


Key to Pronunciation

An abbreviated form of Ms key appears at the bottom of every alternate page of the

vocabulary. A fuller explanation of the symbols will be found on pp. x-xii of the Guide

to the Use of the Dictionary.

Symbol Key Words

fat, lap

ape, date

bare, care

car, father

a

a
a

e

e

6

er

i

!

o

o
6

oo

00
oi

ou

u
u
ur

kh

H

ten, let

even, meet

here, dear

over, under

is, hit

bite, mile

lot, top

go, tone

horn, fork

tool, troop

book, moor

oil, boy
out, doubt

up, cut

use, cute

fur, turn

a in ago
e in agent
i in sanity
o in comply
u in focus

IPA

M
W
[e -* e ->

ae]

[a-* a]

[e]

[i]

[i-i]
[or or er]

[i]

[01]

[a]

[o]

[O-+P]
[u]

[u]

[oi]

[au]

W
[ju

-
lu]

[or or 3"]

[a]

Symbol Key Words IPA

b bed, dub [b]

d did, had [d]

f fall, off [f]

g get, dog [g]

h he, ahead [h]

j joy, jump [ds]
k kill, bake [k]

1 let, ball
[1]m met, trim [m]

n not, ton [n]

p put, tap [p]

r red, dear [r]

a sell, pass [s]

t top, hat [t]

v vat, have [v]

w will, always [w]

y yet, yard [j]

z zebra, haze [z]

ch chin, arch [t$]

g ring, drink [q]

sh she, dash [$]

th thin, truth [e]

th then, father RS]

zh azure, leisure [3]

[see explanatory note on p. xi]

FOREIGN SOUNDS

This symbol, representing the a in French bal (bal), can perhaps best be described as

intermediate between (a) and (a), corresponding closely to IPA [a].

This symbol represents the sound of eum French leur (lee) and can be approximated
by rounding the lips for (6) and trying to pronounce (e).

This symbol represents the sound of eu in French feu (fo) or o (oe) in German Gdthe

(Goethe) (go'te) and can be approximated by rounding the Ups for (o) and trying to

pronounce (a).

This symbol represents a range of sounds varying from (o) to (6) and heard with such

varying quality in French coq (kok), German dock (dokh), Russian gospoMn (gcV-
p6"den') Italian poco (pMcfc), etc.

This symbol represents the sound of u in French due (dflk) and German grun (grun)
and can be approximated by rounding the lips for (56) and trying to pronounce (},

This symbol represents the unvoiced velar or uvular fricative, as in German d&ch

(dokh) or Scottish loch (lokh) and can be approximated by arranging the speech
organs as for (k) but allowing the breath to escape in a continuous stream, as in

pronouncing (h).

This symbol represents a sound similar to the preceding but fojrmed forward; in; .ttojs

mo^fa,
as ia German # 0B), and freqtie% topiewd by Btogfiidx sfeiiw as

1

IQ^). ,

Tljus symbol mdi<m*e^. ttet to vfcwet sound ip^edifttelir prece^ it fy*MiM;[
^i^^te^]^^

? W. i0 (m*),



Symbols and Language

Abbreviations used in the

Etymologies

* hypothetical

t foreign word or phrase
< derived from
? perhaps; possibly; uncertain

+ plus
& and

Abyss., Abyssinian

Afr., African

Alb., Albanian

Am., American
Am. Fr., American French
Am. Ind., American Indian

Am. Sp., American Spanish

Anglo-Fr., Anglo-French
Anglo-Ind., Anglo-Indian

Anglo-Ir., Anglo-Irish

Anglo-L., Anglo-Latin

Anglo-N., Anglo-Norse
Anglo-Norm., Anglo-Norman
AT., Arabic

Aram., Aramaic

Arm., Armaric

AS., Anglo-Saxon
Assyr., Assyrian

Bab., Babylonian
Beng., Bengali
Bohem., Bohemian
Braz., Brazilian

Bret., Breton

Brit., British

Bulg., Bulgarian

Canad., Canadian
Canad. Fr., Canadian French

Catal., Catalonian

Celt., Celtic

Ch., Chaldean; Chaldee

Chin., Chinese

Corn., Cornish

Gym., Cymric

D., Dutch
Dan., Danish

Early Mod. D., Early Modem
Dutch

Early Mod. Eng., Early
Modern English

B.Fri*., East Frisian

Kgypt't Egyptian
E.Ind., East Indian

Eng., English
Esk., Eskimo

Bth., Ethlopic

*i Finish
Hi., Flemish

Frank., Frankish; Franconian
'

G., German
Gael., Gaelic

Gaul., Gaulish

Gmc., Germanic

Goth., Gothic

Gr., Greek

Haw., Hawaiian

Heb., Hebrew
Hind., Hindi; Hindu; Hindu-

stani

Hung., Hungarian

Ice,, Icelandic

Idg., Indo-Germanic

IE., Indo-European
Ind., Indian

Ir., Irish

Iran., Iranian

It., Italian

Japan., Japanese
Jav., Javanese

Kor., Korean

L., Latin
Late Anglo-Fr., Late Anglo-

French
Late Gr., Late Greek
Late ME., Late Middle English
LG., Low German
LGr., Late Greek
Lith., Lithuanian

LL., Late Latin; Low Latin

LWS., Late West Saxon

MD., Middle Dutch
ME., Middle English

Med., Medieval

Mex., Mexican

MFL, Middle Flemish

MFr., Middle French

MGr., Medieval Greek; Middle
Greek

MHG., Middle High German
Mir., Middle Irish

MIt, Middle Italian

ML., Medieval Latin
MLG. Middle Low German
MnE. t Modern English
Mod. Gr., Modern Greek
Mod. L., Modern Latin

Mod* Pr. Modern Provencal

Mongol., Mongolian
MScand., Middle Scandinavian

MScot., Middle Scottish

N. f Norse

Norm., Norman
NoffW*> Norwegian

OAr., Old Arabic

OCelt., Old Celtic

OCym., Old Cymric
OD., Old Dutch
ODan., Old Danish

OFr., Old French

OFris., Old Frisian

OHG., Old High German
Olr., Old Irish

Olt., Old Italian

OL., Old Latin

OLG., Old Low German
ON., Old Norse

ONorm.Fr., Old Norman
French

OPer., Old Persian

OS., Old Saxon
OSlav., Old Slavic

OSerb., Old Serbian

OSp., Old Spanish
OW., Old Welsh

Per., Persian

Peruv., Peruvian

Phoen., Phoenician

Pid.Eng., Pidgin English

Pol., Polish

Port., Portuguese
Pr., Provencal
Pre-AS., Pre-Anglo-Saxon
Prov. Eng., Provincial English
Prov. Scot., Provincial Scottish

Russ., Russian

S.Afr.D., South African Dutch
Sans., Sanskrit

Scand., Scandinavian

Scot., Scottish

Sem., Semitic

Serb., Serbian

Singh., Singhalese

Slav., Slavic; Slavonic

Sp., Spanish
Sw., Swed,, Swedish

Syr. f Syrian; Syriac

Tag.f Tagalog
Tart., Tartar

Tibet,, Tibetan

Turk., Turkish

W., Welsh
W.Afr..West AMcan
W.FL, weet Flemtehi

W.Gme., West drmaolo
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FOREWORD

As this edition of Webster's New World Dictionary is being prepared to go to press, the editors

are systematically including in the plate proofs the death dates of recently deceased notables, new
terms and senses resulting from the latest technological advancements, and such other changes and

additions as last-minute developments make necessary.

This final gesture in the interest of up-to-dateness is a rather symbolic one, a logical extension of

the lexicographic principles that have guided the editors in the preparation of this work. For just as

historical events and scientific concepts refuse to remain fixed, unyielding entities, so too a living

language will not permit itself to be immutably pinned down. The excellent dictionaries of Dr.

Johnson and Nathaniel Bailey, remarkable though they were in their days, have little more pert-

inence for the present-day reader of the New York Times than the alchemical writings of Roger
Bacon have for a nuclear physicist.

Not only could the earlier dictionaries have no knowledge of dilantin, snorkel, betatron, cortisone,

ACTH, cybernetics, and vibraphone, but they would be of no help in uncovering the meanings of

extrapolate, parking meter, iron curtain, cold war, simulcast, and hot-foot. Moreover, even those senses

of words that have had continued currency from the time of Dr. Johnson to the present are in the

earlier dictionaries defined in a language that falls strangely on 20th-century American ears.

The 100 scholars, specialists, and editorial workers who compiled this dictionary set out to create

a new work that would be built in the light of contemporary linguistics, psychology, and the allied

sciences. Recognizing that modern lexicography is a disciplined science, they were, nevertheless,

determined to avoid the dogmatism that led Ambrose Bierce to define a dictionary as "a malevolent

literary device for cramping the growth of a language and making it hard and inelastic." This

dictionary was not to create the impression that it was authoritarian, laying down the law about

usage; it was to play, rather, the role of a friendly guide, pointing out the safe, well-travelled

roads.

Webster's New World Dictionary derives from the best traditions in British and American lexi-

cography and is based especially on the broad foundations laid down for American dictionaries by
Noah Webster. It is neither an abridgment nor a revision of some earlier work. It is a new dictionary

in which every definition has been written afresh in the simplest language consistent with accuracy

and fullness. The editors have tried to avoid wherever possible the "essence" type of definition,

which merely states the class of things to which the thing being defined belongs and the differences

that distinguish it from other members of this class. Instead, the reader is given the necessary ad-

ditional connotative information, even if it means devoting a good deal of space to doing so (see, for

example, the definitions of Aryan, blood, and epic).

In choosing the words to be entered and defined, the editors used as their criterion the frequency

of occurrence in contemporary American usage and in readings generally required of college and

university students, insofar as it could be determined. As a result, this dictionary contains over

142,000 vocabulary entries, more than any other comparable American desk dictionary. All entries

are arranged in a single alphabetical list, so that there is no need to leaf through numerous supple-

ments and prefatory lists, as well as the dictionary proper, to find entries such as Isaiah, Charle-

magne, Atlantic, John Bull, viz., F.O.B., OHG., a priori, and coup de grace.

In addition to the customary literary, scientific, and technical wordstock, the New World contains

with a fullness unknown in previous general desk dictionaries colloquialisms and slang, the informal

and vulgate words that are so rich and characteristic a feature of American English. Thus, along with

the well-established entries, such as dead beat, double cross, flophouse, sob sister, and jerk, there are

included a large number of widely used terms that have been overlooked by other dictionaries,

such as fungo, cover girl, double take, big time, comic book, hot rod, sixty-four dollar question, and

whoops. Particular care has been devoted to the phrasal units and compounds whose meaning can-

not be inferred from the definitions of the individual components (for example, act of God, black

market, drive-in, hard up) and to the important idiomatic phrases that are such a vital part of Eng-
lish (see, for example, the lists after do, make, and run). Many abbreviations have been entered as

well as words and phrases in other languages that one is likely to encounter in an English context.

While retaining all such obsolete, archaic, and Scottish and British dialectal terms and senses as

appeared jt^stified, the editors have placed special emphasis on providing full treatment of the

hundreds of important new terms and new senses of older terms that have come into both scientific

vii



Foreword

and general use in recent years. Trade-marks which have become generic terms or have passed into

wide general usage have also been entered, invariably with a careful indication of their proprietary
nature.

This dictionary contains no run-on forms, that is, words entered after the definition of a related

term, often syllabified and pronounced, but having no other useful purpose, except, perhaps, to in-

crease the vocabulary count. Too often, the meaning of such a word is not self-evident. Full ac-

quaintance with the word career does not in itself make possible an understanding of the very par-
ticular meaning of the derived careerist. Other conventional space-saving short-cuts have been

sacrificed to increase usefulness to the reader. Alternative pronunciations, plurals whose spelling

may present some difficulty, irregular comparatives, superlatives, principal parts of verbs, and so

forth, have been entered in their full forms.

Following many of the key entries in the dictionary will be found a paragraph in smaller type
in which words that are related to, or apparently synonymous with, the entry are carefully dis-

criminated from one another as to precise meaning. Illustrative examples are supplied wherever

these are helpful in showing the distinctions (see the synonymies following happy and trite).

The pronunciations here recorded are those of General American, the speech of the great ma-

jority of the inhabitants of the United States. As many variant pronunciations as space would

permit have been included, but artificial, "platform" speech has been ignored. (For a more detailed

discussion of pronunciation, see pp. x-xii.)

Dr. Whitehall and Dr. Umbach, who were in charge of the etymological research for this dic-

tionary, have related the etymologies to the definitions in such a way that the "semantic flow" of

the word its evolution from earlier forms and its sense development as well as its kinship to

other words in English and related languages, is immediately made clear. The history of each word,

except for certain names, obvious derivatives, and the like, has been traced back as far as present

linguistic knowledge allows. For native English words Dr. Whitehall has regularly followed the

thread of development back to the hypothetical base in Indo-European, the reconstructed language
from which most of the languages of the Western world are believed to have descended. It is the

editors' conviction that the detailed care accorded to the etymologies will have been justified if they
succeed in helping students to achieve a deeper understanding of their language.
Data such as population and area figures are conservative and have been carefully checked with

authoritative sources. Unofficial estimates of population figures have been avoided; only the latest

official counts or estimates available were considered reliable. For values of foreign monetary units,

the latest exchange figures are given, except where current fluctuation is such that these would be

meaningless.
The illustrations, which were specially prepared for this dictionary by Joseph M. Guerry, were

selected and designed for maximum usefulness to the reader. Tools and instruments are depicted
in use, so that their function and relative size are made clear. Actual sizes of animals and plants have

been given in preference to reduction ratios. Small outline maps appear throughout as an aid in

locating many places of historical, literary, or current political importance. Modern typography
and format have been selected to combine ease of reading with attractive appearance. For example,
several different type faces have been used and the part-of-speech designations have been printed
in slightly bolder type to make it easy for the reader to find what he is looking for. The design and

production of this dictionary were the responsibility of Mr. Abe Lerner and Mr. Joseph Trautwein.

For valuable cooperation in solving many problems of typography, thanks are due to Mr. Joseph

Schwartz, of Westcott and Thomson, Inc.

One could not expect maximum efficiency from a new technological apparatus if he did not first

read the operating instructions. Each user of this dictionary is, therefore, urged to read the Guide to

the Use of the Dictionary on the following pages.
The Editors



GUIDE TO THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY

I. The entry words

A. Arrangement of entries

All entries, including proper nouns, abbreviations,
combining forms, and compounds of two or more words,
have been entered in strict alphabetical order. All the
elements in bold-face type are to be regarded as of

equal value, with the following exceptions: in biograph-
ical entries, only the last, or family, name (that part
preceding the comma) has been considered in alpha-
betization, but where there are two or more persons
with the same family name, the first, or given, names
have determined the order of entries.

John of Gaunt (gfint), Duke of Lancaster, 1340-1399;
son of Edward III.

John-son, Andrew (jon's'n), 1808-1875; seventeenth

president of the United States (1865-1869).

Johnson, James Wei-don (wel'd'n), 1871-1938; Amer-
ican writer and diplomat.

Johnson, Samuel, 1709-1784; English writer, critic,

and lexicographer; known as Dr. Johnson.

Johnson City, a city in northeastern Tennessee, pop.,

25,000.

If two or more variant spellings of a single word exist,

each is entered in its proper place and the definition and
variant spellings are given with the form most fre-

quently used, the others being cross-referred to this.

cas si mere (kas'a-meV), n. [< Kashmir,' cf. CASHMERE
(wool)], a thin, twilled, woolen cloth, used for men's
suits : also spelled casimere, ca simire.

In some few cases, where usage is about evenly divided,
full definitions are given witn each form. Where the
variant spellings are so nearly alike that they would
normally appear in consecutive or nearly

^
consecutive

order, and where they are pronounced alike, the less

frequent form or forms are entered directly after the
mam entry word, preceding the pronunciation.

en-am-el-er, en-am-el-ler (i-nam'1-Sr), n. a person
or thing that enamels.

Idiomatic phrases listed after a main entry have also

been entered alphabetically within each group, all ele-

ments in bold-face type, again, being given equal
weight. Such phrases have been entered wherever
possible under the key word.

few (fu), adj. [ME. fewe, few; AS. feawe, feawa, pi.;
akin to OPris. /2, Goth, fawai, pi.: IE. base *pdu-,
etc., small, little, as also in L. paiicus, little (cf. PAUCITY)],
not many; of small number, pron, & n. not many;
a small number.

quite a few, [Colloq.], a rather large number; a good
many.
the few, the minority: contrasted with the many.

Biographical entries have been given with the most
familiar form of the person's name, fuller forms, pseu-
donyms, maiden names, etc. being identified in paren-
theses following the pronunciation.

Henry, O^ (pseudonym of William Sydney Porter),

1862-4910; American short-story writer.

Dick-ens, Charles (dik'
f

nz, dik'inz), (pseudonym Bog).

1812-4870; $nglish novelet,

Prefixes/ iwW initial coij&ining forms are indicated by
a hyphen following the entry form.

in-tra- (in'tra), [L. < intra, within, inside < *intera;

akin to interior, inter], a combining form meaning
within, inside of, as in intramural, intravenous.

Suffixes and terminal combining forms are indicated by
a hyphen preceding the entry form.

-ice (is), [ME. -ice, -ise, -is; OPr. -ice; L. -itius, masc.,

-itia, fern., -itium, neut.], a suffix meaning the condition.

state, or quality of, as in justice, malice.

Such affixes and combining forms have been pronounced
only where it is feasible to pronounce the element in
isolation.

B. Syllabification

The syllabifications used in this dictionary, indicated
by centered dots in the entry words, are those adopted
by printers in the 18th century and in general use since
then to indicate the points at which words may con-
veniently be divided at the end of a written or printed
line.

ox-i diz a-ble (ok'sa-diz'o-b'l) . adj. that can be oxidized.

In adopting this traditional syllabification, the editors
are fully aware of its inconsistencies, of its total failure
to conform to any scientific principles. They are also
aware that to upset the system by adopting one based
on the etymological or ^descriptive, formative elements
in W9rds would be to instigate a major revolution in

printing practice. (See p. xx, par. 2.4.)

C. Derived forms

Every word entered in this dictionary has been fully
defined. Nothing has been left to supposition or guess-
work. Wherever a common derived form, such as an
adverb from an adjective or a noun from a verb, shows
the slightest deviation in spelling or pronunciation or
offers the slightest doubt as to meaning, such a form
generally has been entered, pronounced, and defined.

It is possible in English to form an almost infinite

number of derived forms simply by adding certain

prefixes or suffixes to the base word. In very many such
cases it is possible to understand immediately the mean-
ings of such derived words, if the meanings of the base
word and of the affixes (the most common of which
have been entered in this dictionary) are understood.
For example, if the suffix -able is clearly understood to
mean "that can be-ed" or "capable of being-ed," the meanings of such derived forms as contra-

dictable, recallable, and mold-able are immediately ap-
parent. An analogous situation exists for words com-

pounded with -er, -less, 4ike, -ly, -ness, etc. Space for
less easily understood forms is therefore conserved by
omitting many such words.
For some of the more common prefixes, such as re-

and MOM-, sample lists of words compounded with such
forms have been entered under the proper prefix or
suffix merely^to indicate the frequency with wnich such
words occur in usage.

TfoT adjectives ending in -ic having alternative forms
in -4cal, the derived adverbs (ending in Really) have
generally not been entered where such forms mean only
44
in (the specified) manner." Where the alternative

form in -ical does not exist, the derived adverb has been
entered.
The names of many sciences or studies ending in "logy

(as, psychology, histology) form nouns of agent by re*

placing the ~y with -4st (as, psychologist, histologist) . In
such cases, the derived form is not always entered but
can easily be inferred.

D. Foreign terms

Words and phrases borrowed from other languages
and not regarded as completely naturalized Enghsh
terms are indicated by a double dagger ($) preceding
the entry word. The language from which such a word
is borrowed is indicated in its etymology and the foreign
pronunciation is given first.

(mwa'ra*; Eng. mw|i~ra',

of moirer, to water < moire; see

j. [Ft., pp.
having a
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II. Pronunciation



Guide to tke Dictionary
modern conversational English, all totally un-
stressed vowels are neutralized either to (o)

^ or to (i) .

ur and er These two symbols represent respectively the
stressed and unstressed r-colored vowels neard
successively in the two syllables of murder
(mur'der) and indicated by IPA [ar or 3r] and
for or or]. Where these symbols are given,
Southern and Eastern speakers will, as a
matter of course, pronounce them without
the r-coloration, that is, by "dropping their
r's," as represented by IPA [3] and the schwa

symbol, also borrowed from the Inter-
national Phonetic Alphabet, represents the
back-tongue nasal sound indicated in spell-
ing by the -ng of sing and occurring also fOT
n before the back consonants k and g, as in
drink (drirjk) and finger (firj'ger).
The apostrophe occurring before an /, m, or n
indicates that this consonant has become a
sonant, or syllabic consonant; that is, it has
formed a syllable with no appreciable vowel
sound, as in apple (ap'l) or season (se'z'n).
In some persons' speech such syllabic con-
sonants are often replaced with syllables con-
taining neutralized vowels, as (se'zsn) ;

such
variants, though not entered here, can, of

course, be inferred.
The apostrophe has also been used after

final I and r, in certain French words, to
indicate that they are voiceless after an un-
voiced consonant, as in par exemple (par'
eg'zan'pr), lettre (let'r*). In such cases the
final I and r often tend to be lost entirely in
French speech.

In some Russian words where certain con-
sonants are f9llowed by the "soft sign" in the
Cyrillic spelling, this has been indicated by
(y

f

) . The sound can be approximated by pro-
nouncing an unvoiced (y) directly after the
consonant involved.

B. Foreign sounds

Although virtually no two sounds of different lan-

guages can be scientifically regarded as precisely identical,
sufficient similarity exists, for all practical purposes, to

permit the use of most of the preceding symbols in the
recording of foreign pronunciation. The eight additional
symbols that follow fill adequately the gaps in the main
phonetic key. Several of these symbols are, again, in-

tended to convey varying sounds in differing languages,
where the similarities are sufficient to permit the use of
a single symbol.

a This symbol, representing the a in French bal

(balj, can perhaps best be described as inter-
mediate between (a) and (a), corresponding
closely to IPA [a].

@ This symbol represents the sound of eu in
French leur (ler) and can be approximated by
rounding the lips for (6) and trying to pro-
nounce (.e),

tt This symbol represents the sound of eu in

French feu (fo) or d (oe) in German Gothe

(Goethe) (go'ts) and can be approximated by
rounding the lips for (o) and trying to pro-

A nounce (a).
o This symbol represents a range of sounds

varying from (o) to (6) and heard with such
varying quality in French coq (k$k), German
dock (dokh), Russian gospodin (g6Vpo"-denO ,

Italian poco (pft'ko"), etc.

tl This symbol represents the sound of u in
French due (dtik) and German griin (grim)
and can Jbe approximated by rounding the

lips for (oo) and trying to pronounce (e).

kh This symbol represents the unvoiced velar or
uvular fricative, as in German dock (ddkh) or

Scottish loch (lokh) and can be approximated
by arranging the speech organs as for (k) but
allowing the breatn to escape in a continuous
stream, as in pronouncing (h).H This symbol represents a sound^similar to the

preceding but formed forward in the mouth,
as in German ich (iH), and frequently mis-
heard by English speakers as (sn).

n This symbol indicates that the vowel sound
immediately preceding it is nasalized; that is,

the nasal passage is left open so that the
breath passes through both the mouth and
the nose in voicing the vowel [examples: Fr.
mon (mon), en passant (&n' p&'san')].

C. {Stress

A primary, or strong* stress is indicated by a heavy
stroke (ft im^id|aMy,fottowing the syllable so stressed.

A secondbMTtf pa: weafc stress & indicated by a lighter
stroke (0 loHomngE toe syllable so stressed.

qual-i-ta-tive (kwalA9-ta'tiv) , adj. [LL. qualitative],

having to do with quality or qualities: distinguished

from quantitative.

In addition to such accents, some syllables in English
receive what may be termed reduced secondary stresses.
Such stresses are not indicated but may be inferred
where an apparently unstressed syllable retains an un-
neutralized vowel.
Words of one syllable are regarded, in isolation, as

receiving a primary stress, although this is not indicated.
In contextual usage such words often receive a secondary
stress or no stress at all.

Words of two or more syllables may be characterized
by rising stress (i.e., by secondary stress on an early
syllable and primary stress on a later one), by falling
stress (i.e., by the reverse of this situation), or by level
stress (i.e., by primary stress on two syllables). Where
such words are characterized by all three- of these
patterns, space has often been conserved by indicating
only the level stress.

D. Variants

Where two or more pronunciations for a single word
are given, the order in which they are entered does not
necessarily mean that one is preferred to, or "better"
than, the others. In most cases the order indicates that,
in the opinion of the editors, the form given: first is the
most frequent in general use. Where usage is about
evenly divided, since one form must be given first, the
editors' preference generally prevails. Unless a variant
is qualified, however, as by ''now rarely" or "less

commonly," it is understood that all pronunciations
here entered represent standard uses.

In order to save space, where variants exist for two
or more syllables of a word, a telescoped system has
been used whereby two or more forms indicate four or
more variants. Thus, for example, where nudeolate has
(noo-kle'a-lit, nu-kle's-lat'), by substituting the variant
syllables the following pronunciations may also be in-
ferred: (. . . noo-kle'9-lat', nu-kle'a-lit) .

Where specific parts of speech have variant pronunci-
ations, these are indicated by italicized notes in the
pronunciation proper.

re-tic-u-late (ri-tik'yoo-lit; also, and for v. always, ri-

tik'yoo-latQ, adj. [L. reticulatus < reticulum; see

RETICULE], like a net or network; netlike; specifically,

in botany, having the veins arranged like the threads of

a net: said of leaves, v.t. [RETICULATED (-id), RETICU-

In some few instances, where the entry was relatively
short and it was felt that the pronunciation would not
be overlooked, it was entered directly with the part of

speech to which it had reference.

Every word used in this dictionary is pronounced in
its main entry. Where it occurs in a phrase,, the pro-
nunciation is not repeated, unless it was felt that its

contextual use created sufficient differences to warrant
recording. Where the same family name exists for two
or more biographical entries, the pronunciation and
syllabification are given only with the first entry.

Math-er, Cot-ton (kof'n mal/t'gr), 1663-1728; Ameri-
can clergyman and writer.

Mather, In-crea&e (in'kres), 1639-1723; father of

Cotton; American clergyman and writer.

Complete pronunciations are given throughout for

every main entry. Where truncated forms are given with
irregular inflections, it is understood that the part of the
form not pronounced is identical in quality and stress

with the similar part of the main entry.

fish'V (fish/i) , adj. [FISHIER (-i-er), FISHIEST (-i-ist)],

1. of or full of fish. 2. like a fish in odor, taste, etc.

Words borrowed from foreign languages but com-
pletely naturalized in English use are given Anglicized
pronunciation. Where the foreign pronunciation is also
still heard, it has been given in second place, properly
labeled.

hors d'oeu.vre (dr'durv', 6yduv'; Fr. oT'do'vr'). [pi

HORS D'OEUVRES (-dftrvz', -duvz'; Fr. -do'vr')], [Fr.,

The designation sp. pronun. (spelling pronunciation)
indicates that the variant so labeled has resulted from
an attempt to conf9rm with the spelling, which may not
be properly phonetic, and in this way deviates from th,e

historical or established pronunciation (cf. hist).
For words "beginning with the combination wh- t where

the pronunciation (hw) has been given, a$ in why (hw!) ,

while (hwH), and white (hwit), alternative, unaspirated
pronunciations are heard today with increasing ire-2
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quency, as (wi), (wil), and (wit). Such, variants have
not been given with each word, but on those pages of
the vocabulary containing words beginning with wh-, a
note has been added to the bottom of

4
the page indi-

cating their occurrence. Compounds derived from such
words and found elsewhere in the vocabulary should also
be understood to have such variants.

III. Inflected forms
Inflected forms regarded as irregular or offering

difficulty in spelling or pronunciation are entered in
brackets immediately following the part-of-speech labels.

en-ti-ty (en'ts-ti), n. [pi. ENTITIES (-tiz)L [Fr. entiti; ML.
entitas < L. ens, entis, ppr. of esse, to be], 1. being; ex-

Where variant inflected forms exist, all such forms are
entered. If the inflected form is so altered in spelling (as

by internal inflection) that it would appear at some
distance from the main form in the alphabetized list,

it is entered additionally in its proper place in the

vocabulary.

rode (rod) , past tense and archaic past participle of ride.

Forms regarded as regular inflections, and hence not

normally entered, include:

a) Plurals formed by adding -5 to the singular (or
-es after s, #, z, ch, and sk), as ships, brushes.

6) Present tenses formed by adding -s to the verb

(or -es after s, x, z, ch, and sh) , as sorts, marches.

c) Past tenses and participles formed by simply
adding -ed to the verb with no other change in the
verb form, as sorted, marched.

d) Present participles formed by simply adding -ing
to the verb with no other change in the verb torm,
as sorting, marching.
e) Comparatives and superlatives formed by simply
adding -er and -est to the adjective or adverb with
no other change in the positive form, as taller,

tallest.

Where two inflected forms are given for a verb, the
first is the form for the past tense and the past participle,
and the second is the form for the present participle.

make (mak), v.t. [MADE (mad), MAKING], [ME. maken;

AS. macian; akin to G. machen; IE. base *mag~, to

Where three forms are given, separated from one another
by commas, the first represents the past tense, the
second the past participle, and the third the present
participle.

blow (bio), t?.i. [BLEW (bloo), BLOWN (blon), BLOWING],

[ME. blowen; AS. blawan; akin to G. blahen; IE. base

Where there are alternative, obsolete, or archaic forms,
these are given and properly indicated.

ride (rid), v.i. [RODE (rod), or archaic RID (rid), RIDDEN

(rid''n) or archaic RID or RODE, RIDING], [ME. riden;

AS. ridan; akin to G. reiten; IE. base *reidh-, to go,

In the interest of conserving space, where an ir-

regularly inflected verb is simply compounded from
another verb with the addition of a prefix, the inflected
forms are not always repeated with the derived word,
particularly if the base verb is used in the definition.

IV. Etymology
Etymology has deliberately been made one of the

strong features of this dictionary. During the years of

preparation, the etymologies of all the entries were re-

studied in light of recent publication, early dated quo-
tations, and the chief new etymological dictionaries. The
results of this survey, often original in character, are
here presented with a fullness altogether unparalleled in

any previous American dictionary. A striking innovation
is the exhaustive treatment accorded to words of native
origin, hitherto comparatively neglected in most English
dictionaries. While it is undoubtedly easier to etymolo-
gize words borrowed into English from the Classical

languageSj the native word-stock deserves the attention
accorded it here on the grounds that it comprises much
of the everyday vocabulary of the Englisn language,
On semantic grounds alone, it is probably more im-
portant that the reader should understand the ultimate
origins of such words as arm (of the body), left (hand,
etc.), and hen than that he should recognize the con-
stituents which make up such borrowed words as at-
tention and adventure. Tne careful attention given the
native vocabulary is paralleled in the painstaking care
given to borrowings from Norse ana Low German
sources.
Wherever the semantic history of the entries can fo$

illuminated by the procedure, etymologies are earned

back to the Indo-European base and correlated through
this with other words, both native and of Classical or
Romance origin, which are also ultimately derived from
it. A typical example of this treatment is that of light:

light (lit), n. [ME. liht; AS. leoht; akin to G. licht; IE.

base *leuq~, to shine, bright, seen also in L. lucere, to

shine, lux, lumen, light (cf. LUCID, LUMINOUS), luna,

moon (cf. LUNAR), etc.], 1. a) that which makes it

The first section of this etymology provides typical
Middle English and Anglo-Saxon forms representing the

history of the word within English itself. Next comes a

cognate form from another Germanic language (in this

case, German) introduced by the words akin to. The
final section of the etymology gives the reconstructed

Indo-European base (its hypothetical character is indi-

cated by *), its generalized meaning or meanings, a
selected group of Latin words also ^derived from this

base, and cross references to borrowings or derivatives
of these found in English. The intention behind this

elaborate apparatus is not to present a mere list of

historically related forms; it is to elucidate the semantic
background of the entry, link it with other words of

similar descent and meaning, and prepare the way for
the more recent semantic history of the entry represented
in the definitions. In short, the editors have thought of
the etymologies as a vital part of definition and as a
guide to the correct focusing of the definitions proper.
Particularly in the longer and more complex words, they
have aimed at an organization which flows smoothly
from the etymology to the last sense recorded.

Because of the ample space devoted to etymology, the
reader will not need to master a long list of abbreviations.
He need merely understand the abbreviations for the
various languages (see the list of abbreviations, p. xxxv)
and remember that the symbol < means "(derived)
from," that * indicates a hypothetical, reconstructed
base, that "prob." indicates strong scholarly opinion or
editorial conviction in favor of what follows, and that
"?" indicates uncertainty or unverifiable hypothesis.
Where two hypotheses regarding the origins or a word
are in conflict, both are usually briefly mentioned.
Where the ultimate etymology is uncertain, the most
promising direction of approach is given.

For words compounded in Modern English from a
base word and an affix or affixes, the etymology contains
only these elements. Detailed etymologies can be found
with the main entries for such bases and affixes.

fix-a-tive (fik'ss-tiv), adj. [fix H- -alive], that can or tends

to make permanent, prevent fading, etc. n. a sub-

Where the definition makes the compounding elements
of such a word perfectly obvious, no etymology is re-

quired.

V. The definitions

A. Arrangement and styling of senses',

Semantic order from the etymology through the
most recent sense of a word has been the guiding prin-
ciple determining the order of senses within any given
entry (cf. common). In this way, it has been possible to
give a logical, progressive flow that permits the reader
to see quickly and clearly the development of a word
and the relationship of its senses to one another. In
longer entries, where the treatment would not serioxisly
disturb the semantic flow, technical senses have been
entered, with suitable field labels property alphabetized,
at the end of the entry, to facilitate their being found
quickly. For the same reason, archaic, obsolete, collo-

quial, slang, and dialectal senses are entered just before
the technical senses, unless they are firmly anchored on
one of the general meanings.

foul (foul), adj. [ME.; AS. ful; akin to G. faul, rotten,

putrid, lazy; IE. base *pft~, *pu~, etc., to stink (? <
exclamation of disgust) t seen also in pus, putrid], 1, so

offensive to the senses as to cause disgust; stinking;

loathsome; as, a foul odor. 2, extremely dirty; dis~

treacherous; dishonest. 11. [Archaic], ugly. 12,

[CoUoq.lt unpleasant, disagreeable, etc. 13. in baseball,

relating to or having to do with foul balls or foul

lines. 14. in printing^ full of errors or changes: as,

foul copy. n. anything foul; specifically, a) a collision
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Where a primary sense of a word can easily be sub-

divided into several closely related meanings, this has
been done; such meanings are indicated by italicized

letters after the pertinent numbered sense.

ell (el), n. 1. the letter L. 2. something shaped like

an L; specifically, a) an extension or wing at right

angles to the main structure.
6)_

an L-shaped joint

of piping or tubing.

Where a basic word has very many senses that can
conveniently be arranged under a few major headings,
such a division has been made (cf. hand, go). The sec-

tions, indicated by Roman numerals, are then further

subdivided into numbered (and, where necessary, let-

tered) senses (cf. go).

Synonyms, in addition to being entered separately in

discriminative synonymies (see p. xiv), are also incor-

porated in the definition treatment at those points where
their relevance is most easily apparent. Antonyms are

frequently indicated following definitions by opposed
to. . . or distinguished from. . .

grand opera, opera, generally on a serious theme, in

which the whole text is set to music: distinguished from

operetta, comic opera.

If a word is capitalized in all its meanings, the entry
word itself is printed with a capital letter.

Eur a-sian (yoo-ra'zhan, yoo-ra'shon) , adj. 1. of Eur-

asia. 2 of mixed European and Asiatic descent, n.

1. a person of mixed European and Asiatic descent. 2.

a member of a people of both Europe and Asia.

If it is capitalized in most of its meanings, a lower-case

letter in brackets occurs immediately after the numeral
or part of speech of any sense not capitalized.

Her cu les (hur'kyoo-lez') ,
n. [L.; Gr. Heraklees < Hera,

Hera + kleos, glory], 1. in Greek 6V Roman mythology,

the son of Zeus and Alcmene, renowned for feats of

strength, particularly the twelve labors imposed on

him by Hera. 2. [h-], any very large, strong man. 3. a

northern constellation: see constellation, chart.

Where it is capitalized in only one or two of the senses,

the word is entered with a lower-case letter, and a capital
letter in brackets occurs after the numeral or part of

speech of each pertinent sense. In some instances these

designations are qualified by the self-explanatory
' '

often,

"sometimes," or "usually,"

or-i-en-tal (dr'i-en't'l, o'ri-en't'l), adj. [ME. orientate],

1. eastern. 2. |O-],
of the Orient, its people, or their

culture; Eastern, n. [usually Q-], a native of the

Orient or a member of a people native to that region.

Opposed to occidental, Occidental. Abbreviated Or.

The designation pi. (or often pi, usually pi,, etc.)

before a definition means that the definition applies to

the plural form of the entry word.

gill (gil), n. [ME. gile, gille; prob. < Anglo-N.; cf. ON.

gjolnar, jaws, gills, older Dan. (fiske) gxln, Sw. gal;

IE. base *gheluna~, jaw, seen also in Gr. chelyne, lip,

jaw], 1. the organ for breathing of most animals that

live in water, as fish, lobsters, etc. 2. often pi a) a

red flap of flesh hanging below the beak of a fowl;

wattle. &) the flesh under and about the chin and

lower jaw of a person. 3. j>L the thin, leaflike, radiating

plates on the undersurface of a mushroom.

The designation used in pi (or often in $1, usually in

pi, etc.) means that although the definition applies to

the given singular form of the entry word, the word is

used (or often used, usually used, etc.) in the plural.

hand-cuff (hand'kuf')* n* usually in pi either of a

pair of connected rings that can be locked about the

wrists of a prisoner to keep him from using his hands,

or to fasten him to a policeman.

The designations sing., in sing., etc. are similarly used.

A colon alter a definition generally means that the

material that follows is not part of the definition proper
but is additional information enlarging upon the factual

content, examining the connotations, or indicating the

usage of the teem in the preceding sense.

fig-ur-a-tive (fig'yoor-9-tiv), adj. [LL. figurativus < L.

another that may be thought of as analogous with it;

metaphorical: to call a fierce fighting man a tiger is a

figurative use of tiger: abbreviated fig. 4. containing or

using figures of speech.

If instead of a colon there is a period followed ^by a

capitalized word, the additional information applies to
all the preceding senses (in that part of speech).

hy-dro- (hi'dro, hi'dra), [< Gr. hydor, water], a com-
bining form meaning: 1. water, as in hydrostatic*

hydrometer. 2. in chemistry, the presence of hydrogen,
as in hydrocyanic. Also, before a vowel, hydr-.

Examples of the use of a term or sense have been
liberally supplied, also set off from the definition proper
by a colon and preceded, generally, by the word as.

garnish (gar'nish), v.t. [ME. garnischen < base of

OFr. garnir, guarnir, warnir, to protect; prob. < MHG.
warnen, to equip oneself, prepare, protect], 1. to

decorate; adorn; embellish; trim. 2. to decorate (food)

with something that adds color or flavor: as, a steak is

often garnished with parsley. 3. in law, to bring

The part-of-speech labels are entered in bold-face
italics after the pronunciation, if any. All the senses

following such a label (until the next part of speech or

the end of the entry) are for that part of speech. In
some instances where it was feasible to combine several

parts of speech (e.g., n. & adj. or v.t. & v.i.), this was
done, so that the senses that follow apply to each part
of speech.

Erse (urs), adj. & n. [Scot. var. of Irish], 1. formerly,

Scottish Gaelic. 2. in linguistics, Irish Gaelic,

In definitions of transitive verbs the specific or

generalized objects of the verb, where given, are en-

closed in parentheses since such objects are not strictly

part of the definition.

ex-hale (eks~hal', ig-zal'), v.L [EXHALED (-hald', -z&W),

EXHALING], [Fr. exhaler: L. exhalare; ex-, out + halare,

to breathe], 1. to breathe forth air; expire, 2. to be

given off or rise into the air as vapor; evaporate, v.t.

I. to breathe forth (air or smoke). 2. to give off

(vapor, fumes, etc.).

Where certain verbs are, in usage, invariably or

usually followed by a specific preposition or prepositions,
this has been indicated in either of the following two
ways: the preposition has been worked into the defini-

tion, italicized and enclosed in parentheses, or a note
has been added after the definition indicating that the

preposition is so used.

earth (firth), n. [ME. erthe,- AS. eorthe; akin to G. erde;

IE. base *er-t, as also in Mir. ert, ground], 1. the

etc. v.t. 1. to embed in or cover (up\ with soil for

protection, as seeds, plants, or roots. 2. to chase (an

gloat (gist), v.i. [prob. via dial. < AS. *glotian or

cognate ON. glotta, to grin scornfully; akin to G.

glotzen, Eng. dial, glout, to stare; IE. base *ghlud- <
*%hel~, etc., to shine, as in glass, glow], to gaze or

meditate with malicious pleasure, exultation, or avarice

(often with over).

In general the aim of the editors has been, wherever

possible, to define in such terms that the definition could

conceivably replace in context the word being defined.

It is theoretically possible to use almost any word as

whatever part of speech is required, although most such
uses would be only for the nonce. Thus any transitive

verb can be used absolutely as an intransitive verb, with
the object understood (e.g., he defined the word; you
must define carefully). Such absolute uses are entered

only when they are relatively common. In the same
way nouns used as adjectives (e.g., a cloth cover; a

family affair) are indicated only for the most frequent
uses.

B. Usage labels

There is no universally accepted system of labeling
the various levels of usage in English. It is generally
understood that usage varies according to locality,

degree of urbanization, level of education, occupation,
etc., but any attempt to assign a specific label to every

xm
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sense of every term entered would be highly complicated
by the overlapping of categories and by the fact that
most of the basic vocabulary of the language (as run,
house, man, pretty) occurs at all levels of usage.
The best current practice recognizes that usage labels

must be descriptive rather than authoritarian or con-
demnatory. In this light, the following labels could
adequately describe the three basic levels: formal (for
technical, scientific, and academic writing and for
certain restricted types of platform address), informal
(for the usual writing and speaking of most educated
people, as most novels and plays, newspaper and maga-
zine articles, and ordinary conversation), and vulgate
(for slang and certain restricted shoptalk). It cannot be
repeated too often, however, that such classification has
no direct connection with good (or standard} usage and
bad (or substandard) usage. What is good usage in a
literary essay may not be the best usage in ordering
groceries; what is good usage in a letter to a friend may
not be the best usage in a scientific dissertation. Some
slang often falls properly into informal usage, and some
magazine articles often lean heavily upon formal usage.

After much deliberation, the editors of this dictionary
decided that the familiarity of the more conventional
usage designations makes their use advisable if the

meaning of these labels is clearly understood in advance.
The labels, and what they are intended to indicate, are
given below. If the label, which is placed in brackets
(and often abbreviated) , occurs directly after a part-of-
speech label, it applies to all the senses of that part of

speech; if it occurs after a numeral, it applies only to
the sense so numbered.

Colloquial: The term or sense is generally characteristic
of conversation and informal writing. It is not to
be regarded as substandard or illiterate.

Slang: The term or sense is not generally regarded as
standard usage but is used, even by the best
speakers, in occasional, highly informal contexts.

Slang terms are generally short-lived but may sur-
vive and become part of the colloquial or informal
vocabulary.

Obsolete: The term or sense is no longer used but occurs
in earlier writings.

Archaic: The term or sense is rarely used today except
in certain restricted contexts, as in church ritual,
but occurs in earlier writings.

Poetic: The term or sense is used only in poetry or,

occasionally, in prose where a poetic quality is

desired.

Dialect: The term or sense is used regularly only in
certain geographical areas.

British: The term or sense is characteristic of British,
rather than American, English. When preceded by

especially, it indicates an additional, though less

frequent, American usage. Since this dictionary
was prepared from the American point of view,
terms and senses originating in or restricted to the
United States are not so indicated. British dialect
indicates that the term or sense is used regularly
only in certain geographical areas of Great Britain,
usually in northern England.

In addition to the above usage labels,
t supplementary

information is often given after the definition, indicating
whether the term or sense is generally regarded as
obscene, vulgar, profane, or derogatory, used with
ironic, familiar, or hyperbolic connotations, etc.

VI. The Synonymies

Synonyms are words that have nearly identical or

closely related meanings in one or more of their senses.

They are sometimes, but by no means always, inter-

changeable with one another in these senses. More often,
the subtle differences that distinguish them are of

greater importance to precision in language than their

apparent equivalence. In this
t
dictionary, such syno-

nyms, or related words, are discriminated in a short
paragraph entered after that word which may generally
be considered the basic or most comprehensive one of
the group. Distinctions in the meanings of the words
are briefly stated and typical examples of usage given
wherever these will be helpful.

SYN. happy generally suggests a feeling of great pleasure,
contentment, etc. (a happy marriage); glad implies more
strongly an exultant feeling of joy (your letter made her so

glad}, but both glad and happy are commonly used in merely
polite formulas expressing gratification (I'm glad, or happy,
that you could come); cheerful implies a steady display of

bright spirits, optimism, etc. (he's
t
always cheerful

m
in the

morning); joyful and joyous both imply great elation and
rejoicing, the former generally because of a particular event,
and the latter as a matter of usual temperament (the joyful
throngs, a joyous family) . See also lucky. ANT. sad.

Each of the words discriminated in the example
above is cross-referred to the entry for happy, where
this synonymy appears. Thus, following the entry for

glad, there is a note "SYN. see happy."
Whenever the basic word of a list is treated in another

of its senses elsewhere, a cross reference is given to indi-
cate this. Thus, "See also lucky" in the paragraph above
means that the word happy, in its sense of "lucky" or
"fortunate" is treated in the synonymy for lucky.

In many cases antonyms are given at the end^of the
synonymy and these, in turn, may receive discriminative
treatment themselves. Thus, the antonym sad heads a
synonymy that includes melancholy, dejected, de-

pressed, and doleful, all antonymous to happy.



THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

by Harold Whitehall

I. MODERN AMERICAN ENGLISH
A. Pronunciation
1.1 To most of us, the smallest practical unit of lan-

guage js the word. All who can read, however, assume
that W9rds are built up from a limited number of

distinctive "sounds" roughly corresponding to the letters

of our alphabet. We are aware that they^ do not corre-

spond exactly. When pressed for a description of these
"sounds," we have to amplify such vague alphabetical
indications as "the long I of bite

1 '

or "the short a of

bat'
1 with further details intended to convey impressions

to the ear: "the soft g of gin" "the hard s of sits," etc.

Because modern spelling reflects the pronunciation of

the 15th rather than that of the 20th century, such
descriptions are of limited usefulness. A more scientific

procedure is to separate our "sounds" from their sur-

roundings and to study the details of their formation as
we prolong or slow down their articulation.

1.2 The mechanism by which speech sounds are pro-
duced is best thought of as an extremely flexible wind
instrument comparable in some respects to the bassoon,
in others to the bagpipe. It comprises a bellows (the
LUNGS), an inner resonator (the PHARYNX, or
UPPER THROAT) with a double reed (the VOCAL
BANDS) at its base, and two outer resonators, one
fixed (the NASAL CAVITY) and one modifiable (the
ORAL CAVITY, or MOUTH). Speech sounds result
when an outflowing stream of air is pumped through
this instrument by the bellows action of the lungs and
is impeded or modified in various ways as it passes
through the resonators toward the outer air. It should
be noted that the primary purpose of this apparatus is

not the production of sounds at all; its parts m
possess

functions more closely connected with breathing and
eating than with speaking. There are no vocal organs
as such.

FIG. I
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1.3 The double reed of the speech mechanism consists

of two bands of membrane set in the top of the windpipe
behind the thyroid cartilage (the Adam's apple of the

male) and known as the VOCAL CORDS, or better,
VOCAL BANDS. The modifiable outer resonator, the
ORAL CAVITY, can be altered in shape, partially
bldcked, or completely blocked by action of the lips

and tongue. Either of the two outer resonators can be
shut off from the other by raising or lowering the
VELUM, or SOFT PALATE, the soft, fleshy part at the
rear of the roof of the mouth.

1.4 As outflowing breath streams upward from the

lungs through the windpipe, it can first encounter the
double-reed apparatus of our meclianism the vocal
bands. In ordinary breathing, these are drawn back
transversely toward the left- and rigj^aaad sides of the

top of tie windpipe; the 0LOTTIB, 4r space between
them, is widely opened* and 'the bxeafca can pass faythem
without bemg checked or Impeded. Sounds foimed witfe

the glottis thus opened are known as VOICELESS
SOUNDS. If, however, the vocal bands are pulled close

together and the glottis reduced to a mere slit, pressure
of the upward-moving breath stream will induce a
sinuous vibration of such sort that slight openings and
closings of the edges of the vocal bands follow each other
in rapid succession. This vibration is communicated to
the moving breath stream itself and thence, in in-

creasingly amplified form, to the moving column of air
in the resonating chambers of the upper throat, mouth,
and/or nasal cavity. The amplified vibration is heard as
VOICE, a musical hum characteristic of VOICED
SOUNDS. All English vowels and many English con-
sonants are voiced; other consonants are voiceless: cf.

voiced (z) in zee with voiceless (s) in see, voiced (v) in
vast with voiceless (f) in fast, voiced (b) in bit with
voiceless (p) in pit, etc. The distinction between voiced
and voiceless, of primary importance in classifying
sounds, reflects the first basic j)ossibility of our vocal
instrument. Another possibility is to narrow the glottis

gradually toward the position for voice just before
articulating certain other voiced sounds. This gradual
narrowing is basic in producing the sound which we
associate with the English letter h.

1.5 After the outflowing breath stream leaves the
region of the glottis, it can next be diverted by the
soft, fleshy part at the rear of the roof of the mouth the
VELUM, or SOFT PALATE. If the velum is so raised
as to shut off the breath stream from the nasal cavity,
the breath will escape through the mouth; if the velum
is lowered and the breath stream blocked in the mouth
by action of the lips or tongue, it will escape through the
nasal cavity and the nostrils. The raising or lowering of
the velum, therefore, gives us another phonetic possi-
bility: when the breath escapes through and is further
worked on in the mouth, we get ORAL SOUNDS; when
the breath is blocked in the mouth and escapes through
the nose, we get NASAL SOUNDS (cf. oral b in bat
with nasal m in mat, oral d in dash with nasal n in gnash,
etc.).

1.6 From the foregoing, it is clear that the vocal
bands, velum, and nasal cavity, whatever their im-
portance in the over-all activity of speaking, do not
account solely for most individual speech sounds. The
one exception in English is the unusually simple sound
h, produced, as described above, by a progressive nar-

rowing of the glottis. Most of our sounds are not so
much articulated as co-articulated produced^by several
simultaneous muscular movements working in concert.
In sound production, the opening or clpsing of the glottis
and the raising or lowering of the velum are" of primary
importance, but most of the audible distinctions be-
tween English sounds result from further modification
of the outflowing breath stream caused by further
muscular adjustments in the mouth. These movements,
designed to produce various kinds of CAVITY FRIC-
TION (i.e., the passage of the breath stream over the
entire surface of cavities or chambers), LOCAL FRIC-
TION, or MIXED FRICTION (cavity plus local fric-

tion) depend upon the action of the tongue and lirjs.

1.7 Within the mouth, the outflowing breath stream
may be further modified in five principal wdys. (1) It

may be allowed to produce cavity friction in the* reso-

nance chambers molded by the positions of tongue,
lips, and jaw. The resulting sounds, which add various
mixtures of overtones to the basic voice hum according
to the varying shapes assumed by the chambers, are

commonly known as VOWELS. (2) The breath 'may be
stopped completely along the center line of the tongue
but allowed to escape along both sides: sounds' .thus

formed, known as LATERALS, are exemplified by
English (1), as in let. When the back of the tongue is

also somewhat elevated as in the Middle Western (1)

of feel, such sounds combine local friction with cavity
friction. (3) The outflowing breath may be forced, with.

characteristic local frictional noises, through a narrow
sHt or groove formed between the teeth and lower E$
or between the upper parts of the mouth,and various

ts of the tongueii Sucji sounds* whiclx include English
- ?)< Mr Pi^M^'X^Js% (^) 4

are known as

jeATlVES (SPIRANTS), ft) Tfr breatli inay be

with' aoitre
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degree of local friction. Such sounds, as English (p), (b),

(t), (d), (k), (g), are known as STOPS. (5) The breath

may be lightly, rapidly, and intermittently stopped^ in

such a manner that the tongue (or uvula), protruding
elastically, executes either a single swift flip or a suc-

cession of flips under pressure of the breath stream.

Sounds of this type, known as TRILLS and FLIPS, are

known in American English only by the variety of (t)

in Middle Western water, butter, etc. (6) Finally, the

breath stream may be stopped in the mouth, so that

pressure is built up behind the point of stoppage, and
the main current of the outflowing air is allowed to

escape, with cavity friction, through the nasal cavity.

The sounds produced in this way (strictly, nasalized

voiced stops) are known as NASALS: cf. (b) and (m),

(d) and (n), (g) and (rj).

1.8 The capacities of the breath-stream mechanism
so briefly described above are almost endless. We have
seen how it resembles, in some points, the bassoon and

bagpipe. We might add that few musical instruments of

any kind can produce so many varied noises (SOUNDS)
as this physiological instrument of ours. But after all,

the primary purpose of speaking is communication, or,

as Leonard Bloomfield phrases it, "to connect the

speaker's stimulus with the hearer's response": if we
used too many of these noises in speech the purpose of

speaking would be defeated. In practice, every lan-

guage has evolved its own particular system of sound-

signals based not on all but on very^ few of the breath-

stream mechanism's phonetic possibilities. Although the

total number of these signals seldom exceeds forty in

any language, it should be remembered that any par-
ticular signal may actually comprise several sounds

closely related in articulation, and that one or more^ of

these closely related sounds may serve as distinctive

signals in other languages that is, may be used to

differentiate words and forms. Thus, the English sound

signal (1) includes the purely consonantal (1) oi lit and
the vowellike, mixed-friction (1) of feel: m Polish, these

two variants of our English signal (1)
occur as two

distinct sound signals used to differentiate words from
each other. Similarly, the Spanish sound signal <$)

comprises two variants which resemble the distinctive

English signals (o) and (6) heard in boat and bought. We
may readily realize that a distinctive signal of one

language may not occur in another (cf. the vowel (ii)

of French lune, the consonant (kh) of German Nacht),
that distinctive signals in one language or dialect may be

merely variant forms of a single signal in another, and
that the whole system of signals in one language or

dialect may differ basically from the system of another.

In examining any language or dialect, ^therefore,
the

first constructive step is to discover its distinctive

sound signals its PHONEMES, as we shaU henceforth
call them and the system which they compose (PHO-
NEMIC SYSTEM).

1.9 On pages xviii and xix is given one possible chart
of the phonemes of North Central American English,
both in symbols used by this dictionary and in those of

the International Phonetic Association (IPA). Each
phoneme is embodied within a short illustrative word.
Whenever dialects, languages, or historical states of

languages are to be contrasted or compared, the IPA
symbols, which apply to the bundles of articulation
features forming a speech sound irrespective of the

spelling, are much to be preferred. In the chart, a new
sound is conceived to have been made every time an
articulator is moved either to constrict or to release the
breath stream; but the phonemes (ch), (j), as the IPA
symbols [t/], [ds] clearly show, actually involve two
articulation movements. Similarly, the complex vowel
phonemes known as DIPHTHONGS (not shown in the
chart) involve a vowel articulation followed immediately
by a glide of the articulator to an ending position which
is that of another vowel: thus English (if can be thought
of as (a + i), IPA [ai]; English (pu) as (S -f oo), IPA
[au]; English (oi) as (d or 6 + i). IPA [oil or [01].

1.10 The chart is actually a graph oi physiological
sound-production, to be read horizontally from right to
left for the action of articulating organs from glottis
to lips and vertically, bottom to top, for the types of
articulation from least to greatest total constriction

(STRICTURE) of the breath stream. To describe the
chief characteristics (PHONETIC FEATURES) of any
phoneme, one needs only to read from right to left along
the appropriate line and reproduce the column and line
labels. Following this procedure, we find that the
phoneme (s) is a voiceless, oral, tongue apex (apical)
groove fricative; that (m) is a voiced, nasal, lip phoneme;
and that (oo) is a voiced, oral, tongu0-bac rounded,
high-vowel phoneme. Similar descriptions for aU tiie
other phonemes can easily be made.

1.11 Implicit in the discussion of phtm/omm (see 1$
above) is the notion that each one tends to appear &,
variant forms (ALLOPHONES) according to the -

vironment in which it occurs. Phonemes ar% after aft
seldom encountered as individual utterances; tboy m
realized as segments of a larger continuum of sound In
words and word groups. It is natural enough, therefore.

that they should be influenced by whatever is in close
contact with them, whether it be other phonemes,
pauses in the speech flow, or conditions of stress and the
like. Whatever it be, all phonemes show some degree of

positional variation caused by the environments in
which they occur, just as signals formed by a sema-
phorist show slight variations of form according to the
context of signals in which they occur. It is true that
most of the variations are almost imperceptible except
to a trained phonetician. The differences, for instance,
between the (t) of top, which is aspirated (i.e., followed
by a puff of breath) and the (t) of stop, which is not,
become noticeable only when we listen with the utmost
care. Yet these slight differences are important because
they sometimes indicate boundaries between words and
because what we call SOUND-CHANGE, whereby one
phoneme may eventually become merged with, or change
to, another, often starts from the weakest (i.e., least

characteristic) positional variant of a phoneme. It is

no accident that the distinction between that's tough and
that stuff depends chiefly upon the aspirated initial (t)
in the former, or that the weakly articulated

flip (t) of

letter, water, patter, batter, etc. has now become, in some
parts of the Middle West, an allophone of the phoneme
(d). If we wish to possess more than a cursory knowledge
of our own speech, we need to know something about
the allophones of our phonemes as well as about the
phonemes themselves.

1.12 Every American belongs to one speech minority
or another. The fact that we do not possess any single,

accepted American standard pronunciation means,
among other things, that different speakers use different

allophones and even different phonemes in pronouncing
the same words. Not that these differences seriously
impede communication between us. The United States
is actually one of the few large countries in the world

where^ one may travel from border to border without
changing language or running the risk of being seriously
misunderstood. A calf is still a calf whether pronounced
{kaf), IPA [kaef] or (kaf), IPA [kaf or kofj. Even so,
it is well to recognize that every reader of this dic-

tionary has, in one^ sense or other, his own dialect, and
that the pronunciation symbols of the dictionary,
deliberately conceived with the widest possible appli-
cations, will mean different things to different readers.
Even speakers from the central area of the country,
who might be expected to feel particularly at home
with the pronunciations entered here, will find diver-

gencies of detail between what they actually say and
what we indicate they might say. Such matters are
not adequate grounds for social shame, linguistic fear,
or self-condemnation. The dictionary is not intended as
an instrument of torture or an arbiter of "correctness"
but as a generalized record of observed fact. The truth is

that nobody knows how he pronounces his own lan-

guage until he has made a deliberate effort to find out
how he pronounces it. If you will take the trouble to
check your pronunciation system with the details sug-
gested below, you will foster your understanding of

what any dictionary can and cannot record. In a period
such as ours, when human beings are far too ready to
believe in the authority of any kind of written state-

ment, justified or unjustified, that knowledge is very
valuable.

1.13 In Britain, there is such a thing as a more or
less standardized spoken English (Received Standard
British) based upon the speech of the great boarding
schools and the older universities. But in Britain, very
many of the population begin their linguistic careers
with one of the regional dialects as their sole speech
dialects so different from each other that they impede
general communication. Because of the barriers to
communication created by the diversity of the dialects,

Englishmen, even Britons in general, readily accept the
notion of a standard British pronunciation which goes

beyond and replaces the regional dialects
\
and they are

wiuing to learn it, by intensive effort, in school and
elsewhere. Thus, although probably less than 10 per cent
of the British population are original speakers of Re-
ceived Standard British, it is universally accepted as

desirable by educational authorities, by radio performers,
and by the mass of the population. A dictionary of

British English, therefore, can automatically adopt
Received Standard British for its pronunciations,

1.14 In this country, the situation is otherwise,
t
As

previously mentioned, ours is probably the only nation
on earth in which one can travel three thousand miles
without encountering serious difficulties of oral com-
munication. Regional differences in speech undoubtedly
exist here: the speech of Maine is not like that of

Georgia, nor is the speech oi Texas like that of Minne-
sota* Yet, tmless we deliberately exaggerate them for

social or other reasons, our regional speech differences

offer no great barrier to tae free exchange of opinions
and idaaa, Tb*y consist more of flavor than of sub-
stance. JPwcMy for tliat reason, all tfce pressures ever

"

for the oMclftl adoption of * Received Standard
oomparabl in sepjp$ with Re/cwmd

tmavasBng. Tk .practical
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necessity simply does not exist. In the affairs of American
life, one may speak a Southern, Middle Atlantic,

Chicago-Great Lakes, or Eastern New England English
without any real disadvantage. The important thing is

that we should speak, in a, forceful, clear, and literate

fashion, the variety oj: English of our upbringing. t

1.15 The pronunciation recorded in this dictionary
is largely that of General American, especially as used

by literate speakers in the central part of the country.
It represents a type of American English used, with
relatively minor variations, in the whole of the Cen-
tral, the Middle Western, the Northwestern Middle
Western, the Western New England, and the Middle
Atlantic States. It is the native speech of most of the
editors of the dictionary. Since, however,

t
many users

of this book will speak other regional varieties of Ameri-
can English than the one we employ, and will undoubt-
edly read their own pronunciation patterns into the

highly generalized symbols used by this dictionary, we
shall give here a brief sketch of the principal types of

American English as spoken on a literate level.

a) Eastern New England (Coastal Northeastern). In
its most characteristic form, this type is confined to

speakers native to the New England States east of the
Connecticut River. In origins, it seems to be an Ameri-
can development of the middle-class speech of East

Anglia, London, and the Home Counties in the 17th
and 18th centuries. Since Received Standard British

has much the same origin, it shares many features with
the speech of Eastern New England. Especially notable
are the following characteristics:

(1) Loss of final (r) and of (r) before consonants

("r-coloring") in such words as far, farm, heard, sir,

firm, force, course, beard, chair, etc.

(2) Use of (r) as a link between contiguous vowels
and between vowels and consonants in loose contact:
cloth (kl6rth), law-and-order (16r and 6da), etc.

(3) Use of either a low central vowel or a low back
unrounded vowel (a), IPA [a or a], before the voiceless

fricatives (f , s, th) and before (n) followed by a voiceless

fricative or stop: after (afta), glass (glas), path (path),
dance (dans), Want (plant), etc. This same sound is

usually heard also in such words as half and calf.

(4) Use of a low back rounded vowel, IPA [D], in

hot, rock, college, cot, rod, etc., as well as in such words
as caught, salt, saw.

(5) Use of (a), or (o), as the first vowel of horror,

sorry, orange, etc.

b) Coastal and General Southern. This type of Ameri-
can speech, often called, in its eastern Virginia and
South Carolina forms. Plantation Southern, seems to be
based on the upper-class London and Home Counties

speech of the late 17th and early 18th centuries. Its

chief characteristics are the following:

(1) Loss of final (r) and of (r) before consonants in

such words as far, farm, sir, heard, form, force, course,

beard, chair, etc. In sir, heard, etc., the vowel is usually
a tense mid-central phoneme, IPA [3], often made into

the diphthong [3i] before a consonant. In far, farm,
the vowel is usually a lengthened, low back rounded

P
(2) Loss or distinct weakening of the final vowel in

the diphthongs of dine, white, oil, toil

(3) Use of the general Southern diphthong (aoo),

IPA ISBU], in such words as out, cow,Jtouse. In Eastern

Virginia, a circumflex diphthong (aqo), IPA [au], oc-
-

,

curs before voiceless consonants, while a falling diph-
befor

voiced consonants.

,

thong (aoo), IPA [aeu], normally appears before
.

. .

(4) Centralization or fronting of (oo), (oo) in such
words as moon, spoon, and book, good, (IPA [mun],

[spOn], [buk], fead]). .

(5) Consistent occurrence of the semivowel (y) be-

fore (60) rendered (u) in this dictionary in such words
as due (du), tune (tun), news (nuz). .

(6) The breaking of the vowels i, e, a, o, oo) into

diphthongs, especially at points of pitch change: thus,

bid, bed, bad, rod are normally (biad, bead, basd, road).

c) Southern Mountain (Highland Southern, South Mid-

land). This speech type appears to be a Southern

Appalachian blend of General Southern with Pennsyl-
vania speech. Today, however, it is heard over the

central lower Mississippi valley (sometimes in local

competition with General Southern), and in East Texas,

Arkansas and parts of Oklahoma, Eastern Kansas.

Missouri, Southern Illinois, Southern and Central

Indiana, Southern Ohio, and Southern Pennsylvania.
Its range is furthest north in Central Indiana. Southern
Mountain speech shares characteristics 2, 3, 4, 5, o m
b above with General Southern, but retains r (more
accurately, an 4

V-coloring" of the vowel) in such words
QS far, farm, heard, sir, form, force, chair, etc. Other fea-

tures, some shared with other dialects, but specially

significant for the contrast with the speech of the

Central Middle Western States, are as follows:

(1) Raising" and diphthQiigization of Ce) before g, as

in egg (ig) f fog (IStefi k$M ^kSig). This usually
_
ac-

teoflji^enirig of (i), and a distinct

of (a)/

(2) The front vowel (e) often appears as (i) before

nasals, especially in such words as ten, tennis, penny,

pen, etc. Among cultivated speakers in the northern

part of the Southern Mountain area, this is now regarded
as substandard.

(3) The front vowel (i) is usually lowered and diph-

thongized to (ai) or (ei) before (rj), as in thing, think,

ink, etc. ,. , x

(4) The 5 of greasy, absorb, is usually (z).

(5) The vowel of dish, fish, and the final vowel of

city, charity, etc. occurs as (e) in many parts of the area.

(6) The word wash is often pronounced (worsh) or

(warsh).
(7) The vowel (o) often appears as a diphthong with

a fronted first element parallel with the fronting in spoon,
good, etc. Example: boat (baot). Because of the migration
of workers from the South in World War II, Southern
Mountain speech is now heard sporadically in such
Northern industrial cities as Chicago, Detroit, and
Cleveland.

d) General American (North Midland, North Central,

Western). Since this is the type of pronunciation re-

corded in this dictionary, it deserves fairly detailed

attention here. Its general phonemic system, or rather,

one of its systems, has been illustrated in section 1.9

above. The following details are significant:

(1) Final (r) and (r) before consonants ('V-color-

ing") are everywhere retained in such words as far, farm,
heard, sir, firm, force, course, beard, and chair.

(2) The vowel (o), IPA [a] or [a], m hot, rock, college,

cot, rod, etc., contrasts with the vowel (6), IPA [o] of

such words as caught, salt, all, law. (But cf. Western

Pennsylvania below.)
(3) The vowel in such words as horror, sorry, orange

is usually (6), IPA [o], in contrast to the (o), IPA [a],

of the Coastal East and General Southern. (But cf.

Middle Atlantic below.) , , , ,N r ,

(4) The diphthongs (ou), (i), (01) occur as [au] or

[au], [ai] or [ai], and [ofj or [oij. f f ^ t ^

(5) After the apical consonants (t), (d), (n) the
vowel (oo) is not normally preceded by the semivowel

(y) as in the Southern dialects.

(6) The vowels (i, e, a, o, oo) completely lack the

diphthongization heard in the Southern dialects.

(7) The phonemes (a) and (o) are less obviously
diphthongized than in other regional varieties of Ameri-
can speech..

(8) The vowels in the classes of words represented

by Mary, marry, merry have generally coalesced under
the same sound, usually (e), IPA [e].

(9) The back vowels (oo), (oo), and (o) are not
centralized or fronted. (But cf. Middle Atlantic below.)

(10) The vowel in after, pass, path, dance, etc. is (a),

IPA
[ae],

not (a), IPA [a, a], as in Eastern New England
speech.

(11) The vowel (e) is not raised and diphthongized
before g as it is in Southern Mountain speech.

(12) The 5 in greasy, absorb is usually (s), rather

than (z) as in the South and in Eastern New England.
In its widest geographical sense. General American

includes several subtypes. As research progresses, we
are likely to discover more of them and to discard the

use of the term General American itself. (1) The Middle
Atlantic type is chiefly characterized by the fronting of

'oo) and (o) and by its low back unrounded vowel (o) ,

!PA [a], in horror, sorry, orange. (2) The Western Pennsyl-
vania type often possesses the low back unrounded
vowel, IPA [a], both in hot, rock, college, rod, etc. and in

caught, salt, law, etc. This is obviously a mixed dialect, re-

produced further west in some of the Ohio River towns
and in the Southwest. (3) The West Central type, spoken
in Chicago and on the southern shores of the Western
Great Lakes area, has (a), both in hot, rock, college, rod,

etc. and in father, balm, alms.
1.16 This brief survey of the four p/incipal varieties

of American speech does some injustice to the varied

and subtle regional modifications of the American lan-

guage. Several of the large cities, notably New York
City, have developed or are in the process of developing
their own characteristic speech patterns, while the

Southern Piedmont possesses a variety of speech quite
distinct from either General Southern or Southern
Mountain, although it incorporates features found in

both. Our present knowledge of the allophonic, and
sometimes or the phonemic, variations present m Ameri-
can speech is the measure of our comparative ignorance
rather than of our knowledge of the subject.

Syllables

2.1 Thus Jfar, we have been chiefty concerned with

phonemes as isolated sound-siginal units. It is time to

put them into the contexts of actual speech and to

study them in combination with the various contextual
factors (PROSODIC FEATURES) which influence

them. ,

2.2 When we study a succession of phonemes in an
utterance, the first thing that strikes us is a marked
variation of prominence (SONORITY) between them.
For instance, in the word limitation (limatashan) ,

1

I:
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[limotesan], phonemes 2, 4, 6, 8, are obviously more
prominent in their relative sonority than the others; in

oscillator (osalatSr), [assletar], this same prominence
occurs in phonemes 1, 3, 5, 7. On further analysis, we
find that all of these prominent phonemes, (i), (a), (a),

(o), etc. are cavity friction sounds (i.e., vowels) bordered
either by less prominent phonemes possessing mixed or

local friction, or by silence. In essence, then, any speech
flow consists of a series of peaks and troughs of promi-
nence with sonorous cavity-friction phonemes at the

peaks and less sonorous phonemes or silence (pause) at

the troughs. A glance at Fig. II makes it clear that this

variation in the sonority of phonemes depends urjon the

relative degree of stricture. In the chart, sonority de-

creases from the bottom of the diagram^ where the

breath stream is represented as least constricted, to the

top, where it is most constricted. If we use ;the symbol
1 to characterize the most sonorous (cavity-friction)

sounds, 2 to indicate the less sonorous (mixed-friction)

sounds, and 3 to symbolize the least sonorous (local-

friction) sounds, then the peaks and troughs of sonority
in our examples may be easily diagrammed:

212131312 13121312

(limatashan), (osalatgr).
Now reference to the syllabification in this dictionary
will immediately show that the words limitation, oscilla-

tor, i.e., lim/i/taftion, os/cil/la/tor, possess just as many
1's as they possess syllables. In other terms, the most
obvious thing about syllables is that they are peaks of

prominence bordered by troughs of less prominence. The
phonemes at the peaks are called SONANTS; those at

the troughs are called CONSONANTS.
2.3 This explanation, however, does not completely

account for syllables. As can be easily seen if we pro-

long (a) , [a], and at the same time hit the chest repeatedly
with a fist, the pumping action of the lungs (CHEST
PULSE) is a vital factor in syllable formation. Further,
since the less sonorous phonemes constrict the breath

stream, hence slow down expiration, and thus retard

lung action, that action is relatively slow at the troughs,
and relatively fast at the peaks, of sonority. Like

everything else in speech, the syllable is relatively

complex in its mechanical formation.
2.4 No one is likely to have much trouble in counting

the number of syllables in a word. To decide where one

syllable ends and another begins, however, is a matter
of such difficulty that linguistic science is still unable
to provide a simple formula for syllable division in

English, Neither the system of division used in this

dictionary nor any other yet devised really squares
with the observable facts of the English language. The

separation of syllables in this and similar books is merely
a graphic convenience, intended to help printers to be
consistent. Its virtues are esthetic, not linguistic.

t

Per-

haps the only scientific method of practical syllabifica-

tion would depend upon the etymological and formative
elements present in words. Meanwhile, we continue to

use, and, unfortunately, to have represented to us as

factual, a system which is neither logical in itself nor
based in any degree on the ascertained characteristics

of our language.
2.5 In our consideration of syllables, it is well to

remember that the details of their formation may vary
considerably in different languages. In English, the

phonemes at the rjeaks of sonority are all, according to
one conventional interpretation, cavity friction sounds

(VOWELS). Phonetically, however, the pronunciation
of such words as battle, bottle, border, and batten as

313 23132 31232 3132
(bat'l, bot'l, bCr'dgr, bat'n)

shows the possibility of employing such mixed-friction

phonemes as (1), (r), (n) as sonants. We find them thus
employed in several languages. Similarly, the vowel in

bird, sir, stir, curd, etc., symbolized in this dictionary by
(ftr), IPA [or] or [3*] may be regarded with equal justi-
fication as an ur-vowel" to be symbolized as in Czech
by simple r:

323 32 332 323

(brd), (sr), (str), (krd).
The unusual English exclamation pstt acquaints us with
the possibility, actually used in some languages, of em-
ploying the more sonorous fricatives as peaks of sonority
in syllables.

2.6 Similar differences between various languages are
also apparent at the troughs of sonority. Among lan-

gtiages other than English, some begin syllables only
with sonants, some end them only with sonants, some
begin or end them only with single consonants, and
some permit only a single consonant between syllables.
Englisli syllables can commence and end with sonants,
with single consonants, and with clusters of as many
as three consonants (we shaU disregard inflectional

endings) before and after the peak of the syllable: of.

strict, quartz. Any possible combination of these may
occur between syllables.

2, 7 The exceptionally flexible structure ol the English
syllable is not

^
difficult to understand once we rei&w

that the essential nucleus, the sonant, stands at a peak
of sonority, which may be attained or departed from

either swiftly or gradually. The presence of consonant
clusters implies gradual ascent or descent in relative

sonority, i.e., it has somewhat the same effect as that
of initial (h) on the voicing of a following vowel.

2.8 It must not be thought that any consonant may
adjoin any other consonant in the above scheme. The
permissible clusters of consonants are in part conditioned

by historical but chiefly by physiological factors. These
include the following: (1) whether two phonemes which
might adjoin in the same cluster have the same articu-

lator; (2) whether they have the same type of articula-

tion; (3) whether they are both voiced or voiceless;

(4) whether they have the same or varying conditions
of stricture; (5) whether, especially in phonemes of the
same articulation type, one is ^lightly more prominent
than the other. Thus r, an apical consonant, is never

preceded by s, also apical; stops do not combine initially
with stops, etc. In initial clusters, and in some dialects

in final clusters, English appears to insist upon a certain

degree of differentiation between contiguous consonants.

Stress and Related Phenomena

3.1 Our consideration of the syllable has shown that
in any series of phonemes within an utterance, certain

phonemes are more prominent than others. Those
prominent phonemes, we have seen, are the chief

determinants of what we call syllables. When we come
to consider a series of syllables in an utterance, we like-

wise find that certain syllables are more prominent than
others. In limitation, oscillator, for instance, the syllables
-ta- and os- obviously carry more relative prominence
than any others in these two words, and, if we listen

closely to our own pronunciation, we shall find that
Urn- and -lat-, although less prominent than -ta- and os-,

are still more prominent than the other syllables sur-

rounding them. In conventional dictionary terms, we
should say that the prominent syllables are stressed,

i.e., pronounced with more vigor or intensity of articu-

lation, than the remaining unstressed syllables. In short,
we should regard stress, the relative loudness or in-

tensity of syllables conditioned by the relative energy of

articulation, as the factor producing differences of

prominence between successive syllables. This dictionary
distinguishes between primary, or strong, stress, here
marked by superscript (') after the syllable to which it

applies, and secondary, or light, stress, marked by
superscript (') after the syllable to which it applies,
reduced secondary stress, to be inferred when an ap-
parently unstressed syllable has any other vowel than
(9) , and unstress, or zero stress, which is left unmarked.
Tims lim'i-ta'tion (limVta'shsn) , os fil-la

f
tor (os'a-la'-

tSr) r etc. The reader should be warned that the indi-

vidual perception of stress varies greatly. Most users of

this dictionary will have little difficulty in distinguishing
between the four stress levels mentioned above, but
some may find it difficult to discriminate between re-

duced secondary stress and zero stress, or even between
secondary and primary stress. The laboratory phoneti-
cian can perceive additional stress levels by means of

his instruments.
3.2 In English, the placing of stress is phonemic, i.e.,

significant for the expression of meaning. All our words
except monosyllabic words have a definite stress pattern
or, more occasionally, patterns, which play an important
role in our recognition of them. Notice that the hearing
recognition of insight as compared with incite depends
upon the primary stress of its first syllable (in'sif) as

compared with the stress on the second syllable of the
latter (in-sif). Among most speakers, such words as

inlay, impact, address, import, imprint, increase t contrast,

contract, insult, insert, contest, protest, convert, converse,

convict, protect, conflict, rebel, transfer are stressed on the
first syllable when used as nouns, on the second when
used as verbs. This alternation of stress pattern, how-
ever, is not uniformly applied in the English-speaking
world, and the number of words affected by it varies

somewhat from region to region. In New England, for

instance, a selectman is often called a (selek-man')i in

many parts of the country you po~lice' the town but
call in the po'lice. Because stress patterns in English
are meaningful, it is often necessary to memorize these

patterns for relatively unfamiliar words. Our native
words of Anglo-Saxon and Germanic origin present little

difficulty since the stress almost invariably falls upon
the most important formative element in them (the

BASE) : man, man'ly* man'li-ness, un-man', un-manf
ly f

etc. But in the other part of our vocabulary, comprising
words chiefly of Latin. French, or Greek origin, many
words show a change In stress pattern when formative
elements (suffixes) are added to them: ha'bit, ha-bit'ual,

t'tmal, e~qual
f
i*4y* etc. The realistic method of looking

at this phenomenon is to think ol $uch words as existing
in two forum: (1) a word-form. (2) a combining form
(stem-form). Tbtts, we might contrast the word-forms
ha'Ut, ^ywtl, pko'to-jr&ph', etc. with the combining
forms &a-d#'-. flf-*K-, pho-tog

f
raph^ used in forming

derivative Siac*, ia many weeds, the fixed stress

pattern* ol tfaft native &ogUsh tradition come into con-

fitat witn tfee"i$*ffcing patterns of the Greco-Latin

JCK
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tradition, different speakers may stress certain words in
different ways. Not the least important function of a
dictionary is to indicate those variants in stress pattern
which are used by well-informed speakers of the lan-
guage, and, by implication, to suggest those which are
not so used.

3.3 We have said that any English word spoken
individually possesses a definite stress pattern^

4

(RESI-DUAL STRESS PATTERN); when words are uttered
in contexts, however, this pattern may or may not be
preserved or left unmodified. The primary stresses of
an utterance tend to occur at somewhat regular time
intervals, usually on the key modifiers and nouns in
the subject, on the noun complements of the sentence,
and on the kernel words of phrases. The more words
intervene between these strong stresses, the more their
syllables tend to be crushed together and the word
stresses to be weakened or suppressed. Thus, the lexical
stress pattern apparent when a word is pronounced
singly or in one of the rhythmically stressed positions
of a phrase or sentence often fails to correspond exactly
with the stress pattern of the same word as it occurs in
the unstressed positions of continuous utterance. A
dictionary, naturally enough, indicates the lexical stress

pattern of the word rather than the modified variants
which may occur in actual speaking. You need not be
surprised, nor accuse yourself of careless speaking, if

you occasionally find that the form used in one of your
utterances does not exactly coincide with the form given
by this book. English spoken without the natural rhythm
of English is scarcely English at all. Moreover, one of
the characteristics of our language is an extra-strong
stress (EMPHATIC STRESS) which may be applied
to any syllable in an utterance for special emphasis of

meaning irrespective of^ the^ natural stress patterns
possessed by the words as individual units. This also tends
tomodify somewhat the stress patterns ofwords next to it.

3.4 In addition to STRESS, two other factors affect
the relative prominence of certain syllables, particularly
in spoken contexts. The more important of these is

PITCH, i.e., the relative lowness or highness of the
frequency of voice hum in the enunciation of sonants
and voiced consonants. The other is LENGTH, i.e.,

the relative duration of sonants and some consonants.

Generally speaking, syllables under stress tend to have
higher pitch and longer duration of the sonant than
those not stressed. Pitch, however, is chiefly important
as indicating the attitudes of speakers to what they are

saying in continuous utterances and as representing the
nonconventional element underlying English punctua-
tion. Length is seldom meaningful in American English,
except to speakers who may discriminate balm as

[baaml from bomb as [bam] or those who, through
assimilation, pronounce such words as nests, rests as

[ness], [ressl, with a lengthened final consonant. Thus,
although this dictionary, following common practice,
distinguishes the vowel (oo) of spoon from the vowel
Too) of good, and the vowel () ^of cane from the vowel
(a) of can by using the (""*) which is the conventional
diacritic applied to long vowels, the reader should under-
stand that it refers not to length but to a difference of

quality between the sounds thus discriminated. We do
not indicate pitch at all, although single words spoken
as individual utterances show definite patterns of falling

pitch.: (1) In monosyllabic words, the pitch normally
glides downward during the articulation of the vowel:
bbd. gobd. tidfise. Kbme. (2) In words of two syllables of

which tEe first is stressed, the down glide of the pitch
occurs at the point of syllable juncture: blackbird, hdly.

etc. You can best recognize t
this falling pitch by con-

trasting it with the rising pitch heard when the same
words are used as questions: bjfaT ttdbdf blackbird?

Nowadays, linguists are pretty well agreed that English
is spoken on four levels of pitch of which two (high and
extra high pitch) are above the usual voice level and
one; (low pitch) below it. Of these, however, the extra

high, pitch may well be a variant of the hih pitch, one
used when an utterance is surcharged with emotion,
while the normal voice level seems to be nondistinctive
in itself. Perhaps the best way to understand the pitch
schemes of English is to consider that any change from
the normal voice level, in combination with a following
optional or obligatory pause, signifies something about
the sentence in which it occurs: it may mark a center
of attention within the sentence, or indicate the end of

the sentence, or, according to its direction of change,
distinguish the sentence as being a statement, question,
or the Eke. Pitch changes reinforce the stress patterns
of the language and help to produce the relatively even-
timed rhythm which characterizes continuous utterance
in spoken English. The principal domain of pitch, how-
ever, is the sentence, while that of stress is the word and
the phrase. (For further intonation on mtclv the
reader Is, referred to Kenned L. Pike, TUe JntonWyon
of American English [A Arbor, Micoigan, university
of Michigan Press, 1945],)

Features
4.1 to a person who speaks English the statement

xsi

"man dog chase" would seem strange and unsatis-

factory. The individual words, it is true, are symbolically
related to two objects and to an event, and the two
objects in question and the event referred to are com-
monly encountered in our everyday world. Thus we
cannot say that "man dog chase" does not possess
"meaning." Yet taken together the three words ido not,
for us who speak English, make a satisfactory state-
ment. Why not? Because the three words suggest a
whole range of practical possibilities, no one of which
could be isolated with any confidence from the context.
For example, did the dog chase the man? Is the man
chasing the dog? Will the man chase the dog? To limit
these possibilities, to make the context understandable
in short, to put the sentence into the form of a gram-
matical statement in English other linguistic features
are required:

A dog chased the man.
4.2 This is a much more satisfactory statement, more

satisfactory in that it includes certain relations between
our original three words that are necessary for the
meaning, yet relations that the three words are in-

capable of expressing in themselves. As we see when we
contrast the two forms of the statement, these relations
are expressed through certain specific linguistic devices:

(a) Man dog chase

(b) A dog chased the man.

(1) The relation between dog as the actor, chase as
the action, and man as the ^oal of the action is indicated
by arranging our three original words in a one, two,
three order. (2)

>
The time of the event described in

relation to the time at which the writer is describing it

is indicated by adding -d (pronounced t) to chase. (3)
The relation of the objects dog and man to the writer's

previous experience of them is indicated by placing a
before dog and the before man. Notice that the final
effect of expressing these relations through these specific
devices is to select from a bundle of possible suggestions
the particular ones relevant to a single actual situation.
If we are willing to accept "a dog chased the man" as a
grammatical statement of something not grammatically
expressed in the series "man dog chase," then the
function of the devices of grammar becomes plain.
They show themselves to be an apparatus for limiting
the suggestions of juxtaposed words. The trouble with
"man dog chase," was, as we saw, that it could express
too many situations. The grammatical devices limit the
suggestions of the words to a single situation.

4.3 In a sense, our example illustrates the nature of
all linguistic expression, and especially that of English.
All utterances and written symbolizations of utterance
include elements like man, dog, and chase which are
symbolically correlated with objects, processes, events,
and so forth in the world around us. Such elements
possess what mi^ht be called practical meaning. But
utterances also include certain features, whether ex-

pressed through words or through lesser units, which
merely serve to indicate various kinds of relations be-
tween the elements of practical meaning: features not
correlated symbolically with anything in the outside

world, and possessing only grammatical meaning. Thus,
the -d added to chase indicates "past time" ; the, as placed
before man, implies something like "previously noticed,
mentioned, identified, or experienced" ; a, as placed before
dog, means "nob previously noticed, mentioned, identi-

fied, or experienced"
'

}
the order of the words dog chase

man shows that dog is the actor, chase, the action, and
man, the goal to which the action is directed. Even the

apparently insignificant period at the end of the sentence
possesses grammatical meaning, since it symbolizes the
final pause and the marked fall of pitch by which we
mark the end of the spoken declarative sentence. It
indicates "end of statement." A complete paraphrase of
our simple example in such terms as these would give
the following total linguistic meaning: (a previously,

unidentified) DOG (actor) CHASE (action) + (past time)
(a previously identified) MAN (goal of the action) (end of
statement). Thus, what seemed to be logically simple
turns out to be linguistically complex.

4.4 Such individual paraphrases, however interesting,
are not systematically rewarding. No matter how varied

may be those elements of language that possess practical
meaning, the elements used to express relations between
them, and the relations so expressed are relatively few.
Words for objects, events, and qualities refer to every-
thing we know about the world and ourselves; practical
meaning encompasses the whole of human knowledge,
but the features of grammatical meaning can apply only
to a mere handful of relations and relational concepts.
Por instance, the etemeat -d, which we added to chase

|o imply "past time*" occurs also in looked, hooked*

stepped* supped, ripped^ asked, and a host of other
BdwSli verbal fonsets,, .always with, the same grainniawcai
meaning; and the and a, in the meanings assigned to

^ttQDj]^
1

are?. ixOTajaMiCtpliusest''^ English expression. 'It is

'l^ssvttw^^'toi^oref to, worlc out 'serviceable
'

tions .-of
1

such features, and to define, as accurately as
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will serve our purposes, the grammatical relations they
express. The result will be a descriptive grammar.
From this standpoint, English grammar is merely a

survey of devices used to indicate customary grammati-
cal relations, together with a summary of the relations

themselves.
4.5 Before proceeding further, we must clearly under-

stand that what we call grammar varies from language
to language that very few grammatical relations are

common to all languages, and that the grammatical
devices of one language need not necessarily recur in

another. There is no such thing as universal grammar.
In our example, A dog chased the man(.), the order of

the words is of primary importance, for A man chased
the dog(.) would also refer to an entirely real-life situa-

tion. Yet Latin allows pater filio librum dat, librum dat

filio pater, etc. (the father gives the son a book), without

changing the grammatical relations or altering anything
except the relative emphasis on the words of the sen-

tence. At the same time, the Latin sentence is a perfectly
satisfactory Latin statement even though it,

lacks

equivalents for English the or a in association with the
nouns pater, filius, and liber, whereas father son book

gives would be impossible in English. English grammar,
then, involves a certain grammatical device the use of

the and a employed to express a certain grammatical
relationship (definiteness versus indefmiteness) that

Latin, for the most part, can dispense with. Conversely,
Latin gets along perfectly well without another gram-
matical device (fixed word order) that English cannot
dispense with.

4.6 This simple instance of the contrast of two gram-
matical resources in English and Latin could be multi-

plied. Of the two or three thousand languages that are

spoken or have been spoken on earth, relatively few
possess or have possessed a primary grammatical device
of fixed word order comparable to that in Modern
English. Many languages indicate the grammatical re-

lations expressed by our prepositions through changes
in the form of words; such case forms, as they are called,

vary in number from the five or six of the Latin noun
to the twenty-three of the noun of Georgian (the South
Caucasian language spoken natively by Joseph Stalin)
and to the possible forty-eight to fifty-two of a .few
little-studied languages. English nouns are officially
classified as masculine, feminine, and neuter according
to the sexual status of the objects, processes, etc. to
which they; refer. Yet French knows only the masculine
and feminine genders, Latin could use either

f jlumen
(neuter) or fluvius (masculine) for river, and in both
German and Anglo-Saxon the word for woman (German
Weib, Anglo-Saxon wlf) is of neuter gender. To take
more extreme cases, Eskimo has no gender system at all,

while Bantu arranges its nouns according to a system of

seventeen to twenty-three classes quite dissociated from
anything approaching sex. There are languages which
have tensefess verbs and languages whicn have tense

verbs; languages with singular, dual, and plural number;
languages with a single third-person singular masculine
pronoun, and languages with three of them, all serving
a definite grammatical purpose. Language is as pig-
headed and stubborn about its grammatical relation-

ships and classifications as the human minds that have
evolved it and as illogical. It follows, therefore, that
the grammar of any given language must be studied in
terms of that language itself. Attempts to make any
one language conform to the details of another lead
either to total failure or to a "grammar" which, like
the Procrustean bed, encourages the lopping off or that
which it cannot contain. No language has a strictly
logical grammar. No language has a perfectly un-
ambiguous internal structure. Yet of any language we
can say what Louis Chevrolet reputedly said when he
invented the automobile clutch, "It's brutal I But it

works!"
4.7 Amid the welter of varied linguistic features, two

important grammatical relations seem to be held in
common by all known languages: (1) some kind of

actor-action-goal (or, in more conventional terms, sub-
iect-predicate-object) relation; (2) some kind of relation
between names of objects and modifying qualities. If,
in real life, a big man and a wktie dog are involved in an
act of following, the essential minimum of information
needed to describe the act would be that telling (a)
which did the following and which was followed, and (b)
which was big and which was white. The manner in which
this necessary information is linguistically indicated
represents the irreducible minimum grammar of any
language. Further information, such as when the act
took place (tense), how the reporter regards it emotion-
ally (mood or mode), whether he thinks of It as a finished
action or as one proceeding in the past (aspect), whether
he has previous recognition of the man and/or the dog
(definiteness) whether the dog is male or female (gender)
etc., might be helpful, but, for basic compreJbeSdoii of
the reported situation, not indispensable. Hence, tibe
amount of further iniormation given gnunnul&ftily
would tend to vary according to the pattern of the
language in which the action happened to be expressed.

In Modern English, both the obligatory subject-pred-
icate-object relation and the obligatory noun-modifier
relation are expressed through the device of fixed word-
order, our principal and indispensable grammatical
device:

A big man followed the white dog.

Here, the subject (actor) man precedes the predicate
verb (action) followed, and the object (action-goal) dog
follows the action; similarly, the modifiers "big and white

immediately precede the words they modify, man and
dog. Modern English, then, is basically a word-order

language.
4.8 In many other languages, the irreducible mini-

mum of grammatical relation would be normally ex-

pressed by the device of what has been called "like

signaling" that is, by the addition of signal-elements
(called inflections) to the ends of word-elements. In
Latin we might encounter such a sentence as vir magnus
illuM cansM albvM sequebatur, "A 'big man followed that
white dog/' where the elements -EM, -UM show that
all the words thus signalized are parts of the object of
the sentence, and (b) that the modifiers ill(um) and
alb(um) are associated with can(em). In Anglo-Saxon,
the lineal ancestor of Modern English, our sentence
about the man and the dog would owe its structure to
the same signaling device:

Se greata mann thone hwitan hund folgode,
or

Folgode thone hund hwitan se greata mann,
or

Thone hwitan hund folgode se greata'mann.

In terms of linguistic meanings indicated by signals
(inflections), the first of these might be paraphrased as:

THE (in subject-masculine-definite determiner) GREAT
(in sutyect-masculme-modifier) MAN (in subject) THE
(in object-masculine-defimte-determmer) WHITE (in

object-masculine-modifier) DOG (in object) FOLLOW
(past time, hence, verb). Latin and Anglo-Saxon, then,
like Greek, Sanskrit, and a great many other languages
whose grammar is^ best known, are basically "like-

signaling" or inflectional languages; that is, they express
the obligatory grammatical relations not through word
order but through inflection.

4.9 Now the grammar of an inflectional language will
no more mix with that of a word-order language than
oil with water; yet in the past, descriptions of English
grammar have been modeled after those of the gram-
mars of Latin and Greek the two languages whose
structure Western civilization first came to know. This
fact may account for the difficulty which modern stu-
dents frequently have with "English grammar," for.

although nowadays the normal English speaker has had
no Latin at all or has had only a superficial acquaintance
with Latin, he has been compelled to look at his own
language through the forms of another language of a
radically different structure.

4.10 In modeling descriptions of English grammar
after those of Latin and Greek, many important fea-
tures have naturally been neglected. At this we need
not be surprised the surprise is that the transfer of

grammatical form and terminology ever worked at all.

It did work, and, in the absence of a real descriptive
grammar (i.e., a grammar undertaking to describe the
structure of English as such), worked beneficially. It
was able to do so for three rather accidental reasons.

a) A tremendous number of English words have
been borrowed from Greek and Latin, and a
study of the principles of word formation in
Latin could serve for the English student the
practical purpose of elucidating these loan words.

b) Bince Latin and English are after all both de-
scended from the same Indo-European parent
language, they have in common an unusual
number of parts of speech. The study of Latin,
therefore, had at least the indirect value of ac-

quainting the student with comparable parts of
speech in English.

c) The common descent of Latin and English also
accounts for the fact that the two languages
have in common a good many nonobligatory
grammatical relations. The study of these in
Latin allowed the student to become acquainted
by analogy with such relations in English.

Since nonobligatory grammatical relations form an im-
portant area of English grammar, it will be worth while
to examine their general nature.

NUMBER
441 In English, number is the most important of the

noaobHgatory grammatical relations. This is trae (1)
partly because of the pectdiar distinctiveness of the
noun number forms as compared with those of languages
in which the word form expresses both number and
gender, and (2) partly because number is expressed to
some degree by mbe pronouns, and adjectives as well
as nouns. Certain North American Indian, Dravidian,
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and Australian languages ^show, in comparison with
English, a sharp restriction in the expression of number.
But in English, number patterns are emphasized, often
to an illogical extent.

Every one of these agents was honest.
Neither of the students was excellent.
None was granted the required permission.
Everybody took off his hat.

4.12 Ostensibly* English distinguishes only between
the singular (one, or a group considered as one) and the
plural (more than one) ; whereas certain other languages
reveal a singular, a dual (two) ,

and a plural (more than
two). Thus, Sanskrit sharply differentiates sa vfkas,
"that wolf," from tau vrkait, "those two wolves," as
well as from te vfkas, "those more than two wolves."
Similarly, the final vowel of Anglo-Saxon doru (English
door} and nosu (English nose) indicates that those words
once referred to a "pair of doors" and a "pair of nostrils."

Anglo-Saxon even had a set of dual personal pronouns,
wit (uncer, unc, uncit) and git (incer, inc, incit). Actually,
the dual number, expressed in a less formal manner, is

still relatively prominent in English:

1. With nouns: a pair of trousers
a pair of shoes
a pair of scissors

2. With pronouns: both of us
both of you
both of them
we two
us two
you two
they two

With adjectives: the so-called comparative degree,
as, the larger of these

the smaller of the two
the higher hill

DEFINITENESS
4.13 In common with most Western European lan-

guages of the Germanic and Romance groups, English
expresses an important grammatical relation called

definiteness, or identification. Consider, for instance, the
use of a and the in the following context:

One day, a child met a man. The child immediately
trusted the man and went up to him.

In the first sentence, both child and man are indefinite,
that is, they are felt as being previously unidentified or
unnoticed. In the second sentence, since previous men-
tion has identified them, we use the determiner the instead
of a, i.e., we use a definite article instead of an in-
definite article. The and a are not the only English
words used to express this relation. In addition to the,
the words this (these), that (those), and any possessive
form (Dick's, my, etc.) can be used to establish the
definiteness of nouns following them. In addition to a
(aw), the words any, each, either, neither, every, no, one,
somewhat, whatever, which, whichever, many a, such a,
what a, although some of these indicate either dis-

tributive or number reference, can be used to establish
the indefiniteness of following nouns. A simple rule of
thumb for distinguishing between these two classes of
words is to note that the former group (determiners) can
be preceded by all:

all the men
all that cake
all this year
all those children
all Dick's toys
all my life

But never:
all a man
all some food
all each night, etc.

In many languages, neither the relation of definiteness
nor any means of expressing it is an important part of

grammar.
4.14 We often use the relation of definiteness as a

means of expressing our emotional attitude toward
nouns just as we use the so-called verbal auxiliaries as
a device for expressing our emotions toward action.

Furthermore, the written language suggests we have
developed an apparatus for expressing explicit indefinite-
ness and explicit definiteness, as well as the normal in-

definiteness and definiteness contrast:

One day, a certain man met a certain child. The
child immediately trusted the man and went up to
him.
One Mr. Jones was arraigned in court yesterday.
Have they a mother? No, the mother died when
they were born.

I translated from German.
I translated from the German.
Is breakfast ready?

Recognition of purely emotional connotations in the
definiteness relation seems to underlie the following
significant quotations:

The dentist, therefore, with no great difference of

meaning, but with great difference of effect, says,
"Close the mouth," instead of "Shut your mouth."

Mildred L. Lambert in American Speech,
III, 180, (1928)

"You're all very devoted to that child," she said. . .

"I don't know that Maggie's so desperately keen
on the infant," he said. "She's not like you about
him, that's sure!" Mrs. Hamps admitted. And she
went on in a tone that was only superficially casual,
"I wonder the mother doesn't come down to him."
Not "his"^ mother "the" mother. Odd, the effect
of that trifle 1 Mrs. Hamps was a great artist in

phrasing.
Arnold Bennett, Clayhanger, ch. IV.

GENDER
4.15 The word gender is so obviously associated with

discriminations on the basis of sex that we fail, for the
most part, to understand its original function. In the
widest sense, it reflects an attempt to classify words
descriptive of the phenomena of the universe (nouns)
according to the terms of classification which any
particular culture has ever held regarding them. Some
languages, notably Modern English, Modern Armenian,
and Modern Persian, have found the formal classifying
factor in logical sex distinctions. In these languages,
masculine nouns symbolize male creatures, feminine
nouns, female creatures, and neuter nouns, objects or
things considered sexless. This is called natural gender.
Actually, of course, trees and plants are not sexless, and
a modern zoologist could distinguish sexes among them
if there were any point in making gender distinctions in
our names for them. But gender, as this example indi-

cates, is invariably a throwback to the prescientific past,
even when, as in English, it has all but shaken itself
loose from tradition.

4 16 Most languages using sex as an index of classi-
fication possess what is called grammatical gender; i.e.,

the correlation of nouns with sex distinctions does not
agree with the logical sex differentia of phenomena as
we know them, but is predetermined by some particular
suffix, or some particular article, or by factors^not im-
mediately analyzable. Thus, Latin fiuvius, "river," is

marked as masculine by the suflSx -us, in much the
same fashion that French sentinelle, plainly referring to
a masculine "sentry," takes the feminine article la be-
cause of its association with the large group of feminine
nouns ending in -elle. In both German and Anglo-Saxon,
the word, for "woman" (German Weib, Anglo-Saxon
wtf, English wife} is shown to be of neuter gender by the
form of the definite article that accompanies it (German
das Weib, Anglo-Saxon thaet wtf). In Greek and Latin,
the word for sun is masculine and the word for moon
feminine, in German, moon (der Mond} is marked as
masculine by der and sun (die Sonne) as feminine by; die.

All these apparent illogicalities go back to a primitive
classification of phenomena into animate (active) and
inanimate (passive).

4.17 In conventional grammatical terms, English
possesses a natural.gender scheme of masculine, feminine,
and neuter. On the basis of pronoun reference, however,
we are obliged to consider the primary classification as

nonpersonal, and personal, with masculine and feminine
as subdivisions of the latter. Notice that the reference

pronouns who, which reveal no masculine-feminine dis-

tinction, and that the nonpersonal pronoun of ^the^third

person, it, is often so employed that this distinction is

submerged:
I hadn't recognized him as Jones until then. Im-
mediately the name was mentioned, I knew it was
Jones.
There's a man at the door. I think it's a clergyman.

Furthermore, emotional considerations often transform
the nonpersonal into the personal. We treat the thing
in our warmth of feeling as a person. For example:

Do you know the willow in his natural state? He's
a really picturesque tree.

The salmon gave me a real struggle before I landed
him.
The

t
seas jarred the schooner and wrecked her

steering gear.

Moreover, side by side with the conventional natural

gender of English exists a traditional "hidden" system
of gender of an entirely different kind. In this, smaller

animals, body parts, features of the botanical world,
cities and societies and corporations personified, coun-
tries and states as localities, and unnamed small water-
craft are usually "it," while larger animals, dogs, eagles,
and turkeys are frequently *'he," and cats, wrens,

personified countries and states, nature, automobiles,
trains, named boats* sailboats, and powerboats are- com-
monly "she." Tlae process by which thls^ hidden, geader
system arose must have been remarkably similar to tfeaft
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by which our remote linguistic ancestors evolved the

classifications which have become grammatical gender.

CASE
4.18 Case is the relationship between a noun and a

pronoun and some other noun or pronoun in the same
clause or phrase. The word case means, etymologically,
"a falling," (Latin casus) and owes its application to the

Latin conception that all other cases fall away from the

nominative:
Nominative homo
Accusative hominem
Genitive hominis
Dative homini
Ablative homine

Since, in actuality, the Latin nominative is a truncated

form of the word-base homin- to which a nominative

marker -o has been added, our use of the word case has

no validity beyond that of custom. The number of case

forms as marked by inflection in the Latin manner
varies a great deal from language to language, from the

twenty-three in Georgian to the two or three in English

and the one in French. To attempt to catalogue all

possible customary relations between one noun ^or

pronoun) and another noun (or pronoun) would require

at least thirty-six marked case forms. Probably no lan-

guage in the world actually possesses this number, ana
all languages with a case system indicated by word
inflections show the merging of several relations under

a single marked form. The Latin accusative case, for

instance, expresses at least two customary relations,

and the dative at least four. Case systems such as those

of Latin and Greek reflect a confusion rather than an

explicit expression of the grammatical relations they are

supposed to indicate.

4.19 In English, none of our nouns possess distinctive

case endings. We attribute nominative versus objective

case to them on the analogy of the pronouns which can

substitute for them: /, he, she, it, we, they as compared
with me, him, her, it, us, them. The so-called "possessive

case" of English nouns is most conveniently thought ot

as a method of transforming the noun into a determiner

(cf. 4.13 above), although such constructions as this

book of hers, this fen of John's may reveal a genuine
"possessive case" for the pronoun. t

4.20 Detailed discussion of the various cases found in

Latin and Greek is irrelevant to the structure of English,

which, through its tremendous battery of prepositions,

explicitly expresses far more than the five named rela-

tions of the former and the seven of the latter language.
It is important to remember that any conceivable

grammatical relationship between substantive expres-
sions can be expressed in English by means of

m
word

order, prepositions, or prepositional phrases. Only in our

pronoun system do we also indicate the basic relation

of the subject to the object by means of actual changes
in word forms. What might be called the purelyrelational

cases, expressed somewhat imperfectly in Latin, Greek,

Sanskrit, and many other languages through word
forms, are expressed in English, perhaps less systemati-
cally, but more subtly and often more accurately, by
means other than changing the word forms. In a sense,

therefore, it is unfair to our language to say that it

possesses only two or three cases. Through its prepo-
sitions it is capable of expressing very many case

notions indeed.

PERSON
4.21 Life situations that involve language establish

a linguistic relation between a speaker, a hearer, and
someone or something spoken about. This is the gram*
matical relation of person, expressed chiefly in the

subjects of sentences and reflected elsewhere through
verbal forms and pronouns. By conventional terminol-

ogy, the person of the speaker is the first person, that of

the hearer, the second person, and that of what is spoken
about, the third person. In most languages, person is

closely associated with number, as in the English verbal
forms call-s, run-st see~sf where the -s indicates both
third person and singular number. In English, the rela-

tion of person is transmitted chiefly through the personal
pronouns, a system of person markers involving person,
number, gender, and case.

1st person
2nd person
3rd person

SINGULAR
I (me)
you (you)
he, she, it, (Kim, her, it)

PLURAL
we (us)

you (you)
they (them)

In many languages, the personal prqtwmas, especially
in the first person dual and plural, possess distinct
inclusive and exclusive forms. In such languages, we
might be represented both by a form expr^wng I <md

you (inclusive) or by a form expressing I and someone
not you (exclusive). The virtual replacement of the

original second person singular thou by you in English
is paralleled in many languages by t

the development of a

formal second person pronoun which contrasts in func-

tion with the original pronoun (German Sie, originally
third person plural, as contrasted with the original du,
second person singular, and Ihr, second person plural).

Although nouns are normally in agreement with the

third person forms of verbs, English personal names
and nouns without determiners are occasionally under-
stood as indicating the second person:

John, give me a match!

Hey, sailor, give me a match!

TENSE
4.22 Tense times a happening with reference to the

time at which an utterance about it s made. If the two
times coincide that is, if something is happening at

the time of talking about it the tense is present tense.

If the happening preceded the time of ^talking alpout it,

the tense is past tense. If the happening is not yet in

process, the tense is future or potential tense. In English,
these simple tense relations are expressed, with a mini-
mum of disturbance from other factors, in what may
be termed the simple tense forms: I go (present), 7 went

(past). Some languages do not express such tense rela-

tions at all. Among those that do, this scheme of time
reference is often complicated by the intrusion of other

factors, some of them stylistic, some emotional. Thus
Latin used the present tense forms to give special
vividness to past happenings; and indeed this "historical

present" is not unknown in English ("Then I pitch
him a close one inside. He takes a half swing and then
holds up. The umpire calls it a strike. '*). In English,
the simple present / go in *'Tomorrow I go to Boston"
combines with the time-adverb to express a future

happening. The English simple present is, in fact, not
so much a "present" as a "non-past"; it does not indi-

cate present time as such but any time which is thought
of a's not being dissociated from the present;

Pew persons remember how they learned to walk.
Trees grow up just as we do.

Similarly, the simple past I -went in "When I was young,
I went to school" suggests not only a past happening
but also one that was constantly repeated in a segment
of past time. The hastiest of examinations of English
sentences will reveal that many of our alleged tenses,

including all the so-called "progressive forms" (I am
going, I was going, etc.), do not acquire their real

significance from tense alone but either from two other

grammatical relations (aspect and mood) or from the
total syntactical construction in which they appear.
Moreover, English possesses another kind of tense

dimension, best described as indicating an immediate
versus proximate (i.e., remoter, less immediate) ^time
relation, which is quite distinct from the one mentioned
above:

General future: I am to go (time in the future un-

specified)
Immediate future: / am about to go (time in the
immediate future is specified)
Proximate future: / am going to go (time in a less

immediate future is specified).

This same tense relation, working on the plane of im-
mediate versus less immediate probability, possibility,

etc., underlies the use of / will compared witn 1 would,
I can compared with / could, I may compared with I
might, etc. It is a highly important element in the

English tense system.

ASPECT
4.23 Translating the Russian grammatical term md

as applied to Slavic verbs, the term aspect refers to the
status of a happening as completed or non-completed,
occurring once or several times, having a result or no
result, and the like. This verbal relation was first

pointed out as early as the 1st century B.C. by the
Latin grammarian Varro, and is actually referred to in

the terms perfect, imperfect (Varro's perfectum, infectum)
as applied to tenses in various Western European lan-

guages. The original application to the Latin verb may
be thus illustrated: perfect aspect in disci, "I have said/"

aspect distinction here depends on whether a happening
Is thought of as computed (perfect aspect) or incomplete
and continuing (imperfect aspect) at anyone of the
three tense levels. Aspects of a somewhat similar char-
acter are encountered in t&e Semitic languages (in-

cittdi&g Biblical Hebrew), in the Hamitic languages, in

various African languages, and in the Slavic group of

European languages. They are also found in English.
4.24 The simple tense forms of English (/ say. I said;

I $&, / went) are not complicated by aspect; they are,
in short, indefinite as to aspect, or, if the total aspect
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system of our language is considered, they may be
considered as belonging to an indefinite aspect. Definite
aspects appear when the verb takes the form of a verbal
word group or verbal phrase, as follows: (1) a perfect or

completive aspect is indicated by the use of a past
participle in the phrase, as in I have said, I have gone,
I am gone; (2) an imperfect or durative aspect is indicated
by the use of a present participle (-ing form) in the
verbal phrase, as in / am saying, I am going, I have
been going, etc.; (3) an iterative or repetitive aspect is

indicated by the^use of keep with a present participle,
as in I keep saying, I kept going, etc.; (4) an inceptive
or commencement aspect is indicated by the use of get
with a present participle, as in get going; (5) an effective

aspect is indicated by the use of get with a past participle,
as in he gets gone, he gets seen. Traces of other possible as-

pects are also present in the language. When the whole
aspectual system of English is considered, it will be
seen that the primary contrast is between the perfect
or completive aspect on the one hand and the imperfect
or durative on the other. The other aspects are par-
ticularizations of these, the iterative and inceptive being
variants of the imperfect and the effective a variant of
the perfect. Notice also that the two chief aspects are
marked by the final suffix (-ing, -ed, -t, or ~eri) of the
verbal phrase, while their particularizations are marked
by the verbal auxiliaries Keep and get. These, then, are
our aspect-markers.

' MOOD
4.25 The grammatical relation of mood or mode

establishes the speaker's feeling about the actuality of
a happening. The indicative mood, for instance, indicates
that the speaker regards what he says as representing a
fact or an alleged fact, whereas the so-called subjunctive
mood implies that he is doubtful or uncertain about it.

In Modern English, the subjunctive mood has tended
to disappear, yet the few forms surviving still carry the
implication of doubt, uncertainty, or unreality:

If John finish the work in time, I shall thank him.
If his health be really bad, he ought to quit work.
If he were here, I would know what to say to him.

But though the subjunctive is dying out, English is

very rich in devices for expressing one's attitude toward
his statement. For example, English syntactical con-
structions can be used to

^
mark a nonactual happening

as a probability, a prediction, an obligation, a necessity,
a hope, etc. Consider, for example, the following methods
of expressing the same basic linguistic situation:

Tomorrow, I go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I will (or shall) go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I am going to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I am going to go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I am to go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I may go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I must go to Indianap9lis.
Tomorrow, I can go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I could go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I've got to go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I should go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I ought to go to Indianapolis.
Tomorrow, I have to go to Indianapolis.

The modal apparatus suggested by this array of gram-
matical possibilities indicates that in the use of verbs,
the speaker's attitudes are of paramount importance.
The verb is, as a matter of fact, one of the two principal
emotion-carriers in the sentence (the other is the ap-
paratus for conveying definiteness).

VOICE
4.26 Abstractly speaking, the relation of voice indi-

cates whether the subject acts (active voice) or is acted
upon (passive voice), or performs the action for itself

(dynamic voice), or turns the action upon itself (reflexive

voice). In English, all such notions can be expressed, but
the normal distinction, that between active and passive,
is best described as a special feature of word-order
emphasis designed to accent what would normally be
the recipient of an action. The effective aspect, as in
he gets seen, is in some respects closer to the passive
voice of other languages. In many languages, particu-

larly in French, the so-called "passive?* is actually a
derivative of the reflexive: French il se trouve (it is

found); French Us se marient (they get married). In
some languages, specifically in Latin, a particular form
of the verb expresses the passive relation: pater amat,

which will translate "father loves," as compared with
pater amatur, "father is loved."

COMPARISON
4.27 By comparison we mean the expression of equal-

ity or inequality between objects:

He is as good as I am.
He is better than I am.

TM$ is ;&$ valuably a jewel <w I have ever seen.

* valuable jewel.
t valuable jewel of them aU.

He was a famous man.
He was a less famous man.
I moved quickly; she moved more quickly.
The cat moved most quickly of all.

The second degree of comparison (usually called the
comparative degree) reflects a lingering sense of the dual
number. Even among literate speakers, the superlative
is sometimes used instead, particularly when the dual
notion is expressed by two:

The highest of the two hills.

4.28 To summarize the bearings of the grammatical
relations even as briefly as they are summarized here
may seem a putting of the cart before the horse. But
it must be remembered that the entire grammatical
apparatus of a language, complex and subtle in some
points, relatively simple in others, exists only to express
these and similar relations. A language does not exist
as an abstraction, but as an instrument for the expression
of practical, and sometimes of artistic, situations. As
long as human beings need to establish relations between
the meaningful elements of their discourse, every lan-

guage will possess a fair number of customary relations
and methods of expressing them. In terms of practical
necessity, we may deplore the undue complication, the
confusions of pattern and form, the conflicting details,
which mask rather than reveal the indications of

grammatical relations in most vernaculars known to
linguistic science. But to deplore them thus is to ignore
processes of linguistic growth. Any language is merely
the product of the forces of change and of the sociological
conditions that shaped it. We cannot expect, from any
language thus evolved, the man-made simplicities of
Basic English and Esperanto.

4.29 The grammatical relations briefly examined
above are expressed in English through three specific

grammatical
devices illustrated by the sentence, "A

ig man followed the white dog.'* (Cf. 4.7). The first

device is that of fixed word order, which establishes, by
mere position, the actor (subject), man, the action
(predicate) followed, and the action-goal (object) dog,
as well as the fact that the white modifies dog and the big
modifies man. This is the obligatory grammatical device
of Modern English, used to express the indispensable
grammatical relations of the subject-predicate-comple-
ment and of noun modification. The second device is

that involving the use of relation words, exemplified in
our example by the. One type of relation words (prepo-
sitions) expresses the relation known in other languages
as case, another (verbal auxiliaries) expresses the gram-
matical relations of mood and aspect, and another
(conjunctions), the various relationships between phrases,
sentences, etc. Word order and the use of relation words
are thus the principal grammatical devices of Modern
English. A third device, that of changing the word form
(e.g., followed rather than follows m our illustrative

example) to express number, gender, tense, or com-
parison, and, in the use of pronouns, to express the

relationships between elements of contiguous sentences
or parts of sentences, is of comparatively minor gram-
matical but of great social importance. Since both the
device of word order and the devices of using relation
words create grammatical groupings larger than the
individual word, it follows that the essential grammar of

Modern English applies to word groups rather than to
the word as such. In normal Modern English, word
groups express the substance and words the coloration
of expression. That is why our language, whether of
British or American extraction, is described as an
analytical, or better, as a primarily syntactical, language.

C. American English and British English
5.1 The American national language, originally a non-

distinctive variety of English, has been so molded by
the sociological, historical, geographical,t

and ethnological
conditions of its North American environment that it

has acquired a distinctiveness of its own. Before we
attempt to examine this distinctiveness, it is well to
state at once that it is of a kind easy to overestimate
and difficult to view dispassionately from either side of

the Atlantic. When a native speaker of English, whether
American or British, engages a ^Frenchman or German
in conversation, he is usually willing to meet him half-

way; he expects, as a matter of C9urse, to be forced to

adjust his mental attitude in relation to the alien terms
of his companion. But when he converses with

f
another

native speaker of English of
t
different nationality from

Ms own, whether it be American or British, he demon-
strates no such willingness, no such halfway rapproche-
ment. Differences of background, education, manners,
and experience go unregarded merely because the basic

language is the same; differences in pronunciation,
vocabulary, idiona, and syntax become a' source of

irritation, ridicule, or rnisuniierstandin^. Our imagined
speaker is in any case as full of linguistic shibboletms as
an egg is full of meat. In various devious ways, fce has
become persuaded that a propped preconsonantal r is

"effete," or* alternatively, that it symbolizes social
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distinction that a "broad a" is esthetic, or, alter-

natively, an "affectation," that the pronunciation (et)

for ate is "cultured," or, alternatively, "vulgar." To the

primary matter of language, which is the symbolization
of experience, he adds a secondary symbolization, built

up during the last two hundred years from confused
notions of propriety, esthetics, snobbery, subconscious

fear, national pride, and personal egotism, and expressed
through the manner of language. It is no wonder, there-

fore, that the distinctive features of American English
loom far larger than they actually are. The century-old
controversies over "Americanisms" and "Briticisms,"
the charges of "corruption" or "efifeteness" hurled back
and forth across the ocean, the barriers of distrust

between two friendly nations these are inevitable con-

sequences of linguistic intolerance.
5.2 At their widest, the real distinctions between

literate American English and literate British English
are quite insufficient to impede seriously the communi-
cation of ideas. When they do impede, the impediment
is caused less by difficulties in understanding than by a
deliberate desire not to understand. Not language but

imagination is at fault. Formal American English and
formal British English, although they are separated by
3,000 Atlantic miles and 160 years of national diverg-
encies, actually vary far less than the local dialects of

Dewsbury and Howden, two English towns in York-
shire some forty miles apart. Even if we take the furthest

poles of differentiation, and contrast informal conver-
sational American with informal conversational British

speech, we are still well within the limits of mutual
understanding far more so, indeed, than if we happened
to be inhabitants of Dewsbury buying shoes in Howden.

5.3 The point is, of course, that until recently Dews-
bury people seldom bought shoes or anything else in

Howden; they bought them in Dewsbury. For a thou-
sand years they had been buying them in Dewsbury.
And because there are in the British Isles thousands of

towns like Dewsbury, towns whose inhabitants for

centuries stayed close to home in their own speech-
communities, the Isles form a crisscross pattern

4
of

distinctive dialects as quilt-crazy as the little English
fields. In the United States, dialect distinctions of the
same intensity within such relatively small areas are
almost unknown. Three hundred years of settlement is

too brief a time: the American people, lured to wander-
ing by the shifting frontiers of the last 150 years, have
moved too constantly. And in the whole of American
history, there has never been so complete a severance
of communication with England as formerly existed
between Dewsbury and Howden. Instead, there has
been a steady flood of linguistic influence across the
Atlantic, first up to about 1914 from England to^this
country, and since then from this country to the British
Isles. Now that the cultural importer has become, in a
far wider sense, a cultural exporter, American and
British English are on a much closer conversational

footing than they ever were. The Americanization of
British English is proceeding at a far brisker pace than
the Anglicization of American English ever achieved.

5.4 Behind all this lie the basic facts of linguistic

history. Up to about 1830, both American and British

English shared an identical development; both owe their

present accepted national forms to the effects of authori-
tarianism working 4

on bourgeois credulity; both suc-
cumbed, in the period of the Industrial Revolution, to
a process of "refinement" at the hands of grammarian
and lexicographer. But

<
there the resemblance begins to

break down. The American English which emerged from
the crucible, chiefly a literary language smelted down
from good New England ore, was immediately forged by
John Adams, Noah Webster, and their like into an
instrument for national unity and national aspiration.
The British English, which was both a literary and a
spoken language, was molded to the purposes of a
powerful ruling class.

5.5 Theoretically, American English has derived from
Noah Webster and the long tradition of popular educa-
tion, a regimentation much more rigid than that of

BritishpSnglish, and it is true that its traditional elevated
style sometimes borders on the stilted. Yet except among
a lew New England speakers, the spoken language has
always veered so sharply from the prescribed norm that
its development has been comparatively untrammeled.
American colloquial speech, constantly vitalized by the
swiftly changing patterns of American life, has served

the^ linguistic inventiveness of the American people as
an inexhaustible reservoir. In the last fifty years, thanks
to a heightened national self-consciousness, this reser-
voir has been tapped more and more by American
literature, and today the floodgates are opening wide.

Spelling

5.6 The first American spelling reformer was Ben-
jamin Franklin; the second, and most influential, Noah
Webster. Present differences between American and
British spelling are due to a compromise selection
of certain forms and principles first sponsored by
Webster on the basis of Franklin's theories. In Ms

Scheme for a New Alphabet and a Reformed Mode of
Spelling (1768), Franklin argued for thoroughgoing
phonetic spelling, sketched a plan for the most scientific

of early phonetic alphabets, and left us a remarkably
accurate transcript of his own late-18th-century pro-
nunciation. Webster was much more restrained in his

innovations, and became increasingly restrained in his
later works. Even so, his American Dictionary (1828)
carries the phonetic principle much farther than it is

carried in normal American orthography of today. Our
present compromise with Webster's suggestions has
been strongly influenced by the very conservative
Worcester's Dictionary of 1846.

5.7 Of accepted peculiarities of American spelling,
the following are most notable: (1) -or for British -our
in honor, favor, etc.

; (2) ~er for British -re in fiber, theater,

etc.; (3) a single consonant for the British double con-
sonant in traveler, traveled, wagon, riveted, etc.; (4) ~s-

for British -c- in offense, defense, etc.; (5) preferred -z-

for British -s- in -ize, -isation, etc. (but cf. advertise,
exercise, etc.) ; (6J e for ae or a? in such words as anes-
thesia, esthetic, etiology, medieval, etc., and in such pre-
fixes as hemo-, hemato-, etc. ; (7) bark for British barque,
check for cheque, connection for connexion, cipher for

cypher, draft for draught, fuse for fuze, gray for grey,
hostler for ostler, jail for gaol, kilogram for kilogramme,
curb for kerb, lackey for lacquey, mold for mould, molt
for moult, pigmy for pygmy, plow for plough, program
for programme, quartet for quartette, reflection for re-

flexion, story for storey, sty for stye, etc. In estimating
these features, however, it must be remembered that
many British authors use some American spellings, and
that certain American authors occasionally prefer Brit-
ish spellings.

Vocabulary
5.8 Americans have always lived on a frontier, phys-

ical, spiritual, or political. Just as certainly as there
was a physical frontier in the West during the 19th
century, its locale in the 18th lay in western Massa-
chusetts, northwestern Maine, Vermont, northwestern
Connecticut, New York State, western Pennsylvania,
Kentucky, and Tennessee. Before that, the Coastal
Colonies had themselves been a frontier, physical,
spiritual, and political, for the British Isles. The frontier
is the most important factor in the formation of the
American vocabulary. If adobe, alcalde, canyon, and
mesa symbolize adjustment to the new environment of
the Southwest, alewife, basswood, clearing, and chickadee
symbolize, just as definitely, the first adjustments of
the original Colonists to the environment of the Coastal
East. Throughout the three hundred years of American
history, there have always been new things to name,
new concepts to express, new conditions to communi-
cate. It is no wonder, therefore, that American English
has developed an inventiveness and verbal virtuosity
all its own. The colloquial geniuses who first talked
of an anxious seat, bandwagon, crimp, and crowbait
(a worthless horse) were merely exercising linguistic
ingenuity under the same pressure of environment as
the unknown Colonist who first applied belt to "a
stretch of country," gut to "a narrow water gap," and
land office to a typically American institution. Some-
times, as in succotash, bayou, calaboose, boss, prairie, a
word conveniently existent in another language was
borrowed; but far more often native English elements,
put to service under pressure of necessity, emerged in
new combinations, new extensions of meaning, new
connotations: selectman, mass meeting, alarmist, lightning
rod, ground hog, windfall, officeholder, clingstone, cross-

town, panflsh, locate, legislate, store, haul, and the like.

A jjreat number of well-publicized differences between
British and American words are of this origin : American
bill beside British banknote, coal oil beside paraffin (oil),

dry-goods store beside draper's, shoulder (of a road) beside
verge, cracker beside biscuit, sidewalk beside footpath,
business suit beside lounge suit.

5.9 Not all the verbal inventions or modifications are
as direct or as pithy as these. There is a strong current
of formality in American English. To the natural
Puritan solemnity and liking for sonorous abstractions,
the conditions of early settlement added a legalistic and
administrative vocabulary sometimes pretentious, some-
times half playful, and sometimes plainly desperate.
Democracy implies active participation in formal pro-
cesses of taxation, organization, and government; it

implies the development of an active vocabulary through
which such matters may be discussed in public. In, other
lands, the terminologies of

t
law and administration be-

long chiefly to the professional jargons of experts; in
this country tfiey have been from the beginning a jpart
of the practical vocabulary of the ordinary citizen*

Words such as admittance, amendable, appreciation,
apportionment, advisory* assembly, bureau, endorser, in~

subordinate, deputize, infraction, and prescriptive are as

indigenous to the American soil as angel-food; and if

today a real-estate dealer becomes a realtor, and a
cleaner's a pantoriwmrti an automobile is repossessed
and reconditioned and a veteran rehabilitated--&n old
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American verbal tradition merely demonstrates that it

is still at work.

II. THE DESCENT, RELATIONSHIPS, AND HIS-
TORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

6.1 The ultimate origins of English, as modern
scholarship sees them, can best be grasped from some
such table as that on the back end paper of this book.

6.2 Whatever the demerits of this diagram, it at
least suggests the connection of English with the West
Germanic subbranch of the Germanic branch of a
parent language (Indo-European), established by the
methods of comparative and geographical linguistics.
It also suggests that English is closely connected with
Dutch and Frisian, more remotely with German, more
remotely still with Latin, Greek, Welsh, and Russian,
and very remotely with Sanskrit and Iranian. Con-
sideration of series of cognate forms like English brother,

Dutch broeder, German bruder, Old Saxon brothar,
Lithuanian broter-, Greek phrater, Latin frater, Irish

brathair, Sanskrit bhratar- underlines these relationships
and gives a hint of the comparative method by which
their existence was originally established. See further
the many Indo-European bases cited in the etymologies
of this dictionary.

6.3 The significant history of the English language,
however, goes back no further than the Sth century
A.D., when tribes from the northwestern Continental
fringe, speaking a form of Low German, invaded and
conquered Romano-Celtic England. To trace the de-

velopment of the English language is to trace the process
by which the dialects spoken by this handful of invaders
became the mighty instrument of communication,
emotion, and literature now used by upward of 250
million of the world's inhabitants. And the more we
trace this phenomenon, the more we shall realize that
the history of our language is merely one aspect of the
social and cultural history of the invaders' descendants.

The Principal Periods of English

6.4 The origins of the English language lie in a social

dislocation, i.e., the emigration of certain groups from
the Continent to England, with the consequent break-

ing of communication between these groups and their

Continental kinsfolk. The next great dislocation oc-

curred during the Norman Conquest (1066-C.1120).
Between the two events extends a period which^ al-

though marred by internecine wars and the incursions
of Scandinavian invaders (850-1042), shows compara-
tive social stability and an apparent if largely fictitious

linguistic equilibrium. To the English language of this

period, roughly from 450 to about 1150, we may give
the name Anglo-Saxon (AS.), or Old English (OE.).

6.5 Irrespective of their tribal origins, the Germanic
invaders of England seem to have called their language
Englisc (from Engle, ''the Angles"; cf. Anglian). As a
spoken language it was not entirely uniform. Dialectal
differences already developed on the Continent probably
increased rather than decreased on English soil, where
the conditions of settlement tended further to split up
the original communities. These original differences,
seconded by the Scandinavian invasions and the
differentiation natural to some fifteen centuries

>
of un-

trammeled development, have much to do with the

complexities of Modern English dialectal speech. Yet
Anglo-Saxon writings, our chief source of information
about the language, show a quite remarkable uni-

formity. The eventual national ascendancy of the West-
Saxon kingdom, centered around the capital at Win-
chester, gave tne written dialect of Wessex the im-
portance of a written standard language; and the great
bulk of literature was either written originally in West-
Saxon or was transcribed into it from its original
Northumbrian and Mercian sources.

6.6 The next great period of the language, that of

Middle English (ME.), cannot be fitted as neatly be-
tween dates as the preceding period. Time was needed
to absorb the great historical shock of the Norman
Conquest, and the terminal date for Middle English
can be fixed only in the most arbitrary manner. The
adoption of the limits 1150-1475 is dependent upon the

emerging of a distinctive Post-Conquest literature and
upon the social effects of the invention of printing.

6.7 It would be an error to regard the Conquest as

producing a clean break in the history of English; it

merely released and accelerated tendencies toward dif-

ferentiation that must already have been in operation.
Its most immediate result was to replace English, as
an authoritative language, first by Latin and then by
the Norman-French of the conquerors for well over two
hundred years. In the meantime, the effects upon the

English language itself were threefold: (1) the social

prestige of Nornian~French and the extension in the
ecclesiastical, administrative, and scholarly use of Latin
brought into English an eaorniotis number o words
borrowed i jfeom, wese '.langftflgas; t(2)" the' loss of tlie

WeslrSawq written stanilard a^lowe^ free f%T to the
dialectal peculiarities and disturbed tne linguistic Equi-

librium of English; (3) the influence of
B
French and

Latin spelling did much to revise the traditional orthog-
raphy of English.

6.8 The first part of the Middle English period is

something like linguistic chaos. Important literary works
were written in half a dozen dialects sufficiently diverse
in themselves, and made doubly diverse by the indi-

vidual spelling expedients of their authors. Early Middle
English is not one but a group of dialects, each of which
must be mastered separately by the student. The reso-

lution of this confusion, which was the adoption of

London English as a basis for a new written standard

language, came about under the pressure of many
disparate factors: (1) the breakdown of direct English
authority over Normandy (1204-65); (2) the gradual
establishment of nationalism (1272-1400); (3) the rise

in importance of the middle and laboring classes (1348-
85) ; (4) the growing centralization of administration at
the capital, accompanied by the rise of an administrative

English (London Official English) based on the speech
of London; (5) the timely appearance of important
works by Chaucer, Lydgate, and Occleve, all of whom
wrote London or South Eastern English. By 1420, at
the latest, a written form of the South East Midland
dialect used in and around London was on its way to

becoming a written standard for the entire country.
Although much fine literature continued to be produced
in the rival literary dialects of the Northwest and the
North, the predominance of written London English
was never afterward seriously challenged. When in the

years 1476-90 Caxton chose to use it for his printed
books, the ground had already been fully prepared for
him.

6.9 The third and last period of English, extending
from about 1476 to the present, actually consists of two
distinct phases of the language. In the earlier phase,
which ends in the full tide of the Industrial Revolution
about 1780, the principal pressures exerted on the

language result from the invention of printing, the vast
extension of literacy, the intellectual ferment of the

Renaissance, and, above all, from a continuous social

struggle between the rising middle classes and the
dominant aristocracy. Theoretically, the wide diffusion

of the printed word should have worked toward lin-

guistic stability and uniformity. Actually, the converse
is true. Its immediate result was to produce self-con-

scious awareness awareness of ideas and ideologies,
awareness of the implications of language, awareness of

class and society. There were thus rapid accretions of

foreign words, particularly of Latinic abstract words,
that greatly modified the English vocabulary. And in

spite of the normalizing tendencies of the printed lan-

guage, in spite of the efforts of many self-conscious

grammarians and orthoepists, this phase of English is

one of extremely rapid linguistic change. At its begin-

ning, the vowel system of English was Continental, i.e.,

the vowel symbols had more or less the same phonetic
values as in Italian, Spanish, French, or German. At
its end, the vowel distribution of English had undergone
so thorough a regrouping that the sounds were com-
pletely divorced from the Continental values of the

symbols and consequently from the system of orthog-

raphy still the basis of modern English spelling fixed

by Caxton and his followers.
6.10 Changes as violent as this are likely to have

violent social causes. Insofar as any single social cause
can be considered responsible, it would appear to lie in

the dislocation of the communitY along vertical lines,

the clash of phonemic system against phonemic system
resulting from the clash of the aristocratic and middle
classes. As early as 1400, the powerful bourgeoisie of

England's first industrial stronghold, East Anglia, had
developed a kind of generalized lingua franca, based on
the local spoken dialects of that region, through which
they were enabled to carry out their business affairs,

Wherever industry later extended, this lingua franca, no
longer purely regional, seems to have followed. In the

17th century, the settlement of the New England Colo-

nies by immigrants drawn principally from South
Eastern England brought this type of English to the

New World, where it Formed the basis for the North-
eastern Coastal American speech of today.

6.11 Yet for all its wide distribution, the middle-class

lingua franca had the phonemic system of the East

Anglian dialects ; and that system varied greatly from
the system used by the London aristocracy. Thus during
the entire period (1476-1780) the so-called period of

Early Modern English (EMnE.) we have the spec-
tacle of two important class dialects existing, often in

the same localities, side by side, and influencing the

formative years of each successive youngest generation
from two directions at once. By the unconscious attempts
of each youngest generation to reconcile the conflicting

signaling-systems of the two class dialects, to achieve a

workable synthesis between themf the Great Vowel
Shift of tkeEajrly Modern EngEsh period may well have
been s^c-wiy influenced.

6.12 WlSa the limits of the Early Modern pepod"" " ""
d. The social struggle*itself, no sttch synthesis was achieved.
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went on. Linguistic change lost nothing of its rapidity.

The two great class dialects of English not only held

their ground, but even gained; for if the middle-class

type became standard for the New England Colonies,

the aristocratic type became standard in the Southern

Colonies, where it formed the original basis of the

General Southern American of today. The final phase
of the English language, the phase of Late Modern

English (LMnE.), was not ushered in until the Indus-

trial Revolution, by securing enormous material gains

for the middle classes, had secured their social, political,

and economic victory, and an authoritative predomi-
nance for their type of English. Upon that ty_pe, pruned
and "regularized" by grammarians and lexicographers

between 1750 and 1850, both the cultivated British and

the cultivated American of today are firmly rooted.

As spoken English, the older aristocratic type lingers

in Tidewater Virginia and a few other Southern
^
lo-

calities. From England, it has disappeared almost with-

out a trace. Thus the history of English between 1750

and 1850 is not the history of an evolution but the

history of a replacement.
6.13 Within the actual limits of the Late Modern

phase of English, from 1780 to the present, something
like linguistic equilibrium has been re-established. Apart
from certain necessary phonological generalizations,

change has been slight and gradual. Individual, regional,

and to some extent, class divergencies still exist ; but the

written word, fostered by democratic social institutions,

by popular education, and by the accessibility of

grammars and dictionaries, has come to be of para-
mount importance. Even today, however, the continued

diphthongization of (a) and (o) and various other

developments warn us that the development of the

English phonemic system is still under way.

Characteristics of English in the Anglo-Saxon Period (450-

1150)
6.14 Anglo-Saxon differs considerably from Modern

English in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar.
Yet many of the characteristics and a good many of

the words of MnE. are clearly recognizable in their

AS. form, and the difficulties of AS. may easily be
overstressed.

(a) Spelling and Pronunciation

Although AS. had the so-called "Continental" values

for its vowel symbols, and although many of its sounds
have since been modified by sound-change, one of its

chief difficulties is the actual form of AS. spelling. As a

result of palatalizations that occurred after the spelling

system was already fixed, a single consonantal symbol
may represent several sounds. Moreover, the priests
who originally reduced AS. to writing tended to be too

careful in expressing the vowels, even to the point of

rendering the allophonic variations of the vowel pho-
nemes. The following summary should aid recognition:

(1) c - MnE. k in cynn "kin/' munuc "monk, and
MnE. ch ( AS. ky- and ty-) in did "child," ceorl

"churl." (2) g MnE. y in gear "year/' glet, get "yet,"

fxger "fair," MnE. g in grund "ground/' gold "gold/
1

and German fricative g (not unlike MnE. W) in boga
"bow." folgian "follow." ,(3)

h - MnE.^written ~gh

(no longer pronounced) in niht "night." and sohte

"sought, but had the phonetic valuesjof ch in G. ich

then was expressed indifferently oy the Runic symbols
p t ft, as in wip "with," ## "thou/ f

(7) y, ^a vowel with
the sound of u in Pr. une, corresponds chiefly to MnE.
i as in fyr "fire," occasionally to MnE. u as in bysig

"busy/" cycgel "cudgel," and very occasionally to MTnE.
e (from Kentish dialect) as in cnyll "knell." (8) ae

MnE. a in bxk "back," but * may correspond to MnE.
ea as in dalan "to deal," or to MnE- ee as m d&d "deed."

(9) Certain diphthongs, like the ea of earm "arm/* and
call "all/' are no more than ultra-accurate recordings
of the simple vowel before the retroflex r and the "dark"
I heard in modern General American; others, like the ie

of stiele "steel," and the ea of ceqld "cold/ are found
only in West Saxon and have no influence on the later

history of our forms for such words, which are derived
from Anglian stile, c&ld, etc. All diphthongs, irrespective
of origin, became mere allophones ol long vowels in

late AS., were simplified in MB. writing, and are of little

importance in the general development of English,

(b) Vocabulary
About S5 per cent of the Anglo-Saxon vocabulary has

been lost to Modern English chiefly because of later

replacements from French and Latin. In estimating this

loss, however, we should not forget that the AS, words
which managed to survive the bulk of our prepomtioiB,
pronouns* auxiliaries, and conjunctions, as well as our
words for fundamental conceptsr occur more frequently
in spoken and written MnE. than most other elements
in our vocabulary. Moreover, much of this lost vocatm-

lary consists of synthetic compounds of which the indi-

vidual elements still survive. Dom-boc (law-book), eorb-

crssft (geometry), and gaderscipe (marriage) may be

gone, yet doom, book, earth, craft, gather are still with us
and -ship is still an active formative suffix. The ^flexible
formation of compounds from words and particles in

current use, a feature still operative in^ German, is

rightly considered to be one of the distinguishing marks
ofAS. vocabulary. Yet formations like steamboat, motor-

car, ice cream, fire insurance still keep alive the method
by which AS. modcearu (mind care, sorrow) was formed.

Although MnE. compounds usually result from the crys-
tallization of phrases, they probably represent as impor-
tant a segment of the MnE. vocabulary as that of the
AS. compounds in AS.

(c) Grammar and Morphology
AS. was what is usually termed an "inflected" or

"synthetic" language like Modern German; i,e,, the
functional correlation between meaningful words was
largely expressed by suffixes which served to denote
such relationships as number, gender, case, tense, and
voice. Like most Indo-European languages, AS. pos-
sessed "grammatical gender," a device only remotely
connected with sex (cf. 4.16 above), which served to

classify nouns for inflection. Thus msegden (maiden)was
neuter, swat (sweat) masculine, and tid (time, tide)
feminine. Theoretically, the noun and adjective had
inflections for four cases in the singular and the plural,
and the latter had, in addition, forms for each of the
three genders and variant forms according to whether
it was accompanied by the article or not. The pronoun,
the keystone to any system based upon inflectional agree-

ment, was even more complex: it possessed not only
distinctive forms for all genders, persons, and cases, but
also preserved, in addition to the normal singular and
plural, a dual number. The practical purpose of this

serried array of inflections sinvply amounted to this:

that the relation between meaningful words expressed
in MnE. chiefly through word order and the use of

words empty of meaning prepositions like on, of, to,

or words like concerning, according used as prepositions
was expressed in AS. by the addition of suffixes (cf.

4.8 above) to the meaningful word. In AS. I should
write He wxs an para twelfa; in MnE., He was one of
the twelve. I might write Leof, paes me pyncp pu eart

ivitega; in MnE., to express the same relationship, I

should have to write Dear one, according to that (or
from that} it seems to me you are a prophet. Since inflec-

tions are phonemic elements, any phonetic changes
which level and confuse them may finally result in a

complete breakdown of the entire system and
<
its re-

placement by the analytical expression of relationship
that we find in MnE. That is precisely what happened,
From the first written records onward, the inflections

of noun and adjective lacked clarity and distinction;
when final vowels became weakened, these inflections

were rendered practically useless. Those of the pronoun
(with the exception of the dual number) and, to some
extent, those of the verb, still retained sufficient dis-

tinction to continue their usefulness in ME. and MnE.

Characteristics of English in the Middle English Period

(1150-1475)
6.15 Consideration of the bewildering diversity of the

Middle English dialects lies outside the scope of this

discussion. Even the great Northern literary dialect,

lineal ancestor of the language of Burns, and that of the

Northwest used by the Gawain poet must be passed
over in silence. For the historian of English, the one

important variety of ME. is that of the South Eastern
Midland area, particularly as written by Chaucer,

(a) Spelling and Pronunciation

If the ME. of Chaucer resembles MnE, more closely
than AS. f the fact is due partly to a series of ortho-

graphic adaptations brought about by the influence of

French. The most important of these are: (1) the use

of ch for c, as in child, AS. did: (2) the use of qu for cw,
as in quene, quern, AS. cwen; (3) the partial displacement
of p. 9 by th, as in with. AS, w*p; (4) the introduction of

v for medial voiced /, as in love, AS. lufu; (5) the use of

sh, ssh for sc* as in shal, AS. sceal, and in wasshe, AS,
viascan; (6) the use of k before front vowels for c, as m
kepen, AS. cZpan (keep), beside the retained c before

back vowels, as in cot, (7) the eventual introduction of

consonantal y for & as in yere t AS. gUr (year), etc.;

<$) the use of <w for AS. & to discriminate it from Fr.

u and AS. tf spelled u, as in mouth. AS. mUp beside

muchel AS. mycel (much) , the use of o for the sake of

clarity in the neighborhood of v, u, m, n. w, as HI monk,
AS. mmwc. and sone* AS* wnu (son), (9) in the latest

MB t the use of ** and 00, imported from the Low
Countries* in such words as deal, boat to distinguish
the vowels from those of faed* boot, which had a dif-

ferent proauaclatioo; (10), thei

replacement,
of AS* m

by MB. o, asm *&0* AS. >* (it & uneertatn whether
this change is merely orthographic or a pympol of a

<U> the eauiOJy wowtein
,
rwli

(t0b*!) by life * * to Mm. .
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Actual phonetic changes, as distinct from mere

changes of orthography, are also apparent: (1) AS. a, as

in ham (home), stan (stone), etc., shifted to the sound of

the vowel (6) in MnE. law and was spelled o, oo, as in

ME. home, hoom, stone, stoon; (2) the AS. diphthongs,
where they survived in Late AS. itself, became simple
vowels, as in ME. depe, deep (AS. deop) and ME. streem

(AS. stream) ; (3) AS. y, as in hyll, f$r, became * in South
East Midland, as in hill, fire; (4) AS. fricative g, as in

boga, already closely analogous to TV, became and was
written w, as in ME. bowe; (5) vowels of unstressed

syllables lost their distinct character and became leveled,

for the most part, under a sound usually written e,

pronounced (a) in the Western and (i) in the Eastern

dialects; (6) long vowels were shortened before two or

more consonants (whence MnE. kept beside keep, depth
beside deep) , and when they occurred in the first syllable
of trisyllabic words (whence holiday and halidame beside

holy); (7) the short vowels a, e, o were lengthened in

open syllables, as in AS. nama, ME* & MnE. name, and
AS. mete, ME. mete, MnE. meat.

(b) Vocabulary
The ME. vocabulary differs from that of AS. by the

accretion of a vast number of words borrowed from
other languages and by the consequent loss of many
AS. words. The process had akeady commenced during
the 10th and llth centuries, i.e., during the latter part
of the AS. period, with borrowings from the Scandi-
navian settlers resident in Eastern and Northern

England who spoke Anglo-Norse (referred to as Anglo-N.
in this dictionary). Because of the rigid traditions of the

West-Saxon written language, comparatively few such

borrowings appear in AS. ;
wfe first realize their number

and importance only after the Conquest. Permanent
additions to the English language from this source
include common nouns like axletree, bull, dirt, law, leg,

root, skin, want, window, adjectives like ill, rotten, tight,

weak, and verbs like call, crawl, die, raise, scowl, take.

Much more impressive, however, are the borrowings
of words of Romance origin from the Norman con-

querors, more especially during the years after about
1240, when the Norman-French were forced by political
circumstances to reconcile themselves to their English
neighbors. There are few periods of the language that

show the accession of so many alien, and on the whole,
useful, words as the period 1250-1450. Among them
were the mundane air, bacon, bucket, fry, gum, pork,

push, sound, stew, stubble, and trip, as well as the more
abstract beauty, color, heritage, honor, judgment, noble,

and tragedy. Some, like abbey, cardinal, clerk, image,

parson, penance, and piety, are drawn from the special

vocabulary of the Church; some, like assize, attorney,

jine, forfeit, pillory, plea, suit, from that of the law,
some from medicine, like anatomy, balm, ointment,

poison, stomach; some from the army, like ambush,
archer, lance; some from the table,

<

like appetite, taste,

veal: some from the home, like basin, lamp, towel.

Side by side with these French words, many of which
were ultimately of Latin origin, occur direct borrowings
from Latin itself. But whereas the French words bear
in many cases the stamp of actual usage, actual speech,
most of the Latin words were plainly literary and
scholarly borrowings: custody, genius, immune, lucrative,

necessary, private, rational, subjugate, temperate, etc.

(c) Grammar and Morphology

The eventual result of the weakening of unstressed
final vowels, described above in 6.15 (a) was the dis-

integration of the complicated AS. inflectional system.
In the English of Chaucer, "grammatical" is completely
replaced by "natural" gender (cf. 4.15 above); the

complex AS. article has become the invariable pe, the,

the adjective is indeclinable except for a nonnominative
-e; inflectional expression of noun cases is limited to the

genitive singular; a single suffix -es has largely super-
seded the great variety of endings once used to indicate

the genitive singular and the plural. To trace these

changes in detail would require a volume of paradigms.
Here, the practical results can be summarized in a

single sentence. AS. was a "synthetic," while Late ME.
is an "analytical," language. Of the once highly organized
inflectional system of article, noun, and adjective, all

that is left in MnE. is a group of fossil forms: for the

nonce, Atterbury, Nash, Noakes, and Nelm (for pen ones,
set baere byrig, at pen asche, at pen okes, at pen elme}.
The pronoun and verb also underwent considerable

Ehonetic
modification during the ME, period, but partly

ecause of adaptation and partly because of their im-
portance in determining the grammatical relationships
within the analytical sentence, their main features are

remarkably well preserved. In the pronoun, the out-

standing developments were: (1) loss of the dual; (2)

replacement of the masculine third person accusative
hine by the dative him; 3) appearance of a feminine
she (from AS. seo, the nominative feminine of the article)
due to the reduction of eo to e in Eastern dialects and
replacing the original heo except in those of the West; (4)
intrusion of the Scandinavian plurals they, their, them
to replace the English hi, he, hir, hem, which had become
indistinguishable from the personal singulars. Most of

these changes were very gradual; Chaucer, for instance,
still retains hir, hem, and the latter has still a kind of

fictitious survival in MnE. 'em. The net result of all

the changes was to level off distinctions no longer
needed and at the same time to reinforce distinctions
that phonetic change threatened to obliterate.

Similarly with the verb. AS. had two great classes of

verbs, usually distinguished as weak and strong. In the
first class the preterit and past participle were formed
by adding to the present stem the dental suffixes -ede,

-ode, -de, and -ed, -od, -d; in the second, tense change
was indicated by a modification (ablaut, gradation, or
"internal inflection") of the stem vowel itself. Compare
MnE. talk talked or drop dropped with sing sang
sung. In the strong verbs, never important in numbers
but extremely frequent in occurrence, the phonetic
changes of the Early ME. period brought about the
loss of distinction between past singular and past plural,
and seriously weakened the distinction between past
plural and past participle. In the weak verbs, the

operation of the sound-change that weakened the vowels
of final unstressed syllables obliterated the distinction

between the class which added the suffixes ~ede, -ed, and
that which added -ode, -od to indicate tense changes, By
the end of the ME. period, therefore, the verb was
fairly close to its modern development. One other im-

portant change concerns the personal ending of the
third person singular indicative. The -eth that would be
the regular development of AS. -ap still lingers on in

verse, but during the Late ME. period it had already
been replaced in the common usage of the Eastern
dialects by the ending -es, -s, borrowed from the North-
ern dialect via the East Anglian towns and London
Middle-class dialect.

6.16 Illustrative Survivals and Modifications of English

Inflection

1st person

A. The Personal Pronouns in AS.

2nd person s
3rd person

Norn.
Ace.
Gen.
Dat.

Nom.
Ace.
Gen.

*Dat.

Nom.
Ace.
Gen.

*Dat.

Non,
Ace, -

sing.
ic

me
nun
me

I
me
my, xnyn
me

I
me
my> mine
me

AS.
hwa

plural
we
us
iire

us

we
us
oure
us

we
us
our, ours
us

plural
ge
eow
eower
eow

M.
he
hine
his

him

F,
heo
hie
hire

hire

B. The Personal Pronouns in Late ME,
thou ye he she
thee you him hir(e)

thy(n) your his hir(e)

thee you him hir(e)

C. The Personal Pronouns in MnE.
she

N.
hit

hit

his

him

hit
hit
his
hit

you he she it

you him her it

your, yours his her, hers Its

you him her it

. The Interrogative Pronoun Masc, and Fern.

ME. MnM.
who w^io
whom*

'

i
,

w/ho'm

whos whose

XXIX

Common plural
for all genders

hie

hie

hira, heora
heom

they
hem/them
hir(e)/their
hem/them

they
them
their, theirs
them
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Characteristics of English in the Early Modern Eng-
lish and Late Modern English Periods (1476- )

6.17 After the end of the ME. period, the English
language does not lend itself to any such schematic
treatment as we have attempted for Anglo-Saxon and
Middle English. The varied and flexible instrument
used by Shakespeare, Milton, and, eventually, by our-

selves, is altogether too gigantic to be compressed neatly
into mnemonic schedules. Moreover, most of us have
read the great authors of the Early Modern English
period, and we are at least aware of the external appear-
ance of EMnE. To proceed further, to delve beneath
the spelling in order to explore the progress of the Great
Vowel Shift during the 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th

centuries, would require the use of some such probe as

the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association.

And even if we familiarized ourselves with such an

alphabet, we might well end by knowing at once too

much and too little. While it is easy to visualize the

phonetic direction of the changes to state, in phonetic
terms, that long low-tongue and mid-tongue vowels
were raised, long high-tongue vowels diphthongized,
short vowels lowered or centralized the complicated
correlations of vowel with vowel during the period of

the changes would still elude us.

6.18 With the fixation of English spelling, which
commenced with Caxton and was achieved about 1650,
the English language acquired its modern external form.
With the introduction of thousands of new words from
various sources during the same period, it completed
most of the circle of its vocabulary. Thanks to these

facts, the modern reader may approach most Enghsh
authors from Dryden onward without being conscious
of too marked a sense of archaism. This annihilation of

time is perhaps the greatest benefit conferred on hu-

manity by standard written language.

(a) Spelling and Pronunciation

6.19 If a great written national language is ever to

perform its proper functions in the world, its spelling
will eventually be stabilized once and for all. When,
therefore, the stabilization of English spelling sometime
around 1650-1700 is regarded as calamitous as in some
respects it is we should not be blinded to the ad-

vantages that standardization has brought us. Nor
should we forget that the spelling reformers, such men
as Thomas Smith (1568), Richard Mulcaster (1582),
William Bullokar (1580), Charles Butler (1634), Edward
Phillips (1658), Owen Price (1668), and the anonymous
author of Right Spelling (1704), faced a situation of

near chaos, calling for immediate remedy. And they
faced it without knowledge of the continuous phonetic
development of English which was to heighten, from
decade to decade, the discrepancy between the spoken
language and its written form. A similar discrepancy
exists in French and several other languages; it is indeed
unavoidable in all cases where the conservative forces

of a powerful language are arrayed against natural

phonemic change. And the change in the spelling of the

spoken language, if it ever comes, is bound to be too
late to catch U with the progress of linguistic develop-
ment. Meanwhile, it is comforting for readers of today
to be able to peruse books written in 1650 with no more
discomfort than a slight feeling of strangeness caused by
occasional final e's, double consonants, contracted past
participles, and rare forms like musick and publick.

6.20 For the historian of English, however, spelling
standardization has undoubted disadvantages in that
it masks completely the continuous phonetic change of
the English vowels precisely at the period when they
were undergoing their most remarkable development.
As a result, our knowledge of these changes has serious

gaps. Lacking evidence hidden under the spellings of

cultivated literature in the EMnE. period, we have to

rely upon various kinds of indirect evidence: the spelling
lapses of less literate authors; the rhymes of the $oets;
the descriptions of pronunciation found in early writings
on English phonetics; the condemnation of certain pro-
nunciations by early writers on English grammar; our
knowledge of trends of development m MnE,; our study
of the various British dialects and American speech
varieties. Taken together, these sources supply a not
inconsiderable body of evidence, particularly since we
know the starting point (the South Eastern Middle

English vowel system) ana the ending points of the
series of vowel changes. It is one of the ironies of the
English language (

that our quite impractical spelling
system, by reflecting, for the most part, the pronunci-
ation of the Late Middle English (South East Midland)
vowel system, gives us a firm point of departure*

6.21 If we take a series of key words containing the
requisite vowels (excluding diphthongs), the positions
that the vowels held phonetically in Late Middle English
would be as in Chart A on the facing page.

6.22 In EMnB7 as stabilized from about t600 to
about 1700, the situation is roughly as it appears in
Chart B on the facing page. (The arrows indicate
directions of allophonic changes.)

In brief, the long high-tongue vowels have been con-
verted to rising diphthongs with a center-tongue first

element, the other long vowels of ME. have each been
raised or (in the case of a) fronted a single degree, the
short vowels have tended to be lowered, and the gap in

the low back area of the system has been filled by the

dences indicate the diphthongization of the ME. vowels
(e) and (56) in bite and bout as the^ earliest of these

changes, we can assume that the difficulty of main-
taining a proper distinction between long and short

phonemes in the high vowel position furnishes a mech-
anical explanation of the start of these vowel changes
(but cf. 6.11 above).

6.23 The further changes in the vowel system re-

vealed by a comparison of EMnE. with contemporary
English seem to be due partly to the further progression
of the tendencies sketched above, and partly to a re-
stricted blending of the two chief class dialects. To the
former, we can attribute the development of the modern
diphthongs in bite and bout (i), (ou), IPA [ai], [au],

generalized from the EMnE. [91], [su] in positions before
voiced consonants, and also the eventual unrounding
and centralization of the vowel of butt. To the latter, we
can probably attribute the raising of the vowel of beat

until it coalesces with that of beet, a change that, in

turn, encouraged the raising of the vowel of bate to

approximately its present position. A tendency to

diphthongize the reflexes of the original ME. long
vowels seen in beet, beat, bate, boat, boot, which arose in

the late 18th century, has now extended to most varieties
of English on both sides of the Atlantic. More recently,
both Received Standard British and the Southern and
Coastal varieties of American English have revealed a
further tendency to centralize the first element of these

diphthongs as they appear in boot and boat. Obviously
the degree to which these various changes have operated
on the regional varieties of MnE. goes a long way toward
accounting for many^ of the chief differences in con-
temporary pronunciation.

(b) Vocabulary
6.24 If the English of the 16th and 17th centuries

seems in every respect to have passed through a stage
of flux, the fact is nowhere more apparent than in the
state of the vocabulary. During earlier periods, borrow-
ing from French and Scandinavian

t
had been aided by

the presence of alien populations living and talking side

by side with the English. Even the borrowings from
Latin had received impetus from the use of spoken
Anglo-Latin as a scholarly and legal tongue, In the
EMnE, period, however, the bulk of the early borrow-

ings were boolush, directly attributable to the great

rising interest in learning, translation, philosophy, the
classics, and contemporary foreign language that grew
out of the ferment of the Renaissance. The early borrow-
ings were principally from Latin or from Greek through
Latin: antipathy, appendix, comprehensible, denunciation,
dogma, emanate, emphasis, epitome, implacable, lexicon,

monopoly, obstruction, pathetic, pretext, reliance, submerge,
tantalize, etc. Later, as the early voyagings and foreign
travel seconded the actual physical extension of the
British Empire, words of other origins began to flood
into the language: Italian words such as cameo, grotto,

violin; Arabic and American Indian words borrowed
via Spanish, such as apricot, cocoa, embargo, potato, and
tobacco; French words, first of trie type or chocolate,

detail, equipment, ticket, and explore, later supplemented
by such words of the polite world as coquette, pique,
soubrette, and coiffure. But the rapidly growing position
of the British Isles as a center of world commerce is

best revealed by the borrowings from more exotic
sources: calico and dinghy from India; mammoth and
sable from Russia: gingham, bantam, and indigo from
Siam and the Malay Coasts; caravan from Persia; tea
from China; tulip from Turkey; alpaca from South
America; boorish from the Dutch of South Africa. There
are few languages that have not been laid under contri-

bution, and many of the words of most distant origin
are among those we now use in our everyday affairs.

(c) Grammar
6.25 Compared with parallel changes taking place

in pronunciation and vocabulary, EMnE. developments
in grammar appear to be of comparatively minor im-
portance. Most of them, indeed, are covered in 6.16
above* If Shakespeare could apparently make English
a more malleable and flexible instrument of expression
than anything we write today, his advantages He less
in relative grammatical freedom than in the narrower

g^p between the written and spoken language of his

time* and, most of all, in
his^ masterly use of the instru-

ment he fotmd ready to his hand. Written language
relies principally upon the sentence as Its unit of ex-

spoken language relies upon the phrase, and
tqpQQt tiifi $|wteftGtts Juxtaposition of phraser
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The great vitality of some types of Eli2abethan written

English seems to spring from their proximity to the

spoken norm.
The following are the most obvious grammatical de-

velopments of the EMnE. period: (1) complete replace-

ment of the singular pronouns thou, thee, thy except in

poetry, by Quakers, and in religious observances; (2)

replacement of the nominative plural personal pronoun

ye by the you of the accusative; (3) gradual intrusion of

who and which as relative pronouns beside that, the

almost invariable relative of ME ; (4) extension of the

use of more and most to form the comparatives and

superlatives of adjectives consisting of two or more

syllables; (5) a marked loss of impersonal constructions

of the type */ likes me; (6) a great extension, especially

during the 18th and 19th centuries, in the use of such

"progressive" verb forms as / am singing, he was going,

he is being killed, etc. (see 4.23 above); (7) a
f
rapid

development in the use of the new neuter genitive its

in place of the his of ME.
For the most part, these developments do not appear

to have obliterated any distinctions that the English

grammatical system vitally needs. In Southern Ameri-
can English, however, the popularity of the plural you-
all at least suggests a subconscious need for differentia-

tion between the forms of singular and plural for the

pronoun of the second person. Of all the EMnE. gram-
matical changes, the increasing development of "pro-

gressive" verbal forms marking the imperfect aspect

may in the long run prove to be of most importance.

III. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH
DICTIONARY

7.1 The evolution of the English dictionary is rooted

in the general evolution of the English language. In this

development the chief pressures were exerted by the

steady increase in the word stock of English from the

SO 000-60,000 words of Anglo-Saxon through the

100,000-125,000 words of the Middle-English vocabulary
to the huge total of some 650,000 words which could

theoretically be recorded in an exhaustive dictionary of

contemporary English. Such an overall increase as this

made the dictionary necessary. The pressure of vocabu-

lary, however, has always been influenced and rein-

forced by the intellectual climate of each successive

period of the language, A dictionary is not exactly a

chapter in the history of ideas,

The beginnings of dictionary history are neither na-

tional nor concerned with any of the national languages.

They are concerned with the international language of

medieval European civilization: Latin. Our first word
books are lists of relatively difficult Latin terms, usually
those of a Scriptural nature, accompanied by glosses in

easier or more familiar Latin. Very early in the Anglo-
Saxon period, however, we find glosses containing native

English (i.e., Anglo-Saxon) equivalents for the hard
Latin terms, and it may be that two of these the

Leiden and Erfurt Glosses represent the earliest written

English we possess. Such glosses, whether Latin-Latin

or Latin-English, continued to be compiled during the

entire Anglo-Saxon and most of the Middle-English
period.

7.2 The next stage of development, attained in Eng-
land around 1400. was the collection of the isolated glosses

into what is called a glossarium, a kind of very early
Latin-English dictionary. As it chances, our first example
of the glossarium, the so-called Medulla Grammahca
written in East Anglia around 1400, has never been

printed; but two later redactions were among our
earliest printed books, and one of these, the Promptonum
Parvulorum sine dericorum, issued by Wynkyn de Worde
in 1499, was the first work of a dictionary nature ever

to be printed on English soil. Significantly enough, this

version of the MeduUa places the English term first and
its Latin equivalent second.

7.3 The first onset of the Renaissance worked against
rather than in favor of the native English dictionary.
The breakdown of Latin as an international language
and the rapid development of international trade led

to an immediate demand for foreign-language diction-

aries. The first of such works, Palsgrave's Lesclaircisse-

went de la Lan&ue Francoyse (1523), was rapidly fol-

lowed by Salesbury*s Welsh-English dictionary (1547),
"DAMA!.r~ 1 C. T~

"' " ' + - v

or half-fanciful names, of which hortus "garden," and
thesaurus "hoard" were particularly popular.

7.4 During the late 16th century, the full tide of the
Renaissance had been sweeping a curious flotsam and
jetsam into English literary harbors. Constant reading
of Greek and Latin bred a race of Holofernes pedants
who preferred the Latin or Greek term to the English
term. Their principle in writing was to use Latino-
Greek polysyllables in a Latino

:English syntax. Their

strange vocabulary studded with what some critics

call "inkhorn" terms eventually affected English so

powerfully that no non-Latmate Englishman could ever

hope to read many works in his own language unless he
was provided with explanations of elements unfamiliar
to him. The "Dictionary of Hard Words," the real

predecessor of the modern dictionary, was developed to

provide precisely such explanations. It is significant
that the first English word book to use the name
dictionary, Cokeram's The English Dictionary (1623), is

subtitled "An Interpreter of Hard Words." Among
those explained on its first few pages are Abequitate,
Bulbulcitate, and Sullevation. In point of time, the first

"dictionary of hard words" was Robert Cawdrey's
Table Alpnabeticall of Hard Words (1604). Of the various
works of the same class appearing after this date may
be mentioned John Bullokar's English Expositor (1616)
and Edward Phillip's New World of Words (1658), both
of which reveal a strong interest in the reform of spelling,
Blount's Glossographia (1656) containing the first

etymologies ever to appear in a printed English diction-

ary, and Thomas Kersey's Dictionarium Anglo-Brittani-
cum (1708), which also includes legal terms, provincial-

isms, and archaisms. If the 16th was the century of the

foreign-language dictionary, the 17th was<the century
of the dictionary of hard words.

7.5 Between 1708 and 1721, hard-word dictionaries

began to be replaced by word books giving ever-increas-

ing attention to literary usage. The Latino-Creek borrow-

ings of the earlier century had been either absorbed into

the language or sloughed away. The French influence,
from 1660 onwards, had replaced Renaissance stylistic

ideas with notions of a simple elegance in syntax and a

quiet effectiveness in vocabulary. These stylistic virtues

were actually achieved in the works of Swift, Addison,
Steele, and lesser writers. The literary mind of the early
18th century, therefore, was convinced that English
had finally attained a standard of purity such as it had

1 -- ' '* also convinced that the

_ _ expansionism, later to

be reinforced by the infant Industrial Revolution,

might very well destroy this hard-won standard of

literary refinement. What more natural
t
than that the

standard should be enshrined in a dictionary for the
admiration and guidance of posterity?

7.6 The first word book to embody the ideals of the

age was Nathaniel Bailey's Universal Etymological Dic-

tionary of the English Language, originally published in

1721, and then, in a beautiful folio volume with illustra*

tions by Flaxman, in 1731. This, one of the most revolu-

tionary dictionaries ever to appear, was the first to pay
proper attention to current usage, the first to feature

etymology, the first to give aid in syllabification, the first

to give illustrative quotations (chiefly from proverbs),
the first to include illustrations, and the first to indicate

pronunciation. An interleaved copy of the 1731 folio

edition was the basis of Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of

1755; through Johnson, it influenced all subsequent lexi-

cographical practice. The position of dictionary pioneer,

commonly granted to Johnson or to Noah
t
Webster,

Percival
r
s English-Spanish dictionary (1591), and finally,

" "

mown of all such works, Florio's Italian-by the best kno __ ,

English dictionary (1599). Meanwhile, the first great
classical dictionary. Cooper's Thesaurus (1565), had
already appeared. The history of dictionaries is larded
with strange occurrences: we are not surprised, there-

fore, that the publication of Cooper's work was delayed
five years because his wife, fearing that too much
lexicography would kill her husband, burnea the first

manuscript of his mafnum opus. It should tw> nqte4
in passing, that noneTot these various word "books of the
1 6th century actually used the title diMmasry or dfction*-

arium. They were called by various kwd o| lanonii

xxxi

the techniques developed by Bailey. Johnson was able to

revise Bailey's crude etymologies on the basis of Francis

Junius* Etymologicon Anglicanum (first published in

1743), to make a systematic use of illustrative quota-
tions, to fix the spelling of many disputed words, to

develop a really discriminatingsystem of definition^ and
to exhibit the vocabulary of English much more fuHy
than had ever been attempted before, In his two-volume
work, the age and following ages found their ideal word
book. Indeed, a good deal of the importance of the book
lies in its later influence. It dominated English letters

for a full century after its appearance and, alter various

revisions, continued in common use until 1900. As late

as the Ws, most Englishmen used the word dictwnary
as a mere synonym for Johnson's Dictionary: in 188G

a Bill was actually thrown out of Parliament because a

word in it was not in "the Dictionary."
7.8 One of the tasks taken upon himself by Johnson

was to remove "improprieties and absurdities" from we
language, In short, fie bcamt a Hnguisffcic legislator

attempting to porform for English those offices per-

formed for French by the French Academy, F* this

facet of Ms activities we get the notion, stall held by
many ^ctlonary ttsers, and fostered by many dictionary

Mfcr, that the dictionary is a "sttprewft attthonty
which to arbitrate questions of

4

^rectoes^
f and

Th dfefttawriA* flUfaft aewp&d ha! of
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the 18th century extended this notion particularly to
the field of pronunciation. By 1750, the increasing
wealth of the middle classes was making itself felt in

the social and political worlds. Those who possessed it,

speakers, for the most part, of a middle-class dialect,

earnestly desired a key to the pronunciations accented
in polite society. To provide for their needs, various

pronunciation experts usually of Scottish or Irish ex-
tractionedited a series of pronunciation dictionaries.

Of these* the most important are James Buchanan's
New English Dictionary (1769), William Kenrick's New
Dictionary of the English Language (1773), Thomas
Sheridan's General Dictionary of the English Language
(1780), and, above all, John Walker's Critical Pro-
nouncing Dictionary and Expositor of the English Lan-
guage (1791). In such works, pronunciation was indi-

cated by small superscript numbers referring to the

"powers" of the various vowel sounds. Despite the

legislative function exercised by the authors of almost
all of these works, we must admit that they did indicate

contemporary pronunciation with great accuracy, and
when Walker's pronunciations were combined with
Johnson's definitions the result was a dictionary which
dominated the word-book field, both in England and
the United States, until well after 1850.

7.9 If the chief contributions of the 18th century to

dictionary making were (1) authoritative recording of

literary vocabulary and (2) accurate recording of pro-
nunciation, those of the 19th were unmistakably t (1)
the recording of word history through dated quotations
and (2) the development of encyclopedic word books.

Already in 1755, Samuel Johnson had hinted in his

preface that the sense of a word "may easily be collected
entire from the examples." During the first twenty-five
years of the century, the researches of R. K. Rask,
J. L. C. Grimm, and P. Bopp clearly defined the his-
torical principle in linguistic. It was only a question of

time, therefore, before someone combined Johnson's
perception with the findings of the new science of
historical linguistics. That person was Charles Richard-
son, who, in this New Dictionary of the Enghsh Language
(1836), -produced a dictionary completely lacking defi-

nitions but one in which both the senses and the his-

torical evolution of the senses were accurately indicated

by dated defining quotations. Richardson's work leads

directly to the great New English Dictionary on Historical

Principles, first organized in 1858, begun under ^Sir
James Murray in 1888, and completed under Sir William
Craigie in 1928. With its supplement (1933), the New
English Dictionary or Oxford English Dictionary (N.E.D.
or O.E.D.) covers the vocabulary of English with a
completeness of historical evidence and a discrimination
of senses unparalleled in linguistic history. No other

language has ever been recorded on anything approach-
ing this scale, and no dictionary of English since the
New English Dictionary was completed has failed to
reveal a profound debt to this monumental work. As
compared with the effort represented by the N.E.D.,
the attempt to record the technological vocabularies of
the language as first seen in John W. Ogilvie's Universal

Dictionary of the English Language (1850) seems to be
of minor importance, although it has had great practical
effect on subsequent American dictionaries.

7.10 Since the publication of the O.E.D., the only im-
portant British {dictionary lhas been Henry CecilWyld's
Universal Dictionary of the English Language (1932), a
work of somewhat restricted vocabulary coverage but
one which may well point tlie way to the dictionary of
the future. Wyld has discarded the older logical defini-

tions for definitions of a more functional nature; his

examples delve deeply into idiom; his etymologies are
of a completeness and modernity unparalleled until this

present dictionary in any medium-sized word book.
The failure of Wyld's book to achieve much popularity
on this side of the Atlantic underlines the fact that the

typical American dictionary of the English language is

a work differing in kind from any of those so far men-
tioned. It differs because the conditions of American
life and culture differ from those of English life and
culture.

7.11 The modern American dictionary is typically a

single compact volume published at a relatively modest
price containing: (1) definitive American spellings, (2)

pronunciations indicated by diacritical markings, (3)

strictly limited etymologies, (4) numbered senses, (5)
some illustrations, (6) selective treatment of synonvms
and antonyms, (7) encyclopedic inclusion of scientific,

technological, geographical, and biographical items. It

owes its development, within the general framework of

the evolution sketched above, to the presence of a large

immigrant population in this country, to the elaborate

American system of popular education, and to the vast
commercial opportunities implicit in both of these.

The first American dictionaries were unpretentious
little schoolbooks based chiefly on Johnson's Dictionary
of 1755 by way of various English abridgments of that
work. The earliest of these were Samuel Johnson

and Caleb Alexander's Columbian Dictionary (1800).
The most famous work of this class, Noah Webster's

Compendious Dictionary of the English Language (1806)
was an enlargement of Entick's Spelling Dictionary
(London, 1764), distinguished from its predecessors
chiefly by a few encyclopedic supplements and emphasis
upon its (supposed) Americanism. The book was never
popular and contributed little either to Webster's own
reputation or to the development of the American
dictionary in general.

7.12 The first important date in American lexicog-
raphy is 1828. The work that makes it important is Noah
Webster's An American Dictionary of the English
Language in two volumes. Webster's book has many
deficiencies etymologies quite untouched by the lin-

guistic science of the time, a rudimentary pronunciation
system actually inferior to that used by Walker in 1791,
etc. but in its insistence upon American spellings, ^in
definitions keyed to the American scene, and in its

illustrative quotations from the Founding^ Fathers of
the Republic, it provided the country with the first

native dictionary comparable in scope with that of Dr.
Johnson. It was not, as is often claimed, the real parent
of the modern American dictionary; it was merely the

foster-parent. Because of its two-volume format and its

relatively high price it never achieved any great degree
of popular acceptance in Webster's own lifetime. Prob-

ably its greatest contribution to succeeding American
dictionaries was the style of definition writing writing
of a clarity and pithiness never approached before its

day.
7.13 The first American lexicographer to hit upon ^

the
particular pattern that distinguishes the American
dictionary was Webster's lifelong rival, Joseph E.
Worcester. His Comprehensive, Pronouncing, and Ex-

junior's Scho0l Dictionary (1798), Johnson and Elliott's

Selected Prommtdng and Accented Dictionary (1800),

addition of new words, a more conservative spelling,
brief, well-phrased definitions, full indication of pronun-
ciation by means of diacritics, use of stress marks to
divide syllables, and lists of synonyms. Because it was
compact and low priced, it immediately became popular

far more popular, in fact, than any of Webster's own
dictionaries in his own lifetime. As George P. Krapp, in
his The English Language in America, says: "If one
balances the faults of the Webster of 1828 against the
faults of the Worcester of 1830, the totals are greatly
in the favor of Worcester." One might feel the same
about its merits as compared with those of Webster's
own revision of his American Dictionary (1841), which
featured the inclusion of scientific terms compiled by
Professor W. Tully. The first Webster dictionary to

embody the typical American dictionary pattern was
that of 1847, edited by Noah Webster's son-in-law,

Chauncey A. Goodrich, and published by the Merriams.
7.14 Temperamentally the flamboyant Noah Webster

and the cautious Joseph Worcester were natural rivals.

Their rivalry, however, was as nothing compared with
that which developed between the rival publishers of the
Webster and Worcester dictionaries. By 1845, the great
flood of immigration and the vast extension of the
school system had suddenly lifted dictionary making
into the realm of big business. In a "war of the dic-

tionaries" that reflects the rudimentary business ethics

of the period, the rival publishers used every device of

advertisement and every stratagem of high-powered
salesmanship to drive each other off the market. Un-
savory as this war appears in retrospect, it certainly

helped to force rapid improvement of the dictionaries

that these publishers controlled. Worcester's initial ad-

vantages were surpassed in the Merriam-Webster of

1847; the innovations in Worcester's edition of 1860
were more than paralleled in the Merriam-Webster of

1864, one of the best dictionaries ever to appear, but
one from which almost everything really characteristic
of Noah Webster himself was deleted. The battle was
finally decided in favor of the Webster dictionaries,

chiefly because the popularity of Webster's "Little Blue
Back Speller" had put their name in every household,
partly because of the death of Joseph Worcester, and
partly because of the merit of the Merriam product from
1864 onwards.

7.15 Since about 1870, the climate of American dic-

tionary making has been much more peaceful. In the
field of unabridged dictionaries, the most important ac-

cretion is the Century Dictionary (1889), edited by the

great American linguist, William Dwignt Whitney, and
issued in six volumes. Unfortunately, this magnificent
work, considered by many authorities to be basically the
finest ever issued by a commercial publisher, has lost

much of its popularity because of inadequate subsequent
revision. The fact that it was not in a one-volume format
undoubtedly also worked against its popular success.

The only other new unabridged dictionaries that have
appeared in the period are Webster's Imperial Dictionary
of the English Language (1904), and Funk and Wag-
nails New Standard Dictionary (1893). The first of

these, the only unabridged dictionary ever published
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The English Language
west of the Appalachians, was issued in Chicago by
George W. Ogilvie, a publisher who carried on his own
private guerrilla "war of the dictionaries" against the
Merriam Company between 1904 arid circa 1917. At
the moment, the most important advances in lexicog-

raphy are taking place in the field of the abridged
collegiate-type dictionaries.

7.16 Meanwhile, the scholarly dictionary has not been
neglected. Once the New English Dictionary was pub-
lished, scholarly opinion realized the need to supplement
it in the various periods of English and particularly in

American English. The first of the proposed supplements,
edited by Sir William Craigie and Professor J. R.
Hulbert, is the Dictionary of American English on
Historical Principles, completed in 1944. This was
followed by a Dictionary of Americanisms, edited by
Mitford M. Mathews and published in 1951. A Middle
English Dictionary, a Dictionary of the Older Scottish

Tongue, and a Dictionary of Later Scottish are in prepa-
ration, and work on tne American Dialect Dictionary
of the American Dialect Society is now finally under
way.



ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS DICTIONARY

abbrev.. abbreviated; abbreviation
abl., ablative
Abyss., Abyssinian
ace., accusative
act., active
A.D., anno Domini
adj., adjective
adv., adverb
Aft., African
Alb., Albanian
Am., American
a.m., A.M., ante meridiem
Am. Fr., American French
Am. Ind., American Indian
Am. Sp., American Spanish
Anglo-Fr., Anglo-French
Anglo-Ina.j Anglo-Indian
Anglo-Ir., Anglo-Irish
Anglo-L., Anglo-Latin
Anglo-N., Anglo-Norse
Anglo-Norm., Anglo-Norman
AT., Arabic
Aram., Aramaic
Arm., Armoric
art., article

AS., Anglo-Saxon
Assyr., Assyrian
at. no., atomic number
at. wt., atomic weight
Bab., Babylonian
B.C., before Christ
Beng., Bengali
Bohem., Bohemian
Braz., Brazilian
Bret., Breton
Brit., British

Bulg., Bulgarian
c., circa (about, approximately) ; century
Canad., Canadian
Ganad. Fr., Canadian French
Catal., Catalpnian
caus., causative
Celt., Celtic

cf., confer (compare)
Ch., Chaldean; Chaldee
Chin., Chinese
Chron., Chronicles
coed,, coeducational
Col., Colossians
Colloq., colloq., colloquial
comb., combination
comp., compound
compar., comparative
conj., conjunction.
contr., contracted; contraction
Cor., Corinthians
Corn., Cornish
Cym., Cymric
D., Dutch
Dan., Danish; Daniel
dat., dative
def. art., definite article

deriv., derivative
Deut., Deuteronomy
Dial., dial., dialect; dialectal; dialectic

dim., diminutive
Early Mod. D., Early Modern Dutch
Early Mod. Eng., Early Modern English
Eccles., Ecclesiastes

E.Fris., East Frisian

e.g., exempli gratia (for example)
Egfrpt., Egyptian
E.Ind., East Indian
Eng., English
envir., environment
Eph., Ephesians
equiv., equivalent
Esk., Eskimo
esp., especially
est., estimated
Esth., Esther f , t

etc., et cetera (amd others, and so forth)

Etfa.., ^thiopic

Ezek., Ezekiel
fern., feminine
ff., following
fig., figurative; figuratively
Finn., Finnish
Fl., Flemish
fl., flourished
Fr., French
Frank., Frankish; Francoman
freq., frequentative
Fris., Frisian
ft., feet

fut., future
G., German
Gael., Gaelic
Gal.. Galatians
Gaul., Gaulish
Gen., Genesis
genit., genitive
Gmc., Germanic
Goth., Gothic
Gr., Greek
grad., graduate
Hab., Habakkuk
Hag., Haggai
Haw., Hawaiian
Heb., Hebrew; Hebrews
Hind., Hindi; Hindu; Hindustani
Hos., Hosea
Hung., Hungarian
Ice., Icelandic
Idg., Indo-Germanic
IE., Indo-European
i.e., id est (that is)

in., inches
Ind., Indian
indef . art., indefinite article

indie., indicative

inf., infinitive
intens., intensified; intensifier; intensive

interj., interjection
IPA, International Phonetic Alphabet
Ir., Irish

Iran., Iranian
irreg., irregular
Isa., Isaiah
It., Italian
Ja., James
Japan., Japanese
Jav., Javanese
Jer., Jeremiah
Josh., Joshua
Judg., Judges
Kor., Korean
L., Latin
Lam., Lamentations
Late Anglo-Fr., Late Anglo-French
Late Gr., Late Greek
Late ME., Late Middle English
Lev., Leviticus
LGM Low German
LGr., Late Greek
L.Heb., Late Hebrew
lit., literally
Litn., Lithuanian
LL., Late Latin; Low Latin
LWS., Late West Saxon
Mai., Malachi
masc., masculine
Matt., Matthew
MD., Middle Dutch
ME., Middle English
Med., Medieval
Mex., Mexican
MF1., Middle Flemish
MFr., Middle French
MGr., Medieval Greek; Middle Greek
MHG., Middle High German
mi., mile; miles
Mic., Micah
Mir., Middle Irish

MIt., Middle Italian
ML., Medieval

Ez, Ezra
., Modem MgHsk

Mod., mod., modern



Abbreviations and Symbols
Mod. Gr. Modern Greek
Mod. L., Modern Latin
Mod. Pr,, Modern Provencal
Mong., Mongol., Mongolian
MScand.. Middle Scandinavian
MScot., Middle Scottish
N., Norse
n., noun
Nah., Nahum
naut., nautical
Neh., Nehemiah
neut., neuter
norn., nominative
Norm., Norman
Norw., Norwegian
n.pL, noun plural
Numb., Numbers
O, old

OAr., Old Arabic
Ob., Obadiah
Obs., obs., obsolete

occas., occasionally
OCelt., Old Celtic

8
Gym.. Old Cymric
D., Old Dutch

ODan., Old Danish
OFr., Old French
OFris., Old Frisian

OHG., Old High German
Olr., Old Irish

Olt., Old Italian

OL., Old Latin
OLG., Old Low German
ON., Old Norse
ONorm.Fr., Old Norman French
OPer., Old Persian

"

V, origin; original; originally

_., Old Saxon
_ Slav., Old Slavic
OSerb.. Old Serbian

OSp., Old Spanish
OW., Old Welsh
p., page

t

pass., passive
Per., Persic; Persian

perf., perfect
pers., person; personal
Peruv., Peruvian
Phil., Philippians; Philemon
Phoen., Phoenician
phr., phrase
Pid.Eng., Pidgin English
pi., plural
p.m., P.M., post meridiem
Pol., Polish

pop., population
Port., Portuguese
poss., possessive
pp., pages; past participle

ppr., present participle
Pr., Provencal
Pre~AS. t Pre-Anglo-Saxon
prec., preceding
prep., preposition
pres., present
prln, pte.. principal parts
prob., probable; probably
prof., professional

pron., pronoun
pronun., pronunciation
Prov., Proverbs
iprov. , provincial
Prov. Eng., Provincial English
Prov. Scot., Provincial Scottish

Ps., Psalms
p.t., past tense

redupl.. reduplication; reduplicative
refl., reflexive

resp., respelling
Rev., Revelation
Rom., Romans
Russ ..Russian
S.Afr.IX, South African Dutch
Sam., Samaritan; Samuel
Sans.. Sanskrit
Scand., Scandinavian
Scot., Scottish
Sem., Semitic
Serb., Serbian
sing., singular
Singh., Singhalese
Slav., Slavic; Slavonic
S. of Sol.

? Song of Solomon
Sp., Spanish
sp., spelling
sq., square
subj., subjunctive
superl., superlative
Sw. f Swed., Swedish
syn., synonymy
Syr., Syrian; Syriac
t., tense

Tag., Tagalog
Tart., Tartar
Thess., Thessalonians
Tibet., Tibetan
Tim., Timothy
Tit., Titus
trans1., translation

Turk., Turkish
ult., ultimate; ultimately
unc., uncertain
undergrad., undergradiiate
v., verb
var., variant

v.aux., verb auxiliary
v.i., verb intransitive

v.lmp., verb impersonal
v.t., verb transitive

W., Welsh
W.Afr., West African
W.F1., Vest Flemish
W.Gmc., West Germanic
W.Ind., West Indian
W.S., West Saxon
Yid., Yiddish
Zech., Zechariah
Zeph., Zephaniah

* hypothetical
J foreign word or phrase
< derived from
? perhaps; possibly; uncertain
4- plus
& and
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A
A, a (a), nu

(pi. A's, a's, As, as (az)J, 1. the first letter

of the English alphabet: from the Greek alpha, a bor-

rowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table. 2. a
sound of A or a: in English, the low front vowel, IPA
[SB], of hat; the low central or low back vowel,
IPA [a] or [a], of father, barn; and the mid front vowel,
IPA [e], of bake. 3. a type or impression for A 9r a.

4. a symbol for the first in a sequence or group, adj. \ .

of A or a. 2. first in a sequence or group; hence, 3.

first-class; A 1: see A one.
A (a), n, 1. an object shaped like A. 2. in chemistry,
the symbolfor argon. 3 , in education, a grade first in qual-
ity : as, an A in history. 4. in music, a) the sixth tone or
note in the scale of C major, or the first in the scale of A
minor. 6) a key, string, etc, producing this tone, c) the
scale having A as the keynote, adj. shaped like A.
a (a; stressed, a), adj., indefinite article [form of an
before consonants; see AN, adj.], 1. one; one sort of.

2. each; any one. A connotes a thing not previously
noted or recognized, in contrast with the, which connotes
a thing previously noted or recognized. 3. [brig.
a prep. < AS. an, on, in, on, at], to each; in each;
for each; per: as, once a day. Before words beginning
with a consonant sound or a sounded h, a is used (a
child, a home, a uniform, a eunuch); before

^
words

beginning with a vowel sound or a silent h, an is used
(an eye, an ultimatum, an honor).

a (9), prep. [AS. of, from, of], of: as, Anthony a Wood.
a (9) pron. [Dial.], 1. he. 2. she. 3, it. 4. they. 5. I.

a (9) prep*, a- (a), prefix [weakened form of AS. an, on,

in, on, at], 1. in, into, on, at, to, as in aboard, ashore,
abed. 2. in tlie act or state of, as in asleep, a~crying t

a~wishing Toe prefix, hyphenated or unhyphenated, is

now in general use, but the preposition is found only
occasionally , as m a fishing.,,,... . ,

a- (9), a prefix ofvarious origins and meanings: 1. [AS.
a-, or-, out of, up}, <**** a*

'm swoke^ arim; now
generally used as an intensive- 2. LAS; a/-, <*/-, off, of),

off, of. as in aMn. 3. (S, a, 9), fGr. &, am^ notj,'&*,
without, as in amentia, agnostic: before vowels

<*ff- is

used, as in anesthetic1

, 4. [L.], a1>: used! before m, p, v,

as in aversion. 5. [L.], ad-: used before $c, $p, st, as in

ascription.
a, in algebra, a symbol representing a known quantity
or a constant:

A., 1. Absolute. 2. Academy. 3. acrfe. 4. America.
5. American. 6. angstrom unit; 7. ApriL 8. Artfflieryi

A., angstrom unit.

A,, av |L,]i 1. nno in the year^ 2. ante, before.

a I- about. 2." acre; acre, 3. active* 4. adjective.
S. altoj 6. ampere. 7. anonymous, & answer., 9. ate

A.A.AX., American Academy of Arts and Letters.

A.A.A.S., 1. American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

2. American Association for the Advancement of

Science. _ _
Aa-chen (a'kan, a'khan), n. a city in the Rhine Prov-

ince, Germany: pop., 163,000: French name, Aix-la-

Chapelle.
A.A.E., American Association of Engineers.
A.A.E.E., American Association of Electrical Engineers.
A.A.F., Army Air Forces.

A.A.G., Assistant Adjutant General.

Aal-borg (61'b6r), n. a seaport in northern Denmark:
pop., 55,000.
Aalst (alst), n. Alost: the Flemish name., .

A.A.P.S.S., American Academy of Political and Social

Aar (ar),* n. a river in Switzerland, flowing into thte

Rhine: length, 181 mi.
.

''

t

aard-vark (ard'varkO, n. [D., earth pig, earth farro%;
see FARROW], a burrowing African mammal that feeos

on ants and termites.
/ i /XT

. aard-wolf (ard'woolf), n. [pi. AARDWOLVES (-woolvz')L

[D., earth wolf], a South African flesh-eating mammal
somewhat Hke the hyena and the civet.

Aarhus (dr'h55s), n. a seaport in eastern Jutland,
Denmark: pop., 100.000. w . _

Aaron (ar^Sn, ar'an), [I/L.; Gr. Aardn; Heb. ofcartfe,

lit., the exalted one], a masculine name. n. m the

Bible, the older brother of Moses and first high priest

of the Hebrews: Ex. 4.
, ^ ,, , , . .

Aa-ron-ic (tr-on'ik), adj. 1. of or cha^acHeostic of

Aaron. 2. Levitical.
''

Aaron's rod, 1. in the Bt*&fe, the rod us'e<^ fey Aaron to

perform miracles: Nttmb.; 17:8.' |. any of several

plants with flower* on a loag tteto, as the goldenrqd
the couamon nMiBair also AarotoVrod. 3. inan e couamon . .

orMteddrv, a l!ow? Straight molding with scroll arid

leaf ornantent.
' ~^-

''

'

f

.' ... , T ,
'

i
ent Adbcnjnis'feratooii

AsBociatfoni ?; Ajnerlcan
3C Autofdobife Association of

.
-

'

.

.^, 1. AcaWemitie Americanae foetus, ,

Fellow of the^ Americsfaa Academy. 2. American Acad-

,emy of Sciences,
A.APTJ,,Amatetir Acetic Union. _ ;,,'

A.A.U.P., American Association of University Profes-

AJiftT.W.. American, Assbciation of University Women,
At> (ab, ab; ^eb. 6V), n. [Heb.], the eleveatla month o

^the Jewish y^ear : see Jewish calendar.
ab- (ab, 9b), [L,], a prefix meaning away, from, from off,

down, $s in abdicate: shortened to a- before m, P, v; often

ab$- beforte c or /, as in abstract.

Abi in chemistry, alabaminev

JU^nArHum Baccalcwrenfr, [Mod.L.], Bachelor of Arts.

A.B., a.b., able-bodied (seaman). ;

a-ba (ato), n. [Ar.1, 1. a woven fabric pf camel's or

at's hair. 2. aloosjfe, sleeveless rope worn by



mcus abduct

ABACUS

per-
and

ABACUS

a) backward against the mast, as the sails of a square-

rigged vessel in a wind from straight ahead, b) m an

unmanageable condition because of a sudden shift ot

wind striking the sails from the side opposite that to

which they are trimmed.
taken aback, surprised; startled and confused.

ab-a-cus (ab'a-kas), n. \$l. ABACUSES (-iz), ABACI (-si')J.

[L. < Gr. abax, counting
board] , 1 . a frame with beads
or balls sliding back and forth

on wires or in slots, for doing
or teaching arithmetic. 2. in

architecture, a slab atop the

capital of a column.
A-bad-don (a-bad'an), n.

[Heb., destruction, abyss], in

the Bible, 1, the place of lost

souls; hell; bottomless pit. 2.

the angel of this place, Apol-
lyoti: Rev, 9:11.
a baft (9-baff), adv. [AS. on-

be-aeftan; on, on -f- be, by 4-

seftan, behind], on or toward
tlie stern or rear of a ship;

astern; aft. prep, in nautical

usage, behind; back of.

ab-a-lo*ne(ab'9-lo'ni), n.[
a sea mollusk with an
somewhat spiral shell

forated along the rim
lined with mother-of-pearl.
ab ampere (ab-am'p%), n.

[absolute 4- ampere\t a C.G.S.
electromagnetic unit, 10 amperes.
abandon (a-ban'den), v.t. [ME. abandonen; OFr.
abandoner < mettre a bandon, to put under (someone
else's) ban, relinquish; see BAN], 1. to give up (some-
" "

.g) completely. 2. to leave; forsake; desert. 3. to

I (oneself) completely, as to a feeling, desire, etc.

._, 1. surrender to one's feelings or impulses; letting
oneself go. 2. unrestrained freedom of activity.
SYN. abandon implies leaving a person or thing, either as a

final, necessary measure (to abandon a drought area) or as a

complete rejection of one's responsibilities, etc. (she abandoned
her child); desert emphasizes leaving in willful violation of

one's obligation, oath, etc. (the soldier deserted his post);
forsake stresses renouncing a person or thing formerly dear to

one (to forsake one's friends, ideals, etc.) ; quit, basically imply-
ing to leave or give up, is now commonly used to mean stop
(she quit her job). See also relinquish. ANT. reclaim.l

aban-doned fa-ban'dand), adj. [prj. of abandon], 1.

given up; forsaken; deserted. 2. given up^to wicked-
ness; immoral and shameless. 3. unrestrained.
a-ban-don-ment (a-ban'dsn-mant), n. 1. an abandon-
ing. 2. the fact or condition of being abandoned*

$a bas (a/ bS'), [Pr.], down with: an expression of dis-

approval: opposed to vive.

a-base (a-bas
7
), v.t. [ABASED (-bast'), ABASING], [OFr.

abaissier; LL. abassare, to lower, bring down; see A- &
BASE (low)], to humble; humiliate: as, he abased himself
before the king. SYN. see degrade.

a-base ment fe-bas'msnt) , n. the fact or state of being
abased; humiliation; degradation.
a-bash (a-bash') v.t. [ME. abassm; OPr. esbahir, to
astonish < L. ex + bah (interj. of surprise)], to make
ashamed and uneasy; make self-conscious and em-
barrassed; disconcert. SYN. see embarrass.
a-bash-ment (a-bash'mont), n. the fact or state of being
abashed; feeling of shame and uneasiness.

a-bat a-ble (a-btt's-b'l), adj. that can be abated.
a-bate (s~bst')t v.t. [ABATED (-id), ABATING], [MB.
abaten; OFr. abaitre, to beat down; see A- * BATTER (to

beat)], 1. to make less in amount, degree, force, etc.

2, to deduct* 3. in law, to put a stop to; end; quash.
v.i. to become less in amount, degree, force, etc.;

diminish; subside. SYN* see wane.
a-bate-merit (g-bafment), n. [MB,; OFr.; see ABATE),
1. lessening; reduction. 2. in law, the act of putting
an end to; quashing. 3. the amount abated.

a-bat-er (e-bat'Sr) , n. a person or thing that abates.
ab-a-tis (abV-tis), n. sing. A jff. (Fr. < abattre, to beat

down; see ABATE], 1, a barricade of felled trees with
branches facing the enemy. 2. a barbed-wire entangle-
ment for defense. Also spelled abattis.

a-ba-tor (a-ba'ter), n. in law, a person who abates.
A battery, an electric battery of low voltage used to
light the filament of certain radio tubes, etc,

ab at toir (abVtwar', at/o-twfirO, n. [Fr. < <*&<*Hr< to
beat down, fell; see ABATE], a slaughterhouse.
ab ax i al (ab-ak'si-sl), adj. [o&- from + o*laJJ* awiay
from the axis; as, an abaxtal ray of light.
ab-ba (ab'a). n. [Aram.], 1. father: title of a bishop lit

the Syriac, Coptic, and Ethiopia Christian churcnes*
2,JA4 *** tb $w> Testammt, God: J^wfc, MM* .

ab'foii^y (ab'-sf), . {#1, ABBACIES (rm)J fLL ,<j*f&*
< L, abbas? sec ABBOT], an abbot's position, jurisdic-

tion, or term of otBce.
Afo'bas*sif (e-hBrfd, ab'a-sid), n. & adj. Abbaiwde,
Ab bas side (a-bas^d, ab'3-sidO* n* any caliph of the

dynasty that ruled at Bagdad C750-1258 A.D.) and
claimed descent from Mohammed's uncle, Abbas, adj.

of this dynasty.
ab-ba-tial (a-ba'shal), adj. [Fr.;

LL, abbatialis <
abbatia; see ABBACY], of an abbot or abbey.
abb (ab'a: Fr. a'ba'), n. [Fr.; L. abbas; see ABBOT], m
France, a title of respect given to a priest, minister, etc.

ab-bess (ab'is, ab'es), n. [ME. & OFr, abbesse < LL.
abbatissa* fern, of abbas; see ABBOT], a woman who is

the superior, or head, of a nunnery: abbreviated abb.

ab-bey (ab'i), n. [pi. ABBEYS (-iz)], [MB. abbeie; OFr,
abate < L. abbatia; see ABBACY], 1. a monastery headed

by an abbot or a nunnery headed by an abbess. 2. the

monks or nuns in such a place, collectively. 3. a church
or building belonging to an abbey. Abbreviatedjjibb.
SYN. see cloister.

Ab-bey, Edwin Austin (ab'i). 1852-1911; American

ab-bot (ab'st), n. [AS. abbod; LL. & Gr. abbas; Aram.
abba, father], a man who is head of a monastery; father

superior: abbreviated abb.

AbO>ot, Charles Gree-ley (gre'H ab'ot), 1872- ;

American astrophysicist.
Ab-bots-ford (ab'sts-fSrd), n. the estate (1812-1832)
of Sir Walter Scott, on the Tweed River in Scotland.

Ab-bott, Jacob (ab'st), 1803-1879; American clergy-
man and author.

Abbott, Lyman, 1835-1922; son of Jacob; American
clergyman, editor, and author.

abbr., abbrev., 1. abbreviated. 2. abbreviation.
f .

ab-bre-vi-ate (s-bre'vi-at'), v.t. [ABBREVIATED, (-id),

ABBREVIATING], [< L. abbreviates, pp. of abbreviare <
ad-, to -f- breviare < brevis, short], 1. to make shorter.

2. to shorten (a word or phrase) by leaving out or

substituting letters. SYN. see shorten.

ab bre vi-a tion (a-bre'vi-a'shan), n. [Fr.; L. abbreviatio;

see ABBREVIATE], 1. a making shorter. 2. the fact or

state of being made shorter. 3. a shortened form of a

word or phrase, as N.Y. for New York, Mr. for Mister,

Ib. for pound, CIO for Congress of Industrial Organisa-

tions, etc, Abbreviated abbr,, abbrev,
ab-bre-vi-a-tor (Q-bre'vi-a'ter), n. one who abbreviates.

A B C (a' be' se'), n. [pi A B C's (-seV)], 1. usually

pi the alphabet; hence, 2. the basic or simplest
elements (of a subject); rudiments.

ABC, American Broadcasting Company.
abcou-lomb (ab-koo-lom'). n. [absolute + coulomb], &

C.G.S. electromagnetic unit, 10 coulombs.

ABC Powers, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile.

Abd-el-Ka*dir (ab-dool-ka'dir) , n. Algerian leader in

wars against the French; lived 1807P-1883.

Abd-el-Krim (ab-dool-krem'; En$. ab'del-krim') ,

n. leader of a revolt of the Moors in '.the Rif region,

Morocco (1919-1926): born c. 1880.

Abd-er-Rah-man Khan (ab'd&r-ra-man' khaV),
1830?~19Q1; amir of Afghanistan (1880-1901).
Ab di as (ab-di'ss), n. Obadiah: form used in the Douay

ab-di-ca ble (ab'da-ka-b'l), adj. that can be abdicated.

ab-di-cant (ab'da-kant), ad\. [L. abdicans, ppr. of

abdicare; see ABDICATE], abdicating, n. an abdicator.

ab-di-cate (ab'do-kitO, v.t. & vA [ABDICATED (-id),

ABDICATING], [< L. abdicatus, pp. of abdtcare, to deny,

renounce; ab~, off -f dicare, to proclaim], to give up
formally (a high office, throne, authority, etc.); sur-

render (a power or function). .

Jy2V.~abdicate most commonly refers to the formal giving

up by a sovereign of his throne, but sometimes describes a sur-

render of any prerogative; renounce, often interchangeable

with abdicate, is the more frequent usa^e when the voluntary

surrender of any right, claim, title, practice, etc. la meant, and

often suggests sacrifice (she renounced the pkasuw of society);

resign is applied to the deliberate giving up of a position, un-

cxpired term, etc. by formal notice. ANT. assume.

abdication (aVd^kS'shan), n. UU flWwtftop; fee
ABWCATK] the act of giving tip a high office, authority,

or function, especially that ofa king.
atMli-ca>tor (ab'ds-krtgr), n. [Mod. L.; see ABDICATE),
a person who abdicates. .

Ab di el (ab'di-l), n. [Heb., Ht., servant of God^ the

angel in Milton's Paradise tost who resifts Satan s at-

tempts to incite a revolt against God.
abdomen (ab'dsMnon, ao-d5;a9a). n.

l^.J,
I. in

higher vertebrates, the part of the body situated be-

tween the diaphragm and the pelvis, and containing the

stomach, intestines, etc.; belly* 2, in
mjects

and

crustaceans, the posterior or hind part of the body,

ab dom 1 nal (ath4omfo-l), f/.IMod. L. abdominalis

of Mucare* to bad away; <*K away ,4- dwr*,io few!.

1, to take (a person) away tualawntliy md by tcjce;
Mdmp* 2, l ^3wtoy* to move or pull (a^ |W?t of

thefooifar'k awav from tie m4il adf cr,mM toothy



abduction ablaut
ab-duc-tion (ab-duk'shan, sb-duk'shsn), n. [L. abduc-
tio; see ABDUCT], I. an abducting or being abducted.
2. in law, the unlawful carrying off of a person, espe-
cially a woman for sexual purposes. 3. in physiology,
a) the moving of a part of the body away from the
median axis or from another part, b) the changed
position resulting from this.

ab-duc*tor (ab-duk'ter, sb-duk'ter), n. [Mod. L.; see
ABDUCT], 1. a person who abducts; kidnaper. 2. in

physiology, a muscle or nerve that abducts.
Abd-ul-A-ziz (Sb'dul-a-zeV), n. sultan of Turkey(1861-
1876): lived 1830-1876

*

(1839-1861); lived 1823-1861.
a-beam (a-bem'), adv. [a-, on + beam], L at right
angles to a ship's length or keel. 2. opposite a ship's
side (with of).

a-be-ce-dar-i-an (a'bi-si-dar'i-an) , n. [ML. abecedarius
<A,B,C,D], 1 . a person learning the alphabet ; begin-
ner. 2. a person teaching the alphabet or the basic
elements of a subject, adj. 1. of the alphabet; hence,
2. elementary.

a-be-ce-da-ry (a'bi-se'da-ri), adj. & n. \pl. ABECEDARIES
(-riz)], abecedarian,

a bed (a-bed'), adv.
[a-, on, in + bed], in bed; on a bed.

A-bed-nego (a-bed'ni-gq'), n. [Heb., prob. < abed
nebo, servant of Nebo], in the Bible, one of the three
captives who came out of the blazing furnace miracu-
lously unharmed: Dan, 3.

A-bel (a'b'l), [L.; Gr. Abel; Heb. hebel, lit., breath], a
masculine name. n. in the Bible, the second son of
Adam and Eve: he was killed by Cain: Gen. 4.

Ab-S-lard, Pierre (ab'a-lard'; Fr. a'ba'lar'), 1079-1142;
French scholastic philosopher, teacher, and theologian:
see also Helofee.

a-bele (a-bel', a'bal), n. [D. abeel; OFr. abel, aubel; LL.
albellus, dim. of L. albus, white], the white poplar.
a-bel-mosk (a'bl-mosk'), n. [Ar. abu al misk, lit.,

father of musk], a plant of the mallow family: its seeds
are used to make perfume.
Ab-er-deen (ab'Sr-den'), n. 1. a city in eastern Scot-
land, on the North Sea: pop., 181,000. 2. a city in
western Washington: pop., 19,000. 3. a town in north-
eastern Maryland : pop., 3,000 : site of Aberdeen Proving
Ground of the United States Army.
Ab er deen An gus (ab'Sr-den' ar/gas), [after Aberdeen,
Scotland + Angus, a proper name], any of a breed of
black, hornless cattle, originally from Scotland.
Ab-er-do-ni-an (ab'gr-do'ni-an), adj. of Aberdeen, n.
a native or inhabitant of Aberdeen.
aber ranee (ab-er'ans), n. [L. aberrantia < aberrans],
the quality or state of being aberrant; deviation.

ab-er-ran-cy (ab-er'an-si) , n. [pi. ABERRANCIES (-siz)],
aberrance.

ab-er-rant (ab-er'ant), adj. [L. aberrans, ppr. of aberrarc,
to go astray; db-, from -f errare, to wander], deviating
from what is true, correct, normal, or typical,
ab-er-ra-tlon (ab'iY-a'shan), n. [L. aberratio < aberrarc;
see ABERRANT], 1. a de-

parture from what is right,
true, correct, etc. 2. a de-
viation front the normal or
the typical. 3. mental UGKT

derangement or lapse. 4.

in astronomy, a) a small

apparent change in posi-
tion of a heavenly body,
caused by the motion of
the earth and of light, b)
the amount of such change.
5. in optics, a) the failure of light rays from one point
to converge to a single focus. 0) an error in a lenf or
mirror causing such failure: see chromatic r*-

^

spherical aberration.
a*bet (abet')r v.t. (ABETTED (-id), ABETTINCJ],
abetten; OFr. abeter, to incite; a; to + beter, to r

incite, sanction, or he,lp, especially in wroiigdoij w
a bet-ment (a-bet'mant) , n. an abetting,
a-bet-tal (a-bet'l), n. abetment.
a-bettor (a-bet'gr), n* [An0o-Fr, abettour < QFr.
dbeier], a person who abets: also spelled abet^er.

a-bey-ance (a-ba'ans), 11., [Anglo-Fr. abewnce; OFr.
abeance, expectation < bayer, to gape, wait expectantly
< LL. badare, to Rape], 1, temporary suspensioii, as
of an activity or tunc^on. 2. in law, a state of not

having been determined or settled, as of lands awaiting
f of ow^ner^hip. ,

r*ad (ab-far'ad, ab-f^a4) n. [absolute + farad],
a _q,0,9. dectromagn^Cjijnit, 10"

/arads,
s 4. henry], a G.GJ3.

eieciaron^agnetiC: unit, 10"9
&$nry.

ap^Of , (Q&M^ abrJao^rO, <* [APBORREP (4i6rdO, AB-
** * "

w$; ait^laFay, from -f korrere* to

shudder], to shrink from in fear, disgust, or liatred.

SYN. see hate.
ab-hor-rence (ob-h6r'sns, ab-hor'ans), n. [< abhorreni],
1. an abhorring; loathing; detestation. 2. something
abhorred; something repugnant. SYN. see aversion.

ab-hor-rent (ob-ho'r'ant, ab-hor'^nt), adj. [L. abhorrens,

ppr. of abhorrere; see ABHOR], 1. causing fear, disgust,
etc.; detestable. 2. feeling abhorrence. 3. opposed
(to one's principles, reason, etc.). SYN. see hateful.

A-bib (a'bib; Heb. a'-vev')> n. [Heb.], Nisan: the early
Hebrew name: see Jewish calendar.

a-bid-ance (a-bid''ns) t n. an abiding.
a-bide (s-bidO, v.i. [ABODE (-bod

7
) or ABIDED (-id),

ABIDING], [AS. abidan < bidan, to remain], 1. to stand
fast; remain; go on being. 2. [Archaic or Poetic], to

stay; reside (with in or at), v.t. 1. to await. 2. to
submit to; put up with. SYN. see continue, tay.
abide by, 1. to remain true to; live up to (a promise,
agreement, etc.). 2. to submit to and carry out: as,
abide by the decision.

a-bid ing (a-bid'irj), adj. [ppr. of abide], continuing
without change; enduring; lasting.

Ab-i^ail (ab'f-gal', ab'i-g'l), [Heb. abtgayil. lit., father
is rejoicing], a feminine name: diminutives, Abby, Gail.
n. 1. in the Bible, the wife of Nabal and later of
David: I Sam. 25. 2. [a-], [< Abigail, name of a maid
"

The Scornful Lady by
~ . ~ . .

-*^ * tj* * 1
,
a lady s maid.

ABERRATION

by Beaumont and Fletcher

(1616)], a lady's n______

Ab-i-lene (ab'a-len'), n. a city in central Texas: pop.,
47,000.
a-biMty (s-bil's-ti) , n. [pi. ABILITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
abilite; OFr. habilite; L. habilitas, ableness (to hold) <
habere, to have, hold], 1. a being able; power to do
(something physical or mental). 2. talent. 3. usually
in pi. special skill. 4. seaworthiness.

-a-bil'i-ty (g-bil'a-ti) , \pl -ABILITIES (-tiz)], [L. -abilitas],
a suffix used to form nouns from adjectives ending in
-able, as in durability.
Jab in-i-ti-o (ab in-ish'i-o), [L.], from the beginning:
abbreviated ab init.

$ab in-tra (ab in'trs), [L.], from within.

ab-i-ogen-e-8is (at/i-o-jen'a-sis), n. [Gr. a-, without; -f

biogenesis], in biology, spontaneous generation; pro-
duction of living organisms from lifeless matter: a
former theory, now rejected.

ab-i-o-ge-net'ic (ab'i-o-js-net'ik), adj. of or by abio-

a-bi-o-ge-net-i-caMy (ab'i-o-ja-net'i-k'l-i), adv. in an
abiogenetic manner; by spontaneous generation.

ab-i-og-e-nist (ab'i-oj's-mst), n. a person who believes
in abiogenesis,

ab-ir-rl'tant (ab-ir's-tQnt), adj. relieving: or lessening
irritation; soothing, n. something, especially a medicine
or drug, that relieves or lessens irritation.

ab-ir-ri-tate (ab-irVtat'), v.t. [ABIRRITATED
t(-id), AB-

IRRITATING], in medicine, to relieve or lessen irritation in.

ab-j[ect (ab-jekt', ab'jekt), adj. [L. abjectus, pp. of

abjicere, to throw away < ab; from 4- jacere, to throw],
1. miserable; wretched; as, abject poverty. 2. lacking
self-respect; degraded. SYN. see base.

ab-jec-tion (ab-jek'shan), n. [Fr.; L. abjectio; see

ABJECT], the state of being abject; degradation.
ab'ju-ra-tion (ab'joo-ra'shon), n. [L. abjuratio < abju-
rare; see ABJURE], an abjuring or being abjured.

ab-jur'a-to-ry feb-joor'a-toVi, ab-joor'a-to'ri), adj. of,

or having tne nature of, abjuration; abjuring.

abjure (ob-joor', ab-joor'), v.t. [ABJURED (-joordOr AB-

JURING], [L. abjurare; ab; away, from + jurare, to

swear], 1. to give up (rights, allegiance, etc.) on oath;
renounce. 2. to give up (opinions) publicly; recant.
Ab-kha-zi an Autonomous Soviet socialist Repub-
lic (ab-kha'zi-an), a division of tKe Georgian S.S.R.,
on the Black Seat area, 3.3SS sq. mi.; pop., 293,000.

ab-lac-ta tion (ab'iak-ta'shan), n* [L. ablactatio < ab->

from '4- to. -raflklv the tfct or process of weaning.
ab la tion (ab4a'shon), n. [LL. ablatio < L. ablatus; see

AELAiWEJ* 1. removal, especially the surgical reanoval
of a part of the body. 2. in geology, a wearing or wasting
away, as of at glaoei: or rock,

ab>latlve (ab'fe-tivi), n, (L. ablativus < ablatm (pp of

auferre), carried awayj, in linguistics, 1. the oaise ex-

piressing removait depnyation, and direction from. 2. a
word or phrase in this case. 3. in, Latinr tibe case

expressing source, cause, agency, and in&true;ritv as

well as deprivation. 4. a Latin word or phrase in this

case, adf* of or in the ablative. Abbreviated abi.

ablative absolute, in Latin grammar , a grammatically
independent phrase in the ablathre case, used to express
time, cause, or ciraamstance: sometimes applied to

English constructions thought ta> resemble the Latin,

hfire, ov5r; is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, t55l, look:
*"

ia 4^r f in agenL i iia vanity, o in

H 0, Ft. <Incj H, G. ic&; kh, G.
J "



ablaze ibout

ablaze (a-blaz'), adv. [a-, on + blaze (a fire)], on fire.

adj. 1. flaming; gleammg. 2. greatly excited; eager.

a-ble (a'bl), adj. [ABLER (-bier), ABLEST (-blist)l, [MB.;
OFr. habit; L, habilis, suitable, handy < habere, to

have, hold], 1. having enough power, skill, etc. (to do

something). 2. having much power of mind; skilled;

talented. 3. in law, legally qualified or authorized to

do a specified act. 4. in nautical usage* seaworthy.
SYN. able implies power or ability to do something (able to

make payments) but sometimes suggests superior power or skill

(an able orator); capable usually implies the mere meeting of

ordinary requirements (a capable machinist) ; competent and

critic of modern art, a qualified voter). ANT. inept.

-a-ble (a-b'l), [Fr.; L. -abtlis], a suffix used to form

adjectives, and meaning: 1. able to, as in durable. 2.

capable of being, as in drinkable. 3. worthy of being, as

in lovable. 4. having qualities of, as in comfortable. 5.

tending or inclined to, as in peaceable. Also -Ible, -ble.

a-ble-bod-ied (a'b'l-bod'id), adj. healthy and strong.

able-bodied seaman, a trained, skilled sailor: abbre-

viated A.B., a.b. : now often able seaman.

ab-le-gate (ab'li-gat'), n. [L. ablegatus, pp. of ablegare, to

send away; ab-, away legare, to send, depute], a spe-

cial envoy sent by the Pope to a foreign land.
,

a bloom (9-bloomO, adv. & adj. [a-, in + bloom], in

bloom; in flower, . Tf

ab-lu-ent (abloo-ant), adj. [L. abluens < abluerc, to

wash off], that makes clean, n. any substance used

for cleaning; detergent. t

ab'lu-tion (ab-loo^shdn, sb-loo'shan), n. [ME. ablu*

cioun; L. ablutio < ab- t off 4* luere, to wash], 1. a wash-

ing of the body, especially as a religious ceremony.
2. the liquid used for such washing.

ab-lU'tion-ar'jr (ab-loo'shan-er'i, ab-loo'shan-eri), a<&.

of or for ablution.

a-bly (a'bli), adv. in an able manner; skillfully.

-a-bly (o-bli), a suffix used to form adverbs correspond-

ing to adjectives ending in -able.

ab-ne-gate (ab'ni-gat'), v.t. [ABNEGATED (-id), ABNE-

GATING], [< L. abnegatus, pp. of abnegate; do-f|away,
from + negate, to deny], to deny and refuse; give up
(rights, claims, etc.); renounce.

abnegation (ab'ni-ga'shan), n. [L. abnegatto; see

ABNEGATE], a feiving up of rights, etc.; self-denial;

renunciation.

ab-ne-ga-tor (ab'ni-ga'tgr), n. one who abnegates.
Ab-ner (ab'n&r), [L.; Heb. 'ofcwfr, lit., the father is a

light], a masculine name.
ab-nor-mal (ab-ndr'mel, sb-n6r'mal) f flcy. [earlier

anormal < Fr. anormal, anomal < Or, andmalos (see

ANOMALOUS) ; influenced by L. abnormis < ab-, from -f

tforw0, rule], not normal; not average; not typical; not

usual; irregular; unnatural. SYN. see irregular.

ab-nor-maM'ty (ab'n6r-mal'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or

condition of being abnormal. 2. [pi ABNORMALITIES

(-tiz)], an abnormal thing; malformation.
abnor-mal ly (ab-n6r'm9-li, db-n6r'm8-H), adv. 1. m
an abnormal manner; irregularly. 2. to an abnor-

mal degree; exceptionally: as, he is abnormallv clever.

abnormal psychology, the study of the behavior of

abnormal people, especially that of the neurotic,

psychotic, or feeble-minded.

ab-nor-mi-ty (ab-ndr'ms-ti) , n. [pi ABNORMITIES (:tlz)],

[L. abnormttas < abnormis; see ABNORMAL], 1. abnor-

.mality. 2. monstrosity.
A-bo (o'boo) , n. Turku, a city in Finland : Swedish name.
a board (9-b6rd', -bord'), adv. [a~, on + board;t

mo <
Fr. a bora], on board; on, in, or into, a ship,, airplane,
etc. prep. 1. On board of ; on; in. 2. alongside.
all aboard! 1. get onl get in I; a warning to passengers
that the train, car, airplane, etc. will start soon.

2. everyone (is) aboard!: a signal to the driver or

pilot thiat he may start,

-bode (9-bod'), n.IME. abad, abood < AS. abtdan;.see

ABIDE], 1. a staying m a place; sojourn. 2. a place
where one lives or stays; home; house; residence,

a bode fa-bod'), alternative past tense and past par-

ticiple of abide. , ^ - ^ -

ab ohm (ab-om')* n. [a&solute + ohm], o, C.G.S. electro-

magnetic unit, 10"^ ohm.
a-bol-ish (e-bol'ish), v.t. [Fr, abolir; L, abater*, to re-

tard, destroy; formed, with <*&- from, to contrast with

adolere, to increase, grow; later associated and con-
trasted with adolesme (see ADOLESCENT), in the semje
**to ,burn," and hence used to mean **to bum away

1

'],

to do away with completely; put an w} to; make (a
law. etc.) null and void,
SVN. abolish denotes a complete doing away with, some-

thing, as an institution, custom, pcactic*, coo/dtita* etc, (fco

abolish slavery, ignorance, tc.) ;
annul and ftbro^te strew a

, ,

by authority or formal

annutttd, the law o&m&td certain" privileges) : r
and repeal all agree in describing the setiabg

orders, permits* etc* (to rtsdnd an order,

nptalm Amendment). ANT. establish.

nb*'H'tion (abVHsh'w)., n. (Fr.; L.

of 'laws,
a charter,

.,
. .

ABOLISH]* L an abolishing or being aboHsned; com-

plete destruction; annulment. 2. [sometimes A-], the

abolishing of Negro slavery in the United States.

ab-O'li-tion-ar'y (ab's-lish'sn-er'i), adj. of or for aboli-

tion.

ab-o-li-tlon-ism (abVlish'9n-iz
f

m), n. the doctrine of

abolitionists.

ab o li-tion 1st (ab's-lish'an-ist), n. 1. a person in

favor of abolishing some law, custom, or institution.

2. [sometimes A-], a person who favored the abolition

of Negro slavery in the United States.

ab-o-ma-sum (ab'a-ma'ssm), n. [L. ab-, from 4- oma-

sum, bullock's tripe], the fourth or digesting chamber
of the stomach of a cud-chewing animal, as the cow:
see ruminant, illus.

ab-o-masus (ab's-ma'sas), n. anabomasum.
A-bomb (a'bom'). n. an atomic bomb.
abomi-nable (9-bom'9-na-b'l), adj. [ME.; OPr.; L.

abominabilis < abominari; see ABOMINATE], 1. nasty
and disgusting ; vile ; loathsome. 2 . disagreeable ; highly
unpleasant; very bad: as, he shows abominable taste.

SYN. see hateful.

a bom-i-na bly (a-bom'g-na-bli), adv. in an abominable
manner.
a-bom-i-nate (e-bom'a-nat'), v.t. [ABOMINATED (:id),

ABOMINATING], [< L. abomtnatus, pp. of abominari, to

regard as an ill omen; see AB- & OMEN], 1. to have feel-

ings of hatred and disgust for; loathe; abhor. 2. to
dislike very much.

a-bom-1-na tlon (g-bomVna'shan), n. 1. an abom-
inating; hatred and disgust (for a thing or person);
loathing. 2. anything hateful and disgusting.
a-bom-i-na-tor (g-bom'a-na'ter), n. a person who
abominates.
# bon mar-cli6 (a' bow' mar'sha'), [Fr,], at a good bar-

gain; cheap*
aborlgi-cal (ab'a-rij'a-n'l), adj. [< aborigines], L
existing (in a place) from the beginning or from earliest

days; first; indigenous. 2. of or characteristic of

aborigines, n. an aboriginal animal or plant; aborigine.
SYN. see native.

tab o-ri-gi-ne (ab.o-rij'i-neO. [L.J, from the origin or

beginning.
aborig-i-nes (ab'a-rij'a-nezO, n.pl. [sing. ABORIGINE

(-neOJT [L., first inhabitants < ab-, from + originc, the

beginning; see ORIGIN], 1. the first or earliest known
inhabitants of a region; natives. 2. the native animals
or plants of a region.

a-bort (3-b6rt'), v.i. [< L.
t
abortus, pp. of aboriri^ to

miscarry; ab-, from + oriri, to arise], 1. to give birth

before the fetus is viable; have a miscarriage: hence,
2. to come to nothing. 3. in biology, to fail to develop;

stay rudimentary, v.t. L to cause to have an abor-

tion. 2. to check (a disease) before fully developed.
a-bor-tl-cide (a-b&r'ta-sid'). n. [< L. abortus (see

ABORT) 4- cidium < caedere, to kill},
1. destruction of

the fetus in the womb. 2. an abortifacient.

a-bor tl-fa cient (a-bSr'ta-fa'shant), adj. [< L. abortio,

miscarriage (see ABORT) -I- rjpr. of facere, to make],
causing abortion, n. something that causes abortion.

abor-tion (a-b6r'sh?m), n. [L. abortio; see ABORT], L
expulsion of a fetus from the womb before it is viable;

miscarriage: called criminal abortion when unlawful.

2. an aborted fetus; hence, 3. anything immature and
incomplete, as a deformed creature, a badly developed

plan, etc. 4. in biology, a) arrest of development.

o) an organ whose development has been arrested.

a-bor'tioii'ist (9-b6r'sh9n-ist), n. a person who performs
an abortion or abortions, especially a criminal abortion.

a-bor-tive (a-b6r'tiv), adj. [ME, abortif; L. abortivus; see

ABORT], 1, bora too soon. 2. coming to nothing; un-

successful; fruitless. 3. in biology, arrested in develop-
ment: rudimentary. 4. in medicine, a) earning abor-

tion, i) halting a disease process. SYN. see futile.

A-bou-ktr (a'boo-fcir', 9-bo3'ker), n. Abukir,
aboulia (a-bd^li-a), n. abulia.

a-bound (a-bound'). v.i. [ME. abounden; OFr. abondtr;

L. abundar, to overflow; ab" -f undwe, to rise in waves

< unda, a wave], 1 . to be plentiful ; exist in larce num-
bers or amounts. 2, to have plenty; be wealthy (*):
as, a land that abounds in gram. 3, to be filled; teem

(with) : as, woods that abound with game.
about (-bout') <*> [ME. aboute(n) < AS. abvtan,

onbutan, around < on, on -f be, by -f utan, outside <
ut, out: all senses develop from the sense of "around' J,

1. on every side; aU around: as, look about. 2. here

and there; in all directions: as, travel about. 3. in cir-

cumference; around the outside: as, ten mile about.

4. near: as, standing somewhere about. 5. In the oppo-
site direction: to a reversed position: as, turn it about.

6. In wiccession or rotation: as, play fair turn and
turn about. 7. nearly: approximately; as, about four

years old, 8, fCoHoal aS bit; almost; at, mat <*frw<

ready, adj. (used precteativety) 1, astir: on the move;

w, m is up aad Jwl again, 1 in the vicinity; p
dart: at* lyphM i* ^mt pr*p* t. around: <ta

rides of. 2. fiere and titere in; everywhre to. 3. ne

to. 4. witlts on (gm'wmmw$t m, haw ycwr wits

atxwt ycm. 5. ew$rtif wtOt; attending tot
1

as. go
(fol-



about-face S
absent-minded

lowed by an infinitive or a gerund) : as, I am about to
say something. 7. having to do with; concerning. 8. in
connection with. Abbreviated a., ab., abt.

a-bout-face (a-botit/faV), n. 1. a turning or facing in
the opposite direction; hence, 2. a reversal of attitude
or opinion. v.i. (a-bout'faV), to turn or face in the
opposite direction.

a-bout-ship (s-bout'ship')* v.i. to put a ship on the
other tack.

a-bove (9-buv'), adv. [ME. aboven; AS. abufan, onbufan,
overhead, above < on-, intens. + bufan < be, by
+ ufan, over, on high], 1. in or at a higher place; over-
head; up. 2. in heaven. 3. before or earlier (in a book
or printed passage): often used in combinations like
above-mentioned. 4. higher in power, status, etc. prep.
1. higher than; over; on top of. 2. beyond; past: as,
the road above the village. 3. superior to; better than:
as, above the average. 4. in excess of; more than: as,
above fifty dollars, adj. placed, found, mentioned, etc.

above or earlier, n. something that is above.
above all, most of all; mainly.

a-bove-board (a-buv'bdrd', 3-buv'bord') , adv. & adj.
[above + board (table): orig. a cardplayer's term], in

plain view; without dishonesty or concealment: as, be
open and aboveboard with me.
a bove ground (a-buVground'), adv. & adj. not buried;
not dead.

Jab o-vo (ab [6'vo), [L., Ifrom the egg], from the begin-
ning, or origin.

abp., archbishop.
abr., 1. abridge. 2. abridged. 3. abridgment.
ab-ra-ca*dab-ra (ab'ra-kd-dab'ro), n. [L.], 1. a word
supposed to have magic powers as a charm against
diseases, and hence used in incantations, on amulets,
etc. 2. a magic spell or formula. 3. gibberish; jargon.

ab-ra-dant (a-bra'dsnt) , adj. [OFr. < L. abradere; see

ABRADE], abrading, n. an abrasive.
abrade (s-brad'), v.t. [ABRADED (-id), ABRADING], [L.
abradere,' ab-, away + radere, to scrape], to scrape or rub
off; wear away by scraping or rubbing.
A-bra-ham (a'bra-ham') [Heb., lit., father of many:
the original form, Abram, means "father is exalted";
see Gen. 17:5], a masculine name: diminutive, Abe.
n. in the Bible, the first patriarch and ancestor of the
Hebrews: Gen. 12-25.
in Abraham's bosom, 1. at rest with one's dead ances-

tors; hence, 2. in a state of heavenly bliss, peace, etc.

A-bram (a'bram), Abraham.
a-bran-chi-an (a-brarj'ki-sn), adj. & n. abranchiate.
a bran chi-ate (a-brarj'ki-it, S-brar/ki-at') , adj. [< Gr.

a-, not + bronchia, gills], in zoology, without gills, n. an
animal without gills.

abra-sion (a-bra'zhan) , n. [ML. abrasio < L. abradere;
see ABRADE], 1. a scraping or rubbing off, as of skin.

2. a wearing away by rubbing or scraping, as of rock

by wind, water, etc. 3. an abraded spot or area.

ab*ra-sive (o-bra/siv, a-bra'ziv), adj. [L. abrasus, pp. of

abradere (see ABRADE) ; + -ive], causing abrasion, n. a
substance used for grinding, polishing, etc., as sand-

paper or emery.
ab're-act (ab

/ri-akt/) v.t. [back-f9rmation < abre-

action], in psychoanalysis, to relieve (a repressed
emotion), as by talking about it.

ab-re-ac-tion (ab'ri-ak'shon), n. (ab- + reaction, after

G. abreagierung], in psychoanalysts, the relieving of a

repressed emotion, as by talking about it.

a breast (o-bresf), adv. & adj. [a-, on + breast], side by
side (in going or facing forward).
abreast of (or with), in line with; not behind.

abridge (a-brij^, v.t. [ABRIDGED (-brijd'), ABRIDGING],
[MB. abreger; OFr. abregier; L. abbreviare; < ad-, to +
breviare < brevis, short], 1. to reduce in scope, extent,

etc.; shorten. 2. to shorten by lessening the number of

words but keeping the main contents. 3. to lessen;
curtail 4. to deprive of (rights, privileges, etc.).

Abbreviated abr. SYN. see shorten.
a bridg ment, a bridge ment (a-brij'mant), n. [OFr.
abregement < abregier; see ABRIDGE], 1. an abridging
or being abridged: reduction. 2. a curtailment, as of

rights. 3. an abridged or condensed form of a book, etc.

Abbreviated abr.
SFN.-Tabcfdgment describes a work condensed tea a

larger work by omitting the leps important parts, teut keeping
the main contents more os leps lanajtored; an abstract is a
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'matter under; cdnsideratfon (the britsf of a legal argument),
summary, especially, connoting a recapitulating' statement: a

synopsis is a condensed, orderly %eatment, as of the plot of a

novel, that permits a* qtiicfe general *^ew of tne whole; 'a digest
is a concise, systematic treatment, generally more comprehen-
sive to seoite ttian a synopsis, am<f, in the case of technical

material; often arranged water title* for Quick reference} an

epitome, is a sfcatac^int
! lof ishie essence of a subject in the

shortest possible form, mAOT. expansion.

a-broach (a-broch'). adv. & adj. [ME. abroche; a-, on +
OFr. broche, a spit], 1. broached; opened so that the

liquid contents can come out. 2. astir.

a-broad (a-brM'), adv. [a-, on + broad], 1. broadly;
far and wide. 2. current; in circulation: as, a report is

abroad that we have won. 3. outside one's house; out-

doors: as, stroll abroad. 4. outside one's own country;
to or in foreign countries. 5. wide of the mark; in
error.

ab-ro-g

GATING], [< L. abrogatus, pp. of abrogare, to^repeal; ab-,

away _j_ rogare, to ask, propose], to abolish; repeal;
annul; cancel. SYN. see abolish.

ab-ro-ga-tion (ab'ra-ga'shan), n. [L. abrogatio], an
abrogating or being abrogated; repeal (of a law, etc.).

ab-ro-ga-tive (ab'ra-ga'tiv), adj. abrogating.
ab-ro-ga-tor (ab'ra-ga'ter), n. a person who abrogates.

a-brupt (a-brupf) '<"*/ [L. abruptus* pp. of abrumpere,
to break off; ab-, off. + rumpere, to break], 1. sudden;
hasty; unexpected. 2. sudden and short in behavior or

speech; gruff; brusque. 3. very steep. 4. jumping from
topic to topic without proper transitions; jerky and dis-

connected: as, abrupt writing. 5. in geology, suddenly
cropping out: as, abrupt strata. SYN. see steep, sud-
den.

a-brup-tion (a-brup'shan) , n. [L. abruptio; see ABRUPT],
a sudden breaking away (of parts of a mass).

A-bruz-zi, Duke of the (a-broot'tse), (Prince Luigi
Amedeo), 1873-1933; Italian naval officer and explorer.
A-bruz-zi e Mo-li-se (a-broot'tse e m6"'le-ze) , a depart-
ment of central Italy, on the Adriatic.
abs- (abs), ab-: used before t or c, as in abstract, abscond.

abs., 1. absent. 2. absolute. 3. abstract.
Ab-sa-lom (ab's^-bm), n. [L.: Heb. 'abshalom, Ht., the
father is peace], in the Bible, David's favorite son,
killed after rebelling against his father: II Sam. 18.

ab-scess (ab'ses), n. [L. abscessus < abscidere^ to go
from < ab(s)-, from 4- cedere, to go: the notion was
formerly held that humors go from the body into the

swelling], a swollen, inflamed area in body tissues, in

which pus gathers, tu. to form an abscess.
ab-scessed (ab'sest), adj. [pp. of abscess], having an
abscess or abscesses.

ab-scis-sa (ab-sis'a), n, [pi. ABSCISSAS (-az), ABSCISSAE

(-e)J, [L. abscissa (lineaj,
*

(a line) cut off; fern.
%
of

abscissus, pp. of abscin-

dere, to cut off; ab-, from,
off + scindere, to cut], in

geometry, the line or part
of a line drawn hori-

zontally on a graph, by
which a point is located
with reference to a sys-

uiu*^ ui *

tern of co-ordinates: distinguished from ordinpte. .

ab scis-sion (ab-sizh'an, ab-sish'sn), n. [L. abscissio;

see ABSCISSA], 1. a cutting off, as by surgery. 2. an

abrupt stopping, as in the middle of a sentence, for

rhetorical effect.

ab scond (ab-skond', ob-skond'), v.i. [L. abscondere:

ab(s)-, from, away -r condere, to hide; see RECONDITE],
to go away hastily and secretly; fun away and hide,

especially in order to escape the law.

ab-sence (ab's'ns), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. absentia; see AB-

SENT, adj.] t 1, a being absent; being away. 2. the

time of being away. 3. a being without; lack: as, in

the absence of evidence.
. ,

absence of mind, a being absent-minded ; preoccupation.
ab-sent (abVnt; for v., ab-senf), adj. [ME.; OFr.: L.

absens, ppr. of absum, abesse; ab-, away + esse, to be],

1. not present; away. 2. not existing; lacking. 3. not

attentive; absorbed in thought, v.t. [Pr. absenter; L.

absentare < absens]. to take or hold ^neself) away: as,

he absents himself from classes. Abbreviated abs.

ab-een-tee <ab's
f

n-te"') f n. a person who is absent, as

from home, sphool, work, etc. adj. of the nature of an
absentee ; by an absentee : as, absentee ownership}

"

absen tee-ism (ab's'n-te'iz'm), n. the condition of

being absent, as from home, school, work, etc.; espe-

cially, sucih absence when deliberate or habitual.
t

absentee landlord, a person who owns land, buildings,

etc. in some city or region other than that in which he
lives: often implying neglect of tenants of workmen.

tab-sen-te re-o (ab-sen'ti r5'5), [L.], in the absence of

the defendant: abbreviated abs. re.

ab-sent-ly (ab's'nt-H), adv. in an absent or preoccupied
manner; inattentively.

T

ab sent-mind-ed (ab's'nt-min'did)* <wft- t. so dreamy
or lost in thought as not to pay attention to what one

is doing or what is going o^ around one; hencef 2.

habitually fotgetfeiL

, .

ABSCISSA
abscissa of P; OP", or-

dlnate of p

away frow
i habitual tendency of this

wasMjering of ^e
mtuation, often iro^yws a

(tfce absent-minded professor);



absent without leave abstraction

abstracted suggests a withdrawal of the mind from the_ im-

mediate present, and a serious concern with some other subject;

preoccupied implies that the attention cannot be readily

turned to something new because of its concern with a present

matter: absorbed implies a total concentration of one s atten-

tion: distrait suggests inability to concentrate, often empna-

sizing such a condition as a mood; distraught implies a similar

inability to concentrate, specifically because of worry, grief,

etc.; inattentive implies a failure to pay attention, emphasiz-

ing such behavior as a lack of discipline.

absent without leave, in military usage, absent from

duty without official permission but with no intention

of deserting: abbreviated A.W.O.L., a.\v.o.l.

ab sinthe, ab sinth (ab'sinth), n. [Fr.; L. absinthium,

wormwood; Gr. apsinthion], 1. wormwood or its es-

sence. 2. a green, bitter alcoholic liquor with the

flavor of wormwood and anise.

ab-sinth-ism (ab'sinth-iz'm), n. a diseased condition

caused by habitually drinking too much absinthe.

lab-sit G-men (ab'sit o'men), [L.], may there be no (ill)

omen (in it).

ab so lute (ab'sa-loot'), adj. [ME. absolnt; L. absolutus,

pp. of absolvere, to loosen from; see ABSOLVE], 1. perfect.

2. complete ;
whole. 3 . not mixed ; pure. 4, not limited ;

not conditional; unrestricted: as, an absolute ruler. 5.

positive; certain; definite. 6. actual; real: as, ati

absolute truth. 7. not dependent on anything else; con-

sidered without reference to anything else. 8. in gram-

mar, a) forming part of a sentence, but not in the usual

relations of syntax; in the sentence "The weather

being good, they went," the weather being good is an

absolute construction. 6) used without an explicit ob-

ject: said of a verb usually transitive, such as steal in

the sentence "Thieves steal." c) with the noun under-

stood: said of a pronoun or an adjective, such as ours

and brave in the sentence "Ours are the brave.'' 9. m
law, not encumbered. 10. in physics, of the absolute

temperature: abbreviated A., n. something that is

absolute. Abbreviated aba.
.

the Absolute, in philosophy, that which is thought of

as existing in and by itself, without relation to

anything else.

absolute alcohol, ethyl alcohol containing not over

one per cent by weight of water.

absolute ceiling, the greatest altitude above sea level

at which aircraft can keep normal horizontal flight.

absolute monarchy, a kingdom in which the king's

powers are unlimited.
absolute music, music that does not try to tell a story,

describe a scene, etc.: distinguished from program
music.

absolute pitch. 1. the pitch of a tone as determined

by its rate of vibration. 2. the ability to recognize the

pitch of any tone heard, or to reproduce a given tone
without having it sounded beforehand.

absolute temperature, temperature measured from
absolute zero.

absolute zero, a point of temperature, theoretically

equal to - 273.18* C. or - 459.72 F.: the hypothetical
point at which a substance would have no molecular
motion and no heat.
ab so-lu-tion (ab'ss-lSo'shsn), n. JME. absoluciun; OFr,
absolution; L. absoluiio < absolvere* to loosen from;
see ABSOLVE), 1. a formal freeing (from #uilt or obliga-

tion); forgiveness. 2, remission (of sm or penalty
for it): specifically, in some churches, such remission

formally given by a priest after penance by the sinner.
3. the saying or formula of such remission.

ab-solut-ism (ab'sd-lo'ot'iz'm), n. 1. the doctrine or

system of government in which the ruler has unlimited

powers; despotism. 2, the quality of being absolute,
or certain; positivism, 3. in philosophy, any doctrine

involving the existence of an absolute. 4. in theology,

predestination,
ap-so-liit-ist (ab's3-156t'ist), n* a person who believes
in or advocates absolutism, adj. of or characteris&ed

by absolutism.
absolu to-ry (ab-sol'yoo-t&r'i, ab-sol'yoo-tS'ri), adj.
(L. absolutorius < absolvere; see ABSOLVBJt absolving;
that serves to absolve.

ab*8Olve (ab-solv', db-aolv'), v.l, [ABSOLVED {-eolvd',
-stolvd'), ABSOLVING], [L. absolvere: ^K from + solvers
to loose], 1. to pronounce free from guilt or blame;
acquit. 2. to give absolution to (in the religious sense).
3. to free (from a promise, etc,)*5 FAT. absolve implies a setting free from responsibilities or
obligations (absolved from her promise) or fxom the penalties
for their violation; acquit means to release from a specific
charge by a judicial decision, usually for lock of evidence; to
exonerate fa to relieve of the blame or consequence for a wrong-
doing; to pardon is to release from punishment for an offense

(thp prisoner wag parfawd by the governor)*, tpvgjb* tejplwi
giving up all claim to punishment as well as any resentment or
vengeful feelings; to vindicate is to clear (a person of thing
under attack) through evidence of the unfairness of the charge,
criticism, etc. -ANT. bUune. i

ab-8ol-vent (ab-sol'vsnt, db-zolVant), adf. absolving.
a person, who absolves,

(3b-s#rb
r
, ab-z6rbOp v.t. [L. absorberf; a&-, from

e, to drink in, suekj, 1, to 0uck up; drink in*

2. to engulf wholly. 3. to take up fully the attention*

energy, or time of; interest greatly. s
4. to take in and

incorporate; assimilate, 5. in ghysics, to take in and
not reflect; take in and change into heat: as, light rays
are absorbed by black surfaces.

ab sorb-a bll-i-ty (sb-s6rb'9-bil'9-ti, ab-zSrb'o-bilVti),
n. the quality or state of being absorbable.

ab-sorb a ble (ab-sSrb'a-bl, ab-ztob's-bl), adj. that can
be absorbed.
ab sorbed (ab-sdrbd', ab-z&rbd'), <*<*/ [pp. of absorb],
1. taken in; sucked up. 2. engulfed. 3. assimilated.

4. greatly interested; wholly occupied: as, absorbed in

reading. SYN. see absent-minded.
ab sor-be fa cient (ob-sdrb's-fa'shant, ab-z6rbVfa'-

shant), adj. [< L. absorbere (see ABSORB) + ppr. of

facere, to make, cause], in medicine, inducing absorption
of fluids, n. a drug that induces absorption.

ab-sorb-en-cy (ab-s6rb'on-si, ab-z&rb'an-si) , n. the

guality
of being absorbent.

aorb*ent (sb-sSrb'ant, ab-z6rb'snt) , adj. [L. ab-

sorbens, ppr. of absorbere," see ABSORB], capable of

absorbing moisture, light rays, etc. n. a thing or
substance that absorbs moisture, light rays, etc.

absorbent cotton, raw cotton made absorbent by the
removal of its wax: used for surgical dressings, etc.

absorb ing (ab-s6rb'irj, ab-zSrb'iij), adj. [ppr* of ab-

sorb], 1. taking in, sucking in, etc. 2. very interesting.

ab'Sorp-tlon. (ab-sfirp'shan, ab-z6rp'shan), n. [L. ao-

sorptio < absorbere; see ABSORB], 1. an absorbing or

being absorbed. 2. the fact or state of being much
interested or engrossed. 3, assimilation. 4. in biology,
the passing of nutrient material into the blood stream
or lymph. 5. in physics, a) a taking in and not reflect-

ing. 6) partial loss in power of light or radio waves

passing through a medium.
ab-sorp tive (ab-sdrp'tiv, ab-z6rp'tiv), ad7. [L, absorp-
tus, pp. of absorbere (see ABSORB) ; + -*wjt 1 able to
absoro, 2. relating to absorption.

ab-sorp-tiV'i'ty (ab
/
s6rp-tiv'a-ti, ab'zdrjp-tiv'd-ti), n.

1. the quality of being absorptive. 2, in physics, the
fraction of a radiant energy absorbed by the surface
that it strikes.

aba. re,, absente reo, [L.], in the absence of the defendant,
abstain (sb-stSn', ab-stan'), IM- (ME. abstenen; OPr.
abstenir; L. abstinere, to keep from < ab(s")-, from ~f

tenere* to holdj, to keep oneself back; voluntarily do
without; refrain: as, he abstains from alcoholic liquor.
SYN. see refrain.

ab stain-er (db-stan'&r, ab-stan'Sr) , n. a person who
abstains, especially from drinking alcoholic liquor,
ab ste mi-ous (ab-ste'mi-as, sb-ste'myss), adj. [L.
abstemius, abstaining from alcoholic liquor < ab(s)- t

from + temetum, strong drink], moderate in eating and
drinking: not self-indulgent; temperate.

absteii-tion (ab-ster/shan, ab-sten/shsn), n. [L.
abstcntio < abstinere; see ABSTAIN], an abstaining.

ab-sten-tious (ab-sten'shas, ab-sten'shas), adj. [<
abstention], abstaining.
absterge (ab-sturj'; ab-sturj'), v.t. [ABSTERGED
(-stfirjd'), ABSTERGING], (L, abstergere; ab(s)~t away -f

terg&e, to wipe]. 1. to wipe away; clean. 2. to purge.
ab-ster-gent (ab-stfir'jsnt, db-stur'j^nt), adj. [L. ab-

stergens, ppr. of abstergere; see ABSTERGE], cleansing.
n. a cleansing substance.

ab-ster-slon (ab-stur'shon), n. [ < L. abstersus, pp. of

abstergere; see ABSTERGE], 1. a cleansing. 2. a purging.
ab-ater-sive (ab-stur'siv), adj. [< L. abstersus, pp. of

abstergere, to wipe off; see ABSTERGENT], abstergent.
ab-sti-nence (ab'sta-nsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. abstinenita

< ppr. of aostinere; see ABSTAIN), L an abstaining
from some or all food, drink, or other pleasures. 2.

the act of giving up drinking any alcoholic liquors;
also called total abstinence.

ab-ftti-nent (ab'sta-nant) , adj. practicing abstinence.'
ab stract (ab-strakt', ab'strakt), adj. (L. abstra&ius, pp.
of absfrahere* to draw from, separate; ab($), from +
traher0t to draw], 1 . thotight of apart from may particu-
lar instances or material objects; not concrete. 2. ex-

pressing a quality thought of apart from any particular
or material object; as, beauty is an abstract word.
3. not easy to understand; abstruse; hence, 4. loosely,
theoretical; not practical. 5. in art, characterized by
design or form that is geometric or otherwise not
representational. 71* (ab'strakt), 1. a brief statement
of the essential thoughts of a book, article, speech,
cotirt record., etc, ; summary, 2* that which is abstract :

as, the abstract fascinates his mind. Abbreviated atra,

v.t. (ab-strakt'h 1. to take away; remove. 2, to
think of (a quality) apart from any particular instance
or material object that has it; form (a general idea)
from particular instances. 3* (ab'-strakt) , to summa-
rize

j xckalco an abstract of. "^SfN*. see nt>rtd^iii.OTit.
In the abstract, in theory a apart from practice.

abstracted (ab-strak'tid), 0$* (pp. of abstract}. 1.

removed, or separated (from something) , nence, 2*

withdrawn in mindj preoccupied; absent-minded.
AW. seeabnem-mlnded. ^ ,,>, ,

> '

ab strac tlon (ab^strak'shan),
' n. (L. abstracts; see

.

" tomudli
1

1. an abstracting or bdng abstracted;



abstractionism Acadia National Park
removal. 2. formation of an idea, as of the qualities or

properties of a thing, by mental ^separation from par-
ticular instances or material objects. 3. an idea so
formed, or a word or term for it: as, "honesty" and
"whiteness" ^are abstractions.

f
4. an unrealistic or im-

practical notion. 5 . mental withdrawal ; preoccupation ;

absent-mindedness. 6. an abstract quality; abstract
character. 7. in art, a picture, statue, etc. that is wholly
or partly abstract, or not representational.

ab'Strac-tion-ism (ab-strak'shsn-iz'm), n. the theory
and practice of the abstract, especially in art; cult of
abstract pictures, statues, etc.

ab-strac-tion-ist (ab-strak'shon-ist) , n. 1. a person
who deals with abstractions. 2. a person who makes,
or is in favor of, abstract paintings, statues, etc.

ab-strac-tive (ab-strak'tiv) , adj. [ML. dbstractivus; see
ABSTRACT], abstracting, n. something that abstracts.

abstract noun, a noun naming an abstract idea.
abstract of title, a brief history of the ownership of a

Slece
of real estate.

stric-tion (ab-strik'shsn), n. [< L. ab, from, off +
strictio, a binding], in botany, the cutting off of spores
from a spore-bearing branch by the formation of

dividing tissues (septa), as in^ertain fungi.
ab-struse (ab-stroos', ob-stroos'), adj. [L. abstrusus,

pp. of abstrudere, to thrust away; ab(s)->, away -j-

trudere, to thrust], hard to understand; deep; recondite.
absurd (sb-surd', ab-zurd'), adj. [Fr. absurde < L.
absurdus, not to be heard of; ab-, intens. + surdus,
dull, deaf, insensible], clearly untrue or unreasonable,
and therefore laughable, ridiculous, etc.

SYN. absurd means laughably inconsistent with what is

judged as true or reasonable (an absurd hypothesis) ; ludicrous
is applied to what is laughable from incongruity or exaggeration
(a ludicrous facial expression) ; preposterous is used to describe

anything flagrantly absurd or ludicrous; foolish describes that
which shows lack of good judgment or of common sense (don't
take foolish chances) ; silly and ridiculous apply to whatever
excites amusement or contempt by reason of its extreme
foolishness, silly often indicating an utterly nonsensical quality.
ANT. sensible, logical.

ab-surd-i-ty (sb-sSr'dg-ti, ab-zuVda-ti), n. [Fr. absur-

dite; L. absurditas < absurdus; see ABSURD], 1. the

quality or state of being absurd; foolishness; nonsense.
2. [pi. ABSURDITIES (-tiz)], an absurd idea or thing.
A-bu-Bakr fe-boo'bak'er) ,

n. first caliph (632-634
A.D.) after Mohammed, in Mecca; lived 373-634 A.D.;
father of Aisha.
A-bu-Bekr (o-boo'bek'e'r), n. Abu-Bakr.
A-bu-kir (a'boo-ke'r', 9-boo'keY), n. a bay near Alexan-
dria, Egypt, at the mouth of the Nile: site of the victory
(1798) of the British under Nelson over the French:
also spelled Aboukir.

a bull a (o-bu'li-a, ab'yoo-le'o), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
aboulia, indecision < a-, without -f- boule, will, deter-

mination], in -psychology, loss of the ability to exercise
will power and come to decisions: also spelled aboulia.
a bun-dance (a-bun'dsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. abun-
dantia < ppr. of abundare; see ABOUND], L great
plenty: more than sufficient quantity. 2. wealth.
a bun-dant (a-bun'dont), adj. [L. abundans, ppr. of

abundare,' see ABOUND^ 1. very plentiful; more than
sufficient; ample. 2. rich (in something). SYN. see

plentiful.
Jab ur-be con*di-ta (ab ttr'bi kon'di-ts), [L.J, from the

founding of the city (Rome, founded c. 753 JB.C.).
abuse (5-buz'; for n., o-bus'), v.L [ABUSED (-buzd'),

ABUSING], [ME^abusen; Fr. abuser < L. a-busus, pp. of

abuti, to misuse ; ab-, away, from + uti, to mse], I . to use

wrongly; misuse. 2. to hurt by treating badly; mistreat.

3. to use insulting, coarse, or bad language about or to;
scold harshly; revile. 4. [Arcjiaic except in the passive],
to deceive, n. I. wrong, bad, or excessive use. 2.

mistreatment; injury. 3. a bad, unjust, or corrupt
custom or practice. 4< insulting or coarse language.
5. [Archaic], deception. SYN. see wrong,
a-busive (a-bft'siv), adj. [Fr. abusif; L. abusivus <
abusus; see ABUSE), 1* abusing; mistreating- 2. coarse
and insulting in language; scurrilous; harshly scolding.
a-but (a-but/), v.i. [ABUTTED (-id), ABUTTING], [MB.
abotitien; OFr. abouier, to join end to end < a-, to +
bout, but, end], to touch at one end; border; terminate

(with on, upon, or against), w.t. to end at; bordefr

Upon; support or lean on by abutment.
a-bu-ti-lon (a-bu'ti-lori) , n. [Mod. L. ; Ar. aubumun], any
of a number of related plants or shrubs of the mallow
family, with showy flowers of white, yellow, or red.

a-but-ment (a-but'mant), n. 1. an abutting. 2. some-

thing that abtits or borders

upon Something else. 3. the

point of contact between a

support and the tWng sup-
ported. 4. a) in w<nM$e^
ture, ,a part that supports an ,^^,^
arcijL o? strut, b) % struc- ABUTMENTS

IJbe extreme ea$s of a bridge.

a-but-tal (s-but'l), n. 1. an abutment. 2. pL the parts
in which land abuts on other land; boundaries.

a-but-ter (a-but'er), n. the owner or an abutting, or

adjacent, piece of land.
a-buzz (9-buz') adj. [a-, in + buzz], 1. filled with buzz-
ing; hence, 2. full of activity.

ab-volt (ab-voltO, n. [absolute + volt], a C.G.S. electro-

magnetic unit, 10~8 volt.
ab-watt (ab-w6f, ab-wot'), n. [a&solute + watt], a
unit of power, 10~ 7 watt.

a-by, a-bye Co-bl'), v.t. [ABOUGHT C-b6tOL [AS. abycgan,
to pay^ for], [Archaic], to pay for; atone for. v.i.

[Archaic], to last; endure.
A-by-dos (g-bi'dos, a-bi'dss), n. 1. an ancient Egyptian
city. 2. an ancient city in Asia Minor.
a-bysm (3-biz''m), n. [OFr. abisme; ML. a-Usmus; L.

abyssus; see ABYSS], [Poetic], an abyss.
a-bys-mal (a-biz'm'l), adj. of or like an abysm or abyss;
bottomless; unfathomable; immeasurable.

a-bys-mal-ly (o-biz'm'1-i), adv. to an abysmal degree.
a-byss (o-bis') n. [L. abyssus; Gr. abyssos; a-, without
+ byssos, bottom], 1. the primeval great deep or chaos.
2. a bottomless gulf; deep fissure in the earth; chasm.
3. anything too deep for measurement; profound depth:
as, an abyss of shame, of time, etc. 4. the ocean depths.
a byss al (a-bis'l), adj. [abyss -f- -al], 1. too deep to be
measured; unfathomable. 2. of the ocean depths.

Ab-yS'Sin-i-a (ab'Q-sin'i-o), n. Ethiopia.
Ab-yS'Sin'i-an (ab's-sin'i-an), adj. of Abyssinia, its

people, language, culture, etc.; Ethiopian, n. 1. a
native of Abyssinia. 2. the language of the Abyssinians.
Abbreviated Abyss.

ac- (ak, sk), ad-: used before c or q, as in accept, acquire.
-ac (ak, ok), [Fr. -aque; L. -acus; Gr. ~oo$], an adjective-
forming suffix meaning: 1. characteristic of, as in
elegiac, demoniac. 2. of, relating to, as in cardiac,
coeliac. 3. affected by or having, as in maniac. The re-

sulting adjectives ar^ sometimes used as nouns.
Ac, in chemistry, actinium.
A.C., 1. Air Corps. 2. Ante Christum, [L.], before
Christ. 3. Armored Corps. 4. Army Corps.
A/C, a/c, in bookkeeping, 1. account. 2. account
current.

A.C., a.c., in electricity, alternating current.
aca-cia (a-ka'shg), n. [L.; Gr. akakia, shittah tree,

thorny tree; prob. < ake, a point], 1. any of several
trees or shrubs of the mimosa family, with clusters 9f
yellow or white flowers: some types yield gum arabic
or dyes. 2. the flower. 3. gum arabic. 4. the locust
tree: also false acacia.

acad., 1. academic. 2. academy.
Ac-a-deme (ak'o-d^m', ak'9-dem'), n. [< Gr. akade*
meia, the grove of Akademos, figure in ancient Greek
legend], 1. the grove near ancient Athens where Plato
taught. 2. [a-], [Poetic], a school.
ac-a-dem-ic (ak/9-dem'ik) , adj. [L., academicus < aca-
demia; see ACADEMY], 1. of schools or colleges and
their learning; scholastic; scholarly. 2. having to do
with general or liberal rather than technical or voca-
tional education. 3. of or belonging to a learned soci-

ety. 4. too far from immediate reality; not practical
enough; too speculative. 5. formalpedantic. Abbrevi-
ated acad. n. 1. a person belonging to a college or
university. 2. pi purely theoretical discussions.

ac-a-dem-i-cal (akVdem/i-k'l) , adj. academic.
ac-a-dem-I-cal-ly (akVdem'i-k'1-i), adv. 1. in relation

to an academy. 2. in an academic manner; pedanti-
cally. 3. from an academic point of view.

ac-a dem-i cal8 (ak'g-dem'i-klz) , n.fl. traditional

clothing worn in some colleges; cap and gown.
academic freedom, freedom of a teacher Cor student)
to express his beliefs (political, economic, etc.) without
arbitrary interference.
a-cad-e-mi'dan (s-kad'a-mish/Qn, ak'g-dg-mish'an), n.

[Fr. academicien}, 1. a member of an academy (sense 5).
2. [A-J, a member of the French Academy, the English
Royal Academy, or the American Academy of Arts anol
Letters,

ac-a dem-i-clsm (akVdem'o-siz'm) , n. the quality of

being academic; formal or pedantic quality, spirit, etc.
a-cad^e-mism (g-kad'a-miz'm), n. academicism.

a*cad-e-my (a-kad'g-mi), n. [pL ACADBMIBS (-miz)], [Ir.
acadtmie; L. academia; Gr. akademeia; see ACADEME] r

1. [A-], Academe; hence, Plato's followers or philosophy.
2. a place of higher learning. 3. a private secondary or

high school. 4. any school for special i^stactioa or
training. 5. an association of scholars, writers, artists,,

etc.. for advancing literature, art, or science. Abbrevi-
ated acad., A.
A-ca-di-a (9-ka'di-9) r n. i. [Poetic], a French colony
(1604-1713) that included wnat is now Nova Scotia.
2. a parisli of Louisiana settled by Acadian exiles.

A-ca-di-an (o-ka'cla-an), qdj. ;

of Acadia or its people;
Nova Scotian. n. amati,ve o?r inhabitant of Aca<m
Acadia National Park, a national park of granite
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acalepk
mountains on Mount Desert Island, Maine: area, 38

sq. mi.
ac-a leph (ak'a-lef), n. [Gr. akalephe, a nettle], a jelly-

fish, sea nettle, or other related coelenterate.

ac-a-lephe (akVlef). n. an acaleph.
ac an-tha ceous (ak'an-tha'shas), adj. [acanth(o)- +
-aceous], in botany, 1. spiny; prickly. 2. belonging to
a large family of plants having spines or thorns.

a-can-thine (s-kan'thin, a-kan'thin), adj. of or re-

sembling an acanthus.
a-can'tho- (a-kan'tha), [< Gr. akantha, thorn < akis,

spine], a combining form meaning thorn, like a thorn , as

in acanthocephalan: also, before a vowel, acanth-.

a-can-ttio-ceph-a-laa (s-kan'tha-sef'a-fon), n. [acantho-
-f Gr. kephale, head], any of a number of related para-
sitic, threadlike worms having a proboscis covered with
thornlike hooks.

a-can-thoid (o-kan'thoid), adj. [acanth- + ~oid], spiny;
spine-shaped.

ac-an-thop'ter-yg-i-an (ak'an-thop'ter-ij'i-on), adj.

[< acantho- -f Gr. pterygion, a fin], of a group of bony,
spiny-finned fishes, n. such a fish, as a perch or bass.

a-can-thous (o-kan'thss), adj. acanthoid.
a-can-thus (g-kan'thas; , n. [pi. ACANTHUSES (-iz),

ACANTHI (-thi)J, [L.; Gr. akanthos; see ACANTHO-], 1, a
plant with prickles and large leaves, found in the
Mediterranean region. 2, in architecture, a motif or
conventional representation of the leaf of this plant,
used especially on the capitals of Corinthian columns.

Ja cap-peMa (a' ka-pel'la; Eng. a'ka-pel'a), [It. < L.

ad, to, according to 4- capella, chapel], in chapel style;
without instrumental accompaniment: said of choral

singing.
$a ca-piic-clo (a' ka-pret'chd), [It.; a, at -f capriccio; see

CAPRICE], in music, at pleasure; at whatever tempo and
with whatever expression the performer likes.

Acapulco (tt'ka'pool'koO, n. a seaport in south-
western Mexico: pop., 6,500.
ac a-ri-a-sis (ak'a-ri'a-sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.], infesta-

tion by acands.
ac-a-rid (ak'a-rid), n. [Gr. akari], a mite, tick, or similar
arachnid.

a-car-i-dan (a-kar'a-dan), adj. of the acarids. n. an
acarid.

ac-a-roid (ak'a-roid') , adj. like an acarid,
acaroid resin (or gum) , a resin taken from some kinds
of grass tree, used in varnish, etc.

a-car-pel ous, a-car-pel-lous (a-kar'^'l-as), adj. [a-,
without H- carpel + ~ous], in botany, without carpels.

a-car*pous (a-kar'pas), adj. [a-, not -|- -carpous], in

botany, bearing no fruit; sterile.

a cat-alec tic (a-kat'a-lek'tik), adj. [LL. acataleciicus;
Gr. akatalSktos, incessant < a-, without + katalegein, to

stop], in prosody, having the full number of syllables or
metrical feet. n. an acatalectic line or verse.
a cau-dal (a-kft'd'l), adj. [a-, not + caudal], having no
tail.

a cau date (a-k6'dSt), adj. acaudal.
ac-au-les-cent (ak'6-les'ant) , adj. [a-, not -f caules-

cent], in botany, 1. having no stem. 2, having only a
very short stem.

a-cau-lous (a-k6'bs), adj. [Mod. L. acaulis; L. a, with-
out 4- cauhs, a stalk, stem], acaulescent.

ace., 1. acceptance. 2. accepted. 3. accompanied.
4. accompaniment. 5. according. 6. account, 7, ac-
countant. 8. accusative.
Ac-cad (ak'ad), n. Akkad.
ac-cede (ak-sed'), v.L [ACCEDED (-id), ACCEDING], [L.
accedere < ad-, to + ceaere, to yield], 1. to enter upon
the duties (of an office); attain (with to). 2. to give
assent; give in; agree (with to). SYN. see consent.

ac-ced-en.ee (ak-sed'ans) , n. an acceding.
ac eel er a ble (ak-sel'er-9-b'l), adj. capable of accelera-
tion.
acceler-ando (ak-sel'eV-an'do; It. St-che'Ie-ranMo") ,

adv. & adj. [It.], in music , with gradually quickening
tempo : abbreviated accel.
ac eel er ant (ak-sel'eY-ant), adj. [L. aCcelerans, ppr. of

accderare; see ACCELERATE], accelerating, n. 1. some-
thing that increases the speed of

(
a process. 2. in

chemistry, a catalyst.
accel-crate (ak-sel'Sr-St'), *>* (ACCELERATED (-id),
ACCELERATING], (< L, accelerate, pp, of acceterart < ad-,
to -f- celerare, to hasten), 1. to increase tb$ speed of.
2. to hasten the working of. 3. to cause to happen
sooner. vJ. to increase in speed: go faster*
acceleration (ak-sel'Sr-S^hanj, n. [L. acctteraMol
1. an accelerating or being accelerated. 2. change m
velocity, either increase (.positive acceleration) or de-
crease (negative acceleration) . 3. the rate of such change.

acceleration of gravity, the acceleration of a fjfeely

falling object, caused by tlje force of gravity t ft is

expressed in terms of the rate of increase of velocity per
second (32+ ft. per second per second).
ac cel-er a-tlve (ak-sel'er-S'tiv), adj. of, causing, or in-

creasing acceleration.
ac cel-er a tor (ak-sel'Sr-a'tftr), n. 1. a person or thing
that accelerates or increases the speed of something.
2, a device, such as the foot throttle of an automobile, <

5 accession

for increasing the speed of a machine. 3. in anatomy,
a nerve or muscle that speeds up a moti9n. 4. in

chemistry, a substance that speeds up a reaction. 5. in

photography, a chemical that speeds up developing.
ac-cel-er-om-e-ter (ak-serer-om's-ter), n, [< accelerate

-}- -meter], an instrument for measuring and recording
the acceleration of an aircraft.

ac-cent (ak'sent, ak's'nt), n. [Fr.; L. accentus < ad~. to
-f canere, to sing; a L. rendering of Gr. prosodia (see
PROSODY), orig. referring to the pitch scheme of Gr.

verse], 1. the emphasis (by stress, pjtch, or both)
given to a particular syllable or word in speaking it.

2. a mark used in writing or printing to show the plac-
ing and kind of this emphasis, as in the primary (') and
secondary (') accenting of English (ac-cel

fer-a
f
tor, ac'a-

dem'i-cal-ly, etc.). 3. a mark used to distinguish be-
tween various sounds of the same letter: as, in French
there are acute ('). grave 0), and circumflex (

A
) accents.

4. the pitch contour of a phrase. 5. tone^of trie voice;
hence, 6. a distinguishing regional or national manner
of pronouncing: as, Irish accent, Southern accent. 7. pi.

speech; words; utterance. 8. a distinguishing style of

expression: as, the accent of Beethoven. 9. a striking
or prominent feature of any artistic composition: as,

the classical accent of a pillar. 10. a mark used with a
number or letter, as in mathematics to indicate a
variable (a'), or in measurement of length (IG'5", ten
feet five inches) or of time (3' 16", three minutes six-

teen seconds). 11. in music, a) emphasis or stress on a
note or chord, b) a mark showing this. 12. in music &
prosody, rhythmic stress or beat. v.t. (ak'sent, ak-

sent'), 1- to pronounce (a syllable, word, or phrase)
with special stress. 2, to stress or emphasize. 3. in

writing & printing, to mark with an accent.
ac-cen-tu-al (ak-sen'choo-al), adj. [< L. accentus (see

ACCENT) ; + -al], I. of accent. 2. haying rhythm based
on stress: as, German poetry is basically accentual.

ac-cen-tu-ate (ak-sen'choo-aV), v.t. [ACCENTUATED
(-id), ACCENTUATING], [< ML. accentuatus, pp. of ac-
centuare < L. accentus; see ACCENT], L to pronounce
with an accent or stress. 2. to mark (a letter, etc.) with
an accent. 3. to emphasize; heighten the effect of.

ac cen-tu-a-tion (ak-sen'choo-a'shon) , n. [ML. accen-

tuatio; see ACCENTUATE], an accentuating or accenting.
accept (ak-sept', ak-septOt v.t. [ME. accepten; OFr,
accepter; L. acceptare < accipere < ad-, to + capere, to

take], 1. to take (what is offered or given); receive

(something) willingly. 2. to receive favorably; ap-

prove. 3. to agree to; acquiesce in; consent to. 4. to
believe in. 5. to respond to in the affirmative: as, he
will accept an invitation. 6. in business, to agree, as by
a sigjned promise, to pay (a bill or draft).

^
7. in law, to

receive in person, as service of a writ. 8. in parliamen-
tary procedure, to receive (a committee report) as

satisfactory. SYN. see receive.

ac-cept-a-biM-ty (ok-sep'ta-bil'a-ti, ak-sep'ta-bilVti) ,

n. the quality of being acceptable.
ac-cepta-ble (ak-sep'ta-bl, ak-sep'ta-bl), adj. [ME.;
OFr.; L. acceptabilis < acceptare; see ACCEPT], worth ac-

cepting; satisfactory: agreeable; pleasing to receive.

ac-cept-a-bly (ak-sep'te-bli, ak-sep't9-bH) , adv. in an
acceptable manner.

ac-cept-ance (ak-sep'tans, ak-sep'tons), n. [OFr. <
accepter; see ACCEPT], 1. an accepting or being ac-

cepted. 2. approving reception; approval, 3, belief in;
assent. 4. in ousiness, a) a promise to pay. 6) a signed
bill of exchange or draft showing this. Abpreviateoacc.
ac-cept-an-cy (ak-sep'ton-si, ak-sep'tsm-si), n. accept-
ance.

ac-cept-ant (ok-sep'tant, ak-sep'tsmt), adj. [Fr. <
accepter; see ACCEPT], accepting; receiving.
ac-cep ta-tlon (ak'sep-tS'shan), n. [ML. acceptatio; see
ACCEPT], 1. the generally accepted meaning (of a word
or expression). 2. [Archaic), acceptance.

ac-cept-ed (ak-sep'tid, ak-sep'tid), adj. [pp. of accept],

generally regarded as true, valid, proper, etc.; conven-
tional; approved: abbreviated ace.

aC'Cept*er ?k-sep^tgrf ak-sep'teY), n. one who accepts.
ac-cep-tor (sk^sep'tSr, ak-sep'tflr) , n. [L.; see ACCEPT],
1. a person who accepts, or receives. 2. a person wno
signs a promise to pay a draft or bill of exchange.

ac-cesa (ak'ses), n. [ME. & OFr. acces; L, accessm, pp.
of accedere; see ACCEDE], L a coming toward or near
to; approach. 2. a way or means of approach, 3* the
right to come into, approach, or u$e (with to) ; admit-
tance, 4. increase; growth. 5. an outburst; paroxysm:
as, an access of anger. 6. in medicine, the onset of a
disease; attack.

ac-ces-aa-ry (ak-ses'a-ri), adj. A n* [pi ACCESSARIES

L, awmera;^ f
entered. 2* easy
got; obtainable.

'
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accessorial accord

accedere; see ACCEDE], 1, a coming to; attaining (the
throne, power, etc.) : as, the accession of a new king.
2. assent. 3. a) increase by addition. 6) an addition. 4.

in law, a) addition to property by improvements or
natural growth, b) the owner's right to the increase in
value due to such additions.

ac-ces-so-ri-al (ak's8-s6r'i-al, ak'ss-so'ri-ol), adj. [< L.
accessories (see ACCESSORY) ; + -al], of or like an acces-

sory; supplementary.
ac-ces-so-ry (ak-sesVri), adj. [L. accessorius < accessus,

pp. of accedere; see ACCEDE], 1. additional; extra; help-
ing in a secondary or subordinate capacity. 2. in law,

acting as an accessory; helping in an unlawful act. n.

[pi. ACCESSORIES (-riz)], 1. something extra ; thing
added to help in a secondary way. 2. any article of

clothing worn to complete one's outfit, as purse, gloves,
stockings, etc. 3. equipment, usually demountable and
replaceable, for convenience, comfort, safety, or com'
pleteness: as, the accessories of an automobile. 4. in

law, a person who, though absent, helps another to
break or escape the law; accomplice.
accessory before (or sifter) the fact, a person who,
though absent at the commission of a felony, aids
or abets the accused before (or after) its commission.

Jac-ciac-ca-tu-ra (at-chak'ka-too'ra), n. [It. < acciac-

care, to crush], 1. in music, a short grace note sounded
very quickly just before a principal note: it has a small
line through the stem, and is shown as smaller. 2. in

phonetics, the unemphatic first sound in a rising

diphthong.
ac ci dence (ak'sa-dsns), n. [for accidents, inflections;
see ACCIDENT; cf. CASE], 1. the part of grammar, or of a
grammar book, that deals with the inflection of words :

distinguished from word formation, syntax. 2. the ele-

mentary or first parts of a subject ; rudiments.
ac-ci-dent (ak'sa-dant), n. [ME.; Fr. < L. accidens,
falling, ppr. of accidere, to happen < ad-, to + cadere,
to fall], 1. a happening that is not expected, foreseen,
or intended, 2. an unfortunate occurrence or mishap;
sudden fall, collision, etc., usually resulting in physical
injury: as, a traffic accident. 3. fortune; chance. 4. an
attribute or quality that is not essential. 5. in geog-

raphy & geology, an irregular formation. 6. in law, an
unforeseen event that is not anyone's fault.

ac-ci-den-tal (ak'sa-den't'l), adj. [ML. accidentalism see

ACCIDENT], 1. occurring by chance; fortuitous. 2. be-

longing but not essential; attributive; incidental. 3. in

music, of an accidental, n. La nonessential quality
or attribute. 2. in music, a sign used after the key sig-
nature to show a change of pitch in the note before
which it is placed; a sharp, flat, natural, double sharp, or
double flat.

SYN. accidental describes that which occurs by chance (an
accidental encounter) or outside the normal course of events

(an accidental attribute); fortuitous, which frequently sug-

gests a complete absence of cause, now usually refers to chance
events of a fortunate nature; casual describes the unpremedi-
tated, random, informal, or irregular quality of something (a
casual visit, remark, dress, etc.); incidental emphasizes the
nonessential or secondary nature of something: (an incidental

consideration); adventitious refers to that which is added
extrinsically and connotes a lack of essential connection.

ac-ci-den-taHy (ak'sa-den't'l-i), adv. in an accidental
manner: by chance.
accident insurance, insurance against injury due to

accident.

ac-cip-i-ter (ak-sip'i-tgr), n. [pi ACCIPITRBS (-trez')].

[L., a hawk], a hawk, eagle, or related bird of prey.

ac-cip-i-trine (ak-sip'i-trin, ak-sip'i-trmO. adj. of or

Kke an accipiter.
acclaim (9-klam'), v.t, [L. atdamare < ad-, to 4-

clamare, to cry out], 1, to greet with loud approval;
applaud. 2. to announce or acknowledge with applause ;

hail: ab, they acclaimed him president. v.i. to shout

approval, n. loud applause, approval, or welcome.
SYN. see praise.

ac cla-ma-tion (ak'fo-mS'shsn), n, [L. acdamatw, a

shouting; see ACCLAIM], 1. an acclaiming or being ac-

claimed. 2. Joud applause, approval, or welcome. 3. a
vote by voice; especially, an enthusiastic approving
vote without counting: as, elected by acclamation.

ac*dani'a-to-ry
t (d-klamVtdrl, -klam'?~1x5'ri), adj. of

or by acclamation.
acclimate (a-WMt, altli-mttO,

' < * *>* [ACCLI-
MATED (-id), ACCLIMATING], [Fr. acdimater; see AD- &
CLIMATE], to accustom or become accustomed to a new
climate or different environment.
ac-cli-ma tion (akli-mS'shgii), n. [< acclimate + -ion],

'

.

ac-cli-ma- ti-za-tion (-kB
/m9-ti-1

fi'sli9n^,
n. an accli-

nmttzuag or being acclimatized. ,

ac'Cli-inaa^tixe^^cli'mQ-tljEO, v*t* * v.i. [ACCLIMATIZED
C-ttssdOt

'

AC*xfo!iUTtt)rN<&}; {< acdimate -f 4*e], to ac-

ctixqiw
..... '

!

) f n. [pi. ACCLIVITIES (-tiz)], [L,

acclimtas < ad-, to + divus, hill], an upward slope of

ground: opposed to declivity.

ac cli vous (a-kE'vss), adj. [L. acdivus < ad-, to +
divus, hill], sloping upward.
ac co lade (ak'a-lad', ak'a-lad'), n. [Pr.; It. accollata <
accollare, to embrace < L. ad, to 4- coUnm, neck], 1. an
embrace, formerly used in conferring knighthood. 2. a
touch on the shoulder with the flat side of a sword,
now used in conferring knighthood; hence, 3.^ an
approving or praising mention; award. 4, in music, a
vertical line joining two or more staves.

ac com-mo-date (a-kom'a-daV), v.t. [ACCOMMODATED
(-id), ACCOMMODATING], [< L, accommodatus, pp. of

accommodare < ad-, to -j- commodore, to fit < com-, with
+ modus, a measure], 1. to make fit; adjust; adapt
(often used reflexively) . 2. to reconcile. 3. to supply or

help by supplying (with something). 4. to do a service
or favor for. 5. to nave space for; find room for; lodge.
i;.i. to become adjusted, as the lens of the eye in focusing
on objects at various distances. SYN. see adapt,
contain.

ac-com-mo-dat-ing fe-kqm'a-dat'irj), adj. [ppr. of ac-

commodate}, having a willing disposition; obliging; com-
plaisant.
ac-com-mo-da-tion (a-kom'g-da'shon), n. [Fr.; L.

accommodation see ACCOMMODATE], 1. an accommodat-
ing or being accommodated; adaptation (to a purpose) ;

adjustment. 2. reconciliation of differences. 3. willing-
ness to do favors or services. 4. a help or convenience.
5. (I. lodgings r room andAboard. 6. pi. traveling space,
as m a railroad train or airplane; seat, berth, etc. 7. in

business, a) a loan,
b)

an accommodation bill. 8. in

physiology, the self-adjustment of the lens of the eye
for focusing on objects at various distances.

accommodation bill (or note) , a bill of exchange or a
note made or endorsed without consideration by one
or more persons to enable the drawer to get credit or
raise money on it.

accommodation ladder, a ladder or stairway hung
over a ship's side, usually at the gangway.
accommodation train, a railroad train that stops at
all or most stations.
ac-com-mo-da tive (a-kom'a-d^'tiv), adj. accommodat-
ing or disposed to accommodate.
ac-com-pa-ni ment (o-kum'ps-ni-mant, a-kump'ni-
mant), n. [Pr. accomQagnement < accompagner; see

ACCOMPANY], 1. anything that accompanies something
else; thing added, usually for order or symmetry. 2,

in music, a part, usually instrumental, played together
with the main part for richer effect; obbligato: as, the

accompaniment to a vocal solo: abbreviated ace.

ac-com-pa-nist (a-kum'ps-nist), n. a person who plays
or sings an accompaniment.
ac-com-pa ny (a-kum'pg-ni), v.t. [ACCOMPANIED (-nid),
ACCOMPANYING], [Fr. accomPagner < L,. ad, to -f LL.
*companio; see COMPANIONJ, 1. to send with; add to;

supplement: as, accompany words with acts. 2. to go
with; be together with; attend. 3. in music, to play or

sing an accompaniment for or to. v.i. to perform a
musical accompaniment; be an accompanist.
5 YN. accompany means to go or be together with as a com-

panion, associate, attribute, ettfc., and usually connotes equality
of relationship (he accompanied her to the theater); attend
implies presence either in a subordinate position or to render

services, etc?. (Dr. Jones attended the patient) ; escort and
convoy are both applied to the accompanying, as by an armed
guard, of persons pr things needing protection (convoy, es-

pecially in the case pf sea travel and escort in the case of land

travel) ; escort also implies an accompanying as a mark of honor
or an act of courtesy; chaperon implies accompaniment, for

reasons of propriety, of young unmarried peoplte by an older or

married person.

accomplice fc-kom'plis), n. [ < ME. a complice; the
article a is merged, after accomplish; OFr. compltce <
LL. 8k L. complex, accomplice; see COMPLEX], a person
who helps another in an unlawful act; partner in crime.
SYN. see associate.

ac-com-plish (o-kom'pUsh), v.t. [ME. acompti&sen;
OFr. acomplir; LL. accomplere < L. ad, to ~h complere,
to complete, fill up), to do; succeed in doing; complete
(a task, time, or distance). SYN. see perform, reach.

ac-com-plished (a-komf
plisht), adj. [pp. of accomplish],

1. done; done successfully; completed 2, trained;

skilled; proficient. 3. trained in social arts and man-
ners; educated and polished.
accomplish ment (a-k;om'pHsh~m&nt), m. [Fr. oc-

complissement < accom^Hr; see AGGQMPLISB], 1* an
accomplishing or being accomplished; completion. 2.

something accoinplistied or <fone swcceesftdly; work
completed; achievement. 3. social art* or skill.

accord (o-kfirdO^. 9.. ME; ac^^^OVt/acordef^ Ll>.

,
'id if- <tofr^,W

agree or har
y.i to be in

bv wW).

. .

le*tarfc], 1, to make

(usually tolowed



accori'dance 10 accusative

informal agreement between countries. 3. harmony of

sound, color, etc. SYN. see agree,
of one's own accord, voluntarily, without being told
or asked by anyone else.

with one accord, all agreeing; with no one dissenting.
ac-cord-ance (a-k6r'd'ns) , n. [ME.; OFr. acordance <
acordant; see ACCORDANT], 1. agreement; harmony;
conformity: as, he did it in accordance with the sugges-
tion, 2. an agreeing. 3. a granting.

ac-cord-ant (a-k6r'd'nt) , cdf/. [ME.; OFr. acordant, ppr.
of acorder; see ACCORD], in agreement or harmony
(usually with to or with).

ac-cord-ing (s-kdr'dirj), adj. agreeing; in harmony.
adv. accordingly. Abbreviated ace.

according as, 1. to the degree that; in proportion as.

2. depending on whether.
according to, 1. in a way consistent with. 2. in propor-
tion to. 3. on the authority of; as

(
stated by.

ac-cord-ing-ly (a-k6r'dirj-li), adv. 1. in agreement with
what has preceded; correspondingly. 2. therefore.

ac-coT-di-on (a-kftr'di-an) , n. [invented word (1829) <
It. accordare; + -ion as
in clarion, etc.; see AC-

CORD], a musical instru-
ment with keys, metal
reeds, and a bellows,
which is alternately

pulled out and pressed
together between the
player's hands to force
air through the reeds
and thus produce tones.

ac-cor-dl-on-ist (s-kSr'-
di-sn-ist), n. a person
who plays the accordion.
accordion pleats, nar-
row pleats like the folds
in the bellows of an ac-

cordion.
ac-cost (9-k6sf, 9-kostO,
v.t. [Fr. accoster < L.

accostare, to bring side

by side < ad-, to + costa, ACCORDION
rib, side], 1. to ap-
proach and speak to; greet first, before being greeted,
2. to solicit for sexual_purposes: said of prostitutes, etc.

ac-couche-ment (s-koosh'mant; Fr. a'kqosh'manO* n.

[Fr. < accoucher, to put to bed, to give birth < A, to +
coucher; see COUCH], childbirth; confinement.
aocou-cheur (a'koo-shftr'; Fr. a/koo'sheV), n. [Fr.;
see ACCOUCHEMENT], a medical man who attends child-

birth cases; expert in obstetrics.

ac-cou-cheuse (a'koo-shooz': Fr. a/kdo'sh6z')t n [Fr.,
fern, of accoucheur], a midwife.
ac count (a-kount'), v.t. [ME. acounten; OFr. aconter;
a-, to + conter, to tell < compter < L. computare; see

COMPUTE], to consider or judge to be; deem; value.
v.i. 1. to furnish a reckoning (to someone) of money
received and paid out. 2. to make satisfactory amends
(for something) : as, he will account for his crime. 3. to

give satisfactory reasons for; explain (with /of) : as, can
he account for his actions? 4. to dispose of, as by kill-

ing; put out of action (with for) : as, he accounted for
five of the enemy, n. La counting; calculation. 2.

often pi. a record of business transactions; statement of

money received, paid, or owed. 3. a business relation,

especially one in which credit is used; charge account:
abbreviated A/C, a /c, acct, ace. 4, worth ; importance :

as, a thing of small account, 5. an explanation. 6. a
report; description; story.
call to account, 1. to demand an explanation of; hence,
2. to reprimand.

give a good account of oneself, to acquit oneself
creditably.
on account, 1. on a charge account; on the installment
plan. 2. as partial payment.
on account of, 1 . because of. 2. for (someone's) sake.
on (a person's) account, for (a specified person's) sake,
on no account, not under any circumstances.
take account of, 1. to take into consideration; allow
for. 2. to take notice; note.

take into account, to take into consideration,*
turn to account, to make profitable; get use from.

ac-count-a-bJM-ty (a-koun'te-bil's-ti), n the condition
of being accountable, liable, or responsible.
ac count a-ble (a-koun'ta-b'l), adj. 1. liable to be
called to account; responsible. 2, capable of being
accounted for; explicable. SYN. see responsible,
ac count-a-bly (a-koun'ta-bli), atfv. in a manner that
can be accounted for,

ac-count-an-cy (a*kQua't'xi*si). n. the keeping or in*

specting of commercial accounts ; work of an ac&otwtant.
ac count ant (e-koun't'nt), n. a trained person whose
work is to inspect, keep, or adjust accounts; see cer-
tified public accountant : abbreviated ace,
ac count ant-ship (s-koun't'nt-shipO* n, [see -SHIP],
th work or position of an accountant.
account book* a book in which business accounts are
set down.

account current, a record of business dealings showing
money owed: abbreviated A/C, a/c (no period),
ac count-ing (s-koun'tirj), n. [ME. acounting < acount-

en; see ACCOUNT], 1. the system, science, or art of

keeping, analyzing, and explaining commercial ac-
counts. 2. a statement of debits and credits. 3. a
settling or balancing of accounts.

ac-cou'ple-ment (Q-kupH-mant), n. [Fr. < accoupler,
to couple up], 1. [Obs.], a coupling, or joining, of one
thing to another. 2. something that couples; specifi-

cally, in carpentry, a brace or tie.

ac-cou-ter (s-koo'ter), v.t. [Fr. accoutrer, earlier ac~

coustrer; ? < a -j-
*coustrer < L. consuere, to sew, knit

together; see COUTURE], to outfit; equip, especially for

military service : also spelled accoutre.
ac-cou-ter-merits (o-koo'ter-mants), n.pl. [sing. AC-
COUTERMENT], [Fr. accoutrements; see ACCOUTER], 1.

personal outfit; clothes; dress. 2. a soldier's equipment
clothes and weapons. 3. sing, an accoutering or

being accoutered. Also spelled accoutrements.
ac-cou-tre (o-koo'ter) , v.t. [ACCOUTRED (-tgrd),

COUTRING). to accouter.
Ac-era (ak'ro), n. the capital of Ghana, on the Gulf of
Guinea: pop., 133,000: also spelled Akkra.
ac-cred-it (a-kred'it), v.t. [Fr. accr&diter, to give credit
or authority < a, to -f credit; see CREDIT], 1. to bring
into credit or favor. 2. to authorize; give credentials
to. 3. to believe in; take as true. 4. to certify as com-
ing up to a set standard. 5, to attribute. 6. to give
(someone) credit for or consider (someone) as having
(followed by with), SYN. see authorize.

ac-cred-it-a-tion (g-kred'i-ta'shan) , n. an accrediting or

being accredited.
ac-crete (g-kret'), v.i. [ACCRETED (-itf), ACCRETING], [<
L. accretus, pp. of accrescere; see ACCRETION], 1. to

grow by being added to, 2. to grow together; adhere.
adj. in botany, grown together.

ac-cre-turn (a-kre'shan), n. [L. accretio < accrescere, to
increase < ad-, to + crescere, to grow], 1. growth in

size, especially by addition or accumulation. 2. a grow-
ing together of parts normally separate. 3. accumulated
matter: as, the accretion of earth on the shore. 4, a
whole resulting from such growth or accumulation.

ac-cre-tive (a-kre'tiv), adj. of or by accretion.
ac-cru-al (a-kroo'al), n. 1. an accruing. 2. the amount
that accrues.
ac-crue (s-kroo'), v.i. [ACCRUED (-krood'), ACCRUING],
[< Fr. accrue, n. < accru, pp. of accroitre, to increase;
L. accrescere; see ACCRETION], 1. to come as a natural

growth or advantage (with to). 2. to be added as a
natural increase: said especially of interest on money.
ac'Crue-ment (s-kroo'mant) , n. accrual.

acct., account.
ac-cul tu-ra tion (a-kul'chSr-a'shan), n. [< ac-^'culture
+ -ation], in sociology, 1. the process of conditioning a
child to the cultural patterns. 2. the process of becom-
ing adapted to new cultural patterns.
ac-cum-ben-cy (s-kum'bon-si), n. the state of being
accumbent; accumbent position.
ac'Cum-bent (a-kum'bant), adj. [L. accumbens, ppr. of
accumbere < ad-, to 4- cubare, to recline], 1. lying down,
2. in botany, lying against some other part.

ac-cu-mu-fa'ble (s-kum'yoo-la-b'l), adj. that can be
accumulated.

ac-cu-mu'late (a-kum'yoQ-lat') v.t. & v.L [ACCUMU-
LATED (-id), ACCUMULATING], [< L. accumulatus, pp.
of accumulare < ad-* to -f cumulare, to heap], to pile

up; collect; gather.
ac cumu la-tion (g-kum yoo-la'shan) , flu [L. accumu*
latio], 1. an accumulating or being accumulated; col-

lection. 2. accumulated or collected material; heap.
3, the addition to capital of interest or profits.

ac-cu-mu-lative (i-kum'yoo-la'tiv), adj. 1. resulting
from accumulation; cumulative. 2. teading to accumu-
late. 3. acquisitive.
ac-cu-mu-la-tor (a-kum'yoo-lS'tSr), n. [L.; see ACCUMU-
LATED 1. a person or thing that accumulates. 2. a^
apparatus that collects and stores energy; specifically,

[British], a storage battery.
ac-cu-ra-cy (ak'yoo-ra-si), n. 1. the quality or state of

being accurate or exact
;t precision, 2. {pi. ACCURACIES

(-siz)), an instance of this.

ac'cu*rate (ak'yoo-rit), adj. [L accuratus, pp. of occurare
< ad~, to 4- curare, to take care < cura, care), 1. careful
and exact. 2. free from mistakes or errors; precise,
SYN. see correct.

accurs-ed (a-kur'sid, a-kurst')f adj. [pp. of obs, v
accurse; ME, acursten; a* 4- cwsien; see CUR^BJ, 1,

under a curse; ill-fated. 2. damnable; abominable.
ac curst (9-fldirstO adj* accursed*
accua., accusative.
ac-cus>al (0-kuzi'l), n. accusation,
accu*8fli itwii (ak yoozS'slii]i)i it* [MK OfCUsaciouni
OFr. acusation; L. accn$atio < pp. of OCGM$W$; ee

ACCUSE], 1. an accusing or being accused, 2. wjiat
a person i accused of; charge of wronsdoing,

aocu*8a*ti'Val (-kii's?-ti'y
f

l), adj* of tne accusative
case.



accusative case ii

sare; see ACCUSE: L. mistranslation of Gr. grammatical
term correctly rendered caiisitivus, causitive, by Pris-

cian: the goal or terminating point of an action was
orig. considered to be its cause], of or in the accusa-
tive or objective case. n. 1. the accusative or objective
case. 2. a word in this case. Abbreviated ace., accus.
accusative case, in linguistics, the case expressing the

goal of an action or motion, as, in Latin grammar, the
case occurring in the direct object of a verb and after

certain prepositions, or, in English grammar, the ob-

jective case, a relational case
%
shown in the changed

forms of the pronouns me, us, him, her, them, and whom.
ac cu-sa-tO'ti-al (9-ku'za-t6r'i-9l, e-ku'zo-to'ri-sl), adj.
[L. accusatorius ; see ACCUSE], of an accuser.

ac-cu-sa-to-ry (a-ku'zo-t6r'i, a-ku'zs-to'ri), adj. accus-

ing; making or containing an accusation.
accuse (Q-KUZ'), v.t. [ACCUSED (-kuzd'), ACCUSING],
[ME. acusen; OFr. acuser; L. accuser e, to call to ac-
count < ad-, to + causa, a cause, case, or lawsuit], 1. to
find at fault; blame. 2. to bring charges against (of

doing wrong, breaking the law, etc.) .

SYN. accuse is used with reference to finding fault for of-

fenses of varying gravity (to accuse one of murder, to accuse one
of carelessness) ; charge usually implies an accusation of a legal
or formal nature; indict describes the action of a grand jury,
etc. in finding a case against a person and ordering him brought
to trial; arraign refers to the actual process of calling the

person before the court and informing him of the charges
against him; impeach is applied to charging a public official

with misconduct of office, but in nonlegal usage denotes a

challenging of a person's motives, etc.

ac-cused (s-kuzd') , n. sm^. & pi. [see ACCUSE], in law,
the person or persons against whom a charge of crime
or misdemeanor is brought (with the}.
ac-cus-tom (a-kus'tam), v.t. [OFr. acostumer < a-, to -f-

costume; see CUSTOM], to make familiar by custom,
habit, or use ; habituate (to something) .

ac-cus-tomed (s-kus'tamd) , adj. [pp. of accustom], 1.

customary; usual; characteristic: as, he spoke with
accustomed ease. 2. wont or used (to) : as, he is accus-
tomed to obeying orders. SYN* see usual.

ace (as), n. [MB. as, aas < L. as, unit, pound], 1. a
unit

5
"one" in dice, playing cards, or dominoes. 2. a

playing card, domino, etc. marked with one spot.
e
3. a

point, as in tennis, won by a single stroke. 4. a single
point or particle: as, I was within an ace of confessing.
5. an expert in any activity, especially in combat flying:
so called from the fact that in many card games the ace
is the highest card. adj. [Colloq.], first-rate; expert: as,

an ace salesman, v.t. [AGED (ast), ACING], to score a

point against by a single stroke, as in tennis.
-a-ce-a (S'shi-3, a'shs), [L., neut. pi. of -aceus], a plural
suffix used in forming the zoological names of classes

or orders: see -accous.
-ace-ae (3/si-eO, [L-, fern. pi. of -aceus], a plural suffix

used to form botanical names of families: see -aceous,
a ce-di a (o-se'di-Q), n. [LL. < Gr. akedia < a-, not +
kedos, care], spiritual sloth and indifference.

ace in the hole, Lin stud poker, an ace dealt and kept
face down until the deal is over; hence, 2, [Slang], any
advantage held in reserve until needed.
A eel da ma (a-sel'dg-ma) , n. [L.; Or. Akeldama; Aram.
dkel damd, field of blood], 1. in the Bible, the potter's
field near Jerusalem bought with the money given
Judas for betraying Jesus: Acts 1:19, Matt. 27:8. Judas
committed suicide there, 2. a place of bloodshed.

a-cen-tric (a-sen'trik, g-sen'trik), adj. [a- -f centric],

having no center; off center.
-a-ceous (a'shas), [L. -aceus], a suffix meaning of the

nature of, like, belonging to, characterized by, as in crusta-

ceous: used to form adjectives, corresponding to zoo-

logical and botanical nouns ending in -acea, -aceae.

a ceph-a-lous (a-sef'a-fos, s-sef's-las), adj. [L, acephalus;
Gr. akephalos < a-, without -f* kephale, head], L head-
less. 2. leaderless. 3. in zoology, having no part of the

body differentiated as the head, pn A

ace quia (a-sa'kya; Sp. aVse'kya), n. (Sp. < Ar,], an

irrigation canal.
ac-er-ate (as'eY-it, as%-a"t'X adj. (I* aceratus, needlelijce

< acus, acevis, a pin, needle], in botany, needle-shaped.
ac er bate (as'Sr-bat'), v.t. [ACERBATED (-id), ACERBAT-
ING), [< L. acerbatus, pp. o! acerbare, to make harsh or

bitter], 1. to make sour or bitter. 2. to irritate; vex.

a-eer-bi-ty (0-sur'b^ti), n. [pi. ACERBITIES (-tiz)J, [Pr.

acerbtit; L. acerUtas < a^erbus, sharp], \. a sour,

astringent quality. 2. sharpness, bitterness, or harsh-
ness of temper, Words, etc.

ac-er-ose (as'Sr-oV), adj. [< L. am$, acefis, a needle;
form, mfluenced by next .entryL in botany, shaped like a
needle; having a step, stifif point: see leaf, iUus,

ac-er-ose (as'er-oV), ad/. [I/, a&erosus, full of chaff <
acM$t atwfo, caa$Jf 1. Ife dxaff. 2. .mixed with chaff.

JMseinrcite ferstr'yit, ?*sfk
/
v&t>, adj. HL. aceryatus, pp.

oj acertape, tpvbpa? up < acerms, heap], in botany,

heaped u# ; gsrcrmBg in clusters.

a ces-cence (a-ses
A
ans), n. [Pr.; see ACESCENT], the

process of becoming sour.
a-ces-cent (a-ses'ant), adj. [Pr. < L. acescens, ppr. of

acescere, to turn sour], becoming sour; likely to sour.
a-cet- (8-seV, e-set', as'it), aceto-.
ac-e-tab-u-lar (as's-tab'yoo-lSr), adj. of

'

or like an
acetabulum.
ac-e-tab*u-lum (as's-taVyoo-lam), n. \J>1. ACETABULA
(-lo)] r [L., orig., vinegar cup < acetum* vinegar], 1. in

anatomy, the cup-shaped socket of the hip bone, into
which the thigh bone fits. 2. in zoology, a sucker of a
leech, octopus, etc.

ac-e-tal (as's-tal'), n. [acet- -f -aZ], a colorless, slightly
soluble, volatile liquid, CeHuOz, formed by; the im-
perfect oxidation of alcohol and used in medicine as a
hypnotic.

ac-et al-de-hyde (as'a-tal'da-hidO, n, \acet- + aldehyde],
a colorless, soluble, volatile liquid, CjEUO, used as a
solvent and in making various organic compounds.
ac-et-am-id (as'a-tam/id, a-set'a-mid) , n. acetamide.
ac-et-am-ide (as'9-tam'id, a-set's-mid', as'9-tani'id) , n.

[acet- -f amide], a white, crystalline organic substance,
CHsCONH*, the amide of acetic acid.

aC'et*an-HId (asVtan'1-id), n. acetanilide,'-
ac-et-an-i-Hde (as'a-tan''l-id', as'a-tan'1-id), n. [acet- +
aniline + -ide], a white, crystalline organic substance,
CHjCONHCsHs, produced by the action of acetic acid
on aniline: used_as a drug to lessen pain and fever.

ac-e-tate (as's-tatO, n. [acet- + -ate], a salt or ester of
acetic acid: as, cellulose acetate.

ac-C'tat-ed (as/e-ta'tid), adj. treated with acetic acid.
a-ce-tic (s-se'tik, 9-set'ik), adj. [< L. acetum, vinegar],
of, like, containing, or producing acetic acid or vinegar.

acetic acid, a sour, colorless, liquid compound^
CHaCOOH, having a sharp odor: it is found in vinegar.

acetic anhydride, a colorless liquid, CiHeOa, decom-
posable by water to acetic acid, used as a reagent in or-

ganic synthesis.
a-cet*ifi-ca-tion (s-set's-fi-ka'shsn) , n. an acetifying.
a-cet-i-fy (a~set'o-fT) v.t. & v.L [ACETIFIED (-fid'),

ACETIFYING], to change into vinegar or acetic acid.
ac-e-tim-e-tet (as'a-tim'a-ter), n. an acetometer.
ac-e-to- (a-se'to, as's-to), [< L. acetum, vinegar], a com-
bining form meaning of (or from} acetic acid or acetyl:
also, before a vowel, acet-.

ac'e-tom-e-tei; (as'a-toxn'a-te'r) , n. [aceto- + -meter}, an
instrument used to find the amount of acetic acid in a
definite quantity of vinegar or other liquid.

ac-e-tone (as'o-ton
7
). n. lacet- + -one], a colorless, in-

flammable, volatile nquid, CHaCOCHa, used as a paint
remover and, as a solvent for certain oils and other
organic compounds: also called dimethyl ketone.
acetone body, a Icetone body.
ac-C'ton-ic (as'9-ion'ik), adj. derived from acetone.
ac-e-tose (as'9-tosO, adj. acetous.
ac e-tous (as's-tas, a-si'tos), adj. [acet~ -f- -ous], of, pro-
ducing, or like Vitiiefeaf ;

sour.
a ce-tum (9-se't9m) f n. [L. < acerc, to be sour], in

pharmacy, vinegar.
ac*e*tyl (as'a-til),

n. [acet- + -yl], the radical CH?CO,
derived from acetic acid: found only in compounds.

a-cet'V'late (s-set'l-at'), v.t. [ACETYLATED (-id), ACET-
YLATING], [acetyl + -ate], to combine an acetyl radUcal
with (an organic compound).

ac-e'tyl-cho'line (as'a-til-ko'len, as's-til-kol'in), n.

[acetyl -}- choline], an alkaloid, CrHnOaN, extracted
from ergot and used in medicine to lower blood pressure
and increase peristalsis.

a-cet-y-lene (a-set'1-enO* n. [acetyl -f- -cne]* a colorless,

poisonous, highly inflammable gaseous hydrocarbon,
CjHs, produced by the reaction of water and calcium
carbide: it is used as the starting material in the ^yn^
thesis of many organic compounds, for lighting, and,
with oxygen, in a blowtorch, for welding, etc.

ac*e-tyl'8aM'CyMc acid (as'a-til-sal'a*sirik, a-se't'l-

sal'Q-sil'ik), aspirin.,

ace-y-deuc'y (a'si-doo'si, a'si-du'si), n. [< ace -f-

deuce], a variation of the game of backgammon.
A-chae-a (a-ke's), n. Achaia.
A-chae-an (a-ke'on), adj. of Ach

t
aia,, its people, or its

culture; Greek, n, 1. a native or inhabitant of
Achaia. 2. a Greek: so used in Homer. The Acnaeans
are thought to have migrated from ,tie iiorthern
Danube region into Greece, c. 1300 BwCX
A cha ia (o-ka'a, a-ki'), n. a province of ancient Grpece,
in the Peloponnesus.
A-cha-ian (s-kS'sn, a-ki'a
A cha tea (a-kS'te^) n. (

loyal friend and companion
loyal friend.

.

(Skt),
to

& n. Achaean.
Vir^l's Aeneid, a

neas; hence, 2. a
.

ache (ak), v.i.

ahen; AS. aeon;
sorrow, shame <
acke ttoroi^'
dull, steady

^
, [orig. ake < MB.

Mp* aJtel,

t, cjto,;

* to mve ,or

, yearn or lonf



ackene 12 aclinic line

for or an infinitive), n. (ak; before 1700, ach), [ME.;
AS. xce < the !>.], a dull, continuous pain.
a-chene (a-ken'), n. [Gr. #-, not H- chainein, to gape],

any small, dry fruit with one seed, whose thin outer

covering (pericarp) does not burst when ripe.
ache-ni-al (a-ke'm-al), adj. of an achene.
Ach-er-on (ak'er-on'), n. [L.; Gr.], 1. in Greek & Roman
mythology, the river in Hades across which Charon
ferried the dead; hence, 2. Hades; infernal regions.

Ach-e-son, Dean Good-er-ham (den good'er-hanv
ach'i-s'n), 1893- ;

American lawyer and statesman;
secretary of state (1949-1953).
A-cheu-le-an, A-cheu-li-an (s-shoo'li-an) , adj. [Fr.
Acheulien < St. Acheul, Prance, where remains were

found], denoting or of a type of paleolithic culture char-
acteristic of the Heidelberg and Piltdown man.

Ja che-val (a' shg-val'), [Fr.] f 1. on horseback; astrad-

dle; hence, 2. straddling (an issue).
a-chlev'a-ble (a-cheVg-b 1), adj. that can be achieved.
a-chieve (s-cheV), v.t. [ACHIEVED (-chevd'), ACHIEVING],
[ME. acheven; OFr. achever, to finish < a-, to + chief.

end, head < L. caput, the head], 1* to do; do suc-

cessfully; accomplish. 2. to get or reach by exer-

tion; attain; gain. v.i. to effect a desired result. SYN.
see perform, reach.

a-chieve-ment (d-chev'mont), n. [Fr. achevement; see

ACHIEVE], 1. an achieving. 2. a thing achieved, espe-
cially by skill, work, courage, etc.; feat; exploit.
achievement quotient, in educational psychology, the
ratio of a person's achievement age (as shown by test-

ing what has been learned) to nis mental age: also

called accomplishment quotient: abbreviated A.Q.
A-chiMes (s-kil'ez), n. [L.; Gr. Achilleus], in Homer's
*

Iliad, the Greek hero of the Trojan War, who killed

Hector and was killed by Paris with an arrow that
struck his only vulnerable spot, his heel.

Achilles' heel, (one's) vulnerable or susceptible spot.
Achilles' tendon, the tendon connecting the back of

the heel to the muscles of the calf of the leg.

A-chit-o-phel (a-kit'g-fel'), n. Ahithophel.
ach'la-myd-e-ous (ak'b-mid'i-as), adj. [< a-, not + Gr.

chlamys, chlamydos, a cloak or coat], in botany, having
neither sepals nor petals; without a perianth.
ach-ro-mat-ic (ak'rg-mat'ik), adj. [Gr. achrdmatos < a- t

without + chrdma, col-

or], 1. colorless. 2. re-

fracting white light with-
out breaking it up into
its component colors. 3.

forming visual raiages
whose outline is free

from prismatic colors.

FLINT GLASS
CROWN GLASS

4. in biology, a) staining

poorly with the usual
stains. 6) made of achro-
matin. 5. inmusic, with-
out accidentals: as, an
achromatic scale, n. an
achromatic lens.

a chro-ma tin te-kro'- ACHROMATIC LENS

ma-tin), n. [a-, not -f (of microscope)

chromatin], in biology, that material of the cell nucleus
not easily colored by the usual stains.

a-chrp-ma-tism (g-kro'ma-tiz'm) , n. the condition or

quality of being achromatic: lack of color.
a-chro-ma-tize (a-kro'ma-tiz') , v.t. [ACHROMATIZED
(-tizd'). ACHROMATIZING], to make achromatic; rid of
color.
a-chro-ma tous (a-kro'ma-tas, a-kro'ma-tss) , adj. [Gr.
achrdmdtos; see ACHROMATIC], 1. without color. 2.

without enough color: as, achromatous blood,
a-chro-mic (a-kro'mik, a-kro'mik), adj. [< Gr. achr&mos
(see ACHROMOUS) ; 4- -ic], without color.

a-chro mous (a^kro'tnes, a-kro'mas), adj. [Gr. achrQ-
mos, colorless} a-, not + chrdma, color], witnout color,

a-cic-u-la (a-sik'yop-la) , n. [pi. ACICULAE (-!')] P^.,
dim. of acus, a pin, needle], in biology & geology, a
needlelike spine, prickle, or crystal.

a-cic-u-lar (a-sik'yoo-ler), adj. of or like an acicula;
bristly: spiny; needlelike.

a-cic*ii'iate (b-sik'yoo-Ht), adj. 1. having aciculae. 2.

having marks like scratches made by a needle.
adc-ti'lat-ed (a-sik'yoo-lS'tid), adj. aciculate.
a-cic-U'lum (g-sik'^oo-bm), n. [pL ACICULXJMS (-larriz),
ACICULA (-b) ], [Mod L. < acicula], 1. an acicula, 2. in

zoology, a bristlelike part; seta.
ac id (as'id), adj. [L. acidus, sour < base ac-, sharp) ,

1. sour; sharp and biting to the taste; tart. 2. of or
like an acid; having the properties of an acid. n. 1. a
sour substance, 2. in chemistry, any compound that
can react with a base to form a salt, the hydrogen of
the acid being replaced by a positiye ion: according to
modern theory, a compouna ^Hch yields hydrogen
ions (protons) to a base in a chemical reaction: in water
solution, an acid tastes sour, turnt foltte litmus red, and,
according to the dissociation theory, produces free

hydrogen icfae. SYN. see sour,
ac Id-fast (a$'id-fast') adj. not readily decolorized by
adds when stained, as the tubercle bacillus.

ac-id-form-ing (as'id-f6rm'irj), adj. 1. forming an
acid in chemical reaction; acidic. 2. yielding a large
acid residue in metabolism: said of foods.

a-cid-ic (a-sid'ik), adj. 1. acid-forming. 2. containing
an excess of

(
an acid-forming substance: rocks contain-

ing much silica (an acidic oxide) are called acidic rocks.
a-cid-i-fi-a-ble (a-sid'a-fi'a-bl), adj. that can be acidified.

a*cid-i*fi-ca-tion (a-sid'a-fi-ka'shan) , n. an acidifying or

being acidified.
a-cid-i-fi-er (a-sid'a-fi'er) , n. anything that acidifies; any
substance producing an acid effect.

a-dkM-fy (a-sid'a-fi
7
), v.t. A v.i. [ACIDIFIED (-fid'),

ACIDIFYING], 1. to make or become sour or acid. 2, to
change into an acid.

ac-i-dim-e-ter (as'i-dim'a-ter), n. [< acid + -meter], an
instrument or solution used to find the amount of acid

present in a definite weight or volume of a solution or
other mixture.

a-cid-i-ty (a-sid'a-ti), n. [pL ACIDITIES
(~tiz)], [Fr.

acidite; L. additas < acidus], 1. acid quality or con-

dition; sourness. 2. the degree of this. 3. hyperacidity.
ac-id-ly (as'id-H), adv. in a sour, biting manner.
ac-i-doph-i-lic (as'i-dofVlik), adj. [< acid + -phile +
-ic], staining readily with acid dyes, as some bacteria.

ac-i-doph-i-lus milk (as'i-dof'a-las) , milk with acidoph-
ilic bacteria added: used for medicinal purposes.^

ac-i-do-sis (as'i-do'sis) , n. in medicine, a condition in
which the alkali reserve (blood bicarbonates) of the
body is below normal: loosely called autointoxication.

ac-i'dot*ic (as'i-dot'ik), adj. of or having acidosis.
acid test, a crucial, final test of the value or quality of
a thing or person: originally, a test of gold by acid.

a cid-u-late (a-sij'oo-lat'), v.t [ACIDULATED (-id), ACIDU-
LATING], [< L. addulus, slightly sour; + -ate], to make
somewhat acid or sour.

a-cid-u-lous (a-sij'oo-las), adj. [L. addulus, dim, of
acidus; see ACID], somewhat acid or sour. SYN. see
sour.

ac-ier-ate (as'i-er-aV) , v.t. [ACIERATED (-id), ACIERAT-
ING], [Pr. acier, steel; + -ate], to change into steel.

ac<i'form (as'i-f6rmO, adj. [< L. acus t needle; + -form],
needle-shaped; sharp.
ac i nac-i-form (as'i-nas'i-fSrm

7
) , adj. [L. acinaces, short

sword; Gr. akinakts, of Per. origin; -f -form], in botany,
shaped like a scimitar.
acini form (a-sin'i-f6rm') adj. [< L. acinus, grape,
grapestone; + -form]* 1. shaped like a cluster of

grapes. 2. full of little kernels, like a grape.
ac-i-nose (as'i-nosO, adj. acinous.
ac-i-nous (as'i-nas), adj. [L. acinosus], composed of,

containing, or resembling an acinus or acini,
acinus (as'i-nas), n. [pi. ACINI (-m')J, [L., a grape,

grapestone], 1. any of the small parts (drupelets) com-
posing such fruits as the raspberry, blackberry, etc.
2. a grape or any berry. 3. a grape seed or berry seed.
4. in anatomy, one of the small sacs of a compound or
racemose gland.
-a-ciou8 (a'shas), [< L. -ax, -acts; + -ous], an adjective-
forming suffix meaning characterized 6y, inclinea to, full
of, as in tenaciousfallacious.

-ac-i-ty (as'a-ti), [Fr. -aciti < L. -acitas], a suffix used
to form nouns corresponding to adjectives in -acious, as
in tenacity.
Ack-Ack, ack-ack (ak'ak'), n. [echoic ; prob.telephonic
expansion of abbrev. A.A,, antiaircraft artillery],

[Slang], 1. an antiaircraft gun. 2. its fire.

ac-knowl edge (ak-nol'ij, ak-nol'ij), v.t. [ACKNOWL-
EDGED (-ijd), ACKNOWLEDGING], (earlier aknowledge <
ME. knowlechen, cnawlechen < knowleche (see KNOWL-
EDGE); influenced by ME. aknowen, AS. oncnawan, to
understand, know, and with Latinized prefix], 1, to
admit to be true or as stated; confess, 1 to recognize
the authority or claims of, 3. to recognize and answer
(a greeting or introduction). 4. to express thanks for.
5. to state that one has received (a letter, gift, favor,
etc.). 6. in law, to recognize as genuine; certify in legal
form: as, acknowledge a deed,
SYN. acknowledge implies the reluctant discUmure of some-
thing cmc might have kept secret (he acknowledged the child as
his) ; admit describes assent that has been elicited by pwmwrfon
and implies a conceding of a fact, etc. (I'll admit you're right) ;

own denotes an informal acknowledgment of something in con-
nection with oneself (to own to a liking for ttirnipin avow
implies an open, emphatic declaration, often as an act of affirma-
tion; confess is applied to a formal acknowledgment of a sftt,

crime, etc., but in a weakened sense is used intarchimgeably
mth admit in making simple declarations (111 confess rdott

r
t

hk Mm). ANT. deny.
ac knowl-edfi ment, ac knowl-edge ment (dk-nol'ij-
mant, ak-noPij-mont) , n. 1 . an acknowledging or being
acknowledged ; admission ; avowal. 2, recognition of the
authority or claims of. 3. a reeognimijg and answering,
as to a greeting. 4. an expression of thanks or fc#pte*
ciation. S. something given of done in return, as for
a letter, a favor, etc. 6, a legal avowal or certiacate.
a'dta4c (S-klin'ik, fr-tib/ik), adj. [Gr, aklinis < **, not
4* fejlwlff ; fit INCLINW), not dipping; said of a magnetic
needle*

aclinic line, am imaginary late around the earth near



A.C.L.U. acrocarpous
the equator, where the magnetic needle does not dip.
A.G.L.U., American Civil Liberties Union.
acme (ak'mi, ak'me), n. [Gr. akme, a point, top, age of

maturity], the highest point; point of culmination.
SYN. see summit.
ac-ne (ak'ni, ak'ne), n. [Mod. L; ? < Gr. akme\ see

ACME], a cpmmon skin disease characterized by chronic
inflammation of the sebaceous glands, usually causing
pimples on the face, back, and chest.

ac-node (ak'nod), n. [< L. acus, a needle, point (cf.

ACUTE) ; + node], in mathematics, the point of a curve
where the curve turns sharply back on itself: it is a
double point, at which the curve has two imaginary
tangents, and is consecutive to no real point on the
curve.
a cock (a-kok'), adv. & adj. [a-, on + cock], in a cocked
or tilted fashion: as, with hat acock.

a-cock-bill (g-kok'bil'), adv. [acock + bill (a point)],
with the ends cocked or tilted up: said of the nukes
of a catted anchor or a ship's yards angled to the
deck.

ac-o-lyte (ak'o-lit
7

). n. [ME. acolit; ML. acolytus; Gr.
akolouthos, follower], 1. in the Roman Catholic Church,
a member of the highest of the four minor orders, whose
duty is to serve at Mass. 2. in the Anglican Church, a
layman who has similar duties. 3. an altar boy. 4. an
attendant; follower; helper.
A-con-ca-gua (a'k6*n-ka'gwa), n. a volcanic mountain
of the Andes in western Argentina: height, 23,080 ft.:

highest peak in South America.
aC'O-nite (ak'a-mf), n, [L. aconitum; Gr. akoniton], 1. a
poisonous plant of the crowfoot family, with blue,

purple, or yellow hoodlike flowers; monkshood; wolfs-
bane. 2. a drug made from dried roots of monkshood,
used as a cardiac and respiratory sedative.
a-co-ni-tum (ak'Q-ni'tsm), n. aconite (in both senses).
a-cora (a'k6rn, a'kSrn), n. [ME. akern; AS. ascern, nut,
mast of trees; akin to Goth, akran, ON. dkarn <
IE. base *ag-, to grow;
form influenced by sup-
posed connection with
corn], the fruit of the oak
tree; oak nut.
acorn squash, a kind of

squash shaped like an
acorn.

a-cot-y-le-don (a'kot-1-e'-
d'n, s-kot'1-e'd'n), n. [a-,

without + cotyledon], any
plant without cotyledons,

.
ACORNS AND LEAVES

a-cot-y-le-don-oiis (a'kot-'l-e'd'n-as, a-kot"l-e'd'n-9s),
adj. without cotyledons; cryptogamous.

a-cous-tic (9-koos'tik, a-kous'tik), adj. [Fr. acoustique;
Gr, akousttkos, of or for hearing < akouein, to hear],

having to do with hearing, heard sound, or the science
of heard sound.

a-cous-ti-caMy (o-koos'ti-kl-i, 9-kous'ti-k'l-i), adv.
with reference to acoustics; from the standpoint of

acoustics.
aC'OUS'ti'Cian (ak'oos-tish'an, ak'ous-tish'an) , n. 1. an
expert in acoustics. 2. a person who fits the hard of

hearing with hearing aids.

a-cous-tics (s-koos'tiks, a-kous'tiks), n.pL 1. the

qualities of a room, theater, etc. that have to do with
how clearly sounds can be heard or transmitted in it.

2. [construed as sing.], the science of heard sound.

Ja cou-vert (a' koo'var'), [Fr.], under cover; secure.

A.C.P., American College of Physicians.
ac quaint (a-kwanf), v.t. [ME. acointen; OFr. acointier

< ML. aacognitare < L. ad, to + cogwtus, pp. of

cognoscere, to know thoroughly < con-t with 4- gnoscere,
to know], 1. to familiarize (oneself with a thing). 2. to

inform (followed by with or that). SYN. see notify.

ac-quaint-ance (g-kwan't'ns) , n. [ME. aqueintance;
OFir. acointance < acointier; see ACQUAINT], 1. knowl-
edge (of something) got from personal experience or

study of it: as, an intimate acquaintance with art.

2. knowledge (of a person) got by casual personal con-
tact: less intimate than friendship. 3. a person or

persons whom one knows only slightly.

ac-qualrit-ance-stiip (9-kwan't'ns-sMpOi n* [acquaint-
ance -f -ship], 1. personal knowledge. 2. the relation

between, people who are acquaintances.

aC'qualnt*ea (a-kwln'tid), adj. [pp. of acquaint], having
personal knowledge of a thing, or slight personal knowl-

edge of a person; having acquaintanceship.
ac-qui-esce (ak'wi-ee')r * [ACQUIESCED (-esf), AC-

QUIESCING], ifFr. af^iescer, to yield to; L. acquiescere <
ad-, to + quiescere, to be at reft],

to accept or consent

quietly without protesting (with t); assent without
enthusiasm. $xN. see consent.
ac quiescence (fc^es''ns) n. [Fr,; see ACQUIESCE],
an ax^uiesdaig"; unprotesting assent or consent.

ac-qui-es-cent (ak'wi-es''nt) , adj. [L. acqruiescens, ppr.
of acquiescere; see ACQUIESCE], acquiescing r consenting
or assenting without protest.

ac-quir-a-ble (a-kwir'd-b'l) , adj. that can be acquired.
ac-quire (a-kwirOt v.t. [ACQUIRED (-kwird') ACQUIRING],
[MJB. aqueren; OFr. aquerre; L. acquirers < ad-, to +
quaerere, to seek], 1. to get or gain py one's own efforts
or actions. 2. to get possession, of; get as one's own.
SYN. see get.

acquired characteristic, in biology , a modification of
structure or function caused by environmental factors:
now generally regarded as not inheritable: also ac-
quired character.

ac-quire-ment (a-kwir'mant), n. 1. an acquiring or

bein% acquired. 2. something acquired, as a skill, etc.

ac-qui si-tion (ak'wa-zish'an) , n, [L. acquisitio < pp. of

acquirere; see ACQUIRE], 1. an acquiring ,or being
acquired. 2. an acquired or added thing or person:
often in a favorable sense, as, he is a distinct acquisition
to the team.

ac-quis-i-tive (g-kwiz's-tiv), adj. [< L. acquisitus, pp.
of acquirere; see ACQUIRE], eager to acquire; good at
getting and holding (money, ideas, etc.); grasping.
SYN. see greedy.

ac-quit fe-kwit'), v.t. [ACQUITTED (-id), ACQUITTING],
[ME. aquiten; OFr. aquiter, to free < ML. acquitare, to
settle a claim < L. ad. to + quietare r to quiet], 1. to
pay (a debt or claim). 2. to release from a duty,
obligation, etc. 3. to declare (a person) not guilty
(of something); exonerate. 4. to bear or conduct
(oneself); behave. SYN. see absolve, behave.

ac-quit-tal (a-kwrt/'l), n. 1. an acquitting; discharge
(of duty, obligation, etc.). 2. in law, a setting free or
being set free.

ac-quit-tance (a-kwif'ns) , n. [ME.; OFr. aquitance <
aquiter; see ACQUIT], 1. a settlement 9f, or release from,
debt or liability. 2. a record of this; receipt in full.

ac-quit*ter (s-kwit'er), n. a person who acquits.
A-cre^a'ker, a/kgr), n. a seaport in western Israel,
prominent during the Crusades: pop., 9,000.

a-cre (a'kSr), n. [AS. secer, field, cultivated land* tract

plowable in a day; akin to Goth, akrs, OHG, ackar, G.
acker; IE. base *agros, field, lit., place to which cattle
are driven < *ago- (L. agere), to drive r do; cf. Sans,
djrah, plain, country, Gr. agros, country, L. ager, field,

etc.; cf. AGRICULTURE], 1. a measure of land, 43,560
sq. ft.: abbreviated A., a. 2. a field: now only in the
phrase God's acre, a graveyard. 3, pL lands; estate.

a-cre-age (a'kgr-ij, a'krij), n. [acre + -age], 1, the num-
ber of acres in a piece of land; acres collectively. 2*
land sold or distributed by the acre.

a*cred (a'kerd), adj. consisting of or owning many
acres: often used in hyphenated compounds, meaning
having (a specified number or quantity of) acres, as, a
many-acred farmer.

a-cre-foot (a'ker-foot'), n. the quantity of water (43,^60
cu. ft.) that would cover one acre to a depth of one foot.

a-cre-inch (a'ker-inch/), n. one twelfth of an acre-foot,
or 3,630 cubic feet.

ac-rid (ak'rid) , adj. [L. acer, acris, sharp ; form influenced
by acid], 1. sharp, bitter, stinging, or irritating to the
taste or smell. 2. bitter Or caustic in speech, etc.

ac-ridine (ak'ri-den
7
, ak'ri-din), n. [acrid + -ine], a

colorless, crystalline compound, CisEUN, found in coal
tar: certain dyes and drugs are made from it.

a'Crid-i'ty (a-krid'g-ti, a-krid'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or
state of being acrid. 2, [pi. ACRIDITIES (-tia)] f an acrid
remark.
Ac-ri'lan (ak'ri-lan/), n. a synthetic acrylic fiber used
in clothing, carpeting, etc. : a trade-mark.

ac-ri-mo-ni-ous (ak'rQ-mo'ni-ss), adj. [LL. acrimonio-
sus; see ACRIMONY], bitter and caustic in temper, man-
ner, or speech,
ac-ri-mo-ny (ak'ra-mo'ni) , n. {pi. ACRIMONIES (-qiz)],
[L. acrimonia, sharpness < acert sharp], bitterness or
harshness of temper, manner, or speech; asperity.

a-crit-i-cal (a-krit'i-kl), adj. [a-, not + critical] f v 1. not
critical; having no tendency to criticism

judgment. 2. in medicine, showing no signs of a crisis.

ac-ro- (ak'ro, ak'ra) , [ < Gr. akros, at the point, 'endr or
top; highest; outermost < base ak-, pointed], a com-
bining form meaning: 1. pointed, as in acrocephaly.
2. highest, topmost, at the extremities* as in acrospire.

ac-rQ*bat (als/ra-batO n. [Fr. acrofyate: Gr. afoobatos,
walking on tiptoe < akros (see AGRO-) + bdibteiw* to
walk, go], an expert performer of tracks on tfie/trapeze,
tightrope, etc.-: skilled gymnast or tumbler.

acrO'bat-ic (ak'ra-bat'iK) , adj. 1. of an acrobat. 2.

like or characteristic of an- Acrobat or Hs tricks.,

'ly (ak'rQ-bat'i-k'Iri ak'ra-bat'ik-H), adv.ajD-roiat-i-cal'ly
in an acrobatic manner.

ac-ro-bat-ics (ak'ra-bat^iks), n.pL
tricks. 2, tricks like |he$e: ^sl!

ac-ro-car*j>ou8
bearing

1. an acrobat's
^i^.
-carpous],
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acrocepkalic
Actium

ac-ro-ce-phal-ic (ak'ro-sa-fal'ik), adj. of or having
acrocepnaly. n. a person who has acrocephaly.

ac-ro-ceph-a-lous (ak'ro-sef's-bs) , adj. acrocephalic.

ac-ro-ceph*a-ly (ak'ro-sef'o-li), n. [< aero- -f Gr.

kephale* head], an abnormal condition in which the
skull is pointed.
ac-ro-drome (ak'rs-dronr)* adj. [aero- -f -drome], in

botany, having the veins ending at the tip of the leaf.

a-crod-ro'inous (s-krod'ra-mas), adj. aerodrome.
ac-ro gen (ak'ro-pn), n. [aero- + -gen], a plant, such as

a fern or moss, having a perennial stem with the growing
point at the tit).

a crog-e-nous (s-krojVnas) , adj. in botany, 1. growing
at the tip. 2. of the acrogens.
aero le-in (a-kroli-in), n. [acrid + L. okre, to smell; +
-in], a yellowish or colorless, pungent liquid, CaH^O, a

decomposition product of glycerol and glycerides, used
as a tear gas in chemical warfare, etc.

ac-ro-lith (ak'ra-lith') , n. [L. acrolithus; Gr. akrolithos

< akros (see ACRO-) + Mhos, stone], a statue with stone

head, hands, and feet, and a wooden trunk.

ac-ro-me-gal-ic (ak'ro-mi-gal'ik), adj. of or having
acromegaly. n. a person who has acromegaly.

ac-ro-meg a-ly (ak'ro-meg's-li), n. [< aero- + Gr. megas,
megale, large], a disease in which there is permanent
enlargement of the bones of the head hands, and feet,

caused by abnormal activity of the pituitary gland.
acro-mi-on (a-kro'mi-an), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. akrdmion <
akrdmia, point of the shoulder < akros, at the end, top-
most < akS, a point H- omos, the shoulder], in anatomy,
the outer extremity of the shoulder blade.

acronical, a-cron-y-cal fe-kron'i-k'l) , adj. [Gr.

akronychos, at sunset < akros (see ACRO-) H- wyx, nigrht],

in astronomy, happening at sunset or in the evening:
also spelled acronichal, acronychal.

ac-ro-nym (ak'ra-nim), n. \acro- + homonym], a word
formed from the first (or first few) letters of several

words, as radar, from radio detecting and ranging.
a-crop-e-tal (o-krop'Q-t'l) , adj\ [aero- + petal], m botany,

developing upward from the base toward the apex:
said of certain types of inflorescence.

ac-ro-pho-bi-a (ak'ra-fo'bi-a) , n. [aero- -f phobia], a fear

of high places.

a-cropo-lis (o-krop'o-lis), n. [Gr. akropolis < akros (see

ACRO-) + polis, city], the fortified upper part of an
ancient Greek city; especially, [A-], that of Athens, on
which the Parthenon was built.

ac-ro-spire (ak'ra-splr') , n. [< aero- + Gr. speira, twisted

thing], the spiral primary bud of germinating grain.
a-cross (a-kros', 9-kros'). adv. [a~, on, in -f cross; prob.
after Fr. encroix], 1. crossed; crosswise. 2. from one
side to the other. 3. on or to the other side. prep.
1. from one side to the other of. 2, on or to the other
side of; over; through. 3. into contact with: as, he
came across an old friend.

a-cros-tic (g-kr6s'tik, o-kros'tik), n.JL. acrostichis,' Gr.
akrostichos < akros (see ACRO-) -j- stichos, line of verse],
a verse or arrangement of words in which certain
letters in each line, such as the first or last, when
taken in order spell out a word, motto, etc. adj. of
or like an acrostic.

a-cros-ti'Cal-ly (o-krfis'ti-k'l-i, s-kros'tik-K), adv. in
the manner of an acrostic.

ac-ro-tism (ak'r9-tiz'm) J
n. [< Gr. a-, without -f

krotos, a beat; + -ism], in medicine, absence or imper-
ceptibility of the pulse beat.

a*cryMc (a-kril'ik), adj. [acrolem -f -yl -f- -icl 1.

designating or of a colorless, pungent acid, CafiUOa,
obtained by the oxidation of acrolein. 2. designating
or of a senes of olefin acids with the general formula
CnHm-aO,.

acrylic fiber, any of a group of synthetic fibers derived
from a compound of hydrogen cyanide and acetylene,
and made into fabrics.

acrylic resin, any of a group of transparent thermo-
plastic resins formed by polymerizing esters of acrylic
acid or methacrylic acid.

act (akt), it. [Pr. acte; L. actus, & doing or moving,
actum, thing done; pp. of agere, to do], 1. a thing done;
deed. 2, an action; doing. 3. a decision (of a court,
legislature, etc.) ; law; decree. 4. a document formally
stating what has been done, made into kw, etc. 5, one
of the main divisions of a drama or opera. 6. a short
performance on a program, as in vaudeville: hence,
7. [Colloq.], a piece of affected or feigned behavior, v.t.

[< L. actus; see the n.], I. to play the part of. 2. to
perform in (a play) : hence. 3, to behave like; simulate ;

as, don't act the child. iu. 1. to perform ori the stage;
play a role : be an actor. 2. to be suited to performance :

said of a plajr or a role. 3. to behave; comport oneseM,
4. to do a thing; function. 5. to have an effect (often
with on) : as, acids act on metaL <$. to appear or pre-
tend to be: as, he acted very angry.
act as, to perform the functions of,

;

act for, 1. to do the work of. 2. to act in behalf of.

act onf I. to act in accord with; obey, 2. to act in
regard to. 3. to have an effect on.

act tip* [Colloq.J, L to be pkyfuL 2. to
act., active.

act-a-bil-i-ty (ak'te-bil'a-ti), n. the quality of being
actable.

act-a ble fak'ta-b'l) , adj. that can be acted: said of a
play, a role, etc.

Ac-tae-on (ak-te'9n), n. [L.; Gr. Aktaion], in Greek

mythology, the hunter who made
_
Artemis angry by

watching her bathe: she changed him into a stag, and
he was torn to pieces by his own dogs.

JAc-ta Sanc-to*rum (ak'ta sarjk-tS'ram, ak'to sank-

tor'sm), [L., Acts of the Saints], in the Roman Catholic

Church, a collection of lives of the saints and martyrs.
actg., acting.
ACTH, [< 0drenocortico*ropic hormone], a pituitary
hormone used experimentally in the treatment of
rheumatoid arthritis and certain other diseases.

ac*tin- (ak'tin), actino-.
ac-ti-nal (ak'ti-n'l, ak-ti'nl), adj. [actin- + -al], in

zoology, of the oral region of a radiate animal, the region
from which the rays or tentacles grow.

act-ing (ak'tig), adj. [ppr. of act], 1. performing or

adapted for performance: as, an acting version of a play.
2. functioning. 3. temporarily taking over the duties
or position of someone else: as, the acting chairman.
Abbreviated actg. n. 1. the act of performing on the

stage; art or occupation of an actor; hence, 2. affected
or simulated behavior. SYN. see temporary.

ac-tin-i-a (ak-tin'i-s) , n. [pi. ACTINIAE (-e'), ACTINIAS
(~az)], [Mod. L. < Gr. akUs, aktinos, a ray], 1. a sea
anemone. 2. any animal related to it.

ac-tin-i-an (ak-tin'i-sn), adj. [see ACTINIA], of or like a
sea anemone, n. any sea anemone.

ac-tin-ic (ak-tin'ik), adj. having to do with actinism.
actinic rays, light rays of short wave length, occurring
in the violet and ultraviolet parts of the spectrum,
that produce chemical changes, as in photography.
ac ti nide series ak'ti-nld0 [< actinium], a group of
radioactive chemical elements from element 89 (actin-
ium) through 103 (?) : see group HI of periodic table.
ac-tin-i-form (ak-tin'i-fdrm'), adj. [< actin- + -form],
having radial form; rayed.
ac tin-ism (ak'tin-iz'm) , n. [actin- + -ism], in chemistry,
that property of ultraviolet light, X rays, etc. by
which chemical reactions are produced.

ac-tin*i-um (ak-tin'i-om), n. (Mod. L. < Gr. aktis,

aktinos, ray], a radioactive chemical element, found
with uranium and radium in pitchblende and other
minerals: symbol, Ac; at. wt., 227 (?); at. no., 89.

ac-ti-no- (ak'ti-no, ak-tin's), [< Gr. aktis, aktinos, ray],
a combining form meaning: 1. in chemistry, of actinism
or actinic rays, as in actinograph. 2. in biology, of radi-
ated structure, as in actinomycosis. Also actin-.

ac-tin-O'gram (ak-tin'a-gram') , n. an actinograph.
ac tin-o-graph (ak-tin'a-graf, ak-tin'9-grar)t n.
tino- + -graph], m photography, an actinometer.
actinoid (ak'ti-noid

7

) , adj. [actin-
radial form, as an actinozoan.
ac tin-o-lite (ak-tin'o-KtO, TL [actino- + -lite], a greenish
type of amphibole : asbestos is the fibrous variety.

aC'ti-nol-O'gy (ak'ti-nol's-ji); n. [actino- 4- "logy], the
science of fight rays and their chemical effects.

ac-ti-nom-e-ter (ak'ti-nom's-tgr) , n. [actino- + *meter],
1. in physics, an instrument for measuring the intensity
of the sun's rays, or the actinic effect of light rays.
2. in photography, an exposure meter.

ac-ti-nom-e-tiy (ak'ti-nom'a-tri), n. the measurement
of the intensity of radiation by using an actinometer.

ac-ti-no-mor-phic (ak'ti-na-mSr'fikT, adj. [actino- -f

-morphic], in biology, having radial symmetry, as a
flower or a starfish.

ac-ti-no-mor-phous (ak'ti-na-mSr'fas), adj. actino*
morphic.
ac-ti-no-my-cete (ak'ti-no-mi-seV) n. [actino- + -my-
cete], any of a large group of moldlike, parasitic micro-
organisms, important in the development of antibiotics,

ac-ti-no-my-co sis (ak'ti-no-ml-ko^sis) , n [actino- +
mycosis], a fungus infection of cattle, nogs, and people,
that affects the mouth, jaw, skin, bones, and viscera,

ac-ti-no-zo-an (ak'ti-*nHz5'9n), n. [< actino- + Or,
zdion, an animal], an anthozoan.
ac tion (ak'shan), n. (ME. action; OPr, action; L. actio
< pp. pi agere, to dof drive], 1. the doing of something ;

being in motion or operation. 2. an act or thing doae.
3. pL behavior: nab&ual conduct. 4. the inffamoe or
effect of something (on something else) : as, the action
of a drug. 5. the way of moving, working, etc,, as of
a machine. 6. the moving parts or mechanism, as of
a gun, piano, etc. 7. the sequence of happenings ik a
story or play. 8. a legal process; lawsuit. 9. ainiHtiiry
encounter] combat. 10, the appearance of aaiajfcioa
in a painting, sculpture, etc. iiXNL see feattte.

bring action, to start a lawsiait.
in Mttoa* 1. active; in motion or operation* 2. par-
ticipating, 3. in combat -

,

.

see action, to participate in military combat.
take action, L to become 1 wtim ' 2* to Start a j&wsuit.

ac-tion-a ble (ak'shon-o-b'l), adj. in low, that gives- -

for an
---*-- -- ---'- *^ ? *

[ac

-oid], having a
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activate i

Cle9patra were defeated by those of Octavian under
Agrippa in i

ac-ti-vate
ING], 1.1

, ,

hence, 2. to create or organize (a military unit, gov-
ernmental bureau, etc.). 3. to make radioactive. 4. to
make capable of reacting or of accelerating a chemical
reaction. 5. to treat (sewage) with air so that aerobes
will become active in it, thus purifying it.

ac-ti-va-tion (ak'ts-va'shsn), n. an activating or being
activated.

ac-ti-va-tor (ak'ta-va'ter), n. 1. a thing or person that
activates. 2. in chemistry, a catalyst.

ac-tive (ak'tiv), adj. [ME. & OFr. actif; L. activus <
base act~ as in actus, pp. of agere; see ACT], 1. acting;
functioning; working; moving. 2. capable of acting,
functioning, etc. 3. causing action, motion, or change.
4. characterized by much action or motion; lively; busy ;

agile; quick: as, an active mind. 5. necessitating action
or work. 6. in business, producing profit or interest:

as, active funds. 7. in grammar, a) indicating the voice
or form, of a verb whose subject is shown as performing
the action of

t
the verb: opposed to passive. 6) in or of

the active voice, c) showing action rather than state of

being: said of verbs like throw and walk. n. 1. an
active member of an organization. 2. in grammar, the
active voice. Abbreviated act., a.
SYN. active implies a state of motion, operation, etc., ranging
from cases of normal functioning to instances of quickened
activity (he's still active at eighty, an active market) : energetic
suggests a concentrated exertion of energy or effort (an energetic
workout); vigorous implies forcefulness, robustness, and
strength as an inherent quality fa vigorous plant) ;

strenuous
is applied to things that make trying demands on one's strength,
energy, etc. ^(a strenuous trip); brisk implies liveliness and
vigor of motion (a brisk walk). See also agile.

active immunity, immunity (to a disease) due to the
production of antibodies in the body tissues.

active list, a list of officers serving in or available for
service in the armed forces.

active service, service on the active list or in the armed
forces in wartime.
activism (ak'tiv-iz'm), n. the doctrine or policy, of

being active or doing things with energy and decision.

ac-tiy-i-ty (ak-tiv's-ti), n. [pi. ACTIVITIES (-tiz)], 1. the
quality or state of being active; action; motion; doing;
use of energy. 2. normal power of mind or body; ener-
getic action; liveliness; alertness. 3. an active force.
4. any specific action or pursuit: as, outside activities.

ac'tiv-ize (ak'to-viz')* v.t. [ACTIVIZED (-vizd') ACTIVIZ-
ING], to make active; activate.

act of God, in insurance & law, a happening for which
no one is Hable, because no one could foresee or prevent
it; accident due to natural causes.
act of war, an act of aggression by one nation, group
of nations, etc. against another without declaring war.

ac-tor (ak'tgr), n. [L., a doer, advocate < base act-;
see ACT], 1. a person who does a thing. 2. a person
who acts in plays, moving pictures, etc.

bad actor, [Slang], 1. a person who misbehaves. 2. an
unscrupulous or dangerous person; criminal*

ac-tor-ac-tion construction (ak'ter-ak'shan), a sen-
tence or clause containing both subject (actor) and
predicate (action).

ac*tress (ak'tris), n, [< actor + -ess], a woman or girl
who acts in plays, moving pictures, etc.

Acts (akts), n.pL [construed as sing.], a book of the
New Testament, ascribed to Luke, and describing the

beginnings of the Christian church: full title, Acts of
the Apostles.

ac-tu-al (ak'choB-al), adj. [ME. actuel, active; Fr.

actuel; LL. actualis, active, practical < actus, pp. of

agere. to do], 1. existing in reality or in act; not merely
possible, but real. 2. existing at the present moment.
SYN. see true.

aC'tU'al'i-ty (ak'choo-alVti), n. 1. the state of being
actual; reality* 2. [pi. ACTUALITIES (-tiz)], an actual

thing or condition: fact.
ac-tu-al-i-za-tion (ak'choo-al-i-za'shan), n. an actual-

izing or being actualized,
actualize (ak'choQ-al-Iz'), v.t [ACTUALIZED (-izdO,

ACTUALIZING], 1. to make actual or real; realize In

action. 2. to make realistic.

ac-tu-aMy (ak'choo-ol-i, ak'choo-K), adv. [actual + 4y],

really; as a matter of fact.
actual sin, in theology, any sin committed by a person
of liis ftee, will, as distinguished from original sin.

ac tu-ar-i al (ak
/
ch6o-ar'!~al), adj. [< actuary + -al], 1.

of actuaries or their work. |2. calculated by actuaries.

ac-tu-ar-y (ak'choo-er/i), n. [pi. ACTUARIES (4z)], [L.

actuarius, clerk < actus; see ACT], a person whose work
is to calculate risks, premiums, etc. for insurance.
ac-tuate (ak'chSo-StOt M- [ACTUATED (-id), ACTUAT-
ING], [< ML. actuajus, pp. of actuare < If. actus; see

ACT], 1, to imt wo action or motion. 2. to impel to

action: as, what motives actuated him?

adagio

ACUTE ANGLE

ac-tu-a-tion (ak'choo-a'shsn), n. an actuating or being
actuated; impulse.^

ac-tu-a-tor (ak'choo-a'ter) , n. a person or thing that
actuates.

ac-u-ate (ak'u-it), adj. [< L. acust a needle; + -aie] t

having a point; sharp at the end.

acu-i-ty (s-ku/8-ti), n. [pi. ACUITIES (-tiz)], [Fr. acuite;
ML. acuitas < L. acus, a needle], acuteness; keenness,
as of thought or vision.
a cule-ate (a-ku^i-it^Q-ku'li-at'), adj. [L. aculeatus], in

botany & zoology, having an aculeus or aculei.

a-cu-le-us (9-ku'li-os), n. [pi. ACULEI (-!')], [L., dim. of

acus, a needle], 1. in botany, a prickle. 2. in zoology, a
sting.
a-cu-men (a-ku'mon), n. [L., a point, sting, mental
acuteness < acuere, to sharpen], keenness and quick-
ness of mind; sharp insight.
a-cu-mi nate (e-ku'mi-nit) , adj. [L. acuminatus, pp. of
acuminaref to sharpen], pointed; tapering to a point:
as, an acuminate leaf: see leaf, illus. v.t. (o-ku'mi-nat'),
[ACUMINATED (-id), ACUMINATING], to sharpen.

a-cu-mi-na tion (a-ku'mi-na'shsn) , n. 1 . an acuminat-
ing or acuminate condition. 2. a tapering point.
ac-u-punc-ture (ak'yoo-purjk'chgr), n. [< L. acus, a
needle -f punctura, a pricking], in medicine, the inser-
tion of a needle into a part of the body. v.t. (ak'yoo-
purjk'chgr), to perform an acupuncture on.

a-cute (a-kuf) , adj. [L. acutus, pp. of acuere, to sharpen:
cf. ACUITY], 1. sharp-pointed. 2. keen or quick or

mind; shrewd. 3. sensitive to impressions. 4. severe
and sharp, as pain, jealousy, etc. 5. severe but of short
duration; not chronic: said of some diseases. 6. critical;
crucial. 7. shrill; high in

pitch. 8. under 90 degrees:
said of angles.
SYN. acute suggests severe in-

tensification of an event, condi-

tion, etc. that is sharply approach-
ing a climax (an acute shortage);
critical is applied to a turning
point which will decisively deter-
mine an outcome (the critical

battle of a war); crucial comes into contrast with critical
where a trial determining a line of action rather than a decisive

turning point is involved (a crucial debate on foreign policy).
See also sharp.
acute accent, a mark

(') used to show: 1. the quality
or length of a vowel, as m idfe. 2. primary stress, as in

typewriter. 3. any stress on a spoken sound or syllable,
as in scanning poetry. 4. high rising tone or pitch, as
in the Chinese language.
A.C.W.A., Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America:
a C.I.O. labor union.

-a-C (3-si), [variously < Fr. -atie; L. -acia, -atia; Or.
-ateia], a suffix used in forming abstract nouns, meaning
quality, condition, position, etc., as in celibacy, curacy.

a-cy-clic (a-si'klik, a-siklik), adj. [a-, not -f cyclic], 1.

not cyclic; not in cycles. 2. in chemistry, having the
structure of an open chain rather than a closed ring.
ad (ad) , n. [Colloci.], an advertisement.

n. [short for advantage], in tennis, advantage:ad
said of the first point scored after deuce.
ad in, server's advantage.
ad out, receiver's advantage.

ad- (ad, ad), [L. ad-, to, at, toward; akin to at], a prefix
meaning, in general, motion toward, addition to, nearness
to, as in admit, adjoin, adrenal; through assimilation in
Latin, it is spelled ac- before c or g, as in accept;
of- before /, as in affect; ag- before g, as in aggrade; al-

before I, as in allure; an" before n, as in annihilate; ap-
before p, as in approve; ar- before r, as in arrive; as-
before s, as in assimilate; at- before t, as in attempt; a-
before sc, sp, and st, as in ascend. Many apparent
English occurrences of this prefix are Latmizations,
often erroneous, of French or even of English words:
see advance, admiral, accursed, acknowledge.
-ad (ad), [Gr. -as, -ad], a suffix meaning of or relating to,

used in forming: 1. the names of collective numerals,
as in monad. 2. the names of some poems, as in Iliad.
3. the names of some plants, as in cycad.
-ad (-3d), [Fr. -ade], -ade: shortened form, as in ballad.

adL, 1. adverb. 2. [pi. ADS.], advertisement.
A.D., 1. active duty. 2. Anno Domini, [LJ, in the year
of the Lord; of the Christian era: used with dates.

a.d., 1. after date. 2. ante diem, [L.], before the
day.

A>da (a'dd), [Heb.
4

3dah, beauty], a feminine name: also
spelled Adah.
A.D.A., 1. American Dental Association. 2. Americans
for Democratic Action: also ADA (no period).
adactylous (S-dak't'l-ss), ad), [a- (without) -f
dactyl + -ous], congenitally lacking nngers or toes.

ad-age (ad'ij), n. [Fr. < L. adagium, adagio < ad-, to -f
aio, I say], an old sa*jHng or proverb; maxim. ~$

t
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ease], in music & dancing, slowly and leisurely, adj.

slow. n. (pi. ADAGIOS (-joz, -oz')L 1. a slow movement
*or part in music. 2. a slow ballet dance requiring

skillful balancing. .

Ad-a-line (ad'a-lfnO, a feminine name: see Adeline.

Ad-am (ad'am), [Heb. < ddam, a human bemgh a mas-

culine name, n. in the Bible, the first man: Gen. 1-5.

not know (a person) from Adam, not know (a person)

the old Adam, the supposed human tendency to sin.

Ad-am (ad'am), adj. [after Robert and James Adam,
18th-c. British architects, its originators], relating to

a style of English furniture and architecture with

straight lines and ornamentation of garlands, etc.

Ad-am-and-Eve (ad'am-gn-eV) , n. a kind of orchid

bearing clusters of yellowish-brown tlowers arid one

leaf at the base; puttyroot
ad-amant (ad'a-mant/, ad'o-mant), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.

adamas, adamantis, the hardest metal < Gr. adamas,

adamantos < a-, not + daman, to subdue], 1. a very
hard stone or substance. 2. [Poetic], unbreakable hard-

ness, adj. 1. too hard to be broken. 2. unyielding; firm.

SYN. see inflexible.

ad-a-man-tine (ad'9-man'tin, ad's-man'ten, ad'a-man'-

tm), adj. [ME.; L. adamantinus, hard as steel; Gr.

adamantinos < adamas}, 1. made of adamant, 2. like

adamant; very hard; unbreakable; unyielding; firm.

A-dam ic (s-dam'ik), adj. of or like Adam
Adamic, Louis (ad'a-mik), 1899-1951; Amencan
writer, born in Yugoslavia. .

Ad am ite (ad'sm-it')* n. 1. a human being; person

thought of as descended from Adam. 2. a person who
goes naked in imitation of Adam, as did members of an

early religious sect.

Ad-ams, Charles Francis fad'gmz), 1807-1886; son

of John Quincy; American diplomat and lawyer.

Adams, Henry Brooks, 1838-1918; son of Charles

Francis; American historian and writer.

Adams, James Trus-low (trus'lo), 1878-1949; Ameri-

can historian. .
.

Al_

Adams, John. 1735-1826; second president of the

United States (1797-1801).
Adams, John Quin-cy (kwin'si), 1767-1848; son of

John; sixth president of the United States (1825-1829) .

Adams, Maude, (born Maude Ktskadderi), 1872-1953;
American actress.

Adams. Mount, 1. a mountain of the Cascade range,

southern Washington: height, 12,470 ft. 2. a peak of

the White Mountains, New Hampshire: height, 5,800 ft.

Adams, Samuel, 1722-1803; American statesman and

Revolutionary leader.

Adam's apple, the projection formed in the front of the

throat by the thyroid cartilage, seen chiefly in men.
ad ams ite (ad'amz-itO, n. T< Major Roger Adams
(1889- ), Am. army officer who invented it], a yellow,

odorless crystalline compound, NH^CeHOa-AsCl, used
in a vaporous form as a lung-irritant in chemical

a dapt (a-daptO, v.t. [Fr. adapter; I, adaptare; ad-, to

4- aptare, to fit; see APT], 1. to make suitable or more
suitable., especially by changing. 2. to change (one-

self) so that one's behavior, attitudes, etc. will conform
to new or changed circumstances.
SYN, adapt implies a modifying so as to suit new^conditions
and suggests flexibility (to adapt oneself to a new environment) ;

adjust describes the banging of things into proper or harmon-
ious relation through the use of skill or judgment (to adjust

brakes, to adjust differences); accommodate implies a sub-

ordinating of one thing to tne reguirenients of another and

suggests concession or compromise (he e^commodaUd his walk to

the halting steps of his friend) ; conform means to bring or act

in harmony with some standard, pattern, principle, etc. (to

conform to specifications).

a-dapt-a-bil'i-ty (a-dap'te-bil'a-ti), n. the quality of

being adaptable.
a dapt a-ble fe-dap'ta-bl), adj. 1. that can be adapted
or made suitable. 2. able to c'

-..-..^--.-.~
so as to conform to new or ch;

ad-ap-ta-tlon (ad'sp-ta'shan,
LL. adaptatio; see ADAPT], 1. a.*.*. cn-u^^ye w* i^uu^
adapted. 2. a thing resulting from adapting: as, this

play is an adaptation of a novel. 3. in biology, a changem structure, function, or form that produces better

adjustment of an animal or plant to its environment.
4. in physiology, the power that the eye has of adjusting
to variations in light. 5 in sociology

l

,
a change in be-

havior to conform to cultural patterns,
a-dapt er (a-dap'tfr), n. I. a j^on or thing that

adapts. 2, a contrivance for adapting apparatus to new
uses, 3. a connecting device. Also spotuxl adppttyr*

a-dap tion (o-dap'shan) n- adaptation,
a-dap-tive (d-dap'tiv), adj. L showing adfqpfcgfctqfcu 2
able to adapt.
A-dar fa~daVf 6'dSr), n* frleb.L the sixth n^wfcfc 'of tlie

JewM year; see Jewltli calendar.

jCmr Site-Hi (Sf'i*!), [Heb. f

1"t -

seeJewish
'

calendar.

without difficulty
circumstances,
-tS'shsn), n.. [Fr.;

an adapting or being

$ad as-tra per as-pe-ra (ad as'tra per as'pa-ra), [L.], to

the stars through difficulties.

a-day, a-day (o-da'), adv. [a-, on + day], daily.

A.D.G., Aide-de-camp.
lad cap-tan-dum vul-gus (ad kap-tan'dQm vul'gas),

[L.1, for catching the crowd; to please the people.

add (ad), v.t. [ME. adden < L. addere, to add < ad-, to

+ dare, to give], 1. to join or unite (to} so as to in-

crease the quantity, number, size, etc. 2. to state

further. 3, to combine (numbers) into a sum; calculate

the total of. IM. 1. to cause an increase of (with to):

as, this adds to my pleasure. 2. to find a sum; do addi-

tion in arithmetic. .

add up to, 1. to reach a total of. 2. to mean; signify.

add-a-bfe (ad'a-b'l), adj. addible.
. .

Ad-dams, Jane (ad'omz), 1860-1935; American social

worker; founder of Hull House.
ad-dax (ad'aks), n. [L. < native Afr. word],
a large antelope of northern Africa and
Arabia, with long, twisted horns.

added line, in music, an extra line above or

below the staff, for showing high or low^
notes that cannot be shown on the

staff: also called ledger line.

ad-dend (ad'end, 9-dend'), n.

[< addendum], in mathematics, a
number or quantity to be added to

another.
ad den-dum (a-den'dam), n. [pi.

ADDENDA (-do)], [L., gerundive of

addere, to add, place], 1. a thing
added or to be added. 2. an appen-

&*e tootrthaTp^ ^ at shoulder,

jects beyond the pitch circle. 4. the addendum circle.

addendum circle, a circle touching the points of the
teeth of a gear wheel.

ad-der (ad'lr), n. [ME. adder, addre < nadder, by faulty

separation of a nadder, an adder; AS. nxdre < IE. base

*ns>tr, *netr (cf L. natrix, watersnake)], 1. a small,

poisonous snake of Europe; common viper. 2. a large,

poisonous snake of Africa; puff adder. 3. any of several

harmless snakes of North America, as the milk adder.

ad-der's-mouth (ad'erz-mouth') , n. any of a number
of related orchids with greenish flowers.

ad-der*s-tongue (ad'erz-turj'), n. 1. the dogtooth vio-

let. 2. a fern with a narrow spike somewhat resembling
a snake's tongue.
add i-ble (ad's-b'l), adj. that can be added.
addict (s-dikf; .for n., ad'ikt), v.t. [< L. addictus, pp.
of addicere, to give assent; ad-, to + dicere, to sayj,

to give (oneself) up habitually (with to),
n. a person

addicted to some habit, as to the use of a drug.
ad-dict-ed (a-dik'tid), adj. [j)p of addict], devoted or

given up (to a practice or habit, especially a bad habit) .

ad-dic-tion (s-dik'shsn), n. the condition of being ad-
dicted (to a habit) ; habitual inclination.

adding machine, a machine that prints numbers and
automatically adds them as the operator presses its

keys: some adding machines can also subtract, multiply,
and divide
Ad-dis A-ba ba (a'dis a'bo-bs, a'dis S'ba-ba), the capital
of Ethiopia (Abyssinia): pop., 200,000 (est. 1948).
Ad di son, Joseph (ad'a-s'n), 1672-1719; English essay-
ist, poet, and statesman. %

Ad-dlsoni-an (ad'a-sS'ni-an), adj. of or like Joseph
Addison: specifically, of or like his literary style, char-
acterized by clarity, restraint, urbanity, etc.

Ad di son's disease (ad'a-s'nz), [after Dr. Thomas
Addison (1793-1860) of England, its discoverer], a dis-

ease of the adrenal glands, characterized by anemia,
peculiar skin discoloration, etc.

ad-dit-a-ment (a-dit'a-mant) , n. [L. additamentum], a
thing added; addition.
ad-di-tion (a-dish/an), n. [ME. addicion: OFr, addition;
L. additio < addere: see ADD), L an adding of numbers
to get a number called the sum. 2. a joining of a thing
to another thing* 3. a thing or part added; increase.
4. in law, an identifying title or mark of status after a

person's name, as in John Smith, M4).
ad di-tion-al (a-dish'wl) adj. added; more; extra.
ad di-don al-ly (o-dish'sn-l-i) , adv. in addition.
ad di tive (adVtiv), adj. (L. addUivus; see ADD],
showing or relating to addition. 2, to be ad$ed.

ad-dle (ad'l), adj* [ME. add in adel-eyc, addle-egg, a
transl. of L ovum winae, egg of urine, confused form
of ovum wrinum (a i^aderinfl: o Or, wwbm &on,

t

^ind-
: AS. adda; akin to MLG. adde, G. add, mire, mu<

-

1. rotten; said of an egg, 2, muddled: Qonlusec,
: now usually in compounds, as aadmraiwa.

0.fcr FADi^iM) (-Id), ADDLn*o), J. to malfee rotten, 2. to
â A ' '

> rotfcau 2, fa be-
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addressee ad infinitum

reflexively) . 3. to write the destination on (a letter or
parcel). 4-^to use a proper form in speaking to: as
address the judge as Your Honor. 5. to apply (oneself) ;

direct (one's energies) : with to. 6. in golf, to take a
stance and aim the club at (the ball). 7. in law, to re-
move (a judge) from office by executive action following
a formal request by a legislative body. n. (a-dres' or,

for 2 fe
3
3, ad'res), 1. a written or spoken speech, 2.

the place to which mail, etc. can be sent to one; place
where one lives. 3. the writing on an envelope, parcel,
etc. showing its destination. 4. skill and tact in handling
situations. 5. conversational manner. 6. pi, wooing;
attentions in courting. SYN. see speech.

ad-dress-ee (ad'res-e') n. the person to whom mail, etc.
is addressed.

ad-dress er (s-dres'er) , n. a person who addresses.

addressing machine, a machine for automatically
printing addresses on letters, etc.

ad'dress-o-graph (s-dres'8-graf', Q-dres's-graf), n.

[< address + -graph], an addressing machine: a trade-
mark (Addressograph).

ad-dres-sor (o-dres'er) , n. an addresser.
ad-duce (a-doos', a-dus'), v.t. [ADDUCED (-doost', -dust'),
ADDUCING], [L. adducere, to lead or bring to; ad-t to +
ducere, to lead], to give as a reason or proof; cite as an
example. _^
ad-du-cent (a-doo's'nt, 9-du's'nt), adj. [L. adducens,
ppr. of adducere; see ADDUCE], in physiology, adducting:
opposed to abducent.
ad duc-ible, ad duce-a-ble (a-doo'sa-bl, 3-du'sa-b'l),
adj. that can be adduced.
ad-duct (a-dukt') v.t. [< L. adductus, pp. of adducere;
see ADDUCE], in physiology, to move or pull (a part of
the body) toward the median axis or toward another
part: opposed to abduct.
ad-duc-tfon (a-duk'shan), n. [Fr.; ML. adductio < L.
adductus, pp. of adducere; see ADDUCE], 1. an adducing
or citing. 2. in physiology, a) an adducting. 6) the
position (of a part) resulting from adducting.

ad-duc-tive (s-duk'tiv) , adj. 1. adducting. 2. of adduc-
tion.
ad-duc-tor (a-duk'tgr), n. a muscle that adducts.

Ade, George (ad), 1866-1944; American humorist.
-ade (ad; occasionally, ad, ad), [Fr. -ade; Pr., Port., or

Sp. -ada; It. -ata; L. -ata, fern, ending of pp. of verbs
of the first conjugation], a suffix meaning: 1. the act

of, as in blockade. 2. the result or product of, as in
pomade. 3. participant in an action, as in brigade. 4.

[after lemonade, etc.], drink made from, as in limeade.
Ad-e-la (adVl-a), a feminine name: diminutive, Delia;
variant, Adelia; Fr. Adtte: see Adelaide.
Ad-e-latde (ad'l-ad'), [Fr. Adelaide; G. Adelheid; OHG.
Adalheil, lit., nobility; adal, nobility, noble family -f

-heit, noun suffix akin to Eng. -hood\, a feminine name:
diminutive, Addie; variants, Adeline, Adela. n. the
capital of South Australia: pop., 383,000 (1947).
Ad-el-bert (s-del'bgrt, adH-bgrt), a masculine name; see
Albert.
A-dele fe-delO. a feminine name: see Adela.
Ade-lia (a-deli-o, o-del'vo), a feminine name: see
Adela.
Ad e li na (ad'l-i'na, ad"l-e'no), a feminine name: see
Adeline.
Ad-e-llne (ad'l-in', ad''l-e"nO, a feminine name: vari-

ants, Adelma, Alme: also spelled Adaline: see Adelaide.

ademp tion (a-demp'shan), n. [Early Mod. Eng. <
L. ademptionem, a taking away < adimere, to take

away, snatch; cf. REDEEM], in law, a revoking of some
grant or bequest; specifically, the invalidating of a
legacy, as by the disposal of the specific bequest before
the testator's death.
A-den (S'd'n, a'd'n), n. 1. a region of southwestern
Arabia, under British control: area, 112,000 so. mi.;
pop., 600,000: see Saudi Arabia, map. 2. a British

colony in this region: area, 75 sq. mi.; pop., 65,000.
3. the capital of this polony: seaport: pop,, 33,POO.
4. a gulf of the Arabian Sea. between the southern
coast of Arabia and eastern Africa: connected to the
Red Sea by Bab el Mandeb.
a-den- (ad,' n), adeno-.

ad-e-nec-to-my (ad'ri-ek'te-mi) , n. [aden- + -ectomy],
the surgical removal of a gland.
ad-e-nine (ad's-nen/, ad'o-nin, ad'9-mn'), n. [aden~ -f-

-4ne\, a white, crystalline purine base, CsEUNL derived
from nucleic acid formed in the pancreas, spjeeitj, etc.

adeni-tis (ad"n-i'tis), n. [aden- -h -iftis], glandular in-

flammation. *

,

ad-e no- (ad'V^, ad/'n^, [< Gr.

ing form meaning
~* ~~ J 1

also, Before a
adenoid (ad
glandular. 2. of ot
ad e noi dal (ad^n

' '"
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ADENOIDS

ADENOIDS

ad-e-noids (ad^n-oidV)* n.pL growths of adenoid tissue
in the upper part of the
throat, behind the nose:

they can swell up and ob-
struct breathing and speak-
ing.

ad-e-nol-o-gy (ad"n-ol's-ji),
n. [adeno- + -logy], the
study of glands.
ad-e-no-ma (ad^n-o'ins), n.

[aden- + -oma], a benign
tumor of glandular origin,
or with a glandlike cell ar-

rangement.
adept fe-dept'), adj. [L.

adeptus, pp. of adipisci, to
arrive at < ad-, to + apisci,
to pursue: orig. used of al-

chemists claiming to have
arrived at the philosopher's stone], highly skilled;
expert, n. (ad'ept, 9-dept'), an expert.

ad-e-qua-cy (ad'a-kwg-si), n. the quality or state of
being adequate.
ad e-quate (ad'8-kwit), adj. [L. adaequatus, pp. of

adaequare; ad-, to -|- aequare, to make equal < aequus,
level,

t
equal], ^

1. equal to a requirement or occasion;
sufficient; suitable. 2. barely satisfactory; acceptable
but not remarkable. SYN. see sufficient.

JAd-es-te Fi de les (Sd-es'to fi-dalSs, ad-es'tg fi-delis),

[L.], a Latin hymn (0 Come All Ye Faithful).
Ja deux (a/ doO, [Fr.], 1. for two; of two; hence, 2.

intimate. 3. intimately.
Jad ex-tre-mum (ad eks-tre'mam), [L., at the extreme],
at last; finally.
ad fin,, adfinem, [L.], to the end; at the end.
adhere (sd-hSr', ad-heY'), v.i. [ADHERED (-herd'), AD-
HERING], [L. adhaerere; ad-, to + haerere, to stick], 1. to
stick fast; become attached. 2. to give allegiance or
support (with to}. SYN. see stick.

ad-her ence (ad-her'ans, ad-heY'sns), n. [Fr.; L. ad-
haerentia < ppr. of adhaerere; see ADHERE], an adhering;
attachment (to a person, cause, party, idea, etc.) ; devo-
tion and support.
ad-her ent (sd-he'r'ant, ad-her'ent), adj. [Fr. < L. ad-
haerens, ppr. of adhaerere; see ADHERE], sticking fast;
attached, n. a supporter or follower (of a cause, party,
etc.). SYN. see follower.

ad-he-sion (ad-he'zhan, ad-he'zhan), n. [Fr.; L. ad-
haesio < pp. of adhaerere; see ADHERE], 1. a sticking
(to something) or being stuck together. 2. adherence;
devoted attachment. 3. a thing that adheres. 4> in
medicine, a) the growing together of normally separate
tissues. 6) pi. the bands of fibrous tissue by ^ wblui
such tissues are connected. 5. in physfcsr tae force
that holds together the unlike molecules of substances
whose surfaces are in contact; distinguished from
cohesion.
ad he-sive (ad-he'siv, ad-he'siv), adj, [Fr. adhSsif < L.
adhaesus, pp. of adhaerere; see ADHERE], 1. sticking;
clinging. 2. gummed; sticky, n. an adhesive substance.
adhesive tape, tape with a sticky substance on one
side, variously used, as for holding bandages in place.
ad hib it (ad-mVit), v.t. [< L. adhdbitus, pp. of adhibere,
to summon < ad-t to -f- habere, to have), 1. to let in;
admit. 2. to affjx., 3, ^o a<^qpinister, as a remedy.
Jad hoc (ad' hok7

),* [1^, to this], lor this specific purpose;
for this case only. ;

Jad ho-mi-nem (ad frorn'^-nem/), [L., lit., to the man],
1. appealing to one's prejudices, selfish interests, etc.
rather than to reason. 2. attacking one's opponent
rather than dealing with the subject under discussion.
adia-bat-ic (ad'i^-bat'ik), adj. [Gr. adiabatikos, not
able to go through < a-, not 4- dia, through 4- bainein,
to go], of or denoting change in volume or pressure
without loss or gain 01 heat.

ad-i an-tum (ad'i-an'tarn) , n* [L.; Gr. adianton, maiden-
hair < a-, not 4- diainem, to make wet], any of a num-
ber of related ferns with dark, wiry branches and wedge-
sihaped leaflets; maidenhair fern.
ad i aph-p-rous (ad/i-af'a-ras) , adj. [Gr, adiafhoros; a-,
not 4- diaphoros, different < diapherem, to differ; dia-t

through 4- pherein, to bear], 1. morally neutral or

^different; neither wrong nor right. . in medicine.
neither harmful nor helpful.
ad i a ther man-cy (ad

7
i-9-thur'mon-si) f n, F<: Gr. a-,

not + dia, through 4- therms, heat], tlfe, ojiaKiy of

being impervious to heat waves, , ,

a-dieu ^-du', 9-do3r
; I^r. i'dyoO* intetj. &n.

ADIEUS (-d^, -d^zO-J Br. ADpcux, (-4760], [Fr. < <

. ad, to -f
farewell.

accus. of .
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ad iuiti 18 admeasurement

$ad i-ni-ti-um (ad i-nish'i-sm), [L.] t at the beginning:
abbreviated ad init.

ad in-te-rim (ad in'ta-rim), [L.], 1. in the meantime.
2. temporary. Abbreviated ad int. SYN. see tem-
porary.
Jadios (a-dycV), interj. [Sp. < L. ad + Z?mw; see

ADIEU], good-by; farewell.

ad-i-po-cere (ad'a-ps-sey), n. [Fr. adipocire < L. a<fe$,

adipis, fat + cera wax], a fatty or waxy substance pro-
duced in decomposing dead bodies exposed to moisture.

ad-i-pose (ad;
9-pos'), adj. [LL. adiposus < L. adeps,

adipis, fat], of animal fat; fatty, n. fat in the connec-
tive tissue throughout an animal's bodv.

(ad's-pos'a-ti) , n. 1. an adipose state; fat;

obesity. 2. a tendency to become obese.
Ad-i ron-dacks (ad'a-ron'daks) , n.pl. a mountain range
of the Appalachians, in northeastern New York:
highest peak, Mt. Marcy: also Adirondack Mountains,

ad-it (ad'it), n. (L. aditus, pp. of adire, to approach; ad-,

to -f ire, to goj, 1. an approach. 2. entrance. 3. an
almost horizontal passageway into a mine.

Adj., Adjutant.
adj., 1. adjective. 2. adjourned. 3. adjudged.
ad-ja-cence (e-ja's'ns) ,

n. adjacency.
ad-ja-cen-cy (a-ja's'n-si), n. [LL. adjacentia; see ADJA-
CENT], 1. the quality or state of being adjacent; near-
ness. 2. [pL ADJACENCIES (-siz)l, an adjacent thing.
ad-ja cent (a-ja's'nt), adjt . [L. adjacens, ppr. of adjacere,
to lie near; ad-, to -f jacere, to He, lit., cast oneself

down], near or close (to something) ; adjoining.
SYN. adjacent things may or may not be in actual contact
with each other but they are not separated by things of the
same kind (adjacent angles, adjacent farmhouses) ; that which
is adjoining something else touches it at some point or along
a line (adjoining rooms) ; things are contiguous when they touch
along the whole or most of one side (contiguous farms) ; tangent'
implies contact at a single, nonintersecting point with a curved
line or surface (a line tangent to a circle ) ; neighboring things
He near to each other (neighboring villages).

adjacent angles, two angles having the same vertex
and a line in common.

ad-jec-ti-val (aj'ik-t!'-
v'f, aj'ik-ti-vl), adj.
1. of an adjective. 2.

having the nature
t
or

function of an adjec-
tive. 3. added to an
adjective base: as, an
adjectival suffix.

ad-jec-ti-vaMy (aj'ik-
tlVl-i, aj'ik-tiVl-i),
adv. as an adjective. ADJACENT ANGLES (ABC, CBD)

ad-jec-tive (aj'ik-tiy), n. [L. adjectivus, that is added <^
adjectus, pp. of adjicere, to add to < ad", to + jacere, to
throw], 1. any of a class of words used to limit or
qualify a noun or other substantive: as, good, every,
and Aegean are adjectives. 2. any phrase or clause

'

similarly used. adj. 1. of an Adjective. 2. having
the nature or function of an adjective. 3. dependent

"

or subordinate. Abbreviated adj., a.

ad-join (a-join'), v.t.
t [ME. ajoinen; Fr, ajoindre; L.

adjungere; ad; to + jungere, to join], 1. to be next to;
be close to; be contiguous to. 2. to unite or annex (to
a person or thing). v.L to lie close together; be in con-
tact or proximity.
ad-joining (a-join'irj) , adj. [ppr. of adjoin], neighbor-
ing; adjacent; contiguous. SYN. see adjacent,

adjourn (a-jam'), v.t. JME. ajournen; OPr. ajurner;
LL. adjurnare, to set a day < L. ad, to -f diurnus, of a
day < dies, day], to put off until a future day; suspend
(proceedings) for the day. v.i. 1. to suspend business
(of a legislature, etc,) for a time. 2. [Colloq.j, to go
away from a place (to another place) : as, let's adjourn
to the veranda.
SYN. adjourn is applied to the action of a deliberative body,
etc. in bringing a session to a close, with the intention of resum-
ing at.a later date; prorogue ap

(
pHes to the formal dismissal of

a parliament by the crown, subject to reassembly; to dissolve,
is to end the existence of an assembly as constituted, so that an
election must be held to reconstitute it; postpone implies the
intentional delaying of an action until a later time; suspend
denotes the^ breaking off of proceedings, privileges, etc. for a
time, ^metimes for such an indefinite time as to suggest can-
cellation (to suspend a sentence).
ad journ-rnent (Q-Mrn'mant), n. L an adjourning or
bem$ adjourned. 2. the time during which a le$tfslature,
etc. is adjourned.

Adjt., Adjutant.
aS'3Hd^ (SHUJO.W.*. [ADJUDGED WujdO, ADJUDGING],
(MB. ajugen; OFr, ajugier; L. adjudicate; ad~, to 4-

judicare, to judge, decide], 1, to judge or decide by
law. 2. to declare or order by law. 3. to condemn;
sentence judicially (with to): as, the criminal was
adjudged to jail, 4. to give or award by law, as cost*,
etc, 5. [Rare], to rejgara; deem,
ad ju-dicate (o-j55'dxk5t')t v.t. [ADJUDICATED (-M),
ADJUDICATING], [< L, adjudicatm, pp. of adjudicate; see
ADJUDGR], in lam, to hear and decide (a case) ; adjudge,
vJ. to act a* judge? ive judgment (in or on a matter,
dispute, etc,) f

ad-ju-di-ca-tion (o-joo'di-ka'shen), n. [L. adjudicatio],
1. an adjudicating. 2. in law, a) a judge's decision;
court's finding, &) a decree in bankruptcy.

ad-ju-di-ca-tive (9-joo'di-ka'tiv, a-joo'di-ka-tiv), adj.
adjudicating.

ad-ju-di'Ca-tor (a-joo'di-ka'tSr), n. [LLJ, a person who
adjudicates j judge.
adjunct (aj'urjkt), n. [L. adjunctus, pp. of adjungere;
see ADJOIN], 1. a thing added to something else, but
secondary or not essential. 2. a person connected in a

relatively subordinate capacity with another person;
associate. 3. in grammar, a modifying word or phrase.
4. in logic, a nonessential attribute.

ad-jxinc-tive (o-jurjk'tiy), adj. [L. adjunctivus], having
the character of an adjunct.

ad-ju-ra-tion (aj'oo-ra'shan), n. [L. adjuratio, a swear-
ing to < pp. of adjurare; see ADJURE], 1. a solemn
charge or command. 2. an earnest entreaty.

ad-jur-a-to-ry (8-joor'a-t6r'i, s-joor'a-to'n). adj. [L.
adjuratorius; see ADJURE], adjuring.
ad-jure (a-joorO, v.t. [ADJURED (-joord'), ADJURING],
[ME. adjuren; L. adjurare; ad-, to + jurare, to swear],
1. to command or charge solemnly on oath or under
penalty. 2. to entreat solemnly; appeal to earnestly.

ad-jur-er, ad-ju-ror (s-joor'Sr), n. a person who adjures.
adjust (9-just') v.MOFr. ajouster < L. ad, to 4- juxta,
near; influenced by OFr, juste < L. Justus, just], 1. to
alter so as to make fit or correspondent. 2. to regulate;
make accurate, as a watch. 3. to settle or arrange rightly.
4. to decide how much is to be paid in settling (an
insurance claim). 5. in military usage, to correct (the
gun sight, one's aim, etc.) in firing. v.L to come into con-
formity; become suited or fit. SYN. see adapt.

ad-just-a-ble (s-jus'ta-b'l), adj. that can be adjusted.
ad-just-a-bly (s-jus'ts-bh), car. so as to be adjustable.
ad-mst-er, ad-jus-tor (a-jus't&r) , n. La person who
aajusts something, as insurance claims. 2. a thing or
device that adjusts something, as in a machine.

ad-just-ment (s-just'mant), n. [Fr. ajustement; see AD-
JUST], 1. an adjusting or being adjusted. 2. a means
or device by which parts are adjusted toTone another:
as, the adjustment on a micrometer. 3. the settlement
of how much is to be paid in cases of loss or claim. 4, a

lowering of price, as of damaged or soiled goods,
ad-ju-tan-cy (aj'a-tan-si), n. [pi. ADJUTANCIES (-siz)],
the rank or office of a military adjutant.

ad-ju-tant (aj'a-tont), n. [L. adjutanst ppr, of adjutare,
to aid < adjuvare, to help, assist],
1. an assistant. 2. an army staff
officer who helps the commanding
officer by handling correspond-
ence, distributing orders, etc.:
abbreviated adj., adjt. 3, a large
stork of India and Africa: also
adjutant crane, adjutant stork.

adjutant general, [pi. ADJUTANTS
GENERAL, ADJUTANT GENERALS],
1. an officer m the army who is

the main assistant of the com-
manding general of a corps or
.higher echelon. 2. an officer in
charge of the militia of a State
or Territory of the United States.
3. [A-G-], in the United States
Army, the general in charge of
the department that handles aH
records, circulars, correspond-
ence, etc.: abbreviated A.G., Adj.
Gen., Adjt. Gen.

adju-vant (aj'a-vant), adj. [Fr.; L. adjuvant, ppr. of
adjuvare, to assist], helping; aiding; auxiliary, n. 1. a
person or thing that helps. 2. a substance added to a
drug to aid its action,

tad Ka-len-das Grae-cas (ad ks-len'dos gr^'kos), (L.),
1. at the Greek Calends; hence, 2. never: the Greeks
did not reckon dates in the Roman way, by calends.

Ad-ler, Alfred (Idl^r), 1870-1937; Austrian psycholo-
gist and psychiatrist.
Ad-Ier, FeHx (adler), 1851-1933; American educational
reformer; founder of the Ethical Culture Society.

ad-lib (adW), v.t. & v.L [AD-LIBBED (41bdO, AD-LIB-
BING], [< ad Itfatuml [Cofloq.], to improvise (words,
gestures, etc. not in the script) ; extemporize.
ad libitum (ad Ub'i-tom), (LJ, 1. at pleasure; M one
pleases; as much as one pleases. 2. in music, freely; a
direction to the performer that he may change tempo,
interpretation, etc., or omit passages, to suit himself.
Abbreviated d Eb. f ad Mbit.
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Admetus i

Ad-me-tus (ad-me'tss), n. [L.; Gr. AdmStos, lit., wild,
unbroken], in Greek legend, a, king of Thessaly whose
wife, Alcestis, sacrificed her life for him but was brought
back from Hades by Hercules.

ad-min-i-cle (ad-min'i-k'l), n. [L. adminiculum, sup-
port, orig. a support for the hand; dim. < ad-, to -f-

manus, hand], 1. a thing that helps. 2. in law, cor-
roborative evidence: proof that explains.

ad-mi-nic-ii-lar (ad'mi-nik'yoo-%) , adj. [< L. admi-
niculum; see ADMINICLE], 1. helping. 2. corroborative.

ad-min-is-ter (ad-min's-stSr, ad-mm'a-ster), v.t. [ME.
aministren; OFr. aminislrer; L. administrare; ad-, to +
ministrare, to serve^, 1. to manage; conduct; ^direct.
2. to give out or dispense, as punishment or justice.
3. to give or apply (medicine, etc.). 4. to give or tender
(an oath, pledge, etc.). 5. in law, to act as executor
of (an estate). v.i. 1. to act as manager or adminis-
trator. 2. to furnish help or be of service (with to):
as, administer to an invalid's needs. SYN. see govern.

ad-min-is-tra-ble (gd-min'a-strs-bl, ad-min's-stra-b'l),
adj. that can be administered.
ad-minds-trant (sd-mm/Q-strant, ad-min'o-strant), adj.
[L. administrans, ppr. of administrare; see ADMINISTER],
executive, n. a person who administers.

ad-min-is-trate (sd-min's-straV, ad-min'a-strat') , v.t.

[ADMINISTRATED (-id), ADMINISTRATING], to administer.
ad-min*i8'tra'tion (Qd-min's-stra'shsn, ad-minVstra'-
shan), it. [MB. administracioun; OFr. administration;
L. administratio < pp. of administrare; see ADMINISTER],
1. management, 2. the management of governmental
or institutional affairs. 3. [often A-], the executive
officials of a government or institution and their policy.
4. their term of office. 5. the administering (of punish-
ment, medicine, a sacrament, an oath, etc.) . 6. in law,
the management and settling (of an estate).
admin-is tra-tive (ad-min's-stra'tiv, ad-min'o-stra"'-

tiv), adj. [L. administratiws; see ADMINISTER], of ad-

ministration; connected with management; executive.
ad-mm-iS'tra'tor (od-min'a-stra'teT, ad^min'a-stra'tSr) ,

n. [L.; see ADMINISTER], 1. a person who administers;
person who has executive work or ability. 2. a person
appointed by a law court to settle an estate; executor.
Abbreviated adm.
admin-is-tra-tress (ad-minVstra'tris) , n. a woman
administrator,

ad-min-is-tra-trix (ad-min's-stra'triks) , n. [pL ADMIN-
ISTRATRIXES (-iz) f ADMINISTRATRICES (-stra'tri-sez',

-strs-tri'sez) ], [ML.], a woman administrator.
admirable (ad'mo-ro-b'l), adj. [Fr.; L. admirabilis <
admiraril 1. deserving admiration. 2. excellent.

ad mir-a-bly (ad'ms-rQ-bli) , adv. in an admirable
manner.
ad-mi-ral (ad'ms-ral) , n. [ME. admirail, amirail; OFr.
admiral, amiral < As. amir al, ruler of; sp. influenced

by admirable], 1. the commanding officer of a navy or

fleet, 2. a naval officer of the highest rank: abbreviated
Adm. 3. in the United States Navy, a full admiral: see
full admiral, rear admiral, vice-admiral, Admiral of

the Fleet. 4. a vessel carrying the admiral; flagship.
5. [prig, admirable], any of various colorful butterflies

with very small forelegs.
Admiral of the Fleet, the highest rank in the United
States Navy, having the insigne of five stars.

ad mi-ral-ship (ad'ma-rsl-ship'), n. [see -SHIP], the
rank or position of an admiral.
ad mi ral ty (ad'ma-rsl-ti), n. M. ADMIRALTIES (-tiz)],

[ME.; OFr. admiralte < amiral; see ADMIRAL], 1. the
rank, position, or authority of an admiral. 2. [often

A-], the governmental department or officials in charge
of naval affairs, as in England. 3. maritime law

>
or

court. 4,
IA-], the building in London in which British

naval affairs are administered. Abbreviated Adm.
Admiralty Islands, a group of small islands in the
Bismarck Archipelago: pop*, 13,700: also Admiralties.

Admiralty Range, a mountain range in Antarctica,
northwest of the Ross Sea.
ad-mi-ra-tion (ad'm^rafshsn;}, n. [Fr.; L. admwatw <
admitari; see ADMIRE], 1, an admiring; wonder, de-

light, and pleased approval at anything fine, skyjful.

beautiful, etc. 2. high esteem. 3. a thing or person
inspiring such feelings. 4. [Archaic], a wondering.
ad-TOre (ad-mirO, y*t [ADMIRED (-mird/)^ ADMIRING!,
[OFr. amtrer; L. aamirari; adr, at 4- mirari, to wonder],
1. to regard with wonder, delight, and pleased approval.
2. to haye hign regard lor. 3* [Archaic], to marvel at.

4.
fpial.

or Colloq7|, to like or wish (to dp something).

ad-mir-er (ad-mir'eV) , $. i, a person who atoires. 2, a
man who admires, or ;is in Iqye with, a woinaa,; suitor.

ad-miS'8i-biM-ty (od-mis'a-bil^-ti, ad-misVbil'a-ti), n*

the Quality orsaondftion o(h*
2

Adonai

y ^, . ian^f^s,
1. thai ciiri be accepted or aow: as^ am
dence. 2. having the right to be admitted.

ad-mis-si-bly (ad-mis'a-bli, ad-mis'd-bli), adv. in an
admissible manner.

ad-mis-sion (ad-mish/an, ad-mish'an), n. [L. admissio
< admissus, pp. of admittere; see ADMIT], 1. an admit-

ting; allowing to enter. 2. the fact of being allowed to
enter. 3. right of entry; access. 4. an entrance fee. 5.

a conceding; granting. <5. an acknowledging; confess-

ing. 7. a thing conceded, acknowledged, or confessed.
Admission Day, any of several legal holidays celebrated

individually by certain States commemorating their
admission into the Union.
ad-mis-sive (sd-mis'iv, ad-mis'iv), adj. [L. admissivus;
see ADMIT], admitting or tending to admit.
admit (sd-mif, ad-mit'), v.t. [ADMITTED (-id), ADMIT-
TING], [ME. admtiten; L. admittere; ad- t to + mitteret to
send], 1. to permit to enter or use; let in. 2. to entitle
to enter: as, the ticket admits one. 3. to allow; leave
room for. 4. to have room for; hold: as, the hall admits
2,500 people. 5. to concede; grant. 6. to acknowledge;
confess. 7. to permit to practice certain functions:
as, he was admitted to the bar. vj. 1. to give entrance
(to a place). 2. to allow or warrant (with of). SYN.
see acknowledge, receive.

ad-mit*tance (3d-mit''ns, ad-mit''ns), n. 1. an admit-
ting or being admitted. 2. permission to enter; right
of entry. 3. in electricity, the current divided by the
voltage; reciprocal of impedance.

ad-mit-ted-ly (sd-mit'id-li, ad-mit'id-Ii), adv. by ad-
mission or general agreement; confessedly.
ad-mix (ad-miks', ad-miks') v.t. & v.i. [back-formation,
after mix < admixt, mixed with;t

L. admixtus; see AD-
MIXTURE], to mix (a thing) in; mix with something.
admix-ture (ad-miks/chgr, Qd-miks'cher) , n. [< L.
admixtus, pp. of admiscere; ad-, to -f miscere, to mix],
1. a mixture. 2. a thing or ingredient added in mixing.

ad-mon-ish (sd-mon'ish, ad-mon'ish), v.t. [ME. amo-
nesten; OFr. amonester < L. admonere; ad-, to 4- monere,
to warn], 1. to warn; caution against specific faults
2. to reprove mildly. 3. to advise; exhort. 4. to inform
or remind, by way of a warning. SYN. see advise.
ad-mon-ish-ment (od-mon'ish-mant, ad-mon'ish-
mgnt), n* an admonishing or being admonished.
admo-ni-tion (ad'mQ-nish'sn) , n. [ME. amonicioun;
OFr. amonition,

t
admonition

,;
L. admonitio < admonere],

1. an admonishing. 2. a mild rebuke; reprimand.
ad-mon-i-tor (gd^mon'd-tSr, ad-mon'g-tei-), n. [L. <
admonere; cf. ADMONISH], a person who admonishes.

ad-mon-i'to-ry (sd-mon's-tSr/i, ad-mon's-to'ri), adj.
[LL. admonitorius], admonishing; warning; rebuking.

ad-nate (ad'nat), adj. [L. adnatus, pp. of adnasci, to be
born, grow to], in botany & zoology, congenitally joined
together: said of unlike parts.
ad nation (ad-na'shsn), n. the condition of being
adnate.

Jad nau-se-am (ad n6'shi-am' r ad n&'zi-om), [L., to
nausea], to the point of disgust; to a sickening extreme.
adnom-i-nal (ad-nom'o-n'T), adj. [ad* + nominal; cf.

ADNOUN], of, or having the nature of, an adnoun.
ad-noun (ad'noun')j n. [ad-

t
+ noun, after adverb], in

grammar, an adjective, especially one used as a noun:
as, "the lame, the halt* and the blind" are adnouns.
ado (a-doo'). n. [ME. ado < northern dial. inf. at do,
to do], fuss; trouble: stir; pother.
a-do-be (^-do'bi), n. [SpJ, 1. unburnt, sun-dried brick.
2. the clay of which this

brick is made. 3. a build-

ing made of adobe.
ad-o-les-cence (ad'l-es'-

'ns), n. [Fr.; L. adolescen~
tia < aaolescens; see ADO-
LESCENT], 1. the quality
of being youthful; ad-
olesoency. 2. the time
of life between puberty
and maturity; youth.

ad'O*les>cen-cy (ad"l-es'-

*n-si), n. [L. adolescentia;
see ADOLESCENCE], the
quality of being adoles-

cent; youthful condition.
ad o les-cent (ad"l-es''nt), adj. [Fr.: L. adoleseens, ppr.
of adolescere, to come to maturity, be kindled, burn <
*adalescere; ad-, to -f alescere, to increase, grow up <
alere, to feed, sustain; akin to , AS. alan, tof nounsh,
ON. ala, to produce, Goth^ alan, to grow] 1. growing
UP; developing, from childhood to maturity. 2. or
or characteristic of adolescence; youtMui n a boy
or a girl from puberty to adulthood; person inhia teens.
^SYN. see young.

*

,

>

Adolph (ad'olf/a'ddlf, 'o-dotfO* PU Adolfhus; OHG.
Adolf, Adulf, EtJ, noble wolf < adaH* noMBfty -f W,

], a masculine name: equivalents, I/* Adolphus, Fr.

$het GP; Adolf.
' '
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Ad-o-na-l (a'do-nal; Heb. fi'dS-noiO, n. [Heb.. my
Lord; ? < jphoen. adG^ tod^/Ood; J-rorai use^'ia



Adonic 20 ad valorem

Hebrew reading as a substitute for the ''ineffable name*'

JHVH (see Jehovah).
A-don-ic (9-don'ik), adj. [Fr. adomque; ML. adontcus;
see ADONIS], of, like, or characteristic of Adonis, n. a
line of verse consisting of a dactyl followed by a spondee
or trochee: supposedly first used in laments for Adonis.

Ado-nis (a-do'nis, s-don'is), n. [L. < Gr. Addn,

Addnis; prob. < Phoen. adon, lord], 1. in Greek

mythology, a young man loved by Aphrodite because he
was so handsome: he was killed by a wild boar. 2. any
very handsome young man.
a-dopt (s-dopf), v.t. [Fr. adopter; L. adoptare; ad-, to 4-

optare , to choose], 1. to choose and bring into a certain

relationship, especially that of a member of one's own
family. 2. to take into one's own family by legal process
and treat as one's own child. 3. to take and use as

one's own: said of an idea, a word, etc. 4. to choose
and follow (a course). 5. to vote to accept (a com-
mittee report, motion, etc,).

a-dopt-a-ble (s-dop'ta-bl) , adj. that can be adopted; fit

for adoption.
a*dop-tion (a-dop'shan) ,

n. [ME. adopcioun; L. adoptto
< adoptare; see ADOPT], an adopting or being adopted.

a-dbp-tive (g-dop'tiv), adj. [L. qdoptivus < adoptare; see

ADOPT], 1. adopted. 2. adopting.

a-dor-a-biM-ty (s-dfcrVbil'a-ti, a-dor's-bil'o-ti), n. the

quality or state of being adorable.
a-dor-a-ble (a-ddr'e-b'l, a-dor'a-bl), adj. [Fr.; L. adora-

tylis < adorare; see ADORE], 1. worthy of adoration or

love. 2. [Colloq.], delightful; charming.

a-dor-a-bly (a-d6r'9-bli, o-dor's-bli), adv. in an adorable

manner. .

ad-o-ra-tion (ad's-ra'shan), n. [Fr.; L. adoratto < pp. of

adorare; see ADORE], 1. a worshiping or paying homage,
as to a divinity. 2. great love, devotion, and respect.

a dore (a-d6r', s-dor'), v.t. [ADORED (-d6rd', -dord').

ADORING], [Fr. adorer; L. adorare, to worship; ad-, to +
orare, to speak < os, oris. a mouth], 1. to worship as

divine. 2. to love greatly; idolize; honor highly. 3.

[Colloq.], to like very much. SYN. see revere.

a-dor-er (e-ddr'er, 9dor'eY), n. 1. a person who adores;

worshiper, 2. a devoted lover; warm admirer.
a-dorn (9-d6*rn

;
). v.t. [ME. adornen; OPr. adorner < L.

adornare; ad-, to +, ornare, to deck out], 1. to serve as

an ornament to; add beauty, splendor, honor, or dis-

tinction to, 2. to put decorations on; ornament.
SYN. adorn is used of that which adds to the beauty of

something by gracing it with its own beauty (roses adorned her

,hair); decorate implies the addition of something to render

attractive what would otherwise be plain or bare (to decorate

a wall with pictures); ornament is used with reference to

accessories which enhance the appearance (a crown ornamented
with jewels); embellish suggests the addition of something
highly ornamental or ostentatious for effect; to beautify is to

lend beauty to, or heighten the beauty of; bedeck emphasizes
the addition of showy things (bedecked with jewelry).
a dorn ment (a-dfiro/mant), n. 1. an adorning or being
adorned. 2. a decoration or ornament.
A do wa (a'd5-wa'). n. Aduwa.
a down (s-doun') , adv. & Prep. [AS. of dune, from the
hill, downward], [Poetic], down.
Jad patres (ad pa/trez), [L.], to (one's) fathers; dead.
ad quern (ad' kwem')* [L.], to or at which or whom:
opposed to a quo.
A dras-tus (a-dras'tos), n. in Greek legend, a king of

Argos who led the Seven against Thebes: see Seven
against Thebes.
Jad rem (ad' remO. [L., to (the) thing], to the point at

isspe; to the matter in hand,
ad-renal (ad-rg'n'l), adj. (ad- -f renal], 1. near the
kidney, z., of or Irom the adrenal glands, n. an
adrenal gland,

adrenal glands, the two small ductless glands on the

upper part- ^f the kidneys in mammals: also called

suprarenal glands.
ad-ren-al-ln ;(ad-ren'

f

l~in) t n. [adrenal 4- -*w], I. a hor-
mone prodije,d by the adrenal glands. 2. a drug,
CoHuNOa, with this hormone in it, made from the
adrenal glands ef animals or synthetically, and used to
raise blood pressure, stop bleeding, etc. : a trademark
(Adrenalin). Also called epinephnne.

ad-ren-al ine (ad-fen'14n, ad-ren'lenO> n* adrenalin.
A-dri-an (S'dri-an), [L. Adrianus, Hadrfanus < Adriat

Hadria, name of two Italian cities], a masculine name.
n. the Roman emperor Hadrian.
Adrian IV, (Nicholas Breakspear), 1100?~11S9; Pope
(1154-1159) : he was the onlv English Pope.

Adrt*a*v0'ple (a'dri-on-6'pli ad /
ii-on-6*'p1)/ n, a city

in northwestern Turkey; pop., 45,000: officially called
E^ne; former name, Adrtanopolfa: site of a battle (378
A-IX) ia which the Visigoths defeated the Romans,
A*drf'awfOi'04it (S'dri-an-op/a-Bs), n. Ate&wmle,
A-dri at ic (S'dri-at/ik, ad'n-atlk), n. a sea between
Italy and ITugfOslavia, : Jt is an. aitu 0* t*hf> Medit^rraT^<^nt

.

ad/k or of the Adriatic.
a drift (-drift') adv. & adj. [o~ on -f <

ftoftting witfeotit mooriM or direction ;r
-'

Bdy* IPr,, d to -f

directus, pp. of dirigere; see DIRECT], skillful and clever.

SYN. see dexterous.

fa droite (a/ drwat'), [Fr.], to the right; on the right.

ads., advertisements.
ad-sci-ti-tious (ad'si-tish'gs) , adj. [< L. adsdtus, pp. of

adsdscere, to receive with knowledge, approve; aa~, to

+ sciscere, to seek to know < scire, to know], added;
supplemental; adventitious.

ad-script (ad'skript), adj. [L. adscrtytus, pp. of adscrib-

ere; ad-, to -H scribere, to write], written after.

ad-scrip tion (ad-skrip'shan), n. an ascription.
ad-sorb (ad-s6rb' f ad-z6rb') v.t. [< L. ad-, to + sorbere,

to drink in, suck], to collect (a gas, liquid, or dissolved

substance) in condensed form on a surface.

ad-sorb ent (ad-s6rb''nt, ad-z6rb''nt), adj. adsorbing.
n. a thing or substance that adsorbs.

ad-sorp-tion (ad-scrp'shsn, ad-z6rp'shan), n. [< adsorb,

after absorption], an adsorbing or being adsorbed; adhe-
sion of the molecules of a gas, liquid, or dissolved

substance to a surface.

ad-sorp'tive (ad-s6rp'tiv, ad-zorp'tiv) , adj. 1. able to

adsorb. 2. relating to adsorption, n. an adsorbent.

ad-su-ki bean (ad-soo'ki, ad-zoo'ki), adzuki bean.

Jad-sum (ad'sum), [L.], I am present.
ad-U'lar-i-a (aj'g-l^r'i-a), n. [Mod. L. < Adula, a group
of mountains in Switzerland], a translucent kind of

feldspar; moonstone.
ad-u-late (aj'a-laf), v.t. [ADULATED (-id), ADULATING],
[< L. adulatus, pp. of adulari, to fawn upon], to praise
too highly or natter servilely.
ad-u la-tion (aj'o-la'shan), n, [L. adulatio; see ADULATE],
servile flattery or excessive praise.

ad-u-la-tor (aj'o-la'tgr), n. [L.], a person who adulates.

ad-u-la-to-ry (aj's-te-tdr'i, aj^-b-to'ri), adj. [L. adula-

torius; see ADULATE], servilely flattering.
a-dult (a-dult', ad'ult) , adj. [L. adultus, pp. of adolescere;

see ADOLESCENT], 1. grown up; mature in age, size,

strength, etc. 2. of or for grown men and women, n.

1. a mature person; man or woman. 2. an animal or

plant that is grown up. 3. in law, a person who has
come of age. SYN. see ripe.

a-dul-ter-ant (a-dul'tgr-ont), n. [L. adulterans, ppr. of

adulterare, to falsify], a substance that adulterates, adj.

adulterating; making inferior or impure.
a-dul-ter-ate (s-dul'tSr-atO , v.t. [ADULTERATED (-id),

ADULTERATING], [< L. adulterates, pp. of adulterare, to

falsify < adulter, an adulterer < aa-, to + alter, other,

another], to make inferior, impure, not genuine, etc. by
adding a poor or improper substance, adj. (9-dul'tSr-it),
1. guilty of adultery; adulterous. 2. illegitimate

through adultery. 3. adulterated; not genuine.
a-dul-ter-a'tion (a-dul'tSr-a'shan), n. [L. adulteratio;
see ADULTERATE], 1. an adulterating or being adul-
terated. 2. an adulterated substance, commodity, etc.

a-dul-ter-a-tor (s-dul'teY-a'te'r), n. [L., a counterfeiter;
see ADULTERATE], a person who adulterates.

a*dul-ter-er (s-durte'r-e'r), n. [altered, after L. adulterare,

.
from ME. avowterer, avouter; OPr. avoutre < avoutrer,

to commit adultery; L. adulterare; see ADULTERATE], a

person (especially a man) guilty of adultery^
a-dul-ter-ess (a-dul'teVis, 9-dul'tris), n.

"

OPr. avotresse, fern, of avoutre;
woman guilty of adultery,

[ME. avoutres;
see ADULTERER], a

a-dul-ter-ine fe-dul'tgr-m, 9-dul'tSr-in ) , adj. [L. adul-
terinus < adulter; see ADULTERATE), 1. of adultery. 2.

due to adulteration.
a*dul-ter-ous (a-dul'ter-as), adj. 1. relating to adul-

tery. 2. guilty of, or given to, adultery.
a-dul-ter-y (9~dul'ter-i), n. [pi. ADULTERIES (-iz)J, [L.
adulterium < adulter; see ADULTERATE], sexual inter-

course between a married man and a woman not his

wife, or between a married woman and a man not her
husband.

a-dult hood (a-dult'hood), n. the state of being adult.
ad-um-bral (ad-um'brsl), adj. [see ADUMBRATE], in

shadow; shaay.
ad-urn-brate (ad~ttm/brSt, ad'sm-brlt'), v.t. [ADUM-
BRATED (-id), ADUMBRATING], (< L. adumhraius, pp. of

adumbrari, to shade < ad-, to 4- umbra, shade], 1. to
outline in a shadowy way; sketch. 2 to foreshadow.
3, to overshadow,
ad-um-bra tion (ad'am-bra'shan), n. [L, adumbratfo;
see ADUMBRATE}, L a faint outline or sketch. 2. a
foreshadowing; advance sign, 3. an overshadowing.

ad-um-bra-tive (ad-um'brQ-tiv), adj.
faintly indicative,
a-dunc (o-dtujk'}* adj. fL, aduncus; dt-, to -f*

hooked, a nook], curving inward, as a parrot'* beak.
a-dun cous (o-dur/kas), adj. aduuc.
a-dust (g-dnstOt odj. [I/. adn$tw, pp. ol <*wrr0t tobwn
tip; ad-, to -f nwtf, to bttml 1. scorched; burnt. 2.

parched. $. sunburnt. 4, sallow and melancholy.
A-du-wa (a'doo-waO, n. a town in Ethiopia: pop,,
5,000: also spelled Adowa.

Adv., 1. Advent. 2, Advocate.
'

dv.f 1. ad vmlortoB* 2. dverK 3, adverbial 4.

rms, [L.], against. 5, advertisement.



advance
levied on imports according to their invoiced value:
abbreviated adv., ad val.

ad-vance (ad-vans', ad-vans'), v.t. [ADVANCED (-vansf,
-vanst'), ADVANCING], [ME. avancen; OFr. avancer, to
forward < L. *abantiare < ab-, from + ante, before: the
a- was made ad- on the supposition that it came from
L. ad-, to, toward], 1. to bring forward; move forward.
2. to suggest. 3. to further; help; promote. 4. to cause
to happen earlier. 5. to raise the rate of. 6. to pay
(money) before due. 7. to lend. v.i. 1. to go forward;
move ahead. 2, to improve; make progress; develop.
3. to rise in rank, quality, importance, etc. n. La
moving forward. 2. an improvement; progress. 3. a
rise in value or cost. 4. $1. approaches to get favor,
become acquainted, etc.; overtures (to someone). 5. a
payment made before due, as of wages. 6. a loan. adj.
1. in front: as, advance guard. 2. beforehand: as,
advance information.
in advance, 1. in front. 2. before due; ahead of time.
SYN. advance is used to describe assistance in hastening the
course ^of anything or in moving toward an objective; to pro-
mote is to help in the establishment, development, or success
of something (to promote good will) ;

forward emphasizes the
idea of action as an impetus (concessions were made to forward
the pact) ; further emphasizes assistance in bringing a desired

goal closer (to further a cause). ~-ANT. retard, check.

advanced (ad-vanst'f ad-vanst'), adj. [pp. of advance},
1. in advance; moved forward; in front. 2. far on in

life; old. 3. ahead of the times; very progressive or
unconventional: as, advanced ideas. SYN. see liberal.

advanced standing, credits toward a degree allowed
to a student by a college for courses taken elsewhere.
advance guard, a detachment of troops sent ahead to
reconnoiter and protect the line of march.
ad-vance-ment (ad-yans'mant, ad-vans'msnt), n. 1.

an advancing or being advanced. 2. promotion; suc-
cess. 3. progress; improvement* furtherance.

ad-van-tage (ad-van'tij, ad-van'tij), n. [ME. avantage,
avauntage; OFr. avantage < avant, before < L. ab ante,
from before], 1, a more favorable position; superiority
(often with of or over), 2. a favorable or beneficial

circumstance, event, etc. 3, gain or benefit. 4. in

tennis, the first point scored after deuce: often shortened
to ad or vantage, v.t. [ADVANTAGED (-tijd), ADVANTAG-
ING], to give an advantage to; be a benefit or aid to.

have the advantage of, to have an advantage over.
take advantage of, 1. to make use of for one's own
benefit or for a selfish purpose. 2. to impose upon.

to advantage, to good effect.

ad van-ta-geous (ad'van-ta'jas) , adj. [Fr. avantageux <
avantage; see ADVANTAGE], favorable; useful; profitable.

ad-vec-tion (ad-vek'shan), n. [L. advectio, a conveying
< advectus, pp. of advehere, to convey; ad-, to 4- vehere,
to carry], the transference of heat by horizontal cur-
rents of air. adj. of or due to advection.
Ad'Vent (ad'yent), n. [< L. adventus, pp. of ad/venire;

ad-, to + venire, to come], 1. the period including the
four Sundays just before Christmas: abbreviated Adv.
2. Christ's birth. 3. Christ's second coming to earth,
on Judgment Day: also called the Second Advent. 4.

[a-], a coming or arrival.

Ad-vent-ism (ad'ven-tiz'm), n. [Advent 4- -ism], tjae

belief that Christ's second coming to earth and the
Last Judgment will soon occur,

Ad-vent'ist (ad'ven-tist), n. a member of a Christian
sect based on Adventism. adj. of Adventism or Ad-
ventists.

ad-ven-ti-tious (ad'ven-tish'as), adj. [L. adventicius,

coming from abroad; see ADVENT], 1. added from out-

side; not inherent; accidental. 2. in botany, occurring
in unusual or abnormal places: as, adventitious leaves.

SYN. see accidental.
ad-ven-tive (ad-ven'tiv), adj. [L. adventus (see ADVENT);

-f- -ive], in botany, not native to the environment, ft. a

plant that is not native to the environment.
Advent Sunday, the first Sunday in Advent.
ad-ven-ture (ad-ven'cher), u. [ME. aventure; OFr.
aventure: L. adventura, lit., a happening < advenire; see

ADVENT], 1. the encountering of danger. 2. an exciting
and dangerous undertalfing. 3, an unusual, stirring

experience, often of romantic nature. 4. a business

venture or speculation. 5, a liking for danger, excite-

ment, etc. : as, he is full of adventure, v.t. [ADVENTURED
(-cherd), ADVENTURING], to risk; venture on. i>.i. 1.

to engage in daring undertakings. 2. to take risks.

ad-vent'turner (ad-ven'cher-er), n. 1. a person who has

or likes to have adventures. 2. a soldier willing to

fight for the side that pays the most
j
soldier of fortune.

3. a speculator. 4. a person who tnes to become rich,

socially accepted, etc. oy dubious schemes.
ad-ven-ture-some (od-ven'cher-sam), adj. adventurous.
ad-ven-tur-ess (ad-ven'cheV-is), n. 1. [Rare], a woman
adventurer. 2. an unscrupulous woman who tries to

become rich and socially accepted by exploiting her

charms, by scheming, etc*

21 advise

ad-ven-tur-ous (ad-ven'cher-as), adj. [ME. aventwous;
OFr. aventuros < aventure; see ADVENTURE], 1. fond of

adventure; willing to take chances; daring. 2. full of

danger; risky.
ad-verb (ad'verb), 7*. [L. adverbium < ad-, to + verbum, a
word], 1. any of a class of words usea to modify a
verb, adjective (or other adverb) by expressing time,
place, manner, degree, cause,

^
etc. 2. any phrase or

clause similarly used. Abbreviated adv., ad.
ad-ver-bi-al (ad-vur'bi-al, ad-vur'byal), adj. [L. ad-

verbialis; see ADVERB], 1. of an adverb. 2. having the
nature or function of an adverb. 3. added to an adverb
base: as, an adverbial suffix. Abbreviated adv.

ad-ver-bi-aHz-er (ad-vur'bi-al-iz'er, ad-viir'byal-iz'e'r),
n. a suffix that forms adverbs from other words.

ad*ver bi-al-ly (ad-vftr'bi-al-i, ad-vur/byal-i), adv. as an
adverb.
ad ver-bum (ad vur'bam), (LJ, to a word; word for

word; verbatim.
ad-vei-sar-y (ad'vgr-ser'i), n. [pi. ADVERSARIES (-iz)J,

[ME. & OFr. adversarie; L. adversarius < adversus; see
ADVERSE, ADVERT], a person who opposes or fights a-

gainst another; opponent; enemy. SYN. see opponent,
the 'Adversary, Satan.

ad-ver sa-tive (ad-vur'sa-tiv, ad-vftr'sa-tiv), adj. ["L.
adversativus < adversqtus, pp. of adversari, to be opposed
to], expressing opposition or antithesis, n. an adversa-
tive word, such as but, yet, however.

ad-verse (ad-vurs', ad-vurs', ad'vgrs), adj. [ME.; OFr.
avers, advers; L. adversus, turned opposite to, pp. of
advertere; see ADVERT], 1. hostile; opposed; contrary
in direction.

^
2. unfavorable; harmful. 3. opposite in

position. 4. in botany, toward the stem.
ad-ver-si-ty (ad-vftr'sa-ti, ad-vur'sa-ti), n. [pi. ADVERSI-
TIES (-tiz)], [ME. adversite; OFr. aversite; L. adversitas
< adversus, turned against, pp. of advertere; see AD-
VERT]. 1. misfortune; wretched state; poverty and
trouble. 2. an instance of misfortune; calamity.
ad-vert (ad-vurt/, ad-vurt'). v.i. [L. advertere; ad-, to"-f
vertere, to turn], to call attention; refer or allude (to
something).

ad*vert-ence (ad-vftr't'ns, ad-vur't'ns), n. [ME.; OFr.
avertance; L. advertentia < ppr. of advertere; see AD-
VERT], attention.
ad vert en-cy (ad-vfir't'n-si, ad-vftr't'n-si), n. advert-
ence.

ad-vert-ent (ad-vftr't'nt, ad-vftr't'nt), adj. [L. advertens,

ppr. of advertere; see ADVERT], attentive.
advertise (ad'vgr-tiz' f ad'vSr-tiz') , v.t. [ADVERTISED
(-tizd', -tizd'), ADVERTISING], [Fr. base a(d)vertiss* (cf.

ADVERTISEMENT) ; avertir, advertir, to warn, caU atten-
tion to; L. advertere; see ADVERT], 1. to tell people
about or praise, as through newspapers, radio, etc.,

usually so as to get them to buy. 2. [Archaic], to
notify or warn. vd. 1. to call the public's attention
to things for sale, help wanted, etc., as by printed
'notices or announcements. 2. to ask for publicly by
printed notice, etc. (withfor} : as, advertise for a servant,.
Also spelled advertize.

ad-ver-tise-ment (ad'vgr-tiz'mant, ad-vfir/tiz-mant), n.

[Fr. avertissement, advertisement; see ADVERTISE], a
public notice or announcement, usually paid for, as of
things for sale, needs, etc.: also spelled advertizement:
abbreviated ad, ad., adv., advt.

ad-ver-tis-er (adftre'r-tlz'e'r, ad'ver-tiz'gr), n. a person
who advertises: also spelled advertiser.

ad-yertising (ad'vgr-tjz'irj, ad'ver-tfz'irj), n. 1.

printed or spoken matter that advertises. 2. the
business of preparing and issuing advertisements, adj.
1. that advertises. 2. having to do with advertising.
Also spelled advertizing. Abbreviated advtg.
advertising man, a man whose work or business is

advertising: often 'colloquially abbreviated to ad man.
ad-ver tize (ad'ygr-tlz', ad'ver-tlz') t v.t. & v.i. [ADVER-
TIZED (-fed', -tizd'), ADVERTISING], to advertise.
ad-vice (ad-vis'), n. [ME. avis; OFr. avis; LL, *advi$y,w
< advisus, pp. of advidere; ad-, at -f- videre, to look], 1.

opinion given as to what to do or how to handle a
situation; counsel. 2. usually pi. information or report:
as, diplomatic advices.

adyiaa-bil'ity (ad-viz^-bil'g-ti), n. the quality of
being advisable.

ad-vis-a-ble (ad-viz'd-bl) , adj. to be advised or recom-
mended: prudent and wise, fitting and sensible,

ad-via-a-bly (ad-viz'a-bli) , adv. in an advisable manner,;
prudently; wisely.
ad vise (sd-viz'), v.t. JADVISBD (-vizd'), ADVISING], (ME*.
avisen, orig., to consider; OFr. avistr; LL. advisare < L.
ad, at + visum, pp. of videre, to look], 1. tjo give advice
to; counsel. 2. to offer as advice; recommend. 3. to
notify; inform. u.i. 1. t discuss something and get
advice; consult (yntn a person). 2. to give advice.
5KV. advise implies the making of recommendations as to a
course of action by someone with actual or supposed knowledge,
experience, etc,.

1
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advised aerate

careful deliberation and suggests that weighty matters are in-

volved; admonish suggests earnest, gently reproving advice

concerning a fault, error, etc., given by someone fitted to do so

by age or position; to caution is to give advice that puts one

on guard against possible danger, failure, etc.; warn, often

interchangeable with caution, is used when a serious danger
or penalty is involved.

ad-vised (sd-vizd'), adj. [pp. of advise], thought out;

planned; deliberate: now chiefly in well-advised, til"

advised. . ,

ad-vis-ed'ly (ad-viz'id-li), adv. with due consideration;

deliberately. ^_
ad-vise-ment (ad-viz'ment) , n. [ME. qwsement; OFr, <
aviser; see ADVISE], careful consideration.
take under advisement, to consider carefully.

ad-vis-er, ad-vi-sor (ad-viz'Sr), n. one who advises.

legal advisor, a lawyer.
ad-vi-so-rMy (Qd-vi'za-ra-li), adv. in an advisory man-
ner or capacity.

ad-vi'SO-ry (ad-vi'za-ri), adj. 1. advising or empowered
to advise. 2. relating to advice, n. \pL ADVISORIES

(-iz)J, a warning about weather conditions, issued by
the weather Bureau.

.

ad'VO*ca-cy (ad'vs-ka-si), n. [OFr. advocacie; ML. advo-

catia < advocatus; see ADVOCATE], an advocating; speak-
ing or writing in support (of something) .

ad*vo<cate (ad'vs-kit; also, and for v. always, ad'va-

kat'), n. [ME. & OFr. avocat; L. advocatus, a counselor

< advocare; ad-, to + vocare, to call], 1. a person who
pleads another's cause, as a lawyer: abbreviated Adv.
2. a person who speaks or writes in support of some-

thing: as, an advocate of socialism, v.t. [ADVOCATED
(-id), ADVOCATING], [< the .], to speak or write in

support of
;
be in favor of. SYN. see support.

ad-vO'Ca-tion (ad'va-ka'shan), n. 1. [Obs.], advocacy,
2, in Scottish 6V papal law, the transfer by a superior
court to itself of an action pending in an inferior court.

ad-vo-ca-tor (ad'va-ka'tgr), n. [LL.; see ADVOCATE], a

person who advocates.

ad-voc-a-to-ry (9d-vokVt8r'i, ad-vok's-to'ri, ad'va-

kat'Sr-i), adj. [< advocate -f -ory], 1. of an advocate.
2. of advocacy: advocating.

Jad-vo-ca-tus di-a bo li (ad'va-ka'tas di-ab'a-E'), [L.],

the devil's advocate.
ad-vow-son (ad-vou'a'n), n, [ME. advowson, avowiesoun;
OFr. avoeson; L. advocatio, a summoning, calling to; see

ADVOCATE], in English law, the right to name the holder
of a church benefice.

advt., [pi. ADVTS.], advertisement.

A-dy*gei Autonomous Region (a'di-ga') , a division of
the R.S.F.S.R., in 'the northwest Caucasus: area, 1,505

sq. mi.; pop., 254,000; capital, Maikop.
ad-ynamia (ad'i-nS'mi-o), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. < a-,

TYPES OF ADZ

acterized by adynamia; weak.
ad*y-tum (ad'i-tsm), n. [pi. ADYTA (-to)], [L.; Gr.

adyton, neut. of adytos, not to be entered < a-, not 4-

dyein, to enter], 1, the innermost room or shrine in
certain old temples. 2. a sanctum.

adz, adze (adz) , n. [ME. adis, adse; AS. adesa, adz, ax],
an axlike tool for dressingwood,
etc., with a curved blade at
right angles to the handle.
Ad-zhar Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic (ad'zhar),
a division of the Georgian
S.S.R., in the Transcaucasus:
area, 1,080 sq. mi.; pop., 170,-

000; capital, Batum.
ad-zu-ki bean (ad-zoo'ki), [Japan.], 1. a bushy bean
plant of China and Japan, with black or white pods.
2. its small, brownish bean. Also spelled adsuki.

ae (a), adj. [< AS. an, whence Eng. one], [Scot.], one.

/, see Russell, George William.
aef 1. a diphthong in some Latin words, equivalent to
ai in Greek, usually written ae or replaced by in
modern spelling of derived Bnglish words, as in demon
(daemon), ether (aether), etc., and pnMwtmced (, i, or e).
2. an Anglo-Saxon character symbolizing a low front
unrounded vowel like that in Modern English hat, add,
rack, etc. 3. a character in the International Phonetic
Alphabet symbolizing this vowel.

Ae., ae., aetatis, [L.], aged (a specified number of years) *,

at the age of.

A.E.A., Actors' Equity Association: a branch of the
Associated Actors and Artists of America.
Ae-a-cus (SVkas), n. [L.; Gr. Aiakos], ia Gr&k mythol-
ogy, a kni$ of Aegina who after he died became one of
the three judges of the dead in the lower world, with
Minos and Rhadamanthus.

A.E. and P., Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipo-
tentiary.

ae cid-i um (&-sid'i~9m), n.
fyl. AEODIA (-)] [Mod. &.

dim. < Gr. aikia, harm, injury], an aectttm.
*~

aecl-o stage (S'sto-stgjfO,. ft* f< a^ium 4- $to$j, fat

botany, trie period in their life cycle during which certain
rusts produce aecia.

ae-ci-um (e'si-om, e'shi-om), n. [pi. AECIA (-si-a, -shi-s)],

[Mod. L. < Gr. aikia, injury], in botany, a cuplike spore
fruit produced by certain rusts, in which chains of

spores are developed.
a-g-des (a-e'dez) , n. sing. & pi. [Mod. L. ; Gr. aedes, un-

pleasant < a-, not -f hedys, sweet], 1. a kind of mos-
quito that can carry the virus of yellow fever. 2. any
mosquito of the same genus as this one.

ae-dile (e'dil), n. [L. aedilis < aedes, building, temple],
in ancient Rome, an official in charge of buildings,
roads, sanitation, public games, etc.: also spelled edile.

A.E.F., American Expeditionary Force (or Forces).
Ae ge-aii (e-jf'Qta), n. a sea between Greece and Asia
Minor, joining with the
Mediterranean: length, 400 i

mi; width, 200 mi. adj.
\

in or of the Aegean.
Aegean civilization (orcul-
ture) , the civilization of the

people who lived in the

Aegean islands and near-by
regions before the ancient '

Greeks: it flourished in the
Bronze Age.
Aegean Islands, a group of
islands in the Aegean, in-

cluding the Dodecanese,
Sporades. and Cyclades.
Ae-geus (e'joos, e'ji-ss), n.

[L.; Gr. Aigeus], in Greek
legend, a king of Athens
who killed himself when he

AEGEAN SEA

off the southeastern
viuaoi, ua. vjicc^c. area, 41 sq. mi.; pop., 6,500.
Ae-gir (e'jir, a'gir), n. [ON.J, in Norse mythology, the
god of the sea.

ae-gis (e'jis),
n. [L. < Gr. aigis, goatskin < aix, aigos,

goat], 1. in Greek mythology, a shield or breastplate
used by Zeus and, later, by his daughter Athena;
hence, 2. a protection. 3. sponsorship; auspices. Also
spelled egis.

Ae-gis-thus (e-jis'thss), n. [L.; Gr. Aigisthos], in Greek
legend, the son of Thyestes and lover of Clytemnestra;
he helped her to kill her husband, Agamemnon.
Ae*gos-pot-a-mi (e'gQS-potVm!

7
) , n. a town in ancient

Thrace: in a naval battle (405 B.C.) near this town, the
fleet of Sparta under Lysander defeated the Athenian
fleet, ending the Peloponnesian War.
Ae-gyp-tus (e-jip'tas), n. in Greek legend, a king of

Egypt whose nfty sons married the fifty daughters of
his brother Danaus: cf. Danaides.

Ael-fric (al'frik), n. (Aelfric Grammaticus), English
abbot and writer; lived 955?-1020?
-aemi-a (e'mi-a), -emia.
Ae-neas (i-ne^s, g-ne'ss), n, [L.; Gr. Aineias], in Greek
6V Roman legend, a Trojan, son of Anchises and Venus,
and hero of Virgil's Aeneid: escaping from ruined Troy,
Aeneas wandered for years before coming to Latium.
Ae-ne-Id (i-ne'id, e-ne'id), n. [L. Aeneis, Aeneidos <
Aeneas], a Latin epic poem by Virgil, about Aeneas and
his adventures.

a-e-ne-ous (5-g'ni-os), adj\ [L. aeneus < ae$ r copper,
bronze], having the color and luster of brass.

Ae*o-li-a (e-oli-s), n. Aeolis.
Aeo-li-an (S-oli-sn). adj. 1. of Aeolis, its people.
language, etc. 2. o Aeolus; hence, 3. [often a-), ot
the wind; carried or produced by the wind, n* 1. an
inhabitant of Aeolis; member of the Greek tribes that
settled in ancient Thessaly, Boeotia, Lesbos, and Asia
Minor. 2. a dialect of ancient Greek associated with
the reputed descendants of these tribes. Also spelled
Eollan.

aeolian harp, a box with an opening in it across which
strings or wires are stretched so that they make musical
sounds when air blows over them.
Ae-oMc (S-oFik) . adf. of Aeolis ; Aeolian, n. the Aeolian
Greek dialect. Also spelled Eolic.

Ae-o-lis
(S'9-lis)^ n. a region in northwestern Asia

Minor, settled in ancient times by the Aeolians: also
Aeolia.

ae-olo trop ic (eVte-trop'ik), ecf/t R Gr. afolos, vary-
ing; -f -tropic], in physics, having different properties in
different directions: opposed to isotropic.

ae-o-lot*ro-py (BVlot'b-pl), n. the state or quality of

being aeolotropic.
Aeo-tus (eVbs), n, [L.; O. Aiolosl L in Gretk
mythology* the god of the winds. 2. a mag of Thessaly,
the Aeolians' forefather.
ae-on (I'an, S'on), n. [LL;; Gr* a$on

f an ag, Hfetibme,

eternity], an extremely long, indefinite period of time;
thousands and thousands of years: also spelled eon.
ae o ni an (|V5%|i), a//. |Gr, dAJwfef; see AWMi bW*
ing forever; eternal: also spelled eonian. <

Jae-quo a ni mo (gfkwd amft-n^ 1
), flLJ, with calm

mJtod : with eouactoity.



aeration Aesculapius

[aer- + -ate], 1. to expose to air; cause air to circulate

through. 2. to combine oxygen with (the blood) by
breathing. 3. to charge (liquid) with gas, as in making
soda water.

aer-a-tion (a'er-a'shan, ar-a'shsn), n. an aerating or

being aerated.
aer-a-tor (a'gr-a'ter, ar'a-ter), n. La person or thing
that aerates. 2. a machine that charges a liquid with

gas. 3. a kind of fumigating device.

aer-i- (ar'i, a'er-i, a-r'i), aero-: words beginning with

aeri-, may also be spelled aeri-.

aer-i-al (ar'i-ol, a-Sr'i-ol) , adj. [L. aerius < aer (see AIR) ;

4- -a/], 1. of air; in the air. 2. like air; light as air.

3. not substantial; unreal; imaginary. 4. high up. 5. of

or for aircraft or flying: as, an aerial map, aerial mine,

etc. 6. in botany, growing in the air instead of in soil

or water, n. (aVi-sl), in radio & television, a wire or

set of wires, often high in the air, for sending or re-

ceiving the electromagnetic waves ;
antenna.

aer-i-al-ist (ar'i-sl-ist, a-r'i-al:ist) ,
n. an acrobat who

performs on a trapeze, high wire, etc.
9

aerial ladder, a ladder that can be extended for reaching

high places, mounted on a fire engine, etc.

aer-i-aMy (aVi-sl-i, a-8r'i-9l-i) ,
adv. 1. in an aerial

manner. 2. in the air.

aerial railway, an arrangement of overhead cables or

rails with cars suspended from them, used to carry

people or things across a canyon, river, etc.

aerial torpedo, a bomb shaped like a torpedo, dropped
from an airplane.

aer-ie (ar'i, 8r'i) t n. [ME. aire; ML. aeria, eyria; OFr.

aire ; Pr, agre; prob. < L. ager, field, but influenced by
L. aer, air & ME. ei, egg], 1. the nest of an eagle or

other bird of prey that builds in a high place; hence,

2. a house or stronghold on a high place. 3. the young
(of an eagle, hawk, etc.) in the nest. Also spelled aery,

aer
r
if'er^ous (ar-if'Sr-ss, a'er-if'er-os) , adj. [aeri- +

-ferous], carrying air.

aer-i-fi-ca-tion (ILr'o-fi-ka'shQn, a'er-a-fi-ka'shgn), n.

an aerifying or being aerified.
.

aer-i-form (a-Sr'a-f&rm', ar'a-fdrm'), <"*/ [0f- .4-

-/orm], Leaving the form of air or gas. 2. like air;

aer^-f^cl-ar'a-fl
7

, ar'9-fi'), *>'* (AERIFIED (-fid'), AERI-

FYING], \aeri- -\- -fy], 1. to change into air or gas. 2. to

put air into; aerate. .

aer-o, a-er-o (dr'o, a'Sr-o), cc?;. of or for flying or air-

aer
a
o-' (ar'o, fti/a, S'gr-o, a'gr-a), [< Or. or, air], ,a

combining form meaning: 1. air, of me air, as in

aerolite, 2. o/ aircraft, connected 'with flying, as in aero-

frflto. 3. gas, of gases, as in aerodynamics. Words be-

ginning with aero- may also be spelled aero-.

aer-O'bat-ics (arVbat'iks, a'er-s-bat'iks) , n.pl. [aero-

4- acro6o^*], 1. spectacular feats done in flying,
<

as

loops, rolls, etc. 2. [construed as sing.], the art of doing
such feats in flying.

aer obe (ar'ob, S'Sr-obO, ? [< aero- 4- Gr. foos, life], a

microorganism that can live and grow only where free

oxygen is present.
aer-o-bic (ar-o'bik, a'Sr-o'bik) , adj. I, able to live or

grow only where free oxygen is present. 2. of or pro-

duced by aerobes.
aer-o-bi-um (ar-o'bi-gm, a'eY-o'bi-am) , n. [pi. AEROBIA

(-a)l, [Mod. L.; see AEROBE], an aerobe.

aer'o'do-net-ics (ar'o-do-net'iks, a'er-o-dg-net'iks), n.

pi. [construed as sing.], [<acro- + Gr.rfon?fcwf agitated

< donein, to shake
j
4- -*cs], the branch of aviation that

has to do with gliding.
aerodrome (a^'o-drom', a'er-a-dromO, n. an airdrome.

aer-o-dy-nam-ics (ar'o-di-nam'iks, a'gr-o-di-nam'iks),

n.t>l. [construed as sing.], [aero- 4- dynamics], the branch

of physics that deals with the forces (resistance, pres-

sure, etc.) exerted by air or other gases in motion.

aer-o-dyne (ar's-din
7
; S'Sr-a-din') , n. [a^ro- 4- -dyne],

any aircraft that is heavier than air.

aer-o-em-bo-lism (tr'5-em'b9-liz m, S'gr-o-em'bg-li.z'm),

n. [aero- 4- ew6oZww], a condition caused by a sudden,

considerable lowering of air pressure, as in flying at

high altitudes, characterized by the, formation^ of

nitrogen bubbles in the blood, acute pain m the joints

and mngs, etc, : cf. bends, decompression sickness.

aer-o-gram (^rVgram', a'r-9-gram') n. [aero-

-gr<tm[, 1. a radiogram. 2, a letter, etc. sentby air mail.

aer-o-graph-ics (Ir'a-graf'iks, S^r-a-grafiks), n.pL

[construed as sing.], [< aerography 4- -<], the study of

atmospheric phenomena.

aer*01'0-gy CSr-oi'9-ji, a'Sr^ol'a-jOi n. [aero- 4- -Zogy], the

study and investigation of the air, or of atmospheric
. *-----

a especially in relation to flying

aer-o-ma-rine (ar'o-ma-ren', a'er-o-mg-ren')- adj. [aero-

4- marine], of the navigation of aircraft above the ocean.

aer-o-me-chan-ic (l.r'6-rm-kan'ik, a'er-o-mi-kan/ik), n.

a mechanic whose work is repairing and adjusting air-

craft, adj. relating to aeromechanics.
aer-o-me-chan-ics (ir'o-mi-kan'iks, a'er-o-mi-kar/iks),

n+pl. [construed as sing.], [aero- 4- mechanics], the

science of air or other gases in motion or equilibrium: it

has two branches, aerodynamics and aerostatics.

aer-om-e-ter (ar-om's-ter, a'e*r~om'9-teY), n. [aero- +
-meter], an instrument for measuring the weight and
density of air or other gases.
aer-om-e-try (ar-om'a-tri, a'Sr-om/a-tri) , n. [aero- +
-metry], the science of measuring air.

aer-o-naut (^.r's-nSf, a'er-9-n6t'), n. [Fr. aeronaute <
Gr. aer, air + nautes, sailor], the pilot or navigator of a
balloon or dirigible.
aer-o-nau-tic (ar'a-no'tik, a'r-a-n6f

tik), adj. 1. ot

aeronautics. 2. of aeronauts.
aer-o-nau-ti-cal (ar'9-n6'ti-k'l, a'er-d-nd'ti-k'l), adj.
aeronautic.

aer-o-nau-tics (Er'9-n6'tiks, a'Sr-a-nd'tiks) , n.pL [con-
strued as sing.], [aeronaut + -ics], the science or art of

making and flying aircraft; aviation,
aer-o-neu-ro-sis (Hr'o-nyoo-ro'sis, a'er-o-nyoo-rp'sis) , n.

[aero- 4- neurosis], a nervous condition resulting from
the emotional tension of constant flying, characterized

by abdominal pains, digestive disturbances, etc.

aer-o-pha-gi-a (ar'a-fa'ji-a, a'Sr-a-fa'ji-a), n. [aero- +
-phagia], an abnormal, spasmodic swallowing of air:

often a symptom of hysteria.

aer-o-pho-bi-a (ar'9-fo'bi-a, a'gr-9-fo'bi-o), n. [aero- -f

-phobia], an abnormal fear of air, especially of drafts.

aer-o-phore (aT'g-f6r', a'Sr-s-f6r'), n. [aero- + -phore],
an apparatus for supplying air or oxygen through a face

mask, as to workers in mines, under water, etc.

aer-o-pho-tog-ra-phy (ar'o-fs-tog'rs-fi, a'Sr-o-fo-tog'ra-

fi), n. [aero- 4- photography], photographing the ground,
etc. from an aircraft.

aer-o-phyte (ar'a-fltf, a'gr-a-fit') n. [aero- + -phyte], a

nonparasitic plant that grows on an aerial part of

another plant, as many orchids; air plant; epiphyte.
aer-o-plane (SrVplan

7
, a'^r-9-plan')* n. an airplane.

aer-o-pulse (tr'a-ptds
7
, a'Sr-a-puls') , n. [aero- + pulse

(throb)), a jet engine in which the high pressure

developed in the burning of the fuel closes the air-

intake valves of the combustion chamber: when the
air is expelled from the jet, the pressure is lowered

enough to open the valves for fresn air: also pulsejet.

aer-o-scope (ar'a-skop', a/Sr-9-skopO, n. [aero- +
rscope], an apparatus for gathering bacteria, dust, etc.

from the air, for microscopic examination.
a-ero-sol (ar'a-sol', a'er-9-solO, n* [aero- 4- sol (solu-

tion)], a suspension of colloidal particles in a gas.

aerosol bomb, a container and atomizer for an in-

secticide.

aer-o-space (^r'a-spaV), n. [aero- -j- space], the earth s

atmosphere and the space outside it, considered as one

continuous field. _

aer-o-stat (ar'a-staf, a'gr-a-stat'), n. [Pr. aerostat < Gr.

aer, air 4- statos, sustaining], a dirigible, balloon, or

other lighter-than-air craft.
.

aer-o-stat-ic (arVstat'ik, S'Sr-a-statlk) , adj. [Fr.

aerostatiqiie; see AERO- & STATIC], 1. of aerostatics.

2. aeronautic. 3. used in aerostats.

aer-o-stat-i-cal (arVstat'i-kl, a'Sr-a-stat'i-k'l), ad].

aerostatic.
aer-o-stat-ics (ftr'a-stat'iks, a'er-a-stat'iks), n.pl [con-

strued as sing.], [aero- -f- statics], the branch of physics
that deals with the equilibrium of air or other gases, ana
with the equilibrium of solid bodies, such as aerostats,

floating in air or other gases.
aer-0-sta-tion, (ar'o-sta'sh9n, a'er-o-sta'shsn), n. [Fr.

aerostation < aerostat; see AEROSTAT], 1. the art or

science of flying lighter-than~air craft. 2. [Archaic],

aero-ther-a-peu-tics (ar'o-therVpu'tiks, a'Sr-S-ther'-

a-pu'tiks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [aero- 4- thera-

peutics], the treatment of disease by the use of air;

especially by exposing the patient to changes of

atmospheric pressure.

ae-ni-gi-nous (i-r5o'ji~n9s) , adj. [L. aeru&npws <
aerugo < aes, copper], of or like verdigris; bluish-green,
like copper rust. .

aer-y (ar'i, S'gr-i), adj. [L. aerius < aer; see AIR],

[Poetic], airy; of or like air.

aer'V (tr'i, e*ri), n. an aerie.

Aes-chi-nes (es'ki-nez
A

),
n. Athenian orator; lived

389-314 B.C.; rival of Demosthenes.
Aes-chylus (es'ks-las), n. Greek writer of tragedies;

lived 525-456 B.C. '

'

Aes cu la pi an (es'kyoo-la'pi-on), adj. I. of Aescula-

pius; hence, 2. medical, n, a physician.

Aes-cu'la-pi-us (e$'kyoc~la'j>i-s), m [L.; Gr.

in Roman mythology, the god of medicine and of

;̂'^ tr. coqTii! Pr. due; lk, d. ioB; kfe, 0. dpdu8*w>. swai, t fcwsn; *
hypotliaticaf; < denyedlfow



Aesir :

son of Apollo: identified with the Greek Asclepius.
Ae-sir (a'sir, e'sir), n.pl. [ON., pi. of ass, a god; cf.

ANSELM], the principal gods of Norse mythology, includ-

ing Odin, Thor, Balder, Loki, Freya, and Tyr.
Ae-sop (e'sdp, e'sop), n. Greek fable writer; lived c.

620-560 B.C.
aes the-si a (es-the'zhs, es-the'zhi-0), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

aisthesis, perception, sense-impression], the ability to
feel sensation: also spelled esthesia.

aes-thete (es'thet), n. [Gr. aisthetes, a person who per-
ceives], 1. a person highly sensitive to art and beauty.
2. a person who exaggerates the value of artistic sensi-

tivity or makes a cult of art and beauty; believer in art
for art's sake. Also spelled esthete.
SYN. aesthete, although applied to one highly sensitive to

art and beauty, is often used cferogatorily to connote effeteness,

decadence, etc.; dilettante refers to one who appreciates art
as distinguished from one who creates it, but is used dis-

paragingly of one who dabbles superficially in the arts; a
connoisseur is one who has expert knowledge or a keen dis-

crimination in matters of art and, by extension^ in any matters
of taste (a connoisseur of fine foods) ; virtuoso, in this compari-
son, denotes a collector or connoisseur of art objects, and is

sometimes used derogatorily to suggest faddishness.
aes-thet-ic (es-thet'ik), adj. [Gr. aisthetikos, sensitive <
aisthanesthai, to perceive], 1. of aesthetics. 2. of

beauty. 3. sensitive to art and beauty; showing good
taste; artistic. Also spelled esthetic.

aes-thet-i-cal (es-thet'i-kl) , adj. aesthetic: also spelled
esthetical.

aes-thet-i-cal-ly (es-thet'i-k'1-i, es-thet'ik-K), adv. 1.

in an aesthetic manner. 2. from the point of view of
aesthetics. Also spelled esthetically.

aes-the-ti-cian (es'ths-tish'an) , n. an expert or specialist
in aesthetics : also spelled esthetician.

aes-thet-i-cism (es-thet's-siz'm) ,
n. 1. aesthetic doc-

trine; cult of beauty, art, and good taste. 2. sensitivity
to art and beauty. Also spelled esthetic!sm.

aes-thet-ics (es-thet'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],

[< aesthetic], the study or philosophy of beauty; theory
of the fine arts and of people's responses to them: also

spelled esthetics.
aes-ti-val (es'ta-v'l, es-ti'v'l) , adj. [Fr, ;

LL. aestivalis; L.
aestivus < aestas, summer], of summer: also spelled
estival.

aes tivate (es'te-vaf) , vd. [AESTIVATED (-id), AESTI-

VATING], [< L. aestivatus, pp. of aestivare < aestas,

summer], 1. to spend the summer. 2. to spend the
summer in a dormant condition, as snails: opposed to
hibernate. Also spelled estivate.

aes-ti-va-tion (es'te-ya'shsn) , n. 1. in zoology, the
habit or state of aestivating. 2, in botany, the arrange-
ment of petals in a flower bud before it opens: see
vernation. Also spelled estivation.
A.-E. Sud., Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.
aet., aetat., aetatis, [L.], aged (a specified number of

years) ; at the age of.

ae-ther (e'thgr) . n. ether.
ae-the-re-al (i-tnlr'i-91) , adj. ethereal.

ae-ti-ol-o-gy (e'ti-ol'o-ji) , n. etiology.
Aet-na (et'na), n. Etna, a volcanic mountain in Sicily.

Ae-tp-li-a (e-toli-s), n. a region in the western part of
ancient Greece.

Ae-tO'li-an (e-to'li-an), adj. of Aetolia, its people, etc.
n. a native or inhabitant of Aetolia.

af- (af), ad-: used before/, as in affix.
Af- 1. Africa. 2. African.

A.F., 1. Air Force. 2. Anglo-French: also AF.t A.-F.

A.F., a.f., audio frequency.
A.F.A.M., Ancient Free and Accepted Masons.
afar (9-fSr'), adv. [a-, on far], [Poetic or Archaic], at
or to a distance; from a distance; far away.

a-feard, a-feared
(p-ferd'), adj. [orig. pp. of ME.

aferen, to frighten; AS. afteran; a- -f fseran. to frighten
< fxr, sudden danger; see FEAR], [Archaic or Dial.],
frightened; afraid.

a-fe-brlle (a-fe'bril, a-feb'ril), adj. [a-, not -f febrile],

having no fever,

af-fa-bll-i-ty (afVbil'o-ti), n. [Fr. affabilitf; L. affabili-
tas; see AFFABLE], the quality or state of being affable.

af-fa-ble (af'a-b'l), adj. (Fr.; L. a/abUis < ad-, to +fari,
to speak < base fa-, as in fable], easy to approach and
talk to; pleasant and polite. SYN. see amiable.

af-fa*bly (af'a-bli), adv. in an affable manner.
affair (a-faV), n, [ME. afere; OFr. afaire < a fair*, to
do < L. ad, to -f facere, to do] f L a thing to do;
business. 2. pi. matters of business. 3. any matter,
occurrence, or thing. 4. [< love affair], an aniprous
relationship or episode between two people not married
to eaoh other; an amour.

taf-faire d'a-mour (a'f&r'da'moor'), [Fr,], a love affair.

Jaf faire de coeur (a/far' d ker'), [Fr,, affair of the
heart], a love affair.

faf faire d'hon-neur (a'far' dd'nerO, [Fr., an affair ojf

honor), a dueL
affect (o-fekf), v.t. (< L. affectus, pp. of ajjfcere, to
influence, attack < ad-t to 4-facers to do], I, to &*vo
an effect on; influence; produce a. dhange in* 2. to
move or stir the emotions of. n. 1. [Obs.) a disposi-

iffinity

tion or tendency. 2. (af'ekt), [G. affekt < L. affectus;
see the .], in psychology, a) an emotion, feeling, or
mood as a factor in behavior, b) a stimulus arousing an
emotion, feeling, or mood.
SYN. affect implies the producing of an effect strong enough
to evoke a reaction; to influence is to affect in such a way as to

produce a change in action, thought, nature, or behavior (to

influence legislation) ; impress is used of that which produces
a deep or lasting effect on the mind; touch and the stronger
move, as considered here, are both applied to the arousing of

emotion, sympathy, etc., but move also denotes an influencing
so as to effect a change; sway emphasizes the influencing of a

person so as to turn him from a given course (threats will not
sway us). See also assume.

af-fect (9-fekf), v.t. [Fr. affecter; L. affectare, to aim to

do, strive after < afficere; see AFFECT (to influence)],
1. to like to have, use, wear, be in, etc.: as, she affects

plaid coats. 2. to make a pretense of being, having,
feeling, liking, etc.; feign: as, he affected indifference to
their teasing.

af-fec-ta-tion (af'ek-ta'shan), n. [L. affectatio < pp. of

affectare; see AFFECT (to feign)], 1. an affecting or

pretending to like, have, etc.; show or pretense. 2.

artificial behavior meant to impress others; mannerism
for effect. SYN. see pose.

af-fect-ed (a-fek'tid), adj. [pp. of affect (to feign)], 1.

assumed for effect
;
artificial. 2. behaving in an artificial

way to impress people; full of affectation.
af-fect-ed (9-fek'tid), adj. [pp. of affect (to influence)],

1. attacked by disease; afflicted. 2. influenced; acted
upon. 3. emotionally moved or touched. 4. [see
AFFECT, n.], disposed. 5. in algebra, consisting of terms
that involve different powers of an unknown quantity.

af-fect-ed-ly (s-fek'tid-li) , adv. in an affected manner;
with affectation.

af-feet-ing (a-fek'tii)), adj. [ppr. of affect (to influence)],
emotionally touching; full of pathos. SYN. see

v moving.
af-fee-tion (s-fek'shan) , n. [ME. affecdun; OFr. af-

fection,' L. qfectio, a state of feeling < pp. of afficere;
see AFFECT (to influence)], 1. a mental state or ten-

dency; disposition. 2. often pi. fond or tender feeling;
warm liking: usually distinguished from love. 3. a

disease; ailment. 4. an attribute or property of a thing.
SYN. see disease, love.

af-fee-tion -al (9-fek'shan-l), adj. of the affections.

af-fee-tion-ate (s-fek'shsn-it) , adj. [Latinized from Fr.

affectionne], full of affection; tender and loving.
af-fec-tive (a-fek'tiv), adj. [Fr. affectif; LL. affectivus <
L. affectus], of affects; of feelings; emotional.

af'fec-tiv-i-ty (af'ek-tiv'a-ti) , n. [affective -f -ity], in

psychology, sensitivity to emotional stimuli ; tendency
to affects, or emotional responses,

af-fer-ent (af'gr-ont), adj. [L. afferens t ppr. of afferre <
ad-, to + ferre, to bear], in physiology, bringing inward
to a central part: as, afferent nerves lead to the spinal
cord: opposed to efferent,

af n ance (a-fl'Qns), n. [ME. affiaunce; OFr. ajiance <
afier, to trust in < ML. affidare, to pledge faith < L. ad,
to 4- fidare, to trust], 1. trust or faith. 2. a plighting
of faith; promise of marriage; betrothal, v.t. [AF-
FIANCED (-anst), AFFIANCING], to pledge, especially in

marriage; betroth.
af fi-anced (a-fi'anst), adj. [pp. of affiance], pledged in

marriage; betrothed; engaged.
af fi-ant (a-fl'ant), n. [< ppr. of OFr. afier; see AF-
FIANCE], in law, a person who makes an affidavit;
deponent.

af*fi*da-vit (af'a-da'vit), n. [ML., he has made oath;
pert tense of affidare; see AFFIANCE], in law, a written
statement made on oath, usually before a notary pub-
lic or other authorized person.

af fil iate (9-fil'i-at'), v.t. [AFFILIATED (-id), AFFILIAT-
ING], [< L. aflttiatus, pp. of affiliare, to adopt as a son
< ad-, to -f fittus, son], 1. to take in as a member or
branch. 2. to connect or associate (oneself), 3. to
decide legally who is the father of; hence, 4. to trace
the source and connections of (a language, etc,], v.i.

to associate oneself; join. n. (0-fll'l-it), an affiliated
individual or organization; memper.

affiliation (o-jSl'i-a'shsn), n. [Fr,i ML. affiliation see
AFFILIATE], an affiliating or being affiliated; connection,
as with organisations, clubs, etc.

af-fined (o-findO, adj* [< Fr, afnt, related; sees At-
FINJTY], 1. joined or connected in some way; related.
2. JObs.], under obligation; bound.

af-fin-i-tive (9-fin'9-tiv), adj. having or characterized
by affinity: related or connected.

af-fin-i-ty (9-finVti) t
n. \pl. AFFINITIES (-tiz)J, [L,

affinitas < affinis, adjacent, related by marriage < ad~,
to 4- finis , end], L relationsfeap by marriage; dja*
tinguished from consanguinity. 2. dose relationship;

.
^
3. similarity >c fteructwe, as .Q| upesjes ,QC

, , implying common origin; family resem-
.,

. .
.

4. a. mutual attraction* roeciajly .Ssfeweea a
Kte and ft wwiaii. 5. a person ol tlte opposite sex

|0tn one* & t%e; lorn fiftt f **m elements to combine and stay



affirm

af-firm (a-furm'), v.t. [ME. a/ermen; OFr. affermer; L.
affirmare, to present as fixed < ad-, to + flrmare, to
make firm], 1. to say positively; declare firmly; assert
to be true. 2. to confirm; ratify. Opposed to deny.
v.i. in law, to declare solemnly, but not under oath;
make affirmation. SYN. see assert,

af-firm-ance (a-fur'mans), n. [OFr. affermance < L.
affirmans, ppr. of affirmare; see AFFIRM], 1. an affirming
or declaring. 2. a confirming. 3. in law, an upholding
by a higher court of a lower court's judgment.

af-firm-ant (a-fur'mant), adj. [L. affirmans, ppr. of
affirmare; see AFFIRM], affirming, n. 1. a person who
affirms or declares. 2. in law, a person who declares
solemnly, but not under oath.

af-fir-ma-tion (af'er-ma'shan), n, [L. affirmatio < pp.
of affirmare; see AFFIRM], 1. an affirming or confirming;
ratification. 2. a positive declaration; assertion. 3. in
law, a solemn declaration, but not under oath: per-
mitted to a person who has conscientious objections to
taking oaths.

af-firm-a-tive (a-fur'ma-tiv), adj. [Fr. affirmatif; L.
affirmativus < affirmare; see AFFIRM], affirming; saying
that it is true; answering "yes." n . 1. a word or
expression indicating assent or agreement. 2. the side
upholding the proposition being debated.
answer in the affirmative, to answer "yes."

af-firm-a-to-ry (a-fur'ma-t6r'i, a-fur'ma-to'ri), adj. af-
firmative.

af-fix fe-fiks'; for n., af'iks), v.t. [AFFIXED or AFFIXT
(-fiksf) , AFFIXING], [L. affixus, pp. of affigere, to fasten
to < ad-, to +flgere, to fasten], 1. to fasten; attach.
2. to add at the end; append, n. [Fr. affixe < L.
affixus; see the v.], L a thing affixed. 2. in linguistics,
a prefix, suffix, or infix.

af-fix-a-tion (af'ik-sa'shan), n. 1. affixture. 2. in
linguistics, the adding of affixes to roots or bases in
order to vary function, modify meanings, etc.: dis-
tinguished from compounding, composition.

af-fix-ture (a-fiks'cher), n. an affixing or being affixed.
af-fla tus (a-fla'tas), n. [L.;;pp. of afflare, to blow on <
ad-, to + flare, to blow], inspiration or powerful im-
pulse, as or an artist, poet, etc.

af-flict (a-flikt'), v.t. [< obs. afflict, afflicted; ME.
aflight; OFr. afflit, afflict; L. affltctus, pp. of affligere,
to strike down < ad-, to +fligere, to strike, hit], to cause
pain or suffering to; distress very much.

af-flic-tion (a-flik'shan), n. [ME. affliccion; OFr. afflic-
tion; L. afflictio], I. an afflicted condition; pain; suffer-

ing. 2. anything causing pain or distress; calamity.
SYN. affliction implies pam, suffering, or distress imposed
bv illness, loss, misfortune, etc.; trial suggests suffering that
tries one's endurance, but in a weaker sense refers to annoyance
that tries one's patience; tribulation describes severe affliction

continuing over a long and trying period; misfortune is applied
to a circumstance or event involving adverse fortune and to the
suffering or distress occasioned by it.

af-flic-tive /a-flik'tiv), adj. [Fr. afflictif; see AFFLICT],
causing pain or misery.

af-flu ence (af'loo-ans), n. [Fr.; L. aMuentia < affluere,
to flow to < ad-, to + fluere, to now], 1. a flowing
toward; influx. 2. great plenty; abundance. 3. riches;
wealth; opulence.

af-flu ent (afloo-ant), adj. [Fr. < L. affluens, ppr. of

affluere; see AFFLUENCE], 1. flowing freely. 2. plenti-
ful; abundant. 3. wealthy; rich. n. a stream flowing
into a river; tributary. SYN. see rich,

af-flux (afluks), n. [L. affluxus, pp. of affluere; see
AFFLUENCE], a flow toward a point, as of blood to an
organ.

af.ford (a-f6rd', a-ford'), v.t. [ME. aforthen; AS.
geforthian, to advance < forthian, to further], 1. to
have the means for; stand the expense of; spare (money,
time, etc.) without serious inconvenience: generally
preceded by can or be able, 2. to be able (/p do some-
thing) without risking serious consequences: as^ I can
afford to speak^ frankly. 3, to give; yield; supply;
furnish: as, music affords her pleasure.

af-for-est (a-foVist, a-te'ist), v.t, [ML. afforestart; see
AD- & FOREST], to turn (land) into forest; plant many
trees on.

af-for-est-a-tion (a-f&c/is-ta'shsn, 9-for'is-ta'shan), n.
an afforesting;; planting of a forest.

af-fran-chise (a-fran'oHa/), v.t. [AFFRANCHISED
(-clxizdO* AFFRANCHISING], [Fr, affranchir < & to -f

jranMr; see FRANCHISE], to make free; enfranchise.

af-fray ^friO n. [ME. affrai, an attack, alarm; OFr.

esfrat < esfraer, to frighten; LL. *exfr4dare < L. *, out
of -f Gmc. base frith-, peace], a noisy brawl or quarrel;
pubHc fight or riot; breach of the peace, v.t. [ME.
affrafon; OFr. esfraw; see the *.], [Archaic], to
afm*cate (af'ri-Mt), n. [L. a/ricaius, pp. of N

to rub agauast < <w, to +fncare, to rubj, in i

any of ft* 'compleac sounds produced when slowly re-
leased stop consonants are followed immediately by
fricatives

'

\B|}$!raixts) >&!& the same point of articulation:
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the English affricates are those in latch (IPA V) and
judge (IPA d5).
af-fric-a-tion (af'ri-ka'shan), n. in phonetics, the slow
release of stop consonants causing the formation of
affricates.

af-fric-a-tive (a-frik'a-tiv), n. an affricate, adj. of or
forming an affricate.

af-fright (a-frit'), v.t. [ME. afrighten; AS. afyrhtan; see
FRIGHT], [Archaic], to frighten; terrify, n. [Archaic],
1. a terrifying. 2. a cause of terror. 3. terror; fright.

af-front (s-frunf), v.t. [ME. afronten; OFr. afronter,
to encounter face to face; ML. affrontare < ad-, to -f

frpns, forehead], 1. to insult openly or purposely;
slight. 2. to confront defiantly, n. an open or inten-
tional insult; slight. SYN. see offend.

af-fron-tive (a-frun'tiv), adj. [Rare or Archaic], af-

fronting; openly insulting.
af-fu-sion (a-fu'zhsn), n.

|L. affusio < affusus, pp. of
affundere < ad-, to + fundere, to pour], a pouring on or
into, as of water in baptism,

Afg., Afghanistan.

Af;ghan (af'gsn, af'gan), n. 1. a native or inhabitant
of Afghanistan. 2. the language of Afghanistan: also
called Pushtu. 3. any of a breed of hunting hound,
originally from the Near East, with silky hair and a
long, narrow head. 4. [a-], a crocheted or knitted soft
wool blanket or shawl, adj. of Afghanistan, its people,
language, etc.

Af-ghan-i-stan (af-gan'o-stan', af'gan-3-stan') n. a
country in southwestern Asia, between Iran and India -

area, 245,000 sq. mi.; pop., 7,000,000; capital, Kabul.
$a fi-cio na-do (a-fe'thy6"-na'M6

fc

; Eng. a-fe'sys-na'do),
n. [Sp.], a devotee.

a-field (a-feldO, adv. [a-, on +fidd\, 1. in, on, or to the
field. 2. away (from home) ; astray.

a-fire (9-fir') adv. & adj. [a-, on -h fire], on fire.

A.F.L., American Federation of Labor: also A.F. of L.
aflame (s-flam/)/ adv. & adj. [a-, on -f- flame], in
flames: ablaze; in a glow.
AFL-CIO, American Federation of Labor and Congress
of Industrial Organizations, merged in 1955.

afloat (a-flof), adj. [a-, on + float], 1. not grounded;
clear of the bottom. 2. floating on the surface. 3. on
board ship; at sea. 4. flooded: said of a ship's deck, etc.
5. drifting about. 6. current; in circulation: said of a
rumor, etc.

keep afloat, 1. to remain floating or unsunk. 2. to
remain solvent.

a-flut-ter (a-flut'eY), adv. & adj. [a-r on -\-flutter], in a
flutter.

Ja fond (a/ fow') , [Fr.], 1. to the bottom or foundation.
2. thoroughly; completely.

a-foot (o-footO, adv. & adj. [a-, on -f foot], 1, on foot.
2. in motion or operation; in progress; astir.
afore (9-f6r' f 9-f5rO adv. t prep., conj. [ME. afore,
aforn; AS. onforan, before: influenced by xtforan; see
A- Sc. FORE], [Archaic & Dial, except in compounds and
nautical use], before.
a fore-men tioned (Q-fdr'men'shand, s-for'men'shand) ,

adj. mentioned before or previously.
a fore said (9-f6r'sed' f s-for'sed'). adj. spoken of be-
fore; mentioned previously.

a-fore-thought (a-fdr'thdt', a-for'th6t'), adj. thought
out beforehand; premeditated.
a fore-time (a-fSr'tim

7
, a-for'tlm'), adv. in times now

past; formerly, adj. of former times.
a for-ti-o-ri (a' f6r'shi-o'ri, a' for'shi-o'ri) , [L., for a
stronger (reason)), aU the more: said of a conclusion
that follows with even greater logical necessity than
another already accepted in the argument.
afoul (a-fotdO, adv. & adj. [a-, on + foul], in a collision
or a tangle.
run (or faU) afoul of, to become entangled with; get
into trouble with.

Afr-, Afro-.

Afr., 1. Africa. 2. African.
A.-Fr., Anglo-French.
A.FJLA,, American Federation of Radio Ariisfts: a
branch of the Associated Actors and Artists of America,
an A.F. of L. labor union,

a-fraid (a-frad/), adj. [obs. pp. of affray; $ee AFFRAY],
feeling fear; frightened; apprehensive (with of\ that, or
an infinitive) : often used colloquially to indicate re-
gretful realization, etc. : as, I'm afraid 1 can't ,gp,
SYN. Jjfrsild is applied to a ^eaeiral feeling of fear ox disgjuiet
aad is the broadest in application of all the woafds coiisiaere<i
here/to be afraid of the dark, to be afraid to die); frightened
implies a siididen, ustiaUy ttsinpomiy seizure of rear (the child
^as frightened by the dog)j timid implies a lack p courage or
self-confidence and su^est^ overcatttiousness, shyness, etc. (he
is Umtd about investing money) j timorous and fearful sug-
gest a feelmgr of disqwet and a tendency to worry rather tton &.
alanmng fear (fearful rtmtQatie m error); terrified -sttfeges
a feeMng of jtetense,-o^e

ests
tl*



Aframerican 26 agaricaceous
Af-ra-mer-i-can (af'ra-mer'a-kan), adj. & n. Afro-

American.
, , ....

Af-ra-sia (af-ra'zha), n. [Afr- + Asia], northern Africa

east of the Sahara, and southwestern Asia, considered

together. ,

Af-ra-sian (af-ra'zhsn), adj. of Afrasia. n. the offspring

of an African and an Asiatic.

a-freet (af'ret), n. [An '#n*], in Arabic mythology, a

strong, evil demon or jinni: also spelled afrit.

ated in the Eastern Hemisphere, south of Europe,
between the Atlantic and Indian Oceans: area, 11,500,-

000 sq. mi,; pop., 208,000,000: called the Dark Conti-

nent: abbreviated Afr., Af.

Af-ri-can (af'ri-ksn), adj. 1. of Africa, its peoples,

cultures, etc. 2. Negro or Negroid, n. 1. a native or

inhabitant of Africa. 2, a member of an African race;

Negro or Negroid. Abbreviated Afr., Af.

African lily, an African plant of the lily family, having
straplike leaves and clusters of blue or white, funnel-

shaped flowers ; agapanthus.
African sleeping sickness, see sleeping sickness.

African violet, any of a group of tropical African

plants with violet or pinkish flowers.

Af-ri-kaans (af'ri-kanz', af'ri-kans') ,
n. IS. Afr, D. <

Afrika, Africa], the Dutch dialect spoken in South
Africa: also called Cape Dutch, Taal.

Af*ri-kan-der (af'ri-kan'der) , n. [SJVfr.D. < D.

Afrikaner, with d after Hollander], 1. a European born
in South Africa, particularly one of Dutch ancestry;
Boer. 2. a breed of cattle, originally from Africa.

af-rit (af'ret), n. an afreet.
, .. ,

Af-ro- (afro), [L. Afer, an African], a combining form

meaning: L Africa. 2. African: also Afr-.

Af-ro-A-mer-i-can (af'ro-a-mer's-kan) , adj. of Negro
Americans, their culture, etc. n. a Negro American.
Also Aframerican.

aft (aft, aft), adj. & adv. [AS, xftan; akin to Goth.

aftana, from behind < afta, behind, farthest back; af,

off, away 4- superl. suffix -ta: aft is now felt to be the

positive of which after is the comparative], at, near, or

toward the stern (within the ship) .

A.F'.T., American Federation of Teachers: an AFL-CIO
labor union.

2. in search of. 3. later than. 4. as a result of; on
account of: as, after what has happened, he won't go.

5. in spite of: as, after all we had done, he was still

ungrateful. 6. next to in rank or importance ;
lower in

order than. 7. in the manner of: as, a novel after

Dickens' style. 8. for; in honor of: as, a child named
after Lincoln. 9. concerning: as, she asked after you.
In the etymologies of this dictionary, after often means
"patterned after." conj. following the time when;
later than. adj. 1. next; later, 2. nearer the rear

(especially, of a ship) ; more aft.

af-ter-birth (af'tgr-burth', af'ter-burth'), n. 1. the

placenta and fetal membranes expelled from the womb
after childbirth. 2. in law, a child born after the
father's death or final will.

after-brain (af'tSr-bran' f af'tor-bran') , n. the pos-
terior part of the hindbrain; myelencephalon.

af-ter-aatnp (af'tgr-damp', af'tSr-damp'). n. an asphyx-
iating gas left in a mine after an explosion of firedamp :

also called chokedamp. .

after-deck (af'tSr-dek', af'tgr-dek') , n. the part of a

ship's deck toward the stern.

af-ter-din-ner (af'tSr-dm'eV, af'tgr-din'gr) , adj. made,
done, or served following dinner: as, an after-dinner

speech, after-dinner mints.
af-ter-ef-fect (af'tgr-o-fekf, af'tgr-s-fekt') , n. an effect

coming later, or as a secondary result.

af ter glow (af'tSr-glo', af't&r-glo') ,
n. 1. the glow re-

maining after a light has gone, as in the western sky
after sunset. 2. the pleasant feeling one has after an
enjoyable experience.

af-ter-im-age (af'tSr-im'ij, af'tgr-im'ij), n. in psychol-

ogy, an image or sensation that stays or comes back
alter the external stimulus has been withdrawn: see also

afterscnsatlon.
af-ter-life (af'tSr-Ef', af'tSr-lif') n. 1. a life after

death. 2. the part of one's life after a previous part;
one's later years.
aftermath (af't&r-math', Sf'tSr-math'). n. [after +
dial, math < AS. mxth, cutting of grass < mawan, to

mow, with ih suffix], 1, a second mowing: grass that

grows after the earlier mowing. 2. a result or conse-

quence, usually an unpleasant one.

af-ter-most (af'tgr-most', 8'tSMn5st'). adj. [after +
most; akin in form to AS. seftemest, superl. of aftert

after], 1. hindmost; last, 2. nearest to the stern.

af-ter-noon (af'te'r-noon', if'tSr-tioon'), n. the time
from noon to evening, adj. of, in, or for the afternoon.
Abbreviated aft*

af-terrains (af'tgr-panz', af'ter-panz') , n.pl. the pains
following childbirth.

af-ter-piece (af'tgr-pes', af'tSr-pes'), n. a short sketch

presented after a longer dramatic production.
af-ter-sen-sa-tion (af'ter-sen-sa'shon, af'ter-sen-sa'-

shsn), n. in psychology, an afterimage of peripheral
origin.

af-ter-shaft (after-shaft/, after-shaft
7
), n. a feather

growing from the posterior side of the stem of another
feather.

af-ter-taste (af'tgr-tasf, af'tSr-tast'), n. 1. a taste

staying in the mouth after eating, drinking, or smok-
ing. 2. the feeling remaining after an experience.
af-ter-thought (af'ter-tli6t' f af'tgr-thot'), n. 1. reflec-

tion after the event; later explanation. 2. a thought
coming too late, after the occasion for which it was apt.
af-ter-time (af'ter-tim', af'tSr-tim'), " the time to

come; future.
af-ter-ward (af'ter-werd, af'tgr-werd), adv. [AS. after-

weard; see AFT & -WARD], later: subsequently.
af-ter-wards (af'tSr-wSrdz, af't&r-wgrdz) , adv. [after-

ward + adv. genit. -(e)s], afterward.
af-tor-world faf'ter-wurld', af'ter-wiirld') , n. a world
after this one ;

world supposedly existing after death.

ag- (ag, sg), ad-: used before g, as in aggrade.

Ag, argentum, [L.], in chemistry, silver.

Ag., August.
ag., agriculture.
A.G., 1. Adjutant General. 2. Attorney General.

a-ga (a'gs), n. [Turk.], in Turkey and other Moslem
countries, a title of respect for important officials,

both military and civil: also spelled agha.
again (o-gen't a-gan'), adv. [ME. agen, ayein; AS.
ongegn, ongean; on-, up to, toward + gegn, direct: orig.

separable prefix meaning "directly up to," hence,
"facing, opposite"; see AGAINST, GAINSAY], 1. [Rare],
back in response; in return: as, answer again. 2. back
into a former position or condition; hence, 3. once

more; a second time; anew. 4. besides; further. 5. on
the other hand; from the contrary standpoint, 6,

[Obs.J, in the opposite direction; back.

again and again, 9ften; repeatedly.
as much again, twice as much.

against (a-gensf, 9-ganst'), prep. [ME. ayeynst,
ageinest, againest, opposite to,

t
facing, etc^ < AS.

ongegn, ongean (see AGAIN), with adv. genit. -es +
unhistoric -t], 1. in opposition to: as, fight against,

against one's judgment. 2. toward so as to come in

contact with or strike: as, throw the ball against the
wall. 3. opposite to the course or direction of: as, drive

against the traffic. 4. m contrast with: as, green
against the gold. 5, next to; adjoining: as, the House

against the church, 6, in preparation for; for the possi-

bility of: as, we provided against a poor crop.
over against, 1. opposite to. 2, as compared with.

A-ga Khan III (a'gs kan', a'gs khan'), (Aga Sultan Sir
Mahomed Shah), 1877-1957; leader of Ismailian Mos-
lems.

ag-a ma (ag's-rns), n, [Mod. I/.; Sp.; of W. Ind, origin],

1. a kind of lizard that changes color like the chameleon.
2. any of a number of lizards related to this.

Ag-a-mem-non (ag'a-mem'nan, ag'9-mem'non) , n,

[GrJ, in Greek legend, king of Mycenae and commander
in cnief of the Greek army in the Trojan War, killed

by his wife Clytemnestra.
a gam ic (a-gam'ik), ad*. [Gr. agamos; a-, not + gamos.
marriage], in biology, 1, asexual; having no sexual

union. 2. able to develop without fertilization by the

a-gam-i-caMy (s-gam'i-k'H), adv. in an agamic man-
ner; asexually. _ . ,

ag-a-mo-gen-e sis (ag's-mo-jen'a-sis), n. [Mod, L. <
Gr. agamos (see AGAMIC) ; + -genesis], in biology, asexual

reproduction, as by budding, nssure, or parthenogenesis.
ag-a mous (ag'd-mos), adi. [Gr. agamos; see AGAMIC],
m biology, 1. asexuaL 2. producing no flowers or seeds,
as ferns and mosses,
A-ga fia (S-gS'nya*; Eng, E-gln'ya), n. the capital of

Guam: pop., 10,000.

ag a pan-thus (agVpan'thas) , n. [Mod, L. < Gr.

agapS, love + anthos, a flower], any of a ntmaber of

related African plants of the lily family, with clusters

of white, blue, or purple flowers.

a gape (a-gSpO, adv. A adj. [a-, on -f gape], 1. gaping;
with the moutn wide open, as in surprise, wonder, etc.

2. wide open.
a gar (S'glr, a'g^r, I'gEr, ag'e'r), n. [Malay], 1 agar-

agar. 2. a substance contr
*

a'gar-a-gar (a'ga^'gaY7l/gSr-rgir, S'gar-S'glr, ag'Sr-

ag'Sr), n. FMalay), a gelatinous product made from sea-

weedj and used as a base for bacterial ctuturas* as a
laxative, etc.

a-gar-ic (agVrik, s-gar'ik), n [L, wrfaum, larch

fungus; Or. afflrtow, tret ranfftts < A&ari, a Satma-
tiari town], any agaricaceotw Eungus, as the common
edible mushroom,,

a-gar-i-ca-ceous
oMjl b^oog
toadstooli and i
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Agassiz, Alexander (ag'a-si), 1835-1910; son of
Louis; American naturalist.

Agassiz, Louis (Jean Louis Roddphe Agassiz), 1807-
1873; American naturalist, born in Switzerland.

ag-ate (ag'it, ag'st), n. [Pr.; L. achates; Gr. achatSs <
A chafes,

t
Sicilian nver], 1. a hard, semiprecious stone

with striped t
or clouded coloring; kind of chalcedony.

2. any of various tools having agate parts, as a burnish-
ing instrument with a tip of agate. 3. a playing marble
made of or like this stone. 4. a very small person:
from the tiny figures cut in agate seals. 5. in printing,
a small size of type, 51/2 point. This line is in agate.

a-gate-ware (ag'it-waY'), n. 1. pots and pans of
iron or steel enameled to look like agate. 2. pottery
made to look like agate.
Agatha (ag'o-ths), pL; Gr. Agathe, lit., good, fern, of
agathos, good], a feminine name.
A-gath-o-cles (9-gathVkleV), n. tyrant of ancient Syra-
cuse; lived 361?-289 B.C.

ag-at-ize (ag'o-tiz'), v.t. [AGATIZED (-tizd'), AGATIZING],
f< agate -f ~ize], to make into or like agate.

Ja gauche (a/ gosh'), [Fr.J, to the left; on the left.

a-ga-ve (9-ga'vi), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. Agaue, a proper
name, lit., illustrious, fern, of agauos, famous], any of
a number of related plants of the amaryllis family,
especially the century plant of American deserts, having
tall flower stalks that ascend from thick, fleshy leaves:
some agaves yield fiber used for rope.

a-gaze fc-gSzO. adv. & adj. [a-, on + gaze], gazing.
agcy.. agency.
age (aj), n. [ME.; OPr. aage; ML. *aetaticum < L.

aetus], t
l. the time that a person or a thing has existed

since birth or beginning. 2. the lifetime. 3. the time
of life when a person is qualified for full legal rights,
adult responsibilities, etc. (preceded by of) : as, a man
comes of age at twenty^one. 4. a stage ot life, 5. the
latter part of a normal lifetime; senility; old age. 6. a
generation* 7. a historical or geological period; epoch.
8. often pi. [Colloq.], a long time. v.i. [AGED (ajd) , AGING
or AGEING], to grow old or mature; show signs of grow-
ing old. vJ* to make old or mature. SYN. see period.
-age (ij, oj), [OFr.; LL. -aticum, belonging to, related

to], a noun-forming suffix added to verbs (sense 1) and
nouns (sense 2) meaning, in general: 1. that which
belongs or relates to the act of, as in passage, marriage;
hence, a) amount of, as in drinkage, wastage, b) cost of,
as in postage, porterage, and c) place of, as in steerage.
2. that which belongs or relates to the state or condition of,

as in pupilage, savage [L. silvaticus], voyage [L. viaticum]',
hence, a) collection

of,
as in peerage, baronage, acreage,

foliage, rootage, and b) place for, as hi orphanage.
Senses 1 and 2 are often blended in the same word.

a-ged (a'jid), adj. [pp. of age], 1. old; grown old; made
old. 2. (ajd), of the age of: as, aged five years.
the afted (a'jid), old people.

a-gee (d-je'), adv. & adj. [a-, intens. + gee (command to

horse)], [British Dial.], on or to one side; askew.

age-less (aj'lis), adj. 1. not growing old. 2. eternal.

age-long (Sjldi)', ajlor/). adj. 1, lasting long. 2. last-

ing forever.

a-gen-cy (S'jan-si), n. Ipl. AGENCIES (-siz)], [L. agentia
< ppr. of agere; see AGENT], 1. action: power. 2.

means; instrumentality. 3. trie business of any person,
firm, etc. empowered to act for another. 4. the busi-
ness office or district of such a person, firm, etc. Ab-
breviated agcy.

oftmngs to be don or dealt with (at a meeting, etc.).

a-gent (a'j^nt), n. [L. agens agentis, ppr. of agere, to do,

act; Gr. agein, to drive], ll a person or thing that per-
forms actions or is able to do so. 2. an active force or
substance producing an effect : as, a chemical agent . 3.

a person, firm, etc. empowered to act for another:
abbreviated agt. 4. [Cotjoq.], a traveling salesman.
SYN. an agent is, generally, a person or thing that acts or is

capable of acting, or, in this comparison, one who or that which
acts, or is empowered to act, for another (the company's agent) ;

or now usually denotes an agent for the sale of goods; a
lily is a public official to whom certain authority has been
.jatedbyKs superior; ^May-implies the delegation ofpower

to substitute for another in some formal or ceremonial detail

(some stockholders vote by proxy).

a-gen rial (a-jen'shol), adj. 1. of an agent. 2. of an
agency. Ji. acting as an agent.

a-gen-tive (5'jan-tiv), adj. [agent -f -ive, after genitive,

accusative, etc.]. of or producing a grammatical form
denoting the doer of some action, n. an agentive
affix or form, as the suffix -ant, In servant, defendant,

Ja gent pro vo ca teur (A^h^'^pr^vft'^'ter'), (Fr.],
a person .biped to join or,t*ect>oift, friendly witfo others,
as with members of a labor union, a political party,
etc., in order to incite them to do things that will make
them or their organization liable to penalty.

age of consent, in law, the age of a girl before which
sexual intercourse with her, regardless of whether she
has consented, is considered rape.

age-old (aj'old'), ad/, ages old; centuries old; ancient.

ag er-a-tum (aj'gr-a'tem, o-jer's-tam), n. [Mod. L,; Gr.
ageraton, a kind of plant < a-, not -J- gSras, old age],
any of a number of plants of the thistle or aster family,
having small, thick heads of blue or white flowers.

A-ges-Ha-us (s-jes'i-la'ss), n. Spartan king and gen-
eral; lived c. 400-360 B.C.
ag-glom-er-ate (a-glom'eY-at'), v.t. & v.i. [AGGLOMER-
ATED (-id), AGGLOMERATING], [L. agglomeratus, pp. of

agglomerate < ad-, to + glomerare, to form into a ball],
to gather into a cluster, mass, or ball. adj. (s-glom'Sr-
it) , gathered into a mass or ball; clustered, n. (a-glom/-
r-it), 1. a jumbled heap, mass, or cluster. 2. in

geology, a mass of fragments of volcanic rock fused by
heat.
a glom-er-a-tlon (a-glqm'gr-a'shon) , n. [L. agglomera-
tio], 1. an agglomerating. 2. an agglomerated con-
dition. 3. a jumbled heap, mass, or cluster.

ag glom-er-a tive (s-glom'er-a'tiv, a-glom'eW-tiv),
adj. agglomerating;_tending to agglomerate.

ag-glu-ti-nant (a-gloo't'n-snt), adj. [L. agglutinans, ppr.
of agglutinare; see AGGLUTINATE], sticking together; ad-
hesive, n. a sticky or adhesive substance.
ag glu ti nate fe-gloo't'n-it; for v., a-gloWn-atO, adj.
[L, agglutinat^ pp. of agglutinare, to cement to <
ad~, to + glutinare < gluten, glue], 1. stuck together,
as with glue. 2. in linguistics, forming words by
agglutination, v.t. & v.t. [AGGLUTINATED (-id), AG-
GLUTINATING], 1. to stick together, as with glue;
ioin by adhesion. 2. in linguistics^ to form (words)
by agglutination. 3. in medicine & 'bacteriology, to
clump, as microorganisms, blood cells, etc.

ag glu ti na-tion (9-gloo't'n-a'sh9n) , n. [L. agglutina-
tio; see AGGLUTINATE], 1. an agglutinating. 2. an
agglutinated condition. 3. a mass of agglutinated
parts. 4. in linguistics, the systematic combining of

independent words into compounds without marked
change of form or loss of meaning: term now seldom
used. 5. in medicine & bacteriology, the clumping to-
gether of microorganisms, blood cells, etc* suspended in
fluid.

agglu-ti-na*tive (a-gl5o't*n-a'tiv, 9-gloo't'n-a-tiv) , adj.
1. tending to agglutinate; sticking together. 2. in
linguistics, characterized by agglutination.
ag glu-ti-nin (o-gloo't'n-in) , n. a substance causing
agglutination (of bacteria, blood cells, etc.) .

ag glu tin o gen (ag'loo-tinVjan), IL [< agglutinin +
-sen], any antigen which stimulates the production of

agglutinins.
ag gra da-tion (ag'ro-da/shsn), n. an aggrading or being
aggraded.
ag-grade fe-grSd'), v.t. [AGGRADED (-id), AGGRADING],
[ag~ (see AD-) + grade], to build up the grade or slope
of (the earth) by deposition of sediment, as in the bank
of a stream.
ag gran dize (ag'ran-*^', 9-gran'dizO v*t* [AGGRA^T-
DIZED (-dlzd'), AGGRANDIZINGJ, [Fr. agrontfir, to aug-
ment < L. adj to + grandire, to increase < grdndis,
ereat], 1. to increase in power, position, riches, etcl

(sometimes used reflexively) . 2. to make seem greater.
ag-gran-dize-ment (a-gran'diz-mant), n. [Fr. agran-
dissement; see AGGRANDIZE], an aggrandizing or being
aggrandized; increase in power, position, riches, etc.

aggravate (ag'ra-vaV), v.t. [AGGRAVATED (-id), AG-
GRAVATING}, [ < L. aggtavatus, pp. of aggravate, to make
heavier < ad-, to -f gravis, heavy], 1. to make worse;
make more burdensome, troublesome, etc. 2. [Colloq.],
to exasperate; annoy; vex. SYN. see intensify,
aggrava tion (ag'ro-va'shan), n* 1. an aggravating
or being aggravated. 2. a thing or circumstance that
aggravates. 3. [Colloq.], exasperation; annoyance.

ag-gre-gate (ag'ri-git; for v., ag'ri-gSt'), adj. [I>. ag-
gregatus, pp. of aggregate, to lead to a flock, add to <
ad~i to -h gregare, to herd < grex, gregis* a herd], 1.

gathered into a whole or mass; total. 2. in bbtany,
clustered. 3. in geology, composed of mineral frag*
ments or crystals mixed in one rock. n. 1. a total or
whole; group or mass of distinct things gathered to-
gether. 2. the sand and pebbles used In making con-
crete, v.t. [AGGREGATED (-id), AGGREGATING], 1. to
gather into a^whole r mass. 2. to amount t| total.
SYN. see sum.

In the aggregate, taken all together'; on the whole.

ag-gre ga-tion (ag'ri-ga'ston), n. 1. an aggregating or
being aggregated. 2. a group or mass of distinct things
or individuals.

ag-gre-ga-tive (ag'ri-gS'tiv), adji 1. aggregating. 2.

tending to aggregation. 3. taken collectively OF as &
whole.
ag gre ga to ry (ag'rJRg8-%1i a^tt-ga-tSM) , adj. 1C

relating to an
ag-gress



aggression 28 Agra
attack, go to < ad-, to + gradi, to step < gradus, a step],
to, start a quarrel or attack.

ag-gres-sion (a-gresh'an), n. [Fr.; L. aggressio; see

AGGRESS], 1. an unprovoked attack or invasion. 2. the

practice or habit of being aggressive.

aggres*sive (o-gres'iv), adj. 1. aggressing or inclined to

aggress; starting fights or quarrels. 2. full of enterprise
and initiative; bold and active; pushing.
SYN. aggressive implies a bold and energetic pursuit of one's

ends, connoting, in derogatory usage, a ruthless desire to dom-
inate and, in a favorable sense, enterprise, initiative, etc.; mili-
tant implies a vigorous, unrelenting espousal of a cause, move-
ment, etc. and rarely suggests the furthering of one's own ends;
assertive emphasizes self-confidence and a persistent determi-
nation to express oneself or one's opinions; pushing is applied
derogatorily to a forwardness of personality that manifests
itself in officiousness, rudeness, etc.

ag-gres-sor (a-gres'er), n. [L.], one that aggresses; per-
son, nation, etc. that starts a fight or makes an unpro-
voked attack.

ag-grieve (s-greV), v.t. [AGGRIEVED (-grevd'), AG-
GRIEVING], [ME. agreven; OPr. agrever, to aggravate; L.

aggravate; see AGGRAVATE], 1. to cause grief or injury
to; offend; slight. 2. to injure in one's legal rights.
SYN. see wrong.

aggrieved (a-grevd'), adj. [pp. of aggrieve], 1. having
a grievance; offended. 2. injured in one's legal rights.

a*gha (a'ga), n. aga.
a ghast (9-gast'j a-gast'), adj. [ME. agast, agasted, pp. of

agasten, to terrify < AS. a + gsestan, to terrify < gsest,

gast, spirit, demon; cf. GHOST], terrified; horrified; show-
ing sudden dismay or amazement.
agile (aj'al, aj'il, ajll), adj. [Fr.; L. agilis < agere, to
do, act], quick and easy of movement ; deft and active.
SYN. agile and nimble both imply rapidity and lightness
of movement, agile emphasizing dexterity in the use of the
limbs and nimble, deftness in the performance of some act;
quick implies rapidity and promptness, seldom indicating, out
of context, the degree of skillfulness; spry suggests nimbleness
or alacrity, now^usually as displayed by; vigorous elderly people;
sprightly implies animation or vivacity and suggests gaiety,
lightness, etc. ANT. torpid, sluggish, lethargic.

a-giM-ty fe-jil'o-ti), n. [Fr. agttitt; L. agilitas < agilis;
see AGILE], the quality or condition of being agile.

Ag-in-court (aj'in-k6rt' f aj'in-kort'; Fr. a/zhaw'koor') ,

n. a town in northern France, near Calais: site of a
battle 1415) won by England in the Hundred Years'
War with France.

ag-i-o (aj'i-o', aj'o), n. [pi. AGIOS (-oz' f -oz)] t [It. aggio,
exchange, premium], 1. a fee paid to exchange one
kind of money for another, or to exchange depreciated
money for money of full value. 2. agiotage.

ag-i-o-tage (aj'i-a-tij, aj's-tij), n. [Fr. < agioter, to job
in stocks < agio (It. aggio), premium], 1. exchange
business. 2. the business of a stockbroker; speculation
in stocks^.
a gist j>-jist'), v.t. [OFr. agister; a- (L. ad), to + gister,
to assign a lodging < ML, *jacitare < L, jacere, to lie],
to feed or pasture (cattle) for a fixed sum.
a gist-ment (a-jist'mant) , n. 1. an agisting. 2. an
agreement to agist. 3. the profit of agisting.

ag-i ta-ble (aj'a-ta-b'l), adj. that can be agitated.
ag-i-tate (aj'a-tat'), v.t. [AGITATED (-id), AGITATING],
f< I/, agitatus, pp, of agitare, to put in motion < agere,
to do, move], 1. to move violently; stir up; shake up.
2, to excite; fluster. 3. to keep discussing so as to cause
or increase dissatisfaction and produce changes, IM.
to act as an agitator; stir people up so as to produce
social or political changes. SYN, see disturb.

ag-i tat-ed (aj's-tat'id) , adj. shaken; perturbed; excited.

ag'i-ta-tiqn (aj'a-ta'shan), n. [L. agitatio; see AGITATE],
I. an agitating or being agitated; violent motion or
stirring. 2.

m
emotional disturbance; tremulous excite-

ment. 3, discussion meant to arouse or increase dis-
satisfaction with things as they are and produce
changes; work of an agitator.

Ja-gl-ta-to (a'j5-ta/t6"), adj. & adv. [It. < L. agitatus; see
AGITATE], in music, fast and with excitement: a direc-
tion -to the performer.

ag-i'ta*tor (aj'a-ta'tSr) , n. [L. ; see AGITATE], 1. a person
or thing that agitates. 2. a person who tries to arouse
or increase dissatisfaction with things as they are so
as to produce changes: often used in an unfavorable
sense. 3* an apparatus for shaking or stirring.
A.gla la (a-gla'a), n. [L.; Gr. Aglaiat lit., brightness], in
Greek mythology, one of the three Graces.

a-gleam (o-gleniO. <*dv. & adj. [<*-* on + gleam]* gleam-
ing*

ag'tet (aglit), n. [ME.; OFr. aguiUelte, dim. of aiguille
< L. acula, dim. of acus, a needle, pin], the metal tip
Of a cord or lace : also aiglet.

a-gley (>$', 9-glSO. adv. [a-, on 4- gUy, squint], [Scot.],
awry; offto one side.

a-glim-mer (a-glim'Sr), adv. & adj. in or to a glimmering
condition; glimmering.

a-glit-ter (a-gUt'er), adv. & adj. [<*~, on -f gMtterl fo a

a-glow (^glo') adv. & adj. [a- f on 4- gfowj, in ft glow
(of colqr or emotion).

a-gly (0-gHOi flrftf* [Scot,], agley.

A.G.M.A., American Guild of Musical Artists: a branch
of the Associated Actors and Artists of America, an
A.F. of L. labor union.

ag-minate (ag'ma-mt, ag'ma-nat'), adj. [< L. agmen,
a group, troop + -ate], arranged in a cluster or clusters;
grouped together.
ag-nail (ag'nal'), n. [AS. angnxgl, a corn (on the toe
or foot) ; ang-, tight, -painful + nxgl, nail (metal) : orig.
in reference to the nail-head appearance of the excres-

cence], 1. a sore or swelling around a fingernail or
toenail. 2. a hangnail.
ag-nate (ag'nat), n. [L. agnatus, pp. of agnasci, to be
born in addition to < ad- t to -f- nasci, to be born], a
relative through male descent or on the father's side.

adj. 1 . related through male descent or on the father's
side. 2. akin.

ag-nat-ic (ag-nat'ik), adj. 1. of agnation. 2. related

through males or on the father's side.

agna-tion (ag-na'shsn) , n. [L. agnatio; see AGNATE],
an agnate relationship.
Ag-nes (ag'nis), [Fr. Agnbs; L, Agnes, Hagnes; Gr.
hagne, fem. of

t
hagnos, chaste], a feminine name:

diminutive, Aggie.
Agnes, Saint, 3d century; one of the four great patron-
esses
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Ag-ni
mytfa __
he is shown as having two faces.

agnomen rag-no'mQn), n. [pi. AGNOMINA (-nom'o-no),
AGNOMENS (-msnz)], [L. ad, to + gnomen, old form of
nomen, name], 1. in ancient Rome, a name added to
the cognomen, especially as an epithet honoring some
achievement. 2. a nickname.

ag-nos-tic (ag-nos'tik), n. [ult. < Gr. agnostos, un-
known, unknowable < a

: , not ^ base of gignoskein, to
know], a person who thinks it is impossible to know
whether there is a God or a future life, or anything
beyond material phenomena, adj. of or characteristic
of an agnostic or agnosticism, SYN. see atheist.

ag-nos-ti-caHy (ag-nos'ti-kl-i) , adv. 1. in an agnostic
manner. 2. from an agnostic point of view.
ag-nos-ti-cism (a^-nos'ta-siz'm), n. the doctrine of an
agnostic: distinguished from atheism.

Ag-mis De-i (ag'nas del), [L., Lamb of God], 1. a rep-
resentation of Christ as a lamb, often holding a cross
or flag. 2. in the Roman Catholic Church, a) a little

wax disk with a lamb pictured on it, blessed by the

Pope, b) a prayer in the Mass, beginning Agnus Dei.
c) its music. 3. the Anglican anthem, beginning "O
Lamb of God."

a*go (a-go'). adj. [ME. agon, agan, pp. of agon, to depart;
AS. agan, to pass away], gone by; past; used following
the noun. adv. in the past: as, long ago.

a-gog (a-gogO, adv. & adj. [Fr. en gogues, in mirth], in
a state of eager anticipation, excitement, or interest.

-a-gogue (3-g6g'f s-gog/), [< Gr. agSgos, leading], a
combining form meaning leading, directingt inciting,
as in demagogue, mystagogue: also spelled -agog.
a-gon (a/gon), n.JGr. agdn, assembly, contest < agein,
to lead], the conflict of characters in a drama.

a-goiie (a-g6n', a-gon') , adj. & adv. [ME. agon; see AGO],
[Archaic], ago; past.
a-gon ic (a-gonlk), adj. [Gr. ag6nos < a-, without -f
gdnia, an angle], forming no angle.
agonic line, the imaginary line on the earth's surface
on which true north and magnetic north are identical,
and a compass needle makes no angle with the meridian.

ag-onis-tic (ag'a-nis'tik) , adj. [Gr. agdnisttkos, fit for
contest < agdn; see AGON], 1. of ancient Greek athletic
contests. 2. contesting; combative. 3. strained for
effect.

ago-nize (ag's-niz'). v.L [AGONIZED (-nizd'), AGONIZ-
ING], [Fr, agonizer; ML. agonizare; Gr. agdnizesthai, to
contend for a prize < agdn, a contest], 1. to make
convulsive efforts; struggle. 2. to be in agony; be in
great pain. v.L to cause great pain to; torture.

ag-o-ntz-ing (ag'a-mz'iri), adj. [ppr. of agonize}* t that
agonizes. 2. very painful.

t-0-ny
(ag's-ni), n. [pL AGONIES (-niz)], [ME, agonie;

. agonia; Gr, agdnia, a contest for victory < agdn; see
AGON], 1. great mental or physical pain, 2, death
pangs, 3. a convulsive struggle. 4, a sudden, strong
emotion: as, an agony of joy. SYN. see distress.

agony column, a newspaper column for personal adver-
tisements, as to missing relatives, etc.

ag-o ra fe^rs), n. [pi. AGORAE (-r0, AGOHAS (-raas)],

[Gr.], 1, m ancient Greece, an assembly; hence, 2, a
place of assembly, especially a market place.
ag o ra pho bi a (agVra-fS'm-a), n, [agora -f phctoia] t

a morbid fear oC beinf in open or public places.
agou ti (8-^6"6'ti) f n. [pi, AGotixis, AQOOTIES (tfe)].

(Fr.; Sp. aguti < Tupi native nanieL a rodent related
to the gumea pig, found in the West India* tad Central
and South America: it Is about a big as a rabbit and
has grizzled fur: also spelled agouty.

agr. 1. agricultural. 2, agricultU're. 3. agricttlttirltt.A gra (&'gr& r I'm), n, I. a provtaoe o! Wtar ftacWk,
India. 2. a city in tibtia province, fawows for tke Ty
Mahal: pop.,

'
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a-graffe (a-graf), n. [Fr. agraffe, agrappe < a- (L. ad),
to 4- grappe; LL. grappa; Gmc. krappo, a hook], 1. a
hook and a loop, used as a clasp for armor or clothing.
2. a metal bracket for holding stones together.
A-gram (a'gram) , n. Zagreb, a city in Yugoslavia.
a-graph-i-a (a-graf'i-9), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. a-, without
4- graphein, to write, draw], a brain disorder in which
the patient's ability to write is partly or wholly lost.

a-graph-ic (a-graf'ik), adj. of or having agraphia.
a-grar-i-an (a-grHr'i-sn), adj. [L. agrarius < ager, a
field, country], 1. relating to land; of the cultivation
or ownership of land. 2. of agriculture, n. a person
in favor of more equitable division of land.

a-grar-i-an-ism (o-grar'i-on-iz'm), n. 1. the doctrine
or methods of agrarians. 2. agitation or political move-
ment for more equitable division of land.
a gree (o-gre') t v.i. [AGREED (-gred'), AGREEING], [ME.
agreen; OFr. agreer, to receive kindly < OFr. a gre,
favorably; a (L. ad), to + gre, good will < L. gratus,

pleasing], 1. to consent or accede (to something). 2. to
be in harmony or accord. 3. to be of the same opinion;
concur (with someone). 4. to arrive at a satisfactory
understanding (about prices, terms, etc.). 5. to be
suitable, healthful, etc. (followed by with): as, this
climate does not agree with him. 6. in grammar, to
have the same number, person, case, or gender, v.t.
to grant or acknowledge (followed by a noun clause) :

as, we agreed that it was true.
SYN. agree implies a being or going together without con-
flict and is the general term used in expressing an absence of
inconsistencies, inequalities, unfavorable effects, etc.; conform
emphasizes agreement in form or essential character; accord
emphasizes fitness for each other of the things that are being
considered together; harmonize implies a combination or
association of different things in a proportionate, orderly, or
pleasing arrangement (harmonizing colors); correspond is

applied to that which matches, complements, or is analogous to
something else (their Foreign Office corresponds to our State
Department) ; coincide stresses the identical character of the
things considered (their interests coincide) ; tally is applied to
a thing that corresponds to another thing as a counterpart or
duplicate. See also consent. ANT. differ.

a gree-a bil i-ty fe-gre'a-bil'a-ti) , n. the quality or state
of being agreeable.
a gree-a-ble (a-gre'a-b'l), adj. [ME. & OFr. agrcable <
agreer; see AGREE], 1. pleasing; pleasant: charming.
2. willing or ready to consent. 3, conformable. SYN.
see pleasant.

a-gree-a-bly (o-gre'a-bli), adv. 1. in an agreeable man-
ner. 2. in conformity with.

a-greed (a-gred'), adj. [pp. of agree], settled or de-
termined by mutual consent: as, pay the agreed price.
a-gree-ment (a-grS'mdnt), n. [OFr. agrement; see

AGREE], 1. an agreeing; being in harmony or accord.
2. an understanding or arrangement between two or
more people, countries, etc. 3. a contract.
agres tic (s-gpres'tik) , adj. [< L. agrestis, rural; -{- ~ic],

1. rural; rustic; hence, 2. crude; uncouth; unpolished.
A-gric-ola (a-grik's-te) , n. (Gnaeus Julius Agricola),
Roman general; lived 37-93 A.D.

ag-rl cul-tur-al (ag'ri-kul'chSr-al), adj. of agriculture;
connected with farming: abbreviated agr., agrlc.
ag ri-cul-tur-al-ist (ag'ri-kul'cher-al-ist), n. an agricul-
turist.

ag-ri-cul-ture (ag'ri-kul'chSr), n. [Fr.; L. agricultura <
ager, a field (see ACRE) + cultura, cultivation], the
science and art of farming; work of cultivating the
soil, producing crops, and raising livestock: abbreviated
agr., agric.

ag-ri-cul-tur-ist (ag'ri-kul'che'r-ist), n. 1. an agricul-
tural expert. 2. a farmer. Abbreviated agr., agric.

Ag-ri-gen-tum (ag'ri-jen'tQm) , n. an ancient city in

southern Sicily.

ag-ri-mo-ny (ag'ra-mo'ni), n. [pi AGRIMONIES (-niz)],

[ME, < AS. agrimonia & OFr. aigremoine, both < L.
agrimonia; altered < agremonia; Gr. argem&nl], 1. a

plant that has little yellow flowers on spiky stalks, and
fruit like burs. 2. any of a number of ptets like this.

ag-rl-ol-o-gy (ag'ri-ol's-ji), n. [< Gr. qgrios, wild; +
-logy], the study of the customs of primitive peoples.
A-grip-pa (a-grip's), n. (Maretes Vipsanius Agripfa),
Roman statesman and general; Hved 63-12 B.C,: victor

over Antony and Cleopatra at Actium (31 B.C.).

Ag-rip-pi-na (ag'ri-pl'na), n. mother of Nero; 15?-
59 A.D.: calleoJ&e Younger.

ag-ro- (ag'ro), [Gr. < a&os, a field], a combining form
*-^

*-'% earth, soil, as in agrobiology.
.__ / t'f 1^ _i*_ **\ _ r ^ /*v_

[i) f n. (< Gr. agros, a field; -f -logy],
relation to crops.
Lom'ik), adj. of agronomy.

>m'i-kl), adj. agronomic.
/iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],

a-gron-o-mist (a-gron's-mist), n. a student of or spe-
cialist in agronomy.

a-gron-O'iny (a-gron'd-mi), n. [Fr. agronomic < Gr.
agronomos, overseer of the public lands < agros, field

+ nomos < nemein, to deal out, manage], the manage-
ment of farm land: art and science of crop production.

ag-ros-tol-o-gjr (ag'rs-stol's-ji), n. [< L. agrostis: Gr.

agrostis, kind, of grass < agros, a field; + -to&yl* the
branch of botany dealing with grasses,
a-ground (a-ground'), adv. & adj. [a-, on + ground]* on
or onto the ground, as a boat in shallow water; on or
onto a beach, reef, etc.

agt., agent.
A-guas-ca-lien-tes (a'gwas-ka-lyen'tes), n. 1. a state
of central Mexico: area, 2,499 sq. mi.; pop., 162,000.
2. its capital: pop., 104,000.

a-gue (a'gu), n. [ME.; OFr. agut ague < ML. febris
acuta, violent fever; see ACUTE], 1. a fever, usually
malarial, marked by regularly recurring: chills. 2. a
chill; fit of shivering.
ague weed (a'gu-wed'). n. 1. a shrubby plant with
flat-topped clusters of white or bluish-purple flowers;
boneset. 2. a variety of gentian.
A-gui-nal-do, E-rai-lio (e-me'lyo* a'ge-nal'dd), 1870?- ;

Filipino leader.

aguish (a'gu-ish), adj. I. subject to ague. 2. of,

causing, or like an ague.
A-gul has, Gape (a-gpol'yas; Eng. a-gul'os), the south-
ernmost point of Africa.

A.G.V.A., American Guild of Variety Artists: a branch
of the Associated Actors and Artists of America, an
A.F. of L. labor union.
ah (a, 6, aw), interj. [natural exclamation, similar to Fr.
& L. ah, Gr. a, ON. *, OHG. a, Sans, a], an exclamation
expressing pain, delight, regret, disgust, surprise, etc.,

according to the manner of expression.
A.H., anno Hegirae, [L.], in the year of the Hegira.
a.h. ampere-hour.
a-ha (a-ha'), inter/, an exclamation expressing satisfac-

tion, pleasure, triumph, etc., often mixed with irony
or mockery.
A hab (a'hab), n. [Heb., lit., father's brother], in the
Bible, a wicked king of Israel, led astray by his wife

Jezebel: I Kings 16:22.
A-hasu-e-rus (a-haz'u-Sr'as, 9-hazh'oo-e*r'as), n. [of
Per. origin], in the Bible, either of two kings of the
Medes and Persians, especially the one who took
Esther as his wife: Esth. 1, Ez. 4:6.

Ja haute voix (a' of vwa'j, [Fr., in high voice], aloud.
a-head (o-hed') f adv. A adj. [a-, on -f- head], 1. in or
to the front. 2. forward; onward. 3. in advance.
ahead of, in advance of; before.

be ahead, [Colloq.], 1. to be winning or profiting.
2. to have as a profit, benefit, or advantage.

get ahead, to advance socially, financially, etc.

get ahead of, to outdo or excel.

a-hem (a-hem': conventionalized pronun.), infer/, [length-
ened from hem], a cough or similar noise in the throat,
made to get someone's attention, show skepticism, give
a warning, fill a pause, etc.

Ahithophel. A-hito-phel (a-hit'a-fel'), n. [Heb.
'achlthdphel, lit., brother is foolishness], in the Bible, a
counselor of David, who joined with Absalom in rebel-
lion against him: II Sam, 15-1 f: also Achitophel.
Ah-mad-na gar, Ah-med-na gar (a'mgd-nug'Sr), n. a
city in Bombay, India: pop., 42,000.
Ah-med-a-bad, Ah mad a bad (a'msd-a-bad'), n. a
city in western India, in Bombay: pop., 591,000.
a horse (a-h6rs'), adv. & adj. [a-, on + horse], on horse-
back.
a-hoy (o-hoi'), interj. [interj. a + hoy, var. of hey], in
nautical usage, a call used in hailing a person or a vessel:

as, ship ahoy!
Ahriman (a'ri-man), n. [Per. Ahriman: prob. <
Avestan anra mainyu, the evil

(lit., hostile) spirit], in
the Zoroastrian religion, the spirit of evil: see Ormazd.
a-hun-gered (a-hurj'gSrd), adj. [ME., pp. of ahungren
< AS. ofhyngran, to be hungry], [Archaic], hungry.

A-hu-ra-Maz-da (a'hoo-ro-maz'do]), n. Ormazd.
ai (I), interj. an exclamation of pain, sorrow, pity, etc.

a*i (a'i), n. \l. AIS (-iz)J, [Tupi ai, hai < the animal's
cryl a South American sloth with three toes.

A.I.C., American Institute of Chemists.
aid (ad), v.t. & v.i. [OFr. aider < L. adjutare, freq. of

adjuvare, to sustain, help; ad- + juvare, to help], to

help ; assist, n. [OFr. aide < the v.], 1 . help ; assistance.
2. a helper; assistant. 3. an officer in the army, navy,
etc. who is assistant to a superior; aide. 4. in English
history, a) a tax or subsidy paid to the king, b) an
exchequer loan. 5, in medieval law, a bayinent in

money made by a vassal to his lord, *5rN. see help.
A-i-da (a-e'ds) , it. the heroine of an Italian o^iera of that
name by Giuseppe vekdi (187 J), an Ethiopian princess
who becomes a $mve in E^gypt and dies with her lover
when he is shut tip ma tomb.

, t

^,, 9 for a
V. mofi; o, Pr. coq

DV&T; fs, b|te; lo^ g5t 'hOrn, tWl, loo^^oKJ^ 'opt; up, tkqt. fttr; get; ;

in ago, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u in focus;
'
as in abl<

i; tt, Fr. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
* hype
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aide (ad), n. [Fr.; see AID], an officer in the army, navy,
etc. who is assistant to a superior.

assistant and confidential secretary to a general, mar-

shal, etc.: abbreviated A.D.C.

^aide-memoire (ed'me'mwar'), n. [Fr.], a memoran-
dum of a discussion, proposed agreement, etc.

Aidin (I-den') n. Aydin. .

aid station, in military usage, a station close to tne

front lines, where the sick and wounded are given emer-

gency medical treatment: also called dressing station.

A.I.E.E., American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

ai-glet (a'glit), n. an aglet.

ai-grette, ai-gret (a'gret, a-gret'), n. [see EGRET], 1. a

heron with long, white plumes: usually egret. 2. such a

plume or a tuft of these plumes, used for a woman's
headdress/ etc. 3. any ornament resembling this.

ai guille (a-gwel', a'gwel), n. [Fr., a needle], 1. a peak
of rock shaped like a needle. 2. a needlelike instrument

ai?guU4ette (a'gwi-lef), n. [Fr., dim. of aiguille, a

needle], a gilt cord hung in loops from the shoulder or

certain military uniforms; aglet.
Ai ken, Conrad (a'kin), 1889- ; American poet, cntic,

and novelist.
ail (al), v.t. [ME. ailen; AS. eglan, to afflict with dread,

trouble: connected with AS. ege, terror, dread(akin to

ON. aft. whence Eng. awe)], to be the cause of pain to;

be the trouble with. v.i. to be feeling pain; be ill.

ai lan-thic (a-lan'thik) , adj. of or like an ailanthus.

ai Ian-thus (a-lan'thss) , n. [Mod. L. <Malaccan ailan-

to], any of a number of related trees with pointed leaf-

lets, fine-grained wood, and clusters of small, greenish
flowers with an unpleasant odor; tree of heaven.

ailanthus moth, a large, silk-producing moth native

to China and cultivated in the eastern United States:

its larvae feed on ailanthus leaves.

Aileen (i-len', a-len/), a feminine name: see Helen.

aile-ron (ala-ron'), n. [Fr. < aile, wing], a movable
hinged section of the wing of an airplane, for banking

, illus.

:ly; ill. SYN. see sick.

v ,,
anv bodily or mental disorder;

illness, especially a mild one. SYN. see disease.

aim (5m), IM. & v.t* [ME. aimen, amen; OFr. aesmer;
a- (L. ad) + esmer < L. aestimare, to estimate], 1. to

point (a weapon) or direct (a blow, remark, etc.) so

as to hit. 2. to direct (one's efforts) : as, we aimed at

full victory; try or purpose (to do or be something).
n. 1. the act of aiming. 2. the direction of a missile,

blow, remark, etc, 3. sighting in pointing a weapon.
4. the object to be attained; intention or purpose. 5.

[Qbs.], a guess or conjecture. SYN. see intention,

take aim, to point a weap9n; sight along a gun at the

A
2

aim-Teas' (Sm'Tis), adj. having no aim or purpose.
aln (an), adj. [Scot.], own.
ain't (ant), [early assimilation, with lengthened and
raised vowel, of amn't, contr. of am not! later confused
with a'nt (are wo/), i'nt (is not), ha'nt (has not, have not)],

[Colloq.J, am not: also a dialectal or substandard con-

traction for is not, has not, and have not: ain't was
formerly standard for am not and is still defended by
some authorities as a proper contraction for am not in

interrogative constructions: as, I'm going too, ain't I?

Ain-tab (in'tab'), n. Gaziantep, a city in Turkey.
Ai nu (I'noo), n. [Ainu, lit., man], 1. a member of a

primitive, light-skinned race of Japan, now living

mostly in Karafuto and Hokkaido. 2. the language of

this race. adj. of the Ainus, their language, etc.

A -"fir (a'ir), n. a region and native kingdom in French
West Africa: area, c. 30,000 sq. mi.: also called Asben.

air (ar), n. [MB.; OFr. air, aer; L. aer; Gr. <*3r, air, mist],
1. the elastic, invisible mixture of gases (nitrogen,
oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, argon, neon, helium,
etc,) that surrounds the earth; atmosphere. 2. space
above the earth; sky." 3. a movement of air; breeze;
wind. 4, an outward appearance; general impression
or feeKng given by something: as, an air of luxury fills

the room. 5. a person's bearing, manner, or appear-
ance: as, He has an air of dignity. t

6, pL aseoted,
superior manners and graces. 7. public expression or

publicity: as, give air to your opinions. 8.' fontitsic, a
melody or tune; especially, the main melody in a har-
monized composition, usually the soprano or treble

part. 9. in radio, the medium through which signals
and Broadcasts reach the audience: a figurative use.

adj. of aircraft, air forces, etc.: as, air power. jM*
L to let air Into or through; put where air can dry,
cooL freshen, etc. 2, to make known; pubUdaw. tu.

to becouae aired, dried, cooled, etc, SxN. see melWy-
gt the air, [Slang], to be dismissed; be rejected*
give oneself airs, to act in an affected* superior manner*
In tile 4ftr, 1. curreat or preYaterft, 2. not decided; not

settled; still imaginary.

TO BRAKE LEVER

CYLINDER

AIR BRAKE

on the air, in radio, broadcasting or being broad-

cast. _
put on airs, to act in an affected, superior manner.
take the air, 1. to go out into the fresh air; go out-

doors. 2. [Slang], to go out or away; leave. 3. in radio,

to begin to broadcast.

up in the air, 1 . n9t settled; not decided. 2. [Colloq.j,

angry; highly excited, upset, agitated, etc.

walk on air, to feel very happy, very lively, or exalted.

air (ar), adv. & adj. [Scot. dial, form of ere < AS. *r],

[Scot.], early; before.

air base, a base for aircraft, especially military aircraft,

consisting of a landing field, repair facilities, etc.

air bladder, a sac with air or gas in it, found in most
fishes and in other ani-

mals and some plants: n , ..,.,.-..
also called air cell or, in a DIAPHRAGM

fish, swimming bladder.

air-borne (ar'born'). adj.
carried by or through the
air: as, air-borne bacteria,

air-borne troops.
air brake, a brake oper-
ated by the action of

compressed air on a pis-

ton, as in a bus or railroad

car.
air-bra-sive (ar'bra'siv),
n. a method of preparing teeth for filling by wearing
down the surface with an abrasive substance blown into

the cavity by a jet of air.

air-brush (llr'brushO, n.

a kind of atomizer oper-
ated by compressed air

and used for spraying on
liquid paint: also air

brush,
air castle, something very
agreeable that one im-

agines but is not likely
to do or get; wishful

thought; daydream.
air cell, in anatomy, a

cavity full of air.
... .

air chamber, a cavity or compartment full of air, es-

pecially one used in hydraulics to equaUsse the flow of a

fluid.

air coach, a commercial airplane with low passenger
rates, corresponding to a railroad day coach..

air cock, a small tap or valve for letting air enter or

escape from a pipe, chamber, etc,
,

air-con-di-tlqn (ar'kon-dish'sn), v.t. to provide with

air conditioning.
air-con-di-tioned (ar'kan-dish'snd), adj. having air

conditioning. . , . ._
,

air conditioning, the process of cleaning the air and

controlling its humidity and temperature in buildings,

cars, etc.
, ,

air-cool (ar'koolO *>* to cool by passing air over, into,

or through.
air-cooled (ar'koold'), adj. cooled by having air passed
over, into, or through it: as, an air-cooled engine,

Air Corps, the earlier name for the aviation branch of

the United States Army: see Ariny Air Forces,

air-craft (tr'kraft', ar'kraft'), n.sing. A #. any machine
or machines for fiying, whether heavier or lighter than

air; airplane, dirigible, balloon, helicopter, etc.

aircraft carrier, a ship that carries aircraft, usually

small airplanes, and serves as their base; it has a large,

flat deck for taking off and landing.
air crew, the crew of an aircraft; in a bomber, the pilot,

navigator, radio operator, bombardier, gunners, etc.:

distinguished from ground crew. .

air cushion, 1. a cushion inflated with air. 2. in

mechanics, a Device for lessening shock by means of

air cylinder, an air-filled cylinder fitted with a pistoft,

for absorbing or checking the recoil of a gun.
air-djrome (ar'drSmO, n.T< air + Or. &omos, course) ,

[Chiefly British], 1, an airport. 2. an airfield. 3. a

AIRBRUSH

_ _ (ar/drf), .f. Um-miED (-dndO.
to dry by eacpQdng to the atr. adj. so dry as to gtTe
off no further moisture ttpon exposure to tne aw
Aire dale (ir'dilOt *** [after A*wwf valley of we
River Air* In Yorfcsliire, Eng-
land}, any of a breed of large
terrier having a hard, wiryf tan
coat with black markings.

atr-fiiclif (4r^feldOi i & field

where aircraft can take off and
land.

air fleet, a feet of ateaft, *

peoally one for mSitary jrar-

m (feTOO. & t allow;
ing free flow or circulation of
airtiiepcse, 2. treamlned

air flow, a flow of air.



airfoil akene

air-foil (ar'foil'), n. a part with a flat or curved surface
made to be moved through the air so as to keep an
aircraft up or control its movements; wing, rudder,
etc. of an aircraft.

air force, 1. the aviation branch of the armed forces
of a country^ 2. the largest unit of this branch.

air gas, dry air charged with vapor from petroleum or
some other hydrocarbon, used for lighting or heating.

air gun, a gun operated by means of compressed air.

air hole, 1. a hole that permits passage of air. 2. an
unfrozen or open place in the ice on a body of water.
3. an air pocket.

air-My (ar'a-li), adv. in an airy or gay, light manner;
jauntily; breezily.

air-i-ness (ar'i-nis), n. 1. the quality or state of being
airy; being full of fresh air. 2. gay lightness; jauntiness.

air-ing (ar'irj), n. 1. exposure to the air, especially to
outdoor air, for drying, etc. 2. exposure to public
knowledge. 3. a walk or ride outdoors.

air jacket, a compartment containing air surrounding
some p^art of a machine, especially for checking the
transmission of heat.

air lane, a route for travel by air; airway.
air-less (ar'lis), adj. 1. without air; without fresh air.

2. without wind or breeze; still and humid.
air lift, a system of transporting troops, supplies, etc.

by aircraft, as when ground routes are blocked.
air-line (ar'lin'), adj. 1. of an air line. 2. direct.

air line, 1. the shortest distance between two points
on the earth's surface; great-circle route between two
places; beeline. 2. a system of air transport. 3. an
organization in the business of providing transporta-
tion by air. 4. a route for travel by air.

air liner, a large aircraft for carrying passengers.
air lock, 1. an airtight compartment, with adjustable
air pressure, between places that do not have the
same air pressure, as between the working compartment
of a caisson and the outside. 2. a blockage, as in a
water pipe, caused by an air bubble.

air mail, 1. mail transported by aircraft. 2. the system
of transporting mail by aircraft.

air-man (tr'man), n. [pi. AIRMEN (-man)], 1. an avia-
tor. 2. an enlisted man or woman in the U.S. Air Force.

air mass, in meteorology, a large body of air having
virtually uniform conditions of temperature and mois-
ture in a horizontal cross section.

Air Medal, a United States military decoration awarded
for heroism or meritorious service while participating
in an aerial flight: instituted 1942.

air-mind-ed (ar'mm'did), adj. aware of and interested
in aviation, aircraft, etc.

air-om-e-ter (ar-orn'o-ter), n. [airo- (for aero-) +
-meter], 1. a gauge for measuring the speed of the
movement of air. 2. a gasometer. Also air meter.

air passage, 1. a passage or space with air in it, or

through which air can pass. 2. a leakage of air. 3, a
journey by air. 4. accommodations for such a journey.

air-plane (ar'plan'), n. [altered, after air, from earlier

aeroplane], an aircraft
that is kept aloft by
the aerodynamic forces
of air upon its wings
and is driven forward
by a screw propeller or

by other means, as jet

propulsion: also aero-

plane: See TYPES OF AIR-

PLANE, p. 32. AIRPLANE
airplane cloth, 1. a Strong, plain-weave cloth, origi-

nally of linen but later of cotton, used for airplane
wings. 2. a similar cotton cloth used for clothes.

airplane spin, in wrestling, a hold in which an opponent
is lifted up and spun around before being thrown.

air plant, a plant that grows on the trunk or branches
of another plant, but not as a parasite, and gets nour-
ishment from the air and the rain; epiphyte.

air pocket, an atmospheric condition that causes an
aircraft to make sudden, short drops while in flight.

air-port (ar'pdrtOt n. a place where aircraft can land
and take off, usually
equipped with hangars,
facilities for refueling
and repair, various ac-

commodations for pas-
sengers, etc.

air pressure, the pres-
sure or atmospheric or

compressed air.

air-proof (&r'proof ')

adj. not penetrable by
air. v.t. to make air- AIRPORT
proof. ''

,,;![, ;.",,

air pump, a machine for removing or compre$^n|f aw
or fpr forcing it through something.

air raid, ata attack by aircraft, usually bombers* i

v FUSELAGE

LANDING GEAR

air-raid shelter (ar'rad'), a cellar, structure, etc. for

protection during an air raid.

air-raid warden, a person responsible for various tasks
in an air raid, as warning people, directing traffic, etc.

air rifle, a rifle operated by compressed air: it usually
shoots small pellets.

air sac, an air-filled space in a bird's body: the air sacs
have connections to the lungs.

air-scape (ar'skap'), n. [air + landscape]^ a view of the
earth from a high position, as from an aircraft.

air shaft, a passage through which fresh air can enter a
tunnel, mine, etc. : also air well,

air-ship (ar'ship'). n. 1. any self-propelled aircraft that
is lighter than air and can be steered; dirigible. 2.

occasionally, an airplane.
air-sick (ar'sik'), adj. sick or nauseated because of

traveling by air.

air space, 1. a space with air in it.
>
2. the amount of

breathable air in a room or building. 3. space for

maneuvering an aircraft flying in formation.
air speed, the speed of an aircraft determined by its

relationship to the air rather than the ground.
air-sprayed (ar'spradO, adj. sprayed by means of com-
pressed air.

air spring, a spring or shock absorber that operates by
the elasticity of air.

air-strip (r'strip') f n. an airfield, usually for temporary
use, consisting of one or more runways made of pre-
pared metal mats, gravel, etc,

airt (art), n. [< Gael, aird, height, direction], [Scot.],

any of the cardinal points of the compass; direction.
v.t. [Scot.], to guide or direct.

air-tight (aVtltO, adj. 1. too tight for
t
air or gas to

enter or escape; hence, 2. giving no opening for attack:
as, an airtight alibi.

air valve, a valve by which the entrance or escape of
air can be regulated.

air vesicle, in botany, a space filled with air, found in

many water plants.
air-way (ar'wa/). n. 1. an air shaft. 2. an air lane.

the airways, in radio, the air; broadcasting.
air-wom-an (ar'woonran) , n. [pi. AIRWOMEN (-wim'in)],
a woman flyer.

air-wor-thy (ar'wur'/M) , adj. fit to be flown: said of
aircraft.

air-y (&r'i), adj. [AIRIER (-i-er),
AIRIEST (-i-ist)], 1. in

the air; high up. 2. of air. 3. open to the air; breezy.
4. unsubstantial as air; visionary. 5. light as air; deli-

cate; graceful. 6. light-hearted; vivacious; gay. 7.

characterized by levity; flippant. 8. [Colloq.], putting
on airs; affected.

A-i-sha (a'i-sha'), n. Mohammed's favorite wife; lived
611-678 A.D.: also spelled Ayesha, Ayeshah.

aisle (il), n. [ME.; OFr. aile, ele, wing (of^a building) <
L. ala, a wing; Eng. -s- through confusion with_ isle],

1. a part of a church alongside the nave, choir, or

transept, set off by a row of columns, pillars, or piers.
2. a passageway between rows of seats. 3. a narrow
passageway or corridor, as between

t
rows of trees, etc.

aisled (ild), adj. having an aisle or aisles.

Aisne (an), n. a river in northern France, flowing into

the Oise: length, 170 mi.
aitch (ach), n. [pi. AITCHES (-iz)] fg [ME. & OFr. ache;
LL. *accha, aha; combination of primary vowel (a) with
consonantal symbols intended to exemplify the former

'

quality of the sound*],, H or h. adj. shaped like an H.
aitch-bone (ach'bonO, 71. [by faulty separation of ME.
a nache bone; OFr. nache, buttock; L. *natica < natis,

buttock], 1. the rump bone. 2. the cut of meat around
the rump bone. Also called edgebone,
Aix (aks: Fr. eks), n. a city in southern France, near
Marseilles: pop., 46,000 (1946).

Aix-la-Cha-pelle (aks'la-sha-pel'; Fr. eks'la'sha'pel') ,

n. Aachen: the French name.
A-jac-cio (a-ya'cho"), n. the capital of Corsica: pop.,
37,000: birthplace of Napoleon.

a-jar (o-jar'), adv. & adj. [ME. on char, a-char; AS. cyrr,
a turn; see CHORE], slightly open, as a doon -

a-jar (a-jaV), adv. & adj. [a-, on + j&r, v.], not in

A-jax (anaks), n. [L.; Gr. Aias], in Homer's Iliad, 1. a

strong, brave Greek warrior who killed himself when
Achilles' armor was given to Odysseus: called Ajax
Telamon. 2. one of the swiftest runners among the
Greek warriors: called Ajax the Less.

Aj-mer (uj-meV), n. a state of northwestern India: area,

2,400 so. mi.; pop., 584,000 (est. 1950).

Aj-nier-Mer-wa-ra (uj-m^r'mer-wafra),^ n. a former

province of northwest central India: since 1950, in-

cluded in Rajasthan state: area, 2,400 sq. mi.
>

a k a, also known as? us,e4, before an alias, as in, police
records: as, George Desmond ^k ft George Destry.
Ak-bar (ak'bar), n. M.Ql 'fcerpr ,

f Hindustan
(1556-1605); lived 1542-1(505. '"'<"*

a-kene (a-ken'), n. an achene.
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TYPES OF AIRPLANE

STRINGFELLOW'S AIRPLANE (1848)

WRIGHT BROTHERS' BIPLANE (1903)

LANGLEY'S AIRPLANE (1903)

LOUIS BLERIOT'S MONOPLANE (1909) AIR-MAIL BIPLANE
(Douglas, 1928)

LIGHT MONOPLANE
(Piper Cub, 1940)

MEDIUM BOMBER
(B-25 Mitchell, 1940)

HEAVY BOMBER
(B-29 Superfortress, 1940)

FLYING BOAT
(Martin Mars, 1940)

SINGLE-ENGINE FIGHTER
'. (P-40 War Hawk, 1940)

TWIN-ENGINE FIGHT&R
(P-38 Lightning* 1940)

GLIBER (1942) HSUtWTER (1944) (1H5>



Aktenaten. 33 alated

A-khe-na-ten, A-khe-na-ton (a'ke-na't'n), n. see
Amenhotep (sense 2).

a-kim-bo (a-kim'bo), adv. & adj. [ME. in kenebowe, lit.,
in keen bow, i.e., in a sharp curve; a folk etym. from
ON. kengboginn, bow-bent < keng, bent + bogi, a bow],
with hands on hips and elbows bent outward: as, with
arms akimbo.
a kin (a-kin') adj. [a-, of + kin], I. of one kin; related.
2. having similar qualities; similar.

A-kins, Zoe (a'kinz), 1886-1958; American writer.
Ak kad (.ak'ad, ak'ad), n. 1. an ancient country north
of Babylonia. 2. its chief city. 3. a native or inhabit-
ant of ancient Akkad. 4. any of several Semitic dialects
spoken by the Akkads. adj. Akkadian. Also spelled
Accad.
Ak ka di an (s-ka'di-en, a-ka'di-an), adj. 1. of ancient
Akkad, its people, or its culture. 2. of the Semitic
dialects spoken by the Akkads. n. Akkad (in senses

Ak'kra (ak'ro) , n. Accra.
Ak-ron (ak'rsn), n. a city in northern Ohio: center
of rubber manufacturing: pop., 273,000.
Ak-sum (ak'soom), n. an ancient capital of Ethiopia:
also spelled Axum.

al- (al), [< AT. al], a prefix meaning the, used to make
a noun definite, as in algebra, alchemy,

al- (al, al), ad-: used before I, as in alliteration.
-al (gl), [Fr^-aZ, -el; L. -alis], 1. an adjective-forming
stimx meaning of, like, or suitable for, as in comical,
hysterical, theatrical. 2. a suffix of nouns which were
originally adjectives, as, perennial, annual, or of nouns
formed by analogy with these. 3. [ME. -aile; OPr. -aille;
L. -alia, neut. pi. of -alis], a suffix meaning the act or
process of, used in nouns formed from verbs, as avowal.

-al (al, al) [< aldehyde], in chemistry, a suffix signifying
the presence of the aldehydes, as in chloral.

Al, in chemistry, aluminum,
al,, [L.], 1. alii, other persons. 2. alia, other things.
AX., 1. American Legion. 2. American League.
a-la (a'h), n. [pi. ALAE (4e)], [L., a wing], 1. in anatomy& zoology, a) a wing, b) a wmglike structure, as a lobe
of the ear. 2. in botany, a) one of the side petals of a
butterfly-shaped corolla, b) a thin wing on some seeds.
a la (a'la, a'la; Fr. a la), [Fr.], 1. to the. 2. in the. 3.
at the. 4. in the manner or style of. 5. according to.

Ala., Alabama.
A.L.A., American Library Association.
Al-a-bam a (al'a-bam'a), n. 1. a Southern State of the
United States: area, 51,609 sq. mi.; pop., 3,062,000;
capital, Montgomery: nicknamed Cotton State: abbre-
viated Ala. 2. a river flowing through Alabama into
Mobile Bay: length, 312 mi.

Al a bam-i an (al'a-bam'i-an) , adj. of Alabama, n. a
native or inhabitant of Alabama.
ala bam ine (al's-bam'en, al'a-bam'in) , n. [Alabama
+ -ine], a name given to chemical element 85, supposed-
ly found in monazite sands in 1931: symbol, Ab: cf.
astatine.

al-a-bas-ter (al'a-bas'tSr), n. [ME. & OFr. alabastre; L.
alabaster,- Gr. alabastros < name of Egypt, town], 1. a
translucent, whitish, fine-grained variety of gypsum,
used for statues, vases, etc. 2. a semitranslucent, hard
variety of calcite sometimes banded like marble, adj.
of or like alabaster; hard, white, etc.

al a bas-trine (alVbas'trin), adj. [Gr. alabastrinos], of
or like alabaster.

of fare; with a separate priqe for each item on the menu:
opposed to tabh d?h6te*
alack (a-lakO, interj. [ah -f lack], [Archaic], an excla-
mation of regret, $urpnse, dismay, etc.
a lack a day (a-lakVdSOt interj. [for earlier alack the

day, woe to the day), fArchaicj, alack.

$& la cr&ole (a'ia'kra'ol'), [Fr., after the fashion of the
Creoles], prepared with tomatoes and highly seasoned.

a-lac ri-tous (p-lak'ro-tas), adj. showing alacrity.
a-lac-ri-ty (a-lak'ro-ti), n. [Fr. alacritt; L. alacritas,
liveliness < alacer, lively], 1. quick willingness; eager
readiness. 2. quick, lively action; briskness.
A4a Dagh (ala dakh'), 1. a mountain, chain of the
Taurus Range, southern Turkey: highest peak, c.

11,000 ft. 2, a mountain of the Elbura Range, north-
eastern Iran: height, 10,000 ft.

A lad-din (a-lad^n), n. a boy in. the Arabian Nights
who lound, a magic lamp and a magic ring: by rubbing
these he could call up a jinni to do whatever he asked.

t& la franchise (aWfrlwW), [**.), in th* French
manner.

Alagpz (alaVgdiz'), a volcano in thQ Armftulan
^.p,!*,,; fl^eiglit,, 1

13,435
, fjt* \
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A-lal Mbtdiiwps \MiOV, twp niountatfn ranges $$ tne
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products], made up with vegetables cut up into cubes.
a la ju-henne (a'fa'zhii'lyen'), [Fr.; see JULIENNE], cut
into thin strips, as fried potatoes, cheese, etc.
a la king (a'la kin', a'b kin'), [lit., in kingly style],
served in a sauce containing diced, mushrooms, pimen-
tos, and green peppers.
Ja la ly-on-naise (a

/
la1y6"'nez

/
) [Fr., in the manner of

Lyons, France], fned with sliced onions.
Al-a-man-ni (aTa-manl) , n.pl. Germanic tribes which
invaded and settled in Alsace and part of Switzerland
in the early 5th century A.D. : they were conquered by
Clovis in 496 A.D.: also spelled Alemannl.
AI-a-man-nic (ara-man'ik), adj. Alemannic.
Al-a-me-da (al's-me/do, al'a-ma'dd), n. a town on San
Francisco Bay, California: pop., 63,000.

al-a-me da (ara-ma'da) , n. [Sp. < alamo, poplar tree],
a walk that is shaded, especially by alamos.
Al-a-mp (al's-moO, n. a Franciscan mission at San
Antonio, Texas: scene of a siege and massacre of Texans
by Mexican troops (1836).

al amo (al'a-mo', a'ls-mo'), n. [pi. ALAMOS (-mozOL
[Sp. alamo, poplar tree], 1. a poplar tree. 2. a cotton-
wood tree.
a-la-mode (a'la-mod', alVmod'), adj. [Fr. a la mode],
1. in the fashion; stylish. 2. made or served in a certain
style, as pie with ice cream, or beef braised and pre-
pared with vegetables in sauce. Also & la mode, a la
made. n. a thin, shiny silk.

Ja la mort (a/la'moY'; often Anglicized to al'a-mSrt'),
[Fr., lit., to the death], 1. very ill, almost to the
point of death; hence, 2. dejected; depressed; melan-
choly. 3. mortally.
Al-an (al'sn), [ML. Alanus, of Breton origin], a mascu-
line name: variants, Allan, Allen.
Al-an-a-dale (al'gn-s-dal'), n. Allan-a-dale.
Aland Islands (61and, a'lsnd), a group of islands at
the entrance to the Gulf of Bothnia: area, 572 sq. mi
pop., 28,200.
a la New-burg (a'lo noo'berg, a'la nu'bSrg), [Fr. a la;
+ Newburg, after Newburgh, Scotland], served in a
sauce of creamed egg yolks, wine, and butter.
$a 1'an-glaise (a'law'glezOr (Fr.], in the English manner.
a-lar (a'lSr), adj. [L. alaris < ala, a wing], 1. of a wing;
of an ala. 2. having wings or alae. 3. winglike; wing-
shaped. 4, in anatomy, axillary.
A4ar-c6n, Pe-dro An-to-ni-o de (pe'dro* an-t$'ni-6 de
a'lar-k&i'), 1833-1891; Spanish writer.

Al-a-ric (al'o-rik), n. king of the Visigoths; lived 370?-
410 A.D.; conquered Rome (410 A.D.).
alarm (a-larai'), n. [ME.; OFr. alarms; It. all'arme, to
arms], 1. a sudden call to arms. 2. a warning of dan-
ger. 3. a mechanism designed to warn of danger or of
trespassing of any sort : as, a burglar alarm. 4. the bell
or buzzer of an alarm clock. 5. fear caused by the
sudden realization of danger. 6. in fencing, a quick
stamp on the ground^ with the advancing foot. v.t. 1,
to warn of approaching danger. 2. to make suddenly
afraid or anxious; frighten. SYN* see fear, frighten,
alarm clock, a clock with a bell or buzzer th^at can be
made to sound at whatever time one wishes by setting
the mechanism beforehand.
alarmed (a-larmd'), adj. [pp. of alarm], 1. roused to
action or watchfulness. 2. suddenly made afraid or
apprehensive; frightened.
a farm ing (s-lar'min), adj. [ppr, of alartn], that alarms;
making suddenly afraid or apprehensive; frightening.
alarmist (g-lar'miat) , n. 1. a person who habitually
spreads alarming rumors, exaggerated reports of dan-
ger, etc, 2. a person easily frightened and likely to
anticipate the worst, adj. of or like an alarmist,
alar-um (-l&r'am, -laram), n. [Archaic or Poetic],
alarm,

a-la-ry (a'lo-ri, al'p-ri), adj. [L. alarius < ala, a wing],
1. of a wing or wings; alar. 2. shaped like a wing.

a-las (o-las', 9-laV), interj. [ME. < OFr. a las; a, ah -f
las, wretched < L. lassns, weary], an exclamation ex-
pressing sorrow, pity, regre,t, or apprehensive tear.
Alas ka (g-las'ko), n. a State of the United $tates in
northwestern North America, separated from Asia ,by
the Bering Strait: bought from Russia in 1867; a 'Terri-

tory from 1912 to 1958: area, 586,400 SQ. in!.: pop.,
129,000: capital, Juneau: abbreviated Alas. ,

Alaska Highway, a highway built in 1942 by the
United States and Canada, extending from British
Columbia, Canada to Fairbanks, Afla^fca. in order to
supply American troops in Alaska; length, 1,671 mi.:
fopught by Canada (1946) : popular, - name. Atom
Highway.

A-las kan (a-las'ksn), adj* of Alaska, n. a native or
inhabitant of Alaska.
Alaska Range, a mountain range,in southern Alaska:

,, highest peak, Mt. l^CcKinJ^y^ 20,1^,^, ,

,

.

a late (a'llt), adj\ [L. la&w$ < wa, $ pingj,, having lwings
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alb

alb (alb), n. [ME.; AS. f white garment < L. albus,

white], a long, white linen robe with ^
sleeves tapering to the wrist, worn by a
priest at Mass.

Alb., 1. Albania. 2. Albanian. 3. Al-
bany. 4. Alberta (Canadian province).

al-ba (al'ba, al'ba), n. [Pr., dawn < L.
albus, white], the conventionalized morn-
ing song of Provencal troubadour litera-

ture, a lyric in which a lover voices regret
at parting from his beloved; aubade.

Al-ba, Duke of (al'ba*), see Alva, Duke of.

Alba., Alberta (Canadian province).
al-ba-core (al'ba-kdr', al'oa-kor'), n. [pi.
ALBACORES (-k6rz', -korz'), ALBACORE;
see PLURAL, II, D, 1], [Port. < Ar. al, the
+ bukr, young camel], any of a number
of related salt-water fishes of the mack-
erel family, including the tunny or tuna, the bonito,
etc.

Al*ba Lon-ga (alt>9 16r/go), an ancient city in Italy,
near Rome: supposed birthplace of Romulus and Remus.
Alban (61'ban, al'ban), [L. Albanus < Alba, name of
several Italian cities], a masculine name.
Alban, Saint, 3d century A. D. ; British martyr.
Al-ba-ni-a (al-ba'ni-a, al-ban'ya), n. a country in the
western Balkan Peninsula: area, 10,629 sq. mi.; pop ,

1,121,000 (est. 1946); capital, Tirana; occupied by
Italy and Germany (1939-1944): abbreviated Alb.

Al-ba ni-an (al-ba'ni-an, al-ban'yan), adj. of Albania,
its people, language, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant
of Albania. 2. the language of the Albanians. Abbre-
viated Alb.

Al-ba-ny (61'ba-ni), n. the capital of New York, on the
Hudson: pop., 134,000: abbreviated Alb.

al-ba-ta (al-ba'ta), n. [fern, form of pp. of albare, to
make white < albus, white], a silvery alloy of copper,
zinc, and nickel.

al ba-tross (al'ba-troV, al'ba-tros'). n. [pi. ALBATROSSES
(-iz), ALBATROSS;
see PLURAL, iif

D, I], [altered,
prob. after L. al-

bus, white < Sp.
alcatraz, lit., pel-
ican; Port., peli-
can, orig. bucket;
Ar. al qddus, water
container < Gr.
kados, cask, jar;
prob. of Sem. or-

igin], any of sev-
eral large, web-footed birds related to the petrel and
found chiefly in the South Seas: they have long, narrow
wings and a large, hooked beak in which, like the pelican,
they were formerly reputed to carry water,

al'be-it (61-be'it) , conj. [ME. al be it, al(though) it be],
although ;

even though.
Al be marie Sound (al'ba-marl'), an arm of the At-
lantic, c. 55 mi. long, extending into North Carolina.
Al-b-niz, Isaac (al-ba'nith; Sp. aTbe-neth'), 1860-
1909; Spanish composer and pianist.

Al'ber-icbL (al'ber-iH), n. [G. < MHG. alb. elf + rich
(OHG. nhki), leader, king, realm], in German legend,
the king of the dwarfs and leader of the Nibelungs.
Al-bert (al'bgrt), [Pr.: OHG. Adalbrecht, lit., bright
through nobility < adal, nobility + beraht, bright]! a
masculine name: variants, Adelbert, Elbert; feminine,
Alberta, Albertine,

1

diminutives, Al, Bert.
Albert I, 1875-1934; king of the Belgians (1909-1934).
Albert, Prince, 1819-1861; Prince of Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha and husband of Queen Victoria of England

Al-ber-ta (al-bur'ta), [fern, of Albert], a feminine name:
variants, Albertina, Albertine, n. a province of south-
western Canada: area, 255,285 sq. mi.; pop. 940,000:
capital, Edmonton: abbreviated Alta., Alb , Alba

Al-ber-ti, Le on Bat-tla-ta (le-oV bt-tes'tii al-ber'te)
1404-1472; Italian architect; known for his churches.

Al-ber-ti-na (arbSr-te'nd), a feminine name: see Al-
berta.

Al-ber-tlne (aKbSr-tSnO, a feminine name: see Alberta.
al-berMte (aKbgr-tif), n. [after the county of Albert,New Brunswick, where it is found], a bituminous,
asphaltlike mineral.
Albert Memorial, a monument to Prince Albert of
England in Kensington Gardens, London.
Albert Ny-an-za (m-an'za, ni-an'2), a lake in Uganda,
Africa: area, 1,640 sq. mi.: also called Lake Albert.
Al her tus Mag-mis, Saint (al~bfir>tas mag'nas), (Albert
von Bollstadt), 1193P-1280; Bavarian scholastic; philoso-
pher: called the Universal Doctor.

al-bes cence (al-bes''ns), n. the quality or condition
of being albescent.

al bes cent
(al-bes'/nt), adj. [L. albescent, ppr. of albe$~

cere, to become white < oOms, white! turning white.
Albi^en-ses (al'bi-jen'sez), n.pt. [ML., after AW,
town in scmthern Prance], a religious sect that flourished
in the south of France c. 1020-1250 A.D. and was finally
suppressed for heresy.

34 alcazar
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Al-bi-gen-si-an (al'bi-jen'si-sn), adj. of the Albigenses.
n. any member of the Albigenses.

al-bin-ic (al-bin'ik), ad/, of or having albinism.
al bi nism (al'bs-niz'm) , n. lack of normal coloration in
a person, animal, or plant ;

state of being an albino.
al-bi-no (al-bl'no), n. [pi. ALBINOS (-noz)], [Port., lit.,

whitish < albo; L. albus, white], 1. a person whose skin,
hair, and eyes lack normal coloration: albinos have a
white skin, whitish hair, and pink eyes. 2. any
animal or plant abnormally lacking in color.

Al-bi-on (al'bi-an) , n. [L. < Gaul.
; understood as if < L.

albus, white: the cliffs of southern England are white],
[Poetic], England.

al-bite (al'bit), n. [L. albus, white; + -ite], a sodium-
bearing, whitish mineral, NaAlSisOs, of the feldspar
family, with vitreous luster and good cleavage.
Al-bo-in (al'boin, al'bo-in), n. first ruler (S65?-573?
A.D.) of the kingdom of Lombardy; died 573? A.D.

al-bu-gin-e ous (al'byoo-jin'i-ss) , adj. [ < L. albugo,
white spot], of or resembling the white of the eye.
al-bum (al'bam), n. [L., neut. of albus, white], 1. a
bound or loose-leaf book with blank pages for mount-
ing pictures, clippings, stamps, etc., or collecting auto-
graphs. 2. a booklike holder for phonograph records.
3. a set of phonograph records in such a holder. 4. a
single, long-playing record containing a number of
musical pieces.

al bu-men (al-bu'man), n. [L. < albus, white], 1. the
white of an egg. 2. the nutritive protein substance in

germinating plant and animal cells. 3. [Rare], an
albumin.
al-bumenize (al-bu'mon-iz') , v.L [ALBUMENIZED
(-Izd

7

), ALBUMENIZING], to cover or treat with albumen
or an albuminous solution.

al-bu-min (al-bu/min), n. [Pr. albumin; L. albumen,
white of egg < albus, white], any of a class of complex
proteins found in milk, egg, muscle, blood, and in

many vegetable tissues and fluids: albumins are soluble
in water, coagulated by heat, and consist of carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur: formerly
called albumen.

al-bu-mi nate (al-bu'mi-nat') , n. a compound of an
albumin with an acid or base.

al-bu-mi-noid (al-bu'mi-noidO , adj. resembling al-
bumin, n. 1. protein.

t
2. any of the sclerpprotems, a

S>up

of simple proteins including keratin and col-

en, characterized by insolubility.
u-mi nose (al-bu'mi-nos') , adj. albuminous.

al-bumi nous (al-bu'mi-nos), adj. of, like, or contain-
ing albumin or albumen.

al'bu'mi'nu-ri-a (al-bu'mi-nyoor'i-o), n. [albumin +
-tiria], the presence of albumin in the urine.
al-bu-mose (al'byoo-mosO, n. [albumin 4- -ow], any of
a class of chemical compounds derived from albumins
by the action of certain enzymes.
Albu-quei>qiie (al'ba-kurki, al'ba-kur'ki, al'byoo-
kur'ki), n. a city in central New Mexico: pop., 97,000.
Al-bu-quer-que, Af-fon-so de (a-fon'soo da arboo-
ker'ka), 1453-1515; Portuguese navigator and con-
queror in the East Indies,

al bur num (al-blir'nam), n. [L., neut. of alburnus, whit-
ish < albus, white], the
soft, light-colored, young
wood between the inner
bark andtheheartwood of
a tree or shrub; sapwood.

alc- Some words begin-
ning alc~ are also spelled
alk-.

AI-cae-us (al-se'as), it.

Greek lyric poet: 620-
580 B.C.

Al-ca-ic (al-ka'ik), adj.
[L. Alcaicus; Gr. Alkaikos
<Alkaios, Alcaeus], 1.

of, characteristic of, or

by Alcaeus. 2. of or like
his poetry; in either of his
two characteristic meters, the greater Alcaic and the
lesser, n. usually pi. verse by Alcaeus or in his metrical
patterns: he wrote four-stanza odes, with four lines to
a stanza and four feet to a line.

al.cmtde (al-kfd'; Sp. tt-kW-fte), n. [Sp.; Ar. al <rW
the leader < <Ma, to lead], 1, a commander or governor
of a Spanish fortress. 2. a jailer or warden of a Spanish
prison. Also spelled alcayde.

al'cal;de (al-kal'di; Sp,.n-[l'de), *** [Sp.; Ar. afyddi,the |u<!ge < qada, tojudge), the mayot of a Spanish
town, who has judicial powers and functions as well as
administrative.
Alcan Highway (al'kan) t Alaska Highway.
Al ca-traz (al'ka-traz

1

, al'ko-trazO, n* a small Jsknd
In Saxt Francte> Bay; site of a Federal orison

al-cayde frkld';l^\^m7n^^^^cm-sac
(al-ka^'lr, ainb-zir'; %>. fil*^thlr) f n. fSp.

alcfaar < Ar. al-r, tibe castleL 1. a palace or fortrew
of the Moors

5\ftifcL 2, JA- , a palace in Stfvffle*

|pmn# tat tised by the Moorish mien and Utter by th?
Spanish kings*
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Alcestis
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Al-ces-tis (al-ses'tis), n. [L.; Gr. Alkestis], in Greek
legend, the wife of Admetus, king of Thessaly, and
heroine of a play by Euripides: she offered her life to
save that of her husband, but was rescued from Hades
by Hercules.
alchem., alchemy.
al chem-ic (al-kem'ik), adj. of or like alchemy.
alche-mist (al'ko-mist), n. a practitioner of alchemy.
al-che-mize (al'ka-mlz') , v.t. [ALCHEMIZED (-mlzd

7
),

ALCHEMIZING], to transmute by or as by alchemy.

which were to change the baser metals into gold and to
discover the elixir of perpetual youth: abbreviated
alchem. 2. a method or power of transmutation;
seemingly miraculous change of one thing into another.

Al-ci-bi-a-de8 (al'sa-bi'a-dez') , n. Athenian politician
and general in the Peloponnesian War; lived c. 450-404

Al-ci'des (al-si'dez), n. [L.; Gr. Alkeides], Hercules.
alci-dine (al'si-din', al'si-din), adj. [Mod. L. alcidinus
< Alcidae, name of the family of birds; see AUK], be-
longing to a family of diving birds that have a stocky
body, short tail and wings, and webbed feet, as the
puffins, murres, etc.

Alcme-ne (alk-me'ni), n. [L.; Gr, AlkmenS], in Greek
mythology, the mother of Hercules: see Amphitryon.

al co-hol (aFka-hai', al'ks-hol'), n. [ML. < Ar. al kohl,
powder of antimony: the change or meaning occurred
in European usage], 1. a colorless, volatile, pungent
liquid, CaHsOH; grain alcohol; ethyl alcohol; ethanol:
it can be burnt as fuel, is used in industry and medicine,
and is the intoxicating ingredient in whisky, gin, rum,
and other fermented OT distilled liquors. 2, any intoxi-
cating liquor with this liquid jn it. 3. the drinking of
such liquors. 4. any of a series of organic compounds
the simplest of which are like ethyl alcohol in con-
struction, as methyl alcohol (or wood alcohol), CHOH,
a very poisonous liquid, and amyl alcohol, CsHnOH,
found in fusel oil: all alcohols contain a hydrqxyl group
and form esters in reactions with organic acids.
alcoholic (al'k9-h61'ik, al'ka-hol'ik) , adj. I. of
alcohol. 2. containing alcohol. 3. caused by alcohol or

liquor containing it. 4. suffering from alcoholism, n. a
person who has chronic alcoholism or is excessively
addicted to alcoholic liquor.
alco helically (aMca-hdl'i-k'l-i. al'ks-hol'ik-li), adv.
in an alcoholic manner.

al-cO'hoMc-i-ty (al'ks-hfil-is'a-ti, al'kQ-hol-is'a-ti), n.
the quality or state of being alcoholic.
alcoholism (al'ka-hdl'iz'm.al'ka-horiz'm), n. 1. a dis-

eased condition caused by habitually drinking too much
alcoholic liquor: often chronic alcoholism. 2. alcohol

1-co-hoHze (al'ka-hSl-Iz', al'ka-hol-iz'), v.t. [ALCO-
HOLIZED (-Izd'), ALCOHOLIZING], 1. to saturate or treat
with alcohol. 2. to convert into alcohol.

al-co-hol-om-e-ter (al'kd-hdl-om'o-tSr, al'ka-hol-om'a-

tSr), n. [see ALCOHOL & -METER], an instrument for de-

termining the percentage of alcohol in a liquor.
Al co ran (al'ko-ran/, al'ko-ran')* n. [Fr.; Ar. al qur'an;
see KORAN], the Koran.

Al-cott, Amos Broil-son (bron'san 61'kat), 1799-1888;
American pjaitosqpher and educational reformer.

Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888; daughter of Amos
&ron$on; American novelist.

al-cove (allc^v), n. [Fr,; Sp. alcoba; Ar. al-qobbah; al,

the + qobbah, am arch, .

vault, dome], 1 a recessed
section of a room, as a
breakfast OQO|C 2* a
secluded bower in a gar-
den; summerhouse.
Al-cuin (ai'kwin), n. Eng-
lish theologian and writer;
735-804 A.D.

tcy-o-ne
(al-sI'a-neOt n.

.; Or. AlkyonV, daugnter
of Aeolus], the brightest

ALCOVEstar in the Pleiades.

Aid,, Alderman.
Al-da, Frances (Sl'da), (born Frances Davis), 1885-W2;
America^ operatic soprano, bom fn New Zealand^
Aldan (fi-dSaO

1

.

'

fl- a river in the Yakutsk A.S.S.R.,

Sowing ttttp the Lena River: length, c. l,30t) mi,
Al-deb-a-ran (al-deb'a-rah), n. [Ar.'al-dabartifi: w, "t%e
,-f dabarSn, following < dabar, to follow], a brilliant-red

star in the Constellation Taurus.

al-de-hyde (al
f
<?Wi$dOi 9* [< alcohol + Mod. L. dehyd-
L. de. TOJjout; -^ hydrogen], 1. a

colfor-
5 fluid, CHiCHO, with a strong, unpleasant

jwd fooik alco|iol by oaadatioki. J. any of a

1687; Pigrini settler of

Plymouth Colony: character in Longfellow's poem "The
Courtship of Miles Standish."

al-der (61%r), n. [ME. aler; AS. alor; IE. base *el- (cf.

ELM); prob. akin to *elu-, yellow], any of a small
group of trees and shrubs of the birch family, having
toothed leaves and woody cones, and growing in cool,
moist soil in temperate climates : the bark is used in dye-
ing and tanning and the wood for bridges and piles be-
cause it resists underwater rot.

al-der-man (Sl'dSr-man), n. \$l. ALDERMEN (-man)],
[AS. ealdorman; ealdor, chief, prince < eald, old + man],
1. in many cities, a municipal officer representing, ordi-

narily, a certain district or ward: abbreviated Aid*.
Aldm. (as a title). 2. in England and Ireland, one of
the senior members of the municipal or borough council.
3. in Anglo-Saxon history, the chief officer in a shire.

al-der-inan-cy ^61'der-man-si), n. [pL ALDERMANCIES
(-siz)], the position or term of office of an alderman.

al der-man ic (61'dgr-man'ik), adj. of, like, or fit for an
alderman.
Al-der-ney (61'dgr-ni) , n. 1 . one of the Channel Islands
of Great Britain: area, 3 sq. mi.; pop., 1,500. 2. [pi.
ALDERNEYS

(-niz)J, any of a breed of small dairy cattle

originally from this island.
Al-der-shot (61'dgr-shotOt n. a town in Hampshire,
England: pop., 36,000: site of an army training camp.
Al-dine (61'dm, 61'den), adj. [AWus + -4ne\ from the
press of Aldus Manutius and his family, who published
fine editions of the classics (c. 1494-1597) at Venice
and Rome. n. an Aldine book, edition, or type.

al-dose (al'dos), n. [aldehyde -f -ose], in chemistry, any
sugar containing the aldehyde group,
Al-drich, Thomas Bai ley (ball 61'drich), 1836-1907;
American poet and novelist.

ale (al), n. [ME. ale; AS. ealu; IE. base *alu-, bitter:
cf. ALUM], a fermented drink made from malt ana
hops: it is like beer but contains more alcohol and unde-
composed sugar.

a-le-a-to-ry (a'li-a-tfcr'i, ali-a-to'ri), adj. [L. aleatorius,
of gambling < aleator, gambler < alea, chance, a dice

ck.
, in Greek mythol-

a-lee (9-le
7
) adv. & adj. [a-, on 4- lee], on or toward the

lee, the side of a ship that is away from the wind.
al-e-gar (al'a-gSr, a'l9-gr), n. [earlier alegre; ale +
egre (Fr. aigre), acrid, keen; cf. EAGER, VINEGAR], a
vinegar resulting from the fermentation of ale; sour ale.

ale-house (al'housO* n. a place where ale is sold and
served; saloon; tavern.
A lek san drovsk (a'lek-san'drfcfsk) , n. Zaporozhe, a
city in the Ukrainian S.S.R.: the former name.
Ale man, Mi-guel (me-gel' S'le

:man') 1902- ;

Mexican statesman; president of Mexico, 19461952,
Al-e-man-ni (al's-man'I) , n.pl. the Alamanni.
Al-eman-nlc (al'd-man'ik), n. the German dialect of
the Alamanni: it survives in southern Germany and
parts of Switzerland, and constitutes, with Bavarian,
Swabian, and Lombard (extinct), High German proper.
A lem bert, Jean LeRondd' (zhan'bron'd^lan'bTr'j,
1717-1783; French philosopher, maifcem^tidan, and
encyclopedist.

a-lem-bic (9-lem'bik), n. [ME. alatmbic; OFr. alambic;
L. alambicus; Ar. al-anbiq; al, the
+ anbiq, a still < Gr. ambtx. a cup],
1. an apparatus made of glass or
metal, formerly used for distilling;
hence, 2. anything that refines,

changes, or purifies.

A-len-con (^'law'soMO* n. 1. a town
in northwestern France: pop.,
20,000 (1946). 2. (s-len'ssn; Fr.

a'law'sow'), a needle-point lace
with a soHd floral pattern on a back-
ground of fine loops of thread: origi-
nally made in Alencon.
aleph (alif), n. [Heb., Ut. f ox,
leader], the first letter of the He-
brew alphabet (H), a neutral vowel: various diacritical
marks determine its sound: see alphabet, table.

A-lep-po (0-lep'5), n. a city in northwestern Syria: pop.,
320,000 (1943).
a lert fa-lurt'), adj. [Fr. alerte; It. all' erta, on tfee watch
< alia, at the 4- erta, a lookout < L. erigere, to erect], 1.

watchful; vigilantly reacjy. 2. active; nimble, n. I. an
alarm; warning signal. 2. a period of watchfulness,
especially before an expected air raid. v.t. to warm;
warn to be ready: as, like troops were atieried. SYN.
see intelligent, watchful,
on the alert* watchful: vigilantf

-a*les (Slez), [L. pi. ol -A&J; a suffix useil in fbfrning the
scientific Latin names of orders of plan^;
A lea san dri a (i'les^saB'dre^r), m A eliy im riorth-
westem Italy: pern., 8^,^00 {est. 1947X \

a leu-rone (a-loo'ron), n. [Gr. aleuron, wheat meal,

ALEMBIC
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flour], in botany & biochemistry, fine granules of protein

2. the language of these natives.

A-leu tian (s-loo'shsn, s-lu'shan), G<f7. 1. of the Aleu-

tian Islands. 2. of the Aleuts, their culture, etc. n. 1.

an Aleut. 2. #. the Aleutian Islands.

Aleutian Islands, a chain of islands extending south-

westward from
Alaska, belong-
ing to the United
States: area, 1,461 ALASKA

PININSUIA^^
KODIAK I

pop.,sq. mi. ;

1,300.
ale-wife (al'wif),
H. [pi. ALEWIVES
(-wlvz')] 1, a
womanwhokeeps
an alehouse. 2.

[? Am. Ind.J, an
edible North A-
merican fish resembling the

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS

_ herring, found in the

ocean and in some lakes and streams.

Al-ex-ander (al'ig-zan'dSr), [L.: Gr. Alexandras,

defender of men < alexein, to defend + aner, ana

man], a masculine name: diminutives, Aleck, Alex,

Sandy; feminine, Alexandra, Alexandrina; equivalents,
Fr. Alexandre, It. Alessandro, Sp. Alejandro.
Alexander I. 1. (Alexander Pavlowch), 17 '7-1825;

grandson of Catherine the Great: czar of Russia. (1Wl-
1825); promoter of the Holy Alliance. 2. 1857-1893;

Bulgarian ruler (1879-1886) ; abdicated. 3. 1876-1903;

kSI of Serbia (1889-19035; assassinated. 4. 1888-

1934; son bf Peter I of Serbia; king of Yugoslavia

(1921-1934).* 5. 1893-1920; king of Greece (1917-1920).
Alexander II, (Alexander Nikolayevtch) , 1818-1881;
czar of Russia (1855-1881) ; emancipated the serfs.

Alexander III, 1. (Orlando Bandinelli), P-1181, Pope
(1159-1181). 2. 1845-1894; son of Alexander II; czar

of Russia (1881-1894). .

Alexander VI, (Rodrigo Lanzply Borgig), 1431?-1503;

Pope (1492-1503); father of Cesare Borgia and Lu-
crezia Borgia. _ . . .

Alexander, Sir Harold Rupert, 1891- ;
British gen-

eral; governor general of Canada (1946-1952).
Alexander Archipelago, a chain of islands off the

southeastern coast of Alaska: largest town. Sitka.

Alexander Nev-ski (nef'ski), 1220P-1263; Russian hero

and saint. _^

Alexander Sever us (si-v&r'as), 208P-235 A.D.; Ro-
man emperor (222-235 A.D.).
Alexander the Great, 356-323 B.C.: military con-

queror; king of Macedonia (336-323 B.C.)j helped to

spread Greek culture through the East and in Egypt.
Alex-an-dra (al'ig-zan'dra), [fern, of Alexander], a

feminine name; diminutive, Sandra; variant, Alexan-

drina. n. wife of Edward VII of England; lived 1844-

1925; queen mother (1910-1925).
Al ex an dret-ta (al'ig-zan-dret'o), n. a seaport m
southern Turkey: pop., 15,000: Turkish name, Isken-

derun.
Al ex an dria (al'ig-zan'dri-o), n. a city in Egypt, on
the Mediterranean: pop., 686,000: ancient Greek capi-

tal of Egypt, founded by Alexander the Great: Arabic

name, El Iskandariya.
Al ex an dri an (al'ig-zan'dri-Qn) , adj. 1. of Alexander
the Great or his rule. 2. of Alexandria, Egypt, or the
late Hellenic culture that flourished there. 3, m
prosody, alexandrine.

Al-ex-an-dri-na (al
r
ig-zan-dri'na) , a feminine name: see

Alexandra.
al ex an drine (aTig-zan'drin), n. [Fr. alexandnn: so

called from being used in OPr. poems on Alexander the

Great], in prosody, an iambic line having normally
six feet; iambic hexameter, adj. of an alexandrine
or alexandrines.

alexan-drite (al'ig-zan'drit), n. [after the Russian
Czar Alexander II], a variety of chrysoberyl that looks
dark green in daylight and deep red under artificial

light: it is used in jewelry.
A-le xan drou-po lis m'lek-sSn-droo'pd-les'), n. a sea-

port in Greece, on the Aegean: pop,, 13fOOO; former
name, Dede Aeach.

a-lex i-a (a-lek'si-o), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. o~, without +
lexis, speech < legein t to speak], Inability to read, caused

by lesions of the brain; word blindness,
a-lex-in (9-lek'sin), n. [ < Gr. alexein, to avert], a sub-
stance normally found in the blood and capable of

destroying bacteria.

a-lex-i-phar mic (a-lek'si-far'mik), adj. [Gr, alexiphar-
makos < alexein, to ward off 4- pJiarmakon, a drug,

poison], acting as an antidote; counteracting poison, n.

an antidote.
A lex is O-lek'sis). [Gr,, lit., help < alexein, to defend], a
masculine name* n* (Alexis Mtkhailovich) , czar of Rus-
sia (164S-1W): 162SM676; father of Peter the Great.
A-lex-iua I (94ek%i-i*), (Alexius Comnenns),

" "*

1118; emperor of tibia Byzantine Empire (1081-1

al-fabfa (al-fal'fo), n. [Sp. < Ax.al-fachfacha, very good
fodder], a deep-rooted plant of the pea family, with

small divided leaves, purple cloverlike flowers, and

spiral pods, used extensively in the United States for

fodder, pasture, and as a cover
/
crop : also called lucerne.

Al ae-ri, Vit-to ri-o (vet-t6-'ry6'al-fyar'e), Count, 1749-

1803: Italian dramatist and poet.
al-fil'a-ri-a (al-fil'a-re's), n. [Sp. Am. < Sp. alfiler, a

pin; Ar. al-khildl, a needle, thorn], a European plant of

the geranium family, grown in the United States for

fodder.

1886-1941; king of Spain (1902-1931) ; deposed.

al-for-ja (al-for'ja; Sp, al-f6Vha), n., TSp. < Ar. al-

khorj], 1. a leather or canvas saddlebag used by
cowboys; hence, 2. a cheek pouch, as of a chipmunk.
Al-fred (al'frid), [AS. Alfred, lit,, elf-counsel, hence, wise

counselor < self, elf + rsed, counsel], a masculine name:
diminutives, Al, Alf, Fred; feminine, Alfreda.
Al-fre-da (al-fre'da), a feminine name: see Alfred.

Alfred the Great, 849-899 A.D.; king of Wessex (871-
899 A.D.) and of England (886-$99 A.D.); defeated

the Danish invaders; promoted English culture.

al-fres-co (al-fres'ko), adv. [It.; al, for a il, in the +
fresco, fresh, cool], in the open air; outdoors, adj.

outdoor. Also al fresco.

Alg., 1. Algerian. 2. Algiers.

al^aefal'jlj, n.pl. [sing. ALGA (-go)], [pi. of L, alga, sea-

weed], a group of plants, one-celled, C9lomal, or many-
celled, containing chlorophyl and having no true root,

stem, or leaf: algae are found in water or damp places,

and include seaweeds, pond scum, etc.

al-gal (al'gal), adj. of or like algae.

al-gar-ro-ba (al'gg-ro'bs), n. [Sp. < Ar. al-kharrubah;

al, the + kharrubah, carob], 1. an evergreen tree bear-

ing large, edible, fleshy pods; carob. 2. its beans or

pods: also called St. John's bread. 3. the honey mes-

quite tree. 4. its edible pods.
a .

al-ge-bra (al'ja-bro) , n. [It. < Ar. al-jebr, the reunion of

broken parts < al, the -f- jabara, to reunite], 1. the

branch of mathematics that uses positive and negative

numbers, letters, and other systematized symbols to

express and analyze the relationship between concepts
of quantity in terms of formulas, equations, etc.; gen-
erafized arithmetic: abbreviated alg. 2. a textbook or

treatise dealing with this branch of mathematics.

al-ge-bra-ic (arjo-bra'ik), adj. 1. of or used in algebra.
2. like or characteristic of algebra.

al-ge-bra-i'Cal (al'js-bra'i-kl), adj. algebraic.

al-ge-bra-i-cal-ly (al'ja-bra'i-k'l-i), adv. 1. in an alge-

braic manner; by means of algebra. 2. with reference

to algebra. ,
.

al-ge-bra-ist (al'ja-bra'ist), n. an expert in algebra.

Al-ge-cir-as (al
/
n-sir'os: Sp. al'he-the'ras), n. a Spanish

seaport on the Strait of Gibraltar: pop., 21,400.

Alger, Horatio (al'jer), 1834-1899; American wnter of

boys' stories. .

Al-ger-i-a (al-jSr'i-s), n. a country in northern Africa,

tinder French control:

area, 847,552 so,, mi.; pop., I

7,236,000; capital, Algiers.
Al*ger-i<an (al-j^r'i-sn),

adj. of Algeria, its people,
etc. n. a native or inhab-
itant of Algeria.
Al ge-rine (arja-ren'). adj.

Algerian, n. 1. a native
of Algeria, especially one
of Berber, Arab, or Moor-
ish descent. 2. a North
African pirate. 3. a soft

woolen cloth with bright-
colored stripes.

Alger-non (al'jSr-non), . ,

[apparently < OFr. al grenon, with a mustache], a
masculine name: diminutives, Algiet Algy.
-al gl-a (ai

fS-0 al'jo), [ < Gr. al&os, pain], a suffix mean-
'

.aamn^ra/^a.-also-a-ing pain, an In neuralgia: also -algy.

al-gid (al'M), adj. [Ff. algide; L. algidus, cold <
to be cofd < Clr. algeein, to feel pain], cold;

al:gM4>ty (afcjidVti), n. (algid + r^]. cilllinesa;n. (algid -f

1. the capit
AM. X

'

Al&erta,

n. 1. the capita of .

terranean seaport: pop., 252,000: abbte*.
a former Barbary State in North Africa: :

al^gold (al'fiDold), adj. [al$a 4- -o4J, like

Al^gol (al'gol) , n, [Ar. algMl, lit., the ghoul] a wight star

in the cc^isiellation Perseus and the earliest-k

variable star: it is a binary md loses most of its bright?-
ness when eclipsed by its dark companion.

al-go-lag-ni-a (al'ga-lag'ni-a), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. algos,

from inflicting or sutterlnij p^ln^ masoxsMsm. or sadisnou

al gol-o gy (al-fol
/
a-ii) ? n* ( < L., <Si% smwew 4

-logylt the branch of botany Chat deals with algae.- "

^tft-), n. (< Or. al&wt a pain:pain: +
of paw
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Algon-ki-an (al-gorj'ki-an), adj. & n. 1. Algonquian.
2. in geology, late Proterpzoic: a term formerly used.

Al-gpn-qui'an (al-gorj'ki-an, al-gorj'kwi-an), adj. desig-
nating or of a widespread and important family of

approximately fifty languages used by a number of

ALHAMBRA

and others, n. 1. this family of languages. 2. a
member of any tribe using one of these languages.
Al gon-quin (al-gor/kin, al-g9g'kwin), n. 1. a member
of a tribe of Algonquian Indians who lived in the area
of the Ottawa River, Canada: now called Ottawa. 2.

the language of this tribe. 3. Algonquian.
Algonquin Park, a Provincial park in southeastern
Ontario, Canada: game preserve: area, 3,900 sq. mi.

al-go-pho-bi-a (al'ga-fo'bi-a), n. [< Gr. algps, pain; +
-phobia], an extreme or abnormal fear of pain.

al-gor (al'g6r), n. [L., cold], a chill felt during fever.

al-go-rism (al'ga-riz'm), n. [ME. & OPr. algorisme; ML.
algorismus, Arabic system of numerals < Ar. al-

Khowarazmi, lit., native of Khwarazm (Khiva), mathe-
matician of the 9th c. A.D.], 1. the Arabic system
of numerals; decimal system of counting; hence, 2.

computing with any kind of numerals.
al gum (aPgum), n. a tree mentioned in the Bible: II
Chron. 2 :8 : see almug.
Al ham-bra (al-ham'bra) , n. [Sp.; Ar. al hamra, lit., the
red (house)], 1. a palace of
the Moorish kings, built dur-
ing the 13th and 14th cen-
turies near Granada, Spain.
2, a town in California, near
Los Angeles: pop., 51,000.
Al ham bresque (al'ham-
bresk'), adj. like the Alham-
bra, especially in richness of
ornamentation.
AH (a'li, a-le'), n. fourth
caliph of Islam (656-661
A.D.) ;

son-in-law of Moham-
med; lived 600-661 A.D.
a li-as (a'li-as), n. [pi. ALIASES (4z)], [L. <>alias, other], an
assumed name; another name. adv. otherwise named;
called by the assumed name of: as, Bell alias Jones.
SYN. see pseudonym.

A4i Ba-ba (al'i bab'a, a'li ba'ba), in the Arabian Nights,
a poor woodcutter who found the treasure of the forty
thieves hi a cave: he made the door of the cave open by
saying "Open sesame 1"

aM-bi (al'a-bi'), n. [pi. ALIBIS (-biz
7
)], [L., contr. <

alius ibit elsewhere], 1. in law, the plea or fact that an
accused person was elsewhere than at the alleged scene
of the offense with which he is charged; hence, 2.

[Colloq.J, any excuse. v.i. [Colloq.], to offer an excuse.
al I ble (al'a-bl), adj. [L, alibilis < alere, to feed, nour-

ish], nourishing.
Al i-can te (a'Te-kan'te; Eng. al'a-kan'ti), n. a city in
southeastern Spain: pop., 113,000 (est. 1946).
AHce (al'is), [L. Alicia, AlitUa; Gr. aletheia, truth], a
feminine name: diminutive, Elsie; variant, Alicia,

Alice blue, [after Alice Roosevelt Longworth (1884-),
daughter of Theodore Roosevelt], a light blue.

A'li-ci-a (a-lish'i-a) , a feminine name: see Alice.

al i-dad (al'i-dad'), n. an alidade.

aH-dade (al'i-dad'), n. [Fr.; ML. alhidada; Ar. al

'itfadah, a rule], 1. a part of an optical or surveying
instrument, consisting of the vernier, indicator, etc. 2.

a surveying instrument consisting of a, telescooe
mounted on a rule marked off in degrees, used in

topographic mapping.
al-ien (al'yan, afi-an), 0d?/. [MB.; OFr.; L. alienus <
alitts, other], belonging to another country or people;
foreign; strange, n. I. a foreigner. 2. a foreign-born
resident in a country who has not become a naturalized
citizen. 3. an outsider, v.t. to transfer (land, etc.).
alien to, strange to; not natural to.

SYW- alien is applied to a resident who bears political, $lle-

giafcce to another country; foreigner, to a visitor or resident

From another country whose language, cultural pattern, etc. are

different from one's own; stranger, to a person who comers from
another region and is unacquainted with local people, custonis,
etc.: immigrant, to a person who comes to a new country to

settle there; 6migr6, to one who has left his country to take

political refuge in a new land. See also extrinsic. ANT.
citizen, subject, national.

al-ien-a-ble (al'yan-s-bl. a1i-an-a-b*l), adj. capable of

being alienated or transferred to a new owner.

al-ien-age (SFyan-ij, 'li-an-ij), n. [Fr.; see ALIEN], tie
legal status of an alien.

al-ien-ate (attyan-at
7

, Sli-an-at'), v.t. [ALIENATED (4d),
ALIENATING], [ < L. alienatus, pp. of aUenare < alius,

anottiet}, 1. to transfer the ownership of (property) to
anotnet* 2. to estrange; make unfriendly: as, his be-
havior alienated Ms friends, 3. to cause a taansfeepice
of (aftecmom). .

>
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-
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al-ien a-tion (aTyan-a'shan, a'li-an-a'shan), n. [ME.;
OFr.; L. alienatio9 separation, aversion, aberration (of
the mind); see ALIENATE], 1. an alienating or being
alienated. 2. mental derangement: insanity.

al-ien-a-tor (al'yan-a'tSr, I1i-dna'ter) lu a person who
alienates,
aHen-ee (al'yon-e', a'H-an-ef), n. [see ALIENATE & -EE],
a person to whom property is transferred.

al-ien-ism (al'yan-iz'm, a'li-an-iz'm), n. 1. the quality
or condition of being alien. 2. alienage. 3. the spe-
ciality of alienists; psychiatry.

al ien-ist (al'yan-ist, ali-sn-ist), n. [Fr. al&niste < L.

alienatio; see ALIENATION], a doctor who specializes in
mental diseases; psychiatrist: term used in law.
alien or (al'ysn-er, a'li-an-6r'), n. [Anglo-Fr. < L.
alienare; see ALIENATE], a person who transfers the
ownership of property.

a-llf (a'Hf), n. [Ar.; akin to Heb. aleph; see ALEPH], the
first letter of the Arabic alphabet (0*

al-i-form (al'a-fdrm', ala-fSrm'), adj. [< L. ala, a
wing; -f -form], shaped like a wing.
A-H-garh (al'e-gur'), n. a city in India, in the United

or ALIT (-Hf),

Provinces: pop., 113,000.
alight (a-Ht'), v.i. [ALIGHTED (-id)

ALIGHTING], [ME. alighten; AS. alihtan; a-, out, off +
lihtan, to dismount, render light < liht; see LIGHT (to
dismount)], 1. to get down or off; dismount. 2. to
come down after flight; descend and settle* 3. to come

pon) accidentally.
'Tit (a-Kt>), adj. [ME. aliht, pp. of alihten, to light

1. lighted; burning. 2. lighted up.
a (a-lmOt v.t. [Fr. aligner < a, to Ugne, line], 1.

ring into a straight line; adjust by line. 2. to bring
into agreement, close co-operation, etc. : as, he aligned
himself with the liberals, v.i. to come or fall into line;
line up. Also spelled aline.

a-lign-ment (a-lin'mant), n. [Fr. alignement; see ALIGN],
1. an aligning or being aligned. 2. arrangement in a
straight line. 3. a line or lines formed by aligning. 4.

in engineering, a ground plan, as of a fieldwork, railroad,
etc. Also spelled alinement.

THESE LETTERS ARE IN ALIGNMENT.

THESE LETTERS ARE OUT OF ALIGNMENT.

a-like (a-likO. adj. [ON. alikr: also < AS. gelic or onlic;
see LIKE, o4fJt like one another; showing resemblance;
similar: usually a predicate adjective, adv. 1. in the
same manner : similarly. 2. to the same degree ; equally.
al-i-ment (al'a-mant), n. [L. alimentum < alere, to

nourish], 1. anything that nourishes; food. 2. means
of support, v.t. (al'a-menf). to supply with aliment;
nourisn.
al'imen-tal (al'a-men't'l), adj. of aliment; nourishing.
al*i-men*ta-ry (al'a-men'ta-ri), adj. [L. alimentarius;
see ALIMENT], 1. connected with food or nutrition. 2.

nourishing. 3. furnishing support or sustenance.

alimentary canal (or tract), the passage in the body
that food goes through: it

extends from the mouth
through the esophagus,
stomach, and intestines to
the anus.

al i men ta-tion (al'a-men-
ta'shan), n. [Fr.; ML. ali~

mentatio < L. aUmentum;
see ALIMENT], 1. a nourish-

ing or being nourished. 2.

nourishment; nutrition. 3.

support; sustenance.
al-i-men-ta-tive /* 1 '-a

ALIMENTARY CANAL

< alere, to nourish}, 1.

ta-tiv), adj. of alimentation,
or nourishment; nutritive.

aM-mo-ny (al'a-mo'ni), n.

[L. alimonia, food, support
means of living. 2. money to live on that a judge
orders paid to a woman out of the income of her
husband or former husband after a legal separation
or divorce, or while legal action on this is pending.
3. like payment to a man by his (former) wife.
A-line (a-len

7
), a feminine name: see Adeline.

a line (a4ln') v.t. & v.i.. to align.
a-line ment (g-lin'niant), n. alignment* (

A-li Pa-sha (a'li pa~sha'), 1741-1822; Turkish pasha of

Janina.
al-i ped (al'a-ped') , adj. [L. alipes < alaf wing -f- pes,

peais t foot], wing-footed; havinff a winglike membrane
connected with the feet, as the bat. n. an aliped
creature.

aliphat-ic (al'a-fat'ik)^ adj. I < Or. MphWr alei-

phatos, fat, oil], in chemistry, of or obtainea ftrom fat;

fatty: said of certain hydrocarbons.
all quant (al'a-kwant), adj. [L. aliguantw, ome, mod-
erate < alius, other ^ qmntu*, how large; how mnehfc
in mathematics, designating a part of anumber that does

fat,

u feu;

go, h6rn, t55l, look; oil, o
nity, o in comply,
i, G. doch. See pp. x-x



Aliquippa Allegheny
not divide the number evenly but leaves a remainder:

as, 8 is an aliquant part of 25 : opposed to aliquot.

AM*quip-pa (al'a-kwip's) , n. a town in western Penn-

sylvania: pop., 2<5 tOOO.

aH*quot (al'a-kwat), adj. [L., some, several < alms,
other 4- quot, how many], in mathematics, designating a

part of a number that divides the number evenly and
leaves no remainder: as, 8 is an aliquot part of 24:

opposed to aliquant. . .

AM-son (al'i-ssn), [ME. Alisoun], a feminine name.
a-lit (a-Iif), alternative past tense and past participle of

a-li-un"de (a'li-un'di), adv. & adj. [L., lit., from another

place], in law, from some other source: as, evidence

clarifying a document but not deriving from the

document itself is evidence aliunde.

a*live (9-Kv') <*d]> [ME. alive, alyfe, on live; AS. on itfe;

on, in -f Ufa dat. case of lif, life], 1. having life; living.

2. in existence, operation, etc.; unextinguished: as, old

hatreds remain alive. 3. lively; alert. Alive is usually a

predicate adjective. SYN* see living,

alive to, awake to; aware of; perceiving.
alive with, teeming with; full of (living or moving
things) : as, a flower alive with bees.

look aHve! hurry! be alert and quick! %

a-Uz-a-rln (a-liz'a-rin), n. [Fr. < alizan, Levantine
name of madder; prob. < Ar. al asarah, the juice <
a$ara, to press], a reddish-yellow crystalline compound,
CiJl804, produced by oxidizing anthracene and used in

preparing dyes: it was originally made from madder.
aliz-arine (s-hVa-rin, s-liz'a-ren') , n..alizarin.

alkahest (al'ka-hest') , n. [Fr. < ML. alchahest], thz

hypothetical universal solvent sought by the alchemists.

al-ka-les-cence (a^ks-les^ns), n. [alkali + -escence], the

process of becoming alkaline.

al-ka-les-cent (al'ka-les''nt), adj. [alkali + -csccnt], 1.

becoming alkaline. 2. somewhat alkaline.

alka-H (al'ka-KO, n. [pi. ALKALIS, ALKALIES (-liz')j.

[ME. alkaly; OFr. alcali; Ar. al-qalfy; al, the + golly,

ashes of saltwort < qalay, to roast in a pan], 1. any
base or hydroxide, as soda, potash, etc., that is soluble

in water and can neutralize acids: alkalis have an acrid

taste and turn red litmus blue. 2. any soluble mineral

salt or mixture of salts found in soils, as in some deserts,

and capable of neutralizing acids,, adj. alkaline.

al-ka-li-fy (al'ks-te-fi', al-kal'a-fi') ,
v.t. & v.i. [ALKA-

LIFIED (-fid'), ALKALIFYING], to make or become alka-

line.

alkali metal, any metal, such as sodium, potassium, or

lithium, whose hydroxide is an alkali.

al-ka-lim-e-ter (al'ka-lim'a-tSr), n. [alkali -f -meter\, an
instrument for measuring the amount of alkali in a
substance or solution.

al ka line (al'ka-lm', al'ka-lin), adj. [alkali + -ine],
1.

having the properties of an alkali. 2. of or resembling
an alkali. 3. containing an alkali.

al ka-Iine-earth metals (al'ka-lm'ttrth'), the group
of chemical elements comprising calcium, strontium,

barium, and sometimes, beryllium, magnesium, and
radium.

alkaline earths, the oxides of the alkaline-earth metals.

al-ka-Iin-i-ty (arka-lin's-ti), n. the quality or state of

al ka-Hze (al'kd-uV). v.t. & v.L [ALKALIZED (-lizd'), AL-

KALIZING], [TV. alcaliser; see ALKALI], to make alkaline.

alka-loid (al'ks-loid')* n. [alkali 4- ~oid], an organic
substance having alkaline properties and containing

nitrogen; substance of this kind taken fromplants and
animals, and used in certain drugs, as caffeine, mor-
phine, cocaine, quinine, and strychnine; some alkaloids

are highly poisonous, adj. like an alkali.

al-ka-Io-sis (al'ks-lo'sis), n. [alkali + -osis], a condition
in which the alkali reserve of the body is higher than

normal; increased alkalinity of the body fluids.

al-kanea (aKkSnz), n.pl. [alkyl + m&thanes], a series

of saturated hydrocarbons of the open-chain tvpe
having the general formula CaH*n+j; methane series.

al ka-net (al'ka-net') n. [ME.; Sp. alcaneta* dim. of

alcana < Ar. al hinwa, henna plant], 1, any of a num-
ber of related plants whose roots are used to make a
red dye; anchusa; bugloss. 2. this dye. 3. any of

several other plants whose roots yield a red dye.
al kannin (al-kan'ra), n. [Mod. L. Alkanna < Sp,
alcana (see ALKANTET) ; -f -in], a powder made from the
root of the alkanet : used in preparing a red dyestuff,

al-kene (al'ken), n. [alkyl + ~en*]t any of a series of

unsaturated open-chain hydrocarbons containing a
double bond and having the general formula
also called otefin.
Alk-maar (alk'mar), n. a city in the western
lands: pop., 38,000 (1947).
Al-ko-ran (al'k5-ran', at'kS-ranO* the ICoraaj lO&o

spelled Alcoran. '

"

al-kyd (aFkid), adj* [alkyl + add], designating, of* or

containing any of several synthetic resins naaae Irota

phthalic acid, or, more often, phthalic anhydride, and
iflycerol: tfte^e resins are used m paints, etc.

af-kyl (al'kii al'ka), adj. [Jfell + ->fl, in
formecf by substituting an ctemeat or a group of

ments for hydrogen in the molecule of a hydrocarbon:
applied only to radicals,

al-Kviie (al'kin), n. [< alkyl + -ine], any of a series of

unsaturated open-chain hydrocarbons containing a

triple bond and having the general formula CnH*n-s:
also spelled alkine.

all (61), adj. [ME. al, all; AS. all, sail], 1. the whole
extent or quantity of: as, all New England, all the gold.

2. the entire number of: as, all the men went. 3. every
one of: as, all men must eat.

4

4. the greatest possible;
as much as possible: as, said in all sincerity. 5. any;
any whatever: as, true beyond all question. 6. every:
now used only in such phrases as all manner of men. 7.

alone; only: as, life is not all pleasure, pron. 1. [con-
strued as pi.], everyone: as, all must die. 2. [construed
as pl.] ( every one: as, when he wrote to his friends for

help, all responded. 3. everything; the whole affair: as,

all is over between them. 4. every part or bit: as, all of

it is gone. n. 1. everything one has: as, give your all.

2. a totality; whole, adv. 1. wholly; entirely; alto-

gether; quite: as, all worn out, riding all through the

night. 2. apiece: as, a score of thirty all.

above all, before all other things: most of all.

after all, nevertheless; in spite of everything.
all but, 1. all except. 2. nearly; almost.

all in, [ColloqJ, very tired; fatigued.
all in all, 1. considering everything. 2. as a whole.
3. everything.

all over, 1. ended. 2. everywhere. 3. [Colloq.], as

one characteristically is: as, that's Mary all over.

all the (better, worse, etc.), so much the (better,
worse etc.).

all the (farther, closer, etc.), [Colloq. or Dial.], as

(far, close, etc.) as.

at all, 1. in the least; to the slightest degree. 2. in any
way. 3. under any considerations.

for all, in spite of; despite.
In all, altogether; all being counted.

all- (61), a combining form meaning: 1, wholly, entirely,

exclusively, as in all-American. 2. for every, as in all-

purpose, 3 . of everythins, of every -part, as in all-inclusive.

$al4a bre-ve (alia bre've), [It., in short fashion, lit., ac-

cording to the breve], in music, a rhythm of two or four

beats to a bar with the half note as the beat: time
signature, C.

United Provinces, India: pop., 261,000.

$al*la mar cia (al'la mar'cha), [It,], in music, played in

the style of a march.
all-A-mer-i-can (61's-nier'a-kon), adj. 1. made up
wholly of Americans. 2. made of American materials

only. 3. completely within the United States. 4.

representative of the United States as a whole; chosen
as the best in the United States. 5. of all the Americas.
n. 1. an imaginary football or other team made up of

college players voted the best of the year in the United
States. 2. a player chosen for such team,

Al-lan (al'sn), a masculine name: see Alan.
Al Ian-a~dale (al'an-a-dal'), n. in English h%end, a
famous member of Robin Hood*s band.

al-lan-to ic (al'an-to'ik) , adj. 1. of or in the allantois,

2. having an allantois.

al-lan-toid (-lan'toid), adj. [Gr. allantoeidts; see AL-

LANTOIS], or or like the allantois; sausage-shaped.
al-lan-tois (a-lan'to-is) , n. [Mod. L. < Or. wantoeidls,
sausage-shaped < alias, sausage 4- cidos* form], a

membranous pouch in the embryos of mammals, birds,
and reptiles, having to do with the formation of the
umbilical cord and placenta.

tal'lar-gan-do (al'lar-gan'do-), adj. & adv. tit.],
in music,

gradually slower and with more power; a direction to
the jperformer.
all-a-round (61'a-round') <rd[/. having many abilities,

talents, or uses; not specialized : versatile.

mMay (o-EOi v.t. [ALLAYEP (-fed'), ALLAYING], {MB.
alaten; AS. alecgan; a-, down -f letgan, to lay], 1, to

put (fears, etc.) to rest; quiet; calm. 2, to lessen, re-

lieve, or alleviate (pain, grief, etc.), $Y7V. see relive.
all-dear (6Pkl6rO, n, a siren or other signal tjmt an
air raM is over.

al le ga tion (aJVgl'siwn), n* [Fr,: JU ^kiatio < ad~ to

-f legarti, to send on a mission; influenced by aHe&$},
1. an alleging. 2, something alleged; assertion* 3* n
assertion without proof. 4. in loiwf an aasertloo which
its maker proposes to support witsfe erttsnm '

al lege (a-lejO. #*** [ALLWJBP (-lejdO, ALLEGIWO), (MB*
aleggen, to produce as evidence; OFr, i$le$i#r < Ml/.

'*MdJtor*g U #, 'Ottt of 4- Wior*; see LITIQATI& 1* to
mmxt pomttwety; 4^ctoej mrna* 2* to n$ert or dc-

"

; without proof : as, Hitler alleged that be was savinjg
3pe. 4 to give as a plea, excuse, etc.: as, In his

"

____^_ 5b cm to ,

al leg-ed-ly (o-l^!drH> r adv* according to all^tatl
Al le ghe nies {alVfi'ni> , n^t the Allegheny Moun-
tains. ,i

j

'

,'t '/

Al-le-ghe ny (ara-gfi'ni), n. a river In.



Allegheny Mountains 39 all-inclusive

joining the Monongahela at Pittsburgh to form the
Ohio: length, 350 mi.
Allegheny Mountains, a mountain range of the Ap-
palachian system in central Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, and Virginia.

alle-giance (a-le'jsns), n. [ME. < OFr. a (L. ad), to -f
ligeance < L. ligare, to bind; confused with allege], 1.
the relationship of a vassal to his feudal lord. 2. the
duty of being loyal to one's ruler, government, or
country. 3. loyalty; devotion, as to a cause, person, etc.
SYN. allegiance refers to the duty of a citizen to his govern-
ment or a similarly felt obligation to support a cause, leader,
etc.; fidelity implies strict adherence to an obligation, trust,
etc.; loyalty suggests a steadfast devotion of an unquestioning
kind that one may feel for one's family, friends, or country;
fealty, now chiefly a literary word, suggests faithfulness that
one has sworn to uphold; homage implies respect, reverence,
or honor rendered to a person because of his rank, achievement,
etc. ANT. faithlessness, disaffection.

alle-gorlc (al'9-g6r'ik, al'a-gor'ik), adj. allegorical.
alle-gorl-cal (af'9-g6r'i-k'l, al'g-gor'i-kl), adj. [< L.
allegoricus; Gr. allegorikos; ^ -al], 1. of or charac-
teristic of allegory. 2. that is or contains an allegory.
alle go rist (al'a-g6r'ist, al'a-go'rist, al'a-ggr-ist). n. a
person who uses allegory or writes allegories.

al-le-go-ris-tic (alVga-ris'tik) , adj. allegorizing.
alle-go-rize (al's-gs-riz'), v.t. [ALLEGORIZED (-rizd'),

ALLEG9RIZING], [Fr. allegorizer; L. allegorizare], 1. to
make into or treat as an allegory. 2. to interpret in
an allegorical sense, v.i. to make or use allegories.

alle-go-ry (al'e-g6r'i, al'a-go'ri), n. [pi. ALLEGORIES
(-iz, -riz)J, [L. allegoria; Gr. allegoria, description of one
thing under the image of another < allos, other +
agoreuein, to speak in assembly < agora, place of as-

sembly], 1. a story in which people, things, and hap-
penings have another meaning, as in a fable or parable:
allegories are used for teaching or explaining. 2. the
presenting of ideas by means of such stories; symbolical
narration or description.

alle-gret-to (al's-gret'o), adj. & adv. Jit., dim. of
allegro; see ALLEGRO], in music, moderately fast; faster
than andante but slower than allegro: a direction to the
performer, n. [pi. ALLEGRETTOS (-oz)], a moderately
fast movement or passage.

al le-gro (o-la'gro, s-leg'ro), adj. & adv. [It. < L. alacer.

brisk, sprightly, cheerful], in music, fast; faster than
allegretto but not so fast as presto: a direction to the
performer, n. [pi. ALLEGROS (-groz, -roz)], a fast
movement or passage.

allele (o-lel'), n. an allelomorph.
alle lo-morph (a-le'la-mSrf', s-lel'a-mdrf').. n. [< Gr.
alleldn, of one another + morpfte, form], in

t
genetics,

either of a pair of contrasting characters inherited

alternatively according to Menoelian law.
alleluia (al'a-loo'ya)* inter/. [L.: Gr. alltlouia; Heb.
hallZlu-yah; see HALLELUJAH], praise ye the LordI n.
a song or exclamation of praise: halleluiah.

alle mande (al'a-mand'j Fr. al'mandO, n. [Fr., lit.,

German], 1. any of various stately German dances
of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, in 2/2 time.
2. the music for this. 3. a piece of music resembling
this in rhythm, formerly used as the movement pre-
ceding the prelude in a suite.

Allen (al'an), a masculine name: see Alan.
Allen, Ethan (al'sn), 1738-1789; American Revolution-
ary soldier who led the Green Mountain Boys in the
capture of Fort Ticonderoga.
Allen, Grant, (Charles Grant Blqirfindie Allen}, 1848-
1899; English author and naturalist.

Alien-by, Edmund Henry Hyn-man (hin'man al7-

on-bi), first Viscount Allenby, 1861-1936; English
general; commander in chief of the Egyptian Expedi-
tionary Force (1917-1918).
Allen-town (al'sn-toun'), n. a city in eastern Pennsyl-
vania, on the Lehigh River: pop., 106,000.

aller*gen (al'&r-jan), n. [allergy + -gen], a substance

inducing an allergic state or reaction.

aller-genlc (al'er-jen'ik), adj. of or acting as an al-

lergen; inducing allergy.
al ler gic (a-Hr'jik), adj. 1. of or caused by allergy. 2.

having an allergy.
al ler-gist (al'fr-jist), n. a doctor who specializes in

treating allergies.

al-Wrgy (al'lr-ji), n. M. ALLERGIES (~jiz)] t [ < Or.
allos, other -f ergon, action, work], a hypersensitiviivity to

dust, etc.)
similar amounts

, , ,

a specific substance (such as food,
or condition (as heat or cold) which
are harmless to most people.

al le vi ate fe-le'vi-at'), v.t. [ALLEVIATEP (-id), ALLEVI-

ATING], [< LJ aUematustp$. of alleviare < allevqre < ad-,
to + lews, light], to make less hard to bear; lighten or
relieve (pain, suffering, etc.). SYN. see relieve.

al le vi-a-tion (a-B'vi-a'sJian), n. 1. an alleviating or

being alleviated. 2. a thing that alleviates.

alleviatlve (^yi-a'tiv, 9-le'vi-a-tiv), adj. allevi-

ating or tending to alleviate, n. a thing that alleviates.
alle-vi-a*tor (a-le'vi-a'ter), n. a person or thing that
alleviates.

alle-vi-a'tO'ry (3-le'vi-a-t8r'i, 9-le'vi-Q-to'ri), adj. allevi-
ative.

alley (al'i), n. [pi ALLEYS (-iz)], [ME. dy, ally; OFr.
alee, a going, passage < aler (Fr. oiler), to go], 1. a lane
in a garden or park. 2. a narrow street or walk between
buildings. 3. in bowling, a) a long, narrow lane, usually
of polished wood, along which the balls are rolled, b)
usually pi. a building or hall for bowling. 4. in tennis,
either of the two narrow lanes opposite each other on
the long sides of the court, used in playing doubles.
blind alley, 1. an alley that has no rear outlet; hence,
2. any undertaking, idea, etc. that leads to nothing.
up one's alley, [Slang], suited to one's tastes or abil-
ities.

aMey (al'i), n. [abbrev. of alabaster, a material formerly
used in making marbles], a large, sometimes white
marble used as the shooter in playing marbles; taw.

alley cat, a homeless, mongrel cat that haunts alleys,
etc. for food.

alley-way (al'i-wa'), n. 1. an alley between buildings.
2. any narrow passageway.

all-fired (61-fird'), adj. (altered < heU-fired], [Slang],
complete: total, adv. [Slang], completely; extremely.
All Fools* Day, April 1; April Fools' Day: it is a day
when practical jokes are played.

all fours, 1 . all four limbs of an animal orhuman being :

as, the cat landed on all fours. 2. a card game that has
four points for scoring: also called seven-up.
be on all fours with, to be exactly alike; be the same as.

go on all fours, 1 . to move on all four limbs. 2. to creep
or crawl, as a baby. 3. to move along evenly.

all hail, all health: a greeting.
All-haMow-mas (61'hal'o-mas), n. [ < Allhallows +
mass], Allhallows.
All-hallows (61'hal'oz, oThal'sz), n. [< all -f hallow <
AS. halga, saint], All Saints' Day.
All hallow tide (61'hal'o-tid'), n. [< Allhallows -f
tide, .], the time, or season, of Allhallows.

all-heal (dl'heT), n. a plant with flat-topped spikes of
purple, blue, or white flowers; valerian: also selfheal.

al-li-a-ceous (al'i-a'shss), adj. [< L. allium, garlic; +
-aceous], 1. of a group of strong-smelling bulb plants of
the lily family, including the onion, garlic, etc. 2.

having the smell or taste of onions or garlic.
AMlance (g-H'sns), n. a town in eastern Ohio: pop.,

alliance (a-K'ans), n. [OFr. alliance; L. alligantia <
alligare < ad-, to + ligare, to bind], 1. an allying or

being allied. 2. a union or joining, as of families by
marriage. 3. a close association for a common objective,
as of nations, political parties, etc. 4. the countries,
organizations, or persons forming such a connection.
5. similarity or relationship in characteristics, structure,
etc.; affinity.
5JW.~-alllaiice refers to any association entered into for
mutual benefit} league, often interchangeable with alliance,
stresses formality of organization and denniteness of purpose;
coalition implies a temporary alliance of opposing parties, etc.,
as in times of emergency; confederacy and confederation in
political usage refer to a combination of independent states for
the joint exercise of certain governmental functions, as defense
or customs: union implies a close, permanent alliance and sug-
gests complete unity of purpose and interest,

allied (a-lid'; also, especially in senses 3 &4, al'Id), adj.
[ME. alied, pp. of allien; see ALLY], 1. united by kin-

ship, treaty, agreement, etc.
t

2. closely related: as,

anatomy and biology are allied sciences. 3. [A-], of
the Allies of World War I or II. 4. [A-], of England
and the United States jointly in World War II : as, the
Allied High Command. SYN. see related.
Allier (a'lya'), n. a river in central France,""flowing
northward into the Loire: length, 250 mi.
Allies (al'iz, a-Kz'), n.pl. [see ALLY], 1. in World War
I, the nations allied by treaty against Germany and the
other Central Powers; originally, Great Britain, France,
and Russia, laterJoined by the United States, Italy,
Japan, etc. 2. in World War II, the nations associated
against the Axis: especially, Great Britain, the Soviet
Union, and the United States: sometimes only of the
United States and Great Britain: see United Nations.

alli-ga-tor (alVga'tgr), n. [Sp. el lagarto; L. lacerta,
lacertus, lizard], 1. a large lizard of the crocodile group,
found in the tropical rivers and marshes of the United
States and China: its snout is shorter and blunter than
the crocodile's. 2. a scaly leather made from an al-

ligator's hide. 3. a machine, tool, etc. with a strong,
movable, often toothed jaw.

alligator pear, an avocado.
all-im por tant (61'in>p&r't'nt), adj. highly important;
necessary; essential.

all-in clu-sive (61'in-H6d
I

'st^) fld/. including ei^ery-
thing; comprehensive.
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alliterate 40 allurement

alliterate (d-lit'gr-at'), v.i. [ALLITERATED (-id), AL-

LITERATING], [ < alliteration], 1. to constitute or have
alliteration. 2. to use alliteration, v.t. to cause to have
alliteration.

aMit-er-a-tion (a-lit'Sr-a'shan, a'lit-er-a'shan), n. [Fr.
alliteration < L. ad, to 4 littera, letter], repetition of an
initial sound, usually of a consonant, in two or more
words of a phrase, line of poetry, etc., as in "What a

*ale of /error now their /urbulency /ellsl"

allit-er*a-tiYe (9-lit'er-a'tiv, a-lit'er-s-tiv) , adj. of,

showing, or using alliteration.

alii-urn (al'i-am), n. (L. alium, allium, garlic], any
strong-smelling oulb plant of the lily family, as the

onion, garlic, leek, etc.

al-lo- (al'o, al'a), [ < Gr. allos, other], a combining form
signifying variation, departure from the normal, reversal,
as in allonym, allomorpk.

al lo ca-ble (al'o-ka-b'l), adj. that can be allocated.

allocate (alVkat', al'o-kat'), v.t. [ALLOCATED (-id),

ALLOCATING], [< ML. allocatus, pp. of allocare < L, ad,
to -f locare, to place < locus, a place], 1. to set apart
for a specific purpose: as, they will allocate funds for

housing. 2, to distribute by a plan; allot; assign. 3.

to locate. SYN. see allot.

al-lo-ca-tion (alVka'shsn, al'o-ka'shon), n. 1. an al-

locating or being allocated. 2. a thing allocated.

al-lo-cu-tion (al'a-ku'shan, al'o-ku'shan), n. [L. al-

locutio < alloqui, to speak to < ad-, to -f- loqui, to speak],
a formal address, especially one warning or advising
with authority.

al-lod (al'od), n. alodium.
al lo-di al fc-lo'di-sl), adj. & n. alodial.
al-lo-di um (g-lo'di-sm), n. alodium.
al-log-a-mous (a-log'a-mss), adj. of or caused by
allogamy.
aMog-a-my (s-log's-mi), n. [< allo- 4- Gr. gamos, mar-
riage], fertilization of a flower by the pollen of another;
cross-fertilization.

allo-graph (al'a-graf, al'a-graf), n. [allo- 4 -graph], a

writing, as a signature, made by one person for another:

opposed to autograph,
al-lom-er-ism (o-lom'Sr-iz'ra), n. (< allo + Gr. meros, a

part; -f- -ism], variation in chemical make-up without
change in crystalline form.
aMom-er-ous (a-lom'Sr-os), adj. of or showing allomer-
ism.

allo-morph (al'g-mCrf') , ** [allo- + -morph], 1. in

mineralogy, a) any variety of a substance that has more
than one crystalline form but always the same chemical
constitution, b) a kind of pseudomorph whose constit-
uents have partly or completely changed. 2. in lin-

guistics, any of the variant forms of a morpheme as
conditioned by position or adjoining sounds.

al lo-mpr-phic (al'a-mSr'fik), adj. of or showing allo-

morphism.
al-lo-mor phism (al'a-mSr'fiz'm), n, the state or quality
of being an allomorph or allomorphs (sense 1).

al-lo-nym (al'a-nim')* n. [allo- -f- Gr. onyma, name], 1.

someone else's name taken by an author. 2. a book that
carries such a name.

allo-path (al's-path') n, 1. a practitioner of allopathy.
2. an advocate of allopathy.

al lo path Ic (alVpath'ik), adj. of or using allopathy.
al lop-a-thist (a-lop'a-tihist), n. an allopath.

al-lop-a-thy (a-lop'a-thi), n. [olio- 4- -pathy], treatment
of disease by remedies that produce effects different
from or opposite to those produced by the disease;

opposed to homeopathy.
al-lo-phane (al'a-ran'), n. fGr. allophanlSs, appearing
otherwise < allos, otherwise -f- phainesthat, to appear], a
natural, translucent silicate of aluminum, Al*SiO-
5HsO, of various colors.

al-lo-phone (al'a-fon')f n. [allo- 4- -phone], in linguistics.

any of
%
the variant forms of a phoneme as conditioned

by position or adjoining sounds.
allophylian (al'd-fill-on) , adj. [L. allophylus; Gr.
allofhylos, alien < allos, other -f phyls, tribe, clan], in
linguistics, 1. neither Indo-European nor Semitic t 2.

speaking allophylian languages.

al-lo-plasrq (al'a-plaz'm) , n. [allo- jJ>la$m], in biology,
a differentiated cell substance, as of Jmgelja and cilia.

aMot (a-lof), v.t. [ALLOTTED (-id), ALLOTTING], [OFr.
aloter;

t
a~, to + loter < loi; see LOT]^ 1, to distribute by

lot or in shares; apportion, 2. to give or assign (a part
or parts of something) : as, each speaker is allotted five

minutes.
SYN. allot and assign both imply the giving of^ share or

portion with no indication of uniform or fixea wtributiow,
assign having the extra connotation of authoritativenwn (I

was allotted four seats, to assign a task): apportion connotes
the just, proportionate, often uniform g&trftmtion of a fixed
number of portions; allocate usually implies the allowance of
a fixed amount for a specific purpose (to allocate $50 for books),
aHot-ment (a-lot'mont) n. [Fr, allotment; see ALLQ*}
1* an allotting or being allotted. 2. a thing allotted;
portion; share, 3, in the United States armed /<#w,
a portion of one's pay regularly deducted, as foi* ooe's

dependents, inairance premiums, e4c.
al-lo-trope (alVtodp')? n an allotropi<!s form.

al'lO'trop-ic (al'a-trop'ik) , adj* of or having allotropy.
aMot-ro-pism (a-lot'rs-piz'm), n. allotropy.

aMot-ro-py (s-lot'ra-pi), n. [ < Gr. allotropos, of or in
another manner < allos, other 4- tropos, way, manner],
the property that certain chemical elements have of

existing in two or more different forms, as carbon in

charcoal, diamonds, lampblack, etc.

tall* ot-ta-va (al'ldt-tS'va) , [It., lit., according to the

octave], in music, to be played an octave higher or an
octave lower, depending on whether the sign or ab-
breviation (8, 8va, 8T-w~ -*) is above or below the staff.

aMot-tee (s-lot'e'). n. [ < allot 4 -ee], a person to whom
something is allotted,

all-out (oFout'), adj. [Colloq.], complete or whole-
hearted: as, an all-out effort.

all-o-ver (61'5'vgr), adj. 1. over the whole surface. 2.

with the pattern repeated over the whole surface: as,
allover embroidery, n. cloth, etc. with such a pattern.

al-low (o-lou'), v.t. [ME. alowen; OFr. alouer; ML.
allocare < L. ad-, to 4- locus, a place; associated with
OFr, alouer < L. allaudare < ad, to 4- laudare, to praise],
1. to permit; let: as, we weren't allowed to go. 2. to let

have: as, she allowed herself no sweets. 3. to let enter;
permit the presence of: as, dogs are not allowed. 4. to
admit (a claim or the like); acknowledge as true or
valid. 5. to provide or keep (a certain amount or extra

quantity) so as to have enough: as, allow an inch for

shrinkage. 6, [Dial.], to think; give as one's opinion.
SYN. see let.

allow lor, to make an allowance or allowances for;
leave room, time, etc. for.

allow of, 1. to be subject to. 2. to tolerate.

aMow-a-ble (s-lou'a-bl), ad/. [OFr. alouable; see AL-

LOW], that can be allowed; permissible.

al-low-a-bly (a-louVbli) , adv. in an allowable or allowed
manner ; witn permission.
al-lowance (a-lou'ans) , n. 1. an allowing. 2. something
allowed. 3. an amount of money, food, etc. given
regularly to a child, dependent, soldier, etc. 4. a re-

duction in the price of something in consideration of a

large order or 9f turning in a used article, etc. 5. the
amount by which something is allowed to be more or
less than stated, as to compensate for the weight of the
container, inaccuracy of machining, etc. v.t. [ALLOW-
ANCED (-anst), ALLOWANCING], 1. to put on an allow-
ance or a ration. 2. to apportion economically,
make allowance (or allowances), to take circum-
stances, limitations, etc. into consideration.
make allowance (or allowances) for, 1. to forgive or
excuse because of mitigating factors. 2. to leave room ,

time, etc. for; allow for.

AMo-way (al'a-wa'), n. a town in Scotland, near Ayr:
birthplace of Robert Burns.

al-low-ed-ly (a-lou'id-li) , adv. by allowance or admis-
sion; admittedly;.
aMoy (al'oi, 9-loi'), n. [Fr. aloi < OFr, aleier, to alloy;
see the .], 1. the relative purity of gold or silver, 2. a
metal that is a mixture of two or more metals, or of a
metal and something else. 3. a less valuable metal
mixed with a more valuable one, often to give hardness ;

hence, 4. something that lowers the value or goodness
of another thing when mixed with it. v.t, (a-loi'), [Fr.

aloyer; OFr. aleier; L. alHgare < ad-, to + ligare, to

bind], 1. to make (a metal) less valuable by mixing
with a cheaper metal. 2. to mix jnetals), 3. to debase
by adding something inferior.

all-pur-pose (dl'pftr'pas), adj. for every purpose; useful
in many ways.

all-right (6FritO adj* [Slang], 1, honest, honorable,
dependable, etc. 2. good; excellent.

ail right, 1. satisfactory; adequate. 2, unhurt. 3.

correct. 4. yes; very well. 5. certainly.
all-round (61'roundO? &dj- all-around.
All Saints' Day, an annual church festival (November
1)

in honor ot all the saints: also called Allhallows,
Allhalloivmas.

all-seed (61'$edO n any of various plants having many
seeds, as knotweed or gposefoot.
All Souls' Day, in the Roman Catholic Church, Novem>
ber 2, a day of services and prayer for the souls in

all-spice ~(61'spisO n. L the berry of a West Indian
tree of the myrtle family, 2. the spice tnde from ttiis

beny; so named because its flavor seems to combine
the tastes of several spices.

ill-Star (61%tfir') t adj. made up entirely of outstanding
or star porforttters*

al lude (s4dW, 94M/
)
v& (AULUDKD (-id), AJ-UJDiNGl

PLr. aUudwe* to joke, jejst < <wf- to 4* ^^ to play],
to pmtftoKR, especially in *, cawal wmjr; refer

o). $W, see refer.
allure (&>%&*, a-Iyoo
4yoorj!0i AixWMoL 'Jwr.
LURE], to tempt with so
entice; fascinate, it* the power
fssctotlom. -~ w. see attract.
aMure-ment (a-loor'mont, a-Iyoor

/
mant), n. 1. an

alluring. 2. fascination; charm. 3. something that

AIM fc

desirable; attract;
entice or attract;



alluring

ing or sporting with < allusus, pp. of alludere], 1. an
alluding. 2, jndirect reference; casual mention.
aMu-sive (s-loo'siv, s-lu'siv), adj. 1. containing an
allusion. 2. using allusion; full of allusions.

al lu vial (a-loo'vi-al, s-lu'vi-sl), adj. [L. alluvius], L
of or found in alluvium, 2. made up of alluvium. n
alluvial soil.

alluvial cone (or fan), a cone-shaped deposit of al*

luvium made by a swift stream where it runs out into
a level plain or meets a slower stream,

al-lu-vi-on (a-loo'vi-sn, s-lu'vi-an), n. [Fr,; L. alluvia*
an overflowing < alluere < ad-, to -f luere, to wash],
L the washing of water against a shore or bank. 2. a
flood. 3. alluvium. 4. in law, an increase in land, as

by alluvium.
al-hi-vi-um (a-loo'vi-sm, s-lu'vi-am), n.

[pi.
ALLUVIUMS

(-amz), ALLUVIA (-a)], [L., neut. of alluvius; see AL-

LUVION], sand, clay, etc. deposited by flowing water,
especially along a river bed. SYN. see wash.

al-ly (9-H'j for n., usually all), v.t. [ALLIED (-Ed'),

ALLYING], [ME. alien; QRr. alter < L. alligare < ad-,
to -h ligare, to bind], 1. to unite or associate for a

specific purpose, as families by marriage, nations by
treatyt or companies by agreement (with to or with) :

generally used reflexively or in the passive. 2. to
relate by^ similarity of structure, certain qualities, etc. :

usually in the passive, as, the onion is allied to the

lily. iu, to become allied, n. [pi. ALLIES
B
(-IZ, -Kz^)],

1. a country, person, or group of persons joined with
another for a common purpose: see also Allies. 2. a

plant, animal, or thing closely related in structure,
etc. to another. 3. an associate; helper; auxiliary,
SYN. see associate.

aHyl (al'il), n. [L. aKium, garlic; + -y*L in chemistry, the
univalent radical CiHs, found in oil of garlic, etc.

Al-ma (al'ma), [L, f fern, of almus, nourishing, bountiful],
a feminine name.
al-ma, al-mah (al'ms), n. an alme,
Al-ma-A ta (al'ma-a'to), n. the capital of the Kazak
S.S.R., Asia: pop., 231,000: former name, Vyernyi.
almagest, Alma-gest (al'ms-jesf), n. [ME.; OPr.

almageste; Ar. al majisti < al, the + Or. megisti (syn-

taxis), greatest (work)], 1. a vast work on astronomy
and geography compiled by Claudius Ptolemy c. 150

A.D.; hence, 2. any of several medieval works like

this, on astrology, alchemy, etc.

al-ma ma-ter, Al ma Ma-ter (al'ma ma'tgr, al'ma

ma'tei"), [L,, fostering mother], 1. the college, university,
or school that one attended. 2. its anthem, or hymn.

al ma nac (61'ma-nak'). n. [Sp.; Ar. al-manakh; al, the

+ man&kk weather], a yearly calendar of days, weeks,
and months, with astronomical data, weather forecasts,

tables of useful information, etc,

al man-dine (al'mon-den'f al'msn-din), n. tattered <
alabandine; L. alabandina, precious gem < Alabama,
city in the interior of Caria], a purplish-red garnet.

al man-dite (al'man-dit'). n. almandine.
Al ma-Tad e-ma, Sir Lawrence (al'mo-tad'i-niQ) ,

1836-1912; English painter born in Belgium.
al-me, al-meh (al'me), n. [Ar. *alimah, learned (in

music and dancing) L an Egyptian dancing girl.

Al meri-a (al'me-re'S), n, a seaport in southeastern

Spain, on the Mediterranean: pop., 98,000 (est. 1946).

t-i'ly (61-mI'tl-i), adv. in an almighty manner.

^t-l-ness (61-mi'u-nis), n. the state or quality of

f almighty.

as a god, or source of great power.
the Almighty, God; the Lord. __

al.mond (a'mand, am'ond), ft. [ME. almande;
^
OFr.

amande; L. amygdala; Gr. amygdale'l
1. the edible,

nutlike seed of a fruit resembling the peach. 2. the

small, pink-flowered tree that this fruit grows on. 3.

anything shaped like an almond. 4. a light-tan color.

adj. 1. made of almonds. 2. having an almond flavor.

3. almond-shaped. 4. almond-colored. .

almond-eyed (H'mand-id', am'ondddO, $ having

eyes that look almond-shaped, or oval with, pointed

*> 5'man^r). n.JME;
; OFr. A-

t i fc person who distributes alms or

y,' at;for a cmurch, wealthy family, etc.

al'ma-ri S/xopn^n), n. [pi. ALMONRIES
. wmtimerte < almosnier; see ALMONER], a

5 ateis are givenlout.
i/*S adv* AS - eattnuest; see

:
A.L.P.

money, food, clothes, etc. given to poor people. 2.

[Obs.], a deed of mercy.
alms-glv-er (aim'giv'e'r), n. a person who gives alms.

alms-glv-ing (amz'giv'irj), n. the giving of alms.
alms-house (amz'hous') , n a home for people too poor
to support themselves; poorhouse.
alms-man (amz'man), n, [pi. ALMSMEN (-man)], a

person, especially a man, supported by alms.
alms-wom-an (amz'woom on), n. [pi. ALMSWOMEN
(-wim'in)l, a woman supported by alms.

atmuce (al'mus) n. [ML. almutia, a cowl or hoodj,
1. a headdress resembling a cowl. 2. a kind of tippet,
a medieval garment, with a hood and a fur lining.

al-mug (al'mug), n. [Heb.], in the Bible, a tree, probablv
sandalwood, from whose wood Solomon made the

pillars of the Temple: I Kings 10:12: also algutn.
al-nico (al'ni-ko'), n. [cZuminum -f nickel 4* cobalt],

an alloy containing aluminum, nickel, cobalt, and iron.

used in making magnets.
al-od (al'od), n. alodium.
a'lo-di-al (a-lo'di-Ql), adj. of an alodium; freehold.

a-lo-di-um (a-lo'di-om), n. [ML. allodium, alodium <
OHG. aldd, full and free possession < all, all -f -6d,

orig., what fate assigned, hence possessions], in law, land
owned independently, without any rent, payment in

service, etc.; a freehold estate: opposed to feud.
al-oe (al'6), n. [pi. ALOES (-oz)], [L.; Gr. aloe], 1. any of

a large group of plants of the lily family, native to

South Africa, with fleshy leaves that are spiny along
the edge. 2. pi. [construed as sing.], a bitter, laxative

drug made from the juice of certain aloe leaves.

al'O-et-lc (al'o-et'ik), adj. [ < Gr. aloe, aloes], of or con-

taining the drug aloes, n. a medicine containing aloes.

a-loft (o-16ft'f a-loft'), adv. [a-, on + loft; ME. loft < ON
lopt, the air], 1. hign tap; far above the ground. 2. high
above the deck of a ship; at the masthead.

a-lo-ha (a-lo'9, a-16'ha), it. * infer/. [Haw.], love: a

word used as a greeting or farewell.

al-o-in (al'cMn), n. a bitter, crystalline cathartic made
from the aloe. .

a-lone (s-lon'), adj. & adv. [< all 4- one < AS. ant single,

alone], 1. apart from anything or anyone else. 2.

without any other person. 3. without anything further ;

with nothing more; only. As an adjective, alone gen-
erally follows the word it modifies.

leave alone, 1. to let be by oneself. 2. [Colloq.],

not to bother or interfere with.
let alone, 1. not to bother or interfere with. 2. not to

speak of: as, we hadn't a dime, let alone a dollar.

let well enough alone, to be content with things as

they are and not try to improve them.
517V. alone, unqualified, denotes the simple fact of being by
oneself or itself; solitary conveys the same sense but suggests
more strongly the lack of companionship or association ,(a

solitary tree in the meadow) ; lonely, and the more poetic lone,

convey a heightened sense of solitude and gloom (the lonely

sentinel walks his post) ; lonesome suggests a longing or yearn-

ing for companionship, often for^a^jpartjcular person (the child

is lonesome

a-long ;

andlangt
on or beside v*.^ ~^~,9~~ ,

- - ,- - ----- .*,

of: as, along the wan there is a hedge, adv. 1. in a line;

lengthwise. 2. progressively forward or onward: as, he

walked along by himself. 3. together (with a person or

thing). 4. with one: as, she took her camera along.

all along, aU the time; from the very beginning.
alonft with, 1. together with. 2. in addition to.

get along, 1. to go forward. 2. to contrive. 3. to

succeed. 4. to agree, 5. [Colloq.], to go away. .

along (a-iar/, 9-lor/), adv. [AS. gelang] t [Obs. or Dial.],

owing to (with ofoTon). -

alongshore (Q-fen/shdr'.^-lorj'shor').
adv. along the

or by the

_ f ^ .-, ;
side by side with.

alongside"of, at te side of; beside; adjoining.
a-lool (a-loofO, adv. [a~, on 4- bof < E>. tof* *$> to

windward], at a distance but in view; apart, ad/. 1.

at a distance; removed. 2. distant in sympathy, inter-

est, etc.; reserved and cool: as, her manner was ahof.
al o-pe ci a (al'a-pe'shi-9, alVpe'si-a), n, FL., baldness,

fox mange; Gr. al&pMa < aldpSx, a fox], baldness.

A-lost (a'ldstO. n. a city in west central Belgium: pop.,

42,000 (est. 1945): Flemish name, Aalst.

aloud (a-loud'), 'fcv{<H' on f loud], 1. loudly. 2. in

an audible voice; abo^e a whisper. 3. with the voice:

as, reading dfoud,
a-low (o450t adv. lovon- -f kw>l i nautical usage, below.

Aloys-i-us (aTS-fsl^f, al'o-is'i^s), [tyEL. Atoisiwt;

ob. < OPr. **&,* seejx^uisj, a masculine name. t
" ^ '

' f^^fe^^^

her). ANT. accompanied.

-

, [ME. aJmesse; AS. aslimsse; L.

alms < ^o^ pity], 1.
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alternate

ALPACA

(40 in. high at shoulder;
60 in. high at head)

al pac a (al-pak's), n. [Sp. alpaca, alpaco < Ar. al, the

-f- Peruv. paco, animal], 1.

a kind of llama of Bolivia
and Peru. 2. its long, silky
wool. 3. a thin cloth woven
from this wool, often mixed
with other fibers. 4. a
glossy, generallyblack cloth,

of cotton and wool.

al-pen-glow (al'psn-glo' ~

[after G. alpengluhen; alpen,
of the Alps + gluhen, glow],
a reddish-purple glow often

seen on mountain tops just
before sunrise or after sun-

al-pen-horn (al'pan-h6rn') ,

n. [G. f horn of the Alps], a

curved, wooden, powerful-
sounding horn, about as

long as a man's arm, used,
by Swiss mountaineers for signaling: also alphorn.

al-pen-stock (al'pan-stok') ,
n. [G., lit,, alps stick], a

strong iron-pointed staff used by mountain climbers.

a!.pes?trine^al-pes'trin), adj. [L. alpestns < Alfes; see

ALP], 1. of the Alps or any mountainous region. 2.

in botany, growing at high altitudes; subalpme.

al-pha (al'fl), n. [Gr. < Heb. aleph; see ALEPH], 1. the

first letter cltheWek alphabet (A, a), corresponding

to English A, a: see alphabet, table.. 2. the beginning

of anything. 3. the brightest star in a constellation

alpha and omega, 1. the -first and last letters of the

Greek alphabet ; hence, 2. the beginning and the end.

al-pha-bet (al'fa-bet') n. (L.alphabetum < Gr. alpha +
beta, the first two letters of the Greek alphabet], 1. the

letters of a language, arranged in the usual order. 2.

a system of characters used in writing a language or

indicating speech sounds. 3. the first elements or prin-

ciples, as of a branch of knowledge; rudiments.

al-pha-het-ic (al'fa-bet'ik), adj. alphabetical. .

al-pha-bet-i-cal (al'fa-bet'i-kl) , adj. 1. of or having

to do with the alphabet. 2. in the usual order of the

letters of a language, as the entries in this dictionary.

al-pha-bet-ize (al'fo-bo-tiz'), v.t. [ALPHABETIZED (-tizd ),

ALPHABETIZING], 1. to arrange in alphabetical order.

2. to express by or provide with an alphabet. t

alpha particle, a positively charged particle given off

by certain radioactive substances: it consists of two pro-

tons and two neutrons, and is converted into an atom
of helium by the acquisition of two electrons.

alpha rays, rays of alpha particles: they are less pene-

trating than beta rays. . .

alpha test, an intelligence test, originally used by the

United States Army in World War I, for examining

one's understanding of number and word relations, as

well as his general knowledge and judgment. ,

Al-phe-us (al-fe'as), n. [L.; Gr. Alphews], m Greek

mythology, a river god who pursued Arethusa until she

was changed into a fountain by Artemis,

Al pho-so (al-fon'zo, al-fon'so), [Sp. Alfonso < OHG.
< adal, nobility +funs, ready], a masculine name.

alp horn (alp'h8nr), n. an alpenhorn.

al-pho sis (al-fo'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. alpnos, leprosy],

abnormal absence of pigment, as in albinism, etc.

Alpine (al'pin, al'pin), adj. [L alptnus < Alpes,, the

Alps], 1. of the Alps or their inhabitants. 2. m ethnol-

ogy, designating or of one of the three mam divisions of

the Caucasian, or white, race.. 3. [a-], of or like high
mountains. 4. [a-], growing in high altitudes, n. a

member of the Alpine division of the Caucasian race.

al-pin-lst, Al-pin-ist (al'pin-ist), n. a mountain climber.

Alps (alps), n.pl. a mountain system in Europe, with

ranges in France, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Austria,

and Yugoslavia: highest peak, Mont Blanc%
al-read -y (61-red'i), adv. by or before the given or im-

plied time; previously: distinguished from all reedy.

al-rlght (61'rif), adv. all right: a spelling much used but

still generally considered a substandard usage. t

Al-sace (al-sas', al'sas; Fr. al'zas'), n. a former province
of northeastern France.
AI-sace-Lor-raine (al'sfs'16r-an't al'sas-fo-ran'; Fr.

al'zas^tc^'reii') , n a region
in northeastern France,
consisting of the former

provinces of Alsace and Lor-
raine: seized by Germany
in 1871 but restored to
France by the Versailles

Treaty, and again regained
by France in 1944 after

German occupation in 1940*
Alsatian (al-si'shn) adj.i

[after Alsatia, older name*
for Alsace; ML. Alisatia <
OHG. Misazw

%
(G. Elsass)$ .

prob. < di* foreign + $aeo, .1

at, settlement), 1, of Al- <

sace, its people, etc.
,

2. of AiLSACBJ-LOtoBUttlK
Whitefriars, a district in

London, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Alsace. 2.

a variety of police dog.
al-sike (al'sik, 61'slk), n. [after Alstke, Sweden], a

, European clover with white or pinkish flowers, grown
for fodder: also alsike clover.

.

al-si-na-ceous (al'si-na'shas), adj. [L. alsvne, luxuriant

plant < Gr. alsine; -f -aceous], of or like chickweed.

Al Si-rat (al si-rat'; AT. as si-rat'), [Ar.. the road], in the

Moslem religion, 1. the true faith of the Koran. 2. the

narrow bridge over hell-fire to Paradise.

al-so (61'so), adv. [ME. al so, al sivo; AS. eallswa < eal,

all + swa, so], likewise; too; besides; in addition.

al so-ran (61'so-ranO, n. [Colloq.], a person defeated in

a race, competition, election, etc.: a term borrowed
from horse racing. ,.,-.. <_

alt (alt), adj. [It. alto,- L. altus, high], in music, having
a high pitch; in the first octave above the treble staff.

n. I. a, high tone or note, especially one in this octave.

2. this octave.
t +*.****.

alt., 1. alternate. 2. alternating. 3. altitude. 4. alto.

Alta., Alberta. , , .

Al-tal-an (al-ta'on, al-ti'an), adj. Altaic.

Al-ta-ic (al-ta'ik), adj. 1. of the Altai Mountains or the

peoples inhabiting them. 2. of their languages: see

Ural-Altaic.
Al-tai Mountains (al-ti', al-ta'I), a mountain range in

Mongolia, Sinkiang, and south central Siberia: highest

j5?a-i^'(al-ta'ir),'n. [Ar. al ta'ir, the bird], a star of the

first magnitude in the constellation Aquila: see con-

stellation, chart.
. .

Al-ta-mi-ra (al'ta-me'ra), n. a place in northern Spam
where there are caves containing prehistoric drawings.

al-tar (61'tSr), n. [MB. alter < AS. alter, dtare & OFr.

a^er;both < L. altare, high altar < altus, high], 1. a

place, especially a raised platform, where sacrifices or

offerings are made to an ancestor, a god, etc. 2. a table,

stand, etc. used for sacred purposes in a place of wor-

ship, as the Communion table m Christian churches.

lead to the altar, to marry.
altar boy, a boy or man who helps a priest, vicar, etc, at

religious services, especially at Mass.
al-tar-piece (61't&r-pes') f

n. an ornamental carving,

painting, etc. above and behind an altar.

alt-az-i-muth (alt-az'i-math) , n. [ataitude.-f azimuth),
an instrument for simultaneously measuring the alti-

tude and azimuth^of a star so as to determine precisely
its apparent position.

Alt-dorf (Slt'ddif
x

) . n. a Swiss town near Lake Lucerne:

pop., 4,200: scene of the William Tell legend.
after (dl'tgr), v.t. [Fr. aliirer; ML. alterare < L. alter,

other], 1. to change; make different; modify. 2. to

resew parts of (a garment) for a better fit, 3. [Dial],
to castrate, vd. to change; become different; vary.
SYN. see change.

al-ter-a-ble (61'tgr-s-b'l), adj. that can be altered.

al-ter-ant (6Ftgr-ont), adj. [ML. alterans, ppr. of al~

terare; see ALTER], causing alteration, n. 1. a thing
that causes alteration. 2. in dyeing, a substance used

n. [Fr.; ML. alteratio <
alter, other], 1. an altering. 2, the result of this,

al-ter-a-tive (61'tSr-a'tiv, 6PtSr-9-tiv), adj. [ML, alter*

ativus; see ALTER] , 1. causing alteration; that can
cause change. 2. in medicine, gradually restoring to

health, n. an alterative medicine or treatment.

al tercate (Sl'tSr-kSf, al'tgr-kat
7
) , vd. [ALTERCATED

(-id), ALTERCATING], [ < L. altercatus, pp. of altercari,

to dispute < alter, other), to dispute angrily; quarrel,
al'ter-ca-tion (ol'teVkS'shsm, al'ter-kS'shan), n. [L.

altercatio; see ALTERCATE], a quarrel; angry or heated

dispute. SYN. see quarrel.
altered chord, in music, a chord in which one or more
tones have been chromatically altered by sharps* flats,

or naturals foreign to the key.
al-ter e-go (al'tgr S'go, 61'tr eg'S), [Lv lit., other I], t
another self; another aspect of ones!!. 2. a very close

friend or constant companion,
|al*tec i-dem (aPter I'dem), [L.j, another of the same
kind; second self.

al-ter nant (61'tSrn9nt, al-tdr'nnt) , adj. [L. alternam,

pp.], alternating; having alternating layers.
aKeWate (6Fter~mt, aKtlr-aoit; for ., 6i'tr-n5t',

al'tgr-natO, adj. [L. al

ternatus, pp. of alter-

nwre> to do by turns <
alternus, one after the
other < alter, other),
1. occurring by turns;
succeeding each other;
one and then the other.

2. every other; as, an-
swera/tematequestions.
3. in Wawyt a) gwir-
ing along t^e ^stem
singly at various intwr-

: wgofed to p$$o-<
, b) .jwuced at iota*'

-other
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alternate angles 44 Alvarado

parts, n. 1. a person selected to take the place of

another if necessary; substitute. 2. in linguistics, an

allomorph. Abbreviated alt. v.t. [ALTERNATED (-id),

ALTERNATING], to do or use by turns; make happen
or arrange by turns. v.L 1. to act, happen, etc. by
turns: follow successively: as, good times alternate

with bad. 2. to take turns. 3. to exchange places,

etc. regularly. 4. in electricity, a) to reverse direction

regularly and continually, as a current, b) to make,
or be operated by, such a current. SYN. see inter-

mittent.
alternate angles, two angles at opposite ends and on

opposite sides of a line

crossing two others.

al-ter-nate-Iy (61'ter-nit-li,

al'tgr-nit-H, 61-tur'nit-li,

al-tur'nit-H), adv. by
turns; in alternate order.

alternating current, an
.

electric current ^that re- /

verses its direction regu- /

larly and continually: ab- ALTERNATE ANGLES (B, c)
breviated A.C., a.c.

al-ter-na-tion (61'tr-na/shan, al'ter-na'shan), n. [L.

alternatio; see ALTERNATE], an alternating; occurrence,

position, etc. of things by turns.

alternation of generations, the occurrence of gen-
erations in alternate order, first one that reproduces
sexually, then one that reproduces asexually, and so on.

al-ter-na-tive (61-tur'nQ-tiv, al-txir'na-tiv) , adj. [Fr.

alternatif; ML. alternative- see ALTERNATE], providing
or necessitating a choice between two (or, loosely, more
than two) things, n. 1. a choice between two or more
things. 2. either or any one of the things to be chosen.

SYN. see choice.

alternative conjunction, a conjunction joining ele-

ments which, it implies, are not to be taken together, as

or, neither . . . nor, etc.

al-ter-na-tive-ly (61-tur'no-tiv-li, al-tttr'nQ-tiv-li) , adv.

1. in an alternative manner; with a choice. 2. as an

alternative; on the other hand.
al-ter-na tor (ol'tSr-na'tgr, aKtSr-na'tSr) T<

n. an electric

generator or dynamo producing alternating current.

Alt-geld, John Peter (filt'geld), 1847-1902; American
statesman; governor of Illinois, 1892-1896.
Al-thea (al-the'a), [L. Althaea; GT. Althaia, lit., healer

< althaineinj to heal], a feminine name.
al-the-a, al-thae-a (al-the's), n. [L. althaea; GT. althaia,

wild mallows], a tall shrub of the mallow family, with

showy flowers of white, pink, red, or bluish-purple;
rose of Sharon.
alt-horn (alt'h6rnO , n. [alt + horn], a brass-wind instru-

ment, the alto saxhorn,
often used in place of

the French horn: also

alto horn.
al-though (6UK:/),
con/. [ < all + though],
in spite of the fact that ;

granting that; though:
now sometimes spelled
altho.

al-ti-graph (al'ta-graf,

al'ts-graf') n. [alii- < L, altus. high; + 'graph], an
instrument for recording altitude automatically on a
chart: it is essentially an aneroid barometer,

al-tim-e-ter (al-timVte'r, al'to-me't&r), n. [alii- < L.

altus, high; + -meter], 1. an instrument for measuring
the altitude, or height above the ground: in aircraft it is

an aneroid barometer with a dial marked in feet or

meters. 2. a sextant or quadrant.
al'tim-e-try (al-tim'o-tri), n. [alti* < L. altus, high; -f

-metry], the science or practice of measuring altitudes,
as with an altimeter.

al-tl-scope (al'ts-skop') , n. [alti- < L. altus, high; 4-

'Scope], a kind of periscope,
al-ti-tude (al'ts-tood't al'te-tud'). n, [L. altitudo < altus,

high], 1. the height of a thing above a certain level,

especially above the earth's surface or sea level,
t

2.

a high place or region. 3. a high degree of authority,
rank, etc. 4. in astronomy, th angular height of a

planet, star, etc. above the horizon. 5, in geometry, the

perpendicular distance from that base of a figure to its

highest point or to the side parallel to the base* Ab-
breviated alt, SYN. see height.

al-ti-tu-di-nal (al'to-too'd'n-'l, al'ta-tCi'd'n-T), adj. hav-
ing to do with altitude.

al-to (al'to), 72. [pi. ALTOS (-toz)l, [It. < L, altus, highj,
in music, L the range of the lowest female voice (con-
tralto) or the highest male voice. 2. a voice or singer
with such a range. 3. an instrument having a similar

range, as an althorn. 4. a part for such a voice or
instrument. adj. I. singing or playing within, tMs
range. 2. for this range. AbBreviated alt., nu

alto clef, the C clef on the third line; viola cist.

al-to-cu-mu-lus (al'tS-ku'rn^oo-fos)* n [a/lo- < L aUnst

high; f- cumulus}, a formation of high, fleecy clouds
in round, white or grayish, partly shaded masses,

altogether (di'ta-ge*/j'r, 61'ta-ge^%), adv. [ME.

ALTHORN

altogedere; see ALL & TOGETHER], 1 . wholly ; completely.
2. everything being considered; on the whole. Dis-

tinguished from all together, n. a whole.

in the altogether, [Colloq.], nude.
alto horn, an althorn.
Al-ton (61't'n), n. a city on the Mississippi, m south-

western Illinois: pop., 32,000.
Al-to-na (al'tS-na), n. a city in northern Germany,
near Hamburg: pop., 242,000.
Alt-oo-na (al-too'ns), n. a city in central Pennsylvania:
pop., 77,000.

al-to-re-lie-vo (al'to-ri-le'vp) , n. [pi. ALTO-RELIEVOS

(-voz)], [It. alto, high + rilievo, relief; sp. influenced by
relief], sculpture in which the figures project from a

background by half their thickness or more; high relief.

ial-to-ri-lie-vo (al'tS-re-lye'vo*) , n. [pi. ALTI-RILIEVI

(al'te-re-lye've)j, [It.], alto-relievo.

al-to-stra-tus (al'to-stra'tss), n. [alto- < L. altus, high;

-f stratus}, a formation of gray or bluish sheetlike

clouds, like the cirro-stratus but lower and heavier.

al-tri-cial (al-trish'sl), adj. [Mod. L. < L. altricialis <
altrix, a nurse], confined to the nest for some time after

being hatched: said of certain birds.

al'tru-ism (al'troo-iz'm) , n. [Fr. altruisms < It. altrui

or Fr. autrui, of or to others; LL. *alterui < L. alter,

another], unselfish concern for the welfare of others:

opposed to egoism.
al-tru-ist (al'trpo-ist) , n. a person who believes in or

practices altruism.
al-tru-iS'tic (al'troo-is'tik) , adj. of or motivated by
altruism; unselfish. SYN. see philanthropic.

al-tru-is-ti-cal-ly (al'troo-is'ti-k'1-i, artroo-is'tik-li),
adv. in an altruistic manner; unselfishly.

al-u-del (al'yoo-del'), n. [Fr.: Sp.; Ar. al uthal], a chem-
ical apparatus consisting of a pear-shaped pot with
both ends open: condensers for sublimation are made

wing*
alum (al'om), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. alumen, alum; for

the base, see ALE], 1. a double sulfate of ammonium
or a univalent metal (as sodium or potassium) and of a

trivalent metal (as aluminum, iron, or chromium): it

is used as an astringent, as an emetic, and in the manu-
facture of baking powders, dyes, and paper; the com-
monest form is potash alum (potassium aluminum sul-

fate); KAl(SO4)rl2Hj.O. 2. aluminum sulfate: erro-

neous use.

alum., aluminum.
a-lu-mi-na (a-lSo'mi-no), n. [Mod. L. < L. alumen,
aluminis, alum], an oxide of aluminum, AUOs, present
in bauxite and clay and found as different forms of

corundum, including emery, sapphires, rubies,
p
etc.

a-lu-mi-nate (^-loo'mi-naV)* n. a salt of aluminum hy-
droxide reacting as an acid in an alkaline solution.

a-lu-mi-ni-fer-ous (a-loo'mi-nif'Sr-os), adj.
m
[< aluminum

-f- -ferous], yielding or containing aluminum or alu-

mina.
al-u-min-i-um (al'yoo-mm'i-om), n. aluminum: the
British term.
alu mi-nize (a-luo'mi-mz') , v.t. [ALUMINUKD (-niatr),

ALUMINIZING], to cover, or treat, with aluminum,
a-lu-mi-no'ther-my (^-loo'mi-no-thur'nu) , n.

[ < alu-

minum + Gr. therme, heat], a metallurgical process in

which aluminum reduces another metal from its corn-

pounds, simultaneously releasing great heat.

a-lu mi-nous (a-loQ'mi-nas) , adj. [L. tluminosus <
alumen, alum}, of or containing alum, alumina, or

aluminum.
a-lU'ini-num (e-loo'mi-nom), n* [Mod. L. < L. alumen,
aluminis, alumj, one of the chemical elements, a silvery,

lightweight, easily worked metal that resists corrosion

and is found abundantly, but only in combination:

symbol, Al; at. wt, 26.97; at. no., 13% adj. of, contain-

ing, or made of aluminum. Abbreviated alum.
aluminum oxide, alumina.
a lum na (s-lum'na), n. [pi. ALUMNAE (-n5)L JL,,

fern,

of alumnus], a girl or woman who has attended or been

graduated from a school, college, or university.
a-lum nus (a-ltim'nas), n. [pL ALUMNI (-nl)j, [L., a pupil,
foster aon < alere, to nourish), a boy or man who has
attended or been graduated from a school, college, or

university,
al-um-root (al'am-rdot', al'&m-root')* n. any of several

plants of the saxifrage family, having tiny, bell-shaped
flowers and an astringent root,

al u nite (al'yoo-nit/)* n. [Fr. < dun; L. alumen, alum],
a mineral containing hydrated potassium aluminum
sulfate.

Alta (aFv), a masculine name: MO Alvafa. >
A1*T% Dttke of (al'v; 8j>. IPvf}, ^Ffrnando Alwc* fa

Toledo) r 1SOSF-1583?: Spanish general; 8UpprMd re-

volt in the Low Countries: also Alb*
,

'

'

Al'vah CnKva), JHeb. *almh, *<^*H?rl

*
<rftaa awociafed

with L. albtu, white], it masculine nt; 7m?4^
also spelled AlvR.
Al-van (aFvsm), a masculine name; sm Alvmb.
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Alvarado

1490P-1554; Spanish conquistador in Mexico.
Alvarado, Pe-dro de (pe'fftro"), 1495P-1541; Spanish
officer with Cortes in the conquest of Mexico.

Alvarez Quintero, Joaquln and Serafin, see Quin-
tero, Joaquln Alvarez and Serafin Alvarez.

al-ve-o-lar (al-ve'a-le'r), adj. [< alveolus],
t

1. of or like
an alveolus or alveoli; sqcketlike. 2. in anatomy, a)
relating to the part of the jaws containing the sockets of
the teeth. 6) relating to the air pockets in the lungs.
3. in phonetics, formed, as English t, d, s, by touching or

approaching the upper alveoli with the tongue, n. in

phonetics, a sound articulated by the tongue on or near
the upper alveoli: teethridge sound.

al-ve-o-late (al-ve'9-lit), adj. [L. alveolatus, hollowed out
< alveus, cavity], honeycombed; full of small cavities.

al ve o lat-ed (al-ve'9-la'tid), adj. alveolate.
al-ve-o-lus (al-ve'9-las), n. [pi. ALVEOLI (-K')L [L., dim.
of alveus, a hollow, cavity], 1. in anatomy & zoology, a
small cavity or hollow, as a cell of a honeycomb, air cell

of a lung, tooth socket, etc. 2. usually pi. the ridge of
the gums above and behind the upper front teeth;
teethridge.
Al-vin (al'yin), [G. Alwin, lit, noble friend < OHG.
adal, nobility + wini, friend], a masculine name.

Al'Vi-na (al-yi'nd) , a feminine name : see Alvin.
al-vine (al'vin, al'vin), adj. [ < L. alvus, belly], of the
abdomen or intestines.

al-way (61'wS). adv. [Archaic or Poetic], always.
al-ways (61'wiz, 61'waz), adv. (< all + way, with adv.
genit. -$], 1. at all times; on all occasions; invariably:
opposed to sometimes. 2. all the time; continually;
forever.

a-lys sum (o-lis'sm), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. alysson, madwort
< alyssos, curing madness < a-, without 4- lyssa, mad-
ness, rage], 1. any of a number of plants of the mustard
family, bearing grayish leaves and white or yellow
flowers. 2. a dwarf plant with small spikes of flowers,
usually white; sweet alyssum.
am (am; unstressed, om), [AS. eom, am; akin to Sans.
asmi; as-, is + -mi, first person pron.; see BE], the
first person singular, present indicative, of be.

Am, m chemistryt americium.
Am., 1. America. 2. American.
AM, A.M., amplitude modulation.
A.M., [L.I, 1. anno mundi, in the year of the world. 2.

Artium Magister, master of arts; also M.A.
A.M., a.m., ante meridiem, [L.], before noon: used to
designate the time from midnight to noon.
A.M.A., American Medical Association.
am a da-vat (arn'o-da-vat')i n. find., after Ahmadabad,
India, from which it was exported], a small bird of

India, often kept for its singing and fighting ability.
Am-a-dls (am's-dis), n. [Sp., lit., love of God], the hero
of several medieval romances in Spanish, French, and
English literature.^am a-dou (am'9-doo') n. [Pr.; Pr.; ? < Port, amador; L.

amator, lover], a spongy material made from certain

fungi and used as punk lor lighting fires or as a styptic.
a-mah (a'ma), n. [Anglo-Ind. < Port, ama], in the
Orient, a woman servant or nurse, especially one who
nurses or takes care of babies.
a-main (o-man') adv. [a-, on +main, power, strength],
[Archaic or Poetic], 1. forcefully; vigorously. 2. at or
with great speed. 3. hastily; suddenly.
Amalek-ite (am'a-la-kitO, n. [< Heb. 'amaleqt, an
ancient Bedouin tribe said to be descended from
Amalek, grandson of Esau; -^ -ite], 1. a member of

a Syrian Bedouin tribe. 2. in the Bible, a member
of a tribe descended from Esau: Gen. 36:12-16.

a-mal-gam (o-mal'gsm) , n. [Fr. amalgame; ML. amal-
gama; prob. < Ar. al malgham; Gr. malagma, an emol-
lient < malassein, to soften], 1. any alloy of mercury
with another metal or other metals: silver amalgam is

used as a dental filling. 2. a combination; mixture;
blend.
amalgam-able (o-mal'gQm-o-b'l), adj. that can be
amalgamated.
amalgamate (o-mal'go-maV), v.t. & v.i. [AMALGAM-
ATED (-id), AMALGAMATING], L to combine in an
amalgam. 2. to unite; mix; combine; consolidate.
a mal gam a-tion (o-mal'gQ-ma'shsn), n. 1. an amal-

gamating or being amalgamated. 2. the result of amal-

gamating; mixture; blend; combination.
a mal gam-a-tlve (a-mal'gQ-mS'tiv), adj. tending to

amalgamate .

a mal-gam a tor (9-mal'g9-ma"'teV), n. 1. a person or

thing that amalgamates. 2. a machine for amalgam-
ating silver or certain other metals with mercury and
used in separating the metal from the ore.

Am althaea, Am al the a (am'1-the'o). n. [L.; Gr.

Amaltheia] t in Greek &* Roman mythology, the goat that
nttrs^d $us (Jupiter) J one of its horns was called the

cornucopfa. oUtom of plenty* because it would become
full of whatever its pwiier waited.
A man-da (9/.man'da), [1., Ht, ? worthy to be loved <

45 Amazon
the gerund stem of antare, to love], a feminine name:
diminutive, Mandy.
am a-ni-ta (am'a-nl'ts) , n. { < Gr. amanitai], any of

several very poisonous fungi with white spores, as the

fly agaric.
a-man-u-en-sis (a-man'yoo-en'sis), n. [pi. AMANUEN-
SES (-sez)], [L.; a- (ab) t from + manu, abl. of manus, a
hand + -ensis, relating to], a person who takes dictation
or copies something already written; secretary.
am-a-ranth (am'a-ranth') , n. [L. amarantus; Gr. ama-
rantos, unfading < a-, not + marainein, to die away],
1. any of a number of related plants, usually with
colorful leaves and, in some instances, showy, tassellike

heads of flowers, as the love-lies-bleeding, pigweed,
tumbleweed, etc. 2. [Poetic], an imaginary flower that
never fades or dies. 3. a dark purple; purplish red.

am-a ran thine (am'a-ran'thm), adj. 1. of or like the
amaranth. 2. unfading; undying; deathless. 3. deep-
purple; purplish-red.
Am-a-ril-lo (am'a-ril'6) , n. a city in northwestern Texas:

pop., 74,000.
am-a-ryl-li da-ceous (am'd-ril'i-da'shQs), adj. [< Mod.
L. Amaryllidaceae, name of the family < amaryllis], of

the amaryllis family of plants, growing chiefly in warm,
dry climates.
am a ryllis (am's-ril'is), n. [ < L. & Gr. Amaryllis, a

shepherdess' name in poems by Virgil and Theocritus],
1. any of a number of related bulb plants bearing several

white, purple, pink, or red lilylike flowers on a single
stem, as the belladonna lily4 2. [A-], in pastoral poetry,
a shepherdess: a conventional name.
a-mass (g-masOt v.t. [Pr. amasser; a, to -f masser, to

pile
up < L. massa, a lump or mass], to pile up; collect

together; accumulate, especially for oneself.

am-a-teur (am's-choor
7

, am'a-toor', am's-tyoor'; Fr.

a'ma'teV), n. [Fr.; L. amator, lover < amare, to lovej,
1. a person who does something for the pleasure of it

rather than for money; nonprofessional; hence, 2. a

person who does something more or less unskillfully.

adj. 1. of or done by an amateur or amateurs. 2. who
is an amateur; made up of amateurs. 3. amateurish.
SYN. amateur refers to one who does S9mething for the

pleasure of it rather than for pay and often implies a relative

lack of skill; a dilettante is an amateur in the arts, but the
word is also applied disparagingly to a superficial dabbler in

the arts; novice and neophyte refer to one who is a beginner,
nence inexperienced, in some activity, neophyte carrying
additional connotations of youthful enthusiasm; tyro refers

to an inexperienced but self-assertive beginner and generally
connotes incompetence. ANT. professional, expert.
am-a-teur-ish (am'a-choor'ish, am'a-toorish, am/s-

tyoor'ish), adj. like an amateur; inexpert; unskillful.

am a-teur-ism (am'9-choor-iz'm, am'a-toor'iz'm, am/Q-
tyoor'iz'm), n. 1. an amateurish method or quality.
2. the rank of an amateur; nonprofessional status,

A-ma- ti (a-ma'ti) , n. a violin made by Nicold Amati or
his family.
Amati, Ni-cO'ld or Ni*co-la (ne'kd-l^'a-ma'te: ne-

kfc'la), 1596-1684; violin maker of Cremona, Italy.
am-a-tive (am'a-tiv), adj. [ < L. amatus, pp

t
. of amare,

to love; -f -ive], of or inclined to love, especially sexual

A?ma-to, Pas-qua-le (pas-kwale S-ma'td), 1879-1942;
Italian baritone.
am a tol (am'9-tol', am'a-tol'), n. [< ammomum + tol-

uene], a powerful explosive containing ammonium
nitrate and trinitrotoluene (TNT).
am a-to-ry (amVtdr'i, am'g-to'ri), adj. [L. amatorius <
amare, to love], of, causing, or showing love, especially
sexual love.
am-au-ro sis (am'6-ro'sis), n. [Gr. amaurpsis < amau-
ros, dark], partial or total blindness without visible

organic cnange, caused by disease of the optic nerve,

a maze (a-maz'), v.t. [AMAZED (-mazd') , AMAZING], [ME,
amasen; AS. amasian; see MAZE], 1. to fill with great

surprise or sudden wonder; astonish, 2. [Obs.j, to

bewilder, n. [Poetic], amazement. SYN. see surprise.

a-maz-ed-ly (s-maz'id-H) , adv. in an amazed manner.
a-maze-ment (s-maz'mant) , n. 1 . an amazed condition ;

great surprise or wonder; astonishment, 2. [Obs.], be-

wilderment.
amazing (a-maz'irj), adj. [ppr. of amaze], causing
amazement; wonderful; astonishing.
Am-a-zon (am'a-zon'. ani'9-z

r

n), n. [L.t Gr. Amazon,'
derived by Greek folk etym. < a-, without + maws,
breast, because of the story that the Amazons Cut oft

one breast to facilitate archery], 1. in Greek mythology,
a female warrior of a race supposed to have lived m
Scythia, near the Black S0a. 2. [a-], a woman or $irl

soldier; hence, 3. [a-], 9 large, strong, masculine
woman. 4. a river in South America,Rowing from the
Andes in Peru, across northern Brazil into the Atlantic:

length, c. 4,000 mi. 5, a kind Of ant tnat makes,slaves
of other ants: also Amazon ant. o. a parrot of Q^ntral
and South Anierlca,

fat, ape, bftre, car; ten, eVen, hre, ovSr; is, bite; lot, g5, txdra, tflol f look; oil. <M#; up. Use, fttir; fet$ Joy; Jet; cWnj he;^^tto,
tftea: dpu; Wswem ring; 9 for ia ago, e in ag*, I in, wnity> o in comply^ * in /octoj;

^
4s SB a&^ (vb 1)| ST. bftl; % r.

coew; TFr. feu; PrT mort; 6, Ft. coq; ti, Pr. due; H, G. icH; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xif. St Wreign; * hypothetical; < derived from.



Amazonian ambulation

Aim-a-zo-ni-an (am'a-zo'ni-gn), adj. 1. of, like, or
characteristic of an Amazon; hence, 2. warlike and
masculine: said of women. 3. of the Amazon River or
the country around it.

am a-zon-ite (arn'a-z'n-it'), n. [after the Amazon River],
a green semiprecious stone, a kind of microcline: also

Amazon stone.

Amb., Ambassador.
am-bage (am'bij), n. [pi. AMBAGES (iz; L. am-ba'jez) ],

[Fr. ambages < L. ambt around -f agere, to go], 1. a

winding pathway; hence, 2. usually pi, a roundabout,
indirect way of talking or doing tilings.

atn.lta.<3iYii /'am_'^\fl'iao^ fidi. usiner sm
j. using ambages; devious.

Am-ba-la (sm-bala), n. a city in East Punjab, India:

pop., 87,000.
am-bary, am-ba-ri (am-ba're), n. [Hind, ambara], 1.

an East Indian plant. 2. its fiber, used in making rope.
am-bas-sa-dor (am-bas's-dSr), n. [Fr. ambassadeur;it.
ambasciatore; Pr. ambaisador < ambaisat, task, mission;
ult. base Celt. *ambi-actus, one sent around, messenger;
transmitted via L. (Gaul.) ambactus, helper, hench-
man & Goth, andbahts, servant], 1. the highest-ranking
representative appointed by one country or govern-
ment to represent it in another. 2. a special representa-
tive: an ambassador-at-large is one accredited to no
particular country; an ambassador extraordinary is one
on a special diplomatic mission; an ambassador pleni-
potentiary is one having the power to make treaties.

3. an official messenger or agent with a special mission.
Abbreviated Amb. Formerly also swelled embassador.

am-bas-sa-do-ri-al (am-bas'3-d6r'i-ol, am-bas'a-do'-
ri-3l), adj. relating to an ambassador or ambassadors.

am-bas-sa-dor ship (am-bas'a-de'r-ship') , n. [ambas-
sador + -ship], the rank, duties, office, or term of office

of an ambassador.
am-bas-sa-dress (am-bas'a-dris) , n. 1. a woman am-
bassador. 2. the wife of an ambassador.
am-ber (am'bSr), n. [Fr. ambre < Ar. 'anbar, amber-
gris], 1. a yellow or brownish-yellow translucent fossil

resin found 9n some seashores and used in jewelry, pipe-
stems, etc.: it is hard, easily polished, and quickly elec-

trified by friction. 2. the color of amber, adj. 1. made
of or like amber. 2. having the color of amber.

am-ber-grls (am'ber-gres
7

, am'ber-gris) , n, [Fr. ambre
gris; ambre (see AMBER) + gris < OS. gris, gray], a
grayish, waxy substance, secreted by sperm whales and
found floating in tropical seas: it is used in perfumes,
am ber-oid (am/ber-oid'), n. a material made to re-

semble amber, formed of small pieces of amber or some
other resin pressed together: also ambroid.

am-bi- (anrbi, arn'ba), [ < L. ambo, both], a combining
form meaning both, as in ambidextrous.
am-bi dex-ter (am'ba-dek'stSr), adj. [ML. < L. ambo,
both + dexter, right hand], 1. able to use both hands
with equal ease; hence, 2. on both sides (of a dispute)
at the same time; deceitful, n. 1. a person who can
use both hands with equal ease. 2. a deceitful or

double-dealing person.
am-bi-dex-ter-i-ty (arr/bo-deks-ter's-ti), n. the quality
or state of being ambidextrous.
am-bi dex-trous (am'bs-dek'stros), adj. [< ambidexter
+ -ou$]t \. able to use both hands with equal ease. 2.

very skillful or versatile. 3. treacherous; deceitful.
am bi ence (am'bi-ons), n. [Fr. ambiance], 1. surround-
ings; milieu. 2. in art, especially painting, the configu-
ration of secondary designs, themes, etc. enhancing and
extending the central design or theme.
am-bi ent (am'bi-ant), adj. [L, ambiens, ppr. of ambtre,
to go around < ambi", around -}- PPr* f *ytf ^ &)
surrounding; on all sides.

am*bi*gu-i'ty (am'bi-gu'Q-ti), n. [L. ambiguitas < am-
biguus], I. the quality or state ofbeing ambiguous. 2.

[pi. AMBIGUITIES (-tiz)], an ambiguous word or remark.
am-big-u-ous (am-big'u-as), adj. [L. ambiguus <
ambigfsre, to wander < ambi-, about, around -f agere, to
go], 1. having two or more possible meanings. 2, not
clear; indefinite; uncertain; vague. SYN. sec obscure,
am-bit (am'bit) , n. [L. ambitus, a going about, revolu-
tion < pp. of ambire; see AMBIENT], 1. a circuit or
circumference. 2. the limits or scope.

am-bi-tend en-cy (am'bi-ten'dan-si), n. [ambi- + tend-

ency^, in -psychology, the existence of conflicting tend-
encies in the same individual,

t

am-bi-tiqn (am-bish'an), n. [L. ambltio, a going around
(to solicit votes) < pp. of amblre; see AMBIENT], 1.

strong desire to succeed or to achieve something* as
'

fame, power, wealth, etc. 2. the thing so desired.
am-bi-tious (am-bish'as), adj. [L. ambUiosus, soliciting
the favor of < ambitio; see AMBITION], 1. full of or
showing ambition. 2, greatly desirous (of something) ;

eager for. 3, showing great effort
\ aspiring.

iS'IW.-'HMijJbltJou* implies a striving for advanem<mtf

wealth, fame, etc., and is used with boilj favorable and wn-
favorable connotations; aspiring suggests a stmnng to reach
some lofty end regarded as somewhat beyond omb's normal
expectations (an aspirins youn^ poet); enterprising, implies
m. energetic readiness to take risks or undertake new projects
in order to succeed; emulous suggests ambition characterized

by a competitive dm* to equal or surpass another.

am-biv-a-lence (am-biv'a-lans) , n. [ambi- + valence],
simultaneous conflicting feelings toward a person or

thing, as love and hate.
am-biv-a-lent (am-biv's-lsnt), adj. of or having am-
bivalence.

am-bi;ver-sion (am'bi-vur'shon, am'bi-vur'zhan) , n.

[ambi- -f- introwm'on], in psychology, a condition or
character trait midway between introversion and
extroversion.

am-bi-vert (am'bi-vert), n. one who has ambiversion.
am-ble (am'b'l), v.i. [AMBLED (-bid), AMBLING], [ME.
amblen; OPr. ambler; L. ambulare, to walk], 1. to move
smoothly and easily by raising ^

first both legs on one
side, then both on the other: said of horses, etc. 2. to

go easily and unhurriedly; walk in a leisurely manner.
n. 1 . a horse's ambling gait. 2. a leisurely walking pace.

am*bler (am'bier), n. a person or animal that ambles.

am-blyg-o-nite (am-blig/s-mt'), n. [Gr. amblygonit <
base of amblygonios, wide-angled 4- -it (see -ITE)], a

pale-green crystalline mineral, Li(AlF)P04.
am,'bly-o-pi'a (am'bli-o'pi-s) , n. [Mod. L. < Gr. amblys,
dull -h dps, eye], the early stage of amaurosis.
am-bo (am'bo), n. [pi. AMBOS (-boz)], [ML.; Gr. ambon],
a pulpit or raised reading stand in early Christian
churches.

am-bo-cep-tor (am'ba-sep'te'r), n. [< L. ambo, both +
receptor, a taker or receiver], in bacteriology, a sub-
stance present in the blood during infection, believed
to help in the destruction of the disease-causing micro-

organism by connecting it with another substance in

the blood (the complement).
Am-boi-na (am-boi'ns), n. 1. one of the Molucca
Islands, in the Netherlands Indies: area, 384 sq. mi.;
pop,, 400,000, 2. its capital, a naval base: pop., 17,000,
Amboina wood, the mottled, curled wood of an Asiatic

tree, used in making furniture.
Am-boise (aVbwaz'), n. a town in north central
France: pop., 5,000: ancient residence of kings.
am-broid (arn'broid), n. amberoid.
Am-brose (am'broz) f< [L. Ambrosius < Gr. ambrosias; see

AMBROSIA], a masculine name.
Ambrose, Saint, 340P-397 A.D.; Bishop of Milan: his

day is December 7.

Ambrose Channel, the entrance into New York
harbor, across Sandy Hook bar.

anvbro-si-a (am-brS'zhi-s, am-bro'zhs), n. [L.: Gr. <
ambrotos, immortal < a-, not -j- brotos, mortal], L in
Greek &* Roman mythology, the food of the gods and
immortals. 2. anything that tastes or smells delicious.

3. the ragweed. 4. beebread.
am-bro-si-a-ceous (am-bro'zi-a'shss), adj. [ < Mod, L.

Ambrosiaceae, the ragweed family < L. ambrosia; see

divine. 2. like ambrosia; delicious; fragrant.
Am-bro-si-an (am-bro'zi-on, am-bro'zhsn), adj. of, by,
or supposedly by Saint Ambrose,

anvbro-si-an (am-bro'zhi-on, am-bro'zhan), adj. am-
brosial.
Ambrosian chant, a type of liturgical chant intro-
duced by Saint Ambrose of Milan and characterized

by a greater ornamentation of melody than in the

Gregorian chant, which superseded it.

am-brO'type (am'bra-tip', am/hro-tip'), n. [< Gn am-
brotos, immortal (see AMBROSIA) ; -f -type], an early kind
of photograph, consisting of a glass negative backed by
a dark surface so as to appear positive.

am-bry (am'bri), n. [pt, AMBRIES (-biiz)], JME, ambrie,
almarie; OPr. almane, armorie; L. armarium, chest for

tools or arms < arma, tools, weapons], 1, a cupboard;
locker, 2. a niche (in a church) for sacramental
vessels, vestments, etc.

ambs-ace (Sxnz'Ss , amz'as'), n, [MB. ambesas; OPr.
ambes as; L. ambas as; ambas, both -f &st see ACE], 1.

double aces, the lowest number in throwing dice; hence,
2. the most worthless or least thing possible; bad luck.
Also spelled amesace.
am-bu-la-cral Tam'byoo-lS'krel), adj* of, having the
nature of, or located near an ambulacrum,
am-bu la-crum (am'byoo-laTkrem), n. [pL AMBULACRA
(-kra)], [L, lane plante4 with trees, covered walk <
ambulare* to walk], in starfishes, sea urchins, and other
echinoderms, tbat part of a ray containing a double
row of perforations tnrough which the tube feet are

extended and withdrawn.
am-bu-lance (am/

byoo-lons) > n. (Pr. < ambulant, fat

"h&pteal ambulant < ppr* of L* ambwsr^ to walk, move],
1 , & mobile field hospital. 2* a specially equipped auto*

paobite or other vehicle for carrySig th* S!CK or wounded.
am-bu-lance-chas-er (am'byoo-lons-chJs'Sr) , if* [Slang],
ft lawyer of, doubtful reputation who ea$puri$@!j vicwns
f aotfaftoto to we for

1

mamagM asjbfe^mm
t), adj. (L. ammdmst* ppr* of

ut; 1<ritwnf.
,

(4d),

am-bU'lant (am'byoo-
amfoitore, t
am-bu late ,

Gl [ < L. ombnla^s, pp>, of wriMart, to waifc]

to tttwf iMmit; waik. '

- |[

am bu la-tion (am'byoo-ia^hon), if* [L. ambulalio <



ambulator 47 Americanist

pp. of ambulare, to walk], a moving or walking about.
am bu-la-tor (am'byoo-la tr) , n. 1 . onewho ambulates.
2. a device for measuring distance walked; pedometer. a

am-bu-la-to-ry (am'byoo-l9-t6r'i, am/byoo-te-to'ri), adj.

[L. ambulatorius < ambulare, to walk about], 1. of or
for walking. 2. able to walk. 3. moving from one
place to another; movable. 4. in law, variable; change-
able, n. [pi. AMBULATORIES (-iz, -riz)], any covered or
sheltered place for walking. SYN. see itinerant.

am-bus-cade (am'bgs-kad'), n.
t v.t. & v.i. [AMBUSCADED

(-id), AMBUSCADING], [Fr. embuscade; It. imboscata, an
ambush < ML. imboscare; see AMBUSH], ambush*
am-bus-ca-do (am'bos-ka'do), n. \pl. AMBUSCADOS
(-doz)], [Obs.], an ambuscade.
am-bush (am'boosh), n. [OFr. embusche < embuschier;
see the .], 1. an arrangement of soldiers or other

persons in hiding to make a surprise attack. 2. those
who are thus in hiding. 3. the place where they are

hiding. 4. a lying in wait to attack, v.t. & v.i. [ME.
embusshen; OFr. embuschier, to lay an ambush; ML.
imboscare, to set an ambush < in- ^- boscus, a wood,
woodland], 1. to hide for a surprise attack. 2. to
attack from hiding; waylay.
am-bush-ment (am'boosh-mgnt), n. an ambush.
Am-chit-ka (am-chit'kg), n. an^island in the Aleutians.

A.M.D.G., ad majorem Dei gloriam, [L.], to the greater
glory of God: Jesuit motto.
A.M.E., African Methodist Episcopal.
ameba (g-me'bg), n. [pi. AMEBAS (-b9z), AMEBAE
(-be)],

an amoeba.
a-me-bic (g-me'bik) , adj. amoebic.
a-meer (9-mSr') , n. an amir.
A-me-li-a (e-me'li-9, s-mel'yg), [of Gmc. origin; lit.,

prob., diligent < base of amal $ work, trouble], a
feminine name.

a-mel-io-ra-ble (g-mel'yg-re-b'l) , adj. that can be amel-
iorated.
a-meliorant (g-mel'yg-rgnt) , n. a thing that amel-
iorates.

a-mel-io-rate (g-mel'ya-rat/), v.t. [AMELIORATED (-id),

AMELIORATING], [Fr. amtliorer < L. ad, to 4- meliorare,
to better < melior, better], to make better; improve.
v.i. to become better. -~~$YN. see improve.

a-meHo-ra-tion (g-mel'yQ-ra'shsn), n. [Fr. ameliora-

tion; see AMELIORATE], betterment; improvement.
a-mel-io-ra*tive (g-mel'yg-ra'tiv, 9-mel'y9-r9-tiv), adj.

ameliorating; improving.
a-mel-io-ra-tor (9-mel'y9-ra'ter), n. a person or thing
that ameliorates.
A-men (a'mgn), n. [Egypt., lit., hidden one], the ancient

Egyptian god of life and reproduction: also spelled
Amon : see also Amen-Ra.
a-men (a'men', a'menOt inter/. [L.; Gr.; Heb. amen,
truly, certainly], may it be sol: used after a prayer or to

express approval, adv. verily, n. a speaking or writ-

ing of "amen."
a-me-na-bil-i-ty (9-me'n9-bil'9~ti, 9-nien'9-bil'9-ti), n.
the quality or condition of being amenable.
a me-na-ble (g-me'ng-b'l, 9-men'9-b'l), adj. [Anglo-Fr.
< Fr. amener, to lead; a- (L. ad), to + mener < L.

minare, to drive < minari, to threaten], 1. responsible
or answerable. 2. willing to follow advice; open to

suggestion; responsive; submissive. 3. that can be
tested by (with to) : as, amenable to the laws of physics.
SYN. see obedient.

a-me-na-bly (9-me'n9-bli, a-men'9-bli), adv. in an
amenable manner.
amen corner, those seats to the side of and facing the

pulpit of certain churches, especially in some small
towns of the United States, where those leading the

responsive amens usually sit.

a-mend (g-mendO. v.t. [ME. amenden; OFr. amender <
L. emendare, to correct < ex-, from + mendum, fault,

blemish], 1. to improve. 2. to remove the faults of;
correct: emend. 3. to change or revise, especially a

legislative bill, a law, etc. v.i. to improve one's conduct.

a-mend-a/to-ry (9~men'd9-t6r'i, 9-men'd9-to'ri), adj.

tending or serving to amend: corrective,

Jamende honora ble (a/ma*4' $'n^'ri'bl'; Eng.
9-meno? on'Sr-9-b'l)* [Fr.Ji 1 honorable reparation. 2.

a formal and satisfactory apology to an offended person.
a-mend-ment (9-mendnn9nt), n. |M3B. < OFr. amende-
ment < amender; see AMEND)* I. jmpvo-vemenli; better-

men,t. 2. a cprrectiom of errors, faults, stq, 3. a fe-

vision or change proposed or made in a bill, law,, etc.

4. a statement of this.

a-mends (^-mendz') n,pl. [construed also as sing.],

[Fr. amen4$$, pi. of amende, a fine; see AMEND], pay-
ment mad$ o/r $atisfa<|tioi;i giv^n for injury, TOtdt, loss,

etc. : as. he made wmewfc lor hfe ru4emes.

^^^^^^l-^^l^^l'.Uo|SrW)t w,ci..to9ta37swr
-
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(a-men'a-ti, 9-me'n9-ti), n. [pL AMENITIES
r. am&nite; L, amoenitas < amoenus, pleasant,

ful], 1. pleasantness; attractiveness. 2. pi.
attractive or desirable features, as 9f a place, climate,
etc. 3. pi. courteous acts; civilities.

a-men-or-rhe-a, a-men-or-rhoe-a (a-menVre'a), n.

[Mod. L. < Gr. a-, not -(- men, month + rheein, to flow],
abnormal absence or suppression of menstruation.
A-men-Ra (a'msn-raO, n. [Egypt. Amen-Rq; Amen, lit.,

hidden one + Ra, sun], the ancient Egyptian sun god:
also spelled Amon-Ra.

Ja men-sa et tho-ro (a men's9 et tho'ro), [L.], from bed
and board: legal phrase used in divorce proceedings.

atn-ent (am'ant, a/msnt), n. [L. amentum, thong, strap],
a tassellike spike of small, closely clustered, unisexual
flowers lacking petals and sepals, as on a willow, birch,
or poplar; catkin.
a-ment (a'mant, a'ment)/n. [L. amens, senseless, mad;
a-, away + mens, mind], in psychology, 3. person who
has a mental deficiency; feeble-minded person.
am en-ta-ceous (am'an-ta'sha^.adf/. [ament (catkin) -f-

-aceous], in botany, 1. of or like an ament or aments.
2. amentiferous.
amen-tia (a-men'sha, a-men'shi-9), n. (L., want of
reason < a- (ab), away, from -f- mens, mind], 1. con-
genital subnormality of intelligence; feeble-mindedness:
distingruished from dementia. 2. a type of temporary
confusional insanity.
am en tif-er-ous (am'an-tif'er-ss), adj. [ < ament (cat-

kin) + -ferous], in botany, bearing aments.,
a-men-turn (9-men't9m), n. [pi. AMENTA" (-to)], in

botany, an ament.
a-merce (s-murs'), v.t. [AMERCED (-murst'), AMERCING],
[ME. amercen; OFr. amercier < a merci, at the mercy
of], 1. to punish by imposing a fine. 2. to punish.
a-merce-ment (a-murs'mant), n. [ME. amerciment;
OFr. amerciment, a fine; see AMERCE], 1. punishment,
especially by fine. 2. the fine 9r penalty imposed.
A-mer*i-ca (a-mer'a-ka, a-mer'i-ko), n. [after Amerigo
Vespucci], 1. North America. 2. South America. 3.

North America, South America, and Central America
considered together. 4. the United States. A-bbreviated
A., Am., Amer.
the Americas, America (sense 3) .

A-mer-i-can (a-zner'a-kan, e-mer'i-kan), adj. 1, of or
in America. 2. of, in, or characteristic of the United
States, its people, etc.: as, the American language, n.
1. a native or inhabitant of America. 2. a citizen of

the United States. 3. the English language as spoken
in the United States. Abbreviated Amer,, A., Am.
A'iner-1'Ca-na (a-mer'g-ka'na, 9-mer'9-kan'9, a-mer'a-

ka'n9), n.pl. [< America + -ana], a collection of

books, papers, objects, facts, data, etc. having to do
with America, its people, and its history.
American aloe, a century plant.
American Beauty, a variety of hybrid, perennial red
rose.
American cheese, a kind of fairly hard, mild Cheddar
cheese, popular in the United States.

American dialects, regional varieties of spoken Amer-
ican English: usually distinguished as Coastal Eastern,
General Eastern, General American, Highland South-
ern, and Plantation Southern.
American eagle, the bald eagle of North America,
shown on the coat of arms of the
United States. ^
American English, the English**
language as spoken and written
in the United States: usually
distinguished from British Eng-
lish: abbreviated AHMO,E. AmE.
American Expeditionary
Forces, the United States troops
in Europe during "World War I:

abbreviated A.E.F.
American Federation of La-
bor, a federation of labor unions
of the United States and .Can-
ada, founded in !$;$!: merged
with th,e 9<mgress ^ Industrial

Organization^ in 1955: abbrevi-
ated A.FX., A.F. of I*
American Indian, an Indian AMERICAN EAGLE
(sense 2). (30 in. long)

A-mer-i-can-ism fe-mera-kon-
is'm), n. 1. a custom, characteristic, or belief of or

originating in the United States. 2. a word, phrase, or
idiom originating in or peculiar to American English, 3.

devotion or loyalty to the United States, or to its tra-
ditions, customs, etc;,
A-mer i can 1st (s-mer's-ksn-ist), n. 1. a person who
makes a study of Awfica, its Justory, geology, etc.
2. an

(
anthropologist specializing in the study of the

AmeriQan t
Indians ancl t|ieir culture.^ 3. a^ person

sympathetic toward tpe ITnite$ States, its policiesv e*c.
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Americanization ammonia

A-mer-i-can-i-za-tion (s-mer'a-kan-i-za'shsn), n. an
Americanizing or being Americanized,
A mer-i-can ize fe-merVksn-Iz'), v.t. & vd. [AMERI-
CANIZED (-izd'J), AMERICANIZING], to make or become
American in character, manners, methods, ideals, etc. ;

assimilate to United States customs, speech, etc.

American Labor Party, a political party of New York
State, founded in 1936.

. .

American Legion, an organization of veterans of

World War I or II, founded in 1919.
American leopard, a jaguar.
American Library Association, an organization of

librarians and libraries, founded in 1876.
.

American plan, a system of hotel operation in which
the price charged to guests covers room, service, and
meals: distinguished from European plan,
American Revolution, 1. a sequence of actions by
American colonists from 1763 to 1783 protesting British

domination and culminating in the Revolutionary War.
2. the Revolutionary War (1775-1783), fought by the
American colonies for independence from England.
American Samoa, a possession of the United States

since 1899, consisting of six Samoan islands in the
South Pacific: area, 76 sq. mi.; pop,, 19,000; capital,

Pago Pago on Tutuila Island.

American screw gauge, a standard gauge for checking
the diameter of wood and machine screws,
American Veterans Committee, an organization of

veterans of World War II: abbreviated AVC, A.V.C.

American Veterans of World War II, an organization
of veterans of World War II: shortened to Amvets.

am-er-ic-i-um (am'Sr-ish'i-sm), n. [Mod. L. < America],
a chemical element, one of the transuranium elements

produced by atomic fission : symbol, Am; at, wt., 241 (?) ;

at. no., 95.

Amerigo Vespucci, see Vespucci, Amerigo,
Am-er-lnd (am'g-nnd'). n, [American -H Indi&n], an
American Indian or Eskimo.
Am-er-in-di-an (amVnn'di-on) , n. an Amerind, adj.
of the Amerinds or their culture.
Am-cr-in-dic (amVrin'dik), adj. Amerindian.
Ames (amz), n. a town in central Iowa: pop., 12,500*
ames-ace (amz'as'), ambsace.
am-e-thyst (am'o-thist), n. [ME. ametist: OFr. ame-
tiste; L. amethystus; Gr. amethystos, not drunken (the
Greeks believed that the amethyst prevented intoxi-

cation) ; a-,not + methystos, drunken < methyein, to be
drunken < methy, strong drink], 1. a purple or violet

variety of quartz, used in jewelry. 2. a purple variety
of corundum, used in jewelry : called Oriental amethyst.
3. purple; violet, adj. purple; violet.

am-e-tnys'tine (am'a-this'tm), adj. [L, amethystinus;
Gr. amethystinos}. 1. made of amethyst. 2. like

amethyst, especially in color.

am-e-tro-pi-a (am'p-tro'pi-s) , n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
ametros, disproportionate; -\- -opia], any condition of

imperfect refraction of the eye, as nearsightedness, far-

sightedness, or astigmatism.
Amfor-tas (am-far'tas), n. [MHG. Anfortas], the
leader of the knights of the Holy Grail: cf. Parsifal.

Am-ha-ra (am-ha'ra"), n. a district of northern Ethiopia,
formerly a kingdom.
Am-haric (am-har'ik, am-ha'rik), n. the Southern
Semitic language used officially in Ethiopia.
Am-herst, Jeffrey (am'erst), Baron, 1717-1797: Eng-
lish general; fought in the French and Indian Wars.

Ja-mi (A'meO, n. [pi, AMIS (-me*')], [Fr.], a (man or

boy) friend.

a-ml-a-bil-i-ty (S'mi-s-bil'o-ti), n. the quality or state
of being amiable.
a mi a ble (S'mi-a-b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr. < L. amicaUlis,
friendly < amicus, friend: confused with OFr. amable
< L. amabilis, worthy of love; both from L. amare, to
love], having a pleasant disposition; friendly,
SYN. amiable and affable suggest qualities of firwmdliness,

easy temper, etc. that make one likable, affable also implying
a readiness to be approached, to converse, etc.; a good-natured
person is one who is disposed to like as well as be liked and is

sometimes one easily imposedon ; obliging implies a ready, often
cheerful, desire to be helpful (the obliging clerk took my order) ;

genial suggests good cheer and sociableness (our Rental host) ;

cordial suggests graciousness and warmth (a cordial greeting).
ANT, surly, ill-natured.

a mi-a-bly (a'mi-s-bK), adv. in an amiable manner.
am-i ari-thus (am'i-an'thas) , n. [L. amianlus, asbestos;
Gr. amiantos lithos, lit,, unspotted stone, asbestoslifce
stone < fl-f not + miainein, to stain or s$otj* a Jdnd
of asbestos with long, silky nbers.
am-lc (am'ik), adj. of an amide.
amicabll i ty (am'ik-9-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being amicable.
amicable (ajn'i-ks-b'l), adj. [L. amicabilis; see
AMiABtBl friendly; peaceable.

ani-i-ca-bly (am'i-ko-bli), adv. in an amicable manner.
am ice (am'is), it. [ME. < OFr. amtt < L. amwim* a
cloak; confused with OFr. anmnce < ML. almutia, cowl
or hood], 1. an oblong white linen doth worn about
the neck and shoulders by a priest at Mass, 2. &
hooded* fur-lined tippet or cape; almuce.

a mi cus cu-ri-ae (a-mi'kas kyoor'i-e'). [L., friend of the

court], in law, a person, either an attorney or a layman,
called in to advise the court on some legal matter.
a-mid (9-mid'), prep. [ME. amidde, on midden; AS. on
middan; on, at -f mtddan, middle], among; in the middle
of: also amidst.
am-id (am'id), n. an amide.
am-ide (am'id, am'id), n. [ammonia -f -tde], in chem-

istry, 1. any of a group of organic compounds contain-

ing the CONHj radical (e.g., acetamide) or an acid
radical in place of one hydrogen atom of an ammonia
molecule (e.g., sulfanilamide). 2. any of the ammono
bases in which one hydrogen atom of the ammonia
molecule is replaced by a metal (e.g., sodamide).
a-mid ic (a-mid'ik) , adj. of or made from an amide.
am-i din (am'i-din), n. [Pr. amidon < L. amylum,
starch; + -in], in chemistry, a transparent, water-
soluble substance made by heating starch in water.
a-mi-do (o-me'do, am'i-do')r adj. [< amide], of an
amide or amides.

a-mi-do- (a-me'do, am'i-do'), [< amide], a combining
form meaning having one hydrogen atom in the ammonia
molecule replaced by an acid radical.

a-mi-do gen (g-me'da-jan, a-mid's-jan), n. [amido- +
-gen], the hypothetical monovalent radical NHi.

arn-1 dol (am'a-dol', am'9-dol), n. \amido~ 4- phenofl, a
colorless crystalline compound, CeHONa-HCl, used as
a developer in photography.
a-mid-ship (a-mid

r

shi|>) , adv. amidships.
a-mid ships (a-mid'ships), adv. in or toward the middle
of a ship; midway between bow and stern.

a-midst (a-midsf), prep. [ME, amidde, with adv. genit.
-s + unhistoric -*], amid; among.

Ja mie (a'me'), n.
\fl.

AMIES (-meOl. [Fr., fern, of aw*],
a (woman or girl; friend.
Am-i-ens (am'i-anz; Fr. a'mya') n. a city in northern
France, on the Somme River: pop., 85,000 (1946).
Ja mi-go (a-me'g$; Eng. o-me'go), n, \pL AMIGOS (-g$s;

Eng. -goz)], [Sp.], a friend.
am-in (am'in), n. an amine.
a-mine (a-men', am'in), n. [ammonia -f -ine], in chem-

istry, a derivative of ammonia in which
t
hydrogen

atoms have been replaced by radicals containing hydro-
gen and carbon atoms

(e.g., methylamine, CHiNH*).
a-mi-no (am'i-no', 9-me'no), adj. [< amine], of an
amine or amines.

a-ml-no- (am'i-no', a-me"'no), [ < amine}, a combining
form meaning having one hydrogen atom %n the ammonia
molecule replaced by an alkyl or other nonacid radical,
amino acids, 1. a group of nitrogenous organic com-
pounds that serve as units of structure of the proteins
and are essential to human metabolism. 2. chemical
compounds in which a hydrogen atom in the alkyl
group attached to the COOH (carboxyl) group of an
organic acid is replaced by an NH group,
a-mir (a-m&r'), n. [Ar. amir], in Moslem countries, a
ruler or prince: also spelled ameer.
Amish (am'ish, a'mish), n.^i. [after Jacob Ammann
{or Amen), the founder], Mennonites of a sect founded
in the 17th century, adj. designating or of this sect,
a-miss (a-mis') t adv. [a-, at -f miss] t 1, away from the
mark; astray. 2. incorrectly; wrongly. 3. faultily;

defectively, ad/, beside the mark; faulty; deficient:
used predicatively.

am-i-to-sis (am's-tS'sis) , n [Mod. L. ; a-, not 4- mitosis],
in biology, direct or simple ceH division; cell division in

which the nucleus divides without structural change:
opposed to mitosis.
am I toMc (amVtot'ik), adj. of or by amitosis.
atn-i-ty (axnVti), n. [pi. AMITIES (-tiz)J, (Fr. amittt;
OFr. amistie; JJL. *amicitas < L. amicus. friendly <
amare, to love], friendship; friendly, peaceful relations,
as between nations, groups, etc.Amman (im'mln), n. the capital of Jordan; pop,,
170,000: in the Bible, called Ratbatk Ammon.

am-me-ter (arn'mS't^r), n. [ampere -f -meter], an
instrtiment for measuring the strength of an Metric
current in terms of amperes,
am-mia-ceous (am'i-S'shos) t adj. (L. & Or. ammi,
umbelliferoui plant; -f ~<$ceou$], belonging to the carrot
or parsnip family, a group of plants with hollow items
and generally edible roots.
am mine (am/in), n. [o*womia f -4n], in chemistry,
1. a molecule of ammonia (NH8) as found in certain

complex compounds. 2. any of certain complex com-
pounds containing this molecule.
am-ml-no- (aHDae%5 am'i-n50i l< ammim], ft com-
bining form used in the names of certain chemical
compounds, meaning containing one or more ammines.
am-mo (am1

^), n. [Slang], ammtualtloii.
Am*mon (am'an), n* (11: Gr. Ammon; Egypt. Amen],
I, Amen, the ancient Egyptian god, 2. m ancient

Kgyjrt, a nww for en$ or Jtipitef,

Am-moii (am'an), n. [Heb.
I
amm6n, lit,, prob. popu-

lous], in the Bible.* Semitic tribe descended from Lot 's

son: Gen. 19:38; Deut. 2:19-20.
am-mo-nl a (ptaBofo, -d''i*}f n* l<9ol tmmwitaxJI,
I. a polorlew, imngemt ga NH^ coittjDosed of rfta-oate
'and hydrogen: its compounds are used as fertilizers, in
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medicine, etc. 2. a water solution of this gas: in full,
ammonia water or aqua ammoniae.
ammoniac (a-mo'ni-ak') , n. [Pr.; L. ammoniacum;
Gr. ammoniakon, gum resin from a plant said to grow
near the temple of Jupiter Ammon in Libya], a pungent
gum resin obtained from an herb found in Mediter-
ranean countries: it is used as a cement, a stimulant,
etc.: also gum ammoniac, adj. ammoniacal.
ammo-ni-acal (amVm'a-k'l) , adj. of, like, or con-
taining ammonia.
am-moniate (a-mo'ni-at'), v.t. [AMMONIATED (-id),
AMMONIATING], to mix or combine with ammonia, n.
(s-mo'ni-it) , any of several compounds containing
ammonia: as, the ammoniate of calcium chloride.
am-mon-ic (s-mqn'ik, s-mo'mk), adj. of or from am-
monia or ammonium.
am mon i fi ca-tion (a-mon's-fi-ka'shsn), n. 1. infu-
sion with ammonia or ammonium compounds. 2. the
production of ammonia by bacterial action in the decay
of nitrogenous organic matter.
ammonify (g-mon'e-fi'). v.t. [AMMONIFIED (-fid

7

),
AMMONIFYING], to cause to undergo ammomfication.
vd. to undergo ammonification.
am-mo-nite (am'a-mY), n, [L. cornu Ammonis, horn
of Ammon < Jupiter Ammon,
whose statues were repre-
sented with ram's horns; see
AMMON], the flat, spiral or
coiled fossil shell of an extinct
mollusk, somewhat resem-
bling a ram's horn.
ammo nite (arn'o-nlf),
[ammonia H- ~ite], a fertilizer

'

produced from animal waste.
AMMONITE (5 in.-6 ft.)

am mo ni um (s-mo'ni-smj, n. [Mod. L. < ammonia],
in chemistry, the radical NHi, present in salts produced
by the reaction of ammonia with an acid: its com-
pounds are like those of the alkali metals.
ammonium chloride, a white crystalline compound,
NHiCl, produced by the reaction of ammonia with
hydrochloric acid; sal ammoniac: it is used in dry cells,
fertilizers, dyes, etc., and as a flux in soldering.ammonium hydroxide, an alkali, NEUOH, formed by
dissolving ammonia in water.
ammonium nitrate, a colorless, crystalline salt,
NEUNOs, used in some explosives.
am<mo-no (am'o-no') adj. 1. of or containing am-
monia. 2. derived from ammonia: used to describe
compounds bearing the same relation to ammonia as
certain other compounds bear to water: as, sodium
amide, NaNHa, is an ammono base corresponding to
sodium hydroxide, NaOH.
am-mo-no- (am'9-no') [< ammonia], a combining form
meaning of ammonia, containing ammonia.
am-mu-ni-tion (am'yoo-nish'an), n. [Fr. amunition, by
faulty separation of la munition; L. munitio < munire,
to fortify], 1. bullets, gunpowder, shot, shells, bombs,
grenades, rockets, and other projectiles and missiles.
2. any means of attack or defense: as, argument is his
ammunition. 3 t [Archaic], any military supplies.
am-ne si-a (am-ne'zhi-a, am-ne'zhs), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
amnesia, forgetfulness < a-, not -j- mnasthai, to remem-
ber], partial or total loss of memory caused by brain
injury, or by shock, repression, etc.

am ne-sic (am-ne'sik, am-ne'zik), adj. of amnesia, n. a
person suffering from amnesia.
am-nes-tic (am-nes'tik), adL [ < Gr. amnSstos, for-

gotten (see AMNESTY) ; -f- ~ic], causing amnesia.
amnes-ty (am'n9s-ti, am'nes-ti), n. [pi. AMNESTIES
(-tizj)], [Pr. amnestie; L. amnestic; Gr. amntistia, a for-

getting < a-, not + mnasthai, to remember], 1. a

general pardon, especially for political offenses against
a government. 2. a deliberate overlooking;, as of an
offense, v.t. [AMNESTIED (-tid), AMNESTYING], to grant
amnesty to; pardon.
am-ni-on (am'ni-an), n. [pi. AMNIONS (-onz), AMNIA
(-0)], [Gr., dim. of amnm t lamb], the innermost mem-
brane of the sac enclpsing the embryo of a mammal,
reptile, or bird.
am ni-ot-ic (am'ni-ot'ik), adj. of the amnion.
amn't (am'^^Colloq..^ am not: see also ain't.
a moe-ba (9-me'oo), n [pi. AMOEBAS (-boz), AMOEBAE
(-be)], [Mod. L.; Gr.
awoibi, change < <w?f PSEUDpPOOJA

bein, to change], a mi-
croscopic, nencelled ani-

mal found in stagnant w**^* i^^^^J^9o>iAOJ<M
wateir of as a ^aramte in

**--^P- PO* VAWOU

other animals: it moves ^^^:W?^-Nuaiu
king cntinua"

protrusions

amoe-bae-an, am-oebean (am'i-be'gn), adj. [< L.
amoebaeum (carmen) ; Gr. (asma) amoibaion, responsive
(song) < amoibe; see AMOEBA], answering or responding
to each other, as the responsive readings of a church
service or the successive strophes of a verse dialogue.
a moe bic (s-me'bik), adj. 1. of or like an amoeba or
amoebas. 2. caused, by amoebas. Also spelled amebic.
amoebic dysentery, a form of dysentery caused by a
certain kind of amoeba.
a-moe-boid (9-me'boid), adj. [see -omj, like or charac-
teristic of an amoeba, as in constantly changing shape:
also spelled ameboid,
a-mok (9-muk', o-mok^) , adj. & adv. amuck, n. among
Malayans, the condition of being amuck.

a-mo-le (s-mola; Sp. a-mc^le), n. [Mex.Sp. < Nahuatlj,
1. the roots of any of various plants of the southwestern
United States and Mexico, used as a substitute for
soap. 2. any of these plants.A mon (a'mon), n. the ancient Egyptian sun god: "also

spelled Amen.
a-mong (9-murj

7
). prep. [ME.; AS. on gemang, in the

company (of); on, in -f gemang, a mingling, crowd,
company < gemengan, to mingle; see MINGLE], 1. in
the company of; surrounded by; included with: as, you
are among friends. 2. from place to place in: as, he
passed among the crowd. 3. in the number or class of:
as, fairest among women. 4. by many; with many: as,
popular among businessmen. 5. as compared with: as,
one among thousands. 6. with a portion for each of:
as, the estate was divided among the relatives. 7. with
one another: as, don't quarrel among yourselves. 8. by
the concerted or joint action of: as, we have, among us,
made him a success.

amongst (o-murjst', e-murjkst'), prep, [among + adv.
genit. -5 + unhistoric

-$J, among.
a mon til la do (a-mon'ti-la'do ; Sp. a-mfra'te-lya'do*),
n. [Sp. < Montilla, a town in Spain + -ado, -ate], a
variety of dry, pale Spanish sherry.
a mor al (a-mdr^l, a-mor'al), adj. [a-, not 4- moral], not
concerned with moral standards; not to be judged by
criteria of morality; neither moral nor immoral.
A.M.O.R.G., Ancient Mystic Order Rosae Crucis
(Rosicrucian Order) : see Rosicrucianism.

am-o-ret-to (amVret'o: It. a'md-ret'tS) , n. [pi. AM-
ORETTI (-i; It. -te)], [It., dim.^ < amore (L. amor),
love; cf. AMOUR], an infant cupid: especially common
in Italian art of the 16th century.
Jamorino (a'mS-re'nS), n. [pi. AMORINI (-ne)] ( [It.,
dim. < amore, love], an amoretto.
am o-rist (am'a-nst), n. [L. amor, love; + -ist], a person
much occupied with love and love-making.
am-o-rous (am's-ras), adj. [ME.; OFr.; LL. amorosus,
loving < L. amor, love < amare, to love], 1. fond of

loving or of making love. 2. in love; enamored or fond
(of a person or thing). 3. fuU of or showing love or
sexual desire: as, amorous words. 4. of sexual love or
love-making.
Jamor pa triae (a'm6r pa'tri-e'), [L.], love of one's
country; patriotism.
amorphism (a-mor'fiz'm) , n, the quality or state of
being amorphous.
amorphous (a-iii&'r'fas), adj. [Gr. amorphos < a-,
without -f morphz, form], 1. without definite form;
shapeless. 2. of no definite type; anomalous, 3. unor-
ganized; vague. 4. in biology, 'without definite or
specialized structure, as some lower forms of life. 5. in

chemistry & mineralogy, not crystalline. 6. in geology,
without stratification or other division.
a-mort (o-m6rtO, adj. [< Pr. a, to + mort, death < L.
mors, mortis, death], [Archaic], not alive; spiritless.
amortise (amfr-tiz', 9-m6r'tiz') v.t. [AMORTISED
(-tlzdOj AMORTISING], to amortize.

a-mor-tiz a-ble (am'er-tiz'a-b'l, a-m6r'ti5j-9-b
f

1) , adj.
that can be amortized.
a mor ti-za tion, a mor tisa tion (am'Sr-ta-za'shan,
s-mdr'ta-za'shan), n, [ML. amortizatio; see AMORTIZE],
1. an amortizing or being amortized. 2. money put
aside for amortizing a debt, etc.
amortize (am'&r-tiz', 9-mcVtizO . v.t. [AMORTIZED
(~tizd'), AMORTIZING], [ME. amortisen < OPr. amortir,
to extinguish, deaden, sell in mortmain (< ML.
amortire) ; or < ML. amortizare; both ML. forms < L.
adt to -f mors, deathL 1. to put money aside at inter-
vals, as in a sinking fund, for gradual payment of (a
debt, etc.). 2. in accounting, to write off (expenditures)
by prorating over a fixed period, 3. in law^ to transfer
or sell (property) in mortmain,

a-mor-tizement (o-mSr'tdz-mgnt), n. amortization.
Amos (a'mos), pfeb.fewo^. lit,, borne (by God?)], a
masculine name, n. 1. a Hebrew prophet of the 8th
century B.C. 2. a book of the Old Testament contain-
ing prophecies attributed to him.
a-mount (a-motintO. tw' [ME. amounlen, to ascend,
rise; .OFr. amonter < amon&, upward ; fl- (L. ad) f

to
'

mont < L. wow^wt, aoa sing, of, mons, mount
"

, bite; lot, g5, Wrn, tCffl, look; oil out; up^Qsei for;
'i' ^IP1*' * sanity, o in comply, n fa focus;

'
as

. due; H f O.iclu kfc. <J. doeh. See pp. x-xii.
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1. to add up (to a sum, quantity, etc.): as, the bill

amounts to $4.50. 2. to be equal (to something) in

meaning, value, or effect: as, her criticisms amount to

nothing, n. 1. the sum of two or more quantities;
total. 2. a principal plus its interest. 3. the whole
meaning, value, or effect. 4. a quantity: as, a fair

amount of resistance. Abbreviated amt. SYN. see sum.
a-mour (a-moor'), n. [Fr.; L. amor, love], a love affair,

especially of an illicit orjsecret nature.

Ja-mour-pro-pre (a'moor'pro'pr'), n. [Fr.], self-love;
self-esteem.

A-moy (a-moiO , n. 1. an island city in Fukien province,
China, in Taiwan Strait: pop., 234,000. 2. the island.

amp., 1. amperage. 2. ampere; amperes.
am pe lop-sis (am'ps-lop'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

ampdos, vine + opsis, appearance], any of a group of

climbing shrubs of the grape family.
am per-age (am-pSr'ij, am'plr'ij), n. f< ampere + -age],

the strength of an electric current, measured in am-
peres: abbreviated amp.
ampere (am'pSr, am-p6r'), n. [after A. M. Amptre],
the standard unit for measuring the strength of an
electric current; amount of current sent by one volt

through a resistance of one ohm: abbreviated amp., a.

Am-pre, An-dr Ma-rie (aw'dra' ma're' att'par'),

1775-1836; French physicist and mathematician; de-

veloped the science of electrodynamics.
am-pere-hour (am'pSr-our') , n. the amount of electric-

ity produced in one hour by a current of one ampere:
abbreviated a.h., amp.-hr.
ampere turn, the amount of magnetomotive force pro-
duced by an electric current of one ampere flowing
around one turn of a wire coil.

am-per-sand (am'per-sand', am'pSr-sand'). n. [ < and
per se and, lit., (the sign) & by itself (is) and], a sign
(& or &*), meaning and', it represents the e of the Latin
word et, and.
am-phet-a mine (am-fet'o-men', am-fet'a-min), n.

[olpha-wethyl-beta-^^enyl-^hyl-aw*w], a drug used as
a nasal spray or inhalant, in sinusitis, etc.

am-phi- (am'fi), [< Gr. amphi], a prefix meaning: 1. on
both sides, on both ends, as in amphistylar. 2. around,
about. 3. of both kinds, as in ampnibiotic.
am phi ar thro sis (am'fi-ar-thro'sis), n. [amphi- -j-

Gr.
arthrosis, a jointing < arthron, a joint], a form of -joint-

ing in which an elastic cartilage connects the bones
and motion is limited.

amphias-ter (am'fi-as'tSr), n. [amphi- + -aster], in

mitosis, the long spindle with asters at either end that
forms during the prophase, or first stage,

Am-phib-ia (am-fib'i-a) , n.pL [Mod. L.; see AMPHIBI-

OUS], in zoology', a class of vertebrates, including frogs,

toads, newts, and salamanders, that usually begin life

in the water as tadpoles with gills, and later develop
lungs: they are cold-blooded and scaleless.

am-phib-i an (am-fib'i-an). adj. [< Mod. L. amphibia;
Gr. amphibia, neut.

?!.;

see AMPHIBIOUS],
. of the Amphibia,

2. amphibious, n. 1.

any member of the

Amphibia. 2. any ani-
mal that lives both on
land and in water. 3.

any plant that lives AMPHIBIAN PLANS
and grows either on
land or in water. 4. a person or thing of double or

doubtful nature. 5. any aircraft that can take off

from or come down on either land or water. 6. a tank
or other vehicle that can travel on either land or water.
am phi bi-ot ic (am'fi-bi-ot'ik). adj. [< amphi- + Gr,
bidtikos, relating to life < bios, life], that Hves in water
in one stage of development, and on land in another.

am-phib-i-oue (am-fib'i-os) , adj* [Gr. amphibios, living
a double life; amphi-, on both sides 4* Wos, life], 1. thai
can operate on both land and water. 2. that can live

both on land and in water. 3. having two natures or

qualities; of a mixed nature.
am phi-bole (am'fi-bol'). n. [Fr.; L. amphibolus, am-
biguous; Gr. amphibolos < amphibattein, to throw
around, be uncertain, doubt; amphi*, on both sides -f
ballein, to throw], a mineral composed largely of silica,

calcium, and magnesia: its varieties include asbestos
and hornblende.
am-phl-boHc (am'fi-bol'ik) , adj. of or like amphibole,
am-phi boMc (am'fi-bol'ik), adj. 1. relating to am-

ample

phibplojam ; ambiguous; doubtful. 2. fluctuating.

_, o'lite (am-fib'9-Kt'), a. {< amphibol* +
a rock consisting largely of horfeblende.

[am"fi-bolVji) t n. [pi. AMPHIBOLOGIES
LL. amphibologia (altered

am-phi-bol o-gy (anrfi-bol

(-jifc)], [Fr. amphibohgic; ......

after words ending in 4ogia, -logy) < L. amphibolia;
Gr. amphibolia ambiguity < amphibattein; see AMPHI-
BOLE], 1. double or doubtful meaning; ambiguity,
especially from uncertain grammatical construction.
2, an ambiguous phrase, proposition, etc.

am-phlb-o foils (am-fib's-bs). adj. [L. amphibolus; Gr.

amphibolosf see AMPHIBOLE], that can have two mean-
ings; ambiguous.

am-phib'O-ly (am-fib's-li) , n. [pi. AMPHIBOLIES (-12)],

[OFr. & L. amphibolia; see AMPHIBOLOGY], amphibology.
amphibrach (am'fi-brak') , n. [L. amphibrachys^ Gr.
amphibrachys, lit., short before and after; amphi-, at
both ends + brachys, short], a metrical foot consisting
of one long syllable between two short ones, or, in

English, of one accented syllable between two unac-
cented ones. Example: F6rg6ttSn, I fcrg6tte'n, |

un-
wantSd |

h wande'red.
nphi- + Gr.

one color
en treated

with a base, as litmus.

am-phi-coe-lous (am'fi-se'bs), adj. [Gr. amphikoilos,
hollowed out all around; amphi-, around +^koilos,
hollow], concave on both sides; biconcave.

am-phic-ty-on (am-fik'ti-sn), n. [L. (pi.) Amphicty-
ones; Gr. Amphiktyones; prop. orig. omphiktiones, those
that dwelt around, next neighbors], a delegate to the
council or assembly of an amphictyony.

am-phic-ty-on-ic (am-fik'ti-on'ik), aaj. [Gr. amphik-
tyonikos], of the amphictyons or an amphictyony.

am-phic-ty-o-ny (am-fik/ti-a-ni), n. [pi. AMPHICTYONIES
(-niz)], [Gr. amphiktyonia; see AMPHICTYON], in ancient
Greece, a confederation of states established around a
religious shrine or center, as at Delphi.
am-phi gory (am'fi-gSr'i, am'fi-go'ri), n. [pL AMPHI-
GORIES (-iz, -riz)], [Pr. amphigouri], a piece of nonsense
verse or prose, as in parody or burlesque. -_
am-phim-a-cer (am-fim'a-ser) , n. [ < L. amphimacrus;
Gr. amphimakros, lit., long at botn ends < amphi~, on
both ends *f makros, long], in Greek & Latin verse,
a metrical foot consisting of one short syllable between
two long ones; shown in scansion as ~w~.
am-phi-mix-is (am'fi-mik'sis) , n. [Mod. L.; amphi- -f
Gr. mixis, a mixing], in biology, 1, the uniting of male
and female germ cells from two individuals in repro-
duction. 2. crossbreeding.
Amphi-on (am-fl'sn), n. [L.; Gr. Amphidn], in Greek
mythology, the son of Zeus and Antiope: with a lyre
that Hermes gave him he built a wall around Thebes
by charming the stones into place.
am-phi-ox-ua (am'fi-ok'sos) , n. [< amphi" + Gr. oxys,
sharp], the lancelet, a small sea animal.
am-phi-pod (am'fi-pod'), n. [amphi- + -pofl, any of
several crustaceans with one set of feet for jumping or
walking and another set for swimming, as the sand
flea, fresh-water shrimp, etc.
am phi pro-style (am-np'ra-stil', am'fi-pro'stil), adj.
[< L. amphiprostylos; see AMPHI- & PROSTYLE], in
architecture, having rows of columns at the front and
back, but none along the sides, n. an amphiprostyle
temple or other building.
amphisbaena (am'fis-be'na), n. [L,; Gr. amphis-
baina; amphis-, amphi-, at both ends 4- baina < bainein,
to go], 1. a mythical serpent with a head at each end
of its body. 2. a wormlike tropical lizard with a head
and tail tnat look very much alike,
am phis ci ans (am-fish'i-dnz, am-fish'snz), n.pl. [ML,
amphiscii < Gr. amphiskios, pi. amphisktoi, casting a
shadow both ways < amphi-, on both sides + skia,
shadow], the inhabitants of the Torrid Zone, where a
shadow at noon falls to the north or the south, depend-
ing on the time of the year*am phis ci i (am-fish'i-n, n.pl. amphiscians.am phi etry lar (am'fi-stl'ISr), adj. [< amphi- -f- Gr.
stylos, pillar; + -ar], having columns at both front and
back or on both sides.
am phi-the a-ter, am phi the a tre (am'fg-the'o-teY,
am7

fa-the'9-tgr), n. [L. amphitheatrum; Gr. amphi'
theatron; amphi-, around + theatron; see THEATEE], 1, a
round or oval building with an open space (arena) sur-
rounded by rising rows of seats: hence, 2. a scene of
contest; arena. 3. a sloping gallery in a theater. 4. a
level place surrounded by rising ground; valley of this
form.
am phi the ci uni (am'fi-thS'shi-om, ajn'I-thi'si-am),
n. [Mod. L. < amphi- -f Gr. thekion, dim. of thikt, &
case, container], in botany, the outer layer of cells in
the spore case of a moss.
Amphi-tri te (am'fi-trf'ti), n. [L.; Gr. Am#hitri$l, in
Greek mythology, one of the Nereids, goddess of the sea
and wife of Poseidon.
Ami
in o _ , ..... _ _ ,

became the mother of"Hercules by Zeus, who seduced
her by appearing in the likeness of Amphitryon*
am-phora (am'fa-ro), n. [pi. AMPHORAE (-ri'), AM-
PHORAS (*ro)]r (L. < Gr. amphoreus, a jat with two
handles < amphi-. on both sidles + phoreus, bearer <
fherein, to bear}, a tall jar with a narrow neck and two
nandles* one on either side near the top* used by the
ancient Greeks and Romans.
am pho ter-ic Cam'fa-ter'ik), adj. [< Gr. amphoteros,
bowl having both add and basic properties.
am-ple (am'p'l), adj. [Fr.; L. amplus], 1. spacious;
roomy; large in size, extent, scope, etc. 2. more than
enough; abundant. 3. enough; adequate. SYN. see
plentiful.

J.U fVU.CZ Ui. f VOCJ.UUJU.

Q phit-ry-on (am-fit'ri-^n), n* (L.j Gr. Amphifrydn],
. Greek legend, a king: of Thebes: his wife, Alcmene,



amplexicaul amylose

AMPLEXICAUL LEAF
(of corn)

am-plex-i'Caul (am-piek'si-k6T). adj. [L. amplexus, pp.
of amplectari, to twine around
4- caulis, stem], in botany,
clasping or encircling a stem,
as the base of some leaves.

amplia-tion (am'pli-a'-
shsn), n. [L. ampliatio <
ampliare, to widen < amflus,
large, wide], 1. amplifica-
tion; enlargement. 2. some-
thing added; extension.

am-pli-fi-ca-tion (am'pla-fi-
ka'shan), n. [L. amplificatio;
see AMPLIFY], 1. an amplify-
ing or being amplified. 2.

additional matter, details,
etc. : as, the amplification of a
report 3. a statement, etc. with something added.

am-jpli-fi-ca-to-ry (am-pli'fi-k8-t6r'i, am-pli'fi-ks-tS'ri),
adj. of, or having the nature of, amplification.am pli fi-er (am'pb-fi'er), n. 1. a person or thing that
amplifies. 2. in electricity & radio, a circuit, electronic
tube, apparatus, etc. for increasing the strength of
electrical impulses.
am-pH-fy (am'plg-fi'), v.t. [AMPLIFIED (-fid') AMPLIFY-
ING], [Fr. amplifier; L. amplificare < amplus, large +
facere, to make], 1. to make larger or stronger; increase
or extend (power, authority, etc.). 2. to make more
complete, fuller, etc. : as, amplify your statement. 3. to
exaggerate. 4. to strengthen (electrical impulses) by
means of electronic tubes, etc. u.i. to speak or write at
length or in great detail; expatiate.am pli-tude (am'pte-tood', am'pla-tud'), n. [L. amfli-
tudo < amplus, large], 1. the quality or state of being
ample; extent; size. 2. abundance; fullness; copious-
ness. 3. scope or breadth, as of mind. 4. in astronomy,
the angular distance of a star from the true east or west
point of the horizon, at the moment of its rising or
setting. 5. in mathematics & physics, the extreme range
of a fluctuating quantity, as an alternating current,
pendulum, etc., generally measured from the average
or mean to the extreme.
amplitude modulation, 1. the changing of the
amplitude of the transmitting radio wave in accordance
with the sound being broadcast. 2. broadcasting that
uses this. Abbreviated AM, A.M. Distinguished from
frequency modulation.

am-ply (am/pH), adv. 1. in an ample manner. 2. to an
ample degree.
am-poule (am-pool'), n. JFr.; L. ampulla, ampulla], a
small, sealed glass container for one dose of a sterile

medicine to be injected hypodermically.
am-pule (am'pul), n. an ampoule.
am-pul-la (am-pul'9, am-pool'e), n. [pi. AMPULLAS (-QZ),
AMPULLAE (~e)j, [L.J, 1. an almost round bottle with
two handles, used by the ancient Greeks and Romans.
2. a container used in churches for holy oil, consecrated
wine, etc. 3. in anatomy, a sac or dilated part of a tube
or canal, as of a milk duct in a mammary gland.
am-puHa-ceous (am'ps-la'shss), adj. [L. ampullaceus
< ampulla], shaped li&e an ampulla or a bladder.

ampu tate (am'pyoo-tat'), v.t. [AMPUTATED (-id), AM-
PUTATING], [L. amputatus, pp. of amputare < amb-,
about + putare, to prune], to cut off, especially by
surgery.

am-pu-ta-tion (am'pyoo-ta'shan), n. [L. amputatio], an
amputating or being amputated.

am-pu-ta-tor (am'pyoo-t&'tSr), n. a person or thing
that amputates.
am-pu-tee (am'pyoo-teO, n. [< amputate 4- -*]. a

person who has had a limb or limbs amputated: one
with two limbs amputated is called a double amputee,
etc.

am-ri-ta (am-reftd), ft. [< Sans, amrta, deathless, hence
drink that makes immortal], in Hindu mythology, 1.

the ambrosial drink granting immortality. 2. the im-

mortality granted by this.

Amrit sar (um-rit'sgr), n. a city in northern India,

Punjab state: pop., 391,000.

A.M.S., Army Medical Staff.

Amster-dam (am'steV-damO, n. 1. one of the two
capitals of the Netherlands, on the Zuider Zee: pop.,
611,000 (1947). 2. a city in eastern New York: pop.,
32,000.

amt., amount.
'

am trac (aip/trak), n. [amphibious -j- tractor], a small,

open, anneq amphibious vehicle with tractor treads,
used in se*-1io-shore operations in World War II.

a muck (3-muk')v adj. & adv. [Malay amoq, engaging
furjou^y in battle], in a frenzy to kill: also amok,
rttri amiidli, 1. to rush about in a frenzy to kill. 2.

to lc%e/ Control of dnes4f and do or attempt violence,
J- - "

-),
1

'a river- in the Asiatic
, _.. ,tsward into Lake Aral:

i^ l^SCy^nii.j'^^e^tnaBa^/OiCWS.

am u let (am'yoo-lit), n. [Fr. amulelte; L. amuletum],
something worn, often around the neck, as a protection
against injury or evil ; a charm.
A-mund'Sen, Ro-ald (ro'al a'man-s'n), 1872-1928;
Norwegian explorer; first to reach the South Pole (1911).
Amur (a-moor'), n. a river in eastern Asia, flowing
between Manchuria and the U.S.S.R. into Tartary
Strait: length, 2,900 mi.
a-mus a-ble (a-muz'a-b'l), adj. that can be amused.
a-muse (s-muV), v.t. [AMUSED (-muzdO, AMUSING], [Fr.
amuser < a (L. ad) , to + OFr. muserf to gaze at, stare

fixedly], 1. to keep agreeably occupied or interested;
entertain: as, we amused ourselves with games. 2. to
make laugh, smile, etc. with pleasure; appeal to the
sense of humor of.
SYN. amuse suggests the agreeable occupation of the mind,
especially by something that appeals to the sense of humor (the
monkey's antics amused him) ; to divert is to take the attention
from serious thought or worry to something gay or light;
entertain implies planned amusement or diversion, often with

[
some intellectual appeal (who will entertain at the dinner?) ;

beguile suggests the occupation of time with an agreeable
activity, largely to dispel boredom or tedium. ANT. bore.
a-mused (s-muzdO, adj. [pp. of amuse], 1. agreeably
occupied or interested. 2. caused to laugh, smile, etc.
with pleasure. 3. showing amusement.
a mus-ed ly (s-muz'id-li) , adv. in an amused manner.
a-muse ment (g-muz'mQnt), n. 1. an amusing or being
amused. 2. something that amuses or entertains.
amusement park, an outdoor place where there are
various devices for entertainment, as a merry-go-round,
roller coaster, etc., and, generally, booths for the sale
of things to eat and drink.
amusement tax, a tax on various forms of entertain-
ment, paid on admissions to theaters, etc.
a mu-si-a (a-mu/zi-s), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. amousos, un-
musical < a-, without -f mousa, music], in psychology,
a disorder characterized by inability to recognize or
reproduce musical sounds.

a-mus-lng (d-muz'irj) , adj. [ppr. of amuse], 1. enter-

taining; diverting. 2. causing laughter or mirth. SYN.
see funny.

a-mu-sive (s-mu'ziv), adj. amusing or tending to amuse.
A*my (a'mi), [Fr. Aimee, lit., beloved < fern. pp. of

aimer, to love; L. amare], a feminine name.
a-myg-da-la (a-mig'da-b), n. (pi AMYGDALAE (-le

7
)], [L.

< Gr. amygdale, an almond], 1. [Obs.], an almond.
2. in anatomy, a tonsil: so called from its shape.

a-myg-da-la-ceous (a-mig'da-la'shQs), adj. [L. amygda-
laceus; see AMYGDALA], belonging to a group of shrubs
and trees with soft, fleshy fruit that contains a single
hard seed or stone, as the peach, almond, cherry, etc.

a-myg-da-late (s-mig'da-Ht, 9-mig'ds-latO, adj. [<
amygdala + -ate], of or like almonds.

am-yg-dal-ic (am'i^-dal'ik) ? adj. 1. of almonds. 2. in

chemistry, designating or of a crystalline acid, CHOw,
formed by the decomposition of amygdalin.
a myg-da-lin (s-mig'do-lin), n. [< amygdala + -fit], a
crystalline glueoside. CjoHarNOu, present i bitter
almonds.
a-myg'daline (a-mig'ds-Hii, a-mig'do-lin'), adj. [L.

amygdalinus; see AMYGDALA], 1. of or like an almond
or almonds. 2. having to do with the tonsils.

amygda-loid (a-mig'da-loidOt adj. [< amygdala -)-

-oid] , 1 . almond-shaped. 2 . designating or of a volcanic
rock having small buibble holes filled with secondary
minerals, n. this rock.

am-yl (am/il, S'mil), n. fawylum + -yZJ, any of various
isomenc forms of the monovalent radical CsHn, found
in certain compounds.
am-yl- (am'il), amylo-.
am-y-la-ceous (am'i-la'shas), adj. [amyl- -f ~aceous] t of
or Eke starch.

amyl alcohol, a colorless, sharp-smelling alcohol,

CjffuOH, obtained by the fermentation of starchy
substances and also present in fusel oil.

am-yl ase (am'i-laV), n. [amyl- + -ase], an enzyme tjhat
helps change^ starch into sugar: it is found in saliva,

pancreatic luice, etc.

am-yl-ene (am'i-lSnO , n. [amyl- + -ene], any of several
isomeric hydrocarbons having the formula CjHit/

a-myl-ic (o-mil'ik), adj. of amyl.
am-y-lo- (am'i-lo, am'i-b), [< amylum], a combining
form meaning: 1. of starch, as in amyloKm, 2. oj

amyl. Also, before a vowel, amyl-.
a-myl-o-gen (9-mil'9-J9n) , n. [amylo- -f -ew], the water-
soluble part of the starch granule.
amy-lold (am'i-loidO, adj. [amyl- + -o*fl, like or con-

taining starch, n. a starchy food or substance.

am-y-lol-y-sis (am'i-lol'9-sis"),
n. [amylo- -f -Lysis]* the

changing of starch into soluDle suustarices by the action
of enzymes.
am-y-lop-sin (am^-l^swO^ n. [amylo~ + try^^lw], the

s^ylasemthd'jD^eis'eatlc'J^ice.'
1

"

v'

am-y-lose (am'l-ISs^v nlwrtyl~ ^-osel, any 'of

M;'^ &, Kite; lot, $Bf
.
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imylum anagrammatical
of complex carbohydrates, as cellulose or starch, which
are converted by hydrolysis into two or more simple
sugars: now called polysaccharide: formula, (CeHioOs)*!.

am-y-lum (am'i-lsm), n. [L,; Gr. amylon], starch.

am-y-tal (am'i-tal', am'i-tdl'), n. [invented trade-mark
based on amylethyl], a colorless crystalline compound,
CnHisOsNfc used as a sedative and hypnotic.
an (an; stressed, an), adj., indefinite article [weakened
variant of one < AS. an, the numeral one, which lost

stress and shortened its vowel as it came into use as a
mere particle; the older and fuller form of a], 1. one;
one sort of. 2. each; any one. 3, to each; in each; for

each; per: as, two an hour. The
t
chief grammatical

function of an (a) is to contrast with the. It connotes
a thing not previously noted or recognized; the connotes
a thing previously noted or recognized. An now re-

places a before all words beginning with a vowel sound
or mute h, as, an orange, an honor; older usage also

favored an before h in an unstressed initial syllable, as,

an hotel, and before the sound (u, yoo) , as, an union, an
eulogy (chiefly British usage). See also a.

an, an* (an), conj. [< and; ME. an, and, and, if], 1.

(Dial.], and. 2. [Archaic], if.

an- (an), a- (not, without): used before vowels and h,

as in anandrous, anhydrite.
an- (an), ad-: used before n.

-an (gn), [Fr. -ain, -en < L. -anus, of, belonging to; also

directly < L.], a suffix used in forming adjectives (and
nouns derived from them), from nouns, meaning, in

feneral:
1. of, belonging to, characteristic of, as in

iocesan. 2. born in, living in, as in American, 3.

believing in, following, as in Mohammedan. Also, after a
vowel, -n.

an., 1. anno, [L.], in the year, 2. anonymous.
A.N., AN., A.-N. Anglo-Norman.
an-a (an'9), adv. [Gr. ana, apiece, of each], of each

(ingredient referred to) : used m doctors' prescriptions.
a-na (a'no, a*'na),

n. [< -ana, anecdotes], a collection of

anecdotes, reminiscences, etc.

an-a- (an'o, 9-na')t [< Gr. ana, up, on, again, etc.], a pre-
fix meaning: l.up, upward, as in anadromous. 2. back,
backward, as in anagram, 3. again, as in Anabaptist.
4. throughout, as in analysis. 5. according to, similar to,

as in analogy, anacardiaceous.
-a-na (a'na, an'a, a"'na), [neut. pi. of L. -anus], a suffix

used in forming collective plurals from proper nouns,
and meaning sayings, writings, anecdotes, or facts of, as

in Americana.
an-a-bae-na (anVbevn9). n. [Mod. L. < Gr. anabainein;
see ANABASIS], 1. a fresh-water alga, often found
in reservoirs, which gives a fishy taste and odor to
water. 2. a mass of such algae.
An-abap-tist (an'9-bap'tist) , n. [Mod. L. < L. ana-

baptismus; Gr. anabaptismos, second baptism < ana-

baptizein; ana-, again + baptizein, to baptize], a member
of a sect that denied the validity of infant baptism and
practiced baptism of adults: originated in Switzerland
c. 1522. adj. of this sect.

an-a-bas (an'a-bas'), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. anabas < ana-
bainein (see ANABASIS): so named from its habit of

climbing], any of a number of related fresh-water
fishes of Africa and Asia resembling the perch: they
can live for a long time out of water.
A nab a sis (o-nab'a-sis), n. [pL ANABASES (-sez')], [Gr.
< anabainein, to go up; ana-, up -f- bainein, to go], 1.

the military expedition (401-400 B.C.) of Cyrus the

Younger to overthrow his brother, Artaxerxes II. 2. a
book about this by the Greek writer Xenophon. 3. [a-] ,

a military expedition.
ana-bat-ic (an'9-bat'ik), adj. [Gr. anabatikos; see

ANABASIS], rising; moving upward: said of air currents
or winds.
ana-bio sis (an'a-bi-6'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. < ana-
bioein, to come to life again], a bringing back to Hfe or

consciousness: resuscitation.
an-a bi-ot-Ic (anVbi-ot'ik), adj. of anabiosis; stimu-

lating; resuscitating.
an-a-bol-ic (anVboKik), adj. of or promoting anab-
olism.

a-nab-o-lism (a-nab'a-liz'm), n. ( < Gr. anaboil, a rising

up; ana-, trj> + boH, a stroke; 4- -ism], the process in a

plant or animal by which food is changed into living
tissue; constructive metabolism: opposed to catabolism,

an-a branch (an'o-branch') n. [< anastomosing branch},
1. a river branch that re-enters the main stream. 2. a
river branch that becomes absorbed by sandy ground.
an a can-thous (an'd-kan'thas), adj. [Gr. anakanthos;
an-, not -f akanthos, spiny < akantha, thorn], in

botany, having no spines; without thorns.
an<a*car-di-a-ceou8 (anVkar'di-a'shss), adj. [< Mod.
L. anacardium, genus of the cashew family < Gr. ana,
similar to -f kardia, heart: so called from the resem-
blance of the fruit to a bird's heart], belonging to the
cashew family of trees and shrubs, as the pistachio,

mango, etc., with small flowers and fruit containing &
single hard seed*
a nach-ro-nism (a-nak'ra-niz'm), n. [Fr. anachronismf ;

L. anachyonismus; Gr anackromsmos < anachronimin,
to refer to a wrong time < ana-, against -f ckronos.

time], 1. the representation of something as existing
or occurring at other than its proper time, especially
earlier. 2. anything out of its proper historical time.

a-nach-ro-nis-tic (s-nak're-nis'tik), adj. containing or

involving an anachronism.
a-nach-ro-nous (s-nak'ra-nss), adj. anachronistic.
an-ac-id (an-as'id), adj. [an-, without + acid], in

medicine, without normal acidity.
a nac-lasis (a-nak'la-sis), n. [Gr. anaklasis < anaklan;
ana-, back + klan, to bend], in

m anatomy, a bending
backward; recurvature, as of a joint.
an-a das-tic (anVklas'tik) , adj. [Gr. anaklastos, re-

flected < anaklan (see ANACLASIS); +
t
-ic], 1. in

anatomy, bent backward; recurved. 2. in optics, of,

caused by, or causing refraction.
anaclinal (an's-kli'n'l), adj. [see ANACLITIC], in

geology, lying across the dip of the rocks, as a valley.
an a clitic (an'a-klit'ik) , adj. [< Gr. anaklinein, to

lean upon; ana-, on + klinein, to lean], 1. leaning; de-

pendent. 2. in psychoanalysis, having the libido de-

pendent upon another instinct.

an-a-co-lu-thic (an'o-ka-loo'thik, an'a-ko-lu'thik) , adj.

[Gr. anakolouthos], of or using anacoluthon.
an a-co-lu-thon (an'a-ks-loo'thon, an'a-ks-lu'thon) , n.

[pi. ANACOLUTHA (-tha)], [Gr. anakolouthos, inconse-

quent; an-, not + akolouthbs, following], 1. a change
from one grammatical construction to another within
the same sentence, sometimes as a rhetorical device.

2. a sentence in which this occurs. Example: Romeo and

tana, known for its cooper mines: pop., 11,000.
an a con-da (an'g-kon'cb), n. [orig., Eng. name for a

Ceylonese snake], 1. a very long, neavy South
American snake of the boa family. 2. any similar large
snake that crushes its victim in its coils.

A-nac-re-on (g-nak'ri-an, o-nak'ri-on')t n. Greek lyric

poet; 572?-488? B.C.
A-nac-re-on-tic (a-nak'ri-on'tik), adj. 1, of or by
Anacreon. 2. like Anacreon's poems, n. 1. a poem
of this kind. 2. PL verses in the stanza form (abab)
and rhythm (- |

-
J- |

-
| ) much used by Anacreon.

an a cru-sis (an'9-kroo'sis), n. [Mod. L.: Gr. anakrousis
< anakrouein, to push back; ana-, back -f krouein, to

strike], one or more unaccented syllables added to the

beginning of a line of verse which would ordinarily
commence with an accented syllable.
an-a-dem (an'9-dem'), n. [L. anadema; Gr. anadema <
anadein, to bind up, wreathe; ana-, up 4- dein, to bind],

[Poetic], a wreath or garland for the nead.
an-a-di-plo-sis (arj/a-di-plo'sis), n. [L.; Gr. anadipltisis
< anaaiploun, to double < ana-, up, again 4* dtploos,
double], the repetition of a key word, especially the
last one, at the beginning of the next sentence or

clause, as "He gave his life; life was all he could give."
a nad-ro-mous (9-nad'r9-m9s) f< adj* [Gr. anadromos;
ana-, upward + dromos, a running < aramein, to run],

going up rivers to spawn : said of the salmon, shad, etc.

A-na-dyr Range (a-na-dir'), a mountain range in far
northeastern Siberia: part of the Stanovoi system.
anae-mi-a (a-ne'mi-a), n. anemia.
a-nae-mic (9-ne'mik), adj. anemic.
an-aer-obe (an-a"r'6b, an-a'Sr-obOi n. (Mod. L, an-
aerobium; see AN- (not) & AEROBE], a microorganism
that can live and grow where there is no air or free

oxygen: anaerobes get oxygen by the decomposition
of compounds containing it.

an aer o bic (an'&'r-o'bik, an-S'Sr-5'bik), adj. 1. of or

produced by anaerobes. 2. able to live and grow where
there is no air or free oxygen, as certain bacteria.
an aer-o bi-um (an'tr-5'bf-om, an'S-Sr-S'bi-am), n. [pi
ANAEROBIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < Gr. an- (see A-, without)
-f aero- (see AERO*) + bios, Hfe], an anaerobe.

an-aes-the-ai-a (an'os-the'zha, an'as-th5'zhi-a), n. an-
esthesia.

an-aes-thet-Ic (an'os-thet'ik), adj. anesthetic.
an aes-the-tist (9-nes'th9-tist), n. an anesthetist.
an-aes-the-tize (a-nes'tha-tiz'), v.t. to anesthetize.
an a glyph (an'9-glif'), n. [Gr. anagtyphi < ana-, up -f

glypnein, to carve out], an ornament carved in low

an-a-go-ge (anVgo'ji) . n. [Gr. anagogl, a leading up <
ana-, up 4- agein, to lead, drive], mystical interpre-
tation, as of the Scriptures.
an a-gog-ic (an'a-goj'ik), adj. [Gr, anag5gikost myBtical;
see ANAGOGE}, 1. of or by anagoge* 2. In psychology,
relating to the moral or allegorical tendencies of tne
unconscious: a term used by u. G, Jung.
an-a-gram (an'o-gramO n, [Mod. L. onagramma < Gr.
anagrammatizein, to transpose letters < ana-, back -f

gramma, letter < grapnetn, to write), I, a word or
phrase made from another by rearranging its letters,
as now won, made dame. 2. pi, a game of making
words by changing or adding letters.

* '

n*nuit*ic (anVgr9-ian-a-gram-
as, or containing an

an a gram-mat ical (an'--"

(anVrS-mifct'ffc}, adj. of, lifce,

, adj. ana-



anagrammatize 53 anarthrous

an-a-gram-ma-tize (an'o-gram'a-tizOt v.t. [ANAGRAM-
MATIZED (-tizd') ANAGRAMMATIZING], to make an ana-
gram of.

a-nal (a'n'l), adj. [Mod. L. analis < L. anus, anus], of
or near the anus.

anal., 1. analogous. 2. analogy. 3. analysis.
an-al-cite (an-al'sit, an'al-sit')* n. [< Gr. analkes, weak;
4- -ite], a kind of mineral, a zeolite found in traprock.

an-a-lec-ta (an'a-lek'ts), n.pl. [L.] f analects.
an-a-lects (an'a-lekts'), n.pl. [L. analecta < Gr. an-
alegein, to collect; ana-, up + legein, to gather], collected

literary excerpts or fragments of writing.
the Analects, a collection of Confucius' teachings.

an-a-lep-tic (an'a-lep'tik), adj. & n. [Gr. analeptikos,
restorative < analambanein, to recover; ana-, up -f
lambanein, to take], in medicine, restorative.

an-al-ge'Si-a (an'al-je'zi-9, an'al-je'si-a) , n. [Mod. L.;
Gr. analgesia; an-, without -f algesia, pain < algos,

pain], a state of n9t being able to feel pain.
an-al-ge-sic (an'al-je'zik, an'al-je'sik) , adj. of or causing
analgesia, n. something that produces analgesia.

an-a-log-i-cal (anVloj'i-k'l) , adj. [L. analogicus], of,

using, or based upon analogy.
a-nal-o-gist (s-nara-jist), n. a person who uses analogy.
a-nal-o-gize (a-nal'o-jlz'), v.i. [ANALOGIZED (-jizdOr
ANALOGIZING], [Gr. analogizesthai, to calculate], to use,
or reason by, analogy, v.t. to show or explain by
analogy.
analogous (a-nal'o-gps), adj. [L. analogus; Gr.
analogos; see ANALOGY], 1. similar or^ comparable in
certain respects. 2. in biology, similar in function but
not in origin and structure. Abbreviated anal.

an-a-logue (an'a-ldg'. an'8-log') n. [Pr. analogue < L,
analogus; see ANALOGY], 1. a thing or part that is

analogous. 2. in linguistics, a cognate.
anal-ogy (a-nal'o-ji), n. [pi. ANALOGIES

(-jiz)J, [Pr.
analogic;

f
L. analogia; Gr. analo

t
gia, proportion <

analogos, in due ratio; ana-, according to -f logos, ratio,

relation], 1. similarity in some respects between
things otherwise unlike; partial resemblance. 2. an
explaining of something by comparing it point by point
with something else. 3. in biology, similarity in function
between parts dissimilar in origin and structure: dis-

tinguished from homology. 4. in logic, the inference
that certain admitted resemblances imply probable
further similarity. 5. in linguistics, the process by
which new or less familiar words, constructions, or

pronunciations conform with the pattern of older or
more familiar (and often unrelated) ones: as, energize
is formed from energy by analogy with apologize from
apology. Abbreviated anal. SYN, see likeness.
an al pha-bet-ic (an-al'fa-bet'ik, an'al-fa-bet'ik), adj.
& n. illiterate.

an-a-lyse (an'a-llz'). v.t. [ANALYSED (-Kzd'), ANALYSING],
to analyze.
a naly sis (s-nal'a-sis), n. [pi. ANALYSES (-sez')l. [Gr.,
a dissolving, resolution of a whole into parts; ana-, up,
throughout + lysis, a loosing < lyein, to loose], 1. a

separating or breaking up of any whole into its parts
so as to find out their nature, proportion, function, re-

lationship, etc, 2. a statement of the results of this

process. 3. in chemistry, a) the separation of compounds
and mixtures into their constituent substances for the

purpose of determining the nature (qualitative analysis')
or the proportion (quantitative analysis') of the con-
stituents. o) the determination of the nature or pro-
portion of one or more constituents of a substance,
whether separated out or not. 4. in mathematics, a)

the solving of problems by means of equations, b)
examination of the relations of variables, as in differ-

ential calculus. 5. psychoanalysis. Abbreviated anal.

an-a-lyst (an'9-Est), n. [Pr. analyste], 1. a person who
analyzes: as, a news analyst. 2. a psychoanalyst.

analyt., analytical.

an-a-lyt-ic (anVKt'ik), adj. [ML. analyticus; Gr.

analytikos < analytos, dissoluble; see ANALYSIS], ana-

lytical.
an-a lyt leal (an'a-Ht'i-kl), adi. 1. of analysis or

analytics. 2. skilled in or using analysis. 3. that

separates into constituent parts. 4. in grammar, using
two or more words instead of an inflected form, as

more often instead of oftener; expressing the principal
grammatical relationships by the use of particles in-

stead of inflections: opposed to synthetic or inflectional.
-Wi-k'l-i, an'a-lit'ik-E), adv. 1.

.

1. psychology using mainly
2. a type ofpsychoanalysis

an-alyM-cal.ly (an'o-
in an analytical manner. 2. as regards analysis.

analytical psychology,
the introspective method.
originated by C. G. Jung. .

analytic geometry, the branch of geometry in which

position is indicated by algebraic symbols and solutions

are obtained by algebraic analysis.

an-alyt'ic8 (an'b-Ut'iks), n^'* [construed as sing.], 1.

the part of lofcic fraying to <Jo with analyzing, 2.

mathematical analysis.

an-a-lyz-a-ble (an'a-liz'a-b'l), adj. that can be analyzed.
an-a-lyze (an's-Ez

7
), v.t. [ANALYZED (-lizd') ANALYZ-

ING], [Pr. analyser < analyse, analysis^ see ANALYSIS],
1. to separate or break up (any whole) into its parts so
as to find out their nature, proportion, function, rela-

tionship, etc. 2. to examine the constituents or parts
of; determine the nature or tendencies of. 3. to
psychoanalyze. 4. in chemistry, to separate (com-
pounds or mixtures) into their constituent substances
in order to determine the nature or the proportion of
the constituents. 5. in grammar, to resolve (a sentence)
into its grammatical elements. 6. in mathematics, to
solve by means of equations. Also spelled analyse.
A-nam (g-nam', an'am), n. Annam.
an-am-ne-sis (an'am-ne'sis), n. [Gr, anamnesis <
anamimneskein; ana--, again -f mimneskein, to call to
mind], a remembering, especially of a supposed life

before this life.

an a-mor-pho scope (an'-m6r'f8-skqp'). n. [ana-
morphosis -f -scope], a special lens or mirror for making
images normal again after distortion by anamorphosis.
an a mor-pho sis (anVm6r'f9-sis, an'a-mor-fo'sis), n.

[pi. ANAMORPHOSES (-sez')J, [Gr. anamorphdsis. a form-
ing anew < ana-, again -f morphoun, to form], 1. a dis-
torted image which looks n9rmal when viewed with a
special device. 2. the making of such images. 3. in

biology, a gradual change of form by evolution: dis-
tinguished from metamorphosis. 4, in botany, an abnor-
mal change of form that gives the appearance of a
different species.
anandrous (an-an'drgs), adj. [an- + -androus], in

botany, without stamens.
An-a-ni-as (an'a-m'ss) , n. 1. in the Bible, a notorious
liar who fell dead together with his wife when Peter
rebuked him: Acts 5:1-10. 2. [Colloq.], a liar.
anan-thous (an-an'thas) , adj. [an- + -anthous], in

botany, lacking flowers.

ana-pest, an-a paest (an'a-pest
7

) , n. [L. anapaestus;
Gr. anapaistos < ana-, back 4- paiein, to strike], 1. a
metrical foot consisting of two short syllables followed
by a long one, or two unaccented syllables followed by
an accented one. 2. a line of verse made up of such
feet. Example: "And the" sheen

| 6t their spears | was
as f6am | 6n the

1

sea."
an apes-tic, an-a paes-tic (an's-pes'tik), adj. of or
made up of anapests.
an a phase (an'o-faz'), n. [ana-, up 4- phase], in biology,
the stage in mitosis, after the metaphase and before
the telophase, in which the chromosomes move toward
the centrosomes.
a naph-o-ra (a-naf'a-ra), n. [L.; Gr. < ana~, up, back +
pherein, to carry], 1. the rhetorical device of repeating
a word or phrase at the beginning of successive clauses
or sentences. 2. in linguistics, the device of syntactical
cross reference through pronouns, auxiliary verbs, etc.

an-aph-ro-dis-i-ac (an-af're-diz'i-ak) , adj. [an- +
aphrodisiac], that lessens sexual desire, n. a drug, etc.
for causing a lessening of sexual desire.
an a phy-lac-tic (an'a-fa-lak'tik), adj. of anaphylaxis.
an a phy-lax-is (an's-fa-lak'sis) , n. [Gr. ana-, without
f phylaxis, watching, guarding], a condition of hyper-
sensitivity to proteins and other substances in which
exposure to or injection of the foreign matter results in

attacks, sometimes causing collapse and death,
an-a-j>las-tic (an'a-plas'tik), adj. 1. in medicine, char-
acterized by a reversion to a more primitive, im-
perfectly developed form: said of cells. 2. in surgery,
of or by anaplasty.
ana-plas ty {an'a-plas'ti), n. [< Gr. anaplastos, plastic;

-f- -y], plastic surgery.

an-ap-tot-ic (an'ap-tot'ik), adj. [Gr. ana-, back
p
-f

ptsttkos, concerning case < ptosis, a case, fall < piftein,
to fall], in linguistics, losing inflections: as, English is

an anaptotic language: the term is now seldom used.
an arch (an'ark), n. [< Gr. anarchos, without a leader;
an-, without + archos, leader], an anarchist.
anar-chic (an-ar'kik), adj. 1. of, like, or involving
anarchy. 2. advocating anarchy. 3. tending to bring
about anarchy; lawless.
an ar-chi cal (an-ar'ki-kl) , adj. anarchic.
anarch ism (an'er-kiz'm), n. [< anarchy + -ism], 1.

the theory that all forms of government interfere un-
justly with individual liberty and are therefore unde-
sirable. 2. resistance, sometimes by terrorism, to

organized government.
an arch 1st (an'er-kist) , n. 1. a person who believes in
or advocates anarchism. 2, a person who promotes
anarchy, adj. anarchistic.
an ar chis tic (an'er-kis'tik), adj. of or like anarchism
or anarchists.

an-arch-y (an'er-ki), n. [pi. ANARCHIES (-Hz)], [Gr.
anarchia; see ANARCH], 1. the complete absence of

government and law, 2. political disorder and yior
Fence; hence, 3. disorder in any sphere of activity.
an ar-throus (an-ar'thras) , adj. [Gr. anarthros < qat*,

fat, i|>

then',

coew;

,r,wl ^ i
, .. v .w; is, bite; lot, g<5, h6rn, t<S8l, took; oil,m & ri^e'ij* ior in atp, w <wwn*t f in sanity, 6 in comply*

ij
Pr. ^o^i? 6, Fr. qo<i; U, rr. due; ft, G. icb; kh, G. dpdi. See i>p.
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without -h arthron, joint, article], 1. in Greek grammar,
used without the article. 2. in zoology, really or

apparently having no joints.
an-a-sar-ca (an's-sar'ka), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. ana, through-
out + sarx, fleshJ, generalized edema; generalized

dropsy.
An-as-ta-sia (an'a-sta'sho, an'o-sta'zha) , [LL., fern, of

Anastasius; Gr. Anastasios, lit., of the resurrection], a

feminine name. . _
An -as- ta-si-us I (an'ss-ta'shi-ss) , 430P-518 A.D.; em-

peror of the Eastern Roman Empire (491-518 A.D.).
Anastasius II, ?-721 A.D.; emperor of the Eastern
Roman Empire (713-716 A.D.).

an-as-tig-mat-ic (an'as-tig-mat'ik, an-as'tig-mat'ik),

adj. [an- + astigmatic], 1. free from astigmatism.
2. corrected for astigmatism.
anastigmatic lens, in photografhy, a compound lens

made up of one converging and one diverging lens so

that the astigmatism of one is neutralized by the equal
and opposite astigmatism of the other.

a-nas-to-mose (s-nas'ta-moz')* v.t. & v.i. [ANASTO-
MOSED (-mozdO, ANASTOMOSING], [Fr. anastomoser], to

join by anastomosis.
a-naS'to-mo-sis (s-nas'to-mo'sis), n. [pi. ANASTOMOSES
(-sez)], [Mod. L.; Gr. anastomosis,

t
opening < ana-,

again + stoma, mouth], 1. a connection between blood

vessels, veins in a leaf, channels of a river, etc. 2. a

surgical joining of one hollow or tubular organ to

another, as of the severed ends of the intestine after

resection. _
a-nas-tro-phe (9-nas'trs-fi), n. [Gr. anastrophe <
anastrephein; ana-, back -f strephein, to turn), reversal

of the usual order of the parts of a sentence; inversion.

Example: "Came the dawn."
anat., 1. anatomical. 2. anatomist. 3. anatomy.
an-a-tase'ten'g-taV), n. [Fr. < Gr, anatasis, prolonga-
tion, extension], octahedrite, a mineral.
a nath-e ma (a-nath'a-niQ), n. [pi. ANATHEMAS (-msz)],

[L.; Gr. t thing devoted to evil; previously, anything
devoted < anatithenai, to set up, dedicate; ana-, up +
tithenai, to place, set), 1. a thing or person accursed or

damned; hence, 2. anything greatly detested. 3. a for-

mal curse excommunicating a person from a church or

damning something. 4. any strong curse.

a-nath-e-ma-ti-za-tion (a-nath's-ms-ti-za'shan), n. an

anathematizing or being anathematized.
a-nath-ema-tize (a-nath/o-ms-tlzO , v.t. & v.i. [ANATH-
EMATIZED (-tizd'). ANATHEMATIZING], [LL. anathema-

tizare,' Gr. anathematizein, to make accursed; see

ANATHEMA], to utter an anathema (against); curse.

SYN. see curse.
An-a-to-li-a (an'a-to'li-s), n. 1. Asia Minor: ancient

name. 2. the Asiatic part of modern Turkey.
An-a-to-li-an (an's-toli-an), adj. 1. of Anatolia or its

people. 2. Anatolic, n. a native or inhabitant of

Anatolia.
An*a-toHc (an's-tol'ik), adj. 1. designating or of a

subfamily of Indo-European languages, including the
Armenian and extinct Phrygian. 2. Anatolian.
an-a-tom*ic (an's-tom/ik) , adj. [Gx.f

anatomikos t skilled

in anatomy; see ANATOMY), anatomical.
an-a-tom-i-cal (an'a-tom'i-k'l) , adj. 1. of or connected
with anatomy. 2. structural. Abbreviated anat.

an-a-tonvi-caMy (an'a-tom'i-k'1-i, an'a-tom/ik-li), adv.
1. with reference to anatomy. 2. from the viewpoint
of the science of anatomy.
a-nat-omist (s-natVmist), n. [Fr. anatomiste], 1. a

person skilled in anatomy. 2. a person who dissects or

analyzes. Abbreviated anat.
a nat-omize (a-natVmiz'), v.t. & v.i. [ANATOMIZED
(-mizdO. ANATOMIZING], [Fr. anatomiser; ML. anato-

mizare; see ANATOMY!, i. to dissect (animal bodies, etc.)

in order to examine the structure; hence, 2. to analyze.
a-nat-o-my (a-nat's-mi), n. [pi ANATOMIES (-miz)], [Fr.

anatomic; L. anatomta; Gr. anatomia, anatomZ, a cut-

ting up < anatemnein; ana-, up *f. temnein, to cut], 1.

the dissecting of a plant or animal in order to determine
the position, structure, etc. of its parts. 2. the science
of the morphology or structure of plants or animals.
3. a textbook dealing with this science. 4. the struc-

ture of an organism or body, or a model of it as dis-

sected. 5. a skeleton. 6. any analysis. Abbreviated anat*

a-nat-ro-pcms fe-nat'ra-pQs), adj. [Mod. L.; see ANA-
& -TROPOUS], in botany, inverted early in its development
so that the micropyle is turned down toward the
funicle: said of an ovule.
a nat to (S-na'to), n. annatto.
An-ax-ag-o-ras (an'ak-sag'ar9s) n. Greek philosopher
and geometrician who taught in Athens; 5QO?-428
B.C.; adyanced the theory of atoms,
A-nax-i-man-der (a-nak'si-man'dSr) , it. Greek philos-

opher; 611 ?-547? B.C.
An ax-invi-nes (an'ak-sim'i-ne'z'), n . Greet
pher; 4th century B,C
ANC, Army Nurse Corps.

, L ancient 2. anciently,
-ance (ons), [Fr. -ancc; L. ~antia, -rtiffo], a suffix used
to form nottns from verbs or from adjectives fn i<i

mud meaning: 1. a ins w kwng < aT, as

2. the quality or state of being ant, as in vigilance. 3. a

thing that 5, as in conveyance. 4. a thing that is ant,
as in dissonance. 5. a thing that is ed, as in inheritance,

A word ending in -ance may combine two or more of

the above meanings. Also -ancy, -ence, -ency.
an-ces-tor (an'ses~teY) , n. [ME. & OFr. ancestre; L.

antecessor, one who goes before < pp. of antecedere;
ante-, before + cedere, to go], 1. any person from whom
one is descended; forebear. 2. an early type of animal
from which later kinds have evolved.

t
3. in law, the

person from whom an estate has been inherited.

an-ces-tral (an-ses'tral) , adj. [OFr. ancestrel], of or

inherited from an ancestor or ancestors.

an-ces-tress (an'ses-tris) , n. a woman ancestor.

an'Ces-try (an'ses-tri) , n. [pi. ANCESTRIES (-triz)], [ME.
ancestrie; OFr. ancesserie < ancestre; see ANCESTOR],
1. family descent or lineage. 2. ancestors collectively.

An-chi-ses (an-kl'sez) , n. [L,; Gr. Anchises], in Roman
legend, the father of Aeneas.
an chor (arj'ker), n. [AS. ancor; L. ancora; Gr. ankyra,
an anchor, hook], 1. a heavy
object, usually a shaped iron

weight with hooks, lowered
into the water by cable or

chain to keep a ship from
drifting. 2. any device that
holds something else secure,

keeps it from giving way, etc.

3. anything that gives or seems ANCHOR
to give stability or security.
v.t. to keep from drifting, giving way, etc., by or as

by an anchor, v.i. to lower the anchor overboard so

as to keep from drifting; lie at anchor.
at anchor, anchored.
cast (or drop) anchor, 1. to throw or lower the
anchor overboard. 2. to stay or settle (in a place).

drag anchor, 1. to drift inshore because of the failure

of the anchor to hold. 2. to lose ground} slip or fail.

ride at anchor, to be anchored: said of ships.

weigh anchor, 1. to raise the anchor; hence, 2. to

leave; go away.
An-chor-age (arj'ker-ij), n. a town in southern Alaska,
on Cook Inlet: pop., 3,500.

an-chor-age (arj 'klr-ij) , n. [anchor +^-age], 1. money
charged for the right to anchor, as in a port. 2. an

anchoring or being anchored. 3. a place to anchor.
4. something that can be firmly held on to or relied on.

an chor-age (ar/kgr-ij), n. [< anchorite], the dwelling
of an anchorite.

an-cho-ress (an'kSr-is), n. a woman anchorite.
an-cho-ret (arj'kSr-it, ari'ka-ret/), n. an anchorite.

an-cho-ret-ic (ar/kg-ret'ik), adj. [Gr. anqchdrgtikos; see

ANCHORITE], of or like an anchorite; solitary.
aii*cho-rite (ar/k9-rit') n. [OFr. anachorete; L. ana-
choreta; Gr. anachdrStSs, one retired < anachdrein; ana-,
back -f ch&rein, to retire], 1, a person who lives alone

and apart from society for religious* meditation, 2. a

hermit; recluse.
an'Cho*rit-ic (ar/ka-rit'ik), adj. anchoretic.
anchor man, i. the end man in a tug of war. 2. the

final runner on a relay team. 3. the final performer in

any group activity.
aii'ChO'Vy (an'cho-vi, an'chS'vi, an-ch5'vi) f n. [pi. AN-
CHOVIES (-viz), ANCHOVY; see PLURAL, n, D, 1), [Port.
& Sp. anchova; Basque anchova, anchua, anchovy; akin
to anztua, dry, dried fish], any of several very small
fishes of the herring family, f

found in warm seas:

anchovies are usually salted, spiced, and canned in, oil,

or made into a salty paste.

anchovy pear, 1, a "west Indian fruit that tastes like

a mango. 2. the tree it grows on.
an-chu-sa (an-cho3'z9, arj-ku'sa), n. [Mod. L,; L, an-

chusa-, Gr. anchousa], any of a number of related, plants
with hairy leaves, small flowers, usually blue, and roots

yielding a red dye: alkanet: bugloss.
an-chu-sin (an-choc/zin, ari-ku'sm), n. alkannin.
an chy lose (aq'ki46sO. *>. A v.l [ANCHYLOSED (-15stO,

ANCHYLOSINO), to ankylosc,
anchy-Io*sis (an'ki-lS'sis), n. ankylosis.
Jancienne no-blesse (tn'syen' no'blefO. P*V. old

nobility], French nobility before Revolution of 1789.

tan clen regime (gw'syaw' rS'zhSmOt [Frt old order],
th former social and governmental system, especially
that in France before tne Revolution of 1789.

an-clent (Sn'shsnt), adj.JME. ancim; QFr, ancien, ult.

< L. ante* before], t. oftimes long past: belonging to
the early history of the world* especially before the
end of tne "Western Roman Empire. 2, having esdsted
a long time; antique; very old. Abbreviated a ft*

1. a person who lived In ancient times. 2. an aged
person. STTN. see old*
the ancients, 1 . the peoplewho Hired in ancient, espe-
cially praeco-R^nian, timei* % tae amount or classi-

cal writers and artists, especially of Gmeco-Roman
times,

Mrotatt (ffn'sfcont), n. [ooofttaioKi of m$$w <

witft earner
awft<m, ancient], [Archaic], 1. an ensign. X a person

i ^'hp carri^i
an enslpn or nag.

anc{<ttt nist<Mry 1 , history from the beginning of re**
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corded events to the end of the Roman Empire in the
West in 476 A.D. 2. [Colloq.], something of the recent

past that is well known or no longer important.
an-cient-ly (an'shant-li) , adv. in ancient times.

Ancient of Days, God.

an-cient-ry (an'shant-ri), n. 1. the quality or state of

being ancient. 2. ancient ^times; antiquity.
an-cil-lar-y (an'ss-ler'i), adj. [L. ancillaris < anctlla,

maidservant], 1. subordinate (often with to). 2.

helping; auxiliary, n. a helper; servant.

an-cip-i-tal (an-sip'a-t'l) , adj. [L. anceps, ancipitis,
two-headed, two-sided < an- for amhi-, around, on both
sides + caput, head], in botany, two-edged, as the flat

stems of certain grasses.
An c6n (arj'kon; Sp. arj-kSn'), n. a town in the Canal
Zone, near the city of Panama.
an-con (arj'kon), n. [pi. ANCONES (arj-ko'nez)], [L.; Gr.

ankon, elbow < ankos, a bend], I. in anatomy, the
elbow. 2. in architecture, a bracketlike projection sup-
porting a cornice; console.
An-co-na (an-ko^na), n. a city in central Italy, on the
Adriatic: pop., 96,000 (1947).
an-co-ne al (arj-ko'ni-al), adj. [see ANCON], of the elbow.

-an-cy (on-si), -ance.

an-cy-los-to-mi-a-sis (an'si-los'ts-ml's-sis) , n. [Mod. L.

< ancylostoma, hookworm genus < Gr. ankylos,
crooked 4- stoma, the mouth; -f- -iasis], an infestation

by hookworms: also ankylostomiasis.
and (and; unstressed, end, sn, 'n), con/. [MB. and, an;
AS. and, ond; akin to G. und, OHG. unti, OS. endi, ON.
enn; the 9riginal meaning was "thereupon, then, next"],
1. also; in addition; moreover; as well as. 2. plus;
added to: as, 6 and 2 makes 8. 3. as a consequence or
result: as, he told her and she wept. 4. [Obs.], if.

5. [Colloq.], to; in order to. as, try and come today.
and., andante.
An-da-lu-sia (an'ds-loo'zha, an'ds-loo'sha), n. an old

province of southern Spain: see Spam,_map.
An-da-lu sian (an'da-loo'zhsn, an'da-loo'shsn) , adj. of

Andalusia, its people, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant
of Andalusia. 2. Spanish dialect of Andalusia. 3. a
Mediterranean variety of chicken like the leghorn.

an-da-lu-site (an'da-loo'sit), n. [< Andalusia, where it

was discovered], a silicate of aluminum, AlaSiOe, found
in rhombic crystals of different colors.

An da-man Islands (an'd9-m9n) , a group of islands in

the Bay of Bengal, southwest of Burma: area, 2,508 sq.

mi.; pop., 21,000; capital, Port Blair: with the Nicobar
Islands, a state of India.

an-dan-te (an-dan'ti, an-dan'ta), adj. & adv. [It., ppr.
of andare, to walk], in music, moderately slow; slower
than allegretto but faster than, larghetto: abbreviated
and. n. a moderately slow movement or passage.

an-dan-ti-no (an'dan-te'no, an'dan-te'no), adj< & adv.

[It., dim. of andante], in music, slightly faster than
andante: the current sense, although the word properly
means "a little varied from andante." n. [pi. AKDAN-
TINOS (-noz)], a movement or passage in this tempo.
An-de-an (an-de'sn, an'di-on) , adj. of the Andes Moun-
tains or their inhabitants.

An-der-sen, Hans Christian (an'der-s'n) , 1805-1875;
Danish novelist and writer of fairy stories.

Andersen-Nexd, Martin, see Nexo, Martin Andersen.
An-der-son (an'dSr-s'n), n. a city in central Indiana:

pop , 47,000.
An-der-son, Marian (an'der-s'n), 1908- ; American
contralto.

Anderson, Max-well (maks'wel, maks'wal), 1888-1959;
American playwright.
Anderson, Sher-wood (shtir'wood), 1876-1941; Ameri-
can novelist and short^story writer.

An-der-son-ville (an'dSr-s'n-vil') , n. a town in central

Georgia: site of a Confederate prison in the Civil War.
an des-ite (an'di-zif), n. [after the Andes Mountains], a

very small-grained, dark-gray, often porphyritic rock
of volcanic origin, containing phenocrysts of feldspar
and darker minerals, but never quartz.
An des Mountains (an'dez), a mountain system ex-

tending the length of western South America: highest

peak, Aconcagua. 23,080 ft.

and i-ron (andl^rnj, n. [ME. andyron, aundiren,

andyre < OFr. antfier;

ending confused with
Eng. iron], either of a

pair of metal supports
used to hold up fogs in

a fireplace: also called

firedog*
and/or, either and or or*

according to what is

meant: as, personal
and/ov r^aj property,,
An-dor-ra (aiardor's, an-

dor's), n* 1. a republic
in the Pyrenees Woun-

anecdote

tains, between Spain and France: area, 193 sq. mi.;
pop., 6,000. 2. its capital: pop,, 700.

an-dra-dite (an'dra-dit'), n* [after J. B. de Andrada
(1763?-183 8), Braz. geologist], a variety of iron garnet
containing calcium, CaaFesSiaOis, varying from light

green to black in color.

An-dras-sy, Count Gyu-la (dyoo'la an'drash-i), 1823-
1890; Hungarian statesman.

An-dre, Major John (a'n'dra, an'dri), 1751-1780;
British army officer hanged as a spy in the American
Revolution.
Andrea del Sarto, see Sarto, Andrea del.

An-dre-a-nof Islands (an'dra~a'n6f) a group of the
Aleutian Islands.

An-dre"-ef , An dr^-ev, see Andreyev.
An-drew (an'droo), [OFr. Andrieu; L. Andreas; Gr.
Andreas, lit., manly < aner, andros, man], a masculine
name: diminutive, Andy; equivalents, L. Andreas, Fr.

Andre, It. Andrea, Sp. Andres, n. one of the twelve
apostles; brother of Simon Peter. _
An-drewes, Lan-ce-lot (lan'ss-bt an'drooz), 1555-
1626; English theologian; first on the list of divines

appointed to make the Authorized Version of the Bible.
Andrew of Crete, Saint, 660-732 A.D.; archbishop of

Crete; inventor of the musical canon.
An-drews, Roy Chapman (an'drooz), 1884- ;

Ameri-
can naturalist, explorer, and author.

An-dre-yev, Le-o-nid Ni-ko-la-ye-vich (le'd-ned' ne-k6-
la-ya'vich an-dra'yef), 1871-1919; Russian novelist and
playwright: also spelled Andre^v, etc.

an-dro- (an'dro, a^dra), [< Gr. aner, andros, man,
male], a combining form meaning: 1. man, male,
masculine, as in androgynous. 2. anther, stamen. Also,
before a vowel, andr-.
An-dro-cles (an'dra-kleV), n. Androclus.
an-dro-clin-i-um (an'drs-klin'i-sm), n. [< andro- +
Gr. Mine, a bed], the receptacle of a composite flower.

An-dro-clus (an'dra-kbs) , n. [L. Androclus or An-
drocles; Gr. Androkles], a Roman slave who, according
to legend, escaped death when thrown into the arena
with a lion because the lion recognized him as the man
who had once extracted a thorn from its foot.

an-droe-ci-um (an-dre'shi-sm, an-dre'si-am) , n. [pi.

ANDROECIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < andr- + Gr. otkos, house],
in botany, the stamens and the parts belonging to them,
collectively; all the microsporophylls of a flower.

an dro-gen (an/dro-jan) , n. [andro- + -gen], a male sex
hormone or similar substance that can give rise to
masculine characteristics.

an-drog-e-nous (an-droj's-nas) , adj. [andro- + -genous],
1. in biology, producing male offspring. 2. in botany,
bearing stamens only.

an-dro-gyne (an'dra-jin) , n. [Fr.; L.; Gr. androgyne], in

botany, an androgynous plant.
an-drog-y-nous (an-droj'o-nss), adj. [L. androgynus; Gr.

androgynos < aner, andros, man + gyne, woman], 1.

both male and female in one; hermaphroditic. 2. in

botany, bearing both staminate and pistillate flowers in
the same inflorescence or cluster.

an-drog-y-ny (an-drojVni), n. the state of being an-

drogynous; hermaphroditism.
An-drona-a-che (an-drom's-ki) , n. [L.; Gr. Androm-
ache], in Greek legend, the faithful wife of Hector.
An-dronve-da (an-drom'i-dQ) ,

n. [L.; Gr. Andromede],
1. in Greek legend, an Ethiopian princess whom Perseus
rescued from a sea monster and then married. 2. in

astronomy, a northern constellation just south of Cassi-

opeia: see constellation, chart.

An-dros, Sir Edmund (an'dras), 1637-1714; British

into the Kennebec River: length, 175 mi.

an-dro-sphinx (an'dro-sfirjks'). n. [andro- + sphinx), a

sphinx with the head of a man and the body of a lion.

an-dros-ter-one (an-dros'tgr-on') , n. [andro- 4- sterol +
-one], a male sex hormone, CisHaoOa, found in male
urine.
-an-drous (an'dras), [< Gr. aner, andros, man, male], a
suffix meaning having, stamens: used in forming botanical

adjectives, as in monandrous.
An-dva-ri (an'dwa-ri, and'va-ri), n. in Norse mythology,
a dwarf from whom Loki stole gold and a magic ring,
ane (an), adj. & pron. (AS. an, one], [Dial.], one.
-aiie (an), [a modern formation, arbitrarily coined], a
suffix denoting a hydrocarbon of the paraffin series, as
in methane, ethane.
a-near (o-neV), adv. & prep. [Dial, or Poetic], near.

an-eodpt-age (an'ik-dot'if), n. \< anecdote + -age], 1. a
collection of anecdotes. 2. senility: a humorous usage.

an-ec-do-tal (an'ik-do't'l), adj. 1. of or like an anec-
dote. 2. full of anecdotes,

an-ec*dote (an'ik-dotO, ft- [Fr^; ML. anecdota; Gr.
anekdota, neut. pi. of qnekdotos, unpublished; an-, not
-f- ekdotos < ekdidonat; ek-, out + didonai, to give],

tatt ^P^ Wkre, cSr 1

; ten, eve, h6r, ovSr; is, bit; lot, g$t fedrn, tWl, 1

loefc; oil, ojfctj uf>; fh)e( ftJr
1

;

1

$9t; loy;
1

yet; ichin; ^li<s; thtna,

t/jetij
1 A* leisureiiQ'i rittgj' for a in ago, in '<*$?$, ^ in mnity, o in GQifrfly, v- m fopta;

*
as itn ow (R'bl); Fr, WU; ^ Fr.

oo^tuj 6, Fi?/fw; Fr. mow; $ t Fr. coq;
1

ti, Fr. dues fift'G-. iofe; kfo, G. docli. %t p|>i i^xix. jCo^e%n; *> hypothetic*! ; < d^rfyect from.



anecdotic anger
1. pi. originally, little-known, entertaining facts of

history or biography; hence, 2. a short, entertaining
account of some happening, usually personal or bio-

graphical. $YN. see story.
an ec dot ic (an'ik-dot'ik), adj. 1. anecdotal. 2. fond
of telling anecdotes.

an-ec-dot-i-cal (an'ik-dot/i-k'l), adj. anecdotic.
an-ec dot ist (an'ek-dot'ist), n. a person who tells or
collects anecdotes.

a-nele (a-nel') v.t. [ANELED (-neld/). ANELING], [ME.
anelien < an-, on -f ele, oil < AS. ele < L. oleum],

[Archaic], to anoint, especially in extreme unction.
an-e-lec-tric (anVlek'trik) , adj. [an-, not + electric],

that cannot become electrified by friction.

a-ne-mi-a (s-ne'mi-s) , n. [Mod. L.; Gr. anaimia < a-,

an-, without, not + haima, blood], a condition in which
there is a reduction of the number of red blood cor-

puscles or of the total amount of hemoglobin in the
blood stream or of both: also spelled anaemia.
a ne-mic (s-ne'mik), adj. of or having anemia: also

spelled anaemic.
an-e-mo- (an's-ma, 9-nem/s), [< Gr. anemos, the wind],
a combining form meaning wind, as in anemometer.

a-nem-o-graph (a-nem's-graf , s-nem'o-graf') , n. [ane-
mo, 4- -graph], an instrument for recording the velocity
or direction of the wind.
an-e-mog-ra-phy (an'o-mog'ra-fi), n. [see ANEMOGRAPH],
1. the science of measuring and recording the velocity
and direction of winds. 2. a treatise on winds.

an-e-mol-o-gy (an'a-mol'a-ji), n. [anemo- -f -logy\, the

study of winds.
an-e-mom-e-ter (airs-mom'a-ter) ,

n. [anemo- + -meter],
a gauge for measuring the

pressure or velocity of

the wind.
an-e-mom-e'try (an'a-
mom's-tri), n. the act of

determining the velocity
of the wind by the use
of an anemometer.

a-nern-o-ne (a-nemVne') ,

n. [Gr. anemdne < anem-
os, wind], 1. any of a
number of related plants
with cup-shaped flowers,

usually of white, purple,
or red; windflower. 2.

a sea anemone, an in-

vertebrate animal resem-
bling a flower.
an-e moph i lous (an'a-
mof's-lss), adj. [anemo-
+ fhil- 4- -otis], fertilized by the wind, as plants to
which pollen is blown.

ANEMOMETER

'emoph'Hy (an'a-mof'9-H),
. [see ANEMOPHILOUS], polli-

SEA ANEMONE
(18 in. in diameter)

nation by the wind.
a-nem-o-scope (a-nem'a-sk&V),
n. [anemo- -j- -scope], an instru-
ment for showing or recording
the direction of the wind.
anemo sis (an'a-mo'sis), w.

[Mod, L, < Gr. anemos, the
wind], a crack made in young
timber by the wind; wind shake. > M ,

anenst (d-nenst')%
prep. [ME.

anenst, anentst, with unhistoric -I < genit. anenles, of

anent], [Rare], anent.
a nent (9-nent') prep. [ME. anant, anent, anont (with
unhistoric -I) < AS, on efen, onemn, lit., on even (with),
level (with), in line (with)], respecting; as regards;
concerning; about.

an-er-gy (an'&r-ji), n. [Mod. L, anergia < Gr. an-, with-
out -f- ergon, work], in medicine, 1. a loss of strength;
lack of energy. 2, a condition in which the body
fails to respond to the injection of an antigen.

an-er oid (an'Sr-oid'), ad/, [ < Gr. a-, without 4- niros,

liquid; + -oid], not using liquid, n. an aneroid barom-
eter.

aneroid barometer, a barometer with a needle con-
nected to the top of a
metal box that contains
little or no air, so that
a change in atmospheric
pressure causes the nee-
dle to move by making
the elastic top of this
box bend in or out.

antes (Ins), adv. (MB.
ones, ones; see ONCE],
[Dial,], once.

an-es-the-sl a

ANEROID BAROMETER, WITH
CROSS SECTION

f

anaisth&sia < an-, without -f aisthisis, feeling
nein, to feel], a partial or total lorn of the sense of pain,
temperature, touch, etc., produced by disease or an
anesthetic: insensibility: also spelled anacsthe&la.
an es the-sl ol-o-gy (an'as-the^^Vji), n. tie science
of anesthesia ana anesthetics,

an-es thetic (au'w-tbet'tk), tfdjl. [Or, mmutM^l t.

relating to, with, or characterized by anesthesia. 2.

producing anesthesia, n. anything, as a drug, gas, etc.,
that produces anesthesia. Also spelled anaesthetic.
anesthetic to, incapable of feeling or responding to.

aa-es the-tist (o-nes'ths-tist), n. a person trained to
administer anesthetics: also spelled anaesthetist.

an-es-the-tize (o-nes'tho-tlzO , v.t. [ANESTHETIZED
(-tlzdO, ANESTHETIZING], to cause anesthesia in; give
anesthetics to; make insensible; also spelled anaes-
thetize.

A-ne-tp, Pico de (pe'kG the a-ne'to"), the highest moun-
tain in the Pyrenees, in Spain: height, 11,167 ft.:

French name, Pic de Nethou.
an-eu-rysm, an eurism (an'yoor-iz'm), n. [Mod, L.;
Gr. aneurysma < ana-, up -{- eurys, broad], a sac formed
by local enlargement of the wall of an arte.ry, caused by
disease or injury.
a-new (s-noo', 9-nu') adv. [earlier of new], 1. again.
2. in a new manner or way.

an-frac-tu-os-i'ty (an-frak'chdo-os'a-ti), n, 1. the qual-
ity or state of being anfractuous. 2. [/>/. ANFRACTU-
OSITIES (-tiz)], a winding channel, passage, etc.

an-frac-tu-ous (an-frak'choo-ss), adj. [Fr. anfrac-
lueux; L. anfractuosus < anfractus, pp. of anjringere <
an-, ambi-, around -f- frangere, to break], winding;
roundabout; devious; tortuous.

An-ga-ra (ar/ga-ra/)* n, a river in central Siberia, flow-

ing from Lake Baikal northward and westward to the
Yenisei River: length, 1,300 mi.

an-ga-ry (arj'ga-ri), n. [L., enforced service < Gr,
angaros, a dispatch bearer], in international law, the
right of a belligerent to use or destroy a neutral's

property if necessary, subject to full indemnification.

an-ge-kok (ar/ga-kokO , n. [Esk.], an Eskimo medicine
man.
an gel (an'jal), n. [ME.; OFr. angele; L. angelus; Gr.
angelos, messenger], 1. a messenger of God. 2, a

supernatural being, either good or bad, to whom is

attributed more than human power, intelligence, etc.
3. a guiding spirit or influence: as, one's good angel.
4. a conventionalized image of a white-robed figure in

human form with wings and a halo. 5. a person re-

garded as beautiful, good, innocent, etc. 6. a former
English gold coin with the archangel Michael and the
dragon shown on it, last issued in 1634. 7. [Slang],
one who provides the money for producing a play, etc,
v.t. [Slang], to back financially. SYN. see sponsor.
An-ge-la (an'js-la), [contr. of Angelica < ML. angelica ,

angelic < L. angelicus; see ANGELIC], a feminine name:
variants, Angelica, Angelina, Angehne.
angel cake, a light, spongy, white cake made without
shortening or egg yolks: also called angel food,
an gel fish (an'jer-nsh') , n. [pL ANGELFISH, ANGELFISHES
(-12) ; see FISH], 1. a kind of shark with winglike
pectoral fins. 2. any of a number of bright-colored
tropical fishes with spiny fins,

an gel ic (an-jel'ik), adj. [L. angelicus ; Gr. angelikos <
angelos, a messenger], 1. of an angel or the angels;
spiritual; heavenly. 2. like an angel in beauty, good-
ness, innocence,

t
etc.

An-geH-ca (an-iel'i-ks) , a feminine name: see Angela.
an-gel.i-ca (an-jel'i-ka), n. [ML. (herba) angelica, lit,,
the angelic (herb) < angelicus (see ANGELIC) : so named
from its medical uses], any of a number of related plants
of the carrot family, with tall stalks, large divided
leaves, clusters ofjwhite or greenish flowers, and roots

feminine name;
13^-1455; Italian painter of
An ge H na (an'ja4e'n9, an'ja-H'nsO,
see Angela,
An ge line (an'J84!nO, a feminine name: s^e Angela.
An gell, James Row-land (ro'lsrnd Sn'M), 1869-1949;
American educator and psychologist; president of Yale
University (1921-1937).

......... ' '------........

Angell, Sir Norman (bora Ralph Norman Aniell lane),
1874- ; British author and lecturer; received Nobel

s, 1933.
gy (in'jal-olVi'i), m [see ANGEL &
h of theology dealing with angels,

an^e;
lu8 (an'ja-tes), n, [L.; see A

Catholic Church, I , a prayer isald at

[see ANGEL & -LOGY],

peace pnas, 1933.
an gel ol o gy (in'
the branch of theology
An-ge-lua, an^e;

lu8 (an'ja-tes), n, [L.; see ANGEL), in
the Roman Catholic Church, I , a prayer isald at rooming,
noon, and m&ht in observance of the Annunciation,

yputes, narrow, ttetttp awfu^ia, tightness, dtetwss;
ci. ANGUISHi 1. a feeling that may result from tojury,
mfetreAtaca^it, ofpodrtioii, tof t it taroally showt {
in a desire to hit out at something or someone

what m
,

unjut, n)ean, or shameful; ruUe suggests



Angers 57 Anglophobia
violent outburst of anger in which selfrcontrol is lost; fury im-

plies an overwhelming rage of a frenzied kind that borders on
madness; ire, chiefly a literary word, suggests a show of great

anger in acts, words, looks, etc.; wrath implies deep indignation
expressing itself in a desire to punish or get revenge. ANT.
pleasure, forbearance.

An-gers (an'jerz, ar/ggrz; Fr. aw'zha'), n. a city in
northwestern Prance: pop., 94,000 (1946).

An-ge-vin (an'js-vin), adj. [Pr.], 1. of or from Anj"9u.
2. of or belonging to the Plantag^enet line of English
kings (1154-1399). n. 1. a native or inhabitant of

Anjou. 2. a person of the Plantagenet royal line.

An-ge-vine (an'js-vin, an'js-vm'), adj. & n. Angevin,
an-gi-na (an-ji'ns, an'ji-ns), n. [L., quinsy; Gr. anchone,
a strangling < anchein, to squeeze], 1. any inflamma-

tory disease of the throat, especially one characterized

by spasmodic suffocation, as croup or quinsy. 2.

angina pectoris.

angina pec-to-ris (pek'ts-ris), [L., angina of the

breast], a heart disease in which there are spasms of

pain in the chest, with feelings of suffocation, usually
due to anemia of the heart muscle.

an-gi-o- (an'ji-o), [< Gr. angeion, case, vessel, capsule],
a combining form meaning seedcase, blood vessel, lymph
vessel, as in angioma, angiosperm.

an|Ji-o-carp (an'ji-o-karp'), n. [angio- + -carp], any
fruit that grows encased in an external covering.

an-gi-ol-o-gy (an'ji-ol'a-ji), n* [angio- -f- -logy], the study
of olood vessels and lymph vessels.

an-gi-o-ma (an'ji-o'ma), n. [pi. ANGIOMATA (-mo-ta),
ANGIOMAS (-moz)], [< angio- + -oma], a tumor made up
mainly of blood vessels and lymph vessels.

an-gi-o-sperm (an'ji-o-spurm'), n. [angio- + ~$perm],

any plant that has the seeds enclosed in an ovary:
opposed to gymnosperm.
Ang-kor (ar/k6r), n. an ancient city in Cambodia,
French Indo-China, now in ruins.

Angkor Vat (vat), [Siamese wat, temple; Saris, vata,

enclosed ground], an ancient Khmer temple in Angkor.
Angl., 1. Anglican. 2. Anglicized.
an-ttle (arj'gl), n. [Pr.; L. angulus, a corner, angle; Gr.

ankylos, bent, crookedj, 1. the shape made by two
straight lines meeting in a point, or by two plane sur-

faces meeting along a line. 2, the space between such
lines or surfaces. 3. the amount of difference in direc-

tion between them, measured in degrees. 4. a sharper
projecting corner. 5. an aspect, as of a problem; point
of view: as, consider this from all angles, v.t. & v.i.

(ANGLED (-g'ld), ANGLING], 1. to move or bend at an
angle or by means of angles. 2. {Colloq.J, to give a
specific aspect or point of view to (a story, report, etc.).

SYN. see phase.
an-gle (an'g'l), v.1. [ANGLED (-g'ld), ANGLING], f< ME.
angel; AS. angel, anguL fishhook, nook; for the base see

ANKLE], 1. to fish with a hook and line. 2. to scheme
or use tricks so as to get something: as, he angled for

her attention.

an-gled (ar/gld), adj. [pp. of angle (to bend)], 1. set at
an angle. 2. having an angle or angles.

angle iron, a piece of iron or steel in the form of an
angle, especially a right angle,
used for joining or reinforcing
two beams, girders, etc.

angle of attack, in aeronautics,
the acute angle between the line

of the normal wind direction

and the chord of an airfoil.

angle of incidence, 1. the

angle made by a light ray with a
line perpendicular to the surface
on which the ray falls. 2. in

aeronautics, the angle of attack.

angle of view, in optics, the

angle subtended by two lines

drawn from the corners of the objective to the center

of a lens.

angle plate, two plates of metal set at ri^ht angles,

having slots for the reception of bolts: used in machine
set-up work.
an ale-pod (ar/gl-Eod'), n. a vine of the southern
United States, bearing angular pods,

an-gler (ar/grieY), n. F < a&gle (to fisn)], 1. a fisherman
who uses nook'and Hue, 2, a person who schemes and
uses tricks to get something. 3. a salt-water fish that
Eves on other fish, attracling them by means of a
filament on its Head.
An gles (ar/Vlz), nL [L.'Angtt? AS. Angle, Engle, the

Angles < Angel, Arigid, district in Holstein, lit., hook:
so named from its shape], a Germanic, Anglo-Frisian

ople that settled in eastern England in the 5th cen-

ry AlJD.; the name England is from Englaland, land
of the Angles, and JEBftgHph'te from Englisc, of the Angles.

(ar/gl-'Si), n. an island and county of Wales:

ANGLE IRON

;l 49,
; n. fa

000.

discovered], a native lead sulfate, PbSO*. occurring in

colorless or variously colored orthorhombic crystals.

an-gle-worm (ar/gl-wurrnOt n. an earthworm: so called

because used as fishing bait.

An-gli-a (ar/gli-s), n. [see ANGLES], England: the ancient
Latin name.
An gli an (ar/gli-an), adf. 1. of Anglia; English. 2. of
the Angles, their culture, dialect, etc. n. 1. a member
of the Angles. 2. a dialect spoken by the Angles:
applied especially to the Anglo-Saxon of Mercia and
Northumbria.

An-glic (ar/glik), n. [< Angle 4- -ic], a simplified form
of the English language for international communi-
cation: developed by R. E. Zachrisson (1880-1937),
Swedish linguist, adj. Anglian.
An-gli-can (arj'gli-ksn), adj. [L. Anglicanus <Anghcus,
of the Angles, of England], 1. of England, its people,
or their culture. 2. of the Church of England or of any
other church with the same faith and forms, as the
Protestant Episcopal Church, n. a member of the
Church of England or of another church with the same
faith and forms. Abbreviated Angl.
An-gli-can-ism (ar/gli-kan-iz'm), n. the doctrine and
practice of the Church of England.

JAn-gli-ce (ar/gli-si), adv. [ML.; see ANGLES], in Eng-
lish; in the English manner or style: as, she lived in

Wien, Anglice Vienna.
An gli-cism (ar/gls-siz'm), n. [L. Anglicus (see ANGLI-
CAN); 4- -ism], 1. a word, idiom, or meaning peculiar
to English, especially British English; Briticism. 2. a
typically English trait, custom, etc. 3. the quality of

being English.
An-gH-cist (ar/gla-sist), n. a student of or authority
on the English language and literature.

An-gli-ci-za-tion (ar/gls-si-za'shan), n. 1. an Angli-
cizing or being Anglicized. 2. the result of Anglicizing.

An gli cize (ar/gb-slz'), *>* & v.i. [ANGLICIZED (-slzd'),

ANGLICIZING], [< L. Anglicus (see ANGLICAN) ; + -ize]>

to change to English idiom, pronunciation, customs,
manner, etc. : abbreviated Angl. ,..-,. 4

An-gli-fy (arj'gb-fiO. *>.*. [ANGLIFIED (-fidO, ANGLIFY-
iNGl, to Anglicize.

an-gling (arj'glirj), n. [< angle (to fish)], the act or art

________ ^ ,,_,,. _ oiiiBiioju, ac ANGLES], a
combining' form meaning: 1. English, as in Anglo-
American, Anglophile. 2. Anglican, as in Anglo-
Catholic.

An-glo-A-mer-1-can (an'glo-o-mer's-kan), adj. 1.

English and American; of or between England and the

United States. 2. of Anglo-Americans, n. an American
of English birth or ancestry.

An-glo-Cath-d-lic (ar/glo-kath'g-lik, arj'glo~katb/lik),
n. a member of the Church of England who believes

that its Catholicism is and should be the same as before

the Reformation, adj. of Anglo-Catholics or their

beliefs and practice. .

An-glo-E-gyp-tian Sudan (arj'glo-i-jip'shan), Sudan
(sense 1) : the former name.

.

An-glo-French (an'glo-french'), <*& 1. English and
Prenchj of or between England and France. 2. of

Anglo-French, n. the medieval French spoken m
England by the Norman conquerors: see Norman
French. Abbreviated Anftlo-Fr., A.-Fr., A.F., AF.

An-glo-In-di-an (aij'glo-in'di-en), adj. 1. English and

i Indian; of or between England and India. 2. of

Anglo-Indians or their speecn. n. 1. an English citizen

living in India. 2. a person of both English and Indian

ancestry. 3. the speech of Anglo-Indians, character-

ized by Anglicization of native words. Abbreviated

Anglo-Ir., Anglo-Irish.
Anglo-L., Anglo-Latin.
An-iUo ma-ni a (arj'glo-ma'ni-o), n. an exaggerated
likmg for and imitation of English customs, manners,
institutions, etc.

An-glo-Norman (arj'glo-nSr'msn), adj. 1. Enghmi
and Norman. 2. of the AnglckNormans or their

language, n. 1. a Norman settler in England after the
Norman Conquest. 2. the French dialect spoken by
such settlers. Abbreviated Anglo-Nrrm., A.N., AN.,
A.-N.

An-glo-Norse (ar/glo-n6rs'), " Old Norse'as spoken by
Scandinavian settlers in eastern and northern England
before the Norman Conquest, adj. of Anglo-Norse.

.
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eactremely fond of

influence, etc. adj. ot

. ,.
(ar/gli-sit'); n. falter Anglesey, where it was

Ajtt-*gl<fphol>ei".
who Has Anglophobia,, adj. of

Anglophobia
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Anglo-Saxon
amime

[Anglo- + -phobia], hatred or fear of England, its

Great)], 1. a member of the Germanic,
t
Ingwiman

peoples (Angles, Saxons, and Jutes) living m England
before the Norman Conquest. 2. their West Germanic,

Low German language, which they called Enghsc;

Old English. 3. a person of English nationality or

descent, adj. 1. of the Anglo-Saxons, their language,

or culture. 2. of their descendants; English. Abbre-

viated AS., A.S., A.-S., Ang.-Sax.
An-fio-la (an-gola), n. a Portuguese colony on the

southwest coast of Africa: area, 486,079 sq. mi.; pop.,

3,738,000; capital, Luanda.
An-go-la (arj-go'te), n. Angora.
An-go-ra (an-gSr'a, aq-go'ra, ar/ga-p),

n. [< Angora
(Ankara), city in Asia Minor], 1. Ankara. 2. a kind

of cat with long, silky fur. 3. a) a kind of goat raised for

its long, silky hair. 6) this hair (Angora wool), used in

making mohair, or the cloth made from this hair. 4. a) a

kind of domestic rabbit (in full, Angora rabbit), raised

for its long, silky hair. b) a soft yarn made from.this hair

and woven into sweaters, etc.

an-gos-tu-ra (an'gas-toor'a, ar/gss-tyoor/a), n. [after

Angostura, former name of Ciudad Bolivar in Vene-

zuela], a bitter aromatic bark used as a medicinal

tonic and as a flavoring in bitters.

an-gri-ly (ar/grs-li) , adv. in an angry manner.

an*gry (ar/gri), adj. [ANGRIER (-gri-Sr), ANGRIEST

(-gn-ist)l, [ME. angri, troubled < anger], 1. feeling,

showing, or resulting from anger: as, an angry reply .

2. wild and stormy, as if angry. 3. inflamed and sore,

as a cut, wound, etc.

angstrom, Ang-strom (ag'stram), n. [after A. J.

Angstrom], one hundred-millionth of a centimeter, a

unit used in measuring the length of light waves:

symbol, X: abbreviated A. Also Angstrom unit: abbre-

Oviated A.U., A., A. ,.

Ang-strom. An-ders Jons (an'ders yons ptrstrom;
Eng arj'stram), 1814-1874: Swedish physicist.

an-guil H-form (an-gwil'a-ferm'), adj. [< L, anguilla,

eel; 4- -form], shaped like an eel.

an-guine (aij'gwin), adj. [L. anguinus < angms, snake],

of or like a snake.
.

an-guish (aij'gwish). n. [ME. angutsse; OFr. angutsse;

L. angustia, tightness, distress < angere, to tighten,

choke; see ANGER], great mental or physical pain;

agony, v.t. to make feel such pain. v.i. to feel such

pain. S YN. see distress.

an guished (arj'gwisht), fld;. [pp. of angmsh],
m
1. feeling

anguish. 2. snowing or resulting from anguish,
an gu lar (arj'gyoo-ler), adj. [L. angularis < angulus; see

ANGLE, n\ 1. having or forming an angle or angles;

having sharp corners. 2. measured by an angle: as,

angular distance. 3. with prominent bones; gaunt.
4. without ease or grace; stiff: as, an angular stride.

an-gu-lar-i-ty (an'gyoo-lar'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or

condition of being angular. 2. [pi. ANGULARITIES (-tiz)],

an angular form or part; sharp corner; angle.
an-gu -late (ai/gyoo-lit; also, and for v. always, arrgyoo-
lat
7
), adj. [L. angulatus, pp. of angular'e, to make

angular < angulus; see ANGLE, n.], having angles or

corners, v.t. [ANGULATED (-id), ANGULATING], to make
angular. v.i. to become angular.

an-gu-la-tion (ar/gyoolS'shan)^ n. 1. an angulatmg.
2. an angular form, part, or position.
An gus (ai/gas), [Gael. Aonghas & Ir. Aonghus < aon,

one], a masculine name. n. 1. in Celtic mythology, the

fod
of love. 2. a county of eastern Scotland: pop.,

73,000; county seat, Forfar: formerly called Porfar.
An-halt (Sn'halt), n. a former state of central Germany.
Anhwei (an'hwa')i n. a province of eastern China:
area, 57,440 sq. mi.; pop,, 22,293,000 (est. 1947);

capital, Anking: also called N$anhui.
an*ny-drid (an-hi'drid) , n. an anhydride.
an-hy-dride (an-hi'drid, an-hi'dnd), n. [< Gr.

tive of benzene used in making dyes; phenylamme,
adj. made from aniline.

aniline dye, 1. any dye made from aniline. 2. any

dye like aniline chemically; commonly, any dye pro-

duced synthetically from coal-tar products.

a-nil-i-ty (s-nil's-ti) ,
n. [L, amhtas; see ANILE], 1. the

state or quality of being anile. 2. [pi. ANILITIES (-tiz)],

an anile act, remark, or thought.
anim., animato. . .

an-i-ma (an's-ma), n. [L.], life principle; soul.
^

an-i-mad-ver-sion (an'a-mad-vur'zhan, an'a-mad-vur'-

shsn), n. [L. animadversio < pp. of animadvertere; see

ANIMADVERT], an unfavorable remark (on or upon
something); adverse criticism; blame.

m

an-i-mad-vert (an'a-mad-vurf) , v.i. [L. aminaduertere,

to observe, censure < animum, ace. of ammus, mind

4- ad-, to -f vertere, to turn], to comment (on or upon),

usually with disapproval; remark critically.

an-i-mal (an's-m'l), n. [L., living being < anima,

breath, air, soul], 1. any living organism typically

capable of moving about but not of making its own
food by photosynthesis: distinguished from plant. 2,

any such organism other than a human being; espe-

cially, any four-footed creature; beast: brute. 3. a

brutish, debased, or inhuman person, ad). 1. of, like,

derived from, or characteristic of an animal or animals.

2. sensual, gross, bestial, etc. ~SYN. see carnal,

the animal, animality: as, it's the animal in him.

animal cracker, a small, sweet cracker shaped like an

an-i-mal-cu-la (an'a-mal'kyoo-b), n. plural of anlmal-

- (an's-mal'kyoo-le'), n.pl. [L, fern. pL
formed by assuming animalcula to be fern, sing,],

an-i-mal-cule (an'o-mal'kyool) , n. [L. animalculum,
dim. of animal], a very small animal, especially one that

cannot be seen without a microscope.
an-i-mal-cu-lum (an's-mal'kyoo-brn), n. [pi. ANIMAL-

CULA (-la)], [see ANIMALCULE], an animalcule.

animal husbandry, the care and raising of domesti-

cated animals, as cattle, horses sheep, etc,
m t

an*i-mal-ism (an'a-m'l-iz'm), n. I, the activity, appe-

tites, nature, etc. of animals. 2. the
f
doctrine that

man is a mere animal with no soul or spiritual quality,

an-i-maMst (anVml-ist), n. a believer in the doctrine

of animalism. .

an-i-maM*ty (an's-malVti), n. \pL ANIMALITIES (tiz)],

[Pr. animaim-, see ANIMAL], L animal characteristics

or nature. 2. the animal kingdom; animal life.

an-i-mal-ize (an'a-m'l-iz'), v.t. [ANIMALIZED (-izdO,

ANIMALIZING], 1. to change into animal matter, 2. to

make (a person) resemble a beast; make sensual;

dehumanize. .

animal kingdom, animals collectively, as distinguished

an
from plants (vegetable kingdom),
n-i-mal-ly (an'a-m'1-i) , adv. physically, as distin-

guished from mentally or spiritually.
animal magnetism, hypnotism: mesmerism.
animal spirits, healthy, lively vigor; cheerful gaiety.

an -i-mate (an'a-rnSt
7

; for adj., an'a-mit), lU. [ANI-

MATED (-id), ANIMATING], [< L. animatus, p pp. of

animare, to make alive, fill with breath < amma, air,

soul], 1. to give life to; brin$ to life. 2. to make gay,

energetic, or spirited. 3. to inspire, 4. to give motion

to; put into action: as, the breeze animated the leaves,

adj. 1. living; having life. 2. lively; vigorous; spirited.

SYN. animate implies a making alive or lively (an animated

conversation) or an imparting of motion or activity (antmoted

cartoons) ; to quicken is to rouse to action that whicn is lifeless

or inert (the rebuff quickened his resolution) ;
exhilarate im-

plies an enlivening or elevation of the spirits; stimulate im-

plies a rousing from inertia, inactivity, or lethargy, as if by

goadmg; lnviiorate means to fill with vigor or energy in ft

physical sense (an invigorating tonic); vttmliate implies the

faiparting of vigor or animation m a nonphynteal sense (to

a dull story). ANT. dettden, depress, enervate, bee

in-hy-dride (an-hi'drid, an-hi'dnd), n. [< Ur, off* also living. ^v,,,^ 1

hydros (see ANHYDROUS): H- -idel I. an oxide that an-i-mat-ed (anVtnlt'id), aa;. [pp. of
f
animate], I.

reacts with water to form an acid or a base. 2. any living; alive or seeming allve. 2 showing animation;reacts with water to form an acid or a base. 2. any
compound formed by the removal of the elements of

water, usually from an acid.

an-hy-drite (an-hi'drit), n. f< Or. anhydros (see

ANHYDROUS); + -ite], anhydrous calcium sulfate,

CaSO*. a granular, white or light-colored mineral re-

sembling marble,
an-hy-drous (an-hi'dras), ad/. JOr. anhydros < an~*

without + hyddr, water], 1. without water. 2, having
no water of crystallization; not hydrated.

a-ni (a'ne), n. [PL ANIS (-ngz)] ][Sp.; Port. < native
name in Brazifj, an American bird, generally black,
related to the cuckoo.

an-Il (an'il), n. (Port,; Ar. af-wlZ; al f the -f nil, blue <
Sans, !/, dark blue}, 1, a West Indian sliruD few
which indigo is made. 2. indigo,

an-ile (an'ft S'nil, an'il), adj. [U anttis < anus, dd
woman), of or like an old woman; infirm; weak.
an Hin (an'l-in), n. & adj. aniline,
an Mine (ann-jn', an''l-m an'l-InO, n. \anil 4- -4

a colorless* poisonous, oily liquid, C*HiNH% a

vigorous; lively; gay* A'FN. see Hv^ly> I

animated cartoon, a kind of motion picfcw made by
photographing a series of thousands of drawings, eajjh
showing a stage of movement slightly changed from the

one before, so that the figures in them sem to move
when the drawings are shown in rapid toocewon.

an-i-mat-er (an'a-mSt^r) , n, an animator.
animation (anVmS'shsn), n. [U animatw; see

ANIMATE!* 1. an animating or being, animated. 2. MX

a!mte condition; life. 3, vivacity; brwk, lively

qmlity. 4. the preparation of winmted <rtoons.

$S'i*at^ p'ttl-ml^), adj. & adv. ln,]f m
with
a**mi-toe ^Hoar. n. r

,
.
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animism Anniston

an'i*misra (an'a-miz'm), n. [< L. anima, air, soul; -j-

-ism], 1. the belief that all life is produced by a spiritual

force separate from matter. 2. the belief that natural

phenomena and objects, as rocks, trees, the wind, etc.

are alive and have souls, 3. the doctrine of the exis-

tence of soul as independent of matter. 4. a belief in

the existence of spirits, demons, etc.

an-i-mist (an'o-mist), n. a person who believes in

animism of any kind.

an-i-mis-tic (an'a-mis'tik) , adj. of or characterized by
animism.

an-i-mos-l-ty (an's-mos'a-tl), n. [pi. ANIMOSITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. animosit^ ; L. animositas, boldness, spirit < ani-

mosus, spirited < animus; see ANIMUSj, strong hatred;
ill will; open or active hostility. SYN. see enmity.
an-imus (anVmss), n. [L., soul, mind, disposition,

passion], 1. an animating force. 2. an intention to do
something. 3. a grudge; animosity.

an-i on (anl'an), n. [Gr. anion, thing going up, neut.

ppr. of anienai, to go up < ana-, up -J- ienai, to go], a
negative ion: in electrolysis, anions go toward the
anode,

an-ise (an'is), n. [ME. anis; Fr. anis < L. anisum; Gr.

aneson), 1. a plant of the carrot family, with small,
white or yellow flowers. 2. its fragrant seed, used for

flavoring and in medicine.
an-i-seed (an'i-sed'), n. the seed of anise.

an-i-sette (an'i-zef, an'i-set'), n. [Fr., dim. < anis; see

ANISE], a sweet, anise-flavored liqueur.
an-i-so- (an-i'sa), [< Gr. anisos t unequal], a combining
form meaning not equal, not alike, as in anisomerous.

an-i-som'er-ous (an'i-som'er-ss), adj. [aniso- -f- -merous],
in botany, having an unequal number of parts in the
floral whorls.
an-i-so-met-ric (an'i-sa-met'rik) , adj. [an-, not -f

isometric], not isometric; with asymmetrical parts.

an-i'SO-me-trO'pi-a (an^I'sa-mi-tro'pi-a), n. [aniso- -f

metr- -f <*opia], a condition of the eyes in which they
have unequal refractive power.

an-i-so-trop-ic (an'i-sa-trpp'ik) , adj. [an-, not +
isotropic], 1. not isotropic. 2. in botany, having un-

equal responses to external stimuli. 3. in physics,

having properties, as con-

ductivity, speed of trans-
mission of light, etc., which
vary according to the direc-

tion in which they are meas-
ured.
A-ni-ta (a-ne'ta), [Sp. dim.;
see ANNA], a feminine name :

diminutive, Nita,

An-jou (an'joo; Fr. a-
zhoo'), n. an old province of

western France about the

city of Angers: the name
has been used by several

royal houses, notably by the

Plantagenets.
Ankara (ar/ks-rg, ar/ka-
ra), n. the capital of Tur-
key: pop., 156,000: also

Angora.
An-ka-ra-tra Mountains
(arj'ka-ra'tra), a group of

mountains in central Madagascar: highest peak, 8,550 ft.

an-ker-ite (ar/ker-if), n.Jafter an Austrian mineral-

ogist],
a mineral much like dolomite but with iron

largely replacing the magnesia.
ankn (arjk), n. [Egypt., life, soul], a cross with a loop
at the top, an ancient Egyptian symbol of life.

An-king {an'kirj'), n. the capital of Anhwei province,
China, on the Yangtze River: pop., 110,000.
an kle (ar/k'l), n. [ME. ancle, ancleou; AS. andeow;
akin to OHG. anklao; IE. base *ank-, to bend, curve],
1. the joint that connects the foot and the leg, 2. the

part of the leg between the foot and calf.

an-kle-bone (arj'k'l-bon'). n. the bone of the ankle;
talus; astragalus.
an-klet (ar/Jdit) , n. 1. anything worn around the ankle
as a fetter, ornament, or support. 2. a short sock worn
by girls or women.
an-ky lose (ar/ka-los'), v.t. * v.i. [ANJCYLOSED (-lost'),

ANKYLOSING], [< ankylosis], to stiffen or join by
ankylosis: also spelled ahchylose.
an-ky lo sis (ar/ka-lo'sjis). n. [Gr. ankyl&sis < angkylonn,
to crook, stiffen < angkylos, crooked, bent], 1. in

medicine, a stiffening of a joint,, caused by^ fibrous or

bony union. 2. in zoology, a joining of bones or fibrous

parts into a single part. Also spelled anchylosis.

an-ky'lq^-tp^mi-a-sls (an'ki-los'ts-ml'o-sis), n. ancy-
lostomiasis.
an lace (anlisv tafc$)* n. [ME. amace, anlas, anelas; by
metathesis < Qffo;' ,#toww, alenas, alesnaz < alesne,
awl (< Gtnc. base *te#to*a awl) + -az (< L. -aceusj],
a broad, tapering medieval dagger.

DOMINION OF THE HOUSE
OF ANJOU (1145-1205)

JAn-la-ge (anla-ga), n. [pi. ANLAGEN (;gan)], [G,,
foundation < antegen, lay out], 1. the basis of a later

development. 2 . in biology, the primordium. Also anlage.
Ann (an), a feminine name: see Anna.
ann., 1. annual. 2. annuity.
An-na (an'9), [Fr. Anne; L. Anna; Gr. Anna; Heb.
hannak, lit., grace], a feminine name: diminutives,
Annie, Nan, Nancy; variants, Ann, Anne, Hannah;
equivalents, Fr. Anne, Annette, Nannette, Sp. Ana.
an-na (an's), n. [Hind, ana}, a copper coin of India,

equal to 1/16 of one rupee.
An-na-bel, An-na-belle (an's-bel'), [prpb. < Anna +
L. bella, fern, of belhis, pretty], a feminine name.

an-na-berg-ite (an'a-burg'it), n.[<Annaberg, Germany;
-f- -ite],

a native arsenate |of nickel, Ni^AsiOs-SH-O,
occurring in apple-green, crystaEine masses.

an-nal-ist (an'l-ist), n. a person who writes annals.
an nals (an

/T
lz), n.pl. [sing. ANNAL (an/f

l)j, [L. annalist

pi. annales < annus, year], 1. a written account of

events year by year in chronological order. 2. historical

records or chronicles; history. 3. sing, the record of a
single year or event. 4. any journal containing reports
o/ discoveries in some field, meetings of a society, etc.

An-nam (g-nam', an'am) , n. a former state of French
Indo-China, now divided between North Viet-Nam and
South Viet-Nam: see Viet-Nam: also spelled Anam.
An-na-mese (an/a-mez'), adj. 1. of Annam. 2. of the
Annamese, their culture, or language, n. 1. [pi.

ANNAMESE], one of a Mongolian ^people in Annam and
Cochin-Chma; also, a native or inhabitant of Annam.

nese.

, ^ ,. . of Maryland,
on Chesapeake Bay: pop., 15,000: site of the United
States Naval Academy.
Ann Ar-bor (an

7

aVber), a city in southeastern Michi-

gan: pop., 47,000.
an-nates (an'its), n.pl. [Fr. annale; ML. annata < L.

annus, year], in the Roman Catholic Church, a payment
to the Pope of the first year's revenue from a benefice.

an-nats (an'ats) , n.fl. anmates.
an*nat'to (s-na'to), n. [of W. Ind. origin], a dye of red-
dish yellow made from pulp around the seeds of a
certain tropical tree : it is used for coloring butter, etc.

Anne (an), a feminine name: see Anna, n, daughter of

James II; 1665-1714; queen of Great Britain and Ire-

land (1702-1714) ;
last of the Stuart monarchs.

Anne, Saint, mother of the Virgin Mary.
an neal (a-nel'). v.t. [ME. anelen; AS. anxlan, onxlan,
to burn; an-, on-, on -f- xlan, to burn < al, xl, fire],

1. to heat (glass, metals, etc.) and then cool slowly to

prevent brittleness. 2. to strengthen and temper (the
mind, will, etc.). 3. [Archaic], to bake; glaze; fire.

Anne Boleyn, see Boleyn, Anne.
an-ne lid (an'l-id), n. [Fr, annSlide < anneUs, ringed <
L. annellus, dim. of anulus, a ring], a worm with a body
made of joined segments or rings, as an earthworm,
leech, tapeworm, etc. adj. of such worms or the phylum
to which they belong. ^ ^ ,.,,.,.
Anne of Austria, 1601-1666; wife of Louis XIII of

France and regent during minority of Louis XIV.
Anne of Bohemia, 1366-1394; wife of Richard II of

England.
Anne of Cleves (klevz), 1515-1557; fourth wife of

Henry VIII of England,
An-nette (an-et

7
, a-net'), a feminine name: see Anna.

an-nex (a-neks'; /or n,, an'eks), v.t. [Fr. annexer < L.

annexus, pp. of annectere <: ad-, to + nectere, to tie,

bind], 1. to add on or attach, as a smaller thing to a

larger. 2. to incorporate into a coxtntry, state, etc. the

territory of (another country, state, etc.). 3. to add
to as a condition, consequence, etc. 4. [Archaic], to

join; connect, n. 1. an addition to a building. 2. a

near-by building used as an addition to the main build-

ing. 3. an added part of a document, record, etc.

an nexa tion (an'ek-sa'shon), n. [ML. annexatio], 1.

an annexing or being annexed. 2. something annexed.
an-nex-a-tion-ist (an'ek-sa'shan-ist), n. a person who
advocates the annexing of territory by his country.
an-nex-ment (a-neks'mant), n. something annexed.
Annie Oak-ley (an'i ok'li), [after woman rifle expert

(1860-1926) whose small targets resembled punched
tickets], [Slang], a free ticket; pass.
an-ni-m-la-ble (o-m'9-la-b'l) , adj. that can be anni-

hilated.
an-ni-hi-late fe-niVlat') , v.t. [ANNIHILATED (-id), AN-

NIHILATING], [< L. annihilatus, pp. of annihilare, to

bring to nothing < ad-, to + nihilare < nihil, nothing],
to destroy wholly; demolish. SYN. see 'destroy.

an*ni-hHa-tion (o-niVla'shgn), n.fFr,); an annihilating
or being annihilated.
an-ni-hMa-tor (s-ni'a-la'tgr) , n. a person* or thing that
annihilates.

t . A , ,

An nis-ton (an'is^a^i) i n. a
;

iown fin e^stero Alabama:
pop., 31,000. ;-



anniversary 60 anorak

an-ni-ver-sa<ry (an'a-vur'ser-i) , adj. [L. anniversarius

< annus, year + versum, pp. of vertere, to turn], 1. re-

curring at the same date every year; occurring an-

nually. 2. of or connected with an anniversary, n.

[pi ANNIVERSARIES (-iz)], 1. the yearly return ot the

monthly date of some event. 2. the celebration of this.

Ian no Do-mi-ni (an'o dom'a-m'), [L-L in
.

the year of

the Lord; in the (given) year since the beginning of the

Christian era: abbreviated A.D.

Jan-no mun-di (an'6 mun'di), [L.], in the year of the

world; in the (given) year since the supposed creation

of the world: abbreviated A.M.
'

Jan-no reg-ni (an'o reg'm), [L.], in the year of the

reign: abbreviated a.r. .
.

.

annotate (an'o-taf), v.t. & v.i. [ANNOTATED (-id),

ANNOTATING], [ < L. annotates, pp. of annotare^ < aa-,

to 4- notary to note, mark < nota, a mark, sign], to

provide critical or explanatory notes for (a literary

work, etc.). .

an-no-ta-tion (an'o-ta'shon) , n. [L. annotaho], 1. an

annotating or being annotated. 2. a critical or ex-

planatory note or notes.

m-no-ta-tor (an'o-ta'ter), n. [L., observer],an
who annotates.

a person

an-nounce (a-nouns'), v.t. [ANNOUNCED (-nounsf),

ANNOUNCING], [OFr. anondwj. L. annuntiare, to make
known < ad-, to + nuntiare, to report < nuntius, mes-

senger], 1. to declare publicly; give notice of formally;

proclaim. 2. to say, 3. to make known the arrival or.

4. to make known through the senses: as, footsteps

announced his return. 5. in radio & television, to be an

announcer for. v.i. to act as a radio or television an-

nouncer. SYN. see declare.

an-nounce*ment (o-nouns'mont), n. [Fr. annoncement;
see ANNOUNCE], 1. an announcing or being^ announced.
2. something announced. 3. a written or printed notice.

an-nounc-er (o-noun'ser), n. La person who an-

nounces. 2. a person who introduces radio or tele-

vision programs, identifies the station, etc.

tan-no ur-bis con-di-tae (an'6 ur'bis kon'di-te'), [L.J,

in the (given) year of the founded city: the ancient

Roman way of reckoning dates from Rome's founding,
c. 753 B.C.: abbreviated A.U.C-

an-noy fe-noi'), v.t. [ME. anuien; OFr. anoier, ennoier;

L. inodiare < in odio, in aversion, at enmity], 1. to

irritate; vex; bother, as by a repeated action, noise, etc.

2. to make angry. 3. to harm; injure; molest,

SYN. annoy implies temporary disturbance of mind caused

by something that displeases one or tries one's patience; vex

implies a more sericma source of irritation and greater disturb-

ance, often intense worry; Irk stresses a wearing dowi^of one's

patience by persistent annoyance; bother implies minor dis-

turbance of one's peace of mind and may suggest mild per-

plexity or anxiety; to tease is to annoy by persistent, irritating

actions, remarks, etc. ; plague suggests mental torment com-

parable to the physical suffering caused by an affliction. ANT.
comfort, soothe. , .

an-noy-ance (a-noi'ans), n. 1, an annoying or being

annoyed. 2. a thing or person that annoys,

annoy-ing (g-noi'irj), adj. [ppr. of annoy], irritating;

vexing; bothersome.
annu-al (an'yoo-al), adj. [ME.; OFr. annud; L. an-

nualis, yearly < annus, year], 1. of or measured by a

year. 2. that comes once a year; yearly. 3. for a year's

time, work, etc.: as, an annual wage. 4. alive only one

year or season, n. 1. a book or magazine published
once a year; yearbook. 2. a plant that lives only one

year or season; symbol, O, Q <J>. Abbreviated aim.

an-nu-aMy (an'voo-Q-li, an'yool-i), adv. [annual + ly\,

each year; every year; yearly.
annual ring, any of the rings of wood seen in cross

sections of the steins of most trees and shrubs: each

ring shows a year's growth. __
an-nii-i-tant (a-nu'a-t^nt, a-noo's-tont), n. a person
receiving an annuity.
an-mH-ty (9-nu's-tL 9-noo^-ti), n. [pi ANNUITIES

(-tiz)] [Fr. annuitfr; ML. annuitas < L. annus, year],
1. a yearly payment of money. 2. the right to receive

such a payment. 3. an investment yielding fixed pay-
ments during the holder's lifetime or for a stated

number of years. Abbreviated ann.
annul (a-nuF), v.t. [ANNULLED (-nuld') ANNULLING],
[Fr. annuler < L. annullare, to bring to nothing < ad~,

to -f nullum, nothing, neut. of nullus, none), to ao away
with; make of no effect; invalidate; make null and
void; cancel. SYN. see abolish.

an-nu lar (an'yoo-ISr), adj. [L. annularis < annulus*
anulus, a ring], i. like or forming a ring. 2, annulate.
'SYN, see round.

annular eclipse, an eclipse in which a ring of sunlight
can be seen around the edge of the moon.
annular ligament, Jn anatomy, the ligament sur-

rounding tne ankle joint or wnst joint*

an-nu late (an'yoo-lit an'yoo-llt')* adj* [L. anmilatw <
annulus, a ring], 1* provided with rings; ringed. 2*

m&da u|> of rings,
an-nu lat e4 (an'yoo-l&'tid), adj* annulate.

an-nu la-tion (an'yoo-li'shan), n. [< annulate + -ton],

I, formation of rings, 2. a ring.

an-nu-let (an'yoo-lit), n. [L. annulus, a ring; -f -et], 1. a
small ring. 2. in architecture, a rmglike molding where
the shaft of a column joins the capital.

an-nul-ment (a-nul'mont), n. an annulling or being
annulled; invalidation: cancellation.

an-nu-lose (an/yoo~los') adj. [< L. annulus, a ring; -f

-ose], having rings; ringed.
an nu lus (an'yoo-bs), n. ($L ANNULI (-Ji')i ANNULUSES

an num (

an-nun-ci-ate v- ,
T

-. ,. . k

NUNCIATED (-id), ANNUNCIATING], [< L. annunttatus ,

pp. of annuntiare; see ANNOUNCE], to announce.
an-nun-ci-a-tion (a-nun'si-a'shon, s-nun'shi-a/shsn) , n.

[L. annuntiatio; see ANNOUNCE], 1. an announcing or

being announced. 2. an announcement. 3. [A-] t the

angel Gabriel's announcement to Mary that she was to

give birth to Jesus: Luke 1:26-38. 4, [A-J, the church
festival on March 25 commemorating this; Lady Day.

an-nun-ci-a-tor (s-nun'shi-a'ter, s-nun'si-a'ter) , n. [L.

annuntiatorl 1. a person or thing that announces.
2. an electric indicator used in hotels, offices, etc. to

show the source of calls.

Annunzio, Gabriele D% see D'Amumzio, Gabriele.

jan-nus mi-ra-bHia (an'ss mi-rab'a-lis), [L.J, year of

wonders.
a-no ci-as-sO'Ci-a-tion (^-no'si-a-so'si-a'shan, a-no'si-a-

so'shi-a'shon) ,
n. [< a-, not + L. nocere, to harm; +

association], the prevention of shock in surgery by
calming the patient beforehand, and using local

anesthetics and sharp dissection, so as to keep pain
sensations from reaching the central nervous system.

a-no-ci-a-tion (a-no'si-a'shan, f a-nq'shi-a'shan), n.

[contr. of anociassociation], anociassociation.

an ode (an'od) , n. [Gr. anodes, a way up < ana-, up +
hodos, way], a positive electrode, as in a battery, radio

tube, etc.: see battery, illus.

anod-ic (an-od'ik), adj. 1. of or from an anode. 2. in

medicine, going upward; rising.

anod ize (an'a-diz^), v.t. [ANODIZED (:d!zd'), ANODIZ-

< an-, without 4- odyne, pain], relieving or lessening

pain. n. [Gr. anddynon < the adj.\, anything that re-

lieves or lessens pain; anything that soothes,

a-noint (a-noint') v.t. [ME. anointen; OFr. enotndre; L.

inungere; in-, on + ungere, to vSmear], 1. to pour or rub

oil or ointment on. 2. to j>ut oil on in a ceremony of

making sacred or consecrating to high office,

a-noint-ment (a-noint'mant) , n. an anointing or being

an-o-lyte*(an'a-litO n. [awode -f electrolyte], the part of

an electric battery, electrolyte, etc. near the anode.

a nom a lism (a-nom'l-iz'm) t n. 1. the state of being
anomalous. 2. an anomaly.

a-nom-a-lis-tic (a-nom"l-is'tik), adj. 1, tending to be

anomalous. 2. of an anomaly.
anomalistic month, the time that the moon takes to

go from perigee to perigee.
anomalistic year, the time a planet takes to go from

perihelion to perihelion,
anom-aloua (a-nomVbs) , adj* (L, anomalus; Gr.

anomalos < an-, not -f- homalos < homos, the same],

deviating from the regular arrangement, general rule,

or usual method; abnormal. SYN. see Irregular.

anom-aly (a-nomVli) , n. [pi ANOMALIES (-ha)], [Fr.

anomalie; L. anamalia; Gr. anomalia, inequality; see

ANOMALOUS], 1, departure from the regular arrange-

ment, general rule, or usual method; abnormality. 2.

anything anomalous, 3. in astronomy, a planet's angu-
lar distance from its perihelion, measured M if viewed
from the sun.
anon (a-nonO, adv. [ME,; AS. on an, acc, f m one,

together, straightwayj f
I. soon; shortly. 2. at another

time. 3. [Archaic], immediately; at once.

evr an4 anon, now and then; once m a while.

anon., anonymous.
an o-nym (anVnim), n. [Fr. anonyme < Or. andnymot;
&ee ANONYMoysl, 1. a person whose name is not

known. 2. a false name; pseudonym.
an-o-nyiii'I'ty (anVnimVti), n. a being anonymous.
a-non-y-mous (a-non'a-nws), ad/\ [Gr, anftnymos < aw-,

without -f- onyma < enema, name], 1. with no name
known or acknowledged, 1 given, written, etc. by a

person whosename is withheld. Abbrewntednaon,,an.-
a-noph e-les (a-nof'-I5*0 [Mod, L.; Or, andphtt

harmful; an-, without
4* oph$l%$> use, help],
tie mosquito that can
carry the malaria par-
asite and transmit the
disease*

n. [Esk, (Greenland)
dnor&a],aheavy leatfi-

et or cloth jacket with
a hood* worn in the
cold north,
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anortkite

an-or-thite (an-6r'thit) , n. [Gr. an-, not -f orthos,

straight; -{- -ite], a lime feldspar, CaAl^SiO*)*, found
in basic igneous rocks.

an-or-tho-site (anr6r'th9-sit') n. [< Fr. anorthose < Gr.
an-, not -f- orthos, straight: -f -ite], an igneous rock,
made up largely of a soda-lime feldspar.
an-os-mi a (an-os'mi-s) , n. [Mod. L. < Gr. aw-, without
4- osme, smell], total or partial loss of the sense of smell.

an-oth-er (a-nu/A'Sr), adj. [ME. an other; an, one, an, a
+ other], 1, an additional; one more, 2. a different;
not the same. 3. a similar but actually different; some
other: as, another Caesar, pron. 1. one additional.
2. a different one. 3. one of the same kind.

an-ox^e-mi-a (an'ok-se'mi-s) , n. [an-, not -f- orcygen -f-

-emia], a reduction in the normal amount of oxygen in
the blood, as at high altitudes.

an-ox-i-a (an-ok'si-a) , n. [an-, not -f oar^gen -f- -ia], in

medicine, a. condition in which there is not enough
oxygen or tissue oxidation.

ans., answer.
an-sate (an'sat), adj. [L. ansatus < ansa, a handle],
having a handle or handlelike part.
ansate cross, an ankh.
|An-schluss (an'shlpos), n. [G., a joining], 1. a union,
economic and political union of two countries, 2. the
annexation of Austria by Nazi Germany in 1938.
An-sel (an's'l), [L. Anselmus; ? < Gmc. *Anshelm,
God's defender], a masculine name.
An-selm, Saint (an'selm), 1033-1109; archbishop of

Canterbury (1093-1109): his day is April 21.
anserine (an'ser-in', an'ser-in), adj. [L. anserinus^ <
anser, a goose], 1. of or like a goose. 2. stupid; foolish.

an-swer (an'seY), n. [ME. andsware; AS. andswaru <
and-, against + swerian, to swear], 1. a reply to a
question, argument, letter, etc. 2. any response or
retaliation: as, his answer was a well-aimed blow. 3. a
solution to a problem. 4. in law, a defense. 5. in

music, a repetition of a theme, made by an instrument
or voice other than the original one. Abbreviated ana.,
an., a. v.L 1. to reply in words, by an action, etc. 2.

to react to a stimulus; respond (with to) : as, the horse
answered, to its rider's touch. 3. to serve the purpose,
be sufficient. 4. to be responsible or liable (to a person
for an action, accusation, etc.). 5. to agree; be in con-
formity (with to); as, he answers to the description.
v.t. 1. to reply to in some way. 2. to fulfill satisfac-

torily; comply with; be sufficient for; serve: as, the
makeshift tent answered their purpose. 3. to atone for,

4. to defend oneself against (an accusation, criticism,

etc.) ; refute. 5. to agree with; conform to; suit: as, he
answers the description.
answer back, [Colloq.], to reply forcefully, rudely, or

impertinently; talk back.
SYN. answer implies a saying, writing, or acting in return,
as required by the situation or^by courtesy (to answer a letter,
the phone, etc.) ; respond implies an appropriate reaction made
voluntarily or spontaneously to that which serves as a stimulus
(to respond to an appeal) ; reply in its strictest application refers

to an answer that satisfies in detail the question asked; retort
suggests a reply, especially one that is quick or witty, made in
retaliation to a charge, criticism, etc.; rejoin implies an answer,
originally to a reply, now often to an objection. ANT. ques-
tion, ask, inquire.
an swer-a-ble (an'ser-9-b'l) , adj. 1. responsible; ac-
countable. 2. that can be answered. 3. [Archaic], in

proportion; corresponding. SYN. see responsible.
ant (ant), n. [ME. amete; AS. xmete, semette; akin to
OHG. dmeiza < a-, off + meizen,
Goth, maitan, AS. *m3stan, to ^ i f

cut: hence, lit., "the cutter n| Sj/*
1

)

off*
\, any of a group of black or jb """TJFT"" ^

red insects, generally wingless, 9 /^w^*-
that live in colonies.

an't (ant, ant, ant), [Chiefly
Dial, or British Colloq.], are
not: the normal contracted A, pupa; B, female
form in varieties of English (after loss 01 wings) ;

which have, lost final and pre-
" ' " "

consonantal r: also variously
heard at different levels of

usage as an assimilated form
for am not, and as a contracted form for is not, have

not, and has not: cf. ain't.
ant- (ant), anti-.

-ant (ant), [Fr. -ant; L. rantem or -entem, ace. ppr.
ending], a suffix used in forming: 1. adjectives meaning
-r~ing, as in defiant, radiant. 2. nouns meaning a

person or thing that -$, as in occupant, accountant.

ant., 1. antiquity; antiquities. 2. antonym.
an ta (an'ta), n. [pi, ANTAE (-te)J, [L.], in architecture, a
kind of pier or square column forming the end of a wall
on either side of a door or in a corner.
ant ac-id (ant-as'id), ad/, [ant- + acid], that neutralizes

acids; counteracting acidity, n. an antacid substance,
such as so4iuin bicarbonate.
An-tae an (an-t^'an), adj. of or like Antaeus.

6 1 antecedent

Antaeus (an-te'as), n. [L.; Gr. Aniai&s], in Greek

mythology, a giant wrestler who was invincible as long
as he was touching his mother, the earth.

an-tag o nism (an-tagVniz'm), n. [Gr. antagonisma <
antagonizesthai; see ANTAGONIZE], 1. the state of being
in active opposition (to or against someone or some-
thing); hostility. 2. an opposing force, principle, etc.

SYN. see enmity.
an-tag-o-nist (an-tag'a-nist), n. [Gr. antagonists <
antagonizesthai; see ANTAGONIZE], 1. a person who
opposes, fights, or competes with another; adversary;
opponent. 2. a muscle that counteracts another.
SYN. see opponent.

an-tag-o-nis-tic (an-tagVnis'tik), adj. 1. showing or
in antagonism; opposing; hostile. 2. mutually op-
posed; counteracting.

an-tag-o-nis-ti-cal-ly (an-tag's-nis'ti-k'1-i, an-tag's-
nis'tik-li), adv. in an antagonistic manner.
an-tag-o-nize (an-tag'a-mz

7

) ,
v.t. [ANTAGONIZED (-nizdO ,

ANTAGONIZING], [Gr. antagonizesthai, to struggle
against < anti-, against + agonizesthai; see AGONIZE],
1. to contend against; oppose. 2. to incur the dislike

of; make an enemy of. u.i. to act antagonistically.
An'ta-ki-ya (an'ta-ke'ya) , n. Antioch: the Arabic name.
ant-al-ka-li (ant-al'ka-K'). n. [pi. ANTALKALIES, ANT-

ANTS

B,

c, male (with wings) ;

D, worker (3/8 in.

long)

.

ALKALIS (-llz')i. [ant- + alkali], a substance
al

that
neutralizes an alkali or counteracts alkalinity.

ant-al-ka-line (ant-al'kQ-Hn
7
), adj. neutralizing an

alkali or counteracting alkalinity, n. an antalkali.

An-ta-na-na-ri-vo (an'ta-na'na-re'vo), n. Tananarive.
ant-arc-tic (ant-ark'tik), adj. [ME. antartyk; OFr.
antartique; L. antar elicits; Gr. antarktikos, southern <
anti-, opposite -f arktos, a bear; see ARCTIC], of or near
the South Pole or the region around it. n. 1. the

region around the South Pole. 2. the^Antarctic Circle.

Ant-arc-ti-ca (ant-ark'ti-ka) , n. a region, mainly of ice

fields, about the South Pole: area, c. 5,000,000 sq. mi.:
claims to parts of it have been made by various coun-
tries: sometimes called the Antarctic Continent.

Antarctic Archipelago, a group of islands between
South America and Antarctica.

Antarctic Circle, antarctic circle, an imaginary circle

parallel to the equa-
tor, 2330' from the
South Pole.

Antarctic Ocean,
the ocean surround-
ing Antarctica.
Antarctic Zone, all

of the region south
of the Antarctic
Circle.

An-tar-es (an-taV-
ez) , n. [Gr.Antares<
anti-, like + Ares,
Mars: so named be-
cause of its color], a
large red star, the
brightest in the con-
stellation Scorpio:
see constellation,

. < ANTARCTIC CIRCLE
1. a large

South American anteater. 2. an aardvark.
an-te (an'ti), n. [L., before], 1. in poker, the stake that
each player must put into the pool before receiving
cards or drawing new ones to his hand; hence, 2.

[Slang], the amount one must pay as his snare, v.t. &
v.i. [ANTEED or ANTED (-tid), ANTEING], 1. in poker, to

put in (one's stake). 2. [Slang], to pay (one's share).
ante up, to ante; pay,

an-te- (an'ti, an'ts), [< L. ante, before], a prefix mean-
ing: 1. before, prior to, as in antecedent, ante-Victorian.
2. before, in front of, as in anteroom, antepenult.

ant-eat-er (anfet'er) , n. any of several mammals that
feed mainly on ants, as
the pangolin, aardvark,
echidna, etc. : anteaters
have a long, sticky tongue
and a long snout.
an-te-beHum (an'ti-bel'-

n), adj. [L. ante bellum], ANTEATER (S ft. long)
before the war; specifi-

cally, before the AJmerican Civil War.
an-te-cede (an'ts-se'd'), v.t. & lu. [ANTECEDED (-id),

ANTECEDING], [L. antecedere; ante-, before + cedere, to

go], to go before in rank, space, or time; precede.
an*te-cea-ence (an'to-sed''ns), n. [L. antecedentia; see

ANTECEDE], 1, a going before; being prior j priority;

precedence. 2. in astronomy, retrograde motion.
an-te-ced-en-cy (an'ta-sed''n-si) , n. antecedence.
an-te-ced-ent (an^-sed'^t), acty. [L. antecedens, ppr,
of antecedere; see ANTEC&DE], going before; prior; pre-
vious; preceding, n. 1. any happening or thing prior
to another. 2, anything logically preceding. 3.

fiL
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antecedently 62 antkrax
one's ancestry, past life, education, etc. 4. in gram-
mar, the word, phrase, or clause to which a pronoun
refers. 5. in logic, the conditional part of a hypothetical
proposition. 6. in mathematics, the first term of a
ratio; the first or third term of a proportion. SYN.
see cause, previous.

an-te ced ent ly (an't9-sgd''nt-li), adv. before; as an
antecedent.
an te ces sor (an'ta-ses'e'r) , n. [L. < pp. of antecedere;
see ANTECEDBJ, a predecessor.
an te-cham-ber (an'ti-chSm'bSr), n. [Fr. antichambre;
anti- (for L. ante, before) + chambre, chamber], a
smaller room leading into a larger or main room.

an-te-choir (an'ti-kwir')t n. a partially or wholly en-

closed part of a chapel in front of the choir.

Jan-te Chris-turn (an'ti kris'tam), [L.], before Christ:

abbreviated A.C.
ante-date (an'ti-daV, an'ti-dat'), v.t. 1. to assign too

early a date to. 2. to be or happen at an earlier date

than; come before in time. 3. to make happen earlier;
set an earlier date for. 4. to anticipate, n. [Rare], a
date given that is earlier than the right one.

an*te-dMu'Vl-an (an'ti-di-loo'vi-sn) , adj. [< ante- + L.

diluvium, a flood] , 1. of the time before
t
the Flood;

hence, 2. very old; old-fashioned or primitive, n. an
antediluvian person or thing.

an-te-fix (an'ti-fiks'), n. [pi. ANIEFIXES (-nk'siz)], [L.

antefixus; see ANTE- & FIX], in classical architecture, a
small decorative fixture put at the eaves of a roof to

hide the ends of the tiles.

ante-lope (an't'1-op'), n. [pL ANTELOPES (-onsO,

ANTELOPE; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [OFr. antelop; ML.
antahpus; GT. antholops, deer], 1. any 9f a group of

swift, cud-chewing, horned, deerlike animals related

to oxen and goats. 2. leather made from its hide.

an-te^me-rid-i-an (an'ti-ms-rid'i-sn), adj. [L. ante-

meridianus; ante-, before + meridianus, of midday],
before noon.

$an-te me-ri-dl-em (an'ti ma~nd'i-em), [L.], before
noon: abbreviated A.M., AM, a.m,
an-te-mor-tem (an'ti-m6r'tain), adj. [L. ante mortem.
before death], made or done just before one's death.

an'te-mun-dane (an'ti-mun'dan), adj* [ante- + mun-
dane], before the creation of the world.

an-te-na-tal (an'ti-na'tl), adj. [ante- -f natal], before

birth; prenatal.
an-ten-na (an-ten's), n.

(L.,
sail yard], 1. [pi. ANTEN-

NAE (-e), ANTENNAS (-3z)J,
either^of a pair of jointed

sense organs on the head of an insect, crab, lobster,

etc.; feeler. 2. [pi ANTENNAS (-sz)J, in radio & tele-

vision, a wire or set of wires used in sending and re-

ceiving the electromagnetic waves; aerial.

an-ten-nule (an-ten'yool) , n, [< antenna + -ule], a
small antenna (feeler).

an-te-pen'di'um (an'ti-pen'di-om) , n. [pi. ANTEPENDIA
(-9)], [ML. < L. ante, before + fendere, to hang], 1. a
screen or veil in front of an altar m a church. 2. a cloth
for a pulpit.
an te penult (an'ti-pe'nolt) , n. IL. antepaenultima <
ante-, before + paene, almost + fern, of ultimus, last],

the second syllable from the last in a word, as -lu- in

an-te-di'lu-vi-an.

an-te-pe-nui-ti-mate (an'ti-pi-nul'te-mit), adj. [< ante-
r ultimate)], second from the last; third

1, anything second from the last,

ofcompar. ante,adj. [L.,
....

rward (in space); toward the
nor. 1. i

J - 's ~
preceding (in time);

penult (after
from the end. n.

2. an antepenult.
an-te-ri-or (an~t&r'i-Sr),

before], 1. front or forward
front: opposed to posterior,

previous; earlier.

an-te-ii-or-ly (an-te'r'i-er-K), adv. before.
an-ter-o- (an'tSr-o), [< L. *anterus (falsely assumed as

positive of anterior; see ANTERIOR)], a combining form
meaning anterior, front, fore, as in anteroparietal.
an-teroom (an'ti-room', an'ti-room') , n. [ante- -f

room), a room through which another room is entered;
waiting room.
an ter o pa ri e tal (an'tSr-o-pQ-rfVt'l), adj. [antero- +
parietal], of the front part of the side (parietal) plates
of the skull.

an*tetype (an'ti-tip'X n. [ante- + type]* an earlier form
of something; prototype.

an-te-ver-sion (an'ti-vur'shdn), n. J< L. anteverws,
of antevertere; see ANTEVERT], a displacing of a b<

organ, especially the uterus, in which its axis is incj

farther forward than is normal.
aii'te'Vert (an'ti-vurt/), v.t. (L. antevertere: anfa~t before
f veriere, to turn), to cause anteversion of.

An-thcil, George (an'til), 1900- : American composer,
<jnt he-lion (ant-hSli-an, an-the'H-^n), n. ffl* ANT-
KBLZA (-) ANTHELIONS (-9QZ)], FMocl. Uj Of. mOt%li(m
< anti-, against 4- htlios, sun], a halo around an object's
shadow cast by the sun on a cloud or bank of mist at

high altitudes or in polar regions.
an-tfeel-ttitii.tic (aa%el-mm't{k), adj. [< awti* f Or.
helmins, worm], killing or ejecting intestinal worms*
n. an anthelmintic medicine.
an them (an'ttdm), n, [ME. iwfcs/fe; AS. mHte^; ML.
antiphona; Or. anliph&na < antiphonos, sounding back

< anti-, over against + phone, voice], 1. formerly, a

religious song sung antiphonally. 2. a religious choral
song usually based on words from the Bible. 3. the
official national song of a country. 4. any song of

praise or joy.
an the mi-on (an-the'mi-sn), n. [pi. ANTHEMIA (-9)],

[Or. anthemion, a flower], a flat decoration of floral or
leaf forms, used in painting and relief sculpture.
an ther (an'thSr), n. [Fr. anthere; L. anthera, medicine
composed of flowers; Gr. antheros, blooming < anthein,
to bloom < anthos, a flower], the part of a stamen that
contains the pollen.

an-ther-id-i-al (an'thSr-id'i-al), adj. of an antheridium.
an-ther id-ium (an'thSr-id'i-am) , n. [pi. ANTHERIDIA
(-a)], [Mod. L. < anther -f- Gr. dim. suffix -idion], in

flowerless and seedless plants (cryptogams), the organ
in which the male sex cells are developed.

aJt'ther-O'ZO'id (an'th&r-a-zo'id, an'thSr-s-zoid'), n.

[< L. anthera, anther 4- zooid],
t

'm botany, a sperma-
tozoid developing in the antheridium.
im thesis (an-the'si?), n. [Gr. anthesis < anthein; see

ANTHER], the state or full bloom in a flower.

ant hill, a mound of dirt carried by ants from their

underground nest and heaped around its entrance.
an-tho- (an'tho, an'th9), [< Gr. anthos, a flower], a

prefix meaning a flower, of flowers, as in anthocarpous,
an-tho-car-pous (an'tho-lcar'pas) , adj. [antho- +
-carpous], designating or of a multiple fruit, as the

pineapple or strawberry, formed from the ovaries of

several blossoms.

an-tho-cy-an (an'tha-si'an), n. anthocyanin.
an tho-cy-a-nin (an'tha-sra-nin), n. I< anthp- + Gr.

kyanos, olue; + -tw], a soluble, reddish-blue pigment in

flowers and plants.
an thodium (an-tho'di-om) , n. [pi ANTHODIA

(-a)],

[Mod. L. < GT. anthodes, flowerlike < anthos, a flower],
the head of a composite flower or plant with tubular,

radiating flowers, as the aster.

an thol o gist (an-thol'o-jist) , n. a person who compiles
an anthology.

an-thol'O'gize (an-thol'a-jizO. v-' (ANTHOLOGIZED
(-jizdOt ANTHOLOGIZING], to make anthologies, v.t. to

make an anthology of.

an-thol-o-gy (an-thol'a-ji), n. [pi. ANTHOLOGIES (-jiz)l,

[L. & Gr. anthologia, a flower gathering, garland, col-

lection of short poems < anthologos < anthos, flower -f

legein, to gatherf, a collection of poems, stones, etc.

An-tho-ny (an'tna-ni, an'ta-ni), [L. Antonius, name of

a Roman gens], a masculine name: diminutive, Tony 1

,

variant, Antony: feminine, Antonia; equivalents, L.

Antonius, It. & Sp. Antonio, Fr. Antoine. G. Anton.

Anthony, Saint, 1. (Anthony the Great), c. 250-350
A.D.; Egyptian founder of Christian monasticism: his

day is January 17. 2. (Anthony of Padua), 1195-1231
;

Franciscan friar of Padua: his day is June 13.

Anthony, Mark, see Antonius, Marcus.
An-tho-ny, Susan Brow-nell (brou-ner an'tha-m),
1820-1906; American leader of the suffragist movement.

an-thophore (an'tho-f6r' t an'tha-for'), n. [< GT.

anthophoros, flower-bearing < an-

thos, a flower 4- pherein, to bear],
in botany, an elongation of the
thalamus between the calyx and
corolla in some plants, forming a
stalklike part on which the pistils
and corolla are carried.

an-tho-taxy (an'ths-tak'si), n.

[antho- + -taxy], the arrangement
of^flowers in a cluster about the
axis of a plant.
-an-thous (an'thas), f< Gr. w-

thos, a flower], a suffix meaning
having flowers (of a specified kind
or number), as in monanthous,

an-tho-zo-an (an'tha-zo'on), n. [< Mod. L. Anthozoa,
name of the class < antho- 4- GT, jftfe, pL of zdion,

animal; -f -an], any of a class of sea organisms, com-
prising corals, sea anemones, etc. adj. of the antho*
zoans.
an-thra-cene (an'thr~senO ** [< CJr. anthrax, coal;
4- -ne] f a crystalline hydrocarbon, CitHw, obtained by
distilling coal tar and used in making alizarin dyes.

an-thra-cite (an'thro-slf), n. JGr. antkrakitis, kind of

coal < anthrax, coal], hard coal, which gives much heat
and little smoke.

an-thra-cit Ic (an'tto-sit'ik), adj. of or dbAtacteristic

of anthracite.
an-thracnose (an-thrak'n5fl), ft* [< Gr, duljfera*, coal,

carbuncle -f wow, disease], a fungus disease of plantt,
in which roundish dead spots appear chiefly on leaves

or fruit.
an-thracold (an'thro-koidOt a$j* [< amtforatf + -<rfl
lildti* anthrax.
an*thra-qui-none (an'thnj-kwi-non'), it. {< Or,

ofiMrf coth -f- %inom\ a yellow crystaltoe Jcetcme,

CM4CO}^CJi4t prodi|ce4 frowi anthtwcene bj ocla-
tion: it Is xised in the manufacture of certain dyes and ,

an-thrax (an'thraks), n. [L. ; Gr., coal* ulcer, carbuncle],

ANTHOPHORE



anthropo' anticlinal

1. a boil or carbuncle. 2. an infectious, usually fatal

disease of cattle, sheep, etc., which can be transmitted
to man: it is characterized by malignant pustules.
3. one of these pustules.

an-thrO'po- (an'thra-po, an'thra-pa), [< Gr. anthropos,
man], a combining form meaning man, human, as in

anthropology: also, before a vowel, anthrop-.
an-thro-po-cen-tiic (an'thrs-ps-sen'trik) , adj. [an-
thropo- 4- centric], that considers man as the central
fact, or final aim, of the universe.

an-thro-po-gen-e sis (an'thra-pa-jen's-sis), n. [an-
thropo- + genesis], the study of man's origin and
development.

an-thro-pog-e-ny (an'thrs-poj'o-ni), n. anthropogenesis.
an-thro-po-ge-og-ra-phy (an'thra-po'ji-og'ra-fi) , n. [an-
thropo- 4- geography], the study of the geographical
distribution of man and of his relationship to his

physical environment.
an-thro-pog-ra'phy (an'thrs-pog'rs-fi), n. [anthropo- 4-

-graphy], the branch of anthropology that deals with
the distribution of man according to his physical
characteristics, languages, customs, etc.

an-thro-poid (an'thra-poid') , adj. [anthrop- + -old],

manlike; resembling man; especially, designating or
of any of the most highly developed apes, including
the chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon, n.

any anthropoid ape.
an-thro-polog'i'Cal (an'thra-ps-loj'i-k'l) , adj. of or
connected with anthropology.

an-thro-pol-q-gist (an'thra-polVjist) , n. a student of
or specialist in anthropology.

an-tnro-pol'O'gy (an'thra-pol'a-ji). n. [anthropo- +
-logy], the study of

t

the races, physical and mental
characteristics, distribution, customs, social relation-

ships, etc. of mankind : often restricted
;to

the study
of the institutions, myths, etc. of primitive peoples.

an-thro-po-met-ric (an'thro-pa-met'rik) , adj. of or
connected with anthropometry.

an-thro-po-met-ri-cal (an'thrQ-pa-met'ri-k'l), adj. an-

thropometric.
an*thrO'pom-e*try (an'thrQ-pom'a-tri) , n. [anthropo-1

+
-metry], the part of anthropology having to do with
measurement of the human body to determine dif-

ferences in races, individuals, etc.

an-thro-pO'inor-phic (an'thra-ps-mQr'fik) , adj. [an-
thropo*- 4- -morphic], of, characterized by, or like

anthropomorphism.
an-thro-po-mor-phism (an'thra-pa-mSr'fiz'm) , n. [an-
thropomorphous 4- -ism], the attributing of human
shape or characteristics to gods, objects, animals, etc.

an-thro'po-mor'phize (an'thra-ps-mdr'flz), v.t. & v.i.

[ANTHROPOMORPHIZED (-fizd), ANTHROPOMORPHIZING],
to ^attribute human shape or characteristics to (gods,
objects, etc.).

an-thro-po-mor'pho-sis (an'thrs-pa-moVfa-sis) , n. [an-
thropo- 4- metamorphosis], a changing into human
form.
an thro po-mor phous (an'thrs-pg-mdr'fos), adj. [Gr,

anlhropomorphos < anthropos, a man 4- morphe, form,
shape], having human shape and appearance.
an-thro-po-nom-ics (an'tnra-pa-nom'iks) , n.pl. [con-
strued as sing.], antnroponomy.
an-thro-pon-o-my (an'thra-pon'Q-mi), n. [anthropo- +
~nomy] f the science dealing with the laws of human
development in relation to environment an<l to other

organisms.
an-thro-pop a thism (an'thrs-popVthiz'm) , n. an-

thropopathy.
an-thro-pop-a-thy (an'thrs-pop's-thi) , n. [LL. an-

thropopathta; Gr. anthrdpopatheia, humanity < an-

thropos, man + pathos, suffering], the attributing of

human feelings and passions to gods or objects.
an-thro poph-a gi (an'thrs-pof'9-ji') , n.pl. [sing.

an-thro po phag 1

THROPOPHAGI], cannibalistic.
an thro poph-a gite (an'thra-pof's-jitOt n. [see AN-
THROPOPHAGI], a cannibal.
an-thro poph a gous (an'thra-pof'o-gas) , adj. [see

ANTHROPOPHAGI], cannibalistic; eating human flesh,

an'thn>poph*a*gy (an'thrs-pofg-ji), n. [see ANTHRO-
POPHAGI!, cannibalism.

an-ti (an'ti, an'ti), n. [pi. ANTIS (-tiz, -tiz)], [see ANTI-],

[Colloq.], a person opposed to some '

policy, proposal,
action, etc. adj. [Colloq.], opposed; against.

an*tl- (an'ti; now often an'ti), [Gr. anti-, ant- < anti,

against], a prefix used in forming adjectives and nouns
derived from them. It means: 1. against, hostile to, as

in antilabor, anti-imperialist^, anti-Semitism. 2. that

counteracts, that operates against , as in antiaircraft. 3.

that prevents, cures, or neutralizes, as in antitoxin. 4.

opposite, reverse, as in antiperistalsis. 5. rivaling, as in

antipope, Also, before a vowel, sometimes ant<-, as in

antacid.

an-ti-air-craft (an'ti-ar'kraft, an'ti-ar'kraft) , adj. used
for defense against enemy aircraft: as, an antiaircraft

gun: abbreviated A.A.
an-ti-ar (an'ti-ar

7
), n. [Javanese antjar], 1. the upas

tree of Java. 2. a poison made from its gum resin.

an-ti'ar-in (an'ti-s-rin), n. antiar (the poison).
an-ti-bac-te-ri-al (an'ti-bak-tfr'i-al), adj. that checks
the growth or effect of bacteria.

an-ti-bi o-sis (an'ti-bi-o'sis), n. [Mod. L.; anti- + Gr.

bidsis, way of life < bios, life], in biology, an association
between organisms which is harmful to one of them.

an-ti-bi'Ot-ic (an'ti-bi-ot'ik), adj. 1. of antibiosis.
^
2.

harmful to life; specifically, destroying, or inhibiting
the growth of, bacteria. 3. of antibiotics, n. any of

certain chemical substances produced by various groups
of microorganisms, specifically bacteria, fungi, and
actinomycetes, and having the capacity, in dilute solu-

tions, to inhibit the growth of or to destroy bacteria and
other microorganisms : the antibiotics, including^ peni-
cillin, streptomycin, tyrothricin, etc., are used in the
treatment of various infectious diseases.

an-ti-bod-y (an'ti-bod'i) , n. [pi. ANTIBODIES (-iz)l,

[anti- 4 body], a protein produced in the body in re-

sponse to contact of the body with an antigen, and
having the specific capacity of neutralizing or reacting
with the antigen.

an-tic (an'tik), adj. [It. anlico < L. antiauus; see

ANTIQUE], fantastic and queer; grotesque- ludicrous.
n. 1. an antic act, gesture, etc.; caper. 2. [Archaic], a
clown; fool; buffoon, v.i. to do antics.

an-ti-cat/a-lyst (an'ti-kaf'1-ist), n. [anti- -f catalyst], a
substance that slows down a chemical reaction.

an-ti-cath-ode (an'ti-kath'Sd) , n. [anti- 4 cathode], in

an X-ray tube, the piece opposite the cathode, serving
as the target for the cathode's discharge.

an>ti-chlor (an'ti-kl6r', an'ti-klor/), n. [anti- 4-

chlorine], any substance for removing excess chlorine
from textiles or other materials that have been bleached.

an-ti-christ (an'ti-krist') , n. [ME. anticrist; OFr. ante-

crist; L. antichristus; Gr. antichristos < anti-, against 4-

Christos, Christ], 1. an opponent of or disbeliever in

Christ. 2. [A-], in the Bible, the great antagonist of

Christ, expected to spread universal evil before the end
of the world but finally to be conquered at Christ's

second coming: I John 2:18. 3. a false Christ.

an-tic-1-pant (an-tis'a-pant) , adj. [L. anticipans, ppr. of

anticipare; see ANTICIPATE], expecting; anticipating
(with of), n. a person who anticipates.

antic-i-pate (an-tisVpaV), v.t. [ANTICIPATED (-id),

ANTICIPATING], [< L. anticipatus, pp. of anticipare <
ante-, before -f *capare < capere, to take], 1. to expect;
feel beforehand; look forward to, 2. to make happen
earlier than due: as, don't anticipate calamity by refus-

ing to prepare for it. 3. to prevent; forestall: as, he
anticipated his opponent's blows. ^4.

to foresee (a com-
mand, wish, etc.) and perform in advance: as, the
servant anticipated his master's request. 5. to use or

enjoy in advance: as, she anticipated her
_
legacy. 6. to

do something before (someone else). 7. in business, to
meet (an obligation) before due. -^SYN. see expect.

an-tic-i-pa-tion (an-tisVpa'shsn) , n. [L. anticipatio,

preconception; see ANTICIPATE], 1. an anticipating
or

being anticipated. 2. something anticipated, ^.ex-
pectation. 4. foreknowledge; presentiment. 5. in law,
the assignment or taking of income from a trust fund
before it is due. 6. in music, the beginning of a tone
of a chord before the preceding chord has ended.

an-tiC'i-pa-tive (an-tis'@-pa
;

tiv), adj. inclined to an-

ticipate; of or full of anticipation.

an-tic-i-pa-tor (an-tis
/
3-p

/
tr) ,

n. a person" who an-

ticipates.

an-tlc-i-pa-to-rHy (an-tis/a-p9-t6r'9-li, an-tis's-pa-to -

rs-li), adv. with anticipation.

an-tic-i-ija-to-ry (an~tisVp$>-t6r'i, an-tis'9-p9-to'ri) ,

adj. anticipating: occurring in advance.
an-ti-clas*tic (an'ti-klas'tik) , adj. [< anti- + Gr. klastos,

broken < klaein, to break; 4- -&], in mathematics,

having curvatures opposite each other at a given point;
convex in one direction and concave in the other, as a
saddle: opposed to synclastic.

an-ti-der-i-cal (an'ti-kler'i-k'l) , adj. opposed to the

clergy or church hierarchy, especially to its influence
in public affairs.

an<ti-cler-i-cal'ism (an'ti-kler'i-k'1-iz'm) , n* opposition
to the clergy or church hierarchy, especially to its

influence in public affairs.

an-ti-cli-maotic (an'ti-kli-mak'tik), adj. of, having, or

like an anticlimax.
an-ti cli max (an'tinkll'maks) ,

n. \anti* 4* climax], 1. a
sudden drop from the dignified or important in tnought
or expression to the commonplace or trivial, often lor
humorous effect. 2. a descent, as in a series of events,
which js in ludicrous or disappointing contrast to a
preceding rise.

an ti cli nal (an'tMdSte'l). adj. [< flftfcV +'Gr. KWnetn, to

chin; she; thin,
~r. Ufy S, RF.

derived from.



anticline 64 antipkonary
incline; -f -al\, 1. inclined in opposite directions. 2. in

geology, of or like an anticline, 4

an-ti-cline (an'ti-klin'), n. [< anticlinal, after incline,

decline], in geology, a fold of stratified rock from the
crest of which the strata slope downward in opposite
directions: opposed to syncline.

an-ti-cli-no-ii-um (an'ti-kli-no'ri-am), n. [pi. ANTI-
CLINORIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < anticline -f Or. oros,

mountain], in geology, a succession of anticlines and
synclines resembling a row of arches.
An-ti-cos-ti (an'ti-kos'ti) , n. an island at the mouth of
the St. Lawrence River, Quebec, Canada: area, c.

3,000 sq. mi.
an-ti-cy-clone (an'ti-si'klon), n. 1. an atmospheric
condition in which the direction of the outward-
spiraling winds and the relations of barometric pressure
are opposite to those of a cyclone.

^
2. the area of high

pressure in which this condition is centered. 3. an
atmospheric disturbance at the edge of this area.

an-ti-cy-clon-ic (an'ti-sl-klon'ik) , adj. of or connected
with an anticyclone.

an-ti-dot-al (an'ti-do't'l, an'ti-do'tl) , adj. of, like, or

serving as an antidote.

axi'ti-dpte (an'ti-dot') , n. [L. antidotum; Gr. antidoton
< anti-, against 4* dotos, given < didonai, to give], 1. a
remedy to counteract a poison. 2. anything that
tends to counteract an evil.

an-ti-drom-ic (an'ti-drom'ik), adj. [<anti- + Gr. dromos,
a course; + **V1 i*i physiology, running or conveying in
a direction opposite to the normal, as a nerve fiber, etc.

an-tl-en-er-gis-tic (an'ti-en'Sr-jis'tik) , adj. resisting
applied energy: opposed to synergistic.
An -tie-tarn (an-te

/
tam), n. a creek in western Mary-

land, flowing into the Potomac River: site of a Civil
War battle (1862).

an-ti-fe-brile (an'ti-fe'bral, an'ti-feb'ral), adj. [anti- +
febrile], reducing fever, n. an antifebrile drug.
an-ti-fed-er-al ist (an'ti-fed'eY-sl-ist), n. 1. a person
opposed to federalism, 2. [A-], a person who opposed
the adoption of the Constitution of the United States.

adj. [A-J, designating or of a former political party led

by Thomas Jefferson which opposed the Federalists.
an*ti-freeze (an'ti-frez', an'ti-freV) , n. a substance of
low freezing point, as alcohol, used especially in the
radiators of water-cooled automobile engines in cold
weather to prevent freezing.

an-ti-fric-tlon (an'ti-frik'shsn), adj. reducing friction.
n. a device, lubricant, etc. for reducing friction.
an ti gen (an'ts-jsn, an'to-jin), n. [anti' -f- ~gen], a sub-
stance, usually a protein, carbohydrate, or fat-carbo-
hydrate complex, which causes the production of an
antibody when introduced directly into the body, as
into the blood stream.

An-tig-o-ne (an-tig's-ne'). n. [L.; Gr. Antigone], in
Greek legend, the daughter of Oedipus and Jocasta: she
defied her uncle, Crepn, by performing funeral rites
for her brother, Polynices.
An tig-o mis I (an-tig'a-nas) , (Antigonus Cyclops) , 382-
301 B.C.; Macedonian general of Alexander the Great.
An ti gua (an-te'gwa, an-te^ga), n. a British island of
the Leeward group in the West Indies: area, 108 sq.
mi.: pop., 40,000 (1946); chief town, St. John.
an ti he lis (an'ti-he'Uks) , n. [pi. ANTIHEHCES (-K-seV),
ANTIHELIXES (-Kk-siz)], the rounded piece of cartilage
inside the outer rim (helix) of the ear.

an-ti-his-ta mine (an'ti-his'ts-men', an'ti-his'to-mm),
n. any

^
of several drugs used to minimize the action of

histamine in certain allergic conditions: it is variously
claimed that they relieve the symptoms in asthma, hay
fever, the common cold, etc.
an ti-im-pe-ri-al-lst (an'ti-im-pgr'i-sl-ist), n. a person
opposed to imperialism.
an ti-ke to gen-e sis (an'ti-ke'ta-jen'a-sis), n, [Mod.
L.; anti- -f ketont -f genesis], the use of certain sub-
stances, as glucose, to prevent ketosis, as in diabetes.
an tl knock (an'ti-nok', an'ti-nok') n. a substance
added to the fuel of internal-combustion engines to do
away with or reduce noise resulting from too rapid
combustion.
an-tHa bor (an'ti-la'bSr), adj. opposed or harmful to
labor unions and the interests, gains, etc. of workers.

An-ti-Leb-a'iion (an'ti-leb'a-non), n. a mountain range
in Syria, east of the Lebanon mountains.

an-ti-Hth-lc (an'ti-lith'ik), adj. [anti- + lithic], in
medicine, preventing the formation or development
of calculi, as of the urinary tract, n. an antilithic
drug or other substance.
An tille an (an'ti-le'an, an-til'i-an), adL of the An-
tilles, n. a native or inhabitant of the Antilles.
An tilles (an-til'ez). n.pl. a group of islands in the
West Indies: see Greater Antilles, Lesser Antilles,

au ti Iog-a rithm (an'ti-ldsV-riM'xn, an'ti-logVriJVm) ,

n. the number corresponding to a logarithm: as, the
antilogarithm of 1 is 10.

an*til-o*gy (an-tilVji), n. [pi ANTILOGIES (-jLz)J, [Gr.
antilogia < antilogos; anti-, against -f logos < legem* to

speak], a contradiction in ideas, statements, or terms.
an-ti ma-cas-sar (an'ti-nw-kas'e'r), n* [anti- 4- macassar,
an oil formerly used as a hair dressing), a sraaH cover

on the back or arms of a chair, sofa, etc. to prevent
soiling.

an-ti-ma-lar-i-al (an'ti-ms-l^r'i-sl), adj. preventing or
relieving malaria, n. an antimalarial drug.

an-ti-masque, an ti-mask (an'ti-mask', an'ti-mask'),
n. [anti- 4- masque], a comic sketch between the acts
of a masque, often a burlesque of the masque.

an-ti mere (an'ti-mer'), n. [anti- + -mere], m zoology,
either of the corresponding parts opposite each other
on both sides of an organism's axis.

an-timo-nial (an'te-mo'ni-sl), adj. of or containing
antimony, n. a medicine, etc. containing antimony.

an-ti-mo-nic (an'ts-mo'nik, an'ts-mon'ik) , adj. 1. of
or containing antimony. 2, in chemistry, designating or
of compounds of pentavalent antimony.

an-ti-mo-ni-ous (an't9-m5'iu-9s), ad)'. 1. of or like

antimony. 2. in chemistry, designating or of com-
pounds of trivalent antimony.

an-ti-mo nous (an'ta-mo'nss) , adj. antimonious (sense
2).
an ti-mon soon (an'ti-rnon-soon'), n. the air current
above and moving oppositely to a monsoon.

an-ti-mO'irf (an'ta-rno'ni), n. [Fr. antimoine; ML.
antimonium: the symbol Sb < L. name, stibium], a
silvery-white, brittle, metallic chemical element of

crystalline structure, found only in combination:
[
used in alloys with other metals to harden them and
increase their resistance to chemical action; compounds
of antimony are used in medicines and pigments:
symbol, Sb; at. wt., 121.76; at. no., 51.

antimony glance, stibnite.
an ti-mo-nyl (an'ti-ma-nilO , n. [< antimony -f- -yl], in

chemistry, the univalent radical SbO, found in certain
salts, notably antimonyl potassium tartrate.

antimonyl potassium tartrate, a poisonous, colorless
or white crystalline powder, an antimonious tartrate,
KSbOCJ^Oe, used as an emetic and as a mordant in

dyeing: also called tartar emetic.
an-ti-node (an'ti-nodO, n. in physics, the point halfway
between two adjacent nodes in a vibrating body.

an-ti-no-mi-an (an'ti-no'mi-Qn) , n. [ < antinomy + -an],
[also A-], a member of a Christian sect which held that
faith alone, not obedience to the moral law, is necessary
for salvation, adj. of this sect or doctrine.

an-ti-no-my (an-tin'0-mi), n. [pi. ANTINOMIES (-miz)],
[L. antinomia < Gr. antinomia; anti-, against + nomia
< nomos, law], 1. the opposition of one Taw, regulation,
etc. to another. 2. a contradiction or inconsistency
between two apparently reasonable principles or laws.
An-ti och (an'ti-ok

7
). n. 1. the capital of ancient Syria,

in the northwestern part of the country: now a city in
southern Turkey: pop., 28,000: Arabic name, Antakiya.
2. an ancient city in Pisidia, Asia Minor.

An-ti o-chua III (an-tiVkss) , 242-187 B.C.; king of

Syria (223-187 B.C.) : called the Great.
Antiochus IV, P-163 B.C.; king of Syria (175-163
B.C.) : called Antiochus Epiphanes.

an-ti-par-al-lel (an'ti-par'9-lel'), adj. running parallel
in an opposite direction or directions, n. either of two
straight lines or planes making equal but opposite
angles with a third line or plane.

Jan-ti-pas-to (aVte-pas'tof, n. [It.; anti- (L, ante),
before + pasto < L. pastus, food < pascere, to feed], a
dish of salted fish, meat, olives, etc., served as an
appetizer.

Au-tip-a-ter (an-tip'o-tSr), n. Macedonian general
under Alexander the Great; lived 398P-319 B.C.

an-ti-pa-thet-ic (an'ti-ps-thet'ik), adj. [< antipathy],
I. having antipathy. 2. opposed or antagonistic in
character, tendency, etc.
an ti pa thet-i cal (an'ti-ps-thet'i-k'l), adj. antipa-
thetic.

an<tip-a-thy (an-tip'^-thi), n. [pi. ANTIPATHIES (-thiz)],

[Gr, antipatheia; anti-, against -f patheia < pathein, to
suffer, feel], 1. an opposition in character, nature,
tendency, etc. 2. a definite dislike; strong repugnance.
3. the object of such dislike, SYN. see aversion.

aja<ti"pe-rlod-ic (an'ti-peVi-od'ik), adj. preventing the
periodic return of attacks of disease, as of certain
fevers, n. an antiperiodic medicine.
an ti per i atal sis (an'ti-perVstaFsis), n. m physiology,
backward peristaltic action in whicn the contents of
the intestines are moved upward.

an-ti-per-son-nel (an'ti-per-ss-nelO, adj. directed
against or intended to destroy people rather than
material objects: as, antipersonnel mines,
an ti phlo gis tic (an'tj-flS-jis'tik), adj. [anti- + pUo
gisticl* counteracting mn^mmation. n. an antiphlo-
gisttc medicine, diet, etc.

an-tl phon (an'te-fonOt n. JML. aniiphona; Gr. anii
ph&na; see ANTHEM], t a hymn, psalm, etc. chanted
or smxg ia responsivev alternating parts. 2. anything
composed for responsive chaatmg or singing

1

. 3,
verses'c&aa$ed r a t^ece of plaiasong sung before or
after a psalm, canticle, etc.

an-tiph o nal (*vti&+*fy f adf. of <r Kk an antiphoa;
or, csteajated



antiphonic
of antiphons, especially a book^of responsive prayers.

an-ti-phon-ic (an'ti-fon'ik), adj. antiphonal.
an-tiph-o-ny (an-tif

r9-m) , n. [pj.. ANTIPHONIES (-niz)],

[< Gr. antiphonos (see ANTHEM) ; -f- -y] t 1. the opposition
of sounds. 2. harmony produced by this. 3. an
antiphon. 4. antiphonal chanting or singing. 5. any
response or echo.

an-tiph-ra-sis (an-tif'ra-sis), n. [L.; Gr. antiphrasis <
anti-, against + phrazein, to speak], the use of words or

phrases in a sense opposite to the proper one,

an-tip-o-dal (an-tip'9-d'l), adj. I. of the antipodes; on
the other side of the earth. 2. exactly opposite.
an ti pode (an'ti-pod') , n. [sing, of antipodes], anything
diametrically opposite; exact opposite.

an-tip-o-de-an (an-tip'g-de'gn, an'ti-p9-de'9n) , adj. 1.

antipodal. 2. Australian, n. 1. a person who lives on
the other side of the earth. 2. an Australian.

an-tip'O-des (an-tip'9-deV), n.pl. [L.; Gr. antipodes,
pi. 01 antipous, with the feet opposite; anti-, opposite -f

pous, podos, foot], 1. any two places directly opposite
each other on the earth. 2. [construed as pi. or sing.],
a place on the other side of the earth : in British usage,
New Zealand and Australia are usually meant. 3. two
opposite or contrary things. 4. [construed as pi. or

sing.], the exact opposite. 5. [A-T, a group of islands
southeast of New Zealand. 6. [Obs,], the people on
the other side of the earth.

an-ti-pope (an'ti-pop')t n. a pope set up against the one
chosen by church laws, as in a schism.

an-ti-pro-ton (an'ti-pro'ton), n. [anti- + proton], in

phystcs, a nuclear particle of very short duration, with
approximately the same mass as the proton but carrying
a negative charge.

an-ti-i>y-ret-ic (an'ti-pi-ret'ik), adj. [anti- + pyretic],

reducing fever, n. anything that reduces fever.

an*ti*py-rine (an'ti-pi'ren, an'ti-pl'rin) , n. [ < antipy-
retic], a drug derived from coal tar, used to relieve
headaches and neuralgia and to reduce fevers.

aiitiq., antiqu., 1. Antiquarian. 2. antiquity; antiq-
uities.

an-ti-quar-I-an (an'ti-kwHr'i-an) , adj. 1. of antiques.
2. of antiquaries, n. an antiquary.

an-ti-quarry (an'ti-kwer'i), n. [pL ANTIQUARIES (-12)],

[L. antiquarius < antiquus; see ANTIQUE], a person who
collects or studies antiquities.

an-ti-quate (an'ti-kwaf), v*t. [ANTIQUATED (-id), ANTI-

OUATING], [< L. antiquatus, pp. ot antiquare < an-

tiquus; see ANTIQUE], 1. to make old or obsolete; cause
to become old-fashioned. 2. to give an antique appear-
ance or style to.

an-ti-quat-ed (an'ti-kwat'id) , adj. 1. old; obsolete.
2. old-fashioned; out-of-date. SYN. see old.
an tique (an-tek'), adj. [Pr. < L. antiquus, ancient, old
< ante, before], 1. of ancient times; ancient; old. 2.

out-of-date; antiquated. 3. of ancient Greece or

Rome; in the style of classical antiquity. 4. of or in

the style of a former period, n. 1. anything from
ancient times; relic. 2. the ancient style, especially of

Greek or Roman sculpture, architecture, etc. 3, a piece
of furniture, silverware, etc. made in a former period.
4. in printing, a variety of boldface type. This line is

in antique, v. t. [ANTIQUED (-teW) , ANTIQUING] , to make
look antique. SYN. see old.

an-tiq'Ui-ty (an-tik'w9-ti), n. [pi. ANTIQUITIES (-tiz)l,

[Fr. antiquity L. antiquitas < antiquus; see ANTIQUE],
1. the early period of history, especially before the
Middle Ages. 2. the quality of being ancient or old;
great a$e: as,

t
a book of great antiquity. 3. the people,

especially writers, of ancient times. 4. usually in pi. a
relic, monument, etc., of the distant past. 5. usually
pi, ancient manners, customs, etc.

an-ti-ra-chit-ic (an'ti-ra-kit'ik), adj. [anti- + rachitic],
that cures or prevents rickets, n. a remedy or preven-
tive for rickets,

an-ti re-mon-strant (an'ti-ri-mon'stront), n. a person
opposed to remonstrance or remonstrants; specifically,

[A-], any t
of a group of Dutch Calvinists who opposed

the Arminian Kemonstrants.
an-tir-rhi-num (an'ti-ri'nsm), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. antir-

rhinon, snapdragon < anti-, like + rhis, rhinos, nose),
any of a number of related plants of the figwort family,
with small, white, yellow, red, or purplish flowers and
narrow leaves: snapdragon,

(an'ti-rust', an'ti-rust'), adj.an -ti-rust (ai^ti-rust', Im'ti-rust'), adj. L that pre-
vents rust. 2. that cannot rust* n. something that
prevents rust,
An ti sa na, Mount (an'te-sa'nS), a volcanic mountain
in north central Ecuador: height. 18,885 ft.

an ti scor-bu-tic (an'ti-skdr-Wtik), adj. [anti- 4-

scorbutic], that cures or prevents scurvy, n* a remedy
or preventive for scurvy,
antiscorbutic acid, vitamin C: also called ascorbic

acid, cevitamic acid.

a%ti-$ein4tet (an'ti-sesn'ft). n. aju amtlrSemitic person,
anti-Semitic (an'tirsWnft/ik)), adj. 1< having or
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showing prejudice against Jews; disliking or fearing
Jews and Jewish things. 2. discriminating against or

persecuting Jews. 3. of or caused by anti-Semitism.
an'ti-Sem-i'tism (an'ti-sem's-tiz'm), n. 1. prejudice
against JewsDislike or fear of Jews and Jewish things.
2. discrimination against or persecution of Jews,

an-ti sep-sis (an'ti-sep'sis), n. [anti- + sepsis], 1. the
condition of being antiseptic. 2. the use of antiseptics.

an-ti-sep-tic (an'ti-sep'tik), adj. [anti- -f- septic], 1.

preventing infection, decay, etc.; inhibiting the action
of microorganisms. 2. using antiseptics. 3. free from
infection, n. any antiseptic substance, as alcohol, etc.

an-ti-sep'ti-caHy (an'ti-sep'ti-kl-i, an'ti-sep'tik-li),
adv. by means of antiseptics,

an-ti-sep-ti-cize (an'ti-sep'ta-siz') , v.t. [ANTISEPTICIZED
(-sizd'), ANTISEPTICIZING], to make (something) anti-

septic; apply antiseptics to.

an-ti-se-rum (an'ti-seVsm), n. [anti- + serum], a serum
with antibodies in it.

an-ti-slav-er-y (an'ti-slav'er-i), adj. against slavery.
an-ti social (an'ti-so'shal) , adj. 1, unsociable. 2.

against the basic principles of society; against the wel-
fare of the people generally. SYN. see unsocial.

an-ti'Spas-mod'ic (an'ti-spaz-mod'ik), adj. relieving
or preventing spasms, n. a remedy or preventive
for spasms.
An-tis-the-nes (an-tis'tha-neV) , n. Greek Cynic
philosopher; lived 444-? B.C.

an-tis-tro-phe (an-tis'tra-fi), n. [Gr. antistrophe <
antistrepkein, to turn about; anti- t against, opposite +
strephein, to turn], 1. the return movement, left to

right, made by the chorus of an ancient Greek play in

answering the previous strophe; hence, 2. that part of
a choric song performed while making this movement.
3. in a Pindaric ode, the stanza, usually in the same or
similar form, which follows the strophe. 4. in poems
with contrasting or parallel stanza systems, a stanza
of the second system.

an-ti-stroph'ic (an'ti-strof'ik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, antistrophe.

an-ti-tank (an'ti-tarjkO, adj.
m
for use against tanks in

war: abbreviated AT (no period).
an-tith-e-sis (an-tith'o-sis) , n.[pl. ANTITHESES (-sez')],

[Gr. < antitithenai; anti-, against + tithenai, to place,
set], 1. a contrast or opposition of thoughts, usually
in two phrases, clauses, or sentences, as in the sentence
"You are going; I am staying." 2. the second part of
such an expression. .

3. a contrast or opposition. 4. the
exact opposite: as, joy is the antithesis of sorrow.

an-ti-thet-ic (an'ti-thet'ik) , adj. [Gr. antithetikos], 1.

of or containing antithesis. 2. exactly opposite. SYN.
see opposite.

an-ti-thet-i-cal (an'ti-thet'i-kl), adj. antithetic.
an-ti-tox-ic (an'ti-tok'sik), adj. of, containing, or acting
as an antitoxin.

an-ti-tox-in (an'ti-tok'sin), n. [anti- + toxin], 1. a
substance found in blood serum and formed in the
body to act against a specific toxin. 2. a serum con-
taining an antitoxin: taken from the blood of an
infected animal, such a serum is injected into a person
to prevent a specific disease, as, diphtheria, tetanus, etc.

an-ti-trades (an'ti-tradz
7
)* n.pl. 1. winds that blow

steadily above and opposite to the trade winds. 2.

prevailing westerly winds of the temperate zone.
an tit ra-gus (an-tit'ro-gas), n. ]pl. ANTITRAGI (-giOlr
the fleshy, cartilaginous protrusion at the rear 01 the
external ear, opposite the tragus.

an- ti trust (an'ti-trusf), adj. against the trusts; op-
posed to or regulating business monopolies, cartels, etc.

an-ti-type (an'ti-tip
7

), n.[ Gr. antitypos; anti-
t against,

corresponding to -f- typos, form, figure], 1. the person
or thing represented or foreshadowed by an earlier

type or symbol. 2. an opposite tyjje.
an-tl-veii-in (an'ti-ven'in), n. [anti- + OPr. or ME.
venin < L. venenum, poison (see VENOM)], 1. an anti-
toxin for venom, as of snakes, formed in the blood by
gradually increased injections of the specific venom,
2. a serum containing this antitoxin.

an-ti-war (an'ti-w6r') , adj. opposed to war.
antler (ant'lgr), n. [MB. aunteler; OFr. antoiller < L.
*anteoculare < ante-, before + ocularis, of the eyes], 1.

the branched, deciduous horn of any animal of the
deer family. 2. any branch of such a horn.
ant lered (antlgrd), adj. L having antlers 2, ornamen-
ted with antlers.

ant lion, 1. any of several insects whose larva lies

hidden in a pit which it has dug and eats ants, etc. that
fall in. 2. its larva.
An tofagas ta (an'tft-fa-gas'ta), n, a seaport in
northern Chile: pop., 51,000.
An toi nette (an'tws-jiet'j a/ta-me1/; Fr. Sw'twa'netO,
a feminine name: diminutive, Netti&> Netty: see Antonia.
Antoinette, Marie, see Marie Antoinette.
An-to-ni-a (an-to'm:9), [L., fern, of * Antonius; see
ANTHONY], a feminine name: variant, Antoinette.
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An-to-ninus, Marcus Aurelius (an'ta-m'nss) , see

Marcus Aurelius. ^^ 4

An-to-ni-nus Pi-us (an'ta-m'nas pros), 86-161 A.D.;
Roman emperor (138-161 A.D.).
An-to-ni'US, Mar-cus (mar'kas an-to'ni-as), (Mark, or

JWars, ^Iwtowy or Anthony), 83F-30 B.C.; Roman gen-
eral and triumvir.
an-to-no-ma-si-a (an ta-no-ma'zho), n. [L.; Ur. <
antonomazein, to call by another name < anti-. instead

of + onomazein, to name < onoma, name], 1. the use

of an epithet or title in place of a name, as m calling a

judge his honor. 2. the use of a proper name belonging
to some other person, place, etc. instead of a common
noun, as in calling a traitor a Quisling.
An-to-ny (an'ts-ni) , 1 . a masculine name : see Anthony.
2. see Antonius, Marcus.
an-to-nym (an'ta-nimO. n. [Gr. antonymia < anti-,

opposite + onoma, onyma, name], a word whose mean-

ing is opposite to that of another word: as, sad is the

antonym of happy: abbreviated ant.

an-ton-y-mous (an-ton'i-mos) , adj. of, or having the

nature of, an antonym. SYN. see opposite.

an-tre (an'ter), n. [Fr. < L. antrum < Gr. antron,

cave; cf. ANTRUM], [Archaic or Poetic], a cave; cavern.

An-trim (an'trim), n. a county of Northern Ireland:

pop., 197,000; chief city, Belfast.

an-trorse (an-tr6rs') adj. [Mod. L. antrorsus < antero-

+ L. versus, turned], in biology, upward or forward.

an-trum (an'tram), n. [pi ANTRUMS (-trsmz), ANTRA

(-tre)], [L.; Gr. antron, cave], 1. a cave or cavity.
t

2. in

anatomy, a cavity; especially, either of a pair of sinuses

; Eng. an'toot)'), n. a seaport of

China, in Manchuria, on the Yalu River: pop., 271,000.

Ant-werp (ant'wSrp) , n. 1 . a province of northern Bel-

gium. 1 its capital: pop., 263,000 (1948).

Ami bis (a-nu'bis, a-noo'bis), n. [L.; Gr. Anoubis;

Egypt. Anpu], in Egyptian religion,

a god with the head of a jackal, who
led the dead to judgment: identified

with the Greek Hermes.
a-nu-cle-ar (a-noo'kli-gr, a-nu'kli-er),

adj. [a-, not + nuclear], in biology,

without a nucleus or nuclei.

an-u-ran (g-nu'ran), adj. [Gr. an-, not

4- oura, tail; + -<w*]i in zoology, be-

longing to a group of amphibians that
includes the frogs and toads, n. any
member of this group.
an-u-rous (g-nu'res), adj. [see ANU-

RAN], having no tail; as a frog or toad;
acaudal. . .

.

a nus (a'nas), n. [pi. ANUSES l-iz), ANI

(a'm), [L.], the opening at the lower ANUBIS
end of the alimentary canal.

an-vil (an'vil), n. [ME. anfelt; AS. onfilte < an-, on-,

on 4. *}iUan, to hit, beat <
IE. Da.se*pel(d)-, to beat into

motion (seen in impel); cf.

FELT, n.], 1. an iron or steel

block on which metal objects
are hammered into shape.
2. in anatomy, the incus, one
of the three bones of the
middle ear: see ear, illus.

anx-i-e-ty (arj-zl'o-ti), n. [pi.

ANXIETIES (-tiz)], [L. anxietas

< anxius; see ANXIOUS], 1. a
state of being uneasy, appre-
hensive, or worried about
what may happen; niisgiving.
2. a thought or thing that
causes this. 3. an eager and
often slightly worried desire:

as, anxiety to do well, SYN.
see care.
anxious (arjk'shss, ar/shas),
adj. [L. anxius < angere, to ANVIL
choke, give painj, 1. having
anxiety or anxieties; uneasy; apprehensive. 2. causing
anxiety. 3. eagerly wishing. SYN. see eager,
anxious seat, at American revival meetings, a bench
near the preacher for those with a troubled conscience
who seek salvation.

an-y (en'i), adj. [ME.; AS. xnig, anig < an, one; lit.,

one 4. y] f i, one (no matter which) of more than
two: as, any boy may go. 2. some (no matter how
much, how many, or what kind) : as, do you have any
apples? 3. even one; the least amount or number of:

as, I haven't any money. 4, every: as, any child can
tell, pron* sing. & pL any person or persons (of more
than two) ; any amount or number, adv. to any degree
or extent; at all; as, is he any better this morning?
an-ybod'y (en'i-bud'i, en'i-bod'i) . pron. I . any person;
anyone. 2. a person of fame, importance, etc,

an-y-how (en'i-houO. adv. 1. in any manner or way,
2. at any rate; in any case. 3. haphamrdly; carelessly.

an-y-one (en'i-wunO , pron. any person j anybody.
any one, L any single. 2, any single person or thing*

an-ything (en'i-thin'). pron. [ME. an* thing; AS.
ynige thinga, somehow; see ANY & THING], any thing;

any event, fact, etc. n. a thing, no matter of what
kind. adv. in any way; at all.

anything but, by no means; not at all.

an-y-way (en'i-wa') &dv. 1. in any manner or way.
2. at least; nevertheless. 3. haphazardly; carelessly.

an-y-ways (en'i-waz'), adv. 1. in any way; at all.

2. [Colloq.], in any case; anyhow.
an-y-where (en'i-hwa"r') adv. 1. in any place; to any
place. 2. [Colloq.], at all; to any extent.

anywhere from [Colloq.], any amount, rate, time, etc.

between (stated limits) : as, anywhere from five to

ten dollars.

get anywhere, [Colloq.], to have any success.

an-y-wise (en'i-wiz'), adv. [AS. xnige wisan; see ANY
& WISE, .], in any manner or way; at all.

An-zac (an'zak), n. [an acrostic formed from the title],

a soldier in the Australian and New Zealand Army
Corps, adj. of the Anzacs.

An-zi-o (an'zi-o', an'tsi-o'; It. an'tsyo), n. a port in

Italy, south of Rome: pop., 7,000: site of Allied beach-
head in the invasion of Italy (January, 1944).

a/o, A/O., account of.

A one (a/ wun') , [orig. a designation of first-class ships,
as in Lloyd's Register, A indicating the excellent con-
dition of the hull, 1 that 9f the equipment], [Colloq.],

first-class; first-rate; superior: also A 1, A number 1.

A-o-ran-gi (a'$-rar/gi), n. Mount Cook.
a o-rist (I's-rist), n. [Gr. aoristos, indefinite < a-, with-
out + horizein, to define < horos, a limit], a past tense
of Greek verbs, denoting an action without indicating
whether completed, continued, or repeated, adj. desig-

nating or in this tense.
a-o-ris-tic (a'a-ris'tik), adj. 1. of or in the aorist. 2.

indefinite.

a-or-ta (a-fir'ta), n. [pi AORTAS (-taz), AORTAE
(-te)J,

[Mod. L. ; Gr. aorte < aeirein, to raise, heave], the main
artery of the body, carrying blood from the left ventricle

of the heart to all organs and parts except the lungs:
see heart, illus.

a-or-tlc (a-6r'tik), adj. of the aorta.
a-oil-dad (a'oo-dad'), n. [Fr.; Moorish audad], a wild
North African sheep with large, curved horns and a

heavy growth of hair from the throat to the knees.

|a ou-trance (a/oo'traws'), [Fr,], to the utmost; to the
bitter end: to the death.

ap- (ap, 9p), 1. ad-: used before p. 2. apo-.
AP, A.P., >P, Associated Press,

Ap., 1. Apostle. 2. April.

a-pace (9-pas')i adv. [ME. a-pas; see A- (on) & PACE], at
a fast pace ;

with speed ; swiftly.

Apache (a-pach'i), n. [pi. APACHES (-iz), APACHE],
[prob. < 2uni dpachu, enemy], a member of a tribe of

fierce, nomadic Athapascan Indians of northern
Mexico and the southwestern United States.

a pache (g-pash', 9-pash'; Fr. a'pash'), n.
\pl. APACHES

(-iz; Fr. a'pash'), APACHE], [Fr. < Apache], a gangster
or thug of Paris, adj. designating a dance, performed
as an exhibition in cabarets, etc., which represents an
apache handling his girl in a brutal, masterful way.

Ap-a-lach-ee Bay (ap'e-lach'i), a bay on the north-
western coast of Florida.

Ap a-lach-1-co-la (apVlach'i-ko'b), n a river in

Florida, flowing into the Gulf of Mexico: length, 90 mi.
a pa-nage (ap'o-nij), n. appanage.
ta-pa-re-jo (a'pa-re^o"), n. [pi. APARKJOS (-ho"z)], [Sp.L
a land of packsaddle made of a stuffed leather pad,
A'par-ri (a-pa're), n. a seaport in the Philippines, on
Luzon: pop., 24,000.

a-part (9-part'), adv. [ME. apart; OFr. a part < L. ad,
to, at + partem, ace. of pars, a part, side], 1. to one
side: at a little distance; aside. 2. separately or away
in place or time. 3. away from one another. 4. sepa-
rately or independently in function, use, etc.: as,
viewed apart, S. in or to pieces, adj. separated ; not
together: used predicativefy.
apart from, otnpr than : besides.
take apart, to reduce (a whole) to its parts.

a-part-heid (a-part'hlt), n. [S. Afr. D., apartnessJ the

policy of strict racial segregation and discrimination
against the native Negroes and other colored peoples
as practiced in the Union of South Africa.

a-partment (a-part'm&nt), n. [Fr. apparttment; It,

appartamcnto; see APART], 1, a room or suite of rooms
to live in. 2. a room, 3, pi. [British], a suite of rooms
to live in. adj. of, in or for an apartment or apart-
ments. Abbreviated apt.
apartment house, a building in which the rooms are

arranged and rented as apartments.
ap*a-tet-!c (apVtet'ik), adj. [Gr. apaiitikos, deceiving
< apaii, deceit!, in wohgy, resembling the surround-
ings in color or form.
*a*tiMt*ie {apVthet'ik), adj. [< apathy, after pa*
$ti$ff l

% feeling no emotion; unmoved. 2, not inter-
f

f inditfertBti* j listless* *-**$JW*

ap*ft-tpet-i'ca!*ly (apVthet'l-kl-i
adv. in an apathetic manner.

ap-a-ftoy

.

* [J>I* APATHIES (-thifc)}, (Ft,
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apathie; L. apathia; Gr. apatheia < a- t without 4-

pathos, emotion < pathein, to feel], 1. lack of emotion.
2. lack of interest: listless condition; indifference.

ap-a-tite (ap'a-tlt/), n. [< Gr. apate, deceit; 4- -ite; so
named from being mistaken for other minerals], a
granular mineral, calcium fluophosphate, in varied
colors of white, blue, green, brown, etc.

ape (ap), n. [ME.; AS. apa; akin to G. affe; orig. a
non-IE, loan word], 1. a chimpanzee, gonlla, orang-
utan, or gibbon; large, tailless monkey that can stand
and walk in an almost erect position. 2. any monkey.
3. a person who imitates; mimic, v.t* [APED (apt),
APING], to imitate; mimic. SYN. see imitate.

a-peak (a-pek') f adv. [a-, on 4- peak], in nautical usage,
in a vertical or nearly vertical position.
A pel doom (a'pal-dorn'), n. a city in the central
Netherlands: pop., 84,000 (1947).
A-peMes (a-pef'ez), n. Greek painter; 4th century B.C.
Ap-en-nines (ap'a-ninz'), n.pl* a mountain range in
central Italy: highest peak, Monte Corno, 9,560 it.

fa-per-cu (a'parW)., n. [pi APERTUS (-sii')], [Fr.],
1. a glance. 2. an insight. 3. a digest.

a-pe-ri-ent (a-p&r'i-ant), adj. & n. [L. aperiens, ppr. of

aperire; see APERTURE], laxative. SYN. see physic.
a-peri-O(Hc (a'pe'r-i-od'ik), adj. [a-, not 4- periodic], 1.

not periodic; occurring irregularly. 2. in physics,
without periodic vibrations.

Ja-pS-ri-tif (a'pa're'teff), n. [Fr. < L. apertus; see
APERTURE], an alcoholic drink taken before meals to
stimulate the appetite.
a per i tive (a-perVtiv) , adj. & n. [after Fr. aperitif; see
APERITIF], aperient.
ap-er-ture (ap'er-cher), n. [L. apertura < apertus, pp.
of aperire, to open < ab~, from 4- perire, to produce], 1.

an opening; hole; gap. 2. the diameter of the opening
in a camera, telescope, etc., through which light passes.

ap-er-y (ap'gr-i), n. [pi APERIES (-iz)], [see APE], 1. an
aping; mimicking. 2. an apish act.

a-pet alpus (a-pet''l-as), adj. [a-, without 4- petal 4-
-ous], without petals.

a-pex (a'peks), n. [pi APEXES (-pek-siz), APICES (ap'i-
sez', a'pi-sez')], [L., a point], 1. the highest point of

anything: tip; peak; vertex. 2. the tip and contiguous
portion of the blade of the tongue. 3. a climax. SYN.
see summit.
aph- (af), apo-, as in aphesis.
aphaeresis (a-fer'a-sis, a-fer'a-sis), n. [L.; Gr.
aphairesis < aphairein, to take away < afo-, away 4-

hairein, to take], elimination of the first fetter or syl-
lable of a word (e.g.. bo for hobo) : also spelled apheresis.
aph a nite (af'a-mt'), n. [< Gr. aphants, invisible; 4-

-ite] t rock so closely grained that its individual crystals
cannot be seen by the unaided eye.

a-pha-si-a (a-fa'zha, a-fa'zhi-a), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
aphasia < aphatos, unuttered; a-, not 4- phatos <
phanai, to speak], a total or partial loss of the power
to use or understand words, usually caused by brain
disease or injury.

a-pha-si-ac (a-fa'zi-ak'), n. a person who has aphasia.
a-pha-sic (o-fa'zik), adj. of or having aphasia, n. an
aphasiac.
aphe-li-on (a-f5li-an, a-fgli-sn), n. [pi. APHELIONS
(-anz), APHELIA (-a)], [< Gr.

apo, from -f hilios, sun], the

point farthest from the sun
m the orbit of a planet or
comet: cf. perihelion.

a-phe-li-ot ro-pism (a-fS'H- r

ot'ra-jpiz'm) , n. [ap- 4- beli-

otroptsm], a tendency of cer-
tain plants to turn away
fioTa the sun.

a-pher e-sis (a-fer'a-sis, a-

fer'a-sis), ft. aphaeresis. _ _..

aphasia (af'a-sis), n, [Gr., Planet at apheUon A and
a letting go < apo, from 4- at perihelion p
hienat, to send], loss of a
short unaccented syllable at the beginning of a word
(e.g., squire for esquire) : a form of aphaeresis.*

a phet Ic (a-fet'ik), adj. of or characterized by aphesis.
a phid (S'fid, af'id), n. [Mod. L. aphis, pi. aphides (Lin-

naeus) 1, an insect that lives on
plantsby sucking their jtiice;

plant louse.
a phid-i-an (a-fid'i-an), adj. of

aphids. n. an aphid.
a phis (a'fis, af'is), n. \pL APH-
IDES' (afi-d&01. tMod. L.I.
an aphid.
aj>ho-ni-a (a-^'nird), n. [Mod.
L, < Gr. apkonfo < apkonos,
vpiqeless < OP, without 4-

'

d, oice < $$Mma* f
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a-phon ic (a-fon'ik), adj. [Gr. aphdnos; see APHONIAL
1. of or having aphonia. 2. in phonetics, not sounded;
not pronounced.
aph-o rism (af'a-riz'm), n. [Fr. aphorisme; Gr. aphoris-
mas, definition or short, pithy sentence < aphorizein. to
divide, mark off < apo-, from -f- horizein, to bound <
horos, boundary], 1. a short, concise statement of a
principle. 2. a short, pointed sentence expressing a
truth or precept; maxim; adage. SYN. see saying.

aph-o-rist (ara-rist), n. a person who uses aphorisms.
aph-o-ris-tic (af'a-ris'tik), adj. 1. of or like an aph-
orism. 2. full of aphorisms.

apli-o-ris*tl-caMy (af'a-ris'ti-k'l-i), adv. in an aphoristic
manner; pithily.
aph o-rize (af'a-riz'), va. [APHORIZED (-rizd') APHORIZ-
ING], to write or speak in aphorisms.
apho tic (a-fo'tik), adj. [Gr. aphds, aphatos; a-, not +
phos, photos, light], without light.
aph-ro dis i ac (arrs-diz'i-ak'), adj. [Gr. aphrodisiakos
< Aphrodite], arousing or increasing sexual desire, n.
any aphrodisiac drug, food, or other agent.

Aph-ro-di*te (af're-di'ti), n. [Gr. Aphrodite, the foam-
born: said to be so named because supposed to have
sprung from the sea (a-phros, foam)], 1. in Greek
mythology, the goddess of love and beauty, identified
with Venus by the Romans. 2. [a-], a kind of butterfly.
aph-tha (af'ths), n. [pi APHTHAE (-the)], [L.; Gr.

aphtha < haptein, to inflame], 1. thrush, a children's
disease in which small, white, inflamed spots appear in
the mouth. 2. pi. the spots or pustules of this disease.

a-phyllous (s-fil'ss), adj. [Gr. aphyllos < a~ t without
+ phyllon, a leaf], lacking leaves, as most cactuses.

A^pf-a (a-pe'a, a'pe-a'), n. a seaport of the Territory of
Western Samoa, on Upolu Island.

a-pi-a-ceous (a'pi-a'shas), adj. [< Mod. L. apiaceac,
carrot family < L. apium, parsley, celery], of the carrot
or parsnip family of plants; ammiaceous.
a pi an (a'pi-an), adj. [L. apianus < apis, bee], of a bee
or bees.
a pi ar-i-an (a'pi-ar'i-an) , adj. [< apiary -f- -an], having
to do with bees or the care of bees. n. an apiarist,

a-pl-a-rist (a'pi-a-rist), n. [< apiary + -is*], a person
who keeps bees.

a-pi-ar-y (a'pi-er'i), n. [pi APIARIES (-iz)], [L. apiarium,
beehive < a-pis, bee], a place where bees are kept for
their honey: it generally consists of a number of hives.
ap i cal (aj/i-k'l, a'pi-kl), adj. [< L. apex, apicis, tip,
highest point], 1. of, at, or constituting the apex. 2.

in phonetics, articulated with the apex of the tongue.
n. a sound so articulated, as t, d, s, I
apices (ap'i-seV, a'pi-sez') n. alternative plural of
apex.
apicu-late (a-pik'yoo-lit, a-pik'yoo-lSt'). adj. [LL.
apiculatus, apiculus, dim. of L. apex, point],, in botany,
ending abruptly in a small point, as some leaves.

a-pi'dil-ture (a'ni-kul'chgr) , n. [< L. apis, bee; rf

culture], the raising and care of bees; beekeeping.

a-pi- _
the scientific study of tees.

A-pis (/pis), n. [L. < Gr. < Egypt. Hapfl, the sacred
bull worshiped by the ancient Egyptians because of a
supposed connection with the god Ptah.

aj)-i8h (ap'ish), adj. 1. like an ape. 2. stupidly imita-
tive. 3. silly, affected, mischievous, etc.

a-piv-o-rous (a-piv'gr-as), adj. [< L. apis, bee; +
-yorous], feeding on bees, as some birds.

a-pla cen-tal (a^pla-sen'tl, aplQ-sen'tl), adj. in zoology,
having no placenta, as the kangaroo.
ap la nat ic (ap'la-nat'ik), adj* [< a-, not + Gr. planati-
kos, wandering < plman, to stray], m optics, corrected
for distortion, lack of sharpness, etc. : said of a lens.

ap lite (aplit), n. [< Gr. haploos, simple; + -toe], a light-
colored, finelV grained granite made up largely of

quartz and feldspar.

a-plpmb (9-pfon/, -pl6m') n*
fFr., lit., perpendicu-

larity; d, to 4- plomb, the metal lead; see PLUMB], self-

possession; assurance; poise. SYN. see confidence.
apne a. ap-noe-a (ap-ne'a), n. [Mod, L. < Gr. apnoia;
a-, without + pno^e, pnoia, pnol, wind], 1. temporary
stopping^of Dreathirig. 2. asphyxia."

, off, from off], a prefix meaning:
, as in apogamy, 2. detached, as
a a vowel, ap-.

A.P.O., APO, Army Post Office.
[

Apoc., 1. Apocalypse. 2. ApcKsrypha. 3. Apocryphal.
a-poc-a-lypae (a-pok'a4ips'), n. [L. apocalypsis; Gr.

apokalyfsis < apokalyptein. to disclose; apo-, from -f-

kalyptetn, to cover], 1: [Aj; the last book of the New
Testament; book of Revelation. 2. a prophetic dis-

closure; revelation.

a'p^c-a-Iyp-tic (a-pok'e-lip'tdlc), adj. 1. of, like, or
conveying 'a revelation. '

"

2. having to* do with the

_
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*
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a-poc-a-lyp-ti-cal (a-pok'a-lip'ti-k'l), adj. apocalyptic.

ap-o-carp (ap'a-karpQ , n. [apo- + -carp], a group of

separate or partially joined carpels, as m the flower of

the stonecrop, buttercup, etc.
.

a-po-car-pous (ap'a-kar'pas), adj. [apo- + -carpous], m
botany, having separate or partially joined^ carpels.

ap-o-chro-mat'ic (ap'9-kro-mat'ik), adj. [apo- +
chromatic], in optics, more highly corrected than a

chromatic lens. , . ..

apoc-opate (g-pok'a-paf) , v.t. [APOCOPATED (-id),

APOCOPATING], [Mod. L. apocopatus, pp. of apocopare,
to cut off < Gr. apokope; see APOCOPE], to shorten by
apocope, adj. (9-pok's-pit) , shortened by apocope.

a-poc-o-pe (9-pok'9-pi')r n. [Gr. apokope, a cutting off

< apokoptem, to cut off; apo-, from + koptein, to strike,

cut off], the cutting off or dropping of the last sound,

letter, or syllable of a word (e.g., mos for most).

a-poory-pha (g-pok're-fg), n.pl. [LL., pi. of apocryphus;
Gr. apokryphos, hidden, obscure < apokryptein; apo-,

away + kryptein, to hide], 1. any writings, anecdotes,

etc. of doubtful authenticity or authorship. 2, [A-],

fourteen books of the Septuagint, regarded by Protes-

tants as not canonical: they are not found in Hebrew
and are entirely rejected in Judaism, but eleven of

them are fully accepted in the Roman Catholic canon:

abbreviated Apoc. 3. [A-], various writings falsely

attributed to Biblical characters or kept out of the New
Testament as not genuine.

a-poc-ry-phal (g-pok'rg-f1) , adj. L of doubtful author-

ship or authenticity. 2. not genuine; spurious: counter-

feit. 3. [A-], of or like the Apocrypha: abbreviated

Apoc. S YN. see fictitious.

a-poc-y-na-ceous (9-pos'9-na'sh9s) , adj. [< Mod. L.

Apocynaceae, the dogbane family < Gr. apokynon, dog-
bane < apo-, from + kyon, dog], of the dogbane family
of plants, which are mainly tropical, with simple leaves

and a milky, often poisonous juice.

ap-od (ap'gd), adj. apodal, n. an apodal bird, fish, or

ap-o-dal (ap'9-d'l), adj. [Gr. apous, apodos, footless: a-,

without + pous, foot; + -al], in zoology, 1. lacking feet.

2. lacking pelvic fins.
. t

apo-deic- tic (ap'a-dlk'tik) , adj. apodictic.
ap O'deic-ti-caMy (ap'9-dik'ti-k'l-i), adv. arjodictically.

ap-o-dic-tic (ap'9-dik'tik), adj. [L. apodicticus; Gr.

apodeiktikos, proving clearly < apodeiknynai, to show-

by argument; apo-, from 4- deiknynai, to show], in

philosophy, that can clearly be shown or proved;
absolutely certain; necessarily true.

ap'O-dic-ti-caMy (ap'a-dik'ti-k'l-i),.adt;. in an apodictic

manner; by demonstrating conclusively.

a-pod-o-sls (e-pod'e-sis), n.
[pi.

APODOSES (-sez')], [Gr.,

a giving back < apo-, back + didonai, to give], the

clause expressing the conclusion 9r result in a condi-

tional sentence : opposed to protasis.

apogam-ic (ap'9-gam/ik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, apogamy,
a-pog-a-my (g-pog's-mi), n. [apo- + -gamy], the develop-
ment of a plant without the union of sexual organs or

cells; development of a sporophyte from a gametophyte
without fertilization; apomixis.

ap-ogee (ap'9-je') n. [Fr. apogee; L. apogaeum; Gr.

apogaion < apo-, from +
gaia, ge, earth], 1. the

point farthest from the
earth in the orbit of the

moon or of a man-made
satellite: opposed to peri-

gee: abbreviated apo., apog.
2. the highest or farthest

point. , / ..

ap'O-ge-ot-rO'pism (apVn-
ot'ra-piz'm) , n. [apo +
geotropism], a tendency to

grow or move away from
the earth, or from the pull Moon at apogee A and at

of gravity, found in some perigee p
roots, leaves, etc.

ta point (a/pwa'). [Fr., to (the) point], t. at the

opportune moment: just in time. 2. just sufficiently.

A-poHo (9-pol'o), [L.; Gr. Apolldn], 1. in Greek &*

Roman mythology, the god of music, poetry, prophecy,
and medicine, later identified with Helios, a sun god:
Apollo was represented as the type of manly youth and
beauty; hence, 2. any handsome young man.
A'pol-lyon (g-pol'ygn), n. [Gr. apollytin, destroying,

ruining < apollynai, apolluem, to destroy < apo-, from
+ lyein, to loose], 1. the angel of the bottomless pit:

the Devil; Satan: Rev. 9:11. 2. an evil spirit subdued

a-pol-o-get ic (p-polVJet'ik), adj. [Fr. apohgUiqme; L.

apologeticus; Gr. apofog^tikos, suitable for aefene <

APOGEE

X*. w^wt-Wfl^wrrvw.*, WVii u*Ur*V *W* v*v*VM*fW -".

see APOLOGY), 1. that apologises; show-

ing realisation of and regret for a foafaj wronjg* fltc.;

making conciliatory excuses. 2 defending in writing
or speech* n. a formal defense, often written, of a
belief, cause, etc.

a pol o get i cal (a-polVjet'i-k'l), adj. apologetic.
a pol o-get-ics (a-polVjet'iks), n.^. [construed as a

[see APOLOGETIC], the branch of theology having to do
with the defense and proofs of Christianity.

ap-o-lo-gi-a (ap'a-lo'ji-a), n. [L.; Gr.; see APOLOGY], an
apology (chiefly in sense 1).

a-pol-o-gist (a-pol'a-jist), n. [Fr. applogiste; see APOLO-

GY], a person who writes or speaks in defense or justifi-

cation of a doctrine, faith, action, etc.

a-pol'O-gize (a-pol's-jlz') , v.i. [APOLOGIZED (-jizd'),

APOLOGIZING], 1. to make an apology (for something
or someone); acknowledge and express regret for a

fault, wrong, etc. 2. to make a formal defense in

speech or writing.

ap-o-logue (ap'3-16g', ap'a-lqg'), n. [Fr.; L. apologus;
Gr. apologos], a short allegorical story with a lesson or

moral; fable.

a-pol'O-gy (s-pol'g-ji), n. [pi. APOLOGIES (-jiz)], [L.

apologia; Gr. apologia, a speaking in defense < apo-,
from + logos, word], 1. a formal spoken or written

defense; argument to show that some idea, religion,

etc. is right. 2. an acknowledging and expressing re-

gret for a fault, injury, insult, etc.; asking a person's

pardon. 3. a makeshift; inferior article or substitute:

as, he is a sorry apology for an actor.

ap-o-mix-is (ap'g-mik'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. apo, from
+ mixis, a mingling], apogamy.

ap-o-mor-phine (ap'a-mdr'fen, ap's-mor'fin), n. [apo-

+ morphine], a crystalline alkaloid, CnHnNOa, pro-
duced by synthesis from morphine: used as an emetic.

ap-o-neu-ro-sis (ap'd-nyoo-ro'sis), n. [pi. APONEUROSES
(-sez)J, [Gr. aponeurosis < apo-, from + neuron, a

nerve], a fibrous membrane that covers certain muscles
and connects them with tendons.

ap'O-pemp-tic (ap's-pemp'tik), adj. [< Gr. apopemp-
tikos < apopemptein, to send off], of farewell or leave-

taking; valedictory: as, an apopemptic song.
a poph a sis (a-pof'a-sis) , n. [Mod. L.; Gr. apophasis,
denial < apophanai, to deny], the act of mentioning
something by saying that it will not^ be mentioned,

Example: We will not remind you of his many crimes.

ap-o-phthegm (apVthem'), n. an apothegm.
a-poph-y-ge (a-pof'a-jeO* n, [Gr. apophyge < apopheu-
gein, to nee away; apo-, from + pheugein, to fleej, in

architecture, the concave curve where the end of a

column spreads into its base or capital.

a-poph-yHite (s-pofa-HV, ap/s-fil'it),
n. [< apo- + Gr.

phyllon, a leaf; + -itc], a mineral, hydrous potassium
calcium silicate, found in square, transparent prisms
or grayish-white, layerlike masses.

a-poph-y-sis (a-pofVsis), n. [pi. APOPHYSES (-sez')]r

[Mod. L.; Gr. apophysis, an offshoot < apo-, from 4-

phyein, to grow], 1 . in anatomy, a natural outgrowth
or process on a vertebra or other bone. 2. in botany, a

swelling at the base of the capsule in some mosses,

ap-o-plec-tic (apVplek'tik), adj. [Gr. apopUktikos <
apoplektos, stricken, disabled by a stroke], 1. of, like,

or causing apoplexy. 2. having apoplexy. 3. likely to

have apoplexy; liable to arjoplexy: as, he was apoplectic
with rage. n. a person having or liable to have apoplexy.

ap-o-plec-ti'Cal (ap'a-plek'ti-k'l), adj. apoplectic.

ap-o-plex-y (ap's-plek'si) , n. [QFr. apoplexie: L.

apoplexia; Gr. apoplexia < apopUssein, to strike down,
disable by a stroke; apo-, from + pUssein, to strike],

sudden paralysis with total or partial loss of conscious-

ness and sensation, caused by the breaking or obstruc-

tion of a blood vessel in the brain.

silent], a sudden breaking off of a thought in the middle
of a sentence as if one were unable or unwilling to

continue. Example: The horrors I saw there but I

dare not tell them. ,, ,

apos ta-sy (a-pos'ts-si) , n. [#/., APOSTASIES (-siz)], [ME.
apostasie; L. apostasia; Gr. apostasia < apo~, away -f

stasis, a standing), an abandoning of what one believed

in, as a faith, political party, principles, etc,

a-pos tate (-pos'tIt, ^-pos'tit), n. [ME.; QFr.; L.

appstata; Gr. apostate's < apostSnai, to revolt, stand

on; apo-, from + stSnai, to stand], a person guilty of

apostasy; renegade, adj. guilty of apostasy.
apos ta tize (a-pos'ts-tfo') , IM. [APOSTATIZED (-tizapos ta tize (a-pos'ts-tfo') , IM. [A

APOSTATIZING], [ML. apostatizare < L. apostate: ^see

APOSTATE], to be an apostate; abandon one's faith,

political pa"3^fcyf etc.

a po^tc'ri-^ri (' pos-tSr'i-o'ii, a' pos-.tlr'i-6r1) [L.,

from what comes later; a, from 4- posteriori, abi of

posterior, oempar. of posterius, stibsequentt
following],

1. from e4fjfct to cause, or from particular instances to

a generalifflrtion; inductively. 2. of such reasoning;
inductive. 3. based on observation or experience;

empirical. Opposed to a priori.

[ME* tt^oM; AS.
a person sent forth

sent oat m Christ to
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James (the younger, son of Alphaeus), James (the
elder) and John (sons of Zebedee), Jude (or Lebbaeus
or Thaddaeus), Judas Iscariot, Matthew (or Levi),
Philip, Simon the Canaanite, Simon (called Peter),
and Thomas (or Didymus). Paul, the "Apostle to the
Gentiles." was not among the original twelve. Judas
was replaced by Matthias. 2. [usually a-], a person
sent out on a special mission or as a preacher. 3. the
first Christian missionary in any country or place.
4. any early Christian missionary or leader. 5. an
early advocate or leader of a new principle or move-
ment, especially one aimed at reform. 6. any of the
twelve administrative officials of the Mormon Church.
Apostles' Greed, an old statement of belief in the basic
Christian doctrines, formerly supposed to have been
composed by the Twelve Apostles: it begins, "I believe
in God the Father Almighty . . . ."

a pos-to-late (a-pos't'1-it, a-pos'tl-at'), n. [L. appstola-
tus < afostolus; see APOSTLE], the office, duties, or

period of activity of an apostle.
ap os-tol-ic (ap'as-tol'ik), adj. [L. apostolicus; Gr.

apostolikos < apostolos; see APOSTLE], 1. of an apostle.
2. of the Apostles, their teachings, work, or times. 3.

according to the Apostles' faith or teaching. 4, [often
A-], of the Pope; papal.
ap os-tol-i cal (ap'as-tol'i-k'l), adj. apostolic.

Apostolic Fathers, 1, a group of early Christians,
contemporaries of the apostles, regarded as the fathers
of the Christian church. 2. a collection of writings
attributed to them.
apostolic see. 1. a see, or bishopric, founded by an
apostle. 2. [A- S-], in the Roman Catholic Church, the
Pope's see, reputedly founded at Rome by Peter.

apostolic succession, the doctrine that the religious

authority and mission conferred by Jesus on Saint
Peter and the other Apostles have come down through
an unbroken succession of bishops (in the Roman Cath-
olic Church, bishops of Rome, or Popes).
a pos-tro-phe (a-pos'tra-fi), n. [L.; Gr. apostrophe, a
turning awajr from the audience to address one person
< apostrephein; apo-, from + strephein, to turn], words
addressed to a person or thing, whether absent or

present, generally in an exclamatory tone and as a
digression in a speech or literary writing.
a pos-tro-phe (a-pos'tra-fi), n. [Fr.; L. apostrophus; Gr.

apostrophes < same base as prec. apostrophe], the sign
(') used: 1. to show the omission of a letter or letters

from a word (e.g., it's for if is, o' for of). 2. to indicate
the possessive case of English nouns and some pronouns
(e.g., Mary's dress, the girls' club, one's duty) : originally
the apostrophe showed the omission of e in the inflec-

tional ending of this case. 3. in forming some plurals, as
of figures and letters (e.g., five 6's, dot the i's).

ap os troph-ic (ap'a-strof'ik), adj. of or using rhetorical

apostrophe or a grammatical apostrophe,
a-pos-tro-phize (a-pos'tra-fiz')t v.t. & v.i. [APOSTRO-
PHIZED (-nzd')t APOSTROPHIZING], to speak or write an
apostrophe or apostrophes (to): as, Wordsworth
apostrophized John Milton in the sonnet beginning
4 '

Milton 1 thou should'st be living at this hour.

apothecaries' measure, a system of liquid measure
used in pharmacy. In the United States:

60 minims (m) 1 fluid dram r~ v

8 fluid drams 1 fluid ounce i

16 fluid ounces - 1 pint
8 pints - 1 gallon (231 cubic inches)

In Great Britain:
60 minims 1 fluid dram

8 fluid drams 1 fluid ounce
20 fluid ounces * 1 pint

8 pints < 1 gallon (277.724 cubic inches)
apothecaries' weight, a system of weights used in

pharmacy:
20 grains - 1 scruple
3 scruples 1 dram
8 drams - 1 ounce

12 ounces 1 pound
apothecar-y (a-pothVker'i) , it. [pi. APOTHECARIES
(-iz)]i [ME. apothecarie; OFr. apotecaire; LL. apothe-
cartus < L. apotheca; Gr. apothtke, storehouse <
apotithenai; apo- t away + tithenai, to put], a person
who makes and sells (and formerly also prescribed)
drugs and medical preparations; druggist; pharmacist.

ap-o the-ci-um (ap'a-the'shi-am, apVthe'si-am), n.

[pi. APOTHECIA (-a)j, [Mod. L.; Gr. *apoth$kion, dim. of

apotheke; see APOTHECARY], in botany, an open, cuplike
structure containing sacs in which sexual spores are

developed, as in lichens and certain fungi.
ap-othegm (ap'a-them'), n. [Fr. apophthegm*; Gr.

apophthegma, a terse, pointed saying < apophthenges-
that; apo-t from + phihengesthai, to cry out, titter], a
short, terse saying; maxim: also apophthegm. Example:
"Brevity is the soul of wit/'

ap-o-theg mat ic (ap'a-theg-mat'ik), adj. of, contain-

ing, or using apothegms; sententious.

i vjtai/i
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apo them (ap'a-them'), n. [apo- + Gr. thema, that
which is placed < tithenai, to place], in mathematics,
the perpendicular from the center of a regular polygon
to any one of its sides.

apothe-o-sis (a-poth'i-o'sis, ap'a-the'a-sis), n. [pi.
APOTHEOSES (-sez, -seV)1, [L.; Gr. apotheosis < apo-
theoun, to deify < apo-, from + theos, a god], 1. the
act of making a god of a person; attributing of divinity
to a human being; deification. 2. the glorification of a
person or thing. 3. a glorified ideal.

a-poth-e-o-size (a-poth'i-a~s!z'( ap'a-the'a-siz') v.t.

[APOTHEOSIZED (-sizd
7

), APOTHEOSIZING], [< apotheosis
+ -ize], 1. to make into a god; raise to godhood; deify.
2. to glorify; idealize.

app., 1. appended. 2. appendix. 3. appointed. 4.

apprentice.
ap pal (a-p61'). v.t. [APPALLED (-p61d'), APPALLING], to

appall.
Appalachi-an (ap'a-la'chi-an, ap's-lach'an), adj. of

the Appalachian Mountains.
Appalachian Mountains, a mountain system in east-

ern North America, extending from southern Quebec,
Canada, to northern Alabama; length, 1,500 mi. ; high-
est peak, Mount Mitchell, North Carolina, 6,711 ft.

Ap-pa la chi-ans (apVla/chi-anz, ap'a-lach'anz), n.pl.
the Appalachian Mountains.
Appalachian tea, a plant with clusters of white
flowers, variously colored berries, and finely toothed
leaves used for tea: also called withe rod.

ap pall (a-p61'), v.t. [ME. appallen; OFr. cpallir, to

grow pale < a-, to + pale; see PALE, PALLID], to horrify;
shock; dismay: also spelled appal. SYN. see dismay.
ap-paMing (a-gol'irj)., adj. [ppr. of appall], horrifying;
shocking; causing dismay.
appa-nage, ap-a-nage (ap'a-nij), n. [Fr. apanage <
OFr. apaner < L. aat to + Pants, bread], 1. money,
land, etc. given by kings and princes to their younger
children as a means of support; hence, 2. a person's
rightful extra gain; perquisite. 3. any territory gov-
erned by another country^ dependency. 4. an ac-

companying endowment; adjunct.
appar., apparently.
ap-pa-ra-tus (ap'a-ra'tas, ap'a-rat'as), n. [pi. APPARA-
TUS, APPARATUSES (-iz)J, [L., a making ready, prepara-
tion < apparare < ad-, to + parare, to prepare], 1. the
instruments, materials, tools, etc. needed for a specific
use, experiment, etc. 2. any set of standards or values
for judging, measuring, or testing. 3. the notes,
indexes, glossaries, etc. of a scholarly edition, especially
of an edition of a text. 4. any complex device or
machine. 5. in physiology, a set of organs for a specific
function: as, the digestive apparatus.

ap-par-el (a-par'al), n. [ME. appareil; OFr. apareil,

preparation < apareiller, to prepare; a~, to -f fareiller,
to put like things together < L. *pariculust like, sim-

ilar; ult, < par, equal], 1. clothing; garments; attire.

2. anything that clothes or
t
adorns: as, the white

apparel of winter. 3. in nautical usage, a ship's outfit

or furnishings, as rigging, anchor, guns, etc. v.t.

[APPARELED or APPARELLED (-old), APPARELING or

APPARELLING], to clothe; dress.

apparent (o-par'ant, a-par'ant), adj. [ME.; OFr.
aparant < L. apparens, ppr. of apparere; see APPEAR],
1 . visible ; readily seen. 2 . readily understood : evident

;

obvious. 3. appearing (but not necessarily) real or

true; seeming. See also heir apparent. SYN. see
evident.

ap-par-ent-ly (9-par'snt-li, a-pfir'snt-li) , adv. [apparent
-j- -ly], 1. plainly; clearly;; obviously. 2. seemingly;
to all appearances. Abbreviated appar.
ap pa-ri-tion (ap'a-rish/an), n. [Fr.; L. apparitio, at-

tendants, service < apparere, to attend, appear], 1.

anything that appears, especially suddenly or unex-
pectedly; hence, 2. a ghost; phantom. 3. an appearing
or becoming apparent.

ap-par-i-tor (a-par'a-tSr. a-p&r'a-tgr), n. [L. < apparere;
see APPEAR], 1. formerly, an officer who carried out the
orders of a civil court. 2. an officer of a church court
who serves summonses, etc.

ap pas-si o-nata (s-pa'si-a-na'ta), adj. [It.], in music.
impassioned.
ap-peal (a-pel'), v.t. [ME. appelen, apelen; Fr. appeler;
L. appellare, to accost, apply to, appeal; iterative <
appellere, to prepare < ad-, to 4- Pellere; see COMPEL],
1. [Archaic], to accuse. 2. to make an appeal of (a
law case, etc.). v.i. 1. to make or ask for an appeal in a
law case. 2. to make an urgent request (to a person
for a decision, opinion, help, sympathy, etc.). 3. to

resort; turn. 4. to be attractiye, interesting, etc.;
arouse a favorable response: as, his argument appealed
to me. n. [Fr. apd; see the

.],
1. a call upon some

authority or person for a decisionr opinion, etc. ^2.
an urgent request for help, sympathy, etc. 3* a quality
that arouses sympathetic response; interest; attraction.
4. [Archaic], an accusation. 5. in law, a) the trans-



appealable 70 applicant
ference of a case to a higher court for rehearing, d) a

request for this, c) the right to this, d) a case thus
transferred.
SYN. appeal implies an earnest, sometimes urgent request
for something and in legal usage connotes resort to a higner
court or authority; plead, applied to formal statements in

court answering to allegations or charges, carries into general

usage the implication of entreaty by argument (he pleaded for

tolerance); sue implies respectful or formal solicitation for

relief, a favor, etc.; petition implies a formal request, usually
m writing and in accordance with established rights; pray and

supplicate suggest humility in entreaty and imply that the

request is addressed to God or to a superior authority, sup-
plicate in addition suggesting a kneeling or other abjectly

prayerful attitude.

ap-peal-a-ble (a-pel'a-b'l), adj. 1. that can be appealed
against or to. 2. that can be appealed to a higher court.

ap-pear (a-plr'), v.i. [ME. aperen; OFr. aparoir; L.

apparere < ad- t to -f parere, to come forth, be visible],

1. to come into sight. 2. to be in sight. 3. to become
understood. 4. to seem; look. 5. to be said in a piece
of writing. 6. to present oneself formally in court as

attorney, plaintiff, etc. 7. to come before the public:
as, he will appear in Hamlet. 8. to be published.

ap-pear-ance (a-peVans), n. [ME. apparence; OFr.

apparence; "L. apparentia < ppr. of apparere; see

APPEAR], 1. an appearing. 2. the look or outward

aspect of anything. 3. anything that appears; thing
seen. 4. an apparition. 5, a pretense or show: as, he

gave the appearance of being busy.
keep up appearances, to maintain an outward show of

what is proper, decorous, etc.

make an appearance, 1. to put in an appearance.
2. to appear publicly.
put in an appearance, to be present for a short time, as

at a party, meeting, etc.

SYN. appearance and look refer generally to the outward
impression of a thing, but the former often implies mere show
or pretense (an appearance of honesty) ,

and the latter (often
in the plural) refers specifically to physical details (the look of

an abandoned house, good looks) ; aspect also refers to physical
details, especially to facial features^ or expression (a man of

handsome aspect) or to the distinguishing features at a given
time or place (in spring the yard had a refreshing aspect);

semblance, which also refers to the outward impression as

contrasted with the inner reality, usually does not imply de-

ception (a semblance of order) ; guise is usually used of a delib-

erately misleading appearance (under the guise of patriotism).

_ __ _f ^ <

L. pax "pads, peace], 'l. to pacify or quiet, especially

by giving in to the demands of. 2. to satisfy or relieve :

as, water appeases thirst. SYN. see pacify.

ap-pease-ment (s-pez'mant) , n. 1. an appeasing or

being appeased. 2. the policy of giving in to the de-
mands of a hostile or dangerous power in an attempt
to prevent trouble.

tap-pel (a'pel'), n. [Fr., lit., an appeal, call < appeler;
see APPEAL], in fencing, a quick tap with the foot,

originally to warn one's opponent of a thrust.

ap-pel-lam (o-pel'ant), adj. [Fr. < ppr. of appeler; see

APPEAL], in law, relating to appeals; appealing, n. a
person who appeals, especially to a higher court.

ap-peMate fc-pel'it), adj. [L. appellate, pp. of afpel-
tare; see APPEAL], in law, L appealed to. 2. appellant.

appellate court, a court that has the power to review
appeals and reverse the decisions of lower courts

ap peMa-tion (ap'o-la'shan) , n. [L. appeUatio < pp. of

appellare; see APPEAL], 1. the act of calling by a name;
naming. 2. a name: title; designation.

ap-pel-Ia-tlve (a-pera-tiv), adj. [L. appellativus < pp.
of appellare; see APPEAL], 1, having to do with the
giving of names; naming. 2. in grammar, relating to
a common noun. n. 1, a name; title. 2. in grammar,
a common noun.
ap pel-lee (apVle'), n. [Fr. appeU, pp. of appeler; see

APPEAL], in law, a person appealed against; defendant

n. [Anglo-Fr. apelowr;
, one who appeals < appel-

v, a person who carries an appeal

in an appeal.
ap pel-lor (a-pel'6r,
OFr. apelear; L, apt
/are; see APPEAL], in /

to a higher court.

ap-pend (o-pendOr v4. [Fr appendre; L. appendere <
ad-, to + pendere, to suspend], to attach; affix; add as a
supplement or appendix.
ap-pend-age (a-pen'dij), n. [append -f- -age], 1, any-
thing appended; adjunct. 2. im biology, any; sub-
ordinate or external organ or part, as a le^, tail, etc.

ap-pend-ant, ap pend-ent (o-pen'dant), d> [Fr,f ppr.
of appendre; see APPEND], I. attached; added, 2. at-

tendant; consequent. 3. in law, belonging to as a
subsidiary right, n. 1. an appendage. 2. la law, &
subsidiary right attached to a major on*.
ap pen dec-to my (ap'an-dek'tOHmi), n* M. jumaamc-
TOMIES (-miz)] f [appendix -f -ectomy], tSe sm^toal *-
moval of the vermiform appendix.

ap-pen-dl-ces (a-penMa-seV). n. alternative plural of

appendix,
ap pen di-cl tla (o-pen'da-sl'tis), n. f< appendix +

-#&], inflammation of the vermiform appendix.
ap-pen-di-cle (a-pen'di-k'l), n. [L. appendicula, dim. of

appendix], a small appendage or appendix.
ap-pen-dix (a-pen'diks) , n. [pi. APPENDIXES (-dik-siz),
APPENDICES (-da-sez')J, [L., appendage < appendere;
see APPEND], 1. additional or supplementary material
at the end of a book. 2. in anatomy, an outgrowth of

an organ; especially, the vermiform appendix, a small,
sacHke appendage of the large intestine: see alimentary
canal, illus. Abbreviated app.

ap-per-ceive (ap'Sr-seV), v.t. [ME. aperceiven; OFr.

aperceivre < . ad, to -f- percipere; see PERCEIVE], 1. to

interpret (new ideas, impressions, etc.) by the help of

past experience. 2. [Obs.], to perceive.

ap per-cep-tion (ap'er-sep'shan) , n. [Fr. aperception <
apercevoir. to perceive < L. ad, to + percipere; see

PERCEIVE], 1. perception. 2. an apperceiving. 3. in

metaphysics, the mind's being conscious of its con-
sciousness.

ap-per-cep-tive (ap'gr-sep'tiv) , adj. relating to apper-
ception; perceptive.
ap-per-tain (ap'er-tan'). v.i. [ME. appertienen; OFr.

apertenir; L. appertinere < ad-, to -f pertinere; see PER-
TAIN], to belong as a function, part, etc. ; relate; pertain.

ap-pe-tence (ap'a-tans), n. appetency.
ap-pe-ten-cy (ap'a-tan-si), n. [pi. APPETENCIES (-siz)],

[L. appetenlia, a longing after < pr. of ap$etere; see

APPETITE], 1. a strong desire; craving; appetite. 2. an
instinctive tendency; propensity. 3. an attraction be-
tween things; affinity.

ap-pe-tite (ap'a-tlt'), n. [ME. & OFr. appettt; L.

appetitus, eager desire for < appetere, to strive after <
ad-, to -j- petere, to seek], 1. a desire; craving. 2. a
desire for food in general or for some specific food.

ap-pe-tiz-er (ap'a-tiz'e'r), n. a thing that stimulates the

appetite; small portion of tastv food or a drink at
the beginning of a meal to stimulate the appetite.

ap pe-tiz-ing (ap's-tiz'irj), adj. 1. stimulating the

appetite. 2. savory; delicious.

Ap-pi-an Way (ap/i-an), [after the Roman censor

Appius Claudius Caecus, by whom it was begun c.

312 B.C.], an ancient Roman military road, about 365
miles long, from Rome to Capua to Brindisi

applaud (a-pl6d'), v.t. & v.i. [L. applaudere < ad-, to

+ plaudere, to clap hands, strike], 1. to show approval
(ofj by clapping the hands or by cheering, stamping the
feet. etc. 2. to praise; approve; commend.
ap plause (a-pldz'), n. [L. applausus, pp. of applaudere;
see APPLAUD!, approval or praise, especially as shown
by clapping hands, cheering, etc.

ap-ple (ap'l), n. [ME. appel: AS. xppel, fruit, apple;
also, eyeball, anything round; akin to Crimean Goth.
apel; the word appears also in Olr. aball (W. ofall),
apple tree & L. Aoella, name of a Campanian town),
1. a round, firm, fleshy, edible fruit with a green, yel-
low, or red skin and small seeds. 2. the tree it grows
on, widely distributed in temperate regions. 3. any of

various somewhat similar plants, fruits, or fruitlike

growths, as the May apple, love apple, etc.

apple butter, a kind of jam made from apples stewed
with spices.

apple cart, a huckster's handcart, usually with two
wneels, for selling apples in the street, etc,

upset the (or one's) apple cart, to disrupt a procedure,

spoil one s plans, etc.

apple green, a clear yellowish green.

ap-ple-jack (apH-jakO, n. [apple + jack; see JACK
(nickname)], apple brandy; alcoholic drink made from
apple cider.

apple of discord, 1. in Greek mythology, a golden apple
marked "For the most beautiful," claimedby Athena,
Hera, and Aphrodite, and awarded by Paris to Aphro-
dite: in return, she helped him to get the beautiful
Helen, thus starting the Trojan War; hence, 2. any-
thing causing trouble, discord, or jealousy.
apple of one's eye, 1. the pupil of one s eye; hence,
2. any thing or person that one cherishes.

ap-ple-ple order (ap'l-pi'), [Colloq.J, neat order; good
condition.

apple polisher, [Slang], a person who curries fayor by
gilts* Battery, etc., as a child bringing hid teacher an
apple.
ap pie sauce (ap''l~s6V), n. 1. a dessert or relish made
of apples cut into pieces, sweetened, and cooked to a

pulp In water. 2. [Slang], nonsense; hokum.
Ap pie ton (ap'l-tea), n. a city in eastern Wisconsin:
pop.. 34,000.
Apple ton layer (ap'1-t), [after E* V, Appleton
(1892- ), Bog. scientist], a stratum of electrically

", air in the HeavMde, layer."
'
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ap-pli-ance (a-pll'ons)* n* 1. [Rarel am *wbyia$ or
2. a device ' or machine, especially for

r

ap plica bill tv (ap'li-kd-bilVti), n. the quality of

be apollcmibfe, .
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ap-pllca^Ie (apli-ka-b'l), adj. (< L. applicare (see

+ ^flSi tta*

appli cant (ap
AH-knt), n. (< L. applicant, ppr. of
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appHcare; see APPLY], a person who applies, as for em-
ployment, help, etc.

ap-pli'Ca-tion (ap'li-ka'shan), n. [Fr.; L. applicatio, a
binding on, joining to < pp. of apphcare; see APPLY],
1. an applying or being appHed. 2. the act of putting
something on: as, the application of cosmetics. 3. a
putting to use. 4. anything applied, especially a rem-
edy. 5. a way of applying; method of using. 6. a re-

questing. 7. a request: as, an application for employ-
ment. 8. a form to be filled out with pertinent data
in applying for something, as for employment. 9.

continued mental or physical exertion; diligence. 10.

relevance: as, this idea has no application to the case.

ap-pli-ca-tive (ap'li-ka'tiv), adj. applying or capable
of being applied, as to some practical use; applicatory.

ap-pli-ca-tor (ap'li-ka'ter), n. [< L. applicatus (see
APPLICATION); -f -or], any device for applying or in-

serting medicine, etc.

ap-pli-ca-to-ry (ap'li-ka-t6r'i, ap'li-ki-to'ri), adj. ap-
plying; suitable for practical use.

ap plied (a-plid'), adj. [pp. of apply], used in actual

practice or to work out practical problems: as, applied
science : distinguished from pure, abstract, theoretical.

ap-pli-er (a-pll'gr), n. a person or thing that applies.
ap-pli-qufe (ap'li-ka'), adj. [Fr.], applied or fastened on:
said of one material attached by sewing, etc. to another.
n. any decoration or trimming of this kind. v.t.

[APPLIQUED (-kad'), APPLIQUEING], 1. to decorate with
applique". 2. to put on as applique".

ap-ply (a-pH') f v.t. [APPLIED (-plid'), APPLYING], [ME.
applien; OFr. aplier < L. appHcare, to attach to < ad~,
to + flicare, to fold], 1. to put on; place so as to be
touching or close: as, apply glue to the surface. 2. to
use practically or specifically: as, apply your knowledge
to the problem. 3. to refer to a person or thing with
(an epithet or suitable term). 4. to concentrate (one's
faculties) on; employ (oneself) diligently: as, he ap-
plied himself to his work. v.i. 1. to make a request (to
someone for something). 2. to be appropriate, suitable,
or relevant: as, this principle always applies.
appog gia tu ra (a-poj'a-too'ra), n. [It. < ap
to rest, lean; LL. appo-
diare, to support < ad~, to

appoggiare,

WRITTEN PLAYED

^FN
APPOGGIATURA

-f *podiare, to support <
L. podium; see PODIUM],
in music, an ornamental
tone preceding another
tone; grace note.

ap point (a-poinf), v.t. [ME. apointen; OFr. apointer,
to arrange, make ready; LL. *appunctare < L. ad, to

+ punctum, a point < pungere, to prick], 1. to ordain;
prescribe; set (a date, place, etc.): as, he appointed a
time for the meeting. 2. to name or select for an
office, position, etc. : as, I appoint him chairman. 3, to
furnish and arrange: now usually in well-appointed,
etc. 4. in law, to decide the disposition of (property)
by special authority. v.i. to make appointments, as
to an office, position, etc. SYN. see furnish.

appoint-ee (a-poin'te"'), n. [< Fr. appoint^; pp. of

appointer; see APPOINT], a person appointed.
ap poln-tive (a-poin'tiv), adj. of or filled by appoint-
ment: as, an appointive position.

ap-point-ment (a-point'mant) , n.[T?T.appointement], 1.

an appointing or being appointed. 2. a naming or

selecting for an office, position, etc. 3. a person thus
selected! 4. a position thus filled. 5. an arrangement to
meet a person or be in a certain place at a set time;
engagement. 6. pi, furniture; equipment. 7. in law,
the disposal of property by special authority.
ap poln-tor (a-poin'ter, a-poin't6*r), n. in law, a person
given special authority (power of appointment) to dis-

pose of property.
Ap.po-mat-tox (ap'a-mat'aks), n. a town in central

Virginia, where General Lee surrendered to General
Grant ([April 9, 1865); ending the Civil War.
appor tlon (a-p6r'shan, a-por'shan), v.t. [OFr. afpor-
tionncr; see AD- & PORTION], to divide and distribute

proportionally or according to a plan; portion out;
allot. SYN. see allot.

ap-por-tion-ment (a-p6r'shan-mant, a-por'shan-mant),
n, 1. an apportioning or being apportioned. 2. the
distribution resulting from this.

ap pos a-ble (a-poVa-b'l), adj. that can be apposed: as,

the human thumb is apposable, for it can move so as to
touch the tip of each of the four fingers.

ap pose (a-p6V), v.t. [APPOSED (-pozd'), APPOSING], [Fr.

apposer < L. appositus, pp. of apponere, to put near to

< ad-, to +fonere, to putj, 1. to put (to another thing).
2. to put side by side; place opposite or near.

ap po site (ap'a-zit), adj. [L. appositus; see APPOSE], ap-

propriate; fitting; relevant; apt. SYN. see relevant.

ap po si-tion (apVzish'an) ,
n. [L. appositio, a setting

before < appositus; see APPOSE), L an apposmg.or
being apposed; putting side by side. 2, the position
resulting froip this. 3. in grammar, a) the placing of a

apprise
word or expression beside another so that the second
explains and has the same grammatical construction
as the first, b) the relationship between such words:
as, cousin is in apposition with Mary in "Mary, my
cousin, is here."

ap-pos-i-tive (a-poz'a-tiv), adj. of or in apposition, n.

a word, phrase, or clause in apposition.
ap prais a-ble (a-praz'a-b'l), adj. that can be appraised.
ap-prais-al (a-praz'l), n. 1. an appraising or being
appraised. 2. an appraised value or price; estimate.

ap praise (a-praz') f v.t. [APPRAISED (-prazd'), APPRAIS-
ING], [OFr. apreiser < LL. appretiare < L. ad, to +
pretium, value; influenced by praise], 1. to set a price
for; decide the value of. 2. to estimate the quantity of.

3. to judge the quality or worth of. SYN. see estimate.

ap praise ment (a-praz'mant) , n. appraisal.
ap prais er (a-^raz'er), n. 1. a person who appraises.
2. a person given authority to decide the value of

goods, property, etc.

ap-pre-ci-a-ble (a-pre'shi-a-b'lf a-pre'sha-b'l), adj. [Fr.

appreciable < apprgcier, to appreciate < LL. appretiare;
see APPRAISE], 1. that can be appreciated. 2. enough
t9 be perceived or estimated; noticeable: as, an appre-
ciable difference in pay. SYN. see perceptible.

ap-pre-ci-a-bly (a-pre'shi-a-bli, a-pre'sha-bli) , adv. to an
appreciable extent; noticeably.

ap-pre*ci-ate (a-pre'shi-af), v.t. [APPRECIATED (-id),

APPRECIATING], f< LL. appretiatus, pp. of appretiare;
see APPRAISE], 1. to think well of; value; enjoy;
esteem. 2. to recognize gratefully. 3. to estimate the
quality or worth of. 4. to estimate rightly. 5. to be
fully or sensitively aware of; notice with discrimina-
tion. 6. to raise the price of: opposed to depreciate.
v.i. to rise in value.
SYN. appreciate, in this comparison, implies sufficient

critical judgment to see^the value or to enjoy (he appreciates
good music; j

to value is to rate highly because of worth (I
value your friendship) ; to prize is to value highly or take great
satisfaction in (he prizes his Picasso collection) ;

to treasure is

to regard as precious and implies special care to protect from
loss; to esteem is to hold in high regard and implies warm
attachment or respect (an esteemed statesman); to cherish is

to prize or treasure, but connotes greater affection for or at-

tachment to the thing cherished (she cherished her friends).
See also understand. ANT. despise, disdain.

ap-pre-ci-a-tion (a-pre'shi-a'shan) , n. [Fr. appreciation
< apprecier; see APPRECIABLE], 1. an appreciating.
2. grateful recognition, as of benefits. 3. an estimate,
especially a correct one. 4. sensitive awareness; dis-

criminating perception or enjoyment, as of art. 5. a
rise in value or price: opposed to depreciation.

ap-pre-ci-a-tive (a-pre'shi-a'tiv, a-pre'shi-a-tiv) , adj.

feeling or showing appreciation.

ap-pre-cl-a-tor (a-pre'shi-a'tSr) , n* a person who appre-
ciates something.

ap-pre-ci-a-to*ry (a-pre'shi-a-t6r i, a-pre'shi-a-to ri)

adj. appreciative.
appre-hend (ap'ri-hend'), v.t. [Fr. apprehender; L.

apprehendere, to take hold of < ad~, to + prehendere; see

PREHENSILE], 1, to take into custody; arrest. 2. to
take hold of mentally; perceive; understand. 3. to

can be apprehended.
ap-pre-hen-sion (ap'ri-hen'shon), n. [L. apprehensio <
pp. of apprehendere; see APPREHEND], 1. an appre-
hending or being apprehended; seizing; grasping. 2.

arrest. 3. mental grasp; perception; understanding.
4, opinion. 5. often in pi. foreboding; fear; dread.

ap-pre-hen-sive (ap'ri-hen'siv), adj. [ML, apprehensivus
< pp. of L. apprehendere; see APPREHEND], 1. able to

apprehend; quick to understand or learn. 2. having
to do with perceiving or understanding. 3. troubled

by fears; anxious; uneasy.
ap-pren-tice (a-pren'tis), n. [ME. aprentis; OFr.
aprentis < aprendre, to teach < L. apprehendere; see

APPREHEND], 1. a person under legal agreement to
work a specified length of time for a master craftsman
in a craft or trade in return for instruction and, for-

merly, support. 2. any learner or beginner: novice: ab-
breviated app. v.t. [APPRENTICED (-tist)j APPREN-
TICING], to place or accept as an apprentice; inden-
ture.

apprenticeship (a-pren'tis-ship') , n. [apprentice -f

-ship], 1. the state of being an apprentice. 2. the
duties or training period of an apprentice, 3. any
training or period of training.

ap-pressed (a-presf, a-prest^f adj. [< L. appressus, pp.
of apprimere, var. of adprimere, to press to; ad~. to +
primere t to press], in botany & zoology, pressed close to
or fiat against a surface.

apprise, ap-prlze (a-priz'). v.t. [APPRISED or AP-
PRIZED (-prtzd/), APPRISING or APPRIZING], [Fr. apprte,
pp. of apprendr^ to teach, inform < L. apprehendere;
see APPREHEJ^J, to inform; notify. SYN. see notify.
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ap prize, ap-prise (o-pris/). * [APPRIZED or APPRISED

(-prizd'), APPRIZING or APPRISING], [OFr. apreister,

apreiser; see APPRAISE], to appraise.

ap-proach (a-proch'), J. [ME. aprochen; OFr. a^o-
c/iJir; LL. appropiare < L. 0<J, to + propius, compar.
of prope, near], to come or go near or nearer, v.t. 1. to

come near or nearer to. 2. to come to resemble;

approximate, 3. to bring near (to something). 4, to

* make advances, a proposal, or a request to. n. 1. a

coming near; approximation; resemblance. 2. often in

pi. an advance or overture (to someone). 3. a way of

coming toward or reaching a person or place; access,

4. in golf, a stroke after the tee shot, meant to knock
the ball onto the putting green.

ap-proach-a-bil-i-ty (o-prochVbil'e-ti), n. the quality
or state of being approachable. .

ap proach-a-ble (s-proch's-b'l) , adj. 1. that can
t
be

approached. 2. easily approached; friendly; receptive.

appro-bate (ap'ra-bat') , v.t. [APPROBATED (-id), AP-

PROBATING], l< L. approbatus, pp. of approbare; see

APPROVE], 1. to approve. 2. to sanction.
.

ap-pro-ba-tion (ap'ro-ba'shan), n. [L. approbatio; see

APPROBATE], 1. approval. 2. sanction.
i

ap-pro-ba-tive (ap'ra-ba'tiv), ffflf/. [Fr. approbaM < L.

approbatus], showing approbation or approval.

ap-pro-ba-to-ry (a-pro'ba-t6r'i, s-pro'ba-to^ri), ad). 1.

of the nature of approbation. 2. apprpbative.
ap-pro-pri-a-ble (a-pro'pri-a-b'l), adj. that can be

appropriated.
ap-pro-pri-ate (s-pro'pri-at'; for adj., 9-pro'pri-it) , v.t.

[APPROPRIATED (-id), APPROPRIATING], [< L. appro-

priatus, pp. of appropriare, to make one's own < ad-,

to H- proprius, one's own}, 1. to take for one's own or

exclusive use; hence, 2. to steal. 3. to set aside for a

specific use or certain person: as, the legislature appro-

priates money for the schools, adj. suitable; fit; proper.
$YN. see fit.

ap pro-pri-a-tion (a-pro/pri-a'shan), n. 1. an appropri-

ating or being appropriated. 2. a thing appropriated;
anything, especially money, set aside for a specific use.

ap-pro-pri-a'tive (a-pro'pri-a'tiv), adj. inclined to ap-

propriate; appropriating. B

ap'pro-pri-a-tor (a-pro'pn-a ter), n. 1. a person wno
appropriates. 2. the holder of a church benefice,w _*_,.,_ /. _ ^_.,_VMN L that can be

ap'prov-ai (a-proov'l), n.~~ 1. an approving or being

approved. 2. favorable attitude or opinion. 3. con-

sent; sanction. * .

on approval, for the customer to examine and decide

whether to buy or return. _
ap-prove (s-proovO. v.t. (APPROVED (-proovd'), AP-

PROVING], [ME. aproven; OFr. aprover; L. approbare <
ad-, to -f probare, to try, test < probus, good], 1. to

sanction; consent to; confirm. 2. to be favorable

toward; think or declare to be good, satisfactory, etc.

3. to prove or show (often used reflexively). 4. [Obs.],

to prove by testing. v.i. to give approval; have a
favorable opinion (of someone or something).
SYN. approve, the most general of the following terms,

means simply to regard as good or satisfactory; endorse adds

the further implication of active support or advocacy (to

endorse a candidate for office) ; sanction adds the still further

implication of positive authorization (a practice sanctioned by
the charter) ; certify implies official approval because of com-

pliance with the requirements or standards (a certified public

accountant) ; ratify implies official approval of that which has

been done by one's representative (to ratify a peace treaty).
ANT. disapprove, reject,

ap*prov-er (a-proov'e'r) , n. 1. a person who approves.
2, [British], an informer.

approx., I. approximate. 2. approximately.
ap prox-i mal (s-prok'ss-mal) , adj. [L. affroximare (see

APPROXIMATE); + ~al], in anatomy, adjoining; side by

ap-prox-I-mate (a-prok'sa-mit; for D., 9-prok's9-mStO
adj. [LL, approximate, pp. of approximate, to come
near < L. ad, to 4- proscimus, superl. of prope. near],
1. near in position; close together. 2. much like;

resembling. 3. more or less correct or exact. Abbrevi-
ated approx. v.t. [APPROXIMATED (4d), APPROXI-

MATING], 1. to come near to; approach or be almost
the same as: as, this painting approximates reality^.
2, to bring near; make approach (to something), tu".

to come near; be almost the same.

ap-prox-i-mate-ly (a-prok'sa-mit-li), adv. in an ap-

proximate manner; nearly; almost: abbreviated approx.

ap-prox-i-ma-tlon (a-prok's^-nia"'stei) n* 1. an ap-
proximating; approaching. 2. anything that approx-
imates; close estimate; near likeness.

ap'pW'te'Xiance (a-par/t'n-ons), n* [MB. apperUtuwntx;
Anglo-Pr. apurtenance; OPr. apernnama < ppr. of L.

appertinere; see APPERTAIN], >
1. anytjilag, tfcat

tarns; tiling added to a more important
'

2. an additional, subordinate right or p
ap pur-te nant (o-pfir't'n-snt), ad/. [< uFr
appertaining; pertinent n. an appu

ADI".. April.

ta-prfc* moi le d&luge (4'pre' mwa' fo daliizV), [Pr,J

after me the deluge: a saying attributed to Louis X\

a-pri-cot (a'pri-kot
7
. ap'ri-kot') n. [Fr. abricot; Port.

albricoque; Ar. al-barkuk; MGr. praikokton; L. prae-

coquus, early matured fruit <J*ae-, beforehand 4-

coquere, to cook], 1. a small, yellowish-orange, peach-
like fruit. 2. the tree that it grows on. 3. a yellowish-

A^pru (a'prsl), n. [altered, after the L., from ME.
Avril; OFr. avrill: L. aprilis; prob. < *apero~, latter,

second; akin to Sans, aparah, latter, later, successor,

Goth, afar, after: original meaning, prob. "second

month"], the fourth month of the year, having 30 days:
abbreviated Apr., Apl., Ap., A.

, 'pri'us, first], l' 'from cause to effect;

from a generalization to particular instances; deduc-

tively. 2. of such reasoning; deductive. 3. based on

theory instead of experience or experiment. 4. before

examination or analysis. Opposed to a posteriori.

a-pri-or-i-ty (a'pri-6r'3-ti, a'pri-or'o-ti), n. 1. the

quality or fact of being a priori. 2. the use of a priori

reasoning.
a-pron (a'prsn, a/pern), n. [by faulty separation of a

napron; ME. napron; OFr. naperon < nape, a cloth;

L. mappa, a cloth, napkin], 1. a garment of cloth,

leather, etc. worn over the front part of the body,

usually to protect one's clothes. 2. anything hke
(
an

apron in appearance or use. 3. a waterproof protecting
shield in an open vehicle. 4. the hard-surfaced area,

often paved, in front of an airplane hangar. 5. the

part of a stage in front of the curtain. 6. an endless

belt for carrying things. 7, a protective work of plank-

ing or other material along a river bank, below a

dam, etc. 8. in geology, a sheet) of sand or gravel

lying in front of a glacial moraine, v.t. to put an apron
on; provide an aj)ron for.

apron string, a string for tying an apron on.

tied to his mother's (or wife's, etc.) apron strinfta,

dominated by his mother (or wife, etc.).

ap-ro-pos (ap'ra-pS'). adv. [Fr. Apropos, to the purpose
< L. ad, to + propositus, pp. of proponere; see PRO-

POUND], 1. at the right time; opportunely. 2. by the

way: used to introduce a remark, adj. relevant; apt,
SYN. see relevant,

apropos of, in connection, with; with regard to.

apse (aps), n. [L. apsis, absis; see APSIS), 1. a semi-

circular or polygonal projection of a church, generally
at the east end and with a domed or vaulted roof: also

apsis. 2. an apsis.

ap-si-dal (ap'si-d'l), adj. of an apse or apsis.

ap sis (ap'sfs), n. [pi APSIDES (-si-dez')JJV apsis, absis t

an arch; Gr. hapsis, a fastening < haptein, to fasten],
1. an apse. 2. that point in the orbit of the moon, a

Slanet,
etc. nearest to (lower afsis), or that farthest

rom (hisher apsis), the center of attraction: also apse,
line of apsides, line that coincides with the major
axis of an orbit.

likely.: as, eating too fast is apt to cause indigestion,
3, quick to learn or understand : as, an apt student. 4.

[Archaic], ready; prepared. SYN. see fit, likely, quick,

apt., [pi. Aprs.}, apartment.
ap ter al (ap'tgr-ol), adj. [Gr. apteros (see APTEROUS);
-f ~aJ], 1. in architecture, having columns at one or both

ends, but not along the sides. 2. in zoology, apterous,
ap-ter-ous (ai/t&r-ss), adj. [Gr. apteros < a-, without
4- pteron, a wing], in biology, having no wings or wing-
Itke parts.

ap-tr-yg4-al (ap'ter-ij'i-ol), adj. [< Gr, apterygos < a-,

without -f $t&yx, a wing], in iwjlo^y, lacking paired
fins or limbs.

ap-tryx (ap'teV-iks), n* [Gr. <K without -f pteryx,

wing] , any ol a number
of related, nearly ex-
tinct, tailless birds of
New Zealand, with a
long slender bill, unde-
veloped wings, and
hairHke feathers; kiwi

ap'ta-tiid'K n* {Fr, <
LJL aptitudo < L. aptus;
$ee APT], I . the quality
of being apt or appro-
priate; fitness. 2 a
matwal tendenoy or in-

pHnatiou, 3. an aW- Amount (IS fau long)
ity; capacity; talent.

aptitude test, a test for determining the -probability of

a person's success in some activity In which he Is not

j^tealj^t
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A-pu4i-a (s-pu'li-a), n. a department of southeastern
Italy: formerly a province of ancient Rome.

A-pu-re (a-poo're), n. a river in Venezuela, flowing
into the Orinoco .River: length, 300 mi.
A-pu-ri-mac (a'poo-re'mak), n. a river in southern
Peru, flowing into the Ucayali River: length, 600 mi,
A-pus (a'pss), n. [Mod. L., bird of paradise, lit., foot-
less (see APODAL): specimens orig. obtained from the
East Indies lacked feet], a southern constellation: also
called Bird of Paradise: see constellation, chart.

a-py-ret-ic (a'pi-ret/ik, ap'i-ret'ik) , adj. [Gr. apyretos;
see A- & PYRETIC], in medicine, without fever.
aq ua (ak'wo, a'kwg, a'kwa), n. [pi. AQUAS (-wsz,
-kwsz), AQUAE (-we, -kwe)], [L.], 1. water. 2. in
pharmacy, liquid : solution, especially in water: abbre-
viated aq. adj. [ < aquamarine], bluish-green.
aqua am-mo-ni-ae (3-m5'm-e') [Mod. L., lit., water
of ammonia], a water solution of ammonia; ammonium
hydroxide: also aqua ammonia.
aq ua cade (ak'wa-kad'), n. [aqua + -cade; coined after
motorcade], an aquatic exhibition or entertainment con-
sisting of swimming, diving, etc., often to music.
aqua for-tis (fSr'tis), [L., strong water], nitric acid.

aqua-marine (ak'wa-ma-ren') , n. [L. aqua marina,
sea water], 1. a transparent, pale bluish-green variety
of beryl, used in jewelry. 2. its color, adj. bluish-green.
aqua plane (ak'wa-plan'), n. [aqua + -plane; see AIR-
PLANE], a board on which
one rides standing up as it

is pulled by a motorboat.
v.i. [AQUAPLANED (-pland')t
AQUAPLANING], to ride on
such a board.
aqua re-gi-a (re'ji-a), [L. f

lit., kingly water], a mix-
ture of nitric and hydro-
chloric acids: so called
because it can dissolve AOTTAPT AKTW
gold and platinum.

AQUAPLANE

aq ua-relle (ak'wa-rel'), n. [Fr. < It. acquerella, water
color < acqua; L. aqua, water], a kind of painting in
transparent water colors.

a-quar-i-um (g-kwar'i-sm), n. [pi. AQUARIUMS (-omz),
AQUARIA (-9)], [L., neut. of aguarius, of water < aqua,
water], 1. a tank, usually with glass sides, or a pool,
bowl, etc. for keeping live water animals and water
plants. 2. a building where such collections are exhibited.
A-quar-l-us (a-kwSr'i-as) , n. [L., the water carrier <
aqua, water], 1. a large central constellation, suppos-
edly outlining a man pouring water from a container
in his right hand: see constellation, chart. 2. the
eleventh sign of the zodiac (), entered by the sun
about January 21 : see zodiac, illus.

a-quat'ic (a-kwat'ik, a
:kwat'ik), adj. [L. aquaticus <

aqua, water], 1. growing or living in or upon water:
as, aquatic plants. 2. done in or upon the water: as,

aquaUc sports, n. an aquatic plant or animal.
a quat-ics (o-kwat'iks, a-kwat'iks), n.pL aquatic per-
formances or sports.

aq-ua-tint (ak'wa-tintO, n. [Pr. aquatinte; It. acqua
t^nta, dyed in water < L, aqua, water -f tintus, pp. of

lingere, to dye, tinge], 1. a process by which spaces
rather than lines are etched with acid, producing an
etching like an ink drawing or a water color. 2. an
etching made in this way. v.t. to etch in this way.

aq-ua-tone (ak'wa-ton') , n. [aqua 4- tone], 1. a process
of photoengraving on a sensitized aluminum plate
coated with gelatin and celluloid. 2. a print made by
this process.
aqua vi-tae (vi'te"), [L., water of life], 1. in alchemy,
alcohol; hence, 2. brandy or other strong liquor.

aq ue duct (ak'wi-dukt'), n. [L, aquaeductus; aquae,
genit, of aqua, water

-f-^
ductus, pp. of ducere, to lead],

1. a large pipe or conduit made for bringing water from
a distant source. 2, any elevated structure built to

support such a pipe or conduit. 3, in anatomy, a
passage or canal.

a que-ous ('kwi-9S, ak'wi-9s), adj. [< base of L. aqua.
water; -f -CMS], 1. of or like water; watery. 2. formed
by the action of water, as certain rocks made of sed-
iment. 3, of the aqueous humor,

t

aqueous humor, a watery fluid in the space between
the cornea and tHe lens of the eye: see eye. Ulus.

Aq-uf-la (ak'wi-la; sometimes a-kwiFs), n. [L. f eaglej, a
northern constellation in the Milky Way, supposedly
outlining an eagle: see constellation, chart.

aqVleli-a (akVi-le^ji-a, a'kwi-le'ji-a), n. [Mod. L.;
ML. aquileja], a columbine.

A-qui le la (a/kweVle'ya), n, an ancient? town in Italy,
at the northern end of the Adriatic.

aq uHlne (ak'ws-Hn', ak'w^Bn), adj* [L* aquUinus <
aquila, eagle], I, of or Hke an eagle. 2. like an eagle's:
said especially of acurved or hooked nose.

A-qui-uWj-to TIioiXMW (^kwi'ngs), 1225?1274;
Italian scholastic philosopher: cf. Thomism.

A-qui-taine (ak'wi-tan') , n. a former district of south-
western France: later called

Guyenne.
Aq-ui-ta-ni-a (ak'wi-ta'ni-
9). n. the southwestern divi-
sion of ancient Gaul, con-
quered by Julius Caesar in
56 B.C.

|a quo (a' kwoO, [k-J
from

which: opposed to ad quern.
ar (ar), n. an are (unit of

measure) .

ar-, ad-: used before r, as in
arrest.

-ar (er), [< ME. -er < OFr.
-er, -ier, -air < L. -am; or
directly < L. -aris; also <
L. -arius, a suffix of nouns
of agency], a suffix used in

forming: 1. adjectives, or
nouns derived from adjec-
tives, meaning of, relating
to, like, of the nature of, as in regular, singular, polar.
2. nouns denoting agency, as in bursar, vicar. In some
nouns formed after scholar, etc., -ar is equivalent to -er.

AT., 1. Arabic. 2. Aramaic. 3. argentum, [L.], silver.
1. Army Regulation. 2. Autonomous Republic.

AQUITAINB

T.,

A.R.,
a.r., anno regni, [L.j, in the year of the reign.
A*ra (a'ra), n. [L., an altar], a southern constellation:
see constellation, chart.
Ar-ab (ar'ab), n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Arabia.
2. any of a race of Semites, native to Arabia; com-
monly, a Bedouin: some Arab tribes are now widely
scattered and mixed with other races, 3. any of a
breed of swift, graceful horses native to Arabia. 4. a
waif of the streets; street Arab. adj. Arabian.
Arab., 1. Arabian. 2. Arabic.
Ar-a-beMa (arVbel'a) , [prob. < Gmc. base ara, eagle
+ -bella; influenced in form by L. bella, fern, of bellus,

beautiful], a feminine name: diminutive, Bella.
ar-a besque (ar's-besk'), n. [Fr.; It. arabesco < Arabo,
Arab: with reference to the
designs in Moorish architec-

ture], 1. a complex and elab-
orate design of intertwined
flowers, foliage, geometrical
patterns, etc. painted or carved
in low relief. 2. in ballet danc-
ing, a position in which one leg
is extended straight backward
and the arms are extended, one
forward and one backward. 3.

in music, a short, brilliant com-
position in rondo form. adf/
1. of or done in arabesque. 2.

resembling arabesque; fantastic
and elaborate.

A-ra-bi-a. (s-ra'bi-a,
j-rS'byo), ARABESQUEn. a peninsula in southwestern x

Asia, largely a desert region: area, 1,000,000 sq. mi.;
pop., c. 10,000,000.
Arabia Fe-lix (fe'liks), [L. felix, happy, fortunate], 1.

the fertile region of Yemen, southwestern Arabia: the
ancient Latin name. 2. all of ancient Arabia except
the northern parts.
A ra bi an (s-ra'bi-Qn, 9-ra'bygn), adj. of Arabia or the
Arabs, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Arabia; Arab.
2. any of a breed of swift, graceful horses native to
Arabia. Abbreviated Arab.
Arabian Besert, a desert area of Egypt between the
Nile and the Red Sea*
Arabian Nights, a collection of ancient stories from
Arabia, India, Persia, etc.: also called The Arabian
Nights

1

Entertainment, The Thousand and One Nights,
Arabian Sea, an extension of the Indian Ocean, be-
tween India and Arabia.

Ar-a;bic (ar'9-bik), adj. 1. of Arabia. 2. of the Arabs,
their language, culture, etc. 3. [a-], designating the
gum (gum ardbic) obtained from certain kinds of
acacia. 4. [a-], designating an acid found in gum
arabic. n. the Semitic language of the Arabs, used in
Arabia, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, northern Africa, etc.

Abbreviated Arab., Ar.
Arabic numerals, the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and
the (zero).
a rab-i-noee (a-rab'o-noV, arVbs-nosO, [era&ic -f -*

4- ose], a jpentose sugar, CsHioOi, obtained especially
from certain vegetable gums,
Ar-ab-ist (ar'ab-ist), n. an expect i# Arabic; student of
Arabic linguistics or literature.

ar-a-ble (ar'a-b'l), adj. [Fr.; L. arabUis < arare, to
plow], suitable for plowing, n. plow land; arable land.
Arab League, a costfe^emtiosn, ^ the states of Syria,
Jordan, Iraq, Sati^ Ara|?Ia> l^fjatai, Egypt* .and
Yemen, formed! m,

h^ ovr; is, bite; lot, g5f hftrn, tfTOl, Ipok; oft o
<t m am ]n ag*nl*iw mnity. c>

iPir. <fw$ P, Q. icfe; Kb, O,
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Ara-by (ar'a-bi) , n. [Archaic or Poetic], Arabia.
a-raceous (s-ra'shas), adj. [arum + -aceous], of the
arum family of plants, chiefly tropical, bearing flowers
on a fleshy spike enclosed in a hoodlike leaf.

A-rach-ne (a-rak'ni), n. [L.; Gr. Arachne < arachne,

spider], in Greek mythology, a girl turned into a spider by
Athena for challenging the goddess to a weaving contest.

arachnid (a-rak'nid), n. [Mod. L. Arachnida, the
arachnids < Gr. arachne, spider], any of a large group
of arthropods with four pairs of legs, lunglike sacs or

breathing tubes, and a body usually divided into two
segments: spiders, scorpions, and mites are arachnids.
a rach ni dan (s-rak'ni-dan), adj. & IK arachnid.
arach-noid (a-rak'noid), adj. [< Gr. arachne, spider; -j-

-oid], 1. in anatomy, designating the middle of three
membranes covering the brain and the spinal cord.
2. in botany, covered with or consisting of soft, fine

hairs or fibers. 3. in zoology, of an arachnid, n. 1. the
arachnoid membrane. 2. an arachnid.

A-ra-fu-ra Sea (a'ra-foo'ra"), a part of the South
Pacific Ocean, between Australia and New Guinea.

Ar-a*gon (ar'a-gon', ar'o-gsn), n. a northeastern region
in Spain, formerly a
separate kingdom.
A-ra-gon, Louis (Iwe

7

a'ra^ow'), .1895- ;

French novelist, poet,
and journalist.
Ar-a-go-nese (ar's-ga-
neV), adj. of Aragon,
its people, language,
etc. n. 1. [pi, AfcA-

GONESE], a native or
inhabitant of Aragon.
2. the Spanish dialect

spoken in Aragon.
arag-o-nite (s-rag's-
mt , ar's-gan-it') , n.

ARAGON (C. 1470 A.D.)

[after Aragon, region in Spain], a mineral made up of
calcium carbonate in orthorhombic crystals, with less
distinct cleavage and greater density than calcite.

A-ra-gua-ya (a'rs-gwa'yg), n. a river in central Brazil:
length, 1,100 mi.
Ara-kan Mountains (a'ra-kan'. ar'a-kan'), a moun-
tain range in western Burma: highest peak, 10,000 ft.

Ar-al, Lake (&r'al), an inland body of salt water in the
Asiatic U.S.S.R., east of the Caspian Sea: area, 24,400
sq. mi. : also Aral Sea.
a-ralia (o-ra'li-s), n. [Mod. L.], an araliaceous plant.
aralia ceous (o-ra'li-a'shgs), adj. [< aralia + -aceous],
belonging to the ginseng family of plants, which are
usually woody and have flat clusters of small, white or
greenish flowers and, often, fragrant leaves.
Ar-am (fir'am), n. ancient Syria: the Hebrew name.
Aram., Aramaic.
Aramaean, Aramean (ar'a-mS'sn) , n. 1. any
member of an ancient people who lived in Syria (Aram)
and Mesopotamia. 2. their language, Aramaic, adj.
1. of these people. 2. of their language.
Ar-a-ma ic (arVma'ik), n. a group of northwest Semitic
languages spoken in Biblical times, including the lan-
guage used in Palestine after the captivity and spoken
by Jesus and his disciples: abbreviated Aram., Ar.
A-rap-a-ho fe-rapVhoO. n,

[fl. ARAPAHO, ARAPAHOES
(-hoz')] any member of a tribe of Algonquian Indians
who lived in the area of the upper Platte and Arkansas
Rivers: also spelled Arapahoe.

ar apai ma (ar'a-pl'ma) ,
n. [Port. < a Tupian word],

a large, edible fresh-water fish of South America,
Ar-a-rat (ar'a-rat'), n. a mountain in eastern Turkey
(formerly Armenia): higher of its two peaks, 16,915
ft.: supposed landing place of Noah's Ark: Gen. 8:4.
a ra ro ba (a'rs-rxS'ba), n. [Port. < Braz. native name],
1. a bitter, yellow powder used in medicine: also called
Goa powder. 2. the Brazilian tree yielding this powder:
it has striped wood,
A ran can (-r6'ken), n. 1. the language of the Arau-
canians. 2, an Araucanian.
Araucanian (ar'6-kS'ni-sm), n. a member of a
linguistic stock of South American Indians of Chile
and the Argentine pampas, adj. 1. of the Araucanians,
2. of their language.

ar au ca ri a (ar'6-ka'ri-9), n. [Mod. L, < Sp. Araucano,
Araucanian tribe], any of a number of related South
American orAustralian evergreen trees of thepinefamily.
A-ra-wak (a'rg-wak'), n. a member of any branch of the
Arawakan Indians.
A-ra wa kan (a'ra-wa'ksii), adj. of a large linguistic
family of South American Indian tribes north of the
Amazon.
arbalest, ar balist (ar^Kst), n. [MB. arMaste,
arUaste < AS. arblast or OPr. arbaleste, arcbaleste^tt.
arcuballista < arcus, a bow -f ballfata; see BALLISTA], a
crossbow consisting of a steel bow set crosswise in a
wooden shaft: it propelled arrows, balls, or stones.
Ar he-la (Sr-belo), n. an ancient Persian city, now in
northern Iraq; modern name, Erbtt.

ar bi-ter (Ir'bi-tlr), n. [L,, orig., one who goes to a
place, a. witnoM, jtidge < ad-, to -f bitere, bl$ret to

come, go], 1. a person selected to iudge a dispute;
umpire; arbitrator. 2. a person fully authorized to

judge or decide. SYN. see judge.
Jar-bi-ter e le-gan-ti-ae (ar'bi-ter el'9-gan'shi-e') , [L.],

judge of elegance; authority in questions of good taste.

ar-bi-tra-ble (ar'ba-tra-b'l), adj. that can be arbitrated;
subject to arbitration.

ar bi-trage (ar'ba-trij; also, for 2, ar'bs-traW), n. [Pr.
< arbitrer, to judge < L. arbitrari; see ARBITRATE],
1. arbitration. 2. a buying of bills of exchange, stocks,
etc. in one market and selling them again at a higher
price in another market.

ar-bi-tral (ar'bs-tral) , adj. [Fr.; L. arbitralis; see AR-
BITER], of arbiters or arbitration.

ar-bit-ra-ment (ar-bifrs-mgnt) , n. [ME. & OFr.
arbitrement < L. arbitrari; see ARBITRATE], 1. arbitra-
tion. 2. an arbitrator's verdict or award. 3. the power
to judge; right to decide.

ar-bi-trar-My (ar'ba-trer's-li; emphatic, often aVbg-
trtr's-li), adv. in an arbitrary manner.

ar-bi-trar-i-ness (ar'ba-trer'i-nis), n. the quality or
condition of being arbitrary.

ar-bi-trar-y (ar'ba-trer'i), adj. [L. arbitrarius < arbiter;
see ARBITER], 1. discretionary. 2. based on one's

preference, notion, or whim: hence, 3. capricious. 4.

absolute; despotic. SYN. see dictatorial.

ar-bi-trate (ar'ba-trat/) , v.t. [ARBITRATED (-id), ARBI-

TRATING], [< L. arbitratus, pp. of arbitrari, to give a
decision < arbiter; see ARBITER], 1. to give to an
arbitrator to decide; settle by arbitration. 2. to decide

(a dispute) as an arbitrator. v.i. 1. to act as an
arbitrator (in a dispute, between persons). 2. to submit
a dispute to arbitration. .

ar-bi-tra-tion (aVba-tra'shsn), n, [L. arbitratio; see

ARBITRATE], an arbitrating or being arbitrated; settle-

ment of a dispute by a person or persons chosen to
hear both sides and come to a decision.

ar-bi-tra'tor (ar'bo-tra'ter) , n. [L.;
(
see ARBITRATE), 1.

a person selected as a judge of a dispute; arbiter. 2. a

person fully authorized to judge or decide.
arbi-tress (ar'ba-tris), n. a woman arbiter.

Ar-blay, Madame <f' (dar'bla; Fr. dar'bla'), see

Burney, Fanny.
arbor (ar'b&r), n. [ME. erber, herber; OFr. erbier,
herbier < L. herbarium, place covered with grass, etc.

< herba, grass, herb], 1. a place shaded by trees or
shrubs or, especially, by vines on a latticework;
bower. 2. [Obs.], a plot of grass; garden; orchard.

ar-bor (ar'ber), n, [pi, for 1 & 2, ARBORES (-bo-reV) ; for

3, ARBORS (-brz)j, [L., a tree, beam], 1, a tree. 2. a

family tree. 3. in metal casting, the beam or bar in
the center of an interior mold or core.

ar-bor (Sr'bgr), n. [Fr. arbre, tree, axis < L, arbor, tree,

beam], in mechanics, 1. a shaft; beam. 2. a spindle;
axle. 3. a bar that holds cutting tools, v.t. to set in

such a bar, shaft, etc.
arbora-ceous (ar'ba-ra'shas) , adj. [arbor (tree) +
-aceous], 1. treelike. 2. wooded.
Arbor Day, in most States of the United States, a day
in late April or early May observed by planting trees,

ar bo-real (ar-b6r'i-9l, Sr-bo'ri-ol), adj.lL, arboreus, of
a tree < arbor, tree; + -al], 1. of or like a tree, 2,

living in trees or adapted for living in trees.
ar'bored (ar'beYd), adj. 1. having an arbor, or bower,
2. having trees on both sides or around it.

ar-bo re ous (Sr-b6r'i-9S, Ir-b5'ri-9s), adj. 1. arboreal.
2. full of trees. 3. arborescent, ^

ar bo-res-cent (ar'b-res'
f

nt), adj. [L. arborescens, ppr.
of arborescere, to become a tree < arbor, tree), treelike
in shape or growth; branching.

ar-bo-re-tum (a'r'Da-rg'tom), n. [pi ARBORETUMS
(-tsmz), ARBORETA (-to)], [L. < arbor, tree], 1. a place
where many kinds of trees and shrubs are grown for
exhibition or study; hence, 2. a wooded public park,

ar-bo-rf-cul-ture (aVbQ-ri-kul'ch&r), n. [< L. arbor,
tree -f- cultura, culture], the scientific cultivation of
trees and shrubs.

ar-bor-i-za'tion (Ir'beV-i-zI'shan), n. [< arbw (tree) +
he -f -aiion], 1. a treelike figure or arrangement. 2.

the forming of^such^a fi^ure^or arrangement.

el, 1. any
-- ___________ - _- ______ , ______________ pine family, having
soft, fragrant, scalelike leaves; thuja, 2. in anatomy,
the treelike structure of the while substance in a

longitudinal section of the cerebellum. Also, especially
in sense 2, arbor vitae.

arbour (ar'be*r) f n. an arbor (bower) i British spelling.
Ar-buth-tiot, John (Sr-buth'not, Sr'batfa-not'), 1667-
1735; English physician and author.

ar-bu-tue (Sr-M'tos). n, [L., wild strawbtrry treel, 1.

any of a number or related trees and shrubs of the
heath family, with dark-green leaves, clusters of white
or pinkish fiowers, and $ta^wberrylike berries. 2. a
related trailing plant with dusters of iriiite 6r pink
flowers: tmlHng arbutus; Mayflower,

arc (Irfc), n. [Fr, < L, areuy, a bow, *rch}. L a bowlike
ctarved Hue or object. 2, m w^onwiy, a) the apparent
curved path of a star or planet, b) the angular measure-
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ment of this. 3. in electricity^ the band of sparks or
incandescent light between two closely placed elec-
trodes when a current leaps the gap from one to the
other. 4. in geometry, a part of a curved line, as of a
circle. v.i. [ARCED or ARCKED (arkt), ARCING or ARCK-
ING], in electricity, to form an arc

Arc, Jeanne d* (zhan' dark'), see Joan of Arc.
ARC, A.R.C., American (National) Red Cross.
ar-cade (ar-kad'), n. [Fr.; ML. arcata < L. arcus, a bow,
arch], 1. a passage having an arched roof; hence, 2.

any covered passageway, especially one with shops
along the sides. 3. an avenue of trees. 4. in archi-
tecture, a) a line of arches and their supporting col-
umns. 6) an arched building, v.t. [ARCADED (-id),

ARCADING], to make into or provide with an arcade.
Ar-ca-di-a (ar-ka'di-e) , n. 1. an ancient pastoral dis-
trict of the central Pelo-

ponnesus, Greece; hence,
2. any place of rural peace
and simplicity.
Ar-ca-di-an (ar-ka'di-sn),
adj. 1. of Arcadia. 2. like
or characteristic of Arca-
dia; rustic; peaceful and
simple, n. I. a native or
inhabitant of Arcadia. 2.

a person of simple man-
ners and tastes.

Ar-ca-dy (ar'ks-di), n.

[Poetic], Arcadia.
ar-ca-num (ar-ka'nsm) , n.

[pL ARCANUMS (-namz).
ARCANA (-ns)], [L., neut. of arcanus, shut in, hidden <
arcere, to shut up < area, chest], 1. a secret, mystery.
2. a secret remedy: elixir.

arcature (ar'kg-che'r), n. [< ML. arcata (see ARCADE);
, + -ure], in architecture, 1. a small arcade. 2. a closed or
false arcade, as for ornament
Jarc-bou'tant (ar'bop'tan'), n. \pl ARCS-BOUTANTS
(ar'boo'tan')L [Fr.], in architecture, a flying buttress.

arc furnace, an electric furnace in which the heat
comes from an arc between an electrode and the mate-
rial being heated.
arch (arch), n. [ME.; OFr. arche; ML. area: L. arcus,
a bow, arch], 1. a curved structure, as of masonry,
used as a support over an open space, as in a bridge,
doorway, etc. 2. any similar structure, as a monument.
3. the form of an arch. 4. anything shaped like an
arch. 5. in anatomy, an archlike part: as, the dental
arch, arch of the foot, etc. v.t. 1. to provide with an
arch or arches. 2. to cause to take the form of an arch.
v.i. 1. to form an arch. 2. to span as an arch.
arch (arch), adj. [< arch-, with changed meaning be-
cause of use in archknave, archrogue], 1. main; chief;

principal. 2. clever; crafty: as, an arch villain. 3. gaily
mischievous; pert: as, an arch look.
arch- (arch; in archangel &* its derivatives, ark), [ME.
arche-; AS. arce-, erce-\ L. archi-, arch- < Gr. archos,

ruler], a prefix meaning main, chief, principal: used in
forming titles of rank, as archduke, archbishop.
-arch (ark), [< Gr. archos, ruler], a suffix meaning
ruler, as in heptarch, matriarch.
Arch., Archbisliop.
arch., 1. archaic. 2. archery. 3. archipelago. 4. archi-
tect, 5. architectural. 6, architecture.
Ar-chae an (ar-ke'an), adj. Archean.
archae-o- (ar'kj-6), {< Gr. archaios, ancient < arche,
the beginning], a combining form meaning ancient,
original, as in archaeology: sometimes spelled archeo-.
ar chae olog-i cal (ar'B-a-loj'i-k'l), adj. of or con-
nected with archaeology: also spelled archeolo&ical.
ar chae-ol o gist (arla-ol'a-jist), n. a student of or
specialist in archaeology: also spelled archeologist.

ar chae ol o-gy (aVki-ol's-ji), n. [archaeo- + -logy], the
scientific study of the life and culture of ancient peo-
ples, as by excavation of ancient cities, relics, artifacts,
etc.: also spelled archeology: abbreviated archaeol.
ar chae op-ter-yx (aVH-op't&r-iks), n. [Mod. L,;
archaeo- + Gr. pteryx, wing], an extinct reptilelike bird
of the Jurassic Period, which had teeth, a lizardlike
tail, and well-developed wings,
Ar chae o-zo ic (ar'Ia-9-zo'ik), adj. Archeozoic.
archa-ic (Sr-kS'ik), adj. [Or. archaikos < archafos, old,

ancient], 1. belonging to an earlier period; ancient.
2. antiquated; old-fashioned, 3. that has ceased to be
used except in poetry, church ritual, etc.: as, thou i$ an
archaic form ofyou. Abbreviated arch. SYN. see old.

archaically (Sr-kS'i-k'H, r~kS'ik-H) , adv. l.inan
archaic manner. 2. as an archaism.

ar cha ism (ar'ki-iz'ni, aykS-iz'm), n. [Fr. archaisme <
Gr. arctyaiswos < arVhaiosj see ARCHAIC], 1. the use or
imitation of archaic words, technique, etc. 2. an
archaic ^fonf. usage; techmque, etc.

ar*cha48t'(ar%i4t, Sr%54st), ft. 1. a student of or
expert m archaic things or antiquities. 2. a person

who is fond of using archaisms in speaking or writing.
ar cha is tic (ar'ki-is'tik, ar'ka-is'tik), adj. 1. using
archaisms. 2. characterized by archaism.

ar-cha-ize (ar'H-Iz', ar'ka-iz'), v.t. [ARCHAIZED (-izd'),

ARCHAIZING], to make archaistic or archaic. v.i. to
use archaisms.
arch-an-gel (ark'an'jal, ark'an'ial), n. [< OPr. arch*

angel or LL. archangelus; Gr. archangelos < archos,

chief, first -f angelos, messenger, angel], 1. an angel of
the highest rank; a chief angel. 2. the plant angelica.
3. [A-J, a) a region in the R.S.P.S.R., on the Arctic
Ocean: pop., 1,199,000. b) its capital, a seaport on the
White Sea: pop., 194,000: Russian name, Arkhangelsk,
c} a gulf of the White Sea: see Dvina Bay.
arch-Dish-op (arch'bish'sp), n. [ME. archeUschop; AS.

arcebiscof; L. archiepiscopus; Gr. archiepiskopos;
archi-, chief + efiskopos, overseer], a bishop of the

highest rank; a chief bishop, who presides over an arch-

bishopric or archdiocese : abbreviated Abp., abp., Arch,

arch-bish-op-ric (arch'bish'sp-rik) , n. [ME. arche-

bischopriche; AS. arcebiscoprice; arcebiscop (see ARCH-
BISHOP) + rice, jurisdiction], 1. the office, rank, duties,
or term of an archbishop. 2. the church district or

province over which an archbishop has jurisdiction.
Archd., 1. Archdeacon. 2. Archduke.
arch-dea-con (arch'de'k'n), n. [AS. arcediacont archi-

diacon; L. archidiaconus; Gr. archidiakonos < archos,
chief -f diakonos, servant, minister], a chief deacon;
church official ranking just below a bishop or an
archpriest: in the Anglican Church he has supervisory
duties under the bishop.
arch dea-con ry (arclrde'k'n-ri) , n. [pi. ARCHDEAC9N-
RIES (-riz)], 1. the office, rank, duties, or jurisdiction
of an archdeacon. 2. an archdeacon's residence.

arch-di-o-cese (arch'di'a-ses', arch'di'e-sis), n. [arch- -f

diocese], the diocese of an archbishop.
arch du cal (arch'doo'k'l, arch'du'kl) , adj. of an arch-
duke or archduchy.
arch duch-ess (arch'duch'is), n. 1. the wife or widow
of an archduke. 2. a princess of the former royal
family of Austria.

arch-duch-y (arch'duch'i) , n. [pi. ARCHDUCHIES (-iz)],

the territory ruled by an archduke or archduchess.
arch-duke (arch'dook', arch'dukO, n. a chief duke,
especially a prince of the former Austrian royal family.
Archean (ar-ke'an), adj. [Gr. archaios, ancient <
arche, beginning], in geology, ancient; designating or of

the oldest known rocks: also spelled Archaean.
arched (archt), adj. [pp. of arch], 1. furnished or

covered with an arch or arches. 2. having the form or

shape of an arch; curved.

ar-che Io ni um (a'r'ki-go'ni-am), n. [pi ARCHBGONIA
(-a)], [Mod. L., dim. < Gr. archegonos, the first of a

race; arche- < archos, first, chief -f- gonos, offspring], in

botany, the flask-shaped female reproductive organ
in mosses, ferns, etc.

arch-en-e-my (arch'en'-mi), n. [pi. ARCHENEMIES
(-miz)], a chief enemy.
the archenemy, Satan.

ar chen-ter-on (ar-ken'teV-on), n. [< archi- + Gr.

enteron, intestine], in zoology, the cavity at the center

of an embryo in the gastrula stage of development,
forming a primitive digestive tract.

ar che ol-o gy (ar'ki-olVji), n. archaeology.
Ar-che-o-zo-ic (ar'ki-a-zo'ifc) , adj. [archeo- -f zo- -f

-ic], designating or of the earliest known geological
era, characterized by thick lava flows, mountain forma-
tion, and microscopic plant and animal life.

the Archeozoic, the Archeozoic Era or its rocks: see

archer (a'rch'er)^ n. [ME.; OFr. archier; L. arcarius,

bowman < arcust a bow], 1. a person who shoots with
a bow and arrows; bowman. 2. [A-], the constellation

Sagittarius.

shooting ,. -- .

arrows, and other equipment. 3. archers collectively.
Abbreviated arch,

ar-che-spore (ar'ki-sp6r', Sr'ki-spor') , n. [Mod. L.

archesporium: see ARCHI- & SPORE], in botany, a cell or

group of cells from which the spore mother cells

develop.
ar-che-type (aVks-tip'). n. [L. awhetypus; Gr. arch*

typon < arche-, first + typos: see xvpte, n.], the original

pattern, or model, from which all other things of the
same kind are made: prototype, ~SYN, see model,

arch-fiend (arch'fgnaOt n* [arch* -f fiendlt
a chief fiend.

the archfiend, Satan,
,

ar chi- (aVkf), fsee Ajtecsf-L <at 'greist meaning: 1.

first, as Iv 'Jty&tae3K<&> ?. fa biology,
1

'
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arduous

Ar*chl-bald (ar'chi-b61d'), [of Gmc. origin; OHG.
Erchaubald, prob. nobly bold], a masculine name:
diminutives, Archie, Archy. .

ar-chi-blast (ar'ki-blasf) n. [archi- + -blast], in bi-

ology, 1. egg protoplasm. 2. the outer of the two

layers of an embryo in an early stage of development.
ar chi-carp (ar'ki-karp'). n. [archi- + -carp], in botany,

the female reproductive organ m an ascomycetous

fungus, giving rise to spore sacs (asci) after fertilization:

also called ascogonium. .

ar-chi-di-ac o-nal (ar'ki-di-ak'a-n'l), adj. [archi- +
diaconal], 1. of an archdeacon. 2. of an archdeaconry,

archi-e-pis-co-pa-cy (ar'ki-s-pis'kg-ps-si). n. [archi" -f

episcopacy], church rule by archbishops.
ar-chi-e pis co-pal (ar'ki-a-pis'ks-pl), adj. [ML. archi-

episcopalis; see ARCHI- & EPISCOPAL], 1. of an arch-

bishop. 2. of an archbishopric.
ar-cb.il (ar'kil), n. [ME. orchell; OPr. orcfoJ, orcheil; It.

orchetto], 1. any of a number of lichens yielding a

purple dye. 2. the dye.
ar chi mage (ar'ki-maj'), H. [< 0/dw- + L. w0tf$ < Or.

magos; cf. MAGI], a great magician or wizard.

ar-chi-man-drite (ar'ki-man'drit) , n. [ML. & LL.

archimandrite,; Late Gr. archimandrites < archi-, chief

+ mandra, enclosure, monastery], in the Orthodox

Eastern Church, the head of a monastery or of a number

n. [It. archivolto, arcovolta;
see ARCH, n. &. VAULT], in architecture, 1. the inner

jr.meati (aVki-me'di-sn, ar'ki-mi-de'an) , adf.

[L. Archimedeus < Archimedes], of, discovered, or in-

vented by Archimedes.
Archimedean (or. Archimedes*) screw, an ancient

water-raising device at-

tributed to Archimedes,
made up of a spiral tube
on a shaft or a large screw
in a cylinder, revolved by
hand.
Ar-chi-me'des (arki-me'-
dez), n. Greek mathema-
tician and physicist; 287?

-212 B.C.; discovered

principles of the lever and
of specific gravity,
ar-chine Jar-sheV) n.

ARCHIMEDEAN SCREW

ar cnine ^ar-siieu ; "; .. , . no
[Russ,], a Russian unit of linear measure equal to 28

inches: also spelled arshin.

arch-ing (ar'chiri), fld
f

/. [ppr. of arch], forming an arch.

n. 1. an arched part. 2. a series of. arches.

archi pelag-ic (ar'ka-ps-la/ik) , adj. of or consti-

tuting an archipelago.
ar-chiWa-go (ar'ks-pel'a-go'), n. [pi. ARCHIPELAGOES,
ARCHIPELAGOS (-goz')]. [It, arcipelago < Gr. archi-,

chief + pelagos, sea], 1. [A-], the Aegean Sea;, hence,

2 any sea withmany islands. 3. such a group of islands.

Abbreviated arch. See Malay Archipelago, map.
archi plasm (Sr'ka-plaz'm) , n. [archi- 4- -plasm], 1.

the most primitive living matter. 2. archoplasm.
architect (ar'ks>-tekt') ,

n. [L. architects; Gr. archi-

tektQn; archi-, chief f tektdn, worker], 1. a .person
whose profession is designing buildings, drawing, up
plans, and generally supervising the construction;

specialist in architecture. 2. any similar designer; as, a

naval architect. 3. any builder or creator. Abbreviated

ar chi-tec-ton-lc (ar'ki-tek-ton'ik), adj. [L. architec-

tonicus; Gr. architektonikos < architektdn; see ARCHI-

TECT] L of an architect or architecture; constructive.

2. done as though by an architect; showing design. 3.

controlling. 4. in philosophy, having to do with the

systematizing of knowledge, n. architectonics.

ar-chi-tec-ton-ics (ar'ki-tek-ton'iks), n.pl (construed
as sing.], 1. the science of architecture, 2. structural

ar-cRt'tec'tur'ai ^ar K9*iiej!c
f cn.r-9i^, uuj* *. wi u* **uu.-

nected with architecture. 2. having the qualities of

architecture. Abbreviated arch.

ar-chi'tec-tur-aMy (aVka-tek'ch&r-al-i), adv. 1. from
the standpoint of architecture. 2. in an architectural

ar^ch?-tec-ture (aVks-tek'cheV), n, [Fr. ;
L. arcUtectura ;

see ARCHITECT] ,
1. the science, art, or profession of de-

signing and constructing buildings. 2. a building, or

buildings collectively. 3. a style o construction: as,

Elizabethan architecture. 4. design and construction.

5. any framework, system, etc. Abbreviated arch.

ar*chi-trave (aVks-traV), n. [Fr.; It. < L. arcfa* +
frabs, a beam], in architecture, 1, the lowest part of an

entablature, a beam resting directly on the tops of the

columns: see entablature, illus. 2. the molding around
a doorway, window, etc.

.

ar-chi'val (ar'ki-v'l), adj. of, in, or containing archives.

ar chives (gr'Hva;), n.pl. [Fr. f pL of archif < L. arckimm,
archium; Or. archeion, town hall < ta archeta, public

records < arch, the beginning, magistracy],
1. a place

where public records, documents, etc. are kept, 2. the

public records, documents, etc. kept in such a place.

ar'Chi'Vlflt (&rk-vist) n a person having charge of

archives.

archi-volt (ar'ka-volt'),
see ARCH, n. &. VAULT], _ __._,.
curve of an arch or the structural parts of this. 2. an
ornamental molding on the wall side of an arch.

arch-ly (arch'li), adv. in an arch manner; gaily and
mischievously.
arch-ness (arch'nis), n. the quality of being arch, or

gaily mischievous.
ar-chon (ar'kon, ar'ksn), n. [Gr. archon < archein, to
be first, rule] 1. one of the nine chief magistrates of

ancient Athens. 2. a ruler.

ar cho-plasm (ar'kg-plaz'm), n. [Mod. L. archoplasma
< Gr. archon (see ARCHON) ; -f -plasm], in biology, that

part of the cell protoplasm which forms the asters,

astral rays, and spindles in mitosis.

arch-priest (arch'prest') , n. [arch- -f- priest], 1. for-

merly, a priest who acted as a bishop's chief assistant;
dean. 2. a chief priest; hence, 3. the chief proponent
of a school of thought, political theory, etc.

arch-way (arch'wa') , n. a passageway under an arch.

-ar-chy (ar-ki, Sr-ki), [Gr. -archia < archos, ruler], a
suffix meaning ruling, that which is ruled, as in heptar-
chy, monarchy.
arcked (arkt), alternative past tense and past participle

arck-ing (ark'irj), alternative present participle of arc.

arc lamp, a lamp in which the light is produced by an
arc between electrodes.

arc light, 1. an arc lamp. 2. the light of an arc lamp.
A.R.G.S., 1. Associate of the Royal College of Science.

2. Associate of the Royal College of Surgeons.
arc-tic (ark'tik; also, esp. for n. 3, ar'tik), adj. [ME.
artic; OFr. artique; L. arcticus; Gr. arktikos, lit. f of

the (constellation of the) Bear (Gr. arktos), northern,
arctic], 1. of, characteristic of, or near the North
Pole or the region around it; hence, 2. very cold;

frigid, n. 1. the region around the North Pole. 2.

the Arctic Circle. 3. an overshoe: see arctics.

Arctic Circle, arctic circle, an imaginary circle par-
allel to the equator,
2330' from the
North Pole.
Arctic Ocean, the
ocean around the
North Pole, north
of the Arctic Circle:

area, 5,440,000 sq.
mi.

arc-tics (ark'tiks,
ar'tiks), n.pL [<
[arctic], warmly
lined, waterproof
overshoes.
Arctic Zone, all the

region north of the
Arctic Circle: the
North Frigid Zone.
Arc-tu-rus (ark-
toor'ss, ark-tyoor'-
9s), n. [L.; Gr.
Arktouros < arktos,
a bear -^ ouros,

f
a guard], the brightest star in the

constellation Bootes: see constellation, chart.
ar cu-ate (ar'ku-it, ar'ku-at') adj. [L. arcuatus, pp. of

arcuare, to arch, bend like a bow < arcus, a DOW],
curved like a bow; arched.

ar-cu-a-tlon (ar'ku-a'shgn), n* [L. arcuatio; see ARCU-
ATE], 1. a curving or being curved like a bow. 2, the
use of arches in building. 3. a row of arches.
-ard (grd), JOFr.; MHG. -hart < hart, bold, hardy], a
suffix (originally an intensive) used in forming nouns
meaning one who is too , one who does (something
not admirable) too much, as in sluggard, drunkard: also

-art, as in braggart.
ar-deb (ar'deb), n. [colloq. Ar. ardabb, for Ar. al irdabb;

prob. ult. < Gr. artabs, a Persian measure], a unit of

dry measure used in Egypt and Moslem countries,

varying from 1/2 peck to 71/2 bushels,

Ar-oen (ar'd'n), n. 1. a wooded district in Warwick-
shire. England, the site of a former forest made famous
by Shakespeare in As You Like It; hence, 2. a land of

romance.
ar-den-cy (ar'd'n-si), n. [ < ardent + -sy), a being
ardent; ardor.
Ar-dennes (ar'denOi {**

a wooded and partlr/hilly sec-

tion in southern Belgium and northeastern France.
ar-dent (ar'd

f

nt), 4/. [L. ardms, ardentis, i>pr. of

ordere to burn], 1. glowing; beaming. 2. passionate;
vehement; eager; intensely enthusiastic. 3. [Cos.],

buniing; aflame. SYN. see passionate.
ardent spirits, strong alcoholic liquor; whisky, gra, etc.

ar dor (i&'#&r) f n. [ME.; OFr. ardour, ardor; L. ardor,
a flame, fire < ordere, to burn) 1. emotional warmtn. ;

passion; eagerness; enthusiasm; seal. 2. intense heat;
fir. "***"$YPf. see paaaionu
ar dour (Sr'dSr), n. ardor: British spelling,
ar*do*ovM (Ir'jW-^s) , adj\ [L. arauw, steep]* 1. diflj-

cttit to do: recreinng exeracki; laborious. 2. steep; n&ra
to climb. 3.ergetic;w0rSttgJrd^

"""^ '

ARCTIC CIRCLE



TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE

EGYPTIAN (Pyramid) EGYPTIAN (Temple at Karnak) ASSYRIAN (Palace near Nineveh)

BYZANTINE (church) GREEK IONIC
(Erechtheum, Athena)

MAYAN
(Temple at Chiche"n Itza, Yucatan)

CHINESE
(Pagoda of Sung Yueh Ssu)

RUSSIAN
(Cathedral of St. Basil, Moscow)

FRENCH GOTHIC
(Rheims Cathedral)

INDIAN (Taj Mahal)

MODERN (house)
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GREEK DORIC
(Temple of Paestum)

CHINESE BUDDHIST
(Drum Tower, Peking)

ENGLISH GOTHIC
(Westminster Abbey)

MODERN (house)
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are (ar), [AS. (Northumbrian) aron < verbal base found
also in am & art; see AM], the plural and second person

singular, present indicative, 01 be: see also aren't.

are (a*), n. [Pr. < L. area; see AREA], a unit of surface

measure in the metric system, equal to 100 square
meters or 119.6 square yards: abbreviated a.

ar-e-a (&r'i-), n. [#. AREAS (-92); for 6,
t
often ARBAE

(-503, [L-. tevel piece of ground], 1. originally, a level

surface or piece of ground. 2. a part of the earth's sur-

face; region; tract. 3. the total outside surface of any-

thing, as measured in square units. 4. a yard of a

building; areaway. 5. scope; range: extent. 6. in

biology, a limited part of the surface of an organism.

ar-e-a-way (a"r'i-3-wa') n. 1. a sunken yard, or court

leading into a cellar, for entrance or light and air^ 2. a

passageway between buildings or parts of a building.

ar-e-ca (ar'i-ka, s-re'ka), n. [Port.; prob. < Malayalam
a&ekka], any of a number of related palms with a smooth

trunk, white flowers, orange-colored fruit, and large,

feathery leaves, as the betel palm.
A-re-ci-bo (a're-sS'bo'), n, a seaport in northern Puerto

Rico: pop,, 22,000.
a-re-na (a-re'ns), n. [pi. ARENAS (-noz), ARENAE (-ne)j,

[L. arena, harena, sand, sandy place, arena], 1. the

central part of an ancient Roman amphitheater, where

gladiatorial contests and shows took place. 2. any

place like this: as, an arena for boxing matches. 3. any

sphere of struggle or exertion. 4. in the theater, a cen-

tral stage without a proscenium, surrounded by seats :

often used attributively, as in arena theater (also called

theater-in-the-round), arena staging.

ar-enaceoxiB (ar'i-na'shas), adj. [L. arenaceus; see

ARENA], 1. sandy. 2. growing in sand.

ar-e-nic-o-lous (ar'i-nikVlss), adj. [< L. arena, sand

f tolere, to dwell], living in sand, as some burrowing
animals. ^ ,

aren't (arnt), are not: also occasionally used as a sub-

stitute for a contraction of am not m interrogative
constructions: see also ain't.

%

ar-e-o- (ar'i-a), [ < Gr. Areos, gemt. of Ares, Mars], a

combining form meaning of Mars, as in areology. t

ar-e-o-cen-tric (aVi-o-sen'trik), adj. in astronomy, with

the planet Mars regarded as center,

a-reo-la te-re'a-fo), n. {pi AREOLAE (-ISO. AREOLAS

(-tez)]t [L- small open place, dim. of area; see AREA],

1, a small space, as between the veins of a leaf or the

ribs of an insect's wing. 2, in anatomy, a small space
around something, as the dark area around a nipple,

3. in biology, a small hollow in a surface.

a-re-o-lar (a-re's-ler) , adj. 1. of or like an areola. 2.

consisting of areolae.

areole (Ir'i-oT), n. [Pr.],
an areola.

ar e ol o &y (Sr'i-ol's-ji). n. [areo- + ~logy], the study of

the planet Mars. ,

Are op a Site (ar'i-op'a-jiv, ar'i-opVgit'), n. [L.

Areopagites: Gr. AreiopagitZs], any member of the

Areopagus in ancient Athens.
.

Ar e op a-ftus (ar'i-op'o-gas), n. {L. < Gr Arewpagos <
Areios, ofAres + fagos, hill], 1. the hill of Ares, west

of the Acropolis m ancient Athens, where the high
court of judges sat; hence, 2. this court. 3. any im-

portant law court, .

A-re-quip* (a're-ke'pa), n. a city in southern Peru:

* (fcr'e*)! n. [L.; Gr, Ami in Cr*?* W*k
J

e

01 war, son of Z/etis and Hera: identified with the

Roman god Mars.
a rete (g-rSl'; Fr. a'retO, [Fr., lit., fish skeleton, awn
of wheat, ridge; OFr. areste; L. arista, awn of grain,

fishbone], a sharp, narrow ridge or crest of a mountain.
Arethusa (ar

r
i-thu'za, ar'l-thoo'sa) ,

n. [L.; Gr.

Arethousa]i 1. in Greek mythology, a woodland nymph,
changed intp a stream by; Artemis so that she might

escape her pursuer, the river god Alpheus. 2. [a-T, a

variety of orchid, usually with one long, narrow leaf

and one rofie-DUFDle flower.

A^re-tlno, Metro (pye'trS a're-te'nS), 1492-1556;
Italian satirical writer.

A-rez-zo (S-ret'tso
1

), n. a city in central Italy: pop.,

65,000 (est. 1947).
Arg., I.Argentina. 2. Argentine.

ar-gal (a'r'g'lj, con/. A arfu. [altered < L. <sr*o], [Archa-
icJTergo; therefore; hence.

ar-gal (ar'g'l), n. argol.
ar-fcal (a*r'gl) , n. an argah.

ar-Ia la (arga-te), n* {Hind, h*rgtt&% 1. a stork of

India, the adjutant, 2. an African stork, the marabou.

argali (Sr>go-U), n. [J. ARGALIS (~Kz), ARGALI: see

PLURAL, H, D, 1], [Mongol], 1. a wild sheep of Asia,

with large, curved horns. 2. any of several other wild

sheep, as the American bighorn. ,,.,,.--

Ar-gand burner (ar'gand), [after Aimf Argang (1755-

1803), the inventor, a Swiss chemist^ am oil Iwmer
made up of two concentric tubes separated by a dyftor

drical wick through which air is passed to wtorease

the rate of combustion.
argent (aVjant), n. (Fr.; L. argmtum: Gr. jur&ros,
silver < orfo^, white], 1. [Archaic or Poetic], silver.

2. CObsJ, sflver coin; money, otf/. of silver; silvery.

ar-gen-tal (ar-jen't'l), adj. of, like, or containing silver.

argen-teous (Sr-ien'ti-ss), of/. [L. argenteus; see

ARGENT], of or like silver; silvery.

Argen/teuil (ar'zhaw'to'i), n. a city in northern

France, on the Seine: pop., 54,000 (1946).
ar-gen-tic (ar-jen'tik), adj. [< L. argentwn (see ARGENT) ;

+ -ic], of or containing silver, with a higher valence
than In the corresponding argentous compounds.
ar gen-ttf-ec ous (Ir'jsn-tif'er-as), adj. [< L. argentum
(see ARGENT) ; -f -ferous], containing silver, as ore.

Ar-gen-tl-na (ar'jan-te'ns), n. a country in southern

South America: area, 1,079,965 sq. mi.; pop., 16,108,000

(1948); capital, Buenos Aires: abbreviated Arg.

Ar-gen-tine (ar'jon-ten', ar'jan-tm'), &dj. of Argentina,
its people, or culture, n. a native or inhabitant of

Argentina. Abbreviated Arg.
the Argentine, Argentina.

ar-gen-tine (arjan-tin, ar'jan-tm'), adj. [Fr. argentin,
L. argentinus; see ARGENT], of or like silver; silvery.
n. 1. silver. 2. any of several metals like silver.

Ar-gen-tin-e-an (arjan-tin'i-sn), n. an Argentine.
ar-gen-tite (ar'jsn-tif), n. [< L. argentum (see AR-

GENT); + -ite], native silver sulfide, Ag2S, a heavy,

dark-gray mineral that is an important ore of silver.

ar-gen-tol (ar'jan-tol', ar'jan-tol') , n. [< L. argentum
(see ARGENT); -J- -oZ], an organic compound of silver,

used in powder form as an antiseptic.

ar-gen-tous (ar*jen'tas) , adj. [< L. argentum (see AR-

GENT); -f -CMS], of or containing monovalent silver.

ar-gen-tum (ar-jen'tam) , n. [L.; see ARGENT], silver:

symbol, Ag: abbreviated Ar.

ar-gil (aVjil), n. [Fr. argile; L. argilla; Gr. argilla <
argos, white], clay, especially that used for pottery.

ar-gil-la-ceous (ar'ji-la/shas), adj. [L. argillaceus; sec

ARGIL], like or containing clay; clayey.
argil lite (ar'ji-Kt') n. [L. argilla (see ARGIL); + -He], a
hardened mudstone showing no slatelike cleavage.

argl-nine (ar'ja-nen', ar'ja-nm, ar'jo-nin') n. [< L.

argentum; + ~ine: its first discovered salts were silvery],
a colorless amino acid, CeHuOiN*, necessary in nutrition,
obtained from plant and animal proteins by hydrolysis
or by the action of bacteria in digestion.

Ax-give (ar'jlv: sometimes ar'giv), adj. I. of ancient

Argos or Argolis. 2. Greek, n. I. a native of Argos or

ship oh which Jason
(_______ ._

2. a large southern constellation between Canis Major
and the Southern Cross.

argol (ar'gl), n. (ME. argoile], tartar in its natural
form as deposited in wine casks: also spelled argal.

Ar-go-lia (ar'ga-lis) , n. a district of ancient Greece, on
the east coast of the Peloponnesus: the ancient name.

argon (ar'gon), n. [< Gr. argon, neut. of aergos, inert;

a-, without -f ergon, work], one of the chemical ele-

ments, an inert, colorless, odorless gas constituting
nearly one per cent of the atmosphere: it is used in

incandescent light bulbs, radio tubes, etc.: symbol, A;
at. wt, 39.944; at. no., 18.

Ar-go-naxit (Sr'go-ndtO. n- [L Argonauta; Gr. Argo-
nautes; Argo, Jason's ship + nautes, sailor < nous,

ship], 1. in Greek legend, any of the men who sailed

with Jason to search for the Golden Fleece. 2. a person
who took part in the California gold rush of 1848-49.

3. [a-], in zoology, the paper nautilus.

Ar-go-nau-tic (ar'ga-nd'tik), adj. of the Argonauts.
Ar gonne (aVgon; Fr. ar'goV) n. a forest in north-

eastern France.

Ar-go (aVgos, ar'gas), n. a city in eastern Peloponnesus,
Greece: pop., 12,500: capital of ancient Argolis.
argosy (ar'ga-si), n. [pi. ARGOSIES (-siz)J, [earlier

ragusy < It. Ragusea, vessel of Ra$u$a; sp. influenced

by the Argo; see ARGO], [Now Poetic], 1. a lar^e ship,

especially a merchant ship. 2. a fleet of such ships.

ar got (ar'go, aVgat), n. [Fr.; orig. (in thieves' jargon),
concern with thievery: prob. < argot (now ergot), a

claw, spur], the specialized vocabulary and iaioras of

those in the same work, way of life, etc., as the secret

jargon of criminals: see slang. 51W. see dialect*

argu-a-ble (ar'gu-9-bl), adj. L that can be argued
about. 2. that can be supported by argument.

ar-gue (aVgu), -f. [ARGUED (~gtd), ARGUl^Gi [M*
arguen; 05Y. a,rguer;L*. wgtrtwe, to prattle, prate, freq.

of arguere, to make clear, prove; OFr. meaning and
form influenced by argMgre]. l f to give reasons (/or or

against a proposal, proposition, etc.). 2. to dispute
(with or against a person or about a thing) . 3, to present
objections. v*f. 1. to give reasons for and against j dis-

cuss; debate. 2, to toy to prove by giving reasons;

nmintain; contend. 3. to give evidence of; indicate; as,

his manners argue a good upbringing. 4. to persuade
(into or mat of an opinion, etc.) by giving reasons.

SYN* see discuas.
'i 4nl A i>^* Lu&GtJFiBD ^ (-fid')

q. or Dial J, to

tty or just for

!

, {L<"''oYme 4- -^yl,

argue, especially about sowie
the sake of arguing; wrangle.te sae o argung; wrange.

ar u ment (iVgyoo-mant), it. [Fr.; L,

evidence, proof < wgmre; see AUGtlte), $,, a reasom or
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arithmetic mean

reasons offered for or against something. 2, the offering

of such reasons; reasoning. 3. discussion in which there

is disagreement; dispute; debate. 4. a short statement
of subject matter; summary. 5. [Archaic], proof. 6.

[Obs.], a topic; theme. 7. in mathematics, an inde-

pendent variable whose value determines that of a

Function: as, the number is the argument of which the

logarithm is the function.
SYN. argument refers to a discussion in which there is

disagreement and suggests the use of logic and the bringing

forth of facts to support or refute a point; Dispute basically

refers to a contradiction of an assertion and implies vehemence
or anger in debate; controversy connotes a disagreement of

lengthy duration over a matter of some weight or importance
(the Darwinian controversy}.

ar-gu-men-ta-tion (ar'gyoo-men-ta'shan), n. [Fr.; L.

argumentatio < argumentare; see ARGUE], 1, the proc-
ess of arriving at reasons and conclusions ; arguing^ or

reasoning. 2. debate ;
discussion. 3. writing or speaking

that argues: conventionally distinguished from de-

scription, narration, exposition.

ar-gu-men-ta-tive (ar'gyoo-men'ts-tiv), adj, [Fr, argu-

mentatif; see ARGUMENT], 1, of or containing argu-

ment; controversial. 2. apt to argue; contentious,

Jar-gu-men-tum (ar'gyoo-men'tsm), n. [L.], an argu-
ment: used with Latin phrases ad hominem, ad rent, etc.

Ar-gus (ar'gss), n. [L.; Gr. Argos; argos, bright], 1. in

Greek mythology, a giant with a hundred eyes, ordered

by Hera to watch Io: after he was killed by Hermes,
his eyes were put in the tail of the peacock. 2, any
alert watchman. 3. an East Indian bird resembling

Ar-gus-eyed (iir'gss-id'). &dj* lsee ARGUS], vigilant;

keenly opservant,

ar-gyle (ar'gll), adj. [< Argyll, Scotland: the pattern
is adapted from a clan tartan of Argyll] t knitted or

woven in a pattern of diamond-shaped figures of differ-

ent colors: as, argyle socks.

Argyll (ar-gil'). n. a county on the west coast of Scot-

land: pop., 63,000; county seat, Inveraray.

ar-gyr'Q dite (ar-jir'a-ditO. n. [Gr, argyro4fst rich in

silver < argyros, silver], a lustrous, gray mineral,

AgsGeSfi, made up of silver, germanium, and sulfur.

ar gy-rol (gr'jo-r&l', ar'ja-ror), n* [< Gr, argyros, silver;

+ -ol], silver vitelliti, a compound of silver and a pro-

tein, used as a local antiseptic, especially in treating

inflamed mucous tissues: a trade-mark (Argyrol), .

a-ri-a (a'ri-8, ar'i-a), n. [It. < L. aer; see AIR], an air or

melody in an o^era, cantata, or oratorio, especially for

solo voice with instrumental accompaniment,
-a-ri-a (a'ri-9, ar'i-o), [Mod, L, <; L. -arius], a plural

suffix used, especially in botany and zoology, to form
nouns designating groups and genera.

Ari*ad-ne (ar'i-ad'ni) , n. [L.; Gr. Ariadne], in Greek

legend, king Minos' daughter, who gave Theseus the

thread by which he found his way out of the Minotaur s

labyrinth: he took her with him, but later deserted her.

Ari-aa (ar'i-an, ar'yon), n. & adj. Aryan, .

Ar-i-an (ar'i-an), adj. [L. Arianus^< Anus], of Anus or

Arianism. n. a believer in Arianism.
-ar i an (ar'i-3n), [L. -arius, -ary + -anus, -an], a suffix

denoting: 1. age. 2. sect f 3. social belief. 4. occupa-

tion. It is used in forming adjectives and nouns de-

rived from adjectives, as octogenarian, antiquarian.
Ar-i-an-lsm (ar'i-an-iz'm) , n. the doctrines of Anus,
who taught that Jesus was not of the same substance

as God, out only the best of created beings,

A-ri-ca (a-re'k$), n. a department of northern Chile;

ar id

pare!
less; dull. SYN. see dry. .

a-rid-i-ty (o-ridVti), n. I. the quality or state of being

arid; dryness; barrenness. 2. dullness; lifelessness.

Ar-i-el (ir'i-Ql), n. [< L. ariel; Gr. ariel; Heb. WW,
lion of God: a name applied to Jerusalem in the Old

Testament], 1* the airy spirit who was the servant of

Prospero, a character in Shakespeare's play The Tern-

pest. 2. a satellite of the planet Uranus.

ar-i-el (ar'i-el'), n, [Ar. aryal], a kind of gazelle of Asia

Ard-es (a-r'ez, ar'i-ez'), n. [L., the Ram], 1. a northern

constellation between Pisces and Taurus, supposedly

outlining a ram: see constellation, chart. 2. the first

sign of the zodiac (T), which the sun enters about

March 21; see zodiac, illus.
.

ar-i'et'ta (ar'i-et'o), n- [It, dim, ol ana; see ARIA], a

short melody or aria.

ar-i-ette (ar'i-etOt n. [Fr,; It. awtta], *m arietta.

a-right (a-rif). adv* [a-, on + right], correctly; rightly.

ar-il (ar'il), n, (Mod. L. arillus; ML., dried grape], an

additional covering that forms on certain seeds after

fertilization, developing from the stalk of the ovule.

aril late (ar'a-laY), <w. covered: with an anl.

ar il lode (twt-l$&
f
), n, f< Mod. L. arillu? (see ARIL) ; -j-

-ode (like)], a false aril, developing from an opening in

the covering of the ovule instead of its stalk.

Ar-i-ma*the-a, Ar-i-ma-thae-a (ari-xna-the'o), n. a
town in ancient Palestine.

. .

A-rim-i-num (a-rim'i-nam), n. Rimini: ancient name.
ar-i-ose (ar'i-os', ar'i-os'), adj. [L. arioso < aria; see

ARIA], songlike; melodic: distinguished from recitative.

a-rio-so (a-ryo'so), adj. [It.; see ARIOSE], like an ana;
melodious, adv. in arioso style, n. an arioso cornpo-

A-rios-to, Lo-do-vi-co (lo'd$-ve'k$ a'ri-6Vt$), 1474-

1533; Italian poet; author of Orlando Furioso.
-ar-i-ous (ar'i-ss), [< L. -arius; + -ous], a suffix meaning
relating to, connected with, as in hilarious, vicarious.

a-rise (s-riz'), v.i. [AROSE (-roz') ARISEN (-riz''n), ARIS-

ING], [ME. arisen; AS. arisan; a-, out + risan, to

rise], 1. to get up, as from bed.
f

2. to move upward;

4. to result or spring (from something). SYN. see rise.

a-ris-ta (a-ris'ta), n. [pi. ARISTAE (-te)j, [I/.J, .
1. the

beardlike part of grain or grasses; awn. 2. a bristlelike

process, as on the antennae of certain insects.

Ar-is-tar chus (ar'is-tar'kss), n. Greek astronomer; 3d

century B. C. ;
discovered the precession of the equinoxes.

a-ris-tate (9-ris'tSt), adj. [L. aristatus < arista, beard
of grain], in botany & zoology, having an awn.

Ar-is-ti-aes (ar'is-ti'dez) , n. Athenian statesman and

general; lived 530?~468? B.C.: called the Just.

Ar-iS'tip pus (ar'is-tip'as), n. Greek philosopher; 435 ?-
356? B.C.; founded the Cyrenaic school.

ar-is-toc-ra-cy (ar'a-stok'ra-si), n, [pi. ARISTOCRACIES

(-siz)], [L. aristocratia; Gr, aristokratia < aristos, best

4- kratia < kratein, to rule], 1. originally, government
by the best citizens. 2. government by_a privileged mi-

nority or upper class, usually of inherited wealth and
social position. 3. a country with this form of govern-

ment; oligarchy. 4. a privileged ruling class; nobility.

5. those considered the best in some way: as, an aristoc-

racy of brains, 6. aristocratic quality or spirit.

a-riS'tO'Crat fe-ris'ta-krat', ar'is-ta-krat'), n. [Fr.

aristocrate < aristocratique ; Gr. aristokratikos; see

ARISTOCRATIC], 1. a member of the aristocracy; noble-

man. 2. a person with the tastes, manners, beliefs,

prejudices, etc. of the upper class. 3, a person who
believes in aristocracy as a form of government.

ar-is-to-crat-ic (o-ris'ta-krat'ik, ar'is-ts-krat'ik), adj.

[Gr. aristokratikos < aristos, best -J~ kratein, to rule],

1. of, characteristic of, or favoring aristocracy as a

form of government. 2. of an aristocracy or upper
class. 3. like or characteristic of an aristocrat : used m
either a favorable sense (proud, distinguished, etc.) or

an unfavorable (snobbish, etc.). . /.*,'.,.
a-ris-to-crat-i cal-ly (s-ns'ts-krat'i-k'l-i, ar'is-ts-krat'-

ik-li), adv. in an aristocratic manner.

a-ris-to-lo-chl'a-ceous (g-ris'tQ-lS'ki-a'shas), adj. [L.

aristolochia, a plant useful in childbirth < Gr. am/o-

locheia < aristos, best -h locheia, childbirth; + -aceous],

belonging to the birthwort family of plants, which tend

to climb or twine and have large, irregularly shaped,

bad-smelling flowers of striking colors and markings.
Ar-is-toph-a-nes (ar'is-tof'a-neV), n. Greek writer of

satirical comic dramas; lived 448?-380? B.C.

Ar-iS'to-te-H-an. (ar'is-to-te'h-sn, Q-ns'to-tel'ysn), adj.

of or characteristic of Aristotle or his pmlospohy. n.

1. a follower of Aristotle, or of his philosophy a
or way

of thinking, 2. a person who tends to be empirical or

practical in his thinking, rather than metaphysical or

idealistic: distinguished from JPZotowwJ, ......
Aristotelian logic, 1. Aristotle's method of deductive

logic, characterized by the syllogism. 2. the formal

logic developed from Aristotle's. ,O>IM/
Ar-is-toMe (ar'is-tof'l) ,

n. Greek philosopher; 384-322

B.C.; pupil of Plato.
.

a-ris-to-type (o-ris'ts-tip
7
) ,

n. [< Gr anstos best; +
-type], in photography, 1, any method of printing that

uses paper coated with salts of silver in collodion or

gelatin. 2. a print made by such a method.

a-rjth-me-tic (g-rith'ma-tikO .
n. [ME. arsmetnke t

arsmetike; OFr. arismetrique (influenced in form by L.

ars metrica, the art of measurement) ;
L. artthmetua;

Gr (he} arithmetikS (techne), (the) counting (art) <
arithmetikos, arithmetical < arithmein, to count

^
<

arithmos, number], 1, the science or art of computing

by positive, real numbers. 2, knowledge of or skill in

this science: as, my arithmetic is poor. 3. a textbook on

this science, adj. (ar'ith-met'ik), arithmetical,

ar-ith-met-i-cal (ar'ith-met'i-k'l), adj, of, based on, or

WIWMWM.-WJ (ar'ith-met'i-kl-i, ar'ith-met'ik-li),

adv. 1, by means of arithmetic. 2. according to tne

principles of arithmetic.
t

a-rith-jne-ti-cian teTrith'ms-tish'^n, ar ith-m^tisri'Qn) ,

n. [Fr.: see ARITHMETIC], a pefeon sMHed m arithmetic.

arithmetic mean, the areratfe^ obtained by dividing

a sum by the numl^r of its addends.
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arithmetic progression, a sequence of terms each of

which, after the first, is derived by adding to the pre-
ceding one a constant quantity (the common difference,
or constant}: 5, 9, 13, 17, etc. are in arithmetic pro-
gression.
A-ri-us (o-ri'os, r'i-9s) , n. Greek theologian of Alexan-
dria; lived 280P-336 A.D.: see Arianism.

$a ri-ve*der-ci (a re've-der'che), [It.], until we meet
again; good-by: implies temporary parting.
Ar'i-zo-na (arVzo'ns), n. a Southwestern State of the
United States, on the Mexican border: area, 113,909
sq. mi.; pop., 750,000; capital, Phoenix: nicknamed
Sunset State: abbreviated Ariz.
Ar i-zo nan (ar'o-zo'nen) , adj. of Arizona, n. a native
or inhabitant of Arizona.

Ar-i-zo-ni-an (ar's-zo'ni-an) , adj. & n. Arizonan.
Ar-ju-na (ar'joo-ns), n. the hero of the Hindu epic,
the Mahabharata.
ark (ark)/ n. [AS. arc, tare; L. area < arcere, to shut
up, enclose], 1. the ark of the covenant. 2. in the
Bible, the huge boat in which N9ah, his family, and
two of every kind of creature survived the Flood: Gen.
6; hence, 3. any boat like this: big, awkward boat.
4. a place of refuge. 5. [Obs. or Dial.], a chest; coffer.

Ar-kan-san (ar-kan'zan), n. a native or inhabitant of
the State of Arkansas.
Ar-kan-sas (ar'kan-sS'j/orw^Zy also ar-kan'z9s), n. 1.

a Southern State of the south central United States:
area, 53,102 sq. mi.; pop., 1,910,000; capital, Little
Rock: nicknamed Bear State: abbreviated Ark. 2.

(also ar-kan'zss), a river flowing southeastward from
Colorado into tne Mississippi: length, 1,460 mi.
Ar-khan-gelsk (ar-khan'gefsk), n. Archangel: the
Russian name.
ark of the covenant, the chest containing the two
stone tablets inscribed with the Ten Commandments,
kept in the holiest part of the ancient Jewish Taber-
nacle: Ex. 25:10.
ar-kose (ar'kos), n. [Fr.],a sandstone containing un-
altered feldspar, usually formed in mountainous regions
from weathered granite.
Ark-wright, Sir Richard (ark'rit'), 1732-1792; English
inventor of a cotton-spinning machine.
Arl-berg (arl'berkh), n. 1. a mountain pass in western
Austria. 2. a tunnel below this pass: length, c. 6 1/2 mi.
Aries (arlzj Fr. arl), n. a city on the Rhone River,
southern France: pop., 35,000 (1946).

arles (arlz), n.pl. [now often construed as sing.], [ME.;
prob, via OFr. < L. *arrhula, dim. of arrha, earnest

money], [Scot, or British Dial.], money paid in advance
to confirm a pledge; token payment; earnest money.
Ar-ling-ton (aVKrj-tan), n. a city in eastern Massachu-
setts: pop., 44,000.

Arlington National Cemetery, a national cemetery
in Virginia, across the Potomac from Washington,
D. C.

Arliss, George (aVKs), 1868-1946; English actor.
arm (arm), n. [ME,: AS. arm, earm; akin to Goth.
arms, OHG. arm; IE. base *org, to join, fit together
(+ ~m suffix), seen also in L, armus, upper arm, shoulder
blade, Gr. harmos, joint, Sans. Irma-h, shoulder joint,
etc.], 1. an upper limb of the human body; part
between shoulder and hand. 2. anything immediately
resembling this; especially, a) a branch of a tree, b) a
branch of a river,

c)
the forelimb of a vertebrate

animal, d) any limb of an invertebrate animal. 3. any-
thing

4 commonly in contact with the human arm;
especially, a) a sleeve of a garment. b)

t
a support for

the arm on a chair, sofa, etc. 4. anything thought of
as armlike, especially in being attached or connected
to something larger: as, an arm of the sea, a ysacdarm,
the arm of a balance, the arm of a phonograph, an arm
of the government, etc. 5. anything tnougjht of as
functioning like an arm: as, the long arm of the law.
anna in arm, with arms interlocked, as two persons
walking together.

keep at arm's length, to keep at a distance; not permit
to become friendly or intimate.

receive (or welcome) with open arms, to receive with
warm cordiality.

arm (arm), n. [ME. & OPr. armes, pi,; L. arma, imple-
ments, weapons; see ARM (limb), sense 3], 1. any
weapon: see arms. 2. [a merging with arm (limb),
senses 4 & 5], any combatant branch of the military
forces, as the infantry, artillery, etc. v.L [ME. armen;
OPr. armer; L. armare, to arm < arma; see the n,] t 1,

to provide with weapons, tools, etc. 2. to provide with
protective covering; fortify. v.L to equip oneself with
weapons, as in preparing for war, SYN. see furnish.
Arm., I. Armenian. 2. Ajrmoric.
Ar.M. Architecturae Ma&ister, [L.] Master of Archi-
tecture. '

ar ma da (Ir-mS'd9, Sr-ml'da), n. fSp., an armed force;
L, armata, fern, of armatus* pp. of armare; see ARM, jr.J,

t. a fleet of warships. 2. [Aj, the fleet of warships seat
against England by Philip Jut of Spain in iSS8; called
the Invincible (or Spanish) Armada, it was almost
entirely destroyed by the English navy and bad
weather. 3, a fleet of warplanes.

n, 1. a former

ar-ma-diMo (ar'ms-dil'o), n. [pL ARMADILLOS (-02)],

[Sp., dim. of armado < L.

armatus, pp. of armare; see

ARM, u.], any of a number
of related toothless, bur-
rowing mammals of Texas
and Central and South
America, having an armor-

'

like covering of bony plates:
some armadillos can roll up
into a bail when attacked. ARMADILLO (30 in. long)
Ar-ma-ged-don(ar

/
ma-ged'-

**'

'n), n.TLL. Armagedon; Or. Armageddon, Harmagedon,
? < Heb. har, mountain + megiddon, the plain of

Megiddo, proverbial scene of decisive battles], 1. in
the Bible, the place where the last, decisive battle
between the forces of good and evil will be fought before
the Day of Judgment: Rev. 16:16; hence, 2. any
great, decisive battle.

Armagh (ar-ma/). n. 1. a county of Northern Ireland:

pop., 109,000. 2. its county seat: pop., 7,400.
ar-ma-ment (ar'ma-mant) , n. [L. armamentum, pi.

armamenta, implements, snip's tackle < armare; see

ARM, .], 1. often pi. all the military forces and equip-
ment of a nation. 2. all the guns and other military
equipment of a warship, warplane, tank, fortification,
etc. 3. an arming or being armed for war.
ar-ma-ture (ar'ma-cheY) , n. [Fr.; L. armatura, arms,
equipment < armatus, pp. of armare; all senses from
that of "armored, protected"; see ARM, .], 1. armor.
2. an armorlike covering of an animal or plant. 3. flat

wire wound around a cable. 4. a soft iron bar placed
across the poles of a magnet to keep it from losing
magnetic power. 5. the part that revolyes in an electric

motor or dynamo: it consists of a laminated iron core
with wire wound around it: see dynamo, illus. 6. the

vibrating part in an electric relay or bell. 7. in sculp-
ture, a framework for supporting the clay in modeling.
arm-chair (arm'char') , n. a chair with supports at the
sides for one's arms or elbows.
armed (armd), adj. [pp. of arm], provided with arms
(weapons), armor

t
etc.

armed (ftrmd) , adj. [< arm (limb)], having arms; having
upper limbs: usually in compounds, as long-armed,
armed forces, all the military, naval, and air forces
of a country or group of countries.
Ar-me-ni-a (ar-me'ni-o, ar-

country in southwestern
Asia, south of the Caucasus
M ountains, 2 . the Armenian
Soviet Socialist Republic.
Ar-me-ui-an (ar-me'ni-on,
ar-men'ysn), adj. of Arme-
nia, its people, language,
etc, n. 1. a native or in-
habitant of Armenia. 2.

the Indo-European, Ana-
tolic language of the Ar- i

menians. Abbreviated Arm.,
Armen.
Armenian Soviet Socialist
Republic, a republic of the U.S.S.R., in the Trans-
Caucasus: area, 11,580 sq. mi; pop., 1,282,000; capital,
Erivan: sometimes called Armenia, although made up
of only part of the former Armenia.
Ar men tieres (ar'maVtyar') , n. a town in northern
France, near the Belgian border: pop., 23,000 (1946).

ar met (a'r'met), n. [Fr.; OFr, armette, dim. of anne; see
ARM (weapon)}, a type of round medieval helmet with
a movable visor.

arm-fill (Srm'foolO* n. [pt, ARMFULS (-foob/)) &$ much
as the arms or one arm can hold.
arm-hole (UrmliolO* n, an opening for the arto in any
garment.
ar mi ger (ar'Hii-jer), n. [pi ARMIGBRI (fir-mijVrl') It fL/

< arma, arms -j- gerere, to carry], 1. originally, an
amiorbearer for a knight; squire. 2, a person ranking
next to a knight and entitled to a coat of arms.

ar-mil-lar-y (Sr'mi-ler'i, Sr-jniKSr-i) , adj. [< L, armilla,
armlet, bracelet < armus, shoulder], 1. of or like a
ring or bracelet. 2. made up of circles or rings.
Ar-min (Ir'inin), JL. Armintus; of Gmc. origin; prob.
< bases aran, bagfo 4* wini, friend], a masculine name:
equivalent, Fr. Armandt see Herman.
arm ing (Hr'mlrj), n. 1. the act of one who arms; taking
up or supplying weapons. 2. heraldic arms. 3. a part
put on something to make it complete or ready for use.
Ar-min-i-an (ar-min'i-9n) <!/. 1, of Jacobtis Arminius.
2. of Arminianisto. n* a believer in Anrnnianigin.
Ar min-i an ism (Sr-mm'i-on-iz'ini), n* the doctriw of

Jacobus Arminiusr which revised the Calvteist views
of the freedom of tb* will amd predMuurtioo.
Ar-min i us (SrHtnitt'*-^,- , fc. (Q. um
Teutonic hero; 18? B,O-21 AJX

Ar>mi-i'iifiL Ja co bus QMft'tai ifwwfa'|^a),f

ffarmmsmj* t$#<M 609 ;Dutch .

ARMENIA (1919)
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stare, to stand still], a temporary stopping of warfare
by mutual agreement, as a truce preliminary to the

signing of a peace treaty or agreement.
Armistice Day, November 11, the anniversary of the
armistice of World War I in 1918 : since 1954, celebrated
as Veterans' Day.
arm-let (armlit), n. [arm (limb) + -let],

1, a band
worn for ornament around the arm, especially the upper
arm. 2. a short, bandlike sleeve. 3. a small arm or
inlet of the sea.

ar-moire (ar-inwar') f n. [Pr. ; OPr. armarie; see AMBRY],
a large, usually ornate cupboard, cabinet, or clothes-

press.
ar-mor (ar'mer), n. [ME. armure; OFr. armure; L.
armatura < armare; see ARMT v.],

1. covering worn to protect the
body against weapons. 2. any
defensive or protective covering,
as on animals or plants, or the
metal plate on warships, war-

planes, etc. 3. the armored
forces of an army; tanks, recon-
naissance cars, etc. v.t. & v.i.

to put armor on.

ar-mor-bear-er (ar'nagr-baT'eY), n.

a person who carried the armor
or weapons of a warrior, as in the
Middle Ages.

ar-mor-clad (ar'mgr-klad'), adj.
covered with armor.
ar-mored (ar'me'rd), adj. [pp. of

armor], 1. covered with armor.
2. equipped with armored^ ve-
hicles: as, an armored division.

armored cable, an electric cable covered with metal

tape for mechanical protection.
armored car, any of various vehicles covered with
armor plate, as a truck for carrying money to or from
a bank ; specifically, in military usage, a wheeled motor
vehicle with such armor plate, usually carrying a
mounted machine gun and used especially as a re-

connaissance car.

armored force, a military force consisting of tank
units with supporting troops and tised primarily as a
unit of offense.

ar-moi-er (aVmeY-er), n. 1. formerly, a person who
made or repaired armor and arms.

p
2. a maker of fire-

arms, 3. in military usage, an enlisted main in charge
of the maintenance and repair of the small arms of

his unit, warship, etc.

armorial (ar-mSr'i-al, ar-mo'ri-al), adj. [armory +
-al], of coats of arms; heraldic.
armorial bearings, heraldic devices on a coat of arms.
Ar-mor-ic (ar-mdr'ik, ar-mor'ik), adj. of Armorica, its

people, language, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant of

Armorica, 2. the language of Armorica.
Ar*mor-i-ca (ar-mSr'i-lb, ar-mor'i-ko), n. an ancient re-

gipn in northwestern France, corresponding to Brittany.
Ar-mor-i-can (ar-mdr'i-ksn, ar-mor'i-kan) , adj. & n.

Armoric.
,

armor plate, a protective covering of specially hardened
steel plates, as on a warship or tank.

armor~plat-ed (ar'mgr-plSt'id), adj. covered with
armor plate.
ar-mor-y (ar'n$r-i), n. [pi. ARMORIES (-iz)],4 [altered, by
association with armor, fropa OPr. armoierie, scierice of

heraldry < armoier, to blazon coats 'of arms < arme;
see ARM (weapon)], 1. a storehouse for weapons;
arsenal. 2. a Building housing the drill hall and offices

of a unit of the National Guard. 3. a place where fire-

arms are made: armaments factory. 4. {Archaic],
ar-

mor. 5. [Archaic], armorial bearings. 6. heraldry.
v.i. & v.t. armor: British spelling,

,
n. armorer: British spelling.

... armory: British spelling.
. the hollow under the arm at the

shpulder; axilTa,
'

arms (litnz), n.pl. [see ARM (weapon)], 1. weapons.
2. warfare; fighting. 3. heraldic symbols. 4. insignia
of countries, qorporations, etc.: See also small arms.
bear arm !' to carry or be equipped wMi weapons,
2. to serve as a combatant in the armed forces.

carry arms, 1. to carry or be equipped with weapons.
2, to noid a rifle i^a a vertical ppsitioii against the

right shoulder- . . .

take up arf, 1. to go to war or nsfe in rebewn, 2.

to enter a,dispute.
to arms! Ket ready to fight 1

under arms, equipped wi,th weapons;
up in arms, 1. prepared to fi$ht. ,2.

ar-miiire (ir^voor),
n. [Pr.;;.see ARMOR],

ciot|i .wioven^Q, re^ewme/ch&m mail, ,
2* IM

)', n [pt ARMIB -insz) t M
pp. of
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a kind of

uj, annor.
. & OFr.

a

large*

. , ., ,

of sptdjifrs for waging war> espe-

cially on land: often it includes an air force. 2. a

military unit, usually two or more army corps, together
with auxiliary troops; field army. 3. [often A-], a large

organization of persons for a specific cause: as, the
Salvation Army. 4. any large number of persons, ani-

mals, etc. considered as a whole: as, the army of the

unemployed, an army of insects, etc.

Army Air Forces, formerly, the aviation branch of the
United States Army: abbreviated A.A.F.

army ant, any of a number of ants^that travel in large

groups searching for food, as the driver ant: also called

foraging ant.

army corps, a tactical military unit of two or more
divisions with auxiliary services, usually commanded
by a lieutenant general: abbreviated A.C.

army of occupation, an army that goes into a de-

feated country to enforce peace terms, Keep order, etc.

Army of the United States, the United States Army,
the Organized Reserves, the National Guard, and
Selective Service personnel, collectively: organized
temporarily during time of war or other national

emergency.
army worm, the yellow and gray larva of a certain
moth: so called because it travels in large groups, ruin-

ing crops and grass.
Arn-hem (arn'hem), n. a city on the Rhine, in the
Netherlands: pop., 98,000 U947).

ar-ni-ca (ar'ni-ko), n. [Mod. L.], 1. any of a number of

related plants bearing bright yellow flowers on long
stalks with clusters of leaves at the base. 2. a medicine
made from one kind of these plants, for treating sprains,
bruises, etc.

Ar-no (ar'no*), n. a river in Tuscany, Italy, flowing into

the Ligurian Sea: length, 140 rni.

Ar-nold (ar'nald), [G.; OHG. Aranold; Gmc. *Arnwald
< bases aran, eagle 4* wald, power], a masculine name:
equivalents, Fr. Arnaud, It. Arnoldo, Sp. Arnaldo,

Ar-nold, Benedict (ar'nald), 1741-1801; American
Revolutionary general who became a traitor.

Arnold, Sir Edwin, 1832-1904; English poet and
journalist.
Arnold. Henry Har-ley (har'li), 1886-1950; American
general in command of air forces, World War II.

Arnold, Matthew, 1822-1888; English poet, critic, and
essayist.

Arnold, Thomas, 1795-1842; father of Matthew,- Eng-
lish educator.

ar old (ar'oid), adj. [< arum 4- -oid], of the arum family
of plants; araceous. n. any plant of this family.
aroideous (g-roi'di-as), adj. araceous.
a-roint (s-roint'), v.i. [? coined by Shakespeare (Mac-
beth I, iii, 6)], [Qbs.], begone; avaunt (usually with

thee) : used in the imperative.
a ro-ma (a-ro'ms), n. [ME. & OFr. aromat,' L. aromata,

pi. of aroma; Gr. ar5ma t
sweet spice], 1. a pleasant,

often spicy odor: fragrance, as of a plant, cooking, etc.

2. a characteristic quality or atmosphere, as of music,

poetry, etc. SYN. see smell.

ar-o-mat-ic (arVmat'ik), adj. [ME. aromatik; OFr.

aromatique; L. aromaticus; Gr. aromatikos, fragrant],
1. of or naving an aroma; smelling sweet or spicy: fra-

grant; pungent. 2. in chemistry, of or designating any
of a series of benzene ring compounds, many of which
have an odor or are derived from materials having an
odor. n. an aromatic plant, chemical, etc.

ar o mat i cal (arVmat'i-kl), adj. aromatic.
aromatize (g-ro'ma-tia/) , v.t. [AROMATIZED (-tizd'),

AROMATIZING], to make aromatic.

A-roos-topk (9-roos'took), n. a river in northern Maine,
flowing into the St. John River: length, 140 mi.

a rose ?9-rSz'), past tense of arise.

a-round (o-round'), adv. [a-, on -^ round; all senses

derive from those of "ckclingr within a circle"], , 1.

round; especially, a) in a circle; along a circular course

or circumference. &) in or through a course or circuit,

as from one place to another, c) on all sides; in every
direction, d) in circumference, e) in or to the opposite

direction, belief, etc. /) in various places. 2, [ColloctJ,

within a close periphery; near by: as, stay around,
3. [Colloq.], to a (specified or understood) place: as,

come around to see us. prep. 1. round; especially,
a) so as to encircle, surround, or envelop; about, o)

on the circumference, border, or outer parl^ of. c) on
all sides of; in every direction from, a) ^various
places in or on. e) so as to rotate or revolve abput (a

center or axis). 2. [Colloq.], somewhat closer to; about t

as, around^ five pounds, around 189Q. (X round. See
also phrases under bring, come, get, etc.

have been around, [Collpq.], to nave had wide experi-

ence; be sophisticate^. ,

a rous al fe-rouz'*!) , n. an arising, or being aroxlsed.

a rouse (a-rousO. ' fewsTO X-rouzd'), AROUSING],
[a- + rouse], 1. to stir mp^ as t^

1 waaw or action; excitp.
2f to wake. .i. to.bcoiie'apujsef. ~~SYN. ,see-

stir*
,

,
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arpeggio arsenic

ar-peg-gio (ar-pej'o, ar-pej'i-5'), n. [pi. ARPEGGIOS (-oz,

-oV)T [It. < arpeggiare, to play on a harg < arfa, a harp],
1. the playing of the notes of a chord in quick succes-
sion instead of simultaneously. 2. a chord so played.

ar-pent (ar'psnt; Fr. ar'panO. n. an old French unit
of land measurement, still used in the French quarters
of Quebec and Louisiana, equal to about an acre.

ar-que-bus (ar'kwi-b9s), n. [Fr. arquebuse, harquebuse;
It. archibuso; by way of MFr. < JD. haakbuse, lit., a
hook box: so named because of method of support
during firing], an early type of portable gun, fired by a
matchlock and trigger and supported on a hooked
staff or forked rest during firing: also harquebus.

arr., 1. arranged. 2. arrangements. 3. arrival.
ar-rack (ar'sk), n. [Fr. arac; Ar. 'araq, sweat, palm sap,

liquor], in the Orient, strong alcoholic drink, especially
that made from rice or molasses.

arraign (g-ran') v.t. [ME. araynen; OFr. arainier,

araisnier; ML. adrationare < L. ad, to + ratio, reason],
1. to bring before a law court to stand trial. 2. to call

to account or in question; accuse. SYN. see accuse.
ar raign-ment (g-ran'mant), n. an arraigning or being
arraigned.
Ar-ran (ar'sn) , n. a Scottish island in the Firth of Clyde:
area, 165 sq. mi.; pop., 8,000.
arrange (a-ranj')> v.t. [ARRANGED (-ranjd'), ARRANG-
ING], [ME. arayngen; OFr. arangier; a~, to + rangier, to
set in order < rang, rank; see RANGE], 1. to put in

order; put in the correct order. 2. to sort systemat-
ically; classify. 3. to settle (a dispute) ; adjust (a
claim, difference, etc.). 4. in music, to adapt (a compo-
sition) to other instruments or voices than those for
which it was written, or to a certain band or orchestra.
u.i. 1. to come to an agreement (with a person, about
a thing). 2. to make plans; provide or prepare (with
for or an infinitive). 3. in music, to write adaptations,
especially as a profession.
arrangement (s-ranj'mQnt), n. [Fr.; see ARRANGE],

1. an arranging or being arranged. 2. a result or man-
ner of arranging. 3. a combination of parts; hence,
4. loosely, a contrivance; apparatus. 5. usually in $1. a
preparation; plan: as, arrangements have been made
for the party: abbreviated arr. 6. a settlement or

adjustment, as of a dispute, difference, etc.
t

7. in

music, a) adaptation of a composition to other instru-
ments or voices than those for which it was originally
written, or to the style of a certain band or orchestra.

6) the composition as thus adapted.
ar-rant (arant), adj. [var. of errant], 1. out-and-out;
unmitigated; notorious: as, an arrant fool. 2. [Obs.],
wandering: see errant.
arras (aras), n. [after Arras, city in Artois, France,
where it was made], 1. a kind of tapestry. 2. a wall

hanging of tapestry.
array (a-ra'), v.t. [ME. arraien; OFr. arreier; L.
*arredare, to put in order < ad-, to + Gmc. base raid"
(IE. *reidh-, to be moving) as in Goth, raidjan, AS.
(ge^rasdan, put in order; ct. READY, CURRY, .], 1. to
place in order; marshal, as troops. 2. to dress in

nnery ; deck^out. n. 1. an orderly grouping or arrange-
ment, especially of troops. 2. troops in order; military
force. 3. an impressive display of assembled persons or

things. 4. clothes; finery.

ar-ray-al (a-ra'al), n. 1. the act or process of arraying.
2, something arrayed.

ar rear-age (s-r^r'ij), n. [ME. arerage; OFr. arrerage <
arere; see ARREARS], 1. the state of being in arrears.
2. arrears. 3. a thing kept in reserve.

arrears (a-re*rz'), n.pl. [< ME. arere; OFr. arere, back-
ward < L. ad, to + retro, behind], 1. unpaid and over-
due debts. 2. any obligation not met on time; unfin-
ished business, work, etc.
In arrears (or arrear), behind in paying a debt, doing
one's work, etc.

ar rest (a-resf), v.t. [ME, aresten; OFr. arester < L. ad,
to -f restore, to stop, stay back], 1. to stop or check
the motion, course, or spread of. 2. to seize or take
into custody by authority of the law. 3. to catch and
keep (one's attention, sight, etc.). n. [ME. & OFr.
arest < the v.], 1. an arresting or being arrested;
especially, a taking or being taken into custody by
authority of the law. 2. a thing for checking motion.
under arrest, in legal custody, as of the police.

ar-reat er (a-res'ter), n. a person or thing that arrests.

arrest ing (s-res'tirj), adj. (ppr, of arrest], attracting
attention; interesting; striking.

ar-rest merit (s-rest'msnt), n. [Rare], an arresting or

being arrested; arrest.
ar-res-tor fe-res'teV), n. a person who arrests.
Ar rhe nl us, Svan-te Au-gust (svan'te ou'gast ar-rS'-

nUs), 1859-1927; Swedish chemist and Dhysicist: first

to present theory of ionization; received Nobel prize in

chemistry, 1903.

ftr-rhyth'ml'a^ (a-rith'mi-a, s-ri^'mi-a), n. [Mod. L.;
Gr* arrhythmia, lack of rhythm < a-, without +
rhythmos, measure], any irregularity in tne rhythm of
the heart's beating,

ar*rli3rtlimlc (9-rlw'mik, 9-rfth'mik), adj. of or char-
actenssed by arrhythmia.

ar-ride (a-rid'), v.t. [ARRIDED (-id), ARRIDING], [L.
arridere < ad" + ridere, to laugh], [Archaic], to please.

Jar-riere-ban (a/ryr'baw') n. [Fr.; OFr. arban, harban
< OHG. hariban; harit army, host + ban t command
under penalty: sp. altered through popular etym.],
1. in medieval France, a king's calling of his vassals to
do their military duty. 2. the vassals so assembled.

Jar-riere-pen-see (a'ryHr'paVsa'). n. [Fr., lit., a back-
thought], an ulterior motive or mental reservation.
Ar Ri-mal (ar ri-mal'), Rub* al Khali, Arabia.
ar-ris (ar'is), n. [OFr. areste; see AR^TE], in architecture,

the edge made by two straight or curved surfaces com-
ing together at an angle, as in a molding.

ar-riv-al (9-riv''l), n. [ME. & OFr. arrivaile < arriver; see

ARRIVE], 1. an arriving. 2. a person or thing that
arrives or has arrived. Abbreviated arr.

ar-rive (a-riv'), v.i. [ARRIVED (-rivd') ARRIVING], [ME.
ariven; OFr. ar(r)iver < L. ad, to + ripa, shore], 1.

to reach one's destination; come to a place. 2. to come:
as, the time has arrived for action. 3. to attain suc-

cess, fame, etc.: as, he has arrived professionally.
arrive at, 1 . to reach by traveling. 2 . to reach by work,
thinking, development, etc.

ar ro ba (ar-ro'ba), n. [Sp. & Port.; Ar. al rub', the

quarter (of the unit of weight al qin(ar)], 1. a Spanish
unit of weight used in Mexico and some South American
countries, equal to 25.36 pounds. 2. a Portuguese unit

of weight used in Brazil, equal to 32.39 pounds. 3. a

unit of liquid measure used in some Spanish-speaking
countries, equal to 17.04 quarts (for wine) or 13.28

quarts (for oil).

ar-ro-gance (ar'a-gsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. arrogantia] t

the quality or state of being arrogant; haughtiness.

ar-ro-gan-cy (ar's-ggn-si), n. arrogance.

ar-ro-gant (ar'9-gsnt), adj. [ME.: OFr.; L. arrogant,

ppr. of arrogare; see ARROGATE], full of or due to un-
warranted pride and self-importance; overbearing;
haughty. SYN. see proud.

ar-ro-gate (ar'a-gat'). v.t. [ARROGATED (-id), ARROGAT-

ING], [ < arrogatus, pp. of L. arrogare, to claim < ad-, to,

for 4- rogare, to ask], 1. to claim or seize without right;

appropriate (to oneself) arrogantly. 2. to ascribe or

attribute witnout reason.

ar*ro-ga-tion (arVgS'shsn) , n. 1. an arrogating. 2.

an unwarranted claim or assumption.
Jar-ron-disse-ment (a'row'des'man'), n. [pi ARRON-
DISSEMENTS (-man')], [Fr. < qrrondir, to make round],
1. in France, the largest administrative subdivision of

a department. 2. a municipal subdivision, as of Paris.

arrow (ar'o) n. [AS. earh t arwe; akin to Goth, arhwa-;
same word as L. arcus, a bow < common IE. base

*arqui-, curved, bowed; original sense of arrow was
"belonging to the bow"; cf. ARC, ARCHER], 1. a slender

shaft, usually pointed at one end and feathered at the

other, for shooting from a bow. 2. anything like an
arrow in form, speed, purpose, etc. 3. a sign ( ) used
to indicate direction or position*
ar-row-head (ar'o-hed'), n. 1. the separable, pointed
head or tip of an arrow, made
formerly of flint or stone,
now usually of metal. 2.

anything shaped like an ar-

rowhead, as an indicating
mark, part of a cuneiform
character, etc.: the sign (<)
as used throughout this dic-

tionary shows the derivation
of one word or word form
from another, often in a
different language. 3. any
of a number of related plants
with arrow-shaped leaves
and white, cuplike flowers.

ar-row-root (ar'S-root', ar'5- At modern hunting; B,
roof), n. [so named from American Indian; c,
use as antidote for poisoned South Sea Islands; D,
arrows! 1. a tropical Amer- South Americaa Indian;
wan plant with large leaves, B| ancient Greek .

white flowers, and starchy
roots. 2. a starch made from its roots,

ar-row-wood (ar'o-woodO. n. any of various trees or

shrubs with long, straight stems used by the Indians
to make arrows; variety of dogwood; viburnum,

ar-row-y (ar'5-i, arVwt), adj. 1. having the shape or

speed of an arrow. 2. of or full of arrows,

ar-roy'O (a-roi'6), n. \J>1, ARROYOS (-5z)J [Sp*; L.

arrugia t shaft or pit (in a gold mine)], 1. a, dry gully,
2. a rivulet; stream.

Ar-rti Islands (I'rdlS), n. Aru Islands.
arse (Srs), n. [MB. cr$, w$; AS. ws mrs; akm to
OHG. ar$, etc.], the buttocks: now a vukar term,

ar se nal (&rViK>l, Ix'sasl), n. [It, arsenal** a dock: Ar.
dSy a$~$inS>*ah, workshop. Ht., house of sMll or trade <
aJ, the -f $im&*ah* skill, trade), a. place for making or

storing weapons ana otner munitions.
arse nate (SrVtt-5t', SrVn-it) n* [Arsenic -f -ate], m
chemfotrfy, a salt or ester of arsenic acid.

ar>ie-ttic ,(aWn-IJct Wto&fi, n. [ME* $r$*nik t

* OFr.
arsenic; L. a&smicitm; Gr. wsmition, yellow orpixtant

TYPES OF ARROWHEAD



arsenic

< Ar. az zirnikh or Heb. zarnlq; ult. < Per. zar, gold;
associated in Gr. with arsenikos, strong, masculine],
1. a silvery-white, brittle, very poisonous chemical
element, compounds of which are used in making insec-
ticides, glass, medicines, etc.: symbol, As; at. wt.,
74.91; at. no., 33. 2.

^ loosely, arsenic trioxide, As*O
or As4O0, a very poisonous compound of arsenic:
it is a white powder and has no taste.

arsen ic (ar-sen'ik), adj. of or containing arsenic, espe-
cially arsenic with a valence of five.

arsenic add, a colorless arsenic compound, H*AsO*.
ar-sen-1-cal (ar-sen'i-kl) , adj. of or containing arsenic.
n. a preparation that contains arsenic.

ar se-nide (ar's'n-id', ar's'n-id), n. in chemistry, a com-
pound of arsenic and an element or a radical, in which
arsenic has a negative valence of three.

ar-se-ni-ous (ar-se^ni-as), adj. arsenous.
ar se-nite (ar's'n-If) , n. a salt or ester of arsenous acid.
ar se niu ret-ed, arse niu-ret-ted (ar-se'nyoo-ret'id,
ar-sen'yoo-ret'id), adj. [< arseniuret, old name for
arsenide < L. arsenicum, arsenic; + -uret, Mod. L.
-uretum, formerly used as equivalent to -ide], combined
with arsenic.

ar-Be-no- (ar's'n-o, ar-sen's), a combining form meaning
having arsenic as a constituent, as in arsenopyrite*

ar-se-no*py-rite (ar's'n-o-pl'rit, ar-sen's-pi'rit), n.

[arseno- + fyrite], a hard, brittle, silvery-white mineral,
iron arsenic sulfide, FeAsS, the main ore of arsenic.
arse-nous (ar's'n-ss), adj. 1. of or containing arsenic.
2. in chemistry, containing arsenic with a valence of
three. Also arsenious.

Jars gra-ti-a ar-tis (arz' gra'shi-a ar'tis), [L.], art for
art's sake.

ar-shin (ar-shen
/
) n. an archine.

ar-sine (ar-sen', ar'sen), n. [arsenic + -ine], 1. arseniu-
reted hydrogen, AsHs, a very poisonous, inflammable
gas that smells like garlic. 2. any of its derivatives.

ar-sis (ar'sis), n. [pi. ARSES (-sez)], [L.; Gr. arsis, a lifting

up, omission < airein, to lift, raise up], 1. originally,
the unaccented part of a foot of verse. 2. now, the
accented part of a foot of verse: this sense resulted
from a misunderstanding of the original Greek. 3. in
music, the unaccented part of a measure; upbeat.

Jars Ion ga, vi-ta bre vis (arz
7
16r/ga vi'ta brev'is),

[L.], art (is) long, Hfe (is) short.
arson (ar's'n), n. [OFr. arson, arsoun < L. army, t>p.
of ardere, to burn], the crime of purposely setting fire

to another's building or property, or to one's own so as
to collect insurance.

ars-phen-a-mine (ars'fen-9-men', ars'fen-am'm), n.

[arsenic -f- phenyl 4- amine), a yellowish arsenical pow-
der used in treating syphilis and some other infections;
salvarsan.

Jars po-e-ti-ca (arz po-et'i-ks), [L.], the art of poetry.
art (art), n. [ME. art, arte; OFr. arte; L. ars, artis; IE.
base *ar-, to join, fit together, as in L. artus, joint; cf.

ARM, ARTICULATE]. L human ability to make things;
creativeness. 2. skill. 3. any specific skill or its appli-
cation. 4. creative work generally, or its principles;

making or doing of things that have form and beauty:
art includes painting, sculpture, architecture, music,
literature, drama, the dance, etc.: see also fine arts.

5. any branch of this, especially painting, drawing, or
work in any other graphic or plastic medium. 6.

products of creative work; p^ntings, statues, etc. 7.

usually in 4>l, any of certain branches of academic
learning, as literature, music, and mathematics: in this

sensethe arts are usually distinguished from the sciences.

8. any craft, trade, etc., or its principles: as, the cob-
bler's art. 9. artful behavior; cunning. 10. usually in

pi. a trick; wile.
5KV. art, the word of widest application in this group,
denotes in its broadest sense merely the ability to make some-

thiiig or to execute a plan; skill implies expertness or great

proficiency in doing something; artifice usually stresses

mechanical proficiency in executing a plan but implies a relative

lack of ingenuity or inventiveness; craft implies ingenuity in

execution, sometimes even suggesting trickery or deception;
in another sense, craft is distinguished from art in its applica-
tion to a lesser skill involving little or no creative thought.
art (art), archaic second person singular, present indic-

ative, or be: used with thon,
-art (ert) , -ard, as in braggart.

art., 1. article. 2. artificial. 3. artillery. 4. artist.

ar-tal (ar'tSl), n. plural of rotl. ^
Ar-ta xer-xes I (Sr'ts-zurk'ses) , 5th century B.C.; son
of Xerxes I; king of Persia (464-424 B.C.).
Artaxerxes IIT7-359 B.C.; king of Persia (404-359
B C '1

TO
ar te'fact (aVti-fakt'), an artifact.

ar-tel (ar-telO, n. [Unas, artel'; It. artieri, pi, workmen,
artisans], a group of people working collectively at

something and sharing the income an4 hamUt
i co-operative found especially in the Soviet

Af<tin(to'
> GMMM)'* 0^ 6r- Aafomb], in

mythologyv the goddess of we m wild animals, and

ARTESIAN WELL
A, c, E, imperme-
able strata; B, D,

water-bearing
strata; w, well

83 article

hunting, Apollo's twin sister: identified with the Roman
goddess Diana.
artemisia (ar/ta-miz'i-a, ar/tormish

/
i-a), n. [L.,

mugwort: Gr. artemisia < Artemis,' reason for name
unknown], any of a number of related aromatic plants
of the composite family, with small, yellow or white
flower heads; wormwood.

ar-te-ri-al (ar-ter'i-sl), adj. [Fr. arterial (now arteriel)\
see ARTERY], 1. of or like an artery or arteries. 2.

designating or of the blood in the arteries, which has
undergone oxygenation in the lunjjs or gills and is

brighter red than the blood in the veins. 3. designating
or of a main road or channel with many branches.

ar*te-ri-aM-za-tion (ar-teY'i-sl-i-zS'shan), n. an arte-

rializing or being arterialized.
ar-te-ri-al-ize (ar-ter'i-sl-iz'), v.t. [ARTERIALIZED (-Izd

7
).

ARTERIALIZING], to change (venous blood) into arterial
blood by oxygenation.

ar-te-ri*o- (ar-ter'i-6), [< Gr. arteria, artery], a com-
bining form meaning artery, of the arteries, as in arterio-
sclerosis.

ar-te-ri-o-scle-ro-sis (ar-ter'i-6-skli-ro'sis), n. [arterio-
4- sclerosis], a thickening and hardening of the walls o>
the arteries, as in old age.

ar-te-ri-o-scle'rot-ic (ar-ter'i-o-skli-rot'ik), adj. of or
having arteriosclerosis.

ar-ter-y (ar'ter~i), n. [pi. ARTERIES (4z)], [L. arteriar

windpipe, artery; Gr. arteria; prob. < aeirein, to raise],
1. any one of the system of branching tubes carrying
blood from the heart to all parts of the body: dis-

tinguished from vein. 2. a main road or channel: as, a
railroad artery.
ar-tesian well (ar-te'zhan), [Fr. artesien, lit., of Artois

(OFr. Arteis), France], a well drilled

deep until it reaches water, which
is then forced up by underground
pressure.

art-ful (art'fsl), adj. [art + -ful], 1.

artificial; imitative. 2. skillful or

clever, especially in getting what
one wishes: adroit; ingenious;
hence, 3. crafty; deceitful; cunning.
4. [Archaic], showing considerable
art or skill.

ar-thral-gi-a (ar-thral'ja), n. neuralgic pain in a joint
or joints.

ar-mral-fiic (ar-thral'jik), adj. of or having arthralgia.
ar-thrit-ic (ar-thrit'ik), adj. of or having arthritis.
ar-thri-tis (ar-thri'tis), n. (Gr. < arthron, a joint],
inflammation of a joint or -joints.

ar-thrp- (ar'thro, ar'thrs), [< Gr. arthron, a joint], a
combining form meaning joint, of the joints, as in

arthropod: also, before a vowel, arthr-.
ar-thro-mere (ar'thro-mer') ,

it. [arthro- + -mere], any
body segment of a jointed animal.

ar-thro-pod (ar'thrs-pod'). [arthro- + -pod}, any
member of a large group of invertebrate animals with
jointed legs and a segmented body: the arthropods in-
clude crustaceans, arachnids, insects, and myriapods.

ar-thro-spore (ar'thra-spdr', aVthra-^por') , n. [arthro-
-f- spore], in botany, a vegetative resting cell witn thick
walls, found in certain algae.
Arthur (ar'thgr), [ML. Arthur, Arthurus], a masculine
name: diminutive, Art; equivalent. It. Arturo. n. a
real or legendary king of Britain and hero of the Round
Table; supposed to have lived 6th c. A.D.
Ar-thur, Chester Alan (ar'thSr), 1830-1886; twenty-
first president of the United States (1881-1885).
Ar-thu-ri-an (ar-thoor'i-an ar-thyoor'i-an,), odj* o

Bang Arthur or his knights.
ar ti-choke (ar'ti-chok'), n. It. articiocco; Sp. alcachofa;
Ar. alkharsJwfl, 1. a
thistlelike plant. 2. its

flower head; cooked as a
vegetable. 3. the Jerusa-
lem artichoke, a kind of

sunflower, with a tuber
that is cooked as a vege-
table.
article (ar'ti-kl), n.

[ME.; OFr.; L. articulus,

dim. of artus, a joint; see
ART (creation)], 4. one
of the sections or items of.
a written document, as
of a constitution, treaty, etc. 2. pi. tjie parts of a for-

mal declaration considered as a whole. 3. a complete

piece of writing, as a report or essay, that is part of a

newspaper, magazine, or book, 4, any one of a group
of things: as, an article of luggage. 5- a thing tor sale;

commodity. 6. in grammar, any one of the Word? f.

an, or the (and their equivalents in other languages),
tMJexl as adjectiye/s; a a^ld ^ are the Mtf**'* **..

and the is the definite artfae^ L in zoolo&y, i

of- . jointed paft,' Abi$i^t^ art.
' " A
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Articles of Confederation as

(-kid), ARTICLING], 1. to state (a person's offenses,

etc.) in articles. 2. t9 accuse. 3. to bind by the articles
of an agreement, v.i. to bring charges (against).
Articles of Confederation, the constitution of the
thirteen original States of the United States: it was
adopted in 1781 and replaced in 1788 by the present
Constitution.

Articles of War, formerly, the code of laws governing
members of the armed forces of the United States: see

Uniform Code of Military Justice.
ar-tic-ular (ar-tik'yoo-ler), adj. [L. articularis < articu-

lus, a joint, dim. of artus; see ARTICLE, ART (creation)],
of a joint or joints: as, an articular inflammation.

ar-tic- 11-late (Sr-tik'yoo-lit; for ., ar-tik'yoq-lat'}, adj.

[L. articulatus, pp. of articulare, to separate into joints,
utter distinctly < articulus; see ARTICULAR], 1. jointed.
2. spoken in distinct syllables or words. 3. expressing
oneself clearly. 4. able to speak. 5. well formulated;
clearly presented: as, an articulate argument, v.t.

[ARTICULATED (-id), ARTICULATING], 1. to joint;

put together by joints. 2. to utter distinctly; pro-
nounce carefully; enunciate. 3. to express clearly. 4.

in phonetics, to produce ^
(a speech sound or

^ speech
sounds) by^ moving an articulator; phonate. v.i. 1. to

speak distinctly; pronounce clearly. 2. to be jointed.
3. in phonetics, to produce speech sounds.

ar-tic-u-la-tkm (ar-tik'yoo-Ia'shgn), n. [L. articulatio;
see ARTICULATE], 1. a jointing or being jointed. 2. the
method or manner of this. 3. utterance or enunciation.
4. a spoken sound, especially a consonant. S. a joint
between bones or similar parts. 6. in botany, a) a

joint in a stem or between two separable parts, as a
branch and leaf. 6) a node or space between two nodes.
7. in phonetics, a movement of an articulator.

ar-tic-u-la-tor (ar-tik'yoo-la/ter), n. 1. a person or

thing that articulates. 2. in phonetics, any organ in

the mouth or throat which, when moved, gives or

helps to give speech sounds their characteristic acoustic

Eroperties:
in English, the chief articulators are the

ps (especially the lower lip), the apex, front, and
back of the tongue, and the glottis; the uvula is a
minor articulator (co-articulator) .

ar-ti-fact (Sr'ti-fakt'), n. [L. ars, artis, skill, art -f

factus; see FACT], 1. any object made by human work.
2* in histology, any structure or changed appearance
produced artificially or by death. Also spelled artefact.

ar-ti-fice (a'r'ta-fis) , n. [L. arttficium, trade or profession
< artifex, artist, master of a trade < ars> art + facere,
to make], 1. skill; ingenuity. 2. trickery; craft. 3. a
clever expedient; artful device. SYN. see art, trick.

ar-tif-i-cer (ar-tif's-ser) ,
n. [prob. < artifice -f -er], 1. a

maker or craftsman, especially a skillful one. 2. a

person who devises; inventor, 3. a military mechanic.
ar-ti-fi-cial (ar't^fish'sl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. artificial**

< artificium; see ARTIFICE], 1, made by human work
or art: opposed to natural, 2. made

f
in

m
imitation of

something natural; simulated: as, artificial teeth. 3.

unnatural or affected: as, an artificial smile. 4. in

botany, cultivated; not native. Abbreviated art.

SYN. artificial is applied to anything made by human work,
especially if in imitation of something natural (artificial hair) ;

synthetic is applied to a substance that is produced by chem-
ical synthesis and is used as a substitute for a natural substance
which it resembles (synthetic dyes); ersatz, which refers to an
artificial substitute, always implies an inferior substance

(ersatz coffee made of acorns) ; counterfeit and spurious are

applied to a careful imitation deliberately intended to de-

ceive (counterfeit money, a spurious signature). ANT. natural.

artificial horizon, an instrument on an aircraft,

operated by a gyroscope and containing a liquid level,

for indicating the position of the craft with reference
to the true horizon.

artificial insemination, the impregnation of a female
with semen from a male without sexual intercourse.

ar-ti-fi-ci-aM-ty (ar'ta-fish'i-alVti), n. 1. the quality
or state of being artificial. 2. [pi ARTIFICIALITIES

(-tiz)J, something artificial.

artificial respiration, the maintenance of breathing by
artificial means, usually by creating and relaxing pres-
sure externally on the chest cavity at regular intervals.

ar-til ler-ist (Sr-til'er-ist) ,
n. 1. a student of gunnery.

2. an artilleryman; gunner.
ar-til-ler-y (ar-til'Sr-i), n. [ME.; OFr. artillerie < atilier

(sp. influenced by arte) < L. *apticulare, to set aright
< aptus, suitable; see APT], 1. formerly, apparatus for

hurling heavy missiles, as catapults, arbalests, etc,

2. now, guns of large caliber,
,
too neavy to carry;

mounted guns (excluding machine guns), as cannon:

distinguished from small arms. Artillery may be mobile,

stationary, or mounted on ships, airplanes, etc. 3. tne
science of guns; gunnery. Abbreviated A., art., Ajrty.

th* artillery, the military branch specializing in tne
ti86 of heavy mounted ^uns.

mr*tu*ler'y*man (ar-til'eV-i-msn), n. {pL ARTILLERYMEN
(-ttwn)L a soldier in the artillery.

mrtt-0*aaC"tyl (ar'ti-a-dak'til), adj. [Or. arttos, even -f

doMylQSt finger or toe), having an even number of toes
or digits, as a camel, nog, etc.

t
n any hoofed mammal

having ^ ^'ver* number of digits.
aro-8*m (Ir'ta-z'n), n. [Fr. < It. artigiano < IX*

*artitianus < L. artitus, pp. of artire, to instruct in arts
< ars, artis, art], a skilled workman or craftsman.

art-ist (ar'tist), n. [Fr. artiste; It. artista < L. ars, artis,

art], 1. a person who works in or is skilled in any of
the fine, especially graphic, arts. 2. a person who does

anything very well, with a feeling for form, effect, etc. :

as, his cook is an artist. 3. an artiste. Abbreviated art.

ar-tiste (ar-test'), n. [Fr.; see ARTIST], 1. a skilled pro-
fessional entertainer. 2. a person very skilled in some
trade or occupation: often humorous or facetious.

ar-tis-tic (ar-tis'tik) , adj. [Fr. artistique], 1. of art or
artists. 2. done skillfully; aesthetically satisfying. 3.

that appreciates art and beauty; fond of the fine arts.

ar-tis-ti-caMy (ar-tis'ti-k'1-i, ar-tis'tik-li) , adv. 1. in an
artistic manner. 2. from the standpoint of art.

art-ist-rjr (ar'tis-tri) , n. 1. the practice or pursuit of art.

2. artistic quality, ability, work, or workmanship.
art-less (art'lis), adj. 1. lacking skill or art; hence,
2. uncultured; ignorant. 3. not artistic; clumsy; crude.
4. without artificiality; simple; natural. 5. without
guile or deceit; ingenuous; innocent. SYN. see naive.

Ar-tois (ar'twa'), n. a former province of northern
France.

art-y (ar'ti), adj. [ARTIER (-ti-er), ARTIEST (-ti-ist)],

[Cqllqq.], pretending to be artistic; ostentatiously
artistic.

Arty., Artillery.

Ar-tzy-ba-shev, Mikha-il (mi-kha-el' ar'tsi-ba'shef) ,

1878-1927; Russian novelist.

A.R.U., American Railway Union.
A-ru-ba (a-roo'ba), n. an island in the Netherlands
Antilles, off Venezuela: area, 70 sq. mi.| pot)., 55,000.
A-ru Islands (a'roo), a group of islands m tne Nether-
lands East Indies, southwest of New Guinea: area,
3,326 sq. mi.; pop., 18,000: also spelled Arru Islands.
ar-um (Ir'sm), n. [L.; Gr. aron, the wake robin], any of

a number of related plants bearing flowers on a fleshy

spike surrounded by a hoodlike leaf.

a-run-di-na-ceous (s-run'di-na'shQs) , adj. [L. arundi-
naceus < arundo, reed, cave], of or like a reed.

aruspex (a-rus'peks) , n. [pi. ARUSPICES (-pi-sez')L a

soothsayer: see haruspex.
A-ru'Wi-mi (a'roo-we'mi), n. a river in the northern
Belgian Congo, flowing into the Congo: length, 800 mi.

A.R.V,, American Standard Revised Version (of the
Bible), printed in 1901.

-ar-y (er'i; also, chiefiy Brit., gr-i), 1. [L. -arius, -aria,

-arium], a suffix meaning relating to, connected with, used
in forming adjectives and nouns, as auxiliary, dic-

tionary. 2. [L. -aw], a suffix meaning relating to, like,

as in military: also -ar, as in nuclear.

Ar-yan (ar'i-on, ar'yan), adj. [Sans, arya, lord, master,
arya, a tribal name; akin to OFer. ariya, a tribal name;
ong. applicable only to the Indo-Iranian tribes, but
popularized in a wider sense by Max Muller and less

reputable authors; not connected with Eire, Ireland,

Irish], 1. formerly, designating or of the family of

languages that includes Iranian, Sanskrit, and most
of the European languages; Indo-European. 2. des-

ignating or of the Indie and Iranian branches of the

Indo-European family of languages. 3. of the Aryans.
n. 1. the hypothetical parent language of the Indo-

European family. 2. a person belonging to, or supposed
to be a descendant of, the prehistoric people who spoke
this language. Aryan has no validity as a racial term,
although it has been so used, notoriously by the Nazis
to mean "a Caucasian of non-Jewish descent," etc.

The use of the word in connection with race is due to
the idea, regarded by most ethnologists as false, that

peoples who spoke the same or related languages must
have had a common racial origin. Misuse of Aryan has
led to its replacement in scientific discussion by Indo-

European (in sense 1 of the . & o4f*)

Ar-y-an^ize (ar'i-sn-iz', ar'yan-Iz')* y ** [ARYANIZED
(-izd'). ARYANIZING], 1. to make Aryan, 2, in Nazi
.-sage, to rid of (so-called) non-Aryan elements. See

ary'te-Jiold (ar'i-ti'noid)* adj. [Gr. aryiainoeidMs, ladle-

shaped < arytaina, a ladle* cup + eidos, form], 1. des-

ignating or of two small cartilages at the back of the

larynx, connected with the vocal cords, 2. relating to

any of certain muscles in the larynx, n. 1. an aryte-
noid cartilage. 2. an arytenoid muscle.

as (az; unstressed, QZ), adv. [weakened form of also; ME.
as, a$e; AS. alswa, ealswa: al* tall, all 4- swa, so; lit.,

wholly so, quite so, just as], L to the same amount or

degree; equally. Example: I am as good as he. 2. for

instance; thus: see the use of as throughout this dic-

tionary after a definition and before an example of

usage. ccnL 1. to the same amount or degree that.

Example: It flew straight as an arrow. 2. in the same
manner that; according to the way that. Example; Do
as you are told. 3. at the same time that; while.

Example: She arrived as I was leaving. 4. because.

Bsample: As you object, we wonf
t go. 5. that the oon-

sequence was. Example: The question was so obviouc
as to need no reply. 6. though. Example: Tall as he
was, he couldn't reach tlie appfesi prm* l.afaettlt*
Example; He is tired, a* anyone can **e- 2. t&at (pro-
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ceded by such or the same). Example: This is the same
color as yours (is) . prep, in the role, function, capacity,
or sense of. Example: He poses as a friend.
as . . . as, a correlative construction used to indicate
the equality or sameness of two things: as large as, as

heavy as, as many as, etc. See also good, well, much,
far, etc. for certain idiomatic phrases with as.

as for, with reference to; concerning.
as if, as it (or one) would if: also as though.
as is, [Slang], just as it is; without any changes: said of

damaged goods being sold,
as it were, as if it were so; so to speak.
as to, 1. with reference to; concerning. 2. as if to.

as (as), n. [pL ASSES (-iz; L. -ez)], [L., a whole, integer],
1. an ancient Roman unit of weight and measure: as a
weight, it was equal to about twelve ounces; as a unit
of length, to about twelve inches. 2. an ancient Roman
coin of copper alloy.

as- (as), ad-: used before s, as in assimilate.

As, in chemistry, arsenic,

AS., Anglo-Saxon: also A.S., A.-S.
As., 1. Asian. 2. Asiatic.
A-sa (a'sg), [Heb. asa, lit., healer], a masculine name.
n. in the Bible, a king of Judah, who opposed idolatry:
I Kings 15:8-24.

as a fet-i da, as-a foet i da (as'g-fet'i-dg, as-fet'i-dg), n.

[LL. asa < Per. aza, gum + L. fetida, foetida; see

FETID], a bad-smelling gum resin obtained from various
Asiatic plants of the carrot family: it is used as an
antispasmodic.

as arum (as'9-r9m), n. [L., hazelwort, wild spikenard;
Gr. asaron], any of various related plants with kidney-
shaped leaves and brownish flowers; wild ginger.
As ben (aVben'). n. Air.
as-bes-tine (as-bes'tin), adj. [L. asbestinus; Gr. as-

bestinos], of, or having the properties of, asbestos.

as-bes-tos, asbes tus (as-bes
;
t9s, az-bes't9s), n. [ME.

asbeston; L. asbestos; Gr. asbestos, inextinguishable; a-,
not + sbestos < sbennynai, to extinguish: the name was
? first applied to quicklime and later transferred
to the mineral], a grayish mineral, a silicate of calcium
and magnesium, which occurs in long, threadlike fibers :

because it does not burn and is a nonconductor of elec-

tricity, it is used in fireproof curtains, roofing, insula-

tion, etc. adj. woven of or containing asbestos.

As-bur-y, Francis (az'ber'i, az'bgr-i), 1745-1816; first

Methodist bishop in America.
As-bur-y Park (az'ber'i, az'bgr-i), an ocean resort in
east central New Jersey: pop., 17,000.
As-ca-ni-us (as-ka'ni-93) , n. [L.], in Roman legend, the
son of Aeneas.
ASCAP, American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers.

asca-rid (as'k9-rid), n. [Gr. askarides, pi. of askaris,
intestinal worm], a nematode worm that is an intestinal

parasite, as the roundworm.
as-cend (g-send'), v.i. [ME. ascenden; OFr. ascendre; L.
ascendere < ad-, to + scantiere, to climb], 1. to go up;
come up; move upward; rise. 2. to proceed from a
lower to a higher level or degree, as in rank, pitch, etc.

3. to slope or lead upward. 4. in astronomy, to move
away from the horizon and toward the zenith. v.L to
move upward along; mount; climb.
as-cend-a-ble (g-sen'dg-b'l) , adj. that can be ascended.
as-cend-ance, as-cend-ence fe-sen'dans), n. ascend-
ancy.

as-cend-an-cy, as-cend-en-cy (g-sen'dgn-si), n. the

quality or state of being in the ascendant ; domination.
as-cend-ant, as-cen-dent (o-senMant), adj. [L. ascen-

dens, ppr.], \ 1. ascending; rising. 2. controlling; pre-
dominant;) superior. 3. in botany, pointing upward.
n. 1. in astrology, the sign of the zodiac just above
the eastern horizon at any given moment; horoscope.
2. a dominating position; ascendancy. 3. [Rare], an
ancestor: opposed to descendant.
in the ascendant, at or heading toward the height of

power, influence, fame, etc.

as cend-er (a-sen'dSr) , n. 1. a person or thing that
ascends. 2. in typography, the extension or upward part
of any of the tall lower-case letters, as b, d, k, etc.;

hence, 3. any of these letters.

as-cend-i-ble (g-sen'cb-b'l), adj. ascendable.

as-cend-ing (o-sen'dirj) , adj. [ppr. of ascend], 1. that
ascends. 2. in botany, rising or curving upward.

as-cen-sion (g-sen'shan) , n. [L. ascensio, a rising < pp.
of ascendere; see ASCEND], l.'an ascending; ascent.
2. [A-], Ascension Day. 3. [A-], a British island in the
South Atlantic; area, 34 sq. mi.
the Ascension, in the Bible, the bodily ascent of Jesus
into heaven on the fortieth day after his resurrec-
tion: Acts 1:9.

ascension-al (g-sen'shgn-'l), adj. of ascension or
ascent.
Ascension Day, the fortieth day after Easter* cele-

brating the Ascension: also called Holy Thwsday.

as-cen sive (9-sen'siv), adj. [< L. ascensus, pp. of

ascendere; + -*w], 1. ascending. 2. causing to ascend.
as cent (g-sent/) , n. [ < ascend, by analogy with descent^,
1. an ascending or rising. 2, an advancement, as in

rank, popularity, etc. 3. a going up; climbing. 4. a
way leading up ; upward slo$e ; acclivity. 5. the amount
of upward slope or elevation: as, an ascent of three

degrees. 6. a going back in time or genealogy.
as-certain (as*er-tan'), v.t. [ME. acertainen; OFr.
acertainer, acertener < a-, to + certain < L. certus,

fixed], 1. to find out with certainty. 2. [Archaic], to
make certain to the mind. SYN. see learn.
as cer-tain merit (as'er-tan'msnt) , n. an ascertaining
or being ascertained.
ascetic (g-set'ik), adj. [Gr. asketikos, exercised <
askein, to exercise], of or characteristic of ascetics or

asceticism; self-denying; austere, n. 1. a person who
leads a life of contemplation and rigorous self-denial for

religious purposes. 2. anyone who lives with strict

self-discipline and abstinence. SYN. see severe.

as-cet-i-cal-ly (9-set'i-k'l-i, 9-set'ik-li), adv. 1. in an
ascetic manner. 2. by means of asceticism.

as cet i cism (s-set'a-siz'm), n. 1. the practices or way
of life of an ascetic; systematic self-denial for some
ideal. 2. the religious doctrine that one can reach a
higher spiritual state by rigorous self-discipline and
self-denial.

Asch, Sholem (or Sho lorn) (sh6"1am ash'; Eng.
sho'lsm ash'), 1880-1957; American playwright, novel-
ist, and short-story writer in Yiddish.
As cham, Roger (as'kam), 1515-1568; English scholar
and writer; tutor to Queen Elizabeth I.

as-ci (asl), n. plural of ascus.
as cid i an (e-sid'i-an) , n. [Gr. askidion; see ASCIDIUM],
any of a number of related water animals, usually sac-

shaped, with a tough outer covering or tunic; tunicate.
as cid i-um (a-sid'i-am) , n. [pi. ASCIDIA (-9)], [Mod. L.;
Gr. askidion, dim. of askos, wineskin, leather bag,
bladder], in botany, a pitcherlike leaf or structure, as
of the pitcher plant or bladderwort.

as-ci tes (g-si'tez), n. [L.; Gr. askites, kind of dropsy <
askos; see ASCIDIUM], an accumulation of serous fluid

in the abdominal cavity.
as-cle-pi a-da-ceous (as-kle'pi-9-da'shas), adj. [< L.

asclepias, the common swallowwort (Gr. asUepias <
Asklepios, Asclepius); + -aceous], belonging to the
milkweed family of plants, having milky juice, waxy
pollen masses, and pods with tufted seeds.

As-cle-pi-a-de-an (as-kle'pi-9-de'on), adj. [< Asclepi-
ades, name of Gr. inventor of the verse], designating
or of a type of classical verse consisting usually of a
spondee, two (or three) choriambs, and an iamb. n.
an Asclepiadean verse.

As-cle-pi-us (as-kle'pi-9s) , n. [L.; Gr. AskUpiosJ, in

Greek mythology, the god of healing and medicine,
corresponding to the Romans' Aesculapius.

as co carp (as'ka-karp'), n. [< Gr. askos, bladder; -f

-carp], in botany, a structure shaped like a globe, cup,
or disk, containing spore sacs; sac fruit of an asco-

mycetous fungus,
as co-go nium (as'k9go'ni-sm), n. [pi ASCOGQNIA
(-9)], [Mod. L.; Gr. askos, bladder + gonos, offspring <
gignesthai, to be born], in botany, the female gamete, or

archicarp, in an ascomycetous fungus.

as-co-my-cete (as'kg-mi-set') , n.
(pi. ASCOMYCBTBS

(-sets')! [< Mod. L. Ascomycetes, a class of fungi < Gr.

askos, bladder + mykls, myketos, fungus], an ascomyce-
tous fungus.
as-co-my-ce-tous (ast9-mi-se't9s), adj. [< Mod. L.

Ascomycetes (see ASCOMYCETE) ; -f- -ows], belonging to a
class of fungi, including the mildews, yeasts, knot and
wart fungi, cup fungi, etc., which reproduce through
spores developed in saclike structures (called asci).

a scor-bic acid (9-sk6r'bik) , [a- not + scorbutic + -&],
vitamin C: also called cevitamic acid.

as-co spore (as'kg-sp6r', as'kg-spor'), n. [< Gr. askos,

bladder; 4- spore], any of the spores in an ascus.
as-cot (as'k9t), n. 1. [A-L a famous horse-racing meet
held annually at Ascot Heath,
Berkshire, England: it is a Brit-
ish social event. 2. a kind of

necktie or scarf with very broad
ends hanging from the knot, one
upon the other: supposedly de-

veloped for wear at the Ascot.
as crib-a-ble (9-skrib'9-bl), adj.
that can be ascribed.

as-cribe (g-skrib'). v.t. [AS-
CRIBED (-skribdO, ASCRIBING],
[ME. ascriven; L. ascrthere <
ad-j to

-j-
scribere, to write), 1, to

assign (to a supposed cause or

source) ; impute; attribute. 2.

to regard as belonging (to some-
thing) as a quality pr attnbtite.

ASCOT TIE
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SYN. ascribe, in this comparison, implies assignment to

someone of something that may reasonably be deduced (to

ascribe a motive to someone); attribute implies assignment
of a quality, factor, or responsibility that may reasonably be

regarded as applying (to attribute an error to carelessness);

Impute usually implies the assignment of something unfavor-

able or accusatory (to imjiite evil to someone) ; assign implies

the placement of something: in a particular category because

of some quality, etc. attributed to it (to assign a poem to the

17th century): credit implies belief in the possession by some-

one of some quality, etc. (to credit one with intelligence);

attach implies the connection of something with something
else as being appropriate to it (different people attach different

meanings to words). . . .

as-cription (a-skrip'shan) , n. [L. ascnpUo < pp.^of
ascribere; see ASCRIBE], 1. an ascribing or being
ascribed. 2. a statement that ascribes; specifically, a

prayer or text ascribing glory to God.
as-cus (as'kgs), n. [pi. ASCI (as'l)], [Mod. L.; Gr. askos,

bladder], a spore sac in an ascomycetous fungus.
-ase (as,"az), [after the ending of diastase], a suffix used
in forming names of enzymes, usually meaning that

decomposes, as in amylase.
a sep-sis (a-sep'sis, a-sep'sis), n. [a-, without -f sepsis],

1. the condition of being aseptic, 2. aseptic treatment
or technique.
a sep tic (a-sep'tik, a-sep'tik), adj. [a-, not + septic], not

septic; free from or keeping away disease-producing
or putrefying microorganisms: distinguishedjrom anti-

septic, n. an aseptic substance or preparation.

a-sep-ti-cal-ly fe-sep'ti-k'l-i, a-sepftik-li), adv. by
aseptic means; with the use of aseptics.

a-aex u al (a-sek'shoo-al, a-sek'shoo-al) , adj. [a-, not +
sexual], 1. having no sex; sexless. 2. in biology,

designating or of reproduction without the union of

male and female germ cells.

a-aex-u-al-i-ty (a-sek'shoo-alVti), n. the quality or

state of being asexual.

As-gard (as'gard, az'gard), n. [ON. Asgarthr; ass, god
+ garthr, yard, court], in Norse mythology, the home of

the gods and slain heroes.

Aa gar dhr (as'gar'tfir
1

), n. Asgard.
As garth (as'gard), n. Asgard.
ash (ash), n. [ME. asche; AS. asce, assce; akin to ON.
aske, Goth, azgo], 1. the white or grayish powder left

of something after it has been burned. 2. the silvery-

gray color of wood ash; pallor. See also ashes.

ash (ash), n. [ME. asch, esche; AS. sesce; akin to OHG.
ask, ON. askr; IE. base *os-ko < *osen; ash tree, seen

in L. ornus, mountain ash (< *osen-os')),
1. any of a

group of timber and shade trees belonging to the olive

family, having pinnate leaves, winged fruit, and tough,
elastic wood with a straight, close grain. 2. the wood.

a-shamed (a-shamd'). adj. [pp. of obs. ashame, to

shame; MB, aschamien, to make ashamed; AS.
ascamian, gescamian; see SHAME], 1. feeling shame, as

from doing something bad, wrong, foolish, etc. 2. re-

luctant because fearing shame beforehand.
SYN. ashamed implies embarrassment, and sometimes

guilt, felt because of one's own or another's wrong or foolish

behavior (ashamed of his tears) ;
humiliated implies a sense

of being humbled or disgraced (humiliated by my failure);

mortified suggests humiliation so great as to seem almost

fatal to one's pride or self-esteem (she was mortified by his

obscenities) ; chagrined suggests embarrassment coupled with

irritation or regret over what might have been prevented
(chagrined at his error). ANT. proud,
A shan-ti (a-shan'ti, a-sh&n'tij, n. 1. a region in central

Ghana: originally a native kingdom, it was a British

colony in the Gold Coast from 1901 to 1957; area, 24,379

sq. mi.; pop.. 824,000; chief city, Kumasi. 2. an in-

habitant of this region. 3, the language spoken there.

ash can, 1, a large can for ashes and trash. 2. [Naval
Slang], a depth bomb ; depth charge.

ash-en (asbrn), adj. 1. of ashes. 2. like ashes, espe-
cially in color; pale; pallid. SYN. see pale.
ash-en (ash''n) f adj. 1. of the ash tree. 2. made of its

wood,
ash es (ash'iz) , n.fl. [see ASH (powder) ] t 1 . the unburned
particles and white or grayish powder remaining after

a thing has been burned. 2. the part of the body left

after cremation; hence, 3. a dead person; human re-

mains. 4. fine volcanic lava.

Ashe-ville (ash/vil), n. a city in western North Caro-
lina; pop., 52,000.
Ash-ke-naz'ic (asVke-naz'ik, iisVka-n&'zik), ad/, of

the Ashkenazim or their culture.

Ash-ke-naz-im (ash'ks-naz'im, Ssh'ka-ni'zim), n.pl.

[Heb,], 1. the Jews who settled in middle and northern
Europe after the Diaspora. 2. their descendants. Dis-

tinguished from Sephardim.
Ash kha bad (ash'kha"~bM'), n, capital of the Turk-
men S.8.R,; pop,, 127,000,
Ash-land (ashland), n. 1. a city on the Ohio River,
in northeastern Kentucky: pop., 31 tOOO, 2. a city in

northern Wisconsin, on Lake Superior: pop., 11,000*

ash-lar, ash-ler (ashl&r), n. [ME. aschder; OPr.
visiHey; L. oxUlarium < axis, assts, a plank, beam; so
called from its resemblance to wooden beanm L a

square, hewn stone used in building. 2. a thin, dressed,

square stone used for facing bri

made of either kind of ashlar.
brick walls, etc. 3. masonry

ash-man (ash'rnan'), n. [pi. ASHMEN (-men')], a man
who takes away ashes and trash.

a shore (9-shoT', 9-shor'), adv. & adj. [a-, on + shore],
1. to or on the shore, z. to or on land.

Ash-ta'bu-la (ash'ta-bu/te), n. a city in northeastern
Ohio, near Lake Erie: pop., 23,000.

Ash-ton-un'der-Lyne (ash'tan-un'dgr-lln'), n. a city
in western England, near Manchester: pop., 49,000.

Ash-to-reth (ash'ta-rith, ash'ta-reth') , n. \pl ASHTA-
ROTH (-r6th' -roth')], [Heb.; see APHRODITE], the
ancient Phoenician and Syrian goddess of love and
fertility: identified with Astarte.
ash tray, a container for smokers' tobacco ashes.

A-shur (a'shoor), n. [Assyr.], in Assyrian mythology, the
chief deity, god of war and empire: also Asshur, Aasur,
Asur.
A-shur-ha-ni-pal (a'shoor-ba'ni-pal'), n. king of As-

syria (669-626 B.C.); lived P-626 B.C.: also Assur-

banipal.
Ash Wednesday, the first day of Lent and seventh

Wednesday before Easter: so called from the practice
of putting ashes on the forehead as a sign of penitence.

ash-y (ash'i), adj. [ASHIER (4-Sr), ASHIEST (-i-ist)], 1. of,

like, or covered with ashes. 2. of ash color; pale;

pallid.
A-sia (a'zha, a'sha), n. the largest continent: situated
in the Eastern Hemisphere and separated from northern

Europe by the Ural Mountains: area, 16,990,000 sq.

mi.; pop., 1,230,876,000 (est. 1947).
Asia Minor, a peninsula in western Asia, between the
Black Sea and the Mediterranean, including most of

charac-
teristic of Asia or its people, n. a native or inhabitant
of Asia. Abbreviated As.
Asiatic beetle, a beetle of Japanese origin, harmful to

grasses.
Asiatic cholera, an acute, usually fatal, infectious

disease characterized by profuse diarrhea, vomiting,
intestinal pain, etc.

a-side (a-sid
7
), adv. [earlier on side], 1. on or to one

side. 2. away; on reserve: as, put this aside for me.
3. out of the way; out of one's mind: as. lay the pro-
posal aside temporarily. 4. apart; notwithstanding: as,

joking aside, I mean it. n. words spoken aside; actor's

words supposed to be heard only by the audience, not

by the other actors.
aside from, 1. with the exception of. 2. apart from.

asi-nine (as's-mnOi adj. [L. asininus, asslike < asinus,

ass], like an ass, regarded as a stupid animal; stupid;
silly; unintelligent. SYN. see silly.

as-i-nin-I-ty (as's-nin'o-ti), n. 1. the quality or state

of being: asinine; stupidity. 2. \pl. ASININITIES (-tiz)],

an asinine act or remark.
A-sir (a-sir') n. a southwestern district of Saudi
Arabia: formerly a principality.

-a-sis (o-sis), [L.; Gr., ending of nouns derived from
verbs with roots ending in -a- + fern, suffix -sis,

denoting state or process], a suffix used in forming
names of some diseases, meaning a condition resembling,
a condition characterized by, as in elephantiasis, psoriasis.

ask (ask, ask), v.t. [ME. askien; AS. ascian, acsian; akin
to OHG. eiscdn, OS. escon, to demand, question; IE.
base *ais~t to wish, desire, seek out; seen in Sans.

*Jte-, (he) desires, etc.], 1. to use words in an effort to
find out; seek the answer to (a question) ; inquire about.
2. to put a question to (a person) ; inquire of. 3. to

request; solicit; beg. 4. to demand or expect: as, they
ask ten dollars for it. 5. to be in need of or call for (a

thing). 6. to invite. 7. [Archaic], to publish (banns) ;

also, to publish the banns of, lu. 1. to make a request
(for something) . 2, to inquire (with about, a/ler, or for) .

SYN. ask and the more formal inquire and query usually
denote no more than the seeking of an answer or information,
but query also often implies doubt as to the correctness of

something (the printer queried the spelling of several words)'
question and interrogate imply the asking of a series of

questions (he questioned the witness), interrogate adding the
further implication of systematic examination (to interrogate.

a prisoner of war); catechize is equivalent to interrogate
but implies the expectation of certain fixed answers, especially
vath reference to religious doctrine; quiz, used especially in

schools, implies a thorough questioning to test knowledge of

some subject. 'ANT. answer* tell,

a-skance (o-skansO, adv. [ME. askaunce; prob. for

*askaunces] t I. with a sidewise glance; obliquely;
hence, 2, with suspicion, disapproval, etc.

a-skant (a-skant'), adv. askance.
a-sltw, teHsku'X adv. fa-, on f ^fcwl, to one 8J4ft* awry;
crookealy, no(/ on one side; ftjwry.
Ask*ja (MWvl|}f Hf a volcanom Iceland: height, 3>$w ffc.

a-slant (9-slanf), adv. [a-, on + slant], on a slant;

; pbUqtiely* prP tfaautiowlQr over; ooEquely
across* Omj. slanting. ,

,

'

a sleep (^JBIj^^ [IK 03^ '^ s^pt U
of sleep; sleeping; hence, % 2



aslope
3. numb: as, her arm is asleep. 4. dead. adv. into a
sleeping condition.

aslope (s-slop'). adv. [a-, on -f- slope], slopingly; at a
slant, adj. sloping.
As ma-ra (as-ma'ra), n. the capital of Eritrea. Africa:

pop., 21,600.
As-mo-de-us (az'mo-de'as, as'mo-de'as) , n. [L. Asmo-
daeus; Gr. Asmodaios; Heb. ashmadai], in Jewish
demonology, an evil spirit; chief demon.
As-nieres (a'nySr'), n. a city in France, near Paris:

pop., 72,000 (1946).
a-so-cial (a-so'shsl), adj. [a-, not + social], not social;
not gregarious; characterized by withdrawal and
avoidance of contact with others. SYN. see unsocial.
A-so-san (a's$-san') n. a volcano in Kyushu, Japan:
height, 5,223 ft.; width of crater, c. 12 mi.

asp (asp), n. [ME.; OFr. aspe; L. aspis; Gr. aspis], any
of several small, poisonous snakes of Africa, Arabia,
and Europe, as the horned viper, common European
viper, etc.

asp (asp), n. [Poetic], an aspen.
as-par-a-gus (a-spar^a-gas) , n. [L.; Gr. aspharagos, a

with small, scalelike leaves, many flat or needlelike
branches, and whitish flowers. 2. the tender shoots of
a certain plant of this group, used as a vegetable.

as-par-tic acid (as-par'tik), [coined after asparagus],
an amino acid, C4H704N, occurring in proteins in white
prisms or colorless leaflets, used in organic synthesis.
As-pa-si-a (as-pa'zhi-a, as-pa'shi-a) , n. clever, influen-
tial Greek woman, mistress of Pericles; 470F-410 B.C.
A.S.P.C.A., American Society for Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.

as-pect (as'pekt), n. [ME.; L. aspectus, pp. of aspicere,
to look at < ad-, to, at + spicere, specere, to look], 1.

[Rare], a glance; gaze, 2. the way one appears; looks.
3. the appearance of a thing as seen from a specific

point; view. 4. the appearance or interpretation of an
idea, problem, etc. as considered from a specific view-
point. 5. a facing in a given direction. 6. a side facing
in a given direction; exposure; as, the eastern aspect of
the house. 7. in astrology, the position of stars in rela-
tion to each other or to the observer. 8. in grammar,
the form that a verb takes to indicate duration or

completion of action: e.g., he was eating (imperfect
aspect); he ate (perfect aspect). 9. in physics, the
position of a plane (flat surface) in relation to a liquid
or gaseous substance through which it is moving or
which is moving past it. SYN. see appearance, phase.
aspen (as'pan), n. [ME. aspe; AS. xspe -f -en as in

ashen, beechen; xspe is akin to OHG. a$pa; IE. base
*8$en; see ASH (tree)], any of several kinds of poplar
tree with flattened leafstalks that cause the leaves to
flutter in the least breeze, adj. of or like an aspen;
fluttering; trembling.

as per (aa/per), n. (< Fr, aspre < Byzantine Gr. asPron,
said to be < L, asper, rough], a former silver coin of

Turkey and Egypt (now only a money of account),
equal to 1/120 of a piaster.

As-per-ges (9-spur'jez), n. [2d pers, sing., fut. indie., of
L. aspergere; see ASPERSE], in the Roman Catholic

Church, 1. the sprinkling of altar, clergy, and people
with holy; water before High Mass. 2, a hymn sung
during this ceremony, beginning Asferges me.

as per gil him (as'pSr-jil'ani), n. [pi. ASPERGILLA (-9),
ASPERGILLUMS (-amz)], [ML. < L. aspergere (see AS-

PERSE) -f- neut. dim. ilium], a brush or perforated
container for sprinkling holy water.

asper-gillus (as'pSr-jil'as) , n. [pi. ASPERGILLI (-1)],

[Mod. X.; see ASPERGILLUM; so named from appearing
similar to the aspergillum], in botany, any of a number
of related fungi bearing chains of spores attached to
stalks on the swollen end of a threadlike branch, as the
yellow mildew.

as'per-i-ty (as-per'a-ti), n. [pi. ASPERITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
& OFr. asprete; L. asperitas, roughness < asper, rough],
1. roughness or harshness, as of surface, sound, weather,
etc. 2. harshness or sharpness of temper.
asperse fo-spurs'), v.t. [ASPERSED (-spursf), ASPERS-
ING], [< L. aspersus, pp. of aspergere, to sprinkle on <
ad-, to 4- spargere, to sprinkle, strew], 1. [Rare], to
strew water on, as in baptizing. 2. to spread false

rumors concerning, or damaging charges against;
besmirch the reputation of; slander.

as-per-sion (a-spur'zhan, a-spur'shan), n. [L. aspersio;
see ASPERSE], 1. a sprinkling. 2. a defaming. 3. a dam-
aging or disparaging remark; slander: innuendo.

as-per-so-ri-um (as'pgr-s&r'i-atn, as'pSr-so'ri^am), n.

[PI. ASPERSORIA (-3), ASPBRSORIUMS (-9mz)|, [LL. < L.

aspersus; see ASPERSE], 1. a basin, font, etc. for holy
water. 2. an aspergillum.
asphalt (as'ffilt, as'falt), n. [LL. asfhaltum: Gr.

asphalton, asphaltos; prob. of Sem. origin], 1. a brown

j
assafetida

or black tarlike substance, a variety of bitumen, found
in a natural state or obtained by evaporating petroleum.
2. a mixture of this with sand or gravel, for cementing,
paving, roofing, etc. v.t. to pave, roof, etc. with asphalt.
as-phal-tum (as-fal'tam) , n. asphalt.
as-pho-del (as'fa-del') n. [L. asphodelus; Gr. asphodelos,
? a narcissus; see DAFFODIL], 1. any of a number of

related plants of the lily family, having fleshy roots,
narrow leaves, and white or yellow flowers like lilies.

2. any of a group of plants like these but with leafless

flower stems.
as-phyx-i-a (as-fik'si-a) , n. [Gr., a stopping of the pulse
< a-, not + sphyzein, to throb], loss of consciousness as
a result of too little oxygen and too much carbon
dioxide in the blood: suffocation causes asphyxia.

as-phyx-i-ant (as-fik'si-ant), adj. causing or tending
to cause asphyxia, n. an asphyxiant substance or
condition.

as-phyx-i-ate (as-fik'si-af), v.t. [ASPHYXIATED (-id),

ASPHYXIATING], 1. to cause asphyxia in. 2. to suffo-
cate. v.i. to undergo asphyxia.

as-phyx-i'a-tiqn (as-fik'si-a'shan), n. an asphyxiating or

being asphyxiated.
as-phyx-i-a-tor (as-fik'si-a'tSr), n. a person or thing
that asphyxiates.
aspic (as'pik), n. [Fr.; OFr. aspe (see ASP); final -ic in
Fr. prob. by association with aspic (a kind of lavender) ,

mold of meat, seafood, etc.

aspic (as'pik), n. [Fr. aspic; Pr. espic: L. spica, a

spike, ear of corn], a kind of lavender, a fragrant plant
used in making oil of lavender.
as pi-dis-tra (as'pi-dis'tra), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. aspis, a
shield H- astron, a star], any of a number of related

plants of the lily family, with dark, inconspicuous
flowers and large, stiff, glossy, evergreen leaves.
as pir ant (a-spir'ont, as'pa-rsnt}, adj. [L. aspirans, ppr.
of aspirare,' see ASPIRE], aspiring.

t
n. a person who

aspires, as after honors, high position, etc.

aspirate (as'pa-raf) , v.t. [ASPIRATED (-id), ASPIRAT-

ING], [< L. aspiratus, pp. of aspirare; see ASPIRE], 1. to

begin (a word) or precede (a sonorous speech sound)
by the gradual glottal closure represented by English
h. 2. to follow (a consonant, especially a stop con-

sonant), with a puff of suddenly released breath: thus,
initial p, t, k in English are phonetically p\ th, kh. 3.

in Greek grammar, to pronounce as a fricative. 4. in

medicine, to remove (fluid or gas), as from a body
cavity, by suction, n. (as'pSr-it), 1. the speech sound
represented by English h or the Greek rough breathing:
it is formed by gradually; narrowing the vocal lips

(glottis) for w, r, I, a following vowel, etc. 2. an expira-
tory breath puff such as follows initial p, t, k in English.
3. loosely, any sound preceded by that of h or followed

by a puff of breath. 4. in Greek grammar, a fricative

sound, adj. (as'pgr-it), aspirated.
as-pi-rat-ed (as'ps-raVid) , adj. 1. preceded by or con-

taining the sound of h. 2. followed by a puff of breath.
as pi-ra tion (as'ps-ra'shan) , n. [L. aspiratio, a blowing
or breathing < pp. of aspirare; see ASPIRE], 1. act of

breathing; breath. 2. an aspiring; strong desire or

ambition, as for advancement, honor, etc. 3. the re-

moval by suction of fluid or gas, as from a body cavity.
4. in phonetics, a) a pronouncing with an aspirate.
b) an aspirate.

as-pi-ra-tor (as'pa-ra'tSr), n. [see ASPIRATE], 1. any
apparatus for moving air, fluids, etc. by suction. 2. an
apparatus using suction to remove a fluid or gas from
a body cavity.

as pir a to ry (a-splr's-tdr'i. a-spirVto/ri), adj. [<
aspirate + -ory), or or suited for breathing or suction.

aspire (Q-spir')j v.i. [ASPIRED (-spirdO. ASPIRING], [Fr.

aspirer; L. aspirare, to breathe upon, aspire to < ad-,
to + spirare, to breathe], 1. to be ambitious (to get or

do something) ; long or seek (often followed by after) .

2. [Archaic], to rise high; tower.
as pi rin (as'pgr-in, as'prin), n. [G. < ocetyl +spirsaure t

salicylic acid; -f- -4n}, 1. a white, crystalline powder,
acetylsalicylic acid, CjHaO*, used for reducing fever,

relieving headaches, etc. 2. a tablet of this.

a squint (a-skwinf), adv. & adj. [prob. < a f on + un-
recorded AS. cognate of D. schuinte, slant; see SQUINT],
with a squint; out of the corner of the eye.
Asquith, Herbert Henry (as'kwith), first Earl of
Oxford and Asquith, 1852-1928; British statesman;
prime minister (1908-1916).

ass (as), n. [ME. asse; AS. assa, assen; Celt, assan; L.

asinus], 1. a donkey: in fables it is shown as obstinate
and stupid; hence, 2. a stupid or silly person; fool.

ass (as), n. [Slang], arse: vulgar term.
ass., 1. assistant. 2. association. 3. assorted.
as-sa fet-i da, as-sa-foet-i da (as'o-fet'i-da), n.
fetida.

fat, ape, bftre, dte; ten, tven, hfire, ovSpr; Is, bite; lot, g5, hftrn, tCBl, look; oil, out^ up, Osef fflr; get; Joy;
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assagai assignat
assa-gai (as'a-gi')* n. [< Sp. azagaya or Port, azagaia
< AT. az-zaghaydh; az, for a, the + zaghayah, speart of
Berber origin], 1. a slender spear or javelin, often with
an iron tip, used by some South African tribes. 2. a
tree of the dogwood family, having^hard wood used to
make such spears, v.t. to pierce with an assagai. Also
spelled assegai.

as-sa-i (o-sa/l, a-si), n. [Braz. Port, assahy < native
name], 1. any of a variety of Brazilian palms having
a dark-purple, fleshy fruit. 2. a drink made from this

fruit.

as-sail (s-sal'). v.t. [ME. assailen; OFr. asaillir; LL.
assilire, to leap on < L. ad, to + satire, to leap], 1. to
attack physically and violently; assault. 2. to attack
with arguments, ridicule, etc. 3. to face (a difficulty,

task, etc,) with determination. SYN. see attack.
as-sail-ant (s-sal'ant), n. [Fr. assaillant, ppr, of assaillir;
see ASSAIL], n. a person who assails; attacker.
As-sam (a-sam', as'am) , n. a state of northeastern India,
on the borders of Burma and Tibet: area, 58,739 sq. mi.

;

pop., 10,418,000 (est. 1950); capital, Shillong.
As-sa-mese (as's-mez') i <*dj. of Assam, its people, lan-

guage, etc. n. 1. [pi. ASSAMESE], a native or inhab-
itant of Assam. 2. the Indo-European, Indie language
of the Assamese.
Assam States, a group of individual states in Assam,
including Manipur and those of the Khasi Hills.

assas sin (g-sas'm), n. [Fr.; ML, assassinus; Ar. fyash-

shashln, hashish eaters < hashish, hemp], 1, [A-], a
member of a secret band of hashish-eating Moslems
who killed Christian leaders during the Crusades;
hence, 2. a murderer who strikes suddenly and without
warning: now generally used of the hired or delegated
killer of some politically important personage.
assassinate (s-sas'd-naV) , v.t. (ASSASSINATED (-id),
ASSASSINATING I, [< ML. assassinatus, pp. of assassinare,
to kill < assassinus; see ASSASSIN], 1. to murder by
surprise attack, as assassins do. 2. to harm or ruin

(one's reputation, etc.). SYN. see kill.

as sas si na-tion (s-sas's-na'shan), n. an assassinating
or being assassinated.

assassin bug, any of a number of related insects having
a curved, sucking beak and living chiefly on the blood
of other insects.

as sault (a-s&lt'). n. [ME. assaut; OFr. assaut, assttlt -^

L. ad, to + saltare, to leap], 1. a violent attack, either

physical or verbal. 2. rape: a euphemism. 3. in law,
an unlawful threat to harm another physically, or an
unsuccessful attempt to do so. 4. in military science,

a) a sudden attack upon a fortified pjace. b) the
concluding stage of an attack, v.t. & v.i. to make an
assault (upon). SYN. see attack.

assault and battery, in law, the carrying out of
threatened physical harm or violence; a beating.

as say (a-sa
7

, as'a) , n. [ME. assai; OFr. essai; trial, test

< L. exagium, a weighing < ex-, out + agere, to transact,

deal], 1. an examination or testing. 2. the analysis of

ore, especially gold or silver ore, or of an alloy, etc., to
determine the nature and proportion of the ingredients
or to test the purity. 3, a substance to be thus tested
or analyzed. 4, the result or report of such an analysis.
5. [Obs.], an attempt, v.t. (s-sa/).. 1. to make an
assay of; test; analyze, 2. [Archaic], to attempt, tu*
to be shown by analysis to contain a specified propor-
tion of some precious metal: as, this ore assays mgh in

gold. See also essay.
as se gal (as'o-gl') , n. & v.t. assagai.
assem blage (a-sem'blij). n, [Fr. < assembler; see

ASSEMBLE], L an assembling or being assembled. 2. a
group or gathering of persons. 3. a collection of things.
4, a fitting together of parts, as of a machine, 5. a
whole that results from such fitting together.
assem-ble (e-sem'bl), v.t. & v.t. [ASSEMBLED (-b'ld),
ASSEMBLING], [ME, ossemblen; OFr. assembler, asembler;
L. assimulare < ad-, to + sinud, together], 1. to gather
together into a group; collect. 2, to fit or put together
the parts of (a machine, etc.). SYN. see gather.

as seni bly (s-sem'bli), n. [pi. ASSEMBLIES C-bHz)J, [ME.
assemble; OFr, assemble? < assembler; see ASSEMBLE].
1. an assembling or being assembled. 2, a group of

persons gathered together, as for legislation, worship,
etc, 3. [A-J, in some States of the United States, the
lower house of the legislature. 4. a fitting together of
parts to make a whole, as in making automobiles, etc,
5. the parts to be thus fitted together. 6. the factory
in which such assembling is done* 7. in miUlary sconce,
a call, as by bugle or drum, for soldiers to form ranks,
assembly line, in many factories, an arrangement
whereby each worker performs a specialized operation
on the work as it is passed along from one to another,
often on a slowly moving belt or track.

as sem bly man (a-sem'bK-mw). n. \fl. ASSEMBLYMEN
C-inen% -mn)|, 1, a member of a legislative assembly.
2. [A-], in some States of the united States, a member
of the lower house of the legislature.
assembly plant, a factory in which parts, as of aircraft,
are assembled.

as aent fc^entO* ?* 1MB. amwtm; OFr. awmter; L.
. assmtari < wssmiire < os to -f sentire, to

feell 1. to consent; comply. 2. to agree; concur, n.

[ME. < OFr. assenter; see the .], 1. consent; acquies-
cence. 2. agreement; concurrence. SYN. see consent.

as-sen-ta-tion (as'en-ta'shsn) , n. [L. assentatio < pp.
of assentare; see ASSENT], immediate and usually nat-

tering or hypocritical assent.
as-sent-er (0-sen'tgr) , n. a person who assents.
as-sen-tor (a-sen'ter), n. 1, an assenter. 2. in English
law, the voter whose endorsement must be added to
those of the proposer and seconder for the nomination
of a political candidate.

as-sert (8-sttrt'), v.t. [< L. assertus, pp. of asserere, to
join to, claim < ad-, to + serere, to join, bind], 1. to
state positively; declare; affirm. 2. to maintain or de-
fend (rights, claims, etc.}.
assert oneself, 1. to insist on one's rights, or on being
recognized. 2. to thrust oneself forward.

SYN. to assert is to state positively with great confidence
but with no objective proof die asserted that man's nature
would never change) ; to declare is to assert openly or formally,
often in the face of opposition (they declared their independence) ,

affirm implies deep conviction in one's statement and the un-
likelihood of denial b^ another (I cannot affirm that, he was
there) ;

aver connotes implicit confidence in the truth of one's
statement from one's own knowledge of the matter; avouch
implies firsthand knowledge or authority on the part of the
speaker; warrant, in this comparison, is colloquial, and
implies positiveness by the speaker (I warrant he'll be late

again), ANT. deny, controvert.
as-sert er (a-sur'tSr), n. a person who asserts.

as ser-tion (a-sur'shsn) , n. [L. assertio, formal declara-

tion; see ASSERT], 1. an asserting. 2. something
asserted; positive statement; declaration.

as-ser-tive (s-sur'tiv), adj. 1. characterized by asser-

tion; positive. 2. unduly confident or insistent in

stating or claiming. SYN. see aggressive.
as-set'tor (s-sur'te'r), n. a person who asserts.

as-ser-to-ry (a-sur'ter-i), adj. that asserts or affirms.

asses' bridge, [transl. of L. pons asinorum; see ASS], in
Euclidean geometry, the proposition that the base
angles of an isosceles triangle are equal: so called from
the difficulty of learners in grasping it.

as-sess (9-ses') v.t. [OFr. assesser < LL. assessare, to

impose a tax, set a rate < L. assessus, pp. of assidere,
to sit beside, assist (in office), in LL., to assess < ad-,
to + sedere, to sit], 1. to set an estimated value on
(property, etc.) for taxation. 2. to set the amount of

(damages, a fine, etc.). 3. to impose a fine, tax, or

special payment on (a person or property). 4. to im-
pose (an amount) as a fine, tax, etc.

as-ses8-ment (a-ses'mont) , n. 1. an assessing. 2. a
way or schedule of assessing. 3. an amount assessed.

as-ses-sor (a-ses'gr), n. [ME. & OPr. assessour; L.
assessor < assessus; see ASSESS], 1. a person who sets
valuations on property or income for taxation. 2. a
judge's assistant, chosen for hia special knowledge of
some field. 3. an adviser to a committee, etc.

as-ses-so ri-al (as'Q-sftr'i-sl, asVso'ri-ol), adj. of an
assessor or assessors.

as-set (as'et), n. [OFr. (pi. assez), thing assigned, portion
(hence equity, asset) < asseter, to assign, place, dispose
< LL. asseditare, to put, place < L. ad-, to + freq. of
sedere, to sit; associated with Anglo-Fr, assetz, sufficient

(esp. in aver assetz, to have enough) < OFr, asez,

enough < L. ad satis, to sufficiency], 1. anything
owned that has exchange value. 2. a valuable or
desirable thing to have: as, charm is her chief asset.

3. pi in accounting, all the entries on a balance sheet
that shows the entire property or resources of a person
or business, as accounts and notes receivable, cash, in-

ventory, equipment, real estate, etc, 4. pi. in taw, prop-
erty, as of a business, bankrupt, etc., usable to pay debts.

as-sev-er-ate (a-sevVrat'), v.t. [ASSEVERATED (-id),

ASSEVERATING], [< L. asseveratus, pp. of assmterare, to
assert strongly < od-. to + severus, earnest, severe], to
state seriously or positively; assert.

as-sev-er-a-tion (o-sevVra'shon), n* [L. a$$ev$ratio],
1. an asseverating. 2. an emphatic statement.
As-shur (I'shoor), n. Ashur.
as-si-du-i-ty (asVdu'a-ti), n. [L. assiduitas, constant
presence < assidere, to sit by < arf-, to + seders to sit],

L the quality or condition of being assiduous: diligence.
2. \pl. ASSIDUITIES (-tiss)] f an instance of mis.
assid-uous (o-sij'dp-Qs), adj. [L. assiduus: see ASSI-

EHJiXYl, L dot)* with constant and carefwl attention.
2. diligent; persevering. ~~~<SYN. see busy.

as-sign (a-sm'), v.L [ME. assignen; OPr. assigner; L.
assignore t to mark out, allot < ad- t to 4- signare; see

SIGN], 1. to set or 'fiat for a specific purpose; desigite:
as, assign a day for the meeting, 2. to appofats at, I

was assigned to watch the road. 3. to give out as a
task; allot: as, the teacher assigned a new lesson. 4. to
ascribe; refer: as, jealousy was assigned as the motive
for the crime. 5. in law, to make over to another;
transfer, as a claim, right, property, etc,

,
lu". in /ow, to

transfer a claim, property, etc. to another, n. usually
{. an asfignee* -^^JfH* se% total, **n?tibfe ,

as sig nat
tus, pp. of asstgnare; see ASSIGN], a piece of paper cur-



assignation ;

rency issued during the French Revolution with confis-
cated lands as the security.

as-sig-na tion (as'ig-na'shsn) , n. [OFr. assignation; L.
assignatio < po. of assignore; see ASSIGN], 1. an
assigning or Deing assigned. 2. anything assigned.
3. an appointment to meet, especially one made
secretly by lovers;

t
tryst; rendezvous. 4. in law, a

transference of a claim, right, property, etc.

as-sign-ee (o-si'ne', as'o-ne'), n. [Fr. assigne; see AS-
SIGN, ], in law, 1. a person to whom a claim, right,
property, etc, is transferred; an assign. 2. a person
appointed to act for another.

as-sign-er (a-sm'er), n. a person who assigns.
as-sign-ment (a-sin'mant) , n. [ME.; OFr. assigmment;
ML. assignamentum < assignore; see ASSIGN], 1. an
assigning or being assigned; appointment; allotment.
2. anything assigned or allotted, as a lesson, task, etc.
3. in law, a) a transfer of a claim, right, property, etc.

b) a paper, as a deed, authorizing this. SYN. see task.

as-sign-or (s-si'nor', as'9-nor'), n. in law, a person who
assigns a claim, right, property, etc.

as-sim-Ha-ble (s-sim'T-s-b'l) , adj. that can be assimi-
lated.
assim Hate (s-sim''l-at') f v.t. [ASSIMILATED (-id), AS-
SIMILATING], [< L. assimilatus, pp. of assimilare < ad~,
to + similare, to make similar to < similis, like], 1. to
take up and make part of itself or oneself; absorb and
incorporate; digest: as, the body assimilates food. 2. to
compare or liken. 3. to make like or alike; cause to
resemble (with to) : as, assimilate the final sound of a
prefix to tne initial sound of a word. v.i. 1. to become
like or alike. 2. to be absorbed and incorporated: as,

minority groups often assimilate by intermarriage.
as-sim i la tion (a-sim/'l-a'shsn), n. [L. assimilatw; see

ASSIMILATE], 1, an assimilating or being assimilated,
2. in phonetics, a) the process whereby a sound, influ-
enced; by a contiguous or neighboring sound, tends to
become like it in position and type of articulation : thus,
in cupboard, clapboard, the f has been lost by assimi-
lation to b. b) an example of this process. 3. in physi-
ology, the change of digested food and other material
into part of the living organism.

as-sim-i-lajtion-ism^-sim'l-a'shQn-iz'm), n. the policy
of absorbing minority groups of different races, re-

ligions, etc., especially by intermarriage.
aS'Sim-Ma-tive (s-sim/'l-a'tiv), adj. [ML. assimilativus],
assimilating; of or causing assimilation.

as-sim-Ha-to-ry (a-sim/'l-a-tSr'i, 9-sim''l-a-to'ri), adj.
assimilative.
As-sin-i-boine (a-sin'a-boin'), n. a river in south central
Canada, flowing from southeastern Saskatchewan into
the Red River at Winnipeg, Manitoba: length, 450 mi.
As si si (a-se'zi; It. as-se'ze), n. a town in central Italy:
pop,, 22,500: birthplace of St. Francis.

as-sist (a-sist'), v.t. & v.i. [Ff. assisier < L. assistere <
ad-, to -f- sisterc, to make stand < stare, to stand], to

help; aid. n. 1. an instance or act of helping, 2. in

baseball, a play that helps put a batter or runner out.
3. in ice hockey, the act of a player who passes the puck
to the teammate scoring a goal. SYN. see help.
assist at, to be present at; attend.

as-sist-ance (o-sis'tans), n. [Fr.; see ASSIST], help: aid.
as-sist-ant (g-sis'tant) , adj. [Fr. < ppr. of L. asststere;
see ASSIST], assisting; helping; that serves as a helper.
Ht 1. a person who assists or serves in a subordinate
position, 2. a thing that aids. Abbreviated ass., ast.
assistant professor, a college teacher ranking above
an instructor and below an associate professor.
Assiut (a-suf), n. Asyut.
as size (Q-SIZ'), n. [ME. & OFr. assise, court session <
asseoir < L. assidere; see ASSESS], 1. originally, an
assembly or its decree; hence, 2, pi, court sessions held

periodically in each county of England to try civil and
criminal cases. 3. pi. the^tixne or place of such sessions.
4. an inquest, the writ instituting if, or the verdict.
5. formerly, a law regulating standards of price, meas-
ure, weight, ingredients, etc. for goods to be sold. 6.

these standards as usually prescribed,
assn., association.

assoc., l. associate. 2. associated. 3. association.
as so ci a-ble (a-so'shi-a-bl, s-so'sharb'l), adj. [Fr.], that
can be associated, connected, or joined. :

as-so elate (9~so'shi-aV;/<w n. fir
1

adj., usually a-so'shi-

it), v.t. [ASSOCIATED (4a>; ASSOCIATING], [< L, <w$o-

cwtus, fc>p.
of associate, to join to, traite with <

to -)- somare, to join, unite withj'< sacius, companion],
L to coimect; oombiae; join. 2.f to bring (a person;
into relationship with oneself on? anotte? as comjpaaion,
partner, friend, etc. 3; to ooimeet im/the m^nd: as,
she associates rain with; grief. , uui 1. to |in (with
another or others) as a companion, partner,, friend,
etc, 2, to wtifte as friends.,: partners, etc.; join for a
common 'mtrpos^ keef*

1 4xm$wy* La person
associa*w n%TO9''pflribepr? ,colleaipte; fellow worker.
2. a member without full status or 'privileges, as of a

\g
assume

society, institute, etc. 3. anything joined with another
thing or things. 4. in some colleges and universities,
a title conferred on one who has completed a course
shorter tlian that required for a degree: as, an associate
in music, ad?/. 1. united or related by the same
interests, purposes, etc. 2.

^ haying secondary status
or privileges: as, an associate justice. 3. accompanying;
connected. Abbreviated assoc,
SYN. associate refers to a person who is frequently in one's
company, usually because of some work or project shared in
common (business^ associates)', colleague denotes a fellow
worker, especially in. one of the professions, and may or may
not imply a close, personal relationship (his colleagues at the
university) ; companion always refers to a person who actually
accompanies one and usually implies a close personal relation-

ship (a dinner companion, the companions of one's youth);
comrade refers to a close associate and implies a sharing in
activities and fortunes (comrades in arms); ally now usually
refers to a government joined with another or others in a
common pursuit, especially war; a confederate is one who
joins with another or others for some common purpose, spe-
cifically in some unlawful act; an accomplice is one who
unites with others, either as a principal or a subordinate, with
criminal intent to commit an offense. See also join.
Associated Press, a large, privately owned agency for
gathering news and distributing it among member
newspapers: abbreviated AP, A.P., JP (no period).
associate professor, a college teacher ranking above
an assistant professor and below a full professor.
association (o-so'si-a/shgn, a-so'shi-a'shgn), n. [Fr.;
ML. associatio, a joining with; see ASSOCIATE], I. an
associating or being associated. 2. the state of being
associated; companionship; fellowship; partnership.
3. an organization of persons having common interests,
purposes, etc.; society; league: abbreviated ass., aasn.,
assoc:. 4. a connection between ideas, sensations, etc. ;

hence, 5. the use of such connections as a literary
device or technique. . 6. association football.

as sp-ci-a tion-al (g-so'si-a'shan-'l, a-so'shi-a'shan-'l) r

adj. of or based on association, as of ideas.
association football, soccer: so called from the British

controlling body, the Natipnal Football Association.
as-so-ci-a-tive (s-so'shi-a'tiv, a-so'shi-s-tiv) , adj. of.
characterized by, or causing association.

as-soil (a-soil'), v.t. [ME. assoilen < OFr. <*wo#, pres.
indie. lorm of assoldre; L. absolvere; see ABSOLVE],
[Archaic], 1. to pardon; absolve. 2. to atone for.

as-so-nance (as'a-nsns), n. [Fr.; L. assonans, ppr. of
assonare, to sound to < ad-, to + sonare, to sound j, 1.

likeness of sound. 2. a rough similarity. 3. a partial
rhyme in which the stressed vowel sounds are alike but
the consonant sounds are unlike, as in late and make,
assonant (as'o-nant), adj. [Fr.] f in prosody, having
assonance, n. a word assonant with another.

as sort (d-s6rt') v.t. [OFr. assorter < a- (L., ad), to 4-
sorte; see SORT], 1. to separate into classes aecordmg
to sorts or kinds; classify. 2. to sup#l^ (a warehouse,
etc,) witjb, an assortment of goods. v.i. 1. to be of the
same sort; fall into a group; or class; hence, 2. to match
or harmonize (witif). 3, to consort or associate (with).

as-eort-ed (o-s6rftia), osdj^ [pp. of assort], 1. in an
assortment; various; miscellaneous. 2. classified. 3.

matched: as, a poorly assorted pair. Abbreviated ass.
as-sort ment (s-sfirt/mant), n. 1. an assorting or being
assorted; classification. 2. an assorted, or miscellane-
ous, group or coHectioft; variety.
As-souan (as-wanf) I** Aswan.
A.S.S.R., Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic.
asst., assistant,

as-suage (a-swaj') v.t. [ASSUAGED (-swSjdO. ASSXJA'G-

ING], [ME. aswagen; OFr. asouagier < L, ad, to -f

suavis, sweet], 1. to lessen (pain, distress, etc.); allay;

mitigate. 2. to pacify; calm (passion, anger, etc.). 3.

tjo satisfy or quench (thirst, etc.). SYN. see relieve.

as suage ment (s-swaj'mant), n. 1. an assuaging or

being assuaged. 2, an assuaging thing.
As-suan (as-wan') , n. Aswan.
as-sua-sive (a-swa'siv), adj. [incorrectly < assuage, as
If < L. *a$$uadere; see SUASION), soothing; allaying.
as-sum-a-ble (o-soom'o-b'l, s-sum'a-b'l) , adj. that can
be assumed.
assume (9-soom', a-stim'), v.t. [ASSUMED (-sSBnid',
-sahridO, ASSUMING], [L. assumere, to take up, claim <
ad-, to + swnere, to take], 1. to take or put on (the
appearance, form, role, etc. of). 2. to seize

j usurp: as,

Hitler assumed control. 3. to take into association;
take on; receive: as, he was assumed as a partner. 4. to
take upon oneself; undertake. 5, to take for granted;
suppose (something) to be a fact. 6. to 1

pretend to

have; feign. vJ. to be pretentious or presumptuous,
SYN. assume implies the putting on of a false appearance
but suggests a harmless or eacetasaWe mdt$v"e (an assumed air of

bravado); pretend and feign both, ian^ply a profession or dis-

play of what is false* tke more* literary Ieiftn sometimes sug-

gesting atv elaborately co^^wlisftotiQii (to pretend: BM to

hear, tQ/&gn ^ealaes^i^w^ecft'iis'.to make a show o|

fa*, ape, 'bftrigt <*; 'teo eVeii bftre, o**r; to* bite; lt, g<^, h6rn,
l AftL Wiinwf %,- rstetfji 9 for a in ago, e in agent, i jb"' " "

'



assumed 90 astrai

having, using, wearing, etc., usually for effect (to affect a
British accent) ;

simulate emphasizes the imitation of typical

signs involved in assuming an appearance or characteristic

not one's own (to simulate interest) . See also presume.
as-Burned (s-soomd', s-sumd'). adj. [pp. of assume], 1.

pretended; put on; fictitious. 2. taken for granted.
as-sum ing (9-soom

r
irj, s-sum/ii)), adj. [ppr. of assume],

presumptuous, n. presumption.
as-sump sit (a-sump'sit), n. [L., he has undertaken; 3d

pers. sing., perf. indie., of assumere; see ASSUME], in

law, 1. an agreement or promise, written, spoken, or

implied, and. not under seal. 2. an action to recover

damages for the nonfulfillment of such an agreement.
as-sump-tion (a-sump'shsn), n. [MB. assumpdoun; L.

assumptio < pp. of assumere; see ASSUME], 1. a sup-

or being assumed. 5. anything taken for granted; sup-

position. 6. presumption.
aS'Siimp-tive (s-sump'tiv), adj. 1. assumed. 2. of, or

having the character of, an assumption. 3. assuming;
presumptuous.
As-sur (a'soor), n. Ashur.
assurance (g-shoor'ans), n. [ME. assuraunce; OFr.
asseurance; LL. assecurantia < assecurare; see ASSURE],
1 . an assuring or being assured. 2. sureness ; confidence ;

certainty. 3. anything that inspires confidence, as a

promise, positive statement, etc.; guarantee. 4. firm-

ness of mind ; self-confidence. 5 . impudent forwardness ;

presumption. 6. [British], insurance. SYN. see cer-

tainty, confidence.
As-sur-ba-ni-pal (a'soor-ba'ni-paT), n. Ashurbanipal.
as-sure (a-shoorO. v.t. [ASSURED (-shoord'), ASSURING],
[ME. assuren; OFr. asseurer; LL. assecurare < L. ad,

to + securus; see SECURE], 1. to make (a person) sure

of something; convince. 2. to give confidence to;
reassure: as, the news assured u's. 3. to declare to or

promise confidently: as, I assure you I'll be there. 4. to

make (a doubtful thing) certain; guarantee. 5. to

insure. 6. [Obs.], to make secure.

as-sured (s-shoord/). adj. Jpp. of assure], 1. sure; guar-
anteed. 2, confident.. 3. insured, n. an insured person.

aS'Sur-ed-ly (g-shoorld-li), adv. 1. surely; certainly.

2. with confidence.
as sur er (a-shoor'Sr), n. a person or thing that gives

assurance; specifically, [British], an underwriter of

insurance policies.

as-sur-gent (a-sur'jant) , adj. [L. assurgens, ppr. of

assurgere, to rise up, swell < ad-, to + surgere, to nse],

1. rising. 2. in botany, rising at an oblique angle, as

some stems,

Assyr., Assyrian.

As-syr/i-a (o-sir'i-a), n. an ancient empire in western

Asia in the region of the
er Tigris River: cap-
Nineveh: in the sev-

i century B.C. it ex-

tended from India to

Egypt and Asia
t
Minor.

As-Syrian (a-sir/i-an),
adj. 1. of Assyria, its

people, language, or cul-

ture. 2. designating or
of the ancient architec-

ture of Assyria, charac-
terized by low, massive
brick walls, carved slabs, ASSYRIA
and rich ornamentation: see TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE,

n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Assyria. 2. the

,_ study .., .. ... _

As tar te (as-tar'ti), n. [L.; Gr. AstartZ < Sem.; see

APHRODITE], in Phoenician mythology, the goddess of the

moon, fertility, and sexual love: cf. Ishtar, Ashtoreth.

astatic (a-stat'ik, -stat'ik), ad/% [Gr. astatos, un-

stable; a-, not -f states; see STATIC], 1. unstable; un-

steady. 2. in physics, not taking a definite position or

direction: as, an astatic needle is not affected by the
earth's magnetism.
a statically (a-stat'i-k'1-i, a-stat'ik-E), adv. m an
astatic manner.

a-stat-i-cism (a-stat'a-siz'm, o-stat'a-skm), ft* the

quality or state of being astatic.
as ta tine (as'ta-teW, as'te-tin), n. {< Gr. astatos, un-

stable; + ~ine], an unstable enemies! element formed
from bismuth when it is bombarded by alpha particles:

symbol, At; at. wt., 211 (?); at, no., 185 (formerly
designated as alabamine).

a*'tr (a&'te'r),, n. [L.; Gr. asttr, starj, 1. any of various
related plants of the composite family, with spear-
shaped leaves and purplish,T>lue pink, or white flowers
Eke daisies. 2, the China aster. 3. in biology, a struc-
ture shaped like a

m
star, formed in the cytoplasm of

a cell during mitosis.

iMi-ter- (as'ter), [< Gr. astir* star], a combining fotna

denoting relationship to a star, as in asterism, asteroid:

also aster!-, astero-.

-as-ter (as'ter), [L. dim. suffix], a suffix denoting: 1.

diminution. 2. similarity. 3. inferiority or worthless-

ness, as in poetaster: the current sense.
as-ter-a-ceoiis (as'ter-a'shQs), adj. [aster + -aceous], in

botany, of the aster or thistle family.
as-teri a ted (as-tr'i-a'tid), adj. [Gr. asterios, starred
< aster, star], 1. having radiate form; star-shaped.
2. in mineralogy, having asterism.

ae-ter-isk (as'ter-isk')t n. [L. astericus; Gr. asteriskpst

dim. of aster, a star], a starlike sign (*) used in printing
to indicate footnote references, omissions, etc.: it is

used throughout this dictionary to indicate hypothetical
forms of words, v.t. to mark with this sign.

as-ter-ism (as'ter-iz'm) , n. [Gr. asterismos, a marking
with stars < asterizein, to mark with stars < aster, a
star], 1. in astronomy, a) a constellation, b) a star
cluster. 2. in mineralogy, a starlike figure produced in
some crystals by reflected or transmitted light. 3. in

printing, three asterisks placed in triangular form
(* * * or * *

#) to call special attention to a passage.
a-stern (g-stura/)* adj. & adv. [a-, in + stern, n.], 1,

behind a ship, 2. at or toward the rear. 3. backward.
Distinguished from aft.
a sternal (a-stur'nl), adj. [a-, not -f sternal], 1. not

joined to the sternum, 2. without a sternum.
as ter-oid (as'ter-oid') adj. [Gr. asteroeides < aster,

star + -eides, -oid], starlike; shaped like a star or star-

fish, n. 1. in astronomy, any of the small planets with
orbits between those o! Mars and Jupiter; planetoid.
2. in zoology, a starfish.

asthe-ni-a (as-the'ni-a, as'thQ-m'a), n. [L.; Gr. asihe-

neiat weakness < a-, without + sthenos, strength], a
lack or loss of bodily strength; bodily weakness.

as-then-ic (as-then'ik), adj. [Gr. asthenikos], of or hav-
ing asthenia, n. in psychology, a person of slender

physique.
as-theno-pia (as'tho-no'pi-s) ,

n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
asthen&s, weak (see ASTHENIA) ; + -opta], a strained con-
dition of the eyes, often with headache, dizziness, etc.

asth-ma (az'ma, as'mg), n. [Gr., a panting, asthma <
azein, to breathe hard], a chronic disorder characterized

by wheezing, coughing, difficulty in breathing, and a
suffocating feeling.
aeth-mat-ic (az-mat'ik, as-mat'ik), adj. [L. asthmaticus;
Gr. asthmatikos], of or having asthma, n. a person who
has asthma.
asthmatical (az-mat'i-k'l, as-mat'i-k'l), adj. asth-
matic.

as-tig-mat-ic (as'tig-mat'ik), adj. 1. of or having
astigmatism. 2. correcting astigmatism.
a-8tigma tistn (a-stig'ma-tiz'm), n. [< Gr. u-, without
4- stigma, stigmatos, a mark, puncture; + -ww] a
structural defect of a lens or the eyes that prevents
light rays from an object from meeting in a single focal

point, so that indistinct images are formed.
a-stir (a-stur') adv. & adj. [a-,

on + stir, movement],
1. in motion; in excited activity. 2. out of bed.

As-to-lat (as'ta-lat
7
, as'ta-lat'),

n. an English town in

Arthurian legend: some scholars think that it was in

the region now called Surrey.
a-atom-atous (a-stom'a-tas, a-stS'ms-tos), adj. [a-,

not -f- stomat- + ~ous], in biology, without a stoma;
without stomata.

as-ton led (o-ston'id), adj. [pp. of ME. astonien; see

ASTONISH], [Archaic], bewildered; dazed.
as-ton-ish (a-ston'ish), v.t. [ME. astonien; OFr.
estoner < L. *extonare; ex~, out -f" ionarc, to thunder;
equiv. to "strike with lightning"], to fill with sudden
wonder or surprise; amaze. SYN. see surprise.

as-ton-ish-lng (s-ston'ish-irj), adj. [ppr. of astonish],

surprising; amazing.
as-ton-ish-ment (a-ston'ish-msnt), n* L an astonish-

ing; sudden surprise; amazement* 2. anything that
astonishes.
As*tor, John Jacob (as'ter), 1763-1848; American
fur merchant and capitalist.

Astor, Viscountess, (Nancy Langhorne), 1879- ; first

woman member of the British House of Commons, born
in America.
As-tor4-a (as-t6Vi-9 t as-to'ri-9), n. 1. a seaport in

northwestern Oregon, on the Columbia River: pop.,

12,000. 2. a section of the Borough of Queens, Wew
York City.
as-tound (g-stound

7
), v.t. [ME. astouned* astoned, pp. of

astpnien; see ASTONISH], to bewilder with sudden sur-

prise; amaze; amonieh greatly. SYN. see surprise,
astr., 1. astronomer. 2. astronomical. 3. astronomy.
as-tra-chan (as'tra-kgn), n. 1. astrakhan. 2, [A*], a
variety of apple, originally from Russia*

a-atrad-dle (s-strad' 1), adv. & adj. [a-, on + straddle],

in a straddling position; astride.
As traea (as4re^9>, it, [L.; Gr, Asfr&fa], in Greek 6*

Roman mythology, the goddess of justice, who was the

test deity to leave tbe eartli after tbe fabled golden age
and became the constellation Virgo i also spelM Astrea.

as-tra gal (as'tfa-gl), w [L* astragalus; Of, astragalos,*

tawte joint, ajuuefbone, vertebra, arcfeitectewiu tnoKl-

ing}, 1. in anatomy, the astragalus. 2* in architecture,

a small, convene molding,



astragalus
as-trag-a-lus (as-trag's-lss), n. [pi. ASTRAGALI (-H0]
[L. ;

see ASTRAGAL], 1 . in anatomy, the anklebone ; talus.

2. in architecture, an astragal.
As-tra-khati (as'tra-kan

7
; Russ. as'tra-khan'y'), n. a

city on the Volga in the U.S.S.R.: pop., 254,000.
at-tra-khan (as'tra-kon), n. 1. the pelt of very young
lambs from Astrakhan, with tightly curled wool.
2. a woolly cloth imitating this. Also spelled astrachan.

as-tral (as'trsl), adj. [L. astralis < astrum < Gr. astron,
star < same base as aster and ult. < same IE. base
*(9)ster~ as Eng. star], 1. of,

f
from, or like the stars.

2. in biology, of an aster. 3. in theosophy, designating
or of an alleged supernatural substance.

astral body, 1. a supposed spirit or ghostlike double
of the human body, able to leave it at will. 2. loosely,
a star or planet.

astral lamp, an oil lamp made to cast no shadow
downward.

a-stray (a-straO, adv. & adj. [ME. < pp. of OFr.
estraier; see STRAY], off the right path or way.
As-tre-a (as-tre'a), n. Astraea.
aS'trict (a-strikt'), v.t. [< L. astrictus, pp. of astringere;
see ASTRINGE], [Rare], 1. to bind; constrict; limit. 2. to
restrict legally or morally.

as-tric-tion (g-strik'shsn) , n. [L. astrictio < pp. of

astringere; see ASTRINGE], 1. a binding or contracting,
as of body tissues. 2. [Obs.J, astringency.

as-triC'tlve (a-strik'tiv) , adj. & n. f< L. astrictus, pp.
of astringere (see ASTRINGE) ; + -ive], astringent.
a stride (a-stridOt adv. & adj. [a-, on + stride], 1. with
a leg on either side; astraddle. 2. with legs stretched
far apart, prep, with a leg on either side of (a horse,

etc.).

as-tringe (a-strinJOr v.t. [ASTRINGED (-strinjd'), AS-
TRINGING], [L. astringere, to contract < ad-, to +
stringere, to draw, bind], [Rare], to constrict; compress.

as'trin-gen-cy (a-strin'jon-si), n. an astringent quality.
astringent (s-strin'jsnt) , adj. [L. astringens, ppr. of

astringere; see ASTRINGE], 1. that contracts body tissue

and blood vessels, checking the flow of blood; styptic.
2. causing to shrink or contract. 3. harsh; severe;
stern, n. an astringent substance, drug, etc.

as-tro- (as'tro, as'trs), [< Gr. astron, a star; see ASTRAL],
a combining form meaning: 1. in astronomy, of a star

or stars, as in astrophysics. 2. in biology, of an aster, as
in astrosphere.

astrol., 1. astrologer. 2. astrological. 3. astrology.
astrolabe (as'trg-lab') , n. [ME. astrolabie; OFr.
astrolabe; LL. astrolabium; Gr. astrolabon < astron, a
star (see ASTRAL) + lambanein, to take], an instrument
formerly used to find the altitude of a star, etc.: it

was replaced by the sextant.

as-trol-o-ger (s-strol'a-je'r),
n. [ME.; L. astrologus; Gr.

astrologos, astronomer; see ASTROLOGY], 1. a person
who practices or studies astrology. 2. [Obs], an
astronomer. Abbreviated astrol.

as-tro-log-i cal (as'tre-loj'i-k'l) , adj. 1. of astrology.
2. [Obs.jT astronomical. Abbreviated astrol.

as-trol-o-gy (a-strol'a-ji), n. [ME. astrologie; L. & Gr.

astrologia, astronomy, astrology < astron, star (see

ASTRAL) -f- logia < legein, to speak], 1. a pseudo science

claiming to foretell the future by studying the sup-
posed influence of the relative positions of the moon,
sun, and stars on human affairs. 2. [Obs.], primitive
astronomy. Abbreviated astrol.

as'trom-e'try (a-strom's-tri), n. \astro- + -metry], that
branch of astronomy dealing with the measurement of

planets, stars, etc. and their positions and movements.
astron., 1. astronomer. 2. astronomical. 3. astronomy.
as-tro-naii-tics (as'tr5-n6'tiks), n.pl. [construed as

sing.], [astro- -f -nautics as in aeronautics], the science
that deals with the problems of travel in outer space,
especially to the moon and to other planets.
as-tron o mer (s-stron'o-mgr), n. [ME.], a student of or
an authority on astronomy: abbreviated astr., astron.
as tro nom-ic (as'tra-nom'ik), adj. astronomical.
as-tro-nom-i cal (as'tre-nom'i-kl) , adj. 1. of astrono-

my: abbreviated astr., astron. 2. very large, as the
numbers or quantities used in astronomy.
astronomical day, the mean solar day, from noon to
noon.
as-tro-nom-I-caMy (as'tro-nom'i-kl-i, as'tra-nom'ik-
li) , adv. 1. from the viewpoint of astronomy. 2. by
means of astronomy. 3. as in astronomy: as, astronom-

ically large numbers.
astronomical unit, a unit of length equal to the mean
radius of the earth s orbit (c. 93 million miles) : abbre-
viated A.U.
astronomical year, the period in which the earth
makes a complete revolution around the sun (365 days,
5 hours, 48 minutes* 45.51 seconds); time from one
spring equinox to another or firom one faH equinox to

), n-'TMR. & OFr. astrommie;
L. astronomia; Gt. astronomla < astron, star (see

i at

ASTRAL) + nomos, law, system of laws < nemein, to

arrange], the science of the stars and other heavenly
bodies, dealing with their composition, motion, relative

position, size, etc. : abbreviated astr., astron.

as'tro-pho-tog-ra-phy (as'tro-fa-tog're-fi), n. [astro* -f-

photography], photography as used in investigating
astronomical phenomena.

as-txo-phys-i-cal (as'tro-fiz'i-kl), adj. [astro- + phys-
ical], of astrophysics.

as-tro-phyS'ics (as'tro-fiz'iks) , n.pl. [construed as
sing.], [astro- + physics], the science of the physical
properties and phenomena of the stars, planets, etc.

as-tro-sphere (as'tre-sfe'rOr n. [astro- + sphere], in bi-

ology, 1. the central body of an aster; centrosphere.
2. all of an aster except the centrosome.

as-tu-cious (as-too'shss, as-tu'shas), adj. [Fr. astu-

cieux], ^astute.
As-tu-ri-an (as-toor'i-9n), adj. of Asturias, its people,
language, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Astunas.
2. the Spanish dialect of the Asturians.

As-tu-ri-as (as-toor'i-as; Sp. a-stoor'yas), n. an old

province of northwestern Spain: see Spain, map,
as-tute (a-stoof, 9^-stut'), adj. [L. astutus < astus,
craft, cunning], shrewd; keen; ctmning; crafty; wily.
SYN. see shrewd.

As-ty-a-nax (a-stl'a-naks') , n. [L.; Gr. Astyanax], in
Greek legend, the young son of Hector and Andromache :

he was killed at Troy by the Greek conquerors.

a-stylar (a-stiler), adj. [< a-, not + Gr. stylos, pillar; -f

-ar], in architecture, having no columns or pilasters.
A-sun-cidn (a-soon-sy6n'), n. the capital of Paraguay,
on the Paraguay River: pop., 107,000.
a sun-der (a-sun'dSr) , adv. [ME. a sundir, on sunder;
AS. on sundran; on, on + sunder; see SUNDER], 1. into
parts or pieces. 2. in different directions; apart, adj.
separated ;

not close: apart.
A*sur (a'soor), n. Ashur.
As-wan, As-wan (as-wan'), n. a city in southern Egypt,
below the first cataract of the Nile: pop., 22,200: a
dam on the Nile near Aswan provides irrigation for the
surrounding region: also spelled Assuan, Assouan:
ancient name, Syene.

asyl-lab-ic (a'si-lab'ik), adj. not syllabic.

a-sy-lum (a-si'bm), n. [pi. ASYLUMS (-lamz), ASYLA
(-fo)], [L.; Gr. asylon, asylum < a-, without + syle,

right of seizure], 1. formerly, a sanctuary, as a temple,
where criminals, debtors, etc. were safe from arrest.
2. place of safety; refuge. 3. the protection given by a
sanctuary or refuge. 4. an institution for the care
of the mentally ill, or of the aged, the poor, etc. SYN.
see shelter.

a-sym-met-ric (a'si-met'rik, as'i-met'rik), adj. asym-
metrical: abbreviated asym., asymm.

a-sym-met-ri-cal (a'si-met'ri-k'l, as'i-met'ri-kl), adj*
not symmetrical: abbreviated asym., asymrn.
a-sym-me-try (a-sim'i-tri, as-im'i-tri), n. [Gr. asym-
metria; a-, not -f symmetria; see SYMMETRY], lack of

symmetry.
as-ymp-tote (as'im-tot

7
, as'imo-tot'), n. [Gr. asymptd-

tos; a-, not + symptotos, self-intersecting < syn-, to-

gether + piptein, to fall], in mathematics, a straight line

alwaysapproachingbut
never meeting a curve;
tangent at infinity.

as-ymp-tot'ic , (as'im-
tot'ik, as'imp-tot'ik),
adj. of, or of the nature
of, an asymptote,

as-ymn-tot-i-cal (as'im- ASYMPTOTE
tot'i-k'l, as'imp-tot'- A, asymptote of curve c
i-k'l), adj. asymptotic, (pp

7 becomes smaller but does
a-syn-chrp nism (a- not disappear)
sirj'krQ-niz'm, as-irj'kra-

niz'm), n. [a-, not + synchronism], lack of synchronism;
failure to occur at the same time.

a-syn-chro nous (a-sirj'kra-nas, as-irj'kra-nss), adj. [a-,
not + synchronous], not synchronous.
as-ym-deMc (as'in-det'ik), adj. using asyndeton.
a-syn-de-ton (9:sin'd9-ton'), n. [Gr. asyndeton < a- t not

t
-f syndetos, united with < syndein, to bind together],
in rhetoric, the practice of leaving out the conjunctions
between co-ordinate sentence elements. Example:
Smile, shake -hands, part.

a-syn-tacMic (a'sin-tak'tik), adj. [a-, not + syntactic],
not syntactical.
As-yut, As-yut (a-suf) n. a city in central Egypt:
pop., 60,000: also spelled Assiut.
at

(at; unstressed, at), prep
t
. [ME. ;

AS. a?*; akin to Goth.,
OS., ON. at & L. ad, at, in, to], I. on; in; near; by: as,
at the office, at heart. 2. to or toward: as, gaze at,
tnrow at. 3. through: as, come in at the front door.
4. from: as, get the facts ai their source. 5. attending:
as, at the party. 0. oGciate4 iff; busy with : as, at work.
7. in a condition or s*at^ o|: ajs^afc war. 8. in the manner
of; as, at a trot. 9. because of : as, terrified ai the sight.

fat, tpe; *t

*Ati jh.
COWfjdi'f

gd, h6rn, t6Sl, look; oil, out; up, flse, fOr; get;
,' i fa sanity, o fe wm^ty ;k WJw? { g\ ^
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at" c

10. according to : as, at his discretion. 1 1. in the amount,
degree, number, price, etc. of: as, at twenty miles per
hour, at five cents each. 12. on or close to the age or
time of: as, at five o'clock, at once, at sixty-five. Basi-
cally, at is the preposition of general (usually static)
location, answering the question "Where?" It is re-

placed by in, on, over, under, near, by when more pre-
cise indications of locality are needed. The meanings
of all these are latent in at but not emphasized by it.

at-, ad-: used before t, as in attend.

At, in chemistry, astatine.

at., 1. atmosphere. 2. atomic. 3. attorney.
at-a-bal (at'a-bal/), n. [Sp.; Ar. colloq, at-tabl < al, the +
tabl, drum], a kind of kettledrum or tabor used by the
Moors: also spelled attabal.

A-ta-ba-li*pa (a'ta-ba'li-pa') , n. Atahualpa.
at-a-brln (at'9-brin), n. atabrine.
at-a-brine (at'a-brm, at's-bren'). n. [G. atebrin; ? <
antifebrin; see ANTI-, FEBRILE, -INE], quinacrine hydro-
chloride, a synthetic drug used in treating malaria: a
trade-mark (Atabrine): also atebrin.
A-ta-ca-ma Desert (a'ta-ka'ma), a desert area in
northern Chile, containing valuable nitrate deposits.

at a ghan (at'a-gan') n. a Moslem sword: see yataghan.
A*ta-nual*pa (a'ta-wal'pa) , n. last Inca king of Peru
(1525-1533); lived 1500P-1533: also Atabalipa.

At-a-lan-ta (at'l-an'tg) , n. [L. Atalanta; Gr. Atalante],
in Greek legend, a beautiful, swift-footed maiden who
offered to marry any man able to defeat her in a race,
death being the penalty for failure: Hippomenes won
from her by dropping three golden apples, which she

stopped to pick up, along the way.
at-a-man (at'a-man

7
), n. [Russ. atamanu < Pol,

hetman; see HETMAN], a Cossack chief.
at-a mas co lily (atVmas'ko), [Am. Ind. attamusco,
lit., stained with red], 1. a bulb plant with hollow
stems, grassy leaves, and purple-tinged, white, funnel-

shaped flowers. 2. any of a number of related plants
with pink or yellow flowers.

at-a-rax-i-a (atVrak'si-a), [Gr. ataraxia < a-, not +
tarassein, to disturb], calmness of the mind and emo-
tions; tranquillity.

at-a-rax-ic (atVrak'sik), n. [< ataraxia -f -ic], a tran-

quilizing drug: see tranquilizer.

at-a-rax-y (atVrak'si), n. ataraxia.
A-ta-turk (a'ta-turk'), n. see Kemal Ataturk, Muatafa.
a-tav-ic (a-tav'ik), adj. [Fr. atavique < L. atavus; see

ATAVISM], of a remote ancestor.
at-a-vlsm (at'a-viz'm), n. [Fr. atavisme < L. atavus,
father of a great-grandfather, ancestor < at-, beyond f
avus, grandfather], 1 . resemblance to a remote ancestor
in some characteristic which nearer ancestors do not
have. 2. reversion to a primitive type.

at-a*vist (at'a-vist), n. a person or thing characterized

by atavism.
at-a-vis-tic (atVvis'tik), adj. 1. of or due to atavism.
2. tending to atavism.

a taxi a (s-tak'si-s) , n. [Gr. ataxia, disorder < ataktos;
a- not + taktos < tassein t to arrange], 1. total or partial
inability to co-ordinate voluntary bodily movements,
especially muscular movements. 2. locomotor ataxia.

a-tax-ic (s-tak'sik), adj. of or due to ataxia, n. a person
who has ataxia.

a-tax-y (a-tak'si), n. ataxia.
At-ba-ra (at'ba-ra'), n. a river flowing through Ethiopia
and the Sudan, into the Nile: length, c. 500 mi.

Atch'i-son, (ach'i-s'n), n. a city in northeastern Kansas:
pop., 13.000.
A-te (a'ti, 't), n. [Gr. ate], 1. [a-], in ancient Greek
culture, criminal folly or reckless ambition of man be-
yond hts proper sphere, punished by nemesis (retribu-
tive justice). 2. the goddess personifying such im-
pulses: later she was considered the avenger of sin,

ate (at; Brit, et), past tense of eat.

-ate, [< L. -atus, pp. ending of verbs of 1st conjuga-
tion], a suffix used: 1, (at), to form verbs, originally
from sterns containing the Latin pp. ending -atus, but
now from various other stems, and meaning: a) to

become, as in evaporate, maturate, b} to cause to become,
as in invalidate, sublimate, c)

to form or produce, as in

ulcerate, salivate, d) to provide or treat with, as in vac*

cinate, refrigerate, e)
to put in the form of or form by

means of, as in delineate, triangulate, f) to arrange for,
as in orchestrate, g) to combine, infuse, or treat with, as
in chlorinate, oxygenate. 2. (it, It), to form adjectives
from nouns, and meaning: a) of or characteristic of, as
in collegiate, roseate. 6) having or filled with, as in pro-
portionate, passionate, c} in botany & zoology, having or
characterised by, as in spatulate, caudate. 3.

(it, it), to
form adjectives from verbs and roughly equivalent to
the ~ed of the English past participle, as animate (ani~
mated), determinate (determined).

-ate (It, it), [L. -atus, a noun ending], a noun tuffix

denoting: 1. an office, function, official^ group of
officials, or ag&nt, as m episcopate, potentate, directorate*

2, a person or thing that w the object of (an action), as in

legate, mandate, 3, [L, -atum, neut. of -atm], in chem-
istryf a salt made from (an acid with a name eno!irag in
-*V), as in acetate, nitrate.

2 athletic

at-e-brin (at'9-brin), n. in pharmacy, atabrine.
at-el-ier (af'l-ya'; Fr. a'ta-lya'), n. [Fr.], a studio or

workshop.
Ja tenrpo (a tem'po), [It.], in music, in time: a direction
to the performer to return to the rate of speed immedi-
ately preceding the movement: abbreviated a tern.
Ath-a-bas-can (ath's-bas'ksn) , adj. & n. Athapascan.
Ath-a-bas*ka (ath'a-bas'ka) , n. 1. a river in Alberta,
Canada, flowing northeastward into Lake Athabaska:
length, 765 mi. 2. a lake in northern Alberta and
Saskatchewan, Canada: area, 3,085 sq. mi.

ath a-na si-a (ath'Q-na'zhi-a, ath's-na'zha) , n. [Gr. <
fl-, not + thanatos, death], immortality.
Ath-a-na-sian (ath'a-na'zhan) , adj. of Athanasius. n. a
follower of Athanasius and his doctrines.
Athanasian Creed, a statement of Christian faith of
unknown authorship, formerly attributed to Atha-
nasius: it maintains belief in the Trinity as opposed to
Arianism.
Ath-a-na-sius, Saint (ath's-na'shos, ath'a-na'shi-ss),
293?-373 A.D.; Greek church father, patriarch of Alex-
andria, and opponent of Arianism: his day is May 2.

a-than-a-sy (s-than'o-si) , n. athanasia.

Ath-a-pas-can (ath's-pas'kan), adj. designating or of
the most widely scattered linguistic family of North
American Indians, ranging from Alaska to northern
Mexico and including the Navajo and Apache tribes.
n. 1. an Indian of this family. 2. a language of this
family, as the Hupa of California: also Athabascan.
a the-istn (a'the-iz'm) , n. [Fr. atheisme < Gr. atheos;
a-, without -f- theos, god], the belief that there is no God.

a-the-ist (a'the-ist), n. [Fr. atheiste; see ATHEISM], a
person who believes that there is no God.
SYN. an atheist rejects all religi9us belief and denies the
existence of God; an agnostic questions the existence of God,
heaven, etc. in the absence of material proof and in unwilling-
ness to accept supernatural revelation; deist, a historical term,
was applied to 18th-century rationalists who believed in God
as a creative, moving force but who otherwise rejected formal
religion and its doctrines of revelation, divine authority, etc.;
freethinker, the current parallel term, similarly implies re-

jection of the tenets and traditions of formal religion as in-

compatible with reason; unbeliever is a more negative term,
simply designating, without further qualification, one who
does not accept any religious belief; infidel is applied to a
person not believing in a certain religion or the prevailing
religion. ANT. theist.

a-the-iS'tic (a'the-is'tik) , adj. 1. of atheism or atheists.
2. inclined to atheism; impious.

a the is-ti-cal (a'the-is'ti-k'l) , adj. atheistic.

a-the-is-ti-caMy (a'the-is'ti-k'l-i), adv. 1. in an atheis-
tic manner. 2. from an atheistic point of view.

ath-el*ing (ath'al-in), n. [AS. xtheling < asthele, noble],
a nobleman or prince of the Anglo-Saxons.
Ath-el-stan (ath'al-stan'^aJfc'al-stsn), [AS. Mthelstan,
lit., noble vStone], a masculine name. n. king of England
(924-940 A.D.) ; lived 895-940 A.D.
A the-na (a-the'no), n. [Gr. Athlne], in Greek mythology,
the goddess of wisdom, skills, and warfare: identified
by the Romans with Minerva.
am-e-nae-um, ath'C-ne-um (athVne'sm), n. [< L.
Athenaeum; Gr. Athenaion], 1, [A-], the temple of
Athena at Athens, where writers and scholars met. 2. a
Roman school of law, literature, etc. founded by Ha-
drian. 3. a literary or scientific^club. 4. any building
or hall used as a Horary or reading room.
A-the-nai (a-the'ne), n. Athens: the Greek spelling,
A-the-nc (a-the'ne), n. Athena.
A-the-ni-an (a-thS'ni-pn) , adj. of Athens, its people, or
culture, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Athens. 2. a
citizen of ancient Athens.
Ath-ens (ath'inz), n. 1. a city in Greece, in ancient
times the center of Greek culture and now the capital
of the country: pop., 393,000: Greek spelling, Athenai.
2. a city in northern Georgia: pop., 28,000. 3. any
city likened to ancient Athens as a cultural center.

a-ther-man-cy (I-thur'mQn-si) , n. the quality of being
athermanous.
a-ther-ma-nous (S-thui'ma-nas), adj. [Gr. not -f
therman- < therms, heat; + -ous], impervious to heat
rays: opposed to diathermanous.

ath-er-O'Scle-rO'Sls (ath'&r-S-skli-ro'sis), n. [< Gr.
atherdma, a tumor filled with grainy matter < a*th%r%,

grain; -f sclerosis], arteriosclerosis in which the inmost
wall of the artery undergoes fatty degeneration.
a thirst fe-thfirst'), {/ (ME. ofthurst; AS. oflhyrsted,

pp. of ofthyrstan; of*, intens. 4- thyrstan, to thirst], 1.

[Archaic & Poetic] , thirsty, 2, eager (for a thing)*
ath-lete (athlet), n. (L. aMeia; Gr. athlms, contestant
in the games < athlem, to contest for a pria < a4hfa$>

a contest < aihlm, a priej# a person trained in exear-

cises, games, or contests requiring physical strength*
skill, stamina* speed, etc.

athlete's foot, ringworm of the feet, a contagious skin
disease causeo* by a tiny ftmgua often fotttid in gym*
nasiums, shower rooma etc.

athlete** Iiwurt, a heart condition in which mere is

eotne enticement, citie4 by continued physical eaier-

ath^cTic (ath-let 'ik), adj. [L. athldicus; Gr. athUtikos],



athletically 93 atomic number
1. of, like, or proper to athletes or athletics. 2. physi-
cally strong, skillful, active, etc.

athletically (ath-let'i-kl-i, ath-let'ik-li), adv. in an
athletic manner.

ath-let-i-cism (ath-let'a-siz'm), n. 1. addiction to
athletics. 2. an athletic quality.

ath-let-ics (ath-let'iks), n.pl. [sometimes construed as
sing.], athletic sports, games, exercises, etc.

ath*o-dyd (ath'o-did), n. [contr. < aero-^er.

duct], a ramjet, a type of jet engine.
at-home (at-hqm'). n. an informal reception at one's
home, usually in the afternoon.
Ath-os, Mount (ath'os, a'thos), a mountain in north-
eastern Greece: height, 6,346 ft.

a-thwart (s-thw6rt/), prep, [a-, on + thwart], 1. across;
from one side to the other of. 2. against; in opposition
to. 3. in nautical usage, across the course or length of.

adv. 1. obliquely; crosswise. 2. so as to block or
thwart.

-at-ic (at'ik), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -atique; L. -aticus; Gr.
-atikos < base ending -at -f suffix -ikos, -ic], a suffix

meaning of, of the kind of: used in adjectives of Greek
and Latin origin, as grammatic, chromatic,

a-tilt (d-tilf), adj. & adv. [a-, on + tilt], 1. tilted; in an
inclined position. 2. tilting, as with a spear.
a tingle (a-tir/gl), adj. [a-, on -f tingle], tingling;
excited,
-a tion (a'shon), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -ation; L. -ation(em),
suffix formed from pp. type -at- of -are verbs of 1st

conjugation], a suffix used to form nouns from: 1.

verbs in -ate, as in translation. 2. verbs in -ize, as in
realization. 3. verbs of French origin without suffix,
as in causation. 4. Latin words without a corresponding
English verb, as in constellation. 5. other (Anglo-
Saxon, etc.) verbs, as in starvation. It means: 1. a

ing or being ed, as in activation. 2. the result of
being 'ed or a thing that is ed, as in compilation.

-a-tive (a'tiv, s-tiv), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -atif, fern, -ative;
L. -ativus], a suffix meaning of the nature of, relating to:

used in forming adjectives generally from -ate verbs, as
demonstrative, correlative.

Atkins, Tommy, see Tommy Atkins.
AtL, Atlantic.
Atlan ta (at-lan'to), n. the capital of Georgia: pop.,
327,000.
At Ian te an (at'lan-te'sn) , adj. [L. Atlanteus, of Atlas,
of the Atlantic < Atlas, Atlas, Mount Atlas], 1. of or
like Atlas. 2. of Atlantis.
atlan-tes (at-lan'tez), n.pl. [sing. ATLAS (at'las)L [L.;
Gr. Atlantes, pi. of Atlas], in architecture, standing or
kneeling figures or half figures of men, used in place of
columns to support an entablature.
At-lan-tic (at-lan'tik), n. [L. Atlanticum (mare), At-
lantic (ocean) < Atlanticus, of Mount Atlas < Atlas;
see ATLAS], the ocean touching the American continents
to the west and Europe and Africa to the east: area,
31,830,000 sq. mi.

; average depth, 12,880 ft. adj. desig-
nating, of, in, on, or near this ocean. Abbreviated Atl.
Atlantic Charter, a declaration of peace aims in World
War II, made by Roosevelt and Churchill at a meeting
on the Atlantic, August, 1941.
Atlantic City, an ocean resort in southern New Jersey:
pop,, 62,000.
Atlantic plain, one of the chief physiographic divisions
of the United States, including all the plains on the
eastern seacoast.
At Ian tis (at-lan'tis) , n. [L.; Gr.], a legendary island
or continent supposed to have existed in the Atlantic
west of Gibraltar and to have sunk into the ocean.
Atlas (atlas), n. [pi,, except in sense 7, ATLASES
(-iz)J, [L.; Gr. < IE. base meaning "to bear"], 1. in
Greek legend, a) a giant compelled to support the heav-
ens on his shoulders. 6) in Homer, a god in charge of
the pillars of heaven, c) a king changed into a mountain;
hence, 2. any person who carries a great burden. 3.

[a-], a book of maps: Atlas supporting the earth was
often pictured on the front page of such books. 4. [a-],
a book of tables, charts, illustrations, etc. of a specific

subject or subjects: as, an anatomical atlas. 5. [a-], a
large size of drawing paper. 6. [a-], [< sense 1, a], in

anatomy, the top vertebra of the neck. 7, (a-1, [pi*
ATLANTES (at-lan'tez)], in architecture, any of the
atlantea.

atlas grid, a system of parallel and perpendicular lines
on an aerial photograph, dividing it into small squares
for locating points on the photograph quickly.
Atlas Mountains, a mountain system along the north-
western coast of Africa, chiefly in Morocco and Al-
geria: highest peak, Tizi-n^Tamjurt, 13,665 ft.

AtH (at%), n. [ON. < Goth. Attila; see ATTILA], in
Norse mythology, a king of the Huns, killed by his wife,
Gudrun, because he had killed her brothers for the
treasure of Sigurd.
atm., 1. atmosptiere; atmospheres. 2. atmospheric.
at man (gt'inea), , n. [Sans., breath, soul, Supreme

ATOLL

Spirit], in Hinduism t 1. the individual 3911! or ego.
2. [A-J, the universal soul: source of all individual souls.

at-mos-phere (at'mas-feYO, n. [Mod. L. atmosphaera <
Gr. atmos, vapor -f sphaira, sphere], 1. all the air sur-

rounding the earth. 2. the gaseous mass surrounding
any star, planet, etc. 3. the air in any given jplace.
4. a pervading or surrounding mental or social influ-

ence; social environment^ 5. the general tone of a
work of art: as, a play with a fateful atmosphere. 6.

[Colloq.], the general effect, often exotic, produced by
decoration, furnishings, etc.: as, a restaurant with at-

mosphere. 7. in physics , a unit of pressure equal to
14.69 pounds per square inch: abbreviated at., atm.

at mos-pher ic (at'mas-fer'ik), adj. 1. of or in the
atmosphere: as, atmospheric disturbances. 2. caused,
produced, or operated by the atmosphere. 3. of, hav-
ing, or giving atmosphere or an atmosphere: as,
atmospheric lighting. Abbreviated atm.

at-mos-pher-i-cal (at'mss-fer'i-kl) , adj. atmospheric.
at-mos-pher-i-cal-ly (at'mas-fer'i-k'H, at'mas-fer'ik-li),
adv. 1. with regard to atmosphere. 2. by atmospheric
pressure or influence.

atmospheric pressure, the pressure due to the weight
of the earth's atmosphere, equal at sea level to about
14.69 pounds per square inch: abbreviated atm. press.

at-mos-pher-ics (at'mas-fer'iks) , n.pl. in radio, 1. dis-
turbances in reception, produced by natural electric

discharges, as in a storm; static. 2. the phenomena
producing these disturbances.

at. no., atomic number.
at-oll (at'61, at'ol, s-tol'), n. [< Maldive Is. term; ? <
Malayalam a$al, unit-

ing], a ring-shaped cor-
al island almost or

completely surround-
ing a lagoon.
at-om (at'sm), n. [Fr.
atome; L. atomus; Gr.
atomos, uncut, indivis-

ible, atom < a-, not +
tomos < temnein, to
cut] , 1 . a tiny particle :

extremely small bit of

anything; jot. 2. in

chemistry & physics,
any of the smallest par-
ticles of an element
that combine with similar particles of other elements
to produce compounds: atoms combine to form mole-
cules, and consist of a complex .,_

arrangement of electrons revolv- X*""*""""'**NV
ing about a positively charged / \
nucleus containing protons and / \
neutrons : the fission of a nucleus / ^^ \

by bombardment either with
| ^A 3 4- } 2

neutrons (as in atomic bombs) , \
^0 I

or with certain other very small \ /

particles, releases energy. \ /
at-om-bomb (at'am-bom'), n >v^ ^/
an atomic bomb: also atom ^* -^
bomb. v.t. to attack or destroy ATOM OF HELIUM
with such bombs.
a-tomic (o-tom'ik), adj. 1. of an atom or atoms,
atomic bombs, the energy in the atom, etc. : abbreviated
at. 2. separated into atoms. 3. very small; minute,
Atomic Age, the period characterized by the use of
atomic energy: regarded as beginning with the creation
of the first self-maintaining nuclear chain reaction on
December 2, 1942.

a-tom-i-cal-ly (9-tom'i-k'l-i, a-tom'ik-H), adv. in an
atomic way; specifically, a) into atoms or very small
particles. &) by atomic energy.
atomic bomb, an extremely destructive type of bomb,
the power of which results from the immense quan-
tity of energy suddenly released when a chain re-
action of nuclear fission is set off by neutron bom-
bardment in the atoms of a charge of plutonium or of
the uranium isotope with an atomic weight of 235
OJ 235): first used hi warfare J194S) by the United
States against the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
atomic cocktail, [Slang], a dose of medicine to be
swallowed, containing a radioactive element, used in
medical treatment and diagnosis, as of cancer.
atomic energv, the energy released from an atom in
nuclear reactions; especially, the energy released in
nuclear fission or nuclear fusion,
Atomic Energy Commission, a United States board
formed in 19467forthe domestic control of atomic energy.

at-o-mic-i-ty (atVmis'a-ti), n. 1. the condition of

being made up of atoms. 2. in chemistry, a) the num-
ber of atoms in a molecule. 6) the number of replace-
able atoms or groups of atoms in the molecule of a
compound, c) valence,
atomic number, in chemistry, a number representing

fat, ftpe,,bare, cri tea,.eVen, here, qvgr; is, bfte; lot, g&, hfai, tool, look; fl, out;, BP, tev 0Br; get; j

^lien; zlL
totatiptjt, mg; ^r tf in' w in omt^. t in santty, o w, c0m^^yt ua fotaust

' as fy
" lt

eo^ttr; d, Ptr feu? i^^wfj ^ Bir coq? H, Fr. due; ft, G, ictij kh, O. doclji* See pp. x-xii. t foreiga;
*
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the relative position of an element in the periodic table,
in which the elements are arranged in the order of

either their atomic weights or their nuclear charges;
number representing the positive charge or the number
of protons in the nucleus of the atom of an element:
abbreviated at. no.: isotopes have the same atomic
numbers but different atomic weights.
atomic structure, in physics, a conventionalized,

hypothetical concept of an atom, regarded as consisting
or a central, positively charged nucleus and a number
of negatively charged electrons revolving about it in

various orbits: the number and arrangement of the
electrons vary in the different elements.
atomic theory, the theory that all material objects and
substances are composed of atoms: see atom.
atomic volume, in chemistry, the quotient obtained by
dividing the atomic weight of an element by its

specific gravity: abbreviated at. vol.

atomic weight, in chemistry, a number representing the

weight of one atom of an element as compared with an
arbitrarily selected number representing the weight of

one atom of another element taken as the standard

(usually oxygen at 16) : abbreviated at. wt.
at-om ism (at'sm-iz'm) , n. [atom H -ism], the theory
that the universe is made up of tiny, simple particles
that cannot be destroyed or divided.

at-om-ist (at'0m-ist), n. a person who believes in

atomism, adj. of atomism or atomists.
at-om-iS'tic (at'arn-is'tik), adj. atomist.
at-om ize (at'sm-Iz'), v.t. [ATOMIZED (-izd'), ATOMIZ-
ING], 1. to separate into atoms. 2. to reduce (a liquid)
to a fine spray.
at-om-iz-er (at'am-iz'e'r), n. a device for breaking a

liquid, especially a medicine or

perfume, into very small particles
and spraying these out.

at-O'iny (at'a-mi), n. \pl.t
ATOMIES

(-miz)j, [by mistaken division of

anatomy as an atomy, prob. due
to association with atom], [Archa-
ic], a skeleton,

at-o-my (at's-mi), n. \pl. ATOMIES
(-mizn, [< L. atomi, pi. of atomus,
atom], 1. an atom; tiny thing.
2. a tiny being: pygmy.

a ton-al (a-tpn' 1), adj. having ato-

nality; lacking tone.
a-ton-al-ism (a-ton'

l

l-iz'm) !
n. the

use or theory of atonality in com-
posing music.

a-to-nal-i-ty (a'to-nal'a-ti), n. [a-,

not + tonality], in music, lack of tonality through in-

tentional disregard of key.
a-tone (a-ton'), vd. [ATONED (-tond') ATONING], [<
atonement], 1. to make amends or reparation (for

wrongdoing, a wrongdoer, etc.). 2. [Obs.], to be in

agreement, v.t. [Obs.], 1. to expiate. 2. to har-

monize.
a tone-ment (a-ton'mant), n. [at -+- obs. onement,

physical union, conjunction < one + ~ment], 1. an

atoning. 2. satisfaction given for wrongdoing, injury,
etc.: amends; expiation. 3. [A-], in theology, a) the effect

of Jesus' sufferings and death in redeeming mankind
and bringing about the reconciliation of God to man.
6) this reconciliation.
aton-ic (a-ton'ik, a-ton'ik), adj. (Gr. atonos; see

ATONY], 1. caused by or characteristic of atony. 2.

unaccented: said of a word or syllable. 3, [Rare], in

phonetics, lenis. n. 1. an unaccented syllable or word.
2. [Rare], in phonetics,, lenis consonant.

at-o-ny (at'a-ni), n. [tfr. atonie; L. atonia; Gr. atonia,

languor < a-, not -f tonos, tone < teinein, to stretch],
iTlack of bodily tone; weakness of the body or of a
muscle or an organ. 2, in phonetics, lack of accent or

atop (9-top') <*dj. & adv. [a-t on -f top], on the top; at

the top. prep, on the top of.

-a-to-ry (a-t6r'i, 9-t3'ri), [L. -atorius; -ator -f -ius, -y) f

an adjective-forming suffix meaning of, characterized by,

produced by, as in accusatory, exclamatory.
at'raWM*ar (at'ro-bil'ySr), adj. atrabilious.

atrabilious (at'ra-bil'yas), adj. [< L. atra bilis,

black bile; after bilious], 1. having "black Hie";
melancholy; morose. 2. hypochondriac.

a-trem-ble (o-trem'b'l), adj. trembling.
A-treus (S'troos, S'tri-as), n. (L.; Gr, Atrewl in Greek

legend, a king of Mycenae, son of Pelops and father of

Agamemnon and Menelaus: to avenge the treachery of

his brother, Thyestes, who seduced h! wife and planned
his mwder, Atretis killed Thyestes* sons ana served

thek flesh to him at a banquet,
a*trip (a-tripO, adj. [a-, on -f trip], in nautical usage,

raised jttst off the bottom: said of an anchor,
a tri um (i/tri-oni), n* Ipl ATRIA (-), ATRIUMS (-n)}f

[L.J, 1. the central cotirt or main room of an amcwal
Roman house. 2, a hall or entrance court, 3* in

amatomy, <*) a ctenber or cavity, especially an atufcta

of the heart. 6) a passage: as, diseases can enter the

body ihroask *** Gtriwn of infection.

ATOMIZER

a*trociou8 (o-tro'shss), adj. [< L. atrox, atrocis, fierce,
cruel < ater, black; + -ious], 1. very cruel, evil, brutal,
etc. 2. [Colloq.], very bad; in bad taste; abominable:
as, an atrocious dress. 5YN. see outrageous.

a-troc-i-ty (s-tros'g-ti) , n. [pi. ATROCITIES C-tiz)], [Pr.

atrocitt; L. atrocitas < atrox; see ATROCIOUS], 1. atro-

cious behavior or condition; brutality, etc. 2. an
atrocious act. 3. [Colloq.], a thing in very bad taste;

very displeasing thing: as, that picture's an atrocity.

a-troph-ic (o-trof'ik), adj. of or caused by atrophy.

at-ro-phy (at'ra-fi), n. [Pr. atrophie; L. atrophia; Gr.

atropltia, a wasting away < a~, not -f trephem, to

nourish], a wasting away, especially of body tissue, an

organ, etc., or the failure of an organ or part to grow
because of insufficient nutrition. IM. [ATROPHIED (-fid),

ATROPHYING], to waste away; fail to grow, v.t, to

cause atrophy in.

at-ro-pin (at'rs-pin), n. atropme.
at-ropine (at'ro-pen', at'rs-pin), n. [< Mod. L.

Atropa, deadly nightshade < Gr. Atropos (see ATRO-
PQS) ; -f -ine], a poisonous, crystalline alkaloid obtained
from belladonna and similar plants, used to relieve

spasms and dilate the pupil of the eye.

at-ro-pism (at'ra-piz'm) , n. [atropinz -f -m], poisoning
resulting from the improper use of atropine.

At*ro*pO8 (at'rs-posO, n. [L.; Gr. Atropos, lit., not to be
turned < a-, not -f- trepein, to turn], in Greek mythology,
that one of the three Fates who is represented as

cutting the thread of life.

A.T.S., I.American Temperance Society. 2. American
Tract Society. 3. Army Transport Service.

att., attorney.
at ta bal (at's-bal'), n. an atabal,

at-tach (Q-tach')f v.t. [ME. atachen; OPr. atachier < a-,

to -f tach, a nail], 1. to fasten by sticking, tying, etc.

2. to make (a person or thin^) part of; join (often used

reflexively) : as, he attached himself to us. 3. to connect

by ties of affection, attraction, etc. 4. to add (to) or

affix, as a signature. 5. to ascribe (with to) : as, I attach

great significance to the news. 6. to appoint by
authority or order. 7. in law, a) to take (property,
salary, etc.) by writ. 6) to arrest (a person). 8. in

military usage, to join (troops, a unit, etc.) temporarily
to some other unit. vd. to be fastened or joined ; adhere;
belong: as, a moral obligation attaches to high rank.

SYN. see ascribe, tie.

at-ta ch (at'9-sha', 9-tash'a; Fr. a'ta'sha'), n. [Fr., pp.
of attacher; see ATTACH], a member of the diplomatic
staff of an ambassador or minister to another country.

attachment (a-tach'msnt), n. [Fr. attachement <
attacher; see ATTACH], 1. an attaching or being at-

tached. 2. anything that attaches a thing or person to

another; hence, 3. affectionate regard; devotion. 4.

anything added or attached. 5. an accessory for an
electrical appliance, machine, etc. 6. in law, a) a taking
of a person, property, etc. into custody, o) a writ

authorizing this. SYN. see love.

at-tack (a-tak'). v.t. [Fr. attaquer; It. attaccare; prob. <
same source as attach], 1. to use force against in order

to harm; start a fight or quarrel with; take the offensive

against; assault. 2. to begin a fight against with words;
speak or write against. 3, to begin working on ener-

getically; undertake vigorously, as a problem, task, etc.

4. to begin acting upon .
harmfully: as, the disease

attacked him suddenly. v.L to make an assault, n. 1.

an attacking, 2. any hostile offensive action, espe-

cially with armed forces; onslaught. 3. an onset or

occurrence of a disease. 4. a beginning of any task,

undertaking, etc. 5. act or manner of such beginning.
$ YN. attack implies -vigorous, aggressive action, whether m
actual combat or in an undertaking (to attack & city, a problem,

etc.) ; aiwail means to attack by repeated blows, thrust^, etc.

(assailed by reproaches); assault implies a sudden, violent

attack or onslaught and suggests direct contact and the use of

force; beset implies an attack or onset from all sides (beset with

fears): storm suggests a rushing, powerful assault that fe

stormlike in its action and effect; bombard means to attack

with artillery or bombs, and in figurative use suggests petailt*

ent. repetitious action (to bombard a speaker with questions)
ANT. defend, resist. ^TO

at-tain (a~tanO, v.t. [ME. aitainen* attwnm; OFr
ataindre, ateindre; L. attingere < ad-t to 4- tangere, tc

touch], 1. to gain through effort; accomplish; achieve,

2. to reach or come to; arrive at: as he attained the age
of ninety. ~~~SYN. see reach.
attain to, to be successful m gaming or reaching.

at-tain-a-bil-i-ty fr-tfin'~bilVfci), n. the qtmuty of

being attainable.
at tain a ble (s-tanWl), adj. that cam be attained.
at-tain-der (^tln'der), n. [OPr. atalndre, ateindre, to

accuse, convict; see ATTAIN), loss of civil rights* in-

heritance, property, etc. of a person statenced to deam
or outlawed.

'

at tain ment (9-tfin'mnt)t IL l.m atlaMng x
;

beta
attained. 2. anything attained, m am acquired skill. .

' tATTAWT> (4ct),

(tf x
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< convict of c

*
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attainder. 2. to taint or stain; disgrace; dishonor. 3.

[Rare], to infect. 4. [Archaic], to accuse. 5. [Obs.], to

prove guilty, n. 1. an attainder. 2. a taint; dis-

grace. 3. [Archaic], a touch or hit in tilting.

at-tain-ture (a-tan'cher), n. 1. attainder. 2. dishonor;
disgrace.

at-tar (at'er), n. [Per. 'atar t fragrance; AT. '*>, perfume],
an oil or perfume made from the petals of flowers,

especially of roses.

attar of roses, a fragrant oil made from the petals of

roses, especially damask roses.

at*tem*per (a-tem'per), v.t. [ME. attempren; OPr.
atemprer; L. attemperare, to fit, adjust < ad-, to +
temperare, to control, moderate], 1. to modify or re-

duce by mixture. 2. to control the temperature of.

3. to moderate (anger, etc.); soothe. 4. to adapt;
make suitable (to). 5. [Rare], to temper (metals).

at-tempt (9-tempt') v.t. [OFr. atempter, attenter; It.

attentare; L. attemptare, attentare, to try, solicit < ad-,

to + temptare, tentare, to try, attack], 1. to try to do,

try to get, etc.; try; endeavor. 2. [Archaic], to tempt.
n. 1. a try; an endeavor. 2. an attack, as on a person's
life. SYN. see try.

attempt the life of, to try to kill.

at-tend (a-tend'). v.t. [ME. attenden; OFr. atendre, to
wait, expect; L. attendere, to stretch toward, give heed
to < ad-, to + tendere, to stretch], 1. to take care or

charge of; wait upon. 2. to accompany; go with. 3. to

accompany as a circumstance or result: as, success
attended his efforts. 4. to be present at: as, he attends

the movies daily. 5. [Archaic], to await. 6. [Archaic],
to listen to; pay attention to. v.i. 1. to pay attention;

give heed. 2. to be in readiness; wait (with on or upon) .

3, [Obs.], to wait or delay. SYN. see accompany,
attend to, 1. to devote or apply oneself to. 2. to
take care of; look after.

at tend-ance (a-ten'dons) , n. [ME.j OFr. atendance <
atendre; see ATTEND], 1. an attending.

4
2. the persons

or number of persons attending a meeting, game, etc.

at tend-ant (a-ten'dant), adj. [Fr., ppr. of attendre; see

ATTEND], 1. attending or serving: as, an attendant
nurse. 2. being present. 3. accompanying: as, attend-

ant difficulties, n. La person who attends or serves.
2. a person present. 3. an accompanying thing; con-
comitant.

at-tent (g-tent'), adj. [L. attentus, pp. of attendere; see

ATTEND], [Archaic], attentive.
at-ten-tion (a-ten'shan) , n. [L. attentio < j)p. of at-

tendere; see ATTEND], 1. an attending; giving heed;
observing carefully. 2. the ability to give heed or
observe carefully. 3. careful observation; heed;
notice. 4. thoughtful consideration for others. 5.

usually in pi. act of consideration, courtesy, or devo-
tion: as, a suitor's attentions to a woman. 6. in military
science, a) the erect, motionless posture of soldiers in
readiness for another command. V) a command to
assume this posture. 7. in psychology, a readiness to

respond to stimuli.
come to attention, in military science, to assume an
erect, motionless posture.
stand at attention, in military science, to stand erect
and motionless.

at-ten-live (a-ten'tiv), adj. [Fr. attentif < attendre; see

ATTEND], 1. paying attention; observant. 2. con-
siderate, courteous, devoted, etc.: as, an attentive

husband. SYN. see thoughtful.
at-ten-u-a-ble (a-ten'u-9-b'l), adj. that can be at-

tenuated.
at ten-uant (d-ten'u-snt), adj. [Fr. attenuant < ppr.
of L. attenuare;

t
see ATTENUATE], in medicine, diluting

or thinning, as liquids, n. an attendant substance.
at-ten-u-ate fe-ten'u-at'), v.t. [ATTENUATED (-id), AT-
TENUATING], [< L. attenuatus, pp. of attenuare, to make
thin < ad-, to + tenuare < tenuis, thin], 1. to make
slender or thin. 2. to dilute; rarefy

t
. 3. to lessen or

weaken in severity, value, etc. 4. in bacteriology, to
make (a virus, etc.) less deadly. v.L to become thin,
weak, etc. adj. (a-ten'u-it), attenuated.

at'ten-u-a-tion (o-ten'u-a'shsn). n. [L. attenuatio; see

ATTENUATE], an attenuating or being attenuated.
at-ten-u-a-tor (s-ten'u-a'tSr), n. a person or thing that
attenuates.

at-test (9-tesf) v.t. [Fr. attester < L. attestari < ad-, to
+ testari, to bear witness < testis, a witness], 1. to
declare to be true or genuine. 2. to certify by oath or

signature. 3. to serve as proof of; demonstrate; make
clear, 4. to place (a person) on oath. v.i. to bear wit-

ness; certify (usually with to), n. attestation.
at-test-ant (a-tes^tont), adj. [L. attestans, ppr. of

attestari; see ATTEST], attesting, n. one who attests.
at tes ta tion (at'es-ta'shan), n. [L. attestatio < pp. of

attestari; see ATTEST], 1. an attesting. 2. testimony.
at test er, at test or te-tes'ter), n. a person who attests.
Att, Gen,. Attorney General.
At*tic (at'ik), adj^ [1. Atticus; Gr. Attikos], 1. of At-

ATTICA

tica. 2. of or characteristic of Athens, its people, cul-

ture, etc.; Athenian. 3. classical; simple, restrained,
etc. : said of a style, n. 1. the Greek dialect of Attica.

2. an Athenian.
at-tic (at'ik), n, [Fr. attique, an attic < Atttque, Attic,
used as an architectural term for a low story directly
below the roof; see ATTIC (of Attica)], in architecture,

1. a low wall or story above the cornice of a classical

fagade. 2. the room or rooms just below the roof of a
house; garret. .

At-ti-ca (at'i-ka), n. a state of ancient Greece: capital,
Athens.
Attic faith, unshakable
faith.

At-ti-cism, at-ti-cism (at'-

i-siz'm), n. [Gr. Attikismos
< Attikos, Attic], 1. any-
thing typical of Attic

Greek; hence, 2. a grace-
ful, restrained phrase.

At-ti-cize, at-ti-cize (at'i-

siz/) , v.t. [ATTICIZED
(-sizd'), ATTICIZING], [Gr.
Attikizein < Attike, Attica
+ -izein, -ize], to make
conform to the Attic cus-
toms, style, idiom, etc.

u.i. to use Attic dialect or
literary style.
Attic salt, Attic wit, graceful, piercing wit.
At-tHa (af'1-9), n. [Goth., lit., little father < atta,

father (like L. & Gr. atta, father < baby talk) + -ila,

dim. suffix: so named by the Goths, who were dom-
inated for a time by the Huns], king of the Huns
(433?~453 A.D.); lived 406P-453 A.D.: called the

Scourge of God.

at-tire (g-tir'), y.t. [ATTIRED (-tird')* ATTIRING], [ME.
atiren; OFr. atirier, to put in order, arrange < a tire,

in a row, in order; a (L. ad), to + tire, order, row, dress],
to clothe; dress up; array, n. 1. clothes; finery. 2. in

heraldry, a stag's antlers.
at-tire-ment (a-tir'msnt), n. attire.

at ti tude (at'a-tood', atVtud'). n. [Fr.; It. attitudine,

attitude, aptness: L. aptitudo < aptus; see APT], 1. a
bodily posture snowing or meant to show a mental
state, emotion, or mood. 2. a manner of acting, feeling,
or thinking that shows one's disposition, opinion, etc. :

as, she has a friendly attitude toward all; hence, 3.

one's disposition, opini9n, etc. 4. in aeronautics, the

position of an aircraft in relation to a given point of

reference, usually on the ground level. SYN. see

posture.
strike an attitude, to assume a posture or pose, often
an affected or theatrical one.

at-ti-tu-di-nize (at'd-too'd'n-iz', at'9-tu'd'n-iz'), v.i.

[ATTITUDINIZED (-lzd')j ATTITUDINIZING], [It. atfatudine

(see ATTITUDE) ; + -ize], to strike an attitude; pose.
At-tle*bor-o (at'1-buVo), n. a town in southeastern
Massachusetts: pop., 24,000.

Att-lee, Clement Richard (atli), 1883- ; English
Labor party leader

j prime minister (1945-1951).
at-torn (g-turnOt v.i. TOFr. atorner, atourner; a- (L. ad),
to + torner; see TURN}, in law, 1. originally, to transfer

homage and service from one feudal lord to another.
2. to continue as tenant under a new landlord.

at-tor-ney (a-tur'ni), n. [pi. ATTORNEYS (-niz)], [ME.
aturne; OFr. atorne, one appointed, pp. of atorner; see

ATTORN], any person legally empowered to act for

another; especially, a lawyer: abbreviated at., att., atty.

SYN. see lawyer.
attorney at law, a lawyer.
attorney general, [pi. ATTORNEYS GENERAL, ATTORNEY
GENERALS], 1. the chief law officer of a national or State

government, and legal adviser to the chief executive.
2. [A- G-], the head of the United States Department
of Justice: abbreviated Att. Gen., Atty. Gen., A.G.

at-tract (o-trakt'), v.t. [< L. attractus, pp. of attrahere,
to draw to < ad-, to + trahere, to draw], 1. to draw
to itself or oneself; make approach or adhere: as,

a magnet attracts iron filings. 2. to get the admiration,
attention, etc. of; allure: as, her beauty attracted

people. v.i. to be attractive.
SYN. attract implies the exertion of a force such

s
as mag-

netism to draw a person or thing and connotes susceptibility in

the thing drawn; allure implies attraction by that which, se-

ductively offers pleasure, delight, reward, etc.; charm Suggests
the literal or figurative casting of a spell arid implies very
pleasing qualities in the agent; fascinate and enchant both
also suggest a magical power, fascinate stressing irresisti-

bility and enchant, the evoking of great admiration
j capti-

vate implies a capturing of the attention or affection, but

suggests a light, passing influence. ANT. repel.

at-tract-er (a-trak'ter), n. an attractor.
at-trac'tion (a-trak'shgn), n, [L. attractio; see ATTRACT],
1. an attracting; 2. power of attracting; hence, J.

fat, ape, bte, city; tqo, Sren, h^e, ovf ; is, bifce? lot, g5, hdrn, tTOl, look; oil, out: up, use, fdr; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; linn,

*/ien; zhuleis^e: n^fingj .+ for *fa azo^ e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, * In /ocw^r
' as in able (S'bl); Fr, b&l; 8v **

ooetar; d f Fu. e% Br> pott; 6
1

, Fir. cooj; i^ Fr. due; H, G, ich; kfa, G. dock. See pp. x-xil J foreign; * hypothetical; < derived from.
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charm: fascination. 4. anything that attracts: as,

movies are sometimes called attractions,
f
5. m physics,

the mutual action by which bodies* particles, etc. tend

to draw together or cohere: opposed to repulsion.

attraction sphere, in biology, the central area of ail

aster, including the centrosome: also called.cen^osphere.
attractive (Arak'tiv), adj. [Fr. attract*/], L that

attracts. 2. pleasing, charming, pretty, etc.
.

at-traotor (s-trak'tSr), n. a person or thing that

which the players bid for the right to say what suit

shall be trump or to declare no-trump: see also contract

ai/c-ttoii-eer (Sk'shan-lr/), n. a person who auctions

things, usually as a business, v.t. to auction.

' (at'ra-hsnt), adf. [L. attrahens, ppr. of attra-

here; see ATTRACT], that attracts or draws.

at-trtb-ut-a-ble (-trib
/yoo-t*-bl), ad], that can be

at-trf-bute (a-trib'yoot; for n., at'ra~but')> v.t. [AT-

TRIBUTED (-id), ATTRIBXJTJNG], [< L. attnbutus, pp. of

attribute, to assign < ad-, to +. tribuere, to assign],

to set down or think of as belonging to, produced by,

or resulting from; assign or ascribe (to): as, the play
is attributed to Shakespeare, he attributes his poverty
to bad luck. n. 1. a characteristic or quality of a

thing. 2. an object used in literature or art as a symbol
for a person, position, etc.: as, winged feet are tne

attribute of Mercury. 3. in grammar, a word or phrase
used as an adjective. Abbreviated attrib. - SYN. see

ascribe, quality.
aMTi-bu-tioB (at'ra-bu/shsn), n. (L. attribuho; see

ATTRIBUTE], 1. an attributing or being attributed. /.

anything attributed; an attribute.

at-trib-u-tive (a-trib'yoo-tiv), #. [Fr. attnbutif; see

ATTRIBUTE}, 1. attributing. 2. of or Hke an attribute.

3. in grammar, expressing a quality meant to apply to

a following substantive: said of adjectives, and dis-

tinguished from -predicate and predicative, n. an

attributive word: modifier: as, in "black cat/' black is

an attributive. Abbreviated attrib.

at-trite (9-trit'), adj. [< L. attritus; see ATTRITION],

[Rare], worn down by friction.
.

at'trMion (a-trish'sn), n. [L. attrrtto < attrttus, pp. of

atterere* to wear, rub away < <wf-, to + terere, to rub],

1. a wearing away by friction. 2. the process or state

of being gradually worn down. 3. any gradual wearing
or weakening: as, a siege is a battle of attrition. 4. in

theology, the lowest degree of repentance, caused by
fear of punishment : distinguished from contrUwn.

At-tu (at-tooOt n. an island in the western Aleutians.

at-tune (a-toon' s-tun'), v.t. (ATTUNED (-toond',

-tund*), ATTUNING}, [< ad- + tune], 1, to tune. 2. to

bring into harmony or agreement.
atty., attorney.
Atty* Gen., Attorney General.
at. vol., atomic volume. ,

a twain (a-twan'). adv. [a-, on -f twain], [Archaic or

Poetic], in two: as, cut atwain.
.

atween (o-twenO, prep. & adv. [Archaic or Dial.],

between. ,
.

.

a-twit-ter (a-twit'er), adv. & adj. [a-, on -f- twitter], in

a twitter.
at. wt^ atomic weight.
a-typ-ic (a-tip'ik), adj. atypical.

atypical (a-tip'i-kl), adj. [a-, not + typical], not

typical; not characteristic, abnormal.

Jau (o), [Fr, contr. of a le; a, to -f le, masc, form of def.

article* the], see a la.

Aut aurum, [L.], in chemistry, gold,
A.U., astronomical unit.

tau bade (o'bdd')t n. [Pr. < Sp. albada < alba, dawn
< L. albus, white; cf. ALBA], a piece of music ^suitable
for performance at sunrise, or in the morning: the

counterpart of serenade.
Aube (ob), n. a river in northern France, flowing into
the Seine: length, 130 mi. ^
Auber, Daniel (da'nyel' 6'bftrO, 1 782-137 1; French
composer.
$au-berge (o'berzh'), n. [Fr.], an inn.

Audrey (6>bri) f [Fr. Aubri; G. Alberich < OHG. alb,

elf + rihhi, ruler, control], a masculine name.
Au-bum (6'bgrn), n. 1. a city in central New York:
pop., 37,000. 2. a city in southern Maine: pop.,
23,000.

ail-burn (fi'bgrn), adj. & n. [ME. auburne; OFr.
auborne, alborne; L. alburnus < albus, white; meaning
influenced by association with ME. brun; see BROWN],
reddish brown, ^
Auck-land (dkland) , n. a seaport in North Island, New
Zealand: pop., 282,000 (est. 1947).
lau con-traire (o' kow'trar'), [Fr.], on the contrary.

Jau cou>rant (o' koo'ratt'), [Fr., lit., with the current],

fully informed; well acquainted with current matters;

up-to-date.
auc-tion (6k/sh9n), n. [L. audio, an increasing, public
sale < auctus, pp. of augere, to increase], 1. a public
sale where items are sold one by one, each going to the
last and highest of a series of competing bidders. 2.

auction bridge. 3. the bidding in bridge. .*. to sell

at auction; put up at auction. SYN. see sell.

auction off, to sell at auction:
"

put up at auction, to offer for sale at am auction.

auction bddge, a variety of the game of bridge in

aou8-as t adj. [Fr. audacieux < L.

audacia, audacity < audax, bold < audere, to be cold,

to dare], 1. daring; reckless; bold. 2. too daring; pre-

sumptuous; insolent; impudenx. SYN. see brave.

au-dac-i.ty (6-dasVti), n. [L. audax; see AUDACIOUS],

1. bold courage; daring. 2. presumption; insolence;

impudence. 3. [pi. AUDACITIES (-tiz)] f an audacious act

AS3SrWS
i

S$?1&i 6'd'n), 1907- ;

English poet in the United States.

l-fty.Cd'da-bil'a-ti),
n. the capacity or condition

au-a-), adj. [ML. audibilis < L. audire, to

hear], that can be heard; loud enough to be heard.

au-di-bly (6'ds-bli), adv. so as to be audible.

au-dl-ence (6'di-ans, 6d'ysns), n. [ME.; OFr.: L.

audientia, a hearing, listening < audiens, ppr. of audire,

to hear], 1. those assembled to hear and see a concert,

play, etc. 2. those who listen to a radio program or

view a televised program. 3. those who pay attention

to what one writes or says; one's public. 4. tne act or

state of hearing. 5. an opportunity to have one s ideas

heard: a hearing. 6. a formal interview with a person
in high position. .

audience room, a room in which formal interviews are

an di'ent (6'di-snt), adj. [L. audiens < audire, to

hear], listening; giving attention.

au-dile (6'dil), adj. [< L. audire, to hear; -f -tie], BU.-

ditory. n. in psychology, a person who relies mainly
on his sense of hearing or whose imagery is chiefly

in terms of sound. .
,

au-di'O (6'di-60. adj. [< L. audire, to hear], 1. in elec-

tricity, of frequencies corresponding to sound waves
that can normally be heard by the human ear. 2. in

television, designating or of the sound phase of a broad-

cast, as distinguished from the video (or picture) portion.

au-di-o- (6'di-o, 6'di-s), [see AUDIO], a combining form

meaning relating to hearing, as in audiometer: also

audi-.

au-di-o-fre-quen-cy (6'di-o-fre'kwan-si), adj. of the

band of audible sound frequencies or corresponding
electric current frequencies, about 20 to 20,000 cycles

per second. ,

au-di o-me-ter (S'di-om'a-te'r), n. [audio- + -meter], an
instrument for measuring one's hearing or the intensity
of sounds.

au-di-o-vis-u-al aids, motion pictures, lantern slides,

phonograph records, and other materials except books,
used in teaching, illustrating lectures, etc,

audi phone (a'ds-fon'), n. [< L. audire, to hear; +
-phone, after telephone], a device for the hard of hearing
that transmits sound to the auditory nerves through
the bones of the head,
an dit (6'dit), n. [L. audilus, a hearing, pp. of audire, to

hear], 1. a regular examination and checking of ac-

counts or financial records. 2. a settlement or adjust-
ment of accounts. 3. an account thus examined and
adjusted. 4. a final statement of account, v.t. & v.L

1. to examine and check (accounts, claims, etc.). 2. to
attend (a college class) as a listener receiving no credits.

au-di-tion (6-dish'sn), n [L. auditio < pp. of audire, to

hear], 1. the act or sense of hearing. 2. a hearing to
test the abilities, voice, etc. of an actor, musician, or

speaker, v.t. to give an audition to. v.L to perform
in an audition.

au-di tive (6'd9-tiv), adj. [Rare], auditory.
au-di-tor (6'ds-ter), n. [L., hearerj < audire, to hear],
1. a hearer; listener. 2. a person who audits accounts:
abbreviated and. 3. a person who audits classes.

aurdi-to-ii'ly (6
/
cb-to"r/9-li, d'do-to'rs-H), adv. by means

of hearing; through the s'ense of hearing.
audi-toHum (o^Q-teir'i-Qm, d'do-to'ri-am), n. [pi
AUDITORIUMS (-smfe); AUD^ro^ (-9)], [L.; neut. of

audiforius ,* see AUDITORY], 1. ai room wjherethe audience
sits in a church, theater, etc. 2. a buil<||ng or h\afl for

speeches, concerts, etc.

au-di-to-ry (6'd9-t6r'i, o'da-tS'ri), ady, [L. auditorium <
auditor; see AUDITOR], of hearing or the sense of hearing.
li. [pL AUDITORTBS (-12)], [L. auditorium], 1. the hearers
of a speech, concern;, etc.; audierice. 2. an a'noitorium.

Audrey (fc'driX [OFr. < fy&c:; akin *6 AS. &thelthryth,
lit., noble might; atthel, noble + thryth, might, strength,
etc.], a feminine name. '

l

Audu-bon, John James (6'da-bonO,; 1785-1851;
American ornithologist, painter, and naturalist.

Au-er, Leopold (ou'elr), 1845-1930; 'WtA$riskt vJ6Hnr

ist and teacher. ( .....
'

>
''

'
'

'

< -''-'.? '

*

tau fait (o' feO* [Fr., It., to tne fact], afeQuainled witli
the facts; proficient: expert.
JAufkla-runfi (oof^eUfcr'odqr) t

' ^ [G. <'anffclrm, to
en; auf-. up 4- klarm, to dear <; Mar, 'tydtyffr

Sth^century 'phllosopitc^l
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Jau fond (o' fo0. [Fr., at the bottom], basically
essentially; at heart.

'

Jauf Wie-der-se-hen (ouf ve'der-za'an) , [G.], till we see
each other again; good-by. implies temporary parting.
Aug., August.
aug., l. augment. 2. augmentative.

'
.

Au-ge-an (8-je'an), adj. [< L. Augeas; Gr. Angelas], 1.
reek legend, of King Augeas or his stable, whichin Gre

held three thousand oxen and remained uncleaned for
thirty years until Hercules cleaned it in one day by
diverting two rivers through it; hence, 2. filthy.
au-gend (6'jend, 6-jend') , n. [L. augendum < augere, to
increase], a number having another number (the
addend) added to it.

auger (6'ggr), n. [by faulty separation of ME. a
nauger, a navegar; AS.
nafogar, nave drill < nafu,
nave (of a wheel) -f gar,
a spear], 1. a tool for

bonng holes in wood
larger than those made by
a gimlet. 2. any similar
tool, as for boring holes in
the earth. TYPES OF AUGER

creature, thing; see WHIT],
g *

1. anything whatever; any little part. 2. [a naught (see
NAUGHT), wrongly divided an aught], a zero. adv. to
any degree; in any way; at all.

Au*gler, frmtte (a'meT o'zhya'), (Guillaume Victor
Emile Augier}, 1820-1889; French playwright.
au glte (6'jit), n. [L. augites: Gr. augites, a precious
stone < auge, bright, shining], a black complex silicate

mineral^of vitreous luster and granular structure, occur-
ring in igneous rocks; kind of pyroxene.
aug ment (6g-ment'; for n,, Sg'ment), v.t. [Fr. aug-
menter; L. augmentare < augmentum, an increase <
augere, to increase], 1. to make greater, as in size,
quantity, strength, etc.; enlarge. 2. in grammar, to
add an augment to. v.i. to become greater; increase, n.
[L. augmentum], 1. an increase. 2. in grammar, a pre-
fixed vowel or lengthening of the initial vowel to show
past time in Greek and Sanskrit verbs: abbreviated aug.
SYN. see increase.

augmentation (6g'men-ta'shan) , n. [Fr.; ML.
augmentatio < pp. of L. augmentare; see AUGMENT],
1. an augmenting or being augmented. 2. a thing that
augments; addition; increase. 3. in music, variation
of a theme by doubling the time value of the notes.
aug ment a-tive (6g-men'to~tiv) , adj. [Fr. augmentatif],
1. augmenting; capable of augmenting. 2. in grammar,
increasing the force of an idea expressed by a word: as,
an augmentative prefix, n. an augmentative prefix, suf-
fix, word, etc.; intensifier. Examples: perdurable, eat
up. Abbreviated aug.. augm.
augment-ed interval (6g-men'tid), in music, an inter-
val

t
that is a half step greater than the corresponding

major interval.
au gra-tin (6 gra't'n, o gra't'n; Fr. o' gra'tawO, [Fr.,
lit., with scrapings], made with a lightly browned crust
of bread crumbs or grated cheese.
Augs burg (Sgz'bgrg; G. ouks'boorkh), n. a city in
southern Germany, in Bavaria: pop., 173,000 (1946).
au-gur (6'ger), n. [L., orig., a priest at rituals of fertility
and increase; prob. < OL. *augos, *augeris, increase,
growth < augeret to increase; meaning influenced by
association with auspex; see AUSPBX], 1. in ancient
Rome, any of certain priests who foretold events by
interpreting omens, such as the appearance of the
entrails of sacrificial animals, the motions of birds in
flight, etc. 2. a fortuneteller; prophet; soothsayer.
v.t. & v.i. [L. augurari < the n.], I. to foretell; proph-
esy. 2. to be an omen (of) .

augur ill (or well), to be a bad (or good) omen.
au gu ry (6'gver-i), n. \$l. AUGURIES (-iz)J, [L% augn-
rium, nivmatipn < augur; see AUGUR], 1. the art or
practice of divination; prophecy. 2. a formal ceremony
conducted by an augur. 3. an omen; sign; portent;
indication.

August (6'gast), n. [MB,; L. Augustus < Augustus
Caesar; see AUGUST, adj.], t?he eighth month of the year,
having 31 days: abbreviated Aug., Ag.
au gust (d-$ust'), adj. [L. augusiuy < augere, to in-- 1 .* _ :

^ an$ reverence; imposing and
&; '.and majestic, as from high
.,0^ 'grand* <

^ of Augustus], a feminine
Georgia: pop,. 72,000.
Kennebec River; pop.,

1. *of or characteristic of
J7 B.Q,.-p A:D,K'Or>is
bf any* age tiavinff stand-

r
of Auguslkis* age. 3. classical;

elegant. 4. of Augsburg: as, Luther's Augustan Con-
fession, n. a writer living in an Augustan age.
Augustan age, 1. the period of Latin literature during
the reign of Augustus Caesar, when elegance and cor-
rectness were highly valued. 2. the similar period of
English literature during the reign of Queen Anne.
Au-gus*tin (d-us'tin), [L. Augusiinus, dim. of Augus-
tus], a masculine name: variants, Austin, Augustine;
equivalents, Fr. & G. Augustin, It. Agosiino.
Au gus-tine (6'gas-ten', 6~gus'tin), a masculine name:
see Augustin.
Augustine. Saint, 1. 354r-430 A.D.: Latin church
father; bishop of Hippo, in northern Africa; known for
Confessions and De Cintate Dei (The City of God} : his
day is August 28. 2. ?-604 A.D.; Roman monk who
went to spread Christianity among the English; first

archbishop of Canterbury: his dayis May 28.
Au-gus-tin-i-an (d'gas-tin'i-sn), adj. 1. of Saint
Augustine of Hippo or his doctrines. 2. designating or
of any of several orders named for him. n. 1. a personwho believes in Augustinianism. 2. a member of an
Augustinian religious order.
Au gus-tin-i an Ism (S'gss-tin'i-an-iz'm), n. the doc-
trines of Saint Augustine of Hippo, who taught absolute
predestination and the immediate efiicacy of grace.
Au-gus tin-ism (6-gus'tin-iz'm) f n. Augustinianism.
Au-gus-tus (6-gus'tas), [L. < augustus; see AUGUST,
adj.], a masculine name: diminutives, Gus, Gustus;
feminine, Augusta; equivalents, Fr. Auguste, G.
August, It. Augusta, n. (Gaius Julius Caesar Octa-
manus), grandnephew of Julius Caesar and first em-
peror of Rome (27 B.C.-14 A.D.); lived 63 B.C.-14
A.D.: also called Octavian.

Jau jus (o' zhii'), [Fr., with the juice], served in its
natural juice or gravy: said of meat.
auk (6k), n. [Dial, alk < ON. alka], any of a number
of related diving birds of
northern seas, with a heavy
body, webbed feet, a short
tail, and short wings used
as paddles.
auk let (6k1it), n. [auk 4-

-let] t any of several small
kinds of auk.

*au lait (o' leO, [Fr.], with
milk. ;

auld (old), adj. [Dial. &
Scot.], old.

auld lang syne (61d' larj

s!n') [Scot., lit., old long
since], old times; the good
old days (of one's youth,
etc.).
aulic (61ik), adj. [Fr. au-
lique; L. aulicus; Gr. auli-
kos, princely < aule, a court], of a court; courtly.

All-lie Council (d'lik), in the Holy Roman Empire^ a
person-al council of the emperor that served as a supreme
court: dissolved in 1806.

Jail na-tu-rel (o' na'tu'rel'), [Fr.], 1, in the natural
state; hence, 2. naked. 3, prepared or served simply
said of food.
aunt (ant, ant), n. [OFr. ante, aunte; L. amita, paternal
aunt], 1, the sister of one's mother or father. 2. the
wife of one's uncle.

aunt'ie, aunt-y (an'ti, an'ti), n. aunt: a familiar or
affectionate form.

au/ra (e'ra), n. [pi. AURAS (-raz), AURAE (-re)], [L.; Gr.,
air, breeze], 1. an invisible emanation or vapor, as the
aroma of flowers. 2. an invisible atmosphere suppos-
edly arising from and surrounding a person or thing:
as, he was enveloped in an aura of grandeur. 37ua
electricity, an air current caused by an electric discharge
from a shaii> metallic point. 4. in medicine, a sensation
preceding an epileptic seizure or hysterics, as of a wave
of cold air nsinsto the head.

au*raf (6'ral), maty",
of an aura.

au-ral
(6'rpl), adj. [< L. auris, ear; -f -al], of or received

through the ear or the sense of hearing.
Au-rang-zeb (6r'on-zeb', ou'ran-zebO, n. sixth and
last Mogul emperor of Hindustan; 1658-1707; lived
1618-1707: also spelled Aurungzeb.
au reate (6

;
ri-it), adj. [LL. aureatus < L. aureus <

anrum, gold], 1. golden; gilded. 2. splendid; ornate.
Au-relia (6-re1i-9, 6-rel'ys) t [L., lit., golden < aurum,
gold], a feminine name.

Au-re-U^n (6-re'H-an), n. (Lucius Domitms Aureli*
anus), Roman emperor (270-275 A.D.) and militarist-
lived 212P-275 A.D.
Aurelius, Marcus,, see Marcus Aurelius.
aureola (6-re'a-b), n. an aureole.
au-re-ole (6'ri-ol'), n. [L. aureolus, dim. of aureus; see
AUREATE], 1. a halo; radiance encircling tJae head or
body, as in religious paintings, etc.: also called gfory.
2. a band or fringfe of light arctad the sun, efec.* *as

AT7rrAUK

re, qv^r; Is,
1

'blt^i/lot, g6, Mm, tCOl, look; oU, out ri
a in^o, 'e.fe

1

pfcnt, i in sanity, o\m comply,: UW
ockn^BW duc;H, G. ichi kh, G. dobh. See^p. x-aciL
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when seen in a mist or during an eclipse; sun's corona.

au-re-o-my-cin (6'ri-o-mi'sin), n. [< L. aureus, golden
(from its color) + Gr, mykes, fungus; + -in], an anti-

biotic drug similar to penicillin, effective against
certain viruses and against both Gram-positive and

Gram-negative bacteria.

Jau re-voir (o' ra-vwar'), [Fr. < k. remdere, to see again;

re-, again -f Mere, to see], f
until we meet again; good-

by: impKes temporary parting.
au-ri- (6'ri) [ < L. auris, ear], a combining form meaning
ear, as in auriform.

ail-tic (6'rik), adj. [< L. aurum, gold], 1. of or contain-

ing gold. 2. in chemistry, designating or of compounds
in which gold has a valence of three.

au-ri-cle (8'rl-kl), n. [L. auricula, dim. of auris, ear],

1. the external part of the ear. 2. either of two upper
chambers of the heart, into which the blood flows from
the veins: see heart, illus. 3. in botany & zoology, an
eaxlike part or organ.
au-ric-ula (6-rik'yoo-la), n. [pi AURICULAS (-bz),
AURICULAE (-le')L [see AURICLE], 1. a kind of primrose
with leaves shaped like a bear's ear. 2. an auricle.

au-ric-u-lar (6-rik'yoo-ler), adj. [ML, auricularis < L.

auricula; see AURICLE], 1. of or near the ear; of
t
the

sense of hearing. 2. received by or spoken directly into

the ear; as, an auricular confession. 3. shaped like an
ear. 4. in anatomy, of an auricle, n. usually in pi, any
of the feathers covering the opening of a bird's ear.

au-ric-u-late (6-rik'yoo-lit), adj. [< L. auricula (see

AURICLE); + -ate], 1, having ears. 2. having auricles.

au*rif-er-ou8 (6-nf'gr-9s), adj. [L. aurifer < aurum, gold
f ferre, to bear, bring forth], bearing or yielding gold.

au ri form (d'ri-fdrm'), adj. [auri- + -form], ear-shaped;
shaped like a person's ear.

Au-ri-ga (6-rI'gs), n. [L., auriga, charioteer < aurea,
bridle + agere, to drive, guide], a northern constellation
between Perseus and Gemini, supposedly outlining a
charioteer: see constellation, chart.

au-iist (5'rist), n. [< auri- -}- ~ist], a doctor specializing
in. ear diseases: otologist.
au-rochs (6'roks), n.

[fl. AUROCHS], [G. auerochs <
OHG. urohso; ur- (< IE. base *wer- t damp; cf. URINE)
+ ohso, ox], L originally, the wild ox of Europe,
now extinct. 2. now, the European bison.
Au-ro-ra (6-r6r's, 6-ro'ra) , n. [pi. except in senses 1 & 2,

AURORAS (-QZ, -raz), AURORAS (-e, -re)], [L.], 1. in
Roman mythology, the goddess of dawn: identified with
the Greek Eos. 2. a city in northeastern Illinois: pop.,
51,000. 3. [a-1, the dawn. 4.

[a-],
the beginning or

early period of anything. 5. [a-], the aurora australis
or aurora borealis.
aurora aus-tra-lia (ds-stra'lis), [L., lit., southern
aurora < ouster, south wind, south], luminous bands
or streamers of light sometimes appearing in the night
sky of the Southern Hemisphere.

aurora bo-re-a-lis (b6r'i~al'is, bo'ri-a'lis), [L. f lit.,

northern aurora < boreas < Gr. boreas, borras, north
wind, north], luminous bands or streamers of light
sometimes appearing in the night sky of the Northern
Hemisphere; northern lights.

au-ro-ral (d-rdr'al, 6-ro'rol) , adj. 1 . of or like the dawn
;

rosy; dawning, 2. of or like the aurora (borealis or

australis). 3. bright; radiant.
au rore-an (6-r6r'i-9n, S-ro'ri-sn), adj. of or like the
dawn; auroral.
au rous (6'ras), adj. [L. aureus, golden < aurum, gold],
1. containing: gold. 2. in chemistry, designating or of

compounds in which gold has a valence of one.
au-rum

(fi'rsrn), n. [LJ, gold: symbol, Au (no period).
Aus., 1. Austna. 2. Austrian.
Au-schwitz (ou'shvits). n. 1. a city in southwestern
Poland: pop., 12,000, 2. a Nazi concentration camp
in this city: notorious as an extermination center.
auscul-tate (ds'kal-tat') , v.t. & v.i. [AUSCULTATED
(-id), AUSCULTATING], [< pp. of L. auscultare, to listen],
to examine by auscultation.
aus cul-ta tion (fis'kel-ta'shan), n. [L. auscultatio, a
listening < auscultare, to listen], 1. a listening. 2. a
listening, often with the aid of a stethoscope, to sounds
in the chest, abdomen, etc. so as to determine the con-
dition of the heart, lungs, etc.

aus-cul-ta-tor (Ss'ksl-ta'tSr), n. one who auscultates.

JAus gleich (ous'gliH'), n. [pi. AUSGLEICHE (-gK'Efe)],
[G.], an agreement by compromise; specifically, the
treaty between Austna and Hungary (1867) estab-
lishing their union into a dual monarchy.
aus pex (6s'peks), n. [pi. AUSPICES (-pi~sz')l [L-. contr.
of avispex < avis, bird + spicere, to see], a Roman
priest who found omens in the flight of birds, etc.;
augur.
auspicate (6s'pi-kat'), v.t [AUSPICATED (-id), AUSPI-
CATING], [< pp. of auspicari, to take the auspices <
auspex; see AUSPEX], to begin formally or auspiciously;
inaugurate.

aus-pice (ds'pis), n. [pi. AUSPICES (-iz)] t [L. auspicium,
omen < auspex; see AUSPEX], 1. an omen. 2. a
watching for omens in the flight of birds; divination.
3. any prophecy, especially when favorable. 4. usually
pi. patronage; protection.

aus picial (6s-pish'al), adj. 1. of augury. 2. auspi-
cious.

aus-picious (8s-pish'ss), adj. [< L. auspicium; see

AUSPICE], 1. of good omen; favorable; propitious. 2.

successful; prosperous. SYN. see favorable.

Aus sie (6s'i), n. [Slang], an Australian, especially one
in the armed forces.

Aust., 1. Austria. 2. Austria-Hungary. 3. Austrian.

Aus-ten, Jane (ds'tin, fis'tsn), 1775-1817; English
novelist.
Aus-ter (6s'ter), n. [L.], [Poetic], the south wind: a

personification.
aus-tere (6-st^r'), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. austerus, harsh;
Gr. austeros, dry, harsh < auein, to dry < auos, dry],

1. severe; stern; harsh; rigorous. 2. morally strict;

abstinent; ascetic. 3. very simple; lacking ornament.
4. grave; sober: as, an austere face. SYN. see severe.

aus-ter-i-ty (6-ster's-ti) , n. [pi AUSTERITIES (-tiz)], [L.

atisteritas], 1. the quality or condition of being austere.

2. usually in pi. an austere habit or practice.
Aus-ter-litz Cfts'teY-lits' ;

G. ous'ter-lits'). n. a town in

Moravia, Czechoslovakia: pop., 4,500: scene of

Napoleon's victory (1805) over the Austrian and Rus-
sian armies.
Aus-tin (6s'tin, 6s'tan), a masculine name: see Augus-
tin. n. the capital of Texas, on the Colorado River:

pop., 132,000.
Aus-tin, Alfred (ds'tin, 6s'tan), 1835-1913; English
poet; poet laureate (1896-1913).
Austin. John. 1790-1859; English jurist and author.

Austin, Stephen F., 1793-1836; founder of the first

colony in Texas (1822).
aus-tral (6s'trsl), adj. [L. australis, southern < ouster,
south wind, the south], 1. southern; southerly. 2.

[A-J, Australian.

Austral., 1. Australia. 2. Australian. 3. Australasia.
4. Australasian.
Aus tralasla (Ss'tral-a'zha, ds'tral-S'sha), n. 1. the

part of the earth including
Australia, Tasmania, New
Zealand, Malaysia, Melane-
sia, Micronesia, and Poly-
nesia. 2. Australia, Tas-
mania, New Zealand, and
the British possessions of

Melanesia.
Aus-tral-a-sian (ds'trel-a'-

zhon, fis'trol-a'shan), adj. of

Australasia or its peoples.
n. a native or inhabitant of

Australasia.
Australia (6-stral'ya) , n. AUSTRALASIA
1. a continent in the South-
ern Hemisphere, between the South Pacific and Indian
Oceans. 2. a British dominion comprising this conti-

nent and Tasmania: area, 2,974,581 sq. mi.; pop.,
7,581,000 (1947); capital, Canberra: ofiicial name, the

Commonwealth of Australia.
Aus-tral ian (6-stral'ysn), adj. of Australia, its people,
languages, or culture, n. a native or inhabitant of

Australia,
Australian Alps, a mountain range in southeastern
Australia, in Victoria and New South Wales provinces:
highest peak, Mount Kosciusko, 7,352 ft.

Australian ballot, a type of ballot listing candidates
for election to public office, marked by the voter in

privacy so that his vote will be secret: it originated in
Australia and is widely used in the United States,
Australian Capital Territory, a federal territory in
New South Wales: seat of the Australian government:
area, 911 sq. mi.; pop., 15,000 (est. 1946): formerly
called Federal Capital Territory.
Australian crawl, a modified crawl stroke in which
alternate arm and leg action causes the swimmer's body
to roll slightly as it is propelled forward.
Aus-tra-sia (6-stra'zha, d-stra/shd), n. the eastern
territory of the Franks from the 5th to the 9th cen-
turies, composed of what is now northeastern France,
Belgium, and western Germany.

Aus-tri-a (6s'tri-a), n. a country in central Europe:
area, 34,064 sq, mi.; pop., 7,057,000 (est. 1948);
capital,.. Vienna: abbreviated AusM Aim.: German
name, Osterreich,
Aus tri a-Hun ga ry (ds'tri-Q-htuj'ga-ri), n, a former
monarchy in central

Europe: it included
territory that became
Austria, Czechoslo-
vakia, and Hungary,
as well as parts of

Poland, Romania,Yu-
goslavia, and Italy,
and was broken up by
the Versailles Treaty:
area, 240,000 sq. mi.
Aus-tri-an (6s'tri-an),
adj. of Austria, its

people, dialect, or cul-
ture. n. 1. a native

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY



Austro' autoclave

.

(&s'tro-hurj-gr'i-an), adj. of

or inhabitant of Austria. 2. the German dialect of

Austria. Abbreviated Aug., Aust.
Aus-tro- (ds'tro, fis'tra), a combining form meaning
Austria, as in Austro-Hungarian.

aus-tro- (6s'tro, Ss'tra), [< L. ouster, the south, south
wind], a combining form meaning: 1. south wind.
2. [A-J, South. 3.

JA-], Australian.

Aus-tro-Hun-gar-i-an (&s'tro-hurj-
Austria-Hungary.
Aus-tro-ne-sia (ds'tro-nl'zlw, 6s'tro-ne'sho), n. [< Aus-
tro- (south) -h Gr. nesos, island; + -ia], the islands
in the central and south Pacific.

Aus-tro-ne-sian (oVtro-ne'zhan, Ss'tro-ne'shan), adj.
1. of Austronesia, its people, etc. 2. designating or of

a family of languages spoken there, comprising the
Indonesian, Melanesian, Micronesian, and Polynesian
subfamilies; Malayo-Polynesian. n. these languages.
aut- (6t), auto-.
au-ta-coid (6'ta-koid'). n* [< ant- + Gr. akos, cure,

remedy; 4- -otrf], an organic substance, such as a hor-

mone, carried by the blood stream or other body fluids

from a part of the body where it is formed to another

part on which it has activating effects, like those of

drugs: also spelled autocoid.
au*tar-chic (6-tar'kik), adj. of or characteristic of an
autarchy.

au-tar-chi-cal (6-tar'M-k'l) , adj. autarchic.

au-tarch-y (6'tar-ki), n. [pi. AUTARCHIES (-kiz)], [Gr.
autarchia < autarchos, autocrat, absolute ruler < autos,
self + archos, first, ruler], 1. absolute rule; despotism.
2. a country under such rule. 3. loosely, autarky.

au-tar-kic (6-tar'kik), adj. of or characterized by
autarky.

au-tar-ky (6'tar-ki) , n. [Gr. autarkeia, independence, self-

sufficiency < autos, self + qrkeein, to achieve, endure,
suffice], economic self-sufficiency as a national policy;
getting along without goods from other countries.

taut Cae sar aut ni-hil (6t se'zgr 6t ni'hil), [L.], 1.

either (a) Caesar or nothing; hence, 2. either every-
thing or nothing.
au-te-cious (8-te'shss), adj. autoecious.

au-te-cism (6-te'siz'm), n. autoecism.

auth., 1. author. 2. authoress. 3. authorized.
au-then-tic (6-then'tik), adj. [ME. autentike; OFr.
autentique; L. authenticus; Gr. authentikos, genuine,
authentic < authentes, one who does things himself,

murderer < autos, self + *hentes (used in comp.) < IE.
base meaning "to gain, acquire, achieve"], 1. authori-

tative; trustworthy; reliable: as, an authentic news re-

port. 2. genuine; real: as, an authentic antique.
SYN. authentic implies authoritativeness

t
and trust-

worthiness, stressing that the thing considered is in agreement
with fact or actuality (an authentic report) ; genuine is applied
to that which really IB what it is represented to be, emphasizing
freedom from admixture, adulteration, sham, etc. (genuine silk,

genuine grief): bona fide is properly used when a question of

good faith is involved; veritable implies correspondence with

the truth and connotes absolute affirmation (a veritable fool).

ANT. spurious, counterfeit, sham.
au then tl cal ly (6-then'ti-k'l-i, 6-then'tik-li), adv. in

an authentic manner.
au-then-ti-cate (6-then'ti-katO. v.t. [AUTHENTICATED
(-id), AUTHENTICATING], [< ML. authenticatus, pp. of

authenticdre < L. authenticus; see AUTHENTIC], 1. to

make authentic or valid. 2. to establish the truth
% of;

verify; prove to be genuine. 3. to prove (a painting,

book, etc.) to be me product of a certain person.
SYN. see confirm.

au-then-ti-ca-tion (6-then'ti-ka'shan), n. an authenti-

cating or being authenticated.
au then-ti-ca tor (a-then'ti-ka'tSr), n. a person or

thing that authenticates.

au-then-tlc-i-ty (6'than-tisVti), n. the quality or state

of being authentic; reliability; genuineness.
au-thor (6'thSr), n. [ME. autour; OFr. auteur; L. auctor,

enlarger, originator, author < augere, to increase], 1. a

person who makes or originates something; creator;

instigator. 2. the writer (o/ a book, article, etc.). 3.

a person whose profession is writing books, etc. 4.

an author's writings, v.t. to be the author of.

au-thor-ess (6
f
th&r-is), n. [Now Rare], a woman author.

au-thorial (6-tJidr'i-ol, 0-tho'ri-al), adj. of an author.

au-thor-i-tar-i-an (d-thSr'a-t&rfi-an, o-thor'a-tar'i-an),

adj. |< authority + -ariaw], beHeving in, relating to, or

characterized by unquestioning obedience to authority

rather than individual Itfeedoin of Judgment, and action.

n. a person who Relieves in, advocates, practices, or

enforces such obedience. .

au-thor-i-tar-i-an ism (9-th6rVtar'i-dn-iz'oi, ^-thora-

t$^ir?si-ig'in} n, authoritarian principles; poEcy f
or

practice of unquestioning obedience to the authority

of a 4|Q%t^ ;-^.%s^^,<fc%|3)orial group,
'

petent authority; reliable because coming from recog-
nized experts: as, an authoritative dictionary.
au'thor-fty (9-th6r

/
-ti, s-thor'a-ti), n. \pl. AUTHORI-

TIES (-tiz)J, [ME, & OFr. tmiorite, auctorUe; L. auctaritos

< auctor; see AUTHOR], 1. the power or right to give
commands, enforce obedience, take action, or make
final decisions; jurisdiction. 2. this power as delegated
to another; authorization: as, he has my authority to
do it. 3. power or influence resulting from knowledge,
prestige, etc. 4. a person, writing, etc. cited in support
of an opinion. 5. usually in pi. a government official or
other person having the power or right to enforce

orders, laws, etc. 6. a person with much knowledge or

experience in some field, whose opinion is hence reliable;

expert. SYN. see influence, power.
aU'thor'ization (6'thgr-i-za'shan), n. I. an authoriz-

ing or being authorized. 2. legal power or right;
sanction.

au-thor-Ize (6'ths-rizOt v.t. [AUTHORIZED (~r!zdO,
AUTHORIZING], [ME. autorizen; OFr. autoriser; ML.
auctorizare < L. auctor; see AUTHOR], 1. to give official

approval to or permission for: as, the city authorized a
housing project. 2. to give ^power^ or

^
authority to;

commission. 3. to give authority or justification for.

SYN. authorize implies the giving of power or right to act,

ranging in application from a specific legal power to discretion-

ary powers in dealings of any kind; to commission a person is

to authorize as well as instruct him to perform a certain duty,
as the execution of an artistic work, or to appoint Hm to a
certain rank or office; accredit implies the sending of a person,
duly authorized and with the proper credentials^as an ambas-
sador, delegate, etc.; license implies the giving of formal

legal permission to do some specified thing and orten empha-
sizes regulation (to license hunters).
au-thor-ized (6'tha-rizd'), adj. [pp. of authorize], 1.

established or justified by authority. 2. having
authority: as, my authorized agent. Abbreviated auth.

Authorized Version, the revised English translation of

the Bible published in England in 1611 with the author-
ization of King James I: abbreviated Auth. Ver., A.V.;
also called King James Version.

au-thor-less (d'thgr-lis), adj. with the author or authors

unknown; anonymous.
au-thor-ship (8'thSr-shipO , n. [author + -ship], 1. the

profession or occupation of a writer. 2. the origin (of
a book, etc.) with reference to its author: as, a story
of unknown authorship. 3. the source (of an idea,
etc.) with reference to its originator.
Aum. Ver., Authorized Version.

au-tism (6'tiz*m), n. [aut- + -ism], in psychology* a.

state of mind characterized by daydreaming, hallucina-

tions, and disregard of external reality.
au-tis-tic (6-tis'tik), adj. of or having amtisn|.

'

ail-to (6'to), n. [pi. AUTOS (-toz)], [Colloq.1, an automo-
bile. v.i. [Colloq.L to go by autpmoJbale.
au-to- (6'to, 6'ta), [< Gr. autos, self),

a combining form
meaning: 1. self, as in autobiography, automobile: also,

before a vowel, aut-. 2. [< automobile], self-propelled,
as in autotruck

tAu-to-bahn (ou'to-baV; Eng. 6'ta-ban7

), n.[pl. AUTO-
BAHNEN (-ba'nan) ; Eng. AUTOBAHNS (-banz')]7[G. ; auto

(contr. of automobil, automobile) -f bob** a course,

highway], in Germany, a four-lane highway for fast

driving, with a strip of grass, etc. down the middle to

______ , ______ %------ ------- . .

like an autobiography. 2. giving the story of, or based
largely on, one's own life; as, an autobiographic novel.

3. characteristic^ of autoBiography or autobiographers:
as, autobiographic touches.

au-to bi-o graph-i cal (^te-biVgraf'i-k'l), adj. auto-

J
fond'i of ^giving -orders.; dtcta-

'3; ilbased.on com-

graf'ik4i) aav. 1. in an autobiographic manner or
Form, 2. by means of autobiography.
au-to-W-og-ra-phy (S'ta-bi-og'rs-n, d'ta-bi-og'ra-fi), n^

[pi. AUTOBIOGRAPHIES (-fiz)}, [auto- + Wo- + -fyoAyj,
1. the art or practice ot writing the st9ry of one's own
life. 2. the story of one's own life written by oneself.

au-to chrome (6'ta-kromO, n. [< auto- -f Gr. chrfrna*,

color], a kind of photographic plate for taking pictures
in color.
autochthon (6-tok'thon) , n. M. AUTOCHTHONS
(-thane), AUTOCHTHONES (-tha-nez'Jj, [,Gr. autochthdn,

sprung from the land itself < autos, self -f ckthdn, earth,

ground], 1. a person who was born where he Eves;
native. 2. $1. the earliest known inhabitants of a

place; aborigines, 3. any indigenous animal or plant.

au-toch thon-ic (6'tok-thon^ik), adj. autochthonous.
au-toch tho nous (6-tok'tha-nas), adj* [autochthon +
-ous], native to a place; indigenous; abonginal.
au to clave (6't9-kHy/), n. l< Jta 1

? <wto- L-

key], a container for s,terHiztng, cooking,



autocoid IOO autonomist

superheated steam under pressure, v.t. [AUTOCLAVED

(-klavd'), AUTOCLAVING], to stenhze or cook by means

of such a device.
au-to coid (6'ts-koidO, n. an autacoid.

au-toc-ra-cy (6-tok'ra-si), n. [pi. AUTOCRACIES (-siz)j,

[Fr* autocratte; Gr. autokrateia, absolute power <
automates; see AUTOCRAT], 1. a kind of government in

which one person has supreme power; dictatorship;

despotism. 2. a country with this knid of government.
3. unlimited power or authority of one person over

au'to-crat (o'ta-kraf), n. FFr. autocrats; Gr. automates.
absolute niter < autos, self + krato, power, rule], 1. a

ruler with supreme power over his people; dictator;

despot. 2. anyone having unlimited power over

others. 3. any domineering, self-willed person.

auto-crat-ic (6'ta-krat'ik), adj. of or like an autocrat

or autocracy; dictatorial; despotic.
au-to*crat-ical (6'ta-krat'i-k'l), adj. autocratic.

au-to-da-fe* (S'to-da-fa', ou'to-da-fa'). n.
(pi

. AUTOS-DA-

F (6'toz-, ou'toz-)], [Port., lit., act of the faith; auto

(< L. actus; see ACT) + da, of the -f # (< L. fides,

faith)], 1. in the Inquisition, the ceremony connected

with trying and sentencing a heretic. 2. the execution

by the secular power of the sentence thus passed; hence,

3. a public burning of a heretic.

Jau-to de fe (ou'to* de fe7). [#* AUTOS DE FE (ou'tSs)],

[Sp.], an auto-da-fe\ ,

au'to-dyne (6't9-din'). adj. [auto- -f dyne],t
designating

or of a system of heterodyne radio reception in which

a single tube serves both as oscillator and first detector.

n. 1. an autodyne system. 2. an autodyne receiver.

au-toe cious (6-te'shas), adj. [< auto- -f Gr. otkos,

house, dwelling; + -ous], in biology, passing the entire

life cycle on one host, as certain parasites do.

au-toe cism (6-te'siz'm), n. the state of being autoe-

au-to-e'rot-Ic (6'to-i-rot'ik), adj. of or indulging in

autoerotism. .

au-to-e-rot-i-dsm (6'to-i-rot'a-siz'm), n. autoerotism.
au-to-er-o-tism teTo-erVtiz'm). n. [auto- -f erotism:

term coined by Havelock Ellis], 1. sexual sensation

arising without external stimulus, direct or indirect,

from another person. 2. self-generated sexual activity

directed toward oneself, as masturbation.

au-tog-a-mous (6-tog
7
a-mss), adj. of or characterized

by autogamy.
au-tog-a-my (6-tog'd-mi).

r

n. [auto- + -gamy], self-fertili-

zation, as in a flower receiving pollen from its own
stamens.

au-to-gen-e-sis (d'tq-jen'g-sis) , n. [auto- + genesis],

spontaneous generation.
au-to-ge-net-ic (6'to-js-net'ik), adj. of or resulting from
autogenesis.

au-to-ge-net-i-caMy (6'to-ja-net'i-k'l-i), adv. by au-

au-to-in-oou-la-tion (ft'to-in-ok'yoo-la'shgn), n. [

+ inoculation], I, inoculation of a patient with virus

au-tog-e-neus (6-toj'a-nos), adL [Gr. autogenes <
antes, self

-fc-
genesis, origin, birth], 1. self-generated or

self-generating. 2. produced in or obtained from
oneself: as, an autogenous vaccine is one obtained from
the patient's body.
au-tog'C-ny (6-to;'a
aiT~+n!rt4 . fft'+a_'*

,. . /a-ni), n. autogenesis.
au*to-gi*ro (8'ta-ji'ro), n. ]fl.

AUTOGIROS (-roz)], [< auto-

H- Gr. gyros, a circle], a kind of aircraft that moves for-

ward by means of a propeller and is supported in the air

mainly by means of another large propeller mounted
horizontally above the fuselage and turned by air

pressure rather than motor power; also spelled auto-
gyros a trade-mark (Autoglro).
au to graph (6'ta-graf, 6'tg-graf'), n. [L. autographum,
neut. of autographus < Gr. autographos, written with
one's own hand < autos, self + graphein, to write], 1. a

person's own signature or handwriting. 2. a thing
written in one's own handwriting; original manuscript.
3. a copy made by autography, v.t. 1. to write (some-
thing) with one's own hand. 2. to write one's signature
on or in. 3. to reproduce by means of autography.

au-to-graph-ic (6'to-graf'ik), adj. 1. of, for, or like an
autograph or autographs. 2. written in one's own
handwriting. 3. of or reproduced by autography
(sense 4).
au-to-graph-i-cal (6'ta-graf'i-k'l), adj. autographic.

au'tqg-ra-phy (6-togta-fi), n. [< autograph], 1. the
writing of something with one's own hand. 2. a per-
son's own handwriting. 3. autographs in general. 4. a
kind of lithographv.

au-to-gy-ro ro'ts-ji'ro). n. an autogiro.
au-to-harp (6'to-harpO, n. [auto ^ harp], a type of
zither for playing chordal accompaniments, fitted with
a series of dampers each of wnich, when depressed,
deadens all the strings except those necessary to the
required chord.
au to hyp no sis (6'to-hip-no'sis), n. [auto- -f
1. the act of hypnotizing oneself. 2. the
resulting from this.

au-to-in-fec tion (d'to-in-fek'shan); n. [auto- + infec-
tion], infection from a source .within the organism
itseu, as from harmful bacteria previously present but
heretofore away from vulnerable areas.

y-oo-la'shsn) , n. [auto-
j a patient with virus

from his own* body. 2. a spreading of infection from
one part to others in the body.

au-to-in-tox-i-ca-tion (6'to-m-tok'sa-ka'shan), n. [auto-

+ intoxication], poisoning by toxic substances generated
within the body. .

au-to-ist (6'to-ist), n. a person who drives an auto-

mobile; motorist.
au-to-ki net-ic (6'to-ki-net'ik, 6'to-ki-net'ik), adj.

[auto^ -f- kinetic], that moves automatically; self-

moving.
au-to-ly-sin (6'ta-li'sin), n. [<tfoZ;y$is + -in], a substance

that can destroy the cells or tissues of the organism in

which it is produced. ,.-,,_
au-tol-y-sis (6-tol'a-sis), n. [aw/o- + -tysw], the destruc-

tion of cells or tissues by substances within them, as

after death or in some diseases.
,

au-to-lyt-ic (6'to-lit'ik), adj. of or by autolysis.

au-to-lyze (6'ta-KzO, *>* & *>* [AUTOLYZED (:Kzd'),

AUTOLYZING], to affect with or undergo autolysis.

au-to-mat (6'ta-mat'), n. [G. < Gr. automates; see

AUTOMATIC], a restaurant in which patrons get food

from small compartments with doors opened by put-

ting coins into slots.

au-tom-a ta (6-tom/9-ta), n. alternative plural of

automaton.
au-to mate (6'ta-mat'), v.t. [AUTOMATED, AUTOMATING],
to convert (a factory, etc.) to automation.

au'to*mat-ic (6'ta-mat'ik), adj. [Gr. automates, self-

moving, self-thinking < autos, self + component < IE.

*mntos, thinking], 1. done without conscious thought
or volition, as if mechanically, or from force of habit.

2. moving, operating, etc. by itself; regulating itself: as,

automatic machinery, n. 1 . an automatic rifle or pistol.

2. any automatic machine. SYN. see spontaneous.
au-tO'tnat-i-caHy (6'ta-mat'i-k'l-i, 6'to-mat'ik-li), adv.
in an automatic manner; by automatic action.

automatic pilot, a gyropilot.
automatic pistol (or rifle, etc.)* a pistol, rifle, etc.

that uses the force of the

explosion of a shell to

eject the empty cartridge
case and place the next

cartridge into the breech
so that shots are fired

in rapid succession until

the trigger is released.

automatic tuning, the

tuning in of stations on a
radio receiver by means
of push buttons.

au-to ma tion (6'ta-ma'shan), . ^,
c. 1949], in manufacturing, a system or method in

which many or all of the processes of production, move-
ment, and inspection of parts and materials are auto-

matically performed or controlled by self-operating

machinery, electronic devices, etc.

au-tom-a-tism (6-tom'a-tiz'm), n. [automatic + -ism],
1. the quality or condition of being automatic. 2.

automatic action. 3. in philosophy, the theory that
one's thinking does not control but^ only accompanies
his actions. 4. in physiology, a) action independent of

outside stimulus, o) action not controlled by the will.

c) the power of such action. 5. in psychology, an auto-
matic or unconscious action, as a tic. 6. in surrealism,
free expression of the unconscious mind without control

by the conscious.
automa-ton (6-tom'a-ton', 6-tom'a-tan), n. \Pl
AUTOMATONS (-tonz

/
, -tonz), AUTOMATA (-ta)], [Gr.

automaton, neut. of automatos: see AUTOMATIC], 1.

anything that can move or act of itself. 2. an apparatus
with a concealed mechanism that enables it to move or

work of itself. 3. a person or animal acting in an auto-
matic or mechanical way.
auto mo-bile (6'ta-ma-bel', 6'ta-ma-bel', 6'ta-mo'bel),
n. [Fr.: see the adj.], a car, usually four-wheeled, pro-
pelled by an engine or motor that is part of it, and
meant for traveling on streets or roads; motorcar.
v.i. [AUTOMOBILED c-beld', -beld', -beld), AUTOMOBIL-
mo), [Now Rare], to drive or, ride in an automobile.
adj. [auto- + mobile], 1. (d'ta-mo'bil) , self-moving;
self-propelled. 2. of or for an automobile.
au-to-mo bil-ist (6'ta-ma-bel'ist, 6'ta-mo'bil-ist), n.

[Now Rare], a driver of an automobile; motorist.
au-tomo-tive (6'ta-mo'tiv), arfjf. [tffo- -f -motive]* I,

self-propelling; self-moving. 2. having to do with
automobiles.

au-to nom ic (6'ta-nom'ik), adj. 1. autonomous. 2. of
the autonomic nervous system. 3. in botany, resulting
from internal causes.
au to nom-i cal (6'ta-nom'i-k'l), adj. autonomies.
autonomic nervous system, the sympathetic and
parasympathetic divisions of the nervous system, in-

nervating glands as well as smooth and cardiac muscle:
so called because formerly thought to function inde-

pendently of the central nervous system.
au ton-o-mist (d-ton'a-mist), n. a person desiring or

advocating autonomy.

AUTOMATIC PISTOL

n. [arbitrary coinage,
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ati-ton-o-mous (6-ton's-nios) t adj. [Gr. autonomos, in-

dependent < autos, self + nomos, law], 1. of an autono-
my. 2. having self-government, 3. in biology, func-
tioning independently of other parts. 4. in botany,
autonomic.
au-ton-o-my (6:tpn'a-mi) , n. [Gr. autonomia], 1. the

quality or condition of being autonomous; self-govern-
ment. 2. \PL AUTONOMIES (-miz)], any state that

governs itself.

au-to-phyte (6'ta-fit') n. [auto- + -phyte], in botany,
any plant that can make its own food: opposed to

saprophyte.
au-to-plaa-tie (6'ta-plas'tik), adj. 1. of or involving
autoplasty. 2. adaptable to the environment.

au*to-i>la8-ty (6'tp-plas/ti), n. [auto- + -plasty], the
repairing of injuries with tissue from another part of
the patient's body^.

aii-top-sy (6/top-si, 6'tsp-si), n. [pi. AUTOPSIES (-siz)],

[Gr. autopsia, a seeing with one's own eyes < autos,
self 4- ofsis, a sight, appearance], 1. [Rare], a personal
inspection. 2. an examination and dissection of a dead
body to discover the cause of death, damage done by
disease, etc.; post-mortem; necropsy.
au to-some (6't9-som

/
), n. [auto- (self) + chromosome],

any chromosome other than the sex chromosomes; cf.

heterochromosome.
au-to-sta-biM-ty (6'to-sto-bil'a-ti), n. [auto- + stability],
in mechanics, 1. stability due to a thing's qualities,
2. stability due to an automatic stabilizing mechanism,
as a gyroscope.

au-to-sug-ges-tion, (d'to-ssg-jes'chon), n. [auto- -f sug~
gestion], suggestion to oneself arising within oneself and
having effects on one's thinking and bodily functions.

au-to-tox-e-mi-a, au-to-tox-ae mi a (6'to-tok-se'mi-o),
n. [auto- -f toxemia], autointoxication.

au'to-tox-iii (S'ts-tok'sin), n. [auto- + toxin], any toxin
or poison produced inside the body.

au-to-trans-form-er (d'to-trans-fdr'mer), n. [auto- +
transformer], in electricity, & transformer with part of
the winding common to both primary and secondary
circuits.

au-to-troph-ic (6'to-trof'ik), adj. [auto- 4- trophic],
in

botany, making its own food: said of a plant in which
photosynthesis can occur.

au-to-truck (6'to-trukO, n. [auto- + truck], a truck
driven by a motor.

aii-to-type (6'te-tip'), n. [auto- 4- -type], 1. any fac-
simile. 2. in photography, a) a process of reproducing
in monochrome by a carbon pigment, b) a picture thus
reproduced.
au toxidadon (6-tok'sa-da'shan), n. [aut- + oxida-

tion], in chemistry, the oxidation of a substance by its

exposure to air.

au-tumn (6'tam), n. [ME. autumpne:Q'Fr. autompne;
L. autumnus, auctumnus; prob. of Etruscan origin],
1. the season that comes between summer and winter;
hence, 2. any period of maturity or of beginning
decline, adj. of, in, characteristic of, or like autumn.
Also called fall
au-tum-nal (6-tum/n'l), adj. [L. autumnalis], 1. of, in,

or characteristic of autumn. 2. blooming or maturing
in autumn. 3. of or in the later period of life.

autumnal equinox, the equinox occurring about
September 23.

au-tum-naMy (3-tum'n'l-i), adv. in or as in autumn.
autumn crocus, any of various related plants of the

lily family, with large, white, pink, or purplish flowers
in autumn; colchicum: not related to the true crocus.
au-tun-ite (6'tsn-itO* n. [Autun, name of a French city
f -ite], a yellowish uranium calcium phosphate: it is

radioactive and occurs in the form of crystals or scales.

Au-vergne (o-vfcrn'; Fr. 6'ver'ny'), n. an old province
of central France.

$aux (5; before vowel sounds, oz), [Fr., contr. of a les; a,
to -f les,

t
vl. def. art., the], see & la.

aux., auxiliary.

taux armes (o' zarm'), [Fr.], to arms!

to increase], 1. helping; assisting; giving aid or sup-

port. 2. subsidiary. 3. additional; supplementary, n.

[pi. AUXILIARIES f-riz, -iz)J, 1. an auxaliary person or

thing. 2, pL foreign or allied armed forces aiding those
of a country at war. 3. an assisting or supplementary
group or organization : as, this club ha& a women's
auxiliary. 4. an auxiliary verb. Abbreviated auril.

auxiliary ship, 1. a ship that tends and supplies war-
ships. 2. a naval vessel not used for combat, as a mine
layer or hospital ship.

auxiliary verb, a verb that helps form tenses, aspects,
moods, or voices of other ver^s, as have, be, may, can,
must, do, snail, will. Examples: has and been in "He
has been working."
aux-in ($1c?sin), it, [< Gff^ auxein, to increase, grow; +

"in], any of several related substances found in plant-

sprouts, human urine, etc.* which can stimulate cell

growth in plant tissues, promote root formation, etc.

aux o chrome (oVs^kromO, n. [< Gr. auxanein, to

increase; + chrome}, in chemistry, any group of atoms,
as the -OH radical, which, when added to a chromogen,
converts it into a pigment or dye.

Av., Avenue.
av., 1. average. 2. avoirdupois.
A.V., 1. Artillery Volunteers. 2. Authorized Version.
a.v., A/V, ad valorem.
a-vail (3-val'), vd. A v.t. [ME. aoailen < OPr. a (L. ad},
to + valoir, to be worth < L. valere, to be strong], to
be of use, help, worth, or advantage (to), as in ac-

complishing an end: as, will force alone avail us? n. use
or help; advantage; profit: as, he tried, but to no avail*

avail oneself of, to take advantage of (an opportunity,
etc.); utilize.

a'Vail-a-biM-ty (e-val's-bil'a-ti), n* 1. the quality or
condition of being available. 2. [pi. AVAILABILITIES
(-tiz)], an available person or thing.

a-vail-a-ble (o-val's-bl) , adj. 1. that one can avail
himself of; that can be used. 2. that can be got, had,
or reached ; handy ; accessible. 3. [Obs.], that can avail.
4. in law, valid.
av-alanche (av'9-lanch', av'-lanchOi n. [Fr. (altered
by association with avaler, to descend) < lavanche <
LL. labina, slippery place < L, lobes, a falling down <
labi, to slip, glide down], 1. a mass of loosened snow,
earth, etc. suddenly and swiftly sliding down a moun-
tain and often growing as it descends. 2. anything
regarded as like an avalanche: as, an avalanche of mail,
ofblows, etc. vd. & v.t. [AVALANCHED (-lanchf, -lancht'),
AVALANCHING], to come down (on) like an avalanche.

Av-a-lon, Av-al-lon (av'a-lonOt n. [Fr. < ML. Avallonis

(insula) < Celt.], in Celtic legend, the isle of the dead,
an island paradise in the west where King Arthur and
other heroes supposedly went after death: also Avilion.

ta-vant-garde (a'van'gard'). n, [Fr.. lit., advance
guard], vanguard.

av-a rice (av'a-ris), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. avaritia < avarus,
greedy < avere, to wish, desire], too much desire to get
and keep money; greed for riches; cupidity.

av-a-ri'dous (av's-rish'as) , adj. [Fr. avaricieux], having
avarice; greedy for riches; grasping and miserly. SYN.
see greedy.

a-vast (9-vasf, s-vast')., interj. [< D. hou'vast, houd
vast, hold fast], in nautical usage, stop! cease I

av-a'tar (avVtar'), n. [Sans, avatara < ova-, down +
tarati, he goes, passes beyond], 1. in Hindu religion, a
god's coming down m bodily form to the earth; incar-
nation. 2. an embodiment; bodily manifestation,

a-vaunt (a-vdnf, a-va*ntQ, interj. [ME.; OFr. avant,
forward: LL. abante < L. ab, from + ante, before],
[Archaic], begone! go away!

A.V.C., AVC, American Veterans Committee.
avdp.. avoirdupois.
a-ve (a'vi, a'va), interj. [L., imperative of avere, to be
well], 1. hail! 2. farewell! n. 1. the salutation ave.

2. [A-], the prayer Ave Maria. 3. [A-], the time, when
this prayer is said.

Ave., Avenue.
Ja-vec plai-sir (a'vek' pla

7
zr'), [Fr.l, with pleasure.

Avella-neda (a-ve'ya-ne'taa, a-verya-ne'^a) , n. a
city in Argentina, on the Rio de la Plata: suburb of
Buenos Aires: pop., 386,000.

A-ve Ma-ri-a (a'vi ma-re'o, a'vi mo-ri'd), [LJ, 1. "Hail,
Mary," the first words of the Latin version of a prayer
to the Virgin Mary used in the Roman Catholic Church.

f 2. this prayer. 3. any of several musical settings of this.

av-e-na-ceous (av'i-na'shas), adj. [L. avenaceus <
avena, oats], of or like oats or the oat grasses.
a venge fo-venj'). v.t. & v.i. [AVENGED (-venjd'), AVENG-
ING], [ME. avengen; OFr. avengier; a- (L. ad), to +
vengier < L. vindicare,

f
to claim, punish, avenge], 1. to

get revenge for (an injury, etc.). 2. to take vengeance
on behalf of, as for a wrong.
SYN. avenge implies the infliction of deserved or just punish-
ment for wrongs or oppressions; revenge implies the infliction

of punishment as an act of retaliation, usually for an injury
against oneself, and connotes personal malice, bitter resentment,

f etc. as the moving force.

av-ens (av'inz), n. [ME. &OFr. avence], any of a num-
ber of related, usually small plants of the rose family,
with white, yellow, red, or purple flowers.

Av-en-tine (av'an-tln', av'9n-tin), n. [L. Aventinus

(mons), Aventine (hill)], one of the seven Mils on which
Rome was built, adj. of this hill.

a-ven-turine, a-ven-tu-rin (a-ven'chSr-in), n. [Fr.; It.

(vetro) awenturino, aventurine (glass) : so named from
resembling the mineral avventurina (< awentura,
chance), so named from its rarity: see ADVENTURE],
1. a sort of glass flecked with spangles, as from copper
filings or bits of chromic, oxidpe, 2. a translucent quartz
shot through with spawiag bits of mica, etc.

Sr: Is, bite; lot, g6t h6rn, tiRW, look; oil, oiat; sip, toft tOr; jftet; Joy: yet; chin: she; thin,
ciot , in agent, f in spnity, p in comply, u Jto fo^; m*able (a'bDj Pr, U|; g,< F^.

ft, fr. <iuc; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. 3s-siti | foreign;
* .hypothetical; < denved from.
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a-ve nue (avVnoo', avVnu'), n. [Fr. < avewtr, to hap-

pen. come < L. advenire; ad; to -f venire, to come], 1. a

way of approach or departure. 2. a roadway, Pathway.
or Strife; often bordered with trees 3. a street, espe-

cially a wide one; thoroughfare; abbreviated Av., Aye.

a-ver (a-vurO, *>** [AVERRED (-vurd')v AVERRING], [ME.
ww OF* <ww ^ confirm < L. otf, to -f verus,

true]. 1. to declare to be true; assert; affirm. 2. in

tov. to prove; justify. 5m see assert.

average (av'rij, av'Sr-y), n. [prob. < Fr. aw*ef

damage to ship or goods, mooring charges; It. avarta

<Ar. 'awar, damaged goods; order of main sense

development (in *.), 3 a, 3 c, 1, 2], 1. the numencal
result obtained by dividing the sum of two or more

Quantities by the number of quantities; an arithmetical

mean: abbreviated av. 2. an approximation to this;

tisual or normal kind, amount, quality, rate, etc.: as,

his opinion is the average. 3. in marine law,
m
a) a loss

incurred by damage to a ship at sea or to its cargo.

b} an incurring of such loss, c) the equitable division of

such loss among the interested parties, a) a charge

arising from such loss. adj. 1. constituting a numencal

average: as, his average speed is high. 2. usual; normal;

ordinary- 3. in marine law, assessed in accordance with

the laws of average. .i. [AVERAGED (-rijd, -yd),

AVERAGING], 1. to be or amount to on an average: as,

the children average six years of age. 2. to buy or sell

more shares, goods, etc. so as to get a better average

price, v.t. 1. to calculate the average or mean of.

2. to do, take, etc. on an average: as, he averages eight

hours of work a day. 3. to divide proportionately

among more than two: as, they averaged the loss among
themselves.
average out, [Colloq.j, to arrive at an average even-

tually.
on the average, as an average quantity, rate, etc.: as,

he works eight hours a day, on the average.

SYN. average refers to the result obtained by dividing a

sum by the number of quantities added (the average of 7, 9, 17

is 33 -T- 3 or 11) and in extended use is applied to the usual or

ordinary kind, instance, etc.; mean commonly designates a

figure intermediate between two extremes (the mean tempera-

tore for a day with a high of 56 and a low of 34 is 45) and

figuratively implies moderation (the golden mean) ; the median
ed in order of

, 92, is 85, the

Av-icea-na

average i

for a given $roup (a chiw below the norm for his age in reading

comprehension). See also normal. . .

a-ver-ment (a-vur'mont), n. 1. an averring or being
averred. 2. something averred; assertion.

A-vcr-nus fe-vur'ngs), n. [L.], 1. a small lake m an
extinct volcano near Naples, Italy, at the edge of

which the entrance to Hades was anciently said to be.

2. in Roman mythology, Hades; hell.

A-vcrroe (a-ver'o-ez'), n. (Ar. tbn-Rushd), Moslem
philosopher and physician; 11261198.
Av-er-ro-ism (av'e-ro'iz'm), n. the teachings of Aver-
roes, especially that the soul is mortal.

a-verse (9-vursO. adj. [L. aversus, pp. of avertere; see

AVERT], 1. unwilling; set against; reluctant. 2. m
botany, turned away from the main stem or axis:

opposed to adverse. SYN. see reluctant.

a-version (s-vur'zhan, e-vur'shsn), n. [L. aversio <
aversus; see AVERSE], 1. an averting; turning away.
2. intense or definite dislike; antipathy; repugnance.
3. the object arousing such dislike. 4. reluctance.

SYN. aversion and antipathy both imply an ingrained

feeling against that which is disagreeable or offensive, aversion

stressing avoidance or rejection* and antipathy, active hos-

tility; repugnance emphasizes the emotional resistance or

opposition one offers to that which is incompatible with one's

ideas, tastes, etc.; loathing suggests a feeling of extreme dis-

gust or intolerance; revulsion suggests a drawing' bade or

away from in disgust, horror, etc.; abhorrence implies a

feeling of extreme aversion or repugnance. ANT. attraction,

affinity.
a-vert (9-vfirtO. v.t. [L. avertere, to turn away; a- (06-),

from -f veriere, to turn], J. to turn away: as, he
averts

(
his glance from ugly things. 2. to prevent; ward

off or avoid: as, to avert trouble. SYN. see prevent.
A ves (a/vez), n.pl. [L., pi. of avis, bird], in zoology, the
class of vertebrates comprising the birds.

A-ves-ta (a-ves'ts), n. [< Per.], the sacred writings of

the ancient Zoroastrian religion and of its present-day
form among the Parsees.
A-ves tan (s-ves'tan), adj. 1. of the Avesta. 2. of the

Indo-European, Iranian language in which the Avesta
was written, n. this language, sometimes identified

as that of the Modes.
a-vi-an (a'vi-an), adj. [< L. avis, bird], of Aves; of birds.

a-vi-ar-y (a'vi-er'i), n. [pi. AVIARIES (-iz)], [L. aviarium
< avis, bird]. a large cage for keeping many birds.

aviate (a'vi-at', av'i-Sf), iu. IAVIATEB (-id), AVI-

ATING], (back-formation .
< aviation], to fly in, es-

pecially to operate, an aircraft.

a-vi-a-tion (a'vi-a'shan, av'i-a'shan), n; [Fr. < L. avis,

bird], the art or science of .flying airplanes; making
and operating heavier-than-air craft: abbreviated avn.

a-vi a tor (S'vi-S'tSr, av'i-S'tSr), f|. [< L. avis, bard; +

;emcsa ; greed. 2 . [Rare],
a base or acid in terms of

-atari a person who flies airplanes: pilot; airman; flier.

a-vWtrfx (a'vi-a'triks, av'i-a'tn'ks) t n. a. woman
aviator: also a-vi-a-tress (a'vi-a'tns av'i-S'tris).

(av'i-sen'a),
n. (Ar. tbn^Sma),

Moslem
nd philosopher; 980-1037 A.D.

(I'vi-kulMiei), n. [< L.
J,

bird +
cultura, culture], the raising and care ot birds.

av.id (av'id), adj. [L. avidus < avert, to desire], very
eager or greedy. SYN. see eager.

av-fdin (av'i-mn), n. [avid 4- -**: so named because of

its peculiar biotin-binding capacity], a substance, oro-

tein in nature, found in egg white and neutralized in

action by biotin, which forms a compound with it.

a-vid-i-ty (s-vid'0-ti), n. [Fr. avidite; L. awdttas <
avidus; see>AVID], L great e

----------^ ' ru 1

in chemistry, a) the strength. ...

its dissociation, b) degree of affinity., .

a-vi-fau-na (a'yi-fS'np),
n. [< L. avis, bird; + fauna],

ity in southern Prance,

_ _________________ _ _ .
000 (1946): seat of the

Aviia Camacho, Manucj* see Camacho, Manuel Avlla.

A-vil-ion (s-vil'ysn), n. [Fr.],
Avalon.

a-vir-u4ent (a-vir'yoo49nt, a-vir'oo~bnt) f adj. not

virulent or no longer virulent, as certain bacteria, etc.

a-vi-so (s-vi'zo), n. [pi AVISOS (-zoz)],. [Sp.; LL. adm-

sum; see ADVICE], 1. advice; information; notification.

2. a dispatch boat.
.

.

a'vi'ta-min-O'Sia (a-vi'ta-min-o'sis), n. [a-, witnout +
vitamin + -osis], a pathological condition caused by not

having enough vitamins in one's food.
m

Avlona (av-16'na), n. Valona, a seaport m Albania.

avn. aviation.
ttvVca-do (av'a-ka'do, a'va-ka'do), n. \pl. AVOCADOS

(-doz)l, [Mex. Sp. avogato
< Nahuatl ahuacatl], 1.

a thick-skinned, pear-
shaped tropical fruit,

yellowishgreentopurplish
black, with a single large
seed and yellow, buttery-

flesh, used in salads; alli-

gator pear. 2. the tree

that it grows on.
av-O'Ca-tion (avVka'-
shan), n. [L. avocatio, a
calling away < pp. of

avocare; a- (06-), away + AVOCADO
vocare, to call], 1. some- .

thing one does in addition to his vocation or regular

work, and usually for fun; hobby: the current sense.

2. one's regular work; vocation: now generally avoided
to prevent confusion with sense 1. 3. [Obs.J, the fact

of being called away or distracted from something.
a-voc-a-to-ry (a-vokVtoVi, a-vok'a-to'ri), adj. [< ML.
avocatorius; see AVOCATION], calling, or summonmg,
back or away; recalling.

av-o-cet (av'a-set'), n. [Fr. avocette; It. avocetta], any^of
a number of related long-legged wading birds with
webbed feet and a slender b3l that curves upward:
also spelled avoset.

A-vo-ga-dro. A-me-dc-o (a'me-de'o a'vS-ga'drC: Eng.
a'va-ga'dro), Count of Quaregna, 1776-1856; Italian

chemist ana physicist; known for his work on gases.

A-vo-ga-dro's law (a'va-ga'droz), the theory* formu-
lated by Avogadro, that equal volumes of all gases
under identical conditions of temperature and pressure
contain equal numbers of molecules.

a-void (a-void') v.t. [ME. avoiden; Anglo-Pr. avotder;
OFr. esvuidier, evuider, to empty < es- (< L. ex), out

f widier; see VOID], 1. to make void; annul, invali-

date, or quash (a plea, etc. in law). 2. to keep away
from; shun. 3. to get out of; shirk. 4. [Obs.], to void;
empty. SYN. see escape.

a-void-a-ble (s-void'd-b'l), ad}, that can be avoided,
or shunned.

a-void-ance (d-void'sns), n. 1. an avoiding or being
avoided. 2. a making void; annulment. 3. a being
vacant or becoming vacant, as of a church benefice.

av-oirdupois (av'eYrcb-poiz', av'Sr-da-poiz'), n.

[ME. aver de poiz; OPr. aveir de feis; aveirt goods (<
de (< L. de), from

{jh feis (< I/.

IAKLI>. <*ver a*, 2/u*,
L. habere, to have) r ~ v - . *r~/, ***r r. i

pensum), weight], 1. the systeni of weights based on a
pound of 16 ounces, etc. : abbreviated av., avdp., avoir.:

see avoirdupois weight. 2. [Colloq.], heaviness or

weight, especially of a person.

avoirdupois weight; an English and American system
of weighing in which 16 drains - 1 ounce, 16 ounces
= 1 pound, and 2,000 pounds 1 ton: see also apothe-
caries* weight, troy weight.
A-von (2'van, av'an), n. any of three rivers in England,
especially the one on which lies Stratford, Shakespeare's
birthplace. ;

av-o-set (av'a-setOt n. an avocet,

|aTO'trcsaii-tfi(4
; Vd't

~

a toast in drinking.
a*vouch fs-voucfa/yv vt. [

'
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vouch for; guarantee. 2. to declare the truth of;
assert; affirm. 3. to acknowledge openly; avow. v.i.

to give assurance. SYN. see assert.

a-vow (a-vouOt v.t. [ME. avowen; OPr. avouer < L.
advoeare; see ADVOCATE], 1. to declare openly; admit
frankly; confess. 2. to acknowledge (oneself) to be: as,
he avowed himself a patriot. SYN. see acknowledge.
a-vow-al (a-vou'el), n. [< avow], open acknowledgment
or declaration; frank admission; confession.
a-vowed (a-voud'), adj. [pp. of avow], openly acknowl-
edged; self-confessed; known: as, an avowed fascist.

a-vow-ed-ly (a-vou'id-li), adv. by avowal; admittedly.

Ja vues-tra sa-lud (a vwes'tra sa-16od'), [Sp.], to your
health: a toast in drinking.

a-vul-sion (a-vul'shan), n. [L. amtlsio < a-, from + pp.
of vellere, to pull], 1. a tearing away; separation by
force. 2. a part thus torn. 3. in law, the sudden trans-
ference of a piece of land from one person's estate to
another's without change of ownership, as by a change
in the course of a stream.
a-vun-cu-lar (s-vui/kyoo-le'r), adj. [< L. avunculus,
maternal uncle, dim. of avus, ancestor; -f- -ar], of, like,
or in the relationship of, an uncle.

aw (6), interj. a sound of protest, dislike, disgust, etc.

a-wa (s-wo', a-wa'), adv. [Scot.], away.
a-wait (a-watO, v.t. [ME. awaiten; OFr. awaitier; a- (L.
ad), to + waitier, to watch], 1. to wait for; expect.
2. to be in store for; be ready for. SYN. see expect.

a-wake (a-wak'), v.t. [AWOKE (-wok') or AWAKED
(-Wlkt') AWAKED Of AWOKE, AWAKING; obs. pp.
AWOKEN, AWAKEN], [a merging of two words: ME.
awaken < AS. awacan (on- + wacan, to arise, awake) &
ME. awakien < AS. awacian (on- + wacian, to be
awake, watch)], 1. to rouse from sleep; wake; hence,
2. to rouse from inactivity; activize. 3. to call forth

(memories, fear, etc.). v.t. 1. to come out of sleep;
wake. 2. to become active, adj. [< obs. pp. awaken],
1. not asleep. 2. active; alert.

awake to, 1 . to make or become aware of. 2. aware of.

a-wak-en (a-wak'an), v.t. & v.i. [ME. awakenen; AS.
awxcnian, to awaken, originate < on- + wxcnian, to
awake, come into being], to awake; wake up; rouse.
SYN. see stir.

a-wak-en-ing (a-wak'an-irj) , n. & adj. 1. (a) waking up.
2. (an) arousing or reviving, as of impulses, religion, etc.

a-ward (a~w6rd'), v.t. [ME. awarden; Anglo-Fr.
awarder; ONorm.Fr. eswarder; OFr. esgarder; es- (< L.

ex) + gqrder; see GUARD], 1. to give, as by
t
legal deci-

sion; adjudge: as, the plaintiff was awarded his damages.
2. to give as the result of judging or considering; grant:
as, we award a^ prize for the best essay, n. 1 . a de-
cision, as by judges. 2. something awarded; prize.
SYN. see reward.

a-ware (a-war'), adj. [ME.; AS. gewcer < war, cautious],
conscious; knowing; informed; cognizant.

*

SYN. aware implies having knowledge of something through
alertness in observing or in interpreting what one sees, hears,
feels, etc. (to be aware of a fact) ; conscious implies awareness
of a sensation, feeling, fact, condition, etc. and may suggest
mere recognition or a focusing of attention (conscious of a draft
in the room, conscious humor) ; one is cognizant of something
when one has certain or special knowledge of it through observa-
tion or information (cognizant^i the terms of the will) ; sensible

implies, awareness of something that is not expressed jflirectly
or explicitly (sensible of their solemn grief).
a-wash (a-wash', a-w6sh'), adv. & adj. [a-, on -f wash],
1. just above the surface of the water. 2. floating on
the water.

a-way (a-wa'). adv. [ME. away, aweie; AS. aweg < phr.
on weg < on, on -f- we&, way, in the sense "from this

(that) place"], 1. from any given place: as, he ran
away. 2. far: as, away behind. 3. off; aside: as, the
land dropped away. 4. from one's possession: as, don't
give away the secret. 5. out of existence: as, the sound
faded away. 6. at once: as, fire away. 7. without

stopping; continuously: as, he worked away all night.
adj. 1. not present; absent; gone: as, he is away. 2. at
a distance: as, a mile away, interj. 1. begone 1 2.

let's go!
away with, 1. take away. 2. go or come away. Used
generally as an imperative expression without a verb.
do away with, 1. to get rid of; put an end to. 2. to
get rid of by killing.
where away? in what direction?: said of something
being sighted from a ship.

awe (6), n. [ME. age, aghe, awe < ON. agi; akin to AS.
ege, Goth, agis, OHG. egl ; IE. base *agh~, to be afraid
or depressed], 1. a mixed feeling of reverence, fear, and
wonder, caused by something majestic, sublime, etc.
2. [Archaic], the power of inspiring fearful reverence.
3.

tP.bs.J, terror, v.t. [AWED (6d), AWING], to inspire
awe'in; SI witli awe.
stand (or be} l*i awe of, to respect and fear.

SYN. awe refers to a feeling of fearful or profound respect or
wonder inspired by the greatness, superi9rity, grandeur, etc^of

a person or thing and suggests an immobilizing effect; reverence!
is applied to a feeling of dee respect mingled with love for

something one holds sacred or inviolable and suggests a display
of homage, deference, etc.; veneration implies worshipful
reverence for a person or thing regarded as hallowed or sacred
and specifically suggests acts of religious devotion; dread, as
it comes into comparison here, suggests extreme fear mixed
with awe or reverence (a dread of divine retribution).
a-weath-er (a-we^/er), adv. * adj. [a-, on -f weather],
in nautical usage, in the direction from which the wind
is blowing; to windward.

a*weigh (a-wa'), adj. [a-, on -f- weigh], in nautical usage,
clearing the bottom; being weighed: said of an anchor.
awe-less (6'lis), adj. having no awe: also spelled awless.
awe-some (6'sam), adj. [awe + -some], 1. inspiring awe.
2. showing awe; feeling awe.

awe-strick-en (6'strik
7
'n), adj. awe-struck.

awe-struck (6'struk'), adj. filled with awe.
aw-ful (6'fool), adj. [ME. awful, agheful; see AWE &
-FXJL], 1. inspiring awe. 2. terrifying; appalling. 5.

worthy of reverence and solemn respect. 4. (6'fl),
[Colloq.], a) very bad, ugly, disagreeable, unpleasant,
etc.: as, an awful joke, o) great: as, an awful bore.

aw-fuHy (6'fool-i), adv. 1. in a way to inspire awe.
2. (6'fl-i, 6'fli), [Colloq.], a) very; extremely: as. an
awfully pretty dress, b) very much; extremely.
awhile (a-hwil'), adv. [AS. ane hwile, a while], for a
while; for a short time,
awls-ward (ok'wgrd), adj. [ME. awkwarde < ON. afug
or AS. *afoc, turned backward -f- AS. -weard, Eng.
ward], 1. clumsy; ungainly; bungling: as, an awkward
person, 2. inconvenient to use; hard to handle; un-
wieldy: as, an awkward tool. 3. inconvenient; un-
comfortable; cramped: as, an awkward position. 4.

embarrassing; inopportune: as, an awkward remark.
5. not easy to manage; delicate: as, his attitude made
the situation awkward.
SYN. awkward implies unfitness

t
for smooth, easy function-

ing and has the broadest application of the terms here, sug-
gesting ungracefulness, unmanageableness, inconvenience,
tactlessness, embarrassment, etc. (an awkward implement,
step, position, remark, etc.); clumsy, emphasizing stiffness
or bulkiness, suggests a lack of flexibility or dexterity, tinwieldi-
ness, etc.

(a. clumsy build, clumsy galoshes) ; maladroit and
inept both impjy tactlessness in social relations, maladroit
often emphasizing this as a tendency and inept stressing
inappropnateness of a particular act or remark. ANT. deft,
handy, graceful.
awkward age, early adolescence, characterized by
rapid growth, awkward behavior, and emotional in-
stability.
awl (61), n. [ME. alle, awl, ouelt awel < AS. #Z, ealle,
awel; akin to OHG. ala;
IE. base *e(t)la, awl, bod-
kin, pricker, as in Sans. A
drd, awl], a small, pointed
tool for making holes in
wood, leather, etc.

A.W.L., a.w.L, absent (or B
absence) with leave.
aw less

(6'lis), adj. aweless.
awl-wort (61'wurtO, n. a TYPES OF AWL
small water plant of the A f nKff ftwi. rincr awl
mustard family, bearing

A| peg awl ' B ' sewmg awl

clusters of awl-shaped leaves around the root.

ACUTE], the bristly fibers or beard on a head of barley,
oats, etc.

awned (6nd), adj. having awns.
awn-ing (6n'in), n. [? < MFr. auvans, pi. of auvent,
cloth shade for store window; + -ing], a piece of canvas
stretched over a frame before a window, etc. as a pro-
tection from the sun or rain.

a-woke (o-wok'). alternative past tense and occasional
past participle of awake.
a wok en (a-wok^n), obsolete past participle of awake.
A.W.O.L., a.w.o.l., absent (or absence) without leave:
often pronounced (a'w61').
a-wry (s-ri'), adv. & adj. [ME. a wrie; see A- (on) &
WRY], 1, with a twist to a side; not straight; askew.
2. wrong; amiss: as, our plans went awry.

ax. axe (aks), n. [pi AXES (ak'siz)], [ME.; AS. eax, xx;
akin to Goth, aqizi, ON. ^*, OS. acus, OHG. ahhus;
Gmc. base *aqwizi, *akusi < IE, *agw(e)sl as in L.

ascia,^ carpenter's.ax], 1. a tool for chopping trees and
splitting wood: it has a long wooden handle and a
metal head with a blade usually on only one side. 2.

any similar tool or weapon, as a battle-ax, headsman's
ax, etc. v.t. [AXED (akst), AXING], to trim with an ax.
get the ax, 1. FColloq.], to be executed by beheading.
2. [Slang], to be discharged from one's job.

have an ax to grind, [Colloq.], to have an object ol
one s own to ^aiji or promote.

ax., 1. axiom
,
2. axis. F

<,

coeur; <
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Ax-el (ak'sal), [Sw., supporter ?], a niascuEne name.
ax-es (ak'sez), n. plural of aris.

ax-es (ak'siz), n. plural of ax. .

ax-i al (ak'sJ-sl), adj. L of or like an axis. 2. forming
an axis. 3. around or along an axis.

ax-i-ally (ak'si-s-li), adv. m the direction or hne of

the axis.

ax-il (ak'sil), n. [< L. axilla; see AXILLA], the upper
angle between a leaf, twig,
etc, and the stem from
which it grows.

ax-ile (aFsil, ak'sll), adj.

[axis + -ile\,
in botany, in

or of the axis,

ax-il-la (ak-sil'a), n. \pl.

AXILLAE (~e), AXILLAS
(-9z)L [L., armpit < ala,

wingj, 1. the armpit. 2.

in botany, an axil.

aX'iMar (ak'sa-ler), adj.

axillary, n. one of the
stiff feathers on the under-

.

side of a bird's wing where it joins the body.
ax-il-la-ry (ak'sa-ler

7

!), adj. [Pr. axillaire], 1. m ana

omy, of or near the axilla. 2. HI botany, of, in, or,growing
from an axil. n. in zoology, an axular.

ax-i-ol-o-gy (ak'si-ol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. axws, worthy;
-f- -logylTthe branch of philosophy dealing with the

nature of value and the types of value, as in morals,

aesthetics, religion, and metaphysics.
ax-i-om (ak'si-sm), n. [Pr. axiome; L. axioma; Gr.

axidma* authority, authoritative sentence < axioun, to

think worthy < axios, worthy], L a statement^ uni-

versally accepted as true; rnaxim. 2. an established

principle or law of a science, art, etc. 3. in logic &
mathematics, a statement that needs no proof because
its truth is obvious; self-evident proposition: abbrevi-

axio mat-ic (ak'si-a-mat'ik), adj\ [Gr. axiomatikos],
1. of or like an axiom; self-evident. 2. full of maxims;

aX'i-o-mat-i-caMy (ak'si-o-mafi-k'l-i, ak'si-a-mat'ik-

li), adv. 1. by using axioms. 2. self-evidently.
ax-is (ak'sis), n. \pl. AXES (~sez)], [L., axle, axis], 1. an
imaginary or real

straight line on
which an object
supposedly or ac-

tually rotates: as,
the axis of a plan-
et. 2. a straight
line around which
the parts of a
thing, system,
etc. are regularly
arranged: as, the
axis of a picture.
3. a main line of

motion, develop-
ment, etc. 4. an
alignment be-
tween countries,

groups, etc. for

promoting their purposes: now usually a derogatory
term. 5. in aeronautics, any of three straight lines, the
first running through the center of the fuselage length-
wise, the second^t right angles to this and parallel to
the horizontal airfoils, and the third perpendicular to
the first two at their point of intersection. 6. in

anatomy, a) the second cervical vertebra, fr) any of
several axial parts, especially the spinal column. 7. in

botany, a) the main stem of a plant. 6) the central

system of a cluster. 8. in geometry, a) a straight line

through the center of a plane figure or solid, especially
one around which the parts are symmetrically ar-

ranged, b) a straight line for measurement or reference,
as in a graph: see also abscissa, ordinate. 9. in optics,
a) a straight line through the centers of both surfaces
of a lens (optic axis), b) a straight line from the object
of vision to the fovea of the eye (visual axis). Abbre-
viated ax.
the Axis, the countries aligned against the United
Nations in World War II: originally applied to Nazi
Germany and Pascist Italy (Rome-Berlin Axis), later
extended to include Japan, etc. (Rome-Berlin-Tokyo
Axis).

ax-is (ak'sis), n. [L.], a white-spotted deer of India and
southern Asia, with slender, sparsely branched antlers:
also called hog deer.

ax-le (ak's'l), n. [ME. axel (only in comp. axeltre)] see
AXLETRBE], 1. a rod on or with which a wheel re-

volves. 2. an axletree. 3. the spindle at either end
of an axletree.

ax-le-tree (ak's'l-trS')* n. [ME. axeltre; ON. dxultre;
dxull, axle -f tre, tree, beam; axle-, is akin to AS. tct,
OHG. ahsa; IE. base *ages-, *a&r-, thing on which
something turns (< *a|-, to drive), seen also in AS.
eaxel, L. axis, axle], the bar connecting two opposite
wheels of a carriage, wagon, etc.

EQUATOR

\SOUTH POLE
AXIS OF THE EARTH

AXOLOTL (8 in. long)

ax-man (aks'mon), n. [#. AXMEN (-men)], a person who
uses an ax.

Ax*min-ster (aks'rmn-ster), n. a type of carpet with
a long, soft pile; formerly made^by hand in Axmmster,
England: now generally machine-made.

ax*o-lotl (ak'sa-lot'l), n. [Sp.; Nahuati, lit., servant of

water], any of various
salamanders of Mexico
and the western United
States that mature sexu-

ally and breed in the
larval stage: used for food
in Mexico.
ax-on (ak'son), n. [Mod.
L.; Gr. axdn, axis, axle], that part of a nerve cell

through which impulses travel away from the cell body.

ax-one (ak'son), n. an axon.
ax-seed (aks'sedOr n. [ax -f seed: so named from the

shape of the pods], any of a group of European plants

of the bean family, now cultivated in the United

States, having pinnate leaves and pink or white flowers.

Ax-um (ak'soom), n. Aksum.
ay (a), adv. [Archaic], always: also spelled aye.

ay (I), adv. & n. yes: also spelled aye.

ay (a), interj* a sound expressing sorrow, distress, etc.

A-ya-cu-cho (a'ya-koS'chS), n. a city in south central

Peru: pop., 20,000: site of a battle (1824) which secured

for Peru its independence from Spain.

ayah (a'ya). n. [Anglo- Ind. < Hindu aya < Port. ata t

governess], a native nursemaid or lady s maid in India.

Ay-din (I-den'), n. a city in western Turkey, southwest

of Smyrna; pop., 12,000: also spelled Aidin.

aye (a), adv. [MR ai, ay < ON. ei], [Archaic], always;

aye (i), adv. [? < aye (always)], yes; yea. n. an affirma-

tive vote or a person voting in the affirmative.

aye-aye (II
7
) n. [Fr. < Malagasy; origin echoic], a kind

of lemur of Madagascar, with shaggy, generally brown
fur, large ears, pointed claws, and a long, bushy tail.

Ayesha, Ayeshah. see Aisha.
t

a-yin (a'yen, a'yin), n. [Heb. *ayin], the sixteenth letter

of the Hebrew alphabet (JJ), representing originally
a voiced velar fricative, but now used only with dia-

critical marks to indicate vowel sounds: see alphabet,
table.

Ay-ma-ra (Tina-raO, n. 1. \fl AYMARAS (~raz'), AY-
MAHA], a member of a South American Indian tribe

living largely in Bolivia and Peru and believed to have
been the builders of a great ancient culture, later

supplanted by the Incan. 2. their language.

Ay-ma-ran (i'ma-ran'), odj- of the Aymaras or their

language, n. Aymara, the language.
Ayr (ar, ar), n. 1. a county of southwestern Scotland,
on the Firth of Clyde: pop., 299,000. 2. its county seat :

pop., 41,600.
Ayr-shire (Itr'shir, ar'shir), n. any of a breed of dairy
cattle which are brown or red with white markings,
originally from the county of Ayr, Scotland, adj. 1 . of

this breed. 2. of the county of Ayr.
), n. \j>L AYUNTA-

MIENTOS (-t6s)], [Sp.], 1. a municipal government. 2.

the place where it is located; city hall or town hall.

A-yu-thi-a (a-u'te-a; Eng. a-u'the-o), n, a city in central

Thailand: former capital: pop., 50,000.
az- (az), azo-.
azal ea (a-zal'ya), n. [Gr. azalea, fern, of azaleos, dry:
so called because it thrives in dry soil], 1. any of a
number of related flowering shrubs resembling the rho-
dodendron: the flowers have various colors and are

usually fragrant. 2. the flower of any of these plants.
Ja-zan (a-zSn') n. [< Ar. adhan], the Moslem summons
to prayer: it is usually called five times a day by the
muezzin, from a minaret on the mosque.
Aza fia, Manuel (ma-nwel' a-tha'nya),g

1880-1940;
Spanish statesman: president of the Spanish Republic
($36-1939).

A*za-zel (s-za'zsl, az'a~zel') n. [Heb. 'flzffz^, lit., re-

moval], in Milton's Paradise Lost, one of the angels who
rebelled with Satan.
a-zed-a-rach fe-zed'a-rakQ, n. [< F& aztdarac (via
Sp.) < Ar^ avSdirakht < Per. azQd disrakht, Ht. f aristo-
cratic treej; I. the chinaberry tree (sense 1). 2. the
bark of this tree, used in medicine as a cathartic, emet-
ic, etc, '

-I,
'

.

'

A zer bai Jan, Az-er bai dzhan (a^Sr-bwaV, az'Sr-bi-

iSh') n. 1. a province osf northwestern Iran: capital,
Tabriz. 2. the A^foaijan Soviet Socialist Republic.
See Iran and Iraq, map.
A zer-bai ja-ni (a'zir-bl-jt'jnl, az'&s-bi-ja'ni) , n. [pi.

AZBRBAIJANIS (-niz), AZERBAIJANI];? li a native or in-

habitant of Azerbaijan. 2. one of a Turkic people of

Azerbaijan. 3. the Turkic dialect spol&c&' t&eVev
Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic of
the !LS.S,R., on the Caspian Sea; m TranSdaucasii:
area, 33,200 sq. mi.; pop., 3,210,000;* cantltat'Baktt*
A-zil-ian (a-zil'yon), adj. [< Mas d'Azil, cavern in the
French Pyrenees; where trices were'iotoo^;/ 4eat^g
or of a stage of prehistoric culture afterUse Magiweniato
andbeferi the"'Neo3ithic.

'

!>
.
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'
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az-i-muth (az's-moth), n. [ME. azymuth; OFr. asimut
< AT. aS'Sumul; as < al, the

f sumut, pi. of samt, way,
path], in astronomy* etc.,

distance in angular degrees
(or mils, in military^ usage)
in a clockwise direction
from the north point or,
in the SouthernHemisphere,
south point; arc or the
horizon measured from such
a point to a vertical arc

passing from the zenith

througn the center of a
star.

az in (az'in), n. an azine.
az ine (az'en, az'in), n. [az- + -ine], any of a group of
chemical compounds with a six-membered ring con-
taining one or more nitrogen atoms: the group consists
of the diazinejj, triazines, etc.

az*o (az'o, a'zo), adj. [< azote], in chemistry, containing
nitrogen.

az-o- (az'o, a'zp), [< azote], a combining form meaning
nitrogen, used in forming the names of certain chemical
compounds: also, before a vowel, az-.

az-o-ben-zeiie (az'o-ben'zen, a/zo-ben-zen'), n. [azo- 4-

benzene], an orange-red crystalline compound, CiiHwNt,
derived from nitrobenzene in an alkaline solution.
azo dyes, in chemistry, a large group of dyes containing
the divalent radical -N:N-.

a-zo-ic (o-zo'ik), ad/. [Gr. azoos < a-, without 4- zde,

life],
1. without life. 2. [sometimes A-], in geology,

designating or of the period of time before life appeared
on the earth.

az-ole (az'ol, s-zol') n. [as- + -ok], any of a group of
chemical compounds with a five-mernbered ring con-
taining one or more nitrogen atoms: the group consists
of the diazoles, triazoles, etc.

a-zon ic (a-zon'ik), adj. not restricted to any single
zone or region: not local.

A-zores (a-zdrz% a'zora), n.l. a group of Portuguese
islands west of Portugal: area, 922 sq. mi.; pop.,
254,000: see Canary Islands, majp.

az-ote (az'ot, a-zdv)f n, [Fr.; coined by Lavoisier from
Gr. a-, not + 5e life, because the gas does not support
life], nitrogen.
az-oth (az'oth), n. [< AT. al zaw&q, the quicksilver], in

alchemy, 1. the metal mercury; quicksilver. 2.

Paracelsus' universal remedy.
a-zot-ic (a-zot'ik), adj. [Rare], of or containing azote,
or nitrogen; nitric.

az-o-tize (az'a-tiz'), v*t [AZOTIZED (-tlzd') AZOTIZING],
[< azote -f -ize]> to nitrogenize.
A-zov, Sea of (a'zSf, a'zov), an arm of the Black Sea,
southern U.S.S.R.: area, 14,520 sq. mi.
Az-ra-el (az'ri-al), n. [Ar. 'Azra'il; Heb. 'azra'el, lit.,

help of God], the angel who, according to ancient Jewish
and Moslem belief, parts the soul from the body in
death.
Az*tec (az'tek), n. [of Aztec origin], 1. a member of a

people who lived in Mexico and had an advanced
civilization before the conquest of Mexico by Cortes in
1519. 2. their language, adj. of the Aztecs, their

language, culture, etc.
Az-tec-an (az'tek-sn), adj. 1. Aztec. 2. Nahuatlan.
azure (azh'Sr, a'zhr), adj. [ME. azure, asur; OFr. amr;
(with omission of initial 1-, as if

I'azur) < Ar. lazaward
< Per. lazhuward, lapis lazuli], of or like the color of a
clear sky; sky-blue; blue. n. 1. sky blue or any
similar blue color. 2. [Poetic], the blue sky.

az-u-rite (azhVrit'), n. [azure 4- -ite], I. a blue ore of

copper, basic copper carbonate, 2CuCO-Cu(OH)j. 2. a
semiprecious gem made from this ore.

az-y-gous (az'i-ggs), adj. [Gr. asygos, unmatched < a-
not + zygon, a yoke], not one of a pair; having no mate;
odd: as, an azygous muscle.

B
B, b (be), n. fJ. B's, b f

s, Bs, bs (bez)], 1. the second
letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek beta, a

borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table.

2. the sound of B or b, normally a voiced lip stop. 3. a

type or impression for B or b, 4. a symbol for the second
in a sequence or group, adj. 1. of B or b. 2. second in

a sequence or group,
B (be), n. 1. an object shaped like B. 2. a Roman
numeral for 300: with a superior bar (B), 300,000. 3.

the second party in a given case. 4. a large size of shot.

5. in chemistry, the symbol for boron. 6. in education^ a

grade second in quality; as, a B in history, 7. in music,

a) the seventh tone or note in the scale of C major, or

tne second in the scale of A minor. 6) a key, string, etc.

producing this tone, c) the scale having B as the key-
note. 8. in physics, a symbol for magnetic induction.

adj. 1. shaped like B. 2. secondary; inferior to the
best: as, a class B motion picture.
B, in chess, bishop.
B-, bomber: followed by a number to designate a

specific model of United States bombing airplane.
b, in algebra, a symbol representing a known quantity
or a constant.

B., 1. Bible. 2. Boston. 3, British. 4. Brotherhood.
5. in medicine, bacillus.

B., b., 1. bachelor. 2. battery, 3. bay. 4. bicuspid.
5. boHvar. 6. book. 7. born. 8, brother. 9. in base-

ball, a) base. 6) base hit. c) bat. 10. in music, bass; basso.

b., in sports, 1. bowle,d. 2. bye.
ba (b&J, n. in Egyptian mythology* the soul, symbolized
by a bird Ivith a httmaxi head.
Ba. in chemistry, barium.

B..A., 1. Baccalaureus Artium, [LJ, Bachelor of Arts:
also A.B. 2. British Academy.
baa (bS),; v4* & n. [echoicL bleaft

B.A-&.I Brptker Artists Asspciatioa: a branch qf the

Associated Actors and 'Artists of Ame4ca. f
an A.-F-

!

f

BAALip '0fci),,

"

balz)], [ME.; L.; Heb. ba'al; Phoen. ba'al, lord, owner]
1. among some ancient Semitic peoples, a sun god, or a
god of fertility and flocks; hence, 2. a false god; idol.

Baalbek (bal'bek, bal'bek'), n. a town in Lebanon-
pop., 4,500: site of ruins of ancient Heliopolis.
Baal-ish (ba'sl-ish, bal'ish), adj. 1. of or like Baal.
2. idolatrous.
Ba al-ism (ba'91-iz'm, bai'iz'm), n. 1. the worship of

Baal; hence, 2. idolatry.
Ba al 1st (ba'ol-ist, baFist), n. 1. a worshiper of Baal;
hence, 2. an idolater.
Ba alite (ba'al-if* ballt), n. a Baalist.
Bab (bab), n. a shortening of Bab-ud-Din (literally. Gate
of the Faith), a Persian title taken by the founder of

Babism.
Bab., Babylonian.
Babar (ba'bSr), n. Baber.
bab-bitt (bab'it), n. Babbitt metal. v.L to line with
Babbitt metal; put Babbitt metal or*.

bab bitt, Bab-bitt (bab'it), n. [after George Babbitt,
the title character of a satirical novel by Sinclair Lewis

(1922)], an uncultivated, conventional businessman;
philistme; person characterized by babbittry.
Babbitt, Irving, 1865-1933; American educator, critic,

and author.
Babbitt metal, [after Isaac Babbitt (1799-1862), Am.
inventor], 1. a soft, silver-colored alloy of tin, copper,
and antimony, used to reduce friction in bearings, etc.

2. loosely, any antifriction alloy.
bab-bitt-ry, Bab-bitt-ry (bab'it-ii), n. the behavior,
attitudes, etc. of babbitts as a class, characterized by
a striving for business and social success, convention-

ality, smugness, and a lack of interest in cultural

matters; Philistinism.

bab ble (bab'l), IM. [BABBLED (-'Id), BABBLING], [ME.
bablen dike Nprw. oable, Svr.

t!
babbla, G. babbeln, to

prattle, L. balbutire, ,td stamirier, 3ans. balbuthah, stam-
merer), of echoic origin, pr^fe. igfafc

of continuous deriva-
tion Sui recoined Trom tfjaM&fc experience), 1, ^o

r, is, bite, 'lot, g3,v li6m,

-. dwcl H* d. ich; kh,
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make incoherent sounds, as a baby does; talk like a

child; prattle. 2. to talk unwisely or too much; reveal

secrets. 3. to make a continuous low sound: as, the

brook babbles, v.t. 1. to say indistinctly or incoher-

ently. 2. to say unwisely or inadvisedly; blab. n. I.

confused, incoherent talk or vocal sounds. 2. foolish or

meaningless talk. 3. a continuous murmur.
babe (bSb), n. [ME.; like similar forms (W. baban,, Alb.

bebe, baby, L. papa, Gr. papa, G. papa, father, MHG.
babe, old woman, Lith. boba, mother) formed in imita-

tion of baby cries], 1. a baby; infant; hence, 2. a

naive, gullible, or helpless person. 3. [Slang], a girl or

young woman, especially a pretty one.

Ba-bef (ba'bl, bab'l), n. [Heb. babel: Assyr.-Babylo-
nian Bab~ilu, Babylon, lit., gate of God (? transl. of

Turanian Ca-dimirra, Gate of God)], 1. in the Bible,

a city in Shinar in which Noah's descendants tried to

build a tower intended to reach to heaven: God pun-
ished its builders for this presumption and prevented
them from finishing by causing them all suddenly to

speak in different languages so that they could not

understand one another: Gen. 11:1-9; hence, 2. any
impossibly high tower or building. 3. an impracticable

the strait joining the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden:
width, 20 mi.

v

Ba ber (ba'ber), n. (Zakir ud-Din Muhammed), founder
and first emperor of the Mogul dynasty of India;
lived 1483-1530: also spelled Babar, Babur.
Babi (ba'be), n. [< Bab], 1. Babism. 2, a Babist.

adj. Babist. . . ,

ba-bies'-breath (ba'biz-breth') , n. La fairly,
tall

plant of the pink family, with small, fragrant, white or

pink flowers. 2. any of several similar plants, as the

wild madder, grape hyacinth, etc. Also baby's-breath.
bab-i-ru-sa, bab-i-rous-sa, bab-i-rus-sa (bab'i-roo'sa,

ba'bi-roo'sa), n. [Malay babi, hog -f ritsa, deer], a wild

hog of southeast Asia and East India that has a pair of

hornlike tusks curving up backward from eacn jaw.
Bab-ism (bab'iz'm), n. [see BAB], a Persian religion

founded c. 1844 by the Bab, Mirza Ali Mohammed: it

forbids begging, drinking alcoholic liquors, buying and
selling slaves, having more than one wife, etc.

Babist (bab'ist), adj. of Babism. n. a believer in

Babism.
Bab-ite (bab'it), adj. & n. Babist.
ba-boo (ba/boo), n. [Hind, babu], 1. a Hindu title

equivalent to Mr., Sir, or Esq. 2. a native clerk in

India who can write English. 3. a native of India who
has a little English education: derogatory term. Also

spelled babu.
ba-boon (ba-boon', bo-boon'), n. [ME. babewyne; OFr.

babuin], a fierce ape of Africa and ''Arabia, having a

doglike snout and teeth, a large head with cheek

pouches, bare calluses on the rump, and a short tail.

ba-boon-er-y (ba-boon'e'r-i, ba-b6on'&>i) ,
n. baboonish

behavior.
baboon-ish _(ba-bo6n'ish, ba-boon'ish), adj. like a

baboon; stupid; uncouth.
Babur fba'bSr), n. Baber.
ba bushka (bg-boosh'ka) , n. [Russ., grandmother], a
kerchief or scarf worn on the head by a woman or girl.

Ba-bu-yan Islands (ba'boo-yanO, a small group of

islands in the Philippines, off the north coast of Luzon.

ba-by (ba'bi), n. \pl BABIES (-biz)], [ME. babi, dim.
of babe; see BABE], 1. an infant ; very young child. 2. a

person who behaves like an infant: helpless or cowardly
person. 3. the youngest or smallest in a group. 4.

[Slang], a girl or young woman, especially a pretty one.

adj. 1. of or for an infant. 2, extremely young. 3.

small of its kind. 4. infantile or childish, v.t. [BABIED
(-bid), BABYING], to treat like a baby; pamper; coddle.
~~~SYN. see indulge.
baby beef, meat from a prime heifer or steer fattened
for butchering when one to two years old.

baby blue-eyes (bloolz')* a California plant with
dark-spotted blue flowers,

baby buggy, a light carriage for wheeling a baby about;
perambulator.
baby farm, a place where young children can be
boarded: the term now generally implies mistreatment
and neglect.
baby grand, a small grand piano.
ba-byvhood (ba/bi-hoodO, n. 1. the period or condition
of being a baby; infancy. 2, babies collectively,

ba-by'ish (ba'bi-ish), adj. 1. like a baby; infantile;
hence, 2. timid, silly, etc.

Bab-y*lon (babH-sn, bab'i-Jon') , n. [L.; Gr. Babylon;
Heb. babel: see BABEL], 1. an ancient city on the
Euphrates River, the capital of Babylonia and later of
Chaldea, famous for wealth, luxury, and wickedness.
2. any city or place of great wealth, luxury, and vice.

Bab-y-lo-ni-a (bab'
f

l-o'ni-9), n. [L.; Gr. Babylonia <
Babylon; see BABYLON], an, ancient empire of south-
western Asia, in the lower valley of the Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers: it flourished c. 2700-538 B,C.
Bab y-lo-ni an (bab'1-o'ni-an) r adj. 1. of Babylon,

its people, etc. 2. of Babylonia. 3. wicked, n. 1. a

native or inhabitant of Babylon or Babylonia. 2. the

Semitic language of the Babylonians. Abbreviated Bab.

Babylonian Captivity, 1. the exile of the Jews, de-

g^rted
by Nebuchadnezzar into Babylonia in 597

.C. 2. the period of forced residence of the Popes at

Avignon, France (1309-1 377): so called after the exile

of the Jews.

baby sitter, a person hired to take care of a child or

children, as when the parents are away for the evening:
also sitter. . ,. . ,

Ba-car-di (ba-kar'di), n. [after Bacardi, ong. distiller],

a variety of Cuban rum. adj. made with Bacardi rum.
bac-ca-lau-re-ate (bak'a-ld'n-it). n. [ML baccalaure-

atus; as if < L. bacca laureus, laurel berry, but actually

< L. *baccalari$ or *baccalarius, vassal farmer, young
man < bacca, a cow; cf. BACHELOR], 1. the degree of

bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, etc. 2. an address

or sermon delivered to a graduating class at com-
mencement: also baccalaureate sermon.
bac-ca-rat, bac-ca-ra (bak'a-ra/, bak'a-ra'), n. [Fr.;

prob. < feaccarat, a town in France], 1. a gambling
game played with cards. 2. in this game, the ten, which
counts zero.

bac-cate (bak'at), adj. [L. baccatus < bacca, berry], a
1.

like a berry, as in pulpiness or shape. 2. bearing

Bacchae (bak'e), n.2. [L.; Gr. Bakchai < BakcJtos,

Bacchus], 1. women companions of Bacchus, 2.

women worshipers or priestesses of Bacchus.
bacchanal (bak's-n'l, bak'a-nal

7

), n. [L., place de-

voted to Bacchus], 1. a worshiper of Bacchus; bac-
chant or bacchante: hence, 2. a drunken carouser.

3. pL the Bacchanalia. 4. a dance or song in honor of

Bacchus. 5. a drunken party; orgy. adj. 1. of Bac-
chus or his worship; bacchanalian, 2. carousing,
Bac-cha-na-li-a (bak'a-nali-a, bak'a-nal'ya) , n.pl. 1.

an ancient Roman festival in honor of Bacchus; hence,
2. [b~], a drunken party; orgy.

bac-cha-na-li-an (bak'o-na'li-an, bak'e-nal'yon), adj.
1. of or like bacchanals or the Bacchanalia. 2. noisily

drunken; carousing; orgiastic, n. a drunken carouser.
bac-chant (bak'ant), n. [pi. BACCHANTS (-ants), BAC-
CHANTES (ba-kan'tez)], f < L. bacchans, ppr. of bacchari,
to celebrate the feast of Bacchus], 1. a priest or wor-
shiper of Bacchus; hence, 2. a drunken carouser, adj.
1. worshiping Bacchus. 2. fond of alcoholic liquor.
bacchan-te (ba-kan'ti, bo-kant', bak'snt), TZ. HFr.; see

BACCHANT], 1 , a priestess or woman votary of Bacchus
;

hence, 2. a woman who carouses.
bac-chan-tic (bs-kan'tik), adj. of or like bacchants or
bacchantes.
Bac-chic (bak'ik), adj. 1. of Bacchus or his worship.
2. [often b-L bacchanalian; drunken; carousing.
Bacchus (bak'ss), n. [L.; Gr. Bakchos], an ancient
Greek and Roman god of wine and revelry: earlier called

Dionysus by the Greeks.
baoci- (bak'si), [< L. baccq, berry]," a combining form
meaning berry* as in bacchorous.
bac-cif-er-ous (bak-sif'Sr-ss), adj. [L. baccifer < bacca,
berry -f ferre, to bear; -f -ous], that bears berries.

bac-ci-form (bak'si~f6rm') adj. [bacci- -j- -form],
shaped like a berry.

baociv-o-rous (bak-siv's-rss), adj. [bacci- + -vorous],
eating berries; living on berries.

bach (bach), i>.i. [< bachelor], [Slang], to live alone
or keep house for oneself, as a bachelor,
Bach, Johann Christian (yo'han blkh'J, 1735-1,782;
son of Johann Sebastian; German organist and com-
poser.
Bach, Jo-hann Se-bas-tian (ySlian si-ba's'tyan), 1685-
1750; German organist and composer.

Bach, Karl PhiMpp E ma mi el (karl fel'ip S-ma'noo-
el), 1714-1788; son of Johann Sebastian; German
composer.
bachelor (bach'a-lrt bach'ler), n. [ME. bacMer; OFr.
bacheler, bachelier; L. *baccalari$ or *baccalarius, vassal
farmer, young fellow < bacca, a cow], 1. originally, a
young knight holding a farm or farms in vassalage,
who served under another's banner. 2 a person who
has received the baccalaureate from a college or uni-
versity: as* a Bachelor of Arts: abbreviated B,, b. 3. an
unmarried man. adj. of or for a bachelor.
bach-e-lor-at-arms (bach'a-le'r-at-a'rmz'), n. a young
knight serving under another's banner.

bachelor fiirl, [ColloQL.], &n unmarried girl or young
woman who works an4 Ifves independently.

bach-e-lor-b-ood (bachVl&r-hood
7

, bachlgr-hopd')^ n.
the state or period of beijig a bachelor; way of Hie of an
unmarried man.
Bachelor of Arts J, a degree given "by a college or
university to a person who lias completed a four-year
course or its equivalent in the Humanities, social
sciences, etc. 2, a person who has this degree. Abbre-
viated B.A., A.JJ*
Bachelor of Science, 1. a degree given by a cotlegre or
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university to a person who has completed a four-year
college course or its equivalent, with a major in science
rather than the humanities. 2. a person who has this

degree. Abbreviated B.S., B.Sc.
bach-e-lor's-but-ton (bach'o-lSrz-but^'n, bachlSrz-
but''n), n. any of several plants with button-shaped
flowers, including the cornflower, knapweed, and tansy,
bach-e-lor-ship (bach's-lSr-ship', bachl&r-shipOi n.

[bachelor + -ship], bachelorhood.
ba-cil-lar (ba-sife, bas'l-3r), adj. [Mod. L. bacillarius

< L. bacillum, small staff], 1. rod-shaped; bacilHform,
2. consisting of

t.rodlike structures. 3. of, like, charac-
terized by, or caused by bacilli.

bac-il-lar-y (bas
/F
l-er'i, bs-sil'gr-i), adj. bacillar.

ba-cil-li (ba-sill), n. plural of bacillus.

ba-cll-li-form (ba-sil'9-f6rm') adj. rod-shaped; shaped
like a bacillus.

bacil-lus (bo-sil'as), n. [pi. BACILLI (-!)], [Mod. L. <
L. bacillum, dim. of baculus, a stick], 1. any of a genus
of rod-shaped bacteria which occur in chains, produce
spores, and are active only in the presence of oxygen:
abbreviated B. 2. any rod-shaped bacterium : dis-

tinguished from coccus, spirillum: see bacteria, illus.

3. usually pi. loosely, any of the bacteria, especially
those causing disease.
back (bak), n. [ME. bak: AS. bxc, back; akin to ON.
bdk, OHG. bahho < IE. *bheg, to bend], 1. the part of
the body opposite to the front; in man and many other

animals, the part to the rear or top, opposite the chest,
breast, or belly, and reaching from the base of the neck
to the end of the spine; hence, 2. the backbone. 3. a
support for the human back: as, the back of a chair.

4. the part of a garment or harness associated with the
back of a person or an animal. 5. physical strength.
6. the rear or hinder part of anything. 7. the farther
or other side of something; reverse. 8. the part of

anything opposite the part that is used: as, the back of
the hand. 9. the part of a tool or weapon opposite the
useful edge. 10. the unexposed face of a fabric; wrong
side. 11. the part of a book that holds it together;
part showing wjaen the book is shelved. 12. in football,
a player in a position behind the front line; quarterback,
halfback, or fullback, adj. 1. at the rear; behind. 2.

distant. 3. of or for a time in the past: as, back pay.
4. in a backward direction; returning; reversed: as, a
back stroke. 5. in phonetics, made at the rear of the
mouth; velar; guttural, adv. [ME. bac < abac! AS.
on bsec, backward], 1. at, to, or toward the rear;
backward. 2. to or toward a former position. 3. into
or toward a previous condition. 4. to or toward an
earlier time. 5. for the purpose of reserve or conceal-
ment: as, to hold back information. 6. in return or

requital: as, to pay one back. v.t. 1. to cause to move
backward, or to the rear (sometimes with up}. 2. to
stand behind; hence, 3. to support; second; approve
(often with up}. 4. to make a wager in support of;
bet on. 5. to get on the back of; mount. 6. tp provide
with a back or backing. 7. to form the back of. 8. to

sign on the back; endorse, v.i. 1. to move or go back-
ward (often with up). 2. to shift counterclockwise:
said of the wind; opposed to veer. SYN. see support.
back and fill, 1 . to handle sails so that they repeatedly
spill wind and fill^with wind. 2. to zigzag. 3. to
take first one position and then another^vacillate.
back and forth, to and fro; from side to side.

back down, [Colloq.], to withdraw from a position or

attitude; surrender a claim.
back out, [Colloq.], 1. to withdraw from an enter-

prise. 2. to refuse to keep a promise or engagement.
back water, 1. to row or paddle backward; hence,
2. to withdraw from a position or a claim.
behind one's back, without one's knowledge or con-
sent.
be on one* s back, to be ill, unable to help oneself, etc.

get (or put) one*s back up, 1. to make or become
angry, as a cat arching its back. 2. to be obstinate.

Ho back on, [CoUoqj, 1. to back out. 2. to be dis-

loyal to; desert; fail.

turn one's back on, 1. to show anger, contempt, etc.

toward by turning away from. 2. to ignore the plight
of; desert; fail.

with one*s back to the wall, in a desperate position, as
a fighter cornered and unable to retreat.

back (bak), n. [D. bak; Fr. bac, trough^ ferryboat], a
shallow Vt, tray, or tub used in industry.
back-ache (bak'ak'), n. a continuous ache, or pain, in
the back.
Back Bay, a wealthy residential district in Boston.
back bite (bafc'bit'),>< * vd. [BACKBIT fbif), BACK-
BITTEN (-bit"n) or BACKBIT, BACKBITING], [see BACK
& BITE], to speak maliciously about (an absent person
or persons); slander; n. a backbiting. '

back board p>ak'b$rd', bak'bSrdO, n. 1. a board 'that
forms or stMorts the back of something. 2. in basket-

ball, a bfcarl r Harff surface jtist behind the basket.

back-bone (baklxSnO* n. [ME. bakbon, bacbon; see
BACK & BONE], 1. the column of bones along the center
of the back of man and many animals, made up of

separate bones (vertebrae) connected by muscles and
tendons; spine; hence, 2. a main support; stiffening
part. 3. courage: determination. SYN. see fortitude.
back-boned (bak'bond')t o4f having a backbone.

back-break-ing (bak'brak'irj) , adj. requiring great
physical exertion: very tiring.
back-chat (bak'cnaf), n. [Colloq J, back talk.
back-court (bak'kSrt', bak'korr), n. the back part of
a tennis court, basketball court, etc.
back-cross (bak'krds'), v.L A va. to cross, or breed (a
hybrid) with one of its parents, n. such a breeding.
back-door (bak'd&r', bak'dor'), adj. 1. of a rear en-
trance; hence, 2. secret; underhand: surreptitious.
back-drop (bak'drop'), n. a curtain nung at the back
of a stage, often painted to represent some scene.
backed (bakt), adj. having a back or backing: often
used in hyphenated compounds meaning hailing a
(specified kind of) back, as canvas-backed.

back-er (bak'Sr), n. 1. a person who backs another
person or a project; patron; supporter. 2. a person who
bets on a contestant. SYT*f. see sponsor.

back-fall (bak'fSl'), n. l.a) a falling back. 6) that which
falls back. 2. in wrestling, a fall in which the wrestler
lands on his back.

back-field (bak'feld'), n. in football, 1. the four players
(quarterback, two halfbacks, and fullback) whose regu-
lar position is behind the line of scrimmage. 2. their

positions regarded as a unit.
back-fire (bak'fir'), n. 1. a fire started to stop an
advancing prairie fire or forest fire by creating a burned
area in its path. 2. an explosion occurring too soon in
a cylinder of a gasoline or oil engine, thereby tending
to reverse the motion of the piston. 3, an explosion in
an intake or exhaust pipe. 4. an explosion in the back
part of a gun. v.i". 1. to use or set a backfire. 2. to
explode as a backfire. 3. to have an unexpected and
unwelcome result; go awry: as, his plan backfired.
back-for-ma tion (bak'ffcr-ma'shan), n. a word ac-

tually formed from, but looking as if it were the base of,

another word. Example: burgle (from burglar).
back-gam-mon (bak'gam'sn, bak'gam'an), n. tprob.
back + gammon, a game],
& game played on a spe-
cial board by two people:
each has fifteen pieces,
which he moves according
to the throw of dice.

back-ground (bak'-
ground

7
) , n. 1 . the distant

part of a landscape, pic-
ture, etc. 2. surroundings,
especially those behind
something and providing
harmony or contrast; stir-

rounding area or surface.
3. an unimportant or seem-
ingly unimportant place
or position: as, he stays in
the background. 4. the
whole of one's study, training, and experience: as, she
has the right background for this job. 5. the events
leading up to something; causes; hence, 6. information
which will help to explain something: as, give me the
background of the problem. 7. in mqtion pictures, radio,
etc., music or sound effects used as a subordinated
accompaniment to dialogue or action.
back-hand (bak'handO. n. 1. handwriting that slants

backward, up to the left.

2. a method of stroking, as v\ * \ \ j

in tennis, with the back of \\(wOWN^cAv^Js^
the hand turned forward, \
the arm being brought for-
ward from across the body. 3. a stroke so made,
backhanded, adv. with a backhanded stroke.
backhanded (baklian'did) ,

adj. 1. made or performed
with the back of the hand, or
with the back of the hand
turned forward, as some
strokes in tennis. 2. with the
letters slanting backward, up
to the left. 3. not direct; .

equivocal; insincere; sarcas-
tic: said of a compliment that
contains a rebuke, etc. 4.

turned in a direction opposite
to the* normal: as, a bocfy-
handed cable, 5. clumsy.
back-house (bak'ious'), n. a
small building behind thei

main one; especially, a priyxt
back-ing (fcak'fy), ft; 1. *ie

BACKGAMMON BOARD

adj.

BACKHAND STROKE >
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act of supporting at the back or strengthening, with

a back. 2. something placed in back or forming a

back for support or strengthening. 3. support or aid

given to a person or cause; endorsement. 4. tnose

giving such support or aid. 5. a going backward.

back-lash (baklash
7
), n. 1. a quick, sharp recoil. 2. a

snarl in a reeled fishing line. 3. in mechanics, the jar-

ring reaction of loose or worn parts; play.

backlog (baklflg'. bak'log ), n. 1. a large
leg

at the

back of a fire, as in a fireplace, to support other logs.

2 an accumulation or reserve, as of unfilled orders. v.i.

& v.t. [BACKLOGGED (-16gd
7

, -logd
7
), BACKLOGGING], to

accumulate in reserve. .

back number, 1. an old issue of a periodical. 2.

[Colloq ], an old-fashioned or passe" person or thing.

back order, an order not yet filled: abbreviated b.o.

back pay, overdue or retroactive wages.
back-rest (bak'resf), n. a support for or at the back.

back road, a road that is away from the main road;

country road, usually in poor condition.

back-scratch-er (bak'skrach'er) , n. 1. a device for

scratching the back. 2. a person who scratches

another's back; hence, 3. [Colloq.], a toady.
back seat, 1. a seat at the backjjhence, 2. [Colloq. J, a

secondary or inconspicuous position.
back-seat driver (bak'set

7
), a passenger in an automo-

bile who offers advice and directions for driving.

back-set (bak'set') n, 1. a setback; relapse; reverse.

2. a backward current; eddy.
back-sheesh, back-shish (bak'shesh

7

), n. baksheesh.

backside (bak'sid
7

), n. [ME. bak side], 1. the back;

hind part. 2. the rump; buttocks. ,

back-sight (bak'sif), n. in surveying, 1. a sight taken

from a located point back to the point from which the

location was originally made. 2. a sight taken on a

point of known, elevation in order to determine tne

elevation, of the instrument.
back slap per (bak'slap'Sr) , n. [Colloq.], a person who

slaps others on the back; effusively friendly, too hearty

backside (bak'slid
7
, bak'slid'), v.i. [BACKSLID (-sKd',

-slidO, BACKSLIDDEN (-slid"n, -slid''n) or BACKSLID,

BACKSLIDING], to slide backward in morals or religious

enthusiasm: become less virtuous, less pious, etc.

back-spin (bak'spin'), n. the backward rotation of a

ball, wheel, etc. that is moving forward.

back-stage (bak'staj'), adv. 1. in the dressing rooms
of a theater. 2. at or to the rear of the stage; upstage.

adj. Obak'staj
7
), 1. situated backstage. 2. concealed.

back-stair (bafc'stdr
7
), adj. backstairs.

- .

back-stairs (bak'st&rz
7
), adj. secret; underhanded; in-

volving intrigue.
back stairs, 1. stairs at the back, used (in large houses

or palaces) by servants, secret visitors, etc.
; hence, 2. a

way or method of intrigue.

back-stay (bak'sta
7
), n. 1. a rope or shroud slanting

sharply aft from the top of the mast of a ship to help

support the mast: often called running backstay: see

shroud, illus. 2. a rope or shroud extending from the

mast to the stern: often called permanent backstay.
3. a support for the back.
back-stitch (bak'stich

7

), n. a stitch made by doubling
the thread back on part of the stitch before, v.t. A v.i.

to sew with backstitches.

back-stop (bak'stop
7
), n. a fence, screen, etc. serving

to stop balls that go too far: in baseball the backstop
is behind the catcher.
back-stretch (bak'strech

7

), n. the part of a race track
farthest from the grandstand and opposite and parallel
to the homestretch.

back-stroke (bak'strok
7
), n. 1. a stroke backward;

backhanded stroke. 2. a stroke made by a swimmer
lying face upward. v.i. to perform a baclcstroke. v.t.

to hit with a backstroke.
back-swept (bak'swept

7
), adj. formed so as to extend

or slope away from the front.

back-sword (bak's6rd
7
, bak'sord'), n. 1. a sword

sharpened on only one edge; broadsword. 2. a hilted

stick used in saber-fencing practice; singlestick. 3. a

person who fences with the backsword.
back talk, [Colloq.], a talking back; saucy or insolent

answers or retorts,

back*track (bak'trak
7

), IM. to return by the same path;

back-ward (bak'werd) , adv. [ME. bacward, bakward, for

abacward; abac (< AS. on bac, back) + -ward (< AS.
-weard, toward)], 1. behind; toward the back or rear.

2. with the back or rear foremost. 3. in reverse. 4. in

a way contrary to the normal or usual way. 5. toward
earlier times; into the past. 6. from a better to a worse
state, adj. 1. turned or directed toward the rear or

in the opposite way. 2. hesitant; not eager; reluctant;
bashful; shy. 3. late in developing or growing; re-

tarded; slow; behind time.
back*ward-ness (bak'weYd-nis), n* 1. the state of

being retarded or undeveloped. 2. shyness; bashful-

ness; reluctance.
back-wards (bak'w&rdz), adv. [backward + adv. gemt.
-(e)s], backward.

back-wash (bak'wdsh
7

,
bak'wash 7

), n. 1. water moved
backward, as by a ship.,

an oar, etc. 2. a backward

current or flow, as of air from an airplane propeller.

3 a reaction or commotion caused by some event.

back-wa-ter (bak'wd'ter, bak'wa'ter), n. 1. water

moved backward or held back by a dam, tide, etc. 2.

stagnant water in a small stream or inlet; hence, 3. a

place or condition regarded as stagnant, backward,
etc.: as, he lives in a cultural backwater, adj. like a

backwater; stagnant; backward.
back-wood (bak'wood'), adj. backwoods.
back-woods (bak'woodz', bak'woodz

7

), n.pl. 1. neav-

ily wooded areas far from centers of population. 2.

[Colloq.], any remote, thinly populated place, adj. in,

from, or characteristic of backwoods.
back-woods-man (bak'woodz'msn) , n. [pi. BACK-

WOODSMEN (-man)], a man who lives in or comes from
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'k'n), n. (ME. & OFr.; OHG. bahko,

bacho side of bacon], salted and smoked meat from the

back or sides of a hog: see pork, illus.
.

bring home the bacon, [Colloq.], 1. to earn a living.

2. to succeed; win.

Ba-con, Francis (ba'ksn, ba'k'n), Baron Verulam,
Viscount St. Albans, 1561-1626; English philosopher,

essayist, and statesman. .

Bacon Nathaniel, 1647-1676; American colonist born

in England; led a rebellion to gain governmental reform.

Bacon, Roger, 1214?-1294; English scientist and

philosopher. .

Ba-co ni-an (ba-ko'ni-9n), adj. 1. of Francis Bacon,
his philosophy, or his style of writing. 2. designating
or of the theory that Francis Bacon wrote Shakespeare's
works, n. 1. a person who believes in the philosophy
of Francis Bacon. 2. a person who believes that Francis

Bacon wrote the works of Shakespeare.
bact., bacteriology. .

bac-te-re-mi-a (bak'ts-re'mi-a), n. [see BACTERIA &
-EMLA], the presence of bacteria m the blood stream,

bac-te-ri- (bak'te-ri), bacterio-.

bac-teTi*a (bak-tSr'i-s), n.pl. [sing. BACTERIUM (-om)J,

[Mod. L., pi. of bacterium

< Gr. bakterion, dim. of

baktron, a staff], typically
one-celled microorganisms
which have no chlorophyll,
multiply by simple divi-

sion, and can be seen only
with a microscope: they
occur in three main forms,

spherical (cocci), rod-

shaped (bacilli), and spiral

(spirilla) ; some bacteria
Af rod (bacillus) ; B, spiral

cause diseases such as
(Spirilium) ; c, sphere (coc-

pneumonia, tuberculosis, ^us)
and syphilis, but others are

necessary for fermentation, nitrogen fixation, etc.

bacterial (bak-ter'i-al), adj. of or produced by
bacteria.

bac-te-ri-aMy (bak-t&r'i-ol-i), adv. 1. by the action of

bacteria. 2. in the manner of bacteria.

bac-te-ri-cid-al (bak-terVsid'al), adj. that destroys
bacteria.

bac-te-ri-cide (bak-tlr's-sid') , n. [bacteri- + -ride], an

agent or substance that destroys bacteria.

bac-te-rin (bak'ta-rin), n. [< bacteri- -f -in], a vaccine
that contains specific bacteria and is injected into a

person's body to increase his immunity to them.
bac-te-ri-o- (bak-te'r'i-a) , [< bacterium], a combining
form meaning of bacteria, as in bacteriology: also

bacteri-

bac-te-ri-0-log-i-cal (bak'tlr'i-9-loj'i-k'l, bak-t&r'i-a-

loj'i-k'l) , adj. of or connected with bacteriology.
bac-te-ri-ol-o-gist (bak'teVi-ol'a-jist, bak-tr 7

i-ol'a-

jist), n. a student of or specialist in bacteriology.
bac-te-ri-ol-o-gy (bak'tari-ol'a-ji, bak-teY 7

i-ol'9-ji) , n.

[bacterio- + -logy], the science that deals with bacteria:

abbreviated bacteriol., bact.

bac-te-ri-ol-y-sis (bak
/
te'r

7
i-ol'3-sis, bak-te*r

7
i-ol'a-sis) ,

n. [bacterio- + -lysis], 1. chemical decomposition
caused by bacteria. 2. the dissolution or destruction of

bacteria.

bac-te-ri-o-lyt-ic (bak-tgr^-a-lit'ijc), adj. of, producing,
or characterized by bacteriolysis.

bac-te-ri-o-phage (bak-te>'i-9-faJO n. [bacterio- +
-phage], a microscopic a^ent that destroys disease-

producing bacteria in a living organism.
bac-te-ri-os-co-py (ba-k't&r'i-os'ka-pi, bak-teri-os'ka-

pi), n. [bacterio- + -scopy], the study of bacteria by
means of the microscope.

bac-te-ri-o-sta-sis (bak-t6r'i-o-sta'sis), n. [Mod. L. ; see

BACTERIO- & STASIS], prevention of the growth or

multiplication of bacteria.
bac<te-rl-o*8tat-ic (bak-te*r'i-9-stat'ik), adj. [Mod, I/.;

see BACTERIO- & STATIC], preyenting the growth or

multiplication of bacteria, n. a bacteriostatic substance.
bac-te-ri-um (bak-t6r'i-9m), n. singular pf t^ctcrta.
bacterize (bak'tgr-iz

7
), v.t. (BAxrrERiZEij;(rl2sd

/

):, BAC-

], to cause a change in py bacterial action.
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bac-ter-oid (bak'ter-oid'), adj. resembling bacteria, n.
a structurally modified form of bacterium, as that form-
ing nodules on the roots of leguminous plants.
Bac-tri-a (bak'tri-s), n. an ancient country in the
northeastern part of modem Afghanistan: also Balkh.
Bac-tri-an (bak'tri-sn), adj. of Bactria. n. 1. a native
or inhabitant of Bactria. 2. the language of Bactria.
Bactrian camel, a camel with two humps, native to
southwestern Asia: it is shorter and hairier than the
Arabian camel.
ba-cu'Ii-form (ba-kul9-f6rm'), adj. [< L. baculum, a
stick; + -form], shaped like a rod.

bac-u-line (bak'yoo-lin, bak'yoo-Hn'), adj. [< L.
baculum, a stick; -f -ine] t having to do with a rod or
stick, or with punishment administered with a rod.
bad (bad), adj. [WORSE (wurs), WORST (wurst)], [ME.
bad, badde, bad, worthless; ? < AS. bseddel, hermaphro-
dite], 1. not good; not as it should be; defective in
quality; below standard; lacking in worth; inadequate.
2. unfit; unskilled. 3. unfavorable; unpleasant; dis-

agreeable: as, bad news. 4. rotted; decomposed;
spoiled. 5 . incorrect ; faulty ; erroneous : as, bad spelling.
6. wicked; immoral. 7. harmful: injurious; dangerous.
8. severe: as, a bad storm. 9. ill; in poor health; in pain.
10. bothered; sorry; distressed: as, he feels bad about

. .

wickedness. 3. those who are wicked (preceded by the).
go to the bad, [Colloq.], to degenerate; become wicked,
shiftless, seedy, etc.

in bad, [Colloq.], 1. in trouble. 2. in disfavor.
not bad, [Colloq.], good; fairly good; not unsatis-
factory: also not half bad, not so bad.

SYN. bad, in this comparison, is the broadest term, ranging
in implication from merely unsatisfact9ry to utterly depraved;
evil and wicked connote willful violation of a moral code, but
evil often has ominous or malevolent implications (an evil hour)
and wicked is sometimes weakened in a playful way to mean
merely mischievous {wicked wit) ; ill, which is slightly weaker
than evil in its implications of immorality, is now used chiefly
in certain idiomatic pjirases (ill-gotten gains) ; naughty today
implies mere miscnievousness or disobedience (a naughty
child). ANT. good, moral.
bad (bad), 1. archaic past tense of bid: see bid. 2.
obsolete past tense of bide.
Ba-da-joz (ba'da-h$th'), n. a city in southern Spain, on
the border of Portugal: pop., 64,000 (est. 1946).
bad blood, a feeling of (mutual) enmity.
bade (bad), 1. alternative past tense of bid: see bid.
2. alternative past tense of bide.
bad egg, [Slang], a worthless, dishonest, or vicious
person.
Ba den (ba'd'n), n. 1. a division of southwestern Ger-
many: formerly a duchy: area, 5,818 sq. mi.: pop.,
1,185,000 (est. 1947); capital, Karlsruhe. 2. a famous
health resort there: pop., 34,000 (est. 1947): also
Baden-Baden.
Ba-den-Pow-ell (ba'don-po'el), first Baron (Sir Robert
Stephenson Smyth), 1857-1941; British soldier; founder
of Boy Scouts and Girl Guides.
badge (baj), n. [ME. bage, bagge], 1. a distinctive mark
or sign worn to show one's rank, belief, membership,
etc.; hence, 2. any distinctive sign or symbol, v.t.

[BADGED (bajd), BADGING], to mark with a badge.
badg-er (baj'er), n. [pi. BADGERS (-CTZ). BADGER; see
PLURAL, II, D, 1], [16th- m|
c. term for earlier

""

brock; ? < obs. n. &
personal name badger,
corn dealer], 1. a
burrowinganimalwith *

a broad oack, thick
short legs, and Iqng
claws on the forefeet.
2. its fur. 3. a brush of badger's hair, 4. in Australia,
a) a wombat. 6) a bandicoot. 5* [B-], [Colloq.], a
native or inhabitant of Wisconsin, called tfce Badger
State, v.t. to torment as if baiting a badger ; nag at.

SYN. see bait.

bad-i-nage (bad''n-ij, bad'i-nazh') , n. [Fr. < badiner, to

jest, make merry < badin, fool < Pr. badar, to gape
< ML. badare, to gape, trifle], playful, teasing talk;
banter, v.t. [BADINAGED (-ijd, -nazhd'), BADINAGING],
to banter; tease with playful talk.

bad-lands (bad'landz'), n.pl. any section of barren land
where rapid erosion has cut the loose,, dry soil' or soft

rocks into strange shapes. SYN. see waste.
Bad Lands, badlands of southwestern South Dal^pta
and northwestern Nebraska.

bad-ly (bad'li), adv. 1. in a bad manner; harmfully,
unpleasantly, incorrectly, wickedly, etc. 2. [Colloq.];

BADGER (2 ft. long)

feathered cork (shuttlecock) is batted back and forth
across a net by players with light rackets (battledores) ;

battledore and shuttlecock. 2. a drink made with
claret, soda, and sugar.
Ba-do-gllo, Pie-tro (pye'tro* ba-d61yo% 1871-1956;
Italian marshal; premier (1943-1944).

bad-tem-pered (bad'temfperd)^ adj. having a bad
temper or cranky disposition; irritable.
Bae-de-ker (ba'di-ker), n. 1. any of a series of guide-
books to foreign countries first published in Germany
by Karl Baedeker (1801-1859). 2. loosely, any guide-
book.

baff (baf), vd. [prob, < OPr. laffe, soft blow; via Scot.],
in golf, to hit the ground with the sole of the club
in striking the ball, m such a stroke, lofting the ball.

Baf-fin, William (baf'in), 1584-1622; English explorer.
Baffin Bay, an arm of the Atlantic, between Greenland
and Baffin Island: discovered by William Baffin.
Baffin Island, an island in Northwest Territories,
Canada, northeast of the mainland: area, 211,000 sq.
mi.; pop., 2,000.
baf-fie (baf''l), v.t. [BAFFLED (-'Id), BAFFLING], [16th-c.

Scot.]; prob. respelling (cf. duff for dough* Affleck for

Auchmleck) of obs. Scot, bauchle], 1. to frustrate or
balk by puzzling or bewildering; confound. 2. to inter-
fere with; hinder; impede. vj. to struggle without
result, n. 1. a baffling or being baffled. 2. an ob-
structing device, as a wall or screen to hold back or turn
aside the flow of liquids, gases, etc. 3. in radio, a
mounting for the loudspeaker, designed to improve
reproduction of low frequencies. SYN. see frustrate.
baf-fle-ment (baf'l-mant) , n. a baffling or being baffled.

baffle-plate (baf'1-plat'), n. a baffle (sense 2).
baf-fling (barlirj), adj. [ppr. of baffle], 1. puzzling; be-

wildering. 2. inscrutable: as, a baffling person, 3.

obstructing; hindering.
baf-fy (bar!), n. [< Scot, baff, a blow; of echoic origin],

[Obs.J, a golf club with a wooden head and backward-
slanting face for giving the ball high loft: now called

spoon or number three wood.
bag (bag), n. [ME. bagge; ON. baggi], 1. a container
made of fabric, paper, leather, etc., with an opening at
the top that can be closed; sack or pouch. 2. a piece
of hand luggage; satchel; suitcase. 3. a woman's small
container for money, cosmetics, etc.; handbag; purse.
4. a container for game. 5. its contents; total kill of a
day's hunting. 6. a bagful. 7. anything shaped like
a bag. 8. the swelling or bagging part of something.
9. an udder or similar pouchlike membrane. 10. a sac
inside an animal to hold a secretion, fluid, etc. 11.

[Slang], [< baggage, 3], a woman. 12. in baseball, a
base. Abbreviated bg. v.t. [BAGGED (bagd), BAGGING],
1. to make bulge. 2. to enclose within a bag. 3., to

seize; capture. 4. to kill in or as in hunting* 5.

[Slang], to obtain or collect. v.i. 1. to swell like a full

bag. 2. to hang loosely.
bag and baggage, [CoEoq,,]* 1. with all one's posses-
sions. 2. completely;, entirely.
be in the bag, [Slang!, to have its success assured.
be left holding the bag, [Colloq.], to be left to suffer
the bad consequences or the blame for something.

B.Ag., Bachelor of Agriculture.
ba-gasse (ba-gasO, n. [Fr. bagasse, bagace; Mod. Pr.

bagasso, refuse from processing of grapes or olives <
Gallo-Roman *bacac$a < L. vinacea, grapeskin, husk <
vinum, grapesL lite part of sugar cane or sugar beets
left after the ftuce has been taken out: it is used for

fuel and in the manufacture of insulation.

bag-a-telle (bag'a-tel') , n. [Fr.; It. bagatetta], 1. some-
thing of little importance or value; trifle. 2. a game
somewhat like billiards, played with cues and nine balls

on a table having nine holes, 3. a short musical com-
position, especially for the piano.
Bag-dad (bag'dad, bag-dad/), n. 1. the capital of Iraq,
on, the Tigris River: pop,, 499,000: see Iran and Iraq,
map. 2. a former cafiphate, in the region of the Tigris
and Euphrates Rivers. Also spelled Baghdad.
Bage hot, Walter (baj'gt), 1826-1877; English econo-
mist and political writer.
ba gel (ba'g'l), n. [Yid. < beigen (cf. G. biegeri), to bend,
twist], a bread roll made of yeast dough twisted ir^to
a small doughnutlike t shape, cooked in simmering
water, and then baked in the oven.

bag-gage (bag'ij), n. [ME. bagage; OPr. bagage < bague,
bundle < ML. baga, leather bag], 1. the trunks, bags,
and other equipment of a traveler; luggage. 2.

(

the
supplies and gear of an army. 3. [by transference^
sense "army baggage" to "camp follower"; prob. in-

fluenced by Fr. bagasse, harlot, camp follower; OFr.
baiasse < ML. *bagassa, *bacassa, girl, servant girl],

formerly, a prostitute or wanton; hence, 4. a saucy,
impudent, or lively girl.

bag-gage-mas-ter (bag'ij-mas'te'r, bag'ij-ixias'teX), a. a

person ii* charge of receiving amd dispatching baggage;,
at a railway efcfcbon. ,

.

,
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baggie no bake

-i'ne^

bag gie (bag'i, beg'i), n* [dim. of bag], [Scot.], I. a little

bag. 2* the belly or stomach.

*&My (bagn-!k adv. in a baggy manner.
e^(Dag'i-nis), n. the state of being baggy.

aVin), n- cloth for making bags; sacking.

'i), adj. [BAGGIER (-i-e'r), BAGGIEST (-i-ist)I,

1. puffed or swelling in a baglike way. 2. hanging

loosely; impressed: as, baggy trousers.

Bagh-dad <bag'dad, bag-dadO. n. Bagdad.
bag-man (bagman), n. [pi. BAGMEN (-man)], [British] ,

a traveling salesman.

bagn-io (ban'yo, ban'yo), n. [It. Jfl^fK); L. balneum,

bath, bathing place; Gr. balaneion, bathj akin to Sans.

galanah, dripping], 1. a Turkish or Italian bathhouse.

2. in the Orient, a prison for slaves. 5. a house of

prostitution; brothel.

bag-pipe (bag'pip')* n. sometimes pi* a shnll-toned
musical instrument with a mouth-

piece, finger-operated stops, and a
feather bag from which air is forced
into reed pipes to produce the sound:
now played chiefly in Scotland.

B. Agr. Bachelor of Agriculture.

B.A&SC., Bachelor of Agricultural
Science.

ba-guette, ba-guet (ba-gef), n. [Pn
baguette, a rod; It, vacchetta, dim. of

bacchio, a pole, cudgel; L. bcculum, a
walking stick, staff}, 1. a thing with
the shape of a convex oblong, as a
gem, watch, etc. 2. this shape. 3.

ni architecture, a small, convex
molding.
Ba gui o (ba'ge-o', bag'i-o') , n. a city
in north central Luzon, in the Philip-
pines: pop., 24,100.

bag-wig (bag'wig'), n. a wig with the back hair held in
a cloth bag or snood: worn in the 18th century.
bag-worm (bag

/wurm')t n. the larva of any of various
moths, that builds a cocoon like a bag: one variety
infests orange trees.

ball (ba, ba), inter/, an exclamation expressing con-

tempt, scorn, or disgust.
Jba-ha-dur (ba-h6'door, ba-ha'door), n. [Hind, bahadur,
hero, brave], a Hindu title of respect, used especially of

foreign officers and officials.

Ba-ha-i (ba-ha'e), n. [pi. BAHAIS (-ez)I, 1. a believer in
Bahaism. 2. Bahaism.
Ba-ha-ism (ba-ha'iz'm), n. [Ar. ba-ha, splendor; -{- -ism],
a religious sect developed out of Babism: begun m 1863
by Mirza Husayn AH.
Ba-ha-ist (ba-ha'ist), n. a believer in Bahaism. adj. of
Bahaism or Bahaists.
Ba ha ma Islands (ba-ha'ma, ba-ha'ma), a group of
British islands in the
West Indies, south-
east of Florida and
north of Cuba: area,
4,404 sq. mi.; pop.,
70,000 (est. 1944);
capital, Nassau.
Ba ha mas (ba-hS'-
maz, ba-ha'maz), n.pt.
the Bahama Islands.
Ba hf a (ba-he'a; Port.

ba-e'a), n. a seaport
in central Brazil: pop.,
388,000: also called
Sao Salvador.
Ba h(-a Blan ca (ba-
e'zi blaVfca), a city on
the coast of central Argentina: pop., 115,000.
Bah rein Islands (ba-ranO , islands in the Persian Gulf,
off the Arabian coast: they constitute a native Arab
state under British protection: area, 250 sq. mi.: pop.,
120,000; capital, Manama.

baht (bat), n. [pi. BAHTS (bats), BAHT], [< Thai], the
monetary unit of Thailand, a silver coin equal to about
$.40 in 1948.

Baikal, Lake (bi-kSl'), a lake in the Buryat Mongol
A.S.S.K., southern Siberia: area, 13,3QO sq. mi.
bail (bal), n. [OFr., power, control, jurisdiction <
batller, to keep in custody, deKver < L. bajulare, to
bear a burden < baiulus, porter, carrier], 1. money or
credit deposited with the court to get an arrested person
temporarily released on the assurance that he will come
back for trial, etc, at the proper time. 2. the release
thus brought about. 3. the person or persons giving
bail. v.t. 1. to deliver (goods) in trust for a special
purpose. t

1. to set (an arrested person) free on bail
(often with out). 3. to have (an arrested person) set
free by giving bail (often with out) f

fto bail for, to furnish bail for.
*

ball (bal), it. [OFr. bailie, bucket < LL. *bQJi*tat vessel;
cf. prec. BAIL (money)], a bucket or scoop for dipping
up water and removing it front a boat. v.t. * v.f. L to
remove water froni (a boat) with or as witli a bail. 2. to
dip out (water, etc.) with or as with,^ bail.
ball out, to make a parachute jump from an aircraft.

BAHAMA ISLANDS

bail (bal), n. [ME. bal; ON. beygla], 1. a hoop-shaped
support for holding up the cloth of a canopy, etc. 2.

a hoop-shaped handle for a bucket, kettle, etc.

bail (bal), n. [ME. < OFr. bails < L. bajulus, porter,

carrier], 1. pi. an outer fortification made of stakes;

palisades. 2. the outer wall or the outer court of a
medieval castle. 3. a bar or pole to keep animals

separate in a barn. 4. in cricket, either of two pieces
of wood laid across the three stumps to form a wicket.

bail-a ble (bal's-b'l), adj. 1. that can be bailed. 2.

allowing payment of bail.

bail bond, a bond (money or property) offered or de-

posited as bail: abbreviated b.b.

bail ee (bal'e'), n. [bail (to deliver in trust) + -ee], a

person who receives property from another under con-

tract of bailment.
, ,_

baMey (bali), n. [pi BAILEYS (-is)]. [ME. bath, var of

baile, bail; see BAIL (fortification)], the outer. wall or

court of a medieval castle: term still kept in some

proper names, as Old Bailey. .

Bai-fey bridge (ba'li), [after the Eng. inventor, D. C.

Bailey], in military engineering, a portable bridge con-

sisting of a series of prefabricated steel sections in the

, n. [Scot. < ME. baili; OFr. baili < L.

bajulus; see BAILIFF], in Scotland, a municipal official

corresponding to an alderman in England.
bail-iff (bSl'if), n. [ME. bailif, baillif; OFr. baihf < L.

bajulus, porter], 1. a sheriff's assistant, who serves

processes, etc. 2. an officer who has charge of prisoners
and guards the jurors in a court. 3. in England, an
administrative official of a district, with power to col-

lect taxes, serve as a magistrate, etc. 4. an overseer or

steward of an estate. ,.,...,.. -^
bail-i-wick (balVwik'), n. [ME. bail**, bailiff + witk;
AS. wic, village], 1. the district within which a bailiff

has jurisdiction; hence, 2. one's special field of interest

or authority. ...
bail ment (bal'mont), n. 1. the providing of bail for an
arrested person. 2. the delivering of goods to be held

in trust for a specific purpose and returned when that

purpose is ended.
ball-or (bal'Qr', bal'eY), n. in law, a person who delivers

property to another under contract of bailment.
bailsman (balz'man), n. [pi. BAILSMEN (-man)], a per-
son who gives bail for someone.
tbain-ma-rie (ban'maW). n. [pi. BAINS-MARIE (ban'-)],

[Fr.; L. balneum Mariae, lit., bath of Maria; faulty
transl. of Gr. kaminos Marias, furnace of Maria (an
alchemist)], a pan for holding hot water, into which other

pans, containing food, etc. are put for heating.
Bai ram (bi'ram', bi'ram'), n.TTurk. bqiram], either of

two Moslem religious festivals following the fast of

Ramadan.
Baird Mountains (bird), a mountain range in north-

western Alaska.
bairn (barn), n, [ME. beam; AS. beam < beran, to

bear], [Scot.], a son or daughter: child.

bait (bat), v.t. [ME. baiten; ON. beita, to make bite;

caus. < bUa, to bite], 1. to set dogs on for sport: as,

people formerly baited animals for amusement; hence,
2. to torment or goad, especially by insulting or provoc-
ative remarks. 3. [Rare], to feed (animals) during a

break in a journey. 4. to put food, etc, on (a hook or

trap) as a lure for animals or fish. 5. to lure; tempt,
entice, tu. to stop for food during a journey, n. 1

food, etc. put on a hook or trap as a lure. 2. anything
used as a lure; enticement. 3. a stop for rest or food

during a journey.
SYN. to bait is to torment or goad and implies malicious

delight in the persectrticm Qcw-6o/t^); to badger is to pester
so persistently as to bring to a state of frantic confusion; to

hound is to pursue or attack relentlessly until the victim

succumbs (he was hounded out of office) ; heckle denotes the

persistent questioning and taunting of a public speaker so as

to annoy or confuse him; hector implies a continual bullying
or nagging in order to intimidate or break

m
down resistance;

torment, in this comparison, suggests continued harassment
so as to cause acute suffering (tormented by her memories);
ride is colloquial and implies harassment or teasing by ridicul-

ing, criticizing, etc. (they were riding the rookie unmercifully
from tne dugout).

bait-er (bSt'er), nf a person who baits; especially, one
who toninents or goads others.
baize (b5z), n. [OFr. baie t pi, baips, baize < L. badius f

chestnut-brown], 1. a thick;,, coarse woqlen cloth, now
often dyed green, used to cover tables, etc. 2. a drape,
table cover, etc. made of this.

Ba-ja Ca 11 for nia $>a'fc& >ka'l3-f6r'nya), k we* Calir

fornia, a peninsula in Meadcor the Mexican name.
bake (bk), v.t. [BAKED (b5kt), BAKIHG], [HE. baken;
, A$. bacon; akin to" G. backen; JE. base *bhogo, warm-
ing, roasting],, 1. tq cook (food) bv dry heat, especially
in an oven. 2, to make djy and! hard by heal^ fre, as

glazed stb'neware. 3. to eimose (onesell) tc< the rays of

the sun, a lamp, etc. 4. [Obs;], to harden or cake. tu.
t to bake bread, pastrf, etc. 2. tb become baked:
hence, 3. to become dry a<J bkrd

f

Iff- fhte site; said of

soil, n.,1. abaJdkg.
'

;

2. apr6%t
(

of 'Tft^!';&,:$b
amount baked. 4. [Scot,], a cracKer,



bakehouse in Balder
bake-house (bak'hous'), n. a bakery; especially, that
room or part of a bakery containing the ovens.

ba-ke-lite (ba'ka-lif, baklit), n. [after L. H. Baekeland,
Belgian chemist], a synthetic resin made from formalde-
hyde and phenol, and used for the same purposes as
hard rubber, celluloid, etc.: a trade-mark (Bakelite).
bak-er (bak'Sr), n. [ME. bakere; AS. bxcere < bacan;
see BAKE], 1. a person whose work or business is baking
bread, pastry, etc. 2. a small, portable oven.
Baker, George Pierce (peYs bak'gr), 1866-1935;
American professor of the drama.
Baker, Mount, a mountain in the Cascade Range,
northwestern Washington: height, 10,750 ft.

Baker, Newton Diehl (del), 1871-1937; American
statesman and lawyer; secretary of war (1916-1921).
Baker Island, a small island in the Pacific, near the
equator.
baker's dozen, thirteen: bakers formerly added an
extra roll to the dozen bought, probably as a safeguard
against the penalty for giving too few.
Bak-ers-field (bak'erz-feld'). n. a city in south central
California: pop., 35,000.

*

bak-er-y (bak'gr-i, bak'ri), n. [pi. BAKERIES (-iz, -riz)],

a place where bread, pastries, etc. are baked or sold.

baking (bak'in), n. 1. cooking by dry heat, in an
oven, etc. 2. the amount baked at a single time. 3. a
drying or hardening by heat.

baking powder, a leavening agent that raises dough by
the gas (carbon dioxide) produced when baking soda
and acid react in the presence of water: it usually con-
tains baking soda mixed with either starch or flour and
cream of tartar, sodium aluminum sulfate, or primary
calcium phosphate.
baking soda, sodium bicarbonate, NaHCOi, used in

baking as a leavening agent and in medicine to counter-
act acidity.
bak sheesh, bak shish (bak'sheW), n. [Hind. & Per.
bakhshish < bakhshidan, to give], in

^Turkey, Egypt,
and some other Eastern countries, a tip; gratuity.
Bakst, Le on Ni-ko la e vich (la'6n' m-k6-la-ya'vich
bakst'), 1866?-1924t Russian painter.
Ba-ku (ba-koo') n. the capital of the Azerbaijan S.S.R.,
on the Caspian Sea: it is an oil center: pop., 809,000.

Baku-nin, Mikhail foii-kha-el' ba-koo'nin; Eng.
ba-ku'nin), 1814-1876; Russian anarchist; progenitor
of nihilism.

Bal., Baluchistan.
bal., 1, balance. 2. balancing.
Balaam (ba'Ism), n, in the Bible, a prophet hired to
curse the Israelites: when he beat his donkey, the
animal rebuked him: Numb. 22-24.
Bal a kla va (bal's-kla'vd), n. a seaport in the Crimea,
U.S.S.R.: pop., 1,300: see Crimea, map.

bal a lai ka (bal'a-H'ks), n. [Russ.J, a Russian stringed
instrument somewhat like a
guitar but with a triangular
body.
balance (bal'sns), n. [ME.;
OFr. < L. bilanx, bilancis,

having two scales < bis, twice
-f- lanx, a dish, scale), 1. an
instrument for weighing, espe-
cially one that opposes equal
weights, as in two matched
scales hanging from either
end of a lever supported
exactly in the middle; scales.
2. the imaginary scales of for-
tune or fate, as an emblem of BALALAIKA
justice or the power to decide ;

hence, 3. the power to decide human fate, value, etc.
4. a state of equilibrium or equipoise; equality of two
things in weight, force, quantity, etc. 5. bodily equilib-
rium : as, he kept his balance on the tightrope. 6. mental
or emotional equilibrium. 7. the equilibrium of various
elements in a design, painting, musical composition,
etc.; harmonious proportion. 8. a weight, force, etc.
that counteracts another or causes equilibrium ; counter-
poise. 9. equality of debits and credits in an account.
10. the excess of credits over debits or of debits over
credits. 11. the amount still owed after a partial
settlement. 12. a balancing. 13. [B-J, the constellation
Libra, or the seventh sign of the zodiac. 14. a balance
wheel. 15. [Colloq.], whatever is left over; remainder.
Abbreviated bal. (in senses 10 & 11). v.t. [BALANCED
(-snst), BALANCING], 1. to weigh in or as in a balance.
2. to compare as to relative importance, value, etc.
3. to counterpoise or counteract; offset; make up for.
4. to bring into or keep in a state of equilibrium or

equip9ise; poise; keet) steady: as, he balanced himself on
the stilts. 5. to make or be proprtionate to; be equal
to in weight, force, etc. 6. to find any difference which
may exist between the debit and credit sides of (an
account). 7. to equalize the debit and credit sides of
(an account). 8. to settle (an account) by paying what

is due. 9. in dancing, to move toward and
m
then back

from (a partner). v.i. 1. to be in equilibrium. 2. to
be equal in value, weight, etc. 3. to have the credit
and debit sides equal to each other. 4. to waver
slightly; tilt and return to equilibrium. 5. in dancing,
to balance partners. SYN. see remainder, symmetry.
in the balance, not yet settled; not yet determined.

balanced diet (or ration), a diet with the right
amount, proportion, and variety of the foods needed
for health.
balanced sentence, a sentence consisting of two parts
with corresponding, often identical, structure (e.g., "Bad
men excuse their faults; good men will leave them/').
balance of power, 1. a distribution of military and
economic power among nations that is sufficiently even
to keep any one of them from being too strong or
dangerous. 2. the power of a minority to give control
to a larger group by allying with it.

balance of trade, the difference in value between all
the imports and all the exports of a country.

bal-anc-er (bal'sn-sSr), n. 1. a person or thing that
balances. 2. an acrobat. 3. either of the halteres
(balancing organs) of a fly, mosquito, etc. 4. in radio,
a device used with a direction finder to increase its

accuracy.
balance sheet, a summarized statement showing the
profits, losses, assets, liabilities, net worth, etc. of a
business, usually figured at the close of a fiscal period:
abbreviated b.s.

balance wheel, a wheel that regulates the movement of
a mechanism, as in a watch, clock, music box, etc.

bal a noid (bal'a-noid'), adj. [Gr. balanoeides < balanos,
acorn + eides, form], acorn-shaped.

bal-as (bal'as), n. [ME.; OFr. balais; AT, balakhsh < Per.
Badakhshan, name of a Persian province where the
gem occurs], a pink or orange type of ruby spinel, a
semiprecious stone.

bal-a ta (bal'a-ts) , n. {Sp. < Tupi or Galibi balata], 1. a
West Indian tree, the bully tree. 2. its milky sap,
which dries into a rubberlike gum, used in making golf
balls, insulated wire. etc.

Balaton (ba'la-tfcn) , n. a lake in western Hungary:
area, 265 sq. mi. : German name, Platiensee,
ba laus-tine (bs-lds'tin), n.[< L. balaustium, flower of
the wild pomegranatej Gr. balaustion], 1. the wild
pomegranate tree. 2. its flower.
Balboa (bal-bo'a), n. a seaport in the Canal Zone:
pop., 22,000.

bal-bo-a (bal-bo's), n. [Sp., after Vasco de Balboa], a
silver coin, the monetary unit of Panama, equal in
1944 to about one dollar.

Bal bo a, Vas-co Nti-fiez de (vas'k$ noo'nyeth the bal-
b6'a; Eng. bal-bo'o), 1475-1517; Spanish explorer;
discovered Pacific Ocean (1513).

bal brig-gan (bal-brig'an) , n. [after Balbriggan, Eire],
1. a knitted cotton material used for hosiery, under-
wear, etc, 2. a similar woolen material. 3. pi, gar-
ments made of balbriggan. adj. made of balbriggan.
bal co nied (bal'kQ-nid) , adj. having a balcony.
bal-co-ny (bal'kg-ni), n. (pi. BALCONIES (-niz)], [It.
balcone < OHG. balcho, a
beam], 1. a platform project-
ing from the wall of a building
and enclosed by a railing or
balustrade: balconies usually
open onto an upper story. 2.

in a theater or auditorium, a
tier of seats above the main
floor and projecting over it,

bald (b61d), adj. [ME. balled;
? < W". bal, white spot, blaze

(on animals); influenced by
ball (sphere)], 1. having white
on the head, as some animals
and birds. 2. lacking hair on
the head, 3. lacking the nat- *

ural covering. 4. bare; plain;
unadorned. 5. frank; blunt;
flat; unqualified: as, a bald
statement. SYN. see bare,

bal-da-chin, bal-da-quin (bal'ds-kin, bftl'da-kin), n.

[< It. or Fr.; Fr. baldaquin < It. baldacchino < Bal-
dacco, Bagdad, where the cloth was manufactured], 1.

a rich brocade, formerly made of silk and gold. 2. a
canopy of this or other material, carried in cnurch pro-
cessions or placed over an altar or throne. 3. a marble
or stone structure like a canopy, built over an altar.

bald cypress, a tree of the pirie family, with small,
needlelike leaves shed in the fall.

bald eagle, a large, strong eagle of North America:
th6 adult has a white-feathered head and neck.
Balder (bdl'dgr), n. JON. Baldr < baldor, bold, hero],
in Norse mythology, the god of light, peace, virtue, ana
wisdom, son of Odin and Frigg: he was killed by the
trickery of Loki: also spelled Baldr*

BALCONY

, she;

< derived from*



balderdast 112 ball cock

bal der dash (b6!MSr-dash') n. { < I6th-c. slang (m
~^ 2\i i. nonsense; senseless tal* or writing. .

} a senseless mixture of liquors, as of milk ana

sad fbfiWhedO. n * 1- a P^5011 w^ *"** - ~T~
2. a bird or animal with a patch of white on the

,-w vjdWhed'id), adL having a bald head.

^d pate (bdld'patOt V a bald-headed person. 2.

"the American widgeon. fffe^d~^eaSedVyi*. h/1 ,t^^.
Hoi.ririr fhAIMrik) n. [ME. oauaertR; Urr. oauarei,

^ob < OHG personal name], a belt worn over one

Shodder and across the chest to support a sword,

BB^^, (t

HtfTold friend < *OHG. Told (akin to

AS tooth bold) + WIM, friend], a masculine name,

n. a moderately tangy, red winter apple.

Baldwin I, 1. 105&-1118; king of Jerusalem (1 100-

1118) 2 im?-l2Q5; leader o! the Fourth Crusade

(1202-1204); emperor at C^fpk *
1861* 1934*Bald-win, James Mark (bola'wm), isoi-iyo*,

T^fi^Sfs^5^', f8
S

67-1947; British statesman; prime

Minister (1923-1924, 1924-1929, 1935-1937).

bSe (bal), n. [ME.
:

,
OFr. bale, balle; OHG. dalte, a

package ball], a large package or bundle, especially a

standardized quantity of goods, as raw cotton, com-

pressed, bound, and sometimes wrapped: abbreviated

bl. v.t. [BALED (bald), BALING], to make into a bale or

bales. SYN. see bundle.
bale (bal), n. [ME. bole, &ote; AS. &oZ], [Poetic], 1.

evil; disaster; harm. 2,

sorrow; woe.
bale (bal) . m [see BALE-

FIRE], Archaic], abalefire.
bale (bal), n., vd. & v.t.

bail (bucket, etc.).

Bal-e ar-ic Islands (bar i-

ar^k, ba-l&r'ik), a. group
of Spanish islands, includ-

ing Majorca and Minor-

ca, in the Mediterranean,
east of Spain: ^,1,935
sq. ^mi.: pop., ;>oz,uw, BALEARIC ISLANDS

baleen' (bd-lenO. (ME. &flJee, baleyne; OPr. baleine;

L. balaena, a whale], a stiff,

flexible substance growing
from the upper faw ot certain

whales; whalebone.
bale-fire (bal'fir'), n. [AS. frasZ-

/yr, fire of the funeral pyre;.
feel, great fire (akin to ON, a/)

f- fyr, fire], 1. an outdoor fire ;

bonfire. 2. a beacon fire. 3.

[Obs.], a funeral pyre.
bale-fill (bS'fel), adj. [ME.
baleful, baluful; AS. bealufull;
bealu, calamity -f -/#, full], 1.

deadly; harmful; evil. 2. [Archaic], sorrowful; wretched.

SYN+ see sinister. ., T . ,

Balfe, Michael William (balf), 1808-1870; Insh com-

BALEEN (hanging in

plates from upper jaw
of right whale)

ot*ut, *~^r James (bal'foor), first.
Earl of Bal-

four, 1848-1930; British statesman; pnme minister

Batfour Declaration, a declaration by the British

government (November, 19177favoring the.establish-

ment in Palestine of a Jewish "National Home.
Ball (ba'li), n. an island of Indonesia, east of Java:

area, 2,168 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,203,000.
Ballnese (bali-neV), ad}.
of BaK, its people, language,
or culture, n. 1. [pi. BA-
LINESE], a native or inhab-
itant of Bali. 2. the Ian- ^^^^-^ ftAfl i

guage of the Balinese. ^^^^M^ V u

balk (bfik), n. [ME. balke; ^^^*"%%a^N
AS. bale, balca, a bank, SUMBAWA

ridge: akin to G. balken; ' J
IE. base *bhel-9l, plank, BALI
beam, as in Russ. bolozno,

thick board], 1. a ridge of unplowed land between
furrows. 2. a roughly hewn piece of timber. 3. the
tie beam of a house. 4. an obstruction; thwarting;

disappointment. 5. a blunder; error. 6. in baseball, an

uncompleted pitch, entitling the base runners to advance
one base. 7. in billiards, the area at one end of the table

between the balk line and the cushion, from which a

player must cue off or resume playing when his ball has
left the table, v.t. 1. tto miss intentionally; let slip.

2. to obstruct; thwart; foil. 3. [Obs.], to make balks
in (land). IM". to stop and obstinately refuse to move
or act. Also spelled baulk. SYN. see frustrate.

Bal-kan (bSlton), adj. 1, of the Balkan. Peninsula,
2. of the Balkans, their people, etc. 3. of the Balkan
Mountains. ,

i

Balkan-ize (bo'Kksn-iz'). v.t. & v.i. PALKANIZED
Mzd'), BALKANIZING], to break up into small, mutually

hostile political units, as the Balkans after World War I

Balkan Mountains, a mountain range extending

across central Bulgaria to the Black Sea.

Balkan Peninsula, a peninsula m southern Europe,

east of Italy and west of the Black Sea.

Bal kans (bdl'k&nz), n.pl. the countries of .the Balkan

Peninsula; Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania,

Greece, and European Turkey: also Balkan States.

Bal-khash Lake (bal-khash') , a salt lake in the

Kazak S.&.R., Asia: area, 7,200 sq. mi.

balk line, 1 . a) a line marking off the balk on a billiard

table, b) any of four lines drawn on the table, parallel to

the sides and ends: when playing balk-line billiards, a

player may not make more than, one or two caroms

m any space on the cushion side ot a balk line without

driving a ball out of that space. 2. a line on the take-

off run in the high jump, pole vault, etc., the crossing

of which by a contestant is counted as one or tne

specified number of trials allowed,
t .

balk-y (bdk'i), adj. [BALKIER (-i-r), BALKIEST (-i-ist)],

Tthenabit of bafking -SYN..see contrary.

ball (b61) n. [ME. ball, bal; ON. bollr; akin to OHCr.

balla; IE.' base *bhel-, to swell up], 1. any round object;

sphere; globe. 2. a planet or star, especially the earth.

3 a round or egg-shaped object used m various games.

4. any of several such games, especially baseball. 5. a

throw or pitch of a ball 6. the style of delivery of a

baseball or other ball. 7. a round, solid missile; cannon

ball; kind of bullet. 8. the eyeball 9. a rounded part

of tne body: as, the ball of the foot. 10. m baseball, a

pitch that is wide of the plate or goes above the shoulder

or below the knee of the batter and is not struck at by
him. 11. in horticulture, the roots of a plant, bound

and packed for shipping. v.i. & v.t. to form into a ball.

ball up, [see BOLLIX], [Slang], to muddle; confuse.

be on the ball, [Slang], to be alert; be efficient.

have something on the ball, [Slang], to have ability.

play ball, 1. to begin or resume playing a ball game.
2. to begin or resume any activity. 3. [Colloq.], to

ao,.. bal < baler, to dance^L. ballare; Gr.

battizein, to dance, jump about < ballein, to throw], a

formal social dance.

Ball, John (b61), ?~1381; English priest^executed for

his part in peasants' revolt (1381), led by Wat Tyler.

ballad (barad), n. [Fr. ballade, dancing song < L.

ballare ; see BALL (dance) ] , La romantic or sentimental

song with the same melody for each stanza. 2. a song
or poem that tells a story in short stanzas and simple
words, with repetition, refrain, etc.: most old ballads

are ot unknown authorship and have been handed
down orally, usually with additions and changes.
baMade (ba-lad', ba-lad'), n. [Fr.; see BALLAD], 1. a

verse form that has three stanzas of eight or ten lines

each and an envoy of four or five
t
lines: the last line of

each stanza and of the envoy is the same, and an
intricate rhyme pattern is repeated in each stanza. 2. a
short composition of a romantic or narrative nature for

piano or orchestra.
bal-lad-eer (bal'a-dSr'}, n. a ballad singer,

baMad'inon-ger (bal'ad-muij'ge'r), n. 1. a seller of

popular ballads; especially, one who hawks them in

the streets. 2. an inferior poet; poetaster.

bal-lad-ry (bal'od-ri), n, 1. ballads in general. 2. the

art of composing ballads.

ballad stanza, the four-line stanza commonly used in

ballads, generally rhymed abcb.

ball and chain, 1. a heavy metal ball on a chain which
can be fastened to a prisoner's body to keep him from
escaping. 2, [Slang], one's wife or, rarely, husband.

ball-and-sock et joint (b61'9n-sok'it) a joint, as that

of the hip or shoulder,
formed by a ball in a sock^

et, .allowing limited move-
ment in any direction,
Bal la rat (bal'a-raf, balV
rat'), n. a city in Victoria,
Australia: pop., 38^000
(1947).

bal-taAt (bal'gst), n, [LG.;
D. barlast; bar, bare, waste
+ last, a load], 1. anything
heavy carried in a ship or BALL-AND-SOCKET JOINTS
vehicle to give stability OT
in an aircraft to help control altitude. 2. anything
giving stability and firmness to character, human re-

lations, etc. 3. crushed rock or gravel, as that placed
between and below the ties of a railroad, v.t. 1. to
furnish with ballast; stabilize. 2. to fill in (a railroad

bed, etc.) with ballast.
ball bearing, 1. a bearing in whidb friction is reduced
because the parts turn upon freely rolling metal balls.

2. a metal ball for such a bearing.
baU cock, a device consisting of a valve connected by
,
a lever witE a floating ball which shuts the valy* when

* raised and opens it wEen lowered^asin flush i
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baHe-ri-na (bal'a-re'ns), n. [It. < bailors; see BALL
(dance)], a woman ballet dancer.
baMet (bal'a, ba'la/), n- [Pr. balletic, dim. of bat; see
BALL (dance)], 1. an intricate group dance using
pantomime and conventionalized movements to tell

a story. 2. dancing of this kind. 3. dancers of ballet.

baMet'O-mane (bal'st-a-man
7
), n. [Fr. coinage; balleto-

(< It. balletto, pallet) -f -mane < manie, lit., mania],
a person enthusiastic about the ballet.

ball-flow-er (bdl'flou'Sr), n. in architecture, a molding
that looks Mke a ball held in the petals of a flower.

bal Hs-ta (bs-lis'to), n.
\fl.

BALLISTAE (-te)], [L. ballista

< Gr. battein, to throw], a device used in ancient war-
fare to hurl heavy stones and similar missiles.

baMis-tic (bs-Bs'tik), adj. 1. of or connected with
ballistics. 2. of the motion and force of projectiles.

bal-lis-ti-cian (bal'is-tish'an), n. an expert in ballistics.

ballistic missile, a long-range missile that is guided by
preset mechanisms in the first part of its flight, but is a
free-falling object as it approaches its target.
baMis-tics (bs-lis'tiks) , n.pl. [construed as sing.], the
science dealing with the motion and impact of projec-
tiles, such as bullets, rockets, bombs, etc.

baMo-net (bal'a-net') n. [Pr. ballonnet, dim. of ballon;
see BALLOON], any of several auxiliary air or gas con-
tainers within a balloon or airship, which can be inflated
or deflated during flight.

bal loon (bs-loonO, n. [Fr. ballon; It. ballone < balla,

a ball, globe; OHG. balla; see BALL], 1. a large,

airtight bag which will rise and float above the earth
when filled with hot air or a gas lighter than air,

such as hydrogen or helium. 2. a bag of this sort
with an attached basket or car for carrying passengers or
instruments. 3. a small, inflatable rubber bag, used
as a toy. 4. a globular glass container used in distilling.
5. the outline enclosing the words said by a character
in a cartoon, as in comic strips, v, t. to cause to swell like

a balloon; inflate, vd* to travel by balloon. 2. to swell;
expand, adj. like a balloon; large, round, and soft,

balloon barrage, a line of anchored^balloons holding up
nets and cables and used as an antiaircraft defense.

bal-loon*ist (bg-loon'ist), n. 1. a person who goes
aloft in balloons. 2. the pilot of an airship.
balloon sail, a large, light sail used on yachts together
with or instead of the customary working sails.

balloon tire, a large tire filled with air at a' low pressure.
baMot bal'st), n. [It. ballolta, dim. of balla; see BAL-
LOON], 1. originally a ball, now a ticket, paper, etc.,

by wnich a vote is registered. 2. act or method of

voting, especially secret voting by the use of ballots or

voting machines. 3. the total number of votes cast in
an election. 4. a list of people running for office; ticket.
v.i. to decide by means of the ballot; vote.

ballot box, a box into which voters put their ballots.
'

baMotte-ment (bs-lot'mant; Fr. ba/16VmaV) n. [Fr. <
ballotler, to toss; prob. < ballotte; see BALLOT], 1. a
method of determining pregnancy by pushing against
the uterus with the finger, through either the abdominal
wall or the vagina, so as to feel the impact of the em-
bryo. 2 . a similar method of diagnosing floating kidney.

ball-play-er (bol'pla'er) , n. a person who plays ball

games, especially baseball.
ball point pen, a type of fountain pen having instead
of a point a small ball bearing that rolls over an ink
reservoir and deposits the ink on the writing surface.

ball-room (bdl'room', bSl'room'), n. a large room or
hall for dancing.
ballroom dancing, a kind of dancing in which two
people dance as partners to a waltz, foxtrot, etc.

ball valve, a valve that works by the action of a ball

resting on the inlet hole:

pressure of the rising
fluid raises the ball and
opens the hole ; when the
pressure is removed, the
ball drops and closes

the 'hole.

balty*hoo (bal'i-hoo'),
n. [after Ballyhooly, vil-

lage in County Cork, Ire-

land), [Colloq.], 1. loud
talk; noisy uproar. 2.

4r exaggerated, or
sensational advertising
or propaganda, v.t. &
v.i. (also bal'i-hoo'),
[BAIXYHOOBD (-hood',

-hood/). BALLYHOOING],
[Colloq.], to advertise or

promote by sensational,

showy methods.
balm ;0Dajrn), n. [ME.
bdwne; OPr. basme; JV

: (3ar. 'balsa-

mon, balsam], 1. an aromatic gum resin obtained from
certain trees and plants and used as medicine; balsam.
2. any fragrant ointment or aromatic oil for healing or
anointing. 3. anything healing or soothing, especially
to the mind or temper: as, deep was a balm to his
troubles. 4. any of various aromatic plants similar to
mint. 5. pleasant odor; fragrance.
bal-ma-caan (bal'mo-kanO* n. [after Balmacaan, In-
verness, Scotland], a loose overcoat with raglan sleeves.

balm-Hy (bamH-i), adv. in a balmy manner.
balrn-i-ness (bam'i-nis), n. the quality or state of being
balmy.
balm of Gilead, 1. a small evergreen tree of the myrrh
family, native to Asia and Africa. 2. an aromatic oint-
ment prepared from its resin. 3. the American balsam
fir. 4. a resin-bearing American poplar.
Bal-moral (bal-m6r'sl, bal-mor'al), n. [< Balmoral
Castle, Scotland], 1. a striped or figured woolen petti-
coat worn beneath a skirt looped up in front. 2. the
woolen material used for this. 3. [usually b-], a kind of
laced walking shoe. 4. a round, brimless Scottish cap,
flat on top.
Bal-mung (bal'moon), n. [G.], Siegfried's sword.
balm-y (bam'i), adj. [BALMIER (-i-eY), BALMIEST (-i-ist)],
1. having the qualities of balm; soothing, soft, fragrant,
mild, etc. 2. [var. of barmy], [British Slang], mildly
crazy; idiotic; foolish.

bal ne al (bal'ni-sl), adj. [< L. balneum, bath; + ~al], of
a bath or bathing.

bal-ne-ol-o-gy (bal'ni-ol'o-ji), n. [< L. balneum, bath;
4- -logy], the study of the therapeutic use of various
sorts of bathing.

ba-lo-ney (ba-lo'ni), n. [altered < bologna, sausage], 1.

bologna. 2. [Slang], nonsense; buncombe, interj.
[Slang], nonsense! Also spelled boloney.

bal-sa (bfil'ss, bal'sa), n. [Sj>.]. 1. a tropical American
tree that has a very lightweight wood used for airplane
models, rafts, etc. 2. the wood. 3, a raft, especially
one made up of a frame resting on cylindrical floats.
bal-aam (bm'sam), n. [AS. < L. balsamum; see BALM],
l^any of various oily or gummy, aromatic resins ob-
tained from certain trees and plants, and used in some
medicines and perfumes: balm. 2. any of various aro-
matic, resinous oils or fluids, 3. anything healing or
soothing. 4. any impatiens, a kind of plant. 5. any of
various plants or trees that yield balsam; especially,
the balsam fir.

bal sa-me-a ceous (b61's3-mi-a'shas, bal'^-mi-a'shos),
adj. [balsam -f ~aceous]> of a family of plants and trees
yielding balsams and resins: see burseraceous.
balsam fir, an evergreen timber tree, native to Canada
and the northern united States, the source of balsam
lumber and turpentine: also called balm of Gilead, fir
pine.
bal sam-ic (b61-sam'ik, bal-sam'ik), adj. 1. of or like
balsam. 2. containing or yielding balsam. 3. balmy;
soothing, healing, fragrant, etc.
bal-sa-mi-na-ceous (bdl'sa-mi-na'shos, bal'ss-mi-na'-
shss), adj. [Fr. balsamine < Gr. balsamine, balsam
plant; -)- -aceous], of the balsam family of plants, bear-
ing irregular flowers with a spur or nectar sac formed
by one of the sepals.
balsam poplar, a North American poplar whose buds
are coated with a fragrant, sticky substance.
balsam spruce, a North American evergreen tree with
silvery bark, drooping cones, and blue^green needles.

Bait., Baltic,
Bal tic (bol'tik), adj. 1. of the Baltic Sea, 2. of the
Baltic States, n. the western branch of the Balto-
Slavic languages, including Lithuanian and Lettish.

Baltic Sea, a sea northeast of Germany and west of

Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, joining the North Sea:
area, 163,000 sq. mi.; average depth, 180 ft.

Baltic States, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia: Finland
is sometimes included.
Bal ti more (b61'ta-m6r', bSl'to-morO , n. a seaport in
northern Maryland, on Chesapeake Bay: pop., 940,000.
Baltimore, Lord, see Galvert, George.
Baltimore oriole, [so named from having the colofs of
the coat of arms of Lord Baltimore, in colonial times
proprietor of Maryland], a North American prioje that
has an orange body with black on the head, wings, and
tail : also caned hangbird, hangnest, golden robin. , ,

Bal-to- (bfiKto), a-combining form meaning Baltic.
Bal-to-Sla.vic (bH'to-sla'vik, b61'to-slaV?k), aft. des-
ignating or of a subfamily of Indo-European languages,
including the Baltic and Slavic groups.
Baju-chi-stan (bg-loo^chi-stanC bs-loo'cMnstan', bs-
loo'ki-stan')* n. a province of Pakistan; area, 54.228 sq.
mi.; pop., 502,000; capital, Quetta: abbreviated Bal.
Baluchistan States, an independietpt state formed from
a group of native states of westejra India: area, {94,600
sq. mi.; pop., 3 53,00,0 : capita^ Kajat,

bal-us-ter (bal'aa-t&r),, n, P8fr> &J^,; It. balwusfra, jpl-
Jar < batausto; L. batau^f^tm; <~5r* ibalawstiow, flower of

ej lot, g6, Wfca, tm, look; oHf out;; I
. - ,: ,,..

T telcg^^ tto j<^' 'b^ -

l ; < derived
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the wild pomegranate: from the resemblance in shape],
any of the small posts that support the upper rail of a
railing, as on a staircase.

bal-us trade (bal'a-strad'), n- [Fr. balustrade; It.

balaustrata < balaustro; see BALUSTER], a row of balus-

ters with a rail supported on them.
Bal-zac. Ho-no-rS de (c^Wra' da bal'zak'; Eng. on'a-

BAMBOO TREE, STEM, LEAF

-. --
rl' da bal'zak), 1799-1850; French novelist.

Bam berg (bam'be'rg; G. banyberkh), n. a city in

northern Bavaria, Germany: pop., 54,000.

Jbam-bi-no (bam-be'no"; Eng. bam-be'no}, n. [pi.

BAMBINI (-ne)J, [It., child, dim. of bambo, childish], 1.

a child; baby. 2. any image of the infant Jesus.
barn-boo (barn-boo'), n. [Malay bambu], 1. any of

a number of treelike

tropicalgrassesjaav-
ing a springy, hol-

low, jointed stem,
varying greatly in
circumference and
sometimes reaching
a height of 120 feet:

the stems are used
for furniture, canes,
etc. and the young
shoots for food. 2.

a stalk or cane of
bamboo, ad/. 1.

of bamboo. 2. made
of bamboo stems.
bam-boo-zle (bam-
booVI), V.t. [BAM-
BOOZLED (-z'ld),
BAMBOOZLING], [c,

1700; cant form,
with reversed vow-
els, of bumbassle <
bombace* bombast;
see BOMBAST], [Colloq.], 1. to trick; cheat. 2. to con-
fuse: puzzle.
ban (ban), v.t [BANNED (band), BANNING], [ME. bannen;
AS. bannan* to summon, proclaim; akin to L. fari, to

speak, Gr. phanai, to say; IE. base *bha-], I. to pro-
hibit (a thing) ; forbid. 2. to prohibit (a person) from
doing something. 3. [Archaic], to curse; condemn;
place under ban. n. [ME. < the v.; also < OFr. ban,
decree < OHG. bann, prohibition], 1. in medieval
times, a proclamation, especially an official call to arms.
2. an excommunication or condemnation by church
authorities. 3. a curse. 4. official disapproval intended
to prevent something; a prohibition. 5. a sentence or
decree of outlawry. 6. (ban), in France, the younger
groui> of army reserves. 7. (ban), formerly, in Prussia,
a division of the Landwehr, SYN. see forbid.
ban (ban), n. [Serbo-Croatian; ult. prob. < Per. ban, a
lord, master], an overlord; governor: title used among
the ancient Hungarians and later among Croatians and
Slavonians.

ba-nal (ba'n'l, bg-nal', ba-nal', ban'l), adj. [Fr, < ban;
see BAN (proclamation)], trite; hackneyed; common-
place; trivial. SYN. see insipid.

ba-nal-i-ty (ba-nal'a-ti), n. [pi BANALITIES
(-tiz)J, [Fr.

banality <, banal; see BANAL], 1. a trite or trivial idea,
remark, etc.; platitude. 2. triteness; triviality.
banan-a (ba-nan'o), n. [Sp. & Port.], 1. a treelike
tropical plant related to the plan-
tains, with long, broad leaves and
large clusters of edible fruit. 2.
the fruit: it is narrow and some-
what curved, and has a sweet,
creamy flesh covered by a yellow-
ish or reddish skin.
banana oiL 1. amyl acetate,
CHCO*C6Hii, a colorless liquid
with an odor somewhat like that
of bananas: it is used in flavorings,
in making lacquers, etc. 2. [Slang],
insincere or foolish talk; nonsense.
Ba-nat (ba-naV), n. [ <ban (an over-
lord)], an agricultural region for-

merly in southeastern Hungary,
now in southwestern Romania and
northeastern Yugoslavia.

BANANA
(9 ft. high)

Ban-bur.y tarts 0>an>ber'i, bam'bg&i), [after Banbury,
Oxfordshire, England, noted for its cakes], small baked
pastries filled with mincemeat.

Ban.croft, George (ban'krdft, ban'kroft), 1800-1891;
American statesman and historian.
band (band), n.JME. < ON. band; also (in meaning
'thin strip") < Fr. bande, flat strip; OFr. bende; OHG.
bmta < bintan, to bind], 1. something that binds, ties
together, or encircles. 2. a strip of wood, metal, rub-
ber, etc. fastened around something to bind or tie it
together. 3. a contrasting strip or stripe running across
or along the edge of a material, or separating different
sorts of material. 4. a narrow strip of cloth used for
decoration or to prevent raveling; binding; banding:
often in combination, as in hatband, 5. a neckband;
collar. 6. usually pi. two strips hanging in front from

the neck, as part of certain academic, legal, or clerical

dress. 7. a belt to drive wheels or pulleys in machinery.
8. [Archaic], something that restrains; fetter; bond.
9. in architecture, a thin layer or molding. 10. in mining*
a thin layer of ore or metal. 11. in radio, a continuous

sequence of broadcasting frequencies within given
limits: as, a band from 830 to 870 kilocycles, v.t. FOFr.
bander < the .], 1. to put a band on or around; tie

with a band. 2. to mark with a band.
band (band), n. [Fr. bande, a troupe, division; orig.,

prob., those following the same sign < Goth, bandwa,
a sign], 1. a group of people gathered or united for a
common purpose. 2. a group of musicians playing
together, especially upon wind and percussion instru-

ments: as, a brass band, a dance band. v.i. & v.t. to

gather or unite for a common purpose (usually with
together). SYN. see troop.
band-age (ban'dij), n. [Fr. < bande, a band, strip], a
strip of cloth, especially gauze, or other dressing used
to bind or cover an injured part of the body. v.t.

[BANDAGED (-dijd), BANDAGING], to put a bandage on
(an injured part or person).

ban-dan-na, ban-dan a (ban-dan'a), n, [Hind, bandhnu,
method of dyeing], a large, colored handkerchief,
usually with a figure or pattern on a bright background.
Ban-da Sea (ban'ds), a part of the Pacific between the
Moluccas and Timor, in the East Indies.

B and B, a drink made of brandy and benedictine.
band-box (band'boks'), n. [so named from being made
to hold bands (collars)],

a light box of wood or paste-
board to hold hats, collars, etc.

ban-deait (ban-do', ban'do), n. [pi. BANDEAUX (-doz' f

-doz)l, [Fr., a fillet, diadem], 1. a narrow ribbon,
especially one worn around the head to confine the
hair. 2. a narrow brassiere.

Jban-de-ril-la (ban'de-rel'ya), n. [Sp., small banner <
bandera, banner], in bullfighting, any of several barbed
darts with little streamers attached to them, which the
banderillero tries to stick into the neck and shoulders
of the bull.

Jban-de-riHe-ro (ban'de-re-lye'ro), n. [Sp. < bande-
rilla], in bullfighting, a man whose task is to stick
banderillas into the neck and shoulders of the bull.

ban-de-role, ban de rol (ban'da-rol') , n. [Fr. banderole;
It. bandemola, dim. of bandiera, banner], 1. a narrow
flag, especially one attached to a lance or carried at the
masthead of a ship; pennant; streamer. 2. a ribbon
carrying an inscription or symbol; hence, 3. a replica
of such a ribbon, as a picture or scroll. 4. a small flag
over a tomb or at a funeral. Also bannerol.
ban di coot (ban'di-kdof) , n. [< Telugu pandikokku,
pig rat], 1. a very large rat of India and Ceylon, which
destroys gardens and rice fields. 2. any of several rat-
like animals of Australia and near-by islands, which
carry their young in pouches, and eat insects and
vegetables.
bandit (ban'dit), n. [pi. BANDITS (-dits), BANDITTI
(ban-dit'i)], [It. bandito < bandire, to outlaw; ML.
bannire, to ban; see BAN, .], a robber; brigand; high-
wayman.

ban-dit-ry (ban'di-tri), n. a bandit's work; brigandage.
ban dit-tl (ban-dit'i), n. alternative plural of bandit.
Ban dier ma sin (ban'jgr-ma''sm) f n, Banjermasin: the
Dutch name.
bandmaster (band'mas'ter, band'mas'ter), n. the
leader or conductor of a band of musicians.
Ban-doeng (ban'dooij), n. Bandung: Dutch spelling.

ban-dog (ban'd6g'), n. \band (something that binds) -f

dogj t I. a dog kept tied up as a watchdog or because
he is ferocious. 2. a mastiff or bloodhound.
ban do-leer, ban-do Her (ban'da-leV), n. [Fr. ban-
douliere; It. bandoliera < bandola, dim. of banda, a
band], a broad belt worn over one shoulder and across
the chest, with pockets for carrying ammunition, etc.
ban-do line (ban'da-len', ban'de-lin), n. [Fr. < bandeau,
a band, ribbon + L. linere, to smear], a sticky, per-
fumed dressing for the hair.
bandore (ban-d6r' t ban'dfir), n. [Sp. bandurria; L.

pandura{ Gr. pandoura, musical instrument], an ancient
musical instrument somewhat like a guitar: also pan-
dore.
band-pass filter (band'jms'), in electricity, a combina-
tion of niters which will pass frequencies within a
desired range but will virtually cut out other frequencies.
band saw, a saw made as an endless belt on pulleys.
band shell, an outdoor platform for concerts, having
a concave, nearly hemispherical back serving as a
sounding board,
bands-man (bandz'msn, banz'mQn), n. [pi. BANDSMEN
(-man)], a member of a band, especially of musicians.

band-stand (band'stand
7
, ban'stand'), n. an outdoor

platform for a band or orchestra, usually with a roof.
Ban dung (ban'doon), n. a city in western Java: pop.,
167,000fDutch spelling, Bandoeng.
band-wag*on (band'wag"n), n. a high, elaborately
decorated wagon for the band to ride in, as in a parade.
on the bandwagon, [Colloq.], on the winning or
popular side, as in an election.

ban-dy (ban'di), v.t. [BANDIED (-did), BANDYING], [Pr.



bandy banking house

bander, to bandy at tennis < bande; see BAND (a group)],
1. to toss back and forth, as a ball. 2. to pass (gossip,

rumor, etc.) about freely and carelessly. 3. to give and
take; exchange: as, let's not bandy words.

ban-dy (ban'di), n. [pL BANDIES (-diz)j, [prob. < Fr.

bander, to bend], 1. a club bent at one end, used to

strike a ball; hockey club. 2. a game played with such
a club; variety of field hockey, adj. bent or curved
outward; bowed.
ban-dy-leg-ged (ban'di-leg id, ban'di-legd'). <*<*/ hav-

ing bandy legs; bowlegged.
bane (ban), n. [ME.; AS. bana, slayer; akin to Goth.
banja, stroke, wound; IE. b&$e*bhen, to strike, wound,
as in Sans, banta, ill, made sick], 1. [Poetic], deadly
harm; ruin. 2. the cause of harm, death, etc. 3.

deadly poison: now obsolete except in ratsbane, etc.

bane-ber-ry (ban'ber'i, ban'bSr-i), n. [pi. BANEBERRIES
(-iz)], 1. any of a number of related plants with

poisonous berries colored white, red, or purplish black,
and clusters of small, white flowers. 2. the berry of

any of these plants.
bane-ful (ban'fal), adj. full of bane; venomous; deadly;
ruinous. SYN. see pernicious.
Banff (bamf), n. 1. a summer resort hi Banff National
Park. 2. a county of northeastern Scotland: pop.,
51,000 est. 1946): also Banffshire. 3. its county seat.

Banff National Park, a Canadian national park in

the Rocky Mountains, southwestern Alberta: area,

2,585 sq. mi.
Banff-shire (bamf'shir), n. Banff (sense 2).

bang (ban), v.t. [ON. banga, to pound, hammer; akin
to G. bengel, cudgel], 1. to hit with a resounding blow;
strike hard and noisily. 2. to close (a door, etc.)

noisily. 3. to handle violently. IM. 1. to make a loud
noise through concussion or explosion: as, firecrackers

bang. 2. to move noisily or with a violent impact
(against something), n. 1. a hard, noisy blow or im-

pact. 2. a loud, sudden noise, as of hitting or exploding.
3. [Slang], pleasure; enjoyment; stimulation, adv. 1.

hard and noisily, 2. loudly and abruptly, interj. a
sound imitating that of a shot or explosion.
bang up, to do physical damage to.

bang (ban), v.t. [< dial, bangled, hanging loosely, flap-

ping < bangle, v,t. t freq. of bang], to cut (hair) short
and straight, n. 1. a fringe of hair cut in this way.
2. pi. banged hair worn across the forehead.

bang (ban), n. bhang.
Banga-lore (bar/ga-16r', barj'ga-lor')t n. a city in
southern India: pop., 248,000: capital of Mysore state.

ban-ga-lore torpedo (baij'ga-lfir', bar/gs-loV), [<
Bangalore, India], in military usage, a piece of metal

tubing filled with high explosive, used especially to
blast a path through a barbed-wire entanglement or
to detonate buried mines.

bang-board (ban'b6rd
/

, barj'bord'), n. [bang, v. -f

board], a large board mounted along one side of a
wagon, against which corn huskers toss the ears of

corn, causing them to rebound into the wagon.
Bang-ka (barj'ka), n. an island in the Netherlands
Indies, east of Sumatra: area, 4,611 sq. mi.; pop.,
205,000: also spelled Banka.
Bang-kok (baij'kok), n. the capital of Thailand, on the

Chaupaya River: pop., 827,000 (1947).

ban-gle (bar/gl), n. [Hind, bangri, glass bracelet], a
decorative bracelet, armlet, or anklet.

Ban-gor (bar/g6r), n. a city in southern Maine, on the
Penobscot River: pop., 31,000.

Bang's disease (parjz), [after B. L. F. Bang, 19th-c.

Danish physician], an infectious disease of cattle,

caused by a bacterium and often resulting in abortion.

bang-up (barj'upO. a4j. [Slang],jrery good; excellent.

Bang-we-u-lu, Lake (bag'wi-oo'loo), a lake in Northern
Rhodesia, Africa: area, 1,900 sq. mi.
ban-ian (ban'yan) , n. a banyan,
ban-ian (ban'yank n. [Port. < Hind, tfaniyo, trader;
Sans, vavij. merchant], 1. a Hindu merchant of a caste
that refuses to eat meat. 2. a loose-fitting gown or
shirt worn in India: ,

>

ban-ish (ban'ish) y.t* [MB. banischen; OFr. banir; ML.
bannire, to proclaim,- Danish < bqnnum, a ban], 1. to

put out of the country as a punishment!? exile. 2. to
send away; dismiss

4
. 3, tor put out of one' Haoii^hts.

SYN. banish implies removal from a country f (taoi neces-

sarily one's own); as a formal pt^ashmejifc; exile implies com-
pulsion to leave one's own country, either, fcecatis^of ;a far" 1
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baluster. 2. pi. a balustrade. Also spelled bannister.
Ban jer-ma sin (ban'jeV-ma'sin), n. a seaport on the
southern coast of Borneo: pop., 64,000: Dutch name,
Bandjermasin.
ban-jo (ban'jo), n. \j>l. BANJOS, BANJOES (-joz)], [altered
< bandore], a stringed
musical instrument hav-
ing a long neck and a
circular body covered on
top with tightly stretched
skin: the strings are
plucked with the fingers
or a plectrum.

ban-jo-ist (ban'jo-ist), n.
a person who plays the
banjo.
bank (barjk), n. [Pr.
banque; it. banca <
OHG. bank, a bench
(see BANK, a mound);
money-changers formerly
used a bench or table in

transacting their busi-
ness], 1. an establish- BANJO
ment for receiving, keep-
ing, lending, or, sometimes, issuing money and making
easier the exchange of funds by checks, notes, etc.:
banks make profit by lending money at interest:
abbreviated bk. 2. the office or building of such an
establishment. 3. the fund or pool held by the banker
or dealer in some gambling games. 4. in medicine, any
place for gathering and distributing blood for trans-
fusions or parts of the body for transplantation: as, an
eye (te. f corneal) bank. v.i. 1. to deposit money in or do
business with a bank. 2, to operate or manage a bank.
3, to keep the bank, as in some gambling games, v.t. to
deposit (money) in a bank.
bank on, [Colloq.], to depend onfrely on.

bank (bank), n. [ME. tanke < Anglo-N. *banki (ON.
bakki); IE. base *bhong-, an arching up < *bheg~, to
bend, as in OHG. lank & AS. benc (see BENCH)], 1. a
long mound or heap, as of ground or clouds; ridge. 2. a
steep rise or slope, as of a hill. 3. a stretch of rising
land at the edge of a body of water, especially a stream.
4. a shoal or shallow place, as in a sea or lake. 5. the
sloping of an airplane laterally to avoid slipping side-

ways on a turn. 6. a cushion of a billiard table, 7. in

mining, the face or top end of the body of ore. v.t. 1.

to heap dirt around for protection from cold, light, etc. ;

embank. 2. to arrange (a fire) by covering with ashes,

adding fuel, etc. so that it will burn low afid keep
longer. 3. to heap or pile up so as to form a bank. 4. to

give a rising slope to (a curve in a road, etc.). ^S.^to
slope (an airplane) laterally on a turn, with tne inside

wing low and the outside wing high so as to prevent
slipping sideways. 6. in billiards, a) to stroke (a ball)
so that it recpils from a cushion, fc) to make (a snot) in
this way. lu. 1. to take the form of a bank or banks.
2. to bank an airplane; fly with lateral slope on a turn.
SYN. see shoal, shore.

bank (bank), n. [ME. banck: OFr. bane, a bench <
OHG. bank (see BANK, mound)], 1. a bench for rowers
in a galley. 2. a row or tier of oars. 3* a row or series
of objects; tier. 4. a row of keys in a keyboard or
console. 5. in electricity, a grottp of pieces of similar

equipment placed near eacn ot&er and! operating in

conjunction, v.t. to arrange in at banlyi
Banka (baVka), n. Bangka.
bank-a-ble (barjk's-bl), adf, 'acceptable to a bank.
bank account, money deposited w. a bank and subject
to withdrawal by the depositor.
bank annuities. British government bonds; consols.
bank bill, 1. a Sank note. 2. a bill of exchange issued
or accepted by a bank.
bank-book (baijk'bookOt n. the book in which the
account of a depositor in a fyank is recorded: also called

passbook. /
bank discount, interest deducted by a bank from a
loan when the loan is made: it is equal to the normal
interest from the date of the loan to the date of the
final payment.
bank draft, a draft or bill of exchange drawn by a bank
oil another bank: abbreviated B/D.
bank er (barjk'SrlJn. [< bowk (financial establishment),

Logy with Fr. banguier],, 1. a person or companybyanalogyi _..
that owns or manages a baiik. 2. 'the keeper oF the
bank in some gambling games. >

bank-er (barjk'Sr), n.\< bank (a shoal)], a person or

ship engaged in cod fishing on the NewfcuiKlland banks.
bank holiday. 1. in Great Britain, any o! six legal

holidays on winch banks are closed. 2. any weekday
on whicti banks are closed.

,

"

bank-ing (barjk'irj} f '"i^i*ilie''*v^or^ of a b^anBcer; 'business

bt'slu'dy or opera'tiiag a^a&ld 'abbreviated
(

bkgi,
J

'bank.

banking house, 'a company in the business 'of I

' ' "
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bank night, [Colloq.J, an evening when cash prizes are

given away at a motion-picture theater,
bank note, a promissory note issued by a bank, payable
on demand: it is a form of paper money.
bank paper, 1. bank notes collectively. 2. any bank-
able notes, bills, etc.

bank rate, a standard rate of discount set by a central

bank or banks.
bank rupt (bank'rapt, barjk'rspt), n. [Fr. banqueroute;
It. banca rotta; banca, bench + rotta, broken < L.

ruptns, pp. of rnmpere, to break], 1. a person legally
declared unable to pay his debts: the property of a

bankrupt is divided among his credi* Drs or administered
for their benefit: abbreviated bkpt. 2. loosely, anyone
unable to pay his debts. 3. a person who lacks a certain

quality: as, a mental bankrupt, adj. 1. that is a bank-
rupt; unable to pay one's debts; insolvent. 2. lacking
in some quality, v.t. to cause to become bankrupt.
bank-rwpt-cy (baijk'rupt-si, bank'rsp-si), n. [pi. BANK-
RUPTCIES (-saz)], state or instance of being bankrupt.
bank-si a (bank's!-), n. [after Sir Joseph Banks,
Eng. botanist (1743-1820)], an Australian evergreen
with clusters of showy yellow flowers.
Bank-side (bank'sid'). n. a district along the south
bank of the Thames in London: former site of many
theaters, including the Shakespearean Globe Theater.
ban ner (ban'dr), n. [ME. banere; OFr. banere, baniere;
LL. bandum < Goth, bandwa, a sign], 1. a piece of

cloth bearing an emblem, motto, slogan, etc. 2. a flag.

3. a headline extending across a newspaper page. adj.

foremost; leading; excelling.

ban-neret, ban-ner-ette (ban'er-ef), n. a small
banner.
ban-ner-et (ban'er-it, ban'Sr-et') n. [ME. & OFr.
baneret, dim, of banere, banner], 1. originally, a knight
allowed to lead his men into battle under his own
banner. 2. a degree of knighthood above that of knight
bachelor: often awarded for bravery in battle.
ban-ner-ol (ban'er-ol')* n. a banderole.
ban-nis-ter (ban'is-ter), n. a banister.
ban-nock (ban'sk), n. [ME. bannok; AS. bannuc; Gael.

bannach, a cake], [Scot.], a thick, flat cake made of
oatmeal or barley meal baked on a griddle.
Ban-nock-burn (ban'sk-burn', ban'ak-bftrnOt n *
town in central Scotland: site of a battle (1314) in
which Scotland, under Robert Bruce* won its inde-

pendence from England.
banns (banz), n.pL [see BAN (proclamation)], the procla-
mation, generally made in church on three successive

Sundays, of an intended marriage: also spelled bans.
ban-quet (bar/kwit, ban'kwit), n. [Fr. < dim. of bane,
a table], 1. an elaborate meal; feast. 2. a formal din-
ner, usually with toasts and speeches, v.t. to honor
with or entertain at a banquet. v.i. to eat sumptuously,
ban quette (bap-ketO. n. [Fr., dim. of bane, a bench],
1. a gunners' platform extending along the inside of a
trench or parapet. 2. a raised way; sidewalk. 3. an
upholstered bench, especially one along a wall in a
restaurant.

Ban-quo (barj'kwo', ban'ko'). n. a character in

Shakespeare's Macbeth: the ghost of Banquo disrupts
a banquet by appearing only to Macbeth, who had
ordered his murder.

as a warning that a death will occur soon in the family.
ban-tarn (bantam), n. [after Bantam, province in

Java], 1. [B-], any of several breeds of small fowl: the
male often is a good fighter. 2. a small but aggressive
or pugnacious person. 3. a bantamweight, adj. like a
bantam; small, aggressive, etc.

ban- tarn-weight (ban'tom-wat'), n. a boxer or wrestler
who weighs oetween 113 and 118 pounds, adj. of

bantamweights.
ban-ter (ban'ter), v.t. [17th-c. slang; prob. influenced by
bandy, v.], to tease or make fun of in a playful, good-
natured way. v.i*. to exchange banter (with someone),
n. good-natured teasing, ridicule, or joking.
ban ter-ing ly (ban'tgr-irj-li, ban'trin-li), adv. in a ban-
tering manner.
Ban-ting, Sir Frederick Grant (ban'tin), 1891-1941;
Canadian physician; co-discoverer of insulin; received
Nobel prize in medicine. 1923.
bant ling (bant'lin), n. [altered < G. bankling, bastard
< bank, a bench], a youngster; brat.
Ban tu (ban'too')* n. [Bantu ba-ntu, mankind, men; ba,
var. of aba, pi. personal prefix -|- -ntu, a person], 1. [pi.
BANTU, BANTUS (-t6oz')L a member of a large group of
Negroid tribes in central and southern Africa. 2. the
family of languages of these tribes, adj. of the Bantu
or their languages.

Baii-ville, The o dore Faul lain de (ta'd'd&r' fo'law'
da baVvelO, 1823-1891; French poet and dramatist.
ban yan (ban'ysn), n. [so called (orig. by Europeans)m allusion to a tree of this kind at Gambroon (now
Bandar Abbas) on the Persian Gulf, under which the
banians (see BANIAN) had built a pagoda], an East
Indian fig tree from whose branches grow snoots

take root and become new trunks: also spelled banian.
ban-zai (ban'za'i, ban'zi'). interj. [Japan., lit., ten
thousand years], a Japanese greeting, battle cry, and
cheer, meaning "May you Hve ten thousand years 1"

banzai charge, a suicidal charge by Japanese troops,
especially as a diversionary action.
ba o-bab (ba'o-bab', ba'o-bab'), n. [prob. E.Afr. native

name], a tall tree with a thick trunk, found in Africa
and India: fiber from its bark is used for making rope,
paper, etc., and the gourdlike fruit has an edible pulp.

bap., bapt., baptized.
bap-tism (bap'tiz'm), n. [ME. & OFr. baptesme; L.

baptisma, a dipping in < Gr. baptisma, immersion <
baptizein, to plunge, immerse], 1. a baptizing or being
baptized; specifically, the ceremony or sacrament of

admitting a person into Christianity or a specific Chris-
tian church by dipping him in watertor sprinkling water
on him, as a symbol of washing away sin. 2. any
experience or ordeal that initiates, tests, or purifies.

bap tis-mal (bap-tiz'm'l), adj. [ML. baptismalis < L.

baptismus], connected with or used in baptism.
baptism of fire, 1. the first time that new troops are
under fire or in combat. 2. any experience that tests

one's courage, strength, etc. for the first time.

Bap-tist (bap'tist), n. [ME. baptiste, baptizer; OFr.; L.

baptista; Gr. baptistes < baptizein, to plunge, immerse],
1. (b-J, originally, a person who baptizes; especially,
2. John the Baptist. 3. a member of a Protestant
denomination holding that baptism should be given
only to adult believers and by immersion rather than
sprinkling: abbreviated Bap., Bapt.

bap-tis-ter'y (bap'tis-tri, bap'tis-ter-i), n. [pi BAPTIS-
TERIES (-triz, -iz)], [L. baftisterium, place for bathing;
Gr. baptisterion < baptizein, to plunge, immerse], 1. a

place, especially in or near a church, used for baptizing.
2. a baptismal font or tank.

bap-tist-ry (bap'tis-tri), n. [pi BAPTISTRIES (-triz)], a

baptistery.
bap tize (bap-tiz', bap'tiz), v.t. [BAPTIZED (-tizd', -tizd),

BAPTIZING], [ME. baptisen; OFr. baptiser; L. baptizare;
Gr. baptizein, to plunge, immerse], 1. to dip (a person)
into or sprinkle with water as a symbol of admission
into Christianity or a specific Christian church and of

washing away sin; administer baptism to. 2. to purify;
cleanse; initiate. 3. to give a first name to (a person)
as part of the baptismal ceremony; christen.
bar (bar), n. [ME. & OFr. bane; LL. barra), 1. any
piece of wood, metal, etc. longer than it is wide or

thick, often used as a barrier, fastening, lever, etc. 2.

an oblong piece or mass of soap, chocolate, metal, etc.

3. a unit of quantity based on such a piece: as, this

gun barrel contains four bars of copper. 4. a thing that
blocks the way or prevents entrance, departure, or
further movement: cf. sand bar. 5. anything that
hinders or prevents: as, illiteracy is a bar to success.
6. a strip, stripe, band, or broad line, as of light or color.
7. the part of a law court, enclosed by a railing, where
the judges or lawyers sit, or where prisoners are brought
to trial. 8. a law court or system of courts; hence,
9. any place of judgment: as, he was condemned at the
bar of public opinion. 10. lawyers collectively. 11. the
legal profession. 12, a counter at which alcoholic
drinks and sometimes food are served. 13. an estab-
lishment or room with such a counter. 14. the mouth-
piece of a horse's bit, or the part of a horse's mouth
into which it is fitted. 15. in heraldry, a horizontal
stripe or stripes on a shield or bearing. 16. in law, a)
the nullifying of a claim or action, b) the process of

bringing this about. 17. in music, a) a vertical line
across a staff, dividing it into measures, b) a measure.
c) two vertical lines across a staff; double bar. 18. in

zoology, either of the ends of the wall of a horse's hoof,
curving into the sole. v.t. [BARRED (bard), BARRING],
1. to fasten with or as with a bar. 2. to obstruct by
means of a bar or bars; shut off; close. 3. to oppose;
prevent. 4. to keep (a person) out of; exclude: as, he
was barred from the contest. 5. to mark with stripes.
6. in law, to prevent or stop (an action) by legal objec-
tion, prep, leaving out; excluding: as, it's the best hotel
in town, bar none. SYN. see hinder, shoal.
cross the bar, to die.

BAR, B.A.R., Browning automatic rifle*

Bar., Baruch.
bar., 1. barometer. 2. barrel. 3. barrister.
B.Ar., Bachelor of Architecture.
Ba rab baa (ba-rab'bas), n. in the Bible, the prisonerwhom the people wanted freed instead of Jesus: Matt.
27:16-21. '

bar-a-the-a (bar'a-thS'a), n. [19th c.; ? coined], a soft
fabric made of silk and wool or sUk and cotton.
barb (barb), n. [ME. & OFr. barbe; L. barba (for tfarba),
a beard; see BEARD], 1. a thin, somewhat beardlike
growth near the mouth of certain animals. 2* a piece
of white linen for covering the throat and sometimes
the chin, worn by certain nuns. 3. a sharp point
curving or projecting backward from the mam point
of a fishhook, harpoon, arrow, etc. 4. sharpness; sting:
fs '. ft *>*rb

| k*s **t made us wince. 5. oiip of the
branches growing from the shaft of a foutlier i
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see feather, illus. 6. in botany, a) a hooked hair or

bristle, b) an awn. v.t. to provide with a barb or barbs.

barb (barb), n. [Fr. barbe, Barbary horse; It. barbero <
Barbaric; Ar. Barbar, Berbers], 1. a horse of a breed

native to Barbary, noted for speed, strength, and gentle
behavior. 2, a variety of pigeon.

Bar-ba-di-an (bar-ba'di-sn), adj. of Barbados, n. a
native or inhabitant of Barbados.
Bar-ba-dos (bar-ba'doz, bar'bs-doz') , n. a British

island of the Windward group in the West Indies: area,

166 sq. mi.; pop., 198,000; capital, Bridgetown.
Bar-ba-ra (bar'bs-ra, bar'brs), [L., fern, of barbarus (see

BARBAROUS), lit., foreign, strange], a feminine name:
diminutives, Babs, Bab.
bar-bar-i-an (bar-bar'i-an, bar-b|r'yon) , n. [< L.

barbarus; see BARBAROUS], 1. originally, anyone not a
member of one's own national, cultural, or religious

group; alien; foreigner: in the ancient world applied

especially to non-Greeks, non-Romans, or non-Chris-
tians. 2. a member of a people or group with a civiliza-

tion regarded as primitive, savage, etc. 3. an insensi-

tive, coarse, or unmannerly person^ boor. 4. a savage,
cruel person; brute, adj. of or like a barbarian or

barbarians; especially, a) uncivilized; rude. 6) savage;
cruel; barbarous.
SYN. barbarian basically refers to a civilization regarded as

primitive, usually without further connotation (the Anglo-
Saxons were a barbarian people); barbaric suggests the crude-

ness and lack of restraint regarded as characteristic of primitive

peop

(barbarous warfare) ;

than barbarian and connotes even greater fierceness and
cruelty (a savage inquisition). ANT. civilized.

bar-bar-ic (bar-bar'ik) , adj. [L. barbaricus; Gr. barbari-

kos < barbaros; see BARBAROUS], 1. of, like, or charac-
teristic of barbarians; primitive. 2. wild, crude, and
unrestrained. SYN. see barbarian.
bar ba-rism (bar'ba-riz"m), n. [L. barbarismus; Gr.

barbarismos < barbaros; see BARBAROUS], 1. the use
of words and expressions not standard in a language.
2. a word or expression of this sort (e.g., "yc-use" for

"you'
1

) : see also impropriety, solecism. 3. the state

of being primitive or lacking civilization. 4. a barbarous
action, custom, etc. 5. brutal behavior; barbarity.

bar-bar-i-ty (bar-bar's-ti) , n. [pi.
BARBARITIES (-tiz)],

1. cruelty; brutality; inhumanity. 2. a cruel or brutal
act. 3. a barbaric taste, manner, form, etc. 4. a word
or expression that is substandard in usage.
barba-rize (bar'bQ-riz') , v.t. [BARBARIZED (-rizd'),

BARBARIZING], [Gr. barbarizein, to side with the bar-

barians], to make barbarous; specifically, to corrupt
(speech or style) with barbarisms, tu. to become
barbarous.
Bar-baros-sa (bar'bs-rfis'a, bar'ba-ros'a), n. [It. <
barba, beard + rossa, red: so named from his beard],
Frederick I of Germany (1123-1190).

bar-ba-rous (bar'bs-ras) , adj. [L. barbarus; Gr. barbaros,

foreign, strange, ignorant; prob. < *barbar, echoic
word used for description of strange tongues], 1.

originally, different from one's own language or cus-

toms; foreign; alien: in the ancient world, any person
or thing that was non-Greek, non-Roman, or non-
Christian was called barbarous. 2. characterized by
words and phrases that are substandard in usage; also,

not classical: said of language. 3. characteristic of

barbarians; primitive or lacking in civilization. 4.

crude, coarse, rough, etc. 5. cruel; brutal. 6. harsh in

sound; raucous. SYN. see barbarian.

Bar-ba-ry (bar'bs-ri), n. the Moslem region west of

Egypt, m North Africa.

Barbary ape, a tailless ape found in northern Africa
and on Gibraltar, often trained to do tricks.

Barbary Coast, 1. the coastal region in northern
Africa, from Tripoli to Morocco. 2. a district in San
Francisco before the earthquake of 1906, known for its

saloons, gambling places, and houses of prostitution.

Barbary States, the former countries of Morocco, Al-

giers, Tunis, and Tripoli in northern Africa: they were
centers of piracy in the Mediterranean.
bar-bate (bar'bat), adj. [L. barbatus, bearded < barba,
a beard], 1. bearded. 2. in botany, having hairlike

tufts, or awns, as oats, barley, etc.

barbecue (bar'ba-kuQ, n. [Sp. barbacoa < Haitian
barbacoa, framework of sticks], 1. originally, a raised

framework for smoking, drying, or broiling meat. 2. a

hog, steer, etc. broiledor roasted whole over an open
fire. 3. any meat broiled on a spit over an open fire.

4. an entertainment, usually outdoors, at which smch
meat is prepared and eaten. 5. a restaurant that makes
a specialty of barbecuing, v.t. [BARBECUED (-kud').
BARBECUING], il. to roast or broil (an animal) w^ole.
2. to prepare (meat I or fish) by broiling, cutting int|o

thiri slices, a<l putting into highly seasoned sauce
made from the drippings. 3. to prepare (sliced or

chopped meat) with barbecue sauce, adj. 1. barbe-
cued. 2. of barbecued meat.
barbecue sauce, a highly seasoned sauce made chiefly

of vinegar, vegetables, sugar, and spices.
barbed (barbd), adj. I. having a barb or barbs. 2.

stinging; cutting: as, barbed words.
m

barbed wire, wire with many sharp points all along it:

used for making barriers.
bar bel (bar'b'l), n. [OFr. < L. barbula, dim. of barbus,

< barba, a beard], 1. a threadlike growth hanging from
the lips of certain fishes: it is an organ of touch. 2. a

large European fresh-water fish with such growths.
bar bellate (baVbs-laV, bar'bel'it), adj. [LL. barbellus,

irreg. dim. of L. barba, beard; + -ate], in botany, covered
with short, hooked bristles or hairs.

bar-ber (bar'ber), n. [ME. barbour; OFr. barbeor; ult.

< L. barba, a beard], a person whose work or business
is cutting and dressing hair, shaving and trimming
beards, etc. v.t. to cut and dress the hair of; shave;
trim the beard of.

barber college, a school for teaching the trade of

barbering.
barber pole, a pole with spiral stripes of red and white,

BARBERRIES
x .;], [ME/ barberi; OFr. barberis; ML. barberis], 1.

any of a number of related spiny shrubs with sour,

oblong, red berries and yellow flowers. 2. the berry.

bar-ber-shop (barter-shop '), n. a barber's place of

business, adj. [Colloq.J, designating or characterized

by the close harmony of male voices, especially in

sentimental songs: as, a barbershop quartet.
barber's Itch, an infectious inflammation of the hair

follicles of the face and neck, caused by_ a fungus: so

called because it can be contracted in unsanitary
barbershops.
Bar-ber-ton (bar'bSr-tan), n. a city in northeastern

Ohio, near Akron: pop., 28,000.
bar-bet (bar'bit), n. [Fr., dim. of barbe, a beard],

1. a

variety of curly-haired poodle. 2. any of several varie-

ties of tropical birds that have bristles growing from
the base of a broad bill.

barbette (bar-bet'), n. [Fr. < Barbe, Barbara, patron
saint of artillerymen], 1. a platform for guns in a fort,

high enough to permit firing over the walls, 2. the

armored structure around a gun platform on a warship.
bar-bi can (bar'bi-ksn), n. [ME.; OFr. barbicane; ML.
barbacana; prob. < Per. barbar-khanah, house on a

wall], a defensive tower or similar fortification at a gate
or bridge leading into a town or castle.

bar-bi-cel (bar'ba-sel'). n. [Mod. L. barbtcella, dim. of

L. barba, a beard], any of the very small projections on
the barbules of a feather. -^ ,. _

Bar-birol-li, John (bar'bs-roli), 1899- ; English
orchestra conductor. . .

bar bi-tal (bar'bi-tal, bar'bit-91), n. [fcar&tftinc -f -al],

diethylbarbituric acid, a habit-forming drug in the form
of a white powder, used to induce sleep; veronal.

bar-bi-tu-rate (bar'bo-tyoor'it, bar-bich'Sr-it), n. [bar-

bituric 4- -ate], any salt of barbituric acid, used as a

sedative or to deaden pain.
bar-bi-tu-ric (bar'ba-tyoor'ik, bar'bo-toor'ik), adj.

[Mod. L. Usnea barbata, lit., bearded moss (ML. usnea

< AT. ushnah, moss + L. barbata, fern, of barbatus,

bearded < barba, beard); + rw acid], designating or

of a crystalline acid, CH*CONHCONHCO, derivatives

of which are used to induce sleep or deaden pain.
Bar bi zon (bar'bi-zon'; Fr. bar'be'zow')r n. * village in

barbule (B'aVbul), n. [L. ^barbula," dim.' "of barba,

beard], 1. a very small barb; barbel. 2. any of the

parts forming the fringe along the barbs of a feather.

Bar-busse, Henrti (an're' bar'bus'), 1873-1935; French
novelist and journalist. .

Bar ca (baVka), n. 1. Cyrenaica, a district in northern

Africa. 2. an ancient Carthaginian family of which
Hamilcar and Hannibal were members.
bar ca-role, barca-rolle (bar'ka-rol'), n. [Fr, < Jt.
barcaruola < barca, boat], 1. a song, sung by Venetian

gondoliers. 2. any piece of music imitating this.

Bar-ce.lo.na (barVCo'na; Sp. bar'the-16'nl), n. a city

in Spain, on the Mediterranean: pop., 1,148,000. .

bard (bard), n. [Gael. & Ir. bardh, bard], 1. an ancient

Celtic poet, composer, and singer: bards sang to the

music of the harp. 2. [Poetic], a poet.
bard, barde (bard), n. [Fr. barde; Sp. or It. barda.

leather armor for horses < Ar. barda'ah,, support for a

saddle, saddle pad), ^ piece of armor for a horse, v.t.

to put bards on, (a jaorse). .

bard ic (bar'dik),^*/. of , like, pr by a bard.

Ba*<i of AyonC%p^t|^hakespeare^: ,so called from
' '

fat, ape, tytoe^dbr; ten), Sven,, h%e, o<vSr; is, bite; 1

*7ten; zhi, leisur/e,;'^,, rtog;j^'^'fli it* w?, in f"

coeur; 3, Pr. ieu; 'Fr. mo*i; o, Fir. cog; 4L Pr.4nc;
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*bk0$o-s; ? < *bhes, to denude], 1. not covered or

clothed; naked; stripped. 2. exposed; revealed. 3.

threadbare. 4. without equipment or furnishings; emp-
ty : as, a bare room, 5. simple; plain: as, bare facts. 6.

mere: as, a bare subsistence wage. v.t. [BARED (b&rd),

BARING], to make bare; uncover; strip; expose,
lay bare, to uncover; open to view; expose.
SJN. bare, in this comparison, implies the absence of the
conventional or appropriate covering (bare legs, bareheaded);
naked implies the atwence o clothing, either entirely or from
some part, and connotes a revealing of the body(a naked bosom) ;

nude, which is somewhat euphemistic for naked, is commonly
applied to the undrajped human figure in art; bald suggests a
lack of natural covering, especially of hair on the faead^ barren
implies a lack of natural covering, especially vegetation, and
connotes destitution and fruitlessness (barren lands). See also

strip. ANT. covered, clothed.

bare (bUr), [Archaic], alternative past tense of bear.

bare-back (b&r'bak'), adv. <fc adj. on a horse with no
saddle.

bare-faced (Mr'fast'), adj. 1. with the face uncovered
or unmasked. 2. unconcealed; open. 3. shameless.

bare-foot (bUr'foot')* adj. & adv. without shoes and
stockings.

bare-foot ed (b&r'foot'id), adj. barefoot.

ba-rege (ba'rezh'), n. [Fr. < Bareges, town in France],
a gauzy cloth of silk and worsted, or cotton and worsted,
used for veils, etc.: also barege.
bare-handled (b&rlian'did), adi. & adv. 1. with hands
uncovered or unprotected. 2. [Colloq.J, in unquestion-
able guilt; in the act.
bare-head-ed (bartied'id), adj. & adv. with the head
bare; without a hat, etc. on,

Ba-reiHy, Ba*re*li (ba-rSli), n. a city in United
Provinces, India: pop. f 193,000.

bare-Ieg*ged (barleg'id, bar'legd'), adj. & adv. with the
legs bare; without stockings on.

barVly (bar'li), adv. 1. openly. 2. without clothing or

covering. 3, only just; no more than; scarcely. 4.

meagerly; scantily. 5. [Archaic], merely,
Ba-rents Sea (ba'rents), a part of the Arctic Ocean,
north of Scandinavia, Finland, and Russia.

bare-sark (blbr'sark'), n. [altered after bare -f- sark,
shirt < berserk], a frenzied fighter; berserker, adv.
without armor on; with only a shirt on.

bar-fly (baVfliO* n. [Slang], a person who spends much
time in barrooms.

bar-gain (barVn, bar'gin), n. [ME. & OFr. bargains <
bargaignier, to haggle], 1. an agreement to exchange,
sell, or buy goods. 2, the terms of such an agreement.
3. such an agreement considered in relation to one of
the parties: as, he made a bad bargain. 4. any mutual
agreement or contract. 5. something offered, bought,
or sold at a price favorable to the buyer. v.i. 1. to dis-

cuss or dispute terms for selling, buying, etc.; haggle.
2. to make a bargain, or agreement (with someone).
v.t* to trade; barter.

bargain for, 1. to try to get cheaply, 2. to expect;
anticipate; count on.

Into the bargain, beyond what has been agreed on.

strike a bargain, 1. to agree on terms. 2. to come
upon a bargain.

bargain basement, that part of a department store,

usually in the basement, where goods are sold at lower
prices than in the main part.

bar-gain-er (barVn-er, DaVgin-er), n. a person who
bargains.

bar-gain-or (bar'gin-6r
f

, bar'gin-er)j n. in law, the
person who grants or sells in a bargain and sale.

barge (barj), n. [MB.; OFr.; LL. bargo], 1. a large
boat, usually flat-bottomed, for carrying heavy freight
on rivers, canals, etc. 2 . a large pleasure boat, especially-
one used for state ceremonies, pageants, etc. 3. the
official launch of a flagship. 4. a hotrseboat. 5.

[Slang], any clumsy boat. v.t.
'

[BAKGED (barjd),
BARGING], to carry by barge. IM". 1. to move slowly
and clumsily. 2. [Colloq.J, to enter, especially ut a
rude, abrupt, clumsy way (with in or into) . 3. [Colloq,],
to collide with (with, into).

barge-board (barj'bSrd', barj'bord'), n. [see BARGED
COUPLE], a board, often
ornate, attached along
the barge couples of a
gabled roof, as in Tu-
dor and Gothic archi-
tecture.

barge couple, [? < base
of Fr. barge, slope (of
a river), 'Sp. barga,
steepest part of a slope,
Cym. barged, edge,
eaves trough], in archi-
tecture, 1. either of the
pair of outside rafters

forming the projection
of a gabled roof, 2.

two beams fitted to-

gether to strengthen a
building.

barge course, the overhang of a projecting gable roof.

bar-gee (bar-je'), n. [barge + -ee], [British], a bargeman.
barge-man (barj'msn), n. \pl. BARGEMEN (-man)], a
man who operates, or works aboard, a barge.

bar-ghest (bar'gest), n. (? < ON. bjarg, berg, mountain
+ gastr or AS. giest, stranger; akin to G. berg geist,

mountain spirit], an imaginary, doglike goblin whose

appearance supposedly means death or bad luck.

Bar Harbor, a resort town on Mount Desert Island,

southeastern Italy, on the

BARGEBOARD

bar-ic (bar'ik), adj. [Rare], of, derived from, or con-

taining barium.
bar-ic (bar'ik), adj. [< Gr. barys, weighty; + -tc], m
physics, of weight or^pressure, especially that of the

atmosphere; barometric.
ba-ril-la (bs-ril'd), n. [Sp. barrilla, impure soda], 1.

either of two varieties of saltwort native to Spain,

Sicily, and the Canary Islands, from which soda ash

can be obtained. 2. this soda ash. 3. any soda ash
obtained by burning seaweed, etc.

bar-ite (barlt), n. a white, crystalline mineral composed
mainly of barium sulfate; heavy spar: it is the prin-

cipal source of barium and its compounds, and is used
in the manufacture of paint,

bar-i-tone (bar'a-ton'), n, [It. baritono; Gr. barytonos,

deep-toned < barys, heavy, deep + ionos, tone], 1. a
male voice with a range between tenor and bass, from
the second A below middle C to the first F above. 2.

this range. 3. a man with such a voice. 4. a brass-wind
instrument with a similar range. 5. a musical part
for a baritone voice. 6. in Greek grammar, a word
not having the acute accent on the final syllable, adj.
1. for or having a baritone or similar range. 2. in

Greek grammar, not having the acute accent on the final

syllable. Abbreviated barit. Also spelled barytone.
bar-i-um (btx'i-sm), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. barys, heavy],
a silver-white, slightly malleable, metallic chemical
element, found as a carbonate or sulfate and used
in alloys: symbol, Ba; at. wt., 137.36: at. no., 56.

bark (bark), n. [ME.; ON. bdrkr; akin to MD. & G.

borke], 1. the outside covering of trees and some
plants: see alburnum, illus. 2. such material used in

tanning, dyeing, etc. 3. cinchona, a medicinal bark.
v.t. 1. to treat or cure with bark; tan (leather). 2. to
take the bark off (a tree or log). 3. [Colloq.], to take
the skin off: as, he barked his knees. SYN. see skin.
bark (bark), IM". [ME. beorken; AS. beorcan & ON.
berkja; echoic; ult. akin to break], 1. to make the
characteristic sound that a dog makes; make a sharp,
abrupt outcry. 2. to make a similar sound: as, the

engine barked. 3. to speak sharply; snap. 4. [Colloq.],
to cough. 5. [Slang], to advertise a show, sale, etc, by
shouting in public, v.t. to say or advertise with a
bark or shout, n. 1. the sharp, abrupt sound made
by a dog. 2. any sharp, abrupt noise like this.

bark at the moon, to make futile outcries or protests.
bark up the wrong tree, 1 . to attack the wrong thing.
2. to direct one's energies in the wrong direction.

bark (ba"rk), n. [Fr. barque- It. barca; L. barca, small

boat], 1. [Poetic], any sailing boat, especially a small
one. 2. a sailing vessel with its two forward masts
square-rigged and its rear mast rigged fore-and-aft.
Also spelled barque.
bark beetle, any of a group of small beetles whose
larvae are bred under the bark of trees, which are

damaged as a result.

bar-keep-er (bar'kep'Sr) , n. 1. a proprietor or manager
of a bar where alcoholic drinks are sold. 2. a bartender.
Sometimes shortened to barkeep.
barken tine (bar'ksn-tenO, n. (< bark (sailboat) after

brigantine], a sailing vessel with its foremast square-
rigged and its two other masts rigged fore-and-aft: also

spelled barquentine.
bark er (bax'kSr) , n. 1. an animal, person, or thing that
makes a oarl^rag sound. 2. a person in front of a side
sfiow, theater; store, etc. who attracts customers by
loud, aj0doatea talking.
bark er (bar^gr), n. 1. a person or machine that takes
basfc off a tree, etc. 2, a person or machine that pre-
pares barks.

Bark ley, M-ben WiUlam (alfb'n barkli), 1877-1^56;
vice-president of the United States (1949-1953).

bar-ley fbaMi), n. [see FLTJRAL, n, D, 3], [ME. barlio,

berley; AS. baerlic, odL, of barley < \toere, barley + -lie

(modern 4y), adj. suffix; IE. baise *bhar^, as in L. far,
whence farina, meal], 1* a. cereal grass with bearded
spikes of flowers. 2. its seed :or grain* tised in making
liquors, soups, etc.

bar-ley-corn (barfli-k6m') , <m*t [MSB.! barli-com], 1.

barlev or the grain of barley* 2; formerly, a unit of

length equal to 1/3 inch. 3. any strong akoholjb liquor,
especially whisky: usually John, Barleycorn, a humor-
ous personification. !

:
:

barley sugar, a clear, hard candy made by melting
sugar, formerly with a barley extract adfde4.!

barley water, a drink made by boiling
given to invalids, etc. >

>

'
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Bar-low, Joel (bar'16), 1754-1812; American poet and
diplomat.
barm (barm), n. [ME. berme; AS. beorma, yeast; akin
to LG. barme; IE. base *bher- to surge tip, seen also in

ferment], the foamy yeast tha*, appears on the surface
of malt liquors as they fenneni.
bar-maid (bar'mad'). n. a woman who serves alcoholic
drinks in a bar.
bar-man (bar'man), n. [pi. BARMEN (-man)], a bar-

keeper or bartender.
Bar-me-cide (bar'ma-sid'), /* [Ar.], 1. in The Arabian
Nights, a ruling prince of Bagdad who pretends to
serve a feast to a beggar, but gives him no food; hence,
2. a person who offers imaginary benefits, aaj. pre-
tended, false, deceptive, or illusory.
Barmecide feast, 1. a pretended feast with no food;
hence, 2. any pretended or illusory generosity or

hospitality.
Jbar mitz-vah, bar miz-vah (bar mits~v6', bar'mits'-

va), [Heb. bar mitswah, son of duty], in Judaism, 1. a

Jewish boy who has arrived at the age of responsibility,
thirteen years. 2. the ceremony celebrating this event.

barm-y (bar'mi), adj. [BARMIER (-mi-er), BARMIEST
(-mi-ist)], 1. full of barm; yeasty, foamy, or frothy.
2. [British Slang], silly; idiotic: often confused with

balmy.
barn (barn), n. [ME.; AS. berezrn; bere, barley -f asm,
a building, house], 1. a farm building for sheltering
harvested crops, livestock, wagons, etc. 2, a large
building for streetcars, etc. 3. [Colloq.], any room or

building like a barn in size, temperature, etc.

Bar-na-bas (bar'na-bas) , [L.; Gr.; Aram, barnebhu'ah,
lit., son of exhortation], a masculine name: diminutive,
Barney; variant, Barnaby.
Barnabas, Saint, a Levite, born in Cyprus; disciple of

Paul"and one of the first Christian missionaries.

Bar-na-by (bar'na-bi) , a masculine name : see Barnabas.
bar-na-cle (bar'na-k'l) , n. [ME. bernekke, barnakylle,

bernake; (West) Fr. ber~

nicle, bernade, bernache;
Bret, bernic, kind of

shellfish: the goose was
popularly thought to

grow from the shellfish],

1. a barnacle goose. 2.

any of a number of re-

lated shell-bearing sea
animals that attach
themselves to rocks,
wharves, ship bottoms,
etc.; hence, 3. [Colloq.],
a person hard to get rid
of.

b a r-n a-cled (bar'na-
k'ld), adj* covered with
barnacles.
barnacle goose, a Euro-
pean wila goose.
bar-na-cles (bar'na-k'lz), n.pl. [< ME. bernakile; OFr.
bernac, kind of bit], 1. nose pincers for controlling an
unruly horse. 2. an instrument of torture resembling
such pincers. 3. [British Colloq.], eyeglasses.
Bar-nard (bar'ngrd), a masculine name: see Bernard.
Bar-nard, George Grey (baVngrd) , 1863-1938; Ameri-
can sculptor.
Barnard, Henry, 1811-1900; American educational re-

former.
Bar-na-ul (bar'na-ool'), n. a city in the south central

R.S.F.S.RM on the Ob River: pop., 148,000.
barn dance, 1. a party held in a barn, with square
dances, etc. 2. any party characterized by rural danc-

ing, dress, music, etc. 3. a country dance resembling
the schottische.
barn owl, a kind of owl, usually brown and gray with a
spotted white breast, found chiefly in hollow trees and
barns.
barn-storm (barn'stdrm') ,

v.i. [barn + storm, .], 1. to

go about the country performing plays, giving lectures,

etc., using barns or any available places in small towns
and rural districts. 2. [from the use of barns as hangars],
to tour the country giving short airplane rides, exhi-

bitions of stunt flying, etc.

barn-storm-er (barn'stdr'meY), n. 1, a person who
barnstorms; hence, 2. a second-rate actor: from the
idea that the best actors do not have to barnstorm. 3. a
free-lance aviator.
barn swallow, a common swallow with a long, deeply
forked tail: it usually nests on rafters in barns.

Bar-num, Phineas Taylor (bar'nam), 18KM891;
American showman.
barn-yard (bSrn'yard') n. the yard or ground near a
barn, often enclosed, adj. 1. of a barnyard. 2. Hke
or fit for a barnyard; earthy, smutty, etc.

bar-o- (bar'0, bar'), [< Or. baros, weight], a prefix

meaning of atmospheric pressure, as in barograph.

BARNACLES

bar-o-cy-clon-om-e-ter (bar'cVsTkla-nomVter), n. [<
baro- + cyclone + -meter], a barometric instrument used
to locate cyclones and follow their movement.

Ba-ro-da (ba-ro'da), n. 1. an independent state of

India, north of Bombay: area, 8,236 sq. mi.; pop.,
2,855,000. 2. its capital: pop., 110,000.

bar-o-gram (bar'a-gramOt n. [baro- + -gram], the line

recorded by a barograph or similar device.

bar-o-grapn (bar'a-graf, bar's-graf')* n. [baro- -f

-grapn], a barometer that automatically records on a

revolving cylinder variations in atmospheric pressure.

Ba-ro-ja, Pi-o (pe'6 ba-rd'ha), 1872-1956; Spanish
novelist.
ba-rom-e-ter (ba-rom'a-ter), n. [baro- + -meter], 1. an
instrument for measuring
atmospheric pressure and
thus for forecasting the
weather or finding height
above sea level: abbreviated
bar. 2. anything that re-

flects or indicates change:
as, breadlines are a barome-
ter of unemployment.

bar-o-met-ric (bar'a-mef-
rik), adj. 1. of or like a
barometer. 2. measured or
shown by a barometer: ab-
breviated bar.
bar-o-met-ri-cal (bar'a-
met'ri-k'l) , adj. barometric.
bar-o-met-ri-caMy (bar'a- BAROMETER
met'ri-k'1-i), adv. by means of a barometer.
bar-on (bar'an), n, [ME. & OFr. baron, barun < base of
OHG. baro, a man; IE. base *bher-, to carry, bring, as
also in bairn], 1. in the Middle Ages, a feudal tenant
of the king or of any higher-ranking lord; nobleman.
2. a member of the lowest rank of British nobility. 3.

this rank or its title: abbreviated Bn. 4. a European or

Japanese nobleman of like rank. 5. a powerful cap-
italist; magnate. 6. a double sirloin of beef.

bar-on-age (bar'on-ij), n. [ME.; OFr. < baron], 1. the
barons as a class; peerage. 2. the rank, title, status,
or domain of a baron. 3. the nobility in general. 4. a
list or annotated account of the barons.

bar-on ess (bar'a-nis), n. [ME. & OFr. baronesse], 1, a
baron's wife, widow, or (in some European countries)
daughter. 2. a lady with a barony in her own right.
Abbreviated Bnss.
bar-on-et (barVnit, bar'a-net'), n. [dim. of baron], 1. a
man holding the lowest hereditary British rank, below
a baron but above a knight: a baronet has precedence
over all knights except Knights of the

>
Garter, is

addressed as "Sir," and may add Bart, to his name, as,

Sir John Doe, Bart. 2. the title that shows this rank:
abbreviated Bt.

bar-on-et-age (bar'a-nit-ij), n. 1. baronets as a class.

2. a list or annotated account of the baronets.

bar-on-et-cy (bar'a-nit-si), n, [pi. BARONETCIES (-siz)],

1. the title, rank, or status of a baronet* 2. the patent
giving such rank.

ba-rong (ba-rdrj
7

, ba-ror/) n. [native name; prob. akin
to Malay parang; see PARANG], a heavy sheath knife

used by the Moros of the Philippines.
ba-roni-al (ba-ro'ni-sl) , adj. 1. of a baron or barons.
2. fit for a baron; grand, showy, etc.: as, a baronial
mansion.
bar-o-ny (bar'a-ni), n. [pi. BARONIES (-niz)], [ME. &
OFr. baronie], 1. a baron's domain. ? the rank, title,

or status of a baron.

ba-roque (bs-rok'; Fr. ba'rSk'), adj. [Fr.; Port, barroco,

imperfect pearl], 1. irregular in shape: said of pearls.
2, of, characteristic of* or Hke a style of art and archi-

tecture characterized by much ornamentation and
curved rather than straight lines. 3. designating or of

the period in which this flourished (c. 1550-1 750). 4.

of the late or decadent baroque period style; rococo;
hence, 5. fantastically overdecorated; gaudily ornate,

n. baroque style, baroque art, etc. t

bar-o-scope (bar'a-skop'), n. [baro- + -scope], 1. an
instrument for indicating changes in atmospherie
pressure. 2. an instrument that measures the weight
lost by an object in the air and shows that this weight
equals that of the air displaced.
Ba-rot-se-land (ba-rot'si-land') , n. a region in the

western part of Northern Rhodesia, Africa.

ba-rouche (b9-roosh') n. [G. barutsche; It. baroccio <
L. btrotus* having two wheels < bis, two 4- rota, a

wheel], a four-wheeled carriage with a collapsible nood,
two double seats opposite each other, and a box seat

in front for the driver.

bar pin, a long, bar-shaped, ornamental brooch, or pin.

barque (baYk), n. a bark (sailing vessel).

bar-quen-tine (bar'kan-tenO , n. a barkentine.
bar-rack (bar'ai?), n. [Fr, bwague < It. batracct < SB.

barraca, cabin, mud kut < 6am>, clay, mud < LL.
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B.K.S. d) a large, plain, often temporary building for

housing workmen, etc. v.t. ft iu. to house in barracks.

barracks bag, a cloth bag to hold a soldier s equipment
and personal possessions. .*

bar-ra-cu-da (barVkoo'da), n. [pi. BARRACUDA, BARRA-

CUDAS (-d); see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [Sp.; ? < dial.

barraco tooth growing over another], any of various

related fierce, edible, pikelike fishes of tropical seas

bar-rage (bs-raW), n. [Fr., in hr de barrage, artillery

fire; ste BARRAGE (a barring)], 1. a curtain of artillery

fire laid down to keep enemy forces from moving, or

to cover or prepare the way for one's own forces, espe-

cially in attack. 2. a heavy, prolonged attack of

words, blows, etc. v.t. & IM. [BARRAGES (-razhoV),

BARRAGING], to lay down a barrage (against).

bar-rage (bar'ij), n. [Fr. < barrer, to stop < barre,\ see

BAR, **.], 1. a barring. 2. a man-made bamer in a

stream, river, etc, ; dam.
bar raise balloon (ba-raW), an anchored balloon, often

one of a series, with cables or nets attached to it for

entangling attacking airplanes.
bar ra mun-da (bar'a-mun'da), n. [pi. BARRAMUNDA,
BARRAMUNDAS (-daz); see PLURAL, n, D. 2], [< native

name], an edible AustraHan fish with both gills and

lungs: ceratodtis. , ,

bar-ra-inun-di (bar'9-mun'di), n.
fyl*

BARRAMUNDI,
BARRAMUNDIS (~diz), BARRAMUNDIES f-diz) J

S6C PLURAL,

n, D, 21, a barramunda.
bar-ran-ca (ba-ran'kd) , n. [Sp.], a deep ravine.

f

Bar-ran-quil la (ba'ran-kel'ya), n. a city in north-

western Colombia: pop., 207,000 (1945).

bar-ra-tor, bar-ra-ter (bar's-tSr), n. [ME. baratour;

OFr. barateor, swindler < barater, to cheat < barate,

fraud, strife; ON. baratta, struggle, quarrel], a person

guilty of barratry. . ,

bar-ra-trous (barVtras), adj. of the nature of bar-

ratry; of or tending to barratry. ... ,

bar-ra-try (bar/a-tn), n. [Pr. baraterte, ong., misuse of

office < barater; see BARRATOR], 1. the buying or selling

of ecclesiastical or civil positions^ 2. the habitual

bringing about of quarrels or lawsuits. 3. in maritime

law, negligence or fraud on the part of a ship s officers

or crew resulting in loss to the owners.

barred (bard), adj. [pp. of bar], i. having bars or

stripes. 2. closed off with bars; hence, 3. not allowed.

barred owl, a variety of large, North American owl
with bars of brown feathers across the breast.

bar-reObar'sl), n. [ME, barel; OFr. baril; ? < IX.
"bwra, a stave, bar; see BAR, n.], 1. a large, wooden,

cylindrical container with sides that bulge outward and
fiat ends, made usually of staves bound together with

hoops. 2. the capacity or contents of a standard barrel

(in the United States, usually 31 1/2 gallons; in Great

Britain, 36 imperial gallons; in dry measure, various

amounts, as 196 pounds of flour, 200 pounds of pork
or fish, etc.) : abbreviated bbl., M., bar. 3. a revolving

cylinder, wound with a chain or rope: as, the barrel of

a windlass. 4, any hollow or solid cylinder: as, the
barrel of a fountain pen. 5. the straight tube of a gun,
which directs the projectile. 6. the ouill of a feather.

7. the body of a horse, cow, etc. 8. [Colloq.J, a great
amount: as^ a barrel of fun. v.t. [BARRELED or BAR-
RELLED (-9ld), BARRELING Of BARRELLING], 1. tO put
or pack in a barrel or barrels. 2. to store away. v.i.

[Slang], to go at high speed.
barrel cbair, a kind of upholstered chair with an up-
right, rounded back.

,

bar-rel-house (bar'al-hous'), adj. in jazz music, of or

in the unrestrained style of playing associated with a

barrel house.
barrel boose, formerly, a small, disreputable saloon

with a row or racked barrels along the wall.

barrel organ, a mechanical musical instrument having
a cylinder studded with pins which open pipe valves
or strike metal tongues when the cylinder is revolved,

producing a tune; hand organ,
barrel roll, a complete revolution made by an airplane
around its longitudinal axis while in flight.

barrel vault, in architecture, a semi-cylindrical vault.

bar-ren (bar'an), adj. [ME. barein, barain; OFr. ba-

raigne, brehaigne], 1. that cannot bear offspring;
sterile : as, a barren woman. 2. not bearing or pregnant
at the regular time: said of animals or plants. 3,

without vegetation; unfruitful: as, barren soil. 4, un-
1

productive; unprofitable; not worthwhile. 5. lacking
richness, interest, etc. ; unattractive ; boring. 6. empty ;

bar-ret (bar'it), n. [Fr. barrette; It. berretta; see BIRET-

TA! a small, fiat cap; biretta.

Barrett, Elizabeth, see Browning, Elizabeth Barrett.

bar-rette (ba-ret'), n. [Fr., dim. of barre; see BAR, J, a

small bar or clasp worn by a girl or woman for holding

Barren Grounds, a region of bare tundras in Canada,
northwest of Hudson ^ay: al^o Barren Lands.
bar-ren-ness (bar'an-nis), n. the; quality or state of

,Wng'barren^ .

''>"
,' . .

Biaj?*e, Auttguftta Mati-rice % .

1862-1923 ; French novelist and ^essayist.

r.ca-a', bar'a-kadO. n. [Pr. < It

barricata, pp. of barricare, to fortify < barm, a bar], 1.

a barrier thrown up hastily for defense, as in street

fighting. 2. any barrier. 3. in horse racing, a gate that

keeps the horses in line before the start of a race. v.t.

(bar'a-kadO, [BARRICADED (-id), BARRICADING], 1
1. to

keep in or out with a barricade. 2. to put up barricades

bar-ri-ca^o'Cbar'i-ka'do), n. [pi BARRICADOES (-doz)],

[Fr. barricade; see BARRICADE], a barricade, v.t. [BAR-

RICADOED <-dod), BARRICADOING], to bamcade.

Bar-rie, Sir James Matthew (bar'i), 1860-1937; Scot-

tish dramatist and novelist.

bar-ri-er (bar'i-er), n. [ME. barrere; OFr. barnere <

barre; see BAR, J, 1. originally, a fortress, stockade

etc. for defending an entrance or gate. 2. a thing that

prevents going ahead or approaching; obstruction, as

a fence, wall, etc. 3. anything that holds apart or

separates: as, shyness was a barrier between them. 4. a

boundary or limitation. 5. a customs gate on a coun-

try's border. 6. [sometimes B-], the part of the south

polar ice sheet that extends into the sea. SYN. see

obstacle. , ,,

barrier beach, a ridge of sand and gravel thrown up
along a coast line by the waves.

barrier reef, a long ridge of rock or coral near and

parallel to the coast line, usually serving as a break-

water. . ,

the Barrier Reef, the barrier reef along the eastern

coast of Australia. .

bar-ring (bSr'in), prep. [ppr. of bar], excepting; exclud-

ing.
bar-ri-o (bar'ri-o'), n. [Sp. < barra; LL. barra;see BAR,

n.] t in Spanish-speaking countries, a political sub-

division of a city; suburb. . .

bar-ris-ter (bar'is-tSr), n. [< bar (court of mstice)]^ in

England, a qualified member of the legal profession
who presents and pleads cases in court; cpunselor-at*
law: distinguished from solicitor: abbreviated barr.,

bar. SYN. see lawyer.
.

bar-room (bar'room
7
, bar'roomO, n. a room with a bar

or counter at which alcoholic drinks are sold.

Bar-row (bar'o), n. a city in northern Lancashire,

England: pop., 67,000 (est. 1946): also Barrow-in-
.

bar-row (bar'o), n. [ME. barewe; AS. bearwe, basket,
barrow < beran, to bear], 1. a traylike frame with two
handles at each end and sometimes with four legs,

used for carrying loads; handbarrow. 2. a wheelbar-
now, 3. a handcart. 4. the capacity or contents of a

barrow.
bar-row (bar

;
5), n. [ME. berg, beoruh; AS. bears, hill,

mound; akin to G. berg; IE. base *bhergh, raised up,

high], 1. a heap of earth or rocks marking a grave,

especially an ancient one; tumulus. 2. [Dial.], a

mountain; hill.

bar-row (bar'o), n. [ME. barg: AS. bearg, bearh; akin to

G. barg; IE. base *bher~, cut], a castrated pig.

Bar-row, Point (bar'o), a cape at the northernmost

point ot Alaska.
Bar-row-in-Fur-ness (bar'o-in-fur'nes), n. Barrow.

Bar-ry, Philip (bar
;
i), 1896-1949; American dramatist,

Bar-ry;more, Ethel (barVmdr', bar'i-mor'), 1879- ;

American actress.

Barrymore, John, 1882-1942; American actor.

Barrymore, Lionel, 1878-1954; American actor.

Barrymore, Maurice, (born Herbert Blythe), 1847-

1905; father of Ethel, Lionel, and John; American
actor, born in England.
bar sinister, in heraldry, erroneously, a baton or bend
sinister. i

Bart., Baronet.
bar-tend'er (bar/tenM&r), n. a man who mixes and
serves alcoholic drinks at a bar.

bar-ter (bar'tSr), tMVFME. bartren; OFr. barater, to

barter, trick, cheat < oarate, a struggle, noise, quarrel
< ON. baratta; ? influenced by Bret, barad, deception,
trickery], to trade by exchanging goods or services

without using money, v.t. to give (goods or services)
in return for other goods or services; trade, n. L the
act or practice of bartering. 2. anything bartered.
SYN. see etU

barter away, to give t
or trade for too small a return.

Bar*thol-di, Fr6 dearie Au-guste Sra'dl'reV o"gust'
foarWde'), 1834-1904; French sculptor of the Statue
o! Liberty.
Bar thol o mew Cbar-tholfa-mS'), iQFr, &artfolemeu;
L. Bartholomaeus; Gr. Bartholomaios < Aram., lit*, son
of Talmai], a masctiline name: dwnnutiv;e^i Bart;
equivalents, Fr. Bartholome, Barth&lemy, It., . ,

(>. Bartholomftusj B.wrtfyel, Sp.'

Saint, in the Bible, prae;, o ti^\ twelve
'

'

'ajopir^ an, n e

,
! apostles: his day is August 24^

'
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bar-ti-zan, bar-ti-san (bar'ta-z'ii, bur'to-zan'} , n. [re-
vived by Sir Walter Scott from
a Scot form altered < ME.
bretasce; see BRATTICE], a small,

overhanging turret on a tower,
battlement, etc., used originally
for defense or as a lookout.

Bart-lett, John (barflit), 1820-
1905; American publisher who
compiled a book of quotations.

Bartlett, Josiah, 1729-1795;
American Revolutionary patriot.

Bartlett, Paul Way-land (wa'-
land), 1865-1925; American
SCUlptor.

BARTIZAN

Bartlett pear, [after K Bartlett of Dorchester, Mass.,
the distnbutorj, a large, juicy variety of pear.

Bar-tok, Be-la (ba'la bar'tdk), 1881-1945; Hungarian
composer and compiler of Hungarian folk songs.
Bar-to-lom-me-o, Fra (fra bar /

t6*-l$-me'6
-

) f 1475-1517;
Florentine painter.
Bar-ton, Clara (bar't'n), 1821-191 2 ; American philan-
thropist; organizer of the American Red Cross.
Bar-uch (bar'sk), n. [Heb., lit., blessedl, 1. in the

Bible, Jeremiah's scribe: Jer. 32:12-14. 2. a book of
the Old Testament Apocrypha attributed to him.
Abbreviated Bar.

Ba-ruch, Bernard Man*nes (man'ss ba-rook'), 1870- ;

American financier and statesman.
ba-ry-ta (bo-ri/ta), n. [< Gr. barys, heavy], 1. barium
oxiae. 2. loosely, banum hydroxide.

ba-ry-tes (bo-ri'tez), n. [< Gr. barys, heavy], barium
sulfate in native form- barite.

ba-ryt-ic (ba-rit'ik) , adj. having to do with baryta.
bar-y-tone (bar's-ton'), adj. & TJ. baritone.

bar-y-tron (bar'a-tron'), n. [bary- + electron], a meso-
tron : also called meson.
B.A.S., 1. Bachelor of Agricultural Science. 2. Bach-
elor of Applied Science. Also B.A.Sc.
bas-al Jba's'l), adj. 1. of, at, or forming the base; hence,
2. basic; fundamental; fundamentally important.

basal anesthesia, in medicine, anesthesia induced as a
preliminary tojfurther and deeper anesthesia.
basal metabolism, the quantity of energy used by any
organism at rest; amount of heat produced by the
human organism fourteen to eighteen hours after

eating and when at rest for thirty to sixty minutes but
not asleep: it is measured by the rate (basal metabolic

rate} at which heat is given off, and is expressed in
calories per hour per square meter of skin surface.

basalt (b3-s61f, basalt), n. [L. basaltes, dark, hard

marble], 1. a hard, heavy, dark volcanic rock, _some-
times found in the form of columns. 2. a kind of

glassy, black pottery designed by Josiah Wedgwood.
ba sal-tic (bg-s61'tik), adj. of or like basalt.

Ibas bleu (ba' bio'), [Fr.], a bluestocking.
bas-cule (bas'kul), n. [Fr., a seesaw], a device so bal-
anced that when one end is lowered the other end is

raised; seesaw or similar apparatus.
bascule bridge, a kind of drawbridge counterweighted
so that it can be raised
and lowered easily.
base (bas), n. [pi. BASES
(-iz)], (ME.; OFr. bas; L.

basis; see BASIS], 1. the

part of a thing that the
thing stands or rests on;
lowest part or hottotn of

a thing; foundation. 2.

the foundation or most ^^^^^
important element, as of

a system or set of ideas. 3. anything from which a
start is Blade; basis, 4. a goalr starting place, or safety

point in certain gamesji ate baseball: abbreviated B., b.

(in baseball). 5. the point of attachment of a part of

the body: as, the base of the thumb. 6. a center of

operations or source of supply; headquarters. 7. the

bottommost layer or coat, as of paint. 8. in chemistry,
a substance which forms a salt when it reacts with an
acid; in terms of the theory of the dissociation of

electrolytes, a compound, such as sodium hydroxide or
ammonium hydroxide*, which Eberates hydroxyl ions in

aqueous solutions; in terms of the modern theory of

acids and bases, a substance that removes hydrogen
ions (protons) from an acid and combines with them in

a chemical reaction. 9. in dyeing, a substance used for

fixing colors, 10. in geometry, the line or plane upon
which a figure is thought of as resting. 11. in heraldry,
the lower portion of a shield. 12. in linguistics, any
morpheme to which prefixes, suffixes, etc. are added;
stem; root 13. in mathematics, a constant figure upon
which a snathematical table is computed, as in log-
arithms adj. forming a base, v.t* [BASED (bast),
BASINS! 1. lo make a base or foundation for. 2. to

ptut <(a tilling) on a base or/ foundation: often used

BASCULE BRIDGE

BasKan

figuratively, as, he based his argument on authority.
3. to establish or found.
&et to first base, 1. in baseball, to reach first base

safely; hence, 2. [Slang], to succeed in the, first step
of anything.

SYN. base, as compared tore, refers to a part or thing at the
bottom acting as a support or underlying structure; basis,
conveying the same idea, is. the term preferred for nonphysical
tHngs (the bas* of a lamp, the basis of a theory) ;

foundation
stresses solidity in the underlying or supporting thing and
often suggests permanence and stability in that which is built
on it (the foundation of a house); groundwork, closely syn-
onymous with foundation, is principally applied to non-
physical things (the grontndtt>ork of a good education).
base

(bas), adj. [ME. & OFr. bas; LL. bassns, thick,
stumpy, low], 1. deep or low: said of sounds: see bass.
2. morally low; low-minded; dishonorable; disgraceful:
vile : as, it is base to betray a friend. 3. inferior in social

position; menial
j
servile. 4. inferior in quality; coarse,

shabby, etc. 5. impure or corrupted; not classical: said
of language. 6. comparatively worthless: as, iron is a
base metal, gold a precious one. 7. debased; counter-
feit. 8. [Archaic], short. 9. [Archaic], of servile,
humble, or illegitimate birth. 10. [Obs.], low or inferior
in place or position, n. 1. a deep, low sound; bass tone.
2. a bass voice, bass part, etc.
SYN. base implies a putting of one's own interests ahead of
one's obligations, as because of greed or cowardice (base
motives) ; mean suggests a contemptible pettiness of character
or conduct (his mean attempts to slander her); ignoble sug-
gests a lack of high moral or intellectual qualities {to work for
an ignoble end); abject, in careful discrimination, implies
debasement and a contemptible lack of self-respect (an abject

servant) ; sordid connotes the depressing drabness of that which
is mean or base (the sordid details of their affair) ; vile suggests
disgusting foulness or depravity (vile epithets) ; low suggests
rather generally coarseness, vulgarity, depravity, etc., speci-
fically in reference to taking grossly unfair advantage (so low
as to lack a cripple's crutch) ; degrading suggests a lowering
or corruption of moral standards (the degrading aspects of

army life! ANT. noble, moral, virtuous.

base-ball (.baVbolO* n. La game played with a hard,
rawhide-covered ball and wooden bat by two opposing
teams, properly of nine players each: it is played^on a
field with four bases forming a diamond-shaped circuit
which a runner must complete to score a run. 2. the
ball used in this game.
base-board (bas'bSrd', bas'bordO, n. 1. a board or
molding covering a plaster wall where it meets the
floor. 2. any board serving as a base.
base-born (bas'bSrn')* adj. 1. born of parents in a low
social position; of humble birth or origin. 2. born of

parents not married to each other; of illegitimate birth.

base-burn-er, base-burn-er (bas'bur'ne'r), n. any
stove or furnace in which more coal is fed automatically
from above when that at the base is consumed.
base hit, in baseball, a hit by which the batter gets on
base without benefit of an opponent's error and without
forcing out a runner already on base: abbreviated
B., b.

base hospital, a military hospital far from the battle
front: distinguished from field hospital.
Ba-sel (ba'z'l), n. a city in northern Switzerland, on
the Rhine: pop., 163,000: also Basle.

base-less (bas'lis), adj. having no basis in fact; un-
founded.
base level, 1. in geology, the level below which a stream
cannot erode its bed; limit of large-scale erosion, deter-

mined by projecting sea level inland. 2. in surveying,
the elevation to which other elevations are referred.

base line, 1. a line serving as a base. 2. in baseball, the
straight line between any two consecutive bases.

base-ly (baslx), adv. in a base or mean manner.
base-man (bas'msn), n. \pk BASEMEN (-man)], in base-

ball, any of the three infielders stationed at first,

second, and third base, respectively.
base ment (bas'msnt), n. [base, v. or n. + -ment; prpb.
after Fr. (sou)bas$ement, basement], 1. the foundation
or lower part of a wall or walls; hence, 2. the lowest

story of a building or the one just below the main floor,

usually wholly or partially lower than the surface of

the ground.
base metal, 1. any of the common, nonpreciotis
metals: distinguished from precious metal. 2. the metal
under a coating or plating. 3. the main metal in an
alloy. *

base-ness (bas'nis), n. 1. the quaEty or state of being
morally base. 2. a base or dishonorable act or trait.

base runner, in baseball, any member of the team at

bat who is on base. '

bas-es (bas'iz), n. plural of base.
ba-ses (ba'sez), n. plural of basis.

basli (bash), v.t. [echoic; akin to (? <) ON. *basca t to

strike; see BASKJ, [Colloq.l, , to strike with a violent

blow; smash (in), w. [CotOQ.f, a violent blow,
Ba-shan (bS/shan, ba^shen), w.4,a;regio|i east and north-
east of the Sea r*

^ 1M ~" "
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ba-shaw (ba-$h6') ft* [see PASHA, the usual sp.], I. a

Turkish official. 2. an important or self-important

person, especially an official.

bash ful (hash'fal), adj. [MJE. bascken, baissen, to abash

(see ABASH) ; + -jw/1, showing social timidity and em-

barrassment; shy. 5HV. sec shy.
bash-i-ba-zouk (bash'i-bs-zoSk'). n- [Turk. towA*-

dostttf; fosft*, headdress 4- fa>sw#, disorderly, unkempt],
a member of the Turkish irregulars, troops notorious

in the 19th century for their brutality.
Bash kir (bash-keY'} n . 1 . a member of a Turko-Tartar
tribe of Moslems inhabiting the Bashkir A.S.S.R. 2.

their language. ... ^
Bashkir Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, a

division of the R.S.F.S.R., west of the South Urals:

area, 54,233 sq. mi.; pop., 3,304,000; capital, Ufa.

bas*ic (bas'ik), adj. 1. of or at the base; forming a base

or basis; fundamental; essential. 2. in chemistry, of.

having the nature of, or containing a base; alkaline,

3. in mineralogy, designating or of a rock having less

than 52 per cent silica. 4. designating, of, or resulting

from a process of manufacturing steel in which the re-

fractory lining of the furnace is a basic substance, as

magnesite, and the basic slag in the charge serves as the

refining agent.
bas-i-cal-ly (bas'i-k'1-i, bas'ik-li), adv. at basis; at bot-

tom; fundamentally; primarily.
basic dress, a simple, dark dress that can be worn with

changes of accessories.

Basic English, [British, American. Scientific, Inter-

national* Commercial], a simplified form of the English

language for international communication and for first

steps into full English, invented by Charles *K. Ogden
(1889-1957) : it consists of a selected vocabulary of 850
essential words and is copyrighted. See list, p. 123.

ba-sic-i-ty (ba-sis's-ti), n, in chemistry, 1. the quality
or condition of being a base. 2. the capacity of an acid

to react with a base, measured by the number of

chemical equivalents of a base with which one gram
molecular weight of the acid reacts,

basic i

"

(and :

ba-sid-i-o-my.cete ,._ . , .

+ -mycete], in botany, a basidiomycetous fungus, as a

mushroom, rust, smut, puffball, etc.

ba-sid-i-o-my-ce-tous (ba-sid'i-5'mi-se'tas), adj. in

botany, belonging to a group of fungi having basidia.

ba sid-i um (ba-sid'i-am) , n.\l. BASIDIA (-9)], [Mod. L.

< Gr. basis, base 4- Mod. L. -idium, dim. suffix], m
botany, any of a number of club-shaped cells in certain

fungi, bearing a definite number of spores (usually four)
on short, slender stalks.

Bas-il (bazH, baVl), [L. Basilius; Gr. Basileios, lit.,

kingly < basileus, king], a masculine name.
bas-il (baz''l), n. [OFr. basile; ML. basilicum; Gr.

basilikos, royal < basileus, king], any of a group of

fragrant plants of the mint family, used as an herb.

Bas-il, Saint (baz'l), 330P-379? A.D.; Cappadocian
church father and bishop of Caesarea.
bas Mar (bas'a-lgr), adj. [Mod. L. basilaris < L. basis;
see BASIS], 1. of or at the base, especially of the skull,

2. fundamental; basic; basal.

bas-Har-y (bas'a-ler'i), adj. basilar.

ba-sil-ic (ba-sil'ik), adj. [Fr. basilique; L. basilicus; Or.

basilikos; see BASIL], 1. designating or of a large vein
of the upper arm, on the inner side of the biceps muscle.
2. of a basilica; basilican. 3. [Obs.j, kingly.
ba siH ca (ba-sill-ks) , n.

\$l. BASILICAS (-kaz)], [L.; Gr,

basilike^ (stoa), royal (portico) < basilikos; see BASILIC],
1. originally* a royal palace. 2. in ancient times, a

rectangular building with a broad nave ending in an
apse, and flanked by colonnaded aisles, used as a court-

room, public hall, etc. 3, an early Christian church
shaped like this.

ba sil-i-cal (bs-sil/i-k'l), adj. basilic.

ba sil-i-can (bo-sil'i-ksn), adj. of or like a basilica.
bas-ilisk (bas'a-lisk'} , n. [ME.; L. basiliscus; Gr.
basiliskoSt dim. of basileus, king; hence, king of animals],
1. a mythical lizardlike monster with supposedly fatal
breath and glance, fabled to have been hatched by a
serpent from, a cock's egg; also called cockatrice. 1. a

tropical American lizard with an erectile crest on its

back and tail and an inflatable jpouch on its head.
3. an obsolete cannon decorated with metal lizards.

ba sin (ba's'n), n* [ME. & OPr. bacin,\ LL. baccinum <
bacca, water vessel], 1. a round, wide, shallow con-
tainer for liquid; bowl. 2. its contents or capacity.
3. a wash bowl or sink. 4. a pond, reservoir, or other
large hollow containing water, 5. a bay. o\ the area
drained by a river and its branches: called river basin.
7, a great hollow in the earth's surface filled by an
ocean: called ocean basin.
basinet (basVnit), n. [ME.: OFr. bacinet, dim. of

bacin; see BASIN], a light, round steel helmet, often with
a visor, used in the Middle Ages; also basnet.

ba-si-on (ba'si-an), n. [< Gr. basis; see BASE (founda-
tion)], the midpoint of thejront border of the foramen
magnum,

ba-sip-e-tal (ba-sip'a-t'l), adj. [< basic + petal], in

botany, developing from the apex down toward the

base: said of certain plant structures.

basis (ba'sis), n. [pi. BASES (-sez)] f [L.; Gr., a step,

pedestal < bainein, to go], 1. the base, foundation, or

chief supporting factor of anything. 2. the principal

constituent of anything. 3. the basic principle or the-

ory, as of a system of knowledge. 4. in military

science, a starting point; base. SYN. see base.

bask (bask, bask), v.i. & v.t. [coinage due to Shake-

speare's misunderstanding of Lydgate; ME. basken, to

beat, strike (cf. bash); only in Gower & Lydgate], to

expose (oneself) pleasantly to warmth: as, he basked in

the sun: often figuratively, as, he basked in her favor.

Bas-ker-ville, John (bas'kSr-vil) , 1706-1775; English

printer and type designer.
basket (bas'kit, bas'kit), n. [ME. < OCelt. bascauda,
crock with woven pattern, whence ML. bascauda; IE.
base *bhasquo-, a bunch, bundle, as in L. fascis, bundle

(of rods)], 1. a container made of interwoven cane,

rushes, strips of wood, etc. 2. the amount that this

holds; basketful: abbreviated bkt., bskt. 3. anything
used or shaped like a basket. 4. a passenger cabin hung
from a balloon. 5. in basketball, a) the goal, a net

shaped like a basket open at the bottom. 6) a toss of

the ball through this net, counted as a score when
properly made.

basket-ball (bas'kit-b61' t bas'kit-bol'), n. 1. a game
played by two opposing teams of five players each,

usually in a zoned floor area with a raised goal (basket)
at either end through which the ball must be tossed:

the game was invented in 1891 by Dr. James A. Nai-
smith of Springfield, Mass. 2. the large, round, inflated,
leather-covered ball used in this game.
basket case, a hospital patient who has undergone
amputation of both arms and legs: such cases rarely
occur, loss of all limbs being usually fatal.

basket hilt, a hilt with a basketlike guard for the hand,
as on some swords.

bas-ket-ry (bas'kit-ri, bas'kit-ri), n. 1. the craft of

making baskets. 2. baskets collectively; basketware.
basket weave, a weave of fabrics resembling the weave
used in basketmaking.
bas-ket-work (bas'kit-wurk', bas'kit-wurk'), n. work
that is interlaced or woven like a basket.

basking shark, a large shark with small, weak teeth:

often found basking on the surface in northern seas.

Basle (bal), n. Basel
bas*net (bas'nit), n. a basinet.

ba-80-phile (ba'sa-fil', bS'w-fil), n. [< basic + -fhile],
in biology, a cell or tissue that is readily stained with
basic dyes.

ba-so'phil-ic (ba'sa-fil'ik), adj. readily stained with
basic dyes: said of cells or tissues.

Basque (bask), n. [Fr. < LL. Vasco, one of the Basques
(Vascones)], 1. any member of a certain people living
in the western Pyrenees. 2. their language, adj. of

the Basques, their country, or language,
basque (bask), n. [Fr. < Pr. basto < ?; altered by
association with Fr. basquine, kind of petticoat < Sp.
basquina < basco, vasco; see BASQUE (one of the

Basques)], a woman's blouse with a tight-fitting waist;
tight-fitting bodice or tunic.

Basque Provinces, a region in northern Spain inhabited

by Basques.
Basra (bus'rs), n. a
seaport in southern

Iraq: pop., 85,000:
also spelled Busra,
Busrah.

bas-re-lief (ba'ri-lef,
ba'ri-lef ', bas'ri-leF),
n. [Fr. ; It. basso-rilie-

i)o; ,see BASSO & RE-

LIEF], sculpture in
which the

BASQOB PROVINCES

Bas-Rhin (ba'raw'), n a department of France, on the
Rhine: formerly Lower Alsace: area, 1,484 sq. mi.;
pop., 712,000; capital, Strasbourg.
bass (bas), n. [ME. bas; see BASE (low); sp. influenced
by It. basso], 1. the lowest male singing voice. 2. a
low/deep sound or tone of or as of sucn a voice. 3. the
lowest part in vocal or instrumental music. 4. a singer
or instrument having a very low range; specifically, a
bass viol. adj. I. having a very low musical pitch
or range. 2. for the bass or basses. 3. able to sing
or play bass. Abbreviated B., b.
bass (bas), n. [pi. BASS, BASSES (4z); see PLURAL, n, D,

2], [ME. < bars; AS. bears, baers; IE. base *bhares,
a point: in reference to the dorsal fins], any of various
edible perchlike fishes found in fresh or salt water.
bass (bas), n, [< ME. bast; AS% b%st, inner bark of

trees], 1. bast. 2. basswood.
bass-bar (bas'bar'), n. a strip of wood running length-
wise inside instruments of the viol group to support the
pressure of the bridge.
bass clef (bas), in music, 1. a sign on a staff indicating
that the notes on the staff are below middle C: symbol.
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F: see clef, illus. 2. the range so shown. Also called F
clef, distinguished from G (or treble) clef.

bass drum (bas), the largest and lowest-toned of the

double-headed drums.
bas set (bas'it), n. [OFr., short-legged dog, ong., short,

dim. of basse, fern, of bas; see BASE (low)], a kind^ of

hound with a long body, short legs, and long, drooping
ears, used in hunting: also basset hound.
basset (bas'it), n. [? < FT. basset, dim. of basse; see

BASSET (hound)], in geology & mining, an outcropping.
v.i. to appear at or emerge above the surface.

Basse-Terre (bas'ter'), 1* the western part of Guade-
loupe. 2. the capital of Guadeloupe: pop., 13,600.

basset horn, a clarinet in F: in size it is between a
clarinet proper and a bass clarinet.

bass horn (bas), a tuba.
bassinet (bas s-net7, bas's-net ), n. [Fr. bercelonnette,

dim. of berceau, cradle], a large basket used as a baby's
bed, often hooded and on wheels.
bas-so (bas'o; It. bas's$), n. [pi. BASSOS (-oz); It. BASSI

C-se)], [It. < LL. bassus], a bass voice, voice part, or

singer, adj. bass. Abbreviated B., b.

bassoon (ba-soon', ba-soon'), n. [Fr. basson; It.

bassone < basso; see BASSO], 1.

a double-reed bass musical in-

strument of the wood-wind
class, with a long, curved mouth-
piece. 2. an organ stop with a
deep tone like that of a bassoon.
basso pro-fun-do (pra-fun'do),
[< It. basso (see BASSO) + pro-
fondo, deep; L. profundus;^$QQ

BASSOON

,
in music, a staff marked with the bass

PROFOUND], 1. a very deep
bass voice. 2. a man with such
a voice.

bas-so-re-lie-vo (bas'o-ri4e'vo),
H. [pi. BASSO-RELIEVOS (-VOZ)],

[It. basso-rilievo], bas-relief.

Jbas-so-ri-lie-vo (bas'sS-ri-lye'-

v6"), n. [pL BASSI-RILIEVI (baV-
se-ri-lye've)], [It.], bas-relief.

bass staff (bas), in 1

clef.

Bass Strait (bas), a strait between Australia and Tas-
mania: width, 80-150 mi.
bass viol (bas), the

t
largest and deepest-toned musical

instrument of the viol group, resembling a huge violin:
also called double bass, contrabass, string bass.
bass-wood (bas'wood')* n. 1. any of a number of
related trees with fragrant, yellowish flowers and light,
soft, durable wood: linden. 2. its wood. The word is

also loosely used 01 the tulip tree or its wood.
bast (bast), n. [ME. ; AS. bxst], 1. phloem. 2. fiber ob-
tained from phloem, used in making ropes, mats, etc.

bastard (bas'tgrd), n. [ME.; OFr. bastard, bastart <
Goth, bansts; a stable, barn; + -ard], 1. a person born
of parents not married to each other; illegitimate child,
2. a counterfeit; sham. 3. anything inferior or varying
from standard, adj. 1. of illegitimate birth or origin;
of uncertain origin. 2. sham; inferior. 3. not standard.
The word is widely and vulgarly used as an indiscrim-
inate term of abuse and sometimes of playful affection.
bastard file, a medium file, neither coarse nor fine.
bas-tard-i-za tion (bas'ter-di-za'shsn), n. 1. a bas-
tardizing or being bastardized. 2. a corruption; misuse.
bas tardize (bas'tSr-dfo'), v.t. [BASTARDIZED (-dizd'),
BASTARDIZING], 1. to make, declare, or show to be a
bastard. 2. to misuse; corrupt: as, he bastardized the
language. i>.i. to become inferior.

bas-tard-ly (bas'tSrd-li) , adj. like a bastard; of illegiti-
mate or uncertain origin, counterfeit, etc.
bastard type, in printing, a type face cast on a body
larger or smaller than that which properly belongs to it.

bastard wing, the part of a bird's wing corresponding
to the thumb, consisting usually of three quills; alula.

bas-tar-dy (bas'tSr-di), n. [OFr. bastardie; see BAS-
TARD], 1. the state of being a bastard; illegitimacy.
2. the begetting of a bastard.

baste (bast), v.t. [BASTED (-id), BASTING], [ME. bastin;
OFr. bastir; OHG. bastjan, to sew with bast], to sew
with long, loose stitches so as to keep the parts together
until properly sewed.
baste (bast), v.t. [BASTED (-id), BASTING], [< OFr. bas-
ser, to moisten < bassiner, to moisten < bassin; see
BASIN], to moisten (meat) with melted butter, drip-
pings, etc. while roasting.
baste (bast), v.t. [BASTED (-id), BASTING], [ON. beysta],
1. to strike; beat. 2. to attack with words; abuse.

bas-tille, bas tile (bas-tel'; Fr. bas'te'y'), n. [ME.
bastile (Fr. bastille) < OFr. bastir, to build; see BASTION],
1 . in ancient warfare, a tower or raised, movable struc-
ture for defense or attack; small fortress. 2, a prison.
the Bastille, a castlelike fortress in Paris built in 1369
and used as a state prison until stormed and de-
stroyed (1789) in the French Revolution: its destruc-
tion is commemorated on Bastille Day, July 14.

bas-ti nade (bas'ta-nad') , n. bastinado.
bas-ti-na-do (bas'tg-na'do) , n.

[pi. BASTINADOES (-doz)],
[Sp. bastonada <; baston, a stick], 1. a beating or blow

with a stick, usually on the bottoms of the feet: an
Oriental method of punishment. 2. a rod, stick, or

cudgel, v.t. [BASTINADOED (-dod), BASTINADOING], to
inflict the bastinado on.
bast ing (bast'in), n. [see BASTE (to sew)], 1. the act of

sewing with loose, temporary stitches. 2. pi. loose,

temporary stitches. 3. a thread used for basting.
bas-tion (bas'chsn, bas'ti-an), n. [Fr.; It. bastione <
bastia < bastire, to build

t
<

Gmc. bastjan, to make with
bast, thatch, build < bast,

bast], 1. a projection from a
fortification, arranged to give
a wider firing range. 2. any
strong defense or bulwark:
often used figuratively.

bas-tioned (bas'chand, bas'ti-

and), adj. having bastions.

Bas-togne (bas-ton';. Fr. bas'-

to'n'y'), n. a town in south-
eastern Belgium: besieged in

World War II_during German counteroffensive (1944).
Ba-su-to (ba-soo'to), n. any of a Bantu people living
in the region of Basutoland.
Ba-sU'to-land (bs-soo'to-land'), n. a British colony in

South Africa: area, 11,716 sq. mi.; pop., 664,000;
capital, Maseru.
bat (bat), n. [ME. batte; AS. batt, cudgel < Celt.;
influenced in some senses by OFr. batre; see BATTER
(to beat)], 1. any stout^club, stick, or cudgel; hence,
2. a club used in striking the ball in baseball and
cricket: abbreviated B., b. (in baseball). 3. a tennis

racket, ping-pong paddle, etc. 4. the process of batting,
5. a turn or chance at batting, 6. [British], a batsman
at cricket. 7. a chunk, wad, or lump, as of clay.

BAT (10 in. across)

spree.
'

v.t. [BATTED (-id), BATTING], to strike with or

as with a bat. v.i. 1, to use a bat, as in games. 2. to

take a turn at batting.
at bat, having a turn at batting, as in baseball.

bat around, [Slang], 1. to travel about. 2. to con-
sider or discuss (an idea, plan, etc.).

go to bat for, [Slang], to intervene on behalf of;

defend; advocate.
bat (bat), n. [altered < ME. bakke < ON.], any of a
number of relatedmouse-
like mammals with a

furry body and mem-
branous wings, usually
seen flying at night.
blind as a bat, entirely
blind.

have bats in the belfry,

[Slang], to be insane; have crazy notions.

bat (bat), v.t. [BATTED (-id), BATTING], [van of obs. bate

< OFr. batre-, see BATTER (to beat)], [Colloq.], to wink;
blink; flutter.

not bat an eye, [Colloq.], not show surprise; not be
taken aback.

bat., 1. battalion. 2. battery.
Ba-taan (bQ-tan', ba-tan', ba-tan'), n. a peninsula west
of Manila Bay in the Philippines: famous for the stand
made by American soldiers against numerically superior

Japanese forces in 1942: see Philippine Islands, map.
Ba-tan-gas (ba-tar/gas) n. a city on the southern coast

of Luzon, in the Philippines: pop., 49,000.
Ba-tan Islands (ba-tan'), the northernmost group of

islands in the Philippines: area. 74 sq. mi.
Ba-ta-vi a (ba-tSM-s; D. ba-ta'vi-a), n. Jakarta, a city

in Java: the former, Dutch name.
batch (bach), n. [ME. bacche, batche < AS. oacan, to

bake], 1. the amount (of bread, etc.) produced at one

baking. 2. the amount of material, as dough, needed
for one operation. 3. the quantity of anvthing made in

one operation or lot. 4. a number of things or persons
taken as a group; lot; set.

bate (bat), v;k [BATED (-id), BATING], [< abate], 1. to

abate; reduce; diminish. 2. to hold in. 3. [Archaic], to

deprive (of), v.i. to be or become reduced.
with bated breath, with the breath held in because of

fear, excitement, etc. ^ %r
bate (bat), v*t, & v.i. [BATED (-id), BATING], [< ON.
beita, to cause to bite; cf. Sw. beta& G. ^eisun, to soak
in lye, of parallel origin], in tanning, to soften by soak-

ing in an alkaline solution, n. an alkaline solution for

softening hides: dung was formerly so used.
ba-teau (ba-to'), n. [pi BATEAUX (-tSz')J, [Fr.; OFr.
batel < AS. bat, boat], a lightweight, flat-bottomed river

boat used chiefly in Canada and Louisiana.
bat-fish (bat'fish') , n. \$l. BATFISH, BATFISHES (-iz); see

FISH], [bat Onammal) 4- fish], any of various fishes re-

sembling a bat, as the nymg gurnard, a stiwg ray, etc.

bat-fowr(bat'foul
/

), v.i. [bat (a club) +fowl], to catch
birds at night by blinding them with a H^nt, and netting
or hittiiig them when they fly toward it.

Bath (bath, bath), n. 1. a city in southwestern Eng-
land, known for the hot springs there; pop., 77,000 (est.
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1946). 2. a city in southwestern Maine: pop., 11,000.

bath (bath, bath), n. [pi BATHS (b&thz, bStoz)], [ME.;
AS. bxth; akin to G. bad; IE. base *bhe~, to wann],
1. a washing or dipping of a thing, especially the body,
in water or other liquid, etc.: often used figuratively,

as, Europe has had a bath of blood. 2. water or other

liquid for bathing, or for dipping or soaking anything.
3. a container for such liquid. 4. a bathtub. 5. a bath-
room. 6. a building or set of rooms for bathing. 7.

often pi a resort where bathing is part of the medical
treatment; spa. 8. in chemistry, a) a material that
acts as a medium for regulating the temperature of

things put in or on it. b) the container for this. 9. in

metallurgy, molten metal in a furnace. 10. in photog-

raphy, the solution used in developing and fixing, v.t.

& v.i. to soak or steep in a bath.

Bath brick, [after Bath, England, where first made], a
brick-shaped piece of earth containing carbonate of

lime or of calcium, used for cleaning polished metal.

Bath chair, a hooded wheelchair of a kind used at

Bath, England.
bathe (b&th), v.t. [BATHED (ba/M), BATHING], [ME.
bathien, bathen; AS. bathian < bxth; see BATH], 1. to

put into a liquid; immerse. 2. to give a bath to; wash.
3. to wet; moisten. 4. to cover or envelop as^if with

liquid: as, the trees are bathed in moonlight. v.i. 1. to
take a bath; bathe oneself* 2. to go into or be in a body
of water so as to swim, cool oneself, etc. 3. to soak
oneself in some substance or influence, as sunlight, n.

[British], a bathing in the sea, a pool, etc. ; a swim.
bath-er (bat&'&r), n. a person who bathes or swims.
ba-thet-ic (ba-thet'ik), adj. [< bathos, by analogy with

pathetic] characterized by bathos.
bath-house (bath'hous', bath'hous'), n. 1. a building
equipped*for bathing. 2. a building used by bathers
for changing clothes.

bath-i-nette (bath'a-nef, bathVnet'), n.[< bath, after

bassinet], a portable folding bathtub for babies, made
of rubberized clpth, etc.: a trade-mark (Bathinette).
bathing cap, a tight-fitting cap of rubber, etc. worn to

keep the hair from getting wet in bathing.
bathing suit, a garment designed for swimming.
bath-o- (bath'o), [Gr. bathos, depth], a combining form
meaning depth, as in bathometer.

bath-o-lite (bath'a-Kt') , n. a batholith.

bath-olith (bath'e-lith'), n. [batho- + -lith], a large,

deep-seated igneous rock intrusion, usually granite,
often forming the base of a mountain range, and un-
covered only by erosion.

ba-tnom-e-ter (ba-thom's-tgr), n. [batho- -f -meter], an
instrument for measuring water depths.
ba-thos (ba'thos), n. [Gr. bathos, depth], 1. change from
the exalted to the trivial in writing or speech ;

anticlimax.
2. false pathos; sentimentality. SYN. see pathos,
bath-robe (bath'rob', bath'rob'), n. a long, loose-fitting

coat for wear to and from the bath, in lounging, etc.

bath-room (bath'room', bath'room'), n. 1. a room
to bathe in, etc. 2. a toilet.

Bath she ba (bath-she'bs, bath'shi-ba), n. [Heb. Bath-

sheba', lit., daughter of Sheba, daughter of the oath],
in the Bible, the mother of Solomon by King David,
whom she married after he had sent her first husband,
Uriah, to death in battle: II Sam. 11.

bath-tub (bath'tub', bath'tub'). n. 1. originally, any
tub used to take a bath in. 2. a bathroom fixture

Batffurst (bath'Srst, bath'eVst), n. 1. the capital of

Gambia, British West Africa: pop., 14,400, 2. a town
in New South Wales, Australia: pop., 12,000 (1947).

bath-y- (bath'i), [< Gr. bathys, deec], a combining form
meaning deep, of the sea depths, as in bathysphere.

bath-y-8caphe(bath'i-skafO, n.[<bathy- + Gr. skaphe,

boat], a deep-sea diving apparatus for reaching great
depths without a cable: it consists of a ballasted, bal-

loonlike hydrostat filled with a fluid lighter than water,
and a steel observation cabin.

bath-y-sphere (bath'i-sfeV), n. [bathy- + -sphere], a
round, watertight chamber with windows, in which
men can be lowered into the sea depths to observe and
study the plants and animals there,

ba-tik (ba-tek', ba'tek, bat'ik), n. [Malay], 1. a
method of dyeing designs on cloth by coating with
removable wax the parts not to be dyed. 2. cloth thus
decorated. 3. a design thus made. adj. of or like

batik, v.t to dye or design by means of batik. Also

Spelled battik.

bat-ing (bat'irj) , prep. [ppr. of bate (to abate)], [Archaic],

excluding; except for,

ba-tiste (ba-tesf, ba-test'), n. [Fr.; OFr. baptist*: so

i
called from the supposed original maker, Baptiste of

Cambrai] f 1. a fine, thin linen. 2. a light muslin.
bat-man (bat'man), n. \pl. BATMEN (-man)], [bat, pack-
saddle < Fr. hat,- OF*, bast; LL. Hastum < *bastare, to

carry; Ga*. basiazem, to Hft, carry; + man], the servant
of an officer in the British army.

ba-ton (ba-ton'f baf'n; Fr. ba'tow'). n. [Fr. baton <
OFr. baston < LL. bastum, a stick], 1. a staff serving
as a symbol of office. 2. a short, narrow, diagonal band
on a coat of arms, running from the upper right corner
to the lower left (as seen by the observer) to indicate

bastardy in the family line: cf. bend sinister. 3. a
slender stick used by the conductor of an orchestra,

choir, etc. for directing. 4. a hollow metal rod, with a
knob at one end, twirled in a showy way by a drum
major or drum majorette.
Bat-on Rouge (bat''n roozh'), the capital of Louisiana,
on the Mississippi: pop., 124,000.
Ba-tra-chi-a (ba-tra'ki-o), n.pl. [Mod. L. < Gr. batra-

cheios, relating to frogs < batrachos, frog], 1. amphibi-
ans without tails, as frogs and toads. 2. loosely, all

amphibians.
ba-tra-chi-an (ba-tra'ki-gn), ad/. [< Batrachia], of or
like the Batrachia. n. any member of the Batrachia.
bats-man (bats'msn), n. [pi BATSMEN (-man)], in
baseball & cricket, the batter.
batt (bat), n. [see BAT (a club)], usually pi cotton
batting.

batt., 1. battalion. 2. battery.
bat tal ion (ba-tal'yan), n. [Fr. bataillon; It. battaglipne
< L. battalia; see BATTLE], 1. a large group of soldiers

arrayed for battle. 2. a large group somewhat like this:

as, a battalion of strikers. 3. pi military forces. 4. a
tactical unit now usually made up of four infantry
companies and a headquarters company, or four artil-

lery batteries and a headquarters battery: three bat-
talions form a regiment. Abbreviated batt., bat., Bn.

bat-ten (baf'n), n. [Fr. baton; see BATON], 1. a sawed
strip of wood, flooring, etc. 2. a strip of wood put over
a seam between b9ards as a fastening or/covering. 3. a
short, flexible strip of wood inserted in a horizontal

pocket at the outer edge of a jib-headed sail to prevent
it from cupping. 4. a strip used to fasten canvas over
a ship's hatchways, v.t. to fasten or supply with or as
with battens (with up or down}.

bat-ten (bat''n), v.i.JON. batna, to become better, im-

prove; base *bat" (IE. *bhad-), good, as in betre, beztr,

Eng. better, best], 1. to grow fat; thrive. 2. to be well
fed or wealthy at another's expense. 3. to become
fruitful, fertile, or rank. v.t. to fatten up; overfeed.

bat-ten (baf'n), n. [Fr. battant], in a loom, the movable
frame that presses into place the threadslof a woof.

bat-ter (bat'&r), v.t. [ME. bateren, batteren < OFr.
batre, battre < LL. battere < L. battuere, batuere, to

beat; also, in part, freq. of Eng. bat, to strike], 1. to
beat or strike with blow after blow; pound. 2. to break
to bits by pounding. 3. to injure by pounding, hard
wear, or use: as, the furniture was battered. v.i. to

pound noisily, n. in printing, 1. a broken place on
the face of type or of a plate. 2. type thus broken.

bat-ter (bat'er) , n. in baseball & cricket, the player whose
turn it is to bat; batsman.
bat-ter (bat'&r), n. [ME. bature; OFr. bature; prob. <
batre; see BATTER (to beat)], a thin mixture of flour

milk, etc., used in making cakes, waffles, etc.

bat-ter (bat'Sr), v.t. & tu. [< Fr. abattre, to beat off,

abate, lessen; see BATTER (to beat)], to slope gradually.
n. the gradual inward slope of a wall due to lessening
in its thickness from bottom to top.

bat-ter-ing-ram (bat'Sr-irj-ram'), n. 1. an ancient

military machine having a heavy wooden beam, some-
times with an iron ram's head at its end, for battering
down gates, walls, etc. 2. anything used like this to

force entrance.
Bat ter sea (bat'Sr-si), n. a borough of London.

bat-ter-y (bat'er-i), n. [pi. BATTERIES (-12)], .[Fr.
battme

< battre; see BATTER (to beat)], 1. a battering; a beat-

ing* a pounding. 2. machinery used in battenng.
3. any set of devices arranged, connected, or used

together. 4. in baseball, the pitcher and the catcher.

5. in electricity, a cell or connected group of cells storing

an electrical charge and capable of furnishing a current.

6. in law, any illegal beating
or touching of another person
either directly or with an ob-

ject: see assault and battery.
7. in military science, a) an
emplacement for heavy^guns
or a fortification equipped
with such guns, b) a set of

heavy guns, c) the men
who operate such guns:
usually the basic unit of field

artillery and equivalent to a

company. 8. in music, the

percussion instruments of an
orchestra. 9. in the navy, the

guns, or a set of the guns, of

a warship. 10. in optics, a
series of lenses or prisms.
Abbreviated batt., bat Btry., B, b.

ANODE + CATMODI -
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in battery, in firing position after recovery from the

recoil of a previous discharge : said of a heavy gun.
the Battery, a part of New York City, at the southern

tip of Manhattan.
bat'tik (bat'ik), n. adj., v.t. batik.

bat-ting (bat'irj), n. 1. the action of a person who bats,

as in baseball. 2. [see BATT] , cotton or wool fiber wadded
in sheets. . ,

batting average, 1. a number expressing the average
effectiveness of a baseball player's batting, figured by
dividing the number of safe hits by the number of

times at bat. 2. [Colloq.j, the average level of compe-
tence or success reached by a person in any activity.

bat-tic (bat'l), n. [ME. & OFr. bataile; L. battalia,

battualia, exercises of gladiators and soldiers in fighting
and fencing < baltuere; see BATTER (to beat)], 1. a

fight, especially a large-scale engagement, between
armed forces on land, at sea, or in the air. 2. armed
fighting; combat or war. 3. any fight or fighting; con-

flict. vt. & v.L [BATTLED (-'Id), BATTLING], to fight.

give (or do) battle, to engage in battle; fight.
SYN. battle denotes a conflict between armed forces in a

war and implies a large-scale, prolonged contest over a particu-
lar area; engagement, the more formal term, stresses the

actual meeting of opposing forces, with no restrictive Con-
notation as to duration

j
a campaign is a series of military

operations with a particular objective and may involve a

number of battles; encounter usually suggests a
^
chance

meeting of hostile forces; skirmish refers to a brief, light en-

counter between small detachments; action stresses the de-

tailed operations of active fighting (killed in action) ; combat,
the most general of these terms, simply implies armed fighting

"without further qualification. ,

bat-tie (bat''D, v.t. [Archaic or Poetic], to build battle-

ments on (a fort, etc.).
battle array, 1. order or formation of troops, etc. for

battle. 2. battle equipment.
bat-tle-ax, bat-tle-axe (bat''l-aks'), n. La heavy ax
with a wide blade, formerly used as a weapon of war.
2. [Slang], a woman who is harsh, domineering, etc.

BattleCreek, a city in south central Michigan: pop.,
48,000.

battle cruiser, a large warship with longer range and
greater speed and maneuverability than a battleship
but less heavily armored.

battle cry, 1. a shout used by troops in battle. 2. a

slogan or motto for any kind of struggle, contest, etc.

bat-tle-dore (bat'l-d6r', baf'1-dor'), n. [ME. batildare;

?< Pr. batedor, beater], L a flat, wooden paddle used
to hit a shuttlecock back and forth in the game of

battledore and shuttlecock. 2. this game.
battle fatigue, combat fatigue.

bat-tie-field (oat'l-feldO, n. 1. the place where a
battle takes place or took place; site of a battle. 2. any
area of conflict.

battle front, the sector where actual combat is taking
place between armed forces.

bat-tle-ground (bat'l-ground'), n. a battlefield.

bat tie ment (bat'1-mant) , n. [ME. bailment; OFr. <
bateiller, batailler, to fortify
with battlements < bataille,

fortification on a wall or tower
< LL. *battacula, place of
battle < battere; see BATTER
(to beat) ], 1. a low wall with
open spaces for shooting,
built on top of a castle wafl,
tower, or fort.

t
2. an archi-

tectural decoration like this.

bat-tie-plane (bat'1-plan'), n.

any airplane for combat; war-
plane.

battle royal, [pi. BATTLES
ROYAL], 1. a fight or bout
involving several or many contestants; free-for-all. 2. a
long, bitterly fought battle. 3. a heated dispute.

bat-tie-scarred (bat'l-skard'), adj. 1. having scars
from wounds received in combat. 2. having the marks
of many fights.

bat-tie-ship (bat'l-ship'), n. any of a class of large war-
ships with the biggest guns and very heavy armor: it

usually displaces over 25,000 tons.
battle stations, the places to which soldiers, sailors,

warships, etc. are assigned for a battle or an emergency.
bat-tie-wag-on (bat''l~wag"n), n. [Slang], a battleship.
bat-tue (ba-too', ba-tu'), n. [Fr., fern. pp. of battre, to

beat], 1. a beating of underbrush and woods to drive

game out toward hunters. 2. a hunt of this kind, 3.

the game thus killed. 4. any mass killing.

bat*ty (bat'i), adj. [BATTIER (~i-Sr), BATTIEST (-i-ist)j,

[bat (the mammal) -f -y], [Slang], 1. insane; crazy>
2. odd; eccentric.
Ba-tum (ba-toom'). n, a seaport in the Georgian
S.S.R.: pop., 71,000.

bau-ble (b$'bl), n. [ME.; OPr. babel, baubel, belbel, a

toy; redupl. 9f bel < L. bettits, pretty], 1. a showy but
worthless thing; trinket; gewgaw. 2. a baby's toy,
3, [Archaic], a jester's baton with an ornament at the
end.

BATTLEMENT

Bau-cis (b6'sis), n. in Greek legend* an old woman, the

devoted wife of Philemon: although poor, the old

couple showed such genuine hospitality to Zeus and
Hermes disguised as mortals that the grateful gods
made Baucis a priestess.
bau-de-kin (bd'do-kin), n. [ME.; OFr. baudequm; ML.
baldakinus < Baldacco; see BALDACHIN], oaldachin

(kind of brocade).
Bau-de-laire, Pierre Charles (pyr sharl bo'dl&r'),
1821-1867: French poet and essayist.

baud-kin (b&d'kin), n. baudekin.
Bau-douin I (bo'dwaw'), 1930- ;

son of Leopold III;

king of the Belgians (1951- ).

bau-drons (bft'drsnz), n. [Scot.], a cat: an epithet used
without an article.

Bau-er, Harold (bou'er), 1873-1951; English pianist.

Bau-haus (bou'hous')* n. [G. < bauen, to build -h hqus,
a house], the architectural school of Walter Gropius,
founded in Germany, 1919: it became known for its

adaptation of science and technology to art, and for

experimental use of metal, glass, etc. in buildings.
baulk (b6k), n., v.t. & v.i. balk.

Bau-m& (bo'ma'), adj. [after Antoine Baume (1728-
1804), Fr. chemist], designating or of a scale used in

hydrometers: abbreviated B6.
baum marten (bourn), [< G. baummarder; baum, tree

4- marder, marten], the brown fur of the European
marten.
bauxite (b6k'sit, bo'zit), n. [Fr. < Baux, town near

Aries], the claylike ore from which aluminum is ob-

tained: it consists mainly of hydrated aluminum oxide,
but contains some other substances.

Ba*var-i*a (ba-v&r'i-o), n. a division of southern Ger-

many, formerly a duchy, kingdom, and republic : area

30,054 sq. mi.; pop., 8,983,000 (1946) ; capital, Munich:
Gnerman name, Bayern.
Ba*var-i-an (bs-v^r'i-an) , adj. of Bavaria, its people,
dialect, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Bavaria.

2. the High German dialect of the Bavarians. Abbrevi-
ated Bav., Bavar.
Bavarian cream, a gelatin dessert made with whipped
cream, eggs, and fruit flavoring.
baw-bee (b6'be', bd'be'), n. [? < name of a Scot, mint-

master, the laird of Sillebawby], [Scot.], a halfpenny or

any small coin.

baw-cock (b6'kok'), n. [< Fr. beau, fine 4- coq, cock

(bird)], [Archaic], a good fellow.

bawd (b6d), n. [ME. baude, lewd person; ? < baudestrot

< OFr. baudetrot, pander < baud, gay, bold < OHG.
bald, bold], 1. a person, now usually a woman, who
keeps a brothel; procuress. 2. [Rare], a prostitute,

bawd'ily (b6'd'l-i), adv. in a bawdy manner.
bawd -i ness (bS'di-nis), n. the quality or state of being
bawdy; indecent language or behavior.

bawd-ry (b6d'ri), n. [ME. & OFr. bauderie, gaiety <
baud], 1. bawdiness. 2. [Archaic], the occupation of a

bawd. 3. [Obs.], adultery or whoredom.
bawd-y (b6

7
di), adj. [BAWDIER (-di-er), BAWDIEST (-di-

ist)], characteristic of a bawd; indecent; obscene.

bawd-y-house (bS'di-hous'), n. a house of prostitution;
brothel.
bawl (bdl), v.i. & v.t. [< ON. baula, to low like a cow,

bellow], 1. to shout or call out noisily; howl; bellow;
yell, 2. [Colloq.], to weep noisily, n. 1. a bawling;
howl; bellow. 2. [Colloq.j, a noisy weeping.
bawl out, 1. to shout or call out. 2. [Slang], to give
a scolding to; reprimand.

Baxter, Richard (bak'ster), 1615-1691; English Puritan
minister and writer.

bay (ba), n. [Fr. baie; LL. baia], 1, a part of a sea or

lake, indenting the shore line; wide inlet: abbreviated

B., b. 2. any level land area making an indentation,
as into a woods, range of hills, etc. v.t to dam (water).

bay (ba), n. [ME. bai; OFr. baee (Fr. baie) < baer, payer,
to gape, yawn; LL. badare, to gape], 1. an opening or

alcove marked off by pillars, columns, etc. 2. a part of

a building projecting from the main part; wing. 3. a

compartment, as in a bam, for storing ha^r or grain.
4. a place for the sick and wounded on a ship: usually
aick bay. 5. a recess in the wall line of a building, as

for a window. 6. any opening in a wall,

bay (ba), tu. [ME. baien, abaten; OFr. baietr, abaier <
L. ad, at -f LL. badare. to gape], 1. to bark excitedly
and continually. 2. to bark or howl in lon^, deep tones.

v.t. 1. to bark at; howl at. 2. to chase with yelps and
barks. 3. to bring to or hold at bay. n. 1. a baying.
2. the situation of or as of a hunted animal forced to
turn and ght*
at bay, 1. with escape cut off; cornered. 2. held off:

as, the bear kept the hunters at bay*
bring to bay, to force into, a situation that makes
escape impossible: corner.,

bay (ba), n. [OFr. baie, bayei L. baca, berry], 1. an
evergreen tree with glossy, leathery leaves and green-
ish-yellow flowers; laurel tree, 2. pL a wreath of bay
leaves, a classical token of honor given to poets and

conguerors; hence, 3. pi. honor; fame. 4. *my of

various trees or shrubs liKe the laurel. .

bay (b5)t adj. [Fr. bai; L. badiw], reddish-brown: said



bayadere 127 beach/la/mar

especially of horses, n. 1. a horse (or other animal)
of this color. 2. reddish brown.

ba-ya-dere, ba-ya-deer (ba'ya-der') , n. [Fr. bayadere;
Port, bailadeira, dancer < bailor, dance; see BALLET],
1. a dancing girl, especially one in a temple in India.
2. a fabric or design with crosswise stripes, adj. striped
crosswise.

bay-ard (ba'erd), n. [OFr. bayard, baiard, bay horse;
see BAY (reddish-brown)], 1. a bay horse. 2. [B-], in
medieval romances, a magic horse given to Rinaldo by
Charlemagne. 3. any horse: humorous term.

Ba-yard, Seigneur Pierfe Tear-rail de (pyar te'ra/y' da
baVar'; Eng. bS'erd), 1473?-1524; French soldier-hero,
known as chevalier sans peur et sans reproche (the fear-
less and irreproachable knight).

bay-ber-ry^ (ba'ber'i, ba'ber-i), n. [pi. BAYBERRIES (-iz)],
1. the fruit of the bay tree. 2. the wax myrtle, a shrub
with clusters of gray berries having a waxy coating
used in making candles. 3. its fruit. 4. a tropical tree

yielding an oil used in bay rum.
Bay City, a city in east central Michigan: pop., 52,000.
Bay-em (bi'grn), n. Bavaria: the German name.
Ba-yeux Tapestry (ba-yoo'; Fr. ba'yo'), an 11th-
century tapestry, over 200 feet long and 1 2/3 feet

wide, in the museum of Bayeux, northern France,
picturing incidents that led to the Norman Conquest:
the work is traditionally ascribed to the wife of William
the Conqueror.

Bayle, Pierre (pyar bel), 1647-1706; French rationalist

philosopher.
bay leaf, the aromatic leaf of the bay tree, dried and
used as a seasoning.
bay-o-net (ba'o-nit, ba'a-net', baVnet'), n. [Fr.

bayonnette < Bayonne, where the first bayonets were
made], 1. a detachable daggerlike blade put on the
muzzle end of a rifle, for hand-to-hand fighting. 2. a
part like a bayonet in shape or function, v.t. [BAYO-
NETED (-id), >BAYONETiNG] to stab, prod, or kill with a
bayonet. u.i. to use a bayonet.
Ba-yonne (ba-yon', ba'on), n. 1. a city in northeastern
New Jersey: pop., 77,000. 2. (ba'yo"n'). a city in
southwestern France: pop., 27,000.
bay-ou (bi'oo), n. [Am. Fr.; prob. < Choctaw bayuk,
small stream], in some parts of the southern United
States, a marshy inlet or outlet of a lake, river, etc.;

also, a backwater.
Bay-reuth (bi-roif, bi'roit), n. a city in northern
Bavaria, Germany, known for the Wagnerian music
festivals held there: pop., 37,000.
bayrum, an aromatioHquidformerly obtainedfrom leaves
of the bayberry tree, now made of certain oils, water,
and alcohol: it is used in medicines and cosmetics.

Bay State, Massachusetts.
bay window, 1. a window or series of windows jutting
out from the wall of a building and forming an alcove
within, especially one rising from the ground. 2.

[Slang], a large, protruding belly.

bay-wood (ba'wood'), n. a soft, fight kind of mahogany:
so called because it comes from the region of the Bay
of Campeche.

ba-zaaf, ba-zar (ba-zar'), n. [Per. bazar, a market], 1.

in Oriental countries, a market or street of shops. 2, a
shop or department for selling various kinds of goods.
3. a sale of various articles, usually to raise money for
a club, church, etc.

Ba-zaiiie, Francois A-chille (fraVswa'a'shel'ba'zen'),
1811-1888; French marshal.

Ba-zin, Re-ne Fran-cols (ra-na
7 fraVswa' ba'zatt')*

1853-1932: French novelist.
ba-zoo-ka (bo-zSo'ka), n. [echoic term orig. invented to
name a comic musical horn consisting of a length of

pipe open at
both ends; ?

influenced by
bazoo, krad
talk, kazoo,
noisemaker],
a weapon of

metal tubing,
for aiming
and launching
electrically
fired, armor-
piercing rockets: first used in World War II by the
United States.

B.B.A., Bachelor of Business Administration.
B battery, an electric battery used in the plate circuit

and the screen-grid circuit of certain radio tubes: it is

usually made tip of a number of dry cells in series,

supplying voltages of 22 1/2 or multiples of this.

B.B.C., British Broadcasting Corporation.
bbl., [pi BttLS.J, barrel; barrels.
BB (shot), (broSOr [a designation of the size], a siae

of Sho* insuring .18 of an inch in diameter, fired from
an air.yule (BB gun)*

BAZOOKA

B.C., 1. Bachelor of Chemistry. 2. Bachelor of Com-
merce. 3. before Christ. 4. British Columbia.
B.C., b.c., 1. battery commander. 2. bass clarinet.

B.C.E., 1. Bachelor of Chemical Engineering. 2.

Bachelor of Civil Engineering.
bch., [pi. BCHS.], bunch.
B.C.L., Bachelor of Civil Law.
B.C.S., Bachelor of Chemical Science.
bd., 1. board. 2. bond. 3. bound. 4, bundle.
B/D, 1. bank draft. 2. bills discounted.
B.D., 1. Bachelor of Divinity. 2, bills discounted.
bdeHi-um (del'i-sm), n. [L. < Gr. bdellion), 1. a
myrrhlike gum resin. 2. any tree yielding this. 3. in
the Bible, a jewel variously interpreted as being a
carbuncle (Gen. 2:12), a crystal (Numb. 11:7), or a
pearl (rabbinical interpretation).
bd. ft., board foot; board feet.

bdL, [pi BDLS.], bundle.
bds., 1. boards. 2. (bound in) boards. 3. bundles.
be (be; unstressed, bi), v.i. [WAS (wuz, waz, waz) or
WERE (wur), BEEN (bin, ben, ben), BEING (be'irj)L [ME.
been, beon; AS. beon. Be is a defective verb with parts
from, three unrelated stems: 1) the IE. substantive
verb, base *es-, as in Sans, dsmi, asti, Goth, im, ist,

Eng. am, is; 2) IE. base *wes-, stay, remain, as in Sans.
vasati, lingers, stays, Goth, wisan, was, wesum, remain,
be, Eng. was, were," 3) IE. base *bheu-t grow, become,
as in Sans, bhdvati, occurs, is there, L. fieri (Jis, fit,

fimus), be, become, occur, Enjg. be], I. as a substantive
verb, be means: 1. to exist; live: as, Caesar is no more.
2. to hapi>en or occur: as, when will the wedding be?
3. to remain or continue: as, will he be here long? 4. to
come to; belong: as, peace be with you. II. as a

copula, be links its subject to a predicate nominative,
adjective, or pronoun so as to express attribution or
identity, and, by%

extension, value, cause, signification,

etc.; it is sometimes equivalent to the mathematical
sign (=). Examples: Mrs. Siddons was an actress, he
is handsome, that coat is fifty dollars, this argument;
will be the death of me, let x be y. III. as an auxiliary
be is used: 1. with the past participle of a transitive
verb to form the passive voice: as, he will be whipped.
2. with the past participle of certain intransitive verbs
to form the perfect tense: as, Christ is risen. 3. with the
present participle of another verb to express continua-
tion: as, the player is running^ with the ball. 4. with
the present participle or infinitive of another verb to

express futurity, possibility, obligation, intention, etc.:

as, he is going neit week, she is to wash the dishes.

Be is conjugated, in the present indicative: (I) am, (he,
she, it) is, (we, you, they) are; in the past indicative:

(I, he, she, it) was, (we, you, they) were. Archaic forms
are (thou) art, wert, wast. The present subjunctive is

be, the past subjunctive were.
be off, go away.

be- (be, bi), [AS. bi- t be- (G. be-; Goth. W-); weakened
from be, bi, about, near], a prefix of various uses and
meanings: I. prefixed to verbs : 1. with the general
meaning of around, as in besprinkle, beset. 2. as an
intensifier, with the general meanings of completely,

thoroughly, excessively, as in bedeck, besmear. 3. as a

deprivative, with the general meaning of away, as in

bereave, betake. 4. as a transitive prefix, with the gen-
eral meaning of about, as in bethink, bemoan. II. pre-
fixed to nouns (sometimes adjectives) to form transitive

verbs: 1. with the general sense of make, as in besot,

bepretty, bedirty. 2. with the general senses of furnish
with, cover with, a/ect by, as in befriend, bedizen, bectoud.

III. prefixed to past participles in -ed used as adjectives,
with the general senses of covered with, furnished with,

jurnished with to excess, as in bemedaled, bewhiskered.

Be, in chemistry,' beryllium.
Be., Baum6.
B.E., 1. Bachelor of Education. 2. Bachelor of Engi-
neering. 3. Bank of England. 4. Board of Education.

B.E., B/E, b.e., bill of exchange.
beach (bech), n. [southeastern Eng. dial., orig., peb-
bles, shingles; AS. type *bxce], a nearly level stretch

of pebbles and sand beside a sea, lake, etc., often
washed by high water; sandy shore; strand. v*t. & v4.

to ground (a boat) on a beach; drive (a boat) ashore.

SYN. see shore.
on the beach., 1. not aboard a ship; hence, 2. unem-
ployed.

beach-comb-er (bech'kom'er) , n. 1. a long wave roll-

ing ashore; comber. 2. a man who loafs on beaches or

wharves, especially on the South Sea islands, living on
what he can beg or find.

beach flea, any of a number of related small, crusty-
shelled animals found on sea beaches, which jump like

fleas but do not bite.

beach-head (bech'hed'), n. a position established by
invading troops on an enemy shore.

beach-la-mar (be6h
/
lariarO. a. 1 b&che-de-nier (mixed

language).

Dare, car; ten, even, hfire, ovSr; is, bite; lot, go, hOrn, ttftl, look; oil, out; i

, fe&ftires; ih< xfti&r d Ior a in ago, e in agtintt i te. Sanity, o in comply, n>ift, r--,, .
, r- > r -,, __-_-._._,, _1T .

'*; fen.&An;', Br. <ioq; tlt Fr. ducj H, a iah; Mb, G. doab* See pi?. x-*ii. I foreign; ,

* hypothetical; < derived ftoin.

i, Use, fflr; get; joy; yet; chin; fehe; |Mn,
as in able (a^l) ; Pr. ,UI; fi. ^r.



beach umbrella 128 bear

beach umbrella, a large umbrella used as a sunshade

on beaches, in gardens, etc.

beach wagon, a station wagon.
beacon (Ee'ksHi, be'k'n), n. [MB. beekne, bekne;AS.
beacen, been, a sign, signal; (fcnc. base *baukna < IE.

*bhau, gleam, shine; influenced by *taikna, token], 1. a

signal fire. 2. any light for warning or guiding. 3. a

lighthouse. 4. a hiu. station, or tower from which

signals are given. 5. something serving as a signal,

summons, etc. 6. a guiding signal given by radio to

airplanes; beam. v.t. 1- to light up (darkness, etc.).

2. to provide or mark with signals or lights. .
3. to

guide by or as by beacons. v.i. 1. to shine bngntly,

as a beacon. 2. to serve as a summons or guide.

Bea cons field (be'kanz-feld'), Earl of, see Disraeli.

bead (bed), n. [ME. bede, prayer, prayer bead; shorten-

ing of ibede; AS. gebed, prayer < biddan, to pray, 1. a

small, usually round piece of glass, wood, metal, etc.,

pierced for stringing. 2. pi a string of beads for

counting off prayers; rosary. 3. pi. a string ot.beads;
necklace. 4. any small, round object, as the sight at

the muzzle end of a gun barrel. 5. a drop or bubble.

6 foam or head on beer, etc. 7. a small quantity ol

metal, as gold or silver, obtained by refining. 8. in

architecture, a) a narrow, half-round molding. 0) a

molding composed of small rounded ornaments, like a

string of beads. 9. in chemistry, a beadlike mass usually

formed inside the loop of a platinum wire by the action

of a flux, such as borax, upon the oxide or salt of certain

metals: used in identifying certain metals in their

compounds, since the metal determines the color of the

bead. v.t. 1. to decorate or string with beads. 2. to

string like beads, vj. to form a bead or beads.

count (or tell or say) one's beads, to say prayers with

a rosary.
draw a bead on, to take careful aim at.

bead-ed (bed'id), adj. 1. decorated with beads. 2.

having a bead or beads. 3. formed into or like beads,

bead-house (bed'hous
/

) n. an almshouse; especially,

formerly, one where the inmates were required to

pray for its benefactors: also spelled bedehouse.

bead ing (bed'in), n. 1. beadwork. 2. a molding, edge,

or pattern resembling a row of beads. 3. a narrow,

half-round molding. 4. a narrow trimming, as on a

garment. 5. a beadlike openwork. 6. bubbles or froth

lS-dl?
>

bS'o?i)fnI [ME. bedel, budel, bidel; OFr. bedel;

Prankish bidal, messenger < bieten, to bid; in ME. this

form replaced the native AS. bydel, messenger <
beodan, to bid], 1. a court messenger. 2. in England,
an official who leads university processions, carrying a

mace. 3. formerly, a minor parish officer in the Church
of England, who kept order in church, etc. ; hence, 4. a

similar minor official, as in a synagogue.
bea-dledom (be'd'1-dam), n. [beadle -f -dam], fussiness

and stupidity of minor officials; petty bureaucracy.
bead-roll (bed'rol')t n. 1. a list of names; lengthy
series. 2. [Archaic], in the Roman Catholic Church, a

list of the dead for whose souls prayers are to be said.

bead-ru-by (bed'roo'bi), n. [pi BEAD-RUBIES (-biz)],

any of a group of small North American plants with

white flowers and red berries shaped like beads.

beads-man (bedz'man), n. [pi. BEADSMEN (-man)],

[ME. bedeman; bede, prayer (see BEAD); + man], 1. a

person who prays for another's soul, especially one

hired to do so. 2. a person in a poorhouse. 3. a beggar.
Also spelled bedesman. ,

beads-wom-an (bedz'woom'pn), n. [pL BEADSWOMEN
(-wim'in)], a woman, especially one in a poorhouse,
who prays for a benefactor: also spelled bedeswoman.
bead-work (bed'wurk'), n. 1. decorative work in

beads. 2. beaded molding; beading.
bead*y (bed

7
!), adj. [BEADIER (-i-eY), BEADIEST (4-ist)],

1. small, round, and glittering like a bead. 2. decorated
with beads. 3. full of or covered with drops or bubbles.

bea-gle (be'g'l), n. [ME. begle, begele; ? < OPr.

begueule, wide-throat

(with reference to its

bark)], a small hound
with a smooth coat,
short legs, and droop-
ing ears.
beak (bek), n. [ME.
bee, beke; OFr. bee; L.
beccus < Gaul.], 1. a
bird's bill, especially
the large, sharp, horny
bill of a bird of prey.
2. a beaklike part or

thing, as the mouth
part of various in-

sects, fishes, etc., or
the spout of a pitcher.
3. the metal-covered ram projecting from me prow
of an ancient warship. 4. [Slang], the nose, especially
if large and hooked. 5. [British Slang], a) a magistrate.

by a schoolmaster. 6. in architecture, the outrwardrr

sloping tipper surface of the drip of a cornice, by
which water is directed away from the wall beneath.

beaked (bekt, bek'id), adj.

like; curved, hooked, eta
1. having a beak. 2. beak-

BEAGLE
[(13-15 in. high at shoulder)

beak-ex (bek'Sr), n. [ME. biker; ON. ttkarr, a cup;
LL. bicarium, wine cup < Gr. bikos, wine jar], 1. a

large or ornate cup; wine cup; goblet. 2. its contents.

3. a jarlike container of glass or metal with a lip for

pouring, used by chemists, druggists, etc.

beam (bem), n. [ME.; AS., a tree, piece of wood,
column, etc.; akin to G. baum, a tree], I. 1. the

squared-off trunk of a tree. 2. a long, thick piece of

wood, metal, or stone, used in building. 3. one of the

two large rollers of a loom. 4. the barlike, horizontal

part of a plow, to which the handles, share, etc. are

attached. 5. the crossbar of a balance. 6. the balance

itself. 7. the shank of an anchor. 8. a long, stilt

feather in the wing of a hawk, etc. 9. the mam shaft

of a deer's antlers. 10. any of the heavy, horizontal

crosspieces of a ship. 11. a ship's breadth at its widest.

12 the side of a ship or the direction out sidewise from

a ship. 13. [Slang], the width of the hips. 14. m
mechanics, a lever that is moved back and forth by a

piston rod and transmits its motion to the crank, etc.

II forte transl. of L. columna lucis, column of light],

1 a slender shaft of light or other radiation: also used

figuratively. 2. [< the v.i.], a radiant look, smile, etc.

3 in radio, a) a signal sent continuously m one direction

from a landing field, harbor, etc. as a guide for incoming
aircraft or ships, b) the angle at which a microphone
receives or a loud-speaker transmits most effectively.

c) the maximum effective range of a microphone or

loud-speaker, v.t. [ME. beamien < the n., II], 1. to

give out (shafts of light) ; radiate. 2. to guide or com-
municate with (aircraft, etc.) by a beam^ 3. to direct

or aim (a radio signal, program, etc.). v.i. 1. to shine

brightly; be radiant. 2. to smile warmly.
off the beam, 1. not following the direction of a guid*

ing beam, as an airplane; hence, 2. [Slang], a) going
in the wrong direction, b) wrong; incorrect.

on the beam, 1. in the direction of a ship's beam; at

right angles to the keel. 2. following the direction

of a guiding beam, as an airplane: hence, 3. [Slang],

a) going in the right direction. 6) working or func-

tioning well; alert, keen, etc%
beam compass, a compass haying adjustable points on

a beam or rod, used for drawing large circles.

beamed (bemd), adj. [pp. of beam], 1. having beams,

especially exposed and sometimes false ones: as, a

beamed ceiling. 2. in radio, directed toward a certain

place : as, a beamed program.
beam-ends (bem'endz

7
) , n.pL the ends of a ship's

beams. . .

on the beam-ends (or beam's ends), 1 tipping so

far to the side as to be in danger of overturning.
2. at the end of one*s resources, money, etc,

beam-ing (bem'irj), adj. 1. sending out beams or rays;

shining. 2. smiling warmly; happy.
beam-ish (bem'ish), adj. [beam + -tsh; used by Lewis
Carroll in a nonsense verse about the Jabberwock
(Through the Looking Glass), apparently with the sense

of happy, fine, etc.], beaming; radiant.

beam-y (bem'i), adj. [BEAMIER (-i-er), BEAMIEST (-i-ist)],

1. sending out beams of light; radiant; bright. 2.

beamlike; broad; massive. 3. having horns or antlers.

4. in nautical usage, having a broad beam; of more than

adequate width as compared with over-all length.
bean (ben), n. [ME. beane; AS. bean; akin to ON.
baun, etc. ; IE. base ? *bhabha, as in L. faba, a bean], 1.

the edible, smooth, kidney-shaped seed of
<
certain

plants of the legume or pea family. 2. a pod with such

seeds. 3. a plant bearing stich pods. 4. the bean-

shaped seed of some other plants. 5. any of these

plants. 6. [Slang], head; brain; mind. v.t. [31ang], to

nit on the head.
bean-bag (ben'bag'), n. 1. a small cloth bag filled with

beans, for throwing in, certain games, 2. such a game.
bean ball, [Slang], in baseball, a pitcty deliberately aimed
at the battens headt ,

bean beetle^ a s^aaajl, tan insect wftfi eight black spots
on each wing overt it is harniful to bean plants,
bean caper, any of a number of; related plants having
flower buds used in pickling,.
bean-o (ben'6), n. [< the peons used as -counters, by
analogy with lotto, etc.], bingo.
bean-pole (ben'pol'). n. 1. a long stick put upright in

the ground for bean plants to grow on. 2. [Colloq,], a

tall, lanky person.
bean-stalk (ben'stdkO. n. the main stem of a bean
plant.
bean tree, any of various trees bearing podlike fruit,

as the catalpa, carob, etc.

bear (br), v.t. [BORE (bfir, bSr) or archaic BARE (baT),
BORNE or BORN (b6rnf boraK BEARING: BORN ip used
only in the sense of given birth, in passive forms when
by does not follow], [ME. beren; AS. beran; akw ,to

Goth, bairan, L. ferre, Gr. pherein. Sans, bnarati (&e

bears)], 1. to carryj transport. 2. to cany with one
or on it; show? wear: as, the letter bore his ^ignature.
3. to carry and bring forth ; give birth to. 4* tq ^support

,ror hold tup; sustain. 5. to sustain the bapdleaji or;
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undergo: as, let him bear the expenses. 6. to undergo
successfully; withstand; stand; endure: as, they bore

the torture. 7. to be capable of withstanding; allow;

permit of: as, this will bear investigation. 8. to carry
or conduct (oneself): as, he bears himself well. 9. to

carry over or hold (a sentiment): as bear a grudge.
10. to move or push as if carrying: as, the crowd bore

us along. 11. to give, offer, or supply: ast he will bear
witness. v.L 1. to have the strength to endure or

suffer. 2. t9 be productive: as, the tree bears well. 3.

to extend, lie, point, or move in a given direction: as,

the ship bore west. 4. to be oppressive; weigh: as,

grief bears heavily on her.

bear away, to keep or change a ship's course away
from the wind.
bear down, 1. to press or push down; exert pressure;
hence, 2. to make a strong effort.

bear down on, 1. to press down on; exert pressure on;
hence, 2. to make a strong effort toward accomplish-
ing. 3. to come or go toward; approach, especially
another ship from windward.
bear on, 1. to have bearing on or relation to: as, his

story bears on the crime. 2. to point or be aimed in

the direction of.

bear out, to support or confirm.
bear up, to endure, as under a strain; keep up one's

spirits.
bear with, to ut up patiently with; tolerate.
SYN* bear implies a putting up with something that dis-

tresses, annoys, jpains, etc., without suggesting the way in

which one sustains the imposition; suffer suggests passive
acceptance of or resignation to that which is painful or tin-

pleasant; endure implies a holding up against prolonged pain,
distress, etc. and stresses stamina or patience; tolerate and
the more informal stand both imply self-imposed restraint of

one's opposition to what is offensive or repugnant; brook,
a literary word, is usually used in the negative, suggesting
determined refusal to put up with what is distasteful. See
also carry.
bear (b.r), n. [pi. BEARS (b&rz), BEAR; see PLURAL, n,
D, 1], [ME. bere; AS. bera, orig. sense "the brown one";
IE. base *bher-os, brown, as also in beaver], 1. a large,

heavy, clumsy mammal with shaggy fur and a very
short tail, native to temperate and arctic zones: the
commonest varieties are the brown bear, black bear,

grizzly bear, and white polar bear. 2. [B-J, either of

two constellations in the northern hemisphere, the
Great Bear (also called Ursa Major, etc.) and the Little

Bear (also called Ursa Minor, etc.) : see also Big Dipper,
Little Dipper. 3. a bearlike person ; anyone who is clumsy,
rude, etc. 4. in mechanics, a press for punching holes.

5. in the stock exchange, etc., a speculator who sells and
promises to deliver shares, commodities, etc. which he
does not yet own, hoping to buy them at a lower price
before the date of delivery; manipulatorwho sells short:

opposed to bull. adj. of or favorable to such speculators
and their manipulations for lowering prices of stocks,
etc. v.t. [BEARED (bard), BEARING], to reduce or try to
reduce the price of or prices in.

be a bear for punishment, 1. to be able to with-
stand much rough treatment; be rugged and tough.
2. to show dogged determination in spite of rough
treatment, hardship, etc.

bear-a-ble (bHr'9-b'l), adj. that can be borne or endured.

bear-a-bly (bar'a-bli), adv. in a bearable manner.

bear-baiting (baT'bat'irj) f n. an old sport in which
dogs were made to fight or torment a chained bear.

bear-ber-ry (bar'ber'i, b&r'be'r-i), n. [pL BBARBBRRIES
(-iz)], 1. a trailing shrub of the heath family, having
small bright-greenleaves, white or pinkish flowers, and
red berries. 2. a related shrub with black berries. 3. a

variety of holly.
bear cat (br'kat'), n. 1. an Asiatic variety of civet

with a prehensile tail. 2. a panda. 3. [Colloq.], a
strong, brave r fierce fighter.

beard (brd), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. bart, D. board;
IE. base *bhardh&, as also in L. barba (for earlier

*/ar&a)] 1. the hair growing around the lips and on
the dun and cheeks, especially of a man; whiskers. 2.

this hair, especially on the chm and cheek, when worn
long or trimmed in various shapes. 3. any beardlike

part, as of certain animals, fishes, birds, etc. 4. a hairy
outgrowth on the head of certain grains, grasses, etc.

;

awn. 5. anything that projects like a beard; barb or
hook. v.t. 1. to grasp by the beard. 2. to face or

oppose courageously; defy. 3. to provide with a beard.

Beard, Charles Austin (b&rd), 1874r~1948; American
political scientist and historian.

Beard, Daniel Carter, 1850-1941; American atathor,

artist, and naturalist; founder of Boy Scouts ia the
United States.

beard ed fl?r'did) r adf. [pp. of leara], 1. Iwving a
5

beard, 2. In botany, havfag an awn or awns.
beard-less (beWMs), flfdj, 1, having no beard. 2, too

young to have a beard; teice, 3. youn#, callow, etc.

Beards-ley, Aubrey Vincent (b&rdzli), 1872-1898;
English artist and mustrator.

beard-tongue (b&rd'turjOt n [so named from the
bearded, tonguelike stamen], any of a number of

related plants of the figwort family, bearing white

pink, red, blue, or purple flowers; pentsteinon.
bear-er (baT'er), n. 1. a person or thing that bears,

carries, or supports, 2. a plant or tree that produces
fruit or blooms. 3. a person who carries or attends the
casket at a funeral; pallbearer. 4. a person having or

presenting for payment a check, note, money order,
etc. adj. made out to the bearer: as, bearer bonds.

t

bear garden, 1. a place for bearbaiting or similar

pastimes. 2. any rough, noisy, rowdy place.
bear grass, 1. any of a group of plants of the lily

family, with grasslike leaves and small, white flowers.

2. any of various similar plants, as a kind of camass.
bear ing (bir/ixj), n. 1. way of carrying and conducting
oneself ; carriage ; manner; mien, 2. anything that bears

weight or pressure ;
a support or supporting part. 3. a

producing; birth. 4. ability to produce. 5. anything
borne or produced, as crop, fruit, etc. 6. an enduring;
endurance. 7. the position of an object, point, etc. with
reference to that of something else or to a point on the

compass: often used in the plural: as, the ship lost her
bearings . 8 . application ; relation ; relevant meaning : as,
the evidence had no bearing on the case. 9. in archi-

tecture, the part of a lintel or beam that rests on sup-
ports. 10. in heraldry, any figure on the field. 11. in
mechanics, any part of a machine in or on which
another part revolves, slides, etc.

lose one's bearings, to lose one's way.
SYN. bearing, in this comparison denoting manner of

carrying or conducting oneself, refers to characteristic physical
and mental posture; carriage, also applied to posture, specifi-

cally stresses the physical aspects of a person's bearing (an
erect carriage); demeanor refers to behavior as expressing
one's attitude or a specified personality trait (a demure demean-

or) ; mien, a literary word, refers to one's bearing and manner

(a man of melancholy mtVn); deportment refers to one's

behavior with reference to standards of conduct or social

conventions; manner is applied to customary or distinctive

attitude, actions, speech, etc. and, in
4
the plural, refers to

behavior conforming with polite conventions.

bearing rein, a short rein for pulling and keeping a
horse's head up; checkrein.

bear-ish (bSr'ish), adj. 1. bearlike; rude, rough, cross,

surly, etc. 2. directed toward or causing a lowering of

prices in the stock exchange, etc.

bear-leader (b&rflS'dSr). n. a private teacher or

traveling companion for a young man.
Bear River, a river flowing through Utah, Wyoming,
and Idaho into Great Salt Lake: length, c. 450 mi.

bear's-breech (btrz'brech'), n. any of a number of

related herbs or thistlelike shrubs with long, spiny or

lobed leaves and long spikes of white, rose, or purplish
flowers; acanthus.

bear's-ear (b^rz'eV), n. a variety of primrose with

yellow flowers and leaves shaped like a bear's ear.

bear's-foot (barz'foot'), n. a bad-smelling variety of

hellebore, with toothed leaves and clusters of five-

petaled, cup-shajped flowers.

bear-skin (Mr'skin'), n. 1. the pelt, fur, or hide of a

bear. 2. a shaggy woolen fabric somewhat like this.

3. anything made from bearskin, as a rug, coat, etc.

4. a tall fur cap worn as part of some uniforms.

bear-wood (bar'wood'), n. a small tree of the western

United States, the bark, of which is used, as a laxative:

also called cascara buckthorn.

beast (best), n. [ME. beetle, besie; OFr. beste; L.besttai

prob. < IE. *dwejes-to~, that which is feared], 1.

originally, any animal except man. 2. any large, four-

footed animal; quadruped. 3, qualities or impulses like

an animal's: as, it's the bvast in him.
f
4. a person who

is brutal, gross, vile, disgusting, stupid, etc.

beast-li-ness (best^i-nis) , n. 1. the quality or state of

being beastly; bestiality. 2. a beastly act. 3, [CollQCi,],

disagreeable or unpleasant quality.,. , i

beasMy (best'li), adj. [BEASTLIER /-h-er), BEASTLIEST
(-li-ist) ], 1. of, like, or characteristic of a beast; bestial,

brutal, gross, etc, 2. [Colloq.], disagreeable; disgusting.
adv. [British], very : as, beastly bad news.

beast of burden, any animal used for carrying things.

beast of prey, any animal that hunts and kMs other

animals for food. ,

, .....^
beat (bet), v.t. [BEAT, BEATEN (bet''n) , BEAT^!, [ME.
beten; AS. beatan; akin to ON. w** ,OHG. tozzan},

1. to hit or strike repeatedly; pound. 2. to punish by

mae a o U *
...

treading! as, we beat a pa$i to^he road, 5,
t
to shape

ftatteiTby hamr^eringi; fwfe^ ^ to mix by stirring or

striking repeatedly wlfr a utensil;, whip (cream, etc.).

7. to move (ww, etc.);w *** 8 * to

fat, ape,
then; afc

coettiry<i6>f'r;. l

r; is* bite; lot, g6. fiftm, tSol, look; oil, out} up, '00?,' fthr; j

a in cm e io ofwrO fa wffAy, o m. comply, > tfl.^^i* . ,%8 /
. coq; aVm dw; H, G. ich; Icti, G. doch, See pp^ x-x
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hunt through; search: as, the posse beat the countryside
for the fugitive, 9. to make, force, or drive by or as by
hitting or flailing: as, he beat his way through the crowd.

10. to get ahead of; outdo; master; defeat. 11. to

mark (time or rhythm) by tapping, etc. 12. to sound
or signal, as by a drumbeat. 13. [Colloq.], to baffle;

puzzle. 14. [Colloq.J, to cheat; trick. v.i. 1. to strike,

hit, or dash repeatedly and, usually, hard. 2. to move or

sound rhythmically; throb. 3. to hunt through under-

brush, woods, etc. for game. 4. to take beating or

stirring: as, this cream doesn't beat well. 5. to have a

beat or rhythm; pulsate, vibrate, etc.: as, the heart

beats. 6. to make a sound by being struck, as a drum.
7. [Colloq.], to win. 8. in nautical usage, to [progress

by tacking into the wind. 9. in radio, to combine two
waves of different frequencies, thus producing addi-

tional frequencies equal to the difference between
these, n. 1. a beating, as of the heart. 2. any of a

series of blows or strokes. 3. any of a series of move-
ments or sounds; throb. 4. a habitual path or round
of duty: as, a policeman's beat. 5. the unit of musical

rhythm: as, four beats to a measure. 6. the gesture of

the hand, baton, etc. used to mark this. 7. [Colloq.],
a person or thing that surpasses: as, you never saw the

beat of it. 8. [Slang], a cheat ; dead beat. 9. in acoustics,

the regularly recurring amplification of sound pro-
duced by two simultaneous sounds having different

rates of vibration. 10. in journalism, a [publishing of

news before rival newspapers; scoop. 11. in radio, one

cycle of a frequency formed by beating, adj. [alterna-

tive p. of the v.] t [Slang], 1. tired; exhausted. 2. of or

belonging to a group of young people in the United
States who reject conventional attitudes, dress, etc.

and affect extreme slang speech and an interest in jazz
music and some other forms of art expression.
beat about, 1. to hunt or look through or around.
2. in nautical usage, to tack into the wind.

beat a retreat, to retreat; withdraw.
beat back, to force to retreat; drive back.
beat down, 1. to put down; suppress. 2. [Colloq.],
to force to a lower price.
beat itl [Slang], go away!
beat off, to drive back; repel,
beat up (on), [Slang], to give a beating to; thrash.

on the beat, in tempo.
SYN. beat, the most general word in this comparison, con-

veys the basic idea of hitting or striking repeatedly, whether
with the hands, feet, an implement, etc.; pound suggests
heavier, more effective blows than beat (to pound with a
hammer) ; pommel implies the beating of a person with the

fists and suggests a continuous, indiscriminate rain of damaging
blows; thrash, originally referring to the beating of grain .with
a flail, suggests similar broad, swinging strokes, as in striking
a person repeatedly with a stick, etc.; flog implies a punishing
by the infliction of repeated blows with a stick, strap, whip,

etc.; whip, often used as an equivalent of flog, specifically

suggests lashing strokes or motions; maul implies the inflic-

tion of repeated heavy blows such as to bruise or lacerate.

All of these terms are used loosely, especially by journalists,
in describing a decisive victory in a contest.

JBe-a-ta Virgo Mari-a (be-a'ta vttr'go mo-ri'o), [L.],

Blessed Virgin Mary: abbreviated B.V.M.
beat-en (beV'n), adj. [alternative pp. of beat], 1. struck
with repeated blows; whipped. 2. shaped or made thin

by hammering. 3. flattened by treading; much trav-
eled: as, a beaten path. 4. defeated. 5. tired out. 6.

searched through for game. 7. mixed. 8. [Colloq.],

puzzled; confused.
off the beaten track (or path), unusual, unfamiliar,
original, etc.

beat-er (bet'er), n. 1. a person or thing that beats,
2. an implement or utensil for beating. 3. a person
who drives game from cover in a hunt.

be-a-tif-ic (beVtif'ik), adj. [L. beatificus; see BEATIFY],
1. making blissful or blessed. 2. showing happiness or

delight; blissful; joyful: as, a beatific smile.

bea tuM caMy (beVfcif'i-k'1-i, beVtif'ik-li) , adv. in a
beatific manner,

be-at-i-fi-ca-tion (bi-at's-fi-ka'shsn) , n. [Fr.], 1. a
beatifying or being beatified, 2. in the Roman Catholic

Church, the process of determining the sanctity of a

person who has died and declaring him to be among the
blessed in heaven : he is then entitled to public worship
and is usually, but not necessarily, canonized.

be-at-i-fy (bi-atVfi')> v.t. [BEATIFIED (-fid'), BEATIFY-
ING], [L. beatificare < beatus, happy -f facer'e, to make],
1. to make blissfully happy; bless. 2. in the Roman
Catholic Church, to pronounce the beatification of by
papal decree.

beat-ing (bet'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that beats. 2. a whipping or thrashing. 3. a throb-

bing; pulsation. 4. a defeat.
be at i tude (bi-at'a-tood', bi-at/9-tud'), n. [Pr. beati-

tude; L. beatitude < beatus, happy, blessed], 1. perfect
blessedness or happiness. 2. a Blessing.

t

the Beatitudes, the pronouncements in the Sermon
on the Mount, which begin "Blessed are the poor in

spirit": Matt. 5:3-12.
beat nik (bet'nik) , n. [beat, adj. -2. -f Russ. -nik, equiva-
lent to Eng. -er] t [Slang], a member of the beat group.

Be-a- trice (be'a-tris), [It.; < L. beatrix, she who makes
happy < beatus; see BEATITUDE], a feminine name:
diminutive, Bea; variant, Beatrix, n. 1. (also It. be'a-

tre'che), a Florentine woman (Beatrice Portinari, 1266-

1290) loved by Dante and immortalized in his Divine

Comedy. 2. the witty heroine of Shakespeare's Much
Ado About Nothing.
Be-a-trix (be'a-triks), a feminine name: diminutive,

Beat-ty,
S

David (bl'ti), first Earl Beatty, 1871-1936;
British admiral; commanded British fleet during World
War L
beau (bo), n. [pi. BEAUS (boz), BEAUX (boz; Fr. bo)],

(Fr., a dandy < beau, bel, pretty; L. bellus, jpretty,

charming], 1. a man greatly concerned with his

personal appearance and with fashion; dandy. 2. the

sweetheart or lover of a woman or girl.

Beau Brum-mell (bo brum'sl) 1. (George Bryan Brum-
well), 1778-1840; Englishman famous for his fashion-

able dress and manners; hence, 2. any dandy or fop.

Beau-fort scale (bo'fSrt), [after Sir Francis Beaufort

(1774-1857), Brit, naval officer who invented it in

1805], in meteorology, a scale of wind force, ranging from
for speeds of less than one mile per hour (a calm) to

12 or higher for speeds of more than 72 miles per hour

(hurricane force). .

Beaufort Sea, an extension of the Arctic Ocean, north
of Alaska and northwest Canada.

Jbeau geste (bo' zhest'), [pi* BEAUX GESTES (bo' zhest')],

[Fr.], 1. a fine or beautiful gesture; hence, 2. an act

or offer that seems fine, noble, etc., but is empty.
Beau-har-nais, Jo-se-phine de (zho'za'fen' da bo'ar'-

ne'), see Josephine.
beau i-de-al (bo' i-de'al), [pi. BEAUX or BEAUS (boz)

IDEAL], [Fr,], 1. ideal beauty. 2. the perfect type or

conception: as, the beau ideal of fashion: a sense due to

mistranslation.
Beau-mar-chais, de (da bo'marshe'), (pseudonym of

Pierre Augustin Caron), 1732-1799; French dramatist.

beau monde (bo mond; Fr. bo' mowd'), [Fr., lit.,

elegant world], fashionable society.
Beau-mont (bo'mont), n. a city in southeastern Texas:

pop., 94,000.
Beau-mont, Francis (bo'mont), 1584-1616; English
dramatist who collaborated with John Fletcher.

Beau-re-gard, Pierre G. T. (pyar bo'rs-gard') , 1818-

1893; Confederate general in the Civil War.
beau te ous (bu'ti-ss), adj. beautiful. SYN. see beau-
tiful-

beaU'ti-cian (bu-tish'on), n. a person who does liair-

> dressing, manicuring, etc. in a beauty shop.
beau-ti-fi-ca-tion (bu'tg-fa-ka'shan) , n. 1. a beautify-

ing. 2. the fact or state of being beautified.

beau-ti'fi-er (bu'ta-fi'er), n. a person or thing that

makes (something) beautiful or more beautiful.

beau-ti'ful (bu'tg-fal), adj. having beauty.
the beautiful, 1. that which has beauty; the quality
of beauty. 2. those who are beautiful.

SYN. beautiful is applied to that which gives the highest

or warm admiration; handsome implies attractiveness by
reason of pleasing proportions, symmetry, elegance, etc. and
carries connotations of masculinity, dignity, or impressiveness;

pretty implies a dainty, delicate, or graceful quality in that
which pleases and carries connotations of femininity or diminu-

tiveness; comely applies to persons only and suggests a whole-
some attractiveness of form and features rather than

g
a high

degree of beauty; fair suggests beauty that is fresh, bright, or

flawless and, when applied to persons, is used especially of

complexion and features; good-looking is closely equivalent
to handsome or pretty, suggesting a pleasing appearance
but not exp/essing the fine distinctions of either word; beau-
teous, equivalent to beautiful in poetry and lofty prose, is

now often used in humorously disparaging references to beauty.
ANT. ugly.

beau-ti-fy (bu't9~f!') v.t. [BEAUTIFIED (-fid'), BEAUTI-

FYING), [beauty + -fy], to make beautiful or more
beautiful, v.i. to become beautiful. SYN. see adorn.

beau-ty (bu'ti), n. [pi. BEAUTIES (-tiz)), [ME. & OFr.
bealte, beaute; LL. *bellitas < L. bettus, pretty, lovely],
1. the quality attributed to whatever pleases or satisfies

in certain ways, as by line, color, form, texture, propor-
tion, rhythmic motion, tone, etc., or by behavior, atti-

tude, etc. 2. a thing having this quality. 3. good
looks. 4. a very good-looking woman. 5. any very
attractive feature.

beauty shop (or salon or parlor), a place where
women go for hairdressing, manicuring, etc.

beauty sleep, [Colloq.], 1. sleep before midnight, pop-
ularly thought to be most restful. 2. any extra sleep.
beauty spot, 1. a little piece of blac?k paper, dc^^etc,
that a woman sometimes puts on aer face or back to

emphasize the beauty or whiteness, of the skin; patch.
2. a natural mark or mole on the skin, 3. any place
noted for its beauty.
beaux (boz; Fr. bo), n. alternative plural of beau.

Jbeaux-arts (bo'zar'), n.pL [Fr.], the fine artfi, ,

ibeaux-es-prits (bo'zes'pre'), n, plural of



beaver 131 bedevil

BEAVER (2 1/2 ft. long)

bea-ver (be'vgr), n. [pi. BEAVERS (-vSrz), BEAVER; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME.
bever; AS. beofor; IE.
base *bher-osf brown,
in form *bhebhru-s], 1.

an animal that lives

on land and in water,
and has soft, brown
fur, chisellike teeth,
webbed hind feet, and
a flat, broad tail. 2.

its fur. 3. a man's
high silk hat, origin-
ally made of this fur.

4. a heavy cloth of felted wool, used for overcoats, etc.

bea-ver (be'ver)^ n. [ME. & OFr. baviere, beaver of a
helmet; orig., bib < have, saliva, foam], 1. in medieval
armor, a movable part attached to the helmet or to the
breastplate, for protecting the mouth and chin: see
armor, illus. 2. later, the visor of a helmet.
bea-ver-board (be'ver-b6rd' t be'vgr-bord') , n. artificial
board made of fiber, used for walls, partitions, etc.:
a trade-mark (Beaverboard).
Bea-ver-brook (be'vgr-brook'), first Baron (William
Maxwell Aitken), 1879- ; English statesman and
newspaper publisher.
be-bee-rine (bi-be'ren, bi-be'rin), n. [bebeeru + -ine], a
drug obtained from bebeeru bark.

be-bee-ru (bi-be'roo), n. [Sp. bibiru < the native name],
a large South American evergreen tree.

Be bel, Au gust (ou'goost ba'bsl), 1840-1913; German
socialist and author.

be-bop (be/bopO* n. [? from sound made on a trumpet],
a modification of jazz music, characterized by much
improvisation, lack of restraint, deviation from key,
and, often, meaningless lyrics.
be-calm (bi-kam')t v.t. 1. to make quiet or still; calm.
2. to make (a sailing vessel) motionless from lack of
wind.
be-came (bi-kam'), past tense of become,
be-cause (bi-k6z', ba-kuz')t con/. [ME. bi cause; bi, by
-f cause], for the reason or cause that; on account of

the fact that; since: as, I came in because it was raining,
because of, by reason of; on account of.

bec-ca-fi-co (bek's-fe'ko), n. [pi. BECCAFICOS (-koz)l,
[It. < beccare, to peck + Jico, a fig], any of several small
songbirds, eaten as a delicacy in Italy.
be-cha-mel (ba'sha-mel'), n. [Fr. < Bechamel, steward
to Louis XIV], a white sauce made of cream, butter,
flour, etc.

be-chance (bi-chans', bi-chans'), v.t. & v.i. to happen
(to) ;

befall: chance.
be-charm (Di-charm/) v.t. to hold by a charm or spell;
fascinate.

Jbe'che-de-mer (besh'cb-mer') , n. [Fr., worm of the

sea; altered < Port, bicho do mar, sea slug], 1. [pL
BECHES-DE-MER (besh'-)], any of a number of related

cucumber-shaped water animals with a leathery skin
and a mouth surrounded by branched tentacles;
trepang; sea cucumber. 2. a mixed trade language,
combining elements from English and Malay, spoken
by both natives and whites in island areas of the central
western Pacific: also beach-la-mar.
Bechuana (bech'oo-a'ns, bek'yu-a'na), n. 1. [pi.

BECHUANA, BECHUANAS (-naz)], a member of a Bantu-
speaking people living in Bechuanaland. 2. their

Bech-u-a-na-land (bech'oo-a'ns-land', bek'yu-a'na-
land') , n. a British protectorate in South Africa : area,

275,000 sq. mi.; pop., 300,000 (est. 1947).
beck (bek), n. [< beckon], a gesture of the hand, head,
etc., meant to summon, v.t. & v.i. [Archaic], to sum-
mon by a beck; beckon.
at the beck and call of, at the service of; obedient to
the wishes of.

beck (bek), n. [ME. bek; ON. bekkr, a brook; akin to
AS. b&c & Eng. dial, bache; see BEACH], a little stream,
especially one with a rocky bottom.
beck-et (bek'it), n. [? < OFr. or MD. becquet], a con-
trivance, as a looped rope or large hook and eye, used
for fastening loose ropes, oars, spars, etc.

Becket, Thomas a, see Thomas & Becket.
becket bend, a kind of knot; sheet bend: see knot, illus.

beck-on (bek''n), v.i. & v.t. (ME. bekken, beknen; AS.
biecnan, beacnian, to make signs < beacen, a sign; see

BEACON], to call or summon by a silent gesture, nod,
etc. : often used figuratively : as, the woods beckon, n. a

summoning gesture.
be cloud (bi-kloud'), v.t. 1. to cloud over; darken. 2.

to confuse; muddle.
be-come (bi-kum') IM. [BECAME (-kam'), BECOME, BE-

COMING^ (ME. bicumen; AS. bicuman, becuman; see
BE- * COME], 1. to come to )be: as, in that instant he
became a juan. 2. to grow to be; change or develop
into by g^pwth: as, the ?tadpole becomes a frog. 3.

[Obs.], to happen, v.t. 1. to befit; suit. 2. to be
suitable to in appearance: as, that hat becomes you.
become of, to happen to; be the fate of.

he-corn ing (bi-kum'irj), adj. [ppr. of become], I. suit-

able; appropriate; seemly: as, cursing is not becoming
to a lady. 2. suitable (to the wearer) in appearance:
as, a becoming blouse, n. the change from nonbeing
to being; a coming into existence.

Bec-que-rel, Alex-an-dre Ed-mond (a'lek'saw'dr*
ed'mo' bek'rel'), 1820-1891; French physicist; father
of Antoine Henri.
Becquerel, An-toine C6-sar (aVtwan' sS'zarO, 1788-
1878; French physicist: father of Alexandre Edmond.

Becquerel, An-toine Hen-ri (aVtwan' aVre'), 1852-
1908; French physicist; discoverer of radioactivity:
shared Nobel prize in physics, 1903, with Pierre and
Marie Curie.

Becquerel rays, invisible rays that come from radio-
active substances, as radium, uranium, thorium, etc.
bed (bed), n. [ME.; AS. bed, bedd; akin to G. bett; IE.
base *bhedh, to bury, as in W. bedd, Bret, bez, a grave;
orig. sense "a sleeping hollow in the ground"; see
sense 6], 1. a thing for sleeping or resting on; piece of
furniture consisting usually of a bedstead, spring,
mattress, and bedding. 2. a bedstead. 3. any place
used for sleeping or reclining. 4. such a place regarded
as the scene of sexual intercourse or procreation. 5.
the grave. 6. a plot of soil where plants are raised.
7. the flowers or vegetables growing in this. 8. the
bottom of a river, lake, etc. 9. an enclosing substance,
as rock in which shells, minerals, etc. are lodged. 10.
any flat surface used as a foundation or support: as, a
bed of masonry, a railroad bed. 11. a pile or heap re-
sembling a bed, especially in softness or shape: as, a
bed of leaves. 12. a geological layer; stratum: as, a
bed of coal. v.t. [BEDDED (-id), BEDDING], 1. to provide
with a sleeping place. 2. to put to bed. 3. to have
sexual intercourse with. 4. to fix or place firmly; em-
bed. 5. to plant in a bed or beds of earth. 6. to make
(earth) into a bed or beds for plants. 7. to lay out flat
like a bed; arrange in layers. v.i. 1. to go to bed; rest;
sleep. 2. to form in layers; stratify.
be brought to bed (of), to give birth (to a child).
bed and board, 1. sleeping accommodations and
meals; facilities for living; hence, 2. home; the
married state: as, she has left his bed and board.
bed down, to prepare and use a sleeping place.
get up on the wrong side of the bed, to be cross or
grouchy.
put to bed, 1. to get (a child, etc.) ready for sleep;
put into a bed. 2. to lock (type, plates, etc.) into a
form and place on a printing press; hence, 3. [Slang],
to continue working on an edition of (a newspaper,
etc.) until it is ready for the press.

take to one*s bed, to go to bed because of illness, etc.
be daub (bi-d8b') v.t. 1. to make daubs on; smudge or
smear over. 2. to overdecorate; ornament showily.
Be-daux, Charles Eugene (ba-doO, 1887-1944; Ameri-
can industrial engineer born in France; originator of
the Bedaux system, a point system of wage payment.
bedazzle (bi-daz''l), v.t. to dazzle thoroughly; be-
wilder; confuse.

bed-bug (bed'bug'). n. a small, wingless, biting insect
with a broad, flat, reddish-brown
body and an unpleasant odor: it

infests beds, upholstered furniture,
etc.

bed-cham-ber (bed'cham'be'r), n. a
bedroom.
bed-clothes (bed'kloz', bed'klotfb'),
n.pl. sheets, pillows, blankets, etc.

bed'cov-er (bed'kuv'&r), n. a cover
for a bed; coverlet; bedspread.
bed-der (bed'eY), n. in gardening, a
plant used for bedding.
bed-ding (bed'in), n. [ME.; AS.],
bedclothes. 2. straw, hay, etc., used to bed animals.
3. any base or foundation. 4. a putting to bed. 5. a
growing of plants in a mass for a showy effect. 6. in

geology, stratification, adj. in gardening, suitable for

planting in a bed.
Bed-does, Thomas Lov-ell (luv'al bed'oz), 1803-1849;
English poet and dramatist.
Bede (bed), n. English theologian and historian; 673-
735 A.D.; wrote Ecclesiastical History of the English
Nation: called the Venerable Bede.
be-deck (bi-dek'), v.t. to cover with decorations; adorn.

SYN. see adorn.
bede house (bedlaousO, n. a beadhouse.
be del, be dell (be'd'l), n. a beadle: archaic spelling.
bedes man (bedz'mgn), n. a beadsman.
bedes'wom-an (bedzVoorn'on)^ n. \pl. BBDESWOMBN
(-wim'in)]. a beadswoman.

,

bedevU (bi-de-y-'l); v.t. [BEDEWED or BEDEVILLED
(-Id), BEDEVILING or BEDEVILLING), 1. to plague

BEDBUG
(3/16 in. long)

1. mattresses and

fat, Spe,
then-, zfc,

coeur;

* c%r;, tfea^Sven, kfcre,,oy@r; Is, faite; lot, go", hdrn, t6"6l, look; oil, out'
t jip, Use, 0r; jfeet: Joy; y^t; chip; shej tfijxj,

'ire^iij, riftg; for a in ago, e in og>?t, i in sanity, o in comply, u t&Jocws;
'
as in oo^ (5,'bl); Fr. ^Al: %-Iff*

u; ft. mpil], o, Fr. csoq; ti, Fr. due; Hf G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii | forelgii;
*
hypothetical; < derived firotii.
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bee fly

diabolically; torment. 2. to bewitch. 3. to worry;

harass; bewilder, 4. to corrupt; spoil,

be-dev-il-ment (bi-devH-msnt), n. 1. a bedeviling.

2. the fact or state of being bedeviled.

be-dew (bi-doo', bi-duO < [ME.], L to wet with

dew, 2. to make drops of liquid form on.

bed-fast (bedfast', bed'fast'). adj. bedridden.

bed-fel-low (bed'fel'o), n. 1. a person who shares

one's bed- bedmate. 2. any associate, co-worker, etc.

Bed-ford (bed'ferd), n. 1. Bedfordshire. 2. the county
seat of Bedfordshire: pop., 52,000 (est. 1946). 3. a

city in south central Indiana: pop., 13,000.

Bedford cord, [after Bedford, England], a heavy wool

or cotton cloth resembling corduroy.
Bed-ford-shire (bed'ferd-shir) , n, a county of central

England: pop., 279,000 (est. 1945) ; county seat, Bed-

ford: also called Bedford.
be-dight (bi-dit/), adj. [pp. of obs. v. bedight; &- +
dight < ME. dihten, to prepare, set in order; AS.

dihtan, to arrange, dispose, compose, write < L. dictare;

see DICTATE], [Archaic], bedecked; arrayed.
be-dim (bi-dim') v.t. [BEDIMMED (-dimd'). BEDIM-

MING], to make dim; darken or obscure, said especially

of the eyes or the vision.

Bed-i-vere, Sir (bed'a-veV). in Arthurian legend, the

loyal knight who was with the dying King Arthur and
saw him go away to Avalon.
be diz en (bi-diz

/Tn, bi-dl'z'n), v.t. [be- + dizen], to

dress or decorate in a cheap, showy way.
be-diz-en-ment (bi-diz''n-m3nt, bi-di'z'n-raant), n. a

bedizening.
bed jacket, a woman's short, loose upper garment,
sometimes worn over a nightgown.
bed-lam (bedlam), n. [ME. Bedlem, Bethlem < the

London hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem], 1. [B-], a

famous old London hospital for the mentally ill. 2.

any similar hospital. 3. any noisy, confused place or

situation. 4, noise and confusion; uproar, adj. full of

noise and confusion.
bed-lam-ite (bedlam-it'), n. [bedlam + ~ite], a patient
in a hospital for the mentally ill

;
insane person.

bed linen, bed sheets, pillowcases, etc., whether of

Bed-ling-toii terrier (bed'lirj-t'n) , [after Bedlington,

a town in England], a blue or liver-colored, woolly-
coated terrier, about 15 or 16 inches high, resembling a

small lamb.
Bed-loe's Island (bed'loz), Liberty Island.

bed-mate (bed'matO , n. 1. a person who shares one's

bed. 2. one's wife or husband.
bed molding, in architecture, a molding below a pro-
jecting part, especially between the corona and fneze.

bed of roses, [Cplloq.J,
1. a life of ease and luxury.

2. an easy situation.

Bed-ou-in (bed'6o-in), n. [Fr, bedouin; Ar. bedawt,
desert dwellers], 1. an Arab of any of the nomadic
desert tribes of Arabia, Syria, or North Africa., 1. any
wanderer or nomad, adj. of or like the Bedouins.

bed-pan (bed'panO, n. 1. a covered pan for holding
hot coals, used to warm a bed. 2. a shallow pan serving
as a toilet for a person who is ill and has to stay in bed.

bed-plate (bed'plat'), n. a plate forming the base, as

of a machine or stove.

bed-post (bed'postO* n. any of the vertical supporting
posts at the corners of some beds.

be-drag-gle (bi-drag'l), v.t. [BEDRAGGLED (-Id), BE-

DRAGGLING], to make wet, limp, and dirty, as by
dragging through mire.

be-drag-gled (bi-drag'ld), adj. [pp. of bedraggle], soiled

and wet; unkempt: as, a bedraggled dress.

bed-rail (bed'raT), n. a rail along the side of a bed.
bed rest, 1. a resting in bed. 2. a metal or wooden
device used to prop patients up in bed.

bed-rid (bed'rid'), adj. [ME. bedrede; AS. bedreda,
bedrida < bed (see BED) -f rida, rider < ridan, to ride],

bedridden.
bed -rid-den (bed'rid"n), adj. [see BEDRID], having to

stay in bed, usually for a long period, because of illness,

infirmity, etc.

bed-rock (bed'rok') n. 1. solid rock beneath the soil

and superficial rock; hence, 2. a secure foundation.
3. the very bottom. 4. basic principles.

bed-roll (bed'rol'), n. a portable roll of bedding, gen-
erally for sleeping outdoors.
bed-room (bed'room

7
, bed'room/), n. a room to sleep in.

bed-side (bed'sid'), n. the side of a bed; space beside a
bed: as, the nurse was at his bedside constantly, adj.
1. near a bed: as, a bedside table. 2. with a patient or

patients: as, a doctor's bedside manner.
bed-sore (bed's6r', bed'sor'), n. a sore on the body of

a bedridden person, caused by chafing or pressure.

bed-spread (bed'spred'), n. a cover spread over the
blanket on a bed, mainly for ornament.

bed-spring (bed'sprirj') n. 1. a framework of springs
placed in a bedstead to support the mattress and
make the bed softer. 2. any of these springs.

bed-stead (bed'sted'), n. [bed -f stead], a framework for

supporting the spring and mattress of a bed.
bed-straw (bed'str6') n. any of a number of related

'AS. bto; akin to OHG. bia,

BEES (3/4 in. long)

plants with clusters of small, yellow or white flowers

and stalkless leaves: formerly used as straw for beds.

bed-tick (bed'tik'), n. the cloth case of a mattress,

containing the hair, kapok, etc.

bed-time (bed'tim'). n. the time when one usually goes
to bed.
bedtime stories, 1. stories told to children at bedtime;
hence, 2. pleasant but unconvincing accounts or

explanations. ,

bed-ward (bed'w&rd), adv. [bed + -ward], on the way
to bed.
bed-wards (bed'werdz), adv. bedward.

bed-wet-ting (bed'wet'in), n. urinating in bed.

bee (be), n. [ME. beo, bee ;

" ~ T - -*- -

OSw. bl, etc.], 1. any
of a number of related

four-winged, hairy in-

sects which feed on the
nectar of flowers^.

2. a
meeting of neighbors,
friends, pupils, etc. _to
work at the same thing
or for competition _or
amusement: as, a sewing
bee, spelling bee.

have a bee in one's

bonnet, 1. to be pre-

occupied or obsessed
with one notion. 2. to be not quite sane.

bee (be), n. [ME. beah; AS, beah, beag, a ring, armlet

< bugan, to bend, turn], in nautical usage, 1. a metal

ring. 2. a bee block.
bee balm, 1. Oswego tea, a plant with red flowers and
a mintlike scent. 2. the garden balm, a plant whose
leaves have the odor and flavor of lemons.

Bee-be, Charles William (be'bi), 1877-; American
ornithologist, explorer, and author.
bee beetle, a kind of beetle parasitic in beehives.

bee bird, an American flycatcher or kingbird: so called

because it lives on insects caught in flight.

bee block, [see BEE (a ring)], a piece of wood on each

side of the bowsprit of a ship, used for fastening stays
from the mast or foremast.
bee-bread (be'bred') , n. a yellowish-brown mixture of

pollen and honey, made and eaten by some bees.

beech (bech), n. [ME. beche; AS. bece; umlaut deriva-

tive < stem of AS. boc; IE. base *bha%os, as also in L.

fagus, beech; cf. BOOK], 1. any of a number of related

trees with smooth, gray bark, hard wood, dark-green
leaves, and edible three-cornered nuts. 2. the wood of

any of these trees, adj. of any of these trees; beechen.

Beecham, Sir Thomas (be'cham), 1879- ; English
orchestral conductor.

beech-drops (bech'drops') , n. a wiry plant with brown
stems and small clusters of whitish-purple flowers,

parasitic on beech roots.

beech-en (bech'sn), adj.
made of beechwood.
Bee-cher, Henry Ward (be'chgr), 1813-1887; brother

of Harriet Beecher Stowe; American preacher and
lecturer.

Beecher, Ly-man (li'msn), 1775-1863; American
clergyman and theologian: father of Henry Ward and
Harriet Beecher Stowe.
beech mast, beechnuts.
beech-nut (bech'nut'), n. the nut of the beech tree.

beech-wood (bech'wood'), n.

the wood of the beech tree.

bee eater, any of a number of

related small, brightly colored
birds that feed on bees and
other insects.

1. of the beech tree. 2.

beef (bef), n. (pi BEEVES (bevz),
BEEFS (befs)], [ME. beef, boef;
OFr. boef, buef; L. bost boms,

x], 1. a full-grown ox, cow,
ull, or

Colloq.],'"Ml
dang], a

to BEECHNUTSANDLEAVES

ox
bull, or steer, especially one
bred and fattened for meat.
2. meat from such animals.
3, [Colloq.], human

r
flesh or

muscle; hence, 4.
r~

strength; brawn. 5.

complaint. v.L [

complain; protest.
beef cattle, cattle bred and fattened for meat.
beef-eat-er (bef'et'gr), n. 1. a person who eats beef;
hence, 2. a large, well-

fed, red-faced person.
3. in England, a yeoman
of the king's guard. 4. a
guard at the Tower of
London. 5. [Slang:], an
Englishman.

beefi-ness (bef/i-nis), n.

the state of being beefy;
fleshiness; brawn;
strength.
bee fly, any of various BEEF curs
flies that look like bees.



beefsteak 133 beggarly
beef-steak (bef'stak'), n. a slice of beef to be broiled or

beef tea, a drink made from beef extract or by boiling
lean strips of beef.

beef-v (bef'i), adj. [BEEFIER (-i-er), BEEFIEST (-i-ist)j,

beenike; fleshy and solid; muscular and heavy; brawny.
bee gum, 1. a hollow gum tree used as a hive by bees.

2 a beehive, especially one made from such a tree.

bee-hive (be'hiv'), n. 1. a box or other shelter for a
colony of domestic bees, in

which they make and store

honey; hence, 2. [Colloq.j, a

place of great activity.

bee-keep-er (be'kep'Sr), n. a

person who keeps bees for pro-
ducing honey; apiarist.
bee killer, any of vari9us large
files that kill bees with their

piercing beaks; robber fly.

bee-line (be'lln'), n. a straight
line or route from one place to
another: from the fact that a
bee usually flies straight back
to its hive after getting pollen.
make a beeline for, [Colloq.], to go straight toward.

Be-el-ze-bub (bi-el'zi-bub'), n. [L.; Gr. Beelzeboub;
Heb. ba'alzevuv, lit., god of insects; ba*al (see BAAL) +
zevuv, a fly], 1. the chief devil; Satan. 2. any devil.
3. in Milton's Paradise Lost, Satan's chief lieutenant
among the fallen angels.
bee martin, the kingbird: so called because it eats bees.
bee moth, a kind of moth whose larvae, hatched in
beehives, eat the wax of the honeycomb.
been (bin; also, chiefly Brit., ben &, especially if un-
stressed, ben), [ME. ben; AS. beon; see BE], past
participle of be.
bee plant, any plant that especially attracts bees, as
the white clover, spiderflower, etc.

beer (br), n. [ME. & AS. beor; akin to OHG. bior, G.
bier; only W. Gmc.; ? < Gmc. *beuza, foaming], 1. a
mildly alcoholic drink made from malt, hops, etc. 2,

any undistilled, fermented malt beverage, as ale,

porter, or stout. 3. any of several soft drinks made
from extracts of roots and plants: as, ginger beer.

beer and skittles, anything comfortable; pleasure or

enjoyment, as that of drinking beer while playing the
old game of skittles.

Beer-bohm, Sir Max (br'bpm/), 1872-1956; English
satirist, caricaturist, and critic.

Beer-she-ba (ber-she'bo, be'er-she'bs), n. an ancient
city in southwestern Palestine.

beer-y (blr/i), adj. [BEERIER (-i-Sr), BEERIEST (-i-ist)],
1. or or like beer. 2. resulting from drinking beer;
drunken; tipsy: maudlin,

beest-ings (bes'tirjz), n. [ME. bestinge; AS. bysting <
beost, beestings], the first milk /)f a cow after having a
calf: its chemical composition is different from that of
later milk: also spelled Westings.
bees-wax (bez'waks'). n. a tallowlike substance se-

creted by honeybees and used by them in making their

honeycomb: it is used in candles, polishes, etc* v.t. &
v.i. to polish, etc. with beeswax.

bees-wing (bez'wirj').. n. 1. a
k
gauzy film that some-

times forms in old wine. 2. wine that has this.

beet (bet), n. [ME. bete; AS. bete < L. beta], 1. any of
a number of related plants with edible leaves and a
thick, fleshy, white or red root. 2. the root of any of
these plants; some varieties are eaten as a vegetable,
and some serve as a source of sugar.
Bee-tho-ven, Lud-wig van (loot'viH, lood'viH van
ba'to-von), 1770-1827j German composer.

bee-tie (be't'l), n. [ME. betil; AS. bitel, bitela < bitan,
to bite], 1. any of a number of related insects with
biting mouth parts and hard front wings used to cover
the membranous hind wings when these are folded.
2. any insect resembling a beetle.

bee-tie (be't'l), n. [AS. (AngHan) betel, mallet, hammer;
akin to MHG. bdzel, a cudgel; tilt, connected with
beat], 1. a heavy mallet, usually wooden, for driving
wedges, tamping earth, etc. 2. a household mallet or

pestle for mashing or beating* 3. a club used in finish-

ing handmade linen. 4. a machine for finishing cloth

by beating it over or between rollers, v.t, [BEETLED
(-'Id), BEETLING], 1, to pound with a beetle. 2. to

put a glossy finish on (cloth) by flattening the fibers.

bee-tie (be't'l), v.i. [BEETLED (-Id), BEETLING], [prob.
< beetle-browed], to project or jut; overhang, adj.
jutting: overhanging.

bee-tie-browed (be't'l-broud') , adj. [ME. bitelbrowed;
see BEETLE (insect) & BROW], 1, having bjishy or
overhanging eyebrows: hence, 2* frowning; scowling.

bee-tle-head (be't'1-heoV) , n. [beetle (mallet) + head], a
stupid person; blockhead.

bee-tling (betlirj), adj. [ppr. of beetle (to jut)], pro-
jecting; overhanging.

bee tree, 1, a hollow tree used as a hive by bees. 2.

the basswood: so called because its flowers have much
nectar.
beet sugar, sugar extracted from certain beets.
beeves (bevz), n. alternative plural of beef.
bee wolf, the larva of a bee beetle.
bef., before.

B.E.F., British Expeditionary Force.
be-fall (bi-f61') v.t [BEFELL (-felO, BEFALLEN (-fdl'an),

BEFALLING], [ME. bifallen; AS. bejeallan, to fall, fall to
as a share or right; be- +feallan, to fall], 1. to happen;
come to pass; occur. 2. [Archaic], to be fitting; also,
to pertain, v.t. I. to happen to: as, what befell them?
2. [Archaic], o) to be fitting to. b) to pertain to.

be-fit (bi-fit'), v.t. [BEFITTED (-id), BEFITTING], to be
suitable or proper for; be suited or becoming to.

be-fit-ting (bi-fit'in), adj. [ppr. of befit], proper or right;
suitable.

be-fog (bi-fog', bi-fog') v.t. [BEFOGGED (-fdgd', -fogd'),
BEFOGGING], 1. to cover with or envelop in fog; make
foggy; hence, 2. to make hard to see or understand;
blur; obscure; confuse.

be-fool (bi-fool'), v.t. 1. to fool or deceive; trick; dupe.
2. to call (a person) a fool. 3. to treat as a fool.

be-fore (bi-f6r', bi-for'), adv. [ME. beforen, biforen; AS.
beforan, biforan; be- + foran, before]. 1. ahead; in
advance; in front. 2. in the past; up to now; pre-
viously. 3. ahead (of a given time); earlier; sooner.
prep. 1. ahead of in time, space, or order; in advance
of. 2. just in front of: as, he paused before the door;
hence, 3. into the sight, notice, presence, etc. of: as,
a thought flashed before her mind, he appeared before
the court. 4. earlier than; prior to. 5. still to be
reached, accomplished, etc. by: as, the hardest task
was before them. 6. in preference to; rather than: as,
I'd take that book before this. conj. 1. in advance of
the time that : as, drop in before you go. 2. sooner than;
rather than: as, I'd die before I'd tefi. Abbreviated bef.
be-fore-hand (bi-f6r'hand', bi-forliand'), adv. & adj.
ahead of time; early: often implying anticipation or
forethought.

be-fore-time (bi-fdr'tim', bi-for't!m') adv. [Archaic],
formerly.

be-foul (bi-foul'), v.t. [ME. befoulen; AS. befylan; see
FOUL], 1. to make filthy; dirty; soil; hence, 2. to cast
aspersions on. 3. to entangle or foul.

be-friend (bi-frend'), v.t. to act as a friend to; assist.

be-flid-die (bi-fud'l), v.t. [BEFUDDLED (-Id), BEFUD-
DLING], 1. to fuddle; confuse (the mind, etc.) ; stupefy.
2. to stupefy with alcoholic liquor,

beg (beg), v.t. [BEGGED (begd), BEGGING], [ME. beggin
< Anglo-Fr. begger; OFr. begard, beggar; MD. beg-
gaert; ? < beggen, to request urgently], 1. to ask for
as charity: as, he begged a dime. 2. to ask as a kindness
or favor. 3. to ask earnestly; entreat. 4. to request
courteously: as, I beg your pardon, v.i. 1. to ask for

alms; be a beggar. 2. to ask humbly; entreat.

beg off, to ask to be released from.
beg the question, 1. to use an argument that assumes
as proved the very thing one is trying to prove.
2. loosely, to evade the issue.

go begging, to fail to find a taker; be unwanted.
SxN. beg implies humbleness or earnestness in asking for

something and is now often used in polite formulas (I beg to

differ, I beg to report^; solicit stresses courtesy and formality
in requesting something (we solicit your aid, he solicits our
trade) ;

entreat implies the use of all the persuasive power at

one's command; beseech suggests great fervor or passion in

the asking and connotes anxiety in the outcome; implore is

stronger still, suggesting desperation or great distress; Im-
portune suggests persistence in entreating, often to the point
of becoming offensive.

beg (beg; Turk, bag), n. bey.
be-gan (bi-gan') , past tense of begin.
be-get (bi-gef), v.t. [BEGOT \-got') or archaic BEGAT
(-gat'), BEGOTTEN (-gof'n) Or BEGOT, BEGETTING],
[ME. begeten, to obtain; AS. begitan, to acquire; see

BE- & GET], 1. to be the father or sire of. 2. to bring
into being; produce: as, tyranny begets rebellion.

be-get-ter (bi-get'Sr), n. a person or thing that begets.

beg-gar (beg'er), n. [ME. beggere; OFr. begard; see

BEG], 1. a person who begs or asks charity, especially
one who does so for a living; h<ence, 2. a person who
is very poor. 3. a rascal; scoundrel: in this sense, often
used humorously, v.t. 1. to make a beggar of; make
(a person) poor. 2. to make appear poor or useless: as,

her beauty beggars description.

beg-gar-dom (beg'er-dQin), n. 1. beggars collectively.
2. the state of being a beggar.
beg gar-lice (beg'Sr-KsO, n. [pi. BEGGAR-LICE], beggar's-
Hce.

beg gar-li ness (beg'Sr-li-nis), n. [< beggarly + -new],
1. extreme poverty. 2. shabbiness. 3. inadequacy.

beg-gar-ly (beg'Sr-li), adj. like or fit for a beggar; Very
poor, worthless, inadequate, etc.

fat, ape, bftre, cSr; ten, 5veri, h$re, ovgr; is, bite; lot, gS* hdrn, tflol, look; oil, outj up, use, fur; get; Joy; yet; ciiin; she; thin,
*hen; zhL lebuze'i ij, rirj^g; *, for a in ego, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u m focus;

'

as in able (/b*l); Fr. b&X; & Fr.,

coeur; 5, Pr. feu; Fr. man; o, Fr, coq; u, Fr. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.
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beg-gar's-Hce (beg'Srz-lis'), n. \Pf- BEGGAR'S-LICE],
1 any of a number of plants as the tick trefoil, cleavers,

etc., with prickly fruit or seeds that stick to one's

clothes. 2. the fruit or seed of any of these plants.

beg-gar's-ticks (beg'grz-tiks') n. \pl BEGGAR'S-TICKS],
1. the prickly, one-seeded fruit, or achene, of a bur

marigold. 2. a bur marigold. 3. beggar's-kce.

beg gar-ticks (beg'Sr-tiks'), n. [pi. BEGGAR-TICKS],

beggar's-ticks.

beg-gar-weed (beg'er-wed'), n. 1. any of a number of

plants that grow in waste land, as some tickseeds and
tnotweed. 2. a West Indian plant of the pea family,

with purple or blue flowers and twisted pods: it is

grown for fodder in the southern United States.

befc-gar-y (beg'er-i), n. [pi. BEGGARIES (-iz)], [ME.
beggerie < beggere; see BEG], 1. extreme poverty. 2.

beggardom. 3. a place where beggars live.

Beg-hard (beg'erd, bi-gSrd'), n. [ML. beghardus, begard-

us < OFr. begard; see BEG, vA, a member of any of

several lay brotherhoods in Belgium, Holland, etc. in

the 13th century,
be-gin (bi-gin') v.i. [BEGAN (-gan') BEGUN (-gun'),

BEGINNING], [ME. bigmnan; AS. beginnan; Gmc. base

*ginnan, as in Goth, du-ginnan, to commence], 1. to

start. 2. to come into being. 3. to be or do in the

slightest degree (with an infinitive): as, they don't

begin to compare, v.t. 1. to cause to start; commence.
2. to cause to come into being; originate.
SYN. begin, the most general of these terms, indicates

merely a setting into motion of some action, process, or_course

(to begin eating) ; commence, the more formal term, is used

with reference to a ceremony or an elaborate course of action

(to commence a court action); start carries the
. particular

implication of leaving a point of departure in any kind of pro-

gression (to start a journey, the boulder started a landslide) ;

initiate, in this connection, refers to the carrying: out of the

first steps in some course or process, with no indication of what
is to follow (to initiate peace talks); inaugurate suggests a
formal or ceremonial beginning or opening (to inaugurate a

new library). ANT. end, finish, conclude.

be-gin-ner (bi-gin'Sr), n. 1. a person who begins any-
thing. 2. a person just beginning to do or learn some-

thing; inexperienced, unskilled person; novice.

be-gin-ning (bi-gin'irj), n. 1. a starting or commenc-
ing. 2. the time or place of starting; birth; origin;

source: as, English democracy had its beginning in the

Magna Charta. 3. the first part: as, the beginning of

this book is dull. 4. usually pi. an early stage or

example: as, the beginnings of scientific agriculture.
SYN. see origin.

begird (bi-gurd')r v.t. [BEGIRT (-gurt') or BEGIRDED

(-id), BEGIRT, BEGIRDING], [ME. bigirden; AS. begyrdan;
be- + gyrdan; see BE- & GIRD], 1. to bind around; gird.

2, to encircle; surround; encompass. t f

beg-ohm (beg'om') n. [Mllion + megohm], in electrtctty,

a unit of resistance equivalent to a billion ohms.

be-gone (bi-g6n', bi-gon'), inter/. & IM. (to) be gone;
go away; get out: usually in the imperative.

be-go-ni-a (bi-gon'ya, bi-go'ni-9), n. [after Michel
Begon (1638-1710), Fr. botanist], any of a number of

related plants with showy white, pink, or red flowers
and ornamental leaves.

he-got (bi-gof), past tense and alternative past parti-

ciple of beget.
be-got-ten (bi-got''n), alternative past participle of

be grime (bi-grimO v.t. [BEGRIMED (-grand'), BEGRIM-
ING], to cover with grime; make dirty; soil.

be-grudge (bi-gruj') v.t. [be- + grudge], 1. to grumble
at. 2. to envy (another) the possession of. 3. to give
with ill will or reluctance; as, he begrudges her every
cent. SYN. see envy.
beguile (bi-gll'), v.t. [BEGUILED (-gildO, BEGUILING],
1. to mislead by guile or deceit; deceive. 2. to deprive
(of or out of) by deceit; cheat: as, he was beguiled of

his money. 3. to pass (time) pleasantly; while away.
4. to charm or delight. SYN. see amuse, deceive, lure.

be-guile-ment (bi-gU'msnt) , n. 1. a beguiling. 2. the
fact or state of being beguiled.

Beg-uin (beg'in; Fr. ba'gaw'), n. [OFr. < begard; see

BEG, .], a Beghard.
Beg-uine (beg'en; Fr. ba'gen'), n. [OFr. < begard; see

BEG, v.], 1. a member of any of several lay sisterhoods
that began in the Low Countries in the 12th century:
they were not restricted by vows. 2. [b-], (bi-gen'), a
native dance of Martinique: its music and rhythm have
been popularized in the United States by Negroes.

be-gum (be'gsm), n. [Anglo-Ind. < Hind, begam, lady
< Turk, bigim, princess, fern, of big, prince],

1. in

India, a Moslem princess or lady of high rank. 2. in

England, a wealthy Anglo-Indian woman.
be-gun (bi-gun'). past participle of begin.
be half (bi-haf, bi-haf'). n. [ME. behalf in phr. on mi
behalfe, on my side < AS. be, by -f healf, half, side],

support, interest, side, etc.

in behalf of, in the interest of; for.

on behalf of, 1. in behalf of. 2, speaking for; repre-
senting.

Be-har (ba-haV)r n. Bihar.

be have (bi-haV), v.t. [BEHAVED (-havd'), BEHAVING],
[see BE- & HAVE], to conduct or manage (oneself), espe-

cially in a correct or proper way. v.i. 1. to conduct
oneself or itself; act in a specified way. 2. to conduct

oneself well; do the right things. 3. to act or react.

SYN, behave, used reflexively (as also the other words in

this comparison), implies action in conformity with the required

standards of decorum (did the children behave themselves?);
conduct implies the direction or guidance of one's actions in

a specified way (he conducted himself well at the trial) ; demean
suggests behavior or appearance that is indicative of the speci-

fied character trait (he demeaned himself like a gracious host) ;

deport and comport suggest behavior in accordance with the

fixed rules of society (they always deport themselves like

gentlemen) ; acquit suggests behavior in accordance with, the

duties of one's position or with one's obligations (the rookie

acquitted himself like a major leaguer).

be-hav-ior (bi-hav'yer), n. [< behave by analogy with

ME. havoir, property < OFr. aveir < avoir, to have],
1. manner of behaving: actions; conduct; manners.

2 an organism's muscular or glandular responses to

stimulation, especially those that can be observed.

be-hav-ior-isrn tei-haVyer-iz'm), n. [behavior + -ism;

coined by John B. Watson, Am. psychologist, in 1913],

the doctrine that observed behavior provides the only
valid data of psychology: it rejects the concept of

be-hav-ior-ist (bi-hav'yer-ist) , n. a person, especially a

psychologist, who accepts behaviorism, adj. of or

connected with behaviorism.
be'hav-ior-is-tic (bi-hav'yer-is'tik), adj. behavionst.

be-hav-iour (bi-hav'yeY) , n. behavior: British spelling.

be-head (bi-hed'), v.t. [ME. biheafden,' AS. beheafdian
< be- + heafod, the head], to cut off the head of;

decapitate. .

he-held (bi-held'), past tense and past participle of

behold.
be-he-moth (bi-he'moth, be'a-msth), n. [Heb. behe-

moth, intens. pi. of behemah, beast; hence, colossal

beast; ? < Egypt, p-ehe-mau, water ox], 1. in the

Bible, a huge animal, assumed to be the hippopotamus:
Job 40:15-24; hence, 2. any huge animal.

be-hest (bi-hest') n. [ME. behest, bihest < AS. behxs,

a vow; be- + hses (see HEST) ;
-t is unhistoric], an order;

bidding; command.
he-hind (bi-hind'), adv. [ME. bihinden; AS. behindan;
be- + hindan, behind; see HIND], 1. in the rear: as,

he walked behind. 2. at an earlier time; in the past:

as, my joy lies behind. 3. in a former place, condition,
etc. : as, the girl he left behind. 4. yet to come : as, there

is greater news behind. 5. below standard; in or into

a retarded state: as. he dropped behind in his studies.

6. into arrears: as, he fell behind in his dues. 7. slow

in time; late: as, the train was running behind. 8. to

or toward the back: as, looking behind, prep. 1. re-

maining after: as, the dead leave their wealth behind
them. 2. in the rear of; back of: as, he sat behind me.
3. inferior to in position, achievement, etc. 4. later

than: as, the train was behind schedule. 5. on the other
or farther side of; beyond: as, behind the hill. 6. sup-

?orting
or advocating: as, Congress is behind the plan.

. hidden by; not yet revealed about: as, there's some-
thing behind this news. adj. 1. that follows, as in a

line: as, the person behind. 2. in arrears. Used predi-

catively. n. [Colloq.], the buttocks.
be-hind-hand (bi-hind'hand

7
). adv. & adj. 1. behind

in paying debts, etc.; in arrears. 2. behind time; slow;
late. 3. behind or slow in progress, advancement, etc.

he-hold (bi-hold'), v.t, [BEHELD (-held'), BEHELD or

archaic BEHOLDEN (-hol'd'n), BEHOLDING], [ME. bi-

holden; AS. bihealdan, to hold, keep hold of; be- +
healdan; see HOLD (to grasp)], to hold in view or atten-

tion; look at; regard, interj. lookl seel SYN. see see.

be-hold-en (bi-hol'd'n), adj. [ME., pp. of bihealden, to

behold], held under obligation, as from gratitude; in-

debted: as, he is beholden to you for your advice.
be hoof (bi-hoofO, n. [ME.; bihof, profit, need, use; AS.
behof, profit, need,; akin to G. behuf; base < W. Gmc.
*behafjan; be~ + *hafjan; see HEAVE], behalf, benefit,

interest, sake, etc.

he-hoove (bi-hoov')t v.t. & v.i. [BEHOOVED (-hoovd
7
),

BEHOOVING], [ME. bihqfian; AS. oehofian, to have need
of < behof; see BEHOOF], 1. to be necessary (for) : as,

it behooves me to write him. 2. to be fitting (for) or
incumbent (upon) : as, it behooves a lady to wear black
for mourning.
be-hpve (bi-hoV, bi-hoov')i v.t. & v.i. [BEHOVED (-hovd',
-hoovdO BEHOVING], to behoove.
Beh-ring, E-mll von (S'mel fdn ba'rig), 1854-1917:
German physician; demonstrated practical use of

diphtheria toxin; received Nobel prize in medicine,
1901.
Behr-man, Samuel Nathaniel (barmen), 1893- ;

American dramatist.

beige (bazh), n. [Pr. t orig., natural color of wool <
It. bambagta, cotton < MGr. bambax, cotton], 1. a
soft wool fabric, formerly undyed and unbleached. t

2.

its characteristic sandy color; grayish tatn. aaj,. grayish-
tan. ,
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be-ing (be'irj), n. [see BE], 1. existence; living; life.

2. one's fundamental nature: as, she responds to music
with her whole being. 3. a creature that lives or exists,
or is assumed to do so: as, a human being, a divine
being. 4. [B-], God: usually, the Supreme Being. 5. ful-

fillment of possibilities; essential completeness. 6. in

philosophy, that which is, is possible, or can be logically
conceived, adj. at hand; immediate: as, for the time
being, 111 stay.
Bei-rut (ba'root, ba-root'), n. the capital of Lebanon,
on the Mediterranean: pop., 178,000 (est. 1945): also

spelled Beyrouth.
be-jew-el (bi-joo'ol), v.t. [BEJEWELED or BEJEWELLED
(-9ld), BEJEWELING Or BEJEWELLING], tO COVCr or
decorate with or as with jewels.
Bel (bal), n. [Bab. dial, form of Baal], in Babylonian
mythology* the god of heaven and earth.

bel (bel), n. [after Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor],
in radio & telegraphy, a unit for expressing in logarithms
the ratios of power.

Bel., 1. Belgian. 2. Belgic. 3. Belgium.
be-la-bor (bi-la'ber) , y.t* 1. to beat severely; hit or

whip. 2. to beat with words; attack verbally. 3.

[Obs.], to work at or upon.
Be-lasco, David (ba-las'ko), 1854-1931; American
playwright, actor, and theatrical manager.

be-lat-ed (bi-lat'id), adj. [< be- + late + -ed], 1.

[Archaic], overtaken by night. 2. too late; tardy.
be-lay (bi-la') v.t. & v.i. [BELAYED (-lad'), BELAYING],
[ME. bileggen; AS. belecgan, to make fast; be- + lecgan,
to lay], 1, in nautical usage, to make (a rope) secure
by winding around a belaying pin, cleat, etc.; hold fast;
hence, 2. [Colloq.], to hold; stop: as, belay there I

belaying pin, in nautical usage, a removable wooden or
metal pin in the rail, around which ropes can be
fastened.

bel can-to (bel kan'to), [It., lit., beautiful song], a
style of singing characterized by brilliant vocal display
and purity of tone.
belch (belch), v.i. & v.t. [ME. belchen; AS. bealcian, to
bring up, emit, give forth, splutter out: akin to D.
balken, to shout out, bray], 1. to expel (gas) through
the mouth from the stomach; eructate. 2. to speak
(curses, etc.) violently (forth). 3. to vomit. 4. to
throw (flame, lava, etc.) forth violently, as under
pressure, and often in spasms: as, the volcano belched
flame, n. 1. a belching; eructation. 2. a thing
belched.
bel-dam (bel'dam), n. [bel- < Pr. belle (see BELLE); -f

dame], 1. any old woman. 2. a hideous old woman;
hag. 3. [Obs.J, a grandmother.

bel dame (bel'dsm, bel'damj, n. a beldam. r

be-lea-guer (bi-le'g&r), v.t. [D. belegeren. to besiege; be-

-f- legeren, to camp < leger (akin to G. lager), a camp],
1, to besiege by encircling, as with an army. 2. to
surround, as with denunciations.
Be-lem (be-len'), n. a seaport and capital of Para,
Brazil: pop., 293,000: also called Para.
bel-em-nite (bel/om-mV) , n. [Gr. belemnon, a dart,
arrow; prob. akin to ballein, to throw], 1. the cigar-
shaped fossil shell of an extinct kind of cuttlefish: also
called thunderstone. 2. the animal itself.

Jbel-es-prit (bel'es'pre'), n. [pi. BEAUX-BSPHUTS (bo'-
zes'pre

7
)]. [Fr., lit., beautiful spirit], a clever, cultivated

person.
Bel-fast flbel'fast, bel'fSst, bel-fast'), n. a seaport and
capital of Northern Ireland: j)op., 415,000.
Bel-fort (bel'ffcr'). n. a city in eastern France: pop.,
37,000 (1946).
bel-fry (bel'fri), n. [pi. BELFRIES (-friz)], [ME. berfrai;
OFr. berfroi; OHG. bergfrid, lit., protector of peace <
bergen, to protect + frid, peace], 1. a movable tower
used in ancient warfare for attacking walled positions:
hence, 2. any tower. 3. a bell tower. 4. the part of
a tower or steeple that holds the bell or bells.

Belg., 1. Belgian. 2. Belgium.
bel-ga (bel'gd), n. [L., a Belgian], a Belgian unit of cur-

rency; money of account equivalent to $.139 when
established in 1926.

Bel-gae (bel'je), n.pl. [L.], a former Gallic people of
northern France and Belgium.
Bel-gian (bel'jan, bel'ji-an) , adj. of Belgium, its people,
etc. 11. a native or inhabitant of Belgium. Abbreviated
Belg., Bel.

Belgian Congo, a Belgian colony in central Africa:
area, 902,082 sq* mi; pop., 10,805,000 (est* 1947);
capital, Le*opoldville: abbreviated Belft, Cong.: former
name, Congo Free State.

Belgian hare, a large, reddish-brown domestic rabbit.

Bel-gic (bel'jik), aft. [L. Belgicus < Belgael 1. of

Belgium* 2. of the Netherlands. 3. of the Belgae. n.
the Gallic language of the Belgae. Abbreviated Bel.
Bel-glum (bel'jam, bel'ji-om), n. a country in western
Europe, on the North Sea: area, 11,775 sq. mi.; ;

8,453,00a (1947); capital, Brussels: abbreviated

_ A beFgrad), n. the capital of Yugo-
'anube: pop., 500,000: Serbian name.

Bel-grade (bel-g
slavia, on the
Beograd.
Belgra-vi a (bel-gra^vi-), n. [< Belgrade], 1. in Vic-
torian London, a residential area surrounding Belgrave
Square, home of the newly rich, upper middle class;
hence, 2. this social class, its life, tastes, etc.

Belgra vi-an (bel-gra'vi-on) t adj. 1. of Belgravia;
hence, 2. fashionable, exclusive, grand, etc. n. 1. an
inhabitant of Belgravia, 2. a member of the Bel-
gravian social class.

Be-lial (beli-sl, bel'ysl), n. [Heb. betiya'al, without
value], 1. in the Old Testament, wickedness or worth-
lessness as an evil force; hence, 2. in the New Testa-
ment, Satan. 3. in Milton's Paradise Lost, one of the
fallen rebel angels.
belie (bi-ll'), v.t. [BELIED (-lid*), BELYING (-E'irj)],

[ME. belyen, bileogen; AS. beleogan. to deceive by lying;
be- + leogan; see LIE], 1. to He about

^ hence, 2. to
disguise or misrepresent : as, his words behe his thoughts.
3. to leave unfulfilled; disappoint: as, war belied hopes
for peace. 4. to show to be mistaken; prove false.

be-lief (ba-lef), n. [ME. bileve < be- + leve < Uwe,
leve < AS. geleafa, belief; akin to G. glaube], 1. the
state of believing; conviction that certain things are
true; faith, especially religious faith, 2. trust; confi-
dence: as, I have belief in his ability. 3. acceptance of
or assent to something as trustworthy* real, etc.: as, a
claim beyond belief. 4. anything believed or accepted
as true. 5. an opinion; expectation; judgment: as, my
belief is that he'll come. 6. a creed or doctrine.
SYN. belief, the term of broadest application in this com-
parison, implies mental acceptance of something as true,
whether based on reasoning, prejudice, or the authority of the
source; faith implies complete, blind acceptance of something,
especially of something not supported by reason; trust implies
assurance, often apparently intuitive, in the reliability of
someone or something; confidence also suggests such assurance,
especially when based on reason or the evidence of one's

senses; credence, unqualified, suggests mere mental accept-
ance of something, with no indication of either great or little

reliance in its truth (to place credence in a rumor). See also

opinion. ANT. doubt, incredulity.
believable (ba-IeVa-b'l), adj. that can be believed;
credible.

believe (ba-leV), v.t. [BELIEVED (-levdO. BELIEVING],
[ME. bileven < be- -f ileven, leven < AS. geliefan, to
believe], 1. to take as true, real, etc. 2. to have con-
fidence in a statement or promise of (another person).
3. to suppose; expect; assume, vd. 1. to have trust
or confidence: as, he believes in you. 2. to have faith,

especially religious faith. 3. to hold views or opiniojis.
believe in, to have confidence in the truth, existence,
efficacy, etc. of: as, he didn't believe in fairies.

be-liev-er (ba-leVgr) , n. 1. a person who beEeves, 2. a
person with any specific religious faith.

be-like (bi-lik'), <"*v. [Archaic], quite likely^probably.
Be-lin-da (bo-lin'do), |L., graceful], a feminine name:
diminutive, Linda.

Beliea-ri-us (belVsar'i-as), n. general of the Eastern
Roman Empire; lived 5Q5?~56S A.D.
Be-li-toeng (be-le'torj) t n. Billiton: the Dutch name.
be lit-tie (bi-lit'l), v.t. [BELITTLED (-'Id), BELITTLING],
1. to make (a thing) little or smaller. 2. to make seem
little, less important, etc.; speak of as unimportant;
speak slightingly of; depreciate. SYN. see disparage.
Be-llze (be-leV), n. a seaport and capital of British
Honduras: pop., 17.000.

bell (bel), n. [ME. 4 AS. belie; akm to LG. bette, ON.
bjalla: IE. base *bhel- t to sound], 1. a hollow object,
usually cuplike, made of metal or other hard material
which rings when struck. 2. such an object rung to
mark the hours or the beginning and end of a period of
time. 3. the sound made by a bell. 4. anything shaped
like a bell, as a flower, the flare of a horn, etc. 5. pi.
a musical instrument made up of a series of metal bars
or hollow tubes that sound like bells. 6. in nautical

usage, a) a bell rung every half hour to mark the periods
of the watch, which begin at one bell (12:30, 4:30, and
8:30 o'clock) and end at eight bells (4:00, 8:00, and
12:00 o'clock). &) any of these periods, v.t. 1. to
attach a bell or bells to. 2. to shape like a bell. v.i. to
become bell-shaped.

bell (bel), n., iu. & v.t. [ME. bellcn; AS. bellan, to roar;
see BELL (cuplike object)], bellow; roar.

Bell, Ac*ton (ak'tan bel), see Bronte, Anne.
Bell, Alexander Gra ham (gra'sm). 1847-1922; Amer-
ican inventor of the telephone, born in Scotland.

Bell, Cur-rer (kur'gr), see Bronte, Charlotte.
Bell. Ellis, see Bronte, Emily.
Bel-la (bera), a feminine name: see Arabella, Isabella.

bel-la-don-na (bel'd-don'd) , n; [It. bella donna, beautiful

lady < L. bella, fern, of bellus, beautiful + 4om4na,
lady: so called from use as cosmetic], 1. a poisonous
plant with purplish or reddish bell-shaped flowers and
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black berries; deadly nightshade. 2. a drug obtained
from this plant and used to dilate the pupil of the eye,
stimulate the heart, relieve spasms, etc.: cf. atropine.
belladonna lily, 1. a kind of amaryllis with large,

IHylike, fragrant, rose-colored flowers. 2. the flower.

Bella my,^Edward (belVmi), 1850-1898; American
author and political theorist; wrote Looking Backward.

bell-bird (bel
/burdO. any of various birds that make

bell-like sounds.
bell-boy (bel'boiO, n. a boy or man employed by a

hotel, club, etc. to carry luggage and do errands.
bell buoy, a bttoy witn a warning bell rung by the
motion of the waves.
Belle (bel), [fr.: see BELLE], a feminine name.
belle (bel), n. [Fr., fern, of beau; see BEAU], 1. a very
attractive woman or girl. 2. the most attractive or
most popular woman or girl of a certain place or on a
given occasion: as, the belle of the ball.

Bel-lean Wood (be'loO. a forest in France, east of

Paris: site of a battle (1918) in World War I.

Bel-leek (bo-lekO, n- [after Belleek, County Donegal,
Ireland, where it was made], a fine, glossy, often irides-

cent pottery resembling porcelain: also Belleek ware.
Belle Isle, Strait of, a strait between Labrador and
Newfoundland: width, 10-15 mi.

BeMer-o-phon (bo-ler's-fon', bo-ler'a-fen), n. [L.; Gr.

Bellerephdn]; in Greek mythology, the hero who killed the
monster Chimera, aided by the winged horse Pegasus.

belles-Iet-tres (bel'let'ro), n.pl. [Fr., lit., beautiful let-

ters, fine literature], literature as one of the fine arts;
fiction, poetry, drama

f
etc. as distinguished from tech-

nical and scientific writings.
belletrist (bellet'rist), n. a writer of belles-lettres.
bel le tris tic (belle-tns'tik), adj. of or concerned with
belles-lettres.

Belle-ville (bel'vilOt n. 1. a city in southwestern
Illinois: pop., 33,(xX). 2. a city in northeastern New
Jersey: pop., 32,000,

beH-flow-er (bel'flou'er), n. any of a number of related

plants with showy, bell-shaped flowers, usually of blue,

white, or pink: campanula.
bell glass, a bell jar.

bell-hop (bel'hopO, n. [Slang], a bellboy.
beHI-cose (bel'a-kosO, adj.\L. bellicosus < bellicus, of
war < beUum* war; OL. duellum, lit., dispute between
two < duo, two], of a quarrelsome or hostile nature;
warlike. SYN. see belligerent.

bel*U-cos4-ty (belVkos's-ti), n. the quality or state of

being bellicose; hostility; hostile attitude.
bel-Hed (bel'id), adj. having a belly: used in hyphen-
ated compounds to mean having a (specified kind of)
belly: as, the ye&aw-bellied sapsucker.

bel-lig-er-ence (bs-lij'Sr-ans), n. [< belligerent], 1. the
state or quality of being belligerent. 2. war.

bel-lig-er-en-cy (bd-Hi'Sr-on-si), n. 1. the state of being
a belligerent. 2. belligerence.

bel-lig er-ent (bo-lij'er-ont), adj. {Fr. belligerant, waging
war < L. bettigerans, ppr. of belhgerare, to wage war <
bellum, war -- gerere, to carry on], 1. at war. 2. of

war; of fighting. 3. seeking war; warlike, n. any
person, group, or nation engaged in war or fighting.
SYN. belligerent implies a taking part in war or fighting
or in actions that are likely to provoke fighting (belligerent

nations)? bellicose implies a warlike or hostile nature, sug-
gesting a readiness to fight (a bellicose mood); pugnacious
and quarrelsome both connote aggressiveness and a willing-
ness to initiate a fight, but quarrelsome more often suggests
pettiness and eagerness to fight for little or no reason (he is

Quarrelsome when drank) ; contentious suggests an inclination
to argue or quarrel, usually with annoying persistence. ANT.
peaceful, friendly.
Bel ling-ham (bel'in-ham'), n. a city in northwestern
Washington, on BeHingham Bay: pop., 34,000.

Belli-ni, Gentile Qen-te'le bel-le'ne; Eng. be-le'ni),
1429?-1507; son of Jacopo; Venetian painter.

Bellini, Giovanni (5$-van'ne), 1430P-1516; son of

Jacopo; Venetian painter; teacher of Titian.

Bellini, Ja copo (ya-k^pd), c. 1400-c. 1470; father of
Gentile and Giovanni: Venetian painter.

Bellini, Vin cen zo (ven-chen'tsoO, 1801-1835; Italian
operatic composer; wrote Norma.

bell jar. a befl-shaped container or cover made of glass:
also called bell glass, cloche.

bell man (bel'mgn), n. [pi. BELLMEN (-msn)], a town
crier.

bell metal, an alloy of copper and tin used in bells.
bell-mouthed (bel'mou^oY, bel'moutht'), adj. having
a flaring mouth or opening like that of a bell.
Bel loc, HHaire (hi-Tar' bel'ok), (Joseph Hilary Pierre
Belloc), 1870-1953; English author.

Bel-lo Ho-ri-zon-te (be'l&re-zoVto), a city in south-
eastern Brazil: pop., 168,000: also Belo Horizonte.
Bel lo-na (bo-lo'na), n. [L. < bellum; see BELLICOSE], in
Roman mythology, the goddess of war, sister of Mars.
bellow (bel'5), v.i. [ME. belwen; AS. (LWS.) bylgan;
see BELLY], 1. to roar with a powerful, reverberating
sound, as a bull, elephant, etc.

t
2. to make abound like

this. 3. to cry out loudly, as in anger or pain. v.t. to
utter loudly or powerfully, n. 1. the roar of a bull,

elephant, etc. 2. any loud, powerful isound like this.

BELLOWS

bel-lows (bel'oz, bel'az) , n. sinff. &pl. [ME. belt, pi. belwis;
AS. belg, bxlg, bylg; see

BELLY], 1. a device for pro-
ducing a stream of air under
pressure, ^used for blowing
fires, in pipe organs, etc. 2.

anything uke a bellows, as
the folding part of a camera,
the lungs, etc.

BeMows, George (bel'oz),
(George Wesley Bellows}, 1882-
1925; American painter and
lithographer.

bell-weth-er (bel'we&'er), n.
1. a male sheep wearing a
bell, usually the leader of the
flock. 2. a leader,_ especially
of a foolish, sheeplike crowd.

bell-wort (bel'wurt'), n. 1. any of a number of related

plants of the Hly family, with drooping, yellow, bell-

shaped flowers and stemless leaves. 2. a bellflower.

bel-ly (bel'i), n. [pi. BELLIES (-iz)], [ME. bely, beli, belly,
stomach; AS. belg, bselg, bielg, leather bag, bellows],
1. the lower front part of the human body between the
chest and thighs; abdomen. 2. the underside of an
animal's body. 3. the abdominal cavity, especially as
a center of pain or receptacle of food; hence, 4. the
stomach. 5. the capacity of the stomach. 6. the deep
interior (of a thing) : as, the belly of a ship. 7. an en-
larged or bulging part or section. 8. any curved surface
or area, especially if hollow. 9. the front part or under-
side of anything: opposed to back. 10. the upper plate
or front of a musical instrument of the viol group. 11.

[Obs.] n the womb. v.t. & v.L [BELLIED (-id), BELLYING],
to swell out; curve out; bulge.
beMy-ache (bel'i-ak'), n. [Colloq,], pain in the abdo-
men. v.i. [BELLYACHED (-akf). BELLYACHING], [Slang],
to complain.
beMy-band (bel'i-band') , n. 1. a girth or cinch around
an animal's belly, for keeping a saddle, harness, or
pack in place. 2. a cloth band put around a baby's
abdomen to reinforce the weak muscles.

bel-ly-but-ton (bel'i-but
/f
n), n, [Colloq.], the navel:

also belly button.
bel-ly*ful (bel'i-fool'), n. 1. enough or more than
enough to eat. 2. [Slang], enough or more than
enough of anything.

belly laugh, [Slang], 1. a hearty laugh. 2. anything
that produces such a laugh, as a line in a play.
Bel-mont (bel'mont), n. a city in eastern Massachu-
setts: pop., 27,000.
Belo Horizon te (be'ld-rS-zSn'ta), Bello Horizonte.
Be-loit (bo-loif), n. a city in southern Wisconsin: pop.,
29,000.

be-long (bi-16r/, bi-lon'), v.i. [ME. bilangen < be-,
intens. + AS. langian, to go along with], to have a
proper or suitable place; have tl*e proper qualities to
be: as, she belongs in the movies.
belong to, 1. to be part of; be related to or connected
with. 2. to be owned by; be the possession of. 3. to
be associated with; be a member of

be-Iong.ing (bi-16n'irj, bi-lor/irj), n. 1. a thing or person
that belongs to one. 2. pi. possessions; property.Be lo rus sia (bye'b-rush'a), n. Byelorussia.
Be lo stok (bye'16-st6k'), n. Bialvstok: Russian name.
be lov-ed (bi-Iuv'id, bi-luvdO, adj. [ME., pp. of biluven;
see BE- & LOVE], dearly loved, n. a beloved person.
below (bi-150, adv. & adj. [see BE- & LOW], 1. in or to a
lower place; beneath. 2. in a lower place on a, page.
3. in a following part (of a book, etc.). 4. in hell.
5. on earth, 6. on or to a lower floor or deck. 7. in a
lesser rank, function, etc. 8. in music, in a lower pitch.
frep* 1. lower than, as in position, rank, worth, etc. 2.

unworthy of; beneath: as, it i? below her to say that.
Bel-sen (bel'z'n), n. a Nazi concentration camp and
extermination center, near Stuttgart, Germany.
Bel shaz zar (beWiaz'er), n. [Heb. bSlshatstsar < Bab.
bd-sharra-usur, lit., may Bel -protect the king], in the
Brib, the last king of Babylon, who was warned of
defeat by the handwriting on the wall: Dan. 5.

belt (belt), a. [ME. & AS. 6dfc;ult. < L. balteus, a belt],
1. a stria or band of leather or other material worn
around the waist to hold clothing up, support tools,
etc., or as an ornament or sign 1 rank. 2. any encir-
cling thing Eke this, 3. a^ series of armored plates
around a ship at the water Ene. 4. a wide, endless
strap or band for transferring motion &6tp one wheel
or pulley to another or others, or for carrying: things.
5. an area or zone distinguished irom others in some
way: as, the corn belt. 6. an encircling or beltlfce road,
highway, or route; belt Hne. 7. [Slang],, a blow;* cuff.
v.t. 1. to surround or encircle with r as with albeit;
girdle. 2. to fasten or attach with a belti 3: to strike
with a belt; hence, 4. [Slang], tp strike with force.
below the belt, 1. unfair; foul. 2. unfairly. Originally
said of a blow to the groin in boxf~~

tighten one's belt, 1. to endure
etc. as best one can. 2. to live more t
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Bel tane (bel'tan), n. [Scot. < Gael. Bealltainn}, 1.

May 1 (Old Style). 2. the ancient Celtic May Day.
belt-ed (bel'tid), adj. [pp. of belt], 1. wearing a belt,

especially as a mark of distinction: as, a belted knight.
2. having or marked by a band or stripe.

belt-ing (bel'tirj), n. 1. material for making belts.

2. belts collectively. 3. [Slang], a beating.
belt line, a railroad, trolley line, etc. that makes a
circuit.

be-hi-ga (ba-loo'ga), n. [pi. BELUGA, BELUGAS (-gsz);
see PLURAL, II, D, 2], [< Russ. < byeli, white], 1. a large,
white sturgeon of the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea.

2. a large white dolphin of the arctic seas

bel-ve-dere (bel'v3-de*rO, n. [It., beautiful view < L.

bellus, beautiful, fine + videre, to see], 1. a small sum-
merhouse on a height, or an open, roofed gallery in an

upper story, built for giving a view of the scenery.
2. {B-], an art gallery in the Vatican: it contains the
statue of Apollo called Apollo Belvedere.

be-ma (be'ms), n. [pi. BEMATA (-ma-ta)], [Gr. bema,
platform, lit., a step < base of bainein, to go], L in

ancient Greece, a platform from which a speaker ad-
dressed an audience. 2. in the Orthodox Eastern Church,
a low enclosure surrounding the altar.

be-maul (bi-m61') v.t. to maul severely.
be-mazed (bi-mazd'), adj. [ME. bemased, pp. of bemas-

en\ be- + masen, to maze; see MAZE], muddled; dazed.
be-mean (bi-men') v.t. [be- + mean (humble)], to
make low or mean; debase.
be-mire (bi-mir') v.t. 1. to make dirty with or as with
mire, mud, etc. 2. to stick or bog down in mud.
be-moan (bi-mon')f v.t. & vd. [ME. bimaenen; AS.
bemxnan; see BE- & MOAN], to moan or wail about (a
loss, grief, etc.) ; lament.
be-mock (bi-mok'), v.t. to mock or mock at.

be-muse (bi-muz')* v.t. [be- + muse], to muddle; con-

fuse; stupefy.
be-mused (bi-muzd'), adj. [pp. of bemuse], I, stupefied;
confused. 2. -plunged in thought; preoccupied.
ben (ben), n. [Heb. ben], son (of): as, Rabbi Ben Ezra.
ben (ben), n. [Scot. < Gael, beann, a peak], [Scot. &
Irish], a mountain peak: as, Ben Nevis.
ben (ben), n. [Ar. ban, the tree], the seed of an East
Indian tree, which yields an oil (oil of ben) used in

some perfumes.
ben (ben), adv. & prep. [Scot.; AS. binnan < be- +
innan, in], within, aaj* inner, n. the inner room or

parlor.

ben-a-dryl (ben'a-dril), n. a drug used in the treatment
of certain allergic conditions, as hives, hay fever, and
asthma: a trade-mark (Benadryl).
be name (bi-nam') v.t. [BENAMED (~namd') BENAMED
or BENEMPT (-nempf) or BENEMPTED (-nemp'tid), BE-

NAMING], [Archaic], to give a name to; call.

Be na-res (b9-na'nz) , n. a sacred city of the Hindus in

Uttar Pradesh, India, on the Ganges: pop., 263,000.
Be-na-ven-te, Ja-cin-to (ha-then'to" be'na-ven'te),
1866- ; Spanish dramatist; received Nobel prize in

literature, 1922.

Ben-bow, John (ben'bo'), 1653-1702; English admiral.
bench (bench), n. [ME. benche, benk; AS. benc; akin to
G. bank; sense 2 is a transl. of ML. banco-, Anglo-Fr.
baunk], L 1. a long seat made of wood, stone, etc.,

often without a back. 2. a worktable. 3. a seat

between the two sides of a boat. 4. a terrace along the
bank of a body of water, often marking a former shore
line. 5. a stand upon which dogs are exhibited at

shows. 6. a level, narrow, high area. II. 1. the place
where judges sit in a court; hence, 2. [sometimes B-],

the status or office of a judge. 3. judges collectively.
4. a law court, v.t. 1. to provide with a bench or
benches. 2. to place on a bench, especially an official

one. 3. to exhibit on a platform at a dog show. 4. in

sports, to take (a player; out of a game.
on the bench, 1. presiding in a law court; serving in

court as a judge. 2. in sports* not taking part in the

game, as a substitute player.
bench dog, any dog exhibited at a dog show.
bench-er (ben'che'r), n. 1. [Rare], a person who sits on
or works at a bench; hence, 2. [often B~], in England,
a member of the inner or higher bar who acts as one of

the governors of an Inn of Court.

Bench-ley, Robert (bench'li), 1889-1945; American

bench mark, a surveyor's mark made on a permanent
landmark that has a known position and altitude:

bench marks are used as reference points in determining
other altitudes within a given line of levels.

bench warrant, an order issued by a judge or law court
fbr the arrest of a person charged with contempt of

court or a criminal offense: distinguished from magis-
trate's warrant.
bend (bend), vr.t. [BE^T (bent) or archaic BBWKD (4(1),

BENDING], [ME. benden; Ay bendatn. to confine with a

string (AS. frmdh J*ace, ^fetter,, bend (a bow)Jr 1.

in central Victoria,

originally, to cause tension in (a bow, etc.), as by
drawing with a string; hence, 2. to make (an object)
curved or crooked. 3. to turn from a straight line;
cause to swerve: as, he bent his steps from tne path.
4. to make stoop, bow, cc give in: as, he bent the pris-
oner's will to his wishes. 5. to turn or direct (one's
eyes, attention, energy, etc. to). 6. in nautical usage,
to fasten into position: said of sails and ropes. v4. 1.

to turn or be turned from a straight line or from some
direction or position; swerve; curve. 2. to yield by
curving or crooking, as from pressure. 3. to crook or
curve the body from a standing position; stoop; bow
(often with over). 4. to give in; yield: as, he bent to
her wishes. 5. to move from a given line or direction;
incline away. 6. to direct one's attention, energy, etc.

(to something), n. 1. a bending or being bent. 2. a
bent or curving part, 3. in shipbuilding, a wale. SYN.
see curve.
bend (bend), n. [ME. < bend, v.], 1. any of various
knots, as the fisherman's bend, carrick bend, etc., used
to tie one rope to another or to something else. 2. in

tanning, one half of a trimmed hide or butt.
the bends, [Colloq.], cramps that often attack a person
who goes too quickly from a place of abnormal
atmospheric pressure to one of normal pressure, as in

deep-sea diving: also called caisson disease.
bend (bend), n. [OFr. bende < OHG. binda < Undan,
to bind], in heraldry, a stripe or band from the upper
left to the lower right corner of a coat of arms.
Ben Da-vis (ben da'vis), a variety of large red winter
apple.
Ben Day process (ben da), [after Benjamin Day (1838-
1916), New York printer], in photoengraving, a process
for adding tone or shading in reproducing line drawingsv
etc., by applying patterns of dots, stipples, or the
like from an inked transparent film directly onto a
plate before etching or onto a negative before the
plate is made: also Benday process.
bend-er (ben'dej), n. 1. a person or thing that bends.
2. [Slang], a drinking bout; spree.
Ben digo (ben'dirgo'), n. a city
Australia: pop., 27,000 (1947).
bend sinister, a band or stripe from the upper right
to the lower left comer of a coat of arms: in litera-

ture, it has come to signify bastardy in the family line:

cf. bar sinister, baton.
ben-dy (ben'di), n. [Hind, bhindi], the okra plant: its

pods are used as a vegetable.
ben-e (ben'e), n. [native name], a wild hog of New
Guinea.
bene (ben), n. [AS. ben], [Archaicl.a prayer or boon.
beneath (bi-nethO, adv. <fc adj. [ME. bineothen; AS.
beneothan; be- + neothan, down; see NETHER!, 1 in a
lower place; below. 2. iust below something; -under-
neath, prep. 1. below; lower than. 2. directly tinder;
underneath. 3. covered by: as, beneath blankets. 4.

under the influence of (something powerful, oppressive,
etc.): as, living beneath a tyranny. 5. inferior to or
lower than in rank, quality, etc. o. unworthy of: as, it

is beneath him to cheat.
ben-e-dic-i-te (benVdis'a-ti), interj. [L.], bless you!
n. 1. the invocation of a blessing, as in asking grace
at meals. 2. [B-], the canticle that begins Benedicite,
omnia opera Domini Domino (Bless the Lord, all ye
works of the Lord) .

Ben e dick (ben'o-dik') , n. 1. in Shakespeare's Much
Ado About Nothing, a bachelor who finally falls in love
with the clever Beatrice, 2, [b~], a benedict.
Ben-edict (ben'a-dikt'), [L. Benedicts, Jit., blessed;
see BENEDICTION], a masculine name; variants, Bennet,
Bennett.

ben-e-dict (ben's-diktO, n. [< fienedfaklj 1. a recently
married man, especially one who seemed to be a con-
firmed bachelor. 2^ aay married jaiaru

Benedict XIV, 1675-1758; Pope (1740-1758); known
as a patron of art and literature.

Benedict XV, 1854-1922; Pope (1914-1922).

Benedict, Saint, 480P-543? A.D.; Italian monk:
founded the monastery of Monte Cassino, first seat of

the Benedictine order: his day is March 21.
,

Ben-e die tine (ben's-dik'tin, benVdik't^n) , adj^ Ur.
bentdiciin], 1. of Saint Benedict. 2. designating the
monastic order based on his teachings, fpunded q, 529
A.D. 3. of this order or its members, n. 1. a Bene-
dictine monk or nun. 2. [b-]. (benVdik'ten), a

liqueur, originally made by Benedictine monks.
Benedictine rule, the rales governing life in Benedic-
tine monasteries. .

ben e-dic tion (benVdik'shm), * [k benedtctto <
benedicere, to speak well of; bene, well + dicere. to

speak], 1. a blessing. 2. an invocation, of divine pless-

ing, especially at tie end of a church service. 3, a

giving of thamjcs; grace. 4. Blessedness. 5; IB-i*
, the Roman CathoJ^ Cfaur&k* a jDedall ritual of

ben-e-dic-to-ry (benVdik't$r~i), adj. \

fat, ap ;, is, bite; lot, gft, hftcn, tflol, look; lly,

1

>, e in agent, i in sanity, o in >

Sr.de;&,Q. --------
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< L, benedicius, pp. of benedicere; see BENEDICTION], of

or giving a benediction.
Benedic-tus (ben'o-dik'tas), n. [L., blessed, pp. .of

benedicere; see BENEDICTION], 1. a short hymn of praise
used in the Mass, beginning Benedtctus qut uenit m
nomine Domini (Blessed is He that cometh in the name
of the Lord); Matt. 21:9. 2. Zacharias' hymn at the
birth of his son, John the Baptist: Luke 1 :68. 3. music
for either of these hymns.

27 anything given as a benefit." 3. in metallurgy, the

oreliminary conditioning of an ore for refinement.

ben-e-fac-tor (ben's-fak'ter, ben's-fak'tSr), n. [LL. <
pp. of benefacere; see BENEFACTION], a person who has

given help or financial assistance: patron.
ben-e-fac-tress (ben'a-fak'tris, ben'a-fak'tris), n. a
woman benefactor.

be-nef-ic (bo-nef'ik), adj. [L. beneficus < benefacere; see

BENEFACTION], kindly; charitable.

ben-e-fice (benVfis), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. beneficium <
benefacere; see BENEFACTION], 1. land held by a feudal
tenant for services rendered the owner. 2. an endowed
church office providing a living for a vicar, rector, etc.

3. its income. v.t. [BENEFICED (-fist), BENEFICING], to

provide with a benefice.
be-nef i-cence (bs-nef'o-s'ns), n. f< Fr. or L.; Fr.

beneficence < L. beneficentia < benefacere; see BENEFAC-
TION], 1. a being kind or doing good. 2. a kindly action
or gift.

be-nef-i-cent (ba-nefVs'nt), adj. 1. showing benefi-

cence; doing good. 2. resulting in benefit.

ben-e-ficlal (benVfish'al), adj. [Fr.; LL. benejUialis
< L. benefacere; see BENEFACTION], 1. productive of

benefits; advantageous; favorable. 2. receiving benefit.

3. in law, for one's own benefit: as, beneficial interest.

ben-e*fi-ci-ar-y (benVfish'er-i, ben'a-fish'i-er'i), adj.

[L. beneficiarius, of a favor < benefacere; see BENEFAC-

TION^ of or holding a benefice, n. [pL BENEFICIARIES

(-iz)j, 1. a holder of a benefice. 2. anyone receiving
benefit. 3. a person named to receive the income or
inheritance from a will, insurance policy, etc.

ben-e-fit (ben'o-fit), n. [ME. benefet, bienfet; Anglo-Fr.
benfet; OFr. bienfait, a kindness; L. benefactum, meri-
torious act < benefacere; see BENEFACTION], 1. a
kindly, charitable act; favor.

1
2. anything contributing

to an improvement in condition; advantage. 3. often
?any, public

lic^ perform-
Rrhich are to

help a certain person, group, or cause, v.t. [BENEFITED
(-id), BENEFITING], to do good to or for; aid, v,i, to
receive advantage; profit.

benefit of clergy, 1 . the exemption which the medieval
clergy had from trial or punishment except in a church
court. 2. an administering or sanctioning by the
church: as, their marriage was without benefit of clergy.

benefit society (or association), an organization
which, by means of dues, secures lor its members cer-

tain benefits, such as life insurance, hospitalization, etc.

Be-ne-lux (ben'i-luks), n. [< Belgium, Netherlands,
jLttsemburg], in political science, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, ancf Luxemburg.
be-nempt (bi-nempf), alternative past participle of
bename.
be-nempt-ed (bi-nemp'tid), alternative past participle
of bename.
BeneS, Eduard (e'doo-art be'nesh), 1884-1948;
Czechoslovakian statesman; president of Czecho-
slovakia (1935-1948); served in exile (1938-1945).
Be net, Stephen Vincent (be-na'), 1898-1943; brother
of William Rose; American poet and writer.

Benet, William Rose, 1886-1950; brother of Stephen
Vincent; American poet, dramatist, and editor.

tbe-ne va-le (be'ni vali), [L.], farewell.
oe-nev-o-lence (ba-nev'Q-tens), n. [ME. & OFr. benivo-
lence; L. benevolentia; see BENEVOLENT], 1. an inclina-
tion to do good; kindliness. 2. a kindly, charitable
activity; gift; beneficence. 3. a forced loan formerly
levied by some English kings on their subjects.

be-nev-o-lent (ba-nev's-lsnt), adj. [OFr. bemvolent; L.
benevolens; bene, well + volens, ppr. of volere, to wish],
doing or inclined to do good; kindly; benignant;
charitable: opposed to malevolent. SYN. see kind.
Beng., 1. Bengal. 2. Bengali.
Ben-gal (ben-gol', ben-go

1

!')* n. 1. a former province of
British India divided (1948) between Pakistan and
India 1

, see East Bengal, West Bengal. 2. West Bengal.
adj. (ben'g61', berj'gSl'), of or from Bengal.
Bengal, Bay of, a part of the Indian Ocean, east of
India and west of Burma and the Malay Peninsula.
Ben-ga lese (ben'ga-lez', ber/ga-leV) , adj. of Bengal, its

people, or their language, n. [pi. BENGALESE], a native
of Bengal.
Ben gal i (ben-g61'i, berj-g61'i), n. 1. a native of Ben-
gal. 2. the Indo-European, Indie language of Bengal.
adj. of Bengal, its people, or their language.
ben-ga-line (ber/gd-len', berj'ga-len'). n. [Fr. < Bengal,

whence the cloth was imported], a heavy, corded cloth
of silk and either wool or cotton.

Bengal light, a firework with a brilliant blue light,
often used as a signal.

Ben-ga-si, Ben gha-zi (ben-ga'zi, ben-ga'zi), n. a city
on the coast of Libya, North Africa: pojx, 65,000.
Be ni (ba'nl), n. a river in western Bolivia, joining the
Mamor to form the Madeira; length* 1,000 mi.

benight-ed (bi-mt'id), adj. [pp. of obs. benight], 1.

caught or surrounded by darkness or night; hence,
2. intellectually or morally backward; unenlightened.

be-nign (bi-mn'), adj. [ME. & OFr. benigne; L. benignus,
good < bene, well + genus, type], 1. good-natured;
kindly. 2. favorable;* beneficial. 3. in medicine, doing
little or no harm; not malignant. SYN. see kind.

be-nig-nan-cy (bi-nig'nsn-si), n. J< benignant], the

quality or condition of being benignant.
be-nig-nant (bi-nig'nant) . adj. [< benign, by analogy
with malignant], 1. kindly or gracious, especially to
inferiors. 2. benign; beneficial.

be-nig-ni-ty (bi-mg'ns-ti), n.
(pi. BENIGNITIES (-tiz)],

[ME. & OFr. benignite; L. benignitas; see BENIGN], 1.

benignancy; kindliness. 2. a kind act; favor,
Be nin (be-nen'), n- 1. a former native kingdom: now
a district in Nigeria, Africa: area, 8,627 sq. mi.; pop.,
493,000. 2. a river in western Nigeria flowing into
the Gulf of Guinea.

ben>i-son (ben'a-z'n, ben's-s'n). n. [ME, beneisun; OFr.
beneison< L. benedictio], a blessing; benediction.

Ben-ja-min (ben'ja-mdn), [Heb. binyamin, lit., son of
the right hand; hence, favorite son], a masculine name:
diminutives, Ben, Benny, n. in the Bible, 1. Jacob's
youngest son and his favorite. 2. the tribe of Israel
descended from him.
ben-ja-min (ben'jo-man), n. [altered < benjoin; see

BENZOIN], gum benzoin.
Ben-ja min, Judah Philip (ben'js-mon), 1811-1884:
American statesman and lawyer; secretary of state in
the Confederate cabinet (1862-1865),
Ben Lo-mond (lo'nidnd), 1. a mountain in Scotland,
near Loch Lomond: height, 3,190 ft. 2. a mountain in
northeastern Tasmania: height, 5,160 ft.

ben-ne (ben'i), n. [Malay Mjen, seed], the sesame, an
East Indian plant whose seeds yield an oil used like
olive oil.

ben net (ben'it). n. [ME. (herbe) beneit (Fr. bencfoe)\
ML. benedicta; L. (herba) benedicta, blessed (herb) <
benedictus, pp. of benedicere; see BENEDICTION: formerly
reputed to protect from the devil], 1. a yellow-flowered
plant of the rose family: also herb bennet. 2, poison
hemlock. 3. common valerian,

Ben-net, Ben-nett (ben'it), a masculine name: see
Benedict.

Ben-nett, Arnold (ben'it), (Enoch Arnold Bennett),
1867-1931; English novelist.

Bennett, James Gordon, 1795-1872; American jour-
nalist; founder and editpr of the New York Herald-
Ben Ne-vis (ne'vis, nev'is), a mottnta n in west central
Scotland: highest peak in Great Britain: height,4,405 ft.

Ben-ning-ton (ben'irj-ton), n. a town in Vermont:
pop. 8,000: a Revolutionary War battle (1777) was
fought near here.
Be-no-ni (ba-no'm), n. a city in the Transvaal, Union
of South Africa: pop., 78,000.
bent (bent), past tense and past participle of bend. adj.
1. not straight: curved; crooked. 2. strongly inclined
or determined (with on} : as, she is bent on going. 3. set
in a course; bound: as, travelers westward pent. n.
1. an inclining; tendency. 2. a mental leaning; pro-
pensity: as, a bent for music. 3. [Archaic], impetus.
SYN. see inclination.

to (or at) the top of one's bent, to (or at) the top or
limit of one's capacity or ability.

bent (bent), n. [ME.; AS. beonot, bent, a rush < WGmc.
*binut, as in G. binse], 1. [pi. BENT], the stiff flower
stalk of certain grasses. 2. any of various reqdy grasses.
3. any of a number of related grasses, chieny low-
growing and spreading: also bent grass. 4. [Archaic],
a heath; moor.
Ben tham, Jeremy (ben'thsrn, ben'tom), 1748-1832;
English philosopher and political scientist.
Ben-tnam-ism (ben'thQm-iz'm, ben'tem^iz'm), ji. the
utilitarian philosophy ofJeremy Bentham, which holds
that the greatest happiness of th6 greatest number
should be the ultimate goal of society an4 of the
individual,
Benthamite (ben'thsm-It', ben'tam-It')* n. a follower
of Jeremy Bentham or advocate, of Benthamism,,

ben-thic (ben'tbik), adj\ of %e beatfoos; ]ienifoQfw&
ben-thon-ic (ben-thon'ifc), 9dj* of we bentaos; benthic.
ben-thos (ben'thos), n. [Mod. L.; Gr, benthos, depth of
the sea], the plants and animals at the bottom of the sea.

Bent-ley, Richard (bent'li), 1662-1742; English, clergy-
man and classical scholar.

Ben-ton, Thomas Hart (ben't'n), 1. 1782-1858,
American statesman; instrumental m securing coinage
ratio at 16 to 1. 2. 1889-

; American painter.
ben ton ite (ben't'n-itO, n. [from Fort Bent&n (after
Thomas Hart Benton, Am. statesman) in Montana,



ben trovato Berkeleian
where it is found], a soft, porous clay formed as a weath-
ering product from volcanic ash.

Jben tro-va-to (ben trfr-va'tS), [It., lit., well found],
well thought up; artfully invented.
be-numb (bi-numO v.t. [ME, binumen, pp. of binimen,
to take away; AS. beniman; be- -f- niman, to take; -6

by analogy with dumb], 1. to make numb. 2. to
deaden the mind, will, or feelings of; stupefy.
benz- (benz), benzo-.

ben-zal-de-hyde (ben-zal'dg-hidO, n. [benz- -f aldehyde],
a clear, pleasant-smelling liquid, CcHsCHO, found in
the oil of the bitter almond and used in making dyes,
perfumes, flavorings, etc.

ben-ze-drine (ben'za-dren', ben'zs-drin, ben-zed'rin), n.

[benz- + Qphedrine], amphetamine, CeH5CH2CH(NHs)-
CHs, a derivative of ephedrine, used as an inhalant to
relieve nasal congestion, and as a stimulant of the
central nervous system: a trade-mark (Benzedrine).
ben-zene (ben'zen, ben-zenQ, n. [benzoin + -ene\ a
clear, inflammable liquid, CH, obtained by scrubbing
coal gas with oil and by the fractional distillation of
coal tar: it is used as a solvent for fats and in making
lacquers, varnishes, many dyes, and other organic
compounds: abbreviated Bz.; also called benzol.

benzene ring (or nucleus), a structural unit believed
to exist in the molecules of aromatic organic compounds,
consisting of a ring of six atoms of carbon: in the
molecule of benzene six atoms of hydrogen are believed
to be attached to the ring, one to each atom of carbon,
but in derivatives of benzene one or more atoms of

hydrogen are replaced by atoms of other elements or

by groups of atoms.
ben-zi-dine (ben'zi-den', ben'zi-dm), n. [< benzene], a
white, crystalline organic base, NHsCeEUCeHaNHj,
used in the manufacture of certain dyes.
ben-zine (ben'zen, ben-zee/), n. [benzoin. + -*," orig.

applied to benzene], a mixture of hydrocarbons, a

C9lorless inflammable liquid, obtained in the fractional
distillation of petroleum and used as a motor fuel and
as a solvent for fats and oils in dry cleaning, etc.
ben-zo- (ben'zo), [see BENZENE], a combining form
meaning relating to benzene: also benz-.
benzo-ate (ben'zo-it, ben'zo-at'), n. [benzo- + -ate], a
salt or ester of benzoic acid.

ben-zo-ic (ben-zo'ik), adj. [benzoin. + -fc], of or de-
rived from benzoin.
benzoic add, a white, crystalline organic acid, CHi-
COOH, produced commercially from toluene and used
as an antiseptic and preservative.
ben-zo-in (ben'zo-in, ben-zp'in, ben'zoin), n. [Fr.
benjoin; Sp. benjui; It. benzoi < Ar. lub&njawi, incense
of Java; lu- dropped because falsely assumed to be the
article], 1. the resin from certain styracaceous trees of
Sumatra and Java, used in medicine, perfumery, etc.

2. any of a number of related shrubs or trees of the
laurel family, as the spicebush or benjamin bush.
ben-zol (ben'zol, ben'zol), n. [benz- + -ol], benzene: as
used in the chemical industry, the term sometimes
denotes a mixture distilling below 100 C. t 70 per cent
of which is benzene.
ben-zo-phe-none (ben'zo-fe'non), n. [benzo- + phenol
+ -owe], a white, crystalline organic compound, CeHs-
COCH, classified as a ketone: it is produced by the
distillation of calcium benzoate and is used as an inter-
mediate compound in the formation of certain other

organic compounds.
'

ben-zo-yl (ben'zo-il), n. [benzo- $- -yl],
a univalent rad-

ical, CeHsCO, found in benzoic acid and in certain
derivatives of the acid.

ben-zyl (ben'zil), n. [benz-^+ -yl], a univalent radical,
CgHsCHj, found in organic compounds derived from
toluene.

Be-o-grad (be-o'grad), n. Belgrade: the Serbian name.
Beowulf (ba'9-woolf') n. f< ?; prob. understood in
AS. as beo. bee 4- wulf, wolf, and hence as a kenning
for "bear"), the hero of the Anglo-Saxon folk epic of
that name, an

^Anglian poem probably composed c.

700 A.D., distinguished by dramatic projection of
character and supple alliterative verse: Beowulf slays
Grendel and Grendel's mother, eventually reigns over
the Geats, and dies after a fight with a dragon that is

ravaging his kingdom.
be-paint (bi-pant'), v.t. 1. to cover with paint. 2. to
color.

be-queath (bi-kweW, bi-kwSthOi v.t. [BEOVBATHBI>
(-kweW, -kwethtOt BEQUEATHING], [ME. bequethen,
bicwethen; AS. becwethan, to declare, give by will; be-

4- cwefhan, to say; see QXJOTH], 1. to leave (property,

etc.) to another by last will and testament. 2. to give
by inheritance; hand down: as, he bequeathed his talent
to his son.

be-queath-al (bi-kweWol), n. a bequeathing.
bequest (bi-kwesf), n* [M^. bicMeste < be- -f AS.
cwtss, a saying < cwefhan, to speak (see OUOTH); -i is

unhislJoricj, La bequeathing. 2. anything bequeathed.

B6-ran-ger, Pierre Jean de (pyar zhaw da ba'ra'zha/)
1780-1857; French lyric poet.

Be-rar (ba-rarO, n. formerly, a division of Central
Provinces, India: since 1950, part of Madhya Pradesh.

be-rate (bi-ritO* v.t. [BERATED (-id), BERATING], [be- +
rate, v.t.], to scold or rebuke severely. STN. see scold.
Ber-ber (bur'ber), n. I. any^ of a Modem people living
in northern Africa. 2. their Hamitic language, adj.
of the Berbers, their culture, or their language.
Ber-ber-a (bur

/
br-a), n. the capital of British Somali-

land, on the Gulf of Aden: pop., 20,000.
ber-be-ri-da-ceous (bur'bgr-i-da'shos), adf* [< Mod. L.
Berbertdaciae, name of the family; 4- -aceous], of the
barberry family of plants.

ber-ber-in (bur'b&r-in), n. berberine.
ber-ber-ine (bur

/br-en/
, btir'ber-in), n. [< LL. ber-

beris, barberry; -f- -ine], a bitter, yellow alkaloid,
CaoHnNO4-6H 8O or CsflHuNOi^HsO, obtained from bar-
berry and other plants : it is used in dyeing and as a drug.

$ber*ceuse (bar
7
soz'), n. [pi. BERCEUSES (bar'sozOl

[Fr. < bercer, to rock, lull to sleep], a lullaby.
Berch tes-ga den (berH'tes-ga'dsn; Eng. berk't^s^ga'-
d'n), n. a village in the Bavarian Alps, southern Ger-
many: Adolf Hitler had a country home there.
Ber-di-chev (ber-de'chef), n. a city in the west central
Ukrainian S.S.R.: pop., 66,000.

be-reave (bi-reV), v.t. [BEREAVED (-revd
7
) or BEREFT

(-reft/) BEREAVING], [ME. bireayien; AS. bereqfian* to
deprive, rob; be- 4- reafian; akin to G. berauben; see
REAVE (to rob)], 1. to deprive or rob, as of life, hope,
happiness, etc. 2. to leave destitute or forlorn, as by
loss or death. 3. [Obs.], to take away by force.
be-reave-ment (bi-rev'msnt), n. La bereaving. 2.
the fact or state of being bereaved. 3. the loss of
someone through death.

be-reft (bi-reft/), alternative past tense and past
participle of bereave, adj. 1. deprived. 2. left sad
and lonely, as by loss of someone dear.
Ber-e-ni-ce (b&r-nes', bur/nis, ber'o-ni'si), [L.; Gr.
BerenikS, lit., victory-bringing], a feminine name:
variant, Bernice.

Ber-es-ford, Charles William (ber'iz-fatrd), first
Baron Beresford, 1846-1919; British admiral.

Ber-e-si-na (berVze'na; Russ. be-rez'i-na7
), n, a river

in Byelorussia, flowing into the Dnepr: length, 330
rni.: a famous battle was fought on the Beresina in
1812 during Napoleon's retreat from Moscow.

be-ret (ba-ra', ber'a), n. [Fr. beret; Pr. berret; LL.
Urrettum; see BIRETTA], L a flat,
round cap of felt, wool, or other
cloth. 2. a biretta.

berg (bfcrg), n. [< iceberg], an
iceberg.
Ber-ga-ma (ber'ga-maO, n. a
town in western Turkey, on the
site of ancient Pergamum: pop.,

ber-ga'-mot (bur'go-motOr n. [Pr.
bergamote; it. bergamotta; Turk.
beg-anniidt, prince's pear; form
influenced by Bergamo, nanae of
an Italian city], 1. a kind of

pear. 2, a citrus fruit whose thin, yellow rind yields an
oil used in some perfumes. 3. this oil. 4. any of
several plants of the mint family, as tfae norsernint.

Ber-gen (ber'gon, bftr'gQn), n. a seaport in southwestern
Norway: pop., 108,000 (1946).
Ber-gerac, Cy-ra-no de (sir'd-no' da ber'ja-rafc'; Fr.
seWno' da bar'zha-rikO. 1619-1655; French play-
wright, author, and soldier, famous for his large nose:
he is the hero of a poetic drama of the same name by
Edmond Rostand (1897).
Berg son, Henri (an're' barg'son', bark'soV; Eng.
berg's'n), 1859-^1941; French philosopher; received
Nobel prize in literature, 1927.
Berg-80 ni-an (berg-so'ni-sn), adj. of Henri Bergson or
his philosophy, n. a believer in Bergson's philosophy.
Berg son ism (bergVn-iz'm), n. the philosophy of
Bergson, which maintains that there is an original life
force carried through all successive generations.
be-rhyme, be-rime (bi-rim'), v.t. 1. to make rhymes
about. 2. to satirize in verse.
be-rlb-boned (bi-rib'and), adj. covered with ribbons.
beriberi rber'i-ber'i), n. [Singfr. beri. weakness] f

a
deficiency disease, occurring mainly in Asia, caused by
lack of vitamin Bi in the diet: it is characterized by ex-
treme weakness, paralysis, anemia, and wasting away.
Be ring, Vi-tus (ve'toos ba'rirj; Eng. bSr'inTMr'iri),
1680-1741 ; Danish navigator in the employ of Russia,
Her Ing Sea (bar'irj, beV?g), a sea between Siberia and
Alaska, connecting with the Pacifip and Arctic Oceans:
area, 876,000 sq. mi.; average detfth, 4,716 ft.

Bering Strait, the strait between Siberia and Alaska:
width, 36 mi.: discovered by Vitus Bering (1741).
Berkeleian (beYk-le'any t?ar!c-le'on), Hdjf

of $eor&e
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Berkeleianism 140 besetting

Berkeley or his philosophy,
n. a person who believes

, n
the philosophy o George Berkeley, which holds that

physical objects exist only in being perceived.

Berke-ley (burkli), n. a city near San Francisco,

B^S'c^rge (ffii,barkOi), 1685-1753; Irish

philosopher, bishop, and writer.

Berkeley, Sir William, 1606-1677; British governor of

ber!Sii
a
um (burkli-Vm), n. [< University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley, where first isolated], a radioactive

chemical element produced by bombarding amencmm
with alpha particles having a high energy level: it does

not occur naturally on earth: symbol, Bk; at. wt.,

Bwk-
?

s6Jre ^bSrk'shir, bark'shir), n. 1, a county of

south central England: pop., 367,000 (est. 1945);

county seat, Reading. 2. (Wbrk'shir), any of a breed

of medium-sized hogs, black with white spots.

Berk-shire Hills (burk'shir), a range oi hills and

mountains in western Massachusetts: highest peak,
Mt. Greylock, 3,505 ft. ^ ,

Ber-lin (beY-linO, n. 1- a city in eastern Germany, the

capital of the German Reich from 1871 to 1945: pop.,

3,369,000 (est. 1954): in postwar occupation divided

into an eastern sector (under a Soviet commandant) and
three western sectors (tinder American, British,, and
French commandants) : the eastern sector is the site of

the capital of the German Democratic Republic (East

Germany). 2. (buVUn), a city in northeastern New
Hampshire: pop., 17,000. r f

ber-lin (bSr-Hn', burlin), n. [after Berlin, Germany,
where it was first used], 1. a four-wheeled closed car-

riage with a footman's platform behind, separate from
the body. 2. (b&r-lin') a berline. 3. [sometimes B-J,

a fine, soft, wool yarn: also called Berlin wool.

ber-line (b&>lui'; Fr. ber'len'), n. an automobile body
with a glass partition between the front seat and the

rear seat: also berlin.

Ber-li-oz, Louis Hector (berli-oz' ;
Fr. bar'lyoV), 1803-

1869; French composer.
berm, berme (burm), n. [Fr. berme & D. berm; MD.
baerm; IE. base *bher, an edge, point, as also in Eng.
brim (< IE. *bkre-m)] t 1. a ledge or shoulder, as along
the edge of a paved road. 2. a ledge or space between
the ditch and the parapet in a fortification.

Ber-me-jo (ber-me
/n6

w

), n, a river in northern Argentina,

flowing into the Paraguay River: length, 1,000 mi.

Ber-mu-da (bSr-mu'ds), n. a group of British islands

in the Atlantic, east of South Carolina: area, 19 sq. mi.;

pop., 36,000 (est. 1947) ; capital, Hamilton,
Bermuda onion, a large onion with a mild flavor,

grown in Texas and California as well as in Bermuda.
Bermuda shorts, tailored shorts of wool, cotton, etc.,

extending to just above the knee, for business or in-

formal wear: often worn with knee-length stockings:
also called walking shorts.

Ber-mu-dian (br-mu'di-9n), adj* of Bermuda, n, a

native or inhabitant of Bermuda.
Bern (burn, bern), n* the capital of Switzerland: pop.,
130,000: also spelled Berne.

Ber-na dotte, Jean Bap tiste Jules (zhaw ba'test'

zhiil ber'na'dto': Eng, br'na-dot'). 1764-1844: French
marshal under Napoleon; as Charles XIV John, he
was king of Sweden and Norway (1818-1844).
Ber-nareT (bur'ngrd, bflr'nard, bSr-nard'). [Fr.; G.

Bernhard, lit., bold as a bear < OHQ. bero, bear +
hart, bold, hard], a masculine name: diminutive,

Bernie; variant, Barnard; equivalent, G. Btrnhard.

Ber-nard, Claude (klod' bar'nar'). 1813-1878; French
physiologist.
Ber-nard-ine (bur'ner-din, buVneY-den'), adj. 1. of

Saint Bernard of Clairvaux. 2. of the order of Cister-

cian
^
monks founded by him in 1115. n. a monk be-

longing to this order.
Bernard of Clair-vaux, Saint (klar'yo'), 1091-1153;
French churchman; founder of Cistercian order.
Bernard of Clu-ny, Saint (kloo'ni), 12th century;
French Benedictine monk and writer of Latin verse:
also called Bernard of Morlaix (moVleO.
Bernard of Men-thon, Saint (maw'tow'), 10th century;
French monk who founded several Alpine hospices.
Berne (burn, bern) , n* Bern,
Ber-nese Alps (buVnez', bur'nes'), a range of the

Alps, in south central Switzerland: highest peak,
Finsteraarhorn, 14,026 ft.

Bern-har-di, Fried-rich von (frSd'riH fon bern-
har'di), 1849-1930; German general.
Bern hardt, Sarah (burn'harr; Fr. bar'nar'), (bom
Rosine Bernard), 1844-1923; French actress.
Ber-nice (bSr-nes' bur'nis), a feminine name: see
Berenice*

ber-ni cle goose (bur'ni-kl, baVni-k'l), barnacle goose.
Ber-ni-na (ber-ne'na), n. i. a mountain pass across the
Rhaetian Alps of southeastern Switzerland. 2, the

highest peak of the Rhaetian Alps: height, 13,303 ft.

Ber-ni-nl, Giovanni Lo-ren-zo (j^-van'ne loV

ber-ne'ne), 1598-1680; Italian architect and sculptor.

ber-ret-ta (bs-ret's), n. abiretta.
.

Ber-ri (ber'i; Fr. be're'), n. a former province in central

France: also spelled Berry. , .

ber-ried (ber'id), adj. 1. bearing bemes. 2. like a

berry. 3. bearing eggs: said of lobsters, crayfish, etc.

ber-ry (ber'i), n. [pi. BERRIES (~iz)], FME.& AS. 6mc a

berry, grape; cf. Goth, weina-oasi, lit., wmeberry; IE.,

base may be *6/ta-, gleam, shine], 1. any small, juicy,

fleshy fruit with seeds, as a strawberry, mulberry, etc.

2. the dry seed or kernel of various plants, as a coffee

bean. 3. an egg of a lobster, crayfish, etc.
4
4. [Slang],

a dollar. 5. in botany, any fleshy simple fruit with one

or more seeds and a skin, as a tomato, cranberry,

banana, grape, etc. IM. [BERRIED (-id), BERRYING], 1.

to bear berries. 2. to look for berries; pick berries.

tber-sa-gHeTe (ber'sa-lye're), n. \pL BERSAGLIERI

(-re)], fit.], a rifleman; specifically, [B-J, any of a special

unit of sharpshooters in the Italian army.
ber-seem (bSr-semO, n. [Ar. barsim; ult. < bmhtm,
clover], a kind of clover, grown for fodder.

berserk (bur'sgrk, ber-surk'), n. [see BERSERKER], a

berserker, adj. & adv. in or into a state of violent rage

ber
f

serk?er (bur's&r-ker, ber-sur'kSr), n. [ON. berserkr,

warrior clothed in bearskin < ber, a bear +warrior clothed, in oearsjan <; oer t a wca -r serkr,

coatl 1. in Norse legend, a wamor who worked him-

self into a frenzy before a battle. 2. a person who acts

like a berserker. . ,

berth (burth), n. [< base of bear (to carry)], 1. enough
space at sea; hence, 2. space
for anchoring or tying up. 3. a

ship's place of anchorage. 4. a

position, place, duty, office, etc,

5. a built-in bed or bunk, as in

a ship's cabin or a pullman car.

v.t* 1 . to jput into a berth. 2 . to

furnish with a berth. v.i. to

have or occupy a berth.

give a wide berth to, to stay
at a prudent distance from,

Ber-tha (bur'ths), [G.; OHG.
Berahfo, Perahta, lit., bright one
< beraht, bright, shining; akin
to AS. beorht, bryht, bright], a
feminine name. n. [b-], [Fr.

BERTHS
berthe < Fr. form of the name], a woman's wide collar,
often of lace.

Ber-til-Ion, Al-phonse (al'fows' bar'te'yon') . 1853-
1914; French anthropologist.

Ber-til Ion system (bur/t'l-on'; Fr. baVte'yo') [after
Alphonse Bertillon, its inventor], a system of identify-
ing people through ^

records of body measurements,
markings or deformities, coloring, etc.: fingerprinting
was later incorporated into the system.
Ber-tram (bftrlrom), [G.; OHG. Berahtram, Berahihra-
ban < berate, bright + hraban, hramn, raven], a mascu-
line name: diminutive, Berti; variant, Bertrand,
Ber trand (bur'trand), a masculine name: see Bertram.
be-raf-fled (bi-ruf'Id), adj. with ruffles.

Ber-wick (bur'ik), n. a county of southeastern Scot-
land: pop,, 25,000 (est. 1946); county seat, Duns.
Ber-wyn (bur'win), n. a city in northeastern Illinois,

near Chicago: pop., 51,000.
Reryl (ber'il), iprob. < beryl, but said to mean "pro-
phetic, soothsayer"], a feminine name.
ber-yl (ber'il), n. [ME. & QFr, beril; L. beryttm; Gr.

beryllos, sea-green gem], beryllium aluminum silicate,

BesAlz^iOaX a very hard, lustrous mineral that is a
source of beryllium: emerald and aquamarine are two
of several different varieties of beryl.
be-ryMi-um (bg-ril'i-am), n. [Mod. L. < beryl], % hard,
rare, metallic chemical element, found only in com-
bination with others : it forms strong, light alloys with
several metals, including copper and nickel; symbol,
Be; at. wt,, 9.02; at. no., 4: former name, glucinum.
Ber*ze-H-us, Baton Jons Ja-kob (yons ya'kdp ber-sa

1

'-

li-as; Eng. bgr-ze1i-9s) , 1779-1848; Swedish chemist:
inventor of the modern system of writing chemical
symbols and formulas.
Bes (bes), n. [Egypt, besa], an Egyptian god of pleasure.
Be-san gon (b9-zaVso') n, a city in eastern France:
pop., 64,000 (1946).
Be-sant, Sir Walter (bi-zanf), 1836-1901; English
writer.

be-seech (bkseW), v.t. [BESOUGHT (-s6f) or BE-
SEECHED (-secht'), BESEECHING], [ME. bisechen; AS.
besecan; be* + secan, to seek], f. to ask earnestly;
entreat; implore. 2. to ast for earnestly; solicit

eagerly; beg. SJN. see beg.
be-seem (bi-sem'), v.i. iME.oeseme; see BE- & SBEJK], to
be suitable or appropriate (to) : what appears to be the
direct object of the verb (e.g., him ip, "it ill beseems
him") is really the indirect object.

be-set (bi-set')t v.t. [BESET, BESETTING], [ME. bisetten;
AS. besettan; be h settan, to set], 1. to cover or set

thickly with; stud. 2. to attack from all sides; besiege.
3. to surround or hem in. SYN. see attack,
besetting (bi-set'in), adj. [ppr, of beset}, constantly
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harassing or attacking: as, a besetting temptation.
be-show (bi-shoO, n. [Am. Ind. (Makah) bishowk], an
edible fish resembling the mackerel, found in the North
Pacific.

be-shrew (bi-shroo'), v.t. [ME. bischrewen < be- +
schrewen, to curse], [Archaic], to curse: now used only
as a literary archaism in mild imprecations: as, beshrew

yOU.
be-side (bi-ad') prep. [ME. bi siden < be-, by + side], 1.

by or at the side of; alongside; near: close to. 2. in

comparison with: as, beside yours my share seems small.

3. in addition to; besides. 4. other than; aside from: as,

that's beside the point, adv. besides; in addition.

beside oneself, mad, as with fear, rage, etc.

be sides (bi-sidzO, adv. [ME. < beside + adv. genit.

~(e)s], 1. in addition; as well. 2. except for that men-
tioned; else. 3. moreover; furthermore. pTep. 1. in

addition to; as well as. 2. other than; except.

be-siege (bi-sej'), v.t. [BESIEGED (-sejd'), BESIEGING],

[ME. bisegen < be- + segen, to lay siege to < sege, seat,

siege; see SIEGE], 1. to hem in with armed forces,

especially for a sustained attack; lay siege to. 2. to

close in on; crowd around. 3. to overwhelm: as, they
besieged us with invitations.

be-siege-ment (bi-sej'mant), n. a besieging or being
besieged.
be-smear (bi-smer'), v.t. [AS. bismierwan; see BE- &
SMEAR], to smear over; bedaub; soil.

be-smirch (bi-smurch') , v.t. [be- + smirch], to make
dirty; soil; stain; sully.
be-som (be'zsm), n. [ME. besum, broom, rod; AS.
besema, rod; in pi., bundle of twigs; akin to G. besen;
IE. base *bhas-, *bhes-, a bundle], 1. a broom, espe-

cially one made of twigs tied to a handle. 2. anything
that cleanses: used figuratively. 3. the broom (plant).
be-sot (bi-sof), v.t. [BESOTTED (-id), BESOTTING], 1. to

make a sot of; stupefy or confuse, as with alcoholic

drink or narcotics. 2. to make silly or foolish.

be-sot-ted (bi-sot'id), adj. [pp. of besot], I. silly;

foolish; infatuated. 2. stupefied, as with liquor.

be-sought (bi~s6t'), alternative past tense and past

participle of beseech.

be-spake (bi-spak
7
) , archaic past tense of bespeak.

be-span-gle (bi-spar/g'l), v.t. to cover with spangles
or something like spangles. .

be-spat-ter (bi-spat'Sr) , v.t. 1. to spatter over, as with

mud; dirty by spattering; hence, 2. to blacken (one's

reputation, etc.) with false charges; defame.
f

be-speak (bi-spek'), v.t. [BESPOKE (-spok') or archaic

BESPAKE (-Spak') BESPOKEN (-Sp5k''n) or BESPOKE,

BESPEAKING]; [ME. bispeken; AS. besp(r)ecan; see BE-

& SPEAK], 1. to speak for in advance; engage before-

hand; reserve: as they have bespoken a box at the opera.

2. to be indicative of; show: as, his chanty bespeaks &

generous nature. 3. to foreshadow; point to : as, today s

events bespeak future tragedy. 4. [Archaic or Poetic],

to speak to ; address.

be-spec-ta-cled (bi-spek'ti-k'ld) , adj. wearing spec-

tacles; having glasses on.
< -

be-spoke (bi-spok'), past tense and alternative past

participle of bespeak, adj. [British], 1. ordered in

advance. 2. made to special order; custom-made.

be>spo*ken (bi-spok''n), alternative past participle of

bedspread (bi-spred'), v.t. [BESPREAD, BESPREADING], to

spread over: spread thickly.

be-sprent (bi-sprenf), adj. [ME. bespreynt, pp. of

besprengen; AS. besprengan: be- + sprengan, caus. <
springan, to spring], [Poetic], sprinkled; strewed.

f

besprinkle (bi-spriij'k'l), v.t. to sprinkle over (with

something).
Bess (bes), a feminine name: see Elizabeth.

Bes-sa ra bi a (bes'o-ra'bi-a), n. a district ceded to the

U.S.S.R. by Romania in

1940 and made part of the i

Moldavian S.S.R.
Bes-sa-ra-bi-an (bes'a-ra'bi-

en), adj. of Bessarabia, n.

a native or inhabitant of

Bessarabia.
Bes se-mer (bes'a-mer), it.

a city in central Alabama,
near Birmingham: pop.,
28,000. ^ f
Bes se mer, Sir Henry (bes'-

e-mgr), 1813-1898; English
engineer and inventor; dis-

covered Bessemer process
for manufacturing steel.

Bessemer converter, a large
steel retort in which Besse- K^BB^^PJ
mer steel is made.
Bessemer process, [after
Sir Henry Bessemer], a
method of making steel by

forcing a blast of air through molten iron to remove
carbon and impurities.
Bessemer steel, steel made by the Bessemer process.
best (best), adj. [superlative of goodl [ME. best.betst; AS.
betst; akin to Goth, batiste, best; IB. base *bhad-, good:
though now the superl., best has no original connec-
tion with good], 1. most excellent; of the most excel-

lent sort; surpassing all others. 2. most suitable, most
desirable, most favorable, most profitable, etc.

^3.

largest : as, it took the best part of an hour to do this.

4. most healthy; least indisposed: as, he feels best in

the morning, adv. [superlative of well], 1. in the most
excellent manner; in the most suitable way. 2. in the

highest degree; to the greatest extent, n. 1. people
of the highest worth, ability, or reputation: as, he is

among the best in his profession. 2. the most excellent

thing, condition, circumstance, action, etc. 3. the
most one can do; utmost: as, he did his best. 4. ad-

vantage: as, she got the best of her opponent. 5. finest

clothes: as, dressed in her best. v.t. to defeat; excel.

all for the best, ultimately good or fortunate, despite
contrary appearances or misgivings.

as best one can, as well as one can.
at best, 1. under the most favorable conditions or
interpretation. 2. at most.

at one's best, in one's best mood, form, health, etc.
f

get (or have) the best of, 1. to outdo. 2. to outwit.
had best, ought to; would be prudent or wise to.

make the best of, to utilize or adapt oneself to as well
as possible.
with the best, as ably as the most able.

be-stead (bi-sted'), adj. [ME. bistad; bi-, be- + stadt

placed; ON. staddr, ppr. of stethja, to fix, place], situ-

ated; placed, v.t. to help; avail.

bes-tial (bes'chal, bes'tygl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L.
bestialis < bestia, beast], 1. of beasts or lower animals.
2. like a beast in qualities or behavior; brutish or

savage : brutal, coarse, vile, etc.

bes-ti al*i*ty (bes'chi-al'a-ti, bes'ti-al'a-ti) , n. [pi.

BESTIALITIES (~tiz)], 1. bestial quality, character, or
behavior. 2. a bestial act or practice.

bes-tial-ize (bes'chsl-iz', bes'tysl-iz'), v.t. [BESTIALIZED
(-Izd'), BESTIALIZING], to make bestial; brutalize.

bes-ti-ar-y (bes'ti-er'i) , n. [pi. BESTIARIES (-iz)], [ML.
bestiarium < L. bestiarius, relating to beasts <

'

bestia,

beast], a medieval collection of fables, allegories, and
fanciful, often moralistic, stories about animals.
be-stir (bi-stiir'), v.t. [BESTIRRED (-sturd'), BESTIRRING],
[ME. bistirien; AS. bestyrian; see BE- & STIR, .], to stir

up; exert or busy (oneself).
best man, the principal attendant of the bridegroom at

a wedding.
be-stow (bi-sto'), v.t. [ME. bistowen; see BE- & STOW],
1. to give or present as a gift (often with on or upon) :

BESSARABIA

in storage. 5. [Archaic], to house. SYN. see give,
be-stow-al (bi-sto'gl), n. a bestowing.
be-stow-ment (bi-sto'msnt), n. a bestowing.
be-strad'dle (bi-strad''l), v.t. to straddle; bestride.

be-strew (bi-stroo'), v.t. [forprin. pts. see STREW], [ME.
bistrewen; AS. bestreowian; see BE- & STREW], 1. to

cover over (a surface); strew. 2. to scatter over or

about. 3. to lie scattered over or about: as, papers
bestrewed the streets.

bestride (bi-strid'j, v.t. [for prin. pts. see STRIDE],

[ME. besfriden; AS. bestridan; see BE- & STRIDE], 1.

to sit on, mount, or stand over with a leg on each
side. 2. to stride over or across.

be-strow (bi-stro'), v.t. [for prin. pts. see STROW], to

best-seli-er (best'sel'Sr), n. a book, phonograph record,
etc. currently outselling most others.

be stud (bi-studO, v.t. [BESTUDDED (-id), BESTUDDING],
to cover the surface of with or as with studs.

bet (bet), n. [prob. by apheresis < abet], 1. an agree-
ment between two persons or sides that the one proved
wrong about an outcome or fact will do or give a

stipulated thing or pay a stipulated sum of money to

the other; wager. 2. the terms of such an agreement;
thing or sum thus staked. 3. the proposition about
which such an agreement is made. 4. the thing or

person that something is or may be thus staked on:

as, this team is a good bet. v.t. [BET or BETTED (-id),

BETTING], 1. to declare in or as in a bet: as, I bet he'll

be late. 2. to stake (money, etc.) in a bet. v.L to
make a bet or bets (on, against, with) ; wager.
bet a person on, to bet with a person about.

you bet (you)! [Colloq.], certainly! yes indeed 1

bet., between.
be-ta (bats, be'tg), n. [L.; Gr. beta; Heb. beth, lit.,

house; of Phoen. origin], 1. the second letter of the
Greek alphabet (B, 8), corresponding to EngHsh B, b:

see alphabet, table: it is often used to mark the second

; chin; she; thin,,

; Pr. bal; $, Fr.

; < derived from.
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of a, group or series. 2. in astronomy, any star that is

the second brightest in a constellation, adj. in chemistry,

designating the relative position of the carbon atom
to which a substituting atom or group of atoms is

attached in one of two or more isomerous organic

compounds.
be-ta-in (be'ta-in), n. betaine.
be-ta-ine (be'ta-en', be'ts-in), n. [L. beta, beet; + -ine],

a crystalline basic organic compound, (CH^aNCHj-
COO, found in the residues from the preparation of

beet sugar and in other plant products.
be-take (bi-tak') v.t. [for prra. pts. see TAKE], [ME.
bUakm; see BE- &. TAKE], 1. to go (used reflexively):
as, he betook himself to his own kingdom. 2. to apply
or devote (oneself) : as, betake yourself to your studies.

be-ta-naph-thol (bS'ta-naf'thol, be'ta-nap'thol), n. a
colorless, crystalline isomer of naphthol, used in

medicine as an antiseptic and parasiticide.
beta particle, one of the electrons forming beta rays.
beta rays, rays given off by radioactive substances, cpn-
sisting of electrons that move with velocities varying
from 30,000 to 180,000 miles per second: see also

alpha rays, gamma rays.
beta test, a test for determining the intelligence of peo-
ple who cannot read or write, first used by the United
States Army in World War I: also see alpha test.

be-ta-tron (ba'te-tron
7
) n. [beta rays + electron], a

device used to accelerate the velocities of electrons.
be tel (be'tl), n. [Port. < Malay vettilai], 1. a climbing
pepper plant of Asia. 2. its leaf.

Be-tel-geuse, Be tel geux (be'tl-jooz', bet'l-jooz'), n.

[Pr. Etttelgeuse; Ar. bayt al jauza, lit., house of the

twins], a very large, red, first-magnitude star, largest in
the constellation Orion: its diameter (200,000,000
miles) is greater than that of the earth's orbit.

betel nut, the fruit of the betel palm: in the Far East
it is chewed together with a little lime and leaves of the
betel (pepper) plant.
betel palm, any of a number of related tropical palms
with a smooth trunk, a feathery crown of leaves, fra-

grant white flowers, and orange-colored, nutlike fruit:

also called areca palm.
b&te noire (bat

7
nwaV; Fr. bet'nwar'), [Fr. f lit., black

beast], a person or thing feared, disliked, and avoided.
beth (bath, beth, baz), n. [Heb. beth; see BETA], the
second letter of the Hebrew alphabet (3), corre-

sponding to English B, b: minus the dot (3) it is often
called veth and corresponds to English V, v: see alphabet,
table.

Beth-a-ny (beth's-ni), n. an ancient town near Jerusa-
lem, on the Mount of Olives: see Judea, map.
Beth-el (beth'ol), n. an ancient village in central
Palestine, near Jerusalem: see Judea, map.

beth-el (beth'al), n. [Heb. beth
l

el, house of God], 1. a
spot where God is worshiped, marked by a pillar: Gen.
28:17-19. 2. a holy place. 3. a church or other place
of ^worship for seamen. 4. in England, a place of wor-
ship for rrotestants belonging to any church except
the Anglican.
Be-thes-da (ba-thez'ds) , n. [LGr. Bethesda; Aram beth

'esda, lit., house of mercy], 1. in the Bible, a pool at

Jerusalem, supposed to have healing properties: John
5 :2. 2. a chapel or holy place.
be-think (bi-thirjk'), v.t. [BETHOUGHT (-th6f), BE-
THINKING], [ME. bithenchen; AS. bethencan; be- -f
thencan: see THINK], to think of, consider, or recollect

(generally used reflexively). v.i. [Archaic], to ponder.
Bethle-hem (beth'li-sm, beth'li-hem') n. 1. an an-
cient town in Judea: birthplace of Jesus: see Judea,
map. 2. a town in western Jordan on the same site:

pop., 7,900. 3. a city in eastern Pennsylvania: pop.,

Beth-mann-Holl-weg, The-o-bald von (ta'6-balt' f$n
bat'man-hol'vakh), 1856-1921: chancellor of Germany
(1909-1917).
Beth-nal Green (beth'nsl), a borough of London.
be-thought (bi-th6f), past tense and past participle of
bethink.
be-tide (bi-tid'), IM". [BETIDED (-id) or obs. BETID (-tidO.
BETIDING], [ME. betiden < be- + AS. tidan, to happen
< tid, time; see TIDE], to happen, v.t. to happen to;
befall.
be-times (bi~timz') adv. [be- + time, with adv. genit.

s], 1. early: as, he awoke betimes, 2. promptly;
ckly. 3. before it is too late.
tise (be'teV), n. [Fr. < btte, beast; LL. besta: L.

bestiajt a foolish act, remark, suggestion, etc.; absurdity.
be-tO'ken (bi-to'ksn), v.t. [ME. betocnen; AS. betacnian;
be- -f tacman, to mark < tacen, token; see TOKEN], 1. to
be a token or sign of; foreshow. 2. to indicate; denote.

Jbe*-ton (ba'tow'), n. [Fr., concrete < L. bitumen; see
BITUMEN], concrete made of gravel, sand, and cement.

bet'O-ny (bet's-ni), n. [pi. BETONIES (-niz)j, [AS.
betonice; LL. betonica, altered < L. vettonica, after the
Vettones, an ancient tribe in Gaul], any of a number of
related plants of the mint family, having spikes or
whorls of white, yellow, red, or purple flowers.

be*tray (bi-tra'). v.t. [ME. betraw, betrayen < be- +
traien, betray; OFr. tra'ir; L. tradere^ to hand over, de-

quic

liver], 1. to help the enemy of (one's country, cause,

etc.); be a traitor to. 2. to break faith with; fail to
meet the hopes of: as, he betrayed my trust in him.
3. to deceive; lead astray; victimize. 4. to seduce and
fail to marry. 5. to reveal unknowingly or against one's

own wishes: as, his face betrays his fear. 6. to reveal
or show signs of; indicate: as, the house betrays its age.
7. to disclose (secret information, confidential plans,

etc.). SYN. see deceive, reveal.

be-tray-al (bi-tra'sl), n. 1. a betraying. 2. the fact or
state of being betrayed.

be-troth (bi-tr6th', bi-tro&O, v.t. [BETROTHED (-tr6thf,

-trotfzdO. BETROTHING], [ME. bitreouthen, bitrouthen

< be- -j- treuthe < AS. treowth, truth], 1. to promise in

marriage: as, her father has betrothed her to his friend.

2. [Archaic], to promise to marry.
be*troth-al (bi-tr6th'9l, bi-tro'^al), n. a betrothing or

being betrothed; mutual pledge to marry; engagement.
be-trothed (bi-tr6tht', bi-troi/zd'). adj. [pp. of betroth],

engaged to be married, n. a betrothed person.

Bet-sy (bet'si), a feminine name: see Elizabeth,
bet-ted (bet'id), alternative past tense and past parti-

ciple of bet.
, .

bet-ter (bet'eY), adj. [comparative of good], [ME. bettere,

betere; AS. betera; see BEST], 1. more excellent; of a
more excellent sort; surpassing another or others. 2.

more suitable, more desirable, more favorable, more
profitable, etc. 3. larger: as, it cost

t
the better part of

my pay. 4. improved in health or disposition as com-
pared to an earlier state : as, he has been ill, but now he
is better, adv. [comparative of well], 1. in a more excel-

lent manner; in a more suitable way. 2. in a higher
degree; to a greater extent; more: as, better than a

pound, n. 1. a person superior in authority, position,
etc.: as, obey your betters. 2. a more excellent thing,
condition, circumstance, action, etc. 3. advantage:
as, I got the better of my rival, v.t. L to outdo; sur-

pass. 2. to make better; improve, v.i. to become
better. SYN. see improve,
better off, 1. in a better situation or condition.
2. having more income, wealth, etc.

for the better, leading to a more favorable situation.

get (or have) the better of, 1. to outdo. 2. to outwit.

go (a person) one better, [Slang], to outdo; surpass.
had better, ought to; would be prudent or wise to.

think better of, 1. to think about again and reach a
different conclusion; reconsider. 2. to think more
highly of.

bet-ter (bet'eV), n. one who bets: also spelled bettor*
better half, [ColloqJ, 1. a wife. 2, a husband: oc-

casionally so used.
bet-ter-ment (bet'eY-mant), n. 1. a bettering; im-
provement. 2. in law, an improvement that increases
the value of property and is more extensive than mere
repairs.

Bet-ter-ton, Thomas (bet'Sr-ton), 1635P-1710; English
actor and theatrical manager.

bet*ting (bet'irj), n. the act or practice of making bets;
wagering.

bet-tor (bet'e'r), n. one who bets: also spelled better.

Bet-ty (bet'i), a feminine name: see Elizabeth,
bet-u-la-ceous (bech'a-la'shss), adj. [L. betula, birch
(< Gaul, betulla < *betu-, bitumen: said by Pliny to be
so named because the Celts obtained tar by carboniza-
tion of the wood); + -aceous], belonging to the birch

family of trees, which comprise hornbeams, ironwoods,
hazelnuts, and birches.
be-tween (bi-twen'), prep. [ME. betwenen & betwen(e);
AS. be . . . tweonum & be . . . tweon, orig. as in be sxm
tweonum, lit., by seas twain < be, by -f tweon(um) <
twegen, twa, two ; see TWAIN], 1. in or through the space
that separates (two things). 2. in or of the time,
amount, or degree that separates (two things); inter-
mediate to: as, between blue and green. 3. separating.
4. connecting; relating: as, a bond between friends. 5,

along a course that connects; from one to the other of:

as, the road runs between here and there. 6. by the
action of both of : as, between them they landed the fish.

7. in the combined possession of: as, the men had
fifty dollars between them. 8. to the exclusion of all

but both of: as, they divided it between them. 9. one
or the other of: as, choose between love and duty. 10.
as a consequence of the combined effect of: as, between
her job and her studies she has no time for fun. adv.
1. in an intermediate space, position, or function. 2. in
an intermediate time; in the interval. Abbreviated bet.
between ourselves, in confidence; as a secret: also
between you and me, between you, me, and the
gatepost,

in between, 1. in an intermediate , position. 2. in
the midst of; surrounded by.

be-twlxt (bi-twikstO, prep. & adv. [ME. bitwix, bitwyx;
AS. betwix, betweoans < be- -f a form related to twegen,
twa, two], between: now archaic except in the phrase
betwixt and between, in an intermediate position, neither
altogether one nor altogether the other.
Beulah (bu'la), [Heb. be'ulah, maniedj, a, feminine
name. n. 1. the land of Israel: Isa,, 62:4 2. in Btuji?
van's Pilgrim's Progress, a country of peace and waft
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near the end of life's journey: short for Land of Beulah.
bev-el (bev''l), n. [prpb. < OFr. *bevel], 1. a tool con-
sisting of a rule with a
movable arm, used in

measuring or marking
angles and in fixing sur-
faces at an angle: also
bevel square. 2. an
angle other than a right
angle. 3. sloping part or
surface, as the angled
edge of plate glass, v.t. BEVEL
[BEVELED or BEVELLED
(-'Id), BEVELING or BEVELLING], to cut to an angle
other than a right angle. v.i. to slope at an angle, adj.
sloped; beveled.

bevel gear, a gear wheel meshed with another so that
their shafts are at an angle
of less than 180.

bev-er-age (bev'rij, bev'er-

ij), n. [ME.; OFr. bevrage <
bevre; L. bibere; see IMBIBE],
any drink, as milk, coffee,

lemonade, etc.

Bev-er-idge, Albert Jere-
miah (Wer-ij), 1862-
1927; American historian
and statesman.
Beveridge, Sir William
Henry (bev'Sr-ij, bev'rij),
1879- ; English economist.

Bev-er-ley, Bev-er4y (bev'-
er-li), [lit., beaver lea; ME.
bever (see BEAVER, the animal) -f ley (see LEA)], a
feminine name.
Bev-er-ly (bev'Sr-li), n. a city in northeastern Massa-
chusetts: pop., 29,000.
Beverly Hills, a city in California: pop., 29,000: suburb
of Los Angeles.

bev-y (bev'i), n. [pi. BEVIES (-12)], [? < OFr. bevee,

buvee, drink, drinking; ? hence, a drinking group], 1. a
group, especially of girls or women. 2. a flock: now
chiefly of quail. 3. [Colloq.], a collection of objects.
SYN. see group.

bewail (bi-wal'), v.t. & v.i. [see BE- & WAIL], to wail
> (over) ; weep (for) ; lament; mourn; complain (about).
be-ware (bi-war')t v.i. & v.t. [BEWARED (-wSrd'), BE-
WARING], [associated with be + ware (see WARE, WARY);
but prob. < AS. bewarian, to keep watch, guard; be- -J-

warian, to watch, be wary], to be wary or careful (of) ;

be on one's guard (against).
be-wil-der (bi-wil'der), v.t. [be- + wilder < AS. wilde,

wild], 1. to confuse hopelessly; befuddle; puzzle. 2.

[Archaic], to cause (a person) to be lost in a wilderness.
SYN. see puzzle.

be wil-dered (bi-wil'derd), adj. [pp. of bewilder], lost in

perplexity; completely confused; puzzled.
be-wil-der-ment (bi-wil'der-mont), n. 1. .the fact or
condition of being bewildered. 2. a confusion; jumble.

be-witch (bi-wichO, v.t. [ME. biwicchen < be- + wicchen;
AS. wiccian < wicca, wizard, wicce, witch], 1. to use
witchcraft or magic on; cast a spell over. 2. to attract
and delight irresistibly; enchant; fascinate; charm.

be-witch-er-y (bi-wich'Sr-i) , n. [pi. BEWITCHERIES (-iz)],

bewitchment.
be-witch-ing (bi-wich'irj), ad/, [ppr. of bewitch], en-

chanting; fascinating.
be-witch-ment (bi-wich'msnt), n. 1. power to be-
witch. 2. a bewitching or being bewitched; spell.

be-wray (bi-ra')i v.t. [ME. biwraien; be- + AS. wregan,
to inform], [Archaic], to divulge; reveal; betray.
bey (ba), n. [Turk, bey, beg], 1. the governor of a minor
Itirkish district or province. 2. a Turkish title of

respect or rank. 3. the native ruler of Tunis.

Beyle, Ma-rie Hen-ri (ma're' aVre' bal'), see Sten-
dhal.

bey-lie, bey-lik (ba'Hk), n. (Turk.],
1. the authority of

a bey. 2. a district controlled by a bey.
Bey-og-lu (ba'o-loo', ba'okh-lSo'). n. the modern section
of Istanbul, Turkey: also called Pera.
beyond (bi-yond'). prep. [ME. bigeonden; AS. be-

geondan < be- 4- geond, yonder, across], 1. on or to the
far side of; farther on than; past. 2. farther on in time

than; later than. 3. outside the reach, possibility, or

understanding of: as, beyond help, beyond belief. 4.

mote or better than; in addition to; exceeding: as, he
says nothing beyond what we already know. adv.
farther out; farther away.
the beyond, 1. whatever is beyond or far away. 2.

whatever follows death; afterlife: often the great
beyond.

Bey-routh (bS'root, bS-root'), n. Beirut.
bez ant, bez-zant (bez

f
'nt, ba-zant'), n. [ME. besant;

OFr. besan, bezant; L. byxaritius (nummus), Byzantine
(coin) < Byzantium], 1. a gold coin issued in Byzan-

bias

tium. 2. any of various gold and silver coins used in

Europe c. 450-1450 A.D. 3. in architecture & heraldry,
a circular figure representing such a coin.

bez antler (bez, baz), J< OFr. bes- < L. bis, twice; +
antler], the second branch from the base of a deer a

horn: also called bay antler.

bez el, bez-il (bez
/f

l), n. [OFr. bisel (Fr. biseau), sloping
edge, bias], 1. a sloping surface, as the cutting edge
of a chisel. 2. the slanting faces of a cut jewel, espe-
cially those of the upper half. 3. the groove and flange
holding a gem or a watch crystal in place.

Be-ziers (ba'zyaO* n. a city in southern France: pop.,
65,000 (1946).
be zique (ba-zekO, n. [Fr. bisique, earlier oasseque; cf.

It. bazzica, card game], a card game resembling pi-
nochle, but using a double, triple, or quadruple deck of
all the cards above the six.

be-zoar (be'zdr, be'zor), n. [Fr. bfeoard; Sp. bezoar; Ar.
bazahr; Per. padzahr; pad, expelling + zahr, poison], a
hard mass deposited around a foreign substance, found
in the stomach or intestines of some arrinrnls and for-

merly thought to be a remedy for poisoning.
bf, b. f., in printing, boldface.

B/F, in bookkeeping, brought forward.
B. F., 1. Bachelor of Finance. 2. Bachelor of Forestry.
B.F.A., Bachelor of Fine Arts.
bg [pi. BGS.], bag.
B.C., 1. Birmingham gauge. 2. Brigadier General.
Bglr., Bugler.
Bha ga-vad-Gi ta (bug's-vad-ge'ta), n. [Sans. Bhaga-JLTJUM gM YMU~*JJ. *. ^WUS W-VoVl-gC ll/ /** |_VJOJ_ia. JLttH*&1#~

vqdgita, Song of the Blessed One], & philosophical
dialogue that is a sacred Hindu text, found in the
Mahabharata, one of the ancient Sanskrit epics,
bhang (bag), n. [Hind. < Sans, bhanga, hemp], 1. the
Indian hemp plant. 2. its dried leaves and seed cap-
sules, which have narcotic and intoxicating properties.
Also spelled bang.
Bha-rat (bur'ut), n. Republic of India: Hindi name.
bhees-ty, bhees-tie (bes'ti), n. [Hind, bhisti < Per.
bihishtt, lit., one from paradise], in India, a water car-

rier, especially for troops or a household.
Bho pal, Bho pol (bo-pal'f bo-p61'), n. 1. a state of
central India: area, 6,921 sq. mi.; pop., 785,000 (est.

1950). 2. its capital: pop., 61,000.
Bhu-tan (boo-tan'), n. a state in the Himalaya Moun-
tains, bounded by Tibet, Sikkim, and India: area,
18,000 sq. mi.: pop., 300,000; capital, Punaka.

Bhu-tan ese (bpo'ten-eV), n. 1. [pi. BHUTANESE], a
native or inhabitant of Bhutan. 2. the language of the
Bhutanese. adj. of Bhutan, its people, or their

bl- (bi), [L. U- < bis, twice], a prefix used to form adjec-
tives, adverbs, verbs, and nouns, and meaning: 1.

having two, as in biangular, bicapsular. 2. doubly, on
both sides, in two ways or directions, as in biconvex,
bilingual. 3. coming, happening, or issued every two, as
in biennial, biweekly. 4. coming, happening, or issued
twice during every, as in bimonthly, biyearty: ofteri

replaced by semt- or half-, to avoid confusion with
sense 3. 5. using two or both, as in bilabial, bimanual.
6. joining two, combining or involving two, as in bilateral,

bipartisan. 7. in botany & zoology, twice, doubly, in

pairs, as in bifurcate, bipinnate. 8. in chemistry, o)
having twice as many atoms or chemical equivalents for a
definite weight of the other constituent of the compound, as
in sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOs, as distinguished from
sodium carbonate, NaCO). b) in organic compounds,
having a combination of two radicals of the same compost*
tion, as in biphenyl, (CHs)a: usually replaced by di-

except in the names of acid salts, as sodium bisulfate,
etc. Also, before a vowel, bin-; before c or s, bis-.

bi- (bi), bio-.

Bi, in chemistry, bismuth.
Bla-lik, Cha-im Nach-man (kha'im nakh'man bya*'-
lik), 1873-1934; Hebrew poet, translator, and editor,
born in Russia.

Bia-lye-tok (byaVHs't&k), n. a city in Poland: pop.,
107,000: Russian name, Belostok.

Bian-co, Mon-te (mdn'te byaxj'kd), Mont Blanc.
bi-an-gu-lar (bl-an'gya-lSr), adj. having two angles.
bi-an-nu-al (Di-an'yoo-sl), adj. coming twice a year;
semiannual: see also biennial.

bi-an-nu-al-ly (bi-an'yoo-ol-i), adv. twice a year.
bi-annulate (bi-an'yoo-lit, bi-an'yoo-latO, ad/, in

zoology, having two rings or bands of color, etc.

Biar-ritz (bya'rets'; Eng. be'o-rits), n. a resort in
southwestern France, on the Bay of Biscay: pop.,
22,000 (1946).

bi-aa (bi'as), n. [Fr. biais, a slope, slant], 1. a slanting
or diagonal line, cut or sewn in cloth. 2. a mental
leaning or inclination; partiality; prejudice. 3. in

bowling, a) the bulge or weight in the side of the ball
that causes it to roll in a curve, b} this curve or tendency
to curve, c) 1}he force causing ;this. 4. in radio, the
fixed voltage applied to an electrode, usually with the

fat, Spe, bftre, car;
'

/hen* zh.idsiir^: i

coeur; d, Fr. feu; Fr. i
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cathode voltage as reference, ad], slanting; diagonal.

adv. {Obs.] 1. diagonally. 2. awry. v.t. [BIASED or

BIASSED (-9St) , BIASING or BiASSiNGj , 1 . to cause to nave

a bias; influence; prejudice. 2. m radio, to apply a

bias to (an electrode). SYN. see prejudice.
on the bias, diagonally; obliquely; specifically, cut or

sewed diagonally across the weave: said of clotn.

bi-au-rlc-u-lar (bi'6-rik'ya-Ier), adj. in anatomy, 1. bi-

auricuZate. 2, of the external opening of both ears.

bi-au-ric-w-Iate (bl'6-rik'ya-iit), adj.\bi- + auruulate;

see AURICLE], 1. in anatomy, having two auricles^ as

the heart of a mammal, bird, etc. 2. in botany, having
two earlike parts, as some leaves.

bi-ax-i-al (bl-ak'si-sl), adj. having two axes, as some

bib (bib)", v.t. & v.L [BIBBED (bibd), BIBBING], [ME. <
bibben, to drink; L. bibere, to drink], to drink; imbibe;

tipple, n. 1. an apronlike cloth for tying around a

child's neck at meals. 2. the upper part of an apron.

Bib., L Bible. 2. Biblical.

bib and tucker, [Colloq.], clothes.

bi-bas-ic (bi-bas'ik), adj. [Rare], in chemistry, dibasic.

bibb (bib), n. [< bio, n.: so named because in position it

resembles a child's bib], 1. a bibcock. 2. a wooden
bracket supporting the trestletrees of a ship's mast.

bib-ber (bib'e'r), n. a person who bibs; drinker; toper.
bib-cock (bib'kok'), n. [bib + cock: from the position of

the nozzle], a faucet whose nozzle is bent downward.
tbi-belot (beblo'; Eng. bib'lo), n. [Fr.; OFr. beubelot

< belbel, a toy; see BAUBLE], a small object whose value

lies in its beauty or rarity. .

bi-bi-va-lent (bi'bi-valgnt, bi-biv's-lsnt) , adj. in

chemistry, separating into two bivalent ions: said of

electrolytes.
BibL, bibL, 1. Biblical. 2. bibliographical. .

Bi-ble (bi'bl), n. [ME. & OFr. bible < L. bibha < Gr.

biblia, collection of writings, pi. of biblion, little book,
dim. of Mblos, papyrus bark < Egypt.] r 1. the sacred

book of Christianity; Old Testament and New Testa-

ment: the Roman Catholic (Douay) Bible also includes

much of the Apocrypha. 2, the sacred book of Judaism ;

Old Testament. 3. any collection ^or book of writings
sacred to a religion: as, the Koran is the Moslem Bible.

4. [b-] f any book regarded as authoritative or official.

Abbreviated Bib., E. See also Authorized Version,
Revised Standard Version, Douay Bible, Vulgate,

Septuagint, Apocrypha.

BOOKS OF THE BIBLE

(Names used in the Douay Bible, when different, are in

parentheses.)
Old Testament

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy
Jbshua (Josue)
Judges
Ruth
I Samuel (I Kings)
II Samuel (II Kings)
I Kings (III Kings)
II Kings ( IV Kings)
I Chronicles (I

Paralipomenon)
II Chronicles (II

Paralipomenon)
Ezra (I Esdras)
Nehemiah (II Esdras)
Esther
Job
Psalms

Proverbs
Ecclesiastes

Song of Solomon (Canticle
of Canticles)

Isaiah (Isaias)
Jeremiah (Jeremias)
Lamentations
Ezekiel (Ezechiel)
Daniel
Hosea (Osee)
Joel
Amos
Obadiah (Abdias)
Jonah (Jonas)
Micah (Micheas)
Nahum
Habakkuk (Habacuc)
Zephaniah (Sophonias)
Haggai (Aggeus)
Zechariah (Zacharias)
Malachi (Malachias)

Old Testament Apocrypha

I Esdras (III Esdras)
II Esdras (IV Esdras)
Tobit (Tobias)
Judith
Additions to Esther
Wisdom of Solomon
Ecclesiasticus
Baruch

Additions to Daniel, including
the Song of the Three Holy
Children, the Story of Susan-
na, and the Idol Bel and the
Dragon
Prayer of Manasses
I Maccabees (I Machabees)
II Maccabees (II Machabees)

New Testament

Matthew
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bi-chlo-ride (bl-kl6r1d, bi-klo'rid), n. 1. a binary
compound containing two atoms of chlorine for each
atom of another element; dichloride. 2. bichloride of

mercury.
bichloride of mercury, a poisonous compound, HgCla,
used as a disinfectant: also called corrosive sublimate.

bi-chro-mate (bi-kro'mat, bi-kro'mit), n. [bi- -J-

chromate], a dichromate. v.t. (bi-kro'mat), [BJCHRO-
MATED (-id), BICHROMATING], to treat or mix with a
bichromate.

bi-cip-i-tal (bi-sip's-t'l), ad/. [< L. biceps, bicipitis; see

BICEPS], 1. with two heads or points of origin, as a
biceps muscle. 2. of a biceps.

bick-er (bik'er), v.i. [ME. bikeren < ON. bikkja -f

freq. suffix -era cf. Norw. bikla, of same origin, sense,

and formation], 1. to have a petty quarrel; wrangle;
squabble. 2. to make quick, rippling noises or move-
ments; gurgle; ^patter. 3. to flicker, twinkle, etc., as

a light, n. a bickering; petty quarrel.
Bi-col (bi-kol'), n. Bikol.

bi-col-or (bi'kul'er), adj. [L. < bis, two + color], of two
colors.

bi-col-ored (bi'kuTerd), adj. bicolor.

bi-cpn-cave (bi-kon'kav, bi-kor/kav, bi'kon-kav'),
adj. concave on both surfaces.

bi-coEL'Vex (bi-kon'veks, bl'kon-veks'), adj. convex on
both surfaces.

bi corn (bi'kftrn), adj. [L. bicornis < bis, twice -f cornu,

horn], 1. having two horns. 2. crescent-shaped.
bi*cor*nn-ate (bi-k6r'nu-it), adj. bicorn.

bi-cor-po-ral (bi-kSr'pSr-Ql), adj. having two bodies or
main parts.

bi-cor-po-re'al (bi'k6r-p6r'i-9l, bi'kSr-po'ri-sl), adj.

bicorporal.
bi-cron (bi'kron, bik'ron), n. [dtllion -f micron], one
billionth (.000,000,001) of a meter: symbol, pp.
bi-cus-pid (bi-kus'pid), adj. [< bi~ + L. cuspis, pointed
end], having two points: as, a bicuspid tooth, n. any
of eight adult teeth with two-pointed crowns; premolar
tooth. Abbreviated B., b.

bi-cus-pi-date (bi-kus'pi-dSt'), adj. bicuspid.

bicuspid valve, the valve between the left auricle and
the left ventricle of the heart: also called mitral valve.

bi-cy-cle (bi'si-k'l), n. ]Fr. < bi- + Gr. fyklos, a wheel],
a vehicle consisting of a tubular metal frame mounted
on two large, wire-spoked wheels, one behind the other,
and equipped with handle bars and a saddlelike seat:

it is propelled by foot pedals or, if it is a motor bicycle,

by a small gasoline motor. v.i. & v.t. [BICYCLED (-k'ld) ,

BICYCLING], to ride or travel on a bicycle.

bi-cy-clic (bi-si'klik, bl-siklik), adj. of or forming two
cycles, circles, etc.

bi-cyc-lic (bi-siklik, bi'sik-lik), adj. of or like a bicycle.

bi-cy-cli'Cal (bi-si'kli-k'l), ad], made up of two cycles;

bicyclic.

bi-cy-clist (bi'si-klist), n. a person who rides a bicycle.

bi'cyC'U'lar (bi-sik'yoo-ler), adj. of bicycles; bicyclic.
bid (bid), v.t. [BADE (bad) or BID or archaic BAD, BIDDEN
(bia'

f

n) or BID, BIDDING], [a fusion of two verbs: ME.
bidden, to pray, beg, command (AS. biddari) & ME.
beden, to offer, announce, command (AS. beodan)], 1.

to command or ask: as, do as you are bidden. 2. [past
tense & pp. BID], to offer or propose (a certain amount)
as the price orftee for. 3. to declare; say; tell: as, bid

defiance to your enemies. 4. [Archaic or Dial.], to
invite. 5. [CoUoq.L to offer membership to: as, the

fraternity may bid five new men. 6. [past tense & pp.
BID], in card games, to state (the number of tricks or

points one expects to take) and declare (a suit or no
trump). v.L [past tense & pp. BID], to make a bid.

n. 1. a bidding; offer; proposal. 2. an amount, etc.

offered or proposed. 3. an attempt or try (for some-

thing). 4. iColloq.], an invitation, especially to become
a member. 5. in cards, a) a bidding. 6) the number of

tricks or points stated, c) a player's turn to bid.

bid fair, to seem likely (to be or do something).
bid in, at an auction, to bid more than the best offer

in an attempt to raise the final purchasing price.
bid up, to raise the amount bid, as in an auction or
card game.

bid (bid), obsolete past participle of bide.
bi dar ka (bl-daVka), n. [< Russ. baidarka, dim. of

baidara, canoe, coracle], a sealskin-covered canoe used

by Eskimos of Alaska.
'

,

bidar-kee <b!-<Jar'ke'), n. a bidarka.
'

' '

^
bid-da-Die ftrid'o-bl), adj. 1. obedient j docile. 2,

worth bidding on: as, a biddable bridge hand.

Bid-de-ford(oid'9-ferd), n. a city in southwestern
Maine: pop., 21,000; . , ,

Md-dbn {bflfco), alternative past fartkfcle f Wd*
j. invited.
-iJeri (bidTa), Obsolete past mrticfple of bide.

r), h. a
'

'

<

invitation or summons. 3. the bids or the making of
bids in a card game or auction.
at the bidding of, obedient to; at the disposal of.

do the bidding of, to be obedient toj carry out the
orders of.

Bid-die, Francis (bid>'l), 1886- ; American lawyer;
attorney-general of the United States (1941-1945).
Biddle, John, 1615-1662 ; English theologian; founder
of English Unitarianism.

bide (bid), v.i. [BODE (bod) or BIDED (-id) or BADE (bad),
BIDED, BIDING: obs. past tense BAD, pp. BID, BIDEN,
BIDDEN (bid''n)], [ME. biden; AS. bidan, to stay, wait,

expect], [Archaic or Dial.], 1. to stay; continue. 2. to

dwell; reside. 3. to wait. v.t. to endure.
bide one's time, to wait patiently for an opportunity.

bi-den-tate (bi-den'tat), adj. [bi- + dentate], having two
teeth or toothlike parts.

bield (beld), n. & v.t. [Scot.], shelter.

Bie-le-feld (be'ls-felt
7
), n. a city in west central Prussia,

Germany: pop., 133,000 (1946). r

-

Jbien en-ten-du (byatt'naw'tatt'du
7
), [Fr.J, 1. [well

understood. 2. certainly; to be sure.

bi*enni-al (bi-en'i-sl), adj. [L. biennalis < biennium,
period of two years < bis, twice + annus, year], 1.

happening every two years. 2. lasting or living for two
years, n. 1. a biennial event or occurrence. 2. in

botany, a plant that lasts two years, usually pro-
ducing flowers and seed the second year.

bi-en-ni-al-ly (bi-en'i-sM), adv. every two years.

Jbien-ve-nue (byaw'vo-niiOt n. [Fr., lit., well come], a
welcome.

Bien-ville, Jean Bap-tiste de (zhaV ba'test' do byaw
7-

vel': Eng. bi-en'vil), 1680-1763; French governor of

Louisiana; founder of New Orleans.
bier (br), n. [ME. bere; AS. bser < same base as beran,
to bear], 1. a platform or portable framework on which
a coffin or corpse is placed. 2. a coffin. *

Bierce, Ambrose (blrs), 1842-1914?; American writer.

biest-ings (bes'tinz), n.pl. beestings.
bi-fa-cial (bi-fa'shsl), adj. 1. having two faces or main
surfaces. 2. in botany, having two unlike opposite
surfaces,

bi-far-i-ous (b!-far'i-3s), adj. [L. bifarius, twofold <
bis, twice + fari, to speak], in botany, arranged in two

bill (bif). n. & v.t. [prob. echoic], [Slang], strike; hit; cuff.

bif-fin (bif'in), n.Tyia Brit. dial. < beef + -ing: name
refers to the color of the apple], any of various deep-
red apples for cooking or baking.

bi-fid (bi'fid), adj. [L. bifidus, forked < bisr twice +
findere, to cleave, divide], divided into two equal parts
by a cleft; forked.

bi-fi-lar (bi-fi'lgr), adj. [bi- + filar < L. JUtm, thread],

having or involving the use of two threads, as certain

instruments for measuring distances.

bi-flag el-late (bi-flaj'a-lStO, adj. [&*- + flagellate], in

biology, having two whiplike parts, as certain protozoa.
bi flex (bi'fleks), adj. [< bi- + L,. flexm, pp. offlectere, to

bend], having two bends or curves.

bi'fo-cal (bi-fo'k'l; also* esp. for the n., bi/fo-kl), adj.

adjusted or ground to two different focal lengths, n. a
lens with one part ground to adjust the eye for close

focus, as for reading, and the other ground for distant

bi fo cals (bi-fo'klz, bi'fo-k
f

lz), n.pl. a pair of glasses
with bifocal lenses. , ,

bifoliate (bi-foli-it), adj. [bi~ -f foliate}, having two

bi forked (b!'f6rktO, adj. divided into two forks, or

branches i bifurcate. .

bi-form (bi'f6rmO &dj. 1. having two forms. 2. in-

corporating the features of two forms.
Bif-rost (bef'rost), n. [ON. bifrost, lit., the tremulous

way; bif- < bifask, to tremble -f rdst, a distance], m
tiorse mythology, the rainbow bridge from Midgard, the

earth, to Asgard, home of the gods: only the gods could

travel on it.

bifur-cate (bi'fer-kaf, bi~fur'kit), adj. P^L. Ufurcatns;
L. bifurcus < 6t- + furca, two-pronged fork], having
two branches or peaks; forked, v.t. A v4. (bi^:kat%
bf-ffir'kSt), [BIFURCATED (-id), BIFURCATING], to divide

into two parts or branches, as a road.
bMur-ca-tion (bl'fer-kS'shon), n

'

1. a biftu-cating;

dividing into two parts, 2. the place where this occurs.

big (big), adj. [BIGGER (-Sr), BKJGEST (-1st) , [ME. btg,

bigg < Gmc. base *bug}a, swollen up, thiek, big (seen

also in Norw. dial, bugfr, bi man & Eng. bug, insect ;

IE. base *bku-, *6w-, to blow out, swejUTout, as in L.

bucca, swollen cheeks!, 1. of great size, extent, or

capacity; larger 2, full-growni' ^ swollen, pregnant*
or filled (wih sctaithlng)] loud,
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extravagant; pompous: as, big talk. 7. magnanimous;
noble: as, he has a big heart. Big is much used in com-
bination to form adjectives (d*-bodied, big-he&dtd,
H^-souled, Wjf-talking, etc.). adv. [Colloq.}, 1. pom-
pously; boastfully; extravagantly: as, he talks big.

2. impressively. SYN. see large.

big-a-mist (big'a-mist), n. a person who commits
bigamy.

big a-mous (big'o-mss), adj. [LL. bigamos], 1. consti-

tuting or involving bigamy. 2. guilty of Digamy.

big-a-my (big'a-mi), n. [pi. BIGAMIES (-miz)L [ME. &
OFr. btgamie; LL. bigamus < bis, twice + Gr. gamos,
marriage], the criminal offense

^
of marrying a second

time while a previous marriage is still legally in effect.

big-a-roon (big'a-roon'), n. a bigarreau.

big-ar-reau (big's-ro', big'a-ro'). n. [Fr. < Ugarre,
flecked < bigarrer, to fleck], a variety of sweet cherry,
heart-shaped and firm-fleshed.

Big Ben, 1. the great bell in the Parliament clock
tower in London. 2, the clock itself.

Big Bertha, [Slang], [in allusion to Frau Bertha Krupp
von Bohlen und Halbach: the Krupp steelworks made
most of the German artillery], 1. a very large cannon
used by the Germans to bombard Paris in World War
I ; hence, 2. any very large cannon.

Big Dipper, a dipper-shaped group of stars in the con-
stellation Ursa Major (Great Bear).

Big Five, 1. after World War I, the United States,
Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan. 2. after
World War II, the United States, the Soviet Union,
Great Britain, China, and France.
big game, 1. large wild animals hunted for sport, as
lions, tigers, moose, etc. 2. [Collojq.], the object of any
important or dangerous undertaking.
big-gin (big'in), n. [Fr. beguin, a cap < name of a cap
worn by the nuns called Beguines], [British], 1. a cap
or hood, especially for a child. 2. a white cap worn by

big'gish (big'ish), adj. somewhat big.
big-Head (bigtiedO, n. [Colloq.], conceit; egotism: also

big head.
big-heart-ed (big'har'tid), adj. quick to givelor forgive;
generous; magnanimous.
big-horn (big'h6rn'). n. [pi. BIGHORNS (-h8rnz')> BIG-
HORN; see PLURAL, ii, D, 1], a wild sheei> with long
curved horns, found in the Rocky Mountains.
Big Horn, a river flowing through western Wyoming
into the Yellowstone River in Montana: length, 336 mi.
Big Horn Mountains, a range of the Rocky Mountains,
in northern Wyoming: highest point, 13,165 ft.

big house, [Slang], penitentiary.
bight (bit), n. [MB.; AS. bykt < base of AS. bugan (cf.

BOW); akin tot). & G. bucht, a bay; IE. base *bheugh~,
to bend, yield, flee], 1. a bending; corner; hollow; fork.
2. a loop in a rope. 3. a curve in a river, coast line, etc.
4. a bay.
big no ni a (big-no'ni-s), n. [after the Abb6 Bignon], any
of a number of related climbing evergreen vines with
stiff leaves and large clusters of yellowish-red, trumpet-
shaped flowers: also called trumpet flower.

big-no-ni a-ceous (big-no'ni-a'shss), adj. belonging to
the bignonia family of plants, whicn have large flowers,
often trumpet-shaped, and opposite leaves.

big ot (big'at), n. [OFr.: prob. < Sp. hombre de bigote,
Ht., man with a mustache (bigote, mustache, ult. < L.
biga, span of horses), hence man of spirit, firm char-
acter, obstinate person], 1. a person wno holds blindly
and intolerantly to a particular creed, opinion, etc. 2,
a narrow-minded, f intolerant person. SYN. see zealot.

big-ot-ed (big'ot-id) , adj. like or characteristic of a bigot;
narrow-minded; prejudiced.

big-ot-ry (big'gt-ri), n. [pi. BIGOTRIES (-riz)], [Fr.
bigoterie], bigoted behavior, attitude, or act; intolerance.

big shot, [Slang], a person regarded as important or
influential; bigwig.

big time, [Slang], 1. vaudeville performed only in the
larger cities, paying the actors better and requiring
fewer daily appearances; hence, 2. the level regarded
as highest or best in any given profession, occupation,
etc. 3. a very enjoyable time.

big top, [Colloq.], 1. the roof of a circus tent; hence,
2. a circus.

big tree, the giant sequoia or redwood tree.

big-wig (big'wig'), n. [Colloq.], an important and influ-
ential person.

Bi bar (bi-har'), n. La state of northeastern India:
area, 70,368 sq. mi.: po., 36,548,000 (est. 1950);
capital, Patna. 2. a city in this state: pop., 47,000.
Also spelled Behar.

bi-Jiour-ly (bi-our'li), adj. 4 adv. once every two hours.
bijou (bg'zhSp, bi-zhoo')> n. \pl. BIJOUX (be'zhooz,
bi-zhooz')j. [Fr.; prob. < Bret, bizou, a ring], 1. a
jewel. 2. something small and exquisite; trinket.

bi-jou-te-rie (be-zhoo'tgr-i), n. [Fr.; see BIJOU], 1.

bijoux generally; jewelry. 2. trinkets.
bi ju gate (bi'joo-gat', bl-joo'git), adj. [bi- + jugate],
having two pairs of leaflets, as some pinnate leayes.

bi-ju gous (bi'joo-gss), adj. bijugate.
Bi kan-er (fce'ka-nir') , n. 1. an individual native state

*

in northwestern India: area, 23,181 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,293,000. 2. its capital: pop., 127,000.

bike (bik), n., v.t. & v.i. [< bicycle], [Colloq.], bicycle.
Bikini (bi-ke'ne), n. 1. an atoll in the Marshall
Islands: site of atomic bomb tests in 1946. 2. an ex-

tremely brief two-piece bathing suit for women.
Bikol (bi-kol'), n. 1. a member of a Christianized
Malayan people of southeastern Luzon and neighboring
islands. 2. their language. Also spelled Bicol.

bi-la-bi-al (bi-la'bi-sl), adj. [bi- + labial], 1. having two
lips; bilabiate. 2. in phonetics, made by stopping or

constricting the air stream between the lips, as the
English consonants p, b, and m, Spanish intervocalic

b, etc. n. a bilabial sound.
bi la bi ate (bi-la'bi-af, bl-la'bi-it) , adj. [bi- + labiate],
in botany, having two lips, as flowers of the mint
family.
bilan-der (bil'gn-der, bi'lsn-der), n. f< D. bijlander,
lit., coaster < bijt by + land, land], a small, two-
masted ship used on the canals and along the coast of
the Netherlands, etc.

bi-lat-er-al (bi-lat'er-al), adj. [bi- + lateral], 1. of, hav-
. ing, or involving two sides, halves, factions, etc. 2. on*

two or both sides. 3. affecting both sides equally;
reciprocal. 4. having bilateral symmetry.

Bil-ba-o (bil-ba'o), n. a seaport in north central Spain:
pop., 176,000.

bil-ber-ry (bil'ber'i, bil'bgr-i), n. [pi. BILBERRIES (-iz)],

[ME. < ON. base of Dan. bollebxr; cf. G. dial, boll-

beeren, lit., ball berries], 1. a shrub of the heath family,
with small, egg-shaped leaves, rose-colored flowers, and
dark-blue berries. 2. its fruit. Also called whortleberry.

bil bp (bil'bo), n. [pi. BILBOES (-boz)], [after Bilbao,
Spain, once famous for its ironworks], l.pl.o. long iron
bar with shackles that slide back and forth on it, for

fettering a prisoner's feet. 2. [Archaic], a sword or

rapier.
bile (bil), n. [Fr,; L. bilis], 1. the bitter, yellow-brown
or greenish fluid secreted by the liver and found in the
gall bladder: it is discharged into the duodenum and
helps in digestion. 2. bitterness of spirit; choler; bad
temper; anger.

bi-lec-tion (bi-lek'shsn), n. a bolection.
bile-stone (bil'ston

7
) , n. a gallstone.

bilge (bilj), n. [var. of bulge], 1. the bulge of a barrel
or cask. 2. the rounded, lower part of a ship's hull or
hold. 3. stagnant, dirty water that gathers there : also

bilge water. 4. [Slang], something silly or distasteful;
nonsense, v.t. & v.i. [BILGED (biljd), BILGING], 1. to
break open in the bottom or bilge area: said of a vessel.
2. to bulge or swell out.

bilge keel (or piece), a beam fastened lengthwise on
either side of a ship's bottom to prevent heavy rolling,
damage to the bilges, etc.

bilg-y (bil'ji), adj. having the
bilge water.

biM-ar-y (bil'i-er'i, bil'ygr-i), adj. [Fr. biliaire], 1. of or
involving the bile. 2. bile-carrying. 3. bilious.

bi-lin-e-ar (bi-lm'i-Sr), adj. [bi- -f- linear], of or bounded
by two straight lines,
bi lin-gual (bl-lir/gwal), adj. [< L. bilinguis < bis, two
+ lingua, tongue], 1. of two languages. 2. using or
capable of using two languages, often with equal
facility.

bilingual ism (bi-lir/gwal-iz'm), n. the quality of
being bilingual.

bil ious (bil'yas), adj. [Fr. bilieux; L. biliosus < bilis,

bile], 1. of the bile. 2 having or resulting from some
ailment of the bile or the liver. 3. bad-tempered ; cross ;

bitter.

bi-lit-er-al (bi-Ut'Sr-Ql), adj. [< bi- + L. liter*, letter],
made up of two letters, n. any two-letter linguistic
element.

-bil-i'ty ^(bil'9-ti), -ability: used to form nouns cor-

JSfP^&^S to adjectivesi ending in -ble, as responsibility.
bilk (bilk), v.t. [first used in cnbbage; ? altered < balk],
1. to balk; deceive: swindle; Defraud, 2. to get away
without paying (a debt, etc.). n. 1. a bilking or being
bilked. 2. a person who cheats,; swindler.

Bill (bil), [< Will; see WILLIAM], a masculine nick-
name: diminutive, Billy.

bill (bil), n. [ME. bille; Anglo-L, bUla. altered < ML.
butta> sealed document; L. bulla

t knob, bubble], 1. a
statement of charges for goods or services. 2. a state-
ment or list, especially ofthings offered, as a menu or
theater program. 3. an advertising poster or handbill.
4. the entertainment offered in a theater. 5. a draft of
a law proposed to a lawmaking body. 6. a bill of
exchange. 7. any promissory note. 8. a tank note or
piece.of paper money. 9. [Obs.], a written document,
especially one with a seal. 10. in law, a written declara-
tion of the charges against a defendant, v.t* [MRUUm < bille], ,1. to ma|ce out a bill of (ftems); list,
2. to present a statement of charges to. 3. to advertise
or announce by bills or posters. 4. to post bills or
placards throughout (a town, efc,). 5. to ship feoods).
fill the biU, ICoUoqJ, to be satisfactory; ineet" the
requirements;.

foot the bill* fCQlloq.], to pay the cost.

appearance or odor of
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bill (bil), n. [ME. bill, bile; AS. bile; IE. base *bhei~, to

strike, hit], 1. a bird's beak: see bird, illus. 2. a
beaklike mouth part, as of a turtle. 3. the point of an
anchor fluke. 4. [Colloq.], the peak, or visor, of a cap.
y.z. 1. to touch bills together. 2. to caress lovingly;
be affectionate.
bill and coo, to kiss, talk softly, etc., as in love-making.

bill (bil), n.TME. bill, bil; AS. bill; IE. base *bhei~; see

BEX (beak)], 1. formerly, a broadsword. 2. an ancient

weapon usually consisting of a hook-shaped blade with
a spike at the back, on a long, pointed shaft; halberd.

3. a person armed with such a weapon. 4. a billhook.

bill (bil), n. [prob. < bell, to bellow < AS. bellan, to

roar, bellow], [Rare], the cry of the bittern.

bill-a-ble (bil';
^" "' ^ ^ "

billing.

bill-a-ble (bu'a-b'l), adj. that can be billed; subject to

(bil's-bor/), n. [Australian native term], in

Australia, a backwater channel that forms a lagoon or

bffiboard (bil'b6~rd',bil'bord
/
), n. [bill (a list) -f board],

a signboard, usually outdoors, for announcements and
advertising posters.
bill-board (bil'b6rd', bil'bord'), n. [bill (a beak) ~f

board], a ledge behind the cathead of a ship, on which
the fluke of a secured anchor rests.

bil-let (bil'it), n. [Fr., dim. of bitte; see BILL (an ac-

count)], 1. a written order to provide quarters or

lodging for military personnel. 2. lodging^ quarters.
3. a position, job, or situation. 4. [Archaic], a brief

document; note. v*L 1. to assign (soldiers, etc.) to

lodging by billet. 2. to assign (a person) to a post.
3. to serve a billet on.

bill-et (bil'it), n. [ME. & OFr. billette, dim. of bitte <
Gaul. *bilia, tree trunk], 1. a piece of firewood. 2. a

wooden club. 3. a small metal bar, often square. 4.

in architecture, a log-shaped insert in a Norman molding.
5. in heraldry, a rectangular bearing. 6. [? < another

source], in saddlery, a) that part of a belt or strap which
fits into a buckle. 6) a loop for securing the loose end
of a buckled strap.

billet-doux (bil'i-doo'; Fr. be'ye'doqO, n. [pi. BILLETS-
DOUX (bil'i-dooz'j Fr. be'ye'doo')], [Fr., lit., sweet let-

ter], a love letter.

bill-fish Ii (bil'fish'), n. [pi. BILLFISH, BILLFISHES (-iz)j see

FISH], 1. any of various fishes with long, narrow jaws
that resemble a beak, as many gars, the needlefish, the

skipper, etc. 2. a sailfish; spearfish.
bill-fold (bil'fold'), n. a folding, pocket-size case,

usually of leather, for carrying bank notes and papers;
wallet.

bill-head (billied'), n. 1. a sheet of paper at the top
of which a name and business address are printed, used
for statements of charges. 2. a name and business
address printed on such a sheet; letterhead.

bill-hook (bil'hoqk'). n. a curved or hooked tool for

pruning and cutting.
billiard (bil'ySrd), adj. of or for billiards, n. a point
scored in billiards by causing the cue ball to touch the
other two balls; carom.

billiards (bil'ySrdz), n. [Fr. billard, the game: orig. a

stick, cue < bille; see BILLET (piece of wood)], 1. a

game played with three hard balls on an oblong, felt-

covered table that has raised, cushioned edges: a long,

tapering stick called a cue is used to hit and move the
balls. 2. any of a number of similar games: pool is

sometimes called pocket billiards.

Bit-lie (bil'i), [fern. dim. of William], a feminine name.
bill-ing (bil'irj), n. 1. the listing or the actors' names
on a playbill or theater marquee. 2. the order in which
the names are listed.

Billings (bil'irjz), n. a city in southern Montana: pop.,
32,000.

Bil lings, Josh (josh bil'irjz), see Shaw, Henry Wheeler.
billings-gate (bil'irjz-gat

/
) n. [after a fish market in

London, notorious for the foul language used there],

foul, vulgar, abusive talk.

billion (bil'yon), n. [Fr. contr. < L. bis, twice -f mil-

lion, milHonJ, 1. in the United States and France, a
thousand millions (1,000,000,000). 2. in Great Britain
and Germany, a million millions (1,000,000,000,000).
3. a billion (unspecified but understood) monetary
units, as dollars, pounds, etc.: as, the firm has made
a billion, adj. amounting to one billion in number.

billlon-aire (bil'ywi-arOt n. [billion -f- millionaire], a

person whose wealth comes to at least a billion dollars,

pounds, francs, etc.

billionth (bil'yanth), adj. 1. coming last in a series of

a billion. 2. designating any of the billion equal; parts
of something, n. 1. the last in a series of a billion.

2, any of the billion equal parts of something.
Bil H ton (bi-l'ton), h. an island of ihe Netherlands
Indies, between Sumatra and Borneo: area, 1,866 sq.

mi.; pop;, 73,600: Dutch natese, BeUtoeng.
bill of attainder, a legislative bill making certain

crimes^ especially treason and outlawry, punishable by

forfeiture of property and loss of all civil rights: pro-
hibited in the United States by the Constitution.

bill of entry, an account, entered at a customhouse, of

incoming and outgoing goods.
bill of exchange, a written order to pay a certain sum
of money to the person named or to his account; draft:

abbreviated B/E, B.E., b.e.

bill of fare, a list of the foods served; menu.
bill of health, a certificate stating whether there is

infectious disease aboard a ship or in the port which
the ship is leaving: it is given to the captain for him to
show at the next port.
clean bill of health, 1. a bill of health certifying the
absence of infectious disease; hence, 2. fColloq.], a
good record; favorable recommendation.

bill of lading, 1. originally, a cargo list. 2. a contract
issued to a shipper by a transportation ^agency, listing
the goods shipped, acknowledging their receipt^ and
promising delivery to the person named: abbreviated
B/L, bJU

bill of rights, 1. a list of the rights and freedoms
assumed to be essential to a group of people. 2. [B- R-],
an act of the British Parliament passed in 1689 to pre-
vent a restoration of royal absolutism. 3. [B- R~], the
first ten amendments to the Constitution of the
United States, which guarantee certain rights to the
people, as freedom of speech, assembly, and worship.

bill of sale, a written statement certifying that the
ownership of something has been transferred by sale;
abbreviated B/S, b.s.

billon (bil'sn), n. [Fr.], an alloy of gold or silver with a
greater proportion of another metal, as copper: used in
some coins.
billow (bil'o), n. [ON. bylgja; cf. BELLY, BELLOWS], 1. a
large wave; great swell of water. 2. any large swelling
mass or surge, as of smoke, sound, etc. v.t. to surge,
swell, or rise like or in a billow. SYN. see wave.
billow-y (bil'o-i), adj. [BILLOWIER. (4-gr), BILLOWIEST
(-i-ist)j, swelling in or as in a billow or billows.

bill-post-er (bil'pos'ter), n. a person hired to fasten
advertisements or notices on walls, billboards, etc.

bill-stick-er (bil'stik'Sr) , n. a billposter.

billy (bil'i), n. [pi. BILLIES (-iz)], [< billet (wooden
club)], a club or^Heavy stick; truncheon, especially one
earned by a policeman.

billy (bil'i), n. [pi. BELLIES (-iz)], [< dial. Mllycan], a
can or kettle used in outdoor cooking.

billy- (bil'i), [< the nickname Billy < Willie < Wil-
liam; cf. JACK-], a formative element denoting: 1.

masculinity, as in billy goat. 2. [British Dial.], inti-

macy or intimate use. as in billycan (dial.), a billy.

billy-cock (bil'i-kok'), n. [< 18th c. bully-cocked, worn
in the style of a bully]. ^British Colloq*], a type of
felt hat with a low, round crown, as a derby.

billy goat, [see BILLY-], [Colloq.] a male goat.
bilo-bate (bi-lo'bat), adj. having or divided into two
lobes.
bilo bat-ed (bi-lo'ba-tid) , adj. bilobate.
biloc-ular ^(bi-lok'yop-lSr), adj* [bi- -f- locular], in

biology, having or divided into two cells or chambers.
biloc-ulate (bi-lok'yoo-lat', bi-lok'yoo-lit). adj. bi-
locular.
Biloxl (bi-lok'si), n. a town in Mississippi, on the
Gulf of Mexico: pop., 37,000.

bil-sted (bil'sted), n. [18th c.: early sp. boilsted suggests
orig. bilested; ? < bile + dial, stead, aid, remedy (with
reference to medicinal use of the balsam)], a tree with
maplelike leaves and spiny fruit: also called sweet gum.

bil-tong (bil'torj), n. [S.Afr.D.; bil, rump (from which
it is cut) 4- tong, tongue (from the shape)], sun-dried
strips of meat.
bi-mane (bi'ma(bi'man), n. [Fr. < Mod. L. bimanus], a bi-

manous mammal.
bi-ma-nous (bi-ma'nas, bim's-nos), adj. [Mod. L.

bimanus; L. bi-, bi- 4- manus, hand], having two hands.
bi-man-u-al (bi-man'u-9l), adj. [bi" + manual], using or

needing the use of two hands.
bi-men-sal (bi-men's'l) , adj. [bi-t + mensal], bimonthly.
bi-mes-tri-al (bl-mes'tri-ol), adj. [L. bimestri$

t
< bi- -f

mensis, month], 1. lasting two months. 2. bimonthly.
bi me-tallic (bi'ms-tal'ik), adj. [Fr. bimttallique; bi~ +
m&attigue, metallic], 1. of, containing, or using two
metals, 2. of or based on bimetallism.
bi-met allism (bi-met'1-iz'm), n. 1. the use of two
metals, usually gold and silver, as the monetary stand-
ard, with fixed values in relation to each other. 2.

the doctrine, actions, or policies supporting this.

bi-met allist (bi-met'1-ist), n. a person who believes
in or advocates bimetallism.

bi monthly (bi-munthli), adj. & adv. 1. once every
two months. 2. twice a month; seminionthly: loosely
so used. n. [pi. BIMONTBXIES (-Hz)], a publication
appearing once every two months.

bi-mo-tored (bi-mo't8rd) , adj. having two motors, as
some airplanes.
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bin (bin), n. [ME. binne; AS. binn, manger, cnb; prob.

< Celt.], 1. a receptacle, especially for ashes or trash.

2, a box or enclosed space for storing foods, fuels, etc.

vt. [BINNED (bind), BINNING], to put or store m a bin.

bin- (bin), bi-: used before a vowel, as in binary.

bi-nal (bl'nl), ad/. [Mod. L. binalis < L. btm, two by

bin-oc-u-lars (bi-nok'ys-lerz, bi-nok'ya-lerz) , n.pl. 1.

field glasses. 2. opera

bl-na-ry (bi'-na-ri). adj. [L. binarius < btni, two by two

< bis, double], 1. made up of two parts; twofold;

double. 2. in chemistry, composed of two elements: as,

binary compounds, n. [pi. BINARIES (-nz)J, 1. a set

of two; couple; pair. 2. a binary star.

binary star, two stars revolving around a common cen-

ter of gravity; double star. .

bi-nate (bi'nat), adj. [LL. binatus < L. bmi; see BI-

NARY], in botany, composed of or almost divided into

two parts: said of a leaf.
.

bin-au-ral (bin-6'rsl) , adj. [bin- + aural], 1. having two

ears. 2. of or involving the use of both ears. 3.

(usually bi-n6'r9l), designating or of sound reproduction
or transmission in which two sources of sound are used

to give a stereophonic effect.

bind (bind), v.t. [BOUND (bound), BINDING], [ME.
binden; AS, bindan; akin to ON. binda; IB. base

*bhendh-> as in L. (of}fend(isc)], 1. to tie together; make
fast or tight, as with a rope or band. 2. to hold; make
prisoner; restrain. 3. to gird or encircle with (a belt,

girdle, etc.) ; wrap around. 4. to bandage (often with

up}. 5. to make stick together; make coalesce into a

mass. 6. to tighten the bowels of; constipate. 7. to

strengthen, secure, or ornament the edges of by a band,

as of tape. 8. to fasten together and protect with a

cover, as a book. 9. to secure (a bargain, pledge, etc.) ;

obligate by duty, love, etc. : as, he is bound to help his

mother, 10. to put under oath, legal restraint, or

contract. 1 1. to unite or hold, as by a feeling of loyalty.

: i. 1. to do the act of binding. 2. to grow tight, hard,

c
-
t"ff. 3. to stick together. 4. to be obligatory, n. 1.

anything that binds. 2. a twining stem.
t

3. in music,

a line to indicate that the sound of certain notes is to

be sustained; slur. SYN. see tie.

bind out, to require (a person) to serve under written

contract or legal bond.
bind OTCT, to put under legal bond to appear at a

specified time and place, as before a law court.

bind-er (bin'der), n. 1. a person who binds. 2 a

bookbinder. 3. a thing that binds or holds together.

4 a band, cord, etc. 5. a binding substance, as tar.

6* a cover for holding sheets of paper together. 7. in

agriculture, a) a device attached to a reaper, for tying

grain in bundles, b) a machine that both reaps and

binds grain. 8. in law, a temporary contract, in effect

pending execution of the final contract.

bind-er-y (bm'der-i), n. [pi. BINDERIES (4z)], a place

where books are bound.
bind-ing (bin'dirjX n. I. the action of a person or thing
that binds. 2. the state of being bound. 3. a band or

bandage. 4. tape used in sewing for strengthening

seams, edges, etc. 5. the covers and backing of a book.

6 a band of masonry, brick, etc, 7. a cohesive substance

for holding a mixture together, adj. 1. that binds.

2. tight; restrictive. 3. that holds one to an agreement,

promise, etc.; obligatory.
bin-die (bm'd'l), n. [prob. < bundle], [Slang], a bundle

of bedding carried by a hobo.
bindle stiff, [Slang], a hobo.
bind-weed (blnd'wedO , n. any^ of a number of related

plants, usually trailing or twining; convolvulus.

bine (bin), n. [dial, form of bind], any climbing, twining

stem, as of the hop, woodbine, etc.
, , _

Bi-net-SI mon test (bi-na' si'mon; Fr. be'ne'se'moti') ,

[after Fr. psychologists who devised it, Alfred Binet

(1857-1911) and Theodore Simon (1873- )], a Binet

Bi-net test (bi-na'; Fr. be'ne'), an intelligence test that

consists of questions, problems, and things to do, graded
in terms of mental age (Binet age): see I.O.

binge (binj), n. [? < dial, binge, to soak], [Slang], a

drunken celebration or spree.
Bing-en (bin'an), n. a town on. the Rhine, in western

Germany: pop., 10,000.

Bing-ham-ton (bir/am-ton), n. a city in south central

New York: pop., 81,000.
bin-go (bin 'go), n> [? < bingo, 18th-c. thieves' cant

meaning "brandy," "drinker"; ? formed by analogy

EJJLUU-JLAUJLJJ. V UJLU> J t-LJ.14, y , JU/JU&. I

South Viet-Nam: pop,, 147,000.
binnacle (binVk'l), n. [formerly Uttacle < Port.

bitacola, binnacle < L. habitaculum, dwelling, place <
habitare, to inhabit], the case enclosing a ship's com-
pass, usually located near the helm.
bin o cle (bin'o-kl), n. [< L. bini, double + oculus, an
eye], a field glass, telescope, etc. for use with both eyes.

bin-oc-u-lar (bi-nok'ya-ler, bi-nok'ys-le'r} , adj. [< L.

bini, double 4- ocularis, of the eyes < oculus, an eye),

using, or for tne use of, both eyes at the same time. n.

a binocular instrument.

bi-no-mi-al (bl-no'mi-al),
n. [LL. binomius < bi- -h

Gr. nomos, law], 1. a
mathematical equation or

expression consisting of

two terms connected by
a plus or minus sign. 2.

the scientific name of a

plant or animal, consist-

ing of the genus name
followed by that of the BINOCULARS
species, adj. 1. having
two names. 2. composed of two terms. 3. of binomials.

binomial nomenclature (or system), the scientific

system of giving a double name to each plant and ani-

mal consisting of the name of the genus followed by
that of the species: e.g., Ancnas sativus (pineapple).

binomial theorem, an algebraic short cut for raising a

binomial to any power, invented by Sir Isaac Newton.

Example: (a + b)
2 = a2

4- 2ab + b2
.

bi-nu-cle-ar (bi-noo'kli-er, bi-nu'kli-er), adj. binucleate.

bi-nu-cle-ate (bi-noo'kli-af, bl-nu'kli-it) , adj. of or

having two nuclei or centers.

Bin-yon, Laurence (bin'ygn), 1869-1943; English poet
and art critic. . .

bi-o- (bi'6, bi'a), [Gr. < bios, life], a combining form

meaning life, of living things, biological, as in biography,

biochemistry; also bi-.

bi-o-cat-a-lyst (bi'o-katVhst) , n. [bio- + catalyst], a

substance that activates or speeds up a biochemical

reaction; coenzyme, vitamin, or hormone.
bi-oc-ellate (bi-os'a-laf, bi'o-sel'rt) , adj. \bi- -\-ocellate},

in zoology, having two simple eyes or eyelike markings.
bi-o-chem-i-cal (bi'o-kem'i-k'l) , adj. of or connected

bi-o-chem-ist (bi'o-kem'ist) , n. a student of or specialist

in biochemistry. * ^ * *

bi-o-chem-is-try (b!'5-kem'is-tri) , n. the branch of

chemistry that deals with plants and animals and their

life processes; biological chemistry: abbreviated bio-

bi-o-dy-nam-ics (bi'o-dl-nam'iks), n.pl. [construed as

sing.], [bio- + dynamics], the branch of physiology that

deals with the life processes of plants and animals:

opposed to biostatics. *.<<> ,

biog., 1. biographer. 2. biographical. 3. biography,
bi-o^en (bi'a-jan), n. [bio- 4- -gen], the hypothetical
smallest unit of protoplasm. .-,.,-,

bi-o-gen-e-sis (bro-jen's-sis) , n. [bio- -f- genesis], 1, the

development of living organisms from other living

organisms. 2. the theory that living organisms come

only from other living organisms, and not from non-

bi-o-ge-net-ic^bi'o-ja-net'ik), adj. of or connected with

biogenesis.
bi-o-ge-net'i-cal (bi'o-js-net'i-k'l), adj. biogenetic.

bi-og-e-nous (bi-oj's-nas), adj. [bio- + -genous], 1, pro-

duced from or inhabiting living things. 2. producing
life.

_ _ n. the branch of

biology that cleals with the geographical distribution of

plants and animals: abbreviated biogeog.

bi-og-ra-pher (bi-og'rs-f&r, bi-og
;r9

:fer),
n. a writer of

a biography or biographies: abbreviated biog.

bi-o-graph-ic (biVgraf'ik) , adi. biographical.

bi-o-graph-i-cal (blVgraf'i-k'l), adj. 1. of or connected
with biography. 2. about a person's life. Abbreviated

biog.
bi-og-ra-phy (bi-og'r9~fi, bi-og'rg-fi), n. [Gr. biographia
< bios, life -f graphein, to write], 1. the histories of

individual lives, considered as a branch of literature,

2. [pi. BIOGRAPHIES (-fiz)], an account of a person's life,

described by another; life story. Abbreviated biog.

biol., 1. biological. 2. biologist, 3. biology.

bi-O'log-ic (bi'9-loj'ik), adj. biological.

bi-0-log'i-cal (biVloj'i-k'l) , adj. 1. of or connected
with biology; of plants and animals. 2. of the nature

of living matter. 3. used in or produced by practical

biology. Abbreviated biol. n. a oiological product.
bi-o-log-i-caHy (blVloj'Wc'l-i, bi'a-loj'ik-li), adv. 1*

from the viewpoint of biology. 2. by means of biology.

biological warfare, the use of disease-spreading micro-

organisms, toxins, etc. against enemy armed forces or

civilians.
. .

bi-ol-o-gist (bi-ol'a-jist) , n. a student of or specialist in

biology: abbreviated biol.

bi-ol'O-gy (bi-ol'a-ji) , n. [bio- -j- -logy], 1. the science

that deals with the origin, history, physical charac-

teristics, habits, etc. of plants and animals: it includes

botany, zoology* and their subdivisions: abbreviated
biol. 2. animal and

tplant life, as of a given area. 3.

biological history, principles^tc.
bi-o-lu-mi-nes-cence (bl'o-loo-ms-nes ns) n. [bio- +
luminescence], a giving off of light from living matter,
caused by internal oxidation.
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bi-ol-y-sis (bi-ol'a-sis), n. [bio- + -lysis], the destruction
of life, as by bacteria or other microorganisms.

bi-o-lyt-ic (bl'9-lit'ik), adj. of or produced by biolysis.
bi-o-met-rics (bi'a-met'riks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],

[< bio- 4- metric], that branch of biology which deals
with its data statistically and by quantitative analysis.

bi-om-e-try (bi-om'a-tri), n. [bio- -f -metry], 1. calcula-
tion of the probable human life span. 2. biometrics.
Bl-on (bi'sn), n. Greek pastoral poet; c. 3d century B.C.
bi-o-nom-ics (bi'a-nom'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],

[< bionomy -j- -ics], the^branch of biology that deals
with the adaptation of living things to their environ-
ment; ecology.
bi-on-o-my (bi-on's-mi), n. [bio- + Gr. nomos, law],
1, the science that deals with the natural laws control-

ling life processes. 2. bionomics.
bi'O-phys-i-cal (bi'6-fiz'i-k'l), adj. of biophysics.
bi-o-phys-ics (bi'o-fiz'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], the
branch of physics that deals with living matter.

bi'O-plasm (bi'6-plaz'm), n. living matter; protoplasm.
bi'Op-sy (bi'op-si), n. [see BIO- & -OPSIS], in medicine,
the excision of a piece of living tissue for diagnostic
examination by microscope, etc.

bio-scope (bi'a-skop'). n. [bio- + -scope], a motion-
picture projector.

bl-oS'CO-py (bi-os'ks-pi), n. [6*0- +t -scopy], in medicine,
examination to find out whether life is present.

-bi-o-sis (bi-o'sis, bi-o'sis), [< Gr. biosis, way of life <
bios, life], a combining^form meaning a (specified) way
of living, as in symbiosis.

bi-o-so-cial (bi'o-so'shsl)^ adj. of the communal or

apes, etc.

,. biostatics.

.bi'5-stat'iks), n.pl. Jconstrued as
sing.],

[bio- + statics], the branch of physiology that deals with
the relation of structure to function in plants and
animals: opposed to biodynamics.
bio-ta (bi-o'to), n. [see BIOTIC], the plant and animal
life of a region.

bi'O-ther*a-py (bi'o-ther'a-pi), n. [bio- + therapy], the

treatmen^ of disease by means of substances secreted
by or derived from living organisms, as serums, vac-
cines, bile, penicillin, etc.

bi-ot-ic (bi-ot'ik), adj. [Gr. biStikos < bios, life], of life;
of living things.

bi ot-i-cal (bi-ot'i-k'l), adj. biotic.

bi-O'tin (biVtin), n. [biotic, + -in], a bacterial growth
factor, CioHieOsNaS, found in liver, egg yolk, and
yeast; vitamin H: the lack of it may cause dermatitis.
bio-tite (bi's-tit'), n. [after J. B. Biot (1774-1862),
Fr. naturalist], a darknbrown or black mineral of the
mica family, found in igneous and metamorphic rocks.

bi-o-tyjpe (bi'o-tipO, n. [bio- + -type], a groug of plants
or animals with similar hereditary characteristics.

bi pa-ri-e-tal (bi'pa-ri'a-t'l), adj. of or connected with
the prominent rounded part of the two parietal bones.
bi-pa-rous (bip's-ros), adj. [bi- + -porous), 1. bearing
two offspring at a birth. 2. in botany, dividing into two
branches,

bi-par-ti-san (bi-par'ta-z'n), adj. of, having members
from, or representing two parties.

bi-par-tite (bi-par'tit), adj. [L. bipartite, pp. of bipar-
tire; bi-, two + partire, to divide], 1. having two parts.
2. having two corresponding parts: as, a bipartite
agreement. 3. in botany, divided in two nearly to the
base, as some leaves.

bi-par-ti-tion (bi'par-tish'an), n. partition, or division,
into two parts.

bi ped (bi'ped), n. [L. bipes; bi- + Pes, pedis, foot], any
animal with only two feet. adj. two-footed; bipedal.
bipedal (bi'pi-d'l, bi'ped-'l, bi'pi-d'l), adj. [L. bipe-
dalis; see BIPED], having only two feet.

bi-pen nate (bi-pen'at), adj. [see BI- & PBNNATE], having
two wings.

bi pet-al-ous (bi-pefl-os) , adj. having two petals.
bi-phen yl (bi-fen'il, bi-fe'nil), n. [bi- + phenyl], a white,
crystalline hydrocarbon whose molecule consists of a
double phenvl group, CH_rC 6H B .

bi-pin nate (bl-pin'at), adj. [see BI- & PINNATE], having
pinnate leaflets on stems that
grow opposite each other on
a main stem.
biplane (bi'plan'), n. [bi- +
plane], an airplane

i
with two

main planes, typically one
above the other: see TYPES OF
AIRPLANE, p. 32.

W.ppd (bi'podO. n. [M- +
tnppd], a two-legged stand
for instruments, weapons, etc.

bi-jpo-lar (bi-po'lgr), adj. 1.

of or having two poles. 2. of
or involving both of the
earth's poles or polar regions.

bi quad-rate (bi-kwod'rit), n. [W- + quadrate], in math-

BIPINNATE LEAF
(of acacia)

ematics, the square of the square; fourth power: also
called quartic.

bi-quad-rat-ic (bi'-kwod-rat'ik), adj* in mathematics,
of or involving the biquadrate, or fourth power, of
a quantity, n. 1. a biquadrate. 2. an algebraic
equation of the fourth power.

bi-quar-ter-ly (bi-kw6r/ter-li) t

BIRD

A, bill; B, chin; c, throat;
x>, breast; B, abdomen; F,

heel; G, tarsus; H, tibia:

I, tail coverts; j, tail

feathers; K, flanks; L,

secondaries; M, primaries;
N, wing coverts; o, nape;
p, crown; Q, auriculars

,.. yter-li), adj. happening or ap-
pearing twice in every three-month period.

bi-ra-di-al (bi-ra'di-sl), adj. in biology, having both
bilateral and radial symmetry.
birch (burch), n t [ME. birche; AS, beorc; akin to G.
birke; IE. *ohereg-a < base *bhereg~, shine, white], 1.

any of a number of related trees that generally have
slender branches, hard, close-grained wood, and smooth
bark easily stripped off in layers. 2. the wood of any
of these trees. 3. a birch rod or bunch of twigs used
for whipping, v.t. to beat with a birch, adj. of birch.
birch-en (bur'chan). adj. of birch.
bird (burd), n. [ME. brid; AS. briddt bird, especially a
young bird], 1. any of a
group of warm-blooded ver-
tebrates with feathers and
wings. 2. a small game
bird : distinguished from
waterfowl. 3. a clay pigeon.
4. [Obs.], a young bird or
fowl; nestling. 5. [Slang],
a person: as, he's a queer
bird. 6. [Slang], a sound
of disapproval made by the
lips fluttering. 7. in bad-
minton, the round, feather-

tipped cork struck with the
racket; shuttlecock. v.L
to shoot or catch birds.
bird in the hand, some-
thing sure or definite be-
cause already in one's
possession: opposed to
bird in the bush, some-
thing unsure, etc.

birds of a feather, people
with the same character-
istics or tastes.

eat like a bird, to eat very little food.
bird-bath (burd'bath', burd'bath'), n. a basinlike
garden ornament for birds to bathe in.

bird-call (burd'kSl'), n. 1. the sound or song of a bird.
2. an imitation of this. 3. a device for imitating bird
sounds. Also bird call.

bird dog, a dog trained for hunting birds, as a pointer.
bird-foot (burd'foof), n. bird's-foot.
bird grass, a weed of the buckwheat family, with
jointed stems, narrow leaves, and spikes of tiny,
greenish flowers; knotgrass.
bird-house (burd'hous'}, n. 1. a small box, often re-

sembling a house, for birds to live in. 2. a building for
exhibiting birds.

bird-ie (bur'di), n. 1. any small bird: a child's word.
2. in golf, a score of one stroke under par for any hole.
bird-lime (burd'Hm'), n. 1. a sticky substance spread
on twigs to catch birds. 2. anything that catches or
snares, v.t. to spread or catch with birdlime.

bird man (burd'man', bftrd'msn), n.
[fl.

BIRDMEN
(-men', -mon)], 1. a person whose work deals with
birds, as an ornithologist or taxidermist. 2. [Colloq.],
an aviator.
bird of ill omen, 1. a bearer of bad news. 2. an
unlucky person.
bird of paradise, any of a number of brightly colored
birds found in and near New Guinea.

bird of passage, 1. any migratory bird. 2. anyone who
travels or roams about constantly.

bird of peace, the dove.
bird of prey, any of a number of flesh-eating birds, as
the eagle, hawk, owl, vulture, etc.

bird pepper, a kind of pepper with oblong, red fruit.

bird-seed (burd'sed')t n. seed for feeding caged birds.

bird's-eye (burdzl')t n. 1. any of various plants with
small, bright flowers, as the bird's-eye primrose, herb
Robert, etc. 2. a pattern of small diamond-shaped
figures, each with a dot like a bird's eye in the center,
woven into cottons and linens. 3. a cotton or linen
cloth with such a pattern: used for diapers, napkins,
etc. adj. 1. seen from above or a distance; general;
cursory: as, a bird's-eye view. 2. having markings that
resemble birds' eyes: as, bird's-eye maple.

bird's-foot (burdz'foof), n. any of various plants
whose leaves or flowers resemble a bird's foot, as the
bird's-foot trefoil, bird's-foot fern, etc.: also bird-foot.

bird's-foot fern, a kind of fern with small, wiry leaves
in groups of three.

bird's-foot trefoil, any of a number of related plants
of the oea family, with small, yellow flowers.

bird's-foot violet, a kind of violet bearing large, purple

fat, ape, bftie, car; ten, iv^n, hftre, qv?sr; is, bite; lot, g5t hdrn, t5ol, look; oil, outj
rnen; zh, leisure: n. ring; 9 for a in a&o, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u in
coeur; tt, Fr. feu; Pr. mow; o, Fr.

----- - -
. coq*

ttse, ffir; get; joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
_ _ _- ... ,w f -sw;

'
as in able (I'lb'l);

Fr. bM; e\ Fr.
. due; H, G, ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. J foreign;

*
hypothetical; < derived from.
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BIRETTA

flowers with dark upper petals and pale lower ones.

bird shot, small shot for shooting birds.

bird-wom-an (burd'woom'sn), n. [pi BFRDWOMBN

(-wim'in)'
bi*reme ,

kind of ship t*~ --- -. --

oars on ench side, one under the other.

bi-ret-ta (bi-ret's), n. [It. birretta; LL. birrettum, dim.

of L. birrus, a hood, cloak; prob.

< Celt, base appearing in Cym-
ric byrr, Mir. berr, short], a

square cap with three projec-
tions and a tassel on top, worn
by Roman Catholic clergy: also

spelled birretta, beretta, ber-

rettsu
birk (burk, birk), n. & adj.

[Scot. & Dial. Eng.], birch.

birk en (bur'kan.bir'kan) , adj.

[Scot. & Dial. Eng.], birchen.

Bir-ken-head (bur'kon-hed',
bur'kan-hed'), n. a city in

western England, at the mouth
of the River Mersey: pop.,

134,000 (est. 1946). .

birl (burl), v.t. & v.i. [? echoic refashioning of birr, after

whirl purl, etc.], 1. to revolve rapidly. 2. to whirr.

btrl-ing (burlirj), n. a competitive game among lumber-

jacks in which each tries to keep his balance while

revolving a floating log with his feet.

Binning ham (burmirj-ham; also, and for 1 always,

bur'min-Qm), n. 1. a city in central England: po.,
1,090,000 (est. 1946). 2. a manufacturing city in

north central Alabama: pop., 299,000.
4

Bir*o-bi-fan, Bir-o-bi-dzhan (b&r'o-bi-janO, n. 1. the

Jewish National Autonomous Region, an autonomous
region of the R.S.F.S.R. 2. its capital: pop., 38,000.

birr (bur), n. [ME. bir, byr; ON. byrr, impetus, strong

wind], 1. onrush; energy; force. 2. emphatic speech
or statement.

3..
a vibrant whirring sound. v.i. to

make or move with a birr.

birth (burth), n. [ME. birthe, burde; AS. byrde, gebyrde
< beran, to bear], 1. the act of bringing forth offspring.

2. a person or thing born or produced. _
3. the act of

being born: nativity. 4. descent or origin. 5. descent

from nobility. 6. the beginning of anything: as, the

birth of a nation, 7. an inherited or natural inclination

to act in certain ways: as, an actor by birth.

i ftive birth to, 1. to bring forth (offspring). 2. to be
the cause of; originate.

birth control, control of how many children a woman
will have and when she will have them; specifically,

contraception. , , ,

birth-day (burth'da') , n. 1. the day of a person's birth

or a thing's beginning. 2. the anniversary of this day.
birth-mark (burth'markO , n. a skin blemish present at

birth.

birth-place (burth'plas'), n. 1. the place of one
f

s birth:

abbreviated bp., bpl. 2. the -place of a thing's origin.

birth rate, the number of births per year per thousand
of population in a given community, area, or group:
sometimes other units of time or population are used
in giving the birth rate.

birth-right (burth'rit'), n- 1. the rights that a person
has because he was born in a certain family, nation, etc.

2. the rights of the first-born. SYN. see heritage.
birth-root (burth'root

7
, burth'root'), n. any of a num-

ber of related plants of the lily family, with short, thick

rootstocks, leaves in groups of three, and three-parted
flowers; trillium; birthwort: so called because formerly

supposed to be of help in childbirth.
birth-stone (burth'ston'), n. a precious or semiprecious
gem symbolizing the month or one's birth: the usual

list, beginning with that of January, is as follows:

garnet, amethyst, bloodstone, diamona, emerald, pearl,

ruby, sardonyx, sapphire, opal, topaz, and turquoise.
birth-wort (bftrth'wurt'), n. 1. any of a number of

related plants with unusual flower formations and
coloring; aristolochia: formerly supposed to be of help
in childbirth. 2. the birthroot.

bis (bis), adv. [L.; OL. duis < base of duo, two[, twice:
used as a direction to repeat, especially in music.

bis- (bis), bi-: used before c or 5, as in bissextile,

Bi-sa-yan (bi-sa'yan), n. Visayan.
Bi-sa-yas (bi-sa'yas), n.pl. the Visayan Islands.

Bis-cay, Bay of (bis'ka, bis'ki), a part of the Atlantic,
north of Spain and west of France.

bis-cuit (bis'kit), n.[pl. BISCUITS (-kits), BISCUIT], [ME.
besquite, bisqwite; OFr. bescoit; akin to It. biscotto < L.

bis, twice -f coctus, pp. of coquere, to cook], 1. [Chiefly
British], a) a hard, unraised bread made in crisp
wafers, b) any of these wafers; cracker or cooky.
2. a quick bread, made light by baking powder, soda,
or yeast, and baked in small pieces. 3. any of these

pieces. 4. light brown; tan. 5. pottery or porcelain
after the first firing and before glazing.

Jbise (bez), n. [Fr.; OHG. bisa], a cold north or north-
east wind blowing down from the Swiss Alps,

hi-sect (bl-sekf) , v.t. [< bi- -f L. sectus, pp. of secare, to

cut], 1. to cut in two. 2. in geometry, to divide into

two equal parts. v.i. to divide; fork.

bi sec tion (bi-sek'shan) , n. 1. a bisecting or being bi-

sected. 2. a Hne or point of bisecting. 3. either of two

equal sections.
bi-sec-tor (bl-sek'ter), n. 1. a thing that bisects some-

thing. 2. a straight line that bisects an angle or line.

bisectrix (bi-sek'triks), n. \pl. BISECTRICES (bl'sek-

tri'sez)], in crystallography, either of the two lines

bisecting the acute and obtuse angles formed by the

optic axes in a biaxial crystal. . .

bi-aer-rate (bi-ser'it, bi-ser'at) , adj. 1. in botany, having
notched teeth along the margin, as some leaves; doubly
serrate. 2. in zoology, notched on both sides, as some
antennae.

bi-sex-u-al (bi-sek'shoo-sl), adj. 1. of both sexes. 2.

having both male and female organs, as certain animals

and plants; hermaphroditic, n. 1. a hermaphrodite.
2. a person who is sexually attracted by both sexes.

bish-op (bish'sp), n. [ME. bischop; AS. biscop, bisceop;
L. epfscopus; Gr. episkopos, overseer, bishop; epi-t upon
+ skopos < skopein, to look], 1. a high-ranking

clergyman with authority over a church district or

diocese: abbreviated bp. 2. in the early Christian era,

a religious or spiritual overseer. 3. a chessman that

can move in a diagonal direction across any number of

squares: abbreviated B. 4. a sweet drink of spiced
wine and fruit juices.

bish-op-ric (bish'sp-rik), n. [ME. Uschopriche; AS.

bisceoprice; bisceop, bishop + rice, jurisdiction, king-

dom], 1. the church district controlled by a bishop;
diocese. 2. the position, authority, or rank of a bishop.

bish-op's-cap (bish'aps-kap'), n. any of a group of
1

small woodland herbs with heart-shaped leaves and
white or greenish flowers; miterwort.

r Bis-marck (biz'mark) , n. the capital of North Dakota,
on the Missouri River: pop., 19,000.
Bis-marck, Ot-to E-du-ard Le-o-pold von (ot'o a'doo-

art la'6H>61t f6n bis'mark; Eng. biz'mark), 1815-1898:
Prussian prince and chancellor; unified Germany: called

the Iron Chancellor.
Bismarck Archipelago, a group of islands northeast

of New Guinea: part of

the Australian mandate,
Territory of New Gui-
nea: area, 19,200 sq. mi.;
pop,, 129,000.
bismuth (biz'math), n.

[G. bismut, wismut], a
hard, brittle, metallic
element that is grayish-
white with a tinge of

'

red, used chiefly in

making alloys of low
melting point: symbol,
Bi; at. wt., 209.00; at.

no., 83.
bis muth al (biz'msth-

sl). adj. of or containing
bismuth.
bis-mu-thic (biz-mu/thik, biz-muth'ik) , adj. containing
bismuth with a valence of five.

bis-muth-ous (biz'math-as). adj. containing bismuth
with a valence of three.

bi-son (bi's'n, bi'z'n), n. [pi. BISON], [Fr. t L. f wild ox <
Gmc. *wisunt; cf. FITCH-

EW], any of a number
of related four-legged
mammals with a shaggy
mane, short,curvedhorns, ,

and a humped back, as I

the American buffalo or
the European aurochs,

bisque (bisk), n. [Fr.], 1,

a rich meat soup made
from shellfish, rabbit,
fowl, etc. 2. a thick, AMERICAN BISON (10 ft. long)
strained, creamed vege-
table soup, 3. an ice cream containing ground maca-
roons or nuts,

bisque (bisk), n. [< biscuit], 1. in ceramics, biscuit.

2. a red-yellow color.

bisque (bisik), n. [Fr.; earlier biskaye; ? < Biscay], in

tennis, golf, croquet, etc., a handicap of one point, stroke,

turn, etc. per game.
bis-sex-tile (bfselcs't'l, bi-seks'til) f adj. [L. Usextilis,

containing an intercalary day < Usextus < bis, twice
4- sextus, sixth: so called because February 24 (sixth

day before the calends of March) was reckoned twice

every fourth year] , 1 . denoting the extra day (February
29) of a leap year. 2. designating or of a leap year, n-
a leap year.

bis-ter, bis-tre (bis'tSr) , n. [Fr. bistre),
1. a dark-brown

pigment made from soot. 2. dark brown, adj. dark-
brown.
bistort (bis't8rt), n. [Fr. Ustarte; ML. Ustorta^M**
twice twisted < L. bist twice -f- tortus, pp. of tortyere,
to twist], a plant with spikes of apink or Wfai^e; flpweirs;
its twisted root is used, as an astringent.

BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO
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bis-tou-ry (bis'too-ri), n. [Z. BISTOURIES (-riz)], [Fr.
bistourt\, a small, slender surgical knife with a straight
or curved blade and a very sharp point.

bis-tro (bis'tro; Fr. be'stro/), n. [Fr. (Parisian) slang,
wine seller, wine shop < dial, bistro, a shepherd], 1. a
small wine shop or restaurant where wine is served.
2. a small night club or bar.

bi-sul-cate (bl-sul'kat) , adj. (bi- + sulcate], 1. having
two grooves. 2. in zoology, cloven-hoofed.
bi-suffate (bi-sul'fat), n. an acid sulfate; compound
of an element or radical which, in water solutions, pro-
duces hydrogen ions as well as sulfate ions.

bi-sul-fide (bi-sul'fid, bi-sul'fid), n. 1. hydrosulfide.
2. erroneously, a disulfide.

bi-sul-fite (bi-sul'fit}, n. an acid sulfite; compound
of an element or radical which, in water solutions, pro-
duces hydrogen ions as well as sulfite ions. .

bi-sym-met-ric (bi'si-met'rik), adj. bisymmetrical.
bi-sym-met-ri*cal (bi'si-met'ri-kl), adj. having double
symmetry.
bi-sym-me-try (bi-sim'a-tri), n. the quality or condition
of being bisymmetrical. ,

bit (bit) n. [ME. bit, bitt < AS. bite, a bite < bitan, to
bite], 1. metal mouthpiece on a bridle, acting as a
control: see harness, illus. 2. anything that curbs or
controls. 3. the part of a key that actually turns the
lock. 4. the cutting part of any tool, as the blade of a
plane. 5. the tool itself: see brace and bit, illus. 6. a
drilling or boring tool for use in a bitstock, telrill press,
etc. v.t. [BITTED (-id), BITTING], 1. to put*(a bit into
the mouth of (a horse); train to the bit; hence, 2. to
check or curb. 3. to make the bit on (a key).
take (or get) the bit in one's teeth, 1. to get the bit
between the teeth, so that it fails to restrain: said of

horses; hence, 2. to be beyond control: said of

persons.
bit (bit), n. [ME. bite; AS. bita, a piece, morsel, bit <
bitan, to bite], 1. a small piece or quantity. 2. some-
what: as, he's a bit of a bore. 3. [orig. used of a small
silver coin worth 1/8 of the Spanish peso (hence, nor-
mally 12 1/2 cents); use in multiples of two is due to

practice of quartering certain South American dollar

coins, each segment (quarter) thus having the value of
25 cents or two bits], [Colloq.], an amount equal to
12 1/2 cents: now usually in two bits, four bitst etc. 4.

[Colloq.], a short time; moment. '^5. a very small role in
a play or motion picture, adj. very small; as, she has a
bit part.
bit by bit, little by little; gradually.
do one*a bit, to do one's share.

bit (bit), past tense and alternative past participle of
bite.

bi-tar-trate (bi-tar'trat), n. an acid tartrate; compound
of an element or radical which, in water solutions, pro-
duces hydrogen ions as well as tartrate ions.

bitch (bich), n. [ME. bicche; AS, bicce; akin to ON,
bikkja; IE. base *bheg~, to arch, swell out (in reference
to pudenda)], 1. the female of the dog, wolf, fox, etc.

2. a bad or bad-tempered woman: used as a strong term
of contempt or hostility. v.i. [Slang], to complain.
v.t. [< botch], [Slang], to botch; spoil by bungling
(usually with up).

bitch-y (bich'i), adj. of or like a bitch.

...... . .. . to seize, grip, i..

cut with or as with the teeth. 2. to cut into, as with a
sharp weapon. 3. to sting, as^a snake. 4. to cause to
smart, as cold wind. 5. to grip; press hard into, as a
car wheel, ice skate, etc. 6. to eat into; corrode, v.i.

1. a) to press or snap the teeth (into, at, etc.). 6) to have
a tendency to do tnis. 2. to cause a biting sensation
or have a biting effect. 3. to swallow a bait; hence,
4. to be caught, as by a trick, n* [< the .], 1. a biting.
2. biting quality; sting: as, there's a bite to his words.
3. a wound, bruise, or sting from biting. 4. a mouthful.
5. a tight hold or grip. 6. an edge or surface that grips.
7. [Colloq.J, a small lunch; snack. 8. in dentistry, the
way the upper and lower teeth meet. 9. in etching, the
corrosion of the metal plate by the acid.
bite off more than one can chew, to attempt more
than one is capable of.

bite the dust (or ground), 1. to fall dead or dying,
as in combat. 2. to be humbled or defeated.

Bi-thyn-i-a (bi-thin'i-a) , n. an ancient kingdom of north-
western Asia Minor: see Roman Empire, map.

bit ing (bit'irj), adj. [ppr. of bite], 1. cutting; sharp.
2. sarcastic; sneering. SYN. see incisive.

Bi-tolj (be'tol'y'), n. a city in southern Yugoslavia:
pop., 33,000: Turkish name, Monastir.

bit player, an actor with a small role.

bit-stock (bit'stok
7

) , n. a handle for holding and turning
bits; brace.
bitt (bit), n. [? < ON. biti, a beam], in nautical usage,
any of the deck posts, often in pairs, around which ropes

or cables are wound and held fast. v.t. to wind (ropes
or cables) around a bitt.

bit-te (bit's: G. bit'e), interj. [G., lit., (I) request (of

you)], 1. please. 2. I beg your pardon. 3. you're
welcome; don't mention it: said in answer to thanks. -

bit-ten (bif'n), past participle of bite,
bit-ter (bit'gr), adj. (ME. biter; AS. biter, bitor, bitter <
base of bitan, to bite], 1. having a sharp and disagree-
able taste; acrid, as quinine or peach stones.

^
2. causing

or showing sorrow, discomfort, or pain; jgrievous. 3.

sharp and disagreeable; harsh; severe; piercing^: as, a
bitter wind, bitter enmity^ bitter remarks, adv. bitterly.
n. a bitter quality or tning : as, take the bitter with the
sweet, v.t. & v.i. to make or become bitter.

bitter apple, 1. a gourd plant of Europe, Africa, and
Asia, bearing round, yellow fruit with a bitter pulp.
2. the fruit, used to make a cathartic. Abo called

colocynth.
bitter cassava, a kind of cassava from whose roots
tapioca is made.

bitter end, [merging of archaic bitter, turn of cable
around a bitt, and bitter, adj., 2: with the anchor cable
out to the bitter end, any further misfortune would
mean shipwreck], in nautical usage, 1. that end of a
rope or cable that is wound around a bitt. 2. the

, inboard end of a rope or cable.
to the bitter end, 1. until the end, however uncomfort-
able. 2. until death.

bit-ter-end-er (bit'gr-en'dSr), n. [Colloq.], a person who
persists beyond reason; one who will not give in.

Bitter Lakes, two lakes forming part of the Suez
Canal, on the Isthmus of Suez, Egypt.

bit-tern (bit'ern), n.[pL BITTERNS (-Srnz), BITTERN; see
PLURAL, n, D, 11, [ME. bitor, botor; OPr. butor; ult. < L.
butio <

f
echoic base *bu-], a heronlike wading bird with

a booming cry.
bit-tern (bit'gra), n. [prob. ,< bitter, adj.],

the bitter

liquid left after the crystallization of salt from brine.
bit-ter-nut (bit'gr-nut') , n. a kind of hickory tree bear-
ing small, bitter nuts with a thin shell.

bitter principle, any of various bitter substances found
in plants, as lupulin, aloin, etc.

bit-ter-root (bit'gr-roof, bit'er-root'), n. a plant of the
Rocky Mountains, with clusters of narrow leaves and
white or pink flowers.
Bitter Root Range, a mountain range between Mon-
tana and Idaho: length, 400 mi. ; highest peak, 10,000 ft.

bit-ters (bit'Srz), n.pl. a liquor containing bitter herbs,
roots, etc. and usually alcohol, used as a medicine and
as an ingredient in some cocktails.

bit-ter-sweet (bit'er-sweV) , n. 1. a poisonous vine with
purple flowers and red berries that taste bitter and
sweet. 2. a climbing shrub with clusters of greenish
flowers, yellow fruit, and red seeds. 3. bitterness and

1 sweetness combined, adj. both bitter and sweet; both
painful and pleasant.

bit-ter-weed (bit'Sr-wed'), n. a kind of ragweed.
bi-tumen (bi-too'man, bi-tu'man, bich'oo-man) , n.

[L.], 1. originally, mineral pitch. 2, any of several
hard or semisolid materials obtained as asphaltic
residue in the distillation of coal tar, wood tar, petro-
leum, etc., or occurring as natural asphalt.

bi-tu-mi-nize (bi-too'ma-niz', bi-tu'ma-niz'), v.t. [BI-
TUMINIZBD (-nizd

7

), BITUMINIZING], to impregnate with,
or convert into, bitumen.
bi-tu-mi-noua (bi-too'ma-nas, bi-tu/mo-nas), adj. [Fr.
bitumineux; L. bitumineus < bitumen], 1. of the nature
of bitumen. 2. containing or made with bitumen.
bituminous coal, coal that yields pitch or tar when it

burns; soft coal.

, bi-va-lence (bi-yalans, biv's-lsns), n. the quality or
state of being bivalent.

bi-va-len-cy (bi-valsn-si, biv'9-lsn-si), n. bivalence.

,

bi-va-lent (bi-va'lont, biv's-font), adj. 1. having two
valences. 2. having a valence of two. Also, esp. for 2,

divalent. 3. in biology, double: said of a chromosome
formed by two similar chromosomes that He close

together or appear to join completely, n. a double
chromosome.

bi*valve (bl'valv'), n. 1. any mollusk having two
valves or shells hinged together, as a mussel, clam,
etc. 2. a seed capsule with two valves, adj. 1. having
two shells hinged together. 2. having two valves.
biv-ouac (biv'oo-aV, biv'wak), n. [Pr. < OHG.
biwacht, lit., by-watch; W-, by .4- wacht, a guard], 1.

originally, a night guard to avoid, surprise attack. 2. a
temporary encampment (usuallv of soldiers) in the
open, with or without shelter, tu. [BIVOUACKED (-akt

7
,

-wakt), BIVOUACKING], to encamp in the open.
bi-weekly (bi-wek'li), adj. & adv. 1. (occurring) once
every two weeks. 2. semiweekly. n. \fl. BIWEEKLIES
(-Hz)], a pubHcation that appears biweekly.

biyear*ly fbi-yeVH), adj. & adv. twice a year.
bi-zarre (bi^IrO, adj.jWr. < gp. or Port, bizarro, bold,
handsome, knightly < Basque bizar, a beard], 1. odd
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in manner, appearance, etc.; grotesque; queer; eccen-
tric. 2. marked by extreme contrasts and incongruities
of color, design, or style. SYN. see fantastic.
Bi zerte (be'zert'; Eng. bi-zur'ts), n. a town on the
coast of Tunisia, near Tunis: pop., 28,000.

Bi-zet, Georges (zhSrzh be'ze'; Eng. bi-za'), (born
Ahxandre Clsar Ltopdd Bizet), 1838-1875; French

composer.
BJf ., Bachelor of Journalism.
Bj5rn-son, Bj6m-stjer-ne (byorn'styar-na byonrsSn) ,

1832-1910; Norwegian poet, dramatist, novelist, and
social reformer; received Nobel prize in literature, 1903.

Bk in chemistry, berkelium.
bk., [pi. BKS.J, 1. bank. 2. block. 3. book.

bkg. bank _
bkkpg*, bookkeeping.
bkpt., bankrupt.
bks., Bks., B.K.S., barracks.

bkt., 1. basket; baskets. 2. bracket.

bl., 1. bale; bales. 2. barrel; barrels. 3. black.

B/L, [pi. BS/L], bill of lading.

B.L., 1. Bachelor of Laws. 2. Bachelor of Letters.

b.L, 1. bill of lading. 2. breech-loading.
B.L.A.. Bachelor ot Liberal Arts.
blab (blab), v*t. & vd. [BLABBED (blabd), BLABBING],
[ME. blabbe; see BLABBER], 1. to give away (secrets).
2. to chatter; prattle, n. 1. loose chatter; gossip. 2. a
person who blabs.
blab-ber (blab'&r), n. [< the v.] t a person who blabs.

v.t. & vd. [ME. blabberen, freq. of blab; akin to ON.
blabbra, Ot>an. blable, MD. blabberen, etc.; echoic],

[Obs. or Dial.], to blab; babble.
black (blak), adj. [ME. blak, blakke; AS. blxc; akin to
OHG. blah; IE. base *bhleg-, shine, gleam, as in L.

flagrare, flame, burn, whence flagrant; orig, sense,

"sooted, smoke-black from flame"], 1. opposite to
white: see color. 2. dark-complexioned. 3. Negro.
4. totally without light; in complete darkness; dark.
5. soiled; dirty. 6. wearing black clothing. 7. evil;

wicked; harmful. 8. disgraceful. 9. sad; dismal;
gloomy. 10. sullen; angered. 11. without hope: as, a
black future. 12. [Colloq.], inveterate; confirmed; deep-
dyed: as, a black villain. Abbreviated bl., blk. n. 1. the
darkest color. 2. a spot of this color; smut. 3. a dye
or paint of this color. 4. dark clothing, as for mourning.
5. a person of dark complexion. 6. a Negro, v.t* & vd.
1. to blacken; soil. 2. to put^blacking on (shoes, etc.).
black out, 1. to cover (writing, printing, etc;) with
black pencil marks or paint. 2. to cause a blackout
in. 3. to lose consciousness, as an aviator in coming
out of a power dive.

Black, Hugo La Fayette (la'finsf blak), 1886- ;

American jurist; associate justice, United States
Supreme Court (1937- ).

black alder, a shrub with glossy leaves and bright red
berries; winterberry.
black-a-moor (blakVmoor'), n.[< black + Moor], 1. a
Negro, especially an African Negro. 2. any dark-
skinned person.
black-and-blue (blak'sn-bloo'), .f/. discolored from
congestion of blood under the skin; bruised.
black-and-tan (blak'an-tan') , n. any of a breed of

small, lean dogs having a smooth, black coat with tan
markings: also called Manchester terrier, rat terrier.

Black and Tan, a member of the British troops sent
to Ireland to help put down disturbances during the
Sinn Fein rebellion (1919-1921).

black and white, 1. print; writing: as, put your agree-
ment

(
down in black and white. 2. a drawing or picture

done in black and white.
black art, black magic.
black-ball (blak'b61

7
), n. 1. originally, a small, black

ball used as a vote against a person or thing. 2. a
secret ballot or vote against a person or thing, v.t. 1.

to vote against; hence, 2. to exclude from social life,
etc. ; ostracize.
black bass (bas), any of a number of related fresh-
water game fishes of North America, having a long body
and spiny fins.

black bear, 1. a variety of large American bear. 2. a
variety of large bear found in Asia.
Black-beard (blak'b&rd'), n. (Edward Teach), an
English privateer who became a pirate; lived P-1718.

black-bee-tie (blak'be'tl), n. a cockroach; oriental
cockroach : also black beetle.

black belt, 1. [often B- B-], that part of the southern
United States where Negroes are a majority of the
population. 2. any district, as of a city, in which
Negroes are a majority. 3. an area of very rich soil
in the coastal plain of Alabama and Mississippi.

black-ber-ry (blak'ber'i, blak'ber-i) , n. [pi. BLACKBER-
RIES (-iz)] f 1. the small, edible, dark purple or black
fruit of any of a number of related brambles of the rose
family. 2. a bush or vine bearing this fruit.

blackberry lily, a plant of the iris family, bearing orange-
colored flowers with red spots, and fruit like a black-
berry.

black bindweed, 1. a European twining vine wjfth
long-stemmed leaves and small red berries. 2., f a

European twining plant now found in America as a
tenacious weed.
black-bird (blak'burd'), n. any of various birds the

male of which is almost entirely black, as the purple

grackle, cowbird, red-winged blackbird, common
English thrush, etc.

black-board (blak'bftrd', blafbord')* n. a smooth sur-

face of slate or other dark material on which one can
write or draw with chalk.

e

black book, a book containing names of those black-

listed.

be in one's black book, to be regarded unfavorably
by one.

black-boy (blak'boi'). n. 1. an Australian plant with

long, wiry leaves and long spikes of flowers; grass tree.

2. a blackfellow: patronizing term.
black bread, a dark, coarse bread, usually made of rye
flour.

black buck, a long-horned antelope of India that is

brownish-black above and white below.
Black-burn (blak'bHrn), n. a city in Lancashire,

England: pop., 109,000 (est. 1946).
Blackburn, Mount, a mountain of the Wrangell
Range, southeastern Alaska: height, 16,140 ft.

Black Canyon, 1. a canyon between Arizona and
Nevada, cut by the Colorado River, near Hoover Dam.
2. a canyon in western Colorado, cut by the Gunnison
River: a national monument.
black-cap (blak'kap'). n. 1. any of various birds with
a black, caplike crown, as the chickadee, a European
warbler, etc. 2. the black raspberry.
black-cock (blak'kokO, n. [pi. BLACKCOCKS (-koks').
BLACKCOCK; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], the male of the black

grouse.
black coffee, coffee without cream or sugar.
black country, [often B- C-], a mining and industrial
district in the English Midlands around Birmingham:
so called because of the prevailing soot and

black-damp (blak'damp')* n. chokedamp, a gas found
in mines, etc.

Black Death, a deadly disease, probably bubonic
plague, which greatly reduced the population of Europe
and Asia in the 14th century; so called from the black
spots caused on the skin.
black diamonds, coal.

black-en (blak''n), vd. [ME. blaknen < blak. black], to
become black or dark, v.t, 1. to make black; darken.
2. to slander; defame; vilify.
black eye, 1. an eye with a very dark iris. 2. a dis-
coloration of the skin or flesh surrounding an eye,
resulting from a sharp blow, or contusion. 3. [Colloq.],

a) shame; dishonor; bad reputation. 6) a cause or
source of this.

black-eyed peas (blakld'), the seeds of the cowpea.
black-eyed Su-san (soo'z'n), 1. a hairy plant bearing
yellow, daisylike flowers with a purple-brown, cone-
shaped center: also called yellow daisy. 2. the bladder
ketmie.

black-face (blak'faV), adj. 1. having a black or black-
ened face. 2. in printing, bold-faced, n. 1. a Negro
in a minstrel show. 2, a person made up as a Negro.
3. make-up used by performers of Negro roles, usually
exaggerated for comic effect. 4. in printing, boldface.
Black-feet (blak'feV), n.pl. [sing. TBLACKFOOT (-foot
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)],
members of three tribes 01 Algonquiaa Indians who
lived in Montana and Saskatchewan, east of the
Rocky Mountains.

black-fel-low (blak'fel'o), n. a member of any dark-
skinned native tribe of Australia: patronizing term.

black-fish (blak'fish'), n. [pi. BLACKFISH, BLACKFISHBS
(-iz); see FISH], 1. a small, black whale. 2. any of a
number of dark fishes, as the sea bass, tatttog, etc.
3. an edible, minnowlike, fresh-water fish of Siberia and
Alaska.
black flag, the flag of piracy, usually with a white skull
and crossbones on a black background; Jolly Roger.
black fly, any of a number of related small, biting flies
of North American forests.

Black-foot (blak'foof), n. [pi. BLACKFEET (-feV); col-

lectively, BLACKFOOT], a member of the Blaekfeet. adj.
of the Blaekfeet. >

Black Forest, a mountainous district, about 10ft miles
long, in southwestern Germany: Gepnnan name,
Schwarzwald. !

Black Friar, a Dominican friar.
Black Friday, 1. any Friday vd which there is misfor-
tune or disaster. 2. Good Friday : so called because the
clergy wear black vestments on that day.
black frost, a severe frosk ,

black grouse, a large grouse found in Europe and Asia,
the male of which is almost entkely black, >< \ \ /,

black-guard (blag'Srd, blag'ard), n. [see GUAWD], 1.

originally, the lowest servant of a large, household^ in
charge of pots and patos, 2. a) la person who uses
abusive language, b) scoundrel; villam. adL 1. vul-
gar, low, etc. 2. abusive^ v,& ito abuse wl ,l

rail at ; ireyile,. VJI. to beJbaw as a*blackgutaoy tr,. ,

'

blackrguard-ly '



black gum 153 bladdemose
characteristic of a blackguard, adv. in the manner of
a blackguard.
black gum, a tall tree with crooked branches, greenish-
white flowers, and blue or purple fruit: also called pep-

Black Hand, [transl. of Sp. mano negra: a symbol like a
black hand affixed to threatening letters from the

societyj, 1. originally, a 19th-century anarchist society
in Spain. 2. a proup of Sicilian immigrant blackmailers
who operated in New York in the early 20th century;
hence, 3. any similar secret society.
black haw, 1. a kind of viburnum with clusters of white
flowers and blue-black berries. 2. the sheepberry, a
related shrub.
Black Hawk, 1767-1838: American Indian chief of the
Fox and Sac; leader in the Black Hawk War.
black-head (blak'hed')i n. La scaup duck: the male
has a glossy, black head and neck. 2. a black-tipped
plug or dried fatty matter in a pore of the skin: comedo.
3. a disease of turkeys that affects the intestine, liver,
and comb.

black-heart (blak^hart'), n. a dark, heart-shaped, sweet
cherry with purplish flesh.

black-heart-ed (blak/har'tid), adj. wicked; malevolent.
Black Hills, mountains of western South Dakota and
northeastern Wyoming: highest point, Harney Peak.
black hole, 1. [B- H-J, a small dungeon in a fortress at
Calcutta: of 146 Europeans reputedly confined there
on the night of June 20, 1756, 123 were said to have
died from heat and lack of air; hence, 2. any dungeon.
black horehoimd, a bad-smelling weed of the mint
family, with purple flowers.

black-ing (blak'irj), n. a black polish for use on stoves,
shoes, boots, etc.

black-ish (blak'ish), adj. somewhat black.
black-jack (blak'jak'), n. [see JACK-], 1. a large mug,
formerly made of leather coated with tar. 2. the black
flag. 3. a small, leather-covered bludgeon with a flexible
handle. 4. a small oak with black bark, common in
the eastern United States. 5. a card game in which the
object is to get a combination of cards adding to twenty-
one. 6. in mining, zinc sulfide. Also black jack. v.t.

1. to hit with a blackjack. 2. to force (a person) to do
something by threatening, as if with a blackjack.
black knot, 1. a disease of cherry and plum trees, in
which hard, black swellings appear on twigs and
branches. 2. the fungus causing this disease.
black lead, a softj black substance, almost entirely car-

bon; graphite: it is used in lead pencils, as a polish, etc.

black-leg (blakleg'), n. 1. an infectious disease of
cattle and sheep, usually resulting in death. 2. a
fungous disease of cabbage and similar plants. 3.

[British], a strikebreaker or scab. 4. [Colloq.], a
gambler who cheats: crook.

black-let-ter (blaklet'er), adj. 1. printed in black
letter. 2. unlucky: unfortunate: as, a black-letter day.
black letter, 1. a kind of type: in England it is called
Gothic or Old English. Q^te Ita* IB fsi Mark Ititw. 2. any
heavy-faced type.
black-list (blak'lisf), v.t. to put on a black list.

black list, a list of suspected persons or of those to be
punished, refused employment, etc.

black-ly (blak'H), adv. [black + -ly], 1. drearily;
gloomily. 2. angrily; menacingly. 3. in a sinister
manner.
black magic, magic with an evil purpose; sorcery.
black-mail (blak'mal'), n. [lit., black rent < ME.
maille, rent, tribute; OFr. maille, a coin], 1. formerly,
a tribute paid to freebooters and bandits along the
Scottish border to assure safety from looting. 2. pay-
ment extorted to

^prevent disclosure of information
that would bring disgrace or ruin if made public. 3. a
blackmailing, v.t. 1. to get or try to get blackmail
from. 2. to coerce (into doing something) as by threats.
Black Ma-ri-a (ms-ri/s), a vehicle, formerly painted
black, used to take arrested persons to and from jail;
oatrol wagon.
black mark, a mark indicating something unfavorable
in one's record.
black market, a place or system for selling goods il-

legally, especially in violation of rationing or price
control: cf. gray market.
black mass, 1. a religious service or mass at wfrich the
clergy are dressed in black. 2. a blasphemous imitation
of the mass.
black measles, a severe form of measles with a very
dark rash.
black mold, bread mold.
Black Monk, a monk of the Benedictine order: so
called from the black dress.

Black-more, Richard Dod dridge (dod'rij blak'mSr,
blak'mqr), 1825-1900; English novelist,
Black Mountains, a part df the Appalachian mountain
system in western North Carolina: highest peak,"

,,0,711 fV

black nightshade, a weedy plant of the nightshade
family, with white flowers, poisonous leaves, and black
berries that can be poisonous, especially if eaten green:
also called deadly nightshade.
black oak, 1. a kind of oak with dark leaves or bark.
2. its wood.

black-out (blak'otitOf n. 1. the extinguishing of all

stage lights to end a play or scene, 2. an elimination
or concealing of all lights that might be visible to enemy
air raiders, etc. at night, 3. a momentary lapse of
consciousness, such as an aviator often experiences in
coming out of a steep dive. 4. suppression, censorship,
concealment, etc., as of news. adj. of or for a blackout.
black pepper, 1. a hot seasoning made by grinding the
dried, black berries of a kind of pepper plant. 2. the
plant.

black-poll (blak'pol'), n. a kind of warbler, the male of
which has a black crown: also blackpoll warbler.
Black-pool (blak'pool'), n. a seaport and resort in
northwestern England: pop., 125,800.
Black Prince, Edward, Prince of Wales (1330-1376).
black race, loosely, the Negro division of mankind.
Black Rod, 1. in England, the chief usher (Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod) to the Order of the Garter
and the House of Lords: so called from his symbol of
office, an ebony rod. 2. a similar official in British
colonial parliaments.
black rot, 1. a plant disease that causes fruits and
vegetables to discolor and decay. 2, the fungus causing
this disease.
black rust, 1. a disease of wheat, rye, barley, etc. 2.
the fungus causing this disease.
Black Sea, a sea surrounded by the U.S.S.R., Asia
Minor, and the Balkan Peninsula: area, 164,000 sq.
mi.: average depth, 3,900 ft. : ancient name, Euxine Sea.
black sheep, 1. a sheep with black fleece. 2. a person
regarded as undesirable, disgraceful, etc. by other
members of his family or group.
black shirt, Black Shirt, a member of the Italian
Fascist party or of the German Nazi Elite Guard
(Schutzstaffel) : so called from the black shirt worn as
part of the uniform.

black-smith (blak'smithO, n. 1. a man who works,
repairs, and shapes iron with a forge, anvil, hammer,
etc. 2. a man who shoes horses.
black-snake (blak'snak'), n. 1. any of various black
or dark-colored snakes, especially one of a harmless
variety found in North America. 2. a long, heavy
whip of braided leather or rawhide. Also black snake.
black spruce, 1. a kind of spruce with dark leaves and
soft, light wood. 2. its wood.
Black-stone, Sir William (blak'ston', blak'stan), 1723-
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; English jurist and legal historian.
black-tail (blak'tal'), n. a mule deer.
black tea, tea fermented and withered before being
dried by heating.

black-thorn (blak'th6rnO n. 1. a thorny, white-
flowered shrub with purple or black, plumlike fruit;
sloe. 2. a cane or stick made of the stem of this shrub.
3. a kind of hawthorn.

black tie, 1. a black bow tie, properly worn with a
dinner jacket; hence, 2. a dinner jacket and the proper
accessories. Distinguished from white tie,

black vomit, 1. vomit characteristic of yellow fever,
dark because of the blood in it. 2. yellow fever.
Black-wall hitch (blak'w61'), a kind of knot: see knot,
illus.

black walnut, 1. a tall walnut tree with edible, oily
nuts and hard, heavy, dark-brown wood, much used in
making furniture. 2. its wood. 3. its nut.
black-waiter fever (blak'wfc'tgr, blak'wot'er) , an acute
fever due to infection with malignant tertiary malaria.

Black-wells Island (blak'welz'), former name of Wel-
fare Island in the East River, New York City.
black widow, the female of an American variety of
spider, having a glossy black body with reddish mark-
ings underneath, and a very poisonous bite: so called
because it eats its mate.
blad-der Cblad'er), n.FME. bladre, bledder: AS. blseddre-
akin to G. blatter; IE. base *bhel-, to swell up, swell

put, in the form *bhle-] t 1. a bag of membranous tissue
in the bodies of many animals, capable of inflation to
receive and contain liquids or gases: the urinary Uadder
in the pelvic cavity holds urine flowing from the kid-
neys. 2. a thing resembling such a bag: as, a foptball
bladder. 3. in botany, a] an inflated covering of certain
fruits, b) an air sac, as in some water plants.
bladder campion, a plant of the pink family, with an
inflated calyx.
bladder ket-mle (ket'me") , [Fr. ketmie, mallow < ML,
ketmta < Ar.], a plant of the mallow family, having
yellow flowerS with clark centers.

blad-der-nose (blad'er^aoX); n, a variety of seal, the
male of which has on its head. a; hqodHke sac that can
be inflated: alsq called %oo$e$seai.
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bladdemut iS4
blastema

pop., 59,000.
blah (blS), n. & interj. [echoic], fSlang], nonsense,

blain (blan), n. [ME. bleine; AS. blegen, a blister; for

blad-der-nut (blad'er-nut'), n. 1. the bladderlike,

inflated pod of any of a number of related shrubs or

small trees. 2, the plant it grows on.

bladder worm, the tapeworm larva at the stage in

which its Jbead and neck are enclosed in a bladderhke

sac; cystioprcus; hydatid.
blad-der-wort (blad'er-wurt'), " any of a number of

related plants found growing in bogs or floating on

water, with small, bladderlike parts on their leaves for

blad-dW-y (bla<rex-i) t adj. 1. like a bladder. 2. having
a bladder or bladders.

blade (blsud), n. [ME. Uad, blade < AS. blxd, a leaf;

akin to G. &Z<z^ IE. base *bhlc-, *bU$~, to sprout up,

leaf, flower, as in L. flos, ftoris, a flower; cf. FLORAL],
1. the leaf of a plant, especially grass. 2. a broad, fiat

section or surface, as of a knife, bone, propeller, oar,

etc, 3. a flat bone: as, the shoulder blade. 4. the

cutting part of a tool, instrument, or weapon. 5. a

sword. 6. a swordsman. 7. a gay, dashing young man.
8. in botany, the flat, expanded part of a leaf; lamina.

9. in phonetics, the flat part of the tongue, behind the

tip. v.i. [BLADED (-id), BLADING], to grow with blades.

blade-bone (blad'bon'), n. the shoulder blade; scapula.

BIa-go<vesh-cfie3ask (bla
/

g-vyesh'chensk), n. a city

in the southeastern U.S.S.R., on the Amur River:

, 59,000.
blah ('

'

IE. baseTsee BALL (sphere)], an inflamed sore or swollen

place: pustule or blister.

Blaine, James GiMes-pie (gi-Ies'pi Man), 1830-1893;
American statesman.
Blake. Robert (blak), 1599-1657; British admiral.

Blake, William, 1757-1827; English poet and engraver.

blam-a-ble, blame-a-ble (blamVb'l), adj. [ME.], that

deserves blame; culpable.
blame (blam), v.t. [BLAMED (blamd), BLAMING], [ME.
blamen; OFr. blasmer, to speak evil of; LL. blasphemare;
Gr, blasphenuin; see BLASPHEME], 1. to accuse (a per-

son, etc.) of being at fault; condemn (for something);
censure. 2. to find fault with (for something). 3. to

put the responsibility of, as an error,
t
fault, etc. {on

someone or something), n. 1. a blaming; accusation;

condemnation; censure. 2. responsibility for a fault or

wrong. 3. [Archaic], fault. SYN. see criticize,

be to blame, to be blamable: be at fault.

blamed (blamd), adj. & adv. [pp. of blame], [Colloq.],fa
mild expletive, used as a substitute for damned.
blame-ful (blaxn'fsl), adj. I, finding or imputing
blame; blaming. 2. blameworthy.
blame-less (blam'lis), adj. free from blame.

blame-wor-thy (blam'wur'/M) , adj. deserving to be
blamed.
Blanc, Lou-is (Iwe blan), 1811-1882; French socialist.

Blanc, Mont, see Mont Blanc.
Blan-ca Peak (blarj'ka), the highest peak of the Sangre
de Cristo range, southern Colorado: height, 14,390 ft.

blanch (blanch, blanch), v.t. [ME. blanchen; OFr,
blanchir < Uanc, white; see BLANK], 1. to make white;
take color from. 2. to make pale. 3. in cookery, to

remove the skin of by scalding. 4. in horticulture, to

bleach (endive, celery, etc.) b^r earthing up or covering
so as to keep away light and improve the appearance,
flavor, or tenderness, 5. in metallurgy, to brighten with
acid or by coating with tin. v.i. to whiten; turn pale.
blanch (blanch, blanch), v.t. [var. of blench], to turn
aside or head off (a deer, etc.).

Blanche, Blanch (blanch), [Fr. Blanche, lit., white,
fern, of Uanc; see BLANK], a feminine name: equivalents,
G. & Sp. Blanca, It. Bianca.
blancmange (bls-manzh')* n. [Fr. < blanc, white +
manger, to eat], a sweet, molded, jellylike dessert made
of a starchy substance and milk.
bland (bland), adj. [L. blandus, mild], 1. pleasantly
smooth; agreeable; suave: as, he has a bland manner.
2. mild; soothing; temperate: as, bland medicine.
SYN. see soft, suave.

blan dish (blan'dish), v.t. & v.i. [ME. blandissen < OFr.
blandir, to flatter; L. blandiri, to flatter < blandus,
mild], to flatter; coax; cajole.
blan dish-ment (blan'dish-mant) , n. 1. a blandishing;
flattery; cajolement. 2. a flattering or cajoling act, re-

mark, etc.
blank (blarjk), adj. [ME.; OFr. Uanc, fern, blanche;
OHG. blanch, white, gleaming; akin to AS. blanca,
white steed: Gxnc. base *blank-> gleaming < IE. base
*bhleg-, to shine, gleam; see BLACK, BLINK], 1. [Rare],
colorless ; white. 2 , not written on ; not marked ; empty :

as, a blank sheet of paper, 3. having an empty, vacant,
or monotonous look or character. 4. without interest
or expression: as, blank looks. 5. empty of thought;
lacking ideas: as, my mind is blank. 6, unproductive;
barren: as, blank years. 7. utter; complete: as, a blank
denial. 8. lacking certain elements or characteristics.
n. 1. an empty space, especially one to be filled out in
a printed form or document. 2. a printed form or docu-
ment with such empty spaces. 3. an emptiness ; vacant
place or time. 4. the center spot of a target; hence,

5. a thing aimed at or pointed at. 6. a lottery or raffle

ticket that fails to win. 7. a manufactured article yet to

be cut to a pattern or marked with a design. 8. a powder-
filled cartridge without a bullet; blank cartridge. 9.

a mark, usually a dash ( ), indicating an omitted

word, especially an path or curse, v.t. 1. to conceal

or obscure by covering over (usually with out}. 2. in

games, to hqld (an opponent) scoreless.

draw a blank, 1. to draw a lottery ticket that fails to

win. 2. [Colloq.], to be unsuccessful in any attempt.
blank check, 1. a check form that has not been filled

in. 2. a check carrying a signature only and allowing
the bearer to fill in any amount; hence, 3. permission
to use an unlimited amount of money, authority, etc.

blank endorsement, an endorsement naming no

payee, making the endorsed amount payable to the

bearer.
blan-ket (blar/kit), n. [ME.; OFr. blanquete; dim. of

blanc, white; see BLANK], 1. a large piece of cloth, often

soft woolen, used for warmth as a bed cover or a cover-

ing for animals. 2. anything used as or resembling a
blanket: as, a blanket of leaves, adj. covering a group
of conditions or requirements; including many items:

as, a blanket insurance policy, v.t. 1. to cover with or

as with a blanket. 2. to apply uniformly to, as regula-
tions or rates. 3. to overspread; overlie. 4. to cut off

the wind of (a sailboat, etc.) by passing close to wind-
ward, as in yacht racing. S.^to suppress; hinder; ob-

scure : as, a powerful radio station blankets a weaker one.

blan-ke-ty-blank (blar/ki-ti-blarjk')* adj. & adv.

[redupl. < Hank, n., 9], [Slang], humorous euphemism
for damned, etc.

blank-ly (blarjk'li), adv. in a blank manner; especially,

a) with an empty or vacuous look or expression.

&) utterly; completely; starkly.

blank verse, 1. [Rare], unrhymed verse. 2. unrhymed
verse typically having five iambic feet per line, as in

Elizabethan drama.
blare (bllir), v.t. & v.i. [BLARED (bl&rd), BLARING], [ME.
bloryyn, bieren, to cry noisily < LG.; same base as in

bleat], 1. to sound loudly with a trumpetlike quality.
2. to announce or exclaim loudly, n. 1. a loud, trum-
petlike sound. 2. brilliance or glare, as of color.

blar-ney (blar'ni), n. [see BLARNEY STONE], flattery.
v.t. & v.i. [BLARNEYED (-nid), BLARNEYING], to flatter;

wheedle; coax.
Blarney stone, a stone in Blarney Castle in the county
of Cork, Ireland, said to impart skill in blarney to those
who kiss it.

Blas-co-I-bd-nez, Vi-cen-te (ve-then'te blas'kS-e-ba'-

nyeth), 1867-1928; Spanish novelist.

bla se (bla-za/, bla'za), adj. [Fr., pp. of blaser, to sati-

ate], having indulged in pleasure so much as to be
somewhat weary of it; satiated and bored.

blaspheme (bias-fern'), v.t. [BLASPHEMED (-femdO,
BLASPHEMING], [ME. blasfemen; OFr. blasfemer; LL.
blasphemare; Gr. blasphemein, to speak evil of], 1. to

speak irreverently or profanely of or to (God or sacred

things). 2. to curse or revile, v.i. to utter blasphemy.
blas'phe-mous (blas'fi-mss) , adj. [L. Uasphemus; Gr.

blasphemos; see BLASPHEME], characterized by blas-

BLASPHEMIES (-miz)],
L , , f s; L. blasphemia; Gr.

blasphemia; see BLASPHEME], 1. ^profane or mocking
speech, writing, or action concerning God or anything
regarded as sacred. 2. contempt for God.
SYN. blasphemy, the strongest of the following terms,
refers to any remark deliberately mocking or contemptuous of

God; profanity extends the concept to irreverent remarks
referring to any person or thing regarded as sacred; swearing
and cursing, in this connection, both refer to the utterance
of profane oaths and imprecations, the latter, especially, to
the calling down of evil upon someone or something-
blast (blast, blast), n. [ME.; AS. blssst, puff of wind;
akin to OHG. blast; see BLAZE (to proclaim)], 1. a
gust of wind; strong rush of air. 2. the sound of a sud-
den rush of air or gas, as through a trumpet. 3. a

strong, artificially created jet of air. 4. the steady
current of air in a blast furnace. 5. an abrupt and
damaging influence; blight, 6, an explosion, as of

dynamite. 7. a charge of explosive causing this. v.i.

to suffer or wither from a blight, v.t. 1. to damage or
destroy by or as by a blight ; wither ; shrivel ; ruin. 2, to
blow up or move with or as with an explbsive; explode.
SYN. see wintf.

blast off, [CollojiJ, to take off with explosive force
and begin its flight; said of a rocket or ballistic mis-
sile.

in (or at) full blast, at full speed or capacity.
-blast (blast), [< Gr. blastos, a Sprout), a combining
form meamng formative, embryonic, as in mesoblast

blast-ed (blas'tid, blas'tid), adj. [pp. of blast], 1,

blighted ; withered ; destroyed. 2 . damned ; confounded,'
accursed : a mild expletive.
blaste-ma (blas-te'ma) , n. [pi. BLASTEMATA (-ms-ta)],
[Gr. blastgma, a bud < blastanein, to bud or sprout],, tne
undifferentiated embryonic tissue from wticfr cells,

Si and organs are developed,
<
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BLAST FURNACE

blast furnace, a towerlike furnace for separating metal
from the impurities in the
ore: a blast of air is forced
into the furnace from below
to produce the intense heat
needed.

bias-tie (blas'ti, blas'ti), n.

[Scot.], a dwarf,
blast-ment (blast'mant,
blast'mant), n. [Rare], a

blasting, or blight.
bias-to- (blas'to, blas'te), [<
Gr. blastos, a sprout], a com-
bining form, indicating con-

nection with the embryo, rela-

tion to germination, as in

blastoderm, blastogenesis: also,

before a vowel, blast-.

blas-to-coele (blas'te-sel'), n.

[blasto- 4- -coele], the segrnen-
tation cavity of a developing
ovum or of "the blastula: see

blastula, illus

blas-to-cyst (blas'ts-sist), n.

[blasto- + -cyst], a blastula.

blas-to-derm (blas'ts-durm') , n. [blasto- + -derm], the

part of a fertilized ovum that gives rise to the germinal
disk from which the embryo develops.

blas-to-disk (blas'tg-disk'), n. [blasto- + disk], in

embryology, the germinal disk.

blast-off, blast-off (blast'df'), n. [Colloq], the launch-
ing of a rocket, ballistic missile, etc.

blas-to-gen-e-sis (blas'ta-jen'a-sis) , n. [blasto- + -gene-

sis], 1. reproduction by budding, as in coral. 2. the

theory that the germ plasm transmits hereditary char-
acters: opposed to pangenesis.

bias-to-mere (blas'te-meV), n. [blasto- + -mere], any of
the cells resulting from the first few divisions of the
ovum after fertilization.

blas-to-pore (blas't9-p6r', blas'te-por'), n. [blasto- +
"pore], the opening into the gastrula cavity.

bias-to-sphere (blas'ts-sfer') , n. [blasto- -f -sphere], the
blastula.

blas-tu-la (blas'choo-b) , n. [Mod..L., dim. < Gr. blastos,

a germ, sprout], 1. the

stage of development
at which an embryo
consists of one or sev-

eral layers of cells

around a central cavity,
forming a hollow

sphere. 2. [pi. BLASTU-
LAE

(-15') L an embryo
at this stage

blas-tu-lar (blas'chpo-
ler), adj. of, or having
thenature of, ablastula.

blat (blat), v.i. [BLAT-
TED (-id), BLATTING],
[var. of bleat], [CoUooJ,
to make a sound Hike that of a sheep or calf; bleat.
v.t. to blurt out; blab.

bla-tan-cy (bla't'n-si), n. [BLATANCIES (-siz)L a blatant
quality or thing.
bla-tant (bla't'nt), adj. [coined by E. Spenser; prob. <
L. blaterare, to babble, or Eng. dial, blate, to bellow],
1. disagreeably loud or boisterous; noisy. 2. too con-

spicuous; obtrusive. 3. very showy; gaudy; flashy.
SYN. see vociferous.

blath-er (blai/z'gr), n. [ON. blathr], foolish talk; non-
sense. v.i. & v.t. to speak foolishly. Also blether.

blath-er-skite (bla/ft'er-skit'), n. [Colloq.], 1. blather.
2. a talkative, foolish person.
blau-bok (blou'bok'), n. [pi. BLAUBOK, BLAUBOKS
(-boksO; see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [D. blauwbok, lit., blue
buck], a large, bluish-gray antelope of South Africa,
now extinct.

Bla-vat-sky, E le na Pe-trov-na (i-le'ns ps-trov'no bk-
vat'ski), (born Helena Hahri), 1831-1891; Russian
noblewoman and theosophist,
blaw (b!6), v.t. & v.i [British Dial, or Scot.], to blow.
blaze (bla*z), n. [ME. blase; AS. blxse, blase, a torch,
flame; IE. base *bhles~, shine], 1. a brilliant mass c-r

burst of flame; fire. 2. any bright light or glare: as,
the blaze of searchlights. 3. a sudden, spectacular occur-

rence; outburst: as. a blaze of oratory. 4. a brightness;
vivid display; flash. 5. pi. hell: a euphemism, espe-
cially in the phrase go to blazes! v.i. [B"LAZED (blazd),
BLAZING], 1. to burn rapidly or brightly; flame. 2. to

give of? & strong, vivid light; have a bright color; glare.
3. to be deeply stirred or excited, as with anger, v.t.

1. to cause to burn. 2. to shine with (light, etc.).
blaze awa^ 1, i;o fire guns; shoot. 2. to speak heatedly.
SYN. blaze ^ikggests a hot, intensely bright, relatively

large and steady fire (the blase of a burning house) ;
flame

BLASTOCOELE

BLASTULA

generally refers to a single, shimmering, tonguelike emanation
of burning gas (the jlame of a candle); flicker suggests an
unsteady, fluttering flame, especially one that is dying out

(the last flicker of his oil lamp), flare implies a sudden, bright,

unsteady light shooting up into darkness (the Jiarr of a torch] ;

glow suggests a steady, warm, subdued light without flame
or blaze (the glow of burning embers) ; glare implies a steady,
unpleasantly bright light (the glare of a bare electric light
bulb}.
blaze (blaz), n. [prob. D. < bles, white spot < ON. blesi

< same ult. source as blaze (flame)], 1. a light-colored
spot on an animal's face. 2. a mark made on a tree by
cutting off a piece of bark. v.t. [BLAZED (blazd), BLAZ-
INGJ, I. to make a blaze on (a tree). 2. to indicate (a
trail, path, etc.) in this way.

blaze (blaz), v.t. [BLAZED (blazd), BLAZING], [ME.
hlasen; ON. blasa, to blow; akin to G. blasen; IE. base
*hhle~; see BLADDER], to make known publicly; spread
the news of; proclaim.

blaz-er (blaz'gr), n. [< blaze (fire) + -er), 1. a light,
brightly colored sports jacket. 2. a dish for use in

cooking over coals or an alcohol flame.

blazing star, 1. any of a number of unrelated American
plants bearing showy, colorful flowers, as the button
snakeroot, torch lily, fairy wand, etc. 2. a person or
thing that attracts great attention. 3. [Obs.], a comet.
bla-zon (blaVn), n. [ME. blasoun; OFr. blason, a
shield, blazon], 1. a coat of arms; heraldic shield, em-
blem, or banner; hence, 2. a technical description or
illustration of a coat of arms. 3. showy display, v.t.

[< the n.; mistakenly associated with blaze (proclaim)],
1. to make known far and wide; proclaim (often with
forth, out, or abroad). 2. to describe technically or paint
(coats of arms).

bla-zon-ment (bla'z'n-mant), n. 1, a blazoning. 2. a
thing blazoned.

bla-zon-ry (bla'z'n-ri) t n. [pi. BLAZONRIES (-riz)J, [see
BLAZON], 1. the art of properly describing or illus-

trating coats of arms. 2. emblems or bearings of

heraldry; coats of arms; hence, 3. any brilliant display.
bldg., building.
-ble (bl), -able.

B.L.E., Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers: a labor
union.
bleach (blech), v.t. [ME. blechen; AS. blsecan < bloc,

pale, bleak], 1. to decolorize by means of chemicals or

b3r exposure to the sun's rays. 2. to whiten; blanch.
v.i. to become white, colorless, or pale. n. 1. a bleach-

ing or whitening. 2. any chemical used in bleaching.
3. the degree of whiteness resulting from bleaching.

bleach-er (blech'er), n. a person or thing that bleaches.

bleach ers (blech'erz) f n.pL [ < bleacher: in reference to
the effects of exposure], seats for spectators at outdoor
baseball games, sporting events, etc.: most bleachers
are roofless and are made of planks laid lengthwise.

bleach-cry (blech'er-i) , n. [pi. BLEACHER.IES (4z)] f

a place where bleaching is done.
bleaching powder, chloride of lime or any other powder
used in bleaching.
bleak (blek), adj. [prob. < ON. bleikr, pale; akin to
ME. bleche, AS. blac, pale], 1. exposed to wind and
cold; unsheltered; treeless; bare. 2. pale; wan; of

sickly color. 3. cold; cutting; harsh. 4. cheerless;

gloomy; desolate; depressing.
bleak (blek), n. [pi, BLEAK, BLEAKS (bleks) ;

see PLURAL,
n, D, 2], [prob. < ON. bleikja < bleikr, pale], a small,

slender European fish of the carp family, with silvery
scales used in making artificial pearls.

blear (blSr), adj. [ME. bier-, in Hereyed; LG. bier, blear],
1. made dim by tears, mucous film, etc.: said of eyes.
2. blurred; dim; indistinct; misty, v.t. i to dim (the

eyes) with tears, film, etc. 2, to obscure (the face) with
tears, etc. 3. to blur (a surface or an outline).

blear-eyed (bl&rldO* adj. 1. having blear eyes. 2.

dull-witted.
blear4-ly (bl^rVH), adv. in a bleary manner.
blear-i-ness (ble*r'i-nis), n. a bleary quality or state.

blear-y (blr'i), adj. [BLEARIER (-i~er) , BLEARIEST (4-ist)],

1. somewhat blear or blurred. 2. having blear eyes.
bleat (blet), IM. [ME. bleten; AS. blxtan; IE. base *ble~;

echoic in origin], 1. to make the cry of a sheep, lamb,

foat,
or calf. 2. to make a sound like this cry; hence,

. to speak foolishly, whine, etc. v.t. to say in a weak,
trembling: voice, n. 1. the cry of a sheep, goat, or calf.

2. any noise like this.

bleb (bleb), n. [< ME. bleb, blob < sound produced in

forming a bubble with the lips], 1. a small swelling on
the skin or on plants; blister; vesicle. 1. an air bubble,
as in water or glass.

bled (bled), past tense and past participle of bleed.

bleed (bled), v.i. [BLED (bled), BLEEDING], [ME. bleden;
AS. bledan < blod, blood], 1. to emit blood; lose blood.
2. to suffer wounds or di frosa loss of blood; hence,
3. to suffer; feel pain, grief i

toY sympathy. 4. to ooze.

5 to ooze sap, juice, etc^, as bruiseq. plants. 6. to run

fat,
than:
coei

k; oil, out
i up, a^'fttr; get; joy; yet; chin; she; thin,

sanuy, o m comply, uin jocm;
*
as in able (H^bl); Pr.'fo&lj ik Pr.

kh, G. doch. See pp. x-tfh. $ foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived trom.
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together, as dyes in wet cloth. 7. to come through a
covering coat of paint, as certain stains. 8. in printing
& bookbinding, to have a small part at the edge cut off

when the paper is trimmed: said of pictures, designs,
etc. v.t. 1. to draw blood from; leech. 2. to ooze (sap,

juice, etc.). 3. to take sap or juice from. 4. to empty
of liquid or gas. 5. [Colloq.], to extort money from,
6. in printing & bookbinding, to print (a picture, design,

etc.) so that a small part at the edge is cut off when the

paper is trimmed, n. the part of a printed picture, de-

sign, etc. that overlaps the margin to be trimmed, adj.

having such an overlapping part: as, a bleed page.
bleed white, 1. to bleed until all the blood is out.

2. to take all the money or resources from.
bleed-er (bled'er), n. 1. a person who draws blood from
another. 2. a person who bleeds profusely from even a

slight cut; hemophiliac.
bleeding heart, a plant with fernEke leaves and droop-
ing clusters of pink or reddish heart-shaped flowers,
blem-ish (blem'ish), v.t. [ME. blemissen, to wound,
spoil; OFr. blemir, blesmir < bleme, blesme, pale, wan],
to mar; slightly impair; injure; sully, n. La defect or

shortcoming; fault. 2. any flaw, as a stain, spot, scar,
etc. SYN. see defect.
blench (blench), v.t. & v.i. [var. of blanch (to make
white)], to make or become pale; whiten.
blench (blench), v.i. [ME. blenchen, to blench, steal

away; AS. blencan, to deceive
j
akin to blink], to shy

away; shrink back; flinch; quail.
blend (blend), v.t. [BLENDED (-id) or BLENT (blent),

BLENDING], [ME. blenden; AS. blendan & ON. blanda,
to mix; IB. base *bhlendh-, to glimmer indistinctly,
as also In blind, blunder], 1. to mix or mingle (var-
ieties of tea, tobacco, etc.), especially so as to produce a
desired quality. 2. to mix or fuse thoroughly, so as to

produce something different in color, taste, etc. from
any of its ingredients: as, an artist blends paints. IM".

1. to mix; merge; unite. 2. to pass gradually or imper-
ceptibly into each other, as colors. 3. to go well

together; harmonize, n. La blending; thorough mix-
ture, 2. the result of blending; a mixture of varieties:

as, a blend of coffee. SYN. see mix.
blende (blend), n. [G. blende < blenden, to blind, daz-
zle], L sphalerite, an ore of zinc or zinc sulfide. 2.

any of certain other sulfides, especially metallic sul-

fides, having a fairly bright luster.
blended whisky, whisky blended with neutral spirits,
as of grain or potatoes.
blending inheritance, the blending of characteristics
of the parents in the offspring, as in a pink flower that
results from the mating or a red flower with a white one.
Blen-heim (blen'sm), n. a village in Bavaria, Germany:
site of a battle (1704) in which the British and their
allies under Marlborough defeated the Franco-Bavarian
armies: German name, Blindheim.
Blenheim spaniel, [after Blenheim Palace, seat of the
Duke of Marlborough, where the dogs were bred], a
variety of toy spaniel that is white with reddish-brown
spots.

blen-ni-oid (blen'i-oid'), adj. of or like a blenny.
blen-ny (blen'i), n. [pi. BLENNIES (-iz), BLENNY; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [L. blennius; Gr. blennos < blenna,
slime, mucus], any of a number of related spiny-finned
fishes covered with a slimy substance.
blent (blent), alternative past tense and past participle
of blend.

bleph-ar-i tis (blef'a-ri'tis) , n. [blephar- -f -itis], inflam-
mation of the eyelids.
bleph-aro- (blers-rp), [< Gr. blephqron, eyelid], a com-
bining form meaning eyelid, eyelids: also, before a
vowel, blephar-.

Bler-i-ot, Louis (bler'i-o'; Fr. bla'ryo'), 1872-1936;
French aviator and inventor of the monoplane.

bles-bok (bles'bokOt n. [PL BLESBOK, BLESBOKS
(-boksO; see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [D.; bles, blaze + bok, a
buck], a South African antelope that has a large, white
mark on its face.
bias-buck (bles'buk'). n. [pi. BLESBUCK, BLESBUCKS
(-buksO ; see PLURAL, n, D, 2], a blesbok.

bless (bles), v.t, [BLESSED or BLEST (blest), BLESSING],
[ME. blessen, Uetsien; AS. bletsian, bledsian < blod,
blood: rite of consecration by sprinkling the altar
with blood], L to make holy by a spoken formula or
a sign; hallow; consecrate. 2. to set apart for a holy
purpose; call holy. 3. to ask divine favor for; hence,
4. to wish well to; feel gratitude toward. 5. to favor
or endow (with) : as, he has been blessed with eloquence.

, 6. to make happy or prosperous; gladden: as, he blessed
us with his leadership. 7. to think (oneself) happy;
congratulate (oneself). 8. to worship; glorify; praise.
9. to make the sign of the cross upon (oneself). 10. to
curse: used ironically or euphemistically. 11. [Obs.,
except in prayers, exclamations, etc.], to keep; guard.
bless me (or you, him, etc.) I an exclamation of
surprise, pleasure, dismay, etc.

blessed (bles'id, blest), adj. [p^. of bless], L holy;
sacred; consecrated. 2. enjoying great happiness;
blissful. 3. of or in eternal bliss; beatified. 4. bringing
comfort, or joy. 5. confounded; cursed: a mild oath.

the blessed, L people who are blessed. 2. in the
Roman Catholic Church, those dead who have been
beatified and are thereby entitled to receive venera-
tion from the living.

blessed event (bles'id), the birth of a child: now
chiefly jocular.
Blessed Sacrament, the Eucharist.
Blessed Virgin, the Virgin Mary.
bless-ing (bles'in), n. [ME. blessinge, bletsing; AS.
bletsung < bletsian; see BLESS], L a statement of divine

favor; benediction; hence, 2. an invoking of divine
favor. 3. a grace said before or after eating. 4. the

gift of divine favor; hence, 5. a wish for prosperity,
success, etc.: as, they send us their blessing. 6. ap-
proval: as, this method has his blessing. 7. anything
that gives happiness or prevents misfortune. 8. a
cursing or scolding: used ironically.

blest (blest), alternative past tense and past participle
of bless, adj. blessed.

blet (blet), n. [Fr. blet, blette, overripe, soft], decay in

overripe fruit.

bleth-er (bled'er), n., IM". & v.t. blather.

blew (bloo) , past tense of blow.

B.L.F.E., Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen: a labor union.

big., building.
blight (blit), n. [17th-c. gardening term; ? < AS. blieian

or ON. bllkja in sense "to turn pale"], L any atmospheric
or soil condition, parasite, or insect that kills, withers, or
checks the growth of plants. 2. any of several plant
diseases, as rust, mildew, or smut. 3. anything that

destroys, prevents growth, etc. 4. a person or thing that
withers the hopes or ambitions of another person. 5 . the
condition or result of being blighted, v.t. L to cause a
blight in or on; wither; hence, 2. to destroy. 3. to

disappoint or frustrate. IM*. to suffer blight.

blight-er (bKt'er), n. La person or thing that blights,
2. [Slang, chiefly British], a) a low or contemptible
fellow; rascal, b) a fellow; chap.

blight-y, Blight-y (bli'ti), n.
[pi.

BLIGHTIES (-tiz)],

[Hind, bilayatl, foreign country; Ar.wilayafi < wilayat,

government < wall, governor], [British Slang], 1. Eng-
land; home. 2. in World War I, a wound or furlough
permitting a soldier to be sent home from the front.

blimp {blimp), n. (echoic coinage], [Colloq.], a small,

nonngid or semirigid airship,
blind (blind), adj. [ME.: AS.; see BLEND], L without
the power of sight; sightless ; eyeless. 2. of or for sight-
less persons. 3. lacking insight or understanding. 4.

done without adequate directions or knowledge: as, a
blind search. 5. reckless; unreasonable.

>
6. out of

sight; hard to see; hidden: as, a blind intersection.
7. having no opening; blank: as, a blind wall. 8. closed
at one end: as, a blind alley. 9, not controlled by
intelligence:

t
as,

f
blind destiny. 10. insensible. 11.

drunk. 12. illegible; indistinct: as, a blind letter. 13.
not bearing flowers or fruit^as imperfect plants. 14. in
aeronautics, by the use of instruments only: as, blind

flying. 15. in architecture, a) false. 6) walled up: as, a
blind

t
window. 16. in bookbinding, without gilding or

coloring: as, blind tooling, v.t. 1. to make sightless.
2. to make temporarily unable to see; dazzle. 3. to

deprive of the power of insight or judgment. 4. to make
dim; obscure. 5. to outshine or eclipse. 6. to hide.
n. L anything that obscures or prevents sight. 2.

anything that keeps out light, as a window snade or
shutter. 3. a place of concealment; ambush. 4. a
person or thing used to deceive or mislead; decoy.
adv. L blindly. 2. recklessly. 3. in aeronautics, by
the use of instruments alone: as, he can fly blind.
the blind, people who are blind.

blindage (blin'dij), n, [blind, n. -f- -age], in earlier

military usage, a screen or other covering for the
concealment and protection of troops, as in trenches.
blind alley, 1. a passage shut off at one end; hence,
2. anything offering no opportunity for progress or ad-
vancement.
blind date, [Slang], a social engagement arranged by a
third person for a man and a woman who are strangers
to each other.
blind-er (blln'deV), n. either of two leather flaps on a
horse's bridle that shut out the side view: see harness,
illus.

blind-fish (blind'fish') n. [pi. BLINDFISH, BLINDPISHES
(-iz);

t
see FISH], any of a number of small fishes with

functionless eyes, found in underground streams, waters
of caves, etc.

_ [altered by confusion with
struck blind, pp. of blindfellen;

, - . , - - ^e; see FELL, v.], L to cover the
eyes of with a cloth or bandage. 2. to hinder the sight
of. 3. to delude; mislead, n. something used tp cover
the eyes. adj. L having the eyes covered; unable to
see. 2. reckless; heedless, adv. 1. blindly. 2. reck-

Blind heim (blint'Hm), n. Blenheim.
blind-man's buff (blind'manz' buf') , [blindwan + buff
< buffet], a game in which a blindfolded player has to
catch and identify another: a variation of tag.
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blind spot, 1. the small area, insensitive to light, in

the retina of the eye where the optic nerve enters;
hence, 2. a person's lack of sensitivity to a particular

thing; a prejudice or ignorance that one has but is often

unaware of. 3, an area where radio reception is

difficult.

blind staggers, a disease of horses or cattle charac-
terized by staggering,

blind-sto-ry (blmd'stor'i, blmd'sto'ri), n. [pi. BLIND-
STORIES (-iz, -riz)l, in architecture, 1. a windowless

story. 2. in Gothic churches,
t
a gallery (tnforium)

without windows, above the main arches.

dark, snakelike body with greenish or yellow
^
spots or

stripes, a small head, very small eyes, and a brittle tail:

also called slowworm.
blink (blink), v.i. [ME. blenken, blenchen (see BLENCH),
confused with blinken; ? < D. blinken, to shine, dazzle;
see BLANK], 1. to wink rapidly. 2. to flash on and off;

twinkle. 3. to look with eyes half-shut, winking, as

in a glare. 4. to look (at) as if not seeing; disregard;

ignore; condone: as, she blinked at my mistake. 5. to

turn sour: said of milk. v.t. 1. to wink (the eyes)

rapidly. 2. to cause (eyes, light, etc.) to wink or

blink. 3. to close the eyes to (a fact or situation);
evade or avoid. 4. to signal (a message) by flashing a

light, etc. n. [ME. < the .], 1. a twinkle; brief flash;

glimmer. 2. a quick look; ghnrpse. 3. a moment; time
that it takes to wink. 4. a winking. 5. a shining reflec-

tion on the horizon caused by ice masses at sea. adj.

habitually winking. SYN. see wink.
on the blink, [Slang], not working right; out of order.

blink-ard (blirjk'grd), n. 1. a person who chronically
or habitually blinks his eyes. 2. a person who fails

to perceive or understand; stupid person.
blink-er (blin'ker), n. 1. a flap to shut off a horse's side

view: blinder. 2. a flashing warning light at crossings.
3. [Slang], an eye. v.t. to put blinkers or blinders on.

blink-ers (blirj'Kerz), n.pl, [< blinker], a sort of goggles.
bliss (blis), n. [ME. blisse; AS. bliss, bliths, joy < blithe,

joyful], 1. great joy or happiness. 2. spiritual joy;
heavenly rapture. 3. any cause of bliss. SYN. see

ecstasy.
bliss-ful (blis'fsl), adj. full of bliss; causing or charac-
terized by great happiness.

blis-ter (blis'ter), n. [ME. < D. bluister or OFr. blestre

< ON. blastr; see BLADDER], 1. a little swelling of the

skin, filled with watery matter and caused by burning
or rubbing. 2. anything shaped like a blister; hence,
3. a gun turret shield on an airplane. 4. something
used or applied to cause a blister, v.t* 1. to cause
blisters to form on. 2. to beat severely. 3. to lash

with words. v.L to have or form a blister or blisters.

blister beetle, 1. a small gray, black, or striped insect

from which a substance is obtained that can blister the

skin; Spanish fly. 2. any of a number of beetles related
to this insect: some are harmful to plants.

blister rust, a disease of pine trees caused by certain

fungi: it causes blisters on the bark.

blis-ter-y (blis'tSr-i), adj. characterized by or full of

blisters.

blithe (bllth), adj. [ME.; AS, < Gmc. *blithia, light,

bright (said of the sky); IE. base *bhlei- t to shine,

gleam], gay; joyful; cheerful.

blith*er-ing (bhWer-irj), adj. [blither, var. of blether,

blather + -ing], jabbering; talking without sense.
blithe-some (bli^'sam), adj. blithe; lighthearted.
BXitt,, Baccalaureus Lit (ft erarum, [L.], Bachelor of

Letters; Bachelor of Literature: also BXit.
blitz (blits), n. [< blitzkrieg], [Colloq.J, 1. a destructive
attack, usually by aerial bombardment; hence, 2. any
sudden, overwhelming attack, v.t. 1. to subject to
a blitz; overwhelm and destroy. 2. in gin rummy, to
hold (one's opponent) scoreless,

blitzkrieg (blits'kreg') , n. [G. blitz, lightning + krieg,

war], 1, sudden, swift, large-scale offensive warfare
intended to win a quick victory. 2. swift, sudden,
overwhelming attack.

bliz-zard (bliz'Srd), n. [dial. bliz, violent blow (akin to
G. blitz, lightning) + -ard', current senses first heard in

Estherville, Iowa, 1870], 1. originally, an effective shot
or blow- hence, 2. a severe snowstorm with high wind.
3. a violent windstorm.

blk., 1. black. 2. block. 3. bulk.

B.LL-, Baccalaureus Legum, [L.], Bachelor of Laws: also,

LL.B.
bloat (blot), adj. [ME. blout, soft; ON. blautr; akin to
L. fluere, to flow; IE. base *W2-, to swell; cf, BLAD-
DER], bloated, v.t, & v.i. [prob. < the adj,], 1, to

swell, as with water or air. 2. to puff up, as with pride.

|n. La bloated person or thing. 2. [Slang], a drunkard.
3. in veterinary medicine, a swelling of the abdomen
caused by watery foods or eating too fast,

bloat (blot), v.t. [< ME. blote, soft with moisture < ON.
blautr, soaked; see BLOAT (to swell)], to cure or preserve
(herring, etc.) by soaking in salt water, smoking, and
half-drying, n. a bloater.

bloat-ed (blot'id), adj. [pp. of bloat (to swell)], 1.

swollen; distended; too large. 2. puffed up, as with

pride. 3. unhealthily fat from overeating.
bloat-er (blot'er), n. [orig. bloat herring, soft herring (as

opposed to dried) : the curing process has been altered],
a fat herring or mackerel that has been bloated, or

cured.
blob (blob), n. [see BLEB], 1. a small, round drop or

mass of a thick, viscous substance or liquid : as, a blob

of paint. 2. a small mass or splash of color, v.t.

[BLOBBED (blobd), BLOBBING], to splash or splotch, as

with blobs.
bloc (blok), n. [Fr.; OFr.; LG. block, a lump, solid

mass], 1. a group of persons, often of different political

loyalties, combined for a common cause or purpose.
2. a group of political or racial units.

Bloch, Ernest (blok; G. blokh), 1880-1959; American
composer born in Switzerland.
block (blok), n. [ME. blok; OFr. bloc; see BLOC], L any
large, solid piece of wood, stone, or metal, often with
flat surfaces. 2. a blocklike stand or platform on which
hammering, chopping, etc. is done: as, a butcher's
block, headman's block. 3. an auctioneer's platform.
4. a mold upon which things are shaped, as hats; hence,
5. the shape of a hat. 6. a blockhead- 7. a blocking;
obstruction or hindrance. 8. a pulley or system of

pulleys in a frame. 9. any solid piece of material used
to strengthen or support. 10. a large, hollow building
brick. 11. a child's toy brick, usually wooden. 12. a
group of buildings regarded as a unit; hence, 13. a
city square. 14. one side of a city square, 15. any
number of persons or things regarded as a unit; bloc.
1 6. [Slang], a person's head. 1 7, in medicine, a blocking ;

interruption of the passage of impulses through a nerve
by means of pressure or anesthetics. 18. in printing,
a piece of engraved wood, etc. with a design or picture.
19. in psychiatry, a sudden interruption in speech or

thought processes, resulting from deep emotional con-
flict, repression, etc. 20. in radio, the sudden cessation
of oscillations of an oscillator, accompanied by a high
plate current. 21. in railroading, a length of track gov-
erned by signals. 22. in sports, an interception, or
thwarting of an opponent's play or movement. 23. in

stamp collecting, a set of four or more undetached stamps
forming a rectangle. Abbreviated bk., blk. v.t. [Fr.

bloquer < the n.], 1. to impede the passage or progress
of; obstruct. 2. to blockade. 3. to create difficulties

for; stand in the way of; hinder. 4. to shape or mold on
a block; stamp with a block. 5. to form into blocks.
6. to strengthen or support with blocks. 7. in chem-
istry, to render inactive. 8. in games & sports, to hinder
(an opponent or his play). 9. in medicine, to prevent
the transmission of impulses in; deaden (a nerve], espe-
cially by anesthetizing. 10. in psychiatry, to withhold
or forget, as the result of a block. 11. in radio, to

stop (the output of alternating current from an elec-

tron tube) by overloading the input. 12. in rail-

roading, to run (trains) by the block system. v.i. to
behave so as to hinder, adj, 1. made or taken in the
form of blocks: as, block coal. 2. block-shaped. 3. set

out like or belonging to a city square. 4. in aggregate.
5. in stenography, having no indentation in address,

heading, or paragraphs. SYN. see hinder.
block in (or out), to sketch or diagram roughly; plan
in outline.

block up, 1. to fill in (with bricks, etc.)* 2. to ob-
struct. 3. to elevate on blocks.

go to the block, 1. to be beheaded. 2. to be up for

sale in an auction.
oii the block, up for sale or auction.

block ade (blo-kad'), n. [block + -ade], 1. a shutting off

of a place or region by hostile troops or ships in order
to prevent passage. 2. any blocking action designed
to isolate an enemy and cut off communication and
commerce with him. 3, the force that maintains a
blockade. 4. any strategic barrier, v.t. [BLOCKADED
(-id), BLOCKADING], to subject to a blockade,
run the blockade, to go past or through a blockade.

blockade runner, a ship or person that tries to go
through or past a blockade,

block-age (blok'ij), n. [block + ~age], a blocking or being
blocked.
block and tackle, an arrangement of one or more
pulley blocks, with rope or cables, for pulling or
hoisting large, heavy objects.
block booking, a method of leasing motion pictures
by the lot, without letting the exhibitors select only
those that they wish to exhibit.

block-bust-er (blok'bus't&r), n. [Slang], a large bomb
that is dropped from an airplane and can demolish
an entire city block.

fat,

then
coeur
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BLOCKHOUSE

block-head (bWhed'), n. 1. a block of wood shaped
like a head, used for shaping or displaying hats or

wigs. 2. a stupid or foolish person; nitwit.

block-house (blok
/hous/

), n. 1. a strong wooden
fort with a projecting second story and openings in

the walls for the defenders to shoot from. 2. any
building of squared timber or logs.

blocking condenser, a condenser for preventing the

passage of direct
current.
block-ish (blok'-
ish), adj. 1.

blocklike; hence,
2. stupid; dull.

Block Island^ an
island off the
coast of Rhode
Island: pop.,
1,100.

block lava, lava
formed in sharp,
angular, rough-
surfaced blocks.
block letter, in printing, I. a type cut from wood.
2. a style of letter that is simple in form, as sans-serif.

block line, a rope or cable used in a block and tackle.
block plane, a carpenter's plane for cutting across the
grain on board ends.
block printing, printing with engraved blocks coated
with ink or dyes.
block svstem, a system of dividing a railroad track into
several sections and regulating the trains by automatic
signals (block signals) so that there is usually no more
than one train in one section.
block tin, partially refined tin cast in blocks, used in
commerce.

blocfc-y (blok'i), adj. [BLOCKIER (-i-eT), BLOCKIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. having contrasting blocks or patches. 2.

stocky; chunky. 3. tending to break apart into large
chunks or masses.
Bloem-fon tain (bloom'fon-tan'), n. the capital of the
Orange Free State, Union of South Africa: pop.,
64,000.

Blois (blwa), n. a city in central France, on the Loire
River: pop., 27,000 (1946).
bloke (blok), n. [word found in Shelta, Irish tinkers'

argot], [Slang], 1. a fellow. 2. a contemptible fellow.
blond (blond), adj. [Fr., fern, blonde < LL. blondus,

yellow], 1. having a pink-and-white skin, yellow or
yellowish-brown hair, and blue or gray eyes. 2. straw-
colored; flaxen: said of hair. 3. light-colored: as, blond
furniture, n. 1. a blond man or boy. 2. blonde (lace).
blonde (blond), adj. blond, n. 1. a blonde woman or
girl. 2. a type of silk bobbin lace: so called because of
its original resemblance to flaxen hair.

blood (blud), n. [ME. blod, blode; AS. blod; akin to G.
blut; only in Gmc. in this sense; ? < IE. *bhlo-, to spring
up, well forth], 1. the fluid, usually red, circulating
in the heart, arteries, and veins of people and many
animals. 2. a similar fluid in lower animals. 3. the
spilling of blood; murder. 4. the essence of life; life:

often lifeblood. 5. the life fluid, sap, or juice of a plant.
6. passion, temperament, or disposition. 7. parental
heritage; family line; lineage. 8. racial heritage; race:
loosely and unscientifically so used, for blood is not one
of the ethnic differentiae. 9. kinship; family relation.
10. descent from nobility. 11. an animal of pure breed
or stock. 12. a dandy.
bad blood, anger; hatred.
blood is thicker than water, family ties are stronger
than others.
have (someone's) blood on one's head, to be respon-
sible for (someone's) death or misfortune.

in cold blood, 1. with cruelty; unfeelingly. 2. dis-

passionately; deliberately.
make one's blood boll, to make one angry or resentful.
make one's blood run cold, to frighten or terrify one.

blood bank, 1. a place where whole blood or plasma
is typed, processed, and stored for future use. 2. any
reserve of blood fo^use in transfusion.
blood bath, the killing of many people: massacre.
blood brother, 1. a brother by birth. 2. a person
bound to one by the ceremony of mingling his blood
with one's own.
blood count, a count of the number of red corpuscles
and white corpuscles in a given volume of a person's
blood.

blood-curdling (blud'kftr'dlirj) , adj. very frightening;
causing terror or horror.
blood -ed (blud'id), adj. 1. having (a specific kind of)
blood: as, hot-Wooded. 2. of fine stock or breed; pedi-
greed; thoroughbred.

blood group, any of several (usually four) groups into
which any person's blood is classified with reference
to the type of agglutinogen of its corpuscles.

blood-guilt-y (blud'gil'ti), adj. guilty of murder or
bloodshed.

blood heat, the normal temperature of human blood,
98.6 F.

blood-hound (blud'hound'), n. [ME. blodhound, blod-

hond; see BLOOD
& HOUND], 1. any
of a breed of large,
keen-scented dogs
with a smooth
coat, wrinkled
face, and drooping
ears: bloodhounds
are used to hunt
escaped prisoners.
2. a person who
pursues keenly or
relentlessly ; sleuth.

blood-Hy (blud'l-
i), adv. 1. in a

cmeUy;
msly BLOODHOUND (25 in. high)

bloodd-ness(bTud'-
i-nis) , n. the state of being bloody.

blood-less (blud'lis), adj. 1. without blood.? 2. without
bloodshed. 3. not having enough blood ; anemic or pale.
4. having little energy or vitality. 5. unfeeling; cruel.

blood-let-ting (blud'let'irj), n. [ME. blodleting < blod-
leten, to let blood; AS. blodlxtan; blod, blood + Isetan,
to set free, let], 1. the opening of a vein to remove
blood: bleeding: leeching. 2. bloodshed.
blood-line (blud'lm'), n. a direct line of descent; ped-
igree; strain: usually of animals,
blood-mo-bile (blud'ma-bel'), n.

[blood^ + automobile],
a traveling unit equipped for collecting blood from
donors for blood banks.
blood money, 1. money paid for killing or helping to
bring about the death of someone. 2. money paid as

compensation to the next of kin of a murdered person.
blood plasma, the fluid part of blood, as distinguished
from the corpuscles, now used in transfusions.
blood poisoning, a diseased condition of the blood due
to certain microorganisms, their toxins, or other
poisonous matter; septicemia.
blood pressure, the pressure exerted by the blood
against the inner walls of the blood vessels, especially
the arteries: it varies with health, age, emotional ten-
sion, physical exercise, etc.

blood pudding, 1. a dish made of pig's blood, suet,
etc. : also called black pudding. 2. a kind of sausage
that is dark from the blood in it; blood sausage.
blood purge, the killing off of people regarded as dis-

loyal by a political party or government.
blood-red (blud'redO, adj. 1, stained red with blood.
2. having the deep-red color of blood.
blood relation, a person related by birth.
blood revenge, a form of revenge in which either the
next of kin of a murdered person or some member of
his clan must undertake to kill the murderer or a
relative of the murderer.
blood-root (blud'roof, blud'root'), n. a North Amer-
ican plant of the poppy family, with a white flower, a
large, lobed leaf, a fleshy, red root, and red sap.
blood-shed (blud'shed'), n. the shedding of blood;
killing; slaughter.

blood-shot (blud'shot'), adj. [earlier bloodshotten; blood
-f- shotten, old pp. of shoot], suffused or tinged with
blood; red and hurting: as, the eyes become bloodshot
when small blood vessels break in them.

blood-stain (blud'stan') , n. a dark discoloration caused
by a blot or smear of blood, v.t. to discolor with blood.
bloodstained (blud'stand'), adj. 1. soiled or dis-
colored with blood. 2, guilty of murder.
blood-stone (blud'ston

7

). n. La semiprecious, dark-
green variety of quartz spotted with red jasper, used
as a gem: the usual birthstone for March: often called

heliotrope. 2. hematite, a valuable iron ore.
blood stream, the blood flowing through the body.
blood suck-er (blud'suk'er), n. [ME. blodsoukere], 1. an
animal that sucks blood, especially a leech. 2. a person
who extorts or takes from others as much as he can get.
blood test, an examination of a small amount of a
person's blood for diagnosis, classification, etc.
blood-thlrst-y (blud'thurs'ti), adj. eager for blood;
murderous; cruel.
blood type, a blood group.
blood typing, the classification of human blood to deter-
mine compatible blood groups for transfusion.
blood vessel, any of the many tubes through which the
blood circulates; any artery, vein, or capillary.

blood-wort (blud'wurtOr n. any of various plants with
red roots or leaves, as the dock, bloodroot, etc.
blood-y Oblud'i), adj. [BLOODIER (4-Sr), BLOODIEST
(-i-istT], [ME. blodi; AS. blodig] t 1. of, like, or contain-
ing blood. 2. covered or stained with blood: bleeding.
3. involving bloodshed. 4. bloodthirsty. 5. having the
color of blood. 6. [British Slaagl, cursed; damned.
adv. [British Slang], very. v.t. [BLOODIED (-id),

BLOODYING], to cover or stain with blood,
Bloody Mary, see Mary I.

bloom (bloom), n. [MB. blome; ON. blomi, flowers and
foliage on trees; akin to G. blume, flower; IB. base

-, to spring up, as in L, Jhs, jforis, whence ult.
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Bug. flower; cf. BLOOD], 1. a flower; blossom. 2. the
state or time of flowering; hence, 3. a state or time of
most health, beauty, vigor, or freshness; prime. 4. a
youthful, healthy glow (of cheeks, skin, etc.). 5. the
grayish, powdery coating on various fruits, as the
plum, grape, etc., and^on some leaves. 6. any similar

coating, as on new coins, vd. i. to flower; blossom.
2. to be at one's prime; have health, vigor, beauty, or
freshness. 3. to glow with color, health, etc. v.t. to
make flower; give a bloom to; cause to flourish.

bloom (bloom), n. [AS. blomo, lump of metal], 1. a

2~ a thick bar of iron or steel obtained by rolling or
hammering an ingot.
bloom-er (bloonreY), n. [after Amelia Jenks Bloomer
(1818-1894), American reformer who advocated it),

formerly, a costume for women or girls, consisting of

a short skirt and loose trousers gathered at the ankles.

bloom-era (bloom'Srz), n.pl. [see BLOOMER], 1. roomy,
baggy trousers gathered at the knee, worn by girls and
women for athletics. 2. an undergarment somewhat
like these.

bloom-er-y (bloom'e'r-i), n. [pi. BLQOMERIES (-iz)], a
furnace for making blooms (wrought iron).
Bloom-field (bloom'feld'), n. a city in New Jersey, near
Newark: pop., 49,000.

bloom-ing (bloom/ii^/adf;. [per. of bloom], 1. flowering;
blossoming. 2. thriving ; flourishing. 3. [Colloq.] , utter ;

confounded: as, he's a blooming fool.

Bloom-ing-ton (bloom'in-ten), n. La city in central
Illinois: pop., 34,000. 2. a city in southern Indiana:

pop., 28,000.

bloom-y (bloom'i), adj. [BLOOMIER (-i-5r), BLOOMIEST

(-i-ist)j.
1. blooming; blossomy. 2. having a bloom

(powdery coating).
blos-som (blos'am), n. [MB. blosme; AS. blostma,
blosma, blostm; tilt. < same IE. base as bloom], I. a
flower or bloom, especially of a fruit-bearing plant. 2. a
state or time of flowering. v.L 1. to have or open into

blossoms; bloom. 2. to begin to thrive or flourish;

develop.
blos-sonvy (blos'am-i), adj. 1. like a blossom. 2. full

of blossoms.
blot (blot), n. [ME.raltered < AS. plott, spot of ground,
clod; prob. after OFr. blotte, blote, clod of earth], 1. a

spot or stain, especially of ink. 2. an erasure. 3. an
unsightly thing, especially one out of place: as, that

building is a blot on the landscape. 4. a moral stain;

disgrace. 5. a disgraceful person, v.t. [BLOTTED (-id),

BLOTTING], [ME. blotten < the n.; ? <
4
OFr. blotter, to

stain], 1. to make blots on; spot; stain; blur. 2. to
stain (a reputation); disgrace. 3. to erase or cancel

(usually with out). 4. to darken or hide entirely;
obscure (with out). 5. to dry with or as with blotting
paper, v.i. 1. to make blots. 2. to become blotted.
3. to be absorbent.

blot (blot), n. ferob. < MD. bloot or Dan. blot, naked,
uncovered], 1. in backgammon, an exposed man; hence,
2. an exposed point; failing.

blotch (bloch), n. [extension of blot (spot) < OFr.
bloche, clod of earth, tumor], 1. a discolored or broken-
out patch on the skin. 2. any large, irregular blot or
stain, v.t. to cover or mark with blotches.

blotch-y (bloch'i), adj. [BLOTCHIER (-i-r), BLOTCHIEST
(-i-ist)J, 1. like a blotch. 2. covered with blotches.

blot-ter (blot'e'r), n. 1. a piece of blotting paper. 2. a
book for recording events or transactions as they occur:

as, a police blotter is a record of arrests and charges.
blotting paper, a thick, soft, absorbent paper used to

dry a surface that has just been written on in ink.
blot'to (blot'o), adj. [? < blot (to absorb)], [Slang], very
drunk; unconscious oecause of drinking too much.
blouse (blous, blouz), n. [Fr. (18th c.) workman's or

peasant s smock], 1. a loose upper garment worn by
certain European peasants and workmen, 2. a loose
outer garment extending to the waistline or just below,
worn by women and children; kind of shirtwaist. 3. a
coat or tunic worn by soldiers, marines, and navy offi-

cers. 4, a sailor's lumper. v.i. & v.t. [BLOUSED (bloust,

blouzd), BLOUSINGJ, to gather in at the waistline; drape
loosely.
blow (blS), v.i. [BLEW (bloo), BLOWN (blon), BLOWING],
[ME. blowen; AS. blawan; akin to G. bl&hen; IE. base
*bhle-t *bhl0~>; see BLADDER, BLAST]; 1, to stir or speed
up the motion of air; move, as air: As, the wind blows.

2. to send forth air with or as with the mouth; hence,
3. to pant; be breathless. 4. to make or give sound by
blowing or being blown. 5. to spout water and air: as,

whales blow. <>. to be carried by the wind: as, the paper
blew away, 7. to storm. 8. to lay eggs: said of flies.

9. [Colloq.], to brag; boast. 10. [Slang], to go away;
leave, v.t. 1. to cause air to come from (a bellows,
blower1

, etc.). 2. to send out (breath) from the mouth.
3. to force air ak>y into, or through. 4. to drive by
blowing. ',5* to give out or spread (news). & to sound

by blowing. 7. to make (a sound or signal) by blowing.
&. to cool, warm, dry, or soothe by blowing on or
toward. 9. to intensify (a fire) by blowing; hence,
10. to inflame, 11. to inflate, as with anger. 12. to

shape or form by air or gas. 13. to dean or clear by
blowing through. 14. to burst or break by an explosion
(usually with up or out). 15. to cause (a horse) to pant.
16. to lay or deposit eggs in. 17. to melt (a fuse, etc.).
18. [Colloq.], to spend (money) freely. 19. [Colloq.], to
treat (to something). 20. [Slang], to go away from;
leave, n, [ < the .], 1. a blowing or being blown. 2. a
blast or gale. 3. a boast. 4. [Slang], a braggart.
blow hot and cold, [orig. with reference to the scent
in hunting], to be favorable toward and then op-
posed to: vacillate.
blow in, [Slang], 1. to arrive. 2. to spend all (one's
money).
blow off, 1. to let steam or hot water out, as from a
boiler. 2. [Colloq.], to let one's emotions or thoughts
out, as by loud or long talking.
blow out, 1. to put out by blowing. 2. to burst
suddenly, as a tire. 3. to come out suddenly or
violently, as steam or air. 4. to melt because of too
much electric current, as a fuse; hence, 5. to fail,

as an electrical apparatus.
blow over, 1. to move away, as rain clouds; hence,
2. to pass over or by; pass from the memory.
blow up, 1. to fill with air or gas. 2. to burst or

explode. 3. to arise and become more intense, as a
storm. 4. [Colloq.], to scold severely. 5. [Colloq.],
to lose one's temper. 6. to enlarge (a photographT.

blow (bio), n. [ME. blow, Woii/e/prob. < blow, .*.; cf. Fr.

soufflet, box on the ears < souffier, to blow], 1. a hit or
stroke with the fist or anything else. 2. a sudden
attack or forcible effort. 3. any sudden calamity or
misfortune; shock.
at a (or one) blow, by one action; with a single effort.

come to blows, to begin fighting one another.
without striking a blow, with little or no effort.

blow (bio), tu. [BLEW (bloo), BLOWN (blon), BLOWING],
[ME. blowen; AS. blowan; akin to G. bluhen' ult. <
same IE. base as bloom & blossom], to bloom; blossom.
v.t. 1. to cause to bloom. 2. to put forth (blossoms).
n. 1. a mass of blossoms. 2. any splendid display.

blow-er (blo'Sr), n. 1. a person who blows. 2. any
device for producing a current of air or blowing air into
a room, furnace, etc.

blow-fish (blo'fish'), n. [pi. BLOWFISH, BLOWFISHES (-iz) ;

see FISH], the walleyed pike, a fresh-water fish.

blow-fly (blo'fll'), n. [pi. BLOWFLIES (-fliz')], [blow (see
BLOW, v.t., 8) + fly]* any two-winged fly that lays its

using compressed air for spraying paint, oil, etc.

blow-hard (bio'hard
7
) t n. [Slang], a person who talks

much and foolishly or boastfully.
blow-hole (blo'hor), n. 1. a hole in the top of the head
of whales or certain other animals, used for breathing.
2. a hole through which gas or air can escape. 3. a hole
in the ice to which seals, whales, etc. come to get air.

4. a flaw in cast metal caused by an air or gas bubble.
blow-ing (blo'in), n. 1. the sound of a blast of air or

gas. 2. noisy breathing, as of a horse.
blown (blon), past participle of blow (to send forth air).

adj. 1. swollen with gas. 2. out of breath, as with
effort. 3. flyblown. 4. made by blowing*or by using a
blowpipe, etc.

blown (blon), past participle of blow (to bloom), adj.
having bloomed j in full bloom: often full-blown,

blow-off (blo'6f), n. 1. a blowing off of steam, water,
etc. 2. an apparatus for doing this. 3. [Slang], a
boaster.
blow-out (blo'ouf), n. 1. the act or result of blowing
out. 2. the bursting of a tire. 3. the melting of an
electric fuse from too much current. 4. [Slang], a
party, banquet, or celebration.

blow-pipe (blo'^ip'). n. 1. a tube for forcing air or gas
into a name to intensify and concentrate its heat. 2. a
blowtube. 3. a blowgun.

blow-torch (blo'tfirch'), n. a small gasoline torch that
shoots out a hot flame intensified by a blast of air: it

is used to melt metal, remove old paint, etc.

blow-tube (blo'toob', blo'tub'), n. 1. a metal tube
used in blowing glass. 2. a blowgun.
blow-up (blo'up'), n. 1. an explosion. 2. [Colloq.], an
angry or hysterical outburst.

blow-y (blo'i), adj. [BLOWIER (-!-&), BLOWIEST (4-ist)],
windy.
blowzed fblouzd), adj. blowzy.
blowz-y (blouz'i), adj. [BLOWZIER (4-Sr), BLOWZIEST
(-i-ist)], [< obs. blouze, ruddy, fat-faced wench], 1. fat,
ruddy, and coarse-looking. 2. slovenly; frowzy,

bis., 1. bales., 2. barrels.

B.L.S., Bachelor of Library Science.
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blub-ber (blublfr), n. [ME. blubber, blober, a bubble;
prob. of echoic origin; see BLEB], the fat of the whale
and other sea mammals, from which an oil is obtained.
blub-ber (blub'Sr), v.L [ME. blubren, bloberen, to bubble
up; see BLUBBER (fat)J, to weep loudly, like a child.

v.t. I. to say while blubbering. 2. to wet, disfigure,
or swell with weeping, n. loud weeping; blubbering.
adj. swollen, as from weeping. SYN. see cry.

blub-ber-y (blub'Sr-i), adj. 1. of or full of blubber.
2. like blubber in appearance, texture, etc.; fat. 3.

swollen or disfigured, as by blubbering, or weeping.
blu-cher (bl&o'cher, bloo'ker), n. [after Field Marshal
von Blucher], 1. a heavy half boot. 2. a kind of shoe
in which the upper laps over the vamp, which is of one

f piece with the tongue.
Blti-cher, Geb-hard Le-be-recht von (geptiart la'bs-

reHt fon blti'MSr; Eng. bloq'chgr, bloo'kgr), 1742-1819;
Prussian general; aided in defeat of Napoleon at

Waterloo.
bludg-eon (bluj'an), n. [? altered < MFr. bougeon, dim.
of bouge, a club], a short club with a thick, heavy, or
loaded end. v.t. & v.i. 1. to strike with or as with a

bludgeon. 2. to threaten; coerce: bully.
blue (bloo), adj. [ME. bleu, blew; OFr. bleu; OHG. blaol
1. of the color blue; having the color of the clear sky
or the deep sea. 2. [influenced by ME. bio < ON. bla,

livid], livid: said of the skin. 3. gloomy: depressed or

depressing. 4. suggestive of the flames of hell; baleful:

as, the air was blue with oaths. 5. puritanical ; rigorous :

as, blue laws. 6. [Colloq.] indecent; obscene; risque;

suggestive, n. 1, the color of the clear ^sky or the

deep sea; any color between green and violet in the

spectrum. 2. any blue pigment or dye. 3. bluing.
4. anything colored blue, as the second ring of an
archer's target. 5. a person who wears blue in a
uniform or as a school color, etc.; hence, 6. a sailor.

7. #. [Slang], a sailor's blue uniform, v.t. [BLUED
(blood), BLUING or BLUEING], 1. to make blue. 2. to
use bluing on or in. tu. to become blue.

once in a blue moon, very seldom; almost never.
out of the blue, as if from the sky; without being
expected or foreseen.
the blue, 1. the sky. 2. the sea.

the blues, 1. [short for blue devils], [Colloq.] a de-

pressed, unhappy feeling; hence, 2. a type of Negro
folk song, characterized by minor harmony, slow

jazz rhythm, and melancholy words. 3. any imita-
tion of this.

blue baby, a baby born with cyanosis as a result of a

congenital heart lesion or incomplete lung expansion.
Blue-beard (bloo'b&rd'), n. [Fr. Barbe bleu], a character
in an old story who married and then murdered one
wife after another.
blue-bell (bloo^bel'), n. any of various plants with blue,

bell-shaped flowers, as the wild hyacinth, harebell, etc.

blue-bei>ry (bloS'ber'i, bloo'be'r-i). n. [pi. BLUEBERRIES
(-iz)], 1. a small, edible, blue-black oerry with tiny

2. the shrub on which it grows.
blue-bill (bl&o'bil'). n. any of various ducks; especially,
the scaup.
blue-bird (bl6"5

/burd/
)t n any of a number of related

small North American songbirds, the male of which
usually has a blue or bluish back and an orange or
reddish breast.

blue-black (blSo/blak'),.adj. intensely black; so black
as to have a bluish cast in bright light.
blue blood, 1. descent from nobility or royalty. 2. a
person of such descent; aristocrat.

blue-bloodied (blqp'blud'id), adj. 1. of royal or noble
descent; aristocratic. 2. of pure breed.

blue-bon-net (bloo'bon'it) , n. 1. a broad, flat cap of
blue woolen, worn in Scotland; hence, 2. its wearer;
Scotsman. 3. in botany, a) a bluebottle. 6) a blue-
flowered lupine. Also blue bonnet,

blue-book (bloS'book'), n. a blue book (senses 3 & 4).
blue book, 1. a British parliamentary publication: so
called from its blue cover. 2. the official United States
list of governmental officeholders. 3. a book listing

people who are socially prominent. 4. a booklet with
a blue paper cover, used in many colleges for students
to write examination answers in.

blue bot-tie (bl6o'bot
/
'l), n. 1. a plant bearing blue,

white, pink, or purple flowers with bottle-shaped rays;
cornflower; bachelor's-button. 2. a large blowfly with
a steel-blue abdomen and a hairy body. 3. any of
several similar flies.

blue-cap (bloo'kap'), n* 1. a kind of bird, the titmouse.
2. a bluebonnet.

blue cheese, a cheese similar to Roquefort, but made
of cow's milk.

blue-coat (blcSo'kof), n. a policeman.
Blue Gross, (any of) a system of non-profit health-
insurance organizations offering hqspitalization and,
variously, medical benefits to subscribers, especially to
groups of employees and their families.
blue-curls (bloo'kurlzQ, n. 1. any of a number of
related plants of the mint family, having narrow leaves
and blue flowers with blue or purple fuzz, 2. a purple-
flowered selfheal. Also blue curls.

blue devils, 1. delirium tremens or its hallucinations.
2. a depressed feeling; the blues.

blue-eyed grass (bloold
7
), any of a group of plants of

the ins family, with blue flowers and grasslike leaves.

Blue-field (bloo'feld'), n. a city in West Virginia: pop.,
21,000.

blue-fish (bloo'fish') n. [pi BLUEFISH, BLUEFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], 1. a blue-and-silver food fish, common
along the Atlantic coast of North America. 2. any of

various other fishes, as the bluegill, blue bass, etc.

blue flag, any iris with blue flowers.

blue fox, 1. an arctic fox during the period when its

fur has a bluish cast. 2. its fur. 3. the fur of the white
fox when dyed blue.

blue-gill (bloo'gil
7
) , n. a fresh-water sunnsh of a bluish

color.

blue-grass (bloo'gras', bloo'gras'), n. any of several
related grasses with bluish-green stems.

Bluegrass Region (or Country), a region in central

Kentucky where there is much bluegrass: also the

blue-green algae (bloo'gren'), a kind of algae that are

typically bluish green.
blue gum, a kind of eucalyptus tree.

blue-hearts (bloo'harts'), n. [pi. BLUEHBARTS], a plant
with spikes of blue flowers and hairy leaves.

blue-ing (bloo'irj), n. bluing.
blue-ish (bloo'ish), adj. bluish.

blue-jack (bloo'jak'), n. 1. blue vitriol. 2. a small oak
tree of the southern United States.

blue-jack-et (bloo'jak'it), n. an enlisted man in the
United States or British navy.

blue-jay (bloo'ja/), n. any of a number of related noisy,
crested birds witn a blue back: also blue jay.

blue laws, puritanical laws, especially those prohibiting
dancing, entertainments, sports, etc. on Sunday.

blue mass, in pharmacology, a preparation containing
powdered mercury, used in making blue pills.

blue Monday, [? after D. blaaw
t
maandag: orig. a

minister's term, from the excessive work done on
Sunday], [Colloq.], any Monday.: so called because
considered depressing as the beginning of a week of
work contrasted witn the pleasures of the weekend.
Blue Mountains, 1. a mountain range of northeastern
Oregon and southeastern Washington. 2. a mountain
range of Jamaica: highest peak, 7,388 ft.

Blue Nile, a river flowing through northern Ethiopia and
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan to join the White Nile.
blue-nose (bloo'noz')t n. [Colloq.], 1. a puritanical
person. 2. [B-], a Nova Scotian: so called oecause of
the cold climate.
blue ointment, a mercurial ointment for killing certain
varieties of body lice.

blue-pen-cil (bloo'pen's'l), v.t. to edit, cut, or correct

(a manuscript, etc?) : from the blue marking made by
the pencils generally used by editors.
blue peter, [prob. < blue repeater, signal flag used in
Brit. Navy], a blue signal flag with a white square in
the center, used to announce a ship's sailing, etc.

blue pill, in pharmacology, & pill of blue mass, used as
a laxative.

blue-point (bloo'poinf), n. [< Blue Point, Long Island,
near which beds of such oysters are located], a small
oyster, usually eaten raw.

blue-print (blqo'print') , n. 1. a photographic repro-
duction in white on a blue background, as of archi-
tectural or engineering plans; hence, 2. any exact or
detailed plan or outline, v.t. to make a blueprint of.

blue racer, a harmless, long, blue-green North American
variety of black snake, that moves rapidly.
blue ribbon, 1. originally, the blue silk ribbon of the
British Order of the Garter; hence, 2. first place in a
competition; first prize. 3. the badge of certain

temperance societies.

blue-rib-bon jury (or panel) (bloo'rib'on), [ColloqJ, a
jury whose members have been carefully selected.
Blue Ridge Mountains, a range of the Appalachians,
extending.from West Virginia and Maryland to north-
ern Georgia. ,

blue-sky law (bloo'sMO, [Colloq.], [said to be so named
from the comment made by a proponent of the first
such law that certain business groups were trying to
"capitalize the blue skies"], a law regulating the sale
of stocks, bonds, etc., for the prcyfcection of the pubHc.
blue stock-ing (bloo'stok'iri), n. [from the unconven-
tional blue worsted stockings worn by the leading
figure at literary meetings in 18th-a London], a learned,
bookish, or pedantic woman.
blue-stone (blSo'stSnO. * 1. a bltte-gray sandstone.
2. blue vitriol.
blue streak. [Colloq.], anything ffegaudecl asi like a
streak of -lightning in speed,. vMfa&B, fficl v

blu*et (bloo'it), n. [Fr. Wi^, dloi t>f Urn, bltte], a
blue-flowered plant growing in

- " '"- ' ' '*'

blue vitriol,^rystallme ciapiac t, > ^ , W(fw,

blue-weed (bloo'wedO, n. a bristly weed with blue
flowers and pink buds: also called w|erv *-*-
blue-winged teal (bloo'wirjdO, any,
small Ndrth American duieks

' "
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rivers and having bluish markings on the wings.
blue-wood (bloo'woodOt n. a shrub of the buckthorn
family, found in the southwestern United States.

bluff (bluf), v.t. & vd. [17th c.; prob. < D. blufm or
verbluffen, to baffle, mislead], 1. to mislead (a person)
by a false, bold front. 2. to frighten (a person) by
threats that cannot be made good. 3. in poker, to try
to mislead (other players) by betting or raising the bet
while holding poor cards, n. 1. a bluffing. 2, a person
who bluffs. SYN. see blunt.

bluff (bluf), adj. [orig. a nautical term < D. blaf, flat,

broad], 1. having, or ascending steeply with, a broad,
flat front. 2. having a rough, frank manner; brusque.
n. a high, steep, broad-faced bank or cliff.

bluff-er (bluf'Sr), n. a person who bluffs; impostor; liar.

blu ing (bloo'irj), n. a blue liquid, powder, etc., gen-
erally of indigo, used in rinsing white fabrics to prevent
yellowing: also spelled blueing.

blu-ish (bloo'ish), adj. somewhat blue: also spelled
blueish.
Blum, L6-on (la'ow' blum; Eng. la'on bloom), 1872-
1950; French Socialist leader; premier of France
(1936-1937); interim premier (Dec., 1946-Jan., 1947).

blun-der (blun'deV), vd. [ME. blondren, blunderen, freq.
< ON. blunda, to shut the eyes; akin to Sw. dial.

blundra, to do blindly; IE. base *bhlendh-, to be indis-
tinct, glimmer indistinctly; cf. BLEND], 1. to move
clumsily or carelessly; flounder; stumble. 2. to make a
foolish mistake; be grossly mistaken, v.t. 1. to say
stupidly, clumsily, or confusedly; blurt (with out). 2.

to do clumsily or poorly; bungle, n. a foolish or stupid
mistake. SYN. see error.
blun-der-buss (blun'der-bus') , n. [D. donderbus. thun-
der box; altered after blunder
because of the gun's random
action], 1. an obsolete short
gun with a broad muzzle.
2. a person who blunders.

blunge (blunj), v.t. [BLUNGED
(blunjd), BLUNGING], [? <
plunge], in ceramics, to mix
(clay, etc.) with water.

blung-er (blun'je'r), n. 1. a
large wooden spatula for

blunging. 2. a blunging ap-
paratus. 3. a person who
blunges.
blunt (blunt), adj. [ME.;
prob. < ON.; for IE. base see BLEND], 1. slow to
perceive; dull; obtuse. 2. having a dull edge or point.
3. plain-spoken; bluff, v.t. to make dull or insensitive.
vd, to become dull or insensitive.
SYN. blunt implies a candor and tactlessness that show
little regard for another's feelings ("You're a fool," was his
bluni reply) ;

bluff suggests a coarse heartiness of manner and
a good nature that causes the candor to seem inoffensive (a

bluff old gardener); brusque implies apparent rudeness as
evidenced by abruptness of speech or behavior (a brusque re-

jection) ; curt suggests a terseness of expression that implies a
lack of tact or courtesy (a curt dismissal) ; gruff suggests bad
temper and roughness of speech and manner, connoting, in

addition, a harshness or throatiness in utterance (a gruff
sergeant). See also dull. ANT. suave, tactful.

blur (blur), v.t. & vd. [BLURRED (blurd), BLURRING],
[16th c.; ? < blear + blot], 1. to smear; stain; blot;
smudge. 2. to make or become hazy or indistinct in
outline or shape. 3, to dim, n. 1. the state of being
blurred or dim. 2. an obscuring stain or blot. 3. a
moral stain. 4. anytiung indistinct to the sight or the
mind,
blurb (blurb), n. [arbitrary coinage (c, 1914) by Gelett
Burgess, "to sound like a pubEsher"], [Colloq..], an
exaggerated or fulsome advertisement or announce-
ment, as on a book packet.
blur-ry (blftr'i), adj. 1. somewhat blurred; hazy in

outline; dim. 2* full of blurs; smeary; stained.

blurt (blurt), v.t. [16th-l7th c.; ? < blow, blast, etc. +
spurt, sqnirl), to say thoughtlessly, suddenly, or im-
pulsively (with out).
blush (blush), vd. [ME. bluschen, blyschen, to glow,
glance; AS. blyscon, bliscanr to shine; cf. blyse, torch; IE.
base *bkles- r to shine, gleam, as in blaze], 1. to become
red in the face from shame, embarrassment,, or con-
fusion; , 2. to be Ashamed (usually with at or for) . 3. to
be or become rosy, v.t* 1 . to reveal by blushing. 2, to
redden, m 1. a reddening of the face from shame,
etc. 2. a* xosy color: as, the blush of youtjh. adj. having
the color of a blush. i

at first blush, [orig. ME. sense], at first sight; without
further consideration. *

blushful Au8h/fba), ad/, blushing.
blus ter (bte'tgr), vd. {ME. blostiren, bhtstrtw, to rush
violently < or akin to 'M>. bMstem, Ui$fevn% I; to
blow* stonmuyi tfuid'' of "wind. 1

'

2. to speak; In r
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BOA CONSTRICTOR

threats, v.t. 1. to force by blustering; bully. 2. to

say noisily and violently, n. 1. stormy noise; noisy
commotion. 2. noisy, violent, or swaggering talk.
blus ter ous (blus'ter-ss), adL blustery.
blus-ter-y (blus'ter-i), adj. blustering.
blvd., boulevard.
-bly (bli), -ably: used to form adverbs corresponding to

1

adjectives ending in -Ue, as possibly.
BM, [Colloq.], bowel movement.
B.M., 1. Baccalaureus Medicinae, [I/.], Bachelor of
Medicine. 2. Baccalaureus Musicae, [L.], Bachelor of
Music. 3. British Museum.

1 B.M.R., basal metabolic rate.
Bn 1. Baron. 2. Battalion.

B.N., bank note.
B'nai B'rith (b'na brith, b'na breth), [Heb. benai
berith, sons of the covenant], a Jewish fraternity founded
in New York in 1845, now international in membership.
Bnss., Baroness.
bo (bo), n. [Slang], a hobo.
B/O, in. bookkeeping, brought over.

B.O., 1. Board of Ordnance. 2. body odor.

b.o., 1. back order. 2. bad order. 3. box office. 4.

branch office. 5. broker's order. 6. buyer's option.
bo-a (bo'a), n. [L. t a large water serpent], 1. any of a
number of large, nonpoisonous, tropical snakes that
crush their prey in their coils, as the python, anaconda,
etc. 2. a woman's long scarf of fur or feathers, worn
around the neck or shoulders.

' Bo ab-dil (bo'ab-del'), n. (Mohammed XI), Moorish
king of Granada; lived ?-1533?
boa constrictor, a species of boa, pale brown with dark
crossbars, which attains
a length of 10-15 feet.

Bo-a-di-ce-a (boVdi-se'-
a), n. a British queen
who, according to Taci-
tus, led an attempted re-
volt against the Romans;
?~62 A.D. also Boudicca.

Bo-a-ner-ges (bo'a-nur'-
jez), n.pl. [Gr. boanerges;
prob. < Aram, form of
Heb. benai regesh, sons of

wrath; interpreted in Gr.
as "sons of thunder"], 1.

the Apostles John and
James: an epithet used by Jesus: Mark 3:17. 2. [con-
strued as sing.], [pi. BOANERGES, BOANKRGESSES
(-J9~siz) ], a loudmouthed vociferous preacher or orator.

boar (b&Y, bor), n. [pi. BOARS (b6rz, borz), BOAR; see
PLURAL, II, D, 1],

[ME. bore, boor;
AS. bar; akin to
OHG. ber, D.
beer; only in W.
Gmc.], 1. an un-
castrated male
hog or pig. 2. a
wild hog of Eur-
ope, Africa, and
Asia, with a hairy
coat and a long
snout.
board (b6rd,
bord), n. [ME. &
AS. bord, a plank, flat surface; akin to G. brett; IE.
base *bherdh-, to cut], 1, a long, thin, flat piece of
sawed wood ready for use; thin plank. 2. a flat piece
of wood or similar material, often rectangular, for some
special use: as, a parchesi board, bulletin board, ironing
board. 3. pasteboard or stiff paper, often used for book
covers. 4. a table for meals; hence, 5. the food served
at a table. 6. meals provided regularly for pay. 7. a
council table. 8. a group of administrators; council:

as, a board of education. Abbreviated bd. v.t. 1. to
cover or close up with boards (often with up). 2. to
provide with meals, or room and meals, regularly for

pay. 3. to put (a person) where board is supplied.
v.i. to receive meals, or room and meals* regularly
for pay.
across the board, in horse racing, to win, place, or
show: said of betting.

the boards, the stage (of a theater).
tread the boards, to be an actor in the theater.

board (b6rd, bord), n. [ME. & AS. bord, side of a ship,
shield; akin to ON. borth, edge, border, ship's side;
IE. base *bher-, to form an edge], 1. the side of a ship,
as in overboard. 2, a rim, border, or coast* as in sea-
board. 3. in nautical usage, a) a tack, b) the distance
made in a single tack. v.t. 1. to come alongside (a
ship) especially with hostile purpose. 2. to come over
the rail and onto the deck l| W sMp); heqce, X to
get on (a train, bus, etc.). 4. to accost, v.i. in nautical

usage, to tack. (Pn^e^^ii''^'
'
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go by the board, 1. to fall or be swept overboard;
hence, 2. to be got rid of, lost, ruined, etc.

on board, on or in a ship, aircraft, bus, etc.

board-er (boVdSr. bor'der), n. [see BOARD (plank)], a

person who gets his meals, or room and meals, regularly
for a fixed sum; paying guest.
board-er (boVdeY, border), n. a person who boards a

ship, aircraft, etc.; especially, one of the crew detailed

to board a hostile ship.
board foot, [pi. BOARD FEET], a unit of measure of

lumber, equal to a board one foot square and one inch

thick: abbreviated bd. ft.

board-ing (bSrd'irj, bord%}), n. 1. a structure or

covering of boards. 2. boards collectively; light timber.

board-ing (b6rd'irj, bord'irj), n. [see BOARD (ship's

side)], 1. a coming or going aboard (a ship, train, etc.).

2. an attack on or capture of a ship by boarders.

board-ing-house (b6rd'irj-hous', bord'irj-hous'), n. [see

BOARD (plank)], a house where meals, or lodging and
meals, can be had for pay: also boarding house.

boarding school,- a school providing lodging and meals
for the pupils. .

board measure, measurement of lumber m board feet.

board of health, a government department that super-
vises public health.
board of trade, 1. an association of businessmen for

the protection and furtherance of their business

interests. 2. [B- T-], a British governmental depart-
ment supervising commerce and industry: abbreviated
B T
board rule, a measuring stick for finding out quickly
how many board feet there are in a quantity of lumber.

board-walk (b6rd'w6k', bord'w6k') n. 1. a walk made
of thick boards. 2. a walk placed along a beach or sea

front.
boar-fish (bo"r'fish' t bor'fish'), n. [pi. BOARFISH, BOAR-
FISHES (-iz) ; see FISH], any of various fishes with a pro-

tecting snout like a boar's.

boar-hound (bfir'hound', bor'hound')., n. a great Dane
or other large dog used in hunting wild boar.

boar-ish (b&r'ish, bor'ish), adj. like a boar; swinish.

Bo-as, Franz (frants bo'as), 1858-1942; American
anthropologist, born in Germany.
boast (bost), n. [ME. bost < Anglo-Fr.J, 1. a bragging;

boasting. 2. anything boasted of. v.i. [ME. bosten <
the .], 1. to talk about deeds, abilities, etc., either

one's own or another's, in a manner showing too much
pride and satisfaction; brag. 2. to be vainly proud;
exult, v.t. 1. to brag about. 2. to glory in having or

doing (something); be proud of.

5YN>--boa8t, the basic term m this list, merely suggests

pride or satisfaction, as in one's deeds or abilities (you may
well boast of your efficiency) ; brag suggests greater ostentation

and overstatement (he bragged of what he would do in the race) ;

vaunt, a formal, literary term, implies greater suavity but

more vainglory than either of the preceding (vaunt not in your

triumph) ; swagger suggests a proclaiming of one's superiority
in an insolent or overbearing way; crow suggests loud boasting
in exultation or triumph (stop crowing over your victory).

boast (bost), v.t. Jprob. < ME. boozen (see BOSS,
t
to

emboss) with unhistoric -fl, to do preliminary shaping
on (a statue, etc.) with a broad chisel.

boast ful (bost'fal), adj. boasting; inclined to 1

boat (bot), n. [MIL boot, bote; AS. bat; akin to G. i

IE. base *bhetdh-> to split; in the sense "hollowed-out
tree trunk"; cf. FISSURE], 1. a small, open^ vessel or

water craft propelled by oars, sails, or engine. 2. a

large vessel; ship: landsman's term applied especially
to river steamers. Abbreviated bt. 3. any similar craft:

as, a flying boat, 4. a boat-shaped disn: as, a gravy
boat. v.t. to lay or cany in the boat; as, boat the oars.

y.i. to go in a boat; row, sail, or cruise.

In the same boat, in the same situation; running
similar risks.

boat-bill (bot'bil') , n. a tropical American wading bird

of the heron family, with a large bill.

boat-build ing (bofbil'din), n. the building of boats.
boat hook, a long pole with a metal hook on one end,
for maneuvering boats, logs, or rafts.

boat-house (bot'hous
7
), n. a building primarily for

storing a boat OT boats, but often equipped with
recreational facilities.

boat-ing (bot'in), n. 1. rowing, sailing, or cruising.
2. boats collectively.

boat-load (bot'lod'j, n. 1. all the freight or passengers
that a boat can carry or contain. 2. the load carried by
a boat.
boat-man (bot'man), n. [pi. BOATMEN (-mon)J, a man
who operates, works on, rents, or sells boats.
boats-man (bots'man), n. [pi. BOATSMEN (-man)], a
boatman.
boat-swain (bo's'n, bot'swan'). n. a ship's warrant
officer or petty officer in charge of the deck crew, the
rigging, etc. : also bosun,
boat train, a train timed to reach or leave a port at the
convenience of ship's passengers.
Bo-az (bo'az), n. [Heb. frS'oz, lit., swiftness], in the
Bible, Ruth's husband: Ruth 4:13.
bob (bob), n. [ME. bobbe, hanging cluster; senses 8-12

< the v., 13 < bobsled, etc.], 1. [British Dial.], a hanging
cluster. 2. any knoblike hanging weight or pendant:
as, an ear bob. 3. a short refrain attached to a song.
4. a short curl or knob of hair. 5. a docked tail, as of

a horse. 6. a woman's or girl's si^rt haircut. 7. a

suckling calf. 8. a quick, jerky motion, like that of a

cork on water. 9. a float on a fishing line. 10. a type
of Scottish dance. 11. a quick curtsy. 12. a tap or

light blow. 13. a bobsled or bob skate, v.t. [BOBBED
(bobd), BOBBING], [ME. bobben, to knock against; also

< bobbe, hanging cluster], 1. to knock against; cause

to knock against; rap. 2. to make move with a jerky
motion. 3. to do jerkily. 4. to cut (hair, a tail, etc.)

short; dock. v.i. 1. to move or act in a bobbing
manner; move suddenly; hence, 2. to dance athlet-

ically or awkwardly. 3. to curtsy quickly. 4. to fish

with a bob. 5. to try to catch suspended or floating
fruit with the teeth (usually with for}.
bob up, to come up unexpectedly; appear suddenly.

bob (bob), n. \fl. BOB], [? < Bob, nickname for Robert],

[British Slang], a shilling: as, it costs six bob.

bobbed (bobd), adj. [pp. of bob], 1. having a bob or

bobs. 2. in tne style or shape of a bob; cut short.

bob-ber-y (bob'gr-i), n. [pi. BOBBERIES
(-iz)], [Anglo-

Ind. < Hind. b&P-re t O father!, exclamation of sorrow
or surprise], a row; hubbub.
bob-bin (bob'in), n. [Fr. bobine], 1. a reel or spooHor
thread, yarn, or fine wire, used in spinning, weaving,
machine sewing, etc. 2. a small notched pin of wood,
bone, or ivory, used in making bobbin lace. 3. a thing
like a bobbin.
Bobbin and Joan, a European wild flower of the arum
family, the cuckoopint.
bob-bi-net (bob'a-net^, bob'a-net^'), n. [bobbin + net], a
machine-made imitation of bobbin lace.

bobbin lace, a lace whose design is laid out with pins
around which thread is drawn and interlaced by means
of bobbins.
bob-by (bob'i). n. [pi. BOBBIES (-iz)], [after Sir Robert
(Bobby) Peel (1788-1850), who remodeled the London
police force], [British Slang], a .policeman.
bobby pin, [from use with bobbed hair], a small metal
hairpin with the ends pressing close together.
bobby socks, [Colloq.],J< bob, to cut (hair, etc.) short],
ankle socks worn by girls and women.
bobby sox-er (sok'se'r), [< the bobby socks worn by
many of them], [Colloq.], a girl in her teens, especially
one regarded as conforming to current fads.

bob-cat (bob'kat'), n. [pi. BOBCATS (-kats'), BOBCAT;
see PLURAL, n, D. 1], a wildcat; American lynx.
bob o-link (bob'1-irjk'), n. [earlier Bob Lincoln, bob-

lincoln; echoic, after its call], a migratory songbird of
North American fields and meadows.
bob skate, a skate with two runners.
bob-sled (bob'sled') , n. 1. a long sled made of two short
sleds joined together. 2. either of the sleds thus joined.
3. a long toboggan, equipped with steering apparatus
and brakes, often ridden by a four-man team in races.
v.L to ride on a bobsled.

bob-sleigh (bob'sla'), n. * vd. bobsled.

bob-stay (bob'sta'), n. a rope or chain for tying down a
bowsprit to keep it from bobbing.

bob-tail (bob'tal') , n. 1. a tail cut short; docked tail. 2.
a horse or dog with a bobtail, adj. 1. having a bobtail.
2. cut short; abbreviated, v.t. 1. to dock the tail of.
2. to cut short; curtail.

bob-white (bob'hwit'), n. [pi. BOBWHITES (-hwits').
BOBWHITB; see PLURAL, n, D, 1\, [echoic, after its call],
a small North American quail having markings of
brown and white on a gray body: sometimes called
partridge.
bo caccio (bs-ka'cho), n. [It. boccaccio < boccaccia,
large mouth < bocca, mouth; see BUCCAL), a large-
mouthed rockfish, found near California.

Boc-cac-cio, Gio van-ni (jd-van'ne b6*-kat'cho": Eng.
bo-ka'chi-o), 1313-1375; Italian author; wrote the
Decameron.
Bocdie ri ni, Lu 1 gi (loo-e'je bo-'ke-re'ng), 1743-1805;
Italian composer.

Boche, boche (bosh, bosh, bosh; Fr. bftsh), n. [pi.BOCHES (-12; Fr. bdshVI, [Fr. slang (first used c. 1865f<
caboche, hard head, head (see CABBAGE, vegetable);
ong, in sense of "obstinate voting man"; next found in
printers' argot as ttte de boche, hard head, hence prob
by association with Me carrle (d'Allemand), lit., square-
head (of a German) German; later shortened to boche],
a German, especially a German soldier: hostile term.
Bo-chum (bo'khoom), n. a city in the Ruhr Basin,
Germany: pop., 245,000 (1946).
bock (bok), n. [G. bockbier, contr. < oanbock-, ambock-,
Bavarian dial, pronunciation of Eimbecker bier < Rim-
beck. Hanover, where first brewedj, a dark beer usuallymade in the spring: also bock beer.
bode (bod), v.t. [BODED (-id), BODINQ], [ME. bodien; AS.
bodtan < boda, messenger], to be am omen of: cresafie
bode ill (or well), to be a bad (or good) omen;

bode (bod), alternative past tense of bi4e.
Bo-den-see (bo'dan-za'J, n. Lake of Constance* the
German name: also caUed Lake Boden,
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bod-ice (bod'is), n. [altered < bodies, pi. of body}, 1. the
close-fitting upper part of a woman's dress. 2. a
woman's wide, sleeveless vest tightly laced in, front,
worn over a blouse or dress.

bod-ied (bod'id), adj. [pp. 9f body], 1. having a body,
substance, or form. 2. having a specified kind of body:
as, able-bodied.

bod-i-less (bod'i-lis), adj. 1. without a body; disem-
bodied. 2. insubstantial. 3. without a torso.

bod-i-ly (bod'l-i), adj. [ME. bodilich < bodi, body], 1.

physical: opposed to mental. 2. of, in, or for the body.
adv. 1. in person; in the flesh: as, he is bodily present.
2. as a single body; in entirety. 3. as a single group.
SYN. bodily refers to the human body as distinct from
the mind or spirit (bodily ills); physical, while often inter-

changeable with bodily, suggests somewhat less directly the
anatomy and physiology of the body (physical exercise);
corporeal refers to the material substance of the body and is

opposed to spiritual ^(his corporeal remains) ; corporal refers to
the effect of something tipon the body (corporal punishment) ;

somatic is the scientific word and refers to the body as distinct
from the psyche, with no philosophical or poetic overtones
(the somatic differences between individuals). ANT. mental,
psychic, spiritual.

bod-ing (bo'dirj), n. [ME. bodynge, bodunge; AS. 60-

dung < bodian, to announce < boda, messenger], an
omen; foreboding, adj. ominous; foreboding.
bod-kin (bod'kin), n. [ME. boidekyn, bodekin; 1 <
Celt.; cf. W. bidog, dagger], 1. a pointed instrument
for making holes in cloth. 2. a long, ornamental hair-

pin. 3. a thick, blunt needle. 4. [Obs.], a dagger or
stiletto. 5. in printing, a kind of awl for picking out
letters from set type.
Bod-le-ian (bod-le^n, bodli-sn), adj. [after Sir Thomas
Bodley, who restored it c. 1600], designating or of the
Oxford University library.
Bo-do-ni (ba-do'ne), n. a style of type designed by
the Italian printer, Giambattista Bodoni (1740-1813).
This line is in Bodoni.

bod-y (bod'i), n. [pi. BODIES (-iz)J, [ME. bodi, bodig; AS.
bodtg; orig. sense "cask," as in OHG. botah, botacha (G.
bottich), MLG. boddike, tub for brewing], 1. the whole
physical structure and substance of a man, animal, or

plant. 2. the trunk or torso of a man or animal. 3. the
stem of a plant. 4, the main or central part of anything.
5. the part of an automobile, truck, etc. that holds the
load or passengers; part of a vehicle that is not the
chassis. 6. the part of a garment that covers the
trunk or upper part of the trunk. 7. a dead person;
corpse. 8. the flesh or material substance, as opposed
to the spirit. 9. a portion of matter; mass; separate
part: as, a body of water. 10. a group of people or
things regarded as a unit : as r a body of soldiers. 11. the
majority of a number of people or things. 12. strength
or concentration, as of wine: substance or consistency,
as of a liquid. 13. [Colloq.j, a human being; person.
14. in geometry, a solid. IS. in law, something regarded
as a person: as, the body corporate. 16. in printing,
the shank of a type. v.t. [BODIED (-id) , BODYING], 1. to
give a body to; furnish with a body; make substantial.
2. to make part of; embody.
body forth, 1 . to give shape or form to, 2 . to symbol-
ize or represent.
keep body and soul together, to stay alive (in adverse
circumstances) .

SYN.
f body refers to the whole physical substance of a person

or animal, whether dead or alive; corpse and the euphemistic
remains refer to a dead human body; carcass is used of the
dead body of an animal or, contemptuously, of a human being;
cadaver refers primarily to a dead human body used for dis-
section in medical studies.

body color, 1. a pigment that gives opacity to paint.
2. an opaque coat of paint.
body corporate, in law, a corporation.
bod-y-guard (bod^i-gard'), n. a person or persons,
usually armed, assigned to guard someone.
body politic, people constituting a political unit with a
government; state.

body snatcher, a person who steals corpses from graves.
Boe-o-ti-a (bi-6'shi-o, bi-6'shQ), n. an ancient Greek
state, northwest of Attica: capital, Thebes.
Boe o-tian (bi-o'shon), adj. of or like Boeotia or its

people, who were reputed to be dull and stupid, n.
1. a native or inhabitant of Boeotia. 2. a dull, stupid
person.
Boer (b5r, b6*r, boor), n. [D. boer, peasant: see BOOR], a
descendant of Dutch colonists in South Africa, adj. of
the Boers.
Boer War, a war (1899-1902) in which Great Britain
defeated the Boers of South Africa,
Bo e thi us (bo-e'thi-as), n. (Anicius Manlius Severinus
Boeihius), Roman philosopher and statesman; 480?-

bog r(bog, bdg$, n, ;[Ir. bogadt,. a bog < Gael, bog* soft,

moist], wet, spongy ground; small marsh or swamp.
v.t. A 4. [BOGGED (bogdi fo%d), BOGGING), to become
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stuck or cause to become stuck in or as in. a bog; sink
in or as in a bog (often with down}.
bog asphodel, any of several plants of the lily family
that grow in bogs and have stiff, narrow leaves and
small, yellow flowers.

bo-gey (bo'gi), n. [pL BOGEYS (-giz)J, 1. a bogy (hob-
goblin). 2. [after Colonel Bogey, imaginary partner
assumed to play a first-rate game], in golf, a) a set
number of strokes for a hole or for the course, used as a
standard of skill; par. b) one stroke more than par on
a hole.

bog-gi-ness (bog'i-nis, bo'g'i-nis), n. the quality or state
ofbeing boggy.

bog-gle (bog'l), v.f, [BOGGLED (-'Id), BOGGLING], [<
Scot, bogle, specter; prob. < ME. bugge, specter (as in

bugbear) ; now confused with bungle], 1. to be startled;
shy away (with at). 2. to hesitate or have scruples
(with at). 3. to give false reasons for not doing some-
thing; equivocate; shuffle (with at). 4. to bungle, v.t.

to bungle or botch, n. 1. a boggling. 2. a scruple.
3. a botch. 4. [Dial.], a hobgoblin; bogy: also bogle.

bog*gy (bog'i, b6g'i), adj. [BOGGIER (-i-Sr), BOGGIEST
(-i-ist)J,

1. like a bog; marshy. 2. full of bogs.
bo-gie (bo'gi), n. [pL BOGIES (-giz)J, a bogy (hobgoblin).
bo-gie (bo'gij, n. \pl. BOGIES (-giz)J, [< north Brit. diaLJ,
1. a low, swiveled undercarriage at either end of a rail-
road car. 2. one wheel of the several pairs supporting
the tread of an armored tank or tractor. 3. [North
British Dial.], a low, heavy cart or truck. Also bogy.

bo-gle (bo'g'l), n. [see BOGGLE], a bogy (hobgoblin).
bog oak, the wood of oak found preserved in peat bogs,
Bo-go-ta (bo'ga-ta'), n. the capital of Colombia: pop.,
444,000 (1945).

bog-trot-ter (bog'trot'eY, b6g'trot'gr) , n. 1. a person
who lives in or wanders among bogs, as certain Irish

vagabonds formerly did; hence, 2. an Irishman:
contemptuous term.

bo-gus (bo'gss), adj. [orig. (slang), counterfeiter's ap-
paratus], not genuine; spurious; counterfeit. SYN.
see false.

bogus paper, an imitation Bristol or Manila paper made
from wood pulp.
bog-wood (bog'wood', b6g'wood'), n. a black, heavy
wood from certain trees preserved in peat bogs.
bo-gy (b5'gi), n. [pi BOGIES

(-giz)J, [see BOGGLE & BUG],
1. an imaginary evil being or spirit: goblin. 2. a bogy-
like or frightening person or thing; bugbear. Also
spelled bogey, bogie.

bo-gy (bo'gi), n. [pi. BOGIES (-giz)], a bogie (under-
carriage).
Boh., 1. Bohemia. 2. Bohemian.
bo hea (bo-he'), n. [< Chin, dial pron. of Wu~i, hills in
Fukien, China, where the tea is grown], an inferior

variety of black tea: originally, a superior variety.
Bo-he-mi a (bo-he'mi-a), n. 1. a province of Czecho-
slovakia: formerly a kingdom and province of Austria-
Hungary: area, 20,102 so., mi.; pop., 5,627,000 (1947);
capital, Prague: abbreviated Boh. 2. a) Bohemians
(sense 4) collectively, b) a community of such people.
Bo he mi an (bo-he'mi-an), n. 1. a native or inhabi-
tant of Bohemia. 2. the West Slavic language of the
Czechs: also called Czech. 3. [from the fact that
the gypsies passed through Bohemia to reach western
Europe], a gypsy. 4. an artist, dilettante, etc. who
lives unconventionally, adj. 1. of Bohemia, its

people, or their language; Czech. 2. like or charac-
teristic of a Bohemian (sense 4) ; unconventional, arty,
etc. Abbreviated Boh. (n. 1 & 2, adj, 1).
Bohemian Forest, a wooded mountain region between
Bavaria and Bohemia: German name, Bohmerwald.
Bo-he-mi an-ism (bo-he'im-Qn-iz'm) , n. [< Pr. Bohe-
mien, gypsy], the way of life, attitude, or habits of
Bohemians (sense 4) .

B5h mer wald (bo'mer-valtO, n. the Bohemian Forest:
also B5hmer Wald: the German name.
Bo-hol (b9-h610, n. an island in the Philippines, between
Cebu and Leyte: area, 1,534 sq. mi.; pop., 474,000
(est. 1947).
Bohr, Niels (nels bor, b6r), 1885- ; Danish physicist;
received Nobel prize in physics, 1922.
Bohr theory, a theory suggesting that the transfer of
electrons from one orbit to another accounts for the
absorption and radiation of energy by the hydrogen
atom: proposed by Niels Bohr in 1913. i

bo-hunk (bo'hurjk), n. [prob. < Bohemian + Hungari-
an], [Slang], 1. a person from east central Europe,
2. any unskilled laborer; especially, onefrom east central
Europe. Vulgar term of prejudice and contempt.
Bo iar-do, Mat te-o Maria (mSt-te'6 ma-re's b$-
yar'do*), 1434-1494; Italian poet.

boil (boil), v.i. [ME. boilen, boylen; OFr. boillir; L,
bullire < bulla, a bubble, stti% I.

(

to bubble up a#d
vaporize over direct heat. 2, tp TJeach the vaporizing
stage. 3. to seethe 03: churn Blpe boiling liquids. 4. 1^o

be agitated, as with rage. 5. to cook by boiling. v,t.

Is; bite; lot, g5, ti6rn f t$0l, look;
'

. 'ggf
-
r~ -*"A '.T nity * *ri COM$&, fd -In Joc&d;'* m fa, Au (.a^bl);
due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. Seepj). x-xii. t foreign; * hypothetical?
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1, to heat to the boiling point. 2. to cook, make, or

clean by boiling, n. the act or state of boiling.

boil away, to evaporate as a result of boiling.

boll down, 1. to lessen in quantity by boiling; hence,

2. to make more terse; condense; summarize.
boil ov*r 1. to come to a boil and spill over the nm.
2. to lose one's temper: get excited.

. .

SYN. boil, the basic word, refers to the vaporization of a

liquid over direct heat or, metaphorically, to great agitation, as

with rage (it made my blood &o#); seethe suggests violent

boiling with much bubbling and foaming or, in an extended

sense, violent excitement (the country seethed with rebellion);

simmer implies a gentle, continuous cooking at or just below

the boiling point or, metaphorically, imminence of eruption,

as in anger or revolt; stew refers to slow, prolonged boiling or,

in an extended colloquial sense, unrest caused by worry or

boff (b^oil), n. [orig.,& still dial., bile; ME. byle, bile: AS.

byte, byl; akin to G. beule; IE. base *bhu-, to inflate], an

inflamed, painful, pus-filled swelling on the skin, with

a hard center: it is caused by infection. -,,-/
BoMeau-Bes-pr&aux, Ni-co*las (ne'kSIa' bwa'lo'da'-

pra'50, 1636-1711; French critic: usually Botteau.

boiled oil, (boild), oil boiled or heated to serve as a

dryer in paints, etc.

boiled shirt, [Slang], 1. a man's dress shirt; hence,

2. a pompous man.
boil-er (boiler), n. 1. a container in which things are

boiled or heated. 2. a large, strong container m which

water is turned to steam for heating or power, as in a

steam engine. 3. a tank to hold hot water.
.

boil-ing point (boil'irj), 1. the temperature at which

a specified liquid boils: the usual boiling point of water

at sea level is 212 P., or 100 C.: abbreviated b.?.

2. [Colloq.]. the point at which a person loses his

temper.
Bois de Bou-logne (bwa da boo'lo'ny'; Eng. boo-lon'),

a park on the outskirts of Paris.

Boi-se (boi'si, boi'zi), n. the capital of Idaho: pop.,

boia terous (bois'ter-ss), adj. [extended form of ME.
boistous, boystous, rough in quality < Anglo-Fr. tow-

tous (OFr. boisteus), rough (said of a road)], 1. rough;

violent; turbulent. 2. loud and exuberant; noisily

good-natured. SYN. see vociferous.

Boj-er, Jo-nan (yo-han' boi'er), 1872- ; Norwegian
novelist and playwright.
Bok, Edward William (bok), 1863-1930; American
editor and author.
Bo-kha-ra (b6-kha'ra; Eng. bo-ka'p), n.

the Uzbek Republic, U.S.S.R.: formerl;

western Asia. 2. a city in the Uzbek i

50,000. Also Bukhara.
.

Bol 1 Bolivia 2 Bolivian.

bo-la (bo-la), n. [Sp., a ball; L. bulla, a bubble, ball], a

weapon made of a long cord or thong with heavy balls

at the end, used for throwing at and entangling cattle,

etc. : also bolas.
bo lar (boler), #. o* or like bole (clay).

bolas (bolgs), n.JSp., pi.], a bola.

bold (bold), adj. [ME. bold; AS. beald, bold; IE. base

*bhel-to, swollen up, bold < *bhel- to inflate, swell up],
1 daring; fearless; audacious. 2. very free in behavior

or manner; taking liberties; impudent; shameless. 3.

steep; abrupt. 4. prominent and clear; striking.and

sharp: as, he writes a bold hand. 5. [Obs.], confident.

SYN. see brav. .

make bold, to be so bold as (to do something); dare.

bold-face (bold'fas'), n. in printing, a type with a heavy
face: the words listed in this dictionary are in boldface:

abbreviated bf, b.f.
. .

bold-faced (bSld'fast'). adj. 1. impudent; unabashed;
forward. 2. printed in boldface.

bold-ness (bold'nis), n. 1. the quality of being bold.

2. a bold act, remark, etc.

bole (bol), TI. [ME. bol; ON. bolr; IE. base *bhel-, to

swell up: cf. BOLD], a tree trunk.
bole (bolj, n. JME. & OFr. bol; ML. bolus, clay;. Gr.

bdlosj lump of earth], a variety of easily pulverized,
reddish clay. .

bo lec-tion (bo-lek'shan), n. [ong. form & etvm. un-

known], in architecture, the part of a molding that

1. a part of
a state of

I.S.R.: pop.,

bo-le-ro ,

Spanish (

time. 2. the music for this dance. 3. a short, open vest,

with or without sleeves, worn by men and women.

bo-le-tiw (ba-le'tos), n. [L.; Gr boUtls; prob. <bdlos,&
lump], any of a number of related large, fleshy toad-

stools with spore-bearing tubes or pores on the under-

surface of the cap.

Bol-eyn, Anne Tbool'in), 1507-1536; second wife of

Henry VIII of England; mother of Elizabeth I.

bo-lide (bo'Kd, bo'lid), n. [Fr. < L. bolis, fiery meteor;
Gr. bolts, missile, arrow], a bright, shooting meteor,

especially one that explodes.

Bol ing broke (bol'in-brook, bool'irj-brookO,, first yis-
countf (Henry St. John}, 1678-1751; English political

writer and statesman.

boH-var (bol'a-vSr; Sp. b$4e'var), n. [PL BOLIVARS

0-vSrz); Sp. BOLIVARES (bd'le-va'res)], [after Sim6n

Bolivar], the monetary unit of Venezuela, a silver com
equal to about $0.30 in 1950: abbreviated B., b.

BoH-var, Simdn (bol'a-ver; Am. Sp. bo-le'var),

1783-1830; Venezuelan general and revolutionist;

helped free South America from Spain: called the

Liberator.
Bo-liv-i-a (ba-liv'i-o), n. an inland country m west

central South America: area, 420,000 sq. mi.; pop.,

3,854,000 test. 1947); capitals, La Paz and Sucre:

abbreviated Bol. . .
. ,

bo-liv*i-a (ba-Uv'i-a), n. [< the name of the country], a

soft, woolen cloth resembling plush.
Bo-liv-i-an (b9-Hv'i-an), adj. ofBolivia or its people, n.

a native or inhabitant of BoKvia. Abbreviated Bol.

bo-li-via-no (bS-le'vya'noO, n. \$l. BOLIVIANOS (-nps)j,

[Am. Sp. < Bolivia], the monetary unit of Bolivia,

equal to about 2.4 cents in 1950.

boll (bol), n. [ME. bolle: AS. bolla; see BOWL (cup)], the

ood of a plant, especially of flax or cotton,

Bol land, John (bol'snd), 1596-1665; Flemish Jesuit;

editor of A eta Sanctorum (Acts of the Saints).
boHard (bol'grd), n. [< LG. potter, polder < OFr.

poldre, poltre, orig., colt, horse; then, supporting beam
< ML. pulletrium < L. pullus, colt; see PULLEY], a

strong post on a ship or dock, for holding a hawser fast.

bollix (bol'iks), v.t. [BOLLIXED (-ikst), BOLLIXING],

[euphemistic respelling of nautical slang < ME. bal-

lokes; AS. beallucas, testicles (dim. of batt), used as an
extension of ball, .*.], [Slang], to make a muddle of;

bungle; botch (usually with up).
boll weevil, a small, grayish beetle with a long beak,
whose larvae are hatched in the bolls of cotton plants
and do much damage to the cotton.

boll-worm (bol'wurm'), n. a kind of moth larva that

feeds on cotton bolls, ears of corn, tomatoes, etc.

bo-lo (bo'lo), n. [pi. BOLOS (-loz)], [Sp.], a large, single-

edged knife used in the Philippine Islands as a weapon
or utensil; machete.
Bo-lo-gna (b6*-16"'nya) , n. 1. a city in northern Italy:

pop., 324,000 (1947). 2. (bo-lo'na, ba-lo'nya, ba-lo'ni),

a highly seasoned, smoked sausage of beef, pork, and
veal: also Bologna sausage.
Bo lo-gnese (bo'lo-nvez'), n. [pi. BOLOGNESE], a native

or inhabitant of Bologna, adj. of Bologna, its people,
or their dialect.

bo-lo-graph (bolo-graf', bo'b-grafO, n. [bolo- (see

BOLOMETER) + -graph], 1. a record of variations

registered by a bolometer. 2. a bolometer.
bolometer (bo-lomVtgr) , n. [< Gr. bolt, ray, lit,

something thrown < ballein, to throw; + -meter], in

physics, an instrument for measuring and recording the

intensity of small amounts of radiant energy: it is also

used in radio for detection of ultra-high frequencies.
Bol*she*yik, bol-she-vik (bol'sha-vik', bol'sha-yik') , n.

[pL BOLSHEVIKS (-viks'), BOLSHEVIKI (-ve'ki; Russ.

bdl'sha-ve-ke')], [Russ. (1903) < bolshe, the larger,

majority], 1. originally, a member of the majority
faction (Bolshevik?) of the Social Democratic Party of

Russia: the Bolsheviks wrested power from the Keren-
sky government in 1917, five months after the Czar
was overthrown, and formed the Communist Party.
2. a member 9f a Communist party, especially that of

the Soviet Union. 3. loosely, any radical: hostile usage.
adj. of, characteristic of, or like the Bolsheviks or
Bolshevism.
Bol she vism, bol-she-vism (bol'shd-viz'm, bol'sho-

viz'm), n. the policies and practices of the Bolsheviks,

Bol-she-yist, bol-she-vist (bol'sha-vist, bol'shs-vist),
n. A adj. Bolshevik.

Bol-8he-vis tic, bol-she-via-tic (bol'sha-vis'tik, bol'dw-
vis'tik), adj. Bolshevik.
Bol-she-vize, bol-she-vize (bol'sho-viz', bol'sha-viz') ,

v.t. [BOLSHEVIZED (-vizd') BOLSHEVIZING], to make
Bolshevik; indoctrinate with Bolshevism.

bol son (bol'son; Sp. b61-s6n'), n. [Sp. f lit., big purse],
a flat desert valley surrounded by mountains and
draining into a shallow lake in the center.
bol 8ter (bSl'stSr), n. [ME. bolstre; AS. bolster; for IE.
base see BALL

(sphere)],
1. a long, narrow cushion

or pillow. 2. a soft pad for easing pressure on any part
of die body. 3. any bolsterlike object or support, v.t.

to prop up with or as with a bolster; support so as to

keep from falling (often with up).
bolt (bolt), n. [ME. & AS.; aldn to G. bolz; IE. base
*bheld, to knock, strike], 1. a short, heavy arrow with
a thick, blunt head, shot from a crossbow; hence, 2. a
sudden, unforeseen occurrence, often an unfortunate
one. 3. a flash of lightning; thunderbolt. 4. a sliding
bar for locking a door, gate, etc. 5. a similar bar in a
lock, moved by a key. 6. a metal rod or pin, often
threaded and used with a nut to hold parts together.
7. a roll of cloth, paper, etc. of a given length. 8. [<
the v.t.], a bolting or withdrawal from one s party or

group. 9. in firearms, a sliding bar that pushes the
cartridge into place, closes the breech, and extracts the
empty cartridge case after firing, v.t. 1. to shoot or
discharge (an arrow, etc.). 2. to say suddenly or un-
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expectedly; blurt. 3. to swallow (food) hurriedly; gulp
down. 4. to hold together or fasten with or as with a
bolt. 5. to roll (cloth, etc.) into bolts. 6. to withdraw
support from or abandon (a party, group, etc.). zu.
1. to go forth suddenly; spring; dart. 2. to start sud-
denly and run away, as a horse. 3. to swallow food
hurriedly. 4. to withdraw support from or abandon a
group, political party, etc. 5. in horticulture, to produce
seed prematurely, adv. like an arrow; suddenly.
bolt from the blue, 1. a thunderbolt from a clear sky;
hence, 2. a sudden, unforeseen occurrence, often an
unfortunate one.

bolt upright, very straight upright; straight as a dart.
shoot one's bolt, to do the most or the best that one
can; make a maximum or exhaustive effort.

bolt (bolt), v.t. [ME. bulten; OFr. bulter, buleter, dis-
similated < *bureter < bure (L. *bura), coarse cloth;
akin to It. burattare < buratto, sieve], 1. to sift (flour,

grain, etc.) so as to separate and grade. 2. to inspect
and separate, as good from bad; examine closely.

bolt-er (bol'ter), n. [ < bolt (to run away)], 1. a runaway
horse. 2. a person who withdraws from his political
party or stops supporting its candidates or policies.

bolt-er (bol'ter), n. [< bolt (to sift)], a device for sifting
flour, etc.

bolt-head (bolt'hed'). n. L the end of a bolt opposite
the threaded end. 2. a long-necked glass flask, used by
early chemists.
Bol-ton (bol't'n), n. a city in western England: pop*,
164,000 (est. 1946).

bol-to-ni-a (bol-to'ni-s), n. [Mod.L., after the Eng.
botanist James Bolton], any; of several plants of the
composite family, with white or purplish, asterlike
flowers.

bolt-rope (bolt'rop'), n. [bolt, n. + rope], a rope sewn
into the edge seam of a sail to prevent tearing.
bo-lus (bo'bs), n. [pi. BOLUSES (-iz)], [L.; Gr. bolos, a
lump], 1. a small, round lump or mass of something.
2. in veterinary medicine, a large pill.

bomb (bom), n. [Fr. bombe; Sp. bomba < L. bombus;
Gr. bombos, deep and hollow sound], 1. an explosive,
incendiary, or gas-filled container, for dropping, hurl-

ing, or setting in place to be exploded by a timing
mechanism. 2. a sudden, surprising occurrence, espe-
cially an unpleasant one. v.t. & v.i. to attack, damage,
or destroy (anything) with a bomb or bombs.

bom-ba-ca-ceous (bom-b9~ka'sh9s) , adj. [LL. bombax
(see BOMBAST) ; + -aceous], belonging to the family of
silk-cotton trees, which bear fruit with woolly seeds,
bom-bard (bom-bard'), v.t. [Fr. bombarder < bpmbarde,
cannon < bombe- see BOMB], 1. to attack with or as
with artillery or bombs. 2. to keep attacking or press-
ing with questions, suggestions, etc. 3. to direct a
stream of particles, as neutrons, against the atomic
nuclei of (an element) to produce nuclear transforma-
tions, n. (bom'bard) , an early type of cannon, hurling
stones or other missiles. SYN. see attack.

bom-bard-ier (bom'bgr-deV) , n. [Fr. < bombarde; see

BOMBARD], 1. a person who operates the bomb sight
and ^releases the bombs in a bomber. 2. a noncom-
missioned artillery officer in the British army. 3,

[Archaic], an artilleryman. 4. [Archaic], a ship with

heavy cannon.
bom-bard-ment (bom-bard'mant) , n. a bombarding or
being bombarded.
born-bar-don (bom'be'r-dan, bom-bar'dan) , n. [It. bom-
bardone < bombardo < L. bombus; see BOMB], L an
early type of bassoon. 2. a bass or contrabass tuba.
3. an organ stop with a bass reed.

bom-ba sine (bom'ba-zen', bom'ba-zen'), n. bombazine.
bom-bast (bom'bast), n. [OFr. bombace; LL, bombax,
cotton < bambax, cotton (with form influenced by L.

bombyx, silk, silkworm < Gr. bombyx) < Late Gr.

bambax; Gr. pambax; Per. pambak, cotton], 1. origin-
ally, a soft material used for padding; hence, 2.

high-sounding but unimportant or silly language;
pompous speech.
bom-Das*tic (bom-bas'tik), adj. [see BOMBAST], using,
characterized by, or fond of high-sounding but unim-
portant or silly language; pompous; grandiloquent.
SYN. bombastic refers to speech or writing that is pompous
and inflated and suggests extravagant verbal padding and little

substance; grandiloquent suggests an overreaching eloquence
and implies the use of grandiose,_ high-flown language and an
oratorical tone; flowery language is full of figurative and ornate
expressions and high-sounding words

; euphuistic is applied
to an extremely artificial style of writing in which there is a
straining for effect at the expense of thought; turgid implies
such inflation of style as to obscure meaning.

bom-has-ti-cal-ly (bom-bas'ti-k'1-i, bom-bas'tik4i),adv.
in a bombastic manner.
Born-bay (bom-ba'). n. 1. a state of western India;
formerly a presidency: area, 108,142 sq. mi.; pop..
29,344,000 (est. 1950). 2. its capital, on the Arabian
Sea: pop., 1,490,000.

bom ba-zine (bom'ba-zen', bom/b3-zen/
), n. [Fr. bom-

besin; LL. bombacimmm, silk texture < L. bombyx; see

BOMBAST], a twilled cloth of silk with worsted or cotton,
often used for mourning: also spelled bombasine.
bomb bay, a compartment for the bombs in a bomber,
made so that it can be opened when they are to be
dropped.
Jbpmbe (bowb), n. [Fr.; see BOMB], a frozen dessert con-

sisting of a melon or a mold with an inner coating of
one kind of ice cream and a center of another.
bomb-er (bom'er), n. 1. an airplane designed for

dropping bombs: see TYPES OF AIRPLANE, p. 32. 2. a
person that bombs.
bomb-ing run (bom'irj), a flight by a bombing crew
over the target for the release of bombs.
bomb-proof (bom'proof), adj. capable of withstanding
bombardment, n. a bombproof shelter, often under-
ground.
bomb rack, a device underneath or within an aircraft
for transporting and releasing aerial bombs.
bomb-shell (bom'shel'), n. 1. a bomb. 2. any sudden
unforeseen occurrence, especially an unpleasant one.
bomb sight, an instrument for aiming bombs dropped
from aircraft.

bom-by-cid (bom'bi-sid) , n. [< L. bombyx; see BOM-
BAST], any of a certain family of moths found chiefly in

tropical regions, as the silkworm moth.
Bon (bon; Fr. bow), n. a cape near Tunis, Africa,
Bon (bon), n. [Japan.], a religious festival observed by
Japanese Buddhists from July 13 to 16, when the spirits
of dead ancestors are supposed to come back*
Bo-na (bo'na), n. B6ne.
bo-na-ci (bo'na-se'), n. [Am. Sp. bonasi], any of certain

groupers important as food fishes, found near Florida*
the West Indies, etc,

bo na fi-de (bo'na fi'di, bo'ns fid'), [L.], in good faith;
without dishonesty, fraud, or deceit. SYN. see au-
thentic.
bo*na fi-des (bo'no fi'dez), [L.], good faith; honesty.
pxm a-mi (bow'na'me'), [Fr.], good friend: said of a
man or boy.
bo-nan-za (bo-nan'za), n. [Sp. f fair weather at sea,

prosperity < L. bonus, good], 1. a very rich vein or

pocket of ore; hence, 2. [Colloq.], any source of wealth
or high profits.

Bo-na-parte (bo'ns-part'; Fr. bo^na'part') , family name
of Napoleon I, Napoleon II, Louis Napoleon, etc.: also

Buonaparte.
Bonaparte, Jerome, 1784-1860; brother of Napoleon I;

king of Westphalia (1807).
Bonaparte, Joseph, 1768-1844; brother of Napoleon I;

king of Naples (1806-1808) and of Spain (1808-1813).
Bonaparte, Louis, 1778-1846; brother of Napoleon I;

king of Holland (1806).
Bonaparte, Lu-cien (lu'syaw'), 1775-1840; brother of

Napoleon I; prince of Caninp.
Bo-na-part-ism (bo'ns-par'tiz'm) , n. 1. belief in and
support of Napoleon Bonaparte and his actions, meth-
ods, and doctrines. 2. the methods, doctrines, etc. of

any political dictator like Napoleon Bonaparte.
Bo-na-part-ist (bo'n9-par'tist) , n. a person who prac-
tices or advocates Bonapartism.

Bon-a-ven-tu-ra, Saint (bon'a-ven-tyopr'g), (born
Giovanni di Fidanza), 1221-1274; Italian cardinal,

scholar, and writer: called the Seraphic Doctor.

bon-bon (bon'bon'; Fr. bon'bow'), <
n. [Fr. 6on, good,

emphasized by repetition], a small piece of candy, often
with a creamy filling.

Jbon-bon-nifcre (bow'b^'ny^r'), n. [Fr.J, a container
for bonbons; candy box or dish.

bond (bond), n. [ME. bond, band < AS, bindan, to

bind], 1. anything that binds, fastens, or confines.

2. pL fetters; shackles; hence, 3. pi. imprisonment;
captivity. 4. a uniting force; tie; link. 5. a binding
agreement; covenant. 6. a duty or obligation imposed
by a contract, promise, etc. 7. a substance or device,
as glue, solder, or a chain, which holds things together
or unites them. 8. bond paper. 9. in chemistry, a) a
unit of combining capacity equivalent to one atom of

hydrogen. &) the means or mechanism by which atoms
or groups ot atoms are combined in molecules. 10. in

commerce, a) an agreement by an agency holding
taxable goods that taxes on them will be paid before

they are sold. &) the condition of goods kept in a ware-
house until taxes are paid, c) an insurance contract by
which a bonding agency guarantees payment of a

specified sum to an employer, etc., in the event of a
financial loss caused him by the act of a specified em-
ployee or by some contingency over which the payee
has no control. 11. in finance, an interest-bearing
certificate issued by a government or business, promis-
ing to pay the holder a specified sum on a specified
date: it is a common means of raising capital, 12. in

law, a) a written obligation under seal to pay specified
sums, or to do or not do specified things. 6) a person
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acting as surety for another's action; payer of bail, c) an

amount paid as surety or bail. 13. in masonry,
^
any

arrangement of bricks, etc, in a wall, which binds tnem
into a compact whole. Abbreviated bd. v.t. 1. to

connect with or as with a bond; bind. 2. to iurnisn a

bond (sense 12. a} and thus become a surety for (an-

other). 3, to place or hold (goods) in or under bond.

4. to issue interest-bearing certificates on; mortgage.
5 to put under bonded debt. 6. to arrange (timbers,

bricks, etc.) in a pattern that gives strength. IM. to

connect, hold together, or solidify by or as by a bond.

bottled in bond, bottled and stored in bonded ware-

houses for the length of time stated on the label, as

bond
m
(bond), n. [ME. bonde; AS. bonda, bunda; see

BONDAGE], [Obs.], a serf or slave, adj. in^bondage; m
serfdom; in slavery; unfree. _ rT , , . A0
bond-age (bon/dij), n. [ME.; ML. bondagmm < AS.

bond** bunda, husbandman, servant; ON. bondi <
buandi < bua, to inhabit, dwell], 1. serfdom; slavery.

2. subjection to some force, compulsion, or influence,

SYN. see servitude.
bond-ed (bon'did), adf. [pp. of bond], 1. subject to or

secured by a bond or bonds. 2. placed in a warehouse

pending payment of taxes.

bonded warehouse, a warehouse, certified by the De-

partment of Internal Revenue and guaranteed by a

bonding agency, where goods may be stored until

necessary duties or taxes are paid.
bond-hold*er (bond'hol'der), n. an owner of bonds
issued by a company, government, or person.
bond-maid (bond'mad'), n. a girl or woman bond
servant or slave.
bond man (bond'man), n. {pi. BONDMEN (-man)], 1. a

feudal serf. 2. [Archaic], a man or boy slave.

bond paper, 1. rag paper used for bonds. 2. a strong,

superior stock of paper with a hard surface, used for

letterheads, etc.

bond-ser-vant (bond'suVvsnt), n. 1. a person bound
to service without pay. 2. a slave. Also bond servant.

bonds-man (bondz'msn, bonz'man), n. [pi. BONDSMEN
(-man)], 1. a bondman. 2. a person who takes

responsibility for another by furnishing a bond; surety.

bond*wom*an (bond'woom'an), n. [pi. BONDWOMEN
(-wim/sn)], a woman slave.

Bone (bon), n. a seaport in northern Algeria: pop,,

83,000: also Bona.
bone (bon), n. [ME. bone, boon; AS. ban, bone, esp. of

a limb; akin to G. bein, a leg; only Gmc.], 1. any part
or piece of the hard tissue forming the skeleton of most

full-grown vertebrate animals, especially a piece be-

tween two joints. 2. this hard tissue. 3. pi. the skele-

ton; hence, 4. pi. the body, living or dead. 5. a bone-

like substance or thing. 6. a thing made of bone or

bonelike material. 7. pi. flat sticks used as clappers by
end men in minstrel snows, for keeping time to music,
etc. 8. pi. [construed as sing.], an end man in a minstrel

show. 9. pi. [Colloq.], dice. 10. [Slang], a student who
studies hard. v.t. [BONED (bond). BONING], 1. to re-

move the bones from. 2. to put whalebone or other

stiffening into. 3. to fertilize, v.z. [Slang], to apply
oneself diligently; especially, to study hard (often
with up}.
feel in one's bones, to think or be certain without any
real reason; have a presentiment.
have a bone to pick, to have something to quarrel or

complain about.
make no bones about, [Colloq.], 1. to make no
attempt to hide; admit freely. 2. to have no objec-
tion to or qualms about.

bone ash, a white porous ash prepared by burning
bones in the open air and consisting chiefly of calcium

phosphate: used as a fertilizer and in making bone
china: also bone earth.

bone-black (bon'blak'), n. a fine charcoal made by
roasting animal bones in closed containers and used as
a coloring, in refining sugar, etc. : also bone black.

bone china, a kind of china made with clay to which
bone ash or calcium phosphate has been added.
boned (bond), adj. [pp. of bone], 1. having (a specific

kind of) bone: as, brittle-fcowea. 2. having the bones
taken out. 3. having stays of whalebone, etc.

bone-dry (bon'dri'), adj. as dry as bone; very dry.
bone-head (bon'hed'). n. [Slang], a stupid or ignorant
person; fool.

boneless (bon'lis), adj. without bones; specifically,
with the bones removed: as, boneless sardines.

bone meal, crushed or finely ground bones, used as
feed or fertilizer.

bone of contention, a matter for argument; subject of

disagreement.
bone oil, a thick, black oil obtained by the dry distilla-

tion of bones.
bon-er (bon'Sr), n. [Slang], a stupid or silly blunder.

SYN. see error,

bone-set (bon'set
7
) , n. a plant of the composite family,

with flat clusters of white or bluish-purple flowers: used
in medicine as a drug to increase perspiration, as a

tonic, etc.

bon-fire (bon'firO, n. [ME. banfir, banefyrc* lit., bone

fire fire tor burning corpses], a fire built out-of-doors.

bongo (borj'go), n. [pi. BONGOS (-goz)], [native African

name], a large African antelope, reddish-brown with

white stripes.

Jtson neur, Jtto-sa <TI

painter or animals. ... . _.,

bon-ho-mie, bon-hom-mie (bon's-me
7

;
Fr. Wno'me'),

n. [Fr. < bonhomme; bon t good -f- homme, man], good
nature; pleasant, affable manner.

.

bon-i-face (bon'a-faV) ,
n. [after Boniface, landlord in

Farquhar's comedy, The Beaux' Stratagem], a tavern

1235?-1303; Pope (1294-

Boniface, Saint, (born Win/rid), 680?-755 A.D.;

English monk and missionary in Germany. t

bon*i-ness (bon'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being bony. . ,
, . .

Bo-nin Islands (bo'nin), a group of islands in the

Pacific, 500 mi. southeast of Honshu: area, 30 sq. mi.;

pop., 5,000: Japanese name, Ogasawara Jima,

bo-ni-to (ba-ne'to), n. [pi. BONITOS, BONITOES C-toz),

BONITO; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Sp.], any of several salt-

water food fishes of_the mackerel family.

Jbonjour
bon mot

Bonn '(bon^n'.^aT city' m' western Germany! on the

Rhine: pop., 99,000: established as capital of (the

Federal Republic of) West Germany in 1949.

}.bonne (b6*n), n. [Fr., fern, of bon, good; L. bonus, fern.

bona, good], 1. a maidservant. 2. a nursemaid.

Ibonne a-mie (b6n' a'meO, [Fr., fern, of bon ami],

good friend: said of a woman or girl.

Jbonne foi (b6"n' fwa'), [Fr., lit., good faith], honesty;
sincerity. _
bon-net (bon'it), n. [ME. bonet, bonette; OFr. bonet,

-

ML. abonnis, kind of cap], 1. a fiat, brimless cap, worn
by men and boys in Scotland. 2. a brimless hat with a

chin ribbon, worn by children and women. 3. a

feathered headdress, worn by some American Indians.

4. a protective covering, as an automobile hood or

chimney screen. 5. [Colloq.], any hat worn by women
or girls. 6. in nautical usage, formerly, a strip of canvas
fastened by lacing to the bottom of a sail to increase

sail area. v.t. to put a bonnet on.

Ibon-net rouge (b^'na' roozhf
), \pl- BONNETS ROUGES

(-na' roozhOJT [Fr., red cap], 1. the red cap, symbol
of liberty, worn by the French revolutionists of 1793;
hence, 2. a revolutionist or radical.

bon-ni-ly (bon'o-li), adv. in a bonny manner.
bon-ni-ness (bon'i-nis), n. a bonny quality or state.

bon-ny, bon-nie (bon'i), adj. [BONNIER (-i-gr), BON-
NIEST (-i-ist) ], [Fr. bon, fern, bonne; see BONNE], [now
mainly Scot, or Eng. Dial.], 1. beautiful; handsome;
pretty. 2. healthy-looking; robust. 3. fine; pleasant.

bon-ny*clab-ber (bon'i-klab'er), n. [Ir. bainne, milk -f

clabar, clabber < claba, thick], thickly curdled milk.

Ibon soir (bow' swar'). [Fr.J, good evening.

bon-spiel (bon'spel, bon'spal), n. [prob. < D. bondspel],

[Scot.], a curling match between two clubs, towns, etc.

bon-te-bok (bon't9-bokO, n. [pi BONTEBOK, BONTE-
BOKS (-bofcs') ; see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [D.; bonle, mottled,
variegated -f bok, buck], a purplish-red antelope of

South Africa, white on tne face and rump.
Jbon ton (bow

7
to#'). [Fr., lit., good tone], 1. stylish-

ness. 2. good breeding; fine manners. 3. fashionable

society.
bo mis (bo'nus), n. [pi. BONUSES (-iz)], [L., good], 1.

anything given in addition to the customary or re-

quired amount; gift of something extra. 2. an extra
dividend paid out of accumulated profits. 3. money
charged by a State for granting a charter to a corpora-
tion. 4. a payment made by a government to dis-

charged members of the armed forces,
SYP?.- bonus refers to anythmg given over and above the

regular wages, salary, remuneration, etc. (a Christmas bonus,
a soldier's bonus) ;

a bounty is a reward given by a government
for a specific undertaking considered in tne pubHc interest,
as the production of certain crops, the destruction of vermin,
etc.; premium, as compared here, implies a reward or prize
offered as an inducement to buy, sell, compete, etc. (a toy
given as a premium with each package); dividend refers to a
prorated share in an amount distributed among stockholders,

jpolicyholders, etc. from profits or surplus.

$bon vi-vant (bow' ve'vSwO, [p BONS VFVANTS (bon'
v5'vS0], [Fr.], a person who enjoys good food and
other pleasant things.
Jbon voy-age (bow' vwa'yazh'), fPr., lit., good voyage],
pleasant journey.
bon-y (bon'i), adj. [BONIER (-i-Sr), BONIEST (-i-ist) J, 1.

of or like bone. 2. having many bones., 3. having
or protruding bones; hence,, 4. thin; emaciated.
bonze (bonz), n. [Fr.; Port, bonzo; Janan. bonzd;
< Chin, fan seng, religious person}* a QHaese Or
Tapanese Buddhist monk.

(

.
,
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boo (boo), inter/. A n. [echoic], a sound that one makes
to express^disapproval, acorn, etc., or to startle, v.L

[BOOZD (bood), BOOING], to make this sound, v.t* to
shout "boo*' at.

boob (boob), n. [< booby], [Slang], a stupid or foolish

person.
bobo, aboo-by (bop'bi), n. [pi. BOOBIES (-biz)], [Sp,

labial echoic word parallel with It. babbo, father, Eng.
baby, etc.], 1. a stupid or foolish person; nitwit. 2. a

booby gannet. 3. the player who gets the poorest score
in a game, or does worst in a contest.

booby gannet, a large, tropical sea bird related to the

gannets, with eyes near the base of the bill.

booby hatch, 1. a hatchway leading to storage space
under the poop deck of a ship. 2. [Slang], a hospital
for the mentally ill.

booby prize, a prize, usually a ridiculous one, given to
whoever has done worst in a game, race, etc.

booby trap, 1. any scheme or device for tricking a

person unawares. 2. an antipersonnel mine made to
be exploded by some action of the intended victim, as

by picking up an innocent-looking object to which the
detonator is attached.
boo-dle (boo'dl), n. [? < D. boedel, property, estate],

[Slang], 1. a crowd; mob; caboodle. 2. counterfeit

money. 3. something given as a bribe; graft. 4. the
loot taken in a robbery.
boo-gie-woo-gie (boo^gi-woo'gi) , n. [echoic; ? suggested
by the characteristic "walking" bass; ? redupl. of

boogie , var. of bogy (hobgoblin)], 1 . a style of jazz piano
playing in which repeated bass figures in 8-8 rhythm
accompany metodic variations in the treble. 2. any
jazz music in this style. adj\ 1. of such music. 2. in
this style.
boo-hoo (bpo'hoo')* *>* (BOOHOOEJD C^iSqd'), BOOHOO-
ING], [echoic],

to weep noisily, n. (boo'hoo')t [pi. BOO-
HOOS (-hooz

;
)], noisy weeping.

book (book), n. [ME. boke, book; AS. boc, pi. bee < same
base as Eng. beech (see BEECH) : prob. so called because
runes were first carved on beech], 1. a number

t
of

sheets of paper, parchment, etc. with writing or printing
on them, fastened together along one edg^e, usually be-
tween protective f

covers; literary or scientific work,
anthology, etc., distinguished by length and form from
a magazine, tract, etc.^

2. a number of blank sheets
fastened together in a similar way. 3. any of the main
divisions of some books, as of the Bible, the Iliad, etc.

4. a book of blank or ruled sheets or printed forms, for

the entry of accounts, records, etc.: as, an account
book; hence, 5. a record; account. 6. something re-

garded as a subject for study: as, the book of life. 7. pi.

studies; lessons. 8. the words of an opera or musical

play; libretto: distinguished from score. 9. a booklike

package, as of matches or tickets. 10. a list or record
of bets made, usually on horse races. 1 1. in bridge, etc.,

a specified number of cards or tricks making a set.

Abbreviated bk., B., b. v.t. 1. to record in a book;
list. 2, to engage ahead of time, as lectures, rooms,
performances, transportation, etc. 3. to record charges
against on a police record. adj\ in, from, or according
to a book or books.
bring to book, 1. to force to explain; demand an
accounting from. 2. to reprimand.
by the book, according to the rules; in the prescribed
or usual way.

close the books, in bookkeeping, to make no further
entries, balance the books, and draw up statements
from them.

In one's bad books, out of favor with one; in one's bad
graces.

In one's good books, in one's favor; in one's good
graces.
keep books, to keep a record of business transactions,
know like a book, to know well or fully; be very
familiar with.
on the books, 1. recorded. 2. listed; enrolled.
the Book, the Bible.
the book, [Colloq.J, any set of ideas, rules, etc.

regarded as authoritative.
without book,

a
1. without reading the lines; from

memory. 2. without authority.
book-bind-er (book'bin'dSr), n. a person whose trade
or business is bookbinding.

bopk-bind-er-y (book'bm'aer-i), n. a place where book-
binding is done.

book-bind-ing (book'bm'dirj), n. the art, trade, or
business of binding books.
book-case (book'kaV), n. a set of shelves or a cabinet
for holding books.
book club, 1. a lending library supported by members
who pay a fixed price for the privilege of borrowing
books* 2. an organization that setys books,

f usually
at feducecf. prices, to members who undertake to buy
a minimum number of them annually.
book end, an oftiamenfel weight op bracket, place$ at

the end of a row of books to keep them upright.
book-ie (book'i). n. [Slang], in horse racing, a book-
maker.
book-ing (book'in), n. an engagement, as for a lecture,

performance, etc.

book-ish (book'ish) , adj. 1 . of or connected with books.
2. inclined to read and

t study; literary; scholarly. 3.

having mere book learning. 4. pedantic; stodgy.
book Jacket, a detachable cover of paper, etc. for

protecting the binding of a book, usually with colored
illustrations and designs for advertising recalling
attention to the book. ,.
book*keep-er (book'kep'Sr), n. a person whose profes-
sion is bookkeeping.
book-keep-ing (book'kep'ir)), n. the profession or art

of keeping a systematic record of business transactions:
abbreviated bkkpg.

book-learn-ed (bpok'lur'nid), adj. having much book
learning, as distinguished from practical experience:
a somewhat contemptuous term.
book learning, 1. knowledge gained from reading or

studying. 2.TC9lloq.l, formal education.
book-let (booklit), n. a small book, often paper-
covered.

book-lore (book'16r', book'lor'), n. book learning.
book louse, any of a group of wingless insects that
destroy old books and papers.
book-mak-er (book'mak'er), n. La maker of books;
compiler or publisher. 2. a person in the business of

taking bets on race horses.
book-man (book'msn), n. [pi. BOOKMEN (-man)], 1. a
man who is familiar with books; literary or scholarly
man. 2. a man whose business is making, publishing,
or selling books.
book-mark (book'mark') , n. 1. anything put between
the pages of a book to make it easy to find the place.
2. a bookplate.
book matches, safety matches made of paper and
fastened into a small cardboard folder.
book-mo-bile (book'ma-bel'), n. [book 4- Automobile],
a traveling lending library transported in a truck,
trailer, etc. to small towns or rural areas lacking
permanent libraries.

book of account, 1. a book to keep accounts in.

2. pi. the records needed for auditing the accounts of a
business.
Book of Common Prayer, the official book of services
and prayers for the Church of England or, with some
minor modifications, for the Episcopal Church.
Book of Mormon, the sacred book of the Mormon
Church, first published in 1830.
Book of the Dead, in ancient Egypt, a book containing
prayers, hymns, and charms meant to help the soul in
the afterworld.

book-plate (book'plat'), n. a label with the owner's
name or some identifying design or words on it, for

pasting in a book.
book*irack (book'rak'), n. 1. a rack or shelf for books.
2. a rack for holding a book open before a reader.
book review, an article or talk dealing with the con-

tents, literary worth, etc. of a book, especially a
recently published book.
book scorpion, any of a number of related small
arachnids resembling a scorpion without a tail, found
beneath stones, in old papers and books, etc.

book-sell-er (bpok'sel'er), n. a person whose work or

business is selling books,
book-stack (book'stak'), n. a series of bookshelves,
one over the other, as in a library.

book-stall (book'st61') n. 1. an establishment, often
an outdoor booth or counter, where books are sold.

2. [British], a newsstand.
book-stand (book'stand') , n. La stand or counter
where books are displayed and sold. 2. a bookstall.
3. a bookrack.

book-store (book'stSr', book'storO, n. a .store where
books, and often stationery, office supplies, etc., ace
sold.
book value, the value of anything, especially of a
business as shown on the account books; it often differs

from actual value: abbreviated B/v (no period).
book-work (book'wurk') , n. work that involves reading
or studying.

book-worm (book'wurm'), n. 1. any of a number of

insect larvae that harm books by feeding on the bind-

ing, paste, etc. 2. a person who spends much time
reading or studying.
boom (boom), v.i. [echoic; ME. bummen, to hum; akin
to D. bommen, G. bummen, Eng. bomb], to make a

deep, hollow, resonant sound, v.t. to speak or indicate
with such a sound: as, the clock boomed the hour. n.
1. a booming sound, as of thunder, heavy guns, etc. 2.

the resonant cry of certain animals, as the bullfrog.
boom (boom), n. [D., a tree, beam, pole; same word ult.

as Eng. beam], 1. a spar extending from a mast to bold
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the bottom of a sail outstretched. 2. [< use of ship s

boom for this purpose], a long beam or pole extending
from the upright of a derrick to lift and guide anything
lifted. 3. a log or barrier of logs to obstruct navigation.
4. in lumbering, a) a barrier across a river or around an
area of water to prevent floating logs from dispersing.

b) the area in which logs are thus confined, v.t. 1. to

stretch out (sails) on, with, or as with a boom. 2. to

stretch out (sails) so as to take maximum advantage
of a wind abaft the beam and hence make speed. v.i.

1. to sail with or as with studding-sails boomed out.

2. to sail with maximum speed (usually with along).

3. to go rapidly along; move with speed or vigor. f

boom (boom), v.L [< 1 & 2 of prec. v.i.; later associated

with boom (noise)], to increase suddenly or grow
swiftly; take a favorable turn; flourish: as, business

boomed, v.t. 1. to cause to increase suddenly or grow
swiftly; make flourish: as, the war boomed the aircraft

industry. 2, to try to make favorable prospects for;

popularize; support: as, they boomed him for rnayor.

n. La period of business prosperity, industrial ex-

pansion, etc.: opposed to depression. 2. a sudden
favorable turn in business or political prospects, adj.

of, characteristic of, or resulting from a boom in

business* etc.

boom-and-bust (bopm'sn-bust') ,
n. [Colloq.], a period

of unusual prosperity followed by an extreme de-

pression.
boom-er-ang (boom'er-arj), n. [< Australian native

name], 1. a flat,

curved stick that can
be thrown so that_ it

will return tO a point ^$,
^<^^ STARTING PONT

near the thrower: it *"p
^*1

**-^ \
is used as a weapon
by Australian aborig-
ines. 2. something
that goes contrary to
the expectation of the

person using or doing
it and results in his

disadvantage or harm. v.i. to act as a boomerang;
result in harm to the user or doer.
Boom-er State (boom'er), Oklahoma: a nickname.
boom town, a town whose sudden growth or prosperity
is caused by a business boom.
boon (boon), n. [ON. bon, a petition: meaning prob.
influenced by boon, adj.], 1 . a welcome benefit ; blessing.
2. [Archaic], a favor or request.
boon (boon), adj. [ME. loon, bon; OPr. Ion; L. bonus,

good], 1. [Archaic & Poetic], kind, generous, pleasant,

BOOMERANG

mental leather strap; modern sense c. 1935], [Slang], to
do trifling, valueless work. n. boondoggling or its

product.
Boone, Daniel (boon), 1734-1820; American frontiers-

man.
boor (boor), n. [D.boer < bouwen, to build, cultivate; cf.

G. bauer], 1. originally, a peasant or farm worker;
hence, 2. a person with the manners and habits
attributed to peasants; rude, awkward, ill-mannered

person. 3. [B-J, a Boer.
boor-ish (boorish), adj. Hke or characteristic of a boor;
rude; awkward; ill-mannered.
boost (bd"5st). v.t. (prob. nautical bouse, to haul up with
tackle + tumistonc -/], [Colloq.], 1. to raise by or as

by a pttsht from behind or below; push up. 2. to urge
the merits of; speak in favor of. n. [Colloq.], 1. a push
to heli> propel a person or thing upward or forward.
2. a raising- _or increase. SYN* see Hft.

boost-er (boos'tSr), n. I. [Colloq.], a person who
boosts; enthusiastic supporter. 2. in electricity, a device
for controlling or varying the electromotive force in a
circuit. 3. in radio, an amplifier.

booster shot, [Colloq.], a second injection of a vaccine,

given t
at a proper interval after the original, weaker

injection to maintain immunity.
boot (boot), n. [ME. & OPr. bote; n. senses 3 & 4 orig,
of boot-shaped parts of horse-drawn vehicles], 1. a
protective covering, of leather, rubber, cloth, etc., for
wearing on the foot and part or all of the leg: in Eng-
land, shoes are called boots. 2. a boot-shaped instru-
ment of torture for crushing the foot and leg. 3. the
baggage compartment of an automobile. 4. a protec-
tive shield or cover for the driver of an open vehicle.
5. a patch for the inner surface of an automobile tire
to protect a break or weak spot in the casing. 6. a
box that holds the reed in a reed pipe of an organ.
7. a kick. 8. [Slang], a recent recruit to the navy. v.L
I. to put boots on. 2. to torture with the boot. 3. to
kick. 4. [Slang], to put (a person) out of a place or
job; dismiss.
bet your boots, to be certain; rely on it.

die with one's boots on, to die in action.
'fck the boots of, to be servile toward; fawn on.

-

boot, [Slang], discharge, as from work; dismissal,
^t), n.> v.t. & v.t. [ME. bote, boots: AS. hot.

advantage, remedy], [Obs.], remedy; profit; benefit.

to boot, besides; in addition.

boot-black (boofblak'), n. a person whose work is

shining shoes or boots. .

boot-ed (boot'id), adj. [pp. of boot], 1. wearing boots.

2. kicked. 3. [Slang], discharged; dismissed. 4. having
horny plates of skin, as the feet of some birds.

boot-ee (boo-te'), n. [boot (shoe) + dim. -ee], 1. a short

boot or light overbpot worn by women and children.

2. a baby's soft, knitted shoe.

Bo-6-tes (bo-o'tez), n. [L. < Gr. bodies, plowman <
bous, ox], a northern constellation including the bright

star Arcturus: see constellation, chart.

booth (booth, booth), n. [ME. bothe; ON. both, buth,

temporary dwelling < bua, to dwell], L a temporary
shed or stall for the sale oL goods, as at markets and
fairs. 2. a small temporary structure or enclosure for

voting at elections. 3. a small permanent structure or

enclosure to house a sentry, public telephone, etc. 4. a

small, partially enclosed compartment with a table

and seats, as in some restaurants.

Booth, BaMing-ton (bal'irj -tan booth), 1859-1940; son

of William,' founder of Volunteers of America.

Booth, Edwin Thomas, 1833-1893; son of Juntas

Brutus and brother of John Wilkes; American actor.

Booth, Evangeline Cor-y (k6r'i), 1865-1950; daughter
of William; general of Salvation Army (1934-1939).

Booth, John Wilkes (wilks), 1838-1865; son of Junius
Brutus: American actor; assassin of Abraham Lincoln.

Booth, Junius Brutus, 1796-1852; father of Edwin
and John Wilkes,' English Shakespearean actor.

Booth, William, 1829-1912; English revivalist; founder

of Salvation Army: called General Booth.

Boo-thi-a (boo'thi-o), n. 1. a gulf of the Arctic Ocean,
near Baffin Island. 2. a peninsula of Northwest Ter-

ritories, Canada.
.

boot-jack (boot'jak'), n.
[see

BOOT & JACK-], a device

for helping a person to pull off boots.

Boo-tie (boo't 1), n. a seaport in western England, near

Liverpool: pop., 66,000 (est. 1946).

boot-leg (boot'leg') v.t. & v.L [BOOTLEGGED (-legd'),

BOOTLEGGING], [in allusion to concealing objects in the

leg of a high boot], to make, carry, or sell (liquor, etc.)

illegally, adj. 1. bootlegged. 2. of bootlegging, n.

bootlegged liquor.
boot-leg-ger (boot'leg'er}, n. a person who bootlegs

things, especially alcoholic liquors.
boot-less (bootlis), adv. [boot (profit) + -less], without
benefit: useless.

boot-lick (bootlik'), v.t. & v.i. [Slang], to try to gain
favor with (someone) by fawning, servility, etc.

boot-lick-er (bootlik'er), n. [Slang], a servile or fawning
person; toady; flatterer.

boots (boots), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [British], a
servant who shines shoes, as in a hotel.

boots and saddles, [? confusion of Pr. boute-sellel', lit,,

put saddle !], a cavalry bugle call used as the first signal
for mounted drill or other mounted formation.

boot tree, a wooden or metal form put into a boot or

shoe to keep its shape; shoe tree.

boo-ty (boo'ti), n. \fl.
BOOTIES (-tiz)J, [Fr. butin < MLG.

bute, booty; prob. influenced by boot (profit)], 1. equip-
ment or goods taken from the enemy; spoils of war. 2.

plunder; pillage. 3. any valuable gain; prize. SYN.
see spoil.
booze (booz), v.i. [BOOZED (boozd), BOOZING], [D.
buizen; see BOUSE (drink)], [Colloq.], to drink too much
alcoholic liquor, n. [Cofloq.], 1. an alcoholic drink;
Hquor. 2. a drinking spree.

booz-i-ly (booVl-i), adv. [Colloq.], in a boozy manner.
booz-y (booz'i), adj. [BOOZIER (-zi-gr), BOOZIEST (-zi-

ist)], [Colloq.], drunk, especially habitually so.

bo-peep (bo-pep') n. [bo, interj. of surprise +
peep], a game played with very young children, in

which the face is covered and then suddenly uncovered:
also called peek-a-boo.

bor., 1. boron. 2. borough.
bo-ra (bS'rs), n. [It. dial, for borea; L. boreal Boreas],
a fierce, cold northeasterly wind o| the Adriatic Sea.

bo-rac-ic (b5~ras'ik), adj. [< borax + -4$, borl'c.

bora cite (bSr'Q-sit', bo'ra-sJtO, n. [L. borax + -ite], a
mineral composed! of the borajte aiid 'chloride 'of skag-
nesium, MgrClzBieOao, found either In hard, crystalline
form or as a soft, white mass,
borage (bur'ij, b&r'ij, bor'ij), n. [MB.; OFr. horrage,
bourage,' ML. borrago* burraso; prob. < burraj coarse

hair], a plant with blue flowers and hairy leaves an4
stem, sometimes used in salads.
bo rag i na ceoua fba-raj'e-iiS'shas), $dj+ of the borage
famuy of plants, chiefly hairy herbs with, small flowers
and narrow leaves.

Borah, William Edgar (b&rV bo^ra), 1865-4940;
American statesman; seiiator'from Jda&o (1906-~t940).
bo-rate (bdr'at, bS'rSt), n. a salt or ester of boric ^cid,,
v.t. [BORATBP (-id), BORArtNG], to treit or Wfc with
borax or boric acid.
bo-rated (b^r'at-id, b5'rat-id), adj.

treate4 or mixed with borax or boric
bo-rax (b^r'aks, bo'raks), n. [ME.; OFr.



Bordeaux 169 borzoi

LL. borax; AT. bauraq, buraq; Per. burah], a white,

crystalline salt, NasI^O?, with an alkaline taste, used
as a flux in soldering metals and in the manufacture of

glass, enamel, artificial gems, soaps, antiseptics, etc.

Bor-deaux (b6r-d6') n. 1. a seaport in southwestern
France, on the Garonne River: pop., 254,000 (1946).
2. white or red wine from near Bordeaux: the red is

generally called claret.

Bordeaux mixture, a mixture of lime, water, and
copper sulfate, used as a spray on trees and plants
to kill insects and fungi.
bor-del (bdr'd'l), n. [ME.; OFr., dim. of borde, cottage,
board hut < OHG. bord, board], a brothel.
bor-deHo (b6r-del'o), n. [It. < OFr.], a bordeL
bor-der (boT'der), n. [ME. & OFr. bordure < border, to
border < OHG. bord, margin; see BOARD (edge)], 1. an
edge or part near an edge; margin ;^side. 2. a dividing
line or territory between two countries, states, etc. 3. a
narrow strip along an edge; fringe; edging. 4. an
ornamental strip of flowers or shrubs along the edge of
a garden, walk, etc. v.L 1. to provide with a border.
2. to extend along the edge of; bound, adj. of, forming,
or near a border.
border on (or upon), 1. to be next to or adjoining.
2. to be like; almost be.
the Border, the district on and near the boundary
between Scotland and England.

SYN. border refers to the boundary of a surface and may-
imply the limiting line itself or the part of the surface immedi-
ately adjacent to it; margin implies a bordering strip more or
less clearly defined by some distinguishing feature (the margin
of a printed page) ; edge refers to the limiting line itself or the
terminating line at the

^
sharp convergence of two surfaces

(the edge or a box) ; rim is applied to the edge of a circular or
curved surface; brim refers to the inner rim at the top of a
vessel, etc.; brink refers to the edge of a steep slope. All of

these terms have figurative application (the border of good
taste, a margin of error, an edge on one's appetite, the rim of

consciousness, a mind filled to the brim, the brink of disaster).

bor-der-er (bdrMeY-gr), n. one living near a border.

border-land (bSr'der-land') , n. 1. land constituting
or near a border. 2. a vague or undetermined situation,
condition, place, etc.

bor-der-line (bdr'de'r-Kn') , n. a boundary; dividing line.

adj.
m
1. on a boundary; hence, 2. falling between two

classifications; indefinite; doubtful.
Border States, the States having Negro slavery and
bordering on free territory in the United States before
the Civil War; Missouri, Kentucky, Virginia, Mary-
land, and Delaware.
bor-dure (bdr'jSr), n. [Fr.; see BORDER], a border
around the field of a coat of arms.
bore (b6r, bor), v.t. [BORED (b6rd, bord), BORING], [ME.
boren, borien; AS. borian, to bore < bor, auger; IE. base
*bher-, to cut with a sharp point], 1. to make a hole
in or through with a drill, etc. 2. to make (a hole,
tunnel, etc,) by drilling, burrowing, digging, etc. 3. to
force (one's way), as through a crowd. 4. to weary by
being dull, uninteresting, or monotonous. v.i. 1. to
bore a hole or passage. 2. to be drilled by a tool: as,
soft materials bore easily. 3. to move forward, as if by-

boring, n. [ME. < the v.; also < ON. bora, a hole],
1 . a hole made by; or as by boring. 2. the hole or hollow
part of a tube, pipe, or gun. 3. the inside diameter of

such, a hole; caliber. 4. a tool for boring. 5. a person
or thing that wearies by being dull, uninteresting, etc.

bore (b6r, bor), n. [ME. bare, a wave, billow; ON.
bora, a billow], 1. a high, abrupt tidal wave in a narrow
channel, having great force; eagre. 2. loosely, any
high, swift tidal^ flow.
bore (b6*r, bor) , past tense of bear.
bo-re-al (b6*r'i-3l, bo'ri-sl), adj. [LL. borealis < Boreas],
1. northern. 2. of the north wind.
Bo-re-as (bSr'i-ss, bo'ri-as), n. [L.; Gr. Boreas* north
wind; prig., wind from the mountains < IE. base mean-
ing "mountain"; cf. OSlav. gora, mountain], I. in
Greek mythology, the god of the north wind. 2. the
north wind.
bore dom (bSr'dsm, bor'dom), n, the condition of being
bored or uninterested; ennui.
bor-er (b6r'r, bor'Sir), n. 1. a tool for boring or drilling.
2. an insert or worm that bores holes in fruit, etc.

bore-some 0b,6r'som, bor'sam), adj. boring; tiresome.

Bor-ghe-se fbo"r-ge'se), m an important family of

Italjan nobility from the 16th to the 19th centuries,

originally from Siena.

Bor-gia, Ce sa re (che'za-re bfo'ja), 147<5?~1507; sou of

Pope Alexander VI; Italian soldier and cardinal; uni-
fied the Fapal States.

Borgia, Lu-cre-a&ia (loo-kre'tsya), 1480-1519; daughter
of, Pope Aleacainder VI and sister of Cesare Botgkur her,

reputation ; as. a, ifpifeoaer,, etc. is disputed by some
modern* authorities.

bo-ric (bor'ik, bo'rik), adj. of or containing boron.
boric acid, a white, crystalline compound,^HBO with
the properties of a weak acid, used as a mild antiseptic
and in the manufacture of cements, enamels, etc.: also
called boracic acid.

bo-ride (bdrld, bo'rid), n. [boron 4- -dde], a compound
consisting of boron and one other, more positive,
element or radical,

bor-ing (bdr'irj, bor'irj), adj. Jppr. of bore], 1. for mak^
ing holes. 2. wearying by being dull, uninteresting, etc.
n. 1. the action of a person or thing that bores. 2. a
hole made by boring. 3. usually in pL a chip, flake, etc.
made by boring.
Bor-is (b6r'is, bo'ris), [Russ., lit., fight], a masculine
name.
Boris III, 1894-1943; king of Bulgaria (1918-1943).
born (bdrn}, past participle of bear (to give birth) : now
used only in passive constructions not followed by by:
abbreviated B., b. adj. 1. brought into life or exist-
ence. 2. by birth or nature: as, a born musician.
borne (b6rn), past participle of bear (to carry): see
born.
Bor-ne-o (boVni-o, bor'ni-o), n. 1. a large island in the
East Indies, southwest of the Philippines, partly in
Indonesia and partly belonging to Great Britain:
area, 290,285 sq. mi, 2. the southern part of this island:
a division of Indonesia: area, 208,285 sq. mi: DOTX.
2,900,000 (est. 1948).

^ ' F P

bor*ne-ol (bdr'ni-ol', bor'ni-ol'), n. [< Borneo 4- -oZ],
a white, crystalline terpene alcohol, CioHuO, re-
sembling camphor, found in the trunk of a tree native
to Borneo and Sumatra and used in perfumery, as
an antiseptic, etc.

Born-holm (born'hSlm), n. a Danish island in the
Baltic Sea, south of Sweden: area, 227 sq. mi; pop.,

born-ite (b6r'mt), n. [after Ignatius von Born, Aus-
trian metallurgist], copper iron sulfide, CuFeS4, a
lustrous, bronze-blue ore of copper.
Bor-nu (bdr-noSO* n. a former sultanate: now a part
of Nigeria: area, c. 50,000 sq. mi; pop., c. 4,000,000.

Bo-ro-din, A-lek-san dr Por-fir-e-vicn (a'lyek-san'dr'
po-r'fir-ye'vich b6'r$-den'; Eng. bdr's-din), 1833-1887;
Russian composer.
Bor-odi-no (berWe'no; Russ. b6/

r6"-de'n6"), n. a
Russian village near Moscow: site of a battle (1812) in
which the Russians retreated before the French.
bo-ron (b6'ron, bo'ron), n. [< borax], a nonmetallic,
chemical element occurring only in combination, as
with sodium and oxygen in borax, and -produced in the
form either of a brown amorphous powder or very hard,
brilliant crystals: its compounds are used in the prepar-
ation of boric acid, water softeners, soaps, enamels,
glass, pottery, etc.: symbol, B; at. wt., 10.82; at. no 5:
abbreviated bor.

boro-sil-i-cate (b&Ve-silVkit, bo'ra-silVkatO. n. any
of several salts derived from both boric acid and siEcic
acid and found in certaia minerals, such as toiinaaline.
borough (bur'6), n. [ME. burg, burch; AS. burg, burh,
burwh, town, fortified place: akin to beorgan, to protect],
1. in the United Statesv. a .self-governing, incorporated
town. 2. one of the administrative units of New York
City. 3. in England, a) a town with a municipal
corporation and rights to self-government granted by
royal charter, b) a town that sends one or more repre-
sentatives to Parliament. Abbreviated bor.
bor-row (bor'o, b6r'o), v.t, & v.i. [ME. borwen, borgien;
AS. borgian, to borrow, lend, receive on pledge < borh,

borg, a pledge], 1. to take or receive (something) with
the understanding that one will return it or its equiva-
lent. 2. to adopt or take over (something) as one's
own: as, he borrowed my theory. 3. in arithmetical

subtraction, to take (a unit of ten) from the next higher
denomination in the minuend and add it to the next
lower: done when the number to be subtracted is the
greater, n. [Obs.J, 1. a guarantee; bail. 2. a person
who acts as surety.
borrow trouble, to worry about anything needlessly
or before one has to.

Bor-row, George (bor'o, b6r'6), 1803-1881; English
writer: wrote about gyjisy life, as in Romany Rye.
Bors, Sir (b6rs), a knight of King Arthur's Round
Table, nephew of Sir Lancelot.
borsch (b6rsh; Russ. b6"rshch), n. JRuss, borshch], a
Russian beet soup, served usually with sour cream.
borsch (or borsht) circuit, [humorously so called from
the characteristic cuisine], [SlangJ, stammer camps in
the CatskUls and White Mountains^ where entertain-
ment is provided for the guests.
borsht (bSrsht) , n. borsch.
bort (b6rt), n. [? < OFr. bourt, bourde, bastard], a dark-
colored, poorly crystallized variety o diamond; used for
industrial purposes as an ajbrasjtwe., }

bortz (b6rts), n. bort, ,
;

: <,, j-

bor-zoi (b6r'zoi), r^ [l&usk, swift], a&y of a breetf. oj,

., ft, otj
i sanity, o in cam$1p, uw.

G.



boscage 170 botryoid
large dog with a narrow head, long legs, and silky
coat; Russian wolfhound.
bos cage (bos'kij), n. [ME.; OFr. < OHG. busk, forest,

thicket; see BUSH (shrub)], a thicket; grove; shrubbery.
bosch-bok (bosh'bok'), n.

" "

(-boks') ; see PLURAL,
buck], the bushbuck, a South African antelope.
bosch-vark (bosh'vark'), n. [D.; bosch, bush + Dark.

pig], a wild hog of South Africa.

Bose, Sir Ja-ia-dis Ghan-dra (ja-ga-des' chun'dra
bSsh; Eng. bos), 1858-1937; Indian physicist and
plant physiologist.
bosh (bosh), n. & interj. [Turk., empty, worthless],
[Colloq.], nonsense.
bosh (bosh), n. [? < G. boschung, slope], 1. the lower

part of the shaft of a blast furnace, where the walls

begin to slope. 2. in smelting, a trough for cooling hot
metal.
bosh-bok (bosh'bok'), n. [pi. BOSHBOK, BOSHBOKS
(-boks') ; see PLURAL, n, D, 2], a boschbok.

bosk (bosk), n. [ME. bosk, boske; see BUSH (shrub)], a
small clump of trees; grove; thicket.

bos-kage (bos'kij), n. boscage.
bos ket (bos'kit), n. [Fr. bosquet; It. boschetto, dim. of
bosco < ML. boscus; see BUSH (shrub)], a small grove;
thicket.

bosk-y (bos'ki), adj. [< bosk], 1. covered with under-
brush; wooded. 2. shaded with trees, bushes, etc.

boVn (bo's'n), n. a boatswain.
Bos-ni-a (boz'ni-Q), n. a part of Yugoslavia: formerly a
kingdom in the western Balkan Peninsula.

Bos-ni'a-Her-2e-go-vi-na (boz'ni-g-her'tsa-go-ve'na), n.
a federated republic of Yugoslavia: area, 19,678 sq. mi.;
pop., 2,324,000; capital, Sarajevo.

Bos-ni-an (boz'ni-an), adj. of Bosnia or its people, n. a
native or inhabitant of Bosnia.
bos-om (booz'sm, boo'zom), n. [ME.; AS. bosm; akin
to G. busen; only in W.Gmc. languages], 1. the human
breast. 2. a thing like this: as, the /bosom of a hill.

3. the breast regarded as the source of feelings. 4. the

enclosing space formed by the breast and arms in

embracing. 5. a surface thought of as like this: as,
the bosom of the river. 6. the interior; midst: as, the
bosom of one's family. 7. the part of a dress, shirt, etc.

that covers the breast, v.t. 1. to put into or take to
the bosom; embrace; cherish. 2. to conceal in the

bosom; hide. adj. I. of the bosom. 2. cherished;
intimate: as, a bosom companion. SYN. see breast.

Bos*pho*rus (bos'fo-rss), n. the Bosporus.
Bos po rus (bos'pa-ras), n. the strait between the Sea of
Marmara and the Black
Sea: length, c. 20 mi,

bos-quet (bos'kit), n. a
bosket.
boss (b6s, bos), n. [D.
baas, a master, ong.,
uncle], [CoUoq.], 1. a
person in authority over
employees, as a) a fore-
man, b) an employer.
2. a person who con-
trols a political machine
or organization, usually
within a certain place: often political boss. v.t. [Col-
loq.], to act as boss of; exercise authority or undue
authority over. adj. \Colloq.], chief.
boss (b6s, bos), n. [ME. & OFr. boce, boche (Fr. boss*), a
hump, swelling; prob. LL. bocia (It. boecia), a ball], 1. a
raised part or protruding ornament on a flat surface.
2. a projecting knob or stud, as on a shield. 3. in
geology, a protuberant body of igneous rock laid bare
by erosion. 4. in mechanics, the enlarged part of a
shaft, v.t. 1. to form raised ornaments on the surface
of. 2. to decorate with studs or knobs.

boss (bos, b6s), n. [cf. dial, boss, biiss, calf], a cow or calf.
boss-ism (b6s'iz'm, bos'iz'm), n. domination or control
by bosses, especially of a political machine or party.
Bos-suet, Jacques B6 nigne (zhak ba'nen'y' bd'iwe'),
1627-1704; French bishop and orator.

boss-y (b&Vi, bos'i), adj. [< boss (employer)], [Colloq.],
domineering

1

.

bossy (b6s'l, bos'i). adj. [< boss (raised ornament)],
decorated with bosses; studded.

boss-y (bos'i, bSs'i), n. [dim. of boss (cow)], a cow or calf.
Bos-ton (b6s't'n, bos'rn), n. the capital of Massachu-

BOSPORUS

791,000; with suburbssetts, on JBoston Hay: pop., 791,000; with sub
(metropolitan Boston), 2,355,000: abbreviated B.

bos-ton (bSs't'n, bos't'n), n. [Fr.], 1. a card game for
four players, using two decks of cards: terms used in the
game refer to the siege of Boston (1775-1776). 2. a
kind of waltz.
Boston brown bread, a dark steamed bread made of
corn meal, rye, wheat, etc. and molasses.
Boston bull, a Boston terrier.
Boston cream pie, a cake of two layers with icing and
a creamy filling.
Bos to-ni an (b6s-to'ni-an, bos-to'ni-sn), adj. of Boston.
n. a native or inhabitant of Boston.
Boston Massacre, an outbreak (1770) in Boston against

BOSTON TERRIER
(14-20 in. high)

British troops, in which several citizens were killed.

Boston rocker, a type of 19th-century American rocking
chair, having a curved wooden seat and a high back
formed of spindles held in place by a broad headpiece.
Boston Tea Party, a protest (1773) against the British

duty on tea imported by the American colonies: colo-

nists disguised as Indians boarded British ships in
Boston harbor and dumped the tea overboard.
Boston terrier, any of a breed of small dog having a
smooth coat of brindle
or black with white
markings: it originated
as a cross between a
bulldog and a bull ter-

rier.

bo-sun (bo's'n), n. a
boatswain.
Bos-well, James (boz'-
wel, boz'wsl), 1740-
1795; Scottish lawyer
and writer; biographer
of Samuel Johnson.
Bos-worth (boz'weYth),
n. a town in Leicester-
shire, England: in the battle of Bosworth Field (1485),
the Earl of Richmond defeated Richard III and became
Henry VII, first Tudor king of England.
bot (hot), n. [? < Gael, botus, belly worm < boiteag,
maggot], a botfly larva: also spelled bott.

bot., 1. botanical. 2. botanist. 3. botany. 4. bottle.

B.O.T., Board of Trade.
bo-tan-ic (bs-tan'ik), adj. botanical.
bo-tan-i-cal (ba-tan'i-kl), adj. [Fr. botamque; LL.
botanicus; Gr. botanikos < botane, a plant, herb <
boskein, to feed, graze; -f -o/l, 1. of plants and plant
life. 2. of or connected with the science of botany.
3. of vegetable drugs. Abbreviated bot, n. a vegetable
drug prepared from bark, roots, herbs, etc.

botanical garden, a place where collections of living
and preserved plants and trees are kept and exhibited.

bo-tan-i-caMy (bs-tan'i-k'l-i, bs-tan'ik-li), adv. accord-
ing to botany; from the viewpoint of botany.

bot-a-nist (bpt'o-nist), n. [Fr. botaniste], a student of
or specialist in botany: abbreviated bot.

bot-a-nize (bot'o-mz'), v.i. [BOTANIZED (-izd'), BOT-
ANIZING], 1. to gather plants for botanical study. 2. to
study plants, especially in their natural environment.
v.t. to investigate the plant life of.

bot-a-ny (bot'9-ni), n. [< botanical], 1. the science that
deals with plants, their life, structure, growth, classifi-

cation, etc.: abbreviated bot. 2. the plant life of an
area. 3. the life cycle of a plant or plant group, 4. [pL
BOTANIES (-iz)], a textbook of botany.
Botany Bay, a bay on the southeastern coast of
Australia, near Sydney: site of a former British penal
colony.
Botany wool [< Botany Bay, orig. source of export], a
kind of merino wool.
botch (boch), v.t. [ME. bocchen, to repair; prob. < D.
botsenr to patch], 1. to repair or patch clumsily. 2. to
spoil by poor performance; bungle, n. 1. a badly
patched place or part. 2. a bungling or unskillful piece
of work.

botch-y (boch'i), adj. botched; badly done.
bot-fly (bot'fli'), n. [pi. BOTFLIES (-flia/)], [see BOT], any
of a number of related flies resembling small bumble-
bees: the larvae are parasitic in horses, Sheep, etc.
both (both), adj. & pron. [ME. bothe, bathe; ON. bathir
< Gmc. *ba t two, both (cf. AS. ba, Goth. 6a) elided
onto base of Eng. the; see THE], the two: as, both birds
sang loudly, both were small, conj. & adv. together;
equally; as well; not only; alike: used correlatively with
and. as, I am both tired and hungry.
Botha Lou-is (loo-e' bo'to), 1862-1919; South African
statesman; first premier of the Union of South Africa
(1910-1919).

both-er (bo^'gr), v.t. & v.i. [earlier bodder (in Swift);
prob. Anglo-Ir. for pother), I, to annoy; worry;
trouble; harass. 2. to bewilder; fluster: as, a big city
bothers him. 3. to concern or trouble (oneself) : as, she
bothers too much about everything, n. i. a cause or
condition of worrv, anxiety, or irritation; trouble; fuss.
2. a person who gives trouble, inter/, a mUd expression
of annoyance, etc.: as, Oh, bother/ SYN. see annoy.
both era tlon (bo^er-a'shon), n. & interj. [Colloq.],
bother.
both-er-some (bo^'Sr-sam), adj. causing bother; an-
noying; troublesome; irksome*
Both ni a, Gulf of (both'ni-o). an arm of the Baltic
Sea betwfeen Finland and Sweden;

Both-well (both'wel, boffctaDv fourth Bad of, (James
Hepburn), 1536P-1578; tMrd kusba*d of Mary, Qiaeen
of Scots.

bp tree fbo), [Singh, bo < Bali bodW < l?odW~*am;
bodht, wisdom, enfightenmeat + torn, tree]; 1, a fig
tree of Ma: ako called pipal. 2. [B- T-J, th sacred
tree Of .buddhism: G-autama supposedly got heavenly
inspiration .under a bo tree at Bu

bot-ry-oid (bot'r^oidlO , ad/. [Or.
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bunch of grapes 4- -tides* -old], in botany, shaped like

a bunch of grapes.
bot-ry-oi-dal (bot'ri-oi'd'l), adj. botrvoid.

bot*ry-o-my*co-sis (bot'ri-o-mi-ko'sis), n. [< Gr.

botrys, bunch of grapes; -f- mycosis}, a disease of horses

caused by a micrococcus producing a tumorous growth
especially in the shoulder, or at the cut end of the

spermatic cord after castration.

bot-ry-ose (bot'ri-oV), adj. 1. botryoid. 2. bearing
flower clusters in which the lower flowers develop first;

racemose. .

beta (bots), n.pl. [construed as sing.], a disease of

horses and cattle caused by the presence in the stomach
of the larvae of botflies.

Bot^i-cd-k?*Sandro (san'dro bot'i-chel'i; It. b6Vte-

chelle), 1444?-1510; Italian Renaissance painter.
bot-tie (bof'l), n. [ME. botel; OFr. bouteille; LL.
butticula, a bottle < buttis, a vat], 1. a container, as

for liquids, usually of glass or earthenware, having a
narrow neck and no handles. 2. its contents; amount
that a bottle holds. Abbreviated bot. v.t. [BOTTLED
(-'Id). BOTTLING], 1, to put into a bottle or bottles.

2. to keep in or as in a bottle; restrain (with up).
hit the bottle, [Slang], to drink too much alcoholic

liquor.
the bottle, alcoholic liquor: as, a slave to the bottle.

bot-tle (bot"l), n. [ME. & OFr. botel, dim. of botte <
MD. bote, a bundle], [Obs.], a bundle, as of hay.

bottle green, very dark green.
bot-tie-neck (bot'1-nek'), n. 1. the neck of a bottle.

2. a narrow passage or road. 3. any hindrance to

progress: as, a labor shortage is a bottleneck.

bot-tie-nose (bot''l-nozO a variety of dolphin with a

bottle-shaped snout; porpoise.
bottle tree, any of various related Australian trees, some
of which have a swollen, bottle-shaped trunk.
bot-tom (bot'om), n. [ME. botom, bothom; AS. botm,

bodan; akin to G. boden, ground; IE. base *bhudh-men,

ground, soil, as also in L. fundus, ground, profundus,
deep; cf. FUNDAMENT, PROFOUND], 1. the lowest part
of anything. 2. the part on which something rests;

base. 3. the underside; hence, 4. whichever end is

underneath: as, the bottom of a barrel. 5. the seat of

a chair. 6. the bed or ground beneath a body of water.

7. often pL low land, as along a river; bottom land.

8. the part of a ship's hull normally below water; keel.

9. a ship. 10. fundamental element or quality; basis;

cause; origin; source. 11. endurance; stamina. 12.

[Colloq.], the buttocks, adj. 1. of, at, or on the bot-

tom. 2. lowest; last; undernwst; basic, v.t. 1. to

provide with a bottom, as a chair. 2. to find the mean-
ing of: understand; fathom. 3. to place on a founda-

tion; base; establish (usually with on or upon). v.L

1. to reach or rest upon the bottom. 2. to be based or

established (usually with on or upon).
at bottom, fundamentally; actually.
be at the bottom of, to be the underlying cause of;

be the real reason for.

bet one's bottom dollar, [Slang], 1. to bet one's last

dollar; bet everything one has. 2. to be certain.

bottoms up! [Colloq.], drink deepl
get to the bottom of, to find out the meaning of or

reason for; solve.
bottom grass, 1. grass that grows on bottom lands.

2. any low-growing grass used to form turf or sod.

bottom heat, heat artificially applied to plants through
the soil, as by electricity, steam pipes, fermenting
manure, etc.

.

bottom land, low land through which a river flows: it

is rich in alluvial deposits.
bot-torn-less (bot'am-lis), adj. 1. having no bottom.
2. seeming to have no bottom; very deep, endless, etc.

bottomless pit, the underworld; hell.

bot-tom-ry (bot'om-ri), n. [< bottom, a ship, atter D.

bodomerij, bottomry], a contract by which a shipowner
borrows money for equipment, repairs, t

or a voyage,

pledging the ship as security: if the ship is lost, the

debt is canceled.
bot-u-lin (boch'9-Kn), n. the toxin causing botulism.

bot-u-11-nus (boch/9-K'nas), n. the bacillus producing
botulin.
bot-U'lism (boch'a-Hz'm), n. [L. botulus, sausage; +
-ism: so named by Ennengem (1896) from German
cases involving sausages], poisoning resulting from the

toxin produced by a certain bacillus sometimes found
in foods improperly canned or preserved: it is charac-

terized lby
(
nausea, vomiting^ muscular weakness, and,

sometimes, disturbances of vision.

Bou-dber, Fran-cols (fraVswaf boo'sha'). 1703-1770;
French genre and landscape painter.
Bou-cl^aiilt, Dion (boo>si-k61t

/
f boo'si-ko'), 1820?-

1&90: BMtJsh playwright and actor.

bou-cMfooo-klSO 'fl'lBV. t buckled, curled < boucle,- see

j 1. a kind 01 yarn haying a loose thread that

gives the cloth made from it a tufted or knotted tex-

ture. 2. cloth made from this yarn.
Bou-dic ca (boo-dik'a), n. Boadicea.
bou-doir (boo'dwar, boo-dwar'), n. [Fr., lit., pouting
room < bonder, to pout, sulk -f -o*>, as in porloir,

etc.], a woman's private sitting room or dressing room.
bouf-fant (bdo-fant'; Fr. boTffawO. # [Fr., ppr. of

bouJTer, to puff out], puffed out; full, as some skirts.

Jbouf-fante (boo'fawf), odj. [Fr., fern.; see BOUFFANT),
bouffant.

Jbouffe (boot), n. [Fr.; L. buffo,, a joke], a comic opera:
see opera bouffe*

bou-gain-vil-lae-a (boo'gan-vil'i-a), n. [Mod. L., after

L. A. de Bougainville], any of a number of related

plants with small flowers surrounded by large, showy,
colored bracts.

Bou-gain-ville (boo'gan'vel')* n. one of the Solomon
Islands: it is part of the Australian Territory of New
Guinea: area, 3,880 sq. mi.; pop., 49,000.

Bou-gain-ville, Lou-is An-toine de (Iwe aVtwan' da
boo'gaw'velOr 1729-1811; French explorer.
bough (bou), n. [ME. bouh, bogh; AS. boh, shoulder or

arm, hence twig or branch; akin to G. bug, shoulder;
IE. base *bh&ghus~, elbow and forearm], branch of a
tree, especially a large branch.
bough-pot (bou'potQ, n. 1, a large container for cut
branches or flowers; jardiniere. 2. [British], a bouquet.
Also spelled bowpot.
bought (b6t), past tense and past participle of buy.
bought-en (b6t'

r

n), adj. [Dial.], bought; not home-
made: as, boughten gloves.
bou-gie (boo'zhe', bSo'zhe'). n. [Fr., wax candle <
Bugta, in North Africa, whence wax candles were
imported], 1. a wax candle. 2. in medicine, a slender
instrument introduced into a body canal, especially the
urethra or rectum, for stretching or dilating it.

Bou-gue-reau, A*dolphe WiMFam (a'dolf wel'yam'
bdo'groO. 1825-1905; French painter.

bouil-la-baisse (bobl'ys-bas'; Fr. boo'ya'besO, n. [Fr.

< Pr. boulh-abaisso, lit., boils and settles < bouli (Fr.
bouillir), to boil -f dbaissa (Fr. abaisser) see ABASE], a
chowder made of two or more kinds of fish and some-
times seasoned with wine.
bouil-lon (bool'yon, bool-yon', bool'ysn; Fr. boo'yofr)*
n. [Fr. < bouillir, to boil], a clear broth, usually of beef.

bouillon cube, a small cube of concentrated stock for

making bouillon.
Boul-der (bol'deV), n. a town in northern Colorado:
pop., 20,000.
boul-der (bolMSr), n. [< boulder stone; ME. bulderstan

< ON.; cf. Sw. bullersten, lit., noise stone], any large
rock worn and rounded by weather and water: also

spelled bowlder.
Boulder Canyon, the canyon of the Colorado River,
above Boulder (Hoover) Dam.
boulder clay, unstratified material left by a glacier,

consisting of boulders and rocks embedded in a hard
clay matrix.
Boulder Dam, Hoover Dam: the former name.
bou-le (boole), n, [Or. boule], 1. an ancient Greek
senate, or legislative assembly of elders. 2. [B-], the
lower branch of the modern Greek legislative assembly.
boul-e-vard (boolVvard', b&olg-yard')* n. [Fr., altered

< G. bollwerk, bulwark], 1. originally, the top surface
of a military rampart or a street laid on a destroyed
rampart. 2. now, a broad street, often lined with
trees, grass plots, etc.: abbreviated blvdv boul.

Jbou-le-ver-se-ment (bool
/
vers'ma?') n- P^-L a con-

fused reversal of things; overthrow; upset; turmoil.

Bou-logne (boo'lftn'y
1

; Eng. boo-lon^r n. a city in

France, on the English Channel: pop., 35,000 (1946):
also called Boulogne-sur-Mer.
Bou-logne-Bil-lan-court (bo^'loVy'-be'yaVkoor'), n.

a city on the Seine, west of Paris: pop., 79,000 (1946).

Boulogne-sur-Mer (boo'loWy'-surmarO, ?i. Boulogne.
boul-ter (bol't&r). n. [Corn, dial.; of Celt, origin], a long
fishing line with nook? attached along its length.
boun (boun), v.t. & M. [ME, bounen; see BOUND
(going)], [Archaic], to make ready or betake (oneself).
bounce (bouns), v.t. [BOUNCED (bounst), BOUNCIN^,
[ME. bunsen, bounsen, to thump < D. bonzen or L(>.

bunsen, to thump, strike], 1. to bump or thump: as,

he bounced the crate down the steps. 2. to cause to
bound or rebound, as a ball. 3. [SlangL to put (a per-
son) out by force. 4. [Slang], to discharge from em-
ployment, vd. 1. to bound or rebound, as a ball. 2. to
move suddenly; spring; jump. 3. to move in a sudden
or noisy rush : as, she bouiiced into the room. 4. [Slang],
to be returned to the payee by a bank as a worthless
check, because of insufficient funds m the drawer's ac-
count, n. 1. a bound: rebound; leap; jump. 2. capac-
ity for bouncing: as, tne ball has lost its bounce. 3. a
loud or heavy thtimp. 4, [British,}, impudence; bluster,
5. [Slang], great energy: sjpMt; dash,

get tne bounce, [Slang], to be dismissed or discharged.
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bounc-er (boun'sfir), n. [see BOUNCE], 1. anything very

big. 2. [Rare], a braggart or liar. 3. [Slang], anyone
hired to remove very disorderly people from a night

club, restaurant, etc,

bouncing (boun'sirj), adj. [ppr. of bounce], 1. big;

heavy; buxom. 2. healthy; strong; lusty.

bouncing Bet (or Bess), a kind of soapwort with dense

clusters of white or pinkish flowers.

bound (bound), u.i*7Pr. bondir, to leap, make a noise,

orig , to echo back; LL. *bombitare, to buzz, hum < L.

bombus, a humming, buzzing], 1. to move with a leap
or series of leaps. 2. to spring back from a surface

after striking it, as a ball; bounce; rebound, v.t. to

cause to bound or bounce, n. La jump; leap. 2. a

springing back from a surface after striking it; bounce.
SYN. see skip. . , f

bound (bound), past tense and past participle of bind.

adj. 1. confined by binding; tied. 2. closely connected
or related. 3. certain; destined: as, he's bound to lose.

4. under compulsion; obliged: as, he is legally bound to

do it. 5. constipated. 6. provided with a binding or

cover, as a book: abbreviated fod. 7. [Colloq.], deter-

mined; resolved: as, despite risk, he was bound to go.
bound up In (or with}, 1. deeply devoted to. 2. im-

plicated or involved in.

bound (bound), adj. [< ME. bounen, to prepare < bun,

ready < ON. buinn, pp. of hue, to prepare, with unhis-

toric -d, after prec. bound], going; headed (often with

for or to): as, bound for home.
bound (bound), n. [ME. bounde; OFr, bunne, bodne,

bonde; LL. bodina, butina], 1. a boundary; limit. 2. pi.

an area near, alongside, or enclosed by a boundary.
v.t. 1. to provide with bounds; limit; confine. 2, to be
a limit or boundary to. 3. to name the boundaries of

(a state, etc.)- vd. to have a boundary (on another

country, etc.). SYN. see limit.

out of bounds, 1. beyond the boundanes or limits, as

of a playing field. 2. prohibited; forbidden.
-bound (bound), a combining form used in hyphenated
compounds, meaning going, or headed in (a specified

direction) or to (a specified place), as in south-bound.

boundary (boun'do-ri), n. [pi. BOUNDARIES (-riz)], [<
bound, n.], anything marking a limit; bound; border.

bound-en (boun'dsn), adj. [old pp. of bind], 1. obli-

gated; indebted; obliged. 2. binding; obligatory: as,

one's bounden duty.
bound-er (boun'dSr), n. [bound (to leap) -f -cr],

[Colloq.J, an ill-mannered, rude, pushing person.
bound-less (boundlis), adj. having no bounds; un-

limited; infinite; vast. ^_
boun teous (boun'ti-as), adj. [ME. bountevous; OFr.

bontif, bontive; see BOUNTY; mod. spelling as if <
bounty], 1. giving without restraint; generous. 2.

abundant; plentiful; ample.
boun-ti-ful (boun'ti-fsl), adj. [see BOUNTY], 1. giving
without restraint: generous, 2. abundant; plentiful.
boun-ty (boun'ti), n. [pi. BOUNTIES (-tiz)j, [ME,
bounte; OFr. bonte; L. bonitas, goodness < bonus, good],
1. lack of restraint in giving; generosity. 2. something
given freely; generous gift. 3. a reward, premium, or

allowance, especially one given by a government for

killing certain animals, raising certain crops, etc.

SYN. see bonus.
bouquet (bo-ka'f boo-ka'), n. [Fr., a plume, nosegay,
older bosquet: OFr. boschet; see BOSKET], 1. a buncn of

flowers. 2. (boo-ka') aroma; fragrance, especially of a
wine or brandy, SYN. see scent.
Bour-bon (boor'ban), n. 1. the ruHng family of

France (1589-1793; 1814-1830); of Spain (1700-1808;
1814-1833; 1874-1931); of Naples (1735-1805; 1815-
1860); and of Parma (1748-1859). 2. a political and
social reactionary. 3. Reunion, a French island: the
former name.
bour-bon (boor'bon, burton), n. [< Bourbon County,
Kentucky, where it has been produced], a whisky made
from corn, sometimes with added rye or malt- adj.

designating, of, or made with such whisky.
Bourbon-ism (boor'bsn-iz'm), n. advocacy or support
of conservative government, like that of the Bourbons;
extreme political and social reaction.
bourdon (boor'd'n), n. [Fr. < LL. burdo; origin

echoic], 1. a bass stop on the organ, usually of the
sixteen-foot pipes. 2, the drone of a bagpipe.

bourg (boprg; Fr. boor), n. [Pr. < OHG. burg, town],
1. a medieval town or village, especially one near a
castle. 2. a market town.

bourgeois (boor-zhwa', boor'zhwa; Fr. boor'zhwaO. n.

[pi. BOURGEOIS], [Fr.; OFr. burgeis < bourg; see BOURG],
1. originally, a freeman of a medieval town. 2. a shop-
keeper. 3. a member of the bourgeoisie. 4. a person
with the characteristic traits or viewpoint of the bour-
geoisie. 5. pi. the bourgeoisie, adj. of or characteristic
of a bourgeois or the bourgeoisie; middle-class: used
variously to mean commonplace, conventional, respect-
able, thrifty, smug, greedy, etc.
bour geois (ber-jois'). n. [after a French type founder,
Bourgeois], & size of type, 9 point. TMs line IS in

bourgeois.
bour-geoise (boor-zhwaz'; Fr. boor'zhwazO, n. \pl.

BOURGEOISES (-zhwaz'; Fr. -zhwaz')], feminine of

bour-geoi-sie (boor'zhwa'ze'; Fr. boor'zhwa'ze'), n.

[construed as sing, or pL], [Fr. < bourgeois; see BOUR-

GEOIS], 1. the social class between the aristocracy or

very wealthy and the working class, or proletariat;
middle class. 2. in Marxist doctrine, capitalists as a

social class antithetical to the proletariat.

bour-geon (bur'jsn), n., v.t. & v.i. burgeon.

Bourges (boorzh), n. a city in central France: pop.,

51,000 (1946).

Bout-get, Paul (p$l boor'zha'), 1852-1935; French

poet, critic, and novelist.

Bour-gogne (boor'g&i'y'), n. Burgundy: French name.

bourn, bourne (b6"rn, born, boom), n, [ME. burne; AS.
burne, burna, a stream], a brook or stream: also burn.

bourn, bourne (bdrn, born, boom), n. [Fr. borne: OFr.

bonne, bodne; LL. bodina, bonna, boundary, limit], 1. a

goal: objective. 2. [Poetic], loosely, a domain. 3.

[ArchaicJ, a limit; boundary.
Bourne-moutb (b6rn'moth, born'msth, boorn'msth),
n. a resort city in England, on the English Channel:

pop., 122,000.

Jbour-ree (boo'ra'), n. [Pr. < fcowmV, to beat wings,

whir; OFr. burir, to dart forth < QHG. dial, burjan],

1. a lively French or Spanish dance similar to a gavotte.
2. music for this dance or in a similar rapid tempo.
bourse (boors), n. [Fr., a purse, exchange; OFr. borse;

LL. bursa, a purse, bag; Gr. bursa, a hide], 1. a central

place where merchants transact business
;_

stock ex-

change. 2. [B-], the stock exchange of Paris or any of

a number of other European cities.
m

bouse (booz, bouz), n. [ME. bous: MD. buset a drink,

cup], 1. any drink. 2. alcoholic liquor. 3. a dnnking
spree. 4. [Colloq.], bad liquor, v.t. & v.i. [BOUSED
(boozd, bouzd), BOUSING], [ME. bousen; MD. busen <
the n. or < MHG. bus, bloating fullness], to drink;
carouse. Also spelled bowse. See booze.

bouse (bous, bouz), v.t. & v.i. [BOUSED (bousd, bouzd),

BOUSING], [< D.; see BOOST], in nautical usage, to pull

up by means of a tackle; hoist.

bou-stro-phe-don (boo'stra-fe'd'n), n. [Gr. boustrophe-
don

t lit., turning like oxen in plowing < bous, ox 4-

strephein, to turn], an ancient form of writing in which
the lines run, as in plowing, alternately left to right

and right to left. .

bous-y (booz'i, bouz'i), adj. [see BOUSE (drink)], drunk.

bout (bout), n. [for earlier bought, apparently a pp. form
of ME. bowen, AS. bugan, to bend, but prob. suggested

by LG. bucht; meaning influenced by "bout < about],

1. a going ana coming back again, as across a field in

plowing; turn. 2. a struggle; contest or match: as, a

boxing bout. 3. a period of time spent in some activity;

spell or term: as, a bout of floor scrubbing.

bou-ton*niere, bou-toti-niSre (boo't'n-yer), n. [Fr.

boutonniere, a buttonhole], a flower or flowers worn m
the buttonhole, as of a lapel.

bo-vld (bo'vid), adj. [< L. Bovidae, name of the family
< bos, bovis, ox], of the ox family of ruminants, having,

characteristically, a pair of hollow, unbranched horns,

and including cattle, sheep, goats, antelopes, etc.

bo-vine (bo'vm, bo'vin), adj. [LL. bovinus < L. bos,

bovis, ox], 1. of an ox; of a cow. 2. oxlike or cowlike;

hence, 3. slow, patient, stupid, stolid, etc. n. an ox,

cow, or similar animal.
bow (bou), v.i. [ME. &ott>w, bouwen; AS. &#<w, to

bend; akin to G. biegen: IE. base *bheugh-, to bend: the

n. is 17th c.j, 1. [Dial.], to bend; stoop. 2. to bend the

head or body in respect, agreement, recognition, etc.

3. to yield or submit, as to authority. 4. to express

assent, greeting, etc. by bowing, v.t. 1. [Dial.], to

bend. 2. to bend (the head or body) in respect, agree-

ment, recognition, etc. 3. to indicate (agreement,
thanks, etc.) by bowing. 4. to weigh down ; overwhelm ;

crush (often with down) : as, the load bowed him down.
n. a bending of the head or body, as in greeting, etc.

bow and scrape, to be too polite and ingratiating.
make one's bow, 1. to make a formal entrance.

2. to retire formally, as from the stage or public life.

take a bow, to acknowledge an introduction, applause,
etc,

bow (bo), n. [ME. bowe, boge; AS. boga < bugan; see

BOW (to bend)], I. anything
curved or bent, as a rainbow, ox-

bow, etc. 2. a curve; bend. 3. a
device for shooting arrows: it is

a flexible, curved strip of wood,
metal, etc. with a cord connecting
the two ends. 4. pi. bowmen;
archers. 5. a slender stick, origi-
nally curved, strung along its

length with horsehairs and
(
drawn

across the strings of a violin, etc.

to play it. 6. a bowknot. ad/.
bow-shaped: curved; bent. v.t. &
v.i. 1. to bend or curve in the

shape of a bow. 2. in music, to

play (a violin, etc.) with a bow. Bow AWD ABHOW
bow (bou), n. [16th c. < LG. or

BOW AND ******



bow compass 173 box
ScandL; cf. LG. bug t D. boegt Sw. bog, shoulder, shoul-
ders of a ship, bows; tilt. < same base as bough], 1. the
front part of a ship, boat, or airship; prow. 2. the
oarsman nearest the bow. adj. of or near the bow;
fore: opposed to stern.

bows on, head first.

bows under, making difficult progress; overwhelmed.
bow compass (bo), a pair of drawing compasses whose
legs are joined by a flexible steel band instead of a
hinge, the angle between being adjusted by a screw.
Bow-ditch, Nathaniel (bou'dich), 1773-1838; Ameri-
can navigator, mathematician, and astronomer.
bowd-ler-ize (boud'lgr-Iz'). v.t. [BOWDLERIZED (-izd')
BOWDLERIZING], [after Dr. Thomas Bawdier, who in

1818 published an expurgated edition of Shakespeare],
to remove supposedly offensive passages from (a book,
etc.) ; expurgate.
bow-el (bou'sl, boul), n. [ME. boucl, boel; OFr, boel,

buele; LL. botellus, intestine; L. botellus, dim. of botulus,

sausage], 1. an intestine, especially of a human being;
gut; entrail. 2. pi. the interior or inner part: as, the
bowels of the mountain. 3. pi. [Archaic], the inside of

the body, regarded as the source of pity, tenderness,
etc.; hence, tender emotions. v.L [BOWELED or BOW-
ELLED (-Qld, bould), BOWELING Or BOWELLING], to dis-

embowel.
move one's bowels, to pass waste matter from the

large intestine; defecate.
bowel movement, 1. the passing of waste matter from
the large intestine, 2. the waste matter thus passed;
feces.

bow-er (bou'eY), n. [ME. boure; AS. bur, room, hut,
dwelling (cf. ouan, to dwell, stay, live); akin to G.
bauer, bird cage; IE. base *bheu~, to grow, be, live, as
also in L. fui, to be; cf. FUTURE], 1. a place enclosed
by overhanging boughs of trees; shaded retreat. 2.

[Poetic], a cottage; rural residence or abode. 3.

[Archaic], a bedchamber; boudoir, v.t. to form into a
bower; enclose with boughs, etc.

bow-er (bou'eY), n. [G. bauer, peasant: so called from
the figure sometimes used as the jack in a deck of

cards], either of the two highest cards in certain games:
the jack of trumps (right bower) or the jack of the other
suit having the same color as the trump (left bower) : if

a joker is used, it is called the best bower.

bow*er (bou'er), n. [< bow (prow)], the heaviest anchor
of a ship, normally carried at the bow.
bow-er-bird (bou'er-burd

7

)* n. any of certain Australian
birds related to the crow: the male builds a bower or

decorates a piece of ground to^attract the female.

boW'Cr-y (Dou'eY-i) , adj. 1. like a bower; leafy and
shady. 2. full of bowers.
bow-er-y (bou'er-i), n. [pi. BOWERIES (-iz)], [D. bou-

werij, farm < bouer, farmer], 1. a farm or plantation
of an early Dutch settler of New

m
York. 2. [B-], a

street in New York City, or the district around this

street, characterized by cheap hotels, saloons, etc.

bow-fin (bo'fin'), n. a fresh-water fish with a rounded
tail fin and a long, narrow fin on its back; mudfish.
bow hand (b5), 1. the hand that holds the bow in

archery, usually the left hand. 2. the hand that
holds the bow of a violin, etc. in playing, usually the

right hand.
bow-head (bo'hed'), n. a kind of whale with a very
large, arched head that yields whalebone; right whale.
bow-ie knife (bo'i, b5o'i), [after Colonel James Bowie
(d. 1836), its inventor], a
steel hunting knife about
fifteen inches long, with a

single edge: it is usually
carried in a sheath, nnwnr ITMTWW *"

bow-ing (bo'irj),
n. the

BOWIK KNIFE

manner or technique of using the bow in playing a
violin, etc.

bow-knot (bo'nof, bo'not')* n- a knot having either

one loop and one end or two loops and two ends: it is

untied by pulling the end or ends: see knot, illus.
'

(bol), n. [ME. bolle: AS. bolla; akin to G. bolle;*
'J,i i _T _ it

'
i ;_^_j._. __^ *_^3 _j i
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IE. base *bhel-, to swell out, inflate; sp. influenced, by
bowl (ball) ] , 1 . a hollow, rounded, cujp-shaped container
or dish, open at the top. 2. a large drinking cup ; hence,
3. any intoxicating drink. 4. convivial drinking. 5. a
thing or part Uke a bowl: as, the bowl of a spoon. 6. an
amphitheater; stadium. 7. the capacity or contents
of a bowl.
bowl (bol), n. [ME, bowlet boule; OFr. boule; L. bulla,

a bubble, stud], 1, a heavy ball rolled on a level surface

in bowling, especially that used in the game of bowls.

2. a turn or delivery of the baU in bowling or bowls.
3. a roller, drum, or wheel, as in some machines. v.i.

1. to participate in bowling; play the game of bowls.
2. to throw a bowl, usually underhand, so as to mak:e
it roll. 3. to move swiftly and smoothly (usually with

along) : as, the car bowled steadily along. 4. in cricket,

to deliver a ball tp the batsman, v.t. 1. to throw so

as to make roll; roll. 2. to cause to move along swiftly
and smoothly, as on wheels. 3. in cricket, to put out (a
batsman) by bowling the bails off the wicket (with out).
bowl over, 1. to knock over with something rolled;
hence. 2. [CoUoq.], to astonish and confuse; stagger.

bowl der (bol'dSr), n. a boulder.

bow-leg (bo^legO. n. 1. a leg with outward curvature.
2. the condition or degree ofsuch curvature.

bow-leg-ged (boleg'id, bolegd'), adj. having bowlegs.
bowl-er (bol'e'r), n. a person who bowls.
bowl-er (bol'e'r), n. [< bowl (ball), because of its shape],
[British], a derby hat.

bow-line (bolin, bolin')* n. [ME. boweline, louline;
prob. < ON. boglina; see BOW (prow of a ship) &
LINE], 1. a rope running forward from the middle of a
square sail's weather edge to the bow, used to keep the
sail taut when the ship is sailing into the wind. 2. a
bowline knot.
on a bowline, with sails set so as to go as nearly
against the wind as possible; close-hauled.

bowline knot, a knot used to tie off a loop: see knot,
illus.

bowl-ing (bolirj), n. 1. a game in which a heavy ball
is bowled along a wooden lane (bowling alley) in an
attempt to knock over ten wooden pins set upright at
the far end; tenpins. 2. the game of bowls. 3. the
playing of either of these games, adj. of or for bowling.
bowling alley, 1. a long, narrow, enclosed wooden lane
used in bowling: the player rolls a ball down it so as to
knock down the pins placed upright at the far end.
2. often pi. a building for bowling.

bowling green, a smooth, level lawn for playing the
game of bowls.
bowls (bolz), n. 1. an old game played on a smooth
lawn (bowling green) with a weighted wooden ball

(bowl) which is rolled in an attempt to make it stop
near another, stationary ball (jack). 2. ninepins or
tenpins. 3. skittles.

bow-man (bo'msn), n. [pi. BOWMEN (-man)], a man
armed with bow and arrows; archer.
bow-man (bou'msn), n. [pi. BOWMEN (-man)], the
oarsman nearest the bow of a boat.

bown, bowne (boun), v.t. & v.i. to boun,
bow pen (bo), a bow compass equipped with a pen.
bow-pot (bou'pof) , n. a boughpot.
bowse (booz, bouz), n., v.t. & vJ. [BOWSED (boozd,
bouzd), BOWSING], bouse (drink).
bow-shot (bo'shot'). n. the distance that an arrow can
travel when shot from a bow.
bow-sprit (bou'sprif, bo'sprit'). n. [ME, bouspret;
prob. < D. boegspriet; boeg, bow of a ship 4- fprfat,

sprit], a large, tapered pole or plank extending forward
from the bow of a sailing vessel: the foremost stays are
fastened to it.

bow-string (bo'strirj'), n. 1. a cord stretched from one
end of a bow to the other, which the archer pulls back
to get the tension needed for shooting the arrow. 2.

any strong, light cord, v.t. to strangle with a bowstring ;

garrote.
bowstring hemp, any of a group of plants of the lily

family, with stiff, thick leaves that yield a fiber used
in making bowstrings.
bow tie (bo), a necktie tied in a small bowknot.
bow window (bo), a bay window built in a curve.

bow-wow (bou'wou') n. [echoic], a sound imitating a

dog's bark. v.t. to make this sound; bark.

bow-yer (bo'yer), n. [bow (the weapon) + -yer], 1. a

person wno makes or deals in bows. 2. [Rare], a bow-
man.
box (boks), n. [ME. & AS., small lidded receptacle; ML.
buxis; LL. founts; Gr. pyxis, box of boxwood < pyxos,
boxwood], 1. any of many kinds of containers, usually
with lids, and of various sizes, shapes, and materials;

1

case; carton. 2. the contents or capacity of a box. 3. a

gift, especially a Christmas present, in a box. 4. for-

merly, the tool box on a coach^ or carriage, on which
the driver sat; hence, 5. the driver's seat in a vehicle.

6. a boxlike thing. 7. a small, enclosed group of seats,

as in a theater, stadium, etc. 8. a small booth or

shelter for men on outdoor duty. 9. a small country
house used by sportsmen; as, a grouse box. 10, a
horse stall. 11. a space or section tor a certain person
or group: as, a press box, jury 60*. 12. a short, news-

paper article enclosed in borders. 13. in baseball, a)

the place where a player must stand while at bat. b)

the place where the pitcher stands. 14, in mechanics,
a protective casing for a part: as, a journal box. Ab-
breviated bx. v.t. 1. to provide with a box. 2. to

put into a box, etc., as for stprage or shipment. 3. to
boxhaul. adj. 1. shaped or made like a box. 2.

packaged in a box.
box in, 1. to box up. 2. to block (another racer) so
as to prevent him from getting ahead.
box the compass, 1. to name the thirty-two points
of the compass in order; from the fact that compasses



box
were kept in boxes. 2. to make a complete circuit,

returning to the starting point.
box up, to keep in; surround or confine.

174
bracer

jspecially on the ....

strike with the hand or fist; cuff, especially on the ear,

2. to fight by boxing with. vd. 1. to fight with the
fists. 2. to be a boxer.
box (boks), n. [ME. & AS.; L. buxus; Gr. pyxos] t 1. any
of a number of related evergreen shrubs or small trees

with small, leathery leaves and inconspicuous flowers.

2. the hard, close-grained wood of this plant.

box-ber-ry (boks'ber'i, boks'ber-i), n. {pi. BOXBERRIES
(-xz)J, 1. a creeping evergreen plant with small flowers

and red fruit; wintergreen. 2. a trailing plant with

pinkish-white flowers and red berries; partridgeberry.
box calf, a tyjpe of tanned calf leather characterized by
square marIcings.
box camera, a relatively inexpensive camera shaped
like a box and having a fixed focus and, generally, a
single shutter speed.
box-car (boks'kar'), n. 1. a fully enclosed railroad

freight car. 2. pi. [Slang], in dice, a throw of twelve.
box coat. 1. a type of heavy overcoat, formerly worn
by coachmen. 2. an

^
outer coat that fits somewhat

loosely and hangs straight from the shoulders.
box elder, a kind of maple tree that grows rapidly and
drops its leaves early.

Box-er (bok'sSr), n. [< box (a blow); Eng. transL of

Chin, phrase I-He-Chuan, *'righteous-umtmg-band,"
misunderstood as "righteous-uniting-fists"], a member
of a Chinese society that led an unsuccessful uprising
(the Boxer Rebellion, 1900) against foreign powers and
foreigners in China, as a result of which China was
forced to make economic and territorial concessions.
box-er (bok'ser), n. [< box (a blow)], 1. a man who
boxes; pugilist ; prize fighter. 2. any of a breed of

medium-sized dog with a sturdy body and a smooth
fawn or brindle coat: it is related to the bulldog.

box-ful fboks'fsl), n. the contents or capacity of a box.
box-haul (boks'hSi'), v.t. 1. to change (the course of

a ship) by veering around sharply instead of tacking
normally; tack by sternway. 2. to haul (the yards) so
as to meet slight shifts in wind direction.

box-ing (bok'sirj), n. [< box (to hit)], the art, science,
or occupation of

^ fighting with the fists, especially in

special padded mittens.

box-ing (bok'sin), n. 1. the act or process of packing
a box or boxes. 2. a boxlike covering or casing. 3.

material used for boxes.

Boxing Day, in England, the first weekday after

Christmas, a legal holiday marked by the presentation
of Christmas boxes to employees, postmen, etc.

boxing gloves, padded leather mittens worn for boxing.
box kite, a kite with an oblong, box-shaped framework,
covered with paper or fabric except at the ends and the
middle.
box office, a place where admission tickets are sold, as
in a theater: abbreviated b.o.

good box office, [Slang], having appeal for the audi-

ence; likely to be popular.
box pleat (or plait), a double pleat with the under
edges folded toward each other,
box score, a statistical summary of a baseball game,
showing the number of hits, runs, errors, etc.: it is

printed in boxlike form.
box seat, a seat in a box at a theater, stadium, etc.
box spring, a bedspring^ consisting of a boxlike, cloth-
enclosed frame containing rows of coil springs.
box stall, a large, enclosed, more or less square stall,
as for a horse or cow.
box-thorn (boks'th6rn') n. any of a group of shrubs of
the nightshade family, with small, inconspicuous flow-
ers and red or orange-red berries.

box-wood (boks'wood'). n. 1. the hard, close-grained
wood of the box shrub or tree, used in fine woodwork.
2. the plant.
boy (boi), n. [ME. boie; akin to & prob. < East Fris.

boi], 1. a male child from birth to the age of physical
maturity; lad; youth. 1. any man; fellow: familiar
term. 3. a male domestic worker or servant: term
applied especially by Caucasians to native workers in
India, Africa, etc. 4. a bellboy, messenger boy, etc.
5. [Collocj.], a son: as, he's my boy. inter/. [Slang], an
exclamation of pleasure, surprise, etc.: often oh, boy!

bo-yar (bd-yar', boi'Sr), n. (Russ. boyarin, pi, boyare,
grandee], 1. a member of the privileged aristocracy in
Czarist Russia, ranking just below the ruling princes:
the rank was abolished by Peter I. 2. formerly, a
member of the privileged aristocracy in Romania.
bo-yard (bd-yard', boi'Srd), n. a boyar.
boy-cott (boi'kot'). v.t. [after Captain Boycott, land
agent ostracized by his neighbors during the Land
League agitation in Ireland in 1 880], 1 . to join together
in refusing to deal with, so as to punish, cause to do
something, etc. 2. to refuse to buy, sell, or use: as,
they boycotted the newspaper, n. a boycotting,
Boyd (boid), [Celt., yellow], a masculine name.

boy friend, [Colloq.], a boy^ or man who is a friend,

escort, or sweetheart of a girl or woman.
boy-hood (boi'hood), n. [see -HOOD], 1. the time or
state of being a boy. 2. boys collectively.

boy-ish (boi'ish), adj. of, fit for, like, or characteristic

of a boy or boyhood..
Boyle, Robert (boil), 1627-1691; English physicist and
chemist; first to distinguish between chemical elements
and compounds. _*%.
Boyne (boin), n. a river in eastern Ireland: length, 70 mi. :

site of a battle (1690) in which William III of England
defeated James II, who had been deposed.

boy scout, 1. a member of the Boy Scouts. 2. [Slang],
a man regarded as being very naive or idealistic: dis-

paraging term.

Boy Scouts, a world-wide boys' organization that

stresses outdoor life and service to others: founded in

England, 1908, by Sir Robert S. S. Baden-Powell.

boy-sen-ber-ry (boi's'n-ber'i, boi'z'n-ber'i), n. [pi.

BOYSENBERRIES (-&)] [after Rudolph Boysen, Am.
horticulturist who developed it], a berry, dark red or

almost black when ripe, resulting from crossing varie-

ties of raspberry, loganberry, and blackberry.
Boz (boz), see Dickens, Charles.

Boz-za-ris, Mar-kos (mar'kSs b$t-sa'ris), 1788?-1823;
Greek soldier and patriot.

bp., 1. birthplace: also bpL 2. bishop.

B.P., [L.], 1. Baccalaureus Pharmaciqe, Bachelor of

Pharmacy. 2. Baccalaureus Philosophiae, Bachelor of

b.p., B/P, *1. bill of parcels. 2. bills payable.

b.p., 1. below proof. 2. boiling point.

B.P.D.P.A., Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators, and
Paperhangers of America: an A.P. of L. labor union.

B.PJL, Bachelor of Physical Education.
B picture, [Slang], a motion picture made quickly and

fi!pSS.TBenevolent and Protective Order of Elks.

Br, in chemistry, bromine.

Br., 1, Breton. 2. Britain. 3. British.

br., 1. branch. 2. brig. 3. bronze. 4. brother.

bar., B/R, bills receivable.
bra (bra), n. [< brassiere], a brassiere.

Bra-bant (bra-bant', bra'bsnt), n. 1. a region in the
southern Netherlands and northern Belgium: formerly
a duchy of the Netherlands. 2. a province of central

Belgium: capital, Brussels.
brabble (brab'l), v.i. [BRABBLED (-'Id), BRABBLING],
[? < D. brabbelen, to stammer], [Dial.], to quarrel noisily
over trifles; squabble, n. quarrelsome chatter.

brace (bras), v.L [BRACED (brast). BRACING], [ME.
bracen; OFr. bracer, to brace, embrace < L. brachia, pi.
of brachium, an arm], 1. to tie or bind on firmly. 2. to

tighten, especially by stretching. 3. to strengthen or
make firm by supporting the weight of, resisting the

pressure of, etc. ; prop up. 4. to equip with braces.
5. to make ready for an impact, shock, etc. 6. to give
vigor or energy to; stimulate; invigorate. 7. [Slang],
to ask a loan from, n, [OFr. brace, armful, fathom
< L. brachia], 1. two of a kind; a couple; pair, 2,

a device that keeps something firmly in place; thing
that clasps or connects; fastener. 3. pi. [British], sus-

penders. 4. a device for setting up or maintaining ten-

sion, as a guy wire. 5. either of the signs { } , used to
connect or enclose words, lines, or staves of music.
6. a device, as a beam, used to strengthen by supporting
the weight of, resisting the strain or pressure of, etc.;

prop. 7. a) any of various splints or devices for sup-
porting a weak or deformed part of the body. 6) a
dental device consisting of a wire arrangement worn on
the teeth to f9rce irregularly aligned teeth to grow into

proper occlusion. 8. a tool for holding and rotating a
drilling bit. SYN. see pair.
brace up, [Colloq.], to brace oneself; call forth one's

courage, resolution, etc.

brace (bras), n. [Fr. bras (de vergue), brace (of a yard)
< L. brachium, an arm], in nautical usage, a rope passed
through a block at the end of a yard, by which the
yard is swung from the deck.
brace and bit, a tool for boring, consisting of a remov-
able drill (bit) in a ro-

tating handle (brace).
brace-let (braslit), n.

[Fr., dim. of OFr. bra?
eel, brachel < L. brqchi-
ale, armlet < brachium,
an arm], 1. an orna-
mental band or chain
worn about the wrist
or arm. 2. [Colloq.], a
handcuff.

brac-er (bris'Sr), n
[ME.; OFr. brasseure
< brasse, arms < L.
brachia, pL of bracht-
urn, an arm], a protec-
tive band worn about
the wrist or arm in
archery or fencing.

BRACE AND BIT



bracer braid

brac-er (bras'Sr), n. t. a person or thing that braces.

2 [Slang], a drink taken as a stimulant.

brach (orach), n. [ME. & OFr. brache; OHG. braccho,

bracco, dog that hunts by scent], [Archaic], a female

houndj bitch.

brach-et (brach'it), n. [OFr., dim. of brache] t a brach.

bra-chi- (bra'ki, brak'i), brachio-.

bra-chi-al (bra'ki-al, brak'i-gl), adj. [L. brachialis <
2. armlike. 3. ofbrachium, an arm], 1. of the arm.

an armlike part.
bra*chi-al-gi-a (bra'ki~al'ji-3, brak'i-al'ji-o), n. [brachi-

4 algia], pain in the arm or arms.

bra-chi-ate (bra'ki-it, brak'i-it), adj. [brachi- + -ate],

having pairs of opposite branches arranged alternately
on the stem or trunk, as in the maple.

bra-chi-o- (bra'ki-o, brak'i-o), [< L. brachtum; Or.

brachion, an arm], a combining form meaning arm,
connected with an arm or the arms, as in brachiopod: also

brachi-.
bra-chi-o-pod (bra'ki-a-pod', brak'i-o-pod'), n. [brachio-

+ -pod], any of a number of related small, soft-bodied

sea animals with upper and lower shells and two arm-
like parts, one on each side of the mouth.
bra-chi-um (bra'ki-om, brak'i-sm), n. [pi. BRACHIA

(-9)], [L.J, 1. the part of the arm that extends from
shoulder to elbow. 2. in biology, any armlike part or

process. 3. in zoology, a limb corresponding to the

human arm.
bra-cjiy- (brak'i), [< Gr. brachys, short], a combining
form meaning snort, as in brachycephalic.

brach-y-ce-phaMc (brak'i-sa-fal'ik), adj. [brachy- 4-

-cephalic], liaving a relatively short or broad skull:

having a skull whose width is 80 per cent or more of

its length: opposed to dolichocephalic: see also cephalic
index* ^
brach-y-ccph'S-lous (brak'i-sef'o-bs), adj. brachy-
cephalic.

brachy-ceph-a-ly (brak'i-sef's-li), n. the condition of

beincr bracnycepnalic.
bracty-dac-tyRc (brak'i-dak-til'ik), adj. [brachy- +
dactyl 4- -ic], having abnormally short fingers or toes.

bra-chyi-o-gy (bra-kil's-ji), n. [brachy- + -logy], 1.

conciseness of speech; brevity. 2. [pi. BRACHYLOGIES

(-jiz)], an abridged expression.
* ^.y.u-ran (brak'i-yoor'sn), adj. [< brachy-
~oura, a tail], designating or of any of a group of crus-

taceans having five pairs of legs, stalked eyes, and a
short tail, and comprising the common crabs, n. a

brachyuran crustacean; crab.

brach-y-u-rous (brak'i-yoor'ss), adj. brachyuran.
brae-ing (bras'irj), adj. [ppr. of brace), invigorating;
stimulating; refreshing, n. 1. a device that braces.

2 braces; suspenders.
brack-en (brak'an), n. [ME. broken < ON; cf. Sw.
brqkan, Dan. bregne, fern], 1. any of a number of large,
coarse ferns, as the brake. 2. a growth of such ferns.

bracket (brak'it), n. [earlier bragget < Fr. braguette,

dim. of brague, kind of mor-
tise < L. brace, sing, of

bracae, breeches < Gallic

braca, pants], 1. a support
projecting from a wall, etc.

2. any angle-shaped support,
especially one in the form of

a right triangle. 3. a wall
shelf or shelves held up by BRACKETS
brackets. 4. a gas or electric

.

wall fixture. 5. either of the signs [ ], used to.enclose
a word, figure, etc., often so as to show that it is in-

serted: abbreviated bkt. 6. a list or group contained

within brackets or braces; hence, 7. a classification:

as, there are several income brackets. 8. in military

usage, the interval between the ranges of two rounds of

artillery fire, one over and the other short of the target,

used to find the correct range, v.t. 1. to provide or

support with brackets. 2. to enclose withm or mark
with brackets. 3. to group or classify together. 4. m
military usage, to fire both beyond and short of (a

target) so as to find the correct range.
brack et ing (brak'it-irj), n. 1. a series of brackets.

2. the use of brackets.
brack-ish (brak'ish), adj. [earlier Scot, brack < Mp.
brae, brack; -f -4sh; cf. MD. brackwater], 1. mixed
with salt; briny; hence, 2. distasteful; nauseous,

^

bract (brakt), n. [I>. bractea, thiti metal plate], a mod-
ified leaf, usually small and scalelike, sometimes, large
and. brightly colored, growing at the fcase of a flower or

on its stalk.
brae te al (brakf

ti~al), adj. of, or having the wa$W of.

a bract.
brae te ate (brak'tHt), adj. having bracts.
brac-te o late (brak'ti^lSt') ,.<*<*/. having bfactkts.
brac-te-ole (brak'ti-ol'), n. a bracelet.
bract-let (foakt'Ht), n. a small or secondary
the base of a flower.

at

brad (brad), n. [ME. brad, brod; ON. broddr, a spike], a
thin wire nail with a small or off-center head.
brad-awl (brad'61'). *. a straight awl with a chisel edge,
used for making holes to put brads into.

brad ded (brad 'id), adj. fastened with brads.

Brad-dock, Edward (brad'ak), 1695-1755; commander
of British forces in the French and Indian War.
Brad-ford (brad'fSrd), n. 1. a city in Yorkshire,
northern England: pop., 279,000 (est. 1947). 2. a city
in northern Pennsylvania: pop., 17,000.

Brad-ford, Gamaliel (brad'flrd), 1863-1932 ; American
essayist and biographer.
Bradford, William, 1590-1657; second governor of

Plymouth Colony.
Brad-ley, Omar Nelson (bradli), 1893- ; American

Brad-street, Anne (brad'stref), 1612P-1672; American
colonial poet.

brad-y- (brad'i), [< Gr. bradys, slow], a combining form
meaning slow, delayed, tardy, as in bradycardia.

Bra-dy, Mat-hew B. (math's bra'di), 1S23P-1896;
American photographer, best known for his photo-
graphs of Lincoln and the Civil War.

brad-y-car-di-a (brad'i-kar'di-a), n* [< brady- + Gr.

kardia, heart], abnormally slow beating of the heart.

brae (bra), n.JME. bra, bro; ON. bra, eyelid, brow, river

bank), [Scot.], a sloping bank; hillside.

brag (brag), v.t. & v.i. [BRAGGED (bragd), BRAGGING],
[ME. braggen; prob. < OFr. braguer, to flaunt, brag; ?

< source of bray], to boast, n. 1. a boast; boasting.
2. a person or thing boasted of. 3. a boaster; braggart.
4. an old card game, much like poker, adj. [Archaic],
1. spirited. 2. worthy of a boast. SYN. see boast.

Bra-ge (bra'gs), n. Bragi.
Bragg, Brax ton (braks'ten brag), 1817-1876; Con-
federate general; military adviser of Jefferson Davis.

Bragg, Sir William Henry, 1862-1942; British physi-
cist; received Nobel prize in physics, 1915.

Bragg, William Lawrence, 1890- ; son of William
Henry; British physicist; shared Nobel prize with his

father, 1915.

brag-ga do ci-o (brag's-do'shi-oO. n. \pl. BRAGGADOCIOS
(-ozOJ, [brag + It. ending; coined by Spenser], 1. a

braggart. 2. noisy boasting or bragging.
brag-gart (brag'grt), n. [Fr, bragard < OFr. braguer;
see BRAG], an offensively boastful person, adj. brag-
ging; boastful.

brag-ger (brag'gr), n. a person who brags.

Bra-gl (bra'ge), n. in Norse mythology, the god of poetry
and eloquence, son of Odin and Fngga.
Bra-he, Ty-cho (tii'ko bra'a), 1546-1601; Danish
astronomer.
Bran-ma (bra'mo), n. [Hind. < Sans, brahman, wor-

ship, prayer], in Hindu theology, 1, the supreme and
eternal essence or spirit of the universe. 2. tne chief

member of the trinity (Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva) : he
is regarded as the creator of the universe. 3. a breed
of domestic cattle developed from the zebu of India and
having a large hump over the shoulders: also Brahman.
Brah ma, bran-ma (bra'ms, bra'ma), n. [< Brahma-
putra], any of an Asiatic breed of large domestic fowls

with feathered legs and smaH tail and wings.
Bran-man (bra'msn), n. \fl* BRAHMANS (-manz)],

[Hind. < Sans, brahmana < brahman, wprshio, prayer],
a member of the priestly Hindu caste, which is the

highest, adj. Brahmanic.
Brah-ma-ni, Brah-ma-nee (bra'mo-ne'). n. a woman
of the Brahman caste,

Brah-man-ic (bra-man'ik), adj. of Brahmans or

Brahmanism .

Brah man leal (bra-man'irk'l), adj. Brahmanic.
Brah-man-ism (bra'men-iz'm), n. 1. the religious

doctrines and system of the Brahmans. 2. the Hindu
caste system. . _. . .

Brah-ma-pu-tra (bra'ms-pop'tro), n. a nver flowing
through Tibet and India into the Bay of Bengal:
length, 1,700 mi.
Brah-min (bra'min), n. i. a Brahman. 2. a cultured

person from a long-established upper-class family,

especially one regarded as haughty or conservative.
Brah-min-ic (bra-min'ik), adj. of or characteristic of a

Brahmin or Brahmins.
Brah-min-i cal (bra-min'i-k'l), adj, Brahminic.
Brah-min ism ODra'niinTiz'rii)* n. 1. Brahmanism. 2.

the characteristic spirit, attitu<fe, etc. of Bratoins.
Brahms, Jo han nes (yo^Jia'nas bramz'; O. bramsO.
^833-1897; German composer.

frrafd (brad), v.t. [M, breidm, bvafden; AS- bregdan,

tp more quicWy Jr^ pi41 twist
\
see UPBRAIP], I, to

intefweave tlureg or rnor^ s^rand qf (hafrt straw, etc.)

2. to tie up (thQ lir) m a |i%QH 9? tjandl. 3. tp trim
or biri(| with ]praid^ /! 1* a bang, or strip formed by
braiding. 2. a strip Q| Raided hair. 3. a- woven band
of cloth, tape, ribbon, etat, used to bind or decorate

clothing. 4. a ribbon or fyaaxl fpr tying up the hair.

fat, ft , bt-, c&fj ten, even, hfire, ovgr, is, bite; lot, go, hdm, MM, look; oil, owt-
t

rnea; zh, Mistire; H^ ring; for a in ago,, e in acent, i in sanity, o in comply, * i

coeur; 7^. feu; Fr. mon; ft, Fr. coq; ti, Fr. due; Hf G. |<&j kh. G. 4och. Se pp. x-:

?, Qse,
'ocm; as
. t foreign;

r; get; joy; yet; chin;
3 ia able (S'b'l) ;

- *
hypothetical;
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brandish.

braid-ing (brSdlrj), n. 1. braids collectively. 2. trim-

BRAIN OF MAN

OFr. braid, brayd, a cincture belt

for trousers < braie; L. braca, plbracae, breeches], one

of the ropes used to gather in sails before furling, v.t.

to haul in with brails (usually with up). m

Br&-Ha (bra-ela), n. a city in eastern Romania, on tne

Danube: pop., 97,000 (est. 1945). .

Braille, braille (bral), n.. [after Louis Braille], 1. a

system of printing and writing for the blind, in which

letters, numerals, and punctuation are made ot raised

dots distinguishable by the fingers. 2. the characters

used in this system, v.t. [BRAILLED (braid) , BRAILLINGJ,

to orint or write in such characters.

Braille, Louis (bral; Fr. bra'y'), 1809-1852; Frenchman
who invented Braille in 1829.

. .

brain (bran), n. [ME.; AS. braegen, bregn; akin to OFns.

brein, MLG. bregen; IE.

base *mreghno~, skull], 1.

the mass of nerve tissue

in the cranium ^of ^verte-
brate animals: it is the

CEREBRUM-]
main part of the nervous 4

system, and is made up CEREBELLUM A

of gray matter (the outer
cortex of nerve cells) and
white matter (the inner
mass of nerve fibers); the
human brain comprises
the cerebrum, the cerebel-

lum, the pons, and the
medulla oblongata. 2. a corresponding organ in

invertebrate animals. 3. often pi. intelligence; mental
ability, v.t. to dash out the brains of.

beat one's brains, to try hard to remember, under-

stand, or solve something.
have on the braint to be obsessed by.

brain cell, any nerve cell of the brain.

brain child, [Colloq.], an idea, plan, etc. regarded as

produced by a person's mental labor.

brain fever, encephalitis.
brain-less (brands), acf/. 1. having no brain. 2.

foolish; stupid.
brain*pan (bran'pan'), n. the part of the skull con-

taining the brain; cranium.
brain-sick (bran'sik'), adj. having or caused by a men-
tal disorder.
brain storm, 1, a series of sudden, violent cerebral

disturbances. 2. [Colloq.], a sudden inspiration, idea,

or plan: humorous term.

brain-storni-ing (bran'stSrm'irj), n. the unrestrained

offering of ideas or suggestions by all members of a

group meeting as in a business planning conference.
brain trust, [Slang], a group of advisers with expert or

special knowledge: term
t
applied originally to the ad-

visers surrounding President Franklin D. Roosevelt

during his first administration.
brain-wash (bran'wdsh', bran'wash'), v-t. [journalese
(c. 1951) : < brain + wash], [Colloq.], to indoctrinate so

intensively and thoroughly as to effect a radical trans-

formation of beliefs and mental attitudes.

brain wave, 1. [Colloq.], a sudden inspiration; brain
storm. 2. in physiology, rhythmic electric impulses
given off by nerve centers in the brain and spinal cord

during sleep.

brain-y (bran'i), adj. [BRAINIER (-i-gr), BRAINIEST

(-i-ist)], [Colloq.], intelligent; mentally acute.

braise (braz), v.t. [BRAISED (brazd), BRAISING!, [Fr.
braiser < braise, live coals < Gmc. brasa, glowing
coals], to cook (meat) by browning in fat and then
simmering in a covered pan with a little liquid.
brake (brak), n. [ME.; prob. taken as sing, of bracken],
a large, coarse fern; bracken.
brake (brak), n. [ME. < MLG. brake or OD. braeke,
flax brake < breken t to break; senses 3-7 variously
influenced by OFr. brae, form of bras, an arm & Eng.
break, v.t.], 1. a device for beating or crushing flax or

hemp so that the fiber can be separated. 2. a device
for kneading dough. 3. a rack; former instrument of

torture. 4. a restraining frame for a horse's foot while
it is being shod. 5. a heavy harrow. 6. a handle ^or
lever on a machine: as, a pump brake. 7. any^device
for slowing or stopping tne motion of a vehicle or

machine, as by causing a block or band to press against
a moving part: many brakes are operated by com-

pressed air, hydraulic pressure, or electromagnetic
force, v.t. [BRAKED (brakt), BRAKING], 1. to breakup
(flax, clods of earth, etc.) into smaller pieces. 2. to
knead (dough, etc.). 3. to slow down or stop with or
as with a brake, v.i. 1. to operate a brake or brakes.
2. to be slowed down or stopped by a brake.
brake (brak), n. [prob. < MXG. brake, stumps, broken
branches; akin to breken, to break], a clump or area of

brushwood, briars, etc.: thicket.
brake (brakj, n. a break (carriage).
brake (brak), archaic past tense of break.
brake-age (brak'ij), n. 1. the action or application of
a brake. 2. braking capacity.
brake band, a band that serves as a braking force by

creating friction when applied to the drum of a brake,

as in an automobile.
brake drum, the metal cylinder, as on the hub of a

wheel, fto which the brake band is applied in braking.
brake horsepower, the actual horsepower of an engine,

measured by a brake attached to the driving shaft

and recorded on a dynamometer.
brake lining, a material woven of cotton, asbestos,

fine copper wire, etc. and fastened to the brake band
to create the friction necessary for braking.
brake-man (brak'man), n. [pi. BRAKEMEN (man)], an

operator of brakes or assistant to the conductor on a

railroad train. . , ,

brake shoe, a block curved to fit the shape of a wheel

and forced against it to act as a brake: see hydraulic

brake, illus. ,
.
,

brakes-man (braks'man), n. [pi. BRAKESMEN (-man)],

[British], a brakeman. ... *..., A 1*

Bra-man-te, Do-na-to d*A-gno-lo (d5-na't8 da'ny$-lo

bra-man'te), 1444-1514; Italian architect.

bram-ble (bram'b'l), n. [ME. brembel; AS. brasmbel,

earlier bramd < brom, broom; cf. G. brombeere, black-

berry; IE. base *bher~, point, sharp edge], 1. any of a

number of related shrubs of the rose family, as the

raspberry, dewberry, blackberry, etc.: they are usually

prickly. 2. any prickly shrub.

bram-bling (bram'blirj), n. [earlier bramUne; prob. <
ME. brame, bramble], a bright-colored finch found in

Europe and Asia.
,

bram-bly (bram'bli), adj. 1. full of or covered with

brambles. 2. like brambles; prickly.
Bran (bran), n. [? < Ir. bran, raven], 1. a mythical

king of Britain. 2. in Celtic mythology, a god of the

bran (bran),' n. [ME. bran, bren; OFr. bren], the skin or

husk of grains of wheat, rye, oats, etc. separated from

the flour, as by sifting. r<i

branch (branch, branch), n. [ME. branche; OFr.

branche, brance; LL. branca, a claw, paw],
^
1. any

woody extension growing from the trunk, main stem,

or bough of a tree, bush, or shrub, especially an offshoot

from a main limb; bough; limb; twig. 2. anything like

a branch; ramification. 3. a tributary stream running
out of or into a larger stream. 4. any stream smaller

than a creek; brook, rivulet, etc. 5. any part or exten-

sion coming out from a main body or system in a

branchlike way; offshoot. 6. a member, division, or

part of something: as, chemistry is a branch of learning.

7. a division of a family. 8. a separately located unit

of a business: as, a suburban branch of a department
store. Abbreviated br. v*i. 1. to put forth branches;

spread in or divide into branches; ramify. 2. to come
out from the trunk, stem, or main part as a branch.

v.t. 1. to separate into branches. 2. to embroider with

a pattern offlowers, foliage, etc.

branch off, 1. to separate into branches; fork. 2. to

go off in another direction; diverge.
branch out, 1. to put forth branches. 2. to extend

the scope of interests, activities, etc.

branchi-ae (brar/ki-e'), n.pl (sing.
BRANCHIA (-3)],

[L. t pi. of branchia,' Gr. bronchia, pi. of branchton, a

gill], in zoology, gills.

bran chi-al (brarj'ki-al), adj. of or like branchiae.

bran-chi-ate (brari'ki-it), adj. having branchiae.

bran-chl-o- (brarj'ki-a), [< Gr. branchia, gills], a com-

bining form meaning gills, as in branchiopod.

bran-chl*o-pod (brarj'ki-9-pod'), n. [branchio- 4- -pod],

any of a group of related crustaceans with many pairs

of flattened, leaflike limbs.

brand (brand), n. [ME.; AS. brand, brond, a flame,

torch, sword < biernan, brinnan, v.i., to burn; see

BURN], 1. a stick that is burning or partially burned.
2. a mark made on the skin with a hot iron, formerly
used to punish and identify criminals, now used on
cattle to show ownership. 3. the iron thus used. 4. a

mark of disgrace; stigma. 5, a mark or label of identi-

fication, grade, etc. on merchandise; trade-mark;
hence, 6. the kind or make of a commodity: as, a

brand of cigarettes. 7. a fungous disease of plants that
makes the leaves look burnt. 8. any fungus causing
this disease. 9. [Archaic & Poetic], a sword, v.t. 1. to

mark with or as with a brand. 2. to put a mark of

disgrace on; stigmatize.
Bran-deis, Louis Dem-bitz (dem'bits bran'dls), 1856-

1941; American jurist; associate justice, Supreme
Court (1916-1939).
Bran-den burg (bran'd9n4>&rg'; G. bran'otan-boorkh'),
n. La province of Prussia: formerly a kingdom: area,

15,072 sq. mi.; pop., 2,516,000 (1946); capital, Berlin.

2. a city west of Berlin: pop., 64,000.
Bran-des, Ge-orjJ Morris (gi-org' tnor'is bran'des),
(b.6!eorMon'w(^fe(w),1842-1927;Danishliterary critic.

brand goose, a brant.
bran-died (bran'did), adj. [pp. of brandy], t. treated
or flavored with brandy. 2. containing brandy.

bran-dish (bran'dish), v.t. [ME. brandischen; OFr.
brandir < OHG. brand, sword; cf. BRAjp], ,t|> wave or

shake menacingly, as a sword; flourish, n. a) menacing
shake or wave. ! "
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brand-ling (brandlin), n. [brand, w. + -ling], a small,
red or yellowish worm, used for fish bait.

brand-new (brand'noo', brand'nu'), adj. [orig., fresh
from the fire; see BRAND], 1. entirely new; recently
made; not secondhand. 2. loosely, recently acquired.
bran-dy (bran'di), n. [pi. BRANDIES

(-diz)], (earlier
brandywine, brandewinefD. brandewijn, lit., burnt wine:
so called from being distilled], 1. an alcoholic liquor
distilled from wine. 2. a sdmilar liquor distilled from
fruit juice, v.t. [BRANDIED (-did), BRANDYING], to
flavor, treat, or mix with brandy.
Bran-dy-wine (bran'di-wm'), n. a creek in southeastern
Pennsylvania and Delaware: site of a battle (1777) in
which the British under Howe defeated the Americans.
branks (brarjks), n.pl. [Norm.Fr. branques; OPr.
branches; see BRANCH], an iroa curb for the tongue, held
in place by a frame around the head: formerly used to

punish noisy, quarrelsome women.
bran-new (bran'noo', bran'nu'), adj. brand-new.
bran-ny (bran'i) , adj. of, like, or containing bran.
brant (brant), n. [pi. BRANTS (brants), BRANT; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [? < "brand, because of burnt color of
the bird], any of a number of related small, dark wild
geese of Europe and North America.
Brant, Joseph (brant), (born Thayendanegea), 1742-
1807; Mohawk Indian chief who served as an officer

with the British army in the American Revolution.
bran-tail (bran'tal'), n. [< brandtail], a small bird with
a red tail; European redstart.
brash (brash), adj. [orig., dial. & Scot.; prob. < break
-f dash, crash, rash, etc.], 1. brittle or fragile, as some
wood. 2. rash; too hasty. 3. insolent; impudent, n.
1. pyrosis, a temporary stomach disorder with acid
belching: usually water brash. 2. a sudden shower of
rain.

brash (brash), n. [Pr. brtche < OHG. brecha, fragment
< brehhan, to break], 1. broken pieces or fragments, as
of rock or ice. 2. the debris of hedge or tree pninings.

bra*sier (bra'zhSr), n. a brazier.
Bra-sil (bra-sel'), n. Brazil: Spanish and Portuguese
name.

bra-sil-e*in (bra-zil'i-in), n. brazilein.
bras-il-in (braz^l-in), n. brazilin.

Bra-sov (bra*sh6V), n. a city in central Romania:
pop., 85,000: Hungarian name, Brass6; German name,
Kronstadt.
brass (bras, bras), n. [pi. BRASSES (-iz); see PLURAL, n,
D, 3], [ME. bras; AS. brass, alloy of tin and copper,
bronze; prob. akin to Celt, brace; see BRASSAGE], 1. a
yellowish metal that is essentially an alloy of copper
and zinc. 2. pi. things made of brass, as ornaments,
implements, etc. 3. pi. brass-wind musical instruments.
4. an inscribed plate of brass. 5. hardness. 6. [Colloq.J,
bold impudence. 7. [Slang], money. 8. [Slang], mili-

tary officers of high rank: see brass hat. 9. in machin-
ery, the lining or bushing of a bearing, adj. made of or
containing brass, v.t. to coat with brass.

brass-age (bras'ij, bras'ij), n. [Fr. < brasser, to stir,

orig., to brew; OPr. bracier < Gaul, brace, grain used for

preparation of malt], & charge made by a government
for the expense of coining: the face value of a coin is

the worth of the bullion plus brassage.
bras-sard (bras'ard, bra-sardO , n. [Fr. < bras, an arm],
1. armor for the arm from elbow to shoulder. 2. an
arm band with a badge or emblem, worn as a sign of
distinction.

brass-art (bras'Srt), n. [var. of brassard], a brassard.
brass hand, a band in which the instruments played are
mainly brasses.
brass hat, [Slang], 1. a staff officer in the British army:
so called from the gold braid on his cap; hence, 2. any
military officer of high rank.
bras-si-ca-ceous (bras'i-ka'shas), adj. [< L. brassica,
cabbage; -f- -acequs], belonging to the mustard family
of plants, including the turnip, cabbage, and broccoli.

brass-ie (bras'i, bras'i), n. [< brass: so called because
orig. made with a brass plate on the bottom of the
head], a golf club with a wooden head and a loft be-
tween that of a driver and a spoon, used for long fair-

way play: also spelled brassy, brassey: see golf dub,
illus.

bras-siere, bras-sie're (bra-zSr', bras'i-er'), n. [Fr. <
bras, an arm], an undergarment worn by women to

support the breasts or give a desired contour to the

brass-My (bras''l-i, bras'l-i), adv. in a brassy manner.
brass-i-ness (bras'i-nis, bras'i-nis), n. the quality or
condition of being brassy.

brass knuckles, miked metal rings or a metal bar with
holes for the fingers, worn for rough fighting.
Bras-s6 (brash'shS), n. Brasov: the Hungarian name.
brass tacks, [GdBQq.J, basic facts; really important
matters.
get (or come) down to brass tacks, [Colloq.], to discuss
basic, laictfSf'or

;tally important matters.

brass-ware (bras'war', bras'war'), n. articles made of
brass.

brass-wind (bras'wind', bras'windO* adj. of the brass
winds.
brass winds (windz), musical

^
instruments made of

coiled metal tubes, through which tones are made by
blowing into a cup-shaped mouthpiece.
brass-v (bras'i, bras'i), adj. [BRASSIER (-i-e>), BRASSIEST
(-i-ist)]. 1. of or decorated with brass. 2. like brass.
3. cheap and showy. 4. impudent; insolent. 5. loud;
blaring, n. [pL BRASSIES (-iz)], a brassie.
brat (brat), n. [ME.; AS. bratt, a cloak; Gael, bratt, a
cloak, cloth, rag: present sense from the rough, shabby
clothes worn by poor children], a child, especially an
impudent, unruly child: scornful or playful term.

Brati-sla-va (bra'ti-sla'vs). n* a city in southern
Czechoslovakia, on the Danube: pop., 173,000 (1947):
German name, Pressburg; Hungarian name, Pozsony.

brat-tice (brat'is), n. [ME. bretasce, parapet: OPr.
bretesche, wooden tower; prob. < OHG. bret, a board],
1. formerly, a temporary breastwork or parapet put
up during a siege. 2. in mining* a) a partition, as for
ventilation, b) a cloth impregnated with creosote for
ventilation, v.t. [BRATTICED (-ist) t BRATTICING], to
furnish with a brattice.

brat-tie (brat'l), v.i. [BRATTLED (-'Id), BRATTLING],
[echoic], [Scot.], 1. to rattle or clatter. 2. to scamper
noisily, n. [Scot.], a rattling noise.

Braun-schweig (broun'shvikh), n. Brunswick: the
German name.

bra-va-do (bro-va'do, bra-va'do), n. [pi. BRAVADOES,
BRAVADOS (-doz)], [Sp. < bravo, brave], pretended
courage or defiant confidence when there is really little

or none.
brave (brav), adj. [Pr.; It. bravo, brave, bold, orig.,
wild, savage < L. oarbarus; see BARBAROUS], 1. not
afraid; having courage. 2. showing to good effect;
having a fine appearance. 3. [Archaic], fine; superior.
n. 1. any brave man. 2. [< 17th-c. N. Am. Fr.], a
North American Indian warrior. 3. [Archaic], a bully.
v.t. [Pr. braver < the adj.], [BRAVED (bravdj, BRAVING],
1. to defy; dare. 2. to meet or undergo with courage.
3. [Obs.], to make brave. v.i. [Obs.J, to boast.
SYN. brave implies fearlessness in meeting danger or diffi-

culty and has the broadest application of the words considered
here; courageous suggests constant readiness to deal with
things fearlessly by reason of a stout-hearted temperament or
a resolute spirit; bold stresses a daring temperament, whether
displayed courageously, presumptuously, or defiantly; auda-
cious suggests an imprudent or reckless boldness; valiant
emphasizes a heroic quality in the courage or fortitude shown;
intrepid implies absolute fearlessness and especially suggests
dauntlessness in facing the new or unknown; plucky empha-
sizes gameness in fighting against something when one is at a
decided disadvantage. ANT. craven, cowardly.

brav-er-y (brav'Sr-i), n. [pi. BRAVERIES (-iz)], [Fr.
braverie, gallantry, splendor < brave], 1. courage;
valor. 2. fine appearance, show, or dress; showiness.

{bra vis si-mo (bra-ves'se-mc;/). interj. [It., superl. of

bravo], very well done! splendid!
bra-vo (bra'vo), interj. [It.; see BRAVE, adj.],

well done!
very good! excellent! n. [pi. BRAVOS (-voz)j, a shout of
"bravo!"

bra-vo (bra'vo, bra'vq), n. [pi BRAVOES, BRAVOS (-voz);
It. BRAVI (bra've)], [It.; see BRAVE, adj.], a hired killer;

assassin; desperado.
bra-vu-ra (bra-vyoor's ; It. bra-voo'ra), n. [It., bravery,
spirit < bravo, brave], 1. a bold attempt or display of

daring; dash. 2. in music, a) a brilliant passage or
piece that displays the performer's skill and technique,
o) brilliant technique in performance.
braw (brS, bra), adj. [< brave, adj.], [Scot.], 1. finely
dressed. 2. finej excellent.
brawl (br61), v.i. [ME. bralien, braulen, to cry out,
quarrel < OPr. brailler, to shout < braire, to bray; for
the vowel, see MAUL], 1. to create a disturbance by
quarreling or fighting. 2. to move or flow noisily over
rapids, falls, etc.: said of water, n. La noisy quarrel
or fight; row; uproar. 2. [Slang], a noisy party.
brawl (br81), n. [Fr. branle < branler, to sway, toss

about, swing < Gmc. brand, sword; see BRAND]; L an
old French country dance. 2. the music for this.

brawn (br6n), n. [ME. braun; OPr. braon, fleshy or
muscular part, buttock < OHG. braio, eatable flesh,
OLG. braao, calf (of leg), whence ML. bra$o

f ham],
1. muscle; strong, well-developed muscles. 2. muscular
strength. 3. cooked and pickled boar's flesh. 4. head-
cheese.
brawn i-ness (br8n'i-nis), n, the quality or sftate of

being brawny.
brawn-y (br6n'i), adj. [BRAWNIER (~i-er), BRAWNIEST
(-i-ist) J, [< brawn], strong; musctdar.

brax-y (brak'si), h. [< ?; prdfe. akin to AS. brdc, disease,
sickness], any of various intestinal clisorders of sheep,
especially one r^semj3%p$ anthrax, adj. having braxy.

r; Is,, bftej lot, g$, Jidrn, HRtt, look; oft, out\ i

, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u ir,

fc. due: d ich: kh. G. totoL See<& x-i
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bray (bra), lu. [ME. braien; OFr. braire; LL. bragtre,

to cry out], to make a loud, harsh sound, as a donkey.
v.t. to utter loudly and harshly, n. 1. the loud, harsh

cry that a donkey makes. 2. a sound like this.

bray (bra), v.t. [ME. braien; OFr. breier, to pound,
pulverize; prob. < OHG. brekan, to break], 1. to

crush or pound into a powder, as in a mortar. 2. to

spread thin, as ink.
. .

bray-er (bra'gr), n. [see BRAY (to crush)], in pnntmg, a
roller used for spreading ink.

Braz., 1. Brazil. 2. Brazilian.

Jbra-za (bra'tha, bra'sa), n. [Sp. < brazo (L. brochtum),
an arm], a Spanish measure of length equal to 5.48

feet in Spain and 5.68 feet in Argentina.
braze (braz), v.t. [BRAZED (brazd), BRAZING], [Fr.

braser, to solder; OFr. brazer, to burn; prob. < Gmc.
brasa, glowing coals], to solder with a metal having a

high melting point, especially with an alloy of zinc and

copper.
braze (braz), v.t. [BRAZED (brazd), BRAZING], [AS.
brsesian < br&s; see BRASS), 1. to make, coat, or

decorate with brass or a brasslike substance. 2. to

make hard like brass.

bra-zen (bra'z'n), adj. [ME. brasen: AS. brxsen <
bras; see BRASS], 1. of brass. 2. like brass in color

or other qualities. 3. having no shame.^ 4
; having

the ringing sound of brass; harsh and piercing, v.t.

to make impudent or bold and shameless.
brazen out (or through) , to behaye as if unashamed of.

bra-zen faced (bra'z'n-fasf), adj. having, or uttered

with, a brazen expression; impudent; shameless.

bra-zler (bra'zhgr), n. [Fr. brasier; see BRAISE], a metal
container to hold burning coals or charcoal.

bra zier (bra'zhgr), n. [ME. brasiere < bras; see BRASS],
a person who does brasswork.

Bra-zil (bra-zil'), n. a country in central and north-

eastern South America, on the Atlantic: area, 3,275,510

sq. mi.; pop., 48,900,000 (est. 1948); capital, Rio de

Janeiro: abbreviated Braz.
bra-zil (bra-zil') , n. [ME. brasile; Sp.& Port, brasil; prob.

(because of color) < Gmc. brasa; see BRAISE], 1. brazil-

wood. 2. a red dye from this wood.
, . . ,

bra zil e in (brs-zil'i-in), n. [< brazil + -in], a bright-red

compound, CwHiaOs, obtained by oxidizing brazilin and
used as a dye: also spelled brasilein.

Bra-zil-ian (bra-zil'yan), adj. of Brazil, its people, or

culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Brazil. Abbrevi-
ated Braz.
braz-Min (braz'1-in), n. [brazil + -in], a bright-yellow

compound, CiaHuO*, obtained from brazilwood in the
form of a crystalline powder: also spelled brasilin.

Brazil nut, the edible, oily, three-sided seed, or nut, of

the Brazil-nut tree.

Brazil-nut tree (bre-zil'nuf), a very tall tree of

tropical America, bearing round, hard-shelled fruit with
edible seeds.

bra-zil-wood (bra-zil'wood'), n. [see BRAZIL (wood)], the
reddish wood of certain trees of South America and
the East and West Indies, yielding a red dye.
Bra zos (bra'zos, bra'zos), n. a river in Texas, flowing
into the Gulf of Mexico: length, 870 mi.

Brazzaville (bra'za'vel'), n. the capital of French
Equatorial Africa, on the Congo River: pop., 40,000.
B.R.C.A., Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America:
an A.F. of L. labor union.

B.R.C.S., British Red Cross Society.
BrE., British English.
breach (brech), n. [ME. breche; AS. bryce < brecan, to

break; influenced by OFr. breche < OHG. brecha <
brehhan, to break], 1. a breaking or being broken. 2. a
failure to observe the terms, as of a law, promise, etc.

3. an opening made by breaking something; gap. 4. a
breaking of waves over or upon a ship, sea wall, etc.

5. waves that do this. 6. a break or interruption in

friendly relations. 7. a hernia, v.t. to make a breach
in; break open or through.
breach of faith, a failure to keep faith; breaking of a
promise.
breach of promise, a breaking of a promise, especially
a promise to marry,
breach of the peace, any unnecessary disturbance of
the public peace.
breach of trust, in law, a violation of duty by a person
holding property in trust.
bread (bred), n. [ME. breed, brede; AS. bread, crumb,
morsel

;
akin to G, brot; IE. base *bhreu, bhru-, to swell

up, ferment (cf. BREW) ;
the AS. meanings suggest folk

etym. < breotan, to break up], 1. a food made by
mixing flour or ground grain with water, milk, etc. and
then baking the mixture, usually after kneading it.

2. food generally, regarded as a source of life. 3. a
livelihood; a living: as, he earns his bread. 4. anything
resembling bread, v.t. to cover with bread crumbs
before cooking.
bread and butter, 1. bread with butter on it;

hence, 2, means of subsistence: livelihood.
break bread. 1. to eat. 2. to partake of the sacrament
or attend Communion.

cast one's bread upon the waters, to be generous] or

do good deeds without expecting something in return.
know which side one's bread is buttered on, to know
what is to one's economic interest.

take the bread out of (a person's) mouth, to deprive

(a person) of his means of living.

bread-and-but-ter (bred^n-but'Sr), adj. 1. youthful;
immature. 2. commonplace; everyday. 3. prompted
by necessity. 4. for the purpose of thanking, as a letter

sent to one's host after a visit.

bread-bas-ket (bred'bas'kit, bred'bas'kit), n. 1. a

region that supplies much grain. 2. [Slang], the

stomach or abdomen. 3. [Slang], an aerial bomb
made up of both explosives and incendiaries.

bread-board (bred'bSrd', bred'bord'), n. 1. a board
on which dough is kneaded, shaped, or rolled. 2. a
board on which bread i%,sliced.
bread box, a box in which bread, pastry, etc. is put to

help keep it fresh.

bread-fruit (bred'froof), n. 1. a large, round fruit

with starchy, whitish pulp, breadlike when baked. 2.

the tree that bears it, found on South Pacific islands.

bread line, a line of people waiting to be given food as

government relief or private charity.
bread mold, a kind of fungus that grows on decaying
bread: also called black mold.
bread-nut (bred'nuf), n. the seeded fruit of a tree re-

sembling the breadfruit.

bread-root (bred'roof, bred'root'), n. 1. the thick,

starchy, edible root of a hairy plant of the pea family,
2. the plant.

bread-stuff (bred'stuf'), " 1. ground grain or flour for

making bread. 2. bread.
breadth (bredth), n. [ME. brxde, brede; AS. brxdu <
brad, broad; -th by analogy with length], 1. how broad
a thing is; distance from side to side; width: abbrevi-
ated B., b. 2. a piece of a given and regular width: as,

a breadth of linoleum. 3. spaciousness; magnitude;
scope; extent. 4. lack of narrowness or of restriction:

as, he has true breadth of understanding.
breadth-ways (bredth'waz

7
), adv. in the direction of

the breadth.
breadth*wise (bredth'wizO odv. breadthways.
bread-win-ner (bred'win'er), n. a person who supports
his dependents by his earnings.
break (brak), v.t. [BROKE (brok) or archaic BRAKE
(brak), BROKEN (bro'k'n) or archaic BROKE, BREAKING],
[ME. breken; AS. brecan; akin to G. brechen; IE. base

*bhreg; cf* FRACTURE, FRAGILE], 1. to cause to 09016
apart by force; separate into pieces by shattering;
crack; smash; burst. 2. to cut open the surface of

(soil, the skin, etc.). 3. to bring to an end by force;
overwhelm: as, the strike was broken. 4. to make
unusable or inoperative by cracking or disrupting. 5. to

tame or make obedient with or as with force. 6, to

lower in rank or grade; demote. 7. to reduce to

poverty or bankruptcy, e. to surpass (a record). 9. to

fail to follow the terms of; violate: as, he broke his

agreement. 10. to escape from suddenly: as, they
cannot break prison. 11. to destroy or disrupt the
order or completeness of; make irregular: as, the troops
broke formation and ran. 12. to interrupt (a journey,
electric circuit, etc.). 13. to reduce the effect of by
interrupting (a fall, the wind, etc,). 14. to cut through
or penetrate (silence, darkness, etc.). 15. to make
known; tell; disclose. 16. to begin; open: start. 17. to

exchange (a bill or coin) for smaller units, vd. 1. to

divide into separate pieces; come apart; burst. 2. to

scatter; disperse: as, let's break and run. 3. to quarrel;
stop associating (often with up or with). 4. to be-
come unusable or inoperative; break down; weaken.
5. to become poverty-stricken or bankrupt. 6. to

change suddenly: as, his voice broke. 7. to move away
suddenly; burst forth; escape. 8. to begin suddenly to

utter, perform, etc. (with into, forth in, or out in) : as,

he broKe into song. 9. to come into being:, evidence, or

general knowledge: as, day was breaking, the story
broke. 10. to appear suddenly above water, as a

periscope, fish, etc. 11. to fall apart slowly; disinte-

grate. 12. to change into a diphthong: said of vowels.
13. to curve near the plate: said of a pitched baseball.
14.

[Colloo^.], to happen in a certain way: as, things
were breaking badly, n. 1. a breaking; breach; frac-
ture. 2. a breaking in, out, or forth. 3, the result of
a breaking; broken place; separation; crack. 4. a

beginning to appear: as, the break of day. 5. an inter-

rupting or discontinuing of regularity. 6. the result of

this; an interval; pause; omission. 7. pi. a series of
dots used as punctuation; suspension points. Example:
Came the dawn .... 8. a sudden change or deviation.
9. a lowering or drop, as of prices. 10. an imperfection;
flaw. 11. an unbroken senes or sequence, as of points
in billiards. 12. [Colloq.J, an improper or untimely
action or remark. 13. [Slang], a chance piece of luck,
especially of good luck. 14. in music, a) the point
where one register changes to another, o) this change.
c) a transitional or ornamental phrase played during
the pause between regular divisions of a Jazz melody,
break away, I. to go suddenly; get atoiy; escape.
2. to start too soon, as in a race.
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break down, 1. to go out of working order. 2. to give
way to tears or emotion. 3. to have a physical or
nervous collapse. 4. to crush or overcome (opposi-
tion, etc.). 5. to separate into parts; analyze.

break in, 1. to enter forcibly or unexpectedly. 2. to
interrupt. 3. to adapt for a specific purpose; train.
break in on (or upon), 1. to intrude on. 2. to
interrupt.
break into, 1. to enter forcibly. 2. to interrupt.
3. to begin suddenly to utter, perform, etc.
break of, to make give up (a habit).
break off, l.^to stop abruptly, as in talking. 2. to
stop being friendly or intimate.
break out, 1. to begin suddenly. 2. to escape. 3. to
become covered with pimples or a rash. 4. to loosen
a ship's anchor from tbe bottom before weighing.

break up, 1. to separate; disperse. 2. to take apart;
dismantle and scrap. 3. to put a stop to. 4. [Colloq.],
to distress; upset; grieve.
break with, 1. to stop being friendly or intimate
with. 2. to stop conforming to.

SYN. break, the most general of these terms, expresses their
basic idea of separating into pieces as a result of impact, stress,

etc.; smash and crash add connotations of suddenness,
violence, and noise; crush, suggests a crumpling or pulverizing
pressure; shatter, sudden fragmentation and a scattering of

pieces; crack, incomplete separation of parts or a sharp, snap-
ping noise in breaking; split, separation lengthwise, as along
the direction of grain or layers; fracture, the breaking of a
hard or rigid substance, as bone or rock; splinter, the splitting
of wood, etc. into long thin, sharp pieces. All of these terms
are used figuratively to imply great force or damage (to break
one's heart, smash one's hopes, crush the opposition, shatter
one's nerves, etc.).

break (brak), n. [prob. < break (to break a horse)], a
large, four-wheeled carriage for six or more passengers :

also spelled brake,
break a-ble (brak'a-b'l), adj. that can be broken, n. a
thing easily broken; fragile article.

break-age (brak'ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. a breaking or
being broken; break. 2. things or quantity broken.
3. loss or damage due to breaking. 4. the sum allowed
for such loss or damage.
break-bone fever (brak'bonO, dengue.
break-down (brak'doun'), n. 1. a breaking down;
failure to work, as of machinery. 2. a failure or health;
physical collapse: as, he had a nervous breakdown.
3. decomposition. 4. an analysis. 5. a lively, shuffling
dance originated by American Negroes, adj. in

electricity, causing the failure of an insulator: said of
an excessive voltage.

break-er (brak'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that breaks.
2. a device for breaking up rock, coal, etc. 3. a wave
that breaks into foam. SYN. see wave.
break-er (brak'Sr), n. [Sp. barrica], a small keg for
water, often carried in boats.
break-fast (brek'fsst), n. [break + fast, n,], the first

meal of the day. .i. to eat breakfast, v.t. to give
breakfast to.

breakfast food, any prepared cereal for eating at
breakfast.
break-front (brak'fruntOt adj. having a break front.
n. a large cabinet with a break front.

break front, a front, as of a cabinet, with the continuity
of the main surface broken.
break-neck (brak'nek'), adj. that may cause a broken
neck; dangerous to life and limb: as, breakneck speed.
break of day, dawn; daybreak.
break-through (brak'throo'), n. the act, result, or
place of breaking through against resistance, as in
warfare.

break-up (brak'up'). n. 1. a breaking up; dispersion.
2. a disintegration or decay. 3. a collapse. 4. a stop-
ping or ending.
break-wa-ter (brak'wQ'teV, brak'wot'er), n. a barrier
to break the impact of waves, as before a harbor.
bream (brem), n. [pi. BREAM, BREAMS (bremz); see

PLURAL, n, D, 2], [ME. breme; OFr. bresme < OHG.
brahsima; IE. base *bherek-> to shine, gleam], I. a
European fresh-water fish related to the carp. 2. any
of various salt-water fishes, as the sea bream. 3. any
of a number of fresh-water sunfishes.
bream (breni), v.t. [D. brem, furze; see BRAMBLE], to
clean (a ship's bottom), originally with burning furze*

breast (brest), n. [ME. breest, brest; AS. breast; akin to
G. brust; IE. base *bhreus, to swell, sprout], 1. either
of two milk-secreting glands protruding from the up-
per, front part of a woman's body. 2. a corresponding
gland in a female primate. 3. a corresponding unde-

veloped gland in the male. 4. figuratively, a source of
nourishment. 5. the upper, front part of the body,
between the shoulders, neck, and abdomen. 6. the
part of a garment, etc. that is over the breast. 7. the
breast regarded as the source of emotions; hence, 8.

one's ieefinsgs. 9. anything Hke the breast: as, the
breast of the sea. 10. m mining, the face of an excava-

tion or tunnel. v.L 1. to oppose the breast to; face.
2. to face firmly; oppose; contend with. 3. to move
forward against.
make a dean breast of, to confess (guilt, etc.) fully.
SYN. breast refers to the front part of the human torso
from the shoulders to the abdomen, or it designates either of
the female mammary glands; bosom refers to the entire human
breast but, except in euphemistic applications (a big-bosomed
matron), is now more common in figurative usage where it

implies the human breast as a source of feeling, a protective,
loving enclosure, etc. (the bosom of his family) ; bust, as con-
sidered here, almost always implies the female breasts and is

the conventional term in referring to silhouette, form, etc., as
in garment fitting, beauty contests, etc.

breast-bone (brest'bon'), n. a thin, flat bone extending
down the front of the chest and attached to the ends
of the upper ribs by cartilages; sternum. |

Breas-ted, James Henry (bres'tid), 1865-1935;
American Egyptologist and historian.

breast-feed (brest'fed'), v.t. [BREAST-FED (-fed
7
).

BREAST-FEEDING], to feed (a baby) milk from the
breast; suckle; nurse.

breast-pin (brest'pin'). n. an ornamental pin or brooch
worn on a dress, near the throat.

breast-plate (brest'plaf), n. 1. a piece of armor for
the breast: see armor, illus. 2. in ancient times,. n
embroidered cloth set with twelve jewels representing
the twelve tribes of Israel, worn on the breast by a
Jewish high priest. 3. a strap across the breast of a
saddled horse. 4. the abdominal part of a turtle's

shell; plastron.
breast stroke, 1. a stroke in which the swimmer faces
the water and brings both arms outward and sideways
from a position close to the chest, at the same time
drawing up the legs and then extending them quickly
backward. 2. a variation of this in which the arms are
stretched forward and brought back to the sides.

breast-work (brest'wurk'). n. a low, quickly con-
structed barrier to protect gunners.
breath (breth), n. [ME. breth; AS. brzth, odor, exhala-
tion: akin to G. brodem* vapor; IE. base *bher-, to boil

up, foam up (of water, etc.), as also in L. fer-mentum; cf.

BARM, FERMENT], 1. air or vapor given off from any-
thing. 2. air carrying fragrance; odor. 3. air taken
into and let out of the lungs. 4. breathing; respiration.
5. the capacity to breathe; power to breathe easily.
6. life; spirit, 7. a puff or whiff, as of air; slight breeze.
8. something produced by a breath, as moisture on a
mirror. 9. a whisper; murmur; word or words. 10. the
time taken by a single respiration; a moment. 11. a
slight pause or rest. 12. in -phonetics, a voiceless exhala-
tion of air producing a hiss or puff, as in pronouncing
5 or p.
below one's breath, in a whisper or murmur.
catch one1s breath,

_
1. to gasp or pant. 2. to pause

or rest so as to regain a normal rhythm of breathing.
in the same breath, almost simultaneously.
out of breath, breathless from or as from exertion.
save one* s breath, to refrain from talking: said when
talk would be useless.

under one's breath, in a whisper or murmur.
breath-a ble (breWa-b'l), adj. that can be breathed; fit

to be breathed.
breathe (bre*A), v.i. A v.t. [BREATHED (bre/M), BREATH-

ING], [ME. brethen < breth; see BREATH], 1. to take

(air) into the lungs and let it out again; alternately
inhale and exhale. 2. to inhale. 3. to exhale. 4. to
live. 5. to give out (an odor). 6. to give out or come
out from or as from the lungs: as, he breathed confidence
into his followers. 7. to blow softly. 8. to speak or

sing softly; whisper; murmur. 9. to give or take time
to breathe; rest: as, breathe your horse. 10. to pant
(with hard) or cause to pant, as from exertion. 11. in

phonetics, to speak without voicing.
breathe again (or freely), to have a feeling of relief or

reassurance.
breathe one's last, to die.

not breathe a word, to say nothing; keep a secret.

breathed (bretht; also, for 2, breUd), adj. [pp. of

breathe], 1. having a (specified kind of) breath: usually
in hyphenated compounds, as, foul-breathed. 2. in

phonetics, voiceless.
breath-er (breWSr), n. 1. a person who breathes in a
certain way: as, a mouth breather. 2. [Colloq.J, a

thing that causes panting or increased breathing, as

brisk exercise. 3. [Colloq.], a rest to regain one's breath.

breath-ing (breWirj), adj. [ppr. of breathe], 1. that

breathes; living; alive. 2. lifelike, n. 1. respiration.
2. a single respiration. 3. the time taken by a single

respiration: a moment. 4. a light breeze. 5. aspira-

tion; yearning. 6. utterance. 7. the sound of the letter

h in English; an aspirate. 8* a mark to show an h
sound, as before some initial vowels in Greek.
breathing space, 1. enough, space or time to breathe
freely. 2. a cfeance to test or consider a situation.
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breath less (brethlis), adj. 1. without breath. 2. no
longer breathing; dead. 3. out of breath; panting or

gasping. 4. holding the breath or unable to breathe

normally because of excitement, eagerness, fear, etc.

5. having no breeze; stifling,

breath-tak ing (breth'tak'irj), adj. 1. that takes one's
breath away; hence, 2, very exciting; thrilling.

breath-y (breth'i), adj, characterized by an excessive
and audible emission of breath: said of the voice,

speech, a speaker, etc.

B. Rec., b. rec., bills receivable.
breC'Ci-a (brecn'i-9, bresh'i-a), n. [It., a breach, frag-
ments of stone; see BRASH], a rock consisting of sharp-
cornered bits, often of glacial or volcanic origin, ce-

mented together by sand, clay, or lime.

Breck-in-ridge, John Cabell (brek'm-rij), 1821-1875;
American statesman: vice-president or the United
States (1857-1861); Confederate secretary of war.

Breck-nock (brek'nsk), n. the county seat of Breck-
nockshire: pop., 5,000.

Breck-nock-shire (brek'nak-shir'), n. a county of

Wales: area, 733 sq. mi.; pop., 58,000; county seat,
Brecknock.
bred (bred), past tense and past participle of breed.
Bre-da (bra-da

7
), n. a city in the Netherlands: pop.,

86,000 (1947).
brede (bred), n. Jvar. of braid (band)], [Archaic], a
braid; design or piece of embroidery.
bree (bre), n. [ME. ore- AS. briw], [Scot.], broth.
breech (brech), n. [ME. breech, breche; AS. brec,^\. of

broc: akin to G. bruch; IE. base, either *bhrag-, to
smell (cf. FRAGRANT), or *bhrag-, to make a crackling
noise], 1. the buttocks; rump. 2. the under or back
part of a thing, as of a pulley. 3. the part of a gun
behind the barrel, v.t. (brech, brich), 1. to clothe
with breeches. 2. to provide with a breech, as a gun.
breech-block (brech'blok'). n. the steel part of a
breech-loading gun which when open permits loading
and when closed receives the force of the combustion
of the charge.

breech-cloth (brech'kl6th', brech'kloth') , n. a cloth
worn to cover the buttocks; loincloth.

breech'Clout (brech'klout'), n. a breechcloth.
breech delivery, the delivery of a fetus presenting itself

with its breech at the head of the birth canal.
breech-es (brich'iz), n.pL [see BREECH], 1. trousers

reaching to the knees. 2. [Colloq,], any trousers.
breeches buoy, a device for rescuing people at sea,

consisting of a pair of short
canvas breeches suspended
from a life preserver that is

run along a rope from ship
to shore or to another ship.
breech-ing (brich'irj, brech'-

irj), n. 1. a harness strap
put around a horse's hind-
quarters to help him hold
back On a down grade. 2.

the parts of a gun that
make up the breech.
breech-less (brech'lis), adj.
l.

t
without a breecn. 2.

without breeches.
breech load er (brechlod'-
Sr), n. any breech-loading BREECHES BUOY?
gun.
breech-load-ing (brechlod'irj), adj. loading at the
breech instead of the muzzle, as many guns.
breed (bred), v.t. [BRED (bred), BREEDING], [ME.
breden; AS. bredan, to produce or cherish offspring <
brod, fetus, hatching, brood; see BROOD; cf. FOOD,
FEED], 1. to bring Forth (offspring) from the womb;
hatch from the egg; hence, 2. to be the source of; pro-
duce: as, ignorance breeds prejudice. 3. to cause to
reproduce; raise: as, he breeds dogs. 4. to rear; train:
as, he bred his son to the medical profession, v.i. 1. to
be produced; originate: as, crime breeds in slums. 2.
to bring forth offspring; reproduce, n. 1. a race or
stock, especially one with certain inherited charac-
teristics: as, there are many breeds of dog. 2. a kind;
sort; type: as, men of the same breed.
breed er (bred'er), n. 1. an animal or plant that pro-
duces offspring. 2. a person who breeds animals or
plants. 3. a cause; source; originator.

breed-ing (bred'irj), n. [see BREED], 1. the producing
of young. 2. the rearing of young; upbringing. 3. good
upbringing; good manners and intelligent social be-
havior: as, tolerance is a sign of breeding. 4. the pro-
ducing of plants and animals, especially for the purpose
of improving the stock.

Breed's Hill, a hill near Bunker Hill in Boston, where
the Battle of Bunker Hill was actually fought,
breeks (breks), n.pl. [Dial.], breeches.
breeze (brez), n. [16th-c. nautical term brize < Sp. &
Port, briza, northeast wind; cf. It. brezza, cold wind
from the north], 1. a light current of air; wind, espe-
cially a gentle wind. 2. [Colloq.], commotion or dis-
turbance. 3. in meteorology, any wind ranging in
soeed from 4 to 31 miles per hotir: designated asBght

(4-7 mph), gentle (8-12 mph), moderate (13-18 mph),
fresh (19-24 mph), and strong (25-31 mph). v.i. 1. to
blow: as, it's beginning to breeze. 2. [Slang], to move or

go briskly or jauntily. SYN. see wind,
breeze (brez), n. (Fr. braise, live coals, embers; see
BRAZE (to solder)], a substance left when coke or char-
coal is burned, used as a filler for concrete, etc.

breeze-way (brez'wa), n. a covered passageway between
a house and garage, sometimes enclosed on the sides.

breez-i-ly (brez'l-i), adv. in a breezy manner; briskly;
jauntily.

breez-i-ness (brez'i-nis), n. a breezy quality or state.

breez-y (brez'i), adj. [BREEZIER (-i-Sr), BREEZIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. having a breeze or breezes; breeze-swept.
2. brisk; lively; carefree: as, he has a breezy manner.
Bre-genz (bra'gents), n. a city in western Austria, on
Lake Constance: pop., 20,000 (est. 1948).

breg ma (breg'ms), n. [pi. BREGMATA (-ms-te)], [Gr.

bregma], the part of the skull where the frontal bone
and side bones come together.

hreg-mat*ic (breg-mat'ik) , adj. of the bregma.
Jbre-loque (brs-lSk'), n. [Fr.], a charm, key, or other
trinket worn on a watch chain, etc.

Bre-men (bra'mQn, brem'sn), n. a port in northern
Germany, on the Weser River: pop., 389,000 (1946).
Brem-er-ha-ven (brem/er-haVn; G. bra'mer-ha'fon; ,

n. a seaport at the mouth of the Weser River in northern
Germany: pop., 25,700.
Brem-er'ton (brem'e'r-tan), n. a city in western Wash-
ington, on Puget Sound: pop., 28,000.
Bren-da (bren'dg), [prob. fern, of Brand < G, brand or
ON. brandr, a sword; see BRAND], a feminine name.
Bren gun (bren), [< Urno, Czechoslovakia, where first

made -f JEwfield, England, where manufactured for the
Brit, army], a light, fast, gas-operated machine gun
used by the British army in World War II.

Bren ner Pass (bren'er), a mountain pass across the
Alps at the border be-
tween Austria and Italy:

height, 4,470 ft.

brent (brent) , n. a brant,
br'er (brur), [S. Dial.],
brother: used before a
name.
Brescia (bre'sha), n. a
city in northern Italy:
pop., 146,000 (1947).
Bres lau (bres'16; G.
bres'lou), n. a city in
southwestern Poland,
on the Oder River:
formerly in Germany:
pop., 203,000 (1946):
Polish name, Wroclaw.
Brest (brest) , n. a city on
the northwestern coast of France: pop., 75,000 (1946).
Brest-Li-tovsk (brest'li-t8fsk'), n. a city in the Byelo-
russian S.S.R.: pop., 51,000: under the terms of a
treaty signed there by the Soviet Union and the
Central Powers in 1918 the Soviet Union lost much
territory, including the Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania,
the Baltic Provinces, Finland, and Transcaucasia.
Bre-tagne (brs'tan/y'), n. Brittany: the French name.
breth-ren (bre//j'rin, bre^'rsn), n.pl. [ME, bretheren,

pi.
of brother], [Archaic], brothers: now used only of

fellow members of a fraternity, religious group, etc.

Bret-on (bret''n), adj. [nit. same word as Briton], of

Brittany, its people, or their language, n. 1. a native
or inhabitant of Brittany. 2. the Celtic language of
the Bretons: abbreviated Bret., Br. 3. a kind of hat
with the brim turned upward all around, worn by girls
and women: from the hat worn by Breton peasants,
Breton lace, a delicate lace with a design of heavy
thread embroidered on net.
Bret*ton Woods (bref'n), a village in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire: an international con-
ference

t
was held there m 1944 to seek means for

improving the world economic and monetary situation.

Breu-ghef, Jan (yan broo'g'l), 1568-1625; son of

Pieter; Flemish painter: also spelled Brueghel, Bruegel.
Breughel, Pie-ter (pya'tSr), 1520P-1569; Flemish
painter of peasant life: also spelled Brueghel, Bruegel.
breve (brev), n. [It. < L. brevis, short], 1. a letter of

authority, as from a pope. 2. a curved mark (
w
) put over

a vowel or syllable to show that it is snort. 3. in

law, a writ or brief. 4. in music, a) a note equal to two
whole notes. 6) the sign for this (led).
bre-vet (bra-vet', brev'it), n. [ME.; OFr., a note, dim.
of bref, a letter], in military usage, a commission pro-
moting an officer to a higher rank without higher
pay. adj. held or given by brevet, v.t. [BREVETTED or
BREVETED (-id), BREVETTING Or BREVETING], to give a
brevet to. Abbreviated brev,, bvt.

bre-vet-cy (bra-vet'si), n. [pi. BREVETCIES (-siz)], any
rank conferred by brevet; honorary rank.

brev-i- (brev'i), [< L. brevis, short], a combining orm
meaning short.

bre-vi-ar-y (bre'vi-er'i, brev'i-er'i) , n. [pi. BREVIARIES
C-iz)], [L. breviarium, abridgment < brevis, short], a
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brevier

book containing the daily offices and prayers of the
Roman Catholic Church or the Orthodox Eastern
Church.

bre-vier (bra-vfr'), n. [OFr. < L. breviarium; so called
from use in printing breviaries], a size of type, 8 point.
This line is in brevier.

brev-i-rost-rate (brev'i-ros/trat), adj. [brevi- + rostrate],

having a short beak or bill: said of a bird.

brev-I-ty (brev's-ti), n. [pi. BREVITIES (-tiz)], [L.
brevitas < brevis, short], 1. the quality of being brief;
shortness of time. 2. the quality of being concise;
terseness.
brew (broo), v.t. [ME. brewen; WAS. breowan; akin to
G. brauen; IE. base *bhreu, bhru-, to swell up, ferment,
as also in bread], 1. to make (beer, ale, etc.) from
malt and hops by steeping, boiling, and fermenting.
2. to make (tea, punch, ^etc.) by steeping, boiling, or
mixing. 3. to plot; contrive. v.i. 1. to brew beer, ale,

etc. 2. to begin to form, as a storm; gather, n. 1. a
beverage brewed. 2. an amount brewed.
brew-age (broo'ij), n. [brew + -age], 1. anything
brewed; malt liquor. 2. brewing.
brew-er (broo'er), n. a person whose work or business
is brewing beer, ale, etc.

brew-er-y (broo'gr-i) , n. [pi. BREWERIES C-iz)], an estab-
lishment where beer, ale, etc. are brewed.
brew-ing (broo'irj), it. 1. the preparation of a brew.
2. a brew;_amount of brew made at any one time.

brew-is (broo'is), n. [ME. brewes, brouwis; OFr. brouet,

broues, beef broth, dim. of bro, broth; Gmc. base
*brod, bread; cf. BREAD], [Dial.], 1. beef broth. 2.

bread soaked in beef broth.

Brew-ster, William (broo'stgr) , 1567P-1644; English
settler of Plymouth Colony.
Bri-an (bri'an), [Celt., strong], a masculine name: also

spelled Bryan.
Brian Bo-ram-he (bren bo-ro', b6-roo') Brian Boru.
Bri-an Bo-ru (bri'sn b6-rp', b6-r6o') (Ir. Brian
Boramhe), 926-1014 A.D.; king and hero of Ireland.

Bri-and, A-ris-tide (a're'sted' bre'aV), 1862-1932;
French statesman; premier of France (1909-1911 ; 1921-
1922; 1925-1926; 1929).

bri-ar (bri/er), n. brier.

Bri-ar-e-an (bri-er'i-sn), adj. 1. of Briareus. 2. like

Briareus; many-handed.
Bri-ar-e-us (bri-er'i-ss), n. [L.; Gr. Briareos < briaros,

strong], in Greek mythology,^ a hundred-handed giant
who fought with the_ Olympians against the Titans.

bri-ar-root (bri'er-root', bri'er-ropt'), n. brierroot.
bri-ar-wood (bri'Sr-wood') , n. brierwood.

bri-ar-y (bri'gr-i), adj. briery.
brib-a-ble (brib'a-b'lj, adj. that can be bribed,
bribe (brib), n. [ME.; OFr., morsel of bread given to

beggars < briber, to beg], 1. anything, especially
money, given or promised to induce a person to do
something illegal or wrong. 2. anything given or

promised to induce a person to do something against
his wishes, v.t. [BRIBED (bribd), BRIBING], 1. to offer

or give a bribe to. 2. to get or influence by bribing.
v.i. to give a bribe or bribes.

brib-er-y (brib'er-i) , n. [pi BRIBERIES (-iz)], [ME. &
OFr. briberie, theft, robbery; see BRIBE], the giving,
offering, or taking of bribes.

bric-a-brac, bric-a-brac (brik'a-brak'), n. [Fr. bric-a-

brac < phr. a brie et a brae, by hook or crook], 1.

small, rare, or artistic objects placed about a room for

ornament. 2. knickknacks.
brick (brik), n. [16th c. < OFr. brique, briche, a frag-
ment; akin to MD., MLG. breken & AS. brecan, to
break (see BREAK)], 1. a substance made from clay
molded into oblong blocks and baked by sun or fire,

used in building, paving, etc. 2. one of these blocks,
usually 2 1/2x4x8 inches. 3. bricks collectively.
4. anything shaped like a brick. 5. [Colloq.], a fine

fellow, adj. 1. built or paved with brick. 2. like

brick; as, brick red. v.t. 1. to build or pave with
brick. 2. to close or wall in with brick (with up or in),
make bricks without straw, to do something without
the necessary materials.

brick-bat (brik'bat'), n. 1. a piece of brick, especially
one used as a missile : hence, 2. an unfavorable remark.

brick cheese, a semihard, elastic American cheese with
a strong, sweetish taste, shaped like a brick and
containing many small holes.

brick-kiln (biik'kil', brik'kiln'), n. a furnace or oven
for baking bricks.

brick-lay-er (brik'la'eY), n. a person whose work is

bricklaying.

brick-lay-ing (brik/la'irj), n. the act or work of building
or paving with bricks.

brick-red (brik'red', brik'red'), adj. of the color brick
red.
brick red, a yellowish or brownish red.
brick-work (brik'wftrkOi n. 1. anything built of

bricks. 2. bricklaying.
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brick-y (brik'i), adj. 1. made of or full of bricks, 2.

Hke a brick, especially in color.

brick-yard (brik'yard')* n- a place where bricks are
made or sold.
bricole (bri-kol', brik'l), n. [Fr.; akin to break], L a
medieval catapult. 2. an indirect or oblique stroke.
3. a harness for men, used for dragging heavy guns
through passages where horses cannot be used.
brid af (bridH), n. [ME. brydale; AS. brydealo, bridal,
bride-ale, bride feast; bryd* bride -f ealp, ale], a wed-
ding, adj. 1. of a bride. 2. of a wedding.

Bri-dal-veil (bri'dl-val'), n. a waterfall in Yosemite
National Park, California: height, 620 ft.

bridal wreath, a kind of spiraea, a shrub with dark,
glossy leaves and small, white flowers.
bride (brid), n. [ME. bride, bryde; AS. bryd; akin to G.
braut, betrothed, fiance"e; prob. < base of bread, brew,
as lord, lady < loaf], a woman who has just been
married or is about to be married.
bride (bnd), n. [Fr.; OFr. bridle; ME. bridel; see
BRIDLE], in lacemaking and other needlework, a loop
or tie that connects parts of a pattern.
bride-groom (brid'groom', brid'groom'), n. [ME.
bridegome; AS. brydguma, suitor < bryd, bride + guma
(akin to L. homo), man; the modern -groom is due to
folk etym.], a man who has just been married or is

about to be married.
brides-maid (bridz'mad'), n. one of the women attend-
ing the bride just before and during a wedding.

bride-well (brid'wel, brid'wsl), n. [after a former house
of correction in London, orig. a royal palace, named
from the near-by St. Bride's (Bridget's) Well], a prison
for minor offenses; jail; house of correction.
bridge (brij), n. [ME. brigge, brugge; AS. brycg, bricg;
IE. base *bhru, bhreu-, log, beam, stick, hence wooden
causeway], 1. a structure built over a river, railroad,
highway, etc. to provide a way across for vehicles or
pedestrians. 2. a thing like a bridge. 3. the bony part
of the nose. 4. the curved bow of a pair of glasses
fitting over the nose, 5. the thin, removable arch over
which the strings are stretched on some musical instru-
ments: see violin, illus. 6. a reef or ridge in a channel.
7. a raised platform on a ship from which it is con-
trolled, as by the commanding officer: see ship, illus.

8. a dividing partition for keeping fuel in place in a
furnace or boiler. 9. in billiards & pool, a cue rest,
a notched piece of wood at the end of a rod. 10. in
dancing, a bending backward to touch the floor.
11. in dentistry, a fixed or removable mounting for
false teeth, attached to a real tooth or teeth. 12. in

electricity, a device used primarily in measuring resis-

tances, frequencies, etc., by comparing the effect of
the unknown element with that of a known or standard
element in the circuit. 13. in music, a connecting
passage between two subjects, as in a composition in
sonata form: also bridge passage, v.t. [BRIDGED
(brijd), BRIDGING], 1. to build a bridge on or over.
2. to make a passage over; span; get across.
burn one's bridges, to cut off all of one's ways to
retreat.

bridge (brij), n. [earlier (1886) biritch, "Russian whist,"
altered after bridge; game (and prob. its name) of Russ.
origin], a card game similar to whist: see auction
bridge, contract bridge.

bridge-board (brij'bSrd', brij'bord'), n. any of the
notched boards holding the steps of a wooden staircase.

bridge-head (brij'hedQ, n. [after Fr. t$te de pont], a
fortified place or position established by an attacking
force on the enemy's side of a bridge, river, or gap.
Bridge of Sighs, 1. a covered passageway between the
Doges' Palace and the prisons in Venice. 2. a passage-
way formerly joining the Tombs prison and the crim-
inal court in New York City.

Bridge-port (brij'port', brij'port'), n. a city in Con-
necticut, on Long Island Sound: pop,, 159,000,
Bridg-es, Robert (brij^z). 1844-1930; English poet and
physician; poet laureate (1913-1930).
Bridg-et (brij'it), [Ir. Brighid, lit., strong, lofty; akin
to Sans, brhati, nigh, powerful], a feminine name:
diminutive, Biddy,' equivalents, Pr. & G. Brigitte.

Bridget, Saint, 1303?-! 3 73; Swedish nun; founder of
the Order of the Most Holy Saviour.
Bridge-town (brij'toun), n. the capital of Barbados, in
the British West Indies: pop., 15,000.

bridge-work (brij'wftrk'), n. 1. the building of bridges.
2. a fixed or removable mounting for a false tooth or
teeth, fastened to a real tooth or teeth, 3. the making
of such mountings.

bridg-ing (brij'irj), n. braces used between timbers, as
of a floor, for reinforcement and distribution of strain.

bri-dle (bii'dl), n. [ME. bridel; AS, bridel, bridels,
earlier brigdels < bregdan, to pull, turn; see BRAID],
1. a head harness for

^ guiding a horse: it consists of

headstall, bit, and reins. 2. a thing like a horse's
bridle. 3. anything ihat controls or restrains, v.t.
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[BRIDLED (-did), BRIDLING], 1. to put a bridle_on. 2.

to curb or control with or as with a bridle. v.i. 1. to
raise one's head high with the chin drawn in as an ex-

pression of anger, scorn, pride, etc.; hence, 2. to be-
come angry, scornful, etc. : as, he bridled at the idea that
his work was clumsy. SYN. see restrain.

bridle hand, the hand in which the reins are usually
held; left hand.

bridle path, a path for horseback riding.
bri*dle-wise (bri'd'l-wiz')* adj. trained to obey the

pressure of the reins on the neck instead of the pull on
the bit.

bri-doon (bri-doon'), n. [Fr. bridon < bride, a bridle,

check], the snaffle bit and reins of a military bridle,
used with or without curbs.
Brie cheese (bre), [after Brie, France, where first

made], 1. a soft, white cheese imported from France.
2. an American cheese resembling this.

brief (bref), adj. [OFr. bref, brief; L. brevis], t
1. of short

duration. 2. short in length. 3. terse; concise. 4. curt,

n. [ME. bref; OFr. bref, brief; L. breve, summary, short

catalogue < the adj ], 1. a summary. 2. a short

catalogue of the mam points of a law case for use in

court by counsel. 3. in the Roman Catholic Church, a

papal letter less^ formal than a bull. v.t. 1. to sum-
marize. 2. [British], to furnish with a legal brief;

hence, 3. [British], to hire as counsel. 4. in military
usage, to give (a person) all the pertinent facts about
a planned operation: as, the pilots were briefed before
each flight. 5, [Colloq.], to tell about.
hold a brief for, to argue in behalf of or in defense of.

in brief, in short; in a few words.
SYN. brief and short are opj>osites of long in their applica-
tion to duration (a briefer short interval), although brief often

emphasizes compactness, conciseness, etc, (a brief review) and
short often implies incompleteness or curtailment (a short

measure, to make short work of it); short is usually used
where linear extent is referred to (a short man). See also

abridgment. ANT. long, prolonged.
brief case, a fiat case or bag, usually of leather, for

carrying papers, books, etc.

brief-less (bref'Us), adj. 1. without a brief; hence,
2. without clients: said of a lawyer.

brief of title, in law, an abstract, or summary, of all

the legal documents, records, and court proceedings
affecting the title to a piece of property.

briefs (brefs), n.pL [see BRIEF], legless undershorts.

bri-er (bri'Sr), n. [ME. brere (with vowel change as in

friar, ME. frere) ; AS. brer, braer < same IE. base as

broom], 1. any prickly or thorny bush, as a bramble,
wild rose, etc. 2. a growth of such bushes. 3. a twig
of a brier. Also spelled briar.

bri-er (bri'gr), n. [Fr. bruyfce, white heath], 1. the tree

heath, bearing a root from which tobacco pipes are
made. 2. this root. 3. a pipe made from this root.
Also spelled briar.

bri-er-root (bri'er-root', bri'Sr-root'), n. brierwood: also

spelled briarroot.
brt-er-wood (bri'&r-wood'), n. 1. the root wood, espe-
cially the root burl, of the brier (white heath). 2. a
tobacco pipe made of this. Also spelled briarwood.

bri-er-y (bri'eY-i), adj. full of briers; prickly: also

spelled briary.
Bri-eux, Eu gene (o'zhen' bre'60, 1858-1932; French
dramatist.

a two-masted ship with

rison on a United States
the guardhouse.

ter.

brig (brig), n. [< brigantine],
square sails: abbreviated br.

(brig), n. [< ?], 1. the
ship. 2. [Military Slan

brig
warship,

Brig., 1. Brigade. 2. Briga<_.,. .

bri-gade (bri-gad'), n. [Fr.: It. brigata, troop, company
< brigare, to contend < LL. briga, strife, quarrel], 1. a
large unit of soldiers. 2. formerly, a unit of the United
States Army comprising two or more regiments and
commanded by a brigadier general. 3. any group of

people organized to do a particular thing or acting
under an authority: as, a fire brigade, v.t. [BRIGADED
(-id), BRIGADING], 1. to gather into a brigade. 2. to
sort into groups; classify.

brig-a-dier (brig'a-dlr'), n. [Fr. < brigade; see BRI-
GADE], 1. a person commanding a brigade. 2. in the
United States armed forces, a brigadier general, 3. in
the British armed forces, an officer temporarily com-
manding a brigade. Abbreviated Brig, (as a title). 4. in
the French army, a cavalry corporal.
brigadier general, [pi. BRIGADIER GENERALS], a military
officer ranking above a colonel and below a major
general: now normally an assistant divisional com-
mander: abbreviated Brig. Gen., B.C. (as a title).
brig-and (bng'snd), n. [Fr.; It. brigante < brigare; see
BRIGADE], a bandit, usually one of a roving band.

brig-and-age (brig'sn-dij), n. [Fr. < brigand], 1.

organized plundering. 2. brigands collectively.
brig-an-dine (brig'sn-den', brig'on-din') , n. [Fr.; It.
brigantina < brigare; see BRIGADE], a flexible coat of
armor made of small metal scales or rings sewed onto
leather or linen. vtt

brig an-tine (brig'gn-ten', brig'sn-tm'), n. [Fr. brigan- >

, pic
tin; It. brtgantino, brigantine, pirate vessel; see * Bri

BRIGAND], a two-masted ship with the mainmast fore-

and-aft-rigged t
and the foremast square-rigged; her-

maphrodite brig.

Brig. Gen., Brigadier General.
bright (brit), adj. [ME. briht; AS. bryht, earlier beorht;
akin to OHG. beraht, Goth, bairhts, shining, gleaming;
IE. base *bhereg~, to gleam, white; cf. BIRCH], 1. shin-

ing; giving light; full of light. 2. brilliant in color or

sound; vivid; clear. 3. lively; vivacious; cheerful. 4.

mentally quick; clever. 5. reflecting happiness or hope.
6. famous; illustrious. 7. favorable; auspicious, adv.
in a bright manner, n. [Poetic], brightness; splendor.
SYN. bright, the most general term here, implies the giving
forth or reflecting of light, or a being filled with light (a bright

day, star, shield, etc.) ; radiant emphasizes the actual or appar-
ent emission of rays of light; shining, implies a steady, con-
tinuous brightness (the shining sun) ; brilliant implies intense
or flashing brightness (brilliant sunlight, diamonds, etc.);
luminous is applied to objects that are ftill of light or give
off reflected or phosphorescent light; lustrous is applied to

objects whose surfaces gleam by reflected light and emphasizes
gloss or sheen (lustrous silk). See also intelligent. ANT.
dull, dim, dark.

Bright, John (brit), 1811-1889; English statesman,
political economist, and orator.

bright-en (brifn), v.t. & v.i. [ME. brihten; AS. brihtan,
beorhtan < beorht], 1. to make or become bright or

brighter. 2. to make or become happy or happier;
gladden; cheer up.

bright-ness (brit'nis), n. 1. the quality or condition
of being bright. 2. the luminous aspect of a color

(as distinct from its hue) by which it is regarded as

approaching the maximum luminosity of pure white
or the lack of luminosity of pure black.

Brigh-ton (bri't'n), n. a resort city on the southern
coast of England: pop., 146,000.

Bright's disease, [after Dr. Richard Bright (1789-
1858), London physician who first diagnosed it], a kid-

ney inflammation characterized by the presence of
albumin in the urine; nephritis.

Brig-id, Saint (brij'id, bre'id), 453-523 A.D.; Irish
abbess and patron saint: also Bridget, sometimes
confused with Saint Bridget of Sweden.

brill (bril), n. [pi. BRILL, BRILLS (brilz); see PLURAL, n,
D, 2], [? < Corn, brilli, mackerel], an edible European
flatfish related to the turbot.

Brill, Abraham Ar-den (ar'd'n bril), 1874-1948;
American psychoanalyst born in Austria.

BriMat-Sa-va-rin, An-theltne (aVtelm' bre'ya'sa'va'-
ra0. 1755-1826; French expert on foods and cooking.

brilliance (bril'ysns), n. [< brilliant], 1. great bright-
ness or radiance. 2. intensity or vividness, as of a color
or musical tone. 3. splendor; magnificence. 4. keen
intelligence; quickness of mind.
bril-lian-cy (bril'yan-si), n. brilliance.
briHiant (bril'ysnt), adj. [Fr. brillant, sparkling, ppr.
of briller, to sparkle, glitter < It. brillare, sparkle,
whirl], 1. shining brightly; sparkling. 2. vivid. 3.

splendid; magnificent. 4. verjr able; keenly intelligent;
talented, n. 1. a gem, especially a diamond, cut in a
certain way with many facets to increase its sparkle.
2. this way of cutting a gem. 3. in printing, the smallest
size of type in common use, 31/2 point. This ne is in

brilliant. SYN. see bright, intelligent.
bril Han tine (bril'yan-ten', bril'van-tenO, n. [Pr.
brillantine; see BRILLIANT & -INE], 1. an oily liquid
that gives gloss to the hair. 2. a glossy cloth made of
mohair and cotton.
brim (brim), n. [ME.; AS. brim, brymm, sea, surf, edge
of the sea; IE. base *bher-, point, edge: cf. BROOM], 1.

the topmost edge of a cup, glass, bowl, etc. 2. a rim
or edge around a body of water. 3. the water at such
an edge. 4. the projecting rim or edge of anything: as,
the brim of a hat. v.t. [BRIMMED (brimd), BRIMMING],
to fill to the brim. v.i. to be full to the orim. SYN.
see border.

brim-ful, brim-full (brim'fool', brim'fool'), adj. full to
the brim.
brim mer (brim'gr), n. a cup, glass, or bowl filled to the
brim; bumper.
brim-stone (brim'ston'), n. [ME. brimston, brinston,
bernston < brinnen, brennen, to burn + ston, a stone],
sulfur.

Brindisi (brin'da-zi; It. bren'de-ze), n. a city in
southeastern Italy; pop., 42,000: naval base on the
Adriatic: ancient name, Brundisium.

brin-dle (brin'dl), n. [< brindled], 1. a brindled color.
2. a brindled animal, adj. brindled.
brindled (brin'd'ld), adj. [< earlier brinded, after
kmdled, etc. ; prob. < ME. brended < brennen, to burn],
streaked or spotted with a darker.color: said especially
of a gray or tawny cow, dog, etc.

brine (brin), n. [ME,; AS. bryne; akin to D. brijn: IE,
base *bhrU-t to cut; orig. sense "cutting, sharp"], 1.
water full of salt; any heavily saturated salt solution;
hence, 2. any large body of salt water, as the ocean.
v.t. [BRINED (brind), BRINING], to put into brine, as in
-icHing.

test (bri-nel'), [after Swed. metallurgisl;, J. A.
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Brinell], a test for determining the relative hardness
of a metal by measuring the diameter of the indenta-
tion made when a hardened steel ball is forced into the
metal under a given pressure.
bring (brirj), v.t. [BROUGHT (br6t) v BRINGING], [ME.
bringen; AS. bringan; akin to G. bringen; base only in

Gmc. & Celt.], 1. to cause (a person or thing) to come
along together with oneself; take along (to a place or

person); fetch. 2. to cause to come about; make hap-
pen: as, fascism brought disaster. 3. to cause to have:
as, rest brings one health. 4. to lead, persuade, or
influence along a course of action or belief. 5. to cost

or sell for: as, used cars brought a good price in June.
6. in law* a) to present in a law court: as, bring charges.
b} to advance (evidence, etc.).

bring about, to cause; make happen; accomplish.
bring around (or round), 1. to cause to change an
opinion; convince; persuade. 2. to put or coax into
a good humor. 3. [Colloq.l, to bring back to con-
sciousness or health. 4. [Colloq.], to bring on a visit.

bring down, 1. to cause to come down or fall; hence,
2. to wound or kill. 3. to cause to lessen.

bring forth, 1. to give birth to; produce (fruit,

flowers, etc.). 2. to make manifest; disclose.

bring forward, 1. to introduce; show. 2. in book-

keeping, to carry over.

bring in, 1. to import. 2. to produce, as income or
revenue. 3. to give (a verdict or report).

bring off, to accomplish.
bring on, 1. to cause; cause to begin or happen.
2. to aid in advancing.

bring out, 1. to expose; reveal; make clear. 2. to

bring (a play, person, etc.) before the public; publish
(a book, magazine, etc.). 3. to cause to appear.
4. to introduce (a girl) formally to society.

bring over, 1 . to cause to change an opinion; convince;

persuade. 2. to bring on a visit.

bring to, 1. to revive (a person who is unconscious,
drunk, etc.). 2. to cause (a ship) to stop.

bring up, 1. to take care of during infancy and child-

hood; rear. 2. to introduce, as into discussion. 3. to

cougn up. 4. to vomit. 5. to stop abruptly.
SYN. bring (in strict usage) implies a carrying or conducting
to and take, similar action away from, a specified or implied

place (bring the book to me; I will take it back to the library);

fetch implies a going after something, getting it, and bringing
it back.

bring-ing-up (brirj 'irj-up'), n. 1. care during infancy
and childhood; rearing. 2. education, especially in how
to behave. Also upbringing.
brink (brink), n. [ME. < Anglo-N. form of ON.
brekka, hillside], the edge, especially at the top of any
steep place : verge : often used figuratively, as, he is on
the brink of disaster. SYN. see border.

brin-y (brin'i), adj. [BRINIER (-i-gr), BRINIEST (-i-ist)],

of or like brine; very salty.
brioche (bre'osh, bre'osh; Pr. bre'cW), n. [pi. BRI-

OCHES (-iz; Fr. bre'oW)], [Fr.], a light roll made with

butter, eggs, and yeast.
bri-o-lette (breVlef) , n. [Fr. < brillant, a brilliant], a
teardrop diamond cut in triangular facets: see gem,
illus.

bri-o-ny (bri'g-ni), n. [pi. BRIONIES (-niz)l, a bryony.
bri-quette, bri-quet (bri-kef), n. [Fr. briquette, dim.
of brique, brick], a brick made of compressed coal dust,

etc., used for fuel or kindling.
Jbri-sance (bre'zaws'), n. [Fr., lit., breaking, ppr. of

briser, to break; OFr. bruiser; see BRUISE], the shatter-

ing effect of the sudden release of energy, as in an ex-

plosion of nitroglycerine or in nuclear fission.

Bris-bane (briz'ban, briz'ban) , n. the capital of Queens-
land, on the eastern coast of Australia: pop., 402,000

(1947).
Bri se is (bri-se'is), n. [L.; Gr. Briseis], in Greek legend,
a pretty woman whose seizure by Agamemnon from
Achilles, her captor, led to a quarrel between the men.
brisk (brisk), adj. [prob. < Fr. brusque; see BRUSQUE],
1. quick in manner or movement; keen and energetic.
2. keen; sharp; invigorating: as, the air was brisk and
cold. SYN. see active.
brisket (bris'kit), n. [ME. brusket; prob. < OFr.
bruschet, brischet, of Gmc. origin; cf, Dan. bryske; same
IE. base as in breast], 1. the breast of an animal. 2.

meat cut from this part: see beef, illus.

brisling (bris'lirj), n. [Norm. dial. < older Dan.
bretling < LG. bretling, lit., the broad one], a small,
edible European fish resembling a sardine.

bris-tle (bris'l), n. [ME. brustle, bristele < AS. byrst;
akin to G. borste, bristles; IE. base *bhares, *bhores-,

point, sharp], 1. any short, stiff, prickly hair of an
animal or plant. 2. any of the hairs of a hog or some
other animals, used for brushes. 3. any of the hairs of a
brush. i;.i. [BRISTLED* (-'Id), BRISTLING], 1. to be or. be-
come stiff and erect, like bristles. 2: to have one's hair
stand up* 3. to stiffen with, fear, anger, etc.; become

ready for a fight. 4. to be thick with or as with bristles.

v.t. 1. to cause to stand up like bristles. 2. to put
bristles on or in. 3. to make bristly.

bris-tle-tail (bris'l-taT)t n. any of several wingless in-

sects with bristlelike parts at the posterior end.

bris-tly (brisli), adj. [BRISTLIER (-H-Sr), BRISTLIEST

(-H-ist)J, I. having bristles; rough with bristles, 2.

bristlelike; stiff and short; prickly.
Bris-tol (bris't'I), n. La seaport in southwestern Eng-
land, on the Avon River: pop., 417,000 (est. 1946).
2. a city in central Connecticut: pop., 36,000.
Bristol board (or paper), [after Bristol, England], a
fine, smooth pasteboard, usually not glazed

t
.

Bristol Channel, an arm of the Atlantic, between
Wales and southwestern England: length, 85 mi.

brit (brit), n.pL [sing. BRIT], [Corn. < OCelt. brith,

varicolored; akin to Corn, bruit, speckled], 1. the

young of the herring and some other fishes. 2. the
small sea animals eaten by the whalebone whale.

Brit., 1. Britain. 2. Britannia. 3. British.
Brit-am (brif'n, brit'sn), n. England, Wales, and Scot-
land: see Great Britain: abbreviated Brit., Br.
Bri-tan-ni-a (bn-tan'i-9, bri-tan'ya), n. [L.], 1.

Britain: the ancient Latin name: see Roman Empire,
map. 2. Great Britain, including Ireland and the
Dominions. 3. the British Empire. Abbreviated Brit.
4. [Poetic], the female figure symbolizing Britain or the
British Empire. 5. [b-], Britannia metal.
Britannia metal, britannia metal, an alloy of tin,

copper, and antimony, used in making tableware.
Bri-tan-nic (bri-tan'ik), adj. [L. Britannicus < Britan-

nia], of Britain or Great Britain; British.

Brit-i cism (brit's-siz'm) , n. a word,
% phrase, or idiom

peculiar to or characteristic of British English: as,

/petrol is a Briticism for gasoline.
Brit-ish (brit'ish), adj. [AS. Brittisc, Brettisc < Bret,

Bryt, pi. Brettas, name of the Celt, inhabitants of

Britain (cf. BRETON, BRETAGNE); of Celt, o/igin], 1.

of Great Britain or its people. 2. of the British Com-
monwealth of Nations, n. 1. the language of the
ancient Britons; Cymric. 2. British English. Abbre-
viated Brit., Br., B.
the British, the people of Great Bntain: sometimes
broadly applied to all the people of the British

Commonwealth of Nations.
British America, 1. the British possessions in or

adjacent to the Americas. 2. Canada: more properly,
British North America.
British Columbia, a province of southwestern Canada:
area, 366,255 sq. mi.; pop., 1,165,000; capital, Victoria:

abbreviated B.C.
British Commonwealth of Nations, 1. the British

Empire; political aggregate comprising: (1) the United

Kingdom (Great Britain and Northern Ireland) ; the
Channel Islands; the Isle or Man; the British colonies,

protectorates, and dependencies: and (2) the Domin-
ions of Canada, New Zealand, Pakistan, and Ceylon;
the Commonwealth of Australia; the Union of South

Africa; India; Ghana; Malaya: area, c. 13,506,000 sq,

mi.; pop., c. 546,000,000; capital, London. 2. occasion-

ally, the United Kingdom and the Dominions.
British East Africa, a British territory in eastern

Africa, including Kenya, Uganda, Zanzibar, and Pern-

ba: abbreviated B.E.A.
British Empire, 1* the British Commonwealth of

Nations. 2. occasionally, the United Kingdom (Great
Britain and Northern Ireland) and its dependencies.
British English, the English language as spoken and
written in England: abbreviated BrE.: usually dis-

tinguished from America^ English.
Brit-ish-er (brit'ish-gr), n. a native of Great Bntain,

especially an Englishman: sometimes broadly applied
to any British subject.
British Guiana, a British colony in northern South
America, on the Atlantic: area, 89,500 sq. mi.; pop,,

391,000 (est. 1947); capital, Georgetown.
British Honduras, a British colony in Central America,
on the Caribbean: area, 8,867 sq. mi.; pop., 59,000

(est. 1947); capital, Belize: abbreviated Br. Hond.
British India, the part of India formerly under British

rule: see India.
British Isles, Great Britain, Ireland, the Isle of Man,
and the Channel Islands.

Brit-ish-ism (brit'ish-iz'm), n. a Briticism.

British Malaya, the Federation of Malaya, the colony
of Singapore, and the state of Brunei.
British Museum, a famous museum in London, con-

taining art treasures, one of the largest libraries in the

world, a department of natural history, etc.

British New Guinea, the Territory of Papua: the
former name.
British North America, Canada.
British North Borneo, a British colony in northeastern

Borneo: area, 29,347 sq. xnL; pop., 330,000 (1947);

capital, Sandakan: also North Borneo.
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British Somaliland, SomaliJand Protectorate: abbre-

British thermal unit, a unit of heat equal to 252

calories; quantity of heat required to raise the tem-

perature of one pound of water from 62 F. to 63 F.:

abbreviated B.T.U., Btu, B,t.u.

British West Africa, the British possessions in western

Africa, including the Cameroons, Nigeria, Togoland.
Gold Coast. Sierra Leone, and Gambia: abbreviated
R 1W A.

British West Indies, the British possessions in the

West Indies, including the Bahamas, Barbados, Ber-

muda, Jamaica, Trinidad, Tobago, and islands in the

Lesser Antilles: abbreviated B.W.I.
Brit. Mus., British Museum. .

Brit-on (brit''n, brit'on), n. [ME. & OFr. Briton; L.

Brito, Britto; of Celt, origin; see BRITISH], 1. a native

or inhabitant of Great Britain or the British Common-
wealth of Nations. 2. a member of an early Celtic

people living in the southern part of Britain at the

time of the Roman invasion.
brits-ka (brits'ka), n. [Pol. brycska* dim. of bryka,

freight wagon], a long, spacious carriage with a folding

top: also spelled foritzka, britzska.

Brit-ta-ny (brit^'n-i), it. a former province on the north-

western coast of France:
French name, Bretagne.

brit-tle (brif'l), adj. [ME.
britd, brnid < AS. breotan,
to break to pieces], easily
broken or shattered; crisp.
n. a crisp, breakable candy :

as, peanut brittle. SYN.
see fragile.
Br-no (bur

/
n6), n. Briinn:

the Czech name,
bro., [PL BROS.], brother.
broach (broch), n. [ME.
broche, a pin, peg, spit;
OFr. broche, broc; LL.
brocca, a spike < L. broc-

cus, with projecting teeth],
1. a sharp-pointed rod for

holding roasting meat; spit; skewer. 2. a tapered bit

for boring holes; reamer. 3. a narrow, pointed mason
f

s

chisel. 4. a hole made by a broach. 5. a brooch, v.t.

1. to make a hole in so as to let out liquid. 2. to start

a discussion of; bring up. SYN. see utter,

broad (brfid), adj. JME. brod; AS. brad; akin to G.

brett], 1. wide; of large extent from side to side.
t
2.

having great extent or expanse; spacious. 3. extending
about; clear; open: as, broad daylight. 4. open to the

sight ; obvious ; as, a broad purpose. 5. strongly marked :

said of dialects or accents. 6. outspoken; unreserved:

as, a broad statement; hence, 7. ribald: as, a broad

joke. 8. all-inclusive; tolerant; liberal: as, he takes
B
a

broad view of the matter. 9. extensive; general: as, in

a broad sense that's true. 10. main; essential: as, in

broad outline. 11. spoken with the tongue held flat

and low in the mouth and the oral passage wide open,
as a in father: the current phonetic term is open, adv*

in a broad manner; widely, n. 1. the broad part of

anything. 2. [Slang], a woman or girl: a vulgar term.
SYN. broad and wide both are applied to extent from side

to side of surfaces having height or length, wide being preferred
when the distance between limits is stressed (two feet -wide, a
wide aperture), and broad, when the full extent of surface is

considered (broad hips, broad plains) ; deep, in this connection,
refers to extent backward, as from the front, an opening, etc.;

(a deep lot, a deep cave). ANT* narrow.
broad arrow, 1. an arrow with a broad head. 2. an
identification mark that the
British government puts on its

property and on prisoners' uni-
forms.
broad-ax, broad-axe (br6d'aks') ,

n. an ax with a broad blade, used
as a weapon or for cutting tim-
ber.
broad bean, a plant bearing
large, thick, broad pods with
flat seeds, used chiefly for fodder.
broad-bill (br6d'bil'), n. any of
various birds with a broad bill,

as the scaup and shoveler ducks,
spoonbill, etc.
broad-brim (br6d/brim /

) , n. 1. a hat with a very broad
brim, like that worn by Quakers; hence, 2. [often B-],
[Colloq.], a Quaker; Friend.

broad-cast (brdd'kast', br6d'kast'), v.t. [BROADCAST or,
in radio, BROADCASTED (-id), BROADCASTING], 1. to
scatter (something) over a broad area. 2. to spread
(information, etc.); inform many people of. 3. to
transmit widely by radio, v.i. to broadcast radio pro-
grams, adj. 1. widely scattered. 2. of or for radio
broadcasting, n. 1. a sowing by broadcasting. 2. a
radio program, adv. far and wide.
broad cast er (brdd'kas'tSr, br6d'kas't5r) , n. 1. a per-
son, organization, etc. that prepares, makes, or trans-
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mits radio broadcasts. 2. equipment for radio broad-

casting; transmitter. ....
broadcasting station, 1. an organization for broad-

casting radio programs: it is often part of a network.
2, the studios, offices, etc. of such an organization.
Broad-Church (br6d'church') adj. in the Church of

England, 1. designating a group (Broad Church) with
liberal views as to doctrine and communion. 2. of this

broadcloth ^brSd'klSth
7
, brdd'kloth'), n. 1. a fine,

smooth woolen cloth: so called because it originally came
in widths over a yard. 2. a fine, smooth cotton or silk

cloth, used for shirts, etc.

broad-en (br6d''n), v.t. & v.i. to make or become broad
or broader; widen; expand.
broad-gauge (brdd'gaj'), odj. 1. for or having a
broad gauge. 2. [Colloq.], broad-minded.
broad gauge, 1. a width (between the rails) of more
than 56 1/2 inches (standard gauge). 2. a railroad

having such a gauge. 3. a locomotive or car for such
a railroad.

broad-gauged (br6d'gajd'), adj. broad-gauge.
broad ish (br6d'ish), adj. somewhat broad.

broad jump, a jump for distance rather than height,
made either from a stationary position (standing broad

jump) or with a running start (running broad jump).
broad-leaf (brSdlef

7
), n. any of various tobaccos with

broad leaves used for making cigars.

broad-loom (br6d'16om') t adj. woven on a wide loom:
said of rugs and carpets.
broad-mind-ed (brCd'min'did), adj. tolerant of other

people's opinions and behavior; not bigoted; liberal.

Broads, The (br6dz), a low, level district in Suffolk

and Norfolk, England, characterized by marshes,

lakes, etc.

broad seal, the public seal of a state or nation.

broad-sheet (brod'sheV), n. a broadside (sense 6).

broad-side (br6d'sidO n. 1. the entire side of a ship
above the water line. 2. all the guns that can be fired

from one side of a ship. 3. their simultaneous fire.

4. a vigorous, effective attack in words, especially in a

newspaper. 5. the broad surface of any large object.
6. a large sheet of paper printed on one side, as with

advertising or a political message. 7. [Colloq. \,
violent

abuse, adv. with the length turned (to an object) : as,

the ship came broadside to the dock.
broad-sword (br6d's&rd' t br6d'sord'), n. a sword with a
broad blade, for slashing rather than thrusting.
broad-tail (br6d'tal') n. 1. a thick-tailed sheep of

Asia Minor; karakul. 2, the flat, wavy pelt of its

lamb; astrakhan.
Broad-way (br6d'w5')f n. 1. a street that runs north-
ward through New York City, known for its brightly
Hghted theater section, night clubs, etc. ; hence, 2. the

New York commercial theater or entertainment in-

dustry, or its life, world, etc.

Brob-ding-nag (brob'dirj-nag'). n. in Swift's Gulliver's

Travels, the land of the giants, where Gulliver becomes
a pet of the court: often misspelled Brobdignag.
Brob-ding-nag-i-an (brob'diij-nag'i-Qn), adj. 1. of

Brobdingnag. 2. like the giants of that place; gigantic;

huge. n a giant.
brocade (bro-kad'), n. [Sp. brocado < pp. of LL.
brocare, to embroider, stitch; see BROACH], a rich cloth

with a raised design woven into it, as of silk, velvet,

gold, or silver, v.t. [BROCADED (-id), BROCADING], to
weave a raised design into (cloth).

bro-cad-ed (bro-kad'id), adj. 1. woven like or into

brocade. 2. decorated or covered with brocade.

broc-a-tel, broc-a*telle (brok'9-tel'), n. [Fr. brocatelle;

It. broccatellot dim. of broccato, brocaded; see BR9CADB],
a heavy, figured cloth like brocade, usually of silk and
linen, used in upholstery.

broc-co'li (brok'a-K), ft. [It., pi. of broccolo, a sprout,
cabbage sprout, dim. of brocco, LL. brocca; see BROACH],
1. a land of cauliflower. 2. a related vegetable witn
small, loose, white or green heads; sprouting broccoli.

bro ch6 (bro-sha'), adj. [Fr. < brocher, to stitch, bro-
cade < broche; see BROACH], woven with a raised design.

bro-chette (bro-shet'), n. [Fr., dim. of broche; see

BROACH], a small skewer.
bro-chure (bro-shoor', bro-shyoorO, n. [Fr. < brocher,
to stitch; see BROACH], a pamphlet,
brock (brok), n. [AS. & Gael, 'broc], a badger.
Brock-en (brok'aa), n. a mountain in the fiarz Mount-
ains, Germany: scene of the Walpurgis Night in
German folklore: height, 3,745 ft.

brock-et (brok'it), n. [ME, broket; Fr. brocart* broquarfy
yearling (of roe deer) ; OFr. broc, a spit, tine of a stag's
horn; see BROACH], 1. a male deer two years old. 2. a
small South American deer with short, tmbranched
horns.
Brock*ton (brok'ton), *. an Industrial; <atT i& eastern
Massachusetts: pop., 63,000. ;

bro*gan (bro'gsn), n.
(Ir.,f

dim. of 5r0j a brogue (shoe).
*

gue (brog), n. [proo. < Ir. barrtix, ahold* grip (espe-
on the tongue)], the pronunciation (or acceat

iar to a dialect, especially that of BagMsJi as

spoken by the Irish. / \
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brogue (brog), n. [Gael. & Ir. brog, & shoe], 1. a coarse

shoe of untanned leather, formerly worn in Ireland.

2. a man's heavy, comfortable oxford shoe, usually
with decorative perforations.

brogue (brog), n. [apparently < brogger (Anglo-Fr.
brogour}, var. of broker], [Scot.], a trick; deception.

broi-der (broi'der), v.t. [altered (after broid, old var. of

braid) < brouder, broudre < Fr. broder; OFr. brosder <
Gmc. *bruzdan, to embroider], [Archaic], to embroider.

broi-der-y (broi'dSr-i), n. [ME. broiderie, brouderi; Fr.

broderie; see BROIDER], [Archaic], embroidery.
broil (broil), v.t. [ME. broilen; OFr. bruillir, to broil,

roast < brnir, to burn; prob. < Gmc. *brojan, to brew],
1. to cook by exposing to direct heat. 2. to expose
directly to intense heat. t>.. 1. to cook by broiling.
2. to be exposed directly to great heat. 3. to become
heated or angry, n. 1. a broiling; great heat. 2. any-
thing broiled.

broil (broil), n. [Fr. brouiller, to mix, confuse, quarrel;
OFr. brooulier, to dirty; prob. < Gmc. *brod-, broth],
a noisy quarrel; brawl. v.L to take part in a broil.

broil-er (broiler), n. 1. a pan, gridiron, etc. for broil-

ing. 2. the part of a stove designed for broiling. 3. a

chicken suitable for broiling.

bro-kage (bro'kij), n. [ME. brocage; see BROKER], the

business or fee of a broker, especially a marriage
broker.
broke (brok), past tense and archaic past participle of

break, adj. [Slang], 1. having little or no money;
penniless. 2. bankrupt.
go broke, [Slang], 1. to lose all or most of one's money
or property; become penniless. 2. to become bank-
rupt.

bro-ken (bro'ksn), [ME.; AS. brocen < brecan, to break;
see BREAK], past participle of break, adj. 1. splintered,
fractured, burst, etc. 2. violated: as, a broken promise.
3. weak or weakened. 4. subdued in feelings. 5. bank-
rupt. 6. interrupted; discontinuous. 7. faltering: as,

she wept and told her story in broken tones. 8. imper-
fectly spoken, especially with reference to grammar and
syntax : as, he speaks broken English. 9. tamed ;

subdued
and trained. 10. [Colloq.], demoted. For phrases, see

break.
bro-ken-down (bro'ksn-doun') odj 1. shattered, as

in health. 2. ruined; useless.

bro-ken-heart-ed (bro'ksn-har'tid) , adj. crushed by
grief or despair; heartbroken.
broken wind, in veterinary medicine, the heaves.
bro-ken-wind-ed (bro'kan-win'did), adj. gasping with
or as with the heaves.

bro-ker (bro'ker), n. [ME. brokour, brocour; Anglo-Fr.
brocour; ONorm.Fr. broceor < OFr. brokier, brochier,

to broach, tap; orig. sense "wine dealer"], 1. a person
paid a fee or commission for acting as an agent in mak-
ing contracts or sales. 2. a stockbroker.

broker-age (bro'kgr-ii), n. [broker + -age], 1. the
business or office of a broker. 2. a broker's fee.

bro-rna (bro'mQ), n. [Gr. broma, food < bibroskein, to

eat], 1. cocoa from which the oil has been removed.
2. in medicine, any solid food that is chewed.
bro-mal (bro'mal), n. [G.; brom, bromine + oZkohpl,
alcohol], an oily, colorless, sharp-smelling liquid,

CBrsCOH, obtained by passing bromine through
alcohol.
bro mate (bro'mat), n. [frromine -f -ate], a salt of bromic
acid. v.t. [BROMATED (-id), BROMATING], in pharmacy,

l.^to treat (a substance) with bromine. 2. to combine
with bromine.
Brom-berg (brom'bSrg; G. brom'berH). n. a city in

northwestern Poland: pop., 135,000 (1946): Polish

name, Bydgoszcz.
brome (brom), n. [L. bromos; Gr. bromos, oats], any of

a large group of related grasses, mostly weeds, with flat

leaves and drooping spikes of flowers: also brome
grass.
bro*me-H<a-ceous (bro-me'H-a'shas), adj. [Mod.L.
Bromelia, name of the family of plants (after Swedw
botanist Olaf Bromel); + -aceous], of the pineapple
family of jplants, which generally have stiff leaves and
spikes or heads of bright flowers.

Brom field, Louis (brom'feld), 1896?-19S6; American
novelist.
bro-mic (bro'mik), adj. [bromine + ~*c] r of or containing
bromine, especially bromine with a valence of five.

bromic add, an acid, HBrOa, of which bromates are
salts: it cannot be prepared in 'the pure state, and is

found only in dilute aqueous solutions.
bro-mid (bro'mid), n. bromide.
bro rnide (bro'mid, bro'mid) , n. [bromm& 4- -Me], .1.

a
compound of bromine with another element or radical.

2. potassium bromide, KBr, used in medicine, as a
sedative. 3. a trite saying or statement. 4. [Slang]* a
person who says trite things; &JN. sefe plsttitudlei t

bromide paper, in photography, sensitized paper coated
with, a gelatiia bromide emipsienri used in printing. ;> < "

bro-mid-ic (bro-mid'ik), adj. [see BROMIDE], using or

containing a trite remark or remarks.
bro min (bro'min), n. bromine.
bromi-nate (bro'mi-nat'),. v.t. [BROMINATBD (-id),

BROMINATING], in chemistry, to combine with bromine.
bro-mine (bro'men, bro'min), n. [Fr. brome < Gr.

bromos, stench; -f -ine], a chemical element, usually jn
the form of a reddish-brown, corrosive liquid volatiliz-

ing to form a vapor that has an unpleasant odor and is

very irritating to mucous membranes: used in making
dyes, in photography, and, in the form of certain com-
pounds, m antiknock motor fuel: symbol, Br; at. wt.,

79.916; at. no., 35.
bro-mism (bro'miz'm) , n. in medicine, a condition
caused by overuse of bromine or its compounds.
bro-mize (bro'miz), v.t. [BROMIZED (-mlzd), BROMIZING],
in chemistry, to treat with bromine or a bromide.
bron-chi (bror/kl) , n. plural of bronchus.
bron-chi-a (bror/ki-s), n.pl. [LL. < Gr. bronchia],
bronchial tubes smaller than the bronchi but larger than
the bronchioles.

bron-chi-al (bror/ki-al), adj. of the bronchi, the bron-
chia, or the bronchioles.
bronchial tubes, the bronchi and the tubes branching
from them.
bron-chi-ole (bror/ki-ol

7

),
n. [dim. of bronchia, after

Mod.L. diminutives ending in -tola], any of the small
subdivisions of the bronchia.

bron-chit-ic (brorj-kit'ik), adj. of, connected with, or

having bronchitis.
bron*chi-tis (brorj-ki'tis) , n.[bronch- + -itis], an inflam-

mation, acute or chronic, of the mucous lining of the
bronchial tubes.
bron-cho (brorj'k5), n. [pi BRONCHOS (-koz)], a bronco.
bron-cho- (bror/ko, bror/ka), [< Gr. bronchos, wind-
pipe], a combining form meaning having to do 'with the

bronchi, as in bronchoscope: also, before a vowel,
bronch-.

bron*cho-bust-er (brorj
/ko-bus/

te'r) :_n. a broncobuster.

bron-cho-pneU'mo-ni-a^rorj'ko-noo-mo'nys^brorj'ko-
nu-mo'ni-a), n. inflammation of the bronchia accom-
panied by inflamed, jjus-forming patches in the near-by
lobules of the lungs: it is generally a secondary disease

following an infection of the upper respiratory tract.

bron-cho-scope (bror/ks-skop
7
), n. [broncho- + -scope],

a slender, tubular instrument with a small electric

light, for examining or treating the inside of the wind-

pipe or the bronchi, or for removing foreign bodies
from them.
bron-chus (bror/kas), n. [pi. BRONCHI (~ki)], [Mod. L.

< Gr. bronchos, windpipe], either of the two main
branches of the trachea, or windpipe: see lung, illus.

bron-co (bror/ko), n. [PL BRONCOS (-koz)J, [Sp., rough,
rude, crabbed, morose], a small horse or pony, usually
wild or partially tamed, of the western United States:

also spelled broncho.
bron-co-bust*er (bror/ko-bus'ter), n. [Slang], 1. a

person who tames broncos. 2. a cowboy. Also spelled
bronchobuster.
Bran-te* Anne (bron'ti), (pseudonym Acton Bell),

1820-1849; sister of Charlotte; English novelist.

Bronte, Charlotte, (Mrs. Arthur B. Nichollsj pseudo-
nym Currer Bell), 1816-1855; English novelist; wrote
Jane Eyre.
Bronte, Emily Jane, (pseudonym Ellis Bell}, 1818-

1848; sister of Charlotte; English novelist; wrote
Wuthering Heights.

bron-to- (bron'to, bron'ts), [< Gr. bronte, thunder], a

combining form meaning : 1. thunder, as in brontograph.
2. in paleontology, hugeness, as in brontosaurus. Also,

before a vowel, bront-.
bron-to-sau-rus (bron'ta-sS'ras), n. [bronto- + Gr.

sauros, lizard], a huge,
extinct American di-

nosaur of the Jurassic
Period, which had a

long, slender neck, a

small head, and a

thick, tapering tail.

Bronx (brorjks), n. 1.

a borough of New
York City, between
the Hudson and East
Rivers: pop., 1,445,-
000. 2

:
a cocktail

mouth^and^range BRONTOSAURUS

Bronx cheer, [Slang], a noisy vibration of the Hps to
show derision or scorn.
bronze (bronz), n. [Fr.; It. bronzo & MJU. brundtum;
supposedly < It. town Brindisi, L. Brundisium], 1. an
alloy of copper and tin. 2. anything, as a work of art,

made of bronze. 3. a redjdish-brown color like that of

bronze: abbreviated br*. adf*$& or Eke bronze. $4.
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[BRONZED (bronzd), BRONZING], [Fr. bronzer < the n.\,
to make look like bronze; give a bronze color to. v.i.

to tan darkly: said of persons.
Bronze Age, a period of civilization characterized by
bronze tools and weapons, usually regarded as between
the Stone Age and the Iron Age.
Bronze Star, a United States Army military decoration
awarded for heroic or meritorious achievement not

involving participation in aerial flight: instituted in

1942.

bronz-y (bron'zi), adj. resembling bronze, especially
in color.
broo (broo: Scot, brii), n. [? < OPr. breu], [Scot. & N.
Eng. Dial.], broth.
brooch (broch, brooch), n. [ME. broche; see BROACH], a

large ornamental pin with a clasp, worn usually at the
bosom or neck of a woman's dress.
brood (brood), n. [ME. & AS. brod; akin to G. brut, a

hatching; IE. base *bhre- t to warm, heat < *bher~, to
well up, ferment; cf. FERMENT], 1. the offspring of

animals, especially of birds or fowl. 2. a group of birds
or fowl hatched at one time and cared for together;
hence, 3. the children in a family. 4. a breed or kind:
as, a brood of ideas, v.t. 1. to sit on and hatch (eggs).
2. to hover over or protect (offspring, etc.) with or as
with wings. vd. 1. to brood eggs or offspring. 2. to
think deeply about something, usually with unhappi-
ness, anxiety, etc.

brood on (or over), 1. to hover over; hang low over.
2, to think about constantly, usually with unhappi-
ness, anxiety, etc.

brood-er (brood'eY), n. 1. a person or animal that
broods. 2. a heated shelter for raising young fowl.

brood-y (brood'i), adj. [BROODIER (-i-Sr), BROODIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. ready to brood: said of chickens. 2. in-
clined to brood, or dwell on one's own thoughts.
brook (brook), n. [ME. broc; AS. broc; prob. < base of

break^ in the sense of "a stream bursting forth"], a
small stream, usually not so large as a river.

brook (brook), v.t. [ME. bruken, to use, enjoy;; AS.
brucan, to use], to put up with; endure: usually in the
negative: as, I cannot brook his insolence. SYN. see
bear.
Brooke, Rupert (brook), 1887-1915; English poet.
Brook Farm, a farm near West Roxbury, Massachu-
setts, where a group ^of American writers and ^scholars
experimented in setting up a model communist com-
munity from 1841 to 1847.
brook-let (brook'lit), n. a little brook.
brook-lime (brooklim'), n. [ME. broc-lemok, broc-

leomeke: broc, brook + leomeke, brooklime < AS.
hleomoc], any of several veronicas that grow in wet
places.
Brook-line (brooklm), n. a town in Massachusetts:
suburb of Boston: pop., 57,000.
Brook-lyn (brooklm), n. a borough of New York City,
on western Long Island: pop., 2,720,000.
Brooklyn Bridge, a bridge in New York City between
Brooklyn and Manhattan: length, 5,989 ft.

Brooks, Phillips (brooks), 1835-1893; American
clergyman and writer.

Brooks, Van Wyck (van^wfk), 1886- ; American
critic, translator, and historian.
Brooks Range (brooks) , a range of mountains extending
across northern Alaska: highest peak, c. 5,000 ft.

brook
f trout, the speckled trout of eastern North

America.
brook-weed (b^k'wed')* n. either of two plants
related to the primrose, one European and the other
North American, that grow in moist places and have
small white flowers.
broom (broom, broom), n. [ME. & AS. brom, brushwood;
akin to OHG. br&ma, thorny bush, bramblebush (see
BRAMBLE) ;

IE. base *bher~, point, edge, thorn], 1. any
of a group of shrubs of the pea family, with small
leaves, slender branches, and flowers of yellow, purple,
or white. 2. a brush with a long handle, used for

sweeping: brooms were originally made of twigs of
broom, v.t. to use a broom on; sweep.
broom corn (bropm'k6rn', broom/k&rn'), n. a variety
of grass resembling corn: the long, stiff stems of the
flower clusters are used in brooms and brushes.

broom-rape (broom'rap', broom'rap') , n. [broom + rape
(the vegetable) ; used as transl. of ML. rapum genistae,
lit., broom tuber], any of a number of related leafless

plants with yellow, purplish, or reddish-brown flowers:
they are parasitic on the roots of other plants.
broom-stick (broom'stik', broom'stik'), n. the handle
of a broom.

bros., brothers.
broth (brdth, broth), n. [ME. & AS.; akin to OHG.
brod; ult. < base of brew], water in which meat and,
sometimes, vegetables or cereals have been boiled; thin,
watery soup.
broth-el (brSth'sl, brothel, bro/fc'ol), n. [ME., wretched
person < AS. breothan, to waste away, go to ruin;
confused with bordel], a house of prostitution.

broth-er (bruJ&'eY), n. [pi. BROTHERS: archaic BRETHREN
(bre^'rsn) is still used in senses o & 7], [ME.; AS.

brothor; akin to Goth, brathar, L. frater, Olr. brdthir,
Sans, bhratar; IE. base *brater], 1. a man or bo3f re-
lated to one bjr having the same parents: sometimes
also used of animals. 2. a man or boy related to one
by having one parent in common; half brother. 3. a
stepbrother. 4. a foster brother. 5. a friend who is

like a brother. 6. a lay member of a men's religious
order. 7. a fellow member of the same race, creed,
profession, or organization. Abbreviated bro., br., B.,
b. v.t. to treat or address as a brother.
brother-hood (bru/fe'er-hood'), n. [ME. brotherhede;
see BROTHER & -HOOD], 1. the state or quality of being
a brother; bond between brothers. 2. an association of
men united in a common interest, work, creed, etc., as
a fraternity or religious order: abbreviated B.

broth-er-in-law (bru^'er-in-ld'), n. [pi. BROTHERS-IN-
LAW], 1. the brother of one's husband or wife. 2. the
husband of one's sister. 3. occasionally, the husband
of the sister of one's wife or husband,
Brother Jonathan, [said to be from Washington's fre-

quent jocular reference to Jonathan Trumbull, governor
of Connecticut], [Colloq.], 1. the United States. 2. its

people.
broth-er4i-ness (bru^'er-li-nis), n. the quality of being
brotherly.

broth-er-ly (bru*&'gr-li), adj. 1. of or like a brother.
2. friendly, kind, loyal, etc. adv. as a brother should.

brougham, (broom, broo'am, bro'sm), n. [after Lord
Brougham (1778-
1868)], 1. a closed,
four-wheeled car-

riage with the driv-
er's seat outside.
2. an electrically
powered automo-
bile, between a
coupe and a sedan
in size. 3. a gaso-
line-powered lim- BROUGHAM
ousine with the
driver's seat unenclosed.

brought (br6t), [AS. broht-, p.t., (ge)broht, pp.; akin to
OFns. brohtet (ge)brohtt OHG. brahta. (ge)braht, Goth.
brahta (pp. does not appear) ; anomalously used (as in

OPris., OHG., Goth.) with strong inf. bringan (see

BRING), but actually forms of brengan, to bring, pro-
duce a caus. v. < W. Gmc. *brangjan < *brang (p.t. of

*bringari) + -jan, caus, suffix; the expected strong
forms *brang, *(ge)brungen do not appear], past tense
and past participle of bring.
Broun, Hey-wood (ha'wood broSn), (born Matthew
Heywood Campbell Broun), 1888-1939; American
journalist.

Brou-wer, A dri aen (a'dri-an brou'wSr), 1606?-1638;
Flemish painter.
brow (brou), n. [ME. browe, bruwe; AS. bru; akin to
ON. "brun; IE. base *bhru, eyebrow, as in Sans, bhru-h],
L the eyebrow. 2. the forehead. 3. a person's facial

expression: as, an angry brow. 4. the edge of a cliff;

projecting upper part or top of a hill.

brow-beat (brou'bet'), v.t. [BROWBEAT, BROWBEATEN
(-beV'n), BROWBEATING], to intimidate with harsh,
stern looks and words; bully.
brown (broun), adj. [ME. brown, broun, brun; AS. brun;
akin to G. braun; IE

t
. base *bhrou~no- < *bhero~$,

*bheru-s; see BEAR (animal)], 1. having the color of
chocolate or coffee, a combination of red, black, and
yellow. 2. tanned by or as by the sun; dark-skinned.
n. 1. brown color. 2. any pigment or dye that makes
things brown. Abbreviated br. v.t. & v4, to make or
become brown, especially by exposure to sunlight or
heat.
brown out, to cause a brownout in.

do up brown, [Slang], to do completely: do perfectly.
Brown, Charles Brock-den (brok'dan broun), 1771-
1810; American novelist.

Brown, John, 1800-1859; American abolitionist; led
raid on government arsenal at Harper's Ferry (1859)
to establish a stronghold for escaped slaves: hanged
for treason: called Old Brown of Osawatomie.
brown algae, kind of algae in which the green chloro-
phyll is somewhat obscured by brown pigmentation.
brown bear, a bear with brown fur, found in Europe,
North America, etc.
brown betty, a baked apple pudding made with butter,
spices, sugar, and bread crumbs.
brown bread, 1. any bread made of dark flour. 2. a
dark, sweetened, steamed bread.
brown coal, lignite, a dark-brown coal, usually with a
woody texture.

Browne, Charles Far-rar (fSr'Sr broun), see Ward,
Artemus.
Browne, Sir Thomas, 1605-1682; English physician
and author.
Brown-ian movement (broum'i*9n), [after Robert
Brown (1773-1S58), who first demonstrated it}, the
constant zigzag movement of colloidal dispersion^ la a
liquid medium, caused by collision with molectiles of
the liquid.
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brown-ie (broun'i), n. [dim. of brown: from its supposed
color], 1. a small, helpful elf or goblin in stories, who
does housework and other good deeds for people at

night. 2. [B-], a girl scout between the ages of eight
and eleven. 3. an unfrosted, chocolate cake with nuts
in it, generally cut into small bars.

Brown-ing, Elizabeth Bar-rett (bar'it broun'irj),
1806-1861; wife of Robert; English poet,
Browning, John Moses, 1855-1926; American in-

ventor ofautomatic firearms.

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889; English poet; husband
of Elizabeth Barrett.

brown-ish (broun'ish), adj. somewhat brown.
brown-out (broun'out') n. a partial elimination or

dimming of lights in a city to prevent observation by
enemy air raiders at night or to save fuel.

brown rice, unpolished grains of rice.

brown rot, 1. a disease of stone fruits and pome fruits,
marked by blight of flowers and twigs, rotting, etc.
2. any fungus causing this disease.
brown shirt, 1. [often B- S-l, a person who belonged
to the Nazi Sturmabteilung (S.A.) in Germany or to
some similar organization in other countries: so called
from the uniform; hence, 2. a Nazi; Hitlerite.
brown-stone (broun'ston'), n. a reddish-brown sand-
stone, used for building.
brownstone front, 1. a facade of brownstone; hence,
2. a house with such a facade.
brown study, [orig., somber thought < early sense of
brown, somber, gloomy], a condition of being deeply
absorbed in thought; reverie.
brown sugar, sugar that is wholly or partly unrefined.
Browns-vflle (brounz'vil), n. a seaport in Texas, at the
mouth of the Rio Grande: pop., 36,000.
Brown Swiss, a hardy breed of dairy cattle, first

raised in Switzerland.
brown-tail (broun'tal'), n. a white moth with a tuft of
reddish-brown hairs at the posterior end: its hairy
larvae are harmful to trees.
brown thrasher, a songbird related to the mockingbird,
brownish-red above and whitish below.
browse (brouz), n. (OFr. brouz, pi. of broust, a bud or
shoot < OS. brusttan, to sprout], twigs, leaves, and
young shoots of trees or shrubs, which animals feed on.
v.t. [BROWSED (brouzd), BROWSING], [OFr. brouster <
the n.], 1. to feed on or nibble at. 2. to graze on. i;.i.

1. to feed on or nibble at leaves, twigs, etc. 2. to
glance through a book, library, etc. in a leisurely way.
Br. Som.. British Somaliland.
B.R.T., Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen: a labor
union.
Bruce (broos), [Scot. < Fr. Brieux, locality in France],
a masculine name.
Bruce, Robert the, 1274-1329; king of Scotland (1306-
1329) ; won independence of Scotland from England.
Bruce, Stanley Melbourne, 1883- ; Australian states-

man; prime minister (1923-1929).
bru eel lo sis (broo'ss-lo'sis), n. [after Sir David Bruce

(1855-1931), Scot, physician; + -osis], undulant fever.
bruc-in (broos'in) , n. brucine.
bruc-ine (broos'en, broos'in), n. [after James Bruce
(1730-1794), Scot, traveler], a bitter, poisonous, white
alkaloid, CjsHaeNaO*, found in seeds of nux vomica and
several other related plants.
Bruck-ner, An-ton (an'ton brook'ngr), 1824^1896;
Austrian organist and composer.
Bruegel, Jan, etc., see Breughel, Jan, etc..

Bruges (broo'jaz, broozh; Fr. briizh), n. a city in
northwestern Belgium: pop., 53,000 (1947).
Brug-ge (brpog'd), n. Bruges: the Flemish name.
bra-In (broo'in), n. [D., brown], a bear, especially a
brown bear: name used in fairy tales.
bruise (brooz), v.t. [BRUISED (broozd), BRUISING], [ME.
brusen; merging of AS. brysan> to crush, pound & OFr.
bruser, bruiser, to

m
break, shatter], ^

1. to injure the
surface of (the skin) without breaking it but causing
discoloration; hence, 2. to injure the surface or outside
of. 3. to crush with or as witin. mortar and pestle. 4. to
hurt slightly, as feelings. v.L to be or become bruised.
n. 1. a discoloration of the skin caused by a blow.
2. an injury to the outside of fruit, plants, etc.

bruis-er (brooz'gr), n. [< bruise; sense 1 is 18th cj, 1. a
professional boxer, especially one who is strong and
hits narcL_ 2. a strong, jmgnacious man; bully.
bruit (broot), n. [Fr., noise, uproar, rumor < bruire, to
rumble, roar; prob. < L. rugire, to roar: ? influenced
by LL. bragire, to cry out], [Archaic], 1. clamor. 2.

rumor, v.t. to spread a report of; rumor.
JBru-maire (brirmar') , n. [Fr. < brume, fog, mist < L.
bruma; see BRUMAL], the second month (October 22-
November 20) o the French Revolutionary Calendar,
adopted by the First Republic in 1793.
bru-mal (broo'ml), adj. [L. brumalis < bruma, winter,
shortest day of the year < *brevima < brevissima,
superL of brevis, short], of winter; wintry.

brume (broom), n. Fr. < L. bruma; see BRUMAL], mist;
fog; vapor.
brum-ma-gem (bram'a-jpm), adj. [after Birmingham,
formerly Bromwycham, Bngland, where cheap jewelry
and gift toys were manufactured], [Colloq.], not
genuine; cheap and gatidy. n. [Colloq.], anything
cheap and gaudy, especially imitation jewelry.
Brummell, George Bryan, see Beau Brummell.
bru-mous (broo'mss), adj. [< L. bruma; + ~ous; see

BRUMAL], foggy; misty.
brunch (brunch), n. [breakfast -f- lunch]* [Colloq.], a
combined breakfast and lunch.
Brun-dis-i-um (brun-diz'i-am), n. Brindisi: the ancient
name.
Bru-nei (broo-nl'), n. 1. a state of British Malaya, in
northwestern Borneo: area, 2,226 sq. mi.; pop., 38,000.
2. its capital: pop., 10,500.

Bro-neMes-chi, Fi-lip-po (fe-lep'pd broo'ne-les'ke) ,

1377P-1446; Florentine architect.
bru-net (broo-netO, adj. [Fr.; OFr. brunet, brunette, dim.
of brun, brown; OHG. brun], 1. having a dark or olive
color. 2. having black or dark-brown hair and eyes,
and a dark complexion, n. a man or boy with such
hair, eyes, and complexion.
bru-nette (broo-net'), adj. [Fr. f fern, of brunet], brunet.
n. a woman or girl with black or dark-brown hair and
eyes, and a dark complexion.
Bran-hild (broon'hild; G. broon/hilt), n. [< OHG.
brunna, armor + hilti (or OS. hild), fight; hence, fighter
in armor], in the Nibelungenlied, a queen of Iceland
whom Gunther, king of Burgundy, gets as his bride
with the help of Siegfried's magic: see BrtinnhUde,
BrynMld.
Briinn (brun), n. a city in Moravia: pop., 265,000:
Czech name, Brno.

Briinn-hilde (briin-hil'da; Eng. broon-hil'da), n.

[G., var. of Brunhild; form < G. brunne (< OHG.
tjrunna} 4- Httde, fern, given name (< OHG. hilti)], in
Richard Wagner's Die Walkure, a Valkyrie whom
Siegfried releases from enchantment: see Brunhild,
Brynhild.
Bra-no (broo'no), [OHG. < brun, brown], a masculine
name.
Bru no, Gior-da-no (j6r-da'n6* broVno

1

), 1548P-1600;
Italian philosopher; championed Copernican theories
of astronomy; burned at the stake by the Inquisition.
Bruno of Cologne, Saint, 1030?-! 101; founder of the
Carthusian order of monks: his day is October 6.

BrunS'Wick (brunz'wik), n. 1. a division of central
Germany: formerly a duchy: area, 1,418 sq. mi.; pop.,
599,000. 2. its capital: pop., 181,000 (1946). German
name, Braunschweig.
brunt (brunt), n. [ME. brunt, bront < ON. bruncer,
heat; akin to brenna, to burn], 1. shock (of an attack) ;

impact (of a blow). 2. the main part of the shock or
impact: as, he bore the brunt of the argument,
Bru-sa (broo'sa), n. Bursa.
brush (brush), n. [ME. brusshe; OFr. broce, brosse, bush,
brushwood; LL. *brustia, bruscia; ? < OHG. brusta,
burst, a bristle], 1, a device having bristles, hairs, or
wires fastened into a back of some sort, with or without
a handle attached: brushes are used for cleaning, polish-
ing, painting, smoothing the hair, etc. 2. brushwork.
3. any bushy tail, especially that of a fox, 4. the act of

brushing. 5. a motion that barely touches; light touch
in passing. 6. in electricity, a piece, plate, rod, or bundle
of carbon, copper, etc. used as a conductor between an
outside circuit and a revolving part, as in a motor.
v.t. [ME. bruschen < brusshe; or ? < OFr. brosser, to
beat undetbrush for game < brpsse, a brush, thicket],
1. to use a brush on; clean, polish, paint, smooth, etc.
with a brush. 2. to go over lightly, as with a brush.
3. to touch or graze in passing. 4. to remove by or as
by brushing, vd. to move so as to push lightly aside,
skim, or graze past something.
brush aside (or away), 1. to sweep out of the way.
2. to dismiss from consideration.
brush off, to dismiss: get rid of,

brush up 1. to make neat or presentable; clean up.
2. to refresh one's memory.

brush (brush), n. [ME. brusche; OFr. brosse; see prec.
BRUSH], 1. brushwood. 2. sparsely settled country,
covered with brush.
brush (brush), \v.L [ME. bruschen, rush], to go fast;
hurry, n. a short, quick fight or quarrel; skirmish.
brush discharge, a visible, brushlike electric discharge,
as in the air surrounding a wire at high potential;
corona.
brush-off (brush'6fO, n. [Slang], dismissal.

give the brush-off, [Slang], to dismiss; get rid of.

brush-wood (brush'woodOt n. i. cnopped-off tree
branches. 2. low, woody growth; underbrush; brush.
brush-work (bmsh'wurk') ,

n. 1. wprk done with a
brush; painting. 2. a characteristic way of putting on
paint with a brush j as, Renoir's, brushwork.
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brush-y (bmsh'i), adj. [BRUSHIER (-i-r), BRUSHIEST

(-i-ist)], brushlike; rough and bristly; bushy.

brush-y (bmsh'i), adj. [BRUSHIER (-i-Sr), BRUSHIEST

(4-ist)] f thick with bushes or shrubs; covered with

underbrush. ,

brusque (brask, broosk), adj. [Fr. < It. brusco; prob.

< ML. bruscus, brushwood; ult. < L. ruscus, butcher s*

broom], abrupt, blunt, or short in manner or speech;
curt. SYN. see blunt.

Ibrus-que-rle (briis'ka-re'), "- [Fr.], brasqueness.
Brus sels (brusHz), n. the capital of Belgium: pop.,

with suburbs, 1,291,000 (1947) : French name, Bruxelles.

Brussels carpet, [after Brussels, Belgium, where it was

made], a patterned carpeting made of small loops of

colored woolen yarn in a linen warp.
Brussels lace, a machine-made lace with an apphqued

Brussels sprouts, 1. a kind of cabbage with a tuft of

leaves at tne top and a stem
covered with edible, small,

cabbagelike buds or heads.

2. the heads of this plant.

Jbrut (brut), adj. [Fr.; see

BRUTE], 1. dry: said of

wines. 2. with the minimum
(1 per cent or less) of liqueur
added: said of champagne.
bru-tal (broo't'l), adj. [LL.
brutalis], like a brute; sav-

age, cruel, coarse, rude, etc.

SYN. seelcruel.
bru-taM'ty (broo-tal'a-ti), n.

1. the condition or quality of

being brutal. 2. [pi. BRU-

_ ,. [BRUTALIZED ,

BRUTALIZING], to make or BRUSSELS SPROUTS
become brutal.
brute (broot), adj. [Fr. brut, fern, brute < L. brutus,

senseless, irrational], 1. lacking the ability to reason:

as, a brute beast. 2. not conscious; insensate: as, the
brute force of nature. 3. of or like an animal; hence,
4, brutal; cruel; gross; sensual; stupid, n. 1. an
animal. 2. the animal impulses in man; sensuality: as,

it's -flbte brute in him that makes him act like that. 3. a
person who is brutal or very stupid, gross, sensual, etc.

bru-ti-fy (broo'ts-fi'). ?* & v.i. [BRUTIFIED (-fid'),

BRUTIFYING], to brutalize.

brut-ish (broot'ish), adj. of or like- a brute; savage,

gross, stupid, etc.

Bru-tus (broo'tss), n. (Marcus Junius Brutus), Roman
statesman: 85?-42 B.C.; one of the conspirators who
murdered Julius Caesar.
Bru-xelles (bru'sel')f n. Brussels: the French name.
Bry-an (bri'an), a masculine name: see Brian.

Bry-an, William Jen-nings (jen'irjz bri'an), 1860-

1925; American statesman, orator, and reformer;
Democratic presidential nominee (1896; 1900; 1908);
secretary of state (1913-1915).
Bry-ansk (bri-ansk'; Russ. bryansk), n. a city in

western R.S.F.S.R.: pop., 87,000.

Bry-ant, William Cul len (kul'
fn bri'ant), 1794-1878;

American poet and journalist.

Bryce, James (bris). Viscount Bryce, 1838-1922;
British jurist, statesman, and historian.

Bryce Canyon National Park (bris), a national park
in southwestern Utah: area, 56 sq. mi. '

Bryn-hild (brin'hild, briin'hild), n. [ON. Brynhildr <
brynja, coat of mail, armor + hildr, fight], in Norse
legend, a Valkyrie awakened from an enchanted sleep

by Sigurd: when she is deceived by him into marrying
Gunnar, she brings about Sigurd's death and then
kills herself: see Brunhild, Briinnhilde.

bry-ol-o-gy (bri-ol's-ji), n. [< Gr. bryon, moss, lichen;
+ -logy], the branch of botany dealing with mosses and
liverworts (bryophytes).
bry-o-ny (bri's-ni), n. [pi. BRYONIES (-niz)], [L. bryonia;
Gr. bryonia < bryein, to swell], any of a number of

related vines of the gourd family, with large, fleshy
roots, five-lobed leaves, and clusters of greenish-white
flowers.

bry-o-phyte (bri's-fit'), n. [< Gr. bryon, moss; + -phyte],

any moss or liverwort.

bry-o-phyt-ic (bri'a-fit'ik), adj. of a bryophyte.
bry-o-zo-an (bri'a-zo'an), adj. [< Gr. bryon, moss +
zoe, life], belonging to a group of minute water animals
that usually form fixed, branching, ^mosslike colonies,

reproducing by budding, n. any animal of this group.
Bryth-on (brith'an), n. [W. < Celt, base of L. Brito,

Britto; see BRITON, BRITISH], a Briton of Cornwall,
Wales, or ancient Cumbria.
Bry-thon-ic (bri-thon'ik), adj. of the Brythons or their

language, n. the Celtic language of the Brythons:

Bry;thonic and Goidelic (Gaelic) are the two great
divisions of Celtic.

Brzesc nad Bu-giem (bzheshchnadboo'gyem), Brest-

Litovsk, city in Byelorussian S. S. R. : Polish name.
B/s, 1. bags. 2. bales.

B.S., 1. Bachelor of Science. 2. Bachelor of Surgery.
b.s., balance sheet.

b.s., B/S, bill of sale.

B.S.A., Boy Scouts of America.
B.Sc., Baccalaureus Scientiae, [L.], Bachelor of Science.

B.S*C.P., Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters: an
A.F. of L. labor union.

B.S.Ed., Bachelor of Science in Education.

bskt., basket.

Bs/L, bills of lading.

B.T?., B. Th.*, Baccalaureus Theologiae, [L.], Bachelor of

Theology.
Btry.. Battery. .

.

B.T.U., Btu, B.t.u., British thermal unit (or units).

bu., 1. bureau. 2. bushel; bushels: also bah.

bub (bub), n. [? < G. bube, boy], [Colloq.], brother;

boy; little fellow: used in direct address.

bu-baL bu-bale (bu'bl), n. a bubaHs.
bu-ba-line (bu'bs-lin', bu'bs-lin), adj. [L. bubahnus <
bubalus; Gr. boubalos; see BUBALIS], of a group of large,

horned antelopes, including the hartebeests, etc.

bu ba-lis (bu'ba-lis), n. [Mod.L.; Gr. boubahs < bouba-

los; see BUFFALO], a large African antelope.
bub ble (bub'l), n. [ME. burble, burbelle, bubel < the

v.], 1. a film of liquid enveloping air or gas: as, soap
bubbles. 2. a space filled with air or gas in a liquid

or solid, as in carbonated water, glass, etc. 3. any idea

or scheme that is plausible at first but quickly shows
itself to be fHmsy and worthless. 4. the act, process,

or sound of bubbling. v.i. [BUBBLED (-'Id), BUBBLING],
[ME. burblen, bobelen; prob. echoic], 1. to make bub-

bles; rise in bubbles; boil; foam. 2. to make a boiling
or gurgling sound, v.t. 1. to form bubbles in; make
bubble. 2. [Archaic], to cheat; swindle.

bubble over, 1. to overflow, as boiling liquid. 2. to
be unable to keep back one's excitement, zest, etc.

bubble bath, 1. a bath perfumed and softened by a
solution, crystals, or powder that forms surface bubbles.

2. such a solution, etc.

bubble gum, a kind of chewing gum that can be
blown into large bubbles.
bub-bier (bub'llr), n. a drinking fountain in which
water comes up out of a vent so that it can be drunk
without a cup. r <

bub'bly (bub'li), adj. 1. containing or full of bubbles.

2. giving off bubbles.
bu-bo (bu'bo), n. [pi. BUBOES (-bo2)], [LL. < Gr.

boubon* groin, swollen gland], an inflamed swelling of

a lymph gland, especially in the armpit or groin.

bu-bpn-ic (bu-bon'ik), adj. of, characterized by, or

having buboes.
bubonic plague, a contagious disease, usually fatal,

characterized by buboes, chills and fever, prostration,
and delirium: fleas from infected rats are the carriers.

bu*bon-o-cele (bu-bon'a-seV), n. [Gr. boubon, groin; -f

-cele], an incomplete or partial inguinal hernia forming
a swelling in the groin.

Bu'ca-ra-man-ga (boo-ka'ra-marj'ga), n. a city m
northern Colombia: pop., 66,000 (1945).

buc-cal (buk'l), adj. [L. bucca, cheek, mouth cavity; +
-flZ], 1. of the cheek or cheeks. 2. of the mouth or
mouth cavity.

buc-ca-neer (buk'a-n^r'). n. [Fr. boucamer, user of a
boucan (Braz.), grill for roasting meat; orig. applied to
Fr, hunters of wild oxen in Haiti], a pirate,or sea robber,

especially one who raided along the Spanish coasts

of America in the 17th and 18th centuries.

buc-ci-na-tor (buk'si-na'tex), n. [L. < pp. of buccinare,
to blow a trumpet < buccina, a trumpet], the thin, flat

muscle in the cheek which retracts the corners of the
mouth*
bu-cen-taur (bu-sen't6r), n. [< Gr. bous, ox 4- ken-

tawos, centaur], 1. a mythological creature, half bull

and half man. 2. [It. bucentoro; prob. < prec. : from the

figurehead], a state barge of ancient Venice.

Bu-ceph-a-lus (bu-sefVlas), n. [L., lit., ox-headed <
Gr. bous, ox + kephale, a head], the war horse of Alexan-
der the Great.

Bu-ce-re$-ti (boo-koo-reshV), n. Bucharest: the Ro-
manian name.
Buch-an, Sir John (buk'Qn), first Baron Tweedsmuir,
1875-1940; Scottish novelist and historian; governor
general of Canada (1935-1940).
Bu chan an, James (bu-kan'an), 1791-1868; fifteenth

president of the United States (1857-1861).
Bu charest (bu'ks-rest', boo'ks-rest'), n. the capital
of Romania: pop., 985,000 (est. 1945).
Such-en-wala (bookh'sn-yalt'; often Anglicized to

book/f
n-w61d'), n. a Nazi concentration ^camp near

Weimar, Germany: notorious as a *'medical experi-
mentation" center and extermination camp.
Buch man-ism (buk'man-iz'm), n. [after Frank N. D,
Buchman (1878- ), American evangelist, the founder],
a religious movement that advocates a return to the
faith and practices of primitive Christianity, personal
confession, etc.: often called Oxford Group Movement.
Buch-man ite (buk'man-if), n. a follower ol Buoh-
manism.
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buck (buk), n. [ME. bucke, buk; AS. bucca, buc, he-goat,
male deer: akin to G. bock, male deer, ram, he-goat;
IE. base *bhugo~, as also in Arm. buc, lamb], 1. [pL
BUCKS (buks), BUCK; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], a male deer,

goat, rabbit, etc.: the female is a doe. 2, the act of

bucking. 3. a dandy. 4. [Colloq.], a young male: used
contemptuously or patronizingly of a young male
Negro or Indian. 5, [Slang], a dollar. v.i. 1. to jump
upward quickly and descend with back and forelegs
stiff, in an attempt to throw off a rider: said of a horse,
mule, etc. 2. to plunge forward with lowered head, as
a goat. 3. [Colloq.], to resist something as if plunging
against it. 4. [Colloq.], to move jerkily, as a car. v.t.

1. to charge against, especially with the head down, as
in football. 2. to dislpdge or throw by bucking. 3.

[Colloq,], to resist, adj. male.
buck for, [Military Slang], to work hard for (a pro-
motion, etc.).
buck up, [Colloq.], to cheer up; brace up; renew one's

courage, confidence, etc.

buck (buk), n. [D. zaagbok, sawbuck; zaag, saw -f bok;
see BUCK (male deer)], 1. a sawbuck; sawhorse. 2. a
somewhat similar gymnastic apparatus with a padded,
leather-covered top, for vaulting over, etc.

buck (buk), v.t. [ME. bouken < MLG. & MD.; cf. LG.
bilken, G, bauchen], [Archaic or Dial.], to bleach, soak,
or wash (clothes) in lye or soapsuds, n. [Archaic or

Dial.], 1. lye or soapsuds for washing clothes. 2.

clothes washed in this.

buck (buk), n. in poker, a counter, etc. placed before a
player to remind him that the next turn to deal is

his or of his obligation, after he has won a jackpot,
to order a new jackpot on his next turn to deal.

pass the buck, [Cqlloq;], to evade blame, responsi-
bility, etc. by passing it to someone else.

Buck, Pearl (buk), 1892- ;
American novelist; received

Nobel prize in literature, 1938.
buck and wing, a complicated, fast tap dance.
buck-a-roo (buk'o-roo', buk'a-roo'), n. [pi. BUCKAROOS
(-rooz', -rooz')], [altered < Sp. vaquero], a cowboy.
buck-ay-ro (buk-a'ro) , n. a buckaroo.
buck bean, [after D. boksboon, lit., goat's bean], a bog
plant with white or pink flowers and leaves made up of

three leaflets.

buck-board (buk'bdrd', buk'bord'), n. [< buck (to
move jerkily)], a
four-wheeled, open
carriage with the
seat carried on a

flooring of long, flex-

ible boards whose
ends rest directly on
the axles.

buck*een (buk-en'), BUCKBOARD

in Ireland, a young man who pretends to be aristocratic

or wealthy.
buck-er (buk'Sr), n. a horse, mule, etc. that bucks.
buck*et (buk'it), n. [ME. boket, dim. of AS. buc,

pitcher, bucket], 1. a deep, rounded, flat-bottomed
container hung from a curved handle, for holding or

carrying water, coal, etc.; pail. 2. a bucketful, 3. a

thing like a bucket, as a dredge scoop, v.t. & v.i. 1. to

carry, draw, or lift (water, etc.) in a bucket or buckets.
2. [Colloq.], .to ride (a horse) at a fast pace.
kick the bucket, [? < obs. bucket, beam on which a

slaughtered pig was hung], [Slang], to die.

buck-et-ful (buk'it-fool'), n. the amount that a bucket
can contain; contents of a full bucket.
bucket seat, a single seat with a rounded back, as in

some automobiles and airplanes, often made so that it

can be tipped forward.
bucket shop, an establishment ostensibly accenting

tomers, speculating with funds entrusted to it, etc.

'), n. [buck (male deer) -f- eye: from thebuck-eye Xbukl
appearance of the seed],
1. any of several kinds
of horse chestnut with
large, showy clusters of

flowers, large leaves,
and burs containing
nuts. 2. the brown,
glossy seed or nut of

such a tree. 3. [B-],

[Colloq.] , a native or in-

habitant of Ohio, called
the Buckeye State.

buck fever, [Colloq.),
nervous excitement of

beginning hunters when
they first see game.
buck-hound (buk'-

BUCKEYE

hound'), n. a dog somewhat like a greyhound, used for

hunting deer.

Buck-ing-ham (buk'irj-sm), Duke of, see Villiers,

Buckingham Palace, the official residence in London
of British sovereigns.
Buck-ing-ham shire (buk'in-om-shir), n. a county in

south central England: pop., 349,000 (est. 1945);
county seat, Aylesbury.
buck ish (buk'ish), adj. of or like a buck, or dandy;
foppish.
buck-le (buk''l), n. [ME. bode, a buckle, boss of a

shield; OFr. bocle, bucle, boss of a shield, ring; JLL.

bucula, buccula, beaver, shield; L. buccula, cheek strap
of a helmet, beaver, lit., little cheek, dim. of bucca,

cheek; cf. BUD (a swelling)], 1. a clasp or catch for

fastening the ends of a strap, belt, etc. 2. a clasplike
ornament for shoes, the hair, etc. v.t. [BUCKLED
(-'Id), BUCKLING], 1. to fasten or join with a buckle.
2. to bring together; join. v4. 1, to be fastened or

joined by a buckle. 2. to engage in a struggle; grapple.
buckle down, to apply oneself energetically; work
hard.

buck'le (buk''l), v.t. & v.i. [BUCKLED (-'Id), BUCKLING],
[D. bukken, to bow; influenced by Fr. bouder, to bulge],
to bend, warp, or crumple: as, the steel girders buckled
in the fire. n. a distortion caused by buckling; bend,
bulge, kink, etc.

buckle under, [Colloq.], to give in; yield; submit.
Buck le, Henry Thomas (buk''l), 1821-1862; English
historian.
buck-ler (buk'le'r), n. [OFr. bocler: so named from the
bode* or boss, in its center; see BUCKLE (a clasp)], 1. a
small, round shield held in the hand or worn on the
arm. 2. a person or thing serving as a protection or
defense. vt. to protect by shielding; defend.
buck-o (buk'o), n. [pL BUCKOES (-02)], [< buck (he-

goat)], a bully.
buck private, [Slang], an enlisted man of the lowest

grade in the army.
buck-ra (buk'ra), n. [< Nigerian mbakara, a master], a
white man: term originating in Africa, also used in the
West Indies, etc.

buck-ram (buk'ram), n. [ME. bokeram; OFr. bouqueran.
bouquerant; ? < Bokhara, in Asia Minor], 1. a coarse
cotton, hemp, or linen cloth stiffened with glue or a

gluelike substance, for use in bookbinding, etc. 2.

stiffness or formality, adj. I. of or like buckram.
2. stiff; formal, v.t. to stiffen with buckram.
buck-saw (buk's6') n. [buck (sawbuck) + saw], a
wood-cutting saw set in

a frame, held with both
hands when used.
buck-shot (buk'shof), n.

a large lead shot for shoot-

ing aeer and other large
ganie.
buck-skin (buk'skin'), n.

1. the skin of a buck.
t

2.

a soft, strong, yellowish-
gray leather made from
the skins of deer or sheep.
3. a yellowish-gray horse,
4. pi. trousers or shoes
made of buckskin. 5.

[B-], an American soldier
,

of the American Revolution, adj. made of buckskin.

buck-thorn (buk'th6m'), n. [buck (male deer) +thornl
1. any of a number of related trees or shrubs with small

greenish or, white flowers and thorny branches. 2. a

spiny tree Qf the sapodilla family, found in the southern
United States. , _

'

buck-tooth (buk'toothO, n. [pi. BUCKTEETH (-teth')L

[buck (male deer) -f tooth], a projecting tooth.

buck-toothed (buk'toothf, buk't<

buck-wheat (buk'hweV), n. [buck, beech < ME. & AS.
boc: + wheat: from the resemblance of the seeds to

beechnuts]/ 1. a plant with fragrant, white flowers,

grown for its triangular seeds. 2. the seed of this plant
From which a dark flour is made. 3. this flour.

buckwheat cake, a pancake made of buckwheat flour.

bu-coMc (bu-korik), adj. [L. bucolicus; Gr. boukolikos

< boukolos, herdsman < oous, ox], 1. of shepherds;

pastoral. 2. of the countryside; rural; rustic, n. 1. a

pastoral poem. 2. a rustic; countrified person: humor-

ously so called. SYN. see rural.

Bu-co-vi-na (boo'ko-ve'na) , n. a division of northern

Romania, part of which was ceded to the U.S.S.R. in

1940: also spelled Bukovina.
bud (bud), n. [ME. budde, bud, beetle; AS. budda,

beetle; akin to MLG. botte, MHG* butte, G. (hage)butte;
IE. base *6w, *bhu, to inflate, swell up, as also in L.

bucca, cheek (cf. BUCCAL)}, 1, a small swel%g or pro-

jection on a plant,, from wtuch a shoot, , clustef pf

BUCKSAW

, adj. having
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leaves, or flower develops; hence, 2. any undeveloped
cir immature person or thing. 3. a swelling or pro-

jection on the body of some lower animate that develops

into a new individual. vd. [BUDDED (-id), BUDDING!,

I < the n.l 1. to put forth buds. 2. to begin to develop ;

hence, 3, to be young, undeveloped, promising, etc.

v.f, 1 to put forth as a bud or buds. 2. to cause to

bud, 3. to insert a bud of (a plant) into the bark of

another sort of plant. ,*,-,. o u A
in (the) bud, 1. in the time of budding. 2. in a bud-

ding condition.

nip In the bud, to check at the earliest stage.

bud (bud), n. [Slang], buddy; fellow: used in addressing

a man or boy.

of budk, to awake, know], Gautama Siddhartha, a

religious philosopher and teacher who lived in India

563P-483? B.C. and was the founder of Buddhism: the

name is a title applied by Buddhists to someone re-

garded as embodying divine wisdom and virtue, and

has also been given to other religious leaders ot Asia.

Bud-dhism (bood'iz'm}, n. a religion and philosophic
system of central and eastern Asia, founded in India in

the 6th century B.C. by Buddha: it teaches that right

living, right thinking, and self-denial will enable the

soul to reach Nirvana, a divine state of release from

earthly and bodily pain, sorrow, and desire.
^

Bud-dhist (bood'ist), n. a believer in Buddhism, aaj. of

Buddha or Buddhism.
bud-die (bud'l, bood'l), n. f < dial, buddle, to wash ore],

in mining, a shallow, inclined trough or drain for

washing ore.

bud die ia (bud-le's, bud'H-a), n. [Mod.L, < Adam
Buddie, Eng. botanist], any of a number of related

shrubs or trees growing in warm climates and bearing
clusters of small purplish, yellow, or white flowers.

m

bud-dy (bud'i), n. [pi. BUDDIES (-iz)], [c. 1852; ? < Brit,

dial, butty, companion, with weakening of stop con-

sonant], [Colloq.], 1. a comrade; companion. 2. a

fellow soldier, 3. little boy: so used in direct address.

Buden-ny, Se-men Mi-khail-o-vich (se-my&i' mi-

kH1$-vich boo-dy&i'i; Eng. boo-den'i),
1883- ;

Russian cavalry officer; marshal of U.S.S.R. (1935- ).

budge (buj), v.t. & vd. [BUDGED (bujd;, BUDGING], [Fr.

houger, to move < LL. bullicare, to boil < L. bulhre, to

bubble < bulla, a bubble, knob], to move slightly: as,

the boy can't budge the heavy door.

budge (buj), n. [ME. bougee, bouge, bulge, a bag, swell-

ing; OFr, bulge, bilge, a bag; L. bulga, leather bag; see

BULGE], a kind of fur; lambskin with the wool worn
outward, adj. 1. lined or trimmed with budge, as

formerly a scholar's gown ; hence, 2. solemn ; pompous.

budg-er-i-gar (buj'eV-i-gar'), n. [native name], an Aus-
tralian parakeet having a greenish-yellow body, marked
with bright blue on the cheeks and tail feathers, and

wings striped with brown.
bodg-et (buj'it), n. [ME. bougette; OFr. bougette, dim.

of bouge; see BUDGE (lambskin)], 1. a bag or pouch
with its contents ; hence, 2. a collection of items ; stock.

3, a plan or schedule adjusting expenses during a cer-

tain period to the estimated or fixed income for that

period. 4. the cost or estimated cost of living, operating,
etc, v. 1. 1. to put on a budget ; plan according to a budg-
et. 2. to plan for; schedule: as, budget your time.

budg-et-ar*y (buj'i-ter'i), adj. of a budget.

budget plan,, an installment plan.

budg-ie (buj'i), n. [Colloq.], a budgerigar.
Bud-wels (boot'vis), n. a city in Bohemia: pop., 44,000.

Bu-eU, Don Car4os (don karlos bu'al), 1818-1898;
Union general in the Civil War.

tbue-nas no-ches (bwe'nas nS'ches), [Sp,]* good night.
Bue-na Vis-ta (bwe'na ves'ta; Eng. bu'ns vis'to), a vil-

lage in northwestern Mexico : site of a battle (1847) in

which United States forces defeated the Mexicans.

4,408,000 (1947). 2. the capital of Argentina, on the La
Plata River: pop., 3,000,000 (1947). 3. .a lake in

southern Argentina and Chile: length, 75 mi.

$bue-nos di-as (bwe'nds de'as), [Sp.J, good day; good
morning.

buff (buf), n. [earlier buffe, buffalo < Fr. buffie; see

BUFFALO], 1. a heavy, soft, brownish-yellow leather
made from the skin of the buffalo or ox. 2. a military
coat rnade of this leather. 3. a stick or spindle covered
with leather, used for cleaning or shining. 4. a buffing
wheel. 5. a dull brownish yellow. 6. [Colloq.],, the bare
skin. 7. [Colloq,], a devotee; fan: as, a jazz buff. adj.
1. made of buff. 2. of the color buff. v.t. 1. to clean or
shine with a buff. 2. to make smooth or soft like buff.

SYN, see polish.
buff (buf), n. [ME. & OFr. buffe see BUFFET (a blow)],
a blow: now only in blindman's buff. v.t. to lessen the
force of. vd. to serve as a buffer.

Buf-fa-lo (buf'l~o') n. a city in New York, on Lake
Erie: pop., 577,000.

buf-fa lo (buf''K5') n- [pi- BUFFALOES, BUFFALOS (-5V),

BUFFALO* See PLURAL, II,

i>, 1], [Fort, bufalo; L.

bufalus, bubaliis, wild ox:
Gr. boubalos, a variety of

African stag < bous, ox],

1. any of various wild

oxen, sometimes domes-
ticated, as the water buf-
falo of India, Cape buffalo

of Africa, etc. 2. popu-
larly but unscientifically,
the American bison. 3. a
robe made of buffalo skin.

4. a buffalo fish, v.t,

f Slang], to intimidate;
overawe; bamboozle: as,

she's got him buffaloed. BUFFALO
buffalo berry, 1. the

tart, red or yellow berry of either of two shrubs or the

oleaster family. 2. either of these shrubs, which bear

silvery leaves.
Buffalo Bill, see Cody, William Frederick.

buffalo bird, any of several birds that perch on buffalu

and cattle to eat the insects on them; cowbird.

buffalo bug, a small, black beetle with white spots.

buffalo fish, any of several large, humpbacked fresh-

water fishes of the sucker family.
buffalo grass, a short prairie grass with fine leaves.

buffalo moth, the hairy larva of the carpet beetle,

harmful to furs and woolens.
.

buffalo robe, a robe made of the skin of the bison.

buffer (buf'er), n. [buff (to lessen force) -f- -er], 1. a

device using padding, springs, hydraulic pressure, etc.

to lessen or absorb the shock of collision or impact.
2. any person or thing that serves to lessen shock.

buffer (buf'er), n. [buff (to polish) + -er], 1. a person
who buffs. 2. a buffing wheel or stick.

buffer state, a small country situated between two
large, antagonistic powers and regarded as lessening
the possibility of conflict between these.

buf-fet (buf'it), n. [ME.; OFr. < buffc, a blow; prob.

echoic], a blow, usually with the hand or fist; often

used figuratively, as, the buffets of fate. v.t. 1. to hit

with the hand or fist; punch; slap. 2. to beat back : as,

the waves buffeted the boat.^ vd. I. to struggle; fight
2. to force a way by struggling or hitting.

buf-fet (ba-fa', boo-fa'; Brit, buf'it), n. [Fr.; OFr. buffet,

display bench; cf. It. fyttfett&l, 1. aApiece of furniture

with drawers and cupboards for dishes, table linen,

silver, etc. 2. (boo-fa', boo'fa), a counter or table

where refreshments are served, or a restaurant with
such a counter or table.

buf-fet car (boo-fa') a railroad lounge car, usually with
a bar and sandwich counter.

buf-fet supper (or lunch) (boo-fa'), a meal at which
guests help themselves to food from a buffet or table,

buff-ing wheel (buf'in), [see BUFF (to polish) ] f>
a wheel

with a covering of leather, cloth, etc., used in metal

polishing.
buf-fle-head (buf'1-hed') , n. fobs, buffie, buffalo, fool

(< Fr.. buffalo < It. bufalo;} + head], a small North
American duck, black on top and white underneath,

tbuf-fo (boof'fo"; Eng. boo'fo), n, [pi. BUFFI (-fe)], [It.,

comic; see BUFFOON], an opera singer, generally a bass,
who plays a comic role. adj. comic.

Buf-fon, Comte Georges Lou-is Le-clerc de (zhoYzh
Iwe te-kler' dg bu'fowO, 1707-1788; French naturalist.
buf-foon (bu-foonOt n. [Fr. bouffon; It. buffone, jester;

buffare, to jest; ult. base, IE. *bu, *bhu, to swell up (as
the cheeks); cf. BUD (a swelling)], a person who tnes
to amuse by jokes and tricks; clown; prankster.
buf-foon-er-y (bu-foon'e'r-i), n. [pi BSUF^OONERIES
(-iz)], the jokes and tricks of a buffoon; clowning,

(bo
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Bug (boog, bug)
'

Tpard i]

_ _ ,,--- 1. a river in the Ukraine, flowing
southeastward into the Black Sea: length, 500 mi. 2 a

river -in eastern Europe, flowing northwestward into
,the Vistula: length, 450 mi,: part of it forms the
boundary between Poland and the U.S.S.R.
bug (bug), n. [JtfJB?* imgge, confused form of AS. budda,
beetle; see BUB /{a swelling)], L any crawling insect

with sucking Jmbqu^h >arts and forewings thickened
toward the biasei'

1

.a'
1

r

'ai
,
Plater bug, squash bug, etc.

2. aa^r insect _,

loq.], any niiar !

disease; ger^
6. [Slang]; i

specified thi:

bug pursues jphoti

bug (bug), n. [M^.
bugbear; hobgoblin.
bug a-boo (bug'9-boo''
(hobgoblin) -f- boo], a

'

37a bedbug. 47 [Col-
. especially one causing

i,
a Defect, as in a machine,

is fptA of or addicted to a
in combination, as,ia, shutter-
as a Jbtffoby;,

\e < W. bwg* bwgan], [ObsJ, a
f

r
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n. [pi. BUGABOOS (booa')], [bug
gbear.

bug-bane (bug'ban'), n. any of a number of related tall

plants with long spikes of white flower^fSOtae'WJra an
unpleasant odor, supposed to be disagreeable to m
bug bear (bug'b&r'), n. [bug (hobgoblin) + f

animal) ] , 1 . an imaginary hobgoblin or terror c

to frighten children into good conduct. '2.



bug'eyed 191 bulkhead
causing seemingly needless or excessive fear or anxiety.
bug-eyed (bug1d') adj. [Slang], with eyes bulging.
bug-ger (bug'er), n. [Fr. bougre < ML. Buigarus, lit., a
Bulgarian; orig., llth-c. Bulgarian heretic], I. a
sodomite. 2. a contemptible person. 3. a fellow; chap:
used humorously or affectionately. v.t. to commit
sodomy with.

bug-ger-y (bug'er-i), n. [OFr. bougrerie < bougre; see

BUGGER], sodomy: legal term in England.
bug-gy (bug'i), n. [pL BUGGIES (-iz)], [18th c.; also
bougee, pp. of^Fr. banger, IQ move (see BUDGE): prob.
facetious in origin], 1. a light carriage with two or four
wheels and one seat, usually drawn by one horse. 2. a
small perambulator or carriage for a baby ; baby buggy.
bug-gy (bug'i), adj. [BUGGIER (-i-er), BUGGIEST (-i-ist)],
infested or swarming with bugs.
bug-house (bug'hous'), n. [Slang], a hospital for the
mentally ill; insane asylum, adj. [Slang], insane; crazy,
bu-gle (bu'gl), n. [ME.; OFr., wild ox; L. buculus,
heifer,

_
young ox, dim. of bos, ox], 1. a hunting horn.

2. a wind instrument like a trumpet but smaller, and
usually without keys or valves, used chiefly for military
calls and signals, v.i. & v.t. [BUGLED (-g'ld), BUGLING],
to blow on a bugle; signal by or as by blowing a bugle.
bu-gle (bu'g'l). n. [? < bugle (horn): from the appear-
ance], a long glass bead, generally black and tubular,
for trimming dresses, etc. adj. trimmed with bugles.
bu-gle (ba'g'l), n. [ME. bugil, bugle; OFr. bugle,- LL.
bugula], any of a number of plants of the mint family,
with spikes of blue, rose, purple, or white flowers.

bu-gled (bu'gld), adj. trimmed with bugles (beads).
bu-gler (bu'gleY), n. La person who plays a bugle.
2. a

soldier, boy scout
^ etc, designated to blow signals

bi?

white or blue.
bu-gloss (bft'glos, bu'g!6s), n. [Fr, buglosse; L, buglossa;
Gr. bouglossos, oxtongue < bous, ox 4- glGssa, tongue],
any of a number of related plants with small, blue or
white flowers and hairy stems and leaves; anchusa,
bugs (bugz), adj. [Slang], crazy; insane.

bug-seed (bug'sed'), n. [so named from appearance of
the seeds], a fleshy plant of the goosefoot family, with
flat, oval seeds.
buhl (bool), n. [after Andre* Charles Boulle (1642-1732),
Fr. woodworker], 1. decoration of furniture with de-
signs of tortoise shell, colored metals, etc. inlaid in
wood. 2. furniture thus decorated.
buhr (bur), n. 1. buhrstone. 2. a knob of siliceous rock
in calcareous or softer formations. Also spelled burr*
buhr-stone (bur'ston'), n. [buhr, var. of burr + stone],
1. a hard siliceous rock used to make grinding stones.
2. a stone made of this. Also spelled burrstone.

build (bild), v.t. [BUILT (bilt) or archaic BUILDED (-id),
BUILDING], [ME, bilden, bylden; AS byldan, to build <
base of bold, a house], 1. to make by putting together
materials, parts, etc.; construct; erect. 2. to make a
basis for; establish: as, build your theory on facts. 3. to
create. IM". 1 . to put up a buildingj have a house, etc.
built: as, when are you going to build? 2. to be in the
business of building houses, etc. 3. to develop a plan,
etc. (with on or u-pon). 4, in card games, to form a
sequence according to suit, number, etc. n. the
manner or form of construction: as, a stocky build.
build up, 1. to construct gradually; form by degrees.
2. to make strong or healthy. 3. to erect buildings
in; fill up,

build-er (bil'dSr), n. 1. a person or animal that builds.
2. a person in the business of building houses, etc. 3. an
ingredient or substance that makes soap work better.
build er's knot (bil'dSrz), a clove hitch: see knot, illus.

build-ing (bil'dirj), n, 1. anything that is built, as a
house, factory, etc.; structure: abbreviated bldg., big.
2. the act, process, art, work, or business of putting
materials or parts together to make houses, ships, etc.
SYN. building is the general term applied to a fixed con-
struction with walls and a roof, as a house, factory, institution,
etc.; edifice implies a large or stately building ana is sometimes
used figuratively (the edifice of democracy); structure alsq
suggests an imposing building, but has special application whea|
the manner or material of construction is being stressed (a
steel structure)*, pile is applied in poetry ana lofty prose to a
very large building or mass of buildings. ,

building and loan association, an organization that
helps its members to build or buy koines, either, by
investing their savings or by loans.

build-up (bild'up'), n. [Slang], favorable publicity or
praise, especially wheji systematic and intended tp
make something popular, well-known, etc.
built (bLt), past tense and past participle of build.
built-in (bjlt'in'), adj. maqe as part of the structure;
not mow^e.Qir 4etachable: as, a built^m bathtub.

Bul-ten-zorg (bu^ton-^ockhOv n. a city in Java, near
Batavia: popv.ti&QQO,

Bu kha-ra (boo-kha'ra; Bag. boo-kst'ro), n. Bokhara.
Bu-kha-rin, Ni-ko lai I-van-o-vich (ni-kS-H' i-van'6*-
vich boo-kha'rin), 188S-1938: Russian Communist
leader and editor* convicted of treason and executed.
Bu ko-vi na (boo'ka-ve'na),, n. Bucovina.
Bui (bool)r n* fHeb.J, Cheshvan: early Hebrew name-
bul., bulletin.

Bu-la-wa-yo (boo'ls-wa'yo), n. a city in southwestern
Southern Rhodesia: pop., 40,000.

bulb (bulb), n. {L. bulbus: Gr. bolbos; ult. < same IE.
base as bud (a swelling)], 1, an underground bud
that sends down roots and consists of a very short
stem covered with leafy scales or layers, as in a lily,
onion, hyacinth, etc. 2. a corm, tuber, or rhizome
resembling a bulb, as in a crocus, dahlia, etc. 3. any
plant that grows from a bulb. 4. anything shaped
like a bulb; rounded thing or enlarged part: as, an
incandescent light bulb, the bulb of a syringe. 5. in

anatomy, a) an enlargement on some tissues and organs,
as at the root of a hair. 6) the medulla oblongata.

bul-ba-ceous (bul-ba'shas), adj. [L. bulbaceus], in
botany, 1. of or like a bulb. 2. growing from a bulb.

bulb-ar (bul'ber), adj. of a bulb.
bulbed (bulbd). adj. having a bulb or bulbs.
bulb-if-er-ous (bul-bif'er-ss), adj. producing bulbs.
bul-bil (bul'bil), TJ, [< L. *bulbillus, falsely assumed to
be dim. of bulbus; see^ BULB], a small bulb or fleshy bud
on a flower stalk, as in some onions, or in the axil of a
leaf, as in a tiger lily.
bulb-ous (bul'bas), adj.lL. bulbosus], 1. of, shaped like,
or having a bulb or bulbs. 2. growing from a bulb.

bul-bul (bool'bool), n. [Per.; prob. echoic], 1. a kind
of songbird, perhaps a nightingale, of Persia. 2. any
of various small, bright-colored birds related to the
thrush, found in Asia and Africa.

Bui-finch, Charles (bool'finch'), 1763-1844; American
architect.

Bulfinch, Thomas, 1796-1867; American writer and
mythologist; son of Charles.
Bul gan in, Ni^ko lai^ A-le-ksan-dro-vich (ne'koMI'
a'lyek-sSn'drS-vich bool-ga'nin), 1895- ; premier of the
Soviet Union (1955-1958).
Bui-gar (bul'ger, bul'gar, bool'gar), n. & adj. Bulgarian.
Bul'gar-i-a (bul-gar'i-9, bool-garl-a), n. a country in
the Balkans, on the Black Sea: area, 42,825 sq. rni.;

pop., 7,048,000 (est. 1947); capital, Sofia: abbreviated

Bul-gar-i-an (bul-gar'i-sn, bool-gar'i-sn), adj. of Bul-
garia, its people, or their language, n. 1. a native or
inhabitant of Bulgaria. 2. the Slavic language of the
Bulgarians. Abbreviated Bulg.

bulge (bulj), n. [ME,; OFr. boulge, a swelling, bag < L.
bulga, leather bag; ult. < same IE. base as bud (a
swelling)], an outward swelling; protuberance, p&, &
v.t. [BULGED (buljd), BULGING], to swell or bend out-
ward; protrude. SYN. see projection.
Bulge, Battle of the (buli), the last major Gernoan
counteroffensive of World War II (December 16, 1^44-
January, 1945), an unsuccessful attempt to push the
Allies back through Belgium to Paris,

bulg-er (bul'JOT), n. a golf <;lub with a very convex
wooden face.

bulg-y (bul'ji), adj. having a bulge or bulges.
bxi-lim i a (bu-lim'i-a), n. [Or. boulimia < bous, ox +
limos, hunger], in meaidm, a continuous, immoderate
hunger.

bu-lim-ic.(bu-Km'rk), adj. having bulimia.
bulk (bulk), n. JME. buffo, bolke, a heap; ON. bulki, a
heap, ship's cargo; IB. base *bhel-, to swell up; cf.

BOLE], 1. size, mass, or volume, especially if great,
2. the main mass or body of something; largest part or
portion: as, he invested the bulk of his fortune. 3. a
ship's hold or cargo. Abbreviated blk. v.i. 1. to form
into a mass. 2. to increase in size, importance, etc.
3. to have size or importance: as, this factor bulks large
in our minds, v.t. to make (something) form into a
mass. adj. 1. total; aggregate. 2. not packaged.
break bulk, to make (a package, shipment, etc.)
incomplete by removing a part: abbreviated b.b.

in bulk, 1. not packaged. 2. in large amounts; in
great volume.

SYNWbulk, mass, and volume all refer to a quantity of
master or collection of units forming a body or whole, bulk
implying a body of great size, weight, or numbers (the lumbering
fo4> of a hippopotamus, the bulk of humanity), mass, an
aggregate, multitude, or expanse forming a cohesive, unified,
or solid body (an egg-shaped masst a mas$ of color, the mass of

workers), and volume, a moving or flowing mass, often of a
fluctuating nature (volumes of smoke, the volume of production) .

bulk (bulk), n. [ME. bplk, bo}k; ON, balkr, partition,

1. an upright f>ar1$ra.a
plane, 'etc. for

parts of a ship, air-

;, leakage, etc, 2. a
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wall or embankment for holding back earth, fire, water,
etc. 3. a boxlike structure built over an opening, as a

stairway, elevator shaft, etc.

bulk i ness (buFki-nis), n. a bulky quality or state,

buik-y (bul'H), adj. [BULKIER (-ki-er), BULKIEST (-ki-

ist)J, 1. of great bulk; large; massive. 2. awkwardly
large: big and clumsy. ,

bull (boo!), n. [ME. bub, bole; AS. bulu, a steer; akin
to G. bulls; IE. base *bhel-, to swell up: cf. PHALLUS],
1. the male of any bovine animal, as the ox, buffalo,

etc, 2. the male of certain other large animals, as the

elephant, elk, moose, walrus, whale, etc. 3. a person
who buys* stocks or securities and tries to raise, or

anticipates a rise in, their market price, in order to sell

at a profit. 4. a very large, noisy, or strong person.
5. [B-J, o) the constellation Taurus, b) the corresponding
sign of the zodiac: see zodiac, illus. 6. [Slang], a

policeman. 7. [Slang], foolish, empty, or insincere

talk; nonsense. v.t. to try to raise the price of ^stocks)
or prices in (a stock market). v.i. to go up in price,
as stocks, adj. 1. male. 2. like a bull in size, strength,
etc. 3. rising in price: as, a bull market.
shoot the bull, [Slang], 1. to talk nonsense. 2. to talk.

take the bull by the horns, to face and deal boldly
with a danger or difficulty.

bull (bool), n. [ME. & OPr. butte; It. bulla; LL. bulla',

L. bulla, a knob, seal; cf. BULLETIN], 1. a seal affixed

to a document, especially to one from the Pope. 2.

an official document, edict, or decree from the Pope.
bull (bool), n. [Early Mod. Eng., a jest; ME, bid, a lie;

OPr. boule, a lie, bragging statement; L. bulla, a

bubble], an absurd and iflogical mistake in statement.
bull- (bool), [< bull (ox); cf. JACK-], a combining form
meaning: 1. of a bull or bulls, as in bullfight. 2. like a
bull or bull's, as in bullhead. 3. large or wale, as in

bullfrog, bullfinch.
bull., bulletin.

Bull, John (bool), [first used by Arbuthnot (1712)],

England, the English people, etc. : a personification.
Bull, O-le (o'la bool'), 1810-1880; Norwegian violinist.

bulla (booFa, buFs), n. [pi BULLAB (-e)], [LL.; see

BULL (papal document)], 1. a round lead seal attached
to an official document from the Pope. 2. in medicine,
a large blister or vesicle.

bull-ace (bool'is), n. [ME. bolace; OPr. beloce; ML.
*bullucea, small plum], 1. a purple wild plum, larger
than the sloe. 2. the tree it grows on.
bullate (booFit, buFit), adj. [L. bullatus < bulla, a
bubble], in botany, blistered or puckered in appearance,
as a leaf of savoy cabbage.

bull-bait-ing (bool'bat'irj), n. the tormenting of bulls

by dogs, formerly a popular sport in England.
bull-bat (booFbaf), n. jbull- + bat], a nighthawk.
bull brier, a kind of vine of the greenbrier group: so
called from its large thorns.

bull-dog (bool'dfig', booFdog'), n. [bull- -f dog], 1. a
short-haired,
square-jawed,
heavily built

dog that has
great courage
and a strong,
stubborn grip,
2. a short-bar-
reled revolver of

large caliber.
(
3.

a heat-resisting
material used as

lining in pud-
dling furnaces.
4. [British], a) a *

sheriff's officer.

b) a university
attendant employed to enforce the rules of behavior
for students, adj. like or characteristic of a bulldog;
courageous, stubborn, etc. v.t. to throw (a steer) by
taking hold of its horns and twisting its neck.
bulldog edition, the early edition of a morning news-
paper, chiefly for out-of-town distribution.

bull-doze (bool'doz'), v.t. [BULLDOZED (-dozd'), BULL-
DOZING], [? < bull-whip

t
+ dose, hence, ( lit., to give a

dose of the whip: orig. in reference to intimidation of

Negroes seeking to vote], [Colloq.], to force or frighten
by threatening; intimidate; bully.

bull-doz-er (booFdoz'&r), n. [orig. used of Louisiana
vigilantes; see

BULLDOZE], I. a
person who bull-
dozes. 2. a trac-
tor with a large,
shovellike blade on
the front for push-
ing or moving
earth, debris, etc.
3. the blade alone.
bullet (bool'it), n.

[Fr. boulette, dim. BULLDOZER
ofboule, a ball], 1.

a small piece of lead, steel, or other metal formed into

BULLDOG

BULLFIGHTER

a ball or cone-shaped missile with a round or pointed
end, to be shot from a firearm: bullets are now usually
set in a metal casing. 2. loosely, a bullet with its

casing; cartridge.
buMet-head-ed (booFit-hed'id), adj. round-headed.
buMe-tin (booFa-t'n, booFs-tm), n. [It. bulletino, bul-

Uta, dim. of LL. bulla; see BULL (papal edict)], 1. a
brief official statement about a matter of public con-
cern. 2. a brief statement of the latest news, as in a
newspaper or radio broadcast. 3. a regular publication,
as of an organization, society, etc. Abbreviated bul.,
hull* v.t. to announce or publish in a bulletin.

bulletin board, a board or wall area on which bulletins

or notices are put up. _
bul-let-proof (booFit-proof), adj. that bullets cannot
pierce, v.t. to make bulletproof.

bull fiddle, [Slang], a bass viol.

bull-fight (booFfit'), n. an entertainment in which a
bull is first provoked by men on horseback and afoot,
who stick lances and darts into it, and is then maneu-
vered into position for the kill by the matador, who
must run his sword skillfully down into its neck: popular
in Spain and Spanish America.

bull-fight-er (bool'flt'er), n. a participant in a bullfight,

especially a matador.
bull-fight-ing (bool'fit'in).
n. 1. the performance of a
bullfight. 2. the art or pro-
fession of a bullfighter.

bull-finch (bool'finch'), n.

[bull- + finch], any of a
number of small, variously
colored songbirds of Europe
and Asia, with a short,
rounded beak: they are re-

lated to the grosbeaks.
bull-finch (booFfinch/), n.

[? < bull fence], a hedge
with a ditch on one side,
too high for a horse and
rider to jump.

bull-frog (bool'frdg', booF-
frogO. n. [see BULL-], a
large North American frog that has a deep, loud croak.

bull-head (booFhed'), n. [see BULL-], 1. any of various
fishes with a large head, as some kinds of catfish, the
miller's thumb, sculpin, etc. 2. a bullheaded person.

bull-head-ed (booFhed'id), adj.. 1. having a head
shaped like a bull's. 2. blindly stubborn; headstrong.
bul lion (booFyan), n. [D. bulioen; Fr. billon, small coin,

alloy of copper with silver < bille, a stick, bar < Gallic

*bilia, tree trunk], 1. gold and silver regarded as raw
material. 2. ingots of gold or silver, as before coinage.

bul-lion (booFysn), n. [Fr. bouillon < L. bulla, a bub-
ble], a heavy fringe or lace of twisted gold or silver

thread.
bull-ish (booFish), adj. 1. of or like a bull. 2. rising or

making rise in price on the stock exchange.
BuMitt, William Christian (bool'it), 1891- ; Ameri-
can diplomat.
Bull Moose, a member of the Progressive Party led by
Theodore Roosevelt in the presidential campaign of

1912: so called from the symbol of the party.
bull-necked (booFnekt

7

), adj. having a short, thick
neck.

bull nose, a contagious disease of oigs, caused by
a bacillus and characterized by a swelling of the snout
and a sloughing off of the infected tissues.

bull-ock (booFak), n. [ME. bulloke; AS. bulluc], 1. a
castrated bull; ox; steer. 2. [Obs.], a young bull.

bull pen, 1. a fenced enclosure for bulls. 2. [Colloq.],

a) a large room or enclosure in a penitentiary, where
prisoners are herded during riots, b) a barred enclosure
in a jail, where prisoners are kept together temporarily,
as between their arrest and the placing of charges. 3. in

baseball, an area alongside the playing field, where relief

pitchers practice and warni up.
bull-pout (booFpouf), n. the common bullhead or
horned pout.

bull ring, am enclosed arena for bullfighting.
bu!l~roar*er (J>ooFr6r'gr), n. a fiat piece of wood at the
end of a string, which makes a roaring noise when
whirled: used in reEgious ceremonies of some tribes.
Bull Run, a stream im northeastern Virginia: site of two
Civil War battles (1861 and 1862)*, In which Union
forces were defeated.
bull session, [cf. BULL, n> 7], fColloq.}, an informal dis-

cussion or conversation
1

among a small group.
bull's-eye (boolzf);' n, (ef. Prl oeil de boeuf, Dan.
kodie, cow eye, Sw. oxoga, ox eire, all applied to small,
round windows], 1. a thick, cireulai: glass in a roof,

ship's deck, etc., for adinitjjing> %frk 2. any circular

opening for light or air. 3J the circular central 'mark;
of a target. 4. a shot that-hit's;;lpC' 5. ^direct hit,

6. a successful act. 7. a convex? ISiis for domcentratintt

light. 8. a lantern with such a lens. 9. a hard,, round
candy. 10. in nautical usage, a sinal! woodem pulley.

bull snake, a gopher snake.
'
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bull terrier, any of a breed of strong, lean, a^tiv^ (dog
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with a smooth, white coat; it is a cross between the
bulldog and the terrier.

bull-tongue (bool'tur/)* v.t. & lu. to plow with a bull

tongue.
bull tongue [so called from its shape], a simple, heavy
plow, usually with a single shovel, used especially in
cotton growing.
bull-whip (bool

/hwip') n - [bull- :f whip], a long, heavy
whip, formerly used by cattle drivers and teamsters.
bul-ly (bool'i), n.-[pL BULLIES (-iz)], [orig., sweetheart;
D. boel, lover, brother < MHG. buole (G. buhle), lover;
later influenced by bull (ox)], 1. a person who hurts,
frightens, threatens, or tyrannizes over those who are
smaller or weaker. 2. a pimp. 3. [Archaic], a hired
cutthroat or thug. 4. [Archaic], a fine fellow, v.t.

[BULLIED (-id), BULLYING], to act the bully toward;
force (a person) into doing something by threatening
loudly; browbeat; bulldoze, v.i. to be a bully, adj.
1. gallant; dashing: as, my butty boy. 2. [Colloq.] ,jfine;
very good, inter)* [Colloq.], good! well done!

buMy (bool'i), n. [Fr. bouilli, boiled beef < bouittir, to

boil], canned or corned beef: also bully beef.

buMy-rag (bool'i-ragO, v.t. [see BULLY, v.t. & RAG, ..],

[BULLYRAGGED (-ragd'), BULLYRAGGING], to frighten or
abuse by bluster and threats.

bully tree, [altered < balata tree], any of several tropical
trees of the sapodilla family, especially the balata.

Bii-low, Prince Bern-hard von (bern'hart f6*n biilo),
1849-1929; German statesman; chancellor (1900-1909).

bul-rush (bool'rush') , n. [ME. bulryshe, bolroyshe < AS.
bol, bole of a tree + rise, a rush], 1. any of a number of
related tall plants of the sedge family, with grasslike
leaves and spikelets of flowers, found in water and wet
land. 2. [British], the cattail, 3. in the Bible, the
papyrus.
bul-wark (bool'wSrk), n. [ME., D. & MHG. bolwerk, a
rampart; see BOULEVARD], 1. an earthwork or defen-
sive wall; fortified rampart. 2. a breakwater. 3. a
defense; protection. 4. usually pL the part of a ship's
side above the deck. v.t. 1. to provide bulwarks for.
2. to be a bulwark to.

Bul-wer-Lyt-ton, Edward George Earle (bool'wer-
Kt'an), first Baron Lytton, 1803-1873; English drama-
tist and novelist: father of Edward Robert.

Bulwer-Lytton, Edward Robert, first Earl of Lytton,
see Meredith, Owen.
bum (bum), n. [< bummer; prob. < G. bummler, loafer,
habitually tardy person < bummeln, to go slowly,
waste time],

'

1. [Colloq.], a loafer; idler- vagrant:
sometimes used jokingly. 2. [Slang], a dissolute or
worthless person. 3. [Slang], a spree. v.i. [BUMMED
{bumd), BUMMING], 1. [Colloq.], to loaf; idle away time
in a somewhat dissolute way. 2. [Colloq.], to live by
begging or sponging on people. 3. [Slang], to drink
heavily, v.t. [Slang], to get by begging or sponging on
people, adj. [BUMMER (~er), BUMMEST (-ist)], [Slang],
inferior or poor in quality. SYN. see vagrant,
give (a person) the bum's rush, [Slang], to eject (a
person) forcibly.
on the bum, [Colloq.], 1. living the life of a vagrant.
2. out of repair; broken.

bum (bum), n. [ME, bom; prob. < botem, bottom; cf.

D. dial, boem < bodem, & obs. bummery for bottomry],
[British Slang], the buttocks.

bum-bail iff (bum'bal'if), n. [bum (buttocks) -4- bailiff:
? because the officer was often close behind], (British],
a bailiff or sheriff's officer: used contemptucmsly.
bum-ble-bee (bum'b'1-be'), n. [ME. bumblen, to buzz
(echoic) ; 4- bee], any of a number of related large,
hairy, yellow-and-black bees that make a loud, hum-
ming sound in flight.

bum-bling (bum'blirj) , adj* [ppr. of bumble, to buzz (see
BUMBLEBEE) or of bumble, to blunder, bustle about;
prob. influenced by Mr. Bumble, officious beadle in
Dickens' Oliver Twist], noisily and blunderingly self-

important.
bum-boat (bum'botO, n. [bum (buttocks) 4- boat; orig. r

(17th c.) sailors' slang for garbage boat\, a boat used in

peddling provisions, etc. to ships.
bum-kin (bum'kin), n. a bumpkin (beam).
bump (bump), v.t. [echoic], 1. to hit or knock against;
collide lightly with. 2. [Slang], to take the place of;
displace, as from a job, airplane seat, etc. vL 1. to
hit or collide with a bump (often with into or agairisfy.
2. to

4
move with bumps or jolts, n. 1. a blow; light

collision; jolt; 2. a swelling or lumt>, especially one
caused by a blow. 3 f a natural Ijigh pjace on the skull,

sea by phrenologists to indicate a specific mental
y: as, the bump of wit.

bump off, 1. to btainp so as. to cause to fall off (a
table, etc.); hence, 2. [Slang], to murder; kill.

bum$>er (bumpier), ix. a metal baf fastened to the front
ojrwcK of:an automobile to gjv& some protection if the
car bum|>s Into isotaetttte.
bumper *yjbtiafp'&?), m |< bnmp, infltienced by Pr.

bombs, bulging, bombarde, large drinking vessel, etc.]*
1. a cup or glass filled to the brim. 2. [ColIoq.J, any-
thing unusually large of its Mud. v.t. 1. to fiH to the
brim. 2. to drink a toast to. adj. {Colloq.], unusually
large or abundant: as, a bumper crop.
bump-i-ly (bump'l-i), adv. in a bumpy manner.

bump-i ness (bump'i-nis), n. the quality or state of

being bumpy.
bump-kin (bump'kin), n. [prob. < D. boomkin, short

tree; dim. of boom, a tree], 1. a short, projecting beam
or spar on a ship, as at the stern of a yacht for securing
a permanent backstay; boom: also spelled bumkin.
2. [? in allusion to the characteristic short, blocky
build], an awkward or loutish person from the country ;

clumsy yokel.
bump tious (bump'shss), adj. [prob. < bump, by
analogy with fractious, etc.}, disagreeably conceited,
arrogant, or pushing.
bump-y (bump'i), adj. [BUMPIER (-i-er), BUMPIEST
(-i-ist)j, full of bumps; rough; jolting.
bun (bun), n. [ME. bunne, small loaf; ? < OPr. bon,
good], 1. a small roll, usually somewhat sweetened
and often spiced or enriched with raisins, etc. 2. hair
worn in a roll or knot on a woman's head or neck. Also

, spelled bunn.
bu-na (boo'na, bu/ns), n. [G. < &Mtadien, butadiene -f-

Na, (symbol for) sodium], synthetic rubber made by
polymerizing butadiene: a trade-mark (Buna).

' bunch (bunch), n. [ME. bunche, bonch, a hump; akin
to MLG. bunk, D. bonk, Norw. bunka, a hump, heap,
bunch], 1. a cluster or tuft of things growing together:
as, a bunch of grapes. 2. a collection of things of the
same kind fastened or grouped together, or regarded
as belonging together: as, a bunch of keys. Abbreviated
bchu 3, [Rare], a hump. 4. [Colloq.], a group (of

people), v.t. & v.i. 1. to form or collect into a bunch
or bunches: gather together in one place. 2. to gather
into loose folds or wads, as a dress, skirt, etc.

bunch-ber-ry (bunch'be'ri, bunch'ber-i), n. [pi. BUNCH-
BERRIES (-iz)], a shrub with tiny, greenish flowers and
tight clusters of red berries; dwarf dogwood.
Bunche, Ralph Johnson (bunch), 1904- ; American
educator and u nited Nations statesman; received Nobel
peace prize, 1950.
bunch-flow-er (bunch'flou'er), n. a plant of the lily

family, with a cluster of greenish or white flowers on
a tall stalk and a cluster of narrow leaves at the base.
bunch grass, any of various grasses that grow in tufts.

bunch-y (bun'chi), adj. [BUNCHIER (-chi-er) f BUNCHIEST
(-chi-ist)], 1. growing in bunches,
bunch or bunches.

2. like or having a

bun-co (bun/ko), n. \$l. BUNCOS (-koz)
card

, .

(c. 1875)], [Colloq.], a75)
itu

< Sp. banca,
especially

______

lottery, etc. ; confidence game. v. t. [ColloqJ, to swindle ;

cheat. Also spelled bunko.
bun-combe (bur/ksm), n. [< Buncombe county, North
Carolina: from the fact thai the representative to

Congress (1819-1821) from the district including this

county continually felt bound to "make a speech for

Buncombe"], [Colloq.], 1. talk that is empty, insin-

cere, or merely for effect. 2. anything said or done
merely for effect; humbug. Also spelled bunkum.
JBund (boont; Eng. boond), n. [pi BUNDE (bun'do);
Eng. BUNDS (boondz)], [G. < root of binden, to bind],
1. a league; confederation.. 2. a league of North Ger-
man states established in 1867. 3. an organized group
of people, especially one for political purposes. 4. the

German-American jBund, a former pro-Nazi organiza-
tion in the United .States.

bund (bund), n. [Anglo-Ind.; Hind, band, embankment,
dike < per.], in, the Orient, an embankment or quay.
Bun-del khand (btm'dal-kund', boon'dsl-khund') , n.

a former agency of British India, in east central India:

area, 10,081 so, mi
Bundesrat, Bun des rath (boon'dos-ratO, n. [G.,

genit. of bufrd (see BUND, league) + rat, rath, council],
1. formerly, the federal council of the German Empire.
2. the federal council of Switzerland.

bun-die (btrnM'l), n, [ME. bundel; MD. bondel, bundel

< base of bind], 1. a number of things tied, wrapped,
or otherwise held together; abbreviated bd~, Ml. 2, a

package; parcel. 3. a bunch; collection; group^ 4. in

botany, any of the bunches of specialized cells that con-

duct fluids in higher plants, v.t. [BUNDLED '(-d'kl).
BUNDLING], 1. to make into a bundle; wrap or tie

together, 2. to put or send hastily, or without ceremony
(with away, off, out, or into). v.i. 1. to naove Or go
hastily; bustle. 2. to lie in the same bed with one's
sweetheart without ttndrtfs^ing: formerly a courting
custom, especially in ^ew^ England.
bundle up, to put or^ lei]E!ty of warm clothing.
SYN. bundle refers to a ti^pjlbei? p| things bound together
for convenience in1

carrying, sijprinki etc. and does not aa jftself

carry connotation^ as io size, compactness, etc. (a bundle of

'ov'lr; is, fclte; Ibt,, gik &W, tC51,'loofc;* oUrr outr'upi, Hs^'fur; #<it: joy;
;in ago, e ^Heent. ?%ril sanity, o m cl>mA, tt'^M' f *

Fr. coq; u, Pr. dnc;'H t G. icfo; kh t 6. 'doch. See pp. x-xit,
*a

^; '^'hypothe
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discarded clothing); bale implies a standardized or uniform

quantity of goods, as raw cotton, hay, etc., compressed into

& rectangular mass and tightly bound; parcel and package
are applied to something wrapped or boxed for transportation,

sale, etc. and imply moderateness of size and a compact or

orderly arrangement ; pack is applied to package of a standard

amount <a pack of cigarettes), or to a compact bundle earned
on the back of a person or animal.

bung (burj), n. [ME. bunge; MD. bonghe], 1. a cork or

other stopper for the hole in the side or end of a barrel,

cask, or keg. 2. a bunghole. v.t* I. to close (a bung-
hole) with a stopper. 2. to stop tip; close. 3. [prop,
influenced by bang], [Slang], to bruise or damage, as in

a fight (with up).
bun-ga-low (burj'ga-lo'), n, [Anglo-Ind.: Hind, bangla,
thatched house, lit., belonging to Bengal]T>

1. in India,
a low, one-storied house, usually with a wide, sweeping
porch or veranda. 2. a small house or cottage, usually
of one story or one and a half stories.

bung-hole (bun 'hoi') " the hole in the side or end of

a barrel, cask, or keg through which liquid can be

poured in or drawn out.

bun-gle (bur/g'l), vt [BUNGLED (-g'ld), BUNGLING],
[echoic; akin to Sw. bangla, to work ineffectually], to

spoil by clumsy work; botch. v.i. to do or make things
badly or clumsily, n. 1. a bungling, or clumsy, act.

2. a bungled piece of work.

Bu-nin, I-van A4ek-se*ye-vich (e-van' a'lyeks-ya'ye-
vich boo'nen), 1870-

$
Russian novelist and poet; re-

ceived Nobel prize in literature, 1933.
bun-ion (bun'yan), n. [17th-c. Fr. bouillon, lump on
horse's foot (< L. bulla, a bubble), influenced by ME.
bunny, a lump (< OFr. bugne, beugne, a swelling)], an
inflammation and swelling of the bursa at the base of

the big toe, with a thickening of the skin.

bunk (bunk), n. [D, bank, a bench], L a shelfEke bed
or berth built into or against a wall, as in a ship. 2. any
narrow bed or cot. lu. 1. to sleep in a bunk. 2.

[Colloq.J, to go to bed or sleep, especially in a makeshift
manner.
bunk (burjk), n. [< bunkum, buncombe], [Slang], bun-
combe; nonsense; twaddle.
bunk-er (burj'kSr), n. [Scot.; extension of bank (a

bench); orig., a seat), 1. a large bin-, especially one
for coal aboard a ship. 2. a unit of a modern under-

ground steel-and-concrete fortification system. 3. a
sand trap or mound of earth serving as a hazard or
obstacle on a golf course, v.t. in golf, to hit (a ball)
into a bunker.
Bun-ker Hill (bur/ker), a hill in Boston, Massachu-
setts: the Battle of Bunker Hill (1775), in which
American colonial troops were defeated by the British,
was actually fought on near-by Breed's Hill.

bunk-mate (burjk'rnat') n. a person who shares the
same bunk or occupies an adjoining bunk.
bun-ko (bur/ko), n. [pi. BUNKOS (-koz)], & vt* [BUN-
KOED (-kod), BUNKOING], bunco.
bun-kum (bur/ksm), n. buncombe.
bunn (bun), n. a bun.
bun-ny (bun'i), n. [pi. BUNNIES (-iz)J, [dim. of bun], a
rabbit: pet name used by children.

Bun-sen, Robert Wil-helm (viFhelm boon'zgn; Eng.
bun's'n), 18111899; German chemist; discovered
rubidium and cesium; invented Bunsen burner, etc.

Bunsen burner, [see prec. entry], a small gas burner
that produces a not, blue flame, used in chemistry
laboratories, etc.: it consists of a hollow metal tube
with adjustable holes at the bottom for admitting air
to be mixed with the gas.
bunt (bunt), v,t. & v.f. [? < base of Bret, bounta* to
butt, via Corn.], 1. [British Dial.], to strike or butt
with or as with horns. 2. in baseball, to bat (a Bitched
ball) lightly so that it does not go beyond the infield:

usually done as a sacrifice play. n. 1. a shove. 2. in
baseball, a) the act of bunting, especially to advance
a runner on base at a sacrifice, b) a hit made by bunting.
bunt (bunt), n. [< earlier dial., a puSball], 1. disease
of wheat in which the grains are destroyed. 2. the
smut fungus causing this disease.
bunt (bunt), n. [? < MLG. & MD. bunt, a binding
bundle; akin to Eng. bund], 1. the sagging rjart of a
fish net. 2. the bellying part of a square sail.

bun-tine (bun'tin), n. bunting (cloth).
bunt-ing (bun'tin), n. [? < ME. bunten, to sift; hence,
cloth used for sifting], L a thin cloth used in making
flags, etc. 2. flags collectively. 3. strips of cloth in
patriotic colors, used as holiday decorations for halls,
automobiles, etc. 4. a baby's garment of soft, warm
cloth made into a kind of hooded blanket that can be
closed so that only the face is exposed.
bunting (bun'tin), n. [ME. bounting, bunting, pet
name applied to bird < ME. Bunetun, OFr. Bonneton,
double dim. of bon, good; see ROBIN], any of various
small birds of the finch family, having a short, stout
bill.

bunt-line (bunt'lm, buntlln), n. [ME. bunt, middle
part of a sail -f line, a rope], one of the ropes attached
to the foot rope of a square sail to prevent the sail from
bellying when drawn up to be furled.

TYPES OF BUOY
A, can; B, nun; c, whistle; D,

bell; E, lighted whistle; F, lighted
bell; G, spar; H, lighted with
mooring

3.

Bun-van, John (bun'yan), 1628-1688; English author
and preacher: wrote Pilgrim's Progress,
Bunyan, Paul, see Paul Bunyan.
Buo-na-parte (bo'na-part'; It. bwcVna-par'te), n.

Bonaparte: Italian form of the name.
Buo-nar-ro-tl, Michelangelo (bwd'nar-rd'te) , see Mi-
chelangelo.
buoy (boi, boo'i), n. [OFr. boye, buie or MD. boei; L.

boia, fetter (by
which the float was
anchored)], 1. a
floating object an-
chored in a lake,
river, etc. to warn
of rocks, shoals, etc.

or to mark a chan-
nel: there are vari-
ous kinds of buoy,
some with bells or
lights. 2. an air-

filled or cork device
to keer> a person
afloat; life buoy: it

may be in the form
of a jacket, belt, or

ring. v.L (Sp. bo-

yar, to float], 1. to
mark or provide
with a buoy. 2. to

keep afloat in a
liquid; hence, 3. to
lift or hold up in
mind or spirits; en-

courage.
buoy up, 1. to

keep afloat. 2.

to lift or hold up in mind or spirits; encourage,
to raise to the surface of a liquid.

buoy-age (boi'ij, boo'i-ij), n. 1. a system of or provision
for buoys. 2. buoys collectively.

buoy-an-cy (boi'an-si, boo'ysn-si), n. [< buoyant], 1.

the ability or tendency to float or rise hi liquid or air.

2. the power to keep something afloat; upward pressure
on a floating object. 3. lightness of spirit; gaiety;
cheerfulness.

buoy-ant (boi'snt, boo'ysnt), adj. [? < Sp. boyante <
boyar, to float], having or showing buoyancy.

bu-pres-tid (bu-pres'tid), n. [L. bupresitis; Gr. boupres-
tis, venomous beetle which, on being eaten with fodder,
caused cattle to swell up and die < bous, ox -J- presthein,
to inflate], any of a number of related beetles that have
long, flat bodies, usually bright-colored: the larvae are
harmful to woody plants and to cattle.

bur (biir), n. [ME. burre; < ON.; cf. Dan. borre, bur,
burdock], 1. the rough, prickly seedcase or fruit of
certain plants, as of the sticktight, cocklebur, etc. 2. a
weed or other plant with burs; hence, 3. a person who
clings like a bur. 4. a burr. v.t. [BURRED (b&rd),
BURRING], 1. to remove burs from. 2. to burr.

Bur., Burma.
bur., bureau.
bu-ran (boo-ran'), n. [Turk.], a strong windstorm of the
steppes of Russia and Siberia, accompanied in winter
with driving snow and in summer with hot dust.

Bur-bage, Richard (bur'bij), 1567P-1619; English
actor; associate of Shakespeare.
Bur-bank (bur'bank), n. a city in California, near Los
Angeles: pop., 78,000.
Bur-bank, Luther (bur'barjk), 1849-1926: American
horticulturist; bred new varieties of vegetables, fruits,
and flowers.

bur-ble (bur'b'l), IM. [BURBLED (-bid), BURBLING],
[ME. burbelen, to bubble; echoic], to make a gurgling or
bubbling sound.
bur-hot (bur'bst), n. [pi. BURBOT, BURBOTS (-bats); see
PLURAL, ii, D, 2], [Pr. bourbotte, altered, after bourbe,
mud, mire < barbote < barbe; L. barba, a bear^]* a
freshwater fish of the cod family, having a spotted
body with a broad, flat head and chin barbels.
burd (bttrd), n. [ME. burde, bird, berde, dial, var., by
metathesis < AS. bryd, bride; see BRIDE], [Obs.], a
lady; young lady.
bur-den (bur'd'n), n. [ME burden, birden, birthen; AS,
byrthen < base of beran, to bear; see BEAR, BIRTH), 1.

anything carried or endured; load (of material things
or duty, work, sorrow, etic.). 2. a very heavy load;
whatever is hard to bear. 3. the carrying of loads: as,
a beast of burden. 4. the carrying capacity of a ship,
or the weight of its cargo, v.t. to make bear a burden;
load; weigh down; oppress. Also burthen,
burden (bftr'd'n), n. [ME. burdoun, bass in music, re-
frain; OFr. bourdon, a humniingv buzzing; MI^ ifyurdo*
burdonis, a drone, humming soujnd; ^djow?], I. a bass
accompaniment in music. 2. a chorus or, retrain o/f a
song. 3. the drone of a bagpipe. 4. a repeated,, central
idea; theme: as, the burden of a speech.
burden of proof,, the obligation to prove a statement.
bur den some (bur'd'n-ssm) , ad/, hard to, bear;, teavy;
oppressive; troublesome. SYN. see onerous.' ,,,',,
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bur-dock (burMok'), n. [bur (seedcase) -f dock (plant)],

any of a number of related plants of the composite
family, with burs, large leaves, and a strong smell.

bu reau (byoc/ro), n. [pi. BUREAUS, BUREAUX (-roz)],

[Fr., writing table or desk, office < OFr. burel, coarse

cloth (as covering this) < LL. *bura, coarse woolen;

prob. < L. burra, coarse hair], 1. [British], a writing
table or desk, with drawers, for Capers, etc. 2. a chest

of drawers, with or without a mirror, for clothing, etc.

3. an office, especially one for a specific part of a

business: as, an informati9n bureau. 4. a government
department, or a subdivision of a government depart-
ment. Abbreviated bur., bu.
bu-reauc-ra-cy (byoo-rok'rs-si, byoo-ro'krs-si), n. [pi.

BUREAUCRACIES (-siz)], [Fr. bureaucratte < bureau +
Gr. kratia < kratein, to be strong], 1. the administra-

tion of government through departments and sub-

divisions managed by sets of officials following an
inflexible routine. 2. the officials collectively. 3. gov-
ernmental officialism or inflexible routine: see also red

tape. 4. the concentration of authority in administra-

tive bureaus.
bu*reau-crat (byoo'ra-kraf), n. [< bureaucracy], 1. an
official in a bureaucracy; hence, 2. an official who
follows and insists on an inflexible routine, proper
forms, rules, etc.

bu-reau-crat-ic (byoo'rs-krat'ik), adj. 1. of or char-

acterized by bureaucracy. 2. of, like, or characteristic

of a bureaucrat or bureaucrats.

bu-reau-crat-i-caMy (byoo'ra-krat'i-kl-i), adv. in a

bureaucratic manner.
Bureau of Internal Revenue, the bureau of the United
States Department of the Treasury in charge of col-

lecting Federal taxes.

Bureau of Standards, the bureau of the United States

Department of Commerce in charge of testing weights
measures, materials, etc. .

bu-rette, bu-ret (byoo-ref), n. [Fr., dim. of OFr. buire,

flagon < buire, to drink], a graduated glass
tube with a stopcock at the bottom, used by
chemists, etc. for measuring small quantities
of liquid or gas.
burg (burg), n. [earlier var. of borough;

colfoq- use < -burg in place names], 1.

originally, a fortified or walled town. 2.

[ColloqJ, a city, town, or village. Also burh.

-burg (burg), a suffix meaning burg or

borough, as in Vicksburg, Johannesburg: also

-burgh, as in Pittsburgh.

burg-age (bur'gij), n. [ME.; OFr. burgage,
bourgage; WL.burgagium < burgus < OHG.
burg, borough; see BOROUGH], in law, a former
system of tenure or lease of land, especially
in towns, from an overlord for a yearly rental.

bur-gee (bur'je), n. [< OFr. burgets, owner

(of a vessel); see BOURGEOIS (shopkeeper)],
an identifying flag on a ship, triangular or

swallow-tailed in shape.
bur-geon (bur'jan), IM. & v.t. [ME. bur- BURETTE
jounen; OFr. burjoner < burjon, a bud], to

put forth (buds, etc.): sprout, n. a bud; sprout.

-Durg-er (bur'gSr), [< hamburger], [Slang], a combining
form meaning sandwich of grouna meat (and), as in

steakburger, cheeseburger, etc.

bur-gess (bur'jis), n. [ME. & OFr. bnrgeis; see BOUR-
GEOIS (shopkeeper)], 1. a citizen or freeman of a
borough. 2. in England, a member of Parliament

representing a borough, corporate town, or university.
3. a member of the House ofBurgesses, the lower house
of the legislature of Maryland or Virginia before the
American Revolution.

Bur-gess, Ge*lett (js-lef bur'jis), (Frank Gdett Bur-

gess), 1866-1951; American humorist and illustrator.

burgh (burg; Scot, bur'o, bur'a), n. [ME.; Scot. var.

of borough], 1. [British], a borough. 2. in Scotland, an
incorporated or chartered town. Also burh.

-burgh (burg; Scot, bur's), -burg.

burgh-er (bur'ggr), n. I'D. burger, citizen < burg, town],
a freeman of a burgh; citizen of a town.
Burgh-ley, Baron (bur

/
li), see Cecil, William,

bur-glar (pur'glSr), n. [OFr. burglour; Anglo-L. burgla~

tor; LL. ourgulator; ? < Gmc, burg, a dwelling -f L.

latro (OFr. lere), robber], a person who commits
burglary.
bur glar i-ous (ber-glar'i^s), adj. of, involving, con-

stituting, or inclined to burgfary.
bur*glar-ize (bur'gfo-rizO, v.t. [BURGLARIZED (-nzdO,
BURGLARIZING], [Colloq.j, to commit burglary in or

upon.
bur-giar-proof (bur'gler-prSSf). odj. constructed so as

to be safe against burglary.
'

'

bur*gla-ry (buir'gto-ri), n. M, BURGLARIES (~nz)], [<
bur&arf^ 1; the act of breaking into a house at night
to commit theft or other felony. 2. the.act of breaking
into any btulding at any tinle to commit theft or other

felony. 3. loosely, theft; robbery. ~-W. see thftft.

bur-ife (burVl), v4. & v.t. [BURGLED (-fc'ld), BURGLING],

[< burglar], [Colioq. & Htimorotis], to burglarize or

commit burglary.
bur-go-mas-ter (bur'^-inas'tar, bUr'ge-inas'ter), n.

[D.burgemeester < burs, town, city 4- meester, a mas-

ter], 1. the mayor or head magistrate of a city or town
in the Netherlands, Flanders, Austria, or Germany.
2. a large arctic gull; ice gull. .

bur-go-net (bur'ga-net'), n. [Fr. bourgmgnotte, cmg.,

fern, of Bourgnignot, Burgundian < Bourgogne* Bur-

gundy], a lightweight helmet or cap made of steel, worn
in the 16th century.
bur-goo (bur'goo, bgr-gooO, ** [18th-c. nautical slang;

early sp. also burgout], 1. a thick oatmeal porridge or

grueL 2. [Dial.], a) a highly seasoned soup of meat
and vegetables b) a barbecue, or feast, at which this

is served.

Bur-gos (boor'go's), n. a city in north central Spain:

pop., 78,000 (est. 1947).

Bur-goyne, John (br-goin't bur'gom), 1722-1792;
British general in American Revolution; defeated in the

battle of Saratoga (1777): called Gentleman Johnny.

bur-grave (bui/grav), n. [G. burggraf; burg (see BOR-

OUGH) 4- graf, a count; see MARGRAVE], in German his-

tory, the lord of a burg and its environs, originally

appointed, later hereditary. .

Bur-gun-di-an (bSr-gun'di-sn), adj. of Burgundy, its

people, etc. n. a native or inhabitant of Burgundy.
Bur-gun-dy (bur'gsn-di), n. 1. a former duchy, king-

dom, and province of east-

ern France: French name,
Bourgogne. 2. [pi. BUR-
GUNDIES (-diz)], a kind of

wine, either red or white,
originally made there.

burh (boorkh), n. a burg
or burgh.

bur-i-af (bei/i-al), n. [ME.
buryel, Uriel, false sing. <
bertdes, buriles; AS. byr-
gels, tomb < byrgan, p

to

bury], a burying; gutting
of a dead body into a

grave, tomb, the sea, etc.;
interment. adj. of or con-
nected with burial.

burial ground, a place for

burial; cemetery; grave-

bur-i-er (ber'i-er), n. a person or thing that buries.

burin (byoo'rin), n. [Fir.; It, burino, borino < OHG.
boro, borer], 1. a pointed cut-

ting tool used by engravers
or marble workers. 2. the

style of an engraver's work.
burke (burk), v.t. [BURKED
(burkt), BURKING], [after Wil-
liam Burke, executed for the

act, in Edinburgh, 1829], 1.

originally, to murder by suf-

focating, etc., so as to leave BURIN
the body unmarked and fit

to be sold for dissection; hencet
2, to get rid of quietly;

suppress, as a parliamentary bill discussion, etc.

Burke, Edmund (burk), 1729-1797; English statesman
and orator; attacked the French Revolution.

burl (burl), n. [ME. bwrle; OFr. bourle, flocks or ends

of threads < bourre < L. burra, coarse hair], 1. a knot
in wool, thread, yarn, or cloth that gives a nubby
appearance to cloth., 2. a kind of knot on some tree

trunks. 3, veneer made from wood with burls in it.

v.t. to finish (cloth) by taking out the burls, loose

BURGUNDY

*.-;/ gg& ^^ .

'
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. [17th c. borelappe(s) ; prob,.< D.;
cf. D. boer, fanner & ooenla$, rubbing cloth; lap is akin

to Eng. lap (to fold)], a coarse cloth made of jute, flax,

or hemp, used for making bags, as a wall covering, etc.

bur-lap8 (bur'laps), n.pl. [construed as sing.], burliaip.

burled (burld) , adj. having burls.

Bur leigh, Baron (burli), Burghley: see Cecil, William.

burlesque (bSr-lesk'), n. [Fr. < It. burtesco < burla, a

jest, mockery], 1. any broadly comic or satirical imita-

*tibn of something; derisive caricature*; parody. >< 2.

(also, facetiously, bur'li-kuO, a sort of vaudeville char-

acterized by low comedy and display of nudity, aaj.

1. derisively or comically imitating; parodying. 2. of

or connected with the kind of vaudeville caled bur-

lesque, v.t. & IM. [BURLESQUE (-leskt'), BURLES-

QtnNGl, to imitate derisively or comically; parody.
SYN. see caricature.

'

bur-ley, Bur-ley (bur'H), n. [? < a. proper name], a

tobacco grown in Kentucky and surrounding States:

it is thin-leaved an*f usualfy ligfyt-colored after cmrmg.
bur li ness (bfir'K-nJs), n.'the quality of being burly.
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Bur-lin game, An -son (an's'n bftrlin-gam',
gam/) f 1820-1870; American diplomat.
Bur-ling-toe (burlirj-tdn), n. 1. a city in north-
western Vermont, on Lake Champlain: pop., 33,000.
2. a city in southeastern Iowa, on the Mississippi:

pop., 31,000.
bur4y (btirli), adj. {BURLIER (-li-er), BURLIEST (-li-ist)],

Iburlich, burli, northern forms of ME, borelkh; prob. <
ON.; akin to OHG. burllh, lofty, exalted; cf. (rare) AS.
barlici, very], big and strong; heavy and muscular.
Bur-ma (buVma), n. a country in southeastern Asia,
on the Bay of Bengal: formerly a British colony: area,

261,610 sq. mi.; pop., 17,000,000 (est. 1946); capital,

Rangoon: abbreviated Bur.
Bur man (bftr'man), n. [pi. BURMANS (-msnz)j, & adj.
Burmese.
bur marigold, any of various weedy plants of the com-
posite family, with yellow flowers and burs; sticktight.
Burma Road, the road from Lashio, northern Burma,
to Yunnan and Chungking, China: used as an Allied

supply route in World "War II.

Bur-mese (bgr-meV), adj. of Burma, its people, or their

language, n. [pi. BURMESE], 1. a native or inhabitant
of Burma. 2, the language of the Burmese.
bum (burn), v.t. [BURNED (bftrnd) or BURNT (burnt),
BURNING], [ME. bernen, brennen; AS. bssrnan, bernan,
./., biernan, brinnan, v.t.; akin to G. brennen; IE.
*bhre~n~wo < base *bhreu~, to boil forth, well out, as
also in burn (stream)], 1. to destroy by fire. 2, to put
to death by fire. 3. to set on fire; cause to blaze, shine,
or give light. 4. to injure by fire or something with the
effect of fire, as friction or acid; scorch, singe, scald,
etc. 5. to sunburn. 6. to brand. 7. to cauterize. 8. to
harden or glaze (bricks, pottery, etc.) by fire; fire. 9. to
cause by fire, heat, etc. : as, he burned a hole in his coat.
10. to cause a sensation of heat in: as, the horseradish
burned his throat. 11. to use (candles, lights, heaters,

etc.). 12. to inflame with anger, desire, etc. 13.

fSlang], to electrocute., 14. in chemistry, to make
undergo combustion. v.f. 1. to be on fire; flame; blaze.
2. to give out light or heat; shine ; glow. 3. to be
destroyed by fire or heat. 4. to be injured by fire or

heat; be scorched, singed, etc, 5. to die by fire. 6. to
feel hot. 7. to be excited or inflamed. 8.

[Colloq.j,
to

come close to; be warm: used in games, 9. [Slang], to
be electrocuted,

t
10. in chemistry, to undergo combus-

tion, n. 1. an injury or damage caused by fire, heat,
wind, etc. 2. a mark made by branding. 3. a sunburn.
burn down, to burn to the ground.
burn oneself out, to exhaust oneself by too much
work or dissipation.
burn out, 1. to cease burning through lack of fuel.

2. to destroy by heat from friction, etc. 3. to burn
tip the home, business establishment, or property of.

4. to drive out by means of fire.

burn up, [Slang], 1. to make or become angry.
2. to scold (a person) severely.

SYN. burn is the broadest term in this comparison, denoting
injury to any extent by fire, intense heat, friction, acid, etc.

(SL burnt log, sunburned, vrindburned) ; scorch and singe both
imply superficial burning, scorch emphasizing discoloration or

damaging of texture (to scorch a shirt in ironing), and singe,
the burning off, often intentional, of bristles, feathers, the ends of

hair, etc.; sear implies the burning of animal tissue and is

applied specifically to the quick browning of the outside of
roasts, etc. in cooking to seal in the juices j char implies a re-
duction by burning to charcoal or carbon. All of these terms
have figurative applications (a burning desire, a scorching
tirade, a singed reputation, a soul-searing experience, charred
hopes).
burn (burn), n. [ME. burne; AS. burna, brunna; akin
to G. brunnen; see BURN, v.JL [Scot.], a little stream.
Burne-Jones, Sir Edward Co-ley (koli burn'jonz'),
1833-1898; English painter and designer.

burn-er (bur'nSr), n. 1. the part of a stove, furnace,
lamp, etc. from which the flame comes. 2. an apparatus
for burning; furnace, stove, etc.: as, an oil burner. 3. a
person whose work consists in burning something: as,
he is a charcoal burner.

bur-net (buVnit), n. [ME.: OFr. burnete < brunette,' see
BRUNET], any of various plants of the rose family, with
white, red, purple, or greenish flower heads or spikes.
Bur-nett, Frances Hodg-son (hoi'sgn bttr-net'), 1849-
1924; American novelist, born in England.

Bur-ney, Fanny (bur'ni), (Frances Burney; Madame
d'Arblay), 1752-1840; English novelist and diarist.

burn-ing (burn'irj), adj. 1. that burns. 2. of the ut-
most seriousness or importance: as, a burning issue.

burning bush, 1. a large shrub or tree with incon-
spicuous flowers and red fruit; wahoo. 2. a strong-
smelling, bushy plant with loose spires of white flowers
that give off an inflammable vapor; fraxinella.

burning glass, a convey lens for focusing the sun's rays
so as to produce heat or set fire to something.
burnish (bftr'nish), v.t. & v.i. [ME. burnissen; OFr.
burnir, brunir, to make brown < brun; see BRUNEI], to
make or become shiny by rubbing; polish, n. gloss:
polish. SYN. see polish.
burnisher (bftr'nisfc-gr), n. 1. a person who bur-
nishes. 2. a burnishing tool.

Burn-ley (bfirnli), n, a city in eastern Lancashire,
England: pop., 84,000 (est. J1946).

bur-noose, bur-nous (ber-noos', bur'noos), n. [Fr.

burnous; Ar. burnus; ? < Gr. birrosf a cloak], a long
cloak with a hood, worn by Arabs and Moors.
Burns, Robert (burnz), 1759-1796; Scottish poet.
Burn-side, Ambrose Everett (btirn'sid'), 1824-1881;
Union general in the Civil War.

burn-sides (burn'sidz')t n.pl. [after A. E. Burnside],
heavy growth of hair on the cheeks; side whiskers.
burnt (bftrnt), alternative past tense and past participle
of burn.
burnt offering, an animal, food, etc. burned at an altar

as an offering or sacrifice to a god.
burnt sienna, 1. a dark brown. 2. paint of this color.

burnt umber, 1. a reddish brown. 2. paint of this

color.

bur oak, 1. a North American oak tree bearing acorns
in prickly cups. 2. its hard wood.

burp (burp), n. & v.i. [echoic], [Slang], belch.

burr (bur), n. 1. a prickly seedcase; bur. 2. a plant
with burs. 3. a person who clings like a bur.

_
4. a

rough edge or ridge left on metal or other material by
cutting or drilling. 5. a washer on the small end of a
rivet. 6. a dentist's drill, v.t. to form a rough edge on.

Usually spelled bur, for n. 1,2, 3.

burr (bur), n. [prob. echoic], 1. the trilling of rt with
uvula or tongue; hence, 2. any^ rough pronunciation:
as, a Scottish burr. 3. a whirring sound. v.L 1. to

speak with a burr. 2. to make a whirring sound, v.t.

to pronounce with a burr. Also spelled bur.
burr (bftr), n. 1. buhr. 2. buhrstone. Also spelled bur.
Burr, Aaron (bCtr), 1756-1836; American statesman;
vice-president of the United States (1801-1805) ; killed
Alexander Hamilton in a duel.
bur reed, any of a number of related plants with narrow
leaves and rounded, burlike fruit.

bur-ring machine (bftr'irj), a machine for turning
edges on metal cylinders or disks.

burring reamer, 1. a tapered reamer for removing
burrs caused by cutting metal. 2. a tool for counter-
sinking.

bur-rp (bur'o, boor'o), n. [pi BURROS (-oz)], [Sp. <
burrico; L. burricus, small horse], a donkey.
Bur-roughs, John (bftr'oz, bttr'sz), 1837-1921; Ameri-
can naturalist and author.
bur-row (bur'6), n. [ME. burg, bureh; see BOROUGH],
1. a hole or tunnel dug in the ground by an animal.
2. any similar passage or hole for shelter, refuge, etc.
v.i. 1. to make a burrow or burrows. 2. to live or
hide in or as in a burrow. 3. to search, as if by dig-
ging. 4. to dig. v.t. 1. to make burrows in (the
ground). 2. to make by burrowing. 3. to hide in or
as in a burrow.
burrowing owl, a ground owl of North and South
America having long legs and a small head: it makes
its nest in burrows dug in the ground.
burr-stone (bur'ston'). n. buhrstone.

bur-ry (bur'i), adj. [BURRIKR (-i-Sr), BURRIEST (-i-ist)],
1. full of burs. 2. like a bur or burs; prickly.

bur-ry (bur'i), adj. [BURRIER (-i-er), BURRIEST (-i-ist)],

having a burr or burrs.
Bur-sa (boor'sa), n. a city in northwestern Turkey:
pop., 86,000 (1945): also called Brusa.
bursa (bftr'so), n. [pi. BURSAE (-se), BURSAS (-ssz)],
[LL., a purse, bag; Gr. bursa, a hide], in anatomy, a sac
or pouchlike cavity, especially between joints.

bur-sal (bftr's'l), adj. L having to do with public
revenue and disbursement; fiscal. 2. of or functioning
as a bursa.

bur-sar (bur'ser), n. [LL. bursarius, treasurer < bursa;
see BURSA], 1. a college treasurer or similar official in
charge of the college funds. 2. in Scotland, a university
student who has a scholarship.

bur-sar-i-al (ber-sar'i-al), adj. of a bursar or bursary.
bur-sa-ry (bur'ss-ri), n. fal. BURSARIES (-riz)], (ML. bur-
sana < LL. bursanus; see BURSAR], 1. a treasury, espe-
cially of a college. 2. in Scotland, a university scholar-
ship.

JBur-schen-schaft (boor'shan-shaff), n. [pi. BUR-
SCHENSCHAFTEN (-shaf'tan)J, [G. < bursch, student,
young fellow], any of various social fraternities at
German universities.

burse (bttrs), n. [Fr. bourse; Bee BOURSE], 1. a purse.
2. in bcotland, a) a university scholarship fund. 6) a
scholarship. 3. in the Roman Catholic Church, a flat,
silk case for carrying chalice linen to and from the
altar.

bur-seed (bar'sed'), n. a weedy plant with spikes of
flowers and bnstly fruit.
bur ser a ceous (bftr'sgr-a'shss), adj. [Mod, L. bersera
(< Joachim Purser, G. botanist), the generic type of
the family; + -qceous], designating or of a family of

iJSSifi^WPl shmbs that yield balsams and resins.
bur-si-form (bftr'sa-f6rm'), adj. [< MI* bursa, pouch+ -form], in anatomy St zoology, shaped Uke a bursa.
or sac; pouchlike.
bur si tis (bgr-sf'tis), n. [< bursa + -itisl inflammation
or a bursa.
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burst (burst), IM". [BURST, BURSTING], [ME. berstan,

brestan; AS. beitfan; akin to G. bersten; IE. base
*bhres t to burst, break, crack), 1. to come apart sud-
denly and violently, as under internal pressure; fly into

pieces; break open or out; explode. 2. to give sudden
expression in some way: as, she burst into tears. 3. to
enter, come forth, appear, etc. suddenly and violently:
as, he burst into the room. 4. to be full beyond normal
capacity; be blown up to the bursting point; bulge.
v.t. 1. to puncture or rupture with sudden violence;
make explode. 2. to make (a thing) swell or fill up to
the bursting point, n. [ME. burst, brist, a damage,
defect, injury; AS, byrst, loss], 1. a bursting; outbreak;
explosion. 2. the result of a bursting; break; breach.
3. a sudden activity or^spurt: as, a burst of speed, 4.

the series of shots fired from an automatic firearm by a
single pull on the trigger.
burst a blood vessel, 1. to have a vein or artery burst.
2. [Colluq.], to become very excited.

bur-then (bur'//zan), n. <fe v.t. [Archaic], burden.
bur ton (bur't'n), n. [prob. < the name Button or

Barton], a kind of tackle used with single or double
pulley blocks for setting up or tightening rigging, or

moving heavy articles.

Bur-ton, Harold Hitz (hits bur't'n), 1888-
;
associate

justice, United vStates Supreme Court (1945-1958).
Burton, Sir Richard Francis, 1821-1890; English
explorer and writer.

Burton, Robert, 1577-1640; English scholar and
clergyman; wrote The Anatomy of Melancholy.
Bur-ton-up-on-Trent (bur't'n-a-pon-trent') ,

h. a city
in Staffordshire, England: pop., 49,000 (est. 1946).
bur-weed (bur'wed'), n. any of various plants with burs,
as the burdock, bur mangold, cocklebur, etc.

bur-y (ber'i), v.t. [BURIED (-id), BURYING], [ME. buryen,
birien, berien; AS. byrgan; akin to AS. beorgan, G.
bergen, to put in safety, preserve, conceal; IE. base
*bhergh, to save, preserve], 1. to put (a dead body)
into the earth, a tomb, the sea, etc., usually in a
ceremonial manner; inter. 2. to have or perform funeral
services for* 3. to cover for, or as if for, concealment.
4. to put away, as from one's life, social life, the mem-
ory, etc.: as, we buried our friendship. 5. to sink; im-
merse: as, he buries himself in his work. SYN. see hide.

Bur-yat (boor-vat'), adj. of the Buryat A.S.S.R., its

people, or their language, n. 1. [pi. BURYAT, BURYATS
(-vats') L a member of one of the Mongolian tribes living
in south central Siberia. 2. the language of the Buryats,
Buryat Mongol Autonomous Soviet Socialist Re-
public, a division of the R.S.F.S.R. in south central

Siberia, north of the Mongolian Republic: area, 127,020
sq. mi.; pop., 570,000; capital, Ulan-Ude.
burying ground, a cemetery; graveyard.
bus (bus), n. [pi. BUSES, BUSSES (-iz)], [< omnibus], 1. a
large motor coach that can carry many passengers,
generally following a regular route; omnibus. 2.

[Colloq.], an automobile.
bus., business.
bus boy, a waiter's assistant who sets and clears tables,

brings water, etc.

bus-by (buz'bi), n. [pi. BUSBIES (-biz)], [18th c., a large
wig; prob. < the name Busby], a
tall fur hat, worn by hussars,
artillerymen, and engineers in the
British Army.
bush (boosh), n. [ME. biissh,

bosch, bosk, a bush, thicket; ON.
buskr; prob. < ML. boscus; ?

< Prank, busk, forest, thicket], 1.

a low-spreading, woody plant,
generally smaller than a tree;
shrub, 2. ^a thick growth of

bushes; thicket; undergrowth.
3. a thick tail or anything else

resembling a bush. 4. f < Coloni-
al D. bosch, bush], shrubby wood-
land; wild or uncleared country.
v.i. 1. to grow thickly; spread
in a bushlike way. 2. to have
the shape of a bush. v.t. to

decorate, support, etc. by setting
bushes.
beat around the bush, to talk around a subject with-
out gfetting to the point; speak indirectly or hmtingly.

be bushed, [Colloq.], to be very tired; be fatigued.
bush (boosh), n. [D. bos, a box; see BOX (container)], a
bushing (metal lining), v.t. to put a bushing in.

bush bean, a low, bushy variety of bean plant.
bush-buck (boosh'bukO, n. [pi. BUSHBUCK, BUSHBUCKS
(-buks'); seejPLURAL, n, D, 2], a small, striped antelope
of South Africa.
bush cranberry, a shrub or tree of the honeysuckle
family, with clusters of white flowers and red, cran-

berrylike fnkit; cranberry tree.

bushel (feoosh'sl), n. [ME. busshel, buschel; OFr.

BUSBY

buissd, fa>m<r/, boisse, grain measure < Gallic *bo$tia,
amount one can hold in one hand], 1. a unit of dry
measure for grain, fruit, etc., equal to 4 pecks or *K

gallons: abbreviated bit., bsh. 2. any container with
a capacity of one bushel. 3. a weight taken as the
equivalent of one bushel. 4, loosely, any large quantity.

bush-el (boosh'sl), v.L & vJ. {BUSHELED or BUSHELLED
(-aid), BUSHELING or BUSHELLING]* [? < G. bosseln, to
patch up, repair], in tailoring, to alter or mend.

bush-el bas-ket (boosh'dl-bas'kat, boosh'sl-bas'kst), n.
a rounded basket with a capacity of one bushel.

bush-el-er, bush-el ler (boosh'al-er), n. [see BUSHEL (to
mend) I, a person who alters or mends men's clothing.
bush-el-man (boosh'sl-man), n. [pi. BUSHELMEN
(-man) ], a busheler; tailor.

bush-ham-mer (boosh'ham'er), n. [prob. < G. boss-
hammer < bo ssen, to beat, dress (stone) -f- hammer,
hammer], a hammer whose face is cut up into projecting
points, used for dressing stone.

bu-shi-do, Bu-shi-do (boo'she-doO. n. [Japan., way of
the warrior], the code of conduct for the samurai of
feudal Japan, emphasizing loyalty, courage, and plain"
living, and preferring suicide (hara-kiri) to dishonor.
bush i ness (boosh'i-nis) , n. a bushy quality or state.

bush-ing (boosh'irj), n. [< bush (bushing) I, 1. a re-
movable metal lining, for reducing the effect of friction
on moving parts or for decreasing the diameter of a
hole. 2. in electric ity, a similar insulating lining or part.
bush league, [Slang], in baseball, a small or second-rate
minor league.
bush leaguer, [Slang], 1. a baseball player in a bush
league; hence, 2. an unimportant or second-rate per-
former in any sphere of activity.
Bushman (boosh'msn), n. [pi. BUSHMEN (-man)],
[transl. of D. boschjesman < bosch (see BUSH, 4) -j-

man, man], 1. a member of a nomadic people living
in the region of the Kalahari Desert in southwestern
Africa. 2. their language: it is regarded as forming,
with Hottentot, a separate linguistic family.
bush man (boosh'msn), n. [pi. BUSHMEN (-man)], 1. a
person who lives in the Australian bush. 2. a back-
woodsman.
bush-mas-ter (boosh'mas'ter, boosh'maVter) , n. a
large, poisonous snake of Central and South America.
bushranger (boosh'ran'jer) , n. [see BUSH (wild
country) & RANGE, ?>.], I. a person who lives as a
wanderer in the bush. 2. in Australia, a person, espe-
cially a highwayman, who makes the bush his hide-out.
bush-whack-er (boosh'hwak'er) , n. [< D. boschwachter,
forest watcher, woodsman ; now associated with whack],
1. a person accustomed to beating or cutting his way
through bushes; backwoodsman. 2. a guerrilla fighter,
especially one on the Confederate side in the Civil War:
so called by the Northern soldiers. 3. a sickle or scythe
for cutting underbrush.
bush-whack-mg (boosh'hwak'irj), n. [see BUSHWHACK-
ER], 1. the act of cutting or beating one's way through
underbrush. 2. guerrilla fighting.
bush-y (boosh'i), adj. [BUSHIER (-i-er), BUSHIEST

(-i-ist)],
1. covered or overgrown with bushes. 2.

bushlike; thick and spreading:: as, a bushy tail.

bus-i-ly (biz''l-i, biz'i-li), adv. in a busy manner.
business (biz'nis), n. [ME. bisinesse, besinesse; AS.
bisignes < bisgian; see BUSY], 1. one's work; occupa-
tion; profession. 2. rightful concern or responsibility:
as, it was not his business to remake the world. 3. a
matter or affair. 4, the buying and selling of com-
modities and services; commerce; trade. 5. a com-
mercial or industrial establishment; store, factory, etc.

6. commercial practice or policy: as it is poor business
to insult the customers. 7. action in a drama, especially
for a particular effect, to take up a pause in dialogue,
etc. 8. [Obs.J, (biz'i-ius)^ the quality or state of being
busy. adj. of or for business. Abbreyiatedt

bus.
business is, business, sentiment, friendship, etc. can-
not be allowed to interfere with profit-making.
have no business, to have no right (to do something).
mean business, [Colloq.], to be in earnest.

SYN. business, in this comparison, refers generally to the

buying and selling of commodities and services and connotes
a profit motive; commerce and trade both refer to the dis-

tribution or exchange of commodities, especially as this involves
their transportation, but commerce generally implies such
activity on a large scale between cities, countries, etc. ; industry
refers chiefly to the large-scale manufacture of commodities.
business college (or school), a school offering instruc-
tion in stenography, bookkeeping, office routine, etc,

business cycle, the continual alternation between
periods of prosperity (booms) and periods of depression
(slumps) as characteristic of business and. industry.

businesslike (biz'nis-l!k') adj. having the qualities
needed in business; efficient, methodical, etc.

businessman ^biz'nis-man') , n. [pi. BUSINESSMEN
(-men')], a man in business; especially as an owner or
executive.
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busi-ness<wom-an (biz'nis-woprn',3n), n. [pi. BUSINESS-
WOMEN (-wim'in)], a woman in business, especially as
an owner or executive.
busk (busk), n. [Fr. busc; It. busco, torso, truss], a piece
of stiffening material for corsets, as whalebone, etc.

busk (busk), v.t. [ME. busken, to prepare, adorn; ON.
huask. to make oneself ready < bua, to prepare + $ik,

reflexive pron.}, [Scot.], 1. to make ready. 2. to outfit.

bus-kin (bus'kin), n. {? < OFr. broissequin < MD.
brosekin, small leather boot; ?

altered after buckskin (shoe)], 1.

a boot reaching to the calf or

knee, worn long ago. 2. the high,
thick-soled, laced boot worn by
actors in ancient Greek and Ro-
man tragedy: distinguished from
sock. 3. tragic drama; tragedy.
buskined (bus'kind), adj. 1.

wearing buskins. 2. acting in

tragedy; tragic.
bus man (bus'man), n. [pi. BUS-
MEN (-men)], the driver or con-
ductor of a bus. BUSKINS
bus-man's holiday, a holiday in which one's recreation
is very similar to one's daily work.

Bu-so-ni, Fer_*ruccio Ben-ve-nu-to (fe-rout'ch$ ben'-
ve~nooxt$ boo-zo'ne), 1866-1924; Italian composer.
Bus-ra, Bus-ran (bus'rs), n. Basra.
bussmus), n., v.t. & v.i. [? akin to G. (dial.) bits, Mss,
or w. & Gael, bus, kiss, lip], [Archaic or Dial.], kiss,

especially in a rough or playful manner.
bus-ses (bus'iz) , n. alternative plural of bus.
bust (bust), n. [Fr. buste; It. busto], 1. a piece of

sculpture representing the head, shoulders, and upper
chest of a human body. 2. the bosom, especially of a
woman. SYN. see breast.
bust (bust), v.t. & v.i. [orig., dial, var, of burst], [Slang],
1. to burst; break. 2. to make or become bankrupt.
3. to demote or become demoted. 4. to tame: said of

broncos, etc. 5. to hit or punch, n. [Slang], 1. a
failure. 2. a blow or punch. 3. a spree.
bus-tard (bus'terd), n. [OFr. bistard, oustard; Pr.

austarda; L, avis tarda, lit., slow bird], a large, heavy,
long-legged game bird of Europe, Asia, and Africa,
related to the crane and the plover,

bust-er
%(bus'tSr), n. [see BUST (to burst)], [Slang], 1.

something very large, noteworthy, or extraordinary.
2. a person who breaks up (trusts, etc.). 3. a spree.
4. [B-], little boy: used in direct address.
bus-tic (bus'tik), n. [? altered < native namej, a tree
of the sapodilla family, found in southern Florida.

bus-tie (bus''l), tu. & v.L [BUSTLED (-Id), BUSTLING],
[for earlier buskle < ME. busken; see BUSK, i>.] t to hurry
busily, fussily, and noisily, n. a bustling; commotion.

bus-tie (bus'l), n. [late 18th c. < G. buschel, a bunch,
pad], 1. a framework or padding worn
over the hips by women to fill out the
skirt. 2. a large bow or gathered
material worn over the back of the
skirt below the waist.

bus-y (biz'i), adj. [BUSIER (-i:gr) f BUS-
IEST (-i-ist)], [ME. busi, bisie; AS.
bisig, bysig, occupied, diligent: akin to
D. bezig; seen only in LG. & Eng.], 1.

active; at work; not idle. 2. full of

activity j
constantly moving. 3. being

used : said especially of a telephone. 4.

meddlesome, v.t. [BUSIED (-id), BUSY-
ING], [ME. busien; AS. bysigan, bisgian,
to occupy, employ, trouble < bisgu,

occupation, labor, affliction], to make
or keep busy: often usedjeflexively.
!?KV. busy, suggests active employment
in some task or activity, either temporarily
or habitually (I'm busy just now); indue- i

trious suggests habitual devotion to one's
work or activity (an industrious salesclerk) ;

diligent implies unremitting attention,
usually to a particular task, and connotes
enjoyment in the task

_
itself

t
(a diligent student of music) ;

assiduous suggests painstaking, persevering preoccupation
with some task (assiduous study); sedulous implies un-
remitting devotion to a task until the goal is reached (a sedulous

investigation of the crime). ANT. idle, lazy, indolent.

bus-y-bod-y (biz'i-bod'i), n.
[fl. BUSYBODIBS (-iz)], a

person who concerns himself with other people's affairs;
inquisitive meddler; a gossip.

bus-y-ness (biz'i-nis), n. [Rare], the quality or condition
of being busy.
but (but; unstressed, bat), prep. [ME. but, bote, bute,

buten; AS. butan, buton, without, outside < be, by -f
ulan, out, from without < ut, out; butan is primarily
an adv.], 1. except; with the exception of; save: as,

nobody came but me. 2. otherwise than; other than:
as, we cannot choose but stay. conf. I. co-ordinating,
in either a simple or compound sentence; 1. with the
exception that; only: as, nobody came but I (came).
2. yet; still; however: as, he is a villain, but he has some
virtues. 3. on the contrary: as, I am old, but you are
young. II. subordinating, in a complex sentence: 1. tui-

BUSTLE

less; if not: as, it never rains but it pours. 2. that: as,
I don't question but you're correct. 3. that . . . not.
as, I never think of summer but I think of childhood.
4. otherwise than; other than; more than: as, I cannot
but try. 5. who . . . not; which . . . not: as, not a man
but felt it. 6. than: as, there was nothing else to do
but (to) go. adv. I. in simple sentences or clauses where
it was originally a conjunction; L only: as, if I had but

known. 2. merely; no more than; not otherwise than:
as, he is but a child. 3. just: as, I heard it but now.
4. [Dial.], without; outside. II. introducing a sentence:

on the other hand; yet. But always functions as an
adversative correlator; it is often indistinguishable,
therefore, as any one of the preceding parts of speech.
aH but, very nearly; almost,
but for, if it were not for.

but (but), adj. [AS. butan, outside, without], [Scot.],

outside; outer, n. [Scot.], the outer room, especially
the kitchen, of a cottage.
but and ben, L the outer and inner parts of a dwell-

ing; hence, 2. the whole house.
but (but), n. a butt (fish).
bu-tadiene (bu'ta-di'en, bu'ta-dl-en'), n. \butans +
di- + -ene], a hydrocarbon, CH2=CH CHCH 2 ,

obtainecl from petroleum or alcohol and used, after

polymerization, to make buna, a synthetic rubber.
bu-tane (bu'tan, bu-tan/), n. [L. butyrum (see BUTTER) ;

+ -ane], either of two hydrocarbons (normal butane,
isobutane) in the methane series, having the same
formula, CJH 10, but different structures, according to
the way each carbon atom links with the other three.
bu-ta-none (bu't3-non') n. [butane + -one], a highly
inflammable liquid, CHaCOCH2CH3, that is a by-
product of acetone, used as a solvent.
butch*er (booch'gr), n. [ME. bocher; OFr. bochiert

bouchier, one who kills and sells he-goats; OPr. boc, he-

goat: see BUCK (male deer)], 1. a person whose work
is killing animals or dressing their carcasses for meat.
2. a pers9n who sells meat. 3. anyone who kills as if

slaughtering animals. 4. a person who sells candy,
magazines, etc. in railroad cars or theaters; candy
butcher, v.t. 1. to kill or dress (animals) for meat.
2. to kill (people, game, etc.) brutally, senselessly, or
in large numbers; slaughter. 3. to mess up; botch.

butch*er-bird (booch'Sr-burd'), n. a shrike which, after

killing prey, hangs it on thorns.
butcher knife, a large, sharp knife for cutting meat,
etc.

butch-er-ly (booch'er-li), adj. & adv. 1. like a butcher.
2. with bloody cruelty or savagery.

butch-er's-broom (booch'Srz-broom', booch'erz-
broom/) , n. [said to be so named because once used by
butchers for sweeping their shops], a plant with glossy,
leaflike branches, clusters of small white flowers, and
large, red berries.
butcher shop, a store where meat, poultry, etc. are
sold.

butch-er-y (booch
x
Sr-i), n. [pi. BUTCHERIES (-iz)], [ME.

bocherie; OFr. boucherie: see BUTCHER], 1. a place
where animals are killed for meat; slaughterhouse. 2. a
butcher shop. 3. the act or result of butchering. 4. the
work or business of butchering. 5. brutal bloodshed
or slaughter. SYN. see slaughter.
Bute (but) , n. La Scottish island in the Firth of Clyde :

area, 46 sq. mi. 2. a county of Scotland, including this

island, Arran, and other islands in the Firth of Clyde:
area, 218 sq. mi.; pop., 19,000; county seat, Rothesay.
bu tene ftw'tSn), n. [< butyl + -ene], one of the three
hydrocarbons or the butylene series having the general
formula, CJEU
Bute-shire (but'shir), n. Bute (county).
But-let (but'lSr), n. a city in western Pennsylvania:
pop., 24,000.

but-ler (butlgr), n. [ME. boleler; OFr. bouteillier, cup-
bearer < bouteille; see BOTTLE (container)!, a man-
servaat* now usually the head servant of a household,
in cforge of wines, pantry, table silver, etc.

But-ler, Benjamin Franklin (butlgr), 1818-1893;
American lawyer and politician; Union general in the

Butler, Nicholas Murray, 1862-1947: American edu-
cator; president of Columbia University (1902-1946);
received Nobel peace prize, 1931.

Butler, Pierce, 1866-1939; American jurist; associate
justice, United States Supreme Court (1923-1939).

Butler, Samuel, L 1612-1680; English poet, 2.

1835-1902; English novelist.

butler's pantry, a serving pantry between the kitchen
and the dining room.
buMer-y

butt (but), n. [several bases, not clearly discernible
in the various meanings, seem to have been confused in
Eng. or Fr.: ME. but, butte, thick end, ? aldn to ON.
butr, block of wood, D. bot, stumpy, stocky, or ? <
OFr. bout, end. < buter (see JBUTT, to s^trijbe mth,; Jiead) ;

ME. but, target, boundary < Fr, but, mark, ty&ji, #oaJ
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< abater, to reach one's goal, arrive, aim (see ABUT) or

? < ON. butr\, 1. the thick end of anything, 2. the

remaining end of anything; stub; %stunip. 3. the stub
of a partially smoked cigarette or cigar. 4. [? influenced

by Fr. but$e, mound < OFr. buter}, a mound of earth
below or behind a target, for receiving fired rounds.
5. a target. 6. pL a target range. 7. an object of

ridicule or criticism. 8. [Slang], a cigarette. 9. [Slang],
the buttocks. 10. in the leather business, the part ofa
hide or pelt that covered the animal's back and sides.

v.t. & v.L to join end to end.
butt (but), v.t. [ME. butten, to drive, thrust; OFr. buter,

to thrust against < Frank, botan, to thrust against;
OHG. bozan, to beat], 1. to strike or push with the
head or horns; ram with the head. 2. to strike or bump
against. 3. to abut on. 4. to make abut (on, upon, or

against}. y.i.
1. to make a butting motion. 2. to

move or drive headfirst. 3. to stick out; project. 4. to

abut. n. [ME.; prob. < OFr. buter, or < the J, 1. a
butting; thrust with the head. 2. a thrust in fencing.

butt in, [Slang], 1. to interfere ; meddle. 2. tointrude.
butt into, [Slang], to interfere or meddle in.

butt (but), n. [Fr. boute, botte; It. botte; LL. bottis, cask],
1. a large barrel or cask for wine or beer. 2. a measure
of liquid capacity equal to 126 gallons or two hogsheads.
butt (but), n.JME. butte, but (also in tuxbot, hali6wO;

prob. < MLG. butte (whence Sw. butta, D. bot, G.

butte) < MLG. butte, adj., lumpy], any of various flat-

fishes, as the halibut, turbot, etc.: also spelled but.

Butte (but), n. a city in southwestern Montana: pop.,
33,000.
butte (but), n. [Fr., mound < OFr. buter; see BUTT (to

hit)], a steep hill standing alone in a plain; small mesa,

but-ter (but'gr), n. [ME. butere; AS. butere; L. butyrum;
Gr. boutyron < bous, ox, cow -f twos, cheese], 1. the

spreads for bread: as, apple butter, peach butter, b) any
of certain vegetable oils having a solid consistency at

ordinary temperatures: as, cacao butter, c) any of

certain metallic chlorides: as, butter of antimony, 3.

[Colloq.], flattery, v.t. 1. to spread with butter.

2. [CoUoq.], to flatter (often with up}.
know which side one's bread is buttered on, to be

prudently aware of what one's material security or

comfort depends on.

look as if butter would melt in one's mouth, to look

innocent or demure,
but-ter-and-eggs (but'Sr-'n-egz'). n. any of various

plants bearingflowers in two tones of yellow, as the

toadflax, a kind of narcissus, etc.

but-ter-ball (but'er-b61') n. 1. a buffiehead. 2.

[Colloq.], a fat person. .

butter oean, 1. a kind of bean plant with yellow pods;
wax bean. 2. the lima bean: so called in the southern

United States. f ,

but-ter-bur (but'er-bur'), n. any of several related

plants with clusters of white or purplish flowers: so

called because the large, round or kidney-shaped leaves

are sometimes used to wrap up butter.

but-ter-cup (but'er-kup'), n. 1. any of a number of

plants of the crowfoot family, with yellow, cup-shaped
flowers. 2. its flower.

but-ter-fat (but'Sr-fat'). n. the fatty part of milk, from

which butter is made.
but ter-fin gers (but'er-fin'gerzX, n. [Colloq.], a person
who fails to hold things, as if his fingers were buttery.

but-ter-fish (but'er-fish'), n. [#. BUTTERFISH,, BUTTER-

FISHES (4z) ; see FISH], any of various fishes with a slip-

pery coating, as the gunnel, dollarfish, etc.

but-ter-fly (but'er-niO , n. [pi. BUTTERFLIES (-fllz')L

[ME. buterflige, buterflie; AS.
t

buttorfleoge], 1. any of a

group of insects having a suck-

mg mouth part, slender body,
and four broad, membranous
wings covered with tiny scales,

usually bright-colored. 2. a

person, especially a woman,
thought of as like a butterfly
in being brightly dressed, friv-

olousTnckle, etc.

butterfly damper, a butterfly
valve.

butterfly fish, any of various
fishes resembling butterflies

in coloring or in Having wing-
like fins, as the ocellated

Smalltr0plCal
BUTTERFLIES

A, swallowtail (3

butterfly table^ a small drop- *. wide): J^
leaf table witii leaf supports Guinea golden (2 1/4

1/4

butterfly valve, a damper or

throttle valve for a pipe, consisting of two hinged

glates
that somewhat resemble the wings of a butter-

y.

butterfly weed, a milkweed with showy, orange-colored
flowers and a fleshy root used in medicine as a cathartic,
for increasing perspiration,, etc.

but-ter-ine (butVren', but'9~rin) t n. 1. an imitation

butter; butter substitute. 2. such a substance with a
little butter mixed into it.

butter knife, a small, dull-edged knife for cutting or

spreading butter.
but*ter-milk (but'er-milkO, n. 1. the sour liquid left

after the butterfat in milk has been made into butter.
2. artificially curdled milk.

but-ter-nut (but'e'r-nut'), n. 1. the edible, oily, hard-
shelled nut of the North American white walnut tree.

2. this tree. 3. the souari nut, fruit of a South American
tree. 4. pi. brown homespun overalls. 5. a Confederate
soldier in the Civil War: so called from their brown
homespun clothes.

but-ter-scotch (but'er-skoch'), n. a hard, sticky candy
made by melting brown sugar and butter together.
adj. made of, or having the flavor of, butterscotch.

but-ter-weed (but'er-wed')., n. any of various plants
with yellow flowers, as a kind of ragwort, etc.

but-ter-wort (but'Sr-wurt'), n. any of a number of
small plants of the bladderwort family, with flat, sticky
leaves on which insects are caught.

but-ter-y (but'ri, but'&r-i), n. [pi. BUTTERIES (-riz, -iz)],

[ME. boterie, ale cellar, pantry; OFr. boterie, storage
room for casks; see BUTT (cask)], 1. a storeroom for

whisky, wine, etc. 2. a pantry.
but-ter-y (but'er-i), adj. 1. like butter. 2. containing
or spread with butter.

but*ting (but'in), n. [< ME. but, boundary; see BUTT
(thick end)], a boundary or limit.

butt joint, in engineering, any joint made by putting
plates or bars together end to
end: it is sometimes strength-
ened with an additional plate or

plates.
but-tock (but'ak), n. [ME. but-

tok, bottok < but (see BUTT, thick
end) + dim. -OCR], I. either of
the two fleshy, rounded parts at
the back of the hips; either half mrrT TmNT
of the rump, 2. pi. the rump.

BUTT JOINTS

3. sometimes pi. the rounded part of a ship's stem
above the water line.

but*ton (but''n), n. [ME. boton, botoun; OFr. boton, a
button, bud < boter, buter; see BUTT (to strike with
head)], 1. any small disk, knob etc. used as a fastening
or ornament, as on a garment. 2, anything small and
shaped like a button. 3. a small emblem of member-
ship, distinction, etc., generally worn in the lapeL 4. a
small knob. 5. a smaU knob for operating a doorbell,
electric lamp, etc. 6. a guard on the tip of a fei

foil. 7. a small, immature mushroom. S. [SI
the point of the jaw. v.t. & tr.i. to fasten with <

with a button or buttons.
but-ton-ball (but'

f

n-b6lO, n. a buttonwood.
but-ton-bush (bufn-booshO, n. any of a number of
shrubs of the madder family, with dense, round
clusters of small, white flowers.
but-ton-hole

>
(bufn-holO. n. a hole or slit in a garment,

etc. into which, a button is inserted, v.t* 1. to make
buttonholes in. 2 . to make with a buttonhole stitch. 3 .

to hold (a person) by or as by a buttonhole; detain in

conversation.
buttonhole stitch, a closely worked loop stitch making
a reinforced edge, as around
a buttonhole.

but*ton-hook (but'
f

n-hookO.
n. a small hook for pulling
buttons through buttonholes,
as in some shoes.

but*ton-mold (bufn-mold') ,

n. a small disk of W9od, metal,
etc. which is made into a but-
ton by covering with cloth or
leather.
but-tons (buf'nz), n.pL [con-
strued as sing.], [Colloq.], a
bellboy, hotel page, etc.

button snakeroot, any of a number of plants of the

composite family, with narrow leaves and, usually, a

globe-shaped tuoer and purple flowers.

button tree, 1. any of a number of related trees or

sirnibs of tropical America, with buttonlike fruit. 2. a
buttonwood.
but-ton*wood (bufn-wood'). n. 1. a kind of plane
tree with buttonlike, hanging fruit; sycamore. 2. its

wood.
but tony (bnt''n4), adf/; li oj or like a button. 2.

having or decorated/ witht many buttons.

BUTTONHOLE STITCH
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BUTTRESS

but-tress (but'ris), n. [ME. buttrace; OFr. boiiteres <
buter; see BUTT (to strike with head)],
I. a structure, generally of brick or stone,
built against a wall to support or rein-

force it. 2. anything like a buttress; sup-
port; prop, v.t. I. to support or rein-

force with a buttress. 2. to prop up;
bolster.
butts and bounds, in law, the boundaries
of a piece of land.
butt shaft, a blunt or unbarbed arrow.
butt weld, a welded butt joint.

bu-tyl (bu'til), n. [L. Zm/yrum (see BUT-
TER); -f -y*J. any of the four organic
radicals (normal butyl, secondary butyl,
tertiary butyl, isobutyl) combined from
the same elements in the same propor-
tion by weight and having a valence of

one, but differing in properties and structure; CiHg.
butyl alcohol, an alcohol, C4HOH, formed by the
combination of hydroxyl with butyl: there are four

types, corresponding to the four types of butyl.
bu-tyl-ene (bu't'1-en'), n. [butyl -f- -ene], any

t
of the

three hydrocarbons of the ethylene series having the
same formula, CHaf but differing properties and
structures.

butyl (rubber), a synthetic rubber prepared as the
copolymer of butylene with isoprene, etc., and vul-
canized to form a substance that is especially im-

permeable to gases: a trade-mark (Butyl).
bu-tyn (bu'tin), n. a colorless crystalline substance,
(Ci$HoNj)aH*SO4, used as an anesthetic, especially for

surface anesthesia of mucous membranes and in the

eye: a trade-mark (Butyn).
bu-tyr-a-ceous (bu/te'r-a'shas), adj. [L. butyrum (see

BUTTER) ; -f- -aceous], of, like, or producing butter.

bu-tyr-ate (bu'tgr-at')* n. [butyric + -ate], a salt or ester

of butyric acid.

bu-tyr4c (bti-tir
/
ik)* adj. [L. butyrum (see BUTTER); -f

-icj, of or obtained from butter.

butyric acid, a colorless, bad-smelling acid, CaHrCOaH,
found in rancid butter, perspiration, etc.

bu-tyr-in (bu'ts-rin), n. [butyric + -in], a glyceryl ester

of butyric acid.
buxom (buk'ssm), adj. [ME. buhsum, buxum, flexible,

obedient < base of bugan, to bow, bend + -sum, -some],
1. healthy, comely, plump, jolly, etc.: said of a woman
or girl. 2. [Archaic], flexible ; pliant ; hence, 3. [Archaic],

obedient; obliging.
buy (bi), v.t* [BOUGHT (b6t), BUYING], [ME. Jrien,

buggen, Hggm; AS. bycgan, bicgan; prob. IE. base

*bheng(h)-, to bend, as in AS. bugan (see BOW, to

bend) ; orig. sense 4lto compromise in bartering"], 1. to

get by paying or agreeing to pay money; purchase.
2. to get by an exchange or sacrifice : as, he would buy
fame with health. 3. to be the means of purchasing:
as, all that money can buy. 4. to bribe. v.i. to buy
tilings; be a buyer, n. 1. a buying. 2. anything
bought or buyable. 3. [Collpq.], something bought or

buyable that is worth the price.
bad buy, [Colloq.J, something bought or buyable that
is not worth the price.
buy in, 1. to gather a stock of by buying. 2. to buy
back at a higher price than any other bidder: said of

the owner of something being sold at an auction.

3. fSlangl, to pay money so as to become a partici-

pant, member, etc.

buy into, [Slang],
to pay money so as to get shares of,

membership in, etc.

bwy off, to bribe.

buy cut, to buy all the stock, business rights, etc. of.

buy up, to buy all of or all that is available of.

good buy, [Colloq.], something bought or buyable
that is worth the price.

buy-a-ble (biVbl), adj. that can be bought.
buy-er (brSr), n. 1. a person who buys; consumer.
2. an employee whose work is to buy goods for 'a

business firm, store, etc.

buy-er's strike (bi'erz), an organized boycott (by con-

sumers) of certain goods or merchants in an attempt
to bring down prices.
buzz (buz), v.i. [echoic], 1. to make a sound like thai;

of a prolonged z; hum like a bee. 2. to talk excitedly
or incessantly, especially in low tones. 3. to gossip.
4. to move with a buzzing sound, v.t. 1. to utter or
tell (gossip, rumors, etc.) in a buzzing manner. 2. to
make (wings, etc.) buzz. 3. to fly an airplane low over
(a building, etc.) . 4. to signal (someone) with a buzzer.
5. [Colloq.], to telephone, n. 1. a sound like that of a
prolonged z or a bee's hum; buzzing. 2. a confused
sound, as of many excited voices.
buzz about (or around), to scurry about.
give (a person) a buzz, [Slang], to telephone (a person).

buzzard (buz'eVd), n. [ME. busard, bosarde? OFr.
busart, buzart; L. buteo. kind of hawk], 1. any of
various hawks that are slow and heavy in flight. 2. the
turkey buzzard.
buz-zard (buz'Srd), n. [buzz + -ard], [Dial.], any insect
that makes a buzzing noise, as a cockchafer.

Buz zards Bay (buz'&rdz), an arm of the Atlantic, on
the southeastern coast of Massachusetts.
buzz bomb, [CoUoq.j, a self-propelled bomb charac-
terized by a loud buzzing sound in flight, used by Nazi
Germany in World War II: also called V-l.

buz-zer (buz'Sr), n. an apparatus, especially an electrical

device, that makes a buzzing noise as a signal.
buzz saw, a circular saw rotated by machinery.
buzz-wig (buz'wig'), n. 1. a large, bushy wig. 2. a
person wearing sucn a wig; hence, 3. a very important
person.

B.V., Beata Virgo, [L.], Blessed Virgin. .

B.V.M., Beata Virgo Maria, [L.], Blessed Virgin Mary.
bvt., I. brevet. 2. brevetted.

B.W.I., British West Indies.

bx., [pi, BXS.], box; boxes.

by (bl), prep. [ME. by, bi, be; AS. be (unstressed), bi

(stressed); cf. BY-, BE-; orig. adv. of place, meaning
"beside, near," but already highly specialized prep, in

AS.] 1. expressing relation in space: near; at; beside.

as, stand by the door. 2. expressing relation in time:

a) in or during: as, he travels by night, b) for a fixed

time: as, she works by the hour, c)
not later than: as,

be back by ten o'clock. 3. expressing direction of move-
ment: a) through: as, we went by way of New York.
b) past; beyond: as, he walked right 63; me. c) toward:
as, the region lies north by west of this point. 4. ex-

pressing direction of effort; in behalf of: as, he did well

by his children. 5. expressing means or agency: through
the means, work, or operations of: as, things made by
human labor, poems by Dryden. 6. expressing manner
or mode: a) according to: as, he fights by the book.
b) in: as, it grows dark by degrees. 7. expressing
permission, sanction, etc.: with the authority or sanc-
tion of: as, yes, by heaven; 8. expressing measure or
extent: a) in or to the amount or degree of: as, apples
by the peck, b) and in another dimension: as, two by
four. adv. 1. close at hand; near: as, stand by. 2.

away; aside: as, we have put money by. 3. close in

passing; past: as, the car sped by. adj. & n. bye.
by and by, after a while.

by and large, on the whole: considering everything.
by the by, incidentally; by trie way.

by- (bi), [< by], a prefix meaning: 1. close by, near, as
in bystander. 2. side, as in bystreet. 3. on the side,

secondary, incidental to the main, as in by-product. Also
spelled bye-.
by-and-by (bi''n-bi), n. future time.

by-bid-der (bi'bid'er), n. one engaged in by-bidding.
by-bid*ding (bi'bid'ii)), n. bidding by prearrangement
with the auctioneer or owner so as to raise the price of
the thing being sold at auction.

by-blow (bl'blo'), n. a child born out of wedlock: also

spelled bye-blow.

Byd-gpszcz, Byd-goshch (bid'g6shch), n. Bromberg:
the Poolish name.

1. a run made on a passed ball inbye (bi), n. [see BY],
the game of cricket. 2. in sports tournaments in which
competitors are paired, the position of the odd man,
who advances automatically to the next round without
having to play. 3. in golf, any hole or holes left un-
played at the end of a match. Abbreviated b. adj.
aside from the main consideration; incidental. Also
spelled by.
by the bye, incidentally; by the way.

bye-bye (bl'blO, n. & interj. good-by: a child's word.

by-e-Iec-tion fbi'i-lek'shgn), n. a special election held
in the interval between regular elections, generally to
fill a vacancy.
Bye lo rus-sia (bye'la-rush'o) , n. 1. the western part of

European Russia. 2. the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist

Republic. Also spelled Belorussia.

Bye lo-rus-sian (bye'b-rush'gn) , adj. of Byelorussia,
its people, or their dialect, n. 1. a native or inhabitant

2. the dialect of Russian spoken in

I Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic of

U* d western European Russia:
iff IL_ ^ c s:o /\/\rt^ j 1 >*

*jg, 7 ^
89,3dJSXr'm?.; J>op., 5,568,000; capital, Minsk: also
called White Russian Sonet Socialist Republic.
Byelostok (byel6-stok') f n. Bialystok: also spelled
Beloatok. , ,,,,

,
,

^
.

bye4p^ Ai'to%j<fy. & interj. hush: used in lullabies.

oy-^ci^^K^^ bi'gon') ; 'aa$ past;* gons by. n* any-

let bytJDmes; be bygone's,, io let ''past offenses or dis-

agreements,,be forgotten -

'

,
!

by;law (bi'ldO. n. [by- < MB: by, bi, town (< ON. byr t

village < bua, tp dwell) ; + law$ meaning influenced by
by, prep.J, 1. a law of local application adopted by an
organization or assembly. 2. a secondary law or rule

by-line (bi'linO, n. a line printed above a?newspaper or
magazine article, telling whofWotf^M. ",v

by-name (bi'nSmOt n. 1;"'a "sefeo^I'mime; stumame.
2. a nickname. *<;')!</ f f M'l% i

1

,

<

'

*' M'I

Byng, Julian Hed worth George (hed'w^rtli biij), first

Viscount, 1862-1935; British geai^al arud ^tatesmam;
governor general of Canada (492,1-19,26) v, ,

, M , ,.4-

by-pass (bl'pas', bi'pas'), n. L a *way, patt^ eicJ.bew



bypass condenser 2OI cabala

tween two points that avoids or is auxiliary to the main
way; detour. 2. a pipe or channel providing such a way
for gas or liquid, as that leading to the pilot light in a
gas stove. 3. in electricity* a shunt, v.t. 1, to go
around instead of through. 2. to furnish with a
by-pass.
by-pass condenser, in radio, a low-impedance con-
denser which provides an alternate path for alternating
current while not passing any direct current.

by-passed (bl'past', bi'past'), odj [pp. of by-pass],
avoided by means of a by-pass.
by-past (bi'past', bi'past'), adj. past: bygone.
by-path, by-path (bi'path', bi'path'), n. a side path;
private or little-used path.

by*play (bi'pla/), n. action, gestures, etc. going on
aside and apart from the main action or conversation,
as in a play.
by-prod-uct (bi'prod'okt) , n. anything produced in the
course of making another thing; secondary or incidental
product or result.

Byrd, Richard Evelyn (bftrd), 1888-1957; American
naval officer, flyer, and explorer; explored Antarctica
(1928, 1933, 1939, 1947, 1955).

Byrd, William, 1540P-1623; English composer.
byre (bir), n. [AS., a hut; akin to bower], a cow barn.
Byrnes, James Francis (burnz), 1879-

; American
jurist and statesman: secretary of state (1945-1947).
byr-nie (bur'ni), n. [ME. brunie, burne; ON. brynja;
akin to byrne, Goth, brunjo; prob. < Gaul, form of base
appearing in Olr. bruinne, OCym. broun, breast; hence,
orig., breast protector], a coat of chain mail.
by-road (bl'rod'), n. a road that is not a main road; side
road.

By-ron (bi'ran)%
, FFr. Biron, orig. a family name <

Biron, district in Perigord, Prance], a masculine name.
By-ron, George Gordon (bi'rsn), sixth Baron Byron,
1788-1824; English poet.
By-ron4c (bi-ron'ik), adj. 1. of Byron or his writings,
2. like^ or characteristic of Byron or his writings;
romantic, proud, cynical, ironic, etc.

bys-sus (bis'ss), n. [pi. BYSSES (-iz), BYSSI (-1)1, [L.; Gr.
byssos, fine linen or cotton], 1. a fine, yellow flax grown

in ancient times. 2. a linen cloth made of this or of
cotton or silk, used as a mummy wrapping in ancient
Egypt. 3. in soolo^y, a tuft of filaments in certain
molmsks, serving to attach them to an object.

by*stand-er (b!'stan/deV), n. a person who stands near
but does not participate; mere or chance onlooker.

by-street (bi'stret'), a side street, off a main street.

by-talk (bi'tdkO. ** incidental or irrelevant talk; small
talk.

by-way (bi'wa
7
), n, a side path or road; private or little-

traveled way.
by-word (bi'wurd'), n. [ME. &AS. byword; bi (see BY)
+ ward], 1. a familiar saying; proverb. 2.^ person
or thing proverbial as being contemptible or ridiculous.
3. a byname.
by-work (bi'wurk''), n. work done ^aside from one's
regular work during one's leisure time,
Byz., Byzantine.
By-zan-tine (bi-zan'tin, biz'*n-ten', biz'

f

n-tln')r <wfr"

[L. ByzantinusJ, 1 . of or like Byzantium or the Byzan-
tine Empire, its culture, etc. 2. designating or of a
style of architecture developed in Byzantium and
eastern Europe between the 4th and 15th centuries: it

is characterized by domes over square areas, round
arches, elaborate mosaics, etc. : see TYPES OF ARCHITEC-
TURE, p. 77. n. a native or inhabitant of Byzantium.
Byzantine Empire, the eastern division of the later
RomanEmpire (395-
1453 A.D.): capital,
Byzantium (Con-
stantinople) : also
called Eastern
Empire.

By-zan-ti-um ^ (bi-
zan'shi-am, bi-zan'-
ti-am), n. an ancient
city on the Bosporus,
made the capital ^ol*
the Roman Empire* BYZANTINE EMPIRE
in 330 A.D.: Istanbul -

'

(Constantinople) was built on its site.

Bz., benzene.

c
C, c (se), n. ]l. C's, c's, Cs, cs (sez)], 1. the third letter
of the English alphabet: from the Greek gamma, a
borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table.
2. a sound of C or c: in English, the sound is (k) before

original back vowels (a, o, u) , before all consonants but
h, and at the end of words; it is (s) before original front
vowels (e, i, y), and in words ending in -ce or their

derivatives; ch and medial -ci- have come to symbolize
(ch), IPA

[tfl,
and (sh), IPA [/], as in church, vicious.

3. a type or impression for C or c. 4. a symbol for the
third in a sequence or group, adj. 1. of C or c.

2. third in a sequence or group.
G (se)t n. 1. an object shaded like C. 2. a Roman
numeral for 100 : with a superior bar (C) 10Q,000. 3. in

chemistry, the symbol for carbon. 4. in education, a grade
third in quality: as, a C in biology. 5. in mathematics,
a symbol for constant. 6. in music, ab the first tone
or note in the scale of C major, or the inird in the scale
of A minor, b) a key, string, etc. producing this tone.

c) the scale having C as the keynote, d) the sign for

4/4 time, e) contralto. 7. in physics, the symbol for
coulomb. 8. in phonetics, a) the voiceless, palatal stop
of the International Phonetic Alphabet, b) with or
without an inverted superior caret

[6],
a common

linguistic symbol for the voiceless affricate (ch), IPA
JVJ, adj. shaped like C. ;

C-, cargo transport: followed by a number to designate
a specific model of United States Army airplane
designed to carry cargo or troops.

C., I. Catholic. 2. Celtic. 3. Chancellor. 4. Congress.
5. Conservative. 6. Corps. 7. Court.

C., c., 1. candle. 2. capacity. 3. carbon. 4. carton.
5. case* 6. cathode. 7. cent; cents. 8. centigrade*
9. centitoiew jt(L eedtiaaieter. 11. century. 12: [pi. cc.|,

chapter. 13. cWjei. 14. cnurcli. 15. circa. 167 cirrus.

17. congius. 18. copper. 19. copy. 20. copyright.
21. corps. 22. cost. 23. cubic. 24. hundredweight.

c., 1. catcher. 2. child. 3. city. 4. cloudy. 5. center.

Ca, in chemistry, calcium.
ca, 1. cathode, 2. centiare; centiares. 3. circa.

C.A., 1. Central America. 2. Coast Artillery. 3. Con-
federate Army. 4. Court of Appeal.

C.A., c.a., 1. chartered accountant. 2. chief account-
ant. 3. commercial agent. 4. consular agent. 5.

controller of accounts.

C/A, 1. capital accountant. 2. credit account. 3.

current account.
GAA, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Caa-ba (ka'bs, ka's-bo), n. Kaaba, a Moslem shrine at
Mecca.

cab (kab), n. [< cabriolet), 1. an automobile or horse-
drawn carriage for public hire; taxicab, 2. the place
in a locomotive, motor truck, crane, derrick, steam
shovel, etc. where the operator sits.

cab (kab), n. [Heb. qab, hollow vessel < qabab^ to hollow
out], a Hebrew dry measure, equal to about two quarts:
also spelled kab.
CAB, Civil Aeronautics Board.
eaibal (ks-bal'), n. [Pr., intrigue, club, society; popular-
ized in Eng. from the initials of the ministers of Charles
II (1671) ; ML. cabbala; see CABAJLA], 1. a small group
qf persons joined in a secret design or scheme; junto,
2. the intrigues of such a group; plot, v.i. [CABALLED
(-bald'), CABALLING], to form or join in a cabal; plot;
intrigue. SYN. see plot.
cab-a-la (kab'a-b, ka-bald), n* [MjL. cabbala; Heb.
aabfi&lah, recei^ecj: lore, rnysteiiptis ddcfcrine < qobal, to

receive* take!, , tj. ;ani pcqalt yeEgious philosophy devel-

oped ifey .bertm '-'

Jewis^'raitiibisii based on a mystical
interpretation of the^Scriptta?esl 2. occultism; mystical

$ ovgr
1

: K'blte; lot, g5, hdrix, tflfl, loojc; oil, otafo'iip^ '%^'rltar, fitetj'joyj'yet; chin; she: thin
r' <z,'iti &%b\ 'e in

:

d&nt^$ in sanity, o io, eompty, 4im focus;
*

ets'm, able (a
r
b'l); Fr. bal1

; e, |Jr.

c6^;,^ Fr.'dtic| H,' .ibh; khr G. db^J See pp.- 'fc-fljsEi |f^gj?i; * hy^o^hetio^ < ^ftri'^'tt^i

fat,,



cabalk 202 cachou

or secret doctrine. Also spelled cabbala, kabala.
ca-bal ic (ka-bal'ik), adj. cabalistic,
cab a lism (kab'a-liz'm) , n. occult doctrine.
cab-a-Hst (kabf

a-Hst), n. 1. a person who believes in
the cabala. 2. a mystic.
ab-a-lis-tic {kab'a-lis'tik), adj. 1. of the cabala. 2.

secret; mystic.
cabalis tical (kab'a-lis'ti-k'l) , adj. cabalistic.

caballero (kab'al-yar'o; Sp. ka'bS-Iye'rS), n. [pi.

CABALLEROS (-oz; Sp. -ros)], [Sp. < caballo; L. ca~

ballus, a horse; see CAVALIER], 1. a Spanish gentleman,
cavalier, or knight. 2. in the southwestern United
States, a) a horseman. &) a lady's escort or admirer.

ca-ba-na (ka-ba'na, ka-ban's; Sp. ka-ba'nya), n. [Sp.
cabana; LL. capanna, hut], 1. a cabin, cottage, or nut.
2. a small shelter used as a bathhouse. Also cabana.

tea-bane (ka'ban'), n. [Fr., cabin], an arrangement of
struts supporting the wings of an airplane.

cab-a-ret (kab'o-ra' kab's-ra'), n. [Fr., pothouse, poor
tavern < Norm, dial.; MD. borrowings camaret, cabaret

suggest OFr. *cabaneret, little hut; see CABIN], 1. a
restaurant or barroom with dancing and singing as
entertainment: hence, 2. entertainment of this type.

cab-bage (kab'ij), n. [ME. cabache: OFr. caboche; dial.

It. kapocco, the head < L. caput, the head], 1. a com-
mon vegetable of the mustard family, with thick leaves

compressed into a round head on a short, stout stalk.
2. a bud at the end of the branch on some palm trees:
also called palm cabbage, vj. [CABBAGED (-ijd), CAB-
BAGING], to form a cabbagelike head.

cab-bage (kab'ij), v.t. & va. [CABBAGED (-ijd), CABBAG-
ING}, [prob. < Fr. cabasssr, to put into a basket, steal <
cabas, basket; LL, *capacium, reed basket], to steal.

n. [iMrob. < the v.], cloth appropriated by a tailor when
cutting otit clothes.

cabbage palm, any of several palms with terminal buds
used as a vegetable; palmetto.
cabbage palmetto, a palm tree with fan-shaped leaves,
of the southern United States: also called fan Palm.
cabbage tree, any of several trees, as the fan or cabbage
palms, growing in tropical America and Australia: the
buds are eaten as vegetables.
cab-ba la (kab's-te, ks-ba'to), n. cabala.

cab-by (kab'i), n. [pL CABBIES (-iz)] t [Colloq.], a cab-
man.

Cab-ell, James Branch (branch kab'i) , 1879-1958;
American novelist, essayist, and critic.

ca-ber (ka/bgr), n. [Gael, cabar], a pole, especially one
thrown in a Gaelic game to test muscular strength.
cab ette (kab-ef), n. a woman taxicab driver.

Ca-be-za de Va-ca. Al-var Nli-fiez (al'var noo'nyeth
ka-be/tha tfievaka), 1490?-1557?; Spanish explorer and
colonial governor in the Americas.
cab e zon (kab's-zon'; Sp, ka'be-s6n'), n. [Sp. < cabeza,
a head], any of several fishes; especially, a large fish of
the sculpin family found off the coast of California.

cab*in (kab'in), n. [ME. caban; OFr. caban, cabane; Pr.
cabana; LL. capanna, hut], 1. a small, roughly con-
structed house; cottage. 2. an officer's quarters, orig-
inally in a deckhouse of a ship; hence, 3. any enclosed
office, bedroom, or living quarters on a ship, or quarters
under the cabin trunk of a smaller vessel. 4. an en-
closed space for passengers in an aircraft, v.t . to confine
in or as in a cabin; cramp.
cabin boy, a boy whose work is to serve and run errands
for the officers and passengers aboard a ship.
cabin class, a class of accommodations in a passenger
ship, formerly the best (first class), now the second-best
(lower than^rsf class and higher than tourist class).cabin cruiser, a powerboat with a cabin and the
necessary equipment for living on b6ard: also cruiser.

cab-i-net (kab'a-nit), n. [Fr., dim. of cabine < Eng.
cabin], 1. a case with drawers or shelves to hold small
art objects, jewels, etc. 2. a case for foods, medicines,
supplies, etc. 3. formerly, a private council room;
hence, 4. a meeting held in such a room. 5. [often C-],
a body of official advisers to the chief executive of a
nation, usually the heads of the various governmental
departments. 6. [Archaic], a small room. 7. [Obs.],
a small cabin, adj. 1. of a cabinet, or private room.
2. private; secret; confidential. 3. suitable for a cab-
inet; valuable or beautiful enough to keep in a case
or a private room. 4, of a political cabinet.

cab-i-net-mak-er (kab'9-nit-mak'er) , n. a workman
who makes fine furniture or woodwork.

cab-i-net-work (kab's-nit-wurk'), n. fine woodwork.
cable (ka'bl), n. [ME. cable, cabel; OFr. cable; LL.
capulum, a cable, rope < L.
caperet to take hold], 1, a thick,
heavy rope, now often of wire;
hence, 2. the anchor chain of a
ship; chain cable: anchor cables
were formerly of rope. 3. a
cable's length. 4. a bundle of
insulated wires through which an
electric current can be passed:

CABLE

telegraph or telephone cables are often laid under the
ground or on the ocean floor. 5. a cablegram* v.t.

[CABLED (-bid), CABLING], 1. to fasten with a oaUe.

2. to furnish with a cable or cables. 3. to transmit
by means of a cable under the sea. 4. to send a cable-

gram to. vd. to send a cablegram.
Ca-ble, George Washington (ka'b'l), 1844-1925;
American author.

cable car, a car drawn by a moving cable, as across a
canyon, up a steeply inclined street, etc.

cablegram (ka'b'l-gram') , n. [cable 4-
m
-gram], a mes-

sage sent across the sea by telegraphic cable.

ca-ble-laid (ka'b'l-lad') adj. made of three plain-laid

ropes twisted together counter-clockwise, each contain-

ing three strands.
cable railway, a street railway on which the cars are

pulled by a continuously moving underground cable
to which they are attached by a grip that can be re-

leased to halt the car.

cable's length, a unit of nautical measure equal to
720 feet (120 fathoms) or, in the British navy, 608 feet

(1/10 of a nautical mile).
ca-blet (ka'blit), n. [< cable + -et], a cable-laid rope
whose circumference is less than ten inches.

cab-man (kab'man), n. [pi. CABMEN (-man)], a driver
of a cab.

ca bobs (ka-bobz'), n.pl. [Ar. kabab], 1. in the Orient,
pieces of meat roasted on a skewer and highly seasoned.
2. in India, roast meat. Also spelled kabobs.
ca-bo-chon (kab'a-shon'; Fr. ka'bo'shon'), n. [Fr. <
caboche, the head; see CABBAGE (vegetable)], 1. any
precious stone cut in convex shape, polished but not
faceted. 2. the style in which such a stone is prepared:
often en cabochon.
ca boo die (ka-boo'd'l), n. [< kit, kith, family, relations

+ boodle < D. boedel, property, possessions], [Slang],
lot; number; group: as, the whole caboodle.

ca-boose (k9-boos') n. [MD. kabuys, kambuis, earlier

kaban huis, cabin house, ship's galley; see CABIN, CAB-
ARET], 1. a ship's galley or kitchen, 2. the trainmen's
car on a freight train, usually at the rear.

Cabot, John (kab'at), (It. Giovanni Caboto), 1450-
1498; Italian navigator in the service of England; dis-

covered coast of North America (1497).
Cabot, Sebastian, 1474P-15S7; British cartographer
and explorer, born in Italy; son of John.

ca-bril-la (ka-bril'a, ka-bre'ya), n. [Sp., prawn, dim.
of cabra, goat], any of various edible, perchlike fishes

of Florida and the West Indies, as the groupers.
cab-ri*ole (kab'ri-5r), n. [Fr.; see CABRIOLET], in furni-
ture, a leg that curves outward and then tapers inward
down to a clawlike foot grasping a ball: characteristic
of Queen Anne and Chippendale furniture.

cab-ri-o-let (kab'ri-s-la', kab'ri-a-let'), n. [Fr., dim. of

cabriole, a leap, caper;
It. capriola < L. capre-
olus, wild goat < caper,
he-goat], 1. a light
two-wheeled carriage,
usually with a hood
that folds, drawn by
one horse. 2. an auto-
mobile somewhat like a
coupe, with a folding
top.
cab-stand(kab'standO ,

n. a place where cabs are stationed for hire.

G.A.G., Coast Artillery Corps.
ca' canny, see canny.
ca-ca-o (k9-ka'o, ka-ka'o), n. [pi CACAOS (-oz)], [Sp. <
Mex. cacauatl, cacao seed], L a small evergreen tree
grown in tropical America for its seeds. 2. the seed,
From which cocoa and chocolate are made: also cacao
bean.
cacao butter, a yellowish fat obtained from cacao seeds,
used in cosmetics, pharmacy, etc,: also cocoa butter.
cachalot (kash'a-lof, kash'a-lo'), n. [Fr.; Sp. cacha-
lote; ? < Port, cachola, big head, fat head; cf. Catalan
capgros, fat head, hence sperm whale], the sperm whale.
cache (kash), n. [Fr. < cacher, to conceal; L. coacticare,
to store up, collect], 1. a place in which stores of food,

supplies^etc. are hidden. 2. a place for hiding anything.
3. anything stored or hidden in such a place, v.t. & v.i.

[CACHEB (kasht) , CACHING], to hide or store (things) in
a cache. STN. see hide.
ca chet (ka-sha', kash'a), n. [Fr. < cacher, to hide], 1.

originally, a seal or stamp on an official letter, indicating
the confidential nature of the contents; hence, 2. a
mark by which quality or authenticity can be distin-

guished. 3. a mark stamped or imprinted on mail. 4. a
kind of capsule, etc. for enclosing disagreeable medicine,
ca-chex i a (ka-kek'si-g) , n. [Fr. cachexie; Gr. kachexia,
bad habit of body < kakos, bad -f- hexis, habit, state <
echein, to have], general poor health, with weakness and
malnutrition: applied sometime to mental health.
ca-cnex-y (ke-kek'si), n.'pachexia.
cachinnate (kakVnaf) , 94. [CACHHWATEB (-id),

CACHINNATING], [< L. cackinytaius, $p. of cachinnate;
of echoic origin], to laugh loudly or too much.
each ill na-tion (kak'a-na'shan) ,

n. [L. cqchinnatip; see

CACHINNATE], loud or unrestrained laughter*
ca-chou (fe-sjioo', ka-shoo'), n. [Fr.; xvjtalay kac^m\ 1,

CABRIOLET
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catechu. 2. a lozenge for sweetening the breath.

ca-cliii-clia (ka-choo'cha), n. [Sp.], 1. a Spanish
dance in 3/4 time, like the bolero. 2. music for this.

ca-cique (ks-seV), n- [Sp- < a Haitian word meaning
"lord," "prince"}, 1. in Latin America and the West
Indies, a native chief. 2. any of several kinds of trop-
ical American oriole. 3. in the Philippines, an owner
of much land. Also spelled cassique.

cack-le (kak'lj, v.i. [CACKLED (-Id), CACKLING], [ME.
cakelen; D. kakeln; IE. base *koko, as in L. cacillare, G.
gackern; of echoic origin; cf. COCK (rooster)], I. to make
the characteristic sound of a hen or goose. 2. to laugh
or talk in a shrill, noisy manner; prattle, v.t. to say
or utter in a cackling manner, n. 1. the act or sound
of cackling. 2. silly talk; chatter. 3. shrill, noisy,
broken laughter.

cac-o- (kak'9, kak'S), [< Gr. kakos, bad, evil], a combin-

ing form meaning bad, poor, harsh, as in cacography,

cacophony: also, before a vowel, cac: opposed to eu-.

cac-o-de-mon, cac-o-dae-mon (kak'o-de'msn), n.

[coco-, bad, evil + demon, after Gr. kakodaimdn], an
evil spirit or devil.

cac-o-dyl (kak'a-dil, kak'a-deV), n. [< Gr. kakodes, bad-

smelling < kakos, bad 4- ozein, to smell; + -A in

chemistry, 1. the radical As(CH s)t, composed of arsenic

and methyl: its compounds are poisonous and bad-
smelling. 2. a poisonous, colorless liquid, Asj(CHa)4
with a bad smell: it is a polymer of this radical.

ca-co-e-thes, ca-co-e-thes (kak'o-e'thez), n. [L. < Gr.
kakoethes < kakos, bad + ethos, habit, custom],'** 1. a
bad habit. 2. an itch (to do something) ; mania.

cac-o-gen-ics (kak'a-jen'iks) , n.pl. [construed as sing.],

[caco- + eugenics], dysgenics. ...
cac-o-graph-ic (kak'o-graf'ik), adj. of or characterized

by cacography.
ca-cog-ra-phy (ka-kog'ra-fi), n. [caco- + -graphy], 1.

bad handwriting. 2, incorrect spelling.

ca-col-o-y (ka-kol'a-ji), n. [coco- + -logy], substandard

pronunciation or diction.
cac o mis tie (kak'a-mis"l), n. [Sp. < native Mex,
tlacomiztli], a slender, long-tailed, raccoonlike animal of

the United States and Mexico.
cac-o-mix-le (kak'9-mis"l, kak'a-mikVl), n. a caco-
mistle.

ca-coph-o-nous (ks-kofa-nas), adj. [caco- -r- phon- -f-

-ou$\, discordant.

ca-coph-o-ny (ks-kof'o-ni), n.
\fl.

CACOPHONIES (-niz)],

[Gr. Kakoph&nta < kakophdnos, harsh-sounding < kakos,

bad, evil -f phdnS, voice], harsh, jarring sound; discord.

cac-ta-ceous (kak-ta'shss), adj. {< Mod. L. Cactaceae,
cactus family; see CACTUS], of the cactus family.
cac-tus (kak'tss), n. [pi. CACTUSES (-iz), CACTI (-13)],

[L. < Gr. kaktos, prickly], any
of various plants with fleshy
stems, branches bearing spines
or scales instead of leaves, and,
sometimes, showy flowers: cac-
tuses grow in hot, arid parts of

North and South America.
ca*cu-mi*nal (ka-ku'ma-n'l), adj.
[< L. cacumen, top -f- -al], in

phonetics, pronounced with the

tip of the tongue turned back-
ward and upward against or
toward the hard palate, as
Swedish d or t following an r;

retroflex; cerebral, n. a ca-
cuminal consonant.
cad (kad), n. [< Fr. cadet; see

CADET], a man or boy whose CACTUS
behavior is not gentlemanly/, ill-

(prickly Dear)
mannered fellow: word origin-

v

ally applied to servants, then to t9wn boys, by students
at British universities and public schools.

ca-das-ter (ko-das'tgr), n. a cadastre.
ca-das tral (ka-das'trsl), adj. of a cadastre.

ca-das tre (ka-das'tSr), n. [Fr.; Pr.; prob, < L. catasta,

scaffold, place for public burning of martyrs; Gr.

katastasis, a bringing forward, settled method or

system], a public record of the extent, value, and
ownership of land for purposes of taxation.

ca-daver (ka-dav'gr, ka-dS'vSr), n. [L. < codere, to fall],

a dead body, especially of a person; corpse, as for

dissection. SYN. see body.
ca-dav-er-ic (ka-dav'gr-ik), adj. of or like a cadaver.
ca-dav er-ine (ka-dav'Sr-in, kg-dav'a-rSn'), *. [cadaver
4- -ine], a colorless, bad-smelling, liquid ptomaine,
CuHwNi, produced by the hydrolysis of proteins, as

in putrefying flesh.

ca-dav-er-ous (k^-dav'Sr-9s), adj. [L. cadaverosus,

corpselike; see CADAVER], of, like, or suggestive of a

cadaver; especially, pale, ghastly, or gaunt and haggard.
cad-dice (kadfts), n. cadds (material or worm).
cad die (kao^'i), n. [Scot, form of Fr. cadet; see CADET'],
1. oriimally,) aii errand bqy ; hence, 2. in golf,

who attends the player, carrying his clubs, etc. .*

[CADDIED (-id), CADDYING], to act as a caddie. Also

spelled caddy.
cad dis (kad'is), n. [ME. & OFr. codas, floss silk; con-

fused with Fr. cadis, coarse serge], 1. a coarse woolen

material; worsted yarn. 2. a worsted ribbon.

cad dis (kad'is), n. a caddis worm.
caddis fly, [? < OFr. codas, floss silk (with reference to

the cocoon)], a small, mothlike fly: the larvae live in

fresh water in cocoons covered with sand, gravel, etc.

cad-dish (kad'ish), adj. like or characteristic of a cad;
ill-mannered. . .0

caddis worm, the wonnlike larva of the caddis fly,

used as bait by anglers.
Cad-do (kad'o), n. [pi. CADDO, CADDOES (-oz)J, a
member of a confederacy of North American Indians

formerly living in Louisiana, Arkansas, and eastern

Texas, of Caddoan linguistic stock.
Cad-do-an (kad'o-an), adj. designating or of a family
of North American Indian languages spoken by the
Caddo and other tribes in southwestern Arkansas and
near-by parts of Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma, by
the Pawnee in Nebraska and Kansas, and by some
other tribes in North Dakota, n. this family of

cad dy (kad'i), n. [pi CADDIES (-iz}], \< earlier catty <
Malay kati, weight equivalent to a little more than a

pound], a small container used for tea.

cad-dy (kad'i), n. [pi CADDIES (-iz)] & v.i. [CADDIED
(-id), CADDYING], caddie.

cade (kad), n. [Fr.; Pr. < L. dial, catanus], a large, bushy
European juniper whose wood yields a thick, brown oil

used in medicine.
-cade (kad), [< cavalcade], a suffix meaning procession,

parade, as in aquacade, motorcade.
ca-delle (ka-del'), n. [Fr.; Pr. cadello; L. catella, fern, of

catellus, puppy, whelp], the larva or adult of a small
beetle harmful to grain.
ca-dence (ka'd'ns), n. [ME.; ult. < L. cadens, ppr. of

codere, to fall], 1 . fall of the voice in speaking. 2. flow

of rhythm. 3. measured movement, as in dancing or

marching, or the beat of such movement. 4. inflection

or modulation in tone. 5. in music, a") the harmonic
ending, final trill, etc. of a phrase or movement. &) a
cadenza. .

ca-denced (ka'd'nst), adj. having cadence; rhythmical.
ca*den-cy (ka'd'n-si), n. [pi CADENCIES (-siz)], 1.

cadence. 2. descent of a younger son or of the younger
branch of a family.
ca-dent (ka'd'nt), adj. 1, [Obs.], falling. 2. having
cadence; cadenced.
ca-den-za (ka-den'za: It. ka-dent'sa), n. [It.; see

CADENCE], 1. an elaborate, often improvised musical

passage played by an unaccompanied instrument in a
concerto, usually toward the end of the first movement.
2. any brilliant flourish put into an. aria or a solo

-, n. [Russ. Kadet < K. Dti, used as pL
of K.D., the initials of the party's name], a member of

the Constitutional Democrats, a right-wing political

party in Czarist Russia. '

.

J

ca-det (ka-detO, n. [Fr. form of Gascon cafidet, tot., fettle

chief, Gascon noble's younger son < L. ctfptd, head -f

dim. sufiix -et], 1. a younger son or brother in a gentle-
man's family; hence, 2. formerly, a younger son WHO
became a gentleman volunteer in the army to offset his

lack of patrimony: hence, 3. a student in training to

become an ofBcer m the armed forces: as, an air-force

cadet. 4. a student at a military school.

ca-det-cy (ka-det'si), n. [pi CADETCIES (-siz)], a cadet-

ca-<fet-8hip (ks-det'ship), n. [cadet + ^hip], I. the posi-

tion or rank of a cadet. 2. the period of time during
which one is a cadet. , . ,

cadet teacher, 1. an upperclass college student who
does practice teaching. 2. a public school teacher

assigned to a regular position but without its customary
benefits, such as pension, etc., and paid at a daily rate.

cadge (kaj), v.t. & v.i. [CADGED (kajd), CADGING], [ME.
coggen; prob. var. of cacchen, to catch: cf. GRUDGE],

[Dial],
1. to peddle. 2. [CoUoq.], to beg or get by

'i), adj. [< cadge + -y], [Scot. & British

., 1. lustful; lewd; wanton. 2. merry; cheerful.

ca-di (ka'di, ka'di), n. [Ar. g&Zt], a minor Moslem mag-
istrate or judge.

' "'

French explorer and colonial governor in Amenca.
Ca diz (ka'diz; Sp. kS'tfeeth), n. a cit^in southwestern

Spain, on the Atlantic: pop., 76,000.

Gad-man, Charles Wake-field (wak'feld' kad'man),
1881-1946; Americam composer.
Cad-me an (kad-me^an), adj. of, like, or Uke that of

Cadmus. r
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Cadmean victory, a victory won at great sacrifice and
destructive to the victors: see Cadmus.
cad-mic (kad'mik), adj. of, derived from, or containing
cadmium.
cad mi um (kad'mi-sm), n. [Mod, L.; named by Stroh-

meyer (1817); L. cadmia, zinc ore, calamme < Cadmus],
a blue-white

g
, malleable, ductile, metallic chemical ele-

ment occurring as a sulfide or carbonate in zinc ores:

it is used in some alloys, electroplating, pigment, etc. :

symbol, Cd; at. wt. f 112.41; at. no., 48.
cadmium sulfide, a pigment, CdS, varying from
lemon yellow (cadmium yellow) to yellowish orange
(cadmium orange).
Cadmus (kad'mas), n. in Greek legend, a Phoenician

prince who founded Thebes and killed a dragon sacred
to Mars: from the dragon's teeth, which he sowed in

the earth, armed men sprang up and proceeded to fight
one another until only five were left, who then helped
Cadmus build the city.

ca-dre (kad'ri; Fr. ka'dr'), n. [Fr. cadre, a frame; It.

quadra; L. quadrum, a square], 1. a framework. 2. a
nucleus around which an expanded organization, as a

military unit, can be built. 3. staff officers.

ca-du-ce-an (ka-doo'si-an, ka-du'si-an), adj. of the
caduceus.
ca-du ce-us (ka-doo'si-as, ka-du'si-as), n. [pi. CADUCEI
(-10 J, [L.], 1. the staff of an ancient herald;

especially, the winged staff with two ser-

nts
twined about it, carried by Mercury,

lercury's staff as a symbol of the medical
profession.

ca-du-ci-ty (ka-doo'sa-ti, ka-du'sa-ti), n.

[Fr. caducitG < caduc, falling; L. caducus;
see CADUCOUS], 1. the quality or state of

being perishable. __ 2. senility.
ca-du cous (ka-doo'kas, ka-du'kas), adj.
[L. caducus, falling < coders, to fall], 1.

dropping off. 2. fleeting; unenduring. 3.

in botany, falling off early, as some leaves.
caecal (se'k'l), adj. of the caecum.
cae-cil i-an (se-siri-an) , n. [< L. caecilia,

variety of lizard], any of a group of legless,

tropical amphibians resembling worms.
cae cum (se'kam), n. [pi. CAECA (-ka)], [L. < intestinum
caecum, blind intestine < caecus, blind], 1. the pouch
which is the beginning of

^
the large intestine: see

alimentary canal, illus. 2. in zoology, a cavity open
at one end. Also spelled cecutn.
Caed-mon (kad'man), n. first English poet whose name
is known; ft. 670 A.D.
Cae li an (seli-an), n. [< L. Caelius Mons, Caelian hill,
named after the Tuscan Caeles Vibenna], one of the
seven hills on which Rome was built.
Caen (kaw), n. a city in northern France, on the Orne
River: pop., 51,000 (1946).
cae no-gen-e sis (se'na-jen'a-sis, sen'a-jen'a-sis), n.

cenogenesis.

Caer;le*on (kar-le'an), n* [W. Caerlleon,' OW. Cair
Legion, for L. Castra legionum, lit., camp of the legions,
whence AS. Legaceaster, orig. name of Chester], in
Arthurian legend,

t
a city where King Arthur held court.

CaeiMiar-von (kar-narvan) , n. 1. Caernarvonshire,
2. the county seat of Caernarvonshire: pop., 9,000.

Caer-nar-von-shire (kar-nar'van-shir'), n. a county of
northwestern, Wales: pop., 121,000; county seat,
Caernarvon: also Carnarvon.

caes al-pin i a ceous (sez'al-pin'i-a'shas) , adj. [< Mod.
L. caesalpinaceae, senna family; after Andrea Cesalpino,
It. botanist], of the senna family of tropical plants,
which have finely cut leaves, showy flowers, and pods
that are usually flat,

Cae-sar (se'zer), n. [L., the hairy one; cf. CZAR, KAISER],
1. Julius Caesar's family name. 2, the title of the
emperor of Rome from Augustus to Hadrian, or of the
emperor of the Holy Roman Empire. 3, an emperor
or dictator.

Caesar, Julius, (Gaius Julius Caesar), 100-44 B.C.;Roman statesman and general; as dictator, extended
and unified the Roman empire.
Caes a-re-a (ses'a-re'a, sez'a-re'a), n. 1. the ancient
capital of the Roman province of Palestine, located in
the northwest part on the Mediterranean. 2. Kayseri,
a city in Turkey: the ancient name.

Cae-sar-e-an, Cae sar-i-an (si-zar'i-an), adj. of Julius
Caesar or the Caesars.

Caesarean operation (or section), a surgical operation
for delivering a baby by cutting through the mother's
abdominal and uterine walls: so called because Julius
Caesar was supposedly born in this manner.

Cae-sar-ism, cae-sarisrn (se'zSr-iz'm), n. absolutism
in government: autocracy; imperialism.

cae-si-urn (se'zi-am), n. cesium.
caes pi-tose (ses'pi-tos'), adj. cespitose.
cae su-ra (si-zhoor'a, si-zyoor'a), n. [pL CAESURAS (-az),
CAESURAE(-e)], [L., a cutting, felling < caedere, to cut],
1. a break or pause in a line of verse: in Greek and Latin
verse, the caesura falls within the metrical foot: in
English verse, it is usually about the middle of the line :

shown in scanning by the sign II , as, "Loveliest of

CAFTAN "*

trees, II the cherry now. 2. a pause showing rhythmic
division of a melody.
cae su ral (si-zhooral, si-zyoor'al), adj. of a caesura.

G,A,F., c.a.f., 1. cost and freight. 2. cost, assurance,
and freight.

ca-f6 (ka-fa't ka-faO n. [Fr., coffee, coffeehouse; see

COFFEE], 1. a coffeehouse or restaurant. 2. coffee. 3. a
restaurant serving alcoholic drinks and sometimes
providing entertainment.

tca-f6 au lait (ka/fa' o'la'), [Fr.], 1. coffee with milk.
2. pale brown.

JcafS noir (ka'fa" nwarO, [Fr.], black coffee.

caf6 society, 1. a well-publicized set of habitual fre-

quenters of cafes or night clubs in New York City;
hence, 2. any similar set elsewhere.

caf-e-te-ri-a (kaf'a-te'r'i-a)^
n. JAm. Sp., coffee store], a

restaurant in which food is displayed on counters and
patrons serve themselves.

caf-fe-hie, caf-fe-in (kaf'i-in, kaf'en') , n. [Fr. cafeine <
cafe, coffee], the alkaloid CsHioN^Os,
present in coffee, tea, and kola: it is a
stimulant to the heart and central ner-
vous system: the methyl derivative of

theobromine.
caf-tan (kaftan, kaf-tan'), n. [Turk.
qaftan], a long-sleeved robe with a girdle,
worn in eastern Mediterranean coun-
tries: also spelled kaftan.

cage (kaj), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. cavea, hol-
low place, cage], 1. a box or enclosed
structure made of wires, bars, etc. for

confining birds or animals. 2. a fenced-
in area for confining prisoners of war.
3. any openwork structure or frame. 4.

an elevator car. 5. [Archaic], a jail. 6. in

baseball, a partially enclosed backstop
used for batting practice, etc. 7. in

basketball, the basket. 8. in hockey,
the network frame used as a goal, v.t, [CAGED (kajd),
CAGING], to put in a cage; confine.

"

s-ling (kaj'lirj), n. a bird kept in a cage.

(fcaj/er), n. [ColloqJ, a basketball player.
ge-y (kaj'i}, adj. [prob. < cage, a jail], [Slang], sly;

tricky; cunning: also spelled cagy.
Ca-glia-ri (ka'lya-reO. n. a city on the coast of southern
Sardinia: pop., 132,000 (1947).

Caglia-ri, Pa-o-lo (pa'6"4$ ka'lya-re'), see Veronese,
Paolo.

Ca-glio-stro, Count A-les-san-dro di (a'les-san'drS de
ka-lyds'trS), (born Guiseppe Balsamo), 1743-1795;
Sicilian alchemist and impostor.

JCa-gou-lard (ka'goo'lar'), n. [Fr. < cagoule, monk's
cloak], a member of a secret French fascist society,
whose plot to overthrow the republic was revealed in
1937.

tca-hier (ka'ya'; Eng. ka-he"r'), n. [Fr.: OFr, quair; see
QUIRE], 1. a book of loose leaves held together; note-
book; hence, 2. a report.
ca hoots (ka-hoots'), n.pl. [? < cohort or < Fr. cahute, a
cabin], [Slang], partnership.
go cahoots, [Slang], to share alike.
In cahoots, [Slang], in partnership: usually applied to
shady dealing.

Cai-a-phas (ka'a-fas, kl'a-fas), n. [Gr. Kaiaphas], in the
Bible, the high priest who presided at the trial that led
to the condemnation of Jesus: Matt. 26:57-66.
Cai cos Islands (kl'kos), see Turks and Caicos Islands.
Cai-jan (ka'ian), n. Cajun.
cai-man (ka'man), n. a cayman.
Cain (kan), n. [Heb. qayin, lit,, smith, craftsman], t.
in the Bible, the oldest son of Adam and Eve: he killed
his brother Abel: Gen. 4; hence, 2. a murderer.
raise Cain, [Slang], L to create a great commotion.
2. to cause much trouble.

Caine, Hall (kan), (Sir Thomas Henry Hall Caine),
1853-1931; English novelist.

Cai-no-zo-ic (ki'na-zo'ik, ka'na-zo'ik), adj. Cenozoic.

caique, caique (ka-ek'), n. [Fr.; It, caicco; Turk.
qay%q\) 1. a light r9wboat used on the Bosporus. 2. a
sailboat used especially in the eastern Mediterranean.
$ca i-ra (sa/ e'ra'), [FrJ, it will go (on): the refrain of
a popular song of the French Revolution.

caird (kard), n, [< Scot. Gael, ceard, a tinker], [Scot.],
a wandering tinker, vagrant, gypsy, etc.

Caird, Edward (k&r4), 1835-1908; Scottish philosopher
an4 theologian.
Caird Coa8t (k^rd), a region in Antarctica, east of the
Weddell Sea: part of Falkland Islands Dependency.

cairn (karn), n. [Scot. < Gael, earn), a conical heap of
stones built as a monument or landrnark.
cairn gorm (k^rn'g6rmO, n, [name pf Scot, mountain
and mountain range; Gael, carngorm, blue cairn], a
yellow or brown variety of quart?,, used as a gem: also
Cairngorm stone,

cairn terrier, [said to be so name4 from burrowing
in or around cairns], a small, shaggy Scottish terrier.
Cairo (ki'roj, n. 1. the capital of the United Arab Re-
public, in Egvpt on the Nile: pop,, 1,312,000. 2.

(kar'o), a city in southern Illinois: pop., 12,000.
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cais son (ka'san), n. [Fr. < caisse, chest, box], 1. a box
of explosives to be fired as a
mine. 2. a chest for holding
ammunition. 3. a two-
wheeled wagon for transport-
ing ammunition. 4. a water-

tight box inside which men
can do construction work
under water. 5. a watertight
box for raising and floating
sunken ships, etc.: after the
box is sunk and attached,
the water is forced out of

it so that it floats and raises

the ship. 6. a hollow, boat-

shaped box, used as a flood-

gate at a dock or basin.
caisson disease, decompres-
sion sickness.
Caith-ness (kath'nes, kath- CAISSON

ties'), n. a county of northern Scotland: pop., 25,700;
county seat. Wick.

cai-tiff (ka'tif), n. [ME.; OFr. caitif, a captive, wretched
man; Lr. captivus < capere, to take], a mean, evil, or
cowardly person, adj. evil; mean; cowardly.

caj-e-put (kaj'a-pot), n. 1. a cajuput. 2. a California
laurel.

ca-jole (ks-jol'), v.t. & v.i. [CAJOLED (-jold'), CAJOLING],
[Fr. cajoler; ? < OFr. cageoler, to use decoy songbirds
to lure wild birds into a cage; see CAGE], to coax with
false words, flattery, etc.; wheedle. SYN. see coax.

ca-jole-ment Cka-jol'mont), n. a cajoling.
ca-jolery (ka-jol'er-i), n. [pL CAJOLERIES (4z)] t {Fr.

cajolerie], a cajoling, or coaxing, wheedling, etc.

Ca-jun (ka'jan), n [< Acadian], 1. a native of Louis-
iana supposed to have had Acadian French ancestors:
sometimes used contemptuously. 2. the dialect of the
Cajuns. Also spelled Caijan.

caj'U-put (kaj's-pst), n. [Malay kayuputth; kayH, tree

-f putth, white], an East Indian tree of the myrtle
family, yielding a greenish oil used externally in some
skin diseases: also spelled cajeput.
cake (kak), n. [ME. kake < ON.; akin to Norw,, Sw.,
Ice. kaka, Dan. kage, OHG. kuocho, cake* AS. coecil,

cecil, little cake- IE. base *gag t *gog, something round,
lump of something; not connected with cook & L.

coquere], 1. a small, flat mass of baked or fried dough
or batter. 2. a mixture of flour, eggs, milk, sugar, etc.

baked and often covered with icing. 3. a small, flat

mass of fish, vegetables, etc. fried on both sides. 4. a
compactly shaped, solid mass, as of soap, ice, etc. v.t. &
v.i. [CAKED (kakt), CAKING], to form into a hard mass.
take the cake, [Slang], 1 . to win the prize. 2. to excel.

cake flour, finely ground and well-sifted wheat flour for

baking.
cakes and ale, the good things of life; worldly pleasures.
cake-walk (kak'woV), n. 1. an elaborate step or

walk formerly performed by Negroes in the South
competing for the prize of a cake. 2. a strutting dance
developed from this. v.i. to perform a cakewalk;,

Cal., 1. California. 2. large calorie; large calories.

cal., 1. calendar. 2. caliber. 3. small calorie (s).

cal a-bar (kal'a-ber), n. calaber.
Cal-a-bar bean (kalVbar', kal'a-bar')., (prob. after

Calabar., name of a river, town, and district in Southern
Nigeria], the poisonous brown seed of an African climb-

ing plant, used in medicine for various nervous dis-

orders, to contract the pupil of the eye, etc. >
cal a bash (kal's-bash/). n. [Fr. calebasse; Pr. calabasso,

carabasso; ? < Per. kharbuz, melon], 1. a tropical
American tree of the bignonia family. 2. its gourdlike
fruit. 3. the dried, hollow shell of a gourd or calabash,
used as a bowl, pipe, etc. 4. any of various gourds.

cal a ber (kal's-bSr) , n. [< Fr. Calabre, Calabria], 1. a

gray Siberian squirrel. 2, its fur. Also spelled calabar.
cal a boose (kal'a-booV, kalVbocV), n. [Sp. calabosso],

[Slang], a prison; jail.

Ca-la-bri-a (ks-la'bri-s; It. ka-la'brya), n. a depart-
ment of southwestern Italy, opposite Sicily,
ca la di urn (ka-la'di-sm) , n. [Mod. L. < Malay kaladi,
kind of plant], a tropical American plant of the arum
family, with large, brilliantly colored leaves. :

Cal-ais (kaKa, kal'is; Fr. kale'), n. a city in France, on
the English Channel, opposite Dover: pop., 50,000
(1946)J

Ca-lak-mul (ka'lak-mool'). n. a ruined Mayan city in

Caxnpeehe state, Mexico. .

cala-man co (kal'o-mar/ko), n. [Sp. calamaco, cm*-
manco], 1. a glossy woolen cloth with checks on one
side only. 2. clothing made of this.

calamander (kal's-man'der, kal'9-manM8r), n. [<
Coromandel, name of ; Indian coast around Madras,
with interchange of r and 1; cf. Fr. calambar], the hard
wood of any of certain Bast Indian trees related to
the ebony: it is striped hazel-brdwn and black and

is used in making furniture: also calamander wood.

cal-a-mar-y (kaPd-m&r'i, kal'a-mer-i), n. [pi. CALA-
MARIES <-iz)l, |L. calamarius* of a writing reed < cala-

mus, a reed, pen; see CALAMUS], a squid with a pen-
shaped skeleton.

cal-a mine (kal'a-min', kal'a-mm), n. [Fr.; ML. cala-

mina < L. cadmia, calamine; see CADMIUM], 1. hydrous
zinc silicate, (ZnOHjsSiOi, a zinc ore. 2. [British],
native zinc carbonate, ZnCO*: also called smithsonite.

Variously used in skin ointments and lotions.
cal a mint (kal'a-mint'), n. [ME. calament; OFr.
calament; ML. calamentum; L. calaminthe; Gr. kola-

minthe], a variety of mint: also calamint balm.
cal -a-mite (kal's-mit') . n. [< Mod. L. Catamites, genus
of fossil plants < Gr. katamites, reedlike < kalamof, a
reed], any of a number of related fossil plants like the
horsetail, found in coal deposits.
ca lam i-tous (ka-lam'a-tas), adj. [Fr. calamitewc], caus-
ing calamity; bringing calamity with it.

ca-lam-i-ty (ks-lain'a-ti), n. [pi. CALAMITIES (-tiz)], {Fn
calamite; L. calamitas; IE. base *^/(a), to strike, smash
as in L. incolumis, safe, unharmed], 1. misery* 2. any
extreme misfortune; disaster. SYN. see disaster.

cal-a mus (kal'a-mss), n. [pi. CALAMI <-mi')] [ME.; L.;
Gr. kalamos, a stalk, reed, stubble], 1. a plant with
long, narrow leaves; sweet flag. 2. its root. 3. a palm
tree whose stems form canes. 4. the quill of a feather.
ca lash (ka-lash') n. [Fr. caleche; G. kalescke; Czech
kolesa; prob. < koto, a wheml], 1. a light, Jow~wheeled
carriage, usually with a folding top: also spelled caliche.
2. a folding top of a carriage. 3. a folding hood or
bonnet, worn by women in the 18th century.

cal a thus (kal's-thas), n. [pi. CALATHI (-th!0] [L.; Gr.
kalathos], in ancient Greece, a basket for fruits: it was a
symbol of abundance.

cal-a-ver-ite (kal's-var'it), n. [< Calaveras County,
California, where first discovered -J- -lie], a native
telluride of gold, AuTe*. containing some silver.

calc- (kalk), [G. kalk, lime < L. calx, lime], a combining
form meaning calcareous, as in calcspar.

cal ca-ne-um (kal-ka'ni-sm), n. [L. < calx, the heel],
a calcaneus.

cal ca ne us (kal-ka'ni-ss) , n. [LL. ; see CALCANEUM], the
heel bone; one of the tarsal bones.

cal-car (kal'kar), n. [^>/. CALCARIA (-kar'i-o)]; [L. < caiac,

the heel], 1 . in botany, a hollow projection at the base of
a petal. 2. in zoology, a protuberance on a bird's wing
or leg. Also called spur.

cal-ca-rate (kal'ka-raf, kal'ka-rit), adj. having calcars.
cal-car-e-ous (kal-kar

/
i-ss) , adj. [L. calcaritts < calx,

lime], of, like, or containing calcium carbonate, calcium,
or lime.

cal-ca-rif-er-ous (kal'ks-rif'e'r-as), adj. [< L. calcar,

spur; -f -ferous], in botany & zoology, bearing a spur
or spurs.

cal-ce-i-form (kal'si-a-f6rm' f kal-seVffcnB/), adj. [< L.
calceus, a shoe; -f -form], shaped like a slipper.

cal-ce-o-la-ri-a (kal'si-s-la'ri-a, kal'si-s-llLr'i-a), n. [Mod.
L. < L. calceolarius. one who makes shoes < calceolus,
dim. of calceus, a shoe < calx, the heel], any of a group
of South American plants of the figwort family, bearing
showy, slipper-shaped flowers.

cal-ce-o-late (kal'si-a-lat')r adj\ [< L. calceolus, slipper,
dim, of cajccus, shoe; + -ate], in botany, shaped like
a slipper: said of the blossoms of certain plants.

cal ces (kal'seaO, n. alternative plural of calx.
Cal chas (kal'kss), n. [L.; Gr. Kalchas], in Greek legend,
a priest of Apollo who accompanied the Greeks during
the Trojan War.

cal-ci- (kal'si), [< L. calx, calcis, lime], a combining form
meaning calcium or lime, as in calciferous, calcify.

cal cic (kal'sik), adj. from or having calcium or lime.
cal-cif^er-ol (kal-sif'gr-ol', kal-sif'gr-ql'). n. [caUif-
erous -f ergpst^roi], vitamin Ds: it is a crystalline
alcohol, ,C28HiOH.

cal*cif-er-oti8 (kal-sif'r-9S) , adj. [calci- + -ferous],

producing or containing calcite.

cal-cif-ic (kal-sifik), adj. [< calcify + -ic], calciferous.
cal ci fi ca tion (kal'sQ-n-ka'shsn) , n. 1. a calcifying;
deposition of calcium salts in the tissues. 2. a calcified

substance or structure.

cal-ci-fy (kal'sa-f!'), v.t. & v.i. [CALCIFIED (-fid'). CALCI-
FYING], [calci- + -fy] t to change into a hard, stony
substance by the deposit of lime.
calcimine (kal'sQ-mm

x
, kal'sa-min), n. [< L.,calx,

calcis t lime], a white or colored liquid used as a wash
for plastered ceilings or walls, v.t. [CALCIMINED (-mind',
-mind), CALCIMINING], to cover with calcimine. Also
spelled kalsomine.

cal-ci na tion (kal'sa-na'shan), n. [ME.; Fr.; ML. calci-

natio], 1. a calcining. 2, a calcined substance.

eal-cin-a-to-ry (kal-sin'9-t6r'i, kal'sin-Q-to'ri), adj. for

calcining, ft. a furnace or vessel for calcining.
calcine (kal'sln', kal'sin), v.t. & v.i. [CALCINED
(-sind', -sind), CALCINING]; fFr. calciner; ML. calcinare].

; chin; she; thin.
; Fr. bal; gj 1^.

d frdtn.
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L to change to cabt or powder by heat. 2. to burn to
ashes or powder. 3. to oxidize.
caLcite (kal'slt'}, n. [< L. calx, calcis, lime; -f -*&].
calcium carbonate, CaCOi, with hexagonal crystalliza-
tion, a mineral found in the form of limestone, chalk,
and marble: distinguished from aragonite.
cal-ci-um (kal'si-am), n. [Mod. L. < L. col*, calcis,

lime], a soft, silver-white metallic chemical element
found in limestone, marble, chalk, etc., always in
combination: symbol, Ca; at. wt., 40.08; at. no., 20.

calcium arsenate, a white compound, Cai(AsOOaf used
as an insecticide in the form of a spray or dust.
calcium carbide, a dark-gray crystalline compound,
CaCa, used in making acetylene and calcium cyanamide.
calcium carbonate, a white powder or colorless, crys-
talline compound, CaCOs, found mainly in limestone,
marble, and chalk, as caicite, aragonite, etc., and in
bones, teeth, shells, and plant ash: used in making lime.
calcium chloride, a white, crystalline compound, CaCla,
used in making ice, as a dehydrating agent, etc.
calcium cyanamide, a white, crystalline compound,
CaCN2, used as a fertilizer: also called lime nitrogen.
calcium hydroxide, a white, crystalline compound,
Ca(OH)a, prepared by the action of water on calcium
oxide, used in making alkalies, bleaching powder,
plaster, etc. : also cajled slaked lime.
calcium light, a brilliant white light produced when a
very hot fiame is played on a piece of time; limelight.
calcium oxide, a white, soft, caustic solid, CaO, pre-
pared by heating calcium carbonate; quicklime.
calcium phosphate, any of a number of phosphates
of calcium found in bones, teeth, and other animal
tissues and used in medicine and in the manufacture
of enamels, glass, cleaning agents, etc.

cal-cog-ra-phy ^kal-kog'ra-fi), n. [< calci- + -graphy],
the art of drawing with crayons.

calc-sin-ter (kalk'sin'tSr) , n. [G. kalksinter; kalk t lime
4- sinter, slag], travertine.

calc-spar, calc-spar (kalk'spar'), n. (cole- -f spar
(mineral) after G._kalkspar, calcspar], caicite. ,

calc-tu-fa (kalk'too'fe), n, in mineralogy, porous lime
carbonate deposited by the waters of calcareous
springs; calcareous tufa.

cal-cu-la-biM-ty (kal'kyoo-la-bil's-ti), n. the quality or
state of being calculable.
calcu la ble (kal'kyoo-b-bl), adj. that can be cal-
culated.
cal cu late fkal'kyoo-lat'), v.t. [CALCULATED (-id), CAL-
CULATING], f < L. calculatus, pp. of calculare, to reckon <
calculus, pebble used in d9ing arithmetic; dim. of calx,

limestone), 1. to determine by arithmetic; compute;
reckon. 2. to ascertain or determine by reasoning; esti-
mate. 3. to plan; intend: used in the passive. 4.

[Colloq.], to think; suppose, vd. l t to do arithmetic;
make a computation. 2. to rely or depend (on).
SYN.~-calculate refers to the mathematical determination of
a qtiantity, amount, etc. and implies the use of higher mathe-
matics (to calculate distances in astronomy) ; compute suggests
simpler mathematics and implies a determinable, hence pre-
cise, ^result (to compute the volume of a cylinder); estimate
implies the judging, usually in advance, of a quantity, cost,
etc. and connotes an approximate result (to estimate the cost
of building a house) ; reckon, an informal substitute for com-
pute, suggests the use of simple arithmetic such as can be
performed mentally (to reckon the days before elections).

cal cu-lat ing (kaFkyoo-la'thj), adj. [ppr. of calculate],
1. scheming; cunning. 2. shrewd; cautious.

calculating machine, a machine for doing rapid addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

cal cu la-tion (kal'kyoo-la'shan), n. [L. calculatio], 1.
a calculating. 2. something deduced by calculating;
inference; plan. 3. forethought; prudence.
calcu la-tive (kal'kyoo-la'tiv), adj. I. having to do
with calculation. 2. calculating or tending to calculate.

cal-cu-la-tor
(kal'kyoo-la'tSr), n. [L.], 1. a person who

calculates. 2. a book of tables tor calculating. 3. a
calculating machine. r

cal cu-li (kal'kyoo-li'), n. alternative plural of calculus.
cal-cu-lous (kal'kyoo-bs), adj. [L. calculosus], in med-
tctne, caused by or having a calculus or calculi.

cal-cu-lus (kal'kyoo-bs), n. [pi. CALCULI (-K'), CAL-
CULUSES (-is)], [L.; see CALCULATE], 1. an abnormal
stony mass or deposit in the body. 2. in higher mathe-
matics, a) a method of calculation, b) the use of sym-
bols, c) a method of analysis: see differential calculus,
integral calculus, d) a textbook of calculus, e) a
school course or class in calculus.

Calrcut-ta (kaWmtV), n. a seaport in northeastern
India, on the Hooghly River: capital of West Bengal
province: pop., 1,261,000.
caldar

:
i-um (kal-da*r'i-am), n. Ipl. CALDARIA (-a)], [L.],

in ancient Roman baths, a room for taking hot baths
Jcal'de-ra (kal-de'ra; Eng. kal-de'ra), n. [Sp. < L.
caldana, warm bath, pot < calidus, warm], a broad,
craterlike basin of a volcano, formed by an explosion
or by collapse of the cone.

^S^'jtfP Ce to ?*""<* Pe-dro (pe'/fcr6 kaTde-r6V de
IS bar/ka; Eng. k61'dr-9n), 1600-1681; Spanish poet
and playwright.

cal-dron (kdl'dran), n. [ME. caldron, caudron; OPr.
caudron, chaudron; L. caldaria; see CALDERA], a large
kettle or boiler: also spelled cauldron.

Cald-well, Ers-kine (artkin k61d'wel, kold'wal),
1903- ; American writer.

Ca leb (kSlab), [Heb. kaltb, lit., dog; hence, faithful],
a masculine name, n. in the Bible, one of the only two
men who survived the forty years' wanderings of the
Israelites after the exodus from Egypt: he and Joshua,
because of their righteousness, were permitted to enter
Canaan: Num. 26:65; Deut. 1:36.

Jca-lexfre (ka'leshO, n. [Fr.: see CALASH], 1. in Quebec,
a two-wheeled carriage with a folding top. 2. a calash.
Cal-edoni-a (kal's-do'ni-a, kal's-don'ya), n. [L.],

[Obs. or Poetic], Scotland.
Caledonian (kalVdo'ni-an, kal'a-don'yan), adj.
1. of ancient Caledonia; hence, 2. Scottish: humorous
or poetic term. n. a native or inhabitant of ancient
Caledonia or Scotland.
Caledonian Canal, a canal in northern Scotland,
extending from the North Atlantic to the North Sea:

length, 60 1/2 mi.
cal e fa cient (kal'a-fa'shant), adj. [L. calefaciens, ppr.
of calefacere < calere, to be warm -f facere, to make],
making warm; heating, n. a remedy that warms.

cal e-fac tion (kara-fak'shan), n. [L. calefactio < cale-

facere; see CALEFACIENT], 1. a heating. 2. the state of

being made warm.
cal-e-fac-to-ry (kal'a-fak'ts-ri), adj. [L. calefactorius <
calefacere; see CALEFACIENT], producing heat; giving
warmth, n. \pl. CALEFACTORIES (-riz)], 1. a heated
room in a monastery. 2. a warming pan.
calendar (kal'sn-der), n. [ME.; L. calendarium, ac-
count book < calendae, kalendae, calends], 1. a system
of determining the beginning, length, and divisions of a
year. 2. a table, register, etc. that shows the days,
weeks, and months of a given year. 3. a register: list;

schedule, as of pending court cases. Abbreviated cal.

v.L 1. to enter m a calendar. 2. to schedule.
calendar day, the twenty-four hours from one midnight
to the next midnight.
calendar month, any of the twelve divisions of a year.
calendar year, the period of time from January 1

through December 31: distinguished from fiscal year.
There are 365 days in a regular year, 366 in a leap year.

cal en der (kal'an-der), n. [Fr. calendre; LL. calendra;
L. cylindrus; Gr. kylindros, roller, cylinder], 1. a
machine with rollers between which paper or cloth is

run to give it a smooth or glossy finish. 2. [for calen-

derer], an operator of such a machine, v.t. [Fr. calendrer
< the n.], to press (paper, cloth, etc.) in a calender.

cal-en-der (kal'sn-dgr), n. [Per. qalandar], a member of
an order of wandering dervishes among the Sufis.
calends (kal'andz), n.pl. [ME. kalendes; AS, calend,
month; L. calendae, kalendae, the first of the month <
calare, to announce solemnly; Gr. kalein, to proclaim],
the first day of each month in the ancient Roman
calendar: also spelled kalends.
ca-len-du-la (ks-len'ja-b), n. [Mod. L. < L. calendae,
calends: prob. because the plants flower in most months
of the year], 1. any of various related plants of the

daisy family, with yellow or orange flowers, as the pot
mangold. 2. the dried florets of such a plant, used
as a remedy for wounds, etc.
calenture (kal'sn-choor', kal'an-chSr), n. [Fr.; Sp.
calentura < calentar, to heat < L. calens, pr. of caleret

to be warm, glow], a tropical fever with delirium.
ca le sa (ka-le'sS), n. [Sp.], a kind of calash; cab.
ca-les cence (ka-les''ns), n. a calescent condition.
ca les cent (ko-les''nt), adj. [L. calescens, ppr. of coles-
cere, to grow warm < calere, to be warm or hot],
: i ^ ^^aj-jnth; getting hot.

""), n. [pi. CALVES (kavz, ka'vz)!, [ME.; AS.
v/jt>. Mfr;ItE. base *gelebh, to swell out; hence,
f, fetus,] oiffsprmg: cf. CALF (leg), CHILD], 1, a

. . cow or 1>ulL| 2. tne young of some other large
1

ammals, as, the elepjiant, whale, hippopotamus, seal,
> efalihence; '3. a l$ge piece of ice broken off from an

ice-berg or coast gltoer, 4. a smaU island lying near a
lai^er one* 5. leather fironi the hide of a calf ; calfskin;
abbreviated cf. Qn bookbinding). 6. [C6Uoq.] an awk-
ward, callow, or, silly'young person.
Mil the Jatted calf, to maUce a feast of celebration or
welcome.

calf (kaf, kaf), n. \pl CALVES (kavz, ka'vz)]. [ME.: ON.
kalfi; IE. base *gelebh; see CALF (animal)], the fleshy
back part of the leg between the knee and the ankle.

calf love, [Colloq.], the immature love that boys ah4
girls may feel for each otherfe to ny loire.

calf-skin (kaf'skin', kaf'skkif), n.i*it,te skin of a calf.
2. leather made from this.

f

'

Calga-ry (kal'g9-ri) f n. a citf in sou^iej?n Alberta,
mda: pop., 129,000. ,

loun, John Cald well (kdld'we! kal-hoonO, 1782-

^l^encaii statesman; vice-president of tlie United
\lo25~1832).
'li), n. a citx

L945).
Gal- ban (kal'a-banOt n. [form of canibal, ewibal,
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with interchanged n & /; canibal occurs in Hakluyt's
Voyages (1598)], a deformed, savage creature, the slave
of Prospero in Shakespeare's The Tempest.
caH-ber (kal's-ber), n. [Fr. & Sp. calibre < calibo; prob,
< Ar. q&lib, a mold, last], 1. the size of a bullet or shell
as measured by its diameter. 2. the diameter of the
bore of a gun. 3. the diameter of a cylindrical body or
of its hollowed interior. Abbreviated cal. 4. quality;
ability. Also spelled calibre.

cal-i-brate (kal'a-brat'), v.t. [CALIBRATED (-id), CALI-
BRATING], 1. to determine the caliber of. 2. to fix,

check, or correct the graduations of (a measuring
instrument, as a thermometer).
caH-bra-tion (kal'a-bra'shsn), n. a calibrating or being
calibrated.
caH-bra-tor (kal'a-bra'ter). n. a person or thing that
calibrates.

cal-i-ces (kal'i-seV), n. plural of calix.

Jca-li-che (ka-le'che), n. [Sp. Am. < Sp. caliche], 1.

impure sodium nitrate, NaNOa, found in Chile. 2.

crusted calcium carbonate formed on certain soils in

drjj regions.
cal-i-cle (kal'i-k'l), n. [L. caliculus, dim. of calix, a cup],
in zoology, a small, cuplike cavity in coral; calyculus.
caH-co (kal'a-ko'), n. [pi. CALICOES, CALICOS (-koz')L
[< Calicut, India, where it was first obtained], 1. orig-
inally, a cotton cloth from India. 2. any of several kinds
of cotton^ cloth: in England, it is unprinted and un-
colored, in the United States, coarse and usually
printed, adj. 1. of calico. 2. like calico; spotted.

cal i co back (kal's-ko-bak'), n. a calico bug.
calico bass, a small, fresh-water food fish related to the
sunfishes, found in the central and eastern United
States.

calico bug, a black beetle with red, orange, and yellow
markings, destructive to cabbage, radishes, etc.
calico bush (or flower or tree), the mountain laurel,
an evergreen bush of the eastern United States.
Cal i cut (kal'a-kuf), n. a city on the western coast of
Madras state, southern India: pop., 99,000,

ca-Hf (ka'lif, kal'if), n. a caliph.
calif ate (kal's-fat', kal'a-fit), n. caliphate.
Cal'i-for-ni-a (kal'9-f6r'nys, kal's-f6r'ni-a), n. a West-
ern State of the United States, on the Pacific Coast;
area, 158,693 sg. mi.; pop., 10,586,000; capital, Sacra-
mento: abbreviated Calif., Cal.

California. Gulf of, an arm of the Pacific, between
Lower California and the Mexican mainland.
Californian (kal'a-fSr'nyon, kalVfSr'ni-an) , adj.
of California, n. a native or inhabitant of California.
California orange, an orange, especially a navel orange,
grown in California.
California poppy, a variety of poppy with small flowers
varying in color from pale cream to deep orange.

cal iforni um (kal's-fOr'ni-am), n. [< University of

California -f -ium], a radioactive chemical element
produced by the atomic bombardment of curium:
symbol, Cf; at. wt., 244(?); at. no., 98.

calig*i*nous (ko-lij'o-nss), adj. [L. caliginosus < caligo,
darkness, gloom], dark; obscure.

Calig-ula (ka-lig'yoo-la) , n. (Gaius Caesar), Roman
emperor (37-41 A.D.); lived 12-41 A.D.

cal i" pash (kal'a-pash', kalVpash'), n. [W. Ind.; ;prob.
< Sp. carapacho < caparacho, a shell], a greenish, jelly-
like, edible substance under the upper shell of a turtle.

cal-i-pee (kal'9-pe', kal'9-pe'), n. [var. of calipash], a
yellowish, jellylike, edible substance inside the lower
shell of a turtle.

caM-per (kal'a-pgr), n. [var. of caliber], 1. usually pi.
an instrument consisting of a
pair of movable curved legs
fastened together at one end
with a screw or rivet, used to
measure the thickness or diam-
eter of something: there are
inside calipers and outside cali-

pers. 2. a caliper rule, y.t* &
vd. to measure with calipers.
Also spelled calliper.
caliper rule, a graduated rule
with one sliding jaw and one
that is stationary.
ca-liph (ka'lif, kal'if), n. [ME. caliphe,- OFr. calife; Ar.
khalifa, caliph, successor < khalafa, to succeed], in a
Moslem state, supreme ruler; successor: the title taken
by Mohammed's successors as secular and religious
heads of Islam: also spelled calif, kalif, kaliph, khalif.

cal iph-ate (kal'a-faV, kal'o-fit), n. 1. the office, reign,
or rank of a caliph. 2. the land, ruled by a caliph.

cal-isay-a bark (kal'o-sa'o), [Sp. calisaya: said to be
from the name of the Peruvian Indian who informed
the Spaniards, of the uses of the bark], the bark of a
kind of cinchona, from which quinine is obtained.

cal is-then-ic (kal^s-then'ik), adj. relating to calis-

thenics: also spelled callisthenic.

CALIPERS

cal-is then- i cal (kal'ss-then'i-k'I), adj. calisthenic.

caHs-then-ics (kal'ss-then'iks), n.pl. {< Gr. hallos,

beauty + sthenos, strength], I. athletic exercises:

simple gymnastics. 2. [construed as sing.], the art of

developing bodily strength and gracefulness by such
exercises. Also spelled callisthenics.

ca-lix (kaliks), n. [pi. CALICES (kal'i-seV)L fk-J. a cup;
chalice.

calk (kSk), v.t. fME. caukm, to tread; OFr. conquer, to
tread, tread in; L. calcare, to tread < calx, a heelf, 1 . to
make (a boat, etc.) watertight by filling the seams or
cracks with oakum, tar, etc. 2. to stop up (cracks of

windows, pipes, etc.) with a filler. 3. to make (a joint
of overlapping plates) tight by hainmering the edge of
one plate into the side of the other. Also spelled caulk,

calk (kdk), n. [ME. calke; AS. cole, shoe, hoof; L. calx,
a heel], 1. the part of a horseshoe that projects down-
ward to prevent slipping. 2, a metal plate fastened to
the heel or sole of a shoe to give it longer wear or to
prevent slipping, v.t. 1. to fasten calks on, 2. to cut
(a horse's leg) with a calk.

calk-er (kdk'er), n. 1. a person who calks boats, ships,
etc. 2. a tool used in calking. Also spelled caulker,

calk-er <k8k'er), n. a calk on a shoe.
call (k61), v.L [ME. callen; Late AS. ceallian < ON.
kalla; akin to OHG. kalldn; IE. base *#&/-, to scream,
shriek, as in Mir. gall, swan], 1. to say in a loud tone;
shout; announce. 2. to summon. 3. to convoke ju-
dicially or officially, as a court or legislative body (often
with together). 4. to name; apply a name to. 5. to
summon to a specific duty, profession, etc. : as, he was
called to the army. 6. to address an invocation or
appeal to. 7. to awaken (a person). 8. to give a signal
to. 9. to telephone. 10. to estimate or consider as
being. 11. to utter imitative sounds in order to attract
(an animal or bird) . 1 2. to stop ; call a halt to (a baseball
game, etc.). 13. to demand or order payment of (a
loan or a bond issue) . 14. in games, to tell the aim, etc.
of (a shot) before making it. 15. in poker, to require a
show of cards by equaling the bet of (another player).
v.i. 1. to speak in a loud tone; shout. 2. to visit for a
short while. 3. to telephone. 4. in poker, to require a
show of cards by equaling the bet of another player, n.
1. a calling. 2. a loud utterance. 3. a summons; invita-
tion. 4. a signaling; signal. 5. a demand: as, a call for

low-priced books. 6. a sound uttered to attract an
animal or bird. 7. the ^distinctive cry or sound of an
animal or bird. 8. religious duty or vocation regarded
as divinely inspired. 9. need; occasion: as, no call for

laughter. 10. an order or demand for payment. 11. a
brief visit, especially a formal or professional visit.

call back, 1. to ask or command to come back. 2. to
retract. 3. to telephone again or in return.

call down, 1. to invoke. 2, [Slang], to scold; rebuke.
call for, 1 . to demand. 2. to come and get; stop for.
call forth, to bring into action or existence.
call in, 1. to summon for help or consultation. 2. to
take out of circulation, as coin or bonds. 3. to ask
for payment of.

call into question, to raise a question about.
call off, 1. to order away; divert. 2. to read aloud in
order from a list. 3. [Colloq.], to cancel a scheduled
event.

call on, 1. to visit briefly. 2. to ask (a person) to

speak.
call out, 1. to speak aloud; shout. 2. to summon. 3.

to challenge.
call up, 1. to recall. 2. to summon, especially for

military duty. 3. to telephone.
on call, 1. available when called for or summoned.
2. payable when demanded.

within callj close enough to be called or spoken to.
SYN. call, in this comparison, is the basic word signifying
to request the presence of someone at some place (he called the
waiter over); summon, the more formal term, implies au-
thority or peremptoriness in the request (to summon a witness) ;

convoke and convene refer to the summoning of a group to
assemble as for deliberation or legislation, but convoke implies
greater authority or formality (to convene a class, to convoke a
congress) j Invite suggests a courteous request for someone's
presence, especially as a guest or participant, and usually sug-
gests that tne decision to come rests with the invited.

cal la (kal'a), n. [< Gr. kallaia, wattles of a cock], 1. a
plant of tfee arum family, with a large, white leaf sur-

rounding a yellow flower spike, 2. its flower. Also catla

.J-a ble (kfil'a-bl), adj. that can be called: specifically,
a) that must be paid upon demand, as a loan. 6) that
must be presented for payment upon notice, as a bond.
cal Iant (ka'tent), n. [D. kalant, fellow, customer; dial.
Fr. caland, for Fr. chaland, customer], [Scot.] a young
fellow; boy; also callan (kS'bn),
CaMa-o (ka-ya'6") n* a seappH in Peru, near Lima:
pop., 70*000.

call-board (k6Kb&rd' t km'Dord'), n. in the theater, a

fat, ape, bare, car; tea, Sven, hre, ov6r; is, bite; lot, go, horn, 1531, look; ail, out; up, Use, fflr; fiet; joy; vet; chin; she; thin.
o, e in agent, i insanity, o in comply, u in jocus;

*
as in Me (rb'l); Fr. bal; $' Fr,nL ,*^1 . -ft A I^IL.I.*. X' *^^ o^*!!' _ _-/ **/_-?_. *i______*.-*.- -4* - j_-i._V*/ien; zfc, feisnyern,_-. j

gj j^k
j^>. rn_ _.

g; a for a in
-^^ ~ ____ .

cpa; tt^ 3?r. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xu. J foreign; * hypothetical; < deriVe
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bulletin board backstage for posting Instructions, time

of rehearsals, etc.
. . t .,

caU-boy (k6l
/boi

/
) , n. 1. a boy who calls actors when it

is time for them to go on the stage. 2. a bellboy.

call er (k&l'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that cans. 2. a

person who makes a short visit. SYN. see visitor.

caHer (kaFgr, kaler), aft. [MScot.; var. of catoer.

fresh], [Scot.], 1. fresh; not decayed or tainted: said

of food. 2. fresh and cool; refreshing: said of the

- (ploo-tar'k^ e-le'as ka'yes),

1S77-1945 " Mexican statesman and militarist ; president

of Mexico (1924-1928).
call girl, [Slang], a prostitute sent out to a man wno
telephones for an appointment.

cal-lfgraph-ic (kalVgraf'ik) . adj. of calligraphy.

caMig-ra-phy (ka-lig'nKfi), n. [Gr. kalligraphia < kalli-

graphos < hallos, beauty + graphein, to write], 1.

beautiful handwriting. 2. handwriting.

call-ing (kdl'ii)), n. 1. the action of one that calls. 2. a

vocation; occupation; trade; profession.

calling card, a small card with one's name and, some-

times, one's address on it, used in making visits, etc.

CaMi-O'pe (ka-K's-pe'), n. [L. < Gr. Kallio$e, the

beautiful-voiced < kallos, beauty + ops, opos, voice], 1.

in Greek mythology* the Muse of eloquence and epic

poetry. 2. [c-], (usually kal'i-opO , a musjcal instrument

with a series of steam whistles, played like an organ.

cal Hop sis (kal'i-op'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. kalli- (<
kallos, beauty) + opsis, appearance], the coreopsis.

caHi-per (kalVper), n. & v.t. caliper.

caMi-pyg-i-an (kalVpij'i-an), adj. [Gr. kalhpygos <
hallos, beauty + pygZ, buttocks], having shapely

caMis-then-ic (kal'as-then'ik), adj. calisthenic.

caMis-then ics (kal'as-then'iks) , n.pl calisthenics.

CaMis-to (ka-lis'to), n. [L.; Gr. Kallistd], in Greek &
Roman mythology, a nymph who, because she was loved

by Zeus (Jupiter), was changed into a bear by Hera

(Juno): Zeus placed her among the stars as the con-

stellation of the Bear.
call letters, the letters, and sometimes the numbers,
that identify a radio sending station, whether on land

or on a ship. .

call loan, a loan that must be repaid on demand.
call money, money borrowed as a call loan.

call number, a number used in libraries to show the

department to which a book belongs and its location

on the shelves. r
. . .

_

cal-los-I-ty (ka-los'a-ti, ka-lqs'a-ti) , n. [callo(u)s + -ity],

1. the quality or state of being callous or hardened. 2.

[pi. CALLOSITIES (-tiz)], a hardened, thickened place on
the skin of an animal or the bark of a tree; callus. 3.

the quality of being hardhearted.
,

cal lous (kal'as), adj. [L. callosus < callum, hard skin],

1. having a callus or calluses; thick-skinned. 2. un-

feeling; insensitive, v.t & v.i. to make orbecome callous.

callow (kal'o), adj. [ME. calowe; AS. calu, bare, bald;
akin to G. kahl, bald; IE. base *gal-, bald, naked, as in

Russ. golovd, head], L unfledged; without feathers.

2. undeveloped; inexperienced; immature.
call rate, the rate of interest on calHoans.
call slip, in libraries, a form on which the patron lists

the title and call number of a desired book.
call to Quarters, in military usage* a signal by bugle
or drums a short time before taps notifying soldiers

to retire to their quarters.
callus (kal'ss), n. [pi CALLUSES (-iz)L [L. < callum
hard skin], 1. a hardened, thickened place on the skin.

2. a hard substance formed around the ends of a broken
bone that helps them to knit. 3. a growth that forms
over a cut or wounded area on a plant stem; callosity.
v<,i. to develop a callus.

calm (kam), n. [ME. & Fr. calme; It. calma; IX. cawna,
heat of the sun; Gr. kauma, heat < kaiein, to burn:
prob. < the period of rest, at midday], 1. lack of wind
or motion; stillness ; tranquillity; serenity. 2. in meteor-

ology, a condition in which the air movement is less than
one mile per hour. adj. undisturbed; unruffled; tran-

quil; still, v.t. & v.i. to make or become calm (often
with down).
$YN. calm, basically applied to the weather, suggests a
total absence of agitation or disturbance (a calm sea, mind,

answer) ; tranquil implies a more intrinsic or permanent peace
and quiet than calm (they lead a tranquil life) ;

serene suggests
an exalted tranquillity (he died with a serene smile on his hps) ;

placid implies an undisturbed or unruffled calm and is some-
times used in jocular disparagement to suggest dull equanimity
(she's as placid as a cow) ; peaceful suggests a lack of turbu-
lence or disorder (a peaceful gathering). ANT. stormy, agi-
tated, excited.

cal ma-live (kal'mo-tiv, kam'a-tiv), adf. calming;
soothing; sedative, n. a calmative medicine.
calm-y (ka'mi), adj. [Poetic or Archaic], cairn.

cal-o-niel (kal's-ml, kal'g-mel'). n. [Pr. < Gr. kalos,
- beautiful -f melas, black], mercurous chloride, HfCl, a
white, tasteless powder, used as a cathartic, for intes-
tinal worms, etc.

ca-lor-ic (ka-16r'ik, ka-lor'ik), n. [Pr. calorigue < L<

calor, heat], I. a substance or principle formerly

thought to exist, to which the phenomena of burning
and oxidation were attributed. 2. heat. adj. of

^heat.
cal-o-ric-i-ty (kal'a-risVti), n. [caloric -f -<yj, the

ability of living animals to develop body heat and
maintain a relatively constant temperature.

cal-o-rie (kal'a-ri), n. [Fr. < L. calor, heat], 1. the

amount of heat needed to raise the temperature of one

gram of water one degree centigrade: called small

calorie: abbreviated cal, 2. [usually CJ, the amount of

heat needed to raise the temperature of one kilogram of

water one degree centigrade: called large calorie, great

calorie: used as the unit for measuring the energy pro-

duced by food when oxidized in the body: abbreviated

Cai. Also spelled calory*
cal-o-rif-ic (kal'a-rif'ik), adj. [Fr. calortfique; L. calo-

rificus < calor, heat -f- facere, to make, produce],

i1'a-rim.'a-terL n. f< L. calor, heat 4-v* v .** ** vw xi*i -d-ni-n. <j uc.4,/, i ^v * r- i

-weter], an apparatus for measuring amounts or heat,

as in chemical combination., friction, etc.

cal-o-ri-met-ric (kal'o-ri-met'rik, ko-lor'i-met'nk), adj.

cal-OTi-met-rl-cal (kal'a-rl-met'ri-k'l, ka-16r'i-met'ri-

k'l), adj. calorimetric.

cal-o-rim-e-try (kal'a-rim'a-tri) , n, [< L. c^or, heat +
-we/ry], the process of measuring the quantity of heat.

cal-o-rize (kal'a-riz')* v.t. [CALORIZED (-nzd'), CALOR-

IZING], [L. calor, heat + -ize], to coat or alloy (a metal)
with aluminum by heating in a closed retort containing
an aluminum mixture. .

cal-o-ry (kal's-ri), n. \pl. CALORIES (-nz)J, a calorie.

ca-lotte (ks-lof), n. [Fr.; It. calotta; Gr, kalyptra, kind

of hood < kalyptein, to cover], 1. a small, brimless cap:

also spelled calot. 2. a skullcap worn by Roman
Catholic clergymen. 3. a hoodlike crest on the heads of

certain birds.

cal-o-yer (kaKa-yer, ka-loi'er), n. [Fr.; It. caloiero; Gr.

kalogeros, monk < kalos, beautiful -f- geros, geras, old

age], a monk of the Eastern Orthodox Church.

cal-pac, cal-pack (kal'pakj, n. [Turk, qalpak], a large

cap made of felt or sheepskin, worn in some parts of the

Near East: also spelled kalpak.

Cal-pur-nl-a (kal-pur'ni-s), n. [L.], in Shakespeare s

JuUus Caesar, Caesar's wife.

cal-trop, cal*trap (kal'trap), n. [ME. caltrap, calke-

trappe; AS. calcatrippe, coltetrzppe, star thistle, cal-

trop; ONorm. Fr. cauketrape; see CALK, n. & TRAP], 1.

an iron device with four sharp spikes, placed on the

ground to hinder advancing enemy cavalry. 2. a sim-

ilar device with hollow spikes that puncture pneumatic
tires passing over them. 3. any of a number of plants
with pointed flowers or fruits, as the star thistle, water

chestnut, etc.

calumet (kal'yoo-met', karyoo-met'), n. [Fr., reed

pipe, dim. of OFr. chale-

mel; LL. calamellus, dim.
of L. calamus, a reed], a
long-stemmed tobacco

pipe, smoked by North
American Indians as a
token of peace.

ca-lum-ni-ate (ka-lum'ni-
at

7

), v.t. & v.i. [CALUM-
NIATED (-id), CALUMNI-
ATING], [< L. calum-
niatus, pp. of calumniari,
to slander < calumnia;
see CALUMNY], to spread
false and harmful state-

ments about (a person); slander.

ca-lum-ni-a tion (ka-lum'ni-a'shsn), n.

ating; slandering. 2. calumny.
ca*hira-iii-a'tor (kQ-lurn'm-S'tgr), n. a person who
calumniates; slanderer.

ca-lum-ni-a-to-ry (ks-lum'xu-a-toVi, ka-lum'ni-Q^to'n).

adj. calumniating; slanderous; defamatory.
ca-lum-ni ous (ka-lttm'ni-as), adj. [L. calumntosus, full

calumny
calomnie; . , . ,

deceive], L
(
a false an4 ^alfcious statement meant

to hurt someone's reputation.
li

2. slandert

cal-var-i-a (kal-var"'i-6), n. [Ui
(

bfr CALVARY], the upper,
domed part of tfie skull.

'

Cal-va-ry (kal'va-ri), n.,[pL. QaHvaria; L. calvana, skull;

used to translate Gr. farawion, skull (cf. CRANIUM),
which was used by the pvangeHsts to translate Aram.
galgultha, Golgotha, lit., skull: so named prob. from the

shape of the place], 1. in "ttifc Bible, the place near

Jerusalem where the crusd&clpn of Jesus took
Luke 23:33, Matt. 27:33. 2.

fc*J, [j$. CALVARIES {

a representation of the cru*cifiioii of Jestis
calve (kav, ka'v), t?.i" & iJ^;;f^iviS>' (k_ FT..

CALVING], [ME. calfen, cawfen; JVS. teMafo < ctialf; see

CALF (animal)], 1. to give blrtji^to (a calf). ^2. to,

release (a mass of ice) : said 1 of a& ipelpe^i^ofr'a' \~

CALUMKT

1. a calumni-

to

-, Enft-ma (em'ma'
Roquer), 1862?-1<)42; Preach 'operatic sofia
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Cal-vert, George (kal'vert), first Baron Baltimore,
1580?-! 632; English statesman; founder of Maryland.

calves (kavz, kavz), n. plural of calf.

Cal-vin (kal'vin), [Mod. L. Calvinus; Fr. Caumn,
Chauvin; prob. < L. calvus, bald], a masculine name.
Cal-vin, John, (kal'vin), (born Jean Chaumn or Catd-

vin), 1509-1564; French Protestant reformer.
Cal-vin-ism (kal'vin-iz'm), n. the religious system of

John Calvin and his^ followers, which emphasizes the
doctrines of predestination and salvation solely by
God's grace.

Cal-vin-ist (kal'yin-ist), n. 1. a follower of John
Calvin; believer in Calvinism; hence, 2. a dogmatist.

adj. of or like Calvin, Calvinism, or Calvinists.

Cal-vin-is-tic (kal'va-nis'tik), adj. 1. of Calvinism or
Calvinists. 2. like a Calvinist; dogmatic.

Cal-vta-is-ti-cal (kaTve-nis'ti-k'l), adj. Calvinistic.

cal-vi-tl-es (kal-vish'i-eV), n. [L. < calms, bald], bald-

calx (kalks), n, \j>l. CALXES (-iz), CALCES (kal'sez)], [L.,

small stone, lime], the ashy powder left after a metal or
mineral has been calcined.

cal-y-ces (kal's-seV, kSls-sez'), n. alternative plural of

calyx.

secondary calyx, usually consisting of small leaves below
and around the main calyx. 2. in zoology, a calyculus.

ca-lyc-u-lus (ka-lik'yoo-lss), n. [pi. CALYCULI (-E')L

[L., dim, of calyx, a bud, pod, calyx], in anatomy &
zoology, a small, cuplike part, as a taste bud.

Cal-y-aon (kal's-don'). n. an ancient Greek city in

Cal-y-do-ni-an (kal'o-do'ni-on, kalVdon'yan), adj. of

Calydon.
Calydonian boar, in Greek mythology, a boar sent by
Artemis to scourge the fields of Calydon: it was finally

killed by Meleager.
Ca-lyp-so (ka-lip'so), n. [L. < Gr. Kalypso], 1. in

Homer's Odyssey, a sea nymph who did not let Odysseus
(Ulysses) leave her island for seven years. 2. [c-j, any
of a number of related orchids found in bogs, bearing
on each stem a single white flower with purple or yellow
markings. 3. [c-], the flower.

ca-lyp-so (ko-lip'so), adj. [? < Calypso], designating or

of songs improvised and sung by natives of Trinidad:

they are lively ballads, often on political, sexual, or
humorous themes, characterized by wrenched syllabic

stress, loose rhyme, and journalistic language, n. a
calypso song or calypso music.

ca-lyp-tra (kG-lip'tra), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. kalyptra, cover-

ing for the heaa, veil], 1. the remains of the female sex

organ, or archegonium, of a moss, forming the caplike
covering of the spore case. 2. any similar covering of a
fruit or flower.

ca-lyp-tro-gen (ko-lip'tra-jan), n. [< Mod. I,, calyptra

(< Gr. kalyptra), veil; + -gen], m botany, the outer

layer of cells from which the root cap is developed.

ca-lyx (kaliks, kal'iks), n. [pi. CALYXES (-iz), CALYCES

(kal'a-seV, kala-seV)], [L., outer covering, pod], the

outer whorl of leaves, or sepals, at the base of a flower.

cam (kam) n. [MB. & AS. camb, comb, crest; influenced

by D. cam in this sense; cf. G.
kammrad, lit., comb wheel, cog-
wheel], a moving piece of

machinery, such as a wheel,

projection on a wheel etc.,

which gives an eccentric, alter-

nating, or otherwise irregular
motion to a wheel, roller, shaft,

etc., or receives such motion
from it.

Cam., Cambridge. f
Ca-ma-cho, Ma-nuel A-vila
(ma-nwel' a've^la' ka-ma'ch6), 1$97~1955; Mexican
statesman; president of Mexico (1940-1946).
Ca-ma-gtiey (ka'mS-gwaO* n.la aty in central Cuba:

ca-ma-ra^le*rie (kjl'ms-jra^der-i, ka'ma-ra'do-reOt n.

[Fr. < camarade; see COMRADE], loyalty and good spirit

CAM

arched roof], 1. a small meeting room; private i

ber ; hence, 2. any of various notorious groups of cpn-
fidential advisers to former Spanish monarchs." 3., a

group of secret or confidential advisers to
, anyone, in

authority; cabal; clique.

cam-ass, cam-as (kam'as), n* [Chinook quamash, pulD],

a plant of the lily family, native to the western United

States, wittt sweet, edible -bulbs: also quanwh,
Camb.. Cambridge. __ ,

, , ,

"

;
, ,

camber Qteaft/|r},,ifp.;IPr; cambre
t

< cambrer,, to arch,

vault < QP*? ^aw^c,, pent; L \cqmw, bent, crookedj,

1. a slight convex curve of a surface, as of a road. 1. a
pieced timber arched in the middle. 3. in aeronautics,
the slight arch in the surface of a wing or other airfoil.

v.t. <& *>.. [Fr. cambrerl to arch slightly; curve convexly.
Cam-ber-well (kam'her-welO* a borough of London.
cam bist (kam'bisf), n. |Pr. c&mbiste; It. cambist* <
cambiare, to exchange; LL. camUare; prob. of Celt.

origin], 1 . a person who deals in bills of exchange. 2. a
book that gives the rates of foreign exchange and
equivalents of measures, weights, etc.

cam-bi-um (kam^-om), n. pLL., change], the layer of

tissue between the bark and wood in woody plants,
from which new wood and bark develop,
Cam-bo di-a (kam-bo'di-a, kam-bo'dys), n. a state in

Indo-China, on the Gulf of Siam: area, 67,550 sq, mi.;
pop., 4,100,000; capital, Pnom-Penh: cf, Indo-China.
cam-bo gi-a (kam-bo'ji-a), n. [< Cambodia; see GAM-
BOGE], gamboge, a yellow gum resin.

Cam-oral (kaw'breO* - a city in northern, France:
pop., 26,000 (1946).
Cam-bri-a (karnHDn-), n. [ML.; var. of ML. Cumbria <
base of OCelt. Combroges, lit., co-landers, whence Celt.

Cymry, Britons of the West, Welshmen], [Poetic],
Wales.
Cam-bri-an (kam'bri-an), ad/. 1. of Cambria; Welsh.
2. designating or of the first geological period in the
Paleozoic Era, marked by the appearance of the first

simple marine animal and plant life, as shown by
fossils found in Wales and Cumberland, n. a native
or inhabitant of Cambria; Welshman.
the Cambrian, the Cambrian Period or its rocks: see

geology, chart.
Cambrian Mountains, a mountain range in Wales.
cam-brie (kam/brik), n. [< Kamerik, PI. name of

Cambrai, France < L. Camaracum, name of the town],
1. a very fine, thin linen. 2. a cotton cloth like this.

cambric tea, a hot drink made of weak tea, milk, and
sugar.
Cam-bridge (kam/brij), n. 1. a city in Cambridgeshire,
England: pop., 78,000; home of Cambridge University.
2. Cambridgeshire. 3. a city in eastern Massachusetts,
across the Charles River from Boston: pop., 121,000.
Abbreviated Cam., Camb. (in senses 1 & 3).

Cam-bridge-shire (kam'brij-shirO , n. a county of east

central England: pop,, 150,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Cambridge.
Cam-by-ses II (kam-bi'sez), ?-522 B.C.; son of Cyrus

. , on the

came flc5m)7 past tense of come.
came (kam), n. [MD. kaam] f a grooved lead bar used to
fasten together panes of glass, tile, etc.

cam-el (kam''l), n. [ME. < AS. or OFr.; L. camelus;
Gr. kamelos; Heb. gamal], 1. a large, domesticated,
four-footed animal with a hummed back, lonf neds^ and
large, cushioned feet: because it can store water in its

body, the camel is used in Asian and Alrlcan, deserts;
the Arabian camel, or dromedary, has one b&inix the
Bactrian camel has two humps. & a watertight c^lndisf
used to raise sunken ships* wrecks, etc. : see caisson

(senseS).
cam-el-eer (kam"l-r'), n. a person who drives a camel.
cam-el-hair (kam'1-hSrO. &* earners-hair
ca-mel-li-a (ka-mel'yQ, ka-mel'i-a), n. [< Cametti, It.

form of the name of G. J. Kamel (d. 1706) r Moravian
Jesuit missionary toi the Far East], 1 any of a number
of evergreen trees or shrubs of the tea family, native to

Asia, mth shiny, dark-green leaves and white or red,

rose-shaped flowers, 2. the flower.

ca-mel o-pard Cka-mel'a-pard', kam'1-s-pard'), n.JLL.
camelopardys; L. camelopardalus; Gr. kamZlopardalts <
kamelos, camel + pardaUs, pard, leopard: so called from
neck (Mice a caniej's) an4 spots (like a pard s)J, 1. a

giraffe. 2. [0-1, a northern constellation between Ursa

Major and Cassiopeia.
" ' " ' ^ '"

n. tne legenaary /ng
T^Jej <-K-i'r4- ois4 "OrM-ttirl o.M*vni

__ fr w tners hair

or a similar material. Also camei-halr.
camel's hair, 1. the hair of the camel. %. cjotl|

i

of this hair, sometimes mixed with wool or ot^ef j

it is usually light tan and very soft. ,

'

,

.
.

,

cameFs-hair brush, an artist's small brush,: it is n>ade
of hair from a squirrel's tail. .

.'

'

.

Cam-em-bert cheese (kam'am-ber')/ [< ctiftnct near

Camembert, France], a soft, creamy kind of cheese.

Ca me nae (ks-mS'ne), n.pl. in Rtiman mythology,

nyniphs having prophetic Bowers who inhabited springs
and fountains: later identified with the Greek Muse^s.

cam e o (kam'i-5', kam'ym, n. Ipl. CAMEOS (-pz' f -y5z)],

[It. cammeo & QFn,#$$**' < ML. camaeus

iamafm, Jbri^n^;^<^ ^mateum,
y

,

layer sp in'

'
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CAMERA

2. a carving made in this way: opposed to tntagho.
cam er a (kam'Sr-s), n. [L. camera, camara, a vault; Gr.

kamara, vaulted cham-
ber], 1. a chamber; spe-
cifically, the private office

of a judge. 2. a camera
obscura. 3. [< camera
obscura], a device for tak-

ing photographs, consist-

ing of a closed box, or

something like, it, con-
taining a sensitized plate
or film on which an image
is formed when light enters the box through a lens or

hole. 4. in television, that part of the transmitter which
consists of a lens and a special cathode-ray tube con-

taining a plate on which the image to be televised is

projected for transformation into a flow of electrons.

in camera, 1. in a judge's private office. 2. privately.
cam-er-al (kam'gr-'l), adj. [G. kameral < ML. camer-

alis; see CAMERA], 1 . of a chamber. 2. of a council that

manages public business.
camera lu-cl-da (loo'si-da, lu'si-ds), (L., light chamber;
see CAMERA &. LUCID], an apparatus containing a prism
or an arrangement of mirrors for reflecting an object
on a surface so that its outline may be traced: often
used with a microscope.
earner a man (kam'Sr-s-man'), n. [pi. CAMERAMEN
(-men')], an operator of a camera, especially of a
motion-picture camera.
camera ob-scu-ra (ob-skyoor'a, ob-sku'rs), [L., dark
chamber; see CAMERA & OBSCURE], a camera consisting
of a dark chamber with a lens or opening through which
an image is projected in natural^colors onto an opposite
surface: used in drawing, exhibits, etc.

cam-er len-go (kam'er-len'go), n. a camerlingo.
cam-er-lin-go (kam'Sr-lirj'go), rc. [It., chamberlain < L.

camera, chamber; see CAMERA], in the Roman Catholic

Ckurch, a cardinal who has charge of the papal treasury
and accounts; papal chamberlain.
Cam-er-on, Richard (kam'er-an), ?~1680; a Scottish
Covenanter whose followers founded the Reformed
Presyterian Church (1743).
Cam-er-o-ni an (kam'Sr-o'ni-on), adj. of Richard
Cameron, his beliefs, or his followers, n. a follower of

Cameron; member of Reformed Presbyterian Church.
Cam-e-roon (kam'a-roon') , n. a mountain in Came-
roons, near the Gulf of Guinea; height, 13,349 ft.

Cam-e-roons (kam'a-roonz'), n. a British trust terri-

tory in western Africa, attached to Nigeria: area,
34,081 sq. mi.; pop., 1,000,000 (est. 1947): German
name, Kamerun.
Ca me roun (kam-roon'; Pr. ka/m'-roon'), n, a former
French mandate, now a trust territory, in western
Africa: area, 166,489 sq. mi.; pop., 2,820,000 (est.

1945); capital, Yaounde: German name, Kamerun.
cam gear, a gear not centered on the shaft, used where
discontinuous action is required.
Ca mil-la (ko-mil's), a feminine name: see Camille.
Ca mille (ka-mel'), [Fr. < L. Camilla, virgin of unblem-
ished character], a feminine name: variant, Camilla.
ca mion (kam'i-an; Fr. ka'myow'), n. [Fr.], 1. a dray.
2. a wagon or truck, especially for transporting heavy
artillery.

cam-i-sade (kam'i-sad') , n. [Archaic], a carm'sado.
cam-i-sa-do (kam'i-sa'do), n. [Sp. camisada < camisa;
see CHEMISE], [Archaic], an attack at night, originally
one in which shirts were worn over armor for identi-
fication.
camise (kernes'), n. [Ar. qamis; LL. camisa; see

CHEMISE], a loose-fitting shirt; smock; dressing gown.
cam i sole (karnVsol'), n. [Fr. < Sp. camisola, dim. of

camisa; see CHEMISE], 1. formerly, a kind of jacket for
men. 2. a woman's loose underwaist or corset cover.
3. a woman's loose jacket worn as a dressing gown. 4. a
kind of strait jacket.

cam-let (kam'Kt), n. [Fr. camelot; LL. camelotum; ? <
Ar. khamlat < khaml, pile, plush], 1. an Oriental cloth
made of camel's hair and silk. 2. a similar fabric of silk
and wool. 3. clothing made of either of these fabrics.

Cam-maerts, E mile (a'mel' kam'arts), 1878-
;
Bel-

gian poet in England.
Cam-o-ens, Luiz Vaz de (kam'o-enzO, see Camdes.
Ca*mo~es, Lu-iz Vaz de (loo-esh' vazh da ka-moiwsh'),
1524-1580; Portuguese epic poet.
cam o mile (kamVmilO , n. [OFr. camamillej L. chamo-
milla; Gr. chamaimelon, earth apple; chamai, ground -h
melon, apple], any of several plants of the aster family,
with scented leaves and daisylike flowers: the dried
leaves, flowers, and buds of one variety are used in
medicine: also spelled chamomile.
Ca mor-ra (ka-mor'o; It. ka-mdr'rS), n. [It., assault
with violence], 1. an Italian secret society organized by
criminal elements in Naples, c. 1820, which became
politically powerful and later notorious for terror, black-
mail, and violence. 2. [c-J, any secret society like this.
Ca-mor-rist (ks-mor'ist). n. 1. a member of the
Caxnoira. 2. [c-], a member of a secret society,

cam-cm flage (kam'a~flajh') n. [Fr. < camoufler, to

disguise; ? < camouflet, puff of smoke, smoke bomb; cf.

Fr. moufler, to muffle, cover up], 1. the process of dis-

guising or changing the appearance of troops, ships,

guns, etc. by paint, nets, leaves, etc. to conceal them
from the enemy. 2. a disguise of this sort. 3. any
device used to conceal; deception, v.t. & v.i. [CAMOU-
FLAGED (-flazhd'). CAMOUFLAGING], to conceal ^a thing
or person) by changing the appearance; disguise.

cam ou-fleur (kam'a-flur'; Fr. ka'mod'fler'), n. [Fr. <
camoufler; see CAMOUFLAGE], an expert in camouflage.
camp (kamp), n. [Fr.; It. campo; L. campus, a field], 1.

a) a place where tents, huts, or other temporary shelters

are put up, as for soldiers. 6) the soldiers in such a

place; hence, 2. a) a group of people who support or

advance a common opinion, cause, etc. 6) the position
taken by such a group. 3. a group of tents, huts, etc.

used for temporary lodging. 4. a tent, cabin, or the

like, used for outings or vacations. 5. a place in the

country for vacationers or children, with facilities^ for

recreation, as swimming, riding, etc., often organized
and supervised. 6. military life. 7. the people living
in a camp. 8. camping, v.i. 1. to set up a camp;
encamp. 2. to live in a camp; stay temporarily in a

camp. 3. to live as if in a camp, without conveniences
or comforts, v.t, 1. to put into camp. 2. to provide
with accommodations.
break camp, to dismantle a camp; pack up camping
equipment and go away.
camp out, to live in or as in a camp, tent, etc., without
conveniences or comforts.

in the same camp, in agreement; having the same
ideas.

Camp, Walter Chauncey (kamp), 1859-1925; Amer-
ican football authority and coach.
cam pagna (kam-pa'nyg; It. kam-pa'nya), n. [It.; see

CAMPAIGN], 1. a level plain. 2. [C-], the plain around
Rome.
cam-paign (kam-pan'). n* [Fr. campaigns, campagne,
open country suited to military maneuvers; hence, mil-

itary expedition; It. campagna; LL. campania, level

country; L. campus, a field], 1. a series of military

operations with a particular objective. 2. a series of

organized, planned actions for a particular purpose, as

for electing a candidate. v.i. to participate in, or go on,
a campaign. SYN. see battle.

cam-paign-er (kam-pan'gr) , n. a person who campaigns
or has served in many campaigns.
Campa-ni-a (kam-pa'ni-9; It. kam-pa'nya), n. a

department of southwestern Italy: chief city, Naples.

cam-pa-nMe (kam'pQ-ne'li), n. [pi. CAMPANILES (-Hz),

CAMPANILI (-le)], [It. < LL. campana,
a bell], a bell tower, usually near a
church.

cam-pa-nol-o-gy (kam/p9-nol'a-ji) ,

n. [< LL. campana, a bell; + -logy],
1. the study of bells. 2. the art of bell

ringing.
cam-pan-u-la (kam-pan'yoo-b), n.

[Mod. L., dim. of LL. campanat a
bell], any campanulaceous plant, as
the Canterbury bell, harebell, etc.

cam pan-u-la-ceous (kam-pan'yoo-
la'shgs), adj. [< campanula + -o-

ceous], of the bellflower family of

plants, with showy, bell-shaped
flowers of blue, pink, or white.

cam-pan-u-late (kam-pan'yoo-lit,
kam-pan'yoo-lat') , adj. [< campan-
ula 4- -ate] t shaped like a bell.

Campbell, Sir Colin (kam'bl,
kam/'l), Baron Clyde, 1792-1863;
British general.
Campbell, Mrs. Patrick, (Beatrice Stella Tanner Camp"
bell), 1867-1940; English actress.

Campbell, Thomas, 1777-1844; Scottish poet.
Camp-bell-Ban-ner-man, Sir Henry (kam'bl-ban'e'r-
msn, kani'l-ban'Sr-msn) , 1836^1908; British states-

man; prime minister (1905-1908).
Camp bell-ite (kam''l~It', kam'b'1-it'), n. a member of
the Disciples of Christ, a religious denomination
founded by Alexander Campbell (1788-1866) of

Virginia: they do npt use Camp&ettite of themselves.

camp chair, a lightweight folding chair.

camp-craft (kamp'krart/, kaiap'krafV) , n. the art or

practice of camping outdoors.

cam-pea-chy wood (kam-pS'dhi), [after Campechet

Mexico], logwood.
Cam-pe-che (kam-pe'chi; Sp. kam-pe'che) , n. 1. a
state of Mexico, on the Yucatan peninsula: area,
19,670 sq. mi.; pop., 89,000. 2. its capital: pop.,
24,000.
Campeche, Gulf of, a part of the Gulf of Mexico, off

southern Mexico.
camp-fire (kamp'fir'), n. 1. an outdoor fire at a camp.
2. a gathering around such a fire for social purposes.

campfire girl, a member of the Camp Fire Girls of
America.
Camp Fire Girls of America, an organization of girls
between the ages of ten and eighteen; foumdea i

CAMPANILE
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1910 for the purpose of building character and health
by co-operation, outdoor activities, etc.

camp follower, 1. a civilian who goes along with an
army to sell goods or services. 2. a prostitute with an
army. 3. the wife of a serviceman who follows him in
his transfers from post to post.

camp-ground (kamp'ground'), n. 1. a place where a
camp is set up. 2. a place where a camp meeting or
religious revival is held.

cam-phene (kam'fen, kam-fen'), n. [camphor + -ene],
a colorless, crystalline compound, CmMi*, prepared syn-
thetically from pinene and used like camphor.
cam-phol (kam'fol, kam'fol), n. [camphor -f -ol], a kind
of camphor obtained from a tree native to Borneo: also
called borneol.

cam-phor (kam'fer), n. [ME. camfere; Fr. camphre; LL.
canfora, camphora; Ar. kaffir; Malay kapur, chalk], 1.

a volatile, crystalline substance, doHieO, with a strong
characteristic odor, derived chiefly from the wood of
the camphor tree: used to protect fabrics from moths, in

manufacturing celluloid, and in medicine as an irritant
and stimulant. 2. any of several derivatives of terpenes.
cam-phor-ate (kam'fe'r-atO, v.t. [CAMPHORATED (-id),

CAMPHORATING]V
to put camphor in or on.

camphorated oil, a solution of camphor in cottonseed
oil, used as a liniment.

camphor ball, a small ball of camphor or naphthalene
for protecting fabrics from moths; moth ball.

cam-phor-ic (kam-f6r'ik, karn-for'ik) , adj. of or con-
taining camphor.

^

camphor ice, an ointment made of white wax, camphor,
spermaceti, and castor oil.

camphor tree, a large laurel tree, native to the Far
East and Oceania, which yields camphor.
Cam-pi-nas (kam-pe'nss; Sp. kam-pe'nas), n. a city in
southeastern Brazil: pop., 130,000.
cam-pi-on (kam'pi-gn), n. [prob. < Anglo-Fr. *cam-
pagnon, Norm, compagnqn < campagne; see CAMPAIGN,
CHAMPAIGN], any of various plants of the pink family,
with red or white flowers.

Cam-pi-on, Thomas (kam'pi-an) , 1567-1620; English
poet and composer of songs.
camp meeting, a religious gathering held outdoors or
in a tent, etc., usually lasting several days.
cam-po (kam'p5, kam'po), n. [Port.; Sp.; L. campus,
field, plain; cf. CAMPUS], 1. [pi. CAMPOS (-poz)j, a
level, grassy plain in South America, often with
scattered plants and small trees. 2. [pi, CAMPI (-pi)],
a small square, or open place, in a town.
Cam-po-beMo (kam'po-bel'o) , n. an island in the
Bay of Fundy: a part of New Brunswick.

camp-o-ree (kam'ps-re') , n, [camp + jambora:], a
gathering or assembly of boy scouts on the regional or
district level: distinguished from jamboree,
camp-stool (kamp'stool') , n. a light folding stool.

cam-pus (kam'pos), n, \pL CAMPUSES (-iz)], [L., a field],
1. an open place or field used by the ancient Romans for

military exercises, public assemblies, etc. 2. the
grounds of a school or college, adj. 1. on or of the
campus. 2. of the student body: as, campus activities.

cam-shaft (kam'shaft'), n. a shaft of which a cam is an
essential part, or to which a cam is fastened.

Ca-mus, Al-bert (al'ba-r'ka'mu'),1913- ; French writer,
born in Algeria: won Nobel prize in literature, 1957.
can (kan; as an auxiliary, usually kan, k'n), v.i. [past
tense COULD (kood)], [ME.; AS. can, cann, 1st and 3d
pers. sing., pres. inoic., of cunnan, to know, have power
to, be able; common Gtnc. < IE. base *gene-, *gend~,
seen also in Eng. know, L. gnosco, etc.; ong. meaning
"to be able mentally or spiritually," as distinguished
from may, "to be able physically"], 1. to know how to.

2. to be able to. 3. to have the right to. 4. [Colloq.],
to be permitted to; may. Can is used both as an
auxiliary verb and as a substitution verb, and is

followed by an infinitive without to.

can but, can only.
SYN. can in formal usage, demotes ability, either physical
or mental (he can walk, I can understand you) ; may denotes
possibility (I may go tomorrow) or, in formal usage, permission
(you may nave another cooky); in informal and colloquial

usage, can is most frequently used to express permission,
especially in interrogative and negative statements (can't I

go?, you cannot!).

can (kan), n. [ME. & AS. canne, a cup, container; IE.
base *gan(dh), container], 1. a container, usually made
of metal, for liquids. 2. a container made of tinned iron
or other metal, in which liquids, foods, etc. are sealed
for preservation. 3. the contents of a can; canful. 4,

[Slantt], a) prison. 6) buttocks, c) toilet, v.t. [CANNED
Qeaiia), CANNING], 1. to put into a tan;'put up' in

airtight cans or jars for preservation. 2. fstafcg], to
make a phonograph record of. 3. [Slan^], to <"

discharge. CjSlang], to dispense
Can., I,, Canada. 2. Canadian.
can., 1. canon. 2. canto.

CANAAN

Canaan (ka'nan), n. [via L. & Gr. < Heb. kena'n},
the Promised Land
of the Israelites,
a region roughly
corresponding to
modern Palestine*

Ca-naan-ite (ka'-
nan-Tt')t n. 1. one
of the original in-
habitants of Ca-
naan. 2. an anti-
Roman Jewish
zealot: Matt. 10:4.

Ca-naan-it-ic (ka'
nan-it 'ik), adj. of

Canaan, its inhab-
itants, or their

language.
Ca-naan-it-ish
(ka'nsn-it'ish),
adj. l.Canaanitic.
2. like or charac-
teristic of a Canaanite or Canaanites.
Canad., Canadian.
Can-a da (kan's-da) , n. a British dominion in northern
North America: area, 3,845,774 sq. mi.; pop., 14,009,-
000; capital, Ottawa: abbreviated Can. adj. 1. of or
from Canada. 2. of, from, or connected with the north-
ern parts of North America.
Canada balsam, a thick, yellow, resinous fluid from
the balsam fir tree, used as a transparent cement in
microscopy.
Canada goose, the largest variety of wild goose of
Canada and the northern United States: it is brownish-
gray, with black head and neck and a white patch on
each side of the face.
Canada jay, a North American jay with gray and black
feathers and no crest.
Canada lily, a wild lily with small, funnel-shaped,
orange-yellow or reddish flowers.
Canada lynx, a North American lynx, related to but
larger than the bobcat.
Canada thistle, a prickly weed with purplish flowers,
wavy leaves, and creeping roots.
Ca-na-di an (ks-na'di-sn), adj. of Canada, its people,
or culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Canada.
Abbreviated Canad., Can.
Canadian bacon, cured, smoked pork taken from the
loin in a boneless strip and having a hamlike flavor.
Canadian French, French as spoken by French
Canadians, mainly in Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces.
Canadian River, a river in Oklahoma, flowing eastward
into the Arkansas River: length, 906 mi.
Canadian Shield, an area of about 2,000,000 square
miles of pre-Cambrian rock formation, largely grajnite,
gneiss, marble, and other igneous and metamorphic
rock, found in Canada near the Great Lakes: it lias

large deposits of copper, gold, and iron ore.
ca-naille (ks-nal'; Fr. ka/na'yO, n. [Fr., a mob, pack
of dogs; It. canaglia < L. canis, a dog], the mob; rabble.

ca-nal (ks-nal'), n. [Fr.; L. canalis, a channel < canna,
a |)ipe, reed], 1. an artificial waterway for transpor-
tation or irrigation. 2. a river artificially improved by
locks, levees, etc. to permit navigation. 3. any of the
long, narrow markings on the planet Mars. 4. in

anatomy & zoology, a tube or duct. v.t. [CANALLED OT
CANALED (-nald

7
)* CANAIXING Or CANALING], to build a

canal through or across.
ca-nal-boat (ka-naFbotOr n. a freight-carrying boat, usu-
ally long and narrow, used on canals: also canal boat.

can-a-lic-u-lar (kaa'Q-Hk'yoo-ler), adj. [Mod. L. canalic-
idaris < L. canaJAcufas], of, having, or like a canaltculus
or canaliculi.

can-a-Hc-u-late (kanVHk'yoo-Kt, kanVHk'yoo-lSt'),
adj. [Mod. L. canaliculatus ; see CANALICTJLUS], in

botany & zoology, having a groove or grooves.
can"a*lic-U'Iat*ed (kan'a-lik'yoo-la'tid) , adj. canalic-
ulate.
can-a-liC'Ulus (kanVHk'yoo-las), n. [pi. CANALICUU
(41')], [L., dim. of canalis, a channel, pipe], in anatomy,
botany & zoology, a very small groove, as in bone.

ca-nal-i-za-tion (kg-nalVza'shan, kan"l-i-a'sh9ii) , n.
1. a canalizing. 2. a system or network of canals or
channels. 3. the formation of canals in, the body
tissues, effected naturally or artificially, as sometimes
to drain wounds. 4. direction (o/thou|$it, etc.) into a
specific channel or channels.
ca nal ize (ka-nal'iz, kan^'l-iz'), v.t. [CANALIZED (-Izd,

4zd') , CANALIZING], 1. to make a canal through. 2. to
change into or make like a canal, 3. to direct into a
specific channel or channels. 4i to give an outlet to.

canal rays, in phy$ic$< rays consisting of positive ions

passing through, peiiiings ia the cathode of a vacuum
tube.
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Canal Zone, a military reservation of the United
States, consisting of a
strip of land extending
aboiit five mtles on
either side of the
Panama Canal, but
excluding the cities of
Panama and Colon:
aim 553 sq. mi.; pop.,
52,000 (est. 1947):
cededbyPanarxia{lW4)
as a perpetual lease:

abbreviated C.Z.

canape (kan'd-pi; Fr.

k&'n^pa'). n. [Fr.,
CANAL ZONE

ori^. f canopy of netting over a couch or bed to keep
off insects ; ^now, the couch or divan itself, whence the

Eng. meaning!, a toasted slice of bread or a cracker
spread with spiced meat, sardines, cheese, etc., served
as an appetizer, often with drinks.

Ca-na-ra (kan's-ra; Eng ka-na'rs), n. Kanara, India.
ca-nard (ka-nard'; Fr. ka'nar'), n. [Fr., a duck, hence
a hoax; ? transl. of G. ente in this sense], 1. an absurd
or exaggerated report spread as a hoax ; false statement
or rumor. 2. an obsolete kind of airplane with the
rudder and elevator in front.
Can-a rese (kan'e-rez'}, adj. & n. Kanarese.
ca*nary (ka-nar'i), n. [pi. CANARIES (-iz)], [Fr. canarie;
Sp. canario < L. Canaria (insula), Canary (island) <
L. cants f a dog: so called from its large dogs], 1. a lively
old Spanish dance. 2. a canary bird. 3. a sweet wine
like madeira, originally made in the Canary Islands.
4. canary yellow, adj. of the color canary yellow.
canary bird, a small, yellow songbird of the finch family,
native to the Canary Islands, Madeira, and the Azores.
canary grass, a grass native to the Canary Islands
whose seed (canary seed) is used as a bird food.

Canary Islands, a group of islands off northwestern
Africa, forming two prov-
inces of Spain: area, 2,807
sq. mi.; pop., 559,000.
canary seed, grass seed
used as food for canary
birds.

canary yellow, a light
yellow.
canasta (ka-nas'ta), n.

[Sp., basket], a card game
tor two to six players,
usingadoubledeck ofcards.
Can-ber-ra (kan'bgr-^), n.
the capital of Australia, in
the Australian Capital
Territory: pop., 15,000
(1947).

Can-by, Henry Sei del
(si'd'f kan'bi), 1878- ;

American writer, teacher,
and editor.

CANARY ISLANDS

can-can (kan'kan'; Fr. kan'kaw'), n. [Fr., tittle-
tattle, scandal, hence scandalous dance; prob. < L.
quam-quam, though, conj. introducing qualifications,
etc.], a gay, wild dance, with much high kicking.

can-eel (kan's'l), v.t. [CANCELED or CANCELLED (-s'ld),
CANCELING or CANCELLING], [Fr. canceller; L. cancellare,
to make resemble a lattice, strike out writing by draw-
ing lines across < cancelli, lattice, grating, pi. of can-
cellus, dim. of cancer, crossed bars, lattice], 1. to cross
out; strike out with lines or marks. 2. to annul; make
invalid. 3. to do away with; abolish, 4. to neutralize;
balance (often with out}, 5. in mathematics, to strike
out (common factors) by drawing a line through them.
6. in printing, to delete ^or omit. v.i. to balance (with
out), n. 1. the deletion or omission of matter in
type or in print. 2. a) the matter deleted or omitted.
b) the replacement for this. Abbreviated cane.

can-cel-er, can-ceMer (kan's'1-er) , n. a person or thing
that cancels.
can -eel-late (kan'sa-laf), adj. in anatomy, cancellous.
can-cel-la-tion (kan's'l-a'shon), n. 1. a canceling or
being canceled. 2. something canceled. 3, the mark
showing that something is canceled. Abbreviated cane.

can-cel-lous (kan'ss-tes), adj, [< L. cancelli; see CAN-
CEL]* in anatomy, having a latticelike structure: said of
the spongy part of bones,

can-cer (kan'ser), n. [L., a crab; later, malignant
tumor; dissimilation from *carcro; IE. base *qa-, hard,
as in Sans, karkata, a crab : see CANKER], 1. a malignant
new;growth anywhere jn the body of a person or animal;

r: cancers tend to spread and ulcerate.
2. anything b&4 or JiarjnfuJ that sprea4s and destroys.
3. [CH a northern constellation between Gemini and
Leo, supposedly resembling a crab in shape. 4. [Q~],
the fourth sign of tji* zodiac (c), entered by tfee/ sun
at the summer solstice, about June 22 : see zodiacl '{Ems

can-cer-ous (kan'sSrss), adj. of, like, or having cancer.
can-croid (kar/kroid), adj. [< L. cancer, cancri (see
CANCER); + -oid], 1. like a crab. 2. like cancer.
candela brum (kan'd'l-a'bram, kar/d'1-a'brsrq) fo

[pi CANDELABRA (-bra), CANDELABRUMS (-brgmz)], [L. <
candela, a candle, torch], a large, branched candlestick:
also candelabra [pi. CANDELABRASJ.
can-dent (kan'd'nt), adj. [L. candens, ppr. of candere,
to shine, glisten], glowing with heat; white-hot.
can-des-cence (kan-des''ns), n. incandescence.
can-des-cent (kan-des''nt), adj. [L. candescens, ppr. of

candescere, inceptive form of candere, to shine], glow-

ing; incandescent.
Can-di a (kan'di-9), n. 1. Crete. 2. a city in Crete:

pop., 33,000: also called Herakleion.
can-did (kan'did), adj. [L. candidus, white, pure, sincere

< candere, to glow, shine], 1. not prejudiced; unbiased;
impartial. 2. honest; outspoken. SYN. see frank.

can-di-da-cy (kan'ds-ds-si) , n. [pi CANDIDACIES (-siz)],

the fact, state, or term of being a candidate.
can di-date (kan'da-daf, kan'ds-dit), n. [L. candidatus,
white-robed < candidus, white: those who sought office

in Rome wore white gowns], 1. a person who seeks, or
has been proposed for, an office, an award, etc. 2. a
person apparently destined to come to a certain end:
as, a candidate for a mental institution.

can-di da-ture (kan'da-da'cher, kan'da-da-cheY), n.

candidacy.
candid camera, any small camera with a fast lens, used
to take informal pictures of unposed subjects.

can-died (kan'did), adj. [pp. of candy], 1. cooked in or
with sugar. 2. wholly or partly crystallized into sugar.
3. sugary; sweetened; made pleasant.
Can-di'Ot (kan'di-of), adj. of Candia; Cretan, n. a
Cretan.

Can-di-ote (kan'di-of), adj. & n. Candiot.
can-die (kan'd'l), n. [ME. candel candele; AS. candel;
L. candela, a light, torch < candere, to shine, be bright],
1. a cylindrical mass of tallow or wax with a wick
through its center, which gives light when burned. 2.

anything like a candle in form or use. 3. a unit of
luminous intensity, based on a standard candle: ab-
breviated C. r c. : see also international candle, v.t.

[CANDLED (-did), CANDLING], to examine (eggs) by
holding in front of a light, originally that of a candle:
light shining through the egg shows how fresh it is,

whether it has been fertilized, etc.

(a game) not worth the candle, 1. with stakes not
sufficient to pay for the lights; hence, 2. (a thing)
not worth doing.
burn the candle at both ends, to work or play too
much so that one's energy is quickly dissipated.
not hold a candle to, not be nearly so good as.

can-dle-ber-ry (kan'd'l-ber'i), n. [pi. CANDLEBERRIES
(-iz)], 1. the fruit of the candlenut or of the wax myrtle
tree. 2. either of these trees.

can-die fish (kan'dl-fish'). n. [pi CANDLEFISH, CANDLE-
FISHES (-iz) ; see FISH], a small, oily, edible fish related
to the smelt, found in the North Pacific.

can-dle-foot (kan'd'1-foot'), n. a foot-candle.
can-die hold er (kan'd'l-horder), n. a candlestick.
can-die light (kan'd'1-lif), n. 1. the light given by a
candle or candles. 2. the time for lighting candles;
twilight; evening.
Can die-mas (kan'd'l-mss), n. [ME. candelmasse; AS.
candelmassse; candel, a candle + massse, a mass], a
church feast, February 2, commemorating the purifi-
cation of the Virgin Mary: candles for sacred uses are
blessed on this day: also Candlemas Day.
candlenut (kan'd'1-nuf) , n. 1. the fruit of a tree

growing in the Pacific Islands: the natives burn the
fruit as candles. 2. the tree. Also called candleberry.

can-dle-pin (kan'd'1-pin/), n. a pin shaped like a candle,
used in a game of tenpins called candlepins.
candle power, 1. the luminous intensity or illumi-
nating capacity of a standard candle. 2. luminous
intensity or illuminating capacity, as of a lamp,
measured in candles. Abbreviated c.p.
can dler (kan'dlSr), n. a person who candles eggs.
can-die stick (kan'd'1-stik'), n. a cupped or spiked
holder for a candle or candles.

can-die-wick (kan'd'l-wik'), n. the wick of a candle.
candlewick bedspread, a bedspread, usually of cotton,
with a pattern of tufts of thick cotton yarn somewhat
resembling frayed candlewicks.
can-dle-wood (kan'd'1-wood'). n. [so called prob. be-
cause of the bright flame that the wood produces], 1.

any of a number of related spiny desert plants with
slender stems and clusters of Brightly colored flowers.
2. the wood of these plants. 3. any resinous wood cut
for kindling or used for torches, etc.

can-dor (kan'dSr), n. [L., whiteness, radiance, openness< candere, to be white, shine], 1. the quality of being
open-minded or fair: impartiality. 2. honesty in ex-
pressing oneself; sincerity; frankness. 3. [Obs.],
purity. 4. [QbsJ, kindliness.
can-dour (kan'der), ft* candor: British spelling.
can-dy (kan'di), n. [pi, cANDf&s (-diz)], [< swjar canty;
Fr. sucre candi; It. zucchero candi; A-T- qmdi; Per. qqnd,
cane sugar; prob. < Sans, khanda, piece (of sugar)],
l

f crystallize^ sugar made by boiling and evaporating
cane sugar, sirup, etc. 2. a splid confectwn of sugar or~

p., Ha,Yoredi colored, and often enriched witli nuts or



candy pull 213 canny
fruits, v.t* [CANDIED (-did), CANDYING}, [Fr. candir; It.

candire < candi; see the .], ^
1. to preserve by cooking

with sugar. 2. to crystallize into sugar. 3. to cover with
or as with crystallized sugar. 4. to sweeten; make
pleasant, v.i. to become candied (in senses 2 & 3).

candy pull, a party, or social gathering, especially
of young people, at which the guests entertain them-
selves by making taffy or similar candy.

can-dy-tuft (kan'di-tuft'), n. [< Candia, ancient name
of Crete], any of several plants of the mustard family,
with clusters of white, pink, or purplish flowers.
cane (kan), n. [ME. & OPr. cane, canne; It. canna: L.
canna, a reed, cane; Gr. kanna; cf. Assyr. qanu, Heb.
qaneh, tube, reed], 1. the slender, hollow, jointed,
usually flexible stem of any of certain plants, as bamboo,
rattan, etc. 2. any plant with such a stem. 3. the
stem of a small fruit plant, as the blackberry, raspberry,
etc. 4. a stem used as a walking stick or for beating.
5. any walking stick. 6. a stick used for beating. 7.

sugar cane. 8. split rattan, used in making chair seats,
wickerwork, etc. v.t. [CANED (kand), CANING], 1. to
beat with a cane. 2. to make or furnish (chairs, etc.)
with cane.
Ca ne a (ka-ne'a; Gr. han-ya') n. a seaport in north-
western Crete: pop., 27,000: Greek name, Khania,
cane-brake (kan'brak'), n. [cane + brake (thicket)], a
dense growth of cane plants.
canella (ks-nel'a), n. [ML., dim. of L. canna; see
CANE], the fragrant inner bark of certain tropical
American trees, used as a spice and a tonic.

can-e-phor (kan'9-f6r') n. a canephoros.
ca neph-o ros (ks-nef'a-ros'), n. [pi. CANEPHOROI (-roi')J,

[via L. < Gr. kanephoros < kaneon, a rush basket -j-

pherein, to bear], 1. in ancient Greece, a basket bearer;
specifically, any of the girls who carried on their heads
baskets holding the sacred things used at feasts. 2. in
architecture, a representation of this, sometimes used
as a caryatid.

ca-nes-cent (ka-nes''nt), adj. [L. canescens, ppr. of
canescere, to become white < canere, to be white <
canus, white, hoary], becoming white; whitening.
cane sugar, the sugar from sugar cane; sucrose.
can-field (kan'feld

7
), n. [after Richard A. Canfield,

Am. who invented the game], in card games, a form
of solitaire used for gambling.

Canfield, Dorothy, see Fisher, Dorothy Canfield.

cangue (kan), n. [l*r.; Port* conga, a yoke < Annamite
gong], a large board ^frame used to confine the neck
and hands: an old Chinese punishment for petty crime.

Ca-nic-u-la (ka-nik'yoo-b) , n. [L., dim. of canis, a dog],
Sirius, the Dog Star.
canicular (ks-nik'yoo-ler), adj. [L. canicularis <
canicula, dim. of canis, a dog], 1. of Sirius, the Dog
Star. 2. of Procyon, a star in the constellation of Canis
Minor. 3. measured by the rising of either of these
stars. 4. of the dog days in July and August.

ca-nine (ka'nm), adj. [L. caninus < canis, a dog], 1.

of or like a dog. 2. of the family of animals that
includes dogs, wolves, jackals, and foxes. 3. of a canine
tooth, n. 1. a dog. 2. a canine tooth.
canine tooth, one of the four sharp-pointed teeth be-
tween the incisors and bicuspids: also called cuspid or,
in the tapper jaw, eyetooth: see tooth, illus.

Ca nis Ma-jor (ka'nis ma'jSr), [L., the Greater DogJ, a
southern constellation southeast of Orion, containing
the Dog Star, Sirius: see constellation,^chart.
Canis Mi-nor (mi'ner), [L., the Lesser Dog), a northern
constellation east of Orion, near Gemini, containing the
bright star Procyon: see constellation, chart.

can-is-ter (kan'is-ter), n. [L. canistrum, wicker basket;
GT. kanistron < kanna, a reed], 1. a box or can for

coffee, tea, tobacco, etc. 2. canister shot. 3. the part
of a gas mask that contains the chemicals for filtering
the air to be breathed.

canister shot, an old-fashioned kind of ammunition for
a cannon, consisting of lead or iron shot packed in a
container that scattered its contents from the gun
muzzle when fired: also called case shot.

can-ker (kan'ker), n. [ME. cancre, canker, cankir < AS.
cancer & OFr. cancre, chancre; L. cancer; see CANCER],. 1.

an ulcerHke sore that spreads, usually in the mouth.
2. a cankerworm. 3. a disease of plants that causes
decay of bark and wood. 4. anything causing decay or
rot. v.t. 1. to attack, infect, or consume with canker.
2. to cause toydecay or rot. v.t. to be attacked by
canker; become infected with canker.

can-ker-ous (kari'ker-as), adj. l. of, having, or like a
canker or cankers. 2. causing canker. 3, corrupting.
can-ker-worm (kan'ker-wurm') , n* any of several larvae
or measuring worms that feed on the leaves of fruit
and shade trees.
can-na (kan'd) , n. [L., a reed, cane]. 1. any of a number
of related tropical plants of the banana family, with
thick roots, large leaves, and brilliant flowers. 2. the
flower of any of these plants.

can na bin (kan'a-bin), u. a poisonous, white crystalline
resin extracted from cannabis and believed to be its

active narcotic principle.
can-na bis (kan'a-bis), n. [L*, hemp < same IB. base
as AS. h&nep, whence Eng. hemp], I. an Asiatic plant
yielding hemp and hashish* 2, hashish.
Can-nae (kan'e), n. 1. an ancient city in southeastern
Italy: in a famous battle fought near Cannae in
216 B.C. Hannibal defeated the Romans by tactics
of encirclement and annihilation now classical in
military science, 2. any such tactical battle.
canned (kand), adj. [pp. of can (to put in cans)], I.

preserved in cans or jars. 2. [Slang], discharged from
a position. 3. [Slang], put on a phonograph record:
said of music, speeches, etc.

can-nel coal (kan''l), [< candle coal], a variety of
bituminous coal that burns with a bright flame and
has a high volatile content: often shortened to cannel.
can-ner (kan'er), n. a person whose work or business
is canning foods.

can-ner-y (kan'Sr-i), n. (pL CANNERIES (4z)]f a factory
where foods are canned.
Cannes (kanz, kan; Fr. k&n), n. a resort on the Riviera,
southeastern Prance: pop., 46,000 (1946),

can-ni-bal (kan'a-b'l), n. [Sp. canibal* a savage, canni-
bal; altered < Caribal, native of the Caribbean, Carib
(term used by Columbus), as if from L. canis, a dog],
1. a person who eats human flesh. 2. an animal that
eats other animals of its own kind. adj. of or resembling
cannibals; having the habits of cannibals.

can-ni bal-ism (kan'a-bl-iz'm), n. the act or habit of
eating others of one's own kind.
can ni bal is tic (kan'g-b'Hs'tik), adj. of, like, or char-
acteristic of cannibals or cannibalism.

can-ni-bal is ti'CaHy (kan'a-bl-is'ti-kl-i, kan'a-b'l-
is'tik-li), adv. in a cannibalistic manner.

can-ni'bal-ize (kan's-Vl-Iz'), v.t. & va. [CANNIBAL-
IZED (-izd') CANNIBALIZING], to salvage the useful parts
of (destroyed or worn-out military equipment).

can-ni-kin (kan's-kin), n. [< can + -kin], 1. a small
can; cup. 2. a wooden bucket or pail.

can-ni-ly (kan''l-i) f adv. in a canny manner.
can-ni-ness (kan'i-nis), n. the quality of being canny.
can-ning (kan'irj), n. the act or process of putting foods
in cans or jars for preservation.
Can ning, George (kan'irj), 1770-1827; British states-

man; prime minister (1827).
can-non (kan'an), n. [pi. CANNONS (-onz), CANNON; see
PLURAL, II, D, 4], [Fr. canon; It. cannone; L. canna; see
CANE; in w. 7 & v. 2, altered < carom], 1. a large
mounted piece of artillery too heavy to be carried by a
soldier. 2. any large gun with a relatively short barrel,
as a howitzer. 3. a miniature gun like a cannon. 4. a
cannon bit. 5. a part on a bell by which it is hung. 6.

the cannon bone. 7. [British], in billiards, a carom. 8.

in mechanics, a hollow tube within which a shaft re-
volves independently of the outer tube. v.t. 1. to
attack with cannon. 2.

[British],
to cause to carom.

v.i. 1. to fire cannon. 2. [British], to make a carom.
Can-non, Joseph Gur-ney (gur'ni kan'an), 1836-1926;
American politician; member of House of Representa-
tives (1873-1891; 1893-1913; 1915-1923).
can-non-ade (kan'an-ad'), n. [Fr. canonnade < canon,
a cannon], 1. a continuous firing of artillery. 2. an
attack with artillery, v.t. {CANNONADED (-id), CAN-
NONADING], to attack or fire at with artillery, v.i.

to fire artillery.
cannon ball, a heavy ball of iron or other metal,
formerly used as a projectile in cannon,
cannon bit a smooth, round bit for a horse: also
canon bit.

cannon bone, the bone between hock or knee and fet-
lock in four-legged, hoofed animals.
cannon cracker, a large firecracker that explodes with
a loud noise.
can-non-eer (kan'an-eV)* n. [Fr. canonnier < canon, a
cannon], an artilleryman; gunner.
cannon fodder, soldiers, sailors, etc. thought of as being
expended, i.e,, killed or maimed, in war.
can non-ry (kan'sn-ri), n. [pi. CANNONRIES (-riz)], 1.

cannon collectively; artillery. 2. cannon fire.

cannon shot, 1. a shot from a cannon. 2. projectiles
for firing from a cannon. 3. the range of fire 01 a cannon.
can-not (kan'ot, ka-not', kan'ot), can not.

cannot but, must; have no choice but to.

can nu la (kan'yoo-lo), n. [pi. CANNULAE -le')] [L. dim.
of canna; see CANE], a tube for insertion into body
cavities, usually for drainage.
cannu lar (kan'yoo-lgr), adj. tubular.
can nu late (kan'yoo-lit, kan'yoo-latO. &dj* cannular.
canny (kan'i), adj. [CANNIER (4-er), CANNIEST (-i-ist)] f

[< can (to know, be able)], [Scot.], I. careful; cautious;
wary. 2. thrifty. 3. shrewd. 4. careful in action;
gentle, adv. [Scot.], in a canny manner.
ca1

canny (ki, k6), L [ScotJ, call
4<

canny"; hence,



canoe

go warily. 2. [British], cautious; slow; hesitating:
as, ca

*

canny business methods.
ca-noe (ka-ncw/) n. [earlier canoa; Sp. canoa < the
Carib name], a narrow, light boat moved with paddles.
vj. [CANOED {-noodOt CANOEING], 1. to paddle a
canoe. 2. to go in a canoe. v.t. to transport by canoe.

can-oe-ist (ka-noo%t), n. a person who paddles a canoe;
especially, one skilled in doing so.

can on (kan'sn), n. [ME.; AS., a rule; LL. < L., meas-
uring line, rule; Gr. kanon < kane, kanne, a reed, rod],
1. a law or boay of laws of a church: as, the Roman
Catholic canon* Anglican canon, etc. 2. anyJaw or
decree. 3. a standard used in judging something; cri-

terion. 4. a list of books of the Bible officially accepted
by the church as genuine. 5. [C-], a part of the Mass
that follows the Sanctus or offertory. 6. a list of saints

recognized by the Roman Catholic Church. 7. an
official list or catalogue. 8. in music, a round; compo-
sition in which there are exact repetitions of a preceding
part in the same or related keys. 9. in printing, a
large size of type, 48 point. SYN. see law.
can-on (kan'an), n. [\IE. canon, canoun; AS. canonic; L.
lanonicus < canon; see CANON (law)], 1. a member of a
clerical group Hying according to a canon, or rule. 2. a
clergyman serving in a cathedral or coilegiate church.
can-on (kan'yon: Sj>. ka-nyotiOt n* a cannon.
ean-on-ess (kan'an-is), n. 1, a woman member of a
religious group living according to a canon, or rule,
but not under an everlasting vow such as a nun takes.
2. a woman holding a canonry.

ca-non-i-cal (ka-non'i-k'l), adj. [LL. canonicalis; L.
canonicus < canon; see CANON (law)], 1. of, according
to, or ordered by church law. 2. authoritative; ac-

cepted. 3. belonging to the canon of the Bible.
canonical hour, any of the seven periods of the day
assigned to prayer and worship: they are matins (with
lauds), prime, tierce, sext, nones, vespers, and complin.
ca-non-i cals (ka-non'i-k'lz), n.pL the clothes that a
clergyman must wear when conducting church services.

ca-non-i-cate (ka-non'i-kaf, ka-non'i-kit), n. the
benefice or position of a canon; canonry.

can-on-ic-i-ty (kan'sn-is'a-ti), n. [< L. canonicus (see
CANONICAL) ; + ~ity], L the right to be included in the
Biblical canon. 2. the quality of being genuine. 3.

conformity to church law,
can-on-i&t (kan'sn-ist) , n. 1. an expert in canon
law. 2. a skilled comooser of musical canons.

can-on-is-tic (kan'sn-is'tik) , adj. of a canonist.
can-on-is-tical (kan'an-is'ti-k'l), adj. canonistic.
can-on-i-za-tion (kan'an-s-za/shsn), n. 1. a canonizing.
2. the fact or state of being canonized

can-on-ize (kan'an-Iz'), v.t. [CANONIZED (-izdOt CANON-
IZING], [VL. canonizare < L. canon, canon], 1. to declare
(a dead f>erson) a saint

j
add to the list of saints; hence,

2. to glorify. 3. to put in the Biblical canon. 4. to give
church sanction or authorization to.
canon law, L the laws governing the ecclesiastical
affairs of a Christian church. 2. the laws (called
Corpus Juris Canonici) formerly governing the Roman
Catholic Church: see Codex Juris Ganonici.

can-on-ry (kan/an-ri), n. [pi. CANONRIES (-riz)], 1. the
benefice or position of a canon. 2. canons collectively.
can-on-ship (kan'an-shipOt n. [canon -f -ship}, the
position or term of office of a canon.
ca no-pic urn (ka-no'pik), [< L. Canopicus, of Canopus;
see CANOPUS], an urn used in ancient Egypt to preserve
and bury the internal organs of the dead.
Ca-no-pus (ka-no'pas) , n. [L.; Gr. Kanopos, Kandbos],
1. the orightest star in southern skies, in the constella-
tion Argo: see constellation, chart. 2. an ancient
seacoast city in Lower Egypt, east of Alexandria.

can-o-py (kan'a-pi), n. [pi. CANOPIES (-piz)], [ME.
canope; OFr. conope;ML. canopeum; L. conopeum; Gr.
kondpeion, couch with mosquito curtains; dim. of
kondps, gnat; cf. CANAPE], 1. a drapery, awning, or
other rooflike covering fastened above a bed, throne,
etc., or on jpoles over a person or sacred thing. 2. a
high covering; overhanging shelter: as, the canopy
of the sky. 3. in architecture, a rooflike projection
over a door, pulpit, etc. v.t. [CANOPIED (-pid), CANO-
PYING], to place or form a canopy over; cover.

ca-no-rous (ko-nSr'ss, ka-no'rss), adj. [L. < canort a
tune < canere, to sing], songlike; melodious; musical.
Ca-nos sa (ka-nS'sa), n. an ancient town in northern
Italy: scene ofpenance (1077) of Henry IV of Germany,
Holy Roman Emperor, before Pope Gregory VII.
go to Canossa, to do penance.

Ca-np-va, An-to-nio (an-t'ny6" ka-nS'va), 1757-1822;
Italian sculptor.

Can-so, Cape (kan'so), the northeastern tip of the
mainland of Nova Scotia.

canst (kanst; unstressed ksnst), archaic second person
singular, present indicative, of can: used with thou.
cant (kant), n. [ONorm. Fr., singing < L. cantus, pp. of
canere, to sing], 1. whining, singsong speech, especially
as used by beggars. 2. the secret slang of beggars,
thieves, etc.; argot. 3. the special words and phrases
used by those in a certain sect, occupation, etc.

; jargon.
4. insincere or almost meaningless talk used merely
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from convention or habit. 5. religious phraseology used
hypocritically; insincere, pious talk. u.L [< the

w.j,
to use cant; speak in cant (in all senses of the .). adj.
1. used only by a certain group : said of words or phrases.
2. trite; platitudinous. 3. hypocritical; insincere: said
of words or phrases. SYN. see dialect.

cant (kant), n. [OFr. cant, a corner, edge/ angle; LL.
cantus, a side, corner

]
L. cantus, canthus. tire of a wheel;

prob. < Cym. cant, tire of a wheel, edge], 1. a corner or
outside angle, as of a building. 2. a sloping or slanting
surface: beveled ed^e, 3. a sudden movement, toss, or
pitch tnat causes tilting, turning, or overturning. 4.
the tilt, tuni, or slant of direction or position thus
caused, v.t. 1. to give a sloping edge to; bevel. 2. to
tilt or overturn. 3. to throw off or out by tilting. 4. to
throw with a jerk; pitch; toss. v.i. 1, to tilt or turn
over. 2. to slant. 3. in nautical usage, to turn; change
direction, adj. I. with oblique sides or corners. 2.

slanting.
can't (kant, kant), cannot.

Cant., 1. Canterbury. 2. Canticles. 3. Cantonese.
Cantab., Cantabrigian.
can-ta-bHe (kun-ta'bi-la

7
), adj. & adv. [It. < cantare, to

sing; L. cantare, freq. of canere, to sing], in music, in an
easy, flowing manner; songlike. n. music in this style.
Abbreviated cantab.
Can ta-brig-i-an (kan'to-brij'i-sn), adj. [<. L. Canta-
brigia, Cambridge], 1. of Cambridge, England. 2. of
the University of Cambridge, n. 1. a native or in-
habitant of Cambridge, England. 2. a student or
graduate of the University of Cambridge.

can'ta-le-ver (kan't'l-ev'er, kan't'l-e'ver), n. cantilever.
can-ta loupe, can ta-loup (kan'ta-lop'), n. [Fr. canta-

loup; It. cantalupo < Cantalupo, near Rome, where the
melon was first grown in Europe], 1. a melon with a
hard, ribbed rind and sweet, juicy, orange-colored flesh,
2. loosely, any muskmelon.

can-tan-ker-ous (kan-tar/ker-ss), adj. [prob. < ME.
contekous < contac, contek, strife, quarrel; formed by
analogy with rancorous, cankerous], bad-tempered;
quarrelsome; contentious; perverse.

can-ta-ta (ksn-ta'te, kan-ta'ta), n. [It. < pp. of cantare;
see CANTABILEJ, a musical composition consisting of
vocal solos, choruses, etc., used as a setting for a story
to be sung but not acted.

Jcan-ta-tri-ce (It. ka'n'ta-tre'che; Fr. kaw'ta/treV) , n.
[pl. It. CANTATRICI (-che) ; Fr. CANTATRICES (-tres')I,
[Fr. & It. ; L% cantatrix, fern, of cantator, singer < pp. of
cantare, to sing], a woman professional singer.

can-teen (kan-teV), n. [Fr. cantine < It. cantina, wine
cellar, a vault < canto, an angle, corner; see CANT (an
angle, edge)], 1. a military shop where soldiers can buy
refreshments and provisions; post exchange; hence, 2.
a place outside a military camp where refreshment and
entertainment are provided for members of the armed
forces. 3. a recreation center for teen-agers. 4. a small
flask for carrying drinking water. 5. formerly, a
military kit containing cooking equipment.
canteen cup, in military usage, a drinking cup of metal
or plastic shaped as a carrying case for a canteen.

can-ter (kan'tgr), n. [contr. < Canterbury gallop: from
the slow pace at which the pilgrims rode to Canterbury],
an easy gallop. v.i. & v.t. to ride at an easy gallop.
Can-ter-bur-y (kan'tSr-ber'i, kan'tgr-bgr-i), n. a city
in Kent, the ecclesiastical center of England and site
of a famous cathedral: pop., 30,000: abbreviated Cant.
Canterbury bell, any of a number of campanulas with
bell-shaped flowers of white, pink, or blue.
Canterbury Tales, an unfinished literary work (1387-
1400) by Chaucer, consisting of a prologue, connecting
passages, and twenty-four stories told to one another
by a company of pilgrims on their way to Thomas a
Becket's shrine at Canterbury; it is largely in verse.
can thar-i des (kan-thar's-deV) , n.pl. [sing. CANTHARIS
(kan'tha-ris)], [L. pl. of cantharls, kind of beetle,
Spanish fly < Gr. kantharis, blistering beetle], in
pharmacy, a preparation of powdered, dried Spanish
flies, used internally as a diuretic or genitourinary
stimulant, and externally as a skin irritant.
can tha-ris (kan'thg-ris). n. \pl. CANTHARIDES (kan-
thar'a-deV)], the Spanish fly: see cantharides.
cant hook, [see CANT (an angle, tilt)], a pole with a
movable hooked arm at or
near one end, for catching
hold of logs and turning
them over.

can-thus (kan'thss), n.
[pl CANTHI (-thl)j, [Mod,
L.

;
Gr. kanthos], \& corner

on either side of the eye,
where the eyelids meet.
canticle (kan'ti-k'l), n.

[ME.; L. canticulum, dimi
of canticum, song < cantus,
a singing; pp. of canere, to
sing], 1. a song or chant. ___

2, a hymn whose words are
taken directly from the CAN* HqojK
Bible, used in certain church services.
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CANTILEVER BRIDGE

Can tides (kan'ti-k'lz), n.pL a book of the Old Testa-
ment: also called The Song of Solomon, Song of Songs,
and (in the Douay Bible) Canticle of Canticles: abbre-
viated Cant.
Can-tigny (kaVte'nye'), n, a village in northeastern
France; site of first major battle (1918) involving
United States troops in World War I.

can-ti-le-ver (kan't'l-ev'Sr, kan'tl-e'ver), n. [as if <
cant (an angle) + lever, ? in obs. sense "bar, beam**;
earlier candiliver, cantinglivre suggest Sp. *can de llevar,

lit., raising-dog, hence supporting bracket; cf. Sp, can
de levantar, of similar sense], 1. a bracket or block pro-
jecting from a wall to support a balcony, cornice, etc.

2. a projecting beam or structure anchored at one end
to a pier and extending over a space to be bridged: it

is usually joined to a similar structure extending from
an opposite pier. Also spelled cantalever.
cantilever bridge, a bridge whose span is formed by the

projecting ends of two
cantilevers, the opposite
ends of which are sup-
ported on piers.
can-ti-na (kan-te'na; Sp.
kan-te'na), n. [Sp.; cf.

CANTEEN], in the south-
western United States, a
place where liquor is sold; saloon.

can-tie (kan'tl), n. [ME., a bit, piece cut off; OFr.,
a corner, piece; LL. cantellus, dim. of canius; see

CANT (angle)], 1. a piece, especially when cut off or out ;

slice. 2. the upward-curving rear part of a saddle.

can-to (kan'to), n. [pi. CANTOS (-toz)J, [It.; L. cantus,

song; pp. of canere, to sing], 1. any of the main divi-

sions of a long poem, corresponding to the chapters of a
book. 2. [ObsTh a song or ballad. Abbreviated can.
Can-ton (kan-ton'), n. 1. a port in Kwangtung prov-
ince, southeastern China: pop., 1,433,000 (est. 1947):
Chinese name, Kwangchow. 2. the Pearl River in

China, between Canton and the sea. 3. (kan'tan,
kan't'n), a city in northeastern Ohio: pop,, 116,000.
can ton (kan'ten, kan-ton'), n. [Fr.; It. cantone < LL.
canto, a corner, edge, region < L. cantus; see CANT (an
angle, edge)], 1. one of the political divisions of a
country or territory; district: the Swiss Republic is

divided into cantons. 2. in heraldry, a small, square
section of an escutcheon, usually in the upper right, or

dexter, corner, v.t. 1. (kan'ton, kan-ton'), to divide
into districts or parts. 2. (kan-ton', kan-ton'), to

assign quarters to (troops, etc.) ; quarter.
can-ton-al (kan'tsn-l), adj. of a canton or cantons.
Can-ton crepe (kan'ten), a soft, crinkled silk fabric,
like crepe de Chine but heavier.
Can-ton-ese (kan'tan-ez') , adj. 1. of Canton, China or
its people. 2. of the Chinese dialect spoken in and
around Canton, n. 1. [pi. CANTONESE], a native or
inhabitant of Canton. 2. the Chinese dialect spoken
by the Cantonese. Abbreviated Cant.
Can-ton flannel (kan't9n), a soft, warm cotton cloth
with fleecy nap on one side, used for baby clothes, etc.:

also called cotton flannel, flannelette.
can ton-ment (kan-ton'msmt, kan'tsn-mant, kan-

ton'mant), u. [Fr. cantonnement; see CANTON (district)},
1. the assignment of troops to temporary quarters,
especially winter or training (quarters: hence, 2. the

quarters assigned. 3. in India, a military post.
can-tor (kan'tgr, kan't6r), n. [L., singer < pp. of

canere, to sing], 1. a church choir leader; precentor.
2. a singer of liturgical solos in a synagogue.

can-trip (kan'trip), n. [< earlier Scot, cast cantrapes,
to tell fortunes], {Scot.], 1. a magic spell. 2. a prank.
can-tus (kan'tss), n. [fl. CANTUSJ, [L.: see CANTO),
1. a song; melody; especially, the principal part, usually
the soprano, of a polyphonic work. 2. an ecclesiastical

style of music.
$can*tua fir-mus (kan'tas fur'mas), [ML., lit., firm

song], 1. a liturgical chant or plain song; see plain
sang. 2. a simple melody serving as the main theme of

a contrapuntal work*
cant-y (kan'ti), adj. [< LG. kanttg, cheery, hearty
< kant, ready], [Scot. & British Dial.], lively; cheery.

Canuck (ka-nuk'), n. [Slang], [< Canada; prob. after

Chinook], 1. a Canadian. 2. a French Canadian.
Canute II (ka-noof, ka-nut'), 994P-1035 AJXy king
of England (1016-1035) and of Denmark (1018-1035):
also Cnut, Knut.
can-vas (kan'vas), n. [ME. & OPr. canevas; It. cana-
vaccio: LL. canabacins, hempen cloth; L. cannabis,

hemp], 1. a coarse cloth of unbleached hemp, cotton,
or flax: a closely woven, heavy canvas is used for tents,

sails, etc., and a loosely woven kind for needlework,
2. a sail or set of sails, 3. a) a piece of canvas on which
an oil painting 4s made, b) such a painting. 4. a tent or

tents, esjpedalty* cteus tents, adj. made of canvas,
under canvas, 1. lot tents, especially army or circus

tents. 2. with sails unfurled. 3. by means of sails.

under light canvas, with all additional sails (studding
sails, spinnaker, etc.) set.

canvas-back (kan'vss-bakOt n. [pi. CANVASBACKS
(-oaks'), CANVASBACK; see PLURAL, II.D. 1], [< the

grayish, canvaslike appearance of the back], a North
American wild duck.
can-vass (kan'vas), v.t. [< canmsi prob, because canvas
was used for sifting], 1. to examine or discuss in detail;
look over carefully. 2. to go through (places) or arnon^
(people) asking for (votes, opinions, orders, etc.). v*i*

to try to get votes, orders, etc.; solicit, n. 1 % an
examination or discussion of something. 2, the solicit-

ing of votes, orders, etc., especially in trying to find out
the probable outcome of an election, sales campaign, etc.

can*yon (kan'yan), n. [Sp. canon < cana, a tube, funnel;
L. canna, a reed, cane], a long, narrow valley between
high cliffs, usually with a stream flowing through it:

also spelled canon*
Jcan-zo-ne (kan-ts6'ne), n. [pi. CANZONI (~ne)J f [It. <
L. cantio, cantionis, a singing < pp. of canere, to sing],
a lyric poem of Provencal or early Italian origin, often
set to music : it is somewhat like a madrigal.

can-zo-net (kan'za-nef), n. [It. canzonetta, dim. of

canzone; see CANZONE], a short, sprightly song.
caou-tcnouc (koo'chook, kou-chook7)! n. [Fr. < native
Carib (Tupi) name, cahuchu], 1. crude rubber obtained
from latex; India rubber. 2. pure rubber.

Cap (kap), n. [Slang], captain: a term of address.

cap (kap), n. [ME. cappe; AS, c&ppe, a cap cape, hood;
LL. cappa, capa, a cape, hooded cloak], 1. any close-

fitting brimless covering for the head, usually of wool or
cotton, as in men's visored caps, and soldiers' overseas

caps, or of muslin or lace, as in nurses' and babies' cape.
2. a special covering for the head, worn as a mark of

occupation, rank, academic degree, etc. (e.g., a car-
dinars cap, fool's cap, mortarboard, etc.). 3. a caplike
part or thing; cover; top or top part, as the cap-shaped
part of a mushroom, a metal jar cover, the cover over a
camera lens, a kneecap, the metal reinforcements on
shoe toes, a mountain top, the capital of a column, etc.

4. a percussion cap; hence, 5. a little paper percussion
cap for toy guns. 6. a size of writing paper (14 x 17

inches): legal cap is slightly smaller: see foolscap, v.t.

[CAPPED (kapt), CAPPING], 1. to put a cap on. 2. to
cover (the top or end of): as, snow capped the hills.

3. to provide something equal to, better tjian, or corre-

sponding to; match or surpass.
cap the climax, to exceed the limit; be or do more
tnan could be expected or believed.

set one's cap for, [Colloq.], to try to win (a man) as a
husband or lover,

cap., 1. [pi. CAPS.], capital. 2. capitalize. S.capitulum,
[L.], chapter. 4. captain.

ca-pa-bil-i-ty (ka'pa-bil'a-ti), n. [pi. CAPABILITIES

(-tiz) ], 1 . the quality of being capable ; practical ability
or mental capacity. 2. the capacity of being used or

developed. 3. pi. abilities, features, etc, not yet
developed or utilized.

capable (ka'pa-b'l). adj. (Fr.; LL. capabttis < L.

capere, to take, seize], 1. having ability; able; skilled;

competent. 2. [Archaic), having capacity; capacious.
SYN. see able.

capable of, 1. susceptible of: admitting of; open to.

2. having the ability or qualities necessary for.

ca-pa-bly (ka'pa-bli). adv. in a capable manner.
capa-cious (ka-pa'siias), adj. [< L. capax, capacis <
capere, to take, hold, contain; + -ous], able to contain
a great deal; roomy; spacious.

ca-pac-i-tance (ka-pas'a-tans), n. [contr. < capacity
reactance}, in electricity, that property of a condenser
which determines how much charge can be stored in it

for a given potential difference across its terminals.

capac-i-tate (ka-pas'a-taV), v.t. [CAPACITATED (-id),

CAPACITATING], [< capacity + -ate], to prepare, fit, or

qualify (for something).
ca'pac4*tive (ks-pas'a-tiv) , adj. of electrical capacitance.
capacitive coupling, in radio, the coupling of two cir-

cuits by means of a condenser or other capacitance.
ca-pac-i-tor (ka-pas'9-tr), n. in electricity, a condenser.

ca-pac-i-ty (ks-pas'o-ti), n. [pi. CAPACITIES (-tiz)], [L.

capacitas < capax,
- see CAPACIOUS], 1. the ability to

contain, absorb, or receive and hold. 2. all that can
be contained; maximum amount of holding space;
content or volume: as, the theater was filled to capacity.
3. the power of receiving and holding knowledge, im-

pressions, etc.
;
mental ability. 4. the ability or quali-

fications (for, or to do, something); aptitude. 5. the

quality of being adapted (for something) or susceptible

(of something); capability. 6. a condition of being
qualified or authorized; position, function, status, etc.:

as, he acts in the capacity of an adviser. 7. in electricity,

capacitance: abbreviated c., C., cy., K., k. 8. in law,

legal authority or ooimpetenev. -^SYN. see function-i

cap and bells, a fool's cap with little bells on it, worn
by court jesters.
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cap and gown 216 cap;
italize

cap and town, a costume consisting of a flat cap (called

mortarboard) and a long, dark-colored robe, worn at

some academic ceremonies, as commencement, by
teachers, students receiving degrees, etc. : often used

to symbolize the academic life.

cap-a-pie, cap-a-pie (kap'a-pe'), adv. [OFr. de cap a

pu; cap, heacf< L. capnt ; pit, foot < L. pes], from head
to foot ; entirely. __

ca-par-i-son (ka-par's-s'n), n. [earlier Fr. caparasson
(now caparac.on)i Sp. caparason < LL. coo r

;
<zfl

cape, hooded cloak J, 1. an ornamented covering for a

horse; trappings. 2. clothing, equipment, and orna-

ments; outfit, v.t. 1. to cover (a horse) with trappings.
2. to adorn with rich clothing; deck out; outfit.

cape (kap), n. [16th-c. Spanish cape < Sp. capa,Grig. t

a hood, via Fr. cape, hooded cloak; see CAPE (head-

land)], a sleeveless garment fastened at the neck and

hanging over the back and shoulders, worn separately
or attached to a dress or cloak.

cape (kap), n. [Fr. cap; It. capo < L. capul, the head],
a piece of land projecting into a body of water; promon-
tory; headland.
the Cape, 1. the Cape of Good Hope. 2. Cape Colony.
3. Cape Cod.

cape (kap) , n. capeskin.
Cape Bret-on Island (brit'sn, bret'an), an;sland con-

stituting the northeastern part of Nova Scotia, Canada:

area, 3,120 sq. mi.; pop., 133,000.

Cape Cod, Cape Charles, Cape Hatteras, etc., see

Cod, Charles, Hatteras, etc.

Cape Cod Bay, a part of Massachusetts Bay, formed

by Cape Cod.
. _, , _

Cape Cod Canal, a ship canal joining Buzzards Bay
and Cape Cod Bay. . ,

Cape Colony, Cape of Good Hope province: the former

name: abbreviated C.C. .

Cape Dutch, Afrikaans, the Dutch dialect spoken in

Ca^pek, Ka*el (ka'rel cha'pek), 1890-1938; Czech
novelist and playwright.
capelin (kapVlin), n. [pi CAPELIN, CAPELINS (-Imz);

see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [Fr. caplan, capelan], a variety of

smelt found in North Atlantic waters, used as food and

especially as bait for cod fishing: also caplin.

Ca-pel-la (ks-pel/o), n. [L,, a kid, dim. of caper, goat, or

capra, she-goat], a yellow, first-magnitude star, the

brightest in the constellation Auriga: see constellation,

chart.

Cape Province, Cape of Good Hope province.

ca-per (ka/per), v.i. [< capriole], to skip or jump about
in a gay, playful manner; frisk; gambol, n. 1. a gay,

playful jump or leap. 2. a wild, foolish action; prank.
cut a caper (or capers), 1. to caper. 2. to frolic

about; play silly tricks.

ca-per (ka'pgr), n. [ME. & OFr. caferis; L. cappans;
Gr. kapparis], 1. a prickly, trailing Mediterranean
bush. 2. pi. its green flower ouds, pickled and used to

flavor sauces, etc.

cap-er-caiMle (kap'fir-kSl'yi), n. [< Gael, caputt (? <
L. caballus, a horse) coille, lit., horse of the woods], the

largest species of European grouse: also called cock of
the woods.

cap-er-cail-zie (kap'gr-kal'yi, kap'er-kal'zi) , n. a

capercaillie.
Ca-per-na-um (ka-pur'ni-am), n. an ancient city in

Palestine, on the Sea of Galilee.

rig. made from the skin of

,

Ca-pet, Hugh (ka'pit, kap'it), 940?-996 A.D.; king of

France (987-996 A.D.).
Ca-pe*tian (ka-pe'shan), adj. designating or of the
French dynasty (987-1328 A.D.) founded by Hugh
Capet.
Cape Town, seaport and capital of Cape of Good Hope
province: pop., 344,000: seat of the legislature of the
Union of South Africa: also Cape-town (kap'toun'), n.

Cape Verde Islands (vurd), a group of Portuguese
islands, 320 mi. west of Cape Verde: area, 1,557 sq.

mi.; pop., 165,000; capital, Praia
Cape ifork Peninsula, a large peninsula in northeast-
ern Australia, part of Queensland.
capful (kap'fool'), n. [pi. CAPFULS (-fools') 3t as much
as a cap can hold.

caph (kaf, kdf), n. kaph, the eleventh letter of the
Hebrew alphabet.

ca-pi as (ka'pi-ss, kap'i-ss), n. [L., 2d pers. smgv pres,

subj., of capere, to take], in law, a writ directing an
officer to arrest the person named.

cap-ilia-ceous (kap'l-a'shos), adj. [L. capillaceus, hair-

like < cafittus, hair], L having hairlike filaments. 2.

like a hair or thread.

cap-illar-I-ty (kap'1-ar'a-ti), n. [Fr. capillarity < L.

capillaris; see CAPILLARY], 1. the property of everting
or having capillary attraction or repulsion; 2. capillary
attraction or repulsion.
cap-iMar-y (kap'1-er'i), adj. [L. capillaris < capiws,
hair; ? < a dim. form of caput, the head], 1. of or Bke
a hair, especially in being very slender. 2. having a

very small bore. 3. In or of capillaries, n. [PL CAPIL-

LARIES (-iz) 1,
1. a tube with a very small bore: also

capillary tube. 2. any of the tiny blood vessels con-

necting the arteries with the veins.

capillary action, capillary attraction or repulsion.

capillary attraction (or repulsion), a force that is

the resultant of adhesion, cohesion, and surface tension

in liquids which are in contact with solids, as in a

capillary tube: when the cohesive force is greater the

surface of the liquid tends to rise in the tube (resulting
in apparent attraction): when the adhesive force is

greater, the surface tends to be depressed in the tube

(resulting in apparent repulsion).

capillary tube, a capillary (sense 1).

tcap-i-ta (kap'i-ta), n. plural of caput.

cap-i-tal (kap'a-t'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. capitalis, of

the head < caput, the head; see CHIEF], 1. involving
or punishable by death (originally by decapitation):

as, a capital offense. 2. chief; principal; of primary

importance. 3. of most political importance, as being
the seat of government: as, a capital city. 4. of or

having to do with capital. 5. first-rate; excellent.

See also capital letter, n. 1. a capital letter: see also

small capital.! 2. a city or town that is the official

seat of government of a state, nation, etc. Abbreviated

cap. 3. wealth (money or property) owned or used

in business by a person, corporation, etc. 4. an ac-

cumulated stock of such wealth. 5. wealth, m what-

ever form, used or capable of being used to produce
more wealth; hence, 6. any source of profit or benefit;

assets; resources: as, energy and education are his

only capital. 7. [often C-], capitalists collectively:

distinguished from labor. 8. in accounting, a) the

net worth of a business; amount by which the assets

exceed the liabilities. 6) the face value of all the stock

issued or authorized by a corporation. SYN. see chief,

make capital of, to take advantage of, as for personal

profit or power; make the most of; exploit.

cap-i-tal (kap'9-t'l), n. [ME.; OFr. chapitel; L. capttel-

lurn, dim. of caput, the head],
the top part of a column or

pilaster.

capital account, 1. an
account of the total capital
invested in fixed assets by
the owners of a business,

including real estate, ma-
chinery, etc., but excluding
current or operating ex-

2. in accounting, a
summary of the assets and
liabilities of a business on
any given date. CAPITAL

capital expenditure, money .

spent for expanding and improving a business: it does

not include operating expenses.

capital gains, profit resulting from the sale of capital
investments, as stocks, etc.

capital goods, commodities for use in production, as

raw materials, machinery, buildings, etc.; producers'

goods: distinguished from consumers' goods.

cap-i-tal-ism (kap'g-t'1-iz'm), n. 1. the economic system
in which all or most of the means of production and
distribution, as land, factories, railroads, etc., are

privately owned and operated for profit, originally
under fully competitive conditions: it has been gener-

ally characterized by a tendency toward concentration

of wealth, and, in its later phase, by the growth of

great corporations, increased governmental control, etc.

2. the principles, methods, interests, power, influence,

etc. of capitalists, especially of those with large holdings.
3. the state of being a capitalist.

cap-i-tal-iat (kap'e-t'1-ist), n. 1. a person who has

capital; owner of wealth used in business. 2. an up-
holder of capitalism. 3. loosely, a wealthy person.

adj. capitalistic.

cap-i-tal-is-tic (kap'o-tl-is'tik), adj. 1. of or charac-

teristic of capitalists or capitalism. 2. upholding, pre-

ferring, or practicing capitalism.
cap'i-taMs-ti'Cal'ly (kap'a-t'Ms'ti-kl-i, kap'a-t'1-is'-

), n. 1. a) a capitalizing or beimg capitalized,

6) the amount or sum resulting from this. 2. the total

capital funds o a corporation, represented by stocks,

bonds, etc. 3. in accounting, a) the total invested in

a business by the owner, or ownerst 6) thermal/corporate
liability, c) the total reached after adding liabilities.

capi-talize (kapVt'l-izO, v<t [CAPITALIZED (-IzdO.

CAPITALIZING], 1. to use as capital; convert into cap-
ital. 2. to use to one*s advantage or profit (often

to the computed present value. 4* to establish the

capital stock of (a business, ten) at, a qertaip
5. to convert (floating debt) ij$o
6. to supply capital to or for
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nt or write (a word or words) in capital letters.

o begin (a word) with a capital letter. 9. in ac-

counting, to set up (expenditures) as assets. Abbreviated
cap. (in senses 6 & 7).

capital letter, any letter written or printed in a form
larger than, and often different from, that of the corre-

sponding small letter, as A, B, C, etc.; upper-case letter.

capital levy, a tax levied on all capital, whether indi-

vidual or corporate, other than income.

cap-i-tal-ly (kap's-t'1-i) , adv. [see CAPITAL, adj.], in an
excellent or admirable manner; very well.

capital punishment, execution as punishment for a
crime; cleath penalty.

capital ship, any armored vessel, other than an aircraft

carrier, of over 10,000 tons displacement and with
8-inch guns or larger; battleship or battle cruiser.

capital stock, 1. the capital of a corporation, divided
into negotiable shares. 2. the face value of all such
shares. Abbreviated C.S., c.s.

capital surplus, any surplus of a business firm not
derived from direct earnings or profits.

cap-i-tate (kap'a-taV), adj. [L. capitatus, having a head
< caput, the head], 1. enlarged at the head or tip. 2.

head-shaped, as some flowers.

cap'i'ta-tfon (kap'a-ta'shon) , n. [LL. capitatio < L.

caput, the headj, 1. the act of counting heads or
individuals. 2. a tax or fee of so much per head;
payment per capita.

Cap-i-tol (kap'a-t'l), n. [ME. & OFr. capitolie; L.

Capitolium, temple of Jupiter in Rome < caput, the

head], 1. the temple of Jupitei on the Capitoline Hill

in Rome. 2. the hill itsel 3. the building in which the
United States Congress meets, at Washington, D. C.
4. [usually c-], the building in which a State legislature
meets.
Cap-i'to-line (kap's-tl-in')* n. one of the seven hills on
which Rome was built, adj. 1. of this hill. 2. of the

temple of Jupiter which stood there.

ca-pit-u-lar (ko-pich'a-ler) , adj. [ML. capitularis < L.

capitulum., chapter, dim. of caput, the head], of a chap-
ter, especially that of a religious order, or similar body.
n. [< the adj.; also, shortened form of capitulary], 1.

amei
ca-pit-

ULARIBS (-iz)], 1. a capitular (sense 1). 2. pi. ordin
ances, especially those made formerly by Frankish
kings or those made now by cathedral chapters.
capitu-late (ks-pich'a-lat') , lu. [CAPITULATED (-id),

CAPITULATING], [< ML. capitulatus, pp. of capitulare,
to draw up in heads or chapters, arrange conditions <
L. capitulum; see CAPITULAR], 1. to give up (to an
enemy) on prearranged conditions; surrender con-

ditionally. 2. to give up; stop resisting. SYN. see

yield.

capit u la tion (ka-pichVla'sh9n) , n. [Fr,; see CAPIT-

ULATE], 1, a statement of the main parts of a subject
2. a capitulating; conditional surrender. 3. a document
containing terms of surrender, conditions of office,

articles of concession, etc.; treaty; covenant; conven-
tion. 4. pi. such terms, conditions concessions, etc,

capit-ulum (ks-pich'a-fom), n. [pi. CAPITULA (-fo)],

[L., dim. of caput, the head], 1. in anatomy & zoology, a
knoblike part, as at the end of a bone in a joint 2. in

botany, a close, thick cluster of flowers all attached

directly to the same stem, as a clover bloom.

cap-lin (kap'lin), n. a capelin.

Cap'n (kap''n, kap''m) f n. [Dial.], Captain.
ca-pon (ka'pon, ka'pon), n. [J^E.; AS. capun; L. capo;
Gr. kapon < koptein, to cut], a castrated rooster, espe-

cially one fattened for eating.
cap o ral (kajp's-ral'), n. [Fr. < tabac du caporal lit.,

corporal's tobacco: so named because better than tabac
du soldat (soldier's tobacco) ; It. caporale; see CORPORAL],
a kind of tobacco.

Cap-o-ret-tc (kapVret'o), n. a town in Yugoslavia
(before 1947, in Italy); pop., 6,300: scene of a severe

Italian defeat (1917) in World War I.

ca pote (ka-potO, n. [Fr., dim. of cape; see CAPE], 1. a

long cloak, usually with a hood. 2. a woman's bonnet

tying under the chin. 3. a movable hood or top for a

vehicle.
ca pouch (ka-poosh', ka-f>o5chO n. a capuctie.

Cappado-ci-a (kapVdo'shi-a, kapVdo'sha) , m an
ancient kingdom and ^.oman province in south central

Asia Minor; see Roman Empire- map.
a ri daceous (kap'a-ri-da'shas) , adj. [< L. cap-

, ,j (see CAPEfc, the plant) ; + -aceous], belonging to a

nily of chiefly tropical plants, of which the caper is

typical.
cap-per (k;apffec), n. a person or device that caps 01

^-, k^pre'a-lit), adj. [< L.

l^>a% tendril
j -f -ate], in botany, having

ie (ka-pres'), n. [Fr.; It. capricciot a shivering,
, caprice

B
< capo (< L. caput, the head) + riccip.

Ca-pri (ka'pri; occas. ks-preO , n. an island in the Bay of

Naples: area, 4 sq. mi.;
pop., 8,000.

ca-pric*ci-o (ka-pre'chi-o;
It. ka-pret'ch6), n. [pi.
CAPRICCIOS (~oz); It. CA-
PRICCI (-che)J, [It.; see

CAPRICE], 1. a prank;
whim; caprice. 2. a mus-
ical composition of irreg-
ular form, usually lively
and whimsical in spirit.

Jca-pric-ci-o-so (ks-pre'-
chi-o'so: It. ka-pret-ch6's$), adj. & adv. [It.; see

CAPRICE], in music, in a light, free, whimsical style: a
direction to the performer.

ca-t
"

wh ^ f

curl, frizzled, lit., hedgehog ( < L. ericius; see' URCHIN) ;

hence, orig., head with bristling hair, horripilation;
meaning influenced by association with It. capriola
(see CAPRIOLE) & capra < L. capra, she-goat], 1. a
sudden turn of mind, emotion, or action, caused by a
whim or impulse; freakish notion

\ vagary. 2. a capri-
cious quality. 3. in music, a ca^nccio.SYN. caprice refers to a sudden, impulsive, apparently tail-

motivated turn of mind or emotion (discharged at the caprice
of a foreman) ; whim and whimsy both refer to an idle, quaint,
or curious notion, but whim more often suggests willfulness
and whimsy fancifulness (pursuing a whim ne wrote a poem
full of whimsy) ; vagary suggests a highly unusual or extrava-

gant notion (the vagaries of fashion in women's clothes);
crotchet implies great eccentricity and connotes stubbornness
in opposition to prevailing thought, usually on some insig-
nificant point (his crotchets concerning diet).

ca-pri-cfous (ka-prish'ss), adj. [Fr. capricieux; It.

cajpriccioso; see CAPRICE], 1. subject to caprices; in-
clined to change abruptly and without reason; erratic;
flighty; unpredictable. 2. [Obs.J, fantastic; playful.
SYN, see inconstant.

Gap-ri-corn (kap'ri-k6rn') n. [ME.; OFr.; L. capri-
cornus < caper, goat + tornu, a horn], 1. a southern
constellation between Sagittarius and Aquarius, sup-
posedly resembling a goat in shape: see constellation,
chart. 2. the tenth sign of the zodiac (1>), entered by
the sun at the winter solstice, about December 22 : see
zodiac, illus.

cap-ri-fig (kap'ra-fig'). n. [< L. caprificus, wild fig; L.

caper, goat + ficus* fig], the wild fig, growine mainlv in
southern Europe and the Near East.

cap-ri-fO'li-a-ceous (kap'ri-fo'li-a'shas), adj. [< ML.
caprifolium, honeysuckle < L. caper, goat + folium.
leaf; + -aceous], the honeysuckle family of plants.

cap-ri-ole (kap'ri-610. n. [Fr.; It. capriola < capriolare,
to leap like a goat < capriuolo, doe, roe; L. caprqolus,
wild goat < caper , goat; cf. CABRIOLET), 1. a caper;
leap. 2. an upward leap made by a horse without going
forward, vd, [CAPRIOLED (-51dO CAPRIOLING}, to make
a capriole. \

ca-prp-ic acid (ks-pro'ik), [capro* (for L, caper, goat)
+ ~ic: so named from its smell],, a colorless,, |Ugu>d
fatty acid, CHnO*, found in butter and other animal
fats and used in the manufacture of esters.

caps., capitals (capital letters).

cap-sa-i-ciD (kap-sa'^sin), n. pU capsa, a box; 4- -ic

+ -in], a bitter, strongly irritant, white crystalline
alkaloid, CisHjTOaN, extracted from capsicum.

cap screw, a bolt with a long thread and, usually, a
square head, used with or without a nut for securing
cylinder covers, etc.

cap-si-cum (kap'si-kam), n* [LL.; prob. < L. capsa, a
box: so named from the shape of tne seed pods], 1. any
of a numbei of trorjical plants with many-seeded pun-
gent pods called ckUies or pepper*. 2. these pods pre-

pared as condiments or, in medicine, as a gastric
stimulant: they are used whole, cut up, or dried and
powdered as in cayenne pepper.

capsize fkap-sizO, v& & v.i. [CAPSIZED (-sizdO, CAP-

stzrorGj, [18th-c. nautical slang; ? repatterned (after
dial, caf, to overtop + side) < op. cabezar, Et., to sink

by the head (< caoo, cabeza, the head); cf. early capo.-

ase], to overturn; upset: said especially of 'a boat.
SYN. see upset.

cap-Stan (kap'stan) , n. [Fr. & Pr. cabestan < L. capis-
trum, halter, muzzle < caperet

to take, hold], an apparatus,
used mainly on ships, for

hauling in cables and haw-
sers: it consists of a iarpe*

spool-shaped cylinder ?fath
the cable or hawser wotmd
around it, revolving on an
inner shafting; upriglit wind-
lass.
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capstan bar, any o 0ie p^les
CAPSTAN

; yet;
(S'fc'D; Fr.

^ x-xil t foreign; *hyi>pthtifcall; <
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inserted in a capstan and used as levers to turn it.

cap-stone (kap'ston') n. 1. the uppermost stone of a
structure. 2. any of a series of flatfslabs placed on top
of a wall to protect its joints.

cap-su-Iar (kap'sa-lgr, kap'syoq-ler), adj. 1. having the
nature of a capsule. 2, of or in a capsule.
cap su-late (kap'sa-lat', kap'syoo-lar), adj. contained

kap'syoo-la'tid), adj.
in or formed into a capsule.
cap-su lat-ed (kap'sa-la'tid,

capsulate.
cap sule (kap's'l, kap'syool), n. [Fr.; L. capsula, dim.
of capsa, chest < capere, to take, contain], 1. a small
case or sheath. 2. a cap or seal for a bottle or tube,
made of metal, rubber, etc. 3. a small, soluble gelatin
container for enclosing a dose of medicine. 4. in

anatomy, any sac or membrane enclosing a part. 5. in

botany, a case, pod, or fruit, containing seeds, spores, or

carpels: it usually bursts when ripe. 6. in chemistry, a
shallow dish or tray for evaporating liquids, adj. in a
concise or condensed form: as, a capsule biography.

cap*tain (kap't'n, kap'tin), n. [ME. capitain, captein;
OFr. capitaine; LL. capitaneus, of the head < L. caput,
the head; cf. CHIEFTAIN], 1. a chief or leader: as, cap-
tains of industry. 2. the head of a group or division;

specifically, a) an army officer commanding a troop,

company, battery, etc., and ranking above a first lieu-

tenant and below a major. 6) a navy officer ranking
below a commodore and above a commander: he cor-

responds in rank and pay to an army colonel, c) the
commander or master of a ship, d) a superintendent or

foreman, as in mining, industry, etc. e) the leader of
t
a

team or crew, as in sports. f) a precinct commander in

a police or fire department, g) the district leader of a

political -party. Abbreviated Gapt. (as a title), cap. 3. a

great mifitary commander, v.t. to be captain of; lead.

cap-tain-cy (kap't'n-si, kap'tin-si), n. [pi. CAPTAINCIES

(-siz)], the rank, commission, or status of a captain.

cap-tain-ship (kap't'n-ship', kap'tin-ship'), n. [cap-
tain + -ship\, 1. a captaincy. 2. leadership.

cap tion (kap'shan), n. [L. captio < pp. of capere, to

seize, take], 1. [Rare], seizure. 2. in law, a) [British],

legal arrest, b) a part of a legal instrument, such as

an indictment, showing where, when, and by what
authority it was executed, c) a heading showing the
names of the parties, court, and docket number in a

pleading or deposition. 3. a heading; title or subtitle,

as of a picture, v.t. to supply a caption for.

cap-tious (kap'shos), adj. [L. captiosus < captio; see

CAPTION], 1. made for the sake of argument or fault-

finding, as a question, objection, etc.; sophistical;

tricky. 2. fond of catching others in mistakes; quick
to find fault; quibbling; carping. SYN. see critical.

cap-ti-vate (kap'ta-vat;), v.t. [CAPTIVATED (-id), CAP-

TIVATING], [< L. captivatus, pp. of captivare, to take
captive < cqptiws; see CAPTIVE], 1. originally, to take
or hold captive; capture. 2. to capture the attention or

affection of, as by beauty, excellence, etc.; charm;
fascinate. SYN. see attract.

cap-ti-va-tion (kap'ta-va'shan), n. 1, a captivating or

being captivated. 2. the ability to captivate; charm.
cap'ti'va'tor (kap'ts-va'ter), n. a person or thing that

captivates.
cap-tive (kap'tiv), n. [L. captivus < captus, pp. of capere,
to take; cf. CAITIFF], 1. a person held in confinement
or subjection; prisoner. 2. a person who is captivated.
adj. 1. taken or held prisoner. 2. captivated. 3. of

captives or captivity.
captive audience, any group of people forced against
their will to listen to something, as passengers on a
bus equipped with a radio loudspeaker.

captive balloon, a balloon held in place in the air by
a rope or ropes leading to the ground.

cap-tiV'i-ty (kap-tiv'a-ti), n. [pi CAPTIVITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. captwite; L. captivitas], the condition of being a

captive; imprisonment; bondage.
cap-tor (kap'teY), n. [L.L a person who captures.
cap'ture (kap'cner), n. [Fr.; L. captura < pp. of caperet

to take], 1. a taking or being taken by force, surprise,

etc.; seizure. 2. that which is thus taken or seized;

prey; booty, v.t. [CAPTURED (-cherd), CAPTURING], to
take or seize by force, surprise, etc. SYN. see catch.

Cap-u-a (kap'u-a; It. ka'pwa), n. 1. an ancient city in

Italy, near Naples. 2. a modern town located on part
of the original site: pop., 14,000.
ca-puche (ka-poosh', ka-pooch'), n. [Pr.; It. capuccio;
LL. capuccium, cafutium, cowl < capa, cappa, cape,
hood], the long, pointed hood worn by the Capuchins:
also spelled capouch.
Cap-u-chin (kap'yoo-chin', kap'yoo-shin'), n. [Fr.

cdpucin, monk who wears a cowl < cafuce, It. caf-
pucdo, a cowl; see CAPUCHE], 1. a monk of a certain

Franciscan oraer whose members all wear the capuche.
2. [c-], a woman's cloak with a hood. 3. [c-], a ^outh
American monkey; with a whitish face and a hooqlike
crown of black hair.

Cap-u-let (kap'yoo-let', kap'yoo-lit), the family name
of Juliet in Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.

Jca-put (ka'pat, kap'at), n. [pi. CAPITA (kap'i-te)J. [L.],

a head or headlike structure.

cap-y-ba-ra (kap'i-ba're), n. [Sp. capibara < the Braz.
native name], a tailless, partially web-footed animal
that Eves in and around lakes and streams in South
America: it is the largest extant rodent, over 48 inches
in length and 24 inches in height.
car (kar), n. [ME. & ONorm. Fr. carre; LL. carrum; L.

carrus, orig., two-wheeled Celtic war chariot < Gaul.
carros (Olr* carr) ; IE. *krsos < base *kers-, to run, as
in L. currere, to run (see COURSE) ; cf. CHARIOT], 1. any
vehicle on wheels. 2. [Poetic], a chariot. 3. a vehicle
that moves on tracks, as a streetcar. 4. an automobile:
also motorcar. 5. an elevator cage. 6. the part of a
balloon for carrying crew and equipment.

car., carat; carats.
ca ra-ba-o (ka'ra-ba'o), n. [pi CARABAOS (-oz), CARABAO;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Sp. < Malay karbau], in the
Philippines, a water buffalo.

car-a-bin (kar'a-bin), n. a carbine.
car-a-bine (kar'a-bmO. n. a carbine.

car-a*bi-neer, car-a-bi-nier (kar'a-ba-ne"r') n. [Pr,

carabinier], a cavalryman armed with a carbine: also
carbineer.

Jca-ra-bi-nie-rl (ka'ra-be-nye're), n.pl. [sing. CARA-
BINIERE (-re)], [It. < Fr. caratnnier* carabineer], the
Italian police.

car-a-cal (kar'a-kal'), n, [Fr.; Turk, qarah-qulaq < qara,
black 4- qulaq, ear], 1. a reddish-brown lynx of south-
western Asia, with black-tipped ears. 2. its fur.

Car a calla (kar'a-kal'a), n. (Marcus Aurelius Anton-
inus], Roman emperor (211-217 A.D.); lived 188-217
A.D.

ca-ra-ca-ra (ka'ra-ka'ra), n. [Sp. caracard < Braz.
native name], any of several large, vulturelike hawks of

South America.
Ca-ra-cas (ka-ra'kas; Sp. ka-ra'kas), n. the capital of

Venezuela: pop., 239,000.
car-ack (kar'sk), n. a carrack; galleon.
car-a-cole (kar'a-kolO , n. [Fr. ; It. caracollo; So. caracal,
shell of a snail, winding staircase, caracole], in horseman-

' * ' "
M. [CARACOLED
< the w.], to(-kold'), CARACOLING], [Fr. caracoler

make a caracole; move in caracoles.
Ca-rac-ta-cus (ks-rak'ts-kss), n. British chieftain who
led in resisting the Roman invasion (c. 43-47 A.D.).

car-a-cul (kar'a-kal), n. [see KARAKUL], 1. a sheep of

central Asia. 2. the loosely curled fur made from the
hide of its newborn lambs. Also spelled karakul.

ca-rafe (ka-raf, ks-raf). n. [Fr. < Sp. garrafa or It.

carafa; -prob, < Ar. gharafa, to draw water], a water
bottle of glass or crystal; decanter.
caramel (kar'a-m'l, kar'g-mel', kar'm'l), n. [Fr.;
OFr. calamele; ? < LL. calamellus, tube (dim. of L.

calamus, a reed, cane), confused with ML. canna
mellis, sugar cane; L. canna, cane + mel, mettis,

honey], 1. burnt sugar used to color or flavor food.
2. a chewy candy made from sugar, milk, etc.

car-amelize (kar'a-m'l-Iz', kar'm'l-iz') v.t. & v.i.

[CARAMELIZED (-izd'), CARAMELIZING], to turn into
caramel.

ca-ran-goid (ka-ran'goid), adj. [< Mod. L. Caram,
Carangis, name of the family (< Sp. caranga, carangue) ;

4; -aid], of or like a family of fishes characterized by
s#iny fins, narrow bodies, and widely forked tails,

including the pompano, yellowtail, cavalla, etc. n. a
fish of this family.

car-a-pace (kar'3~pas') n. [Fr.; Sp. carapacho,- see

CALIPASH], the bonelike covering over all or part of the
back of certain animals, as the upper shell of the turtle,

armadillo, crab, etc.

car-at (kar'et), n. [Fr.; It. carato; Ar. qir&t, pod, husk,
weight of 4 grains; Gr. keration, little horn, carob seed,

cafat; dim. of keras, a horn], 1. a unit of weight for

precious stones and pearls, equal to about 3,17 grains
troy or .2 of a gram. 2. one 24th part (of pure gold) :

2Q-carat gold is 20 parts pure gold and 4 parts alloy.
Abbreviated car., kt. Also spelled karat.
car-a-van (kar'g-van') , n. [Fr. caravane; OFr. karouan;
Per. karwan, caravan], 1. a company 9f travelers,

especially of merchants or pilgrims traveling together
for safety, as through a desert. 2. a number of vehicles

traveling together. ^
3. a large covered vehicle for

passengers, circus animals, gypsies, etc. ; van.
car-a van-sa ry (kar's-van'so-ri), n. [pi CARAVAN-
SARIES (-riz)j, [Fr. caravanserai; Per. karwansarai;
kawan, caravan + sara'i, palace, mansion, innl; 1. in

th[e Orient, a sort of inn with a large central court,
whfcre caravans stop for the night. 2. a large inn.

car-a-yan-se-rai (kar'a-van'sd-rr, karVvan'sa-ra'). n.

a caravansary.
car-a*yel, car*a-velle (kar'a-vel'), n. [Fr. caravelle; Sp.
catav$a, carabela, dim. of caraba, small vessel; LL.
carabus < Gr. karabos, kind of tight ship, beetle, cray-
fish], any of several kinds of fast, small sailing ships,

especially one with a narrow, high poop and lateen
sails, used by the Spaniards arid Portuguese in the 16tji

century: also spelled carvel.

car-a-way (kar'a-wa'), n. [ME. carawai < Sp. alcara*

hueyat Ar. al-karawyd, < Gr. karon, carawayJ, 1, a
plant with spicy, strong-smelling seeds. 2. the seed's,
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used as a flavoring for bread, cakes, confections, and
cheese, and as a carminative.
carb- (karb). carbo-.
car-bam-jc (kar-bam'ik), adj. [cart- 4- amido -f ~ic],
designating or of the simple amino acid, NHrCOOH,

car-ba-zple (kaVba-zdlOt n. (carb- + az- -f -ole], a white,
crystalline substance, CijEUN, occurring in crude an-
thracene: certain dyes are made from it.

carbide (kaVbid, kar'bid), n. [carb- -f -ide], a com-
pound of an element, usually a metal, with carbon;
especially, calcium carbide.
car-bine (kar^bin; in military usage, now often kar'ben),
n. [Fr. carabine < carabin, mounted rifleman < escar-
rabtn, corpse bearer < scarable, a beetle], 1. a rifle with
a short barrel, chiefly for use by cavalry: also spelled
carabin, carabine. 2. in the United. States Army, a
light, semiautomatic, .30-caliber rifle of relatively great
fire power and limited range.
car-bi-neer (kar'ba-neV) , n. a carabineer.
carbinol (kaVba-nol', kar^ba-nol'), n. [carbin (name
used by Kolbe for the methyl radical) + -oZJ, methanol
(wood alcohol), or any alcohol derived from it, as
diethyl carbinol, (CH 3-CH 2)*CHOH.

car-bo- (kar^o, kar'bs), a combining form meaning
carbon* as in carbohydrate: also, before a vowel, carb-.
car bo hy-drate (kar'ba-hi'drat), n. [carbo- + hydrate],
any of certain organic compounds composed of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen, including the sugars, starches,
and celluloses.

car-bo-lat-ed (kar'bo-la'tid), adj. containing or treated
with carbolic acid.
car bol-ic (kar-bol'ik) , adj. [< L. carbo, coal + oleum,
oil; + -ic], designating or of a poisonous acid, CeHO,
obtained from coal or coal tar by distillation, and used,
in various solutions, as an antiseptic, disinfectant, etc.:
also called phenol.

car-bo-lize (ka'r'bs-liz') , v.t. [CARBOLIZED (-Kzd'), CAR-
BOLIZING], 1. to treat or sterilize with carbolic acid.
2. to add carbolic acid to.

car*bo4oy (kaVba-loiO, n. [carbide -f o + alloy], tung-
sten carbide, an extremely hard alloy used in the
machine-tool industry for its high abrasive quality: a
trade-mark (Carboloy).
car-bon (karban), n. [Fr. carbone < L. carbo, carbonis,
coal], 1. a nonmetallic chemical element found in many
inorganic compounds and all organic compounds: dia-
mond and graphite are pure carbon; carbon is also

present, with other substances, in coal, coke, charcoal,
soot, etc.: symbol, C; at. wt., 12.01; at. no., 6: abbre-
.viated C., c. 2. a sheet of carbon paper. 3. a carbon
copy. 4. in electricity, <x) a stick of carbon used in an
arc lamp. 6) a carbon plate or rod used in a battery.
adj. 1. of, containing, or treated with carbon. 2. like
carbon.
car-bo-na-ceous (kaVba-na'shos), a4f. 1. df, consisting
of, or containing carbon. 2. containing or like coal.
car-bo-na-do (kar'ba-na'do), n [pL CARBONADOES, CAR-
BONADOS (-doz)], [Sp. carbonada < carbon, charcoal <
L. carbo, coal], 1. a piece of meat, often fish or fowl,
scored and broiled. 2. a massive form of diamond
characterized by opacity and dark color, used for
drills: also called black diamond, v.L [CARBONADOED
C-dod), CARBONADOING], 1. to score and then broil

(meat). 2. to cut gashes in; slash; hack.
JCar bo-na-ri (kar'b$-na're), n.pl. [sing. CARBONARO
(-r61, [It., pi. of carbonaro, charcoal burner (< L.
carbonarius < carbo, coal): said to be so named from
meeting among the charcoal burners and using their

jargon], an Italian revolutionary group organized about
1811 to establish a united republican Italy.

car-bon-a-ta-tion (kar'bsn-i-ta'shgn), n. carbonation
(sense 1) : the preferred form in chemistry.

car-bon-ate (kar'ban-it, kaVba-nat'). n. [Pr.; see
CARBON & -ATE], a salt or ester of carbonic acid. v*t*

(kai/bo-nStO, [CARBONATED (-id), CARBONATING], 1. to
burn to carbon; carbonize. 2. to charge with carbon
dioxide. 3. in chemistry, t6 change into a carbonate.

car-bon-atipn (kar'bo-na'shdn), n. 1. the saturation
of water with carbon dioxide, as in the manufacture
of soda water: cf. carbonatation. 2. the removal of

lime, as in sugar refining, by precipitating it with,
carbon dioxide. 3. carbonization.
carbon bisulfide, carbon disulfide.

carbon copy, 1 . a copy, as of a letter, made with carbon
paper: abbreviated cc, C.C., c.c. 2. fColloql], any
person or thing very much like another.
Car-bon-dale (kar'tren-dSl'), n. a mining town in north-
eastern Pennsylvania: pop., 16,000.
carbon dioxide, a colorless, odorless gas, CO* some-
what heavier than air: it passes out of the lungs hi

respiration, and is absorbed by plants, which convert
the carbon into certain carbohydrates and release the
oxygen into the air. <

carbon dioxide snow, carbon dioxide made solid by
great pressure and used as a refrigerant; dry ice.

carcajou
carbon disulfide, a heavy, volatile, colorless liquid,
CSt, highly inflammable and poisonous, used as a
solvent, preservative, insecticide, etc.

car-bon-ic (kar-bon'ik), adj. 1. of or containing carbon.
2. obtained from carbon.
carbonic acid, a weak, colorless acid, HSCO, formed
by the solution of carbon dioxide in water and existing
only in solution.

car-bon-ic-ac-id gas (kar-bon'ik-as'id), carbon dioxide.
car-bon-if-er-ous (kar'bo-nif'gr-ds), adj. [< carbon +
-ferous}, 1. producing or containing carbon or coal. 2.

fC-J, designating or of a great coal-making period of
the Paleozoic Era: the warm, damp climate produced
great forests, which later formed rich coal seams.
the Carboniferous, 1. the Carboniferous Period. 2.
the rock and coal strata formed during this period.
See geology, chart.

car-bon-i-za;tion(kar
/b9n-i-za/sh3n,kar

/bon-i-za/sh9n)
n. a carbonizing or being carbonized.

car-bon ize (kar'ba-nfzO* ?* [CARBONIZED (-nlzd').
CARBONIZING], 1. to change into carbon, as by partial
burning. 2. to treat, cover, or combine with carbon.
carbon monoxide, a colorless, odorless, highly poison-
ous gas, CO, produced by the incomplete combustion of
any carbonaceous material: it burns with a pale-blue
flame.
carbon paper, 1. very thin paper coated on one side
with a carbon preparation or similar dark-colored sub-
stance: it is placed between two sheets of paper so that
the pressure of writing, drawing, etc. on the upper sheet
makes a copy on the lower. 2. paper used in the carbon
process.
carbon process, a method of printing light-resisting
photographs on paper coated with gelatin and pigment.
carbon tetrachloride, a noninflammable, colorless
liquid, CGU, used in fire extinguishers, as a solvent for
fats (in cleaning" mixtures), etc.

car-bon-yl (kar'ban-il'), n. [carbon + -yZ], in chemistry,
1. the bivalent radical CO. 2. any of a series of metal
compounds containing this radical.

carbonyl chloride, a colorless, volatile, highly poison-
ous gas, COCls, prepared by the reaction of carbon
monoxide and chlorine in the presence of activated
carbon: also called phosgene.

car*bon-yl-ic (kar'ba-nil'ik), <tdf/ of or containing
carbonyl,
car-bo-run-dum (kar'bo-runMsm), n. [carbon -f corun-
dum], a very hard abrasive substance, a compound of
carbon and silicon, SiC, made into grindstones, etc. : a
trade-mark (Carborundum).

car-box-yl (kar-bok'sil), n. [< carb- -f oxygen -f- -y/J, the
univalent radical CO

?H, occurring in the fatty acids
and most other organic acids.

car-box-yMc (karbok-sil'ik), adj. of or containing
carboxyl.

car-boy (kaVboi), n. [< Per. qarabanr large bottle], a
lar^e glass bottle enclosed for protection in basketwork
or in a wooden crate: used especially as a container for
corrosive liquids.
car-bun-de (kSr'buif-k'l), n. [ME.; OPr. carbuncle,
charboucle; L. carbiwcidus, a little coal, gem < carbo,
coal], 1. any of certain deep-red gems, especially a
garnet with a smooth, convex surface. 2. a painful,
localized, pus-bearing inflammation of the tissue be-
neath the skin, more severe than a boil and having
several openings. 3. any pimple.
car-bun cu-lar (kar-burj'kyoo-ler) , adj. 1. of, or having
the nature of, a carbuncle. 2. having carbuncles.
car-buret (kaVba-rat

7
, kar'byoo-ret'), v.t. [CAR-

BURETED Or CARBURETTED (-id), CARBURETING OT
CARBURETTING], [carb- + -uret (< 3?V. -ure, as in
sulfure)], 1. to combine chemically with carbon. 2.

to mix or charge (gas or air) with volatile compounds
of carbon in order to increase the potential heat energy.
car-buret ant (kSr/bs-raVut, kaVbyoo-ret^nt), n. a
substance, as gasoline or benzene, added to air or gas
to carburet it.

car bu re tion (kSr'ba-ra'shsn, kaVbyoo-resh'9n) t jb s,

carbureting or being carbureted.
car-bu-re-tor, car-bu-ret-tor (kar'ba-ra'tgr, kSr'byoo-
ret'Sr), n. an apparatus for carbureting air or gas;
especially, a device in which air is mixed with gasoline
spray to make

t
an explosive mixture in an internal-

combustion engine.
car-bu-ri-za-tion

^
(kaVber-i-zS'shan, kaVbyoo-ri-za'-

shsn), n. a carburizing or being carbtttized.
carburize (kar'ba-riz', kar'iyoo-riz')* v.t. [CARBU-
RIZED (-rizdO, CARBURIZING], [< Pr. carbure, carbide,
hydrocarbon; + -ize\ to treat or combine with carbon;
especially, to treat (iron) by heating in. contact with
carbon in making case-hardened steel.

carbylamine (kar'bil-3~men' kSr'bil-am'in) , n. [<
carbyl], any of a group of organic cyanides, containing
the radical NNC.
car-ca jou (fcaVk^joo', r n. [Canad. Fr, <
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native Ind, name], 1. the wolverine. 2. loosely, the
cougar, Canada lynx, or American badger.

car-ca-net (kar'kd-netO* n. [dim. of Fr. carcan, iron
collar, as on pillories; ML. carcannum < OHG. kwerka.
throat], [Archaic], an ornamental collar, band, or neck-
lace, usually of gold and often jeweled.

car-cass, car-case (kar'kQs), n. [ME. carkeis, carcais;
OFr. carcois, charquois; also < Fr. carcasse; It. carcassa
< same (unknown) source], 1. the dead body of any
animal. 2. the body, living or dead, of a human being:
scornful or humorous usage. 3. the worthless re-

mains of something, especially its outer shell or sem-
blance. 4. the framework, skeleton, or base structure,
as of a ship, building, tire, etc. SYN. see body.
Car-cas-sonne (karka'sSn'), n. a city in southern
France: pop. t 38,000 (1946).

car-cin-o-gen (kar-sin'a-jan, kar'sin-3-jenO n. [carci-
noma. 4- -ten], any substance that produces cancer.
car-ci-no-ma (kar'sa-no'ms), n. [pi. CARCINOMAS (-maz).
CARCINOMATA (-ma-ts)], [L.; Gr. korkinoma, cancer <
karkinoun, to affect with a cancer < kqrkinos, a crab,
cancer], any of several kinds of epithelial cancer.

car-ci-no-ma-to-sis (kaVsa-no'ma-to'sis), n. [see CAR-
CINOMATOUS &, -osis], a condition in which cancers are
spread extensively throughout the body.

car-ci-nom-a-tous (kar'sa-nom's-tas, kar'sa-no'ma-tos),
adj. [see CARCINOMA], of, having the nature of, or
affected by cancer.
card (kard), n. [ME. carde; OFr. carte; LL. carta, charta,
a card, paper; L. charta, leaf of paper, tablet; Gr.
chartes, leaf of paper, lajrer of papyrus], 1. a flat, stiff

piece of thick paper or thin pasteboard, usually rectang-
ular; especially, a) one of a pack of small, specially
marked cards used in playing various games; playing
card: see also cards, b) the dial of a compass; compass
card, c) a post card, d) a calling card. e) a written,
printed, or engraved announcement or invitation: as, a
wedding card, f) a card bearing a message or greeting,
and, sometimes, appropriate pictures, etc., for some
occasion: as, a birthday card* g) a card to advertise or
announce an event, product, etc.: as, a window card,

h) the printed program or record form for sporting
events, etc.: as, a race card; hence, 2. an event or
attraction as described in a printed program: as, a
drawing card. 3. [CoHoq.], a person who attracts
attention by his wit, eccentricity, etc. v.t. 1. to pro-
vide with a card. 2. to put on a card. 3. to list on
cards for filing, cataloguing, etc.

card ujp one's sleeve, a plan or resource kept secret or
held in reserve,

in (or on) the cards, likely to occur; probable or
possible: from the use of cards in fortune-telling.
put (or lay) one's cards on the table, to reveal frankly
one s intentions, schemes, resources, etc.

speak by the card, to be precise or assured in speech,
as if referring to points on a compass card,

card (kard), n. [ME. & Fr. carde; Pr. carda < cardar, to
card < LL. *caritare < L. carere, to card (akin to Eng.
sheer); sp. affected by association with LL. cardus, a
card, thistle < L. carduus, thistle], a metal comb or wire
brush for raising the nap on cloth or disentangling the
fibers of wool, cotton, flax, etc. v.t . to use such a comb
or brush on, as in preparing wool for spinning.
Card., Cardinal.

car-da-mom, car-da-mum (kar'dd-mdm), n. [L.
cardamomum; Gr. kardamomon < kardamon, cress -f

am&mon, spice plant], 1. an Asiatic herb of the ginger
family. 2, its seed capsule or seed, used in medicine
and as a spice.
car-da-mon (kar'da-man), n. cardamom.
card-board (kard'bdrd', kard'bord'), n. a material
made of paper pulp but thicker and stiffer than paper;
pasteboard: it is used for making cards, boxes, etc.

card-case (kard'kas'), n, a pocket case, usually of
leather, in which to carry calling cards.
Car-de-nas (kar'di-nas' ; Sp. kartae-nas'), n. a seaport
on the northwestern coast of Cuba: pop., 41,000.

Carde-nas, La-za-ro (Ia'sa-r6*' kar'de-nas'; Eng.
kar'di-nas') , 1895- ; Mexican general and statesman:
president of Mexico (1934-1940).
card er (kar'dSr). n. a person or machine that cards
wool, cotton, etc.
card file, a collection of cards containing data or records,
arranged systematically, as in alphabetical order, in
boxes or drawers: also called card catalogue.
car di-ac (kar'di-ak'), adj. [Fr. cardiaque; L. cardiacus;
Gr. kardiakos < kardia, the heart], 1. of or near the
heart. 2. relating to the upper part of the stomach.
n. a medicine that stimulates cardiac action.

car-di-a-cal (kar-di's-k'l), adj. cardiac.

car-di-al-gi-a (kar'di-al'ji-a), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. kardial-
gia < kardia, heart -f algos, pain: so named because
mistakenly thought to be located in the heart], a feeling
of pain or discomfort in the esophagus or stomach,
resulting from certain digestive disorders; heartburn.
Car-diff (kar'dif), n. a city in Wales, on the Bristol
Channel: pop., 236,000 (est. 1946).
Cardi gaii (kar'di-gan), n. 1. Cardiganshire, 2, tkQ
county seat of Cardiganshire: pop., 3,000.

car-di gan (karMi-gan), n. [after 7th Earl of Cardigan
(1797-1868)], a knitted woolen jacket; sweater that
opens down the front: also cardigan jacket (or sweater).
Car-di gan Bay (kar'di-gan), a part of St. George's
Channel, off the west coast of Wales.

Car-di gan-shire (kar'di-gsn-shir')* n. a county of
southern Wales: pop., 55,000; county seat, Cardigan:
also Cardigan.

car-di-nal (kar'd'n-ol, kar'di-n'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L.
cardinalis < cardo, hinge, that on which something
turns or depends], 1. on which something hinges or
depends; fundamental; principal; chief. 2. bright-red,
like the robe of a cardinal, n. [ME.; Fr.; It. cardinale;
LL. cardinalis, a cardinal < the L. adj.], 1. one of the
seventy Roman Catholic officials appointed by the
Pope to his council: they elect a new pope from among
themselves: abbreviated Card, (as a title). 2. bright
red. 3. a woman's short cloak, originally red and usu-
ally hooded. 4. the cardinal bird. 5. a cardinal number.
cardinal-ate (kar'd'n-al-af, kar'di-n'1-at/), n. [Fr.
cardinalat; LL. cardinalatus], 1. the position or rank
of a cardinal. 2. the Pope's council of cardinals.

cardinal bird, a bright-red American songbird, related
to the finch: also cardinal, cardinal grosbeak.
cardinal flower, 1. the bright-red flower of a North
American plant that grows in damp, shady places or in
shallow water. 2. this plant.

cardinal number (or numeral), any number used in

counting or showing how many (e. g., two, forty, 627,
etc.) : distinguished from ordinal number (e.g., second,
fortieth, 627th, etc.).
cardinal points, the four principal points of the com-
pass: north, south, east, and west.

car-di-nal-ship (kar'd'n-sl-ship', kar'di-nl-ship'). n.

[cardinal + -ship], L the state of being a cardinal.
2. the position, rank, or term of office of a cardinal.

cardinal virtues, in theology, the basic virtues; pru-
dence, justice, fortitude, and temperance.

card index, a card file.

card*ing (kar'dirj), n. 1. the combing and disentang-
ling of fibers of wool, cotton, etc., to prepare them for

spinning. 2. carded fibers.

car-di-o- (kar'di-o, kar'di-g), [< Gr. kardia, the heart],
a combining form meaning of the heartt as in cardio-

graph: also, before a vowel, card!-.

car-di-o-gram (kar'di-a-gram'), n. [cardio~ + 'gram], a
record of the heart's action, traced by a cardiograph.

car di o-graph (kar'di-o-graf', kar'di-a-graf'), n. [car-
dio- -f -graph], an instrument for making a graph of
the heart's action.

car-

fw ^ t heart-

shaped < ^kardia, the heart + eidos, shape], heart-

shaped, n. in mathematics, a curve more or less in the
shape of a heart, traced by a point on the circumference
of a circle that rolls around the circumference of
another equal circle.

car-di-ol-o-gy (kar'di-ol'a-ji), n. [cardip- + -logy], the
study of the heart, its functions, and its diseases.

car-di-tis (kar-di'tis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. kardia, the
heart; + ~itis], inflammation of the heart.
car-doon (kar-doon'), n. [Fr. cordon < carde; see

CHARD], a plant with edible stalks, resembling the
thistle and related to the artichoke.

Car-do-zo, Benjamin Nathan (kar-do'zo), 1870-1938;
American jurist and author; associate justice, United
States Supreme Court (1932-1938).

cards (kardz), n.pL I. a, game or games played with a
deck of cards, as bridge, rummy, poker, pinochle, etc.
2. the playing of such games; card playing.

card-sharp (kard'sharp'), n. a professional swindler
at cards.

card sharp-er (kard'shar'pgr), n. a cardsharp.
card table, a table for card playing; especially, a small,
square table with folding legs,
car-duaceous (kar'joo-a

;

sh98), adj. [< L. carduus,
thistle; -r; -aceous], of a family of thistleHke plants
(called thistle family or aster family) with heavy heads
of purple, tubular flowers.

Car-cUic-ci, Gio-sue G6-swe' kar-doot'che), 1835-1907;
Italian poet; received Nobel prize in literature, 1906.
CARE (kr), Co-operative for American Remittances
to Europe, Inc.

care (kr), n. [ME.; AS- caru, cearu, sorrow; akin to
Goth: kara & G. kar- in karfreitag, Good Friday; IE.
base *|or-, to cry out, scream, as also in L. garrulus
(cf. GARRULOUS)], 1. a) [Obs.] grief; mental pain;
hence, b) worry; anxiety. 2. close attention; watchful*
ness; heed. 3. a liking or regard (/or); inclination
(to do something). 4. charge; protection; custody.
S. sdmething to worry about, watch over, or attend
to. ,iu. [CARED (kard), CARING], 1. to be worried or
concerned; mind: generally with, conditioaaal clauses
and often in the negative, as, our parents don't care if

we go swimming. 2. to wish or like (to do something) ;

as, I don't care to answer.
care for, 1. to love or like. 2. to wish for; wabfc. 3. to
take charge of; look after; provide for.
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care of, in the charge of; at the address of: abbre-
viated c/o, c.o. (on mail).
have a care, to be careful; be cautious: also take care,
take care of, 1. to have charge of; be responsible for;
look after; attend to. 2. to provide for; protect
against trouble, want, etc.

SKY. care suggests a weighing down
f
of the mind, as by

dread* apprehension, or great responsibility (worn out by the
ceres of the day); concern suggests mental uneasiness over
someone or something in which one has an affectionate interest

(I feel concern for their welfare) ; solicitude implies thought-
fulness, often excessive apprehension?

for the welfare, safety,
or comfort of another (she stroked his head with great solici-

tude); worry suggests mental distress or agitation over some
problem (his chief worry was that he might fail); anxiety
suggests a restless, uneasy feeling with less mental activity
than worry, often over some indefinite but anticipated evil

(he viewed the world situation with anxiety). ANT. uncon-
cern, indifference.

ca-reen (ks-ren'), v.L [Fr. carener, to careen < cartote,
carine; It. carena; L. carina, keel of a ship], 1. to
cause (a ship) to lean or lie on one side for calking,
cleaning, or repairing. 2. to calk, clean, or repair (a
ship in this

4 position). 3. to cause to lean sideways;
tip; tilt. IM. 1. to lean sideways, as a ship under press
of sail. 2. to lurch or toss from side to side. n. a
careening.

ca-reer (ka-re*r'), n. [Early Mod. Eng. careers* carreer;
Fr. carriere, road, racecourse; It. carriera < carro; see

CAR], 1. originally, a racing course; hence, 2. a swift
course, as of the sun through the sky; hence, 3. full

speed. 4. one's progress through life. 5. one's advance-
ment or achievement in a particular vocation; hence,
6. a lifework; profession; occupation, w.t. to run or
move at full speed; rush wildly.
in full career, at full speed.

ca reer ism (ka-reY'iz'm), n. the behavior of a careerist;
exclusive or selfish devotion to professional ambitions,

ca-reer-ist (ks-reVist), n. [career + -ist], a person
interested chiefly in achieving his own professional
ambitions, to the neglect of other things.

career woman, [Colloq.], a woman who follows a pro-
fessional or business career, often to the exclusion of
marriage.
care-free (k^r'fre')> &dj. free from anxiety, worry, etc.

careful (kaT'fal), adj. {ME.; AS. cearful, earful; see
CARE & -FXJL], 1. caring (for) or taking care (of).
2. watchful: cautious; wary; dealing thoughtfully or
cautiously (with). 3. accurately or thoroughly done
or made; painstaking: as, a careful analysis. 4. [Ar-
chaic], feeling or causing sorrow, worry, etc. ; anxious.
SYN. careful implies close attention to or great concern for

whatever is one's work or responsibility, and usually connotes
thoroughness! a guarding against error or injury, etc.; meticu-
lous implies extreme, sometimes finical, carefulness about
details; scrupulous implies a conscientious adherence to what
is considered right, true, accurate, etc.; circumspect implies
a careful consideration of all circumstances to avoid error or
unfavorable consequences; cautious implies a careful guarding
against possible dangers or risks; prudent implies the exercise
of both caution and circumspection, suggesting careful manage-
ment in economic and practical matters; discreet implies the
exercise of discernment and judgment in the guidance of one's

speech and action and suggests careful restraint; wary implies
a cautiousness that is prompted by suspicion. ANT. careless,

negligent, lax.

care-less (ka-r'lis), adj. [ME. careles, kareles; AS. cear-

leas; see CARE & -LESS}, 1. carefree; untroubled. 2. not
paying enough attention; not thinking before one acts
or speaks; not painstaking; unwary; neglectful; reck-

less; heedless; inconsiderate. 3. done or made without
enough attention, precision, etc.; negligent; not thor-

ough. 4. artless; unstudied: as, a careless grace.
careless pf, indifferent to; regardless of; untroubled by.

ca-ress (ks-res'), v.t. [CARESSED or archaic CAREST
(-rest'), CARESSING], [Fr. caresser; It. carezmre; tdt. <
L. earns, dear), 1. to touch, stroke, or pat lovingly or

gently; also, to embrace or kiss: often used figuratively,
as of a voice, music, etc. 2. to flatter; cajole, n. an
affectionate touch or gesture, as a kiss, embrace, etc.
SYN. caress refers to a display of affection by gentle strok-

ing or patting; fondle implies a more demonstrative show^ of

love or affection, as by hugging, kissing, etc.; pet, as applied
generally, implies treatment with special affection and in-

dulgence, including patting, fondling, etc., but informally,

along with the slang term neck, it refers to indulgence, espe-
cially by young couples, in hugging, kissing, and amorous
caresses; cuddle implies affectionate handling, as of a small
child by its mother, by pressing or drawing close within the

arms; dandle implies a playful affection displayed toward a
child by moving him up and down lightly on the knee.
ca res sive (ks-res'iv), adj. caressing; like a caress.
ca rest (ks-resf). archaic past tense and past participle
of caress.

car-et (kar'it, kr'it), it. [L., there is lacking < pp. of
carere, to want], a mark (A) used in writing or correct-

ing proof, to show where something is to be added,
care-tak-er (k&r/tak'&r), n. a person whose work is to

take care of some thing, place, or person; custodian.
Carew Thomas (Jra-rocA kar'oo), 1595F-1645?; Enff-
Hsh poet.
care-worn (ktr'w6rn', ka'r'wom'), odj. worn out by,
or showing the effects of, grief and worry; haggard.
car*fare (kar'fJLrO. n the price of a ride on a streetcar,
bus, etc.

car-go (kar'go), n. [pL CARGOES* CARGOS (-goz)]t [Sp.
cargo, carga, burden, load < cargor* to load, impose
taxes; see CHARGE], 1. the load of commodities carried
by a ship; freight. 2. load.

Car-i-a (kHr'i-o), n* an ancient country in southwestern
Asia Minor.
Gar-ib (kar'ib), n. [see CANNIBAL], I. a member of a
tribe of Indians who inhabited the southern West
Indies and the northern coast of South America. 2. a
family of related South and Central American languages.

Car-ib-be an (kar's-be'sn, ka-rib'i-sn), adj. 1. of the
Caribs, their language, culture, etc. 2, of the Caribbean
Sea, its islands, etc. n. a Carib. Abbreviated Carlo.

Caribbean Sea, a part of the Atlantic, bounded by
the West Indies, Central America, and South America:
area, c.750,000 sq. mi.
Car-i-bees (kar'a-beV), n.pl. theLesser Antilles.
Car-i boo Mountains (karVbooOt a mountain range
in east central British Columbia, Canada.

car-i-bou (kar'a-boo'). n. [pi. CARIBOUS (-booz')

CARIBOU; see PLURAL, n, D, fj, [Canad. Fr.: prob. <
Algonquian khalibou, kaleboo], any of several varieties
of North American reindeer.

car-i-cature (kar'i-ka-chgr, kar'i-ks-choor'). n. [Fr.;
It. caricatura, satirical picture, lit., an overloading <
caricare, to load, exaggerate; LL. carricare, to load; see
CHARGE], 1. the deliberately distorted picturing or
imitating of a person, literary style, etc. by exaggerat-
ing features or mannerisms for satirical effect. 2. a

picture, literary work, performance, etc. in which this
is done. 3. a bad likeness; poor imitation; something
so distorted, ugly, or inferior as to seem a ludicrous
imitation, v.t. [CARICATURED (-cherd, -choordOt CAR-
ICATURING], to portray or imitate in or as in a caricature.
SYN. caricature refers to an imitation or representation of
a person or thing, in drawing, writing, or performance, that
ludicrously exaggerates its distinguishing features; burlesque
implies the handling of a serious subject lightly or flippantly,
or of a trifling subject with mock seriousness; a parody ridi-
cules

%
a written work or writer by imitating the style closely,

especially^ so as to point up its peculiarities or affectations,
and by distorting the content nonsensically or changing it to

something absurdly incongruous; travesty, in contrast, im-
plies that the subject matter is retained, but that the style
and language are changed^ so as to give a grotesquely absurd
effect; satire refers to a literary composition in which folHes.
vices, stupidities, and abuses in life are held up to ridicule and
contempt; lampoon refers to a piece of strongly satirical

writing that uses broad humor in attacking and rimctding the
faults and weaknesses of an individual.

car-i ca-tur-ist (kar'i-k9-ch&>ist, kar'i-ks-choorlst),
n. a person who makes caricatures or is skilled in
caricature.

car-ies (k&r'ez, k&r'i-eV), **. [L., decav; akin to Gr.
ker, death, destruction, Sans. Sm&ti, he breaks, crushes,
Avestan sari-, fragment], decay of teeth or bones, or,
sometimes, of tissue.

car-illon (kar's-lon', ka-ril'ysn; Fr. ka're'yowO* n*
[Fr., chime of bells (orig. composed of four) < ML.
*quqdrilio, set of four < L. quattuor, four], l. a set of
stationary bells, each producing one tone of the chro-
matic scale, sounded by means of a keyboard or by
a clockwork mechanism. 2. a melody played on such
bells. 3. an organ stop producing a sound like that of
such beUs. iu. to play a carillon.
car-iMon-neur (karVla-nur'; Fr. ka/re'y6"ner'), n.
[Fr.l, a carillon player.
Carina (ks-ri'nQ), n. \L. carina, keel], a southern
constellation, a subdivision of the constellation Argo,
containing the bright star Canopus.

ca rina (ks-ri'ne), n. [pi. CARINAE (-ne)], [L. t a keel;
cf. CAREEN], in biology, a structure or part resembling
a keel or ridge.

ca-ri nal (ka-ri'n'l), adj. of a carina.
car inate (kar'i-naf), adj. fL. carinatus < carina, a
keel], having a ridge down the middle; keel-shaped.

car i nat-ed (kar'i-na'tid), adj. carmate.
Ca-rin-thi-a (ks-rin'thi-s), n. a province of southern
Austria: pop., 461,000.
car i o ca (kar'i-o'ko), n. [Braz. Port., native of Rio de
Janeiro, where the dance originated], 1. a variety of
South American dance. 2. music for this.

car i ole (kar'i-ol'), n. [Fr. carriole; It. carriola, dim. of
carro; see CAR], 1. a small carriage drawn by one
horse. 2. a light, covered cart. Also spelled carriole.

car-i-os-i-ty (kari-osVti) , n. the quality or state of
being carious : decay.
car i ous (kari-as), adj. [L. cariosus}* 1. having caries;
decayed. 2. corroded*

it; chin; she; thin,fat, ape, bare, car; ten, Sven, h&re, over; is, bite; lot, g5, h6rn, t<55l, look; oil, outf up^ use, fflr; get; }oy; yet; c*****, M*C
, *m,

r/ien; zfa, leisure: jg, ring; -a for a in ago, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u in focus;
*
as in able (S'bl); Fr. hal: e", Fr.

coeur; 5, Fr. feu; Fr. mon; o, Fr, coq; ft, Fr. due; Hf G. ich; kh, G, doch. See pp. x-xii t foreign; * Hypothetical; < derived from.
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carle-ing (kaVkin), adj. [ppr. of obs. cork, to make or
be anxious; ME. carken- DFr. corkier; LL. carcare >
carricare, to load; see CHARGE), [Archaic or Poetic],
oppressive; troublesome; annoying: as, corking care.
Carl (karl), a masculine name: see Charles.
carl, carle (karl), n. [ME.; AS. carl, a man < ON.
karl, a man, churl; cf. CHURL], 1. [Archaic or Obs.l,
a peasant, bondman, or villein. 2. [Scot, or Archaic],
an ill-bred fellow; churl. 3. [Scot.], a sturdy fellow.

car-line (kar'lin), n. [ON. kerling, wife, old woman <
karl, man, male 4- fem. suffix], [Scot.], 1. a woman;
especially, an old woman. 2. a hag; witch.

car-ling (karliij), n. [Fr. carlingue; prob. < ON. ker-

ling; see CARLINE], any of the pieces of timber running
fore and aft between two of the transverse beams sup-
porting the deck of a ship.

Oar-lisle (kar-HF, ker-lu/, kar'ln), n. a city in north-
western England: pop., 64,000 (est. 1946).
Car-lism (karfliz'm), n. the principles, activities, or
claims of Carlists.

Car-list (kar'list), n. [< Carlos or ML. Carolus, Charles],
1. a supporter of Don Carlos or of his heirs. 2. a sup-
porter of Charles X, king of Prance (1824-1830).

car-load (kar'lod'), n. 1. a load that fills or can fill a
car. 2. the minimum weight of a carload lot. Abbrevi-
ated c.I.

carload lot, a freight shipment large enough to be
shipped at a special rate (called carload rate).

Car-lcMk Don (don karlas; Sp. don kar'l^s), 1788-1855;
Spanish prince, second son of Charles Iv; pretender
to the Spanish crown (1833).

Car-lot-ta (kar-Iot'a), a feminine name: see Charlotte.

Car-lo-vin-gi-an (kar1a-vin'ji-n), adj. & n. Carolin-

rls.bad (karh/bad; G. kaWbSt'), n. Karlsbad, a
town in Czechoslovakia.
Carls-bad Caverns (karlz'bad), a national park in
southeastern New Mexico, containing large caverns
filled with stalagmites and stalactites: area, 77 so. mi.

Carl-son, Ev-ans For-dyce (ev'anz f6r'dis kariVn),
1896-1947; United States Marine Corps general in
World War II.

Car-lyle, Thomas (kar-HF), 1795-1881; Scottish his-

torian, philosopher, and essayist.
car-ma gnole (kar'man-yor; Fr. kar'ma'nyolO. n. [Fr.,
altered (after Carmagnola, town in Piedmont, occupied
by the revolutionaries in 1792) < older carmignole,
kind of cap (dial, carmignola, jacket) ; prob. ult. < L.
carminare, to card wool < carmen, a card < carere;
see CARD (to comb)], 1. the short jacket with wide
lapels and metal buttons adopted by French revolu-
tionaries (1792) as part of their costume. 2. this cos-
tume, including wide black trousers, a red cap, and a
tricolored girdle. 3. a soldier of the French Revolution.
4. a lively song and round dance popular during the
French Revolution.
car-man (kar'man), n. [pi. CARMEN (-man, -men')],
1. a streetcar conductor or motorman. 2. [Obs.l, a man
who drives a wagon or cart; especially, one hired to
haul goods; carter.

Car-man, William Bliss (blis kar'man), 1861-1929;
Canadian poet and essayist.

Car-mar-then (kar-maVWan), n. 1. Carmarthenshire,
2. the county seat of Carmarthenshire: pop., 11,000.

Car-mar-then-shire (kar-mar'Man-shirO, n. a county
of southern Wales: pop., 179,000; county seat, Car-
marthen.
Car-melt Mount (kar'm'l), a mountain in northwestern
Palestine: height, 1,800 ft: see Samaria, map.
Car-mel-ite (kar'm'1-it'), n. [Fr.; L. Carmelites], 1. a
mendicant friar of the order of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel, founded in Syria about 1160: also called White
Friar, 2. a nun of this order, adj. of this order.
car-min a-tive (kar-min'a-tiy, kar'mi-na'tiv), adj. [<
L. carminatus, pp. of carminare, to card, cleanse <
carere, to card; -f- -ive], expelling gas from the stomach
and intestines, n. a carminative medicine.

car-mine (kar'min, kar'mm), n. [Fr. carmin; ML.
car-minus < carmesinus, purple, crimson < Ar. qirmiz,
crimson; form influenced by L. minium, cinnabar red],
1. a red or purplish-red pigment obtained

-'-- *

2. its color.
mainly from

adj. red or purplish-red;cochineal,
crimson.
car-nage (kar'nij), n. [Fr.; It. carnaggio < LL. carnati-
cum, tribute of animals < L. caro; see CARNAL], L
bloody and extensive slaughter, especially in battle-
massacre; bloodshed. 2. [Fr.; Pr. carnatge, flesh,camon < earn, flesh < L. caro], dead bodies, especially
on a battlefield. SYN. see slaughter.

car-nal (kaVn'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. carnalis < caro,
carnts, flesh], 1. in or of the flesh; bodily; material or
worldly, not spiritual; hence, 2. sensual; sexual.
have carnal knowledge of, to have sexual intercourse
with.

iSKV.-y-carnal implies relation to the body or flesh as the seat
of basic physical appetites, now especially sexual appetites,
and usually stresses absence of intellectual or moral influence
(carnal lust): fleshly, expressing less censure, stresses these
appetites and their gratification as natural td the flesh (fleshly

frailty); sensual stresses relation to or preoccupation with
flpratirying the bodily senses and usually implies grossness or
lewdness (sensual hps); animal is applied to the physical
nature of man as distinguished from his intellectual and
spiritual nature, and now rarely carries a derogatory implica-
tion (animal spirits).

car-naM-ty (kar-nalVti), n. [pi CARNALITIES (-tiz)J, a
carnal condition, nature, act, or manner; sensuality.
car-nalHte (kar'n'1-itO* n. [after Rudolf von CarnaU
(1804-1874), G. mineralogist], a hydrous chloride of

magnesium and potassium, MgClrKCl'6HsO.
Gar-nar-von (kar-nar'van), n. Caernarvonshire.
car-nas-si-al (kar-nas'i-al), adj. [< Fr. carnassier, car-
nivorous < Pr. carnasa, bad flesh < earn; see CARNAGE],
designating or of the last premolar on either side of the
upper jaw and the first molar on either side of the lower
Jaw in flesh-eating animals, n. a carnassial tooth.
Gar-nat-ic (kar-nat'ik), n. a region in southern India:
part of Madras state.

car-na tion (kar-na'shan) , n. [Fr. < L. carnatio, fleshi-

ness < caro, carnis, flesh], 1. formerly, flesh color or

rosy pink; now, deep red. 2. any of the cultivated
varieties of the clove pink. 3. its fragrant flower of

pink, white, or red. 4. pi. those parts of a painting
that represent flesh.

car-nau-ba (kar-nou'ba), n. [Port. < Braz. (Tupi)
native name], a Brazilian palm that yields a wax used
to make candles; wax palm.
Car-ne-gie, Andrew (kar-na'gi, kar'ns-gi), 1835-1919;
American industrialist and philanthropist, born in
Scotland.

car-nel-ian (kar-nel'yan), n. faltered (after L. caro,
carnis, flesh: because of its color) < cornelian], a red
variety of chalcedony, used in jewelry: formerly called
cornelian.

carni-fy (kar/na-fl') v.t. [CARNIFIED (-fid'), CARNIFY-
ING], [L. carnificare < caro, carnis, flesh + facere, to

make], to form into flesh. v.j. 1. to form or become
flesh. 2, to become fleshlike.

car-ni-val (kar'ns-v'l), n. [<^Fr. or It.; Fr. carnaval;
It. carnevale; LL. carnelevarium < *carnem levare, to
remove meat (see CARNAL & LEVER) ; associated by folk

etym. with ML. carne vale, "Flesh, farewell I" < L. caro
4- vale, farewell < valere, to be strong], 1. the period
of feasting and revelry just before Lent: Mardi eras is

the last day of this festival. 2. a reveling or time of

revelry j festivity; merrymaking. 3. an entertainment
with side shows, rides, games, and refreshments,
usually operated as a commercial enterprise, sometimes
by a social or charitable organization.

Car-niv-o-ra (kar-niv's-ra), n.pl. [Mod. L., neut. pi.
< L. carnivorus; see CARNIVOROUS], in zoology, an order
of flesh-eating mammals/ including the dog, wolf, cat (

lion, tiger, bear, seal, etc.
car*ni'vore (kaVna-vdr', kar'na-vor'), n. [Fr.], 1. a
carnivorous animal: opposed to herbivore. 2. a plant
that eats insects.

car-niv-o-rous (kar-niv's-rss), adj. [L. carnivorus <
caro, carnis, flesh + vorare t to devour, eat], 1. flesh-

eating: opposed to herbivorous. 2. of the Carnivora.
Car-not, Ma-rie Fran-cois Sadi (ma'ri' fraVswa'
sa'de' kar'no'). 1837-1894; French statesman: presi-
dent of France (1887-1894).
Carnot, Ni-co-las Le o nard Sa-di (ne'kd'la' la'6'nar'
sa'de'), 1796-1832; French physicist.

car-no tite (kar^no-tit'), n. [after the Fr. official, A.
Carnot), a radioactive mineral containing hydrous
potassium uranium vanadate.

car-ob (kar'ab), n. [Fr. carobe, wroubt; It. carrubo; Ar.
kharrubah, bean pod], 1. an
evergreen tree of the Mediter-
ranean area. 2. its long, edi-
ble, fleshy seed pod, used espe-
cially as fodder: often called
locust, locust pod, St. John's
bread.

ca-roche (ks-rSch/, ka-rosh'),
n. [MFr. carrocne; It. car-
roccia < ML. *carrautium <
carracutium < L. carrus; see
CAR], in the 17th century, a
coach or carriage used for
state occasions.
Car-ol (kar'ol), 1. a femi-
nine name: see Caroline.
2. [ML. Carolus;see CHARLES],
a masculine name.
carol (kar'al), n. [ME. carol, carole, round dance,
joyous song or lyric; OFr. carole, kind of dance, Christ-
mas song; ML. choraula, a dance to the flute < L.
choraules; Gr. choraulls, flute player who accompanied
the choral dance < choros, dance

-f^ aulein, to play on
the flute < anlos, flute], a song of joy or praise, espe-
cially in honor of the Nativity; Christmas song.
IM. [CAROLED or CAROLLED (-aid); CAROLING or CAROL-
LING], to sing in joy; sing; warble. vt. l f to sing (a
tune, etc.). 2. to praise or celebrate in song.
Car-ol II (kar'al), 1893r-1953; king of &MBW&W (1930-
1940); abdicated.

' ^ v

CAROB
A, branch; B, fruit
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Gar-o-le-an (kar'a-le'sn), adj. of Charles I or Charles
II of England, or their period; Carolinian.

Gar-o-Ii-na (kar'a-E'ns), n. an American colony on the
Atlantic coast, first settled in 1653: it was divided into

North Carolina and South Carolina in 1729.
the Carolina*, North Carolina and South Carolina.

Car-o-linc (kar'a-Kn', kar'a-lin), [Fr.; It. Carolina,
fern. < ML, or L. Carolus; see CHARLES], a feminine
name: variant, Carol; diminutive, Carrie; also spelled
Carolyn, adj. (kar's-En')., Carolinian (senses 1 & 2).

Caroline Islands, a chain of about 550 small coral

islands in Micronesia: area, 380 sq. mi.: pop., 55,000:
formerly a Japanese mandate; after World War II
under United States trusteeship.

Car-o-lin-gi-an (kar'a-lin'ji-sn) , adj. [< ML. Carolus

(see CHARLES) + Gmc. -ing, patronymic suffix], desig-

nating or of the second Prankish dynasty, founded
(751 A.D.) by Pepin the Short, son of Charles Martel.
n. a member of this dynasty. Also called Carlovingian.

Car-o-lin-i-an (kar'a-lin'i-on) , adj. [< ML. Carolus;
see CHARLES], 1. of Charlemagne or his period. 2. of

Charles I or Charles II of England, or the period in

which they lived. 3. [< Carolina], of North Carolina
or South Carolina, n. a native or inhabitant of North
Carolina or South Carolina.

ULUlJUy U11C IClgH Ui. etiiy VI HJ.G JXIJU&O JUCU..UCU, VJ.i*l 5J> ,

especially, a cold coin issued under Charles I of

England, worth originally about twenty shillings.

Car-o-lyn (kar'a-lin), a feminine name: see Caroline.
car*om (kar'sm), n. [< Fr. carambole; Sp. carambola,
red ball at billiards], 1. in billiards, any shot in which
the cue ball hits two other balls, either of which may
be hit before the other. 2. in curling, etc., a shot like

this. 3. a hitting and rebounding, tu. 1. to make a
carom. 2. to hit and rebound. Also spelled carrom.
car oms (kar'amz), n.pl. [construed as sing.], a game
for two or four players, played with 24 round counters
on a large, square board with corner pockets.

car-o-tene (kar'a-ten') , n. [< L. carota, carrot; + -ene\,
a red or orange-colored compound, C*oHs, found in

carrots and certain other vegetables, and changed into

vitamin A in the body: also spelled carotin.
ca-rot-e-noid (ks-rot'a-noid'), n. [< carotene -f -oid],

any of several red and yellow pigments related to
carotene, adj. 1. of or like carotene. 2. of the
carotenoids. Also spelled carotinqid.
ca-rot-id (ks-rot'id), adj. [Gr. karotis, pi. kardtides, the
two great arteries of the neck < karoun, to plunge into

sleep or stupor: so called because compression of these
causes unconsciousness], designating, of, or near either
of the two principal arteries, one on each side of the

neck, which convey the blood from the aorta to the
head. n. a carotid artery.

ca-rot-id-al (ks-rot'i-d'l), adj. [cf. -AL], [Obs.], carotid.

car-o-tin (kar's-tin), n. carotene.
ca-rot-i-noid (ko-rot'i-noid'), n. & adj. [carotin +
-oid], carotenoid.
carous-al (ka-rouzH) , n. [< carouse; sometimes con-
fused with carrousel], a carousing; hilarious drinking
party.
carouse (ks-rouz'), tu. [CAROUSED (-rouzdO. CAROUS-
ING], [OFr. carous < G. gar aus, quite out < gar aus~

trinken, to drink quite out : in reference to swallowing
all of one's drink], to drink much alcoholic liquor;
drink heartily and heavily; participate in a hilarious

drinking party or parties, n. 1. a carousing; hilarious

drinking party. 2. [Obs.], a glassful drunk all at once,

especially as a toast.
carou-sel (kar'a-zel', kar'oo-sel') , n. a carrousel.

carp (karp), n. [pi. CARP, CARPS; see PLURAL, n, D, 2],

[ME. & OFr. carpe; LL. carpa; prob. < Slavic, with
basic sense "rough, scabby"; cf. Russ. korop], 1. any
of a group of edible fresh-water fishes living in ponds or
other tranquil waters. 2. any of various other similar
or related fishes, as the goldfish, dace, etc.

carp (karp), tu*. [ME. carpen; ON. karpa, to brag;
prob. influenced by L- carper $, to pluck, hence slander],
to talk (on or about something) in a peevish, grumbling,
or accusing way; find fault pettily or unfairly; cavil

(at).

-carp (karp), [< Gr. karpos, fruit], a terminal combin-
ing form meaning fruit, as in endocarp, pericarp.

carp., carpentry.
car-pal (kar'p'l) , adj. [Mod. L. carpalis], of the carpus,
n. a bone of the carpus; carpale.

car-pa-le (kar-pji'li), ru [pL CARPALIA (-li-a)], [Mod. L.,
neut. of carpalis], a b6ne of the carpus carpal.
Car-path! an Mountains (k&r-pit'thi-sn) , mountain
ranges extending 800 miles between Poland and
Czechoslovakia and into central Romania: highest
peak, 8,737 ft.

Car-pa-tihil*ans (kar-pa'thi-anz), n.pl the Carpathian
Mountains.

CARPEL^^

Car pa tho-U kraine (kar-pa'tho-u-kranO a region
in the Ukrainian S.S.R.: area, c. 4,870 sq. mi.: formerly
a province ol Czechoslovakia called Ruthenia.

Jcar-pe di em (kar'pi dl'em), [L. t Ht. t seize the day],
seize present opportunities; make the most of today.

car-pel (kar'p'l), n. [Mod. L. dim. < Gr. karpos, fruit],

1. a simple pistil, regarded as a modi-
fied leaf. 2. anjr of the two or more
carpels that unite to form a com-
pound pistil.

car-Del*lary (kar'p'1-er'i) , adj. of or

having carpels.
car-pel-late (kar'p'1-at'), adj. having
carpels.

Car-pen-tar-i-a, Gulf of (kar'pon-
taY'i-a), a gulf on the northern coast
of Australia: length, 480 mi.; width,
420 mi.

car-pen-ter (kar'pon-tSr), n. [ME.;
ONorm. Fr. carpentier; LL. carpen-
tarius, a carpenter, wagon maker <
L. carpentum, two-wheeled carriage,
cart], a workman who builds and
repairs wooden articles or the wooden parts of build-

ings, etc. v.i. to do a carpenter's work. v.t. to make
or repair by or as if by carpentry.

Car-pen-ter, John Al-den (61'd'n kar'psn-t&r), 1876-
1951; American composer.

carpenter bee, any of several kinds of solitary bees
that bore long tunnels in timber and lay eggs in these.

car-pen-try (kar'psn-tri), n. [ME. & OFr. carpenterie],
the work or trade of a carpenter: abbreviated carp.
car-pet (kar'pit), n. [ME. carfette; OPr. carfite, a car-

pet, kind of cloth; LL. carptta, carpeta, thick woolen
cloth < pp. of L. carpere, to card, pluck], 1. a thick,
heavy fabric of wool, jute, etc. for covering a floor,

originally woven or felted, now often piled like a nig.
2. a strip, or several joined strips, of such fabric, used
for covering a floor, stairs, etc. 3. any covering resem-
bling or suggesting a carpet, v.t, to cover with or as
with a carpet.
on the carpet, 1. under consideration. 2. in the
position of, or into a place for, being reprimanded.

car-pet-bag (kar'pit-bagO, n. an old-fashioned variety
of traveling bag, made of carpeting.

car-pet-bag-ger (kar'pit-bag'Sr), n. 1. any of the
Northern politicians or adventurers who went South
to take advantage of unsettled conditions after the
Civil War: contemptuous term, referring to the fact
that such men usually carried all their belongings in a

single ^carpetbag. 2. any wandering or irresponsible
politician, promoter, etc. 3. in England, a candidate
for or member of Parliament who does not actually
live in the district he represents, or who moved there
for political reasons.

carpet beetle (or bug), a black beetle whose larvae
feed on furs and woolens, especially carpets,

car-pet-ing (kar'pit-irj), n. carpets or carpet fabric.

carpet knight, a knight or soldier who has never been
in combat and. lives in comfort: disparagfflg term.

carpet sweeper, a hand-operated devic6 for sweeping
carpets and rugs: when it is pushed over the floor, a
revolving brush picks up dirt.

car-pet-weed (kar'pit-wed
7
)* n. a weed that grows

close to the ground, forming a mat.
carpi (kar'pn, n. plural of carpus,,

-car-pic (karpik), -carpous.

carding (kar?pirj), adj. [pPJ-Tj
of tending to find

_______________ , . - . , - - CARPOGONIA

. \carpo- + -gomum < Gr. gignesthat, to be born],
in otany, the female reproductive organ in plants
that do not have flowers or seeds, as ferns, algae, etc.

car-pol-O'gy (kar-pdl'a-ji) , n. [carpo- + -logy], the study
of the structure of fruits and seeds.

car-poph-a-gous (kar-pof's-gss), adj. [Gr. karpophagos
< karpos, fruit + phagein, to eat], fruit-eating.

car'po-phore (kar'p9-f6r', kar'pQ-for'), n. [carpo- +
-phore], in botany, the lengthened axis to which the

carpels are attached.
car-port (kaVp&rf/, kar'port'), n. a shelter for an auto-

mobile, consisting of a roof extended from the side of

a building, sometimes with an additional wall.

car-po-spore (kar'pa-sp6r', kar'p9-spor') n. in botany,
a spore developed from the fertilized carpogonium in
the^ red algae.

-car-pous (kar'pgs), [< Gr. karpos* fruit], a terminal

combining form meaning fruited; having (a certain

number of) fruits or (a certain kind; of) fruit, as in

monocarpous, apocarpous.
car-pus (kar'pss), n. [pi. <AKPI (-pOI. [Mod. L. < Gr.

karpos, wrist], 1. the wrist.' 2. the wrist bones: see

skeleton, illus.

yet; chin; she; thin,'"
*, Fr.

ed iropa



carrack

car-rack (kar
/
ak) t

n. [OFr. carraque, caraque; Sp.
carraca; Ar. qar&qir, pi. of qurqur, merchant ship < Gr,

kerkouros, light vessel with a long stern < kerkos, tail

-f oura, tail, rear], a galleon: also spelled carack.

car-ra-geen.car-ra-gheen (kar'a-gen'), n. [< Carra-

geen, near Waterford, Ireland], a purplish, edible sea-

weed: when dried, also called Irish moss.
Car-ran -za, Ve-nus-tia-no (ve'noo-stya'no kar-ran'sa;
Eng. ks-ran'za), 1859-1920; Mexican statesman; presi-
dent of Mexico (1915-1920).
Car-ra-ra (ka-ra'rs; It. kar-ra'ra), n. a city in north-
western Italy: pop., 59,000: a fine white marble is

found near by.
Car-rel, Alexis (kar'sl, ks-relO, 1873-1944; French

surgeon and biologist in America (1905-1939) ; received

Nobel prize in medicine, 1912.

car-rel, car-rell (kar'al), n* [var. of carol, .], a small
enclosure or space in the stack room of a library, de-

signed for study or reading by individual patrons.

car-riage (kar'ij), n. [ME. cartage, baggage, transport;
ONorm. Pr. cariage, a cart, carriage < carier; see

CARRY], 1. a carrying; transportation; conveyance.
2. (kar'i-ij), the cost of carrying; transportation charge.
3. a carrying out (of affairs, etc.) or way of carrying

out; management. 4. manner of carrying the head
and body; posture; poise; bearing. 5. conduct; be-

havior. 6. a four-wheeled passenger vehicle, usually
horse-drawn and often private. 7. a wheeled frame or

support for something heavy: as, a gun carriage. 8. a

moving part (of a machine) for supporting and shifting

something: as, the carriage of a typewriter. SYN. see

bearing.
carriage dog, a coach dog; Dalmatian.

carriage trade, the wealthy customers or patrons^ of a

theater, store, etc.: so-called because they arrived,

formerly, in private carriages. % ^ f

car-rick bend (kar'ik), a kind of knot for joining two

ropes: see knot, illus.

carrick bitt, in nautical usage, either of the two posts

supporting a windlass.
Car-lie (kar'i), a feminine name: see Caroline.

car-ri-er (kar'i-eV), n. [ME. cariare < carien; see CARRY],
1. a person or thing that carries: as, a mail carrier. 1. a

person, company, etc. in the business of transporting

goods or passengers. 3. a messenger or porter. 4. a
carrier pigeon. 5. a container, support, or course in or

on which something is carried or conducted, as a
mechanical part or device, a water conduit, etc. 6. a

person, animal, or thing that carries and transmits

that causes an element or radical to 1

one compound to another. 8. in electricity & radio,

the steady transmitted wave whose amplitude, fre-

quency, or phase is modulated by the signal. 9. in

naval usage, an aircraft carrier.

carrier pigeon, a pigeon trained to fly over great dis-

tances back to a home point, carrying a written message
fastened to its leg: homing pigeon.

car-riole (kar'i-or , kar'i-610, n. a cariole.

car*ri-on (kar'i-en), n. [MB. caroin, carton; ONorm.
Fr. caroigne; LL. *caronia, carcass < L. caro, flesh], the

decaying flesh of a dead body: sometimes used figura-

tively, acf/. 1. of carrion. 2. feeding on carrion.

3. like camon; decaying, rotten, filthy, etc.

carrion crow, 1. the common crow of Europe. 2. the

black vulture.

Carroll, Lewis (pseudonym of Charles Luivuidge Dodg-
sori), 1832-1898; English writer and mathematician.
car-rom (kar'am) n. & u-i. carom.

Jcar-ro ma-ta (kar'6-ma'tS), n. [Sp. carromato; It.

carromatto, dray, truck, cannon truck < carro (< LL.
carrum; see CAR.) + matto, lit., mate (see CHECKMATE),
also "very big"], a long, narrow, two-wheeled cart

used in the Philippines for transporting goods.
car-ron-ade (kar'a-nad')t n. [< Carron, Scotland, where
it was first made], an obsolete type of short, light can-
non of large bore, for use at close range.

car-ron oil (kar'on), [< Carron ironworks (see CAR-

RONAPE), where it was used], a liniment, half linseed

oil and half Hme water, for treating burns.
car*rot (kar'st), n. [Fr. carotte; L. carota; Gr. kardion,

carrot], 1. a plant of the celery family, with a fleshy,

orange-red root. 2. the root, eaten as a vegetable.

car-rot-y (kar/st-i), adj. 1. orange-red, like carrots: as,

carroty hair. 2. red-haired.
car-rou-sel (kar's-zel', kar'oo-sel') , n. [Fr.; It. dial.

carozello, kind of tournament involving various exer-

cises, races, tilting at a ring, or the like < carrozza,

stately carriage < carro; see CAR], a merry-go-round:
also spelled carousel.

car-ry (kar'i), v.t. [CARRIED (-id), CARRYING], [ME.
carien; ONorm. Fr. carier < car; L. carrus, car, cart],

I, 1. to take from one place to another; transport,

especially in a vehicle: as, carry a package, carry the
mail. 2. to hold, and direct the motion of; be a chan-
nel for; convey: as, that pipe carries water. 3. to cause
to go; lead or impel: as, his interests carried him into

the study of history. 4. to be a medium for the trans-
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mission of: as, the air carries sounds. S.^to transfer
or extend: as, carry a fence over a certain distance,

carry personal quarrels into politics; hence, 6. to

transfer (a figure, entry, account, etc.) from one column,
page, time, etc. to the next in order. 7. to capture (a

fortress, etc.) ; hence, 8. to win over, lead, or influence

(an audience, class, etc.). 9. to gain support or victory
for (a cause, point, etc.); win (an election, argument,

etc.). 10. [Archaic or Southern Dial.], to accompany;
escort. 11. in golf, to go past or beyond (an object
or expanse) or cover (a distance) with one stroke.

II. 1. to hold or support (something) while moving:
as, she is carrying the child in her arms. 2. to bear

the weight of or responsibility for. 3. to be pregnant
with. 4. to bring with it; involve; imply : as, his

statement carries conviction. 5. to keep with one;
have: as, he carries a watch. 6. to hold or poise (one-

self, one's weight, etc.) in a specified way; hence,
7. to behave (oneself). 8. in commerce, a) to keep in

stock; deal in: as, the shop will carry leather goods,

fe) to keep on one's account books, etc. 9. in farming,

a) to bear as a crop; produce. fc) to support (livestock).

10. in hunting, to keep and follow (a scent). 11. in

music, to bear or sustain (a melody or part), as in

singing. ZM. 1. to act as a bearer, conductor, etc.

2 to have or cover a range: as, that shot carried to

the next hill, his voice doesn't carry well. 3. to hold
the head, etc. in a specified way, as a horse, n. [pi.

CARRIES (-iz)], 1. tne range of, or distance covered

by, a gun, golf ball, etc. 2. a portage between two

navigable bodies of water. 3. a carrying.

carry all before one, to be irresistible; be completely
successful.

carry away, to excite great or unreasoning emotion or

enthusiasm in.

carry forward, 1. to proceed or progress with. 2. in

bookkeeping, to transfer from one column, page, book,
or account to another.

carry off, 1. to kill: as, the disease carried of thou-

sands. 2. to win (a prize, etc.). 3. to handle (a

situation), especially with success.

carry on, 1. to do; engage in; conduct. 2. to go on

with; continue as before. 3. [Colloq.J, to behave in

a wild, silly, or childish way.
carry out, 1. to put (plans, instructions, etc.) into

practice. 2. to get done; bring to completion; accom-

plish.

carryover, 1 . to have or be remaining. 2. to transfer

or extend to another place or later time. 3. to

postpone or allow to postpone; continue.

carry through, 1. to get done; bring to completion;
accomplish. 2. to keep (a person) going, through
trouble or difficulty; sustain.

SYtf^ carry means to take something from one place to

another and implies a person as the agent or the use of a

vehicle or other medium; bear emphasizes the^support of the

weight or the importance of that which is carried (borne on a

sedan chair, to bear good tidings); convey, often simply a

formal equivalent of carry, is preferred where continuous
movement is involved (a conveyer belt) or where passage

through, a channel or medium is implied (words convey ideas) ;

transport is applied to the movement of goods or people from
one place to another, especially over long distances; transmit
stresses causal agency in connection with the sending or con-

ducting of things (the telegrapher transmitted the message).

cat'ty-all (kar'i-61'). n. [< cariole], 1. a light, covered

carnage drawn by one horse and having seats for

several people. 2. an enclosed automobile having two
long seats placed lengthwise and facing each other.

car-ry-all (kar'i-61'), n. a large bag, basket, etc.

carrying charge, interest charged by brokers, mer-
chants, etc. on the balance owed on a purchase.

car-iy-ttxgs-on (kar'i-irjz-on'), n.pl [Colloq.], wild,

silly, or childish behavior,
car-ry-o-ver (kar'i-o'vSr), n. L something carried

over; extension; remainder. 2. a remainder, as of

crops, goods, etc,, held for future sale. 3. an amount
carried forward in an account.

car-sick (kaVsilc'), <#/. nauseated from riding in a

streetcar, railroad car, automobile, etc.

Car-son, Kit (kit kaWn), (Christopher Carson), 1809-

1868; American frontiersman.
Car-son City (kar's'n), the capital of Nevada, near
Lake Tahoe: pop., 3,000.
Car-stensz, Mount (kar'stsnz), a mountain in the

Nassau range, Netherlands New Guinea: height, 16,-

404 ft.

cart (kart), n. [ME.; ON. kartr; akin. to, AS. craeti orig.,

body of a cart made of wiqkerwork, hamper; IE. base
*ger~, to twist, plait; cl CRADLE], 1. a small, strong
two-wheeled vehicle, drawn, by horses or oxen* 2. a

light, uncovered wagon or carriage. 3. a small, wheeled
vehicle, drawn or gushed by liand. v.t* & IM. to carry
or deliver (something) in a cart or ot^er vejiicle.

put the cart before the horse, to do things Backwards;
say or arrange things in revers^ order.

cartage (kar'tij), n. 1. tfee ac^ oj: -v^o^k of cartingf

2. the charge made for carting* afcor^vi^e^'i'Ct^ ,
,

"
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carte

city on the southeastern coast of Spain: pop., 117,000
(est. 1946). 2. a city in Colombia, on the Caribbean:

pop., 102,000 (1945).
carte (kart), n. [Pr., a card], 1. a bill of fare: see
a la carte. 2. [Scot.], a) a playing card, b} pi. a card

game or games. 3. [Archaic], a chart or map.
carte (kart), n. [Pr. quarts, lit., a fourth; see QUART],
in fencing* a position of thrust or parry in which the
hand is turned palm up: also spelled quart, quarte.

Carte, Richard D'Oy-ly (doilf kart'), 1844-1901;
Enghsh producer of Gilbert and Sullivan operas.

carte blanche (kart' blansh'; Pr. kart' blansh'), \$l.
CARTES BLANCHES (karts' blansh'; Fr. kart' blawsh7)]-
[Fr., white card, i. e., paper bearing only a person s

signature and hence allowing the bearer to fill in any
conditions he wishes], 1. full authority. 2. freedom
to do as one thinks best.

carte de vi-site (kart' da ve'zeV) , [Pr.], 1. a visiting card.

2. a photograph of a person, mounted on a card the size

of a visiting card.
car-tel (kar-tel', kar'tl), n. [Pr.; It. cartello

tt
dim. of

carta; L. charta, piece of paper or papyrus, writing; see
CARD (stiff paper)], 1. a written challenge, as to a duel.

2* a written agreement between nations at war, espe-
cially as to the exchange of prisoners. 3. [G. kartell <
Fr. cartel], an association of industrialists, business

firms, etc. for establishing a national or international

monopoly by price fixing, ownership of controlling
stock, etc.: trust: see also monopoly. 4. [often C-j,
a political bloc in certain European countries. SYN.
see monopoly.
cart-er (kar'ter), n. a man whose work or trade is

driving a cart.

Car-ter. Mrs. Leslie (kar'tSr), (Louise Carter), 1862-

1937; American actress.

Carter, Nick (nik), 1. a detective in a popular series

of dime novels of the late 19th century. 2. the pseu-
donym of the several authors who wrote this series.

Car-ter-et, John (kar'ter-it), first Earl Granville, 1690-

1763; English statesman.
Car-te-sian (kar-te'zhan), adj. [< Renatus Cartesius,
Latinized form of Rene Descartes], of Descartes, his

ideas, or his methods, n. a follower of Descartes*
ideas or methods.
Car-te-sian-ism (kar-te'zhan-iz'm) , n. the philosophical
and mathematical ideas and methods of I)escartes.

Car-thage (kar'thij), n. an ancient city and state in

northern Africa,
founded by the Phoe-
nicians near the pres-
ent site of Tunis, and
destroyed by the
Romans (146 B.C.):
see Punic Wars.
Car-tha-gin i-an'-'-

CARTHAGE

adj. of Carthage, its

people, or culture.
n. a native or inhabit-
ant of Carthage.

cart horse, a large,

strong horse for draw-
ing heavily loaded
carts; work horse.
Car-thu-sian (kar-
thoo'zhan, kar-thii'zhan), n* [ML. Cartusianus < L.

name of Chartreux, Prance], a monk or nun of a very
strict order founded at Chartreuse, France in 1086, by
Saint Bruno, adj. of or connected with the Carthusians.

Car-tier, Jacques (zhakkar'tya'), 1491?-1557?; French
navigator; discovered St. Lawrence River,
car tilage (kar't'1-ij), n. [Pr.; L. cartila&o; akin to

cratis, wickerwork; IE. base *quert~, *querat*+ to
twist together, plait; cf. CRATE], 1. a tough, elastic,

whitish animal tissue; gristle: the skeletons of embryos
and young animals are composed largely of cartilage,
most ofwnich later turns to bone. 2. any part of the

body consisting of cartilage.

car-ti-lag-i-nous (kar't'l-aj'g-nas), adj. [L. carttilagt-

nosus], 1. of or resembling cartilage; gristly. 2. having
a skeleton made up mainly of cartilage.

cart-load (kartloo?), n. 1. as much as a cart holds or
can hold. 2. TColloq.], a large quantity.

car-to gram (kar'ta-gramOt n. [Pr. cartogramme; see

CARD (stiff paper) & -GRAM], a map showing geographi-
cal statistics by means of lines, dots, shaded areas, etc.

car tog ra-pher (kar-tpg'ra-fgr), n. [see CARTOGRAPHY],
a person whose work is making charts or maps._.r. *-*_ /,-,._/. *i.x ---. of cartography;

.

y (kaVta-graf'i-k'l-i, kar'ts-graf'ik-

li), -oov. ^'according to cartography. 2. by means of

maps or charts.; i

r . _

car-tog-ra-phv (fcar-togte-fi), n. [< L, carta, charta;
see CARD (stiff paper), CHART; 4- ~gr&Phyl, the art or
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work of making maps or charts: abbreviated cartog.

car*ton (kar't'n), n* fFr.: It, cartons < carta; see CARD
(stiff paper)], I. a cardboard box, especially a large
one. 2. a full carton or its contents: abbreviated C., c.

3. in target shooting, a) the white disk within the bull's-

eye. 6) a shot that hits this disk.
car-toon (kar-toonO, n. [Fr, carton < It. cartone, both
in sense 2; see CARTON}, 1. a drawing, as in a news-
paper or magazine, caricaturing or symbolizing, often

satirically, some action, situation, or person of topical
interest. 2. a full-size preliminary sketch, on strong
paper, of a design or picture to be copied in a fresco,

tapestry, etc. 3. a comic strip. 4. an animated car-
toon, v.t. to draw a cartoon of. v.f. to draw car-
toons.

car-toon 1st (kar-toon'ist), n. a person who draws car-
toons.

car-louche, car*touch (kar-tooshO* *** P?1"-; *** car"

toccio, cartridge, roll of paper < carta, paper; see CARD
(stiff paper)], 1. a scroll-like ornament or tablet.
2. on Egyptian monuments, an oval figure containmg
the name or title of a ruler or deity. 3. formerly, a
cartridge or cartridge box. 4. in some fireworks* a
case holding the combustible materials.

car-fridge (kar'trij), n. [altered < cartouche}, 1. a
cylindrical case of card-
board, metal, or other
material, containing
the charge, and usually
the projectile, for a
firearm. 2. any some- CARTRIDGE
what similar small con-
tainer, as for recharging a siphon, refilling a razor, etc.

3. a protected roll of camera film. 4. a replaceable^unit
in the pickup of an electric phonograph, containing
the stylus, or needle. Abbreviated ctg.

cartridge belt, a belt for carrying cartridges and
equipment, as a water canteen, compass, etc.

cartridge clip, a metal container for cartridges, inserted
in certain types of firearms.

car-tu-lar-y (kar'choo-ler'i), n. \pl. CARTULARIKS (4z>)].

a chartulary.
cart wheel, 1. the wheel of a cart. 2. a kind of hand-

spring performed sidewise. 3. [Slang], a large coin,

especially a silver dollar,

Cart-wright, Edmund (kart'ritO, 1743-1823; English
clergyman and inventor of the power loom, etc.

Cartwright, John, 1740-1824; brother of Edmund;
English political reformer.

car-un-cle (kar'srj-kl, ka-rur/k'l), n. [Pr. caroncule;
L. caruncula, dim. of caro, flesh], 1. an outgrowth of

flesh, as the comb and wattles of a fowl. 2. in botany,
a swelling at or near the hilum of a seed.

ca-run-cu-lar (ka-run'kyoo-ler), adj. of or like a eartta-

cle.

ca run-cu-late (ka-rai/kyoo-Et), adj. having a carande
or caruncles.

ca-run-cu-lous (ko-ruq'kyocHbs), adj. cartmculate*

Ca-ru-so, En-ri-co (en-re'ko*, ka-roo'zd; En^i ks-rooteo),
1873-1921 ; Italian operatic tenor in America.

car-vacrol (kaVvs-krol', kaVva-krolOr n*K Br. carvi,

caraway -f L. acer, acris, sharp; -f -oTL a thick oily

substance, CioHnOH, extracted- from oH of mint and
other essential oils, used as an antiseptic and anesthetic.

carve (karv), v.t. [CARVED (karvd), CARVING: archaic

pp. CARVEN (kaVvan)], [ME. kenrm; AS. ceorfan; akin
to G. kerben* to notch; IE; base *gerbh-> to scratch,

split, seen also in Gr. grafyhem, to draw, write; cf.

GRAPH], 1. to make (an object, design, etc.) by or as

by cutting: as, carve a design on wood, carve a career.

2. to shape or decorate by cutting; decorate the surface
of with cut figures, etc.: as, the chest is finely carved.

3. to divide by cutting; slice: as, carve the meat. tu.

1. to> carve statues or designs. 2. to carve meat.
car-vel (karVl), n. a caravel.
car-vel-built (karVl-bilt'), adj. in shipbuilding, with
the hull pknks laid edge to edge to form a smooth
surface: (fistinguished from clinker-built.

car ven (kaVvan), archaic past participle of carYe.

adj. [Archaic or Poetic], carved.
carv-er (kar'vSr), n. 1. a person who cuts meat at the
table. 2. a person who carves figures out of wood, etc. ;

sculptor. 3. a carving knife. !

Career, George Washington (kar'ver), 1864-1943;
American botanist and chemist.

Carver, John, 1576P-1621; first governor of Plymouth
Colony.

carv-ing (kar'virj), n? 1. the work or art of a person
who carves. 2. carved work, as a design or statue.

carving fork, a fork with a metal guard to protect the

hand, used to hold meat being carved.

carving knife, a large knnVfor carving meat.

Car-y,lUice (kar'i), 182074871; American poet.

Gary, Phoebe, 1824-1871; American poet; sister of

Akce. ;
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caryatid 226 cashbook

car-y-at-id (kar'i-at'id), n. [pi CARYATIDS (-idz), CARY-
ATIDES (-i-deV)] f< L. pi. caryatides: Gr.

karyatides, priestesses of the temple f
of

Diana at Karyai, in Laconia], a supporting
column that has the form of a draped female

figure.
car-y-o- (kar'i-o, kar'i-a), karyo-.
ear-y'D-phyl'Ia-ceous (kar i-s-fi-la'shss) ,

ad). [< Mod. L. caryophyllacea, name of

the family < caryophyllus, dianthus < Gr.

karyophyllon, clove tree < karyon, nut, seed

+ pkyllon, a leaf], 1. of the pink family, a

group of plants with bright-colored flowers,

opposite or whorled leaves, and stems
usually swollen at the joints. 2. having
five petals with long claws in a tubelike

calyx.
car-y*op-sis (kar'i-op'sis), n. [pi. CARYOPSES
(-sez), CARYOPSIDES (-si-deV) J, [Mod. L. < . . _ .

cary- (see KARY-) 4- -opsis], a small, dry, one- CARYATID
seeded fruit that remains joined with the
seed in a single grain, as in barley, wheat, etc.

ear-y-o-tin (kar^i-o'tm), n. karyotin; chromatin.
ca-sa-ba (ks-sa/ba), n. {< Kassaba, town near Smyrna,
Asia Minor, whence tne melon came], any of several
kinds of muskrnelon, with a yellow rind and sweet
white flesh: also casaba melon, cassaba: often called

winter melon.
Ca sa blan-ca (kas'a-blarj'ks, ka'sa-blarj'ka), n. a sea-

port in French Morocco, on the Atlantic: pop., 257,000.
Casa Gran-de (ka'sa gran'da), the main structure of

a series of prehistoric ruins in southern Arizona, now
constituting a national monument.
Ca-sals, Pa-blo (pafblS ka-sais'), 1876 ; Spanish
celHst and composer in Prance.

Ca-sa-no-va, GiO'Vanni Ja-co-po (jS-van'ne ya'k6*-po
ka'sl-no-'va; Eng. kazVno'va), 1725-1798; Italian

adventurer; known for his Memoirs.
Ca sau bon, I-saac (e'zak' ka/zo'bow'; Eng. ka-sd'bsn),
1559-1614; French theologian and writer.

Cas-bah (kaVba), n. Kasbah, a section of Algiers.
cas-ca-bel (kas'ka-bel') , n. [Sp., a small bell, rattle,

rattlesnake), a knob behind the base ring or breech of

some muzzle-loading cannons.
cas-cade (kas-kad'), n. [Fr.: It. cascata < cascare, to
fall < pp. of L. coders, to fall], 1. a small, steep water-
fall, especially one of a series. 2. a thing like this;

rippling or showering fall, as of sparks, lace, drapery,
etc. v.t. & v.i. [CASCADED (-id), CASCADING], to fall, or
cause to fall, in a cascade,
Cascade Range, a mountain range in western Oregon,
Washington, and British Columbia: highest peak, Mt.
Rainier, 14,408 ft.

cas cara (kas-kar'a), n. [Sp. cdscara, bark; prob. <
casca, bark, husk, shell < cascar; see CASK], 1. a
buckthorn growing on the Pacific coast: also called

bearwood, cascara buckthorn. 2. cascara sagrada.
cascara sa-gra-da (sa-gra'd9), [Sp., lit., sacred bark],
1. a mild laxative made from the bark of the cascara
(buckthorn). 2. the bark.

cas-ca-ril-la (kas'ko-ril's), n. [Sp., dim. of cascara; see

CASCARA], 1. a West Indian shrub of the spurge family.
2. its aromatic bark, used as a tonic: usually cascarilla
bark.

Cas-co Bay (kas'ko), a bay on the southwestern coast
of Maine, oft Portland.

case (kas), n. [ME. cos, case; QFr. cos, an event,
chance; . casus, a falling, accident; pp. of codere, to
fall], L an example, instance, or occurrence: as, a case
of measles. 2. a person in whom a disease occurs;
patient. 3. a state of affairs; set of circumstances;
situation; condition: as, state the case briefly, 4. a
statement of the facts or circumstances, as in a law
court, especially the argument of one side: as, the case
for the defendant was presented by his lawyer. 5. con-
vincing arguments or^ evidence; just cause or grounds
for^a statement or action: as, he has no case. 6. a legal
action or investigation, especially one studied or cited
as* a precedent. 7. a question or problem: as, this child
is a difficult case. 8. [Slang], a peculiar person; queer
type: as, he's a easel 9. [so named because Latin cases
were thought of as "falling away" from the nominative;
cf. ACCIDENCE], in grammar, a) a form taken by a
noun, pronoun, or adjective to show its relation to
neighboring words. 6} any such relation, whether
expressed by inflection or otherwise, e) such forms or
relations collectively, v.t. [CASED (kast), CASING],
[Slang], to examine carefully; look over: as, he cased
the house before robbing it. SYN. see instance,
in any case, regardless of what happened or may
happen; anyhow.

in case, if; in the event that.
in case of, in the event of; if there is; in order to be
prepared for.

in no case, by no means; not under any circumstances.
case (kas), n. [ME. case; ONonn. Fr. casse; L. capsa, a
box, chest < capere, to take, contain, hold], 1. a con-
tainer, as a box, crate, chest, sheath, folder, etc. 2. a
protective cover or covering part: as. a watch case.

3. a full box or its contents: as, a case of beer: abbrevi-
ted G. f c., cs. 4. a set or pair: as, a case of pistols.

5. a frame for a window, door, or stairs. 6. in printing,
one of the shallow compartmented trays in which type
is kept: the upper case is used for capitals and special

characters, the lower case for small letters, figures, etc.

v.t. [CASED (kast), CASING], 1. to put in a container.
2. to cover or enclose. 3. to fuse (glass) with an overlay
of another color.

ca-se-ase (ka/si-aV), n. [casein + -a$e], an enzyme made
from bacterial cultures, which dissolves casein and
albumin: used in the process of ripening cheese.

ca-se-ate (ka'si-af), vd. [CASEATED (-id), CASEATING],
in medicine, to undergo caseation.

ca-se-a-tion (ka'si-a'shsn), n. [< L. caseatus, mixed
with cheese < caseus, cheese], 1. the precipitation of

casein to form cheese. 2. in medicine, a degenerative

process in which tissue changes into a dry, crumbly,
cheeselike substance.

ca-se-fy (ka'ss-fT). v.t. & v.i. [CASEFIED (-fid'), CASEFY-

ING], f< L. caseus, cheese; + -fy], to make or become
cheeselike.
case-hard-en (kaVharM'n), v.t. 1. in metallurgy, to

form a hard, thin surface on (iron or steel); hence,
2. to make callous or unfeeling.

case history, collected information about an individual
or group, for use especially in sociological, medical, or

psychiatric studies.
case-in (ka'si-in, ka'sen), n. [< L. caseus, cheese; +
-in], a phosphoprotein that is one of the chief con-
stituents of milk and the basis of cheese.

ca-se-in o-gen (ka'si-in'a-jen', ka-se'na-jan) , n. [<
casein + -gen], that protein of milk which produces
casein when acted upon by rennin.

case knife, 1. a knife kept in a case; sheath knife.

2. a table knife.
case law, law based on previous judicial decisions, or

precedents: distinguished from statute law.

case-mate (kas'maf), n. [Fr.; It. casamaita < Gr.
chasmate, pi. of chasma (see CHASM); confused with
It. casa, a house, and motto, foolish, dull, dim, dark], a

shellproof or armored enclosure with openings for guns,
as in a fortress wall or on a warship.
case-mat-ed (kas'ma'tid), adj. fortified with or as with
a casemate or casemates.
case-ment (kas'mant), n. [< OFr. encassement, a frame;
see CASE (box)], 1. a hinged window frame that opens
outward: a casement window often has two such frames,

opening like French doors. 2. a casing; covering.
Case-ment, Sir Roger David Ckas'mant), 1864-1916;
Irish nationalist; hanged by tne British as a traitor
in World War I.

case-ment-ed (kas'man-tid) , adj. 1. having a casement
or casements. 2. encased; covered.

ca-se-ose (ka'si-os'), n. [casern -^ -ose), a soluble protein
derivative formed during the digestion of casein.
ca se-ous (ka'si-as) , adj. [< L. caseus, cheese], of or like

cheese.
ca sera, ca-serne (ka-zum') n. [Fr. caserne; Pr. cazerna,
small nut < LL. guaterna, four each; quattuor, four],

usually in pi any of a series of troop barracks near the
battlements of a fortified town.

case shot, a quantity of small projectiles enclosed m a

single case, as a shrapnel shell, for firing from a gun.
case system, a method of training law students by
analyzing and discussing selected cases and decisions
rather than by systematic study of textbooks on law.
case work, social work in which the worker investigates
a case of personal or family maladjustment, and gives
advice and guidance.
case-worm (kas'wurmO , n. any of various insect larvae
that build protective cases about their bodies; espe-
cially, the caddis worm.
cash (kash), n. [Fr. casse, caisse, a box, case, money
box, cash; Pr. caissa. It. cassa, a box; L. capsa, a
box, chest < capere, to take, contain], 1. money that
a person actually has, including mone^ on deposit;
especially, ready money. 2, bills and coins; currency.
3. money, a check, etc., paid at the time of purchase:
as, he paid cash for the house, v.t. to give or get cash
for: as, cash a check, adj. of, for, requiring, made
with, or using cash: as, a cash sale.
cash in, 1. to turn into cash; get money for. 2.

[Slang], to die.

cash in on, 1. to make a profit from. 2. to make
profitable use of.

cash (kash), n. [pi. CASH], [Port, caixa < Tamil kasu],
1. any of several East Indian or Chinese coins of small
value. 2. a Chinese copper-alloy coin based on the
tael: it has a square perforation in the center so that
it can be carried on a string.
cash a (kash'a), n. [? < cashmere], soft cloth made of
wool and cashmere, used for dresses, coats, etc.

cash-and-carry (kash'an-kar'i), adj. 1. with casb
payments and no deliveries. 2. operated on a cash-
and-carry system.
ca-shaw (ka-shft'), n. the cushaw.
cash-book (kash'bookOt n. a book in which all ueceipts
and payments of money are originally entered.
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cash discount, a discount from the purchase price
allowed to the purchaser if he pays within a specified
period.

cash-ew (kash'oo, ka-shooO, n. [altered < Fr. acajou,
cajott; Port, acajon < native Braz. (Tupi) name],
1. a tropical evergreen tree bearing kidney-shaped
nuts, each at the end of an edible, pear-shat>ed receota-
cle. 2. the nut.
cash-ier (ka-sheV), n. [Pr. caissier < caisse; see CASH
(ready money)], a person in charge of the cash receipts
and payments of a bank, store, restaurant, etc.
cash-ier (ka-shrO. v.t. [D. kasseren; Fr. casser, to
break < LL. cassare, to nullify, destroy < cassus,
empty, futile & L. quassare; see QUASH], 1. to dismiss
from a position of command, trust, etc., especially
with disgrace; discharge. 2. to discard or reject.

cashier's check, a check drawn by a bank on its own
funds and signed by the cashier: abbreviated C.C.,
c.c.

Gash-mere (kash-mSr'), n. Kashmir.
cash-mere (kash'meV), n. [< Kashmir, India], 1. a
fine carded wool obtained from goats of Kashmir and
Tibet. 2. a soft, twilled cloth made of this or similar
wool. 3. a cashmere shawl.
cash on delivery, payment in cash when a purchase or
shipment is deHyered: abbreviated C.O.I)., c.o.d.
ca-shoo (ks-shoo') , n. catechu.
cash register, a device consisting essentially of an
adding machine, usually combined with a money
drawer, used by merchants, cashiers, etc. : the amount
received for each sale is visibly recorded and auto-
matically added to previous receipts.

cas-i-mere^ cas i mire (kas'a-meV) , n. cassimere.
cas-ing (kas'irj), n. 1. the act or process of encasing.
2. a covering or protective outside part; specifically,
a) a cleaned intestine, as of cattle, used as a sausage
container. 6) the shoe of an automobile tire. 3. a
frame, as of a window or door.
ca si-no (ka-se'no), n. [pi CASINOS (-noz), CASINI (-ne)]
[It., dim. of casa; L. casa, a house, cottage], 1. in Italy,
a small country house; summerhouse. 2. a public room
or building for musical or theatrical performances,
dancing, gambling, etc. 3. cassino.
cask (kask, kask), n. [Sp. casco, potsherd, cask, hull,
helmet < cascar, to break < L. quassare; see QUASH],
1. a barrel of any size, especially one for liquids. 2. a
full cask or its contents; barrelful. Abbreviated csk.
cas ket (kas'kit, kas'kit), n. [prob. < OFr. cassette, dim.
of casse (see CASE, box) : -k by analogy with cask}, 1. a
small box or chest, as for valuables. 2. a coffin, espe-
cially a costly one. v.f. to put into a casket.
Gas-Ion, William (kazlan), 1692-1766; English type-
founder.
Cas par, Gas per (kas'pgr), [G. Kaspar; see JASPER],
a masculine name.
Gas-per (kas'pgr), n. a city in eastern Wyoming: pop.,

Cas-pi-an (kas'pi-9n) , adj. of or near the Caspian Sea.
Caspian Sea, an inland sea between the Caucasus and
Asia: total area,
169,000 sq. mi.

casque (kask), n.

[Pr.; see CASK],
a helmet.

casqued (kaskt),
adj. wearing a
casque, orhelmet.

Cass, Lewis (kas),
1782~1866;Ainer-
ican statesman:
governor ot
Michigan Terri-

tory (1813-1831);
secretary of state

(1857-1860).
cas sa-ba (ka-sS'ba), n. a casaba.
Cas-san-dra (ka^san'dra), n. [L.; Gr. Kassandra], 1. in
Greek legend, the daughter of Priam and Hecuba: to
win her love, Apollo gave her prophetic power, but
later, when thwarted, he decreed that her prophecies
should never be believed; hence, 2. a person whose
warnings of misfortune are disregarded.
cas sa-tion (ka-sa'shan), n. [Fr. < casser; see CASHIER,
v.], abrogation or annulment, as of a court decision,
an election, etc,
Cas satt, Mary (kg-saf), 1845-1926; American painter.
cas-sa-ya (ka-sa'va), n. [Fr. cassave; Sp. casabe <
Haitian kasabi]* 1. any of a number of tropical plants
with edible starchy roots: also called manioc. 2. a
starch extracted from cassava roots, used in making
bread and tapioca. 3. bread made from this starch.
Cas-sel (kas'l; G. ka"s'al), n. Kassel, a city in Germany.
cas-se-role (kas'a-rolOt. n. [Fr., dim, of casse, a bowl,
basin :,J?!r* tias&, melting pan; LL. catlia; ? < Gr.

kyathton, dim. of kyathos, a bowl, pan], 1. a covered
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earthenware or glass baking dish in which food can
be cooked and then served. 2. a mold of rice, mashed
potatoes, etc., baked with a filling of vegetables, meats,
etc. 3. in chemistry, a deep porcelain saucepan with a
handle, used for heating or evaporatiiig a substance,

cas-sia (kash'a), n. [L.; Gr, kasia. kassia, kind of dona-
mon < Heb. qetsl'ah < qatsa, to strip off bark], I, cas-
sia bark. 2. a tree that it comes from. 3. any of a
group of herbs, shrubs, and trees of the pea family,
common in tropical countries: the pods (cassia, pods)
of some of these plants have a mildly laxative pulo
(cassia pulp) ; from others the cathartic drug senna is
extracted. 4. cassia pods. 5. cassia pulp.

cassia bark, the bark of certain tropical evergreen
trees, used in adulterating cinnamon: also called
Chinese cinnamon.

cas-si-mere (kas'a-meV), n. [< Kashmir; cf. CASHMERE
(wool)], a thin, twilled woolen cloth, used for men's
suits: also spelled casimere, casimire.
Gas si no (ks-se'no; It. kas-se'no"), n. a town in Italy,
between Naples and Rome: pop., 20,000: scene of heavy
fighting in World War II.

cas-si-no (ka-se'no), n. [see CASINO], a type of card
game for two to four players: also spelled casino.
Gassio-peia (kas'i-e-pg'a), n. [L.; Gr. Kassiopeia],
1. in Greek legend, the wife of Cepheus and mother of
Andromeda. 2. a northern constellation between
Andromeda and Cepheus: see constellation, chart.
Cassiopeia's Chair, the five brightest stars in the
constellation Cassiopeia: their outline suggests the
shape of a chair.
cas sique (ka-sek'), n. a cacique.
cas-sit er-ite

(ka-sit'a-rif), n. [Gr. kassileros], native
tin dioxide, SnOs, the chief ore of tin: it is brown or
black and very hard and heavy.
Cas-si-us (kash'ss, kash'i-ss, kas'i-ss), n. (Gains Cassias
Longinus) , Roman general and chief assassin of Julius
Caesar; died 42 B.C.

cas-sock (kas'ak), n. [Fr, cosaque; It. casacca, long coat;
? < base of LL. casubla; see CHASUBLE], 1. a long,
close-fitting vestment, generally black, worn as an
outer garment or under the surplice by clergymen,
choristers, etc.; hence, 2. the position of a clergyman.
3. a clergyman.

cas-so-war-y (kas'a-wer'i), n. [pi. CASSOWARIES (-iz)],
[Malay kasuarl], a large bird of Australia and New
Guinea, able to run fast but unable to fly: it is like the
ostrich but smaller, and has a brightly colored neck
and head.

cast (kast, kast), v.t. [CAST, CASTING], [ME. casten;
ON. kasta < Gmc. base *kas->; IE. base prob. *g-es-

hurl; hence, 2. to deposit (a ballot or vote). 3. to
cause to fall or turn; project; direct: as, this evidence
may cast some light on the crime. 4. to throw out or
drop (a net, anchor, etc.) at the end of a rope or cable.
5. to throw out (a ny, etc.) at the end of a fishing line.
6. to draw (lots) or shake (dice) out of a container.
7. to drop (offspring) or bring forth (young) , especially
prematurely. 8. to throw off; shed; slough: as, the
snake casts its skin. 9. to throw down; defeat (a
wrestler). 10. to add up (accounts), .originally by
means of counters. 11. to calculate (a horoscope, tides,
etc.). 12. to arrange in some system; formulate; dis-
tribute. 13, a) to form (molten metal, etc.) into a
particular shape by pouring or pressing into a mold.
6) to make by such a method, 14. to choose and
assign actors for (a play or its parts) ; select (an actor)
for a certain role or as a character. 15. to twist; turn;
warp. 16. in priniing, to stereotype or electrotype.
v.i. 1. to throw dice, 2. to throw out a fly, etc. at the
end of a fishing Hne. 3. to vomit, 4. to turn: veer;
warp. 5. to add up figures; calculate. 6. to calculate
horoscopes, tides^ etc.; hence, 7. to make a forecast,
diagnosis, estimate, etc.; conjecture. 8. to consider;
d.el!berate^ plan. 9. in hunting, to scatter in all direc-
tions in search for a lost scent, n. 1. a casting;
throwing; throw; also, way of casting or distance
thrown; specifically, a} a throw of dice; also, the number
thus thrown; hence, 6) a stroke of fortune, c) a turn of
the eye; glance; look, d) a throw of a fishing line, net,
etc.

e)
an overthrow, as in wrestling. /) an adding up;

calculation; hence, g) a conjecture; forecast, h) a 'sample
or si^n, as of one's abilities, views, etc. 2. a quantity
or thing cast in a certain way; specifically, a) something
thrown up, off, or out, as bait on a fine, a pair (of
hawks), produce, vomit, excrement, etc, 6) something
formed in a mold, as a statue, etc.; also, the mold,
c) a plaster form for immobilizing a broken arm, leg,
etc. d) the set of actors in a play. 3. the form or direc-
tion in which a thing is cast; specifically, a) an arrange-
ment. &) an appearance or stamp, as- of features, c) kind;
quality, d) a tmge; sha^a $ a^twm or twist to one side;

fat, fipe, bare, car; ten, even, hfire, ovSr; Is, bite; lot, g3, hdrn, t<551, look; oil, out; up, ftse, ffir; get; toy; yet; dun; she; thin,.*.__ _^ ,^._.
,^,^MI^; JOT tf la ,&go, <e> m aflatf. ( in sanity, o m cam$h+ u in focu%;

f
, as m $Me (a'bl); Fr. foil; iS, Fr.

$rwipoiffro, fc. COQ; i|,i$V. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. dodi. See pp. x-xii. t foueiign,;
* hypotlietic^l; < diyedfeom.
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tendency; bent. /) a slight error of focus (in, to, or of
the eye). 4. in hunting, a scattering of the hounds to
find a lost scent. 5. in medicine, a plastic substance
formed in the cavities of some diseased organs: as,
renal casts. SYN. see throw,
cast about, 1. to search; look (for). 2. to make plans;
devise.

cast aside, to discard; abandon.
cast away, 1. to discard; abandon. 2. shipwrecked.
cast back, 1* to refer to something past. 2. to
resemble some distant ancestor.

cast down, L to turn downward. 2. to sadden;
depress; discourage.

cast off, 1. to discard; abandon; disown. 2. to free.

3. to free a ship from a dock, quay, etc., as by releas-

ing the lines. 4. in knitting, to make the last row
of stitches.

cast on, in knitting, to make the first row of stitches,
cast one's ballot, to vote.
cast out, to force to get out or go away; expel.
cast tip, 1. to throw up; vomit. 2. to turn upward.
3. to add up; total.

Cas-ta-li-a (kas-tali-s), n. [L,; Gr. Kastalia], a spring
on Mount Parnassus, sacrea to Apollo and the Muses:
its waters were considered a source of poetic inspiration.
Cas-ta-li-an (kas-tali-sn, kas-tal'yan) , adj. 1. of

Castalia; hence, 2. poetic.
Cas ta-lie, Cas-ta-ly (kas'ta-li), n. Castalia.
cas-ta-neta (kas'to-nets', kas'ta-nets')* n.pl. [Pr. cos-

tagnette (sing.); Sp. castaneta < L.
castanea, chestnut: so named from
the shape], small, hollowed pieces of
hard wood or ivory, used in pairs to
beat time to music, especially in

Spanish dances: they are held in the
hand by a connecting cord or ribbon
over the thumb, and clapped against
each other with the fingers.

cast-a-way (kast'0-wa', kast'a-wa'),
n. [ME. in theological sense "repro-
bate'J, 1. a person or thing cast out
or off; especially, an outcast. 2. a
shipwrecked person, adj. 1. thrown
away; discarded. 2. shipwrecked;
stranded; cast adrift.

caste (kast, kast), n. [Pr.; Port.
casta, breed, race, caste < L. casti&s,

pure, chaste], 1. any of the distinct,

hereditary Hindu social classes, each formerly excluded
from social dealings with the others. 2. any exclusive
social or occupational ^class or group. 3. rigid class
distinction based on^ birth, wealth, etc., operating as
a social system or principle.
lose caste, to lose social status or position.

cas tel Ian (kas'ta-lsn), n. [ME. & ONorm. Pr. castel-

lain; ML. castellanus, keeper of a castle; L., inhabitant
of a castle (orig., of a castle) < L. castettum; see
CASTLE], the warden or governor of a castle.

cas-tel la-ny (kas'ta-la'ni) , n. 1. the office or position
of a castellan. 2. all the lands of a castle.

cas-tel lated (kas'to-la'tid), adj. [LL. castellatus < L.
castellum; see CASTLE], 1. built with turrets and
battlements, like a castle. 2, having many castles, as
a district, rarer, etc.

cast-er (kas'tSr, kaVtSr), n. 1. a person or thing that
casts. 2. a small bottle or other container for serving
vinegar, mustard, salt, or other condiments at the
table. 3. a stand for holding several such containers.
4. any of a set of small swiveled wheels for supporting
and moving furniture or other heavy articles. Also
spelled castor (in senses 2, 3, 4).

cas ti gate (kas'ts-gat'), v.t. [CASTIGATED (-id), CASTI-
GATING], [< L. castigatus, pp, of castigare, to purify,
chastise < castus, pure], to correct or subdue by
punishing: chastise; rebuke. SYN. see punish,

cas ti ga tion (kas'ta-ga'shsn), n. [ME.) L. castigatio;
see CASTIGATE], severe punishment, criticism, or rebuke.

cas tiga tor (kas'tg-ga'tSr), n. [L.], a person who
castigates.
Cas tiglione, Conte Baldassare (bal'das-sa're
kas'te-ly6*'ne), 1478-1529; Italian writer and diplomat.
Cas tile (kas-tel'), n. a former kingdom of central
Spam: see Spain, map.

Castile soap, cas-tile soap (kas'tel, kas-tel'), [<
Castile, Spain, where first made], a fine, hard soap pre-
pared from olive oil and sodium hydroxide.
Cas til i an (kas-til'yan, kas-til'i-an), adj. of Castile,
its people, language, or culture, n. 1. a native or
inhabitant of Castile. 2. the Castilian form of Spanish,
now the standard form of the language.
Cas til la la Nue-va (kas-tel'yala nwe'va), a former
province of central Spain: English name, New Castile.

Cas-til-la la Vie-ja (kas-tel'ya la* vye'ha'), a former
province of central Spain: English name, Old Castile.

cast-tag (kas'tin, kas'tin), n. L the action of a person
or thing that casts (in various senses). 2. a thing
formed by pouring or pressing a liquid or plastic sub-
stance into a mold to harden; especially, a metal piece
so formed. 3. in zoology, anything thrown off or ejected,

as vomit, feathers, dirt thrown up by worms, etc.

casting vote (or voice), the deciding vote cast by the
presiding officer when the voting on both sides is equal,
cast-iron (kastl'Srn, kast'i'ern), adj. 1. made of
cast iron. 2. very hard, rigid, strong, healthy, etc.

cast iron, a hard, unmalleable pig iron made by casting:
it contams between 6 and 8 per cent impurities, includ-
ing a high proportion of carbon, and is very fluid and
fusible when molten.
cas-tie (kas'% kas'l), n. [ME. castle, castel, a castle <
AS. & ONorm. Fr.; AS. castel, village; ONorm. Pr.

castel; both < L. castellum, dim. of castrum, fort], 1. a
large building or group of buildings fortified with thick
walls, battlements, and, often, a moat: castles were
the strongholds of noblemen in the Middle Ages.
2. any massive dwelling that resembles 9r suggests such
a stronghold. 3. a small tower, especially one on an
elephant's back or on the deck of a ship. 4. in chess,
either of the two corner pieces shaped like a castle
tower: it can move only in a vertical or horizontal
direction: also called rook. v.t. [CASTLED (-'Id), CAS-

TLING!, 1. to put into, or furnish with, a castle. 2. in

chess, to move (a king) two squares to either side and
then, in the same move, set the castle in the square
skipped by the king: permitted only when neither

piece has been moved before and the spaces between
them are not occupied. v.i. in chess, 1. to castle a
king. 2. to be castled.

cas*tied (kas'ld, kas'ld), adj. 1. having a castle or
castles. 2. castellated.

castle in Spain, castle in the air, anything imagined
and desired but not likely to be realized: daydream.

Cas-tle reagh, Viscount (kas'l-ra', kas'l-ra'), (Robert
Stewart), second Marquis of Londonderry, 1769-1822;
British statesman.

cast-off (kast'6f, kast'6f') odj. thrown away; dis-

carded; abandoned; disowned, n. 1. a person or

thing cast off. 2. in nautical usage, a casting off,

Cas*tor (kas'tgr, kas'tgr), n. [L.; Gr. Kastor], 1. in
Greek & Roman legend, the mortal twin of Pollux: see
Dioscuri. 2. one of the two bright stars in the constel-
lation Gemini: the brighter star is Pollux.

cas-tor (kas'tgr, kas'tSr), n. [Pr.; L.; Gr. kastor, beaver],
1. [Rare], a beaver. 2. castoreum. 3. a hat of beaver
or rabbit fur. 4. a heavy wool cloth, used especially
for men's overcoats.

cas-tor (kas'tSr, kaVte'r), n. a caster (in senses 2, 3, 4).
castor bean, 1. the beanlike seed of the castor-oil

plant. 2. the plant.
cas-to-re um (kas-tdr'i-am, kas-to'ri-am), n. [L.; Gr.
kastorion], a strong-smelling, oily substance obtained
from the sexual glands of a beaver, used as a stimulant
in medicine, and in making perfumes: also castor.

castor oil, a colorless or yellowish oil from castor beans,
used as a cathartic and as a lubricant.

cas-tor-oil plant (kas'tgr-oil
7
, kas'ter-oilOt a tropical

plant of the spurge family, with large, beanlike seeds
from which castor oil is extracted.

cas-tra-me-ta-tion (kas'tra-mi-ta'shsn), n. [Fr. castra-
mttation < L. castrametari, to pitch a camp; castra,
a camp + metari, to measure off], the laying out or

planning of a military camp.
cas-trate (kas'trat), v.t. [CASTRATED (-id), CASTRATING],
[< L. castratus, pp. of castrare, to castrate, prune: akin
to Sans. Sasfrdm, a knife], 1. to remove the testicles of:

emasculate; geld; hence, 2. to deprive of essential
vigor or significance by mutilating, expurgating, etc.

caa-tra-tion (kas-tra'shan), n. [L. castratio], 1. a
castrating or being castrated.

cast steel, steel formed by casting, as distinguished
from rolling or forging.

cas-u-al (kazh'oo-ol), adj. [Fr. casuel; Sp. casual; LL.
casualis, by chance < L. cams, chance, event; cf. CASE
(example)], 1. happening or governed by chance;
specifically, a) not planned; random; incidental: as,
a casual visit. 6) acting or arriving without plan or
method; aimless; unpredictable, c) working or arriving
without regularity; occasional: as, a casual worker is
one without regular employment, d) careless; cursory.
e) nonchalant; indifferent. 2. of, for, affected by, or
resulting from accidents: as, the casual ward in a
hospital. 3. designating clothing, as sportswear,
designed for

t
informal

^
occasions, n. 1. a person who

does something or is in some place only occasionally
or temporarily; especially, a casual worker or occasional
recipient of chanty. 2. in military usage, a person
temporarily attached to a unit, awaiting a permanent
assignment. SYN. see accidental, random.

cas u al ty (kazh'5o-sl-ti, kazh'ool-ti), n. \pl. CASUAL-
TIES (-tiz)], [ME. casuelte; Fr. casuamt; LL. casualitas;
see CASUAL], 1. an accident, especially an unfortunate
or fatal one. 2. in military usage, a) a member of the
armed forces who is lost to active service, especially
through being killed, wounded, or captured. 6) pi
losses of personnel resulting from death, injury, etc.
3. anyone hurt or killed in an accident.

casu-ist (kazh'oo-ist), n. [Fr. casuiste < L. casus, a
case, fall], a person who studies or d>cidefl questions
of right and wrong in conduct; expert in casuistry;
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often used disparagingly of one who quibbles, ration-
alizes* or reasons falsely.

cas-u-is-tic (kazn'oo-is'tik), ad/. 1. having to do with
questions of right and wrong in conduct. 2. of or for
casuists. 3. quibbling; sophistical; specious.

cas-u-is ti-cal (kazh'oo-is'ti-k'l) , adj. casuistic.

cas-u-ist-ry (kazh'oo-is-tri), n. [pi. CASUISTRIES (-triz)],

[< casuist], the solving of special cases of right and
wrong in conduct by applying general principles of

ethics, and deciding how far circumstances alter cases:
often used disparagingly of subtle but evasive reason-

ing in questions of duty.
Jca-sus (ka'sss), n. [L., lit., a falling, fall], a happening;
event; case, as in law.

Jca-sus bel-Ii (ka'sss bel'i), [L.] t an event or events
provoking war, or used as a pretext for making war.
cat (kat), n. [pi. CATS (kats), CAT; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[ME.; AS. catte, cat; akin to G. katze < LL. cattus, etc.,

all via Celt. ; prob. IE. base *qat-, to bear young, seen
in L. catulus, offspring, esp. of cats and dogs], 1. a
small, lithe, soft-furred animal, domesticated since

ancient times and often kept as a pet or for killing
mice. 2. any of various flesh-eating mammals related
to this, as the lion, tiger, cougar, leopard, etc. 3. a

person regarded as like a cat in some way; especially,
a woman who makes spiteful remarks. 4. a cat-o'-

nine-tails. 5. a double (six-legged) tripod: so called
because it always rests on three of its legs no matter
how placed. 6. a catfish. 7. [Military Slang], a cater-

pillar tractor. 8. in games, a) the tapering stick or
bat used in playing tipcat. 6) this game. 9. in military
history, a movable shelter used in besieging. 10. in

nautical usage, a) a cathead, b) tackle for hoisting an
anchor to the cathead, c) a catboat. v.t [CATTED (-id),

CATTING], 1. to hoist (an anchor) to the cathead.
2. to flog with a cat-o'-nine-tails.

let the cat out of the bag, to let a secret be found out.

cat., 1. catalogue. 2. catechism.
cat*a- (kat'o), [Gr. kata- (kat- before a vowel, kath-

before an aspirate) < kata, down], a prefix meaning:
1. down, downward, as in catabohsm. 2. awayr com-

pletely, as in catalysis, 3. against, ^as in catapult,
4. through, throughput, as in cataphoresis. 5. backward,
in regression, as in cataplasia. Also, before a vowel,
cat-, and, before an aspirate, cath-. Also spelled kata-.

cat-a-boHc (katVbol'ik), adj. of or caused by catab-
olism.
ca-tab-o-lism (kg-tab'a-liz'm), n. [< cata- + Gr. bole,

a throw < ballein, to throw; + -ism], the process in a

plant or animal by which living tissue is changed into
waste products of a simpler chemical composition;
destructive metabolism: also spelled katabollsm: op-
posed to anabolism.

ca-tab-o-lite (ks-tab'o-Kt'). n. a waste product of

catabohsm.
cat-a-caus-tic (kat'a-k6s'tik) ,

.
adj. {coined < Gr.

kata-, back + kaustikos, caustic], designating or of a
caustic curve or surface formed by reflection, n. a
catacaustic curve or surface. Opposed to diacaustic.

cat*a-chre-sis (kat'a-kre'sis), n. [pi. CATACHRESES
(-sez)J, [L. < Gr. katachresis, misuse of a word <
katachresthai; kata-, against + chresthai, to use], 1. in-

correct use of a word or words, as by misapplication of

terminology or by strained or mixed metaphor. 2. a
change in the form of a word resulting from a misunder-
standing of its etymology.

cat-a-chres-tic (kat'a-kres'tik), adj. [Gr. katachres-

tikos], of the nature of catachresis.
cataclinal (katVkll'n'I) , adj. [ < Gr. kataklinein, to

slope, incline; kata-, down + Tdinein, to bend], in

geology, descending in the same direction as the dip of

rock strata.

cataclysm (kat'a-kliz'm), n. [L. cataclysmos; Gr.

katalysmos < kataklyzein; kata-, down -f klyzein, to

wash], 1. a great flood; deluge: also used figuratively,

as, cataclysms of blood. 2. any great upheaval that

causes sudden and violent changes, as an earthquake,
war, etc. SYN. see disaster.

cat-a-clys-mal (katVkliz'ml), adj. cataclysmic.

cataclysmal theory, the theory that the shaping of the
earth's crust was caused^ by sudden and violent up-
heavals rather
cat a-clys mic _ .

by a cataclysm. 2. having
cataclysm.
cat-a-comb (kat

f9-kom')t n. [It. catacomba; LL. cata-

cumba, sepulchral vault (orig., area along the Appian
Way, where graves were located), formed by dissimila-

tion < L. cata tumbas, at the graves; cata (< Gr. kata,

down), by + tumbas, pi. of L. tumba, tomb], usually in

pL any of a series of vaults or galleries in an under-

ground burial place.
tfce Catacombs, the underground cemeteries in or

around Rome, some of which were used as a refuge

by thie early Christians.

crust was caused Dy sudden and violent up-
i rather than by slow action of air, water, etc.

ps-mic (kat'a-kliz'mik), adj. 1. of or caused

itaclysm. 2. having the nature or effect of a

ca tad romous (k^-tad'ra-mss), adL [< cata- 4- Gr.
dromos, running; -f- -<$J, going back to or toward the
sea to spawn: said of certain fresh-water fishes.

cat-a falque (kat'd-falk'), n. [Fr,; It. catafalco, funeral

canopy, stage; LL. *catafalcum t scaffold < cata-, by,
down (< Gr. kola, down) -f- *falicum < L.fala, scaffold-

ing, wooden tower], a temporary wooden framework,
usually draped, used to support the coffin in which a
dead person lies in state during an elaborate funeral.
Cat a-lan (kat

/fl-an', kat''l-9n), adj. of Catalonia, its

people, or their language, n. 1. a native or inhabit-
ant of Catalonia. 2. the Romance language of Cata-
lonia, closely akin to Provengal: it is spoken also in

parts of southwestern France, Valencia, western
Sardinia, and the Balearic Islands. Abbreviated Catal.

cat-a-lase (kat'a-las') , n. [catalysis + -ase], an enzyme
that can decompose hydrogen peroxide into water and
free oxygen.

cat-a-lec-tic (kat's-lek'tik), adj. [LL. catalecticus; Gr.
katalektikos < kata-, down -f- legein, to leave off, cease],
in prosody, lacking a syllable in the last foot.

cat-a-lep-sis (kat'a-lep'sis), n. catalepsy.
cat-a-lep-sy (katVlep'si)^ n. [LL. catalepsis; Gr. kaia-

lepsis, a seizing, grasping < katalambanein; kata-,
down + lambanein, to take, seize], a condition in which
consciousness and feeling are suddenly ^and tempo-
rarily lost, and the muscles become rigid: it may occur
in epilepsy, schizophrenia, etc.

cat-alep-tic (kat'a-lep'tik) , adj. [L. catalepticus; Gr.
kataleptikos], of or having catalepsy, n. a person sub-

ject to catalepsy.
Gat-a lina (kat"l-e'nd), n. Santa Catalina, an island
off southern California: also Catalina Island.

cat-a-lo (kat'a-lo
7

). n. [pi. CATALOES, CATALOS (-lozOJt
[cattle + buffo/o], an animal developed from crossing
the American buffalo, or bison, with domestic cattle:
also spelled cattalo.
cat a log (kat'l-Sg', kat'l-og'). n., v.t. & v.L catalogue.
catalogue (kat'l-fcg

7
, kat'l-og

7
), n. [Fr.; LL. cata-

logus; (jr. katalogos, a list, register < katalegein, to
reckon, count up; kata-, down, completely -j~ legein, to
say, count], a complete list; especially, a) a card file

arranged alphabetically, as of aH the books in a library.
b) a book or pamphlet, often illustrated, listing titles,

articles, etc., as of things exhibited or for sale: abbrevi-
ated cat. v.t. & v.i. [CATALOGUED (-6gd' t ~ogd'), CATA-
LOGUING], to enter or arrange (items) in a catalogue.
SYN. see list.

cat-a-logu*er (kat'l-6g'Sr, kaf'l-og'Sr), n. a person
who catalogues.
tca-ta-logue rai son ne (ka/ta'l&V re'zS'na'), [Fr., lit.,

reasoned catalogue], a catalogue arranged by subjects;
classified list, often with explanatory notes.

cat-a logu-ist (kat'l-og'ist, kat'l-og'ist), n. a cata-

loguer.
Cat-a-lo-ni-a (kat'l-o'ni-9), n, an old province of
northeastern Spain: Spanish name Cataluna.
Cat a-lo ni an (katVlo'ni-an), adj. Catalan.
ca tal pa (ka-tal'pa), n. [Mod. L. < Am. Ind. (Creek)
katuhtpa, lit., head with wings: so named because of its

flowers], any of a group of hardy trees with large,

heart-shaped leaves, showy clusters of trumpet-shaped
flowers, slender pods, and air-borne seeds.

Ca-ta-lu-fia (ka'ta-loo'nya), n. Catalonia.

ca-tal-y-sis (k9-tal'a-sis), n. [pi. CATALYSES (-seV)],

[Gr. katalysisr dissolution < kata-, down -f lyein, to

loose], the causing or speeding up of a chernical re-

action by the addition of some substance which itself

undergoes no permanent chemical change thereby: also

spelled katalysis.
cat-a-lyst (kat''l-ist) , n. any substance serving as the

agent in catalysis; catalyzer.
cat-alyt-ic (kat'l-it'ik), adj. of, in, or causing cataly-
sis, n. a catalyst.

cat>a-lyze (kat'l-Iz') v.t. [CATALYZED (-izd')t CATA-

LYZING], to change by catalysis.
cat a ma-ran (katVma-ratiO , n. [Tamil ka^umaram;
ka$u, tie + maram, log, tree], 1. a narrow log raft or
float propelled by sails or paddles. 2. a boat with two
parallel hulls, built in the style of such a float.

cat-a me-ni-a (kat'a-me'ni-a), n.pl. [Gr. katamenia,
neut. pi, of kalamenios, monthly < kata-, according to

f men, month], menstruation; menstrual discharge.
cat-a me-ni-al (kat'a-me'ni-al), adj. menstrual.
cat-a-mite (kat'g-mit'). n. [L. Catamitus, a-ltered <
Ganymedes < Gr. Ganymedest Ganymede], a boy used
in pederasty.

cat-a mount (kat'9-mountO n. [cat + a, of + mount],
1. a catamountain. 2. a puma; cougay. 3. a lynx.

cat-a moun-tain (kat'a-moun't'n), n. [see CATAMOUJNT],
any of several wild animals of the cat family, especially
a leopard or a European wildcat: also cat-o'-mountain.
Ca ta nia (ka-ta'nya: Eng. ksrtan^ya), n. a city on the
eastern coast of Sicily; pop., 274,000 C1947).
cataphoresis (katVfa-re'sis, kat'a-for'i-sis), n.

fat, ape, bare,, cfet' tern, 6ven, hfere, ovgr; is, bite; lot, g5, h6rn, tOTl, look; oil, out
^ up t Use, fttr; .get; joy ; yet; chin; afee; thm,

then; zh, leisure; H, rimg; a for a m ago, e in agent, i in sanity, o m comply,
u m; focus; \

as m able (a
f
bl); Fr. bal; , Ft.

coetv; 9, FT* feti; Pr. matij S f En co^j fy Fr. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. r-xtj, t fpreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.
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[Mod. L. < cata- -f Gr. phorSsis, a bearing < pherein*
to bear, carry], in physical chemistry, the movement,
under the influence of an electrical field, of electrically

charged particles suspended in a fluid: also called

^etfophoresis ,

cat-a'phyll (kat'a-fil') n. [< cata- + phyl], in botany,

any rudimentary leaf, as a bud scale, preceding the

caTa-pla-si-a (kat'a-pla'zhi-9, kat'a-pla'zi-a), n. [pi.

CATAPLASIAE (-e')J. [Mod. L.; see CATA- & PLASIA], m
biology, a change in cells or tissues, characterized by
reversion to an earlier stage.

cat-a-plasm (kat'a-plaz'm), n* [Fr. cataplasm < Gr.

katawasma], a poultice, often medicated.

ca^pult (kat'^pultO.
< kata-, down 4-

pallein, to toss, hurl],
1. an ancient mili-

tary contrivance for

throwing or shooting
stones, spears, etc.

2. a slingshot. 3. a
device for launching
an airplane from the
deck of a ship. v.t.

to shoot from or as
from a catapult;
hurl.

sat-a-ract
(J"*'*- CATAPULT

rakt'), n. [ME.,
portcullis, whence sense 3; L. coloracta; Gr. kataraktes,

waterfall, portcullis < katarregnymi < feate-, down -f

regnymi, to break], 1. a large waterfall. 2. any down-

pour like a cataract ; deluge. 3. in medicine, a} an eye
disease in which the crystalline lens or its capsule
becomes opaque, causing partial or total blindness.

b) the opaque area.
ca-tarrh (ka-taV), n. [Fr. catarrhe; L. catarrhus; Gr.

katarrhoos < katarrhein, to flow down < kata-, down -f

rhein, to flow], inflammation of a mucous membrane,
especially of the nose or throat, causing an increased

flow of mucus.
ca-tarrh-al (ko-tar'sl), adj. of, like, with, or from
catarrh.

ca-tarrh-ous (ka-tar'as), adj. catarrhal.

ca tas-ta sis (ka-tas'fo-sis), n. [pL CATASTASES (-seV)],

[Gr. katastasis, an arranging, setting forth < kathistanai

< kata-, down -f- histanai, to set up, cause to stand],
1. in ancient drama, the heightened part of the action,

leading directly to the catastrophe. 2. in rhetoric, the
narrative part of a speech; exordium.

ca-tas-tro-phe (ka-tas'trs-fi), n. [L. catastropha; Gr.

katastrophe. an overthrowing < katastrephein, to over-

turn; kata-, down + strephein, to turn], 1. the culmi-

nating event of a drama, especially of a tragedy, by
which the plot is resolved; denouement; hence, 2. a
disastrous overthrow or ruin. 3. any great and sudden
calamity, disaster, or misfortune. 4. any event that
disturbs or overthrows the existing order of things.
5. in geology, a cataclysm. SYN. see disaster.

cat-a stroph-ic (kat's-strof'ik) , adj. of, lake, or caused

by a catastrophe; disastrous; calamitous.

ca-tas-tro-phism (ko-tas'tra-fiz'm) , n. the theory that

geological changes have been caused in general by
sudden upheavals rather than by gradual changes.

cat-a-to-ni-a (kat's-to'ni-a), n. [< cata- + Gr. tonos,

tension], in psychiatry, any of various schizophrenic

syndromes characterized by phases of stupor, often

alternating with phases of excitement and marked
muscular rigidity, and often accompanied with stereo-

typy of posture or activity.
cat-a-ton-ic (katVton'ik), adj. of or having catatonia.
n. a catatonic person.

Ca-taw-ba (ke-td'ba), n. [after the Catawba (< Kah-
tahba, Indian tribe) a river in South Carolina, where
the grape was first raised], 1. a reddish variety of

grape. 2. a wine made from this grape.
cat-bird (kat'burd'). n. a slate-gray North American
songbird with a black crown and tail: it makes a
mewing sound like that of a cat.

cat-boat (kat'bof). n. a sailboat with a single sail, a
mast set well forward in the bow, and, usually, a
centerboard.

cat brier, any of several plants with prickly stems, oval
leaves, and black berries; kind of smilax.

cat-call (kat'kfil'), n. a shrill noise or whistle expressing
derision or disapproval, as of speakers, actors, etc,
v.t. to deride or show disapproval of with catcalls.

v.i. to make catcalls.
catch (kach), v.t. [CAUGHT (k6t), CATCHING], [ME.
catchcn* cachen; ONorm. Fr. cacher, cachier; LL.
captiare < L. captare, to try to seize < pp. of caperc,
to take], 1. to seize and hold, as after a chase; capture.
2. to seize or take by or as by a trap, snare, etc.; fience,
3. to deceive; ensnare. 4. to come upon suddenly;
surprise; discover. 5. to strike suddenly; hit: as, the
blow caught him in the abdomen. 6. to overtake or get
to in time; be in time for: as, he caught the train. 7. to
intercept the motion or action of; lay hold of; grab:

as, he caught a fast ball. 8. to take or get: as, catch. His

eye, catch a glimpse of her. 9. to take.or get passively;
incur or contract without effort or intention, as by
exposure: as, he caught cold. 10. to take in; under-

stand; apprehend. 11. to captivate; charm. 12. in

baseball, to act as catcher for (a specified pitcher).
v.L 1, to become caught; become held, fastened, or

entangled: as, her sleeve caught on a nail. 2. to
takehold or spread, as fire. 3. to take fire; bum.
4. to take and keep hold, as a lock. 5. to act as a
catcher, n. 1. the act of catching. 2. the thing that
catches. 3. the person or thing caught. 4. the amount
caught. 5. a person or thing worth catching, especially
as a husband or wife: as, that bachelor is a good catch.

6. a snatch, scrap, or fragment: as, catches 01 old tunes.
7. a break in the voice, caused by emotion. 8. a simple
game of throwing and catching a ball. 9. [Colloq.f, a
hidden qualification; tricky condition: as, what's the
catch in his offer? 10. in music, a round for three or

more unaccompanied voices. 11. in sjports,
a catching

of a ball in a specified manner, adj. 1. tricky. 2.

attracting attention; meant to arouse interest.

catch as catch can, with any hold or approach:
originally said of a style of wrestling.

catch at, 1. to try to catch. 2. to reach for eagerly;
seize desperately.

catch it, [Colloq.], to receive a scolding or other

punishment.
catch on, [Colloq.], 1. to grasp the meaning; under-
stand. 2. to become fashionable, popular, etc.

catch up, 1. to take or lift up suddenly; seize; snatch.
2. to show to be in error. 3. to heckle. 4. to come up
and not be behind; overtake. 5. to fasten in loops.

SYN- catch, the most general term here, refers to a seizing
or taking of a person or thing, whether

^
by skill or cunning, and

usually mplies pursuit; capture implies a greater measure of

resistance or elusiveness than catch and therefore stresses

seizure by force or stratagem (to capture an outlaw) ; nab, an
informal word, specifically implies a sudden or quick taking
into custody (the police nabbed the thief); trap and snare
both imply the literal or figurative use of a device for catching
a person or animal and suggests a situation from which escape

*

is difficult or impossible (to trap a bear, snared by her womanly
wiles).

catch-all (kach'610* n. a container for various sorts of

things: as, most attics are catchalls.

catch basin, a sievelike device at the entrance to a
sewer to stop matter that could block up the sewer.
catch crop, a supplementary crop grown at a time
when theground would ordinarily lie fallow, as between
the plantings of two principal crops.

catch-er (kach'er) , n. 1. a person or thing that catches.
2. in baseball, the player who stands behind home plate
and catches pitched balls not hit away by the batter:
abbreviated c.

catch-Ing (kach'iri), adj. [ppr. of catch], 1. contagious;
infectious. 2. attractive: catchy.
catch-ment (kach'msnt), n. 1. a catching. 2. a
reservoir or other basin for catching. 3. anything
caught in or as in a catchment.
catchment area (or basin), the area draining into a
catchment.
catch-pen-ny (kach'pen'i), adj. made merely to

sell; cheap and flashy; worthless, n. [pi. CATCHPEN-
NIES (-iz)J, a catchpenny commodity.
catch phrase, a phrase that catches or is meant to
catch the popular attention.

catch-pole, catch-poll (kach'pol'), n. [ME. cacchepol
& Late AS. c&cepol, taxgatherer < ONorm. Fr. form
of OPr. chacepol, lit., chicken-chaser; ML. cacepullus,

chassepullus < *cacere, *chacere, to chase, catch (LL.
captiare; see CATCH) + *pollus, fowl (L. pullus; see

PULLET) : taxgatherers allegedly took poultry in lieu of

unpaid taxes], formerly, a sheriff's officer whose usual

duty was to arrest nonpaying debtors.
catch stitch, a stitch that catches up the one before it

so as to gyve the appearance of a herringbone pattern.

catch-up (kach'sp, kech'ap), n* ketchup; catsup.

catch-weight (kach'wSt') t
n. in certain sports or

competitions, as horse racing, the weight of a con-
testant as it happens to be, as distinguished from
weight fixed by rule or agreement.
catch-word (kach'wurd'), ft* 1. originally, the first

word of the following page, printed in the lower right-
hand corner of each page so as to catch the reader's

eye. 2. a word placed so that it will catch attention,
as the first or last word of a page in a dictionary, etc.,

printed at the top of the page as a guide. 3. an actor's
cue. 4. a word or phrase repeated so often that it

becomes a slogan, as the century of the common man."
catch-y (kach'i), adj. [CATCHIER (4-6r), CATCHIEST (-i-

ist)], 1. catching attention; arousing interest. 2. easily
caught up and remembered: as, a catckytm&G. 3. tricky;
deceiving. 4. spasmodic; fitful.

cate (kat), n. [< earlier acate: ME. achat; OFr. acat,

achat, a purchase, thing bought < acater, achater; see

CATER], [Archaic], choice food: a delioaoyf
, or

cat-echesis (kat'a-ke^sis), n. \$L CATBCHEStes
[L.; Gr. kaflchlsis < katechein; see CATECHBTICAI:]*



catectetic catkode rays
instruction, especially for catechumens, by the method
of question and answer.

cat-e-chet-ic (kat'a-ket'ik), adj. catechetical.

cat-e-chet-i-cal (katVket'i-k'l), adj. [Gr. katfchltikos

< katechetes, instructor < katechein, to instruct, teach
by word of mouth < kata-, thoroughly -f echein, to

sound], 1. of, like, or conforming to catechesis or a
catechism. 2. consisting of, or teaching by the method
of, questions and answers.

cat-e-chin (kat's-chin, kat'a-kin), n. [< catechu. +
-in], a yellow, powdery, acid compound, CiiHuOc,
used in tanning, textile printing, etc.

cat-e-chism (kat'a-kiz'rn), n. [L. catechismus; Gr.
katechismos < kaiechizein, to catechize], 1. a handbook
of questions and answers for teaching the principles of
a religion. 2. any similar handbook for teaching the
fundamentals of a subject. 3. a formal series of ques-
tions; close questioning. 4. [Obs.], catechesis.

cat-e-chist (kat'a-kist), n. a person who catechizes.
cat-e-chis-tic (kat'a-kis'tik), adj. of a catechist or

catechisjm.
cat-e-chis-ti-cal (kat's-kis'ti-k'l) , adj. catechistic.
cat-e-chi-za-tion (kat'g-ki-za'shan), n. a catechizing
or being catechized.

cat-e-chize (kat's-kiz'), v.t. [CATECHIZED (-kizd'),
CATECHIZING], [L. catechizare; Gr. katechizein; see
CATECHETICAL], 1. to teach by the method of question
and answer. 2. to question searchingly or fully. Also
spelled catechise. SYN. see ask.

cat-e-chol (kat'9-chol', kat'a-kol')* n. [< catechu -f

-ol], a, colorless crystalline compound, CHeO 2 , used
as an antiseptic andjn photography as a developer.
cat-e-chu (kat'a-choo'), n. {< Malay kachu], a hard,
brown substance obtained from an Oriental acacia and
other Asiatic trees and shrubs, used as an astringent
in medicine, and for dyeing, tanning, etc. : also cashoo.
cat-e-chu-men (kat'a-ku/man), n. [L. catechumenus;
Gr. katechoumenos, person instructed; ppr. of katechein,
to instruct], 1. a person, especially an adult, receiving
instruction in the fundamentals of Christianity^ after
conversion. 2. a person receiving instruction in the
fundamentals of any subject.

cat-e-gor-i-cal (kat'a-g6r'i-k'l, kat's-gor'i-k'l), adj.
[LL. categoricus; see CATEGORY & -ICAL], 1 . unqualified ;

unconditional; absolute; positive; direct; explicit: said
of a statement, theory, etc. 2. of, as, or in a category.

categorical imperative, the Kantian doctrine that
one's behavior should be governed by principles which
one would have govern the behavior of all people.

cat-e-go-ry (kat'a-gdr'i, katVgo'ri), n. [pi. CATEGORIES
(-iz, -riz)j, [L. categoria; Gr. kategoria < kategorein, to
accuse, assert, predicate < kata-, down, against +
agoreuein, to declaim, address an assembly < agora,
assembly], 1. a class or division in a scheme of dassifi-
cationr 2 . in logic, any of the various basic concepts into
which all knowledge can be classified.

ca-te-na (ka-te'na), n. [pi. CATENAE (-ne)] [L.; see

CHAIN], a linked series; chain.
cat-e-nar*i-an (kat^n-^'i-an), adj. of a catenary or a
chain.

cat-e-nar-y (kaf'n-er'i, ka-te'na-ri), n. [pi. CATENARIES
(-iz, -riz)J, [L. catenarius < catena; see CHAIN], the
curve made by a flexible chain or cord when it is sus-

pended between two points at the same level, adj. 1.

designating such a curve. 2. of a catena.
cat-equate 7kat''n-at') , v.t. [CATENATED (-id), CATENAT-
ING], [< LL, catenates, pp. of catenare < L. catena; see

CHAIN], to form into a chain or linked series; link.
cate-na-tion (kat^n-a'shan) , n. La catenating;
linking. 2. a series of things linked together.

ca*ter (ka'ter), v.i. [< obs. cater, buyer; ME. catour,

achatour; OFr. acator, achatour < acater, achater, to

buy, provide < LL. accaptare < "L. ad", to 4- captare
(intens. of caper e, to take), to strive, seize], L to

provide food; serve as a caterer. 2. to provide whatever
is needed or desired, especially as a means of pleasure

(with to or for), v.t. to serve as caterer for (a banquet,
dinner, wedding, etc.).

cat-er-an (kat'er-an), n. [Soot, catherem; Gael, ceath-

airne, common people], a Scottish Highlands robber.
cat-er-cor*ner (kat'gr-kdr'ner), adj. & adv. eater-
cornered.
cat-er-cor-nered (kat'Sr-kdr'ngrd) , adj. [< Pr. quatre,

four; + cornered], diagonal, adv. diagonally.*
ca-ter-cous-in (ka'ter-kuz^n), n. [obs. cater, four

(< Fr. quatre) + cousin; hence, orig., fourth-cousin,
quarter-cousin], [Archaic], a close friend.

ca-terer (ka'tr-er), n. one who caters; one whose
work is providing food and service for parties, etc.

cat er-pillar (kat'er-pil'gr), n. [ME. catirpel; ONorm.
Fr. catepilose (OFr, chatepelose) , lit., hairy cat < L.

catta, cat -f ptlosus < putts, hair], L the wormlike
larva of various insects, especially tpf a butterfly or

mott. , 2. ''a eaitecpiUar tractor, adj having an end-
less-tracfc diiye,: as, a caterpillar grader.

CATERPILLAR
TRACTOR

caterpillar tractor, a tractor equipped on each side
with a continuous roller belt
over cogged wheels, for mov-
ing over rough grotind: a
trade-mark (Caterpillar
Tractor).

cat-er-waul (kat'er-w&10.
v.i. [ME. caterwrawen, cater-

"

wawen < cater (cf. G., D.
cater, male cat) + wrawlen,
wawlen, .; prob. echoic], to
make a shrill, howling sound like that of a cat at
rutting time; screech; wail; scream, n. such a sound.
cat-eyed (katld'). adj. able to see well in dim light, as
a cat.

cat-fall (kat'f61
;
) , n. in nautical usage, a cable or chain

for raising the anchor to the cathead.
cat-fish (kat'fish'). n. [pL CATFISH, CATFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], any of a large group of scaleless fishes with
long feelers (called barbels), somewhat like a cat's
whiskers, about the mouth.

cat-gut (kat'gut'), n. [cat -f gut; parallel with D.
kattedarm; cat prob. refers to noise made by catsj, a
tough string or thread made from the dried intestines
of sheep, horses, etc. and used for surgical sutures, for

stringing tennis rackets and musical instruments, etc.

Cath., 1. Catholic. 2. [also c-], cathedral.
Cath-a-rine (kath'rin, kath'gr-in) , a feminine name:
see Catherine.
ca that sis (ka-thar'sis) , n. [Gr. katharsis, purification
< kathairein, to purify < katharos, pure], 1. purgation,
especially of the bowels. 2. the purifying or relieving
of the emotions by art: an Aristotelian concept, applied
originally to the effects of tragic drama. 3. in psy-
chiatry, the alleviation of fears, problems, and com-
plexes by bringing them to consciousness and giving
them expression. Also spelled katharsis.

ca-thar-tic (ka-thar'tik), adj. [Gr. kathartikos], having
to do with catharsis; purging, n. [L. catharticum* Gr.
kathartikon], a medicine for stimulating evacuation of
the bowels; laxative, as castor oil. SYN. see physic.

ca-thar-ti-cal (ka-thar'ti-k'l), adj. cathartic.

Ca-thay (ka-tha', ka-tha'), n. [ML. Cataya, of Tatar
origin], [Poetic or Archaic], China.

cat-head (kat
7hedO n. a projecting beam of iron or

wood near the bow of a ship, to which the anchor is

hoisted and fastened.
ca-the-dra (ka-the'dra, kath'I-dra), n. [L.; Gr, kathedra,
a seat, bench < kata-, down + hedra, a seat < hezesthai,
to sit], 1. the throne of a bishop in a cathedral. 2, the
episcopal see; hence, 3. any seat of high authority.
ex cathedra, from or with official authority.

ca-the-dral (ka-the
7
dral), n. [LL. cathedralis (supply

ecclesia, church) < L. cathedra; see CATHEDRA], 1. the
main church of a bishop's see, containing the cathedra:
abbreviated Cath., cath. 2. loosely, any large, impos-
ing church, adj. 1. of, like, or containing a (^Aedra.
2. official; authoritative. 3. of or like a cathedral.

Cath*er, Wil-la Si-bert (wil'a si'bert kaft'fe), 1876-
1947; American novelist.

Cath-er ine (kath'rin, kath'er-in), [Fr. ; L. Catbarina,
Ecaterina; Gr. Aikaterine; form and meaning: influenced
by katharos, pure, unsullied}* a feminine name: diminu-
tives, Cathy, Kate, Kit, Kitty* equivalents. It. Caterina,
IT. Kathleen, Russ. Ekaterma* Scand. Karen, Sp.
Catalina, Catarina; also spelled Catharine, Katharine,
Katherine, Kathryn.

Catherine I, 1684?1727; wife of Peter the Great;
empress of Russia (1725-1727).
Catherine H, 1729-1796; German-born empress of

Russia (1762-1796) : called Catherine the Great.

Catherine, Saint, 1. ?~307 A.D.; Christian martyr of
Alexandria, 2, 1347-1380; Christian mystic of Siena.
Catherine de Medici, 1519-1589; daughter of Lorenzo;
queen of France and mother of three kings of France,
Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry III.
Catherine of Aragon, 1485-1536; first wife of Henry
VIII of England.

cath-e-ter (kath'a-ter) , n. [L,; Gr. katheter < kathienai,
to let down, thrust in < kata-, down + hienai, to send],
a slender tube of metal or rubber, inserted into a body
cavity for distending the passage or drawing off fluid,

especially urine from the bladder.
cath-e-ter-ize (kathVtSr-iz') , v.t. [CATHETERIZED
(-izd

7
), CATHETERIZING], to insert a catheter into.

ca-thex-is (ka-thek'sis) , n. [< Gr. kathexis, a holding,
transl. of G. besetzung, as used by Freud], in psycho-
analysis, concentration of the psychic energy on some
particular person, thing, or idea.
cath-ode (kath'od), n. [< Gr. kathodos, going down <
kata-, down + ^nodos, way), a negatively charged
electrode, as of a vacuum,tube, electrolytic cell, etc.:

abbreviated C., c., ca.: also spelled kathode: see
battery, illus.

i

cathode rays, streams, of electrons projected from the

yet; chin: ohe:
bl); Fr, b4l; 8, Fr.

1; < derived from,



catkode-Tay tube 232 caugKt
surface of a cathode: cathode rays produce X rays
when they strike solids.
cath-ode-ray tube (kath'od-ra') a vacuum tube in
which cathode rays are produced.
ca-thod-ic (ka-thod'ik), adj. of or projected from a
cathode,

cath-o-lic (kath'a-lik, kath'Kk), adj. [L. catholicus,
universal, general: Gr. katholikos < kata-, down, com-
pletely -f holos, whole], 1. universal: all-inclusive; of

general interest or value
j hence, 2. having broad

sympathies or understanding; liberal. 3. of the uni-
versal Christian church; of the Christian church as a
whole. 4. [C-], of the Western (Roman) Christian
Church as distinguished from the Eastern (Orthodox)
Christian Church; hence, 5. [C-j, of the Christian
church headed by the Pope; Roman Catholic. 6. [C-],
of any of the orthodox Christian churches, including
the JR.oman, Greek Orthodox, and Anglo-Catholic, as
distinguished from the Reformed or Protestant church-
es, n. 1. a member of the universal Christian church.
2. [C-], a member of any of the Catholic churches, espe-
cially the Roman Catholic. Abbreviated Cath., C.

ca-thol;i-caMy (ka-thol'i-k'l-i, ka-thol'ik-li), adv. in a
catholic manner: universally.
Catholic Church, the Roman Catholic Church.
Ca thoH-cism (ka-tholVsiz'm), n. 1. the doctrine,
faith, practice, and organization of a Catholic church,
especially of the Roman Catholic Church. 2. [c-],

catholicity.
cath*o-lic-i-ty (kath's-Hs's-ti), n. 1. the quality or
state of being catholic, as in taste, sympathy, under-
standing, etc.; liberality, as of ideas. 2. universality;
comprehensive quality, 3. [C-J, Catholicism.
ca-thoH-cize (ka-thol's-siz

7
), v*t. & v.L [CATHOLICIZED

(-slzdOf CATHOLICIZING], 1. to make or become
catholic. 2. [C-], to convert or be converted to Catholi-
cism.

ca-thol-i-con (ka-thol'a-kan), n. [Gr. katholikon, neut.
of katholikos; see CATHOLIC], 1. a medicine to cure all

diseases; panacea. 2. anything all-inclusive.
Cat-Mine (kat'l-In'), n. (Lucius Sergius Catilina),
Roman politician and conspirator; 108 ?~62 B.C.

cat-i-on (kat'i'dn), n. [coined by Faraday < Gr. kata,
downward + ion, neut. ppr. of ienai, to go], a positively
charged ion: cations move toward the cathode in an
electrolysed solution: also spelled kation.

cat-kin (katldn) , n. [dim. of cat: from resemblance to
a cat's tail], a tassellike spike of closely clustered, small,
unisexual flowers without petals, as on a willow, birch,
or poplar: also called ament.

cat-like (katlikOt adj. like a cat or cat's; noiseless,

stealthy, etc.

cat-ling (katlirj), n. [cat + -ling, dim. suffix], 1. [Rare],
a kitten. 2. [Rare], fine catgut. 3. a long, straight,
double-edged surgical knife, used in amputating.
cat-mint (kat'mint'), n. catnip.
cat nap, a short, light sleep ; doze.

cat-nip (kat'nip), n. [cat + nip, dial, for nep, catnip],
a plant of the mint family, with downy leaves and
spikes of bluish flowers: cats like its odor.
Ca-to (ka'to), n. 1. (Marcus Forcms Cato), Roman
consul, famous for devotion to Roman ideals; 234-149
B.C.: called the Elder. 2. (Marcus Porcius Cato Uti-

censis), great-grandson of Cato the Elder; 95-46 B.C.;
Roman statesman and philosopher: called the Younger.
cat-o'-moun-tain (kat'd-moun't'n), n. a catamoun-
tain.

cat-o'-nine-tails (katVnin'talz'). n. W, CAT-O'-NINE-

TAILS], 1. a whip made of nine knotted cords attached
to a handle, formerly used for flogging. 2. the cattail.

ca-top-trie (ka-top'trik), adj. [< Gr. katoptrikos <
katopfron, a mirror < kata- (see CATA-) + ops, the eye,
face], of reflected light or mirrors, n. catoptrics.

ca-top-tri-cal (ks-top'tri-kl), adj. catoptric.
ca-top-tries (ke-top'triks) , n.j>l. [construed as sing.],
[see CATOPTRIC], the branch of optics dealing with the
reflection of light.

cat rig, a rig consisting of a single large sail on a mast
well forward in the bow; rig of a catboat.

cat-rigged (kat'rigd'), adf. having a cat rig.
cat's cradle, a child's game playecfwith a string looped
over the fingers and, some-
times, transferred to the hand
of another player so as to form
designs.

cat*s-eye (katslO* n. 1. a
semiprecious quartz gem that
reflects light in a way sugges-
tive of the eye of a cat. 2. a
small reflector device on road
signs, bicycles, etc., used to
indicate tneir presence at night.

**

Cats-kill Mountains (kats'kil'). a group of mountains
in southern New York: resort area: highest peak,
Slide Mountain, 4,204 ft.

the Catskllls, the Catskill Mountains.
cat's-paw (kats'pSO, n. 1, a person used by ianother
to do dangerous, distasteful, or unlawful work; dupe;
tool. 2. alight breeze that ripples the surface of water.

CAT'S CRADLE

3. a hitch in the loop of a rope that forms a second
loop: it is used to hook a tackle: see knot. iHus.
cat-stick (kat'stik

7
), n. a stick used in playing tipcat

or trapball: also called catty.

cat-sup (kat'sopi kech'ap), n. [var. of ketchup], a sauce
for meat, fish, etc.; especially, a thick sauce (tomato
catsup) made^ of tomatoes flavored with onion, salt,
sugar, and spice: also ketchup, catchup.

Catt, Carrie Chapman (kat), 1859^1947; American
leader in the agitation for women's right to vote.

cat-tail (kat'taP), n. 1. a tall marsh plant with Io
flat, reedlike leaves and long, brown, fuzzy, cyB
flower spikes. 2. a catkin.

cat-ta-lo (kat'9-15') n. [pi. CATTALOES, CATTALOS
(-loz')]> a catalo.

Cat-te-gat (kat'i-gat'), n. Kattegat.
cat-ti-ness (kat'i-nis), n. a catty quality; meanness.
cat-tish (kat'ish), adj. 1. like a cat; feline. 2. catty.
cat-tie (kat'l), n. [ME. catel, katel; ONorm. Pr. catd

(OPr. chateT); LL. cafitale, capitale, property, goods,
st9ck; L. capitalis, principal, chief < caput, the head;
orig. sense in var. chattel; cf. CAPITAL], 1. farm animals
collectively; livestock. 2. domesticated bovine ani-
mals collectively; cows, bulls, steers, or oxen: the term
is usually not applied to calves and heifers. 3. people
in the mass: contemptuous term.

cat-tie-man (kat'l-man), n. [pi. CATTLEMEN (-man)],
a man who tends cattle or raises them for the market.

cat-ty (kat'i), adj. [CATTIER (-i-gr), CATTIEST (-i-ist)],
1, of cats. 2. like a cat. 3. spiteful; mean; subtly
malicious, n. 1. tipcat. 2. a cat (sense 8); catstick.

cat-ty (kat'i), n. [pi. CATTIES (-iz)J, [Malay kati; see
CADDY (box)], a unit of weight used in China, Thailand,
the Netherlands Indies, Japan, Rangoon, the Philip-
pine Islands, and the Straits Settlements: it varies
from place to place, but is generally equal to about
11/3 pounds avoirdupois.

Ca-tuMus (ks-tul'ss), n. (Gaius Valerius Catullus),
Roman lyric poet: 84?-54? B.C.

cat-walk (kat'w6k') n. 1. originally, a narrow bridge
connecting the elevated midship section of a ship with
the bow or stern. 2. a narrow pathway or platform, as
along a bridge or over an engine room.
cat whisker, in radio, a thin wire that makes contact
with the crystal in a crystal detector.
Cau-ca (kou'ka), n. a river in Colombia, flowing north-
ward into the Magdalena River: length, 600 mi.
Cau ca-sia (kfi-ka'zhs, k6-ka'sha), n. a region of the
U.S.S.R., on either side of the Caucasus, between the
Black Sea and the Caspian: also called the Caucuses.
Cau-ca-sian (kd-ka'zhan, kS-kash'an), adj. 1. of the
Caucasus, its people, or their culture. 2. [so named in
1795 by the G. anthropologist Johann Blumenbach, who
erroneously thought that the original home of the
hypothetical Indo-Europeans was the Caucasus; al-

though the following senses are now not scientific and
often tinged with racism, the word is used in this

dictionary in default of a better], designating or of one
of the main ethnic divisions of the human race: it

includes the Mediterranean, Alpine, and Nordic sub-
divisions, and is loosely called the white race. 3. desig-
nating or of all languages in the area of the Caucasus
which are neither Indo-European nor Turkic, n. 1. a
native of the Caucasus. 2. a member of the Caucasian
division of mankind: loosely called white person. 3.
the Caucasian languages; Circassian, Georgian, etc.
Cau-cas-ic (k6-kas'ik), adj. Caucasian.
Cau-ca-sus (kS'ks-sas), n. 1. a mountain range in
southeastern Europe, between the Black Sea and the
Caspian: highest peak, Mt. Elbrus. 2. Caucasia.

'

cau-cus (k6'k9s), n. [prob, < Algonqnian cau~cau~fr$m
adviser] , 1 . a meeting of leaders or members of a party
or faction to decide questions of policy, candidates,

campaign i>lans, etc. 2. a controlling organization
withm a British political party. v4. to hold a caucus.
cau-dad (kfc^dad), adv. in anatomy & zoology, toward
the tail or the caudal part of the body; posteriorly:
opposed to cephalad.
cau dal (k6'dlK adj. [< L. cauda, tail], 1. of or like a
tail. 2. at or near the tail.
cau-date (k6'dat) , adj. [< L. cauda, tail], having a tail or
taillike part.
cau-dat-ed (k6'da-tid), adf. caudate.
cau-dex (kd'deks), n. $pl. /CAWDICES (-di-seV), CA0-
DEXES (-dek-sifc)], [L., stem of a tree], 1. the base of a
perennial plant. 2. the axis or stem of a woody plant,
especially of a palm or tree femi

tcau^dil-lo (kota-dSlyd, kou-dS'yfr; Eng. k6-del'yo),
n. [Sp. < ArJ leader; commander: title (El CaudiUo)
of Francisco Franco, fascist head of Spain (1939- ).
Cau-dine Forks (kd'dfri), two mountain passes in

Campania. Italy. *

> v

cau die (kd'd'l), n. [ME. & Otr. caudel < LI caUdub,
caUus* warm], a warm drink for 'invalids ;

. especially ta

spiced and sugared gruel with wine or alei added.
cauftht (k6t)7TME. oftfe, cauhte (for normal cacchcfi
through identification of cacchen, v with lawfam (M
laeccan) w p.t. lahte, lauhte; cl CATCHi, past tease aiai
past paraeiple of catch.
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caul (k61) n. [ME. colic, kalle; OFr. cale, kind of cap <
calotte; see CALOTTE], 1. the membrane enclosing a
fetus, or a part of this membrane sometimes enveloping
the head o! a child at birth: formerly believed to bring
good luck. 2. the part of the peritoneum that extends
from the stomach to the large intestine: also called
great omentum.
cauld (k61d, k6d), adL [Northumbrian AS. cold], [Scot.& North Eng. Dial.], cold.
caul-dron (k61'drsn), n. a caldron.
cau-lescent (k6-les'*nt), adj. [< L. caulis, a stem; -f
-escentl in botany, having an obvious stem above the
ground.

cau-li-cle (k61i-kl), n. [L. cauliculus, dim. of caulis,
a stalk, stem], in botany, a small or rudimentary stem,
as in an embryo.
cau-Hflow-er (ko'la-flou'er), n. [earlier cole florye (see
COLE) < Fr. ckou flori (now chou-fleur}, cauliflower;
mod. sp. after L. caulis, a cabbage], 1. a plant with a
compact white head of fleshy stalks bearing small
tiowers and buds: it is a variety of cabbage. 2. the
head of this plant, used as a vegetable.

cauliflower ear, an ear permanently deformed as a
result of being injured in boxing, etc.
cau-line (k6'lin, kd'lm) , adj. [ < caulis], in botany, of or
growing on a stern, especially the upper part of a stem.

cau-Iis (kalis), n. [pi. CAULES (-lez)], [L. < Gr. kaulos],
in botany, the main stem or stalk of a plant.
caulk (k6*k), v.t. to stop up (a crack or joint), as with
tar, oakum, etc.: see calk.
caulk-er (kdk'er), n. 1. a person who caulks boats,
ships, etc. 2. a tool used in caulking. Also spelled
calker.

caus., causative.
caus-a-ble (k6z'9-b'l), adj. that can be caused.
caus-al (k6zf'l), adj. [L. causalis], 1. of a cause or
causes. 2. like or constituting a cause. 3. relating to
cause and effect. 4. expressing a cause or reason, n. in
grammar, a causal connective, as since, therefore, for.

cau-sal-gi-a (kd-zal'ji-o, kS-zal'js), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
kausos, fever, heat + algps, pain], neuralgia character-
ized by a burning sensation.

cau-sal-i-ty (kS-zal's-ti) , n. [pL CAUSALITIES (-tiz)],
1. causal quality or agency. 2. the interrelation of
cause and effect; principle that nothing can exist or
happen without a cause.

caus-al-ly (k6z'l-i), adv. 1. as a cause. 2. by the
operation of cause and effect.

cau-sa-tion (k6-za'sh9n), n. 1. a causing or being
caused. 2. a causal agency; anything producing an
effect. 3. causality.

caus-a-tive (k6zVtiy), adj. [L. causativus], 1. produc-
ing an effect; causing. 2. expressing causation, as
certain verbs: fell is a causative verb meaning "to
cause to fall": abbreviated caus. n. a causative word
or form.

caus-a-tively (k6z'a-tiv-li), adv. 1. as a cause or
causative. 2. by causality.
cause (k6z), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. causa, a cause, reason,
judicial process, lawsuit], 1. anything producing an
effect or result. 2. a person or thing acting voluntarily
or involuntarily as the agent that brings about an effect
or result: as, a woman was the cause of his downfall.
3. a reason, motive, or ground for producing or trying
to produce a given effect. 4. reason enough: as, cause
for divorce. 5. any activity or movement that a num-
ber of pe9ple are interested in and support: as, slum
clearance is a good cause. 6. in law, a case to be decided
by the court; lawsuit, v.t. [CAUSED (k6zd), CAUSING],
to be the cause of; bring about; make happen; effect;
induce; produce.
make common cause with, to work together with
toward the same objective; join forces with.

SYN. cause, in its distinctive sense, refers to a situation,
event, or agent that produces an effect or result (carelessness
is often a cause of accident); reason implies the mental ac-

tivity of a rational being ,tn explaining or justifying some act
or thought (sh,e had a reason for

, laughing) ; a motive is an
impulse, emotion, or desire that leads to action (the motive
for a crime) ;

an antecedent is an event or tHng that is the
predecessor of, and is responsible for, a laier event or thing
(war always has its antecedents); a determinant is a cause
that helps to determine the character of an, effect or result

(ambition was a determinant in his success).

Jcause ce lebre (koz' sa'leb'r'), [Fr,.], a celebrated law
case, trial, or controversy.

cause-less (kfczlis), adj. 1. having no apparent 'cattse.

2. without adequate reason or motive; grotrndlfesW
cause rle (ko'zQ-re'; Fr. kq^re'), n. [Pr. < causer, to

chat; Pr. causar, to quarrel; LL. causare, to complain
< Is.'causari, to plead, dispute, debate < causa; see

CAUSE], 11 an informal talk or discussion; chat. 2. a

short^ j^iece
of writing in a conversational style.

cause^wa^ Ckz/wa'>

), n. l^ causey -f way]* 1. a raised

way r r(04 t as acr-pss wet ground, 2* a payed way or

road; highway. v.t. to make a causeway over or
through; furnisli with a causeway.

cau-sey (kd'zi), n. [pi. CAUSEYS (-ziz)], {ME. cauce;
ONorm. Fr. caucie < LL. calciari, to make a road <
L. calx, calcis, lime], [British Dial.], a causeway.

caus-tic (k&s'tik), adj. fL. causticus; Gr. kaustikos <
kaustos, burning < kauin, to burn], 1. that can burn,
eat away, or destroy living tissue by chemical action;
corrosive. 2. ^cutting; biting; stinging; sardonic; sar-
castic. 3. designating or of the curved radial surface,
or a plane curve in this surface, formed by the reflec-
tion or refraction of rays from a curved solid surface.
n. [L. causticum < the adj.], 1. any caustic substance.
2. a caustic surface or curve. SYN. see sarcastic.

caus-ti-caHy (k6s'ti-k'H, kds'tik-K), adv. in a caustic
manner.

caus-tic-i-ty (kos-tis'a-ti), n. caustic quality.
caustic potash, potassium hydroxide, KOH.
caustic soila, sodium hydroxide, NaOH.
cau-ter-ant (kS'ter-ant), adj. cauterizing, n* a sub-
stance or instrument that cauterizes.

cau-ter-i-za-tion (kS'ter-a-za'shsn), n. a cauterizing or
being cauterized.

cau-ter-ize (k6'te"r-iz') v.L [CAUTERIZED (-fzd'), CAU-
TERIZING], [LL. cauterizare < Gr. kauteriazem < kan-
terwn, kauter, burning or branding iron < kaiein, to
burn], to burn with a hot iron or needle, or with a
caustic substance, so as to destroy dead tissue, prevent
the spread of infection, etc.

cau-ter-y (kd'te'r-i), n. [pi. CAUTERIES (-iz)]f fL. can-
terium; Gr. kauterion], 1. an instrument or substance
for cauterizing. 2. a cauterizing.

cau-tion (kd'shan), n. [L. cautio < same base as cavere,
to be on one's guard, take care], 1. a warning; admoni-
tion. 2. a word, sign, etc. by which warning is given.
3. the act or practice of prudence; wariness; being
cautious. 4. [Colloq.], an extraordinary person or
thing. v.t. to warn; admonish. SYN. see advise.

cau-tion-ar-y (kd'shan-er'i), adj. urging caution; warn-
ing; admonishing.
cau-tious (kS'shss), adj. full of caution; careful to
i avoid danger; circumspect; wary. SYN. see careful.
cav., I. cavalier. 2. cavalry.
cav-al-cade (kav"l-kad', kavl-kad'), n. [Fr.; It. caval-
cata < cavalcare, to ride < catrallo, horse], a parade or
ceremonial procession, as of horsemen, carriages, etc.

cav-a-le-ro (kav's-la'ro), n. [Sp. caballero < LL. cabal-
larius; see CAVALIER], a cavalier: also cavaliero.

cav-a-lier (kav'a-lrO, n. [Pr.; It. cavaliere < LL.
caballarius < L. caballus, a horse], 1. an armed horse-
man; knight. 2. a gallant or courteous gentleman,
especially one serving as a lady's escort. Abbreviated
cav. 3. [C-], a partisan of Charles I of England in his
struggles with Parliament (1641-1649); Royalist:
opposed to Roundhead, adj. 1. free and easy; gay;
offhand. 2. haughty; arrogant; supercilious. 3. [OJ,
of the Cavaliers.

cav-a-Her-ly (kavVleVH), adv. in a cavalier manner.
adj. like or characteristic of a cavalier; arrogant.

cav-a41e-ro (kavVlya'ro), n. a cavalero.
ca-vaMa (ka-val'a), n. tpl. CAVALLA, CAVALLAS (-o&);
see PLURAL, u, D, 2], [Port. < canallo, a horse; L.
caballus, a horse: all the fishes mentioned below are
sometimes called horse mackerel in England], 1. the
cero. a fish like the mackerel. 2. any of several fishes
of the carangoid group, especially an edible fish found
off the coasts of tropical America.

ca-val-ly (kg-vaFi), n. [pi. CAVALLY, CAVALLIES (4z);
see PLURAL, II, D, 2], a cavaEa.

cav-al-ry (kav'l-ri), n. [pi. CAVALRIES (-r!z)J. [Pr.
cavalerve; It. cavaJleria < cmaipere; see CAVALIER],
combat troops mounted ipiigidqfiy

< oq hor^tes but now
often on motorized an&cced velbicles! distinguished
from infantry: abbreviated <5av-

cav-al-ry-man (kav'l-ri-meH), n. [pi. CAVALRYMEN
(-man)], a member or the cavalry.

cav-a-ti-na QsavVte'nQ; It. ka'va-te^a), n. [It., dim.
of cmata, a separate air], 1. a short, simple solo sjpng or
melody that is ^art of a larger composition, such as an.

opera or oratorio. 2. loosely, any instrumental com-
position of lyric quality.
cave (kav), n. JME.; Fr.; L. cava < cavus, frollbw), l. a
hollow place inside the earth, usually an opening, as
in a hillside, extending back horizontally; cavern.
2. (British Slang], a) secession from a politieal party
'ver an issue, b) those seceding, v.t. [CAVED (kavd),
CAVING], [< the n.], to hollow out; roake a hollow in.

vd. [Colloq.], to cave in.

cave in, 1. to collapse; fall of sink in or down. 2.

to make collapse; cause to fall or sink in or down.
3. [Colloq.], to give way; give in; submit; yield.

oa-ve-at (ka'vi-at'), n. [L., let him beware; 3d pers.

sing., pres. subj., of cavere, to beware, take heed],
1. in law, a notice that an interested party^ (called the
caveator) files with, the prbjper legal authorities directing
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them to stop or refrain from an action until he can be
heard, 2, a warning,

Jca'Ve-at emp-tor (kafvi-at' emp/t6r), [LJ, let the

buyer beware (i.e., one buys at his own risk).
ca*ve-a-tor (ka'vi-S'tSr), n. a person who files a caveat,

$ca-ve ca-nem (ka'vi ka'nem), [L.j, beware the dog.
cave-in (kav%r). n. 1. a caving in. 2. a place where
the ground, etc., has caved in.

Cav-ell, Edith Louisa (kav'U 1865-1915; English
nurse in Belgium in World War I; executed by Germans
for helping allied soldiers to escape from occupied
Belgium.

cave man, a prehistoric human being of the Stone Age
who lived in caves; cave dweller: sometimes applied to
men who are rough and crudely direct, especially
toward women.

cav-en-dish (kav'on-dish), n. [said to be after the Am.
exporter], leaf tobacco softened, mixed with molasses,
and pressed into plugs or cakes.
Cav-en dish, Henry (kav'sn-dish), 1731-1810; English
chemist and physicist.

cav-era (kav'grn), n. [Fr. caverne; L, caverna < cavus,

hollow], a cave, especially a large cave. v.t. 1. to
enclose in or as in a cavern. 2. to hollow out.

cav-ern-oiis (kav'er-nss), adj. [L. cavernosus], I. full

of caverns or cavities. 2. of a cavern. 3. deep and
hollow in sound. 4. deep-set, as eyes.

ca-vet-to (ko-vet'o; It. ka-vet'to"), n. [pi. CAVETTI (-i;

It. -te), CAVETTOS (-oz)], [It. f dim. of cavo, hollow;
L. camts], a concave molding used in architecture: see

molding, illus.

cav-i-ar, cav-I-are (kav'i-ar', kav'i-ar', ka'vi-ar'), n,

[Fr.; It. camale < Turk, khavyar], a salty relish pre-
pared from the eggs of sturgeon, salmon, or certain
other fish.

caviar to the general, a thing appealing only to a
highly cultivated taste: Hamlet II, ii.

cav'i-com (kav1-k6raO, adj. [< L. cavus, hollow +
cornu, a horn}, in zoology; having hollow horns.

cav-il (kav'l), IM. [CAVILED or CAVILLED (-Id), CAVILING
or CAVILLING], [OFr. caviller; L. camllari < cavilla, a

jest* quibbling], to object unnecessarily or frivolously;
resort to trivial faultfinding; carp; quibble (with

<
a* or

about) . v.t. to cavil at. n. a trivial objection; quibble.
cav-il-er, cav-iMer (kav'1-Sr), n. a person who cavils,

cav-i-tatioii (kav's-ta'shsn), n. [< L. cavitas, a hollow,

cavityj -f- ~ation], the formation of partial vacuums ia

Cavi-te (ka-ve'te), n. a seaport on Manila Bay, in the

Philippines; pop., 3&,000: see Philippine Islands, map.
cav-i-ty (kav'a-ti), n. [PL CAVITIES (-tiz)], [Fr. cawt'e;

LL. c&wtas < L. cavus^ollo-w], 1. a hole; hollow place.
2. a natural hollow place within the body: as, the
abdominal cavity. 3. a hollow place in a tooth, usually
caused by decay* SYN. see hole,

ca-vort (ka-v6rt')t v.L [Americanism; earlier cauvaut,
cavaidt; ? blend of curvet (Southern pronun.) & gavotte],
to prance; leap about; caper: as, the horse cavorted.

Ga-vour, Ca-mU-lo Ben so di (ka-mel'16" ben'sft de ka-
voorO. Count of Cavour, 1810-1861 ; Italian statesman;
premier (1852-1859; 1860-1861); helped unify Italy.

ca-vy (ka'vi), n. [pi CAVIES (-viz)], [< Mod. L. Cama,
name of the genus < the native name in Fr. Guiana,
cabiai], any of several short-tailed South American
rodents, as the guinea pig.
caw (k6), n. [echoic], the harsh, strident sound that a
crow or raven makes, iu. to make this sound.
Cawn-pore (k6n-p6r'( kdn-por', k6n-poor'), n. a city
in northern India, on the Ganges: pop., 487,000 (1941) :

also spelled Cawnpur.
Caxton (kak'stsm), n. 1. any book printed by William
Caxton. 2. black-letter type Eke that used by Caxton.
Caxton, William, 1422P-1491 ; the first English printer.
cay (ka, ke), n. [Sp. cayo; see KEY (reef)], a coral reef
or sand bank off a mainland.
Cay-enne (ki-en', ka-en') n. the capital of French
Guiana; pop., 11,700.
cayenne (ki-en', ka-en'), n. [< native Braz. kynnha;
popularly associated with Cayenne], 1. a very hot red
pepper made from, the dried seeds or fruit of a pepper
plant, especially of the capsicum: also cayenne pepper.
2. the fruit of a capsicum.
Gayes (ka), n. a seaport on the southwestern coast of
Haiti: pop., 55,000 (est. 1948): also Aur Gayes.
cay-man (ka'nien), n. [pi. CAYMANS (-manz)], [Sp.
caiman < Carib native name], any of several large
alligators of South and Central America.
Cay-man Islands (ki-man'), three islands of Jamaica,
south of Cuba: area, 104 sq. mi.; pop., 6,900.
Ga-yu-ga (ka-u'ga, ki-u'ga), n. [pi. CAYUGA, CAYUGAS,
(-g9z)J, [Am. Ind.j, a member of a tribe of Iroquoian
Indians who lived around Cayuga Lake and Seneca
Lake, in New York: see Five Nations.

Cayuga Lake, a lake in western New York: length,
38 ml; width, 1 to 3 1/2 mi.
Gay-use (H-us'), n. [Am. Ind.], 1. a member of a tribe
of Oregonian Indians who lived in the Blue Mountains
section of northeastern Oregon. 2. [c-], an Indian pony.
Cb, in chemistry, columbium.

C battery* in radio, a battery that sets the grid of a
vacuum tube at some desired potential.

G.B.S., CBS, Columbia Broadcasting System.
cc.,, chapters.
cc., c.c., cubic centimeter; cubic centimeters.
C.G., c.c., I. carbon copy. 2. cashier's check. 3. chief
clerk. 4. circuit court. 5. city council. 6. civil court.
7. company commander. 8. county clerk. 9. county
commissioner. 10. county council. 11. county court.

G.G.A., 1. Chief Clerk of the Admiralty. 2. Circuit
Court of Appeals. 3. County Court of Appeals.
CCC, 1. Civilian Conservation Corps, 2. Commodity
Credit Corporation. |_| \\Ji
C clef, m music, a sign on a staff ( r^\ or|^,), indicating
that C is the note on the third line (alto clef) or on
the fourth line (tenor clef): distinguished from treble

clef and bass clef; see clef, illus.

ccm, centimeters.

Gd, in chemistry, cadmium.
cd., cord; cords.

c.d., cash discount.

Ce, in chemistry, cerium.
C.E., 1. Chemical Engineer. 2. Chief Engineer. 3.

Church of England. 4. Civil Engineer.
Ge-a-r& (se'a-ra'), n. Fortaleza, a city in Brazil.
cease (ses), v.t. & IM. [CEASED (sest), CEASING], [ME.
cesen, cessen; OFr. cesser; L. cessare, to loiter, cease,
give way < pp. of cedere, to go away, yield, withdraw],
to end; stop; discontinue, n. [OFr. ces < .], a ceasing:
seldom used except in without cease. SYN. see stop.

cease-less (ses'lis), adj. unceasing; continual.
Ce-bu (se-boo'), n. 1. an island in the Philippines,
between Negros and Leyte: area, 1,695 sq. mi.; pop.,
947,000. 2. its chief city: pop., 147,000. 3. a province
consisting of this island and adjacent small islands:

vpop., 1,069,000. See Philippine Islands, map.
Cech-y (che'hi), n. Bohemia: the Czech name.
Ce-cil (se'sl, ses'l), [L. Caecilius, name of a Roman
gens; prob. < caecus, blind, devoid of light; hence, lit.,

dim-sighted, blind], a masculine name: feminine,
Cecilia, Cecily.

Cec-il, William (ses'l, sis'l), first Baron Burghley,
1520-1598; English statesman; adviser to EHzabeth I.

Ce cile (ss-seF, ses'l), a feininine name: see Cecilia.
Ge-cil-ia (si-sil'ya, si-sel'ya), [L. Caecilia, fern, of

Caecilius; see CECIL], a feminine na^e: diminutives,
Cis, Cissie; Fr. Cecile; variants, Cecily, Cicely, Sheila.

Cecilia, Saint, P-230? A.D.; Roman martyr; patron
saint of music: her day is November 22.

Cec-My (ses'l-i), a feminine name: see Cecilia.

Ce-cro-pi-a moth (si-kro'pi-9), [< Mod. L. Cecropia,
name of a genus of mulberry trees < Cecrops; see

CECROPS], a large silkworm moth of the United States,

having wide wings, each with a crescent-shaped spot
of white edged in red.

Ce-crops (se'krops), n. [Gr. Kekrops], in Greek legend,
the first king of Attica and founder of Athens, repre-
sented as half man, half dragon.
cecum (se'kam), n. [pi. CECA (-ka)], caecum.
ce-dar (se'dgr), n. [ME. & OFr. cedre; L. cedrus; Gr.
kedros], 1. any of a group of wide-spreading evergreen
trees having clusters of needlelike leaves, cones, and
durable wood with a characteristic fragrance. 2. any
of various trees like this, as certain kinds of juniper,
thuja, etc. 3. the wood of any of these, adj. of cedar.

ce-dar-bird (se'dgr-bftrd')* n. the cedar waxwing.
cedar chest, a large box made of cedar, in which
woolens, furs, etc. are stored for protection against
damage by moths.
ce-dara (se'd&m), adj. [Poetic], of cedar or cedars.
Cedar Rapids, a city in east central Iowa: pop.* 72,000.
cedar waxwing, a brownish-gray, crested Ajnerican
bird with red, waxlike tips on its secondary wing
feathers: also cedarbird.
cede (sed), v.t. [CEDED (-id), CEDING], IFr. elder < L.
cedere, to yield], 1. to give tip; transfer the title or
ownership of. 2. to admit; grant, as a point in debate.

ce dil la (si-dil'a), n. [Fr. cedille: Sp. cedilla, dim. of
zeda; Gr. ma, the Greek name of the letter z: so called
because z was written after c to give the sound of the
letter si, a hooklike mark put under c in some French
words (e.g., garcon) to show that it is to. be sounded
like a voiceless $ [IPA s] or, formerly, in some Spanish
words (e.g., direction) to skow that it is to be sounded
like voiceless th [IPA 01.

Ged-ric (sed'rik, se'dnk), [? < Celt, base meaning
"war chief"], a masculine name.

ced-ii-la (sej'oo-b;, Sp. the'JtorlS'), n. [Sp, cidtda; LL.
scedula; see SCHEDULE], 1. in Spamsh-speakiag coun-
tries, a certificate or permit, 2. in the Tfilippines, a
certificate of personal registration. 3. the tax for this.

cee (se), n. C: c. adj. shaped like C.
C.E.F., Canadian Expeditionary Foice (or Forces);.
ce i ba (sa'i-ba'; Sp, the'e-bl), n. [Sp. < native CA
wakan) name in South America], 1. a tropical tree
whose seed pods contain kapok; silk-cotton* tiree. Z.

(also si'bo), kapok: silk-cotton.
ceil (sel), v.t. [Fr. del, canopy, roof < L. cadum* heaven.
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hence ceiling; prob. influenced by OPr. cifUer; L.
caelare, to carvej, 1. to build a ceiling in or over. 2, to
cover (the ceiling or walls of a room), as with plaster.
3. to cover the ceiling or walls of (a room).

cell-ing (sel'irj), n. [< ceil], 1. the inside top part or
covering of a room, opposite the floor. 2. any over-
hanging expanse seen from below. 3. an upper limit
set on anything: as, a ceiling on prices. 4. in aeronau-
tics, a) the tipper limit of visibility, b) the highest that
an aircraft can go under certain conditions.
hit the celling, [Slang], to become suddenly very
angry; lose one's temper.

eel an-dine (sel'sn-din'), n. [ME. celidoine, celydon;
OPr. celidoine; L. cheliaonia; Or. chelidonion, swallow-
wort < chelidon, a swallow], 1. a weedy plant of the

poppy family, with deeply divided leaves and yellow
flowers and juice. 2. the pilewort.
Cel-a nese (sel'a-neV, sel'0-nes'), n. [coined < wZlulose
acetate + -ese by Dr. Henri Dreyfus, Eng. pioneer in
the development of the fiber], rayon made of cellulose
acetate: a trade-mark.
-cele (sel), [< Gr. keU], 1. a combining form meaning
tumor or swelling. 2. -coele.
el e bes (sel'o-bez', sa-le'bez: D. se-la'bes), n. L an
island of Indonesia, east of Borneo: area, 65,663 sg.
mi. 2. a province of Indonesia, consisting of this

island and several small adjacent islands: area, 72,986
sq. mi.; pop., 5,930,000. Abbreviated Gel.
cele-brant (sel'a-brant), n. [< L. celebrans, ppr. of

celebrare; see CELEBRATE], 1. a person who performs
a religious rite. 2. the priest officiating at Mass,

eel e brate (sel's-brat'), v.t. [CELEBRATED (-id), CELE-
BRATING], [< L. celebratus, pp. of celebrare, to frequent,
go in great numbers, honor < celeber, frequented,
populous], 1. to perform (a ritual, etc.) publicly and
formally; solemnize. 2. to commemorate (an anniver-

sary, holiday, etc.) with ceremony or festivity^. 3. to

proclaim. 4. to honor or praise publicly. v.L \.
f
to

observe a holiday, anniversary, etc. with festivities.

2. to perform a religious ceremony. 3. [Colloq.], to
have a convivial good time.
SYN. celebrate implies the marking of an occasion or event,
especially a joyous one, with ceremony or festivity (let's cele-

brate his promotion); to commemorate is to honor the
memory ofsome person or event by a ceremony (to commemo-
rate Armistice Day); solemnize suggests the use of formal,

grave ritual in signalizing an event, especially a religious
ceremony (to solemnize a marriage); observe and the less

formal keep suggest the respectful marking of a day or oc-
casion in the prescribed or appropriate manner (to observe, or

keep, a religious holiday).

cel-e-brat-ed (sel'a-brat'id), adj. [pp. of celebrate],

famous; renowned; well-publicized, SYN, see famous.
cel-e-bra-tion (sel'a-bra'shsn), n. [L. celebratio], 1. a
celebrating; formal commemoration. 2. that which is

done to celebrate.
cel-e-bra-tor (sel'a-bra'tSr) , n. a person who celebrates.

ce*leb-ri-ty (sa-leb'ra-ti), n. [pL CELEBRITIES (-tiz)],

[L. celebritas, multitude, fame < celeber, frequented,
populous, famous], 1, fame; renown; wide recognition.
2. a famous or well-publicized person.

ce-ler-i-ty (sa-lerVti), n. [Fr. cflfritt; L. cderitas <
celer, swift, quick], swiftness; quickness; speed.

cel-er-y (sel'er-i) , n. [Fr. celeri; It. seleri; L. selinon; Gr.

selinon, parsley], a plant whose crisp, blanched stalks

are eaten as a vegetable.
celery salt, a seasoning made of celery seed and salt.

ce-les-ta (sa-les'ta), n. [Fr. celesta; see CELESTIAL], a
small keyboard instrument whose
bell-like tones are produced by the
striking of hammers against small
metal plates.
Ce leste (so-lesf), [Fr. Celeste < L.

caelestis; see CELESTIAL], a femi-
nine name: variants, Celestine,
Celia.

ce-les.tial (ss-les'chal), adj. [ME.;
OFr.; L. caelestis < caelwm, neav-
en], 1. of the heavens; of the sky.
2. of heaven; heavenly; divine.
3. [O], Chinese, n. 1. any being
regarded as Hving in heaven. 2.

[usually C-J, a Chinese.

Celestial City, in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1678),
the heavenly New Jerusalem toward which Christian
makes his pilgrimage.
Celestial Empire, China or the old Chinese Empire:
translation ofa former Chinese name for China.

celestial globe, a globe representing the celestial

sphere, with all the stars, planets, etc. placed in their

proper relative positions.
celestial navigation, a determination of position and
course, as at? sea or in an airplane, by observing the
sun, moon, and stars.

celestial pole, either of the two points in the celestial

CELESTA

ORGANIC CELLS
Various types of animal cells

showing nuclei

sphere where the earth's axis of rotation, if extended,
would intersect.

celestial sphere, 1. the infinite sphere of the heavens
hypothecated from the half visible from a point on the
earth. 2. the rounded ceiling of a planetarium, upon
which is projected a chart of the stars, planets, etc.

Ce-Jes-tine (ss-les'ten, sa-les'tin), IFr. Celesiine; L.
Caelestina, lit., heavenly], a femimne name: see Celeste.

eel-ea-tine (sel'ss-tin, sel'as-tin'), it. [< I/, caelestis,

celestial; + -ine; from its blue color], celestite.
Cel-es-tine V, Saint (sel'ds-tin', sa-les'ten, 69-les'tin),

1215?~1296; Italian Benedictine monk; pope 1294.
eel es tite (sel'as-tlt'), n. [altered (by J. D. Dana, Am.
mineralogist) < celestine] % in mineralogy, strontium
sulfate, SrSO4, which occurs usually in white, crystal-
line form, but is sometimes blue: most strontium
compounds are produced from it.

Cel-ia (sel'ys, seai-a), a feminine name: see Celeste.
ce-li-ac (seai-ak

7
). oaj. coeliac.

ceM-ba-cy (sel's-bs-si), n. [as if < L. *caelibatia; see
CELIBATE], the state of being unmarried, especially that
of a person under a vow; single life.

celi-bate (selVbit, selVbat'), n. [L. caelibatus <
caelebs, unmarried < IE. *qaiwelo-t alone, whole (akin
to *qai~lo, hale, whole, and hence akin to Goth. Hails,

healthy, OHG. heil, healthy, whole, AS. hal, Eng.
whole) -j- *lib(K)~, living (akin to Goth, liban, Eng.
live)], 1. an unmarried person. 2. a person who has
taken a vow to remain unmarried, ad/. 1. unmarried;
single. 2. bound by a vow to remain unmarried.

cell (sel), TK [ME & OFr. cdle; L. cella, small room, hut;
IE, base *&-, to conceal
(in the earth), hence
akin to Goth, halja,
Eng. hell OHG. & OS.
haUa, AS. heall, hall],
1. a small convent or
monastery attached to a
larger one. 2. a hermit's
hut. 3. a small room;
cubicle, as in a convent
or prison. 4. a very
small hollow, cavity, or compartment, as of a honey-
comb. 5. any very small natural cavity in the body.
6. the space of an insect's wing enclosed by the veins.
7. in biology, a very small unit of protoplasm, usually
with a nucleus and an enclosing membrane: all plants
and animals are made up of one or more cells. 3. in

botany, a) any compartment of an ovary, b) a pollen
sac or spore sac. 9. in electricity^ a) a receptacle
containing electrodes and an electrolyte, used either
for generating electricity by chemical reactions or
for decomposing compounds by electrolysis, b) any
compartment ofa storage battery: see storage battery,
illus. 10. iin sociology, any of the smallest organiza-
tional units of agroup whose purpose is to propagandize,
effect reforms, etc.

eel-la (sel's), n. [pi. CELLAE (-8)], [L.; see CELL], the
inner part of an ancient Greek or Roman temple.

cellar (sel'er), n. [ME. celler; OFr. cdier; L. cettarwm,
pantry, storeroom < cdl&; see CELL], I. a room or
group of rooms below the ground level and usually
under a building, often used for storing fuel, provisions,
etc. 2. a cellar for wines. 3. a stock of wines: as, he
keeps a good cellar, v.t. to store in a cellar.

cel-lar-age (sel'Sr-ij),
n. 1. space of or in a cellar.

2. cellars collectively. 3. the fee for storage in a cellar.

ceMar-er (sel'eV-gr) , n. a person in charge of a cellar or

provisions, as in a monastery.
eel lar-et (sel'Sr-etO. n. [cellar + ~et] r a cabinet for
bottles of wine, liquor, glasses, etc.

CeHi-ni, Ben ve-mi-to ^en've-ndo'td chel-le'ne; Eng.
cha-le'ni), 1500-1571; Ilaflai! metalworker and sculp-
tor; known for his autobiography.

cellist, 'eel-list (chel'ist); n. a person who plays the
cello; violoncellist.

cello, 'cello (chel'o), n. M. CELLOS or 'CELLOS (-02),
CELtr or 'CELLI (-e) ], I< violoncetto],
an instrument of the violin family,
between the viola and the double
bass in size and pitch; violoncello.
celloidin (se-loi'din), n. [cell +
-oid + -t] f a concentrated solu-
tion of pyroxylin used in micros-

copy for embedding specimens
that are to be cut into thin
cross sections.

cel-lo-phane (sel'a-fan'), n. [<
cellulose -f Gr. phanejn, to appear,
seem], a thin, transparent material
made from cellulose, used as mois-
tureproof wrapping for foods,
tobacco, etc., or to make packages
look more attractive: formerly a
trade-mark (Cellophane).

; chin.; she: thin,
;
Fr. UU; i, Rr.

; < derived from.
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cel-lu lar (sel'yoo-lgr), adj. I. of or like a cell. 2.

consisting of or containing cells.

ceMu late (sel'yoo-lat') , adj. cellular, v.t. [CELLULATED
(-id), CRLLULATING], to make cellular; form into cells.

eel lu lat ed (sel'yoo-lat'id), adj. cellular.

ceMule (sei'ul), n. [L. cellula, dim. of cella; see CELL],
a very small cell.

ceHtt'U-tis (sel'yoo-K'tis), n. [Mod. L. < L. cellula

(see CELLULE) : + -itis], an inflammation of a cellular

tissue, especially of subcutaneous tissue.

celluloid (sel'yoo-ioid', sel'a-loid') , n. [cellulose -f

-oid], a thin, inflammable substance made from
pyroxylin and camphor, used for photographic films,
toilet articles, etc.: a trade-mark (Celluloid).

cel-lu lose (sel'yoo-los'), n. [Fr. < L. cellula, dim.: see

CELL], the chief substance composing the cell walls or

woody part of plants, a carbohydrate of unknown
molecular structure but having the composition repre-
sented by the empirical formula (CeHioOs)*: it is used
in the manufacture of paper, rayon, explosives, etc.

cellulose acetate, any of several compounds produced
by the action of acetic acid or acetic anhydride upon
cellulose in the presence of concentrated sulfuric acid:
used in making artificial silks, photographic films, etc.

cellulose nitrate* any ester of nitric acid and cellulose

produced by the action of nitric acid upon wood, cotton,
or some other form of cellulose in the presence of con-
centrated sulfuric acid: used in making guncotton,
plastics, lacquers, etc.

eel lu lous (sel'yoo-tes), adj. 1. full of cells. 2. con-

sisting of cells.
^

cell wall, in biology, the covering or separating wall
of a cell: especially, the relatively rigid covering of a
plant cell.

ce lorn (selam), n. the coelom.
cel-o-tex (sel'a-teksO, n. [cf. CELLULOSE & TEXTURE],
a composition board made of sugar-cane residue, used
for insulation in buildings: a trade-mark (Celotex).
Cel-si-us (thermometer), (sel'si-ss), [after Anders
Celsius (1701-1744), Swed. astronomer, the inventor],
centigrade (thermometer) : abbreviated Cels., C.
Celt (selt, kelt), n. [Fr. Celte, orig., Breton; hence,
analogous to Breton; L. Celta, pi. Celtae (Gr. Keltoi)
the Gauls], 1. a Celtic-speaking person: the Bretons,
Irish, Welsh, and Highland Scots are Celts. 2. one
of an ancient people in central and western Europe,
reputedly including the Gauls and Britons. Also Kelt.

celt (selt), n. [< LL. *celtis inferred < Vulgate vel celte

sculpantur in silice (Job 19:24); prob. ghost-word
(eerie in other mss.) adopted as genuine by archae-

ologists c. 1700J, a prehistoric tool of stone or bronze,
resembling a chisel or ax head.

Gel-tic (sel'tik, kel'tik), adj. of the Celts, their languages,
culture, characteristics, etc.: existence of a distinct

Celtic race is often loosely assumed, n. a family of

Indo-European languages structurally akin to ancient
Gaulish, now spoken in the western British Isles
and in Brittany: from the contrasted velar and labial

developments of Indo-European *qw-, it is subdivided
into Goidelic (represented by Erse, Scottish Gaelic,
and Manx) and Brythonic (represented by Breton,
Cornish, and Welsh). Abbreviated CM Celt, Also Keltic.

Cel ti-cism (sel'ta-siz'm)., n. 1. a Celtic custom. 2. a
Celtic idiom, as in Irish English. 3. fondness for
Celtic customs.

ce-ment (so-menf), n. [ME. ciment; OFr. cement,
ciment; L. caementum, rough stone, chippings < *caedi-
mentum < caedere, to cut], 1. a substance made of

powdered lime and
>
clay, mixed with water and used to

fasten stones or bricks together, or as paving: the mix-
ture (mortar) hardens like stone when it dries. 2, any
soft substance that fastens things together firmly when
it hardens, as paste or glue. 3. a cementlike substance
used in filling cavities, as in teeth. 4. anything that
joins together or unites; bond. $. the bony outer crust
of the root of a tooth. 6. in metallurgy, a dust or pow-
der, as of charcoal or sand, or a finely divided metal,
used in cementation. v*t. 1. to join or unite with or
as with cement. 2. to spread or cover with cement.
v.L to become cemented; stick.
cemen ration (se'man-ta'shan, sem'on-ta'shan), n.
1. a cementing or being cemented. 2. the process by
which a solid surrounded by a metallurgic cement is

heated intensely and made to combine chemically with
the cement to produce a new product, as in making
porcelain from green glass.
ce ment-ite (ss-men'tit), n. [cement + -tie], the carbide
of iron, FesC, occurring in steel, cast iron, and most
other alloys of iron and carbon.
cemen-turn (sa-men'tam), n. [L.; cf. CEMENT], the
hard, bony tissue forming the outer layer of the root
of a tooth: also cement,

cem-e-ter-y (sem'a-ter'i), n. [pi. CEMETERIES (-iz)J,
[LL. caemeterium; Gr. koimeterion, sleeping place <
koiman, to put to sleep], a place for the burial of the
dead; graveyard.

cen., 1. central. 2. century.
-cene (sen), [< Gr. kainos, recent], a combining form
meaning recent, new, or especially, designating a

(specified) epoch in the Cenosoic Era of geological time,
as Miocene,

ce-nes-the'Sia (se'nes-the'zha, sen'es-the'zhi-s), n. coe-
nesthesia.
ce nes the sis (se'nes-the'sis, sen'es-the'sis), n. coenes-
thesis.

Ce-nis, Mont (mow' sa-ne'), an Alpine peak between
France and Italy: height, 6,835 ft. : near it are a railway
tunnel, 8 mi. long, and a famous mountain pass.
ce-no- (se'no, sen's), coeno-.
cen*o-bite (sen's-bif, se'no-bitOt n. [LL. coenobita <
coenobium; Gr. koinobion, convent, neut. of koinobios
< koinos, common + bios, life], a member of a religious
order living in a convent or monastery: opposed to
anchorite: also spelled coenobite.

ce-no-bit-ic (sen'a-bit'ik, se'ns-bit'ik), adj. of or like a
cenobite: living the life of a cenobite; not anchoritic:
also spelled coenobitic.

ce-nO'Dit-ism (sen's-bit-iz*m, se'ns-bit-iz'm), n. 1. the
condition of being a cenobite. 2. the system or prac-
tice of cenobites. Also spelled coenobitism.

ce-no-gen-e-sis (se'na-jen's-sis, sen'a-jen's-sis), n, [<
Gr. kainos, new; + -genesis], that form of the develop-
ment of an individual plant or animal which does not

repeat the evolutional history of its group : opposed to

palingenesis: also spelled caenogenesis.
cen o taph (sen'a-taf'), n. [Fr. cenotaphe; L. cenotaph-
mm; Gr. kenotaphion < kenos, empty + taphos, a tomb],
a monument or empty tomb honoring a dead person
whose body is somewhere else.

Ce-no-zO'ic (se'na-zo'ik, senVzo'ik), adj. [< Gr.
kainos, new, recent + zoe, life; + -ic], designating or of

the geological era following the Mesozoic and including
the present : it began about 60 million years ago and is

characterized by the appearance and development of

the mammals: also Cainozoic.
the Cenozoic, the Cenozoic Era or its rocks: see

geology, chart.
cense (sens), v.t. [CENSED (senst), CENSING], [< incense],
1. to perfume (a room, person, etc.) by burning incense.
2. to burn incense to (a god).

cen-ser (sen'ser), n. [ME.; OFr. censier < encensier <
encens; see INCENSE, n.], an ornamented container in
which incense is burned; thurible.
cen-sor (sen'ser) , n. [L. < censere, to tax, value, judge],
1. one 01 two Roman magistrates appointed to take the
census and, later, to supervise public morals; hence,
2. any supervisor of public morals; person who tells

people how to behave. 3. a person whose task is to
examine literature, motion pictures, etc., and to remove
or prohibit anything considered unsuitable. 4. an
official or military officer who reads publications, mail,
etc. to remove any information that might be useful to
the enemy. 5. any faultfinder or adverse critic; cen-
surer. 6. in psychoanalysis, censorship, v.t. to ex-

amine, review, expurgate, or change (literature, mail,
etc.) as a censor; subject to censorship.

cen-so-ri-al (sen-s6r'i-3l, sen-so'ri-9l), adj. of, like, or
characteristic of a censor.

cen-so-ri-ous (sen-s6r'i-9s, sen-so'ri-as), adj. [L. cen-

sorius; see CENSOR], inclined to find fault; critical.

cen-sor-ship (sen'ser-shipO , n. [censor + -ship], 1. a
censoring. 2. a system of censoring. 3. the work or

position of a censor. 4. in psychoanalysis, the agency
that prevents unpleasant ideas, memories, etc. from
entering the consciousness in their original form.

cen-sur-a-ble (sen'sher-a-b'l), adj. deserving censure;
blameworthy.
cen-sure (sen'sh&r), n. [L. censura < censor; see CEN-
SOR], 1. a blaming; condemnation; adverse opinion or

judgment. 2. [Archaic], a judicial sentence, especially
by church law. v.t. [CENSURED (-shrd), CENSURING],
to blame; condemn as wrong; criticize adversely; ex-

press disapproval of. SYN. see criticize.

cen-sus (sen'sQs), n. [L.; pp. of censere, to enroll, tax,

assess], 1. in Roman history, the act of counting the

people and evaluating their property for taxation;
hence, 2. any official count of population and recording
of economic status, age, sex, etc.
cent (sent), n. [Fr., a hundred; L. centum < IE. *)tmtom;
hence akin to Goth., OS., AS. & OHG. hund; see

HUNDRED], 1. a hundred: only in per cent, etc. 2. a
100th part of a dollar or of certain other monetary
units. 3. a coin having the value of a 100th part of a
dollar; penny: symbol, . Abbreviated c. ? ct., C,

cent., 1. centigrade. 2. centime. 3. centimeter. 4.
central. 5. centum, 6. century.

*

cen-tal (sen't'l), n. [< L. centum (see CENT); prob.
after quintal], a unit of weight equal to 100 pounds
avoirdupois; hundredweight.

cen-tare (sen'tar; Fr. saWtar'), n. a centiare.
cen-taur (sen't6r), n. [L. Centaurus; Gr. Kentauros],
1. in Greek mythology, a monster with a man's head,
trunk, and arms, and a horse's body and legs: the
centaurs were supposed to have been the offspring of
Ixion. 2. [C-], Centaurus.
Cen tau-rus (sen-t6r'as), n. [L.; see CENTAUR], 9,

southern constellation between Hydra and tfte South-
ern Cross: its brightest star, alpha Centauri, is
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nearer the earth than any other known star: see
constellation, chart.

cen-tau-ry (sen'tS-ri), n. [pL CENTAURIES (-riz)},

[ME. centaurie; ML. centauria; L. centaureum; Gr.
Rtntaurion, kentaureion < Kentauros, centaur: so
named because the centaur

t
Chiron is said to have

discovered medicinal properties of the plant], any of a
group of small plants of the gentian family, some of
medicinal value, with flat clusters of red or rose flowers.

cen-ta-vo (sen-ta'vo), n. [pi. CENTAVOS (-voz; Sp. -vo"s)l,

[Sp., a hundredth < L. centum, a hundred], 1. a small
coin of the Philippines, Mexico, and certain South
American countries, made of bronze or copper and
nickel: it is usually equal to 1/100 peso 2. a coin of

Portugal and Brazil equal to 1/100 escudo.
cen-te-nar-i-an (sen't9-nar'i-3n) , adj. [< centenary],

1. of 100 years; of a centenary. 2. of a centenarian; at
least 100 years old. n. a person at least 100 years old.

cen-te-nar-y (sen'ta-ner'i, sen-ten'a-ri), n. [pi. CENTE-
NARIES (-iz, -riz)], [L. centenarius < centum, a hundred],
1. a century; period of 100 years. 2. a centennial.

adj. 1. relating to a century; of a period of 100 years.
2. of a centennial.

cen-ten-ni-al (sen-ten'i-sl) , adj. [< L. centum, a hundred
-j- annus, year], 1. of 100 years. 2. happening once in
a period of 100 years. 3. 100 years old. 4. lasting
100 years. 5. of a 100th anniversary, n. 1, a 100th
year of existence or duration; 100th anniversary. 2.

the celebration of this.

cen-ten-ni-aMy (sen-ten'i-sl-i) , adv. once in every
100-year period.

cen-ter (sen'teY), n. [ME.; OFr. centre; L. centrum; Gr.
kentron, sharp point, goad, spur, point around which a
circle is described < kentein, to prick, goad], 1. a
point equally distant from all points on the circum-
ference of a circle or surface of a sphere. 2. the point
around which anything revolves; pivot. 3. a place con-
sidered as the middle or central point of activity; head-
quarters. 4. the approximate middle point, place, or

part of anything. 5. a thing at the middle point.
6. the ring around the bull's-eye of a target, or a shot
that hits this. 7. a point or place that actions, forces,

people, etc. go to or come from; focal point: as, Broad-
way is the theatrical center for the whole country.
8. in biology, a group of cells having a common function.
9. in football, basketball, hockey, etc., a player assigned
to the center of a floor, field, or line

:_
the center often

puts the ball or puck into rjlay. 10. in mechanics, one
of two tapered or conical pins or rods, as on a lathe,
for holding a revolving object in position. 11. in

military usage, that part of an army situated between
the flanks. 12. [often C-], in politics, a position, party,
or group between left (radicals and liberals) and
right (conservatives and reactionaries) : so called, from
the position of the seats occupied in some European
legislatures. Abbreviated ctr. v.i. to be at a center; be
centered, v.t. 1. to place in, at, near, or toward the
center. 2. to draw to one place; gather to a point.
3. to furnish with a center. 4. in football, to pass (the
ball) from the line to a player in the backfield. Also
spelled centre. SYN. see middle.

center bit, in mechanics, a bit with a sharp, projecting
center point and cutting wings on either side.

cen-ter-board (sen'tr-b6rd', sen'tgr-bord'), n. a mova-
ble, keellike board or metal plate lowered through a
slot in the ftoor of a sailboat to prevent drifting.

center field, in baseball, the middle part of the outfield.

cen- ter-fire (sen'teY-fir') , adj. 1 . designating a cartridge
with the primer set in the center of the base. 2. desig-
nating or of a firearm taking a centerfire cartridge. Cf.

rimfire.

cen-ter4ng (sen't&r-irj, sen'trirj), n. 1. a placing at,

aiming at, or drawing toward a center. 2. the tempo-
rary support of an arch or vault during construction.

center 01 gravity, that point in a thing around which
its weight is evenly distributed or balanced; center of

mass; point of equilibrium: abbreviated C.G., e.g.
center of mass, the point in a body, or in a system of

bodies, so situated that any plane drawn through it

divides the body of system into parts having exactly

equal masses: for bodies near the earth, this coincides

with, and is used as a synonym for, center of gravity.

cen-ter-piec^ (sen'teV-pes') n. an ornament, bowl of

flowers, etc. for the center of a table.
ceivtesimal (sen-tes'a-m'l), adj. [< L. centesimtis <
centum, a Hundred], 1. hundredth. 2. of or divided
into hundredths.

coin equal to 100th part of an Italian lira, Uruguayan
peso, or Panamanian balboa.

cen'ti- (sen'ti), [L. < centum; see QBNT], a combining
form, meaning; 1. hundred or hundredfold, as in centi-

pede. 2. a tuwH part of, as in centigram.

cen-ti-are (sen'ti-Ar') n. {Fr.; see CENTI- & ARE (unit
of area)], a 100th part of an are; unit of land measure,
equal to one square meter: abbreviated ca.

cen ti grade (sen'te-grad'). adj. [Fr. < L. centum, a
hundred -f gradus, a. degree], 1. consisting of or divided
into 100 degjees. 2. of or by the centigrade thermome-
ter. Abbreviated G., c., cent.

centigrade thermometer, a thermometer on which,
under laboratory conditions, is the freezing point
and 100 is the boiling point of water; Celsius ther-
mometer: abbreviated C.

cen-ti-gram, cen -ti-gramme (sen'ta-gram') , n. [Fr.
centigramme; see CENTI- &. GRAM], a unit of weight,
equal to 1 / 1 00 gram : abbreviated eg., cgm. (sing. cV pi.).

cen-tMi-ter, cen ti li-tre (sen'ta-le'ter), n. [Fr. centi-

litre; see CENTI- & LITER], a unit of capacity, equal to

1/100 liter (.6102 cubic inch ): abbreviated cl.

cen-time (san'tem; Fr. sa'w'tem'), n. [Fr.; OFr. cen-
tisme, the hundredth < L. centesimus; see CENTESIMAL],
1. the 100th part of a franc. 2. a coin of this value.
Abbreviated c., C., cent.

cen-ti-me-ter, cen-ti-me-tre (sen'ta-me'ter), n. [Fr.
centimetre; see CENTI- & METER], a unit of measure,
equal to 1/100 rneter (.3937 inch): abbreviated cm.,
c., C., cent.

cen-ti-me-ter-gram-see-ond (sen'ts-me'ter-gram'sek'-
and), adj. in physics, designating or of a system of
measurement in which the centimeter, gram, and second
are used as the units of length, mass, and time, respec-
tively: abbreviated C.G.S., cgs, c.g.s.
cen-ti-mo (sen'ta-mo'). n. [pi. CENTIMOS (-moz')L [see
CENTIME], the 100th part of a Spanish peseta, a Vene-
zuelan bolivar, or a Costa Rican colon.

cen-ti-pede (sen't9-ped') , n. [Fr.; L. centipeda < centum,
a hundred + pes, pedis, a foot], any of a group of related
wormlike animals with a pair of legs for each body
segment: the two front legs are modified into poison
fangs.

cen-ti-stere (sen'to-st^r
7
) , n. [Fr. centistere; see CENTI-

& STERE], a unit of volume, equal to 1/100 cubic meter.
cent mark (or sign), the symbol , meaning cent or
cents: it is placed after the numeral (e.g., 406).
cent-ner (sent'ne'r), n. [G. centner, zentner; L. centena*

rius, consisting of a hundred < centeni, a hundred each
< centum; see CENT], 1. a European commercial weight
equal to 50 kilograms (110.23 pounds). 2. a metric
weight equal to 100 kilograms (220.46 pounds). 3. the

cental; 100 pounds. 4. in assaying; one dram.
cen-to (sen'to), n. [pi. CENTOS (-toz)L [L., garment of
several pieces, patchwork; akin to Gr. kentron, cloak
of rags, Sans, kantha, patched garment, OHG. hadara,
rag, patch], 1. a literary or musical work made up of

passages from other compositions. 2. anything made
up of badly matched parts. 3. [Obs.J, a patchwork,
cen-tra (sen'tra), n. alternative plural of centrum,
cen-tral (sen'tral), adj. [L. centralist 1. in, at, or near
the center. 2. of or forming the center. 3. from

t
the

center. 4. equally distant or accessible from various
points, 5. main; principal; chief; basic, 6. in anatomy
& physiology, a) denoting that part 61 the nervous sys-
tem consisting of the brain and spinal cord, (of a verte-

brate), b) of the centrum of a vertebra. 7. in phonetics,
pronounced with the tongue in center position ; mixed :

said of vowels. Abbreviated cen., cent. n. 1. a tele-

phone exchange, especially the main one; hence, 2.

[sometimes C-f, a telephone operator.
Central America, the part of North America between
MexicoandSouth
America : area,
226,881 sq. mi.;
pop., 8,486,000.
Abbreviated C.A.
Central Ameri-
can, 1. of Cen-
tral America, its

people, etc. 2. a
native or inhab-
itant

^
of Central

America.
Central Falls, a
city in northeast-
ern Rhode Island,
on the Black-
stone River:
pop., 24,000.
Central India Agency, formerly, a group of states in
central India, under British supervision: area, 52,047
sq. mi,; pop,, 7,506,000: later called Central India.
cen-tralism (sen'tral-iz'm), n. the principle or system
of centralizing power or authority.

cen-traHst (sen/tral-ist), n. ^a person who believes in

centralism, adj. of or believing in centralism.

cen-traM-ty (sen-tral'a-ti), n. 1. the quality, state, or
fact of being central; center position. 2. the tendency
to remain at or near the center.

CENTRAL AMERICA
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cen tral-i za tion (sen'tral-a-za'shsn), n. 1. a central-

izing or being centralized. 2. a concentration of power
or authority; systematization under one control.

cen-tralize (sen'trs-llz'), v.t. [CENTRALIZED (-Izd'),

CENTRALIZING], 1. to make central; bring to or focus
on a center; gather together. 2. to organize or sys-
tematize under one control, lu". to become centralized.

ccn-tral-ly (sen'trsl-i), adv. 1. in, at, or near the

center; from a center. 2. -with reference to the center.

Central Park, a public park in the center of Manhattan,
New York City: area, 840 acres.

Central Powers, in World War I, Germany and
Austria-Hungary: their allies, Turkey and Bulgaria,
are sometimes included under this term.
Central Provinces and Be*rar (ba-rar'), Madhya
Pradesh: the former name.
Central Standard Time, one of the four standard
times in the United States, corresponding to the mean
local time of the 90th meridian west of Greenwich,
England: it is six hours behind Greenwich time and
one hour behind Eastern Standard Time: abbreviated
C.S.T.

cent-re (sen'ter), n7 v.t. & y.i. [CENTRED (-tSrd),

CENTRING], center: chiefly British spelling.
cen-tri- (sen'tri), centre-, as in centripetal*
cen*trie (sen'trak), adj. [Gr. kenfrikos < kentron; see

CENTER], 1. in, at, or near the center; central. 2. of or

having a center. 3. in physiology, of a nerve center.
cen-tri-cal (sen'tri-k'I), adj. centric.

cen*tric*My (sen-tris'a-ti), n. the state or quality of

being centric.

cen-trif-u-gal (sen-trif'yoo-gl), adj. [Mod. L. centrifu-
gus (coined by Newton < centri- -f L. fugere, to flee) ;

4- ~aJ], 1. moving or tending to move away from the
center. 2. using or acted on by centrifugal force.

3. in botany, developing from the center outward, as
certain flower clusters. 4. in physiology, conveying
away from a center; efferent, n. a machine that uses
or causes centrifugal movement, as a milk separator.

centrifugal force, the force tending to make rotating
bodies move away from the center of rotation: it is due
to inertia.

cen-trlf u-gallze (sen-trif'yoo-g*l-!zO, v.t. [CENTRIFU-
GALIZED (-izd')t CENTRJFUGALIZING], to subject to the
action of a centrifuge; separate by whirling in a cen-

trifuge.

cen-tri-fuge(sen'tr9-fu;0, n. [Fr. < Mod. L. centrifugus],
a machine using centrifugal force to separate particles
of varying density, as cream from milk. v.t. [CENTRI-
FUGED (-fujd'). CENTRIFUGING], to centrifugalize.

cen-trip-e-tal (sen-trip's-tl), adj. [Mod. L. centripetus
(coined by Newton < centri- -f L. peterc, to seek, move
toward) ; + ~oJ] 1* moving or tending to move toward
the center. 2. using %

or acted on by centripetal force.
3. in botany, developing inward toward the center, as
certain flower clusters. 4, in physiology, conveying
toward a center; afferent.

centripetal force, the force tending to make rotating
bodies move toward the center of rotation.

cen-trist feen'trist), n. [Fr. centriste < centre], a person
whose political position is neither leftist nor rightist;
member of the center, as in some European legislatures.
cen-tro- (sen'tro, sen'tro), [< L. centrum, center; Gr.
kentron, a horn, point, center), a combining form mean-
ing center, as in centrosome: also centri- or, before a
vowel, centr-.

cen-tro baric (sen'tra-bar'ik), adj. [< centro- -f Gr.
baros, weight], having to do with the center of gravity.

cen-troid (sen'troid), n. center of mass.
cen-tro-some (sen'tra-som

7
). n. [centro- + -some (body)],

a very small body near or, sometimes, in the nucleus in
most animal cells and some plant cells: in mitosis it

divides into two parts, toward each of which a group of
the divided chromosomes moves.

cen-tro-som-ic (sen'tra-som'ik), adj. of a centrosome.
cen-tro-sphere (sen'tro-sfeV), n. [centro- + sphere],
1. in biology, the central mass of protoplasm about the
centrosome; central mass of an aster. 2. in geology, the
central part of the earth.
cen-trum (sen'tram), n. [pi. CENTRUMS (-trsmz), CEN-
TRA (-trs)], [LJ, 1. a center. 2. in anatomy, the body
of a vertebra.

cen-tu pie (sen'too-pl, sen-too'p'l, sen-tu'pl), adj. [Fr.
< L. centuplus; see CENT & DOUBLE], a hundred times
as much or as many; hundredfold, v.t. [CENTUPLED
(-pld), CENTUPLING], to make centuple; increase a
hundredfold.

cen-tu-pli-cate (sen-tSo'pla-kaV, sen-tu'pb-kat'; for
adj. &* n., usually sen-toS'pla-kit, sen-tu'pla-kit), v.t.

[CENTUPLICATED (-id), CENTUPLICATING], to increase
a hundredfold; centuple, adj. hundredfold; centuple.
n. a centuple quantity.

cen-tu-ri-al (sen-tyoor'i-al, sen-toor'i-al), adj. [L. cen-
turtahs]. having to do with a century (in all senses).

cen-tu-ri-on (sen-tyoor'i-an, sen-toor'i-an), n. [L. cen-
turto < centuria; see CENTURY], the commanding officer
of an ancient Roman military unit originally made up
of 100 men.

cen-tu-ry (sen'chQ-ri), n. [pi. CENTURIES C-riz)], [L.

centuria < centum, a hundred; see CENT], 1. a series or
group of 100 persons or things. 2. any period of 100
years, as from 1620 to 1720. 3. an^ period of 100 years
reckoned from a certain time, especially from the begin-
ning of the Christian Era: as, 1801 A.D. through 1900
A.D. is the 19th century A.D., 400 B.C. through 301
B.C. is the 4th century B.C. 4. an ancient Roman
military unit, originally made up of 100 men. 5. a
subdivision of the ancient Romans for voting purposes.
Abbreviated C., c., cen., cent, (in senses 2 & 3).

century plant, a tropical American agave having fleshy
leaves and a tall stalk with greenish flowers: so called
because mistakenly thought to bloom only once a
century.

ceorl (cheorl, kyftrl), n. [AS.: see CHURL], in early
English history, a freeman of the lowest class, ranking
above a slave and below a thane.

ceph-al- (sef'al), cephalo-.
ceph-al-ad (sera-lad'), adv. [cephal- + L. ad, to], in

anatomy & zoology, toward the head, or anterior part
of the body: opposed to caudad.

ce-phaMc (sa-fal'ik, se-fal'ik), adj. [L. cephalicus; Gr.

kephalikos < kephale, the head], 1. of the head, skull,
or cranium. 2. in, on, near, or toward the head.

-ce-phaMc (ss-fal'ik), a combining form meaning head
or skullt as in dolichocephalic.

cephalic index, a measure of the human skull computed
by dividing its maximum breadth by its maximum
length and multiplying by 100: if an individual's index
is 80 or more, he is short-headed (brachycephalic) ; if

less than 80, he is long-headed (dolichocephalic). Some-
times an intermediate category (mesocephalic) is

recognized, indexes of 81 or more then being criteria
of brachycephaly, and those under 76 of dolichocephaly.

ceph-a-li-za-tion (sefo-li-za'shsn), n. [< cephal- + -ize

-f -ation], 1. the increasing importance of the head or
anterior end in the development of animal life. 2. the
concentration of important organs or functions in or
near the head.

ceph-a-lo- (sefVlo, sefVlo), [< Gr. kefhaU, the head],
a combining form meaning the head, skull, or brain, as
in cephalopod: also, before a vowel, cephal-.

ceph-a-lo-chor-date (sef'a-la-kdr'dat) , adj. [< Mod. L.

Cephalochordata, name of the subphylum ; see CEPHALO-
& CHORDATA], of a group of small, fishlike animals,
including the amphioxus and lancelet, that have a
permanent notochord extending from the anterior to
the posterior end. n. any animal of this group.
ceph-a-lom-e-ter (sef'8-lom'a-tSr), n. [cephalo- -f

-meter], an instrument for measuring the head or skull;
craniometer.

ceph*a'lom-e'try (sef's-lom'8-tri), n. [cephalo- +
-metry\ the science of measuring heads.

Geph-a-lo-ni-a (sefVlo'ni-3, sef'9-lon'ya), n. one of the
Ionian Islands, off western Greece: area, 277 sq. mi.;

pop., 66,000: Greek name, Kephallenia.
cepn*a-lO'pod (sef'a-ta-pod')* n. [cephalo- + -pod], any
of the highest class of mollusks, having a distinct head
with two large eyes, a beak, and muscular tentacles
about the mouth, often with suckers on them: the
octopus, squid, and cuttlefish are typical.

ceph-a-lo-tho-rax (sefVls-thdr'aks, sefVb-tho'raks) ,

n. the head and thorax regarded as a single part, in
certain crustaceans and arachnids.

ceph-a-lous (sef'a-bs), adj. [cephal- + -ous], having a
head.
-ceph-a-lous (sef'a-tes), [< Gr, kephale], a combining
form meaning "headed, as in microcephalous.
Ceph-eid variable (sef'i-id), [< Cepheus -f -id}, in

astronomy, any of a class of stars whose light periodi-
cally varies in brightness.
Ce-pheus (se'fus, se'fi-as), n. [L.; Gr. Kepheus], 1. in
Greek legend, the husband of Cassiopeia and father of
Andromeda: he was placed among the stars after his
death. 2. a northern constellation near Cassiopeia:
see constellation, chart.
ceraceous (si-ra'shas), adj. [< L. cera, wax < Gr,
keros, waxj, waxy; waxlike.
Ce-ram (si-ram': D. sa'ram), n. one of the Molucca
Islands, in the Netherlands Indies: area, 6,621 sq. mi.;
pop., 83,000: also called Serang.
ce-ram ic (sa-rani'ik), adj. [Gr. keramikos < keramos,
potter's day, pottery], 1 . of pottery, earthenware, tile,

porcelain, etc. 2. of ceramics. Also keramic.
ceramics (sa-ram'iks). n.pl [< ceramic], [construed
as sing, in senses 1 ,& 3], 1. the art or work of making
pottery, earthenware, tile, porcelain, etc. 2. objects
made of these materials. 3. a course of study in pottery
or pottery making. Also keramica.

cer-amist (ser'a-mist), n. an expert in ceramics;
ceramic artist.

ce-rar-gy-rite (sa-rlr'JQ-ritOr n. [< Gr. keras, a horn 4-
argyros, silver; + -tie], silver chloride, AgCl, a native
ore of silver; horn silver.

ceras tes (sa-ras'tes), n. [L,; Gr. kerastis, homed (ser-
pent) < keras, a horn], a poisonous African snake with
a hornlike spine above each eye; homed viper.

ce-rate (s&r'at), n. [L. ceratus, pp. of c^are, to wax ^
cera, wax < Gr, keros, wax], a thick; ointment consis^ing
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of a fat, as oil, lard, etc., mixed with wax, resin, and
other ingredients.

ce-rat-ed (sr'a-tid), adj. [L. ceratus; see CERATE]*
1. covered with wax; waxed. 2. having a cere.

cer-a-tin (ser'a-tin), n. keratin.
cer-a-to- (ser'9-t5, ser's-ta), [< Or. heras, keratos, a
horn), a combining form meaning horn, hornlike; also,
before a vowel, cerat-, as in ceralodus.

ce-rat-o-dus (si-rat'a-das, ser'o-to'das), n. [Mod. L.;
see CERATO- & -ODUS], a large Australian fish with gills
and lungs; barrarnunda.

cer-a-toid (ser's-toid'), adj. [Gr. keratoeides; see
CERATO- & -oir>], like a horn in shape or hardness;
horny.
Cer-be-re-an (ser-b&r'i-an), adj. of or like Cerberus.
Cer-ber-iw (siir'ber-ss) , n. [L.; Gr. Kerberos], in Greek
& Roman mythology, the three-headed dog guarding
the gate of Hades.

cer-ca-ri-a (sgr-k^r'i^) , n. [pi. CERCARIAE (-e')L [Mod.
L, < Gr. kerkos, tail], the larva of a trematode worm
at the stage in which it has the form of a tadpole.

cere (seY), n. [Fr. tire; L. cera, wax < Gr. keros, wax],
a soft, waxlike membrane at the base of the beak of
some birds, as the parrot, eagle, etc. v.t. [CERED (sdrd) ,

CERING], to wrap in a cerecloth.
ce-re-al (seVi-al), adj. [< L. Cerealis, of Ceres, goddess
of agriculture], of grain or the grasses producing grain.
n. 1. any grain used for food, as wheat, oats, etc.
2. any grass producing such grain. 3. food made from
grain, especially breakfast food, as oatmeal, etc.
cer e bel lar (ser'a-bel'Sr) , adj. of the cerebellum.
cer-e-beHum (ser'a-berom), n. [pi. CEREBELLUMS
(-amz), CEREBELLA (-a)], [L., dim. of cerebrum, the
brain], the section of the brain behind and below the
cerebrum: it is regarded as the co-ordinating center for
muscular movement: see brain, illus.

cer-e-bral (ser'a-bral, sa-re'bral), adj. [Fr. certbral < L.
cerebrum, the brain], 1. of the brain or the cerebrum.
2. of, appealing to, or conceived by the intellect rather
than the emotions.

cerebral palsy, paralysis due to a lesion of the brain,
usually one suffered at birth, and characterized chiefly
by spasms: see spastic.

cer-e-brate (ser'a-brat'), v.i. [CEREBRATED (-id), CERE-
BRATING], [< L. cerebrum, the brain; + -ate], to use
one's brain; think.

cer-e-bra-tion (ser'a-bra'shan), n. brain action, con-
scious or unconscious; cerebrating; thinking.

cer-e-bric (serVbrik, sa-re'brik), adj. [< cerebrum +
-ic], of or derived from the brain,

cer-e-bri-tia (ser'a-bri'tis), n. an inflammation of the
cerebrum.

cer-e-bro- (ser'a-bro, ser'a-bra), [< L. cerebrum, the
brain], a combining form meaning: 1. the brain or
cerebrum,, as in cerebritis. 2, the brain and or cerebrum
and, as in cerebrospinal. Also, before a vowel, cerebr-.

cer-e bro-spi-nal (ser'a-bro-spi'nl), adj. 1. of or

affecting the brain and the spinal cord.
f
2. designating

that part of the nervous system comprising the brain
and the spinal cord t9gether with their cranial and
spinal nerves: distinguished from autonomic.
cer-e-brum (ser'a-bram, sa-re'bram). n. [pi. CEREBRUMS
(-bramz), CEREBRA (-bra)], [L.], the upper, main part
of the brain of vertebrate animals, consisting of two
equal hemispheres : in man it is the largest part of the
brain and is believed to control conscious and voluntary
processes: see brain, illus.

cere-cloth (seVkl6th'). n. [formerly cered cloth; see

CERE], 11 , cloth treated with wax or a similar substance.
2. such a cloth used to wrap a dead person for burial.

cere-ment (seVmant), n. [Fr. cirement; see CERE], 1. a
cerecloth; shroud. 2. usually pi, any burial clothes.

cer-e-mo-ni-al (ser'a-mo'ni-al, ser'a-mo'nyal) , adj. of or

consisting of ceremony; ritual; formal, n. 1. an
established; system of rites or formal actions connected
with an occasion, as in religion; ritual. 2. a rite.

cer-e mo-ni-ous (ser'a-mo'ni-os, ser'a-mo'nyas), adj.
[Fr. ceremonieux], 1. ceremonial. 2. full of ceremony.
3. characterized by ceremony or formality; very polite.

cer-e mo-ny (ser'a-mo'ni), n. [pi. CEREMONIES (-niz)J,

[L. caerimonia, awe, reverent rite, ceremony], 1. a
formal act or set of formal acts established by custom
or authority as proper to a special occasion, such as a
wedding, religious rite, etc. 2. the service or function
at which such acts are used. 3. a conventional social

act. 4. behavior that follows rigid,etiquette. 5. formal-
ity or formalities. 6. empty or meaningless formality.
stand on ceremony, to behave witn or insist on
formality.

SYN. ceremony refers to a formal, usually solemn, act
established as proper to some religious or state occasion (the

ceremony of launching a ship); rite refers to the prescribed
form for a religious practice (burial rites) ;

ritual refers to rites

or ceremonies collectively, especially to the rites of a particular

i^gtmvG&e r^ta,al of the Peruvian smafee worshipers); formal-

ity suggests a conventional, often meaningless, act or custom,
usually one associated with social activity (the formalities of
polite conversation).
Ce-res (seVez), n. [LJ 1. in Roman mythology, the

goddess of agriculture, daughter of Ops and Saturn:
identified with the Greek Demeter. 2. a small planet
with its orbit between Mars and Saturn: it was the
first asteroid discovered.

ce-re-us (seY'i-as), n. [L. t wax taper < cera, wax: so
named from the shape of certain varieties], any of
several sorts of American cactus, including a number
of night-blooming varieties.

ce-ri-a (seY'i-a), n. [< ctrwm], cerium dioxide, CeOj, a
white compound.

ce-ric (se*r'ik ser'ik), adj. of or containing cerium,
especially with a valence of plus four.

cer-if, cer-iph (ser'if), n. a serif: British spelling.
cerif erous (sa-rif'er-os), adj* [< L. cera, wax; -f-

-ferous], producing wax.
Ce-ri-go (che're-go

7
), n. one of the Ionian Islands,

south of Greece: area, 110 sq. mi.; pop., 9,000: Greek
name, Kythera, English (Latin) name, Cythera.
cerise (sa-reV, sa-resO, n. & adj. [Fr.; see CHERRY],
bright red ; cherry red.

ce-rite (seYlt), n. [< cerium -f -ite], a native hydrous
silicate of cerium and other closely related metals.
ce-ri-um (seY'i-am), n. [named (1803) after the asteroid
Ceres, then recently discovered], a gray, metallic
chemical element of the rare-earth group: symbol, Ce:
at. wt., 140.13; at. no., 58.
cerium metals, a series of closely related metals be-
longing to the rare-earth group and having atomic
numbers from 57 to 62; lanthanum, cerium, praseody-
mium, neodymium, illinium, and samarium.

Ger-na'-U'JI (cher'n3-oots'>, n. Chernovtsy.
cer-nu-ous (sur'nu-as), era/. [L. cernuus, stooping], bend-
ing or hanging downward, as a flower or bud.

ce-ro (seY'o), n. [pi. CERO, CEROS (-oz): see PLURAL, n,
D, 2], [Sp. sierra; L. serr&, a saw], either of two large
food fishes resembling the mackerel.

ce-ro- (s&r'o, ser's), [< L. cera; Gr. keros, wax], a com-
bining form meaning wax; also, before a vowel, cer-.

ce ro plas-tic (ser'a-plas'tik), adj. [Gr. ktroplastikos <
keros, wax + plassetn, to mold], 1, having to do with
wax modeling. 2. modeled hi wax.
ce ro plas-tics (seWplas'tiks), n*pl. [construed as
sing.], the art of modeling in wax.

ce-rot-ic (ss-rot'ik), adj. [< L. cerotum, a wax salve,
pomatum < Gr. kerdton < keros, wax], designating or
of either of two fatty acids, CseHwO* or CwHstOj, esters
of which are found in beeswax and other waxes and oils.

ce-ro-type (sr'o-tip' f ser's-tlp'), [cero- + -type], the
process of engraving on a wax-covered metal plate from
which a printing surface is prepared by electrotyping.
ce-rous (s&r'as), adj. of or containing cerium with a
valence of three.
ce rous (s&r'ss), adj. in zoology, like a cere.
Cer-ro de Pas-co (ser'rfc de pas'kd), a town in the
mountains of west central Peru; pop., 15,700.

cert., 1. certificate. 2. certified.
cer-tain (sur't'n, sur'tin), adj. [ME. certem; Fr. certain;
L. cerium, determined, fixed, settled;, pp* of Gernere, to
distinguish, decide, resolve], 1, fixed; settled; deter-
mined. 2. sure (to happen, etc.); inevitable. 3. not
to be doubted; unquestionable: as, the evidence is

certain. 4. reliable; dependable: as, this is a certain
cure for the disease. 5. controlled; unerring: as, his
aim was certain. 6. assured; sure; positive; without
doubt: as, I am certain of his innocence. 7. not further
described or more specifically named but sometimes
assumed to be known: as, a certain person. 8. some;
appreciable: as, to a certain extent. SYN. see sure,
for certain, as a certainty; without doubt.

cer tain ly (surft
f

n-li, sur'tin-li), adv. surely; beyond a
doubt.

cer-tain-ty (stiut'n-tju sftr'tin-ti), n. [ME. certeinte;
OPr. certainete]* 1. the quality, state, or fact of being
certain: as, he lived in the certainty of death. 2. [pi.
CERTAINTIES (-tiz)], anything certain; definite fact.

of a certainty, [Archaic], without a doubt; certainly.
SYN* certainty suggests a firm, settled belief or positive-
ness in the truth of something; certitude is sometimes dis-

tinguished from the preceding as implying an absence of

objective proof, hence suggesting unassailable blind faith;
assurance suggests confidence, but not necessarily positive-
ness, usually m something that is

p
yet td happen (I have

assurance of his support in the coming elections) ; conviction
suggests a being convinced because of satisfactory reasons or

proof %
and sometimes implies earlier doubt. ANT. doubt,

skepticism.
cer-tea (sur'tez), adv. [ME.; OPr., in the phrase a certes

< L. certus; see CERTAIN], [Archaic], certainly; verily.
cer ti fi a ble (sur'to-Ja'a-bl), adj. that can be certified.

cer-tif-i-cate (sSr-tif'a-kit), n* (Fr. certificat; ML.
certijicatus, pp k pf certiflcare, to certify < L. certus,
certain -f fac^e* |o make], a written or printed state-

fat, Spe, bftre, car; ten, Sven, here, ovSr; is, bite; lot, go, hdrn, t5Sl, look; oil, oit:
(up, <flwt fflr; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,"'"' ' " '

i in sanity, o in eompfa u wfocm;\ as in able (a'bl); Fr. b&l; ^ Fr,then.ivh., ]teisur(bi'ijj
coeur/; '6; Ft; feu^, JhS mpi;

j

o for a in dgo^ em
,

1^ ci^; ft, FT. due;
,

.

icfa; kh, G. doch. See ]pp. x-xii. t foreign;
*
hypothetical; < deriye4 f
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ment testifying to a fact, qualification, or promise:
abbreviated cert., oerttf., ct., ctf. v.t. (seY-tira-kat'),
[CERTIFICATED (-id), CERTIFICATING], to attest or
authorize by a certificate; issue a certificate to.

certificate of deposit, a certificate from a bank stating
that a specified person has a specified sum of money
on deposit,

certificate of disability discharge, a discharge from
the United States Army because of physical unfitness

for further service: abbreviated CDD (no period).
certificate of incorporation, a legal document stating
the name and purpose of a proposed corporation, the
names of its incorporators, its stock structure, etc.

certificate of origin, a certificate submitted by an
exporter to those countries requiring it, listing goods
to be imported and stating their place of origin.

certificate of stock, a certificate issued by a corpora-
tion showing that a specified person owns a specified
amount of capital stock in the corporation, and is

subject to the rights and liabilities of a stockholder.
cer-ti-fi-ca-tion (sttr't^-fi-ka'shsn), n. [Fr.], 1, a cer-

tifying or being certified. 2. a certified statement.
cer-ti-ned (sur'to-fid'), adj. [pp. of certify], 1. vouched
for; guaranteed. 2. having a certificate. Abbreviated
cert,

certified check, a check that a bank guarantees to be
good.

certified milk, milk guaranteed to have been produced
according to certain regulations of an authorized
medical milk commission, but not pasteurized.

certified public accountant, an accountant who has
received a certificate stating that he has met the re-

quirements of State law: abbreviated C.P.A.
cer*ti-fi*er (su'r'ta-fl'e'r), n. a person who certifies.

cer*ti-fy (sar
/
t3-fi'), v.L [CERTIFIED (-fidO, CERTIFYING],

[MB. certifien; OFr. certifier; ML. certificate; see CER-
TIFICATE], 1. to declare (a thing) true, accurate, cer-

tain, etc. by formal statement, often in writing; verify;
attest; hence, 2.

f
to declare officially insane; send to

an asylum or similar institution. 3. to guarantee the
quality or worth of; vouch for: as, the bank must
certify your check. 4. to safeguard (mail) by having the

recipient sign for it, after payment of a fee by the sender.
Certified mail cannot be insured for indemnification.
5. [Archaic], to assure; make certain, v.i. to testify
{to}. SYN. see approve.

cer-ti-O-ra-ri (siir shi-0-rar'i, sur'shi-s-ra'ri) , n. [LL.,
to be made more certain: a word in the writ], in law, a
writ from a higher court to a lower one, requesting the
record of a case for review.
cer-titude (sfcr'to-tqod', sur'ta-tud'), n. [Late ME.;
LL. certitudo], certainty; assurance. SYN. see cer-

tainty.
ce-ru-Ie-an ^(ss-rooli-gn), adj. [L. caeruleus, prob. <
caelulum, dim. of caelum, heaven], sky-blue; azure.
ce-ru-men (sa-roo'man), n. [< L. cera, wax, after

albumen], a yellowish, waxlike substance secreted by
glands in the canal of the external ear; earwax.
ce-ruse (seVoos, sa-roos'), n. [Fr. ceruse,' L. cerussa,'
? < Gr. *keroessa, waxlike < keros, wax], 1. white lead,
2PbCQ3*Pb(OH) 2 . 2. a cosmetic containing this.

ce rus site (serVsif), n. [< L. cerussa (see CERUSE); +
-ite], native lead carbonate, PbCOa, found in crystalline
or massive form,
Cer-van-tea, Mi-guel de (me-gel' th& ther-van'tes;
Bug. se*r-van'tez) , 1547-1616; Spanish satirical novelist
and dramatist ; author of Don Quixote.

cer-vi'Cal (survi-kl), adj. [< L. cervix, cervicis, the
neck], in anatonfy, of the neck or cervix.

cer-vi-ces (s&r-vi'sez, sur'va-sez'), n. alternative plural
of cervix.

cer-vi-ci-tis (suVvi-si'tis), n. [see -ms], inflammation
of the cervix of the uterus.

cer-vi-co- (suVvi-fco) , [< L. cervix, cervicis, the neck], a
combining form meaning cervical or cervical and, as in
cermcodorsal: also, before a vowel, cervic-.

cer-vi co dor-sal (sdr'vi-ko-dcWl), adj. [eenico- -f

dorsal], in anatomy, pf the neck and the back.
Cer*vin, Mont (mon

f
ser'vaw'). n. the Matterhorn, &

mountain in the Alps: the French name.
cer-vine (sdr'vin, sur'vin), adj. [L. cervinus < cervus,
deerl, 1. of a deer or the deer family. 2. like a deer.

cer-vix (sftr'vi&s), n. [pi, CERVICES (ser-vi'sez, stir'va-

seV)> CERVIXES (sur'vik-siz}], [L., the neck], 1, the
neck, especially the bac of the neck. 2. a necklike
part, as of the uterus, urinary bladder, etc.
Ge-sar-e an, Ce-sar i an (si-zar'i-on), adj. & n. Caesar-
can.

ce-si um (se'zi-om), n. [neut. of !L/. caesius, bluish-gray],
a soft* bluish-gray, ductile, metallic chemical element^
the most eleetropositiye of all the elements: used in
photoelectric cells: symbol, Cs; alt wt. f 132;91; at, no. f

55: also spelled caesium.
^

< ,

[ "

"V) fldf^ <"L. caespes, turf, grassy
f ; growing in clumps,; jmatted;.

ces-sion (sesh'an)* n. [Fr. <^L. cessio < cessus, pp. of

cedere, to yield 1, a ceding; giving up (of rights, property,
etc.) to another; surrendering.

ces-sion-ar-y (sesh'an-er'i), n. [pL CESSIONARIES (-iz)J,

the person to whom a cession is made; assignee.

cess-pit (ses'pit') n. [cess- (< cesspool) + pit], a pit for

garbage, excrement, etc.

cess-pool (ses'poolO* n. [< It. cesso, privy (< L.

secessus, place of retirement, privy, drain; see SECEDE)
or dial, cess, bog, drainage place (prob. < recess)], 1. a

pool or deep hole in the ground to receive drainage or

sewage from the sinks, toilets, etc. of a house. 2. a
filthy, smelly place.
c'est-a-dire (se'ta'd&rO , FFr.L that is to say; namely.

jc'est la guerre (se'la'garO, [Fr.], that's war; such is

ces-tode (ses'tod), n. [< Gr. kestos, a girdle] , any of a

group of related parasitic worms with nbbonlike bodies
and no mouth or intestinal canal, as the tapeworm.
adj. of these worms.

ces-toid (ses'toid), adj. & n. cestode.
ces-tus (ses'tss), n. [L. caestus, cestus; Gr. kestos, a
girdle], 1. a girdle; belt. 2. in Greek & Roman myth-
ology, a girdle belonging to Aphrodite (Venus), which
gave whoever wore it the power to excite love.

ces-tus (ses'tas), n. [L. caestus < caedere, to strike, beat],
a contrivance made of leather

straps, sometimes weighted
with lead or iron, worn on
the hand by boxers in an-
cient Rome.

ce-su-ra (si-zhoor'a, si-zyoor'-

9), n. ]pl. CESURAS (-8Z),
CESURAE (-)], a caesura.

ce ta-cean (si-ta'shgn) , adj.

[ < L. cetus, large sea animal,
whale; Gr. ketos] t of a group
of hairless, fishlike water
mammals with paddlelike forelimbs: whales, porpoises,
and dolphins are cetaceans, n. any such animal.

ce-ta-ceous (si-ta'shas) , adj. cetacean.
ce-tane (se'tan), n. [< L. cetus, whale; -f -ane], a satu-
rated hydrocarbon of the methane series, CiH4, found
as a colorless oil in petroleum.

cetane number,
%
a number representing the ignition

properties of Diesel engine fuel oils, determined by
the percentage of cetane that must be mixed with a-

methylnaphthalene to produce the ignition quality of
the fuel being tested: the higher the number, the
better the ignition quality.

tce-te-ris pa-ri-bus (set'er-is par'i-bss), [L.], other
things being egual; abbreviated cet. par.

Ge-tin-je (tse'ti-nye'), n. a town in southern Yugoslavia,
formerly the capital of Montenegro: pop., 6,300.
Ce-tus (se'tas), n. [L., the whale], an equatorial con-
stellation south of risces and Aries: see constellation,
chart.
Ceu-ta (su'ta, soo'ta; Sp.^the-oo'ta), n. a Spanish sea-
port in Africa, opposite Gibraltar: pop/f 64,000.
C^-vennes (sS'ven'), n. La mountain range in south
central France: highest peak, Me*zenc, 5,754 ft. 2. a
former district of France, in northeastern Languedoc.

ce-vi-tam-ic acid (se'vl-tam'ik, se'vi-tam'ik) , [< C +
vitamin -f -ic], vitamin C: also called ascorbic acid, anti-
scorbutic acid.

Gey-Ion (si-Ion'), n. an island off the southern tip of
India: a British dominion
(1948): area, 25,332 sq.
mi.; pop,, 6,879,000 (est.

1947); capital, Colombo:
abbreviated Cey.

Cey-lo-nese (sels-neV),
adj. of Ceylon, its people,
or culture, n. [pi, CEYIX>
NESE], a native or inhab-
itant of Ceylon.
Ceylon moss, an Bast

Indian seaweed from
which agar-agar is made.
Ce-zanne, Paul (p$l sa'-

zan'}, 183971906; French

pare. 2. in baseball, center
field; center fielder* 3. in
bookbinding, calf*

Gf. in chemistry,
t
californium.

c/ft in bookkeeping, carried forward.
G.F., c.f., cost and freight.

C.F.I., cad., cost, freight, and insurance;
,

c.f.m., cubic feet a minttte.
c.f.s., qubic feet a second,

eg., centigram; centigrams. ;

d&, Coast Gnardi '

i-
''

G.Oi, clgt, 1. captain the guard, 2. ceafeetof gra^vity.
3. coinmanding general. 4. comsul general.



CHACO

CL
Ch., ch.f 1. chancery. 2. "chaplain. 3. check. 4. cMef.
5. child; children. 6. church.

ch. f [pL CHS.], chapter.
c.h.

s
1. courthouse. 2. customhouse.

chab-a-zite (chab's-zit'J,
n. [Fr. chabasie, missp. of

Gr. chalazie, vocative of chalaza, hailstone], in mineral-

ogy, a form of 2eolite occurring in colorless to flesh-
colored rhomfaohedral crystals.

Cha-blis (sha/ble'; En&. shabli), n. a very dry, white
Burgundy wine from the region of Chablis, France.

cha-bouk, cha-buk (cha'book), n. (Hind, chabuk. a
whip < Per.], a long horsewhip, used in Eastern countries
for flogging people.
chac-ma (chak'ms), n. [< the Hottentot name], a
large, blackish-gray baboon of South Africa.
Gha-co (cha'kS) n. a region in South America between
the Pilcomayo Riv-
er and Paraguay
River, in dispute
until 1938, when it

was divided be-
tween Bolivia and
Paraguay: area,
100,000 sq. mi.

tcha-conne (sha/-
ko-n'), n. [Fr.; Sp.
chacona], 1. a slow,
stately dance of the
18th century, simi-
lar to the passa-
caglia and derived
from an early Span-
ish dance. 2. music
for this dance, in

3/4 time. 3. a
similar movement
in various musical compositions.
Jcha-cun a son gout (sha'kun'na' soV goo7), [FrJ,
everyone to his own taste.
Chad (chad, chad), n. 1. one of the colonies composing
French Equatorial Africa: area, 461,202 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,433,000 ; capital, Fort-Lamy. 2. a lake between Chad
and Nigeria: area, 6,500 sq. mi.: French spelling, Tchad.
Chad-wick, George White-field (hwlt'feld' chad'wik),
1854-1931; American composer.

Chaer-o-nea (ker'a-ne's) , n. an ancient Greek city in
Boeotia, on the Attic border.

chae-ta (ke'to), n. [pL CHAETAE (-te)L [Mod. L.; Gr.
chaite, hair], a bristle, bristlelike part, or spine; seta.

chae-to- (ke'to, ke'ta), [< Gr. chaite, hair], a combining
form meaning hair or bristles: also, before a vowel,
chaet-.

chae*toph-o-rous (ki-tof
/
er-9s) r adf/. [chaeto- -f -phorous],

in zoology, bearing bristles.
chae-to-pod (ke'ta-pod'),, n. [chaeto~ + -pod], in zoology,
any of a class of annelids whose body segments have
unjointed appendages bearing bristles.
chafe (chaf), v.t. TCHAFKD (chaft), CHAFING], [ME.
chaufen; OFr. chaufer, to warm; L. calefacere, to make
warm < calere, to be warm + facere, to make], 1. to
rub so as to stimulate or make warm. 2. to wear away
by rubbing. 3. to irritate or make sore by rubbing.
4. to annoy; irritate: as f the delay chafed her. v4. 1. to
rub (often with on or against). 2. to be or become
angry or irritable, n. 1. a chafing. 2. an injury or
irritation caused by rubbing. 3. annoyance; vexation.
chafe at the bit, to be impatient; become angry or
irritable because of delay: originally said of horses.

chaf er (chafer), n. [ME.; AS. confer; akin to G, kafer;
prob, "devourer" < base *caf- (as in AS. ceaft; see

JOWL) < IE. *%eph-*, jaw, to eat up, devour], any of a
group of related beetles that feed on plants, as the
cockchafer, scarab, rose bug, etc.

chaff (chaf, chaf), n. [ME. chaf; AS. ceaf; akin to MD.
caf (G. dial, kaf); ? < same IE. base as

1

in chafer, jowl],
1. threshed r winnowed husks of wheat or other grain.
2. fine-cut hay or straw, used for fodder. 3. anything
worthless. 4. light talk; banter? good-natered teasing.
v.t. & v.i. t 1tease or ridicttle in a good-natured manoier.

chaf-fer (chaf'e'r), n. [ME. chaffare, cheap/are, merchaa-
dise, trade < cheap, AS* ceap, cep, a purchase, bargain;
+ fare, AS. /am, a journey, success], 1 . a: haggling over
pnce; bargaining. 2. [Obs.j, buying and selHng. v.i.

1. to hagfele over price; bargain. 2. to chat idly. vd.
1. to bandy (words). 2. [Obs.j, to biiy or sell, ;

chaf finch (chaf'inch), n. fAS. ceaffinc; see cwd?!r &
FINCH: so called because it eats chaff], a smalt Bus&pepai
songbird, often kept In a cage as a pet. s , *

chaff-y (chaf'i, chai'i), adj. ICHAFFIER (-i-Sr), CHAFFmsx
(-i-ist)], t full of chaff. 2. like chaff; worthless '

'

chaf ing dish <chf%)), [see CHAFE], a pan with a teat-
ing apparatus beneatii it, to cook food at the table orto
keep

'

'
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Cha-gres (cha'gres), n. a river in Panama and the Canal
Zone: a dam on this river forms Gatun Lake.

cha-grin (sha-grinOt ** [Ft- grief, sorrow, vexation; ? <
Norm, chagreiner, to become gloomy (said or the
weather); OFr. gpaignur, to sorrow < gram, sorrow <
OHG. gram, sorrow, larotible], a feeling of disappoint-
ment, humiliation, embarrassment, etc. caused by fail-

tire or discomfiture of some kind; mortificatioii, v.t.

[CHAGRINED (-grindO, CHAGRINING], [Pr. chagriner], to
cause to feel chagrin; discomfit: chiefly in the passive.
Cha-har (chaliar), w. a province of Inner Mongolia:
area. 101,476 sq. mi.: pop., 2,036,000; capital, Kalgan.
Chaikovsky, Petr Ilich, see Tchaikovsky, Pgtr IMch.
chain (chan), n. [ME. chaine, cheine; OFr. chmne, chaene
< L. catena, a chain], 1 . a flexible series of joined links,

usually of metal. 2. pi. bonds; fetters; hence, 3. pi.

captivity; bondage. 4. any chamlike ornament. 5. a
chainlike measuring instrument, or its measure of

length: as, a surveyor's chain (66 feet long), an engi-
neer's chain (100 feet long) : abbreviated elm. 6. a con-
nected series of things or events. 7. in bacteriology, four
or more cells joined end to end. 8. in chemistry, a
linkage of atoms in a molecule: see open ch*dn, dosed
chain, v.t. 1. to fasten or shackle with chains. 2.

to restrain; bind. 3. to imprison; confine; keep in

bondage. SYN. see series.
chain gang, a gang of prisoners chained together, as
when working.
chain letter, a letter to be circulated among many peo-
ple by being copied and passed from one to another alter
it has been read.
chain lightning, lightning that zigzags rapidly across
the sky.
chain mail, flexible armor made of joined metal links.
chain-man (chan'man), n. [pi. CHAINMEN (-man)], 1. a
man whose work is to carry or take care of metal chains.
2. either of the two workers needed to use a surveyor's
chain.
chain measure, a system of linear measurement used in
surveying:

7.92 inches
100 links (66 ft.)
10 chains
80 chains

chain pump, a pump consisting of an endless chain of

cups conveyed over a wheel or drum.
chain reaction, 1. a series of chemical reactions in
which the products of each reaction activate additional
molecules of the reactants, thus causing new reactions:
it can be started by light, an electric spark, sodium
vapor, bombardment with alpha particles from radium,
etc. : hence, 2. any sequence of events, each of which
results in, or has an effect oa, the following.
chain shot, cannon shot consisting of two balls or half
balls connected by a chain, formerly used in naval war-
fare to destroy masts, sails, etc.

chain-stitch (chan'stich') , v.t. to ornament, crochet, or
sew with chain stitches.
chain stitch, a fancy stitch in which the loops are
connected in a dbaialike way* as in crocheting.
chain store, any of a group of retail stores owned and
controlled by one company, usually with the same
merchandise and! policy.,
chain-work (chan%;jirk') n. any product or handiwork
in which parts are linked together, as in sewing with a
chain stitch.

chair (char), n. [ME. chaire, cbaere; OFr. chaiere < L.
cathedra: see CATHEDRA], 1. a seat for one person: it

usually has four legs and a back. 2. a seat of authority
or dignity; hence, 3. an office or position of authority,
as a judgeship, professorship, or chairmanship. 4. a
person who presides over a meeting; chairman. 5. a
covered chair carried on poles ;

sedan. 6. a) the eleptric

ehair^&) execution by the electric chair, v.t. 1. to
place in a chair; seat. 2. to place in authority ;

choose
as chairman. 3. (British}, to carry (a person) in public
triumph oa or as though on,<a chair.

i take the chair, 1. to preside as chairman; hence,
2. to open a meeting. ,

,

chair .car, a railroad car with individual chairs; parlor
care distinguished from coach, sleeping car

f
etc. .

t
,

chair-man (cMr'm&n), a. [pL CHAIRMEN" (-man)], : lu,a
person who presides at a meeting or heads a committee,
board, etc. : abbreviated chm., chmn. 2. a man whose

i frork is to, carry or wheel people in a chair.* ,
]t ,>t} , i

chairmanship (cha^mQtt-snipO, ra. \chatommi 4-

Hsfe#], 1. the office or iposition ofi chairman,
term of office of a chairman. ,

;

ctoir-woim-an (cha^'wraom'sn), n. Ipl.

famm/m)], a womanwho presides at a,meeting or i

, (Qomniittee, board, etc: ; , /,

chaise ,(*ha^), n. |Fr.,
~^ "



ckaise longue chamber of commerce

chaise longue (shaz'ldng'; Fr. shez'log') [pi* CHAISE
LONGUES (Idrjgz'; Fr. lowg')} J^r., lit., long chair], a
couchlike chair with a support for the back of the sitter

and a seat long enough to support his outstretched legs.

Chal., l. Chaldaic. 2. Chaldean. 3. Chaldee.
chalaza (kd-la'za), n. \pl. CHALAZAS (-zas), CHALAZAE
(-ze)), [Mod. L.; Gr. chalaza, hailstone, hard lump,
pimple], either of the whitish spiral bands extending
from the yolk to the lining membrane at each end of a
bird's egg: see egg, illus.

chal can-thite (kal-kan'tMt), n. [< L. chalcanthum <
Gr. kalkanthon t vitriol (< kalkos, copper + anthos,

flower) ; + -tie], blue vitriol, a crystalline copper sulfate.

Chal ce-don (kal'si-dan, kal'si-don'), n. an ancient city
in Asia Minor.

chal-ced-o*ny (kal-sed''n-i, kal'sa-do'ni), n.

CHALCEDONIES (-iz, -niz)], [L. chalcedonius; Gr.

kedon; prob. after Chalkedon, Chalcedon], a kind of

quartz that has the luster of wax and is variously
colored, usually grayish or milky: it comprises onyx,
agate, sard, cat's-eye, jasper, carnelian, and chrysoprase.

chal-cid (kal'sid), n. |< Mod. L. Chalcis, name of the

typical genus of the family Chalcididae < Gr. chalkos,

copper: so named because of their metallic color], any
of a large group of very small insects, either four-winged
or wingless, whose larvae are parasitic on the eggs,
larvae, or pupae of other insects: also chalcid fly. adj.
of these insects.

Chal*cid-i*ce (kal-sid's-se
7
). n. a peninsula in north-

eastern Greece: Greek name, Khalkidike.
chal*co- (kal'ko, kal'ka), [< Gr. chalkos, copper, brass],
a combining form meaning copper or brass, as in

chalcocite.
chal co cite fkal'kd-sitOr n. [see CHALCO-], native

cuprous sulfide, Cu*S, a dark-colored mineral with a
metallic luster: it is an important copper ore.

chal-co-graph ic (kal'k9-graf
/
ik), adj. of, or having

the nature of, chalcography.
chal-cog ra phy (kal-kog'rs-fi), n. [chalco- + -graphy],
the art of engraving on copper or brass.

chal-co-py-rite (karkQ-pi'rit, kal'k^pirlt), n. [chalco*

+ Pyrite], a yellow sulfide of copper and iron, CuFeSj,
an important copper ore; copper pyrites.

Chald., 1. Chaldaic. 2. Chaldean. 3. Chaldee.
Chal da ic (kal-da'ik), adj. & n. Chaldean: abbreviated
Chal., Chald.
Chalde-a (kal-de'a), n. an ancient region in south-
western Asia, on the
Euphrates River
and the Persian
Gulf.
Chal-de-an (kal-
de'an), adj. [L.

Chaldaeus;GT.Chal-
daios], I. of Chal-
dea, its people, their

language, or cul-

ture: astrology and
magic flourished in

Chaldea; hence, 2.

having to do with
astrology or occult
lore. n. 1. a native
or inhabitant of

Chaldea; member
of a Semitic people
related to the Babylonians. 2 . an astrologer or sorcerer,

3. the Semitic language of the Chaldeans. Abbreviated
Ch., Chal.. Chald.
Chal dee (kal-de'f kal'dS), adj. A n. 1. Chaldean:
abbreviated Ch., Chal., Chald. 2. formerly and
erroneously, Biblical Aramaic.

chal dron (ch&l'dran), n. [prob. < OFr. chauderon; see

CALDRON], a unit of dry measure variously equal to

32, 36, or more bushels, formerly used in England for

measuring coal, coke, lime, etc.

cha-let (sha-la', shal'i; Fr. sh&'le'), n. [Swiss Fr.; ? <
dim. of L. casa, a house, cabin], 1. a herdsman's hut
or cabin in the Swiss Alps. 2. a Swiss cottage with

overhanging eaves. 3. any house built in this style.
Cha Ha pin, Fe-o-dor I-va-no-vitch (fyfi'ddr e-vfi'nd-

vich' sha-lya'pin; Eng. sha'li-a'pin), 1873-1938; Rus-
sian operatic basso.
chalice (chal'is), n. [ME. & OFr. chalice, calice; L.
calix, a cup], 1. a cup; goblet. 2. the cup for the wine
of Holy Communion. 3. a cup-shaped flower.

chal-iced (chal'ist), adj. 1. held in a chalice. 2. cup-
shaped: said of a flower.
chalk (ch8k), n. [ME.; AS. cealc; L. calx, calcts, lime-

stone, chalk], 1. a white, gray, or yellowish limestone
that is soft and easily pulverized: it is composed mainly
of small sea shells. 2. chalklike substance. 3. a piece
of chalk, often colored, used for writing on a black-

board, etc. 4. a score: tally; reckoning, as of credit.

adj. made or drawn with chalk: as, a chalk drawing.
v.L 1. to treat with chalk; lime or fertilize (soil).

2. to rub or smear with chalk
j
hence, 3. to make pale.

4. to write, draw, or mark with chalk.

chalk out, 1. to mark out. 2. to outline; plan.

CHALDEA

chalk up, 1. to make a record of. 2. to score. 3. to

charge or credit to (an account).
walk a chalk line, [Colloq.], to behave with strict

propriety or obedience.
chalk-i ness fch6k'i-nis), n. the quality of being chalky.
chalk-stone (chfik'ston'), n. [ME. chalcston], 1. a lump
or mass of chalk. 2. a hard lump or mass formed in the
tissue and joints of a person with gout; tophus.
chalk talk, a lecture accompanied with explanatory
diagrams, etc. drawn in chalk on a blackboard.

chalk-y (ch6k'i), adj. [CHALKIER (-i-Sr), CHALKIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. of, containing, or covered with chalk. 2.

like chalk in color or texture.

challenge (chal'snj, chal'inj), n. [ME. chalenge; OFr.
chalenge, chalonge, calenge, calonge, accusation, claim,

dispute < L. calumnia, false accusation], 1. a demand
for identification: as, a sentry gave the challenge. 2. a

calling into question: as, a challenge of the premises of

an argument. 3. a call to take gart in a fight, contest,

etc.; defiance. 4. a demand; claim upon. 5. an excep-
tion to a vote or to someone's right to vote. 6. in law, a
formal objection or exception, v.t. [CHALLENGED
(-anjd, -injd), CHALLENGING], 1. to make a challenge
to (a person) ; call to account. 2. to make objection to;

question. 3. to call to take part in a fight, contest,

etc.; defy; dare. 4. to call for; claim; demand: as, this

idea challenges attention. 5. to take exception to (a

vote) as not being valid or (a person at the polls) as not

being legally qualified to vote. 6. in law, to take formal

exception to. v.i. 1. to make, utter, or issue a chal-

lenge. 2. in hunting, to begin to bark or bay on picking
up the scent: said of hounds.
chaMis, chaMie (shal'i), n. [? patois form of Calais, Fr.

town], a lightweight fabric of wool, wool mixture, or
cotton and rayon, used for dresses: it is usually printed.
chal one (kal'on), n. [Gr. chalon, ppr. of chalein, to

slacken], an internal secretion that reduces, restrains,
or arrests the activity of various organs of the body.
Cha lons-sur-Marae (sha'lon' sur'marn'), n. a city in

northeastern France: pop., 31,000 (1946): scene of a
battle (451 A.D.), in which the Romans and Visigoths
defeated the Huns led by Attila.

Cha-lon-sur-Sa6ne (sha'low'siir'son'), n. a city in east
central France: pop., 33,000 (1946).
chalu-meau (shal'yoo-mo'; Fr. sha'lu'mo'), n. [Fr.;
OFr. chalemel < L. calemellus, dim. of calamus, reed],
1. a) an obsolete double-reed wind instrument of the
oboe family, b) an obsolete single-reed wind instrument,
forerunner of the clarinet. 2. the lowest register of

the modern clarinet. __
cha-lutz (kha-loots'). n. [pi. CHALUTZIM (-loot-tsem')],
a halutz,

chalybeate (ka-lib'i-at, ka-lib'i-it), adj. [< L.

chalybs; Gr. chalyps, chalybos, steel < Chalybes, name
of a people in Pontus, noted for their steel], 1. con-

taining salts of iron. 2. tasting like iron. n. a chalyb-
eate liquid or medicine.
cham (kam), n. [Archaic], a khan; Tatar ruler.

cha-made (sha-madO. n. (Fr.; Port, chamada < chamar
< L. clamore, to cry out, shout], [Archaic], in military
usage, a signal for a parley or retreat, sounded on a
drum or trumpet.
cham-ber (cham'beY), n. [ME. chambre; OFr. chambre,
cambre; LL. camera, a chamber, room; see CAMERA],
1. a room in a house, especially a bedroom. 2. pi.

[British], a suite of rooms used by one person. 3. pL
a judge's office located near the courtroom. 4. an
assembly hall. 5. a legislative or judicial body or divi-

sion: as, the Chamber of Deputies. 6. a council: as, a
chamber of commerce. 7. an enclosed space in the body
of a plant or animal. 8. the part of a gun that holds
the charge. 9. a chamber pot. 10. [Archaic], a cham-
berlain's office, v.t. to provide a chamber or chambers
for; put into a chamber, v.i. [Obs.J, to live in a chamber.
chamber concert, a concert of chamber music.
cham-bered (cham'be'rd) , adj. having a chamber or

chambers; having compartments.
cham

:
ber-lain (cham'ber-lin), it. [ME. chamberling.

'

; OFr. 'chambarlan, chamberlenc; OHG.
,.__ < chamara t kamara (L. camera} -f dim.

jc rlinc; see CAMERA & -LING], JL an officer in charge
of the household of a ruler or lord; steward. 2. a high
official in certain royal courts. 3. a treasurer. 4.

[Archaic], the bedchamber attendant of a ruler or lord.

Chamberlain, Sir Austen (cham'ber-lin), (Joseph
Austew Chamberlain), L863-1937; son of Joseph; British

statesman; received Nobel peace prize, 1925.
Chamberlain, Joseph, 1836-1914; father of Austen
and Neville; British statesman.
Chamberlain, Neville, (Arthur Nevitte Chamberlain),
1369-1940; son of Joseph; British statesman; prime
minister (1937-1940).
cham-ber-maid (cham'bgr-mad'), n. a woman whose
work is taking care of the bedrooms, as in hotels. t

chamber music, music suitable for performance in a
room or small hall, as trios, quartets, and quintets.
chamber of commerce, an association established to

defend and further the business interests of its com-
munity.
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ckamber pot 243 ckancery
chamber pot, a portable container kept in a bedroom
and used as a toilet.

chain-bray (sham/bra), n* [Fr., after Cambrai, town in
France; ef. CAMBRIC], a variety of gingham made by
weaving white cotton threads across a colored warp:
used for dresses, shirts, etc.

cha me le-on (kd-meli-on, ks-mel'ysn), n. [L. chame-
leon; Gr. chamaileon;
chamai, on the ground -f*

leon, lion], 1* any of
various lizards that can
change the color of their

skin; hence, 2. a change-
able or fickle person.
cha-me-Ie-ondc (ko-
meli-on'ik), adj. like a
chameleon; changeable;
fickle.

CHAMOIS (2 ft. high)

chanfrainare < chant fraindre; L. canthum frangere; see
CANT (an angle, edge) & FRAGILE], 1. the flat surface
created by slicing off the square edge or corner of a
block of wood, stone, etc. 2. a groove or fluting, as in
wood. v.t. 1. to cut a chamfer on; bevel. 2. to make
a groove or fluting in.

cham-frain (cham'frin), n. a chamfron.
cham-fron (cham'fran), n. [Fr. chanfrein; OFr. chau-
frain, chanfrain, snaffle, chamfron < chafresner, to
fasten rein or bridle on a horse < L. caput, the head +
frenum, a bridle, reins], the headpiece of the armor
worn by war horses in medieval times.
cham-oia (shani'i), n. \pl, CHAMOIS], [Fr. < LL. camox,
camoce], 1. a small,
goatlike antelope of
the mountains of Eu-
rope and southwestern
Asia, having straight
horns with the tips
bent backward. 2. a
soft leather made from
the skin of sheep^deer,
goats, etc., originally
from the skin of the
chamois: also spelled
shammy, chammy.
adj. 1. made of cham-
ois. 2. fawn-colored.
v.t. [CHAMOISED (-id),
CHAMOISING (-i-ilj)j, 1.

to prepare like a cham-
ois skin. 2* to dry or
polish with a chamois
skin,
chani'O-mile (kam'a-
milOi n. camomile.
Cha mo-nix (sham'a-ni; Fr. sha'mfc'neOt n. a valley
north of Mt. Blanc, in eastern France.
Cha-mor-ro (cha-m6r'ro), n. 1.

[fl. CHAMORROS (-roz)],
a member of one of the native tribes of Guam and tne
Marianas Islands. 2. the Indonesian language spoken
by the Chamorros.
Cha mou-ni (sha'moo'ne'), n. Chamonix.
champ (champ), v.f. & v.i. [earlier cham; prob. echoic],
1. to chew hard and noisily; munch. 2. to bite down on
hard or restlessly: as, the horse champed at the bit. n.
a champing; noisy chewing.
champ (champ), n. [Slang], a champion.
cham-pac (cham'pak, chum'puk), n. [Hind, campak <
Sans, campaka], an Indian tree of the magnolia family,
with fragrant, yellow flowers: also spelled champak.
Chanrpagne (shaw'pan'y*; Eng. sham-pan') H. a
former province of
northeastern France.
cham-pagne (sham-
panO, n. 1. origin-
ally, any of various
wines, effervescent
or still, white OT
red, produced in

Champagne, France.
2. now, any effer-

vescent white wine:
regarded as a symbol
of luxurious living.
3. the typical color
of such wine; pale,
tawny yellow or

greenishyellow. adj.
1. of this color. 2. of or for this wine.
Cham-palgn (sham-pan') , n. a city in east central
Illinois: pop., 39,000.
champaign (sham-pan')* n- [OFr. champai&ne (Fr.
campagne)\ LL. campanta < L. campus, a field], 1. a
broad expanse of plain. 2. flat, open country, adj. 1.

CHAMPAGNE

flat and open, as champaign. 2. having to do with flat

and open country.
cham-pak (cham'pak, chum'puk), n. the champac.
cham-jper-tous (cham'pec-tss), adj. in law, of the nature
of, or naving to do with, champerty.
cham-per-ty (cham'per-t), i*. (pi. CHAMPERTIES (-tiz)] f

[Fr. cnampart, field share < L. campi pars; campi, gemt.
of camfus, a field -f pars, a part], in law, an illegal act
by which a person not concerned in a lawsuit makes a
bargain with the litigants to help maintain the costs of
the suit in return for a share of any proceeds.
cham-pi-gnon (sham-pin'yon; Fr, ha*i'pe'nyow/) "-

[Fr. (with altered suffix) < LL. campama; see CHAM-
PAIGN], the common edible mushroom.
cham-pi on (cham'pi-an), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL. campio,
gladiator < L. campus, a field, place for games], 1. a
valiant fighter. 2. a person who fights for another or
for a cause; defender; protector; supporter; as, a cham-
pion of the oppressed. 3. a winner of first place or first

prize in a competition, adj. winning or capable of
winning first place; excelling over all others, v.t. 1. to
fight for; defend; support. 2. [ObsJ, to challenge.
cham-pi on ship (cham'pi-an-ship'), n. [chamfion +
-ship], 1. a championing; defending or supporting. 2.
the position or title of a champion. 3. the period of
time that a champion keeps his title.

Cham plain, Lake (sham-plaV) a lake between north-
ern New York and Vermont: length, 125 mi.
Cham-plain, Samuel de (do sham-plan'; Fr. sha*'-

), 1567?-1635; French explorer; first governor of

loEL Jean Fran cois (zhan fran'swa' shan'-
t Al790-1832: French Egyptologist.

{Champs E-ly-sSes (shaw/zale'zaOt [Fr., Ht.t Elysian
fields], a famous and fashionable avenue in Paris.
Chan., Chanc., 1. Chancellor. 2. Chancery.
chance (chans, chans), n. [ME. chance, chaunce; OFr,
cheance; LL. cadentia, that which falls out; L. cadens,
ppr. of cadere, to fall], 1. the way things happen or
turn out. 2. apparent absence of cause or design;
fortuity; luck: often personified. 3. a happening; for-
tuitous event; accidental circumstance. 4. a risk or
gamble. 5. a share in a lottery, 6. an opportunity: as,
you'll have a chance to go. 7. a possibility or proba-
bility : as, there is a chance that he will live. 8. [Archaic],
a mishap; mischance, adj. happening by chance; acci-
dental: as, a chance encounter. .i. [CHANCED (chanst,
chanst), CHANCING], to come about by chance; happen:
as, it chanced that he lost. u.f. to leave to chance; risk.
SYN. see happen, random.
by chance, 1. possibly; perchance. 2. accidentally.
chance on (or upon), to find or meet by chance.
on the chance, relying on the possibility.

chance-fill (chans'fsl, chans'fal), adj. I. eventful. 2.

[Archaic], dependent on chance. 3. [Archaic], risky.
chancel (chan'sl, chan's'l), n. [ME.; OFr, cfamcel,
cancel; LL. canceUns: L. canceUi, pi, lattices, crossbars],
the part of a church around the altar, -usually at the
east end, reserved for the use of the clergyandlae choir:
it is sometimes set off by a railing or lattice.

chan-ceMer-y (chan'sa-lgr--!, chan'ss-leV-i), n. (pi. CHAN-
CELLERIES (-is)], [ME. chanceierie; OFr. chancetterie],
1. the rank or position of a chancenor; chancellorship.
2. a chancellor s office or the building that houses it.

3. the office of an embassy, consulate, etc.
chan-cel-lor (chan'sa-lSr, chan'sa-lSr), n. [ME. & OFr.
chanceler; LL. cancellarius, keeper of the barrier, secre-

tary: so called from the lattice behind which he worked;
see CHANCEL], 1. a high official, as a secretary to a king.
2. the chief secretary of an embassy, consulate, etc.
3. a high official secretary in the British government,
sometimes with judicial powers, 4. the title of the head
or president in some universities. 5. the prime minister
in certain countries: as, Bismarck was chancellor of
Germany. 6. a chief judge of a court of chancery or
equity in some States of the United States. Abbreviated
Chan., Chanc., C- (as a title).
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the highest minister of
fnance in the British government, and a member of the
Cabinet.

chancellor-ship (chan'sa-lSr-ship', chan'sa-lSr-shipO ,

n [chancellor + -ship], the position or term of office of a
chancellor.
Chan eel lors-ville (chan's9-lgrz-vilO. n. a town in
i Spotsylvania County, Virginia: site of a Confederate
victory (1863).
chance-medley (chans'med'li, chSjns'medli), n. [lit.,

mixed chance; see CHANCE & MEDDLE], 1. accidental
homicide; unpremeditated manslaughter* as in self-
defense. 2. haphazard action.
chan-cer-v (chan'sSr-i, chan'sSr-i), n. [pi. .CHANCERIES
(4z)], [ME. chancerie, chauncerie < chanceierie; OFr.
chancetterie; LL. cancettarya, chancery court, record
office of a cancellarius- see CHANCELLOR], 1. a division
of the High Court of Justice in Great Britain, presided
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over by the Lord High Chancellor of England. 2. a
court of equity. 3. the laws, practice, and proceedings
of a court of equity ; equity. 4. a court of record ; office

of public archives. 5, a chancellery. Abbreviated
Chan., Chanc., Ch., ch.
In chancery, 1. in process of litigation in a court of

equity, 2. in an awkward or helpless situation.

3. in wrestling, with the head held firmly between
an opponent's arm and his chest.

chan-cre (aharj'kejr), n. (Fr.; see CANCER], a venereal
sore or ulcer; primary lesion of syphilis.
chan-croid (shar/kroid), n. [< chancre + -oid], a non-

syphilitic venereal ulcer, usually on or about the geni-
tals, caused by a bacterium : also called soft chancre.

chanoy (chan'si, chan'si), adj. [CHANCIER (-si-er),

CHANCIEST (-si-ist)}, [< chance, n.], 1. [Scot.], lucky.
2. [Colloq.], risky; uncertain.
Chan-dar-na gar (chun'der-nug'e*r), n. Chandernagor.
chan-de-Her (shanMs-leT'), n. [Fr.; OFr. chandelabre <
L.; see CANDELABRUM], a fixture with branches for

several candles, electric bulbs, etc., usually hanging
from a ceiling.
chan delle (shim'del'), n. [Fr., lit , candle, in various

popular phrases], a quick, simultaneous climb and
turn made by an airplane in flight.
Chan der na gor (chun'dr-n3-g6r') f n. a former de-

pendency of French India, north of Calcutta: since

1950, a part of India: area, c. 4 sq. mi.; pop., 36,300.

chan-dler (chan'dler, chan'dleY), n. [ME. candeler,

chaundeler; OFr. chandelier < chandoile, candle; L.

candela, a candle], 1. a maker or seller of candles. 2. a
retailer of supplies and groceries: as, a ship chandler
sells provisions for ships.

chan-dler-y (chan'dler-i, chan'dler-i), n. \pl CHAN-
DLERIES (-iz)] f 1. a warehouse or storeroom for candles
and other small wares. 2. the merchandise, business, or

warehouse of a chandler,

Chang-chow (chan'chou'; Chin, charj'jo'), n. a city in

Fukien province, southeastern China: pop., 100,000:
also called Lungki. *

Chang-Chun (chafj'choon'), n. a city in Kirin province,
Manchuria: pop. 630,000: see Hsinking.

change (chanj), v.f. [CHANGED (chanjd), CHANGING],
[ME. changen; OFr. changier; LL. cambiare < L. cam-
lire, to exchange, barter < Celt. < derivative base *kwb
(to barter, exchange) of IE. *kamb, to bend, crook

(whence Olr. camm, W. cam, Bret, kamm, crooked)],
1. to put or take (a thing) in place of something else;

substitute: as, he changed his clothes. 2. to give and
receive reciprocally; exchange: as, they changed places.
3. to cause to become different; alter; convert: as,

success changed him. 4. to give or receive the equiv-
alent of (a coin or banknote) in currency of other,

especially lower, denominations. 5. to substitute a
fresh covering, as a diaper, on. z>.i, 1. to become
different; alter; vary: as, the scene changes. 2. to pass
from one phase to another, as the moon. 3. to leave
one train, bus, etc. and board another. 4. to put on
other clothes. 5. to make an exchange, n. 1. a chang-
ing or being changed; substitution, alteration, or vari-

ation. 2. variety. 3. something that is or may be sub-

stituted; something of the same kind but new or fresh.

4. another set of clothes; fresh outfit to replace what
one is wearing. 5. money given to a purchaser as the
difference between the price of what he is buying and
the larger amount of money that he has given in pay-
ment. 6. an equivalent sum in smaller denominations,
given for money of larger denominations. 7. small
coins. 8. a place where merchants meet to do business;
exchange: sometimes, erroneously, 'change. 9. usually
pi. in bell ringing, any pattern or order in which the
bells are rung. 10. in music, modulation; shift of key.
change trains (or busses, etc.), to leave one train (or
bus, etc.) and board another.

ring the changes, 1. to ring a set of bells with all

possible^ variations. 2. to do or say a thing in many
and various ways.

SYN. change denotes a making or becoming distinctly
different and implies either a radical transmutation of char-
acter or replacement with something else (I'll change my
shoes); alter implies a partial change, as in appearance, so
that the identity is preserved (to alter a garment) ; vary ^ug-
gests irregular or intermittent change (to vary one's reading);
modify implies minor change, often so as to limit or moderate
(to modify the language of a report) ; transform implies a
change in form and now, usually, in nature or function (to
transform matter into energy) ; convert suggests more strongly
change to suit a new function (to convert a dining room into a
bedroom).
change-a-biM'ty (chan'JQ-bilVti) , n. the quality or
state of being changeable.
change a-ble (chan'jo-b'l), adj. [ME.], 1. that can
change or be changed; liable or tending to change; vari-

able; alterable. 2. having a changing appearance or
color, as some silk when looked at from different angles.

change-ful (chanj'fsl), adj. full of change; inconstant.
change-less (chanj'Ks), adj. unchanging; immutable.
change-ling (chanj'lirj), n. [change + ~lin$], 1. a child
secretly put in the place of another. 2. any ugly, queer,

idiotic, or bad-tempered child, superstitiously explained
away as being a substitute left by the fairies for a child
stolen by them. 3. fArchaicL a changeable person;
turncoat. 4. [Archaic], a feeble-minded person; idiot.

change of life, the time in a woman's life at which
menstruation permanently ceases; menopause.
changeover (chanj'o'ver), n. a complete change, as
in goods produced, methods of production, equipment,
etc.

change ringing, the ringing of a series of unrepeated
changes on bells.

Chang sha (charj'sha') n. the capital of Hunan prov-
ince, China: pop., 312,000.
Chang-teh (charj'te'j Chin. charj'du') n* a city on the
Yuan Kiang River, Hunan, China: pop., 300,000.

chan-nel (chan''l), n. [ME.; OFr. chanel, canel; see

CANAL], 1. the bed of a running stream, river, etc. 2.

the deeper part of a stream, harbor, etc. 3. a body of
water joining two larger bodies of water. 4. a tubelike

passage for liquids. 5. any means of passage; course

through which something moves or passes. 6. the
proper or official course of transmission of communi-
cations, as in the army : as, the soldier made his request
through channels. 7. a long groove or furrow, 8. a
long, grooved bar of rolled metal; channel bar, channel
iron, etc. 9. a frequency band assigned to a single
transmitting station, as in radio, television, telegraphy,
etc.; the width and position of the band differ for
each type of transmission, v.t. [CHANNELED, CHAN-
NELLED (-'Id), CHANNELING, CHANNELLING], 1. to make
a channel or channels in. 2. to put grooves, or fluting,
in (a pillar, column, etc.) . 3. to send through a channel.
chan-nel (chan''l) , n. [orig., chain wale], formerly, any of
several metal ledges on the sides of a ship to secure the

rigging and keep the ropes free of the gunwales.
channel bar (or iron), a rolled metal bar whose section
is shaped thus I I-

Channel Islands, a group of British islands in the

English Channel, off the coast of Normandy, including
Alderney, Jersey, and Guernsey: area, 75 sq. mi.; pop.,
96,000 fest. 1947): abbreviated C.I.

Ghan-ning, William Ellery (chan'in), 1780-1842;
American clergyman, author, and philanthropist.
Jchan son (shaVsow'; Eng. shan'ssn, shan'son), n. [pL
CHANSONS (-sow'; Eng. -sanz, -sonz)], [Fr.J,

a song.
Jchan son de geste (shaw'sow' da zhest'), [Fr., song of
heroic acts], an Old French epic tale in verse, especially
of the type of the Chanson de Roland (Song of Roland) ,

c. 1100: typically written in ten-syllable lines char-
acterized by assonance and arranged in laisses (irregular
stanzas), these poems fall into cycles organized around
Charlemagne (geste dy. roi), William of Orange (geste de

Guillaume), and the Northern traitors (geste de Doon de

Mayence) .

chant (chant, chant), n. [Fr.; L. cantus, song < the v.] t

1. a song; melody. 2. a simple song in which a number
of syllables or words are sung in a monotone. 3. words,
as of a canticle or psalm, to be sung in this way. 4. a
monotonous tone of voice; singsong mode of speaking;
intonation. v*i. [ME. chanten; OFr. chanter, canter; L.
cantare < pp. of canere, to sing], 1. to say something
monotonously or repetitiously. 2. to sing a chant; in-

tone. 3. [Poetic], to sing; warble, v.t. 1. to sing.
2. to celebrate in song. 3. to say monotonously. 4. to

sing or recite in the manner of a chant; intone.

Jchan-tage (shaVtazh'; Eng. chan'tij), n. [Fr.; cf. slang
faire chanter, to make pay, lit., make sing], blackmail.
chanter (chan'tgr, chan'ter), n. 1. one who chants.
2. a priest or chorister who sings in the chantry. 3. in a
bagpipe, the pipe that produces the melody.

chan-te-relle (snan'ts-rel', chan'to-rel'), n. [Fr., dim. <
L. cantharus, drinking cup: Gr. kantharos], a yellow,
edible mushroom that smells somewhat like a plum.
Jchan-teuse (shaVtoV), n. [Fr.; see CHANT], a woman
singer.

obtuprtoy (shan't!; popularly, chan'ti), n. [pL CHANTEYS
(-tjz)|t |<: Fr, chantez^ inoperative of chanter: see CHANT],
a song trails salons smg in rhythm with their motions
Wjhile wOrkittg:"dbagrieys iiielude capstan chanteys and
halyard (Le., hauling) chanteys: also chanty, shantey.
chan ticleer (oha^ti-H^rO,. n* [ME. chauntidere; OFr.
Chante^der* name of the rooster in "Reynard the Fox";
see CHANT & CLEAiu, a fopster; used as a proper name.

Cl^an-tllrly (shanrti'i; Fr. shaVte'ye'), n. a town in
northern France: |amous for lace made there.
chant-ress (cliaii'tqs, cliln'tiis), n. a woman chanter or
singer.
chan-try (chan'tri, chan'tri), n. [pi. CHANTRIES (-triz)],

[ME. & OFr. chanterie: see CHANT], 1. an endowment
to pay for the saying of Masses and prayers in behalf of
a specified person's soul. 2. a chapel or altar endowed
for the same purpose; small chapel attached to a church.
chant-y (shan'ti; popularly, chan'ti), n. [pi. CHANTIES
C-tiz)], a chantey.
Cha-nu-kah (kha'noo-kS), n. [Heb,], Hanukkah: see
Jewish holidays.

Chao-an (chou'an'), n. a city in Kwangtung province,
China: pop., 300,000: also called CHaochowJ
Chaochow (chou'jo'}, n. Chaoan.

"
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cha os (ka'oss), n. [L.; Gr, chaos, abyss < chainein, to

gape ; cf. CHASM], 1 . the disorder of formless matter and
infinite space, supposed to have existed before the order-
ed universe. 2. any great confusion or disorder. 3,

[Archaic], an abyss; chasm. SYN. see confusion.
cha-ot-ic (ka-ot'ik), adj. in a condition of chaos; in a
completely confused or disordered condition.
cha-ot'i-caMy (ka-ot'i-k'1-i, ka-ot'ik-li), adv. in a
chaotic manner or condition.

chap (chap, chop), n. [MB, chaft; ON. kjaptr] t l. a jaw,
2. a cheek: also chop.
chap (chap), n. [< chapman, in sense "one to be dealt
with"], [Colloq.f, a man or boy; fellow.

chap (chap), v.t. & v.L [CHAPPED or CHAPT (chapt),
CHAPPINGJ, [ME. cheapen, var. of choppen (see CHOP,
to cut), specialized in sense], to split; crack
roughen : as, her skin chaps easily,
in tne skin.

n.
open;

a chapped place

chap., 1. chaplain. 2. chapter.
Jcha-pa-ra-jos (cha'pa-ra'h&s), n,pL [Mex. Sp.], leather
trousers worn over ordinary trousers by cowboys to
protect their legs :

t
also called chaps.

, evergreen
-..->- ,

ibs, thorny
bushes, etc., originally, of evergreen oaks.
chaparral cock, a brownish, long-tailed bird related to
the cuckoo; road runner: the female is called chaparral
hen.

chaparral pea, a thorny shrub of the pea family,
growing in chaparrals along the western coast of the
United States.

chap-book (chap'book'), n. [chap < chapman -f- book:
from the fact that chapmen sold such books in the
streets], a small book or pamphlet of poems, ballads,
religious tracts, etc.

chape (chap), n. [Fr.; LL. cappa, cape, hooded cloak],
1. a metal plate or mounting on a scabbard or sheath,
especially a protection for the point. 2. the piece that
fastens a buckle to a strap.
cha-peau (sha-po'; Fr. sha'po'), n. [pL CHAPEAUX
(-poz'; Fr. -po'), CHAPEAUS (-poz')] [Fr.; OFr. chapel <
LL. capellus, dim. of cappa; see CAP), a hat.

Jcha peau bras (sha'po' bra'). [Fr. chafeau, hat 4- bras,
the arm: from the fact that it could be carried under
the arm], a collapsible three-cornered hat worn by men
in the 18th century.

chap-el (chap''l), n, [ME. & OFr. chapelle, chapele < LL.
capella, dim. of cappa, a cope, cape; orig., sanctuary in
which the cappa or cope of St. Martin was preserved;
then, any sanctuary], 1. a place of Christian worship
subordinate to and smaller than a church. 2. a private
place of worship, as in a hospital or school. 3. a room
or recess in a church, set apart for special services and
having its own altar. 4. a service in a chapel, or any
religious service, as at a school, S. the singers of a
private chapel, collectively. 6. in Great Britain, any

k place of worship for those who are not members of an
established church.

chap-er-on, chapter-one (shap'o-ron')* n. [Fr., hood,
coping < chafe, a cope (cf. CHAPE) : sense development,
"protection, hence, "protector*'}, a person, especially
an older or married woman, who accompanies young
unmarried people in public or is present at their parties,

dances, etc. for the sake of propriety or good form. v.t.

[CHAPERONED (-rond'). CHAPERONING], to act as

chaperon to. SYN. see accompany.
chap er on age (shap's-ron'ij), n. the duties or super-
vision of a chaperon.

chap-fall en (chap'f&l'sn, chop'f6i'9n), ad), (chap (jaw)

+ fallen], disheartened; depressed; humiliated: also

chopfallen. ,, .

chap-i-ter (chap'i-ter), n. [Fr. chapitre; see CHAPTER], in

architecture, the capital of a column.

chap-lain (chap'lin), n. [ME. chapelein; OFr. chapelain;
LL. capellanus, orig., custodian of St. Martin s cloak;
see CHAPEL], 1. a clergyman attached to a chapel, as

of a royal court, prison, etc. 2. a clergyman or layman
appointed to perform religious functions in a public
institution, club, etc. 3. a minister, priest, or rabbi

serving in a religious capacity with the armed forces.

Abbreviated Ch. f ch., chap. .

chap lain cy (chap'lin-si), n. [pi. CHAPLAINCIES (-siz)],

the position or term of office of a chaplain.

chaplain-ship (chap'Hn-shipO. w. [chaplain -f -$A*J *

chaplaincy.
chap-let (chap'lit), n. [ME. & OFr. chapelet, dim. of

chapel, headdress, cap, dun. < LL. cappa; see CAP,

CAPE], 1. a wreath or garland for the head. 2. a string
of prayer beads one third the length of a rosary. 3. the

prayers told with such beads, 4. any string of beads;
necklace. 5. in architecture, a small convex molding
somewhat resembling a string of beads*

chap let ed (chap'lit-id), adj* [see CHAPLETj, having a
wreath OF garland on the head.

Chap-tin, Charles Spencer (chaplin), 18S9- ; Amer-
ican motion-pictnre actor and producer, bora in

England.
chap man (chap'man), n. [pi. CHAPMEN (-man)]* [MB.
chapman, chepman; AS. ceapman, trader; ceap, trade, a
bargain (cf, CHEAP) ; -f- man; tdt. same as G, kaufmann]*
1. [British], a peddler; hawker. 2. [Archaic], a trader;
dealer.

Chap-man, George (chap'man), 1559?~1634; English

poet and playwright; translator of Homer.
chaps (chaps), n.pl. fColloq.], chaparai'os.

chaps (chaps, chops), n.pl. [see CHAP (a jaw or cheek),
sing.], chops (jaws),
chap-ter (chap'ter), n. [ME. chapiter: OFr. chqpitre,
chapitle; L. capitulum, head, chapter or a book, dim. of

caput, the head], 1. any of the main divisions of a book
or other writing. 2. a thing like a chajpter; part; epi-

sode; section. 3. [from meeting at which a chapter of
monastic rule, etc. was read], a group^of canons headed
by a dean, or any similar church division. 4. a meeting
of such a group. 5. a local division of a club, fraternity,
or similar organization. Abbreviated ch*, chfltp* C t c*

v.L to divide (a book, etc.) into chapters.
chapter and verse, 1. the exact Scriptural reference;
hence, 2. authority (for a statement, belief, etc.).

chapter house, 1. the building in which the chapter of
a cathedral meets. 2. the house of a chapter of a
fraternity or sorority.
Cha pul te-pec (cha-pool'te-pek^Eng. cha-pul't9-pek')t
n. a fortress near Mexico City, captured (September,
1847) by General Winfield Scott in the Mexican War.

Jcha-que-ta (cha-ke'ta), n. [Sp.], a heavy jacket worn
by cowboys.

char (char), v.t & v.i. [CHARRED (chard), CHARRING],
[back-formation < charcoal], 1. to reduce to charcoal
by burning; burn up. 2. to scorch, n. anything
charred; cinders; charcoal. SYN. see burn.
char (char), n. A v.i. [CHARRED (chard), CHARRING].
chare,
char (char), it. [pL CHARS (charz), CHAR; see PLURAL, n,
D, 1], [< Gael, ceara, red < cear, blood], a kind of trout
with small scales and a red belly: also spelled charr.

char-a bane, char-a-banc (shar'a-barjk', shar'a-barj';
Fr. sha'ra/batt') , n. [pi. CHARABANCS, CHAR-X-BANCS
(-barjks', -barjz'; Fr. -Daw')] [Fr. char-a-banc, lit., car
with bench], a large excursion bus with transverse seats

facing forward.
char-a-cin (kar'a-sin), n. [< Mod. L. characinidae, the
name of the family < Gr. karaxt a kind of fish], any
of a large group of strong-jawed, fresh-water fish of
Africa and South America.

char-ac-ter (kar'ik-ter, kar'ak-tgr), n. [ME. cqracter,
carecter; OFr. caracter; L. character, an engraving instru-

ment; Gr. charakter < charattein, to engrave], 1. a
distinctive mark. 2. any conventional mark, sign, or

symbol used in writing and printing, as -f, , 7, 0,

X, Y, Z, etc. 3. style of printing or handwriting. 4.^
a

mystic symbol; code; cipher. 5. a distinctive trait,

quality, or attribute. 6. essential quality; nature; Had
or sort. 7. an individual's pattern of behavior or per-
sonality; moral constitution. 8. moral strength; self-

discipline, fortitude, etc. 9. reputation. 10. good
reputation: as, left without a shred of character. 11. a
description of the traits or qualities of a person or type;
character sketch. 12. a statement about the behavior,

qualities, etc. of a person; recommendation. 13. status;

position: as, he spoke in the character of lawyer. 14. a
personage : as, he was a great character in his day. 15. a
person in a play, story, novel, etc. 16. [Colloq.], a
person conspicuously different from others; queer or
eccentric person, v.t. 1. to write, print, or inscribe.

2. [Archaic], to represent; also, to characterize. SYN.
see disposition, quality.
In character, consistent with the role or general
character; appropriate.

out of character, not consistent with the role or general
character; inappropriate.

character actor, an actor usually cast in the role of a

person with pronounced or eccentric characteristics.

char-ac-ter-iS'tic (kar'ik-t&r-is'tik). adj. [Gr, charak-

teristikos; see CHARACTER], of or constituting the

character; in character; typical; distinctive; special: as,

the characteristic odor of cabbage, n. La distinguish-

ing trait, feature, or quality; peculiarity. 2. the whole
number, or integral part, of a logarithm, as distinguished
from the fractional remainder, or mantissa: as, 4 is the
characteristic of the logarithm 4.7193.
SYN. characteristic suggests the indication of a quality
that is peculiar to, and helps identify, something pr someone
(the characteristic taste of honey); individual and distinctive
refer to, or suggest the possession of, a quality or ctualities that

qlisti-nguish something froni others pi its class or kind, Distinc-
tive often implying a meritorious difference (an individual,
or distinctive, literary styje).

dw-ac-ter-is-ti-caHy (kar'i
1'
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is'tik-li), adv. in a characteristic manner; typically.
char-ac-ter-l-za-tion (kar'ik-t^r-s-zS'shan, kar'ik-tra-

za'shsn), n. La characterizing; description of charac-
teristics. 2. the delineation of character or creation of
characters in a play, story, etc., especially by imitating
or describing actions, utterances, and gestures.

char*ac-ter-ize (kar'ik-ter-IzO, v.t. [CHARACTERIZED
(-izd

7
), CHARACTERIZING], [LL. characlerizare; Gr.

characVsrizein; see CHARACTER], 1. to describe the par-
ticular Dualities, features, or traits of. 2. to be the
distinctive character of; mark: as, a miser is charac-
terised by greed. 3. to give character to.

character sketch, 1, a short essay describing a person or
type of person. 2. in the theater, a performance depict-
ing a person of pronounced or unusual characteristics.

char-aoter-y (kar'ik-tgr-i, kar'ik-tri), n. [pi. CHARAC-
TERIES (-iz, -triz)], [see CHARACTER], 1. the symbols or
a system of symbols used to express thoughts. 2. the
expression of thought by such symbols.
charade (sha-rad'; chiefly Brit, shs-rad'), n. [Pr.; Pr.
charrada < charrar, to gossip, chatter; prob. echoic], a
game in which a word or phrase to be guessed is acted
out in pantomime, syllable by syllable or as a whole.

char-coal (char'koT), n. [ME. char cole; prob. <
chanen (cf. CHARE, CHORE), to turn -j- cole, coal; hence,
lit., wood turned to coal], 1. a black form of carbon
produced by partially burning or oxidizing wood or
other organic matter in large kilns or retorts from which
air is excluded: used as a fuel, filter, gas absorbent, etc.
2. a jpencil or crayon made of this substance. 3. a
drawing made with such a pencil or crayon. v.t. to
write or draw with charcoal.
charcoal burner, 1. a device in which charcoal is

burned. 2. a person whose work is producing charcoal.
Char-cot, Jean Mar-tin (zhaW mar'tan' shar'ko'),
1825-1893; French physician who specialized in
diseases of the nervous system.
chard (chard), n. [earlier card; Pr. carde-, L. carduus,
thistle, artichoke; sp. influenced by Pr. chardon, arti-

choke], 1. the leafstalks of the artichoke, blanched for
use as a vegetable. 2. a kind of beet whose large leaves
and thick stalks are used as food: also Swiss chard.
Char-din, Jean Bap-tiste Si-me on (zhan ba'test'
se'ma'ow' shar'dan'), 1699-1779; Prench painter.
chare (char), n. [ME. cher, cherre; AS. cerr t cierr, cyrr, a
turn, job, piece of work < cierran, to turn; cf, CHORE],
an odd job; household task; chore, v.i. [CHARED (chard) ,

CHARING], 1. to do odd jobs or chores, 2. to be a
charwoman; do housework for pay. Also spelled char.
charge (cha'rj), v.t. [CHARGED (charjd), CHARGING], [ME.
chargen; OPr. chargier, carchier; LL. carricare, to load a
wagon, cart < L. carrus, car, wagon; cf. CAR], I. 1. to
put a load on or in; load or fill to usual capacity. 2. to
load (a gun), 3. to fill (a substance) with another sub-
stance: as, the air was charged with steam. 4. to add
carbon dioxide to (water, etc.). 5. to add an electrical

charge to (a battery, etc.) ; replenish. II, 1. to load a
burden on: give as a task, duty, etc. to: as. the law
charges each person with individual responsibility. 2. to
give a command to; instruct: as, a soldier is charged to
obey. 3. to jput blame on; censure; accuse: as, he
charged her with negligence. 4. a) to jput liability on
(a person), b) to make liable for (a purchase, error etc.).
5. to ask as a price: as, we charge a dime for this ser-
vice. 6. to put down as a debt or charge against a
person's name or account: as, charge the cost to me.
III. 1. to put full weight on; bear down on; attack
vigorously. 2. to bring (a gun) to bear on; level; direct.
3. in heraldry, to place a bearing on. tu. 1. to crouch
or squat when a command is given: said of dogs. 2. to
ask payment (for) : as, we charge for this service. 3. to
attack vigorously, n. I. 1. a load; burden. 2. the
maximum or necessary quantity, as of electricity, fuel,
etc., that a container or apparatus is built to accom-
modate. II. 1. responsibility or duty (of): as, take
charge of finances. 2. care, safekeeping, or custody (of) ;

hence, 3. a person or thing entrusted to someone's care :

as, he became a public charge, 4. instruction; command;
injunction: as, the jury received its charge from the
judge. 5. accusation; indictment : as, charges of cruelty.
III. 1. cost; price; expense: abbreviated chg. 2, a
debt. IV. 1. an attack with maximum weight and
speed; onslaught; onset; hence, 2. the signal for this.
3. in heraldry, a bearing. SYN. see accuse, command.
charge off, L to treat or regard as a loss. 2. to set
down as belonging; ascribe.

In charge, 1. having the responsibility, control, or
supervision. 2. [British], under arrest.

in charge of, 1. having the responsibility, control, or
supervision of. 2. under the control or supervision
of; m the custody of.

char-gg (shar-zh3/; Fr. shar'zha"'), n, a charge" d'affaires.

charge a ble (char'ja-bl), adj. 1, that can be charged.
2. that may become a public charge.

charge account, a business arrangement by which a
customer may buy things and pay for them within a
specified future period.

char-gg d'af-faires (shar-zha' da-far'; Fr. shar'zhS/da'-
far'), [pl. CHARGES D'AFFAIRES (shar-zhaV da-far'; Fr.

CHARIOT

shir'zha'di'far')], [Fr., lit., entrusted with business},
1. a government official who temporarily takes the place
of a minister, ambassador, or other diplomat. 2. an
official of lower rank than an ambassador or minister,
sent as a diplomatic representative to a smaller or less

important country than his own.
charger (char'jer), n. La person or thing that charges.
2. a war horse. 3. an apparatus used to charge storage
batteries.

charg-er (char'jer), n. [ME. chargeour], [Archaic], a
large, flat dish ; platter.
Cha-ri (sha're') , n. the Shari, a river in Prench Equa-
torial Africa: the French name.
char-Hy (char's-K), adv. in a chary manner; cautiously.
char-i-ness (char'i-nis), n. 1. the quality of being chary;
being cautious. 2. frugality.
Char-ing Gross (char'irj), a section of London, on the
southeastern side of Trafalgar Square.

char-i-ot (char'i-at), n. [ME.; OFr., dim. of char, car;
see CAR], 1. a horse-drawn,
two-wheeled cart used in
ancient times for war, rac-

ing, triumphal parades, etc.
2. [Archaic], a light, four-
wheeled carriage, used for

pleasure or on some state
occasions, v.t. & v.i. to
drive or ride in a chariot.

char-i-ot-eer
4(char'i-9-ter'),

n. [ME. charieter; OPr. charetier, charioteur], 1. a char-
iot driver. 2. [O], Auriga, a northern constellation.

char-iS'inat/ic (kar'iz-mat'ik), adj. [< Gr. charisma,
divine gift], supposedly having some divinely inspired
power, as to prophesy, perform miracles, etc,

char-i*ta-ble (char'a-tg-b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; see CHAR-
ITY], 1. kind and generous in giving money or other
help to those in need. 2. of or for charity. 3. kindly in
judging others: lenient. SYN. see philanthropic.

char-i-ta-bly (charVta-bli), adv. in a charitable manner.
char-i-ty (char'a-ti), n. [pl. CHARITIES (-tiz)], [OFr.
charite < L. caritas, deamess, affection, high regard <
corns, dear],

l%in Christianity, the love of God for man
or of man for his fellow men. 2, an act of good will or
affection. 3. the feeling of good will; benevolence, 4.
the quality of being kind or lenient in judging others.
5. a giving of money or other help to those in need;
benefaction. 6. an institution, organization, or fund for

giving help to those in need. SYN. see mercy.
cha-ri'va-ri (shs-riv'a-re', sha'ri-va'ri, shivVri), n.

[Fr.],
a mock serenade, as to newlyweds, made by blow-

ing toy horns, beating on pans, etc. : also shivaree.
chark (chark), n. charcoal or coke. v.t. [back-forma-
tion < charcoal], to change into charcoal or coke by
burning.
char-kha, char-ka (chur'ko, char'ka), n. [Hind.], in

India, a spinning wheel, used especially for cotton.

char-la-dy (char'la'di), n. [pl. CHARLADIES (-diz)],

[British], a charwoman.
charlatan (sharla-t'n), n. [Fr. < It. ciarlatano, a
quack < cerretano, one who cries out in the market
place < LL. cerretanus, seller of papal indulgences at
Cerreto; sp. influenced by ciarlarc, to nrate], a person
who pretends to have knowledge or ability that he does
not have; impostor: mountebank. SYN. see quack.

char-la tan-ism (shar'la-t'n-iz'm), n. [Fr. charlalan-

isme], the methods of a charlatan; quackery.
char-la-tan-ry (shaVfo-t'n-ri) , n. [pl. CHARLATANRIES
(-riz)L 1. charlatanism. 2. an act of charlatanism.
Charlemagne (sharla-man')* n. (Charles I), king of
the Franks (768-814 A.D.) ; emperor of the West (800-
814 A.D.); lived 742-814 A.D.; established Holy
Roman Empire: called Charles the Great.
Charles (charlz), [Fr. < L. Carolus (< Gmc, Karl) or
directly < OHG. Karl; lit., full-grown; akin to AS.
ceorl (Eng. churl)], a masculine name: diminutives,
Charley, Charlie; variant, Carl; feminine, Charlotte,
Caroline; equivalents, L. Carolus, G. Carl, Karl, It.

Carlo, Sp. Carlos, D. jKarel.
Charles I, 1. (Charles Stuart), 1600-1649; son of James
I; king of England (1625-1649); convicted of treason
and beheaded. 2. (Charles Francis Joseph), 1887-1922:
nephew of Francis Ferdinand: emperor of Austria and
king of Hungary (1916-1918). 3. Charlemagne. 4.

see Charles II, 1.

Charles II, 1. 823-877 A.D.: king of Prance, as Charles
I (840-877 A.D.); Holy Roman emperor (875-877
A.>.) : called the Bald. 2. 1630-1685; son of Charles I;

king of England (1660-1685).
Charles V, 1. 1337-1380: father of Charles VI; king
of Prance (1364-1380) : called the Wise. 2, 1500^1558;
Holy Roman emperor (1519^1556) and king of Spain
(1516-4556).

Charles VI, 1368-1422; king of France (1380-U22):
called the Mad, the Beloved.
Charles VII, (Charles Albert; Charies of Bai^ria) , 1697-
1745: Holy Roman emperor (1742-1745).

Charles, Cape, a cap in southeastern Virginia, at the,
north entrance to Chesapeake Bay. . {

,
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James II; English prince: called The Young Pretender,
Bonnie Prince Charlie.

Charles Martel, see Martel, Charles.

Charles River, a river in eastern Massachusetts, flowing
into Boston harbor: length, 47 mi.

Charles's Wain (charl'ziz), [AS. Carles w&gn* wagon of

Carl (Charlemagne): so named because of confusion
between Charlemagne and King Arthur (L. Arcturus),
who were associated in popular legend; orig., the wain
of Arcturus (star in the constellation Bootes)], 1. the

Big Dipper. 2. occasionally, Ursa Major.
Charles-ton (charlz'tan), n. 1. a seaport in South
Carolina: pop., 68,000. 2. the capital of West Virginia:
pop., 73,000. 3. [< name of the seaport], a lively dance
in 4/4 time, characterized by a twisting step: it was
popular during the 1920's.

Charles-town (charlz'toun'). n* a section of Boston:
site of Bunker Hill.

char-ley horse (charli), [ballplayers* slang, c. 1888;
prob with reference to a lame racehorse], [Colloq.], a
cramp in the leg or arm muscles caused by strain.

char-lock (charlsk), n. [AS. cerlic, cyrlic], a weed of the
mustard family, with yellow flowers; wild mustard.
Char-lotte (shar'lst), [Fr., fern, of Chariot, dim. of

Charles], a feminine name: diminutives, Lotta, Lottie,

Lotty; equivalent, It. Carlotta. n. a city in southern
North Carolina: pop., 133,000.

char-lotte (shar'tet), n. [Fr. < the fern, name], a pud-
ding or dessert made of fruit, gelatin, etc. in a mold of

bread, cake, or graham-cracker crumbs.
Char-lot-te A*ma-H-e (shar-lot's a-mali-a), the capital
of the Virgin Islands of the United States, on St.

Thomas Island: pop., 9,800: formerly called St. Thomas.
Char-lot-ten-hurg (shar-lot''n-burg'; G. shar-16t'sn-

boorHO. n. a city in Brandenburg, Germany: pop.,
353,000: part of Greater Berlin.
charlotte russe (rqos), [Fr., lit., Russian charlotte], a
dessert made of whipped cream or custard in a mold of

sponge cake. i

Char-lottes-ville (sharlots-vil'), n. a city in central

Virginia: pop., 26,000.
Char-lotte-town (shar'bt-toun'), n. the capital of

Prince Edward Island, Canada: pop., 12,000.
charm (charm), n. [ME. & OFr. charme; L. carmen,
song, verse, charm], 1. originally, a chanted word,
phrase, or verse assumed to have magic power to help
or hurt; incantation. 2. any object assumed to have
such power, as an amulet or talisman; hence, 3. a
trinket worn on a bracelet, necklace, watch chain, etc.

4. any action or gesture assumed to have magic power.
5. the ability to fascinate, allure, or please greatly.
v.t* 1. to act on as though by magic. 2. to attract or

please greatly; enchant; allure; fascinate; delight, v.i.

to be charming; please greatly. SYN. see attract.

charmed life, a life seemingly protected from harm as

though by magic: Macbeth V, viii.

charm-er (char/mer), n. [see CHARM], 1. a delightful or

fascinating person: usually said of a woman. 2. an
enchanter: as, a snake charmer,

Jchar meuse (shar'moz'), n* [Fr., fern, of charmeur,
charmer], a soft, lightweight silk cloth with a finish like

that of satin.
charm-ing (charm'irj), adj. [ppr. of charm], 1. attrac-

tive; fascinating; delightful. 2. using a charm or
charms.
charnel (char'n'l), n. [ME.; OFr. chamel, camel,' LL.
carnale, graveyard; neut. of carnalis^ of flesh < L. caro,

carnis, flesh], a charnel house, adj. 1. of or serving
as a charnel. 2. like or fit for a charnel; deathlike.
charnel house, 1. originally, a tomb; hence, 2. aay
place where there are corpses, bones, etc.

Cha-ron (kar'an), n. [L.; Gr. Charon], 1. in Greek

mythology, the boatman who ferried dead souls across
the river Styx to Hades; hence, 2. a ferryman: hu-
morous usage.
char-pai (char'piO , n. a charpoy.
Char-pen-tier, Gus-tave (giis'tav' sMr'paWtyaOt
1860-1956; French oomposer; wrote the opera Louise.

char-poy (char'poi'). n. [Hind, carpai; car, four + Pai,

foot], in India, a bedstead or cot.

char-qued (chaVkid), adj. jerked: said of beef.
char qui (char'ki),, n. [Sp. charqui, charqut < Peruv.

charqui, dried meat], jerked or dried beef.

charr (char), n. [pi. CHARRS (charz), CHAR; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], a char (fisfy).

char-ry (char'i), adj. [CHARRIER (-i-r), CHARRIBST
(-i-istj], Uke charcoal. , ,,,.

chart (chart), n. [Fr. chart*; L. charia; see CARD (paper)],
1. a map of a body of water, showing coast lines,, ideptjhs,
tides, currents, a ship's course, etc. 2. a simple outline

map 04 wiiicli information can be plotted or written.
3. a she,et giving information in the form of diagrams,
tables,, artel ill^strationa; <afeo, a graph. 4. suck a, dia-

gram, Jjafcle,; etp. vM V to make a chart of; map;
outline. /$, to plot (a poorse) on, or by reference to, a

chart or charts. 3. to show by, on, or as by, a chart.

char-ter (char'teY), n. fMB. chartre, chartere; OFr.
chartre, cartre; L. thartula* dim. of charia; see CARD (stiff

paper) I, I. a franchise or written grant of specified

rigflts made by a government or ruler to a person, busi-

ness corporation, etc. 2. a declaration or document

setting forth the aims and principles of a group, as of

nations, united in an undertaking; specifically, [C-j, the

Charter of the United Nations. 3. permission from a

society for the organization of a local chapter or lodge.
4, a special privilege or exemption. 5. a) the hire or

lease of a ship, bus, airplane, etc. 6) the agreement
(called charter party) governing this. v.t. 1. to grant a
charter to. 2. to hire or lease by charter or charter

party 3. to hire for exclusive use. SYN. see hire.

char-ter-age (char'tgr-ij), n. a chartering; grant of a
charter.
char-tered accountant (chaVteYd), in Great Britain, a
member of an Institute of Chartered Accountants:
abbreviated C.A., c.a.

char-ter-er (char'ter-er), n. a person who charters a ship
or ships.
Char-ter-house (char'ter-hous'). n. [altered (by folk

etym.) < Anglo-Fr. chartouse (Fr. chartreuse}, Car-
thusian monastery], 1. a Carthusian monastery. 2. a
London hospital founded (1611) on the site of a Car-
thusian monastery. 3. the school into which this hos-

pital was later converted. 4. the modern boarding
school (called public school in England) at Gcdalming,
Surrey, which inherits the tradition of the former school

charter member, any of the founders or original mem-
bers of an organization, especially of one with a charter.

Charter of the United Nations, the document estab-

lishing the United Nations and outlining its principles,
functions, and organization, adopted at an international
conference in San Francisco (1945).
charter party, [Fr. charte partie, divided deed: so named
because half was kept by each party to the transaction],
1. an agreement between a shipowner and a carrier,

merchant, etc. for the commercial lease of a ship or

space on a ship, especially as recorded in a document.
2. the hiring or leasing of a vessel or space in a vessel

by such agreement. 3. [Colloq.], a party, as of amateur
fishermen, etc., which hires or charters a vessel for sport
fishing, cruising, etc.

Chart-ism (char'tiz
r

m) , n. 1. a movement for demo-
cratic social and political reform in England (1S36-
1848) based on principles set forth in the People's
Charter (1838). 2. the principles of this movement.

Chart-ist (char'tist), n. a person who supported Chart-
ism, adj. of Chartism or Chartists.
chart-less (chartlis) , adj. 1 . without a chart

; unguided.
2. not mapped: as, a chartless sea.

char-tog-ra-pher (kar-tog'rs-f&O ,
n. a cartographer.

char-to-graph-ic (kar'ts-graf'ik), adj. cartographic.

char-tog-ra-phy (kar-tog'ra-fi) , n. cartography.
Char-tres (shar'tr'), n. a city in northern France; pop.,
27,000: site of a 13th-century Gothic cathedral,

char-treuse (shSr-trfiz'). n. [after La Grawfc Chartreuse,
Carthusian monastery in France], 1. a yellow, pale-

green, or white liqueur made by the Carttesiam moplcs,
2. pale, yellowish green, adj. of this color.

char-tU'lar-y (kar'choo-ler'il n. [pi CHARTUIARIES
(-12)], [ML. chartularium < U charfnla, dim. of charta;
see CARD (paper)], a list of charters; book containing
duplicates of all charters issued: also cartulary.
char-wom*an (char'woom'sn), n. [pL CHARWOMEN
(-wim'in)], [see CHARE, CHORE], a woman who does

cleaning or scrubbing, as in office buildings.

char-y (char'i), adj. [CHARIER (-i-er) r CHARIEST (-i-ist)],

[AS. cearig, sorrowful < taru, cearu, care; change of

sense after care], 1. careful; cautious: as, a burnt child

is chary of fire. 2, shy: a^s, hes was chary of strangers.

3u firugal j'Stjypigy; as^ 1$ <wa, chary of his hospitality.

Cha*ryb*ois (k@-ribMis),j n. []U; Grr. Charybdis], a whirl-

pool off the coast f Sicily, opposite the rock Scylla.
between Scylla md Chafrybdls, faced with a choice

of two dangers, v . ,_
chase (ehas), v.t. [CHASED (chast), CHASING], [ME.
chacen, cacchen; OFr. chacier, cachier; see CATCH], 1. to
follow quickly or persistently in order to catch or harm.
2. to run after; follow; pursue. 3, to make ran away;
drive. 4. to hunt. v.i. 1. to go in pursuit; follow

along-: as, chase after him. 2. [Colloq.], to go hurriedly;
rush: as, I chased around town looking for you. n.

1. a chasing; pursuit. 2. the hunting of game for sport.
3. anything hunted; quacry. 4. hunters collectively.

5, in Great Britain, a) an unenclosed game preserve:
distinguished from park. b) a license to tmnt over a

specified area or to keep animals there as game.
give chase, to chase; pursue.

chase (chas), n. [OFr. chasse, a frame, shrine < casse, a

box, chest < L. capsa, a box, chest], 1. a groove; fur-

row. 2. the bore of a gun barrel. 3. a hollowed-out

groove for drainpipes, in a wall, etc. 4. a rectangular
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metal frame in which pages or columns of type are
locked. X [CHASED (chast), CHASING], to make a
groove or farrow in; indent.
chase (ch5s), vt [CHASED (chast), CHASING], [< enchase <
FT. mch$$sert to enshrine < ck&sse, shrine; see CHASE
(a groove) ), to ornament (metal) by engraving, emboss-
ing, catting, etc.

Chase, Sal-men Pott-land (sal'man pdrtlsnd chas),

I&Q8-1873; American statesman and jurist; chief jus-
tice, United States Supreme Court (1864-1873).
Chase, Samuel. 1741-181 1 ; American statesman: asso-

ciate justice, United States Supreme Court (1796-
ISI1) ; signer of Declaration of Independence.
Chase, Stuart, 1888- ; American economist and
author.
dha8er (chas'eV), n. [< chase (to pursue)], 1. a person
or thing that chases; pursuer. 2. a hunter. 3. a sun on
the stem or bow of a ship, used during pursuit of or by
another ship. 4. a small, fast airplane or ship used to
ward off and pursue an enemy craft. 5. a steeplechaser.
6. [Colloq.J, a mild drink, as water or a carbonated
beverage, taken after or with whisky, rum, etc.

chas er (chas'Sr), n. [< chase (to engrave)], 1. a person
who engraves or embosses metal. 2. a tool for engrav-
ing. 3* a tool for threading screws.
chasm (kaz'm), n. [L. chasma; Gr. chasma, yawning
hollow, gulf < chainein, to yawn, gape; cf. CHAOS], 1. a
deep crack in the earth's surface; abyss; crevasse; nar-
row gorge. 2. any break or gap; niatus. 3. a wide
divergence of feelings, sentiments, interests, etc. be-
tween people or groups: rift.

chaa-mal (kaz'm 1), adj. of or like a chasm; abysmal.
chas se (sha-saOt n. [Fr.; Kt., a chasing; pp. of chasser, to
chase; ct. SASHAY], 1. originally, a dance step in which
one foot rapidly followed the other during the execution
of a glide; hence, 2. a forward or sideways gliding step
accompanied by one or two rapid linking steps. v.i.

ICHASSRD (-sidO. CHASSEING], I. to make such a step
or steps; dance with such steps. 2. to walk as if in a
series of stich stet>.

chasse-pot (shas
/

p6/
)r n. [after the Pr. inventor, A. A.

Cftmsvpot (IS33-1905)}, a breech-loading rifle used by
the French army after 1866.
chas-seur (sha-sfrr

7
; Pr. sha'seV), n. [Fr. < chasser, to

trant, chase; see CHASE (to pursue/], 1. a hunter;
huntsman. 2. a soldier, especially one of certain French
light infantry or cavalry troops, trained and equipped
for rapid action, 3. a uniformed attendant or servant.

Chas-sioMc (ka-sid'ik, kha-se'dik), adj. of or charac-
teristic of the Chassidim: also Hasidic.
ChaS'Sid-im (kas'i-dim; Heb. kha-se'dim), n.pL [sing.
CHASSID (kas'id; Heb. kha'sid)], the members of a
sect of Jewish mystics that originated in Poland in
the 18th century: also Hasldim.

chas-sis (shas'i, shas'is, chas'i), n. [pi. CHASSIS (shas'iz)l,
[Fr. chassis; see CHASE (groove)], 1. a frame on which
the carriage of a gun moves back and forth. 2. the
lower frame, including the wheels and engine parts, of
a motor vehicle. 3. the frame supporting the body of
an airplane. 4. in radio* a) the framework to which the

parts of a radio set, amplifier, etc. are attached. J) the
assembled frame and parts. 5. [Slang], the body.
chaste (chast), adj. [ME.; OFr. chaste, caste < L.
castus, pure, chaste], L not indulging in unlawful
sexual activity; virtuous; said especially of women. 2.

not indecent; modest. 3. restrained and simple in
style; not ornate; not extreme.
SxN. chaste and virtuous, in this ccmnection, imply moral
excellence manifested by forbearance from acts or thougjats
that do not accord with virginity or strict marital fidelity:

pure implies chastity through innocence and an absence of
seductive influences rather than through self-restraint; modest
and decent are both applied to propriety in behavior, dress,
bearing, or speech as exhibiting morality or purity. Generally,
the terms in this comparison are applied more frequently to
women than to men. ANT. immoral, lewd, wanton.
chas*ten (chaV'n), v.t* [ME. chastien; OFr. chastier <
L. castigare, to punish, chastise < castus, pure -f" agere,
to lead, drive], 1. to punish in order to correct or make
better; chastise. 2. to restrain from excess; subdue.
SYN. see punish.

chas-tise (chas-tizO, v.t. [CHASTISED (-tizd'). CHASTIS-
ING], [ME. chastisen, extended form of chastien: see
CHASTEN], 1. to punish in order to correct, usually by
beating. 2. [Archaic], to chasten. SYN. see punish,

chas-tlse-ment fchas'tiz-msnt, chas-tiz'msnt), n. a
chastising; punishment, especially by beating.

chas*ti-ty (chas'ta-ti), n. [ME. chastite, chastete; OPr.
chastete, chasteit; L. castitas; see CHASTE], 1. abstention
from unlawful sexual activity: said especially of women.
2. sexual continence; celibacy or virginity: as, monks
take a vow of chastity. 3. decency; modesty. 4. sim-
plicity of style; lack of ornateness or excess.

chastity belt, a securely fastened, beltlike device of
metal, leather, etc. worn by women in the Middle
Ages to prevent sexual intercourse during the absence
of their husbands.

chas-u-ble (chaz'yoo-b'l, chas'yoo-bl), n. [OPr.; LL.
casubulat casubla, casula, hooded garment; prob. < L.

casa, a hut, cottage], a sleeveless outer vestment worn
over the alb by priests at Mass.
chat (chat), lu. [CHATTED (-id), CHATTING], [< chatter],
to talk or converse in a light, easy, informal manner.
n. 1. light, easy, informal talk or conversation. 2.

small talk; chit-chat: chatter. 3. any of several birds
with a chattering call, as the stonechat, wheatear, etc.

chat (chat), n. [Pr., a cat], 1. an ament or catkin, as of
a willow. 2. a samara, as of a maple. 3. a spike, as of

plantain.
cha-teau (sha-to'; Pr. sha'toO, n. \pl CHATEAUX (-toz';
Fr. -to')], [Fr. < OPr. chastel, castel < L. castdlum, a
castle; see CASTLE], 1. a French feudal castle. 2. a
"large country house, especially one in Prance.

Cha-teau-bri-and, Vicomte Fran-cois Rene de
(fraw'swa/ rs-na' da sha'to'bre'aV), 1768-1848; French
political writer and novelist.

Cha-teau-Thler-ry (sha/to'tye're
7
), n. a town in north-

ern Prance, on the Marne River, where American and
French troops defeated the Germans (June-July, 1918).
Chateau wine, any of certain wines made from grapes
grown at some particular chateau in France, especially
in the region of Bordeaux: each wine is designated by
the name of its chateau, as Chateau Ausone.
chat e lain (shat'1-an'; Pr. sha'tlaw'). n. [Pr. chdtelain;
see CASTELI4AKJ, the keeper of a castle; castellan.

chat-e-laine (shat''l-an , sha'tlenOt n [Pr., fern, of

chatelam; see CASTELLAN], 1. the lady of a castle;
mistress of a chateau. 2. a woman's ornamental clasp
worn at the waist, with keys, purses, watches, etc.

fastened to it on a chain: so called from the keys carried

by a medieval chatelaine. 3. a decorative chain sus-

pended between two clasps or pins and worn as an
ornament on women's clothing.
Chat-ham (chat'am), n a city in Kent, England: pop.,
40,000 (est. 1946).
Chat-ham (chat'sm), first Earl of, see Pitt, William.
Chatham Islands, a group of islands forming a part
of New Zealand: they are about 500 miles east of South
Island: area, 372 sq. mi.; pop., 560.

cha-toy-ant (sha-toi'ent), adj. [Pr., ppr. of chatoyer, to

change luster like the eye of a cat < chat, a cat], having
a changeable color or luster: as, chatoyant silk, n, a
gem or polished stone, as the_cat's-eye, with such luster.

Chat'ta-hoo-chee (chat's-hoo'chi), n. a river in western
Georgia, flowing southward into the Apalachicola
River: length, 500 mi.

Chat-ta*noo-ga (chat'a-noo'ga), 12. a city in southeast-
ern Tennessee, on the Tennessee River: pop., 130,000:
site of a battle (November 24-25, 1863) in which Union
troops diove the Confederates out of Tennessee.
chattel (chafl), n. [ME. chatel, caiel; OFr. chart; LL.
captale, capitate; see CATTLE], 1. an article of personal
ormovable property as distinguished from real property :

furniture, automobiles, livestock, farm equipment,
etc. are chattels. 2. [Archaic], a slave.
chattel mortgage, a mortgage on personal property.
chat-ter (chargr), IM*. [Early ME. cheateren; echoic and
freq.; cf. CHITTER], 1. to make short, indistinct sounds
in rapid succession: said of birds, apes, etc. 2. to talk
fast, incessantly, and foolishly. 3. to click together
rapidly, as the teeth do from fright or cold. 4. to rattle
or vibrate: as, an improperly adjusted tool chatters.
v.L to utter with a chattering sound, n. 1. short, indis-
tinct sounds in rapid succession. 2. rapid, foolish talk.

chat-ter-box (chat'Sr-boksOi n. a person who talks
incessantly.
chat-ter-er (chat'er.-gr), n. 1. a person who chatters.
2. any of various birds, as the cotmga, waxwing, etc.
Chatter mark, 1. a mark left by a tool that chatters.
2. one of a series of small, curved abrasions on the
surface of a glaciated rock, resulting from the vibrations
of the glacier passing over.
Chat ter ton, Thomas (chat'elr-ten). 1752-1770; Eng-
lish poet: called the marvelous boy.

chat'ti-ly (chat'14), adv. in a chatty manner.
i^at-tl-ne8 (dmt44d>, n.the o^ttalty of bemg chatty,
chatty (chsai), <wf/. fqzApr&at H-Sr), CHATTIEST
<ri-ist)J, L foni of ehattiig^ 2; J^it, familiar, and
informal: said of talk.

Chau-cer, Geoffrey (di6'sBr), 1340^-1400; En&Hsh
poet; wrote the Canterbury Tale, etc,
Chau-cerian (ch&sdr'l-an} v adj* of or characteristic
of Chaucer or Ms writings, n. a scholar specializing
in the life and works of Chaucer;
chauf fer (chdf'Sr, shfif^r>, n., [var. of chafer (see CHAFE*
to heat), altered after JfrJckoiuffoir < chauffer, to heat,
warm], a small, portable, stoVe or heater.
chauf-feur (shS'fSr, sho^firO, [Fr.* Et. t stoker <
chauffer, to heat; see CHAFE], a person whose work is
to drive an automobile for someone else; driver, v.t.
to act as chauffeur to : drive1 (a person) in, an automobile.
chaul-moo-gra (ch6l-moo'gra), n. [Beng. caulmugrd,
East Indian tree], an Bast Indian tree whose seeds yield
a nonvolatile oil used in medicine, especially to treat
leprosy.
Chau mont (sho'mSV). n. a city in 'eteatafo Fsanee:

p., 17,000 (1946). ,K /
aim cey (chdn'si, chan'si), [said to be'akibi t 'cktint
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idlor; prob. < OFr. chcaunce (see CHANCE) in the sense

"luck"], a masculine name.
chaunt (ch6ntj, n., v.t. & v.i. [Archaic j, chant.

fchausses (shus; formerly Anglicized to chou'slz), n.pl.

in medieval times, a one-piece, tight-fitting garment
for the legs and feet; especially, such a garment of

mail forming part fof a knight's armor.

Chans-son, Er-nest (er'nesf sho'scV)* 1855-1899;
French composer.
Jchaus-sure (sho'siir'), n. [Fr. < chausser, to shoe; L.

calceare < calceus, shoe < calx, the heel], an article of

footwear; shoe, boot, slipper, etc.

Chau-tau-qua (sha-td'kwo), n. [< Am. Ind. (Seneca)
name, said to be < base meaning "child", supposedly
so named because when the Senecas first came to the

lake they encountered a storm so severe that a child

was swept into the lake and drowned], 1. a lake in

southwestern New York: length, 18 mi.; width, 1 to 3

mi. 2. a village on this lake. 3. [c-1, [< the summer
schools inaugurated at Chautauqua in 1874], an

assembly lasting several days, for educational and
recreational purposes: the program includes lectures,

concerts, etc.

chau-vin-ism (sho'vin-iz'm) , n. [Fr. chauvimsme <
Nicolas Chauvin, soldier of Napoleon I, notorious for

his bellicose attachment to the lost imperial cause] t
1.

militant, unreasoning, and boastful devotion to one's

country ; fanatical patriotism ; jingoism. 2 . unreasoning
devotion to one's race, sex, etc., with contempt for

other races, the opposite sex, etc. : as, male chauvinism.

chau-vin-ist (sho'vin-ist), n. [see CHAUVINISM], 1. a

person whose patriotism is unreasoning and fanatical;

jingo. 2. a person unreasonably devoted to his own
race, sex, etc. and contemptuous of other races, the

opposite sex, etc. adj. chauvinistic.

chau-vin-is-tic (sho'vi-nis'tik) , adj. of or characteristic

of chauvinism or chauvinists.

chau-vin-is-ti-caMy (sho'vi-nis'ti-k'H, sho'vi-nis'tik-

li), adv. in the manner of a chauvinist.

Chavanncs, Puvis de, see Puvis de Chavannes.
chaw (cho"), n., v.L & v.i. [Colloq.], chew: now sub-

standard or humorous.
chay (cha, chi), n. [Malayalam cayaver], 1. the root of

an East Indian plant of the madder family, from which
a red dye is obtained. 2. the plant.
chaz an, chaz-zan (kha'z'n, kha-zan'), n. [Mod. Heb.

tyazzan, Jiazan], a Jewish cantor.

Ch, E., Chemical Engineer.
cheap (chep), adj. [< good cheap, good bargain; ME.
chep, cep; AS. ceap, cep, a purchase, price, bargain], 1.

low in price or cost; not expensive. 2. charging low

prices: as, cheap jobbers. 3. worth more than the price.

4. costing little labor or trouble; easily got. 5. of little

or no value ; virtually worthless. 6. held in Httle esteem ;

common: as, don't make yourself cheap. 7. in economics,
lowered in exchange value or buying power; as, cheap
money is often a result of inflation, adv. cheaply, n.

[AS. ceap; akin to Dan. kjob (ON. kaup) as in Kjobn-
havn (Copenhagen); see the adj.], 1. a market: now
only in place names, as Cheapside. 2. [Obs.], a bargain :

as, I bought it for cheap,
feel cheapT [Slang], to feel embarrassed, ashamed, or

somewhat contemptible.
SYN. cheap and inexpensive both mean low rn cost or

price, but inexpensive simply suggests value comparable to

the price and cheap, in this sense, stresses a bargain; cheap
may also imply inferior quality or value, tawdrmess, con-

temptibleness, etc. (cheap jewelry, to feel cheap}. ANT.
costly, expensive, dear.

cheapen (chep''n), v.t. [ME. cheapien, chepen; AS.

ceapian, to trade, buy; akin to G. haufen; pres. meaning
< cheap T adj.}. 1. to maje cheap or cheaper. 2, to

depreciate, belittle, or bring into contempt. 3. [Archaic]
to bargain for. lu. to become cheap or cheaper.

cheap-ly (chepli), adv. 1. at a low cost; with little

expense* 2. in a cheap manner.
Cheap side (chep'sld.0 , n. [see CHEAP], a street in Lon-
doja: in tee Middle Ages it wg a market place.

cheap skate, [Slang], a person, unwilling to spend
money; miserly, ungenerous person.
cheat (chet), n. [ME. cheie < esthete; see ESCHEAT). I.

a fraud; swindle; deception; sham. 2, a person who
defrauds, deceives, or tricks others

;
swindleri 3* a grass

closely resembling wheat: also called chess, v.t. 1. to

deceive -by trickery; defraud; swindle. 2. to fool; be-

guile. 3. to foil; elude; escaped as, cfaeai deaths: i v.i. to

practice fraud or deception; *behave dishonestly or

unfaithfully. , ;

cheat on, (Slang!, to be sexually ttnfait|iful to.

SYN. cheat, the most general
term in this comparison,

ipiies ! <lisiionesty or deception ,jn dealing with someone, to

jbtain,some ^advant^ge QJC gaip4 defraud, dsiiefly a legal term,

fibre^seSi tftyet i$se,'o| .dj^ihera^e deception in, .OTniinaUyid^pr^viag
a

, $wB<$s. toff '.Ms ^gfhtsif property;, etc.;, swindle stresses the
1

'

prdier to,ciieat or defraud

htm of money, etc.; trick implies* a deluding by means of a

ruse, stratanem, etc., but does not always suggest fraudulence

or a harmful motive; dupe stresses credulity in the person

who is tricked or fooled; hoax implies a trick skillfully earned

off simply to demonstrate the gullibility of the victim.

che-bee (chi-bek'). n. [echoic of the bird's note], a
small flycatcher found in eastern North America: also

called least flycatcher. .

Chech-en-In-gush Autonomous Soviet Socialist

Republic (che'chen'ir/goosh), a former division of the

R.S.P.S.R., in the Caucasus: area, 6,060 sq. mi.; pop.,

733,000: abolished in 1945.
check (chek), n. [ME. ch*k, dwkke; OPr. eschek, eschec,

eschac, a check at chess, repulse, defeat; ML. scaccus,

scahus < Per. shah, king, principal piece in a game of

chess; sense development: king in danger defeat

(hence, stoppage) a try to repulse or defeat a trial or

test scrutiny, verification], 1. a sudden stoo; abrupt
halt. 2. any restraint or control put upon action. 3. a

person or thing that restrains or controls. 4. a super-
vision of accuracy, efficiency, etc. : as, the foreman kept
a check on his department. 5. a test of accuracy; com-

paris6n or standard of comparison; verification; exam-
ination. 6. a mark (V) to show approval or verification

of something, or to call attention to it. 7. an identifi-

cation ticket or metal piece showing ownership to secure

against loss: as, a hat check, a baggage check. B. a piece
of paper stating one's "bill at a restaurant or bar. 9. a

gambling chip. 10. a written order to a bank to pay
the amount of money stated: abbreviated Ch., ch.,
ck.: also spelled cheque. 11. a pattern of small squares
like that of a chessboard. 12. one of the small squares
of such a pattern. 13. a cloth with such a pattern. 14.

a small split, crack, or chink. 15. in chess , the condition
of a player's king that is in danger and must be put in-

to a safe position, interj. I . [Colloq. ] , agreed ! correct !

right ! 2. in chess, a caU meaning that the opponent's
king must be taken out of check, v.t. 1. to stop
suddenly; halt abruptly, 2. to restrain; control;

curb; hold back. 3. to retard the growth of. 4. to

rebuff; repulse; rebuke. 5. to test, measure, verify, or

control by investigation, comparison, or examination;

as, check the accounts. 6. to mark with a check (V).
7. to mark with a crisscross pattern. 8. to deposit
temporarily: as, check your hat and coat. 9. to make
chinks or cracks in. 10. in agriculture, to plant in check-
rows. 11. in chess, to place (an opponent's kin0 in

check. v.i. 1. to agree with one another item for item:

as, the accounts check. 2. to write a check; draw a
check on a bank account. 3. to crack in small checks:

as, paint checks when applied to hardwood without
sufficient filler. 4. to stop or pause to pick up the scent:

said of hunting dogs. 5. in chess, to place an opponent's
king in check. 6. in falconry, to turn away from the

right game and follow other and worse game (with at),

adj. 1. used to check or verify: as, a check experiment.
2. having a crisscross pattern; checked. SYN. see

restrain.
check in, to register at a hotel, convention, etc.

check off, to mark as verified, examined, etc.

check out, 1. to settle one's bill and leave a hotel,

etc. 2. to add up the prices of purchases and collect

the total: said of a cashier, as in a supermarket 3.

[Slang], to die.
.

' J

check up on, to examine the record, dtaracter,
etpt. of.

in check, in restraint; tinder control.
"

check-book (chek'bop&O, n. a book cctotejning detacli-

able blank checks, issued to a depositor by a bank.
checked (chek;t), adj. [pp. of check\, having a pattern of

squares: as, a checked tablecloth.
check-er (chek'er), n. [ME. cheker, chessboard <
escheker; OPr. escheguier < eschec; see CHECK], 1. a
small square Hke those of a chessboard. 2. a pattern
of such squares. 3, one of the flat, round pieces used in

playing checkers or backgammon. 4. [ArehaicL a

chessboard. 5. pi. in architecture, stones arranged likp
the squares of a chessboard. 6. in botany, a) either of

two European varieties of service tree resembling the

mountain ash, but having a larger, spotted fruit: also

checker tree. 6) pi. the fruit of either of these trees.

V.t. [< OPr. eschequier]. 1. to mark off in squares;

arrange in the pattern of a chessboard. 2. to break the

uniformity of; make different by color and shading.
checker (chek'er), n. 1. a person who examines or

Verifies. 2. a person who checks hats, luggage, etc.

3. 4 cashier, as m a supermarket.
Check*er*ber-ry (chek'er-ber'i) ,

n. \pL CHECKBRBERRIES
(-iz)], 1. the edible, red, berryhke fruit; of the winter-

green. 2. the wintergreen. 3. the partridgeberry.
check-er-bloom (chek'er-bloom'), n. a plant of the

mallow family, with pinkish flowers.
'

check-er-board (cttwSr-B8rd', chek'er-bord') , n. a

board marked off into 64 s^liare^ of two alternating

colors, used in the games of checkers and chess.

chfeck^e%
'

Cc^*
/!

ar0",
'

adj. "1. ha'ving a pattern .
of

cjptpred sqi%e$ Hfee th;o^e of a checkerboard. 2. varied
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use of color and shading; hence, 3. varied;

diversified; full of tips and downs: a-*, a checkered career.
checkers (chek'eYz), n. pL [construed as sing.], a game
played on a checkerboard by two players, each with
12 pieces to move; draughts. **

check-hook (chek'hook'), n. a saddle hook through
which the checkrein of a horse's harness is fastened.

checking account, a bank account against which the

depositor can draw checks at any time, without pre-

senting a passbook : distinguished from savings account.
check fist, a list of things to be checked off.

check-mate (chek'mat
7
), n. [ME. chek mat; OPr.

eschec mat; through Ar. < Per. shah mat, lit., the king
is dead; shah, king -j- mat, he is dead], 1. a) a move in
chess that checks the opponent's king so that it cannot
be put into safety, thus ending the game, b) the position
of the king resulting from this; hence, 2. hopeless
jeopardy or defeat, interj. in chess, a call to indicate
a checkmate, v.t [CHECKMATED (-id), CHECKMATING],
1. to place in checkmate; mate. 2. to place in hopeless
jeopardy; defeat completely; frustrate. Also mate,

check-off (chek'ftfO, n. an arrangement by which dues
of trade-union members are withheld from wages and
turned over to the union by the employer.

check-out, check-out (chek'out'), n* a store counter
where a cashier checks out purchases,

check-rein (chek'raV), n. I. a short rein attached to
the bridle and looped over the checkhook to keep a
horse from lowering its head. 2. a short branch rein

connecting the driving rein of one of a team of horses
to the bit of another. Also called check line,

check-room (chek'r6om' f chek'room'), n. [see CHECK,
.], a room in which hats, coats, baggage, parcels, etc.

may be left until called for.

check-row (chek'r5') n any of several rows planted in

squares so that a cultivator can operate between them.
v.t. to plant (corn, grain, etc.) in checkrows.

check-up (chek'up'), n. an examination; investigation.
Ched-dar (ched'a*), n. [< Cheddar, Somersetshire, Eng-
land, where it was made], a variety of hard, smooth
cheese; also Cheddar cheese.

chedd-ite (ched'it, shedlt), n- [< Chedde, Prance, where
it was made], an explosive for blasting, consisting of

potassium chlorate or perchlorate mixed with a nitro

compound and an oily substance, as castor oil.

cheek (chek), n. [ME, cheke; AS. ceace, jaw, jawbone
(as still in cheek by jowl) ; akin to D. kaak, LG. kdke,

jaw: only W. Gmc.; sense 4 < phrases like have the

cheek (to do something)], 1. either side of the face
between the nose and the ear, below the eye. 2. a thing
suggesting this in shape

>

or position. 3, usually in pi.

either of two sides of a thing, as the sides of a door jainb,
the sidepieces of a gun, the jaws of a vise, or the pro-
jections on the sides of a ship's mast which support the
trestletrees. 4. [Colloq.], sauciness; insolence; effront-

ery; impudence, v.t. [Colloq.], to speak saucily to; be
insolent toward. SYN. see temerity,
cheek by jowl, 1. close together. 2. familiar; close.

tongue in cheek, without sincerity; with the real

meaning different from the ostensible one.

cheek-bone (chek'bonO. n. the bone of the upper cheek,
just below the eye.

cheek-My (chSk''U), adv. [see CHEEKY], [Colloq,],

saucily; impudently.
cheek-iness (chek'i-nis), n. [Colloq.], the quality or
state of being cheeky; sauciness; impudence.
cheek pouch, a pouchlike swelling in the cheek of
certain rodents, monkeys, etc., used for holding food,
cheek strap, one of thfe side straps of a bridle, connect-
ing the headband with the bit.

cheek-y (chek'i), adj. [CHEEKIER (-i-Sr), CHEEKIEST

(-i-ist)J, [cheek + -yl> [Colloq. J, saucy; impudent,
cheep (chep), n. [echoic], a short, faint, shrill sound lil^e
that of a young bird; peep; chirp, v.t. & v.i. to make,
or utter with, such a sound.

cheer (che"r), n. [ME, chere, the face, demeanor, wel-
come; OFr. chere, chiere < LL. cara, the face; Gr. kara,
the head; modern senses < phr. good cheer (Fr. bonne
che're)], 1. a mood: disposition; state of mind or of

feeling. 2. gaiety; gladness; joy; encouragement; com-
fort. 3. food or entertainment that makes one happy.
4. anything that makes one happy; encouragement. 5
a glad, excited shout used to urge on, welcome, approve,
congratulate, etc. 6. [Archaic], facial expression. v.t.

1. to fill with joy, good spirits, and hope; gladden; com-
fort. 2. to urge, incite, or encourage by cheers. 3. to
salute with cheers, v.i. 1 . to be or become glad, happy,
or optimistic; feel encouraged; take heart: as, her heart
cheered at the news. 2. to shout cheers.
be of good cheer, 1. to have a cheerful countenance
or manner; hence, 2. to be cheerful.

cheer up, to make or become glad; brighten up.
with good cheer, in a cordial manner.

cheer-ful (chr'fol), adj. 1. full of cheer; glad; gay;
joyful. 2. filling with cheer; bright and attractive: as, a
cheerful room. 3. willing; hearty: as, a cheerful helper.
SYN. see happy.

cheer-i-ly (ch&r's-li), adv. in a cheery manner.
cheer-i-ness (cMr'i-nis) , n. a cheery quality or state.

cheer-io (eher'i-o'K interj. & n. [pi. CHEERIOS (-dV)],

{British Colloq.], 1. hello. 2. good-by,
cheerless {cluVlis) , adj. not cheerful; without cheer;
unhappy; joyless; dreary: as, a cheerless prospect.
cheer-ly (chirli), adv. I. [Archaic], cheerily. 2. in
nautical usage, quickly ; briskly.
cheery (cheY'i), adj. [CHEERI:

/ i ;_J.\T _i~-_.-r 'T. i: i _i
.... ,. _, _ ICHEERIER (-i-er), CHEERIEST

(-i-ist)], cheerful; gay; lively; pleasant; bright.
cheese (chez), n. [ME. chese; AS. ciese, cyse; akin to G.
kase; ult, < L. caseus < *caso-> curdled, coagulated; IE.
base *qwat(h), to bubble up, ferment, become souredj,
1. a food made from the curds of milk pressed together
to form a solid. 2. a shaped mass of this, 3. a thing
like cheese in shape or consistency: as, damson cheese.

4. the wrinkled, flat, green fruit of the common mallow.
cheese it! [altered < cease it], [Slang], stop (whatever
one is doing) ! run !

cheese (chez), n. [prob. < Urdu chlz, thing], [Slang], the
important thing: as, he's the big cheese.

cheese-cake (cheVkak'), n. 1. a kind of cake made of

sweetened curds, eggs, milk, sugar, etc. 2. [Slang],

display of the figure, especially the legs, of a pretty girl,
as in some newspaper photographs.
cheese-cloth (chez'kloth') , n. [from its use for wrapping
cheese], a thin, cotton cloth with a loose weave.

cheese-mon-ger (cheVmurj'ger), n. a dealer in cheese.

cheese-par-ing (chez'par'irj), n. 1. a paring of cheese
rind. 2. anything as worthless as such a paring. 3.

stinginess.
chees-i-ness (chez'i-nis), n. the quality of being cheesy.
chees-y (cheVi), adj. [CHEESIER (-i-er), CHEESIEST
(-i-ist) 1, 1. like cheese in consistency or flavor, 2.

[Slang], inferior; poor: inadequate.
chee-tah (che'ts), n. [Hind, chlta, leopard < Sans, citra,

variegated, spotted], a leopardlike animal of Africa and
southern Asia, with a small head, long legs, and a black-
spotted, tawny coat: it can be trained to hunt: also

spelled chetah.
chef (shef), n. [Fr. < chef de cuisine,' see CHIEF], 1. a
head cook. 2. any cook.

Jchef-d*oeu-vre (she'de/vr'), n. [pL CHEFS-D'OEUVRE
(she'de'vr')], [Fr., principal work], a masterpiece, as in
art or literature.

Che-foo (che'fooO. n. a city on the coast of Shantung
province, China: pop., 132,000.

chei-ro- (kl'ro, ki'ro), chiro-.

Che-ka (cha'ka) , n. [ < Russ. names of initial letters of

Chrezvychainaya Kommissia, the extraordinary com-
mission], a commission in the Soviet Union which acted
as secret police against counterrevolutionists (1917-
1921): see also Gay-Pay-Oo, MVD.
Che-khov, An-ton Pa-vlo-vich (an-tfin' pa-v!6'vich
chekh'ot; Eng. chek'6f), 1860-1904: Russian novelist,
dramatist, and short-story writer: also spelled Chekov,
Chekoff, Tchekhov,
Che kiang, (che'kyarj'; Chin, ju'jyar/)* n. a province of

China, on the East China Sea: area, 36,472 sq. mi.;
pop., 19,221,000 (est. 1947); capital, Hangchow.

che-la (ke'ls), n. [pi. CHELAE (4e)J, [Mod. L.; Gr. chele,

claw], a pincerlike claw of a crab, lobster, scorpion, etc.

che-la (cha'la), n. [Hind, cela, slave, servant < Sans.

eetaka], in India, a novice or disciple.
che-late (ke'lat), adj. resembling or having pincerlike
claws (called chelae).

che-lif-eT'OUS (ki-lif'gr-9s), adj. in zoology, bearing
chelae, or claws.

che-li-form (ke'la-fdrm'). adj. having the form of a
chela, or pincerlike claw.
CheHe-an (shel'i-sn) , adj. [Pr. chelleen < Chelles,

France, where the tools were found], designating or of
that division of the Paleolithic Age during which certain
flint tools were used.
Chelm-no (khelm'no), n. a Nazi concentration camp
in central Poland: notorious as an extermination
center,
cheloid (ke'loid), n. a keloid.
che Ionian (ki-lo'ni-Qn), adj. [< LL. chelonia; Gr.

chelowe], of turtles or tortoises, n. a turtle or tortoise,

Chel sea (chel'si) , n. 1 . a city in Massachusetts : suburb
of Boston: pop., 39,000. 2. a borough of London: pop.,
59,000.
Chel-ten-ham (chelt'nam, chelfii-ain) ,, n. a city in
Gloucestershire, England: pop., 62,000 (est* 1946).
Chel ya-binsk (chel-ya'binsk), n. 1. a region or the
U.S.S.R., in western Siberia, east of the Ural Moun-
tains: pop., 2,803,000. 2. its capital: pop., 273,000.
Chel yus kin, Gape (chel-yoos'kin), the northernmost
point of Asia, in central Siberia. ,

chem., 1. chemical. 2. chemist. 3. chemistry.
chem-ic (kem'ik), adj. [Archaic], 1. cl alchefny; alchem-
ical. 2. chemical, n, [Obs.l, a chemist,
chem-i-cal (kem'i-kl), adj. [chemic 4 -oZ] f 1. of chem-
istry: as, a chemical reaction. 2. made by or used in

chemistry. 3. operated by the use of chemicals. 4.

trained in the science of chemistry. Abbreviated chero.
n. any substance used in or obtained by a chemical
process or processes.
chemical engineering, the science or profession of

applying chemistry to industrial uses. '
'
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chem-i'CaHy (kem'i-k'1-i, kem'ik-li) , adv. l. according
to the principles of chemistry. 2. by chemical means.
chemical warfare, warfare by means of chemicals and
chemical devices other than explosives, as gases, flame
throwers, incendiary bombs, smoke screens, etc.

Jche-min de fer (sha^-maw' ds fir'), [Fr,, road of iron),
1. a railroad. 2. a kind of baccarat, a gambling game.
che-mise (sha-mez'), n. [Pr.; LL. camisia, shirt, tunic <
Gaul.; akm to AS. hemethe, shirt (G. hemd}\ IE. base
*Jtem~, to cover, cloak], an undergarment somewhat like
a loose, short slip or long undershirt, worn by women.
chem-i-sette (shem'i-zetO, n. [Fr., dim. of chemise], 1.

a short, sleeveless bodice formerly worn as an under-
garment by women. 2. a detachable shirt front for-

merly worn by women to fill in the neckline of a dress.
chem-ism (kem'iz'm), n. [Fr. chemisme; see CHEMIST],
[Rare], chemical force, action, or affinity.
chem-ist (kem'ist), n. [Fr. chemiste < LL. alchimista;
see ALCHEMY], 1 . a student of or specialist in chemistry :

abbreviated chem. 2. [British], a druggist. 3. [Obs.],
an alchemist.

chem-is-try (kem/is-tri), n. [pi. CHEMISTRIES (-triz)],

[
< chemist], 1. the science dealing with the composition
and properties of substances, and with the reactions by
which substances are produced from or converted into
other substances: abbreviated chem. 2. the application
of this to a specified subject or field of activity. 3. the
chemical properties, composition, reactions, and uses of
a substance. 4, any process of synthesis or analysis
similar to that used in chemistry: as, the main trait of
wit is its chemistry of incongruities.
Chem nitz (kem'nits), n. a city in Saxony, Germany:
pop., 335,000.
chem o- (kem'o), a combining form meaning: having to
do with chemicals, of chemical reactions, as in chemo-
therapy: also, before a vowel, chem-.
chem-o-syn-the-sis (kem'o-sin'ths-sis), n. the syn-
thesis by plants of organic chemical compounds with
energy; derived from other chemical reactions, as from
oxidation by bacteria.
chemo-taxis (kem'o-tak'sis), n. the property of
certain living cells and organisms by which they are
attracted to or repelled from chemical substances.

chem-o-ther-a-peu-tics (kem'o-ther'a-pu'tiks), n.pl.
[construed as sing.], chemotherapy.

cnem-o-ther-a-pist (kem'o-therVpist), n. a doctor of
internal medicine who uses chemotherapy.

chem-o-ther-a-py (kem'o-therVpi), n. [chemo- +
therapy], the treatment of infection by the systemic
administration of chemicals, such as the sulfonamides.
chem-ot-ro-pism (kem-ot'rs-piz'm), n. [see CHEMO- &
TROPISM], the tendency of certain plants or other
organisms to turn or bend under the influence of
chemical substances.
Che mul-pho, Che-mul-po (che'mool-po

7

)i n. a sea-
port in western Korea: pop., 109,000: Japanese name,
Jinsen.

chem-ur*gic (kem-ur'jik), adj. of or produced by
chemurgy.
chem-ur-gy (kem'er-ji), n. [chemist -f -urgy], the branch
of chemistry dealing with the utilization of farm prod-
ucts in the manufacture of new products not classed as
food or clothing (e.g., soy beans as a base for plastics).
Che-nab (chi-nab') , n. a river in Punjab, India, flowing
into the Sutlej River: length, 600 mi.
Cheng*teh (cher/te'; Chin. chui/duOt n. Jehol, a city
in Manchuria.
Cheng-tu (cher/tqo'; Chin. churi'doo'), n. the capital
of Szechwan province, China: pop., 441,000.
chenille (sha-nel'), n. [Fr., caterpillar < L. canicula,
dim. of canis, a dog: from the supposed resemblance of
the material to caterpillars], 1. a tufted, velvety cord
used for trimming, embroidery, etc. 2. a fabric filled
or woven with chenille, used for rugs, bedspreads, etc.
che no pod (ke'na-pod', ken's-pod'), n. a chenopodia-
ceous plant.
che no po di a ceous (ke'na-po'di-a'stias, kenVpo'di-
a'shos), adj. f< Mod. L. Chenopodium (< Gr, chenos, a
goose: + -poamm), name of the genus; -f -acecws], of the
goosefoot laniily of plants, including spinach, beets, etc.
Che ops (ke'ops), n. (Khufu), king of Egypt; fl. 2900
B.C.; builder of the Great Pyramid near Cttzeh.

cheque (chek), n. a (bank) check: British spelling.
cheq-uer (chek'er), n. & v.t. checker: Britisn spelling.
cheq-uers (chek'erz), n. ph [construed as sing.], check-
ers: British spelling.
Cher (sher), n. a river in central France, flowing into
the Loire River: length, 220 mi.
Cher bourg (ster'boorg; Fr. sher'boor'), n. a seaport
in France, on the English Channel: pop., 40,000 (1946).
tcher chez la femme (sher'sha' 1& fam'), [Fr.j, look for
the woman: -used; often facetiously, to imply that a
woman is the caiase of the trouble.
cher ish (ctier/isti), v.t. [ME. cherischen, cherisen < OFn
cherts- < fefcrfr . < tiher, clear; L. carus; cf. CHARITY], 1.

to hold dear; value highly. 2. to take good care of;
treat tenderly; foster; nurture. 3. to hold in the mind;
cling to: as, he cherishes fame. SYN. see appreciate.
Cher-kessk Autonomous Region (cher-kesk/j, a
division of the R.S.F.S.R., in the Caucasus: area,
1,273 sq. mi.; pop., 97,200; capital, Sulimov.

Cher-nov-tsy (cher-nSf'tsi), n. a city in the Ukrainian
S.S.R., formerly in Romania: pop., 110,000: German
name, Csernowitx; Romanian name, CernaH^i.
cher-no-zem (cher'n^-zem'), n. FRuss. < chernyi,
black + zemlya, earth, soil], rich, black topsoil, with
a lower layer of lime, found characteristically in the
grasslands of central European Russia.

Cher-o-kee (cherVke', cherVkeO, n. [pL CHEROKES,
CHEROKEES (-kez'f -kezO], [< Am. Ind. (Muskhogean) ;

lit., prob. "cave people"], a member of a tribe of Iro-
quoian Indians whose original home was in the south-
eastern United States: they now live in the Southwest.
Cherokee rose, an evergreen climbing rose with fra-
grant, large, white flowers and glossy leaves,

che-root
% (sha-rpot'), n. [Pr. cheroute; Tamil shuruttu, a

roll], a cigar with both ends cut square.
cher-ry (cher'i), n. [pi. CHERRIES (-iz)j, {ME. ckeri; OFr.
cerise < LL. ceresia, cerasia < Gr. kerasion* cherry, fruit
of the kerasos, cherry tree: -s dropped because OFr.
cerise was assumed to be pL], 1. a small, fleshy fruit
containing a smooth, hard seed: cherries are bright red,
reddish black, or yellowish. 2. the tree that it grows on.
3. the wood of this tree. 4. a bright red. adj. 1. bright-
red : cherry-colored. 2. made of cherry wood. 3. made
with or from cherries: as, cherry pie. 4. having a flavor
more or less like that of chernes.
cherry stone, 1. the pit of a cherry. 2. a small quahog,
a variety of clam.

cher so nese (kur'sa-neV)* n. [L. chersonesus, cherro-
nesus; Gr. chersonesos < chersos, dry land -j- nesos,
island], a peninsula.

chert (churt), n. [apparently Brit, western dial, form of
sherd, shard, from nature of the rock; cf. Early Mod.
Eng. shard for chard], 1. a dull-colored, flintlike quartz
often found in limestone. 2. any of certain similar rocks
composed of hydrated silica and containing impurities.

chert-y (chur'ti), adj. [CHERTIER (-ti-er), CHERTIEST
(-ti-ist)], like or containing chert; flinty.

cher-ub (cher'eb), n.
\fl. CHERUBS (-abz); also, for 1,

2, 3, CHERUBIM (-s-bim, -yoo-bim) and, in the Vul-
gate, CHERUBIN (-a-bin, -yoo-bin)], [LL. cherub; Heb.
kerubh], 1. a winged heavenly being described in
Ezekiel 1: 5-1 1. 2. any of the second order of angels,
usually ranked just below the seraphim and described
as excelling in knowledge. 3. a representation of one
of the cherubim as a winged angel clothed in red, as in
early art, or a chubby, rosy-faced child with wings, as
in later art; hence, 4. a person, especially a child^with
a sweet, innocent face. 5. an innocent or lovely child.

che-ru-bic (cha-roo'bik), adj. 1. of or resembling a
cherub; angelic. 2. innocent and sweet* 3. chtiDDy,
rosy-faced, etc.

che*ru-bi*caMy (cha-roo'bi-kl-i, ch3Hr6o/bik-li)i adv.
in a cherubic manner; angelically.
cher-u-bim (cher'a-bim, cher^yc<Kbimt), n. alternative
plural and, formerly,, alternative singular of cherub (in
senses 1, 2, 3).

cher-u-bin (caer/a^bm^ cher'yoo-bin), n. occasional
plural and, formerly, singular of cherub (in senses 1,

2. 3), as in the Vulgate
Che ru bi ni, Ma-ri a Lu i gl (mS-re'a loo-e'je ke'roo-
be'ne), 1760-1842; Italian composer.

cher-vil (chur'vil), n. [AS. cerfelle, caerfi&e; L. choere-

phyllum, caerefolium; Gr. chairephyllon < chairein, to
be happy, rejoice -f- phyllon, leaf], 1. a tlant of the
carrot family, with parsleylike leaves used for flavoring
salads, soups, etc. 2, any of various related plants, as
sweet cicely.

cher-vo-nets (cher-vd'nits), n. [pi. CHERVONTSI (-v6n'-

tsi)J, [Rias,], 1. the former monetary unit of the Soviet
Union, equal to 10 gold rubles: replaced March 1, 1936
by the gold ruble. 2. a gold coin of this value. Also
spelled tchervonetz.

Ches-a-peake Bay (ches^-pekOf an arm of the Atlantic,
'ojecting into Virginia and Maryland: length, 200 mi.
lesh-lre (chesh'ir, chesh'er), n* a county of western

j&ngland: pop., 1,088,000; county seat, Chester: also
called Chester.
Cheshire cat, a proverbial grinning cat from Cheshire,
England: the one described in Lewis Carroll's AUce's
Adventures in Wonderland (1856) gradually faded away
until only a fixed grin remained.
Chesh-van (khesh'van), n. [Heb.], the second month of
the Jewish year: see Jewish calendar,

cheskey (ches'ki), n. [< Czech teskj* adj., Czech],
[Slang], 1. a person of Czech extraction. 2. the
Czech language. * j

chess (dies), n. [ME. ches, chesse; OFr. esches, pi. of
eschec; see CHECK], a game of skill played on a chess-
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board by two players, each with 16 chessmen to move in

different ways: the game progresses by alternate moves
until one player wins by checkmating his opponent's
king or until neither can do so and a stalemate results,

chess (ches), n. fvar. of chase (a groove), from effect of

color in wheat field], 1. any of several varieties of

brome grass, especially a weedy kind found among
wheat. 2. the darnel.
chess-board (ches'bdrd', ehes'bord'), n. a board marked
off into 64 squares of two alternating colors, used in the

games of chess and checkers.
chessman (ches'man', ches'man), n. [pi CHESSMEN
(-men', -mdn)], faltered < ME. chess-meyne, lit., chess

retinue; meyne (obs. Eng. memy) < OPr. meyne], any
of the pieces used in the game of chess: each player has
1 king, 1 queen, 2 rooks (or castles), 2 knights, 2

bishops, and 8 pawns.
chest (chest), n. [ME, chest, chist; AS. cist, a coffin;
akin to G. kiste; L. cista; Gr. kistet a box, orig, woven
container, basket], 1. a box with a lid and, sometimes,
a lock: as, a tool chest, treasure chest. 2. the place
where money, as of a club, is kept; treasury; hence, 3.

a fund; public fund: as, the community chest. 4. a box
for the safe shipping of tea, opium, etc. 5. the capacity
of such a box. 6. a sealed container for gas, steam, etc.

7. a piece of furniture with drawers; bureau, 8. the

part of the body enclosed by the ribs and breastbone;
thorax.
get (something) off one's chest, [Colloq.J, to unburden
oneself of (some trouble, annoyance, etc.) by talking
about it.

ches-ted (ches'tid), adj. having a (specified kind of)
chest (thorax): as, hollow-chested, pigeon-chested, etc.

Ches-ter (ches'tSr), [AS. ceaster, walled town; L. castra,
a campj, a masculine name. n. 1. the county seat of

Cheshire, England: pop., 47,000 (est. 1046). 2.

Cheshire. 3. a city near Philadelphia, on the Delaware:
pop., 66,000.

ches-ter-field (ches'tgr-feld'), n. [after a 19th-e k Earl
of Chesterfield], 1. a single-breasted topcoat, usually
with a fly front and a velvet collar. 2. a kind of sofa,

heavily stuffed and with upright ends.
Chea-ter-field (ches'tgr-feld'), fourth Earl of, (Philip
Dormer Stanhope), 1694-1773; English statesman, and
writer on manners.
Ches-ter field i an (ches'tSr-fel'di-on) , adj. of, like, or
characteristic of the fourth Earl of Chesterfield; suave,
urbane, elegant, etc.

Chester-ton, Gilbert Keith (ches'tSr-ton) , 1874-1936;
English essayist, novelist, poet, and critic.

Chester White, [after Chester County, Pa., where the
breed is said to have originated], a variety of large,
white hog.
chest-nut (ches'nst, ches'nut'), n. [< chesUn-nut; ME.
chesten, chesteine, chas-

Uine; OFr. chastaigne
(Pr. chdtaigne) ; L. cas-

ianea; Gr. kastanea],
I. the smooth-shelled,
sweet, edible nut of any
of a group of trees of the
beech family. 2. the
tree that it grows on.
3. the wood of this tree.

4. the horse chestnut. frOSC* WOkr^ * c

5. reddish brown. 6. a
reddish-brown horse,
7. the hard callus on the
inner side of a horse's

foreleg. 8. [Colloq.],
an old, worn-out joke
or phrase; cliche"; also, .

CHESTNUT
a very familiar story,

A - leaves a** flowers; B, bur;
plot, or piece of music. c> nu*
adj. reddish-brown.
pull someone's chestnuts out of the fire, [from story
of the monkey and the cat: cf. CAT'S-PAW], to be per-
suaded or duped into doing a dangerous, painful, hard,
or unpleasant thing for someone else.

chest of drawers, an article of furniture, as for a
bedroom, consisting of a frame containing a set of
drawers for keeping clothing, etc. : usually distinguished
from dresser or bureau by its lack of attached mirror.

chest-on-chest (chest'on-chest') , n. a chest of drawers
fitted onto another, somewhat larger one, generally
resting on short feet.

chest-y (ches'ti), adj. [CHESTIER (ti-r), CHESTIEST
(-i-ist)], [Colloq.], 1. having a large chest (thorax) or
lung capacity. 2. boastful, proud, or conceited.

che tah (che'ts), n. a cheetah.
cheth (kheth, khes), n. kheth.
Chet nik (chet'nik), n. [Serb.], a Serbian nationalist
guerrilla fighter in World War II.
che val-de-frise (sh^-val'da-freV), n. [pi. CHEVAUX-DE-
FRISE (sha-vo'da-frez')], [Pr., lit., Frisian horse; cheval,
a horse (pi. chevaux) + de, of -f Frise, Priesland: so
called because first used by Netherlander, who lacked
cavalry, against Spaniards], 1. a jnece of wood with
projecting spikes, formerly used to hinder enemy horse-

men. 2. a row of spikes or jagged glass set into the
masonry on top of a wall to prevent escape or trespassing.

che-val glass (sha-val'}, [Pr. cheval, horse, hence frame
(cf . SAWHORSE) ; -f gloss], a full-length mirror mounted
on swivels in a frame.
chev a-lier (shev'a-ieV), n. [ME. & OPr. chemler; LL.
caballarius; see CAVALIER], 1. a member of the lowest
rank of the French Legion of Honor. 2. a chivalrous
man; gallant; cavalier. 3. [Archaic], a knight. 4. in
French history, a noble of the lowest rank.
Jche-ve-lure (sha-v'-lur') , n. [Fr.], a head of hair.

Chev-i-ot (chev'i-at, che'vi-at), n. [after the Cheviot

Hills], 1. any of a breed of sheep with short, close-set
wool. 2. (shev'i-3t), [usually c-], a) a close-napped
wool fabric in a twill weave, formerly made from the
wool of this sheep, b) a cotton cloth resembling this.

Chev-i-ot Hills (chev'i-3t, che'vi-at), a range of hills

forming the border between England and Scotland:
highest peak, Cheviot, 2,677 ft.

chev-ron (shev'ran), n. [Fr., rafter (A), hence heraldic
chevron (A), hence chevron (A or v) < l/L.

capro, rafter; L. capra (Pr. chevre), fern, of

caper, goat], a V-shaped bar or bars worn on
one or both of the sleeves of a military or

police uniform, etc., to show rank or service.
chev-ro-tain (shev'ro-tan', shev'rs-tin), n.

[Pr. < OFr. chewot, dim. of chewe, she-goat;
L. capra, fern, of caper, goat], any ^of a
number of related small, hornless animals
of Asia and Africa, resembling the deer.

chev-y (chev'i), n.
[pi.

CHEVIES (-iz)j, [<
hunting cry chivy, in the ballad of Chevy
Chase < Cheviot\, [British], 1. a hunting
cry. 2. a hunt; chase, v.t. A v.i. [CHEVIED

1. to hunt;
CHEVRONS

(-id), CHEVYING], [British],

chase; run about. 2. to fret: worry.
chew (choo, chu), v.t. A v.i. [ME. chewen; AS. ceowan,
to bite, chew; akin to G. kauen; IE. base *gjeti~, *gieu-,
as also in L. gingiva, a gum, whence Eng. gingival],
1 . to bite and grind or crush with the teeth

; masticate.
2. to consider; cogitate, n. 1. the act of chewing. 2.

something chewed or for chewing.
chewing gum, a flavpred and sweetened preparation of

chicle, used for chewing.
che-wink (chi-wirjk'), n. [echoic of its note], a kind of
finch with red eyes; red-eyed towhee.
Chey-enne (shi-en'), n. [Am. Ind. (Sioux) ShaMyena <
shdia, to use a foreign tongue], 1. [pi. CHEYENNE,
CHEYENNES (-enz

7
)], a member of a tribe of Algonquian

Indians who migrated from Minnesota to the head-
waters of the Platte River. 2. (locally, shi-an'), the
capital of Wyoming: pop,, 32,000. 3. a river in Wyo-
ming and South Dakota, flowing into the Missouri:
length, 500 mi.

Jchez (sha), prep. [Fr.], by; at; at the home of.

chg. [pi. CHGS.l, charge.
chgd., charged..
chf(ki, ke; Gr. He), n. [Gr.], the 22d letter of the Greek
alphabet (X, x) , transliterated into English by ch and
generally pronounced as K: see alphabet, table.
Chi an (kl'an), adj. of Chios, n. a native or inhabitant
of Chios.

Chiang Kai-shek (chi-an' ki'shek', chyai), jyarj),
(born Chiang Chung-cheng), 1886-

; Chinese general;
head of Nationalist government on Formosa (1950- ).

Chi an ti (ki-anti, ki-an'ti), n. [It.], a dry, red wine,
originally made in Tuscany in the region ofthe Chianti
mountains.
Chi a pas (chi-a'pas), n. a state of southern Mexico:
area, 28,729 sq. mi.; pop., 680,000; capital, Tuxtla.

chi a ro-o scu-ro (ki-aro-a-skyoor'o), n. [pi. CHIAI
OSCUROS (-02)], chiaroscuro,

chi a ro-scu-rist (ki-arVskyoor'ist) , n. an artist or
photographer using or skilled in using chiaroscuro.

chi-a-ro-scu-ro (ki-ar'a-skyoor'o) , n. [pi CHIAROSCUROS
(-02) 1, [It., lit., clear dark < L. clarus, clear -f obscurus,
darl?], 1. a style of painting, drawing, etc. using only
Hpfht and shade, in order to achieve the effect of a third
dimension. 2. the effect achieved by such a style. 3.

the way that an artist uses light and shade. 4. a paint-
ing, etc. in which chiaroscuro is used.
chi as ma (kl-az'ma), n. [pi CHIASMATA (-to)], [Mod. L.
< Gr. chiasma, a crosspiece < chiasmos, placing cross-
wise < chiazein, to mark with a chi (x)], 1. a crossing
or intersection of the optic nerves on the ventral surface
of the brain. 2. any crosswise fusion.
chiasmal (kl-az'm'l), adj. of or characterized by
chiasma.

chi-as-ma-typ-y (ki-az'mQ-ti'pi), n. (< chiasma +
type 4- -y], m genetics, a supposed twisting of homo-
logous chromosomes about each other during one
stage of meiosis, resulting in a possible interchange
of genes, or factors, by the chromosome^.
chiasmus (ki-az'mas) , n. [pi CHIASWH (-nil)], [Mod.
L.; Gr. chiasmos; see CHIASMA], an inversion of the
second of two parallel phrases, clauses, etc., as in the
sentence "She went to Paris; to New York went hen."
chiaus (chous, choush), n. [Turk, chawushl in Turkey,
a messenger, emissary, sergeant, etc.

CHIARO-
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Chib-cha (chib'cha), n. 1. a member of a tribe of

Chibchan Indians who lived in eastern Colombia and
bad a highly developed civilization. 2. their language.
Chibchan (chib'ehan), adj. designating or of a lin-

guistic group of South and Central American Indians.
chi-bouk, cnl'foouque (chi-book', chi-book'). n. [Fr.

chibouque; Turk, cnib&q], a tobacco pipe with a long
stem and a clay bowl.
chic (shek, shik), n. [Fr. < MHG. sckic, manner, or
schicken, form, appearance < schicken, to arrange, pre-

pare], smart elegance of style and manner: said espe-
cially of women or their clothes, adj. [CHICQUER (sheV-
er, shik'Sr), CHICQUEST (shek'ist, shik'ist)j, smartly
stylish; clever and fashionable.

Ghi-ca-go (sha-ka'go, shi-k6'go), n. a city in north-
eastern Illinois, on Lake Michigan: pop,, 3,606,000.
Chicago Heights, a city in northeastern Illinois, near
Chicago: pop., 24,000.

Jchi-ca-lO'te (che'ka-ld'te), n. [Sp. f name used for

various thorny plants < Nahuatl chicalotl < chicaloyo,
thorny], a plant of the poppy family, with large, white
or purple flowers and prickly leaves; prickly poppy:
found in Mexico and the southwestern United States.

chi-cane (shi-kan'), n. [Fr.; the southern Fr. meaning,
"kind of golf," suggests the basic sense

'

'cheating at a
game'* and derivation < Per. chaugan, crooked stick,
via AT. & MGr. in the sense "polo stick"; ? akin to
or influenced by MHG. schicken (see CHIC)], 1. chi-

canery. 2. in bridge, a hand without trumps. iu.

[CHICANED {-kind'). CHICANING], to use chicanery.
v.t, 1. to trick. 2. to get by chicanery.

chi'Can-er-y (shi-kan'gr-i), n. [pL CHICANERIES (-iz)J,

[Fr. chicanerie; see CHICANE], 1. trickery, especially
legal trickery; sophistry; quibbling. 2. a trick or

quibble. SYN. see deception.
chic-co-ry (chik'Sr-i), n. \pl. CHICCORIES (-iz)J, chicory.
Chi chen It-za (che-chen'et-sa'), the site of important
Mayan ruins in central Yucatan, Mexico.

chick (chik), n. [< chicken], 1. a young chicken. 2. a
young bird. 3. a child: term of endearment.
chick a-dee (chik'a-de

7
, chikVde'), n. [echoic of its

note], anv of a number of small birds of the titmouse
family, with black, gray, and white feathers.

Chick-a-mau-ga (chik's-md'gs) , n. a creek in north-
western Georgia, flowing into the Tennessee River:
scene of a Union defeat (1863) in the Civil War.

chick-a-ree (chik's-re'), n. [echoic of its cry], the red
squirrel, smallest of the tree squirrels.
Chick-a-saw (chik'3-s6') n. [pi. CHICKASAW, CHICKA-
SAWS (-sdzOl* a member of a tribe of Muskhogean
Indians who lived in northern Mississippi and part of
Tennessee.
chick-en (chik'in, chik'an), n. [ME. chiken: AS. cycen
(< *kukiri) t lit., little cock < base of AS. cocc (see

C9CK) + dim. suffix; akin to MLG. k&ken (D. kuiken,
kiekeri)}, 1. a young hen or rooster. 2 any hen or

rooster; domestic fowL 3. the edible flesh of the
chicken. 4. a young bird of some other species. 5. a
young or inexperienced person, adj. 1. made of chick-
en: as, a chicken croquette. 2. small and tender: as,
chicken lobster. 3. [< chicken excrement (euphemism)],
a) [Military Slang], characterized by unnecessary dis-

cipline, pettiness, etc. 6) [Slang}, timid; cowardly.
count one's chickens before they are hatched, to

count on something that may not materialize.
chicken breast, a chest condition in which the breast-
bone is abnormally prominent, as in rickets: also called

pigeon breast.

chicken cholera, a Contagious bacterial disease of fowls,
characterized by severe diarrhea.
chicken feed, 1. food for chickens. 2. [Slang], small

coins; negligible amount of money.
chicken nawk, any of various hawks that prey or
are reputed to prey on chickens and other barnyard
fowl; especially, the North American Cooper's hawk.
chicken-hearted (chik'inrhar'tid, chik'an-har'tid) ,

adj. cowardly; timid.
chick en-livered (duk'in-Ev'Srd, chik'dn-liv'erd), adj.

cowardly; timid.
chicken pox, an acute, infectious virus disease, usually
of young children, characterized by slight fever and a
skin eruption; also called varicella,

chick-pea (chik'pe'). it. [for chich Pea; Fr. cMche < L.
cicer, pea], 1. a bushy plant pf the pea family, with
short, hairy pods. 2. the edible pea of this plant.
chick-weed (chik'wed')f n* tfof chicken weed], any of

various weeds with seeds and leaves that birds eat.

chicle (chik'% che'k'l), n. [Sp. ;
Nahuatl chiciltj, a gum-

like substance made from the milky juice of a tropical
American sapodilla tree, used in making chewing gum.

chi-co (chS'ko), n* [pL CHICOS (-koz)}, f< Sp. chtcalote;
see CHICAUDTEJI, a spiny shrub with fleshy leaves, found
in the western U"nite4 States; greasewood.
Chico-pee (cMkte-pe'). nj & city in southwestern
Massachusetts, near Springfield: pop., 42,000.

chic-o-ry (chikVri), it, \pl. CHICORIES <-riz)] f [earlier

cicory; Fr. cickcrr$e; OFr. cicfooree; L. cichormm; Gr.
kichora, kichoreion* chkwry, endive, succory], 1, a plant
with blue flowers, a feMcfc root, and leaves used for
salad. 2. its root, roasted and ground for mixing with
coffee or for use as a coffee substitute: also succory.
chide (chid), w.f. <& v.L [CHIDES (chld'id) or CHID (chid),
CHIDED or CHID or CHIDDEN (chid

/f
n), CHIDING], [ME.

chiden; AS. cidant v.i.; not found outside AS.], to scold;
upbraid; blame; reprove; rebuke.
chief (chef), n. [MR & OFr- chef, chief, leader < L.
caput, the head}, 1. the head or top part of anything.
2. the head of any group or organization: leader; person
of highest title or authority: as, the chief of a clan, chief
of a bureau, etc.: abbreviated C., c., Ch., ch, 3.

[Archaic], the most valuable or main i>art of anything.
4. in. heraldry, the upper third of a shield, 5. [usually
C-], in nautical usage, a chief engineer or chief officer.

adj. 1. foremost; highest, as in rank or office; at the
head. 2. main; principal: leading; most important,
most eminent, etc. adv. [Archaic], chiefly.
in chief, 1, in the chief position; of highest title or
authority: as, editor in chief. 2. chiefly. 3. [< L. -in

caplie], in feudal law, holding or held directly by
contract with the chief or king.

SYN.~ chief is applied to the person or thing that is first in

rank, authority, importance, etc., and usually connotes sub-
ordination of all others (his chief problem was getting a job) ;

principal is applied to the person who directs or controls
others (a principal clerk) or to the thing or i^son having
precedence over all others by reason of size, position, import-
ance, etc. (the principal products of Cuba); main, in strict

usage, is applied to the thing, often part of a system or an
extensive whole, that is pre-eminent in size, power, importance,
etc. (the main line of a railroad) ; leading stresses capacity for
guiding, conducting, or drawing others (a leading light, ques-
tion, etc.) ; foremost suggests a being first by having moved
ahead to that position (the foremost statesman of our time) ;

capital is applied to that which is ranked at the head of its
land or class because of its importance or its special significance
fthe capital city). ANT* subordinate, subservient.

chief justice, the presiding judge of a court made up of
several judges: abbreviated CLJ. (as a title).

chief-ly (chffli), adv. 1. most of all; first of all. 2.

mostly: mainly: especially, adj. of or like a chief.
chief ot staff, tne head member of the staff officers of a
division or higher unit in the armed forces: abbreviated
C. of S. (as a title).

chief petty officer, a noncommissioned officer of the
highest rank of petty officers in the navy; abbreviated
C.P.O. (as a title).

chief-tain (chef'tin, chef'ton), n. [ME. chevetain; OPr.
chevetaine; LL. cafitanns < L. caput, the head; cf.

CAPTAIN], 1. a chief of a dan or tnbe f 2. any leader
of a group.

chief-tain-cy (chef'tin-si, chef'tan-si), n. \pl. CHIEF-
TAINCIES (-siz)J, the rank or position of a chieftain.

chief tain ship (chgf'tm-ship', chef'tett-shipO, n.

[chieftain -j- -ship}, a chieftaincy.
chield (child), n. [Scot.], a young man; youth; fellow.
chiffon (shi-fon', shif'an), n. [Fr.,, dim, wcktife, a, rag,
piece of cloth], 1. pi. ribbons* laces

?
and otfier finery

used as accessories to a woman's dress. 2. a sheer silk
cloth used for women's dresses, blouses, etc* adj. 1.

made of chiffon. 2. light and fluffy from being whipped ;

as, a lemon chiffon pie filling.
chlf fo nier, chif fon nier (shifVnejrO.. n- [Fr., orig,.
chest of drawers (now, ragpicker) < chiffon], a narrow,

high bureau or chest ot drawers, sometimes with a
mirror attached.
chig-ger (chig'er), n. J[< chigoe], 1. the tiny, red larva
of certain mites round especially in the southern United
States and the tropics; its bite causes severe itching:
also called redbug. 2. a kind of flea; chigoe.
chi-gnon (shen'yon; Fr. she'nyow'), n. [Fr.> var. of

chainon, link; OFr. chaeignon, chain, nape (of the neck)
< L. catena; see CHAIN], a knot or coil of hair sometimes
worn at the back of the neck by women.
chig-oe (chig'S), m* l#l. CHIGOES (-oz)], [Fr. chia^e; of
W. Ind. origin], 1. a sand flea or South America and
the West Indies; the female burrows into the skin,
causing sores* 2. the larva of certain mites; diigger.
CMh-Ii (chele'j Chin. juleOt n. Hopei, a province in
China: the former name.

Chihli, Gulf of, Pohai, a gulf in China: former name.
Chi-hua-hua (chl-wa/wa), n. 1. a state of northern
Mexico: area, 94,822 sq. mi.; pop., 624,000. 2. its

capital: pop., 57,000. 3. any of a breed of very small
dog with large, pointed ears, originally from Mexico.

chil blain (cml'blanO, n. Ichill + Uain < AS. blegen, a
sore], a painful swelling or inflamed sore on the feet or
hands, caused by exposure to cold.

chil blained (chil'bland')* ad!/, having chilblains.
child (child), n. [pi CHILDREN (chil'drsn)], [ME. childe,

pL childre (now dial, ch&der; children is double pU;
AS. did, pi. did, cMru; akin to Goth, kilthei, womb; Ifi.
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*qd~tf a swelling up < base *qel-, rounded; sense devel-

opment ; rounded swelling womb fetus offspring ;

a. CALF (animal)}, 1. an infant; baby. 2. an unborn
offspring. 3. a boy or girl in the period before puberty.
4. a son or daughter* 5. a descendant. 6. a person
like a child in interests, judgment, etc., or regarded as a
child

;
immature or childish adult. 7. a person regarded

as the product of a specified place, time, etc.: as, a
child of the Renaissance. 8. a thing that springs from a

specified source; product; as, a child of one s imagi-
nation. Abbreviated ch., c., Ch. (in senses 3, 4, 5).
with child, pregnant.

child-bear-ing (child'bar'ii)), n. the act or process of

giving birth to children; parturition,
child-bed (cmld'bedO. n. the state of a woman who is

giving birth to a child.

child-birth (child'burth'), n. 1. the act of giving birth
to a child. 2. birth rate.

childe (child), n. [var. of child], [Archaic], a young man
of noble birth: also spelled child.

Chil-der-mas (cml'dgr-rnQs), n. [ME. chUdermasse; AS.
cildramxsse, cildamxsse < cildra, of infants -f mxsse,
mass], [Obs.], December 28, the day commemorating
the slaughter of the children by Herod: Matt. 2:16:
also called Holy Innocents' Day.
child-hood (chlld'hood'), n. [ME. chUdhod, childhede;
AS. cildhadj see CHILD & -HOOD], 1. the time during
which one is a child; period from infancy to puberty.
2. the state of being a child.

child-ing, (chll'dirj), adj. [< ME. childen, to bear a
child], [Archaic], 1. bearing a child or children; preg-
nant. 2. bearing a cluster of newer blossoms around
an older blossom.

child'ish (chil'dish), adj. [ME.; AS. cildisc ; see CHILD &
-ISH] 1. of, like, or characteristic of a child. 2. imma-
ture; silly; not fit for an adult. SYN. see childlike,

child labor, the regular, full-time employment of

children under a legally defined age in factories, stores,

offices, etc.: in the United States, the minimum legal
age, as defined by the Fair Labor Standard Acts of

1938, is 16 (in hazardous occupations, 18), but this

standard is not observed by all States.
child-less (chUd'lis), adj. having no child.

child-like (child'lik'), adj. 1. belonging or suitable to
a child, 2. like or characteristic of a child; innocent,
trusting, etc.
SYN. childlike and childish are both applied to persons
of any age in referring to characteristics or qualities considered

typical of a child, childlike suggesting the favorable qualities
such as innocence, guilelessness, trustfillness, etc. and childish,
the unfavorable, as immaturity, foolishness, petulance, etc.

child4y (chadli), adj. [Rare], childlike: childisn.J
child psychology, the branch of psychology that deals
with the behavior and mental processes of children.

chil-dren (chil'dron), n. [mod. double pi. < archaic pi.
ckilder, after brethren], plural of child.
children of Israel, the Jews; Hebrews.
Children's Crusade, either of two ill-fated crusades for
the recovery of Jerusalem from the Saracens, under-
taken in 1212 by thousands of French and German
children: in the first, those who reached the Mediter-
ranean were sold into slavery; the survivors of the
second turned back after crossing the Alps.

child's r ' "

ChMe
western
5,556,000 (est. 1947); capital, Santiago.

chil-e (chil'i), n. chili.

Chil-e-an (chil'i-gn)^ adj. of Chile, its people, or culture.
n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Chile. 2. Spanish as
spoken in Chile.

chil-e con came (chil'i kon kar'ni), [Sp., lit., red
pepper with meat], a highly seasoned Mexican dish
made usually of red peppers, spices, beans, and meat:
also spelled chili con came.

Chile saltpeter, sodium nitrate, found in Chile and
Peru.

chil i (chil'i), n. \fl CHILIES (-iz)l, [Sp. < native Mex.
name], 1. the dried pod of red pepper, a very hot
seasoning. 2. the tropical American plant that bears
this pod. 3. chile con carne. Also spelled chile, chilli,

chil 1 ad (kil'i-ad'), n. [L. chilias; Gr. chilias, chiliados,
the number 1,000 < chilioi, a thousand], 1. a thous-
and; 1,000 (things). 2. 1,000 years.

chill arch (kil'i-ark') , n. {< Gr. chiliarches < chilioi, a
thousand -j- archos, leader], in ancient Greece, the mili-

tary commander of 1,000 men.
chil i-asm (kil'i-az'm) , n, [Qr. chiliasmos < chilias; see

CHILIAD], the belief that Christ in person will return
and rule on earth during the millennium.

chil last (kil'i-asf), n. [Gr. chiliastes], a believer in
chiliasni.

chili con carne, chile con carne.
chili powder, a powder made of dried chili pods, used
as a condiment.

chili sauce, a tomato sauce spiced with chilies, used on
meat, etc.

chill (chil), n. [ME. chile, chele < AS. dele, coldness;
Gmc. base *kal~, to be cold (cf . COLD) ; akin to L. gel-

to. gelidus, whence Eng. gelid; see COOL], L a bodily
coldness with shivering. 2. a moderate coldness. 3. a
checking of enthusiasm. 4. a sudden fear, apprehen-
sion, or discouragement. 5. coolness of manner; un-
friendliness. 6. in metallurgy, a cooled iron mold placed
in contact with that part of a casting which is to be
cooled rapidly and thus hardened, adj. 1. uncom-
fortably cool: moderately cold. 2. depressing* dead-
ening. 3. cool in manner; unfriendly. vL 1. to become
cool. 2. to become cold; feel cold. 3. in metallurgy, to
become hardened on the surface by ranid cooling. v,t.

1. to make cool. 2. to cause a chill in. 3. to check
(enthusiasm, etc.). 4. to depress; dispirit. 5. in metal-

lurgy, to harden (metal) by rapid cooling.
chil-li (chil'i), n. [pi. CHILLIES (-iz)], chiH.

Chil-U-coth-e (chil'a-koth'i), n. a city in south central
Ohio: pop., 20,000.

chill-i-fy (chil'a-li) , adv. in a chilly manner.
chill i-ness (chil'i-nis), n. the state or quality of being
chilly.
Chil Ion (shs-lon', shil'on; Fr. she'yoW), n. an ancient
castle near Lake Geneva in Switzerland, famous in
literature for its use as a political prison.

chil-ly (chil'i), adj. [CHILLIER (-i-Sr), CHILLIEST (-i-ist)],

1. moderately cold; uncomfortably cool. 2. chilling;
making cold. 3. cool in manner; unfriendly. 4. depress-
ing; dispiriting.

chi-lo- (kl'lo, kila), [< Gr. cheilos, lip], a combining
form meaning lip: also, before a vowel, chil-.

chi-lo-plas-ty Od'b-plas'ti), n. [chilo^ + -plasty],

repair of some defect of the lip by plastic surgery.
chHo-pod (kila-pod'). n. [< Mod. L. chilopoda; see
CHILO- & -POD], a centipede.
Chil tern hundreds (chil'tgrn), [from tract of crown
lands containing the Chiltern Hills], in Great Britain,
an ancient, now purely nominal, office of profit held
from the crown: members of Parliament wishing to
resign their seats are temporarily appointed to this

office, thus automatically disqualifying themselves as
members of Parliament.
chi-mae-ra (ka-m6r's, ki-meY'g), n. [L.], 1. a chimera.
2. any of a group of fishes related to the sharks, with a
smooth skin, tapering body, and slender tail.

chim-ar (chim'Sr), n. a chimer (robe).
chimb (chim), n. a chime (rim).
China-bo-ra-zo (chim'ba-ra/zo, chim'ba-ra'zo; Sp.
chern'bd-ra'so"), n. a volcanic mountain in the Andes,
in central Ecuador: height, 20,702 ft.

chime (chim), n. [ME. chimbe, chymbe; OFr. chimbe,
chimble, cimble; L. cymbalum; Gr. kymbalon, cymbal,
bell], 1. a contrivance for striking a bell or set of bells.

2. usually
pi.

a set of bells tuned to the musical scale.

3. a single bell rung by a hammer, as in a clock or door-
bell. 4. usually pi. the musical sounds or harmony
produced by striking a bell or set of bells. 5. harmony;
agreement, v.i. [CHIMED (chimd), CHIMING], 1. to ring
out when struck; sound as a chime. 2. to sound in

harmony, as bells. 3. to recite in cadence or singsong.
4. to harmonize: agree, v.t. 1. to ring, play, or strike
(a bell, set of bells, etc.); make musical sounds on
(bells). 2. to give (the time) by striking bells.

chime in, 1. to join in or interrupt, as a conversation,
2. to be in accord; agree,

chime (chim), n, [ME. chimbe; AS. cimb- in cimbiren,

ed$e iron, cimbing, a joining, cimbstan, base, pedestal;
akin to D. kirn, G. kimme, an edge], the extended rim
at each end of a cask or barrel: also spelled chimb.
chimer (chim'er, shim'er), n. [ML. chimera < MFr.
chamarre < Sp. zamarra < Ar. sammur, sable], a loose,
sleeveless robe to which lawn sleeves are attached, worn
by Anglican bishops.
chime-ra (ka-mlr'g, ki-meVa), n. [L. chimaera; Gr.
chimaira, goat, fabulous monster], 1. [C-], in Greek
mythology, a fire-breathing monster, represented as

having a Eon's head, a goat's body, and a serpent's tail.

2. any similar fabulous monster. 3. an impossible or
foolish fancy. Also spelled chimaera.
chi-mere (chi-meV, shi-m6r') f n. a chimer (robe).
chi mer ic (kQ-meVik, ki-nier'ik), adj. chimerical.
chi mer i-cal (ka-m&r'x-kl, ki-mer'i-kl), adj. [<chimera

-f- -ca?l 1. imaginary j fantastic; unreal. 2, absurd;
impossible. 3. indulging in unrealistic fancies; visionary.
chim-ney (cMrn'mj, lu [pi. CHIMNEYS (-niz)], [ME.
chemene, chimenee, orig,, fireplace (as in chimney
corner); OFr. chemineej LL. cdminata, fireplace; L.
caminus, furnace, flue; Gr* kaminos, oven, fireplace], 1.

the passage through which smoke or furnes from a fire

escape: flue. 2. a structure containing the flue and
extending above the roof of a building. 3. a glass tube
for a lamp, placed around the flame to keep it steady.
4. a deep, narrow fissure in! an, cliff, by which it can be
climbed. 5. something like a chimney, as the vent of a
volcano. 6. [Chiefly British], a smokestack,
chimney corner, 1. the comer or sw of an open
fireplace; fireside. 2. a place near the fire. -

chimney piece, 1. the mantel of a fireplace; mantel-
piece. 2. [Archaic], a decoration put over a,. . , ,

chimney jx>t, a pipe fitted to the top of a chipnfey to
cany tfie^ smoke away and increase the <ti?aft.
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chimney swallow, 1. the chimney swift. 2. the

European barn swallow.

chimney sweep, a person who cleans the soot from
chimneys.
chimney swift, a sooty-brown North American bird

resembling the swallow: so called from its habit of

making a nest in an unused chimney.
chim-pan-zee (chim'pan-ze', chim-pan'zi), n. [Fr.
chimpanzS < Angola (West
Africa) Bantu kamfenzi], an
anthropoid ape of Africa, with
black hair and large, outstand-
ing ears: it is smaller and less

fierce than a gorilla, and is

noted for its intelligence.
chin (chin), n. [ME.; AS. tin;
akin to G. kinn, chin, Goth.
kinnus, cheek, jawbone; IE.
base *g(h)enu-s, jawbone, seen
also in L. gena, cheek, Gr.

genus, chin, jawbone], the part
of the face below the lower
lip; projecting part of the
lower jaw. v.t. CHINNED /A

CHIMPANZEE

(chind), CHINNING], in gym- (4 1/2 ft. standing)

nasties, to i>ull (oneself) up, when hanging by the hands
from a horizontal bar, until the chin is level with the
bar. v.i. [Slang], to chatter; talk volubly.
Chin., 1. China. 2. Chinese.
Chi na (chl'no), n. a country in eastern Asia: area (in-
cluding Manchuria), 4 r300 fOOQ sq. mi.; pop., (including
Manchuria), 463,493,000 (est. 1948); Peking j[Peiping)
is the capital of the Chinese People's Republic (estab-
lished in 1949 with Mao Tse-tung as president): the
Kuomintang government under Chiang Kai-shek in
1952 controlled only Formosa: abbreviated Ch., Chin.

chi-na (chl'no), n. 1. a fine porcelain made of clay spe-
cially baked, originally imported from China. 2. dishes,
ornaments, etc. made of this porcelain. 3. any earthen-
ware dishes or crockery. Also chinaware.
China aster, a garden flower with large blooms of var-
ious colors, especially lavender and pink, originally
native to China and Japan.
china bark, [altered (after China) < Sp. quina <
Peruv. (Quecnuan) native name], 1. cinchona bark.
2. the bark of a cascarilla bush grown in Brazil.

chi-na-ber-ry (chi'na-ber'i) , n. [pi, CHINABERRIES (-iz)],
1. the yellow, berrylike fruit oFthe China tree. 2. the
orange-brown fruit of a tree that grows in dry areas of

Mexico, the southwestern United States, and the West
Indies; soapberry: it contains saponin and is used by
natives as soap. 3. either of these trees.

Chi-na-man (chi'na-mon), n. [pi. CHINAMEN (-man)],
1. originally, a dealer in Chinese imports. 2. a Chinese:

contemptuous or patronizing term.
China Sea, a part of the Pacific, east of China, divided
into the ISast China Sea and the South China Sea.
Chi-na-town ^chi'ns-toun')* n. the Chinese quarter of

any city outside of China.
China tree, a tall, graceful tree native to Asia, widely
cultivated as a shade tree.

chi-na*ware (chi'na-waV), n. china.

chin-ca-pin (chir/ka-pin), n. a chinquapin.
chinch (chinch), n. [Sp. chinche; L. cimex, bug], 1. a
bedbug. 2. a chinch bug.
chinch bug, a small, white-winged, black bug that

damages grain plants by sucking out the juices, espe-
cially in dry weather.
chin-chilla (chin-chil'd). n. [Sp. dim., altered after
chinche (see CHINCH)
< Peruv. (Quechuan)
sinchi, strong], 1. a
small rodent found in
the Andes, South
America. 2. the ex-

pensive, soft, pale-
gray fur of this animal.
3. a heavy cloth of

wool, or wool and
cotton, with a tufted,

napped surface, used
for making overcoats.
chin'Cough (chin'-
k6f , n. [earlier chink
cough understood as chin cough; chink akin to LG. & D.
kiriken, to wheeze, cough], whooping cough.
Chin-dwin (chin'dwin

7
). n. a tributary of the Irra-

waddy River in Burma: length, 550 mi.
chine (chin), n. [ME.; OFr. eschine (Fr. tchine) < OHG.
scina, shin bone; see SHIN], 1. the backbone; spine. 2.

a cut of meat containing part of the backbone. 3. a
ridge.
chine (chin), n. [ME.; AS. cinu, fissure; akin tocinan
(Goth, keinan), to burst open; IE. base *fet-, *|t-, to

germinate, burst into bloom], [British], a rocky ravine

CHINCHILLA (15 in. long)

or deep fissure in a cliff: term used on the Hampshire
coast and the Isle of Wight.
chine (chin), n, a chime (rim of a cask).
Chinese (chl-nez'), n. |OFr. Chineis (Fr. Chinois)],
1. [pi. CHINESE], a native of China or a descendant of
the people of China. 2. the standard language of
the Chinese, based on Peking si>eech; Mandarin. 3.

any of the various languages of the Chinese. 4. a
group of Sino-Tibetan languages comprising Man-
darin and most of the other languages of China, adj.
of China, its people, language, or culture. Abbreviated
Chin., Ch.
Chinese cabba&e, a vegetable with long, narrow,
blanched leaves growing in loose, cylindrical heads and
tasting somewhat like cabbage, to which it is related.
Chinese Empire, China from the founding of its first

dynasty, about 2200 B.C., to the revolution of 1911.
Chinese lantern, a lantern of brightly colored paper,
used for outdoor parties, etc., and made so that it can
be folded up.
Chinese puzzle, 1. an intricate puzzle; hence, 2. any-
thing intricate and hard to solve.
Chinese red, any of various shades of red, as chrome
red or, especially, a brilliant orange-red.
Chinese Revolution, a revolution (1911) in which
forces led by Sun Yat-sen overthrew the Manchu
dynasty and set up the Chinese republic.
Chinese Turkestan, Sinkiang province, China.
Chinese Wall, a stone wall (20-30 ft. high, 15-20 ft.

thick, over 1,400 mi. long) between MongoHa and China
proper: it was begun by the Chinese as a defense against
invaders over 2,000 years ago and completed c. 1600.
Chinese white, a dense white pigment made of zinc
oxide or barium sulfate.
Chinese windlass, a windlass with a barrel consisting
of two parts of different diameters; differential windlass.
Chinese wood oil, tung oil.

Ching-hai (chir/hl'), n. a province of Nearer Tibet,
China: area, 158,910 so. mi.: pop., 1,346,000 (est.
1947) ; capital, Sining: also called Koko Nor.
Chin Hills (chin), a district of northwestern Burma.
Chink (chink), n. [Slang], a Chinese: vulgar term indi-
cating a contemptuous or patronizing attitude.
chink (chirjk), n, [ME. chine with unhistoric -k; AS.
cinu, fissure; see CHINE (ravine)], a narrow opening;
crack; fissure; slit. ^v.t. 1. to form chinks in. 2. to
close up the chinks in.
chink (chirjk), n. [echoic], a sharp, clinking sound, as of
coins striking together. v.t* & v*L to make or cause to
make this sound.
chin-kapin (chirj'kg-pin), n. a chinquapin.
Chin-kiang (chinOcyan'; Chin, jun'jyarj'). n. a city in
Kiangsu province, Chuia: pop., 200,000.

chi-no (che'no), n. a strong, twilled cotton cloth tised
for work clothes, uniforms, etc.
Chi-no- (chi'no), a combining form meaning Chinese*
Chinese and, as in Chino-Soviet.
Chi-nook (chi-nook', chi-nook'), n. [after the Penute
tribal name], 1. any of various Penutian Indian tribes
formerly inhabiting the Columbia River valley. 2.
their language: also Chlnuk. 3. Chinook jargon. 4.

[c-], a) a warm, moist southwest wind blowing from
the sea onto the coast of Oregon and Washington in
winter and spring, b) a dry wind blowing down the
eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains at recurring
intervals.
Chi nook an (chi-noo'kon, cni-nook'dn) , adj. of the
Chinooks, their culture, language, etc. n. a Chinook.
Chinook jargon, a pidgin language consisting of ex-
tremely simpHfied Chinook intermixed with vocabulary
elements from English, French, and neighboring Amer-
ican Indian languages: it was formerly used for com-
munication between the northwest Indians and early
American fur traders, etc.
Chinook salmon, a variety of Pacific salmon; quinnat
salmon.
chin-qua pin (dhirj'ks-pin), n. [of Am. Ind. origin], 1.

the dwarf chestnut tree. 2. a related evergreen tree

(caUed the Giant Chinquapin} growing in California and
Oregon. 3. the edible nut of either of these trees. Also
spelled chincapin, chinkapin.
chintz (chmts), n. [earlier chints, pi. of chint; Hind.
chhint, chintz

j
Sans, chitra, spotted, bright], a cotton

cloth printed m various colors and usually glazed.
Chios (ki'os), n. 1. a Greek island off tie western
coast of Asia Minor: area, 350 sq. mi.; pop., 76,000. 2.
its chief town: pop., 22,000. Greek name, Khios.

-1.1- /_i_._x .. * t / -'L!- J

-,), CHIPPING], [ME. chip-
. log); akin to D. & G.

..... ..... ,, _. chop with an ax or other
sharp

g
tool. 2. to break, cut, or slice off small fragments

or^thin slices from. 3. to shape by cutting or chopping.
v.i. 1 . to break off into small pieces, 2. in golf, to make
a chip shot. n. [MB. chippe < the .], 1. a small, thin
piece of wood* stone, etc., cut or broken off. 2. a place

fat, &pe, bare/car
fhen; zh, leisure

coettr; 6, Fr. feu
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where a small piece has been chipped off: as, a chip on
the edge of a plate. 3. wood or Cuban palm leaf split
and woven into bonnets, hats, etc. 4. a fragment of

dried dung used as fuel. 5. a worthless thing. 6. one
of the small, round disks often used in poker and other

gambling games instead of money; counter. 7. pi. a]

thin slices or shavings of food: as, potato chips, b)

[British], French fried potatoes. 8. in golf, a chip shot.

chip in [Colloq.J, L to contribute (money, help, etc.).

2. to put chips or money in as one's stake in a card

game.
chip off the old block, a person much like his father

in appearance or characteristics.

chip on one's shoulder, [CoIloq.Jt an inclination to

fight or quarrel.
In the chips, [Slang], having money; wealthy; affluent.

chip (chip), n. fprob. < ON. kippr, a pull jerk < kippa,
to jerk), in wrestling, a trick throw.

chip-muck (chin'muk) , n. a chipmunk.
chip-monk (cmp'munk), n. [of Am. Ind. origin], a
small North American squirrel with striped markings
on its back : also called ground squirrel.

chipped beef, dried or smoked beef sliced into shavings,
usually served with a cream sauce.

Chip-pen-dale (chip'sn-dal'). adj. designating ^
or of

furniture made by, or in the style of, Thomas Chippen-
dale (1718?-! 779), an English cabinetmaker: it is

characterized by graceful lines and, often, rococo
ornamentation.

chip*per (chip'Sr), adj. [altered form of north Brit.

kipper; prob. akin to ON. kjappi, he-goat, D. kipp
(Map), quick, lively], [Colloq.J, in good spirits; lively.

chfp'per (chip'Sr), n. a person or thing that chips;
especially, a tool for chipping.

chip-per (chip'gr), v.i. [echoic metathesis of chirrup],
1. to chirp or twitter: said of birds. 2. [Colloq.], to
chatter or prattle; babble.

Chip-pe-wa (chip'a-wa', chip'o-wa, chip's-wa')* n. 1.

[pi. CHIPPEWA, CHIPPEWAS (-waz', -wsz, -waz'jj, [var.
of Ojibway\t a member of a tribe of Algonquian Indians
who lived in an area between western Lake Erie and
North Dakota, 2. the Central Algonquian language
of this tribe, adj. of this tribe. Also called Ojibway,
Ojibwa,
Chip-pe-way (chip's-waO, n. & adj. Chippewa.
chipping sparrow, [< chip, echoic word for its cry], a
small sparrow with a reddish-brown crown, native to
eastern and. central North America.

chip-py (chip'i), n. \pl. CHIPPIES (-iz)], 1. a chipping
sparrow. 2. a chipmunk. 3. [Slang], a) a promiscuous
young woman. 6) a prostitute,

chip shot, in golf, a short, lofting stroke, used when the
ball is near the green.

chirk (churk), v.t. & v.i. [ME. chirken, to twitter; var.
of charken; AS. cearcian< to creak, gnash; cf. CHIRP],

Eiq.l,

to make or become cheerful (with up}, adj.
q.j, lively; cheerful,

(churm), n. [AS. < the v.], [Dial, or Rare], a
twittering, warbling, or humming sound, as of birds,
insects, a distant crowd, etc. v.i. [ME. chirmen, to

cry out; AS. cirman; akin to D. kermen, to mourn],
[Dial, or Rare], to make this sound; twitter, hum, etc.

chi-r0-(kl'ro, ki're), [< Gr. cheir, the hand], a combin-
ing form meaning hand, as in chiromancy: also cheiro-.

chi rog-ra-pher (M-rog'ra-fe'r), n. an expert in chirog-
raphy; penman.

chi-ro-graph-ic (ki'rs-graf'ik), adj. of chirography.
chi-rog-ra-phy (ki-rog'ra-fi), n. [chiro- + -graphy],
handwriting; penmanship.

chi-ro-man-cer (ki'ra-man'se'r) , n. a person who prac-
tices chiromancy.

chi-ro-man-cy (ki'ra-man'si) , n. [chiro- + -mancy],
palmistry.

Chi-ron (ki'ron), n. [L. ; Gr. Cheirdn], in Greek mythology,
the wisest of all Centaurs, famous for his knowledge of
medicine: he taught Aesculapius, Achilles, and Hercules.

chi-rop o-dist (ki-rop'g-dist, ki-rop'a-dist), n. \chiro- +
-pod + -ist], 1. formerly, a person who treated diseases
of the hands and feet. 2. a person who treats foot ail-

ments, removes corns, etc.

chi-rop'O-dy (ki-rop'g-di, ki-rop'a-di), n. the occupation
of a chiropodist.

chi-ro-prac-tic (ki'ra-prak'tik), n. [< chiro- + Gr.
praktikos, practical], 1. a method of treating disease by
manipulation of the joints of the body, especially the
spinal column. 2. a chiropractor, adj. having to do
with this method of treatment.

chi-ro-prac-tor (ki'rs-prak'tSr), n. a person who treats
disease by the chiropractic method.

[.< chiro- 4- Gr. pteron, achirop ter (ki-rop'te'r) , n. f<
wing, feather], a bat (animal).
chirop ter an (ki-rop'ter-Qn), adj. of or characteristic
of the chiropters. n. a chiropter; bat.

chirp (chftrp), v.i. [ME. chirpen, echoic var. of chirken;
see CHIRK], 1. to make a short, shrill sound, as certain
birds or insects do. 2. to speak in a lively, shrill fashion.
v.t. to utter in a sharp, shrill tone. n. a short, shrill
sound.

chirr (char), n. [echoic], a shrill, trilled sound, as of

CHISEL

certain insects or birds. v.i. & v.t. to make, or utter
with, such a sound.

,

chir-mp (chir'op), v.i. [< chirp], 1. to chirp repeatedly.
2. to make a series of sharp, short sounds, as in urging a
horse on. n. a chirruping sound.

chi-rur-geon (ki-rar'jan), n. [altered, after L, forms <
ME. cirurgian; OFr. cirurgien < cirurgie; see SURGERY],
[Archaic], a surgeon.

chi-rur-ger-y (ki-rur'je'r-i), n. [see CHIRURGEON],
[Archaic], surgery.

chi-nir-gi-cal (ki-rur'ji-kl), adj. [< L. chirurgicus (<
Gr. chetrourgikos; see SURGERY); + -al], [Archaic], of

surgeons or surgery.
chis-el (chizH), n. [ME.; OFr. cisel; LL. cisellum < L.

caesus, pp. of caedere, to cut], a

sharp-edged tool for cutting or

shaping wood, stone, or metal.
v.i. & v.t. [CHISELED or CHIS-
ELLED (-'Id), CHISELING or CHIS-

ELLING], 1. to cut or engrave
with a chisel. 2. [Colloq.], to

cheat; swindle; also, to get (some-
thing) by cheating or swindling.
chis-eled, chis elled
(chiz'ld), adj. [pp. of

chisel], 1. cut or shaped
with a chisel. 2. finely

wrought, as if shaped by
a chisel; well-formed.

chis-e-ler, chis-el-ler
(chiz'1-gr, chizler), n.
1. a person who uses a
chisel. 2. [Colloq.], one
who cheats; swindler.
Chi-shi-ma (che'she-maO,
n. the Kurile Islands of Japan: the Japanese name.
Chis-holm Trail (chiz'sm), a cattle trail extending
from San Antonio, Texas, north to Abilene, Kansas:

important until c. 1880.
Chi-si.na-u (ke-she-nu'oo), n. Kishinev, the capital of

the Moldavian S.S.R.: the Romanian name.
chit (chit), n. [ME. chitte, var. of kitte for kitten; sense
shows merging with dial, chit (< AS. cith), shoot,

sprout; cf. LAD], 1. a child. 2. a ^ert, saucy girl.

chit (chit), n. [< chitty: Hind ci^hi, letter, note; Sans.

citra, speckled, spotted; cf. CHINTZ], 1. [Chiefly Brit-

ish], a short note or letter; memorandum. 2. a voucher
of a small sum owed for drink, food, etc.

Chi-ta (chi-taO, n. 1. a territory of the U.S.S.R., in
southeastern Siberia: pop., 1,159,000. 2. its capital:

pop., 103,000.
chit-chat (chit'chaf) , n. [redupl. of chat], 1. light,

familiar, informal talk; chat; small talk. 2. gossip.
chi-tin (ki'tin), n. [Fr. chitine; Gr. chitdn; see CHITON],
a horny substance secreted by the upper layers of the
skin and forming the hard outer covering of insects,

crustaceans, etc.

chi tin-ous (ki'ti-nas), adj. of or like chitin,

chi-ton (ki't'n, ki'ton), n. [Gr., garment, tunic, coat of

mail < Sem.; cf. Heo.^ketdneth, coat, garment], 1, a
loose garment of varying length, similar to a tunic,
worn by both men and women in ancient Greece. 2. a
small, edible mollusk enclosed in a chitinous shell made
up of eight arched, overlapping plates.

chit-ter (chit'Sr) , v.i. [ME. chiteren; see CHATTER] , 1 . to
twitter. 2. [British Dial.], to shiver with cold.
chit ter lings (chit'gr-lirjz), n. pi. [ME. chiterling (orig.
also with human applications) ;

base chit- (dial, chid-) ;

akin to MLG. ktit, soft parts of the body, LG. kitte,

animal intestines (D. kuit, fish roe), and ult. to G.
kutteln, tripes, chitterlings, AS. cyt- in cyt-wer, rounded
fish basket; IE. base *geu-, to bend, curve, be rounded,
as also in cod, cud], lvjthe ^small ^intestines of pigs,

1. of chivalry.

used for food. 2. sing. [ObsJ, a frill or ruff.

; (sMv'1-rik, shi-vaFrik), adj.chiv-al-ric
2. chivalrous.
chivalrous (shiv/l-ras), adj. [ME. chevalrous; OFr.

cheydereus; see CHIVALRY], 1. having the attributes of

an ideal knight; gallant, courteous, honorable, etc. 2.

of chivalry: chivalric. SYN. see civil.

chiv-al-ry (shiy''l-ri), n. [ME. & OFr. chevalerie <
chevaler, a knight; doublet of cavalry; see CAVALIER,
CHEVALIER], 1, a group of knights or gallant gentle-
men. 2. the medieval system of knighthood. 3. the
qualifications of a knight, such as courage, nobility,
fairness, courtesy, respect for women, protection of the
poor, etc. 4. the demonstration of any of the knightly
qualities. 5. [ObsJ, the rank or position of a knight.

chive (chiv) r n. [ME. & OFr. cive; L. cepa, onion], a
hardy plant of the onion family, with small, slender,
hollow leaves used to flavor soups, stews, salads, etc.

chiv-y, chiv-vy (chiv'i), n., v.t. & v.i. chevy.
Chka-lov (chka'16f), it. 1. a region of the RS,F4aEj.,
in eastern European Russia: pop., 1,677,000. 2. its

capital, on the Ural River: pop. r 173^000: formerly
called Orenburg,

chlam-y-date (klam's-dat'). adj [Qr.
of chlamys, mantle; 4- -ate], in zoology, having a^
said of certain rnottiasks. '"'

i
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CHLAMYS

chla-mys (kla'mis, klam'i&j, n. [pL CHLAMYSES (-iz),
CHLVMYDES (klam'i-dcz'ij, fL.; Gr.

chlamys], a short mantle clasped at the
shoulder, worn by men in ancient Greece.
Chlo-e, Chlo-e (klo'i), [L.; Gr. Cklot\
blooming, verdant], a feminine name, see
also Daphnis and Chloc.

chlor- (k!6r, klor), chloro-.

chlo-ral (kl&r'ol,. klo'nd), n. [chlor- +
alcohol], 1. a thin, oily, colorless liquid,
CClnCHO, with a pungent odor, prepared
by the action of chlorine on alcohol. 2.

chloral hydrate.
chloral hydrate, a colorless, crystalline
compound, CC13-CH(OH) 2 , used chiefly
as a sedative.

chlo-ra-mine (klor'a-men', Mor-arn'in),
n. [chlor- -f amine], a colorless, pungent
liquid, NHaCl, obtained by the action of
ammonia on some hypochlorite.

chlo-rate (klSr'it, klo'rat), n. [chlor- + -ate], a salt
of chloric acid.

chlo-ric (kldr'ik^ klo'rik), adj. [chlor- + -ic\, 1. of or
containing chlorine with a higher valence than that in
corresponding chlorous compounds. 2. designating or
of a colorless acid, HClOa, whose salts are chlorates.

chlo-rid (klor'id, klo'rid), n. chloride.
chlo-ride (klSr'Id, klo'rid), n. [chlor- + -ide], a com-
pound in which chlorine is combined with another
element or radical (c g , a salt of hydrochloric acid).

chloride of lime, calcium chloride, CaOCU, a white
powder obtained by treating slaked lime with chlorine,
used for disinfecting and bleaching.

chlo-rin (klSr'in, klo'rin), n. chlorine.
chlo-rin-ate (kl6r'9-nat', klo'ra-nat') , v.t. [CHLORIN-
ATED (-id), CHLORINATING], to treat or combine (a sub-
stance) with chlorine; especially, to pass chlorine into
(water or sewage) for purification.

chlo-rin-a-tion (kldrVna'shan, klo'ra-na'shsn) , n. a
chlorinating.

chlo-rine (kldr'en, kldr'in, klo'ren, klo'rin), n. [chlor-
+ -ine], a greenish-yellow, .poisonous, gaseous chemical
element with a disagreeable odor, used in the prepar-
ation of bleaching agents, in water purification, in
various industrial processes, as a lung irritant in chem-
ical warfare, etc. : symbol, Cl; at. wt., 35.457: at. no., 17.

chlo-rite (kl6r1t, klo'rit), n. [chlor- + -tie], a salt of
chlorous acid.

chlo-rite (klSr'it, klo'rit), n.[L. chloritis; Gr. chldritis <
chloros, pale green], a bright-green, complex silicate
mineral, similar in structure to the micas.
chlo-ro- (k!6r'o, klcVs, klo'ro, klo're), [< Gr. chloros,
pale green], a combining form meaning: 1. green, as in
chlorophyll, chlorosis, 2. chlorine, having chlorine as an
ingredient, as in chloroform. Also, before a vowel, chlor-.

chlo-ro-form (kl6r'3-f6rm', klo'rQ-ffirm') , n. [Fr. chloro-

forme; see CHLORO- & FORMYL], a sweetish, colorless,
volatile liqtiid, CHCls, used as an anesthetic and sol-
vent, v.t. 1. to anesthetize with chloroform. 2. to
kill with chloroform.

chlo-ro-my-ce-tin (kldr's-mi-se'tin, klo'ra-im-se'tin) n.
[chloro- + -myceto. + -in], a synthesized antibiotic drug
effective against certain viruses and rickettsiae as well
as against bacteria.

chlo-rc-phyll, chlo-ro-phyl (kI6r'a-fil
/

f kl5'jra-fil')> n.

[Fr. chlorophylle < Gr. chloros, green + phyllon, a leaf],
the green coloring matter of plants: in the presence of
sunlight it converts carbon dioxide and water into
carbohydrates : it is used as a dye and in medicine.

chlo-ro-phyl-lose (klor's-fil'os, klo'rs-fil'os), adj. 1. of
or like chlorophyll. 2. having chlorophyll.

chlo-ro-phyMous (kldrVfil'ss, klo'rs-fil'gs) , adj. chlo-
rophyllose.

chlo-ro-pic-rin (kl6r'a-pik'rin, klo'rs-pik'rin), n. [<
chloro- -f- picric + -in], a colorless liquid, CClsNOa, pre-
pared by treating chloroform with concentrated nitric
acid, and used in chemical warfare as a gas to cause
vomiting: also called nilrochloroform.

chlo-ro-plast (k!6r'a-plast', klo'rs-plast'), n. [chloro- +
--blast], an oval, chlorophyll-bearing body found outside
the nucleus in a cell.

chlo-ro-prene (kl6r'a-pren', klo'rs-pren') , n. [chloro- -f

isoprene], a colorless liquid, C4HsCl, made from acety-
lene; it can be polymerized to form a synthetic rubber,
chloro quine (k!6rVkwin, klS're-kwia), n. [< chloro-
+ yuinoline], a synthetic drug used in treating ma-
laria.

chlo-ro-sis (kfo-ro'sis), n. [Mod, I/.: see CHLORO- &
-OSis], 1. an abnornaal condition of plants in which the
green parts lose their color or turn yellow. 2. a kind of
anemia sometimes affecting girls at puberty and causing
the skin tQ turn a greenish color; greensickness.
chloro-thiiazide (klfir'o-tH'Q-zid/, klo'rQ-thiVzid'),
n. a synthetic drug used in treating hypertension and

heart failure by removing extra salt and water through
the kidneys.

chlo-rous (kldr'as. klo'ras), adj. [chlar- 4- -OMS], t. of
or containing chlorine with a lower valence than that in

corresponding chloric compounds. 2. designating or of
an acid, HCIOs, whose salts are chlorites.

chlor-pic-rin (kldr-pik'rin, klor-pik'rin), n. chloro-
picrin.

chlor-prom-a-zine (kldr-prom'd-zen', klor-prom'o-
zen 7

). n. a synthetic drug, CirHuNtSCl, used as a
sedative and, experimentally, to control anxiety and
agitation in certain kinds of mental illness.

chin., chmn., chairman.
Choate, Rufus (chat), 1799-1859; American jurist.
chock (chok), n. [ONorm. Fr. cheque, chouque, a stump,
block], 1. a block or wedge placed under a wheel,
barrel, etc., to prevent motion. 2. in nattiical usage,
a block with two hornlike projections curving inward,
through which a rope may be run. v.t. 1. to provide
or wedge fast with a chock or chocks. 2. to place (a
vessel) on chocks, adv. completely, so as to be tight
or full: as, a bin c'hock full of potatoes.

chock-a-block (chok'a-blok'), adj. [see CHOCK &
BLOCK], 1. pulled so tight as to have the blocks
touching: said of a hoisting tackle. 2. crowded; squeezed
together, adv. tightly together.
chock-full (chok'fooK), adj. [ME. chokkefulle; felt as
chock (a lump) + full; but ? < ME. chokken, to ram
in, or ME. choke (< ON. kjalki), jaw-bone], as full as
possible; filled to capacity: also choke-full, chuck-full.
choc-olate (chSk'lit, chbk'lit, chdk'a-Ht, chokVBt),
n. [Fr., chocolat; Sp. & Port, chocolate; Mex. chocolail],
1. a paste, powder, sirup, or bar made from cacao seeds
that have been ground and roasted. 2. a drink made of
chocolate, hot milk or water, and sugar. 3. a candy
made of or coated with chocolate. 4. reddish brown.
adj. 1. made of or with chocolate. 2. reddish-brown.
Choc-taw (chok't6), n. 1. [pi. CHOCTAW, CHOCTAWS
(-tQz)J, a member of a tribe of Muskhogean Indians who
lived in southern Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and
Louisiana. 2. the language of this tribe, adj. of this
tribe or thejr language.
choice (chois), n. [ME. chois, choise; OFr. ckois, choice
< choisir, to choose < OHG. cheosan, kiosan, to choose,
test; cf. CHOOSE], 1. a choosing; selection. 2. the right
or power to choose ; option. 3. a person or thing chosen :

as, he was ray choice for leader. 4. the best or most
preferable part. 5. a variety from which to choose. 6. a
supply that is well chosen. 7. an alternative. 8. care
in choosing, adj. 1. of special excellence; select;
superior. 2. carefully chosen. 3. [Dial.], fastidious.
SYN. choice implies the chance, right, or power to choose,
usually by the free exercise of one's judgment (a bachelor by
choice) ; option suggests the privilege of choosing as granted
by a person or group in authority that normally exercises the
power (local option on liquor sales); alternative* in strict

usage, limits a choice to one of two possibilities (the aftermxtive
of paying a fine or serving 30 days) j preference, so^gjests the
determining of choice by predisposition ,or pairtolity. (a
preference for striped ties) ; selection implies a xntf$e chwe pd
the exercise of careful discrimination (MfodfoffB, Sept} ; i|te
modern French poets).

cfcoir (kwir), n. [ME. q%wre (with South Eastern dial,

vowel change, as in brier* friar, and erroneous French-
Latin sp.); OFr. cuer, a choir; L. chorus; see CHORUS],
1. a group of singers in a church, 2. the part of a church
where they sing. 3. any jgrotip of singers or dancers.
v.t. & v.i. [Poetic], to sing in chorus. Also spelled quire.

choir-boy (kwir'boi') , n. a boy who sings in a choir.
choir loft, the gallery occupied by the choir in a church.
choir-mas-ter (kwir'mas'tSr, kwir'hias'tSr), n. the
conductor of a choir. ,

Choi-seul (shwa/zol') n. one of the Solomon Islands,
in the $outh Pacific: area, 1,500 sq. mi.; pop., 4,000,
choke (chok), v.t. [CHOKED (chokt), CHOKING], [ME.
cheken, choken; AS. aceocian, v.t., to choke; prob. <
base of AS* ceace, jawbone (cf. CHEEK), hence, Ht., "to
clutch w^th the jaws"], 1. to prevent from breathing
by blocking the windpipe or squeezing the throat of;
strangle; suffocate; smother; stifle. 2. to block up;
obstruct by clogging. 3. to hinder the growth or action
of. 4, to fill up. 5, to cut off the air from the carburetor
o (a gasoline engine) in order to make a richer gasoline
mixture, v.i. I. to be suffocated; have difficulty in

breathing. 2. to be blocked up; be obstructed, n. 1.

a choking; strangulation. 2. a sound of choking. 3. the
valve that shuts off air in the carburetor of a gasoline
engine. 4. a constriction, as in a chokebore,
choke back, to hold back (feelings, sobs, etc.).
choke down, to swallow with difficulty.
choke off, to bring to an end; end the growth of.

choke up, L to bring up by choking. 2. to block up;
clog. 3. to fill too fink 4, [Colloq.jT to be speechless,
as from strong -emotion, 5., [Colloq.], to be unable to
function eJB&ciently in a crisis because of tenseaesa,
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choke-her-ry (chok'ber'i), n. \pl. CHOKEBERRIES (-iz)]
1. the astringent berrylike fruit of certain North Amer-
ican shrubs of the rose family. 2. a shrub bearing it.

choke-bore (chok'bdr', chok'bor'), n. 1. a shotgun
bore that tapers toward the muzzle to keep the shot

closely bunched. 2. a gun with such a bore.

choke-cher-ry (chok'cher'i), n. [pi. CHOKECHERRIES
(-iz)j, 1. either of two wild cherry trees of North
America. 2. the astringent fruit of either of these.

choke coil, a coil of wire with a core of iron or airt used
for control of the alternating current in an electric

circuit: it permits the passage of the direct-current

component but has such a high reactance that little

alternating current goes through: also choking coil.

choke damp (chok'damp').* n. a suffocating gas, chiefly
carbon dioxide, found in mines and wells.

choke-full (chok'fool'), adj. chock-full.
chok-er (chok'er), n. La person or thing that chokes.
2. a necklace that fits closely around the neck. 3. a
narrow fur piece worn around the neck or on the
shoulders. 4. [Colloq.], a wide necktie or collar worn
tight around the neck.
chok ing (chok'irj), adj. 1. that chokes; causing or

tending to cause suffocating or difficulty in breathing:
as, a choking gas, 2. strained or indistinct with emo-
tion, as if about to choke: as, a choking voice.

chok-y (chok'i), adj. [CHOKIER (-i-r), CHOKIEST (-i-ist)j,

1. inclined to choke. 2. suffocating; stifling. Also

spelled chokey.
chol- (kol), cholo-.
chol-e- (kol'i), cholo-,

chol-e-cyst (kol'i-sisf), n. [Mod. L. cholecystis < Gr.
chole, bile -f~ kystis, bladder], the gall bladder.

chol-er (kol'er), n. [altered (after L. forms) < ME.
colere, colre; OFr. colere; L. cholera, jaundice; Gr.

cholera, cholera, nausea < chole, gall, bile: IE. base

*%hel-, *fHo-, to gleam, yellow, green; hence akin to Eng.
gall, yellow, gold}, 1. [Obs.], bile: in medieval times it

was considered one of the^four humors of the body, and
the source of anger and irritability. 2. anger; wrath.

chol-er-a (kol'er-a), n. [L.j Gr. cholera; see CHOLER], 1.

any of several intestinal diseases; especially, a) cholera
morbus. b) Asiatic cholera, an infectious disease
characterized by violent diarrhea and vomiting, mus-
cular cramps, and collapse. 2, [Obs.], bile; choler.
cholera in-fan-tum (in-fan'tsm), [L. lit., cholera of

infants], an intestinal disease of infants, characterized

by vomiting and diarrhea: it occurs usually in the sum-
mer.
cholera mor bus (mdr'bas), [L., lit., cholera disease], a
noninfectious, rarely fatal cholera, with diarrhea and
cramps: it is usually caused by contaminated foods:
also called sporadic cholera, bilious cholera.

cholera nos-tras (nos'tras), [L., lit., cholera of our
country, native cholera], cholera morbus.

chol-er-ic (kol'er-ik), adj. [ME. colerik, having choler
as the predominant humor, hence of bilious tempera-
ment; OFr. colerique; L. cholericus; Gr. cholerikos; see

CHOLER], 1. easily angered; quick-tempered. 2. [Obs.],

bilious; causing biliousness. SYN. see irritable.

cho-les-ter-ol (ko-les'ts-rol'), n. [< chole- + Gr. stereos,

solid, stiff; 4- -ol\t a crystalline fatty alcohol, C27H 4sOH,
found especially in animal fats, blood, nerve tissue, and
bile: some gallstones are almost pure cholesterol.

cho-line (ko'len, kol'in), n. [chol- + -ine], a viscous
liquid ptomaine, CfiHifiOzN, found in many animal
and vegetable tissues: a vitamin of the B complex.
choMa (chol'ya), n. [Sp., lit., skull, head], a spiny
cactus with cylindrical stems, growing in the south-
western United States.

chol-o^ (kol'o, kql'a), [< Gr. chole, cholos, bile; see

CHOLER], a combining form meaning bile, gall, as in
chololith: also chol-, chole-.

chol-o-lith (kol'a-lith'), n. [cholo- + -lith], a gallstone.
Cho Ion (snS'lorc'), n. a city in South Viet-Nam: pop.,
145,000.

chon-dri-o-some (kon'dri-a-som'), n. [< Gr. chondrion,
little cartilage; + -some], in biology, any of various very
small structures found in different forms in the cyto-
plasm of cells.

chon-dro- (kon'dro, kon'dra), [< Gr. chondros, a grain,
cartilage], a combining form meaning of cartilage: also,
before a vowel, chondr-, as in chondroma.
chon-dro-ma (kon-dro'ma), n. [pi, CHONDROMAS (-maz),
CHONDROMATA (-ms-ts)], [chondr- -h -oma], a carti-

laginous tumor.
choose (chooz), v.t. [CHOSE (choz), CHOSEN (cho'z'n) or
obs. CHOSE, CHOOSING], [ME. chesen, chosen, chousen;
AS. ceosan; akin to G. kiesen, to select; Gmc. basic
sense, "to test by tasting

1

'; IE. base *fews-, to relish,

enjoy by tasting, as also in L. gustare, to taste; cf.

DISGUST, GUSTO], 1. to take as a choice; pick out by
preference from all available; select. 2. to prefer;
decide; think proper (with an infinitive object). 3.

[Colloq.], to desire; want. v.i. to make a choice; select.

cannot choose but, cannot do otherwise than; be com-
pelled (with an infinitive).

SYN. choose implies the exercise of judgment in settling

upon a thing or course from among those offered; select, and

the more informal pick, imply a choosing by careful discrimi-
nation from a large number available, pick sometimes con-
noting random selection (pick a number from 1 to 10); elect
implies formal action in pfficially choosing a person or thing;
prefer implies preconceived partiality for one thing over
another but does not always connote the actual getting of what
one chooses. ANT. reject.

choos-y (chooz'i), adj. [Colloq,], inclined to be par-
ticular in choosing; fussy.

chop (chop), v.t. [CHOPPED (ehoi>t), CHOPPING], [ME.
choppen, chappen; prob. < merging of^ northern OFr.
choper (OFr. coper, Fr. couper}, to cut, with MD. cappen
(D. happen), to chop off], 1. to cut by blows with an
ax or other sharp tool; hew. 2. to cut into small bits;
mince. 3. to cut short. v.L 1. to make quick, cutting
strokes with a sharp tool. 2. to do something with a
quick, sharp, or jerky motion, n. 1. the act of chop-
ping. 2. a short, sharp blow or stroke. 3. a piece
chopped off. 4. a slice of lamb, pork, veal, etc. : chops
are cut from the rib, loin, or shoulder. 5. a chapped
place in the skin. 6. a short, broken movement of waves.
chop (chop), n. [var. of chap (jaw)], 1. a jaw. 2. a
cheek. See chops.
chop (chop), v.t. [CHOPPED (chopt), CHOPPING], [Late
ME. choppen, var. of chappen, to barter; AS. ceapian,
to bargain; see CHEAP], [Obs.], to exchange. v.L 1. to
change; shift or veer suddenly, as the wind. 2. [Obs.],
to answer back. n. an exchange,
chop (chop), n. [Hind, chhap], 1. an official seal, stamp,
permit, or license in India and China. 2. in China, a
brand on or of goods. 3. [Slang], quality; grade; brand:
first chop means "first rate."

chop-chop (chop'chopO. <*dv. & interj. [Pid. Eng.],

guickly;
at once.

op-fal-len (chop'fdl'an, chop'foln'), adj. chapfalien.
chop-house (chop'hous'), n. a restaurant that special-
izes in chops and steaks.

chop-house (chop'hous'), n. [see CHOP (a seal)], a
Chinese customhouse.

chop-in (chop'in), n. a chopine.
Cho-pin, Fre-de-ric Fran-cois (fra'da'rek' fraVswa'
sho'pan'; Eng. sho'pan), 1810-1849; Polish pianist
and composer in France.
cho-pine (cho-pen't chop'in), n. [OFr. & Sp. chapin;
prob. < chapa, small leather strip], a woman's shoe
with a thick, high sole, worn in the 17th and 18th
centuries; kind of patten.

chop-per (chop'gr), n. 1. a person who chops. 2. a
tool or machine for chopping, as an ax or cleaver.

chop-py (chop'i), adj. [CHOPPIER 4(-i-r), CHOPPIEST
(-i-ist)J, [< chop (to change)], changing constantly and
abruptly, as the wind.

chop-py (chop'i), adj. [CHOPPIER (-i-Sr), CHOPPIEST
(-i-ist)j, [< chop, v. & n. (cut)], 1. rough with short,
broken waves, as the sea. 2. with sharp, abrupt move-
ments; jerky. 3. full of cracks; chapped.
chops (chops), n. pi. [see CHAP (jaw)], 1. the jaws. 2.

the mouth and lower cheeks. 3. the entrance or mouth
of something, as of a channel. Also chaps.

chop-sticks (chop'stiksO, n. pi. [Pid. Eng. for Chin.
k'wai-tsze, the quick ones; see CHOP-CHOP], 1. two
small sticks of wood or ivory, held together in one hand
and used by the Chinese and Japanese to lift food to
the mouth. 2. [Colloq.], a short, choppy melody played
on the piano with one finger of each hand.

chop stroke, in tennis, a stroke made with a cutting or

slicing motion.

chop su-ey (chop' soo'i), [altered < Chin, tsa-sui, lit.,

various pieces], a Chinese-American dish consisting of

meat, bean sprouts, celery, mushrooms, etc. cooked
together in a sauce and served with rice/

cho-rag-ic (ko-raj'ik, ko-ra'jik), adj. of a choragus.
chora gus (ko-ra'gos), n. [pi. CHpRAGi (-ji)l, [L.; Gr.
choregos < choros, chorus -f* agein, to lead], 1. the
leader of the chorus in an ancient Greek play. 2. the
leader of a chorus, choir, or band.

cho-ral (kftr'sl, ko'rol), adj. [Fr.], of, for, sung by, 'or

recited by a choir or chorus.

cho-ral, cho rale (k6-ral', ka-ral', kdr'sl), n. [< G.
choral (gesang), choral (song), hymn], a simple hymn
tune sung by the choir and congregation, oftenm unison.
chord (k6rd), n. [Eng. cord; sp. revised after L. chorda;
Gr. chorde, string of a musical
instrument], 1. [Poetic], the C
string of a musicalinstrument.
2. figuratively, a responsive
emotional element: as, his A
speech struck a sympathetic

t

chord. 3, in aeronautics, a) a
straight line extending directly
across an airfoil from the lead-

ing to the trailing edge. 6)
the length of such a line. 4. in

anatomy, a structure, such as a
tendon, resembling a cord, 5.

in engineering, a principal hor-
izontal member in a rigid
framework, as of a bridge. 6.

in geometry, a straight line join-



chord

ing any two points on an arc, curve, or circumference.
chord (kdrd), n. [mistakenly altered (after L. chorda;
see CHORD, a string) < cord, contr. < accord], in music,
a combination of three or more tones sounded together
in harmony. v.L & v.t. to harmonize.

chor-date (kfir'dat) , n. (L. chorda (see CHORD, a string) ;

+ -ate], any animal having at some stage of its develop-
ment a notochord, gill slits, and a dorsal tubular nerve
cord: all the vertebrates, including man, are chordates.
adj. 1. having a notochord. 2. of a chordate or
chordates.
chore (ch6r, chor), n. [ME. cher, cherre; see CHARE], 1.

usually in pL a small routine task, as of a housekeeper
or farmer; odd job. 2. a hard or unpleasant task
SYN. see task.

cho-re-a (kcWe'a, ko-re'a), n. [L., a dance in a ring; Gr,
choreia, choral dance], a nervous disease in which there
are irregular, jerking movements caused by involuntary
muscular contractions: also called St. VHits's Dance.

cho-reg-ra-phy (ks-reg'rs-fi) , n. choreography.
chor-e-og-raph-er (k6'ri-og'ra-fer, ko'ri-og'rs-fer), ji.

[ < choreography], a person who designs or arranges the
movements of a dance, especially a ballet.

chor-e-og-ra-phy (kd'ri-og'ra-fi, ko'ri-og'ro-fi) , n. [Gr.
choreia, dance; + -graphy], 1. dancing, especially ballet

dancing. 2. the arrangement or the written notation
of the movements of a dance, especially a ballet. 3. the
art of devising dances, especially ballets.

cho-rf-amb (k6r'i-amb', Wri-amb') , n. [L. choriambus;
Gr. choriambos < choreios, trochee, lit., pertaining to a
chorus + iambos, iamb], a metrical foot of four syl-
lables, the first and last long, the middle two short, as
in Greek and Latin verse, or the fitst and last stressed
and the middle two unstressed, as in English verse;
trochee and iamb combined.
cho-ri-am-bus (kdr'i-am'bas, ko'ri-am'bas), n. [pi.
CHORIAMBI (-bi), CHORIAMBUSES (-iz)], a choriamb.

cho-rfc (kdr'ik, ko'rik), adj. of, for, or in the manner of,
a chorus, especially in an ancient Greek play.
cho-rine (kSr'en, ko'rin), n. [chorus -f -ine], [Colloq.], a
girl who sings or dances in a chorus at a theater, cabaret,
etc.

;
chorus girl.

cho-ri-oid (kSr'i-oid', ko'ri-oid'), adj. & n. choroid.

chq-ri-on (k6r'i-on', ko'ri-on'), n. [Gr. chorion, leather,
skin], the outermost of the two membranes that com-
pletely envelop a fetus.

chor-is-ter (k6r'is-ter, kor'is-ter), n. [< ME. querister
(mod. sp. mistakenly altered after chorus) ; OFr. cuer-
istre, cueriste; see CHOIR], 1. a member of a choir;
especially, a boy who sings in a choir. 2. the leader of
a choir.

cho-ro-graph-lc (kSrVgraf'ik, ko'ra-graf'ik), adj. of,

by, or according to chorography.
cho-rog-ra-phy (k6-rog'r9-fi, ko-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.
choros, a place; + -graphy], 1. the art of mapping or
describing a region or district. 2. such
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description.

a map or

cho-roid (k6r'oid, ko'roid), adj. [Gr, choroeides, contr.
< chorioeides < chorion, leather, skin + eidos, form],
designating or of the chorion or certain other vascular
membranes in the body. n. the dark, vascular mem-
brane that forms the middle coat of the eye, between
the sclera and the retina: see eye, illus. Also chorioid.
chor-tie (chcVt'1), IM. & v.t. [CHORTLED (-tld), CHOR-
TLING], [coined by Lewis Carroll, in Through the Looking
Glass; prob. < chuckle -f- snort], to make or utter with a
gleeful chuckling or snorting sound, n. such a sound.
cno-rus (k6r'as, ko'rss) , n. [L. ;

Gr. choros, a dance in a
ring, chorus], 1. in Greek drama, a company of

performers whose
t
singing, dancing, and narration

provided explanation and elaboration of the main
action. 2. in Elizabethan drama, a person who recites
the prologue and epilogue. 3. a group of dancers and
singers performing together in a modern musical show,
theatrical performance, opera, etc. 4. the part of
a drama, song, etc. performed by a chorus. 5. a number
of people singing or speaking something together
simultaneously. 6. a simultaneous utterance by many:
as, a chorus of protest. 7. that

t
which is thus uttered.

S. music written for ^roup singing. 9. that part of a
musical composition in which the company joins the
solo singer; hence, 10. the refrain of a song, following
the verse, v.t. & t?.i. to sing or recite all together
and sintultaneously; utter in unison.
in chorus, all together an,d simultaneously: In imison.

chorus girl (or fooy), a woman \or man) sinmn;

g or
dancing in the chorus of ,a musical comedy, etc.

chose (ch5z), past tenste and obsolete past paracipfe of
choose.
chose (shoz), n. [Pr., thing, matter; L. causa, matter,
affair], in law, a piece ofpersonal property; chattel.

Cho-sen (ck5''sen') n. Korea: the Japanese name.
cho-sen (choVn), past participle 01 choose, adj. 1.
-*-1 \ OUit foy preference; selected; choice. 2. in

% elect; favored by God,

Chou (jo), - a Chinese djtiasty (H22?-249 B.C.).
Chou En-lal (jftf enlF). t898- ; Chinese Communist
leader.

chough (chuf), n. [ME. choughs; akin to MD. cauw
(D. tei) OHG. kak, etc.; IE. base *gou~, to cry,
scream, as also in AS. ctgcn, to call out], a European
bird of the crow family, with red legs and beak and
glossy black feathers.
chouse (chous), n. [earlier ckiaus; Turk, chawush, mes-
senger, interpreter: present meaning said to have been
adopted because in 1609 a Turk, interpreter swindled
several London merchants], 1 . [Obs. }, a swindler ; cheat.
2. [Obs.], a dupe. 3. [Colloq.L a swindle, v.t. [CHOUSED
(choust), CHOUSING], | Colloq. j, to cheat; swindle.
chow (chou), n. Jprob. < chowchow], 1. any of a Chinese
breed of medium-sized dog
with a compact, muscular
body, a thick coat of brown or
black, and ablue-black tongue.
2. [Slang], food.
chow-chow (chou'chou

7

), n. '

[Pid. Eng.. < Chin.], 1.

chopped pickles in a highly
seasoned mustard sauce. 2. a
chow. adj. mixed; assorted.
chow-der (chou'deY), n. [Fr.
chaudiSre, a pot; LL. caldaria; rHnw
see CALDRON], a dish consist-

CHOW

ing of fresh fish, clams, etc. stewed with vegetables,
often in milk.
chow mein {chou'man'), [Chin, ch'ao, to fry -f mien,
flour], a Chinese-American dish consisting of a thick
stew of meat, onions, celery, bean sprouts, etc., served
with fried noodles.

CHQ Corps Headquarters.
Chr., 1. Christ. 2. Christian.

chres-tom-a-thy (kres-tom's-thi), n. [pi. CHRESTOM-
ATHIES (-thiz)], (G-r.

chrestomatheia < chrestos, useful -f
matkein, to learn], a collection of passagesfrom literature,
used in studying a language or as literary specimens.
Chre'-tlen de Troyes (kra'tya??' da trwS/}, (also Chres-
tien de Troyes), 1140?-1191; French poet.
chrism (kriz'm), n. [ME. crisme; AS. crisma; LL.
chrisma, an anointing, unction; Gr. chrisma, un-
guent < ckriein, to rub, anoint), 1. consecrated oil

used in baptism and other sacraments in certain
churches. 2. a sacramental anointing with such oil.

chris-mal (kriz'ml), adj. relating to chrism.
chris-ma-to-ry (kriz'ma-tdr'i, kriz'mg-to'ri), n. Ipl.
CHRISMATORIES (-iz, -riz)], [ML. chrismotoriwn < LL.
chrisma], a container or receptacle for the chrism.
chris-om (kriz'am), n. [var. of chrism; orig., cloth to
keep chrism off the face], 1. a white robe or clotfe put
on a baby at baptism as a symbol of innocence: iff was
used as a shroud if the baby died within a mon|h of
birth. 2. [Archaic], o) a baby in its chrisom; hence", &)
an innocent baby; infant.
Christ (krist), n. [ME. & AS. Crist; L. ChrM^fj GSr.

Christos, lit., the Ajaointed < chriein* tp anointf, i. tfee

Messiah whose appearance is prophesied in the CMct
Testament. 2. Jesus of Nazareth, regarded by Cjbrjfor
tians as the realization of the Messianic prbpiitt^;
originally a title (Jesus the Christy, later tised as part of
the name (Jesus Christ). Abbreviated Chr.
Christ (krist, kris), [see CHRIST, frjt a masculine name.
Chris-ta-bel (kris'ts-ber), [< L. Cftristus (see CHRIST)
-f bella, fern, of fyellns, handbomce], a feminine name.

Christ-church (krist'chlirchO* n. a city on the eastern
coast, of South Island, New Zealand: pop., 159,000
(est. 1947).

Christ-cross (kris%r6V, kris'kros') , n. [ < Christ's cross],
1. |Archaicj, the figure of a cross (>{) formerly placed
before the alphabet in hornbooks, etc. ; also, the mark
of the cross (X ) used! as a signature by a person who
cannot write. 2. '[British DiaL], the alphabet. See cirls-

ctiris-ten (kris
f
'n), v.L [ME. christenien; AS. cristnian,-

see CHRISTIAN], 1. to take into a Christian church 1i?y

baptism; 'baptize. 2. to give a name to at baptismv
J

3.

to give a nam6 to. 4. [Colloq.], to make use of for the
first time.
Chris-ten-dom (kris^n-dsm), n. [ME. & A$. cristen-

dom, Christianity; see CHRISTIAN & -DOM}, 1. Christians

collectively. 2. those parts of the world where most of

the inhabitants profess the Christian faith.

chris-teii-ing (kris^n-ir) , kris'nii)), n. [ME. cristninge;
see CHRISTEN], the act or cerefriony of bapti2ang and
giving a name to an infant; baptism.

!

Christ-hood (krist'hood')* n. [see -HOOD], the state or

fact of being the Christ:
Christian (kris'chQn), a masculine name: diminutives,
Chris, Christie: feminine, Christiana, Christina, Chris-
tine, n. [ME. '&' AS. cristen, cristena; L. christianus;
Gr, christianos, a CJi4stiaii <. Christos (see CHRIST) ;

mod. spl restoa^i '< Ljv
'

|.
'a person professing belief
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in Jesus as the Christ, or in the religion based onrthe
teachings of Jesus: abbreviated Chr. 2. the main
character in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1678), a
refugee fleeing the City of Destruction to seek ion,
the City of. God- 3. [ColIoq.J, a decent, respectable
person. adj* 1. of Jesus Chnst. 2. of the teachings of

Jesus Christ. 3. of or professing the religion based
on these teachings: abbreviated Chr. 4. having the
qualities demonstrated and taught by Jesus Christ, as

love, kindness, etc. 5. of or representing Christians or

Christianity. 6. JColloq.L human, decent, etc.

Christian X, 1870-1947; king of Denmark (1912-1947).
Chris-tian-a (kris'ti-an'a), [L., fern, of Christianus;
see CHRISTIAN], a feminine name: variants, Christina,
Christine; diminutives, Chrissie, Tina, Xina.
Christian Brothers, a Roman Catholic lay order that
undertakes the teaching of y^outh.
Christian Era, the era beginning with the year formerly
thought to be that of the birth of Jesus Christ (born
probably c. 4-6 B.C.): 4-^- marks dates in this era,
B.C. marks dates before it.

Chris tiania (kris-tya'ni-a), n. Oslo, the capital of

Norway: the former name.
Chris tian-ism (kris'chan-iz'm), n. [Rare], the religious
system or principles of Christians.

Chris-ti-an-i-ty (kris'chi-an'9-ti), n. [ME. cristianite,

cristiente; OFr. crestiente; L. christianitas < Christianus;
see CHRISTIAN], 1. Christians collectively; Christen-
dom. 2. the Christian religion; doctrines taught by
Jesus Christ. 3. a ^articular Christian religious
system: as, Eastern Christianity. 4. the state of being
a Christian. 5. Christian character, practices, etc.

Chris-ti-an-ize (kris'chsn-iz') , v*t. [CHRISTIANIZED
(-izd/), CHRISTIANIZING], [LL. christiamzare; Gr. chris-

tianizein, to profess Christianity], 1. to convert to
Christianity. 2. to cause to coniform with Christian
character or precepts, v.i. to adopt Christianity.
Chris tian-like (Ws'chan-Kk'), adj. having the qual-
ities or habits of a Christian.

Chris-tian-ly (kris'chan-K), adj. & adv. like, charac-
teristic of, or in the manner of, a Christian.
Christian name, the baptismal name, as distinguished
from the surname or family name; given name.
Christian Science, a religion and system of healing
founded by Mary Baker Eddy in 1866, based on an
interpretation of the Scriptures as upholding the idea
that disease; sin, etc. are caused by mental error and
may be eliminated by spiritual treatment without med-
ical aid: abbreviated C.S.: official name, Church of
Christ, Scientist.
Christian Scientist, a person who believes in Christian
Science: abbreviated C.S*

Chris-ti-na (kris-te'ns), a feminine name: see Chris-
tiana.
Chris-tine (kris-teV), a feminine name: see Christiana.
Christ less (kristlis), adj. without faith in Jesus Christ;
unchristian.
Christ-like (krisflik'). adj. like Jesus Christ, especially
in character or spirit; like that of Jesus.
Christ li-ness (kristli-nis), n. the state of being Christ-
like.

Christ-ly (kristli), adj. of Jesus Christ; Christlike.
Christ-mas (kris'mas), n. [AS. Cristesmxsse; see CHRIST
& MASS (rite)], the yearly celebration, December 25, of
the birth of Jesus Christ.
Christmas Day, December 25,
Christmas Eve, the evening before Christmas Day.
Christmas Island, 1. an island in the Indian Ocean,
south of Java: area, 62 sq mi.; pop., 1,100: part of the
colony of Singapore. 2. a British island in the Pacific,
near the equator: area, 235 sq. mi.; pop., 50.
Christ-mas-tide (kris'mas-tld'), n. [Christmas + tide,

n.], Christmas time; time from Christmas Eve throughNew Year's Day or to Epiphany (January 6).
Christmas tree, an evergreen tree hung with ornaments
and lights, set up at Christmas time.
Chris tophe, Hen-ri (aVre' kresW), 1767-1820;
king of Haiti (1811-1820).

Chrfs-to-pher (kris'ta-fer), [ME. Christofre; L. Christo-
phorus; Gr. Christophoros, ht., bearing Christ; Christos
(see CHRIST) -f pherein, to bear], a masculine name:
diminutives, Chris, Kit.

Christopher, Saint, 3d century A.D.; Christian mar-
tyr of Asia Minor: his day is July 25.
Christ's-thora (krists'thSrn'), n. any of several spiny
shrubs or trees of southern Europe and the Near East,
supposed to have been used for Christ's crown of thorns.

Chris-ty, Howard Chan-dler (chan'dler kris'ti),
1873-1952; American painter and illustrator.
chroma (kro'np), n. [Gr. chrdma, a color], the purity of
a color, determined by its degree of freedom from white
or gray; color intensity.
chro mate (kro'mat), n. [< chromium + ->ate], a salt of
chromic acid.
chromatic (kro-mat'ik) , adj. [L. chromaticus; Gr.
chromatikos, suited for color < chroma, chrpmatos, a

color], 1. of or containing color or colors, 2. in biology,
readily stained. 3. in music, a) using or progressing by
half tones; as, a chromatic scale. 6) producing all the

tones of such a scale: as, a chromatic instrument, n. in
music, a tone modified by an accidental.
chromatic aberration, a property of lenses that causes
the various colors in a beam of fight to be focused at
different points, thus causing a spectrum to appear.
chrp mat-i-cal ly (kro~mat'i-k;i-f, kro-mat'ik-U), adv.
1. in a chromatic manner. 2. in a chromatic scale.

chro-mat-ics (kro-mat'iks), n* pi. [construed as sing.],
the scientific study of colors.
chromatic scale, the musical scale made up of thirteen
successive half tones to the octave.
chro-ma-tin (kro'ma-tin), n. [< Gr. chrdma, chrdmatos,
a color; -h -*), a granular protoplasmic substance in the
nucleus of animal and plant cells that readily takes a
deep stain: chromatin contains the genes.
chro ma-tism (kro'ma-tiz'm), n. fGr. chrSmatismos;
see CHROMATIC^ 1. any abnormal coloring in parts, of
a plant ordinarily green. 2. chromatic aberration.
chro-ma-to* (kro'ma-to, krq'ms-ta), [< Gr* chroma,
chromatos

i
a color], a combining form meaning: 1.

color or pigmentation, as in chromatology. 2. chromatin,
as in ckromatolysis. Also, before a vowel, chromat-.
chro-ma-tol-o-gy (kro'ma-tol'a-ji), n. [chromato- +
-logy], 1. chromatics. 2. a treatise on colors.

chro-ma-tol-y'Sis (kro'ma-tol'9-sis), n. [chromato- +
-lysis], in medicine, the breakdown and dissolution of
the chromatin in the cell nucleus.

chro-ma-to-phore (kro'ins-ta-fdr', kro'ma-ta-for'). n.

[chromato- + -phore], a color-producing cell in a plant or
animal; pigment cell.

chrome (krom), n. [Fr. < Gr. chrdma, a color: so called
because of the bright-colored compounds], 1. chrom-
ium. 2. chrome yeflow. 3. chrome steel, v.t. [CHROMED
(kromd), CHROMING], to plate with chromium.
-chrome (krom), [< Gr. chrdma; see CHROME], a suffix

meaning: 1. color, coloring agent, as in urochrome. 2.

chromium, as in ferrochrome.
chrome alum, an alum of which one of the components
is chromium: especially, potassium chrome alum,
KCr(SO4)rl2HsO, used in tanning and dyeing.
chrome green, 1. chromic oxide, CraOi, used as a
green pigment. 2. in commercial use, a green pigment
made by mixing chrome yellow and Prussian blue.
chrome iron, chromite (mineral) : also chrome iron ore.
chrome leather, leather tanned with chromium salts.
chrome red, any of various red pigments made from
basic lead chromate.
chrome steel, a very strong, hard alloy steel that con-
tains chromium,
chrome yellow, neutral chromate of lead, PbCrC>4, used
as a yellow pigment.
chro-mic (kro'mik), adj. designating or of chromium
compounds in which the valence of chromium is higher
than in the corresponding chromous compounds.
chromic acid, an acid, H*Cr04, whose salts are
chromates.
chro-mite (kro'mit), n. 1. a black mineral, PeCraO*,
with a metallic luster and an uneven fracture: it is the
chief ore of chromium. 2. a salt of chromous acid.
chro mi-urn (kro'mi-Qm), n. [Latinized < Fr. chrome;

, see CHROME], a white, crystalline, very hard, metallic
chemical element with a high resistance to corrosion:
used in chromium electroplating, in alloy steel, and in
alloys containing nickel, copper, manganese, and other
metals: symbol, Cr; at. wt., 52.01; at. no., 24.
chromium steel, chrome steel.

chro-mo (kro'mo), n. [pi. CHROMOS (-m5z)], a chromo-
lithograph.
chro-mo- (kro'mo, kro'ma), [< Gr. chrdma, a color], a
combining form meaning color, colored, pigment, pig-
mentation, as in chromosome, chromolithograph: also,
before a vowel, chrom-.
chro-mo gen (kro'ma-jan) , n. [chromo* 4- -gen], any
substance that can become a pigment or coloring
matter, as a substance in organic fluids that forms
colored compounds when oxidized, or a compound,
not itself a dye, that can become a dye,
chro-mo gen ic (kro'mo-jen'ik), adj. 1. of a chro-
mogen or chromo^ens. 2. producing a color or pigment,
as certain bacteria.

chromolithograph (kro'mo-lith'a-graf, kro'mo-
lith'g-graf'). n.[chromo- -f lithograph], a colored picture
printed from a series of stone or zinc plates, the impres-
sion from each plate being in a different color: usually
chromo.
chro-mo lithographer (kro'mo-li-thog'ro-fgr), n. a
person who makes chromolithograph^.
chro mo lithograph ic (kro'mo-4ithVgraf'ik), adj.
of chromolithography or chromolithographs.

chro-mo-li-thog-ra-phj (kro'mo-U-.thog'ra.fi), n. the
art or process of making chromolithographs.
chromo mere (kro'ma-m^-')' * bfywwp- + rmere],
any of the granules of qhromatia composing a chro*
mosome.
chro-mo-phore (kro'm^for', kro'ma^r'), n- [chrqm<?-+ -phore], any chemical group, as tne azo group, that
produces color in a compound and unites with certain
other groups to form dyes.
chro mo pho to graph (kro'rad-fo'ta-graf ', kro'mo-fS'-
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ta-gr&P), n. a photograph in which the original colors
of the subject are reproduced.
chro-mo-ohO'tog-raph-y (krS'mo-fa-tog'ra-fi), n. the
art or science of making chromophotograpris.
chro-mo plasm (kro'ms-plaz'm), n. [ckromo- + -plasm],
chromatm.
chro-mo plast (kro'ma-plast'), n. [chroma- + -plast],
1. in biology, any pigmented body found in the cefl out-
side the nucleus. 2. in botany, a granule containing a
pigment other than green.

chro-ino-so*mal (kro'ma-so'm'l), adj. of a chromosome
or chromosomes.
chrome-some (kro'ma-som') n. [chr&mo- + -some
(body)], any of the microscopic rod-shaped bodies into
which the chromatin separates during mitosis: they
carry the genes that convey hereditary characteristics,
and are constant in number for each species.
chro-mo sphere (kro'xns-sfeV), n. [chromo- + -sphere],
1. the reddish layer of incandescent gases around the
sun, visible at a total eclipse. 2. a similar layer
surrounding a star.

chro-mo-spner-ic (kro'ma-sfer'ik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a chromosphere.
chro-mous (kro'mas), adj. designating or of chromium
compounds in which the valence of chromium is lower
than in the corresponding chromic compounds.
chro*myl (kro'mil, kro'mel), n. [chrom- -f -yZ], in

chemistry* the divalent radical CrOi.
chron- (kron), chrono-.
Chron., Chronicles.

chron., 1. chronological. 2. chronology.
chro-nax-i-a (kro-nak'si-a) , n. [chron- -f Gr. axia, value],
the minimum time necessary to excite a tissue, such as
muscle or nerve tissue, with an electric current of twice
the minimum potential for stimulation: used as an index
of tissue excitability.

chro-nax-ie, chro-nax-y (kro'nak-si), n. chronaxia.

chron ic (kron'ik), adj. [Fr. chronique; L. chronicus; Gr.
chronikos, of time < chronos, time], 1. lasting a long
time; also, recurring: said of a disease, and distinguished
from acute. 2. having had an ailment or habit for a long
time. 3. perpetual; habitual; constant.
SYN. chronic suggests long duration or frequent recurrence
and is used especially of diseases or habits that resist all efforts

to eradicate them (chronic sinusitis); inveterate implies firm
establishment as a result of continued indulgence over a long
period of time (an inveterate liar); confirmed suggests fixedness
m some condition or practice, often from a deep-seated aver-
sion to change (a confirmed bachelor) ; hardened implies fixed

tendencies and a callous indifference to emotional or moral
considerations (a hardened criminal).

chron-i-cal-lym(kron'i-kl-i,t
kron'ik-li), adv. in a chronic

manner; persistently; habitually; continually.
chron-i-cle (kron'i-kl), n. [ME. cronicle; Anglo-Fr.
cronide < OFr. chronique; L. chronica; Gr. chronika,
annals, pi. of chronikos; see CHRONIC], 1. a historical

record according to date; register of facts or events
arranged in the order in which they happened. 2, a
narrative; history, v.t. [CHRONICLED (-k'ld), CHRON-
ICLING], to tell or write the story or history of; put into
a chronicle; recount; record.
chronicle play, a historical play of or like a type that
nourished in the Elizabethan period, characterized by
free treatment of the facts of history.
chron-i-cler (kron'i-klSr), n. a writer of a chronicle or

chronicles; historian.

Chron-i-cles (kron'i-k'lz), n. pi- two books of the Old
Testament, I and II Chronicles: abbreviated Chron.

chrq-no- (kro'no, kro'no), [Gr: < chronos, time], a com-
bining form meaning time, as in chronology: also, before
a vowel, chron-.

chrqn-o gram (kronf9-gram'). n. [chrono- 4- -gram], 1.

an inscription in which certain letters, more prominent
than the others, express a date in Roman numerals
when put together in order. Example: MerCy Mixed
with IX)Ve InhIm-MCMXLVII-1947. 2. the meas-
ured record of a chronograph.
chronograph (kronVgrar, kron'a-graf). n. [chrono-
+ -graph], an instrument for measuring and recording
short durations of time.
chron-o-graph-ic (kron'o-graf'ik), adj. of a chrono-

chro-nol-o-ger (kra-nol'a-jSr), n. a chronologist.
chron-o log-ic (kron's^loj'ik), adj. chronological.
chron o-log-ical (kron'4oj'i-k'l), adj. [< chronology +
-ical), I. arranged in the order of occurrence. 2. con-

taining or relating to an account of events in the order
of their occurrence. Abbreviated chron., chronol.
chron olog-i-cal-ly (kron'a-loj'i-k'l-i, kron's-loj'ik-li),
adv, in or according to the order of occurrence.

chro-nol-o-gist (kra-nol'a-jist) , n. an expert in chronol-

ogy; chronologer.
chronol-o-gy (kra-noFa-ji), n. [fl. CHRONOLOGIES
(-jifc)] [chrono- -^ -logy], 1, the science of measuring
time in fixed periods, and of dating events accurately

and arranging them in the order of occurrence. 2. the

arrangement of events, dates, etc. in the order of occur-
rence. 3. a list or table of dates in their proper sequence.
Abbreviated chron., chronol.

chrq nom e ter (kra-non/a-tSr), n. [chrono- -f- -meter],
an instrument for measuring time precisely ; especially,
a highly accurate kind of clock or watch, used on ships
to determine longitude.
chron-o-met-ric (kron's-met'rik), adj. of a chronom-
eter or chronometry.
chron-o-met'ri-caMy (krcsn's-met'ri-kl-i), adv. as
determined by a chrononieter,

chro-npm-e-try (kra-nom'a-tri), n. [chrono- 4- ~metry\,
scientific measurement of time; measurement of time
by periods.
chron-o-scope (kron'a-skop'), n [chrono- + -scope], an
instrument for measuring very srftflll intervals of time.
-chro-ous (kra-as, kro-asj, [Gr. -chroos < chros, chroos,
color], a terminal combining form meaning colored, as in
xanthochroous.

chrys-a-lid (kris
/f
l-id) , n. a chrysalis, adj. of a chrysalis.

chrys-a-lis (kris'"l-is), n. [i>L CHRYSALISES (-iz) CHRYS-
ALIDES (kn-sal'a-deV)], [L. chrysattis; Gr. ckrysattis,
golden-colored chrysalis of a butterfly < cnrysos, gold;
of Sem. origin: cf. Phoen.-Heb. harus, gold, Aram. hara\
yellow], 1. the form of an insect when between the
larval stage and the adult stage and in a case or cocoon;
pupa. 2, the case or cocoon. 3. anything in a formative
or undeveloped stage.
chrys an the mum (kris-an'tha-mam), n. [L.; Gr,
chrysanthemon, marigold, lit., golden nower < chrysos,
gold + anthemon, a flower], 1. any of a number of

plants of the composite family cultivated for their

showy, ball-shaped flowers, which bloom in late
summer and fall and have a characteristic odor and a
variety of colors, most commonly yellow, white, or
red. 2. the flower.

chrys-a-ro-bin (kris'a-ro'bin), n. [< Gr. chrysos, gold;
4- araroba -f- -in], a yellow, crystalline substance,
CiftHuO*, derived from Goa powder and used in the
treatment of various skin disorders.

Chry-se-is (kri-se'is), n. [L.; Gr* Chryseis}, in Homer's
Iliad, the beautiful daughter of Chryses, priest of

Apollo: seized by the Greeks during the Trojan War
and given to Agamemnon, she was returned to her
father only after Apollo caused a plague to fall on the
Greek camp.

chrys-el-e-phan-tine (kris'el-a-fan'tin), adj. [Gr. chrys-
elephantinos < chrysos (see CHRYSALIS) +f elephantinos
(see ELEPHANT)], made of, or overlaid with, gold and
ivory, as the statue of the Olympian Zeus by Phidias.

chry'SO- (kri'so, kri'sa), f< Gr. chrysos; see CHRYSALIS],
a combining form meaning golden, yellow, as in chryso-
beryl: also, before a vowel, chrya-. p
chrys-o-ber-^l (kris'a-ber'il), n. [chryso? + beryl], beryl-
lium alummate, BeAlaCh, .a yellowish or greenish
mineral used as a semiprecious stone.

chrysolite (kris'l-if), n. [ME. & OFr. crisolUe; Tu.

chrysolithos; Gr. chrysolithos, topaz; see CHRYSO- &.

-LITE], a green or yellow silicate of magnesium and iron,
of vitreous luster and granular structure; olivine: called

peridot when used as a semiprecious stone.

chrys-o-prase (kris'a-praV) n. |ME. & OFr. crisoface;
L. chrysoprasus; Gr. chrysoprasos < chrysos, gold +
prason, leek; so called from the color], a light-green
quartz, a variety of chalcedony sometimes used as a

semiprecious stone.

Chrys-os-tom, Saint John (kris'as-tam, kris-os'tam),
34S?-407 A.D.; Greek church fathert born in Antioch:
his day is January 27.

chrys o-tlle (kris/a-til), n. [< chryso- 4- Gr. tilos,

fiber], in mineralogy, a fibrous variety of serpentine.
chs., chapters.
chtho ni an (tho'ni-an), adj. [Gr. chthonios, in the earth
< chthon, the earth], of the gods or spirits of the under-
world: applied to such Greek gods as distinguished from
those of Olympus.
chub (chub), n.[pl. CHUBS (chubz), CHUB: see PLURAL,
ii, D, 1], [Late ME. chubbe < unrecorded AS. *cyb(b)
or < MLG. via northern OFr.

;
Gmc. base *kubb-, any-

thing rounded, as in Fl. kobbe, rounded head of hair,
Norw. kobbe, seal, kubbe, block of wood: IE. base *geu-,
to curve, bend; cf. COD] f 1. any of several freshrwater
fishes related to the carp. 2. any of a number of un-
related fishes, as the large-mouthed black bass.
chub hi ness fchub'i-nis), n. the state of being chubby.
chub-by (chub'i), adj. [CHUBBIER (-i-Sr), CHUBBIEST
(-i-ist)J, [< chub], round and plump: as, chubby cheeks.
chuck (chuk), v.t. [? < Fr. cHoquer, to shock, strike

against], 1. to tap or squeeze gently, especially under
the chin, as a playful or affectionate gesture. 2. to
throw with a quick, short movement; throw; toss;
hence, 3. [Colloq.l, to discard; get rid of. n. 1. a light

tap or squeeze under the chin. 2. a toss; throw. 3. [cf.

v., 2 & 3], [Slang], food.

; yet; chin; she; thin,'-* "
Fr. bAl| ( w.iVv
< derived &om.
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1, a cut of beef

DRUX CHUCK

CHUCKLING]*

chuck (chuk), n. [prob. var. of chock],

including the parts around the neck and
the shoulder blade; see beef, illus. 2. a
damplike device, as on a lathe, by
which the tool or work to be turned is

held.
chuck (chuk), tu. [echoic], to make a
clucking noise like that of a hen. n. a
hen's cluck.
chuck-a-luck (chuk's-lukO, n. [<
chuck (to throw) + luck], a gambling
game in which players bet on the
throws of three dice.

chuck-full (chuk'foolOt fld?/. chock-
full.

chuck-le (chuk'*l), lu. [CHUCKLED (-Id), ^^**
jprob. < chuck (hen's call) + freq. suffix -le]f 1. to

laugh softly in a low tone, as in mild amusement or

satisfaction. 2. to cluck, as a hen. n. a soft, low-toned

laugh. SYN. see laugh.
chuckle (chuk''l), adj. [? < chuck, chock (a block)],

clumsy and stupid, n. a clumsy, stupid person.
chuck-le head (chuk'1-hed'), n. [prob. < chuck* chock

(a block)], [Colloq.], a stupid person; blockhead; dolt.

chuck-le-head ed (chuk/'l-hed^d), adj. [see CHUCKLE-
HEAD], [Colloq.], stupid.
chuck wagon, [chuck (a throw, food) + wagon], [Slang],
a portable kitcnen cart for serving food to lumbermen,
ranch hands, etc.

chuck-will*s-widow (chuk'wilz'wid'o), n. [echoic of its

cry], a bird of the goatsucker family.
chud-dah (chud'o), n. a chuddar.
chud dar, chud der (chud'Sr), n. [Hind, cadar], a large,

square cloth worn by women in India as a shawl.
Chud sko e (chood-skd'ye), n. Peipus, a lake between
the Estonian S.S.R. and the Leningrad region, U.S.S.R. :

the Russian name.
chuff (chuf), n. [ME. chuffe, choffe], a boor; churl.

chug (chug), n, [echoic], aloud, abrupt, explosive sound,
as that made by the exhaust from an engine. IM.

[CHUGGED (chugd), CHUGGING], 1. to make such
sounds, 2. to move while making such sounds: as, the
train chugged along.
Chu-Kiang fchoo/JyaV; Eng. choo'kyarjO, n. the
Pearl River in China: the Chinese name.

chuk-ker, chuk kar (chuk'eY), n. [Hind, cakar < Sans.

cakra, wheel], one of the periods of play into which a
polo match is divided: a chukker lasts 71/2 minutes.
chum (chum), n, (late 17th-c. slang; prob. altered sp. of

cham> clipped form of chamber (then pronounced cham'-
bSr, ch6m/

bSr) in chamber fellow, chamber mate; cf.

17th-c. clipped forms mob (mobile vulgus), cit (citizen),

etc.], [Colloq.], 1. originally, a roommate. 2. an inti-

mate friend. v.i. [CHUMMED (chumd), CHUMMING],
[Collect.], 1. originally, to share the same room. 2.

to be intimate friends.
chum (chum), n. [? < Brit. dial, cham, var. of champ, to
pound, mash up], bait, usually prepared from oily fish,

cut up into small pieces and scattered in the water to
attract fish to the lines.

chum-mMy (cham''l-i), adv. in a chummy manner.
chum-my (chum'i), aaj. [CHUMMIER (-i-er), CHUMMIEST
(4-ist)], [see CHUM (roommate)], [Colloq.], intimate;
friendl

(a block), chunk 4-
2. a thick, blunt end.

dly.
chump (chump), n. [? < chuck
lump}, 1. a heavy block of wood.
3. [Colloq.], a stupid or silly person; blockhead; fool.

4. fSlangf, the head.
aff one's chump, [British J31ang], insane; crazy.

Chung-king (chooij'krn'; Chin. jooq'chix)'), n, a city in
Szechwan province, China, on the Yangtze River: pop.,
1,000,000 (est. 1947).
chunk (chunk), n. [prob. var. of chuck (a block)],
[Colloq.], 1. a short, thick piece, as of meat, wood,
etc. 2. a fair portion. 3. a stocky person or animal.

chunk-i-ness (chun'ki-nis), n. the state or quality of

being chunky.
chunk-y (churjk'i), adj. [CHUNKIER (4-Sr), CHUNKIEST
(-i~ist)J, [< chunk], [Colloq.], 1. short and thick. 2.

stocky; thickset.
church (church), n. [ME. chireche, chirche, kirke; AS.
cirice, cyrice; Late Gr. kyriakon, house of the Lord <
kyriake (domdj, Lord's (Louse) < kyriakos, belong to
tiie Lord < kyrios, a master, ruler < kyros, supreme
power], 1. a building set apart or consecrated for public
worship, especially one for Christian worship ^abbre-
viated ch., c. 2. public worship; religious service, 3.

all Christians. 4. [usually C-], a particular sect, denom-
ination, or division of Christians: as, the Methodist
Church, Church of England: abbreviated Ch., C. 5. the
ecclesiastical government of a particular religious group,
or its power, as opposed to secular government. 6. the
profession of the clergy; clerical profession. 7. a group
of worshippers, v.t. to conduct a church service for;

especially, ^to say prayers over (a woman) after child-
birth. adj. 1. having to do with organized Christian

worship. 2. of or connected with a church.
church-go-er (chQrch'go'eY), n. a person who attends
church, especially one who does so regularly.

church go mg (church'go'in), n. & adj. attending
church regularly.

Church-ill (church'il, church'l), n. I. a river flowing
through Saskatchewan and Manitoba, Canada, into

Hudson Bay: length, 1,000 mi 2, a seaport at the
mouth of this river.

Church-Ill, John (church'il, church''!), see Marlbor*
outiLh. Duke of.

Churchill, Randolph Henry Spencer, 1849-1895;
British statesman. _ .

Churchill, Win-ston (win'st'n), 1. 1871-1947; Ameri-
can journalist and novelist. 2. (Sir Winston Leonard

Spencer Churchill), 1874- ; son of Randolph; British

statesman; first lord of the admiralty (1911-1915;

1939-1940); prime minister (1940-1945; 1951-1955);
received Nobel prize in literature, 1953.

church-less (churchlis), adj. 1. having no church: as,

a churchless village. 2. attending no church.
church-like (churchlikOt Qdj. like or fit for a church.
church-li-ness (churchli-nis), n. the quality or state of

being churchly.
church-ly (church'li), adj. of or fit for a church.

U1J.U.XU1J., GtaWH^V'J.CV.U.J' VJt eWJ. WOWt*UJJJJi*^. W.U.M-IW.U.

Church of Christ, Scientist, the official name df the
Christian Science Church.
Church of England, the episcopal church of England;
Anglican Church: it was established during the Refor-
mation when the authority of the king replaced that of

the Pope, and is supported by the government: abbre-
viated Ch. of Eng., C.E., C. of E.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the
official name of the Mormon Church.
Church of Rome, the Roman Catholic Church.
church text, in printing, Old English type.
church-ward (church'we'rd), adv. toward the church.
church-ward en (church'wdr'd'n), n. [ME. chirche-

wardein; AS. ciricweard; see CHURCH & WARDEN], 1, in

the Anglican Church & Protestant Episcopal Church,
a lay officer chosen annually in every parish to attend
to the secular affairs of the church and (in England)
to act as legal representative of the parish. 2. [British

Colloq.], a clay tobacco pipe with a long stem.
church-worn an (church'woom'sn), n. \pl. CHURCH -

WOMEN (-wim/in)], 1. a woman member of a church,
2. a woman active in church affairs.

church-yard (church'yard'), n. the yard or ground
adjoining a church, often used as a place of burial.
churl (churl), n. [ME. cherl; cherle; AS. ceorl, peasant,
freeman, husband; akin to G. kerl, fellow, manservant,
varlet; IE. base *$er-, *%ere-t to become ripe, grow old

(cf. CORN, CARL); cf. sense development oi villain], 1.

originally, in England, a member of the lowest order
of freemen. 2. a peasant; rustic. 3. a surly, ill-bred

person; boor, 4. a miserly person; niggard.
churl-ish (chur'lish), adj. 1. originally, of a churl or

churls; rustic; hence, 2. like a churl; surly; boorish.
3. miserly. 4. hard to control; intractable.
churn (chtirn), n. [ME. cherne, chirne; AS. cyrin, for
*ciern (akin to G. dial, kirn, kern) < Gmc. base of

corn, kernel, with reference to grainy appearance of

churned cream; cf. CORN], 1. a container or contrivance
in which milk or cream is beaten, stirred, and shaken to
form butter. 2. a violent stirring; agitation, v.t. [ME.
chirnen < the n.], 1. to stir, beat, and shake (rnilk or

cream) in a churn. 2. to make (butter) in a churn. 3.

to stir up vigorously: shake violently: as, he churned the
water until it was loamy, lu. 1. to use a churn in

making butter. 2. to move as if churned; seethe.,

churn-ing (churn'in), n. 1. the act of a person who
churns. 2. the quantity of butter churned at one time.
churr (chur), n., tu*. & v.t. chirr.
chute (shoot), n. [Fr., a fall; LL. *caduta < L. codere,

to fall], 1. a waterfall or rapids. 2. an inclined trough
or passage down which various things may slide or be
sent: as, a coal chute, laundry chute.

chute, 'chute (shoot), n. [Colloq. J, a parachute.
Chu Teh (joo' duO, 1888?- ; Chinese Communist gen-
eral and leader.

chutney (chut'ni), n. \pl. CHUTNKYS (-niz)], [Hind.
chatnt], a spicy relish made of fruits, spices, and herbs;
also spelled chutnee.
Chu-vash (choo'vash), n. 1. M. CHUVASH], a member
of a Turkic-speaking Bulganam people living chiefly
in the Chuvash A.S.S.R. 2. their language,
Chuvash Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, a
division of the R,S.P.SwR., in the region of the middle
Volga: area, 6.909 so. mi.; pbp., 1,111,000.

chy-la ceous (ki-la'shos), adj. of, or having the prop-
erties of. chyle. ,

, , , ,

chyle (kil), n. [L. chylus; Gr. chylLos, juice, humor, chyle
< cheein, to pour], a milky fluid composed o| lyjjnph and
emulsified fats : it is formed fjcojox chyme in, the sunall
intestine, is absorbed by theilaeteats, and is passed into
the blood through the thoracic duct.

chy-loua (Jd'los), adf. of or like chyle. ,
i

chyme (Mm), n., [L. chymus; Gr? cfyww. jfiice <
chewn, to pour], the thick, semifluid massj tesultag from
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gabtric digestion of food: it passes from the stomach into

the small intestine, where the chyle is formed from it,

chym-ist (kim'ist), n. [Obs.], a chemist.

chy-mous (ki'mas), adj. or of like chyme.
C.I., Channel Islands.

Cia., Companta, [Sp.], Company.
CIA, C.I.A., Central Intelligence Agency.
Cia-no, Count Ga-le-az-zo (ga'le-at'tso' cha'no"), 1903-

1943; son-in-law of Benito Mussolini; Fascist foreign
minister of Italy (1936-1943); executed.

Cibber, Colley (kol'i sib'Sr), 1671-1757; English
actor and playwright; poet laureate (1730).

ci bo-ri-um (si-bdr'i-am, si-bo'ri-am), n. [pi. CIBORIA

(-a)], [ML.; L., a cup < Gr. kiborion, seed vessel of the

Egyptian water lily, hence (either from the material or

the shape) a cup], 1. a canopy of wood, stone, etc,

that rests on four columns, especially one covering an
altar. 2. a covered cup for holding the consecrated
wafers of the Eucharist.

C.I.C., Commander in Chief.

cica-da (si-ka'da, si-ka'da), n. [pi. CICADAS (-daz),

CICADAE (-de)], [L,], a large flylike insect with trans-

parent wings; seventeen-year locust: the male makes a

loud, shrill sound by vibrating a special sound organ on
its undersurface.

ci-ca-la (si-ka'b), n. [It. < L. cicada], a cicada.

cic-a- trice (sik's-tris), n. [ME.; Fr.], a cicatrix.

cic-a-tri-cial (sikVtrish'31), adj. of or like a cicatrix.

cic-a'tri-cle (sik'a-trik"!), n. 1. in botany, a cicatrix.

2. in embryology, the protoplasmic disc in the yolk of

an egg from which the embryo develops.
ci-cat-ri-cose (si-katfri-kos , sik's-tri-kos'). adj. in

botany, marked by cicatrices.

cica-trix (sik'a-tnks), n. [pi. CICATRICES (sik'a-tri/sez)],

[L., a scar], 1. in medicine, the contracted fibrous tissue

at the place where a wound has healed; scar. 2. in

botany, a) the scar left on a stem where a branch, leaf,

etc. was once attached, b) the mark left where a wound
has healed on a tree or plant, c) the scarhke mark on a
seed snowing where it was attached to the pod; hilum.

cic-a-tri-za-tion (sik'a-tri-za/shan, sik's-tri-za'shsn), n.

a cicatrizing.
cic-a-trize (sik's-triz'), v.t. & v.i. [CICATRIZED (-trizd'),

CICATRIZING], [LL. cicatrizare; see CICATRIX], to heal

with the formation of a scar.

Cic-e-ly (sis''l-i), a feminine name: see Cecily.

cic-e-ly (sis''l-i), n. [pL CICELIES (-iz)J, [L. seselis; Gr.

seselis}, a plant of the parsley family^ with fernlike

leaves and umbrellalike clusters of white flowers.

Cic-er-O (sis
;
9-ro'), n. 1. (Marcus Tullius Cicero},

Roman statesman, orator, and Stoic philosopher; 106-
43 B.C.: abbreviated Cic. 2. a city in northeastern

Illinois, near Chicago: pop., 67,000.
ci-ce-ro-ne (sis'a-ro'ni, chich/9-ro'ni; It. che che-ro'ne),
n. [pi. CICERONES (-niz), It. CICERONI (-ne)], [It. < L.

Cicero, the orator: so called from the usual loquacity ^of

guides], a guide who explains the history and chief

features of a place to sight-seers.
Cic-e-ro-ni-an (sis'a-ro'ni-Qn) , adj. of or like Cicero or

his polished literary style; hence, eloquent.
cich-lid (sik'lid), n. [< Mod. L. Cichlidae, name of the

family < Gr. kichle, thrush, also sea fish], any of a

family of spiny fresh-water fishes related to the Amer-
ican sunfishes. adj. of this family.

ci-cho-ri-a-ceous (si-ko'ri-a'shss), adj. [< Mod. L.

Cichoriaceae, name of the family < L. cichorium; see

CHICORY], of a family of shrubs or herbs (the chicory

married woman.
Cid, the (sid; Sp. the//?), [Sp. < Ar. sayyid, a lord],

(born Rodrigo, or Ruy, Diaz de Briar}, 1040P-1099;
Spanish hero and soldier of fortune, prominent in

Spanish literature: subject of a play by Corneille.

-cid-al (sid''l), [see -CIDE], a suffi

killer or killing, as in homicidal.

fungicidal,
-cide (sid), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -tide; L. -cida < caedere,

to cut down, strike mortally, kill], a suffix meaning
killer or killing, as in regicide, homicide.

ci-der (si'der), n. [ME. cidre, cyder; OFr. sidre, cidere;

L. sicera; Gr. sikera; Heb. shekar, sweet fermented

liquor], the juice pressed from apples or, formerly, from
other fruits, as cherries, used as a beverage or for mak-
ing vinegar: sweet cider is unfermented juice, hard cider

is fermented juice.
cider press, a machine that presses the juice out of

apples, for making cider.

Jci-de-vant (se'ds-vaV), adj. [Fr., heretofore: applied
in the Revolution to former nobles], former; recent.

Cie., cie., compagnie, [Fr.], company.
Cien-fue-gos (syen-fwe'gos) , n. a seaport on the south-

em coast of Cuba: pop., 92,000.

C.I.F., c.i.f,., cost, insurance, and freight.

.

x meaning: 1. of a
2. that can kill, as in

ci-gar (si-gar
7
), n. fSp. cigarro said to be < cigarra,

cicada: from resemblance to the insect's body; in 18th

c., also seegar], a compact roll of tobacco leaves, often

tapered at the ends, used for smoking.
cig-a*rette, cig-a-ret (sig's-ref, sigVret'), n. [Fr. dim.

of cigare, cigar], 1, a small cylinder of finely cut smok-

ing tobacco rolled in thin papef or, rarely, in a tobacco
leaf. 2, a similar cylinder filled with a drug or herb,

as with cubeb, which is smoked to relieve asthma.

cigarette holder, a slender tube with a mouthpiece at

one end and a hole at the other for holding a cigarette
to be smoked. ^_ .

ciH-a (sil'i-a), n. pL [sing. CILIUM {-am)] f [L., 91.
of

cilium, eyelid], 1. the eyelashes. 2. in biologyt hairhke

outgrowths of certain cells, capable of vibratory move-
ment. 3. in botany, small hairlike processes extending
from certain plant cells, often forming a fringe or hairy
surface, as on the underside of some leaves.

cil-i-ar-y (sil'i-er'i), adj. I. of, like, or having cilia. 2.

relating to the eyelashes. 3. relating to certain fine

structures of the eyeball.
cil-i-ate (sil'i-it, sil'i-at'), adj. in botany & zoology, having
cilia, n. any of a class of microscopic protozoans
characterized by cilia covering the body.

cil-i-at-ed (sil'i-a'tid), adj. [LL. ctliatusl ciliate.

cil-ice (sil'is), n. [Fr. (also AS. cilic); L. cilicium; Gr.

kilikion, garment of goat's hair < Kilikia* Cilicia (1),
noted for its goats], 1. a very coarse cloth woven of

hair; haircloth. 2. a garment made of this; hair shirt.

Ci-li-ci-a (si-lish'a, si-lish'i-s) , n. 1. an ancient country
and Roman province in southeastern Asia Minor, north
of Cyprus: see Roman Empire, map. 2. a region along
the coast of southern Turkey.
Ci-li-cian Gates (si-lish'an, si-lish'i-an) , a pass in the

It Taurus Mountains, S9utheastern Asia Minor.
cil-i-o-late (sil'i-a-lit, siFi-o-lat') , adj. in botany & zoology,

having very small cilia.

ciH-um (siri-sm) , n. singular of cilia. __
Ci-ma-bu-e, Gio*van-ni (jo"~van'ne che'ma-boo'e),
1240?-1302?- Florentine painter.

Cim*ar-ron (sim'a-ron', simVron', sim's-ron'), n. a
river flowing eastward from northeastern New Mexico
into the Arkansas River, Oklahoma: length, 600 mi.
Cim-bri (sim'bri), n. pi. [L. < Gmc.; akin to Gr. Kim-
broi], a Germanic people, supposed to have originated
in Jutland, who invaded Gaul and northern Italy at the
end of the 2d century B.C. and were finally defeated by
the Romans near Vercellae (101 B.C.): the first

Germanic invaders of Italy.
ci-mex (si'meks), n. [pi CIMICES (sim'o-seV)], [L., a

bug], a bedbug.
Cim-me ri-an (si-mer'i-sn) , n. [< L. Cimmertus, per-
taining to the Cimmerii, Cimmerians < Gr. Kimmerioi],
any of a mythical people whose land was described by
Homer as a region of perpetual mist and darkness.

adj. dark; gloomy.
Ci-rnon (si'man), n. Athenian statesman and general;
lived 507-449 B.C.
C. in C., Commander in Chief.

cinch (sinch), n. [Sp. cincha; L. cingulum, a girdle <
cingere, to surround, encircle], 1. a saddle or pack
girth. 2. [Colloq.], a sure grip. 3. [Slang], a thing easy
to do; sure thing, v.t. 1, to tighten a saddle girth on.

2. [Slang], a) to get a firm hold on. 5) to make sure of.

cin-cho-na (sin-ko'ng), n. [after the Countess del

Chinchon, wife of a Peruv. viceroy of the 17th c., who
was cured of a fever by the use of the bark], 1. a

tropical tree of South America, Asia, and
j
the East

Indies, from the bark of which quinine, quinidine, and
other valuable medicinal alkaloids are obtained. 2. the

bitter bark of this tree.

cin-chon-ic (sin-kqn'ik), adj. of cinchona.
cin-chon-i-dine (sin-kon'a-den', sin-kon's-din) , n. an
alkaloid, CiaH^ONa, used in the treatment of malaria
and to reduce fever.

cin-cho-nine (sin'ks-neV, sin'ks-mn), n. an alkaloid,

,
extracted from cinchona, closely related to

cin-cho-nism (sin'ka-niz'm) , n. a pathological condition

resulting from excessive use of cinchona bark or its

derivatives, as quinine: it is characterized by head-

ache, ringing in the ears, and deafness.

cin-cho-nize (sin'ko-niz') , v.t. [CINCHONIZED ^-mzd'),
CINCHONIZINGJ, to treat with cinchona, quinine, etc.

Cin-cin-nat/i (sin'sa-nat'i, sin'sa-nat'a), n. a city in

southwestern Ohio, on the Ohio River: pop,, 501,000.
Gin-cin-na tus (sm/sa-nat'ss) , n. (Lucius Quincius Cin-

cinnatus}, Roman statesman and general; lived 519?-
439? B.C.; dictator of Rome (458, 439 B.C.),

cinc-ture (sirjk'cher), n. [L. cinctura, a girdle < cingere,

to surround, gird], 1. an encircling; enclosure. 2. a
belt or girdle. 3. a projecting ring or molding at the

bottom and top of a pillar, immediately above the base
or below the capital, v.t. [CINCTURED (-cherd), CINC-

TURING], to encircle with or as with a cincture.
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cin-der (sin
f
de"r) f n. [ME* $indert cinder; AS. sinder,

dross of iron, slag; akin to G. sinter, dross of iron,

stalactite, sintern, to trickle, coagulate; IE. base
*sendhro-> coagulating fluid, seen also in Czech sddra
(< IE. *s?ndhra)* gypsum], L slag, as from the reduc-
tion of metallic ores. 2. volcanic slag. 3. any matter,
as coal or wood, burned but not reduced to ashes. 4. a
minute piece of such matter. 5. a coal that is still

burning but not flaming. 6. pL the ashes from coal or
wood. v.t. to burn to a cinder or cinders.
Gin-der-eMa (sin'der-el'a), n. [cinder -f dim. suffix, -ella;
cf. Fr. Ccndnllon (< cendre, ashes) & G. Ascbenbrddd,
lit., scullion (< ascke,

f
ashes + brodeln, to boil)], 1. the

title character of a fairy tale, who is treated as a house-
hold drudge by her stepsisters and stepmother but
attends a court ball through the intervention of her
fairy godmother and eventually marries a prince. 2. a
girl whose beauty or merit is for the time unrecognized.
cinder track, a racing track covered with fine cinders.

cin-der-y (sin'der-i), adj. of, like, or containing cinders.
cin-e-ma (sin's-ms) , n. [ < cinematograph], 1. a motion
picture. 2. a motion-picture theater.
the cinema, 1. the art or business of motion pictures.
2. motion pictures collectively.

Cin-e-ma-Scope (sin's-ma-skoo/), n, see wide-angle,
cm-e-mat-ic (sin's-mat'ik), adj. of motion pictures.
cin-e-mat'i-caMy (sinVrnat'i-k

r

l-i, sin'a-mat'ik-li),
adv. 1. in a cinematic manner. 2. from the viewpoint
of the cinema.

cin-e-mat>ics (sinVmat'iks), n. pi. 1. [construed as
sing.], the art of motion pictures. 2. the artistic prin-
ciples which can be observed in a motion picture or
motion pictures.

cin-e^ma'tize (sin'a-ma-tiz'), v.t. & v.i. [CINEMATIZED
(-tizdOt CINEMATIZING], to cinematograph.

cin-e*mat*o-graph (sin's-mat'o-graf, sinVmat'a-graf')*
n. [Fr. cinematographe < Gr. kinema, kintmatos, motion
-f graphein, to write], 1. [British], a motion-picture
projector. 2. a camera for taking motion pictures.
v.t. & v.i. to take motion pictures (of) ; cinematize.

dn-e-ma-tog-ra-pher (sm'o-mo-tog'ra-fer), n* a person
who films or produces motion pictures.
dn-e*mat>o-graph-ic (sinVmatVgraf'ik), adj. of a
cinematograph.

cin-e-ma-tog-ra-phy (sm's-ms-tog'rs-fi), n. the art of

making motion pictures.
cin-e-of (sin'i-ol , sin'i-ol') , n. cineole.
cin-e-ole (sin'i-ol '} n. [< Mod. L. oZeum cinae (oil of

wormwood) , with transposition of constituents], a liquid
substance, C10HisO, with a camphorlike odor, present
in turpentine and many essential oils.

Cin-e-ra-ma (sinVram's), n. see wide-angle,
cin-e-ra-ri-a (sm'd-rar'i-gj^n. [Mod. L. < L. cinerarius,

pertaining to ashes < ctnis, ashes: so named from the
ash-colored down on the leaves], a short-stemmed plant
with velvety, heart-shaped leaves, and daisylike flowers
in shades of purple, red, pink, blue, or white.

cin-e-ra^ri-um (sin's-rar'i-oin), n. [pi. CINERARIA (~s)],

[L. < tints* ashes], a place to keep the ashes of cremated
bodies.

cin-er-ar-y (sin'g-rer'i), adj. [L. cinerarius < cinis,

ashes], 1. of or for the ashes of the cremated dead.
2. of or for ashes.

cin-er-a-tor (sin'o-ra'tgr), n. [cinerarium -f -ator], a
furnace for cremation; crematory.

ci-ne-re-ous (si-ne"r'i-as), adj. [L. cinerosus < tints,

ashes], 1. like ashes. 2. of the color of ashes; ash-gray.
cin-er-i-tious (sin'e'r-ish/Qs) , adj. cinereous.
Cin-ga-lcse (sir/gs-lez'),

n. & adj. Singhalese.
cin-gu-late (sir/gyoo-ht, sir/gyoo-lar), adj. having a
cingulum.

cin-gu-lat-ed (sir/gyoo-Ia'tid), adj. cingulate.
cin-gu-lum (sirj'gyoo-lom), n. [pi. CINGULA (-la)], [L. <
cingere, to encircle, gird], 1. a girdle; belt. 2. in
zoology, a band or girdle, as of color.

cin-na-bar (sin'a-bar'), n. [ME. cynoper; OFr. cinabre,
cenobre < L. cinnabaris; Gr. kinnabari; Ar. zinjafr; Per.
zinjifrah; confused in OFr. with sinoble, sinople, red
color < L. sinopis, kind of red ochre < Sinopis (terra),
(earth) of Sinojpe (Gr. Sindpe), Greek colony], 1. mer-
curic sulfide, HgS, a heavy, bright-red mineral, the
principal ore of mercury. 2. artificial mercuric sulfide,
used as a red pigment. 3. vermilion; brilliant red.
cin-nam-ic (si-nam'ik, sin'o-mik), adj. I. of or derived
from cinnamon. 2. designating a white, crystalline,
organic acid, CcHs-CHrCH-COOH, produced from ben-
zaldehyde: the corresponding aldehyde gives oil of
cinnamon its characteristic flavor and odor.
cin-na-mon (sin'a-man), n. [ME. cinamome; OFr. cinna-
mons; L. cinnamomum; Gr. kinnamdmon; Heb. qin-
namon, cinnamon], 1. the yellowish-brown spice made
from the dried inner bark of a tree or shrub of the laurel

family native to the East Indies. 2. this bark. 3. any
tree or shrub from which this bark is obtained. 4. yel-
lowish brown, adj. 1. yellowish-brown. 2, made or
flavored with cinnamon.
cinnamon bear, a brown variety of the American black
bear.
cinnamon stone, essonite, a variety of garnet.
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cinque (sink), n. [ME. cink; OFr. cine (Fr. cinq); L.
qwnque, five; akin to Gr. pentet Sans, pafica; see FIVE],
1. a five on dice or playing cards. 2. a throw in dice in
which a five turns up.

cin-gue-cen-tist (chirj'kws-chen'tist), n. an Italian
artist or writer of the cinquecento.
cm-que-cen-to (chirj'kws-chen'to), n. [< It. mil cinque
cento; cf. CINQUE], 1. the 16th century in Italian art
and literature. 2. the style of Italian art of this period.

cinque-foil (sirjk'foil
7

), n. [It. cinguefoglie; L. quinque*
folium; see CINQUE & FOIL],
1. a plant of the rose family
with yellow flowers and
leaves composed of five

leaflets. 2. in architecture, a
circular design made up of
five converging arcs.

Cinque Ports (sink), [ME.
sink pors; see CINQUE], a
group of towns on the south-
east coast of England which
formerly provided ships and
men to the British navy, for
which they received special
privileges: to the original

CINQUEFOEL

five towns (Hastings, Romney, Hythe, Dover, and
Sandwich) were later added Winchelsea and Rye.

C.I.O., CIO, Congress of Industrial Organizations: see
AFL-CIO.

ci-on (si'sn), n. [OFr.; see SCION], a shoot or bud of a
plant, especially one for planting or grafting: also

spelled scion.

Ci-pan*gp (si-par/go), n. [Poetic], Japan: name used by
Marco Polo.

ci-pher (si'fer), n. [ME. ciphre; OPr. cyfre; LL. cifra <
Ar. $ifr> $efr, a cipher, nothing < safara, to be empty],
1. a naught; zero; 0. 2. a perso'n or thing without
importance or value; nonentity. 3. secret writing meant
to be understood only by those who have the key to it;
code. 4. the key to such a code. 5. an intricate weaving
together of letters, as the initials of a name; monogram.
6. any Arabic numeral. v.i. 1. to solve arithmetical
problems. 2. to use secret writing, v.t. 1. to solve
by arithmetic. 2. to express in secret writing. Also
spelled cypher.

cip-o-lin (sip's-lin), n. [Fr. < It. cipollino, lit., little

onion (ult. < L. cepa, onion): from its structure], a
variety of Italian marble with alternating layers or
streaks of color, especially of white and ^reen.

cir., circ., 1. circa. 2. circular. 3. circulation. 4.
circumference.

cir-ca (sur'ko), prep. [LJ, about: used to indicate an
appoximate date, figure, etc., as, circa 1650: abbreviated
c., ca., cir., circ., C.

Cir-cas-si-a (ser-kash'i-a, ser-kash's), n. region of the
U.S.S.R., north of the Caucasus Mountains, on the
shores of the Black Sea.

Cir-cas si-an (ser-kash'i-an, seY-kash'sn), n. 1. a mem-
ber of a group of Caucasian tribes of Circassia. 2. an
inhabitant of Circassia. 3. the non-Indo-European,
North Caucasian language of the Circassians, adj. of
Circassia, its people, or their language.

Cir-ce (sur'si), n. fL.; Gr. Kirke], in Homer's Odyssey,
an enchantress who turned men into swine.

Cir-ce-an, Cir*cae-an (ser-se'an), adj. of or like Circe;
dangerously bewitching.

dr-cl-nate (sur's'n-aV), adj. [L. circinatus, pp. of cir-

cmare, to make round < circinus < Gr. kirkinos, a
circle], rolled into a coil on its axis with the apex in the
center, as the new fronds of a fern.

cir-cle (sur'k'l), n. [ME. cercle, sercle; OFr. cerde;
L. circulus, a circle, dim. of circus;
Gr. kirkos, a ring], 1. a plane
figure bounded by a sinjgle curved
line every point of which is equally
distant from the point at the cen-
ter of the figure. 2. the line

bounding such a figure; circum-
]

ference. 3. anything shaped like
a circle, as the orb of a heavenly
body or a halo around it, a ring,
crown, etc. 4. the orbit of a
planet, 5. a semicircular tier of
seats in a theater: as, the dress
circle. 6. a cycle; period; com-
plete or recurring series, usually ending as it began.
7. a group of people bound together by common inter-
ests; group; coterie. 8, a territorial division. 9. range;
extent; scope, as of influence or interest. 10. an imag-
inary^circle on the surface of the earth: the great circle
is a circle with its plane passing through the center of
the Dearth) the Arctic Circle is a parallel of latitude.
11. in logic, a fault in reasoning in which the premise
and conclusion are each in turn used to prove the other.
v.t. [CIRCLED (-kid), CIRCLING], 1. to form a circle
around; encompass; surround. 2. to move around, as
in a circle. v.i* to go around in a circle; revolve.
SYN. see coterie.

cir-cler (sur'kler), n. a person or thing tliat circles.
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dr-clet (sdr'kiit), n. [dim. of circle], \. a small circle.

2. a circular band worn as an ornament on the finger,
arm, neck, or head.

circuit (sur'kit), n. [OPr. < L. circuitus, a going round,
circuit < circumire; circum-, around -f ire, to go], I.

the line or the length of the line forming the boundaries
of an area. 2. the area bounded. 3. a going around
something; revolving; course or journey around: as,
the moon s circuit of the earth. 4. the regular journey
of a person performing his duties, as of an itinerant

preacher or a judge holding court at designated places.
5. the district periodically traveled through in the per-
formance of duties, as the territory under the jurisdic-
tion of certain judges. 6. a number of associated theaters
at which plays, films, etc. are shown in turn. 7. in

electricity, a complete or partial path over which current
may flow. 8. in radio, a hookup. v.L to go in a circuit.
vJt. to make a circuit of. SYN. see circumference.

circuit binding, a bookbinding with flexible edges
projecting beyond the leaves to protect them.

circuit breaker, a device that automatically interrupts
the flow of an electric current, as when the current
becomes excessive.

circuit court, formerly, a Federal court presided over
by a judge or judges who held court regularly at desig-
nated places in a district: abolished in 1911.

circuit edges, the projecting edges of a circuit binding,
cir-cu*i-tous (ser-ku'i-tos), adj. [LL. circuitosus < L.
circuitus; see CIRCUIT], roundabout; indirect; devious.

circuit rider, a Methodist minister who travels from
station to station in his circuit to preach.

cir-cu-i-ty (ser-ku/i-ti), n. [OPr. circuit^ < L, circuitus],
the quality or state of being circuitous.

cir-cu-lar (sftr'kyoo-le'r), adj. [L. circularis], 1. in the
shape of a circle; round. 2. relating to a circle. Abbre-
viated cir., circ. 3. moving in a circle. 4. roundabout;
circuitous. 5. intended for circulation among a number
of people, n. an advertisement, letter, etc., usually
prepared in quantities, intended for circulation. SYN.
see round.

cir-cu-lar-i-ty (sur'kyoo-lar'a-ti), n. [pi. CIRCULARITIES
(-tiz)j, circular form.

cir-cu-lar-ize (sur'kyoo-le'r-iz') , v.t. (CIRCULARIZED
(-izd')t CIRCULARIZING], 1. to make circular; make
round. 2. to send circulars to.

circular measure, a system for measuring circles:
1 circle a* 360 degrees, or 4 quadrants
1 quadrant =90 degrees
1 degree 60 minutes
1 minute = 60 seconds

circular mil, a unit of measurement for the thickness
of wires, equal to the area of a circle with a diameter
of one mil.

circular saw, a saw in the form of a disk with a toothed
edge, rotated at high speed by a motor.

cir-cu-late (sur'kyop-lat'), v,i. [CIRCULATED (-id), CIR-

CULATING], [< L. circulatus, pp. of circular*, to lorm a
circle], 1. to move in a circle, circuit, or course and
return to the same point, as the blood. 2. to move
around ; go from person to person^or from place to place,
as money, rumor, etc. 3. to be distributed, to a circle of
readers. 4. in mathematics, to have an infinitely recur-

ring series of digits: said of a decimal (e.g., .421421-
421. , .). v.t. to cause to move around from one person
or place to another; place in circulation.

circulating library, a library from which books can be
borrowed, sometimes for a small daily fee.

circulating medium, any medium of exchange that
can be passed without endorsement, as coin; currency.

cir-cu-la-tion (sur'kyoo-la'shsn), n. [L. circulatio; see

CIRCULATE], 1. a moving around from place to place,
as water through pipes. 2. the movement of the blood
in the veins and arteries throughout the body. 3. the
flow of sap in a plant. 4. the passing of something, as

money, news, etc., from person to person or place to

place. 5. the distribution of newspaper^, magazines,
etc. among readers. 6. the extent to which something
is circulated, as the average number of copies of a
magazine sold in a given period: abbreviated cir., circ.

cir-cu-la-tive (sur'kyoo-la'tiv), adj. 1. circulating or

tending to circulate. 2. causing circulation.
cir*cu4a-tor (sur'kyoo-la'ter), n. [L.], 1. a person or

thing that circulates something. 2. a circulating
decimal: see circulate (sense 4").

cir-cu-la-to-ry (sur'kyoo-te-tSr'i, sur/kyoo4a-to'rD, adj.
[L. circulatorius], relating to circulation, as of the blood.

cir-cum- (sur'ksm, sSr-kum'), [< L. circmn? around,
about], a prefix meaning around, about, surrounding, on
all sides, as in circumnavigate, circumscribe, circumstance.
cir-cum-am-bi ence (sur'kam-am'bi-ans), n. [see CIR-

CUMAMBIENT], a surrounding or encircling.

ctT'CUm-am-bi-eii-cy (sur'kgm-am'bi-sn-si), n, 1. the
qualitv or condition or being circumambient. 2. sur-

roundings; environment.
cir-cum-am-bi-ent (siir'kam*am

/
bi-9nt), adj. [circum-

+ ambient], enclosing on all sides; surrounding^
cir-cum am-bu-late (sur'km-ara'by0o-fat

/

)t t?.*. & vJ.

[CIRCUMAMBULATED (-id), CIRCUMAMBULATING], [LL.
circumambulates, pp. of tircumambulare < L. circum-,
about -f ambnlare; see AMBULATE], to walk around.

cir"cum<am'fou'la-ta*ry (sur'kam-am'byoo-b-tdr'i,
sur ;

k9rn-am'byoo-l&-to'ri), adj. circumambulating;
roundabout.
cir-cum-bend-i-bus (sur'kam-ben'di-bas), n. [jocular
formation < L. circum, about -f- Eng. bend -f L. -ibust

ending of L. abl. pi.}, a roundabout way; circumlocution.
cir-cum-cise (surlcam-sIzO. v.t [CIRCUMCISED (-sizdO.
CIRCUMCISING], [ME. circnmcisen; OPr. drconciser < L.
circumcisus, pp. of circumcidere, to cut around <
circum-, around -f caedere, to cut], 1. to cut off all or
part of the foreskin of; also, in certain primitive rituals,
to cut off the labia minora of. 2. in the Bible, to purify;
cleanse from sin.

cir-cum-ci-sipn (sur'ksxn-sizh'dn), n. [L. circumcisio},
1 . a circumcising, either as a religious rite of the Jews,
Moslems, etc., or as a hygienic measure. 2. in the Bible,
a cleansing from sin. 3. [C-], the festival on January 1

commemorating the circumcision of Jesus.
cir-cum-fer-ence (ser-kum'fgr-ans), n. [ME.; L. circum-
ferentia < circumferens, ppr. of circumferre; circum-,
around -h ferre, to carry], 1 . the line bounding a circle
or other rounded surface. 2. the measurement of this
line: distance around. Abbreviated cir., circ.
SYN. circumference refers to the line bounding a circle or
any approximately circular or elliptical area; perimeter ex-
tends the meaning to a line bounding any area, as a triangle,

square, or polygon; periphery, in its literal sense identical
with perimeter, is more frequently used of the edge of a
concrete object or in an extended metaphorical sense (the
periphery of understanding); circuit now usually refers to a
traveling around a periphery (the moon

T
s circuit of the earth).

dr-cum-fer-en-tial (ser-kum'fer-en'shgl) , adj. off at, or
close to the circumference.

cir-cum-flex (sur'kam-fleks') , n. [L. circumjlexus, pp. of

circumflectere; circum-, around + fiectere, to bend], a
mark (*\ *\ ~) used over a vowel in certain languages,
as French, or in phonetic keys to indicate some tone or
quality of the pronunciation: also circumflex accent.
adj. 1. of or marked by a circumflex. 2. curved; bend-
ing or twisting around, v.t. 1. to curve; bend or twist
around. 2. to pronounce or write with a circumflex.

cir-cum-flex-ioii (sur'kQm-flek'shsn), n. [LL. circum-
flexis; see CIRCUMFLEX], a bending or winding around.
cir-curn-fiu-ent (ser-kum'floo-snt), adj. [L. circum-
fluens, ppr. of circumfluere, to flow around; circum-,
around -j- fluere, to flow], flowing around; surrounding;
encompassing.
cir-cum-flu-ous (sr-1cum'floo-9s), adj. [L. circumfluus
< circumflnere}, 1. circumfluent. 2. surrounded by
water.
cir-cum-fuse (sur'k8rn-fu20 v.t. [CIRCUMFIJSED (~fuzdO
CIRCUMFUSING], [L. circumfttsus, pp. of circumfundere;
circum-, around + fundere, to pour], 1. to pour or

spread (a fluid) around. 2. to surround (with a fluid) ;

bathe or suffuse (in).
cir-cum-fu-sion (sur'kana-fu'zhan), n. a circtimJusing
or being circumfused.

cir-cum-lo cu tion (sur'ksmrlo-ku/shoii), n. [L* cirtum-
locutio; see CIRCUS & LOCUTION], 1. a roundabout,
indirect, or lengthy way of expressing some*li%ig; peri-
phrasis. 2. an instance of this. ; ^

cir-cusn-loc-u^to-r^ (sur
/k9m4ok/yoo-t6r

/

i, siir'ksm-
lok'yoo-to'ri) , adj. characterized by circumlocution..

dr-cum-niav'l'gate (suc'ksm-nav'a-gat/). v.t. [< L.

circwnnavigatm* pp. of circumnavigare; see CIRCUM- &
NAVIGATE], to sail around (the earth, etc.).

cir-cum-mav-i-ga-tion (sur'kam-nav'a-ga/shan), n. a
circttrnnavigating.

dr-cum-nav-i-ga-tor (sur'kam-nav's-ga'ter), n. a per-
son who circumnavigates,
cir-cum-nu-ta^tion (sur'kom-nyoo-ta'shQn), n. [circum-
+ nutation}, the irregular spiral or elliptical rotation of

the apex of a growing stem, root, or shoot, caused by
differences in the rate of growth of the opposite sides.

cir-cum-po-lar (sur'karn-p6
/
ler), adj. [circum^

r+ polar\,
1. surrounding or near either pole of the earth. 2. in

astronomy, moving around either of the heavenly poles:
said of stars always above the horizon.

clr-cum-ro'tate (sur'ksm-ro'tat), vd. [CTRCUMROTATED
(-id), CIRCUMROTATING], to turn like a wheel; rotate.

cir-cum-scis-sile (sur'kom-sis'il) , adj. [cwmm- 4* scis-

sile], in botany, opening or splitting by a transverse
fissure around the circumference, leaving an upper and
lower half: said of certain seed pods or capsules,

cir cum scribe (sur'kam-skrib') , ivf. [CIRCUMSCRIBED
(-skribd'), CIRCUMSCRIBING}, [ME. cfrcumscrwen; L.

circumscribere; circum-, around 4- scribere, to write,

draw], 1. to trace a line around; encircle; encompass.
2. to limit; conifie. ; 3. in geometry* a) to draw a figure
aroumd {another, %ure) so as to touch it at as many
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points as possible: as, circumscribe a triangle with a
circle. 6) to be thus drawn around: as, the hexagon
circumscribed the square. SYN. see limit.

.

cir-cum-serlp-tJom (sur'kam-skrip'shon), n. [L. ctrcum-

scriptio < pp. of circumscribere], 1. a circumscribing or

being circumscribed. 2. a boundary or outline. 3. a
limitation or restriction. 4. a surrounding substance.

5. a circumscribed space. 6. an inscription around a

coin, medal, etc.

circumspect (sur'ksm-spektOt fl^/- [L- ctrcumspec-
tus, pp. of circumspicere, to look about < circum-,

around + spectre, to look], carefully attentive to all

circumstances that may relate to an action, judgment,
conduct, etc.; cautious; careful. SYN. see careful.

cir-com-spec-tion (sur'kam-spek'shan), n. [L. circum-

spectio; see CIRCUMSPECT], careful attention to all cir-

cumstances relating to an action, judgment, etc.;

circumspect action or conduct; prudence; caution.

cir-cum stance (sur'kam-stansO* n. [ME.; OFr. cir-

cumstance, circonstance; L. circumstantia, a standing
around, condition < circumstare; circum-, around Hh

stare, to stand], 1. a fact or event accompanying another
fact or event, either incidentally or as an essential con-

dition or determining factor; as, if you knew all the
circumstances you would judge me differently. 2. pi.

conditions surrounding and affecting a person, especi-

ally financial conditions: as, they are in comfortable
circumstances. 3. ceremony; show: as, pomp and cir-

cumstance. 4. accompanying or surrounding detail,

especially fullness of detail: as, the story was told with

great circumstance, v.t. [CIRCUMSTANCED (-stansf).
CIRCUMSTANCING], to place in certain circumstances.
SYN. see occurrence.
under no circumstances, never; under no conditions.

under the circumstances, conditions being what they

cir-cum stanced (sur>kam-stanst'), adj. 1. being in

a specified circumstance, or condition: situated. 2.

supported by certain circumstances, or facts.

cir-cum-stan-tial (sur'kam-stan'shol), adj. L haying
to do with, or depending on, circumstances. 2. inci-

dental; not of primary importance. 3. full of details;

complete.
circumstantial evidence, in law, proof of certain

attendant circumstances which is used as evidence to

infer the proof of a fact: as, ijroof of possession of stolen

property is circumstantial evidence in a case of theft.

cfr-cum*8tan*tl-aH-ty (sur'kam-stan'shi-al'a-ti), n. 1.

the quality of being circumstantial. 2. particularity;

circumstantiate (sur'kam-stan'shi-at'), v.t. [CIR-
CUMSTANTIATED (-id), CIRCUMSTANTIATING], to verify
in every particular; give detailed proof or support of.

dr-ciim-8taiiti-a*tioii (sur'ksm-stan'shi-a'shan), n.

a circumstantiating or being circumstantiated.
cir cum-val-late (sur'kam-val'at), v.t. [CIRCUMVAL-
LATED (-id), CIRCUMVALLATING], [< L. circumvallatus,

pp. of circumvallare; circum-, around + vallare < vallum,
a wall, rampart], to surround with a wall or trench, as
for defense, adj. surrounded by a wall, trench, etc.

cir cum-vent (sftr'kam-vent'), v.t. [< L. circumventus,

pp. of circumvenire; circum-, around + venire, to come],
1. to go around; surround. 2. to surround by trickery
or craft; hence, 3. to catch in a trap. 4. to gain super-
iority over; outwit. 5. to prevent from happening.

cir-cum*veii-ticrti (sftr'kam-ven'shsn), n. {L. circum-

ventio], a circumventing or being circumvented,
cir-cum-ven-tive (sur'kam-ven'tivy, adj. circumventing.
clr-cum-vo'lu-tion (sur'kam-va-loo'shan), n. [LL. cir-

cumvolutio < L. circumvolutus, pp. of circumvolvere; cir-

cum-, around + volvere, to turn], 1. a rolling, turning
around, or coiling. 2. the state of being rolled around,
folded, or coiled. 3. a fold or twist. 4. a circuitous
course or form.

cir-cum-volve (sur'ksm-volv') , v.t. & v.i. [CIRCUM-
VOLVED (-volvd'), CIRCUMVOLVING], [L. circumvolvere;
circum-, around + volvere, to roll], to revolve.

cir;cus (sur'kas), n. [L., a circle, ring, racecourse; Gr.
kirkos, a circle], 1. in ancient Rome, an oval or oblong
arena with tiers of seats around it, used for games,
chariot races, etc. 2. a similar arena, usually enclosed
in a tent, for a show of acrobats, wild animals, clowns,
etc. 3. a traveling show of this sort. 4. the performance
of such a show. 5. [British], a circular open place where
many streets come together: as, Piccadilly Circus. 6.

[Colloq.], any riotously entertaining person, thing, etc.

Cir-cus Max-i-mus (sur'kas mak'si-mss), U, lit., larg-
est racecourse], a large amphitheater built in Rome
c. 329 B.C., used for chariot races, games, etc.

Cir-e-na i ca (sir'a-na'i-ka), n. a district of northeastern
Libya: area, 212,000 sq. mi.; pop., 165,000: also spelled
Cyrenaica.

cirque (surk), n. [Fr,; L. circus; see CIRCUS], 1. a cir-

cular space or arrangement. 2. [Poetic], a circle; ring.
3. [Archaic], a circus. 4. in geology, a natural amphi-
theater: steep, hollow excavation in a mountain, made
by erosion, etc.

cir-rate (sir'at), adj. [L. cirratus < cirrus, a curl], in

biology, having cirri.

cir-rhO'Sis (si-ro'sis), it. [LL. < Gr. kirrhos, tawny:
so named by R. T. H. Laennec (1781-1826) because of

the orange-yellow appearance of the diseased liver], a

degenerative disease in an organ of the body, especially
the liver, marked by excess formation of connective

tissue and the subsequent contraction of the organ.
cir-rhot-ic (si-rot'ik), adj. of, caused by, or having
cirrhosis.

cir-ri (sirl), n. plural of cirrus.

cir-ri- (sir'i), [< L. cirrus], a combining form meaning
curl, ringlet, as in cirriped; also cirro-, cirrhl-, cirrho-.

dr-ri-ped (sir'i-ped'), n. [< Mod. L. Cirrtpedta, name
of the order < cirri- + L. pes, pedts, foot], a kind of

crustacean, as a barnacle, having curl-shaped append-

ages and attaching itself parasitically, in its adult stage,

to other organisms, rocks, the bottoms of ships, etc.

adj. of a cirriped or the cirripeds.
cir-ro- (sir'o), cirri-: also spelled cirrho-

cir-ro-cu-mu-lus (sir'o-ku'myoo-las), n. a formation of

small, white, fleecy clouds
in groups or rows: mean
height, 27,000 ft.: also

called mackerel sky.
cir-rose (sir'os), adj. \< L.
cirrus, a curl; -f- -ose], t

1.

having a cirrus or cirri.

2. resembling cirri.

cir-ro-stra-tus (sir'o-stra'-

tas), n. a high, thin, deli-

cate formation of clouds,
often resembling a tangled
web: mean height, 32,000
ft.

cir-rous (sir'as), adj. CIRRO-CUMULUS
cirrose.

cir-rus (sir/as), n. [pi. CIRRI (-1)], [L. t a lock, curl, ten-cirrus (sir/as), n. [pi. CIRR]

dril], 1. in biology, a) a
plant tendril, b) a flexible,
threadlike appendage, as
the feelers of certain organ-
isms. 2. in meteorology, a
formation of filmy, fleecy
clouds, generally whitish:
mean height, 33,000 ft.:

abbreviated c., C.
cir-so- (stir'so), [Gr. kirso-,
kirs- < kirsos, enlargement
of a vein], a combining
form meaning an enlarged
vein: also, before a vowel,
cirs-.

cir-soid (sur'soid), adj.

[orig. < Gr. kirsoeides,
but often thought of as Eng. cirso- + -id], like a vanx,
or enlarged blood vessel; varicose.

cis- (sis), [< L. cis, on this side], a prefix meaning: 1.

on this side of, as in cisalpine. 2. subsequent to.

cis al pine (sis-al'pln, sis-al'pin), adj. [L. dsalpinus; see

cis- & ALPINE], on this (the southern) side ofthe Alps:
from the viewpoint of Rome.

cis aMan-tic (sis'st-lan'tik), adj. on this (the speaker's)
side of the Atlantic.
Cis-caucasia (sis'kd-ka'zho, sis'kd-ka'shg), n. the

part of Caucasia north of the Caucasus.
cis-co (sis'ko), n. [pi. CISCOES, ciscos (-koz)], [< Canad.
Fr. ciscovette for siskowet, siskowit < AlgonquianJ, any
of a number of whitefishes and herrings found in the
Great Lakes.
cismon-tane (sis-mon'tan), adj.

on this side of the

mountains, especially of the Alps.
cis-pa-dane (sis'*pa-dan', sis-pa'dan), adj. [cis- + L.

Padanus, Po River], on this (the southern) side of the
Po River: from the viewpoint of Rome.

cis sold (sis'oid), n. [Gr. kissoeides, ivylike < ktssos, ivy
+ eidos, form], in mathematics, a curve converging into

an apex. adj. designating the angle formed by the
concave sides of two intersecting curves: opposed to

sistroid.

cist (sist; also, for 1, kist), n. [L. cista; Gr. kiste (cf.

CHEST); sense 1 via W. kist faen, lit., stone coffin],

1. a primitive tomb made of stone slabs or hollowed
out of rock: also kist. 2. in ancient Greece, a box or

chest containing sacred utensils.
cis ta ceous (sis-ta'shss) , adj. [Mod. L. cistus (< Gr.

kistos, rockrose) ; + -aceous], belonging to the rockrose

family of shrubs or woody herbs.
Cis-ter-cian (sis-tur'shan, sis-tur'shi-an), n. [Fr. Cister-
cien < ML. Cistercium (now Citeaux, France) , original
convent of the order], a monk of the Cistercian Order.

adj. of the Cistercians.
Cistercian Order, a monastic order, a stricter branch
of the Benedictine Order, established in 1098 at Citeaux,
France.

cis tern (sis'tern), n. [ME. & OFr. cisterne; L. cisterna,

reservoir for water < cista (Gr. kiste), a chest, box; cf.

CHEST], 1. a large receptacle for storing water; espe-
cially, a tank in which rain water is C9llected for use.

2. in anatomy, a sac or cavity containing a natural
fluid of the body.
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cis-ter-na (sis-tur'na), n. [L.; cf. CISTERN!, in anatomy;

a cistern; sjecifically, any of the enlarged spaces below
the arachnoid.

cit., 1. citation. 2. cited. 3. citizen.

cit a-ble (sit'a-bl), adj. that can or may be cited: also

spelled citeable.
cit-a-del (sit'a-dl, sit'a-delO, n. (Fr. cUadeUe; It. citta-

ddla, dim, of cittade, city < L. cimtas, citizenship, state],
1. a fortress on a commanding height for defense of a
city. 2. a fortified place; stronghold. 3. a refuge; place
of retreat. 4. the heavily armored central structure of a
warship, on which the guns are mounted.

ci-ta-tion (sl-ta'shsn), n. [ME. citation; OFr. citation;
L. citatio, a summoning < pp. of citare; see CITE], 1. a
summons to appear before a court of law. 2. a citing;

quoting. 3. a passage cited; quotation. 4. honorable
mention in an official report for bravery or meritorious
service in the armed forces. 5. a reference to a legal
statute, a previous law case, a written authority, etc.

Abbreviated cit.

ci-ta-to-ry (sl'ta-tfir'i, sl'ta-to'ri), adj. of a citation.

cite (sit), v.t. [CITED (-id), CITING], [Fr. citert to summon;
L. citare, to arouse, summon < ciere, to put into motion,
rouse], 1. to summon to appear before a court of law.
2. to summon; stir to action. 3. to quote (a passage,
book, speech, writer, etc.). 4. to refer to or mention by
way of example, proof, explanation, etc. 5. to mention
in an official report for bravery or meritorious service
in the armed forces.

cith-a-ra (sith's-ra), n. [L.; Gr. kithara], an ancient
musical instrument somewhat
resembling a lyre: precursor
of the zither.

cith-er (sith'gr), n. [Fr. cithare

< L. cithara], 1. a cithara. 2.

loosely, a cithern or zither.

cith-ern (sith'ern), n. [< Fr.
cithare (see CITHER); prob.
influenced by ME. giterne (see
CITTERN)], a stringed musical
instrument of the 16th cen-

tury, somewhat resembling a
guitar: also cittern.

cit led (sit'id), adj. 1. having
a city or cities on it: as, the
citied earth. 2. like a city.

cit-i-fied (sit'i-fid'), adj. hav-
ing the manners, dress, etc.

attributed to city people.
cit i zen (sit'a-z'n), n. [ME. & Anglo-Fr. cUizein, altered

(after denizen, etc.) < OFr. citeain (Fr. citoyen) < cite;

see CITY; sense 3 influenced by use of Fr. citoyen during
the French Revolution], 1 . formerly, a native or inhab-
itant, especially a freeman or burgess, of a town or

city; hence, 2. loosely, a native, inhabitant, or denizen
of any place. 3. a member of a state or nation, espe-
cially one with a republican form of government, who
owes allegiance to it by birth or naturalization and is

entitled to full civil rights: as, this British subject is

now an American citizen: abbreviated cit. 4. a civilian,

as distinguished from a person in military service, a

policeman, etc.

citizen of the world, a person who feels at home in va-
rious countries; cosmopolitan person.

SYN. citizen refers to a member of a state or nation, espe-

cially one with a republican government, who owes it allegiance
and is entitled to full civil rights either by birth or naturaliza-

tion; subject is the term used when the government is headed
by a monarch or other sovereign; national is applied to a

person residing away from the country of which he is, or once

was, a citizen or suoject, and is especially used of one another

by fellow countrymen living abroad; native refers to one who
was born in the country under question and is applied spe-

cifically to an original or indigenous inhabitant of the region.
ANT. alien.

cit i-zen-eas (sitVz'n-is), n. [orig. transl. of Fr. citoyenne

(Revolutionary term)], a woman citizen^

cit'i-zen-ry (sit'a-z'n-ri), n. citizens collectiyely.

cit-i-zen-ship (sit'a^'n-shipf), n. IcUisen 4- -ship),, 1.

the status or condition of a citizen, 2 . the dmties* rights,
and privileges of this status. t

4

citizenship papers, the document stating that a natur-
alized person has been formally declare^ a citizen.

Cit lal-te-petl (set'lal-ta'petl),n. Orizaba, a mountain
in Mexico.
dt-ole (sit'51, si-totO, n. [ME.; OFr.; orig. dinii < L.

cithafca; cf. ZITHER, CITHERN}, a cithern. '. .

Jci toy-en (se'twa'yaw'). n. [pi. CITOYENS (-ya*')J, f5r-

(fern., citoyewne)], a citizen.

dt-ra- (sit'rs), [L. titra* on this side of < ctter, hither],

[Rare], a combining form meaning on this side of,

cis-, as in citramontane.
cit-ral (sit'ral); n. [afcon + aldehyde], a kjiuid aldehyde,
CHi5-CHO, with a pleasant odor, found in oil of lemon,

CITHARA

eft-rate (sit'rlt, sit'rit, st'trat), n. I< citrus + ~aU]9 a
salt or ester of citric add.

dt-re-ou*"(sit'rt-s) ^. fj^ ctirexs; see CITJUJSJ, lemon-

yellow.
cit-rfc (sit'rik), adj. [< citrus + -&], I. of or from
citrons, lemons, oranges, or similar fruits. 2. desig-
nating or of an acid, CHO7, obtained from stich fruits,

usedin making favoring extracts, dyes, citrates, etc.

ciMin (sit/rin) , n. [ < cftrus + -in], vitamin Pf found in

lemon juice and paprika.
citrine (sit'rin), adj. [< citrus + -*f] lemon-yellow.
n. 1. lemon yellow. 2. a yellow, semiprecious variety
of quartz resembling topaz.

cit-ron (sit'ran), n. [Pr. f lemon (cf. ctdrat, citron tree,

citron); It. citrons < L. citrus (*citrmn}\ Gr. kitron;
see CITRUS], 1 . a yellow, thick-skinned fruit resembling
a lime or lemon but larger and less add. 2. the semi-

tropical tree or shrub bearing this fruit. 3. the candied
rind of this fruit, used as a confection, in fruitcake, etc.

4. the citron melon.
dt/ron-el-la (sit'ra-nel's), n. [Mod, L. < citron; see

CITRON], 1. a volatile, sharp-smelling oil used in per-
fume, soap, etc. and to keep insects away: also citron-
ella oil. 2. the southern Asiatic grass from which this
oil is derived.

citron melon, a kind of watermelon with hard, white
flesh.

citron wood, 1. the wood of the citron tree. 2. the
hard, fragrant wood of the sandarac tree.

cit-rous (sit'ros), adj. 1. of fleshy fruits with a thick
rind and acid flesh, as oranges, lemons, limes, grape-
fruit, and citrons. 2. of the trees that bear these fruits;
citrus.

rft-rus (sit'ras), n. [L., citron tree; akin to Gr. kitron

(? to Gr. kedros* cedar) ; ? of Oriental (Medish) origin;
cf. CITRON], 1. any of a group of trees and shrubs that
bear oranges, lemons, limes, or other such fruit. 2. any
such fruit, adj. of these trees and shrubs.

Cit-ta del Va-ti-ca.no (chet-ta' del va'tg-ka'n8) ,

Vatican City: the Italian name.
cit-tern (sit'ern), n. a cithern.

cit-y (sit'i), n. [#/. CITIES (-iz)] ( [ME. & OFr. cite, citet;
L. civitas (< cim$, citizen), ong., citizenship, community
of citizens, hence one of the Gaulish states, chief town
in such a state], 1. a large, important town. 2. in the
United States, an incorporated municipality whose
boundaries and powers of self-government are defined
by a charter from the State in which it is located:
abbreviated c. 3. in Canada, a municipality of the
highest rank. 4. in Great Britain, a borough or town
with a royal charter, usually a town that has been or is

an episcopal see. 5. all the people of a city. 6. in
ancient Greece, a city-state, adj. of or in a city.
the City, the financial and commercial district of

Greater London.
dtt-y-born (sit'i-b6rn') f adf. born in a city.

dt-y-bred (sat'i-bred'j, ad/, raised in, a cfty.

city chicken, strips of pork or veal wound on, a skewer,
breaded, and fried. r

,,

city editor, a newspaper editor who !

feaarfle$ local news
and distributes assignments to repoirfeirfe:

*

city father, anv of the important officials of a^ dty;
councilman, alderman, etc.

,

'
'

cit-yfied (sit'i-fidO, tf. cittfieC

city hall, 1. a buildSng which houses the offices of a

municipal governmentThence, 2. the municipal govern-
ment, especially as represented by the administration
in power.

city manager, an administrator appointed by a city
council or similar body to act as manager of the city,

City of David, 1. Jerusalem: so called because David
captured it and established his capital there: II Sam.
5:6. 2. Bethlehem: so called because David was born
there: I Sam. 16:1.

City of God:* heaven.
City of Seven HUIs> Rome.
cit-y-state (sit'i-statO, n. a state made up of an inde-

pendent city and the territory directly controlled by it,

as in 'ancient Greece. ;

Ciu-dad Jua-rez (su-ft&tft' hwa'res), a city in tylejpco,
across the Rio Grande from El Paso, Texas: pop.,
49,000.
Chi dad Tru-jil-lo (su-toW tro^-he'y^),, the capital
of the Dominican Republic: pop., 71,000; i&e ftrsife town
established by Europeans in the Western Hemisphere
(1496) : formerly called Santo Domfoxo*

civ., i. civil. 2. civilian. ,
*

civet (siVit),. n. [Fr. cMU& It. vibetto: Ar. sab&fl,
1. a thick, yellowish, fatty seere^on with a musklike
scent, obtained from, glandsm me anal pouch of the
civet cat: it is used in making some perfumes. 2. the
civet cat. 3. its fur.

civet cat, any of several varieties of a catlike, flesh-

eating ammaiiof AMea^Mdiau Malaysia, and southern
China, with spotted, yelowisfcfur: valued for its civet.
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dV'lc (s*v
/
Ik) t adj. PL civicus, civil < cins, citizen], 1.

of a city. 2. of citizens, 3. of citizenship.
civ-lcs (siv'iks), n.$. [construed as singl], the branch
of political science that deals with"fcivic affairs and
the duties and rights of citizenship.

civ-il (siy'l, siv'il), adj. [Fr.; L. chilis < cims, citizen],
1 . of a citizen or citizens. 2. of a community of citizens,
their government, or their interrelations; as, civil affairs,

ciml service, cml war. 3. suitable for a city dweller;
not rustic or countrified; hence, 4. polite; urbane. 5.

civilized. 6. not military, naval, or ecclesiastical: as,
ciml law, ciml marriage. 7. designating legally recog-
nized divisions of time: as, a ciml year. 8. [sometimes
C-], of or according to Roman civil law or modern civil

law. 9. in law, relating to the private rights of indi-

viduals and to legal actions involving these: distin-

guished from criminal, political. Abbreviated civ.

SYff.- civil implies merely a refraining from rudeness (keep
a ciml tongue in your head); polite suggests a more positive
observance of etiquette in social behavior (it is not polite to

interrupt); courteous suggests a still more positive and
sincere consideration of others that springs from an inherent

thoughtfulness Qie is always courteous to strangers); chival-
rous implies disinterested devotion to the cause of the weak,
especially to helping women (fie was quite chivalrous in her

defense); gallant suggests a dashing display of courtesy,

especially to women (her gaftaid lover). ANT. rude.

civil death, in law, deprivation of all civil rights as a
result of being convicted of treason or, sometimes, of

being declared an outlaw.
civil disobedience, passive resistance.

civil engineer, a specialist in civil engineering: abbre-
viated C.E. (as a title).

civil engineering, the branch of engineering dealing
with the design and construction of highways, bridges,
waterworks, harbors, etc.

ci-viMan (sa-vil'yon), n. [ME.; OFr. civilian < L. civilis;

see CIVIL], 1. any person not in military or naval
service. 2. a specialist in civil or Roman law. adj. of

civilians: nonmilitary. Abbreviated civ.

ci-viM-ty (sa-vil'o-ti), n. \pl. CIVILITIES (-tiz)], [ME. &
OFr. cimhte; L. cimlitas (< civilis , civil), politics, hence

politic behavior, politeness], 1. courtesy; politeness;
consideration. 2. a polite act or utterance.

dtv-i-liz*ahle (sivVEz'a-bl), adj. that can be civilized.

civ-ili'za-tion (siv'l-i-za/shan, siv'l-i-za'shon), n. 1.

the process of civilizing or becoming civilized. 2. the
condition of being civilized; social organization of a high
order, marked by advances in the arts, sciences, etc.

3. the total culture of a people, nation, period, etc. : as,
the civilization of the Occident differs from that of the
Orient. 4. tjie countries and peoples considered to have
reached a high stage of social and cultural development.
dv-Mize (siv'l-iz'), v.t. [CIVILIZED (-IzdOt CIVILIZING].
[Fr. civiliser < L. civilis; see CIVIL: lit. etym. sense, "to
citify"J, l.^to bring out of a condition of savagery or
barbarism

;
instruct in the ways of an advanced society.

2. to better the habits or manners of; refine.

civ-Mized (siv'l-!zd/), adj. [pp. of civilize], 1. advanced
in social organization and the arts and sciences. 2. of

people or countries thus advanced. 3. cultured and
courteous; refined.

civil law, 1. Rpman law, especially the part that applied
to Roman citizens, 2. the body of law having to do
with private rights: it developed from Roman law.

civil liberties, liberties guaranteed to the individual
by law; rights of thinking, speaking, and acting as
one likes without interference or restraint except in
the interests of the public welfare.

civil list, in Great Britain and other monarchies, the
annual appropriation fixed by the legislature for the
personal and household expenses of the royal family.

ciy-iMy (siv''l-i), adv. 1. with civility; politely. 2. by
civil law.

civil marriage, a marriage performed by a justice of
the peace, judge, or similar official, not by a clergyman.

civil rights, those rights guaranteed to the individual
by the 13th and 14th Amendments to the Constitution
of the United States and by certain other acts of

Congress; especially, exemption from involuntary
servitude and egual treatment of all people with
respect to the enjoyment of life, liberty, and property
and to the protection of law.

civil servant, [Chiefly British], a member of the civil
service: ill British usage, Civil Servant,

civil service, Jong, applied to the civilian staff of the
British East India Company], 1. all those employed in
government administration except in the army, navy,
legislature, or judiciary. 2. any government service in
which a oosition is secured through competitive public
examination. 3. official regulations for such govern-
ment service: as, he came under civil service. In British
usage, Civil Service. Abbreviated C.S., c.s.

civil war, war between geographical sections or political
factions of the same nation.
the Civil War, the war between the North (the Union)

- and the South (the Confederacy) in the United States
(1861-1865).

civil year, a calendar year: cf. astronomical year*

clammy
civ-ism (siv'ias'm), n. [Fr. civisme < L. ciws, citizen], the
principles and ideals of good citizenship: term of the
French Revolution.

civ-viesj civ-ies (siv'iz), n.pl. [Slang], civilian clothes,
as distinguished from military uniform; mufti,

ck.,jZ. CKS.J, 1. cask. 2. check.

Cl, in chemistry, chlorine.

cl., 1. centiliter; centiliters. 2. claim. 3. class. 4.
clause. 5. clearance. 6. clerk. 7. cloth.

c.L, 1. carload. 2. carload lots. 3. civil law.
clab-ber (klab'Sr), n. fir. dabar], thick, sour milk;
curdled milk; bonnyclabber. v.i. & v.t. to curdle.
clach-an (klakh'an), n. [Scot. Gael; prob. < clack,

stone], [Scot, or Irish], a hamlet, especially in the
Highlands of Scotland.
clack (klak), zu. [ME. clacken; echoic; cf. CLAQUE,
CLATTER], 1. to make an abrupt, sharp sound, as by
striking two hard substances together. 2. to chatter;
prate; blab. 3. to make a clucking, cackling sound, as
a hen. v.t. 1. to cause to make an abrupt, sharp
sound. 2. to blab. n. 1. an abrupt, sharp sound.
2. something that makes this sound. 3. chatter.
Clack-man-nan (klak-man'an), n. 1. a county of
Scotland, on the Firth of Forth: pop., 35,000 (est.

1946). 2. its county seat: op., 2,600.
clack valve, a valve, often hinged at one side, which
closes with a clacking sound.
clad (klad), occasional
clothe, adj. clothed ;

clad-o phyll (klad'a-fil), n. [< Gr. klados, a branch,
shoot -f fhyllon, leaf], in botany, a branch with the
shape and appearance of a leaf.

claim (klam), v.t. [ME. claimen; OFr. claimer, darner,
to call, cry out, claim; L. clamore, to cry out], 1. to
demand as rightfully belonging or due to one; ask for
on the basis of right or authority; assert one's right to,
as a title, accomplishment, etc. that should be recog-
nized: as, he claimed the record in the high jump. 2. to
call for; require; deserve: as, this probleni claims our
attention. 3. to state as a fact; assert; maintain: a
frequent and valid sense, despite objections. v.L to
assert or put forward a claim, n. La demand for

something rightfully or allegedly due; assertion of one's
right to something. 2. a right or title to something:
abbreviated cl. 3. something claimed, as a piece of
land staked out by a settler or miner. 4. a statement
of something as a fact; assertion. SYN. see demand,
lay claim to, to assert one's right or title to.

claim-ant (klSm'snt), n. [orig. law term < claim +
-ant, after defendant, etc.], a person who makes a claim.
claiming race, a horse race in which each entering
horse must be made available for purchase at a fixed
price by anyone entering another horse in the meet.
Claire (kl&r), a feminine name: see Clara,
clair voyance (kl^r-voi'ons), n, [Fr. < clairvoyant], 1.
the ability to perceive things that are not in sight or
that cannot be seen, attributed to some people. 2.
keen perception; great insight.

clair-voy-ant (kUtr-voi'aat), adj. [Fr. (fern, clairvoyante),
Ut. f seeing clearly < clair, clear -f voyant, seeing, ppr.of
voir, to see], 1. of clairvoyance. 2. apparently having
clairvoyance, n. a clairvoyant person,
clam (klam), n.

\fl. CLAMS (klamz), CLAM; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [< clamshell < clam (a clamp) : so called because
of the action of the shells], 1. any of a large variety of
hard-shelled bivalve mollusks, some of which live in the
shallows of the sea, others in fresh water. 2. the soft,
edible part of such a mollusk. ?.i [CLAMMED (klamd),
CLAMMING], to dig, or go digging, for clams,
clam (klam), n. [Late ME. clam; AS. clamm, bond,
fetter; akin to G. klamm, a cramp, fetter; IE. base
*glem- < *gel~; see CLIMB], a clamp; vise.
clam (klam), n. [back-formation < clammy], clamminess.
cla-mant (kla'msnt), adj. [L. damans, damantis, ppr.
of clamare, to cry out], l f clamorous; noisy. 2. de-
manding attention; urgent.

clam-a-tp-ri-al (klamVt6r'irsl, Jdam'a-td'ri-sl), adj. [<
Mod. L, Clamatores, name of the suborder (< L. dam-
atores, pi. of clamator, bawler < clamore, to cry out) ; 4-
-ial], belonging to the flycatcher family of birds.
clam-hake Qdam'bak') , n. 1 . a picnic at which steamed
or baked clams and other foods are served. 2. the
steaming or baking of clams, usually on heated stones
and with layers of other food, as corn, fish, etc,, under a
covering of seaweed,
clam ber (klam'ber), W.I7& v.t, JME. damberen, dam*
eren; akin to G. klammern in sich Rlammern, to hook one-
self on, ding firmly < Gmc. base ol cmmp* elumfr; wit. <
IE. *gel-; see^CLDo], to climb by using botfr itan4s. and
feet; climb witti difficulty or in a clutwsy manner, n* a
clambering; clumsy or hard climb.
clam-mMy (klam' 1-i), adv. in a clammy manner,
clam-mi-ness (klam'i-nis), n. the quality <?r condition
of being clammy, ;

clam-my (klam'i), adj. [CLAMMIER (-I-&F), CLAMMIEST
(-i-ist)] f [ME. clammy, claymy; AS. types *damig
(< clam, clay) & *dxmig (< clxman, to smeaf < dam,
clay)^ JE. base *glei-; see CLAY], xnoisi, cold, an4 slightly
clinging to the touch.
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2. a

clam-or (klam'er), n. [ME. & OFr. damour; L. clamor <
damare, to cry out|, 1. a loud outcry; uproar. 2. a
continual, vehement expression of the general feeling or

opinion; noisy demand or complaint, 3. a loud, sus-

tained noise. v.L to make a clamor; cry out, demand,
or complain noisily, v.t. to express or effect with
clamor. SYN. see noise.

clam-or-oiis (klam'er-as), adj. [ML. damorosus; see

CLAMOR], 1. noisy; loud and confused, 2. loudly de-

manding or complaining. SYN. see vociferous.

clam our (klam'er), n., v.i. & v.t. clamor: British

spelling.
clamp (klamp), n. [ME. < LG. klampe; IE. base as in

climb, clamber], any of various de-
vices for clasping or fastening things
together, or for bracing or strength-
ening parts; especially, an appliance
with two parts that can be brought
together, usually by screws, to grip
and hold something, v.t. to fasten,

strengthen, or brace with a clamp or

clamps.
clamp down (on), [Colloq.], to
become more strict (with).

clamp (klamp), n* [var. of clump], a
heavy tread. 0.1. to tread heavily.
clamper (klam'per) n. a metal
plate with spikes, fastened to the
sole of a shoe to prevent slipping on ice.

clam-shell (klam'shel'), n. 1. the shell of a clam,
dredging bucket, hinged Hke the shell of a clam.

clan (klan), n. [Gael. & Ir. clann, eland, offspring,
children, tribe < L. planta, offshoot], 1 . an early form
of social group, as in the Scottish Highlands, composed
of several families claiming descent from a common
ancestor, bearing the same family name, and following
the same chieftain. 2. in certain primitive societies, a
tribal division, usually exogamous, of matrilineal or

patrilineal descent from a common ancestor. 3. a group
of people with interests in common: clique; set.

clan-des-tine (klan-des'tin), adj. [Fr. dandestin; L.
dandestinus, secret, hidden < dam, secret], secret or
hidden, especially for some illicit purpose; surreptitious;
furtive: underhand. SYN. see secret.

clang (klarj),, v.i. & v.t. [prob. echoic, like L. dangere,

OHG. klank, Gr. klange, but associated with L. clan-

gere], 1, to make or cause to make a loud, sharp, ring-

ing sound, as by striking metal. 2. to strike together
with this sound, n. [< the .], 1. this sound. 2. the

loud, harsh sound made by some birds, as cranes.
clan gor (klaq'ggr, klan'er), n. [L, < dangere], 1. a
clang. 2. a persistent clanging. v.i. to clang.

cian-gor-ous (klarj'ger-as, klarj 'er-ss), adj. clanging.
clan gour (klan'ger, klar/er) , n. clangor: British spelling,
clank (klarjk), n. [? < dang ^f dink; or < D, klank;
origin echoic]^ a sharp, metallic sound,,not as resonant
as a clang and shorter in duration. v.i. & v.t. to make
or cause to make this sound.
clan nish (klan'ish), adj. 1. of a clan. 2. tending to
associate closely, to the exclusion of others; cliquish.
clansman (klanz'man), n, [pi. CLANSMEN (-man)], a
member of a clan.

clap (klap), v.i. [CLAPPED or archaic CLAPT (klapt),

CLAPPING], [ME. dappen; AS, cteppan, to throb, beat,

clap; akin to ON. klapp, OHG. klapf, clap, crack, blow;
cf. CLATTER], 1. to make a sudden, explosive sound, as

of two flat surfaces being struck together. 2. to strike

the hands together with the palms turned toward each

other, usually as a sign of pleasure or approval, v.t.

1. to strike together briskly and loudly: as, he cfapped
his hands. 2. to show pleasure* at or approval of by
clapping the hands, 5. to strike with an open hand, as

in hearty greeting or encouragement. 4. to put,, move,
set, bring to, etc* swiftly and effectively: as, ke was
dapped into jail. ft. 1. a sudden, explosive sound, as

of two flat surfaces being struck together: as* a, dap of

thunder. 2. the act of striking the hands together, as

in applauding. 3. a sharp blow; slap. 4. a sudden
movement or stroke.

clap eyes on, [Colloq.J* to look at; catch sight of; see.

clap Cklap) , n. [OFr. dapoir,, br.othel? rig., a rabbit holej,

gonorrhea (often with the) : a vulgarism.
clap-board (klab'erd, klap'berd' klap'bordO, n. [par-

tial transl. of G. klapholz or LG. KlaphoU < Happen, to

fit + holt, holt, wood, board], 1. a thin, narrow board
with one edge thicker than the other, used for cove/ing
the outer walls of frame houses. 2. in Great Britain, a
small size of board for making wainscoting and barrel

staves, v.t. to cover with clapboards.
clap per (klapfeY), ft. 1. a person who claps. 2. a thing
that makes a clapping sound, as the tongue of a bell or,

facetiously, that 6f a person.

clapperclaw 0ciap'er-kl8'). v.t. [prob. < dapper +
claim* [Atehaic pr Dial.]* 1. to claw or scratch with

tfre hand an<t naula. 2. to, revile or scold.

clapt (klapt), archaic past tense and past participle of

clap.
clap-trap (klap'trap'), n. \dap (applause) + trap]*
showy, insincere, empty talk, expression, etc., intended

only to get applause or notice, adj. showy and cheap.

claque (klak), n. [Fr. < daquer, to clap; echoic], 1. a

group of people paid to go to a play, oj>era, etc. and
applaud. 2. a group of admiring or fawning followers.

clar., clarinet. .

Clar-a (kllr's), [ < L. dam, fern, of darns, clear, bright],
a feminine name: variants, Clare, Clarice, Clarissa;

equivalent, Fr, Claire.
clar-a beMa (klar'a-bei'a). n. {Mod. L. < L. darus, clear

-f bellus, delightful], an 8-foot organ stop producing a
soft, velvety tone.
Clare (klar), 1. a masculine name: see Clarence. 2. a
feminine name: see Clara.
Clar-ence (klar'ans), [< name of Eng. dukedom of

Clarence < Clare, town in Suffolk; formed as if < L.

darens, ppr. of clarere, to make illustrious < darus,
clear, illustrious], a masculine name: variant, Clare.

clar-ence (klar'sms), n. [< the Duke of Clarence, later

William IV], a closed, four-wheeled carriage with seats
for four inside and a seat for the driver outside.
Clar-en don (klar'an-dsm), first Earl of, {Edward Hyde),
16091674; English statesman and historian; lord chan-
cellor of England (1658-1667).
clar-en-don (klar'an-dsn), n. [< Clarendon Press, Ox-
ford, England], a style of type with narrow letters of

thick, heavy lines, Tliii lin* I* in 5-point clarendon.

Clare of Assisi, Saint, 1194-1253; Italian nun; founder
of the order of Poor Clares: her day is August 12.

clar-et (klar'at), n. [ME.; OFr. (vin) daret, clear (wine):
dim. of cler, clear < L. darus; see CLEAR], 1. a dry red
wine; especially, red Bordeaux. 2. purplish red: also
claret red. ad}, purplish-red.

claret cup. an iced drink of claret, lemon juice, brandy,
sugar, and soda.
Clar-i-bel (klar'o-belO, [< L. darus, clear, bright +
bellus, pretty, fair], a feminine name.

Clar-ice (klar'is, kla-resOi [Fr. Clarisse], a feminine
name: see Clara.

clar4-fi-ca-tion (klarVfi-ka'shsn), n. [Fr. < IX.
darificatio], a clarifying or being clarified.

clar-ifi-er (klarVfi'er), u. 1. a person or thing that

clarifies; especially, a substance used to clarify wine.
2. a large metal pan in which sugar is clarified.

clar-i-fy (klar'a-tV) , v.t. & vJ. [CLARIFIED (-fid'),

CLARIFYING], [ME. darifien; OFr. clarifier; L. danfrcere
< darus, clear, bright + facere, to make], 1 . to make or
become clear and free from impurities: said of liquids,
etc* 2. to make or become easier to understand: as,

you must clarify your meaning.
clar i-net (klars-net', klar'a-nef), n. [Fr. darinetie,

dim. of clarine, little bell; LL.
clario; see CLARION], a singje^reed,
wood-wind instrument with a long
wooden or metal tube and a flaring
bell, played by means of holes
and keys: it is made in various

keys, and has a range of about
31/2 octaves: abbreviated dar*

clar i net ist, clar-1-net-tlst (Mar'-

a-net'ist), n. a person who plays
the clarinet.
clarion (klarl-an), n. fME.
darioun; OFr. clarion; LL. clario,

a trumpet < L, darus, clear],

L a kind of trumpet producing
clear, sharp, shrill tones. 2.

[Poetic],, the sound of a clarion*
or a sound like this. adj. clear, sharp, and shrill: as,

a clarion call. V.U to announce forcefully or loudly.
elar-i-0-net (ktar'i-a-iietOv n. a clarinet.

Cla-ris-sa (Ha-ris^Q/J fltJ, a feminine name: see Clara.

c!ar-i*ty Odar^-ti), n* [ME. claretee; OFr. darfa; L.

ctaritas < ^ktrms.clearf, clearness (in various senses).

Clark. George Rogers (klark), 1752-1818; American
frontiersman and Revolutionary hero.

Clark, William, 1770-1838; brother of George Rogers;
American explorer; co-leader of the Lewis and Qark
expedition (1804-1806).
Clarks-burg (klarks'berg) , n. a city in northern West
Virginia: pop., 32,000.
da ro (kla'ro), adj. [Sp. < L. darus, clear], light-colored
and mild : said of cigars, n. such a cigar, ,

clart (klart), v.L [Scot. & British Dial.), to smear or
bedaub with sticky dirt.

clar-y (klar'i), n. [pi. CLARIES (-&)! [Fr. sdarte; ML.
sclarea], 1. a plant of the sa.ge family, used as a pot-
herb. 2. an ornamental variety of this plant.
clash (klash), tu. [efchoic], 1. to collide or strike to-

gether with a loud,norsn, metallic noise. 2. to conflict;

disagree; fail to harmonize, tfjt. to strike together,
bring together, shis.4, etc. with a loud, harsh, metallic

CLARINET
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noise* n, 1. a loud, harsh noise, as of two metallic

objects colliding. 2. conflict; disagreement.
clasp (klasp, kllsp), n. [ME. claspf, elapse (baas form
*<$tfs-); akin to Mir. glass (< *glabsa) 9 clasp & AS.
clyppian (cf. CLIP), to embrace: IE. *gelebh (cf. CALF)
< fcase **!-, (see CLIMB): the basic sense is prob. 2],
1. a fastening, as a hook, buckle, or catch, to hold two
things or parts together. 2. a holding; grasping; em-
brace. 3. a grip of the hand. v.L [CLASPED or archaic
CLASPT (klaspt, kllspt), CLASPING], [ME. claspen < the

n,] f L to fasten with a clasp. 2. to hold tightly with
the arms or hands; grasp firmly; embrace. 3. to grip
with the hand. 4. to entwine about; dine to.

clasp knife, a large pocketknife with a blade or blades
that fold into the handle; especially, such a knife with
blades which, when open, can be secured by a catch.

pt (klaspt, klSspt), archaic past tense and past
iciple of clasp.

WAOO (klas, kla"s), n. [Fr. dasse: L. classis, class or divi-
sion of the Roman people; Gr. tdesis, a calling, summons
< kolein, to call}, 1. a number^ of people or things
grouped ^together because of certain likenesses or com-
mon traits; kind; sort: as, an inferior class of novels.
2. a group of people considered as a unit according to
economic, occupational, or social status; especially, a
social rank or caste: as, the working class, the middle
doss. 3. high social rank or caste. 4. the division of

society into ranks or castes. 5. a group of students
taught together according to standing, subject, etc. 6.

a meeting of such a group. 7. a group of students

graduating together; as, the class of 1950. 8. a division
or grouping according to grade or quality. 9. grade or

quality. 10. conscripted troops, or men liable to con-
scription, all of whom were corn in the same

^ year:
as, they called up the doss of 1931. 11. in biology,
a group of animals or plants having a common basic
stracture and ranking below a phylum and above an
order. Abbreviated cl. 12. [Slang], excellence, especially
of style, appearance, etc. v*t. to put in a class; classify.
v4. to be classed.
in a class by itself (or oneself), unique.
the classes, the upper classes in the social order: op-
posed to the masses.

class., 1. classic. 2. classical. 3. classification. 4.

classified.
class book, 1 . a book in which a teacher records grades,
absences, etc. 2. a book published by members of a
class in a school or college, containing pictures of stu-
dents and teachers, an account of student activities, etc.

class-con-scious (klas'kon'shos, klas'kon'shas), adj.
having or showing class consciousness.

class consciousness, an awareness of belonging to or
constituting a class in the social order, with definite
economic interests; sense of class solidarity.

class day, the day on which special ceremonies are con-
ducted at a school or college before the graduation of
the senior class.

clas-sic Qdas'ik), adj. [L. dassicus, relating to the
classes at the Roman people, especially to the highest
class; hence, superior < classis, a class], 1. or the
highest class^mdst representative of the excellence of
its kind; having recognized worth. 2. in accordance
with established principles of excellence in the arts and
sciences. 3. of the art, literature, and culture of the
ancient Greeks and Romans, or their writers, artists,
etc. 4, like or characteristic of the literary and artistic

standards, principles, and methods of the ancient
Greeks and Romans; hence, 5. balanced, formal, objec-
tive, austere, regular, simple, etc.: a term variously

interpreted^generally opposed to romantic. Abbreviated
class. 6. [Colloq.], famous as traditional or typical, n.
1. a writer, artist, etc. generally recognized as excellent.
2. a literary or artistic work generally recognized as of
the highest excellence. 3. [Rare], a classicist. 4.

[Colloq.], a famous traditional or typical event; as, this
football game is a classic. 5. [Slang], a woman's suit,
dress, etc. made in a traditional style.
the classics, the literature or language of the ancient
Greeks and Romans.

clas-si-cal (klas'i-k'l), adj. 1. classic (senses 1, 3, 4, 5).
2. learned in and devoted to Greek and Roman culture,
literature, etc. 3. designating or of music that conforms
to certain established standards of form, complexity,
musical literacy, etc.: as, symphonies, concertos,
sonatas, etc. are called classical music: variously dis-

tinguished from popular, romantic, modern. 4, desig-f
nating or of a course of study that is standard and
traditionally authoritative, not new and experimental:
as, classical political science. Abbreviated class.

clas-si cal ism (klas'i-k'1-iz'm), n. classicism.
classical! ty (klas'a-kalVti), n. 1. the quality of
being classical. 2. classical scholarship. 3. anything
that has a classical quality.

clas si caHy (klas'i-k'1-i, klas'ik-li), adv. in a classical
manner or style.
classicism /klasVsiz'm), n, [classic + -ism], 1. the
aesthetic principles and methods regarded as charac-
teristic of ancient Greece and Rome; objectivity, for-
mality, balance, simplicity, dignity, restraint, etc.:

generally contrasted with romanticism. 2. adherence
to these principles or to principles derived from them.
3. knowledge of the literature and art of ancient Greece
and Rome; classical scholarship. 4. a Greek or Latin
idiom or expression.

clas si-cist (klas'a-sist), n. L an advocate of the prin-
ciples of classicism. 2. a student of or specialist in an-
cient Greek and Roman literature. 3. one who advo-
cates the teaching of Greek and Latin in the schools.

clas-si-cize (klasVsfz'}, !>* [CLASSICIZED (-sfzd')

CLASSICIZING], to make classic. v.L to use or affect a
classic style or form.

clas-si-fi-a-ble (klas'g-fiVb'l), adj. that can be classi-

fied.

clas-si-fi ca-tion (klas'a-fi-ka'shan), n. 1. a classifying
or being classified; arrangement according to some
systematic division into classes or groups. 2. in

biology, a system of arranging all living organisms into

groups based on some factor common to each, as struc-
ture or natural relationship: the categories now used
are, from the broadest to the narrowest, phylum (in

botany, division), class, order, family, genus, species,
and variety. Abbreviated class.

clas-si-fi'Ca-to-ry (klasVfi-ka'ter-i, kb-sif's-ka-tdr'i),

adj. relating to or using classification.

classified advertising, advertising^printed in small type,
as in newspaper columns, according to subject, under
such listings as help wanted, lost and found, etc.

clas-si-fi-er (klas's-fi'Sr), n. a person who classifies.

clas-si-fy (klas'a-fl')' v.t. [CLASSIFIED (-fid'), CLASSI-

FYING], [< L. classis (see CLASS); + -fy], 1. to arrange
or group in classes according to some system or prin-
ciple. 2. to declare (governmental documents, reports,
etc.) to be secret or restricted and, hence, available only
to authorized persons.

clas sis (klas'is), n. [pi. CLASSES (-ez)], [L.j see CLASS],
1. a church court or governing group consisting of the
pastors and elders from the churches in the district.

2. the jurisdiction of such a body.
class-mate (klas'rnat', klas'mat') n. a member of the
same class at a school or college.
class-room (klas'room', klaVroom'), n. a room for
recitations, etc. of a class in a school or college.

class struggle, in Marxism, the constant economic and
political struggle held to exist between social classes

regarded as exploiting and those regarded as exploited;
specifically, in capitalist countries, the struggle between
capitalists (bourgeoisie) and workers (proletariat).

class-y (klas'i), adj. (CLASSIER (-i-^r),
CLASSIEST (-i-ist)] f

[Slang], first-class, especially in style or manner;
elegant; fine.

clas*tic (klas'tik), adj. [Gr. fdastos, broken < klaein, to
break ; + -ic], 1. designating an anatomical model with
removable sections to show internal structure. 2. in

geology, consisting of fragments of older rocks.
clath rate (klath'rat), adj. [< L. clathri, lattice (< Gr.
klethra)\ + -ate], in botany, resembling latticework;
reticulated.

clat-ter (klat'er), v.i. [ME. clateren; AS. +clatrian (in-
ferred < AS. clatrung, clattering noise) or < MD.
kleteren, to rattle; akin to G. klattern; Gmc. echoic base
*klat- 4- freq. suffix; IE. base *gal-, to cry out, sound
loudly], 1. to make, or move with, a rapid succession
of loud, sharp noises, as dishes rattling. 2. to chatter
noisily, v.t, to cause to clatter, n. [ME. clater < the

.], 1. a rapid succession of loud, sharp noises. 2. a
tumult; hubbub. 3. noisy chatter.
Claude (k!6d), [Fr.; L. Claudius, name of a Roman
sens ; prob. < claudus, lame], a masculine name:
feminine, Claudia.
Clau-di a (k!6'di-9), [L.], a feminine name: see Claude,
clau-di cant (klS'di-ksnt), adj. [< L. claudican^ ppr.
of claudicare, to limp < claudus, lame], limRin^taine.

clau-di cation (klSMi-ka'shgn), n. [< LToaudicare,
to limp; see CLAUDICANT], the act of limping; limp.

Clau-di-us (k!8'6!i-as), n. 1. (Tiberius Claudius Drusus
Nero Germanicus). Roman emperor (41-54 A.D.V;

lived
10~54 A.D. 2. (Marcus Aurelius Claudius), Roman
emperor (26&-270 A,D.) ; Hyed, 214^-270 A.D.

claus al (kldz'l), adj. of or 1

'

constituting a clause.
clause (kldz), n. [ME.: OFr.; LL. clausa < L. clausus,
pp. ot claudere, to close!; 1. a group of words containing
a subject and veifb, usually forming part of a compound
or complex sentence: a dependent (subordinate) clause
functions as a noun, adjective, or, adverb; an independ-
ent (principal) clause states the main predication. In
English, the most obvious formal difference betweer^ a
clause and a sentence is thjit.ihe, latter begins with
silence and ends wita an enlling mtch, tjie former
begins or ends with a suspension' pitci : clauses *nay
be joined by parataxis (The hoiise Is' secluded; you
will like it), by modified parataisds '(T3*6 Ijouse is

secluded, and you will like i$), an4 by hjypoftaxis
(Because the house is secluded, iyvt wSl Bice it)>

'

2.; a
particular article, stipulation, or provision in a fornial
or legal document. Abbreviated d.

Clau-se-witz, Karl von (karl ffta Hbu^sa-vtfcs), 1^-
1831

; Prussian army officer; writeir on military science.
claus-tra! (klSs'tral), ady'. [ML. claustralis <
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CLAVICHORD

place that is shut up, orig., that by which a thing is

closed, bolt, bar < L. dandere; see CLOSE, .) cloistral.

claus-tro-pho-bi-a (klds'tra-fo'bi-s), n. [< L. dausirum
(see CLAUSTRAL); -f -phobia], an abnormal fear of
feeing in an enclosed or confined place.

cla-vate (kla'vat), adj. [< L. dam, a club; -f -ate], club-
shaped.

clave (klav) , archaic past tense of cleave.
clav-i-chord (klav'a-koYdO, n. [LL. damchordium < L.
dams, a key -f- chorda, a
string], a stringed musical
instrument with a keyboard,
from which the piano devel-

oped : it somewhat resembles

the;harpsichord, except that
when the keys are pressed,
the strings are struck by
little hammers rather than
plucked.

clav-i-cle (klav'a-k'l), n. [Fr.
clavicule; L. davicula, dim.
of dams, a key], a small bone
connecting the breastbone
with the shoulder blade;
collarbone : see skeleton, illus.

clav-i-corn (klav'a-k6rn') , adj. [< Mod. L. Clawcornia,
name of the group < L. dava, a club + cornu, a horn],
of a large group of beetles with club-shaped feelers.

clav-i-cor-nate (klav's-k6r'nat), adj. in zoology, having
club-shaped feelers.

cla-vic-u-lar (kb-vik'yoo-ler) t adj. of the clavicle.
cla-vi-er (klav'i-er; also, and for 2 always, kfo-ver') n.
[Fr., keyboard^ L. clavis, a key], 1. the keyboard
of an organ, piano, etc. 2. any stringed instrument
that has a keyboard; now, usually, a piano. 3. a
dummy keyboard used in practicing.

clav-i-form (klav'g-form') , adj. [< L. dava, a club; +
-form], club-shaped.
claw (klo"), n. [ME. dawe, dau; AS. dawu, a claw, hoof
< the base (Gmc. *klawjan) of AS. dawian, to scratch;
akin to G. klaue (Gmc. *klewa) ; IE. base *g(e)l-eu (cf.

CLEW) < *gel-; see CLIMB], 1. a sharp, hooked or curved
nail on the foot of an animal or bird. 2. a foot with
such nails at its end. 3. the pincers (chela) of a lobster,
crab, scorpion, etc. 4. anything resembling or regarded
as a claw: as, the daw of a hammer, v.t. & v.L to
scratch, clutch, pull, or tear with or as with claws.
claw hammer, 1. a hammer with one end of the head
forked andcurved like a claw, used for pulling nails:
see hammer, illus. 2. [Colloq.], a swallowtail coat.
claw hatchet, a hatchet with one end of the head
forked: see hatchet, illus.

clay (kla), n. [ME. daye, dai; AS. dseg; akin to G. &
MLG. klei; IE. base *glei-, to stick together, seen also
in L. glus (cf. GLUE) & Eng. clammy], 1. a firm, plastic,
fine-grained earth, chiefly aluminum silicate: it is pro-
duced by the deposit of fine rock particles in water,
and used in the manufacture of bricks, pottery, and
other ceramics. 2, a) earth, especially as a symbol of
the material of the human body. 6) the human body.

Clay, Henry (kla), 1777-1852; American statesman.
clay-ey (klafi), adj. [CLAYIER (-i~er), CLAYIEST (-i-ist)],

1. of, containing, or full of clay. 2. like clay,
clay-ish (klS'ish), adj. of the nature of clay; like clay.
clay-more (kla'mSr', kla'mor'), n. [Gael, daidheamh-
mor< daidheamh, sword + mor, great], a large, two-edged
broadsword formerly used by Scottish Highlanders.

clay pigeon, a disk of clay, etc, tossed into the air from
the trap as a target in trap shooting.

clay stone, 1. a rounded mass of limestone formed in a
clay deposit. 2. a kind of rock containing clay.

clay-to-ni-a (kb-to'ni-s), n. [after the Am. botanist
John Clayton (1693-1773)], any of a group of spring-
flowering North American herbs of the purslane family,
with white and rose-colored flowers.

-cle (k'l), [< L. dim. suffix, -culus], a suffix added to
nouns to form the diminutive, as in partide, ventride,
clean (klen), adj. [ME. dene; AS. dsene, clean, pure;
akin to OHG. kleini, gleaming, bright, fine (whence G.

pure; sinless. 4. habitually avoiding filth. 5, shapely;
well-formed. 6. clever; deft. 7. having no obstructions,
flaws, or roughnesses; clear; regular. 8. entire; com-
plete; thorough. 9. lacking completely; ^having no
more of, as money. 10. free from writing: said of paper,
etc. 11. legible; having few corrections: as, dean copy
for the printer. 12 . producing little immediate fallout :

said of nuclear weapons. 13. in the Bible, a) free

or freed from ceremonial defilement. 6) fit for food:
said of certain animals, adv. [AS. dxne], 1. in a clean
manner. 2. completely; wholly, v.t. 1. to make clean.

2. to remove (dirt, impurities, etc.) in making clean.

3. to prepare (fish, fowl, etc.) for cooking, v.i. 1. to

be made clean, 2. to perform the act of cleaning.
clean out, I. to empty so as to make clean. 2. u
empty. 3. [Colloq.], to take away or use up the
money, resources, etc. of.

clean up, 1. to make dean, neat, or orderly. 2. to
make oneself clean and neat; get washed, combed,
etc. 3. jCoUoq.], to dispose of completely; finish.
4. [Slang], to make much money or profit.

clean up on, [Slang], to defeat; beat.
come clean, [Slang], to confess; tell the truth.
with clean hands, without guilt.

SYN. clean, the broader term, denotes generally the re-
moval of dirt or impurities, as by washing, brushing, etc.;
cleanse suggests more specifically the use of chemicals, purga-
tives, etc. and is often used metaphorically to imply purifica-
tion (to cleanse one's mind of evil thoughts). ANT. soil, dirty.
clean-cut (klen'kut/), ad/. 1. clearly and sharply
outlined. 2. well-formed. 3. distinct; clear. 4. good-
looking, trim, neat, etc. : as, a dean-cut young fellow.
clean er (klenfer) , n. 1 . a person whose work is cleaning
up rooms, buildings, etc. 2. a person who owns, oper-
ates, or works in a dry-cleaning establishment. 3. a
tool or device for cleaning. 4. a preparation for remov-
ing stains, grease, or other dirt.
clean-hand ed (klen'han'did) , adj. blameless; innocent.
clean-li-ly (klenli-li), adv. in a cleanly manner.
clean-limbed (klenlhnd'), adj. having shapely limbs.
clean-H-ness (klenli-nis), n. the state or habit of
being clean.

clean-ly (klen'li), adj. [CLEANLIER (-li-er), CLEANLIEST
(-li-ist)J, [ME. denlich; AS. dxnlic < dxne; see CLEAN],
1. clean; having clean habits. 2. always kept clean.

clean-ly (klenli), adv. in a clean manner.
clean-ness (klen'nis), n* [ME. dennesse; AS. dxnnes],
the quality or condition of being clean.
cleanse (klenz), v.t. [CLEANSED (klenzd), CLEANSING},
[ME. densien, densen; AS. dxnsian < daene; see
CLEAN], 1. to make clean. 2. to free from guilt; make
pure. 3. to purge. SYN. see clean.

cleans-er (klenz'er), n. any preparation for cleansing.
clean-shav-en (klen'shaVn) , adj. having all the
hairs shaved off.

Cle-an-thes (kli-an'thez), n. Greek Stoic philosopher
of the 3d century B.C.
clean-up (klen'up'), n. 1, a cleaning up. 2. elimination
of crime, vice, graft, etc. : as, the new mayor planned a
cleanup of the city. 3. [Slang], profit: gain.

clear (kle*r), adj. [ME. dere, der; OFr. der, dier; L.
darus, orig., clear-sounding, hence clear, bright; IE.
base *kd-, to cry out, sound loudly, seen also in L.
nomendator (for *nomen-calator) , lit., name caller (cf.

NOMENCLATURE), & in AS. hlowan, to bellow (cf. LOW,
to moo)], 1. bright; light; free from clouds or mist: as,
a dear day. 2. free from cloudiness, muddiness, blem-
ish, etc.; transparent; not turbid: as, a dear crystal.
3. free from dimness or blur; easily seen; sharply de-
fined ; distinct : as, a dear outline. 4. perceptive ; logical ;

orderly: as, a dear mind. 5. free from confusion or
ambiguity; not obscure; easily understood: as, the
meaning is dear. 6. obvious; unmistakable: as, a d$ar
case of neglect. 7. certain; positive: as, I am dear on
the matter. 8. ringing; resonant: said of sounds. 9.

capable of being heard or understood: said of voices.
10. free from guilt; innocent: as, a dear conscience. 11.
free from charges or deductions; net: as, he earned a
dear $10,000. 12. free from qualification; absolute;
complete. 13. free from contact or connection. 14. free

from impediment or obstruction; open. 15. freed or

emptied of freight or cargo. 16. free from debt. 17.

free from a legal charge or suspicion of guilt, adv. 1. in
a clear manner; so as to be clear. 2. [Colloq.], all the

way: used as an intensive: as, dear through the town.
v.t. 1. to make clear or bright. 2. to free from impur-
ities, blemishes, cloudiness, muddiness, etc. 3. to free
from obscurity or ambiguity; make intelligible, plain,
or lucid. 4. to rid of oostructions, entanglements, or

obstacles; open: as, he cleared a path through the snow.
5. to remove; get rid of. 6. to unload: empty: as, they
deared the freighter of cargo. 7. to free (a person or

thing) of or from something. 8. to free /rom a legal
charge or a suspicion of guilt; prove the innocence of;

acquit. 9. to pass or leap over, by, etc. 10. to pass
without contact: as, the tug deared the bridge. 11. to

discharge (a debt) by paying it. 12. to free (a ship or

cargo) by satisfying harbor and customs requirements.
13. to make (a given amount) as profit or earnings not
subject to charges or deductions; net. 14. to make (the
sight) clear or sharp. 15. to rid (the throat) of phlegm
by hawking or coughing. 16. to rid (the voice) of hoarse-
ness in this manner. 17. in banking, to pass (a check,
etc.) through a clearinghouse, v.i. 1. to become clear,

unclouded, etc. (often with up). 2. to satisfy harbor
and customs requirements in discharging a cargo or

leaving a port (often with in or out): said of a ship.
3. in banking, to exchange checks and other banking
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ilance accounts, through a clearinghouse,
space. 2. clearance.

-y 1. to take away so as to leave a cleared
--ce. 2. to go away; go out of sight.

tStear off, 1. to dear away. 2. to remove something
from in order to make clear.

dear out, 1. to clear by emptying. 2. [Colloqj, to go
away; depart.
dear the air (or atmosphere), to get rid of emotional
tensions, misunderstandings, etc.
dear (the decks) for action, L to clear the decks of a
ship in preparation for a fight; hence, 2. to get ready
for any action.
dear up, 1. to make or become clear. 2. to make or-

derly. 3. to become unclouded, sunny, etc. after be-
ing cloudy or stormy. 4. to explain.

in the dear, 1 . free from enclosing or limiting obstruc-
tions. 2. [Colloq.], free from suspicion, guilt, etc.

SYN.- dear suggests freedom from cloudiness, haziness,
rcraddiness, etc., either literally or figuratively (a clear Hquid,
dear logic) ; transparent suggests such clearness that objects
on the other side (or by extension, meanings, etc.) may be seen
distinctly (plate glass is transparent); translucent implies the
admission of light, but so diffused that objects on the other
side cannot be clearly distinguished (stained glass is trans-

lucent)\ pellucid suggests the sparkling clearness of crystal
(a slab of pettucid ice, pellucid writing). See also evident.
ANT. opaque, cloudy, turbid.

clear-ance (kle^ans), n. 1. a making clear (in several
senses). 2. the clear sp^ace between a passing object
and the sides or roof of its passageway, as on a bridge,
in & tunnel, etc. 3. the distance separating moving
objects or mechanical parts. 4. in banking, the adjust-
ment of debits and credits, exchange of checks, etc. in a
dearinghouse. 5. in nautical usage, a) a certificate from
the collector of customs authorizing a ship to enter or
leave port: also called clearance papers, b) the act or
process of meeting the requirements for getting this
certificate. Abbreviated d. (in senses 2 & 4).

clearance sale, a sale to get rid of old merchandise and
make room for new.

Cle-ar-chus (kli-ar'kgs), n. Spartan general; executed
(401 .B.C.).

clear-cut (kleVkuf), adj. 1. clearly and sharply out-
lined. 2. distinct; plain.
clear-eyed (kleY'id') , adj. 1. having clear eyes or vision ;

hence, 2. perceptive; thinking clearly.
clear-head ed (kleVhed'id), adj. having a clear mind.
clear-ing (kleY'irj) , n. La making clear or being cleared.
2. a plot of land cleared of trees. 3. in banking, a) the
exchanging of checks, etc. and balancing of accounts
between banks, b) the procedure for doing this, c) pi.
the amount of the balances thus settled.

clear-ing-house (klgr'in-hous'X n. an office maintained
by a group^ of banks as a center for exchanging checks
drawn against one another, balancing accounts, etc.:
abbreviated C.H.

clear-ly (kleVK), adv. in a clear manner.
Clear-ness (klernis) , n. the quality or condition of being
dear.

clear-sighted (klSr'sit'id), adj. 1. seeing dearly. 2.

perceiving, understanding, or thinking clearly.
clear-starch (kl&r'starch/), v.t. & v.i. to stiffen (laundry)
with a colorless solution of starch.

clear.sto-ry (kleY'st6r'i, klSr'sto'ri), n. [pi CLEAR-
STORIES (-iz, -riz)], a clerestory.
clear-whig (kler'win'). n. a kind of moth with trans-
parent, scaleless wings.
cleat (klet), n. [ME. clete: AS. *cleat (W.Gmc. *klaut),a lump; akin to D. kloot, G. klotz, lump (W.Gmc. *kldt),& AS. clott (cf. CLOT) : IE. base *gel~; see CLIMB], 1. a
piece of wood or metal, often wedge-shaped, fastened to
something to strengthen it or give secure footing: cleats
are used on gangways, under shelves, on the soles or
heels of shoes, etc. 2. in nautical usage, a small piece
of wood or metal with projecting ends on which a rope
can be fastened, v.t. to fasten to or with a cleat.

cleav a-ble (kleVs-b'l), adj. [see CLEAVE (to split)], that
can be cleft or split.

cleav age (klev'ij), n. 1, a deaving; splitting: dividing.
2. the manner in which a thing splits. 3. a cleft

; fissure ;

division. 4. in biology, a) cell division, especially the
series of mitotic cell divisions that transform the fer-
tilized ovum into the blastula, the earliest embryonic
stage, b) any single division in this series. 5. in miner-
alogy, the tendency of some minerals to break in defi-
nite planes, producing smooth surfaces.

cleave (klev), v.t. [CLEFT (kleft) or CLEAVED (klevd) or
CLOVE (klov), CLEFT or CLEAVED or CLOVEN (kloVn),
CLEAVING; archaic p.t. CLAVE (klav), poetic pp. CLOVE],
[ME. eleven; cliven; AS. deofan; akin to G. klieben;
I&. base *gleubh-j to cut, slice, as also in L. glubere,
to flay], 1. to divide by a blow, as of an ax; split;new apart. 2. to pierce. 3. to sever; disunite, vd.
1. to split; separate: fall apart. 2. to make one's
way by cutting, as through underbrush.

cleave (klev), vJL [CLEAVED (klevd), CLEAVING; archaic
p.t. ,

CLAVE (klav), CLOVE (klov)], [ME. eleven, cliven,
clemen; AS. cleofian, chfian, to adhere, akin to G.

kleben; IE. base *gleibh- < *glei~; CLAY], L to ad-
here; cling. 2. to be faithful (to). SYN. see stick.

cleav-er (klev'Sr), n, [< cleave (to split)], a heavy, sharp-
edged cutting tool used by
butchers.

cleav-ers (klev'erz), n. [pi.

CLEAVERS], [< cleave (to
cling) J, any of various plants
with stalkless leaves ar-
ranged in whorls, clusters
of small flowers of white or
yellow, and prickly stems;
goose grass.
cleek (kick), n. [Scot. < obs.
v. cleek, to clutch, snatch;
ME. clechen, to seize <
cleche, a claw, fingernail;
akin to clutch], 1. a large
hook. 2. in golf, formerly,
an iron-headed club with a ^T^ATTOT*
narrow, slightly sloped face ;

CLEAVER

now, a wooden-headed club with a small head, having
slightly more loft than a spoon.
def (kief), n. [Fr.; OPr. cle, clef; L. dams, a key], a
symbol used in music to
indicate the pitch of the
notes on the staff: there
are three clefs, G (treble),
P (bass), and C (tenor
or alto).

cleft (kleft), n. [ME.
clyft, clift < AS. *dyft <
deofan; see CLEAVE (to
divide) ], an opening made
by cleaving; crack; crev-

ice; split; fissure.
cleft (kleft), alternative
past tense and past par-
ticiple of cleave (to split).
adj. 1. split ; divided. 2.

in botany, divided by one
or more narrow fissures

extending more t&an half-

way to the midrib: said
of leaves.

cleft palate, a deft from
front to back along the

F OEF

C CLEFS

TYPES OF CLEF
middle of the palate or
roof of the mouth, caused
by the failure of the two parts of the palate to join in
prenatal development.
Cleis-the-nes (klis'thi-neV), n. Athenian statesman: fl.

c. 510 B.C.
cleis to gam ic (klis'ta-gam'ik), adj. cleistogamous,
cleis.tog-a-mous (klls-togVmgs), adj. [< Gr. kleistos,
closed; + -gamous], having small, dosed, self-pollinat-
ing flowers.

deis-tog-a-mv (klis-tog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. kleistos, closed;+ -gamy], self-pollination of certain closed flowers.
clem-a-tis (klern'o-tis), n. [L. < Gr. klematis, brush-
wood, clematis < klema, vine, twig], any of a group of

perenmal^herbs and woody vines of the crowfoot family,

vvii*,i**t>\+ ^s, u*cf/i>c>tt>o, luci uiiujLj, A, luTDeaTance, le-
niency, or mercy, as toward an offender or enemy. 2. a
merciful or lenient act. 3, mildness, as of weather
SYN. see mercy.

Clem-ens, Samuel Lang-home (lar/harn' klem'anz),
see Twain, Mark.
Clement (klem'snt), [L. Clemens < clemens, mild,
gentle], a masculine name: diminutive, Clem; feminine,
Clementine.
dem-ent (klem'snt), adj. [L. clemens], 1. forbearing;
lenient; merciful. 2. mild: said of weather or climate.

^KTfi ' T^ 30H1 'D 'J p J>e (90P-99?
A.D.) ; first of the Apostolic Fathers.

^/^^yA1' (bom G*^*' <*' Medici), 1478-1534; Pope
(1523-1534); excommunicated Henry VIII.
Clem en tina (klem'an-te'na), [It.], a feminine name:
see Clementine:
Clem-en-tine (klein'an-ten', klem'on-tln'), [Fr. < L.
Clemens; see CLEMENT], a feminine name.
C
?S!?

fl

SJ of
A
Alawlria, (mw Fiavws Clemens),150?~220? A.D.; Greek Christian theologian.dench (klench), v.t. [MR denchen; AS. fdencan (in

beclencan), lit., to make cling, caus, of AS. clingan (cf.
CLING) ; akin to OHG. Menken, to tie, bind & Gi kUnke,
door latch; IE. base *gleng(h) < *g*l~; see CLIMB], 1. to
clinch, as a nail. 2. to bring together tightly; close
firmly, as the teeth or fist. 3. to grip tightly, n. 1. a
firm grip. 2. a device that denehesT
de-o-me (kli-o'mi), n. JMod. L.], any of a large group
of woody, mostly tropical, plants of the caper familyVwith white, green, or purple flower having feathery
petals and long stamens.
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CHe-om-e-nes (kli-omVnezO. n. the name of three

Spartan kings of the 6th to the 3d centuries B.C.;
especially, Cleomenes ///, who attempted to institute
sweeping social reforms; died 219? B.C.
Cle-on (kle'on), n. Athenian politician and general-
lived ?-422 B.C.
Cle-o-pa-tra (kle'a-pa'tre, kle's-pat'ra, kle'o-pa'tra),
n. queen of Egypt (51-49 B.C. ; 48-30 B.C.) ; mistress of
Julius Caesar and Mark Antony; lived 69-30 B.C.
Cleoi>atra*s Needle, 1. an ancient Egyptian obelisk
now in Central Park, New York City. 2. another such
obelisk on the Thames Embankment, London.

clepe (klep), v.t. {ME. depen; AS. deopian, dipian], 1.

[Cos.], to call or address (a person). 2. [Archaic], to
call by name; name: generally in the archaic past
participle, yclept, ydeped.

clep-sy-dra (klep'si-dra), n. lplr CLEPSYDRAS (-droz),
CLEPSYDRAE (-dre')L [L.; Gr. Mepsydra, water clock <
Heptein, to steal -f hydor, water], a device for measuring
time by marking the gradual flow of a liquid through a
small opening; water clock.

clep-to-ma-ni-a (klep'ta-ma'ni-s), n. kleptomania.
clere-sto-ry (k!6r'st6r'i, kleVsto'ri), n. \pl. CLERE-
STORIES (-iz, -riz)], [clere (for clear} + story (floor)!, 1.
the wall of a church rising above the roofs of the flank-
ing aisles and containing windows for lighting the cen-
tral part of the structure. 2. any similar windowed
wall. Also spelled clearstory.

cler-gy (klur'ji), n. [pi. CLERGIES (-jiz)], [ME. & OFr.
dergie, office or dignity of a clergyman; LL. dericus;
see CLERK], men ordained for religious service, as min-
isters, priests, etc., collectively.
cler-gy-man (klur'ji-man), n. [pi. CLERGYMEN (-man)], a
member of the clergy: minister, priest, etc.

cler-ic (kler'ik), n. [Lu dericus; see CLERK], a clergy-
man, adj. relating to a clergyman or the clergy.

cler-i-cal
(kler'i-k'l), adj. [cleric -f- -oZ], 1. relating to a

clergyman or the clergy, 2. relating to a clerk or clerks;
of office work, such as keeping records, copying, filing,
etc. 3. favoring the influence of the clergy in political
matters: often in a derogatory sense, n. 1. a clergy-
man. 2. a person who believes in advancing the polit-
ical power of the clergy: often in a derogatory sense.

cler-i-cal-ism (kler'i-k'1-iz'm), n. 1. political influence
or power of the clergy. 2. policies or principles favoring
this. Generally a derogatory term.

cler-i-cal-ist (kler'i-k'1-ist), n. a person in favor of
clericalism.

cler-i-cals (kler'i-k'lz), n,pl. clergymen's garments.
cler-i-sy (kler's-si), n. [ML. dericia; cf. CLERGY],
learned people as a class; intellectuals collectively.

clerk (klurk; Brit, klark), n. [ME. dark* clerk < OFr.
& AS.; OFr. derc* AS. deric, clerc; both < LL. dericus;
Gr. klerikos, clergyman, priest < kleros, clergy, lit., a
lot, or that which is chosen by lot], 1. a layman who
has certain minor duties in a church. 2. an office

worker who keeps accounts and records, does filing and
copying, etc. : in public service, other duties, responsi-
bilities, etc. may be involved, as in the case of a city
clerk or a clerk of courts. 3. a person employed in

selling goods in a store; salesman or saleswoman. Ab-
breviated dk., d. 4. [Archaic], a clergyman. 5.

[Archaic], anyone able to read and write; fiterate per-

son; scholar. v.i. to work or be employed as a clerk.

clerk-ly (klurkli), adj. [CLERKLIER (-H-er), CLERKLIEST

(-li-ist)], 1. of, like, or characteristic of a clerk, 2.

[Archaic], scholarly, adv. in a clerkly manner.
ilerk-Max-well, James (klark'maks'wal), 1831-1879;
Scottish physicist.

clerk-ship (klurk'ship), n. [see -SHIP], the work or

position of a clerk.
Cler-mont-Fer-rand (kler'mSw'fe'raV). * a dty in

central France: pop., 108,000 (1946).
cleve-ite (klevlt, kla'vi-it'), n. [after P. T. Cleve

(1840-1905), Swed. chemist], a radioactive crystalline
mineral: it is a variety of uraninite, found in Norway.
Cleveland (kleVtend),in. a city in northeastern Ohio,
on Lake Erie: pop., 906,000; with its suburbs (Greater

Cleveland), 1,455,000.
Cleveland, Grower (gro've'r kleVland), (Stephen
Grover Cleveland), 1837-1908; American lawyer and
statesman; twenty-second and twenty-fourth president
of the United States (1885-1889; 1893-1897).
Cleveland Heights, a city in northeastern Ohio: a
suburb of Cleveland: pbp., 59,000.

clev-er (klev'Sr), adj. [East Anglian ME. & Early Mod,
Eng. diver t replacing earlier ddiver in literary Eng. ;

if not dial, (fisherman's) loan word < cognate E. Fris.

dufer, prob. < AS. difian, to cleave (hence, discern; cf.

SKILL), either directly or via ME. diver, claw, hand
(also < AS. difrari) in the sense, "adroit with the

hand": for the latter sense development, cf. ADROIT,

DEXTBROtrsJ, 1. skillful in doing something; adroit;

dexterous^ talented. 2. intelligent; able .to Team. .3.

ingenious; quick-witted; bright. 4. showing ingenuity

cic

I

or intelligence: as, a clever book. 5. [Dial.], amiable;
good-natured. 6. [DiaL or Slang|, handsome, nice, etc.
SYN. ^dever, in this comparison, implies quick-wittedness
or adroitness, as in contrivrag the solution to a problem (a
deter jreply) ; cunning suggests great skill or ingenuity, but
often implies deception or craftiness (cunning as a fox) ; ingeni-
ous stresses inventive skill, as in origination or fabrication (an
ingenious explanation) ;shrewd suggestscleverness accompanied
by practicality (a shrewd ttnderstanding of the situation),
sometimes verging on craftiness (a s&rtfwf politician). See also
Intelligent.

clev-is (klev'is), n. [prob. akin to cleave (to ding)], a
U-shaped piece of iron
with holes in the ends
through which a pin is

run to attach one thing to
another, as a whippletree
to the tongue of a wagon.
clew (kloo), n. [ME.
dewe; AS. deawen; akin
to D. hluwen & dissimil-
ated G. knauel; IE. base *g(e)l~eu- fcf. CLAW), seen
also in Sans, glau-h, ball], 1. a ball of thread or yarn:
in Greek legend, a thread was used by Theseus as a
guide out of the labyrinth; hence, 2. something that
leads out of a maze, perplejdty, etc., or help to solve a
problem: in this sense generally spelled due. 3. in
nautical usage, a) either of the two lower corners of a
square sail. 6) the lower corner aft of a fore-and-aft
sail, c) a metal loop fastened in the corner of a sail.

d) a combination oflines by which a hammock is hung.
v.t. 1. to wind up into a ball (usually with up"). 2. to
indicate by or as by a clew (with out). 3. to trace, as
by a clew. Also spelled due-
clew down, to^lower (a sail) by the dews.
dew up, to raise (a sail) by the clews.

clew lines, the system of ropes and pulleys connecting
the clew of a sail with the yard or mast, used in raising
or lowering the sail.

cli-chS (kle-sha'), n. [Fr. < dicker, to stereotype < G.
klitsck, clump, claylike mass; hence, orig., to pattern in

day], 1. a stereotype printing plate. 2. an expression
or idea that has become trite. SYN. see platitude.
Cli-chy (He'sheO. n. a city in Prance: a suburb of
Paris: pop., 53,000 (1946).
dick (kKk) f n. (echoic; cf. D. Uikken, Fr. diquer,
diqueter], 1. a slight, sharp sound like that of a door
latch snapping into place. 2. a mechanical device, as a
catch or pawl, that clicks into position. 3. in pho-
netics, any of a class of sounds, common in some
African languages, made by drawing the breath into
the mouth and clicking the tongue. iu. 1. to make a
click. 2. [Slang], a) to be suddenly clear or compre-
hensible. 0) to be a success, v.t. to cause to dick.

click beetle, a kind of beetle that makes a clicking
sound when it rights itself after being on its back.

cli*eat (kli'ant), n. [ME.; Fr. < L. diens, follower,
retainer; IE. base *klei-t to lean, incline, as in L. cWrufye
(cf. INCLINED ; basic sense, "one leaning on another Cfor
protection) ], 1. in ancient Rome, a plebeian, wfco
was dependent on a patrician path>iL 2. a de|>eii<ient;
person under the patronage or another. 3. a persori or
company in its relationship to a lawyer, accountant,
etc. engaged to act in its behalf. 4. loosely, a customer.

client-age (kE'on-tij), n. clientele.
cli*en-tele (Idl'sn-telO, n. [Fr. <: L. dientda^ relation of
patroii and client, patronage; see CLIENT], 1. the
clients of a lawyer, doctor, etc., or the habitual cus-
tomers of a store, hoteX amusement place, etc. 2. the
number of such clients or customers.

cliff (kKf), n. [ME,,& AS. dif; akin to AS. dipian, to
adhere; basic s^ense, "slippery, smooth rock"; for IE.
base, see CLEAVE (to ding), CLAY], a high, steep rock
or face of rock, especially one on a coast.

cliff dweller, a, member of a race of ancient American
Indians of the Southwest* who lived in hollows or caves
of cliffy: they were ancestors of the Pueblo Indiana,

(JH-for<l (klif'erd), [< cliff + ford; hence, lit., ford at
the cliff], a masculine name: diminutive, Cliff.

cliff swallow, a North American swallow that builds
its gourdlike nest of mud, grass, and feathers against a
cliff or under the eaves of a building.

cliff-y (klif
;
i)t adj* having many diffs; craggy.

Clif ton (klif'tsn), [< dif + -ton (town): hence, lit.,
town at a cliff), a masculine name. n a city in north-
eastern New Jersey: pop., 65,000.

cU-naac-ter-ic Odi-mak^er-ik, kll'mak-ter'ik), n. [L.
dimactericus; Gr. klimaktSrikos < klimakter, step of a
staircase, round of a ladder < Jdimax, ladder], 1. a
period in the life of a person when an important change
in health or bodily function occurs, especially the period
of the menopause in women.! 2.' aay crucial period" 'or
event, adj. of or resembling a dimacteric; crucial,
the grand climacteric, the 63d year of a person's life,
when especially radical changes are supposed to occtor;

yet; chin; she; thin,
?V1); Fr. t^ij; fcV!

tl; < derived from.
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cli-mac-ter-I-cal (kE'mak-ter'i-kl), adf* dimacteric.
cli-mac-tic (kE-mak'tik), adj. of, constituting, or in the
order of a climax.

cli-mac-ti-cal (kli-mak
f
ti~k'l), adj. climactic.

cli-mate (kll'mit), n. [ME. & OFr. dimat; L. dime; Gr.

Mima, region, zone], 1. the prevailing or average
weather conditions of a place, as determined by the

temperature and meteorological changes over a period
of years; distinguished from weather. 2. any prevailing
conditions affecting life, activity, etc. 3. a region con-
sidered with reference to the kind of weather prevailing
there: as, he went south to a warmer climate.

cli-mat-ic (kll-mat'ik), adj. of climate.

di-mat-i*cal;ly (kK-mat'i-kl-i, kll-mat'ik-li), adv. with

regard to climate.
cli ma-to log-ic (kK'ma-ta-loj/ik), adj. of climatology.
di-ma-tol-o-gy (kli'ma-tolVji), n. the science dealing
with climate and climatic phenomena.

cli-max (kK'maks), n. [L. < Gr. klimax, ladder], 1. a
series of ideas or events arranged or occurring progres-
sively so that the most forceful .is last. 2. the final,

culminating element in such a series: in dramatic struc-

ture, it is the decisive turning point of the action. 3.

the highest point, as of interest, excitement, etc.; cul-

mination. i>4. & v.t. to reach, or bring to, a climax.
SYN. see summit.

climb (klim), tu. & v.t. [CLIMBED (klimd) or archaic

CLOMB (klom), CLIMBING], [ME. climben; AS. climban;
akin to G. klimmcn; IE. base *glembh- (cf. CLAMBER)

-, to make round, ball up, clench, as the fist;

basic sense, "to cling to, grip*'], 1. to move up, espe-
cially by using the hands and feet; ascend; mount. 2.

to ascend gradually or laboriously: as, he climbed to

power in ten years. 3. in botany, to grow upward on
?a wall, etc.) by winding around or adhering with ten-
drils. n. 1. a climbing; rise; ascent. 2. a thing or

place to be climbed.
climb down, to move down, especially by using the
hands and feet; descend: sometimes used figuratively
in reference^to abandoning an extreme or untenable

opinion, attitude, etc,

climb-er (kUm'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that climbs.

. 2. a metal spike fastened to a shoe to aid in climbing
telephone poles, etc.; climbing iron. 3. [Colloq.], a

person who constantly tries to advance himself socially
or in business. 4. in botany, a plant or vine that ^rows
upward by twining about a support with its tendrils.

climb indicator, an instrument for indicating the
rate of ascent or descent of an aircraft: it is operated
by changes in the atmospheric pressure at different

levels. !L}

climbing fish* any of a group of fresh-water fish of
the East Indies that can live out of water for some
time, travel on the ground, and are said to climb trees.

climbing irons, metal spikes fastened to a shoe to aid
in climbing telephone poles, etc.

clime (klim), n. [L. clima; see CLIMATE], [Poetic], a
country: region; realm; climate.
clinandrium (kli-nan/dri-am), n. [pi. CLINANDRIA
(-9)], [Mod. L. < Gr. kline, bed + aner, man], a cavity
in the top of the column of an orchid, containing the
anther.

clinch (klinch), v.t. [ME. clenchen; var. of clench with
vowel raised by nasalization], 1. to fasten (a nail, bolt,
etc. that has been driven through something) by bend-
ing or flattening the projecting end. 2. to fasten firmly
together by this means. 3. to settle (an argument,
bargain, etc.) definitely; close conclusively^ v.i. 1. to
clinch a nail, bolt, etc. 2. in boxing, to grip the oppo-
nent's body with the arms so as to hinder his punching;
hence, 3. [Slang], to embrace, n. 1. a fastening 9r
fastening together. 2. a fastening in which the nail,
bolt, etc. is clinched. 3. a clinched nail, bolt, etc.

4. the part clinched. 5. in boxing, an act of clinching;
hence, 6. [Slang], an embrace. 7. in nautical usage, a
kind of knot or noose in a rope; clench: see knot, illus.

cllnch-er (klin'che'r) , n. 1. a person who clinches. 2. a
tool for clinching nails.

3^. [Colloq.], a point that is

conclusive or decisive, as in an argument.
cling (klin), v.i. [CLUNG (klurj), CLINGING], [ME. clingen;
AS. clingan, to adhere, stick together; akin to MHG.
klingan, to climb: IE. base *gleng(h)- < *gel-; see

CLIMB], 1. to adhere; stick; hold fast by or as by
embracing or entwining. 2. to be or stay near, as if

holding fast. SYN. see stick.

ding-fish (klirj'fish')i n. [pi, CLINGFISH, CLINGFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], any of a group of small, tropical marine
fishes having a sucking disc on the ventral surface
near the head, with which they cling to rocks.

clinging vine, a woman inclined to be helpless and
dependent in her relationship with a man.
Cling mans Dome (klii/manz), a peak of the Great
Smoky Mountains, on the boundary between North
Carolina and Tennessee: height, 6,642 ft.

ding-stone (klin'ston
7
), adj. having a stone that clings

to the fleshy part: said of some peaches, n* a peach of
this sort.

cling-y (klin'i), adj. tending to cling; sticking; tenacious.
clin-lc (klin'ik), n. [L. clinicus, bed-ridden person, phy-

sician who attends patients siclc in bed < Gr. Hinikos,
of the bed < kline, a bed], 1. the teaching of medicine
by examining and treating patients in the presence of
students. 2. a class getting such teaching. 3. a place
where patients are studied or treated by physicians
specializing in various ailments and practicing as a
group: as, a cancer clinic. 4. the dispensary or out-

patient department of a hospital or medical school,
where patients are treated free or for a small fee. 5/an
organization or institution that offers some kind of
advice or treatment: as, a domestic-relations clinic.

clin i cal (klin'i-k'l), adj. 1. of or connected with a
clinic or a sickbed. 2. having to do with medical study
or practice based on actual treatment and observation
of patients, as distinguished from experimental or

laboratory study; hence, 3. purely scientific; dispas-
sionately curious: as, she regarded his death with
clinical detachment. 4. in ecclesiastical usage, admin-
istered on a sickbed or deathbed.

clin-i-caMy (klin'i-k'1-i, klin'ik-li) , adv. by or according
to clinical procedure.

clinical thermometer, a thermometer with which the
body temperature is measured.

cli-ni-cian (kli-nish'an), n. an expert in clinical medicine.
clink (kliijk), v.i. & v.t. [ME. clinken; origin echoic], to
make or cause to make a slight, sharp sound, as of

glasses striking together, n. 1. such a sound. 2. [so
named from the sound of the fetters], [Colloq.], a jail;

prison.
clink er (klitjk'er), n. [D. klinker, vitrified brick that
clinks when struck; earlier fdinckaerd < Hinken, to

ring], 1. a very hard brick. 2. a brick with a surface
made glassy by heat and fusion. 3. a mass of fused
bricks. 4. a hard mass of fused stony matter formed in
a furnace from impurities in the coal or in the kiln.

clink-er-built (klink'gr-bilt
7
), adj. [clinker < clink,

dial. var. of clinch], built with overlapping boards or

plates, as in shipbuilding.
clink-stone (klirjk'ston

7
), n. in mineralogy, any of

various varieties of phonolite that make a clinking,
metallic sound when struck.
clino- (kK'no, kE'na), [< Gr. klino- < fdinein, to bend,
slope], a combining form meaning slope, slant, as in
clinometer: also, before a vowel, din-.

cli-nom-e-ter (kli-nom'a-tgr), n. [clino- + -meter], an
instrument for measuring the angle of slope or incli-

nation, as of an embankment.
cli-no-met-ric (kli'ng-met'rik), adj. [clino- + -metric],
1. of or measured by a clinometer. 2. in mineralogy, of

oblique crystalline structures.
cli-no-met^ri-cal fi'i"'**"_***+/

din-quant
clinquer, to

, _ ._. _ , __.

CLINK], glittering or adorned with or, especially, as
with gold or silver; tinseled, n. imitation gold leaf;
tinsel.

Clin-ton (klin'tan), [Eng. place name; ? < Anglo-N.
Hint, hill -f- AS. tun, enclosure, village; see TOWN], a
masculine name. n. a city in eastern Iowa, on the
Mississippi: pop., 30,000.
din-ton, De-Witt (ds-wif klin'tan), 1769-1828:
nephew of George: American statesman; governor of
New York (1817-1821; 1825-1828).

Clinton, George, 1739-1812; American statesman;
vice-president of the United States (1805-1812).
Clinton, Sir Henry. 1738?-! 795; British general; com-
mander in chief of British forces in North America
(1778-1781).

clin-to-ni-a (klin-to'ni-9), n. [Mod. L., after DeWitt
Clinton], any of a group of hardy herbs with broad
leaves, white or yellow flowers, and blue berries.
Cli-o (kll'6), n. [L.: Gr. Kleio < kleiein, to celebrate <
kleos, fame, glory], in Greek mythology, the Muse of

history.

dip (klip), v.t. [CLIPPED (klipt), CLIPPING], [ME. clip-
pen; ON. Tdippa], 1. to cut or cut off with shears or
scissors. 2. to cut short. 3. to cut the hair of. 4, to
cut off the edge of (coins, etc.). 5. [Colloq.], to hit or
punch with a quick, sharp blow. 6. [Slang], to cheat;
swindle; rob. v.i. 1. to cut something. 2. to cut out
newspaper or magazine clippings. 3. [Colloq.], to move
rapidly, n. 1. a clipping; shearing. 2. a thing clipped.
3. the amount of wool clipped from sheep at one time
or in one season. 4. [Colloq.], a quick, sharp blow,
punch, or stroke. 5. [Colloq.], rapid motion or pace.

< *gel-;

[Archaic & Dial.], to hug; emBrace closely. 3. in foot-
ball, to throw oneself from behind across the lower part
of the leg or legs of (an opponent who is not carrying
the ball), so as to cause him to fall: an illegal act. n.
1. anything that clips or fastens. 2. a cartridge clip.
3. [Obs.], an embrace, 4. in. football, the act of clipping.

clip-fed (klip'fed'), adj. automatically loaded from a
cartridge clip: said of certain repeating firearms.

dipped form (or word), a shortened form of a word, as
mob (for mobile), chum (for chamber fellow), etc.
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clip-per (klip'Sr), n. [dip (to cut) -f -er; senses 3 & 4
possibly influenced by
D. klep&er, orig., swift
horse < LG. kleppen,
to sound like hoof
beats], 1. a person
who cuts, shears, etc.

2. a tool for cutting or
shearing, as a shears for

trimming hedges. 3.

[for sense, cf. CUTTER],
a) a sharp-bowed, nar-
row-beamed sailing ship

(c. 1830-1854) built

for great speed. 6) a
modified form of this

with less speed and
greater cargo capacity;
hence, 4. a) a horse,
sled, automobile, air-

plane, etc. regarded as especially fast. &) a person or
thing especially admired.

clip'per-built (klip'er-bilt/) , adj. built with long, smooth
lines for speed: said of ships.

clip'pers (klip'e'rz), n. pi. [< dipper], a barber's tool for

clipping hair.

clip-ping (klip'irj), n. [< dip (to cut)], 1. a piece cut
out or off of something. 2. an item cut out of a news-
paper, etc. adj. 1. cutting. 2. swiftly moving.
dipt (klipt), archaic past tense and past participle of

dip (to embrace).
clique (klek, klik), n. [Fr. < diquer, to make a noise;
see CLAQUE, CLICK], a small, exclusive circle of people;
snobbish or narrow coterie. v.L ICLIQUED (klekt, klikt) f

CLIQUING], [Colloq.], to gather in, or act as, a clique.
SYN. see coterie,

cli-quish (kleltish, klik'ish), adj. 1. like a clique. 2.

inclined to form a clique or cliques.

cli-quy, cli-quey (kle^d, klik'i), adj. cliquish.
cli-to-ris (kB'to-ris, klit's-ris), n. fLL. < Gr. Meitoris

< jdeiein, to close, hide], a small, sensitive, erectile

organ at the upper end of the external female genital

organ: it corresponds to the penis of the male.
Clive (kliv), [< cliff], a masculine name.
Clive, Robert (kliv), Baron Clive of Plassey, 1725-1774:
British general and statesman; founded empire of

British India.

elk., 1. clerk. 2. clock.
clo-a ca (klo-a'kQ), n. [pi CLOACAE (-se)l, [L. < duere.

birds, amphibians, and many fishes.

clo a cal (klo-a'k'l), adj. of a cloaca.

cloak (klok), n. [ME. & OFr. doke, a cloak; LL. doca,
a bell, cloak: so called from its bell-like appearance; see

CLOCK (timepiece)], 1. a loose, usually sleeveless outer

garment. 2. something that covers or conceals; dis-

guise, v.t. 1. to cover with or as with a cloak. 2. to

conceal; hide.
cloak-room (klok'roonr, klok'roonr) , n. a room where
hats, coats, umbrellas, etc. can be left temporarily.
clob ber (klob'gr), v.t. [? freq. of dub, v.t.}, [Slang], to

beat or hit repeatedly; maul.
cloche (klosh; Fr. kl$sh), n. {Fr.; LL. docca, a bell; see

CLOCK (timepiece)], 1. a bell-shaped glass |ar used to

cover delicate plants. 2. a close-fitting, bell-shaped hat
for women.
clock (klok), n. [ME. docke, dok, orig., clock with beHs;
MD. Mocke: LL. clocca, hand bell; prob- < Celt. (cf.

Olr. docc, W. dock, bell); akin to G. glocke (cf. GLOCK-

ENSPIEL); same echoic base (< IE. *rf-, to sound) as

in AS. doccivn, to make a noise (whence Eng. duck) ;

cf. CLOAK], a device for measuring time, usually by
means of pointers moving over a dial: unlike a watch, a
clock is not worn or carried about in the pocket: abbre-
viated elk. v.t. to measure or record the time of (a

race, runner, etc.) with a stop watch.
clock (klok), n. [prob. < dock (timepiece) because of its

original befl shape], a woven or embroidered ornament
on the side bf a stocking, going up from the! ankle. v.t.

to put such an ornament on.

clock-like (klok1ikO adj. with the precision or regu-

larity of a clock. -

f

clock-mak-er (klok'mSk'Sr), n. a maker or repairer of

clock-wise (klok'wfo'), adv. & adj. [dock (timepiece) 4-

-wise], in the, direction in w>ich ttoe hands of a clock

clock-work (Mok'wurkO, n. 1. the mechanism of a
clock. 2. any similar echanism, consisting of springs
arid geared wheels, as in some mechanical toys.
like clockwork, very regularly, precisely, and evenly.

clo<t <gd*d>, filfMB, <rW&s, dottej AS. dott* dod- (In
r. (with specialized senses)

close

of dot], 1. a lump, especially a lump ef earth, day,
loam, etc. 2. earth; soil. 3. a dull, stupid fellow; dolt.
4. the part of the neck of beef nearest the shotilder.

clod-dish (klod'ish), mdL Eke a dod; dull; awkward.
clod-dy (klod'i), adj. full of dods.
clod-hop-per (k!od

>
hop'&), n. [dod + k&pper; ? after

grasshopperf or Eke bogtrctter], 1. a plowman. 2. an
awkward, dumsy fellow; boor. 3. a coarse, heavy shoe,
such as is worn by a plowman.

clod-pate (klod'pat'), n. [dod + pate], a blockhead;
dumsy. stupid fellow.

clod-poll, clod-pole (klod'polOi n. a dodpate,
clog (klog), n. [ME. dogge* a lump of wood; ? < ON
(non-nasal) form of the base (IE. *glegh~) in dinch,
dutch; cf. Sw. ktunga, a lump, mass; influenced as v.i.

by dial, dag (to make sticky)], 1. a weight fastened to
the leg of an animal to hinder motion. 2. anything that
hinders or obstructs; hindrance. 3. a heavy shoe,
usually with a wooden sole: light dogs are used in dog
dancing. 4. a clog dance, v.t. [CLOGGED (klogd), CLOG-
GING], L to hinder

j impede. 2. to obstruct (a passage,
etc.); block up. v.i. 1. to become dogged or mocked
up. 2. to become thick or sticky, so as to dog. 3. to
do a clog dance.

clog almanac, a primitive calendar consisting of a block
of wood on which notches were cut to record the pas-
sage of time.

clog dance, a dance in which dogs are worn to beat out
the rhythm.

clojt*gy (klog'i), adj. tending to clog.

do^son-iie (kloi'zs-naO* &dj* [Fr., lit., partitioned <
doison, partition < LL. ^datisione < L. dausus: seeuotsoTij parnuiou s. j-^j^

-uu-usKsne <*. JL/. wausnsj see

CLOISTER], denoting a kind of enamel work in which the
surface decoration is set in hollows formed by thin strips
of wire welded to a metal plate in a complex pattern.
n. doisonn6 enamel.

clois-ter (klois'tSr), n. [ME. doistre, doisUr; OFr. dois-

tre; L. daustrum, that which
closes, bolt, place shut in < '

pp. of daudere, to close],
1. a

j

place of religious sedusion;
monastery or nunnery. 2.

monastic life. 3. any olace
where one may lead a secluded
life. 4. an arched way or cov-
ered walk along the inside
wall or walls of a monastery*

[

convent, church, or college
'

building, with a columned
opening along one side leading
to a courtyard or garden, v.t. 1. to confine in or as in
a cloister. 2. to furnish or surround with a cloister.

SYN, cloister is the general term for a place of religious

seclusion, for either men or women, and emphasizes in conno-
tation retirement from the world; convent, once a

t general
term synonymous with cloister* is now usually restricted to
such a place for women (nuns), formerly called a nunnery;
monastery usually refers to a doister for men (monks); an
abbey is a cloister ruled by an abbot or abbess; a priory is a
cloister ruled by a prior or prioress and is sometimes a sub-
ordinate branch, of an abbey.

CLOISTER

clois-tered (klols't&rd) , adj* Ppp, of cloi^rl 1. sedtoo
retired from the world. 2. furnished with doisJlears.

clois-tral (klois'tral) , adj. L of, like, or fit lor a cloister.

2. confined in a doister. 3. as if confined in a cloister;

seduded; retired.

doke (klok), n. & v.t. [CLOKEB (Mokt), CLOKING],
[Archaic], cloak.
clomb (Mom), archaic past tense and past participle of

climb.
clori (ilon, klon), n. a done.

. , . t
clone (klon), n. [< Gr. feldw, a twig], in botany, a group
of plants all of whose members are directly descended
from a single individual, as by grafting or budding.
clonic (klon'Ik), adj. of donus.
clo-nic-i'ty (klo-nis'o-ti), n, a dordc condition.

clo-nus, dU>nos (klo'ngs), n. [Mod. I/,; Gr. Hows, tur-

moil], a series of spasms of a musde or group of muscles.

close (klos), adj. [ME. dos; OFr. dos, pp: of doty to
dose (see CLOSE, v.) ; senses under II from notion **with

Spaces of intervals dosed up"], I. denoting fhe fact or

state bf being closed or of confinement, in varwus senses

1. shut; not open. 2. endosed or enclosing; shut in.

3. confined or confining; narrow: as, dose quarters. 4.

in strict confinement; carefully guarded: as, a dose
secret. 5. shut away from observation;; hidden; se-

duded. 6. secretive; reserved; reticent. 7. stingy;
niggardly; miserly; close-fisted. S. confined to specific

groups; not open to the public; restricted. 9. confined

circulation; oppressive; humid: said of weather, at-

mosphere, etc. 10. hard to get ; scarce ; not easily avail-

able: as, credit is dose. 11. in phonetics, uttered with
the tongue relatively near the palate: said of certain

vowels, as (5). II. denoting nearness, proximity, in

various senses 1. with little/ space between; near
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together; with the intervening space closing or closed

up. 2. having parts or elements near together; com-

pact; dense: as, close marching order, dose weave.
3. fitting tightly: as, a dose coat. 4. near, proximate,
or down to the surface on which something grows:
as, a close shave. 5. very near in interests, affection,

etc.; intimate; familiar: as, a dose friend. 6. in strict

agreement with an original or model: as a dose trans-

lation. 7. strict; thorough; careful: as, dose attention.

8. compactly expressed; concise: as, a dose argument.
9. nearly equal or alike: as, a dose resemblance. 10.

nearly equal in balance, outcome, etc.: as, a dose

contest, fldfy. in a close manner; very near; closely.

close to the wind, 1. in nautical usage, heading as

closely as possible in the direction from which the

wind blows. 2. barely avoiding what is unlawful.

SYN. close suggests something whose parts or elements are

near together with little space between (dose-QTdeT drill);

dense suggests such a crowding together of elements or parts

as to form an almost impervious mass (a dense fog); compact
suggests close and firm packing, especially within a small

space, and usually implies neatness and order in the arrange-

ment of parts (a compact bundle); thick, m this connection,

suggests a great number of parts massed tightly together

(thick fur). See also familiar, stingy. ANT. open, dispersed.

close (kloz), v.t. [CLOSED (klozd), CLOSING', [ME. dosen

< OFr. dos-, stem of dore < L. daudere, to close, block

up; akin to L. da-vis < IE. base *qleu-, *qlau- t hook,

forked limb, hindrance; hence akin to G. schhessen, to

close, lock, and Eng. dial. 5(0*,
a bolt, bar], 1. to shut.

2. to fill up or stop Can opening) . 3. to bring to a finish;

discontinue; conclude. 4. to bring or bind together;

unite, vd. 1. to become shut; shut itself. 2. to come
to an end. 3. to come close, in order to attack; grapple.
4. to come together. 5. to agree% n. an end; finish.

close down, to shut or stop entirely.

close in, to draw near from various directions, cutting
off escape on all sides; surround.

close out, to dispose of (goods) by sale, as in ending a

business,
close round, to encircle; surround.

dose up, 1. to draw nearer together. 2. to shut or

stop up entirely. 3. to heal, as a wound does.

$YN dose suggests a coming or bringing to a stop, as if by
shutting something regarded as previously open (nominations

are now dosed) ; end suggests the stopping of some process,

whether or not it has been satisfactorily completed (let s end

this argument at once) ;
to conclude is to bring or come to a

formal termination, often by arriving at some decision (to

conclude negotiations); finish emphasizes the bringing to a

desired end of that which one has set out to do, especially by
adding perfecting touches (to finish a

%painting); complete, in

its distinctive sense, suggests a finishing by filling in the

missing or defective parts (the award will complete his happi-

ness) ; to terminate is to bring or come to an end regarded ^as

a limit or boundary (to terminate a friendship). ANT* begin,

start, commence.
close (klos), n. [ME. & OFr. dos; L. dausum; neut. pp.
of daudere; see CLOSE, v.], 1. an enclosed place. 2,

enclosed grounds around or beside a building: as, a

cathedral dose. 3. [British], an entry or passage.
close call (klos) , [Colloq.], a narrow escape from danger.

close corporation (klos), a corporati9n in which a few

persons hold all of the stock, which is rarely or never

placed on the market: also closed corporation.
Closed chain, the structural form of the molecule of

certain chemical compounds, represented in models and
formulas as a ring of atoms.

closed circuit, in television, a system for transmitting a
telecast over cables, rather than through space, to a
limited number of receivers connected to a circuit.

closed gentian, a North American plant with dark-blue,

closed, tubular flowers, blooming in the fall.

closed primary, a direct primary; election in which

only the memoers of a given political party, as de-

termined by enrollment, previous voting record, etc.,

may vote for candidates of that party.
closed season, any of various annual periods during
which it is illegal to kill or capture certain game or fish.

closed shop, 1. a factory, business, etc. operating
under a contractual arrangement between a labor
union and the employer by which only members of

the union may be employed. 2. this arrangement.
close-fist-ed (klos'fis'tid), adj. stingy; miserly; close.

close-fit-ting (klos'fit'irj), adj. fitting tightly enough to
show the contours of the body.

close-grained (klos'grand/) , adj. having a fine, compact
grain or texture, as certain woods.

close harmony, in music, harmony consisting pri-

marily of chords having all four tones within the

compass of an octave.
close-hauled (klos'hold'). adj. having the sails adjusted
(hauled close) for ^heading as nearly as possible in the
obrectioii from which the wind is blowing".

close-lipped (kloslipt'), adj. close-mouthe4.

close-ly (klos'li), adv.n* 1. in a close manner; narrowly,
tightly, intently, etc. 2. to a close extent.
close-mouthed (klos'mpuW, klos'moutht'), adj. not,

talking much; telling little; taciturn; reticent.

close-ness (klos'nis) , n, the condition of being close.
'

close-or-der drill (klos'or'dgr),
a series of military

exercises in marching, maneuvering, the ceremonial

handling of arms, etc., in which the troops are arranged
in compact units at close intervals and distances.

close-out, close-out (k!5z'out'), adj. designating a sale

for the disposal of all one's merchandise, as in ending a
business, n. a close-out sale.

close quarters, 1. originally, an enclosed space on a

ship, in which a last stand could be made against board-

ers; hence, 2. a) space that is narrow or crowded, b)

hand-to-hand encounter with an enemy.
clos-er (kloz'er), n. a person or thing that closes.

close shave, [Colloq.], a narrow escape from danger.

clos-et (kloz'it), n. [ME.; OFr., small enclosure, dim. of

dos; see CLOSE (enclosed place)], 1. a small room or

cupboard for clothes, household supplies, %
linens, etc.

2. a small, private room for reading, meditation, etc.

3. a king's private room for prayer or consultation. , 4. a
water closet; toilet, adj. 1. private; concealed. 2.

designed or adapted only for private or secluded use:

as, doset drama is written only to be read, not^ acted.

v.t. to shut up in a private room for confidential dis-

cussion: usually reflexive, as, the treasurer closeted him-
self with the accountants for an hour.

close-up (klos'up') , n. 1 . in motion pictures & television,

a picture, as of a character, made with the camera at

very close range. 2. a close view.

clo-sure (klo'zheV), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. dausura, a closing
< pp. of daudere, to close], 1. a closing or being closed.

2. a finish; end; conclusion. 3. anything that closes or

shuts. 4. the parliamentary procedure by which debate
is closed and the measure under discussion brought up
for an immediate vote. v.t. [CLOSURED (-zherd), CLO-

SURING], to apply closure to (a debate, bill, etc.).

clot (klot), n. [ME. dot, dotte; AS. dott, round mass <
Gmc. *klutto- (hence akin to D. kloot, ball, G. klotz, a

block) < IE. *gd-; see CLIMB; cf. CLOD], a thick, coag-
ulated mass or semisolid lump: as, a blood dot. v.t &
v.i. [CLOTTED (-id), CLOTTING], to become or cause to

become a clot or clots; coagulate.
cloth (klfith, kloth), n. [pi. CLOTHS Qd&thz, klothz in the

sense "pieces of cloth" ; kl&ths, kloths in the sense "kinds
of cloth"); in the sense "wearing apparel," CLOTHES

(kloz, klof/zz), now rarely identified with the sing., is

the accepted usage], [ME. doth; AS. dath, cloth, hence

garment; akin to AS. -dithan, to stick, ditha, poultice,

G kleid, garment: Gmc. *klaith-, prob. "made to stick

(by fulling)" < IE. base *glei-, to stick, adhere, as also

in day, glue: prob. sense development, piece of cloth

garment garment material], 1. a woven, knitted, or

pressed fabric of fibrous material, as cotton, wool, silk,

hair, synthetic fibers, etc., used for wearing apparel,
household furnishings, etc.: abbreviated cl. 2. a piece
of such fabric for a specific use: as, tablecloth, wash-

doth, loincloth. 3. the usual or identifying dress of any
profession; hence, 4. the profession itself, especially
the profession of a clergyman. .

5. [Qbs.], apparel; dress.

6. in nautical usage, canvas; sail. adj. made of cloth.

the cloth, the clergy. .. ,

clothe (kloto), v.t. [CLOTHED (klof/id), or CLAD (klad),

CLOTHING], [ME. dothen; AS. dathian < dath; see

CLOTH], 1. to put clothes on; dress. 2. to provide with
clothes. 3. to cover over as if with a garment; provide;
equip; invest: as, clothed in the dignity of his office.

clothes (kloz, klothz), n. pi [ME. clathes, clothes; AS,
dathas, clothes, pi. of cloth; see CLOTH], 1. covering for

the body; articles, usually of cloth, designed to cover,

protect, or adorn the body; wearing apparel; garments;
dress; attire; raiment. 2. bedclothes.

clothes-horse (kloz'h&rs') , n. La frame on which to

hang clothes, etc. for airing or drying. 2. JSlang], a

person regarded as paying too much attention to his

clothes, or as having little talent except for dressing well.

clothes-line (kloz'lmO, n. a rooe or wire on which
clothes are hung for drying or airing.

clothes moth, any of various moths that lay their

eggs in woolen clothes, etc. upon which the hatched
larvae feed.

clothes-pin (kloz'pin/)* n. .a small clip, as a forked

peg of wood or plastic, for fastening clothes on a line.

clothes pole, a pole for supporting a clothesline.

clothes-press (kloz'pres') , n. a closet, wardrobe, or

chest in which to keep clothes: also clothes press.
clothes tree, an upright pole with branching hooks or

pegs near the top to hold coats and hats.

cloth-ier (kloJ/z'yer) , n. [ME. dothere, clothworker <
dath; see CLOTH], 1. a person who makes or sells

clothes. 2. a dealer in cloth,
Clo-thil-da (klo-til'da), [Pr. < G. Klothilde < OHG.
*klod, *chlod, famous (akin to AS. hlud, loud, Gr. Mytos,
famous, Celt, klu, fame, I/, duere, to be esteemed) +
Hilde (see HILDA); lit., famous in battle], a femimne
name: also spelled Clotilda,

cloth-ing (IdoWii)), n. [ME. (akin to G. kl^dmg} <
AS. dath; see CLOTH], 1. c!0tfoes; garments; wearing
apparel. 2. a covering.
Glo-tho (klo'tho), n. [L.; Gr. Kldtfa ,< Uothei^ to i

in Greek mythology, one of the wee Fates, ,r~"
:

the thread of human life.
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cloth yard, 1. the yard used in measuring cloth, equal
to 3 feet (36 inches). 2, the arrow used with the long-
bow: so called from its length.
Clo- til-da (klo-til'da), a feminine name: see Clothilda.
clot-ty (klot'i), adj. containing clots; tending to clot.

clo-ture (klo'chSr), n. & v.t. [CLOTURED (-che*rd) CLO-
TURING], [Pr. cldture; OFr. dosture; LL. *clau$tura (al-
tered after claustrum; see CLAUSTRAI,) < L. dausura;
see CLOSURE], closure: applied to parliamentary debate.
cloud (kloud), n. [ME. cloude, dude, orig., mass of rock,
hence mass of anything, mass of cloud; AS. dud, mass
of rock (cf. CLOD); IE. *g(e)l-eu-t < *gel-; see CLIMB],
1. a visible mass of vapor, especially one suspended in
the sky; see cirrus, cumulus, stratus, illus. 2. a mass
of smoke, dust, steam, etc. 3. a great number of

things close together and in motion: as, a cloud of
locusts. 4, an appearance of murkiness or dimness,
as in a liquid or mirror. 5. a dark marking, as in
marble. 6. anything that darkens, obscures, or makes

floomy.
v.L 1. to cover or make dark with clouds.

. to darken; obscure; threaten. 3. to make gloomy or

tr9ubled. 4. to cast slurs on; sully (a reputation, etc.).
VJ. 1. to become cloudy. 2. to become gloomy or
troubled.
in the clouds, 1. high up in the sky; hence, 2. fanci-

ful; impractical. 3. in a reverie or daydream.
under a cloud, 1. under suspicion of wrongdoing. 2.

in a depressed or troubled state of mind.
cloud-ber-ry (kloud'ber'i), n. [pL CLOUDBERRIES (-iz)],
a wild raspberry: the fruit is yellowish-red.
cloud-burst (kloud'bu'rst'). n. a sudden, unusually
heavy rain; violent downpour,
cloud-capped (kloud'kapt') , adj. haying clouds around
the top: as, a cloud-capped mountain.
cloud chamber, an enclosed chamber supersaturated
with water vapor for revealing the presence of moving
charged particles by their ipnization of the vapor.
cloud-Hy (kloud''l-i) ,

adv. in a cloudy manner.
cloud-i-ness (kloud'i-nis), n. the condition or quality of
being cloudy.
cloud-land (kloud'landO, n. region of dreams, myth, or
imagination; visionary realm,
cloud-less (kloudlis), adj. free from clouds; clear;
bright.

cloud-let (kloud'lit), n. a small cloud.
cloud rack, a drifting mass of clouds,

cloud-y (kloud'i), adj. [CLOUDIER (-i-er), CLOUDIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. covered with clouds; overcast: abbreviated
c. 2. of or like clouds. 3. variegated or streaked, as
marble. 4. opaque; not transparent: said of liquids. 5,

obscure; not distinct; dim. 6. frowning; troubled.

clough (kluf, klou), n. [ME.; AS. *doh < *Jdanh < base
of ding; akin to OHG. dah- in Clah-uelde & G. Hinge,
narrow gorge], a narrow ravine or gorge.
Clough, Arthur Hugh (kluf). 1819-1861; English poet
and educator.

clout (klout), n. [ME. doute; AS. dut (akin to MLG.
klut, clod of earth) , orig., lump of something, hence niece
of cloth, patch; base as in dot, climb], 1. [Archaic or

Dial.], a piece of cloth or leather for patching. 2.

[Colloq.], a blow, with or as with the hand; rap. 3.

[Slang], a long, powerful hit in baseball. 4, in archery,
a) a target of white cloth on a frame. 6) a shot that
strikes the target, v.t. [ME. dutien < the n.], 1.

[Archaic or Dial.], to patch or mend coarsely. 2.

Colloq.l, to strike, as with the hand; knock; hit.

love (klov), n. [ME. dou; OFr. dou (de girofte), lit.,

nail (of clove) : L. clowns, nail: so called from its shape],

l.^the dried nower bud of a tropical evergreen tree,

originally native to the East Indies. 2. a pungent,
fragrant spice obtained from these buds. 3. the tree.

clove (klov), n. [AS. clufu, akin to deofan, to spHt,
divide: see CLEAVE], a segment of a bulb, as of garHc.

clove (klov), 1. archaic past tense of cleave (to cling).
2. alternative past tense and poetic past participle of
cleave (to split).

clove hitch, a kind of knot for fastening a rope around
a spar, pole, or another rope: see knot, illus.

clo-ven (klo'v'n), alternative past participle of cleave

(to split), adj. divided; split.
cloven foot, a cloven hoof.
clo-ven-foot-ed (kloVn-foot'id) , adj. 1, having cloven
feet; hence, 2. satanic; devilish,
cloven hoof, a hoof divided by a cleft, as in the ox, deer,
and sheep: used as a symbol of the Devil, who is usually
pictured with such hoofs.

cfo ven-hoofed (klo'v'n-hooft', kloVn-hoSftO, adf. L
having cloven hoofs; hence, 2. satanic; devilish.

clove pink, a variety of pink, a plant with small flowers

having a clovelike scent,
clo-ver GdS'vgr), n, [ME.; AS. clafre, clacfre; akin to
MLG. Haver, Mever, D, Haver < Gmc. *klaibrin; base
*JWo*-i to adhere < IE. *glei-, to stick, adhere <c. ctAY,
GLUE) : so called from the sticky sap], 1. any of a num-
ber of species of low-growing herbs with leaves in three
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parts and small flowers in dense heads, as red cltmr,
used for forage, and white domr, common in lawn seed
mixtures. 2. any similar leguminous plant of the same
or different family, as sweet cfaw.
in clover, 1 . originally, in good pasture; hence, 2. liv-

ing a luxurious life that is free from work and care.
clo-ver leaf (klo'vgr-lef'} n. Ipl. CLOVERLEAVBS (4gvz')]
a multiple highway inter-
section in the form of a
four-leaf clover, which, by
means of curving ramps
from one level to another,
permits traffic to move or
turn in any of four direc-
tions without interference.

clo-yer-leaf (klo'vSr-lef')
adj. in the shape or pattern
of a leaf of clover.
do-vis I (klo'vis), 466?-
511 A.D.; founder of
Prankish monarchy; king of the Franks (481-511 A.D.)
clown (kloun), n. [Late ME. doun, doyn < LG. source;
cf. D. kleun, Hoen, orig., a lump, hence lumpish fellow
& N.Fris. kldnne, lout; same base & development as
clod], L originally, a peasant; rustic; hence, 2. a
clumsy, rude person; boor. 3. a man whose work is

entertaining in a circus or vaudeville by antics, jokes,
tricks, etc.; jester; buffoon, v.f. 1. to perform as a
clown. 2. to play practical jokes, act silly, etc.

clown-er-y (kloun'Sr-i), n. \pl. CLOWNERIES (-iz)], the
actions or behavior of a clown; clowning.

clown-ish (kloun'ish), adj. 1. of, like, or characteristic
of a clown. 2. clumsy; rude: boorish.

cloy (dot), v.t. l< acdoy; ME. adoien, to lame a horse
with a nail, spike a gun, hence stop up; OFr. endoyer <
clou, a nail; L. claims, a nailj, to surfeit by too much of
anything, especially anything too sweet, rich, etc.
SYN. see satiate.

cluh (klub), n. [ME. clubbe; ON. Hnbba, Humba, mass
of something, clump ; IE. base *gel- (see CLIMB) ; sense 3
(17th c.) < basic meaning, as in clump of trees or <
early use of club carried round as invitation to a
gathering (cf. ON. kolfr, cudgel, obs. G. schlegel, mallet,
in same sense)], 1. a heavy stick, usually thinner at
one end, used as a weapon. 2. a variously shaped stick
or bat used in certain games, as golf, hockey, polo, etc.
3. a group of people associated for a common purpose,
usually in an organization that meets regularly. 4.
the room, building, or facilities used by such a group.
5. [transl. of Sp. basto or It. bastone, club, truncheon,
figure used on Spanish cards], any of a suit of playing
cards characterized by a black trefoil or clover-leaf

figure (*). 6. pi. this suit of cards, v.t. [CLUBBED
(klubd), CLUBBING], 1. to beat or strike with or as
with a club. 2. to give or combine (something) for a
common purpose; pool (resources, etc.). 3. to use (a
rifle) as a club by holding it so as to hit with the butt
end. v.i. to unite or combine for a common purpose
(usually with together).

clubba-ble, club-a-ble (klub'a-bl), <tdf. fCoHoq*],
suited to membership in a club; frence, sociable.
club car, a railroad car with lounge chairs and, usually, a
bar.

club-foot (klub'foot')r n. 1, a congenital deformity of
the foot, characterized by a misshapen or twisted, often
clublike, appearance: also called talipes, 2. [pL CLUB-
FEET {-fetOj, a foot so deformed.

club-foot-ed (klub'fooife'id), ad?/, having clubfoot.
club grass, cattail, a tall, reedy marsh plant.
club-hand (klub'handOi n. 1. a deformity of the hand
analogous to clttbfoot. 2. a hand so deformed.
club-haul (Hub'holO, v.t [< nautical club (to move
with anchor adrift) + hwu\, to tack (a vessel in a pre-
carious situation) by dropping the lee anchor as soon
as the wind is out of the sails and maneuvering the
vessel ' head to the wind: the cable is cut when the ship
swings off from the wind onto the new tack.

club-house (ktobtious') , n. a building occupied by a
club.
clubman (klub'nwn, klttb'manO. n. [pi CLUBMEN
(-mn, -men/)], a man who is a member of a club or
clubs, especially, one who spends much time at dub
social affairs, night clubs, etc.
club moss, any of a group of flowerless, evergreen plants
that grow along the ground like creeping vines: they
reproduce bv spores_bornfc in club-shaped cases.
club-room (klub'ropm', klub'room'} n. a room used
by a club as a meeting place, for social affairs, etc.
club root, a disease of plants of the cabbage family,
caused by a slime mold and characterized by .swellings
of the roots.
club sandwich* a sandwich; of 'two or more layers,
often toasted, containing chicken, bacon, lettuce,
mayonnaise, tomatoes, etc. J

" *

club steak, a small beefsteak, cut from the loin tip.
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club-wom-an (klul/woom'an), n. [pl. CLUBWOMEN
(-wim'in)], a woman member of a club or clubs.

cluck (kli&h vJL [ME. dokksn; AS. doccian; see CLOCK
(timepiece)], to make the sound of a hen calling her
chickens or brooding, v.t. 1. to caH (chickens) by
making this sound. 2. to utter with such a sound: as,
she ducked her disapproval, n. 1. the sound made by
a hen calling her chickens or when brooding. 2. a sound
resembling or imitating this.
due (kloo), n & v.t. clew: usual spelling of n., sense 2.

Cluj (fcloozh), n. a city in Transylvania: pop., 111,000
(est, 1945): German name, Klausenberg.

clum-ber (klum'beV), n. [< Clumber, estate of the Duke
of Newcastle], a short-legged spaniel with a heavy body
and a thick coat of straight, white hair marked with"

7 or orange: also clumber spaniel.
> (klump), n. [D. khmf or LG. Mump; akin to ON.
>a; see CLUB], 1. a lump; mass. 2. a mass of

bacteria. 3. a cluster, as of shrubs or trees. 4. the
sound of heavy footsteps, vd. 1. to tramp heavily.
2. to form clumps. v.t. 1. to plant in a clump; group
together in a cluster. 2. to cause to form clumps.
clump ish (klump'ish), adj. [clump -f -ish], heavy and
clumsy*
clump-v (klump'i), adj. [CLUMPIER (-i-Sr), CLUMPIEST
(4-ist)L 1. full of clumps. 2. like clumps. 3. dumpish.

clum-si-ly (klum'zs-li), adv. in a clumsy manner.
clum-si-ness (klum'zi-nis), n. the state or quality of

being clumsy.
clum-sy (klum'zi), adj. [CLUMSIER (-zi-er), CLUMSIEST
(-2i-ist)] ( TMB. clums-id, numb with cold, pp. of clumsen,
to benumb < ON. ; cf. Sw. dial, klummsen, to benumb
with the cold; Norw. Klumsa, to make speechless; base
and basic sense as in clam (a clamp)], 1. awkward;
lacking grace or skill. 2. m-constnicted; awkwardly
shaped or made. 3. badly contrived; inelegant: said
of style, SYN, see awkward.
dung (klun). gast tense and past participle of cling.
Cluny (klu'neOt n. a village in east central France:
pop., 3*000.
Owov lace (jdoo'ni), [after Cluny, France], a heavy
bobbin lace with an open design, made of linen or cotton
thread.

clu-pe*id (kloo'pi-id), n. {< Mod. L. Clupea, name of the
genus < L. dufea, kind of small river fish], any of a
family of soft-firmed fishes, as herring, sardines, etc.

adj. of this family of fishes.

clu-pe-oid (kloo'pi-oidO, adj. [< Mod. L. Clupea (see
CLUPEED); -J- -oid], of or like the fish of the herring
family, n. any fish of the herring family.

clus ter (klus'te>), n. [ME.; AS. clyster, cluster (akin
to north G. dial, kluster) with dys-, clus- for Gmc. *klut,
base of clot], 1. a number of things of the same sort
gathered together or^growing together; bunch. 2. a
number of persons, animals, or things grouped together.
vd. <fe v.t* to gather or grow in a cluster or clusters.

clutch (kluch), v.t. [ME. ducchen, clicchen; AS. clyccan;
to clench, influenced in sense by ME. cloke, a claw;
IE. base *glek- (< *gel~; cf. CLIMB), as in Ir. glac, hand,
glaccaim, I seize], 1, to grasp, seize, or snatch with a
hand or claw. 2. to grasp or hold eagerly or tightly.
iw. to snatch or seize (with at), n. [ME. cluccke < the
v.], 1. a claw or hand in the act of seizing, 2. usually
pl. power; control. 3. a grasp; grip: seizure. 4. a
mechanical device, as in an automobile, for engaging
and disengaging the motor or engine. 5. the lever or
pedal by which this device is operated. 6. a device for

gripping and holding, as in a crane. 7. [Slang], a
critical situation or emergency: as, he's dependable in
the clutch. --SYN. see take.
clutch (kluch), v.t.

[dial. < ME. cleken (< ON. klekja),
to hatch; prob. IE. base *glag-, *glak-, milk (hence new-
bom, etc.), as also in L. lac* lactis, Gr. gala, gdlakt-,
milk; cf. LACTIC, GALAXY], to hatch (chickens), n. 1.
a nest of eggs. 2. a brood of chicks.

clut-ter (klut'Sr), n. [var. of clatter < clot; see CLOT]. 1.
a jumble; confusion; disorder. 2. [var. of clatter}* a
clatter, v.t. to put into disorder; litter; jumble (oftenwith up) yd. 1. to make a clatter. 2. to bustle.
-4yae (klid), a masculine name. n. a river in southern
Scotland, flowing into the Firth of Clyde: length,
lOo mi.

Clyde, Firth of, the estuary of the Clyde in south-
western Scotland: length, 64 mi.
Clyde-bank (klid'barjk'), n. a city in southwestern
bcotland, on the Clyde: pop., 35,000 (est. 1946).
^yofs-oale (kKdz'dalQ, n. [after Clydesdale, the valley

8LJ^i^v^C^'^cptland where the breed orig-
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Clydesdale terrier, a small Scottish terrier of a breed
. Sky terrier.

pp. of clypeare,
, m biology, 1.

process.
g a shiefdlike

clyp-e-at-ed (klip'i-S'tid), adj. clypeate.
clyp-e-i-form (kfip'i-9-fdnnO adj. [L. clypeus, a shield;+ -form], shield-shaped.
dyp-e-us (klip'i-as), n. [pl CLYPEI (-I')], [L. clipeus,

dypeus, a shield], a plate or sMeldlike process on the
head of certain insects.

clys*ter (klis't&r), n. [< Pr. or L.; Fr. dystere; L.
clyster; Gr. klysier < My&ein, to wash], an enema.
Cly-tem-nes-tra, Cly-taem-nes tra (kll'tom-nes'tra),
n. in Greek legend, the wife of Agamemnon: with the
aid of her lover Aegisthus she murdered her husband
when he came back from the Trojan War, and was
consequently herself killed by their son Orestes.

Cm, in chemistry, curium.
cm., centimeter; centimeters.
c.m., 1. church missionary. 2. common meter. 3.

corresponding member. 4. court-martial.

C.M.G., Companion of the Order of St. Michael and
St. George.

cml., commercial.
C/N, 1. circular note. 2. credit note.
Cni-dus (ni'dss), n. an ancient town in southwestern
Asia Minor.
Cnos-sus (nos'os), n. Knossos, an ancient city in Crete.
Cmit II (ka-noot', knoot), see Canute II.

co- (ko), 1. a shortened form of com-, meaning: a)
together, with, as in co-operation, b) joint, as in co-owner,

c) equally, as in coextensive. 2. a prefix formed from
complemerit, meaning complement of, as in cosine.

-co (ko), [< co., abbrev. of company], a suffix used in

forming the trade names of many business firms,
commercial products, etc.

Co, in chemistry, cobalt.

C/O, cash order.

Co., co., [pi. cos.], 1. company. 2. county.
G.O., 1. Commanding Officer. 2. Conscientious Ob-
jector.

c/o, c.o., 1. care of. 2. carried over.
coach (koch), n. [Fr. coche; G. kutsche; Hung, kocsi, lit.,

of K6cs, after Kocs, Hungary, where the coach was
invented and first used], 1. a large, covered, four-
wheeled carriage with seats for passengers inside and
an oj>en, raised seat in front for the driver; stagecoach;
four-in-hand. 2. [railroad adaptation < stagecoaching],
a railroad passenger car furnishing the lowest-priced
seating accommodations: distinguished from chair car,
etc. 3. a bus, 4. an enclosed automobile, usually a
two-door sedan. 5. [orig., university slang; prob. <
notion "driving"], a private tutor who prepares a
student in a subject or for an examination. 6, a person
who instructs and trains athletes, competing teams,
dramatic groups, etc. $ 7. in baseball, a member of the
team at bat stationed near first or third base to advise
the base runners, y.t. 1. to carry in a coach. 2. to
instruct (a person) in a subject, or prepare (a person)
for an examination, by private tutoring. 3. to instruct
and

t
train (athletes, actors, etc.). 4. in baseball, to

advise (base runners) in their movements, tu. 1. to
ride in a coach. 2. to act as a coach.
coach-and-four (koch'on-fdr'), n. a coach drawn by
four horses.
coach dog, a large, lean, short-haired dog with a black
and white coat: Dalmatian: so called because formerly
trained to run beside a carriage.
coach-er (koch'gr), n. 1. a person who coaches. 2. a
horse used or trained to draw a coach.
coach-man (koch/man), n. [pl. COACHMEN (-man)], 1.
the driver of a coach or carriage. 2. [said to be so
named < a famous coachman-angler], an artificial fly
used in angling: it has a peacock-green body, brown
hacjdes, and white wings.

co-ac-tion (ko-ak'shsn), n. [ML. coactio, compulsion <
L. coactare, to constrain, force, freq. of cogere; see
COGENT], coercion; force: compulsion.

coac-tive (ko-ak'tiv), adj. [< L. coactus, pp. of cogere;
see COGENT], coercing; forcing,

co ac-tive (ko-ak'tiv), adj. [coact, to act together (< co
4- act) + -&*], acting or occurring together.
coad ju-tant (ko-aj'a-tant), adj. [coadjutor + -ant],
helping each other; co-operating, n. an assistant.

co-ad-ju-tor (ko-a/9-tSr, ko's-joo'tSr), n. [ME.; OFr.
coadjuteur; L, coadjutor; co-, together -f adjutor <
adjuvare, to help; ad~, to -f juvare, to assist], 1. an
assistant; helper, 2. a person, often another bishop,
appointed to assist a bishop. Abbreviated coad.

co ad u nate (ko-aj'yoo^nit, ko-aj'yoo-naV), adj. [LL.
coadunatus, pi), of coadunawe, to unite, join < L. co-,
together + adunare, to, join < ad*, to 4- unare, to unite
< unus; see ONE], 1. united; joined together., 2. in
botany & zoology, grown together*

co ad-ven-ture (Jco'sd-ven'oigr), v.i. to adventure
together, n. ajoint adventure.
co ag u la ble (fe-ag'yoo-la-bl), adj. that can be co-
agulated. ,

co-ag.ulant (ko-ag'yoo-tent)* it. [U wagulans, ppr. of
coagulare], a substance that brings about coagulation.

co-ag-u-late (ko-ag'yoo-l^t'k M. [CO^OTUTKD (4d),
COAGULATING], [< L. coagulates, ppj.

,

} o|, cQ<wttaxe, to
cause a fluid to curdle < coaguhww see COASWMJ, to
cause (a liquid) to become a soft, scmisoBd mass:
curdle; clot. v.i. to become cpagulateci.
coagulation (ko-ag'voo-la^siuan), n. >l. a

'

c
ing or being coagulated, 2. a coagulated massf
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(ko-ag'yoo-la'tiv), adj. tending to cause

coagulation or become coagulated.
co-ag-u-la-tor (ko-ag'yoo-la'tSr), n. a substance that
causes coagulation.

cp-ag-u-lin (ko-ag'yoo-lin) , n. any of various coagulat-
ing substances formed in animal tissue by the injection
of proteid serums; precipitin.
coag-u-lum (ko-ag'yoo-tem), n.

[fl. COAGULA (-la)],

[L. coagulum, means of coagulation, rennet < co-,

together + agere, to move, put in motion], a clot, curd,
or coagulated albuminoid substance.

Co-a-hui-la (k6"'a-we1a), n. a state of northern Mexico:
area, 58,062 sq. mi.; pop., 551,000; capital, Saltillo.

coal (kol), n. [ME. cole, col; AS. col, a live coal; akin to
G. kohle, charcoal; IE. base *geu-, to glow, as also in Ir.

gual, charcoal; sense development : live coal charcoal
the mineral (orig. called sea coal, stone coal)], 1. a
black, combustible, mineral solid resulting from the
partial decomposition of vegetable matter away from
air and under varying degrees of high temperature and
great pressure over a period of millions of years: used
as a fuel and in the production of coke, coal gas, water
gas, and many coal-tar compounds: see anthracite,
bituminous coal, lignite. 2. a piece of this substance.
3. a piece of glowing or charred wood, coal, or similar
substance; ember. 4. charcoal, v.t. 1. to reduce (a
substance) to charcoal by burning. 2. to provide with
coal. v.i. to take in a supply of coal.
haul (or rake, drag, call) over the coals, to criticize

sharply; censure; scold.

heap coals of fire on (a person's} head, to cause (a per-

son) to feel remorse by. returning good for evil.
coal-bin (kol'bin') , n. a bin or locker for storing coal.
coal car, a railroad car designed for transporting coal,
as from a mine.

coal-er (kol'eY), n. 1. a ship, railroad, freight car, etc.
that transports or supplies coal. 2. a person who sells

or supplies coal.
co-a-lesce (ko'a-les'). v.i. [COALESCED (-lest'). COALESC-
ING], [L. coalescere; co-, together + alescere, to grow up],
1. to grow together, as the halves of a broken bone. 2.

to unite or merge into a single body, group, or mass.
SYN. see mix.

co-a-les-cence (ko's-les''ns), n. [< L. coalescens, ppr. of

coalescere], 1. a coalescing; growing together. 2. a
coalesced condition; merger; combination.

co-a-les-cent (kp'a-les''nt), adj. coalescing; uniting.
coal field, a region where there are coal strata.
coal-fish (kol'fish'), n. [pi. COALFISH, COALFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], a dark-colored fish belonging to the cod fam-
ily: also called black pollack.
coal gas, 1. a gas produced by the destructive distil-

lation of bituminous coal: used for lighting and heating.
2. a poisonous gas given off by burning coal.

coal heaver, a man whose work is carrying or shoveling
coal.
coal hod, a kind of bucket for carrying coal; scuttle.

coaling station, a place, as a port or station, where
ships or trains take on coal.

co-a-li-tion (koVlish'sn) , n. [LL. coalitto < L. coalitus,

fellowship < coalescere; see COALESCE], 1. a combi-
nation; union. 2. a temporary alliance of factions,

parties, etc., for some specific purpose, as of political

parties in times of national emergency. SYN. see
alliance.

co-a-li-tion-ist (koVlish'an-ist), n. a person who advo-
cates or supports a political coalition.

coal measures, 1. coal beds. 2. in geology, coal-bearing
strata formed just after the Devonian strata and lying
above them.

coal mine, a mine or pit from which coal is dug,
coal oil, 1. kerosene or any other oil obtained by frac-
tional distillation of petroleum. 2. crude petroleum.

t

coal pit, 1* a coal mine. 2. a pit where charcoal is

made.
coal-sack (kol'sak'), n. in astronomy, 1. any black area
in the Milky Way. 2. [C-], such an area, near the
Southern Cross.

coal scuttle, a bucketlike container for holding and
carrying coal.
coal tar, a black, thick, opaque liquid obtained by the
destructive distillation of bituminous coal: many syn-
thetic compounds have been developed from it, includ-

ing dyes, medicines, explosives, and perfumes.
coal-y (kol'i), adj. [COALIER (-i-gr), COALIEST (-i-ist)], 1.

full of coal. 2. of or like coal; especially, black.

coam-ing (kom'in), n. [17th c.; early spellings suggest
identity with comb (phonetically spelled) in sense
"indented edge"; ? after D. kam, comb], 1. a raised
border around a roof opening, well, etc. 2. a raised
border around a hatch on a ship, to keep out water.

co-ap-ta-tion (ko'ap-ta'shan), n. [LL. coaptatio, an
accurate joining together < coaptare, to fit, adjust < L.

,Vo-, together -f aptare, to fit, adapt, freq. of afere, to
fasten, bind, join: coined by Augustine to translate Or.

kartnonia (see HARMONY) J f the joining or adjusting of
parts to each other, as of the ends of a broken bone.

co-arc-tate (ko-ark'tat), adj. [< L. coarctatus, pp. of
coarctare, to press together < co-, together -f arctare,
artare, to press together < arctus, artus, fitted, narrow
< artus, a joint, limb; sp. affected by association with
orcere, to shut up, enclose], in biology, 1. closely con-
nected. 2. having the thorax and abdomen separated
only by a constriction.

coarse (k&rs, kors), adj. {specialized var. of course in
sense of

*

'ordinary, usual, as in of course}, 1. common;
of inferior or poor quality. 2. consisting of rather large
elements or particles; not fine in texture: as, coarse
sand. 3. rough; harsh: as, coarse cloth. 4. lacking in
refinement; vulgar; indelicate; crude: as, a coarse joke.
SYN. coarse, in this comparison, implies such a lack of
refinement in manners or speech as to be offensive to one's
esthetic or moral sense (coarse laughter); gross suggests a
brutish crudeness or roughness (gross table manners) ; indeli-
cate suggests a verging on impropriety or immodesty (an
indelicate remark); vulgar, in this connection, emphasizes a
lack of proper training, culture, or good taste (the vulgar
ostentation of her home); obscene is used of that which is
offensive to decency or modesty and implies lewdness (obscene
gestures) j

ribald suggests such mild indecency or lewdness as
might bring laughter from those who are not too squeamish
(ribald jokes). ANT. refined.

coarse-grained (k6rs'grand't kors'grand'), adj. 1.

having a coarse or rough texture. 2. lacking in refine-
ment or delicacy; gross; crude.
coars en (k6r's'n, kor's'n), v.t. & v.i. to make or become
coarse.

coast (kost), n. [ME. coste, coast: OPr. coste, a rib, hill,

shore, coast; L. costa, a rib, side], 1. land alongside the
sea; seashore. 2.JObs.], the frontier or borderland of a
country. 3. [< Canad. Fr. f hillside, slope], an incline
down which a slide is taken; hence, 4. a slide or ride,
as on a sled going down an incline by the force of grav-
ity. v.L I . to sail near or along the coast; hence, 2. to
make short voyages from port to port. 3. to go down
an incline on a sled; hence, 4. to continue in motion
on momentum or by the force of gravity after pro-
pelling power has stopped. 5. to behave aimlessly;
not make any serious effort, v.t. to sail along or near
the coast of. SYN. see shore.
the Coast, [ColloqJ, in the United States, the Pacific
coast.

the coast is clear, there is no apparent danger or
hindrance.

coast al (kos'tl), adj. of, at, near, or along a coast.

Coastal Eastern, American English as typically spoken
in the New England coastal area, roughly between the
Connecticut River and the Atlantic coast: it exists with
various regional differences and levels of sophistication,
but has, in general, the following peculiarities of pro-
nunciation: 1) use of a low back rounded vowel (&,
IPA [o]) in such words as hot, rock, college, containing
ME. 6; 2) use of a low central or low back unrounded
vowel (a or a", IPA [a] or [a]), in such words as pass,
staff, path, far, calf, aunt, containing ME. a + s, f,
th or ME. au; 3) use of the same vowel in such words
as sorrow, horror, brought, daughter, containing ME.
o j- r or ME. ou; 4) loss of final and preconspnantal
r in such words as sir, bird, farm; 5) insertion (by
many speakers) of unhistoric r, as in any idea(r) of
it, propaganda^) office, clo(r)th. Coastal Eastern ac-

quired great prestige in the 19th century from use in

dictionaries and at the Eastern universities; it is the
variety of American English closest in type and origins
to Received Standard British.

coastal plain, level land extending along a coast.

coast artillery, that branch of the armed forces assigned
to protect the harbors and coast lines of the nation, and
generally armed with artillery and antiaircraft guns of

the largest caliber: distinguished from field artillery:
abbreviated C.A.

coast-er (kos'tSr), n. 1. a person or thing that coasts.
2. a ship that carries cargo or passengers from port to

port along a coast. 3. a sled or wagon for coasting.
4. [< obs. sense of coast, v.i., "to pass close to or

around"], formerly, a small tray on wheels for passing a
wine decanter, etc, around a table. 5. a small round
tray placed under a glass or bottle to protect a table or
other surface. 6. an amusement railway that runs on
a specially constructed framework with sharp dips and
curves; roller coaster.

coaster brake, a brake in the hub of the rear wheel of a
bicycle, operated by reversing the pressure on the ped-
als: it also releases the wheel from the driving mechan-
ism to permit free coasting.
coast guard, 1. a group of men employed by a govern-
ment to defend its coasts, prevent smuggling, aid
vessels in distress, maintain lighthouses, etc. 2. [C- G-],
such a group in the United States: normally under the
control of the Treasury Department, in tame of warit

fat, ftpe, b&re, car; ten, even, hfere, ovSr
ffeen; zh, leisure: u, ring; 9 for <

'

coeur; ft, Fr> feu; Fr. motor, ft, Fr.

; chin; she; thin,
*

Fr. bAl; 8, Fr.

< derived from.
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is placed under the control of the navy. 3. a member
of a coast guard. Abbreviated C.G.
coast-ing trade (kos'tirj), trade carried on along a
coast from port to port, especially within one country.

coast-land (kostlandO* n. land along a coast.
coast line, the contour or outline of a coast.
Coast Range, mountain ranges along the Pacific coast
from southern Alaska to southern California.
coast-ward (kost'we'rd), adj. & adv. toward the coast.

coast-wards (kost'weYdz), adv. coastward.
coast-ways (kost'waz'), adv. coastwise.
coast-wise (kost'wiz'), adv. & adj. along the coast.

coat (kot), n. [ME. cote, coote; OPr. cote, a coat; LL.
cota, cotta* a tunic; prob. < Gmc.; cf. Frank, kotta,

coarse cloth, OS. kot, coarse outer garment (OHG.
kosso, whence G. kotze, shaggy overcoat, etc.)], 1. a
sleeved outer garment opening down the front and
extending usually just below the hips, worn as part of a
suit or as a jacket. 2. a similar garment of varying
length, worn out of doors over one's usual clothing. 3.

a natural outer covering of an animal, as of skin, fur,

wool, etc, 4. the outer covering of a plant or of an
ajaimal structure or tissue. 5. a layer of some substance,
as paint, over a surface. 6. [Dial.], a petticoat or skirt.

7. fObs.], customary garb showing one's position, class,

etc. v.t. 1. to provide or cover with a coat. 2. to cover
with a layer of something.
coated paper, a paper whose surface has been treated
so that it will take half-tone impressions or color

printing.
coat-ee (k5t'e'), n. a short, close-fitting coat, usually
with a snort skirt or tails.

co-a-ti (ko-a'ti), n. [pi COATIS (-tiz)], [Tupi < cua, a
cincture + Urn, the nose: so called from appearance of

its snout], a small, flesh-eating animal of Central and
South America, like the raccoon but with a long flexible

snout.
co-a-ti-mon-di, co-a-ti-mun-di (ko-a'ti-mun'di), n.

[Tupi; coati (see COATI) + moiidi, solitary], a coati.

coat-ing (kot'irj), n. 1. something covering or spread
over a surface: as, a costing of enamel. 2. cloth for

making coats.
coat of arms, [after Fr. cotte d'armes, light garment
worn over armor, and
generally blazoned with
the heraldic arms of the
wearer], 1. a shield
marked with the insignia
or designs (heraldic bear-

ings) of a person, family,

institution^ etc. 2. a
representation of such a
shield.

coat of mail, [pi. COATS
OF MAIL], [after Fr. cotte

de mailtss, lit., coat of

meshes], a suit of armor
made of interlinked metal
rings or overlapping
plates.

coat-tail (kot'tal'), n. 1. the back part of a coat below
the waist. 2. one half of the skirt of a coat that is

divided in the back. 3. either of the two long, tapering
skirts on the back of a man's dress coat.

co-ail*thor (ko-6'thgr), n. a joint author; collaborator.
coax (koks), v.t. [orig. slang, "to make a coax of" <
obs. slang coax, cox, cokes, a fool, ninny], 1. to induce
or try to induce to do something; persuade by soothing
words, agreeable manner, flattery, etc.; wheedle. 2. to
get by coaxing, v4. to use persuasion, flattery, etc.
SYN. coax suggests repeated attempts to persuade someone
to do something and implies the use of soothing words, an
insinuating manner, etc.; cajole suggests the use of flattery
or other blandishments; wheedle implies even more strongly
the use of subtle flattery, seduction, or even deceit in gaining
one's end.

co-ax al (ko-akVl), adj. coaxial.
co-ax-i-al (ko-ak'si-al), adj. [< co- + axis + -al], 1.

having a common axis. 2. designating a compound
loudspeaker consisting of a smaller unit mounted within
and connected with a larger one on a common axis:
the smaller unit reproduces the higher frequencies,
beyond the range of the larger.

coaxial cable, a cable for sending telephone, telegraph,
and television impulses: it consists of an insulated con-
ductor tube surrounding a central core of conducting
material.

col* (kob), n. [ME.; prob, < LG. and akin to AS, copp,
top (cf. CUP); Gmc. base *kubb, something roundfed,
lump < IE. base *%eu-; see COD (a bag)], 1, a lump or
small mass, as of coal. 2. the central, kernel-bearing
part of an ear of corn; corncob; hence, 3. a corncob
pipe. 4. a male swan. 5. a short, thickset horse.
cob (kob), n. [akin to E.Fris. kobbe; prob. < same base
as cob (a lump) with reference to curved beak], the
black-backed sea gull: also spelled cobb.
co bait (ko'bdlt), n. [G. kobalt < kobold, goblin, demon
of the mines: term applied to cobalt by miners from
ignorance of its value or because it was troublesome]-, a

COAT OF ARMS

hard, lustrous, steel-gray, ductile metallic cftemical

element, found in various ores: it is used^in the prepar-
ation of alloys; its compounds are used in the produc-
tion of inks, paints, and varnishes: symbol, Co; at. wt. f

58.94; at. no., 27.
cobalt blue, 1 . a dark-blue pigment made from cobalt.
2. dark blue.

co-bal-tic(ko-b61
/
tik),cr<f;. 1. of cobalt. 2. designating

or of compounds in which cobalt has a valence of three.

co-balt-ine (ko'bol-ten', ko'b61-tin), n. cobaltite.

co-bal-tite (ko-bfil'trt, ko'bol-tit') , n. cobalt sulfar-

senide, CoAsS, a silver-white mineral.

co-bal-tous (ko-bdl'tss), adj. 1. having the nature of
cobalt. 2. designating or of compounds in which cobalt
has a valence of two.
cobb (kob), n. a cob (gull).

Cobb, Irvln Shrews-bur-y (shrooz'bSr-i), 1876-1944;
American humorist and short-story writer.

Cob-bett, William (kob'it), (pseudonym Peter Porcu-

pine), 1763-1835; English journalist and reformer.
cob-ble (kob'l), v.t. [COBBLED (-'Id), COBBLING], [ME.;
form suggests cob (a lump) + -le, freq. suffix, in sense
"to lump together"], 1. to mend or patch (shoes, etc.).
2. to mend or put together clumsily.

cob-ble (kob''l), n. [prob. < cob (a lump)], 1. a cobble-
stone. 2. fl, cob coal. v.t. [COBBLED f-'ld), COBBLING],
to pave with cobblestones.
cob-bier (kobler), n. [of U.S. origin; ? < Hudson Valley
cobble, stony hill (? < D. dial, kobel, kovel, rounded hill:

see COB, a lump) < heaped up appearance], 1. an iced
drink containing wine, citrus fruit, and sugar. 2. a
deep-dish fruit pie with no bottom crust and a thick

top crust of biscuit dough.
cob-bier (koblSr), n. [ME. cobelere; see COBBLE (to

mend)], 1. a person whose work is mending shoes. 2.

a clumsy, bungling workman.
cob-ble8tone (kob''l-ston') , n. [ME. cobil ston; see
COBBLE, n. & STONE], a rounded stone formerly much
used for paving streets.
cob coal, [cf. cob (a lump)], coal in rounded lumps from
about the size of a baseball to that of a basketball.

Cob-den, Richard (kob'don), 1804-1865; English po-
litical economist and statesman; advocator of free

trade.

co-bel-llg-er-ent (ko'ba-lij'er-snt), n. a nation associ-
ated but not allied with another or other nations in

waging war: as, Italy became a co-belligerent of the
Allies after the overthrow o the Fascist government.
C6bh (kov), n. a seaport in southern Ireland: pop.,
7,000: formerly called Queenstown.
Cob-ham, John Old-cas-tle, Lord (old'kas"! kob'am),
P-1417; English leader of a Lollard conspiracy; hanged
for heresy and treason.

co-ble (ko'b'l, kob'l), n. [ME.: AS. (Northumbrian)
cttopl; prob. < Celt.

;
cf. W. ceubal, Bret, caubal & LL.

caupulus (? < Celt.), small ship], 1. in northeast Eng-
land, a small fishing boat with a lug sail, deep stem,
large rudder, and flattish stern: it was formerly much
used in piloting. 2. in Scotland, a short, flat-bottomed
rowboat.
Co-blenz (ko'blents), n. a city in Germany, on the
Rhine: pop., 58,000: German spelling, Koblenz.
cob-nut (kob'nuf), n. [see COB (a lump)], 1. a kind of
hazelnut. 2. the tree that it grows on.
co-bra (ko'bra), n. [< Port, cobra (de capello), serpent
(of the hood); L. colubra, a
snake], 1. a very poisonous
snake of Asia and Africa, having
around its neck loose skin which
is expanded into a hood when
the snake is excited. 2. leather
made of the skin of this snake.
cobra de ca pel lo (de ka-pel'o),
[pl. COBRAS DE CAPELLO], [see
COBRA], a varicolored cobra
found especially in India.
cob-web (kob'web

7
)* n. fME.

copweb < coppe, spider (AS.
-coppe, m atorcoppe? ator, poison COBRA (4-17 ft. long)
+ -coppe, spider); + web], 1. a
webspunbyaspidei:. 2; a single thread of such a web,
or the substance that it is made of; 3, anything flimsy,
gauzy, or ensnaring Hke the wet) of a spider, v.t.

[COBWEBBKD (-Webd
7
), COBWKBBING], to COV6T with Or

as with cobwebs.
cob-web-by (kob'web'i), adj. 1. of or Hke a cobweb or
cobwebs. 2. covered with cobwebs.

co-ca (ko'ka}, n. [Peruv. cucal L a tropical shrub of
South America and the West Indies whose dried leaves
are the source of cocaine and certain other alkaloids.
2. its dried leaves.

co caine, co-cain (ko-kan', ko'kan),* n. [< coca 4- -ine],
a crystalline alkaloid obtained from dried coca leaves:
it is a narcotic and local anesthetfe
cocainism (ko-kan'iz*m),

: w. a diseased condition
resulting from excessive or habitual use of cocaine.
cocain ize (ko-kaViz), v.t. [COCAINIZEDj(-Izd!), GOCAJNT
IZING], to anesthetize with cocaine.

-coc-cal (kok'l), a combining form meaniiig' of or
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produced by a (specified kind of) coccus* as in stopbylo-
coccal.

coc-ci (kok'si). n. plural of coccus.
-coc-clc (kok'sik), a combining form equivalent to
-coccal, as in staphylococcic.

coc-cid (kok'sid), n. [< Mod. L. Coccidae, name of the
family < Gr. kokkos, berry], any insect of the family
of scale insects.

coc-cid-i-o-sis (kok-sid'i-o'sis), n. [Mod. L, < coccidium,
little berry; 4- -osis], any of various diseases of do-
mestic animals, birds, and, rarely, man, caused by a
class of protozoans Hying as parasites in the intestines.

coc-cif-er-ous (kok-sif'er-ss), adj. [< L. cocci, pi. of

coccus (see coccus) ; -f -feroiis], producing berries.

coc-coid (kok'oid), adj. Hke a coccus.
-coc-coid (kok'oid), a combining form meaning like a

(specified kind of) coccus, as in staphylococcoid.
coc-cus (kok'ss), n.

[pi.
cocci (kok'si)], [Mod. L.; Gr.

kokkos, a kernel, seed, berry], 1. a bacterium having a

spherical or oval sha^e: see bacteria, illus. 2. in botany,

any of the carpels into which compound fruits split
when ripe: it contains a single seed.

-coc-cus (kok'as) , coccus used as a terminal combining
form in names of various bacteria, as in gonococcus*

coc-cyg-e-al (kok-sij'i-sl), adj. [LL. coccygeus < L.

coc-cyx , , ,

cuckoo < Gr. kokkyx, kokkygos,
cause shaped like a cuckoo's beak], a small, triangular
bone at the lower end of the vertebral column, formed
by the fusion of four rudimentary vertebrae and
articulating with the sacrum: see skeleton, illus.

Co-cha-bara-ba (kd'cha-bam'ba), n. a city in central
Bolivia: pop., 100,000 (1946) : it is 8,394 ft. above sea
level.

Co-chin (ko'chin'), n. La former native state of

southwestern India: since 1950, a part of the state of

Travancore and Cochin. 2. [also c-], (ko'chin, koch'-

in), [< Cochin-China, place of origin], any of a breed
of very large domestic fowl with buff, black, white,
or penciled gray plumage and thickly feathered legs.
Co-chin-Chi-na (ko'chin-chi'no), n. a former state of

southern French Indo-China, on the South China Sea:
it is now part of South Viet-Nam: area, 26,476 sq. mi;
pop., 4,616,000; capital, Saigon: French name, Cochin-
chine: see Viet-Nam.

Go-chiii-chine (k6"'shaw'shen'), n. Cochin-China.
coch-i neal (koch'9-nel', koch's-nel7

) , n. [Fr. cochenitte;
It. cocciniglia < L. coccinus, coccineus, scarlet-colored <
coccum, a berry; see coccus], a red dye made from the
dried bodies of the females of a scale insect that attacks
cacti of tropical and subtropical America.

coch-le-a (kokli-s), n. [pi. COCHLEAE (-501. [L. codea,

cochlea; Gr. kochlias, snail, snail shell < kochlos, shell-

fish], the spiral-shaped part of the internal ear, con-

taining the auditory nerve endings: see ear, illus.

coch-le-ar (kokli-er) , adj. of the cochlea.
coch-le-ate (kokli-af) , adj. {L. cocUeatus, spiral-shaped;
see COCHLEA], shaped like the shell of a snail.

coch-le at ed (kok'li-a'tid), adj. cochleate.
cock (kok), n. [ME. cock, cok; AS. coc, cocc; echoic;
senses 6 & 7 from fancied resemblance; senses 9 & 10 <
the .], 1. the male of the chicken; rooster. 2. a male
bird. 3. the sound made by a rooster, especially at

sunrise; crow. 4. a weather vane in the shape of a

rooster; weathercock. 5. a leader; chief; head person.
6. a faucet or valve for regulating the flow of a liquid
or gas. 7. the hammer of a firearm. 8. the position of

such a hammer when set for firing. 9.
a
a tilting or

turning upward, as of the eye. 10. a jaunty, erect

position: as, the cock of a hat. v.t. 1. to tilt- set (a

hat, etc.) jauntily on one side. 2. to raise stiffly: as,

a dog cocks his ears. 3. to turn (the eye or ear) toward

something. 4. to set the hammer of (a gun)
t
in firing

position, v.i. to assume an erect or tilted position.
cock (kok), n. [ME. colzke < Anglo-N.; cf. ON. ktkkr,
Dan, kok, a heap; akin to dial. G. kocke], a small, cone-

shaped pile, as of hay. v.t. to pile (hay, etc.) in cocks.

cock ade (kok-adO, n. [Fr. cocarde < coq, a cock: from
resemblance to its comb], a rosette, knot of ribbon* or
similar device, worn on the hat'as a badge.
cock-ad-ed (kok-a'did), adj. wearing, or decorated with,
a cockade.
cock-a-doo-dle-doo (kokVdoo'd'1-doo'), n. [echoicji L
the shrill sound made by & rooster; crow. 2. at rooster;
cock.

cock-a-hoop (kokVho5p'), adj. [Fr. coq a huppe, cock
with a crest], 1. elated; exultant. 2. boastful; con-
ceited..

Cock-aigne (kok-an'), n. [ME. cokaygne; OFr. (pais de)

cocaigne, (land of) sugar cake < MLG. kokenje, sugar

kocktloeren, to crowj, 1. a small rooster; bantam; hence,
2. a little man with an exaggerated idea of nis own
importance. *

cock-and-bull story (kok'*n-booIO [for
earlier cock-

alane, Fr. coq a f<WL an absurd, improbable story.. ,.

cock-a-teel, cock-a-tiel (kok'a-taO, P- kaketulje,

prob. dim. of kakeioe; see COCKATOO], a small parrot
native to Australia.
cock-a too (kok'a-too', kokVtooO, n. IfI. COCKATOOS
(-tooz', -toozOl [D. kaketae; Malay, kakatua; prob.
echoic in origin; sp. influenced by cock (male birdjj,

a
large, bright-colored jmrrot of Australia, the East
Indies, and the Philippines, often with a high crest.

cock-a-trice (kok's-tris), n. (ME. cocatrice; OFr. coca-

trice, cocatris, altered < *LL. calcafrix < caUare, to
tread < calx, the heel; translating Gr. notion that it

tracked crocodiles and ate their eggs]. 1. a fabulous

serpent supposedly hatched from a ^cock's egg and

haying power to kill by a look. 2. in the Bible, an
unidentified deadly serpent.
cock-boat (kok'boV), n. [ME. cobboot, cogboU; cok <
OFr. coque, cogue < or akin to MD. kogghe, Dan. kog,

(whence ME. cogge, small boat) ;
all ult. < L. concha

(see CONCH)], a small boat, especially one used as a
a ship's tender.

cock-chaf-er (kok'chaf'er), n. [cock, for Scot, dock, a
beetle -j chafer < AS. ceafor, ceafer, cockchafer], a
large European beetle whose grubs live in the soil for
three years feeding on the roots of plants.
cock-crow (kok'kro

/

) n. the time when roosters begin
to crow; early morning; dawn,
cock-crow-ing (kok'kro'irj), n. cockcrow.
cocked hat, 1. a three-cornered hat with a turned-up
brim. 2. a hat pointed in front and in back and with
the crown rising to a point.
knock into a cocked hat, [Slang], to damage beyond
recognition; ruin.

cock-er (kok'Sr), n. a cocker spaniel.
cock-er (kok'er), v.t. [earlier also cockle; akin to Dan.
kokre, to call as a cock to hens, Norw. kokla t to crow,
fuss over, pamper; akin to earlier D. kokden, to pamper;
prob. < ON. J, to coddle; pamper.

cock-er-el (kok'Sr-sl, kok'ral), n. [dim. of cock (male
bird)], a young rooster, not above a y^ear old.

cocker spaniel, [so called from its use in hunting wood-
cock

J, any of a breed of small

spaniels with a compact
body, short legs, long, silky (

hair, and long, drooping ears.

cock-eye (kokl'), ** [cock

(to turn on one side) -f-

eye], a squinting eye.

cock-eyed (k9k1dO, adj. [see
COCK (to tilt, turn)], 1.

cross-eyed. 2. [Slang],
crooked; lopsided: awry. 3.

[Slang], fantastically absurd.
4. [Slang}, drunk.

cock-fight (kok'fltO. n. a
fight between gamecocks,
usually wearing metal

COCK.IKK SPANIEL
(11 in. high)

*~JM. U.1AI. rK,UXL 2-AUl
'

WJLU,, ii-UOi. tf-AU I WUij , ft. Uf/o&u,\M.v

L. extension of cock (male bird) ; ? influenced by D,

cock-fight-ing, (kok'fit'irjj n. the fighting of gamecocks
as a sport: illegal in the United States*

cock-horse (kok'hfcrsOt n. [16th c,, toy horse], a hobby-
horse; rocking horse.

cock'i-ly (kok'a-li), adv. in a cocky manner.
cock-i-ness (kok'i-nis), n. the quality of being cocky;
jaunty conceit.

cock-ish (kok'ish), adj. like a cock in being self-

assertive, arrogantt defiant, etc.; cocky.
cockle (kok'l), n. [MK cokel. cokiUe; OPr. cokiUe,

coquitte, a blister, shell, cockle; L. conchylium; Gr.

konchyliont shellfish < konche, mussel], 1. an edible

shellfish with two heart-shaped, radially ridged shells.

2. a "cockleshell. 3. a small, shallow boat. 4. [< the

.], a wrinkle; pucker. v.i. & v.t. [COCKLED (-Id),

COCKLING], [Fr. coguiller < coguiUe], to wrinkle : pucker.
cockles of one's heart, [? for L. cochlea, winding cav-

ity], the deepest part of one's heart, or emotions.
cock-le (kok'l), n. [ME. cockie, cockel; AS. coccel,

tares], any of various weeds found in grain fields, as the
corn cockle, darnel, etc.

cock-le-boat (kok'1-bof), n. a small, shallow, light-

weight boat; cockboat.
cock-le-bur (kok'1-bur

7

) , n. 1. a ragweed plant bearing
burs. 2. the common burdock.

cock-le-shell (kok'1-shel') , n. 1. the shell of a cockle.

2. looselv, a scallop shell, etc. 3. 9- cockleboat.
cock-loft (kok'lSft

7
, kokloft'), n* [orig., lit. or fig., a

loft where cocks roost]* a small loft or attic; garret,

cock-ney (kok'ni), n. [pi. COCKNEYS (-niz)], [ME.
cokenei, spoiled child, simpleton, effeminate town
dweller; understood as coken-ey, lit., cock's egg < coken

(AS. coce^a, genit, pi.), of cocks -\~i-ey (AS. a*r
"~~

with reference to the small ske of eggs allegedly 1
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cocks; development of the word prob. merged the above
with OFr. acoguinei, idle, spoiled (< coquin, rascal) &
? with an original coken ey, lit., cooked egg], 1. a
native of the East End of London, England, tradition-

ally one born within sound of the bells of St. Mary-le-
Bow (Bow Bells) and speaking a characteristic dialect.
2. this dialect, characterized by extreme diphthongiza-
tion of original vowels, loss of initial h, and use of an
intrusive r. 3. loosely, any native or inhabitant of
London: a humorous or disparaging usage, adj. 1. of
or like cockneys or their dialect. 2. loosely, of Lon-
doners or of London.
cock-ney-dom (kok'ni-dam), n. 1. the district where
cockneys live. 2. cockneys collectively.

cock-ney-ese (kok'ni-ez'), n. the characteristic dialect of

cockneys.
cock-ney-fy (kok'ni-fi'), v.L [COCKNEYFIED (-fid'),

COCKNEYFYINGJ, to give a cockney quality to (one's
speech, manner, etc.).

cock-ney-ism (kok'ni-iz'm), n. an idiom, pronuncia-
tion, etc. characteristic of cockneys.
cock of the walk, the most important person in any
group.

cock-pit (kok'pit
7
), n. 1. an enclosed space for cock-

fighting; hence, 2. a place where there have been many
battles: as Belgium is the cockpit of Europe. 3. any
space thought to resemble a typical cockpit; specifically,
a) in small decked vessels, a sunken space toward the
stern used by the steersman, etc.; hence, &) in some
small airplanes, the space where the pilot and, some-
times, one or two passengers sit: see airplane, illus. c}

formerly, the quarters of junior officers on the after

part of the lowest deck of a warship, used as a station
for the wounded in battle, d] [Obs.] r the pit of a
theater.

cock-roach (kok'roch
7
)* n. [Sp. cucaracha, wood louse,

cockroach ;confusedwith roach] ,

a straight-winged insect with a
flat, yellowish-brown or black
body, slender legs, and long
feelers: it is a common kitchen
pest, especially in warm, damp
places.
cocks comb (koks'kom/) n. 1.

the red, fleshy growth on the
head of a rooster. 2. a jester's
cap somewhat resembling this.
3. the points on such a cap. 4. a
plant of the amaranth family,
with red or yellow flower heads
supposedly like a rooster's crest :

some varieties have feathery
heads. 5. [Obs.], a coxcomb.
cocks-head (koksliedO, n, a
European plant of the pea family, with spiny pods.

cockjshut^ M(kok'shutO, n. [Obs. or British Dial.],

n.
[fl.^ COCKSHIES (-shiz')L [cock

of throwing

COCKROACH
(1 1/2 in. long)

cock-shut
'

,

evening twilight.'* 1/1 -/\
:ok'shi') ,cock-shy (kol ,, ... ^.. x ,

(male bird) + shy (throw) : from old game
objects at a cock tied to a stake], 1. a throw at a markl
2. the mark aimed at.

cock-spur (kok'spur
7
), n. 1. the spur of a rooster, 2. a

kind of hawthorn with long thorns.
cock-sure (kok'shoor'), adj. [cock (with reference to
masculine aggressiveness) + sure], 1. absolutely sure.
2. sure or self-confident to an offensive degree.

cock-swain (kok's'n, kok'swan'), n. a coxswain.
cock-tail (kok'tal'), n. [c. 1806; prob. fanciful coinage:
? influenced by Fr. coquetel, mixed drink popular around
Bordeaux, France; various plausible hypotheses in H.L.
Mencken, Am. Lang., Supfl. I, p. 257], 1. a short
mixed alcoholic drink made in various ways and usually
iced. 2. an appetizer, as fruit juice, tomato juice, mixed
diced fruits, or sea food seasoned with a sharp sauce,
served usually at the beginning of a meal: as, a shrimp
cocktail. 3. a horse with a docked tail. 4. a horse of
slightly impure breed.
cock-up (kok'up

7
), n. [see COCK (to tilt, turn)], 1. a

turning up of an end above the level of the rest. 2. a
nat or cap turned up in front.

cpck-y (kok'i), zrf/. TCOCKIER (-i-er), COCKIEST (-i-ist)l,
[< cock (male bird)], [Colloq.], jauntily conceited; self-
confident in a swaggering way.

co-co (ko'ko), n. [pi. cocos (-koz)], [So.; Port. < L.
coccum, a seed, kernel: Gr. kokkos, a berry], 1. the
c C(5?t ?alm tree - 2. its fruit; coconut, adj. made of
the nber from coconut husks. Also, by confusion, cocoa,

co-coa (ko'ko), n. [Sp. & Port, cacao; Mex. cacauatl,
cocoa seed], 1. powder made from cacao seeds that
have been roasted and ground. 2. a drink made by
adding sugar and hot water or milk to this powder.
3. reddish-yellow brown.

co-co-nut (ko'ka-nut'), n. the fruit of the coconut palm,
consisting of a thick, fibrous,
brown, oval husk under
which there is a thin, hard
shell enclosing a layer of
edible white meat: the hollow
center is filled with a sweet,
milky fluid called coconut
milk: also cocoanut.
coconut oil, oil obtained
from the dried meat of coco-
nuts, used for making soap,
etc.

coconut palm (or tree), a
tall palm tree that bears
coconuts, growing through-
out the tropics: the nuts
provide food and drink, A

COCONUT
and the foliage is used as A> tree B > cross section

thatch.
__

of fruit

co-coon (ks-koon'), n. [Fr. cocon; It. coccone; LL. coco,
ahull, shell < L. coccum;
see coco], 1. the silky
case which the larvae of
certain insects spin
about themselves to
shelter them during the
pupa stage. 2. any pro-
tective cover like this.

coco palm, a coconut
palm.
Co-cos Islands (kp'kos),
a group of coral islands
in the Indian Ocean,
south of Sumatra: area,
5 sq. mi.; pop., 700: a

ASlralfa-
b
afso^^alled COCOONS

K*ds Island?.
CaUed

A. Promethean, caddis fly

co-cotte (ko'kof, ks-kot'), n. [Fr.; orig., hen < coq,
cock], a woman who is sexually promiscuous.
Coc-teau, Jean (zhaw k6Vto'), 1889- ; French novelist,
playwright, and poet.
Co-cy-tus (ko-si'tas), n. [L.; Gr. Kokytos, lit., a shriek-
ing, wailing < kokyein, to wail], in Greek mythology, the
river of wailing, a tributary of the Acheron in Hades.

cocoa butter, a yellowish-white fat prepared from cacao
seeds : used in pharmacy and in making cosmetics

co-coa-nut (ko'ks-nutO, n. a coconut.
co-con-scious-ness (ko-kon'shas-nis) , n. in psychology,
mental states which, though the individual is not aware
ot them, can account for certain mental phenomena, as
slips of the tongue.

Atlantic, especially off the banks of Newfoundland and
the coast of Norway: it is an important food fish and
the source of cod-liver oil.

cod (kod), n. [ME.; AS. codd; akin to ON. koddi,
cushion ;

IE. base *geu- ( < *geud, *gud) , to curve, arch,
as also in L. guttur, throat; cf. GUTTURAL], 1. [Archaic],
a bag. 2. [Dial.], a pod; husk. 3. [Obs.], the scrotum.
God., cod., [pi. CODD.], codex.
C.O.D., c.o.d., 1. collect on delivery. 2. [British],
cash on delivery,
Cod, Gape (kod), a peninsula in southeastern Massa-
chusetts.
co-da (ko'da), n. [It.; L. cauda, a tail], in music, a final

passage, which brings a composition or movement to a
definite, formal close.
cod die (kod''l), v.t. [CODDLED (-Id), CODDLING], [? <
caudle], 1. to cook gently, as an egg, by heating in
water not quite at boiling temperature. 2. to treat
tenderly, as an invalid or a baby; pamper.
code (kod), n. [Fr.; L. codex, tree trunk, wooden tablet
covered with wax for writing; earlier caudex], 1. a body
of laws of a nation, state, city, or organization, arranged
systematically for easy reference. 2. any set of prin-
ciples or rules of conduct: as, a moral code. 3. a set of
signals representing letters or numerals, used in sending
messages, as by telegraph, flags, heliograph, etc. 4. a
system

t
of secret writing in which letters, figures, etc.

are arbitrarily given certain meanings. 5. the symbols
used in such a system, v.t. [CODED (-id), CODING], to
put in the form, or symbols, of a code.

co-dec-li-na-tion (ko'dek-b-na'shan), n. in astronomy,
the complement of the angle of declination: also called
polar distance.
co-de-fend-ant (ko'di-fen'dsnt), n. a joint defendant.
co de ia (ko-de'ya), n. codeine.
co-de-in (koMi-in), n. codeine.

cp-de-ine (ko'di-en', ko'den), n. [< Gr. kodeia, poppy
head; + -ine], an alkaloid, dsHwOaN-I^O, derived
from opium and resembling morphine, but milder in
its action and less habit-forming: used for the relief of

pain and as a sedative.
tCode Na-po-le-on (k6d

7

na'p6"la-6w'), [Fr.], the
Napoleonic code, the body of French civil law enacted
under the direction of Napoleon in 1804: it has served
as the model for the civil codes of many nations.

co-dex (ko'deks), n. [pi. CODICES (-da-sez', kodVsez
7

)].

[L.; see CODE], 1. [Archaic], a code; volume of statutes.
2. a manuscript volume, especially of the Scriptures or
of a classic text: abbreviated Cod., cod.
Godex Juris Ca-no-ni-ci (joor'is ka-non'i-si') . [L.
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Code of Canon Law], the laws governing the Roman
Catholic Church since 1918: superseded the Carpus
Juris Canonici,

cod-fish (kod'fishO* n. [pi. CODFISH. CODFISHES; see
FISH], the cod.

codg-er (koj'eV), n. [prob. var. of cadger}* [Colloq.], a
queer person; peculiar fellow: usually preceded by old.
codices (ko'ds-seV, kod'a-sez'), n. plural of codex.
cod-i-cil (kod'a-s'i, kod'a-siiO, n. [L. codicillus, dim. of
codex; see CODE), 1. in law, an addition to a will, to
change or explain some provisions or to add new ones.
2. an appendix or supplement.

cod-I-ciMary (kodVsilVri), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a codicil.

cod-i fi-ca-tion (kod'a-fi:ka'shsn, ko'da-fi-ka'shsn), n.
a codifying or being codified, as of laws.

cod-i-fy (kod's-fi', ko'd^-f!'). v.t. [CODIFIED (-fid') CODI-
FYING], [< code + ~fy]* to arrange (laws, etc.) system-
atically.
cod lin (kodlin), n. a codling (apple).
codling (kodlirj), n. [pi, CODLING, CODLINGS (-Hrjz) ; see
PLURAL, ii, D, 2], [cod (fish) -f -ling], 1. a young cod. 2.

any of certain fishes allied to the cod.
cod-ling (kodlirj), n. [earlier querdling, altered (as if

with suffix -ling) < Anglo-Fr. querdelyon < Fr. coeur de
lion, lit., heart of lion], 1. a variety of elongated apple.
2. an unripe apple. 3. a small, inferior apple.

codling (or codlin) moth, a small moth whose larva
bores into and destroys apples, pears, and quinces.

cod-liv-er oil (kod'liv'e'r), oil obtained from theHversof
the cod and allied fish: it contains various vitamins and
is used in medicine to increase the number of red cor-

puscles in the blood, thus increasing resistance to
various diseases.

cod-piece (kod'peV), n. [cod (scrotum) + piece], [Ar-
chaic], a bag or flap appended to the front of the tight
breeches worn by men in the 15th and 16th centuries.

Go-dy, William Frederick (ko'di), 1846-1917; Amer-
ican plainsman, army scout, and circus manager: called

Buffalo BilL
co-ed, co-ed (ko'ed'), n. [Colloq.], a girl attending a
coeducational college.

co-ed-u-ca-tion (ko'ej-oo-ka/shan), n. [co- + education],
the educational system in which students of both sexes
attend classes together.

co-ed-u-ca'tion-al (ko'ej-oo-ka'shan'l), adj. 1. relating
to coeducation. 2. having students of both sexes attend
classes together: as, a coeducational college.

co-ef-fi-cient (ko'a-fish'snt), adj. [LL. coefficiens, ppr.
of coefficere; see co- & EFFECT], co-operating, n. 1. a
factor that contributes to produce a result. 2. in mathe-
matics, a number or algebraic symbol prefixed as a mul-
tiplier to a variable or unknown quantity: as, 6 is a
coefficient in dab, x is a coefficient in x(y -f- z). 3. in

physics, a number, constant for a given substance, used
as a multiplier in measuring the change in some prop-
erty c^f

the substance under given conditions: as, the
coefficient of expansion, Abbreviated cof, coeff.

coe-la-canth (se'la-kanth'), n. [< Gr. JfemJos^hollow +
akantha, spine], any of a family of primitive fishes,

possibly ancestors to land animals: it was formerly
believed to be long extinct, but several living specimens
have been found in recent times.
-coele (sel), [< Gr. koilia, body cavity], a combining
form meaning cavity, chamber of the body, chamber of an
organ, as in blastocoele: also -cele.

coe len ter-ate (si-len'teV-at'), n, [< Mod. L. Coelen-

terata, name of the phylum < coelenteron; see COEEEN-
TERON], any of a large group of invertebrate salt-water

animals, including the hydra, Jellyfishes, .sea anemones,
etc., in which the characteristic structure is a large
central cavity, adj. of this group of invertebrates.
coe len-ter-on (si-len'ter-on'), n. \pl. COELENTERA
(-a)], [Mod. L. < Gr. koilos, hollow -f enteron, intestine],
the internal cavity f a coelenterate.

coe-li-ac (se1i-ak') adj. [L. coeliacus; Gr. koiliakos <
koilia, the belly < koilos, hollow], of or in the cavity of

the abdomen: also spelled celiac.

coe lorn (selam), n. TGr* koihma < koilos, hollow},^ the

embryonic cavity of nearly all multlcelMar animals,
from which the main cavities of the body develop.
coe-lome (se'lom) , n; a coelom.

coempt (k5-empt'>, < to gain control of by cot-

emption. > .

r

'

*
*

~

t
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< <

co-emp-tion (ko-emp'shan), n. \L. coemptio < coemere,
to buy up; co- t together -fwW to buy)t tdae buying
up of the entire supply of a commodity in order to gain
a monopoly, control prices, etc.

coe-nes-the-si-a -t (siS'aes-thiSfzha,
coenesthesis.
coe nes-the sis (se^nes-the'sis, sen'es-the'sis) , n. [Mod.
L. < Gr. koinos, common -h aisthgsis, feeling], in psy-
chology, the mats of ^differentiated sensations that

faakje one aware -of i&ebody and itsi condition, as in the

feejjjag
1

Biealfca^ illness, ^discomfort, etc.

sen'es-the'ahi-a), n.

coe-no- (se^nd Sn') w I< Gr. koinos. commonj a com-
bimng form meaning common, as in coenocyte; also,
before a vowel, ooen-*

coe-no-bite (se'na-blt', sea'a-HtO, n* a cenobite.

coe^oo-cyte (se'n-sit', sem'a-atOf n. [coeno- -f-

an organism conasting of several protoplasmic units
contained within one cell wall.
coe-nu-rus (st-nyoor'ds), n. [Mod. L. < com- + -wus},
the larva of a tapeworm that attacks the brains of

sheep, causing any of various diseases, as the staggers.
co-en-zyine (ko-en'aam), n. a substance that occurs with
an enzyme and activates it.

co-e qual (ko-e'kwa!), adj. & n. eo^ial.
co-erce (ko-ursO, v.t* [COERCED (-SrstOr COERCING], [L.
coercere* to surround, restrain < co-, together + arcere,
to confine], L to restrain or constrain by force, espe-
cially by legal authority; curb. 2. to force; compel,
3. to effect by force; enforce. SYN* see force,

co-er-ci-ble (ko-ur'ss-bl), adj. that can be coerced,
co-er-cion (ko-ur'shsn), n. [L. coercioL 1. a coercing or
the power to coerce. 2. government by force.

co-er-cive (ko-jir'siv), adj. of or characterized by
coercion; tending to coerce.

co-es-sen-tial (koV-sen'shal), adj. having one and the
same essence or nature.

co-e-ta-ne-ous (ko'i-ta'ni-as), adj. [LL. coaeianeus < L.
co-, with + aetas, age], contemporary; coeval.

co-e-ter-nal (ko'i-tuVnl), adj. equally eternal; existing
together eternally.

co-e-ter-ni-ty (ko'i-tur'na-ti), n, in theology, the exist-
ence together of eternal beings or things.
Coeur de Li-on (kur' da le'an; Fr. ke'r' <& lyow^, [Fr.,
lit., heart of a Hon] r see Richard I.

co-e-val (ko-e'vl), adj. [< LL. coaemts < L. co- t together
f aemm, age], or the same age or period ; contemporary.
n. a contemporary. SYN. see contemporary,

co-ex-ec-u-tor (ko'ig-zek'yoo-ter), n. a person acting as
executor jointly with another.

co-ex-ist (ko'ig-aistO* vd. to exist together, at the same
time, or in the same place.

co-ex-ist-ence (ko'ig-zis'tens), n. existence together, at
the same time, or in the same place.

co-ex-ist-ent (ko'ig-zis'tant), adj. having coexistence.
co-ex-tend (ko'ik-stendOr v.t. & v.i. to extend equally
in space or time.

co-ex-ten-sion (ko
r
ik-sten'sh9n), n. a coextending or

being coextended.

co-ex-ten-siye (ko'ik-sten'siv) , adj. having the same
extent in time or space: extending equally.

cof-fee (k6f'i, kof'i), n. [see PLURAL, n, Df 3], [It. caffi;
Turk, qahveh; Ar. qah-
wah, drink made from
berries, coffee], 1. an
aromatic drink made
from the roasted and
ground beanlike seeds
of a tall tropical plant
of the madder family.
2. the seeds, green,
roasted, or ground,
used in making the
drink; they are found
in the red berries of
the slarab. 3. the
shrab itself. 4. the
color of coffee con-
taining milk or cream;
brown, adj. Imving',
the flavor or color
of coffee.

COFFEE

plant (5-10 ft. high) ; branch;
berry

coffee bean, the seed of the coffee plant.

cof-fee-ber-ry (k6f1-ber
/
if kof'i-ber'i), n. \PL COFFEE-

BERRIES (-iz)i 1: the fruit of the coffee plant. 2. the
coffee bean.

coffee break, a brief respite from work when coffee or
other refreshment is usually taken.

cof-fee^cafcap:6f'i-kak\ kof'i-kak'), n. a kind of cake
or ffoi oibea containing nuts, raisins, etc. or coated with
sugar or icing, to be eaten with coffee or the like*

coffee cream, sweet cream with a lower butterfat con-
tent than whipping cream. s

coffee-house (kdri-hous', kof'i-housOt n. A place of

public entertainment where coffee and other refresh-
ments are served: in the 17th and 18th centuries coffee-
houses were gathering places of literary mm. eta

,

coffee mill, a machine for grinding roasted coffee beans.
coffee nut, 1. the Kentucky coffee; tree, a large tree of

the pea family. 2. the fruit of this; tree.

cof fee pot (k6f'i~pot\ kof'i-aot'), n. a container,
usually with a lid, in which coffeeis made or served.
cof-fee-room (kftffi-rootn'; ko^i-room'). n. coffee shop.
coffee shop, & restaurant* as in a hotel, where coffee,

light reteshrnjeofcsj an4,ow usuaEy meals, are served.
coffee table, a small, low table, usually& a living room,
'for

'

serving refreshments^ " '

> ,
'>

t; |oy; yet;
ia (Me. (a'b'l); Fa
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coffee tree, t. the tree that produces the coffee bean.
2. the Kentucky coffee tree,

cof-fer (koi'Sr, kof'gr), n. [MB. cofer, cofre; OFr. cofre, a

chesty L, cophinus; see COFFIN], 1. a chest or strongbox
in which money or valuables are kept. 2. pi . a treasury ;

funds. 3. a decorative sunken panel in a vault, dome,

ceiling, etc. 4. a cofferdam. 5. a lock for a barge or

ship in a canal, river, dock, etc. y.t. 1. to enclose in
a coffer. 2. to furnish with decorative sunken panels.
cof-fer-dam (k6f'er-dam'f kof'er-dam'), n. [coffer +
dam (barrier) j 1. a watertight temporary structure in
a river, lake, etc., for keeping the water from an en-
closed area that has been pumped dry so that bridge
foundations, dams, etc. may be constructed. 2. a
watertight box 9r chamber attached to the side of a
ship so that repairs can be made below the water line.

cof-fin (kdf'in, kof'in), n. fME. cofin, coffin, a basket,
receptacle; OFr. cofin, basket, coffer; L. cophinus; Gr.

kophinos, a basket], 1. a case or box to put a dead
person into for bunal. 2. the hollow part of a horse's
hoof, v.t* 1. to put into a coffin. 2. to confine tightly.

Cof-fin, Robert Peter Tristram (kdf'in, kof'in),

1892-1955; American poet and novelist.
coffin bone, the

(
foot bone inside the hoof of a horse or

other similar animal.
coffin corner, [radio slang, prob. with reference to
the grave of the defending team's hopes], in football,

any of the corners of the playing field formed by a
goal line and side line: punts are often directed to a
coffin corner so that the ball will roll out of bounds
near the opponent's goal line.

coffin nail, [Slang], a cigarette.
cof-fle (korl), n. [Ar. qafilah, caravan], animals or
slaves fastened together one after another, or driven

along together.. v*t. [COFFLED (-Id), COFFLING], to
fasten together in or as in a coffle.

C. of S., Chief of Staff.

cog (kog), n. [ME. cog, cogge < Scand.; cf. Norw. bug,
Sw. kugge, a cog, tooth; Gael., Ir. cog, a cog], 1. one
of a series of teeth on the rim of a wheel, for transmitting
or receiving motion by fitting between the teeth of

another wheel; gear tooth. 2. a wheel with such teeth
on its rim. 3. [Colloq.], a person regarded as a minor
part of the entire machinery of an activity, business, etc.

slip a cog, to make an error.

cog v^og), n. [altered (after cog, gear tooth) < earlier

cock, to secure; prob. ult. < It. cocca, a notch], a pro-
jection on a beam that fits into a corresponding groove
or notch in another beam, making a joint, v.t. & v.i.

[COGGED (kogd), COGGING], to join by a cog or cogs.
cog (kog), n. THE. cogge; see COCKBOAT], 1. formerly, a
broadly built boat with a blunt bow and stern. 2. a
small boat; cockboat.
cog (kog), v.t. & v.i. [COGGED (kogd), COGGING], [prob.
slang extension of cog (gear tooth)], 1. to manipulate
(dice) in a fraudulent manner. 2. to cheat; swindle.
n. [Obs.], 1. a cogging at dice. 2. a deception; trick.

cog., cognate.
co-gen-cy (ko'jsn-si), . 1. the quality or condition of

being cogent; power to convince. 2. [pi. COGENCIES
(-siz)j, a cogent statement.

cogent (ko'jont), adj. [L. cogens, ppr. of cogere, to
collect < co-, together + agere, to drive], haying a
powerful appeal to the mind; compelling; convincing.
SYN. see valid.

cogged (kogd), adj. having cogs (gear teeth) or cog-
wheels.

cog i-ta-ble (koj'a-to-b'l), adj. [L. cogitabilis < cogitare;
see COGITATE], thinkable.

cog-i-tate (koj'a-taf), IM. [COGITATED (-id), COGITAT-
ING], [< L. cogitatits, pp. of cogitare < *coagitare; see
co- & AGITATE], to think seriously; ponder; meditate.
v,t* to think about; consider. SYN. see think.

cog-i-ta-tion (koj'a-ta'shsn), n. [ME. & OFr. cogita-
ciun; L. cogitatio; see COGITATE], thought; meditation.

jco-gi-to er-go sum (koj'i-to' ur'go sum'}, LJUJ, I think,
therefore I exist: the basic tenet of the philosophy of
Descartes.

cp-gnac (ko'nyak, kon'yak), n. JFr.], 1. a French
brandy distilled from wine in the area of Cognac,
France. 2. loosely, any French brandy or any brandy.
cog nate (kog'nat), adj. [L. cognatus, related by birth:
co-, together + gnatus, pp. of gnasci, older form of
nasct, to be born], 1. related by family; having the
same ancestor. 2. related through the same origin;
derived from a common original form: as, English apple
and German apfel are cognate words, English and
Flemish are cognate languages. 3. having the same
nature or quality, n. 1. a person related to another
by common ancestry. 2. a cognate word, language, or
thing. Abbreviated cog. SYN. see related,

cog-na-tion (kog-na/shgn), n. [see COGNATE], relation-
ship by descent from the same ancestor or source.

cog-ni'tion (kog-nish'gn) , n. [L. cognito, knowledge <
cognttus, pp. of cognoscere, to know; co-, together -f
gnoscere, older form of noscere. to know], 1. the process

of knowing'or perceiving; perception. 2. anything that*
is known or perceived.
cog-ni-tive (kog'na-tiv), adj. having to do with cognition.

cog ni-za-ble (kog'ni-za-bl, kon'i-za-b'l), adj. [< cog-
nize, to take cognizance of (see RECOGNIZE) -f -able],
1. that can be recognized, known, or perceived. 2. in

law, within the jurisdiction of a court.

cog-ni-zance (kog'ni-zons, kon'i-zans), n. [ME.^ cogni-
saunce, conoissance; OFr. cognoisance, connoissance,
knowledge < conoissant, ppr. of conoistre, to know; L.

cognoscere; see COGNITION], 1. the fact of being aware;
perception; knowledge. 2. notice; heed. 3. the range
of knowledge possible through observation. 4. m
heraldry, the distinguishing crest or other device by
which the bearer is recognized. 5. in law, a) the hear-
ing of a case in court, b) jurisdiction; right or power
of dealing with a matter judicially,
take cognizance of, to notice; recognize officially.

cog-ni-zant (kog'ni-zsnt, kon'i-zant), adj. having cog-
nizance (of something) ; informed. SYN. see aware.
cog nize (kog'niz')* * [COGNIZED (-mzd'), COGNIZING],
to take cognizance of; notice, perceive, or recognize.

cog-no-men (kog-no'man), n. [pi. COGNOMENS (-manz),
COGNOMINA (-nom'a-na)J, [L. < co-, with + nomen,
name (see NAME); sp. influenced by association with
*gnomm < Gr. gndma, mark, token; akin to L. gnoscere;
see COGNITION], 1. the third or family name of an
ancient Roman, as Cicero in Marcus Tuttius Cicero. 2.

a family name; surname; last name. 3. any name;
especially, a nickname.
cog-nom-i-nal (kog-nom'i-n'l), ad/* 1. of a cognomen.
2. having the same cognomen.

Jco gno seen te (kS'nyd-shen'te), n. [pL COGNOSCENTI
(-te)], [It. cognoscente, conoscente; orig. ppr. of conoscere,
to know < L. cognoscere; see COGNITION], a connoisseur.

cog-nos-ci-ble (kog-nos'9-bl), adj. [LL. cognoscibilis <
L. cognoscere; see COGNITION], that can be known or

perceived.
cog-no-vit (kog-no'vit), n. [short for L. cognovit actionem,
lit., he has acknowledged the action], in law, a written
acknowledgment of his liability made by a defendant
in a civil suit to avoid the expense of contending.
co-gon (ka-gon'), n. [Sp. cogon < native (Tagalog)
name], a tall, coarse grass growing in the Philippines
and near-by lands, used as thatching.

cog-wheel (ko^'hwel'), n. a wheel with a rim notched
into teeth, which mesh with those
of another wheel to transmit or
receive motion.
cohabit (ko-hab'it), v.i. [LL.
cohdbitare; L. co-, together -f
habitare, to dwell], 1. to live

together as husband and wife: the
word usually implies sexual inter-

course, and is applied especially
to those not legally married. 2.

[Archaic], to live together.
co-hab it ant (ko-habVtant), n. [< L. cohabitans, ppr.
of cohdbitare; see COHABIT], a person who lives together
with another or others.
co hab i-ta-tion (ko-hab'a-ta'shan), n. the act, fact,
or state of cohabiting.
Co nan, George Michael (ko-han'), 1878-1942; Amer-
ican actor, playwright, producer, and composer of

COGWHEELS

co heir (koltr'), n. a person who inherits jointly with
another or others.
co heir-ess (ko-ar'is), n. a girl or woman coheir.
cohere (ko-he*r'), v.i. [COHERED (-heYd')p COHERING],
[L. cohaerere; co-, together + haerere, to stick], 1. to
stick together, as parts of a mass. 2. to be connected
naturally or logically, as by a common principle; be in
accord. SYN. see stick.
coherence (ko-h^r'ans), n. [Fr.; LL. cohaerentia <
cohaerens, ppr. of cohaerere; see COHERE], 1. a sticking
together; cohesion. 2. the quality of being logically
integrated, consistent, and intelligible; congruity: as,
his story lacked coherence.

co'her-en-cy (ko-heY'an-si), n. coherence,
co her ent (ko-heVont), adj. [Fr.l, 1. sticking together;
having cohesion. 2. having coherence; logically con-
nected; consistent; clearly articulated aild intelligible.
co her er (ko~heVer), n. free COHERE], in radio, a kind
of detector formerly used before the general adoption
of the vacuum tube.

co he sion (ko-he'zhan), n. [FV. < L. cohaesus, pp. of

cohaerere], 1 . the act or condition of cohering ; tendency
to stick together. 2. in physics, the force by which the
molecules of a substance areheld together t distinguished
from adhesion.

co-he-8ive (k5-hS'siv),, ad?/, sticking together,- causing or
characterized by cohesion.
co ho bate (ko'ho-batOi ifcfc, [COHOBATBD (4d), eo-
HOBATING], f< ML. cohobare; said to be < Ar.lsa^&a,
to repeat (an action)], in chetittstoy, formerly, to
redistill, often several times, by pouring the distillate
back upon the residue in the retort or upon some
matter like this, in an attempt to obtain greater
purity.
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Co-hoes (ko-hozO, * a city in New York, on tibe Hud-
son: pop., 21,000.
co-hoct (ko'hdrt), n. [Fr. cohorU < I*, cokors, enclosure;
enclosed company; hence, retinue, crowd], I. an an-
cient Roman military unit, one tenth of a legion: a
cohort consisted of 300-600 men. 2. a band of soldiers.

3. a group; band. 4. now, often, an associate or col-

league: as, the mayor came with one of his cohorts.

cohosh (ko1iosh, ka-hoshO. n. [< Am. Ind. <A%on-
quian) native name], any of a number of American
herbs of the crowfoot family: some are used in medicine.

co-hune (ka-hoon'), n. [< Central Am. Ind. name
cohun], a species of palm with feathery leaves, growing
in Central and South America: its wood is used for

building and its nuts yield an oil.

coif (koif), n. [ME. & OFr. coife; LL. cofca, a cap, hood;
? < Gr. kyphellon, all-enclosing cover or ? < skyphion,
skull], 1. a cap that fits the head closely, 2. formerly,
in England, a white cap worn by lawyers, particularly

by sergeants-at-law. 3. the rank of sergeant-at4aw.
4. a thick skullcap, as of leather, formerly worn under
a hood of mail. v.t. to cover with or as with a coif.

Jcoif-feur (kwa'feV; Eng. kwa-furO, n. [Fr. < coiffer

< coiffe; see COIF], a hairdresser.

coif-fure (kwa-fyoor'; Fr. kwa'fur'), n. [Fr.; see COIF-

FEUR], 1. a headdress. 2. a style of arranging the hair.

coign, coigne (koin), n. [var, of coin, quoin], a projecting
corner.

coign of vantage, an advantageous position for obser-

vation or action.

coil (koil), v.t. [OFr. coittir, to gather, pick; L. colhgere,

to gather together < corn-, together 4- legcre, to gather],

to wind or gather (rope, etc.) around into a circular or

spiral form. v.i. 1. to wind around and around. 2. to

move in a winding course, n. 1. anything wound or

gathered into a series of rings or spirals. 2. such a

series of rings or spirals. 3. a single turn of a coiled

figure. 4. a series of connected pipes in rows or coils.

5. in electricity* a) a spiral of wire, ft) any device

consisting essentially of such a spiral.

coil (koil), n. [Early Mod. Eng. < OFr. acueil, collision,

etc.], [Archaic], commotion; turmoil.

coin (koin), n. [ME. coyn, coin; OFr. com, cotgnc, a

wedge, stamp, die, corner; L. cuneus, a wedge], 1. a

cornerstone; wedge; quoin; coign. 2. a piece of metal
with a distinctive stamp, and of a fixed value and

weight, issued by a government and used as money.
3. such pieces collectively. 4. [Slang], money, v.t,

1 a) to make (coins) by stamping metal. &) to make
(metal) into coins. 2. to make up; devise; invent, as

a new word or phrase, v.i. to make coins.

coin money, [Colloq.], to make, or earn, money
rapidly; be very successful financially.

pay (a person) back in his own coin, to treat (a per-

son) in the same way as he treated oneself or others,

coin-age (koin'ij), n. [OFr. coignaige < coigne], 1. the

act or process of coining. 2. a thing or things coined:

coins; metal money. 3. a system of money or metal

currency. 4. the right to com money. 5. an invented

word or expression: as, radar is a recent coinage.

com-cide (ko'in-sid'), w. [COINCIDED (-id), COINCID-

ING], [Fr. coincider; ML. coincide?*; L. a?-, together 4-

incidere, to fall upon < *-, upon, in 4* cadare, to fall],

1. to take up the same place m space; be exactly alike

in shape, position, and area. 2. to occur at the same
time; take up the same period of time. 3. to agree;
be identical: as, our interests coincide. SYN. see agree.

C0'in-cldence (ko-in'sa-dsns), n. [Fr. < ML. coincidens,

ppr.], 1. the fact or condition of coinciding. 2. an
accidental and remarkable occurrence of events, ideas,

etc. at the same time* in a way that sometimes suggests

co'hi^dent (k^in'sa-dant), adj. [Fr.;, ML. coincidens,

ppr.], 1. coinciding; occurring at the same time* 2.

taking up the same position in space at the same time.

3. in exact agreement; identical: as, his hobby is coin-

cident with his vocation. .

co in ci den-tal (k5-in'sa*len'tl), adj. characterized by
coincidence. .

coin-er (koin'&r), n. 1. a maker of coins; especially,

a counterfeiter. 2. an inventor or originator.
C0'in-her-i-tor (ko'in-her'^-tSr), n. a person who MIT

herits jointly with another or others.

coin silver, in metallurgyt slver of standard ineness fof

making coins.
co in sur-ance (ko'in-shoor'ons), 71* insurance OB cbm-
mercial property in which two or more insurers (com-

surers) carry the risk in proportion to the coverage of

the full property value which each has issued: some-
times the insured stands as a coinsurer in 'assuming
part of the risk. ,

coir (koir), n. [Port, cairo; Malayalam kayar, a rope,
cord < Tamil kayaru^ to be twisted], the prepared fiber

of'ttie husks. of coconuts, used to make rope, etc-

cois trel (kois'tol), ft. [|Mrob. < OFr. comtillier, groom,

with ffltasrchaage of I ami. rl [Archaic], 1, a groom in

charge of a knight's horses. 2. a knave; varlet.

co-i-tion (ko-isn'aa), [I* &>&&> < coitus, pp. of coire;

co~, together 4- fr*, to go}, sexual intercourse.
co i tus (ko'i-tos), rc. [UJ, sexual mtercourse.
coke (kok), n. [north Eng. dial; prob. < ME. colke, a
core < IE. base %<rf-t, rotmded, baH-Eke, etc.], coal

from which most of the gases have been removed by
heating: it burns with intense heat and Ht% smoke,
and is used as an industrial fuel, v.t* & 4. [COKED
(kokt), COKING], to change into coke.

coke (kok), n. [Slang], 1. cocaine. 2. a variety of soft

drink containing no cocaine: a trade-mark (Coke). w*t.

[COKED (kokt), COKING], [Slang], to affect with cocaine:

usually in the passive, with up.
Coke, Sir Edward (kopk), 1552-1634; English jurist
and statesman; lord^ chiefjustice of England.
coke oven, an oven in which coke is made.
col (kol), n. [Fr., the neck < L. collum, the neckl, a gap
between peaks in a mountain range, used as a pass,

col- (kol) f com-: used before /.

Col., 1. Colombia. 2. Colonel. 3. Colorado: officially,
Colo. 4. Colossians,

col., 1. collected. 2. collector. 3. college. 4. colonial.

5. colony. 6. color. 7. colored. 8. column.
co'la (kola), n. [Latinized form of W. Afr. name], the
kola, an African tree whose nuts contain caffeine.

co*la (kola) , n. 1 . alternative plural of colon (intestine)*
2. plural of colon (in prosody}.

col-an*der (kuKan-der, koran-dSr), n. [prob. < L.
colors to strain (< colum, strainer), as also in Sp.
coiodor (ML. colotor), strainer], a pan with a perforated
bottom to drain off liquids, as in washing vegetables.
co latitude (ko-lat'a-tood', ko-lat'a-tudO, n* in

astronomy* the complement of the latitude,

Colbert, Jean Bap-tiste (zhaw ba'test' k&'bar'),
1619-1683; French statesman and financier,

col-can-non (ksl-kan'an* kdl'kan-en), n. [Ir. col cean-
nain < cal, cabbage + ceannanf white-headed], an Irish
dish made of potatoes, cabbage, and onions boiled

together and mashed.
CoFches-ter (kol'ches'tgr, kol'chis-tSr), n. a city on
southeastern coast of England: oop., 49,000 (est. 1946).
col-chicine (kol'chi-sen', kol'ki-sin), n. [cokhicum 4-

-ine], a poisonous, yellow crystalline alkaloid, CsaHsiOeN,
extracted from colchicum.
col-chi-cum (kol'chi-ksm, kol'ki-ksm), n. [L.; Gr.
kolchikon, plant with a poisonous root; prob. < KolcMs*
Colchis, a country in Asia famous as the home of Medea,
sorceress and poisoner in ancient legend], 1, any of a
group of plants of the lily family, with crocuslike flowers

blooming in the fall: also called autumn crocus* meadow
saffron. 2. its seeds or fleshy, underground stem, some-
times used in treating rheumatism and gout.
Col-chis (kol'kis), n. an ancient country in Transcau-
casia, on the eastern shore of the Black Sea: the legend-
ary Golden Fleece was in Colchis.
col-co-thar (kol'ks-thSr), n. [ML.; prob. via So, colcoiar

< AT. qulqutar < Gr. Chalkanthos* solution oi blu$ v|$rJol

(copper sulrate) < chalkos, copper -f anthos, 4owe^ a
brownish-red oxide of iron, obtained by heating ferrous
sulfate: it is used as a pigment* poBslhJng agent, etc,

cold (kold), adj. [ME.; AS. (AngHan) cald < Gmc. base
*kali (cf. CHILL) ; akin to G. kaU, L> geUdm (cf. GELID) ;

for IE. base, see COOL], 1. of a temperature much lower
than that of the human body; very chilly; frigid. 2.

lacking heat; having lost heat; of less heat than is

required: as, this soup is cold. 3. dead. 4. feeling
chilled. 5. without warmth of feeling; without enthusi-
asm

\
indifferent: as, a cold personality. 6. not cordial;

unfriendly: as, a cold reception, 7. chilUng; gloomy;
dispiriting: as, they had a cold reaHssation of their plight*
8, calm; detached; objective: as, cold logic. 9. desig-
nating colors that suggest cold, as tones of blue, green,
or gray. 10. still far from what is being sought: said
of the seeker. 11. [Slang], completely mastered: as, the
actor had his lines down cold. 12. [Slang], insensible:

as* the boxer was knocked cold. 13. in hunting* faint;
not strong: said of a scent, n. 1. absence of heat; lack
of warmtn: often thought of as an active force. 2. the
sensation produced by a loss or absence of heat. 3. an
acute inflammation of the mucous membranes of the

respiratory passages, especially of the nose and throat,
caused by a virus and characterized by snee2ing,
coughing, etc. ; coryza.
catch cold, to become ill with a cold: also take cold,
cold comfort, little or no comfort at all.

have cold feet, [Colloq.], to be timid.
in the cold, ignored; neglected; aot participating,
throw cold water on, to be unenthusiastio about or to-

ward; discourage.
cold-blood-ed (kold'blud'id), adj. I. haying blood that
varies in temperature, , approximating that of the sur-

rounding air, land, or water: as, fishes and reptiles are
cold-blooded anuaajlfe. 2. easily affected by cold: as,
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sluggish circulation makes one cold-blooded. 3. canons;
cruel : hard-hearted.
cold chisel, a hardened and tempered steel chisel with-
out a handle, for cutting or chipping cold metal.

cold cream, a creamy, soothing preparation for soften-

ing and cleansing the skin.
cold-draw (kold'ordO. * to draw or shape (unheated
metal) through a die.

cold frame, an unheated, boxlike, glass structure for

protecting young plants.
cold front, in meteorology, the forward line of a cold
air mass advancing into a warmer air mass.

colcl-heart-ed (kold'haVtid), adj. not sympathetic;
unfeeling; unkind.
cold light, light not accompanied by the heat of com-
bustion or incandescence, as phosphorescent light.

cold-pack (kold'pakO. v.t. I. to apply a cold pack to.

2. to can by cold pack.
cold pack, 1. cold, wet blankets or sheets wrapped
around a .patient's body as a means of treatment. 2. a
process ofcanning foodstuffs in which the raw products
are**placed in jars first and then subjected to heat.

cold-short (kold'shoW). off. [prob. < Sw. kallskdr <
katt, cold -f sfeor, brittle], in metallurgy, brittle when not
at a red heat.
cold-shoul der (kold'shol'der), v.t. [Colloq.}, to slight;

snub; rebuff.
cold shoulder, [Colloq.], deliberate indifference or

neglect; slight; rebuff; snub: as, she gave her former
friend the cold shoulder.

cold snap, a sudden, brief spell of cold weather.
cold sore, a sore consisting of little blisters that often

appear about the mouth during a cold or fever; fever
buster; see herpes.

cold steel* a weapon of steel, as a knife or bayonet.
cold storage, storage of perishable foods, etc. in a very
cold place, especially in a refrigerating chamber.

cold sweat, perspiration accompanied by a coldf clammy
feeling, as during fear or shock.

cold war, sharp conflict in diplomacy, economics, etc.

between states, regarded as potentially leading to
actual war.

cold wave, 1 . a period of weather colder than is normal.
2. a permanent wave in which the hair is set with a
Eouid preparation instead of heat,

cole (kol), n. [ME. cole, col;
t
AS. caul, cawl- L. caulis,

colis, a cabbage], any of various plants of the mustard
family, to which cabbage belongs; especially, rape.

co4ec-to*my (ka-lek'ta-mi), n- [see COLON & -ECTOMY],
the surgical removal of all or part of the colon.

cole man ite (kol'man-it'), n. [after William T. Cole-

man (1824^1893), Am. manufacturer of borax], a white
or colorless crystalline substance, CazBeOn-SHaO, a
hydrous borate of calcium.

co-le-op;ter (koli-op'teV, kol'i-op't&r), n. any coleop-
terous insect.

co-le-op-ter-an (ko'li-qp'ter-an, kol'i-op'tSr-an), n. a

coleopter.
cole-op-ter-on (ko'H-op'ter-on', kol'i-op'tSr-on')* n.

[pi. COLEOPTERA (-a)], [Mod. L.], a coleopter.

co-le-op-ter-ous (k5
7
H-op'tSr-as, kol'i-op'tSr-as) , adj.

[Mod. L. Coleoptera, name of the order (< Gr. koleop-
teros, sheath-winced < koleos, sheath -f pteron, win) ;

-f -ons], belonging to a group of insects, including
beetles and weevils, with the front wings modified to
form a horny covering for the hind wings, which are
functional.
co le-o-rhi-za (ko'K-a-ri'sd, kol'i-a-ri'za), n. [pi. COLEO-
RHIZAE (-ze)], [Mod. L. < Gr. koleos; a sheath -f rhiza,
a root], a sheath surrounding the early root of certain

seedlings, through which the roots emerge.
Cole-ridge, Samuel Taylor (kol'rij, kola-rift, 1772-
1834; English poet and critic.

Cole-ridge-Taylor, Samuel (kol'rij-talSr), 1875-
1912; English composer.

cole-slaw (kol's!6'). n. [< D. kool, a cabbage < L. caulis

(see COLE) -f D. sla for salade, saladjj a salad made of

shredded raw cabbage, often mixed with salad dressing
and seasoning: also cole slaw.
co le-us (k6'h-ds), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. koleos, a sheath:
so named because of the way in which the stamens are

joined], any of a group of plants of the mint family
native to Africa and the East Indies, grown for their

showy, bright-colored leaves.
cole-wort (kol'wurt'), n. [cole + wort], 1. cole, 2. any
cabbag whose leaves do not form a compact head.

Col-fax, Schuy ler (ski'ler k51'faks), 1823-1885; vice-

president of the United States (1869-1873):
col-ic (kol'ik), n. [Fr. coliquv: L. colicus, pertaining to

-cole, sick with colic; Gr. KQhkos < kdlon, kolon, colon:
frombeing seated in the colon and parts adjacent], acute

^a^dbmlnialtoaui cawsed by various abnormal conditions
lai tfe 'bbwelsi adj. 1, of colic. 2. of the colon (part

" ir' jL*^- 1 '^i''s1
-

"

"

'

'

- '

, i -,.'

J 1. of or like coUc, 2. having
liable to cause colic.

,

..
*

x of other plants supposed to cure colic. , ',

col-ic-weed (koHk-wedO, n. any of several North
American plants, as the Dutchman's-breeches.
Co-li-gny, Gas*pard de (gis'par' da k6*1e'nyeO,
1519-1572; French admiral and Protestant leader.
Co-li-ma (ko-le'ma), n. 1. a state of southern Mexico,
on the Pacific: area, 2,009 sq. mi.; pop., 79,000. 2. its

capital: pop., 23,000. 3. a volcanic mountain in this

state, near the coast: height, 14,219 ft.

Col-ill (kol'ia, kolin), [lit., a dove; prob. < St. Columba,
patron saint of Corn, parishes], a masculine name.

col-in (kol'in), n. [Sp. colin; Mex. colin; c- for c- by
error], t

1. the masked bobwhite. 2. any bird of the
bobwhite family.
coM-se-um (kolVse'am), n. [Mod. L. < L. colosseum,
neut. of colosseus, colossal, huge], 1. [C-], the Colos-
seum. 2. a large building or stadium for sports events
and other public entertainments.

co-li-tis (ko-K'tis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. kolon, colon, large
intestine; + -itis], inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of the large intestine.

coll., 1. colleague. 2. collect. 3. collection. 4.

collective. 5. collector. 6. college. 7. colloquial.
coMab'O-rate (kg-lab'a-raf), v.f. [COLLABORATED (-id),

COLLABORATING], [< L. cottaboratus, pp. of cottaborare,
to work together < com-, with + laborare, to work],
1. to work together: especially in reference to literary,
artistic, or scientific work. 2. to co-operate with the

enemy; be a collaborationist.
col lab-o ra-tion (ka-lab'a-ra'shsn), n. [< collaborate],
1. the act of working together, as in writing a book:
abbreviated collab. 2. co-operation with the enemy,
coMab*o*ra-tion'ist (ka-lab'a-ra'shsn-ist), it. a person
who co-operates with an enemy invader of his country.
coMab-o-ra-tive (ka-lab/8-ra'tiv, ka-lab'a-ra-tiv), adj.
1. collaborating^ or tending to collaborate. 2. resulting
from collaboration.

col-lab-o-ra-tor (ko-lab's-ra'ter), n. [Fr^collaborateur;
see COLLABORATE], a person who works with another or

others, as in writing a book: abbreviated collab.

coMage (ka-lazh/; Fr. kS'lazh'), n. [Fr., a pasting, paper
hanging], 1. a kind of surrealist art in which bits of

flat objects, as newspaper, cloth, pressed flowers, etc.,

are pasted together in incongruous relationship for their

symbolic or suggestive effect. 2. a picture so made.
col la gen (kol'd-jen'), n. [< Gr, kolla, glue; + -gen], a
gelatinous substance found in connective tissue, bone,
and cartilage.
coMapse (ka-laps')., v.i. [COLLAPSED (-lapstO, COLLAPS-
ING], [< L. collapsus, pp. of collabi < com-, together +
labi, to fall], 1. to fall in or together, as when supports
or sides fail to hold; cave in; shrink together suddenly.
2. to break down suddenly; fail; vanish: as, the enemy's
defense collapsed. 3. to break down or fail suddenly in
health. 4. to fold or come together compactly. 5. to
fall down, as from a blow or strain, v.t. to cause to

collapse, n. 1. a falling in or together; sudden caving
in or shrinking together. 2. a failure or breakdown, as
of a business enterprise. 3. a sudden breakdown in

health; state of extreme physical depression and pros-
tration with failure of circulation, often preceding death.

col laps ibili-ty (ka-lap'sa-bil'o-ti) , n. the quality or
condition of being collapsible.
coMapsi-ble (kQ-lap'ss-bl), adj. [< collapse + -ible],
made so that it can be folded up compactly.

collar (kol'gr), n. [ME. coler; OFr. coler, colier; L.

cottare, band or chain for the neck < collurn, the neck],
1. the part of a dress, blouse, coat, shirt, etc. that
encircles the neck. 2. a cloth band or folded^over piece
attached to the neck of a shirt, blouse, dress, etc. 3.

'

an ornamental band, chain, or circlet worn around the
neck. 4. a band of leather or metal for a dog's neck.
5. a leather-covered roll for the neck of a torse or other
draft animal; part of the harness against which the
animal strains in pulling a weight: see harness, illus.

6. a ring or flange, as on rods, shafts, or pipes, to prevent
sideward motion, connect parts,

4
etc. 7. a distinctive

band, as of a different color, marking, or texture, around
the neck of aa animal,, bird^ etc. 8. thefoam that fonas
on the top of a glass of beer. v.t. 1 . to put a collar on.
2. to seize by the collar;, capture. * 3 % [Colloq.], to stop
and talk to: as, she collared him in the hall.
coMar-bone (koFer^bonOv n. a flati slender bone joining
the breastbone to the shoulder blade; clavicle.

collar button, a small button, sometimes detachable,
for fastening a shirt collar.

col-lard (koFSrd), n. [coatr. < cole wort], a kind of Jcale
whose coarse leaves are borne in tufts.

col-laret, collarette (kol'er-et'), ffc [Fr. coUareMe,
dim.], a small collar or cape of Mnen, laca fur, etc.

col-late (ko-lat\ kol'St), v.t. [COLLATED (-id), COLLAT-
ING], [< L. collatus, pp. of conferre, to bring together;
com-, together -f ferre, tb carry! , f . t6 compare (texH
ctx) carefully. 2 . to examine (th,e tshee*s of a book to be
bound) to see that the pagesi, plates, etc. afre, in proper
order* 3: to appoint (a cler

library usage, to examine (a
missing.

, . ,

to a benefice.

page by page to see

-f latera
tttatis,&
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1. side by side; parallel. 2. accompanying; concomit-
ant. 3. of a similar but subordinate nature; secondary
4. of corresponding value or importance. 5. descended
from the same ancestors but m a different line* as
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Theodore Roosevelt were
collateral relatives. 6. designating or of security given
as a pledge for the fulfillment of an obligation; hence,
secured or guaranteed by property, as stocks, bonds,'
etc.: as, a collateral loan: abbreviated collat. n. 1. a
collateral relative. 2. anything, such as stocks or
bonds, th&t secures or guarantees the discharge of an
obligation: it is returned to the debtor when the
obligation is fulfilled.

coMa-tion (ko-la'shan, ks-la'shsn), n. [ME. collacioun-
OFr. collation, discourse; L. collatio, conlatio, a bringing
together, collection < collatus}, 1. the act, process, o?
result of collating. 2, a conference or consultation, as
the customary gathering of Benedictine monks at the
close of the day, when they listen to a reading from a
religious book and discuss it. 3. a light meal: originally
such a meal was served in a monastery during the
reading of a collation (sense 2). 4. the appointment of
a clergyman to a benefice. 5. in library usage, the
technical description of a book, including the number
of pages, illustrations, etc.

colla-tive (ko-la'tiv, ka-la'tiv), adj. [L. coUatwus,
brought together < collatus; see COLLATE], 1. having
the P9wer to confer or bestow. 2. bestowed or held by
collation.

colleague (kol'eg), n. [Fr. cotttgue; L. collega, one
chosen at the same time with another, partner in office
< com-, with + base *leg- (to pick, choose) of legare, to
appoint as deputy, send as ambassador; cf. LEGATE], a
fellow worker in the same profession; associate in office:
abbreviated call. SYN. see associate.
collect (ka-lekf). v.t. [OFr. collecter < L. collectus; see
COLLECT, n.], 1. to gather together; assemble. 2. to
gather (stamps, books, etc.) for a hobby. 3. to call for
and receive payment for (rent, taxes, bills, etc.). 4. to
regain control of (oneself or one's wits); summon up
(one's faculties or powers), tu. 1. to gather; assemble.
2. to accumulate. 3. to collect payments, etc. : as, the
landlord collects on the first of the month, adj. & adv.
with payment to be made by the receiver: as, he tele-

phoned collect: abbreviated coll. SYN. see gather.
collect (kol'ekt), n. [ME. & OFr. cottecte; LL. collecta,
a gathering together of ideas from the day's reading; L.
collecta, a gathering, contribution of money < collectus,

pp. of colhgere < com-, together + legere, to gather], a
short prayer suitable to the time or occasion, used in
certain church services.

col lect a ble (ka-lek'to-b'l), adj. that can be collected.
col-lee-ta-ne-a fkol'ek-ta'ni-a), n. pL [neut. pi. of L.
collectaneus, gathered together < collectus; see COLLECT,
n.], a collection of writings of one or more authors;
anthology.

col lect-ed (ka-lek'tid), adj. [pp. of collect], 1. gathered
together; assembled. 2. in control of oneself; calm and
self-possessed; undisturbed; composed. SYN. see cool.

col lect-i'ble (ka-lek'ta-b'l), adj. that can be collected.
col-lee-tion (ka-lek'shsn), n. [L. collectio], 1. the act or
process of collecting. 2. things collected: as, a collection
of stamps. 3. something that has gathered into a mass
or pile; accumulation: as, a collection of dust. 4.

money collected, as for church use: abbreviated coll.

coMec-tive (ka-lek'tiv), adj. [L. collectiws], 1. formed
by collecting ; gathered, into a whole. 2. of, as, or charac-
teristic of a group; of or characteristic of individuals
acting together; common to several or many: as, the
collective effort of the students. 3. designating or of any
enterprise in which people work collectively: as, there
are collective farms in the Soviet Union. 4. in grammar,
designating a noun which in the singular form denotes a
collection of individuals (e.g., army, orchestra, crowd") :

it is treated as singular when the collecti9n is thought
of as a whole and as plural when the individual mem-
bers are thought of as acting separately: abbreviated
call., collect, n. 1. any collective enterprise. 2. the
people who work together in such an enterprise. 3. in
grammar, a collective noun: abbreviated coll., collect.

collective bargaining, negotiation between organized
workers and their employer or employers for reaching
an agreement on wages, hours, and working conditions.

collective fruit, a fruit formed by a fused cluster of the
ovaries of several flowers, as the mulberry.

col-lec-tive-ly (ko-lek'tiv-li) , adv. 1. in a collective

manner; with all participating. 2. as a whole; as a
group.

collective security, a system of international security
in which the participating nations agree to take joint
action against a nation that attacks any one of them.

col lee-tiv ism (ks-lek'tiv-iz'm), n. [Fr. collectivisme (c.

1880): see COLLECTIVE & -ISM], the ownership and con-
trol of the means of production and distribution by the
people as a whole; socialism.

coMec-tiv-Iat (ka-lek'tiv-ist), it. an advocate of collec-
tivism, adj. of collectivism or collectivists.

coMec-tIv*Ia*tic (ka4ek'tiv-is
/
tik) f adj. of collectivism

or collectivists.

col-lec-tiv-I-ty (kol'ek-tiv'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or
state of being collective. 2. a collective whole. 3. the
people as a whole. 4. collectivism.

coMec-tfv-ize (ka-lek'tiv-IzOt -'
"

[COLLECTIVIZED
(-IzdOt COLLECTIVIZING!, 1. to establish collectivism
in. 2. to transfer from private to public ownership.
coMec-tor (ka-lek'teV). n* [LL.], 1. a person or thing
that collects. 2. a person whose work is to collect money
due: abbreviated coll., col.

col lee-tor ship (ka-lek'ter-ship')* n. [see -SHIP], 1.

the office of collector. 2. the district assigned to a
collector.
Colleen (kol'en, ka-len'), [Ir.; see COLLEEN, n.]f a
feminine name.
coHeen (koFen, ka-len'). n. [Ir. cailin, dim. of caile,
girl}, [Irish], a girl.

coHege (kol'ij), n. [L. collegium, community, society,
guild, fraternity

_
< coUega; see COLLEAGUE], I. an

association of individuals having certain powers, rights,
and duties, and engaged in some common pursuit: as,
the electoral college. 2. [orig. with reference to the
university communities of Oxford & Cambridge], an
institution of higher education that grants degrees at
the completion of courses of study; university. 3. any
of the schools of a university offering instruction and
granting degrees in any of several specialized courses of
study, as liberal arts, architecture, education, business
administration, etc. 4. that division of a university
which offers a general four-year course leading to the
bachelor's degree: distinguished from the graduate and
professional^ schools. 5. a school offering specialized
instruction in some profession or occupation: as, busi-
ness college, college of chiropody. 6. the building or
group of buildings of a college. Abbreviated col., coll.

College of Cardinals, the cardinals of the Roman
Catholic Church, serving as a privy council to the Pope:
it administers the Holy See in the absence of the Pope
and elects Ms successor.

col-leg-er (kol'ij-Sr) , it. a member of, or student at,
a couege; specifically, a student at Eton College in
England supported by endowment of the college.

college widow, a voting, unmarried woman in a college
town who has had social engagements with male
students at the college over a number of years.

col le gi al (ka-le'ji-ai), adj. [L. cottegialis < collegium],
of, or having the nature of, a college (esp. sense 1).

col le gi an (ko-le'jan, ka-le'ji-sn), n. [ML. collegianus],
a college student; member of a college.
collegiate (ks-le'jit, ka-le'ji-it), adj. [< LL. coUegi-
atus, member of a college], 1 . of the nature of a college.
2. of or like a college. 3. of, like, or characteristic of
college students. Abbreviated col., coll.

collegiate church, 1 . a church with a chapter (college)
of canons although it is not a bishop's see, 2. in Seot~
land, a church with two or more ministers serving
together jointly. 3. in the United States, a church
associated with others under a joint body of pastors.
4. such an association of churches.
collen chy-ma (ks-lenlca-ma), n. [< Gr. kolla, glue
+ enchyma, a steeping, infusion}, in botany, a layer of
elastic plant tissue consisting of elongated cells thick-
ened at the angles.

col-let (kol'it), n. [Fr., dim. of col, the neck < L. collum,
the neck], 1. a metal band or ring, such as is used in a
watch to hold the end of the spring. 2. the part of a
ring in which the stone is set. v.t. to set in, or furnish
with, a collet.

collide (ka-Hd'), v.L [COLLIDED (-id), COLLIDING], [L.
collidere < com-, together -f laedere, to strike, injure],
1. to come into violent contact; strike violently against
each other: crash. 2. to conflict

; clash.
col lie (kol'i), n. [said to be < coaly, coal-black < the
color of some of the breed;
early use of name Colle for

dogs suggests dim. of name
Colin], any of a breed of

large, long-haired Scottish
sheep dog with a long,
narrow head and pointed
nose.

col lied (kol'id), adj. [colly
+ -ed], made black, as with
soot.

collier (kol'ygr). n. [ME. COLLn_

l?Jf^Sb^it (24 in. hi^t^houlder)
ship for carrying coal. 3. any of its crew.
coMier-y (kol'yeY-i), n. [pi. COLLIERIES (-iz)], [collier +
-y], a coal mine and its buildings, equipment, etc.

col-li-gate (kol's-gaV) , v.t. [COLLIGATED (-id), COLLI-
GATING], [< L. colhgatus, pp. of colligare, to bind

; chin; she: thin,
); Fr. bal; 8, Fr.
4

; < derived from.
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together < com-, together -I- lucre* to bind], 1. to

bind together. 2. in hgu, to relate (isolated facts) by
some reasonabfe explanation, especially so as to evolve

a general principle. _ ... . , ,.

coHi-ga-tion (kolVgS'shsm), n. [L. cottffotio]* a colli-

gating or being colKgated.
col-li-mate (kol'a-mSt'), ** [COLLIMATED (-id). COLLI-

MATING! f < cottimare, false reading of L. collineare, to

direct in a straight Hne < com-, with -f line&e* to make
straight < lima, a line], 1. to make parallel, as light

rays? 2. to adjust the Hne of sight of (a telescope, etc.).

col-li'ina-tioia (kol'a-ma'shan), n. a colhmatmg or being
coliimated.

col-li-ma-tor (kol'a-mS'tgr), n. [see COLLIMATE], 1. a

small telescope with cross hairs at its focus, fixed to

another telescope, surveying instrument, etc, for adjust-

ing the line of sight. 2. the tube of a spectroscope that

receives the light and casts it upon the pnsm in parallel

rays; see spectroscope, illus. 3. the lens used in this.

coMin-e-ar (ka-lin'i-gr), adj. [col- + linear], in the same

straight line. .

Col-lins (kol'inss), n. (supposedly after its inventor,

a bartender named Tom Collins], any of several mixed
drinks made with lemon or lime juice, sugar, carbo-

nated water, ice, and either gin (Tom Colhns), rum
(Rum Collins), or whisky (John Collins).

Col.Sii Michael (kol'inz), 1890-1922; Irish soldier

and Sinn Fein leader: assassinated. _. _ ... .

Collins, Wilkie (wil
;
ki), (William Wdku Collins).

1824-1889: English novelist. .

Collins, William, 1721-1759; English lync poet.

col-lin-si-a (ko-lin'si-a, ka-En'zi-a), n. [Mod. L, t after

theTAm. botaSst Zaccheus CMns (1764-1831)], any
of a group of hardy, low-growing plants of the ngwort

family, with flowers arranged in whorls.

coi-li-sion (ks-lizh'an), n. [LL. coUisw < pp. of L.

coUidere], 1. a colliding; sudden, violent contact be-

tween moving bodies, as motor vehicles, trams, or

ships. 2. a clash of opinions, interests, etc.; conflict.

col-lo*cate (kol'o-katO, *>* [COLLOCATED (-id), COLLO-

CATING], [< L. coUocatus, pp. of coUocare, to place

together < com-, together 4- locare; see LOCATE], 1.

to arrange. 2. to place side by side.

coH*-ca-ti0ii (kol'o-ka'shsn), n. [L^coUocatto], a collo-

cating or being collocated; arrangement, as of words.

col lo di on (ka-Io'di-an), n. [< Gr. kollodes, glueUke <
kolla* glue -f eidos, form], a highly inflammable, color-

less or pale-yellow, viscous solution of nitrated cellulose

in a mixture of alcohol and ether: it dries quickly,

forming a tough, elastic film, and is used as a protective

coating for wounds, photographic plates, etc.

collogue (ko-log'). W. [COLLOGUED C-logd'), COLLOGU-

ING], [< Fn colloquy conference < L. colloquium .(see

coi-ioia iKoroia;, n. i<* ur. KOU&, giuc; -r -uwu *.

gelatinous substance made up of very small, insoluble,

nondiffusible particles larger than molecules^but small

enough so that they remain suspendedm a fluid medium
without settling to the bottom: a colloid does not affect

the freezing point, boiling point, or vapor tension of the

medium in which it is suspended. 2. the hormonal
material secreted by the thyroid gland: it is a protein

containing iodine. 3. a clear, structureless material

appearing in various body tissues under abnormal
conditions: also called hyalin. adj. colloidal.

. .

coHoi-dal (ks-loi'dl), adj. 1. of, like, or containing a

colloid. 2. of the nature, or in the form, of a colloid.

col-lop (kol'op), n. [ME. colhoppt, coloppe, cooked dish,

bacon and eggs < ON.; cf. OSw. kol-huppadher, cooked
on coal (Sw. glod-hoppad; cf. GLEDE) < kol, coal], 1. a

small piece or slice of anything, especially of meat; 2.

[Archaic], a fold of flesh on the body.
coUoq., 1. colloquial. 2. coHoquialism. 3. coUoqtually.
col lo-quial (ks-lo'kwi-sl), adj. [< L. colloquium (see

COLLOQUY) ; -f- -al] t 1. having to do with conversation:
conversational. 2. belonging to the words, phrases, and
idioms characteristic of conversation and informal writ-

ing; informal: the label [Colloq.] is used throughout this

dictionary in this sense, and does not indicate sub-

standard or illiterate usage: abbreviated colloq., coll.

coMo-qui-aMsm (ks-lo'kwUd-iz'm), n. 1, colloquial

quality, style, or usage. 2. a colloquial word or expres-
sion. Abbreviated colloq., coll.

col-lo quist (kol'a-kwist) , n. a participant in a colloquy.

coMo-quy (kol'a-kwi), n. [pi COLLOQUIES (-kwiz)].. [L.

colloquium, conversation < com-, together 4- loqut, to

speak], 1 . a conversation, especially a somewhat formal

one; conference. 2. a literary work written in dialogue
or conversation form: as, the Colloquies of Erasmus.

coMo-type (kol'o-tip'), n. [Gr. kolla, glue: + -fyp*]*l*
a photographic plate made from gelatin film in sucn a

way that inked reproductions can be printed from it.

2. the process by which such a plate is made. 3. the

printed" reproduction.
collude (ka-16od', ka-lud'), v.i. [COLLUDED (-id), COL-

LUDING], [L. coltudere < com-, with + ludere, to play],

to act in collusion; conspire for fraudulent purposes.
coMu-nar-i-um (kol'yoo-nar'i-am), n. [L.], in medicine,

any solution to be applied to the nasal passages, as
nose drops or a nasal douche.

col-Iu-slon (ka46o'zhan, ks-lu'zhan), n. [L. collusio <
collusus, pp. of cottudere: see COLLUDE], a secret agree-
ment for fraudulent or illegal purpose; conspiracy.

col lu sive (ks-loo'siv, ks-lu'siv), adj. characterized by
or involving collusion; fraudulent.

col-ly (kol'i), v*t. [COLLIED (-id), COLLYING], [< ME.
col: see COAL], [Dial.], to blacken, as with soot or grime.
n. [Dial.], soot; grime.

coMyr-1-um (ks-Hr'i-sm), n. [pi. COLLYRIA (-a), COL-

LYRIUMS (-OTIZ)], [L.; Gr. kollyrion, eye salve], any
medicated preparation for the eyes; eyewash.

col-ly-wob-ble* (kol'i-wob"lz), n. pi [prob. < colic +
wobble], [Colloq.), pain in the abdomen.
Col-mar (kol'mar: Pr. kdl'marO, n. a city in northeast-

ern France, near the Rhine: pop., 46,000 (1946).

co-lo- (ko'lo, kol'o), [< Gr. kolon, the colon], a combin-

ing form meaning the colon, as in colostomy: also, before

a vowel, col-.

Colo., Colorado.
, _ . _.

col-o-cynth (koFs-sinth'), n. [L. colocynfhis; Gr. kolo-

kynthis], 1. a vine of tne gourd family that grows in

Mediterranean regions, 2. its bitter fruit. 3. a ca-

thartic prepared from this fruit. Also called bitter apple.

Co-logne (ks-lon'; Pr. k6"16*n'y') n. a city in western

Germany, on the Rhine: pop., 488,000 (est. 1946):
German name, Kdln,

co-logne (ka-lon'), n. [short for Cologne water or eau de

Cologne: so named because manufactured in Cologne],
a fragrant liquid made of alcohol and various aromatic

oils, used like perfume: also called eau de Cologne.
Co-lom-bi-a (ka-lum'bi-s; Sp. k6*-lQ"m/bya), n. a country
in northwestern South America: area, 439,997 sq. mi.:

pop., 10,098,000 (1945); capital, Bogota: abbreviated
Col.

Co-lom-bi-an (ka-lum'bi-an), adj. of Colombia, its

people, etc. n. a native or inhabitant of Colombia.
Co*lom*bo (ks-lum

/
bo) , n. the capital of Ceylon, on the

west coast: pop., 310,000. A ^
Co Ion (ko-lon', ko-lon'; Sp. k6"-lo"nO n. a seaport in

Panama, at the entrance to the Panama Canal, on the

Caribbean: pop., 66,000.
ct>*lon (kolan), n. [L.; Gr. kolon, member, limb, part of

a verse], 1. a mark of jpunctuation (:) used before an
extended quotation, explanation, example, series, etc.,

and after the salutation of a formal letter. 2. [pL COLA

(a)], in classical prosody, a section of a period (sense 12),

consisting of a group of two to six feet forming a rhytlv
mic unit with a principal accent.

co-Ion (kolan), n. [pL COLONS (-lanz), COLA (4a)], [L.;

Gr. kolon], that part of the large intestine extending
from the caecum to the rectum.
co-Ion (ko-lon'; Sp. ko"-16"n') n. [pi. COLONS (-Ions'),

Sp. COLONES (-Ift'nes)], [Am. Sp. colon < Sp. Colon,

Columbus], 1. the monetary unit of Costa Rica,
valued at about $0.178 in 1946. 2. the monetary unit

of El Salvador, valued at about $0.40 in 1946.

Colon Archipelago, the Galapagos Islands.

colo-nel (kurn'l), n. [earlier coronel; Fr. colonel, coronet;
It. colonello < colonna, (military) column; L. columna,
a column; Fr. & Eng. sp. modified after L. & It., but
older pronun. kept in Eng.], an army officer ranking
just above a lieutenant colonel and below a brigadier

general, and corresponding to a captain in the navy:
the usual commanding officer of a regiment in the army
or of a group in the air force: abbreviated Col.

colo-nel-cy (kftr'nl-si), n. \pl. COLONELCIES (-siz)], the
rank or commission of a colonel.

co-lo-nial (ks-lo'ni-sl), adj. 1. of or living in a colony
or colonies. 2. of or characteristic of the thirteen
British colonies that became the United States. Abbre-
viated col. n. an inhabitant of a colony.
co lo-ni al-ism (ks-lo'ni-^l-iz'm), n. the system in

which a country maintains foreign colonies for their

economic exploitation.
co-lon-ic (ks-lon'ik), adj. of the colon (intestine).
col-o-nist (kol

;
a-nist), n, 1. one of the original settlers

or founders of a colony. 2. an inhabitant of a colony.
col-o-ni za-tion (kora-ni-za'shan, kora-nl-za'shan)* n.

a colonizing or being colonized; establishment of a
colony or colonies.

col-o-nize (kol'a-rnV). v*t. [COLOSTIZED (-ntzdO, COLO-
NIZING], 1. to found or establish a colony or colonies in*
2. to settle (persons) in a colony. p.i. 1. to found or
establish a colony or colonies. 2, to settle iia a colony*
col-onnade (kolVnadO* n. p^.; It;, colonnato < L.

columna, column], in architecture, a series of columns set
at regular intervals.
col-onnaded (kol's-na'did), adj. furnished with a
colonnade.

col-o-riy (kol'a-ni), n. [pi. COLONIES (-niz)J, (Fr. colome,-
L. colonia < colonus* farmer < coleret to cultivate], 1. a
group of people who settle in a distant land but remain
under the political jurisdiction of their, native land. 2.

the region thus settled. 3. a territory distant from the
state having jurisdiption or nominal control o^er it:

abbreviated col. 4. [C-], pi. the thirteen ^rit^sB qoipni.es
in North America that won t^etr incfepeiiidenee in the
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Revolutionary War and became the United States;
they were Virginia, New York, Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Maryland,New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Pennsyl-
vania, Delaware, and Georgia. 5. a community of

people of the same nationality or pursuits concentrated
in a particular district or place: as, the Hungarian
colony of Cleveland, an artist's colony. 6. such a district
or place. m

7. in bacteriology, a group of similar bacteria
growing in

$
or on a culture medium. 8. in biology* a

group of similar plants or animals living or growing
together.
Cofo'phon (kol'a-fon'), n. an ancient Ionian city.

col-o-phon (kolVfon', kol's-fen), n. [LL.; Or. kolophdn,
summit, top, end, finishing stroke], 1. an inscription
at the end of a book, giving facts about its production:
much of this information is now usually on the title

page. 2. an emblematic or ornamental device, the
publisher's trade-mark, put on the last page or title

page of a book.

col-o-pho-ny (kolVfo'ni, ks-lof'a-ni), n. [L. colopkonia
(resina); Gr. koloph5nia (rhetine), lit., Colophonian
(resin) < Colophon], rosin.

col-o-quin-ti-da (kolVkwin'ti-ds), n. [ML. < Gr. kola-
kyntkida, inflected form of kolokynthis], colocynth.

col-or (kul'gr), n. [ME. color, colour; OFr. colour; L.
color; OL. colos, orig., a covering < celare, to cover,
hide], 1. the sensation resulting from stimulation of
the retina of the eye by light waves of certain lengths.
2. the property of reflecting light waves of a particular
length: the primary colors of the spectrum are red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. 3. any
coloring matter; dye; pigment; paint: in painting, etc.

red, yellow, and blue are the primary colors, which,
when mixed in various ways, produce the secondary
colors (green, orange, purple, etc.); black, white, and
gray are often called colors (achromatic colors), although
black is caused by the complete absorption of light rays,
white by the reflection of all the rays that produce
color, and gray by an imperfect absorption of all these
rays (i.e., a mixture of black and white pigments):
abbreviated col. 4. any color other than black, white,
and gray; chromatic color: as, she likes colors better
than black or white. 5. color of the face, especially
healthy rosiness. 6. the color of a person's skin. 7.

the color of the skin of a Negro or other person not
classified as Caucasian. 8. pi. a colored badge, ribbon,
costume, etc. that identifies the wearer or shows his
connection with something or someone. 9. pL a flag
or banner of a country, regiment, etc. 10. pi. the side
that a person is on; one's position or opinion: as, stick
to your colors. 11. outward appearance; semblance;
aspect. 12. appearance of truth, likelihood, validity,
or ri^ht; justification: as, the circumstances gave color
to his contention. 13. kind; sort. 14. vivid and pic-
turesque quality or character: as, there is color in his

writing. 15. in art, the way of using color. 16. in
mining, a bit of gold. 1 7. in music, timbre, as of a voice
or instrument: also tone color. 18. in phonetics, the
degree of openness of a vowel: the dark vowels are the
more open ones. v.t. 1. to give color to; impregnate
or cover with color; paint; stain; dye. 2. to change the
color of. 3. to give fair or reasonable appearance to;
make plausible. 4. to alter or influence to some degree,
especially by distortion or exaggeration: as, his experi-
ence colored his views.

p.i 1. to become colored. 2.

to change color, as ripening fruit. 3. to blush or flush.
call to the colors, 1. call or order to serve in the armed
forces of one's country. 2. a bugle signal calling
troops to the daily ceremony of raising the flag in the
morning or taking it down in the evening.
change color, 1. to become pale. 2. to blush or flush.
lose color, to become pale.
serve with the colors, to serve in the armed forces of
one's country.
show one's colors, 1. to reveal one's true self. 2. to
make one's opinions, position, etc., known.
under color of, under the pretext or guise of.

with flying colors, with great success.
SYN. color is the general term, for which see the definition

above; shade refers to any of the gradations of a color with
reference to its degree of darkness (a light shade of green) ; hue,
often eqtiivalent to color, is used specifically to indicate a
modification of a basic color (orange of a reddish hue); tint
refers to a gradation of a color with reference to its degree of
whiteness and suggests a paleness or delicacy of color (pastel
tints) ; tinge suggests the presence of a smaU amotmt of color,
usually diffused throughout (white tinged with blue).

col-or-a-ble (kul'er-$-b*l), adj. 1. capable of being
colored. 2. apparently valid or plausible, but actually
specious; deceptive.
Col-o ra-dan (kol'o-rad'on, kol'a-ra'dan),, adj. of Colo-
rado, n. a native or inhabitant of Colorado.
Col-o rad o (kolVrad<6, kol'a-ra'do), n, 1. a Western
State f the United States: area, 104,247 sq. mi,; pop.,

1,325,000; capital, Denver: nicknamed Centennial
State: abbreviated Colo,, Col. 2. a river flowing from
Colorado through Utah and Arizona into the Gulf of
California : length, 1 ,360 mi. 3. a river in Texas, flowing
into the Gulf of Mexico: length, 840 mi. 4. a desert in
southeastern California: area, 2,000 sq. mi.

cql*o*ra*do (kolVrad'6, koi'a-rS'do), adj. [Sp.. red,
lit., colored, pp. of coloror < L. colorare < color; see
COLOR], of medium strength and color: said of cigars*
Colorado beetle, a black-and-yellow beetle that de-
stroys potatoes: also called potato bug.
Colorado Springs, a city in central Colorado: health
resort: pop., 45,000.

col-or-a-tion (kul'er-a'shan), n. coloring: as, some
animals have protective coloration.

col-o-ra-tu-ra (kul'e'r-a-tyoor's, kol'e'r-a-toar'a), n. [It.
< L. coloratus, pp. of colarare; see COLOR], in music, 1.
brilliant ornamental runs, trills, etc., used to display a
singer's skill. 2. music containing such ornaments. 3.
a coloratura soprano, adj. characterized by coloratura.
adv. in a coloratura manner.
coloratura soprano, 1. a high soprano voice capable of
singing coloratura. 2. a singer with such a voice.

col-or-a-ture (kul'er-a-choor
7

, koKer-s-choor'), n. colo-
ratura.

col-or-bear-er (ktil'er-bar'gr), n. a person who carries
the colors (flag) ; standard-bearer.

col-or-blind (kul'er-blindO, adj. unable to distinguish
or perceive certain colors or any colors.

color blindness, the condition of being color-blind.
colored (kul'grd), adj. [pp. of color], 1. having color.
2. of a (specified) color. 3. of a race other than the
Caucasian; specifically, Negro: abbreviated eld. 4.
altered, influenced, distorted, or exaggerated to some
degree: as, his remarks were colored by prejudice.

color filter, a screen of colored glass, etc., used in
photography to control the color or light effects.

col or-ful (kul'&Mbl), adj. 1. full of color. 2. full of
contrast or variety; picturesque, vivid, etc.

color guard, the persons carrying and escorting the
colors (flag).

^^
col-or-if-ic (kul'gr-if'ik), adj. [Fr. colorifique; see COLOR
& -FIC], 1. producing or imparting color. 2. of color.

col-or-im-e-ter (feul'er-im'g-tgr), n. [< color + -meter],
an instrument" for aetennining color or measuring its
intensity by comparison with a standard.

-* analyzed by a colorim-
eter.

col-or-im-e-try (kul'er-im'a-tri), n. the analysis or
measurement of color by means of a colorimeter.

col-or-ing (kul'Sr-in), n. 1. the act or art of applying
colors. 2. anything applied to impart color; pigment,
dye, stain, etc.: often called coloring matter. 3. ap-
pearance with reference to color. 4. specious or false
appearance. ;

col*M>ist (kul'er-ist), n. 1. a person who uses colors.
2. an artist skillful in using colors.

col or less (kuFSr-Ks), adj. 1. without color. 2, lacking
variety or interest; not vivid; dttlL >

color line, the barrier of social, political, mid economic
restrictions imposed on Negroes or other colored races.
draw the color Hue, to accept and keep the color Hne.

color sergeant, a sergeant whose special duty is to
carry or attend to the colors (flag) of his regiment or
battalion in the field.
Co-los-sae (ka-los'e), n. a city in ancient Phrygia.
colossal (ka-los'

1

!), adj. like a colossus in size; huge;
gigantic: used loosely, as fa the motion-picture industry,
to denote approval. SYN. see enormous.
Colos-se-um (kolVse'sm), n. fU, neut. of colosseus,
gigantic < colossus; see

COLOSSUS], 1. an amphi-
theater at Rome, begun by
Vespasian in 75 A.D. and
completed about five years
later: a great part of it is

still standing. 2, [c-J, a
coliseum.
Co-los-sian (ko-losh'an),
adj. of Colossae. n. a
native or inhabitant of
Colossae.

Co-los-sians (ka-losh'snz) ,
COLOSSEUM

n. pi. [construed as sing.], the Epistle to the Colossians,
a book of the New Testament which was a message
from the Apostle Paul to the Christians of Colossae:
abbreviated Col.
colossus (ks-los'as), n. \$l, COLOSSI (-1), COLOSSUSES
(-iz)], [L., Gr. kolossos], ,1;. a gigantic statue; especially,
[C-J, that of Apollo set at the ejtxtrance to the harbor of
Rhodes c. 280 B.C. and considered among the seven
wonders of theancient world. 2L any huge or important
person or thing.
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co-los-to my (ks-los'te-mi), n. [cola-

t
-f -stomy], the

surgical operation of forming an artificial anal opening
in the colon.
co-los-trum (ka-los

f
tram), n. [L., beestings], the fluid

secreted by the mammary glands for several days just
before and: after childbirth.
colour (kul'er), n. & v. color: British spelling.
-co-lous (ka-las), [< base of L. colere, to cultivate,
inhabit; -{ ous], a combining form meaning growing
(or living) in or among, as in arenicolous.

col-pi*tis (kol-pi'tis), n. [< Gr. kol$os, womb; -f -itis],

inflammation of the vagina; vagimtis.
col-por-tage (kol'pSr'tij) , n. [Fr.], the work of a
colporteur.

col-por-teur (kol'por'tSr), n. [Fr., peddler; altered
after col, the neck < OFr. comporter; L. comportare, to
bear together, collect; com-, together -f portare, to
carry], a person who goes from place to place distribut-

ing Bibles, religious tracts, etc.
colt (kolt), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to Norw. dial, kult, a
lump, swelling, half-grown boy; IE. *gel~4f *gle-d; same
base and same development as calf], 1. a young horse,
donkey, zebra, etc.; specifically, a young, male horse;
hence, 2. a young, inexperienced person. 3. in nautical
usage, a rope knotted at the end, formerly used for

flogging.
Colt, Samuel (kolt), 1814-1862; American inventor of
a type of revolver.

col-ter (kol'tSr), n. [ME. colter, culter < OFr. coltre or
AS. culter: both < L. culter, plowshare, knife], an edged
blade or disk on a plow, for making vertical cuts in the
soil: also spelled coulter.

colt-ish (kol'tish), adj. of or Hke a colt; frisky.
colts-foot (kolts'foor). n. [pi COLTSFOOTS (-foots')],

[so called from shape of the leaves], a plant of the
composite family, with small, yellow flowers and large,
heart-shaped leaves, used medicinally,
col-u-brine (kol'yoo-brin', kol'yoo-brin), */ [L. coin-
brinus < coluber, serpent], 1. of, characteristic of, or
like a snake. 2. of any of a large group of nonpoisonous
snakes.

co-lu-go (ka-loo'go), u. an East Indian tree-dwelling
mammal having a fold of skin on each side that enables
it to make long, sailing leaps; flying lemur.
Col urn, Pad-rate (pldTrik koFam:Tr. p6*fc'rig) , 1881- ;

Irish poet and playwright in the United States.

Co-lum-ba, Saint (ka-lum'ba), 521-597 A.D.: Irish mis-
sionary who converted Scotland to Christianity: his

day is June 9: called Apostle of Caledonia.
col-um-ba ri-um (kol'dm-ba^'i-Qm), n. [pi. COLUMBARIA
(-a)], [L., lit., dovecote < columba, dove; akin to Gr.
kolymoos, diver (kind of sea bird), OPr. golimban, blue
< IE. base *qel-, *qal~, dark, dark spot: hence named
from color], 1 . a vault with niches for urns that contain
the ashes of cremated bodies. 2. any of these niches.
3. a columbary.

col um bar y (kol'am-ber'i), n. [pi. COLUMBARIES (-iz)J,

[L. columbarium; see COLUMBARIUM], a house for pigeons
or doves; dovecote.
Co-lum-bi-a (ka-lum'bi-a,ka-lum'byo) , n. [< Christopher
Columbus], 1. [Poetic], the United States: feminine
symbol. 2. the capital of South Carolina, on the

Congaree River: pop., 86,000. 3. a river rising in
British Columbia and flowing between Washington
and Oregon to the Pacific: length, 1,214 mi. 4. a
city in central Missouri: pop., 32,000.
Co-lum-bl-an (ko-lum'bi-an, ka-lum'byon), adj. 1. of
Columbia. 2. of Christopher Columbus, n. [c-] a size
of type, 16 point.

co-lum-bic (ks-lum'bik), adj. designating or of com-
pounds containing columbium with a valence of five.
Col-um-bine (kol'dm-bin'), n. [It. Colombina < L.
columbina, fern, of columbinus, dovelike; see COLUM-
BARIUM], daughter of Pantaloon and sweetheart of

Harlequin, a stock character in early Italian comedy
and in pantomime.

col-um-bine (kol'am-bln'). n. [Fr.; ML. columbina < L.
columbinus, dovelike (see COLUMBARIUM): so named
because the flower is thought to resemble a group of

pigeons], a plant of the crowfoot family, with showy,
spurred flowers of various colors, adj. [ME.; Fr.

co lum-bi-um (ka-lum'bi-am), n. [Mod. L. < Columbia
(the United States)], niobium: the former name.

co-lum-boua pco-lum'bss), adj. designating or of com-
pounds containing columbium with a valence of three.
Co-lum bus (ka-lum'bDs), n. 1. the capital of Ohio,
in the central part of the State: pop., 375,000. 2. a
city in western Georgia: pop., 80,000.
Co-lum-bus. Christopher (ka-lum'bds), 1446?-!506;
Italian explorer in the service of Spain; discovered
America (1492).
Columbus Day, October 12, a legal holiday in most
States, commemorating the discovery of America by
Columbus in 1492 : also called Discovery Day.

col u mella (kol'yoo-mel'a), n. [pi. COLUMELLAE (-5)],

COLUMN

[L., dim. of columen; see COLUMN], any of a number of
columnlike structures in plants and animals, as a small
bone in the middle ear of amphibians, reptiles, etc.
col-u*meMi-form (kol'yoo-meFa-fSrm'), adj. having
the form, or shape, of a columella.

col umn (kol'am), n. [ME. columne; OFr. colomne; L.
columna, collateral form of columen,
column, pillar, projecting object; akin
to Gr. kolophon, peak, AS. holm, island,
wave < IE. base *qel-t to project], 1.

a slender upright structure, generally
consisting of a cylindrical shaft, a base,
and a capital; pillar: it is usually a
supporting or ornamental member in
a building. 2. anything like a column
in shape or function: as, a column of
water, the spinal column. 3. one of
two or more vertical sections of printed
matter lying side by side on a page and
separated by a rule or blank space. 4.
a feature article appearing daily or at
intervals in a newspaper or magazine
and written by a special writer or de-
voted to a certain subject. 5. in

military &* naval usage, a formation in which the ele-

ments, as troops or ships, are placed one behind another.
co-lum-nar (ka-Ium'ner), adj. [L. columnaris], 1. Hke a
column. 2. formed in or composed of columns. 3.
written or printed in columns.
col-umned (kol'smd), adj. 1. having columns. 2.
columnar.

co lumnia tion (ks-lum'ni-a'shsn), n. the architec-
tural use or arrangement of columns.

col um-nist (kol'sm-nist, kol'am-ist), n. a person who
writes or conducts a column in a newspaper, etc.
co-lure (ko-lyoor', kolyoor), n. [< L. coluri (pi. of
colurus) < Gr. kolouroi, the colures, lit., dock-tailed
(ones), pi. of kolouros < kolos, docked + oura, tail: so
named because the "tail" (i.e., the lower part) is

always cut off from view by the horizon (in Greece and
in comparable latitudes)], in astronomy, either of two
imaginary circles of the celestial sphere intersecting
each other at right angles at the poles: one passes
through the ecliptic at the solstice, the other at the
equinox.

Col-vin, Sir Sidney (kol'vin), 1845-1927; English
writer on literature and art.

co-ly (ko'li), n.
[pi.

COLIES (-liz)], [LL. colius; Gr. kolios,
green woodpecker], any of a group of small African
birds with long tails and crested heads.

col-za (kol'za) , n. [Fr. ; D. koolzaad; kool, a cabbage +
zaad, a seed], 1. cole or coleseed; especially, rapeseed,
which yields an oil burned in lamps. 2. this oil: also
called colza oil, rape oil.

com- (kom, kam), [L. com- < cum (OL. com}, with], a
prefix used to mean: 1. with, together, as in combine,
compact. 2. intensification, as in command. As a result
of assimilation in Latin, com- appears as col* before I,

cor- before r, con- before c, d, g. j, n, q, s, t, v, and co-
before h, w, and all vowels.
Com., 1. Commander. 2. Commission. 3. Commis-
sioner. 4. Committee. 5. Commodore. 6. Communist.
com., 1. comedy. 2. comma. 3. commentary. 4.
commerce. 5. commercial. 6. common. 7. commonly,
8, commune. 9. communication. 10. community
co*ma (ko'ma), n. {pi. COMAS (-maz)], [Mod. L.j'Gr.
kdma, deep sleep < koiman, to put to sleep], a state of
deep and prolonged unconsciousness; stupor: it is often
caused by injury or disease.

cp*ma (ko'ma), n. [pi. COMAE (-me)], [L., hair of the
head, foliage; Gr. kome, hair], 1. in astronomy, a globular,
cloudlike mass around the nucleus of a comet: the
nucleus and coma together form the comet's head. 2.
in botany, a) a bunch of branches, b) a terminal cluster
of bracts on a flowering stem, as in pineapples, c) a tuft
of hairs at the end of a seed. 3. in photography, a blur
caused by the spherical aberration of oblique rays of

light passing through a lens.

ing], 1. a member of a tribe of Shoshonean Indians who
formerly ranged from the Platte River to the Mexican
border* 2. their Uto-Aztec language: also called Sho-
shone-Comanche. adj. of this tribe, their language, or
culture.
Comanchean (ko-lnan'chi-sn), adj. [< Comanche
County, Texas], designating or of a geologic epoch
between the Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods or its
series of rocks, as typified by those found in the region
of the Gulf of Mexico.
the Comanchean, the Comanchean Epoch or its
series of rocks.

co-mate (ko'mat), adj. [L. comaius, hairy], 1. in astron-

omy, surrounded by a coma (globular,ScloudHke mass).
2. in botany, hairy; tufted.
co-mate (ko-mat' t ko'mat'), n. a companion; mate.
com-a tose (kom'a-tos', ko'ma-tpsO, adj. 1. of, like, or
in a coma (stupor) . 2. as if in a coma ; lethargic ; torpid.
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co mat-u-Ia (ko-mat'yoo-ls), n. [i>L COMATULAE (-15') 1,

|Mod. L. < L., fern, of comatulus], a comattiiid.
co mat-u-Hd (ko~mat'yoo-lid), n. {< Mod. L. Co/mat*
ulidae, name of the family < L. comatulus, having hair

neatly curled, dim. of contains, having long hair, pp. of
comare, to have hair < coma, hair < Gr. some}, a free-

swimming animal related to the starfish.

comb (kom), n. {ME.; AS. camb, comb, lit., toothed
object; akin to G. kamm .(OHG. kamb): IE. base
*gembh~, to bite, as in Sans. j&mbha~ft, tootn], 1. a thin

strip of bone, plastic, metal, etc. with teeth, which is

passed through the_ hair to arrange or clean it, or is set
in the hair to hold it in place or as an ornament. 2. an
instrument for currying horses; currycomb. 3. a thing
like a comb in form or function, as an instrument used
in cleaning and straightening wool, flax, etc. 4. the
red, fleshy outgrowth on the top of the head of certain

fowls, as on that of a rooster. 5. a.thing somewhat like
a rooster's comb in position or appearance, as the crest
of a helmet or of a wave. 6. a honeycomb. v.L I. to
clean, straighten out, or arrange with a comb. 2. to
search thoroughly; look everywhere m

in: as, we've
combed the house for that book. v.i. to roll over;
break: said of waves.
comb (koom, kom), n. a coomb.
comb., combination.
corn-bat (kom'bat, kum'bat; also, for ., kam-baf),
tu. [COMBATED or COMBATTED (-id), COMBATING or
COMBATTING], [Fr. combattre < "L. com-, together 4~
LL. battere < L. battuere, to beat, fight], to fight;
battle; contend; struggle, v.t. to fight against; oppose
by force, n. [Fr. < the rj, 1. armed fighting; battle.
2. struggle; conflict; strife, adj. in military usage, of
or for combat. SYN. see battle.

com-bat-ant (kom'ba-tent, kum'ba-tent), adf. [OFr.
(Fr.

f
combattan) ; ppr. of combatre; see COMBAT], 1.

nghting. 2. ready or eager to fight, n. 1. a person
who combats; fighter. 2. in military usage, a member
of the armed forces who takes part in actual fighting.
combat fatigue, a psychoneurotic condition charac-
terized by anxiety, irritability, depression, etc., often
occurring after extreme exertion and lack of sleep in
armed combat: also called battle fatigue.
combat infantryman's badge, a badge awarded to
United States infantrymen of World War II for

exemplary conduct in a combat action of a major
operation.
com-ba*tive (km-bat'iv, kom'ba-tiv, kum'bQ-tiv) ,

adj. [combat 4- -ive], fond of fighting or opposing; ready
or eager tojfight; pugnacious.
combe (koom, kom), n. a coomb.
comb-er (kom'er), n. 1. a person or thing that combs;
especially, a worker or machine that combs wool, flax,

etc. 2. a large wave that rolls over or breaks on a beach,
reef, etc.
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com-bi-na-tion (kom'ba-na'shan), n. [OFr.; LL.
binatio, a joining two by two < LL. combinatus, p_
combinare], 1. a combining or being combined, "2. a
thing made by combining. 3. an association of people
for a common purpose, 4. the series of numbers or
letters used in opening a combination lock. 5. the
mechanism operating such a lock. 6. a one-piece under-

garment combining an undershirt and drawers. 7. in

chemistry, a uniting of substances to form a compound.
8. in mathematics, any of the various groupings into
which a number of units, as numbers or letters, may be
arranged without regard to order: dual combinations
of 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34. Abbreviated
comb.

com-bi-na-tion-al (kom'ba-na'shsn-'l), adj. of a com-
bination.
combination last, a style of shoe last in which an unus-
ually narrow heel is combined with a fore part of

standard dimensions.
combination lock, a lock operated by a dial that is

turned to a specified series of numbers or letters to work
the mechanism that opens it.

com-bl na-tive (kom'ba-na'tiv, kom-brn'a-tiV), atff. 1.

of or characterized by combination. 2. paving the
ability to combine. 3. resulting' fyom combination.
corn-bine (kam-bu/i/or n. usually, and for n, 1 always,
kom'bin), v.*. 4; wJL [COMBINED (-bind*), COMBINING],
[ME. combinen; LL. combinare, to unite < L. comr-,

together -|- bini, two by two < base of &f$;>see^BZ-,
TWO], 1. to cpme or bringf into union; unite; join.
2. tp unite to form a chemical compound, 1$.

1. a

machine for harvesting and threshing grain. 2.

[Colloq,J, an associati9n of persons, corporations, etc.,

tor commercial or political purposes. -SJfiN. see join.

combings (Jcoin'inz), n.pi. loose hair, wool, etc.

rembvedfn bombing.
combining form, a word or word base used, as an ele-"

\ , ||i, twfojr4 'lopntooii, as j#ck~ in jofkknife,
'

Me- in

fa**;. Hie'VbM feases; ttsed in ^n^Jish word fornla-

tion ape oxtpnj %f>ni Gxeelc;; and ^lip,, wlwcp used a

special form of the weed (the stem) for combining
purposes.
comb jelly, a ctenophore.
corn-bust (kam-bust'}* adj* 1MB.; OPr.; L. combusius,
pp. of combnrere, to burn upj, in astrology, so close to
the sun as to be obscured or, apparently, extinguished
by its light: said of a star or planet.
corn-bus ti-btl-i-ty (kam-bus'ta-DilVti), n. the quality
or state of being combustible.

corn-bus-ti-ble (kam-bus'ta-bl), adj* [Ft.; see COM-
BUSTION], 1. capable of taking fire; that can be easily
burned up; inflammable. 2, easily aroused; excitable;
fiery, n. an inflammable substance.
com-bus-tion (ksm-bus'chsn), n. [Fr.; LL. cowbustio <
L. combustus, pp. of comburere (for ^corn-were}, to burn
up < com-, intens. -J- urere, to singe, bttra), 1. the
act or process of burning. 2. rapid oxidation ac-

companied by heat and, usually, li$ht. 3. slow oxi-
dation accompanied by relatively little heat and no
light. 4. violent excitement or agitation; tumult.
combustion tube, a tube of heat-resistant glass in
which a substance can be reduced by combustion, as
in a furnace.

comdg., commanding.
Comor., Commander.
Comdt., Commandant.
come (Kum), tu. [CAME (kam), COME, COMING], [ME.
comen, commen; AS. cuman; akin to Goth, qiman, G.
kommen; IE. base *quem~, *gw-, to come, go, as also
in L. venio (< *qwemjo), I come]f 1. to move from a
place thought of as "there*

1

to or into a jplace thought
of as "here": a) in the second person, with relation to
the speaker: as, come to me, will you come to the dance
tonight? b) in the first person, with relation to the
person addressed: as, I will come to see you. c) in the
third person, with relation to the person or thing
approached: as, he came to her and wept, he came into
the room. 2. to reach by moving toward; hence, 3. to
arrive or appear: as^ help will come. 4. to extend;
reach: as, the bus line comes near the hotel, 5. to

happen; take place; occur: as, success came to him early
in life. 6. to exist in a certain place or order: as, after
9 comes 10. 7. to be born; become actual; evolve;
develop: as, peace will come in time. 8. to be derived
or descended: as, he comes from an old family. 9. to be
caused; result: as, illness may come from a poor diet.

10. to enter into a certain state or condition: as, this

word has come into use. 11. to become; get to be: as,

my shoe came loose. 12. to be obtainable or available:

as, this dress comes in four sizes. 13. to amount: as,

the bill comes to $5.6&. 14. [Colloq.], to have a sexual
orgasm, interj. look! see here! stop!: used to express
irritation, impatience, remonstrance, etc.
come about, 1. to happen; occur. 2. to turn about.
3. in nautical usage, to change from one tack to an-
other.
come across, 1. to meet by accident; find by coaaoe.
2. [Slang], to give, do, or say what is wanted.
come and get itl [Colloq.], the meal Is ready!: a sum-
mons to eat.
come around (or round), 1, to revive; recover. 2. to

make a turn or change in direction. 3. to influence,
outwit, or gain favor with b^r caioling, flattering,
etc. 4. [Colloq.I, to concede or yield, as to a demand.
5. [Colloq.], to come to visit.

come at, 1. to reach; attain. 2. to approach angrily
or swiftly, as in attacking.
come back, 1. to return. 2. [Colloq.], to return to a

previous state oi position, as of health or success.

3. [Slang], to answer back; retort.

come between, to cause estrangement between; divide.

come by, to get; acquire; gain.
come down, 1. to suffer loss in status, wealth, etc.

2. to be handed down, as from generation to genera-
tion.
come dowk on (or upon), 1. to attack swiftly.
2. [CoEoqJ, to scold; upbraid; criticize harshly.
come forward, to offer one's services; volunteer.
come ln^ 1. to enter. 2. to arrive. 3. to begin to be

hh ""

,otoe iafto fashion.
r, [Coioq.l, to get; acquire.

, 1. to enter into; join. 2. to get; acquire.
^.','te inherit.

/coifie off, 1. to become unfastened or detached. 2. to

;! happen ; occur* 3. fColloq.] ,
to end up ; *come out.

'

'ifiJMMlMK,! 1. to make progress; become better. 2. to

Meet; by accident; find. 3. to attasck. 4J in the the-

ater, to make an entrance.
come on! [Colloq.], 1. get started I hurry! 2. stop

behaving in this way! Often used as a cajoling expres-
sion equivalent to please.
come out, 1. to be disfelbsedl;, become evident. 2. to

be offered for pubhe M^^embn, sale, etc. 3. to* be
formally introduced fe> siciety; make a debut. 4; to

end up : as, he came out Hatrd in the race.
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come out wltfo, 1. to disclose, 2. to say: utter; pub-
lish. 3. to offer for public inspection, sale, etc.

come over, to happen to; occur to; seize: as, these feel-

ings often come tmr roe.

come through, 1. to wear through. 2. to complete
something successfully. 3. [Slang], to do or give what
is wanted.
come to, 1. to recover consciousness, 2. to amount
to. 3. in nautical usage, a) to bring the ship's head
nearer the wind. b) to anchor.
come under, 1, to pass under the control of; be under
the authority of. 2. to fall into (a specified category).
come up, to arise, as in discussion.
come upon, 1. to meet by accident. 2. to attack.
come up to, 1. to reach or extend to. 2. to equal.
come up with, 1. to overtake. 2. to propose; suggest.
how come? [Colloq.], how does it come that? how is

it that? why?
come-at-a ble (kurn-at'a-bl), adj. [Colloq.], that can
easily be reached, obtained, etc. ; accessible or attainable.
come back (kum'bak'), n. 1. [Colloq. J, a return to a

previous state or position, as of power, success, etc.

2. [Slang}, a witty answer; retort. 3. [Slang], ground
for action or complaint; recourse.
come-dian (ka-me'di-an) , n. [Fr. comedien; see COM-
EDY], 1. an actor who plays comic parts. 2. an enter-
tainer who tells jokes, sings comic songs, etc. 3, a
writer of comedy. 4. a person who amuses or tries to
amuse others by clowning, tellingjokes, etc.

co-me-di-enne (kQ-me'di-en'), n. [Fr., fern, of comedien,

comedian], 1. an actress in comedy; actress who plays
comic parts. 2. a woman entertainer who tells jokes,

up, devour; com-, intens, -f edere, to eat], a plug of dirt

and fatty matter in a skin duct: blackhead.
come-down (kum'doun')t n* a loss of status, wealth,
etc.; downfall.

com-e-dy (kom'a-di), n. \pl. COMEDIES (-diz)J, [ME. com-

medy; OFr. comedie; L. comoedia; Gr. komoidiq < komos,
banquet, festival + aeidein, to sing], 1 . originally, any
play or other Hterary composition with a nqntragic
ending. 2. any of various types of play or motion pic-
ture with more or less humorous treatment of characters
and situation, and a nontragic ending: see farce,
comedy of manners, high comedy. 3. the art, tech-

nique, or theory of writing, producing, or acting such
plays or motion pictures. 4. comedies collectively. 5,

the branch of the drama having to do with comedies.
6. something amusing, as an incident or event. 7. a
work of literature having a theme suitable for comedy
or certain characteristics of comedy. Abbreviated com.
cut the comedy, [Slang], to stop joking; stop acting
foolishly.

comedy of manners, a type of comedy depicting and
satirizing the manners and customs of fashionable
society,
come-H-ness (kum'H-nis), n. a comely quality,
come-ly (kumli), adj. [COMELIER (-li-gr), COMELIEST
(-li-istn, [ME. cumlie, comly; AS. cymlic < cyme, lit.,

feeble, brittle; hence, delicate, lovely (akin to G. kaum,
scarcely, MHG. kume, weak) -f- -lie (see -LY) ; IE. base
*gow-t to cry out, as in OHG. kumen, to wail], 1. of

pleasing appearance; attractive. 2. seemly; decorous;
proper; suitable. SYN. see beautiful.

Co-me-ni-us, John Amos (ko-me'ni-ss), (Jan Amos
Komensky), 1592-1670; Moravian educator and bishop.
come-on (kum'on'), ** [Slang], 1. a confidence man.
2. an inviting look or gesture. 3. something offered as
an inducement.
com-er (kum'er), n. 1. a person who comes: as, the
contest is open to all comers. 2. [Slang], a person or
thing that shows promise of being a success.

co mes tible (ks-mes'ts-bl), adj. [Fr. < L. comestus,
comesus, pp. of comedere, to eat; com-, intens. -f edere,
to eat], eatable; edible, n. usually in pi* food.
com-et (korn'it), n. [ME. comete; AS. cometa; L. cometa;
Gr. kometes < kome, lit..

hair of the head; fig., tail

of a comet], a heavenly
body having a starlike
nucleus with a luminous
mass around it, ^nd, usu-
ally, a long, luminous tail:

comets follow an elliptical
or parabolic orbit around
the sun.

com-et-ar-y (kom's-ter'i),
COMET

adj. of or like a comet.
comet finder (or seeker) ,

a low-power telescope with a
large field of view, used in looking for comets,
co meth er (ko-metft'Sr), n. [dial, contr. < come hither],

[Anglo-Irish Dial.], 1. an affair; circumstance. 2.

friendship; friendly relationship.
put tke comether on, to use persuasion on; beguile.

come-up-pance (kum/up''ns) , n. [< come -f up +
-ance], JSlang], deserved punishment; retribution.

corn-fit (kum'fit, kom'fit), n. [ME. comfyt; OFr. confit,

orig., pp. of confire, to preserve; L. conficere; see CON-
FECT], a candy: candied fruit; sweetmeat, v.t. fObs.j,
to preserve with sugar; make into a candy.

corn-fort (kum'fSrt), v.t. [ME. conforten, cumforten;
OFr. comforter, to comfort; LL. confortare, to make
strong < L. com-, intens. Hh/or/iir, strong], 1. to soothe
in distress or sorrow; ease the misery or grief of; bring
consolation or hope to. 2. [Archaic except in law], to
help; aid. n. 1. aid; encouragement: now only in aid
and comfort. 2. relief from distress, grief, etc. 3. a

person or thing that comforts. 4. a state of ease and
quiet enjoyment, free from worry, pain, etc. 5. any-
thing that makes life easy or comfortable. 6. a quilted
bed covering: also called comforter.
SYN. comfort suggests the lessening of misery or grief by
cheering, calming, or inspiring with hope; console suggests
less positive relief but implies a moderation of the sense of loss

or disappointment (to console someone on the death of a

parent) ;
solace suggests the relieving of melancholy, boredom,

loneliness, etc. (he solaced himself by playing the flute) ; relieve

suggests the mitigation, often temporary, of misery or dis-

comfort so as to make it bearable (to relieve the poor) ; soothe
implies the calming or allaying of pain or distress (she soothed
the child with a lullaby). ANT. afflict, distress.

com-fort-a-ble (kum'fer-ta-b'l; now often kumf'ter-b'l),
adj. [ME.; OFr. confortable], 1. providing comfort: as,

comfortable shoes. 2. in a state of comfort; at ease in

body or mind: contented: as, he felt comfortable after

his bath and dinner. 3. [Colloq.], sufficient to satisfy;
adequate: as, a comfortable salary, n. a quilted bed
covering: also called comforter.
S YN. comfortable implies the Absence of disturbing, pain-
ful, or distressing features and, in a positive sense, stresses

ease, contentment, freedom from care, etc, (a comfortable

climate) ; cozy suggests such comfort as might be derived from
shelter against storm, cold, hardship, etc. (a cosy nook by the

fire); snug is used of something that is small and compact,
but just large enough to provide ease and comfort, and often
carries additional connotations of cosiness (a snug apartment) ;

restful is applied to that which promotes relaxation, freedom
from care, etc. (restful music). ANT. miserable.

com-fprt-a-bly (kum'fer-ta-bli; now often kumf'te*r-bli) ,

adv. in a comfortable manner.
com-fort-er (kum'fer-tSr), n. [Anglo-Fr. confortour;
OFr. conforteor], 1. a person or thing that comforts.
2. a quilted bed covering. 3. a long woolen scarf.

the Comforter, in theology, the Holy Spirit.

convfort*ing (kum'fert-irj), adj. [ppr. of comfort],

encouraging; heartening: consoling.
com-fort4ess (kum'fert-lis) , adj. 1. lacking comfort or
comforts. 2. providing no comfort.
comfort station, a public toilet or rest-room.

com-frey (kum'fri), n* [pi. COMFREYS (-friz)], [ME. &
OFr. confirie; prob. < LL. confervia, comfrey < L.

confervere, to heal, grow together, orig., to seethe, boil

together < com-, with + fervere, to boil, be hot: prob.
so named from use in medicine to congeal wounds],
any of a group of European plants of the borage family,
with rough, hairy leaves.
com ic (kom'ik), adj. [L. comicus: Gr. komikos), 1. of

comedy. 2. amusing or intended to be amusing; hu-
morous; funny. 3. of comic strips or cartoons, n. 1. a
comedian. 2. the humorous part of art or life. 3.

usually in pi. [Colloq.], a comic cartoon or strip of
cartoons. SYN. see funny.
com-i-cal (kom'i-k'l), adj. 1. causing amusement;
humorous; funny; droll. 2. [Obs.], of or fit for comedy.
SYN. see funny.

com-i'Cal-i-ty (kom'i-kalVti), n. a comical quality.
comic book, a paper booklet of extended comic strips,
sometimes of a sensational or violent nature.
comic opera, opera with humorous situations, a story
that ends happily, and, usually, some spoken dialogue.
comic strip, a series of cartoons, as in a newspaper,
usually telling a humorous or adventurous story.
Co-mines. Phi-Hope de (fe'lep' do ko-'men'), 1445?-
1509?; French historian And courtier: also spelled
Commines.
Gom-in-form (kom'in-ffirmOf n [< Communist Infor-
watidn; cf. COMINTERN], the Pommunist Information
Bureau, established in October, 1947, by the Com-
munist Parties of Bulgaria/ Czechoslovakia, France,

Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, the Soviet Union,
and, originally, Yugoslavia to exchange information
and co-ordinate activities: dissolved in 1956.

corn-ing (kum'irj), adj. [ppr. of come], 1. approaching.
2. immediately following: as. the coming Tuesday. 3.

[Colloq.], showing promise of being successful or famous:
as, a coming young actor, n. arrival ; approach ; advent.
the coming thing, [Colioq.J, something that seems
certain to become popular, fashionable, or important.

Com in tern (kom'in-tGrn', kom'in-turn*). n. [< Com-
munist Jn/erwational], the international organisation, of
Cornmtinist parties, founded in, MqseoW in 1919 and
officially dissolved in 1943: also cajtecl Gom^munist in-
ternational, Third International.

co-mi-ti-a (ka-mish'i-9), n. [L., pi. of cotnttiunt, place
where the comitia convened < cOnti-, tpgether -f" pj>.
stem of ire, to go] r in ancient Rome, an a^embly p|
citizens for electing officials, passing laws, eta

'



comity 293 comment
com-i-ty (komVti), n. [pi. COMITIES (-tiz)], [L. comitas <
comist poHte, kind; earlier cosmis; prob. < co-, with -f
*smi-s < base *smtff-, to smile; akin to L. mints* won-
derful and Eng. smile], politeness; civility; courtesy.
comity of nations, 1. the courtesy and respect of
peaceful nations for each other's laws and institutions.
2. loosely, the nations practicing such courtesyt etc.

comm., 1. commander. 2. commentary. 3. commerce.
4* commission. 5. committee. 6. commonwealth. 7.
communication.
corn-ma (kom'a), n. [L.; Gr. komma, clause in a sen-
tence, that which is struck or cut off < koptein, to cut
off], 1. a mark of punctuation (,) used to indicate a
slight separation of sentence elements: commas are
used to set off nonrestrictive or parenthetical elements,
quotations, items in a series, etc. 2. a slight pause.

'

comma bacillus, the bacillus causing Asiatic cholera.
com mand (ka-raand', ka-mandO, v.t. [ME. comman-
den; OFr. commander; LL. commandare; L. com-,
intens. -f mandate, to commit, entrust], 1. to give an
order or orders to; direct with authority. 2. to have
authority or jurisdiction over; control. 3. to be able
to have and use: as, he commands a large vocabulary.
4. to deserve and get; require as due, proper, or becom-
ing: as, his knowledge commands respect. 5. to control
(a position) ; overlook: as, the fort commands the entire
valley. IM. to exercise power or authority; be in con-
trol; act as a commander, n. 1. a commanding. 2. an
order; direction; mandate. 3. authority to command.
4. power to control or dominate by position. 5. range
of view. 6. ability to have and use; mastery. 7. a
military or naval force, or a district, under someone's
authority or jurisdiction: abbreviated comd. 8. the
post where the person in command is stationed.
SYN. command, when it refers to a giving of orders, implies
the formal exercise of absolute authority, as by a sovereign,
military leader, etc,; order often stresses peremptoriness, some-
times suggesting an arbitrary exercise of authority (I ordered
him out of the house) ; direct and instruct are botn used in
connection with supervision, as in business relations, instruct
perhaps more often stressing explicitness of details in the
directions given; enjoin suggests a directing with urgent
admonition (he enjoined them to secrecy) and sometimes
implies the legal prohibiting of an action; charge implies the
imposition of a task as a duty, trust, or responsibility. See
also power.
com man-dant (kom'an-danf. kom'an-dant'), n.
[Fr.; ppr. of commander], a commanding officer: gen-
erally a title of the commander of a district, fort, etc.:
abbreviated Comdt. (as a title).
com-man-deer (konran-dSr'), v.t, [D. kommandeeren,
to command, (esp. S. Afr.) to commandeer; Pr. com-
mander; see COMMAND], 1. to force into military service.
2. to seize (property) for military or governmental use.
3. [Colloq.l, to take forcibly.
commander (ka-man'der, ka-man'dgr), n. [ME.
comaundour; OFr. comandeor < commander], 1. a per-
son who commands; leader. 2. the officer in charge of a
military unit: a functional title, not a rank. 3. a high
ranking member of an order of knighthood, or of a
fraternal order. 4. in the United States Navy, an officer
ranking just above a lieutenant commander and just
below a, captain, and corresponding to a lieutenant
colonel in the army: abbreviated Comdr., Com. (as
a title), comm.
commander in chief, [pi. COMMANDERS IN CHIEF], 1.
the supreme commander of the armed forces of a nation:
in the United States the President is the commander in
chief: abbreviated C.I.C., C. in C. (as a title). 2. an
officer in command of all armed forces in a certain
theater of war.
com man der ship (ka-man'der-ship', ka-man'dgr-
ship'), n. [see -snip], the rank or position of a com-
mander.
com mand ery (ka-man'der-i, ka-man'der-i), n. [pi.
COMMANDERIES (4z)J, [Fr. t

commanderie; ML. cammen-*
daria (< commenda, commendation, an entrusting < L.
commendare; see COMMEND) , benefice entrusted to some-
one; sp. influenced by association with command], 1.
the estate administered by a commander of an order of
knights. 2. the rank of a commander in an order of
knights. 3. a branch in certain fraternal orders.
com-mand ing (ka-man'din, ka-man'din), adj. [ppr.
of command], 1. in command: abbreviated cmdg. 2.

controlling^ dominating. 3. impressive. 4. controlling
or dominating by position: as, a commanding hilltop.
com-mand-ment (ka-mand'mant, ka-mand'mant), n.
[ME. & OFr. comandemeni\t 1. a command; order;
mandate;, precept: law. 2. any of the Ten Command-
ments, laws described in the Bible as given by God to
Moses on Mount Sinai: Ex. 20:2-17, Deut. 5:6-21.
corn-man do (ka-man'd$, ka-man'otq), n. [pi. COM-
MANDOS, iCOMMANDOES

(-di5zj)], [D.; Port., lit., party
commanded < *cpmmandart to govern, command; LL.
commandme^ See 'COMMAND], 1. originally, in South
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Africa, a force of Boer troops. 2. a raid or expedition
made by such troops. 3. in World War II, a small raid-
ing force trained to operate inside territory held by the
enemy, 4. a member of such a group.
command performance, a performance, as of a play,
put on for royalty, etc. br command or request.
command post, the field headquarters of an army tmit,
from which the commander directs operations: abbre-
viated C. P.
com measurable (ka-mezh'Sr-3-b*l) t adj. equal in
measure or size; commensurate.
com-meas ure (ka-mezh'er),, v.t. to equal in measure.
Jcomme il faut (kd'mel'fo'), [Fr.J, as it should be;
proper; fitting.
com memo rate (ka-mem'e'r-aV), * [COMMEMORATED
(-id), COMMEMORATING], |< L. commemorate, pp. of
commemorate, to call to mind ; com-, intens. -f memorare,
to remind ; see MEMORY], 1. to honor the memory of by
a ceremony, etc. 2. to preserve the memory of; serve
as a memorial to. SYN. see celebrate*
com mem-o-ra-tion (ka-mem'gr-a'shan), n. [L. com-
memoratio], 1. a commemorating. 2. a celebration in
memory of someone or something.
in commemoration of, in honor of the memory of.

com mem o ra-tive (ka-mem'er-a'tiv, ka~mem'ea>d-
tiv), adj. serving to commemorate, n. anything that
tommemorates.
com mem ora tor (ka-mem'Sr-a'ter), n. a person who
commemorates.
cojn-mem'O'ra*to-ry (ka-mem'Sr-o-toVi, ka-mem'er-a-
to'ri), adj. commemorative.
commence (ka-mens'j, zu. * v.t. [COMMENCED

(:menst'), COMMENCING], [OFr. comencer; LL. *commi-
tiare; L. com-, together -f- inUiare, to begin], to begin;
start; originate. SYN. see begin.
com-mence-ment (ka-mens'mant), n. [ME.; OFr.], L
a commencing; beginning; start. 2. the time of com-
mencing or beginning. 3. the day when degrees or
diplomas are conferred at a school or college. 4. the
ceremonies in connection with this.
corn-mend (ka-mend'), v.t. [ME. commenden; L. com-
mendare, to entrust to, commend < com-, intens. +
mandare, to put in one's hands, commit to one's charge;
see MANDATE], 1. to put in the care of another; entrust.
2. to mention as worthy of regard; recommend. 3. to
praise. 4. [Archaic], to recall (a person) to the mind of
another; transmit the regards of.
com mend a ble (ks-men'ds-b'l) , adj. deserving to be
commended; praiseworthy.
com-mend-a-bly (ks-men'ds-bli), adv. in a commend-
able manner.
com-men-dam (ks-men'dam), n. [ < ML. dare in com-
mendam, to give in trust; see COMMANDERY], 1. formerly,
the temporary holding of a benefice, with the right to
its revenues, by a layman in the absence of an incum-
bent: he was said to hold the benefice m commendam.
2. a benefice held in this way.
com-men-da-tion (kom'sn-da'shan), n. [ME. com-
mendacion; OFr. commentation; L. commemdfftioj* 1. a
putting in the care of another; entrusting. 2 recom-
mendation. 3. approval; praise. 4 wswtily .K pi.
[Archaic), a greeting or remembrance, as to a menC
corn-mend a to ry (ka-men^da^^i, kanineji'da-to'rl),
adj. [LL. commendatorius], 1. serving to commend;
expressing praise or approval. 2. recommending. 3. in
ecclesiastical usage, holding a benefice in commendam.
com-men-sal (ka-men'sol), n. [Fr.; ML. commensalis <
L. com-, with + mensa, table], 1, a person who eats at
the same table; companion at meals. 2. an animal or
plant that lives on,, in, or with another, sharing its food
but neither parasitic on it nor injtired by it. adj. desig-
nating, of, characteristic of, or like a commensal.
com-men-sal-ism (ks-men'sal-iz'm), n. the state of

being commensal.
corn-men-sal-i-ty (com'en-sal'a-ti) , n. commensalism.
commen-su'ra'mMty (ka-men'shoor-g-biPs-ti, ka-
men'ser-a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or state of being
commensurable.
com-men-su-ra ble (ka-men'shoor-a-bl, ka-men'sgr-
a-bl) r adj. [LL. commensurabilis < L. com-, together
+ mensurare, to measure < mensura, measurement],
1. measurable by the same standard or measure. 2.

proportionable; fitly proportioned. SYN. see pro-
portionate.
com-men-su-ra-bly (ka-men'shoor-a-bli, ka-men'ser-
a-bli), adv. [see COMMENSURABLE], proportionately.
com men su-rate (ka-men'shoor-it, ka-men'ser-it), adj.
[com- 4- LL. mensuratus, pp. of menswrare, to measure
< L. mensura, measurement], 1. equal in measure or
size; coextensive. 2. proportionate; corresponding in
measure. 3. measurable by the same standard or
measure; commensurable. - SYN. see proportionate.
com men su ra tion (ka-men'shoo-ra/shan, ka-men'-
sa^-ra'shan), n. the state of being commensurate.
com ment (kom^ent), n. [OFr.; L. commentum, inven-
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tiom, falsehood < commentus, pp. of comminisci, to

contrive, devise < com-, intens. 4- base of meminisse,, to

remember < mens, the mind], 1. a note in explanation,
criticism, or illustration of something written or said;

annotation. 2, a remark, as in observation or criticism.

3. talk; chatter; gossip, v*. (less often, ks-rnent'), [Fr.

commenter; LL. commentore < L. commentari, to con-

sider thoroughly], to make a comment or comments (on
or upon); make remarks, v.t. {Archaic], to make
comments on; annotate. SYN. see remark.
com*men-tar-i-al (kom'an-t&r'i-Qi), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a commentary.
corn-men-tar*y (kom'sn-ter'i), n. [pi. COMMENTARIES
(-iz)], [L. commentarius, notebook* annotation < com-
mentori; see COMMENT], 1. a series of explanatory notes

or annotations* 2. a series of remarks or observations.

3. a comment. 4. a memoir; historical narrative based
on personal experience: as, Caesar's Commentaries.
Abbreviated com., comm, SYN. see remark.
corn-men-ta-tor (kom'sn-ta'te'r), n. [L. inventor, con-

triver; see COMMENT]* J. a person who writes a series of

explanatory notes or annotations. 2. a person whose
profession is reporting, analyzing, and evaluating
events, trends, etc.: as, a news commentator.
com-merce (kom/ers), r*. [Fr.; L. commercium < com-,

together + merx, mercis, merchandise), 1. the buying
and selling of goods, especially when done on a large
scale between cities, countries, etc.; business dealings;
trade: abbreviated com., comm. 2. social intercourse
3. [Rarel, sexual intercourse. w.i. (ka-murs')* [COM-
MERCED (-murstO , COMMERCING], to have personal deal-

ings (with}. SYN. see business.
com-mer-cia! (ka-mfir'shal) , adj. 1. of or connected
with commerce. 2. designating unrefined products
bought and sold in large quantities for industrial uses:

as, commercial sulfuric acid. 3. made or done primar-
ily for sale or profit. Abbreviated com., cml. n. in

radio & television, a paid advertisement.
commercial art, art for commercial purposes, chiefly
for advertising.
commercial college, a college or school offering in-

struction in business or commerce; business college.
com-mer-rfal-ism (kd-muVshdl-iz'm), n. 1. the prac-
tices and spirit of commerce or business. 2. a business

practice* custom, or idiom.
com-mer-cial-i-za-tlon (ka-murshal-5-za'shan, ka-

mur'shsl-T-za'shsn), n. a commercializing or being
commercialized.
com-mer cial ize (ka-muVshal-izOt v.t. [COMMERCIAL-
IZED (-iajdO, COMMERCIALIZING], 1. to put on a business

basis; apply commercial methods to, 2, to make the

profit motive dominant in: make or do maMy for

profit. 3. to put on the market; make a commodity of.

com-mer cial-ly flra-inur'shal-i), adv. 1. in a commer-
cial manner. 2. from the viewpoint of business.
commercial paper, checks, promissory notes, bills of

exchange, ana other negotiable paper used in business.
commercial traveler, [British], a traveling salesman.
com-mi-nate (kom'g-naV), v.t. & v.i. [COMMINATBD
(4d) COMMENTATING], [< L. comminatus, pp. of com-
minari, to threaten; com-, intens. -f minari, to threaten],
1. to threaten, especially with anathema. 2. to curse
or bail solemnly; anathematize.
corn-mi-na-tion (kom's-na'shan), n. (L. comminatio;
see COMMINATB], 1. a threat or denunciation. 2. in the
Anglican* Church, a recital of divine threats against
sinners.

com-mtn-a-to-ry (ks-min'9-t6r
f
i, kom'in.-9-to'ri), adj.

[see COMMINATEJ, threatening; denunciatory.
Commines. see Comines, Philippe de.
com mln-gle (ka-mir/gl), v.t. & l?.i. to mingle together;
intermix; mend.
com-mi-nute (kom'g-nut', kom's-nootO. vM (COM-
MINUTED (-id), COMMINUTING], [< L. atmminwtus, pp. of
comminuere, to make small; com~, intens. 4* mwwerei to
make small; cf. MINOR], to reduce to small, fee par?
tides; make into powder; pulverize.

corn-mi nu tion (kom's-nu'shan, kom'a-noo'shan), n.
a comminuting or being comminuted; pulverization,,.
com mis er a ble Ck^niiz'er-a-bl), adj. worthy of com-
miseration; pitiable.
corn-miser ate (ks-misc'er-St'), v.t. [COMMISERATED
(-id), COMMISERATING], [< L. commiserates, pp. of corn-
miserari, to pity; com-, intens. -f miserari, to pity : cf.

MISERY], to feel or show sorrow or pity for; sympathize
with in distress, v.i. to condole (with).
com-mis-er a-tion (ka-miz'Sr-2'snan), n. [L. commis-
eratio, part of an oration meant to arouse pity], pity;
compassion; a commiserating. SYN. see pity.
com mis-er-a tiye (ka-miz'er-S'tiv, ka-imVeW-tiv),
adj. commiserating.
com-mis-sar (komVsar', kom's-sar'), n. [Fr, commis-
saire; LL. commissarius; see COMMISSARY], 1. a com-
missioner. 2. [Russ. komissar], formerly, the head of
any of the commissariats in the republics of the Soviet
Union: now officially called minister.

com-mis-sar-i-al (kom's-s^r'i-sl), adj. of a commissary.
com-mis-sar-i at (kom'Q-str'i-at), n. [Fr. < commis-
saire; see COMMISSAR], 1. those branches of an army

which provide food and supplies for the troops. 2. food

supply. 3. the office of a commissar. 4. a department
headed by a commissar. 5. [Russ. komissariatl, for-

merly, any of the government departments in the

republics of the Soviet Union: now officially called

ministry. 6. a group of commissars.
com-mis-sar-y (kom'a-ser'i), n. [pi. COMMISSARIES

(-iz)] f [ME. commissarie; LL. commtssanus < com-

missu^* pp. of committere; see COMMIT], 1. a person to

whom some duty is given by authority; representative;

deputy; specifically, a) in France, a police official, b)

a person representing a bishop in a part of nis diocese.

c) in the Soviet Union, a commissar. 2. formerly, a)

an army officer in charge of providing soldiers with food

and other supplies, b) the buildings and personnel
in his charge. 3. a store in a lumber camp, army camp,
etc., where food and supplies can be obtained.

com-mis-sion (ka-mish'on), n. [ME.; OPr.; LL. com-

missio, delegation of business to anyone < L. commissus,

pp. of committere; see COMMIT], 1. an authorization to

perform certain duties or tasks, or to take^ on ^certain

powers. 2. a document giving such authorization. 3.

authority to act for another. 4. a thing that a person is

authorized to do for another. 5.
%
the state of being

authorized to perform certain duties or tasks. 6. a

group of people chosen to perform specified duties. 7. a

committing; doing. 8, the thing done. 9. a percentage
of the money taken in on sales, given as pay to a sales-

clerk or agent, usually in addition to salary or wa^es.
10. in military usage, a) an official certificate conferring

rank; specifically, a document issued b^ the President,

making one a commissioned officer in the United
States armed forces. ) the rank thus granted. Abbrevi-
ated Com. (in a title), comm. v.t. 1. to give a commis-
sion to. 2. to authorize; empower. 3. in nautical usage,
to put (a vessel) into service. SYN. see authorize,
in commission, 1. in use. 2. in fit condition for use.
out of commission, 1. not in use. 2. not in fit condi-

tion for use.
corn-mis sion-alre (kss-mish'an-^r'), n. [Fr.], a person
commissioned to do errands or small tasks, as a porter,
doorkeeper, messenger, etc.

corn-mis sioned fks-mish'snd), ud?/ [pp. of commission],
holding rank in the armed forces by a commission from
the proper authority: the lowest rank of commissioned
officer in the United States Army is second lieutenant,
in the Navy, ensign.
corn-mis sion-er O-co-mish'sn-er) , n. 1. a person author-
ized to do certain things by a commission or warrant.
2. a member of a commission. 3. an official in charge of
a governmental department: as, a commissioner of high-
ways. 4. one of a group chosen to govern a local polit-
ical unit. Abbreviated Com., Comr. (as a title), comm.
com mis sion-er ship (k^mish'an-gr-ship/) , n. [see
-SHIP], the office or position of a commissioner.
commission house, a stockbroker's office that buys
and sells stock for customers on a commission basis.
commission merchant, a person who buys or sells

goods for others and is paid a commission by tnem.
commission plan, a form of city government in which
all legislative and administrative powers are in the
hands of an elected commission (usually five or six

members) instead of a mayor and council.
com-mis-su-ral (ka-mish'yoo-rsl, kom'i-syoor'al), adj.
of, or of the nature of, a commissure.
com-mis-sure (kom's-shoorO, n. [Fr.; L. commissura
< commissus, pp. of committere; see COMMIT], 1. a line
of union between two parts; joint ; seam. 2. m anatomy,
a band of fibers joining symmetrical parts, as of the
right and left sides of the brain and spinal cord.

com-mit (ka-mitOt v.t. [COMMITTED (-id), COMMITTING],
[ME. committen; L. committere, to bring together, com-
mit; com-, together + mittere, to send], 1. to give in

'charge or trust; deliver for safekeeping; consign: as, we
commit has fame to posterity. 2. to put officially in
custody- or confinement: as, he was committed to prison.
3. to db or perpetrate, as an offense or crime. 4. to
ple%; braC; engage: as, committed to %ht for slum
ctearamce. 5. to refer (a bill* etc.) to a committee.
commit'to incmory; to memorize; learn by heart.
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tution for the mentally ill, etc. 3. making a person
liable to such commitment: said of offenses.
com-mit-tal (ks-mitH) commitment.
commit tee (k^-mit'i), n. [Anglo-Fr. committS for Fr.
commis, pp. of commettre, to commit; L. committere; see
COMMIT], 1. a group of people chosen, as from the
members of a legislature or club, to consider some
matter or to function in a certain capacity. 2, in low,
a. person to whom someone or something is given in

charge. Abbreviated Com. (in a title), comm,
in committee, under consideration by a committee, as
a resolution or bill.

com-mit*tee-man (ka-mit'i-msn), n. [pi. COMMITTEE-
MEN (-man)j, a member of a committee.
committee of the whole, a committee comprising all

the members present of a legislative body, etc. to permit
operating under rules of order different from those used
in a regular session.

com-mit-tee-wom-an (ko-mit'i-woom'an), n. [pi. COM-
MITTEEWOMEN (-wim'm)], a woman member of a
committee.
corn-mix (ks-miks', ko-miksOf v.t. & v.i. [back-forma-
tion < commixt; L. commixtus; see COMMIXTURE],
[Archaic or Poetic], to mix together; blend.

corn-mix*ture (ka-miks'cher, ko-miks'cher), n. [L.
commixture < commixtus, pp. of commiscere, to mix
together; com-, together + miscere; see MIX], a mixture.

corn-mode (ka-mod'), n. [Fr,, chest of drawers < com-
mode, convenient, suitable; L. commodus, suitable; see
COM- & MODE], i. a high headdress worn by women
around 1700. 2. a chest of drawers. 3. a movable
washstand. 4. a piece of furniture containing a cham-
ber pot. 5. a toilet: euphemistic term.
com-mo-di-ous (ke-mo'di-ss) , adj. [ME., convenient;
OFr. commodieux; LL. commodiosus < commodus, suit-

able; see COM- & MODE], spacious; roomy.
com-mod-i-ty (ks-mod'a-ti), n, [pi. COMMODITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. commoditt, comfort, convenience; L. commoditas,
fitness, adaptation < commodus, suitable; see COM- &
MODE], 1. any useful thing. 2. anything bought and
sold; any article of commerce.
commodity money, a proposed system of currency
whose unit (commodity dollar} would have a fluctuating
gold value determined at regular intervals on the
basis of an official index of commodity prices.

com-mo-dore (kom'a-dor', kom'a-dor'), n, [earlier com-
madore, commandore; prob., with Sp. or Port, influence,

< Fr. commandeur; see COMMANDER], 1. in the United
States Navy, an officer ranking just above a captain and
just below a rear admiral: the rank was abolished in

1899 but temporarily restored in World War II. 2. m
the British Navy, a captain temporarily heading a

squadron or division of a fleet: the title is unofficial and
carries no rating. 3. a courtesy title given to the presi-

dent of a yacht club, the senior captain of a merchant
fleet, etc. Abbreviated Com. (as a title).

Gom-mo-dus (kom'o-das), n. (Lucius Aelius Aurdius
Commodus}, emperor of Rome (180-192 A.D.); lived

161-192 A.D.
com-mon (korn'an), adj. [ME. commun; OFr. comun;
L. communis (OL. commomos), shared by all or many;
exactly akin to AS. gemaene, public, general (cf. MEAN,
common) ; < com-, with + munus, obligatory services,

duties, etc.: IE. base *mei-, to barter, exchange; cf.

IMMUNE], 1. belonging equally to, or shared by, every
one or all: as, the five of us have common interests. 2.

belonging to the community at large; public. 3. of,

from, by, or to all. 4. general; prevalent; widespread.
5. familiar: usual; met with frequently. 6. ordinary;

undistinguished. 7. having no rank: as, a common
soldier. 8. below ordinary; hence, 9. not refined;

vulgar; low; coarse. 10. in grammar, a) designating a

noun that refers to any of a group or class, as book,

apple, street; opposed to proper, b) designating gender
that is either masculine or feminine: as, child is of

common gender. 11. in mathematics, belonging equally
to two or more quantities: as, a common denominator.
Abbreviated com. n. 1. pi [Obs. in sing.], the people;
the common people. 2. sometimes pi. land owned or used

by all the inhabitants of a place; tract of open public
land: as, Boston Commons. 3. [sometimes C-], in eccle-

siastical usage, a service suitable for any of a class of

festivals. 4. in law, the right that a person has, in

common with the owner or others, in the land or waters

of another. , , ,

in common, equally with, or shared by, all concerned.

SYN. common refers to that which is^met with most fre-

quently or is shared by all or most individuals in a group,

body, etc., and may imply prevalence, usualness, or, in a

depreciatory sense, inferiority (a common belief, a comtwn

hussy) ; general implies connection with all or nearly all of a

kind, class, or grpup and stresses extensiveness (general, unrest

among the people); ordinary implies accordance with the

regular or custoinary pattern, stressing commonplaceness and
lack of special distraction (an ordinary workday); familiar

applies to that wMch is widely known and readily recognized
(a familiar feeling) ; popular and, in this connection, vulgar
imply widespread currency, acceptance, or favor among the

general public or the common people (a popular song, Vulgar
Latin). See also mutual. AJVT. unusual, exceptional.
com-mon a-ble (kom'an-a-b*!), adj. [see COMMON, ., 2],
1. allowed to pasture on land owned by the village,
town, etc. 2. held in common.
com-mon-age (kom'an-ij), n. [see COMMON, n., 2 &
-AGE], 1. the right to pasture cattle, sheep, etc. on land
owned by the village, town, etc. 2. the state of land
owned in common. 3. the land so owned. 4. the
common people; commonaltv.
com-mon-al-ty (kom'an-sl-ti), n. [pi. COMMONALTIES
(-tiz)l, [ME. comonalte; OFr. communalte; see COM-
MUNAL], I . the common people; people not of the upper
classes. 2. people in general. 3. a body corporate or
its membership.
common carrier, a person or company in the business
of transporting passengers or goods for a fee: so called
because it undertakes to serve all without discrimination.
common council, in some cities, towns, etc., the repre-
sentative lawmaking body.
common denominator, a common multiple of the
denominators 9f two or more fractions: as, 10 is a
common denominator of I /2 and 3/5.
common divisor, a number or quantity that divides
two or more numbers or quantities without a remainder;
factor common to two or more numbers: as. 6 is a
common divisor of 6, 12, and 36.

com-mon-er (kom'an-er), n. [ME. comuner < comun;
see COMMON], 1. a person not of the nobility; member
of the common people. 2. [Rare], a member of the
British House of Commons. 3. at Oxford University, a
student who does not have a fellowship or scholarship,
and therefore pays for his food (called commons}.
common fraction, a fraction with the numerator separ-
ated from the denominator by a diagonal or horizontal
line, as 5/11 or f.

common law, the unwritten law of a country based on
custom, usage, and the decisions of law courts, as con-
trasted with statute law: abbreviated cJ.: it is now
largely codified by legislative definition.

com*mon-law marriage (kom'9n-16'), in law, a mar-
riage not solemnized by religious or civil ceremony but
effected by agreement to live together as husband and
wife: authorized by statute in some States.
common logarithm, in mathematics, a logarithm
having 10 for its base.

com-mon-ly (kom'an-li), adv. in a common manner;
usually; ordinarily: abbreviated com.
common man, one of the common people.common measure, in music, common time.
common multiple, in mathematics, a multiple of each
of two or more quantities: as, 12 is a common multiple
of 2, 3, 4 and 6.

common people, the people of the world, of a country,
etc. who are not of the upper classes; masses.

com-mon-place (kom'sn-plas'), n. {lit. transl. of L.
locus communis; Gr. koinos topos, general topicJ, 1.

originally, a passage marked for reference, or a collec-

tion of such passages in a book called a commonplace
book; hence, 2. a trite remark; truisxn; platitude. 3.

anything common or ordinary: as, the airplane is now a
commonplace, adj. ordinary; neither new nor inter-

esting; obvious and trite. SYN. see platitude, trite.

common pleas, in law, civil suits between private
parties,
Common Prayer* the prayer book of the Anglican
Communion; Book of Common Prayer.
com-mons (kom'anz), n.pL [see COMMON], 1. the com-
mon people; people not of the upper classes; common-
alty. 2. [construed as sing.], provisions or food pro-
vided for meals in common for all members of a group;
especially, 3. such food provided by a college at a fixed

charge; hence, 4. a room, building, table, or tables

where such food is served. 5. any dining room at a
college or similar institution.
the Commons, the House of Commons; lower house of

Parliament in Great Britain or Canada.
common school, a public elementary school: also called

grade school.

com-mon-sense (kom'an-sens') , adj. having or showing
common sense; sound and practical; sensible.

common sense, 1, originally, the faculty which sup-
posedly united and interpreted impressions of the five

senses; hence, 2. practical judgment or intelligence;

ordinary good sense.
common stock, ordinary capital stock in a company,
without a definite dividend rate or the privileges of

preferred stock, but usually giving its owner a vote at
shareholders' meetings in proportion to his holdings.
common time, in music, a rhythm of two beats to the
measure or any multiple of this; especially, 4/4 time:
also called common measure.
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com-mon weal (kom/an-weT), n. 1. the ptiblic good;
the general welfare. 2. [Archaic], a commonwealth.
Also common weal.

CQm-men-wealth (kom'an-welthOt n. [see COMMON &
WEALTH]* 1. the people of a nation or state: body
politic; hence, 2. a nation or state in which tnere is

self-government; democracy or republic: abbreviated
comm. 3, [C-J, any of the dominions in the British
Commonwealth of Nations; especially, Australia (offi-
cial title, Commonwealth of Australia). 4. loosely, any
State of the United States: strictly, Kentucky, Mary-
land, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, or Virginia, which
are so termed by charter. 5. [Obs.], the general welfare;
commonweal,
the Commonwealth, the government in England under
the Cromwells and, later, Parliament from 1649-1660.

Commonwealth of the Philippines, see Philippine
Islands.
com-mo-tion (ka-mo'shan) , n. [L. commotio < com-
motus, pp. of commonere* to move, disturb; cow-, to-

gether -|- mavere, to move; see MOTION, MOVE], violent
motion; turmoil;_agitation; confusion; disturbance.

corn-move (ks-moov'), v.t. [ME. commoeven; OFr. com-
moveir; L. commovcre; com-, intens. + movere; see

MOVE], to move strongly; agitate; disturb; excite.

corn-mil nal (kom'yoo-nl, ka-mu'n'l), adj. [Fr.; L,
communalis], 1. of a commune or communes. 2. of a
community: belonging to the community; public.
com-mu-nal-ism (kom'yoo-n'1-iVm, ka-mu/nl-iz'm),
n. [Fr. communalisme], a theory or system of govern-
ment in which communes or local communities have
virtual autonomy within a federated state,

com-mu-nal-ist (kom'yoo-n'1-ist, ka-mu'nl-ist), n. a
person who advocates conununalism or lives under it.

com-tnu
:
nal-Is-tic (kom'yoo-n'l-is'tik, ks-mu'n'1-is'-

tik), adj. of or characterized by communalism.
com-mu-naHze (kom'yoo-n'1-iz', ka-mu'nl-tzOf *>*

[COMMUNALIZED (-izd'), COMMUNALIZINGJ, to make
communal; make (something) the property of the
entire community.
Corn-mil-nard (kom'yoc-nard') , n. [Fr.], a person who
supported or took part in the Commune of Paris (1871).
com-mime (ks-mun'), v.L [COMMUNED (-mundO, COM-
MUNING], [ME. communen; OFr. comuner, to make
common, share < comun (see COMMON); also < OFr.
communier* to administer the sacrament; L. communi-
care, to partake, communicate (see COMMUNICATE)],
1. to hold intimate converse. 2. to receive Holy Com-
munion, n. (kom'un), intimate converse; communion.
commune with oneself, to think; ponder.

corn-mime (kom'un), n. [Fr.; L. communia, pi. of

commune, lit., that which is common < communis; see
COMMON], I. the common people. 2. a community.
3. the smallest administrative district of local govern-
ment in France, Belgium, and some other countries in

Europe: abbreviated com.
the Commune, I. the revolutionary government of
Paris from 1792 to 1794. 2. the revolutionary gov-
ernment -established in Paris on March 18, 1871, at
the close of the Franco-Prussian War, and suppressed
by the Versailles government on May 28, 1871.

com-mu-ni-ca-biM-ty (kg-mu'ni-ka-bil'a-ti), n. the
quality of being communicable.

corn-mil ni-ca-ble (ka-mu'ni-ko-b'l), adj. [Fr.], 1. that
can be communicated: said of thoughts, etc. 2. that
can be transmitted: said of a disease, etc. 3. [Archaic],
talkative.

cora-mu-ni-cant (ka-mu'ni-kant), n. [< L. communi-
cans, ppr. of communicare\, 1. a person who receives
Holy Communion or belongs to a church that cele-
brates this sacrament: as, a communicant of the Catholic
Church. 2. a person who communicates information.
adj. communicating.
com-mu-ni cate (ka-mu'na-kat') v.L [COMMUNICATED
(-id), COMMUNICATING], f< L. communicates, pp. of
communicate, to impart, snare, lit., to make common <
communis; see COMMON], 1. to impart; pass along;
transmit. 2. to make known; give (mformation, mes-
sages, etc.). v*L 1. to receive Holy Communion. 2. to
give, or give and receive, information, signals, or mes-
sages in any way, as by talk, gestures, writing, etc. 3.
to be C9nnected : as, the living room communicates with
the dining room.

corn-mil ni cation (ko-mu'ns-ka'shsn), n. [Fr.; L.
commnnicalio; see COMMUNICATE], 1. a transmitting.
2. a giving, or giving and receiving, of information,
signals, or messages by talk, gestures, writing, etc. 3.
the information, message, etc. 4. a means of communi-
cating; specifically, a) pL a system for sending and
receiving messages, as by telephone, telegraph, radio,
etc. V) pL a system for moving troops and materiel.

c) a passage or way forgetting from one place to another.
5. the science and art of communicating as a branch of

. study., Abbreviated com., comm.
communications zone, in military usage, the area be-
tween the zone of the interior and the combat zone,
serving as a center for communications, supply, evacua-
tion of wounded, troop replacements, etc.
com-mu ni ca live (ka-mu'ns-ka'tiv, ka-mu'ni-ka-tiv),

adj. L giving information readily; talkative. 2. of

communication.
com*mu-nl-ca-tor (ks-mu'ns-ka'ter), n. [L., a |>ersoii
who participates], a person or thing that communicates,
com-mu-ni'Ca'to-ry (ks-mu'ni-ka-tpr i, ka-mu'ni-ka-

to'ri), adj. [Rare], of communication or tending to

communicate.
convmun-ion (ka-mun'yan), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. com-
munio < communis; see COMMON], 1. a sharing; posses-
sion in common; participation. 2. a communing; shar-

ing one's thoughts and emotions with another or others;
intimate converse. 3. an intimate spiritual relation-

ship. 4. a group of people professing the same religious
faith and practicing the same rites. 5. [C-] r a sharing in,

or celebrating of, the Eucharist (Holy Communion).
com-mun-ion'ist (ka-mun/yan-ist), n. 1. a person who
believes in a definite theory about Holy Communion.
2. a person who receives Holy Communion.
com-mu-ni-qu4 (ka-mu'ns-ka', ka-mu'na-ka'), n.

[Fr. < communiquert to communicate < L. communi-
care, lit., to make common], an official communication
or bulletin, as of military operations for a certain period,
com-mu-nism (kom'yoo-niz'm), n. [Fr. communisme
< L. communis; see COMMON], 1. a) an economic theory
or system of the ownership of all property by the com-
munity as a whole, 6) a theory or system of the^owner-

ship of all means of production (and distribution) by
the community or society, with all members of the

community or society sharing in the work and the

products; specifically, such a system as practiced in the

Soviet Union since 1917, and later in China, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and other communist countries, theo-

retically based on the doctrines of Marx, Engels, Lenin,
and, latterly, Stalin, characterized by state planning
and control of the economy, ruthless suppression of all

opposition political parties and all deviation within the

Party, and the suppression of individual liberties under
a dictatorship; since 1940 expansionist by military
action and subversion in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Czechoslovakia, etc. 2. [often C-], a) a political move-
ment for establishing such a system. 6) the doctrines,
methods, etc. of the Communist parties. 3. loosely,
communalism,
com-mu-nist (kom'yoo-nist), n. [Pr. communiste], 1.

an advocate or supporter of communism. 2. [C-], a

member of a Communist party, adj. 1. of, charac-
teristic of, or like communism or communists. 2.

advocating or supporting communism. Abbreviated
Com.
com-mu-niS'tic (kom'yoo-nis'tik), adj. communist.
com-mu-nis-ti-cal'ly (kom'yoo-mVti-kl-i, kom'yoo-
nis'tik-li), adv. 1. in a communistic manner. 2.

toward communism: as, communistically inclined.

Communist International, the Comintern.
Communist Manifesto, a document written in 1848

by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, summarizing their

theory and program of communism.
Communist Party, a political party based on the prin-

ciples of communism as developed by Mane, Engels,
Lenin, and Stalin: dedicated to the establishment of

international communism: abbreviated C.P.
com-mu-ni-tar-i-an (kQ-mu'ng-tSr'i-on), n. a member
or advocate of a communistic community.
com-mu-ni-ty (ka-mu'na-ti) , n. [pi COMMUNITIES
(-tiz)] t [ME. comunete; OFr. communitZ; L. communitas,
community, fellowship < communis; see COMMON], 1.

the people living in the same district, city, etc., under
the same laws. 2. the district, city, etc. where they
live. 3. a group of animals or plants living together in

the same environment. Abbreviated com. 4. a group
of people living together and having^interests, work, etc,

in common: as, a college community. t
5. society; the

public. 6. ownership or participation in common: as,

community of social life. 7. similarity; likeness.

community center, a meeting place where people liv-

ing in the same community may carry on cultural,

recreational, or social activities.

community chest (or fund), a fund collected annually
in many cities and towns by; private contributions and
used for various sorts of social welfare work.
community singing, singing by all those present at a

gathering.
com-mu-iii-za*tion (kom/yoo-ni-za'shsn, kom'yoo-nl-
za'shan), n. a communizing or being communized,

com-mu'nJtee'CKfoin'yoo-nizO* vt. [COMMIEJNIZED (-nizdO.
COMMUNIZING], 1. to subject to communal ownership
and control. 2. to cause to become communistic,
com-mut-a-bil-t-ty (ko-mui'^bil'a-ti) , n. the quality of

being commutable.
corn-mut a-ble (ko-mut'a-bl), adj* |L. commutabilis],
that can be commuted; Interchangeable.
com mu tate (kom'yoo-tat') v.t. [COMMUTATED (-id),

COMMUTATING], [backrformat^on < fommutation}% to

change the direction of (an 'electric cth;er
"v Li~

to change (alternating currtenit) 'to v dlre
commu ta-tion (kom'yoo-ta'shM], n.
mutatio, a changing < commutators,
see COMMUTE], 1. an exchange; siitl

substitution of one kind of payment for ;

it) ; ekpecxajly,
"*

current.

iw_rl; L. com-
of commutare;" ' '

ft tip
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the payment made in such substitution. 4. daily or
regular travel by train, etc. between an outlying district
and one's place of work in the city; use of a commuta-
tion ticket. 5. in electricity, change of the direction of a
current by a commutator. 6. in law, a change of a
sentence or punishment to one that is less severe.
commutation ticket, a ticket entitling the holder to
travel back and forth, as on a railroad, a specified
number of times or during a specified period: it gives
transportation at a fixed, reduced rate.

corn-mil-ta-tlve (ka-mu'ta-tiv, kom'yoo-ta'tiv), adj*
of commutation; involving substitution.
commutative law, in logic, a law stating that the
order in which the elements of certain operations are

given is immaterial, as in arithmetic, 6 times 9 is the
same as 9 times 6.

com-mu-ta-tor (kom'yoo-ta'te'r), n [< L commutatus,
pp. of commutare (see COMMUTE) ; + -or], i a device for

changing the direction of an electric current;, especially
for changing alternating current to direct current. 2. in
a dynamo or motor, a revolving part that collects the
current from, or distributes it to, the brushes: see

dynamo, illus.

com-mute (ks-muf), v.L [COMMUTED (-id), COMMUT-
ING], [L. commutare, to change; com-, intens. -f mutare,
to change], 1. to exchange; substitute. 2. to change
(an obligation, sentence, punishment, etc.) to one that
is less severe. 3. in electricity, to comimitate. v4. 1.

to be a substitute. 2. to substitute payment in a lump
sum, often reduced, for payment in installments. 3. to
travel daily or regularly by train, etc. between an out-

lying district and one's place of work in the city; use a
commutation ticket.
corn-milt-er (ka-raut'eY), n. a person who travels daily
or regularly by train, etc. between an outlying district

and his place of work in the city.
com-mu-tu*al (ka-mu'choo-al), adj. mutual.
Com-ne-nus (kom-ne'nas), n. [pi. COMNENI (-ni)J, a
member of a ruling family of the Byzantine Empire
(1057-1059; 1081-1185), which included Alexius I.

Cb-mo (ko'mo), n. La lake in northern Italy; area, 56
sq. mi. 2. a city on this lake: pop., 53,000.
Co-mores (kd'mor'), n,pL the Comoro Islands: the
French name.

Com-o-rin, Cape (kom's-rin), a cape at the southern-
most tip of India.
Com-o-ro Islands (kom's-ro'), a group of French islands
in the Indian Ocean, between Mozambique and Mada-
gascar: area, 790 sq. mi.: pop., 129,000.
co-mose (ko'mos), adj. [L. comosus < coma, hair], in

botany, having a coma (tuft of hairs) ; hairy.
comp., 1. companion. 2. comparative. 3. compare.
4. compiled. 5. compiler. 6. composer. 7. composition.
8. compositor. 9. compound. 10. compounded.

corn-pact (ksm-pakf; also for adj., and for n. always,
kom'pakt'; adj. [L- compactus, concentrated, pp. of

compingere, to fasten together < corn-, with, together
4- pangere, to fix, fasten], 1. closely and firmly packed;
dense; solid. 2. taking little space; arranged neatly
in a small space. 3. brief; terse. 4. composed (of).
v.L 1. to pack or join firmly together. 2. to make
by joining or putting together. 3. to condense, n.

1. [< the adj., 2], a small case containing a mirror,
face powder, and, sometimes, rouge. 2. [L. compactum
< compactus, pp. of compacisci, to agree together <
same base as compingere], an agreement between two
or more individuals, states, etc.; covenant. SYN. see
close.

icom-pa-gnie (koVpa/nye'), n. [Fr.], company.
tcotn-pa-nl-a (k6m'pa-nye'S), n. [Sp.], company.
com-pan-ion fem-pan'yaai), n. [MM. compamoun; QPr.
compaignon; LL. *companw, lit., bread fellow, mess-
mate < L. com-, withal)- panis, bread; cf. LORD], 1. a
person who associatjr with or accompanies another or

others; associate; cJmrade. 2. a person employed to
live or travel witeh another: abbreviated comp. 3.

[C-], a member of #he lowest rank in an order of knight-
hood, 4* a thjjQg, that matches another in. sort, color,

etc.; one of a set of things, v.t. to accompany; be vftih
as a companion!. -^~SYN^see associate.

com-pan-ion (kam.-pan'ysm), n. [D. kamfagne, quarter-
deck < QFr. compagne, steward s room in a galley; It.

(camera Mia) compagna, (room, of
(the) company, crew;

see ,co^pitfYj, in nautical tisagp, 1* the covering at the

head.of a coinmnionwaj. 2., a compai^nwav,
com;j>a^4o*va

:piM-ty (ksiB-;paii'y3n-9-bil'9-ti) v n. the

qu^iiiy of being companionable. / , ^
com-pan-ion-a-ble (kam-pairysn-a-b 1) , pd). having
tlie qualities of a gooa companion; socia$,e; friendly.

Gom pan ion-a-bly (kQm-pan'yan-o-bli), adv. in a, com-
panionable manilef; sociably.
com pan-ion ate (ksm-pajp/yan-it) , adj. of or charac-

wish to stay married: divorce by mutual consent would
be permitted before children are born.

companion ladder, a ladder or stairs in a companion-
way.
corn-pan-ion-ship (kam-paa'ym-ship/), n- [companion
(comrade) -f -skip], 1. the relationship of companions;
fellowship. 2. a group of companions, 3. fC-J, the
lowest rank in an order of knighthood.
com-pan-ion-way (k^m-pan'yan-wa')* ra {companion
(of a ship) -j- way], 1. the stairway leading from the
deck of a ship to the cabins or space below. 2. the
space taken up by this stairway.
com-pa-ny (kum'p^ni), n. [pi. COMPANIES (-niz)J, [ME.& OFr. compaignie; LL. *campaniaf lit., group sJiarijig

bread; see COMPANION (comrade)], 1. companionship;
society. 2. a group of people. 3. a group of people who
have gathered for social purposes. 4. a habitual asso-
ciate or associates: as, people are judged by the company
they keep. 5. a group of people who have associated
for some purpose: as, a company of entertainers, a busi-
ness company. 6. the partners whose names are not
given in the title of a firm: as, John Smith and Com-
pany; abbreviated Co., co. 7. [Cqlloq.], a guest or
guests; visitor or visitors. 8. in military usage, a body
of troops, the lowest administrative unit, normally
under tne command of a captain and usually a sub-
division of a regiment: equivalent to battery (artillery),
flight (air forces), troop (cavalry). 9. in nautical usage,
the whole crew of a ship, including officers, v.t. {COM-
PANIED (-nid), COMPANYING], [Archaic], to accompany;
go with as a companion. v.L [Archaic}, to keep
company. SYN. see troop,
bear company, to accompany.
keep company, 1. to associate (with). 2. to go to-

gether; associate habitually: said especially of a
couple intending to get married.

part company, 1. to stop associating (with). 2. to
separate and go in different directions.

company officer, in military usage, any commissioned
officer below the rank of major.
company union, an organization of workers in one
company, factory, or business establishment, not affili-

ated with any group of labor unions: the term generally
implies control by the employers.
compar., comparative.
com-pa-ra-biM-ty (kom'per-a-bil's-ti), n. the quality
or state of being comparable.

com-pa-ra-ble (kom'per-s-bl), adj. [L. ampqrabttisl,
1. that can be compared; having characteristics in
common. 2. worthy of comparison.
com-pa-ra-bly (kom'pSr-s-bli), adv. 1. in a comparable
manner. 2. to a comparable degree.
com-par-a-tive (ksm-par'a-tiv), adj. [L. comparativus],
1. that compares; involving comparison as a method,
especially in a branch of study: as, comparative anatomy
deals with the anatomical similarities and. diflfecefices
in man and the lower animals* 2. estimated by com-
parison with something elsej relative: as, comparative
happiness. 3. in grammar, designating the second <$ep?ee
of comparison of adjectives and adverbs; eeqpiressuig.a
greater degree of a quality than that expressed in the
positive degree. n in grammar* 1. the comparative
degree: as, prettier and more beautiful are the compara-
tives of pretty and beauti/wl. 2. aii adjective or adverb
in the comparative degree. Abbreviated comp., compar.
comparative linguistics, the branch of linguistics
which discovers and describes genetic relationships
between languages.

com-par-a-tive-ly (kam-par'a-tiv-li), adv. 1. in a com-
parative manner. 2. by comparison; relatively.

cpm?pa-ra-tor (kom'pa-ra'teV), n. any of various
instruments for comparing some measfttrement or
other aspect of something, as length, brightness, etc.,

witt that of a fixed standard.

corn-pare (ksm-parf)* *>*' fcoMPARBi* (-prdO COM-
PA^ING], [Fr, comparer: L. comparare < com-, with 4-

$ar, equal; cf. cOMPtekkJ, 1. fid regard as similar; liken

tto}. 2. to examine in order to observe or discover
similarities or differences (often followed by with) : ab-
breviated cp. comp. (see also cf.). 3. in grammar, to
form the positive, comparative^ and superlative degrees
of (an adjective or adverb), tu. to be worthy of com-
parison (with)] be regarded as similar or equal, n.

froeticf, comparison.
beyond (or past or without) compare, without equal;
incomparably good, bad, great, etc.

SYftf- compare refers to a. literal or figurative putting to-

gether in order to note points of resemblance and difference,

and implies the weighing of parallel features for relative values

(60 ^Compare Shakespeare with Schiller} ; contrast implies a

comparing for the purpose of emphasizing; differences (to cpn~&t farm life with city life)j-eollate implies detailed, critical

comparison, specifically of, djferent versions of the same text.

comparison <Ic9m~par^-sfo)v * (ME.; OFr. compar-
comparat$t> < pp. of, comparare], 1. a com-

x-ocii. t foxe^n; *hypotoetical; < dewed fyom.
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paring or being compared ; estimation of similarities and
differences. 2. the quality of being capable or worthy
of comparison; similarity; likeness. 3. in grammar, the
modification of an adjective or adverb to show the
three degrees (positive, comparative, and superlative),
as long, longer, longest; good, better, best; slowly, more
slowly, most slowly. 4. in rhetoric, a figure of speech, as
a simile, by which things are compared.
In comparison with, compared with.
no comparison between, no basis for comparison be-
tween: implying great superiority of one person or

thing to another.

corn-part (ksm-part'), v.t. [< OPr. or L.; QFr. com-

parttr; L. compartiri < com-, intens. -f- partiri, partire;
see PART, v.], to divide into parts; subdivide; partition.

corn-parMnent (ksm-part'msnt), n. {ET.compartiment;
It. compartimento < L. com-, with -f- partiri, to divide <
pars, a part], 1. any of the divisions into which a space
is partitioned off. 2. a small, private section of a rail-

road car with sleeping accommodations.
coin-pass (kum'pss), v.t. [ME. compassen, cumpassen;
OFr. compasser, to go around;
LL. *compassare < L. com-, to-

gether -f passus, a step], 1. to go
round ;

make a circuit of. 2. to sur-
round completely; form a circle

around. 3. to grasp mentally ; un-
derstand; comprehend. 4. to

achieve; accomplish; gain: as, he
was unable to compass his ends.
5. [< the n., 1], to plan; plot; con-
trive (something harmful). 6.

[Obs.] to curve, n. [ME, corn-

Pas, cumpas, a circle, compass;
OPr. compos, a circle; prob. <
the .], 1. often pi. an instrument
consisting of two pointed legs con-
nected at one end by a j>ivot, used
for drawing arcs or circles and
taking measurements. 2. a
boundary; circumference. 3. an
enclosed area; hence, 4. range;
extent; reach; scope. 5. any of
various instruments for showing
direction, especially one consist-

ing of a magnetic needle swinging
freely on a pivot and pointing to
the magnetic north. 6. [Archaic],
a circuit; course. 7. in -music, the
range of a voice or instrument,
from its lowest to its highest tone.

adj. round; circular or semi- MARINER'S COMPASS
circular. SYN. see range.

com-pass-a-ble (kum'pss-a-bl), adj. that can be com-
passed; attainable.

compass card, the circular card over which the needle
of a compass swings, marked with the points of direc-
tion and, often, the degrees of the circle.

corn-pass-es (kum'pas-iz), n. pi. a compass (sense 1).

corn-pas-sion (kana-pasn'Qn), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL.

compqssio, sympathy < *compassus, pp. of compati, to
feel pity; L. com-, together 4- pati, to suffer], sorrow for
the sufferings or trouble of another or others, with the
urge to help; pity: deep sympathy. SYN. see pity,

com-pas-sion-ate (kam-pash'an-it), adj* feeling or show-
ing compassion; pitying; sympathizing deeply, v.t.

(ksm-pash'sn-at'), [COMPASSIONATED (-id), COMPAS-
SIONATING], to pity. SYN. see tender,

compass plant, any of various North American plants,
including the rosinweed, with large leaves lying in a
north-and-south direction.

compass saw, a handsaw with a narrow, tapering blade
for cutting curves.

com-pat-i-bil-i-ty (kom-pat's-bil'a-ti), n. [Fr. compati'
bilite], the quality of being compatible.

corn-pat'i-ble (kam-pat'a-b'l), adj. [Fr.: LL. compat-
ibilis < compati; see COMPASSION], capable of living to-
gether harmoniously or getting along well together;
in agreement; congruous (often followed by with).

com-pat-i-bly (kam-pat's-bli), adv. in a compatible
manner.
compatriot (k8m-pa'tri-9t, kam-pat'ri-ot), n. [Fr.

compatriots; LL. compatriota < L. corn-, with -f- LL.
pairiota; see PATRIOT], a fellow countryman, adj. of the
same country.
com pa tri-ot ism (kam-pa'tri-pt-iz'm, kam-pat'ri-at-
iz'mj, n. the fact or state of being compatriots.

corn-peer (kam-pgr', kom'pSr), n. (ME. compeer,
comper; OFr. compair; L. compar, equal; com-, with -f

par, equal; cf. COMPARE], 1. a person of the same rank
or status; equal; peer. 2. a companion; comrade.

corn-pel (kam-per), v.t. [COMPELLED f-peldOt COMPEL-
LING], [ME. compellen; OFr. compellir; L. compellere;
com-, together + pettere, to drive; cf. COMPULSION], 1.

to force; constrain. 2. to get or bring about by force.

3. to gather or drive together by force, as a flock. 4. to
cause to yield; overpower. SYN. see force,

com-pel-la-tion (kom'pa-la'shsn) , n. [L. compellatio <
compellare, to accost, address], 1. an addressing or

calling upon by a name or title. 2. the name or title

so used; appellation.
com pend (kom'pend), n. a compendium.
com-pen-di-ous (ksm-pen'di-ss), adj. [L. compendiosus,
short; see COMPENDIUM], containing all the essentials in
a brief form; concise and comprehensive.
com pen di um (kam-pen'di-am), n. [pi. COMPENDIUMS
(-amz), COMPENDIA (-&)], [L., a weighing together,
abridgment < compendere, to weigh together; com-,
together + pendere, to weigh], a summary or abstract
containing the essential information in a brief form;
concise, comprehensive treatise.

com-pen-sa-ble (kam-pen'sa-bl), adj. [Fr.; see COM-
PENSATE], entitling to compensation, as an injury.
corn-pen sate (kom'pan-sat'), v.t. [COMPENSATED (-id),

COMPENSATING], [< L. compensatus, pp. of compensare,
to weigh together, weigh one thing against another;
com-, with -f- pensare, freq. of pendere, to weigh], 1. to
make up for; be a counterbalance to in weight, force,
etc. 2. to make equivalent return to: recompense;
pay: as, the government compensated the owners for
the land taken from them. 3. in mechanics, to counter-
act or make allowance for (a variation) . 4. in psychol-
ogy, to disguise (an undesired trait) by exaggerating a
desired or socially approved one. v.i. to make com-
pensation; make amends. SYN. see pay.
com-pen-sa-tion (kom'pan-sa'shan), n. [L. compen-
satio}, 1. a compensating or being compensated. 2. an
instance or means of this. 3. anything given as an
equivalent, or to make amends for a loss, damage, etc.;

recompense; remuneration; pay. 4. in biology, the
counterbalancing of a defect in the structure or function
of a part by a greater activity or development of another
or other parts. 5. in psychology, an attempt to disguise
an undesired trait by exaggerating a desired or socially
approved trait.

com-pen-sa-tion-al (kom'pan-sa'shan-'l), adj. of or as

compensation.
compensation balance, a balance wheel in a watch or

clock, for counteracting variations in temperature.
com-pen-sa-tive (kom'pon-sa'tiv, kam-pen'sa-tiv), adj.
compensating or serving to compensate.
com pen sa-tor (kom'pan-sa'tSr), n. 1. a person or

thing that compensates. 2. any of various mechanical
or electrical devices used to equalize, counteract, or
correct deviations in speed, direction, flow, etc.
com pen sa to ry (kam-pen'sa-tdr'i, kam-pen'sa-to'ri),
adj. compensating or serving to compensate.
corn-pete (kern-pet'}, w.i. [COMPETED (-id), C9MPETING],
[L. competere, to strive together for, be qualified; com-,
together -f- petere, to seek], 1. to enter into or be in

rivalry; strive in opposition; contend; vie. 2. to enter
or participate (in a contest, athletic meet, etc.).

com-pe-tence (kom'pa-tans), n, [Fr. competence; L.

competentia, a meeting, agreement < competens, ppr, of

competere; see COMPETE], 1. sufficient means for one's
needs or for a comfortable existence. 2. ability; skill; fit-

ness. 3. in law, legal qualification, power, or jurisdiction.
com-pe-ten-cy (kom'pa-tan-si), n. competence.
com pe tent (kom'pa-tant) , adj. [Fr. competent; L. com-
petens, ppr. of competere; see COMPETE], 1. well quali-
fied; capable; fit: as, a competent doctor. 2. sufficient;
adequate: as, a competent understanding of law. 3. per-
missible or properly belonging (with to). 4. in law,
legally qtwJMed, authorized, or fit. SYN. see able.

com-pe-ti-tiobsJkom'ps-tish'on), n. [L. competitio], 1.

a competing; rr%alry. 2. a contest; match. 3, official

participation in V
t3f^pm.ized sport. 4. opposition, or

effective opposition, uhi contest or match. 5. business
rivalry; competing for cti^omers or markets.
SYN. competition denotes^ striving for the same object,
position, prize, etc., usually m\iccordance with certain fixed

rules; rivalry implies keen competition between opponents
more or less evenly matched, and, unqualified, it often suggests
unfriendliness or even hostility; emulation implies endeavor
to equal or surpass in achievement, character, etc. another,
usually one greatly admired.

com-pet-i-tive (kam-pet'a-tiv), adj. of or involving
competition; based on or determined by competition.
competitor (kam-pet'a-tgr) , n. [L], > person who
competes, as a business rival.

compet-i;to-ry (kam-pet'a-ter'i, kam-pet'ai-to'ri), adj.
competitive.
Com-piegne (kon'pyen'y

1

), n. a town m northern
France: armistices between the Allies and Germany
(1918) and France and Germany (1940) signed here.

cpm.pi4a.tlon fkom'p'lra'shsn, kom'pi-la'shari), n.

[Fr.; L. compilatio, a pillaging; hence collection of docu-
ments < compilatus, pp. of compilare], 1. a compiHtpg.
2. something compiled, as a book, report, etc.

comjpile (kom-pllO, v.t. [COMPILED (-pad'), COMP
[MET. compilen- OFr. compiler; L. compilare, to
together, plunder; com-, together + pilare, to, compress, ,

ram down], 1. to gather an put, together (Hter&y
materials, tacts, etc.) in an orderly form. 1 to compose
(a book, etc.) by putting together materials gathered

.
rom various sources.

"
f

)

com-pla cence (kam-pla's'ns), n. coin^lacency* ^
complacency (kam-pla's'n-si), n. [I,, tity^lacens, ppf.
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of complafere, to foe very pleasing ; com-, with -f placere,
to please], 1. quiet satisfaction; contentment. 2. self-

satisfaction; smugness.
com-pla-cent (kam-pla's'nt), adj. [L. complacens; see
COMPLACENCY], I. self-satisfied: smug. 2* complaisant.
corn-plain (kam-planO, vd. [ME. compleinen; OFr. com-
plaindre; LL. complangere, orig., to beat the breast; L.
am~, with -j- plantere, to strike], 1, to express pain,
dissatisfaction, etc. 2. to find fault; declare annoyance.
3, to make an accusation; bring a formal charge.
com-plain-ant (ksm-plan'snt), n. [Anglo-Fr., ppr.], L
a person who complains. 2. in law, a person who files

a charge or makes the complaint in court; plaintiff.
corn-plaint (kam-plant') , n.

[
ME. & OPr. complainte <

complaindre], 1. a complaining; utterance of pain, dis-
comfort, dissatisfaction, etc. ; finding fault. 2. a subject
or cause for complaining ; grievance ; hence, 3. an illness ;

ailment. 4. in law, a formal charge or accusation.
com-plai-sance (kam-pla'z'ns, kom-pla's'ns, kom'pli-
zans7), n. [Fr. < cpmplaire; L. complacere; see COM-
PLACENCY], 1. willingness to please; disposition to be
obliging and agreeable; politeness; courtesy; compli-
ance. 2. an act or instance of this.

com-plai sant (kam-pla'z'nt, kam-pla's'nt, kom'pli-
zant7), adj. [Fr., ppr. of complaire; see COMPLAISANCE],
willing to please; obliging; polite; compliant.
com-plect (kam-plekt'), v.t. [L. complecti; see COMPLEX],
to twine together; interweave.
com plect ed (kam-plek'tid), adj. [altered < complex-
ionea], [Dial, or Colfoq,], complexioned.
com-plement (kom'pls-mant), n. (L. complementum,
that which fills up or completes M
< complete; see COMPLETE], 1.

that which completes or brings
to perfection. 2. the amount or
number needed to fill or complete.
3. an entirety: complete set. 4.

something added to complete a
whole; either of two parts that

complete each other. 5. in gram-
mar, a word or group of words
completing a predication. Ex-
amples: president in elect him
president (objective complement),
pretty in she was pretty (predicate
complement). 6. in immunology, a
protein in the blood or lymph
acting with immune bodies to
destroy bacteria. 7. in mathematics, the number of

degrees that must be added to a given angle or arc to
make it equal 90 degrees. 8. in music, the difference
between a given interval and the complete octave. 9.
in nautical usage, the full crew of officers and men
assigned to a ship. v.t. (kom'pfo-ment

7

), to make
complete; be a complement to.

com-ple-men tal (kom'pla-men't'l), adj. complemen-
tary.
com pie men-ta-ry (kom'pb-men'ter-i), adj. 1. acting
as a complement; completing. 2. mutually making up
what is lacking.
complementary angle, the angle that is the comple-
ment of another, sjpecified angle.
complementary colors, any two colors of the spectrum
that combine to form white or whitish light: if a disk
colored half yellow and half blue is rotated rapidly, it

looks white or gray.
complete (kam-plet'). adi. [ME. compleet; OFr.
complet; L. comflleius, pp. or complere, to fill up, com-
plete; com-, intens. + plere, to nHj, 1. lacking none of
the parts; full; whole; entire. 2. ended; finished; con-
cluded. 3. thorough; perfect. 4. [Archaic], accom-
plished; skilled; consummate. v.t. [COMPLETED (-id),

COMPLETING], 1. to aid; finish-; conclude. 2, to make
entire, thorough, or perfect.
S"YN complete implies inclusion of all that is needed for
the integrity, perfection, or fulfillment of something (a complete
set, complete control) ; full implies the inclusion of all that is

needed (a futt dozen) or all that can be held,, achieved* to,

(in full bloom) ; total implies an adding together of everything
without exceptipn (fatal number) and % in general applica-
tions, equivalent to complete (total abstinence) ; whole and
entire imply unbroken unity, stressing that not a single part,
individual, instance, etc. naf been omitted of climinisEed (the
whole student body, one's #z*ir atten&o^); intact is applied
to that which remains whole after pas*3>n$]hrottgji ari experience

5

that might have impaired it fthe tornado teffe tfee bam iwtatt}.
See also close.r-ANT. partial, defective?

'

'

*

completely (kam-plefU), adv. entirely; wholly;
thoroughly; fully; altogether.
com-ple-tion (ksm-ple'shsn), n. [LL. completioj, 1. a
completing; finishing. 2. the state of being completed,
com-plex Fkain-pleks'; also, and for n. always, kom'-
pleks), adj. [LL., closely connected; L. complexus,
lit,, a: wearing*or twining together, pp. of complecti,
to encircle, embrace < c@m~, with + plectere,to weave,

;
{
bra|.f

i tJL "'iou!s|^tig'
1 of 'two or more related parts..

plin

COMPLEMENT
arc YM complement
of arc WY; angle
YXM, complement
of angle WXY

2. involved; complicated ; intricate; not simple, n.
L a complex whole. 2. in psychoanalysis, a) a group
of

%
emotional attitudes associated with a particular

object, activity, etc. and remaining partly unconscious
but strongly mfluencing the individual's behavior, b)

popTikrly, an exaggerated dislike or fear; obsession.
S 3RV. complex refers to that which is made up of many
elaboratelv interrelated or mt4coiinected parts* so that much
study or knowledge is needed to understand or operate it (a

complex mechanism) ; complicated is applied to that which
is highly complex and hence very difficult to analyze, solve, or
understand (a complicated problem); intricate specifically
suggests a perplexiiigly elaborate interweaving of parts that is

difficult to follow (an intricate maze); Involved, in this con-
nection, is applied to situations, ideas, etc. whose parts are

thought of as intertwining in complicated* often disordered,
fashion (an imfdwed argument). ANT. simple.
complex fraction, a fraction with a fraction in its

numerator or denominator, or in both, as* 1 */: also
called compound fraction. 6 V<

com-plex-ion (kam-plek'shan), n. [ME. complexioun;
OFr. complexion, combination of humors, hence con-
stitution, temperament; L. complexio, combination, con-
nection < complexus; see COMPLEX], 1. originally, the
combination ofthe four humors, or the qualities of cold,
heat, dryness, and moisture, in certain proportions
believed to determine the temperament and constitu-
tion of the body; hence, 2. the temperament or con-
stitution. 3. the color, texture, and general appearance
of the skin, especially of the face. 4. general appearance ;

character: nature; aspect.
com-plex ioned (ksm-plek'shand), adj. having a (speci-
fied) complexion: used in hyphenated compounds, as,

light-complexioned.

com-plex-i-ty (kam-plek'sa-ti), n. 1. the condition or

quality of being complex. 2. [pi. COMPLEXITIES (-tiz)J,

anything complex or intricate; complication.
complex sentence, a sentence consisting of a main
clause and one or more subordinate clauses (e.g., I

would go home if I didn't have to work.).
com-pli-a-ble (kam-pli'a-bl), adj. compliant.
com-pli-a-bly (ksm-pli'a-bli), adv. in a compliable
manner; in compliance.
com-pliance (kam-plf'ans), n. 1. a complying, or

giving in to a request, wish, demand, etc.; acquiescence.
2. a tendency to give in to others.
in compliance witht in accordance with.

com-pH-an-cy (ksm-pll^n-si), n. compliance.
com-pli-ant ^ksm-plrant), adj. complying or tending to
comply; yielding; submissive. SYN. see obedietxt,

com'pii'Ca-cy (kom'pla4p-si), n. 1. the condition or

Quality of being complicated. 2. [pi. COMPLICACIES
(-siz)j, anything complicated; complication,

com-pii-cate (kom'pb-katO , v.t. A tr.i. [COMPLICATED
(-id), COMPLICATING}, [< L. complicatus, pp. of com-
plicare, to fold together; com-, together -f plicare, to

fold, weave], 1. to make or become intricate, difficult,

or involved. 2. to twist together, adj. (ko'Ta^Trtt\
1. [Archaic], complicated. 2. in biology, iol(

wise, as some leaves or insect's wings.
com-pli-cat-ed (kom'pte-kat'id) , adj. made up of parts
intricately involved or combined; hard to ttntangie,
solve* understand, analyze, etc, SYN. see

*

com-pH ca tion (kcm'pfe-ka'slpn.), n. {L,
a folding together, mwtlpticatlofil, 1.' a oo

!

.T_^,-

2. & complicated condition or stnictur'e; compte, fn-

Volved!
ff
or confosed relationsMp of parts. 3. a compli-

cat&lg factor* as in the t>tot 01 a story or play. 4. m
memcm^ a disease or abnormal condition that occurs

during another oisease.

com-plice .Cfcom'plis), 9. fFr.; L. complex, a participant,
confedecate < ampticare; see COMPLICATE], [Archaic],
an accomplice: associate.

convpUe-lhty (kam-pIisVti), n. [pi, COMPLICITIES (-tiz)L

[Fr* >Gomptfo%$ < L. Complex, complicis; see COMPLEX],
1. partniefstep in wrdngdoii^g; fact or state of being
an a^coinplice. 2. complexity.

&r (k^n-pli'e'r), n, a person who complies.
irient (kona'pls-mant), yu [Pr. : It. complimento;

. complementum, lit., completion, "filling up" (of an
act of courtesy) ; see COMPLEMENT), 1. a formal act or

expression of courtesy or respect. 2. something said in

admiration or praise. 3. pi. courteous greetings;

respects: as, please accept this free offer with our com-
w$si} 4. [Archaic & Dial,], a gift given for services.

Qfconi'jpla-ment'), 1. to pay a compliment or com-
erits o; congratulate. 2. to present something to

fa person) as an act of poEteness or respect.

com-pH-nien-ta-ry (kom'pls-nien'ter-i) , adj. 1 . paying
or containing a complmient; expressing courtesy,

respect* admiration, or praise. 2. given free as a Cour-
tesy r in rettirn for a favor: as, a complimentary ticket.

com-plin. Qtom'plin) n. [ME. complin, compli; OFr.
complie; L1L. complete, coniplm < fern, of L. completes;
see COMPLETE], in ecclesiastical usage, 1. the last service

iuujt; ULI. wwt. up, ua^, i.u*, c et; chin; she; thin,
in comply, u in focus;

* as in able (S'bl); Fr. bal; 8, Fr.

ch. See pp. x-xii. J foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.

rt WbL O* doch. See pp.
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of the day, generally just after vespers. 2. the hour
when this is held ; last of the seven canonical hours.

com-pline (korn'pHn, konVplm), n. complin.
coin-plot (kom'plot}, n. [Fr.; OFr. complot, complete,

agreement (earlier, a crowd, pressing together) < *om-
plottr < *compeloter t to form into a ball < com-, together
+ pelote, a ball, ult. < L. pila, a ball], a plotting

together; conspiracy, v.t. & vj. (kam-plot'), [Pr.

comploter < the w.f, to plot together; conspire.

corn-ply (km-pHO. tu. [COMPLIED C-pKd'), COMPLYING],
[It. complire; Sp. cumplir, comphr; L. complete; see

COMPLETE], 1. to act in accordance with a request,
demand, order, rule, etc.: as, they complied with the
command. 2. [Obs.], to be formally polite.

compo (kom'po), n. [pi. COMPOS (-poz)], [< compo-
sition], any of various composite substances, such as

mortar or plaster, made by combining ingredients.

com-ponent (kam-po'nant), adj. [L. componens, ppr.
of componere, to put together, compose; com-, together
4- ponere, to put, place], serving as one of the parts of a

whole; constituent, n. 1. a part; constituent; ingred-
ient. 2. in mechanics, one of the elements into which a
vector quantity, as force, velocity, etc., may be resolved
on analysis. 5VN. see element.

com-po-ny (kam-po'ni), adj. [< OPr. compound; prob.
< L. componere^ to compose, comprise], in heraldry,
consisting of a single row of squares of two alternate

tinctures, generally a metal, as gold, and some color.

coin-port (ksm-p6rt'r ksm-port/)* v.t. [Pr. comporter, to

allow, admit of; L, comPortare, to bring together; com-,

together + portage, to Bring, carry], to behave or con-
duct (oneself) in a specified manner. v.L to agree,
harmonize, or accord (with), n. [Obs.], comportment.
SYN. see behave.

com-port-ment (kom-pSrt'msnt, kam-port'mant), n.

[Pr. comportement; see COMPORT], behavior; deportment.
corn-pose (ksm-poV), v.t. [COMPOSED (-pozd') COM-
POSING], [Fr. composer; com-, with + poser, to place;
meaning influenced by L. componere; see COMPOSITE],
1. to form in combination; make up; constitute: as,

mortar is composed of lime, sand, and water. 2. to put
together; put in proper order or form; hence, 3. to
create (an original musical or literary work). 4. to ad-

just ; settle; reconcile: as, their differences were composed
peaceably. 5. to put (oneself, one's mind, etc.) in a
state of tranquillity or repose; calm; allay. 6. in print-
ing, to set (type or matter to be printed), lu. 1. to
create musical or literary works. 2. to set type.
corn-posed (kam-pozd'), adj. [pp. of compose], calm;
tranquil; undisturbed; self-possessed.
SYN. see cool.

com-pos-ed-ly (kom-poz'id-li), adv.
in a composed manner; calmly,

com-pos-er (kam-poz/
5r), n. a person

who composes, especially one who
composes music: abbreviated comp.
composing room, a room in which
typesetting is done.

composing stick, in printing, a
metal tray held in one hand by a
compositor, in which he arranges
the type into words.

com-pos-ite (ksm-poz'it), adj. [L. compositus, pp. of

componere, to put together; com-,
together + ponere, to put], 1.

formed of ofistinct parts; com-
pound. 2. [C-], in architecture,

designating one of the classic

orders, which combines the scroll-

like ornaments of the Ionic

capital with the capital of the
Corinthian. 3. in botany, of a

large group of plants having
flower heads that consist of a
large number of small flowers in
clusters surrounded by small
leaves: the daisy, aster, dande-
lion, and sunflower belong to this

group, n. 1. a thing of distinct

parts; compound. 2. in botany, a COMPOSITE CAPITAL
composite plant.
composite number, a number
that can be divided without a
remainder by some number other
than itself or 1: distinguished
from prime number.
composite photograph, a photo-
graph made by superimposing
one or more photographs on
another, either on a single nega-
tive or on one print from several
negatives.
com-po si tion (kom'po-zish'an),
n. [ME.; OPr.; L. compositio, a
putting together, proper arrange-
ment of words < compositus; see COMPOSITE FLOWER
COMPOSITE], 1, a composing; (* wua sunflower)
putting together- of a whole by the
combination of parts. 2. the' 'putting together of

words; art of writing prose or poetry. 3. the creation
of musical works. 4. the make-up of a thing j aggre-
gate of ingredients and manner 01 their combination;
constitution. 5. that which is composed.

^
6. a mixture

of various ingredients. 7. a work of music, literature,
or art. 8. an exercise in writing done as sehoolwork.
9. an arrangement of the parts of a work of art so as
to form a unified, harmonious whole. 10, an agree-
ment; settlement, often by compromise. 11. in law,
a settlement by which a potential bankrupt agrees
to pay his creditors part of their claim. 1 2. in linguistics,
the device or process of forming compounds from
separate words: often distinguished from affixation.
13. in printing, typesetting. Abbreviated comp*

composition of forces, in mechanics, the process of

finding a force (the resultant) whose effect will equal
that of two or more given forces (the components).

com-pO8-i*tor (kam-poz'i-ter), n. [L. f arranger, disposer;
see COMPOSITE], a person who sets type; typesetter.

com-pos-i-to-ri-al (kdm-poz'i-tdr'i-sl, kam-poz'i-to'ri-
sl), adj. having to do with compositors or composers.
com-pos men-tis (kom'pas men'tis), [L.], in law, of

sound mind; sane.

coin-post (kom'post), n. [OPr. composte, compote, condi<

ment, pickle < L. compositus; see COMPOSITE], 1. a

composition; compound. 2. a mixture of decomposing
vegetable refuse, manure, etc. for fertilizing the soil.

com-po-sure (ksm-po'zheY), n. [see COMPOSE], calmness;
tranquillity; self-possession. SYN. see equanimity.
com-po-ta-tion (kom'po-ta/shan), n. [L. compotatio <
com-, with -f potatus, pp. of patare, to drink], a drinking
together; drinking bout.

com-po- ta-tor (kom'po-ta'tSr), n. [LL. < compotare;
com-, with + potare, to drink; cf. POTION], a person
who drinks with another; fellow tippler.
compote (kom'pot; Fr. kon'pftt'), n. [Pr.; see COM-
POST], 1. a dish of stewed fruits in sirup. 2. a long-
stemmed dish for candy, fruit, etc.

com-po-tier (kom'p-tr'; Fr. kow'pft'tya') , n. a

compote (sense 2).

corn-pound (kom-pound', kam-poundQ, v.t. [ME.
compounen, with -d after expound; OFr. componre,
compondre, to arrange, direct; L. componere, to put
together; com-, together 4- ponere, to put, place], 1. to

mix; combine. 2. to make by combining parts or ele-

ments. 3. to settle by mutual agreement; compromise.
4. to settle (a debt) by a compromise payment of less

than the total claim. 5. to compute (interest)^ on the
sum of the principal and the accumulated interest

which has accrued at regular intervals: as, interest

compounded semiannually. 6. in pharmacy, to mix (sub-
stances) according to prescription. vJ. 1. to agree. 2.

to compromise with a creditor, adj. (kom'pound, kom-
poundO. [< ME. pp.], made up of two or more parts
or elements, n. (kom'pound), 1. a thing formed by
the mixture or combination of two or more parts or
elements. 2. a substance containing two or more ele-

ments combined in fixed proportions: distinguished from
mixture in that the constituents of a compound lose
their individual characteristics and the compound has
new characteristics. 3. a word composed of two or more
other words (free morphemes), whether hyphenated or
not: English compounds are distinguished from phrases

by reduced stress on one of the elements (e.g., black1-

btrd', blackf birdf) and by reduced pause between the
elements (internal open juncture) ; many words conven-
tionally written as phrases are actually compounds and
may be treated as such (e.g., ice9 cream'* ice9cream',
push' butfton, push'but'tori). Abbreviated comp., cpd.
compound a felony (or crime), [< t;J., 3], to agree, for

payment, not to inform about or prosecute for a fel-

ony (or crime) : it is an illegal act.
com-pound (kom'poiiHd), n. [Malay kamfwfc, enclo-
surej, 1. in the Orient, an enclosed space with a build-

ing or group of buildings in it, especially if occupied by
foreigners. 2. any similar enclosed space, as for the

temporary confinement of [prisoners of war.
compound engine, an engine in which the steam is

expanded under progressively lower pressures from
cylinder to cylinder, to avoid excessive loss of steam by
condensation.
compound eye, an eye made up of numerous simple
eyes (ocelli), as in insects and crustaceans.
compound flower, the flower head of a composite plant.
compound fraction, a complex fraction*

compound fracture, a fracture in which the broken
bone has pierced the $&dn.

compound interest, interest paid on both the principal
and the accumulated unpaid interest: distinguished
from simple interest.

compound interval, in music, any interval greater than
an octave. *

t

compound leaf, a leaf divided into two or more leaflets
with a oomon leafstalk.

; ,

compound number, a quantity expressed In two -or

more sorts of related units (e*.* 4 flw ,7 in,; 1 lb,, 3 oz*)
compound sentence, a sentence consisting of two or
more independent, co-ordinate clauses? (e/4j4,I came, I
saw, I conquered.).
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com-pra-dor, cora-pra-dore (kom'pr-ddr/t kom'pra-
ddr'f, n. [Port, comprador, buyer; XL. comparator <
L. comparare, to provide, purchase; com-, mtens, -f

parare, to make ready, provide], in China and some
other Eastern countries, a native agent for a foreign
business, who has charge over the native workers, etc.

com-pre-hend (kom'pn-hend')* v*t. [ME. comprehen-
den; L. comprehendere; com-, with + prehendere or

prendere, to catch hold of, seize; see PREHENSILE], l.,to

grasp mentally; understand. 2. to include; take in;

comprise. 3. to include by implication; imply. SYN.
see include, understand.

cotn-pre-hen-si-biM-ty (kom'pri-hen'sa-bil'a-ti), n. the

quality or fact of being comprehensible.
com-pre-hen-sM>le (kom'pri-hen'ss-b'l), adj. {L.

com-

prekensibilis], that can be comprehended; intelligible.

com-pre-hen-si-bly (kona'pri-hen'sa-bH), adv. in a

comprehensible manner; within comprehension.

com-pre-hen-sion (korn'pri-hen'shan), n. [L. comprc-
hensto < comprehensus, pp. of comprehendere; see COM-
PREHEND], 1. an including; comprising; indusiveness.

2. the act of or capacity for understanding.

com-pre-hen-sive (kom'pri-hen'siv), adj. ILL. compre-
hensions], 1. including much; inclusive: as, a compre-
hensive survey of slum conditions. 2. able to compre-
hend well; understanding much.
conn-press (kam-pres'; for n. f kom'pres), v.L [OPr.

compressor; LL. compressore < L. compresses , pp. of

comprimere, to press together, squeeze < com-, together
4- premere* to press], to press together; make more com-
pact by or as by pressure, n. 1. a pad of folded cloth

applied to a part of the body to exert pressure. 2. such
a pad medicated or dipped in hot or cold water and
used to lessen soreness or inflammation. 3. a machine
for pressing cotton into bales. SYN. see contract.

compressed (kam-prest') adf. [pp. of compress}, 1.

pressed together; made more compact by pressure. 2.

in botany, flattened lengthwise, as the stalk of an aspen
leaf. 3. in zoology* flattened from side to side, as the

body of the flounder or other flatfish.

compressed air, air reduced in volume by, pressure,
held in a container: the force with which it expands
when released is used to operate various mechanisms.

com-press-i-bil-i-ty (ksm-pres'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
or state of being compressible.

com-press-i-ble (kom-pres'a-b'l), adj. that can be

compressed.
com-pres-sion (kam-presh'sn), n. [Fr.; L. compressto],
1. a compressing or being compressed. 2. in mechanics,
the compressing, or the degree of compressing, .of a

working fluid in an engine, as of steam in the cylinder
of a steam engine after the exhaust valve is closed, or of

gas in an paternal-combustion engine just before

ignition.
com-pres-sive (kam-pres'iv), adj. compressing or

tending to compress. .,._,. ...

com-pres-sor (kam-pres'Sr) , n. [L.J, 1. a person or thing
that compresses. 2. a muscle that compresses a part.
3. a machine for compressing air, gas, etc. 4. a surgical
instrument for compressing a part of the body.
com<pre8sure (kam-presh'er), n. compression,
com pris a-ble, com-priz-a ble (kam-prizVb'l), adj.
that can be comprised.
com pris al, compriz-al (kgm-priz'l), n. 1. a com-
prising. 2. a summary; abstract,

corn-prise (k9mvprlz')> v*t. [COMPRISED (-prizd'). COM-
PRISING], [< Fr. compris, pp. of comprendre; see COM-

PREHEND], 1. to include; contain. 2. to consist of; be
composed of. Also spelled comprize. SYN. see include.

com-pro-mise (kom'pr9-miz'). n. [Fr. compromis; LL.
compromissum, a compromise, mutual promise < L.

compromissus, pp. of compromittere, to make a mutual
promise, abide by the decision of an arbiter; com-,

together + promittere, to promise; see PROMISE], 1. a
settlement in which each side gives up some demands or

makes concessions. 2. an adjustment of opposing prin-

ciples, systems, etc., in which part of each is given up.
3. the result of such an adjustment or settlement, 4.

something midway between different things. 5. a lay-

ing open to danger, suspicion, or disrepute: as, a com-

promise of oness good name. v.t. [COMPROMISED
(-mlzdO, COMPROMISING], 1. to settle or adjust by
concessions on both sides. 2. to lay open to danger,
suspicion, or disrepute: endanger the interests of. 3. to
surrender or give up (one's interests, principles, etc,)*

lu. to make a compromise or compKraises.
com-pr*tni8-er (kom'prQ-mlz'er), n. a person who
compromises or believes in compromise.
comptometer (komp^tomVtfr), n, [comptQr < Fr.

cvmpter; L. compute (see CP|TTB); 4- .*wM. a
machine for doing addition, subtraction, multipEc&tion,
and division mechanically: a trade-mark (Comp-
tometer).
Compton, Arthur HoMy (hol'i kornp^n)* 1892- ;

American! physicist.

Compton, Karl Ifcy lor (tale*),. 18S7-4954; brother of

Arthur Holly; American physicist.
comp troller (ksm-troFer), n. [< controUer, by associ-

ation with Fr. compt, an account], an official in charge
of expenditures; coutroiler.

comp troller ship (kao-trdl'er-sliipO. [see -SHIP],
the position or tenure of office of a comptroller.
com pul-sion (kam-pnl'shan), n. [Pr.; LL. compwsto <
L. compulsus, pp. of compmerc}* I. a compelling. 2.

the fact or state of being compelled; fprcej opercipn;
constraint. 3. in psychopaihology, an irresistible im-

pulse to perform some irrational act.

com-pul-sive (kam-pul'siv}, adj. having to do with

compulsion; compelling.
corn-pill-so-rMy (ksm-ptiKsgr-x-Ii), adv. in a compulsory
manner.
com-pul-so-ri-ness (kdm-pul'ser-i-ms), n. the quality
of being compulsory.
com pul so ry (kam-ptil'ser-i), adj. JLL. comfvlsortus <
L. compidsus; see COMPULSION], 1. compelled; obliga-

tory; required. 2, compelling; coercive.

com-punc-tion (kom-purjk'slian), n. [MB. compttnc-
cion; OFr. compunction; LL. compunctio, a stklcing,

pricking, hence the pricking of conscience < L. com-
punctus* pp. of compungere, to prick, sting; com-* intens.

f pungere, to prick], I. a sharp feeling of uneasiness

brought on by a sense of guilt; twinge of conscience;
remorse; scruple. 2. a feeling of slight regret for some
wrong done and of pity for the one wronged. SYN.
see penitence, qualm.
com-punc-tlous (kam-ptugk'shas), adj. 1. of or caus-

ing compunction. 2. having compunction.
com-pur-ga-tion (kom'per-ga'shan), n. [LL. compur-
gatio, a purifying < L. comfurgatus, pp. of compurgare*
to purge, purify: com-, intens -|- pwrgare, to purge
purify; cf. PURGE], in law, formerly, the act of clearing
an accused person by the oaths ofa certain number of
others testifying to their belief in his innocence.

corn-pur ga-tor (kom'pSr-ga'ter), n. [see COMPURGA-
TIONJ, in law, formerly, one of those who swore to the
innocence of an accused person in order to clear him.

com-ijut-a-biM-ty (ksm-put'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
of being computable.
com-put-a-ble (kam-put'a-bl, kom'pyoo-te-b'l), adj.
that can be computed.
com-pu-ta-tion (kom'pyoo-ta'shan) , n. [L. compulatio],
1. a computing; calculation. 2. a method of computing.
3. a result obtained in computing; computed amount.
com-pute (kam-put'), v.t. A v.i. [COMPUTED (-id), COM-
PUTING], [Fr. computer; L. computare; com-, with +
putare, to reckon], to determine (a numberf amount,
etc.) by reckoning; calculate, n. computation: chiefly
in beyond commute. SYN. see calculate.

Comr., Commissioner.
com-rade (kom'rad, kom'rid), n. [Fr. camarade; Sp.
camarada, chamberful, chamber mate < L. camera; see

CHAMBER, CAMERA], 1. a friend; close companion, 2. a
person who has interests or concerns in common with
others and shares in their activities; partner; associate;
fellow: used as a form of address, as in the Communist
party; hence, 3. [C-], [Colloq.], a member of the
Communist party. SYN. see associate.
comrade in arms, a fellow soldier.
com-rade ship (kom'rad-ship' r kom'rid-shipO. .

[see -SHIP], 1. the state of bemg a comrade. 2. the
relation of comrades; friendship; companionship.
Gom-stock-er-y (kom'stok'er-i) f n. [after Anthony
Comstock (1844^1915), head of the N. Y. Society for

Suppression of Vice: prob. coined by G. B. Shaw],
zealous suppression of plays, books, etc. considered
offensive or dangerous to public morals.
tcomte (kot), n. [Fr.l, count (a title).

Comte, Au'guste (6'giist' kowt; Eng. k6nt), 1798-
1857; French philosopher; exponent of positivism.
Com-ti-an (kom'ti-^i, kQn^ti-an), adj. of Auguste
Comte or his positivist philosophy.
Comt-ism (koni'tiz'm, k6n'tiz*m) , n. the philosophy of

Auguste Comte; positivism.
Comt-ist (kom'tist, k6n'tist), n. a believer in Comtism.
adj. of Comtism.
Co-mua (ko'mss), n. [L.; Gr. komos, festival; cf. COM-
BDYj, 1. hi Greek &* Roman mythology, a young god of

festivity and revelry. 2. a masque (1634) by John
Milton, praising chastity.
Com. Ver., Common Version (of the Bible).
con (kon), adv. [contr. < L. contra, against], against; in

apposition: as, they argued the matter pro and con.
n. an argument, reason, vote, person, etc. in opposition.
con (kon), v.t. [CONNED (kond), COIINING), [ME. cltnnen,
to be able (see CANi to be"able) ; influenced by cutinen <
AS. ciwinian, to try, test], 'to peruse carefully; study;
foe iri the memory.
con (kon), v.t. CONNED (kond), CONNING], [earlier cond
< ME. conduen, to conduct; OFr. cokdnire; L. con-
ducere; see CONDUCT]; to direct the course of (a vessel).
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con 302 concern
71. 1. the station of the person who cons, 2. the act
of conning. Also spelled conn.
con (kon), adj. [Slangj, confidence; as, a con man. v.t.

(CONNED (kond), CONNING], [Slang], to swindle (a
victim) by first gaining his confidence.
con- (kon), com-: used before all consonants except the
cluster gn. the lip sounds p, b, m, and the glides /, r, h,

Con., 1. Consul. 2. Conformist.
con., 1. concerto. 2. conclusion. 3. connection. 4.
consol. 5. consolidate. 6. consul. 7. contra, [L.],

against.
Co-na-fcry (ko'na'kre')t n. seaport and capital of
Guinea, Africa: pop., 35,000.

$con a-mo-re (k$n' a-mo"'re; Eng. kon7
s-moVi), [It.],

1. with love; tenderly: a direction to the performer in
music. 2. with enthusiasm.
Conan (ko'nan), [< Celt, base meaning "wisdom"], a
masculine name.
Co-nant, James Bryant (ko'nsnt), 1893- ; American
chemist and educator.

co-na-tion (ko-na'shsn), n. [L. conatip, an attempt <
pp. of conari, to undertake, attempt], in psychology, the
act or faculty of striving or making an effort.

con-a-tive (kon'a-tiv, ko'na-tiv), adj. 1. having to do
with conation. 2. in linguistics, expressing endeavor or
effort, especially as an aspect of the action of verbs.

Example: Ar. qalala, he has tried to kill (as contrasted
with qatala, he has killed).
co-na-tus (ko-na'tas), n. [pi. CONATUS (-tas)], [L. <
conari, to try, attempt], 1. an effort or attempt;
endeavor. 2. a natural active force, as of plants or
animals, analogous to human effort.

|con bri-o (kdn bre'6"), [It.], with spirit; spiritedly: a
direction to the performer in music.

cone., 1. concentrate. 2. concentrated. 3, concen-
tration. 4. concerning.
con-cat-e-nate (kon-kat/r

n-at'), adj. [LL. concatenates,
pp. of concatenare, to link together < L. com-, together
+ catenare < catena, a chain], linked together; con-
nected, v.t. [CONCATENATED (-id), CONCATENATING], to
link together or join, as in a chain.
con-cat-e-na-tion (kon'kat-'n-a/shan), it* [LL. concate-

naiio; see CONCATENATE], 1 . a linking together or being
linked together in a series. 2. a connected series of

things or events regarded as causally or dependency
related.
con*cave (kon-kaV, kan-kaV, kon'kav), adj. [Pr.; L.
concaws, hollow < com-,
intens. + caws, hollow],

holl9w and curved like a
section of the inside of a
sphere, n. (kon'kav, kor/-
kav), [OFr. < the

adj.],
a

concave surface, line, object,
etc. v.t. (kon-kav', kan-
kavOt [CONCAVED (-kavd'),
CONCAVING], to make
concave.
con-cav-i-ty (kon-kav's-ti,
kan-kav'0-ti), n. (Fr. con-

cavitfc; LL. concawtasj, 1.

the quality or condition of

being concave. 2. [pi. CON-
CAVITIES (-taz)], a concave surface or object.
con-ca-vo-con-cave (kon-ka'vo-kon-kaV), adj. con-
cave on both sides, as some lenses; see concave, illus.

con-ca-vo-con-vex (kon-ka'vo-kon-veks'), adj. 1.

having one concave side and one convex side. 2. in
optics, designating a lens whose concave face has a
greater degree of curvature than its convex face, so that
the lens is thimiest in the middle: see concave, illus.

con ceal (k9n-sel'), v.t. [ME. concden; OFr. conceit; L.
concelare, to hide < com-, together + cdare, to hide],
1. to put out of sight; hide; secrete. 2. to keep (infor-
mation, etc.) from another's knowledge: keep secret.
SYN. see hide.

con ceal-ment (kan-sel'mant) , n. 1. a cpncealmg or
being concealed. 2. a place or means of hiding.

con-cede (kan-sed') v.t. [CONCEDED (-id), CONCEDING],
[L. concedere < com-, with -f- cedere, to go, cede, grant],
1. to yield, as in argument; admit the truth of; aclcnowl-
edge. 2. to admit the justice of; grant as a right: as,
he conceded the victory, v.i. to make a concession.

con-ceit (kan-sef), n. [ME. concede < conceiven; see
CONCEIVE], 1. originally, a) an idea; thought: con-
cept, b) personal opinion; hence, 2. an exaggerated
opinion of oneself, one's merits, etc.; vanity. 3. [< It.

concetto, of same ult. origin], a) an affectation in style
or in expression of ideas; fanciful or witty expression or
notion; startling or^ strained figure of speech. 6) the
use of such figures in writing or speaking. 4. imag-
ination, v.t. 1. [Obs.], to think or imagine. 2. [Dial],
to think well of; take a fancy to. SYN. see pride.
out of conceit with, no longer satisfied or pleaseot with.

con celt ed (ksn-seyid), adj. [see CONCEIT]/ 1. having
an exaggerated opinion of oneself, one's merits, etc.;
vain. 2. [Dial,], full of whims and fanciful motions.

con-ceiv-a-biM-ty (kgn-sev'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality of

being conceivable.

ABC
CONCAVE LENSES

A, plano-concave; B, con-
cavo-concave; c, con-
cavo-convex

con-ceiv-a-bie (kan-seVa-bl), adj. that can be con-
ceived; that can be understood, imagined, or believed

con'Ceiv-a-bly (ksn-seVa-bli), adv. as far as can be
conceived mentally.

con-ceive (kon-seyO, v.t. [CONCEIVED (-sevd/), CONCEIV-
ING], [ME. conceiven; OFr. conceiwe, concher; L. con-

cipere, to take in, receive < com-, together -{- capere, to
take), L to become pregnant with. 2. to form or
develop in the mind ; imagine. 3. to understand ; appre-
hend. 4. to express; represent in words. v.i. L to
become pregnant. 2. to think; form an idea (of).
con-cent (kon-sent'), n. [L. concentus < concinere, to
sing together, < com-, with -f canere, to sing], [Rare].
1. harmony of sounds or voices; musical concord;
hence, 2. agreement; accord.

con-cen-ter (kon-sen'ter) ,
v.t. [Fr. concentrer < L.

com-, together -}- centrum, center], to bring to a common
center; focus; concentrate. v.L to come together to or
at a common center; converge.

con-cen-trate (kon's'n-traf, kon'sen-trat') v.t. [CON-
CENTRATED (-id), CONCENTRATING], [< concenter + -ate],
1. to bring to, or direct toward, a common center. 2. to
collect or focus (one's thoughts, efforts, etc.). 3. to
increase the strength or density of. 4. to mass (troops)
in a place. v.i. 1. to come to or toward a common
center. 2. to direct one's thoughts or efforts; fix one's
attention (on or upon). 3. to increase in strength or

density, n. a substance that has been concentrated.
adj. concentrated. Abbreviated cone.

concen-tra*tion (kon's'n-tra'shsn, kon'sen-tra/shan),
n. La concentrating or being concentrated. 2. close
or fixed attention. 3. the strength or density, as of a
solution: abbreviated cone.
concentration camp, 1. a place where troops are
massed, as before distribution. 2. a place in which
enemy aliens or prisoners of war are kept under guard.
3. a place of confinement for those considered dangerous
to the regime: used especially in Nazi Germany for

antifascists, Jews, etc.

con-cen-tra-tive (kon's
f

n-tra/tiv, kon-sen'trs-tiv) , adj.
concentrating or tending to concentrate.

con-cen-tra-tor (kon's'n-tra'tgr, kon'sen-tra'tSr), n. 1.

a person who concentrates. 2. any of various devices
for concentrating solutions, ores, etc.

con-cen-tre (kon-sen'tgr), v.t. & v.L concenter: British

spelling.
con-cen-tric (kan-sen'trik), adj. [ME. concentrik; OFr.
concentrique; ML. concentricus <
L. com-, together 4- centrum, cen-

ter], having a center in common,
as circles,

con-cen- tri-cal (kan-sen'tri-kl) ,

adj. concentric.

con-cen-tri'CaMy (ksn-sen/tri-
k'l-i, kan-sen'trik-li), adv. in a
concentric manner; with a center
in common.

con-cen-tric-i-ty (kon'sen-tris'-
a-ti), n^the condition of being
concentric.

Con-cep-cion (kdn-sep'syoV;
Eng. ksn-sep'si-on'), n. a city
in central Chile: pop., 83,000 (est.

1947).

cpn-cept (kon'sept) , n. [L. conceptus: see CONCEIVE], an
idea, especially a generalized idea of a class of objects;
a thought; general notion. SYN. see idea.

concep-tacle (kan-sep'te-kl) , n. [L. conceptaculum,
receptacle < pp. of concipere; see CONCEIVE], in botany,
a sac opening outward and containing reproductive
cells, found in certain primitive plants.

con-cep tion (ksn-sep'shsn), n. [ME. concepcioun; OFr.
conception < L. conceptio, a comprehending, conception
< conceptus; see CONCEIVE], 1. a conceiving or being
conceived in. the womb. 2. that which is so conceived;
embryo ; fetus ; hence, 3. the beginning of some process,
chain of events, etc. 4. the act, process, or power of

conceiving mentally; formulation of ideas. 5. a mental
impression or im^ge; general notion; concept 6. an
original idea, design, plan, etc. SYN. see idea.

con*cep*tive (ksn-sep'tiv), adj. [L. conceptions], having
the power of conception: generally in reference to the
mind.

con-cep-tu-al (ksn-sep'cliSo-al), <u*/.[ML. comeptualis],
of conception r concepts.
con cep-tu al-ism (kan-sep'dkoo-sl-k'm), n. [conceptual

4- <4$m], in philosophy, the doctrine that tmiversals
exist as realities in the mind: only and that the mind can
form an image corresponding^ to the general term^cc a

! particular concept: distinguished from realisin and
nominalism,
con-cep-tuaHst (kan-sep'olioo-Ql-ist), n. a person who
believes in conceptualism. adj. of conceptaaEsm or

.conceptualises^
'
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concerned 303 conclusion

to: as, this concerns all of us. 2. to involve or interest

(used in the passive), 3. to cause to feel uneasy or
anxious. Ji 1. a matter of interest or importance to

one; that which relates to or affects one; affair; matter;
business. 2. interest in or regard for a person or thing.
3. relation; reference. 4. solicitude; worry; anxiety: as,

you need feel no concern over your health. 5. a business
establishment; company; firm. SYN. see care,

as concerns, in regard to; with reference to; about.
concern oneself, 1. to busy oneself (with, about, over,
in something); take an interest; hence, 2. to be
worried, anxious, or uneasy.

con-cerned (ksn-surndOt adj. 1. involved or interested

(in some matter). 2. uneasy or anxious.

con-cern-ing (ksn-sftrn'in), prep, [see CONCERN], relat-

ing to; having to do with; in regard to; with reference

to; about.
con-cern-ment (kan-stirn'mont) , n. [concern + -ment],
1. an affair; matter; business. 2. relation; reference.

3. importance; interest; consequence. 4. participation;
involvement., 5. worry; solicitude; anxiety.

con-cert (kan-surt';/or n. &* adj. kon'sSrt), v.t. & v.t.

[Fr. concerter; It. concertare; L. concertare, to contend,
contest < com-, with -f- certare, to contend, strive;

meanings influenced by consort & L. conserere, to

join together], to arrange or settle by mutual under-
standing; contrive or plan together; devise. n.

[Fr.; It. concerto, agreement, union < concertare], 1.

mutual agreement; concord; harmony of action. 2.

musical consonance. 3. a performance of vocal or in-

strumental music, usually ^
one in which a number of

musicians participate, aaj. of or for concerts.
in concert, in unisonj in agreement; together.

con-cert-ed (kon-sur'tid), adj. [pp. of concert], 1. mu-
tually arranged, planned, or agreed upon; combined.
2. in music, arranged in parts for voices or instruments.
concert grand (piano), the largest size of grand piano,
for concert performance.
concer-ti-na (kon'ser-te'na), n. [concert *f -ina; coined

by Sir Charles Wheatstone
(1802-1875), Eng. physicist
who invented it], a small
musical instrument of the
accordion type, with bellows
and keys.
con*cer-ti-no (kon'cher-
te'n6), n. [It. dim.], a brief

concerto.
concert*mas'ter (kon'sSrt-
mas'tgr, kon'sert-mas'ter),
n. [after G. konzertmeister\,
the leader of the first violin

section of a symphony
orchestra, who plays the
solo passages and often
serves as assistant to the CONCERTINA
conductor.

con-cert-meis-ter (kon'sert-mis'tgr; G. kSn-tsert'mis'-

ter), n. [G., older form of konzertmeister; concert (< Fr.;
see CONCERT) + meister, master (< OHG. meistar <
L. magister,- see MASTER)], a concertmaster.

con-cer-to (kgn-cher'to; It. k6n-cher't6"). n. [pi. CON-
CERTOS (-toz); It. CONCERTI (-te)J, [It.; see CONCERT],
1. formerly, a musical composition with the several

distinct movements of an orchestral suite
f>
but played

by a small group of solo instruments with a larger
orchestral ensemble. 2. a composition for one, or

two or three, solo instruments and an orchestra: it is

based on the sonata form and has, usually, three

movements. Abbreviated con.
concerto gros-so (gro'so), [It., lit., big concerto; gross-o,

large < LL. grossus, thick], a concerto for a small group
of solo instruments and a full orchestra.

concert pitch, in music, a pitch, slightly higher than
the usual pitch, to which concert instruments are tuned
in order to compensate acoustically for the relatively

high room temperature of crowded concert halls.

con-cession (kan-sesh'an), n. [Fr.; L. concessio < con-

cessus, pp. of concedere], 1. a conceding; granting; giv-

ing in; yielding. 2. a thing conceded or granted;

acknowledgment, as of an argument or claim. 3. a

privilege granted by a government, company^ etc.;

especially, a) the right to use land, b) the right to

sell food, check hats and coats, etc., as at a park,

theater, etc. 4. the land, trading rights, etc. so granted.
con-ces sion-aire (ksn-sesh'an-ar'), n. [Fr. concession-

naire], the holder of a concession granted by a govern-
ment, company, etc. ...
con-ces-sion-ar-y (kan-sesh'an-eri), adj. of a conces-

sion, n. [pi. CONCESSIONARIES (-iz)], a concessionaire.

con-ces-sion-er (kan-sesh'sn-er), n. a concessionaire.

con-ces-sive (kan-ses'iv) , adj. [LL. concessions], 1.

having the character of concession; conceding or tend-

ing to concede. 2. in grammar, expressing concession:

as, though is a concessive conjunction.

CONCH

conch (konk, konch), n. Ipl, CONCHS (Iconics), CONCHES
Gtcm'chiz) J, {L. concha; Gr. koncM,
mussel, shell], I. the spiral, one-
piece shell of certain sea mollusks.
2. in Roman mythology, such a shell

used as a trumpet by the Tritons.
3. a concha.
con-cha (kon'kd), n. [pi. CONCHAS
(-ke)J, [L.; see CONCH], 1. in

anatomy, any of several structures

resembling a shell in form, as a
thin, bony projection inside the
nasal cavity, the largest hollow of
the external ear, or the whole
external ear. 2. in architecture, a)
the half dome covering an apse.
b) the apse.

con-chif-er-oua (koij-kif'Sr-as) ,

adj. [L. concha (see CONCH); 4-

-ferous], having or bearing a shell.

Con-cho-bar (kon'ko-wer, kon'oor), n. in Irish legend,
a king of Ulster, the guardian and intended husband
of Deirdre: see Deirdre.
con choi dal (korj-koi'd'l) , adj. [< Gr. konchf, a shell;

+ -oid -H -aZJ, in mineralogy, having convexities or con-
cavities like those of a bivalve shell in cross section,

con-chol-o-gist (korj-koFa-jist). n. a student of or a
specialist in conchology; collector of shells,

coii'Chol'O'gy (kon-kol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. koncht, a shell;
+ -logy], the branch of zoology that deals with mollusks
and shells.

con-chy (kon'chi, kon'shi), n. [pi. CONCHIES (-chiz

-shiz)], [Slang], a conscientious objector.
con-cierge (kon'si-iirzh'; Fr. kpn'syarzh'), n. [Fr.;
ML. consergius; ? < LL. *conservius < L. cow-f with -f
servusf slave], 1. a doorkeeper. _

2. a caretaker, as of
an apartment house; custodian; janitor.
con-ciH-a'ble (ksn-siFi-a-b'I), adj. that can be con-
ciliated.

conciliate (kan-sil'i-at'), v.t. [CONCILIATED (-id),

CONCILIATING], [< L. conciliatus, pp. of concUiare, to
call or bring together, win over < concilium, a meeting,
assembly; see COUNCIL], 1. to win over; soothe the

anger of; make friendly; placate. 2. to gain (regard,
favor, good will, esteem, etc.) by friendly acts. 3. [Ar-
chaic], to reconcile; make consistent. SYN. see pacify.

con-cil-i-a-tion (kan-siri-a'shan), n. a conciliating or

being conciliated.
con-clM-a-tive (ksm-sil'i-a'tiv), adj. conciliatory.
con-ciM-a-tor (kan-sil'i-a'tSr), n. one who conciliates.

con-ciM-a-to-ry (ksn-sil'i-s-tdr'i, kan-sil'i-a-to'ri), adj.

< *con-cid-no$, cut together (so as to fit) < com-, with

4- base of caedere, to cut), a skillful arrangement of

parts; harmony; elegance, especially of literarv style.

con-cise (ksn-sis'), oaf. [L. concisus, cut off, brief; pp.
of concidere, to cut off < com-, intens. + caedere, to

cut], brief and to the point; terse; succinct.
SYN. concise implies the stating of much in fow words, by
removing all superfluous elaborations (a concise summary);
terse adds to this the connotation of polished smoothness (a

ttorse style) ; laconic, on the other hand, suggests brevity to the

point of curtness or ambiguity ("You'll see," was his utcomc

reply) : succinct implies clarity but compactness in the briefest

possible number of words (he spoke in succinct phrases); pithy
suggests forcefulness and wit resulting from compactness (Ptihy

axioms). ANT. redundant, prolix.

con-ci-sion (kan-sizh'sn), n. [L. concisio], 1. originally,
a cutting off; schism; division; faction. 2, conciseness.

con-clave (kon'klav, koij'klav), n. [ME.; OFr.^L., a

room, closet < com-, with -H clams, a key], 1. m the

Roman Catholic Church, a) the rooms in which the

cardinals meet in private to elect a pope. 6) the meet-

ing of the cardinals for this purpose, c) the cardinals

collectively. 2. any private meeting. a

con-daV'Ist (konHdav-ist, kon'klav-ist), n. either of

two persons, a secretary and a servant, attending a

cardinal in conclave.
con-elude (kan-klood', kan-klud'). v.t. [CONCLUDED
(-id), CONCLUDING], [ME. concluden, to conclude; L.

concludere, to shut up closely, enclose < com-, together

4- claudere, to shut], 1. to bring to a close; end; finish.

2. to bring to decision by reasoning; infer; deduce. 3.

to decide; determine. 4. to settle; come to an agree-
ment about: as, the nations must conclude the peace
treaty. v.i. 1. to come to a close; end; finish. 2. to

come to an agreement. SYN. see close, decide, infer.

con-clu-sion (kan-kloo'zhan, kan-klu'zhan), n. [ME.;
OFr.; L. conclusio, a closing, conclusion < pp. of con-

cludere; see CONCLUDE], 1. the end or last part; as,

a) the last division of a discourse, often containing a

summary of what went before. 6) the last part -
of a

chain of reasoning; judgment, decision, or opinion



conclusive condensation

formed after investigation or thought, c} the third
and last part of a syllogism; inference, d] the last of a
chain of events

;
outcome. 2. a concluding; final arrange-

ment (of a peace treaty, etc.). 3. in law, a) the formal

dosing of a plea, b) a binding act. Abbreviated con.
in conclusion* lastly; in closing.

try conclusions with, to engage in an argument, a
contest, etc. with.

con clu sive (kaa-kloo'siv. kwi-klu'siv), adj. [LL, con-

dusivus < pp. of L. concludere; see CONCLUDE], that
settles a question; decisive; final.

con*coct (kon-kokf, kan-kokt'), v.t. [< L. concoctus,

pp. of concoquere, to boil together, prepare < com-* to-

gether Hh coqnere, to cook], 1. to make by combining
various ingredients; compound, 2. to devise; plan.

con-coc-tion (kon-kok'shan, ksn-kok'shan), n. [L.

concociio}* L a concocting. 2. something concocted.
con-com-i-tance (kon-kom'a-tens, kan-korn'a-tsns), n.

[LL. concomitanlia < L. concomitans, ppr. of concomi-

tari, to attend < com-* together + comilari, to accom-

pany < comes, companion], the fact of being concom-

itant; accompaniment; existence in association.

con*cora*i'tan-cy (kon-komVtan-si, kon-kom's-tsn-

si) f n. concomitance.
con-com-i*tant (kon-komVtant, kan-kom'a-tant),

adf. f< L. concomitans,' see CONCOMITANCE], accom-

panying; attendant, n. an accompanying or attendant
condition, circumstance, or thing.

con-com-i-tant-ly (kon-komVtant-H, ksn-konrs-tont-

li), adv. together with; in accompaniment.
Con-cord (konHcerd, kon'kord), n. I. the capital of

New Hampshire, on the Merrimack River: pop.,

28,000. 2. a town in eastern Massachusetts: pop.,

8,000: site of an early battle of the American Revolu-
tion (April 19, 1775). 3. a Concord grape.
con-cord (kon'kftrd, kon'k&rd), TZ. [Fr. Concorde: L.

concordia, agreement, union < concors, concordts, of the

same mind < com-, together + for, cordis, heart], 1.

agreement; harmony; accordance. 2. friendly and
peaceful relations, as between nations. 3. an agreement
establishing this: treaty. 4. in grammar, agreement
between words in regard to forms showing person,
gender, number, and case. 5. in music, a combination
of simultaneous and harmonious tones: opposed to

discord.
con-cord-ance (kon-koWns, kgn-kdrM'ns), n. [ME.
concordaunce; OFr. concordance; LL. concordantia < L.

concordans, ppr. of concordare, to agree < concors; see

CONCORD], 1. agreement; consonance; harmony; accord.

2. an alphabetical list of all the important words of a
book or author, with references to the passages in

which they occur.
con-cord ant (kon-k6r'd*nt, ksn-kSr'd'nt), adj. [Fr.;
L. concardans, ppr. of concordare; see CONCORDANCE],
agreeing; consonant ; harmonious.

con-cor-aat (kon-k6r'dat), n. [Fr.; ML, concordatum,

agreement < L. concordatus, pp. of concordare, to agree;
see CONCORDANCE], 1. a compact; formal agreement;
covenant. 2. an agreement between the Pope and a

government on church matters.
Concord coach, a type of stagecoach used by early
settlers of the western United States.
Concord grape, a large, dark-blue grape native to

North America.
con-course (kon'k8rs, korj'kors), n. [Fr. contours <
L. concursus, a running together < concurrere; see

CONCUR], 1. a moving, running, or flowing together.
2. a crowd; throng; gathering. 3. a place where crowds
gather. 4. an open space, as in a park or railroad

station. 5. a broad thoroughfare or boulevard.
con-cres*cence (kon-kres'*ns), n. [L, concrescentia <
concrescere, to grow together < com-, together -f- cres-

cere, to grow], in biology, a growing together of parts;

uniting of cells, etc.

con-crete (kon-kreV, kon'kret), adj.VL. concretus, pp. of

concrescere; see CONCRESCENCE], 1. formed into a solid

mass; coalesced. 2. having a material, perceptible exis-

tence; of, belonging to, or characterized by things or

events that can be perceived by the senses; real; actual.
3. referring to a particular; specific, not general or
abstract. 4. made of concrete. 5. in grammar, desig-
nating a thing or class of things that can be perceived
by the senses: opposed to abstract, n. (kon'kret, kon-
kreV), 1. anything concrete, 2. a hard, compact sub-
stance made of sand, gravel, cement, and water, used in
the construction of bridges, dams, buildings, etc. v.t.

[CONCRETED (-id), CONCRETING], 1. (kon-kreV), to
form into a mass; solidify. 2. (kon'kret), to make of,
or cover with, concrete (cement). v.i. to solidify.

concrete number, a number telling how many or how
much of a specific thing (e.g., seven apples, four miles).

con-cre-tion (kon-kre'shan), n. [L. concretio; see CON-
CRETE], I. a solidifying or being solidified. 2. a solidi-
fied mass; specifically, a) in geology, an inclusion in

sedimentary rock, usually rounded, resulting from the
formation of succeeding layers of mineral matter about
some nucleus, as a fossil or grain of sand. 6) in medi-
cine, a solidified mass, usuaEy inorganic, deposited in a
tissue or cavity of the body; calculus.

con-cre-tion-ar-y fkon-kre'shan-er'i), adf. 1. of or
formed by concretion. 2. containing concretions.

con-cre-tive (kon-kre'tiv), adj. producing or tending to
concretion.
con-creMze (kon'kri-tfz'), v.L [CONCRETIZED (-tizdO,

CONCRETIZING], to make (something) concrete; make
specific ; give definite form to.

con-cu-bi nage (kon-ku'D^-nij), n. [Fr.J, 1. the cohab-
itation of a man and a concubine. 2. the state of being
a concubine.
con-cu-bi-nar-y (kon-ku'ba-neri), adj. [ML. concu-

binarius], of, living in, or born from concubinage, n.

[pi. t
CONCUBINARIES (-iz)J a person living in con-

cubinage.
con-cu-bine (kog'kyoo-bm/, kon'kyoo-btn'). n. [ME.;
OFr. masc. concubin, fern, concubine; L. masc. concu-

binus, fern, concubine < concumbere, to lie with < com-,
with + cubare, to lie down], 1. a woman who lives with
a man although not legally married to him.

^
2. in certain

polygamous societies, a secondary wife; wife of inferior

social and legal status: the children of* such a union
are generally regarded as legitimate.
am-cu'pis-cence (kon-ku'pa-s'ns), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL.
concuplscentia < L. concupiscens, ppr. of concupiscere,
to desire eagerly < com-t together + cupiscere, to wish,
desire < cupere, to desire], strong or abnormal desire

or appetite; especially, sexual desire; lust.

con-cu-pis-cent (kon-ku'ps-s'nt) , adj. [L. concupiscens;
see CONCUPISCENCE], strongly desirous; especially,

sexually desirous; lustful.

con-cur (kan-kftrO, v.i. [CONCURRED (-kiirdO, CON-
CURRING], [L. concurrere, to run together < com-,

together + currere* to run], 1. to occur at the same
time; happen together; coincide. 2. to combine in

having an effect; act together: as, several circumstances
concurred to bring about this result. 3. to agree; be in

accord; have the same opinion. SYN. see consent.
con-cur-rence (kan-kuVsns), n. f< L, concurrent, ppr.
of concurrere; see CONCUR], 1. a happening together in

time or place. 2 . a combining to produce or bring about
something. 3. agreement; accord. 4. in geometry, a)
the point where three or more lines meet, b) the junc-
tion of lines or surfaces. 5. in law, a joint right or claim.

con-cur-ren-cy (kan-kur'an-si), n. [pi. CONCURRENCIES
(-siz)], concurrence.

con-cur-rent (ksn-kur'ant) , adj* [< L. concurrens; see

CONCURRENCE], 1. occurring at the same time; existing
together. 2. meeting in or going toward the same point;
converging. 3. acting together; co-operating. 4. in

agreement; harmonious. 5. in law, having equal juris-
diction or authority, n. anything concurrent, as a

circumstance or contributory cause.

con-cur-rent-ly (ken-kHr^nt-li), adv. at the same time;
simultaneously; conjunctively.
concurrent resolution, a resolution passed by one
branch of a bicameral legislature and concurred in by
the other, indicating the opinion of the legislature on
some matter: it does not nave ^the force of law and,
hence, does not require the signature of the chief
executive: distinguished from joint resolution.
con cussion (kon-kush'an), n. [L. concussio < pp. of

concutere, to shake violently, shake together < com-,
together + quatere, to shake], 1. a violent shaking;
agitation; shock, as from impact. 2. in medicine, a
condition of impaired functioning of some organ, espe-
cially the brain, as a result of a violent blow or impact.

con-cus-sive (k^n-kus'iv), adj. 1. of concussion. 2.

tending to cause concussion.
cond., 1. conducted. 2. conductivity. 3. conductor.
Con-dg, Prince de (ds kow'da'), (Louis II de Bourbon;
due d'Enghieri), 1621-1686; French general: called the

Great Conde.
con*demn (kan-dam'), v.t. [OFr, condemner; L. cond&n-
nare < com-, intens. -j- damnare, to harm, condemn; cf.

DAMN], 1. to pass an adverse judgment on; disapprove
of strongly; censure. 2. to grove (a person) guilty of

wrongdoing; declare to be guilty; convict. 3. to give a
judicial decision against; inmct a penalty upon; doom.

for public use. f. to declare unfit for use or service : as,
the ramshackle building was condemned by the housing
authorities. 6. to declare (a sick person) incurable.
con demna ble (kan-dem'na-bl), adj. deserving to be
condemned; blamable; culpable.
con-dem-na tion (kon'deni-na''shsn), n. [L. condern-
natio < pp. of condemnare], 1. a condemning or
being condemned. 2. a cause for condemning.
con-dem-na-to-ry (kan-dem'na-tSr'i, kan-dexn'ns-to'-
ri), adj. condemning; expressing condemnation, explic-
itly or implicitly.
con-demn-er (ksn-dem'eV), n. a person who condemns*
con den sa bil i ty (kan-den'sa-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
of being condensable.

con-den-sa-ble (kan-den'so-b'l) , adj. that can be
condensed.

con-deii-sate (kon-den'sat), v.t. & vJ. [CONDENSATED
(-id)* coNDE^SATUflG], [Rare], tq( condense, adj.
[Archaic],, condensed, n. a product, of condensation
con den sa tion (kofiMen-sa'sfeen), n>



condense 305 conductibilitj
1. a condensing or being condensed. 2. anything con-
densed; product of condensation.
COB-dense (ksn-densO. v.t. [CONDENSED (-densf)* CON-
DENSING], |Pr. condenser; L, condensare < concensus,
very dense < com~t intens. + densus], 1. to make more
dense or compact; compress; reduce the volume of. 2.

to express in fewer words; make concise. 3. to concen-
trate; intensify: said of light rays. 4, to change (a sub-
stance) to a denser form, as from a gas to a liquid, lu.
1 . to become more dense or compact. 2. to pass into a
denser form, as a vapor into a liquid. 3. in chemistry, to

join with other atoms in the same or different molecules,
so as to form a new, more complex compound: said of
an atom or atoms. SYN. see contract.
condensed milk, a thick, sweetened milk made by
evaporating part of the water from cow's milk and
adding sugar: distinguished from evaporated -milk.

condensed type, in printing, a type face of narrower
width than the standard type for the series.

con*dens-er (ksn-den'se'r), n. a person or thing that
condenses; specifically, a) an apparatus for converting
gases or vapors to a

t
liquid state, b) a lens

t
or series of

lenses for concentrating light rays on an object or area,

r) in electricity, a device consisting of two or more con-
ductor plates separated from one another by^ a dielectric

and used for receiving and storing an electric charge.
con-den'Si'biH-ty (kan-den'sa-bil'o-ti), n. condensa-

bility.
con-den-sl-ble (kan-den'sa-b'l), adj. condensable.
con-de*scend (kon'di-sendO, IM". [ME. condescenden;
OPr. condescendre; LL. condescenderet let oneself

down, condescend < com-, together + descendere; see

DESCEND], I. to descend voluntarily to the level,

regarded as lower, of the person or persons that one is

dealing with; be gracious or affable to inferiors; deign.
2. to deal with others in a patronizing manner. 3. to
lower or degrade oneself: as, he condescended to accept a
bribe. 4. [Obs.], to make concessions; agree; assent.
SYN. see stoop.

con-de-scend-ence (kon'di-sen/dsns), n. 1. condescen-
sion. 2. [Scot.], a listing of particularsv

coii'de-scend-lng (kon'di-senMin), adj. showing con-
descension; especially, patronizing.

con-de-scen-sion (kon'di-sen'shsn), n, [LL. condescensio
< pp. of condescendere], act or instance of condescend-
ing; patronizing manner or behavior.

con-dign (kan-dm'), adj. [L. condignus, very worthy <
com-, intens. 4- aignus, worthy], deserved; suitable;
adequate: used especially with reference to punishment
for wrongdoing.

Con-dil-lac, tienne Bon not de (a'tyen' bfc'no' da
kow'de'yak'), 1715-1780; French philosopher.

con-di-ment (kon'da-mant), n. [Fr.; L. conaimentum, a

spice, seasoning < condire, to pickle], a seasoning or
relish for food, as pepper, mustard, sauces, etc.

con-dis-ci-ple (kon'di-si'p'l), n. [L. condiscipulus], 1. a
fellow disciple. 2. a fellow student.

con-di-tion (kan-dish/sn), n. [ME. & OPr. condition;
L. condicio, agreement, stipulation, condition, situation
< condicere, to speak with, agree < corn-, together -f

dicere, to speak], 1. anything called for as a require-
ment before the performance, completion, or effective-

ness of something else; provision; stipulation: as, this

contract imposes several conditions. 2. anything essen-
tial to the existence or occurrence of something else;

prerequisite: as, health is a condition of happiness. 3.

anything that modifies or restricts the nature, existence,
or occurrence of something else; external circumstance
or factor: as, conditions^ were favorable for business.
4. manner or state of being: as, the patient is in a crit-

ical condition. 5. proper or healthy state: as, athletes
must train to be in condition. 6. social position; rank:
station. 7. in education, a) the requirement imposed
on a student that he make up deficiencies in a certain

subject in order to pass it. b) the grade or mark stating
this requirement. 8. in grammar, a clause expressing a
condition, as one beginning with if. 9. in law, a clause
in a contract, will, etc. that revokes, suspends, or
modifies one or more of its stipulations on certain con-

tingencies. 10. in logic* a proposition on which the
truth of another proposition depends, v.i. to negotiate
about conditions; make conditions, v.t* 1. to stipu-
late; make terms concerning. 2. to subject to a con-
dition or conditions; impose a condition on. 3. to be a
condition of. 4. to bring into proper or fit condition.
5. in education, to require (a student) to make up
deficiencies in a course in order to pass it. 6. in psy-
chology, to develop a conditioned reflex or behavior
pattern in (a person or animal); hence, 7. loosely, to
accustom (a person) to. SYN. see state.

on condition that, provided that; if.

conditional (ksB-dish'an-l), adj. I. containing, im-
plying, or dependent on a condition or conditions;

qualified,; not absolute: as, a conditional award. 2. ex-

pressing a-'oaiiEttbih asv & conditional clause.

cou-di-tion-aH-ty (kan-dish'dn-al'a-ti), n. the quality
or state of being conditional.

con-di-tion-aHy (k9n-dish'oa-*l-i), adv* with or tinder a
condition or conditions.
con-di tioned (kra-diflfa'and), adj. 1. in a (specified)
condition. 2. subject to

% conditions; depending on cer-

tain conditions. 3. in a fit or proper condition. 4. hav-
ing developeo! a conditioned reflex or behavior pattern.
5. loosely, accustomed (to).

conditioned reflex, a reflex in watch the response (e.g.,
secretion of saliva in a dog) is occasioned by a secondary
stimulus (e.g., the ringing of a bell) repeatedly asso-
ciated with the primary stimulus (e.g., the sight of

meat): also conditioned response.

con-do-la-to-ry (ksn-doKa-tdr'i, kOT-ddla-to'ri), adj.
expressing condolence.
con-dole (kan-doF), vd. [CONDOLED (-doldO* CONDOL-
ING], [LL. condolere; L. com-* with + dolere, to grieve],
to express sympathy; mourn in sympathy; commiserate.
con-do-lence (ksn-dolans; rarely, kon'da-lans), n.

[ < LL. condolens; see CONDOLE], expression of sympathy
with another in grief. SYN. see pity.

Jcon do-lo-re (k$n dS-lS're), [It.], with grief; sadly: a
direction to the performer in music.
con-dom (kon'darn, kun'dam), n. [? altered < Conton+
name of 18th-c. Eng. doctor, the reputed tnvetxtor} r a
thin protective sheath, generally of rubber, used to
prevent venereal infection or as a contraceptive.
con-do-mln-i-um (konMd-min'i-axn) , n. [Mod. L.; see
COM- & DOMINXUM], 1. joint sovereignty; joint rule of a
country or region by two or more states. 2. the territory
so governed.
con-do-na-tkm (kon'do-na'shsn), n. [L. condonatio, a
giving away, pardoning < pp. of condonare}* 1. a
condoning; forgiving by overlooking; specifically, 2. in

law, an expressed or implied forgiving by a husband or
wife of the other's adultery.
con-done (ksn-don'), v*t* [CONDONED (~dondO* CON-
DONING], [L. condonare < com-, intens. + donare, to

give], to forgive, pardon, or overlook (an offense).
con-dor (kon'deY), n. [Sp. c6ndor < Perav. (Qtiechua)
cuntur], 1. a large vulture of the South
American Andes, with black plumage,
bare head and neck, and a ruff of

downy white feathers at the base of
the neck. 2. a similar vulture found in
California. 3. (Sp. kSn'dSr), Ipl.
CONDORES (k&i-d'res)], any of vari-
ous gold coins with the figure of a
condor stamped on them, used in
several South American countries.

Con*dor-cet, Marquis de (da kow'doV-
seO, (Marie Jean de Caritat), 1743-
1794; French mathematician and
Girondist.

Icon-dot-tie-re (k6n'dt-tye're) , n.

{pi. CONDOTTIERI (-re)], [It. < condotto,
one hired < L, conductus, pi. conduct*,
hirelings, mercenary soldiers < pp. of

conducere, to hire, employ, lead together (issee coNptiofe) ;

associated in It. with condotta, leadership, captaincy <
L. pp. of condticere in sense of 'lead'*]* in Europe from
the 14th to the 16th centuries, a captain of a band of
adventurers, hired to lead his mercenaries in battle.

con-duce (kgn-doos'. kan-dSs') vd. [CONDUCED (-doosf,
-dust'), CONDUCING], [L. conducere, to lead or bring
together, conduce < cow-, together -f ducere, to lead],
to tend; contribute; lead (to or toward}; as, insecurity
often conduces to fear.

con-du-cive (ksn-doo/siv, kdn-du'siv), adj. conducing;
tending; helpful; contributive (to).
con-duct (kon'dukt; for y., kan-duktO, n. [< L.
conductus, pp. of conducere; see CONDUCE], 1. a leading;
guidance. 2 management; handling. 3. behavior;
deportment; way that one acts. 4. [Obs.], an escort;
convoy. v*L 1. to lead; escort. 2. to manage; control;
direct; carry on. 3. to direct (an orchestra, etc.). 4. to
behave (oneself). 5. to be a channel for; convey; trans-
mit: as, this wire conducts electricity. IM". 1. to lead.
2. to act as a conductor.
SYN. conduct, in this comparison, implies a supervising by
using one's executive skill, knowledge, wisdom, etc. (to cowduct
a sales campaign); direct implies less supervision of actual

details, but stresses the issuance of general orders or instructions
(to direct the construction of a dam) ; manage implies super-
vision that involves the personal handling of all details (to
manage a department); control implies firm direction by
regulation or restraint and often connotes complete domination
(the school board controls the system). See also behave.

con-duct-ance (kan-duk't^as), n. the ability of a sub-
stance to conduct electricity, measured by the ratio of
the current to the applied electromotive force: also
called reciprocal of resistance: abbreviated G., &.

con-duct-i'biM'ty Opn-duk'te-bil'ia-ti), n, capacity for

conducting (electricity, meat, etc.).
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con duct-i-ble (kan-duk'ta-b'l), adj. 1. that can con-
duct (electricity, heat, etc.). 2. that can be conducted.

con-duc-tion (kdn-duk'shan), n. [L. conductio; see CON-

DUCT], 1. a conveying, as of liquid through a channel.

2. in physics, a) transmission (of electricity, heat, etc.)

by the passage of energy from particle to particle, b)

conductivity. See also convection, radiation.
con-duc-tive (kan-duk'tiv), adj. 1. having conductiv-

ity. 2. having to do with conduction.

con-duc-tiv-i-ty (kon'duk-tiv'a-ti), n. L the property
of conducting or transmitting heat, electricity, etc. 2.

in electricity, the quantity of electricity that will flow

through a unit cube of a given substance in a unit of

time; reciprocal of resistivity. Abbreviated cond.
con-due-tor (kan-duk'tir), n. [L.], 1. a person who
conducts; leader; guide; manager. 2. the director of an
orchestra or other musical group. 3. the person who
has charge of the passengers and coEects fares on a
streetcar, bus, or train. 4. a thing or substance that
conducts electricity, heat, etc. Abbreviated cond.

con-due-tress (kan-duk'tris), n. a woman conductor.
con-duit (kon'dit, kon'doo-it), n. [ME. & OFr..< L.

conductus, pp. of conducere; see CONDUCE], 1. a pipe or
channel for conveying fluids. 2. a tube or protected
trough for electric wires. 3. [Archaic], a fountain.

con-du-pU-cate (koa-doo'pla-kit, kon-du'pla-kit), adj.

[L, conduplicatus, pp. of conduplicare < com-, with +
duplicare; see DUPLICATE], folded lengthwise along the

middle, as certain leaves and petals in the bud.

con-dy-lar (koa'di-iSr), adj. ofa condyle or condyles.

con-dyle (kon'dil), n. [Fr.; L. condylus, knuckle of a

joint; Gr. kondylos, joint], a rounded process at the end
of a bone, forming a ball-and-socket joint with the
hollow part of another bone.

con-dy-loid (kon'di-loid'), adj. of or like a condyle.
con*dy4o-ma (koa'di-16'ma), n. {pi. CONDYLOMATA (-te)j,

[Mod. L.; Gr. kondytoma < kondylos; see CONDYLE], a
wartlike, inflammatory growth on the skin, occurring
near the anus or genital organs, especially in the second-

ary stage of syphilis.
cone (kon), n. [Fr.; L. conus; Gr. kdnos, a wedge, peak,
cone], 1. in geometry, a) a solid with a
circle for its base and a curved surface

tapering evenly to an apex so that any
point on this surface is in a straight line

between the circumference of the base
and the apex. 6) a solid described by the

hypotenuse of a right triangle rotated
about either of its legs as an axis, c) a
surface described by a moving straight
line passing through a fixed point (called
the vertex) and tracing any fixed curve,
as a circle, ellipse, etc., at another point.
2. any object or mass shaped like a cone, GEOMETRICAL
as a crisp shell of pastry for holding a CONE
scoop of ice cream, the peak of a volcano,
any of various machine parts, etc. 3. in botany t the fruit

ofevergreen trees, consisting
of a woody axis on which *

are arranged stiff, leaflike

scales containing ovules or

pollen; strobile, v.t, [CONED
fkond), CONING], to shape
like a cone or a conical

segment*
cone-flow-er (kon'flou'Sr),
n. any of a group 9f flowers,

mostly yellow, with petals
radiafinl from a cone-

shapedixis, as the black-

eyecfSusan?
Con-el rad (kon''l-rad'), n. [control of ^ectromagnetic
radiation], a system of shifting radiobroadcasting fre-

quencies in the event of an enemy air attack so as to

prevent the location of cities by means of radio
beams.

cone-nose (kon'noV), n. any of several varieties of

blood-sucking insects with conelike sucking organs,
found in the southern and southwestern United States.

Con es to-ga wagon (kon'a-sto'ga), [after Conestoga,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, where the wagons
were manufactured], a broad-wheeled covered wagon
used by American pioneers crossing the prairies.

co*ney (ko'ni, kun'i), n* [pi. CONEYS (-niz, -iz)], a cony.

Co-ney Island (ko'ni), an island in Brooklyn, New
York, at the southwest end of Long Island, famous for

its beach and amusement park.
conf., 1. [L.], confer. 2. conference, 3. confessor.
con fab (kon'fab), n. [Colloq.], a confabulation.
con-fab-u-late (kQn-fab'yoo-lat'), v.i. [CONFABULATED
(-id), CONFABULATING], [< L. confabulatus, pp. of con-

fabulari, to talk together < com-, together -f fabulari,
to converse, chat; see FABLE], to talk together m an
informal, familiar way; chat.

con-fab-U'la-tion (kan-fab'yoo-la'shsn), n. [L. confab-
ulatio], a talking together in an informal way; chat.

con-far-re-a-tion (kon-far'i-a'shan), n. [L. confearratio

< confearrare, to marry < farreum, spelt cake <
farreus, spelt < far, kind of grain; cf. FARINA, FAR-

CONES
.

. A ft r
' Ct air"

INACEOUS], in ancient Rome, the most solemn form of

marriage among the patricians, marked by the offering
of a cake of spelt as a sacrifice to Jupiter.

con-feet (kan-fekt'), v.t. [< L. confectns, pp. of conficerc,
to prepare < com-, with -f- facere, to make, do], to pre-

pare or make, especially by mixingor combining.
con-fec-tion (kan-fek'shan), n. [MB. confeccioun; OFr.
confeccion, confection; L. confectio}, 1. a confecting. 2.

a bonbon, candy, ice cream, etc. 3. a sweetened com-

pound of drugs; electuary. 4. a fancy, stylish article

of women's clothing, v.t. to prepare as a confection.

con-fee-tion-ar*y (kan-fek'shan^r'i), adj. 1. of or like

a confection. 2. of a confectioner or his work. n.

[pi. CONFECTIONARIES (-iz)l, 1. a confectionery (sense

3). 2. a confection; candy, etc.

con-fee-tion-er (kan-fek'shan-eV), n. a person whose
work or business is making or selling confectionery.

confectioners* sugar, sugar ground into a very fine

powder so that it will dissolve more readily.

con-fec-tion-er-y (ksn-fek'shan-er'i), n. [pi. CONFEC-
TIONERIES (~iz)J 1. candies, ice cream, and other con-

fections. 2. the business or work of a confectioner. 3.

a confectioner's shop or place of business; candy store:

sometimes spelled confectionary.
con-fed-er-a-cy (kan-fed'gr-9-si), n. [pL CONFEDERACIES
(-siz)], [ME. & OFr. confederate < LL. confoederatus;
see CONFEDERATE], 1. people, groups, nations, or states

united for some common purpose. 2. a league or alliance

formed by such a union; federation. 3. people united
foran unlawful purpose ; conspiracy. SYN. see alliance,

the Confederacy, the group of Southern States that
seceded from the United States in 1860 and 1861;
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,

Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-

nessee, Texas, and Virginia: also called Confederate
States of America, Southern Confederacy.

con-fed er-ate (ksn-fed'Sr-it), adj. [LL. confoederatus,

pp. of confoederare, to unite by a league < L. com-,
together +foederare, to establish by a league < foedus,
a league; see FEDERAL], 1. united in a confederacy;
joined in an alliance or league. 2. [C-], of the Confed-

eracy, n. 1. a person, group, nation, or state united

with another or others for some common purpose; ally;

associate. 2. an associate in an unlawful act or plot;

accomplice; co-conspirator. 3. [C-], any Southerner
who supported or fought for the Confederacy, v.t, &
U.I. (kan-fed'er-af), [CONFEDERATED /-id), CONFEDER-
ATING], to unite in a confederacy; join together; ally.

Abbreviated Confed. SYN. see associate.

Confederate States of America, the Confederacy.
con-fed era-tion (kan-fed'er-a'shan), n. [LL. confoeder-

atio; see CONFEDERATE], 1. a uniting or being united in

a league or alliance. 2. nations or states joined in a

league or union for a special purpose that is not merely
temporary. SYN. see alliance,

the Confederation, the union of the American States

(1781-1789) under the Articles of Confederation.

con-fed-er-a-tive (kan-fed'eY-a'tiv, kan-fed'Sr-d-tiv),

ad/* of confederates or a confederation.
con-fer (ksn-furOt v.t. [CONFERRED (-furd') CONFER-
RING], [L. conferre, to bring together, compare, confer <
com-, together + ferre, to bring, bear], to give; bestow.
v.L to have a conference; compare and exchange ideas;
meet for discussion; converse. SYN. see give.

fcon-fer (kan-fur'), v.t. [L., imperative of conferre; see

CONFER (to converse)], compare: abbreviated cf., conf.

con-fer ee (kon'fer-e'), n. 1. a participant in a con-

ference. 2. a person onwhom an honor, privilege, favor,

etc., is conferred. Also spelled conferree.
con-fer-ence (kon'fSr-dns), n. [Fr. conference; ML. con-

ferentia < L. conferens, ppr. of conferre; see CONFER (to

converse)], 1. a conversing or consulting on a serious

matter. 2. a formal meeting of a number of people for

discussion or consultation. 3. a meeting at which com-
mittees from the two branches of a legislature reconcile

the differences between bills passed by both branches.
4. [C-], an assembly of ministers of either the Methodist
Church or the Mennonite Church for legislating on
church matters. 5. an association of religious bodies,

schools, athletic teams, etc., for some common purpose.
con-fer-en-tial (kon'fgr-en'shal), adj. of a conference.
con-fer-ment (kan-fur'mant), n. a conferring of an
honor, favor, privilege, etc. ; bestowal.

con-fer-ra-ble(k9n-fur'a-b'l), adj. that can be conferred.

con-fer-ree (kon'fSr-e'), n. a conferee.
con-fer-rer (kan-fur'Sr), n. a person or agency that
confers something; giver.

con-fer-va (kan-fiir'va), n. [pi. CONFERVAE (-ve), CON-
FERVAS (-V9z)], [L., kind of water plant < confervere. to

seethe, boil together, heal < com-, with
-j- fervere {see

FERVENT) : so named from its reputed healing qualities],

any of a group of green, fresh-water algae.
con-fer-val (kan-fur'val), adj. of or like a conferva, n.

a conferva or allied alga.
con-fer-void (kon-fur'void), adj. like a conferva, it.

a conferva.
con-fess (kan-fes'). v.t. [ME. confessen; OFr. confess*;
LL. confessare < L. confessus, pp. of conjiteri < com*,

together -f- fateri, to acknowledge], 1. to admit or
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acknowledge (a fault, crime, opinion* etc.). 2. to
declare one's faith in. 3. [Poetic], to manifest; attest.

4. in ecclesiastical usage* a) to tell (one's sins) to a
priest in penitence in order to receive absolution, b) to
hear the confession of (a person) : said of a priest. *u.

1. to admit or acknowledge one's faults or crimes; own
up to one's guilt. 2. in ecclesiastical usage* a) to tell

one's sins in order to receive absolution, b) to hear a
person tell his sins; serve as a confessor. SYN. see

acknowledge.
confess to, to admit; acknowledge; admit having.
stand confessed as, to be revealed or admitted as.

con-fess-ed-Iy (kan-fes'id-li), adv. by confession; avow-
edly; admittedly.

con-fes-sion (ksn-fesh'an), n. [ME. cpnfessioun; OPr.
confession; L. confessio], 1. a confessing; acknowledg-
ment; admission. 2. something confessed. 3. an admis-
sion of guilt, as by a person charged with a crime. 4.

the confessing of sins to a priest in order to receive
absolution. 5. a form used in public worship, expressing
a general acknowledgment of sin. 6. declaration of

faith: creed; hence, 7. a group of people adhering to a
certain creed ; church; sect; denomination. 8. the tomb
or shrine of a martyr or confessor,

con-fes-sion-al (ksn-fesh'sn-'l), n. [Fr.; see CONFES-
SION], 1. a small, enclosed place in a church, where a
priest hears confessions. 2. the confession of sins to a
priest, adj. I. of, like, or for confession. 2. of creeds.

coii'fes-sion-ar-y (kan-fesh'an-er'i) , adj. & n. [pi.
CONFESSIONARIES (-12)], [Rare], confessional.

confession of faith. 1. a declaration of belief. 2. a
declaration of the beliefs or doctrines of a religion; creed.

con-feS'Sor (kQn-fes'eV), n. [L.] t 1. a person who con-
fesses. 2. a person who professes his religious faith in

spite of persecution: as, Edward the Confessor: dis-

tinguished from martyr. 3. a priest authorized to hear
confessions and give absolution: abbreviated conf.
Also spelled confesser.

con-fet*ti (kan-fet'i), n.pL [sing. CONFETTO (-to)], [It.,

pi. of confetto, sweetmeat; see COMFIT], 1. candies, or

plaster imitations of candies, formerly scattered about
at carnivals or other celebrations. 2. [construed as

sing.], bits of colored paper now used in this way.
con-fi-dant (kon'fo-dant', kon'fs-dantOi n. [Fr. con-

fident (fern, confidents) ; It. confidents < L. confiaens,t)pr.
of confidere; see CONFIDE],, a close, trusted friend, to
whom one confides intimate affairs, secrets, etc.

con-fi-dante (kon'fa-dant't kon'f8~dant') n. a confidant
who is a woman.

con-fide (ksn-fid'), v.i. [CONFIDED (-id), CONFIDING], [L.

confidere < com-, intens. + fidere, to trust], to trust (in

someone) ; share secrets or discuss private affairs, v.t.

1. to tell or talk about as a secret: as, she confided her
difficulties to her friend. 2. to entrust (a duty

<t
object,

person, etc. to someone); give into the keeping of a
trusted person. SYN. see commit.
con-fi-dence (kon'fo-dons), n. [L. confidentia < confi-
dens* ppr. of confidere; see CONFIDE], 1. firm belief;

trust; reliance. 2. assurance; a being or feeling certain.
3. belief in one's own abilities; self-confidence. 4. some-
one or something to be trusted. 5. a relationship as
confidant : as, takeme into your confidence. 6. the belief
that another will keep a secret; assurance of secrecy: as,
told in strict confidence. 7. something told as a secret.
SYN. confidence, in this comparison, implies belief in one's
own abilities or, especially in the form self-confidence, reli-

ance on one's own powers (fee has confidence he will win);
assurance, in this connection, suggests an even stronger belief

in one's ability, but in an -unfavorable sense, it may connote
(as does confidence) conceited or arrogamt sdf-sttfficiency;
self-possession suggests that presence of mind which results
from the ability to control one's feelings and behavior; aplomb
refers, usually in a favorable sense, to an evident assurance of
manner manifesting self-possession Che stood his ground with,

admirable aplomb). See also belief, certainty. ANT. dif-

fidence, shyness.
confidence game, a swindle effected by gaining the
confidence

pit
the victim. ,

'
"

confidence man, % swindler who tries to gain the con-
fidence of his v|ctim in order to defraud, hiin.

,

confi dent (kori'fd-dsnt), adj. 1. ftill of confidence;
expressing confidence: specifically, a) assured; certain :

as, we are confident of victory, b} sure of .oneself ; self-

confident; bold: as, a confident manner. 2. [Archaic],
confiding, n. a confidant. SYN. see sure. \

con-fl-den-tial (konfa-den'snal), adj. 1. told M ccjn-
fidence

; imp'arted in secret. 2. of of showing qoiifiaenpe.
3. entrusted w^th. private or secret inattera: a a
confidential agent. SYN. see familiar.

confidential communication, a statement made in

confidence to, lo-op's attorney,, physician, clergyman,
to

con fig u-ra-tlon (kao-fig'yoo-ra'sten), it. |L. configwr-
atia < confignrare, to form after < com-, together -f

figware; see FIGURE], 1. arrangement of parts; form
or figure as determined by the disposition of parts;

contour; outline. 2. [after . gestaU], in GesteM psychol-

ogy, an integrated whole with independent properties
and functions over and above the sum of the properties
and functions of its parts. SYN. see form,
con fig u-ra-tion ism (kaa-fig^yoo^'shau-w'm), n.

Gestalt psychology.
con-fin a-ble, con fine a-ble (kdn-fei'a-bl), tfrf/. that
can be confined.

con-fine (kon'fin'; for #., kan-fmO. n. [Fr. & OPr.

confnst pi., a border, boundary; L. confinium, boundary,
limit < confinis, bordering on < com-* with + finis,
an end, limit], 1. usually in pi. a boundary or bounded
region; border; limit. 2, fPoetic]r confinement. 3.

[Obs,], a place of confinement, lu. [CONFINED (-findOt
CONFINING], [Fr. confiner < the .] [Rare], to border
(on) or be contiguous (with or to another region), v.t.

1. to keep within limits; restrict: as, please confine your
remarks to the facts. 2. to keep shut up, as in prison,
in bed because of illness, indoors, etc. JSYN. see limit,

be confined, to be undergoing childbirth.
con-fine-ment (kan-ftnfnaant), TU a confining or being
confined; specifically, a) imprisonment. b) limitation;
restriction; restraint, c) childbirth; lying-in.
con-firm (kan-fdrmO* v.t. [ME. confermen; OFr. con-

fermer; L. confirmare < com-, intens. -f firmare, to
strengthen < firmus}* 1. to make firm; strengthen;
establish; encourage. 2. to make vaHd. by formal
approval; ratify. 3. to prove the truth, validity, or
authenticity of; verify. 4. in ecclesiastical usage, to
admit (a person of a certain age) to full member-
ship in a church by a ceremony in which he reaffirms the
vows made for him when he was a child.
SYN. to confirm is to establish as true that which was
doubtful or uncertain (to confirm a rumor); substantiate
suggests the producing of evidence that proves or tends to

prove the validity of a previous assertion or claim (the census

figures substantiate his charge); corroborate suggests the

strengthening of one statement or testimony by another (the
witnesses corroborated her version of the event) ; to verify is to

prove to be true or correct by investigation, comparison with a
standard, or reference to ascertainable facts (to verify

an
account); authenticate implies proof of genmneness by an
authority or expert (to authenticate a painting) ; validate im-

plies official confirmation of the validity of something (to
validate a will). ANT. contradict, disprove.
con-fir-mand (kon'fSr-mandO, n. in ecclesiastical

usage, a person who is to be confirmed.
confirma tion (kon'fgr-ma'shsn), n. [ME. & OFr.
confirmadon; L. confirmatio < pp. of confirmare]^ 1- a
confirming or being confirmed; corroboration; ratifica-

tion ; verification. 2. something tnat confirms or proves.
3. a religious ceremony in which a -person of a certain

age is admitted to full membershipw a church.
con-firm-a-tive (kan-fftr'ma-tiv), adj. confirming or

tending to confirm. ,
i <

con
:
firm-a to-ry . (kan-fur'm-tdr'i Icoio^S^ai^tS^,

adj. confirming or serving to confirm.
, , ,

,
,

,

con-firmed (kan-fftrmdO , GC?/. [pp. of cmjwmk - 1* firmly
established, as in a habit or condition- habitual: as, a

confirmed bachelor. 2. chrome, as a disease. 3. cor-

roborated; proved. 4. Eaving; gone through the religi-
ous ceremony of confonation., -r*SYff. see chronic.
con-firm or (kon'fSr-mdr', Ipa-fur'mSr), n, a person
who ratifies another's legal title.

con-fis-ca-ble (ksn-fis'ka-b'l), adj. liable to be confis-

cated or forfeited.
con-fis-cate (kon'fsnkat')* v.L [CONFISCATED (-id),

j, < L^ confiscates, pp. of confiscate, to
seize for the public treasury, confis-Jay up ill a

catfc <: cow-, together + fiscus, wicker basket, money
basket or chest, pubHc treasury], 1. to seize (private
property) for the pujbKc treasury, usually as a penalty.
2. to seize by be as by authority; appropriate, adj.
I. confiscated. %. having property confiscated.

con-fis-ca-tion (koi/fis-ka'shsn), n. [L. confiscatio <; pp.
of confiscare], 1. a confiscating or being confiscated. 2,

something confiscated.
con fis-ca-tor (kon'fis-ka'iSr), n. [L. f treasurer], a per-
sion, who confiscates.

cbii,'fl|ca-to-ry (ksn-fis
fka-t6r'if kpa-fis^co-to'ri), adj.

L b|r constituting, or effecting confiscation: as, a con-

fiscdtory tax. 2. confiscating.
con fit e or (k9n-fit'i-6r'), n. D^. I confess (see CON-
FESS)], a formal prayer in which sins are confessed,
confi-ture (kon'fi-choorO, W-ti.IMK,;. Late OFr, <
confit t comfit < confire> to preserve; L, conficere; cf.

CONFIX], a confection^ s^e^tmeat
con -fla-grant (kan-fla'grsnt), adj.
o confiagrare; see OQM|iM^aU2PiQN,

con-fla-gra-tion (kon'fla-gra'shsn), n.[L. conflagrate <
pp. of cvnfia^prfy icf, bt|cii <; cofci*, intens. *f jlagrar$t

to burn '

or preserve.

JL. coriflagrans* ppr.
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con fla tion (kan-fll'stwn), n. fLL. conjtatio < L. con-

fare, to blow together < corn-, together -f- /are, to
otowj, a combining, as of two variant readings into a
single text.

coti-ffllct (kara-flikt'i/or n., kon'flikt), vJ. [< L. con-
flictus, pp. of confltgtre, to strike together < com-,
togetlier -J- ffigere, to strike], 1. originally, to fight;
battle; contend. 2. to clash; be antagonistic, incom-
patible, or contradictory; be in opposition: as, his
interests conflict with mine. n. 1. a J&ght; battle:

struggle. 2. sharp disagreement or opposition, as ot
interests, ideas, etc.: clash. 3. emotional disturbance
resulting from a clash of impulses in a person,
5YN* conflict refers to a sharp disagreement or collision in

interests* ideas, etc. and emphasizes the process rather than the
end (the conftkt over slavery); fight, a rather general word for

any contest, struggle, or quarrel, stresses physical or hand-to-
hand combat; struggle implies great effort or violent exertion,

physical or otherwise (the struggle for existence) ; contention
most frequently applies to heated verbal strife, or dispute
(religious contention broke out); contest refers to a struggle,
either friendly or hostile, for supremacy in some matter
(athletic contests, a corniest of wits). ANT. accord, harmony.
con flic tion (kan-ftik'shan), n. [L. confiictio < conflic-
tus], a conflicting; being in a conflict.

con-flic-tive (kan-flik'tiv), adj. conflicting.
con-fluence (kon'ftoo-ans), n. [LL. confluentia < L.
confluens, ppr. of confiture < com', together +Jluere, to
flow], 1. a flowing together, especially of two or more
streams. 2. the place of, or a stream formed by, this.
3. a flocking together; hence, 4. a crowd; throng.

con-flu ent (kon'floo-ant), adj. [L. conjfuens, confluentis;
see CONFLUENCE], 1. flowing or running together so as
to form one: as, confluent streams. 2. in medicine, run-
ning together so as to form a merged mass, as sores,
pimples, etc. n. 1. a stream uniting with another;
hence, 2. loosely, a tributary.

con-flux (kon'fluks), n. [< L. confluxus, pp. of confluere;
see CONFLUENCE], confluence.

con-fo cal (kon-fo'kl), ad/, in mathematics, having the
same focus or foci.
con-form (kan-f6imO v.t. [ME. conformen; OPr. con-
former; L. conformare, to fashion, form < com-, together+ formare: see FORM}, 1. to give the same form to;
make similar: as, he conformed his ideas to ours. 2. to
bring into harmony or agreement; adapt: often used
reflewvjelir. vd. 1. to have the same form; be or be-
come similar. 2. to be in accord or agreement: as, the
novel conformed to my notion of a good story. 3. to
act in accordance with rules, customs, etc. 4, in
English history, to accept and adhere to the usages of
the Established Church. SYN. see adapt, agree,

con-form-a-bll-i-ty (kan-ffir'ma-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
or state of being conformable.

con-form-a-ble (kan-f&r
/
ma-b'l) , adj. 1 . that conforms ;

specifically, a) similar. 6) in harmony or agreement.
c) adapted ; suited ; corresponding. 2. quick to conform ;

obedient: submissive; compliant. 3. in geology, unin-
terruptedly parallel: said o! contiguous strata.

con-form-a-bly (kan-f6r
/
ma-bli), adv. so as to conform;

in accordance.
con-form ance (kan-ffir'mans), n. conformity.
con-for-ma-tion (kon'fdr-ma'shan), n. [L. conformatio
< pp. of conformare), 1. [Rare], a conforming or being
conformed; adaptation. 2. a completed or symmetrical
formation and arrangement of the parts of a thing. 3.
the structure or form of a thing as determined by the
arrangement of its parts.

con-fonn-ist (kan-iprm'ist), n. 1. a person who con-
forms. 2. in English history, a person accepting and
adhering to the usages of the Established Church:
opposed to nonconformist, dissenter: abbreviated Con.

con-form'I'ty fkan-fflr'nia-ti), n. [pi. CONFORMITIES
(-tiz)], (Fr. conformitt < conformer; see CONFORM], 1.
the condition or fact of being in harmony or agreement ;

correspondence; cpngniity; similarity. 2. action in
accordance with ;rules, customs, etc. 3. in English
history, acceptance of and adherence to the usages of
the Established Church.

con-found (kan-found', kon-found'), < [ME. con-
fonden; OFr. confondre, confundre; L. confunderet to
pour or mingle together, confuse, confound < com-,
together -j- fundere, to pour], 1. to mix up or lump
together indiscriminately; confuse. j2. to cause to
become confused; bewilder. 3. [Archaic[, to defeat;
destroy: make to no avail. 4. [Archaic], to make feel
ashamed; abash; embarrass. 5. (usually kon'fotmdO,
to damn: used as a mild oath. SYN. see puzzle,
confound ed (kan-foun'did; also, for 2 & 3 kon'-
foun'did), adj. [pp. of confound], 1. confused; be-
wildered. 2. damned: a mild oath. 3. detestable;
abominable.
confraternity (kpn'fra-tfir'na-ti), n. [pi. CONFRA-
TERNITIES (-tiz)], [LL, confraternitas; see COM- &
FRATERNITY], 1. brotherhood. 2. a group of men asso-
ciated for some purpose or in a profession.
con frere (kon'frr; Fr. ko*'fraT>), n. [Fr. confrere; see
COM- & FRERE], colleague; associate; fellow member;
fellow worker, as in a profession.

confront (kan-franf). v.t. [Fr. confronter; ML. con-
frontare < L. com- t together -|- frons, forehead; see
FRONT], 1. to face: stand or meet face to face. 2. to
face boldly, defiantly, or antagonistically. 3. to bring
(a person) face to face (with): as, he confronted the
accused with the evidence. 4. to compare.

Con-fu-cian (kan-fu'shan), adj. of Confucius, his teach-
ings, or his followers, n. a Confucianist.
Con-fu-cian-Ism (kan-fu'shan-iz'm), n. the ethical
teachings formulated by Confucius and introduced into
the Chinese religion, emphasizing devotion to parents,
family, and friends, ancestor worship, and the main-
tenance of justice and peace.
Con-fu cian-ist (kan-fu'shan-ist), n. an adherent of
Confucianism, adj. of Confucianism or Confucianists.

Con-fu-cius (kan-fu'shas), n. (Kung Fu-tse), Chinese
philosopher and teacher; 557P-479 B.C.
con*fuse (kan-fuzO v.t. [CONFUSED (-fuzdO, CONFUS-
ING], [< ME. & OFr. confus, confused; L. confusus, pp.
of confundere; see CONFOUND], 1. to mix up; jumble
together; put into disorder. 2. to mix up mentally;
specifically, a) to bewilder; perplex, fc) to embarrass;
disconcert; abash, c) to fau to distinguish between;
mistake the identity of. SYN. see puzzle.
con-fusedly (kan-fuz'id-li, kan-fuzdli), adv. in a
confused manner.
con fu-sipn (kan-fu'zhan), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. confusio],
a confusing or being confused; specifically, a) disorder.
b) bewilderment, c) embarrassment, d) failure to
distinguish between things.
covered with confusion, greatly embarrassed.
SYN. confusion suggests an indiscriminate mixing or throw-
ing together of things so that it is difficult to distinguish the
individual elements or parts (the hall was a confusion of
languages); disorder and disarray imply a disturbance of the
proper order or arrangement of parts (the room was in disorder,
her clothes were in disarray) ; chaps implies total and apparent-
ly irremediable lack of organization (the troops are in a state
of

chaos)-, jumble suggests a confused mixture of dissimilar
things (his drawer was a jumble of clothing, books, etc.);
muddle implies a snarled confusion resulting from mismanage-
ment or incompetency (they've made a muddle of the negotia-
tions). ANT. order, system,

con-fu-sion-al (kan-fu'zhan-'l), adj. characterized by
confusion.
con fu-ta-tlon (kon'fyoo-ta'shan), n. [L, confutatio <
pp. of confutare], I. a confuting. 2. an argument,
evidence, etc. that confutes.

con-fut a-tive (kan-fu'ta-tiv), adj. confuting or tending
to confute.

con-fute (kan-fuf), v.t. [CONFUTED (-id), CONFUTING],
(L. confutare < com-, intens. + *futare; IE. base
*bhaut-, *bhut-, to strike], 1. to prove (a person) to be
in error; overcome by argument or proof. 2. to prove
(a statement, argument, etc.) to be false or invalid.
3. to make useless; confound. SYN. see disprove.
Gong., 1. Congregational. 2. Congregationalist. 3.

Congress. 4. Congressional.
cong., congius.
con-ga (kon'ga), n. [Am. Sp.], 1. a modern ballroom
dance of Latin-American origin, in which the dancers
form a winding line, 2. the music for this dance,
in 4/4 -syncopated time, with a heavy accent on the
fourth beat of every measure. v.f. to dance the conga.
con ge (kon'zha; Fr. kow'zhaO. n. [Fr., leave, departure;
OFr. congit; L. commeatus, a going to and fro < com-
meare, to come and go; com-, mtens. -f- meare, to go],
1. a curt dismissal : as, he gave memy congt. 2. a formal
leave-taking or farewell. 3. [Archaic], a bow, especially
at leave-taking. 4. in architecture, a kind of molding:
see molding, illus.

con geal (kan-iel'), v.t. A v.i. [ME. congelen; OFr. con-
geler; L. congelare < com-, together + gelare, to freeze;
cf. GELID], 1. to solidify or thicken by cooling or freez-
ing. 2. to thicken; coagulate; jell.

con-geal-ment (kan-jel'mant), n. a congealing.
con-gee (kon'je). n. [ME. conge; Oft. congie (Fr.

<_L.r^commeare, to come and go, leave] cf.*. .

^ [N
^
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Jflfro < congelatus, pp. of congelare]. 1. a congealing
or being congealed. 2. something congealed,con gen er (kon'ji-nSr), /IP [L., of the same race or kind
< com-, together 4. genus, generis, race, kind], a person
or thing of the same kind, class, race, or genus.

con-ge-nerdc ton'jiWik), adj. [congener + -fc],
belonging to the same kind, dam, race, or genus.
con-gen er-ous (kan-jen'Sr-as), adj. congeneric.
c?n'i

eiVia* CMSJ n'3^)t adj. [see COM- & GENIAL], 1.
kindred ; compatible: as, congenial tastes. 2. having the
same tastes a)ad temperament; friendly; sympathetic:
as, congenial friends. 3. stilted to one's needs or dis-
position: agreeable: as, congenial surroundings.

con-fie-ni-aM'ty Qcan-^'ni-al'a-'ti), n. nieqitaiity or
condition of being congenial.
con gen Ital (ksan-lenVtlV, adj. f< L.
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heredity or prenatal environment: as, a congenital dis-

ease, a congenital idiot. 5YN, see innate.

con-gen-i-tal-ly (ksn-jenVt'1-i), adv. from birth; as a
result of congenital factors.

con-ger (kor/ger), n. [ME.; OFr. congre; LL. mngrus,
for L, conger; Gr, gongros, congerJ, a variety of large,
edible, salt-water eel: also confer eel.

con-ge-ri-es (kon-jeVez, kon-jeY'i-ez'), n.
[pi. CON-

GERIES], [L. < congerere; see CONGEST], a collection of

things or parts massed together; heap; pile.

con-gest (kan-jest'), v.t. [< L. congestus, pp. of con-

gereret to bring together, pile up < com-, together -f

gerere, to carry, perform], I. to cause too much blood
to accumulate in (a part of the body). 2. to over-
crowd; fill^to excess: as, the shopping district was con-

gested. v,i. to become congested.
con-ges-tion (kan-jes'chan), n. 1. an excessive accumu-
lation of blood in^a part of the body. 2. a congesting or

congested condition, as of population or traffic.

con-ges-tive (ksn-jes'tiv), adj. of or with congestion;
causing or resulting from congestion.

con-gi-us (kon'ji-as), n. [pi. -COUGH (-1')], [L. < Gr.
konchos; akin to konche, conch], 1. an ancient Roman
liquid measure equal to a little less than seven pints.
2. in pharmacy, a gallon. Abbreviated cong., C*, c

con-glo-bate (kon-glo'bat, kor/glo-bat'), v.t. & v.L

[CONGLOBATED (-id), CONGLOBATING], [L. conglobatus,

pp. of conglobare; see CONGLOBE], to form or collect into
a ball or rounded mass. adj. formed into a ball or
rounded mass.
con-globe (kon-globO, v.t. & v.i. [CONGLOBED (-globd'),
CONGLOBING], [L. conglobare < com-, with + globare, to
make into a ball < globus; see GLOBE], to conglobate.
con-glom-er-ate (ksn-glom'Sr-at'; for adj. & . t ksn-
glom'er-it), v.t. & vj.. [CONGLOMERATED (-id), CON-
GLOMERATING], [< L. conglomerate, pp. of conglomerate,
to roll together, wind up < com-, together -\- glomerare,
to gather into a ball < glomus, a ball; akin to globus
(see GLOBE)], to form or collect into a ball or rounded
mass. adj. 1 . formed or collected into a ball or rounded
mass; clustered. 2. made uo of separate parts or
substances collected together into a single mass. 3.

in geology, made up of rock fragments or pebbles ce-

mented together in a mass of hardened clay and sand.
n. 1. a conglomerate mass; cluster. 2. in geology, a
conglomerate rock.
con glom er at-ic (kan-glom'Sr-at'ik), adj. in geology,
conglomerate.
con*glom-er-a-tion (kan-glom'er-a'shan) , n. 1. a con-
glomerating or being conglomerated. 2. a collection,
mixture, or mass of miscellaneous things.

con-glom-er-it-ic (kan-glom'Sr-it'ik), adj. in geology,
conglomerate.

con-gln*ti-nate (kdn-gloo'to-naV), adj. [L. congluti-
natus* pp. of conglutinare, to glue together < com-,
together + glutinare, to glue < gluten, glue]j glued
together; stuck together; adhering, v.t. <& v*t. [CON-
GLUTINATED (-id), CONGLUTINATING], to stick together;
unite by or as by adhesion,

con-glu-ti-na-tion (kan-gloo'ta-na'shan), n. [L. con-

glutmatio], a conglutinating.
Con-go (korj 'go) , n. 1, a river in Africa, flowing through
the Belgian Congo into the Atlantic: length, 3,000 mi.
2. the Belgian Congo. Also spelled Kongo*

con-go (kon'go), n. congou.
Congo dye (or color), any of certain azo dyes, derived
mainly irom benzidine.
Congo Free State, Belgian Congo: the former name.
Congo paper, a paper colored with Congo red, used
to test for the presence of acids.

Congo red, a sodium salt of a complex organic acid,
used for dyeing wool and cotton and as an acid-base

indicator: it becomes blue in an acid solution and re-

mains red in an alkaline or neutral solution.

congo snake, an eellike amphibious animal with two
pairs of small, weak legs, found in the swamps of the
southeastern United States: also called congo eel.

con-gou (kor/g^o), n. [Chin, kung-fu, labor; Amoy
kang-hu-f3, lit., labor tea, tea on which work has been
done], a variety of black Chinese tea.

con-grat-u-lant (ksn-grach's-lont) , adj. congratulating;
expressing congratulations, ft* a congratulator.

con-grat-u-late (kan-grach'a-lat
7
) , v.t., [CONGRATULATED

(-id;, CONGRATULATING], [< If. congratulatus, pp. of

congratulari, to wish joy < com-, together + gratulari,
to show joy, wish joy < gratis, agreeable), l t to rejoice
with and express one's happiness to (& person who^ has
been fortunate, successful, etc.); felicitate; as, we
congratulated the boy on winning the race. 2. fObs.],
to rejoice at; celebrate. 3. [Obs.J, to greet; hail,
con grat-u-la tion (ksn-grach'e-la'shsn), n U a con-*

gratulating. 2, pi. expressions of pleasure aad good
wishes pn= t^e soccasion pf another's fortune or success,

n. a person who

con grat u Ia-to-ry (ton-grach'a-fo-tdr'i,
Id-to^ri), adj. expressing congratulations.

con-gre-gate (koii'gra-fiat^f 9.t. & a. [CONGREGATED
(-id), CONGREGATING!, f< L. wmgreiatus, pp. of congre-
gore, to congregate < m- together 4* grtgoyc, to col-
lect into a flock, gather < rt greets, a flockL to gather
into a mass or crowd; collect; assemble. <mj (usually
kor/gra~gxt) ? I. collected; assembled. 2. collective.

con'gre-ga-tion (kotj'gra-^'sbaa), n. fPr. congregation;
L. ccngretatio], 1 . a congregating or being: congregated.
2. a gathering of people or things; assemblage. 3. an
assembly of people for religious worship or teaching.
4. the members of a particular place of worship. 5. a
settlement, town, or parish in the colonies of early New
England where Congregationalism was established. 6.
in the Old Testament, the Jews. 7. in the Roman
Catholic Church, a) a religious community or order not
necessarily under solemn vows but bound by a common
rule, b) a committee of cardinals in charge of some
department of church affairs.
con gre ga tion al (kon'gra-ga'shan-D, adj. I. of or
like a congregation, 2. |C-J, of Congregatioiialism or
Congregationalists: abbreviated Cong.

con gre-ga tion al ism (kon'gra-ga'shsn-l-iz'm), n, 1.
a form of church organization in which each church and
congregation is self-governing. 2. [C-J, the faith and
form of organization of a Protestant denomination in
which each member church is self-governing.Con grega-tion-al-1st (kon'gi^a'shan-*l-ist) f n. a
person who believes in Congregationalism or belongs to
a Congregational church, adj. of Congregationalism
or Congregationalists, Abbreviated Cong.

con-gre*ga-tive (korj'grs-ga'tiv), adj. congregating or
tending to congregate.
cong ress (korj^ras), n. [L. congressus, a meeting, inter-
view, hostile encounter; pp. of congredi, to come to-
gether < com-, together 4- gradi, to step, walk < gradus,
a step], 1 . a coming together; meeting. 2. sexual inter-
course. 3. social intercourse. 4. an assembly or con-
ference. 5. a formal assembly of representatives from
various nations, churches, etc., to discuss problems. 6.

any of various legislatures, especially the national legis-
lature of a republic. 7. [C-], ) the legislature of the
United States, consisting of the Senate and the House
of Representatives, 6) a session of this legislature, c)
the body of Senators and Representatives serving to-
gether for any two-year term. Abbreviated Cong., C
congress boot, a high shoe with a strip of elastic ma-
terial inserted in each side.
con gres sion al (ksm-gresh'an-'l) , adj. [< L. congressio,
a coming together (see CONGRESS); -f ~al], 1. of a
congress. 2.TC-L of Congress:, abbreviated Cong.
Congressional district, any of the districts into which
a State is divided for electing Congressional Repre-
sentatives.
con gres sion allst (kan-gresh'sm-'l-ist) , n. a supporter
of a congress.
Congressional Medal of Honor, the highest United
States military decoration, awaraed by Congress lor
gallantry at the risk of life above and oeyond the call
of duty: instituted 1862: also called Medal of Honor.
Congressional Record, a daily publication of the pro-
ceedings of Congress, including a complete stenographic
report of all remarks and debate,
con-gress-man (koi^'gras-msn), n.

{fl. CONGRESSMEN
(-man)], a member of Congress, especially of the House
of Representatives.
Congress of Industrial Organizations, a group of
affiliated labor unions in the United States and Canada,
established in 1938* merged with the American Federa-
tion of Labor in 1955 : abbreviated CIO, G.I.O.

Congress ofVienna, a conference of the major European
cowers held at Vienna in 1814-1815, at the end ol the
Napoleonic H/Vacss its purpose was to restore monarch-
ical governments and readjust territories throughout
Europe; its leading figure was Metteraich.
con gress worn an (kon'gras-woom'an), n. \fL CON-
GRBSSWOMEN (-wipa/in)], a woman member of Congress,
especially of the House of Representatives,
Con

greve, William (kon'grev, kor/grev), 1670-1729;
English dramatist; wrote comedies of manners.
Congreve match, [after Sir William Congreve (1772-
1828) , the inventorj, an early kind of friction match.

Congreve rocket, [see CONGREVE MATCH], a kind of
rocket formerly used as a weapon of war.
congruence (kon'groo-ans), n. [L. wngruentia; see
CONGRUENT], 1. agreement ^ correspondence; harmony.

correspondence to what is right, propert or reason-,

able; suitability; appropriateness. 3, in English gram-
mar, concord, 4. in mathematics, the relation between
two numbers each of which, when divided by a third
(called the modulus"), leaves the same remainder.

con-gru-en-cy (kon'grop-^n-si), n. congruence.
con-gru-ent (korj'gr^o^nt), adj. [&. congrwqns, ppr. of
congruere, to come together, correspond* agree < com-,
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with -f base appearing in mere, to fall violently, go
to ruin; IE. base *ghr$u-, to collapse, topple], 1. agree-
ing; corresponding; harmonious. 2. in English gram-
mar, showing concord. 3. in geometry, of the same shape
and size: congruent figures, if placed one upon another,
coincide exactly in afl their parts. 4. in mathematics,
in congruence: as, congruent numbers.

coii-gm-i-ty (kan-gro5'a~ti), n. [pi. CONGRUITIES (-tiz)],
[ME. & OFr. congruite], 1. the condition, quality , or
tact of being congruous; specifically, a) agreement;
harmony, &) fitnessj appropriateness. 2. in geometry,
exact coincidence: said of two or more figures.
con-gru-ous (korj'grooms), adj. [L, congruus], 1. con-
gruent. 2. corresponding to what is right, proper, or
reasonable: fitting \ suitable; appropriate.
con-ic (kon'ik), adj. [Gr. kdnikos < kanos, a peak, cone],
conical, n. a come section.
con-i cal (kon'i-k'l) , adj. 1. of a cone. 2. resembling or
shaped like a cone.
conic projection, a type of map projection formed
by projecting the surface of the earth on the surface
of a cone and unrolling this to a plane surface on
which the parallels of latitude are then concentric
circles and the meridians equally spaced radii.
con ics (kon'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], the branch
of geometry dealing with conic sections.

conic section, in geometry, a curve, as an ellipse,
parabola, or hyperbola, produced by the intersection
of a plane with a right circular cone.
conic sections, the branch of geometry dealing with
ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas.

co-nid-i-a (ko^nid'i-a), n. plural of conidium.
conid-ial (ko-nid'i-al) , adj. 1. of or like conidia. 2.

producing conidia.
co-nid-i-an Cko-nid'i-an). adj. conidial.
co-nid 1 o phore (ko-nid'i-9~f6r', ko-nid'i-9-for'), n.

[< conidium -f -phore], a specialized, threadlike part
that bears conidia, found in certain fungi.
conid ium (ko-nid'i-am), n. [pi. CONIDIA (-a)J, [Mod.
L. < Gr. honis, dust], a small asexual spore occurring
in certain fungi.
co-nifer (ko'na-fgr, kon's-fgr), n. [< L. conns, a cone -f
ferre, to bear], any of a large group of cone-bearing
trees and shrubs, mostly evergreens, as the pine, spruce,
fir, cedar, yew, etc.
co nif-er-ous (ko-nif'r-Qs) t adj. 1. bearing cones. 2.
of conifers.
co ni Ine (ko'ni-en', ko'ni-in), conine.
co-nin (ko'nin) , n. conine.
co-nine (ko'nen), n. [see CONIUM], a verjr poisonous, oily
alkaloid, CgHnN, extracted from the poison hemlock.
co ni um (ko'ni-Qm), n. [L.; Gr. Jzdneion, hemlock], any
of the hemlocks, ooisonous plants of the carrot family.

conj., 1. conjugation. 2. conjunction. 3. conjunctive.
con^ec-tur-a-ble (kan-jek'cheW-b'l), adj. that can be
conjectured.

con-jec-tur-al (ksn-jek'cheY-Ql), adj. 1, based on or in-

volving conjecture. 2. inclined to make conjectures.

con-jec-ture (kan-jek'chSr), n. [ME. coniecture < L.
conjectura, a putting together, guess, inference < con-
jectus, pp. of conjicere, to throw or bring together, guess
< com-, together + jacere, to throw], 1. guesswork;
inferring, theorizing, or predicting from incomplete or
uncertain evidence; as, this critic is too fond of conjec-
ture, 2. a guess; inference, theory, or prediction based
on guesswork, v.t. [CONJECTURED (-chgrd), CONJEC-
TURING], to guess; amve at, propose, or predict by con-
jecture. vjL to inake a conjecture. SYN. see guess.
con-Join (kon-join'), v.t. & v.L [ME. conjoignen; OFr.
conyomdre; L. conjungere < com-, together + jungere,
to join], tojoin together; unite; connect; combine.
con-joint (kon-joint'), adj. [MB.; OFr., pp. of con-
joindre; see CONJOIN], 1. joined together; united;
combined; associated. 2. of or involving two or more
in association; joint.

con-joint*ly (kan-joint'li), adv. jointly; in association.

con-ju-gal (kon'joo-gal), adj. [Fr.; L. conjugates < con-
junx, conjux, husband or wife < com-, together -f base
akin to L. jugum (see YOKE), jungere (see JOIN)], of
marriage or the relation between husband and wife;
matrimonial; connubial.

con-ju-gal-i-ty (kon'joo-gal'a-ti), n. [see CONJUGAL],
the state of marriage.

tcon-ju-gate (kon'joo-git; also, and for v, always, kon'-
joo-gat

7
), adj. [L. conjugatus, pp. of conjugare, to join

together < com-, together + jugare, to join < jugum,
a yoke (see YOKE)], 1. joined together, especially in
a pair; coupled. 2. in botany, growing in pairs, as
leaflets on the axis of some leaves. 3. in grammar,
derived from the same base and, usually, related in
meaning: said of words. 4. in mathematics, reciprocally
related and interchangeable as to properties, as two
points, lines, quantities, etc. n. La conjugate word.
2. a conjugate point, line, quantity, etc. v.t. [CON-
JUGATED (-id), CONJUGATING], 1. to join together;
unite; couple. 2. in grammar, to inflect (a verb)
systematically, giving its different forms according to
voice, rnood, tense, number, and person, v.i. 1.

[Rare], to unite sexually. 2. in biology, to unite in

conjugation. m
3. in grammar; a) to conjugate a verb.

b) to be conjugated.
con-ju-ga tion (kon'joo-ga'shsn), n. [L. canjugatio], i.
a conjugating or being conjugated ; union. 2. in biology,
the fusion of two gametes or one-celled organisms Ior
reproduction. 3. in grammar, a) a methodical presen-
tation or arrangement of the inflectional forms of a
verb; paradigm, b) a class of verbs with similar inflec-
tional forms. Abbreviated cooj. (in senses 2 & 3).
con-ju ga-tion-al (kon'joo-ga'shan-'l), adj. of con-
jugation.

con-ju-ga-tiye (kon'joo-ga'tiv), adj. 1. of conjugation.
2. conjugating or tending to conjugate.

con-ju-ga*tor (kon'joo-ga'te'r), n. [L., one who writes],
a person or thin that conjugates.
con-junct (kan-jurjkt', kon'jurjkt), adj. (L. conjunctus,
pp. of conjungere; see CONJOIN], [Archaic], joined to-

gether; united; jointj
associated.

con-June-tion (kQn-jurjk'shan), n. [ME. conjunccion;
OFr. conjunction; L. conjunctio < pp. of conjungere; see
CONJOIN], 1. a joining together or being joined to-

gether; union; association; combination: as, careless-
ness, in conjunction with laziness, made her a poor
worker. 2. coincidence: as, the conjunction of events.
3. in astrology & astronomy, a) the apparent closeness
of two or more heavenly bodies, b) the condition of

being in the same celestial longitude: as, planets in

conjunction. 4. in grammar, an uninflected word used
to connect words, phrases, clauses, or sentences; con-
nective: conjunctions may be co-ordinating (e.g., and,
but, or), subordinating (e.g., if, when, as, because, though,
etc.), or correlative (either ... or, both . . . and, etc.).
Abbreviated conj. (in senses 3 & 4).
con-junc'ti*va (kon'jurjk-ti'vs), n. [pi. CONJUNCTIVAS
(-V9Z), CONJUNCTIVAS (-ve)], [Mod. L., in membrana
conjunctiva, connecting membranes; see CONJUNCTIVE],
the mucous membrane lining the inner surface of the
eyelids and covering the front part of the eyeball.

con-June- ti-val (kon'jurjk-ti'vl), adj. of the con-
junctiva.

con-June-tive (ksn-jurjk'tiv), adj. [LL. conjunctivas <
pp. of L. conjungere; see CONJOIN], 1. serving to join
together; connective. 2. united; combined; joint. 3. in
grammar, a) used as a conjunction: as, a conjunctive
adverb, b) connecting both the meaning and the con-
struction of sentence elements: as, and and moreover are
conjunctive, c) always used in conjunction with the
verb: said of unstressed forms of personal, reflexive, or
reciprocal pronouns in some Romance languages (e.g.,
il in French il me faut). n. in grammar, a conjunctive
word, especially a conjunction. Abbreviated conj.

con-June-tive4jr (ksn-jurjk'tiv-li), adv. 1. by a con-
junction. 2. jointly; together.

con-jimc-ti-vi-tis (kon-jurjk'ts-vi'tis), n. [Mod. L. <
conjunctiva + -itis], inflammation of the conjunctiva.
con junc ture (ksn-jurjk'cheY) , n. [Fr. conjoncture, after
It. congiuntura < L. conjunctus, pp. of conjungere; see
CONJOIN], 1. a joining together or being joined to-
gether. 2. a concurrence or combination, especially of
events or circumstances. 3. a critical situation; crisis.
con jura tion (kon'poo-ra'shon), n. 1. a conjuring; in-
vocation. 2. a magic spell; incantation. 3. magic; sor-
cery. 4. [Archaic], a solemn entreaty to a deity.
conjure (k^n-joor' for 1 in v.i. & v.t.; kun'jer, kon'jgr
for 2 & 3 in v.i. &" v.t.), vd. [CONJURED (-joord', -jlrd),
CONJURING], ['MB. conjuren; OFr. conjurer; L, conjurare,
to swear together, conspire < com~> together -f jurare,
to swear], x. originally, to be sworn* in a conspiracy. 2.
to summon a demon, spirit, etc. by an oath or magic
spell. 3. to practice magic or legerdemain, v.t. 1. to
call upon, appeal to, or entreat solemnly, especially by
some oath: as, I conjure you in the name of God to
help me. 2. to summon (a devil, etc.) by an oath or
magic spell. 3. to cause to be, appear, come (up), or
go (away, etc.) by or as by magic: as, the music conjured
my troubles away.

cpn-jur-er, con-jur-or rkan-joor'er for 1; kun'jgr-Sr,
kom'jgr-er for 2&3),n. [see CONJURE], 1. a toerson who
sblemnly entreats or appeals to someone. 2. a magi-
cian; sorcerer. 3. a person skilled in legerdemain.
conk C&orjk), n. [< conch], [Slang], 1. [British], the
nose. 2. the head. 3. a blow on the head. v.t. [Slang] ,

to hit on tfye head.
conk out, [Sfangl, to fail suddenly in operation, as a
motor.

con man, [Slang], a teonfidence man; swindler.
con mo to (kdri xnfttft); flit.], in music, with animated
movement: a direction to the performer.

conn; (kon), v.t. & n. con (nautical term).
Conn., Connecticut.
Con-nacht (kon'akht. kon'at), n. Connatight.
con-nate (kon/a'tL adj. [LL. connatus, pp. of connasci,
to be born at the same time < L. com-, together +
nasci, to be born], l.+mbrn; iniatfe; &aogbEtdfc f 2^ 06^
existing since birth of the beginning. 3U ftetfag' the
same origin or agreeing in nakire; cognate. 4. in
biology, congemtafe or firinlr ti*ed,
con-na*tion '

(kQ-rnS'shQ-n)^ i^u, tsfifp condttiou of,1

,

connate; union from birth. i"
!

;

t <>^
'
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con-nat-u-ral (ka-nachlfr-ol), adj. 1. innate; natural.

2. related in nature; cognate. .

Con-naught (kon'ot) , n. a province of western Ireland :

area, 6,610 sq. mi. : pop., 525,000: Irish name, Connacht.

con-nect (ks-nektO. v.t. fk. connectere. to bind together
< com-* together -j- nectere, to fasten], 1. to join or

fasten (two things together, or one thing with or to

another); link; couple. 2. to show or think of as re-

lated: associate: as, we connect orange blossoms with

weddings. 3. to provide with a circuit for communicat-

ing by telephone: as, the operator will connect you with

Cleveland. 4. in electricity, to plug into a circuit; hook
up. v.L 1. to join or be joined. 2. to meet so that

passengers can transfer promptly: said of trains, busses,

etc. 3. to be properly related; fit in. 4. [Slang], to

reach the thing aimed at; have or get a desired effect:

as, that right to the jaw connected. SYN. see join.

con-nect-ed (ka-nek'tid) , adj. [pp. of connect], I . joined

together; fastened. 2. joined in proper order; coherent,
as ideas, parts of a story, etc. 3. related; affiliated;

associated; having something to do (with).

con-nect-ea-ly (ka-nek'tid-h), adv. in a connected

manner; logically; coherently.
con-nee-ter (ka-nek'tSr), n. a connector.

Gon-nect-I-cut (ka-net'i-kst), n. 1. a New England
State of the United States; area, 5,009 sq. mi.; pop.,

2,007,000: capital, Hartford: one of the thirteen original

States: abbreviated Conn. 2. a river flowing from
northern New Hampshire into Long Island Sound:

length, 400 mi.

connecting rod, a rod connecting two or more moving
parts of a machine; especially, a rod connecting the
crankshaft and pistons of an automobile.
con-nee-tion (ko-nek'shan), n. [L. connexio < connexus,

pp. of connectere; see CONNECT], 1. a joining or being
Joined; coupling; union. 2. a part or thing that joins;

means of joining. 3. a relation: association; specifi-

cally, a) the relation between things that depend on,

involve, or follow each other. b) the logical linking

together of words or ideas; coherence, c) the relation

of a word, sentence, etc. to the surrounding text as it

affects and influences the meaning; context, d) rela-

tion by family ties, business, etc. 4. usually in pi. a) &
relative, especially by marriage. 6) a business asso-

ciate, acquaintance, etc., especially an influential one:

as, he has powerful connections. 5. usually in pi. the

act, fact, or means of meeting busses, trains, etc., or

transferring from one to another, at points along a
route. 6. a group of people associated together in

politics, business, worship, etc. 7. a religious sector
denomination: usually connexion. 8. in electricity,

a circuit. 9. in telephony & telegraphy, a line of com-
munication from one point to another. Abbreviated con.
in connection with, 1. together with; in conjunction
with. 2. with reference to.

con-nee-tion-al (ka-nek'shan-'l), adj. of or acting as a
connection.

con-nee-tive (ka-nek'tiv), adj. connecting or serving to

connect, n. something that connects; especially, a
word that connects phrases, clauses, or other words, as

a conjunction or relative pronoun.
connective tissue, tissue found throughout the body,
serving to bind together and support other tissues ^and
organs : it ismade up of various kinds of fibrils contained
in a matrix of intercellular material.

con-nec-tiv-i-ty (kon'ek-tiv'a-ti), n. the quality or

condition of being connective.
connector (ka-nek'teV), n. a person or thing that
connects: also spelled connecter.

Con-neMy, Marc (mark kon'14) ( (Marcus Cook Con-

nelly), 1890- ; American playwright. . .

con-nex-ion (ka-nek'shan), n. connection: British

spelling.
conn-ing tower (kon'in), [ppr. of con, conn (to direct)],

1. an armored pilot-
house on the deck of a

I

warship, used as an
observation and con-
trol station. 2. in sub-

marines, a low obser-
vation tower serving
also as an entrance to
the interior.

con-nip-tion (ka-nip'-

shan), 7i. [arbitrary
pseudo-Latin coin-

age], [Colloq.], a fit of

anger, hysteria, etc.;
tantrum: also con-
niption fit.

con-niv-ance (ka-nlv'-
ans), n. [Fr. conniv-

ence; Is. conniventia <
ppr, of covmivere}, a
conniving; passive), CO-

CONNING TOWER OF SUBMARINE

operation, as by consent or pretended ignorance,

especially in wrongdoing,
con-niv-an-cy (ka-mVan-si), n. [Rare], connivance.

con-Dive (ka-mV). vJ. ICONHITED (-mvdO, CONNIVING],
f < Fr, or L. ; Fr. connmr; L. connwere, to close the eyes,

wink, connive < com-, intern. + base akin to L. ntctare,

to wink, blink, Goth, fcnwmw, to bend, bow, AS.
hnigian, to bow down (the head)}, 1. to pretend not to

look (at crime, deceit, etc.), thus giving tacit consent or

co-operation; pretend ignorance of another's wrong-
doing. 2. to co-oi>erate secretly (wtfh someone),
especially in wrongdoing; conspire. ,

con-niv-ent (ka-mVsnt), adj. [L. conmwns, ppr. of

connivere; see CONNIVE], in btology, with the ends
inclined toward each other, as wings, anthers, etc.

con-nois-seur (konVsur/), n. [Fr. connoisseur (formerly
connoisseur) ;

OFr. conoisseor, a judge, one well versed
in anything < conoistre < L. cognoscere, to know; see

COGNITION], a person who has expert knowledge and
keen discrimination in some field, especially in the fine

arts or in matters of taste. SYN. see aesthete.

con no-ta-tion (kon'a-ta'shan), n. [ML. connoiatio <
pp. of connotare], I . the act or process of connoting. 2.

[< use by John Stuart Mill], something connoted; idea

suggested by or associated with a word, phrase, etc. in

addition to its explicit meaning, or denotation: as,

politician has different connotations from statesman. 3.

in logic, the sum of all the attributes thought of as
essential to the meaning of a term.

con-not-a-tive (kon's-ta'tiv, ka-no'ta-tiv), adj. con-

noting or involving connotation.
con-note (ka-not

7
). v.t. [CONNOTED (-id), CONNOTING],

[ML. connotare < L. com-, together -f notare, to mark;
see NOTE], 1. to suggest or convey (associations, over-

tones, etc.) in addition to the explicit, or denoted,

meaning: as, the word mother means "female parent,"
but it generally connotes love, care, tenderness, etc.

2. to imply or involve.
connubial (ka-noo'bi-al, ka-nu'bi-al), adj. [L. con-

nubialis < connubiurn, marriage < com-, together +
nubere, to marry; see NUBILE], 1. of marriage or the
state of being married; conjugal. 2. married.

con-nu'bi'aM'ty (ka-noo'bi-al'a-ti, ka-nu'bi-al'a-ti), n.

[pi. CONNUBIALITIES (~tiz)], 1. marriage. 2. a thing
characteristic of marriage.
co-noid (ko'noid), adj. [Gr. kdnoeidis; see CONE & -OID],

cone-shaped, n. 1. a cone-shaped thing. 2. in

geometry, a solid described by a conic section revolving
about its axis,

co-noi-dal (ko-noid''l), adj. of or shaped like a cone or
conoid.

Jco-no-scen-te (kfc'nd-shen'te), n. [pi. CONOSCENTI
(-te)], [It.], a cognoscente.

conquer (koij'ke'r), v.t. [ME. conqueren; OFr. con-

querre (Fr. conquerir); LL. conquaerere, to search for,

procure < L. com-, intens. -{- quaerere, to seek, acquire,
hence Ht., to get what one seeks], 1. to get possession
or control of by or as by winning a war. 2. to overcome
by physical, mental, or moraT force; defeat; get the
better of. v.i. to win; be victorious.
SYN. conquer implies gaining mastery over someone or

something by physical, mental, or moral force (to conquer bad

habits); vanquish impEes a thorough overpowering or frus-

trating, often in a single conflict or battle (a vanquished army) ;

to defeat is to get the better of, often only for the time being

(the defeated troops rallied and counterattacked) ; overcome
implies the overpowering of an antagonist or the surmountnig
of difficulties; to subdue is to defeat so as to break the spirit

of resistance; to subjugate is to bring under complete sub-

jection; overthrow impKes a victory in which a prevailing

power is dislodged by force; to rout is to defeat so overwhelm-

ingly that the enemy is put to disorderly flight.

con-quer-or (korj'ker-Sr), n. [ME. conquerour; OFr.

conquereor], a person who conquers; victor.

the Conqueror, William, Duke of Normandy, who be-

came William I of England when he won the Battle

of Hastings in 1066: often William the Conqueror.

con-quest
'

(kon'kwest, kon'kwest), n. [ME. & OFr.

conqueste < pp. of OFr. conquerre], 1, act or process of

conquering. 2. something conquered, as a country, a

people, booty, etc. 3. a) a winning of someone's affec-

tion qr favor, b) a person whose affection or favor has
been won. SYN. see victory.
the (Norman) Conquest, the conquering of England
by the Normans under William the Conqueror in 1066.

con qui an (kon'ki-an), ft. a card game Hke rummy,
for two players. , , ,

con quis ta-dor (kon-kwis'ta-d6r') , n. \pl. CONQUIS-
TADORS, CONQUISTADORES (-d6rz')j, [Sp., conqueror <
conquistar < pp. of LL. conquaerere; see CONQUER], any
of the Spanish conquerors of Mexico, Peru, or other

parts of America in the 16th century.
Con-rad (kon'rad), [G. Konrad or Fr. Conrade; both <
OHG. Kuonrat, Chuonrat, lit., bold or wise counselor <
kuon, bold, wise (akin to AS. cene, Eng. keen) + rat,
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counsel < r&ian, to advise (akin to AS. rxdan; see

READ)], a masculine name.
Con -rad Joseph (kon'rad), (born Teodor Jmef Konrad
Karzeniowski) , 1857-1924; English novelist, born in

Poland.
cons., I. consecrated. 2. consolidated. 3. consonant.
4. constitutional. 5. construction.

cons., Cons., l. constable. 2. constitution. 3. consul.

coii-san-guine (kon-sarj'gwin), adj. consanguineous.
con-san-uija-e-ous (kon'san-gwin'i-ss), adj. [L. con-

sanguineus, of the same blood; see COM- & SANGUINE],
1. having the same ancestor. 2. of blood relationship.

C0n-san'f|uin*i-ty (kon'sarj-gwin's-ti), n. [Fr. consan-

jitsnztf; L. consanguinilas; see CONSANGUINEOUS], 1.

relationship by descent from the same ancestor; blood
relationship. 2. close relationship; affinity.

con-science (kon'shans), n. [Fr. < L. conscientia, con-
sciousness, knowledge, feeling, sense, moral sense <
ppr, of conscire < com-, with + scirc, to know; replacing
ME. inwit, knowledge within]* a knowledge or feeling
of right and wrong, with a compulsion to do right;
moral judgment that prohibits or opposes the violation
of a previously recognized ethical principle.
in all conscience, 1. in reason or fairness. 2. cer-

tainly.
on one's conscience, causing one to feel guilty; said of
a thing that one has done and recognized as wrong.

conscience clause, a clause (in a law) that exempts
persons whose religious or conscientious scruples forbid

compliance.
con-science*less (kon'shsns-lis), adj. without conscience
or ethical principles; unscrupulous.

conscience money* money that one pays to relieve
his conscience, as if to compensate for some previous
dishonesty or evasion of responsibility.

con-science-strick-en (kon'shans-strik an), adj. feeling
guilty or bad because of having done something wrong.

oon-sci-en-tious (kon'shi-en'shas, kon'si-en'shas), adj.

[Fr. c&nscientieux; ML. conscientiosus < L. conscientia;
see CONSCIENCE], governed by, or made or done ac-

cording to, what one knows is right; scrupulous; honest.
conscientious objector, a person who objects to war-
fare because he believes that it is wrong to kill; espe-
cially, a member of any of various religious sects whose
tenets prohibit military service: abbreviated c.p.
con-scion-able (kon'shsn-a-b'l), adj. [< conscience -f

-otfe], [Rare], that agrees with one's ideas of right and
wrong; just.

con-scious (kon'shos) , adj. [L. conscius, knowing, aware
< amscire; see CONSCIENCE], 1. ^having a feeling or
knowledge (ofone's sensations, feelings, etc., or external

things) j
knowing or feeling (that something is or was

happening or existing); aware; cogsdteant. 2. able to
feel and think

;
awake. 3. aware of oneself as a thinking

being; knowing what one is doing and why. 4. pain-
fully aware of oneself; self-conscious; embarrassed. 5.

accompanied by an awareness of what one is thinking,
feeling, and doing; intentional: as, conscious humor.
6. known to or felt by oneself: as, conscious guilt.
SYN, see aware.

the conscious, in psychology, that part of a person's
mental activity of which he is fully aware at any
given time: see also the unconscious.

:on-scious ness (kon'shes-nis), n. 1. the state of being
conscious; awareness, especially of what is happening
around one. 2. the totality of one's thoughts, feelings,
and impressions; mind.

jon**crii>t (ksn-skript' for v.; kon'skript /or adj. 6* n.},
v.t* [< the adj.], 1. to enroll for compulsory service in
the armed forces; draft. 2. to force (labor, capital, etc.)
into service for the government, adj. [L. conscriptus,
pp. of conscribere, to enroll < com-, with + scribere, to
write], conscripted, n. a conscripted person; draftee.

con-script fathers (kon'skript), 1. the senators of
ancient Kome. 2. legislators of any nation, state, etc.

con-scrip-tion (ksn-skrip'shan) , n. [Fr. conscription
(1789) ; L. conscriptio, something drawn up in writing;
see CONSCRIPT], 1. a compulsory enrollment of men or,

sometimes, women in the armed forces. 2. a forcing of
labor, capital, etc. into government service.

coti-se-crate (kon'sa-krat'), v.L [CONSECRATED (-id),

CONSECRATING], [ < the adj.], 1. a) to set apart Is holy;
devote to religious use; make or declare sacred: as, the
bishop consecrated the bread and wine, b) to make
(someone) a bishop, ruler, etc. by a religious ceremony.
2. to devote; dedicate: as, he consecrated his life to art.
3. to cause to be revered or honored; hallow, adj. [L.
consecratus, pp. of consecrare < com-, together +
sacrare; see SACRED], consecrated. SYN. see devote.

con-se-cra-tion (kon'ss-kra'shan), n. [ME. consecra-
cioun; OFr. consecration; L. consecratio], 1. a conse-
crating or being consecrated. 2. a ceremony for this.

con-se-cra-tor (kon'sg-kra'ter) , n. [LL.], a person or
thing that consecrates.

con-se-cra-to-ry (kon'sa-kra-t6r'i, kon'ss-kra-to'ri),
adj. of or for consecration.

coxi*se-cu-tion (kon'so-ku'shan), n. [L. consecutio; see
CONSECUTIVE], 1. logical sequence; chain of reasoning.
2. sequence; succession.

con-sec-U'tive (kdn-sek'yoo-tiv). adj. {Fr. ctmsfawtif <
pp. of L. consequi; see CONSEQUENCE], 1. following in

order, without interruption; successive: as, four con-
secutive weeks. 2. proceeding from one part or idea to
the next in logical order, as a story, reasoning, etc. 3.

in grammar, stating a result, as a clause.

consen-su-al (kdn-sen'shoo-al), adj. [< consensus ~f~

-al], 1. in law, existing by
p
mutual consent, as a con-

tract. 2. in physiology, acting in sympathetic response
to voluntary movement : said of involuntary movement.
consen-sus (kan-sen'sas), n. [L. < pp. of consenting; see

CONSENT], 1. agreement, especially in opinion; hence,
2. general opinion.
con-sent (kan-sent') v.i. [ME. consenten; OFr. con-

sentir; L. consentire < com-, with + sentire, to feel (see

SENSE)], 1. to agree (to do something); give permis-
sion, approval, or assent (to something proposed or

requested). 2. [Archaic], to agree in opinion, n. 1.

permission; approval; acquiescence. 2. agreement in

opinion, sentiment, etc. ; as, by common consent.
SYN. consent implies compliance with something proposed
or requested, stressing this as an act of the will; to assent is to

express acceptance of or adherence to an opinion or proposition,
agree implies accord reached by settling, differences of opinion
or overcoming resistance; concur implies agreement arrived
at formally on a specific matter, often with regard to a line of

action; to accede is to yield one's assent^to a proposal; ac-

quiesce implies tacit agreement or restraint of opposition in

accepting something about which one has reservations. ANT.
dissent, refuse, deny.

con-sen-ta-ne-ous (kon'sen-ta'ni-as), adj. [L. consen-

taneus; see CONSENT], 1. agreeing; suited; consistent.

2. unanimous.
con-sen-tient (ksn-sen'shsnt), ad}. [L. consentiens, gpr.
of consentire; see CONSENT], united in opinion; agreeing.

con-se-quence (kon'si-kwens', kon'si-kwsns), n. [Fr.

consequence; L. consequentia < consequent, ppr. of con-

sequi, to follow after < com-, with -j- sequi, to follow],
1. a result; effect. 2. a logical result or conclusion;
inference. 3. logical sequence. . the relation of effect

to cause. 5. importance as a cause or influence: as, a
matter of slight consequence. 6. importance in rank;
influence: as, a person of consequence. SYN. see effect,

importance.
in consequence, as a result; consequently; therefore.

in consequence of, as a result or effect of; because of.

take the consequences, to accept the results of one's
actions.

con-se-quent (kon'si-kwent
7
, kon'si-kwant), adj. [OFr.;

L. consequens; see CONSEQUENCE], 1. following as a

result; resulting. 2. following as a logical inference or
conclusion. 3. proceeding in logical sequence, n. 1.

anything that follows something else. 2, a result; out-
come. 3. in logic, a) the second term of a conditional

proposition, b) an inference. 4. in mathematics, the
second term of a ratio: distinguished from antecedent.

consequent on (or upon), 1. following as a result of.

2. inferred from.

con-se-quen tial (kon'si-kwen'shal), adj. [< L. conse-

quentia (see CONSEQUENCE) : + -al], 1. following as an
effect or inference. 2. feeling and acting important;
pompous. 3. [Rare], important.
con-se-quent4y (kon'si-kwent'li, kon'si-kwsmVli), adv.
as a result; by logical inference; therefore.

con-serv-a-ble (kan-sur'va-b'l), adj. [LL. conservabilis],
that can be conserved.

con-serv'an-cy (kan-sur'van-si), n. 1. conservation. 2.

[British], a commission authorized to supervise a forest,

river, or port.
con-ser-va-tion (kon'sSr-va'shon), n. [L. conservatio <
pp. of conserwre], 1. a conserving:protection from loss,

waste, etc.
; preservation. 2. the official care and protec-

tion of natural resources, as forests. 3. a forest, fishery,

etc., or a part of one, under official supervision.
con-ser-va-tiondst (kon'seV-va'shan-ist), n. a person
who advocates conservation of the natural resources of

a country or region.
conservation of energy, the principle that energy is

never consumed but only changes form, and that the
total energy in a physical system, such as the universe,
cannot be increased or diminished.

con-serv-a-tism (kgn-sur'vs-tiz'm), n. the principles
and practices ol a conservative person or party; tend-
ency to oppose cliafige in institutions and methods.

con-ser-va-tiv^ (^n-.s&r'va-tiv), adj. [OFr. conservatif <
pp. of L. conseryofrel* 1. conserving or tending to con-
serve; preservative. $. tending to preserve established
traditions ofr mstJtutions and to resist or oppose any
changes in) these;: a^ a wmservative political party,
conservafflwe art. 3. of or characteristic of a conserva-
tive : as, conservative views. 4. [C-J, designating or of the
major right-wing poE|ical^party of Gxteat Britain, or the
similar on.e in Canadta: abbre/viated'O. 5. moderate;
prudent; sale: as, a con^ervatwe e&tj!inat& n. 1; a
preservative. 2. a conservative1 pteon. 3i f-J, a
member of the Conservative party of Great Britain or
Canada: abbreviated C. < * ,

f

~

con-ser-va-toire (kan-siir'vg-twar,
n. [Fr. < It. conservatorio, institution
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foundlings by musical education < ML. conservatorius;
see CONSERVE}, a school for teaching music, art,
declamation, etc.; conservatory,

con-ser-va-tor (kon'seY-va'ter, kan-stLr/V9-tr), n. [L. <
pp. of conservarc ; see CONSERVE!, a protector; guardian.

con-ser-va-to-ry (ksn-s&r'va-t&'ri, kan-surW-to'rD,,
adj. fML. consermtorius < pp. of L. consermre; see CON-
SERVE], preserving or tending to preserve, n. [pi.
CONSERVATORIES (-iz, -riz)], 1. & room enclosed in glass,
for growing and showing flowers and other plants;
greenhouse, especially or a private home, museum,
etc. 2. a school for teaching music, art, declamation,
etc.; conservatoire.

con-serve (kan-surv': for n., usually kon'surv), v.t.

[CONSERVED (-survdO, CONSERVING], [ME. consenen;
OFr. conserver; L. conservare, to keep, preserve <
com-, with -h servare; see SERVE], 1. to keep from being
damaged, lost, or wasted: as, conserve your energy.
2. to make (fruit) into preserves, n. often in pi. a
kind of jam made of two or more fruits, often with
nuts or raisins added.
con-sid-er (ksn-sid'gr), v.t. [OPr. considerer; L. con-
siderare, to look at closely, observe < com-, with +
sidus, sideris, a star; cf. DESIRE], 1. originally, to look
at carefully; regard attentively; examine. 2. to think
about in order to understand or decide; ponder: as, let's
consider the problem. 3. to have or keep in mind; take
into account: as, her behavior is not hard to understand
if you consider her background. 4. to have regard for
(others, their feelings, etc.) ; show consideration for. 5.
to regard as; believe or think to be: as, money is gener-
ally considered important. 6. to believe after thought:
as, we consider that the plaintiff is not guilty. 7. to
think of as acceptable or possible: as, would you
consider going with us? tu* to think carefully or
seriously; reflect.
SYN.-^consider basically denotes a directing of the mind to
something in order to understand it or to make a decision
about it; study implies more intense concentration of the
mind and methodical attention to details; contemplate im-
plies a deep, continued mental viewing of a thing, sometimes
suggesting the use of intuitive powers in envisioning something
or dwelling ujxm it; weigh suggests a balancing of contradic-
tory information, conflicting opinions, or possible eventual-
ities, in reaching a decision; reflect, suggesting a turning of
one's thoughts back to something, implies quiet, earnest
consideration.
con-sid-er a-ble (ksn-sid'lr-a-bl), adj. [Pr. consider-
able; L. considerabilis], 1. worth considering; important ;

noteworthy. 2. much or large: as, considerable success.
con-sid-er a-bly fkan-sid'Sr-e-bli) , adv. to a considerable
degree; a great deal; much.

con-sid-er-ate (ksn-sid'er-it), adj. [< L. consideratus,
pp. of considerate; see CONSIDER], having or showing
regard for others and their feelings; thoughtful. SYN.
see thoughtful.
con sid-er-a-tion (kan-sid'a-ra'shan), n. [L. consideratio
< pp. of considerate], 1. act of considering; careful
thought or attention; deliberation or meditation. 2.

thoughtful or sympathetic regard or respect, as for
others. 3. something that is, or should be, considered,
as in making a decision* 4. a thought or opinion pro-
duced by considering; reflection. 5. appreciative re-

gard; esteem. 6. claun to regard; importance. 7. a
recompense, as for a service rendered; fee; compensa-
tion. 8. in law, something of value given or done in

exchange^ for something of value given or done by
another, in order to make a binding contract.
In consideration of, 1. because of. 2. in return for.
on no consideration, not for any reason; never.
take into consideration, to keep in mind; make al-
lowance for; take into account.
under consideration, in, mind; being thought over or
discussed.

con-aid-ered (kan-sid'&rd), adj. [pp. of consider], 1.

arrived at after careful thought; thought out. 2.

respected; esteemed.

con-sid-er-ing (kan-sid'gr-in), prep* [ppr. of consider}, in
view of: taking into account; making allowance for.
adv. [Colloq.], taking all the circumstances into
account;, all things considered.
con-sign (ksn^sin'), v.t. [orig., to mark with the sign of
the cross, hence dedicate, confirm, sign; Fr. consigner;
L. conngnvre, to seal, attest, register < com-, together -f
signare, to sign, mark < signwm, a mark, sign], 1. to
hand over; give up or deliver: as, they consigned him to
jail. 2. to put m the charge of; entrust: as, consign the
orphan to her uncle's care. 3. to assign; give over or
set apart (to a purpose, a person's use, etc.). 4. to send
or deliver, as goods to be sold. SYN. see commit.

con-sig-na tion (kon'sig^na'shan), n. [Pr.; L. con-

signatfo], a consigning or being consigned; consignment.
con-sign-ee (kon'si-ne', kon'si-ne') , a person or agent
to whom something, especially goods, is consigned,
con-sign-er (kan-sfa'er), n. a consignor.

con-sljjn'ment (ksn-sln'nwnt), n. La consigning or
being consigned, especially of goods to an agent, 2.

something consigned; especially, a shipment of goods
sent to an agent for sale or safekeeping.
on consignment, shipped or turned over to an agent
for sale, with the understanding that payment to the
shipper will follow sale.

con-sign -or (kan-stn'Ir, koo'si-n&rO. n. a person or
business firm that consigns goods to an agent.

con-sist (kra-sistOi tu. flu consisUre, to stand together,
stand still < com-, together 4- sistere, to stand, cause to
stand; caus. of stare* to stand], 1. to be made up,
formed, or composed (of certain material or parts) : as,
water consists of hydrogen and oxygen. 2. to be con-
tained, comprised, or inherent (in something) as a cause,
effect, or characteristic: as, wisdom does not consist

only in knowing many facts. 3. to exist in harmony
(with) ; be congruous or consistent (teitk). 4. (Archaic j,

to hold together or be held together; exist (usually by
some means or agent),

con-sist-ence (kan-sis'tsns), n. consistency.
con-sist-en-cy (kan-sis'tan-si), n. [pi. CONSISTENCIES
(-siz)j, fsee CONSISTENT], 1. the condition of holding
together; firmness or thickness, as of a liquid. 2. amount
or degree of firmness or thickness: as, this oil is of the
wrong consistency, 3. agreement ; harmony ; logical con-
nection: as, these accounts show no consistency. 4.

agreement with what has already been done, agreed on,
or expressed; conformity with previous practice.

con-sis-tent (kan-sis'tant), adj. [L, consistent* ppr. of
consistere; see CONSIST], L [Rare], holding together;
firm or coherent: as, consistent soil. 2. agreeing; in
harmony; in accord: compatible: as, overeating is not
consistent with good health. 3. holding to the same
principles or practice: as, consistent behavior.

con-sis-to-ri-al (kon'sis-tdr'i-al, kon'sis-tq'ri-al), adj.
of a consistory or government by consistories.

con-sis-to ri-an (kon'sis-tdr'i-an, kon'sis-to'ri-an), adj.
consistorial.

con-sis-tO'ry (kan-sis'ta-ri) , n. [pL CONSISTORIES (-riz)],
[ME. & ONorm. Pr. consistorie; L. consistorium, place
of assembly, council < consistere; see CONSIST], 1.

originally, a meeting place for a council or court.
2. a church council or court, as the papal senate, a
bishop's diocesan court, a council of deacons or pres-
byters, etc. 3. a session of such a body.
con so-ci-ate (kan-so'shi-it; also, and for v. always,
kon-so'shi-atOt adj. [L. consociatust pp. of consociare,
to share with, join < com-, with + sociare, to join;
see SOCIAL], associated; united, n. an associate;
partner, v.i. & v.L [CONSOCIATED (-id), CONSOCIATING],
to join together; unite in association.
con-sol (kon'sol, kan-sol'), n. singular of consols:
abbreviated con.
con sol a-ble (kan-sol's-b'l), adj. that can be consoled.

con-so-la-tlpn (kon'sa-la'snan), n. [L. consolatio < pp.
of consoler*}* 1. a consoling or being consoled; comfort;
solace. 2. a person or thing that consoles.

consolation prize, a prize given to a person wtio does
well but does not win, or who wins ia a ntdf for those
previously defeated.

con-sol-a-to-ry (ksm-solVt&Vi, kan^Vto'ri), adj.
[L. consvlatortus < pp. of consolari], consoling or tending
to console; comforting.

con-sole (kon-sol'), v.t. (CONSOLED (-soldOt CONSOLING],
[Fr. consoler; L. consolari < corn-, with -f solari, to
solace, comfort], to comfort; cheer (a person) up, espe-
cially by making up for a loss or disappointment.
SYN. see comfort.

con-sole (kon'sol), n. FPr. < the v. in sense "help, sup-
port'

1

; see CONSOLE, ILL 1 , an
ornamental bracket for sup-
porting a shelf, bust, cdrnice,
etc. 2. a console table. 3. the
desklike frame containing the
keys, stops, pedals, and other
controls of an organ: it is often
situated at a distance from the
pipes, which are connected to
it by an electric cable; hence,
4. a radio or phonograph cab-
inet meant to stand on the
floor.

console table, 1. formerly, a
table supported by ornamen-
tal waU brackets, or consoles;
hence, 2. a small table with
legs ctirved or carved to re-
semble consoles, placed against
a wall.

con-sol i-date (ksn-sol'a-daf), v.t. & v.i. [CONSOLIDATED
(-id), CONSOLIDATING], [< K consolidate, pp. of con-
solidare < cow-, together -^ solidare, to make solid <
solidus, solid], 1. to combine into one; merge; unite.
2. to make or become sold, strong, or stable: as, the

CONSOLE
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troops consoli4aU4 their position. Abbreviated con.
adj. consolidated. SYN. see join.
Consolidated Fund, a British national fund, created
by consolidating various revenues and used to pay
interest on the public debt, grants to the royal family,
and other charges,
consolidated school, a school attended by pupils from
several adjoining districts.
con sol i-da-tion (kan-solVda'shsn), n. a consolidating
or being consolidated; specifically, a) solidification;
strengthening, b) combination: merger.

con-sol-i-da tor (ksn-sol'o-dS'ter), n. a person or thing
that consolidates.
con sol ing (kan-sdl'irj), adj. that consoles; comforting.
con-sols (kon'splz, kan-solzO, n.pl. [< consolidated

annuities], British government stock, established in
1751 by consolidating various government securities,
and paying 2^ per cent interest (originally 3 per cent).
con-som-me (kon'sa-ma'; Pr. kow'ss'maO. IFr., pp.
of consommer in sense "consumed in the soup"; L.
consummare; see CONSUMMATE, CONSUME], a clear soup
made by boiling meat and, sometimes, grains or vege-
tables, in water.
con so nance (kon'sa-nsns), n. [OPr.; L. consonantia <
consonans, ppr. of consonare, to sound together with <
com-, with + sonare < sonus, a sound], 1. harmony:
aigreement; congruity. 2. a pleasing combination of
simultaneous musical sounds; harmony of tones.
con-so-nan-cy (kon'sa-nsn-si), n. consonance.
con-so-nant (kon'sa-nsnt), adj. [Fr. < L. consonans,
ppr. of ccmsonare; see CONSONANCE], 1. in harmony or
agreement; in accord. 2. harmonious in tone: opposed
to dissonant. 3. having rhyme or assonance. 4. con-
sonantal, n. 1. any speech sound produced by stop-
ping and releasing the air stream (p, t, k, b, d, g), or
stopping it at one point while it escapes at another
(m, nr rj f 1, r), or forcing it through a loosely closed or
very narrow passage (f, vf s, z, sh[$], zhfe], th[0] th[V],
H[g], khpCJ, h. w, y[j]), or by a combination of these
means (ch[t\], j[d3]).* 2. loosely, a letter representing
such a sound (k, s, etc.) or combination of such sounds
(x ks or gz). Distinguished from vowel. 3. in lin-

guistics, a) any phoneme, especially one produced as
described above, that functions in a word or syllable
as a less audible sound, introducing, connecting, or
following the more audible sounds (called sonants};
hence, o) any sound, in any language, that does not
function as a syllabic. Abbreviated cons.
*Symbols are those used in this dictionary to indicate
pronunciation; IPA symbols, when different from these,
are included in brackets.

con-so-nan-tal (kon'sa-nan't'l), adj. 1. having the
nature or function of a consonant. 2. of or having a
consonant or consonants.
con-sort (kon's6rt; for ., k9n-s6rt') n. [Late ME;
OFr.; L. consors, consortis, partner, neighbor < com-,
with + sors, a lot, share; cf. SORT], 1. originally, a
partner; companion; hence, 2. a wife or nusband;
spouse, especially of a reigning king or queen. 3. a
ship that travels along with another. 4. [Obs.], a)
[OFr. consorte; L. consortium, community of goods <
consors], association; fellowship; company, o) agree-
ment: accord, c) [altered < concert], harmony of
sotinds. vd. 1. to keep company; associate. 2. to
be in harmony or agreement; be in accord, v.t. 1.
to associate: join: usually reflexive, 2. [Obs.] t o) to
be or go with; accompany; escort. &) to espouse, c) to
sound in harmony.

con-sor-ti-um (ksn-sfir'shi-am), n. [pi CONSORTIA (-a)],
[L:

, community of goods; see CONSORT], 1. a partner-
ship. 2. an agreement or association of the banking
interests of two or more nations, as for giving joint
financial aid to another nation.

con-spec-tus (kan-spek'tas), n. [L., a view, range of
sight; pp. of conspicere; see CONSPICUOUS], 1. a general
view; survey. 2. a summary: outline; synopsis; digest.

con-spic-u-ou8 (kan-spik'u-as), adj. [L. conspicuus, open
to view < conspicere, to look at, observe < com-,
intens. + sfecere, to behold, see], 1. easy to see or
perceive; obvious: as, a conspicuous billboard. 2.

attracting
1

attention by being unexpected, unusual, or
outstanding; remarkable; striking: as, she was con-
spicuous for her beauty. SYN. see noticeable.

cpn;spir;a-cy (kon-spir'a-si), n. [pi. CONSPIRACIES
(-siz) j, [ME. & OPr. consptracie < L. conspirare; see
CONSPIRE], 1. a planning and acting together secretly,
especially for an unlawful or harmful purpose, such as
murder or^reason. 2. the plan agreed on; plot. 3. the
group taking part in such a plan. 4. a combining or
working together: as, the conspiracy of events. SYN.
see plot.

con-spir-a-tor (kan-spir'a-ter), n. [ME. & Anglo-Pr.
conspiratour; LL. conspirator < pp. of L. conspirare; see
CONSPIRE], a person who takes part in a conspiracy.

con-spir-a-to-ri-al (kan-spir'a-t6r'i-al, kan-spir'a-to'-
ri-al), adj. 1. of or characteristic of a conspirator or
conspiracy. 2. conspiring or fond of conspiracy.

con-spire (kan-spir'), v.i. (CONSPIRED (-spird'), CON-
SPIRING], [ME. conspiren; OPr. conspirer; L. conspirare,

to breathe together, agree in thought, unite < com-,
together -f spirare, to breathe], 1. to plan and act
together secretly, especially in order to commit a crime.
2. to combine or work together for any purpose or effect:
as, events conspired to ruin him. v.t. [Rare], to plan
for, especially in secret.

Jcon spi-ri-to (k&i spe're-to"')* [It.],
in music, with

spirit; with vigor: a direction to the performer.
const.. Const., 1. constable. 2. constant. 3. con-
stitution.

con-sta-ble (kon'sta-b'l, kun'sta-bl), n. [ME. & OPr.
conestable; LL. comes stabuli, lit., count of the stable,
hence chief groom < L. comes, companion, fellow +
stabulum, a stable], 1. in the Middle Ages, the highest
ranking official of a royal household, court, etc. 2. the
warden or keeper of a royal fortress or castle. 3. a
policeman. Abbreviated const., Const., cons., Cons.
Con-sta-ble, John (kun'sta-b'l), 1776-1837; English
landscape painter.
con sta-ble ship (kon'sta-b'1-ship', kun'sta-b'1-ship'),
n. [constable -{- -ship], the position or term of office of a
constable.
con stab u-lar (kan-stab'yoo-lgr), adj. constabulary.
con-stab-u-lar-y (ksn-stab'yoo-Ier'i), n. [pi. CONSTAB-
ULARIES (-iz)J, [< ML, constabularius; see CONSTABLE],
1 . the territory under the jurisdiction of a constable. 2.

the constables of a district, collectively. 3. a police
force characterized by a military organization but dis-
tinct from the regular army ; state police. 4. the police :

humorous usage, adj. of constables or a constabulary.
Con-stance (k9n'stans), [Pr.; L. Constantia, lit., con-
stancy], a feminine name: diminutive, Connie.
Constance, Lake of

?
a lake bounded by Switzerland,

Germany, and Austria: length, 46 mi. ; area, 205 sq. mi. :

German name, Bodensee.
con stan cy (kon'stsn-si), n. JME. & OFr. Constance; L.
constantia < constans, ppr. of constare < com-, together
;f stare, to stand], the state or quality of being unchang-
ing; specifically, a) being firm in mind or purpose;
resoluteness. 6) being steady in affections or loyalties;
faithfulness, c) being uniform in nature, value, extent,
etc.; regularity; stability.

con-stant (kon'stont), adj. [Pr. < L. constans; see

CONSTANCY], 1. not changing; remaining the same;
specifically, a) remaining firm in purpose: resolute, b)

remaining^ steady in affections or loyalties; faithful.

c) remaining uniform in nature, value, extent, etc.;
regular; stable. 2. going on all the time; continual;
persistent: as, constant interruptions, n. 1. anything
that does not change or vary. 2. in mathematics &
physics, a quantity or factor that does not vary through-
out a discussion or investigation: opposed to variable:
symbol, C: abbreviated const., Const. SYN. see con-
tinual, faithful.

Con-stant, Jean Jo seph Ben ja min (zhaw zhd'zef
baw'zha'maw' kow'staw'), 1845-1902; French painter.

Con-stan-ta (kftn-stan'tsa), n. a seaport in southeastern
Romania: pop., 61,000.
con-stant an (kon'stsn-tan'), n. [coined < constant],
an alloy of copper (60%) and nickel (40%), used for
electrical resistance heating and thermocouples.
con stant in (kon'stan-tin), n. constantan.
Con-stan-tine (kon'sten-teV, kon'sten-tmO, [L. Con-
stantinus < constans; see CONSTANCY], a masculine
name. n. (kon'ston-teV; Fr. kow'staVteo'), a city in
northern Algeria: pop., 107,000.
Constantine I, 1. 280?-337 A.D.; first Christian em-
peror of Rome (306-337 A.D.): called the Great. 2.

1868-1923; son o! George I; king of Greece (1913-1917;
1920-1922); abdicated, 1917; recalled by plebiscite
1920; abdicated, 1922.

Con-stan- ti no-pie (kon'stan-t9-no'p
f

l), n. Istanbul, a
city in Turkey: the former name.
con-stant ly (kon'stsnt-li), adv. [constant + 4y], L
always: all the time. 2. repeatedly; very often.
con-stellate (kon'ste-latQ, vd. & v.t. [CONSTELLATED
(-id), CONSTELLATING], [LL. constellatus], to unite in or
as in a constellation; cluster.
con stella tion (kon

/
st9-la/sh9n), n. [ME. & OFr.

consteUacion; LL. constellatio < constellatus, set with
stars < L. com-, with + pp. of siettare, to shine < stella,
a star; see STELLAR], 1. a number of fixed stars arbi-
trarily considered as a group, usually named after some
mythological being that they* supposedly resemble in
outline: see charts on following pages. 2. the part of
the heavens occupied by such a group. 3. any brilliant
cluster or gathering: as, a constellation of beautiful
women. 4. in astrology, a) the grouping of the planets
at any particular time, especially at a person's birth.
b) one's disposition or fate as supposedly influenced by
such grouping. 5. in psychology, a group of related
thoughts regarded as clustered about one central idea.

con-ster (kon'stgr), v.t. & vd. [Obs. or Dial.]* to con-
strue.
con ster nate (kon'ster-naf), v.t. [CONSTERNATED (-id),

CONSTERNATING], [L. consternatus, pp. of consternare; see

CpNSTERNATION], to paralyze with fright or horror;
dismay.
con ster na tion (kon'stgr-na'shan), n. [< Pr. or L.;



constipate 315 consnitstantial

Fr. consternation; L. consternatio < consternare, to ter-
rify < com-, intens. + base akin to L. sternax, head-
strong, restive < IE. base *$ter-; akin to ON. stor,
rigid, stiff]* paralyzing amazement or terror; dismay

con-sti pate (kon'sta-pat') v.t. [CONSTIPATED (-id).
CONSTIPATING], [< L. constipatus, pp. of constipare, to
press or crowd together < com-, together -f sttpare, to
cram, pack], I. to cause constipation in. 2. [Obs.], to
pack together; compress; condense.

con-sti pat ed (kon'sta-pSt'id), adj. [pp. of constipate],
having constipation; costive.

con-sti pa tion (kon^sta-pa'shan), n. |L. constipatio; see
CONSTIPATE], 1. a condition in whicn the emptying of
waste matter from the bowels is infrequent and diffi-
cult. 2. [Obs.], compressionj_condensation.

con*8tit'ii'eii"Cy (kan-stich'oo-an-si), n. tel. CONSTITU-
ENCIES (-siz)J, J< constituent -f. -cy] f 1. the voters or,
loosely, the residents in a district, regarded as a group.
2. the district of such a group of voters, etc. 3. a
group of clients, supporters, etc.

con-stit u-ent (kan-stich'oo-ont), adj. [< L. constituens,
ppr. of constitttere; see CONSTITUTE], 1. necessary hi the
formation of the whole; component: as, a constituent
part. 2. that can or does appoint or vote for a repre-
sentative. 3. authorized to make or revise a political
constitution: as, a constituent assembly, n. 1. a person
who helps appoint another as his representative, espe-
cially by voting in an election. 2. a necessary part or
element; component, 3. in linguistics, an element of a
construction: in "they painted signs" themain elements
thfv and ba.i'nif.n. Wtntc ar# ru 11^/4 ******0/?+/tta s-sv*. ***.*,./<..
**'"^ **" * . -y".~ ,~y, ~r~~ -~~ ~t'mw*r*vri*wv wi*tw*i**ffinr&,
the further indivisible elements they, point, -ed, sign, and
-s are called ultimate constituents. SYN, see dement
constitute (kon'sta-toot', kon'sta-tut7

), v.L CON-
STITUTED (-id), CONSTITUTING], f< L. constitutus, pp. of
constttuere, to set up, establish < com-, together +
statuere, to set], L to set up (a law, government, insti-
tution, etc.) : establish. 2. to set up (an assembly, pro-
ceeding, etcJ in a legal or official form. 3. to set up as-
appoint; ordain: as, the students constituted him then-
spokesman. 4. to make up; form; compose; be the
components or elements of: as, twelve people constitute
a jury. 5. to form of elements, material, etc

cotj-stl*tu-tion (kon'sta-too'shan, kon'sta-tu'shan), n.
{ME. constitution; OPr. constitution; L. constitutio <
pp. of constituere; see CONSTITUTE}, 1. a setting up-
establishment. 2. an appointing. 3. a making up;
composition. 4. the way in which a thing is made up;
structure; organization; make-up. 5. the way in whicli
a person is made up: physical or mental make-up: asf aman of strong constitution. 6. the way in which a gov-
ernment, state, society, etc, is organized. 7. the system
of fundamental laws and principles of a government,
state, society, corporation, etc., written or unwritten,
8. a document or set of documents in which these laws
and principles are written down. 9. [C-J, the Consti-
tution of the United States: it consists of seven articles
and twenty-two amendments* and has been the supreme
law of the Federal government since its adoption, in

t.j, MM.J. A. UA <ji jxi me (juusui/utiuu oi s. person or
thing; basic; essential. 2. for improving a person's
constitution; good for one's health. 3. of, in, authorized
by, subject to, dependent on, or in accordance with
the constitution of a government, state, society, etc.:
as, constitutional rights, constitutional rule. 4. uphold-
ing the constitution, n. [Colloq.], a walk or other
exercise taken for one's health. Abbreviated cons.
Constitutional Convention, the convention held in
May, 1787, at Philadelphia, to drawup the Constitution
of the United States: it was attended by representatives
of all States excejpt Rhode Island.
con sti tu tion al ism (kon'sto-t6^

/shan-
f

14z*m, kon'-
sta-tG'shan-1-iz'm), n. 1. government according to a
constitution. 2. adherencte to constitutional principles
or government.
con sti tu-tion al 1st (kon'sta-too'skm-'l-ist, kon'sta-
tu'shanr'Hst), n. 1. a person who believes in govem-
mem\by constitution. 2. an advocate qf a particular
constitution. 3. a specialist in the study of constitu-
tions and constitutionalism.

con-sti-tu-tion-aM-ty (kon'sta-too'shan-al'a-ti, kon'-
sta-tu'shan-al'a-ti), ft. the quaKty or condition of being
constitutional; especially, accordance with the const?
tution of a country or state. ^

con*8ti'tu*tion <

*al'ly (kon'sta-toofshan-'l-i, kpn'sta-iffta/-
shan-l-i) , adv. 1. in composition, physique,, or tenipe^r
ament; by nature: as, he is constitutionally frail 2. in
accordance with the (or a), constitution: as, social
change can often be brought about constitutionally*
constitutional monarchy, a monarchy in whicli the
powers of the sovereign are limited by a constitution.

oon-tirf%1$?ej, (kn'st9-tio^%, kon'startu'tiv), adj.
[< consti$wte> -f ,-we], 1. 1 having power to establish,

appoint, or enact. 2* making a thing what it Is; basic.
3. forming a part (o/J; oaoBomnft; campcment.

constr., 1. construction, X construed.
can+Xnio. (Iran-strSnO, a,*. [MR amstremen: OPr.
cmstireindre, comfcmmire; I* c&msirimgere, to tend to-
gether, draw tceetlier < &AK tqgerfclier -f sirimgere* to
draw tight), 1. to foree into* or iokf to, dose bounds;
canine ; restrain; compress. 2. to force; compel ; oblige:
as* he was constrained to agree. 3. to get or produce by
force or strain^ as a person's consent, an unnatural
laugh, etc. &WN* see force.
con-strained (ksn-fitrandO* odj. fpp. of comsframl I-
compeHed; forced: obliged. 2. forcea and mmafcural.

con-strain-ed-ly (knslxin^d-li) f a&9. in a 3ostrained
manner.
con straint (kan-strintO, n. [ME. & OFr, amstrcmte;
see CONSTRAIN), 1. confinenaent; resMctkanw 2 force;
compulsion; coercion. 3. repression: of natural feelings
or behavior; forced, unnatural, awkward quality of
manner. 4. a consfeaining or being constrained. S.

something that constrains.
coil-strict (kan-strikf), u*t. {< L. cfms^ric^ts, pp. of
constrtngere ; see coNsntAiN], to make smaller or nar-
rower, especially at one place, by binding* sc|tieeztng
or shrinking; contract' compress.
con stric-tion ton-stnk'shan), n. [L. constnOtol 1. a
constricting or being constricted; compression; contrac-
tion. 2. a feeling of tightness or pressure, as in the dceat.
3. something that constricts, 4. a constricted part.

coii-stiic-tive (koa-strik'tiv), adj. |L. canstrictivtcs], 1.
constricting or tending to constrict, 2. of or charac-
terized by constriction.

cont'StriC'tor (ten-strik't&) r n* something that con-
stricts; specifically,, a) a muscle that contracts a cavity
or opening, or compresses an organ, b) a snake thsat
kills by coiling around its prey and squeezing.

con-8tringe (kan'^rtrinJO* ^' fcoNSTim^GraMpstrinid/),
CONSTRINGING], [L. constringere; see CONSTRAIN], to
draw together; contract; compress.

con-strin-gen-cy (ksn-strin'^n-si), n. 1, the quality
of being cxmstnngent. 2. a coostrmging;
constringent (kan-strin'jont), adS pi consfrmgems,
ppr. of constringere; see CONSTRAIN], causing constric-
tion.
con-stru a ble (kon-stroo'a-bl), adj. that can be con-
strued.

con-stroct (kan-strukf), vJt. [< L. consinutets, pp. of
constmere < com-, togeuier 4- struere, to pile i^>, Midi
to put together systematically; build, frame, or devise
(a bridge, theory, triangle, etc.). n. (kon'strukt), 1.

something built or put together systematically, i an
idea or perception resulting from, the orderly arrange-
ment of facts, impressions, etc. 3. in tmg&istfas>v any
larger unit of discourse built up of phrases; syntactical
construction. SYN, see make.
coa-stmc-tion^ksn-^trak'shQn), n, ME. 4

QFr. constructton; L construction
^ -^

the act or process of constructing,
something is constructed; manner <

ing. 3- something constrticted;; r
1

an explanation or iolCTpreffcai$c__ r , _,
wrong construction on my sfatemeiit ^
ment and relation of words in a clause, sentence, etc.:
as, Jesus wept is an actor-action construction. Abbre-
viated constr., cons.
con-strue-1ion-al (kon-strak'shon-^), adj. of or in
construction.

, ,
;

con-struotion-lst (kan-s^ruk'shdOrM), n. [see CON-
STRUCTION, 4J, a pecsoa who interprets, or believes in
interpreting, a law, document, etc. in a specified way.

com-struc-tlve Qcafestruk'tiv), adj. [ML. constructivus],
1. able or helping to construct; leading to improvements
or

t
advances; formative; positive: as, a constructive

thinker, 2. of constrtiction or structure. 3. not directly
expressed but, inferred or deduced on the basis of in-
terpretation and, implications: as, constructive crime.

con-struc tiv-ism .(ksn-struk'tiv-iz'm), n. a movement
in, painting^ sculp^ire, architecture, etc., especially in
Russia during the 1920's, characterised by abstract
and geometric design and massive structural form.

con-struc-tor (kan-struk'tSr), n. a person who con-
structs or directs construction; builder.
construe (kan-strooO, v.t. [CONSTRUED (-strood'),
CONSTRUING], [ME. construen; L. construwe; ,se CON-
STRUCT) 1. to analyze (a clause, etc.) so as to show its

gjcammatical construction and meaning; hence, 2. to
translate. 3. to explain or deduce the meaning of;
interpret: as, her sudden departure was construed as an
insult. 4. to infer or deduce* 5. 4n grammar, to com-
bine in syntax: as, the verb let, unlike permit, is con-
strued with an infinitive omitting the to. v.i. 1. to
analyze sentence structure. 2. to be construable, as a
sentence. 3. to translate something. 4. to make
deductions ; judge by inference, rr^sy/N* see explain,,

con-sub-stan-tial QconVtwtofcfaJDi adj. [LL. consul-

tea; Sv^i, h&ei o-vr; Is-, bf*ei lot; g5, hdrn, t5Sl, look; il, o
for;,d in Ofo. in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, a k/0tr 'as,

<p tt,,-Ff. due; ( H:, G. ich; kh, G. doch, 3ee pp. x-^

; chin; she: thin,
); Pr, bal;, $, Be.,

; < derived froi^.
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stanttaUs; see COM- & SUBSTANTIAL], having the same
Substance or essential nature: term used especially in
Christian theology in reference to the Trinity.
con sub-stan ti-al-ity (kon'sab-stan'shi-al'a-ti) , n.
the state or fact of being consubstantial.
con sub-stan ti ate (kon^sab-stan'shi-at'), v.t. [< ML.
conswbstmtMtw, pp. of, consubstantiare < L. com-,
with -f substantw; see SUBSTANCE], 1. to unite in one
common substance or nature. 2. to regard as thus
united, uj. 1. to hold the doctrine of consubstan-
tiation. 2. to become united in one common substance

cpn.sub'Stan-ti.a.tian (kon'sg^-stan'shi-a'shan) , n.
[ML. consuostanUatw < consubstcpntiare (see CONSUB-
STANTIATE), after transubstantiaMo; see TRANSUBSTAN-
TiATiON], in theology, the doctrine that the substance
ot the bread and wine of the Eucharist exists, after
consecration, side by side with the substance of the
body and blood of Christ but is not changed into it:
distinguished from transubstantiation.
con -sue-tude (kon'swi-tood'. kon'swi-tud') , n. [OPr.-

see CUSTOM], customary.
consul (kon's'l), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. < consulere, to
deliberate, take counsel; hence akin to counsel, consult]
1. either of the two chief magistrates of the ancient
Roman republic. 2. one of the three highest officials of
the French republic (1799-1804): Napoleon Bonapartewas First Consul. 3. a person appointed by his
government to live in a certain city in some foreign
country and look after his country's citizens and busi-
ness interests there. Abbreviated cons., Cons., con., Con.con su lar (kon's'1-er, kon'syoo-lgr) , adj. [L. consularis],L of a consul or consulate. 2. functioning as a consul

consular agent, an official who does the work of a
consul at a place that is commercially unimportant.con-su-late (kon's'1-it, kon'syoo-Ht), n. [L. consulatus],
I. the position, powers, and functions of a consul. 2.
the office or residence of a consul. 3. the term of office
of a consul; consulship. 4. government by consuls.
the Consulate, [Fr. Consulat\, the consular govern-
ment q France from 1799 to 1804.

consul general, [pi. CONSULS GENERAL, CONSUL GEN-
ERALS], a consul stationed in a principal commercial
city, who supervises other consuls within his district.

con-sul ship (kon's'1-ship') , n. [consul + -skip], L the
position, powers, and functions of a consul. 2. the term
of office of a consttl.

con-suit (kon-sult'L lu.
(Fr. consulter; L. consvMaw <

PI^. of eonsulere, to deliberate, consider, ask advice;
ong., prob., to call together, as in consulere senatom,
to gather the senate, then to ask (the senate) for advice,
consult < com*, with + base akin to Goth, saljan, to
produce, offer & Bng, sdl], ta talk things over; confer
or converse in order to decide or plan something, v.t.
1. to seek, tinformation or instxuctioB fcom; ask the
advice of; r^fer to: as, in matters of fe6althf

. consult your
doctor. 2Mo keep in mind while acting or deciding;
consider; show regard lor: as, consult your own wishes
in the matter, a [Obs.], a) to confer about. 6) to
plan for. n. [Obs.], a consultation.

con-sult-ant (kan-sml't'nt), m [< Fr. or L.; Fr. con-
sultant < L. consultanst ppr. of consultare], 1. a personwho consults another person. 2. a person who gives
professional or technical advice, a a doctor, lawyer,
engineer, editor, etc.
consultation (konVl-ta^shan), n. 1. a consulting.
2. a meeting to discuss, decide^ or plam something

con-sult-a-tfve (kan-sul'te-tiv), ad}< relating to consul-
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tation: advisory: as, his function was consultative.

con-sult-a-to-ry (k9n-sul'ta-t6r'i, ksn-sul'ta-to'ri) adj.
[L. consultatorms], consultative.
con suit ing (kan-sul'tirj), adj. [ppr. of consult], con-
sulted for

m professional or technical advice in special
cases; advisory: as, a consulting engineer.
con sum-able (ksn-soom'o-b'l, kan-sum'a-b'l)^ adj.
that can be consumed, n. a consumable commodity.
con-sume (ksn-soom', kon-suin'), v.t. [CONSUMED
(-soomd', -sumd'), CONSUMING], [ME. consumen- OFr.
consumer; L. consumers, to use up, eat, waste, destroy
< com-, together + sumere, to take < sub-, under +
emere, to buy, take; cf. CONSOMME], 1. to destroy, as

by fire; do away with. 2. to use up; spend wastefully;
squander (tune, energy, money, etc.). 3. to drink or
eat up; devour. v.t. to waste away; perish.
consumed with, filled with (grief, curiosity, etc.); ab-
sorbed or carried away by.

con sum-ed-ly (kon-soom'id-K, kon-sum'id-li) , adv.
extremely or excessively.
consumer (kan-soom'eV, ken-sum'Sr), n. [see CON-
SUME], 1. a person or thing that destroys, uses up, or
wastes something. 2. in economics, a person who uses
goods or services to satisfy his needs rather than to
resell them or produce other goods with them : opposed
to producer.
consumers* goods, in economics, goods, ssttch as food,
clothing, etc., for satisfying people's needs rather than
for producing other goods or services: opposed to
producers' floods.
con-sum-mate (ksn-sumfit; for .,

[L. consummatus, pp. of consnmmare, to sum up,
finish < com-, together -f summa, a sum], complete;
perfect; supreme: as, a consummate liar, v.t, {CON-
SUMMATED (-id), CONSUMMATING], 1. to bring to

completion or fulfillment; finish; accomplish. 2. to
make (marriage) actual by sexual intercourse.
con sum ma tion (kon'ss-ma'shan), n. [OFr. consom-
mation, consumption; L. consummatio], 1. a consum-
mating or being consummated; completion; fulfillment.

2. an end; conclusion; outcome.
con sum ma tive (kon'ss-ml'tiv), adj. consummating
or helping to consummate; completing.

con-sum-raa-tor (kon'sa-ma'ter) , n. a person or thing
that consummates.
con sump-tion (kan-sump'shsn) , n. [L. consumptio <
consumptus, pp. of consumers], 1. a consuming or being
consumed ; destruction, waste, or using up of something.
2. a disease that causes the body or part of the body to
waste away; especially, tuberculosis of the lungs. 3. in

economics* a) the using up of goods or services : opposed
to production, b) the amount used up.
con-sump*tive (ksn-sump'tiv) , adj. [ME. consumpt <
L. consumptus; see CONSUME], 1. consuming or tending
to consume; destructive; wasteful. 2. in economics, of

or for consumers' goods. 3. in medicine, a) of tuber-
culosis of the lungs. 6) having or inclined to have
tuberculosis of the lungs; tuberculous, n. a person who
has tuberculosis of the lungs.
Gont., Continental.
cent., 1. containing. 2. contents. 3. continent. 4.

continue. 5. continued. 6. contra. 7. contract.

fat, ape, Mre, pir; t^n, ven, hfere, ovSr; is, bite; lot, g5, h6rn, t651, look; oil. out; up, use, fur; ftfet; joy; Vet; chin; she; thin,
#/*exn; db}, teistiref^K ring; for a in ago, e in agent, fin samty, o in comply, u in focus;

*
as in able (a'b'l); Fr. bilj fe* Fr.

coeur; 6, Fr. fen; Fr. imon; $ f Ft. <joq; il Fr. due; H, G. ich; kht G. doch. See pp. x-rxii. % foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.



contact 3 i8 contentious

(leiMa/takt), n* (L. emtmtms, pp. erf 0Mtftcre,
to tottdh, seta < com-, together + toiifflw, to touch <
IE. base

*/<j|-,
to touch; hence akin to Goth, tekan, to

taodi, AS. Mftj**
t
to pat, stroke gentlyL i. the act

o! touching or meeting: as, some shells explode only by
GHttact with other objects. 2. the state of being in touch
or association (Kith): as, you will come into contact

with many new ideas. 3. connection: as, IK made seme
valuable contacts at the convention, the pilot of the air-

plane tried to make contact with his base. 4. in elec-

tricity, m) a eojKiection or point of connection between
two coodttetors in a circmt, b) a device fa- maJong such
a connection, v.t. 1. to place in contact. 2. to come
into contact with"

t get in touch with: now widely used
fa this sense despite objections. vJL to be in contact;
eoroe into contact, interj. ready!: a signal in aviation
that everything is set for the engine to be started.

contact flytafj, flying an airplane at a low altitude, so

toai the cimrse can be determined by observing objects
the ground,, as streams, buildings, etc.

contact lenses, small, thin lenses of glass or plastic worn
next to the eyeballs, with the edges under the eyelids,
^cwaetimes used instead of ordinary eyeglasses.

attntact potential* an electromotive force resulting
from tibe contact of two plates of dissimilar metals and
equal to the difference in their potentials.

oofK'ta-gEeii fken-t&'jan), n* {"L. contagio, a touching <
Qtin$rc; see CONTACT!, L the spreading of disease

fraoat one individual to another by direct or indirect

contact, 2. any disease thus spread ; contagious disease.

3. a means or medium by which disease is spread ; hence,
4. a poison. 5. tlie spreading of an emotion, idea, cus-

tom, etc. from person to person until many are affected :

as, tie contagion of gaiety. 6. a bad influence that tends
to spread; correlation: as, racial hatred is a contagion.

ooa*t*-$tocts (kan-tl'ps), adj. [ME.; OFr. contagieus;
IJU contagiosus], 1. spread by direct or indirect con-
ttftifc coniratinicable: said of diseases. 2. carrying^ or
liable to transmit, the causative agent of a contagious
clsease, 3- spreading or tending to spread from person
to |erson: as, contagious laughter.

ctoB*tal0 (kn-tinO v*t* [ME, conteinen; OFr, contmw;
I* *0ptter; to bold, keep together < com-, together -f

IAMM; to feowEL 1. to boro in it: bold ; enclose or Include.
'2n fe> nave t&0 capacity lor hoWag. 3. to be equal or

equivalent to: as, a gallon contains four quarts, 4. to
ropii back or wifclilm 'fixed limits. 5. to control or

o^aiia (oae
f
s feelings* oneself, etc.). 6-. to be divisible

fef, GSpeciaHy without a tfentainder: as, 10 contains
5 awl 2.
*SWiV"j,' HCOfLt&iifcy io. strict. iasagje slgjjifies an enclosing within
0r including as & component, part, or fraction, and hold, the

capacity for containing (the bottle contains two ounces of

liquid, but it holds a pint) ; to accommodate is to hold comfort-,

without crowding JMBL elevator bmlt to <x&^m0ddte twelve
ptople).
con tain er (kan-tSn'Sr), n. a thing that contains or can
oootain something; box, crate, can> jarr etc.

dc*tain-3Daent (kan-tan'mant), n. a containing or being
curtained; specifically, the policy of attempting to
p*Wttt the influence of an opposing nation or political
system from spreading.
con-tam-i-nate (ksn-tam's-nat'), v.t. {CONTAMINATED
(-id), CONTAMINATING], [< L. contaminatus, pp. of con-
laminare, to defile < contamen, contact, contagion <
row-, together -f base of tangere, to touch; cf. CONTACT],
to make impure, unclean, or corrupt by contact; pol-
lute; defile; sully; taint: said of something dirty,
diseased, wicked, etc.
SYN. contaminate suggests a coming into contact with
something so as to make it impure, unclean, or corrupt (fumes
were contaminating the air) ;

taint emphasizes effect over cause
and implies that some measure of decay or corruption has taken
place (tainted food); pollute implies complete befoulment,
decay, or corruption through contamination; defile implies
pollution or desecration of that which should be held sacred.
con tarn ina-tion (kgn-tam's-na'shon), n. [L. contam-
inatio], I, a contaminating or being contaminated. 2.

something that contaminates.
con-tam-i-na-tive (kan-tam'a-na'tiv) , adj. contaminat-
ing or tending to contaminate.
con-tam-I-na-tor (kan-tam'a-na'ter), n. a person or
thing that contaminates,

contd.. continued.
conte (kont; Fr. kowt), n. [pi. CONTES (konts; Fr. kont)J,
[Fr. < conter; see COUNT, *.], I. formerly, any short
fictional tale of adventure. 2. a short story; tale.
con-temn (kan-tem') v.t. {OFr. cont&mner; L. contem-
neve < com-, intens. + temnere, to scornl, to treat or
think of with contempt; scorn. SYN. see despise.

con-temti-er (kdn-tem'Sr, kdn-tem'nr),. n. a person
who contemns.
con-tem-nor (ksn-tem'ner), n. a person who contemns.
contemp., contemporary.
con tern pla-ble (ksn-tem'plQ-b'l), adj. that can be
contemplated.
con-template (kon'tsm-platO, v.t. [CONTEMPLATED
(-id), CONTEMPLATING], [< L. contemplatus, pp. of con- ,

templari, to gaze attentively, observe; lit., to mark out
an augural temple < com-, with -f- templum* temple],

1. to look at intently; gaxe at. 2. to think about in-

tently; study; consider. 3. to look forward to; expect
or intend, tu. to meditate; muse. SYN. see consider,

con-tem-pla-tion (kon'tOTQ-^li'shsn), n. [MB. & OPr.
wm&mpMcioin: L. owfewi^lalto; see CONTEMPLATEJ i.

the act of looking at something intently. 2. the act of

thinking about something intently; study ^considera-
tion. 3. a looking forward; expectation or intention.

contemplative (ko&'tam-pla'tiv, ksn-tem'pb-ttv),
adj* of or inclined to contemplation; thoughtful; medi-
tative. SYN. see pensive.
con tern-pla tor (kon'tom-pIa'tSr), n. |L.J a person
who contemplates.

coivtem-po-ra-ne-i-ty (kn-tem'per-Q~ne'3-ti) n. the
condition or quality of being contemporaneous.

con-tem-po-ra-ne-ous (k^n-tem'pa-ra'ni-ss), adj. [L.

contemporantus < com-, with + tempus, temporis, timej,
existing or happening in the same period of time.
SYN. see contemporary.
contemporaneous with, existing or happening at the
same time as.

con-tem-po-ra-ne-ous-ly (kan-tem'ps-ra'm-os-li), adv.
in or during the same period of time; at the same time.

con-tem-po-ra*ry (kan-tem'pa-rer'i) , adj. [< L. com-,
with -f temporarius, of time < temptts, temporis, timej,
1 . living or happening in the same period oftime. 2. of

about the same age. n* \pL CONTEMPORARIES (-iz)J, 1.

a person living in the same period of history as another
or others. 2. a person or thing of about the same age or
date of origin, publication, etc. Abbreviated contemp.
contemporary with, living or happening at tjie same
time as.

SYN. contemporary and contemporaneous both mean
existing or happening at the same period of time, contempo-
rary (often applied to the present) referring more often to

persons or their works, ana contemporaneous, to events;
coeval implies extension orer the same period of time when a
remote time or very long duration is involved; synchronous
impEes exact correspottaence in time of occurrence or rate of

movement; simultaneous implies occurrence at the Same
point or brief interval of time.

con-tem-po-rize (ksn-tem'pd-rlzO, v.t & vS. [CONTEM-
poitiZED (-rizd') CONTEMPORIZING], to make or be con-

temporary; synchronize.
con-tempt (kan-temptO* n* [ME.; OFr.; L. coniemptus,
scorn; pp. of contemnere; see CONTEMN), 1. the feeling
or actions of a person toward something he considers

low, worthless, or beneath notice; scorn. 2. the con-
dition of being despised. 3. in law, the punishable act

of showing disrespect for the authority or dignity of a
court (or legislature), as by disobedience, unruliaess,
etc.: in full, contempt of court (or congress, etc.).

cpn-temntd-biM-ty (kgn-temp'ta-bilVti), n. the qual-
ity of being contemptible,
con-tempt-i-ble (kgn-temp'te-bl), adj. (L. contempt-
iUUs: see -IRLB], t- deserving of contempt or scorn;
worthless; despicable. 2. (Obs.L contemptuous*
con-tempt-i-bly (kan-temp'ta-bl), otto, in a manner, or
to an earcenfc, niasfc deserves and arouses contempt.
con-temp-tu-ous Oc^-temq/choo-ss), adf* [< L. con-

temptus; -f- -ous], showingcontempt ; scornful ; disdainful.
con-tend (kan-tendO* v.i. (L. contendere, to stretch out,
strive after < com-, together -f- tendere, to stretch,

extend], 1. to strive in combat or opposition; fight;

struggle: as, Napoleon's troops contended with the
armies of Europe at Waterloo. 2. to strive in debate or

controversy; argue; dispute. 3. to strive in competition;
compete; vie: as, he will contend for the prize, v.t. to
hold to be a fact; assert: as, we contend that he is guilty.
con-tent (kgn-tenf), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. contentus, pp.
of continere; see CONTAIN], 1. happy enough *witfa what
one has or is; not desiring something more or different;
satisfied. 2. willing: used in the British House of Lords
as an affirmative vote. v.t. to satisfy; make content:
often used reflexively, as, content yourself with reading
about it. n. 1. contentment. 2. [British], a vote of

aye,' affirmative vote. SYN+ see satisfy,
con*tent (kon'tent; also, for la, k9n-tent') n. [L.
contentum; neut. pp. of continere; see CONTAIN], 1.

usually pi. a] all that is contained in something; every-
thing inside: as, the contents of a jar, trunk, etc. fc) all

that is contained or expressed in a writing or speech:
as, a table of contents is a list of chapters, topics, etc.

in a book. Abbreviated cont. 2. the main substance
or meaning: as, the content of a poem is distinguished
from its form. 3. holding power; capacity 4. volume
or area. 5. the amount >(oi a specified substance) con-
tained : as, cast iron has la high carbon content.
con tented (ksn-ten'ticl) , adj. [pp. of content], not
desiring something more or different: satisfied.

con-tention (kan-ten'shen), n. fPr fc ; L.^contenUo < pp.
of contendere; see CONTEND], 1. verbal strife; argument;
controversy; dispute; quarrel. 2. abatement or point
that one argues for as true or valid. 3, strife; struggle;
qoafrest. SYN. see conflict, discord.



contentment 3*9 contmne
con tent men t (kan-tent'mant), n. fFr.
I, the state, quality, or fact of being contented. 2.

[Archaic}, a satisfying or being satisfied.

con-ter-mi-nal (kan-tur'mi-nl), adj. conterminous.
con-ter-mi-notis (kan-tur'mi-nas), adj\ [L. conterminus,
bordering upon < com-, together + terminus, an end],
1. having a common boundary at some point; con-
tiguous. 2. having the same boundaries or limits.

con-test (ton-test'; for n., kon'test), v.t. [Fr, contester,
to contest; L. conUstari, to call to witness, bring action
< com-, together + testari, to bear witness < testis, a
witness], I. to try to disprove or invalidate (some-
thing), as by argument or legal action; dispute: as,
he will contest his father's will. 2. to fight for (ground,
a military position, etc.); struggle to win or keep.
v.L to contend; struggle (with or against), n. 1. strife;
struggle; conflict; fight. 2. verbal strife; controversy;
dispute. 3. any race, game, debate, etc. in which there
is a struggle to be the winner. SYN. see conflict.

con-test-ant (kan-tes'tant), n. [Fr.], a person who con-
tests or competes in a contest.

con-tes-ta-tion (kon'tes-ta'shan), n, [< Fr. & L.; Fr.
contestation; L. contestatio < contestant a contesting;
conflict; dispute.

con-text (kon'tekst), n. [L. contextus; pp. of contexere,
to weave together < com-, together + texere, to weave],
1. the parts of a sentence, paragraph, discourse, etc.
that occur just before and after a specified word or
passage, and determine its exact meaning: as, it is un-
fair to quote this remark out of its context. 2. the whole
situation, background, or environment relevant to some
happening or personality.

con-tex-tu*al (ksn-teks'choo-al, kon-teks'choo-ol), adj.
of, connected with, or depending on the context.

con-tex-tu-aMy (ksn-teks'choo-al-i, kon-teks'choo-ol-i),
adv. according to, or by referring to, the context.

con-tex-ture (ksn-teks'chgr, kon-teks'cher), n. [Fr. <
I/, contextus; see CONTEXT], 1. a weaving together;
fabrication. 2. an interwoven mass; fabric. 3. the way
in which a thing is put together; structure; composition.

contg., containing.
con-ti'gU'My (kon'ti-gu'a-ti), n. [pi. CONTIGUITIES
(-tiz)], [Fr. contiguiti ; ML. contiguitas], 1. nearness or
contact. 2. [Rare], continuous mass or unbroken series.
con tig-u-ous (kan-tig'ii-os), adj. [L. contiguus, border-
ing upon < base of contingere, to touch upon, border
upon; see CONTINGENT], 1. in physical contact; touch-
ing. 2. near; adjoining. SYN. see adjacent.

con*tig*u*ous-ly (kan-tig'u-QS-li), adv. in such a way as
to be contiguous.
contin., 1. continued. 2. continuetur, [L.], let it be
continued.

con-ti-nence (kon'ta-nans), n. [MB.; OFr.; L. conti-
nentia < ppr. of continere: see CONTAIN], 1. self-

restraint; moderation. 2. self-restraint in sexual activ-

ity; especially, complete abstinence.
con-ti-nen-cy (kon'ta-non-si), n. continence.
con-tinent (kon'te-nant), adj. [ME.; OFr. < L. con-
linens, ppr. of continere; see CONTAIN], 1. self-restrained;
temperate. 2. characterized by self-restraint, especially
by complete abstinence, in sexual activity, n. 1.

[Rare], a thing that retains or contains something.
2. a large and extensive land mass; mainland, as dis-

tinguished from outlying islands: now rare except in
the Continent. 3. any of the six largest land masses of the
earth, conventionally regarded (with or without out-
lying islands). as units; Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe,
North America, and South America: Antarctica is some-
times regarded as the seventh continent: abbreviated
cont.
the Continent, the mainland of Europe; all of Europe
except the British Isles.

con-tl-nen-tal (kon'ta-nen't'l), adj. 1. of a continent.
2. [sometimes C-], of or characteristic of the Continent;
European. 3. [Cj, of the American colonies at the time
of the American Revolution, or of the States just after
this. n. 1. [usually C-L a person living on the Con-
tinent; European. 2. [C-l, a soldier of the American
army during the Revolutionary period. 3. a piece 9f
paper money issued by the Continental Congress: it

became almost worthless before the end of the war,
hence the phrase not worth a continental, worthless.
Continental Congress, either of two assemblies of

representatives from the American colonies ^during the
Revolutionary period: the first was held in 1774 to
express grievances against British colonial policy; the
second convened in 1 775, created the Continental army,
issued the Declaration of Independence (1776) and the
Articles of Confederation (1778), and operated as the
legislative body of the United States for several years.
Continental Divide, the ridge of the Rocky Mountains
that separates rivers flowing toward the Atlantic from
those flowing toward the Pacific.
continental shelf, the submerged shelf of land that
slopes gradually from the exposed edge of a continent

for a variable distance to the point where the steep
descent to the ocean bottom begins.

c0n>tin'gence (kan-tin'jros), it. contingency.
con-tin-gen-cy (kan-tia'JQa-si), n.

Iff. CONTINGENCIES
(-siz)], f< L. coHtingensjf 1. tne quality or condition of

being contingent. 2. dependence on chance or uncer-
tain conditions; uncertainty of occurrence. 3. some-
thing whose occurrence depends on chance or uncertain
conditions; possible, accident*!, or chance event: as, be
prepared for any contingency. 4. something incidental
to another thing. SYN. see emergency.
con-tin-gent (kan-tin'jmt), adj. [L. contingms, ppr. of
contingere, to touch, meet, happen < com-* together +
tangere, to touch ; see CONTACT], 1 . that may or may not
happen; possible. 2. happening by chance; accidental;
fortuitous. 3. dependent (on or upon something uncer-
tain); conditional. 4.

JArchaic], touching; tangential.
5. in logic, true only with certain conditions or contexts;
not always or necessarily true. n. 1. an accidental or
chance happening. 2. a share, proportion, or quota, as
of troops, ships, laborers, delegates, etc. 3. a group or
body forming part of a larger one.

contingent fee, a fee of a lawyer or agent the amount
or payment of which depends upon the outcome of a
particular litigation or transaction.

con-tin-u-a-ble (kan-tin'u-a-b'l), adj. that can be
continued.

con-tin u-al (kan-tin'u-9l), ad?/. [ME. continueU; OPr.
continuel < L. continnus; see CONTINUE], 1. happening
over and over again; repeated often; going on in rapid
succession. 2. continuous; going on uninterruptedly.
5KV.~c0fitiiiual applies to that which recurs repeatedly or
goes on unceasingly over a long period of time (continual
arguments) ; continuous applies to that which extends without
interruption in either space or time (a continuous expanse);
constant stresses uniformity, steadiness, or regularity in
occurrence or recurrence (the constant beat of the heart) ; In-
cessant implies unceasing or uninterrupted activity (incessant
chatter) ; perpetual applies to that which lasts or persists for
an indefinitely long time (a perpetual nuisance); eternal
stresses endlessness or timelessness (the eternal verities).
ANT. intermittent, interrupted.

con-tin-u-al-Iy (kon-tin'u-d-i), adv. [ME. continuettiche;
see CONTINUAL & -LY], 1. again and again; repeatedly
and often. 2. all the time; without interruption.
con-tin-u-ance (kan-tin'u-ans), n. [ME.: OPr.; see
CONTINUE], 1. a keeping up, going on, going on with,
or lasting (of an action, process, or state). 2. the time
during which an action, process, or state lasts; duration.
3. a remaining (in a place, position, or state); stay.
4. an unbroken succession. 5. a continuation; sequel.
6. in law, the postponement or adjournment of proceed-
ings to a later date.
con-tin-u-ant (kan-tin'u-ant), n. [< L. cantinuans, ppr.;
see CONTINUE], a speech sound that can be prolonged as
long as the breath lasts, with no change in the quality
of the sound: continuants are called fricatives (s, f,
th [IPA Bit etc.), nasals (m, n, ij), liquids (I, r>, or
vowels; distinguished from stop.
con-tin-u-a tion (kan-tin'u-a'shan), n. [OFr.; L. con-
tinuatio < pp. of continuere^ see CONTINUE], 1. a keep-
ing up or going on without interruption; prolonged and
unbroken existence or maintenance. 2. a taking up or

beginning^again after an interruption; resumption. 3. a
part or thing added to make something reach further or
last longer; extension; supplement; sequel.
continuation school, a school offering instruction in
elementary and vocational subjects to adults who wish
to continue their education: classes are held mainly
in the evening.

con-tin-u-a-tive (kan-tin'ti-a'tiv), adj. [L. continuati-

vus], 1. continuing something. 2. in grammar, ex-

pressing continuation, or sequel, as the subordinate
clause in the sentence

4
*I gave the check to the teller,

who cashed it for me."
con-tin-u-a-tor (kan-tin'u-a'te'r), n. a person who con-
tinues something, as a literary work started by another.

con-tin-lie (kan-tin'u), v.i. [CONTINUED (-ud), CON-
TiNUiNGj, JME. continuen; OPr. continue?; L. contin-

uare, to join, unite, make continuous < continuum, con-
tinuous < continere; see CONTAIN], 1. to remain in
existence or effect; last; endure: as, the war continued
for five years. 2. to go on in a specified condition or
course of action: as, we continued to let him have his

way, she continued ailing. 3. to remain in the same
place or position; stay: as, the chairman continued in
office for another year. 4. to kee on

; persist ; persevere :

as, we continued to demand our rights. 5. to go on again
after an interruption; resume: as, after a sip of water,
the speaker continued. v.L 1. to go on with; carry on;
keep up; persist in, 2. to carry further; extend. 3. to
go on with (an activity, story, etc.) again after an inter-

ruption; resume. 4. t cause to r<

as, the
terms.

uuc. <x. . v.o,u.<= bv remain; keep: retain:
>le continued Roosevelt in office for four

. in law, to postpone or adjourn to a later date.

fati ape, bftre, cirj ten, even, hfire, ovgr; is, bite; lot, g5, hdra, tCBl, look; oil, outj up, Use, ICr; get; loy; yet; chin; she; thin,
then; zh, leisure; ij, ring; for a in ago, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, *& focus;

'
as in able (S'b'l) ;

Fr. bal; e, Fr.

ooeur; d, Fr. feti; rr. mow; a, Pr. coq; fl, Fr. due; H, G. iefc; kh, G. <fcch. See pp. x-xifc. t foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.
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SYN. continue implies a going on in a specified condition
or course and stresses uninterrupted existence rather than
duration; last stresses duration, either for the specified time,
or, if

^unqualified, for a. time beyond that which is usual ; endure
implies continued resistance to destructive influences or forces;
abide is applied to that which ^remains stable and steadfast,
especially in contrast to that which is changing and transitory;
persist implies continued existence beyond the expected or
normal time. AJVT. stop, cease.

continued fraction, a fraction whose denominator
contains a fraction whose denominator contains a
fraction, and so forth (.., 5

6-f 3

8

5 + . -).

continued proportion, a series of three or more
quantities with the same ratio between each two
adjacent terms (e.g., 3,6,12,24).
continued story, a story, usually a novel, published in
installments in a magazine or newspaper; serial.

con-tin-ii-er (kan-tin'Mr), n. a person or thing that
continues.

con*ti'mi-i-ty (kon'ta-noo'a-ti, kon'ta-nu'a-ti), n. [pi.
CONTINUITIES (-tiz)j, [Fr. continuity- L. continuitas], 1.

the state or quality of being continuous. 2. a contin-
uous series or succession; unbroken, coherent whole.
3. a written plan detailing the succession and con-
nection of scenes in a motion picture, 4. in radio,

a) a series of comments or announcements connecting
tne parts of a program, b) the script of a program.

contin*ii-ous (ksn-tin'u-ss), adj. [L. continuus; see

CONTINUE], going on or extending without interruption
or break; unbroken; connected. SYN. see continual.
con-tin'iium (kan-tin'u-am), n. {pi. CONTINUA (-a)], [L.,
neut. of continuus], a continuous whole, quantity, or

series; thing whose parts cannot be separated or sep-
arately discerned.

con-to (kon'to), n. [pL CONTOS (-toz)J, [Port., lit., million
< L. computus; see COUNT (enumeration)], a money of
account in Brazil and Portugal, formerly equal to
1,000,000 reis, now equal to 1,000 cruzeiros in Brazil
and 1,000 escudos in Portugal.

con-tort (kan-tftrtO. v.t. [< L. contortus, pp. of contor-

quere, to whirl, twist < com-, together + torquere, to
twist], to force out of shape by or as by twisting, bend-
ing, wrenching, etc.; distort: as, a face contorted with
anger. SYN. see deform.

con-tOT'tion (kan-t6r'shan), n. I. a contorting or being
contorted; distortion, especially of the face or body.
2. a contorted condition, position, or shape.

con-tor-tion-ist (kan-t6r'shan-ist) n. a person who can
contort his body into unnatural positions.

con-tor-tive (ksn-t6r'tiv), adj. of or characterized by
contortion.

con-tour (kon'toor), n. [Fr.; It. contorno < LL. con-
tornare, to go around < L. com-, intens. + tornare, to
turn < turnus, a lathe < Gr. tornos, tool to make a
circle with], 1. the outline of a figure, mass, land, etc.
2. the representation of such an outline, v.t. 1. to
make an outline of; represent in contour. 2. to con-
struct (a road, etc.) in accordance with natural con-
tours, adj. characterized by furrows along the natural
contour lines so as to avoid erosion: as, contour farming.
SYN. see outline.

contour feathers, feathers that form the surface
plumage of a bird and determine the outer contour,
apart from wings, tail, etc.

contour interval, the difference in elevation repre-
sented by each of the contour lines on a map.

contour line, 1. an imaginary line connecting all points
of the same elevation on a part of the earth's surface.
2. a line on a map, representing this line.
contour map, a map showing the physical features of
an area of land by
means of contour lines.

contr., 1. contract. 2.

contracted. 3. contrac-
tion. 4. contralto. 5.

contrary. 6. contrasted.
7. control. 8. controller.

con-tra (kon'tra), adv.
[L.], to the contrary;
contrariwise, n. some-
thing contrary or op-
posite: abbreviated
cont.

con-tra- (kon'tra), [<
L, contra, against], a
prefix meaning against, CONTOUR MAP
opposite, opposed to,

contrary, as in contradict, contraceptive.
con-tra band (kon'trs-band'), n. [Sp. contrabanda, a
smuggling; It. contrabando < contra-, against -f bando <
LL. bandum, bannum (see BAN, proclamation) : first used
in 16th c., in reference to illicit trade with Sp. colonies],
1. unlawful or prohibited trade. 2. goods forbidden by
law to be imported and exported; smuggled merchan-
dise. 3. contraband of war. 4. during the Civil War,

CONTRABASS

a Negro slave who fled to^or was smuggled behind the
Union lines or remained in territory captured by the
Union Army. adj. forbidden by law to be imported or

exported.
con-tra-band-ist (kon'trd-ban'dist), n. a person who
trades in contraband goods; smuggler.
contraband of war, goods essential to warfare, as am-
munition, weapons, etc., which, according to inter-
national law, may rightfully be intercepted and seized

by either belligerent when shipped to the other one by
a neutral country.

con-tra-bass (kon'tra-baV), o<f/ [see CONTRABASSO],
having its pitch an octave lower
than the normal bass; double-bass.
n. an instrument or voice having
the lowest bass tone; specifically,
the largest and deepest-toned in-

strument of the viof class; double
bass.

con-tra-bass-ist (kon'tra-ba'sist),
n. a person who plays the contrabass.

con-tra-bas-so (kon'tra-bas'o), n.

[It. < L. contra, opposite -f basso
< bassus, low], a contrabass.

con-tra-bas-soon (kon'tra-ba-
soon') , n. the double bassoon, which
is larger than the regular bassoon
and an octave lower in pitch.

con-tra-cep-tion (kon'tra-sep'shan),
n. [contra- -f conception], artificial

prevention of the fertilization of the
human ovum: often called birth
control.

con-tra-ceo-tive (kon'tra-sep'tiv), adj. of or used for

contraception, n. any contraceptive device.
con-tra-clock-wise (kon'tra-klok'wlz), adj. & adv.
counterclockwise.

con-tract (kon'trakt; for v.t. 1 sometimes, and, for rest

of v. always, kan-trakt'), n. [OFr. < L, contractus, a
drawing together; pp. of contrahere, to draw together,
make a bargain < com-, together + trahere, to draw],
1. an agreement between two or more people to do
something

j
compact; covenant. 2. an agreement,

usually written, enforceable by law. 3. a formal agree-
ment of marriage or betrothal. 4. a document con-
taining the terms of an agreement. 5. in bridge, a)
the verbal agreement made by the highest bidder to
make a number of tricks. 6) the number of tricks that
he bids, c) contract bridge. Abbreviated contr., cont,
v.t. [< L. contractus], 1. to enter upon, or undertake,
by contract. 2. [Rare], to betroth. 3. to get; acquire;
incur: as, he contracted the disease. 4. to reduce in

size; draw together; narrow; shrink: as, cold contracts
metals. 5. in grammar, to shorten (a word or phrase)
by the omission of a letter or part, as in I'm, e'er,
can't, vd. 1. to make a contract; agree formally:
as, we contracted for a new car. 2. to become reduced
in size or bulk; draw together; shrink; narrow.
SYN. contract implies a drawing together of surfaces or
parts and a resultant decrease in size, bulk, or extent; to
shrink is to contract so as to be short of the normal or re-

quired length, amount, extent, etc. (my shirts have shrunk);
condense suggests reduction of something into a more com-
pact or more dense form without loss of essential content
(condensed milk); to compress is to press or squeeze into a
more compact, orderly form (a lifetime's work compressed into
one volume) ; deflate implies a reduction in size or bulk by the
removal of air, gas, or in extended use, anything insubstantial
(to deflate a balloon, one's ego, etc.). ANT. expand, inflate.

contract bridge, a form of auction bridge in which only
the number of tricks named in the contract may be
counted toward a game, additional tricks being counted
as honors.

con-tract-ed {kan-trak'tid), adj. [pp. of contract], 1.

reduced in size or bulk; drawn together; narrowed:
shortened; shrunken: abbreviated contr. 2. narrowed
in mental scope; narrow-minded; illiberal. 3. acquired.

con*tract-i*bil-i-ty (kan-trak'ta-bil'i-ti), n. the quality
of being contractible.
contract-i-ble (kan-trak'ta-b'l), adj. that can be
contracted.

con-trac-tile (kan-trak't'l, kan-trak'til), adj. 1. having
the power of contracting. 2. producing contraction.

con-trac-tIM-ty (kon'trak~til'a-ti), n. [Fr. contractility ;
see CONTRACTILE], the ability to contract, or shrink.

con-traction (kan-trak'shan) , n. [Fr. ; L. contractio], 1.
a contracting or being contracted. 2. the drawing up
and thickening of a muscle fiber or a muscle in action.
3. in grammar, a} the shortening of a word or phrase
by the omission of one or more letters or sounds (e.g.,
aren't for are not, dep't for department). &) a word form
resulting from this: abbreviated awtr.

con-trac-tive (kan-trak'tiv), adj. 1. having the power
of contracting. 2^ producing or tending to produce
contraction. 3. of contraction. :

cpn-trac-tor (kon'trak-ter: also, and for 3 usually,
kan-trak't&r), n. [LL.], L one of the parties to a
contract. 2. a person wno contracts to supply certain
materials or do certain, work for a stipulated sum;
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especially, one whose business is contracting to erect
buildings. 3. a thing that contracts, narrows, or
shortens; especially, a muscle that contracts,

con- trac- tu-al (kan-trak'choo-al) , adj. of, or having the
nature of, a contract.
con-tra-dance (kon'tra-dans', kon'trs-dans')* n. a
contredanse.

con-tra-dict (kon'tra-dikf). v.t. [< L. conlradictus, pp.
of contradiccre; contra-, against + dicsre, to speak], 1.

a) to assert the opposite of (what someone else has
said), b) to deny the statement of (a person). 2. to
declare (a statement, report, etc.) to be false or in-

correct; deny. 3. to be contrary to; go against, vd.
to speak in denial; oppose verbally. SYN. see deny.

con-tra-dic-tion (kon'trs-dik'shsn), n. [OFr.; L. con-
tradictio], 1. a contradicting or being contradicted. 2.
a statement^in opposition to another; denial. 3. a con-
dition in which things tend to be contrary to each other;
inconsistency; discrepancy. 4. a statement that con-
tradicts itself. 5. a person or thing containing or com-
posed of contradictory elements.

con-tra-dlc-tious (kon'tra-dik'shas), adj. 1. inclined
to contradict; contentious. 2. [Archaic], a) contra-
dictory, b) self-contradictory.

con-tra-dic-tive (kon'tra-dik'tiv) , adj. contradictory.
con-tra-dic-tor (kon'trs-dik'tSr), n. a person or thing
that contradicts: also spelled contradictor.

con'tra-dic-to-ri-ly (kon'tra-dik'tcfr-o-K), adv. in a
contradictory manner.

con-tra-dic-tq-ri-ness (kon'trs-dik'ter-i-nis), n. the
quality of being contradictory.

con-tra-dic-to-ry (kon'trs-dik'ter-i), adj. [L. contradic-
torius], 1. involving a contradiction; inconsistent or
mutually inconsistent; contrary. 2. inclined to con-
tradict or deny.
con-tra-dis-tmc-tion (kon'tra-dis-tirjk'shsn) , n. dis-
tinction by contrast: usually in the phrase in contra-
distinction to, as, we have a representative democracy
in contradistinction to the simple, direct form of the
New England town meeting.

con-tra-dis-tinC'tive (kon'tra-dis-tirjk'tiv), adj. charac-
terized by contradistinction.

con-tra-dis-tin-guisli (kon'tra-dis-tirj'gwish), v.t. to
distinguish (one thing from another) by contrasting.

cpn-tra-iii'di-cant (kon'tra-in'ds-kant) t n. a contra-
indication.

con-tra-in-di-cate (kon'tra-in'ds-katO, v.t. in medicine,
to make (the indicated, or expected* treatment) in-
advisable: said of a symptom or condition of disease.

con-tra-in-di-ca-tion
t (kon'tra-in'dQ-ka'shan), n. in

medicine, any condition of disease which makes the
indicated medication or treatment inadvisable.

con-tral-to (ksn-tral'to), n. [pi. CONTRALTOS (-toz),
CONTRALTI (-ti)] f [It. ; see CONTRA- & ALTO], L the part
sung by the lowest female voice or, formerly, the highest
male voice. 2. a female voice of the lowest range. 3. a
woman or girl who sings in this range, adj. of or for a
contralto. Symbol, C (no period). Abbreviated contr.

con-tra-po-si-tion (kon'tra-po-zish'on), n. La placing
opposite or over against. 2. a position directly oppo-
site; antithesis.

con-trap-tion (kon-trap'shan), n. [? formed on contrive
& words ending in -ption (e.., deception)], [Colloq.], a
contrivance; gadget; makeshift: often used humorously
or contemptuously.

con-tra-pun-tal (kon'tra-pun'tl), adj. fit. contrapunio
(see COUNTERPOINT) ; + -oZ], 1. of or characterized by
counterpoint. 2. according to the principles of counter-
point.
con-tra-pim-tist (kon'tro-pun'tist), n. an expert in the
principles and art of counterpoint.

con-tra-ri-e-ty (kon'tro-ri's-ti) , n. [ME. & OFr. con-
trariett; LL. contrariety < L. contrarius], 1. the con-
dition or quality of being contrary. 2. [pi. CONTRA-
RIETIES (-tia)], anything that is contrary; incon-
sistency or discrepancy.

con-tra-ri-ly (kon'trer-o-H, ksn-tr&r'a-li), adv. in a con-
trary manner.
con-tra-ri ness (ksn-traT'i-nis, kon'trer-i-nis), n. [see
CONTRARY & -NESS], the quality of being contrary.

con-trar*i-ous (ksn-tra'r'i-Qs), adj. [ME.; ML. con-
trariosus < L. contrarius], [Rare or Obs.], contrary,
or opposed; especially, a) perverse. &) adverse.

con-tra-ri-wise (kon'trer-i-wiz'; for 3, often kon-tr&r'i-

w!z') adv. [< contrary -f -wise], 1. on the contrary;
from the opposite point of view. 2. in the opposite
way; in a reversed order, relation, direction, etc. 3.

perversely.
con-tra-ry (kon'trer-i;j{br 4, often kon-tr&r'i) , adj. [ME.
contraries OFr. contraire; L. contraries* opposite, op-
posed < contra, against], 1. opposed j altogether
different. 2. opposite in nature, order, directipn, etc.
3. unfavorable: ass, contrary weather. 4. inclined to

oppose; |>erverse{ obstinate, n. \pl. CONTRARIES (-!z)],
the opposite;, thing $iat is1 the opposite of another.

adv. in opposition; counter. Abbreviated contr.
by contraries, contrary to what Is expected.
on the contrary, as opposed to what has been said.
to the contrary, to the opposite effect.

51W.-~<ontrsur;yf in this coijrimt implies & habitual dis-
inclination to accept orders, aqvice, etc.; pfarrcrsc implies an
trareasGnabte obstinacy in deviating from what is considered
right or acceptable; reastfye is applied to persons who are im-
patient tinder restraint or discipline &ndf hence are hard to
control or keep in order; baBcy implies a stopping short and
stubbornly refusing to EJG on. Se also opposite.
contrary motion, in music, the simultaneous rising
in pitch of one voice part and the descending of another.

con-trast (kan-trast'; for n., kon'trast), v.t. {Fr. con-
traster; It. & LL. contrastare, to stand opposed to,

withstand; L. contra, against ~f- stare , to stand], to
compare so as to point out the differences; set off

against
_
one another, vd. to show differences on

comparison; form a contrast, n. [Fr. contrasts; It.

contrasto < the ?.], 1 . a contrasting or being contrasted.
2. a difference, especially a striking difference, between
things being compared. 3. a person or thing showing
differences when compared with another. 4. the
effect of a striking difference, as in color or tone, of
adjacent parts of a painting, photograph, etc, SYN.
see compare.

con-trast-y (ksn-tras'ti), adj. in -photography, charac-
terized by sharp contrasts or gradations of tone, as
between light and dark areas, resulting from over-
development or underexposure of the negative.

con-tra-vaMa-tion (kon'trs-va-la'shsn), n. [Pr. contre-
vallation < L. contra, counter -f vallatw, entrenchment
< vallum, rampart], a fortification set up to protect a
besieging force from attack by the defenders of the
besieged place or by a relieving force from the outside.

con-tra-vene (kon'tra-venO. v.t. [CONTRAVENEB
(-vend/), CONTRAVENING], [Fr. contrevenir; LL. con-
travenire; L. contra, against -f venire, to cornel, 1. to go
against; oppose; conflict with; infringe; violate: as,
intolerance contravenes the basic principles of American-
ism. 2. to disagree with in argument; contradict,

con-tra-ven*tion (kon'tre-ven'shan), n. [Fr. < pp. of
LL. contrayenire; see CONTRAVENE], 1. a conflicting or
opposing; infringement; violation. 2. contradiction. 4

con-tra-yer-va (kon'tra-yiir'vs), n. [Sp. contrayerba, lit.,

counter herb, hence antidote < contra-, against -f-

yerba < L. herba, herb], a plant of the mulberry family,
found in tropical America: the fragrant root is used in
medicine as a stimulant and tonic.

Jcon-tre-coup (kow'tr'-koo'), n. [Fr.; contre (L. contra),
against + coup, a blow], an injury, as to the brain,

resulting from a blow but produced in a part opposite
to or distant from the part that received the blow;
also counterstroke.

Jcon-tre-danse (ko^'tra-dawsO n. [Fr., altered < Eng.
country-dance through confusion of country with Fr,
centre, against, opposite], 1. a dance in which, the
partners form two facing lines; country-dance. 2.

music for this dance. Also contradance,
con-tre-temps (kow'tro-taw': sometimes Anglicized to

various hybrid forms, as, kon'trs-taV, kon'tra-tatt'), n.

[pi. CONTRETEMPS /-tan')]. [Fr. < L. contra, against +
temfius, time], an inopportune happening causing con-
fusion or embarrassment; awkward mishap.

con-trib-ut-a-ble (ksn-trib'yoo-ts-bl), adj. that can
contribute or be contributed.

con-trib-ute (ksn-trib'yoot), v.t. & v.i. [CONTRIBUTED
(-id), CONTRIBUTING], [< L. confributus, pp. of contrib-

uere; see COM- & TRIBUTE], 1. to give or providejointly
with others: give to a common fund. 2. to write and
give or sell (an article, story, poem, etc.) to a magazine,
newspaper, etc. 3. to give or furnish (knowledge, etc.).
contribute to, to have a share in bringing about (a re-

sult) ; be partly responsible for.

con-tri-bu-tion (kon'trQ-bu'shsn), n, [Fr.; L. confri-

buiio], 1. a contributing. 2. money, aid, etc. contributed.
3. a levy or tax for a special purpose, as for supporting
an army in the field. 4. something written for, and
given or sold to, a magazine, newspaper, etc,

con-trib-u-tive (kan-trib'yoo-tiv), adj. contributing;
having a share in bringing about a result.

Cdi-trib-u-tor (kan-trib'yoo-tgr), n. [Anglo-Fr. con-

tributonr], 1. a person who contributes money, aid, etc.
2. a, person who gives or sells his writings to a magazine,
newspaper, etc. Abbreviated contrib.
con

:trib-u-to-ry (kgn-trib'yoo-tfir'i, kan-trib'yoo-to'ri),
adj. 1. contributing; having a share in bringing about
a result. 2. involving, or having the nature of, a con-
tribution, n. [pi. CONTRIBUTORIES (-iz, -riz)], 1. a
person or thing that contributes. 2. in law, a member
liable to help make up a deficiency in the assets of a
company being dissolved.

con-trite (kan-trif, kon'trit), adj. [OFr.; L. contritus,
pp. of conterere, to grind < com-, together + terere, to
rub], 1. crushed in spirit by a feeling of remorse or

iirj

|l

tcp. vexv.htere, qvSr; is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, tWSl, look; oil, out; up, $se, fCfer; feet; loy; yet; chin; she; thin,
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'
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guilt. 2. showing or resulting from remorse or guilt.

con tri-tioii (k9n-trish'0n). n. [ME. contrition; OFr,

contriciun; L. contritio], a feeling of remorse for sins or

guilt; earnest m>entance. SYN. see penitence,
con triv able (kan-triv'd-bl), adj. that can be con-

triTed.
con-triv-ance (kan-triv'ans), n. 1. the act, way, or

power of contriving. 2. something contrived, as an
invention, mechanical device, plan, etc.

con-trive (ksn-trivO, v.t. [CONTRIVED (-tnvdO, CON-

TRIVING]. (ME. amirmen, controvert; OFr. controver, to

find out, contrive; con-, intens. 4- trover, to find; of.

trove in TREASURE-TROVE], 1. to devise: scheme; plan:

as, we must contrive a way to deal with the problem.
2. to invent; design; fabricate: as, they have contrived

an automatic dishwasher, 3. to bring^ about, as by a

scheme; manage: as, he contrived to get in. v.i. to make
a contrivance; form plans.
con-trol (ksn-trolOt *>-* [CONTROLLED (-troldO. CON-

TROLLING], [Fr. contrdler, earlier contrerder < contrerole

< ML. contrarotulum, a counter, register < L. contra,

against -f rotulus; see ROLL], 1. originally, to check or

verify (payments, etc.) by comparison with a duplicate
register; hence, 2. to regulate (financial affairs). 3. to

verify, as an experiment, by comparison with a stand-

ard, or by other experiments. 4. to exercise authority
over; direct; command; hence, 5. to curb; restrain;
hold back : as, control your grief, n. [Fr. contrdle; OFr.

contrerole], 1. authority to direct or regulate. 2. a

holding back; restraint; curb. 3. a means of restraint;
check, 4. a standard of comparison for verifying or

checking the findings of an experiment. 5. often in pi.

an instrument or apparatus to regulate a mechanism:
as, the controls of an airplane. 6. in spiritualism, a spirit

supposed to direct the actions and speech of the

medium. Abbreviated contr. SYN. see conduct,
power.
control experiment, an experiment in which the
variable factors are controlled so as to make it possible
to observe the results of varying one factor at a time.

con-troMa-biH-ty (kan-troIVbilVti) , n. the quality
or state of being controllable.
con-troHa*ble (ksn-troiWl), adj. that can be con-
trolled: that can be regulated or restrained.
con-troHer (kan-trol'er), n. [Anglo-Fr. contrerollour;

OFr. contrerotter < contrerole; see CONTROL], 1. a person
in charge of expenditures or finances; especially, a gov-
ernment official so employed: also spelled comptroller.
2. a person who controls; one who governs, manages, or
restrains. 3. a device for controlling the speed, power,
etc. of a machine. Abbreviated contr.

con-trol-ler-ship (kgn-trol'er-ship'). n. [controller +
-ship], the position or term of office of a controller.

control stick, the lever by which the pilot moves the
ailerons and the elevators of an airplane to control its

flight.
con-tro-Yer-sial (kon'tre-vur'shsl), adj. [L, controver-

sialis], 1. subject to controversy; debatable. 2. of con-

troversy. 3. liking to take part in controversy; dis-

putatious.
con-tro-ver-slal-ist (kon'tra-vftr'shal-ist), n. a person
who takes part in controversy or likes to do so.

con-tro-ver-sy (kon'tra-vur'si), n. [pi. CONTROVERSIES
(-siz)J, [L. confroversia < controversies, turned in an
opposite direction < contra, against + versus, pp. of

vertere, to turn], 1. a discussion of a question in which
opposing opinions clash; debate; disputation. 2. a
quarrel; dispute. SYN. see argument,

con-tro'vert (kon'trs-vu'rt', kon'tra-vurt'), v.t. [< con-

troversy, after words ending in -vert (e.g., divert, revert)],
1. to argue against; contradict; deny; dispute. 2. to

argue about; debate; discuss. SYN. see disprove,
con-tro-vert-i-ble (kon'tro-vur'ta-b'l), adj. that can be
controverted; disputable; debatable.

con-tro-vert-i'biy (kon'tra-vur'ts-bli), adv. in a con-
trovertible manner.
con tu-ma-cious (kon'too-ma'shas, kon'tyoo-ma/shss) ,

adj. [< L. contumax (see C9NTUMACY); -f -ous], obsti-

nately resisting authority; insubordinate; disobedient.

con*tu-ma*cy vkon'too-mo-si, kon'tyoo-ma-si), n. [pi.

CONTUMACIES (-siz)J, [L. contumacia < contumax, haugh-
ty, stubborn < com-, intens. -f tumere, to swell up], stub-
born refusal to submit to authority, especially that of
a law court; insubordination; disobedience.
con

;
tu-me li-ous (kon'too-me'li-as, kon'tyoo-me'li-as) ,

adj. [OFr. contumelieus ; L. contumeliosus < contumelia;
see CONTUMELY], haughtily contemptuous; insulting.

con-tu-me-ly (kon'too-ms-li, kon'tyoo-ms-li, kan-too'-
ma-li, kon'too-me'li). n. [pi. CONTUMELIES (-Hz)], [ME.
& OFr. contumelie; L. contumelia, a reproach, abuse; see

CONTUMACY], 1. haughty and contemptuous rudeness;
insulting and humiliating treatment or language; scorn-
ful insolence. 2. an instance of this; scornful insult.

con-tuse (kan-tobV, kan-tuz'), v.t. [CONTUSED (-toozd',
-tuzdO, CONTUSING], [< L. contusus, pp. of contundere,
to beat, break to pieces < com-, intens. + tundere,
to beat], to injure or bruise without breaking the skin.

con-tu-sion (kan-too'zhan, kan-tCi'zhan), n, (L. con-
tusio; see CONTUSE], 1. a bruising or being bruised. 2.

a bruise: injury in which the ikm i* not broken.
co-nun-drum (kd-mtn'dram), n. [16th-c. university L.

slang for pedant, pedantic whim, word play, etc.; early
sp. quonundrvm], 1. * riddle whese answer is a pun.

Example:
*'What's the difference between a bird with

one wing and one with two?" Answer: "It's a matter of

a pinion.
' '

2. any puzzling question or problem. SYN.
see mystery-

con-va-Iesce (kon'vs-IesO, v.L [CONVALESCED (-lesf),

CONVALESCING], [L. convalescerc, to begin to grow strong
< com-, intens. -f valescere, to grow strong < valere, to

be strong], to recover from illness; regain strength and
health; get better.

con-va-les-cence (kon'va-les''ns), n. [Fr.: L. convales-

cens, ppr. of convalescere; see CONVALESCE], 1. gradual

recovery after illness. 2. the period of such recovery.
con-va-les-cent (kon'vd-les''nt), adj. [< L. convales-

cens], 1 . gradually recovering health after illness. 2. of

convalescence: as, a convalescent diet. n. a person who
is convalescing*

con-val-lar-i-a-ceous (konVs-laVi-a'shas), adj. [Mod. L,

Convallaria, lily-of-the-valley genus (< L. convallis,

valley < com-, intens. + vatlis, valley) ; + -aceous], of

a group of bulbless plants with pulpy fruits, as the

asparagus.
con-vec-tion (ksn-vek'shan), n. [L. convectio < pp. of

convekere, to bring together < com-, together + vehere,

to carry, bear], 1. a transmitting or conveying. 2. in

physics, the transmission of heat or electricity by the

mass movement of the heated or electrified particles, as

in air, gas, or liquid currents.
con'Vec-tion-al (ksn-vek'shan-'l), adj. of convection.
con-vec-tive (kan-vek'tiv), adj. 1. conveying. 2. of, or

having the nature of, convection.
con-vec-tor (ksn-vek'ter), n. a medium of convection.

Jcon-ve-nance (kowV-naws'; Eng. kon'vs-nans'), n.

[pi. CONVENANCES (-naws'; Eng. -iz)], [Fr. f fitness, pro-

priety < convenir, to be in accord, fit; L. convenire;
see CONVENE], 1. conventional social usage. 2. pi. the
conventionalities.
convene (ksn-ven'), v,i* [CONVENED (-vend

;
). CONVEN-

ING], [Fr. convenir; L. convenire < com-, together +
venire, to come], to meet together; assemble, usually for

a common purpose, v.t. 1. to cause to meet together.
2. to summon before a court of law. SYN. see call.

con-ven-er (kan-ven'gr), n. 1. a person who convenes
with others. 2. a person appointed to call a group
together for meetings.
con-veil-ience (kan-ven'ysns), n. [L. convenientia <
convenire; see CONVENE], 1. the quality of being con-

venient; fitness; serviceableness. 2. personal well-

being; comfort. 3. a condition personally favorable or

suitable; advantage. 4. anything that adds to one's

comfort or makes work less difficult and complicated;
useful, handy device, article, etc.

at one's convenience, at a time, or in a place or man-
ner, suitable to one; as one wishes.

comfort; easy to do, use, or get to; causing little

trouble, work, etc.; handy. 2. [Obs.], appropriate.
convenient to, [Colloq.], easily accessible to; near.

con-vent (kon'vont, kon/vent), n. [ME. & OFr.; ML.
conventus, convent, religious house; L. conventus, pp. of

convenire; see CONVENE], 1. a community of nuns or,

sometimes, monks, living under strict religious vows.
2. the building or buildings occupied by such a group;
nunnery or, sometimes, monastery. SYN. see cloister.

con-ven-ti-cle (kan-ven'ti-kl), n. [ME. conventicul;
OFr. conventicule; L. conventiculum, dim, of conventus,

assembly < pp. of convenire; see CONVENE], 1. a reli-

gious assembly, especially an illegal or secret one. 2. a

place where such an assembly meets. 3. in English
history, a prohibited meeting of any religious sect that

disputed the authority^ of the Church of England,
t
as

of certain Protestants in the 16th. and 17th centuries,
con*ven-tSon (ksn-ven'shsn), n. [L. conventio < pp. of

convenire; see CONVENE], 1. a convening or being con-
vened. 2. an assembly, often periodical, of members or

delegates, as of a political or religious group, commercial
organization, professional association, fraternal society,
etc. 3. the members or delegates at such an assembly.
4. originally, an agreement as reached by such an
assembly; hence, 5. a) an agreement between persons,
nations, etc. b) general agreement on the usages and
practices of social life, c) custom; usage.

con-ven*tion-al (kon-ven'shon-'l), adj. [LL. conven-

tionalis], 1. having to do with a convention. 2. of,

sanctioned by, or growing out of custom or usage; cus-

tomary. 3. depending on or conforming to formal or

accepted standards or rules rather than nature; not
natural, original, or spontaneous: as, conventional be-
havior. 4. stylized; conventionalized. 5. in law, con-

tractual; agreed: stipulated.
con-ven-tion-al-ism (kan-ven'shan-'l-iz'm), n. 1. ad-
herence to conventional forms or usages. 2. a con-
ventional idea, usage, or verbal expression; formality.
con ven-tion al ist (kan-ven'shsn-'l-ist). it. a person
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who adheres to conventional forms or usages,
con-ven-rion-al-i-ty (ksn-ven'shan-al'a-tl), n. [pL CON-
VENTIONALITIES (-tiz)], I. the quality, fact, or con-
dition of being conventional; conventional character.
2. conventional behavior or act.

t
3. a conventional form,

usage, or rule : as, the conventionalities require that a
man wear a necktie with a business suit.

con-ven-tion-al-ize (kan-ven'shn-'l-fz') *** [CONVEN-
TIONALIZED (-izd') CONVENTIONALIZING], 1. to make
conventional. 2. in art, to treat in a conventional
manner; depict according_tp the usual patterns.

con-ven-tu-al (kan-ven'choo-al), adj. [ML. conventualis],
of, like, or characteristic of, a convent, n. I. a mem-
ber of a convent. 2. [C-], a member of that branch of
the Franciscan order wnich believes in accumulating
and holding property in common.
con-verge (ksn-vurjO, vd. [CONVERGED (-vurjd'), CON-
VERGING], (LL. convergere < L. com-, together 4- vergere,
to turn, bend], 1. to tend to come together at a point.
2. to move, turn, or be directed toward each other or
toward the same place. Opposed to diverge, v.t. to
cause to converge,
con-ver-gence (ksn^viir'jsns), n. [< convergent], 1. the
act, fact, or condition of converging. 2. a) the degree
of conyerging. 6) the point at which things converge.
3. in biology, the formation of similarities in unrelated
organisms living in the same environment.

con-ver-gen-cy (kan-vur'jan-si), n. [pi CONVERGENCIES
(-siz)], convergence.

con-ver-gent (kQn-vur'jant), adj. [L. convergens, ppr. of
converger*}, converging or tending
to converge.
converging lens, a lens that in-
creases the convergence or decreases
the divergence of a beam of light
passing through it.

con-vers-a-ble (kan-vur'sa-bl), adj. -~~mf,^ r TV

[Pr.; ML. conversabilis], 1. easy
CONVERGENT LINES

to talk to: affable. 2. inclined to (at P mt A>

converse; liking to talk. 3. of or fit for conversation.

con-vers-a-bly (ksn-vur'sa-bli), adv. in a conversable
manner.
con-ver-sance (kon'veV-s'ns, kon-vurVns), n. familiar-
ity or acquaintance (with).

con-ver-san-cy (kon'vSr-s'n-si, ksn-vurVn-si), n. con-
versance.
con-ver-sant (kon'vSr-s'nt, kon-vur's'nt), adj. [ME.;
OFr. ; L. conversans, ppr. of conversari; see CONVERSE,
v.] t familiar or acquainted (with), especially as a
result of study or experience.

con-ver-sa-tion (kon'vgr-sa'shan), n. [ME. conversa-
tion; OFr.; L. conversatio < pp. of conversari; see
CONVERSE, v.] f 1. a talking together: informal or
familiar talk; verbal exchange of ideas, information, etc.
2. social intercourse. 3. sexual intercourse: now only in
the legal phrase criminal conversation, i.e., adultery as
grounds for divorce. 4. knowledge or familiarity based
on study or use. 5. [Archaic], manner of living.
con ver-sa-tion-al (kon've'r-sa/shan-l), adj. 1. of or
for conversation. 2. fond of or adept at conversation.

con-ver-sa-tion-al-ist (kon'ver-sa'shan-'l-ist), n. a per-
son who is inclined to take part in conversation or
likes to do so, especially one skilled at conversation.

con-ver-sa-tion-al ly (kon'ver-sa'shsn-l-i), adv. 1. in
a conversational manner. 2. in conversation.

con-ver'Sa-tioii-lst (kon'vSr-sa'shgn-ist), n. a conver-
sationalist.

,

conversation piece, 1 . atype of genre painting in which
a group of people, usually of the upper classes, are
shown in an appropriate setting: it was popular in the
18th century. 2. an article o! furniture, bric-a-brac,
etc. that arouses comment or special interest in a room.

tcon*yer-sa*zi-o-ne (kftnVer-sa-tsyS'ne; Eng. kon'vSr-
sat'si-o'ni), n.

[fl.
CONVERSAZIONI (-ne); Eng, CONVER-

SAZIONES (-niz)j, [It., lit., conversation], a social gath-
ering for conversation about literature, the arts, etc.

con-verse (kan-vurs'j/or ^., Icpn'v&rs), vd. [CONVERSED
(-vurstO. CONVERSING!, [ME. conversen; OFr. converser;
L. conversari, ,to live with, keep company with, medial
form of conversare, to turn around, freq. of convertere;
see CONVERT],, 1. to hold a conversation; taflf., 2.

[Archaic], to consort; have social intercouirse. n.
1. familiar, ^talk; conversation, 2. social intercourse,
or communion.

\

SYN. see speak.
con-verse (kan-vurs'; oho, andfor n. always,
adj. [L. conversus, pp. of convevtere; see
reversed in position, order, action, etcx; opposite;
contrary; turned about., n 1. a thing reversed in

position, ordep, action,, ,etc.;, the Apposite. 2. in logic,
, , , <

con-verse4y (fen-vtrsli, kon'v&rs-li), adv^ contrarily;
on the contrary; if of when reversed; as,,

;

some
,
are

jit ill.

.; L-
well but

,,
;

; cpnver$$ty* t ewets are liapp
Vur'zbsii, katt-vurfshan) , n.<

conwrsio < pp. of cagwrfertj, I. a converting or being
converted, 2. a cfcaae from lack of faith to religious
belief: adoption of a religk>!!i especially Christianity.
3. a cnange from one belief, religion, doctrine, opinion,
etc. to another. 4. in finance, a change o a security,
currency, etc. from one form to auotlier. 5. in law,
a) unlawful appropriation and use of another's prop-
erty, b) the exchange of property from real property to
personal, or the reverse. 6. in logic* the producing of a
new proposition by transposing the subject and pred-
icate of the original proposition. 7. in mathematics, a
change in the form ofa quantity w an expression with-
out a change in the value.

con-ver-sion-al (kan-vtir'zhan-'l, kan-vur/slian-1) t adf.
of conversion.

con-ver-sion-ar-y (kan-vftr'zfaan-er'i, k^n-vux'sliOT-er'i},
adj. of conversion.

con-vert (ksn-vurt'; for n., kon'vSrt), v.t, [ME. con-
verlen; OFr. converter; L. convertere < com-, together -h
wsrtere, to turn], 1. to change; transform; turn; trans-
mute: as, convert grain into flour. 2. to change frooi
one religion, doctrine, opinion, course, or action to
another. 3. to exchange tor something equal in value,
4. in finance, to change (a security, currency, etc.)
from one form into an equivalent of another form,
5. in football, to score (an extra point) after a touch-
down, as by kicking a field goal with a place kick.
6. in law, a) to appropriate and use (another s property)
unlawfully, b) to change (property) from real to personal,
or the reverse. 7. in logic, to change (a proposition)
by transposing the subject and predicate, vd. to be
converted, n. a person converted, as to a religion.
SYN. see change, transform.

con-vert*er (ksn-viir'te'r), n. L ajperson or thing that
converts. 2. a furnace for converting pig iron into steel
in the Bessemer process. 3. a device for transforming
electrical energy, as from direct to alternating current.
Also spelled converter.

con-vert*l-bil-i-ty (kan-vur'ta-bil's-ti), n. the quality
or condition of being convertible.

con-yerM-ble (kan-vur'ta-b'l), adj. [OFr.; LL. convert-

ibilis}, that can be converted, n. 1. a thing that can
be converted. 2. an automobile with a top of canvas,
etc. that can be folded back.

con-vert-i-bly . (ksn-vur'ts-bli), adv. in a convertible
manner.

con-vert-ite (kon'veY-tit'), n* [Archaic], 1. a convert.
2. a reformed prostitute; magdalen.

con-vex (kon-veks', kan-veks', kon'veks), adj. [ L. cm-
vexus, vaulted, arched; pp. of

convehere, to bring together <
com-, together -f- vehere, to bring],
having a surface that curves out-
ward, like the surface of a sphere:
opposed to concave, n. rkon'-

veks), a convex surface, body,
lens, etc.

con-vex-i-ty (kan-vek'sa-ti), n.

[Fr. convexitg; L. convexitas}, L
the state or quality of being
convex. 2. [pi. CONVEXITIES
(-tiz)], a convex surface, body, convexo-concave; c,

lens, etc. convexo-convex
con vex o-con-cave (ksn-vek'so-kon-kavO , adj. 1.

haying one convex side and one concave side. 2. in

optics, designating a lens whose convex face has a
greater degree of curvature than its concave face, so
that the lens is thickest in the middle: see convex, illus.

con-vex-o-con-vex (kon-vek'so-kon-veksO. adj. convex
on both sides, as some lenses: see convex, illus.

con vex o-plane (kan-vek'so-planO* adj. plano-convex.
con-vey ten-vaOj v.t. [ME. conveien; ONorm. Fr. con-
veier (OFr. convoitr), to escort, convoy; LL. *conviare,
to accompany on tne way < L. com-, together -^ via,

way], 1. to take from one place to another; transport*
carry

T
2. to serve as a channel or medium for; transmit.

3^. to m,ake known; communicate; represent in words.
4. to transfer, as property or title to property, froipa! one
person to another. SYN. see carry.
CQH-vey-anee (kan-va'ans), n. 1. a conveying trans-

portation; transmission. 2. means of conveying; carry-
ing device, especially a vehicle. 3, the transfer of ine
ownership of real property from one person to another.
4. the document by which this is effected; deed.
con-vey-anc-er (kon-va'sn-ser), n. [< conveyance + ~er],
a lawyer who draws up deeds, etc. transferring the
ownership of real property from one toersoii to another.
con-vey anc-lng (kan-va'an-sig), n. the business of a
conveyancer.

con-vey-er, con-vey-or (ksn-vS'SrX n. a person or thing
that conveys; especially, a meqhani<^" contrivance,
as a continuous chain or belt (conveyer tyeti) , for con-
veying sometamg from og$ piace fb another.
con-vlct (kgn-vikt'; for W., 'J^tisfcO, jy.fl, [Ml>. con-
victen

A B C
CONVEX LENSES
X plano-convex; B,
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1. to prove (a parson) guilty: as, the evidence conmcte
mm of theft. 2. to find or declare (a person) guilty
of an offense charged: as, the jury convicted him of
theft, 3. to bring to a realization of one's guilt: as,
he was convicted by his own conscience, n. I. a person
found guilty of a crime and sentenced by a law court.
2. a person serving a sentence of confinement, as in a
penitentiary.
con-vJe-ticw (ksn-vik'shan), n. ILL, conmctio, demon-
stration], 1. a convicting or being convicted. 2. a
convincing or being convinced. 3. strong belief. SYN.
see certainty, opinion.

con-vic-tive (kan-vik'tiv), adj. having power to con-
vince or convict.
con-vince (kan-vinsO, v.t. (CONVINCED (-yinst')t CON-
VINCING], [L, conmncere, to overcome, convict of error <
com", intens. -J- vincere, to conquer], 1. originally, to
overcome or convict. 2. to overcome the doubts of;

persuade by argument or evidence; cause to feel certain.
ccm-vin-ci-ble (kan-vin'sa-b'l), adj. that can be con-
vinced.

con-vinoing (ksn-vin'sin), adj. [ppr. of convince], per-
suading by argument or evidence; causing to feel

certain. SYN. see valid.

con;viv-l-al (ken-viv'i-sl), adj. [L. convimalis < con-

mmum, a feast < conviiwe, to carouse together < com-,
together -f were, to live], 1. having to do with a feast;
festive. 2

f
. fond of eating, drinking, and good company;

sociable; jovial.
con-viv-i-aHst (ksn-viv'i-sl-ist), n. a person inclined
to conviviality.
con viv-i-al-i-ty (kan-viv'i-al'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or
condition of being convivial; festivity; sociability. 2.

[pi. CONVIVIALITIES (-tiz)], a convivial act or remark.
con-vo-ca-tion (kon'va-ka'shan) , n. [L. convocatio], I . a
convoking; calling together; assembling by summons.
2. a group of people called together by summons;
especially, an ecclesiastical or academic assembly.

con-vo-ca-tion-al (kon'vs-ka'shan-'l) , adj. of a con-
vocation.

con-vo-ca-tor (kon'vQ-ka'ter), n. [ML.], 1. a person
who orders a convocation. 2. a participant in a con-
vocation.

con-vofce (kan-vok'). v*t* [CONVOKED (-vokf), CON-
VOKING], {Fr. conwquer; L. convocare, to call together <
com-, together + vocare, to call], to call together;
summon to assemble: convene. SYN, see call,

con-volute (kon'va-loot', kon'va-lut'). adj. [L. con-

wtutus, pp. of convohre; see CONVOLVE), rolled up in the
form of a spiral with the coils falling one upon the other;
coiled, v.f. & vd: [CONVOLUTED (-id), CONVOLUTING], to
wind around; coil.

con-vo-lut-ed (kon'va-Ioot'id, kon'va-lut'id) , adj. [pp.
of convolute], coiled; twisted; spiraled.

con-vo-lu-tion (kon'va-loo'shan, kon'va-lu'shsn), n.

[ML. conmlutio < L. conwlutus, pp. of convolvers; see

CONVOLVE], 1. a twisting, coiling, or winding together.
2. a convoluted condition. 3. a fold, twist, or coil of

something convoluted. 4. any of the irregular folds or

ridges on the surface of the brain.
con-volve (ksn-volv'), v.t. [CONVOLVED (-volvd') CON-
VOLVING], [L. convolvere, to roll together < com-, to-

gether -f volyere, to roll, turn], to roll, 091!, or twist

together, v.i, to revolve together; intertwine.
con-vol-vu-la-ceou8 (kan-vol'vyoo-la'shss), adj. [<
Mod. L. Convolvulaceae* name of the family < L. con-

volvulus; see CONVOLVULUS], of the morning-glory family
of twining, trailing, or erect plants with large, showy,
funnel-shaped flowers.

con-vol-vu-lus (kan-vol'vyoo-bs), n.
[pi. CONVOLVU-

LUSES (-iz), CONVOLVULI (-!!')] [L., bindweed < convol-

yere; see CONVOLVE], any of a number of trailing, twin-
ing, or erect plants with trumpet-shaped flowers, as the
bindweed or morning-glory.

con-voy (kon-voi'; for n., kon'voi), v.t. [Fr. convoyer;
OFr. conwier; LL. conviare; see CONVEY], to go with in
order to protect by either sea or land; escort, n. 1. a
convoying or being convoyed. 2. a protecting escort,
as ships or troops. 3. ships, troops, etc. being con-
voyed. SYN. see accompany.
con-vulse (kan-vuls'), v.t. [CONVULSED (-vulsf), CON-
VULSING], [< L. convulsus, pp. of convellere, to tear up,
wrench away < com-, together -f vellere, to pluck, pull],
1. to shake or disturb violently; agitate, 2. to throw
into convulsions; cause spasms in. 3. to cause to shake
with laughter, rage, grief, etc.

con-vul-slon (kan-vul'shan), n. [L. convulsio < con-

vulsus; see CONVULSE], 1. usually in pi. a violent, invol-

untary contraction or spasm of the muscles. 2. a violent
fit of laughter. 3. any violent agitation or disturbance,
as a social upheaval or an earthquake.

con-yul-sion-ar-y (kon-vul'shgn-er'i), adj. 1. of or
having convulsions. 2. having to do with a convul-
sionary. n. [pL CONVULSIONARIES (-iz)], a person who
has convulsions in a religious frenzy.

con-vul-siye (ken-vul'siv), adj. 1. having the nature of
a convulsion. 2. having or characterized by a convul-
sion or convulsions. 3. producing convulsions.

co-ny (ko'ni; orig. kun'i), n. [pi. CONIES (-niz)], [ME.

coning; OFr. connin, contt < L. cuniculus, rabbit], 1. a
rabbit. 2. rabbit fur. 3. a small animal mentioned in
the Bible, probably the hyrax or daman. 4. the pika,
a small rodent of Asia and western North America, s!
[Archaic], a gullible person; dupe. Also spelled coney.

Co*o (ko'o), it. Kos: the Italian name.
coo (koo), v.L [echoic], 1. to make the soft, murmuring
sound of pigeons or doves or a sound like this; hence,
2. to speak gently and lovingly: now only in the phrase
bill and coo. v.L to express gently and lovingly; utter
with a coo. n. 1. the sound made by pigeons or doves.
2. any spundjike this, interj. [British], an expression
of surprise, disappointment, irritation, etc.

Cooch Be-har (kooch' ba-harO, a former state of
northeastern Inaia: in 1950, it became part of West
Bengal: area, 1,318 sq. mi.; pop., 640,000.

coo-ee (koo'i, koo'e), n. [of native echoic origin] a
long, shrill call made by Australian aborigines and bush-
men to attract attention. v.L [COOEED (-id? -ed),
COOEEING], to call cooee. Also spelled cooey.
cook (kook), n. [ME. & AS. coc; LL. cocus; L. coquus <
coquere, to cook], a person who prepares meals, v.t.

[ME. coken < coc; see the .], 1. to prepare (food) for
eating by subjecting to heat, as by boiling, baking,
frying, etc. 2. [Colloq.], to tamper with; falsify. v.i.

1. to be a cook; act as cook. 2. to undergo cooking; be
cooked. 3. [Slang], to spoil; ruin.

cook up, [Colloq.], 1. to concoct; devise. 2. to devise
fraudulently.

Cook, James (kook), 1728-1779; English naval officer
and explorer; explored Australia, New Zealand, Antarc-
tica, etc. : called Captain Cook.
Cook, Mount, a mountain of the Southern Alps, New
Zealand: height, 12,349 ft.: also called Aorangi,

cook-book (kook'book'), n. a book containing recipes
and other information for the preparation of rood.

cook-er (kook'er), n. 1. a stove for cooking. 2. a con-
tainer in which food is cooked.

cook*er-y (kook'er-i), n. [pi. COOKERIES (-iz)], [ME.
cokerie], the art, practice, or work of cooking.
cook-house (kook'hous') n. a place for cooking, as a
ship's galley.

cook-ie (kook'i), n. a cooky.
Cook Islands, a group of rolynesian islands, belonging
to New Zealand: area, 140 sq. mi.: pop., 12,000.

cook-out (kook'ouf), n. a meal prepared on an outdoor
grill, etc. and eaten outdoors, as at a picnic.
cook-shop (kook'shop'), n. an establishment where food
is cooked and sold; restaurant.

cook-stove (kook'stov'), n. a stove for cooking.
Cook Strait, the strait that divides North and South
Islands, New Zealand.

cook-y (kook'i), n. [pi COOKIES (-iz)], [prob. D. koekje,
dim. of koek, a cake; akin to G. kuchen], 1. a small,
sweet cake, usually flat. 2. [Scot.], a bun.

cool (kool), adj. [ME. cole; AS. col; akin to G. kiihl;
IE. base *gel~, cold, to freeze, as also in L. gelu, cold,
frost; cf. COLD, CHILL], 1. moderately cold; neither
warm nor very cold. 2. tending to reduce discomfort in
warm or hot weather: as, cool clothes. 3. not excited;
dispassionate; composed; collected: as, he remained cool
in the emergency. 4% showing dislike or indifference;
not cordial. 5. calmly impudent or bold. 6. blue, green,
or^gray: as, cool colors. 7. [Colloq.], without exagger-
ation: as, he lost a cool thousand on the deal. adv. m a
cool manner, n. a cool place, time, thing, part, etc.:

as, the cool of the evening, v.i. [ME. colien; AS.
colian, to cool], to become cool. v.t. to make cool.
cool one's heels, [Colloq.], to wait long and tediously.

SYN. cool, in this comparison, implies freedom from the
heat of emotion or excitement, suggesting a calm, dispassionate
attitude or a controlled_ alertness in difficult circumstances;
composed suggests readiness to meet a trying situation through
self-possession or the disciplining of one's emotions; collected
stresses a being in full command of one's faculties or emotions
in a distracting situation; unruffled suggests the maintenance
of poise or composure in the face of something that might
agitate or embarrass one; nonchalant stresses a cool lack of
concern or casual indifference. ANT. excited, agitated.

cool-ei: (kSol'gr), n. 1. a device or container for cooling
things or keeping: them cool. 2. anything that cools,
as a refreshing drink. 3. [Slang], jail.

cool-head-ed (kpol'hed'id), adj. mentally calm; not
easily flustered; imperturbable.

Coolidge, Calvin (koolij), (John Calvin Coolidge),
1872-1933; thirtieth president of the United States
(1923-1929).

coo-He (koo'li), n. [Hind. q%U, hired servant; ? < kult,
aboriginal tribe of Gu^aritJ, 1. in the Orient, an un-
skilled native laborer. 2."'a person doing heavy labor
for little pay, especially one transported from the Orient.

cool-kig-ofit period (kpoFirj-6f'), a period of time
required to pass before strike action may begin.
cool ish (kool'ish), adj. Somewhat coot
coo-ly (koo'li), n.,[pl. COOLIES Miss)), a coolie.
coomb (koom), n. [ME.; AS. cumb < Celt (cf

j

. "W.
civmm, Bret, comb, valley) ; IE. base *qum-b~ < *qeu~,
to curve, bend], [Dial.], a deep, narrow uralley; ravine:
also spelled combe, comb.



CO0B Copland
coon (koon), n. [< raccoon; racial sense < misapplica-
tion of E. Hogan's song "AH Coons Look Alike to Me"
(1896)1. |Cqlk>q.], 1. a raccoon. 2. a Negro: vulgar
term of prejudice and contempt.
coon-can (koon'kan'), n. [var. of conqutan], a card

game like rummy, for two players.

coon's age, [fanciful & emphatic < raccoon; for sense

cf. a do/s age], [Colloq.], an indefinitely long time.

coon-tie (koon'ti), n. [Am. Ind. (Seminole) kunti,

coontie flour, starch], any of several tropical American

plants of the cycad family, somewhat resembling ferns

or palms, with large, dark-green, feathery leaves and
underground trunks and roots that yield a starch.

coop (koop), n. [ME. cupe, basket, pen; akin to MD.,
MLG. kupe; ult. < L. cupa, tub, cask; prob. via AS.

*cupa, by-form of cypa, basket, cask; IE. base *qeu-p;
see HIVE], 1. a small cage or pen for ooultry, etc. 2. a

place of confinement, v.t. to confine in or as in a coop
(usually with up or in).

fly the coop, [Slang], to escape.

co-op, co-dp (k5-op't ko'op'), n. [Colloq.], a co-opera-
tive society, store, rooming house, etc.

co-op., coop., coop., co-operative.

cooper (koop'e'r, koop'gr), n. [ME. coupare; MD.
cuper; ML. cuparius < L. cupa, a cask], a person whose
work is making or repairing barrels and casks, v.t. &
IM. to make or repair (barrels and casks).

Coop-er, James Fen-i-more (fen'a-m6r' koop'e'r,

koop'e'r), 1789-1851; American novelist.

Cooper, Peter, 1791-1883; American
>
inventor, re-

former, industrialist, and philanthropist.

coop-er-age (koop'Sr-ij, koop'Sr-ij), n. [see -AGE], 1.

the workshop of a cooper. 2. the work of a cooper.
3. the price for such work.

co-op-er-ate (ko-op'Sr-at'), tf-i. [CO-OPERATED (-id),

CO-OPERATING), [< LL. cooperatus, pp. of cooperart, to

work together; L. co-, with + operari, to work < opus,

operis, work], 1. to act or work together with another
or others for a common purpose. 2. to combine in

producing an effect: said of things. 3. to practice
economic co-operation. Also cooperate, cooperate,

co-op-er-a-tion, co-Sp-er-a-tion, co-op-er-a-tion (ko-
op'er-a'shsn), n. [LL. cooperatio}, 1. a co-operating;
joint effort or operation. 2. the association of a num-
ber of people in an enterprise, as an industry, credit

union, consumers' organization, etc., the benefits or

profits of which are shared by all the members.

co-op-er-a-tive, co-6p-er-a-tiye, co-op-er-a-tive (ko-

op'er-a'tiv, ko-op'ra-tiv), adj. 1. co-operating or in-

clined to co-operate. 2. designating or of an organiza-
tion, as for the production or marketing of goods, owned
collectively by members who share in its benefits, n*

such an organization. Abbreviated co-op., coop., coop,

co-op-er-a-tor, co-dp'er-a-tor, co op er-a tor (ko-op'-

gr-a^tSr), n. [LL.], 1. a person who co-operates. 2. a
member of a co-operative organization.

coop-er-y (koop'Sr-i), n. [pi. COOPERIES (-12)], the work,
shop, or product of a cooper.
co-opt, co-opt (ko-opf), v.t. [L. cooptare, to choose,

elect; co-, with -f- optare, to choose], to add (a person)
to a board, committee, etc. by vote of those already
members,

f

co-op-ta-tion, co-dp-ta don (ko'op-ta'shan), n. a co-

opting or being co-opted.

co-op-ta-ttve, co-6p-ta-tlve (ko-op'to-tiv), adj. co-

opting.
co-ordinal, co6r-dinal (ko-6r'da-n'l) , adj. [co- +
ordinal], 1. of the same order. 2. in mathemattcs, hav-

ing or defined by (a stated number of) co-ordinates.

co-or dinate (ko-dr'da-mt; also, and for v. always,

ko-fir'da-nat'). <fdf. [ML. coordinate, pp. of coor-

dinaret to set in equal rank, arrange: L, co-, with 4-

ordinare, to arrange < ordo, order], 1. of the same order

or importance; equal in rank: as, a compound sentence

has two or more co-ordinate clauses. 2. of or involving
co-ordination or co-ordinates, n. 1. a co-ordinate

person or thing. 2. in mathematics, any magnitude of a

system of two or more magnitudes used to define the

position of a point, line, curve, or plane. ,& [o>
ORDINATED (-id), CO-ORDINATING], 1. to make-co-
ordinate. 2. to bring .into proper order or relation;

harmonize; adjust. v.i. to become co-ordinate; func-

tion harmoniously. Also coordinate, coordinate,

co-ordinating conjunction, a conjunction that con-

nects co-ordinate words?, phrases, or clauses (e.g.,

and, but, for. or, nor, yet).
co-or-dl-na-tlon, co-ttr-di-na-tion, co-or-di-na*tlpn
(ko-drMa-na'shan), n. 1. a co-ordina|biB or being
co-ordinated. 2. the state or relation of being co-

ordinate: harmonious adjustment or fimctioniiig, as of

muscles m producing complex movements.
co-or-dt-na-tive, co-or-di-native, co-or-dl-na-tive (ko-

6r'd9-na'tiv, ko-oVda-na-tiv), adj. co-ordinating. _
co-or dl-na-tor, co5r di-na tor, co-or-di-naftor (ko-

dr'da-na'tgr), n. a person or thing that co-ordinates.

Coorg (kSorg), m* a state of southwestern India:

area, 1,593 sq. mi.; pop.. 169,000; capital, Mercara.
Coos (koos), n. I< native name], any of several Penutian

languages.
coot (koot), n. W., for 1 & 2, COOTS (kdots), COOT; see

PLURAL, n, D, if, [MB. coote; MD. kottl 1. a web-footed
water bird of the rail family, grayish-black with a white
area on its head. 2. the scoter, a northern sea duek. 3.

[Cottoq.L a foolish person^sampletom.
coot ie (koot'iK n. (Brit. World War I army skng; said

to be seamanv
s term < Polynesian ktttot, parasitic in-

sect; ? associated with Brit. dial, coot, anyuung worth-

less], [Slang], a louse.

cop (kop), n. [ME. coppe; AS, copp; akin to G. koppe.
crest (of birds) ; IE. base *gen~, to curve, bend: cf. CUD,
CUP], 1. the top, as of a hill, or the crest, as of a bird s
head. 2. a cone-shaped roll of thread or yarn coiled

round a spindle.
cop (kop), v.t. [COPPED (kopt), COPPING], [< north Bnt.
dml. form of obs. cap, to seize; prob. < OPr. caper < L.

capere, to take], [Slang], to seize; steal, n. [Slang], a
policeman.
Cop., 1. Copernican. 2. Coptic.
cop., 1. copper. 2. copyrighted.
co-pai ba (ko-pa'b, ko-pi'bo), n, [Sp. & Port. < Braz,

(Tupi) native namej, an aromatic resin obtained from
certain South American plants, used in medicine,
co pal (ko'pl, ko'pal), n, fSp. < Nahttatl copatti, resin],
a hard resin obtained from various tropical trees,

used in varnishes^
co palm (ko'pamOt n. [? < copal + palm fbecause of

the palmate leaves of the sweet gum tree) ], i. a yellow-
ish, aromatic resin obtained from the sweet gum tree.

2. the tree.

co-par-ce-nar-y (ko-paWn-er'i), n*\pl. COPARCENARIES
(-iz)l, [co- 4- parcenary], 1. in law, joint heirship; part-
nership in inheritance. 2. joint partnership or owner-
ship, adj. of coparcenary or coparceners.
co par-cener (ko-par's'n^r), n. [co~ -f parcener], in

law, a person who shares jointly with another or others
in tie inheritance of an estate.

co-par*ce-ny (ko-parVn-i), n* coparcenary.
co-part-ner (ko-part'nSr), n a person joined with
another or others in any enterprise; fellow; partner.

co-part'iier-ship (ko-part'neV-ship'), n. partnership.

co-pa-aet-ic (ko'pa-set'ik), adj. [Slang], copesetic.

cope (kop), vd. [COPED (kopt), COPING], [ME. coupen;
OFr. conpert coper, to slash, strike < coup, a blow], 1.

to fight or contend (with) successfully or on equal terms;
be a match for. 2. [Archaic], to meet, encounter, or

have to do (with), v.t. 1. {Archaic], to meet, as in

contest; encounter. 2. [ObsJ, to requite. 3, [British

Colloq.], to cope with.

cope (kop). n. [MR; OPr. cape < L. cappa; se& CAPE
(a cloak) ], 1 . a large, capelike vestment worn by pnests
at certain ceremonies. 2. anything that covers Ipce a

cope, as a canopy, a vault, or the sky. 3. a copfog.
v.t. [COPED (kopt), COPING], to^cover or provide with a

cope, coping, or something similar,

co-peck (kS'pek), n. a kopeck, a small Russian coin:

Copenhagen (ko'pQn-ha'gan), n. the capital of

Denmark, on the east coast of Zealand Island: pop.,

927,000 (1946): Danish

Copenhagen blue, [aft

co-pe-pod (ko'p9-pod
/
;

any of a group of very i

the sea and fresh water.
.

Co-per-ni-can (ko-pur'ni-kan), adj. of Copernicus or his

astronomical system: abbreviated Cop.
Copernican system, the theory of Copernicus that the

planets revolve around the sun and that the turning of

the earth on its axis accounts for the apparent rising

and setting of the stars: basis of modern astronomy.

Co-per-ni-cus, Nic-o-la-us (nikVla'as ko-pur'm-kas),
1473-1543; Polish astconomer: see preceding entry.

co-pe-set-ic, co-pe-set'tlc (ko'jja-set'ik), ad), (arbitrary
formation],, [Slangl good; satisfactory; excellent.

cope-stone (Jcoj^stonO , n. 1. the top stone of a wal or

buMrng; s|ome in or for a coping; hence, 2. culmina-

tion; finishing stroke.

cop-i-er (Jcop^i-er), fit 1. a person who copies; imitator.

2. a copyist; transcriber. ,

co-pilot tk5*prlat), n. the assistant pilot ot an aircraft.

cop-ing (kop'in), n. [< fig. use of cope (a cloak}}, the

top layer 01 a masonry wall, usually sloped to carry oft

coping saw, a saw with a narrow blade in a U-shaped
frame, for cutting curved outlines.

co pi-ous (ko'pi-as), adj. [ME.; L. copiosus < copta,
abundance < co-, together -f opes, weartji], 1. abund-
ant. 2. wordy; profuse or diffuse. S.YN. see plentiful.
co planar (kcf-pl^'nSr), adj. iti mathematics, in the
same plane : said of figures.

Cop-land, Aaron Ocop'l^d), 1900- j American musi-
cian and composer.

,
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Copley 326 coquilla nut

Cop-ley, John Sin-gle-ton (slr/g'l-tan kopli), 1738-
1815: American painter.

c0*pol-3Miier (ko-pol'i-m&r), n. in chemistry, a com-
pound produced by copolymeriisation.

co-pol-y-meer-i-za-tioii (ko^pori-mSr4-za'shn> t n. a
process resembling polymerization but in which unlike
molecules are arranged in alternate sequence in a chain.

co-pol-y-mer*ize (ko-poH-mSr-lzO. < * * to subject
to or undergo copolymerization.
Cop-pee, Fran-cols E-dou-ard Jo-a-chlm (fraVswa'
a'dw^ zho'&'kem' ko-'pa'). 1842-1908; French poet
and novelist.

cop-per (kop'Sr), n. [see PLURAL, n. D. 3], [ME. coper;
AS. copor; LL. cuper, cuprum, contr. of cyprium in

Cyprium aes, Cyprian brass < Gr. Kypnos, Cyprus,
wnere the best copper was produced], 1. a reddish-

brown, malleable, ductile, metallic element that is an
excellent conductor of electricity and heat: symbol, Cu;
at. wt. ( 63.54: at. no., 29: abbreviated C. c., cop. 2. a

thing made or this metal. 3. a small coin of copper or

bronze, as a penny. 4. a large container or boiler, now
often made of iron. 5. the color of copper; reddish

brown, adj. 1. of copper. 2. copper-colored; reddish-

brown. v.t. to cover with copper.
cop-per (kop'Sr), n. [prob. < cop (to seize)], [Slang], a

policeman.
cop'per-ah (kop'Sr-s), n. copra.
cop per as (kop'gr-Qs), n. [ME. coperose; OPr. couperose;
ML. cuperosa, cuprosa; prob. short for aqua cuprosa,

lit., copper water; see COPPER], ferrous sulfate, FeSOr-
7HaO, a green, crystalline compound used in dyeing,
the making of ink, etc.

.

cop per-head (kop'gr-hedO, 1. a poisonous snake
with a copper-colored head, found
in North America: it is related to
the rattlesnake but has no rattles.

2. [C-], a Northerner who sympa-
thized with the South at the time
of the Civil War: contemptuous
and hostile term used in the North.

Cop-per-mine (kop'e'r-minO, n.
a river in central Northwest Terri-

tories, Canada, flowing into the
Arctic Ocean: length, 510 mi.

cop-per-plate (kop'Sr-plat'). n 1.

a flat piece of copper etched or

engraved for printing. 2. a print or engraving made
from this. 3. copperplate printing or engraving.
copper pyrites, copper-iron sulfide, CuFeS*; chal-

copyrite.
cop-per-smith (kop'Sr-smith

7
). n. a man whose work is

i making utensils and similar things out of copper.
copper sulfate, a blue, crystalline substance, CuSO*-
5H*O, which effloresces and turns white when heated;
cupric sulfate; blue vitriol: used in making pigments,
germicides, electric batteries, etc.

COP-per-y (kop'eW), adj. l.of or containing copper. 2.
------- t_t*--------

^ asm_color.
r. copeis < coper, couper, to

_ ... a! -micket of small trees or

shrubbery; copse.
""

cop-ra (kop'ra), n. [Port.; Makyalam koppara; Hind.

Khopra]* dried coconut meat, the source of coconut oil:

alsocoprali,copprav copperali.
'

cop-re-mi-a (kop-re'mi-a), n. [copr- + -ewtwi, blood

poisoning resulting from the absorption of fecal matter:
also spelled copraemia.

cop-ro- (kop'ro, kop're), [< Gr. kopros, dung], a com-

bining form meaning dung, excrement, feces, as' In cop-
rolite: also, before a vowel, copr-. *.

'

cop-ro*llte (kopfre-Kt'), n. [copro- 4- -hte], fossilized

excrement of animals.
'

coprol'0-gy (kop-rolVji), n. [copra- -f -to|y],
the study

or treatment of pornography in art and literature:

cop-roph-a-gous (kop-rofVgas) , adj. [copro- -f -phagous],

feeding on dung, as some beetles.

cop-ro-phil-i a (kop'ra-fil'i-s), n. [copro- -f -philta],m
n.

1. in psychology* attraction to feces. 2. preoccupation
with obscenity; fondness for pornography.

copse (kops), n. [< coppice}, a coppice.

Copt (kopt), n. TMod. L. Coptus; see COPTIC]. t 1, a
native of Egypt descended from the ancient inhabitants

COPPERHEAD
(24 in. long)

of that country.
Cop-tic (ko
earlier

2. a member of the Coptic Church.

ptios, Kyptaios < Gr. Aigyptws, Egyptian], 1. of the

pts, their language, culture, etc. 2, of the Coptic, , . ,

. n. the ancient Hamitic langudg^ of the Copts,
now used only in the ritual of the Coptic Church; New
Egyptian. Abbreviated Cop.
Coptic Church, the native Christian church of

Egypt and, at one time, of Ethiopia. ^

copula (kop'yc-o-Jij), n. [pL COPULAS, Crib?)]. [L., a

band, link (earlier *co-apula) < co-, togjethe/ ^- apere,
to join], 1. something that connects or links together.
2. a bone, cartilage, ligament, etc. connecting parts
of the body. 3. in grammar, a weakene^ verbal form,

especially a form of be or any similar verb, as seem,

appear, etc., which links a subject with a predicate

complement. 4. in logic, the connecting link between
the subject and predicate of a proposition.

cop-u-lar (kop'yoo-lSr), adj. of, or having the nature

of. a copula.
cop-u-late (kop'yoo-lat'; for adj., kop'yoo-lit), lu.

[COPULATED (-id), COFULATINGJ, I< L. copnlatus, pp.
of copnlare, to unite, couple < copula: see COPULA!
to unite in sexual intercourse, adj. [Obs.], coupled;

copu-la-don (kop'yqc^lS'shsn), n. [Fr.; L. copulatio;
see COPULATE], 1. a joining together; coupling. 2. the

state of being coupled. 3. the act of copulating.

cop u la tlve (kop'yoo-la'tiv, kop'yoo-ls-tiv), adj. [Fir.

copulatif; LL. copulativus < L. copidatus; see COPULATE],
1. joining together; coupling. 2. involving or com-
prising connected words or clauses. 3. having the
nature of a copula: as, a copulative verb. 4. of or for

copulating, n. a copulative word.

cop-y (kop'i), n. [pi. COPIES (-iz)], [ME. & C3Pr. cop%e,

abundance, full transcript; ML. copia, copious tran-

script; L. copia, plenty; see COPIOUS]. J. a thing made
just Hke another; imitation of an original; full repro-
duction or transcription. 2. any of a number of books,

magazines, engravings, etc. having the same composi-
tion or printed matter: as, he has two copies of Tom
Jones. 3. a model or pattern, as of penmanship, to be
imitated or reproduced. 4. a manuscript to be set in

type. Abbreviated c.f C. 5. anything that can provide
subject matter for a novelist, journalist, etc. v.t. & v.i.

[COPIED (-id), COPYING], 1. to make a copy or copies of

(a piece of writing, etc.) ; reproduce; transcribe.
t
2. to

make or do something in imitation of (some thing or

person) ;
imitate.

SYN. copy, the broadest of these terms, refers to any imita-

tion, often only approximate, of an original (a carbon copy) ;

reproduction implies a close imitation of the original, often,

however, with differences, as of material, size, or quality (a

reproduction of a painting); a facsimile is an exact repro-

duction in appearance, sometimes, however, differing in scale

(a photostated facsimile of a document) {
a duplicate is a

double, or counterpart, of something, serving all the purposes
of the original (all the books of a single printing are duplicates);
a replica is an exact reproduction of a work of art, in strict

usage, one made by the original artist. See also imitate.

cop-y-book (kop'i-bookO. n. a book containing models
of hand-writing for pupils to imitate, adj. ordinary;
trite; commonplace: as, copybook maxims.

copy boy, a boy who runs errands and carries copy from
the writers to the editor in a newspaper office.

cop-y-cat (kop'i-kat')* n. a person who habitually
imitates or mimics: a child's term,

copy desk, the desk in a newspaper office where copy
is edited and headlines are written.

(kop'i-hold
7
), n. in English law, tenure

the rolls of a manorial court.

cop-yhold-er (kop'i-hol'dgr), n. 1. a person who reads
the manuscript to a proofreader. 2. in English law, a

person who owns land by copyhold.
cop-y-ist (kop'i-ist), n. 1. a person who makes written

copies; transcriber. 2. a person who imitates; copier.

cop-y-read'er (kop'i-re'dSr), n. a person whose work
is editing and correcting articles and stories written

,to a literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic work, or to

the use of a manufacturing or merchandising label,

granted by law for a definite period of years to an
author, composer, artist, distributor, etc.: in the United
States the period of copyright is 28 years, with the

opifciqnal privilege of one renewal for another 28 years:
abbreviated c^ G. \v^l,. to protect (a t^ook, etc,) by
copyright, adj. protected by copyright.

cop-y-writ-cf: (kop'i-r^t'gr), n a writer of copy, espe-
cially for advertisements.

coque-li-cot (kok'H-koO, n fFr.]t 1. the corn poppy.
. 2. the orange-red color of this ftower.

Co-quelin, Be noit Cons-tant (ba-nwa' kott'staw'

kfflclawO, 1841-1?09; French actor.

co-quet Qco-ket'). . [COQUETTED (-id), COQUETTING],
[Fr, coqueter, to coquet, dirt, Iit>, jbo strut Hke a Booster <
coquet dim. of coc* a icoosteT; see COCK], 1. to flirt; try
to attract attention or atoiratipf.: usually said of a

woman. 2. to triHe (mfh an idea, etc,) ; dauy. Also
spelled coquette. SYN. see frifle.

coquet-ry (ko^kawtrS kS-feet^riV n. [$L COQUETRIES
(-triz, -riz)k PT- coqmeterie < comber; see COQUET}, the
behavior or act of a coquette; fBrting.

co-quette (ko-ket'). n. [FT. coquette, fern, of coquet, male
flirt

;
see COQUET], a girl or womanwho tries to get men's

attention and admiration merely from vanity; flirt.

v.L [COQUETTED (-id), coQUEoawof. tocoqttet.
co quet tish (k5-ket^sh), %lf/.

fof/^ef or'cfe^aeteristic
of a coquette; showing coquetrV.'f'i' X

co-quil-la nut (ks-kel'yo, ko-ke'y^), [Sp. coquillo or

Port, coquilho, dim. of coco, coconut], the fruit of a
Brazilian palm tree: it has a hard, brown, ivorylike shell

used bummers and carvers.. 1
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co qui na (k-ke'na}, n. [Sp., shellfish, cockle, dim. <
dial, form of L. concha; see CONCH), a soft, whitish lime-

stone made up of broken sea shells and corals: it is used
as a building material in Florida and the West Indies.

co qui to (to-ke'to), n. [pi CQQUITOS (-toa)], [Sp., dim.
of coco, coco palm], a palm tree of Chile whose sweet

sap and seeds are used for food: also coquito palm.
cor- (k6r), cow-: used before r, as in corrupt.

COT., 1. Corinthians. 2. Coroner.

cor., 1. corner. 2. coroner. 3. corpus. 4. correct. 5.

corrected. 6. correction. 7. correlative. 8. correspond-
ence. 9. correspondent. 10. corresponding. 11. in

music, cornet.
Cor-a (k6r'a, ko'ra), (L.; Gr. Kore, lit., maiden, name of

Proserpine], a feminine name.
cor-a-cR-form (k6r'o-si'a-fSrm') adj- [< Mod. L.

Coracii, name or the suborder < Gr. korax, raven; +
-form], of a kind of tree-dwelling birds that neither perch
nor sing, as kingfishers, hornbills, etc. ; of nonpasserine
birds.

cor-a-cle (kdr'd-k'l, kor'a-k'l), n. [< W. corwgl < corwg,

carcass, boat], a short but broad boat made of a water-

proof material stretched over a wicker or wooden
frame.

cor-a-coid (k8r'a-koid', korVkoid'), adj. [L. coracoides

< Gr. korakoeides, like a raven < korax, raven -f eidos,

form], 1. designating or of a rudimentary bony process
in mammals that extends from the shoulder blade
toward the breastbone. 2. designating or of a bone in

birds and reptiles that extends from the shoulder blade
to the breastbone, n. this bony process or bone.

cor-al (k6r'sl, kor'gl), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. corallum, coral-

ium; Gr. korallion;

prob. < Heb. gdrdl,

pebble or Ar. garal,
small stone], 1. a hard
substance made up
of the skeletons of
certain marine ani-
mals (called polyps) :

reefs, shelves, and
atolls of coral are
found in tropical
seas. 2. any of a
number of such ani-

mals living in large
colonies: their skele- CORAL
tons form a stony
mass. 3. a piece of coral, especially the red kind used
in jewelry. 4. the ovaries of the lobster. 5. a teething
toy for babies, made of coral. 6. coral red. adj. 1.

made of coral. 2. coral-red.
cor-aHif-er-ous (kfo'a-lif'gr-as, korVlif'gr-as), adj.

[see -FERGUS], containing or producing coral.

cor-al line (k8r'a-lin, kor's-lin'). n. [Mod. L. corattina <
the adj.], 1. any animal related to or resembling the
corals. 2. any of various algae or seaweeds that pro-
duce limestone, adj. [LL. coraUinus, coral-red], 1. con-

sisting of coral or corallines. 2. resembling coral,

especially in color.

coralloid (k6r'a-loid', kor'o-loid'), adj. [see -OID],

resembling coral in appearance and form. n. any
organism resembling or related to coral.

cor-al-loi-dal (kdr
JS3oid'

l

l. kor'a-loid'l), adj. coralloid.

cor-al-red (k8r'ol-red', kor'al-red'), adj. yellowish-red.
coral red. yellowish red.
coral reef, a reef built up by the action of ocean waves
which deposit the limestone skeletons of certain types
of coral living in warm tropical waters.

cor-al-root (kdr'al-roof, Kor'al-root')t n. any of a

group of brownish orchids with branched, corallike

rootstocks and no leaves: also coral-root, coral root.

Coral Sea, a part of the Pacific, northeast of Australia:
American forces defeated the

Japanese in a naval and air

battle fought there (1942)
during World War II.

coral snake, a small, poison-
ous snake with coral-red,

yellow, and black bands
around its body, found in the
southeastern United States
and subtropical America.
co ran-to (ka-ran'to), n. [al-
tered < courante after It. &
Sp. words ending in -oj, the
courante, a lively dance.

cor ban (kdr'ban, kdr-ban'),
n. [Heb. qorban, lit., that.

CORAL SEA

which is brought near, oblation], in Hebrew antiquity,
an offering toGod, especially one given in performance
of a vow.

cor-beil (k6r'bel), n. [Fr. corbeille < LL. corbicula, dim.
of L. corbis, a basket], a sculptured basket of fruit,

flowers, etc., used in architectural design.

CORBEL

cor-bel (kur'b'i), n. (ME.: OPr. f dim. of cord, raven; L.
corws, raven: so called from
its beaked shape], 1. a bracket
of stone, wood, or metal pro-
jecting from the side of a wall
and serving to support a cor-

nice, the spring of an arch, a
balustrade, etc. 2. a short
timber placed lengthwise
under a beam or girder, v.t*

[CORBELED or CORBELLED
(-bid), CORBELING OT CORBEL-
LING], to provide or support
with a corbel or corbels.

cor-bel-ing,cor-beMing (kdr'-
b'l-irj ) , n. 1 . the fashioning of

corbels; corbel work. 2. a series of corbels.

Cor-bett, James J. (kdr'bit), 1866-1933; American
prize fighter; world heavyweight champion (1892-1897).

cor-bie (kfcr'bi), n. [pi. CORBIES (-biz)J; [Scot], [< OFr.
corb; see CORBEL], a crow or raven: also corbie crow.
corbie gable, a gable with corbiesteps.
corbie-step (kfir'bi-step'), n. [corbie -j- step], one of a
series of steps forming the roofs of certain gabled houses.

cor-by (k6rbi), n. [pi. CORBIES (-biz)j, a corbie.
Cor-co-va-do (k6"r

/

k$-va'*Aoo), n. 1. a mountain in
Brazil, near Rio de Janeiro: height, 2,309 ft. 2. an
arm of the Pacific, off the southern coast of Chile.

Cor-cy-ra (kdr-si'ra), n. Corfu: the ancient name.
cord (k6rd), n. [ME. & OPr. corde; L. chorda; Gr. chorde,

catgut, chord, cord], 1. thick string or thin rope, 2.

any force acting as a tie or bond. 3. [from use of cord
in measuring], a measure of wood cut for fuel (128 cubic
feet, as arranged in a pile 8 feet long, 4 feet nigh, and
4 feet wide) : abbreviated cd. 4. a rib on the surface of
a fabric. 5. cloth with a ribbed surface

; corduroy. 6.

pl. corduroy trousers. 7. in anatomy, any part resem-

bling a cord: as, the spinal cord, vocal cords, umbilical
cord: also chord. 8. in electricity, a small, flexible

insulated cable fitted with a plug or plugs, v.f. 1. to

fasten, connect, or provide with a cord or cords.

2. to stack (wood) in cords.

cord-age (kftr'dij), n. [Fr.; see CORD & -AGE], 1. cords
and ropes collectively, especially the ropes in a ship's

rigging. 2. the amount of wood, measured in cords, in
a given area,
cor-date (ko~r'd3t), adj. [L. cordatus < cor, cordis, heart],

heart-shaped: as, cordate leaves: see leaf, illus.

Cor-day, Charlotte QcoVdaO, (Marie Anne Charlotte

Corday D'Armont), 1768-1793; French Revolutionary
patriot; assassin of Marat.
cord-ed (kdr'did), adj. [pp. of cord}, 1. fastened or tied

with cords. 2. made of cords, 3. having a ribbed or

twilled surface, as corduroy. 4. stacked in cords, as
wood.
Cor-del-ia (kfir-del'ya), [said to be < Celt. Crefryddlydd,
lit., daughter of the seaj, a feminine name, n. in Shake-
speare's King Lear, the youngest of Lear's three

daughters, and the only one faithful to him.
Cor-de-lier (k6rMd-lrOj n. [#* < cordelle, dim. of corde

(see CORD) : so named from the knotted cord worn as

girdle], 1. a member of the Franciscan religious order.

2. [after the Church of the Cordeliers, Paris, where the

meetings were held], a member of a radical political club

in France during the French Revolution.

Mississippi ~~,.~ -
..

(-deldO , CORDELLING], to tow with or as with a cordelle.

cor-dial (k6r'jol; Brit, kdrd'yal), adj. [Fr.; ML. cordtalis

< L. cor, cordis, heart], 1. stimulating the heart; invig-

orating ; reviving. 2. hearty : sincere ; deeply felt : warm
and genuine, n. 1. a medicine, food, or drink that

stimulates the heart. 2. an aromatic, sirupy, alcoholic

[^.'CORDIALITIES C-tIz)l, a cordial act or remark.
cor dier ite (k6^di-9-nt'), n. [after P. L. A. Cordier

(1777-1861), Fr. geologist], iohte.

cord-i form (k6r'oVf6rm'). adj. [< L. cor, cordis, heart;
4- -forrri\, heart-shaped.

cor dil le ra (k8r-dil'Sr-a, k8r'dil-yar'a). n. [Sp. <
cordflla, dim. of cuerda, rope, cord < L. chorda; see

CORD], a ridge or chain of mountains; especially, the

principal mountain range of a continent. .

Cor difle ran (k6r-dil'&xm, k6r'dil-yr'm), adj. 1. of

the Cordilleras. 2. [c-j, of a cordillera or cordilleras.

Cor dil leraa (k6r-dil'eV-oz, kdr'du-yar'oz) , n. pi. 1.

the mountain system in western North America, includ-

ing the Rocky Mountains, the Coast Range, the Sierra

Nevada, the Sierra Madre, etc. 2. the mountain system
in western South America, composed of the Andes. 3.

these systems regarded as a unit, extending from
Alaska to Cape Horn.

fat, ape, bftjre, c8r
*hen; zh, leisure

coeur; 6, Fr. feu;
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cord-ing (k&rd'irj), n. 1. the ribbed surface of corded
cloth. 2, cordage.

eord-ite (kSr'dlt), n. [cord -f- -tie; so called from its

stringy appearance], a smokeless explosive containing
nitroglycerine, guncotton, petroleum jelly, and acetone.
Cor-do-ba (kSr'lW-bS; Eng. k6r'da~v;>), n. La city in

southern Spain, on the Guadalquivir River: pop.,
11$,QO. 2. a city in north central Argentina: pop.,
274,000. English name, Cordom.

cor-do'ba (k&rMd-bs), n. [Sp. cordoba; so named in

honor of the explorer Francisco F. de Cordoba], 1. the
monetary unit of Nicaragua, worth about 20 in
1946. 2, a silver coin of this value.

cor-don (k&r'd'n), n. [Fr., dim.^of cords; see CORD], 1. a
line or circle of people, forts, ships, etc. stationed around
an area to guard it. 2. a cord, ribbon, or braid worn as
a decoration or badge. 3. a projecting band of stone on
the surface of a wall.

Jcor-don bleu (kfrr'dow' bloO, [Fr.], 1. the blue ribbon
formerly worn as an emblem by Knights of the Order
of the Holy Ghost, the highest order of knighthood
in France under the Bourbon monarchy. 2. a very
high distinction. 3. a person entitled to wear the
cordon bleu; hence, 4. any person highly distinguished
in his field.

Jcor-don sa-ni-taire (koVdow' sa/ne't&rO, !?*] 1- a
sanitary cordon; guarded line between affected and
unaffected areas, to prevent any movement between
them of people, goods, etc.. by which disease might be
spread; hence, 2. a belt of countries serving to isolate
another country and lessen its influence.

Cor-do-va (k6r'da-va, k6r-do'vs), n, C6rdoba.
Cor-do-van (k6r'da~V9n, k6r-do'van), adj. [< Sp.
cordobdn < Cordoba, Spain], 1. of C6rdoba. 2. [c-J,

made of cordovan, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of
C6rdoba. 2.

[c-J,
a soft, colored leather, usually of

sheepskin or split horsehide, originally made at Cor-
doba, Spain, 3. [c-J, pi. shoes made of this leather.

cor*du-roy (kSr'da-roi , k6r'da-roi'), n. [usually as-
sumed to be < Fr. corde du roi, cord of the king (see
CORB & ROYAL); but prob. < cord obs. duroy, a
coarse fabric formerly produced in England; hence,
corded duroy], 1. a heavy cotton fabric with a piled,

velvety surface, ribbed vertically. 2. pi. trousers or,

sometimes, a suit made of this fabric, adj. 1. made of

corduroy. 2. ribbed like corduroy, v.t. to build (a
road) ot logs put down crosswise.

corduroy road, a road built of logs put down cross-
wise, as across a marsh.
cord-wain (kdrd'wan), n. [ME. corduwane, corduan;
OFr. cordouan; Sp. cordobdn; see CORDOVAN], [Archaic],
cordovan leather.
cord-wain-er (kdrd'wan-Sr), n. [ME. cordwaner, cord-

uaner; OFr. cordouanier], 1. [Archaic], a leatherworker
who made things of cordovan. 2. a shoemaker.
cord-wood (k6rd'wood'), n. 1. wood cut and stacked
in cords or sold by the cord. 2. wood cut in lengths of
4 feet.

core (k6r, k6r), n. [ME.; OFr. cor, coer; prob. < L. car,
heart], 1. the hard central or innermost part of an
apple, pear, quince, etc., which contains the seeds. 2.
the central or innermost part of anything; hence, 3.
the most important part: essence or pith of a matter.
4, in electricity, a mass of ferromagnetic material placed
inside a wire coU and serving to increase the external

magnetic field. 5. in founding, that part of a mold
which forms the interior of a hollow casting. v.L
[CORED (k6rd), CORING], to remove the core of.

CO're-a (ko-re'a, kfc-re's, ko-re'9), n. Korea.
co-re-la-tlon (ko'ri-la'shsn), n. correlation.
co-re li-gion 1st (ko'ri-lij'gn-ist), n. 1. a person pro-
fessing the same religion. 2. a member of the same
religious denomination.
co re op sis (k&r'i-op'sis, ko'ri-op'sis), n. [Mod. L. <
Gr. koris, bug 4- opsis, appearance: so named from
the shape of the seed], 1. any of a group of plants of
the composite family, with daisylike flowers of yellow,
orange, red, or brownish purple. 2. the flower.

cor-er (kdr'gr, kor'e'r), n. an instrument for removing
the cores of apples, etc.

co-re-spond-en-cy (ko'ri-spon'dgn-si), n. the state of
being a corespondent.

cp-re-spond-ent (ko'ri-spon'dgnt), n. [co- + respondent],
in law, a person charged with having committed adul-
tery with the wife or husband from whom a divorce is
being sought.

corf (k6rf), n,
fyl. CORVES (k6rvz)], [MD.; L. corbis, a

basket], [British], formerly, a wicker basket, now a
small wooden or iron wagon or truck used for carrying
coal, ore, etc. in mines.
Cor-fu (k6r'fu: It. kftr-foo'), n. 1. one of the Ionian
Islands west of Greece: area, 227 sq. mi.; pop., 106,000.
2. its chief city and port: pop., 32,000. Greek name,
Kerkyra; ancient name, Corcyra.

co-ri-aceous (ko'ri-a'shas, kor'i-a'shss), adj. [LL.
coricceus < L. corium, leather], of or like leather:
leathery: tough.

co-jri-an^der (k6r'i-an'dgr, ko'ri-an'dSr), n. [Fr. cori-
andre; L. coriandrum < Gr. koriannon, koriandron <

koris, bug, bedbug: so named from its odor], 1. a
European plant ot the carrot family. 2. its strong-
smelkng, seedlike fruit, used in flavoring food and
liqueurs, and, in medicine, as a tonic for the stomach
Co-rinne (ks-rin

7
, kfi-renO, [Fr.; L. Corinna; Gr.

Korinna, dim. of Kore; see CORA], a feminine name.
Gor-inth (k&r'inth, kor'inth), n. an ancient city in
southern Greece, famous for its luxury, commerce,
and art.

Corinth, Gulf of, an arm of the Ionian Sea, between
the Peloponnesus and th* mainland of Greece: also
called Guy of Lepanto.
Corinth, Isthmus of, a narrow strip of land joining the
Peloponnesus and the mainland of Greece: see Greece,
map.
Co-rin-thi-an (ks-rin'thi-sn), adj. 1. of Corinth, its

people, or culture. 2. dissolute and
given to luxury, as the people of
Corinth were reputed to be. 3. in
the style of the art of Corinth

j
elab-

orately graceful. 4. designating or
relating to the most elaborate of the
three orders (Doric, Ionic, Corin-

thian) of Greek architecture, dis-

tinguished by a slender, fluted
column and a bell-shaped capital CORINTHIAN
decorated with a design of acanthus CAPITAL

leaves, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Corinth: often
with reference to dissoluteness; hence, 2. a wealthy
man about town. 3. a gentleman amateur in sports,
especially boxing, horse racing, and cricket. 4. an
amateur yachtsman.
Co-rin-thi-ans (ks-rin'thi-snz), n. pi. [construed as
sing.], either of the Epistles to the Corinthians, two
books of the New Testament which were messages from
the Apostle Paul to the Christians of Corinth: ab-
breviated Cor.
Cor*i-O'la-nus (kdr'i-9-la'nas, kor'i-a-la'nas), n. a
tragedy (c. 1608) by Shakespeare, based on the story
of Gnaius Marcius Coriolanus, a Roman general of the
5th century B.C.

co-ri-um (k&r'i-om, ko'ri~am), n. [pi.
CORIA (-9)], [L.,

skin, hide], the layer of skin that fies beneath the epi-
dermis and contains its blood and nerve supply; dermis;
derma: see skin, illus.

Cork (k8rk), n. 1. a county on the southern coast of
Ireland: pop., 356,000. 2. a city in this county: pop.,
80,800.
cork (k6rk), n. [ME.; Sp. <d~corquet corkwood slippers;
Ar. cucorque; ? < L. quercus, oak], 1. the light, thick,
elastic outer bark of an oak tree (called the cork oak)
that grows in the Mediterranean area, especially in

Spain and Portugal: the bark is stripped off in large
plates every 12 to 15 years and is used for various
purposes. 2. a piece of cork or something made of cork,
especially a stopper for a bottle, cask, etc. 3. a stopper
of similar shape made of glass, rubber, metal, etc. 4.

the outer bark of the stems of woody plants, adj. made
of cork. v.t. 1. to stop or seal with a cork. 2. to hold
back; check.

3^.
to blacken with burnt cork.

cork-age (kdr'kij), n. [cork -f -age], a charge made at a
tavern, restaurant, hotel, etc. for every bottle of wine
or liquor uncorked and served, especially for bottles

bought elsewhere and brought in by guests.
cork cambium, [see CORK, 4J, in botany, the tissue
between the bark and the wood, from which the pro-
tective outer bark is formed; phellogen.
corked (k6rkt), adj. [pp. of cork], 1. stopped with a
cork : as, a corked bottle. 2. blackened with burnt cork.
3. having the taste and smell of the cork: said of wine,
etc. which has been bottled with unsound cork.
cork er (k6r'ker), n. [slang senses < corking a bottle],
1. a worker or device that corks bottles. 2. [Slang],
a remarkable person or thing. 3. [Slang], an argument,
statement, or circumstance that appears conclusive. 4.

[Slang], a preposterous He.

cork-ing (korkirj), adj. & interj. [< cork], [Slang], very
good; excellent,
cork-screw rfcdrk'skrdo'), n. a device for pulling corks
out of bottles, usually a spiral-shaped piece of steel
with a point at one end and a handle at the other,
a4J* Hke a corkscrew in shape; spiral; helical. tu&
v.t, to move in a winding or spiral course; zigzag.

cork-wood (k^rkVoodOt n. 1. any of several trees
whose wood is very light and porous. 2. the wood.
cork-y (k&r/MX adj. [CORKIER (-ki-Sr), CORKIEST (-ki-
ist)J, 1. of cork. 2. Hke cork or a cork.
corm (kSrm), i^. [< Gr. kormos, trunk of a tree with
branches lopped off < kefrein, to cut off], the short,
fleshy, underground stem of certain plants, as the
crocus or gladiolus: it resembles a bulb and is covered
with several scalelike leaves.

cor-mo-phyte (k6r'm9-flt0, n* {cortm- (< Grt kormos?
see CORM) + -phyte], any plant with 4 stem and root.
cor-mo-pnyt-ic (k6r

/
mo-nVik), adj. of, or having the

nature of, a cormophyte*
cor-mo-rant (kdr'mo-ront), n. [ME. cormorant, cor-
maran, earlier cormarenc; Ol^r. cormareng < corp
marenc; L* corvus marinus; corvus, raven -
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mare, the sea], 1. a large, voracious sea bird with
webbed toes and a pouch of skin under its beak, into
which it puts fish. 2. a greedy person; glutton, adj.
greedy; gluttonous.
corn (kSrn), n. fsee PLURAL, n, D, 3], [ME.; AS. corn, a
seed, grain (cf. KERNEL, PEPPERCORN) ; akin to G. korn
(Goth kaum); IE. base *ger-, *$ere-> to be ripe, seen
also in L. granum (< *ger3-nom); cf. GRAIN, CHURL],
I. a small, hard seed or seedlike fruit, especially the
seed of any cereal plant; kernel. 2. a) a kind of grain
that grows in kernels on large ears; maize, b) its ears.
Also, and originally, called Indian corn. 3. in England,
wheat. 4. in Scotland and Ireland, oats. 5. [British],
the seeds or kernels of all such cereal plants; grain.
6. [British], any plant or plants producing grain. 7.

[Colloq.], corn whisky. 8. [Slang], ideas, humor,
music, etc. regarded as old-fashioned, trite, banal,
or sentimental, v.t. 1. to form into grains. 2. to pre-
serve or pickle (meat, etc.) in brine, or with salt in
grains, or corns. 3. to feed (animals) grain.
com (k6rn), n. [ME.; OFr. < L. cornu, a horn], a horny
thickening of the skin, especially on the toes, caused by
pressure or friction.

-com (ko"ra) [< L. cornu, a hornj, a terminal combining
form meaning horn, as in Capricorn, unicorn.
Corn., 1. Cornish. 2. Cornwall.
cor na-ceous (k6r-na'shas), adj. [< Mod. L. Cornaceae,
name of the order < cornus; see CORNEL], of a large
group of shrubs and herbs of the dogwood family.

Cora Belt
?
the region in the Middle West where much

corn is raised: it extends from central Ohio to central
Kansas and Nebraska.
corn borer, a moth larva that feeds on corn, etc.
com bread, bread made of corn meal.
corn-cake (kdm'kak')t n. johnnycake.
corn-cob (kdrn'kob'), n. 1. the woody core of an ear
of corn, on which the kernels grow in rows. 2. a corncob
pipe.
corncob pipe, a tobacco pipe with a bowl made of a
hollowed piece of dried corncob.
corn cockle, a tall weed of the pink family, with flat,

purple-red flowers, which often grows in grainfields.
corn color, light yellow.
corn crake, a brown, short-billed European bird of the
rail family, often found in grainfields.

corn-crib (k6rn
/krib/

) n. a small, ventilated structure
for storing corn.

corn-dodg-er (kdra'doj'e'r), n. 1. a bread made of
corn meal baked or fried hard in small pones. 2. such
a pone. Also corn-dodder, corn dodger.
cor-ne-a (kSr'ni-a), n, [L., fern. sing, of corneus, horny
< cornu, a horn], the transparent tissue forming the
outer coat of the eyeball and covering the iris and pupil:
see eye, illus.

cor-ne-al (koVni-al), adj. of the cornea.
corn-ear worm (k6rn'eV), a certain moth larva that
feeds on corn, cotton, etc.; bollworm.
coined (k6rnd), adj. [< corn, .], preserved with salt or
brine: as, corned beef.

Cor-neille, Pierre (py&r kdr'na'y'; Eng. kSr-nS'),
1606-1684; French dramatist and poet*

cor-nel (k6r'nl, kdr'nel), n. [OFr. cornitte, corneUle;
L. cornicula, dim. < cornum, cornus, cornel tree; akin
to Gr. kranos, cornel tree], any of a gfroup of shrubs and
small trees with very hard wood, including both the
European and the American dogwood.
Cor-nel ia (kSr-nel'yo), [L., fern, of Cornelius], a femin-
ine name. n. the mother of Tiberius and Gaius
Gracchus

(Jje Gracchi], leaders of the democratic party
in ancient Kome; lived 2d century B.C.

cor nel ian (kSr-nel'yan, k&>nel'y9n), n. [ME. & OFr.
corneline, dim. < OFr. corneola; prob. (because of
similarity of color) < L. cornum; see CORNEL], carnelian.
Cor nel ius (k&r-nel'yas), [L. t name of a Roman gens],
a masculine name: feminine, Cornelia,.

Cor-ne-li-us, Pe-ter von (pa'tgr f6n k8r-na1i-oos),
1783-1867; German painter.

Gor-nell, Ezra (kdr-nel'), 1807-1874; American capital-
ist and philanthropist.
Cornell, Katharine, 1898- ; American actress.
cor-ne-ous (kfir'ni-ss), adj. [L. corneus < carnu, a horn],
horny; hornlike.

cor-ner (kSr'nSr), n. [ME. corner, cornier; OFr. corniere;
LL. cornerium < cornu, a horn, projecting point] 1.

the point or place where lines or surfaces join and form
an angle. 2. the space between lines or surfaces at the
point of their junction; angle: as, the corner of a room.
3. the place where two streets meet. Abbreviated cor.
4. a piece used to form, mark, guard, or ornament a
corner. 5. a remote, secret, or secluded place: as, look
in every nook and corner. 6. region; quarter; part: as,
the four corners of the earth. 7. an awkward position,
from which escape is difficult: as, he was driven into a
corner; Hence, 8. a speculative monopoly produced by
buying

1

up all or most of the available supply of some

1.

2.

CORNET

stock or commodity so as to be able to raise the price.
i?.*. 1. to furnish with corners. 2. to put into a
corner. 3. to drive or force into a corner, or into an
awkward position from which escape is difficult;
hence, 4. to form a corner in (some stock or com-
modity). vd. 1. to form a comer. 2. to be situated
on or at a corner* adj. 1. at or on a corner: as, a
corner store. 2. used in a corner. SYN. see monopoly.
cut corners, 1. to take a direct route by going across
corners. 2. to cut down expenses, time or labor re-

quired, etc.
the (four) corners of the eartb, 1. the farthest parts
of the earth; hence, 2. everywhere.
turn the corner, to get safely past the critical point.

cor-nered (k6r
/n?rd) f adj. [pp. of corner], 1. having

corners. 2. forced into an awkward position from which
escape is difficult.

cor-ner-stone (k6r'ner-ston'}t n. [ME.], I. a stone at
the corner of a building. 2. such a stone, often in-

scribed, laid at a ceremony formally beginning the
erection of a building. 3. the basic, essential, or most
important part; foundation.

cor-ner-ways (kCr'ne'r-waV), adv. cornerwise.
cor-ner*wise (k6r'ngr-wlz') <*dv [corner ~J- -wise],
with the corner to the front; so as to form a corner.
from one corner to an opposite corner; diagonally.

cor-net (k6r-net'/or 1; kftr'nit, k6r-net'/or 2, J, 4)>
[ME.; OFr., dim. of corn, a
horn < L. cornu , a horn], 1.

a brass-wind musical instru-
ment of the trumpet class,

j

having three valves worked
\

by pistons: abbreviated cor.
2. a piece of paper twisted
like a cone, for holding sugar,
candy, etc. 3. the spreading,
white headdress that a Sister
of Charity wears. 4. for-

merly, a British cavalry offi-

cer of the lowest rank, who carried his troop's flag.
cor-net-a-pis-tons (kor'nit-a-pis'tonz; Fr. kor'ne'a'-
pes'tow'), n. [pi. CORNETS-X-PISTONS (kSr'nets-; Fr.

koVne'za'pes'toraO], a cornet (musical instrument).
cor-net-cy (koVnit-si), n. W. CORNETCIBS (-siz)], [Obs.],
the rank or commission of a cornet (cavalry officer) .

cor-net-tist, cor-net-ist (k6"r-net'ist) n. a cornet
player.

corn-fed (k6ra'fedO, adj. 1. fed on corn. 2. [Slang],
countrified : healthy and strong but unsophisticated.

corn-field (KSrn'feld') , n* a field in which corn is grown.
corn-flour (kfirn'flou'Sr, kfirn'flour')* n. 1. flour made
from corn (maize) . 2. [British], flour made from some
other grain: see corn.

cora-fiow-er (kdrn'tlou'gr), n. 1. the bachelor's-button.
2. the corn cockle.

corn-husk (kSrn'huskO* n. a husk of an ear of corn.
corn-husk ing (k6rn

/
hus'kirj), n. 1. the husking of

corn. 2. a gathering of friends and neighbors forhusking
corn; husking bee: it is generally a festive event,
followed by dancing, etc.

cor*nice (kfci/nis), w. [Fr.; It.; prob. < I/, coronis, curved
line, flourish with a pen at the end of a book: Gr.
koronis, a wreath, garland], 1. a horizontal molding
projecting along the top of a wall, building, etc* 2. the
top part of an entablature: see entablature, illus, 3. an
ornamental band for covering a curtain rod. v.t.

[CORNICED (-nist), CORNICING], to top with a cornice or
something lake a cornice,

cor*nlc^ii-late (k6r-nik'yoo-lat', k6r-nik'yoo4it), adj.
[L. cornictdains < corniculus t

dim. of cornu, a horn],
having horns or hornlike projections; horned.
Cor-nish (kdr/nish), adj. of Cornwall, its people, or
culture, n. the Brythonic Celtic language spoken by
the people of Cornwall until c. 1800, closely related
to Breton and Welsh.
Cor-nish-man (koVnish-man) , n. [pi. CORNISHMEN
(-mgn)!, a native or inhabitant of Cornwall.
Corn Laws, in England, certain laws imposing heavy
duties on t&e Importation of wheat, repealed in 1846.

corn lily, any of a number of related bulb plants native
to Soutn Africa, with slender, grasslike leaves and
spikes of showy, funnel-shaped flowers.
corn meal, 1. meal made from corn. 2. meal made from
some other grain, as, in Scotland, oats: see corn.
corn picker, a machine for picking ears of corn from
standing stalks and removing the husks.
corn pit, that part of a produce exchange where trading
in corn futures goes on,
corn pone, a kind of corn bread usually made without
milk or eggs.
corn poppy, a red, black-spotted poppy often found in
cornfields of Europe and Asia.
corn rose, L the corn poppy. 2. the corn cockle.
corn salad, a European plant whose leaves are used
in salads,
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com shock, a stack of cut cornstalks set up in a
field to dry. A, ,

com silk, a tassel of silky fibers growing at the end

of an ear of com, serving to receive pollen.

corn sirup, a sweet sirup made from corastarch.

corn srmit, 1. a fungus disease of corn, marked by
large* black swellings on the ear and tassel. 2. the

fungus causing this disease.

corn-stalk (kfirn'rtftk'). n. a stalk of corn.

corn-starch (kdrn'starch'K n. a fine, starchy flour made
from Indian corn, used in making puddings, etc.

corn sugar, a dextrose made from ccpistarch.
cor-nu (koVnu), n. [pi CORNUA (-a)], [L.], 1. a horn.

2. a thing shaped like a horn. .

cor-nu-co-pi-a (k6r'na-ko'pi-a, k6r'nyoo-ko'pi-s), n.

[L. corns* copiae, horn of plenty],

1. in Greek mythology, the horn of

the goat that suckled Zeus. 2. a
horn of plenty; a representation,
in painting, sculpture, etc., of a
horn overflowing with fruits, flow-

ers, and grain; hence, 3. an over-

flowing fullness; abundance. 4. a

cone-shaped paper container for

nuts, candy, etc.

cor-mis (kdr'nss), n. JL.J,
a cornel.

cor-nut-ed (kor-nu'tid), adj. [<
L. comutus, horned < cornu, a

horn], [Archaic], cuckolded.
Corn-wall (k6rn'w61, kfirnjwal),

n.

a county of southwestern England:
pop., 318,000; county seat, Bod-
min: abbreviated Corn.
Corn-waMis, Charles (k6rn-w61'-

is, koTn-wol'is). first Marquis Cornwalhs, 1738-1805;
British general and statesman; commanded British

forces during the American Revolution.
%

corn whisky, whisky made from corn (maize). .

corn-y (k6*r'ni), adj. [CORNIER (-ni-Sr), CORNIEST (-ni-

ist)], 1. of or producing com. 2. [Slang], countrified;

unsophisticated. 3. [Slang], old-fashioned, tnte, banal,

sentimental, etc. .

corn-y (kfii/ni), adj. [CORNIER (~m-r), CORNIEST (-m-

ist)L having or relating to corns on the feet,
*w/j tr iT^c v-

*^ f T^^T>_ j?\ _ r*.r MAn -LTwrM*
f..r|i2^]

outfit!"

etc.

one's maintenance. 2. the right to this.

co-roMa (ka-rol'o), n. [L., dim. of corona, a crown,

wreath], the petals, or inner leaves, of a flower.

cor-oMa-ceous (k6r'a-la'shas, kor's-la'shas), adj. 1.

having a corolla. 2. like a corolla.

cor-olTar*y (k6r'a-ler'if kor'a-ler'i; Bnt. ka-rol'er-i), n.

[pL COROLLARIES (-iz)], [L. corollarium, orig., money
paid for a garland, hence gift, gratuity < corolla; see

COROLLA], 1. a proposition that follows from another

that has been proved. 2. an inference or deduction.

3 anything that follows as a normal result: as, improved
public health is a corollary of slum clearance. Abbre-
viated corol., coroll.

, ,. . ,.

cor-oMate (k6r
/&-laf, kor's-lat'). ^dj. having or like a

cor*ollat-ed (kfir'a-lS'tid, kor'a-la'tid), adj. corollate.

Cor-o man del Coast (kdr'o-man'dal, korVman'dal),
a coastal region in southeastern India, extending in-

land to the Eastern Ghats.
co-ro-na (ko-ro'nQ), n. [pi. CORONAS (~naz), CORONAE
(-ne)L [L., a crown; Gr. korone,

anything curved or bent,

wreath], 1. a crown or some-

thing resembling a crown. 2. a
circular chandelier hanging
from a church ceiling. 3. a
type of cigar characterized by
a long, nontapering body,
rounded off bluntly at the ends.
4. in anatomy, a") a crownlikc
part, b) the upper part of a
tooth, of a skull, etc. 5. in

architecture, the top projection
of a cornice. 6. in astronomy,
a) a circle of light around the CORONA OF SUN
sun or moon, b) the halo around the sun, seen only
during a total eclipse. 7. in botany, the cuplike part on
the inner side of the corolla of certain flowers, as the

daffodil, milkweed, etc. 8. in electricity, a sometimes
visible electric discharge resulting from a partial electric

breakdown in a gas, as in the air surrounding a wire at

high potential.
Corona Au8-tra*Hs (os-tra'lis), [L,, Southern Crown],
a southern constellation near Sagittarius: also called
the Southern Crown: see constellation, chart.
Corona Bo-re-a-lis (bfir'i-al'is, bo/ri-a'lis), [L., North-
ern Crown], a northern constellation between Hercules
and Bootes, consisting of a semicircular group of stars:

also called the Northern Crown: see constellation, chart.

cor-o-nach (k6r
/o-n9kh, kor'a-nakh), n. [Ir. coranach &

Scot. Gael, corranach < comh-, together 4- ranach,

out-cry], 1. [Scot.], a dirge, sung or played on

bagpipes. 2. [Irish], a wailing lament for^the dead.

Co-ro-na-do, Fran-ds-co Vas-quez de (fran-theVko
vas'keth de k6*'ro"-na'*&o"; Eng. korVna'do), 15 10-

1554; Spanish explorer of southwestern North America.

cor-o-nal (kdrVn'l, korVn'l), n. [ME. < LL. coronolu

< L. corona; see CORONA], 1. a circlet for the head;
diadem; crown; coronet. 2. a wreath; garland, adj.

(ks-ro'n'l, kdr'a-n'l, kor's-nl), 1. of a crown, coronet,

or halo. 2. in anatomy, a) of the corona of the skull.

b) designating, of, or lying in the direction of , the suture

between the frontal and parietal bones of the skull.

coronal suture, in anatomy, a suture that extends

across the skull between the frontal bone and the

parietal bones. . __

cor-o-nar-y (koVa-ner'i, kor's-ner'i), adj. [L. coronanus;
see CORONA], 1. of, or in the form of a crown.

a
2. in

anatomy, a) like a crown; encircling, o) designating or

relating to either of two arteries branching from the

aorta and supplying blood directly to the heart tissues.

n. a coronary thrombosis. .

coronary thrombosis, the formation of a clot in a

branch of either of the coronary arteries, resulting in

obstruction of that artery.
cor-o-na-tion (k&r'a-na'shan, kor'a-na'shsn), n. [ME.
& OFr. coronacion < L. coronatus, pp. of coronare, to

crown, < corona; see CORONA], the act or ceremony of

crownins? a sovereign. __. . , .

cor-o-ner (kfcrVner, kor's-nSr), n. [ME., officer of the

crown; Anglo-Fr. corouner < coroune, corone, a crown;
L. corona; see CORONA], a public officer whose chief duty
is to determine by inquest before a jurv the causes of

any deaths not obviously due to natural causes: abbre-

viated Cor. (as a title), cor.

coroner's jury, a group of people summoned to witness

a coroner's inquest and submit a verdict as to the cause

w* v~^ . , - J), [OFr.
coronet*, dim.

of corone; L. corona; see CORONA], 1. a

small crown worn by princes and others

of high rank. 2. an ornamental band
of precious metal, jewels, or flowers,

worn around the head. ,

coronet braid, braided hair worn in the

manner of a coronet. - . . ,

cor-o-net*ed, cor-onet-ted (k6r'a-ner-
id, kor's-net'id), adj. wearing or en-

titled to wear a coronet.

Co-rot, Jean Bap-tiste Ca-mille (zhan
ba'test' ka/me'y' ko^'ro'; Eng. ka-roO,
1796-1875; French landscape painter.

Corp., Corporal,
corn., corpn., corporation.
cor-po-ra (k6r'pSr-a), n. plural of

CORONET

cor^po-ral (kSr'per-sl) , n. [< Fr. caporal; It. caporale, a

corporal < capo, the head; L. caput, the head; sp.

affected by association with corps or corporal, adj.], 1.

in the United States armed forces, the lowest-ranking
noncommissioned officer, just below a sergeant t in the

Army, it is the fourth grade of enlisted man (formerly

sergeant) : in the Marine Corps and Air Force, it is the

fifth grade. 2. in the British armed forces, a} the lowest-

ranking noncommissioned officer in the Army, b) a
naval petty officer who assists the master-at-arms.

Abbreviated Corp., Cpl. (as a title).

cor*po-ral (k6r'per-9l), adj. [L. corporal** < corpus,

corporis, body], 1. of the body; bodily. 2. personal.
3, [Archaic], corporeal. SYN. see bodily.

cor*po-ral (k6r'pr-sl), n. [OFr.; ML. cwporale, corpo-
rails (palla), body (cloth); see CORPORAL, adj.], in

ecclesiastical usage, a white linen doth covering the
altar where the bread and wine are placed during the

sacrament of the Lord's Supper; Communion cloth.

cor-po-ral-cy (k6r'pgr-sl-si), n. [pi, CORPORALCIES
(-siz)], the rank of a corporal.

cor-po-ra-le (k6r'p9-ra'le), n. a corporal (cloth).

cor-po-ral-i-ty (kdr'pa-ral'a-ti), n. (LL. corporalitas; see

CORPORAL, adj.], the state or quality of being material
or having a body; bodily existence or substance.

cor-po-raHy (kdr'pgr-sl-i), adv. in, by, or with the

body; bodily.
corporal punishment, punishment inflicted directly^ on
the body, as flogging: now distinguished from capital

punishment, imprisonment, etc.

cor-po-rate (koVp^r-it), adj. [L. corporatus, pp. of cor-

porare, to make into a body < corpus, corports, body],
I. united; combined. 2. having the nature of, or acting

by means of, a corporation; incorporated. 3. of a cor-

poration: as, corporate property. 4. shared by all

members of a unified group; common; joint: as, cor-

porate responsibility.
cor*po-rate-ly (kpr'per-it-li), adv. 1. hi a corporate
manner or capacity ;

as a unit or body. 2. [Obs.] , bodily.
cor-po-ra-tion (kor'pa-ra'shsn), n. [LL. corporate,
assumption of a body, incarnation < pp. of L. corporare;
see CORPORATE], 1. a group of people who get a charter

granting them as a bod^ certain of the legal powers,
rights, privileges, and liabilities of an individual, distinct

from tnose of the individuals making up the group: a
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corporation can buy, sell, and inherit property. 2. a
group of people, as the mayor and aldermen of an
incorporated town, legally authorized to act as an
individual. 3. any of the political and economic bodies
forming a corporative state, each being composed of
the employers and employees in a certain sphere, as
agriculture, industry, finance, etc. Abbreviated corp.,
corpn. 4, [prob. from association with corpulent, etc.],

[Colloq.], a large and prominent abdomen.
cor-por-a-tist (k6r

/
pSr-d-tist), adj. of or characteristic

of a corporative state or its corporations.
cor-po-ra-tive (kSr'pa-ra'tiv, kdr^pe'r-a-tiv), adj. [LL.
corporations], of or connected with a corporation.
corporative (or corporate) state, a government, as

theoretically in Italy under Fascism (1924-1943), in
which political and economic power is vested in an
organization of corporations (sense 3).

cor*po-ra-tor (kfir'ps-ra'ter), n, a member of a cor-

poration.
cor-po-re-al (k6r-pdr'i-9l, k&r-po'ri-gl), adj. [< L. cor-

Poreus < corpus, corporis, bodfy], 1. of, for, or having
the nature of, the body ; bodily. 2. of a material nature ;

physical; perceptible by the senses; tangible. SYN.
see bodily, material.

cor-po-re-aH-ty (k6r-pcVi-al's-ti, k&Y-po'ri-al'a-ti), n.
the state of being corporeal; bodily existence.

cor-po-re-aMy (k6r-p6'ri-9l-i f kCr-po'ri-sl-i), adv. in a
corporeal manner or form; bodily.

cor-po-re4-ty (kdr'pa-reVti), n. [ML. corporeitas < L.

corporeus], 1. the state or quality of being corporeal;
bodily existence. 2. material or bodily substance.
cor-pO'Sant (k6r'ps-zant

/
) n. [Port, corpo santo, holy

body < L. corpus sanctum or corpus sancti, body of a
saint], a glowing ball of electrical discharge sometimes
seen on church steeples or at the ends of a ship's
masts, etc. during a storm: also called S*. Elmo's fire.

corps (k6r, kor), n. \pl. CORPS (kdrz, korz)], [Fr.; OFr.
corps* cors, body; L. corpus, body; cf. CORPSE^, 1. a
body of people associated under common direction: as,
a diplomatic corps. 2. in military usage, a) a separate
branch of the armed forces having some specialized
function: as, the Signal Corps, the Marine Corps, ft) a
tactical subdivision of an army, normally headed by a
lieutenant general and composed of two or^more divi-

sions, plus auxiliary service trooi>s: abbreviated C.^
corps area, formerly, any of the nine geographical divi-
sions of the United States, formed on the basis of popu-
lation, for purposes of military administration and
training: now called service command.
Jcorps de baMet (k6r' da ba'le': Eng. kftr' da bal-a'),

[Fr.j, a troupe or company of ballet dancers.

corpse (korps), n. [earlier sp. corps (k6rs); ME. & OFr.
cors, corps; see CORPS], 1. a dead body, usually of a
person. 2. [Obs.], a body, living or dead. SYN. see

body.
corps-man (kdr'mon, kor'msn), n. \pl. CORPSMEN
(-man)], 1. an enlisted man of the United States

Army Medical Corps assigned to a combat area to

give first aid and remove the wounded. 2. an enlisted

pharmacist in the United States Navy.
cor-pu-lence (koVpyoo-lans), n* [Fr.; L. corpulentia;
see CORPULENT], fleshiness of body; obesity.
cor*pu4en-cy (kfir'pyoo-lan-si), n. corpulence.
cor-pu-lent (kcVpyoo-lant), adj. [Fr.; L,. corpulentus <
corpus, body], fat; fleshy; stout; obese.

cor-pus (kor'pas), n. [pi. CORPORA (-pSr-a)], [L.], 1. a
human or animal body, especially a dead one: now used
humorously. 2. a complete or comprehensive collec-

tion, as of laws or writings of a specified type: as, the

corpus of civil law. 3. the main body or substance of

anything. 4. the principal, as distinguished from the
interest or income, of an estate, investment, etc. 5. in

anatomy, the main part of an organ; solid and relatively

homogeneous part. Abbreviated cor. (in senses 2, 4, 5).

cor-pus caMo-sum (kdr'pas kQ-lo'sam), \pL CORPORA
CALLOSA (-pr-a -so)}, [Mod. L., lit., callous body], a
mass of white, transverse fibers connecting the cerebral

hemispheres in the higher mammals: sec brain, ilfus.

Cor-pus Chris ti (kdr'pss kris^; also, for 1, k6r'pas
kris*ti), [L., Body of Christ], 1. io the Roman Catholic

Church, a festival celebrated on the .Thursday after

Trinity Sunday, in honbr of the Eucharist, 2. & city
on the coast of southeastern Texas: pop., 108,000;

cor-pus-cle (kcVpas-l, k6r'pus-1:), n. (L. corpusculnm,
dim. of corpus, body], 1. a very small particle. 2. in

anatomy, a protoplasmic particle with a special func-

tion; especially, any of the red cells (erythrocytety or
white cells (leucocytes) that float in the blood, lyni^h,
etc. of vertebrates: red corpuscles contain hemoglobin,
which carries oxygen to the body tissues, and certain
white corpuscles sometimes kill%ann%lmicroorganisms.

cor-pus-cxi-lar (k8r-pus'kybo4eV), adj. of< consisting of,

or characteristic of corjMSs<||esl
* ''^

oy; Tet; chin; she; thin,
e (a'b'l); Ft. bft^: , Fir.

.1. the facts constituting or proving a crime: the corpus
delicti in a murder case is not the body of the victim,
but the fact that death has occurred and that it is the
restdt of murder. 2. loosely, tfee body of the victim in
a murder case.

corpus ju-ris (joor%) f [L. a body of law], a collection
of aH tne laws of a nation or district.

Corpus Juris Cano ni ci Cka-nonVsaO. [L.tHt.. body
of eanou law], the decrees and canons of the Roman
Catholic Church up to 1918.

Corpus Juris Ovf-ils (si-vFMs), {I/., lit., body of civil

law), the body of Civil, or Roman, law, compiled and
issued during the reign of Justinian (528-534 A.D.):
it has been the basis of most European law.

cor-pus lu-te-um (koVpo 16ofti-am, lu/ti-sin), {pL
CORPORA LUTBA (-per-3 -a)l, {Mod. L., lit., lutexms

body], 1. in anatomy, a mass of yellow tissue formed
in the ovary by a ruptured Graafian follicle that has
discharged its ovum: if the ovom is fertilized, this
tissue secretes a necessary hormone. 2. a preparation
containing this hormone, used in ovarian therapy.

cor-pus stri-a*tum (kfir^pos stria'tem), \$l, CORPORA
STRIATA (-per-a -to)], [Mod. L., lit.* striated body], in

anatomy, either of two striated ganglia in front of the
thalamus in each half of the brain.

corr. 1. corrected. 2. correspond. 3. correspondence.
4. correspondent. 5. corresponding. 6. corrupt. 7.

corrupted. 8 corruption.
cor-rai (ka-raF). n. [Sp. < corro, a circle, ring < L.
cwrere, to run], 1 . an enclosure for holding or capturing
horses, cattle, and other animals; pen; stockade. 2. an
enclosure surrounded by wagons, for defense against
attack, v.t. [CORRALLED (-raldO* CORRALLING], I. to
drive into or confine in a corral. 2. to surround, or cap-
ture; round up. 3. to arrange (wagons) in the form ofa
corral. 4. [Slang], to take possession of; lay hold of.

cor-ra-sion (ks-ra'zhsn), n* [< L. corrasus, pp. of cor-

radere, to scrape together < com-, together -f- radere,
to scrape], erosion by the abrasive action of running
water containing sand, pebbles, and other debris.

cor-rect (ka-rekf), v.t. [ME. correcten < L. correctus,

pp. of corrigere < com-, together -f- regere, to lead
straight, direct], 1. to make right; change from wrong
to right; remove errors from. 2. to point out or mark
the errors or faults of. 3. to make conform with a
standard. 4. to scold or punish for the purpose of

overcoming faults. 5. to cure, remove, or counteract
(a fault, disease, etc.). adj. 1. conforming with or ad-
hering to a conventional standard; proper: as, correct
behavior. 2. conforming with fact or logic; truej ac-

curate; right; free from errors: abbreviated cor.
SYN. correct connotes little more than^ absence of error (a
correct ansTrer) or adherence to conventionality (correct be1-

havior); accurate implies a positive exercise of care to obtain

conformity with fact or truth (an accurate account of the

events) ; exact stresses perfect conformity with fact, truth, or
some standard (the exact time, an exact quotation); precise

suggests minute accuracy of detail and often connotes a
finicky or overly fastidious attitude (precise in all his habits).
See also punish. ANT. wrong, false.

correcting plate, a thin lens for correcting incoming
light rays in certain reflecting telescopes.

cor-rec-tion (ka-rek'shan) , n. [MR correccion; OFr.
correction; L. correctio < correctus], 1. a correcting or

being corrected* 2. something in place of a mistake;
change from wrong to right, or from abnormal to nor-

mal; emendation; rectification.; improvement. 3. an
amount added or taken away in correcting. 4. punish-
ment or scolding to correct faults. Abbreviated cor.

cor-rec-tion-al (ka-rek'shan-'l), adj. 1. of correction.

2. correcting or tending to correct.
cor-rect-i-tude (ka-relt/ta-t6od', ka-rek'te-tud')* n. [<
correct, after rectitude] t -fee quality f being correct,

especially in conduct; propriety.

cpr-rec'ove (ka-rek'tiy), adj. [Fr. correctif], teadim r

intended to correct or improve; remedial, n. sometMag
corrective; remedy.

* ',<*">
cr<ree-tor (ka-rek/t&r), n* [LJ, a person or thing tli&t

corrects.

Cor-reg-gio (kcY-red^o"; Kng. ka-rej'o, ka-rejfi-6fj^ n.

(Antomo AUegri da Gorreggio), Italian paintejj; lived

1494-1534. r

Cor reg-i dor fk3-regVd6rO n. a small,, fortiied island

in the^Philippines, at t&e entrance to Mania Bays sur-

rendered to Japan, but recaptured by United 'States

iorces, in World War II: see Philippine Islands, map.
correl.. correlative.

' M<
,

'" 1l>

correlate (kftr'^-lat
7
, korVlStO* 'i [wr~ + relaie],

either of two closely related inings, especially if one

Implies the other, adj. closely and a&tusfially related.

tr.f. [CORRELATED (4d), coRRELATUirc* to be mutually
related (to or wWK). v.t. tb.bring |a t|inr) into mutual
relation (with another' thing)^ calculate or show the

redprocaf* rdafcion between^

(twio^things): as, correlate

the findings of psychology wi^t-lhose of sociology*
K*"* ' ' " *'



correlation 33* cortege

cor re-la tion (k6r'4I'she. kor's-!FsJn). Ji. [Mod. L.
corrdaiio; see COM- * RELATION)* 1. a dose or mutual
relation; as, the comMon between illiteracy and prej-
udice. 2* the degree of relative correspondence, as be-
tween two sets of data: as, a correlation of 75 per cent.

3. a correlating or being correlated.
cor-rel-a-tlve (ka-rel'a-tiv), adj. [cor- 4* rdstiwe]* I.

having or involving a mutual relation; reciprocally
dependent. 2, in grammar, expressing mutual relation

and used in pairs: as, both . . . and and neither . . . nor
are correlative conjunctions, n. 1. a thing closely
related to something else; correlate. 2. a correlative

word: also called correlator. Abbreviated corral., cor.

cor-rel-a-tiv-i-ty (ka-relVtivVti), n. 1, the state of

being correlative, 2. the degree of correlation.

cor-re-sporud (kdr'a-spond', kor'a-spond'), v.L [Fr. cor-

responare; ML. correspondere < L, com-, together 4-

respondere, to answer], 1. to be in agreement (with

something); be congruent (to something); suitj match.
2. to be similar, analogous, or equal (to something). 3.

to communicate (with someone) by exchanging let-

ters, usually habitually. Abbreviated corr., cor. SYN.
see agree.
cor-re-spond-ence (kdr'a-spon'dans, kora-spon'dans),
n. [ML. correspondentia < ppr. of correspondere; ^see
CORRESPOND!, 1. agreement; conformity. 2. similarity;

analogy. 3. communication by exchange of letters;
letter writing. 4. letters or the quantity of letters

normally received or written. Abbreviated corr-t cor.

correspondence course, a series of lessons and exam-
inations in a course given by a correspondence school.

correspondence school, a school that gives instruction

by mail* sending lessons and examinations to a student

periodically, and correcting and grading the answers
returned by him.

cor-re-8pond*en-cy (koVa-spon'dpn-si, kora-spon'dan-
si), n. [pi. CORRESPONDENCIES (-siz)L correspondence.
correspondent (k6r'a-spon'dant, korVspon'dant),
adj. [< ML. correspondent, ppr. of correspondere; see

CORRESPOND], corresponding; agreeing; matching; anal-

ogous, n. La thing that corresponds; correlate. 2. a

person who exchanges letters with another, or who
writes to a magazine, newspaper, etc. 3. a person hired

by a magazine or newspaper to furnish news, articles,

etc. of a certain type or from a certain place. 4. a

person or firm acting for, or having regular commerce
with, another at a distance. Abbreviated corr., cor.

cor re spond-ing (k&Va-spon'dirj, korVspon'difl), ?<fy-

tppr. of correspond], 1. agreeing; equivalent. 2. simi-

lar; analogotts. 3. exchanging, or communicating by,

letters; handling correspondence: as, a corresponding
secretary. Abbreviated correap., coir., cor.

cor-re-spon-sive (k6r'9-spon'siv korVspon'siv), adj.

[Archaic], answering mutually; corresponding.
cor-ridor (k&rVdgr, korVdgr; occas. k6r'a-dor) n.

[Fr.; It. corridore r a gallery, corridor, runner < correre,
to run; L. cvrrere, to run], 1. a long passageway or hall,

especially one on which several rooms open. 2. a strip
oTlan<J forming a passageway between two otherwise

separated parts of a country, or between an inland

country and a seaport.
cor-rie (kftrf, kor*i), n. l< Scot. Gael. coire, cauldron],
{Scot*}, a round hollow in a hillside.

Cor rie dale fkdr'i-dll', kor'i-dal'), n. [< Corriedale,
New Zealand], a breed of rather large, white-faced

sheep, originally developed in New Zealand: they
proouce good wool and mutton lambs.

<3or-ri-efi-te8 (kor'ri-en'tes), n. a city in northern Ar-

gentina, on the Parana River: pop., 67,000.
cor ri-gen-dum (k&Vi-jen'dam, kor'Hen'dani), n. [pL
CORRIGENDA (-da)], [L., gerundive of corrigere; see

CORRECT], L an error to be corrected, especially one in

a manuscript or book. 2. pi, a list of such errors with
their corrections.

cor-ri'gi"biM-ty (kdrl-ja-Wo-ti, kor'i-jVbilVti), n.

the quality of being corrigible.
cor-ri gi-ble (kdr^s-Vl, kor'i-ja-b'l), adj. J5>r.;

L. cor-

rigibttis < corrigere; see CORRECT], 1. mat can be
corrected, improved, or ref9rmed. 2. submitting to
correction or punishment; willing to be reformed.

cor>ri-gi*bly (k8r'i-ja-bli, kor'i-ja-bH), adv. in a cor-

rigible manner.
cor-ri-val (ka-rlVl), n. [Pr.; L. corrivalis < cow-, with
+ rivalis, rival], a rival; competitor, adj. competing;
rivaling, v.t. to rival.

cor-rob-o-rant (ka-rob'a-rant), adj. [L. corroborans, ppr.
of corrqborare], 1. corroborating. 2. invigorating: said
of medicines or tonics, n. 1. a medicine mat strength-
ens; tonic. 2. a fact that corroborates.

cor-rob-o-rate (ks-rob'a-rat
7
), v.t. [CORROBORATED (-id),

CORROBORATING], [< L. corroborates, ftp. of corroborare,
to strengthen < com-, intens. -f rooorare < robur,

strength], 1. to strengthen. 2. to make more certain;
confirm; support: as, the evidence corroborates the
reporter's story. SYN. see confirm,

cor-rob-o-ra-tion (ka-rob'a-ra'shan), n. [Fr,], 1. a cor-

roborating
4

or being corroborated; confirmation by
further evidence. 2. anything that corroborates.

cor-rob-o-ra-tive (ka-rob
/
9-ra'tiv, ka-rob'eY-9-tiv), adj.

corroborating or tending to corroborate; confirmatory.
cor-rob-o-ra-tor (ka-mb'a-ra'ter), n. a person or thing
that corroborates, ^
corrobo-ra*tory (k^robfer-o-tdr'i, ks-rob'Sr-a-to'ri),

adj. corroborative.

cor-rob-o-rec, cor-rob'O-ri (ka-rob'eV-i), n. [< native

korobra, dance], 1. a dance festival held at nijght by
Australian aborigines to celebrate tribal victories and
similar events. 2. in Australia, *) a large or noisy
festivity, b) an uproar; tumult.
cor-rodc (ko-rod')* v*t* [CORRODED (-id), CORRODING],
[Fr. corroder; L. corrodere, to gnaw to pieces < com-,

intens. + rodere, to gnaw], to eat into or wear away
gradually, as if by gnawing; rust; consume; destroy:
said of the action of chemicals, and often used figura-

tively. v.i. to become corroded.
cor-rod'I-ble (ka-rod'a-b'l), adj. that can be corroded.

cor-ro-sion (ka-ro'zhsn), n. [Fr.; LL. corrosto < pp. of

L. corrodere], 1. a corroding or being corroded. 2. a

substance, as rust, formed by corroding.
cor-ro-sive (ks-ro'siv), adj. [OFr. corrosif], corroding or

causing corrosion: often used figuratively, n. some-

thing causing corrosion.
. .

corrosive sublimate, mercuric chloride, a poisonous,

white, crystalline salt, HgClj, .

cor-ru-gate (k6r^-gaf, kor'yoo-gat'). v.t * v.i. [COR-
RUGATED (-id), CORRUGATING], [< L. corrugatus, pp. of

corrugare, to wrinkle < com-, intens. + rugare, to

wrinkle], to shape or contract into folds, or into parallel

grooves and ridges; make wrinkles in; furrow, adj.

(k6r's-git, kor'roo-git), corrugated.
cor-ru gated (k&r'a-gat'id, kor'yoo-gat'id), adj. [see

CORRUGATE], folded or shaped into parallel ridges and
furrows so as to form a wavy surface.

.

corrugated iron, sheet iron or steel, usually galvanized,

corrugated to give it added strength in construction.

corrugated paper, paper or pasteboard corrugated so
as to be resilient, used for wrapping or packing.

cor-ru-ga-tion (kSr'a-ga'shan, kor'yoo-ga'shsn), n. 1.

a corrugating or being corrugated. 2. any of a series of

parallel folds, ridges, wrinkles, or furrows.

cor-rupt (ka-rupt*), adj. [ME.f OPr. < L, corruptus, pp.
of corrumpere, to destroy, spoil, bribe < com-, together
-|- rumpere, to break in pieces], 1. originally, changed
from a sound condition to an unsound one; spoiled;

contaminated; rotten; hence, 2. deteriorated from the
normal or standard; specifically, a) morally unsound
or debased ; perverted ; evil ; depraved, b] taking bribes.

c) containing alterations, foreign admixtures, or errors:

said of languages, texts, etc. Abbreviated corr. v.t.

A v.i. to make or become corrupt (in various senses).
SYN. see debase.

cor'rupt-i-biH-ty (ka-rup'to-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being corruptible.

cor-nipt-i-ble (k9-rup'ta-b
f

l), adj. that can be cor-

rupted; specifically, a) that can be bribed, b) liable to

decay or destruction.
f

cor-rup-tion (ka-rup'shan), n. [ME. corrupcton; OFr.

corruption; L. corruptio < corruptus; see CORRUPT], L
a changing or being changed for the worse; making,
becoming, or being corrupt. 2. evil or wicked behavior;
depravity. 3. bribery. 4. decay ; rottenness. 5. a thing
or influence that corrupts. Abbreviated coir.

cor-rup-tlon-ist (ks-rup'shan-ist), n. a person who
engages in or upholds corrupt practices, such as bribery,

especially in public life.

cor*rup'tive (ka-rup'tiv), adj. tending to corrupt or

produce corruption.
corrupt practices acts, laws in the United States

limiting contributions to and expenditures in election

campaigns, illegalizing certain methods of influencing
voters, etc.

,

^

cor sage (k6r~saW), n. [Fr. < OFr. cors; see CORPS &
-AGE), 1. the bodice of a dress. 2. a small bouquet for

a woman to wear, usually at the waist or shoulder.
corsair (k8r'sa*r), n. [Fr. corsaire; ML. cursarius <
cursus, cursa, a raid; L. cwrsus,

f
& run, course < currere,

to run], 1. a privateer, especially of Barbary; hence,
2, a pirate. 3. a pirate ship.
Corse (kdrs), n. Corsica: the French name.
corse (K0rs), n. [Archaic & Poetic], a corpse; dead body.
corse-let (k6rs'ht), n. [Fr., dim. of OFr. cors; see CORPS,
CORSET], 1. armor for the body, worn in medieval
times; also spelled corslet. 2. (korVl-ef), a woman's
lightweight corset, usually without stays.
corset (kfir'sit), n. [Fr., dim. of OFr. cors; see CORPS],
1. sometimes^ pi. a close-fitting undergarment, often

tightened with laces and reinforced with stays, worn,
chiefly by women, tQ,give support or a desired figure to
the body from the hips to the breast. 2. [Archaic], a
bodice, v.t. to dress in a corset; fit a corset on.
Cor-si-ca (kflr'si-ko). n. a French island ip tfye Mediter-
ranean, north of Sardinia: area, 3,367 sq> mi.; pop.,
323,000; capital, Ajaccio; French name, Cc^e.
Cor-si-can (kdr'si-kan), adj. of Corsica, its neofle, or
their dialect, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Corsica.
2. the Italian dialect spoken by Corsicans.

cors-let (kdrs'lit), n. a corselet (armor).
cortege (kOr-tazh', k6r-tez&0. n. [Fr. cor&gc; I*, cor*



cortege 333 cosmism

tfjtgio, retinue < urte; L. tohors, see coLRr], 1, a num-
ber of followers or attendants, retinue, 2, a ceremonial

procession.
tcor-t&ge (koVtezh'), [Fr.K a cortege.
Cor-tes (kor'tiz; Sp. kSr'tes; Port. k&Vtesh), n. [Sp. &
Port., pi. of carte; L. cohors; see COURT], 1. the legis-
lature of Spain before the seizure of power by Franco.
2. the legislature of Portugal, Both have two houses.

Cor-tes (or Cor-tez), Her-nan-do (er-nan'do* kSr-tes';
Eng. kdr'tez), 1485-1547; Spanish soldier and explorer;
conqueror of Mexico.

cor-tex (k&r'teks), n. [pi CORTICES (-ti-seV)], [L., bark
of a tree], 1. in anatomy, the outer part or external

layers of an internal organ, as of the kidney ; especially,
the layer of gray matter over most of the brain. 2. in

botany, the bark or rind.

cor-ti-cal (kfir'ti-k'l), adj. [< L. cortex, corticis, bark of a

tree; + -al], 1. of a cortex. 2. consisting of cortex. 3,

involving, or in some way caused by, the brain cortex.

cor-ti-cate (kfir'ti-kit, k6r'ti-kat') f adj. [LL. corticatus

< L. cortex, bark of a tree],_ 1. having a cortex. 2.

covered with bark or a barklike substance.
cor-ti-cat-ed (kdr'ti-ka'tid), adj. corticate.

cor-ti-ces (kor'ti-seV), n. plural of cortex.
cor-ti-cose (k6r'ti-kos')t adj. [L. corticosus], in botany,
corticate.

cor-ti-cous (kdr'ti-kas), adj. cqrticose.
cor-tin (kdrtin), n. [cor/ex -f- -in], the hormone secreted

by the adrenal cortex.

cor-ti-sone (k6r'ta-son', kSr'ts-zon'). n. [< cortico-

sterone], an adrenal-gland
t
hormone extracted from ox

bile or prepared synthetically from certain tropical

plants, used experimentally in the treatment of rheu-
matoid arthritis and certain other diseases.

Co-ru-na, La (la ko*-roo'nya), Corunna.
co-run-dum (ks-run'dsm) , n. [Tamil kurundam; Sans.
kuruvinda, ruby], a common mineral, aluminum oxide,
AUOit second only to the diamond in hardness: a
dark, granular variety is used for grinding and polish-

ing; pure, transparent varieties are the ruby, sapphire,
Oriental amethyst, and Oriental topaz.
Co-run-na (ko-run'a), n. a city on the northwestern
coast of Spain: pop., 80,000: Spanish name, La Corufta.

co-rus-cant (ko-rus'kant), adj. [L. coruscans, ppr. of

coruscare], coruscating.
cor-us-cate (kSr'as-kaV, kor'as-kat'), v.i. [CORUSCATED
(-id), CORUSCATING], [< L. coruscatus, pp. of coruscare,
to move quickly, glitter < coruscus, vibrating, shim-

mering; akin to Gr. skairein, to leap, skip & OHG.
horse, rapid], to emit flashes of light; glitter; sparkle.

cor-us-ca*tion (kSr'as-ka'shsn, kor'ss-ka'shan), n. [L.
coruscatio < pp. of coruscare}, \. a coruscating; spar-

kling; glittering. 2. a flash or gleam of light. 3. a
sudden brilliant display, as of wit.

Jcor-vSe (k&Y'va'; Eng. k6r-va'), n. [Fr.; OFr. corovee,

pp. of corrover, to call together; rendering of ML. & LL.
corrogata < L. corrogata (opera) , collected (works) < pp.
of corrogare, to bring together (by entreaty), collect <
com-, intens. + rogare, to ask], 1. the enforced and
unpaid labor of a peasant for his feudal lord. 2. forced
labor exacted by a government, as for the construction
of public works.

corves (kdrvz), n. plural of corf.

cor-vette, cor-vet (k6r-vet'), n. [Fr.: Port, corveta; L.
corbita (navis), cargo (ship) < corbis, basket; prob. mis-
understood in Port, as dim. < L. corvus, crow, raven],
1. formerly, a sailing warship larger than a sloop and
smaller than a frigate, usually having one tier of guns.
2. a small warship of about 1,000 tons, .used for anti-

submarine and convoy duty,
cor-vine (k6r'vin, kSr'vin) , adj. [L. corvinus < corvus* a

raven], of or like a crow or raven.
Cor-vus (k6r'vss), n. [L., Raven], a small southern con-
stellation near Virgo: see constellation, chart.

Cor-y-ate, Thomas (kor'i-9t), 1576P-1617; English
wit and writer on his travels: also spelled Coryat.
Cor-y-bant (kdr'e-banf, kor'o-bantO, n. [pi CORY-
BANTS (-bants'), CORYBANTES (kSr'a-ban'tez, korV
ban'tez)]. [Fr. Corybante; L. Corybas, pi. Corybantes;
Gr, Korybas], 1. in Greek mythology* a) one of the
attendants who followed the Phrygian goddess Cybele

Cor-y-ban-tian
Corybantic.

Cor^y-ban-tic (k6r'a-ban'tik r kor'a-ban'tik), ad!/. 1. of

the Corybants. 2. [c-], like tjie Corybants or their

orgies; wild and frenzied.

co-ryd-a-lis (ka-rid'o-lis), n, [Mod. L.; Gr. koryfiauts,
crested lark < korys, helmet] * any of a group of plants
with yellow, rose, blue, or purple flowers resembling
those of the bleeding heart.

Cor-y-don (k6rVd'n, korVdon'), n. [L.; Gr. $pryd8n] f

1. a shepherd: traditional name used in pastoral poems;
hence, 2. a young cbuntry fellow.

cor-ymb (kftr'imb, kor'mi), n. |L. atrymhus, cluster ol
fruit or flowers; Gr, korymbos\ t

a broad, flat cluster of flowers
in which the outer stems are (

long and those toward the
center progressively shorter,
as in the cherry.
co-rym-bose (ks-rim'bos), adj.
1, of or like a corymb. 2.

growing in corymbs.
co-rym-DOUS (k^-rim'bas) , adj.
corymbose.
cor-y-phae-us (kdr'a-fe'^s,
kor'3-fe'as), n. [pi. CORYPHAEI, . .

(-I)J. iL.; Gr. korypkaios <
koryphe, head,

CORYMB
, , top < kory- t

head], 1. the leader of the chorus in Greek drama;
hence, 2, a leader, as of a chorus or sect.

cor-y*phee (k6r'3-fa't kor'a-fSO. n-.[Fr. coryphee; see

CORYPHAEUS], a ballet dancer, especially a leading one.

co-ry-za (ka-ri'za), n. [Mod. L.; LL.; Gr. koryza,
catarrh], a cold in the head; acute nasal catarrh.
Cos (kos, k6s), n. 1. Kos: the Latin name. 2. Jc-J,

[ < Cos, where the variety was introduced], a kind, of
lettuce with a cylindrical or conical head.

cos, cosine.

Cos., cos., 1. companies. 2. counties.
cose (koz), lu. [COSED (kozd), COSING], & n. coze.
co-se-cant (ko-se'kant) , n. [Fr. cosecante, for co. secans,
short for Mod. L. comple- >

menti secans, lit., secant^ of
the complement], in trigo-

nometry, the secant of the
complement of an angle or
arc: abbreviated cosec, esc

(no period).
co-seismal (ko-siz'ml, ko-
sis'm'l), adj. [co- + seismal],

COSECANT
cosecant of angle BAG

a coseismal line.

of or designating points, or R
lines connecting such points, -

simultaneously affected by Y

an earthquake shock, n.
co-seis-mic (ko-siz/mik, ko-sls'mik), adj. coseismal.

co-sey (ko'zi), adj. [COSIER (-zi-Sr) t COSIEST (-zi-ist)],
& n. [pi. COSEYS (-ziz)], cozy.
Cos-grave, William Thomas (koz'grav), 1880- ; Irish
statesman in the Irish Free State.

cosh-er (kosh'eY), v.t. [< Ir. cdisirt a feast], to feed
richly: pamper (sometimes with up).
co sie (ko'zi), adj. cozy.

co-sig-na-tp-ry (ko-sig'n9-t6"r'i, ko-sig'ns-to'ri), adj.
signing jointly, n. [pi. COSIGNATORIES (-iz, -riz)], one
of two or more joint signers, as of a treaty.

co-sign -er (ko'sin'e'r), n. a person who signs a promis-
sory note in addition to the maker, thus becoming
responsible for the obligation if the maker should
default: also called co-maker.

co-si-ly (ko'z'l-i), adv. cozily.
co-sine (ko'sm'), n. [Mod. L. cosinus < co. sinus, short
for complement* sinus, lit., sine
of the complement], in trig-

onometry, the sine of the com-
plement of an angle or are:

abbreviated cos (no period) .

cos-met-ic (koz-met'ik), ad/.
[Gr. kosmetikos, skilled in

arranging < kosmein, to ar- c

range, adorn < kosmos, order], COSINE
beautifying or designed to AB , rt .,,A ,. , A B _

beautify the complexion, hair, ^ cosine of angle ABC;
etc. n. any such preparation AC
for application to the skin, , cosine of angle ACB
hair, etc., as rouge and powder. BC

cos-met-i-caHy (koz-met'i-k'1-i, koz-met'ik-li) , adv.
1. by means of cosmetics^ 2. as regards cosmetics.
cosmetician (koz'ma-tish'an) , n. a person whose
work is making, selling, or applying cosmetics.

cos-me-tol'O'gy (koz'ma-tol'o-ji), n. the study of cos-

metics and their use.
cos mic (koz'mik), adj. [Gr* kosmikos < kosmos, uni-

verse, order], 1. of the cosmos; relating to the universe
as a whole. 2. of the universe exclusive of the earth,:

as, cosmic dust. 3. vast; grandiose. 4. [Rare], orderly:
opposed to chaotic. , kl ,

cos-mi-cal-ly (koz'mi-kl-if koz'mik-H), adv. 1^ In
relji-

tion to, or according to the principles of, t^ife ct
(5tjttci>s.

2. on a grandiose scale. t "-'-''
cosmic, dust, small particles, probably j&e^eprxc frag-

ments, faUing from interstellar space tplhe, earth,

cosmic rays, rays of extremely short wavelength and
great penetrating power, which bombard ,the earth from
beyond its atmosphere: also calle<3j ultragamma rays.
cos-mism (koz'miz'm), n. the philosophy of the evolu-

tion of the universe; theory thftt the cosmos can be

scientifically exp^ineti^s a sep4esxfs$ent system.

e, eft; ten, eW, hfee, oySr;, is.^bitQ; lo*, g5f.hOrn, tSl, look; oE, 011*^ up,, ^e, ftte; Ji

leistire: q ring;> foi a'fa tfza,
e i^ agent, i m $<mity, o in comply, wjocus; ^s in<& s

; r. ;

coeut ; d, :. le^;K own; -6* fr(
, coqy H;?r, dup;^ G. ic^.; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign*

* hypotWetical; < derived

:

y^t; chin; ske: t%,
ft'b 1) ; r. Ml; % |r.
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cos-mo- (koz'mo, koz'ma), [< Gr. kostnos, universe,
world, order], a combining form meaning world, uni~
verse, as in cosmology: also, before a vowel, cosm-.
cos-mo-gon-ic (koz'ma-gon'ik), adj. of cosmogony,
cos-rnog-o-ny (koz-mog's-ni), n. \pL COSMOGONIES
(-nia)], iGr. kosmogonia, creation or origin of the world
< k&smoganos < kosmos, universe, order + -gonos <
base of gignestkai, to produce], 1. the origin or gener-
ation of the universe. 2. a theory or account of this.

cos-mog ra-pher (koz-mog'ra-fSr), n. an expert in

cosmography.
cos-mo-graph lc (koz'ma-graf'ik), adj. of cosmography.
cos mo-graph-i-cal (koz^nid-graf'i-k'I), adj. cosmo-
graphic.
cos-mog-ra-phy (koz-mog're-fi), n. [Gr. kosmographia,
description of the world; see COSMOS & -GRAPHYJ, 1. a
general description or representation of the world. 2.

the science dealing with the structure of the universe
as a whole and of its related parts: geology, geography,
and astronomy are branches of cosmography.

cos-mo-line (koz'ms-len') n. [cosmetic + -ol -f -ine],
a heavy grease used in cosmetics and especially as a
protective coating for firearms, etc. v.t. [COSMOLINEU
(-lend'), COSMOLINING], to coat with cpsmoline.

cos-mo-log-i-cal (koz'ma^loj'i-k'l), adj. of cosmology.
cos-mol-o-gy (koz-mol'a-ji), n. [cosmo- + -logy], theory
or philosophy of the nature and principles of the
universe.
cos-mo pol-i-tan (koz'ma-pol's-t'n) , adj. [cosmopolite -f-

-aw], 1. belonging to the whole world; not national or
local. 2. not bound by local or national habits or prej-
udices; at home in all countries or places, n. a cosmo-
politan person or thing; cosmopolite.

cos-mo pol-i-tan-ism (koz'ma-polVt'n-iz'm), n. the
quality or condition of being a cosmopolitan.

cos mop o-lite (koz-mqp's-litO, n. [Gr. kosmopolites
< kosmos, world + polites, citizen < polls, city], 1. a
cosmopolitan person; citizen of the world. 2. a plant
or animal common to all or most parts of the world.
cos-mo-ram-a (koz'ms-ram'a, koz'ma-ra'ma), n. [cosmo-
-f -rama < Gr. horama, a view, sight < horan, to see],
an exhibition of scenes of various parts of the world.
cos-mos (koz'mss, koz'mos), n. [Mod. L,; Gr. kosmos,
universe, world, order, harmony], I. the universe con-
sidered as a harmonious and orderly system: opposed
to chaos. 2. harmony; order; organization. 3. any
complete and orderly system. 4. any of a group of tall

plants of the composite family, with feathery leaves
and white, pink, or purple flowers.
coss (kos), n. kos.
Cossack (kos'ak, kos'ak), n. [Russ. kozak; Turk.
qazaq, quzaq, adventurer, guerrilla], a member of a
people of the southern

^
Soviet Union in Europe and

near-by regions of Asia, famous as horsemen and
cavalrymen, adj. of or characteristic of the Cossacks.

cos-set (kos'it), n. [Domesday Bk. form cozez (for cot-

sets} suggests AS. cot-sasta, cot dweller; akin to G.
kossat, cottager; for sense, cf. G. hauslamm, It. casiccio

(< casat house), pet lamb], 1. a pet lamb. 2. any pet.
v.i. to make a pet of; fondle* pamper.

cost (kdst), lu. (COST, COSTING], [ME. costen; OPr. coster;
LL. costare < L. constare, to stand together, stand at,
cost < com-, together + stare, to stand], 1. to be ob-
tained or obtainable for (a certain price) ;

be priced at.

2. to cause or require the expenditure, loss, or experience
of; as* good manners cost very little, but good work
costs time and effort, v.t, in business, to estimate the
cost of majdng or producing, n. [ME.; OFr. const,
cost < the *.], 1., the amount of money, time, labor,
etc. required to get a tibing; price; expenditure. 2. loss;
sacrifice; detriment. 3. pi. in law, a) the expenses of a
lawsuit, especially those assessed by the court against
the losing party. 6) fees paid to an attorney or counsel.
Abbreviated c., C. (in . senses 1 & 3).
at all costs, regardless of the cost or difficulty in-

volved; by any means required: also at anVcofct.
cos-ta (kos'ta), n. [pi. COST^AE (-te)], [L., a rib], a rib or
riblike part,

cost accounting, in accounting, 1. a system of records
of production costs. 2. the examining or keeping of
such records.

cos-tal (kos't'l), adj. [Fr.: ML. costalis < L. costa, a rib],
of or near a rib or the ribs.

co-star (ko'star'), n. [see co- & STAR], any featured actor
or actress given equal prominence with another or
others in a motion picture, play, etc. t;.*. & v.i. (ko'-
starO, to share or cause to share prominence in a
motion picture, play, etc.
costard (kos'terd, k6s'terd), n. [Early Mod. Eng.,
ribbed apple < Fr. coste, a rib + ~ard; cf. COSTER-
MONGER]^ 1. a variety of large apple native to England.
2. [Archaic & Humorous], a person's head.
Cos-ta Ri'ca (kos'ta re'kg, k6s't9 re'ka), a country in
Central America, northwest of Panama: area, 23,000
sq mi; pop., $03,000 (est. 1948); capital, San Jos6:
abbreviated C.R.: see Central America, map.

Cos-ta Ri-can (kos'to re'kan, k6s'to re'kan), 1, of
Costa Rica, its people, or culture. 2. a native or in-
habitant of Costa Rica.

cos tate (kos'tat), adj. [L. costatus < costa, a rib], having
ribs or riblike ridges.
Gos-teHo, John A. (kos'ts-lo'), 1891- ; prime minister
of Ireland (1948-1951; 1954-1957).

cos-ter (kos'teY, kds'teY), n. a costermonger.
cos-ter-mon-ger (kos'ter-rnur/ge'r, kos'te'r-mur/ge'r),
n. [Early Mod. Eng. costardmonger, apple dealer; cos-
tara -f monger], [British], a person who sells fruit, vege-
tables, etc. from a cart or street stand.

cos-live (kos'tiv, kfts'tiv). adj. [OFr. costive* < L. con-

stipatus; see CONSTIPATE], constipated.
cost-li-ness (kdstli-nis), n. the quality or state of being
costly.

cost-ly (kSst'H), adj. [COSTLIER (-li-Sr), COSTLIEST (-H-

ist)], [cost -f- -ly], 1. costing much; expensive; dear.
2. very valuable; magnificent; sumptuous. 3. [Archaic],
spending lavishly; extravagant.
5 YN. costly refers to something that costs much and usually
implies richness, magnificence, rareness, etc. (costly gems) : it is

often applied to that which it would cost much in money or
effort to correct or replace (a costly error) ; expensive implies
a price in excess of the article's worth or of the purchaser's
ability to pay for if (an expensive hat); dear implies an PX-
nrbitant price or one considerably beyond the normal or fair

price (meat is so dear these days) ; valuable, in this connection,
implies such great value as to bring a high price (a valuable
collection) ; invaluable suggests value so great that it cannot
be appraised in monetary terms (invaluable aid). ANT. cheap.

cost-mar-y (kost'maT'i, kdst'rnar'i), n. [ME. costmarye
< cost (< L. costus < Gr. kostos, costus root, an aro-
matic plant) ; -f* (St.) Mary], a kind of chrysanthemum
with many small flowers and sweet-smelling leaves.

cos*to- (kos'to), [< L. costa, a rib], in anatomy, surgery,
6 zoology, a combining form meaning: 1. a rib, ribt,
2. of the ribs and. Also, before a vowel, cost-.

cost of living, the average cost of the necessities of life,

such as food, shelter, clothes, medical expenses, etc.

cost-plus (kost'plus'), n. the cost of production plus
a certain rate of profit : used as the basis for payment
in many government contracts for war supplies, etc.

cos-trel (kos'tral), n. [ME.; OFr. costerel, dim, of costier,

something at the side < L. costa, a rib, side: so named
from being carried at the side], [Archaic or Dial.], a
large bottle or flask with a loop or loops by which it

can be hung from the shoulders or waist.
cos-tume (kos'toom, kos'tum), n. [18th-c. art term; Pr.;
Olt. costuma; L. consuetudo, custom; for sense, cf.

HABIT], 1. a style of dress; dress in general, including
accessories, style of the hair, etc. 2. the style of dress
typical of a certain country, period, people, etc., often
worn at a masquerade or in a play. 3. a complete set of
outer clothes considered as a unit and worn for ajpar-
ticular purpose: as, a riding costume, v.t. (kos-toom',
kos-tumO, [COSTUMED (-toomd', -tumd'), COSTUMING],
to provide with a costume; put a costume on; dress.
cos-tum-er (kos-toom'er, kos-tum'er), n. a person
whose work or business is making, selling, or renting
costumes, as for masquerades, theaters, etc.

cos-tum-i-er (kos-toom'i-gr, kos-tum'i-Sr; Pr. koVtii'-
mya'), n. [Pr.], a costumer.

co-sy (ko'zi), adj. [COSIER (-zi-er), COSIEST (-zi-ist)J, & n.

[pi. COSIES (-siz)J, cozy.
Co-sy-ra (ko-sl'ra), n. Pantelleria: the ancient name.
cot (kot), n. [orig., military term < Hind, khat < Sans,
khatva], a narrow bed, especially one made of canvas on
a frame that can be folded up.
cot (kot), n. [ME.; AS., cottage, hut, lit., covered place;
akin to MD. kote, ON. kot; IE. base *geu-, to curve,
bend, arch, as also in L. guttur, throat; cf. GUTTURAL],
1. [Poetic], a cottage; small house. 2. a small shelter;
cote. 3. a covering or sheath, as for a hurt finger.

co-tan-gent (ko-tan'jant), n. [Mod, L. cotangens < co.

tangens, short for complementi
tangens, lit., tangent of the com-
plement], in trigonometry, the
tangent of the complement of an
angle or arc: abbreviated cot,
ecu (no period).

adj. oE ok- having the nature
of, k cotangent.
cote Ckot), n. [ME. cote, dot; seW COTANGENT
COT (cottage)], l r a small shelter x .

or shed Wbirds, chickens, sheep, ' c ^11^611* of
etc. 2. [Dial.], a cottage. angle BAG
Gdte d'A-zur t^VOa'lurO, the
southeastern coast of Prance, along the Riviera.

co tem-po-ra-ne ous (ko-teni'pQ-ra'ni-Qs), adj. con-
temporaneous.

(

"

co-tem-po-rar-y (ko-item'Jps-rerl), adj. & n. contem-
porary.

co-ten-ant (ko-ten'ant), ri. one of two or more tenants
who share a place; jQint tenant.

co-te-rie (ko'ter-i, k5't9-ri'j "in. @*r.'t

j

orig., organization
of peasants holding land from si ffetdSaUoro! < cote, hut
< MD, kote; akin to AS. cot, cottage*; cf. COT (cottage)],
a group of people Who often gather fW sdcial purposes;
social circle or set; clique.

* '"

SYN. a coterie is a small, intimate/ somewhat! seletot group
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of people associated for social or other reasons (a literary

coterie} ;
circle suggests any group of people having in common

some particular interest or pursuit (in music circles) ; set refers

to a group, usually larger and, hence, less exclusive than a
coterie, having a common background, interests, etc. (the

sporting *) ; clique refers to a small, highly exclusive group,
often within a larger one, and implies snobbery, selfishness, or,

sometimes, intrigue (a clique of obscurantist poets).

co-ter-mi-nous (ko-tur'ms-n9s), adj. conterminous.
co-thurn (ko'thSrn, ko-thurn') n. a cothurnus,
co-thur-nus (ko-thur'nps), n. [pi. COTHURNI (~m)J, [L.;
Gr. kothornos], I. a high, thick-soled boot or buskin
worn by actors in ancient Greek and Roman tragedies;
hence, 2. tragedy or a lofty, tragic style in drama.

co-tid-al (ko-tid''l), adj. indicating the coincidence in
time or extent of tides: as, cotidal lines on a map.

co-til-lion (ko-til'ysn, ks-ttl'ysn), n. [Fr. cotillon, a pet-
ticoat, hence dance < OPr. cote, a coat], I. a bnsk,
lively dance of the 19th century, characterized by many
intricate figures and variations and the continual chang-
ing of partners. 2. the music for this dance.
co-til Ion (ko-til'yan, ka-til'yan; Fr. kS'te'yowOt n. a
cotillion.

Co-to-pax-i (kp'ta-pak'si: Sp. k$'t-pa1ie), n. a vol-
canic mountain in the Andes, in northern Ecuador:
height, 19,498 ft.

cot-quean (kot'kwen'), n. [cot (cottage) + quean],
[Archaic], 1. a vulgar, scolding woman. 2. a man who
does housework or other work regarded as women's.
Cots-wold (kots'wold, kots'wald), n. any of a breed of

sheep with long wool, originally from the Cotswolds.
Cots-wolds (kots'woldz, kots'wsldz), n. pi. a range of

Jurassic hills in Gloucestershire, southwestern England:
also Cotswold Hills.

cot-ta (kot'a), n. [ML. < Gmc. *cott, woolen coat, cloak;
see COAT], a short surplice worn in some churches.

cot-tage (kot'ij), n. [ME.; Anglo-Fr. cotage < OFr. cote;
see COT (cottage) , COTERIE], 1. a small house, usually of
one story. 2. a house at a resort or in the country, used
for vacations or as a summer home.
cottage cheese, a soft, white cheese made by straining
and seasoning the curds of sour milk.

cottage pudding, cake without icing, covered with a
sweet sauce.

cot-tag-er (kot'ij-gr), n. 1. a person who lives in a
cottage. 2. [British], a farm laborer.

cot-ter, cot*tar (kot'gr), n. [ML. cotarius < cota; of
Gmc. origin; see cox (cottage)], 1. a cottager. 2.

[Scot.], a tenant farmer. 3. [Irish], a cottier.

cot-ter (kot'er), n. [Early Mod. Eng. (also cottereh \

apparently < LG.; cf. MLG. kote, claw, joint, die, MD.
cotel (D. keutel), cone, skittle, joint, in technical senses],
1. a bolt or wedge put through a slot to hold together
parts of machinery. 2. a cotter pin.

cotter pin, a split pin used as a cotter, fastened in place
by soreading apart its ends
after it is inserted.
Cot-ti-an Alps (kot'i-an), the
part of the Alps between France
and Italy: highest peak, Viso,
12,601ft;

cot-ti-er (kot'i-Sr), n. [ME. &
OFr. cotier < cote; see COT
(cottage), COTERIE], 1. in
Great Britain and Ireland, a
fanner who lives in a cottage:
also cotter, cottar. 2. [Archaic],
in Ireland, a peasant renting a
small piece ofland under a system (called cottier tenure)
of renting land to the highest bidder.

cot-ton (kof'n), n. [ME. coton; OSp. colon < AT. qutun,
qutn], 1. the soft, white, fi-

brous matter around the seeds
of various shrubs or woody
herbs of the mallow family.
2. a plant or plants producing
this material. 3. the crop of -

such plants. 4. thread or cloth
made of cotton. 5. a downy,
cottonlike substance growing
on other plants, adj. of cotton.
cotton (up) to, [?< notion
of cotton mixing well with
wool, etc.], [Colloq.], 1.

to agree with; be in har-

mony with. 2. to become
friends with; associate with.
3. to begin to like; become attached to by liking.

cotton batting, thin, pressed layers of fluffy, absorbent
cotton, used for surgical dressing, etc.

Cotton Belt, the region in the southern part of the
United States where much cotton is grown: it extends
from the eastern coast through Texas.
cotton cake, a mass of compressed cottonseed from
which the oil has been extracted, used as feed.

cotton flannel, a strong cotton cloth with a long, fleecy
nap: also called C&nton ftnnd.
cotton gin, [see GIN (snare)], a machine for separating
cotton fibers from the seeds.
cotton grass, any of a group of grasslike plants of the
sedge family, with flower heads resembling cotton.
cotton mill, a factory for making cotton thread or
cloth.

cot-ton-mouth (kofn-mouthO, ?. & large, poisonous
snake with a thick body and a whitish mouth, found in

the southern United States; water moccasin.
cotton picker, 1, a person or machine that picks cot-
ton. 2. a machine for cleaning raw cotton.
cotton press, a machine for pressing cotton into bales,
cot-ton-seed (kofn-sed'). n. the seed of the cotton
plant: also cotton-seed, cotton seed.
cottonseed meal, hulled cottonseed ground up after
the oil has been removed, used as fertilizer and fodder.
cottonseed oil, an oil pressed from cottonseed, used to
make shortening, soap, etc.

cotton stainer, a small, red bug that harms cotton
fibers by giving them an indelible red or yellow stain.

cot-ton-tail (kot
r
n-tal') n. a common American rabbit

with a short, fluffy tail that is white underneath.
cot-ton-weed (kot/f

n~wed'), n. any of various plants
with white, cottony hairs, as the cudweed.

cot*ton-wood (kot/'n-wood')* n. 1. any of several pop-
lars that have seeds thickly covered with cottony or
silky hairs. 2. the wood of any of these trees.

cotton wool, natural or raw cotton; cotton batting,
cot-ton-y (kot

r
n-i), adj. 1. of or consisting of cotton.

2. like cotton: downy; fluffy.

cot-y-le-don (Kot
/f
l-e'a'n), n. [L., kind of plant, navel-

wort; Gr. kotyUdon < kotyle, a hollow, cavity], a seed
leaf; earliest leaf or one of the earliest leaves growing
out of a seed.

cot-y4e-don*ous (kot'l-e'd'n-ss), adj. of, like, or hav-
ing cotyledons.
couch (kouch), n. [ME. & OFr. couche, a bed, lair; see
the .], 1. an article of furniture on which one may sit

or He down; sofa; divan. 2. any resting place. 3.

[Chiefly Poetic], a bed; place for sleeping. 4. [Obs.],
an animal's lair or den. 5. in brewing, a layer of grain
spread to germinate, v.t. [ME. couchen; OFr. coucher,
colchier, to lie down; L. collacare* to place together, lay
< com-, together -f locare, to place], 1. to lay on or as
on a couch. 2. to lower or bring down; especially, to
lower (a spear, lance, etc.) to an attacking position. 3.

to put in words; state. 4. to embroider with thread
laid flat. 5. [Archaic], to put in a lay^er. 6. [Obs.], to
hide. 7. in brewing, to spread (grain) in a thin layer to

germinate. 8. in surgery, formerly, to remove (a catar-

act) by using a needle to push down the crystalline lens
of the eye. v.L 1. to lie down on a bed; recline. 2. to
lie in hiding; wait in ambush to attack. 3. to be in a

pile, as leaves.
couch-ant (kouch'snt). adj. [Fr. couchant, npr. of

toucher; see COUCH], 1. lying down: said especially of

animals. 2. in heraldry, lying down or crouching, but
keeping the head up: as, a lion couchant.

couch grass, [van of quitch grass], any of several coarse

grasses that spread rapidly by creeping stems.

couch-ing (kouch'in), n. [see COUCH, v.t. t 4], a kind of

embroidery done by laving threads flat on the surface

to be embroidered and fastening them with fine stitches

so as to form a design.

Cou-e, frmile (a'mel' kwa'; Eng. koW), 1857-1926;
French psychologist; advocated autosuggestion.
cou-gar (koo'ggr), n* [pi. COUGARS (-gSrz) , COUGAR; see

PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Fr., earlier cuguacuarana, apparently
for Tupi sufuarana, lit., false deer < suusu, deer + rana,
false: so named from, its color], a tawny-brown animal
of the cat family, with a long, slender body and a long
tail, found from Canada to Patagonia: also called puma,
mountain lion, panther.
cough (k6f), vJL [ME. coughen; AS. *cokhian, inferred

from intens. cohhetan; akin to MD. cuchen, to cough, G.
keuchen, to gasp for air; same echoic base as chink- in

chincough; development of ME. -gh as in duff, laugh],
to expel air suddenly and noisily from the lungs through
the glottis, either as the result of an involuntary mus-
cular spasm in the throat or to clear the air passages.
v.t. 1. to expel by coughing. 2. to express or utter by
coughing, n. 1. a coughing. 2. a diseased state of the

lungs or throat, causing frequent coughing.
cough up, 1. to bring up or eject (phlegm, etc.) by
coughing. 2. [Slang], to hand over (money, etc.).

cough drop, a small medicated tablet, often sweetened
and flavored, for the relief of coughs, hoarseness, etc.

could (kood), 1. past tense of can. 2. an auxiliary with

present or future sense, generally equivalent to can in

meaning and use, expressing especially a shade of doubt
or a smaller decree of ability or possibility (e.g., it could
be so) or permission (e.g., could I go?).
couldn't &ood/f

nt), could not.

ttse, ftJr; get; joy; yet; chin; she; thin,

oiMs;
f
as in able (a'b'1); Fr. bftl; 8, Fr.

t foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.
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couldst {koodst) t [Archaic or Poetic], second person
singular, past indicative, of can: used with thou.

cau-iee (kooli), n. [Pr. amUe < cottier* to flow], I. a
stream of molten lava or a sheet of solidified lava. 2. a
deep gulch or ravine* usually dry in summer.
Jcou4&e (koo'lSO. n. [Pr,], a coulee.
cou-lisse (koo-lesO, n. [Fr. < couler, to glide, flow < L.
tdare, to strain, filter], 1. a grooved timber in which a
sluice gate, etc. slides. 2. in the theater, a} any of the
side scenes of the stage. 6) the space between two sidt
scenes on either sicH of the stagt.

Jcou-lolr (kcxSlwar'), n. [Fr. < couler; see COULISSE],
a deep mountain gorge or gully.
cou-lomb (koo-lom'), n. [after Charles Augustin de
Coulomb (1/36-1806), Fr. physicist], a unit for measur-
ing the quantity of an electric current; amount of elec-

tricity provided by a current of one ampere flowing for
one second: symbol, C (no period).

coul-ter (kol'tSr), n. a colter,

Coul-ter, John Merle (rafirl kol'tSr), 1851-1928;
American botanist.
cou-ma-rin (koo'ma-rin), n.[Fr. coumarine < coumaron,
tonka bean; Sp. cumaru or Port, cumaru, both < Tupi
cumaru], a white, vanilla-flavored, crystalline substance
obtained from the tonka bean and certain plants or
made synthetically: used as a flavoring in baking, in

perfumes, etc.
cotm-cil (koun'sl), n. [ME. counceil, conceil, condlie;
OFr. cuncile, concile; L. concilium, group of people,
meeting < *concaliom < com-, with -f base of calare, to
call together; akin to Gr. kaleein, to summon, call, AS.
hlowan, to low, bellow; see LOW (to bellow)], 1. a group
of [people called together for consultation, discussion,
advice, etc, 2. a group of people chosen as an adminis-
trative, advisory, or legislative assembly. 3. the legis-
lative body of a city or town. 4. an assembly of church
officials to discuss points of doctrine, etc. 5. a body of

delegates from labor unions in a city, town, etc. 6. the
discussion or deliberation in a council.
Council Bluffs, a city in southwestern Iowa, on the
Missouri: pop., 45,000.

coun-cil-man (koun's'l-msn), n. [pi. COUNCILMEN
ji-xndn)],

a member of a council, especially of the govern-
ing body of a city or town.

coun-cil-man-ag-er plan (koun's'l-man'a-j&r), a system
of municipal government in which the riief adminis-
trative official is a manager chosen by the city council.

council of war, 1. a conference of leading military or
naval officers to discuss important military affairs in
connection with a campaign. 2. any conference to
discuss plans for action.

coun-ci-lor, coun*cH-lor (koun's'l-e'r), n. [< counselor,

by confusion with council], a member of a council.

coun-sel (koun's'l), n. [ME. counseil; OFr. cunseil,
counseil; L. consilium < com-, with, together + base
*sel-, take, grasp; akin to AS. sellan, to sell, deliver to;
cf. SELL], 1. mutual exchanging of ideas, opinions, etc.;
discussion and deliberation. 2. a) advice resulting from
such an exchange, fy any advice. 3. a plan; resolu-
tion. 4. a person or persons giving advice about legal
matters; lawyer or group of lawyers. 5. [Archaic],
wisdom: shrewd judgment. 6. [Obs.] a confidential
idea, plan, etc.; secret, v.t. [COUNSELED or COUN-
SELLED (-sld), COUNSELING or COUNSELLING], 1. to
give advice to: advise. 2. to recommend; urge the
acceptance of (an action, plan, etc.). vd. to give or
take advice. SYN. see advise, lawyer,
keep one's own counsel, to be silent; not tell one's
ideas, plans, etc.

take counsel, to discuss and deliberate; exchange
advice, opinions, etc.

coun-se-lor, coun-sel-lor (koun's'1-er) , n. [ME. coun-
seilere, counseiller; OFr. consellier; L. consiliarium,
counselor, adviser < consilium; see COUNSEL], 1. a
person who counsels; adviser. 2. a legal adviser, as
of an embassy or legation. 3. a lawyer, especially
one who conducts cases in court: in full, counselor-at-
law. 4. a person in charge of a group of children at a
camp. SYN. see lawyer.
count (kount), v.t. [ME. counten; OPr. center, cunter
(Pr. compter) ;

L. computare; see COMPUTE], 1. to name
numbers in regular order to (a certain number) : as, he
counted five. 2. to name, one by one, by units or groups,
to reach a total; add: as, count the money. 3. to check
by numbering off; inventory. 4. to take account of;
include. 5. to consider; believe to be: as, he counts
himself fortunate. 6. [Archaic], to ascribe; attribute.

yd* 1. to name numbers or things in order. 2. to be
included in counting; be taken into account. 3. to have
importance, weight, etc.; be worth consideration: as, his
foolish opinions don't count. 4. in music, to keep time
by counting, n. 1. a counting; adding or numbering.
2. the number reached by counting; total number or
quantity. 3. a reckoning; accounting. 4. [Archaic],
regard; notice; account, 5. in boxing, ten seconds
counted to give a boxer who has been knocked down
time to rise before he loses the match. 6. in law, any of
the charges in an indictment, each of which gives a rea-
son and is sufficient for prosecution. SYN. see rely.

count for, to be worth.
count in, to include.
count off, to separate into equal divisions by counting.
count on (or upon}, to rely or depend on.
count out, L to disregard; omit. 2. [British], to end
a sitting of (Parliament) when the members present
are not enough for a quorum. 3. [Colloq.], to keep (a

candidate) from office by counting the ballots incor-

rectly. 4. in boxing, to declare (a boxer) defeated
when he has remained down for a count of tn.

count (kount), n. [OPr. cunte, conte; L. comes, comitas,

companion < com-, with + ire, to go], a nobleman in

European countries, having a rank equivalent to that of

an English earl: abbreviated Ct. (as a title).

count-down, count-down (kount'doun ), n. the sched-
ule of preliminary operations in the firing of a rocket,
the detonation of a nuclear explosion, etc. : it is counted
off into units of time going down to zero.

coun-te-nance (koun'to-nsns) , n. [ME. & OFr. con-

tenance; L. continentia, lit., way one holds oneself, hence

bearing, demeanor, countenance < continere < com-,

together -f tenere, to hold; cf. CONTINENCE], 1. the

expression of the face. 2. the face; facial features;
visage. 3. a look of approval on the face; hence, 4.

approval; support. 5. composure; calm control, v.t.

[COUNTENANCED (-nanst) , COUNTENANCING], to approve;
give support to. SYN. see face.

In countenance, calm; composed.
put out of countenance, to cause to lose composure;
make feel embarrassed and uneasy; disconcert.

count-er (koun'tSr), n. [ME. counlour; in senses 1 & 2

< OFr. conteor; L. computator < computare; in senses 3,

4, 5 < OPr. contouer, counting room, table of a bank;
ML. computatorium < L. computare; see COUNT, .),

1. a person or thing that counts; computer. 2. an indi-

cator on a machine, for keeping count of turns, strokes,
etc. of the machine or its parts. 3. a small device of

metal, wood, etc., used for keeping count, especially for

keeping score in some games. 4. an imitation coin. 5. a

long board or table in a store, behind which the seller

stands and on which goods are displayed, wrapped,
etc. ; also, a similar table in a restaurant, etc.

over the counter, in an office instead of through the
stock exchange: said of sales of stock.
under the counter, in a surreptitious manner: said of

merchandise sold illegally, especially at prices higher
than those established by governmental regulation.

coun-ter (koun'ter), adv. [Fr. contre; L. contra, against,

opposite], in a contrary direction, manner, etc.
; opposite

to. adj. contrary; opposed, n. 1. the opposite; con-

trary. 2. the part of a horse's breast between the
shoulders and under the neck. 3. a stiff leather piece
around the heel of a shoe. 4. the part of a ship's stern
between the water line and the arched or curved part.
5. a depression between the raised parts of a type face:
see type, illus. 6. in boxing, a) a blow given while

parrying an opponent's blow, b) the act of giving such
a blow. 7. in fencing, a circular parry of the foil.

v.t. & vd. 1. to act, do, move, etc. counter to (a person
or thing); oppose. 2. in boxing, to attack or strike

one's opponent while parrying (his blow).
coun-ter (koun'teY), n. & v.t. [Archaic], encounter.

coun-ter- (koun'ter), [Pr. contre-; L. contra-, against],
a combining form meaning: 1. opposite, contrary to, as

in counterclockwise. 2. in retaliation, as in counter'ploL
3. opposed to but like, complementary, as in counterpart.

coun-ter-act (koun'ter-akf) , v.t. to act directly

against; check, neutralize, or mitigate the effect of with
opposing action.

coun-ter-ac-tion (koun'tSr-ak'shan) , n. an action that

opposes, checks, etc. another action.

coun-ter-ac-tive (koun'tSr-ak'tiv), adj. counteracting
or tending to counteract, n. anything that counteracts.

coun*ter*at-tack (koun'tSr-o-tak'j/or v., usually koun'-
t&r-Q-takO, n. an attack made in opposition to, or
in reprisal for, another attack, v.t. & v.i. to attack in

reprisal, or so as to offset the enemy's attack.

countf-at-trac'tion (koun'tgr-a-trak'shan), n. an
attraction opposed to or rivaling another attraction.
coun*ter-bal-ance (koun't&r-bal'ans; for v., koun'teY-

bal/ons), n. 1. a weight used to balance another
weight; counterpoise. 2. any force or influence that
balances or offsets another force or influence, v.t. to
be a counterbalance to; offset.

coun-ter-blast (koun'ter-blast', koun'te'r-blast'), n. 1.

an opposing or answering blast. 2. an expression of

strong opposition to someone or something.
coun'ter-blow (koun'tr-bloO , n. a blow given in return.

coun-ter-change (koun'tr-chanJO *{**
! to trans-

pose; interchange. 2. to checker; variegate.
counter'Charge (koun'tgr-charj'j/or ., usually koun'-

tgr-charj') n. 1. a charge in answer to another charge
or against the accuser. 2. an attack in return, v.t. 1.

to attack in return. 2. to charge or accuse in return.
coun-ter-check (koun'tgr-chek';: for v., usually koun'-

tgr-chek'), n. 1. anything that checks, restrains,

etc. 2. a check upon a check; double check to maka
certain, v.t. L to check or restrain by a cbunter-
action. 2. to check again; confirm by a second chbck.
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counter check, a bank check kept on the counter for
the use of depositors in making a withdrawal.
coun-ter-clalm (koun't^r-klam'; for v., usually koun'~
ter-klam/). an opposing claim; claim, as against the
plaintiff in a lawsuit, to offset another claim, v.L &
vd. to present as, or make, a counterclaim.

coun-ter-claim-ant (kotin'tSr-klam'snt), n. a person
who makes a counterclaim.
coun-ter-clock-wise (koun'ter-klok'wiz'). adj. & adv.
in a direction opposite to that in which the hands of a
clock move.
coun-ter-cur-rent (koun'ter-kur'ant), n. a current
running in the opposite direction; opposing current.
coun-ter-dem-on-stra-tion (koun'tgr-dem'sn-stra'-
shan), n. a demonstration to oppose or counter the
effect of another demonstration.

coim'ter-es-pi'On'age (koun'ter-es'pi-a-nij), n. actions
to prevent or thwart enemy espionage.
coun-ter-feit (koun'ter-fit), adj. [ME. countrefete; OFr.
contrefait, pp. of contrefaire, to make in opposition,
imitate; contre-, counter +faire < L. facere, to make],
1. made in imitation of something genuine with inten-
tion to deceive or defraud; forged: as, counterfeit money.
2. pretended; sham; feigned; dissembled; as, counter-

feit sorrow, n. 1. an imitation made to deceive. 2.

[Archaic], an impostor; cheat. 3. [Archaic], a copy or
likeness, as in painting, sculpture, etc. v.t. & v.L 1. to
make an imitation of (money, pictures, etc,), usually
with intention to deceive or defraud. 2. to pretend. 3.

to resemble ormake resemble. SYN. see artificial, false.
coun-ter-feit-er (koun'tSr-fit'er), n a person who
counterfeits, especially one who counterfeits money.
coun-ter*fou (koun'ter-foil') , n. [counter- + foil (a
leaf)], the part of a check, postal money order, receipt,
etc. kept by the issuer as a record of the transaction.
coun-ter-in-teMi-gence (koun'ter-in-tel's-jsns), n.

counterespionage, censorship, etc. to keep the enemy
from getting information that may be of value to him.

coun-ter-ir-ri-tant (kaun/ter-ir'a-tont), n. anything
used to produce a slight irritation, as of an area of the
skin, to relieve more serious irritation elsewhere.

coun-ter-jump-er (koun'ter-jump'er), n. [Colloq.],
a person who works behind the counter of a shop;
salesman or saleswoman in a store: contemptuous term.
coun-ter-man (koun'ter-msn), n. [pi. COUNTERMEN
(-man)], a man whose work is serving customers at the
counter of a lunchroom or cafeteria.
coun-ter-mand (koun'ter-mand', koun'ter-mand';
also, and for n. always, koun'tSr-mand', koun'ter-
mand') v.t. [Fr. contremand < L. contra, opposite -f
mandare, to command], 1. to cancel or revoke (a
command or order). 2. to call back or order back
by a contrary order, n. a command or order canceling
another; contrary order.
coun-ter-march (koun'tgr-march'; for v., usually
koun'ter-marchO, n. 1. a march back or in the oppo-
site direction. 2. a marching movement in which a file

or column reverses its direction, the individuals remain-
ing in the same order and position: used especially by
marching bands. v.i. & v.L to march back; perform,
or cause to perform, a countermarch.
coun-ter-meas-ure (koun^tgr-mezh/er), n. a measure,
or action, taken in opposition or retaliation.
coun-ter-mine (koun'ter-min'; for v., usually koun'~
ter-mmOt n.

[ < counter + mine after Fr. contremine
& It. contramina; for v., cf. Fr. contreminert It. con-

traminare], 1. a tunnel dug underground and filled with
a charge of explosive to destroy an enemy tunnel. 2. a
charge of explosive sunk under water to destroy enemy
submarine mines. 3. a plot to defeat another plot. v.i.

& v.L 1. to intercept (an enemy mine) with a counter-
mine. 2. to defeat (a plot) with another plot.
counter move (koun'ter-mooV; for v., koun'ter-

mpov'), n. a move made in opposition or retaliation.
v.i. & v.t. to move in opposition or retaliation.

coun-ter-of-fen/sive (koun'ter-a-fen'siv, koun'ter-Q-

fen'siv), n. an attack in force by troops who have been
defending a position.
coun-ter-pane (koun'te'r-pan'), n. [altered (after pom,
cloth, coverlet < Fr. pan; l*.j>annu$, piece of doth) <
counterpoint, coverlet < OFr. contrepointe, contre

pointe, earlier cuilte pointe < L. culcita puncta, lit.,

pricked (i,e., embroidered) quilt; culcita (see QUILT) -f

puncta (see POINT)], a bedspread; coverlet.
coun ter-part (koun'ter-pSrt'), n. [counter- 4- pan], 1.

a person or thing that corresponds to or closely re-
sembles another. 2, a thing which, when added to
another, completes or complements it: as, woman is the
counterpart of man. 3, [Cos.],

a copy; duplicate.
coun-ter-plot (koun't&r-plot

7
), n. a plot to defeat

another plot. v.t. & v.i. (also koun'ter-plotO, to plot
against (a plot): defeat (a plot) with another plot.
coun-ter-point (koun'tSr-point')* n. [Fr. contrepoint; It.

contrappunto, lit., pointed against, orig. said of a plain
song naving accompaniment; see COUNTER- & POINT,

.), 1. a melody accompanying another melody not*
for note. 2. the art of adding a related but independent
melody or melodies to a basic melody, in accordance
with the fixed rales of harmony, to make a harmonic
whole. 3. this kind of composition. Abbreviated c$t.

coun-ter poise (kooa'tSr-pptzO. n. [ME. countrepeis;
ONorm. Fr. conntorepeis (OFr. amfrepois) ; see COUNTER,
adv. & POISB, .], 1. a weight that balances another.
2. a force, influence, etc. that balances or neutralizes
another. 3. a state of balance or equiHbriuni. v.L to
counterbalance ; be a counterpoise to.

coun-ter-poi-son (koun'tgr-poiVn), n. 1. [Obs.], a
substance that counteracts a poison; antidote; specifi-
cally, 2. a poison that counteracts another poison.
coun-ter-prop-a-gan-da (koun'ter-propVgan'dd), n.

propaganda to counteract enemy propaganda.
coun-tei-'ref-or-ma-tion (koun'te'r-ref'ir-ma'shsn), n.
a reform movement to oppose a previous one.
Counter Reformation, the reform movement in tne
Roman Catholic Church in the 16th century,"following
the Protestant Reformation and in answer to it.

coun-ter-rev-o-lu-tion (koun'tgr-rev'a-lop'shsm), n. 1.

a political movement or revolution against a govern-
ment or social system set up by a previous revolution.
2. a movement to combat revolutionary tendencies.

coun-ter-rev-o-Iu-tion-ar-y (koun'tSr-rev'^-ldo'snan-
er'i), adj. of, advocating, or promoting a counter-
revolution, n. a person who advocates or takes part in
a counterrevolution.
coun-ter-scarp (koun'ter-skarp'), n. [Fr. contrescarpe;
see COUNTER- & SCARP], the outer slope or wall ol a
ditch, moat, etc. in a fortification,

coun-ter-shaft (kotin'teV-shaft', koun'tgr-shaftO* n.
an intermediate shaft that transmits motion from the
main shaft of a machine to a working part.
coun-ter-sign (koun'tSr-sm'; also, for v., kotm'ter-stnO*
n. 1. a signature added to a previously signed piece
of writing in order to authenticate or confirm it. 2. a
secret sign or signal in answer to another, as in a secret
society. 3. in military usage, a secret word or signal,
usually changed daily, which must be given to a guard
or sentry by someone wishing to pass; password. v.L
to authenticate or confirm (a previously signed piece
of writing) by signing.

coun-ter'Sig-na-ture (koun'tgr-sig'na-chSr), n. a sig-
nature made in countersigning.
coun-ter-smk (koun'ter-sirjk'; also, for v., konn'ter-
sirjk'). v.L [COUNTERSUNK (-surjk', -surjkO, COUNTER-
SINKING], 1. to enlarge the top .part of (a hole in metal,
wood, etc.) so that the head of a bolt, screw, etc. will
fit flush with or below the surface. 2. to sink (the head
of a bolt, screw, etc.) into such a hole. n. 1. a tool
for countersinking holes. 2. a countersunk hole.
coun-ter-state*ment (koun'ter-staVmant), it. a state-
ment made in denial or refutation of another statement.
coun-ter-stroke (koun'tgr-strokO, n. 1. a stroke
given in return. 2. a contrecoup.
coun'tear-tend'eti'Cy (k^oun'ter-ten'dan-si), n. [pi.
COUNTERTENDENCIES (-siz)], an opposing tendency.

coun-ter-teH'Or (koun'ter-ten'er), n. [OFr. contreteneur;
see COUNTER- & TENOR], 1. a part for a male voice

higher in pitch than the tenor. 2. a male voice of this
kind. 3. a singer who has such a voice.

coun-ter-thrust (koun'ter-thrustO. n. a thrust to
counter another thrust.
counter-type (koun'ter-tipO* n. 1. an opposite type.
2. a parallel type.

coun-ter-vail (koun'ter-val', koun'ter-valO, v.L [ME.
countrevailen; OFr. confrevaloir < contre (see COUNTER,
adv.) + valoir, to avail < L. valere, to be strong], 1, to
have or use equal force against. 2. to make up for;

compensate. 3. to counteract; be successful, useful, etc.

against; avail against. v+L to avail (against).
coun-ter-weigh (koun'ter-wS

7
)* v.t. to counterbalance.

coun-ter-welght (koun'ter-waf), n. a weight equal to

another; counterbalance. v.L to counterweigh.
counter word, any word freely used as a general term
of approval or disapproval without reference to its more
exact meaning (e.g., swell, nice, terrible, lousy, colossal).
coun-ter-work (koun'ter-wurk'; for v>, koun'tSr-

wurkO. n. 1. anything d9ne or made to oppose some-
thing else. 2. a fortification to oppose an enemy for-

tification, v.t. & v.i. to work against (someone or

something).
count-ess (koun'tis), n. [ME. contesse; OFr. cuntesst;
see COUNT (nobleman) & -ESS], 1. the wife or widow of

a count or earl. 2. a noblewoman whose rank is e<|ual
to that of a count or earl.

count-ing-house (kotm/tiij-housOr - * building or
office in which a business firm keeps records, handles

correspondence, etc. : also called counting room.
t

count-less (kount'lis), adj. too many to count; innum-
erable; myriad,
count palatine, 1. In Wman history, formerly, a count
granted certain '^powelfpom the emperor in his own
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territory* 2. in English history, formerly, a count or earl

with supreme power in his county.
coun-trified (faui'tri-fid'), adj. [country -f- -fy -f -*],
1. rural; rustic. 2. having the appearance, actions, etc.

attributed to country people. Also spelled countryfied.

conn-try (kun'tri), ft. [pi. COUNTRIES (-triz)], [ME.
contre, cuntre; OFr, contrle, cunbt; LL. contrata, region,
country, that which is beyond or over against (cf. G.
gegend, district < gegen t against) < L. contra* opposite,
over against], ! a tract of land; area; region: as,

wooded country. 2. a land; whole territory of a nation
or state. 3. the people of a nation or state. 4. the land
of a person's birth or citizenship. 5. land with few
houses; rural region: contrasted with city, town. 6. any
field of activity or sphere of knowledge: as, this subject
is strange country to me. 7. in law, a jury: in reference
to the fact that the jury was originally a group of men
from the vicinity; jury trial was called trial by the

country, adj. 1. of, in, or from a rural district. 2. like
or characteristic of the country; rustic. 3. [Dial.], of
one's own country; native.

go to the country, in Great Britain, to dissolve a par-
liament that has shown by vote that it disagrees with
the cabinet, and call for the election of a new House
of Commons.

country dub, a club in the outskirts of a city or town,
equipped witn a clubhouse, golf course, etc.

country cousin, a person not used to city life and con-
fused by it.

coun-try-dance (kun'tri-dans', kun'tri-dSnsO, n. a
folk dance, especially one in which the partners form
two lines facing each other.

coun-try-fied (kun'tri-fid'), adj. countrified.

coun-try-folk (kun'tri-fok'), people living in the
country; rural people.
country gentleman, a man of some wealth who lives

on a country estate.

country house, a house on a country estate; home of
a country gentleman.
coun-try-man (kun'tri-manj, n. [pi. COUNTRYMEN
(-man)], 1. a man who lives in the country; rustic, 2.

a man of one's own country; compatriot.
coun*try-seat (kun'tri-sef), n. a mansion in the coun-
try; rural estate of a landowner.
coun'try-side (kun'tri-sid')t n. 1. a rural region;
district of the country. 2. its inhabitants.

coun*try-wide (kun'tri-wid'), adj. extending through
an entire country or nation: as, a country-wide search.

coun-try'Wom-an (kun'tri-woom'sn), n. [pi. COUNTRY-
WOMEN (-wim'in)], 1. a woman living in the country.
2. a woman of one's own country; woman compatriot.
coun ty (koun'ti), n. [pi. COUNTIES (-tiz)], [ME. conte;
OFr. contl, cunu (Fr. comte}; LL. comitatus, office or
jurisdiction of a count or earl < L. comes; see COUNT
(nobleman)], 1. a small administrative district of a
C9tintry; especially, a) a local administrative sub-
division of a State, which in turn is divided into town-
ships, b) [British], a shire considered as an adminis-
trative, judicial, and political district. Abbreviated Co.,

co.^ 2. the people living in a county. 3. [Obs.], a) the
region governed by a count or earl, b} [OFr. cunte; see
COUNT (nobleman)], a count or earl. adj. of a county.
county farm, a farm maintained by a county as a home
for people without means of support.
county palatine, the land held by a count palatine.
county seat, a town or city that is the center of a county
government.
coup (koo) n. [pi. COUPS (kooz; Fr. koo)], [Fr.; LL.
*cotpus, colapus; L. colaphus, a ciiff, box on the ear; Gr.
kolaphos], 1. literally, a blow, 2. a sudden, successful
move or action; brilliant stroke; clever stratagem.
tcoup de grace (koo' da gras'), [Fr., lit., stroke of

mercy], 1. the blow, shot, etc. that brings death to a
sufferer; death blow; hence, 2. a finishing stroke.
tcoup de main (koo' da maw'). [Fr., lit., stroke of

hand], a surprise attack or movement, as in war.
Jcoup d'e-tat (koo' da'ta/), [Fr., lit., stroke of state], a
sudden, forceful stroke in politics; especially, the sud-
den, forcible overthrow of a government.
Jcoup de the^a-tre (koo' da ta'a'tr'), [Fr., lit., stroke of

theater], 1. a surprising or startling turn in a drama.
2. an action for sensational effect; theatrical action.

Jcoup d'oeil (koo' de'y'), [Fr., lit., stroke of eye], a
rapid glance; quick view or survey. __
coupex (koop; orig. but now less often, koo-pa'), n. [see
COUPE], a closed, two-door automobile that seats two to
six people : also coup$.
cou'pg (koo-pa'), n. [Fr.; pp. of couper, to cut], 1. a
closed carriage seating
two passengers, with a
seat outside for the
driver. 2. in European
railway cars, a half-com-
partment at the end,
with seats on only one
side. 3. a coupe: now
the less common form of
the word.
Cou-pe-rin, Fran-cols

COUPfi

(fraVswa' koo'prawO* 166S-1733; French composer.
Cou-pe-ras, Lou-is (loo-e' koo-pa'ras), 1863-1923;
Dutch writer.

cou-ple (kup'l), n. [ME.; OFr. co$e; L. copula, a
band, Mr ; see COPULA], 1. anything joining two things
together; bond; link; connection. 2. two things of the
same sort that are joined together or associated; pair.
3. a man and woman who are engaged, married, or

joined as partners in dances, games, etc. 4.
(Colloq.],

a few; several: as, I've a couple of things to do. 5. in

electricity, two metals in contact with each other to form
a galvanic or thermoelectric current; voltaic couple.
6. in mechanics, two equal forces producing rotation by
moving in parallel but opposite directions, vJt.

[COUPLED (-'Id), COUPLING], [ME. couplen; OFr. cupler,

copier; L. copulare < copula], 1. to join together; fink;
connect. 2. to join in marriage. 3. in electricity, to

join (two electric currents) magnetically or by direct

connection. IM. 1. to unite in a pair or pairs; pair. 2.

to unite in sexual intercourse; copulate. SYN. see pair.

cou-pler (kupler), n. 1. a person who couples. 2. a

thing that couples; specifically, a} a pneumatic device
for coupling two railroad cars. 6) in an organ, a device

connecting two keyboards or keys an octave apart so

that they can be played together.
cou plet (kuplit), n. [Fr., dim. of couple; see COUPLE],
1. two successive lines of poetry, especially two of the
same length that rhyme. 2. [Rare], a couple; pair.

cou-pling (kuplin), n. [see COUPLE, .], 1. a joining

together; pairing. 2.
t
a

mechanical device for join-

ing parts together. 3. a
device for joining two rail-

road cars together. 4. the
part of the body of a dog,
horse, etc. between the

forequarters and hind- COUPLING OF SHAFT
quarters. 5. a method or
device for joining two electric circuits for the trans-

ference of energy from one to the other.

cou-pon (koo'pon, ku'pon), n. [Fr., remnant, coupon <
couper, to cutj, 1. a detachable printed statement on a
bond, specifying the interest due: the holder can present
it for payment at the proper time. 2. a part of a ticket
or a certificate given with packaged goods, entitling the

buyer to a specified right, as an entertainment, redemp-
tion for cash or gifts, etc. 3. a part of a printed adver-
tisement that can be used to order goods, samples, etc.

cour-age (kur'ij), n. JME. corage; OFr. corage, curage,
heart, spirit < L. cor, heart], 1. the attitude or response
of facing and dealing with anything recpgnized as

dangerous, difficult, or painful, instead of withdrawing
from it; quality of being fearless or brave; valor; pluck.
2. [Obs.], mind; purpose; disposition; spirit; temper.
the courage of one's convictions, the courage to do
what one thinks is right.

cou ra geous (ks-ra'jas), adj. having or showing cour-

age; brave, ^-SYN. see brave.
cou-rant (koo-ranf), n. a courante.
cou-rante (koo-ranf; Fr. koo'rawt'), n. [Fr. < courant,

ppr. of courir, to run, glide; L. currere, to run], 1. an
old, lively French dance with gliding or running steps.
2. the music for this dance.
dour-bet, Gus-tave (giis'tav' koor'be'), 1819-1877;
French painter.

cou-ri-er (koor'i^r, kur'i-Sr), n. [ME. corour (OFr.
coreor, LL. curritor); also ME. courier (OFr. coureur,
OPr. corrieu) ; both < L. currere, to run], 1. a messen-
ger, usually one sent in haste with important or urgent
messages. 2. a person hired to accompany travelers and
take care of hotel accommodations, luggage, etc.

cour Ian (koor'bn; Fr. kdor'larc')'. [Fr. < GaHbi
kurliri, echoic of the cry], a tropical American bird

resembling the rail.

Cour-land (koor'bnd), n. Kurland.
course (k6rs, kors), n. [ME. cours, course, running; also
Fr. cours; both < OFr. curs, cours < L. cursus, pp. of

currere, to run; also Fr. course < It, corsa < correre < L.

currere], 1. an onward movement ; going from one point
to another; progress. 2. the progress or duration of

time: as, in the course of a week. 3. a way, path, or
channel of movement: as, a race course, golf course. 4.

the direction taken: as, his course was due south. 5. a
regular mode or manner of action or behavior; way of

doing: as, the law must take its course. 6. a number of
like things in some regular order; series. 7. regular or
natural order or development: as, the course of true
love. 8. a part of a meal served at one time: as, the
main course was roast beef, 9. a charge or encounter of

knights contesting in a tournament. 10. in architecture,
a continuous layer of bricks, shingles, stones, wood, etc.

on the face or roof of a building. 11. in education, a) a
complete, progressive series of studies necessary lor

graduation, for a degree, etc, b) any of the studies;
unit of instruction in a subject, made up of recitations,

lectures, etc. : as, the psychology course was interesting.
12. in nautical usage, a) one of the sails on the lowest
yard of a square-ringed ship, 6) the point of the compass
toward which a ship sails, v.t. [COURSED (kdrst, korst),



courser 339 covenanter

COURSING!, 1. to ran or chase after; pursue. 2. to
cause to chase* as hounds in a hunt. 3. to run through
or overj traverse. 94. I. to run, chase, or race. 2, to
hunt with hounds.
a matter of course, a regular or natural thing.
In due course, in the usual or proper sequence (of
events).

In the course of, in the progress or process of; during.
of course, 1. in the regular order of things; as was to
be expected; naturally. 2. certainly; without doubt.

cours-er (kfir'sgr, kor'sgr), n. [ME.; OFr. corsier; LL.
*cnrsarius < L. cursorius, of running < cursus; see

COURSE], [Poetic], a graceful, spirited horse; war horse.
cours-er (kdr'se'r, kor'sSr), n. [< L. cursorius; see prec.],

any of various Asian and African birds related to the
plover, known for their swift running.
cours-er (k&r'seY, kor'se'r), n. 1. a person or thing
that courses. 2. a dog for coursing.
cours-ing (kfir'sirj, korsirj), n. 1. the action of a person
or thing that courses. 2. hunting with hounds trained
to follow game by sight rather than scent.
court (k6rt, kort), n. [ME. & OFr. curt, cart; L. cars,

cortis, contr. of cohors, cohortis, enclosed place; see

COHORT], 1. an uncovered space wholly or partly sur-
rounded by buildings or waifs; courtyard. 2. a special
section or area of a museum, somewhat like such a space
but roofed, as with a skylight. 3. a short street, often
closed at one end* 4. a specially prepared area for

playing any of several ball games, as basketball, hand-
ball, tennis, etc. 5. a part of such an area. 6. formerly,
a mansion or manor with a large, uncovered entrance
area: now used occasionally in proper names, as, Hamp-
ton Court. 7. a royal palace. 8. the family, advisers,
and attendants of a sovereign, considered as a group.
9. a sovereign and his councilors, ministers, etc. as a
governing body. 10. any formal gathering, reception,
etc. held by a sovereign. 11. respectful or flattering
attention paid to someone in order to get something.
12. courtship; wooing. 13. in law, a) a person or

persons appointed to try cases, make investigations,
etc.; judge or judges; law court. 6) a building or hall

where trials are held, official investigations made, etc.

c) a judicial assembly, d) a regular session of the

assembly. Abbreviated C., c. v.L 1. to pay respectful
or flattering attention to (a person) in order to get
something. 2. to try to get the love of; woo. 3. to try
to get; seek: as, you must court an opportunity, tu*. to

carry on a courtship; woo. adj. of or fit for a court.

out of court, 1. without a trial. 2. not important
enough for consideration or examination.
pay court to, 1. to pay respectful or flattering atten-
tion to (a person) in order to get something. 2. to try
to get tne love of; woo.

court card, [altered < coat card by influence of court, n.,

8], [British], any king, queen, or jack in a deck of

playing cards; face card.
cour-te-ous (kur'ti-9s), adj. [ME. cortais, cortets, cor-

teous; OFr. curteis, corteis (Fr. courtois) < curt; see

COURT, n., 8 & -ous], polite and gracious; considerate
toward others; well-mannered. SYN. see ciyil.

cour te san, cour-te-zan (k6r'ta-z'nf kor'ts-z'n, kur'ta-

z'n) , n. [Fr. courtisane; It. cortigiana, a prostitute, ong.,
court lady < corte; see COURT], a prostitute,
cour te sy (kur'tg-si), n. \$l. COURTESIES (-siz)], [ME.
cortaisie, corteisie; OFr. curteisie, curtoisie; see COUR-

TEOUS], 1. courteous behavior; gracious politeness. 2.

a polite or considerate act or remark. 3. favor; ap-
proval: opposed to legal right, as, a title of courtesy.
4. (kurt'si), a curtsy.
courtesy title, a title of address not legally valid but

given by custom, as to the children of British dukes.
court hand, a kind of handwriting formerly used in

English legal documents; Gothic handwriting.
court-house (kftrfhous', kort'hous'), n. 1. a building
in which law courts are held. 2. a building that houses
the offices of a county government. Abbreviated c.h.

cour-ti-er jfk6r'ti-er, k6r>tyer, kor'ti-Sr), n. [ME. cur-

teour < OFr. cortoier, to frequent tne court; see COURT],
1. an attendant at a royal court. 2. a person who uses

flattery like that ascribed to courtiers to get something
or to win favor,
court li ness (k6rt'H-nis, kortlknis), n. the quality of

courtly (k^rtli, kSrtli), adj. [COURTLIER (-H-fr),
COURTLIEST (-K-ist)], 1. suitable for a king's court; dig-

nified, polite, elegant, etc.: as, courtly manners. 2.

flattering, especially in a servile way. adv. m a
courtly manner. ' '

l

r

'' ' '

*

court-mar tial (kQrt'mar'shal, kBrt'mar'shal), n. [f.

COURTS-MARTIAL], 1. a court of military or naval

personnel for the trial of offenses against military law,t

or of army or navy personnel: in "the United States
''

three kinds, employed according to the
s of the offemev ar^e summary, special and
2. M. now often COURT-MARTIALS], a tnal by

a cotirt-martiaL Abbreviate*! c*m. w.t* [COURT-MAR-
TIALED Or CXWRT-MARTIAIJLEP (-skald), COURT-MAR-
TIALING or COURT-MARTIAIAIHGI to try by a court-
martial. *

Court of St. James, the British royal court
court plaster, [so called because fomerly used by court
ladies for small black patches on the face or back], cloth

covered with isinglass or some other adhesive material,
for protecting minor cuts and scratches in the skin,

Cour-trai (kdor'traO it. a citym northwestern Belgium :

pop., 40,0)0 (est 1945).
court-room (kort'room', k5rt'rooor)f a room, in
which a law court is held.
court'Ship (kdrt'ship, kort'ship), n. {court + ~ship], the
act, process, or period of courting a woman.
court tennis* see tennis.

courtyard (k6rt'yard', kort'ySrdO* a space enclosed
by walls, adjoining or in a castle or other large building.

cous-in (kuz^n), n. [ME. cosin; OFr. cosm, cusin; L*.

consobrinus, orig., child of a mother's sister, also cousin,
relation < com-, with 4* sobrinus, cousin on the mother's
side < *sororinus < sorer, sister; see SORORITY], 1. orig-
inally, a collateral relative more distant than a brother
or sister, descended from a common ancestor. 2. the
son or daughter of one's uncle or aunt: also called

cousm-german, first (or full or own) cousin: you are a
first cousin to the child of your uncle or aunt; you are a
second cousin to the children of your parents' first

cousins; you are a. first cousin once removed (sometimes
called second cousin) to the children of your first cousins,
3. loosely, any relative by blood or marriage. 4. a
person of a nation thought of as related to another
nation: as, the English and Australians are sometitnes
called cousins* 5. a title of address used by a sovereign
to another sovereign or to a nobleman, 6. [Obs.J, in

low, the next of kin, except parent or child. 7. [Slang],
a rival or competitojr who unwittingly or unintention-
ally advances one's interests.
cous in-ger man (kuz^n-jur'nian), n. \pl. cousms-
GERMANT, [Fr. cousin germom: see GERMAN (closely
related) J, a first cousin; child of one's uncle or aunt,

cous-in4y (kuz'*n-E), adj. of, like, characteristic of, or
fit for a cousin, adv. in a cousinly manner.

cous-in-ry (kuz''n-ri), n. [pL COUSINRIES (-riz)], cousins
or other relatives, collectively.

cous-in-shlp (kuz
/
'n-ship

A
) n. [cousin -f -sMp], the

relationship of cousins.

Jcou-teau (kod'toO, [#. COUTEAUX (-toOL [Fr.L 1. a
large knife carried as a weapon. 2. a two-edged dagger.
couth (kooth), obsolete past tense and past participle
of can (to be able), adj. [cf. UNCOUTH], [Archaic],
known.
cou-tu-iier (koo'tu'rya'). n. [PrJ, a man ^fcessmaker.

}cou-tu-rie*re (koo'tu/ryarOr n* PJ a ^oman dress-

maker, i

f !

cou-vade (koo-vSdO. n. [Fr. < comer, to hatch: OFr.
cover: see COVEY], a custom of some primitive tribesv in
which the father goes to bed as if for chfldbearing wlien
his wife is having a baby.

co-va-lence (ko-va'tens), n. 1. the number of pairs
of electrons that an atom can share with its neighboring
atoms. 2. the bond formed by shared pairs of electrons

between two atoms.
cove (kov), n. [ME.; AS. cofa, cave, cell, etc.; akin to
ON. kofi, G. koben, poor room, pigsty; for IE. base see

COD, COOMB; base sense "hole as dwelling"!, 1. a
sheltered nook or recess, as in cliffs. 2. a small bay or

inlet. 3. a strip of open land extending into the woods.
4. in architecture, a) a concave molding, especiaiy one
next to a ceiling, ft) a concave arcla or vault- v.t. A vJ.

[COVED (kovd), COVING], to arch over, or slope inward.
cove (kov), ft- [Gypsjy wor thatman|^ pftism Slang], a

boy or mane chafo; fellow. ^^
cov-e-nant (kuv'i-nant), n. [ME.; OFa wwnant, later

couvenant* agreement, ppr.>o covemjr < L. convenwe;
see CONVENE], 1. a binding and solemn agreement
made by two or more dMdttals; parties, etc. to door
keep from, doing a specified thing; compact. 2. an

agreement amongmembers of a church to hold to points
of doctrine, faith, etc. 3. [C-], an agreement of Presby-
terians in Scotland in 163S to oppose episcopacy: also

called National Covenant. 4. [C-], an agreement be-

tween the parliaments of Scotland and England in 1643
to extend and preserve Presbyterianism in England:
alsa called Solemn League and Covenant. 5. [C-] t the
Covenant of the League of Nations. j6. in law, a) a
formal, sealed contract. 6) a clause of such a contract.

^ a suit for damages for violation of such a contract.

7. in theology, the promises made by God to man, as

recorded in the Bible. v.i. A v.t. to promise by or in a
covenant.
covenanter (ImvVnan-tSrk n. 1. a person who
enters into a covenant. 2. [C-], (oho kiiv^:nan/tSr), a

person who supported either of the Scottish Presby-
terian Covenants (1638, 1643).

cSr; ten. even, Sere, ovSr; is, bite; lot, gS, hOrn, tOSL, look; oil, out; U^ Use, fur; jftet; ;

ke^ qJ ifitf^* for in otfo, in aedL * in smity, o in cowi^y, /of .
^

^K f

3b^%: Fr. akijH, Fr. due; H, d. ioh; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
* hyp

yet; chin; she; thin,
bl); Fr. bal; , Fr.

1; < derived ftrom.



Covenant of League of Nations 340 cowfish
Covenant of the League of Nations, the first section
of the Treaty of Versailles (1919): it was the constitu-
tion of the League of Nations.
ewe-nan-tor (kuv'a-nan-te'r), n. in law, the person or
persons who have promised to cany out the duties,
obligations, etc. set down in a covenant.
Cov-mt Garden (kuv'ant, kov'ant), 1. a London mar-
ket area. 2, a theater in this area, first built in 1731.
Govn-try (kov'sn-tri, kuv'an-tri), n. 1. a city in
Warwickshire, central England: pop., 213,000. 2.

[prob. I7th-c. Cavalier phr. : the town was strongly
Roundhead], a state of banishment or exclusion from
society; ostracism.
send to Coventry, to ostracize; refuse to speak to or
deal with socially.

cov-er (kuv'er), v.t. [ME. coveren; OFr. covrir, couvrir <
L. cooperire; CQ-, Jntens. 4- oferire, to hide], 1. to place
something on, over, or in front of, so as to hide or
protect; overlay with or as with a covering. 2. to
extend over; lie upon: as, snow covered the highway.
3. to copulate with (a female). 4. to clothe. 5. to coat,

sprinkle, etc. thickly : as, he was covered with mud. 6. to
sit on (eggs); brood; incubate. 7. to conceal; hide;
screen. 8. to protect; keep from harm or injury by
shielding. 9. to allow; provide for: as, the law covers
such cases. 10. to protect financially; provide enough
money or security for: as, he will cover the loss with
insurance. 1 1 . to accept (a bet) ; Stake the equivalent of

(an opponent's stake) in a wager. 12. to travel over;
go through: as, he covered the distance in ten minutes.
13. to include; deal with: as, the book covers the subject
thoroughly, 14. to bring upon (oneself) by one's
actions: as, he cowered himself with glory. 15. to point
a^ firearm at; put or keep within the range and in the
aim of a gun, etc. 16. in card games* to put a higher
card on (a previously played card). 17. in journalism,
to $et news, pictures, etc. of: as, the reporter covered the
train wreck. 18. in military usage, to stand or move
behind (a man or men) in order to observe and protect
from enemy action. 19. in sports, to watch, guard, or
defend (an opponent or area); be responsible for. v.i.

1. to overspread, as a liquid. 2. to put on a cap, hat,
etc. n. 1. anything that covers, as a bookbinding, lid,

top, etc. 2. a shelter for protection, as from gunfire.
3. a hiding place for game, as a thicket, underbrush,
etc. 4. (after Pr. convert], a tablecloth and setting for a
meal, especially for one person. 5. a cover charge. 6. a
pretense. 7. an envelope with a newly issued stamp,
which has passed through a post office on the date of
issue: valued by stamp collectors because of its dated
postal markings.
break caver, to come out of hiding.
cover up, L to cover entirely; envelop; wrap. 2. to
conceal; be secretive.

take cover, to seek protective shelter or concealment.
under cover, 1. in secret. 2. by pretense. 3. hidden.

cov-er-age (kuv'gr-ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the amount,
extent, etc, covered by something. 2. in insurance, all
the risks covered by an insurance policy. 3. in journal-
ism, the extent to which a news story is covered.

cov-er-all (kuv'Sr-61') n. usually pi a one-piece, loose-
fitting garment with sleeves, worn by mechanics, etc.
cover charge, [see COVER, n., 4], a charge added to the
cost of food and drink at a night club or restaurant.

cover crop, a crop, as rye, vetch, or red clover, grown to
protect soil from erosion and loss by leaching.

Cov-er*dale, Miles (kuv'Sr-dal')> 1488?-1S69; English
translator of the Bible.
cov-ered (kuv'Srd), adj* [pp. of cover], 1. having a cover
or covering. 2. having a cover on. 3. having a hat,
cap, etc. on the head.
covered wagon, a large wagon with an arched cover of
canvas, used by American pioneers: also called schooner,
prairie schooner.

cover girl, [Colloq.], a pretty girl whose picture is often
put on magazine covers, etc.
cover glass, a thin glass disk or square used to cover a
specimen mounted on a slide for examination tinder a
microscope,

cov-er-ing (kuv'er-irj), n. anything that covers.
covering letter, a letter sent with a package, another
letter, etc., as an explanation or introduction.

cov-er-let (kuv'Sr-lit), n. [ME. & Anglo-Fr. coverlit, bed
covering < OFr. couvrir, to cover -j- lit < L. lectus, a
bed], 1. a bedspread; counterpane. 2. any covering.

Cov-er-ley, Sir Roger de (da kuv'r-H), 1. an idealized
country gentleman of the early 18th century in a series
of sketches in the Spectator by Addison and Steele.
2. an old English country dance.

cov-er-lid (kuv'Sr-lid), n. a coverlet.
cov-er-point (kuv'er-pqint'), n.in cricket & lacrosse, the
position, or the player in this position, near and assist-
ing a certain other position called point.

co-versed sine (ko'vgrst), [co~ (as in cosine) + vermd
sme], in frigonotnetry, the versed sine of-the complement
of an angle or arc: abbreviated covers (no period).

covert (kuv'grt), adj. [ME.; OFr., later convert, pp. of
couvrir; see COVER], 1. concealed; hidden: disguised;
veiled; surreptitious: as, a covert threat. 2. in /ow pro-

tected by a husband: said of a married woman, n. 1.
a covered or protected place; shelter. 2. in hunting, a
hiding place for game, as a thicket, underbrush, etc.
3. in zoology, one of the small feathers that cover the
bases of the larger feathers of a bird's wing and tail.

SYN. see secret.
covert cloth, a smooth, twilled cloth of wool with cot-
ton, rayon, or silk: used for suits, topcoats, etc.
covert coat, a short topcoat of covert cloth.
cov-er-ture (kuv'Sr-chjSr), n. [ME.; OFr. < LL. *co-

opertura < L. cooperire; see COVER], 1. a covering;
refuge. 2. a concealment ; disguise. 3. in law, the status
of a married woman.

cov-et (kuv'it), v.t. & v.i. [ME. cuveiter; OFr. cuveiter,
coveitier < LL. *cupiditare < L. cupiditas; see CUPID-
ITY], to desire ardently (especially, something that
another person has); crave; long for. SYN. see envy,

cov-et-ous (kuv'i-tss), adj. [ME. cuveitus, coveitous],
tending to covet; greedy; avaricious. SYN. see greedy.

cov-ey (kuv'i), n. [pi. COVEYS (-iz)], [ME. cove; OFr.
cov&e, a brood < cover, to sit on, hatch; L. cubare, to lie

down], 1. a small flock or brood of birds, especially
partridges or quail. 2. a small group of people; bevy.
SYN. see group,

cov-in (kuv'in), n. [OFr.; LL. convenium < L. convenire;
see CONVENE], 1. [Archaic], deceit. 2. [Obs.], a secret

agreement. 3. in law, a conspiracy of two or more
people to defraud or swindle another or others.

Cov-ing-ton (kuv'irj-tan) , n, a city in northern Ken-
tucky, on the Ohio River: pop., 64,000.
cow (kou), 7i. [pi. cows (kouz); archaic or poetic, KINE
(km)], [ME. cou, cow, pi. kye (southern double pi. kyn);
AS. cu, pi. cy; akin to G. kuh (common Gmc.) ; IE. Base
*gwou-, one of the ox species, as also in L. bos, bovis (cf.

BOVINE) , Arm. kov, Sans, gauh, etc.], 1. a familiar farm
animal domesticated for its milk: mature female of any
animal of the ox family. 2. the female of certain other
animals, as the buffalo, elephant, whale, etc. The male
of such animals is called a butt.

cow (kou), v.t. [< ON. kftga, to subdue; akin to cop,

cuff (hit); meaning influenced by cow, n., coward], to
frighten; make timid; overawe.
cow-age fkou'ij), n. cowhage.
cow-ard (kou'grd), n. [ME. couard; OFr. couard, cuard,
coward, lit., with tail between the legs < coue, coe, tail;
L. cauda, tail], a person who lacks courage; one easily
or excessively frightened^by something recognized as
dangerous, difficult, or painful, adj. cowardly.
Cow-ard, Noel (kou'Srd), 1899- ; English playwright,
actor, and composer.

cow-ard-ice (kou'Sr-dis), n. [ME. cowardise; OFr. couar-
dise < couard; see COWARD], lack of courage; being
easily or excessively frightened by something recognized
as dangerous, difficult, or painful.

cow-ard-li-ness (kou'Srd-li-nis), n. cowardice.
cow-ard-ly (kou'Srd-li), adj. having or showing a lack
of courage; of, characteristic of, or fit for a coward.
adv. in the manner of a coward.
SYN. cowardly, the general term, suggests a reprehensible
lack of courage in the face of danger or pain (a cowardly de-
serter); craven implies abject or fainthearted fear (a craven
fear for one's life); pusillanimous implies an ignoble, con-

temptible lack of courage or endurance (pusillanimous sub-
mission) ; dastardly connotes a sneaking, malicious cowardice
that is manifested in a despicable act (a dastardly informer).
ANT. brave.

cow-bane (kou'ban'), n. [cow, n. + bane], any of several
plants of the carrot family, with poisonous roots and
clusters of small, white flowers; water hemlock.

cow-bell (kou'bel') , n. a bell hung from a cow's neck to
tinkle when she moves and thus indicate where she is.

cow-ber-ry (kou'ber/i, kou'ber-i), n. [pi. COWBERRIES
(-iz)l, 1. a shrub with white or pink flowers and dark-
red berries. 2. a plant of the rose family, with purple
flowers. 3. the fruit of either of these plants.
cow-bind (kou'bmd') , n. a vine with large, fleshy roots,
clusters of greenish-white flowers, and red berries; white
bryony.

cow-bird (kou'bftrd') , n. any of a number of small black-
birds often seen near cattle; cow blackbird; cow bunt-
ing: cowbirds often lay eggs in other birds' nests.
cow-boy (kou'boi'), n. 1. a ranph worker who rides
horseback much of the time on his job of herding and
tending cattle: also, and in the western States usually,
cowhand. 2. a conventionalized character in novels, mo^
tipn-pictures, etc., typically an adventurous Westerner
who rides horseback, carries pistols* sings ballads, etc.

cpw-catch-er (kou'kach'gr), n. a metal frame on the
front of a locomotive or streetcar to remove obstruc-
tions from the tracks.
cow-er (kou'Sr) ,

v.L [ME. couren; prob. < ON. ; cf. Dan.
kure, Sw. kura, to squat; akin to G. kauern; IE. base
*geu-, to curve, bend], 1. to crouch or huddle up, as
from fear or cold. 2. to shrink and tremble, as Irqpi
someone's anger, threats, or blows; cringe.
Cowea (kouz), n. a resort town and yachting center on
the Isle of Wight: pop., 15,000.

cow-fish (kou'nsh'), n. \pl. COWFI^H, onvFisfiBS (-iz)j,
see FISH], 1. any of various marine mamnaals that feed
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on plants, as the manatee, sea cow, or dugong. 2. any
of the smaller marine mammals of the whale Family, as
the grampus. 3. a trunkfish.

cow-girl (kou'gurr), n. a girl who helps to herd cattle,
etc. on a ranch.

cow-hage (kou'ij), n. [altered after cow, n. < Hind.
k&vac < Sans, kapikacchu < kapi, monkey + kacchu,
itch], a tropical vine of the pea family, bearing pods
with fine barbed hairs on their surface, which easily
penetrate animal or human skin, causing intense
itching: also spelled cowage.
cow-hand (kouliand')t n. a cowboy: also cow hand,
cow-herd (kou'hurd') , n. a person whose work is herd-
ing or tending cattle at pasture.
cow-hide (kou/

hid')t - 1. the hide of a cow. 2. leather
made from it. 3. a whip made of this, often a braided
whip. y.t. [COWHIDED (-id), COWHIDING], to lash with
a cowhide; flog.
cow killer, a wasp of the southern United States that
looks like a large ant: so called from the notion that
its sting can kill cattle.

cowl (koul), n. [ME. cowle; AS. cugele, cugle; LL. cu-
culla, monk's hood < L. cucullus,
hood of a cloak; akin to MHG.
kugel], 1. a monk's hood. 2. a

monk's^ cloak with a hood. 3.

something shat>ed like a cowl;
especially, a)~ a hood-shaped,
revolving metal cover for the top
of a chimney, to increase the
draft, b) the top part at the
front of an automobile body, to
which the windshield and dash-
board are fastened, c} a cowling.
v.f. to put a cowl on; cover with
a cowl or something like it.

cowl (koul), n. [MR caul* cuvd;
OFr. cuvel; L. cupella, dim. of

cupa, vat, cask], [Archaic], a large, two-handled tub for
carrying water, usually borne on a pole (cowlstaff}.
cowled (kould; poetic koulid), adj. 1. wearing or hav-
ing a cowl. 2. hood-shaped; hooded. %

Cow-ley, Abraham (kou'li, kooli), 1618-1667; English
poet and essayist.

cow-lick (kou'Kk'), n. [from the notion that the hair
looks as if it had been licked by a cow], a tuft of hair
that cannot easily be made to lie flat on the head.

cowl-ing (kqul'in), n. [see COWL (hood)], a detachable
metal covering for an air-

plane engine.
cowl-staff (koul'staf',
koul'staf') n. [cowl (tub)
+ staff], [Archaic], a pole
run through the handles of
a large tub so that it can
be carried between two
persons.
cow-man (kou'man), n.

[pi, COWMEN (-man)], a
man who owns or operates
a cattle ranch.
co-work-er (ko-wur'ker),
n. a person who works
with another or others;
fellow worker.
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with very long pods, grown as fertilizer or food for
animals. 2. the edible seed of this plant.
Cow-per, William (koo'per; now occas. kou'per),
1731- 1800; English poet.
Cow-per> glands (kou'pgrz, koo'perz), [after William
Cowper, Eng. anatomist (1666-1709)], a pair of small
glands with ducts opening into the urethra, found in
various male mammals: during sexual excitement they
secrete a mucous substance.
cow pilot, a tropical fish with bands of bright green and
blac|c around its body, found near coral reefs in the
West Ingles ; pintano.
cow pony, a pony used in herding cattle.

cow-pox (Kou^pojcr)* " a contagious disease of cows
that causes pustules on the udders; vaccinia: people
inoculated with a vaccine containing the virus of cow-
pox are temporarily immune to smallpox.
cow-punch-er (kou'pun'chSr), n. [so named from prod-
ding animals in herding], [Colloq.J, a cowboy.
cowrie, cow-ry (kou'ri), n. [pi. COWRIES f-riz)], [Hind.
kauri < Sans, kaparda], the shell of a certain sea animal,
used as money in parts of Africa and southern Asia.
caw shark, a large shark of European and West Indian
waters.
cow-shed (kou'shed'), n. a shelter for cows.

COYOTE (4 ft. long)

cow-slip (kou'slip')t n. 1. the marsh marigold, a swamp
plant with yellow flowers. 2, a wild plant of the pnm-
rose family, with yellow flowers: English primrose.
cox (koks), n. [ft. COXES (kok'siz)!, (Colloq.], a cox-
swain, v.t. & tu. to act as coxswain to (a boat).

cox-a (kok'sa), n. \fl. COXAE C-se)]( [L., mp, angle], 1.

the hip or hip joint. 2. the first segment of the leg of
an insect or other arthropod.

cox-al (kok's'l), adj. of a coxa or coxae.
coxal&ia (kok-sarji-a), n. [Mod. L,; see COXA &
-ALGIAJ, a pain in, or disease of. the hip or hip joint.

cox-al-gy (kok'sar ji), n. coxalgia.
cox-comb (koksfkomOt n. [for cock's comb), 1. a cap
topped with a notched strip of red cloth hke a cock's
comb, formerly worn by jesters. 2. the strip of red
cloth in such a cap. 3. a silly, vain, pretentious, con-
ceited fellow; fop; dandy. 4. a cockscomb.
coxcomb i-cal (koks-kom'i-k'l, koks-ko'mi-k'l), adj.
of, characteristic of, or like a coxcomb; foppish.
cox-comb-ry (koks/kom /

ri) n. [pi. COXCOMBRIES (-&)],
[see COXCOMB], silly conceit or vanity; foppery.

cox-swain (kok's'n, kok'swan'), n. [cock (cockboat) -f-

swain], the person who steers a boat or racing shell:
also spelled cockswain.
coy (koi), adj. [ME., still, quiet; OFr. cot, earlier quei;
LL. quetus; L. quietus; see QUIET], 1. shy; basnful;
demure: retiring. 2. pretending to be shy, often in a
coquettish manner. 3. [Obs.], a) disdainful, b) qttiet.
v.L [Archaic], to behave in a coy manner, v.t. [Obs.],
1. to quiet: soothe. 2. to caress; pet.

coy-ote (ki'ot, ki-o'ti, ki-ot'), n. [pi. COYOTES (-ots, -tiz,

-ots'). COYOTE: see
PLURAL, II, D, 1], [Am.
Sp.; Nahuatl coyotl], a
small wolf of the western

prairies of North Amer-
ica; prairie wolf.

coyo*tiHo (ko'ya-tel'yo,
klVtel'yo), n. [Am. Sp.
dim. < Nahuatl coyotl,

coyote], a thorny, poison-
ous plant found in Mexico
and the southwestern
United States.

coy-pu (koi'poo), n. [pi.
COYPUS (-POOZ), COYPU; see PLURAL, u, D, 1], [Sp. coipu
< Araucan coypu], a large water rodent of South
America whose fur (called nutria) is like that of the
beaver.
con (kuz), n. [Colloq.], cousin.
coze (koz), v.i. [COZED (kozd), COZING], [prob. < Fr.
causer, to chat < LL. causare, to complain; L. causari,
to plead, debate < causa; see CAUSE], to have a friendly
talk; chat. n. a friendly talk.
coz en (kuz''n), v.t. A v.i. [Fr. cousiner (< cousin; see

COUSIN) , lit., to act as a cousin, hence to deceive through
pretense of relationship], to cheat; defraud; deceive.

cozenage (kuz''n-ij), n. [cozen + -a&e], a cozening;
trickery; fraud.
co-zey (ko'zi) , adj. cozy.
co-zi-ly (ko'z'l-i), adv. m a cozy manner.
co zi-nesa (ko'zi-nis), it. the quality or condition of

being cozy.
co*zy (ko'zi), adf* [COZIER (-zi-er), COZIEST (-zi-ist)l,

[Scot.; profou < N.: cf. Norw. kose sit, to make oneself

comfortable, ko&a, lit,, to wipe lightly, hence to stroke,
flatter; akin to IX heuzdm, to flatter verbally], warm
and comfortable; snug: also spelled cosy, cozey,

r

, cozie, cosie. n.[pl COZIES (-siz)], a Knitted or
ed cover placed over a teapot to keep the contents

iot: also spelled coay, cosey. SYN. see comfortable.
cp., compare.
GlP., 1, Chief Patriarch. 2. Command Post. 3. Com-
mon Pleas. 4. Common Prayer. 5. Communist Party.

c.j>., 1. candle power, 2. chemically pure. 3. circular

pitch.
C.P.A., c.p.a., 1. Certified Public Accountant. 2.

Chartered; Public Accountant.
cpd., compound.
C.PM.A Certificate in Public Health.
Cpl., Corporal.
C5P.O., Chief Petty Officer.

cpt. f in music, counterpoint.
CQ, 1. a signal used by^ radio amateurs, inviting others
to enter into communication. 2. charge of quarters.
Cr, in chemistry, chromium.
cr., [fl, for 1 & 2, CRS.], 1. credit. 2. creditor. 3.

creek. 4. crown; crowns.
C.R., Costa Rica.
crab (krab), n. [ME. crabbe; AS. crabba, lit., the
scratcher; akin toXG. krabben, to scratch, krabbe, crab;
the OHG. form krebi* (G. krebs) was borrowed hi Fr.

Icrevisse (whence crayfish)-, IE. base *gerbh-, *trebh-,
to scratch, seen also m carve], 1. a shellfish with four

pairs of legs, one pair of pincers, and a short, broad

othetical; < derived from.
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abdomen folded tinder its thorax. 2. any of several
strollar animals. 3. a crab louse. 4. any of various
machines for hoisting heavy weights. 5. [C-], Cancer,
the constellation and fourth sign of the Zodiac. 6. pi.
the lowest throw of a pair of dice, two aces. 7. in

aviation, the apparent sidewise motion of an airplane
with respect to the ground when headed into a cross
wind. vd. {CRABBED (krabd), CRABBING], to fish for

crabs; catch crabs, y.t. in aviation, to head (an airplane)
into a cross wind in order to counteract drift, thus
causing apparent sidewise motion with respect to the
ground.
catch a crab, in rowing, to unbalance the boat by fail-

ing to clear the water on the recovery stroke, or by
missing the water in making a stroke.

crab (krab), n [ME. crabbe & MScot. scrabbe; merging
of crab (shellfish) in lit. sense "scratcher," hence "un-
pleasant thing, morose person" (so used in LG.) with

Anglc^N. word akin to ON. scrapa (Eng. scrape} ; cf.

Sw. dial, scrabba, wild apple, Dan. skrab (ON. skrap,
Eng. scrap), worthless trash], 1. a crab apple. 2. a
person who has a sour temper or is always complaining.
adj. of a crab apple or the tree that it grows on. v.t. &
iu. [CRABBED (krabd), CRABBING], [Colloq.], to com-
plain about or find fault with (a person or thing).
crab one's act (the deal, etc.), TColloq.J, to ruin or
frustrate one's scheme (the deal, etc.).

crab apple, 1. any of several varieties of small, very
sour apple, growing wild or cultivated, used for making
jellies and preserves. 2. a tree bearing crab apples.
Also crab.

Crabb, George (krab), 1778-1851; English author and
philologist.
Crabbe, George (krab), 1754-1832; English poet.
crab-bed (krab'id), adj. [< crab (apple)], 1. peevish;
morose; m-tempered; cross. 2. hard to understand
because intricate or complicated. 3. hard to read or
make out because cramped or irregular: as, crabbed
handwriting,
crab'ber (krab'er), n. 1. a person whose work is catch-

ing crabs. 2. the boat used in this occupation. 3. [<
crab (apple)], [Colloq.], a person who constantly com-
plains or finds fault.

crab-by (krat/i), adj. [CRABBIER (~i-er), CRABBIEST
(-i-ist)], [< crab (apple)], peevish; morose; ill-tempered.

crab grass, a coarse grass that spreads quickly because
of its freely rooting stems.
crab louse, a louse that infests the pubic regions of the
body: it somewhat resembles a crab in shape.
crab spider, any of various spiders that move sideways
like crabs.

crab-stick (crab'stik'), n. 1. a stick, cane, or club
made of the wood of the crab tree or some other wood.
2. a crabbed, ill-tempered person.
crab tree, a tree bearing crab apples.
crack (krak), v*i. [ME. cracken; AS. cracian, cearcian,
to resound; akin to G. krachen; IE. base *ger-, to cry
hoarsely, as also in Sans, garjati, (it) roars, snarls],
1. to make a sudden, sharp noise in breaking. 2, to
make a noise like this. 3. to break or split, usually
without complete separation of parts. 4. to become
harsh or rasping, asthe voice when hoarse, 5 . to change
suddenly from one register to another, as the voice ofa
boy in adolescence. <5, [Dial.], to talk boastfully ; brag.
7. [Diat]v to chat. &. [Slang], to break down: as, will
he crack under the strain? 9. [Slang], to joke, gibe,
or make sharp remarks, v.t. 1. to cause to make a
flhftcp, sadden noise. 2. to break, or cause a narrow
split inv by a sharp, sudden blow, or by sustained or
sudden pressure, neat, etc. 3. to damage or impair.
4,1 t cause (the voice) to crack. 5. to subject
(petroleum) to the process of cracking. 6. [Colloq^,
to hit with a sudden, sharp noise; strike with the
fist, open hand, etc. 7. [Colloq.], to find the solution
of; as, the police have finally cracked that murder
case, 8. [Slang], to break open or into: as, the
thief cracked the safe. 9. [Slang], to make (a joke
or jokes), n. 1. a sudden, sharp noise,' as of some-
thing breaking; explosive sound: as, the crack of a
whip. 2. a break, usually without complete separation
of parts; partial fracture; flaw. 3. a narrow opening
as between boards

; chink ; fissure ; crevice. 4, the crack1
ing of the voice, as in hoarseness or during adolescence.
5. [Dial.], chatty talk; gossip. 6. [Archaic], a boasting
or boast. 7. [Colloq.], a sharp, resonant blow. 8.

[Colloq.], the duration of a crack; an instant. 9.

[Thieves' Slang], a burglar or burglary. 10. [Slang], an
attempt; try. 11. [Slang], a joke, gibe, or sharp re-
mark, adj. [Colloq. J, excelling in skill or performance;
excellent; first-rate. SYN. see break,
crack a book, [Slang], to open and read or study a book,
especially a textbook.

crack a smile, [Slang], to break into a smile.
crack down (on), [Colloq.], to become strict or stricter

(with).
cracked up to be, [Colloq.], alleged or believed to be.
crack up, [Colloq.], 1. to crash, as in an airplane. 2. to
break down physically or mentally.

crack wise, [SJang], to wisecrack.

crack-a-jack (krakVjak'K *# * n- [Slang], cracker-
jack.

crack-brain (krak'bran'), n* a crackbrained person.
crack-brained (krak'brand'), adj. so senseless or un-
reasonable as to seem insane; crazy.
cracked (krakt) adj. 1. broken or fractured without
complete separation into parts; having a crack or
cracks. 2. harsh or strident: said of a voice. 3.

[Colloq.], crackbrained.
crack-er (krak'Sr), n. 1. a person or device that
cracks. 2. a firecracker. 3. a little paper roll contain-
ing candy, etc., which explodes when the ends are
pulled; cracker bonbon: used as a favor at parties. 4. a
thin, crisp wafer of unleavened dough: sometimes called
biscuit. 5. an impoverished white person in the rural
sections of the South, especially in Georgia and Florida:

contemptuous term.
crack er-bar-rel (krak'er-bar'al), adj. [ < the large
barrel of soda crackers formerly found in general stores],

[Colloq.], designating, like, or characteristic of the in-

formal discussions on all subjects by persons gathered
at a country store: as, a cracker-barrel philosopher.

crack-er-jack (krak'Sr-jak'), adj. [late 19th-c. slang;
extension of crack, adj. + Jack (nickname)], [Slang],
excellent; first-rate, as in skill or ability, n. [Slang],
1. anything excellent. 2. a person of recognized ex-
cellence or skill. Also crackajack.
crack Lag (krak'irj), n. [< crack, v.], the process of

breaking down hydrocarbons by heat and pressure into

lighter hydrocarbons of lower molecular weight: by this

method the complex hydrocarbons of the heavier frac-
tions of petroleum can be broken down into the simpler
hydrocarbons of gasoline.

crack-le (krak'l), v.i. [CRACKLED (-'Id). CRACKLING],
[freq. of crack, v.J, to make a succession of slight, sharp,
sudden sounds, as of dry wood burning, v.t. to crush
or break with such sounds, n. 1. a succession of such
sounds. 2. the finely cracked surface found on some
pottery, porcelain, and glassware. 3. ware having such
a surface; crackleware.

crackle-ware (krakn-war'), n. pottery or porcelain
with a finely cracked surface.

crack-ling (kraklirj), n. [see CRACKLE], 1. the pro-
ducing of a succession of slight, sharp, sudden sounds.
2. the browned, crisp rind of roast pork. 3. pi. the
crisp part remaining after the lard has been removed
from hog fat by frying.

crack-ly (krakli), adj. crackling or inclined to crackle.
cracknel (krak'n'l), n. [ME. crakenelle; altered < Fr.

craquelin; D. krakeling < kraken; akin to Eng, crack;
see CRACK], 1. a variety of hard, crisp biscuit. 2. pi.
small pieces of crisply fried fat pork. 3. pi. cracklings.

crack of doom, [phr. in Macbeth, IV, i], the signal For
the beginning of the Day of Judgment.

crack-pot (krak'pof), n. fColfoq.], a crackbrained
person, adj. [Colloq.], crackbrained.
cracksman (fcraks'msn), n. [pi. CRACKSMEN (-man)],
[in reference to cracking safes, etc.], [Slang], a burglar.

crack-up (krak'up
7
), n. a cracking up; specifically, a)

a crash, as of an airplane or moving venicle. 6) a mental
or physical breakdown.

crack-y (krak'i), inter/. an exclamation used, usually in
the phrase by cracky, to lend emphasis to a remark.
Cra*cow (krak'ou, kra'ko), n. a city in southwestern
Poland, on the Vistula River: pop., 300,000 (1946):
Polish name, Krakow.

-cra-cv (kra-si), [Fr. or ML.; IFr.-cracie; ML. -cratia;
Gr. -kratia, rule < kratos? rule, power], a terminal com-
bining form meaning a (specified) type of government,
rule by, as in autocracy, theocracy.
crad4e (kra'dl), n. [ME. cradel; AS. cradol < *kradula,
littlebasket; akin to OHG.
kraito (< *kraddari), bas-
ket; IE base^-.totwist,
turn ;cf. CART], 1. a baby's
small bed, usually on rock-
ers; hence, 2. the earliest

period of one's life; infancy.
3. the place of a thing's
beginning or early devel-
opment. 4. [Poetic], a
place of rest: as, rocked in
the cradle of the deep. 5.
a framework of bars, cords,
rods, etc., for support or
protection. 6. a flat,
wheeled frame for a me-
chanic to lie on whea working tinder an automobile*
7. a wooden or metal framework to support a boat,
shipv aircraft, etc. while it is being built, repaired, 6V
lifted. 8. the supporting part of a cradle telephone.
9. in agriculture, a) a frame fastened to a scythe so that
the grain can be Mid evenly sis- it- is cmi. b) a scyt%
fitted with such a frame. 10. in mining., a bpxKke
device on rockers, for washing the g^M otit off

gold-
bearing sand. v.t. [CRADLED (-did), CRADLING], 1. to
place, rock, or hold in or as in a cradle. 2. to take care
of in infancy; nurture. 3. ta^ot-^ai^/'i^lftija'tvaiiflb
scythe. 4. to set, support, or IOT in or on a craolei 5V In

MINER'S CRADLE



cradle scythe 343 cranial nerve

CRADLE SCYTHE

mining, to wash (gold-bearing sand) in a cradle. v.L
1. to lie in or as in a cradle. 2. to cut grain with a
cradle scythe.
rob the cradle, to take as one's wife, husband, sweet-
heart, etc. a person much younger than oneself.

cradle scythe, [see CRADLE, n., 9], a scythe with a frame
fastened to itjfor laying the cut

grain evenly.
era die song (kra'd'l-so*r/) n. a
lullaby.

cradle telephone, a telephone in
which the mouthpiece and re-

ceiver form a unit, which lies on
the connecting switch between
U-shaped supports when the tele-

phone is not in use.
craft (kraft, kraft), n. [ME. crafte;
AS. crasfte, strength, power; akin
to G. kraft, strength, force; sense
"skill" only

^
in Eng.; IE. base

*ger~, to twist, turn (cf. CART,
CRADLE); basic sense *

'cramping of muscles during
exertion of strength"], 1. some special skill, art, or

dexterity. 2. skill in deceiving or underhanded plan-
ning; guile; slyness. 3. an occupation requiring special
skill; especially, any of the manual arts. 4. the members
of a skilled trade: as, bookbinders are a craft. 5.

[prob. < phr. vessels of small craft, lit., of small power],
a) a boat, ship, or aircraft, b) boats, ships, or aircraft,
collectively. SYN. see art.

-craft (kraft, kraft), [< craft], a terminal combining
form meaning the work, skill, or practice of, as in handi-
craft, witchcraft.

craft-i-ly (kraf't'1-i, kraf't'1-i), adv. in a crafty manner.
craft-i ness (kraf'ti-nis, kraf'ti-nis), n. the quality of
being crafty; cunning.

crafts-man (krafts'mon, krafts'man), n. [pi. CRAFTS-
MEN (-man)], [craft's + man], I. a skilled workman;
worker in a skilled trade partisan. 2. an artist: some-
times said of one skilled in the mechanics of his art,
but lacking higher excellence.

crafts-man-ship (krafts'man-ship', krafts'msn-ship'),
n. [see -SHIP], the skill, art, or work of a craftsman.

craft union, a labor union to which only workers in
a certain trade, craft, or occupation can belong : distin-

guished from industrial (or vertical) union: also called
horizontal union.

craft-y (kraf'ti, kraf'ti), adj. [CRAFTIER f-ti-er), CRAFT-
IEST (-ti-ist)], [see CRAFT], subtly deceitful; sly; cunning;
artful: as, a crafty rascal SYN. see sly.

crag (krag) , n. [northern ME. < Celt. ; cf. W. craig, IT.

carraig, Gael, creag], a steep, rugged rock that rises
above others or projects from a rock mass.
crag (krag), n. [< ON. kragi or MLG. krage; cf. CRAW],
[Scot. & North Eng. Dial.], the neck, throat, or craw.

crag<ged (krag'id), adj. craggy.
crag-gi-ness (krag'i-nis), n. the quality or state of
being craggy.

craggy (krag'i), adj. [CRAGGIER (-i-gr), CRAGGIEST
(-i-ist)], having many crags; steep and rugged; rough.

crags-man (kragz'nwn), n. [pi. CRAGSMEN (-man)], an
expert climber of crags.

Craig-av-on (krag-av'on), first Viscount, (James Craig),
1871-1940; Irish statesman; first prime minister of
Northern Ireland (1921-1940).

Crai gie, Sir William A. (kra'gi), 1867-1957; British

lexicographer.
Craik, Dinah Maria (krak), (born Dinah Maria
MulocK), 1826-1887- English novelist.

Cra-io-va (kra-y6*'va), n. a city in southwestern Ro-
mania: pop., 75,000 (est. 1945).
crake (krak), n. [pi. CRAKES (kraks), CRAKE; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [ME.; prob. < AS. cracian, to resound (cf.

CRACK) : northern Brit, sense, "crow" < ON, kraka, of
same tuft, origin; cf. CROAK], any of several birds of the
rail family, with long legs and a short bill; especially,
the land rail, or corn crake.
cram (kram), v.t. [CRAMMED (kramd), CRAMMING], [ME.
crammen; AS. crammian, to squeeze in, stuff; akm to
MHG. krammen, grip with claws; IE. base *grem~, to
press, compress (as in L. gremium, lap, bosom) < *ger-,
to hold, seize], 1. to fill (a space, etc.) beyond normal
capacity by pressing or squeezing; pack full or too full.

2. to stuff; force: as, he crammed the papers into a
drawer. 3. to stuff or fill to excess with food. 4. [Colloq.],
to prepare (a person) or review (a subject) for an exam-
ination by stuffing the mind, usually in a hurried, inten-
sive way. !>.i. 1. to eat too much or too quickly. 2.

[Colloq.J, to stuff the mind full of a subject, as in
,

preparation for an examination, usually in a hurried or
intensive way. n. 1. [Colloq.J,

a crammed condition;
crush. 2. [Collqq.], a) the act of cramming information.
&) the information crammed.
Cram, Ralph Adams (kram), 1363-1942; American
architect.

cram-bo (kram'bQ), n. f< L. crambe, cabbage (as in
crambe repeitta, lit., cabbage repeatedly served, hence
repeated story, old tale); Gr. krambi}, I. a game in
which players find rhymes for words given by each
other; hence, 2. a rhyme or rhyming: contemptuous
term for inferior poetry.
cram mer (kram'er), n. a person or thing that crams.

cram-ol-sy, cram-oi-sie {kram'oi-zi, kramVzi), adj.

[Fr. cramoisi; It. cremesi; Ar. qirmlzi, scarlet-hued],

[Archaic], crimson, n. [Archaic], crimson cloth.

cramp (kramp), n. [ME. trampe, craumpe < OPr.
crampe, bent, twisted < OLG.; cf. MD., MLG. kramfe,
lit., bent in; for ult. base see CRAM], 1. a sudden, pain-
ful, involuntary contraction of a muscle or muscles from
chill, strain, etc. 2. partial local paralysisf>

as from
excessive use of muscles. 3. usually in pi. intestinal

griping and pain, v.t. 1. to affect with a cramp.
2. to cause to be affected with a cramp.
cramp (kramp), n. [MD. or MLG. krampe, lit., bent in,
hence anything bent in; see CRAMP (muscular contrac-
tion)], 1. a metal bar with both ends bent, for holding
together blocks of stone, timbers, etc. 2. a clamp. 3.

anything that confines or hampers. 4. a crammed
condition or part. v.t. 1. to fasten with or as with
a cramp. 2. to confine; hamper; restrain, 3, to steer.

adj. 1. confined; restricted; narrowed. 2. hard to
read or understand; crabbed, as some handwriting.
cramp one's style, [Slang], to hamper one's usual
skill, confidence, etc. in doing something.

cramp fish (kramp'fish'), n. [pi. CRAMPFISH, CRAMP-
FISHES (-iz) ;

see FISH], a kind of fish that can produce
an electric current: also called electric ray, torpedo fish,

cramp iron, a cramp, or metal bar with both ends
bent, for holding stones, etc. firmly together, as in a
building.
cram-pon (kram'pan), n. [Pr. < Frank, krampo, iron
hook f, 1 . either of a pair of iron hooks for raising heavy
weights; grappling iron. 2. usually in pi, a spiked iron

plate used on shoes
Jtp prevent slipping; climbing iron.

crarn-poon (kram-poon'), n a crampon.
cran-ber-ry (kran

/
ber'i, kran'bSr-i), n. [pL CRAN-

BERRIES (-iz)], [for D. kranebere, G. kranbeere, lit., crane

berry; name used by early D. & G. settlers in U.SM
replacing earlier Brit, fen berry, etc.], 1. a firm, sour,
edible, red berry, the fruit of a trailing evergreen shrub
that grows in bogs or marshes. 2. the shrub.
cranberry tree, a shrub or small tree of the honeysuckle
family, bearing clusters of white flowers followed by
red fruit resembling the cranberry; bush cranberry.
crane (kran), n. [pi., for 1 & 2, CRANES (kranz), CRANE;
see PLURAL, it, D, 1], [ME. crane,

crone; AS. cran; akin to D. kraan, G.
kranich (with velar suffix) ; IE.
< base *ger-, to cry hoarsely (cf.

CRACK), as also in W. & Bret, garqn,
crane], 1. a large wading bird with
very long legs and neck, and a long,
straight bill. 2. popularly, any of
various herons and storks. 3. any
of various machines for lifting or
moving heavy weights by means of a
movable projecting arm or a hori-
zontal beam that travels over a fac-

tory yard, etc. 4. any device with a
swinging arm fixed on a vertical axis:

as, a fireplace crane is used for hold- CRANE (4 ft tall)
ing a kettle, v.t. & v.L (CRANED
(krand), CRANING], 1.

to raise or move by or as

by a crane. 2. to stretch

(the neck) as a crane does,
as in straining to see

something beyond an
obstacle or in the distance.

Crane, Hart (kran),
(Harold Hart Crane),
1899-1932; American
poet.
Crane,e, Stephen, 1871-
1900; American novelist,

poet, and journalist.
crane fly, any of various CRANE (sense 3)
two-wingedf slender flies

with very long legs: they look like large mosquitoes.
crane's-bill, cranes-bill (kranz'bil') n. [from the long,
slender formation of the carpels], a geranium, especially
the wild geranium.

cra-ni-al (kra'ni-al), adj. of or from the cranium.
cranial index, in craniometry, the ratio of the greatest
breadth of the skull to its greatest length from front
to back, multiplied by 100.
cranial nerve, a peripheral nerve connected directly
with the brain: there are twelve pairs of such nerves in

man, including the olfactory, optic, trigeminal, facial,
and auditory nerves.
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cra-ni-ate (krS'ni-it), df/. having a skull or cranium, as
fishes, reptiles, biros, and mammals, n. a craniate

cra-nl-o- (kr5'ni-o, kra'ni-a), [Gr. kranio- < kranion,
skull), a combining form meaning of the head, cranial, as
in craniolosy.

cra-ni'pl-o-gy (krS'ni-ol'd-jt), n. [cranw~ -f -fofv], the
scientific $tudy

%
of skulls, especially human skulls, and

their characteristics, including differences in sizt, shape,
tc,: abbreviated cranlol.

cra-niara'e-tar (kifi'ni-om'a-tSr), n, [eranio- + -mfer],
an instrument for measuring skulls,

cra-ni-om-e-try (kra'ni-om'a-tri), n. [crania- + -metry],
the science of measuring skulls; cranial measurement:
abbreviated cranlom.

cra-nl-ot-o-my (kra'ni-ot'a-mi), n. [/>/. CRANIOTOMIES
(-mix)], \cranio- + -fcwy], the surgical operation of

opening the skull, as for brain operations.
cra-ni-um (kra'ni-sm), n. [pL CRANIUMS (-amz), CRANIA
(-*)], [Mod. L.

; Gr, kranfon], I. the skull. 2. the bones
forming the enclosure of the brain, excluding the lower
jaw* brainpan.
crank (krarjk), n. [ME., yarn reel; AS. crane in crane-
stasf, yarn comb (also in crencestre, woman weaver) , but
later influenced by LG. ; closely akin to cringe, crinkle;
basic sense "something twisted, something used to
twist" (cf. G. krank, ill, lit., twisted by illness); IE.
base *ier~, to twist, turnj, I. a part, as a handle, con-
nected at right angles to a shaft of a machine in order
to transmit motion. 2. a whimsical or unusual turn of
speech or thought: whim; caprice. 3. a queer action or
idea. 4. [ColIoq.J, a person given to queer actions,
ideas, manners, etc.; an eccentric. 5. [Colloq.], an
irritable, complaining person; cranky person, v.t, 1.

to form into the shape of a crank. 2. to provide with a
crank. 3. to start or operate by a crank, tu. 1. to
turn a crank, as in starting an engine or operating a
device. 2. [Obs.], to wind; twist; zigzag.
crank (krarjk), adj. [earlier crank sided; D. or Fris.

krengd, laid over (< krengan, to push over, lit., make
cringe); assimilated in form to crank (handle)], 1. in
nautical usage, liable to lurch or capsize. 2. shaky;
unsteady.
crank-case (kranVkas'), n. the metal casing that en-
closes the crankshaft of an internal-combustion engine.
crank'Hy (kran'ko-li), adv. in a cranky manner.
crank-i-ness (krar/ki-nis) , n. the quality or state of
being cranky.

cran-kle (krarj'kl), v.i. [CRANKLED (-kid), CRANKLING],
[freq. of crank, .], to move in a zigzag course, n. a
bend; twist.

crank-cms (krarjk'ss), adj. [Scot.], cranky; irritable.

crank-pin (krank'pinO , n. a cylindrical bar attaching a
connecting rod to a crank : also crank pin : see crank-
shaft, illus.

crank-shaft (krank'shaff, krarjk'shaft'), n. a shaft
turning a crank or turned
by a crank: in a gasoline
engine the movement of
the pistons is transmitted
to the crankshaft by
cranks.

crank-y (krar/ki), adj.
[CRANKIER (-ki-gr),
CRANKIEST (-ki-ist)] [see
CRANK, adj. & CRANK, .],

1. out oforaer; out ofgear;
shaky; loose. 2. ill-

tempered ; irritable ; cross.
3. queer; eccentric. 4. in TYPES OF CRANKSHAFT

nau^cal usage, unsteady; A , crankshaft for 4-cylinder
liaSllt lttrch or capsize, automobile; B, simple crank-
.^.SYN. see irritable. shaft; c, crankpin; D,
Cran-mer, Thomas journal
(kran'mr), 1489-1556;
English churchman; archbishop of Canterbury

cran-nied (kran'id), adj. full of crannies or chinks.
cran-nog (kran'sg), n. [IT. < crann, a tree, mast, beam],
an ancient Irish or Scottish lake dwelling, built on an
artificial island or shallows.
cran-noge (kran'ij), n. a crannog: erroneous form.
cran-ny (kran'i), n. [pi. CRANNIES (-iz)], [ME. crani;
QFr. cran, cren, a notch; Olt. crena, a groove; LL.
crena, a. notch, groove], a small, narrow opening;
fissure; crevice; chink or crack, as in a wall.
Gran-ston (kran'stan), n. a city in Rhode Island, near
Providence: pop., 55,000.
crap (krap), n. [see CRAPS], 1. craps. 2. any throw that
causes the thrower to lose at craps.
crap out, to lose at craps by throwing a two, three, or
twelve on the first throw or a seven after the point
has been established.

urn
or a Dana worn around the arm.

crape-hang-er (krap'har/Sr), n, [Slang], a person with
a gloomy outlook on things; pessimist.

crap-pie (krap'i), n. [pi, CRAPPIKS (-iz), CRAPPIE; see

PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [< ?], a small North American sunfish
found in sluggish streams and ponds through the eastern
and central united States: also croppie.
craps (kraps), n. $* [construed as sing.], [Fr. crabs, craps
< En$. crabs, lowest throw at hazard, two aces], a
gambling game played with two dice: a first throw of
seven or eleven wins, and a first throw of two, three,
or twelve loses; any other first throw, to win, must be
repeated befor* a seven appears.
crap-shoot-w (krap'ihooi/3r), n. a gambler at craps.

crap-u-lence (krap'yoo-fons), n. [< crapulent], 1. sick-

ness caused oy excew in drinking: or eating. 2. gro*u
intemperance, especially in drinking: debauchery.

crap-u-lent (krap'yoo-Unt), adj. [LL. crapulentus <
L. crapula; see CRAPULOUS], of, suffering from, or
characterized by excess or gross intemperance in

drinking or eating.

crap-u-lous (krap'yoo-las), adj. [LL. crapulosus < L.

crapula, drunkenness < Gr. kraipale, drunken head-
ache], 1. characterized by intemperance, especially in

drinking; debauched 2. hick from such intemperance.
crash (krash), v.i. [ME. crasshyn; prob. echoic var. of
cracken (see CRACK), influenced by ON.; cf. Dan. krase,
to crackle (for sense, cf. G. krach, crash, disaster <
krachen, to crack)], 1. to fall, collide, or break forcibly
and with a loud, relatively prolonged noise; smash. 2.

to make a sudden, loud noise, as of something brittle

falling and breaking. 3. to move or go with such a
noise. 4. to fall or land violently out of control so as to

damage or destroy the craft: said of aircraft. 5, to
collapse; come to sudden ruin; fail: as, their business
crashed, v.t. 1. to cause (a car, airplane, etc.) to crash.
2. to force or impel with a crashing noise (with in, out,

through, etc.). 3. JColloq.], to get into (a party, theater,
etc.) without an invitation, ticket, etc, n. La loud,
sudden noise, as of something brittle falling and break-
ing. 2. a crashing, as of a car or an airplane. 3. a
sudden fall, collapse, or ruin, especially of business or
a business enterprise, adj. [Colloq.], characterized by
the use of all possible resources, effort, and speed: as, a
crash program to build highways. SYN. see break,

crash (krash), n. [earlier crasko, crasho, "Russian linen,"

jjrob. a trade contraction of Russ. krashenina, colored
linen], a coarse cotton or linen cloth with a plain, loose
weave, used for towels, curtains, etc.

Crash-aw, Richard (krash'S), 1613?-1649; English
religious poet.
crash dive, a sudden submergence of a submarine to
escape from a threatened attack.

crass (kras), adj. [L. crassus, thick, gross, fat; prob. <
IE. *qrat-tos, balled together; akin to L. cratis (see
CRATE), Eng. hurdle], 1. [Rare], gross; coarse; thick.
2. grossly stupid, dull^or obtuse.

cras-si-tude (kras'a-tood', kras;
9-tudOt n. L. crassi-

tudo < crassus; see CRASS], 1. gross stupidity or
ignorance. 2. grossness.
cras-su-la-ceous (kras'yoo-la'shas), adj. [Mod. L. Cras-
sula, name of the genus; + -aceous], of a family of juicy
plants including the stonecrop, houseleek, etc.

Cras-sus (kras'as), n. 1. (Lucius Licinius Crassus),
Roman orator and statesman; 140-91 B.C. 2. (Marcus
Licinius Crassus}, Roman statesman; 115?-53 B.C.
-crat (krat), [Fr. -crate; Gr. -krates < kratos, rule,
rjower], a terminal combining form meaning participant
%n or supporter of (a specified kind of) government or
ruling body, as in democrat, aristocrat.
cratch (krach), n. [ME. crecche < OFr. creche* cresche,
crib; see CRECHE], [Dial.], a bin or rack for fodder.

crate (krat), n. [L. cratis; IE. base *qerat- (see CRASS):
akin to Eng. hurdle], 1. a large basket or hamper of
wickerwork, or a box or case made of slats of wood,
for packing things to be shipped or stored. 2. its
contents. 3. [Slang], an old, decrepit automobile or
airplane, v.t. [CRATED (-id), CRATING], to pack or
enclose in a crate.

cra-ter (kra'ter), n. [L., mixing bowl, mouth of a vol-
cano; Gr, kratSr < kerannynai, to mix], 1. in ancient
Greece, a kind of bowl or jar. 2. the bowl-shaped! cav-
ity at the mouth of a volcano. 3. a pit resembfing this,
as one made by an exploding bomb. 4. [C-], in astron-
omy, a southern constellation: see constellation, chart.
Crater Lake, a lake in the crater of an extinct volcano'

park:^ 4 *** length-

Crater Lake National Park, a national park in south-
western Oregon: area, 251 sq. mi.
Crater Mound, a huge, circular depression in central
Arizona, believed to have been made by a meteorite-

1

depth, 600 ft.; diameter, 3/4 mi
o.

craunch (kranch, krdnch), v.t. & v.i. [earlier form of
crunch, affected by and ? echoic extension of crash;
early form scranch, scraunch, if orjg., may be < MD
schranzen, to split up, crush], to crancfe. h. a crunching*

era-vat (kra-vat'), n. [Fr. crovate < Crovate, Croat,*
Croatian < G. krawat, dial, form of Kroat < Croatian
hrvat; so

applied in Fr. in reference to scarves worn by
Croatian soldiers], L a neckcloth or searL 2. a necktie

crave (krav), v.t. [CRAVED (kravd), GRAVING], [ME,
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arafien* craven; AS. crafian, lit., to demand as right <
base of crxft, strength, might; see CRAFT], 1. to ask for
earnestly or humbly; beg. 2. to long for eagerly; desire
intensely. 3. to be in great need of. uJ. to have an
eager longing or intense desire (for). SYN. see desire.

era-van (kra'van), adj. [MB. & OFr. cramnt; L. crepans,
ppr. of crepare, to rattle, crack, creak; uit. akin to ON.
bra-/*, raven], cowardly; abjectly afraid, n. a coward;
poltroon. SYN. see cowardly.
cry craven, to surrender; give up.

crav-en-ette (krav's-net', krS'va-net'), n. [after Craven
Street, London], 1. a finish for making certain fabrics
waterproof. 2. a fabric with this finish. A trade-mark
(Cravenette).

crav-ing (krav'in), . [see CRAVE], intense and prolonged
desire: yearning, as for food, drink, etc.

craw (kr6), n. [ME. crawe; AS. *craga; akin to MLG.
krage, throat, food pipe, G. kragen, throat; IE. base
*gwer~ t to swallow up, as also in L. vorare, to swallow;
see DEVOUR], 1. the crop of a bird or insect; hence, 2.
the stomach of any animal.
to stick in the (or one's) craw, to be unacceptable or
displeasing to one.

craw'fish (kr6'fish'), n. {pi. CRAWFISH, CRAWFISHES
C-iz) ;

see FISH], fvar. of crayfish: crawfish is form pre-
ferred in the u. S., except among zoologists], a crayfish.
v.L [Colloq.], to withdraw from a position; back down.

Craw-ford, Francis Marion (kr6>f&rd), 1854-1909;
American novelist.

crawl (krSp, v.L [ME. craulen < ON. krafla; akin to G.
krabbdn; freq. formation on Gmc. base *krab~, *kreb-t

to scratch; for IE. base see CRAB], 1. to move slowly
by dragging the body along the ground, as a worm.
2. to go on hands and knees; creep. 3. to move or go
slowly or feebly. 4. to swarm or teem with crawling
things. 5. to feel as if insects were crawling on the skin.
6. to move or act in an abjectly servile manner, n. 1.
the act of crawling: slow movement. 2. a swimming
stroke in which one lies face downward, with the mouth
and nose under water except when turned briefly side-
ward for breathing, and uses alternate overarm move-
ments and a continuous up-and-down kick.
SYN. crawl, in its strict usage, suggests movement by
dragging the, prone body along the ground (a snake crawls),
and, figuratively, connotes abjectness or servility; creep
suggests movement, often furtive, on all fours (a baby creeps),
and, figuratively, connotes slow, stealthy, or insinuating
progress.
crawl (kr61), n. [W.Ind.D. kraal < Sp. corral; see
CORRAL], an enclosure made in shallow water by setting
stakes vertically, used for confining fish, turtles, etc.

craw-ly (kr61'i), adj. [CRAWLIER (-i-eY), CRAWLIEST
(-i-ist)], [Colloq.], creepy.

cray-fish (kra'fish'), n. [pi. CRAYFISH, CRAYFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], [altered, afterjfofc < ME. crevis, crevice; OFr.
crevice (Fr. ecrevisse) ; OHG. krebis (akin to krabbo, crab
& AS. crabba; see CRAB)], 1. a small, fresh-water crus-
tacean somewhat resembling a little lobster. 2. a sea
shellfish resembling a lobster but without the large
pincers: also called spiny lobster.

cray*ori (kra/an, kra'on), n. [Fr. f pencil < craie, chalk <
L. creta, chalk, white earth < Creta, Crete, where it was
found], 1. a small stick of chalk, waxy material, char-
coal, etc., used for drawing, coloring, or writing: it may
be white or colored. 2. a drawing made with a crayon
or crayons, v.t. to draw with a crayon or crayons.

craze (kraz), v.t. [CRAZED (krSzd), CRAZING], [ME.
crasen, to crack, break; either directly < ON. or apnetic
for acrasen < OFr. acraser (Fr. ecraser) < ON.; cf. D.
krase, to crackle, Sw. krasa, to break up; see CRASH,
v.], 1. to cause to become mentally ill; make insane.
2. to produce a crackled surface or small cracks in the
glaze of (pottery, porcelain, etc.). v.L I. to become
mentally ill. 2. to oecome finely cracked, as the glaze
of pottery, n. 1. an exaggerated enthusiasm; mania.
2. something that is temporarily the fashion; fad. 3.
a little crack in the glaze or enamel, as of pottery.
SYN. see fashion.

crazed (krazd), adf. 3L demented; insane; crazy. 2.

; state of being
crazy.

cra-zy (krS'zi), adj. [CRAZIER (-zi-gr), CRAZIEST (-zi-iat)],

[ < craze], 1. unsound; cracked; flawed; shaky; rickety;
hence, 2. unsound of mind; mentally unbalanced or
deranged; psychopathic; insane. 3, of or fit for an
insane person. 4. temporarily unbalanced, as with
great excitement, rage, etc. 5. [Colloq.], very enthusi-
astic; very eager: as, she's crazy about the movies.
like crazy, [Colloq.], with furious energy, speed, etc.

crazy bone, the funny bone.
crazy quilt, a quilt made; of pieces of cloth of various
colors and irregular shapes and sizes.

(kra'aa-wedO, n. the loeoweed.

creak (krek), vj. A .< [ME. crekm, to make a
sound like geese, crows, etc.; echoic var. of craken,

Broken with development in sense as the vowel altered
its quality; see CROAK!, to make, cause to make, or
move with a harsh, shrffi, grating, or squeaking sound,
as rusted hinges, n, such & sound,

creak-Hy (krek'a-li), adv. in a creaky manner with
a creaking sound.
creak i-nes8 (krek'i-nls), n. a creaky qttality or state.

creak-y (krek'i), adj. [CREAKIER (-i-Sr), CREAKIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. apt to creak, 2. creaking.
cream (krem), n. [ME, creme; OPr. cresme; LL. ckrisma;
see CHRISM], 1. the oily, yellowish part of milk, which
rises to the top. 2. any of various foods made of cream
or having a creamy consistency; as, ice cream. 3. a
cosmetic or emulsion with a creamy consistency. 4. a
thick liqueur. 5. the best or finest part of anything.
6. the color of cream; yellowish white. adL L con-
taining cream; made of cream. 2. having the consist-
ency of cream; creamy. 3. cream-colored, lu. 1, to
form into cream or a foamy substance. 2. to form a
foam or scum on too. v.t. 1. to remove the cream
from. 2. to remove the best part of. 3. to add cream to.
4. to cook with cream or a cream sauce. 5. to beat into
a creamy consistency; make into a creamy mixture. 6.
to let (milk) form cream. 7. to separate as cream.
cream of, creamed pure*e of: as, cream of tomato soup.

cream cheese, a soft, white cheese made of cream or of
milk enriched with cream.
cream-col-ored (krem'kuFe'rd), adj. yetlowish-wHte.
cream-cups (krem'kups'), n, [pi. CREAMCUPS], a plant
of the poppy familyr with small, creamy flowers.
cream-er (krem'gr), n. 1. a small pitcher for cream.
2. a device

f
for separating cream from milk. 3. a

refrigerator in which milk is put to form cream. 4. a
person or thing that creams.

cream-er-y (krem'er-i), n. [pi. CREAMERIES (~iz)], [Fr.
cremerie; see CREAM], 1. a place where milk and cream
are pasteurized, separated, and bottled, and butter and
cheese are made. 2. a shop where dairy products are
sold. 3. a place where milk is put for creaming.
cream i-ness (krem'i-nis), n. the quality or state of
being creamy.
cream of tartar, a white, acid, crystalline substance,
KHCJ&Oft, used in medicine and cooking: also called
potassium bitartrate, potassium acid tartrate.
cream puff, a round shell of pastry filled with whipped
cream or custard.
cream sauce, a sauce made of butter and flour cooked
together with milk or cream.
cream-y (krem'i), adj. [CREAMIER (-i-Sr), CREAMIEST
(-i-ist) ] 1. full of cream; containing cream, 2. like
cream in consistency or color.

crease (kres), n. [earlier creaste, lit., ridge (as of moun-
tains) < OFr. creste; see CREST], 1. a line ormark made
by folding and pressing cloth, paper, etc.; ridge, as that
pressed into men's trousers. 2. a fold; wrinkle: asv her
dress was full of creases. 3. in cricket,, any of the fees
that mark off an area on the ground showing tiie station
of the batsman or of the bowler. 4* in hockey* a rectan-
gular area marked off by lines in front of the goal cage,
which cannot be entered by attacking players except
under certain special conditions, v.t. [CREASED (krest),
CREASING], 1. to fold and make a crease in. 2. to
wrinkle; muss. 3. a) originally, to put a shot through
the ridge of a horsef

s neck, b) to graze and injure
slightly with a bullet. v.L to become creased.
crease (kres), n. a creese.

creas-y (kres'i), adj. full of creases.
cre-ate (kre-aV, kri-St'), v.t. [CREATED (-id), CREATING],
[< L. create pp. of creare, to create; IE. base *kerl-> to
grow, cause to growj, 1. to cause to come into existence;
bring into being ; make ; originate. 2 . to cause : produce ;

bring about; give rise to: as, an adverse public opinion
was created. 3. to invest with a new rank, function, etc.
4. to portray (a character) effectively for the first time:
said of an actor, adj. [Archaic], created.
crea*tin (krS'o-tin), n. creatine.
ere a

:
tine (kre/a-ten', krS'a-tin), n. [< Gr. kreas. flesh;

+ -me], a white, crystalline substance, an alkaloid or
amino acid, C&NaOa, present chiefly in the muscle
tissue of vertebrates.

cre-a-tion (kre-a'shsn, kri-a'shon), n. [ME. creacion <
OFr. or L. ; OFr. creation < L. creatio], 1. a creating or
being created. 2. the universe and everything in it;
all the world. 3. anything created; especially, some-
thing original created by the imagination; invention.
the Creation, in theology, God's creating of the world.

ere a-tion ism (krS-a'shan-iz'm, kri-S'shan-iz'm), n. in
theology, 1 . the doctrine that God creates a new soul for
every human being born. 2. the doctrine that ascribes
the origin of matter and of distinct species of animals
and plants to acts of creation by God.
ere a-tion-ist (krS-a'shaiirist, kri-a'shon-ist), n. a person
who believes in creationism^

; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin.
. able ('b'l); Fr.

' '" " ~

',

*
hypothetical; < deSvedlrom!
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cre-a-tlve (lorM'tir, kri-a'tiv), adj. I. creating or able
to create. 2. productive (of); Inventive.
crea-tor (kr&i'tEr, kri-5'teY), n. [ME. & AngloFr.
crea&rnr; L. creator], 1 . a person or, sometimes, a thing
that creates. 2, [C-], God; the Supreme Being.

crea'tur-al (kre'che'r-dl), adj. of, or having the nature
of, a creatare or creatures.

crea-ture (kre'cher), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. creatura], 1.

anything created, animate or inanimate. 2. an animate
or living being; especially, a) a cow, horse, or other
animal. 6) a human being: often used in a patronizing,
contemptuous, commiserating, or endearing sense. 3.

a jserson completely dominated by, dependent on, or
owing his success, position, etc. to, another.
the creature, whisky or other intoxicating liquor:
humorous usage.

creature comfort, anything providing bodily comfort,
as food, clothing, or snelter.

crea-ture-ly (kre'cher-H), adj. creatural.
creche (krash, kresh), n. [Fr. < Frank. *kripja (G.
krippe), crib; cf. CRATCH, CRIB], 1. a miniature repre-
sentation of the stable in which Jesus was born, with
figures of the infant Jesus, Mary, Joseph, the Magi, etc.
2. a hospital for foundlings. 3. a public nursery where
mothers who work can leave their children during the
day; day nursery.

Cre"-cy (kra'se'; Eng. kres'i), n. a town in northern
France; scene of an English victory (1346) over the
French: English name, Cressy.

cre-dence (kre'd'ns), n. [ME.; OFr.; ML. credentia <
"L. credens, ppr. of credere; see CREED}, 1. belief, espe-
cially in the reports or testimony of another: as, give no
-credence to rumors. 2. credential : as, a letter of credence.
3. in ecclesiastical usage, a small table at the side of the
communion table, on which the bread and wine are
placed before consecration. SYN. see belief.

ere den-da (kri-den'ds), n.pl. [sing. CREDENDUM
(-dgm)], [L., pi. of gerundive of credere; see CREED],
doctrines to be believed; matters 9f faith.

ere-dent (kre'd'nt), adj. I. believing; giving credence.
2. [ObsJ, credible.
credential (kri-den'shsl), adj. [ML. credentia (see
CREDENCE); + -aZ], [Rare], entitling to credit, confi-
dence, etc.; accrediting, n. 1. that which entitles
to credit, confidence, etc. 2. usually in pi. a letter or
certificate given to a person to show that ne has a right
to confidence or to the exercise of a certain position or
authority.
creden-za (kri-den'za; It. kre-den'tsa), n. [pi. CRE-
DENZAS (-zaz); It. CREDENZE (-tse)], [It., a credence
(sense 3)], a type of buffet, or sideboard.

crecM-biM-ty (kredVbil's-ti), n. [L. credibility], the
quality or state of being credible.

cred-i ble (kred'a-bl), adj. [L. credibilis < credere; see
CREED], that can be believed; worthy of belief or trust;

trustworthy; reliable. SYN. see plausible.

cred-I-bly (kred'a-bli), adv. in a credible manner.
credit (kred'it), n. [Fr. credit; It. credito; L. creditus,
pp. of credere; see CREED], 1. belief; confidence; trust;
faith. 2. the quality of being credible or trustworthy.
3. the favorable estimate of a person's character; repu-
tation; good name. 4. praise or approval to which a
person or thing is entitled; commendation: as, he de-
serves credit for telling the truth. 5. a person or thing
bringing approval or honor: as, he is a credit to the
team. 6. usually pi. acknowledgment of work done, as
in the preparation of a motion picture, 7. the amount
of money remaining in a person's account in a bank,
etc. 8. in accounting, a) the acknowledgment of pay-
ment on a debt by entry of the amount in an account.
b) the right-hand side of an account, where such
amounts are entered, c) an entry on this side, d) the
sum of such entries. 9. in business, a) trust in one's
integrity in money matters and in one's ability to meet
payments when due. b) the time allowed for payment.
10. in education, a) the certification of a student's suc-
cessful completion of a unit or course of study, b) a
unit of work so certified. v*t. 1. to believe; trust; have
confidence or faith in. 2. to bring approval or honor to.
3. to give deserved commendation for. 4. to give credit
in a bank account, etc. 5. in accounting, to enter on
the credit side. 6. in education, to enter a credit or
credits on the record of (a student). Abbreviated cr.
SYN. see ascribe.

credit one with, to believe that one has; ascribe to one,
credit to one, to believe that one has.
do credit to, to bring approval or honor to.

give credit to, 1. to believe; have confidence or trust
in. 2. to commend.

give one credit for, 1. to commend one for. 2. to be-
lieve that one has.
on credit, with the agreement that payment will be
made at a future^date.

to one's credit, bringing approval or honor to one.
cred-it-a-ble (kred'it-a-b'l), adj. bringing approval or
honor; deserving commendation; praiseworthy.
cred

:
it-a bly (kred'it-a-bli) , adv. in a creditable manner.

credit line, an acknowledgment of work done or a
contribution made, as in a newspaper or motion picture.

cred-i- tor (kred'i-ter), n. [Pr. crediteur; L. creditor; see
CREDIT], 1. a person to whom another or others are
indebted. 2. in bookkeeping, a] the credit side of an
account, b) any entry on this side: abbreviated or.

credit standing, reputation for payjng bills, etc.
credit union, a co-operative association for pooling
savings of members and making loans to them at a low
rate of interest.

cre-do (kre'do, kra'do), n. [pi. CREDOS f-dozH, [L., I

believe; see CREED], 1. a creed. 2. [usually C-j, a} the
Apostles' Creed or the Nicene Creed, both of which
begin with credo, b) the music for either of these.

cre-du-H*ty (kra-doola-ti, kra-duls-ti), n. [pi. CRE-
DULITIES (-tiz)l, (L. credulitas < credulus; see CRED-
ULOUS], a tendency to believe too readily; lack of
doubt or skepticism.

cred-u-lous (krej'oo-bs) , adj. [L. credulus < credere; see

CREED], tending to believe too readily; easily convinced.
Cree (kre}, n. [pi. CREE, CREES (krez)], [< Am. Ind.

(Algonquian) name], 1. a member of a tribe of Algon-
quian Indians who lived in an area extending from the
southern end of Hudson Bay to northern Alberta,
Canada. 2. the language of this tribe.

creed (kred), n. [ME. crede; AS. creda; L. credo, lit.,

Lbelieve (< credere, to trust, believe; prob. < IE. base
*kred~, heart + *dhe, to place, do) : so used from being
first word of the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds], 1. a
brief statement of religious belief; confession of faith.
2. a specific statement of this kind, accepted as authori-
tative by a church; especially^ the Apostles' Creed, the
Nicene Creed, or the Athanasian Creed. 3. a statement
of belief, principles, or opinions on any subject.
the Creed, the Apostles' Creed.

Creek (krek), n. [? < creek (with reference to the many
creeks in the tribal territory)], 1. an American Indian
of any of several tribes, mainly Muskhogean, now living
in Oklahoma. 2. an Indian of the Creek Confederacy
or the Creek Nation. 3. the Muskhogean language of
the Creeks.

creek (krek, krik), n. [ME. (rare) creke (whence mod.
pronun. krek), (common) crike {whence pronun. krik)
< ON. kriki, a winding, hence winding inlet; akin to D.
kreek, bay; IE. base as in crank (handle)], 1. a small
stream, somewhat larger than a brook. 2. a narrow
inlet or bay. Abbreviated cr.

Creek Confederacy, a former tribal league of Musk-
hogean Indians in Georgia and Alabama.
Creek Nation, a former semiautonomous league of
Indian tribes set up by the Creeks in the Indian
Territory.

creel (krel), n. [ME. crelle; MFr. crille, dial. var. of
grille; see GRILL], 1. a wicker basket for holding fish:
creels are often worn on the back by fishermen. 2. a
basketlike cage for trapping fish, shellfish, etc. 3. in
spinning, a frame for holding the bobbins.

creep (krep), v.i. [CREPT (krept), CREEPING], [ME.
crepen; AS. creopan, to creep, lit., go bent down; akin
to Sw. krypa; IB. base *ger-, to twist, turn; cf. CRIP-
PLE], 1. to move along with the body close to the
ground, as on hands and knees. 2. to move slowly. 3.
to move stealthily, timidly, or furtively. 4. to come on
gradually and almost unnoticed (often with up), 5. to
cringe; fawn. 6. to grow along the ground or a wall,
as some plants. 7. to feel as if insects were creeping on
one

f

s skin. 8. to slip slightly out of position, n. 1. the
act of creeping. 2. a creeping movement. 3. [Slang], a
person who inspires a mild feeling of fear or repugnance.
SYN. see crawl.
make one*8 flesh creep, to cause one to feel fear, re-

pugnance, etc. as if insects were creeping on one's skin.
the creeps, [Colloq.], a feeling of fear, repugnance,
etc. as if insects were creeping on one's skin.

creep-er (krep'er), n. 1. a person, animal, or thing that
creeps. 2. any plant whose stem puts out tendrils or
rootlets by which it can creep along a surface as it grows.
3. any of various small birds that creep on trees and
bushes looking for insects, larvae, etc. to eat, as the
American brown creeper, certain warblers, etc. 4. a
device with metal hooks for dragging the bottom of a
lake, pond, etc.; grapnel. 5. usually pi. a metal plate
with spikes, fastened to a shoe to prevent slipping. 6.

any device for carrying material to or from a machine,
or from one part of a machine to another. 7. pi. a
baby's one-piece garment, combining pants and waist.

creep-ie (krep'i, krip'i), n. [< creep, v.], [British Dial],
a low stool.

creep -i ness (krep'i-nis), n. a creepy quality or state.
creeping bent grass, any of a large group of low-grow-
ing grasses, including some lawn and pasture varieties,
that root along the stem.

creep-y (krep'i) , adj. [CREEPIER (4-er) , CREEPIEST (-i-ist) ],
1. creeping; moving slowly. 2. having a feeling of fear,
horror, or repugnance, as if insects were creeping on
one s skin. 3. tending to produce such a feeling.

creese (kres), n. [Malay kris], a dagger with a wavy
blade, used by Malays: also spelled crease, cris, kris.

creesh (kresh), n. & v.t. [< OFr. cresse, craisse, n. <
L. crassa, fern, of crassus; see. CRASS], [Scot.], grease.

Cre-feld (kra'felt), n. Krefeld-tfrdingen, Germany.
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ere-mate (kre'mat, kri-maf). v.t. [CREMATED (-Id),
CREMATING], [< L. cremates, pp. of cremare, to bum;
IE. base *Rer-, to burn; akin to L. carba, coal], 1. to
bum up; consume by fire. 2. to burn (a dead body) to
ashes.

cre-ma-ticm (kri-nm'shsn), n. [L. crematio], the act or
process of cremating; burning a dead boay to ashes.

cre-raa-tion-ist (kn-ma'shan-ist), n. a person who
advrx:ates cremation in preference to bunal.

cre-ma-tor (kre'ma-ter, kri-ma'ter), n. [LL.J, L a
person who cremates* 2. a furnace for cremating dead
bodies. 3. an incinerator for garbage, trash, etc.

cre-ma-tori-urn (kre'm^toVi-Qtn, krem's-to'ri-sm),
n. [Mod. L.], [Chiefly British], a crematory.

cre-ma-to-ry (kre'ma-tdr'i, krem'a-to'xi), n. [pi. CRE-
MATORIES (-iz, -riz)] t [Mod. L. crematorium], I. a
furnace for cremating dead bodies. 2. a building with
such a furnace in it. adj. of or for cremation.
|creme (krem), n. [Fr.], 1. cream. 2. a thick liqueur.
creme de ca-ca-o (krem' da ks-kl'o, k9-ka'o), [Fr., lit.,

cream of cocoa], a sweet liqueur with a chocolate flavor.

Jcreme de la cretne (krem' da la/ kremO, (Fr., Ht.,
cream of the cream], the very best (of something).
creme de menthe (krem' do mSwt'), [Fr., lit., cream of
mint], a sweet, greenish liqueur flavored with mint.
Cre-mo-na (kri-mo'na; It. kre-mo%a), n. 1. a city in
northern Italy, on the Po River: pop., 70,000 (1947).
2. any of the famous violins formerly made in Cremona,
especially by Nicola Amati (1596-1684) or a member
of his family, his pupil Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737),
or Guiseppe Guarneri (1683-1745).

cre-nate (kre'nat), adj. [Mod. L. crenatus < ILL. crena,
a notch, groove], in botany, having a notched or scal-

loped edge, as certain leaves: see leaf, illus.

cre-nat-ed (kre'na-tid), adj. crenate.
cre-na-tion (kri-na'shan) , n. 1. the condition of being
crenate. 2. a crenate formation.

cren-a-ture (kren'a-cher, kre'na-cher), n. 1. a rounded
projection on the margin of a leaf, etc. 2. a notch
between such projections.

cre-nel (kren'l), n. [OFr., dim. < LL. arena* a notch,
groove], an indentation or loophole in the top of a
battlement or wall; embrasure: also crenelle. &*t.

[CRENELED or CRENELLED (-Id), CRENELING OT CRENEL-
LING], to crenelate.

cren-el-ate, cren-el-late (kren'1-atO, v.t. [CRENELATED
or CRENELLATED (-id), CRENELATING or CRENELLATING],
[Fr. creneler^ (< OFr. crend; see CRENEL); + -ate],
to furnish with battlements or crenels.

cren-el-a-tion, cren-el-la-tion (kren'l-a'shan), n. 1.

a crenelating or being crenelated. 2. a battlement;
crenelated structure.

cre-nelle (kri-nelO, n, a crenel.
cren-u-late (kren'yoo-Ht, kren'yoo-lat

7
), adj. [Mod. L.

crenulatus < crenula, dim. < LL. arena, a notch, groove],
having tiny notches or scallops, as some leaves or shells.

cren-u-lat-ed (kren'yoo-la'tid), adj. crenulate.
cren-u-la-tion (kren'yoo-la'shan), n. [see CRENULATE],
1. a tiny notch or scallop. 2. the condition of having
tiny notches or scallops.

ere o dont (kre'a-dont'), n. [< Mod. L. Creodonta, pi.
< Gr. kreas, flesh + oaous, tooth], any of a group of

primitive, flesh-eating mammals with small brains.
Gre ole (kre'ol), n. [Fr.. cr&ole < Port, crioulo & Sp.
criotto, native (of a tropic dependency) ; assumed to be
for Sp. criaatilo* nurseling, dim. of criado, lit., created <
criar; L. create, to create, produce; cf. CREATE], 1.

originally, a native, espe^aJiy of the West Indies;
Central America, tsopical Sotraii America, the Gulf
States, or Mauritius* of aonnatl^B descent: hence, 2. a
person, of French or Spanish Descent born in the
Americas, 3. [c-J, a person of Negro descent born in the
Americas: usually Creole Negro. 4. a person descended
frokn br culturally related to the original French settlers
of Louisiana and New Orleans; hence, 5. French as
spoken by such people: distinguished from Cajun, 6.

loosely, anyone from Louisiana. 7. a person descended
from or culturally related to original Spanish settlers in
the Gulf States, especially Texas. 8. [o-], loosely, a
person 9f mixed Creole and Negro stock. 9. [< Sp.
criotto], in parts of tropical South America, the child of
a white father and a mestiza mother, adj* 1. desig-
nating, of, or characteristic; of, a Creole or Creoles. 2.

[o-], designating, of, or characteristic of, a Creole or
Creoles. 3. of Creole.

cre-ol-ized language (kre^s-llzd'). [< Creole], the form
of mixed language (e.g. Gullahp! that develops wliem
speaikets of mutually unintelligible languages remain
in persistent, long-lasting, and thorough contact with
each' other: distinguished from pidgin languages.

Cre-on (kre'on), n. [Grr. Krcdn], in Greek legend, the
Kih of Thebes who hail his niece Antigone buried aHve
because she disobeyed Jpnt by performing funeral rites

overtjhe bod
"

cre-o-sol

soeye pnt y perr
of her brother Polynices.

"

sol^ kr^^soIO, m [^ri^^ote -f -oQ, a

colorless, pungent, oily Bqiiid, CtHiA, objfcaaned firom
beechwccd tar and the resin guaiacum: it is used as an
antiseptic.

cre-osote (kri'o-sotO, . {< Or. foeas (genit. Jfer^Ss),

flesh + sdtein, to save, preservej, a transparent, oily
liquid with a ptmgent odor, obtained by the distillation
of wood tar or coal tan: it is used, as an antiseptic and
as a preservative for wood. v.t. [CREOSOTED (-id),
CREOSOTING}, to treat (wood, etc.) with creosote.

creosote bush, an evergreen shrub with a pungent odor,
found in northern Mexico and the southwestern United
States.

crepe, crdpe (krap), n. [Fr. crtpc < L. crisp; see CRISP},
1. a thin, crinklea cloth of silk, rayon, cotton, wool, etc. ;

crape. 2. a piece of black crepe as a sign of mourning,
often in the form of a band worn around the arm:
usually spelled crape. 3. thin paper crinkled Eke crepe :

also crep paper.
crej>e de Chuie (krap' da shenO. P?r.* lit., crepe of

China], a soft, rather thin silk crepe, used for women's
blouses, etc.

crepes su-zette (krep' soo-zetO, [Fr.: crlpt, pancake,
crepe (see CREPE) -{- SuseUe, dim. ot Suzanne], very
thin pancakes rolled up and sprinkled with sugar, some-
times served with a flaming brandy sauce.

crep-i-tant (krep/d-int) t adj. fL. crepitans, ppr. of

crepitare; see CREPITATE], crackling; rattHng.
crep-i-tate (krepVtatOt t. [CREPITATED (-id), CREP-
ITATING], [L. crepitare, freq. of crepare; see CRAVEN], to
make slight, sharp, and repeated crackling sounds;
crackle; rattle.

crep-i-ta-tioii (krep'a-ta'shsn), n. a crepitating.
crept (krept), past tense and past participle of creep.
cre-pus-cle (kri-pus'l), n. [L. crcpuscnlum < creper,
dark], twilight; dusk.

cre-pus-cu-lar (kri-pus'kyoo-lSr), adj. [see prec.], 1.

of or like twilight; dim; glimnaering; obscure. 2. ap-
pearing, flying, or becoming active at twilight or just
before sunrise: as, crepuscular insects.

cre-pus-cule (kri-pus'kul), n. [Fr. crepnscule], creptiscle.
cre-scen-do (kra-shen'do, kra-sen'do), adj. A adv. lit. <
crescere; see CRESCENT], in music, gradually increasing in
loudness or intensity: abbreviated cresc., cre. or
indicated by the sign <. n. [pi. CRESCENDOS (-doz)J, in,

music, 1. a gradual increase in loudness or intensity.
2. a passage played crescendo.

ores-cent (kres
/f
nt), n. [Latinized sp. (cf . L. crescens) of

ME. cressant; OFr. creissant, ppr. of creistre, to increase;
L. crescere, to come forth, grow; akin to creare; see
CREATE], 1. the moon in its first or last quarter, when
it appears to have one concave edge and one convex
edge. 2. the shape of the moon in either of these phases.
3. anything shaped more or less like this* as a curved
row of houses. 4. the emblem of Turkey; hencei 5.

a) Turkish power, b) Moslem power, adj. 1. [Poetic],
increasing; growing. 2. shaped Mke the moon in its first

or last quarter.
creS'Cive (kres'iv), adj. [L. cmeere (see CRESCENT);-f
-ive], [Rare], growing; increasing.

are-sol (kre'sol, kre'sol), n. fcreosote -f '-qJL any of tharee

isomeric, colorless, oily liquids or solidsmm the formula
CrHaO, prepared by the fractional ^distillation of coal
tar and used in the preparatiori of disinfectants, fumi-
gating compounds, and dyestuffs.

cress (kres), it. [ME. cres
f cersti; AS. cresse, cerse, lit.,

creeper; ajan to G. kresse, cress, OHG. kresan* to
creep; IE. base as in creep], any of various plants of the
mustard family, as water cress, the pungent leaves of
which are used in salads and asjgarnashes.

cres
:
set (kreS'it), n. [ME.: OrV. cresset, crcissei <

craisse; see GREASE], a metal container for burning oil,

wood, etc., fastened to a pole, wall, etc., and used as a
torch or lantern. '

Crea-si-da (kres'i-do), n. in medieval legend, a Trojan
woman who was unfaitoful to her lover, Troilus: the
legend is the source of Shakespeare's Troilus and
Cressida: also spelled Criaeyde (in Chaucer).
Oes*sy (fcres'i), n. Crecy; the English name.
crest (krest), n. [ME. & OPr. creste, orig., a ridge; L.

crista,' IE. base *5er-, highest part of the body, head,
horn; akin to ON. hrista, to shake], 1. any process or
growth on the head of an animal, as a comb or feathered
tuft on the heads of certain fowls and birds^ 2. a plume
of feathers, or an emblem or decoration, formerly worn
on a helmet; hence, 3. a helmet. 4. a heraldic device
placed above the shield in a coat of arms, and used
separately on seals, silverware, note paper, etc. S. the
top of anvthing, or the line or surface 'along the 1

top;
summit; ridge: as, the crest of a wave, a mountain crest.

6. a) the ridge of the aeck of a horse, lion, etc. &) the
mane growing on this. 7. a projecting ridge along a
bone. 8. [Archaic], courage or pride. i?J. 1. to provide
or decorate with a crest. 2. tb He at the top of; crown.
3. to reach'the crest of, <ip to form"d crest, as a wave.
crested (kre&'tid), od/. Having a^ crest.
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crested flycatcher, any of various crested birds that
catch insects in Sight.

crest-fall-en (krest*fol''n) f adj. 1. with drooping crest
or bowed head; hence, 2. dejected; disheartened.

crest-ing (kres'tiij), n. an ornamental ridging on a
wall, roof, etc.

cre-syMc (kri-siFik), ad/. [< cresol + ~yl 4- -] of or
from cresol or creosote.
ere ta ceous (kri-ta'shs), adj. [L. cretactus < creta; see

CRAYON], 1. containing, composed of, or having the
nature of, chalk. 2. [C-], designating or of the third

geological period, following the Jurassic, in the Mesozoic
Era: it is marked by the dying out of toothed birds and
dinosaurs, the development of early mammals and
flowering plants, and the deposit of chalk beds.
the Cretaeeot**, the Cretaceous Period or its rocks: see

geology, chart.
Cre-tan (kre't'n), adj. of Crete, its people, or culture.

n. a native or inhabitant of Crete.

Crete (kret), n* Greek island in eastern Mediterranean:
area, 3,199 sq. mi.; pop., 386,000: also called Candia.

ere*tin (kre'tin), n. [Fr. crfain, dial, form of Chretien;

lit., Christian, hence human being (in contrast to

brutes) < L. Ckristianus; see CHRISTIAN; sense de-

velopment as in $illy\, a person suffering from cretinism.
cre-tin-ism (kre'tin-iz'm, kre't'n-iz'm),, n. [Fr. cretin-

isme; see CRETIN], a congenital deficiency of thyroid
secretion with resulting deformity and idiocy.

cre-tin-ous (kre'tin-as, kre't'n-as), adj. 1. of or like a
cretin. 2. having cretinism.

ere-tonne (kri-ton', kre'ton), n. [Fr. < Cretan, village
in Normandy], a heavy, unglazed cotton or linen cloth
with patterns printed in colors on one or both sides:

used for curtains, chair covers, etc.

Cre-ti'Sa (kre-oo'ss), n. in Greek legends
1. the bride

of Jason, killed by the sorcery of the jealous Medea.
2. the wife of Aeneas and daughter of Priam, lost in

the flight from captured Troy.
crevasse (kra-vas'), n, [Fr.; see CREVICE], 1. a deep
crack; fissure, especially in a glacier. 2. a break in the
levee of a river, dike, etc. v.t. [CREVASSED (-vast'),

CREVASSING], to make a crevasse or crevasses in.

crev-ice (krev%), n. [ME. & OFr. crevace; LL. *crepacia,

crepatia, a crack < L. crepare; see CRAVEN], a narrow
opening caused by a crack or split; fissure; cleft; chink.
crev4ced (krev'ist) , adj. containing a crevice or crevices.

crew (krdo) n. [OFr. creue, increase, growth < pp. of

creistre (Fr. froffre), to grow < L. crescere (see CRES-

CENT) ; prob. in part < OFr. accrue, accreue; see ACCRUE],
1 . a group of people associating together ; company. 2 . a

group of people working together, usually under the
direction of a foreman or leader: as, a road crew, gun
crew. 3. all the men working on a ship, aircraft, etc.

4. all of a ship's personnel except the officers. 5. a group ;

set; crowd; gang; mob: as, the arrested men were a
dangerous crew. 6, a rowing team, usually of eight men.
7. the sport of rowing in races (at colleges, etc.).

crew (kroo), alternative past tense of crow (sense 1);
crew cut, a style of man's haircut in which the hair is

cropped close to the head.
crewel (kroo'al), n. [Late ME. cride; prob. via MLG.
or MD. < IE. *gr*- (extension of *ger~, to twist, turn,

bend), as in MLG. krouel (G. kr&uel), bent-pronged
fork; cf. CRULLER], a loosely twisted, worsted yarn used
in fancywork and embroidery.
crewtel-work (kroo'al-wurkO, n. work done with

crewels; embroidery with a design worked in worsted
on a cloth background.
crib (krib), n. [ME. cribbe; AS. cribb (also cvyfy f

ox stall,

couch; akin to G. krippe; basic sense "what is woven
or plaited, basket"; IB. *ger-bh, determined form of

*ger-, to turn, twist, plait; cf. CRATCH, CRECHE; senses
of "steal," etc. < thieves' slang < orig. sense "to
basket"; n* 4 from Biblical application of sense

1],
1. a rack, trough, or box for fodder; manger. 2. a stall

for cattle, oxen, etc. 3. a small, crude house or room.
4. a small bed for a baby, with high sides and ends to

keep him from falling out. 5. a framework of wooden
or metal bars for support or strengthening, as in a mine.
6. a wooden framework or enclosure for storing grain,
salt, etc. 7. [Colloq.j, the act of gassing off another's
ideas or writings as one's own; plagiarism. 8. [Collect.],

a) a literal translation of a literary work in a foreign
language, used in doing schoolwork, often dishonestly.
b) notes or similar aids dishonestly used in doing school-
work. 9. in cribbage, the discarded cards used by^ the
dealer in scoring his points, v.t. [CRIBBED (kribd),
CRIBBING], 1. to shut up in or as in a crib: confine. 2.

to furnish with a crib 9r cribs. 3. [Colloq.j, to pass off

(another's ideas or writings) as one's own; plagiarize.
4. [CollpqJ, to steal. v.i. [Colloq.], to do schoolwork

by using a crib.

crib-bage (knb'ij), n. [< crib
-j- -age], a card game

for two, three, or four players, in which the object is

to form various combinations that count for points:
the score is kept on a small board with rows of holes
into which oegs are inserted.

crib-ber (krib'e'r), n. 1. a person who cribs. 2. a
horse characterized by crib biting.

crib bing (krib'in), n. [see CRIB], 1. the action of one
that cribs. 2. something cribbed. 3. a framework of
timber lining a shaft in a mine. 4. crib biting.

crib-bite (krib'bif), v.t. [for prin. pts. see BITE], to

practice crib biting, as some horses.

crib biting, a habit that some horses have of biting the
feeding trough and at the same time swallowing air.

crib-ri-fomi (krib
fri-f6rmO* */ [< L - cribrum, sieve;

-f -form], perforated like a sieve.

crib-work (krib'wurk'), n. the framework of a crib,

consisting of layers ox beams, logs, etc. built up one
above another, each layer having its beams or logs

muscle spasm or cramp in the neck, back, etc.

to cause a crick in.

crick-et (krik'it), n. [ME. criket; OFr. crtquet <
criquer, to creak ; of echoic

origin: cf. D. krekel, Fr.

cri-cri\, any of a large
group of leaping insects
related to the locusts and
grasshoppers but usually
having long antennae:
the males produce a
characteristic chirping
noise by rubbing parts
of the forewings together.

crick-et (krik'ft), n. [OFr.

CRICKET
, . .

criquet, a stake or bat in a baU game; prob. dim. of

MD. cricke, a stick, staff; akin to Eng. crutch], 1.

an outdoor game played by two teams of eleven men
each, in which a ball, bats, and wickets are used:
one of the most popular sports in England. 2. [Colloq.],
fair play; sportsmanship, tu. to play cricket.

crick-et (krik'it), n. [< r], a wooden footstool.

crick-et-er (krik'it-eY), n. a person who olays cricket.

cri-coid (kri'koid), adj. [< Gr. krikos, ring; 4- -oid],

designating or of the ring-shaped cartilage forming
the lower part of the larynx.

cried (krid), past tense and past participle of cry.
cri-er (kri'e'r), n. 1. a person who cries. 2. a per-
son who shouts out announcements of news, court

orders, etc.: as, town criers were formerly common in

New England^ 3. a person who shouts out announce-
ments about his wares.

Crile, George Washington (kril), 1864-1943; American
surgeon.
crime (krim), n. [ME. & OFr.; L. crimen, verdict, object
of reproach, offense; IE. base *(s)qrei-, extension of

*ker~, echoic for hoarse, rough sounds (hence, orig.,

cry for help, cry of the offended one); akin to AS.
hream, outcry, lamentation, Eng. scream), 1. an
act committed in violation of a law prohibiting it, or
omitted in violation of a law ordering it: crimes are

variously punishable by death, imprisonment, or the
imposition of certain fines or restricti9ns. 2. extreme
violation of the law; wrongdoing of a criminal nature, as

felony or treason, which affects the whole public and
not just the rights of an individual: distinguished from
misdemeanor. 3. an offense against morality; sin. 4.

the acts of criminals ; habitual violation of the law.
Cri-me-a (kri-me'a, kri-me'a), n. a peninsula in Soviet
Russia, extend-

ing into the Black
Sea.

Cri-rae-an (kri-
me'an, kri-rne'-

an}, adj. of the
Crimea.
Crimean Auton-
omous Soviet
Socialist Re-
public, a former
division of the
R.S.F.S.R., in
the Crimea: area,
10,036 sq. mi.;
pop., 1,184,000:
abolished in 1945;
incorporated into
Ukrainian S. S. R. in 1954.
Crimean War, a ^ar (1854-1856) over the domination
of southeastern Europe, in which England, France,
Turkey, and Sardinia defeated Russia.

crim-i-nal (krim'a-nl), adj. [< Fr. or LL.; Fr. criminel;
LL. criminalis < L. crimen; see CRIME],

'

1. having the
nature of crime; wrong; immoral. 2. involving or relat-

ing to crime. 3. guilty of crime, it. a person guilty of,

or legally convicted of, a crime. Abbreviated crim.
criminal conversation, adultery: abbreviated crim.
con,
crim-i-naM-ty krim'a-nal'9-t% n. 1. the quality,
state, or fact of being criminal* 'Of being gtiUty of

crime. 2. [pi. CRIMINALITIES (-tiz)] a criminal action.

crimi-nal-ly (krim/9-nl-i), adv. 1. in a criminal
manner. 2. according to criminal law.

crim-i-nate (krim'd-nat'), v.t. [CRIMINATED (-id),

CRIMEA
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CRIMINATING], {< L. criminatus, pp. of criminari <
crimen; see CRIME], 1. to accuse of a crime or crimes,
2. to give proof of the guilt of; incriminate. 3, to
condemn; censure.

crim-i-na-tion (krimVnS'shsn), n. the act of crimi-
nating; accusation.

crim-i-na-tive (krim'a-na'tiv), adj. criminatory.
cdm-i-na-to-ry (krim'a-n^tori, krim'a-na-to'ri), adj.
criminating or involving crimination; accusatory.

crim-i-no-log-i-cal (krimVnd-loj'i-k'l), adj. of crim-
inology.
crim*!n-o-logi-caMy (krimVna-loj'i-kl-i), adv. by or
according to criminology.

crim-i-nol-o-gist (krimVnoI'd-jist), n. an expert in
criminology.

crim-i-nol-o-f
inis (see CRL

investigation oft-
crim-mer (krim'gr), n. krimmer, a kind of fur.

crimp (krimp), v.t. [< MD. crimpen, to draw together,
contract, wrinkle; akin to cramp, v.] t 1. to press into
narrow, regular folds; pleat. 2. to make (hair, etc.)
wavy or curly. 3. to gash (the flesh of a fish, etc.) so
as to make the muscles contract and stay firm in cook-
ing. 4. to mold (leather for shoe uppers) into shape.
n. 1. a crimping. 2. anything crimped; pleat or series
of pleats. 3. usually pi. crimped hair.

put a crimp in, [Slang], to obstruct; hinder.
crimp (krimp), n. [< cnmp (to pleat) ; prob. via 17th-c.

game of cards], a person who gets men to serve as sailors
or soldiers by force or trickery, v.t. to get (men) to
serve as sailors or soldiers by force or trickery.
crimple (krim'pl), v.t. & iu. [CRIMPLED (-p'ld),
CRIMPLINGJ, [prob. freq. of crimp (to pleat)], to wrinkle;
crinkle; crumple.
crimp-y (krimp'i), adj. [CRIMPIER (-i-3r). CRIMPIEST
(-i-ist)j, (< crimp (pleat)], having small folds; curly;
wavy; frizzly: as, crimpy hair.
crim son (krim'z'n), n. (ME. crimosine; prob, via OSp.
cremesin < AT. qirmiz, kermes, cochineal insect < Sans,
fymi, worm, insect], 1. deep red. 2. deep-red coloring
matter, adj. 1. deep-red. 2. bloody, v.t. A iu". to
make or become crimson.
crimson clover, a plant of the pea family, with dark-red
flower heads: used in scientific farming to enrich the
soil for crop rotation.

cringe (krinj), v.i. (CRINGED (krinjd), CRINGING], [ME.
crengen (with nasalized vowel as in hinge} , caus. < AS.
cringan, to fall (in battle, etc.), lit., to bend over in
death agony; IB. base as in crank (handle) 1, 1. to
draw back, bend, crouch, etc., as when afraid; shrink
from something dangerous or painful; cower. 2. to
act in a timid, servile manner; fawn. n. a cringing.
cringle (krir/gl), n. [< D. or LG. kringd, dim. of

tying, a circle; IE. base as in crank (handle)], a small
ring or loop of rope or metal on the edge of a sail,

jhrough which a rope may be run for fastening the sail.

cri nite (kri'nit), adj. [L. crinitus, pp. of crinire, to pro-
vide with hair < crinis, hair; akin to L. crista (see
CREST)], 1. hairy. 2. having a hairy or hairlike tail.

cri nite (kri'mt, krinlt), n. [crinoid + -ite], a fossil

crinoid.
crin-kle (kriij'kl), v.i. & v.t. [CRINKLED {-kid), CRIN-
KLING], [ME. crenklen, crynklen < AS. crincan, var. of

cringan (cf, CRINGE) + -4e, freq. suffix], 1. to be or cause
to be undulated; wrinkle; ripple. 2. to rustle, as paper
when crushed, n. an undulation: wrinkle; ripple.

crin-kle root noirj'kl-root', krirj'k'1-root'), n. a plant
with small, white or lilac-colored flowers and a white,
tuberous, strong-smelling rootstock.

crin-kly (krir/kli), adj. [CRINKLIER (-kli-Sr), CRINKHEST
(-kli-ist)J, full of crinkles; wrinkled; ripply; wavy.

crin-kum-cran-kum (krirj'kQm-krarj'ksm), n. [redupl.
of crank], [Colloq.], 1 . anything full of twists and turns,
as an elaborate ornamentation. 2. a whimsy.

cri noid (kri'noid, krin'oid), adj. [Gr. krinoeides, lily-

like < krinon, lily + -eides, -oid], I. lily-shaped; hence,
2. designating or of a large group of small marine ani-

mals somewhat flowerlike inform and generally anchored
by a stalk opposite the mouth, n. an animal of this

kind: also called sea lily.

crin o line (krin'1-in, krin''l-en')f n. [Fr. < L. crinis,

hair (Fr. crin, horsehair) -f- linum, thread], 1. a coarse,
stiff cloth of cotton or silk, used as a lining for stiffening

garments: it was formerly made of horsehair and linen.

2. a petticoat of this cloth, worn under a skirt to make
it bulge out widely from the waist* 3. a lioop skirt.

cri num (kri'nam), n. [Mod. L.: Gr. krinpn, lily], any
of a large group of bulbous plants of the amaryllis
family, with thick, straplike leaves and large, tubular
flowers of white, pink, or red.

cri o sphinx (kriVs&}ks') , n. [< Gr. krios, ram +
sphinx, sphinx], a sphinx with a ram's head.

cripple (krip'1), n. [ME; cripd, crippel; AS. (rare)

crypet (amn to Cr. krnppel) < base of creopan; cl. CREEP],

a person or animal that is lame or otherwise disabled as
a result of injury, disease, or a condition existing from
birth, v.t. [CRIPPLED (-*M} 5 CRIPPLING], 1. to make a
cripple of; lame. 2. to disable, damage, or impair.
SYN. see namtai.

Cripps, Sir Staf-ford (staf'Ird krips), (Richard Stafford

Cripps), 1889-1952; English statesman and diplomat.
ctis (kres), n. a creese.
Cri sey de (kri-sa'da) , n. Cressida : so spelledby Chaucer.
cri-sis (kri'sis), n. Ipl. CRISES (-soi)], fU; Gr. krists <
krintin, to separate; akin to L. cwrwre* to separate,
Goth, farains* purej, 1. the turning point in the course
of a disease, when it becomes clear whether the patient
will recover or die. 2, a turning point in the course of

anything \
decisive or crucial time, stage, or event. 3. a

crucial situation; situation whose outcome decides
whether possible bad consequences will follow: as, an
economic crisis. SYN. see emergency.
crisp (krisp), adj. [AS.; L. crisfms, curly, waving, trem-
ulous ; akin to MHG. rispm, nspdn, to curl], 1 . brittle;
easily broken, snapped, or crumbled: as, crisp bacon.
2. sharp and clear: as, a crisp analysis. 3. Hvely;
animated: as, crisp dialogue. 4. bracing; fresh and
invigorating: as, crisp air. 5. closely curled and wiry:
as, crisp hair. 6. rippled; wavy; wrinkled, v.t. & vJ.
to make or become crisp. SYN. see fragile,

cris-pate (kris'pat), adj. [L. crispaims, pp. of trispare;
see CRISP, .], crisped; curled.

cri8-pat-ed (kris'pa-tid), adj. crispate.
cris pa-tion (kris-pS'shsn), n. [< L. crispare (see CRISP);
-f -ation], 1. a curling or being curled. 2. a slight,
involuntary contraction of the muscles or skin.

crisp-er (kris'pSr). n. a person or thing that crisps;
especially, a curling iron for the hair.

(Ms-pi, Fran-ces-co (fran-ches'ko* kres'jpe), 1819-1901;
Italian statesman; premier of Italy (1887-1891;
1893-1896).
Crispin (kxis'pin), [L. Crispinus < crispus, curled;
hence, lit., curly], a masculine name.
Crispin, Saint, 3d century A.D.; Roman Christian
martyr; patron saint of shoemakers.
crisp-y kris'pi), adj. [CRISPIER (-pi-ir), CRISPIEST (-pi-

ist)j, cnsp.
cris-sal (kris'al), adj. [crissum 4- -oQ of the crissum.
criss-cross (kns'krdsOt n. [earlier Christ-cross], 1. a
mark made of two crossed lines (X), often used as a
signature by people who cannot write their names, 2. a
pattern made of crossed lines, adj. crossing; crossed;
marked by crossings, v.t. to mark or cover with cross-

ing lines, v.i. to move crosswise, adv. 1, crosswise.
2. awry.

crls sum (kris'am), n. [pi. CRISSA (-9)], [Mod. L. < L.
crissare, to move the haunches], 1. the area under the
tail of a bird, around the cloacal opening. 2. the
feathers covering this area.

cris tate (kris'tat) , adj. [L. cristaius < crista; see CREST],
crested, as some birds.

cris tat ed (kris'ta-tid), adj. cristate.
Cris t6-bal (kris-to'b'l; Sp. kres-tft'bal), iu a seaport in
the Panama Canal Zone, at the Caribbean end of the
Panama Canal, near Colon: pop., $00.

crit., 1. critical. 2. criticism, 3. criticized.
cri-ter-i-on (kri-t6r'i-dn), TU \pl. CRITERIA (-a), CRITER-
IONS (-^nz)j, [< Gr. Krit$non, means of judging <
kri&s, judge; cf. CRITIC], a standard, rule, or test by
which a judgment of something can be formed. SYN.
see standard.

crit-ic fkrit'ik), n. [< Fr, & L.; Fr. critique; L. criiicus;
Gr. kritikos, a critic, orig., critical, able to discern; akui
to krinein, to discern, separate; see CRISIS], 1. a person
who forms and expresses judgments of^people or things.
2. a person who forms and expresses judgments of the

Dualities and comparativeworm of books, music, paint-
ings, sculpture, plays, motion pictures, etc., especially
one who writes such judgments professionally. 3. a
person who indulges in faultfinding and censure.

crit i cal (krit'i-k'l), adj. [critic -f -oZ], 1. tending to
find fault; censortdus, 2. characterized by careful

analysis: as, a sotod critical estimate of the problem.
3. of critics or criticism. 4. of or forming a crisis; deci-
sive. 5. danigerous or risky; causing anxiety: as, a
critical situation in international relations. 6. of the
crisis of a disease. 7. designating or of important prod-
ucts or raw materials subject to increased production
'and restricted distribution under strict control, as in
wartime. 8. in mathematics & physics, designating a
point, etc. at which a change in character, property,
or condition is effected: abbreviated crit.
SYN. critical, in its strictest use, implies an attempt at

objeeKye judging so as to determine both merits and faults

(a critical review), but it often (and hypercritical, always)
connotes emphasis on the faults or shortcomings; faultfinding
implies a habitual or unreasonable emphasis on faults or

defects; captious suggests a characteristic tendency to find
fault with, or argue about, even the pettiest details (a captious

fat, ape, bare, ofe; ten, even, here, over; is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, tff&l, look; oil out; ut>, fcse, ffir; ftet; Joy; yet; chin; she"r thin,

then; zh, leisure; X) ring; a for a m ago, e in agent, i tn sanity, o in comply, u in focus; as in aoZ (a'bl); Fr. bal; e, Fr.

coeur ; d, Pr. fett; FIA o; 6, Pr. coq; ii, Fr. due; M, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xiu t foreign;
* hypothetical; < deriyedl from.
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cntic); canrflliig; atrwses the raising of quibbEng objections on
the most trivial points (a canltng

^
fframmanan) ; carping

suggests a peevish or perverse finding of faults, with the
implication that they are deserving of blame. See also acute.

critical angle, 1. in optics, the smallest possible angle
el incidence at which light rays are totally reflected,
2. in aeronautics, that angle of attack at which the flow
of air around an airfoil suddenly changes, with similar

changes in lift and drag: see angle of attack.
critical constants, the critical temperature, pressure,
density, and volume of a substance,

critical point, the stage in temperature and pressure
at which the liquid and vapor phases of a substance are

indistinguishable from each other.
critical pressure, the vapor tension of a liquid at the
critical temperature.

critical state, that condition of a substance in which
the liquid state and the vapor state have equal density.

critical temperature, that temperature of a gas above
whkh it cannot be liquefied by pressure alone, regard-
less of the amount applied,

crit-ic as-ter (krit'ik-as'tSr), n. [critic + -aster], an

^competent, inferior critic.

crit-i-cise (krit'a-sfz'}, v,L fc v*t. [CRITICISED (-slzd'),

CRITICISING], to criticize: British spelling.

crit-i-cism (krit'a-siz'm) , n. [critic + -ism], 1. the act
of making judgments; analysis of qualities and evalu-
ation of comparative worth; especially, the definition
and judgment of literary or artistic work. 2. a review,
article, etc. expressing such analysis and judgment:
abbreviated crit. 3. a rinding fault; censuring; dis-

approval. 4. the art, principles, or methods of a critic

or critics. 5. scientific investigation of literary docu-
ments to discover their origin, history, or original form :

usually called textual criticism.

crit-i-dze (krit'a-sazOt *>** * u
*?* [CRITICIZED (-slzd'),

CRITICIZING], 1. to analyze and judge as a critic. 2. to

judge dkappx>vingly; censure.
SYN* criticize, in this comparison, is the general terra for

finding fault with or disapproving of a person or thing; repre-
hend suggests sharp or severe disapproval, generally of faults,

errors, etc. rather than of persons; blame stresses the fixing of

responmbiEty for an error, fault, etc.; ceiwure implies the

expression of severe criticism or disapproval by a person in

authority or m a position to pass judgment; condemn and
denounce both imply an emphatic pronouncement of blame
or gtolt, condemn suggesting the rendering of a judicial

decmoo, and denounce, public accusation against persons or
tfeeir acts. ANT. praise.

cri'tique (kri-tekO. n. [Fr. < Or. kritikS (teckne), crit-

ical (art) < krittkos; see CRITIC], 1. an essay or article

containing a careful analysis of a literary or artistic

work; review. 2. the art of aiticizuig: criticism.

crit-ter, crit-tur (krit'gr), IK [Dial], a creature;
specifically, a) a domestic animal, especially a cow,
steer, etc. &) a bear, wolf, etc. c) a human being;
usually depreciatory or humorous.
the critter, alcoholic liquor: humorous usage.

croak (krok), IM. [ME. croken; AS. *cracian> inferred <
cr&cettan, to make sounds like a raven; ult, echoic; cf.

CROW], 1. to make a deep, hoarse sound in the throat:
as* frogs and ravens croak. 2. to talk dismally: foretell

evil or misfortune; grumble. 3. [Slang], to die. v.t.

1. to utter in deep, hoarse tones. 2. [Slang], to kill.

n, a croaking sound.
croak-er (krok'er), n. 1. an animal that croaks. 2.

any of various fishes that make croaking or grunting
sounds. 3. a person who talks dismally or foretells evil

croaker (krok'i), adj. [CROAKIER (-i-er), CROAKIBST
(-i-ist)], croaking or inclined to croak.

Cro-at (kro'at, krp'st), n. 1, a native or inhabitant of
Croatia. 2. the Slavic language of the Croats.

Cro-a-tia (kro-a'sha), n. an ancient kingdom: now a
federated republic of Yugoslavia, in the northwestern
part: capital, Zagreb.
Croa-tian (kro-S'shan), adj. of Croatia, its people,
language, or culture, n. La Croat. 2. the South
Slavic language of the Croats; Serbo-Croatian.

Crq-ce, Be ne det to (be'ne-det'td krfc'che; Eng. kro'-
chi), 1866-1952; Italian philosopher and critic.

cro-ce-in (kro'si-in), n. [< L. croceus, saffron-colored (<
crocus: see CROCUS) ; 4- -in], a red azo dye.

cro-ce-ine (kro'si-in, kro'si-en'), n. crocein.
cro-chet (kro-sha/), n. [Fr., small hook; see CROTCHET],
a kind of knitting done with one hooked needle, v.t. &
lu. [CROCHETED (-shadO, CROCHETING], to knit with
such a needle.

cro-cid-o-lite (kra-sid'd-Ht
7
), n. [< Gr. krokis, krokidos,

var. of krokys, nap on woolen cloth; + -lite),
a fibrous

blue or bluish-green silicate of iron and sodium-
crock (krok), n. [ME. crokke; AS. crocc, crocca; akin to
G. krug; prob. < IE. base **?-, to turn, twist; cf. CRIB],
1. an earthenware pot or jar. 2. a broken piece of
earthenware.

crock (krok), n. [Brit, dial.; prob. < crock (pot, jar),
with reference to sooted outside surface], [Dial.], soot;
smut. v.t. [Dial.], to soil with soot or smut.

crock-er-y (krok'er-i), n. [< crock (pot, jar)], earthen-
ware; pots, jars, dishes, etc. made of baked clay.
crock et (krok'it), n. [ME. croket; ONorm. Fr. croquet

(OFr. crochet); see CROTCHBT], a carved ornament,
usually in the form of curved leaves or flowers, decor-
ating the angles of roofs, gables, cornices, etc., especially
in Gothic architecture.

Crocfc-ett, David (krok'it), (called Davy Crockett) 1786-
1S36; American frontiersman and politician, killed in
the defense of the Alamo.
crocodile (krok's-dU'). n. (ME. cocodril, cokadriU;
OFr. cocodrille; ML. cocodrillus; altered < L. crocodilus;
Gr. krokodilos < krokl, pebble, gravel + drilos, worm},
1 . any of a group of large, Hzardlike reptiles living in
the water and on the muddy banks of tropical streams:
crocodiles have a thick, horny skin composed of scales
and plates, a long tail, and a long, narrow, triangular
head with massive jaws and cone-shaped teeth. 2.

loosely, any crocodilian. 3. [C-], the Limpopo, a river
in southeastern Africa.

crocodile bird, a small African bird like the plover,
which feeds on the insect parasites of the crocodile.

crocodile tears, insincere tears or a hypocritical show
of grief: from an old belief that crocodiles shed tears
whSe eating their prey.

croc-0'dil-i*an (krokVdil'i-sn), ad/. 1. of or like a
crocodile. 2. of a group of reptiles including the croco-
dile, alligator, cayman, and gavial. n. any reptile of
this group.

cro-co-i-site (kro-ko'a-slt')t n. crocoite.
cro-co-ite (krq'ko-if), n. [< Gr. krokost saffron (see

CROCUS); + -**! native cnromate of lead, PbCrO*, a
red or orange mineral.

CTO-CUS (kro'kas), n. [pi. CROCUSES (-iz), CROCI (-si)],

[L.; Gr. krokos, saffron; of Sem. origin; cf. Heb. karkdm,
AT. kurkum, Aram, kurkdma, saffron, crocus],

1. any of
a large group of plants of the iris family, with a bulblike
stem, grassfike leaves, and a yellow, purple, or white
flower: it is among the earliest flowers to bloom in the
spring. 2. an orange-yellow color; saffron. 3. powdered
iron oxide used for polishing.
Croe-sus (kre'sas), n. 1. a Fabulously rich Lydian king
of the 6th century B.C.; hence, 2. a very rich man.

croft (kr6ft), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to MLG. kroft, krocht,
little hill, field among dunes; Gmc. *krufta, lit., that
which bends; IE. base *ger-t to turn, bend, twist;
cf. CRANK (handle)], [British], 1. a small enclosed field.

2. a small tarm, especially one worked by a renter.
croft-er (krSf'teY), n. [Scot.], a person who rents a croft
and works it; peasant farmer.

|croix de guerre (krwa' cb gar')r [Fr., cross of war], a
French military decoration awarded for bravery in
action.

Cro-Ma-gnon (kro-mag'non; Fr. kro'ma'nyo/). adj.
[after the Cro-Magnon cave near Dordogne, France,
where remains were discovered], belonging to a pre-
historic race of men who lived on the European conti-

nent, distinguished by their height and erect stature,
and their use of stone and bone implements, n. a mem-
ber of this race.
cromlech (kromlek), n. [W. < crow, bent, crooked
+ ttech, flat stone], 1. a prehistoric tomb or monument
consisting of a large, nat stone laid across upright
stones; dolmen. 2. an ancient monument of monoliths,
arranged in a circle and surrounding a mound.
Cromp ton, Samuel (kromr/ton), 1753-1827; English
inventor of the spinning mule.
Cromwell, Oliver (krom'wal, krom'wel), 1599-1658;
EngEsh general and statesman: lord protector of Eng-
land (1653-1658): called Ironsides,

Cromwell, Richard, 1626-1712; son of Oliver; English
statesman; lord protector of England (1658-1659).
Cromwell, Thomas, Earl of Essex, 14S5?-1540; Eng-
lish statesman.
crone (kron) , n. [ME. ; revived by Scott, etc.

; prob. OFr.

(Picardish) carogne (cf. CARRION) either directly or via
MD. kronje in sense "old ewe"], a withered old woman.
Cro-noa (kro'nos), n. Cronus.
Cro-nus

Jfkro'nos), n. [L.; Gr. Kronos], in Greek myth-
ology, a Titan, son of Uranus and Gaea, who overthrew
his father to become ruler of the universe and was him-
self overthrown by his son Zeus: identified by the
Romans with Saturn.
cro-ny (kro'ni), n. [pi. CRONIES (-niz)], [< Gr. chronios,
lit., contemporary (Brit, university slang) < chronos,

time], a familiar friend; close companion.
crook (krook), n. fME. croc, croke < ON, krdkr, var. of
kr&kr, a bending, nook, bay, etc.; IE. base as in crank
(handle)], 1. aliook? hooked, bent, or curved thing or
part. 2. a sher^her^d'a staff. 3. a bishop's staff; crosier.
4. a bendinfc or being bent. 5. a bend or curve. 6.

[Colloq.L a swindler; thief, v.t. & 0.1. [CROOKED
(krookt), CROOKING], to bend or curve.

crook-back (krook'bak'X n. [Rare^ a hunchback.
crook-ed (krook'id for 2 fir 3; kroolct for 1), adj. L
having a crook. 2. not straight^ bent; curved; askew.
3. not straightforward; dishonest; iswfindiing.
Crookes space (krooks), [after Sir WilMam Crookes
(1832-1919), Eng. chemist and physicistl, the dark
space that appears around the cathode ol^a vacQtim
tube when the pressure is low. ( ,\

Crookes tube, a vacuum tube in which; gases are rare-
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fied to a high degree: used by Sir William Crookes in
the study ofelectrical discharge in a gas at low pressure.
crook-neck (krook'nek')t n. either of two varieties of

squash with a long, tapering, curved neck.
croon (krdon), vf. A v.t. [ME. (northern dial.) < MLG.;
cf. MLG. kronen, to growl, MD. krdnen, to lament,
sing softly], 1. to sing or hum in a low, gentle tone. 2.

to sing (popular songs) in a soft, sentimental manner.
n. a low, gentle singing, humming, or murmuring.

croon-er (kroon'er), n. a person who croons; esjjecially.
a man who sings popular songs in a soft, sentimental
manner.
crop (krop), n. [ME. croppe: AS. cropp, a bunch, cluster,
fiower, ear of corn, crop of bird, hence kidney, pebble;
akin to G. kropf, a swelling, crop of bird: basic sense

"something swelling out or swollen"; IE. *r-*-&-,
curving out < base *ger-, to bend, curve, twist, as also
in croup (rump}, group], 1. a saclike enlargement of a
bird's gullet, with thick muscular walls in which food
is softened for digestion; craw. 2. any agricultural
product, growing or harvested, as wheat, cotton, fruit,
etc. 3. the yield of any product in one season or place.
4. a group or collection appearing together: as, a new
crop of students, a crop of suggestions. 5. the entire
tanned hide of an animal. 6. the handle or butt of a
whip. 7. a whip with a looped lash and a short stock,
used in horseback riding. 8. [< the v.], the act or result
of cropping; especially, a) hair cut close to the head.
b) this style of haircut, c) an earmark made by clip-

ping, v.t. [CROPPED or occas. CROPT (kropt), CROPPING],
1. to cut on the tops or ends of; bite off: as, sheep crop
grass. 2. to reap. 3. to cause crops to grow on or in.

4. to cut (hair, etc.) short, lu. 1. to bear a crop or
crops. 2. to plant or grow a crop.
crop out (or up) , 1. to appear unexpectedly. 2. to ap-
pear at the surface.

crop-eared (krop'e*rd') , adj. 1 . having the ears cropped.
2. having the hair cut short, so that the ears show.
crop-per (krop'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that crops.
2. a machine for cutting or shearing. 3. a person whose
work is shearing the nap from cloth. 4. a farmer who
works another's land and receives a share of the crop
as wages; sharecropper. 5. [? < phr. neck and crop],
[Colloq.], a heavy or headlong fall; hence, 6. [Colloq.j,
a failure; disastrous occurrence.
come a cropper, [Colloq.], 1. to fall heavily or head*
long. 2. to come to ruin; fail.

crop-pie (krop'i), n. {pi. CROPPIES (-iz), CROPPIH; see
PLURAL, II, D, 1], a crappie.
crop rotation, a system 9f growing successive crops that
have different food requirements, to prevent soil deple-
tion, break up a disease cycle, etc.

cropt (kropt), occasional past tense and past participle
of crop*

cro-quet (kro-ka'). n. [Fr., dial, form of crochet; see

CROTCHET], 1. an outdoor game in which the players
use long-handled mallets to drive a wooden ball through
a series of hoops placed in the ground. 2. the act of

croqueting, v.t. [CROQUETED (-kadO, CROQUETING], in

croquet, to drive away (an opponent's ball) by hitting
one's own which has been .placed hi contact with it.

cro-quette (kro-ket'), n. [Fr. < croquer, to crunch], a
small, rounded or cone-shaped mass of chopped meat,
fish, or vegetables, fried in deep fat until browned.
cro-qui-gnole (kro'ka-nol', kro'kin-yoT), n. [Fr., fillip

< croquer, Norm, form of crocher, to hook up, crook <
croc, a hook], a method of making the hair wavy by
winding strands of it around metal rods and applying
heat by either chemical or electrical means.
crore (kr&r, kror), n. [< Hind. karGr, krdr; Sans, koh,
top, highest money], in India, one hundred lacs, or
ten millions (of rupees),

cro-sier (kro'zhSr), n. [ME. crocer, croyser; OFr. crocier,

crossier, bearer or a staff < croce, crosse, bishop's staff <
LL. *croccia < Frank. *krukja, crutch, bishop's staff

(akin to Eng. crutch] ; prob. affected by association with
OFr. croc, hook, hooked staff (< ON. krokr; see CROOK)],
the staff carried by or before a bishop or abbot as a
symbol of his function as a pastor: also spelled crozier.

cross (kr6s), n. [< ME. cros & crow; cros < AS. cros <
ON. kross < Olr. cros < L.

crux, crucis, a cross < IE.
base *(s)qreu -3-, extension of

*(s)qreu~; hence akin to L.

curvus(see CURVE) ; ME.crois
< OFr. crois, cruis < L.

crux], 1. an upright post,
beam, or stick with another
one fastened horizontally
across it near the top, on
which convicted persons were
executed in ancient times. 2.

a representation or figure of a
cross, used as a badge, orna-
ment, etc.: as, the Distin-
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guished Service Cross. 3. a monument in the form of a
cross, or with a cross on it, marMng a crossroad, bound-
ary, etc, 4. a staff with a cross at the top, carried
before an archbishop as a sign of his authority. 5. a
representation of a cross, in any of various recognized
forms, as a symbol of the crucifixion of Jesus, and hence
of the Christian religion. 6. any trouble, misfortune, or
affliction that tries one's patience or virtue; also, any-
thing that thwarts or frustrates, 7. any design, mark,
or object made by lines or surfaces that intersect one
another. 8. such a mark (X) made as a signature, as by
a person who cannot write his name. 9. a heraldic
emblem in the form of a cross. 10. the figure of a cross
used as an insigne of orders of knighthood, orders of

merit, or medals of honor. 1 1. a crossing, or mixing, of

varieties, breeds, or races; hybridization. 12. the result
of such mixing; hybrid. 13. [C-J, in astronomy, a) the
Northern Cross. 6) the Southern Cross, v.t* 1. to
make the sign of the cross over or upon. 2. to place
across or crosswise: as, cross your fingers. 3. to Be or
cut across; intersect: as, Broadway crosses Seventh
Avenue at Times Square. 4. to draw or ptit a line or
lines across. 5. to pass over; go from one side to the
other of; go across: as, he crossed the ocean. 6. to carry
(troops, etc.) across. 7. to extend or reach across: as,
the bridge crosses a river. 8. to meet (each other) in

passing. 9. to thwart; oppose; go counter to: as* no
one Kkes to be crossed. 10. to interbreed (animals or

plants); hybridize; cross-fertilize, vd. 1. to He
across: intersect. 2. to go or extend from one side to
the other. 3. to meet in passing. 4. to interbreed; hy-
bridize; cross-fertilize, adj. 1. lying or passing across;
transverse; crossing or crossed. 2. contrary; opposed;
counter. 3. ill-tempered; cranky; easily annoyed. 4.

involving reciprocation. 5. of mixed vamety, breed, or
race; hybrid; crossbred. SYN. see irritable,

cross off (or out), to cancel by or as by drawing
crosses over or lines across.

croaa oneself, to outline the form of a cross by moving
the hand from the forehead to the breast and then
from one shoulder to another: a religious gesture.

cross one's fingers, to cross one finger over another of

the same hand : superstitiously believed to bring good
luck or mitigate the wrong of telling a half-truth.

cross one's heart, to make the sign of the cross over
one's heart as a token that one is telling the truth.

cross one*s mind, to suggest itself to one.
cross one's palm, 1. to make a cross on one's hand
with a coin, specifically in paying a fortune teller;

hence, 2. to pay one money, especially as a bribe*
cross one's path, to meet one.
cross over, to pass over from one chromosome to an-
other that is homologous: said of chromatin material
in a gene or factor.

take the cross, to become a crusader.
the Cross, 1. the cross on which Jesus was put to
death; hence, 2. the suffering and death of Jesus.
3. Christianity or Christendom,

cross- (kros) , cross used as a combining form in forming
words containing any of the various senses of the word,
as crossbow, crossbred, crossbreed.

cross-bar (kroVbar/). a bar, Hne, or stripe placed
crosswise, as a bar between goal posts on a football
field, v.t. to furnish or mark with crossbars.
cross-beam (kroVbem/), n. a beam placed across
another or from one wall to another; transverse beajm.

cross bed-ded (krSs'bed'id), adj. in
geology, having

irregular laminations oblique to the main beds of strat-

ified rock.
cross-bill (kr6*sfbil') n. any of several kinds of finch

having a bill with curving points that cross.

cross-birth (kro*s
/burth/) n. in obstetrics, any abnormal

presentation of the fetus requiring manual turning hi

the uterus.
cross-bones (kroVbonzOt n. a representation of two
thighbones placed across each other, usually under that
of a skull, used as a symbol of death or danger, as on a
pirate flag or a bottle of poison.
cross-bow (kr6s

/
bo') n. a medieval weapon consisting

of a bow set transversely
on a wooden stock: the
stock is grooved to direct an
arrow or stone and notched
to hold the bowstring, which
is drawnup by a small wind-
lassandreleasedbya trigger.
cross-bow-man (krSs'bo'-
msn), n. [pi. CROSSBOWMEN
(-man)], a man armed with
a crossbow.

cross-bred (krfis'bred', kr6sfbred') adj. produced by
the union of different varieties, breeds, or races, n. a
crossbred plant or animal; hybrid; mongrel.

cross-breed (krSs'bred', kr&Vbred') , v.t. & v.i. [CROSS-
BRED (-bred', -bred'), CROSSBREEDING], to hybridize;

CROSSBOW
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interbreed; cross, n. (krds'bred'}, an individual or
breed produced by the crossing of different varieties or,
more rarely, species; hybrid.
cross bun, a hot cross bun.
cross-coun-trf (kr6s'kun'tri), adj. across open country
or fields, not by roads.

cross-cut (kroVkut'). adj. 1. made or used for cutting
across. 2. cut across, n. 1. a cut across. 2. a cross-

cut saw. 3. a direct path oblique to the main path;
short cut. 4. in mining, a cutting made across a vein:
see mine, illus. v.t. & v.L to cut across.
crosscut saw, a saw for cutting wood across the grain.
crosse (krds), n. [Fr.: see LACROSSE], the long-handled,
pouched racket used in playing lacrosse: also called
lacrosse stick.

cross-ex-am-i-na-tion (kroVig-zam's-na'shsn), n. a
cross-examining or being cross-examined.
cross-ex-am-ine (kroVig-zam'in), v.t. & vd. 1. to

question closely. 2. in law, to question (a witness

already questioned by the opposing side) in order to
determine the validity of previous statements.

cross-eye (kroVi'). n. an abnormal condition in which
the eyes are turned toward each other; convergent
strabismus.

cross-eyed (kr6s1dO* adj. having cross-eye.

CTOss-fer-ti/H'za'tion (krds'fuPtl^-za'shsn), n. a
cross-fertilizing or being cross-fertilized.

cross-fer-tMize kr6s'fiir't'l-iz') , v.t. & v.i. L to fer-

tilize or be fertilized by pollen from another flower.
2. to fertilize or be fertilized by a sperm (or male
gamete) from another individual.
cross fire, in military usage, fire directed at a single objec-
tive from two or more positions so that the lines of fire

cross at or near the objective.
cross fox, l*a fox marked with a dark cross along the

spine and shoulders. 2. the yellowish, black-marked
fur of this fox.

cross-grained (kr&Vgrand/), adj. 1. having an irreg-
ular or transverse grain : said of wood. 2. cantankerous ;

contrary; perverse.
cross hairs, crossed lines, as of fine hair or cobweb,
mounted on the front lens of a telescopic gunsight,
surveyor's level, etc. to assist in precise aiming or

centering of the instrument.
cross-hatch (krSs'hachO, v.t. & v.L to shade (an engrav-
ing or drawing) with two sets of parallel lines that cross
each other.
cross-head (kr8s1iedO n. 1. a bar across the end of a
piston rod. 2. one of the headings inserted at intervals
in a newspaper article, describing the part of the
article that follows.

cross*ing (krds'in), n. [see CROSS], 1. the act of passing
across, thwarting, interbreeding, etc. 2. an intersection,
as of lines, streets, etc. 3. a place where a street, river,
etc. may be crossed. 4. the place in a cruciform church
where the transept crosses the nave.

cross*jack (kr6s'jak') n. [see CROSS- & JACK], a square
sail fastened to the lower yard of a mizzenmast.
cross-leg-ged (krSsleg'id, kr6s1egdO, adj. having one
leg crossed over another, as in sitting, or having the
ankles crossed and the knees apart.

cross-let (kr6s1it), n. [Anglo-Fr. croiselette, dim. of OFr.
crois; see CROSS], in heraldry, a small cross.

cross-link (krdslirjkO, n. a crosswise connecting part:
specifically, an atom or group connecting parallel
chains in a complex molecule, v.t. to join crosswise.

cros-sop'te'ryg-f'an (kro-sop'ts-rij'i-an), n. [< Mod. L.

Crossopterygn, name of the group, lit., fringe fins; -f

-<w*], any of a group of fishes, extinct except for one
species, regarded as the ancestors of amphibians and
land vertebrates in general.
crossover (krds'o'ySrJ, n. 1. a connecting track by
which a railroad train can be switched from one line to
another. 2. in biology, a) a crossing over: see phrase
under cross. 5) a character resulting from this.

cross-patch (kr6s'pach') n. [cross- + dial, patch, fool,
childish person], [Colloq.], a cross, bad-tempered person.

cross-piece (kroVpes'), n. -<

' * *

else.

. a piece lying across something

cross-pol-li-nate (krds'pol'a-nat'), v.t. & v.i. to subject
or be subjected to cross-pollination.

cross-poMi-na-tlon (krfis'pol's-na'shgn), n. the trans-
fer of pollen from the anther of one flower to the stigma
of another, as by action of the wind or insects.

cross-pur-pose (kroVpftr'pas), n. 1. a contrary or con-
flicting purpose. 2. pi. a game of questions and answers.
at cross-purposes, having, or acting under, a mis-
understanding as to each other's purposes.

cross-ques-tion (kr&Vkwes'chan) , v.t. to cross-exam-
ine, n. a question asked in cross-examination.

cross-re fer (kr6s'ri-furO v.t. to refer from one part to
another, v.i. to make a cross reference.

cross reference, a reference from one part of a book,
catalogue, index, etc. to another part, for additional
information.

cross relation, in music, a relationship between two
successive tones in different voices that ordinarily
occurs in one voice: also called false relation.

cross-road (krds'rod') , n. 1 . a road that crosses another

road. 2. a road that connects two or more main roads* 3.

usually pi. the place where two or more roads intersect:
often regarded metaphorically as the gathering point
of the near-by rural inhabitants.
at the crossroads, at the point where one must choose
between different courses of action.

cross-ruff (krds'rufO* n. [cross + ruff (card game)], in

card games, a play in which each of two partners in
turn leads a suit that the other will be able to trump.

cross section, 1. a cutting through something, espe-
cially at right angles to its axis, 2. a piece so cut
off. 3. a representative part or selection serving to
demonstrate the qualities of the whole. 4. in surveying,
a vertical section of the ground surface taken at right
angles to a survey line.

cross-stitch (krds'stlch'K n. 1. a stitch made by cross-

ing two stitches diagonally in the form of an X. 2.

needlework made with this stitch, v.t. & v.i* to sew or
embroider with this stitch.

cross street, 1. a street that crosses another street. 2.

a street that connects two or more^ain streets.

cross talk, in radio & telephony, interference in one
channel from another or others.

cross-tie (crds'ti'). n. a beam, post, rod, etc. placed
crosswise to give support or strength; specifically, any
of the transverse timbers supporting the rails of a rail-

road track.
cross-town (krSs'toun'), adj. going Across the main
avenues or transportation lines of a city or town: as, a
cross-town bus route is needed.

cross-trees (krfts'trez'), n. pi. two short, horizontal bars
across a ship's masthead, which spread the rigging that

supports the mast.
cross-walk (kr6s'w6k/), n. a lane marked off for pedes-
trians to use in crossing a street.

cross-way (kr6s'wa"0r n. a crossroad.

cross-ways (krds'waz
7
), adv. crosswise.

cross wind, a wind blowing at right angles to the line

of flight of an aircraft, the course of a ship, or any
given course or direction.

cross-wise (krCs'wiz'), adv. 1. in the form of a cross.

2. across; athwart. 3. in a contrary manner.
cross-word puzzle (kr&s'wu'rd'). an arrangement of

numbered squares to be filled in with words, a letter to
each square, so that a letter appearing in a word placed
horizontally is usually also part of a word placed vertic-

ally: numbered definitions, etc. are given as clues for
the words to be entered in the corresponding squares.
crotch (kroch), n. [Fr. croche, a hook < croc; see

I CROSIER], 1 . a pole forked on top. 2. a place where two
branches or Hmbs fork from a tree. 3. the place where
the legs fork from the human body.
crotched (krocht), adj. having a crotch; forked.
crotch-et (kroch'it), n. [ME. & OPr. crochet, dim. <
croc, hook; see CROSIER], 1. a small hook. 2. a hook-
like part or process. 3. a hooklike device or hooked
instrument. 4. [< sense "hooked, twisted"], a peculiar
whim; stubborn notion. 5. in music, a quarter note (J).

SYN. see caprice.
crotch-et-i-ness (kroch'g-ti-nis), n. the quality or state
of being crotchety.

crotch-et-y (kroch'a-ti), adj. 1. full of peculiar whims
or stubborn notions; cantankerous; eccentric. 2. hav-
ing the nature of a crotchet.

cro-ton (kro't'n), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. krotdn, a tick, castor-
oil tree or (in pi.) its seeds: so named from the appear-
ance of the seeds], any of a large group of tropical
shrubs, trees, an4 herbs: two species yield croton oil and
cascarilla, important medicinal products.
croton bug, Croton bug [< Croton aqueduct (a part of
the water-supply system of New York City) : so named
from becoming numerous in the city after the opening
of the aqueduct], a small, winged cockroach.

cro-ton-ic add (krq-ton'ik, kro-to'nik), [croton + -ic],

a colorless crystalline compound, CaHB-COOH, used
in organic synthesis.
croton oil, a thick, bitter oil obtained from croton seeds:
it is used externally as a counterirritant and internally
as a strong cathartic.
crouch (krouch), vd. [ME. cruchen, crouchen; OFr.
crochirf to be bent < croc, a hook; see CROSIER], 1. to
stoop low with the limbs drawn close to the body, as an
animal ready to pounce or cowering in fear. 2. to bow
humbly or timidly; cringe in a servile manner, v.t. to
bow or bend (the knee, etc.) low. n. 1. a crouching.
2. the posture assumed when crouching.
croup (kr6"ojp), n. [< obt. or dial, croup, to speak
hoarsely; of echoic origin], an inflammation of the
respiratory passages, with labored breathing, hoarse
coughing and laryngeal spasm.
croup (kroop), n. [ME. & OFr. croupe < Frank.
*kruppa; see CROP], the rump of a horse, etc.

crou-pl-er (kroo'pi-Sr; Fr. kroo'pya')* n. [Fr., orig., one
who rides on the croup, hence an inferior assistant;
see CROUP (rump)], 1. a person in charge of a gambling
table, who rakes in and pays out the money. 2. a
person acting as assistant chairman at a public dinner.
croup-ous (kroop'as), adj. croupy;
croup-y (kroop'i), adj. 1. having the disease of croup.
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2 having the characteristic harsh breathing and hoarse-
ness of croup. 3. of or like croup.

arouse (kroos), adj. [ME. crous; prob. < a LG. source!
[Scot. & North Eng. Dial.], lively; pert; bold; brisk.
crou-ton (kroo-ton', kroo'ton; Fr. kroo'towOr n- Pr-

crouton < create, a crust: L. crusta; see CRUST], one of
the small, crisp pieces of toasted or fried bread often
served in soup.
Crow (kro), n. [transl., via Fr. gens dt corbeaux, of their
native nam, Absarokt, crow people], 1. [pi. GROWS
(kroz), CROW], a m*mb*r of a trib* of Siotian Indians
who lived in th* upper baiins of the Yellowstone and
Big Horn Riverg. 2. their Siouan language.
crow (kro), n. [ME. crowe; AS. crawa (akin to G. krahe) ;

ult. < base oicrawan; see CROW, v.}, 1. any of several
species of large, nonmigrating birds with glossy, black

plumage and a typical harsh call: the raven, rook, and
jackdaw are all crows. 2. [C-], the southern constel-
lation Corvus. 3. a crowbar.
as the crow files, in a straight, direct line.
eat crow, [Colloq.j, to undergo the humiliation of hav-
ing to retract a statement, admit an error, etc.

crow (kro), .i. [CROWED (krod) or, for 1, CREW (kroo),
CROWED, CROWING], [ME. crowen; AS. crawan; akin to
G. krahen; orig. echoic], 1. to make the shrill cry of a
rooster. 2. to utter a cry of pleasure or victory. 3. to
exult; boast in triumph: as, stop crowing over your
victory. 4. to make a sound expressive of well-being or
pleasure: said of a baby. n. 1. the shrill cry of a
rooster. 2. a baby's sound expressive of well-being or
pleasure. SYN. see boast.
crow-bar (kro'bar'), n. [from the end's resembling a
crow's beak], a long metal bar, usually with a chiseluke
point at one end, used as a lever for prying, etc.

crow-ber*ry (kro'ber'i, kro'ber-i), n. T#L CROWBERRIES
(-iz)], [apparently transl. of G. krahenoeeri], 1. a hardy,
evergreen shrub found in northern regions. 2. its black,
edible berry. 3. a variety of large cranberry.
crow blackbird, any of a number of North American
birds resembling the crow, including the purple grackle.
crowd (kroud), vd. [ME. crouden; AS. crudan, to press,
drive; akin to MHG. kroten, to oppress; IE. base
*greut-, to compel, press, seen also in Ir. gruth, curdled
milk; cf. CUHDJ, 1. to press; push; shove. 2. to press
forward; push one's way (forward, into, through, etc.).
3. to gather closely together, pressing upon one another;
throng, v.t. 1. to press; push; shove. 2. to press or
force closely together; cram. 3. to fill too full; occupy
to excess, as by pressing or thronging. 4. [Colloq.j,
to put (a person) under pressure or stress. 5. [Colloq.j,
to press urgently for payment; dun. 6. in basketball, to
guard (an opponent) closely to prevent his getting the
ball. n. 1. a large number of people or things gathered
closely together. 2, the common people; the masses;
the people. 3. [Colloq.], a group of people having
something in common; set; clique.
crowd (on) sail, to put up more sails in order to in-
crease the ship's speed.

SYN. crowd is applied to an assembly of persons or things
in dose proximity or densely packed together and may suggest
lack of order, loss of personal identity, etc. (crowds lined the
street) ; throng specifically suggests a moving press of people
(throngs of celebrators at Times Sqtiare) ;

multitude stresses

greatness of number in referring to persons or things assembled
or considered together (a multitude arrayed against him);
swarm suggests a large, continuously moving group (a swarm
of sight-seers) ; mob, properly applied to a disorderly or law-
less crowd, is an abusive term when used to describe the masses
or any specific group of people; host specificallyor any specific group of people; host specifically suggests a or crowns collectively,
large organized body marshaled together but may be used CTOWfS-lOOt (kroz'footO,

to L. cunus (see cintVB)), 1. a garland or wreath worn
on the head as an ornament or sign of honor, victory,
etc.; hence, 2. a reward; honor. 3. a circlet or head
covering, usually heavily Jeweled and ornamented, worn
by a monarch as an emblem of sovereignty. 4. the
position, power, or dominion of a monarch; ruling
power in a monarchy. 5. the monarch. 6. anything
serving to adorn or honor Eke a crown. 7. a thing like
a crown in shape, position, etc. 8. originally, any coin
stamped with the figure of & crown, 9. a silver coin of
Great Britain equal to five shillings: abbreviated cr.
10. any of various coins whose name means crown, as
the krona, krone, etc. 11. the top part of the skull or
head. 12. the top part of a hat. 13. the summit or
highest point, as of a mountain, arch, etc. 14. th
highest quality, point of development, state, etc. of

anything. 15. the enamel-covered part of a tooth,
projecting beyond the gum line. 16. an artificial sub-
stitute, usually of porcelain or gold, for the crown of a
tooth. 17. the lowest point of an anchor, between the
arms: see anchor, illus. 18. in botany, a) a corona, b)
the point at or just below the surface of the ground
where the stem and the root join, c) the leafy head of
a tree. 19. in zoology, a) the crest of an animal, b)
the nowerlike part of certain sea animals, .f. 1. to
put a crown on. 2. to make (a person) a monarch;
enthrone. 3. to give honor, dignity, etc. to. 4. to top;
surmount (often followed by with). 5. to be the crown,
Mghest part, or chief ornament of. 6. to bring to com-
pletion; put the finishing touch on. 7. [Slang], to hit (a
person) on the head. 8. in checkers, to make a king of.
the Grown, 1. the position, power, or dominion of
a monarch. 2. the monarch as head of the state.

crown cap, a cork-Hned metal stopper whose edges are
crimped over the mouth of the bottle.
crown colony, a British colony directly under the con-
trol of the home government.
crown-er (krou'nSr, kroo'ngr), n. [British Dial.], a
coroner.
crown glass, 1. window glass made in flat, circular
plates by blowing and whirling, with a small knot in
the center left by the blower^ rod, 2. a very clear
optical glass.
crown graft, a plant graft in which the shoot or twig
is inserted at trie crown of the main stem or trunk.
crown land, land owned by the crown, the income
from which goes to the reigning monarch.
crown lens, a lens made of crown glass; specifically, the
convex member of an achromatic lens.

crown-piece (kroun'peV), n. 1. a piece forming the
crown or top. 2. the strap of a horse's bridle that goes
over the head back of the ears.
Crown Point, a town in New York, on lower Lake
Champlain: pop., 1,100: captured from the British
(1775) in the American Revolution.
crown prince, the heir apparent to a throne; a mon-
arch's oldest living son.
crown princess, the wife of a crown prince.
crown saw, a saw in the form of a ttotow cyBnder witfo
teeth on the bottom edge, used to cut circular holes or
pieces.
crown wheel, a gear wheel with teeth set in the rim
perpendicularly to its plane.

crpwn-work (kroun'wurkO, n. 1. a fortification con-
sisting of two or more fronts for protecting an ad-
vantageous position. 2. in dentistry, a) the making
or insertion of an artificial crown, b) an artificial crown

generally of any sizable grou considered collectively (he has
a host of friends) ; horde specifically refers to any large preda-
tory band (a horde of office seekers).
crowd (kroud), n. [ME. crowde, crouth; W. crwth; akin
to Gael, cruinn, curved, round], an obsolete Celtic
musical instrument played with abow : it was somewhat
like a violin but had a shallow, broad body and six or,

earlier, three strings.
crowd-ed (kroud'id), adj* [pp. of crowd], 1. filled with
people or things; packed. 2, packed too full. 3. close

together; inconveniently lacking room.
crow-foot (kro'foot'), n. [pL, for 1 & 2, CROWFOOTS
(-foots

7
); for 3, 4, 5, CROWFEET C-fet')], ,

1. any of a
number of plants of the buttercup family, characterized

by simple or variously lobed leaves somewhat resem-
bling a crow's foot. 2. any of several other plants with
leaves or other parts somewhat resembling a crow's foot,
as the plantain. 3. in electricity, a zinc electrode shaped
somewhat like a crow's foot. 4. in military usage, a
device with several sharp metal points, placed on the
ground to hinder enemy cavalry : caltrop. 5 . in nautical

usage, an arrangement of small cords run through a
block pulley to suspend an awning, etc.

crown (kroun), n. [ME. croune, corune; OFr, corone; L.
corona, a garland, crown; Gr. kordn v curved object,
wreath; IE, base *(s)qer, to turn; bend; hence akin

,. n\pl CROW'S-FEET (-fetO], 1.

usually in pi. one of the wnnkles that often develop at
the outer corners of the eyes of adults. 2. a three-

pointed, stitched design put on a garment, as at the
end of a seam. 3. in military usage, a device with sev-
eral sharp metal points, placed on the ground to hinder
enemy cavalry; caltrop.
crow's-nest (kroz'nest'), n. 1. a small, sheltered plat-
form close to the top of a ship's
mast, used by the lookout. 2.

any platform like this.

Croy-don (kroi'd'n), n. a city
in Surrey, England, near Lon-
don: pop., 242,000.
croze (kroz), n. [prob. < OFr.
croz, a groove], the groove at
either end of the inside of a
barrel or cask, in which the
head is fixed.
cro zier (kro'zheV), n. a crosier.

crs., 1. credits. 2. creditors.
cru-ces (kroo'sez), n. alterna-
tive plural of crux.

cru-cfal (kroo'shsl), adj. [Fr. <
L. crux, crucis; see CROSS], 1.

of supreme importance^ dieci- s

sive; critical; as, a crucial deci-
CROW'S-NEST
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sion. 2. extremely trying; severe; difficult, 3. in

anatomy, having the form of a cross. SYN. see acute.

cra-d-ate (krc^'shi-it, kroo/shi-at'), adj. [< Mod. L.
cruciatus (in L., pp. of cruciare, to crucify) < L. crux,

crucis; see CROSS], 1. in botany, having cross-shaped
leaves or petals. 2. in zoology, crossing: said of wings.
cru-ci'ble (kr6o'sa-b'l) n. [ML. crucibulum, lamp, cres-

set, melting pot, crucible; prob. < MHG. kriise, earthen

pot (akin to ISng. cruse) -f- L- suffix -ibulum (as in

thuribulum, censer), but often associated with L. crux,
crucis (see CROSS) as if lamp burning before cross], 1. a
container made of graphite, porcelain, platinum, or
other substance that can resist great heat, for melting
and calcining ores, metals, etc. 2. the hollow at the
bottom of an ore furnace, where the molten metal col-

lects. 3. a severe test; hard trial.

crucible steel, a high-grade steel made by melting
blister steel or by fusing flux, wrought iron, and carbon
in crucibles: used for making knives, tools, etc.

cru-ci-fer (kroo'ss-fer), n. [LL., cross-bearer (used in

reference to Jesus) < L. crux, crucis (see CROSS) -f ferre,
to bear], 1. a person who carries a cross, as in a church

procession. 2. in botany, any plant of the mustard
family, including the mustards, cabbages, cresses, etc.,

with flowers having four parts that form a cross.

cra-df'er-ous (kroo-sif'er-os), adj. [< L. crux, crucis

(see CROfes): + -ferous], 1. bearing a cross. 2. in

botany, of tne mustard family.
cru ci fix (kroo'ss-fiks'), n. [ME. < OPr. or L.; OFr.

crucefix; L. crucifixus, lit., fixed to the cross < crux

(see CROSS) -f fixus (see FIX)], 1. a religious symbol
consisting of a cross with the figure of Jesus crucified

on it. 2. the cross as a religious symbol.
cni-ci-fix-ioti (kroo'ss-fik'shsn), n. 1. a crucifying or

being crucified. 2. [C-], the crucifying of Jesus, or a
representation of this in painting, statuary, etc.

cru-ci-form (kroo'ss-f6rm') , adj. [< L. crux, crucis (see

CROSS) ; + -form], cross-shaped.

cru-d-fyjCkroo'sQ-fi')' v.t. [CRUCIFIED (-fid'). CRUCIFY-

ING], [ME. crucifien; OFr. crucifier; LL. *crucificare, for

L. crucifigere < crux, crucis (see CROSS) + figere (see

Fix)], I. to put to death by suspending from a cross,

with the hands and feet nailed or bound to it. 2, to

mortify; subdue. 3. to torment; torture.

crad (krud, krood, krood), v.t. & v.i. [Dial.], to coag-
ulate: see curd*
crad (krud), n. [said to be < W. cryd, fever, plague; ?

< crud, metathesis of curd], [Military Slang], an im-

aginary disease: used as a general term for any vague
disorder or ailment.
crude (krood), adj. [L. crudus, bleeding, raw, rough;
akin to L. cruor, blood, Bret, criz, raw, uncooked, hard ;

IE. base *greu-, congealed, thickened (blood), bloody],
1. in a raw or natural condition; not refined; not pre-
pared, as by heating or other processes. 2. not ripe;
immature. 3. lacking finish, grace, tact, taste, etc.;

uncultured: as, a crude fellow. 4. not carefully made;
rough: as, crude woodwork. 5. unadorned; bare: as,

crude reality.

cra-di-ty (kroo'ds-ti), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. cruditt; L.

cruditas], 1. the condition or quality of being crude.

2. \pl. CRUDITIES (-tiz)], a crude action, remark, etc.

cm-el (kroo'al), adj. [ME. & OFr.; L. crudelis < crudus;
see CRUDE], 1. disposed to inflict pain and suffering;

delighting in another's suffering ; without mercy or pity.
2. causing, or of a kind to cause, pain, distress, etc.

SYN. cruel implies indifference to the suffering of others or

a disposition to inflict it on others (cruel fate) ; brutal implies
an animallike or savage cruelty that is altogether unfeeling (a

brutal prison guard); Inhuman stresses the complete absence
of those qualities expected of a civilized human being, such as

compassion, mercy, or benevolence; pitiless implies a callous

refusal to be moved or influenced by the suffering of those one
has wronged; ruthless implies a cruel and relentless disregard
for the rights or welfare of others, while in pursuit of a goal.
ANT. humane, kind.

cru-el-ty (kroo'al-ti), n. [ME, & OFr. cruelte; L. crudel-

itas; see CRUEL], 1. the quality or condition of being
cruel: inhumanity- hardheartedness. 2. [pi. CRUELTIES
(-tiz)J, a cruel action, remark, etc.

cruet (kroo'it), n. [ME. cruet, crouet < Anglo-Fr. dim.
of OFr. crue, earthen pot < Gmc. *kruka (G. krug),
whence Eng. crock (pot, jar)], a small glass bottle to
hold vinegar, oil, etc., for the table.

Cruik-shank, George (krook'sharjk), 1792-1878;
English artist and caricaturist.

cruise (krooz), v.i. [CRUISED (kroozd), CRUISING], [< D.
kruisent to cross, move crosswise, cruise < kruts, cross

< L. crux; see CROSS], 1. to sail from place to place, as
for pleasure, without a set destination; hence, 2. to
move about in a similar manner: as, a taxi cruises in
search of passengers. 3. to move at a speed fit for

sustained travel: as, the airplane cruised at 270J}!Jmiles

an hour. v.t. to sail or journey over or about, n. a
sailing from place to place; cruising voyage, especially
a sea voyage.

cruis-er (krooz'gr), it. 1. anything that cruises, as a

powerboat, airplane, police car, etc. 2. any of several

types of fast and maneuverable warship somewhat

smaller than a battleship and having less armor and
fire power. 3. a powerboat with a cabin and the neces-

sary equipment for living on board.
cruis ing (krooz'in), adj. designating or at the most
efficient, tnough not the highest, speed of an airplane.
cruMer (krul'Sr), n. [D. < krullen, to curl (see CURL)], a
small cake made of sweetened dough enriched with
eggs, shaped in twisted strips and fried brown in deep
fat; kind of doughnut.
crumb (krum), n. [ME.; AS. cruma, lit., scraping from
bread crust; akin to G. krume; IE. *gr-eu, to scratch,
scrape with the fingers (as in G. krauen, to scratch) <
base *ger-, to turn, twist], 1. a very small jnece
broken off something; small particle or bit, especially
of bread, cake, etc. 2. any bit or scrap: as, crumbs of

knowledge. 3. the soft, inner part of bread: distin-

guished from crust, v.t. 1. to crumble. 2. in cookery,
to cover or thicken with crumbs. 3. [Colloq.], to clear

(a table, etc.) of crumbs. v.i. to come apart in crumbs.
crumble (krum'b'l), v.t. [CRUMBLED (-bid), CRUM-
BLING], [freq. of crumb, .], to break into crumbs or small

pieces. IM". to fall to pieces; disintegrate; decay, n.

[Rare], a substance that is crumbling.
crum-bli-nesa (krum'bli-nis), n. the quality of being
crumbly.
cram-bly (kram'bli), adj. [CRUMBLIER (-bli-gr), CRUM-
BLIEST (-bli-ist)], apt to crumble; easily crumbled.

cram-by (krum'i), adj. [CRUMBIER (-i-gr), CRUMBIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. full of crumbs. 2. soft.

crum-mie, cram-my (krum'i, kroom'i), n. [via dial.

< AS. crump, crumb, crooked (akin to G. Krumm &
D. krom); + -y], [Scot. & British Dial.], a cow with
crooked horns: sometimes used as an epithet for any
cow.
cram'tny (krum'i), adj. [CRUMMIER (-i-^er), CRUMMIEST
(-i-ist)], [understood as crumb -f- -y. t^ith basic notion
"brittle, friable, hence worthless ], [Slang], of poor
quality, character, or appearance; inferior, shabby,
contemptible, etc.

crump (krump, kroomp), v.t. & v.t. [echoic], to explode
with a crunching sound : said of shells, etc. n. a crump-
ing. adj.[< the>

:], [Dial.], brittle;; crisp.

cram-pet (krum'pit), n. [prob. < ME. cromptd (cake),

pp. of crompen, to curl up (cf. G. krummen) < AS.
crump, bent, crooked; see CRIMP], an unsweetened batter

cake oaked on a griddle, somewhat like a pancake: it is

usually toasted and buttered before serving.

crumple (krum'pl), v.t. [CRUMPLED (-p'ld), CRUM-
PLING], [< dial, crump, to curl up (cf. CRUMPET) + -le,

freq. suffix or < ME. crympelen (earlier formation < the
same elements)], to crush together into creases or
wrinkles. IM. 1. to become crumpled. 2. [Colloq.],
to collapse; break down. n. a crease or wrinkle.
crunch (krunch) v.i. & v.t. [earlier craunch; of echoic

origin], 1. to bite or chew with a noisy,
t crackling

sound. 2. to press, grind, or tread with a noisy, crush-

ing sound, n. 1. a crunching. 2. a crunching sound.

cranch-y (krun'chi), adj. [CRUNCHIER (-chi-eY), CRUNCH-
IEST (-chi-ist)], making a crunching sound.

cra-or (kroo'6r), n. [L., blood (which flows from a

wound) ; see CRUDE], coagulated blood; gore.

crupper (krup'er, kroop'Sr), n. [ME. cropere; OFr.

croptere < crope, crupe, rump < Frank. *kruppr; akin
to Eng. crop], 1, a leather strap attached to a harness
or saddle and passed under a horse's tail: see harness,
illus. 2. the rump of a horse; croup.

cru-ral (kroor'9l), adj. [L. cruralis < cms, cruris; see

CRUS], in anatomy, of the leg or cms.
cms (krus), n. [pi. CRURA (kroor'a)l, [L. t leg, shank;
akin to Arm. srun-k', calf (of the leg)], 1. the part of a

leg or hind limb between the knee and. the ankle; shank.
2. any anatomical structure resembling a leg or (in the

plural) a pair of legs, as the cerebral peduncles.
cru-sade (kroo-sad

7
), n. [< So. cruzada, altered after

Fr. croisade; both < ML. cruciata < pp. of cruciare, to
mark with a cross < L. crux; see CROSS], 1. [sometimes
C-], any of the military expeditions^ which Christians
undertook from the end of the llth to the end of the
13th century to recover the Holy Land from the
Moslems. 2. any war or expedition having a religious

object and sanctioned by the church. 3. vigorous, con-
certed action for some cause or idea, or against some
abuse. v.i. [CRUSADED (-id), CRUSADING], to engage in
a crusade.

cru-sad-er (kroo-sad'Sr) , n. 1 . a participant in medieval
crusades. 2. a person engaged in any crusade.

cru-sa-do (kroo-sa'do), n. [pi. CRUSADOES, CRUSADOS
(-doz)], [Port, cruzado; see CRUSADE], an obsolete Portu-

guese coin with the figure of a cross on it.

cruse (krooz, kroos), n. [ME. < MD. cruyse or ON.
krus; akin to G. toause, pot with lid; ? < IE. *gr-eu-s

(cf.
G. kraus, wrinkled) in sense * 4

twisted, plaited"
(with reference to an original basketwork covering) <
base *ger-, to twist, turn], [Archaic], a small container
for water, oil, honey, etc.

crush (krash), v.t. [ME. crushen; OFr. cruisir, croisir,

to gnash (teeth), crash, break; of Gmc. origin; cf. OSw.
krysta, Goth, kriustan], 1. to press between two oppos-
ing forces so as to break or injure; put out of shape or
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condition by pressure ; squeeze together ; crumple. 2, to

press, grind, or pound into small particles or into

powder. 3. to subdue; overwhelm;^ suppress. 4. to

extract by pressing or squeezing. v.L to be or become
crushed, n. 1. a crushing; severe pressure. 2. a

crowded mass, especially of people, 3. [Colloq.], an
infatuation. SYN. see break.

Gru-soe, Robinson (kroo'so), the hero of Daniel De-
foe's novel Robinson Crusoe (1719), who is stranded on
an island as the result of a shipwreck.
cruat (krust), n. (ME. < OPr. or L.; OPr. crouste; L.

crusta; IE. base *greu-, congealed, thickened (blood),

as also in Gr. kryos, frost (cf. CRYO-), L. crudus, bleed-

ing (cf. CRUDE)], 1. the hard, crisp, outer part of

bread. 2. a piece of bread that is mostly this. 3.

any dry, hard piece of bread. 4. the pastry shell of a

pie. 5. any hard shell, covering, or surface layer, as of

snow, soil, etc. 6. a hard deposit formed by wine on the

inside surface of a bottle. 7. [Slang], audacity; insol-

ence; forwardness. 8. in geology, the outer part of the

earth. 9. in medicine, a dry, hard outer layer of blood,

pus, or other bodily secretion; scab. v.t. & v.i. 1. to

cover or become covered with a crust. 2. to form or

harden into a crust.

Crus-ta-ce-a (krus-ta'shs, krus-ta'shi-o). n.pl. [Mod. L.

< crustaceus, having a crust, hard shell < L. crusta; see

CRUST], in zoology, a class of invertebrates, including

shrimp, crabs, barnacles, and lobsters, that usually live

in the water and breathe through gills: they have a hard
outer shell and jointed appendages and bodies.

cni8'ta*cean (krus-ta'shsn), adj. of the Crustacea, n.

any member of the Crustacea.
crus ta-ceous (krus-ta'shas), adj. [Mod. L. crustaceus;

see CRUSTACEA], 1. of or like a crust. 2. having a hard
crust or shell. 3. in zoology , crustacean.

cru&-tal (krus't'l), adj. of a crust; especially, of the

earth's crust.

cnist-ed (krus'tid), adj. 1. having a crust. 2. desig-
vine that has dep<nating wine that 1 deposited a crust. 3. antiquated.

CTUSt-1-ly (krus'tl-i), adv. in a crusty manner."
CTUSt'i-ness (krus'ti-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being crusty.
crust-y (krus'ti), adj. [CRUSTIER (-ti-Sr), CRUSTIEST

(-ti-ist)], 1. having a crust. 2. hard as a crust; hence,
3. bad-tempered; harsh; surly.
crutch (kruch), n. [ME. crucche; AS. crycc, staff; akin
to G. kriicke; IE. base *ger~, to twist, turn, bend, as in

crank (handle) or G. kriechen, to cringe,
p
crawl, lit.,

bend over], 1. any of various devices held in the hand
and used by lame people as an aid in walking; usually, a
staff with a crosspiece on top that fits under the armpit:
crutches are often used in pairs. 2. figuratively, a prop
or support. 3. any device that resembles a crutch, as a
forked leg rest on a sidesaddle. 4. the crotch of the

human body. 5. in nautical usage, a forked support for

a spar when the sail is furled, v.t. to support with or

as with a crutch or crutches; prop.
crutched (krucht), adj. [ME. crouched < crouch, a cross

< AS. cruc < L. crux; see CROSS], bearing the sign of

the cross: as, the Crutched Friars were an early order of

English monks who wore crosses on their robes.

crux (kruks), n. \pl. CRUXES (kruk'siz), CRUCES (kroo'-

sez)k [L., a cross ; see CROSS], 1 . in heraldry, a cross. 2.

a difficult problem; puzzling thing. 3. a crucial point;
critical moment. 4. the essential or most important
point. 5. [C-], in astronomy* the Southern Cross, a
constellation: see constellation, chart.

ICTUX an-sa-ta (kruks' an-sa'ta), [L., lit., cross with a
handle: crux (see CROSS) + fern, of ansatus < ansa t

a

handle], the ankh, an ancient Egyptian cross.

cru-zeiro (kroo-za'ro; Port, kroo-za'roo), n. [Port. <
cruz, a cross < L. crux (see CROSS)], the gold monetary
unit of Brazil, equal to 5 1/2 cents in 1950.

cry (kri), v.i. [CRIED (krid), CRYING], [ME. crten: OPr.

crier,' L. quirUare, to raise a plaintive cry, wail, shnek;
prob. of echoic origin (cf. L. quirritare, to squeak like

a pig), but associated in ancient folk etym. with L.

Quintes, Roman citizens (as if meaning "to call the

Quirites," implore their help)], 1. to make a loud

vocal sound or shout, as in pain, anger, fright, sorrow,

pleading, warning, etc. 2. to. express sorrow, pain,

tear, etc. by sobbing or shedding tears; weep. 3. to

utter its characteristic call: saicf of an animal, v.t.

1. to beg; plead for; implore; beseech: as, the beaten

knight cried quarter. 2. to utter loudly; snout: eaQctaun.

3. to proclaim: announce publicly; advertiseW calling

out Ifhat one is selling, buying, repairing, etev 4. to

bring into a specified condition by Drying: as, sne

cried fc&rseti asleep, n. [pL oufcs '(kxjfe)]. [ME. & OPr.
cri < the .], 1. a loud vocal sound expressing pain,

anger, fright, etc. 2. any loud utterance; shout. 3.

the calling out of an announcement; proclamation, 4.

the word or words uttered. 5. an entreaty; urgent

appeal. 4 * popular report; rtunor. 7. clamor, of

the people; public outcry. 8. a watchword; rallying

call; battle cry; slogan. 9. a sobbing and
B

of tears; fit of weeping. 10. the characteristic

sound of an animal. 11. the baying of hounds in

the chase; hence, 12. a puck of hounds*
a far cry, 1. a great distance; long way. 2. a thing
much different.

cry down, to belittle: disparage.
cry for, 1. to plead for. 2. to need greatly,
cry off, to withdraw from an agreement or undertak-

ing; refuse to do something undertaken.
cry one*A eyes (or heart) out, to weep much and bit-

cry out, 1. to shout; yell. 2. to complain loudly.
cry up, to shout praise of; praise highly.
in full cry, in eager pursuit: originally said of a pack of

hunting dogs after a quarry.
SYN. cry implies the expression of grief, sorrow, painter
distress by making mournful, convulsive sounds and shedding
tears; weep more specifically stresses the shedding of tears; to
sob is to weep aloud with a catch in the voice and short,

gasping breaths; wail implies the uttering of load, pfokmged,
mournful cries in unsuppressed lamentation; keen, specmcalr-
an Irish term* signifies a wailing in lamentation for

to whimper is to cry with low, whining, broken sounds, as a
fretful or frightened^cHld does; moan suggests the expression
of sorrow or pain in a low, prolonged, ^mournful sotmd^ or

sounds; blubber* a derisive term used chiefly of children, im-

plies a contorting or swelling of the face with weeping, and
broken, inarticulate speech.

cry*ka-by (kri'ba'bi). n. 1. a person, especially a child,
who cries often or with little cause; hence, 2. a
who complains constantly or accepts defeat tnr

cry-ing (kri'irj), adj. 1. that cries. 2. de
immediate notice or remedy: as, a crying shame.

cry-o- (kri'o, kri'o), [< Gr. kryos, cold, frost; cf. CRUST],
a combining form meaning cold, freezing, as in cryogen,

cry-o-fien (kri'a-isn), n. [cryo- + -gen], a refrigerant.

cry-o-hy-drate (kri'o-hi'drat), n. [cryo- -f hydrate], a
crystallme solid formed by the combination of some
substance, as salt, with ice at a temperature below the
normal freezing point of water.

cry-o-Hte (kri'a-Kt'), n. [cryo- -f- 'lite; with reference to
its icy appearance], a fluoride of sodium and aluminum,
NaaAlF, found in Greenland: it is used in the metal-

lurgy of aluminum.
cry-om-e-tcr (kri-om'a-te'r), n. [cryo- + -meter], a ther-

mometer, usually filled with alcohol, for measuring
lower temperatures than a mercury thermometer wifl

register.

cry-oa-co-py (kri-os'ka-pi), n. \cryq~ + -fcopy], the
science dealing with the determination of the

points of liquids.

cry-o-stat (kn'o-stat'). n. [cryo- -f- -stat], a regulator
for maintaining a constant f low temperature.

cry-o-ther-a-py (krl'o-ther'a-pi), n, \cryo- + therapy],
in medicine, treatment by the use of cold, as by tne

application of ice packs or by lowering the body
temperature.
crypt (kript), n, JL. crypta; Gr. kryptl < l*y$lo$, tiMea
< kryptem, to hide; IE. base *r<n-. *grw~, toV. Kt'yytrffVTI', \t\J JUU.UC/) X.L*. (JOM9V v vr-^r-f i^r ** -w

up, cover, hide; hence akin to QSlav. *rylr to L .

Lith. fcrwd, heap}, 1. an underground chamber or

vault, especially one under the mam floor of a church,

serving as a burial place. 2: in anatomy>

f any of various

recesses, glandular cavities; or folKdes in the body.
cryp-tic (krip'tik), adj. [LL. cryp&cw; Gr. kryptikos;
see CRYPT], 1. secret; occult; mysterious; hidden. 2.

having a hidden or ambiguous meaning. 3. in zoology,
serving to conceal, as the form or coloring of certain

animals, SYN. see ^^twre,
cryp-ti'Cal (krip'ti-k*!), adjL cryptic.
eryp-to- (krVto, krip'te), I< Gr. kryptos; see CRYPT], a

combining form meaning secret, hidden, as in cryptogram:
also, before a vowel? crypt*.

cryp-to-clas tic (kiip
A
t5-kfes^tik), adj. [crypto- 4-

-clastic], in mineralogy, consisting of fragmental grams
too small to be Seen with the unaided eye.

cryp-to-cry*tai-line (krip^o-kris't'l-in), adj. [crypto-

-f crystalline], In mineralogy, having a crystalline struc-

ture consisting, however, of crystals too small to be
seen even with a microscope.
cryp-to-gam (krip'te-gam'), n. [Fr. cryftogame < Gr.

kryptos (see CRYPT) -f- gamos, marriage], a jiant that
bears no flowers or seeds but propagates by means of

special cells called spores, as algae, mpsses% ferns, etc.

cryp to gam ic (krip'to-gam'ik), adj. of or like cryp-

togams.

unknown or obscure origin: *~~.~

cryp'to-gram (krii/ta-gramO, n. [crypto- + -gram],

something written in code or cipher.

cryp-to-gram-mic (krio'ta-gram'ik), ad;, of or like a

cryptogram. !

cryp to graph *

<lq^yMft,' Imp'ta-graf'). w. a

'cryptogram. ^
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cryp-tog-ra-phar (krip-tog'rd-fe'r), n. an expert in cryp-
tography; person who writes in or deciphers secret
wnting,

crvp-to-grapli-lc (krip'te-graf'ik), adj. having to do
with cryptography.

cryp-tog-ra-pblst (krip-tog'ra-fist), n. a cryptographer.
cryp-tofc-ra-phy (krip-tog'ra-fi), n. [crypto- + -grapky],
1. the art of writing in or deciphering secret writing
or code. 2. a system of secret writing.

cryp-tol-o-gy (krip-tol'^-ti), n. [crypto- + 4ogy], 1.

cryptography. 2, secret language,
cryp-to-nym (krip't^nimO, n. [crypt- + -onym], a
secret name.

cryp-ton-y-mous (krip-ton'i-rass), adj. [cryptonym +
-OI&P], having a secret or concealed name; anonymous.

cryp-to-pbyte (krip'te-fit'), n. a cryptogam.
Gryp-to-zo-ic (krip'ts-zo'ic), adj.

'

[crypto- + -vote],

2. crystallized. 3. crystallog-

TYPES OF CRYSTAL

Proterozoic.

cryst., 1. crystalline,
raphy.

crys-tal (kris't'l), n. [Latinized sp. of ME. & OPr. cristal;
L. crystallum, crys-
tal, ice < Gr. krys-
tallos < &ryoy; see
CRUST], 1. a clear,
transparent quartz.
2. a piece of this cut
in the form of an
ornament. 3. a very
clear* brilliant glass. 4. an article or articles made of
such glass, as goblets, bowls, etc. 5. the transparent
protective covering over the face of a watch. 6. any-
thing dear and transparent like crystal. 7. a solidified
form of a substance in which the atoms or molecules
are arranged in a definite repeating pattern so that the
external shape of a particle or mass of the substance is

made up of plane faces in a symmetrical arrangement.
8. in radio, a crystal detector, adj. 1. of or composed
of crystal. 2. like crystal; clear and transparent. 3. in
radio, of or using a crystal.

crystal ball, a large ball of rock crystal or, more com-
monly, of glass, used in crystal gazing.

crystal detector, in radio, a rectifier consisting of a semi-
conductor (eg., silica) in contact with the sharp edge of
a conductor (e.g., tungsten).

crystal gazing, the practice of gazing into a crystal ball
and pretending to see certain images, especially of
future events.

crys*taU~ (kris't'l), crystallo-.

crystal lifer-ous (kris'tl-ifer-os), adj. [crystall- +
-tferousL producing or containing crystals.

crystal-line (kris't'1-in, kns'tl-inO, adj. (< Fr. & L.;
Ire. crystattin; L. crystallinus; Gr. Krystallinos; see

CRYSTAL], 1. consisting or made of crystal. 2. like

crystal; dear and transparent. 3. having the character
or structure of a crystal. 4. consisting of crystals.
Abbreviated cryst.
crystalline lens* the lens of the eye, a biconvex struc-
ture serving to locus light on the retina: see eye, illus.

crystalline system, any of the six groups (isometric,
hexagonal, tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, and
triclinic) into wnich crystalline species are classified
on the basis of the relationships of their crystallo-
graphic axes (imaginary lines drawn from each face or
edge through the center of the crystal) .

crys tal Ute (kris't'1-it'). n. [crystall- + -ite] t a hairlike
formation found in igneous and volcanic rocks that
are beginning to crystallize.

crya*talit-lc (kris't'l-it'ik), adj. 1. of or containing
crystallite. 2. of the nature of crystallite.

crys tal liz a-ble
(kris't'l-iz'o-b'l). adj. capable of

crystallizing or being crystallized.
crys-tal-li-za-tion (kris't'l-a-za'shsn, kris't'1-i-za'shdn).
n. 1. a crystallizing or being crystallized. 2. a crystal-
lized structure or substance.

crys-taUize (kris'tl-iz')t v.t. [CRYSTALLIZED (-izd').
CRYSTALLIZING], 1. to cause to form crystals or take on
a crystalline structure. 2, to give a definite form to.
3. to coat with sugar. v.L 1. to become crystalline in
form. 2. to take on a definite form: as, our unfavorable
impressions crystallized into a strong dislike.

crys-taMo- (kris't'1-o), [< Gr. krystallos, crystal], a com-
bining form meaning crystal, as in crystallography: also.
before a vowel, crystal!-.

crys-taMo-graph-lc (kris't'l-9-graf'ik), adj. of or con-
cerned with crystallography.

crys-tal'lo-graph-i-ca! (kris't'1-a-graf'i-k'l), adj. crys-
tallographic.

crys-taMog-ra-j>liy (kris't'1-og'ra-fi), n. [crystallo- -f
-graphy], the science of the form, structure, properties,
and classification of crystals: abbreviated cryst.,
crystal,

crys talloid (kris't'1-oid'), adj. [crystall- + -oidl I.
like a crystal. 2. having the nature of a crystalloid.
n. a substance, usually crystallizable, which, when in
solution, readily passes through vegetable and animal
membranes: opposed to colloid.

crys-taMoi-daf (kris't'l-oi'd'l), adj. of a crystalloid.
crystal-lose (kris't'1-osO. adj. [crystall- + -ose], the

sodium salt of saccharin, used for the same purposes as
saccharin : also called soluble saccharin.

crystal pickup, a pickup with a quartz crystal, often
used on electric phonographs: distinguished from
magnetic pickup.

crystal set, a simple type of radio receiver with a crystal
detector instead of an electron tube detector.

crystal violet, a rosaniline dye used in medicine as
an antiseptic, an indicator, and a Gram stain for
bacteria.

crystal vision, 1. the alleged faculty of divination by
crystal gazing. 2, the images supposed to be seen in
crystal gazing.
Cs, in chemistry, cesium.
cs., case; cases.

G.S., 1. Christian Science. 2. Confederate States.
C.S.* c.s., 1. capital stock. 2. civil service.

G.S.A., Confederate States of America.
GSC, Civil Service Commission.
esc, cosecant.
csk. cask.

C.S.O., 1. Chief Signal Officer. 2. Chief Staff Officer.
C.S.T., Central Standard Time.
Gt., 1. Connecticut. 2. Count.
ct., 1. [pi. CTS,], cent. 2. centum, [L.], a hundred.
3. certificate. 4. county. 5. court.

GTC, Citizens* Training Corps.
cten-o- (ten's, te'na), |< Gr. kteis, ktenos < *pktenos;
akin to L. pecten, comb (see PECTINATE)], a combining
form meaning ctenoid scales, teeth* etc., as in ctenophore:
also, before a vowel, cten-.

cte-noid (te'noid, ten'oid) , adj. [cten- -f -oid], having an
edge with projections like the teeth of a comb, as the
scales and teeth of certain fishes.

cte-noph-o-ran (ti-nof'a-rsn), adj. of a ctenophore. n.
a ctenophore (sense 1).
cten o phore (tenVfSr', te'no-for'), n. [cteno- + -phore],
1. any 9f a large group of sea animals with a pair of long,
streaming ^tentacles and an oval, transparent, jellylike
body bearing eight rows of comblike plates that aid in
swimming. 2. any of these plates.
Gtes-i-phon (tes'a-fon/), n. an ancient city in Babylonia,
on the Tigris River: its ruins are near Bagdad.

ctg., cartridge.
ctn, cotangent.
ctr., center.

cts., 1. centimes. 2. cents.
Gu, cuprum, [L.], in chemistry, copper.
Gu., cu., cumulus.
cu., cubic.
cub (kub), n. [Early Mod. Eng. cubbe, young fox; prob.< or via. Celt.; cf. Ir. cuib, whelp, Olr. cuIgenit. con),
dog; IE. base *kuon-, dog, as also in L. canis (cf.
CANINE) & Eng. hound], 1. a young fox, bear, lion,
tiger, whale, etc. : term used only of certain mammals.
2. an inexperienced, awkward youth. 3. a novice or
beginner, especially in newspaper reporting. 4. a mem-
ber of a division of the Boy Scouts for boys between
the ages of eight and eleven.

cub., cubic.
Cu-ba (ku'ba), n. a country on an island in the West
Indies, south of Florida: area, 44,164 sq. mi: pop
5,130,000 (est. 1947); capital, Havana.

P

^ a^kG'kyi n* lcuo* + -Wl cubic content.
Cuba lib-re Ge'bra), [Sp., lit., free Cuba], an alcoholic
drink made by mixing a cola beverage with rum and
fresn lime or lemon juice.
Cu-ban (ku'ban), adj. of Cuba, its people, or culture.
n. a native or inhabitant of Cuba.
Cuban heel, a heel of medium height, used on some
types of women's shoes.
cu ba ture (ku'ba-che'r), n. [< L. cubus (see CUBE), after
quadrature], 1. the determination of the cubic content
of a solid. 2. cubic content; volume.
cub by hole (kub'i-hoT), n. [children's word for snug
place to play < Brit. dial, cub, little shed, endosed
place (for base see COVE) ; + hole], & small, enclosed
space.
cube (kub), n. [Fr.; L. cubus; Gr. kybos, a cube, die,
vertebra; akin to AS. hype,
nip, L. cubare, to lie down;
all < IE. base *$eu-,
*qeub-, to bend, turn], 1.
in geometry, a solid with six

equal, square sides, 2. in
mathematics, the product
obtained by multiplying a
given number or quantity
by its square; third power:
as, the cube of 3 is 27
F3 X 3 X 3). v.t. [CUBED
(kubd), CUBING], 1. to
raise to the third power;
obtain the cube of (a num-
ber or quantity). 2. to
form into the shape of a cube or cubes: as, cube the
vegetables. 3. to measure the cubic content of.
cu-beb (ku'beb), n. [Fr. cublbe; ML. cubeba; AT. &&$-
bah], 1. the small, spicy berry of an East Indian shrub

CUBE
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of the pepper family, used in medicine. 2. a cigarette
made from the crushed berries, sometimes used in

treating catarrh.
cube root, the number or quantity of which a given
number or quantity is the cube: as, the cube root of
8 is 2

cu-bic (ku/bik), adj. (Fr. cubique; L. cubicus; Gr.

kyhtkos; see CUBE], 1. having the shape of a cube. 2.

having three dimensions: a cuoic foot is the volume of a
cube whose length, width, and breadth each measure
one foot: abbreviated cu., c., C., cub. 3. in mathe-
matics, of the third power or degree; relating to the
cubes of numbers or quantities.

cu-bi cal (ku'bi-k'l), adj. cube-shaped.
cu-bi-caMy (ku'bi-k'l-i, ku'bik-li), adv. according to
cubic measure.

cu-bi'Cle (ku/bi-k'l), n. [L. cubiculum < cubare, to lie

down; see CUBE], 1. a small sleeping compartment, as
in a dormitory. 2. any small compartment.
cubic measure, a system of measuring volume in cubic

units; especially, the system in which
1,728 cubic inches 1 cubic foot

27 cubic feet 1 cubic yard
1,000 cubic millimeters 1 cubic centimeter
1,000 cubic centimeters 1 cubic decimeter
1,000 cubic decimeters = 1 cubic meter

cu-bic-U'lum. (kyoo-bik'yoo-lam) , n. \pl. CUBICULA
(-la)], [L., lit., a sleeping chamber; ctT CUBICLE], a
burial chamber, as in the Roman catacombs.
cu'bi-form (ku'bi-f6rm') adj. having the form of a
cube.
cub-ism (kub'iz'm), n a school of modern art charac-
terized by the use of cubes and other abstract geometric
forms rattier than by a realistic representation of nature.
cub-ist (kub'ist), n. an adherent of cubism, adj. of
cubism or cubists.

cu-bit (ku/bit), n. [L. cubitumt the elbow, cubit: akin to
L. cubare; see CUBE], an ancient measure of length,
about 18-22 inches; originally, the length of the arm
from the end of the middle finger to the elbow,
cu-boid (ku/boid), adj. [Gr. kyboeides; see CUBE], 1.

shaped like a cube. 2. designating a cubelike bone
between the instep and the heel bone. n. 1. a six-

sided figure each race of which is a rectangle. 2. the
cuboid bone.
cu-boi dal (kyoo-boi'dl), adj. 1. cuboid. 2. of the
cuboid bone.
cub reporter, an

inexperienced_newspaper reporter.

Cu-chul-ainn, Cu-chuMln (koo-kul'in, kdofkhool-in) ,

n. [Ir.], in Irtsh legend, a hero and warrior who single-
handedly defended his country against invaders.

cuck-ing stool (kuk'in), [ME. cokinge-stole, lit., toilet

seat < ME. coken < ON. kuka, to defecate; the instru-
ment was orig. made to resemble a toilet seat to
heighten the victim's indignity], a kind of chair in
which disorderly women, scolds, dishonest tradespeople,
etc. were fastened and exposed to public ridicule, or
sometimes ducked.
cuck-old (kuk'ld), n. [ME. cokewold, cukeweld; OFr.
cucuault < cucu (see CUCKOO) : said to be in allusion to
the bird's habit of laying its eggs in the nests of other

birds], a man whose wife has committed adultery, v.t.

to make a cuckold of.

cuck-old-ry (kuk'ld-ri), n. the act of making a cuckold
of a husband; adultery. _ __
cuck-oo (kook'oo'; also, esp.for adj., koo'koo')* n, [ME.
< OFr. coucou, cucur echoic of the bird's cry; akin to
but not connected with L. cuculus, Gr. kokkux, etc., all

echoic], 1. any of a family of birds with a long, slender

body, grayish-brown on top and white below: the

European species lays its eggs in the nests of other
birds, but the American variety hatches and rears its

own young. 2. the call of a cuckoo, which sounds some-
what like its name. 3. an imitation of this call. v.i. to
utter or imitate this call. v.t. to repeat continually:
from the cuckoo's habit of sounding its call again and
again, adj. [Slang], crazy; foolish; silly.

cuckoo clock, a clock with a small toy figure of a cuckoo
in it, which appears at regular intervals, usually on the
hour, to the accompaniment of a sound imitating the
bird's call.

cuck-oo-flow-er (kook'oo-fiWe'r, koo'koo-fiou'eY), n.

any of several plants ; especially, a) a variety of cress
! bearing white or rose flowers. 0) the ragged robin.

cuck oo pint (kook'6o-pmt', koo'koo-pIntO, n. a Euro-
pean wild flower of the arum family, with large leaves
and a flower shaped like that of the calla lily.

cuckoo spit (or spittle), 1. a frothy substance pro-
duced on plants by the nymphs of certain insects to

envelop their larvae. 2. such an insect.

cu. cm., cubic centimeter; cubic centimeters.
cucu 11 form (kyoo-ku

/li-f6nn
/
)t <"*/ [< L* cuculus,

cuckoo; + -form], of or like the cuckoos or the order of

birds to which they belong.
cu collate ,(ku'ka~lat', kyoo-kul'at), adj. hooded;

sliaped like a hood; cowled, as the leaves of violets.

cu-cumber (ku'kiim-bgr), n. [MB. cocnmbw; OPr.
cocombre; Pr. cogom^e; JL cwtimis, cncnmcrc, cucum-
berl, 1. a long, green-skinned vegetable with firm,
white flesh, used in salads and preserved as pickles. 2.

the vine on which it grows.
cool as a cucumber, 1. comfortably cool. 2. calm and

self-possessed.
cucumber tree, any of several kinds of American mag-
nolia tree with large* green flowers and fruit resembling
a small cucumber.
cu-cu-nxi-form (kyoo-ku'mi-BrmO^ adj.[< L. cncumis,
cucumber; 4- -/orm], shaped like a cucumber.

cu-cur-bit (kyoo-kur'bit), n. [L. cucurbit; initial c&-

prob. by analogy with cucumts (see CUCUMBER); akin
1. any oicnorb^teceous plant;
< L. cncnrbtia: so called in

ge, gourd-shaped flask with a
d in distillation: also spelled

to Sans, carbhata, gourdl,
gourd. 2. [Fr. cucurbUe
allusion to its shape], a

"

wide mouth, formerly
cucurbite.

cu-cur-bi-ta-ceous (kyoo-kur'bi-ta'shos), adj. [< L.
cucurbUa (see prec.); -f- -aceous], of a large group of

tendril-bearing, vinelike herbs of the gourd family,
including the gourd, squash, melon, cucumber, etc.

cud (kud), n. [ME.; AS. cwudu, ball of cud, lit., what is

rounded; akin to G, kodtn, double chin, paunch: IE.
*geu-t, etc. < base *geu-t to curve, bend], a mouthful of

previously swallowed food regurgitated from the first

stomach of cattle and other ruminants back to the
mouth, where it is chewed slowly a second time,
chew the cud, to recall and think over sometlimg;
ruminate; ponder.

cud-bear (kud'bar), n. [coined < Cnthbert by Dr.
Cuthbtrt Gordon, who developed the dye], 1. a purple
dye prepared from lichens. 2. any lichen that is the
source of this dye.
cud-die (kud'l), v.t. [CUDDLED (-

f

ld), CUDDLING], [Early
Mod. Eng., to make comfortable; prob. < ME. (north-
ern dial.) *cudden for *couthelen (for -d, cf. FIDDLE) <
couth, known, hence acquainted with, comfortable with
(cf. UNCOUTH) 4- -Je, freq. suffix], to hold lovingly and
gently in one's arms; embrace and fondle. v.i. to He
close and snug; nestle; curl up. n 1. a cuddling. 2. an
embrace; hug. SYN. see caress*
cud-dle-some (kud'1-ssm), adj. [cuddle + -some], invit-

ing cuddling; embraceable.
cud-dly_ (kudli), adj. [CUDDLIER (-li-Sr), CUDDLIEST

suggests borrowing < D. or Fns.; ? Gmc. base *kud->
*kudd~ (< IE. *geu~r to curve, bend) ; ult. akin to AS.
cofa, codda, Eng. cubby in cubbyhole], 1. a) a small
room or cabin on a ship. 6) on a small ship, the cook's

galley or a shelter cabin. 2. a small room, cupboard, or
closet.

cud-dy (kud'i), n. {pi. CUDDIES (-iz)], [< Cuddy* dim.
of Cuihbert], [Scot.], a donkey.
cud^dy (kud'i), n.

tyl.
CUDDIES (~iz)J, [prob. < Scot.

Gael, cudaig], [Scot.], a coalfish.

cudg-el (kuj'al), n. [ME. (southwestern dial,) kug&d;
AS. cycgel, lit., club with rounded or bulbous head; akin
to G. kugel, ball, globe; IE. base *geu~t to curve, bend],
a short, thick stick or club. v.t. [CUDGELED or CUDG-
ELLED (-aid), CUDGELING or CUDGELLING], to beat with
a cudgel.
cudgel one*s brains, to think hard.
take up the cudgels far, to come to the defense of.

cud weed (kud'wedO, n. [cud + weed: said to have been
named from being given to cattle that had lost then*

cud], any of several plants with cottony or woolly
leaves.
cue (ku), n. [< a, Q, used on plays in 16th & 17th c. to
indicate actors entrances; prop, abbrev. of some L.
word (as quando, when, qualis, in what manner, etc.)J,
1. a signal in dialogue, action, or music for an actor s

entrance or speech, or for the working of curtains,

lights, sound effects, etc. 2. the few notes or bars of

music directly preceding an instrumentalist's or vocal-

ist's jDart and serving as a signal for him to begin. 3.

any signal or motion to begin or enter. 4. a hint
j
inti-

mation; suggestion. 5. the part that an actor is assigned
to play; hence, 6. a course of action. 7. frame of mind;
mood: temperament. 8. in psychology, a secondary
stimulus that guides behavior, often without entering
consciousness, v.t. [CUED (kud), CUING], [Colloq.j,
to give a cue to.
cue (ku), n. [< Fr. queue, pigtail; see QUEUE], 1. a

line). 2.queue or waiting a long, tapering,

billiards or pool: it is usually white or yellowish.
Cuen-ca (kwerj'ka), n. a city in southwestern Ecuador:

pop., 54,000.
cues ta (kwes'te), n. [Spv], a ridge or hill characterized
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by a steep escarpment on one side and a long gentle

slope on the other,
ettff (kmf), n. {by sense extension < ME, cu/e, cofe,
hand covering, hence mitten, glove; ? akin to ML.
wjjw, cuphia, head covering, parallel with OFr. coife;
see COIF], 1. a band at the wrist end of the sleeve of a

garment, either fastened to the sleeve or separate, 2.

the wrist end of a sleeve. 3. a turned-up fold at the
bottom of a trouser leg. 4. a handcuff* v.t* to put a
cuff or cuffs on.
off the cuff, [Slang], in an offhand manner; extem-

poraneously.
on the cuff, [Slang], with payment deferred.

cuff (kuf), v.t. [Early Mod. Eng.; ? < cuff, n. (in orig.
sense "glove"): ? < ON.; cf. Sw, kuffa, to strike], to

strike, especially with the open hand; slap. n. a slap.
cuff button, a button for the cuff of a shirt.

cuff link, a pair of linked buttons or similar small device
for keeping a shirt cuff closed.
Cu-fic (ku'fik), adj. Kufic.
cu. ft., cubic foot: cubic feet.

cui bo-no (kwe' bo'no, ki' bo'no), [L., lit., to whom for

a good], 1. for whose benefit? 2. to what purpose?
cu. in., cubic inch; cubic inches.
cui-rass (kwi-ras'), n. [Fr. cuirasse; It. coras&a; LL.
*coracea, for L. (wits) coriacea, leather (clothing) <
corium, leather, hide; IE, base *(s)qer-(t)- t to cut,

separate; akin to AS. keortha, deerskin, ON. hdrund,

skmj, 1. a piece of close-fitting armor for protecting
the breast and back: it was originally made of leather.

2. the breastplate of such armor. 3. in zoology, a pro-
tective structure of bony plates, v.t. to cover with or

as with a cuirass,
cui-ras-sier (kwi'ra-seV), n. [Fr.], a cavalryman wearing
a cuirass.
cuish (kwish), n. a cuisse.
cul-sine (kwi-zenO, n. [Fr.; L. coquina, kitchen <
coqnere* to cook], 1. the kitchen. 2. the style of cook-

ing; manner of preparing food. 3. the food prepared,
as at a restaurant.

culsse (kwis), n. [ME. cuissues; OFr. cuisseaux, p^ of

cuissd < cuisse, thigh < L. coxa* hip; IE. base *qoksa:
cf. Sans. kaks&, armpit, Fr. cuisse, thigh, G. hachse

(OHG. hahsa), shin, Olr. coss, foot], usually in pi. a

piece of armor for protection of the thigh; thigh piece:
also cuish: see armor, illus.

culch (kulch), n. cultch.
<ml-de-sac (kul'do-sak', kool'da-sak'; Fr. ku'd'-sak'),
n. IfI. CUL-DE-SACS (-saks'); Fr. CULS-DE-SAC (ku'd'-
s&k')Jt [Fr., Ht., bottom of a sack], 1. a passage or

position with only one outlet; blind alley; hence, 2. a
situation from which there is no escape.
-cule (kul), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -cule; L. -culus, -cula<

-cufum], a suffix added to nouns to indicate the diminu-
tive, as in animalcule: see -cle.

Cu4e-bra Cut (koo-la'brs), Gaillard Cut: former name.
cu-let (kulit), 7i. [OFr., dim. of cul, posterior, bottom;
L. culus, anus], tne flat base of a diamond whose face
is cut as a brilliant.

cu*lex (kuleks), n. [L., a gnat: akin to Olr. cuil, gnat,
Sans. sula~, spear, sharp stake], any of a large group of

mosquitoes including the most common species found
in North America and Europe.

cu-lic-id (kti-lis'id), adj. [< Mod. L. Culicidae, name
of the family], of the mosquito family, n. a mosquito.

cu-li*nar*y (kula-ner'i), adj. [L. culinarius < culina,
kitchen], 1. of the kitchen. 2. of cookery. 3. suitable
for or usedjn cooking.
Cu-lipn (koo-lyon'), n. a small island in the western
Philippines: site of a leper colony.

cull (kul), v.t. [ME. cullen; OFr. cuillir; L. colligere; see

COLLECT], 1. to pick out; select. 2. to select and gather;
pick (flowers, etc.). 3. to examine carefully in order to
make a selection from; pick over, n, something picked
out, especially something rejected as not up to standard.
CuMen, Coun tee (koun-ta' kul'sn), 1903-1946;
American oet.
cuHen der (kul'an-d^r), n. a colander.
cuMet (kul'it), n. [< Fr. collet, dim. of col, neck, with
reference to glass debris at the neck of a bottle in

blowing], scraps of waste glass that can be remelted.
cul-lion (kul'ysn), n. [ME. coitton; Fr. couillon, coward,
dullard; It. coglione, booby, wretch; LL. coleone,
eunuch < *colea, scrotum < L. coleus, testicles], [ObsJ,
a low, contemptible fellow.

cullis (kul'is), n. [Fr. coulisse; see COULISSE], in archi-
tecture, a gutter or groove.
cuMy (kul'i), n. [pL CULLIES (-iz)], [17th-c. thieves'

slang; ? contr. (cf. MOB, CHUM) of cullion], I. [Rare], a
person easily deceived; dupe. 2. [British Slang], fellow;
pal; buddy, v.t. [CULLIED (-id), GULLYING], [Obs.], to
trick; deceive; cheat.
culm (kulm), n. [northern Brit, dial < ME. colme, lit.,

that which pours out < base (AS. *cwellan, to pour
forth) of AS. (ge)cottert, swollen up; akin to G. qualm,
smoke, steam (Dan. kvalm, D. kwalm; cf. OHG. quellan,
to spring forth), G. quelle :

a spring, fountain], 1.

coal dust or slack: small pieces of anthracite. 2. in

geology, a Lower Carboniferous formation of shale or

CULOTTES

sandstone containing beds of impure anthracite: also
culm measures.
culm (kulm), n. [L. culmus, a stalk, stem; akin to G,
halm, blade (of grass), Gr. calamos, reed, cane], the
jointed stem of various grasses, usually hollow. v4.
to grow or develop into a culm.

cul-mif-er-ous (kuI-niif'eY-as), adj. {culm (coal dust) -f-

-iferousl* in geology, containing or producing culm.
cul-mi nant (kul'ms-nsnt), aaj. {ML. culmmans, ppr.],

culminating; at the highest point or altitude.

cul-mi nate (kul'ms-natO, * [CULMINATED (-id),

CULMINATING], [< ML. culminatus, pp. of culminare <
L. culmen, culminis, peak, summit, contr. of columen;
see COLUMN], 1. to reach its highest altitude: said of a
celestial body. 2. to reach its highest point or climax;
result (in).
culmi-na-tion (kul'ma-na'shsn), n. 1. a culminating;
reaching of the highest altitude or point. 2. the highest

point; that in which a thing culminates.
cu-lottes (koo-lots', kyoo-lots'), n.pl. [Fr.], knee-length
trousers made full in the legs to
resemble a skirt, worn by women
and girls for sports, etc.

Jcul-pa (kul'ps), n. [L.], 1. fault;

guilt. 2. in law, negligence; care-

lessness.

cul-pa-bU-i-ty (kul'pa-bil'a-ti), n.

the fact of being culpable; liability
to blame.

cul-pa-ble (kul'pa-b'i), adj. [ME.
coupable; OFr. coupable, culpable;
L. culpabilis < culpa, crime, fault,

blame], deserving blame; blame-

worthy.
cul<pa-bly (kul'pa-bli), adv. in a

culpable manner.
Cul-pep-er, Thomas (kul'pep'gr),
second Baron Culpeper, 1 635-16S9; English governor
of the colony of Virginia (1680-1683).

cul-prit (kul'prit), n. [< Anglo-Fr. cuL prit, contr. for

phr. culpable, prit (a averer nostre bille), lit., guilty,

ready (to prove our case): words used by prosecutor
in opening case; culpable (see CULPABLE) + prit for

OFr. prest < LL. praestus, ready], 1. a person accused
of a crime or offense, as in court; prisoner at the bar.

2. a person guilty of a crime or offense: offender.

cult (kult), n. [< Fr. & L.; Fr. culte; L. cultus, care,

cultivation < colere, to till, cultivate; akin to ON. hvd,
AS. hweol; cf. WHEEL], 1. a system of religious worship
or ritual. 2. devoted attachment to, or extravagant
admiration for, a person, principle, etc., especially when
regarded as a fad: as, the cult of nudism. 3. a group of

followers; sect.

cultch (kulch), n. [? < OFr. culche, couche, layer,

deposit; see COUCH], 1. rubbish. 2. materials forming
a spawning bed for oysters. Also spelled culch.

cul-ti-va-ble (kul'ts-vQ-b'l), adj. that can be cultivated.

cul-ti'vat-a-ble (kul'ta-vat'a-bl), adj. cultivable.

cul-ti-vate (kul'ts-vat'), v.t. [CULTIVATED (-id), CULTI-

VATING], [< ML. cultivate, pp. of cultivare < cultiws,
tilled < L. cultus; see CULT], 1. to prepare and use

(soil, land, etc.) for growing crops; till. 2. to break up
the surface soil around (plants) in order to destroy
weeds, prevent crusting, and preserve moisture. 3. to

grow (plants or crops) from seeds, bulbs, shoots, etc.

4> to improve or develop (plants) by various horticul-

tural techniques. 5. to improve by care, training, or

study; refine: as, cultivate your mind. 6. to promote
the development or growth of; acquire and develop:
as, he cultivated a social conscience. 7. to seek to de-

velop a familiarity with; give one's attention to; pursue.
cul*ti-vat-ed (kul'te-vat'id), adj. [pp. of cultivate], 1.

prepared and used for growing crops; tilled: as, cnlti-

vaied land. 2. grown by cultivation: opposed to wild.

3. trained and developed; refined; cultured: as, a
cultivated person.

cul-ti-va-tion. (kul'ta-va^shon), n. 1. the cultivating of

land, plants, etc. 2. the giving of attention to the

development or advancement of something. 3. training
and development; refinement; culture.

cul-ti*va-tor (kul'to-va'tgr), n. 1. a person who culti-

vates. 2. an implement or machine for loosening the
earth and destroying weeds around growing plants.

cul-trate (kul'trat), adj. [L. cultratus, knifelike <
culter, a kmfe; cf. COLTER], sharp-edged and pointed,
like some knives.

cul-tur-al (kul'chSr-91); adj, 1.;
of'culture. 2. obtained

by breeding.
cultural features, man-made landmarks, as cities, high-
ways, dams, etc., especially as seen from the air.

cul-ture (kul'ch&r), n. [Fr.; L. cultura < colere; see

CULT], 1. the cultivation of deal. 2. the raising*, im-

provement, or development of some iplant, animal, or

product. 3. the growth of bacteria o$r ethejf micro-
organisms in a specially prepared nourishing sub-
stance, as agar. 4. a colony of microorganisms thus
grown. 5. improvement, refinement, or development
by study, training, etc. 6. the training and refining of

the mind, emotions, manners/taste, eta 7, 'tne
1

result
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of this; refinement of thought, emotion, manners, taste,

etc. 8. the concepts, habits, skills, arts, instruments,
Institutions, etc. of a given people in a given period;
civilization. v.L [CULTURED (-cherd), CULTURING], 1.

to cultivate. 2. to grow (microorganisms) in a specially

prepared medium.
cul'tured (kul'cheYd), adj. 1. produced or obtained by
cultivation. 2. having culture or refinement.

culture (or cultural) diffusion, in sociology, the spread
of a culture trait or pattern from its point of origin
to other areas.

culture (or cultural) lag, in sociology, the failure of

one aspect of a cultural complex to keep pace with
the changes in some other related aspect, as the failure

of social institutions to keep pace with the rapid
advances in science.

culture medium, a nutrient substance sterilized
^
and

suitably prepared for the controlled growth of micro-

organisms.
cul-tur-ist (kul'chSr-ist), n. 1. a person engaged in

the culture of plants or animals. 2. one who advocates,
or is devoted to, general cultural advancement.

cul-tus (kul'tas), n. [L.], a cult, especially a religious

cul-ver (kul'vSr), n. [ME. culfre; AS. culfer, culufre

(borrowing < L. columba, dove) ; IE. base *qel-, *qltt-t

gray], a dove or pigeon, especially the wood pigeon.
cul-ver-in (kiil'ver-in), n. [Pr. coulewine < couleuvre,
adder < LL. culobra, for L. cdubra, a serpent, snake],
1 . a kind of musket used in the Middle Ages. 2. a long,

heavy cannon of the 16th and 17th centuries.

cul*vert (kul'veVt), n. [late 18th c.; prob. < name of

unknown inventor],
a drain or waterway
of pipe or masonry
crossing under a road
or embankment.
Cumae (ku'me), n.
an ancient city in
southwestern Italy, on
the Bay of Naples: it

was colonized by the
Greeks. CULVERT
Cu-mae-an (kyoo-
me'sn), adj\ 1. of Cumae. 2. of a famous sibyl of

Cumae: cf. Sibylline Books.
cum-ber (kum'ber), v.t. [ME. cumbren, comberen < OFr.
encombrer (cf. ENCUMBER) < LL. combrus, barrier; prob.
of Gmc. origin: akin to G. kummer (MHG. kumber),
also < LL.; IE. base, prob. *gem-t to grip, get hold

of], 1. to hinder by obstruction or interference; ham-
per. 2. to burden in a troublesome way. 3. [ObsJ, to

perplex or distress, n. anything that cumbers.
Cum-ber-land (kum'be'r-tend), n. 1. a county of north-
western England: pop., 263,000; county seat, Carlisle.

2. a river in Kentucky and Tennessee, flowing into the
Ohio: length, 687 mi. 3. a city in northwestern Mary-
land: pop., 38,000.
Cumberland Gap, a pass through the Cumberland
Mountains, at the jointboundary ofVirginia, Kentucky,
and Tennessee: height, 1,315 ft.

Cumberland Mountains, a mountain range of the

Appalachians, in Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee.
Cumberland Plateau, the Cumberland Mountains.
cum-ber-some (kum'be'r-sam), adj. [cumber + -some],

burdensome; unwieldy; clumsy. SYN. see heavy,
cum-brance (kum'brsns), n. an encumbrance.
cum-brous (kum'bros), adj. cumbersome.
Jcurn gra-no sa-lis (kum gra'no salis), [L,, lit., with a

grain of salt], with due skepticism.
cum-in (kum'in), n. [ME.; AS. cymen < L. cummum;
ult. < Heb. kammdn or Ar. kammun via Gr.; G. kummel
(cf. KUMMEL) is of the same origin], 1. a small plant of

the carrot family, bearing clusters of small, white^or
rose flowers. 2. its aromatic seeds, used for flavoring

pickles and soups, and as an ingredient of curry powder.
Also spelled cummin.
Jcum lau-de (kum 16'di, koom Ipu'de), [L.], with praise:

phrase used to signify graduation with honors from a

college: cf. magna cum laude, summa cum laude.

cum-mer (kum'Sr), n. [Fr. commere; LL. commuter < L.

com-, with -t mater, mother], [Scot.], 1. a godmother.
2. a woman companion. 3. a woman or girl.

cum-mer-bund (kum'er-bund'), n. [Hind. & Per.

kamarband, loin band < Ar.-Per. kamar, loins + Per.

band, band , a sash for the waist, worn originally by men
in India: also spelled kummerbund.
Cum mings, E. E. (kum'inz), (Edward Estlin Cum-
mings), 1894- ; American poet and painter.

cum-quat (kum'kwot), n. a kumquat.
cum-snaw (_kum'sh6), n. [< dial, form of Chin, kan
hsieh, grateful thanks; kan, to be thankful + hsieh,

thanksj, a tip; gratuity.
cu mu-late (kum/ya-lat'j for adj., usually kum'yo-ht),
v.t. & v.i. [CUMULATED (-id), CUMULATING], [< L.

cmmxdaim* pp. of cnmttlaw, to heap up, amass <
cumulus; see CUMULUS], to gather into a heap; accumu-
late. adj. gathered into a heap.
cu-mu la-tion (k&m'ya-lS'abaa), n. 1. a cumulating.
2. an accumulation; heap.

cu-mu-la-tive (kum'ys^la'tiv, kum'ya-la-tiv), adj. [see

CUMULATE], 1. increasing in effect, size, quantity, etc.

by successive additions; accumulated: as, cumulative
interest is interest that is added to the principal and
draws additional interest. 2. in law, designating addi-
tional evidence that gives support to earlier evidence.
cumulative voting, a system of voting for members
of a legislature in which each voter is allowed as many
votes as there are members to be elected: he^ may
distribute his votes or give them all to one candidate.

cu-mu-li-form (ku'myco-li-f6rmO */ P*. cumtdi, pi.
of cumulus; + -form], designating, or having the form
of, a cumulus (cloud).

cu-mu-lo-cir-rus (kum'ya-lo-sirfas), n. a small cumulus
that is white and filmy like a cirrus.

cu-mu-lo-nim-bus (kum'ya-Io-nim'b^), n. a thick,

towering cloud formation, usually producing rain.

cu-mu-lo-stra-tus (kum'ya-lo-stra'tas), n. a cumulus
(cloud) with a horizontal base like a stratus*

cu-mu-lous (kum'ya-fos), adj. of, or having the form
of, a cumulus (cloud), or consisting of cumuE.
cu-mu-lus (kum'ya-ks), n. [pi. CUMULI (-EOL II* t a
heap < IB. *ku-me4os, a
swelling, increase < base
*Keu-, to swell], 1. a heap;
mass; pile. 2. a thick
cloud formation with a
horizontal base and
rounded masses piled up
on each other: abbre-
viated cu. Cu.
Cuna, Credit Union Na-
tional Association.
Cunaxa (kyoo-nak'sa),
n. an ancient town near
Babylon.

cunc-ta-tion (kurjk-ta'-
shgn), n. [L. cunctatio <
cunctari, to hesitate, linger], [Rare], a delaying or delay.

cunc-ta-tive (kuijk'to-tiv), adj. [<

CUMULUS

base ofL.
tatio, delay (cf. CUNCTATION); -f -ive], [Rare], charac-
terized by delay; tardy; dilatory.
cunc-ta-tor (kuxjk-ta'ter), n. [L.; see CUNCTATION],
[Rare], a person who delays.

cu-ne al (ku'ni-al), ad;. [< L. cuneus, a wedge], wedge-
shaped..

cu-ne-ate (ku'ni-it, ku^ni-at'), adj. [L. cuneatus <
cuneus, a wedge], in botany, wedge-shaped; tapering, as
some leaves.
cu neat-ed (ku'ni-at'id) , ad/, cuneate.
cu-ne-at-ic (ku'ni-at'ik), adj. (see CUNEATB], cuneaL
cu-ne-i-form (ku-ne's-fSmr, ku'ni-fQnnOt adj. [< L.
cuneus, a wedge; + -form], wedge-
shaped: said especially of the char-
acters used in ancient Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian
inscriptions, or the inscriptions them-
selves, n. cuneiform characters or
inscriptions.
cu-ni-fonn (ku'ni-f6rmO, adj. & n.
cuneiform .

cun-ner (kun'er), n. [Brit. var. con-

ner; prpb. < con (to direct) in sense

"directing fishing boats to herring
shoals"], either of two small, edible,
salt-water fishes, related to the tautog
or blackfish, found off the coasts of

England and New England.
cun-ning (kun'irj), adj. [ME., having
knowledge, knowing < ppr. of cunnen,
to know (see CAN); for sense, cf.

KNOWING], 1. skillful; clever; shrewd.
2. skillful in deception; sly; crafty. 3.

attractive; pretty in a delicate way:
as, a cunning child. 4. created with
skill or ingenuity, rt. 1. skill in deception; slyness;
craftiness. 2. [Archaic], skill. SYN. see clever, sly.

cup (kup), n. [ME.; AS. cuppe < Gmc. *kupp-, of
rounded shape; prob. influenced by LL. cuppa (< L.
cupa, tub; see COOP); akin to AS. copp, summit, cup,
G. kopf, head, lit., cup; IE. base *geu-, to curve, bend,
arch; mutual interaction between L. cupa, tub & Gmc.
base is undoubted but confused; cf. CUPEL, CUPOLA],
1. a small, open container for beverages, usually bowl-
shaped and with a handle. 2. the bowl of a drinking
container. 3. a cup and its contents. 4. as much as a
cup will hold; cupful: usually half a pint. 5. anything
shaped like a cup. 6. a cup-shaped ornament, usually
of silver, given as a prize. 7. the chalice containing the
wine at Communion; also, the wine. 8. one's portion,
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cupbearer 360 cure

hare or allotment (of a given experience) : as, his cup
0f happiness was full. 9. a drink made of wine sweet-
ened, flavored, and iced: as, claret cup. 10. in biology,
any ctiplike, organ or structure, 11. in golf* tt\

the
metal container In a hole. 6) a hole. 12. in medicine,
a small glass bowl or similar object used in cupping, v.t.

fcumn> (kupt), CUPPING!, I. to treat with or subject
to cupping. 2. to shape like a cup. 3. to take in
nor put into a cup.
in one's cops, drunk: intoxicated.

cwp-bear-er (kup'bar'er), n. a person who fills and
serves the wine cups, as in a king's palace.
cup-board (kub'grd), n. fcup -f board, (plank)], 1. a
closet or cabinet with shelves for holding cups, plates,
food, etc. 2. [British], any small closet, cabinet, etc.

cupboard love, insincere professions of love, motivated
by self-interest and a desire for gain.
cup-cake (kup'kaV), n. a small cake, sometimes baked
in a paper cup.

cu;pel (ku'paf, ku-pelO, R* [Pr. coufelle; ML. cupella,
dim. < L. cupa; see CUP], 1. a small cup, shallow and
porous, used in assaying gold, silver, etc. 2. a receptacle
or furnace bottom for refining silver, v.t. [CUPELED

CUPOLA

ing of precious metals in a cupel.
cup-fiu (kup'fool') n. Ipl. CUPFULS (-!oolz')] 1. as
much as a cup wiU hold. 2. in cookery, half a pint,
Cu*pid (k&'pid), n. JL Cupido < cupido, desire, long-
Ing, passion < cuptdus, eager, longing, passionate <
cnpT, to desire; IE. base *q(e)wep~, to boil, smoke,
be disturbed], 1. in Roman mythology, the god of love,
son of Venus: tisuaHy represented as a wingea boy with
bow and arrow, and identified with the Greek god
Eros. 2. [c-1, a representation of Cupid as a naked,
winged boy, as on a valentine.

ca*pl<M*ty (ku-pid'a-ti), n. [Pr. cupidite; L. cupiditas <
cnpidus; see CUPID}, strong desire, especially for
wealth ; avarice ; greed.
ce*pil*s-bow (kurpidz-boO* adj. in the shape of the bow
that Cupid is usually pictured as carrying: as, a cupid's-
bow mouth.
cup of tea, [British Colloq.], a favorite thing, activity,
etc* : as, golf isn't Ms cup of tea,

cu-po-la fku'po-ia), 12. [It.; L. cupula, dim. of cupa; see

Cupj, 1. a rounded roof or

celling. 2. a small dome or
similar structure on a roof.
3. a small furnace for melting
metals. 4. a dome-shaped,
armor-plated, revolving gun
turret on a battleship. 5. in

anatomy, a dome-shaped
process or organ, v.t. [CUPO-
LAS^ (-ted), CUPOLAING], 1.

to provide with a cupola. 2.

to make in the shape of a
cupola.
cupped (kttpt), adj. shaped like a cup.
cup-per (kup'fr), n. a person, as a physician, who
practices cupping.
cup-ping (kup%i), n. in medicine, the application of a
glass cap to the surface of the skin for drawing blood
to or through it by creating a partial vacuum.
cu-pre-ous (ku'pri-os), adj. [L. cupreus < cuprum; see

COPPER!, 1. of, like, or containing copper. 2. copper-
colored.

cu-pri- (ktt'pri), [see CUPRO-], a combining form mean-
ing copper* as in cupriferous.

cu-prfc (kirprik), adj. [< L. cuprum (see COPPER); 4-

~ic], in chemistry, of or containing copper with a val-
ence of two.

cu-prif-er-ous (ku-prif'cjr-os), adj. [cupri- + -ferous],

containing copper.
cu-prite (ku/prit), n. cuprous oxide, CuaO, a dark-red
ore of copper.

cu-pro- (ku'pro), [< L. cuprum; see COPPER], a combin-
ing form meaning copper and, as in cupromagnesite: also,
before a vowel, cupr-.
cu pro mag ne site (ku'pro-mag'ni-sitOr n. a mineral
containing copper and magnesium.
cu*prous (ku'pras), adj. [< L. cuprum (see COPPER); -f

-ous], in chemistry, of or containing copper with a
valence of one.

cu-prum (ku'prom), n. [L.], copper; symbol, Cu (no
period).

cu-pu-late (ku'pyoo-lSt'), ad/. [< cupule + -Ate], 1.

shaped like a cupule. 2. having a cupule.
cu-pule (kfi'pul), n. [L. cupula; sea CUPOLA], in biology,
a cuplike structure, as the part of an acorn that holds
the nut.
cur (kttr), n. [ME. curret earlier kurdoggc; prob. < ON.
or MLG.; akin to Sw. dial, kurre, MLG. korre, dog;
basic sense "snarling, growling" < ON. kurra or MLG.
korren, to growl], 1. a dog of mixed breed; mongrel. 2.
a person who is mean, contemptible, cowardly, etc.

cur., 1. currency. 2. current /of the present day, week,
month, or year)*

cur*a*biM*ty (kyoor'9-bil'*-ti), n. the state or quality of

being curable.
cur a-ble (kyoor'a-bl), adj. that can be cured.
Cu-ra-ca-o (kyoor'a-sS', ko5'ra-sou'). n. 1. the Nether-
lands Antilles: so called before 1949. 2. the largest
island of the Netherlands Antilles: area 210 sq. mi.;
pop. 111,000.

cu-ra-cao. cu-ra-coa (kyoor's-so'), [< Curacao,
where ong. made], a sweet liqueur made by flavoring
distilled spirits with the dried peel of bitter oranges.

cu-ra'Cy (feyoor'a-si), n. [pi. CURACIES (-siz)J, the posi-
tion, office, or work of a curate.

cu-ra-re (kyoo-ra'n), n. [Port, curare, curari or Sp.
cnrar, urari < native (Tupi) name], 1 . a black, resin-

ous substance prepared from the bark of certain South
American plants and used by some Indians for poison-
ing arrows: it causes motor paralysis when introduced
into the blood stream and is now used in medicine to
reduce spasm in various conditions of muscular rigidity,
as in tetanus and spastic paralysis. 2. any of certain

plants from which this substance is prepared. Also
curari, curara, ourall, wourali, urari, etc.

cu-ra-rize (kyoor's-riz', kyoo-ra'riz), v.t [CURARIZED
(-rizd', -rizd), CURARIZING], to treat or poison with
curare.
cu-ras-sow (kyoor'a-so', kyoo-ras'o) n. [< Curacao], a
large, turkeylike bird of South and Central America.

cu-rate (kyoor'it), n. [ML. curatus, one responsible for
the care of souls < L. cura, care; see CURE], 1. origin-
ally, a clergyman. 2. a clergyman who assists a vicar
or rector.

cur-a-tlve (kyoorVtiv), adj. [Pr. curatif < L. curare, to
take care of < cura; see CURE], 1. of or for the curing
of disease. 2. curing, tending to cure, or having the
power to cure. n. a thing that cures; remedy.

cu*ra-tor (kyoo-ra't&r), n. [< Pr. or L.; Pr. curateur; L.
curator < curare, to take care of < cura: see CURE], 1.

(also kyoor'a-tSr) in law, a guardian of a minor or of
an incompetent. 2. a person who has charge, as of a
museum, library, etc.

curb (kttrb), n. JPr. courbe, curve, curb, orig., adj.,
curved, bent < L. curous; see CURVE], 1. a chain or

strap passed around a horse's lower jaw and attached
to tne bit: the curb checks the horse when the reins are
pulled, 2. anything that checks, restrains, or subdues.
3. an enclosing framework. 4. a raised margin around
or along an edge, to strengthen or confine. 5. a stone
or concrete edging of a sidewalk or pavement: British

sp. kerb. 6, a market dealing in stocks and bonds not
listed on the stock exchange: so called from the fact
that early markets conducted their business on the
street, v.t. 1. to restrain; check; control. 2. to provide
with a curb. SYN. sec restrain.
curb bit, a horse's bit with a curb.
curb ing (kurb'irj), n. 1. curbstones collectively. 2.

material for curbstones. 3. a curb or part of a curb
(sense 5). British S. kerbing.

curb roof, a roof with a double slope on each side, the
lower one being the steeper.
curb-stone (kurb'ston/), n. the
stone or stones making uj) a
curb; stone or concrete edging
of^a sidewalk or pavement:
British sp. kerbstone.
curch (kurch), n.Fa sing, formed
< curckes < OFr. couvreches,

pi.
of couvrechef; cf. KERCHIEF],

[Scot.], a woman's kerchief for CURB ROOF
the head.

cuT'Cu-li-o (k^r-kiili-^0* [* CURCULIOS (-oz')L
[L., corn worm, weevil; akin to drculus (see CIRCLE)],
any of a group of beetles characterized by heads
extending into long snouts: some are harmful to fruit.
cuT'CU-ma (kiir'kyoo-ma) , n. [Mod. "L. < Ar. kurkum;
see CROCUS], anv^ of a group of tropical plants of the
ginger family, with showy flowers and thick, tuberous
rootstocks that yield starch: the turmeric of India,
used as a condiment and dye, is a curcuma.
curd (kttrd), n, [15th-c. form, metathesized < ME.
crudde < AS. crudan, to press (see CROWD); for sense
development, cf. COAGULATE], the coagulated part of
milk, from which cheese is made: it is formed when
milk sours, and is distinguished from whey, the watery
part. v.t. & vd. to form into curd; curdle.
curdle (kur'dl), v.t. & vd. [CURDLED (-d'ld), CURDLING],
[< curd + le, freq. suffix], to form into curd; coagulate;
congeal.
curdle ont's blood, t horrify or trrify one,

curd-y (kurd'i), adj. 1. ftill iectrd. 2. like curd.
cure fkyoor), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. cura, care, concern,
trouble; OL. coira-\ IE. base *kois-, to sorrow], 1. a
healing or being healed; getting well; restoration to
health. 2. a thing that makes one well; remedy. 3. a
system or method of medical treatment. 4. spiritual
charge; care of souls. 5. the office or work of a curate.
6. the preserving of fish, meat, etc., as by salting or
smoking, v.t. [CURED (kyoord), CURING], 1. to heal;
make well ; restore to health. 2. to get rid of or provide
a remedy for (an ailment, evil, etc.). 3. to preserve
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(meat, etc.), as by salting or smoking. v.i. 1. to bring
about a cure. 2. to be or become preserved.
SYN. cure and heal both imply a restoring to health or
soundness, cure specifically suggesting the elimination of dis-
ease, distress, evil, etc., and heal, the making or becoming
whole of a wound, sore, lesion, etc, or, figuratively, the mending
of a breach; remedy stresses the use of medication or a specific
corrective treatment in relieving disease, injury, distress, ttc.

cu-re" (kyoo-ra'). n. [Fr, < ML. curatus; see CURATE], in
France, a parish onset.

cure-all (kyoor'or), - something suppod to curt all
ailments or vile; panacea.

cu-ret'tage (kyoo-ret/ij r kyoor'a-tazhOt n. [Fr.; set
CURETTE], in surgery, the process of curetting.

cu-rette (kyoo-ret'), n. [Fr. < curer, to cleanse; see
CURB, tf.j, a spoon-shaped instrument for the removal
of tissue from the walls of body cavities, v.t . [CURETTED
(-id), CURETTING], to clean or scrape with a curette.

cur-few (kGr'fu), n. [ME. courfew; Anglo-Fr. coemfu;
OFr. cowefeu, lit., cover fire < covrir (see COVER) +
feu, fire < L. focus, fireplace (see FOCUS)], 1. in the
Middle Ages, a regulation causing a bell to be rung
every evening at a certain time as a signal for people
to cover fires, put out lights, and retire. 2. the ringing
of such a bell. 3. the time at which it was rung. 4.
the bell. 5. a time, generally in the evening, set as a
deadline beyond which children, inhabitants of cities

occupied by the enemy in wartime, etc. may not appear
on the streets or in public places. 6. the regulation
establishing this time.

cu-ri-a (kyoor'i-0), n. [pi. CURIAE (-eOI, [L. (in ML.,
court); prob. < *co-mria, assembly of men < co-,
together + *mro-, man (see VIRILE)], 1. in ancient
Rome, a) any of the ten political subdivisions into
which the Latin, Sabine, and Etruscan tribes were each
divided, b) its meeting place, c) the senate house at
Rome. 2. a medievalJudicial council or court held in
the king's name. 3. [C-] the Curia Romana.

cu-ri-al (kyoor'i-sl), adj. of a curia.
Cu-ri-a Ro-ma-na (kyoor'i-a ro-ma'na), [L., lit.,
Roman Curia], the papal court, including au the officials
and authorities that help the Pope in the government
of the Roman Catholic Church.

cu-rie (kyoor'i, kyoo-reO, n. [after Marie Curie], the
unit used in measuring radioactivity, equal to 6.56 X
10~;

6 grams of radon, the amount of emanation from,
or in equilibrium with, one grain of pure radium.

Cu-rie. Ma-rie Sklo-dow-ska (mare skld-dof'ska
kii're'; En. kyoo-re', kyoor'i), 1867-1934; wife of
Pierre; Polish chemist and physicist in France; discov-
ered radium and polonium, in collaboration with her
husband; shared Nobel prize in physics, 1903; received
Nobel prize in chemistry, 1911.
Curie, Pierre (pyar), 1859-1906; French physicist and
chemist: see Curie, Marie Sklodowska.
Curie's law, [after Pierre Curie], the law that the ratio
of the magnetization of aparamagnetic substance to the
magnetizing force is in inverse proportion to the ab-
solute temperature.

cu-ri-o (kyoor'i-5').* [pi* CURIOS (-oz'JJ, [contr. of

curiosity], an art object valued as a curiosity or rarity.
cu-ri-o-sa (kyoor'i-<5's9), n.pL [L., lit., curious objects],
curiosities; novelties; specifically, books, etc. dealing
with strange or unusual, especially pornographic,
subjects.

cu-ri-08-i-ty (kyoor'i-osVti), n. [pi CURIOSITIES
(-tiz)],

[ME. curiosite; OFr. curiosetis, curiosite; L. curiosttas <
curiosus; see CURIOUS], 1. a desire to learn or know.
2. a desire to learn about things that do not necessarily
concern one; inquisitiveness. 3. anything curious,
strange, rare, or novel. 4. [Obs.], the quality of being
careful, scrupulous, or fastidious.

cu-ri-ous (kyoor'i-Qs), adj. [ME.; OFr. curios, curius;
L. curiosus, careful, diHgent, inquhing into, curious;
akin to cura, carej, 1. eager to learn or know. 2. un-
necessarily inquisitive; prying. 3. careful; accurate;
detailed. 4. arousing attention or interest; strange;
unusual; odd. 5, [Obs.], very careful; scrupulous.
SYN. curious, in this comparison, implies eagerness or
aimousness to find out things and may suggest a wholesome
desire to be informed; inquisitive implies a habitual tendency
to be curious, especially about matters that do not concern
one, and an attempt to gain infonnation by persistent question-
ing; meddlesome suggests unwelcome intrusion into the
amors of others; prying; suggests an officious rnqtudtiveness
and meddlesomeness that persist against resistance.

Cu-ri'tf-ba, Gq-rMy-ba (koo'ri-te'ba), n. a city in
southeastern Brazil: pop., 139,000.
cu-ri-um (kyoor'i-sm) , n. [after Pierre & Marie Curie;
by analogy with gadolinium, which it resembles], one
of the transuranic elements produced by atomic fission:

symbol, Cm; at. wt., 242 (?) ;
at. no.. 96.

curl (kurl), v.t. [ME. curlen, metathesized < crulled,

trotted, curled < crutt, adj., curly (akin to D, krul, G.
kroUe; see CRULLER) '; Qmc. *kruzla < IE. *greu-s <
,base; *^-, to turn, twist],, 1. to wind or twist (hair,

etc.) into ringlets B
0f" coils, 2. to cause to roll over or

bend around. pj. 1. to form curls; become curled.
2. to assume a spiral or curved shape. 3. to move in

spirals; undulate. 4. to play the ^axne of curling, n.
1. a ringlet of hair. 2. anything with a spiral or curled

shape; coil. 3. a curling or being curled. 4. any of
various diseases of plants in which the leaves curl up.
curl up, 1. to gather into spirals or curls; roll up,
2. to sit or lie with the legs drawn tip. 3. fCoUoq.], to

collapse; break down.
In curl, curled.

corl-er (kflr'lSr), n, La person or thing that cork.
2. a person who plays the game of curing.
cur-lew (kfirloo, kur'lu), n. [pi. CURLEWS (-looz, ~luz),
CURLEW; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME. corleu, curlew; OFr.
corlieu; of echoic origin, but affected in form by asso-
ciation with corlieu, messenger, courier], any of several
varieties of large, brownish wading birds with long legs
and a long bill that curves downward.
curH-cue fkflr'K-ku'). n. [curly -f- cue], a fancy curve,
flourish, etc., as in handwriting: also spelled curlycue.

curl-i-ness (kurli-nis), n. the quality or state of being
curly.

curl-ing (kuVlin), n.fso named from the curving path
of the stone when slid], a game played by sliding a
heavy, flat, polished stone along the ice at a mark
(called the tee} 38 yards away.

curling iron (or irons), an instrument for curling or
waving the hair, generally consisting of a kind of
metal tongs: a lock of hair is lifted with the heated
tongs and rolled into a ringlet.

ciirl;pa-per (kftrl'pa'pe'r), n. a piece of paper arotind
which a lock of hair may be wrapped to make it curL

curl-y (ku^li), adj. [CURLIER (-li-^r), CURLIEST
(-li-ist)]r

1 . curling or having a tendency to curl. 2 . having curls.
3. having a curled or undulating grain, as certain woods.
crl-y*cue (kftrli-ku')* n. a curlicue.

curmudgeon (kir-muj'an), n. [? < med. name
Curmegan (for development, cf. RIBALD), ? equival-
ent to Fr. coeur michant, evil heart (suggested by
Johnson, 1755); sp. (1626) curmegient], a surly, ill-

mannered, bad-tempered person; cantankerous fellow.
cum (kfirn), n. [var. of corn, grain; cf. KERNEL], [Scot.],
1. a grain; hence, 2. a small number or quantity; few.

curr (kiir), vd. (echoic or < ON. kurra; see CUR], to
make a murmuring, cooing sound.
cur-rach, cur-ragh (kur'akh, kur'a), n, [Ir. & Scot.
Gael, curach: akin to W. corwg, skin boat; ? IE. base
*qer-, to cut], [Irish & Scot.], a coracle.

cur-ra-jong, cur-re-Jong, cur-rljong (kdi/a-jorjO* n* a
kurrajong.
cur-rant (Mr'ant), n. [taken as sing^ of Coraunfat <
Anglo-Fr. (raisins de) Corauntz < Fr. (raisins de)
Corinthe, lit., raisins ot Corinth: so named from being
imported from Corinth], 1. the dried fruit of a smalL
seedless grape grown in the Mediterranean region, used
in cooking. 2. [so named from resemblance to preced-
ing], the small, sour, red, white, or black berry of a
large group of hardy shrubs, used for jellies ana jams*
3. the shrub bearing this fruit.

cur-ren-cy (kuVan-si), n. [pi. CURRENCIES (-siz)I [ML.
*currentia, a current < L. currens; see cuRRjeam, 1. a
continual passing from hand to hand, as of a medium of

exchange; circulation. 2. the money in circulation in

any country: abbreviated cur., cy. 3. common accept-
ance; general use; prevalence; as, such superstitions
now have Kttle currency. 4. the time during which
anything is current,
cur rent (kur'ont), adj. [altered (after L.) < ME.
corant, courant; OFr. corant, curant, iDpr. of curre, corre

< L. currere, to run]*, 1. [Rare], running or flowing. 2.

now in progress; of this day, week, month, or year: as,
the current issue of a magazine: abbreviated cur., curr.i
curt. 3. passing from hand to hand; circulating. 4*

commonly accepted; generally used or known; preval-
ent, n. 1. a body of water or air flowing in a definite

direction. 2. a running or flowing. 3. a general tend-
ency or drift; course. 4. in electricity, the flow or rate
of flow of electric force in a conductor, from a point of

higher potential to one of lower potential. SYN. see

prevailing, tendency.
current density, the amount of electric current passing
through a cross^sectional area of the conductor in a
given unit of time: commonly expressed in amperes
per square centimeter.
current expenses, the regular and continuing expenses
of maintaining a going business.

currently (kur'ant-li), adv. 1. now. 2. generally;
commonly: popularly.

cur-ri-cle (kftr'i-kl), n. [L. curriculum: see CURRIC-
ULUM], a light,

t
two-wheeled carriage drawn by two

horses side by side.

cur*ric-u-lar (ko-rik'y*oo4Sr) , adj. of a cttrricultun.

cur-riC'U-lum O^-riic'yoo-lam), n. \pl. CURRICULUMS
(-temz), CURRICULA (-Id)], pL., a rtinning, course, race*
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career < cwrrere* to ran; fig. use], a specific course of

study or, collectively,, aU the courses of study in a

school, university, etc.

cur ri er (kur'i-e'r), n, [ME. carrier, coriour; OFr. coner;
L. corianus < covium, hide, skin; affected in Eng. by
association with curry (to nib) 1 , 1 . a ijerson who curries

tanned leather. 2. a person who curries horses, etc.

Cur-rl-er and Ives (kur'i-Srsn IvzO [after the founders,
Nathaniel Currier (1813-1888) and James M. Ives

(1824-1895)], 1. a 19th-century lithographing firm in

the United States that published a series of prints
showing the manners, people, and events of the times.

2. any of these prints.

cur-ri-er-y (kur'i-Sr-i), n. \pL CURRIERIES (-12)], the

work or shop of a leather currier,

currish (kur'ish), adj. of or resembling a cur; snarling;

bad-tempered; mean; ill-bred.

cur-ry (kur'i), v.t. [CURRIED (-id), CURRYING], [ME.
curraim; OFr. correter, conreder, to put in order; IX.
*corredare < L. com-, with + -red-, base appearing in

*arredare; see ARRAY], 1. to rub down and clean the
coat of (a horse or other animal) with a currycomb or
brush. 2. to prepare (tanned leather) by soaking,
scraping, cleaning, beating, etc. 3. to beat; flog; drub.

curry favor, [altered < curry favel; QFr.favel, chestnut
horse (taken as symbol of dupKcity ) < dial, form of

OHG. falo, pale, pale-yellow; akin to AS.fealn; see

FALLOW (pale)], to try to get favor by flattery, fawn-
ing, etc.

cur-ry (kur'i), n. [pL CURRIES (~iz)], [Tamil kari, sauce],
1. curry powder or a sauce made with this, used

especially in the East Indies. 2. a kind of stew made
with curry, v.t. [CURRIED (-id), CURRYING], to flavor

with curry.
cufry-comb (kur'i-kom'). n. [curry (to rub) + comb],
a comb with metal teeth, for rubbing down and cleaning
a horse's coat, v.t* to rub down and clean with a curry-

comb; use a currycomb on.

curry powder, a powder prepared from turmeric and
various spices and herbs, used as a seasoning in cooking.
curse (kurs), n. {ME.: Late AS. curs, #., cursian* v,; ?

base sense *'wrath" (ci. God's curse) < Anglo-Pr. curuz,
wrath (OPr. coroz} & Anglo-Fr. curtier (OPr. corocier),
to call down wrath upon < LL corruptiare; see COR-

RUPT], 1. a calling on God or the gods to send evil or

injury down on some person or thing. 2. a blasphemous
oath; imprecation. 3. a thing cursed. 4. evil or injury
that seems to come in answer to a curse. 5. any cause
of evil or injury, v.t. [CURSED or CURST (kurst), CURS-
ING], 1. to call evil or injury down on; damn. 2. to
swear at; use blasphemous language against. 3. to

bring evil or injury on; afflict. v.i. to utter a curse or

curses; swear; blaspheme.
b cursed with, to be afflicted with; suffer from.
S ITV. -curse is the general word for calling down evil or

injury on someone or something; damn carries the same
general meaning but, in strict usage, implies the use of the
word ifdamnn in the curse (he damned his enemies he said,

"Damn my enemies!*'); execrate suggests cursing prompted
by great anger or abhorrence; imprecate suggests the calling
down of relentless calamity on someone, especially from a
desire for revenge; anathematize strictly refers to the formal
utterance of a curse by ecclesiastical authority, but in general
use it is equivalent to imprecate. ANT. bless.

curs-ed (kur'sid, kurst), adj. 1. under a curse. 2.

deserving to be cursed; evil; wicked; hateful; odious.
3. [Archaic], malevolent; quarrelsome: usually curst.

cur-slve (kur'siv), adj. [ML. cursivus < L. cursus; see

COURSE], flowing; designating writing in which the
strokes of the letters are joined in each word. n. 1. a
cursive character. 2. a manuscript in cursive writing.
3. in printing, & type face that looks like writing.
cur so-rial (kSr-sfir'i-Ql, ker-so'ri-sl), adj>[< cursory +
-a/], having legs or structural parts adapted for running.

cur-so-ri-ly (kur'sSr-i-K), adv. in a cursory manner.
cur-so-ri-ness (kur'ser-i-nis), n. a cursory quality.
cur-sory (kur'sSr-i), adj. [L. cursorius < cursor, runner
< cursus; see COURSE], hastily, hence often superficially,
done, or passing rapidly over something without giving
enough attention to details. SYN. see superficial.

curst (kurst) , alternative past tense and past participle
of curse, adj. cursed.

curt (kurt), adj. [L. curtus < IE. *(s)qr-tos, cut off; akin
to ON. skarthr, diminished, impaired & Eng. short], 1,

short; shortened. 2. brief to the point of rudeness;
terse and abrupt: as, a curt reply. SYN* see blunt.

cur-tail (ker-tal'). v.t. [altered (by association with tail)

< curtail see CURTAL], to cut snort; reduce; abridge.
SYN. see shorten.

cur-tail-ment (k&r-tal'mant), n. a curtailing.
cur-tain (kur't'n, kur'tin), n. [ME. & OFr. cortine,

curtine; LL. cortina, little court, enclosure < L. cars;
see COURT], 1. a piece of cloth, etc,, sometimes arranged
so that it can be drawn up or sideways, hung for decor-
ation, as at a window, or to cover, conceal, or shut off

something. 2. anything that conceals, covers, or shuts
off as a curtain. 3. that part of a rampart and parapet
between two bastions or gates. 4. in architecture, an
enclosing wall that does not support a roof. 5. in the

theater, a} the large drape or hanging screen at the
front of the stage, which may be drawn up or aside to
reveal the stage; hence, b] an effect, line, or situation

in a play immediately before the fall of the curtain.

6. pi. [Slang], death; the end. v.t. 1. to provide or

decorate with a curtain. 2. to conceal, cover, or shut
off as with a curtain.
draw the curtain on, 1. to end. 2. to conceal.

lift the curtain on, 1. to begin. 2. to reveal.

curtain call, a call, usually by continued applause, for

a performer to return to the stage at the end of a play,

act, etc. and acknowledge the applause.
curtain lecture, a private scolding or reprimand given

by a wife to her husband: so called from the curtained

beds in which such reproofs were conventionally given.

curtain raiser, a short play or skit presented before a

longer or more elaborate production.
curtain speech, a speech delivered from in front of

the curtain at the end of a theatrical performance.
cur-tal (kur't'l), adj. [OFr. cortald, curtaU; prob. <
court, short; L. curtus; see CURT), [Obs.], shortened;
curtailed, n. [Obs.], 1. a horse with a docked tail. 2.

anything cut short or shortened.
curtal ax, [altered < cutlass], [Archaic], a cutlass.

cur-tate (kur'tat), adj. [L. curtatus, pp. of curtare, to

shorten < curtus,' see CURT], shortened; abbreviated.

cur-te-sy (kur'te-si), n. [pi. CURTESIES (-siz)l, [var, of

courtesy], in law, the right that a husband has in the
lands of his dead wife, when they have had children

capable of inheriting.

cur-tilage (kur't'1-ij), n. [OFr. cortillage, curttllage <
cortil, curtil, courtil, dim. < ML. cortis, court; see

COURT], in law, the fenced-in ground surrounding a
house or dwelling. .

Cur-tis (kur'tis), [< Norm. Fr. curteis (OFr. cartels);

see COURTEOUS] a masculine name.
Cur-tis, Charles (kur'tis), 1860-1936; American states-

man; vice-president of the United States (1929-1933).
Cur-tiss, Glenn Ham-mond (ham'and kur'tis), 1878-

1930; American inventor; developed the airplane.
cur-tle ax (kur't'l), [see CURTAL AX], [Archaic], a cutlass.

curt-sy (kurt'si), n. [pi. CURTSIES (-siz)], [var. of court-

esy], a salutation made by bending the knees and dip-

ping the body slightly, as a mark of respect or a step
in dancing : now only of women and girls, tu. [CURTSIED
(-sid), CURTSYING], to make a curtsy. Also spelled

curtsey.
n

cu-rule (kyoor'ool, kyoor'ool), adj. [L. curulis < currus,

chariot; akin to currere, to run], 1. designating a chair

shaped like a campstool, but with heavy curved legs
and upholstered seat, in which only the highest civil

officers of Rome were privileged to sit% 2. of the highest
rank

; privileged to sit in a curule chair.

cur-va-ceous (kur-va'shas), adj. [< curve + -aceous],

[Colloq.], having a full, shapely figure: said of a woman.
cur-va-ture (kur'va-cher), n. [L. curvatura < curvare;
see CURVE, v.], 1. a curving or being curved. 2. a

curve; curved part of anything. 3. in geometry, the rate

of deviation of a curve or curved surface from a straight
line or plane surface tangent to it. 4. in medicine, an
abnormal curving of a part: as, curvature of the spine.

curve (kurv), adj. [L. curvus, bent; IE. base *(s)qer-,
to turn, bend; hence akin to Gr. koronos (see CORONA),
Ir. cor, circle], curved, n. [L. curvum < the adj.], 1. a
line having no straight part; bend having no angular
part. 2. a thing or part having the shape of a curve.

3. a curving. 4. the amount of this. 5. in baseball, a

pitched ball thrown with spin so that it curves to one
side or the other before crossing the plate. 6. in mathe-

matics, a Hne whose path is traced by an equation that
can be applied to every point on it. v.t. & v.i. [CURVED
(kiirvd), CURVING], 1. to form a curve by bending.
2. to move in a curved path.
SYN. curve suggests a swerving or deflection in a line that

follows or approximates the arc of a circle (he curved the next

pitch) ;
bend refers to the curving of something that is normally

straignt but that yields to pressure or tension (to bend a wire) ;

twist, in this connection, implies greater resistance in the

object to be bent and often connotes a wrenching out of the

normal Hne (he twisted his arm) ; turn, in. this comparison often

interchangeable with bend, is used specifically where the object
is curved back upon itself (to turn a bed sheet).

cur-vet (kiir'vit), n. [altered (after L. curvus) < earlier

corvetto; It, corvetta, dim. < corvo < "L. curvus; see

CURVE], an upward leap made by a horse, in which
the hind legs are raised nrom the ground just before the

forelegs come down again. v.j (kur'vit, kSr-vet')f
[CURVETTED or CURVETED (-id), CURVETTING or CUR-

VETING], 1. to make a curvet. 2. to leap; bound;
frolic, v.t. to cause to curvet.

cur-vi- (kur'va), [< L. curvus, curved], a combining form
meaning curved, bent, as in curvilinear.

cur-vMin-e-al (kur'vs-lin'i-sl). adj. curvilinear.
cur-vl-Hn-e-ar (kurVa-lin'i-er), adj. consisting of or
enclosed by a curved line or lines.

Cur-zon, George Nathaniel (kftr'z'n), first Baron and
first Marquis Curzon of Kedleston, 1859-1925; English
statesman; viceroy of India (1899-1905).
Cusco (koos'ko), n. a city in south central Peru;
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former capital of the Inca empire: also spelled Cuaco.
cu sec (ku'sek). n. [cubic + second], one cubic foot per
second.
Gush (kush), n. [Heb. k&sh], in the Bible, 1. the oldest

of Ham's sons, 2. the land inhabited by his descend-
ants, thought to be Ethiopia. Also spelled Kush.
cush-at (kush'at, koosh'st), n. [northern Brit* dial. <
MB. cowschoit; AS. cusceote, cttscote as if < cu-, echoic
of bird's cry (now coo) -f base of sceotan, to shoot, dart

(cf. SHOOT), in sense "cooing darter"], the European
wood pigeon or ringdove.
cu-shaw (ka-sh6'). n. [prob. < Chin. k'u kua, lit., bitter

melon], a winter squash, usually oblong, with a large,
smooth crookneck: also called winter crookneck

pumpkin, China squash.
Gush -ing, Harvey (koosh'in), 1869-1939; American
surgeon and author.

cush-ion (koosh'sn), n. [ME. cuisskin, quisschen; Anglo-
Fr. quissine; OPr. coussin, coissin; LL. coxinum; prob.
(via *culcinum) < L. culcita, cushion (see QUILT);
prob. influenced by association with L. coxa, hip], 1. a

pillow or soft pad for sitting or kneeling on, or reclining

against. 2. a thing like a cushion in shape or use;

specifically, a) a small pillow used in lacemaking. b)

anything serving to absorb shock, as air or steam in

some machines, or the elastic inner rim of a billiard

table, v.t. 1. to provide with a cushion or cushions.
2. to seat or set on a cushion; prop up with cushions,
3. to hide, as if under a cushion. 4. to protect from
shock by means of a cushion. 5. to absorb (shock).
Cush'it-ic (kush-it'ik), adj. [< Cush; cf. HAMITIC},
designating or of a group of Hamitic languages spoken
in Ethiopia and eastern Africa, n. this group of lan-

guages. Also spelled Kushitic.

cush-y (koosh'i), adi, [CUSHIER (-i-er), CUSHIEST (-i-ist)] r

D, 2],

%

[Brit, local name; ? < ON. base of Norw. kuse,
evil person, kuseleg, fearful, OSw. kuskja, to constrain,
lit., to frighten (with reference to the burbot's evil

appearance)], 1. a large, edible sea fish related to the
cod. 2. the burbot, a fresh-water fish.

cusp (kusp), n. [L. cuspis, cuspidis, point, pointed end,

spear), 1. a point or pointed end formed where two
curves meet. 2. in anatomy, a) one of the elevations on
the chewing surface of a tooth, b) one of the triangular
parts of a heart valve. 3. in architecture* a projecting
point where two arcs meet, as in the internal curve of an
arch. 4. in astronomy, either horn of a crescent moon.

cus-pate (kus'pit, kus'pat), adj. 1. having a cusp or

cusps. 2. shaped like a cusp.
cus-pat-ed (kus'pa-tid), adj. cuspate.
cusped (kuspt), adj. cuspate.
cus-pid ^us'pid), n. [L. citsfis; see CUSP], a tooth with
one cusp : canine tooth. 007. cuspidate.

cus-pi-dal (kus'pi-d'l), adj. 1. of or like a cusp. 2.

having a cusp; pointed at the end.

cus-pidate (kus'pi-daf), adj. [L. cuspidatus, pp. of

cuspidor'e, to make pointed < cuspis], having a cusp or

cusps; pointed at the end, as some leaves.

cus-pi-dat-ed (kus'pi-da'tid), adj. cuspidate.
cus pi-da-tion (kus'pi-da'snan) , n. the use of cusps
for decoration, as in architecture.

cus-pi-dor (kus'pa-dftr') , n. [Port, cuspideira < cuspir,
to spit < L. conspuere < com-, intens, + sphere, to spit

out], a spittoon.
cuss (kus), n. [< curse (cf. BUST); in 2, ? < customer],

[Colloq.j, 1. a curse. 2. a person or animal, especially
when regarded as queer or annoying: used humorously
or contemptuously, v.t. A t>.i. [CoIoq-L to curse.
cuss ed (kus'id), adj. [< cuss or cursed], [Colloq.], 1.

cursed. 2. perverse; stubborn. *

cus-tard (kus'tgrd), n. [prob. altered < obs. crustade,

spiced pie of meat, eggs, or the Mke < OPr. croustade,
dish covered with a crust; see CRUSrJ* a mixture of eggs,

milk, sugar, flavoring, etc., either boiled or baked.
custard apple, [< custard,: with reference to the flavor),
1. a species of small tree grown; especially in the West
Indies, for its edible; meart-slwatped tait. 2. any of

various related trees and shrubs* as the sweetsopr sugar
apple, and soursop. 3. the fruit of any of these plants

Cus-tqr, George Arm-strong (arm'str^ ktts't&r):

1836^1876; Am!erican army officer and Indaan fighter,
killed in a battle with Indians at Llfctlfe Big Horn.

tcua-to-des (kus4o'dez), n. plural of 'cuwtoe*

cus to di-al (kus-to'di-9l), adf. of ettstody OP custodians.
n. a container for relics.

,

cus to di an (kus-to'di-on), n. [<< ousted^ '1. a person
who has the care of something, as of the exhibits in a

museum; caretaker; keeper. 2. a person responsible
for the care and maintenance of a building; janitor.
cus-to di-an-ship (kus-to'di-sn-ship'), n. [custodian +
*#*}* 'tihp position or work of a custodian^

-i r J& j&. *?.<_*._ ^
. CUS-

iodia < cmtos, maard, keeper; IE. base *($)Qai-dkr

to hide; akin to AS. Mydmn (se HIDB* to cccea!)|( L a

guarding or keeping safe; care; protection; guardian-
ship. 2. detention; imprisonment.
in custody, in the keeping of the police; noder arrest

take into custody, to arrest.

cus torn (kus'tam), n, 1MB. custom, custumc. costume;
OPr. cusiumz, costume; L. consuetude, consuetudinis <
consmescere, to accustom, habituate < com-, intens. +
swscere, to become accustomed < snere. to be accus-
tomed; IE. base %e-, refl.; akin to L. suns, one's

own, Eng. swain], 1. a usual practice; habit; usage.
2. established tisage; social conventions carried on by
tradition and enforced by social disapproval of any
violation. 3. a service, rent, etc. regularly paid to a
feudal lord. 4. pi. a) duties or taxes imposed by a
government on imported and, occasionally, exported
goods, b} the government agency in charge of collect-

ing these duties. 5. the regular support or patrotta$*e of
a business establishment. 6. in law, such usage as by
common consent and long-established, tmifoarm practice
has taken on the force of law. adj. 1. made to order:
sometimes loosely said of a ready-made article regarded
as resembling one made to order, extra fine, etc. 2.

making things to order, or dealing in things made to
order. SYN. see habit.
cus torn-able (kus'tam-a-b'l), adj. [Rare], subject to

customs; taxable as imported.
cus-tom*ar-i*ly (kus'te-merVE, kus't-mer/a-K), adv.
according to custom; usually.

cus-tom-ar-i-ness (kus'ta-mer'i-ms), n. the quality or
state of being customary.

cus-tom-ar-y (kus'td-raer'i), adj. [ML. custow&rius; see

CUSTOM], 1. according to or established by custom., or

usage; usual: habitual. 2. in lam* a} subject to cus-
toms, b) holding or held by custom, n. \pl. CUSTOM-
ARIES (-iz)] r a coUection of laws establisheoDy custom.
SYN. see usual.

cus-torn-built (kus'tam-biltOf adj. built to order,
according to the customer's specifications.
cus tom-er (kus'tem-Sr), n. [Late Anglo-Pr. custumer

(GPr. coustumier) ; see CUSTOM], 1. a person who buys,
especially one who buys regularly: as, she is one of our
customers. 2. [ColloqJ, a person with whom one has to
deal: as he's a rough customer.
cus torn-house (kus'tem-housO, n. a building or office

where duties are paid on imported and, sometimes,
exported goods, and ships are cleared for entering or

leaving: abbreviated c.h.

cus-torn-made (kus'tdin-madO. odj. made to order,

according to the customer's specifications.
customs union, a tmion of two or more nations that

agree to eliminate customs restrictions among them
and to follow a common tariff policy toward all qther
nations.

tcus-tos (kus'tos), n. [pi. CUSTODBS (kus-to'dez)], [L.J,
a keeper; guardian; custodian.
cus tu-mal (kus'tyoo-mal), adf. [ML. custumalis], of the
customs of a manor, district, etc. n. a collection of the
customs of a manor, district, etc.; a cmsfconwry-
cut (kut), v.t. [CUT, currmcj, [MIS, cuMem* fcttim* kyffaw,
ketten; Late ASx *cytbm < Anglc^N.; cf^lh|Bonly cognate
forms, Sw. IaL kuta, Ma (earler &>&) r Ice. Mto to
cut with a knife Sw. dial, kuta* kyiii* Ice^ Jmti, a knife;
the word replaced AS. ceorfan cf. CARVE), mithan,
scieran (cf. SHEAR) as used in its basic senses], I.

denoting penetration or incision \. to make an opening
in with a sharp-edged instrument; pierce; incise; gash.
2. to pierce or Mt slbarpiv so as to httrt^ 3. to hurt the

feelings of. 4* to get ML new tooth cutting its way
through the gum), IL denoting separation* removal, or

division 1. to remove or divide into parts with a sharp-
edged instrument; sever. 2. to carve (meat). 3. lo
cause to fall by severing; feU; hew. 4. to mow or reap
wrt$i a scytaej sickle, etc. 5. to pass through or across;

intersect; divide: as* the path cuts the meadow diago-
nally. 4 to divide (a pack of cards) at random after

shtifeng and before dealing. 7. to castrate; geld. 8.

fColloql to pretend not to see or know (a person) ;

snub. 9* fColLoq.)* to stay away from (a school class,

etty) without being excused. 10. [Slang], to stop; dts-

contijiue; as, cut the noise. III. denoting reduction
1. to make less by or as by severing a part or parts;

j$4lic$,;(

curtail : as, salaries were cut. 2. to miake shorter

fry severing the ends of (hair, branches, fingernails,

:i*eijh trim; shear; pare. 5. to dilute (alcoao^ etc.). 4.

/;* 'jtijssolve or break up the fat globules of: as, lye cuts

%rease. IV. denoting performance by incision* etc. to
mafce, do, form, or decorate by or as by cutting; specifi-

cally, a) to make (an opening, clearing, channel, etc.)

by incising, (killing, hacking, or excavating. 6) to

engrave; inscribe, c) to cut cloth so as to form the

parts for (a garment), d) to perform: as^ he cut a caper.

e) i|i mofoon pictures* to edit (film) by deleting some
s^faes an;d assembling others into their proper sequence.

^ Siren, Kfirei bv!Sr;
^

Kfirei <ti&i te, bite? lot, g5, hOm, tm, look; oil, wA\ op, H9^, Mr; '-get; joy; yet; chm; ghe; tttm,

for tf'
s M"i<w, e itt W*i, * in sanity, a in comply, u in, /pcf* as in flWe (S'bl); Fr, bftl; S, Pr.

Pfci' 'po<i; , -BV. 'dtt^ K, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. % foreign; *hypo1iietical, < danveft fiom.
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/) ^in sports, to hit, drive, or throw (a ball) so that it

spins or is deflected. v4. 1. to do the work of a sharp-
edged instrument; pierce, sever, gash, etc. 2. to do
cutting; work as a cutter. 3. to take cutting; be
severed, etc. : as, wood cuts easily. 4. to use an instru-
ment that cuts. 5. to hurt by or as by sharp, piercing
strokes: as, the wind cut through his thin clothes. 6. in
motion pictures, a) to stop the camera or cameras, b)
to edit film. 7. in sports, a) to hit, drive, or throw a
ball so that it spins or is deflected. 6) to change direc-
tion suddenly while running, adj. 1. that has been
cut. 2. made, formed, or decorated by cutting. 3.
reduced: lessened. 4. castrated. 5. in botany, having an
indented edge; incised, as some leaves or petals, n. 1. a
cutting or being cut. 2. a stroke or blow with a sharp-
edged instrument, whip, etc. 3. an opening, incision,
wound, etc. made by a sharp-edged instrument. 4. the
omission of a part. 5. a part omitted. 6. a piece cut;
specifically, a) any of the divisions or segments of a
meat animal, b) a slice from such a segment. 7. a
reduction: lessening; decrease. 8. a route that is the
shortest distance across: usually short cut. 9. a pas-
sage or channel cut out. 10. the style in which a thing
is cut; fashion; form: as, her clothes have a stylish cut.
11. a cutting of a deck of cards. 12. an act, remark,
etc. that hurts one's feelings, 13. a block or plate en-
graved for printing. 14. the impression from such a
block or plate. 15. [Colloq.], a snub. 16. [CoUoq.J, an
unauthorized absence from school, etc. 17. [Slang],
a share, as of profits 9r loot. 18. in sports, a stroke
that causes a ball to spin or be deflected from its course.
a cut above, [Colloq.J, somewhat better than.
cut across, to take a shorter course by going straight
across in a diagonal direction.
cut a figure, [Colloq.], 1. to attract attention. 2. to
make a (specified land of) showing or impression.
cot and dried, 1. prepared or arranged beforehand.
2. lifeless; dull; boring.

cut and run, 1. to cut the cable of a ship and set sail

immediately; hence, 2. to get away quickly.
cut back, 1. to make shorter by cutting off the end.
2. to reduce or discontinue (a contract, etc.) before
the completion of what was originally called for. 3. to
go back, as in telling a story. 4. to change direction

suddenly, as a football player running with the ball.
cut dead, [Colloq.}, to snub completely.
cut down, 1. to cause to fall by cutting; fell. 2. to
kill, as by striking with a sword. 3. to reduce; lessen.

cut in, 1. to move in suddenly. 2. to join in suddenly ;

interrupt. 3. to interrupt two people dancing to-

gether in order to dance with one of them.
cut it fine, [Colloq.], 1. to make exact calculations,
2. to make exact distinctions.

cut it out, [Colloq.], to stop doing what one is doing.
cut loose, 1. to cut a ship's moorings. 2. [Colloq.], to
act or speak without restraint.

cut off, 1. to separate from other parts by cutting;
sever. 2. to stop abruptly. 3. to shut off. 4. to in-

terrupt. 5. to intercept. 6. to disinherit.
cut one's teeth on, to learn or use at an early age.
cutout, 1. to remove by cutting. 2. to remove: leave
out; omit; eliminate. 3. to eliminate and take the
place of (a rival). 4. to make or form by or as by cut-
ting. 5. [Colloq.], to discontinue; stop.

cut out for, fitted for; suited for.

cut short, to stop abruptly before the end.
cut through, 1. to penetrate or go through by cutting.
2. to go straight through.

cut up, 1. to cut into pieces. 2. to inflict cuts or lac-
erations on. 3. [Colloq.], to cause to be dejected or
distressed. 4. [Slang], to clown, play practical jokes,
etc. to attract attention.

cut (kut), n. [? < W. cwt, lot (if not a loan < ME.)
or OFr. cowrie, short; modified by ME. cutten], one of
the bits of straw, stick, paper, etc. used in drawing
lots to decide something.
cu taneous (ku-ta'ni-as), adj. [ML. cutaneus < L.
cutis; see CUTICLE], of or on the skin; affecting the skin.

cut-a-way (kut'o-wa'). n. a coat with the front of the
skirt cut so as to curve back to the tails,
worn by men for formal daytime occa-
sions: also cutaway coat,

cut-back (kut'bak'), n. 1. the act or
result of shortening by cutting off the end.
2. reduction or discontinuance, as of a
contract, before the completion of what
was originally called for. 3. a sequence
of earlier narrative events introduced at
a later point in a novel, motion picture,
etc. 4. in football, a play in which the
player carrying the ball suddenly changes
the direction of his run, as in avoiding
opposing players.
Cutch (kuch), n. a state of western India:
area, 8,461 sq. mi.; pop., 501,000 (est.

1950); capital, Abu.
Rann of Cutch (run), a large, marshy
area near Cutch.

cutch (kuch), n. catechu.
CUTAWAY

cut-cher-ry (ka-cher'i), n. IfI, CUTCHERRIES (4z)l
IHind, kacahri, kackirt, audience hall], in India, 9
courthouse or administrative office.

cutch-er-y (kuch'er-i), n. a cutcherry.
cute (kut), adj. [< ecu**], [Colloq.], 1. clever; sharp;
shrewd. 2. pretty or attractive, especially in a delicate
or dainty way.
cut glass, glass, especially flint glass, shaped or orna-
mented by grinding and polishing.
cut-grass (kut'gras'K n. grass with many tiny hooka
along the edges of the blades.
Cuth bert (kuth'bSrt), [AS. Cutkbwrht, lit., famously
splendid < cuth, noted (pp. of cunnan, to know; see CAN,
to be able) -f beorht (see BRIGHT)], a masculine name.
Guthbert, Saint, 635P-687 A.D.; English monk.
cut-I-cle (ku'ti-kl), n. [L. cuticula, skin, dim. < cutis,
skin; IE. base *(s)qeu-t-, to cover; hence akin to AS.
hyd (see HIDE, skin)], 1. the outer layer of the skin;
epidermis. 2. hardened skin, such as accumulates at
the base and sides of a fingernail. 3. in botany, a deli-

cate,
(
skinlike layer over the outer surface of the epi-

dermis of plants: it contains cutin and protects against
water and gases.

cu'tic-u-la (kyoo-tik'yoo-la), n. \fl. CUTICULAE (-11')];

[L.; cf. CUTICLE], a cuticle; especially, the tough outer
layer of skin of certain lower organisms.

cu-tic-u-lar (kyoo-tik'ya-ler), adj. of cuticle.
cu-tin (ku'tin), n. [< L. cutis; see CUTICLE], in botany, a
waxy substance which, together with cellulose, forms
the outer layer of the skin of many plants.
cut-in (kut'm') n. in motion pictures, the close-up of a
pertinent object, as a newspaper headline, a book, etc.,
inserted into the seguence of a scene: also called insert.

cu-tin-i'za-tion (kirtin-a-za'shan), n. in botany, a proc-
ess in which the outermost plant cells become thickened
and covered with cutin, making them waterproof.

cu-tin-ize (ku'ti-nizOt *>** * v.t. [CUTINIZED (-nizd'),
CUTINIZINGJ, to undergo or cause to undergo cutini-
zation.

cu-tis Ocu'tis), n. [L.; see CUTICLE], the layer of skin
beneath the epidermis; derma; dermis; corium.

Jcu-tis ve*ra (ku'tis vlr'a), [L., true skin], the cutis.

cut-lass, cut-las (kutlss), n. [Fr. coutdas; It. coltellacdo
< coltello, knife; L. cultellus, dim. < culler, IE. *ql-tros
< base *(s)qel-, to cut, split; hence akin to L, scalpere,
to cut (cf. SCALPEL), ON. skalm, short sword, knife], a
short, thick, curving sword with a single cutting edge,
formerly used especially by sailors.

cut-ler (kutler), n. [ME. colder; Anglo-Fr. cotillere;
OFr. coutelier; LL. cultellarius, one who makes knives <
L. cultellus; see CUTLASS], a person who makes, sells,
or repairs knives and other cutting tools.

cut-ler-y (kut'lgr-i), n. [OFr. cotelerie; see CUTLER], L
the work or business of a cutler. 2. cutting instruments ;

knives, scissors, etc. 3. implements used in eating;
knives, forks, and spoons.

cut-let (kut'lit), n. [Fr. cdtelette, dim. < cdte, rib < L.
costa; see COAST], 1. a small slice of meat from the ribs
or leg, for frying or broiling, often served breaded. 2. a
small, flat croquette of chopped meat or fish.

cut-off (kut'6f
?
), n. 1. a road or passage that cuts

across, shortening the distance. 2. a new and shorter
channel cut by a river across a bend. 3. the water thus
cut off. 4. the act of stopping steam, etc. from entering
the cylinder of an

t
engine. 5. a device for doing this,

or the point at which this is done.
cut-out (kut'out'), n. 1. a switch or other device for

breaking or closing an electric circuit. 2. a device for

letting the exhaust gases of an internal-combustion
engine pass directly into the air instead of through a
muffler. 3. a design cut out of something, or to be cut
out.

cut-O'Ver (kut'o'ver), adj. cleared of trees, n. land
cleared of trees.

cut-purse (kut'purs') , n. 1 . originally, a thief who stole

purses by cutting them from the belts or girdles to
which they were attached; hence, 2. a pickpocket.
cut-rate (kut'raf), adj. 1. on sale at a lower price. 2.

having articles for sale at a lower price.

cut-tage (kut'ij), n. the method of propagating plants
by means of cuttings.

cut'ter (kut'gr), n. 1. a device for cutting. 2. a person
who cuts or whose work is cutting,; specifically, a person
whose work is cutting the patterned sections that are
sewed together to form a garment, 3. any boat or small
vessel that can cut swiftly through the water;, specific-
ally, a) a boat, motor-powered or rowed, carried aboard
large ships as a communications tender: also ship's
cutter, o) an armed, single-masted, gaff-rigged sailing
vessel, formerly used by revenue authorities to pursue
smugglers, etc.: also revenue cutter, c) an armed
steamer or motor ship, now used by the coast guard for
coastal or ocean patrol, etc.: also coast-guard cutter.

d) a gaff-rigged racing yacht with a deep keel, single
mast, large sail area, and narrow beam: also British
cutter, e) a modern single-masted, yacht or sailboat
carrying two headsails under normal wind conditions:
distinguished from sloop. 4. a small, lightweight sleiglu
usually drawn by one horse.
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CUTTLEFISH

cut>throat (kut'throtO* a person who cuts throats;
murderer; assassin, adj. 1. murderous. 2. merciless;
ruthless; relentless. 3. played by three people: said
of some card games, as, cutthroat bridge.

cut-ting (kut'n)) , ft. I . the act of a person or thing that
cuts. 2. a thing or piece cut off. 3. the editing of a
motion-picture film by deleting certain scenes and
assembling others into their proper sequence, 4.

[British], a clipping from a newspaper, etc. 5. a passage
for trains, cars, etc., cut through a hill or high ground.
6, in Horticulture, a slip or shoot cut away from a plant
for rooting or grafting, adj. 1. that cuts; for cutting;
edged ; sharp. 2. chilling or piercing : as, a cutting wind.
3. wounding the feelings; sarcastic, 5YN, see incisive.

cut*tie (kut'l), n. 1. a cuttlefish. 2. cuttlebone.
cut*tie-bone (kut'1-bon'), n. the internal shell of cuttle-
fish, used as a bird food and, when powdered, as a
polishing agent.

cut-de-fish (kut'*l-fish')t n. [#. CUTTLEFISH, CUTTLE-
FISHES (-iz); see FISH], [ME. codul,
cotul; AS. cndele; akin to Norw. dial.
kaule (*kodle), OLG. cudele, older
D. kuttlemsch, etc.; sense "pouch
fish" < same IE. base as cod (pod)], a
squidlike sea mollusk that has ten
sucker-bearing arms and a hard
internal shell: when in danger, some
cuttlefishes eject a black* inklike
fluid: also cuttle.

cut-ty (kut'i), adj. [< cut, tj, [Scot.
& Dial.], short, n. [pi. CUTTIES (-iz)],
a short pipe or spoon*
cutty stool, [Scot.], 1. a low stool.
2. formerly, a seat in a church, in
which offenders against chastity had
to sit and be publicly rebuked by the minister.
cut-up (kut'up') , n. [Slang], a person who clowns, plays
practical jokes, etc. to attract attention.
cut*wa*ter (kut'w6'tSr, kut'wot'gr), n. 1. the fore part
of a ship's prow. 2. the angular edge of the pier of a
bridge.

cut-work (kut'wurk') n. openwork embroidery in
which part of the cloth is cut away from the design.

cut*worm (kut'wurm'). n. any of a number of cater-
pillars, especially the larvae of various night-flying
moths, which live in the soil and attack youngplants of
cabbage, corn, etc., cutting them off at ground level.

Cu-vier, Georges (zh&rzh ku'vya', Eng. koo'vi-a', kft'-

vi-a')r Baron, 1769-1832; French naturalist.
Cuyabd (koo'ya-ba'), n. a city in western Brazil:
pop., 50rOOO.

Cuyp, Aalbert (al'bgrt koip), 1620?-1691; Dutch
painter; also spelled Kuyp.
Cuz-co (koos'ko), n. Cusco.
cwt., hundredweight.
-cy (si), [ME. & OPr. -cie; L. -cia, -tia; Gr. -Ha, -keia,
-tia, -teia], a suffix meaning: 1. quality, condition, state,
or fact of being, as in hesitancy. 2. position, rank, or
office of, as in captaincy, curacy.
Cy.f County.
cy., 1. capacity. 2. currency. 3. cycles.
cy-an- (si'an), cvano-.
cy-an-am-id (si'a-nam'id, si-an'a-mid), n. cyanamide.
cy-an-am-ide (siVnamld, si-an'o-mid', si-an'a-mid),
n. [cyan- + amide], a white, crystalline compound,
CN-NHj, prepared oy the reaction of carbon dioxide
and hot sodium amide, and by other reactions.

cy-a-nate (si'g-nat')* n. a salt or ester of cyanic acid.

cy*an*ic (si-an'ik) , adj. [cyan- -f -ic], 1. of or containing
cyanogen. 2. blue.

cyanic acid, a colorless, poisonous, unstable acid,
HOCN, prepared by heating cyanuric acid.

cy-a-nid fsi'a-nid) , n. cyanide.
cy-a-nide (si'a-nid', si'9-nid), n. a substance composed
1 of cyanogen in combination with some element or
radical; especially, potassium cyanide, KCN, or sodium

L cyanide, NaCN, extremely poisonous, white, crystalline
jcompounds with an odor of bitter almonds: used in

extracting gold from low-grade ores, electroplating,
case-hardening of steel, and as a fluxing material.
cyanide process, a process of extracting gold or silver
from low-grade ores oy treating them with a solution of
sodium cyanide or potassium cyanide and then recov-
ering the gold or silver by electrolysis.

cy-a-nine (si'a-nen', si'o-nin), n. [cyan- + -me], a solu-

ble, crystalline, blue dye, C*Hi6NjI, derived from
qumiline and used as a sensitizer in photography*

cy-a-nite (si'9-nlt'), n. [cyan- + -ite], a blwe, crystalline
silicate of aluminum, AlaSiOs: also kyanite.

cv-a*no- (si'a-no, si'a-ns, si-an'e), [< Gr. kyanos, a dark*
blue substance, the color blue], a combining forto mean-
ing: 1. dark-blue, as in cyanosis. 2. in chemistry, of
or containing cyanogen. Alsp, before a vowel, cyan-.

cy an o gen Ifsi-an'a-jan), n. [cyano- + -gen], 1. a color-
less, poisonous, inflammable gas, CjN 2 , with an odor

Mke that of peach blossoms. 2. the univalent radical
CN, occurring in cyanides.

cy-a-no-hy-drin (siVno-hi'drin), ft. [< cyamo~ + hydro-
+ -in], any of a class of organic chemical compounds
containing both the CM and OH radicals.

cv-a-no-sis (si's-no'sis), n* [Mod. L.; Gr. kyan&sis, dark-
blue color < kyanos, toe color blue), a bluish coloration
of the skin, caused by lack of oxygen in the blood.

cy-a-not-ic (a'a-not/Ik), fr". of or characterized by
cyanosis.

cy*an-o-type (sl-anVtlpOf n. {cyano- *f -type],
a photo-

graphic print made on paper sensitized by a cyanide;
blueprint.

cy*a-nu*rfc (si'o-nyoor'ik), adj. [cyan- + tfr&J, desig-
nating or of a white, crystalline acid, CNi(OH)i, made
by heating urea, yielding cyanic acid when subjected
to a heating process.

Cyb-e-le (sity'l-eO, n. [L.; Gr. Xyfca&J, in ancient Phryg-
%an mythology, the goddess of nature: identified with
the Greek goddess Rhea.

Tber
net ics (sl'b&r-net'iks), n. pU [construed as sing.],

< Gr. kybemetes, helmsman; + -*]. a science dealing
with the comparative study of complex electronic cal-

culating machines and the human nervous system in an
attempt to explain the nature of the brain.

cy-cad (sfkad), n. [Mod. L. Cycas, Cycadis; Gr. kykas,
scribal error for koikas, ace. pi. of kcfac, doum palm], any
of various large, tropical plants resembling the palm
and having fernlike leaves growing in a top cluster.

cyc-a da ceous (sikVda'shss). adj. \cycad -f- -&ceou$], of
or belonging to a group of primitive, tropical plants
characterized by palmlike form and femlike foliage,

Cyc-la des (siklo-dSzO, n. pt a group of Greek islands
in the Aegean: area, 1,023 sq. mi.; pop., 130,000.
cyc-la-men (sikla-man, sikls-men'). n. [pL CYCLAMENS
(-manz, -menzOJ* [Mod. L.; L. cyclammos; Gr. kykla-
minos; ? < kykws, a circle (with reference to the form
of the roots) J a plant of the primrose family, having
heart-shaped leaves spotted with white along the veins,
and white, pink, or red flowers with reflexed petals,

cy*cle (si'k'l), n. [< FT. & LL.; Pr. cycle; LL. cyclus; Gr.
ttyjdos, a circle, cycle < IE. *qweqwlo-sr redunl. of base
*qwel-, *(s)qel-, something curved; hence akin to AS.
hweol (see WHEEL)], 1. a recurring period of a definite
number of years, used as a measure of time. 2. a period
of time within which a round of regularly recurring
events or phenomena is completed: as, the business

cycle. 3. a complete set of events or phenomena recur-

ring in the same sequence. 4. a very long period of

time; an age. S. all of the traditional or legendary
poems, songs, etc. connected with a hero or an event: as,
the Charlemagne cycle. 6. a series of poems or songs
on the same theme. 7. a bicycle, tricycle, or motor-
cycle. 8. in astronomy, the^ orbit of a heavenly body.
9. in biology, a recurring series of functional changes or
events. 10. in electricity, one complete period of the
reversal of an alternating current from positive to
negative and back again, u.t. [CYCLED (-k'ld), CYCLING],
1. to occur or recur in cycles; pass through a c^efe.
2. to ride a bicycle, tricycle, or motorcycle*

cy-cllc (si'klik, sik'lik) , adj. 1. of, or having the nature
of, a cycle; moving or occurring in cycles* 2. belonging
to a cycle of legends, etc. 3. in chemistry, arranged in a
ring or closed-chain structure: said of atoms.

cy-cli-cal (sJKldi-k% siM-Itl), adj. cycHc.
cy-cltet (sFkMst), n. a person who rides a bicycle, etc,

cy*clo- (sildo, sl'kb, sikla), (< Gr, kyMos, a circle,

wheel], a combining form meaning of a circle, ofa wheel,
circular, as hi cydograph; also, before a vowel, cycl-.

cy-clo-graph (silcla-graf, si'kla-graf')* n. [cyclo- -f

~graph[, 1. a camera that can take a panoramic view of

halithe surface of a spherical object. 2. an electronic
tool lor deternaining the hardness of metals.

cy*elb4ije^ane (sa'Wa-hek'sSn), n. [cyclo* -f hexane], one
f lihe

s*t^a|ed|'.cyclic hydrocarbons, CH, present in

cy*cloid (sildoio!)\ ^ (Gr. kyJdoeides, circular < kyklos

form], in geotn^f, a COMMON cvaoio

curve traced by any
point on the circum-
ference, or on a radius,
of a circle making one
complete revolution

a|ong la straight line in
a single plane, adj.
1. circular. 2. desig-
nating or of a person
who has cyclothymia.

cy-cloi-dal(sMdoi'dl),
adj. of a cycloid.

cy-clom-e-ter (sl-

klomVteV), n. [cyclo-
-f -meter], 1. an instoa- CYCLOIDS
ment for measuring

CURTATE CYQ.CSO

et; chin: she; tliin,

Dlj; Fr. bal; ft, Pr.

ypothetical; < derived from.
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the arcs of circles. 2. an instrument for recording the
revolutions of a wheel, hence measuring the distance
traveled by a vehicle.
cy-clone (si'klon), n. fGr. kyMn t moving in a circle <
Kykfodn* to circle around, whirl < kyklos; see CYCLE],
1. loosely, a windstorm with a violent, whirling move-
ment: tornado or hurricane. 2. in meterohgy, a storm
with neavy rainfall and winds rotating about a moving
center of low atmospheric pressure.
cyclone cellar, a deep cellar beneath a building, for

shelter during heavy windstorms.
cy*d0n-ic (si-Mon'ik), adj. of or like a cyclone.
cy-clon4*cal (si-klon'i-kl), adj. cyclonic.
cy-clo-no scope (sf-klo'n-skop') n. [< cyclone +
-scope], in meteorology, a device for locating the center
of a cyclone.
Gy-clo-pe-an (a'kb-pe'dn), adj. [L. Cydopeus; Gr.

'

< KyM&ps, Cyclops], 1. of the Cyclopes,
is; massive.
. [see ENCYCLOPEDIA], a

_. y arranged articles on
aspects of many fields of knowledge, or dealing compre-
hensively with one subject; encyclopedia: abbreviated

eye. : also spelled cyclopaedia.
cy-do-pedlc (sl'kfo-pe'dik) , adj. 1 . relating to a cyclo-

pedia: abbreviated eye. 2. of wide range ; extensive and
varied. Also spelled cyclopaedic.
cy-do-pe-dist (sl'kte-pe^dlst), n, a person who compiles
or writes for a cyclopedia: also spelled cyclopaedia!.

cy do pen*tane (sl'kb-pen'tan)* n. [cydo- + pentane],
a saturated, colorless liquid hydrocarbon, CiHu,
derived from certain petroleums.

cy-db-ple*^[-a (si'kl^ple'ji-d), n. [Mod. L.; see CYCLO-
& -piuBGiAj, paralysis of those muscles of the eye
responsible for visual accommodation.
cy-do-pro-pane (sf'kb-pro'pSn), n. [cydo- + propane],
a colorless, inflammable gas, C 3H, used as a general
anesthetic .

Cydops (sl'klops), n. [pi. CYCLOPES (sl-klo'pez)], [L.;

Gr. KyUdps, lit., round-eyed < kyklos (see CYCLE) +
@ps, eyei in Greek mythology, one of a race of giants
supposedly living in Sicily, who had only one eye in the
middle of the forehead.

cy clo-ra-ma (si'kto-ram'a, a'kte-rfi'nw), n. [cydo- +
Gr. horama* sight], 1. a series of large pictures* as of a

landscape, put on the wall of a circular room so as to

appear m natural perspective to a spectator standing
in the center. 2. alarge, curved curtain or screen used
as a background for stage settings.

cy-do-ram-ic (a'kte-ram'ik), adj. of or like a cyclo-
rama.
cy-doa-to-mate (si-klos'ta-mat'), adj. 1. having a
round mouth. 2. of a cyclostome or the cyclostomes.

cy-db-stoni-a-toiis (si'klo-stom'a-tes), adj. cyclo-
stomate.
cy-do-stome (silcfe-stom', sikfa-stom'). " [cydo- +
-stome], any of a group of orimitive fishes, including the

lamprey and hagfish, which are vertebrates with an
eellike body and a circular, sucking mouth.

cy-clo-style (sl'kte-stii'). n* [cydo- 4- style (a pen)], an

apparatus for producing a number of copies of a writing
or drawing by means of a stencil in which very small

holes are cut with a small, toothed wheel on a stylus.

cy-do-tliy-mi-a (si'kb-thi'mi-o), n. [Mod. L. < cydo- +
Gr. thymos, spirit], an abnormal condition characterized

by alternate periods of elation and depression; manic-
depressive psychosis.

cy-do-tfay-mic (si'Ha-thi/mik), adj. of, characteristic

of, or having cyclothymia, n. a cyclothymic person.

cy-do-tron (silcb-tronO; n. [cydo- + electron], am ap-
paratus for giving high
energy to particles, usuafly
protons and deuterons:
through the combined action
of a homogeneous magnetic
field and an oscillating elec-

trostatic field it causes a
particle to move in a spiral
path with increasing kinetic

energy until the t>article

attains a velocity sufficiently

high for the purpose in-

tended, usually to initiate

nuclear transformationsupon
collision with a suitable tar-

get. By modulating the oscil-

lations of the electric field it

is also possible to accelerate
electrons in a cyclotron.

CYtLOTKON

cy-e-sis (si-e'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. kytsfo <foyem; see

CYME], pregnancy; gestation.
cyfi*net (sig'nit), n. [dim. < Pr. cygne, >swan LK
ctcinus; Gr. kyknos, swan, orig., the wlhite one; aHal to
Sans, fdcati, to gleam], a young swan, i \,

Cyg-nus (sig'nas), n. [L. Cygnus, Cycnus (< cygiws,
swan; Gr. hyknos; see CYGNET), mythical king of the
Ligurians who was changed into a swan and placed
among the stars], a northern constellation, the Swan,
in the Milky Way: see constellation, chart.

CYLINDER

cyl-in-der (sil'm-der), w [Fr. cylindre; L. cylinirus; Gr.
kylindros < kylindein, to roll; akin to

kykfas; see CYCLE], 1. in geometry; a) a
solid ngure descnbed by the edge of a
rectangle rotated around the parallel

edge as axis: the ends of a cylinder are

parallel and equal circles. 2. anything
having the shape of a cylinder, whether
hollow or solid; specifically, a) the

turning part of a revolver, containing
chambers for cartridges. 6) a chamber
in which force is exerted on the piston
of a reciprocating engine, c) the barrel
of a pump, d) on a printing press, a
roller carrying the printing plates or the

part receiving the impression, e) a

roller-shaped stone with cuneiform

inscriptions. Abbreviated cyl.

cylindfer head, the closed end, usually detachable, of a

cylinder in an internal-combustion engine, often con-

taining the seatings for the valves and the inlet and
exhaust passages.

cy-Hn-dric (si-hn'drik), adj. cylindrical.

cy-Hu-dri-cal (si-Hn'dri-k'l), adj. 1. having the shape
of a cylinder. 2. of a cylinder. Abbreviated cyl.

cy4tei-dri'Cal-i-ty (si-Iin/dri-kal'a-ti),
n. the state or

quality of being cylindrical.

cyl-in-droid (su'in-droidO, n. [Gr. kylindroeides; see

CYLINDER & -OID], a solid, body resembling a cylinder,
but with elliptical ends. adj. resembling a cylinder.

cy-IIr (sfliks, sil'iks), n. [pi, CYLICES (sil'i-seV)], [Gr.
kylix; akin to kyklos; see CYCLE], a two-handled drink-

ing cup with a stem and a wide, shallow bowl, used in

ancient Greece: also kylix.

CyHe-ni-an (si-le'ni-on) , adj. 1. of Mount Cyllene,
in Greece; hence, 2. of Hermes, who was regarded
as having been born there, or of the arts and practices
of which he was the patron god.
Cym. Cymric.
cy-ma (si'ma), n. [pi. CYMAE (-me)], [Mod. L.; Gr.

kyma; see CYME], in architecture, a molding of a cornice,
whose profile is a line partly convex and partly concave.

cy*mar (si-mar
7
), n. [Pr. simarre; see SIMAR], a chemise

or other loose, lightweight garment for women.
cy-ma tium (si-ma'shi-am), n. [pi. CYMATIA (-9)], [L.;
Gr. kymation < kyma, wave; see CYME], in architecture,
1. a cyma. 2. a molding topping an entablature.

cym-bal (sim'b'l), n. [ME. symbol, cimbal; partly <
OFr. cymble, partly < AS. cymbal;
both ult. < JL cymbalum < Gr.

kymbalon < kymbe, hollow of a
vessel (whence L. cymba, boat)],
1. either of a pair of circular,

slightly concave plates made of

brass, used as percussion instru-
ments in orchestras or bands:
when struck together they produce
a sharp, ringing sound. 2. a single
brass plate, struck with a drum-
stick.

cym balist (sitn'b'1-ist), n. a per-
son who plays the cymbals.
Cym bel ine (sim'b'l-en'), n. a drama (1609) by Shake-

speare,, in which lachimo unsuccessfully attempts to

seduce Imogen after making a bet with her husband,
Leonatus, that she would prove unfaithful.

cyme (sim), n. [L. cyma, young sprout of cabbage; Gr.

kyma, cyme, wave, orig.,jsomething swollen < kyan, to

be pregnant; IE. base *keu-, to swell, arch], a cluster

of flowers in which each main and secondary stem bears

a single flower, the bud on the main stem blooming
first, as in phlox and sweet William.

cy-mene (si'men), n. [Gr. kyminon; see CUMIN], a hydro-
carbon, CioHii, occurring in three isoxneric forms

(orthocymene, metacymene, and paracymene), denveil
from benzene: the most common form, paracymene, is

found in the oil of certain plants, as cumin and wild

thyme.
cy-mo- {sf'mo, sfm0), [Gr. kymo- < kyma; see CYME],
a combining form meaning wave, as in cymoscope.
cy mo gene (sfnuo-jenO, n. [< cymene + -gene], an in-

flammable distillate ot petroleum which, when con-

densed, is used as a freezing mixture.

cymograph (si'ma-graf', sifms-graf') , n
: [cymo- +

-graph], an instrument for making tracings, as of

profiles, contours, ettc,; kymograph.
cy-moid (al'moid), adj. resembling a cyma or cyme.
cy-mom-e-ter (si-mona'a-tSi:), 'n^fcymo- H- -wteterl^an
instrument for measttring thie frequency of electrical

oscillations or radio waves*
,

cy-mo phane (sl'ma-fan'), rt. [cymo- + -phone], an opal-
escent variety of chrysoberyl.
cy mo scope (si'm9-skop')t n. [cymo- -f -scope], an in-

ient for detecting the presence [Of eleplasio waves.
e (sl'mos, si-mos'), adj. i[L. cym$m < cyma] t

CYMBALS
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n. Anglo-Saxon poet; fl.

2. of their language, n. the group of Brythonic Celtic

languages that includes Welsh, Breton, and extinct
Cornish. Abbreviated Cym. Also Kymric.
Cym-ry (kim'ri, sim'ri), n.pl. the Cymric Celts; the
Welsh: also Kymry.

Cyn-e-wulf (kin'i-woolfOt
750 A.D.

cyn-ic (sin'ik), n. [L. Cynicus; see CYNICAL], 1, [C-l, a
member of a sect of ancient Greek philosophers who
held virtue to be the only good, and stressed independ-
ence from worldly needs and pleasures; they

a
became

critical of the rest of society and its material interests;
hence, 2. a cynical person. 3. a person who believes
that people are motivated in all their actions entirely
by selfishness, adj. 1. [C-], of or like the Cynics or
their doctrines. 2. cynical.

cyn-i-cal (sin'i-k
f

l), adj. [< L. cynicus, of the Cynics;
Gr. kynikos, w lit., canine, like a dog < kydn, kynos, dog;
IE. base *kuon-, dog; hence akin to AS. nund (see
HOUND, dog)], 1. inclined to question the sincerity and
goodness of people's motives and actions, or the value
of living. 2. morose, sarcastic, sneering, etc.
SYN. cynical implies a contemptuous disbelief in human
goodness and sincerity (he's cynical about recovering his lost

watch) ; misanthropic suggests a deep-seated hatred or dis-

trust of peoptein general (a misanthropic hermit) ; pessimistic
implies an attitude, often habitual, of expecting the worst to
happen (.pessimistic about one's chances to win). AZVT. opti-
mistic.

cyn i cism (sin'a-siz'm), n. 1. [C-J, the philosophy of
the Cynics. 2. the attitude or Beliefs of a cynic. 3. a
cynical expression or view.

cy-no-sure (si'na-shoor', sin'^shoorO, n. [< Gr. kyno-
soura, dog's tail, constellation of Ursa Minor; cf.

CYNICAL], 1. [C-], the constellation Ursa Minor. 2.

[C-], the North Star, which is in this constellation. 3.

anything that guides or directs. 4. any person or thing
that is a center of attention or interest.

Cyn-thi-a (sin'thi-a), [L.; Gr. Kynthia, epithet of Arte-
mis, orig. fern, of Kynthios, lit., of or from Kynthos,
Cynthus, mountain m Delos, celebrated as the birth-

place of Apollo and Artemis], a feminine name: dimin-
utive, Cindy, n. 1. Artemis (or Diana), goddess of the

the sedge family of plants, which resemble the grasses
but have solid stems and seeds in dosed sheaths.

cy-pher (si'feY), n., v.L & vi. cipher.
cy pres (se' pra') , [Late Anglo-Fr. ; OFr. si pres, so
nearly], in law, as nearly as possible: applied; to the
interpretation of wills, as in cases of trust funds when
the terms cannot be carried out literally and an effort
is made to adhere to the general intent.

cy-press (sl'pras), n. [ME. cipres, cypres; OPr. cipres;
L. cypressus, cupressus < or akin to Gr. kyparissos],
1. any of a large group of evergreen, cone-bearing trees
of the pine family, native t9 North America, Europe,
and Asia: they have dark foliage and a distinctive sym-
metrical form. 2. the hard wood of one of these trees.
3. any of a number of related trees, including certain
cedars and the bald cypresses. 4. the branches or sprigs
of the cypress, used as a symbol of mourning.

cy-press (si'pras), n. [ME. cipres; OPr. Cipre, Cypre,
Cypres, Cyprus], any of various textile fabrics, originally
made in Cyprus; specifically, a) a cloth of gold. 5) a
heavy satin, c) a fine, gauzehke lawn or silk. Also
spelled Cyprus.
cypress vine, a tropical American climbing plant with
showy, trumpet-shaped flowers of scarlet or white,
related to the morning-glory.
Cyp-ri-an (sip'ri-an), adj. [L. Cyprius; Gr. Kyprios <
Kypros, Cyprus], 1. of Cyprus, its people, or its lan-

guage. 2. wanton; licentious: in reference to the wor-

ship of Aphrodite there in ancient times, n. 1. a
native or inhabitant of Cyprus. 2. the Greek dialect
of Cyprus. 3. [Obs.], a) a licentious person, b) a
prostitute.

Cyprian, Saint, 1. ?-258 A.D.; Christian martyr;
bishop of Carthage. 2. 476-546 A.D.; French prelate
and writer : bishop^ of Toulon.

cy-pri-nid (si-pri'nid, sip'ri-nid), adj. & n. cyprinoid.

cy prin-O'dont (si-prin'a-dont
7
, si-pri'ns-dont'), n. [<

Gr. kyprinos, carp; -f -odont], any of a family of very
small fishes with soft fins, including the killifishes,

fishes, barbels, dace, etc. n. a cyprinoid fish.

Cyp-ri-ot (sip'ri-at), adj. & n. Cyprian.
Cyp-ri-ote (sip'ri-of), adj. & n. Cyprian,

ri-pe-di-um (sip'ra-pe'di-am), n* [pi. CYPRIPEDIA
,-a)}, [Mod. IA, lady's-sHpper < Gr. Kypris, Venus +
podton, slipper, dim. < POUS, podis, foot], any of a group

of orchids with showy, drooping Sowers, including
lady's-slippers, rnoccasm flowers, etc.

Cy-pnis (si-'pr^s), n. a British island in the eastern
Mediterranean, south of Turkey: area, 3,572 sq. mi.;
pop., 3&4,0Q0; capital, Nicosia: abbreviated Gyp.

cy*prus (si'prds), n. cypress (cloth),

cypse-la (sfpte-ia). n. [pi. CTPSELAE C-BOJ* [Mod. L.;
Gr. kypsde, a hollow vessel!, a kind of seed pod (achene)
with two spore-bearing organs (carpels) and a calyx
directly attached to it, as in the sunflower.
Cyrano de Bergerac, see Bergerac, Cyrano de.

Cy-re-na-ic (sirVnl'ik, sf'ra-na'ik), adj. I. of Cyre-
naica or Cyrene. 2. of the Greek school of philosophy
founded by Aristippus of Cyrene, who considered pleas-
ure the greatest good. n I . a native of Cyrenaica or
Cyrene. 2. a philosopher of the Cyrenaic school.

Cyr-e-na-i-ca (sir's-na'i-ks, si'ra-na'i-kd). n. I. an
ancient land in northern Africa, in the region of modem
Cirenaica, Libya: also called Barca* 2. Cirenaica.

Cyre-ne (si-re'ni), n. an ancient Greek city in northern
Africa: capital of Cyrenaica.
Cyr-il (sir>9l), {LL. Cyrillus; Gr. Kyrillos, Et., lordly <
kyrios, a lordj, a masculne name.

Cyril. Saint, 1. 315?-386 A.D.; bishop of Jerusalem: his
day is March 20. 2. 376-444 AJX; archbishop of Alex-
andria: his day is February 9. 3. (born Constantine),
$27-869 A.D.; apostle to the Slavs, born in Tnessa-
lonica: his day is July 5.

Cy-ril-lic (si-ril'ik), adj. designating or of the Slavic
alphabet attributed to Saint Cyril, 9th-century apostle
to the Slavs: in modified form, it is still used in Russia,
Bulgaria, and other Slavic countries.

Cy-rus (si'rss), [L.; Gr. Kyros; OPer. K&ritsh), a mas-
culine name: diminutive, Cy. n. 1, Persian king; lived
600?-529 B.C.; founder of the Persian empire: called
the Great. 2. brother of Artaxerxes II; 424F-401 B.C.;
Persian prince; warred with his brother for the throne:
called the Younger,

cyst (sist), n. {Mod. L. cystis; Gr. kystis, sac, bladder;
akin to L. cults; see CUTICLE], 1. any of certain saclike
structures in plants or animals. 2. any saclike struc-
ture or pocket in the body, especially if filled with fluid
or diseased matter.

cyst- (sist), cysto-.

-cyst (sist), [< Gr. kystis; see CYST], a suffix meaning
sac, pouch, bladder, as in encyst.

cys-teC'tO'my (sis-tek'ta-mi), n. [pi. CYSTECTOMIES
(-miz)], [cyst" -f -ectomy], 1. the surgical removal of
a cyst. 2. the surgical removal of the gaU bladder

n. an amino acid,
. _ ine and produced by

the acid hydrolysis of proteins in digestion.
cys-ti- (sas'ti), cysto-.
cyst-ic (sis'tik), adj. [Fr. cystiguc; Mod. I/, cysticus], 1.

of or like a cyst. 2. having or containing a cyst or cysts,
3. enclosed in a cyst. 4. in anatomy, of the gall bladder
or the urinary bladder.

cys'ti-cer-coid (sis'ta-suVkoid), adj. of or like a cys-
ticercus.

^
n. the larva of certain tapeworms, similar

to a cysticercus but having a much smaller bladder.

cys-ti-ceT'CUS (sis'ta-sdr'kas), n.
\fl.

CYSTICKRCI (-si)]

[Mod. L. < cysti- -J- Gr. kerkos, tail), the larva of certain

tapeworms, in which the head and neck are partly
enclosed in a bladderlike cyst*

cys*tin (sis'tin), n. cystine.
cys-tine (sis'ten, sis'tin), n. [< Gr. kystis (see CYST) ; +
-ine: so named from having been found first in urinary
calculi], acrystallineaminoacid, C4H(NH)aSa(COOH) j,

produced in the digestion of proteins.
cys-ti'tls (sis-ti'tis), n. [cyst- + -itis], an inflammation of
the urinary bladder.

cys*to- (sis'to, sis'ta), [< Gr. kystis, bladder, sac; see

CYST], a combining form meaning of or like a bladder or

sac, as in cystocele; also cyst-, cysti-.

cyS'tO'Carp (sis'ta-karp'), n. [cysto- + -carp], a fruitlike
structure (sporocarp) developed after fertilization in
the red algae.

cys-to-cele (sis'ta-sa
A
), n. [cysto- + -cele], a hernia of the

urinary bladder.
cyst-oid (sis'toid), adj. like a cyst or bladder, n. a
cystlike formation.

cys-to-lith (sis'ta-lith), n. [cysto- + -lith], 1. in botany*
a crystalline deposit of calcium carbonate in a plant
cell. 2. in medicine, a urinary calculus.

cys-to-scope (sis'ta-skqp'), n. [cysto- -f -scope], an
instrument for examining the interior of the urinary
bladder, v.t. [CYSTOSCOPED (-skopf), CYSTOSCOPING],
to examine with a cystoscope.

cys-tos-co-py (sis-tos'ka-pi), n. examination of the urin-

ary bladder with the aid of a cystoscope.
cys-tot-o-my (sis-tot'a-mi), n. [cysto- 4- -tomy], the
surgical operation of making an incision into the urinary
bladder, as for removing calcium formations.

cyt- (sit), cyto-.
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cy-tas-ter (si-tas'teV, ait'as'tSr), n. {cyt- + -aster], in
otology, a star-shaped figure occurring in ceHs under-
going mitosis; aster.
-cyte (at), [< Gr. kytos, a hollow; akin to L. cutis: see
CUTICLE], a terminal combining form meaning a ceu, asm

lymphocyte,
Gy-tbe-ra (si-tfa!r'a) ji, Cerigo: the Latin name, used
in English.
Cyth-er-e-a (sith'a-ri's), n. [L.; Gr. Kythereia < Ry~
ihera, name of a Greek island near which the goddess is
fabled to have arisen from the sea], Aphrodite; Venus.

cy-to- wto, sl'ta), [< Gr. kytos, a hollow; see -CYTE],a combining form meaning of a cell or cells, as in cyM-
ogy, cytoplasm: also, before a vowel, cyt>.

cy-to-ki-ne-sis (sTto-ki-ne'sis, si'to-kl-ne'sis), n. [Mod.
L.; cyto- -f~ kinesis] t the changes that take place in the
cytoplasm of a cell during the stages of its development.
cy:tol-o-gy (si-tolVji), n. [cyto- + -logy], the branch of

biology dealing with the structure, function, pathology,
and life history of cells.

cy-tol-y-sis (sl-tolVsis), n. [cyto- -f -lysis], in biology, the
degeneration of cells.

cy-to-plasm (sl'ta-plaz'm), n. [cyto- -f -plasm], the pro-
toplasm of a cell, exclusive of the nucleus.

cy-to*plas*mic (si'ta-plaz'mik), adj. of or contained in
cytoplasm,

OT-to-pIast (sl'ta-plast'), n. cytoplasm.
Cyz-i-cus (siz'i-kss), n. an ancient peninsular city on
the southern shore of the Sea of Marmara; the Spartan
fleet was defeated there (410 B.C.) by the Athenians.

C.Z*, Canal Zone.
czar (zar), n. [Russ. tsar', contr. of tsesar: OSlav. cesart;
prob. via Goth, kaisar < L. Caesar; see CAESAR], 1. an
emperor: title of any of the former emperors of Russia
and, at various times, the sovereigns of other Slavic na-
tions. 2. an autocrat; despot; absolute ruler. Also tsar,
tzar*

czar das (chaVdash), n. [Hung, csdrdds], 1. a Hungar-
ian dance consisting of a fast movement and a slow
movement. 2. the music for this dance.
czar-dom (zar'dam), n. 1. the position or power of a
czar. 2. the territory ruled over by a czar. Also tsar-
dom, tzardom.

czar e-vitch (ztr'a-vich'), n. [Russ. tsarench, son of a
czar], 1. the eldest son of a czar of Russia. 2. formerly
any son of a czar of Russia: in later times the title grand
duke was borne by all sons but the eldest. Also tsarc-
Titch, tzarevich.

cza*rev-na (zS-rev'na), n. [Russ. tsarama], 1. a Rus-
sian czar's daughter. 2. the wife of a czarevitch. Also
tsarevna, tzarevna.

cza-rl-na (za-re'ns), n. [G. zarin, c&arin, fern, of zar,
csar (< Russ.), for Russ. tsaritsa], the wife of a czar*
empress of Russia: also tsarina, tzarina.

'

czar-ism (zar7iz'm), n. czarist system of government-
absolute rule; autocracy: also tsarism, tzarism.

'

czar-ist (zar'ist), adj. 1. of, characteristic of, or like the
czars; autocratic. 2. of the time of the czars in Russia;
pre-Soviet. 3. supporting a czar or czarism, n. a
follower or supporter of a czar or czarism. Also tsarist
tzarist.

cza-rit-za (za-rit'so), n. [Russ.], czarina: also tsaritza
tzaritza.
Czech (chek), n. I. a Bohemian, Moravian, or Silesian
Slav. 2. the West Slavic language of the Czechs: also
called Bohemian, adj. of Czechoslovakia, its people,
or their language.
Czech-ic (chelPik), adj. Czech.
Czech-ish (chek'ish), adj. Czech.
Czech-o-slo-vak, C&eck'O-SIo-vak (chekVslo'vak,
chekVslo'v&k), adj. of Czechoslovakia, its people, or
language, n. 1. a Czech or a Slovak living in Czecho-
slovakia. 2. the West Slavic language sooken there,
including the Czech, Slovak, and Moravian dialects

Czech-o-slo-va-ki-a, Czech-o-Slo-Ya-ki-a (chek'a-slo-
va'ki-9, chekVslS-vak'ya), n. a country in central
Europe, formed after World War I, consisting of
Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia, and Slovakia: area,
54,244 sq. mi.; pop., 12,165,000 (1947); capital,
Prague.

Czech-o-slo-vak-i-an, Czech-o-Slo-vak-i-an (chek'a-
slo-va'ki-an, chek'a-slo-vak'yan), adj. & n. Czecho-
slovak.

Czer-no-witz (cher'ns-vits'), n. Chernovtsy.
Czer-ny, Karl (karl cher'ni), 1791-1857; Austrian
pianist and composer.
Cze-sto-cho-wa (chaw'std-HS'va), n. a city in western
Poland: pop., 138,000.

D
D, d (de) f n. [J. D f

s, d
f

s, Ds, ds (dez)], 1. the fourth
letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek delta, a
borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table.
2. the sound of D or d, normally a voiced tongue-
apex stop. 3. a type or impression for D or d. 4. a
symbol for the fourth in a sequence or sgroup. adj.
1. of D or d. 2. fourth in a sequence or group.D (de), n. 1. an object shaped like D. 2. a Roman
numeral for 500; with a superior bar (D), 500,000, or,
less often, 5,000. 3. in chemistry, the symbol for, a)
deuterium, b) formerly, didymium. 4. in education, a
grade fourth in quality, or merely passing: as, a D in
history. 5. in music, a) the second tone or note in the
scale of C major, or the fourth in the scale of A minor.
6) a key, string, etc. producing this tone, c) the scale
having B as the keynote. 6. in physics, the symbol for
density, adj. shaped like D.

D., 1. December. 2. Democrat. 3. Democratic.
4. Department (of the United States Army), 5. Deus,
[L.], God. 6. Doctor, as in Ph. Z>. 7. Dominus, [L.],
Lord. 8. Don. 9. Duchess. 10. Duke. 11. Dutch.

d., 1. dam (in pedigrees). 2. date. 3. daughter. 4.
day; days. 5. dead. 6. degree. 7. delete. 8. [L.1
denanus, penny; denarii, pennies or pence: as, 6a.
9. density. 10. deputy. II. deserter. 12. diameter.
13. died. 14. dime. 15. director. 16. dividend. 17.
dollar. 18. dorsal. 19. dose. 20. dyne.

'd, 1. abbreviated spelling of had or would in contracted
auxiliary forms, as I'd, they'd, etc. 2. -edt as infoster'd.

da., 1. daughter. 2. day; days.
D.A., District Attorney.
dab (dab), v.t. & v.i. [DABBED (dabd), [DABBING], [ME.
dabben, to strike; akin to MD. dabben & Norw. dabba;
IE. base *dhabh, to strike], 1. to touch or strike lightly
and quickly. 2. to peck. 3. to pat with something soft
or moist. 4. to put on (paint, etc.) with light, quick

strokes, n. 1 . a light, quick blow; tap ; pat. 2. a small,
soft, or moist bit of something: as, a dab of rouge.
dab (dab), n. [< ME. dabben; see DAB, v., 3 & n., 2],La small flounder. 2. any small, edible flatfish,
dab (dab), n. [contr. < Brit, dab-hand; see DAB, v., 4& DABSTER], [CoEoq.], an expert.
dab-ber (dab'er), n. 1. a person or thing that dabs.
2. a pad for applying ink, color, etc., used by printers
and engravers.
d?^"He (dab''l), .<. [DABBLED (-Id), DABBLING], [D.
dabbelen, freq. of dabben, to strike, touch], 1. to dip
lightly m and out of a liquid. 2. to wet by dipping
splashing, or sprinkling. IM". 1. to play in water, as
with the hands. 2. to do something superficially, not
seriously (with in or at); as, he dabbles in art.
dabbler (oaVUM, it,a person who dabbles; dilettante.
dab-chick (cWchkO, n. [dab, v. + chick: from the
manner of diving], 1. the European little grebe a
small mving bird. 2. the American pied-billed grebe.

dab-ster (dab'star), n. 1 [British Dial.], an expert.
2. [CoJloqJ, a dabbler; clumsy, amateurish worker.

Jda ca-po fda kafpoO, [It., from (the) head], in music,
from the beginning: ft direction to the performer to
repeat a passage: abbreviated D.C.

139* 000
(d ^ *" thC ^P1**1 o East Pakistan: pop.,

d'ac-cqrd (da'kdr'), [Fr.], in accord; agreed.

^^rxfe8^ n' ^ DACE' DACE? kty' see PLURAL, n, D,
2], [ME. darse, darce, orig., dial, form (with -r loss as
in bass) < OFr. dors: ML. darsus; ? the same word
as dart, from the fish's rapid motion: ? folk etym.
for word of Gatd. origin], 1. a small fresh-water fish
of the carp family, found in Europe. 2 . any of a number
of small North American fishes like or related to the
carp, found in fresh-water streams or ponds,Dachau (da'khou), n. a Nazi concentration camp
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near Munich, Germany, especially for political pris-
oners.
dachs-hund (d&kslioond', dakslmnd', dashlrand'; G.
dSkhslioantO, n. [G.
docks, badger -f- kund,
dog], a small dog of
German breed, with a
Ions body, short legs,
ana drooping ears.

Dacia (dl'shs), n. an
ancient Roman province
between the Danube

DACHSHUND (S-10 in. high)

and the Carpathian
Mountains: see Roman
Empire, map.
Ba-cian (da'shsn), adj. of Dacia or its people, n. a
native or inhabitant of Dacia.

da-coit (da-koit') - [Hind, dakait, robber < daka,
attack by robbers], a member of a gang of robbers in
India or Burma.

da-coit-y (ds-koi'ti), n. [pi. DACOITIES (-tiz)j, [Hind.
dakaitl; see DACOIT], robbery by dacoits.

da-cron (da'kron, dak'ron), n. a synthetic fiber, or a
washable fabric made from this fiber that is resistant to
wrinkling: a trade-mark (Dacron).

dac-tyl (dak'til, dak't'l), n. [L. dactylus; Gr. daktylos,
a finger or (from the three joints) dactyl], 1. in prosody.
a metrical foot of three syllables, the first accented and
the others unaccented, as in English verse, or the first

long and the others short, as in Greek and Latin verse.
Example: "Not 5f thS

| princes and | prelates wfth
j

peViwifeged |
charift | teers." 2. in zoology, a finger or

toe: also called dactylus.
-dac-tyH-a (dak-til'i-e), -dactyly.
dac-tyi-ic (dak-til'ik), ad** of or made up of dactyls,
n. a dactylic verse.

dac-ty-lo- (dak'ti-lo, dak-tH'o), [< Gr. daktylos, a
finger], a combining form meaning finger, toe, digit,
as in dactylogram: also, before a vowel, dactyl-.

daotyI'O-j*ram (dak-til'a-gramO, n. {dactylo- + -grow],
a fingerprint.

dac-ty-log-ra-phy (dak'ti-log'rs-fi), n. [dactyh- +
-graphy], the study of fingerprints as a means of
identification.

dac-ty-lol-o-gy (dak'ti-lol's-ji), n. [dactylo- + -logy],
the study or use of the finger alphabet, as among
deaf-mutes.

-dac-ty-ly (dak't'1-i), [< Gr. daktylos, a finger], a com-
bining form meaning a (specified) condition of tnefingers,
toes, etc.: also -dactylia.
dad (dad), n. [< child s cry dada], [Colloq.], father.
Da-da (da'da, da'do), n. [Pr.; prob. < child's cry; term
chosen by Tristan Tsara, leader of cult, because of its

meaninglessness], a cult (1916-1922) in painting,
sculpture, and literature characterized by fantastic,
symbolic, often formless expression of supposedly sub-
conscious matter, and by nihilistic satire: also Dadaism.
Da da ism (da'da-iz'm), n. Dada.
dad-dy (dad'i), n. [pi. DADDIES (-iz)], [see DAD], [Collo<|.],
father; dad.

dad-dy-long-legs (dad'i-18n'legz', dad'i-lor/legzO* n.

{pi. DADDY-LONGLEGS], 1. [British], the crane fly, an
insect with two wings and very long legs. 2. the
harvestman, an arachnid with four pairs of long legs.
da-do (da'do), n.

[pi. DADOES (-doz)], [It., a die, die-
shaped part of pedestal,
hence pedestal < L. da-
tum, a die, lit., what is

given; see DATE], 1.

part of a pedestal be-
tween the cap and the
base. 2. the lower part
of the wall of a room
if decorated differently
from the upper part, as
with panels or an ornr
amenta! border.

D.A.E., DAE, Dictionary
of American English.

dae-dal (de'dl), adj. [L.
daedalws; Gr. daidalos <
daidallein, to work artfully: akin to L* dolore, to
hew], 1. skillful in workmanship; ingenious^ 2. highly
wrought; intricate; varied. Also spelled dedal.
Dae da-li an, Dae da le an (di-da'E-an, di-daFyan),
adj. 1. of Daedalus. 2. [4-], daedal; ingenious or
intricate. Also spelled Dedalian, Dedalean.
Daed alus fded'a-los, de'do-bs), n. [L.; Gr. Daidalos,
lit., the artful craftsman < daidalos; see DAEDAL], in
Greek legend, the skillful artist and inventor who built
the labyrinth in Crete for King Minos and was then
imprisoned in it with his son Icarus: they escaped by
means of wfogs that he had made.
dae-mon (de'man), n. [L.; Gr. daimon; ^see DEMON],
1. in Greek mythology, any of the secondary divinities

DADO

ranking between the gods and men ; hence, 2. a gtiard-
iaa spirit: inspiring oc inner spirit. 3. a demon; devil.

dae-mon-fc (ai~fnon
f
i!e) f adj. 1. of or possessed by a

daemon. 2. demonic.
dafl (daf), su. [MB. tefe, vwr. of daft], [Scot], to act
the part of a fool; talk or behave sportively.

daff (daf), *.* fvar. of *>fj, 1. fOfas.] r to take off (an
article of clothing); doff. 2. [Archaic], to turn or
thrust aside.
daf fa down dil ly, daf fy down-dil ly (daf'o-doun-
dil'i), n, [pL DAFFADQWNBDULIES, DA^FSTTOWKDILLIES
(-izjj, fPoetic or Dial], a daffodil.

daf fo dil (daf'a-dil'). n. [MB. tfodiB*; ML. afodUlus;
L. asphodelus; Gr. aspkodfkxs; with playful d* as in

dandy; cf. NED], 1. a narcissus that has long, narrow
leaves and yellow flowers with a trampetlike corona.
2. its flower. 3. yellow.

daf-fo-dil-ly (daf
/ -dil

/

i) t n. [AJ. DAFFODILLIES (-12)],

[Poetic or Dial.], a daffodil: also spelled daffadilly.

daffy (daf'i), adj. [DAFFIER (-i-8r), DAFFIEST (-i-ist)J,

[prob. < obs. doff, a fool, idiot; cf. DAFT], [Colloq.],
crazy; idiotic; silly.
daft (daft, daft), adj. [ME. dafle < AS. (ge) dssfte, mild,
genue; for the sense development, see CRETIN, SILLY],
1. silly; foolish. 2. weak-minded. 3. insane.

Dagan (da'gan), n. [Assyr.-Babylonian Dag&n], in

Babylonian mythology, the god of the earth.
dag-ger (dag'eYk n. [ME. (12th c.), as if < dagge, to
slit; akin to OFr. rfaiiu, It. & Sp. dafa, G. degen; ? <
L. *daca

;
Dacian knife], 1. a short weapon with a

sharp point, used for stabbing. 2, in printing, a refer-
ence mark (f) shaped like a dagger: the doiible dagger
(J) is also used. v.t. 1. to stab with a dagger. 2. to
mark with a dagger.
look daggers at, to look at with anger or hatred.

dangle (dag''!), v.t. & tu. [DAGGLED (-*ld), DAGGLING],
[< dial, dag, to besprinkle, make muddy;; prob. <
ON. dyggva, tobedew, besprinkle < dogg, genit. dpggmr,
dew; -f -le], to make or become dirty by trailing through
mud; draggle.
Da-ghe-stan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
(da/ge-stanO a division of the R.S.F.S.R. in the
Caucasus, on the Caspian: area, 13,124 sq, mi,; pop.,
978,000; capital, Makhach-Kala: also spelled Dagestan.
dag-lock (daglok'), n. [dial, dag, a loose, hanging end
< ME. daggen, to slit; -f lock], a lock of dirty or matted
hair, fur, oc wool.
Dag-mar (dag'mar), [Dan. < Gmc. d&g-, day, bright-
ness -f- -mar; akin to AS. msere, splendid, glorious], a
feminine name.

Dag-o" (da'go), n._Hnnmaa, an island in the Baltic Sea.

Da-gda-go, Ba-go (da'go), n. [pi. DAGOS, DAGOBS
[Sp. Diego, a name equivalent to James, very common
in Spanish], [Slang], a dark-skinned person of Italian,

Spanish, Portuguese, or other Latin descent: vulgar
term of prejudice and contempt,
Da gon (da'gon, da'gsn), n. [L.; Gr.: Heb. < dig, a fish],
the main god of the ancient Philistines and later of the
Phoenicians, represented as half man and half fish.

da-guerre-o-type (da-ger's-tap
7
, ds-ger'i-o-t^p'}, n* [after

Louis J. M. D&gnerre (1789-48St)# Fr. pam*err the
inventor], 1. a photograph made by an early method
on a plate of chemically treated metal or glass. 2,, the
method of making such photographs. wJt, to* photograph
by this method.

da-ha-be-ah, da-ha-bee-yah, da-ha-bl-ah (da'ha-be's),
it. [Ar. dbakabtya, Ht. f golden one < dhabab, golden],
a large passenger boat used on the Nile, originally

equipped with lateen sails, now generally with steam or

gasoline engines.
dahl ia (daFya, dal'ys, daVys), n. [after A. DaM, 18th-c.
Swed. botaosst], 1. any of a group of perennial plants
of the composite family, with tuberous roots and large,
showy fio^efs in various bright colors. 2. the flower.

3DaJbt*na e^esptj (daSdi^na)?, Rttb* al Klhali, Arabia,
Da-ho-man (da-no'msn), adj. of Dahomey or its people.

it. a nathm or inhabitant ofDahomey.
Dahomey (da-ho'iaa; Pr. da^'maO, n- a French
colony 6| Erortch West Africa, on the Gulf of Guinea:
area, 41,302 sq. mi.; pop., 1,458,000 (est. 1945);
capital, Porto Novo.
DafiEir-eann(d61iar/

sn,doil',dnO,[Ir. daiI, a gather-
ing, assembly 4- Eireann, genit. of Eire, Ireland], the
lower house of the legislature of Ireland.

daMy (dali), adj. [ME. doyly; AS. dasgUc < datg, day],
relating to, done, happening, or published every day or
every weekday, n. [pi. DAILIES (-liz)], a newspaper
published every day or every weekday, adv. every
day; day after day.

daily double, in horse racing, a bet the success of which
depends on choosing both winners in two specified
races during the day.
daily dozen, [Colloq.], gymnastic setting-up exercises

(originally twelve) done dally.
dai mio (dl*myo) f lt W* DAiMto, BAIMJOS (-myoz)],

fat, c&r; ten, Sreii, h$re, ovrj is, bite; lot, go, lidni, t63l, look; oil, Imt: u
for a in am, e m agent, i in vanity, o ip: comply,

coq; il^ EV. dticj. H, G, iob; kit, G. doch.

, use, fdr; get; Joy; yet; chin; slate; thin,
as ia Me (atl); ^ bal; JS, Fr.

;
* hypothetical; < defire$ feoo^.
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LJapan. < Chin, dai, great + miot name], a hereditary
feudal nobleman of Japan under a former regime: also
Spelled daimyo.
dai-mon (dl'mon), n* [see DAEMON], a daemon.
Dai Nip pon (dF ni-pon')f [Japan., Et, great Nippon],
Japan.

daln-ti4y (dSn'tl-i), adv. in a dainty manner; deli-

cately; gracefully; fastidiously.
dain-ti-ness (dan'ti-nls), n. the quality of being dainty.
dain-ty (dan'ti), n. [pi. DAINTIES (~tiz)], [ME. deinte;
OPr. deinte, worth, value, delicacy < L. dignitas,
worth, dignity], a delicacy, adj. [< the .], 1. delicious
and choice. 2. delicately pretty or lovely. 3. of
delicate and refined taste. 4. fastidious

j squeamish.
SYN. -dainty, in this comparison, suggests delicate taste and
implies a tendency to reject that which does not fully accord
with one's refined sensibilities (a dainty appetite) ; nice suggests
fine or subtle discriminative powers, especially in intellectual
matters (a nice distinction in definition); particular implies
dissatisfaction with anything that fails to conform in detail
with one's standards (particular in one's choice of friends);
fastidious implies adherence to such high standards as to be
disdainfully critical of even minor nonconformities (a fas-
tidious taste in literature) ; squeamish suggests such extreme
sensitiveness to what is unpleasant, or such prudishness, as to
result in disgust or nausea (not too squeamish in his business
dealings).
Dai qul ri (dJIdSr-i. dak'St-i), iz. [after Daiquiri, Cuba,
source of the rum first used in this drink], a cocktail
made of rum, sugar, and lime or lemon juice.
Dai ren (dl'ren'). n. a seaport in southern Manchuria,
on the Yellow Sea: pop., 543,000: Chinese name.
Talienwan.

dair-y (dtr'i), n.
JtoJ. DAIRIES (-iz)], [ME. deierie < deie,

dairymaid < AS. dasge, (female) breadmaker < dagt

dough}, 1. a place where milk and cream are kept and
made into butter, cheese, etc. 2. a dairy farm. 3. a
store where milk and milk products are sold. 4
dairying.

dairy cattle, cows raised mainly for their milk.
dairy farm, a farm on which the chief business is

dairying.
dair-y-ing (dir'i-irj), n. the business of producing, mak-
ing, or selling dairy products.
dair-y-maid (dar'i-madO. n. a girl or woman who works
in a dairy
dair-y-man (dar/i-man). n. [pi. DAIRYMEN (-man)], 1. a
man who works in or for a dairy. 2. a man who owns
a dairy.

da-is (da'is, das), n. [pi DAISES (da'is-iz, das'iz)], [ME.
deis t deys; OFr. deis, doist high table in a hall; LL.
discus, table; L. discus, platter, quoit, discus], a plat-
form raised above the floor at one end of a hall or room,
as in a banquet room, classroom, etc.

Dai-ay (da/zi), [< name of the flower], a feminine name.
dai sy (da'zi), n, [pk DAISIES (-ziz)J, [ME. daies eige,
daies ie; AS. dxges eage, lit., day's eye; dzges, genit. of
daeg + eage, an eye], 1. a common plant of the com-
posite family, bearing flowers with white or pink rays
around a yellow disk: often called English daisy. 2. its
flower, 3. a related tall chrysanthemum with large
flowers that have long, white rays around a yellow
disk: also called ox-eye. 4. [Slang], something out-
standing or notable.

daisy cutter, [Slang], in baseball, etc. a batted ball
that travels close to the ground.
dak (dak, d6k), n. [Hind, dak], in India, 1. a method
of transporting passengers or news by relays of men
and horses; hence, 2. the mail. Also spelled dawk.

Dak., Dakota.
Da-kar (da'kar'), n. capital and seaport of French West
Africa : pop., with depend-
encies, 1 75,000 test. 1945).

~

da-ker hen (aa'ker), a
corn crake.
Da kin's solution (da'-
kinz), [after Henry D.
Dakfn (1880-1952}, Eng.
chemist in America], a
mildly

t
alkaline solution

of sodium hyppchlorite,
used as an antiseptic in
the treatment of wounds.
dakoit (do-koif), n. a
dacoit.
Dako-ta (da-ko'ta), n.
1. a member of a group of
Siouan tribes that lived in North and South Dakota.
2. the Siouan language of the Dakotas. 3. a Sioux:
Indian name. 4. a former Territory of the United
States, which now forms North Dakota and South
Dakota, ad*. 1. of a Dakota. 2. of Dakota. 3. of
North Dakota, South Dakota, or both.
the Dakotas, North Dakota and South Dakota.

Da-ko-tan (do-ko'tonV, adf. Dakota, n. a native or
inhabitant of North Dakota or South Dakota.

dal., decaliter.

Da-la-dier, fi-douard (a'dwar' daOa'dyS'). 1884-
French statesman; premier (1933; 1934; 1938-1940).
Dalai La-ma (da-H' la'ma), IMong. dalai, ocean 4*

DAKAR

Uama; see LAMA], the highest priest of the Lamaist
religion in Tibet and Mongolia: Grand Lama.
dale (dal), n. [ME.; AS. dz>f, tfa/u, influenced by ON.
dalr; IE, base *dhd, a hollowing], a small valley.

Dale, Sir Thomas (dal), ?-1619; English colonial
governor of Virginia.
dales-man (dalz'nwn), n.

[fl.
DALESMEN (-man)], a

person living in a dale, specifically in northern York-
shire, England.

da-leth, d&4edh (dlled, dalsth), n. [Heb., door], the
fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (1), corre-

sponding to English D, d: see alphabet, table.

Dal-hou-sie, Earl of (dal-hoo'zi), (George Ramsay],
1770-1838; Scottish general; British colonial governor
in Canada Q819-1828).

Dalhousie, Marquis of, (James Andrew Ramsay],
1812-1860; British governor general of India; son of

George Ramsay, Earl of Damousie.
Da-li, Sal-va-dor (sal'vo-dfir' dali; Sp. sal'va-$&r'
da'le), 1904- ; Spanish surrealist painter in America.
DaMas (dal'as), n. a city in northeastern Texas: pop.,
433,000.

dalles (dalz), n.pL [Fr., water trough, conduit: pi. of

dalle, slab], rapids above a flat, slablike rock bottom
in a narrow, troughlike part of a river: also dells.

dal-li-ance (dal'i-sns, dal'yans), n. [ME. daliance <

dalien; OFr. dalier, to converse, trifle], 1. to play,
especially in making love; hence, 2. to flirt or toy: as,
she dallied with the idea. 3. to loiter; waste time. v.t.

to spend (tune) in trifling (with away). SYN. see
loiter, trifle.

Dal rna-tia (dal-ma'shd), n. a region of southwestern
Yugoslavia; formerly a
part of Austria. .

Dal-ma-tian (dal-ma'-
shan), adj. of Dalmatia
or its people, n. 1. a
native or inhabitant of

Dalmatia, especially a
Slavic-speaking native.
2. a large, lean, short-
haired dog with a black-
and-white coat, of a breed
supposed to have origi-
nated in Dalmatia: also
called coach dog.

^^(23 in. high)

dalmatique; LL. dalmatica
< Dalmatia], 1. in the Roman Catholic Church, a loose

outer garment with short, wide sleeves and open
sides, worn by a deacon, or by a cardinal, bishop, or

abbot under the chasuble at pontifical Mass. 2. a

robe like this, worn by a king of England when being
crowned.

Dal-ny (dal'ni), n. Dairen: the former name.
Jdal se-gno (dal se'ny6), [It.], in music, from the sign:
a direction to return and repeat from the sign *:
abbreviated D.S., d.s.

Dal-ton, John (ddl't'n), 1766-1844; English chemist
and physicist; originator of the atomic theory.
Dal to-ni-an (d61-to'ni-9n), adj. 1. of John Daltonorhis
atomic theory. 2. of Daltonism.
Dal ton-ism (d&l't'n-iz'm), n. [after John Dalton, who
had col9r blindness], color blindness, especially red-

green blindness.
Dalton plan, [after Dalton, Mass.], a system of educa-
tion in which pupils are given individual instruction

and are advanced as fast as their ability allows, without
regard to the rate of the group.

Da-ly, John Au-gus-tin (6-gus'tin d1i). 1838-1899;
American playwright and theatrical manager.
dam (dam), n. [< MD. damm; akin to ON. dammr,
MHG. tarn, Goth.
faur-dammian, to

-*-'"'

stop up; IE. base
in *dh9mnos, a
heap < *dhe t to
set, put in place],
1. a barrier built
to hold back flow-

ing water. 2. the
water thus kept
back. 3. a thing
like a dam. v.t.

[DAMMED (damd),
DAMMING], 1. to
put a dam in. 2.

to keep back by
means of a dam; hence, 3. to keep back or confine

(usually with in or up).dam (dam), n. [var. of dame], 1, the female parent of

any four-footed animal; hence, 2. [Archaic], a mother.
Abbreviated d. (hi pedigrees).
dam-age (dam'ij), n. [ME.; OFr. < dam; L. damnwn*
loss, injury], 1. injury; harm causing any loss. 2. the

DAM
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loss so caused, 3. #f. in lawt money claimed by, or
ordered paid to, a person to compensate for injury, Iocs,

etc. that is the fault of someone else. 4. ns**tty fl.

[Colloq.], cost or expense, p.r. (DAMAGED (-ijd), DAM-
AGING], to do damage to. zu. to incur damage. SYN.
see injure.
dam-age-a-ble (dam'ij~d-b*l), adj. that can be damaged*
Da-man (dafrnanO n. Damao.
dam-an (dam'sn), n. [Ar., daman Isra'tt, sheep of

Israel], a mammal like the rodents but with modified
hoofs, found in the Near East and parts of Africa: also
called hyrax, and, in the Bible, cony.
Da-m3o (da*-mou0 n. 1. a district of Portuguese
India: area, 148 sq. ml; pop., 57,000. 2. a seaport
in this district. Also Daman.
Da-mas (da/ma

1

') n, Damascus: the French^name.
Dam-a-scene (dam's-sen', dana'a-sen7), odj [L- Dam-
ascenus, of Damascus, a city famous for armor and
cloth], 1. of Damascus, its people, etc. 2. [d-1, of

damascening or damask, n. 1. a native or inhabitant
of Damascus. 2. [d-]. damascened work. 3. fd-1, a
small plum: see damson, v.t. [DAMASCENED (-send',

-sendQ DAMASCENING], (< the adj.], [d-1, to decorate

(metal) with wavy markings: also damaskeen.
Da-mas-cus (ds-mas'kas), n. the capital of Syria: it is

one of the oldest cities in the world; pop., 286,000
(1943) : French name, Damas.
Damascus steel, damask steel.

dam-ask (dam'dsk), n. [It. damasco < L. Damascus, the

city], 1. a reversible fabric, usually of silk or linen, in

figured weave. 2. a fine twilled table linen. 3. dam-
ascened steel. 4. the wavy markings of such steel.

5. deep pink or rose. adj. 1. of or from Damascus;
named after Damascus. 2. made of damask (metal or

cloth). 3. like damask. 4. deep-pink or rose, v.t,

I. to ornament with flowered designs or wavy lines, as
in the cloth or metal. 2. to make deep-pink or rose.

dam-a-skeen (dam's-skenO. v.t. to damascene.
damask rose, a variety of large rose, deep pink and
fragrant, used in the Orient for making attar of roses.

damask steel, 1, steel decorated with wavy lines or
inlaid gold and silver, originally made in Damascus
and used for sword blades. 2. any steel like this.

dame (dam), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. domina, lady, fern, of

dominus, a lord < base of domus, house -f IE. affix

-no-, denoting leadership], 1. a title formerly given to
a woman in authority or head of a household: now only
in Dame Care, Dame Fortune, etc. 2. a lady. 3.^an
elderly woman. 4. in Great Britain, a) the legal title

of the wife or widow of a knight or baronet, b) a title

awarded to a woman as the equivalent of a knight's
title, Sir: used always with the given name, as, Dame
Sybil Thorndike. 5. [Slang], a girl or woman.
Da-mien de Veus-ter, Jo-seph (zhd'zef da/myaw' da
vos'ter'; Eng. da'mi-an), 1840-^1889; Belgian-born
Roman Catholic priest and missionary to the leper
colony at Molokai, Hawaiian Islands (1873-1889):
called Father Damien.
Dam i-et-ta (dam'i-et'a), n. a city in Egypt, in the
eastern Nile delta: pop., 40,000: Arabian name, Dumyat,
dam-mar, dam mer (dam'Sr), n. [Malay damar}, the
resin from various pine trees of Australia, New Zea-
land, and the East Indies, used in making varnish.
damn (dam), v.t. [DAMNED (damd), DAMNING (-irj; also,
in adj. use, -nirj)], [ME. damnen; OFr. damner; L

f

damnare, to condemn, fine < damnum* loss, mjuryj,
1. originally, to condemn as guilty; hence, 2. to con-
demn as bad, inferior, etc. : often used in the imperative
as a curse. 3. to criticize adversely; hence, 4. to ruin
the chances of for success; make fail. 5. to swear at by
saying "damn": as, he damned the weather. 6. in

theology, to condemn to eternal punishment, as in hell.

iu. to swear or ciarse; say "damn", etc. n. the say-
ing of "damn" as a cmrse. adj. & adv* [Colloq.], damned:
a dipped form, used as a curse or strong intensive.
interj. an expression of anger, annoyance, disap^oinl-
ment, etc. Often euphernized as dam, dog-gone* etb.

SYN. see curse. ' ''

'

'

'

'

' L

,

damn with faint praise, to condemn by praising with-
out enthusiasm.

not care (or give) a damn, JColloq.], not care at all.

damna ble (dam'na-b'l), adj. [ME.j Q^r.: LL. dayrita*-
bilis < damnare; see DAMN}, 1. deserving damnation.
2. deserving to be sworn at; outrageous; execrable.

dam-na-blv (dam'ns-bli) , adv. 1 . in a damnable man-

dam na-tlon ^am-na'sten), if. (MR. dotriwacfaun; 1fr.

damnation; L. damnatio; fcee teAUfNJ, i;.
& damning <k

bejng damned. 2. niimation by adverse criticism. 3.

condemnation to endless punishment, as in hell. 4. end-
less punishment, interj. an expression of anger, annoy-

damnalorius], - 1. threatening with damnati
ing, ^eoadeiiii^^

damned {damd; n!, in watery w poetery, dam'rnd).
adj. [pp. of dmmml I. condemned or deserving con-
dtemnatioe. 2. (Ootloq.), cursed or deserving cursing;

outrageous: as, a dmmn(e/) sham*. 3. in tkeefogy*
doomed to endless punishment, as in bell. adv. [Colloq.],

veary: as you Icocw d@tM$etfy weJuu

the damned, in tfowfogy, souls doomed to eternal pun-
ishment, as in hell.

KiFYmcsf l^lv^Mod/'aig.; OFr. dammjSfr; ll

damnijicare, to harm < damnum; cf. DAMN], in law,
to cause injury* damage, or loss to.

damn*ing (dain'irj, dani'niri), adj. that clfttnms or

condemns; especially, that condemns as guilty; in-

criminating: as, damning evidence.
Damocles (damVkleaO, |L.: Gr. DamokllsL m
Greek legend, a courtier of ancient S^rracnse who talked
so much about the happiness of bemg a king that his

own king, Dionysius, demonstrated the dangers of a
ruler's lire by seating him at a banquet just below a
sword hanging by a hair.
sword of Damocles, any imminent danger.

dam-oi selle, dam-o-sel, dam-o-zel (danra-stel')* n.

[Archaic], a damsel.
Da-rnon and Pyth-i-as (da'man an pith'i-Qs), in Roman
legend, friends so devoted to each other that when
Pythias, condemned to death for plotting against King
Dionysius of Syracuse, wanted time to arrange his

affairs, Damon pledged his life that his friend would
return: Pythias returned and was pardoned.
damp (damp), n. [MD., vapor, steam; akin to OHG.,
MHG., G. dampf; IE. base *dhem~, to smoke, mist],
1. moisture; wetness. 2. a harmful gas sometimes
found in mines; firedamp; chokedamp. 3. a dampened
condition; dejected or depressed state, adL 1. some-
what moist or wet; humid. 2. fArchak], dejected. .*.

1. to make damp; moisten. 2. to stifle; make choke.
3. to check or reduce (energy, action, etc.). 4. in

acoustics, to check or deaden the vibration of (a string,

etc.). 5. in electricity* to reduce the amplitude of

(oscillations, waves, etc.). SYN. see wet.

damp off, to wither and die because of mildew, as

seedlings^ plant shoots, etc.

damp-dry (damp'dri'), v.t. [DAMP-DRIED (-dridO DAMP-
DRYING], to dry (laundry) so that some moisture is re-

tained, adj. designating or of laundry so treated.

damp-en (dam'pan), v.t. 1. to make damp; moisten.
2. to depress; dishearten. 3. to deaden, reduce, or
lessen, v.i. to become damp.
damp-er (dam'per), iu [see DAMP], 1. a person or thing
that depresses or disheartens. 2. a movable plate or
valve in the flue of a stove or furnace, for controlling
the draft. 3. a device to check vibration in the strings
of a stringed keyboard instrument. 4L a copper part
in or near the poles of certain electric motorsv gen-
erators, etc., to lessen variation from t&e turojper rate

of speed. 5. a device for lessening tfee oscOlat^m ol a
magnetic needle, a moving coiU etc.

Dam pier, William (dani'p&v daw'iWSr, daini/ygr),
1652-1715: English explorer, jwate, and author.

damp-ing (dam'pir)), n. in physics, a progressive reduc-
tion in amplitude of osciBationa

damp-ifih (dam'pish), adj. somewhat damp. .

damp-ness (damp'ms), n damp Quality or condition,

Dam-roach, Walter Jo*han-nes Go-han'as dam'rosh),
1862-1950; American conductor and composer, born
in Germany.. ,

i

dam sel (damVl), it. [M^ damesele; OFr. dameisele;
LL. *dominicella, dim. of L. domina; see DAME],
[Archaic], a girl; maiden: also damosel, damoz^l,
damoiselle, demoiselle.
damsel %, any oi a species of slow-flying dragonfly

' - - *^
over^ b^k when at rest.
~1. damasin: OPr. damascene,

cenus, of Damascus], 1. a
2. the tree it grows 6iL

f

an C^an), .
Pjeb". dan, a mdgeL 1- in the Bible, the

Mi son of Jacob. 2.
h
the tnbe of Israel descended from

.ntm, which settled in northern Palestine. 3. a town ni

nok^hern Palestine: hence, from Dan to BeersheM, firpm
end to end, as Beersheba was in southern Palestine.

Dan (dan), n* [HE.; OFr., dant fanz < L, dojnmits, a
master, lord], [Archaic], master; sir: a title: as* Dan
Cupid.

Dan., 1. Daniel. 2. Danish. 3. Danzig. .

Da na, Charles Anderson (da' no), 1819-1897; Amen-
caii newspaper editor.

. t . , . ,

Dana, James DWight, 1813-1895: American geologist.
Dana, Richard Henry, 1813-1SS2; American lawyer
and writer.

'

,
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'
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Dan-a-e, Dan-a-6 (dan'i-eOr
'

''fur.
1

Danal], in Greek
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fifty daughters of Daoatis, who were married to their

fifty cousins*; forty-nine murdered their husbands at
then* father's coaimand, mud were condemned in Hades
to pour water forever into a broken cistern or draw it

with a sieve.
Dan-a us, Dan a-ils (dan'i-ot), n. in Greek legend, a
king of Argos: see Danaides.
DanTbtir-y (dan/ber'i, dan'be'r-i), n. a city in south-
western Connecticut: pop., 22,000.
dance (dims, dans), v.L [DANCED (danst, danst), DANC-
ING], (ME. dansen, daunsm < OFr. danser < OHG.
dans&n, to draw out, extend: IE. base *ten~, to pull,

extend), 1. to move the body, especially the feet, in

rhythm, ordinarily to music. 2. to move lightly and
gaily about; caper. 3. to bob up and down. 4. to be
stirred into rapid movement, as leaves in a wind. v.t.

1. to take part in (a dance); perform (a dance), 2. to
cause to dance. 3. to bring into a specified condition

by dancing; as, he danced her weary. 4. to dandle, n.

1. rhythmic movement of the feet or body, ordinarily
to music. 2. a particular kind of dance, as the waltz,

tango, etc. 3. the art of dancing. 4. one round of a
dance. 5. a party to which people come to dance.
6, a piece ofjmusic for dancing. 7. rapid, lively move-
ment.
dance attendance on, to be always near so as to wait
on, lavish attentions on, etc.

dance to another tune, to alter one's actions or opin-
ions as a result of changed conditions.

dance of death, a symbolic portrayal of a dance, often
seen in medieval art, in which a skeleton, representing
death, whirls people away one after, another; danse
macabre.
danc-er (dan'se'r, dan'sr), n. a person who

_ dances;
specifically, a person whose profession is dancing.

dan-de-H-on (dan'di-H'an), n. [Fr. dent de lion, lit,,

tooth of the lion < L. dens, dentis, tooth 4- de, of + leo,

lion: so called from the outline of the leaves], a common
weed with yellow disk flowers, hollow stems, and
jagged, edible leaves.

dan-der (dan'der), n. [? var. of Scot, dunder, resound-

ing}, [CoiaoQ.], * 1. anger. 2. temper.
get one's dander tip, [Colloq.], to become angry; lose
one's temper.

Dan-die Din-mont terrier (dan'di din'msnt), [after
Dandie (Andrew) Dinmont, character in Scott's Guy
Mannering] r a small, active dog with drooping ears,
short legs, and a rough coat, usually gray or tan, of a
breed originated in Scotland.
dan di-fy (dan'di-f!

7
), v.L [DANDIFIED (-fid'), DANDIFY-

ING], to make look like a dandy; dress up.
dan-die (dan'di), v.t. [DANDLED (-d'ld), DANDLING],
[< or connected with It. (earlier) dandolare, (later)
dondolare, to swing up and down, dally, trifle], 1. to
dance (a child, etc.) up and down on the knee or in
the arms. 2. to fondle; pet, SYN. see caress.

dan druff (dan'drsf), n. [folk etym. of earlier dandro,
dander; prob. of Fr. origin; 2d element is Eng. dial.

hurf, scab < ON. hmfa], little scales of dead skin formed
on the scalp.
dan dy (dan'di), n. [pL BANDIES (-diz)}, [playful Scot,
form of Andy < Andrew (see MERRY-ANDREW); slang
senses influenced by dandy-, convenient, small, a in

dandy-roll* prob. dial, form of handy (with prefixed d as
in daffodil], 1. a man who pays too much attention to
his clothes and appearance; fop: coxcomb. 2. a kind
of sloop or yawl. 3. in England, a kind of light cart
with two wheels. 4. [Slang], something very
first-class thing, adj. 1. dressed like a fop. 2. [S
very good; first-class.

dandy fever, dengue.
dan-dy-Ish (dan'di-ish), adj. of or like a dandy.
dan-dy-roll (dan'di-rol')t n. [see DANDY], in pa-permak-
ing, a cylinder that puts on the watermark: also dandy
roll, dandy roller.
Dane (dan), n. [< Anglo-N. form of AS. Dene, the
Danes, orig., name of a continental Anglian people],
a native or inhabitant of Denmark.
Dane-law, Danelagh (dan16') [ME. Danelagh <
Anglo-N.; AS. Dena lagu, Danes* law], 1. the code of
Scandinavian laws established in eastern and northern
England by Norse invaders and settlers in the 9th
and 10th centuries A.D. 2. the eastern and northern
section of England that was ruled under these laws.

dan-ger (dan'jgr), n. [ME. daunger, power, domination,
arrogance; OFr. danger, abs9lute power of an overlord;
LL. *domtnarium < L. dominium, Iqrdship < dominus,
a master; shift of sense ? influenced W LL. damni-
arium < damnum, injury, loss; see DAMN], 1. liability
to injury, damage, loss or pain; peril. t

2. a thing that

may cause injury, pain, etc.
SYN. danger is the general term for liability to injury or
evil, of whatever degree or likelihood of occurrence (the danger
of falling on icy walks) ; peril suggests great and imminent
danger (the burning house put them in peril of death) ; jc

emphasizes exposure to extreme danger (liberty is in j

under tyrants); hazard implies a foreseeable but unc, ,^.
able possibility of danger, but stresses the element of chance
(the hazards of hunting big game) ; risk implies the voluntary

taking of a dangerous chance (lie jumped at the risk of Ma
Me).ANT. safety, security.

dan-ger-ous (dSn'jSr-as) , adj. [ME. dangerus; OFr.
dangereus < danger;; see DANGER], full of danger; likely
to cause injury, pain, etc.; unsafe; perilous.
dan gle (darj'gl), va. [DANGLED (-g Id), DANGLING], [<
ON, ; akin to Dan. dangle, Ice. dingla, to dangle]* 1. to

hang swinging loosely. 2. to follow; be a nanger-on
(usually with after). 3. in grammar, to lack clear con-
nection with the proper substantive: in "Having broken
his legs, the bystanders took the old man into the
house/' the participle hamng broken is dangling, v.t. to
hold (something) so that it hangs and swings loosely;
cause to dangle.
Dan-iel (dan'yal), [Heb. dan?el, lit., God is my judge],
a masculine name: diminutive, Dan. n. in the Bible,
1. a Hebrew prophet whose faith saved him in the lions'

den: Dan. 6:16-27. 2. the book of the Old Testament
with his story and prophecies. Abbreviated Dan., Danl.
Dan iel, Samuel (dan'ysl), 1562-1619; English poet.
Dan iels, Josephus (dan'yalz), 1862-1948; American
statesman; secretary of the navy (1913-1921).
Dan ish (dan'ish), adj. [ME.; AS. Denise; see DANE],
of Denmark, the Danes, or their language, n. the
North Germanic language of the Danes. Abbreviated
Dan., Da.

Danish West Indies, the Virgin Islands now belonging
to the United States: the former name,
Dan ite (danlt), adj. of the Hebrew tribe of Dan. n.

1. a member ot this tribe: Judg. 13:2. 2. a member of
an alleged, secret Mormon organization, supposed to
have been formed about 1837.
dank (dank), adj. [ME. danke; prob. < ON.; IE. base

*dhem-; see DAMP], disagreeably damp; moist and chilly.
SYN. see wet.

Idan-ke schon (darj'ko shon'), [G.j, thank you.
Danl., Daniel.
D'An nun zio, Gabrl ele (ga'bri-ele da-noqn'tsyS),
1863-1938; Italian poet, playwright, novelist, and
political adventurer.

fdanse ma-ca-bre (dins' ma/ka'br'; Eng. dans' ma-
ka'bn>), [Fr.], dance of death.
dan-seuse (dan-sooz'; Fr. datt'sozO, n. [pi. DANSEUSES
(-sooz'iz; Fr. -sozOL IFr., fern, of danseur, dancer], a
girl or woman dancer, especially a ballet dancer.
Dan-te A-llghie-ri (dan'te ale-gyar'e; Eng. dan'ti),

(born Duranie Alighieri), 1265-1321; Italian poet;
wrote The Divine Comedy.
Dan-te an (dan'ti-sn, dan-te'an), adj. 1. of Dante or
his writings. 2. Dantesque. n. a person who makes a
special study of Dante and his writings.
Dan-tesque (dan-tesk'), adj. like Dante or his writings:
see Divine Comedy.
Dan-ton, Georges Jacques (zh6rzh zhak dan'ton';
Eng. dan'ton), 1759-1794; French statesman; leader in
the French Revolution.
Dan-ube (dan'ub), n. a river in southern Europe, flow-

ing from southwestern Germany eastward into the
Black Sea: length, 1,725 mi.: German name, Donau;
Hungarian name* Duna; Romanian name, Dundrea.
Danubi-an (dan-u'bi-an, ds-noo'bi-an), adj. of the
Danube or the regions and peoples near it.

Dan ville (dan'vil), n. 1. a city in east central Illinois:

pop., 38,000. Z.a city in south central Virginia: pop.,
35,000.

Dan-zig (dan'tsig, dan'sig; G. dan'tsikh), n. a seaport
in Poland on the Baltic Sea: formerly an autonomous
region created by the Treaty of Versailles in 1920

(called Free City of Danzig), later a part of Germany
C1939-1945): pop., 118,000 (1946): Polish name,
Gdansk; abbreviated Dan.
dap (dap), tu. [DAPPED (dapt), DAPPING], [prob. var.
of dab, influenced by dip], 1. to fish by dropping the
bait gently on the water. 2. to dip lightly and suddenly
into water, as a bird. 3. to bounce or skip, as a stone
thrown along the surface of water, n. [Obs. or British
Dial.], a bounce or hop, as of a ball or stone.

Daph-ne (daf'ni), [L.; Gr. < daphne, the laurel or bay
tree], a feminine name. n. 1. in Greek mythology, a
nymph who escaped from, Apollo by becoming a laurel
tree. 2. [d-], the laurel tree, 3. [d-] t a kind of shrub
having fragrant flowers.

Daph nis and Chlo e (or Chlo e) (daf'nis an klo'i),
two lovers in an old Greek pastoral romance attributed
to Longus (4th or 5th century A.D.).
dap per (dap'Sr), adj. [H^daper, agile, trim; ? < MD.;
IE. oase *dheb~, heavy, strong, as in MD. dapper, heavy,
powerful, agile, ON. dapr, heavy, OHG. tapfar, heavy,
strong (G. tapfer, brave): the sense development is

from "heavy, powerful" to "agile" to "trim, neat*'],
1, small and active. 2. trim; neat; smart; spruce.

dap-pie (dap''l) , adj. [ME. in comp. dappel-grai, dapple-
gray; ON. de-pill, a spot, dot, splash of water < dapi, a
pool], spotted; mottled; variegated, n. 1. a spotted
condition. 2. an animal whose skin is spotted., v.t.

[DAPPLED (-Id) , DAPPLING], to cover with spots.
dap-pled (dap''ld), adj. [pp. of dapple], spotted; mottled.

dap-ple-gray (dap'l gra
7
) , adj. gray spotted ;with fitlaket

gray, m a dapple-gray horse.
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DARDANELLES

Dap-sang (cbp-surj'), n. Godwin Austen, a mountain in
India,

D.A.R., Daughters of the American Revolution.

Dar*by and Joan (dar^bi sn jonO* [< an old song
(1753)1, an old married coupfe who are devoted to each
otter and live in perfect harmony.
Bar-dan (dar'don), adj. A n. fL. Dwrdanus; Gr. Dor-

danqs < Dardanoi, a people allied with the Trojans in

Trojan War; later identified with them], Trojan.
Dar-da-nellea (dar'da-nekO* n* the strait joining the
Aegeanandthe Sea
ofMarmara ilength
40 mi. ; width, 1-4
mi. : ancient name,
Hellespont.

Dar-da-ni-an (dar-
da'ni-sn), adj. &
n. [L. Dardanius;
Or. Dardaniosi see

DARDAN], Trojan.
dare (dr), v.i.

[DARED (dard) or
archaic DURST
(durst), DARED,
DARING; 3d pers.
sing., pres. indie., DARE, DARES], [ME. dor, der; AS.
dear, dearr, 1st pers. sing., pres. indie, of durran,
to dare], to have enough courage or boldness for
some act; be fearless; venture. v.t. 1. to have courage
for; venture upon. 2. to face; oppose and defy. 3. to
challenge (someone) to do something hard or dangerous
as a test of courage, n, a challenge.
dare say, to think very likely; consider probable; as,
I dare say you're right.

dare-dev-il (dar'dev'l), adj. reckless; bold; foolhardy.
n. a bold, foolhardy fellow; reckless person.

Dar es Sa-laam (dar' es sa-lamO, seaport and capital
of Tanganyika Territory, Africa: pop., 33,500: also
spelled Daressalam.

Dar*fur (dar-foor') n. a province of Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan; area, 144,100 sq. mi.; pop., 763,000.

dar-ic (dar'ik), n. [Gr. dareikos < Per, dara, king, or <
Darius, name of king supposed to have coined it first],
an ancient Persian gold coin.

Dar-i-en
?
Gulf of (dar'i-en'; Sp. da're-enO. a part of

the Caribbean, between Panama and Colombia.
Darien, Isthmus of, the Isthmus of Panama: the former
name.

dar-ing (dar'irj), adj. [ppr. of dare], fearless; bold;
intrepid, n. bold courage.

Da-ri-us I (da-ri'gs), 558?-486 B.C.; king of Persia
(521-486 B.C.) : called the Great.

dark (dark), adj. [ME. derk; AS. dearc, gloomy, cheer-
less, sinister; IE. base *dheregh~, dirty, filthy, as in Lith.

dergia, it is wretched weather, MLG. dork, place where
dirt collects], 1. entirely or partly without light. 2.

neither giving nor receiving light. 3. almost black.
4. not light in color or complexion; brunet. Abbreviated
dk. 5. hidden. 6. not easily; understood; hard to make
clear. 7. gloomy. 8. evil; sinister. 9. ignorant; unen-

lightened, n. 1. the state of being dark. 2. night;
nightfall 3. obscurity. 4. secrecy. 5. lack of knowl-
edge and culture. 6. a dark color or shade.
in the dark, uninformed; ignorant.
keep dark, to keep secret or hidden.
SYN. dark, the general word in this comparison, denotes an
absence of light, entirely or partly (a dark night) ; dim implies
so little light that objects can be seen only indistinctly; dusky
suggests the grayish, shadowy light of twilight (a dusky winter

evening) ; murky now usually suggests the thick, heavy dark-
ness of fog or smoke-filled air (the murky ruins of a temple);
gloomy suggests a cloudy* cheerless darkness (a gloomy forest).
ANT. light, bright.

Dark Ages, dark ages, 1. the period from the fall of
the Western Roman Empire (476 A.D.) to the begin-
ning of the modern era (c. 1450) ; Middle Ages. 2. the
earlier part of the Middle Ages, to about the end of the
10th century. The term arose from the idea that the
medieval period in Europe, especially the earlier part,
was characterized by widespread ignorance, lack: of

progress, etc.

Dark Continent, Africa: so called because it was little

known until the late 19th century.
dark-en (dar'kan), v.i. to become dark or darker, r.f*

to make dark or darker.
not darken one's door (or doorway), not come to one's
home.

dark-ey, dark-ie (da^ki), n. see darky,
dark horse, [Colloq.], 1. an unexpected, almost un-
known winner in a horse race, previou4y supposed to
have little chance. 2. an almost unknown contestant
regarded by only a few as having a chance to win. 3. in

poUtics, a person who gets or may get the nomination
unexpectedly, often as the result; , of a compromise;
dark-ish (dar/'kjsh), adj. somewhat dark.

dark lantern, a lantern with a shutter that can hide
the light,
dar kle (darnel), vJ. fDARKLED (-kid), DARKLING!, f<
darkling], 1. to appear dark or endear, 2. to grow
dark, gloomy, obscure, etc.

dark-ling (dark'lip), fv. [dark + 4mg], fPoeticJ, In the
dark. adj. f Poetic], 1. happening in darkness. 2. dark
or growing dark; dusky; dim.

dark-ly (dark^K), adv. 1. in a dark manner. 2. in a
gloomy or sinister manner. 3. mysteriously; obscurely.
dark ness (dSrk'nis), n. 1. absence of %ht, 2. black-
ness. 3. blindness. 4. ignorance. 5. gloom. 6. ob-
scurity; secrecy. 7. evil.

dark-room (dSrk'roorn', dark'roomOt a room from
which all actinic rays are excluded, so that photo-
graphs can be developed in it.

dark-some (dark'ssm), adj. {PoeticJ, I. dark; darkish.
2. dismal; gloomy. 3. obscure.

dark-y (dar'ki), n. \pl DARKIES (-kiz)], (ColloqJ, a
Negro: patronizing or contemptuous term: also spelled
darkey, darkle.
Dar Ian, Jean Fran-cols (xhara fraVswa' darTaV),
1881-1942; French admiral: minister of defense (1941);
chief of state in French Afnca (1942); assassinated.
Dar ling (darlirj), n. a river in southeastern Australia,
flowing into the Murray River: length, 1,160 mi.

dar-ling (darlirj), n. [ME. derling, deorling; AS. dforling,
dim. of dear; see DEAR], 1. a person much loved by
another: often a term of affectionate address, 2. a
favorite, adj. 1. very dear; beloved. 2. cherished;
yearned for.

Darling Range, a mountain range along the south-
western coast of Australia.
Dar-ling-ton (daVlitj-ten), n. a city in northern Eng-
land: pop., 84,000 (est. 1946).
Darm-stadt (darm'sntat), n. the capital of Hesse,
Germany: pop., 95,000 (est. 1946).
darn (darn), v.t. <& v.i. (prob. < MFr. dial, darner, to
piece together, mend < Bret, darn* a piece (torn out of

something) : IE. base *der-, to pull on, split apart], to
mend (cloth, etc.) or repair (a hole or tear in cloth)
by sewing a network of stitches across the gap. n.
1. a darning. 2. a darned place in fabric. SYN. see
mend.
darn (darn), v.t.t n., adj., adv., interj. [< damn]*
[Colloq.], damn: a euphemism for the curse.

dar-nel (dar'n'l), n. [ME.; Fr. dial, damdle; prob. <
OFr. dial, darnu, stupefied < *Frank. dam, stupefied
+ OFr. niella < LL. nigella, black caraway < L. nier,
black : so called from its supposed stupefying or intoxi-

cating qualities], a poisonous weed resembling rye*
often found in grain fields; also called rye grass.
darn-er (dar'ner), n. 1. a person who darns. 2. a
darning needle. 3. a wooden ball or simitar device
placed under a hole to be darned.

darn-ing (dar'nin), n. 1. a mending with interlaced

stitcjaes. 2. things darned or to be darned.
darning needle, 1. a large needle for darning. 2. a
dragonfly.

Darn-ley, Lord (darnli), (Henry Stewvrf). 1545-1567:
second husband of Mary, Queen of Scots; father of

James VI (James I of Great Britain).
Dar-row, Clarence Sew-ard (sdo'Srd, su'erd dar'o),
1857-1938; American lawyer*

dart (dart), n. [ME.; OFr. dart (Fr. dard) < Gmc.
source; akin to AS. daroth, ON. darraikr, darr, a spear;
IE. base *dhwo-, pointed], I. a small, pointed weapon
for throwing or shooting. 2. anything resembling this.

3. a sudden, quick movement. 4. an insect's stinger.
5. a short, tapered seam to make a garment fit more
closely. 6. pi. [construed as sing.], a game in which a
number of small, pointed missiles are hurled at a target.
v.t. & v.i. 1. to throw, shoot, etc. suddenly and fast.

2. to move suddenly and fast.

dart-er (dar'tSr), w. 1. a thing or animal that darts.
2. a snakebird: so called because it darts at its prey.
3. any of several small, perchlike, fresh-water fishes.

dar*tie (dar'tl), v.t. & vd. [DARTLED (-tld), DARTLING],
[dart + -le, freq. ; see DART], to dart again and again; dart
about,
Dart-moor (dart'moor', dart'mSrOt n- 1. a wild up-
land in Devonshire, England. 2. a celebrated prison
there.
Dar-win (dar'win), n. a seaport in Northern Territory,
Australia: pop., 2,500 (1947).
Dar win, Charles Robert (dar'win), 1809-1882; Eng-
lish naturalist ; originated theory of evolution by natural
selection.

Darwin, Erasmus, 1731-1802; English physician,
naturalist, and poet; grandfather o| Charles.

Dar-win-i-an (dr-win'i-sn), adj. of Darwin or his

theory of evolution, n. a person who believes in the
Darwinian theory; evolutionist.
Darwinian theory, Datwin'S theory of evolution,
which holds that a! speqies of plants and animals

,y\ yet; chin; sitee; iimt,

(a/b'l); Br. bftl; ^ Fr.- '
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developed from earlier forms by hereditary traas-
misslcci of slight variations in successive generations,
those forms surviving which are best adapted to the
environment (natural selection and survival of the

Dar-win-Ism (dSr'win-iz'm), ft- 1. the Darwinian
theory. 2. adherence to the Darwinian theory,
Dar-wln-ist (d&Vwin-ist), n. & adj. Darwinian.
dash (dash), o.f. [MB. dascken, to rush or strike with
violence; prob. < ON.j ? 1. to smash. 2. to strike

violently against. 3. to throw, knock, or thrust (with
away, down, etc.). 4, to splash. 5. to mix with a little

of another substance. 6. to destroy. 7. to frustrate;

discourage. 8. to abash, 9. to do, write, etc. hastily
(with off). 10. f < the dash in d d, a euphemistic
torai 01 damned], TColloq.], to damn; usually in the im-

perative as a mild curse. #4. 1. to strike violently

against. 2. to rush. n. 1. a smash. 2. a splash. 3
:
a

bit or pinch of something. 4. a rush. 5. a short, swift

run or running race, 6. vigor; spirited quality; showy
appearance or action. 7. a dashboard. 8. the mark
( ) t used in printing and writing to indicate a break
in a sentence, a parenthetical element, or an omission.
9. in telegraphy, a long sound or signal, as in the Morse
code: opposecf to dot.

cut a dash, [Colloq.], to have a showy appearance.
dash-board (dasb/b6rd'f dashlaord')., n. 1. a board or
screen at the front or side of a carriage, boat, etc., for

protection against splashing; splashboard. 2. a panel
with instruments and gauges on it, as in an automobile.
da-sheen (da'shenO, n [? < Fr. de, of + Chine, China,]
the edible sprouts of the taro, a tropical plant.
dash-er (dasb/gr), n. La person or thin^ that dashes.
2. a rotating device for whipping cream in a churn or

ice-cream freezer. 3. [Colloq.j, a person full of dash or

dash-Ing (dash%j), adj. [ppr. of dash], 1. full of dash
or spirit: bold and lively. 2. showy.
Basht-i-ka-vir (dasht'e-ka-vSr'), n. the Kavir Desert,
in Iran: the Persian name.
Dasht-i-Lut (dasht'e-lootO, n. the Lut Desert, in Iran:

the Persian name.
dash y (dash^t). adj. [DASHKR (-i-er), DASHIEST (-i-ist)] (

1. having dash; showy. 2. full of clashes.

das-tard (das'terd), n. [ME., a craven; akin to MD.
daasardt, a fool, but prob. < ON. dxstr, exhausted <
dxsa* to groan (see DAZE) ; + ~ard], a mean, skulking
coward, aaj. dastardly.
das tard-li ness (das'terd-li-nis), n. the state or quality
of being dastardly.

das-tard-ly (das'trd-Ii), adj. like or characteristic of a

dastard; mean and skulking; cowardly and brutal.

SYN. see cowardly.
das-y-ure (das'i-ur'), n. [Or. dasys, thick, hairy + oura,

tail], any of a group of small Australian marsupials,
soch as the Tasmanian devil.

dat. dative.
da-ta (da'to, dat's, da'ta), n.pl. [often construed as

sing.], [see DATUM], things known or assumed; facts or

figures from which conclusions can be inferred.

dat a ble (dat'a-b'l), adj. that can be dated.

da-ta-ry (da'to-ri), n. [pi. DATARIES (-riz)], [ML. dataria

< L. datarius, for giving away < datus, pj>. of dare, to

give], in the Roman Catholic Church, a curial official in

charge of examining candidates for jpapal benefices and
handling the claims of those with rights to pensions.
date (dat), n. [MB.; OFr.; L. data, neut. pi. of datus,

pp. ot dare, to give; the first word in Roman letters or

documents, giving the place and time of writing, as

data Romae, lit., given at Rome], 1. a statement on a

writing, coin, etc. of when it was made: abbreviated d.

2. the time at which a thing happens. 3. the time that

anything lasts or goes on. 4. [Rare], a season or period
of time. 5. the day of the month. 6*

[Collog..],
an

appointment for a set time; specifically, a social ap-
pointment with a person of the opposite sex. 7. [Colloq.],
a person of the opposite sex with whom one nas such
an appointment, v.t. [DATED (-id), DATING], 1. to mark
(a letter, etc.) with a date. 2. to find out, determine,
set, or give the date of. 3. to give a date to. 4. to
reckon by dates. 5. [Colloq.], to have a social appoint-
ment with. IM. 1. to be dated (usually with jrom).
2, to belong to, or have origin in, a definite period in the

past (usually with from). 3. to be old-fashioned: see

dated. 4. [Colloq.], to have social appointments with

persons of the opposite sex.

out of date, old-fashioned; no longer in use.

to date, until now; as yet.

up to date, modern; now fashionable; in accord with

present usage, the latest ideas, etc.

date (dat), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. dactylus; Gr. daktylos* a
date, lit., a finger: so named from its shape], 1. the

sweet, fleshy fruit of the date palm, having a large,
hard seed. 2. the date palm.

dat-ed (dat'id), adj. [pp. of date], I. marked with or

showing a date, 2. out of date; old-fashioned.

date-less (datlis), adj. 1. without a date. 2. without
limit or end. 3. too old for its date to be fixed,, 4. stiU

good or interesting though old.

date line
?

L a line on which the date of writing or
issue is given,
as in a letter,
a newspaper,
etc. 2. an
imaginary
line drawn
north and
south through
the Pacific

Ocean, large-
ly along the
180th meridi-
an: it is the
line at which,
by interna-
tional agree-
ment, each
calendar day-

begins at mid-
night, so that
when it is

Sunday just
west of the
line, it is Sat-
urday just
east of it.

date palm, a
palm tree
that bears
dates: some

INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE

date palms have a taU, slender trunk with foliage at the

top, others have a bushy appearance.
da-ti-val (da-tiVl), adf. in the dative case.

da-tive (da'tiv), adj. [L. dativus, relating to giving <
datus, pp. of aare, to give; its grammatical useinLL.
casus dativus, or simply dativus, dative case, translates
Gr. dotike, paraphrased by Varro as casus dandi, the
case of giving; the term was made comprehensible by
such L, examples as pater filio Hbrum dot, lit., father
to son (dat.) book gave], denoting ^or ^belonging to
that case of a noun, pronoun, or adjective which ex-

presses the indirect object of a verb and, in many
languages, approach toward something, ^n. 1. the
dative case: in English, the dative notion is expressed
by tot for, or word order (e.g., I gave the book to Jack,
I did the task for Jack, I gave Jack the^book). 2. a
word or phrase in the dative case. Abbreviated dat.

da-to (da/to; Sp. da'to"), n. [pi. DATOS (-toz; Sp. -tds)],

[< Malay datfa], 1. the chief of a Moslem Moro
tribe in the Philippine Islands. 2. the chief of a barrio
in Malay countries. Also spelled datto.

da-turn (da'tom, dat'am)-f n. [pi. DATA (-ta, -a)], [L.,
what is given, hence gift, present; neut. of datus;
see DATIVE], 1. usually in pi. something known or

assumed; fact from which conclusions can be inferred.
2. a real or assumed thing, used as a basis for calcu-

lations; chiefly in combination, as datum point, line, etc.

datum plane, an assumed plane of reference from
which elevations and depths are measured: sea level is

often so used.
da-tu-ra (da-tyoor'a), n. [Hind, dhaturft < Sans, dhattu-

ra], 1. any of a group of plants of the potato family,
most of which are poisonous and have an unpleasant
odor, as the jimson weed or thorn apple. 2. the flower
of any of these plants.

dau., daughter.
daub (d6b), v.t. & v.i. [ME. dauben, dawben; OFr.
dauber, to whiten, whitewash; L. dealbare, to whiten,
whitewash < de-, intens. + albus, white], 1. to cover
or smear with sticky, soft stuff, such as plaster, grease,
etc. 2. to paint badly and coarsely, n. 1. anything
daubed on, as plaster, grease, etc. 2. a daubing stroke
or splash. 3. a poorly painted picture.

daub-er (d&VeV), n. 1. a person who daubs; mediocre
or inexpert painter. 2. a thing to daub with.

dauh-er-y (d6b'er-i), n. painting or work done in an
inartistic or unskillful manner.
Dau-bi any, Charles Francois (shirl fraVswa' do'be'-

nye'), 1817-1878; French landscape painter.
daub-ing (d6b'in), n. 1. the action of a person who
daubs. 2. material used in daubing.
daub-ry (dSb'ri), n. dattbery.
Daudet, Al-phonse (al'fows' do'de'; Eng. d5-daO,
1840-1897; French novelist.
Dau ga va (dou'gaVva), n. Dvina River: Lettish name,
Dau-gav pils (dou'gaf-peV), n. a city in southeastern
Latvian S.S.R., on the Daugava (Dviaa) River: pop.,
45,000: Russian name, Dmnsk; German name* Duna-
berg.

daugh ter (dfi'tSr), n. [ME. doughter; AS. doktor; akin
to Goth, dauhtar, G. tochter. Sans, duhitdr, etc.], 1.

a girl or woman in her relationship to either or both
parents: abbreviated d., da., dam- 2. a female de-
scendant, 3. a female thought f as if in the; relation
of chud to parent: as, a daughter of France. 4. any-
thing thought of as Uke a daughter in, relatipn to its

source pr origin: as, the colonies are the daughters of tike

mother country., ,

> ; i
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daugh-ter-in-law (d6"'ter-'n-160. n. [fit. DAUGHTERS-
IN-LAW], the wife of one's son.

daugh-ter-Iy (dd'ter-H), adj. 1. of a daughter. 2. Hke,
characteristic of, or proper to a daughter.
daughter of Eve, any woman or girl,

Dawmier, Ho-no-rS (8'n6'ra' do'mya'), 1808-1879;
French painter and caricaturist.

daunt (d6*nt, dant), v.t. [ME. daunten; OFr. damter,

donter, to daunt, subdue, tame < L. domitare, to tame,
break in < domare, to tame, subdue], 1. to make
afraid ; intimidate. 2. to dishearten. SYN. see dismay.
daunt-less (ddntlis, dantlis), adj. that cannot be
daunted or intimidated; brave.

dau-phin (d6'fin; Fr. do'faw'), n. [Fr., lit., dolphin
(see DOLPHIN) ; used as a proper name by the counts of

Vienne, and hence as a title by the oldest son of the

king after the province of Dauphine (comprising
Vienne and Auvergne) was ceded to the crown], the
eldest son of the king of France: a title used from
1349 to 1830.

dau-phine (d6^fen; Fr. do'fenO, n. [Fr., fern, of dau-

phin], a dauphiness.
Dau-phi-ne' (do'fe'na/), a former province of south-
eastern France,
north of Provence.
dau-phin-ess (d6'-
fin-is), n. the wife
of a dauphin.
daut (d&t, dat), v.t.

[Scot. Gael.; cf.

dalta, foster son],

[Scot.], to fondle;
pet; caress: also

spelled dawt.
D.A.V., Disabled
American Veterans.
Da-vao (da-vou')* n.
a seaport in the

Philippines, on
Mindanao: pop.,
103,000: see Phil-

inpinelslands,map.
D'Av-e-nant, Sir William

DAUPHINS

, (dav'a-nant), 1606-1668;
English poet and dramatist: also Davenant.

Dav-en-port (dav'sn-pSrt', dav'an-port'), n. a city in
eastern Iowa, on the Mississippi: pop,, 74,000.

dav-en-port (dav'an-pBrt', dav'sn-port'), n. [< the
name of orig. manufacturer (19th c.)] 1- a small desk
with a hinged lid that opens out for writing. 2. a large
couch or sofa, sometimes convertible into a bed.

Da-vid (da'vid), [Heb. davtd, lit., beloved], a masculine
name: diminutives, Dave, Davy, Davey; feminine, Vida.
n. in the Bible, the second king of Israel and judah,
succeeding Saul and followed by his son Solomon:
the reputed writer of the Psalms.
David I, 1084-1153; king of Scotland (1124-1153).
David, Saint, 6th century A.D.: patron saint of Wales:
his day is March 1 : also called Saint Dewi.

Da-vid. Jacques Lou-is (zhak Iwe da'ved'), 1748-1825;
French painter.

Da-vid d'An-gers (da'ved' daVzhaO. (born Pierre Jean
David}, 1788-1856; French sculptor.
Davidson, Jo (jo da'vid-s'n), 1883-1952; American
sculptor.
da Vinci, da Gama, etc., see Vinci, Gama, etc.

Da-vis, Jefferson (da'vis), 1808-1889: American states-

man; president of the Confederacy (1861-1865).
Davis, Richard Harding, 1864-1916; American novel-

ist, journalist, and editor.

Davis Strait, a part of the Atlantic, between Baffin

Island, Canada, and Greenland: width, 200-500 mi.

day-it (dav'it), n. [earlier david, daviet; OFr. darnel, daviot,

dim. of David: with refer-

ence to the slaying of
Goliath (see GOLIATH) ; cf .

Fr. davier, a wrench, with
the same connotation], 1.

either ofaimir of curvedup-
rights projecting over the
side of a snip for suspend-
ing or lowering a small
boat. 2. a crane in a ship's
bow, used to raise or lower
the anchor.
Da-vy, Sir Hunvphry
(hum'fri da'vi), 1778-
1829; English chemist;
evolved the electrolytic
method of preparing po-
tassium and sodium; in-

vented the safety lamp.
Da'vy Jones (da'vi jonzO
the spirit of the sea: humorous name given by sailors.

Davy Jones's locker, the bottom of the sea; grave of

those drowned at sea or buried there.

DAVITS

Davy lamp, falter Sir Humphry D&yl formerly, a
miner's safety lamp in which the flame was enclosed by
a screen of wire gauze as a protection against firedamp.
daw (dd), n. (ME. Aww; akin to OHG, taka; ? < IE.
base *dkek- r to hide awav: with reference to its thieving
habits; cf. CRACKLE J. a kind erf crow; jackdaw.

daw-die (dd'dlK vJ* & vt. fDAWDLED (-d'ld), DAW-
DLING], fvar. of dial. doddle; prob. akin to dodder* dodder,
didder, Norw. dial, dadra* darra, didra; of echoic and
redupi. origin], to waste (time) in trtffing or in doing
nothing; loiter (often with away). SYN. see loiter.

Dawes, Charles Gates (d6z), 1865-1951; American
financier and statesman; vice-president of the United
States (1925-1929); received Nobel peace prize, 1925.
dawk (leak), 7i, dak.
dawn (d6n), vd. [ME. dtmnen: AS. dagian, lit., to day

(i.e., to dawn) < d&t, day, with added -* < ON.{ 1.

to begin to be day; grow light; hence, 2. to begin to

appear, develop, etc. 3. to begin to be clear to the
mind (usually with on or upon}: as, the meaning sud-
denly dawned on me. n. 1 . daybreak. 2. the beginning
(of something) : as, the dawn of the Atomic Age.

Daw-son (dSVn), n. a city in Yukon Territory* Canada,
on the Yukon River: pop., 800.

Daw-son, Sir John William (dS's'n), 1820-1899;
Canadian geologist and educator.
Dawson Creek, a town in western Canada, at the
southern end of the Alaska Highway.
dawt (ddt, dat), v.t. to daut.
day (da), n. [ME. dai, dei; AS. dxg, pi. d&gas; Gmc.
*aagr *dog, time the sun shines, as in ON. dagr, Goth.
dags, OHG. tag, etc.) IE. base *dhegwh~, to burn, shine],
1. the period of light between sunrise and sunset:
abbreviated da. d. 2. daylight. 3. sunshine. 4. the
time (24 hours) that it takes the earth to revolve once
on its axis: the civil or legal day is from midnight to
midnight, the astronomical dajr from noon to noon.
5. [often D-], a particular or special day: as. Decoration
Day, D-Day. 6. a period of time; number of years:
as, the best writer of his day. 7. a period of flourishing,

power, glory, etc.: as, he has had his day. 8. the

struggle or contest occurring on a certain day: as, we
lost the day. 9. hours of work; shift: as, an eight-hour
day. 10. an unspecified past or future: as, one of these

days. 11. opportunity: as, my day has come. 12. pi.

time; era: as, in days of old. 13. pi. life: as, he spent
his days in study. 14. in astronomy, the

t time^ that it

takes a celestial body to revolve once on its axis.

call it a day, [Colloq.], to stop working for the day.
day after day, every clay,

day by day, each day.
day in, day out, every day.
from day to day, from one day to the next; without
thought of or provision for the future.

day bed, a couch or sofa that can also be used as a bed.

day-book (da'book'), n. 1. a diary. 2. in bookkeeping,
a book used for keeping a record of the transactions of

each day as they occur; journal: abbreviated d.b.

day-break (da'brSkO, n. the time in the morning when
light first appears; dawn.
day coach, a regular passenger car of a railroad train,
as distinguished from a sleeping car, chair car, etc.

day-dream (da'dremO. n. 1. a pleasant, dreamy
thought; reverie. 2. a pleasing but visionary notion
or scheme, vd. to have a daydream or daydreams.

day-flow-er (da'flou'Sr), n. 1. any of a number of

related plants of the spiderwort family, with jointed
stems, grasslike leaves, and short-lived, usually blue
flowers. 2. the flower.

day-fly (da'fll'), n* a May fly,.

day in court, 1. a day on which one may present his

case or claim in court; hence, 2. an opportunity to

present one's arguments; hearing.
day laborer, an unskilled worker paid by the day.
day letter, a telegram with a minimum charge for fifty

words or fewer, sent in the daytime: it is cheaper but
slower than a regular telegram.

day-light (da'Hr), n. 1. the light o_f day; sunlight.
2. dawn. 3. daytime. 4. understanding; solution (of
a problem). 5. publicity: as, let daylight into the affair.

6. the approaching end of a task or an ordeal: as, we
can now see daylight ahead. 7. pi. [Slang], the eyes;
hence, consciousness: often used hyperboHcally, as in

scare (beat, knock, etc.) the daylights, out of.

day-light-sav-ing time (da'Ht'sav'irj), time that is one
hour later than standard time, generally used in the
summer to give an hour more of daylight at the end of

the usual working day: also Daylight Saving Time:
abbreviated D.S.T.

day lily, any of a number of lilies with long, narrow
leaves and bright flowers that usually last only a day.
day-long (da'loV, da'loi)'). # & &dv. through the
entire day; all day.
day nursery, a nursery for taking care of small children

during the daytime.

fat, ape, b&re, car; ten, even, h&re,

fften; zh, leisure; ij, ring;A
~ "

coeur; 6, Fr. feu; iPr. mon;
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2, District of Columbia.
4. in music, [It.], da capo.

3.

Day of Atonement, Yom Kippttr, a Jewish holiday:
see Jewish holidays.
Day of Judgment, in theology, the day of God's final

Judgment of all people; last day of the world.
day room, in military usage > a recreation room for a
company, troop, or battery.
day school, 1. a school that has classes only in the
daytime: opposed to night school. 2. a private school
whose students live at home and attend classes daily:
opposed to boarding schod.
days-man (daz'man), n. [pi. DAYSMEN (-man)], [Archaic;
see Job 9:33], an arbiter or umpire.
days of ||race, 1 . extra time, usually three days, allowed
by law in some States for payment of a note, bill, etc.

after it is due; hence, 2. any extension of time.

day-spring (da'sprir/). n. [ME. dai-spring; see DAY &
SPRING], poetic), the dawn.

day-star fda'star'), n. [ME. daisterre; see DAY & STAR],
1. the morning star. 2. [Poetic], the sun.

day-time (da'tim') n. tne tkne of daylight, between
dawn and sunset.

Day-ton (da't'n), n. a city in southwestern Ohio, on the
Miami River: pop., 243,000.

Day-to-na Beach (da-to'ns), a resort town on the north-
eastern coast of Florida: pop., 29,000.
day-work (da'wurk'), n. work done by the day or during
the day.
daze (daz), v.t. [DAZED (dazd), DAZING], [MK dasen;
ON. dasask, to become weary < dasi, lazy, tired; IE.
base *dke~, to wear away; cf. FATIGUE], 1. to stupefy,
stun, or bewilder, as by a shock or blow. 2. to dazzle,
n. a dazed condition; bewilderment.

daz-ed ly (daVid-H), adv. in a dazed manner.
daz-zle (daz'l), v.t. [DAZZLED (-Id), DAZZLING],
of daze], 1. to overpower, or dim, the vision of wi1

very bright light or moving lights. 2. to confuse,
surprise, or overpower with brilliant qualities, display,
etc. vd. 1. to be overpowered by glare. 2. to arouse
admiration by brilliant display, n. 1. a dazzling.
2. something that dazzles.

db, decibel.

D.B., Domesday Book.
d.b. daybook.
D.Bib., JDouay Bible.

dbl., double.

D.C., 1. Dental Corps.
Doctor of Chiropractic.

D.G., d.c., direct current.

D.C.LM Doctor of Civil Law.
D.CnX., Doctor of Canon Law.
D.C.S., 1. Deputy Clerk of Sessions. 2. Doctor of
Christian Science. 3. Doctor of Commercial Science.

D.D., 1. demand draft: also D/D. 2. Divinitatis
Doctor, [L.], Doctor of Divinity.

dd. d/d, delivered.

D-Day (dS'da'), n. [D, the first letter of day + day: the
term was first used during World War I, in orders for
the St. Mihiel offensive of the A.E.F.], 1. the un-
specified day on which a military operation is to take
place. 2. June 6, 1944, the day of the invasion of
western Europe by Allied forces in World War II.

D.D.S., Doctor of Dental Surgery.
D.D.Sc., Doctor of Dental Science.
DDT

; {dicHoro^ipkenyltfrichloroethane], a powerful in-
secticide effective upon contact.

de, De (da, de), prep. [Fr.: OPr. des; L. dis-; see DIS-],
1. of. 2. from: in French family names, it indicates
place of origin.
de- (di, do, de, de), [L. a prefix signifying separation,
cessation, intensification, or contraction; also < Fr.
de- < L. de or OFr. des- < L. dis-; see DIS-], a prefix
meaning: 1. away from, ojf, as in depilate, detrain.
2. down, as in depress, decline. 3. wholly, entirely, as in
defunct. 4. undo, reverse the action of, as in defrost.

D.E., Doctor of Engineering.
dea con (de'k'n), n. [ME. deken, dekyn; AS. deacon;
LL. diaconus, deacon; Gr. diakonos, servant, messenger,
deacon], 1. a clergyman ranking just below a priest
in the Roman Cathplic and Anglican churches. 2. in
certain other Christian churches, a layman appointed
to help the minister, especially in secular matters,
etc. Abbreviated Dea. (as a title), v*t, 1. to read (a
verse) aloud before it is sung by the congregation
(usually with off). 2. to pack (fruit, etc.) with only
the best showing; hence, 3. to do (something) dis-

honestly; adulterate.

dea-cpn-ess (di'k*n-is), n. [after LL. diaconissa, fern.
of diaconus; see DEACON & -ESS], a woman appointed
as an assistant in a church, as, a woman who helps
take care of the sick and poor of a parish.

dea-con-ry (dS'k'n-ri), n. [pi. DEACONRIRS (-riz)], 1.
the position or office of a deacon. 2, deacons collec-
tively.
deactivate (dg-ak'ts-vSt'), v.t. [DEACTIVATED (-id),
DEACTIVATING], in military usage, to place (a division,
regiment, etc.) on a nonactive status; demobilize,, ,

dead (ded) , adj. [ME. ded, deade; AS. dead; akin to ON.
dauthr, OHG. tot, Goth, dauths; orig. pp. of an old v.
base appearing in ON, deyja, OS. dojan, OHG. touwen,

all < IE. base *dheu~, to become senseless], L no
longer living; having died: abbreviated d. 2. without
life. 3. deathlike: as, a face dead with fright. 4. lack-
ing feeling, energy, sensitivity, warmth, etc. 5. motion-
less: as, dead waters. 6. inelastic: as, a dead tennis ball.
7. no longer used or significant; obsolete: as, dtad
languages, dead laws. 8, lacking interest, taste, zest,
color, etc.j dull; flat: as, a deaa picture. 9. barren;
unproductive; unprofitable: as, dead soil. 10. certain
as death; unerring; sure: as, a dead shot. 11. complete:
absolute: as, a dead loss. 12. unvarying: as, a deaa
level. 13. unclaimed: as, dead letters. 14. [Colloq.j,
very tired; exhausted. 15. in electricity, with no current
going through it; uncharged: as, a dead wire. 16. in

law, deprived of civil rights. 17. in printing, a) set up
but not to be used, b) already used: as, dead type.
18. in radio, not operating: as, a dead microphone. 19.
in sports, not in actual play: as, a dead ball. n. the time
of most cold, most darkness, etc. : as, the dead of night.
adv. 1, completely; absolutely. 2. directly.
the dead, those who have died.

SYN, dead is the general word for someone or something
that was but is no longer alive; deceased and departed are
both euphemistic, especially for one who has recently died, but
the former is largely a legal, and the latter a religious, usage,
late always precedes the name or title of one who has recently
died or who preceded the incumbent in some office or function

(the late Mr. Green, his late employer) ; defunct, applied to a

person, is now somewhat jocularly rhetorical^but it is com-
monly used of something that because of failure no longer
exists or functions (a defunct government) ; extinct is applied
to a species, race, etc. that has no living member; inanimate
refers to that which has never had life (inanimate rocks) ; life-

less is equivalent to either dead or inanimate (her lifeless

body, lifeless blocks). ANT. alive, living.

dead-beat (ded'bet'), adj. in mechanics, making a beat
without recoil, n. a beat without recoil.

dead-beat (ded'bet'), adj. [Colloq.], tired out; ex-

hausted.
dead beat [Slang], 1. a person who^ tries to evade
paying for things; sponge. 2. a lazy, idle person.
dead center, in mechanics, 1. that position of a crank
and a connecting rod in which both
are in the same straight line, so
that no force is exerted. 2. a non-
revolving center.
dead-en (ded''n), v.t. [ME. deden;
AS. diedan, dydan < dead; see

DEAD], 1. to lessen the vigor or

intensity of; dull; muffle. 2. to
make numb; take away the sensi-

tivity of. 3. to make soundproof.
v.i. to become as if dead; lose

vigor, intensity, etc.

dead-end (ded'end'), adj. 1. hav-
ing one end closed: as, a dead-end
street. 2. [Colloq,], [< Dead End,
a play (1935) by Sidney Kingsley
about New York slum life], of or
characteristic of slums or slum life.

dead end, 1. a street, alley, etc.

closed at one end; hence, 2. an
impasse. 3. in radw> any part of a
coil not connected with the circuit.

dead-en-ing (ded''n-irj), n. 1. material used to make
rooms soundproof. 2. material used to take of! gloss.

dead-eye (ded/I') f n. a round, flat block of wood with
three holes in it for the lanyard,
used on a ship to fasten the shrouds.

dead-fall (ded'fSl'), n. 1. a trap
for animals arranged so that a
heavy weight is dropped on the

prey, killing or maiming it. 2. a
tangled mass of fallen trees and
brush,
dead hand, mortmain.
dead-head (ded'hed'), n. [< dead
head of cattle], a person who rides
on trains, goes to the theater, etc.

using a tree ticket, v.t* to treat
as a deadhead, v.t. to behave as
a deadhead, adv. [Colloq.], without
passengers.
dead heat, a race in which two or
more contestants reach the finish
line at exactly the same time; tie.

dead letter, 1. a law or ordinance
no longer enforced but not repealed.
letter, or one that cannot be delivered because of an
incorrect address, etc.

dead-let*ter office (dedlet'Sr), the postal department
to which dead letters are sent to be opened and, if

possible, returned to the ^wnter^ or destroyed.
dead lift, 1. a direct lifting without any mechanical

assistance^ as of a dead weight; hence, 2. a difficult

task requiring all one's powers.
dead-light (ded'HtO. n. 1. a strong cover placed over
a shrp;s porthole or cabin window in stormy weather.
2. a window of heavy glass in the deck or sid of a sH.
3. a skylight made so as not to be opensct

DEAD CENTER

DEADEYES

2. an unclaimed



deadline

dead-line (dedlin'), n. I. originally, a Hne around a
prison beyond which a prisoner could go only at the
nsk of being shot by a guard. 2. a boundary which it

is forbidden to cross. 3. a time limit, as for a payment,
news story, etc.

dead-Ii ness (dedli-nis), n. the quality or state of being
deadly.
dead load, in engineering, a uniform pressure or weight,
as of a structure: opposed to moving load,

dead-lock (dedlokO, n. a stoppage or standstill result-

ing from the action of equal and opposed forces, v.t.

to bring to a deadlock. v.i. to come to a deadlock.

dead-Iy (dedli), adj. [DEADLIER (-li-Sr), DEADLIEST
(4i-ist)], [ME. deadlich, deadlic; AS. deadlic; see DEAD
& -LY], 1. causing death; tending or liable to cause
death; fatal. 2. until death: as, deadly combat. 3. as
in death: as, deadly pallor. 4. excessive. 5. [Colloo;.],
unbearable : as, a deadly party. 6. in theology, causing
spiritual death: as, the seven deadly sins. adv. [AS.
deadlice], I. like death. 2. as if dead. 3. extremely;
excessively. SYN. see fatal.

deadly nightshade, the belladonna, a poisonous plant
whose leaves and roots are used in medicine.

deadly sins, in theology, the seven capital sins (pride,
i covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth) :
"

so called because regarded as causing spiritual death.
dead march, solemn funeral music in slow march
tempo; especially, a military funeral march.
dead-pan (ded'pan'), adj. & adv. [Slang], with an
expressionless face.

dead pan, [Slang], 1. an expressionless face. 2. a
person, as an actor, who has or assumes such a face.

dead point, dead center.
dead reckoning, [as if < ded (for deduced) reckoning],
the finding of a ship's location by using compass
readings and data recorded in the log (speed, course,
and distance traveled) rather than astronomical ob-
servations: used in fog, etc.: abbreviated d.r.

Dead Sea, an inland body of salt water between Israel
and Jordan: area, 370 sq. mi.; 1,290 ft. below sea
level.

Dead Sea Scrolls, a number of scrolls dating from about
100 B.C. to about 70 A.D. and found variously since
1947 in caves near the Dead Sea: they contain/Jewish
Scriptural writings and religious writings of an Essene-
like community.
dead set, t. the unmoving position of a hunting dog in

pointing game. 2. a resolute attack or effort. 3. [Col-

loq.], stubbornly determined: as, he was dead set on
having his own way.
dead weight, 1. the weight of an inert person or thing.
2. a heavy burden: as, the dead weight of poverty. 3.

the weight of a vehicle without a load. 4. freight for
which charge is made by weight instead of bulk.
dead wind, a wind blowing in the direction opposite to
a ship's course; head wind.
dead-wood (ded'wood'), n. 1. dead wood on trees;
hence, 2. anything useless; burdensome person or

thing. 3. the timbers or planks Just above the keel
of a ship, especially at the stern.
deaf (def), adj. [ME. deaf, deef; AS. deaf; akin to G.
taub, Goth, taubs; IE. base *dheubh-, misty, obscured <
*dheu~, to rise up as mist, smoke, dust, etc.], 1. totally
or partially unable to hear. 2. unwilling to hear
or listen; giving no heed: as, he was deaf to her pleas.
deaf-and-dumb (def'en-dumO. adj. 1. deaf-mute.
2. of or for deaf-mutes. Now regarded as opprobrious.
deaf-en (def'n), v.t. 1. to make deaf. 2. to overwhelm
with noise. 3. to drown out (a sound) with a louder
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rial used in floors or walls to make them soundproof.
deaf-mute (def'mut', def'mut'), n. a person who is

deaf, especially, from birth, and therefore unable to

speak: most deaf-mutes, having the necessary vocal or-

gans, can be taught to speak, adj. unable to hear and
speak, especially because deaf from birth.
deal (del), v.t. [DEALT (delt), DEALING!, ME - d*len >' AS -

d&lan, to divide, share; akin to G. teUen; see DEAL (an
amount)], 1. to portion out. 2. to distribute. 3. to

give; administer: as, he dealt his opponent a blow.
4. to distribute (playing cards) to the players, iu. 1. to
have to do (with): as, science deals with facts. 2. to
act or conduct oneself (followed by with): as, deal

fairly with others. 3. to take up or consider (followed
by with): as, the committee will deal with these prob-
lems. 4. to do business; trade (with or in): as, we deal

with the corner grocer, this firm deals in cutlery. 5. to
distribute playing cards to the players, n. 1. a dealing.
2. a) the act of distributing playing cards, b) cards
dealt, c) a player's turn to deal, d) the playing of one
deal of eards. e) the privilege of dealing. 3. [Colloq.],
a business tran|action. 4. [Colloq.], a bargain or

agreement, especially a secret one in politics. 5.

[Colfog.], an arrangement, treatment, or plan, usually
involving some sort of distribution : as, a fair deal.

deal (del), n. [ME. dde* ded; AS. dxl. a part, share;
akin to U. leil, Goth, date; IE. teae *dh& *-, var. of *d&*-,
to part, cut up, rend], an indefinite amount or quantity.
a good (or great) deal* 1. a large quantity or amount:
as, you've wasted a good deal of time. 2. very much:
as, 1 can't walk a great deal faster.

deal (del), n. [MD. dele, a board* plank; see DEAL (am
amount) | f 1. a fir or pine board of any of several sizes,

2. fir or pine wood. adj. made of deal.
dealer

(del'gr),
n. a person who deals; specifically, a)

the person who shuffles and distributes the cards in
a card game, b) a buyer and seller; person engaged in
trading: as, a dealer in furs. Abbreviated dlr.

deal-fish (del'fish') n. [DEALFISH, DEALFISHES (-iz); see

FISH], any; of a number of related deep-sea fishes with
a long, thin body ; ribbonfish.

deal-ing (JdeFirj),
n. 1. the act of a person who deals;

distribution. 2. behavior; way of acting. 3. usually $1.
transactions or relations, usually of business. 4. doing
business. 5. way of doing business.

dealt (delt), past tense and past participle of deal.
dean (den), n. [ME. deen, dene: OPr. deien, dean; LL.
decanus, a person who is head or ten (monks or soldiers)
< L. decem, ten], 1. the presiding official of a cathedral
or collegiate church. 2. a member of a college or univer-
sity administration in charge of a school, faculty, or
class, or of the men. or women students. 3. the member
of an association or group who has belonged to it

longer than anyone else: as, the dean of English poets.
dean-er-y (den'Sr-i), n. [pi. DEANERIES (-iz)J, 1. the
position, authority, or jurisdiction of a dean. 2. the
official residence of a dean.

dean-ship (dea'ship') w* [see -SHIP], the position,
rank, or term of omce of a dean.
dear (dr), adf. [ME. deere, dere; AS. deore, precious,
costly, beloved; akin to D. dnur, dier, G. teuer < Gmc.
base prob. meaning "worthy of admiration"] ,, 1. much
loved; beloved. 2. much valued; highly thought of;
esteemed : used as a polite form of address in speaking
or letter writing: as, Dear Sir. 3. a) high-priced;
costly, b) charging high prices. 4. earnest: as, our
dearest hope. adv. 1. with deep affection. 2. at a
high cost. n. a loved person; darling: often a term of

affectionate address, interj. an expression of distress,

surprise, pity, etc. SYN. see costly.
Dear-born (deVbern, dr'b6rn') n. a city in Michigan,
near Detroit: pop., 95,000.

dearly (dSrli), adv. [ME. deorliche, dereliche; AS.
deorhc; see DEAR & -LYJ, 1. with deep affection. 2. at
a high cost. 3. earnestly: as, I dearly wish to go.
dearth (durth), n. [ME. derth, dertke < deere, dere; see
DEAR & -TH], 1. originally, costliness; clearness; hence,
2. scarcity of food supply; famine. 3. scarcity; lack.

dear-y, dear-ie (der'i), n. \pl. DEARIES (-iz)], [Colloq,],

dear; darling: now often ironic or humorous.
death (deth), n. [ME. deth, deeth; AS. death; akin to OS.
doth, OHG. tot, ON. dauthi; see DEAD], 1. the act or
fact of dying; permanent ending of all life in a person,
animal, or plant. 2. [D-], the personification of death,
usually pictured as a skeleton in a blade robe, holding
a scythe. 3. the state of being dead. 4. any ending
resembling dying: as, the death of fascism. 5. any con-
dition or experience thought f as like dying or being
dead: as, it was death for her to have to see him again.
6. the cause of death: as, the atomic bomb was death to
thousands. 7. murder or bloodshed. 8. [Obs.], pesti-
lence: as, the Black Death.
at death's door* nearly dead.
do to death, to kill.

in at the death, 1. present at the death (of the quarry) :

hunter's term. 2. present at the end or culmination.

put to death, to HE* execute. H

to death, to the extreme; very much: as, he womes
me to death.

death-bed (deth'bed')t n. 1. the bed on which a person
dies. 2. the last hours of a person's life. adj. done or

made in the last hours of life: as, a deathbed will.

death bell, a bell tolled to announce a death.
death-blow (deth'blo') , n. 1. a blow that causes death;
hence, 2. a thing destructive or fatal (^something).
death camass, a lilylike plajnt with a poisonous bulb
and clusters of small greenish-white flowers.

death chamber, 1. a room in which someone has died.

2. a room in which condemned prisoners are executed.
death cup, a poisonous mushroom with a swollen, cup-
like base.
death duty, [British], an inheritance tax.

death-ful (deth'fal), adj. 1. deadly; murderous, 2.

deathlike; deathly. 3. [Archaic], mortal.
death house, a place, as a ceH block, where prisoners
condemned to die are kept until the time of execution.

death-less (deth'Hs), adj. that cannot die; forever alive;
immortal: as, the deathless words of Lincoln.
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death-like (dethlik'), adj. like, or as in, death.
death-ly (dethli), aaj. I. causing death; deadly; fatal.

2. like or characteristic of death. 3. [Poetic], of death.
adv* 1. in a deathlike way; to a deadly degree, 2.

extremely; deadly: as, deathly serious.
death mask, a cast of a person's face, taken soon after
his death.
death rate, the number of deaths per year per thousand
of population in a given community, area, or group:
sometimes other units of time or population are used
in giving the death rate.
death rattle, a sound that sometimes comes from the
throat of a dying person, caused by breath passing
through mucus,
death ray, a ray that can supposedly kill at a distance.
death's-head (dethslied'), n. a human skull or a

representation of it r symbolizing death.
death's-head moth, a large hawk moth with markings
on its back that resemble a human skull.
deaths man (deths'man), n, [PL DEATHSMEN (-man)],
[Archaic], an executioner.

death-trap (deth'trap') n. 1. any unsafe building or
other structure, 2. a very dangerous place, set of

circumstances, etc.
Death Valley, a dry, hot region in eastern California:
276 ft. below sea level.

death warrant, 1. an official order to put a person to

death; hence, 2. anything that ends hope, joy, etc.

death-watch (deth'woch' deth'woch'), n. 1. a vigil

kept beside a dead or dying person. 2. a guard set

over a person soon to be executed. 3. any of various

insects, especially certain wood beetles, that make a

ticking sound superstitiously regarded as an omen of

death.
death-y (deth'i), adj. & adv. JRare], deathly.
Deau-ville (do'vil; Fr. do'vel'), n. a resort town in

Prance, on the English Channel: pop., 4,700.
deave (dev), v.t. [DEAVBD (devd), DEAVING], [ME.
devm; AS. deafian < deaf, deaf], [Scot. & British Dial.],
to deafen, as with noise.

deb., debenture.
de-ba-cle (da-ba'k'l, di-bak'*!), n. [Fr. debade, breakup,
overthrow < debader, to break up], 1. a breaking up
of ice in a river, etc. 2. a rush of debris-filled waters.
3. an overthrow; rout. 4. a sudden great disaster.

de-bar (di-baV), v.t. [DEBARRED (-bard'). DEBARRING],
[Fr. dwcorrer; see DE- & BAR], 1. to bar out; exclude
(from somewhere or something). 2. to prevent, hinder,
or prohibit. SYN. see exclude.

de-bark (di-bSrk'), v.t. [Fr. debarguer; see DE- & BARK
(a ship)], to put ashore from a ship; unload. iu. to go
ashore from a ship; disembark.

de-bar-ka-tion (de'bar-ka'sbsn), n. a putting ashore or

going ashore from a ship; debarking.
de bar-ment (di-bar'msnt), n. a debarring or being
debarred.
de-base (di-bSsO, v.t. [DEBASED (-bast'). DEBASING],
{de- 4- base (low)], to make lower in value, quality,
character, dignity, etc.
SYN. debase implies generally a lowering in quality, value,
dignity, etc. (greed had debased his character); deprave sug-
gests gross degeneration, especially with reference to morals
(a mind depraved by crime) ; corrupt implies a deterioration or
loss of soundness by some destructive or contaminating in-

fluence (a government corrupted by bribery) ; debauch implies
a loss of moral purity or integrity as through dissipation or

intemperate indulgence (debauched young profligates) ; pervert
suggests a distorting of or departure from what is considered
right, natural, or true (a perverted sense of humor). See also
degrade. ANT. elevate, improve.

de-base ment (di-bas'mant), n. 1. a debasing. 2. the
fact or condition of being debased.
de bat a ble (di-bat'o-bl), adj. 1. that can be debated;
open to question. 2. being disputed; undecided.

de-bate (di-baV), v.i. [DEBATED (-id). DEBATING], [ME.;
OFr. dtbatre, to fight, contend, debate; see DE- & BATTER
(to beat)], 1. to consider. 2. to discuss opposing
reasons: argue. 3. to take part in a formal argument;
be a debater. 4. [Obs.l, to fight or quarrel, v.t. 1. to
dispute about, especially in a meeting or legislature.
2. to argue (a question) formally. 3. to consider
reasons for and against (with oneself, or in one's own
mind), n. [ME. & OFr. debat < the v.], 1. discussion of

opposing reasons; argument. 2. a formal contest of
skill in reasoned argument, with two teams talcing
opposite sides of a specified question (the resolution).
3. the art or study of formal debate. SYN. see discuss,
de-bat er (di-bat'&r), n. a person who debates; person
who takes part in a formal debate, usually as one
of a team.
de bauch (di-b6ch') v.t. [Fr. debaucher; OFr. desbaucher,
to corrupt, seduce, draw away from work < des~, away
from + esbaucher, to weed out < Gaul. *bodica, fallow
ground, plowed field; orig., a plowing metaphor], to
lead astray morally; corrupt: deprave. IM. to indulge in
debauchery; dissipate, n. [Fr. debauche < the t/.], 1.

debauchery. 2. an orgy. SYN. see debase.
de bauch-ed-ly (di-bSch'id-H), adv. in a debauched
manner.
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deb-au-chee (deb'd-che', deb'6-shcO, n. [Fr. d&bauche,

pp. of dlbaucker; see DEBAUCH], a person who indulges
in debauchery; dissipated or depraved person.
debauch er-y (di-b&ch'eW), n.

[pi. DEBAUCHERIES
(-12)], {debauch 4- -cry]* 1- extreme indulgence of one's

appetites, especially for sensual pleasure; dissipation.
2. pi. orgies. 3. a leading astray morally.
debauch ment (di-bdch'msnt), n. a debauching or

being debauched.
de-ben-ture (di-ben'ch^r), n. [Fr. < L. debentur, 3d
pers. pi., pres. indie., of debere; see DEBT: so called

because receipts used to begin with the Latin words
debentur mihi, there are owing to me], 1. a voucher or
certificate acknowledging that a debt is owed by the

signer. 2. a customhouse order for payment of a draw-
back, as to an importer. 3. a government voucher of

indebtedness. 4. an interest-bearing bond issued, often
without security, by a corporation. Abbreviated deb.,
deben.

de-biH-tate (di-bil'a-tat'), v.t. [DEBILITATED (-id),

DEBILITATING], [< L. debilitatus, pp. of debilitare, to
weaken < debilis, weak, not strong: de- (see DE-) +
deriv. of IE. base *bel-, strong], to make weak or feeble;
enervate. SYN. see weaken.

de-bil-i-ta-tlon (di-bilVta'shan), n. [L. debilitatio], a

debilitating or being debilitated.

de-bil-i-ty (di-bil'a-ti), n. [pi DEBILITIES (-tiz)], [Fr.
debilitf ; L. debilitas, weakness < debilis; see DEBILI-

TATE], bodily weakness; feebleness.

deb-it (deb'it), n. [L. debitum, what is owing, debt;
neut. pp. of debere; see DEBT], 1. an entry on the left-

hand side of an account, as of money owed. 2. the
total of such entries. 3. the left-hand side or column
of an account, where such entries are made. Abbrevi-
ated dr. adj. relating to debt or debts, v.t. 1. to charge
with a debt. 2. to enter as a debit or debits; enter on
the left-hand side of an account.

debo-nair, deb-onaire (deb'o-n&r'). adj. [ME. deb-
onaire; OFr. de bon aire, lit., of good breed or race; see

AERIE], 1. affable; genial; courteous. 2. gay; jaunty.
Jde bonne grace (da bon' graV), [Fr.], with good
grace; graciously.

Deb-p-rah (deb'a-ra), [Heb. debdrah, lit., a bee], a
feminine name: diminutive, Debby. n. in the Bible, a

prophetess and one of the judges of Israel, who helped
the Israelites free themselves from the Canaanites:

Judg. 4 & 5.

e-bouch (di-booshO, v.i. [Fr. deboucher, to emerge from
< de- (see DE-) + bouche, mouth, opening < L. bucca,

cheek], 1. in military usage, to come forth from a nar-
row or shut-in place into open country; hence, 2. to
come forth; emerge, v.t. to make come forth, n. a
debouch6.
Jde-bou-ch6 (da'boo'sha'), n. [Fr. r pp. of deboucher;
see DEBOUCH], 1. an opening for troops to debouch
through; hence, 2. an outlet, as for goods.
de-bouch-ment (di-boosh'msnt), n. [Fr. debouchement] t

1. a debouching. 2. a mouth (of a river) ; outlet.
De-bre-cen (de'bre-tsen') , n. a city in eastern Hungary:
pop., 126,000.

Jde-bri-de ment (da'bred'maW), n. [Fr. < debrider,
to unbridle], in surgery, the cutting away of dead or
contaminated tissue from a wound to prevent infection.

de-bris, de-bris (dQ-bre', da/bre; Brit, deb're), n. [Fr.
dtbris < OFr. desbrisier, to break apart; see DE- &
BRUISE], 1. broken, scattered remains; rubbish, espe-
cially that caused by destruction; rains. 2. in geology,
a heap or heaps of rock fragments, as from a glacier.

Debs, Eugene Victor (debz), 1855-1926; American
labor leader; presidential candidate of the Socialist

Party (1900; 1904; 1908; 1912; 1920).
debt (det), n. [Latinized sp. of ME. det, dette; OFr.
dette, debte < L. debitum, neut, pp. of debere, to owe <
de- t from + habere, to have], 1. something owed by
one person to another or others. 2. an obligation or

liability to pay or return something. 3. the condition
of owing: as, to be in debt. 4. in theology, a sin.

debt of honor, a debt contracted in gambling or betting:
not legally enforceable.
debt or (det'gr), n. [Latinized sp. of ME. dettur; OFr.
detor; L. debitor < debitus, pp. of debere; see DEBT],
1. a person, company, nation, etc. that owes something
to another or others. 2. in bookkeeping, the left-hand
(debit) side of an account: abbreviated Dr.. dr.
de-bunk (di-burjk'), v.t. [de- + bunk (nonsense)],
[Colloq.], to expose the false or exaggerated claims,
pretensions, glamour, etc. of.
De bus sy, A chille Claude (a'shel' klod da-bu'se';
Eng. da-bu'si, deb'yoo-se'), 1862-1918; French com-
poser.
de-but, de-but (di-bu', da'bu), n. [Fr. debut < debuter,
to lead off (at bowls, etc.) < (jouer) de but, (to play)
for the mark; see DE- & BUTT (goal)], 1. a first appear-
ance before the public, as of an actor. 2. the formal
introduction of a girl to society. 3. the beginning of a
career, course, etc.

deb-u-tant, dS-bu-tant (deb'yoo-tanf, deb'yo-tantOv
n. [Fr. d&butant, ppr. of dtbuter; see DEBUT], a person
making a debut.
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defo-u-tante. d&fcu-tante (deb'yoo-tnt',
tant')t n* [Fr ^em f <^**fl*l a &**"! or woman
making a debut, especially into high society,

Dec., December.
dec., 1. deceased. 2. decimeter. 3. declaration. 4.

declension. 5. declination. 6. decrease.

dec-a- (dek'a), [< Gr. de&a, ten], a combining form
meaning ten, as in decagon, decameter: also, before a
vowel, dec-, and in words referring to the metric

system* ddta-*
dec-ade (dek'ad, de-kadO, n. [Fr.; L. decas; Gr. dekas

< deka, ten], 1. a group of ten. 2. a period of ten

de-ca-dence (di-ka'd'ns, dek'a-dsns), n. [Fr. decadence,
a falling away; ML. decadentia < L, de-, from -f-

cadens, ppr. of codert, to fall], a falling away; process,
condition, or period of decline, as in morals, art, litera-

ture, etc.; deterioration; decay.
de-ca-den-cy (di-ka'd'n-si, dek'a-dsn-si), n. decadence.

de-ca-dent (di-ka'd'nt, dek'a-dsnt), adj.Jfr. decadent;

term applied to themselves by young Fr. writers of

late 19tn c. who openly admired Roman decadence],
in a state of decline; characterized by decadence, n. a
decadent person, especially a decadent writer or artist.

dec-a-gon (dek'a-gon')t n. [ML. decagonum; see DECA-
& -GON], a plane figure with ten sides and ten angles.

de-cag'O-nal (de-kag'a-nl), adj. of, or having the form
of, a decagon; ten-sided.

dec-agram, dec a-gramme (dekVgram')t n. |Fr.
dtcagramme; see DECA- & GRAM], a measure of weight
equal to 10 grams (0.3527 ounce) : abbreviated dkg.

dec-a-he-dral (dek'a-he'dral), adj. of, or having the
form of, a decahedron.
dec-a-he-dron (dekVhe'drsn), n. [l. DECAHEDRONS
(-dranz), DECAHEDRA (-dra)], [Mod. L.; see DECA- &

-HEDRON], a solid figure with ten plane surfaces.

de-cal (di-kalO, n. decalcomania.
de cal ci-fi-ca tion (de-kal'sa-fi-ka'shsn), n. a decalci-

fying or being decalcified.

de-cal-ci-fi*er (de-kal'sa-fi'Sr), n. a thing that decalci-

fies.

de-cal-d-fy (de-kal'sa-f!'), v.t. [DECALCIFIED (-fid'),

DECALCIFYING], to remove calcium or lime from (bones,

etc.).
de-cal co-ma-nl-a (di-kal'ks-ma'ni-a), n. [Fr. decalco-

manie < decalquer, to counterdraw -f- Gr. mania, mad-
ness], 1. the process of transferring to glass, wood, etc.

decorative pictures or designs printed on specially

prepared paper. 2. a picture or design of this kind.
de-ca-les-cence (de

A
ka-les''ns), n. [< L. decalescens, ppn

of decalescere, to become warm; de-, intens. + calescere,

to grow hot < calere, to be warm, glow), a sudden
decrease in the rate of temperature rise of heated metal
after a certain degree of temperature has been reached

(795C. for iron), due to greater absorption of heat.

decales cent (de'kd-les^nt). adj. of or subject to
decalescence*

dec-a-li-ter, dec*a-H-tre (dek's-le'tSr), n. [Fr. decalitre;
see DECA- & LITER], a measure of capacity, equal to 10
liters (2.64 gallons liquid measure or 9.08 quarts dry
measure) : abbreviated dkL, dal.

Dec a logue,Dec a log (dek'a-16g', dekVlog'). n. FMK
decaloge; Fr. dtcalogue; LL, decalogus; Gr. dekalogos;
see DECA- & -LOGUE] [sometimes d-], the Ten Com-
mandments: Exod. 20:2-17.
De-cam-er-on (di-kam'eV-an), n. [It. Decamerone < Gr.

deka, ten 4- hemera, day], a collection of a hundred tales

by Boccaccio (pub. 1353) : so called because described
as told by a group of Florentines to while away ten days
during a plague.
decameter, dec-a metre (dek'o-me'tSr), n. [Fr.

decametre; see DECA- & METER], a measure of length,

equal to 10 meters (32.808 feet) ; abbreviated dkm.
de-camp (di-kampO* v.i. [Fr. decamper, to break campy
see DE- & CAMP], 1. to break or leave camp; hence, 2.

to go away suddenly and secretly; run away.
de camp ment (di-kamp'mant), n. a decamping*
dec-anal (dek's-n'l, di-ka'nl), adj. [< LL. decanws

(see DEAN) ;
4- -aJ], of a dean or deanery.

dec-ane (dek'an), n. [< dec&- + -one], any of the iso-

meric hydrocarbons having the formula dolls* and
belonging to the methane series, present in petroleum
or in certain petroleum products, such as kerosene.
de-cant (di-kanf). v.t. [Fr. decanter; ML. decantharv <
L. de~, from -f canthus; see CANT (edge)], 1. to pour off

(a liquid) gently without stirring up the 'sediment.

2. to pour from one container, into another.
de cant er (di-kan'tSr) n. [decant + -erji a decorative

glass botHle^ generally with a stp0erf tised for serving
wine, etc.
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de cap i-tate (di-kap'a-tatO v.t. {DECAPITATED (4d),

DECAPlTATiNGj, [Fr. d&capUef < MLi dw0Matots, pp. of

decapitare < L. de-, off + caput, Ae head], to cut off

the'head of : behead
'

'

} '
' ''''

de cap i-ta-tlon
!

(dika^9-ta'Mil) f n. fFr.-r ML, decop-

< iteot/JiffW aee DBCAPiTATEi, a beheading or

being beheMed; execution by beheading.
de-cap-l-ta-tor (di-kap'9-t

/
tSr), . a person or thing

that decapitates,
dec a pod (dekVpodO. &" \ito+* + ~pod\, ten-le^ed.
n. 1. any crustacean with ten less, as a lobster, shnmp,
etc, 2. any cephalopcx! with tea arms, as a sgtiid.

De-cap-o-Iia Wj-ka^a-ls) t n. an ancient district of

northeastern Palestine.
de car bon-ate (de-kSr^bo-nSt

1

). *t. to iwnove carbon
dioxide or carbonic acid from.
de car-bon-ize (de-kSr

/te-mic
/
)t < to remove carbon

from.

de-car-box-y-lft;tl0n (de'kir-bok'sa-ll'shan). n. {de- +
carboxyl -f -allow], the removal of a molecule of carbon
dioxide from amino acids and jjroteins by bacterial

action, with the resultant formation of amines.
de car bu-rize (de-kaVbyoo-riz' f de-kaVbo-rix

7
), v.t. to

decarbonize.
dec-are (dek'tr, dek-aV), n. [Fr.; see DECA- & ARK, n.],
a metric unit of surface measure equal to 10 ares

(0.2471 acre).
dec-a-stere (dek's-st&r'), n. |Fr. dtcastfre; see DECA- &
STERE], a metric measure of volume, equal to 10 cubic
meters (13.08 cubic yards).

dec-a-syl-lab-ic (dekVsi-lab'ik), adj. 1. having ten
syllables. 2. of a decasyllabic, n. a decasyllabic.

dec-a-syl-la-ble (dek's-silVbl), n. a line of verse having
ten syllables.
de-cath-lon (di-kathlon), n. [< deca- + Gr. athlon, a
contest], an athletic contest in which each contestant
takes part in ten events (100-meter dash, broad jtnnp,

run)
receiving the highest total of points.
De-ca-tur (di-ki*t&r), n. a city in central Illinois: pop.,
68,000.

De-ca-tur, Stephen (di-ka'ter), 1779-1820; American
naval officer.

de-cay (di-ka'), vJ. [OFr. diaL decair < L. decidere, to
fall down, fall away < de-, down + cadere, to fall],

1. to lose strength, health^ beauty, prosperity, etc.

gradually; waste away; deteriorate. 2. to rot. v.t. to
cause to decay, n. 1. a gradual decline; deterioration.
2. a wasting away. 3. a rotting or chemical decompo-
sition, as oj vegetable matter. 4. rottenness. 5. the

gradual disintegration of radioactive substances.
JW.---decay implies gradual* often natttral, deterioration

from a normal or sound condition (his teeth have begtan to

decay) ; rot refers to the decay of organic, especially vegetable,

matter, caused by bacteria, fungi, etc. (rotting apples) ; putrefy
suggests the offensive, foul-smelling rotting of animal matter

(bodies putrefying in the fields) ; spoil is the common informal

word for the decay of foods (fish spofts qiuiddy in straraerh
molder suggests a slow, progressive, crumbling decay (old

buildings molder away) ; disintegrate implies the brcakmg tip

of something into parts or fragments so that the wholeness of

the original is destroyed (the dteiMtegratwn of rocks)? decom-
pose suggests the breaking up or sepamtkm of something mto
its component elements (to decompose a chemical compound) :

it is also a somewhat euphemistic substitute foe rot and
putrefy. i

Dec can (dek'an), n. 1. that part of India south of

the Narbada River. 2. sometimes, the region between
the Narbada and Kistna Rivers*

de-cease (di-sesO. n. [ME. deces, deses; OFr. deces < L.

decesms, lit., departure, pp. of decedere> to depart, go
away; de-, from + cedere^ to go, move], death, v.i.

[DECEASED (-sestO, DECEASING], to die. SYN. see die.

de ceased (di-seW), otdf/. fep, ol decease], dead: abbrevi-

ated dec. SYN* see/detfd.
the deceased, t. the dead person. 2. dead persons;

de-ce dent (6U-se'd!'n% n, [L. decedens, ppr. of decedere;

see DECEASE], in lamv the deceased; dead person.

de-celt (di-seV), n. [ME. & OFr, deceite; see DECEIVE],
1. the act ol representing as true what is known to be

false; decelvikife; lying, 2. a lie; dishonest action or

trick. 3. the quality of being deceitful.

de ceit-ful (di-set'fal), adj. 1. tending to deceive: apt
to fie or cheat, 2. intended to deceive; deceptive; false.

-5FN. see dishonest.

deceiv able (di-sev'9-b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr. dtceyablc],

[Rare], that can be deceived.
de ceive (di-sevO, *.t. [DECEIVED (-sevd')t DECEIVING],

[ME^.; OFr. decevdr; L. decipere, to ensnare^ deceive <
fcri from + capere, to take], 1. to make (a person)
believe what is not true; delude; mislead. 2. [Archaic],
to while away (time). v.i. to use deceit; Be, etc.

SYN. deceive implies deliberate misrepresentation of facts

by words, actions, etc., generally to furthe* one's ends (deceived

into buying fraudulent stocks) ; to mislead is to cause to follow

the wrong course or to err in coriduc* or action, although not

always by deliberate deception (misled by the sign into going
to the wrong floor) ; beguile%pKetiMftii6e of wiles and enticing
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prospects in deceiving or nu&katlmg (begntttd by promises of
a fortune) ; to delude is to fool aoraeone so completely that he
accepts what m false as true; betray Implies a breaking of

faith while appearing to be loyal.
decel-er ate (de-sel'r-St')t *>* & * [DECELERATED
(-id), DECELERATING], [rfe- + ac&fcrofe], to slow down:
opposed to accelerate.

de-cel-er a tion (de-sel'Sr-a'shan), n. a decelerating or

being decelerated.
de cel-er-a-tor (de-sel'SEva'ter), n. a person or thing
that decelerates.
De cem her (di-sem'be'r), n. [OFr. decembre; L. Decem-
ber < decem, ten: it was the tenth month to the early
Romans, who reckoned from March], the twelfth and
last month of the year, having 31 days; abbreviated

.,.
De-cem-brist (di-sem'brist), n. [December -f;

-tstl m
Russian history, one of the conspirators against Czar
Nicholas I, in December, 1825.

de-cem-vir (di-sem'vgr), n. [pi. DECEMVIRS (-vSrz),
DECEMVIRI (-1') 1, [L. f sing, of decemviri < decem, ten -f

mr, a man], 1. a member of a council of ten magistrates
in ancient Rome: in 450 B.C. this body drew up the
first Roman code of laws. 2. a member of any authori-
tative group of ten men.
de cem-vi-rate (di-sem/vs-rit, di-sem'va-rat'), n. [see

DECEMVIR & -ATE], 1. the position or term of a decem-
vir. 2. any authoritative group of ten men.
de-cen-a-ry (di-sen's-ri), adj. [ML. decenarius < decena,
a tithing < L. decent, ten], of a tithing, n. [pi. DECEN-
ARIES (-riz)], a tithing. Also spelled decennary.

de-cen-cy (de's'n-si), n. [pi, DECENCIES (-siz)], [L. decen-

tia < decem; see DECENT], 1. the quality or condition

of being decent; propriety of conduct and speech;

proper observance of the requirements of modesty,
good taste, etc. 2. pi. socially proper actions: as, ob-
serve the decencies. 3, pi. things needed for a proper or

comfortable standard of living. SYN. see decorum.

de-cen-na-ry (di-sen'a-ri), n. [pi. DECENNARIES (-riz)] f

[L. decennis, lasting ten years < decem, ten + annus,

year; + ~ary], a period of ten years, adj. ten-year;
decennial,

de-cen-na-ry (di-sen'a-ri), adj. & n. decenary.
de-cennial (di-sen'i-al), adj. [LL. decennium < L.

decem, ten + annus* year; -f- -<w], 1. of or lasting ten

years. 2. occurring every ten years, n. a tenth anni-

versary or its celebration.
de-cen-ni-um (di-sen'i-am), n. [pi. DECENNIUMS (-smz),
DECENNIA (-3)], [L. < decennis; see DECENNARY], a

period of ten years; decade.
de-cent (de's'nt), adj. [Fr.; L. decens, npr. of decere, to

befit; see DECOR}, 1. proper and fitting. 2. not im-

modest; not obscene; chaste. 3. conforming to ap-
proved social standards; respectable. 4. satisfactory;

fairly good; adequate: as, decent wages. 5. fair; kind;

generous: as, he is very decent to me. 6. [Colloq.J,

adequately clothed for propriety. SYN. see chaste.

decen-ter (de-sen'tgr), v.t. 1. to put out of center;
make (a thing) eccentric. 2. to cut (a lens) so that the

optical and geometrical centers are not the same. Also

spelled decentre.
de-cen-traH-za-tion (de-sen'tral-i-za'sbsn, de'sen-trsl-

i-za'shon), n. a decentralizing or being decentralized.

de-cen-tral-ize (de-sen'trsl-Iz'). v.t. to break up the
centralization of authority, as in a government or

industry, and distribute among more places, local

authorities, etc.

de-cep-tion (di-sep'shan), n. [Fr.; L. deceQtio < pp. of

decipere; see DECEIVE], L the act or practice of deceiv-

ing. 2. the fact or condition of being deceived. 3.

something deceiving, as an illusion, or meant to deceive,
as a fraud, imposture, etc.
SYN. deception is applied to anything that deceives,
whether by design or illusion; fraud suggests deliberate de-

ception in dishonestly depriving a person of property, rights,

etc.; subterfuge suggests an artifice or stratagem used to
deceive others in evading something or gaining some end;
trickery implies the use of tricks or ruses in fraudulently de-

ceiving others; chicanery implies the use of petty trickery
and subterfuge, especially in legal actions.

de-cep-tive (di-sep'tiv), adj. [Fr. deceptif < L. deceptus,

pp. of decipere; see DECEIVE], deceiving or intended to
deceive.
decern (di-sGrn'), v.t. [ME. decernen; OFr. decerner;
L. decernere, to decide; cf. DISCERN], 1. to discern.
2. in Scottish law, to decree by judicial sentence,

dec I- (des'a), [Fr. deci- < L, decimus, tenth < decem,

ten], a combining form, used especially in the metric

system, meaning one tenth of (a specified unit), as in

decigram, decimeter.
declare (des'i-ar'), n. [Fr.; see, DECI- & ARE, .], a
metric measure of surface, equal to 1/10 are (10 square
meters or 11.96 square yards).

dec-i-bel (des'8-ber), n. [deci- + bet], a unit for measur-
ing the volume of a sound, equal to the logarithm of
the ratio of the intensity of the sound to the intensity
of an arbitrarily chosen standard sound: abbreviated
db (no period).
de cld-a-ble (di-sld'a-b'l) , adj. that can be decided*

de-cide (di-sld')t v.t. [DECIDED (-id), DECIDING], [Fr.
didder; L, deciders, to cut off, decide < de-, off, from -f
caedere, to cut], 1. to end (a contest, etc.) or settle

(an argument) by giving one side the victory or by-

passing judgment. 2. to cause to reach a decision. IM,
1. to pass judgment. 2. to reach a decision; make tip
one's mmd.
SYN. decide implies the bringing to an end of vacillation,
doubt, dispute, etc. by making up one's mind as to an action,
course, or judgment; determine in addition suggests that the

form, character, functions, scope, etc. of something are pre-

cisely fixed (the club decided on a lecture series and appointed
a committee to determine the speakers, the dates, etc.) ; settle
stresses finality in a decision, often one arrived at by arbitra-

tion, and implies the termination of all doubt or controversy;
to conclude is to decide after careful investigation or reason-

ing: resolve implies firmness of intention to carry through a
decision (he resolved to go to bed early every night).

de-cid-ed (di-sid'id), adj. [pp. of decide], 1. definite;
unmistakable; clear-cut. 2. unhesitating; determined.

de-cid-ed-ly (di-sld'id-li) , adv. 1 . definitely ; unmistaka-
bly; certainly. 2. without hesitation; determinedly.

de-cid-ii-a (d!-sij'oo-0, di-sij'u-o), n. [Mod. L., fern, of

deciduus; see DECIDUOUS], a membrane formed in the
uterus during pregnancy and cast off at childbirth.

de cid-u-al (di-sij'oo-al, di-sij'u-sl), adj. of the decidua.
de cid-u-ous (di-sij'oo-as, di-srj'u-ss), adj. [L. deciduus
< decidere, to fall off < de-, off, down -f- cadere, to fall],

1. falling off at a certain season or stage of growth, as
some leaves, antlers, the wings of certain insects, etc.

2. shedding leaves annually: opposed to evergreen. 3.
short-lived ; temporary.
decigram, decigramme (des'a-gram') , n. [Fr.; see
DECI- & GRAM], a metric weight, equal to 1/10 gram
(1.5432 grains or .003527 ounce) : abbreviated dg.

dec ile (des'il), n. [< L. decem, ten + -He], in statistics,

any of the values in a series dividing the distribution
of the individuals in the series into ten groups of equal
frequency; also, any of these groups.

dec-i-H-ter, dec-Mi-tre (des'a-le'ter), n. [Fr. dtcilitre;
see DECI- & LITER], a metric measure of volume, equal
to 1/10 liter (3.38 fluid ounces or 6.1025 cubic inches):
abbreviated dl.

decil-lion (di-sil'y3n) , n. [< L. decem; + mil/ion],
1. in the United States and Prance, 1 followed by 33
zeros. 2. in England and Germany, 1 followed by 60
zeros, adj. amounting to one decillion in number.

dee-i-mal (des'a-ml), adj. [OFr.; ML. decimalis < L,

decimus, tenth < decem, ten], of or based upon the num-
ber ten; progressing by tens. n. a decimal fraction.

decimal fraction, a fraction with an unwritten denom-
inator of ten or some power of ten, indicated by a point
(decimal point} before the numerator: as, .5-5/10.

dec imal-i-za-tion (desVml-i-za'shan), n. a decimaliz-

ing or being decimalized.
decimalize (des'a-ml-Iz') , v.t. (DECIMALIZED (-IzdO,

DECIMALIZING], 1. to adopt a decimal system for (cur-

rency, etc.). 2. to change into a decimal or decimals.

dec i mal-ly (des'a-mo-li) , adv. I. by tens. 2. by means
of decimals.
decimal point, a period placed just to the left of a
decimal fraction, as in 1.15, 0.9.

decimal system, a system of computation based on the
number ten.
dec-i-mate (des'a-mat'), v.t. [DECIMATED (-id), DECI-

MATING], [< L. decimatus, pp. of decimare < decem, ten],

1. to select by lot and kill every tenth one of; hence,
2. to destroy or kill a large part of: as, they decimated
the enemy. 3. to take or destroy a tenth part of.

dec-i-ma-tion (des'a-ma'shan), n. [L. decimatio], a

decimating or being decimated.
dec i-ma tor (des'a-ma'teV), n. a person or thing that

decimates.
dec-i-me ter, dec-i me-tre (des'a-me'tSr), n. (Fr.; see

DECI- & METER], a metric measure of length, equal to

1/10 meter (3,937 inches) : abbreviated dec., decim., dm.
de ci-pher (di-si'fer), v.t. [de- + cipher], 1. to translate
from secret writing or code into comprehensible terms;
decode. 2. to make out the meaning of (ancient
inscriptions, blurred writing, etc,).

decision (di-sizh'an), n. [Fr. decision; L. decisio, a

cutting short, decision < aecisus, pp. of decidere; see

DECIDE], 1. the act of deciding or settling a dispute or

question by giving a judgment. 2. the act of making
up one's mind. 3. a judgment or conclusion reached or

given. 4. determination; firmness of mind: as, a man
of decision. 5. in boxing, a victory on points instead of

by a knockout.
decisive (di-si'siv), adj. [ML/, decisivus < L, decisus;

see DECISION], 1. that settles or can settle a dispute,

question, etc.; conclusive.
t

1. having the quality of

decision; showing determination or firmness: as, a

decisive tone of voice.
dec-i stere (des'o-st&r') , n. [Fr.; see DECI- at STERE], a

metric measure of volume, equal to 1/10 cubic meter,

(3-53 cable feet).

deck ((lek), n* [MD. decke* dek, a covering, roof; akin to

thatch; JJ&. base *(s)te- to cover, as in L. tecfam, a root;

t
see PROTECT; sens 3 Irona the idea of one card covering
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another], 1 . a platform or roof over a section of a ship's

hold, serving as a floor. 2. any platform or floor

like a ship's deck. 3. a pack of playing cards. Abbrevi-
ated dk, v.t. |MD. decken, to hide, cover j, 1. to cover
or clothe with finery or ornaments; adorn; trim. 2. to

furnish (a vessel) with a deck. 3. [Archaic], to cover,

clear the decks, 1. to remove unnecessary things from
the decks of a ship, as for combat; hence, 2. to get
ready for action.

hit the deck, [Slang], 1. to get out of bed; get up. 2.

to get ready for action.

on deck, [Colloq.], 1. ready; on hand. 2. ready to

take one s turn, as in some games.
deck chair, a lightweight folding chair, usually with
anus and a leg rest, used on ship decks, etc.

-deck-er (dek'er), a combining form meaning having
(a specified number of) decks, layers, etc., as in two-

decker, triple-decker,

Decker, Thomas, Dekker, Thomas.
deck hand, a sailor, especially one who works on deck.
deck-house (dek'hous'), n. a small

p
building or cabin

erected on the upper deck of a ship.

deck-le, deck el (dek''l), n. [G. deckel, dim. of decke, a
cover; see DECK], in papermaking, 1. a wooden frame
or curb to guide the pulp into a desired size or width.
2. a deckle edge.
deckle edge, the untrimmed edge of paper made in a
deckle.

deck-le-edged (dek'1-ejd'). adj. having a deckle edge.
deck load, cargo carried above the upper deck of a ship.
deck tennis, a game somewhat like tennis, in which a
small ring of rope, etc. is tossed back and forth over a
net: so called because often played on passenger liners,

decl., 1. declension. 2. declensional.
de-claim (di-klam') v.i. [ME. declamen; L. dedamare;
de-, intens. + clamare, to cry, shout], 1. to speak loudly
and rhetorically. 2. to give a recitation, set speech,
etc. 3. to attack in an emotional speech (with against},
v.t. to recite or say loudly and rhetorically.

dec-la-ma-tion, (dek'fo-ma'shan), n. [Fr.; L. dedqmatio
< pp. of dedamare; see DECLAIM], 1. a declaiming or

being declaimed. 2. the art of declaiming; giving of
formal speeches or recitations. 3. a formal speech,
passage of poetry, etc. for declaiming. 4. a harangue;
loud, emotional speech.

de-clam-a-to-ry (di-klam's-t&r'i, di-klam'9-to'ri), adj.

[L. dedamatorius], 1. of, characterized by, or fit for

declaiming. 2. loud and rhetorical; oratorical.

deola-ra-tion (dek'te-ra'shan), n. [ME. dedaracion; L.
dedaratio < pp. of dedarare; see DECLARE], 1. a declar-

ing or being declared; announcement. 2. a thing de-
clared. 3. a formal statement; proclamation. 4. a
statement of taxable goods: as, a declaration at the
customs office. 5. in bezique, an indication of the com-
bination that a player holds, given by laying the cards
face up on the table.

^
6. in bridge, a bid; especially,

the winning bid. 7. in law, a) a statement of the

plaintiff's cause for complaint in a court action. 6) a
witness's statement, subject to penalty in case of per-
jury : distinguished from oath. Abbreviated dec.

Declaration of Independence, the formal statement,
written by Thomas Jefferson and adopted July 4, 1776,
by the Second Continental Congress, declaring the
thirteen American colonies free and independent of
Great Britain: there were fifty-six signers.

de-clar-a-tive (di-klar'e-tiv), adj. [LL. dedarativus; see

DECLARE], making a statement or assertion: as, a
declarative sentence.

de-clar-a-to-ry (di-klar'a-tor'i, di-klar'a-to'ri), adj. [L.
dedaratus, pp. of dedarare; + -ory], declarative.

de-dare (di-klar'), v.t [DECLARED (-Hard'), DECLAR-
ING], [ME. dedaren: OFr. declarer; L. dedarare < de-t

intens. + darus, clear], 1. to make clearly known;
state or announce openly, formally, or in definite terms.
2. to show; reveal. 3. to say positively or emphatically.
4. to make a statement of (goods) for taxation. 5. m
bria&6i to bid to play the hand in (a specific suit or no
trump), v.i. 1. to make a declaration. 2. to state

openly a choice, opinion, etc. (with for or against) .

declare oneself, 1. to state strongly one's opinion. 2.

to reveal one's true character, identity, etc.

I declare! I am surprised, startled, etc.
S YN. declare implies a making known openly by an explicit
or dear statement, often one expressed formally (he declared
his intention to run for office) ; to announce is to make some-
thing of interest known publicly or officially, especially some-
thing of -the nature of news (to announce a sale) ; to publish is

to make known through a medium that readh.es the general
public, now especially the medium of printing; proclaim im-
plies official, formal announcement, made with the greatest
possible publicity, of something of great mornent or significance
'Prodaim liberty throughout alltheland .,,.") T

See also assert.

de-clar-ed-ly (di-kl&r'icl-U) , adv. m a declared manner;
admittedly.

(da'kla'sa'),, mtyV.PAr., pp. of d&dasserv to

DECLINATION
CE celestial equator;
CP, celestial poles;

declination of

cause to lose class; see M- & CLASS! , having lost class;
lowered in social status.
de-classed (de-klast't de-kllst0 adj. declasse",

de-clas-sify (d?-k1as'*-tt') v.t. |DECLASSIFIED (-fid'),

DECLASSIFYING L to remove (governmental documents,
reports, etc.) from secret or restricted classifications

and make available to the public.
de-clen-sioo (di-kln'shan), n. fprotx via ML. *dfden-
sio < L. dtidimatfo, a bending asI4e (< pp. of dedin&re;
see DECLINE), modified in form by association with
dsscensio, a going down, descending (see DESCEND)],
1. a bending or moving downward; slopping; descent.
2. a falHng off or away; decline; deterioration. 3. a
deviation, as from a faith or standard. 4. [Rare], a

polite declining or refusal. 5. [see CASEJ, in grammar, a)
a class of nouns, pronouns, or adjectives showing the
same or a similar system of inflections, b) the inflec-

tion of such words: abbreviated duel., dec.
de clen sion al (di-klen'shan-'l), adj. in grammar, of or
connected with declension: abDreviated decl.

de-clin-a-ble (di-klin'd-bl), adj. in grammar, that can
be declined; having case inflections.

decli-na tiqn (dek'l^-na'shsn), n, [ME. dedication;
L. dedinatio; see DECLENSION,
DECLINE], 1. a bending or slop-
ing downward; deviation from
the horizontal or vertical. 2. an
oblique variation from some
definite direction. 3. the angle
that a freely turning magnetic
needle makes with the imagina-
ry line pointing to true north.
4, a polite declining or refusal.

5. [Archaic], decline; deteriora-

tion; decay. 6. in astronomy,
the angular distance of a heav-
enly body north or south from
the celestial equator. Abbrevi-
ated dec.

de-clin-a-to-ry (di-klln'a-tSr'i,
di-klin's-to'ri), adj. of or ex-

pressing declination, or refusal.

de-dine (di-kEnO* vd. [DECLINED (-kEnd')t DECLINING],
[ME. dedinen; OFr. dediner, to bend, turn aside;
L. dedinare, to bend from, inflect; de-, from + dinare,
(in comb, only), to bend, inclinej, L to bend or

slope downward or aside. 2. to sink, as the setting
sun. 3. to lessen in force, health, value, etc.j deterior-

atej decay. 4. to refuse something, especially in a
polite manner, v.t. 1. to cause to bend or slope
downward or aside. 2. to refuse, especially politely:
as, I must dedine your offer. 3. in grammar, to ^ive the
inflected forms of (a noun, pronoun, or adjective), n-
1. a declining; falling off or lower; sinking; deteriora-

tion; decay. 2. a failing (of health, etc.). 3. a period
of decline; hence, 4. the last part: as, the decline of

life. 5. a wasting disease, especially tuberctilosis of the
lungs. 6. a downward slope.
S YN. decline implies courtesy in expressing one's iKwaccept-
ance of an invitation, proposal, etc. (he dtcliiud the nomina-
tion); refuse is a more oirect, sometimes even blunt term,

implying an emphatic denial of a request, demand, etc. (to

refuse a person money) ; reject stresses a negative or antagon-
istic attitude and implies positive refusal to accept, use, believe,

etc. (they rejected the damaged goods) ; repudiate implies the

disowning, disavowal, or casting off with condernnation of a

person or thing as having no authority, worth, validity, truth,
etc. (to repudiate the claims of faith healers): to spurn is to

refuse or reject with contempt or disdain (she spurned his

attentions). ANT, accept.
dec H nom e ter (dek'H-nomVter), n. [see DECLINE &
-METER,] an instrument for measuring declination,

declivi-tous (di-kuVa-tss), adj. [L. dedivitas (see

DECLIVITY); + -OKS], fairly steep.

de-cliv4'ty (di-kHv'9-ti), n. [$L DECLIVITIES (-tiz)], [L.

dedivitas < dedivis, a sloping downward < ae-t down,
from -h divvts, a slope, hifl (akin to Goth, hlaiw, grave
mound < IE. *Moi-wos)], a downward slope or sloping,
as of a hifl: opposed to acclivity.
de-di-vous (di-kE'vos), adj. having a declivity,
de-coct (di-kokt')t v.t. [< L. decoctus, pp. of decoquere,
to boil down; de~, down 4- coquere, to cook], to extract
the essence, flavor, etc. of by boiling.

de-coc-tlon (di-kok'shsn), n. 1. a decocting or being
decocted. 2. an extract produced by decocting.
de-code (de-kod'), v.t. [DECODED (-id), DECODING], to
translate (something written in code) into comprehensi-
ble language.
de-cod-er (de-kod'e'r) , n. 1. a person who deciphers
messages written in code. 2. a device that automatic-

ally decodes scrambled messages sent by telephone.
deco-here (de'ko-h&r') v.t. & v.i. [de- 4- cohere], in

electricity, to change back to the normal condition of

sensitivity: said of a coherer.
deco-her-er (de'ko-k&r'elr), n. me^ctricity, a vibrating

t; chin; she; thin,'"

;
FT. bal; 6, FT.

: < derived, from.
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device for cfeanping a coherer back to its normal condi-
tion of sensitivity after a current has gone through it.

de co he sion (dSlcd-hS'stan), n. a decohering or being
decohered.
de-col-late (di-koFat), v.t* [DECOLLATED (-id), DECOL-
LATING], {< L. decoUatus, pp. of dtcottare, to behead <
de-, from 4- coUum, the neck], to behead.

de-col la-tion (de'k&4'shan), n. JL. decoUatio; see

DECOLLATE], a beheading or being beheaded,
de colla tor (dS'ka-la'ter), n. a person or thing that
decollates.

td colle tag* (dS'kol'tash'), n. [Fr. < dScolleter; see

DECOLLETE], L the neckline of a dress cut low so as to
bare the neck and shoulders. 2. a de'collete' dress, etc.

dfrqol-le-t* (da'ko!~t', da'ko-b-ta': Fr. dSTc&'tSO,
adj. [Fr., pp. of decolleter, to bare one s neck and shoul-
ders < de- (L. de) t from + collet, dim. of col, collar, neck
< L. collum, the neck], 1. cut low so as to bare the
neck and shoulders, as some dresses. 2. wearing a
decollete" dress, etc.

de-col-or (de-kul'Sr), v.t. to decolorize.
de-col-or-ant (de-kuI'Sr-snt), ad/, decolorizing; bleach-
ing, n. a substance that decolorizes; bleach.

de-col-or-ize (de-kuFeY-iz'), v.t. [DECOLORIZED (-izd'),

DECOLORIZING], to take the color out of; bleach.

de-com-pen-sa-tion (de-kom'pn-sa'shan), n. failure
of the neart muscle to compensate for a valvular or

myocardial defect; heart failure.

de com pose (de'ksm-pozO, v.t. & v.i. [Fr. decomposer;
see DE- & COMPOSE], 1. to break up or separate into
basic components or parts. 2. to rot. SYN. see decay.

de-com-po-si-tion (de'kom-pd-zish'an), n. 1. a decom-
posing. 2. the fact or state of being decomposed.
de-com-pound (de'kam-pound')* v.L 1. to compound
(things already compounded). 2. to decompose, adj.
1. compounded of substances already compounded.
2. in botany, having or made up of parts that are them-
selves compound, as some leaves.

de-coin-press (de'kam-pres'). v.t. 1. to free from pres-
sure. 2. to free (a worker in compressed air) from
compression or air pressure by means of an air lock.

de-com-pres-sion (de'kem-presh'an) , n. 1 . release from
pressure. 2. the lowering of air pressure on deep-sea
divers, tunnel workers, etc. 3. a surgical operation to
itBerre excessive pressure in the cranium: a flap of the
skull is removed and replaced with a metal plate.
decompression sickness, a condition caused by the
formation of air bubbles in the blood or body tissues
as the result of a sudden lowering of pressure, as in

deep-sea divers returning to the surface too quickly:
it is characterized by tightness in the chest, pains in
the joints, and convulsions and collapse in severe cases:
commonly called caisson disease, bends, diver's disease,
tunnel disease.
de-con-tam i nate (de'kgn-tamVnaV), v.t. to rid of a
polluting or harmful substance, as poison gas.

de-con-trol (de'kon-trol'), v.t. [DECONTROLLED (-trold').
DECONTROLLING], to free from controls, n. a decon-
trolling or being decontrolled.
decor (da-k&rO, n. [Fr,; L. decor, beauty, elegance,
ornament < decere, to befit, be suitable], 1. decoration.
2. the decorative scheme of a room, stage set, etc.

dec-or-ate (dek'a-raV), v.t. [DECORATED (-id), DECOR-
ATING], [< L. decoratus, pp. of decorare, to decorate,
adorn < decus, an ornament], 1. to add something
to so as to make more attractive; adorn; ornament.
2. to plan and furnish a color scheme, drapes, etc.
for. 3. to paint or wallpaper: as, decorate a room. 4. to
give a medal or similar sign of honor to: as, he was
decorated for heroism. va to put decorations on some-
thing; decorate a room, house, etc. SYN. see adorn.

dec-o-ra tion (dek'a-ra'shan), n. [LI* decoratio], 1. a
decorating. 2. the fact or state of being decorated.
3. anything used for decorating; ornament. 4. a medal,
badge, or similar sign of honor.
Decoration Day, Memorial Day.
dec-o-ra-tive (dek'o-ra'tiv, dek'a-ra-tiv), adj. decorat-
ing; used for decorating; ornamental.

dec-o-ra-tor (dek'a-ra'ter), n. a person who decorates;
specifically, an interior decorator.
deco-rous (dek'a-res, di-k6r'gs, di-ko'ras), adj. [L.
decorus, becoming < decor; see DECOR], characterized
by or showing decorum, propriety, good taste, etc.

de-cor-ti-cate (di-k&r'tg-kaf), v.t. [< L. decorticatus,
pp. of decorticare < de-, from + cortex, bark], to remove
the bark, husk, or peel from.

de-cor-ti-ca-tor (di-kdr'ta-ka'tSr), n. a tool or machine
for decorticating.
de-co-rum (di-k6r

/gm, di-ko'ram), n. [pi, DECORUMS
(-OTIZ, -ramz), DECORA (-0, -ra)], [L., neut. of decorus,
fit, proper < decor; see DECOR], 1. whatever is suitable
or proper; propriety; congruity. 2. propriety and good
taste in behavior, speech, dress, etc. 3. often in pi. an
act or requirement of polite behavior,
SYN. decorum implies stiffness or formality in rules of con-
duct or behavior established as suitable to the circumstances
(levity not in keej>mg with decorum)', decency implies ob-
servance of the requirements of modesty, good taste, etc. (have
the decency to thank her) ; propriety suggests conformity with

conventional standards of proper or correct i/ehavior, manners,
etc. (his offensive language oversteps the bounds of propriety);
dignity, in this connection, implies conduct in keeping with
one's position or one's self-respect; etiquette refers to the
forms established by convention or prescribed by social arbiters
for behavior in polite society.

de-coy fdi-koi'; also, for n., de'koi), n* [earlier coy <
D. few, a cage; W. Gmc. *kawia < L. cavea < cairns

(see CAVE)J de- ? < D. article in de kooi, the cage],
i. a place into which wild ducks, etc. are lured for
capture. 2. an artificial or trained bird or animal used
tolure game to a place where it can be shot. 3. a thing
or person used to lure or tempt into danger or a trap:
as, a police decoy, v.t. & IM to lure or be lured into a
trap, danger, etc. SYN. see lure.
de-crease (di-kreV, dS'kres'; for n., usually de'kres),
v.i. fc v.t. [DECREASED (-krest'), DECREASING], [ME.
decresen; OPr. decreistre; L. decrescere; de-, from, away
4- crescere, to grow, increase], to become or cause to
become gradually less, smaUer, etc.; diminish, n.
I. a decreasing; lessening; diminution. 2. amount of

decreasing. Abbreviated dec.
on the decrease, decreasing.

SYN. decrease and dwindle suggest a growing gradually
smaller in bulk, size, volume, or number, but dwindle em-
phasizes a wasting away to the point of disappearance (his
hopes decreased as his fortune dwindled away to nothing)-
lessen is equivalent to decrease, except that it does not imply
any particular rate of decline (his influence lessened overnight) ;

diminish emphasizes subtraction from the whole by some
external agent (disease had diminished their ranks); reduce
implies a lowering, or bringing down (to reduce prices). ANT.
increase.

de-cree (di-kre*0, n. [ME. decre; OPr. decret; L. decretum,
neut. of decretus, pp. of decernere, to decree; de-, from
H- cernere, to see, judge], 1. an official order, edict, or
decision, as of a church, government, etc. 2. anything
settled and unchangeable: as, a decree of fate. v.t.

[DECREED (-kred') DECREEING], to order, decide, or
appoint by decree or officially. v.i. to issue a decree.
dec-re-ment (dek'ra-mQnt), n. [LL. decrementum < L.
decrescere; see DECREASE], 1. a decreasing or decrease:
loss; waste. 2. amount lost by decrease or waste:
opposed to increment. 3. in mathematics, the quantity
by which a variable decreases or is decreased.
decrep-it (di-krep'it), adj. [Fr. decrepit; L. decrepitus:
de-, intens. -f crepitus, pp. of crepere, to creak, rattle;

fypatis, I wail, cry; ON. hrafn, raven;akin to Sans. .,._,. _____ _ _____
, -- ..... -v, . .,,,.*

Cym. ere, dychre* cry, clamor], broken down or worn
out by old age. illness, or long use. SYN. see weak.
de crep i-tate (di-krep'a-tat'), v.t. [DECREPITATED (-id),
DECREPITATING], [ < de-, intens. + L. crepitatus, pp. of

crepitare, to crackle, rattle, break with a noise < crepere;
see DECREPIT], to roast or calcine (salts, minerals, etc.)
until a crackling sound is caused or until this stops.
vJ. to crackle when exposed to heat.

de-crep-i-ta-tion (di-krep'a-ta/shsn), n. 1. the process
of decrepitating or being decrepitated. 2. a crackling
noise caused by exposure of salts, etc. to heat

de-crep;i*tude (di-krep's-tood', di-krep's-tud'), n. [Fr.
dtcr6pitude], the condition "of being decrepit; feebleness;
infirmity, as from age.
de cre-scen-do (de'kra-shen'do; It. de'kre-shen'dfc),
adj. & adv. [It.], in music, with a gradual decrease in
loudness or intensity; diminuendo: abbreviated decresc.
or indicated by the sign >. n. [pL DESCRESCENDOS
t(-doz)J, in music, 1. a gradual decrease in loudness or
intensity. 2, a passage played decrescendo.
de-crescent (di-kres^nt), adj. [L. decrescens, ppr. of
decrescere; see DECREASE], decreasing; lessening; wan-
ing, as the moon in its final quarter.

de-cre-tal (di-kre't'l), adj. [Fr. dtcr6tal; LL. decretalis],
of or containing a decree, n. 1. a decree. 2. in the
Roman Catholic Church, a) a decree by the Pope on a
question of doctrine or ecclesiastical law. 6) usually pi,
a collection of such decrees forming a part of canon law

de-cre-tist (di-kre'tist), n. [ML. decretista < L. decretum;
see DECREE], an expert in canon law.

de-crfe-tive (di-kre'tiv), adj. 1. of a decree. 2. having
the, power of a decree.

dec-fe^ry (dek'rQ-tSr'i, dek'ra-to'ri), adj. [LL. dec-
reforms], 1. having the nature of a decree. 2. of,
involving, or settled by a decree.

JiS^iH^'** n
t'
a decryi

??; a^sv condemnation.
$f*7 v%0i *> [DECRIED (-krid'), DECRYING], [Fr.
decrter;^QJfr. desicr,$er; see DE- & CRY], 1. to denounce
or condemn openly; censure: as, we decry religious
intolerance. 2. to, depreciate (money, etc.) officially.

' 1see '

decuman (dei^ybo^msn)!!, adj. [L. decumanus, lit., of
the tenth part, eon^defabia large < decimus; see
DECIMAL], very large:jis;;a/decuman wave: from the
notion that every tenth wavfe was tne largest.

de-cum-ben-cy (di-kum^bbn-sl), n. a decumbent con-
dition or position. l(!

de-cum-bent (di-kum'bant) f o&' ft; decumbens, ppr.
of decumbere, to lie down < d*-t down + cumberetw.
comb, only), cubare, to recline, lie down], t lyingdown. 2. in botany, trailing on the ground andl rising
at the tip, as some stems.
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dec u-ple (dek'yoo-p'l). ad;*. [Pr. decuple < L. decmplm,
tenfold < derem, ten -f plus, more], 1. ten times a*

large: tenfold. 2. in tens. n. a number or quantity
ten times as large as another one, or repeated ten times.
v.t. (DECUPLED (-p'ld), DECUPLING], to make tenfold;
multiply by ten,

decuMri-on (di-kyoor-ian), n. [L, decurio < decuna,
company of ten men < decent, ten], in Roman history,
1. an officer having charge of ten men. 2. a member of
a municipal or colonial senate.

de-cur-rent (di-kur'ant), adj. [L. decurrens, ppr. of
decurrere < de-, down + currere, to run], in botany, ex-

tending down along the stern, as the base of some leaves.

dec-u-ry (dek'yoo-ri), it, \J>1. DECURIES (-riaOl [L. &&
uria, a group of ten], in Roman history, 1. the group
commanded by a decurion. 2. any of various divisions
or classes, as of thejudges, the curiae, etc.

de-cus-sate (di-kus'at; also, for adj., di-kus'it). v.t. <ft

v.L [DECUSSATED (-id), DECUS-
SATING], [< L. decussatus, pp.
of decussare, to cross in the
form of an X < decussis, the

figure ten (X) < decent, ten], to
cross or cut so as to form an X;
intersect, adj. I. decussated.
2. in "botany, arranged in pairs
growing at right angles to those
above and below: said of leaves
or branches.
decussa-tion (dS'ka-sS'shan),

7i. [L. decussatio], 1. a decussat-

ing or being
t
decussated. 2. an

intersection like an X. _ ^.^^ . -, .,-
de-dal (de'd'l), adj. daedal. DECUSSATE LEAVES

De da li-an, De da le an (di-dali-sn), adj. Daedalian.
De-de A-gach (de-de

f
a-gach

f
), AlexandroupoUs, Greece:

the former name: also written Dedeagach.
ded-i-cate (ded'0-katO, v.t. [DEDICATED (-id), DEDI-

CATING], [< L. dedicatus, pp. of dedicate, to consecrate,

declare; ae~, intens. + dicare, to proclaim, make known
< dicere, to say, speak], 1. to set apart for a deity or

religious purpose; devote to something sacred. 2. to
set apart for a special purpose; devote to some work,
duty, etc. 3. to address or inscribe (a book, artistic

performance, etc.) to someone as a sign of honor,
affection, etc. 4. to open formally (a public building,
fair, etc.). 5. in law, to devote (land, etc.) to public
use. adj. (ded'a-kit), [Poetic & Archaic], dedicated.
SYN. see devote.

ded-i-ca-tion (dedVka'shan), n. [L. dedicatio}, 1. a
dedicating or being dedicated. 2. an inscription in a
book, etc., dedicating it to a person or cause.

ded-i-ca-tive (ded'a-ka'tiv). adj. dedicatory.
ded-i-ca-tor (ded'a-ka'ter), n. [L.J, one who dedicates.

ded-i-ca-to-ry (dedVko-tdr'i, ded'a-ka-to'ri), adj. of or
as a dedication.
deduce (di-doos', di-dus'), v.L [DEDUCED (-doost',

-dust'), DEDUCING), [L. deducere, to lead or draw down,
bring away; de-, down, away + ducere, to .lead],

1. to
trace the course or derivation of. 2. to infer from a

general principle by deductive reasoning. 3. to con-
clude by reasoning. SYN. see infer.

de duc-i-ble (di-ddosVb'l, di-dus'a-bl), adj. that can
be deduced.
de-duct (di-dukt')r v.t. [< L. deductus, pp. of deducere;
see DEDUCE], to take away or subtract (a quantity).
de duct-i-ble (di-duk'to-b'l), adj. that can be deducted.
de duc-tion (di-duk'shan) , n. [L. deductio], 1. a deduc-
ting or being deducted; subtraction. 2. the sum or

amount deducted. 3. in logic, a) the act or process of

deducing; reasoning from a known principle to an
unknown, from the general to the specific, or from a
premise to a logical conclusion.

t
b) a conclusion, so

deduced. Opposed to induction (in sense 2).

de-duC'tlve (di-duk'tiv), adj* [L. deductiws], 1, of or
based on deduction. 2. reasoning by deduction.

de-due*tive-ly (di-duk'tiv-li), adv. by deductive reason-

ing.
Dee (de), n. La river in northeastern Scotland: length,
90 mi. 2. a river in northern Wales and England:
length, 70 mi.
deed (dSd), n. [ME. deed, dede; akin to G. tat (OHG.
teta), OD. dede, ON. d&th, Goth, deds; all < base of do,

.], 1, a thing done; act. 2. a feat of courage, skill,

etc. 3. action; doing. 4. in law, a document under
seal that states a contract, transfer of property, etc.

v.t. to transfer (property, etc.) by such a document.
in deed, in fact; really.

deem (dem), v.t. & v.i. [ME. demen; AS. demon, to
doom < dom; see DOOM], to think: believe; judge.
deem ster (dem'stgr), n. (ME. demester; see DEEM &
-STER], either of the two chief ittdiges of the Isle of Man.
deep (de"p), adf. [ME. deep, depe? AS. deop; akin tti G.
Hef, Goth, dwps; IE. base *dtew&-, xle^p ia$d ^tiBjfafr as
also in dip, dump], 1. extending far

the too oc top dc0, inward from tibe ntrfaoe. back-
ward from the front* ftr far to the aides or edge, 2.

exteiwiing thus fa- m specified length or distance: as,

eight feet dtep. 3. placed far down or back. 4. coming
from far down or back, 5. hard to understand; ab-
struse. 6. serious; extreme: as, daep disgrace. 7.

strongly felt: as, ietp love. 8. wise. 9. tricky and si/.
10. dark and rich: said of colom 11. sunk in or ab-
sorbed by (with in) : as, he was deep in tfaougJit. 12.

great in degree; intense; profound: as, a deep sleep.
13. much involved: as<fa$ in debt. 14. of low pitch:
said of sound, n. [ME. deepe; AS. doop, deep sea <
the adj.], 1. a deep place, as in water or earth. 2. the
extent of space, time, the tinknown, etc. 3, the middle
part; part that is darkest, most silent, etc.: as> in the

deep of night. 4. in nautical usage, any unmarked
point between two consecutive fathom marks on a
sounding line. adv. fAS. deope], deeply; far down, fiar

in, far back, far on, etc* SrN. see broad,
go off the deep end, 1. to dive or jump Into deep wa-
ter; hence, 2. [CoUoq.J, to plunge rashly into an en-

terprise. 3. [Colloq.j, to become angry or excited.
th deep, [PoeticJ, the sea or ocean.

deep-chest-ed (dep'ches'tid). adj. having or from a
thick chest: as, a cUej^chestea roar.

deep-dish pie (dep'dish') a fruit pie bake4 in a deep
dish and having only a top crust.

deep-dyed {dep'dM'), adj. 1. stained throughput, 2.

thoroughgoing; unmitigated: as, a dtep-dyed villain.

deep-en (dep''n), v.t. & v.i. to make or become deep or
deeper.

deep-freeze (dep'frez'), n. a refrigerator for keeping
perishable foods at a very low temperature for long
periods of time: a trade-mark (Deepfreeze), v.t. to put
or keep (foods) in such a refrigerator.

deep-fry (dep^fnOt v.t. [DEEP-FRIED (-fridOr BEEP-
FRYING], to fry in a deep pan of boiling fat.

deep-laid (dep'lidO* adj. carefully worked oat and kept
secret: as, deep4aid plans.
deep-root ed (dep'root'id, dep'root'id), adj. 1. having
deep roots; hence, 2. firmly established; hard to
remove: as, deep-rooted prejudice.
deep-sea (dq/seO* &" in or of the deeper parts of the
sea: as, deep-sea nsHng.
deep-seat-ed (dej/seVid), adj. 1. placed or originating
far beneath tne surface; hence, 2. firmly established;
hard to remove.
deep-set (dep'setOi adj. I. deeply set. 2. firmly
established.

deep South, that region of the United States con-
sidered most typically Southern, including generally
the southernmost parts of Georgia, Alabama, Missis-
sippi, and Louisiana.

deer (dr), n. [pi DEER, occas. DEERS (drz)], [ME. deret

deer; AS. dear, wild animal; akin to G. tier; IE. base
*dhewes~, *dheus-, etc. (as in L. bestia < IE. *dhw3$-dhi)
in the sense "to breathe'*; for the sense, cf. L. anima,
breath, Eng. animaty, 1. any of a family of hoofed, cud-
chewing animals, as the moose, reindeer, caribou, etc.,
the males of which usually bear antlers that are shed
annually: popularly used only of the smaller species of
this family. 2. [Obs.L any animal; beast.

deer-fly (deVfliO, n. \pL DEERFLIBS (-fl!z')] any of a
group of blood-sticking flies related to tne horsefly,
but smaller and with mottled wings.
deer-hound (deY^houndOi n. any of a Scottish breed of

large, shaggy-haired dog, used in hunting deer.
deer lick, any damp, salty place where deer come to
lick the salty earth.

deer mouse, 1. a small, white-footed mouse. 2. a
light-brown jumping mouse. Both are American
varieties.
deer-skin (d&r'skin'), n. 1. the hide, of a deer. 2.

leather made from this. adj. made of deerskin.
deer stalk er (der'st6k

r
er) , n. 1. a hunter who stalks

deer. 2. a hunter
f

s tight-fitting cap with a low crown.
deer-stalk-ing (d&r'stdk'in), n. the hunting of deer by
stalking.

def., 1. defendant. 2. defense. 3. deferred. 4. defined.
5. definite. 6. definition.

de-face (da-fas'), v.t. [DEFACED (-fast') DEFACING], [ME.
defacen; OPr. desfauer; see DE- & FACE], 1. to spoil the

appearance of; disfigure; mar. 2. to make illegible by
injuring the surface of.

defacement (di-faVmdnt), n. 1. a defacing or being
defaced. 2. a thing that defaces,

Jde fac to (de fak'to), JL.J, in fact; actual (regardless
of legal or moral considerations) : as, de facto govern-
ment: distinguished from dejure.

de-fal-cate (di-fal'kat, di-fai'kat), vd. DEFALCATED
(-id), DEFALCATING! [< ML. defalcates, pp. of defalcqre,

defalcatio; see DEFALCATE], the act of stealing or

fat, ape, Mre, car; ten, even, here, over; is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, t53l, look; oil, out:
leisure: rj, ring; 4 for a in ago, e M agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u I
r. fait 'ftuttrtte fa ftr*. codr

'
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misusing funds entrusted to one's care; embezzlement.
2. the amount thus stolen or misused.

defal-ca tor (di-faKk-t&, di-fo-Kka-ter), n. a person
wbo defalcates; embezzler.
def-a-ma-tion (def'a-ma'shdn, de'fa-ma'shaTi) t n. a
defaming or being defamed; calumny; slander or libel.

de^fain-a-to-ry (di-fam^-tfir'i, di-fam'd-to'ri), adj. [ML,
diffamatoriiis], defaming or tending to defame.
defame {di-farr/) v*t* {DEFAMED (-fSmdO. DEFAMING]*
[ME. defamen, dtfamen; QFr. diffamer or ML. defamere,
aijfemare; both < L. diffamare, to malign, defame <
tfu- f from -j-fama; see FAME], to attack the reputation
of ; calumniate; slander or libel.

de-fault (di-f61f) t n. [ME. dtfaulte; OFr. defaute < L,

de~, away -f fauere, to fail, deceive], 1. failure to do
something or be somewhere when required: as, he lost

the tennis match by default. 2. failure to pay money
due. 3. failure to appear in court to defend or prosecute
a case. tu. (MB. drfauUn; OFr. defauter; see the .],

1. to fail to do something or be somewhere when re-

ooired. 2. to fail to make payment when due. 3.
t
to

fail to appear in court. 4. to fail to take part in or finish

a contest. 5. to lose by default, v.t 1. to fail to do or

pay (something) when required. 2. to fail to take part
in or finish (a contest). 3. to lose (a contest, etc.) by
default; forfeit.

,

in default off in the absence of; through lack of.

de-fault-er (di-fdl'tir), n. La person who defaults.

2. a defalcates; embezzler. 3. [British], a soldier guilty
of a military offense.
de-fea-sance (di-fe'z'ns), n. [OFr. defesance < defesant,

ppr, of defaire, desfaire; see DEFEAT], 1. the annulment
of a contract or deed. 2. a clause stating a condition
the fulfillment of which makes the deed, contract, etc.

void in whole or in part.
de-fea-si-ble (di-fe'zs-bl), adj. [see DEFEASANCE &

-IBLE], that can be undone or made void.

de-feat (di-fet/). v.t [ME. defeiten < defel, dejected;
OFr. desfatt, pp. of desfaire, to undo; LL. disfacere; L.

di&>, from + facers, to do], 1. to win victory over;

overcome; beat. 2. to bring to nothing; frustrate.

3. to make null and void. 4. (Obs.] to undo; destroy.
it. |< the v.; prob. after Fr. defaite], a defeating or

being defeated; failure to win or succeed, frustration,
etc. SYN. see conquer.
de-feat-ism (di-fet'iz'm), n. the actions or state of

mind of a defeatist.

de-feat-ist (di-fet'ist), n. [Fr. dtyaitiste],
a person who

too readily accepts defeat for himself or his side, and
acts accordingly, adj. of or characteristic of a defeatist.

defea-ture (di-fe'chgr), n. [Early Mod. Eng.; OFr.

deffaUure < desfaire; cf. DEFEAT], 1. [Archaic], dis-

figurement. 2. [ObsJ, defeat or frustration.

def-e-cate (defa-kat^, v.t. [DEFECATED (-id), DEFECAT-

ING], [< L. defaecatus, pp. of defaecare, to cleanse from
dregs, strain < de-, from + faex, faecis, grounds, dregs],
to remove impurities from; refine (sugar, wine, etc.)

va. 1. to become free from impurities. 2. to excrete
waste matter from the bowels.

def-e-ca-tion (defVka'shsn), n. [L. defaecatio], the act
or process of defecating.

def-e*ca-tor (def's-ka'tgr), n. [see DEFECATE], a person
or thing that defecates; specifically, an apparatus for

removing impure matter, as in sugar refilling.

de-feet (di-fekf, dS'fekt), n. [L. defectus < deficere, to

undo, fail < de-, from -\~facere, to do], 1. lack of some-
thing necessary for completeness: shortcoming. 2. an
imperfection; fault; flaw; blemish. v.L (di-fekf), to
forsake a party, cause, etc.; desert.
SYN. defect implies a lack of something essential to com-
pleteness or perfection (a defect in vision) ;

an imperfection is

any faulty detail that detracts from perfection (minor imper-
fections of style) ; a blemish is a superficial or surface imper-
fection that mars the appearance (skin blemishes') ; a flaw is an
imperfection in structure or substance, such as a crack or gap,
that mars the wholeness or continuity (a flaw in a metal bar).

de-fec'tion (di-fek'shan), n. [L. defectio < defectus; see

DEFECT], 1. a failing; failure. 2. abandonment of

loyalty, duty, principle, etc.: desertion.
de-fee-tive (di-fek'tiv), adj. [Fr. defectif], 1. having a
defect or defects; incomplete; faulty. 2. in grammar,
lacking some of the usual grammatical forms ; as,

Bought is a defective verb. 3. subnormal in intelligence,
emory, etc. n. 1. a person with some bodily or mental
fect. 2. in grammar, a defective word.

(di-fens'), n. defense: British! spelling.
(defend'), v.t. [ME. defenden; OFr. defendre

nfirc) ; L. defenderet to ward off, repel; d&,
y^from + fender e, to strike], 1. to guard from*"

t k:eep from harm or danger; protect. 2. to
" * maintain by speech ot afct. 3. to try to
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safe from harm or injury by interposing a barrier (he built a
fence to rcfci Ins garden), but shield also connotes a present
or imminent attack or harmful awncy^ (to skidd one's eyes
against a glare) ; preserve implies a keeping.safe from encroach-

ing deterioration or decay (to prtserwe civil liberties). ANT*
attack.

de-fend-ant (di-fen'dont) , adj. fFr. defendant, ppr, of

defendre], defending, n. in law, the defending party;
person sued or accused: opposed to plaintiff: abbrevi-
ated del., deft.

defend-er (cli-fen'der), n. one who defends; protector
Defender of the Faith, a hereditary title of English
sovereigns, first conferred upon Henry VIII by Pope
Leo X (1521): abbreviated B.F., F.D.

de-fen-es-tra-tlon (de-fenVstra'shsn), n. [de> H~ fen-
estrati&n}, a throwing or being thrown out or a window.
defense (di-fens'), n. [ME.; OFr. < L. defensus, pp. of

defenderel 1. a defending; guarding against attack:

keeping from harm or danger. 2. the fact or state of

being defended. 3. something that defends; means of
defense. 4. justification or support by speech or writ-

ing. 5. an argument to justify or vindicate. 6. self-

protection, as by boxing. 7. the side that is defending
in any contest. 8. a} the arguments of the defendant
or his lawyer in contesting a case, b) the defendant
and his lawyer or lawyers, collectively. Abbreviated
def.

de-fense-less (di-fens'lis), adj. lacking defense; unable
to defend oneself; open to attack; helpless; unprotected.

defense mechanism (or reaction), 1. any self-pro-
tective physiological reaction of an organism. 2. in

psychology, any behavior pattern in which there is

an unconscious tendency to keep^from oneself or others

unpleasant or uncomfortable feelings* memories, etc.

de-fen-si-ble (di-fen'sa-bl), adj. [ME. & OFr. defensible;
L. defensabilis < defensare < defendere; see DEFEND],
1. that can be defended or protected. 2. that can be
justified.

de-fen-sive (di-fen'siv), adj. [Fr. difensif; ML. defen-
sivus < L. defensus; see DEFENSE], 1. defending. 2. of
or for defense, n. 1. [Obs.], something that defends.
2. attitude, position, or operation of defense (often
with the).

de-fer (di-fur'), v.t. & v.i. [DEFERRED (-furdO. DEFER-
RING], [ME. differren; OFr. differer; see DIFFER], to put
off to a future time; postpone; delay.

de-fer (di-fur'), y.i. [DEFERRED (-furdO, DEFERRING],
[Fr. deferer t to yield, impeach in court, pay deference

to; L. deferre, to bring down; de-, down -f ferre, to bear],
to submit in opinion or judgment; yield with courtesy;
be respectful: as, he defers to his father's decisions.
SYN. see yield.

def*er-ence (def'&r-sns), n. [Fr. deference < L. deferens,
ppr. of deferre; see DEFER (to submit)], 1. a yielding
in opinion, judgment, wishes, etc. 2. courteous regard
or respect. SYN. see honor.
in deference to, because of regard or respect for (a
person, his wishes, position, etc.),

def-er ent (def'gr-snt) , adj* showing deference.
def-er-ent (def'gr-ant) , adj. [Fr. deferent; L. deferens,

ppr. of deferre; see DEFER (to submit)], 1. carrying
down or out. 2. in anatomy\ carrying fluids, impulses,
etc. away from an organ or part.

def-er-en*tial (def'er-en'shsl) , adj. showing deference;
very respectful.

de-fer-ment (di-fur'mant), n. [see DEFER (to postpone)],
postponement; putting off; delay.

de-ferred (di-furd'), adj. [pp. of defer (to postpone)],
1. postponed. 2. with rights, interest, etc. withheld
until a certain date: as, a deferred annuity. 3. classified
as not subject to immediate induction into the armed
forces.

de*fer-rer (di-fur'e'r), n. a person who defers; postpones
defi-ance (di-fi'sns), n. [ME. defiaunce; OFr. defiance
< dejier; see DEFY]* 1. a defying; open, bold resistance
to authority or opposition. 2. a challenge.
bid defiance to, to defy. -

in defiance of, 1. defying. 2. in spite of.

set at defiance, to defy.
defi ant (di-fi^nt), adj. [Fr. d'efrant, ppr. of dtjier\, full

of defiance; challenging; openly and boldly resisting.
de-fi-cien'Cy (di-fisn'an-si), n. [LL. deficientia < L.

deficient, ppr. of deficere, to lack, fail < de-, from 4-

facere, to dq], 1. the quality^ or state of being deficient;
absence of something essential; incompleteness. 2. [pi.

DEFICIENCIES -siz)], a) a shortage, b) the amount of

shortage; deficit.

deficiency disease, a disease, as rickets, S9urvy, or

pellagra, caused by a lack of vitamins, etc. in the diet.

deficiency judgment, ip. law, a judgment in, favor of a

mortgagee for the remainder of a debt not completely
cleared by foreclosure of the mortgage.

, adj* [L. deficient; see DBFI-
in, some essential; incomplete;
^te in amount, quality, degree,
a deficient person or thing.
L , there, jls lacling, 3d pers. sjng,,
to be .wanting ?
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of money is less than what is expected, due, needed,
etc, : shortage.
de fi-de (de ff'di), fL.], of the faith: used m the Roman
Catholic Church to designate a truth regarded as
revealed.

de-fi-er (di-fi'Sr), n. a person who defies,

del-Made (defVlad'; also, for n., def'a-lad'), v.t. & vd,

[DEFILADED (-id), DEFILADING], [< Pr. defilade, a filing

off, succession < defilw; see DEFILE (to march in file)],

to arrange (troops and fortifications) so that the terrain
will protect them, especially from enfilading fire. n.

1. the act of defilading. 2. the protection or concealment
afforded by defilading.

de-file (di-f!F), v.t. [DEFILED (-fildO, DEFILING], [ME.
defottlen; OFr. defouler, to tread underfoot, insult;
influenced by ME. filen, to foul < AS. fylan, to make
foul < ful, foul], 1 . to make filthy; dirty; pollute. 2. to
make ceremonially unclean. 3. to corrupt. 4. to pro-
fane; sully, as a person's name. 5. [Archaic], to violate
the chastity of; deflower. SYN. see contaminate.

de-file (di-rn', de'fH), vd. [DEFILED (-fild', -fild), DE-
FILING], JFr. defiler, to file off, unravel < di- (L. de),
from -\-fle; see FILE (a line)}, 1. to march in a line, in

single file. 2. to march by files, n. [Fr. defile < the *.],

1. a narrow passage through which troops must defile;

hence, 2. any narrow valley or mountain pass. 3. a
march in single file or in files.

de-file-ment (di-fH/mant), n. 1. a defiling or being
defiled. 2. a thing that defiles.

de-fil-er (di-fn'er), n. a person who defiles something.
de-fin-a-ble (di-fm'a-b'l), adj. that can be defined.
de-fine (di-fmO v.t. [DEFINED (-find'). DEFINING], [ME.
definen; OFr. definer; L. definire, to limit, define; de-,

from + finire, to set a limit to, bound < finis, bound-
ary], 1. to determine or set down the boundaries of;
set down or show the precise outlines of. 2. to deter-
mine and state the limits and nature of; describe exact-

ly, 3. to give the distinguishing characteristics of.

4. to state or explain the meaning or meanings of (a
word, etc.)^ 5. to constitute the definition of: as, the
characteristics that define man.

def-i-nite (def'a-nit), adj. [L. definitus, pp. of definire;
see DEFINE], 1. having exact limits. 2. precise and
clear in meaning: explicit. 3. certain; positive: as, it's

definite that he 11 go. 4. in
t
grammar, limiting or

specifying: as, the is the definite article: abbreviated
def. SYN. see explicit.

def-i-ni-tion (def's-nishAm), n. [OFr. definicion; L.

definitio < pp. of definire; see DEFINE], 1. a defining or

being defined. 2. a statement of what a thing is. 3. a
statement or explanation of what a word or phrase
means or has meant. 4. a putting or being in clear,

sharp outline. 5. the power of a lens to show (an
object) in clear, sharp outline. 6. the degree of distinct-

ness of a photograph, etc. 7. in radio & television, the

degree of accuracy with which sounds or images are

reproduced. Abbreviated def.

de-fin-i-tive (di-fin'a-tiv), adj. [OFr. definitif; L. defi-

nitus, pp. of definire; see DEFINE], 1. decisive; conclu-

sive; final. 1: most nearly complete and accurate: as,

a definitive edition of Shakespeare. 3. serving to define;

limiting; distinguishing. 4. in biology, fully developed.
n.

t
in grammar, a word that defines or limits a noun, as

this, that, any, some, etc.

de-fin-i tude (di-fin'e-tood', di-fin'o-tudO, n- f< L-

definitus (see DEFINITE), after nouns ending in -iude, as

infinitude}, the quality of being definite; precision.
def la-grate (def'lo-grat'), v.t. & v.i. [DEFLAG^LATBD
(-id), DEFLAGRATING], [< L-. deflagraMs* pp. of deflagrare,
to burn, consume; ae-, intens. + flagrare, to burn], to
burn rapidly, with intense heat and dazzling light.

de-flate (di-flaV), v.t. & v.i. [DEFLATED (-id), DEFLAT-
ING], [< L. de-, from + flatus, pp. of flaret to blow],
1. to collapse by letting out air or gas: as, deflate the

tire; hence, 2. to lessen in amount, importance, etc., as

currency. Opposed to inflate. SYN. see contract.
de-fla-tion (di-fla'shsn), n. 1. a deflating or being
deflated. 2. a lessening of the amount of money in

circulation, resulting in a relatively sharp and sudden
rise in its value and fall in prices. See inflation.

de-fla-tion-ar-y (di-fla'shao-er'i), adj\ of, causing, or
characterized by deflation.
de fla-tor (di-fla'tgr), n. a person or thing that deflates.

de fleet (di-flekt') v.t. & v.i. [Li defiedere; de~, from +
flectere, to bend], to bend or turn to one side; swerve.
de-flee-don (di-flek'shon), n. FLL. defle&io < L. deflexm,
pp. of deflectere; see DEFLECT], 1. a deflecting or being
deflected; bending: curving; deviation, 2. amount or

this. 3. the deviation from the zero mark of the needle
or pointer of a measuring instrument.

deflec-tive (di-flek'tiv), adj* deflecting or tending to
deflect.

de*flec-tor (d^flek'tSr)v n* a thing ttoat deflects; espe-
cially, a device for deflecting a current of air, gas,'"

de-flex-ion (dt-Hek'stwa). n. deflection: British spelling.
def-lo-ra-tion (defla-xvshaa), n. [Pr. dtforattpn; L.

deflofotio; see DWLOWERj, the act of deftowerinK.
de-flow-er (di-flotz'Sr), .*. (after Fr. dtjforer & L.

deflarore; see DE- & FLOWBR], 1. to take away the
virginity of (a woman). 2. to ravish; ravage; spoil.
3. to remove flowers from, (a plant).

de-fiux-ion (di-fiuk'shaa), . fLlL. defiuxio, a flowing
down < L. defluem* ppr. of deMmere; de~* from -|- Jl^ere,
to flow], |Rare] in mmidm, a Sow or discharge, as from
the nose.

De-foe, Daniel (di-foO, I659?-1731; English novelist
and essayist: also spelled De Foe.

de-fo-H*ate (di-foli-atO, v.t. [ML. defoliatus, p. of

defoliate < L. de~, from -f faKum* a leaf], to stnp of
leaves. lu. to be stripped of leaves,

de-fo-Ii-a-tion (di-foli-a'shsn), ra* a defoliating or being
defoliated.
de-force (di-f6rs't di-for$0 *^ in low, 1. to keep
(property, etc.) from the true owner by force. 2. to
keep (a person) from rightful possession by force.
de-for-dant (di-fdr'shant, di-for'shant) , n. in law, a
person who deforces another or another's property.
de for-est (de-f6r'ist, de-for'ist), v.t. to clear (land) of
forests or trees.
De For-est, Lee (di f&Vist, di forest), 1873-; ; American
inventor of telegraphic, telephonic, and radio apparatus.

de-for-est*a-tion (de~f6r'is-ta'shan, de-for'is-ta'shan),
n. a deforesting or being deforested.

de-form (di-fdrm') v.t. [Pr. deformer; L. deformare;
< de-, from + forma, form, shape] , 1. to mar the form
or shape of. 2. to make ugly; disfigure. 3. in phyncs,
to change the shape of by pressure or stress. v.L to
become deformed.
SYN. deform implies a marring of form, appearance, or

character, as if by pressure or stress (a body deformed by dis-

ease) ; distort implies a twisting or wrenching out of the normal
or proper shape or form (a mind distorted by fear); contort
suggests an even more violent wrenching out of shape so as to
produce a grotesque or unpleasant result (a face contorted by
pain); warp implies a bending out of shape, as of wood in

drying, and, hence, suggests a turning aside from the true or

right course judgment warped by prejudice).
de-forra-a*ble (di-fdr'ms-b'l), adj. capable of being
deformed, or changed in shape, as by pressure, etc.

de-for-ma-tion (de'f&r-ma'shan, def'er-ma'shan) n. [L.

deformatio], L a deforming. 2. the fact or state of

being deformed. 3. the result of deforming; disfigure-
ment. 4. a change in form for the worse. 5. in physics,
etc., a) change of form or shape. &) a changed form (of

something) .

de-formed (di-fSrmd'J, adj. [pp. of deform], 1. changed,
especially marred, in form; misshapen. 2. ugly,
offensive, hateful, etc.

de-foma-ed-ly (di-fdrm'id-li), adv. in a deformed man-
ner. (

de-fortn-i-ty (di-f6r'ms~ti), n. [/. DEFORMITIES ftizr)],

[OFr. deformite; L. deformitas < deformis < AM, f*om
-f- forma, form, shape], 1. the condition of being: o!e-

formed. 2. abnormal bodily fccraatie*. 5/tt deformm
part, as of the bodjr. 4. ugliness; depravity. 5. a de-
formed person or thing.

de-fraud (di-frddO, v.t* [MB. defranden; OFr. defrauder;
L. defraudare: de~t intens, +frandare, to cheat < fraus,
deceit, fraud],, to take away or hold back property,
rights, etc. from by fraud; cheat. SYN. see cheat.

de frau-da-tion (de'frfi-dJ/shan), n. a defrauding or

being defrauded* '

de-fray (di-fra'), v.t. [Fr., dtfrayer; OFr. defraier < de-

de-fray-al (di-fra^l), n. a defraying; payment.
de-fray-ment (d-frS'BiQnt), n. defrayal.
de-frock (deifrok/>, v.t. to take priestly dress or church
positioii from; unfrock.

de-frost Jde-frost', de-frost'), v.t. to
t
remove frost or ice

from, tu* to become rid of frost or ice,

de*froster (de-fr6s'ter, de-fros'tSr), n. any device for

melting ice and frost or preventing their formation, as

on an airplane wing, automobile windshield, etc.

deft (deft), adj. [ISO), defte, dafte; see DAFT], skillful;
dexterous. SYN. see dexterous,
defunct (di-furjkf) , adf. [L, defunctus, pp; at'dqfangi,
to do, finish, die; de-, from, off +ftmgi+ to perform], no
longer living or existing; extinct. &S.YN. see dead.'-'- * * j-*, ..A r / *?

j.cuu.vj.ixi>c, vAdtjr , _ ., - .......

fidtts, faithful], 1. to resist or oppose boldly or openly.
2. to resist completely; foil: as, Stalingrad defied

capture. 3. to dare (someone) to do or prove some-
thing. 4. CArclpicfc'to challenge (someone) to fight.
n. [pi. MESHES (4fe', As)*!, [Slang], a defiance; chalieoge.

deg., degree; degrees.
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386 deism
, adj. [Fr.], unconstrained; easy

na free in manner.
de-gas (de-gasO* v.t. [DEGASSED (-gast'u DEGASSING],
to remove gas from; specifically, a] to evacuate the
gases from fa vacuum tube, etc.). h) to decontaminate
(an area or person affected with a poison gas).
Degas, HHaire Ger-main Ed-gar (e'lar' zher'maw'
ed'gar' ds-gaO, 1834-1917; French painter.
De Gaulle, Charles (sharl' da-gol'; Eng. da-g61'),
18%- ; French general and statesman; premier (1958-
1959); president (1959- ).

de-gauss (di-gous'), v.t. [de~ -f gauss], to neutralize
the magnetic field surrounding (a ship) as a protection
against magnetic mines.

de-||eitt-er-a*cy (di-jen'er-9-si), n. 1. the condition or
quality of being degenerate. 2. a degenerating.

de-gen-er-ate (di-jen'eY-it), adj. [L. degeneratus, pp. of
degenerare, to become unlike one s race, fall off, degen-
erate < degener, not genuine, base < de-, from -f genus,
race, kind], having sunk below a former or normal

GENERATING], 1. to lose former, normal, or higher
qualities. 2. in biology, to change gradually to a lower
type; deteriorate: said of species, etc.

de-gen-er-a-tion (di-jen^r-a'shan, de'jen-Sr-a'shsn) , n.

[Fr. degeneration], I. a degenerating. 2. a degenerate
condition. 3. in biology, a gradual change to a lower
form of development. 4. in medicine, biochemical
change in tissues or organs, caused by injury or disease
and leading to loss of vitality, of function, etc.

de-gen-er-a*tive (di-jen'er-a'tiv, di-jen'er-a-tiv), adj.
1. of, showing, or causing degeneration. 2. tending to
degenerate.

de-glu-ti-nate (di-gloo't'n-St/), v.t. [DEGLUTINATED (-id),

DEGLUTINATING], [< L. deglutinatus, pp. of deglutinare,
to unglue; de-, from + glutinare, to glue < gluten, glue],
to extract gluten from.

de-glu-ti-tion (de'gloo-tish'on) , n. [Fr. deglutition <
JJL^deglutire, to swallow down; L. ae-, from, down 4-
glutire, to swallow], the act, process, or power of
swallowing.
deg ra-da-tion (deg'rs-da'shsn) , n. [Fr. degradation;
MJU degradatio < LL, degradare; see DEGRADE], 1. a
degrading or being degraded. 2. in geology, the lowering
of surfaces by erosion.

degrade (di-grad') v.t. [DEGRADED (-id), DEGRADING],
[ME. degraden; OFr. degrader; LL. degradare, to reduce
m rank < L. de-, down + gradus; see GRADE], 1. to
lower in rank or status; take a position of honor from:
as, the sergeant was degraded^ to the rank of private.
2. to lower or corrupt in quality, moral character, etc.
3. to bring into dishonor or contempt. 4. to lower in
value, price, quality, etc. 5. in biology, to place in a
lower classification. 6. in geology, to lower (a surface)
by erosion, vd. to sink to a lower position or type;
degenerate,
SYN. degrade literally means to lower in grade or rank, but
it commonly implies a lowering or corrupting of moral char-
acter, self-respect, etc.; abase suggests a loss, often merely
temporary and self-imposed, of dignity, respect, etc. (he abused
himself before his employer); debase implies a decline in
value, quality, character, etc. (a debased mind) ;

to humble is to
lower the pride or increase the humility, especially of another,
and, unqualified, suggests that such lowering is deserved
(humbled by the frightening experience); to humiliate is to
humble or shame (another) painfully and in pubHc (humiliated
by their laughter). ANT. exalt, dignify.

de*grad-ed (di-grad'id), adj. [pp. of degrade], disgraced;
debased; depraved.

de-grad-ing (di-grad'in) , adj. [ppr, of degrade], that
les; debasing. SYN. see base.degrades; . _

Jde gra-ti-a (de gra'shka), [L.], in law, by grace or favor.

degree (di-gre
7
), n. [ME. degre, degree,- OFr. degre,

degree, step, rank; LL. *degradus < degradare; see
DEGRADE], 1. any of the successive steps or stages in a
process or series: as, advance by degrees; hence, 2.
a step in the direct line of descent: as, a cousin in the
second degree. 3. social or official rank, position, or
class : as, a man of low degree. 4. the relative condition,
way, or respect: as, each contributing to victory in his
degree. 5. intensity, extent, or amount; as, hungry to
a sHgnt degree, bums of the third degree. 6. in algebra,
rank as determined by the sum of a term's exponents:
as, a8 <$ and x* are each of the fifth degree. 7. in educa-
tion, a rank given by a college or university to a student
wm> ttas^ completed a required course of study, or to a
distibiguished perison as an honor: as, an M.A. degree,
pLMfct. D. degree. B. in grammar, a grade of comparison
C adjectives and adverbs: as, the positive degree of

gfpcxl
is, good, the comparative degree, is better, and the

ggggptawe, degree is best. 9. inj<w0; tlae seriousness of a
'"*''

"V laurdLec in tfee mat degree,* $0V WLmathematics,"
'""$hy, etc., a unit of'm^sufie for angles
5'part ,of .the <Aeti|i^efetace of a circle:"

;

the t|uiXLber of degrees
as raw of 'a circle: as

f
a

1,1. in mmic, a), a line or ,

space on the staff, b) the interval between any two
notes on an adjacent line and space, as between E and
P, El> and F$ f or G# and AK 12. in physics, a} a unit
of measure for temperature: as, the boiling point of
water is 212 degrees Fahrenheit (212P.). b) a line

marking a degree on a thermometer. Abbreviated
deg., d.

by degrees, step by step; gradually,
to a degree, 1. to a great extent or amount. 2. some-
what.

de-gree-day (di-gre'da
7
), n. a unit of heat measurement

equal to one degree of variation from a standard
temperature in the average temperature of one day.

de-gres-sion (di-gresh'an), n. [LL. degressio < L.
degressus, pp. of degredi, to go down; de, down -f-

gredi, to go], a going down; descent or decrease;
specifically, a decrease in the rate of taxation on sums
below a specified amount.

de-gres-sive (di-gres/iv), adj. designating or of a
system of taxation in which the rate of taxation be-
comes progressively lower on sums below a specified
amount.
De Groot or de Groot, Hugo (da grot') see Grotius.

& vd. [Early; Mod. Eng. ; L.de-gust (di-gusf), v.t. k _ ., _
degustare], [Rare], to taste; especially, to taste at-

tentively so as to perceive the flavor.

tde gus-ti-bus non dis-pu-tan-dum (est) (de gus'ti-
bas non dis'pu-tan'dam est), [L.], there is no disputing
about tastes.

de-hisce (di-his'), v.L [DEHISCED (-hist'), DEHISCING],
[L. dehiscere; de-, off, from 4- hiscere, to gape, yawn],
to gape; burst or split open, as a seed pod.

de-his cence (di-his''ns), n. [see DEHISCENT], a bursting
or splitting open, as of a pod, anther, etc. to discharge
its contents.

de-his-cent (di-mV'nt) , adj. [L. dehiscens, ppr. of dehis-
cere], dehiscing or tending to dehisce.
de-horn (de-h6rn'), v.t. to remove the horns from.
de-hu-maii ize (de-hu'ma-nizO* v.t. to deprive of
human qualities, as pity, kindness, etc, ; make inhuman.

de-hu-mid-i-fy^ (de'hu-mid's-fiO , v.t. [de- + humidify],
to remove moisture from (the air, etc.).

de-hy-drate (de-hi'drat), v.t. [< de- 4- Gr. hydor, water;
-f -ate], in chemistry, etc., to remove water from; dry:
as, dehydrate fruits and vegetables to conserve them, for
future use.^u.z*.

to lose water; become dry.
de hy-dra-tion (de'hi-dra/shsn) , n. a dehydrating or
being dehydrated.

de-hy-dro-gen-ize (de-hi'dra-jsn-iz')* v.t. in chemistry,
to remove hydrogen from.
de-hyp-no-tize (de-hip'na-tiz'), v.t. to arouse from a
hypnotic trance.

De-ia nira, De-ia-nei-ra (de'o-m'ra) , n. [L. Deianira;
Gr. Deianeira], in Greek mythology, the second wife of
Hercules, who unknowingly killed him by sending him
a garment steeped in the poisoned blood of the centaur
Nessus, thinking that it was a love charm.

de-ic-er (de-i'ser), n. a device for preventing or elimi-
nating formations of ice, as on the wings or airplanes.
deicide (de'a-sid'), n. [< LL. deicida < dcus, god +
caedere, to kill], 1. the killer of a god. 2. [as if < ML.
*deicidium, after homicide], the killing of a god.

deic-tic (dik'tik), adj. [Gr. deiktikos < deiknynai, to

show, prove], 1. in grammar, pointing out; demonstra-
tive: as, that is a deictic pronoun. 2. in logic, proving
directly: opposed to elenctic. Also dictic.

de-if-ic (de-if'ik), adj. [L. deiftcus], 1. deifying. 2.

loosely, godlike,
de-i-fi-ca-tion (de's-fi-ka'shsn), n. [ME.; OFr.], 1, a
deifying. 2. a deified person or embodiment.

de-i-form (de's-fdrm'), adj. [ML. deiformis < L. deus,
god 4- forma, form], 1. godlike in form. 2. divine.
[e-i*fy (de's-fi'), v.t. [DEIFIED (-fidO DEIFYING], [ME.
detfien; OFr. deifier; LL. deificare, to make divine < L.
deus, god + facere, to make], 1. to make a god of;
rank among^ the gods, 2. to look upon as a god; wor-
ship, 3. to idealize: adore.
deign (dan), v.i. [ME. deignen; OFr. deigner,- L, dignare,
dtgnari, to deem worthy < dignus, worthy], to think
befitting one's dignity (to do something); condescend;
lower oneself, v.t. 1 . to condescend to give ; vouchsafe :

as, will you deign no answer? 2. [Obs.J, to condescend
to accept, SYfif. see stoop.

JDe-i gra-ti-a (del gra'shi-a, da/i gra'ti-a), [L,], by the
grace of God,

dell (del),, n. [Scot.], 1. the devil. 2. a mischievous
person,

dTe-i-on-lze (de-I'o-nfzO, v.t. 1. to remove ions from.
2. to restore (gas that has become ionized) to its former
condition.

De-iph-o-bus (de-ifs-bas), n. [L.; Gr. Deiphobos],- in
Greek legend, a Trojan hero, son of Priam and Hecuba:
he married Hele after tjie deatti of Paris, and"Wag
eventually kitt'edi, by Meme|au^^

Deir-dre (deV'dri, der'dn)', n. [Olr. Derdriu, lit., the
raging one], 133. Irish legend, a princess of Ulster who
eloped to-S^otlapd w4t3^^ love*; w^en

f^e was tjrsach-

py.frer guardian, she oommitted' suicide^
), n, |Fr,^dtism* < L, a*s*godjt 1,w

JS'
de
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belief that God exists and created the world but there-
after assumed no control over it or the lives of people,
2. in philosophy, the belief that reason is ,'sufficient to

prove the existence of God, with the consequent rejec-
tion of revelation and authority.
de ist (dc'ist), . a believer in deism. $YN. see atheist.
de-is*tic (de-is'tik), adj. of deism or deists.

de is ti cal (de-is'ti-k'l), adj. deistic.

de-i-ty (deVti), n. [pL DEITIES (-tiz)3, [ME. & OFr. deiU;
LL. deitas, divinity (formed by Augustine, c. 400 A.D.,
after L. dwinitas) < L. dens, god], 1. the state of being
a god ; divine nature ; godhood. 2. a god. 3. a goddess.
the Deity, God.

td&ja vu (da'zha'vu'), [Pr. f lit., already seen], in

psychology, the illusion that one has previously had a
given experience.

de-ject (di-jekt') v.t. [L. dejectus, pp. of dejicere < de~,
down + jacere, to throw], to cast down in spirit; dis-

hearten; depress, ad/. [Archaic], dejected.
de-jec-ta (di-jek'ta), n.pl [Mod. L., neut. pi. o de-

jectus; see DEJECT], excrements.
de-ject-ed (di-jek'tid), adj. [pp. of deject}* depressed;
discouraged; disheartened; downcast. SYN. see sad.

de-jec-tion (di-jek'shan), n, [L. dejectio; see DEJECT].
1. lowness of spirits; depression; discouragement, 2. in

medicine, a) an evacuation of the bowels, b) the matter
evacuated; excrement.

Jd-jeu-ner (da'zhe'na7), n. [Pr.; OFr. desjeuner; LL.
*disjunare; see DINE], I. a breakfast* especially a late

one] hence, 2. a luncheon.

Jde ju*re (de joor'i), [L.], by right; in accordance with
law: as, de jure government: distinguished from de

facto.
dek-a- (dek'a). deca-, as in dekaliter, dekameter; also,
before a vowel, dek~.
De Kalb. Jo-harm (yS-han' da kalp'; Eng. da kalb),
Baron De Kalb, 1721-1780; German military officer

who served in the American Revolutionary Army.
Dek-ker, Thomas (dek'er), 1572P-1632?; English
dramatist: also spelled Decker.
De Ko-ven, Reginald (di-ko'van), 1859-1920; American
composer.

Del., Delaware.
del., 1. delete. 2. delegate. 3. delineawt, [L.], he (or
she) drew it: used after an artist's signature on a
painting.

De4a-croix, Fer-di-nand Vic-tor Eu-gene (fer'de'naW
vek'toY' e'zhen' da-la'krwa'), 1799-4*63; French
painter.

Del-a-go-a "Bay (del'a-go's), an arm of the Indian
Ocean, projecting into southern Mozambique, Africa:

length, 55 mi.
de-laine (ds-lan'), n. [for muslin de lame; Fr. de laine,
of wool < L. de-, of, from -f lana, wool], a lightweight
cloth, formerly of wool, now usually of cotton and wool.
de la Mare, Walter John (dd-b-maY', del'd-mftrO,
1873-1956; English poet and novelist.

de-lam-i-nate (ae4am'o-natOf v.t. & v.L [de- + lami-

nate], to separate into layers.
de-lam-1 na-tlon (de-lam a-na'shsn), n. a delaminating
or being delaminated; specifically, in embryology, a
splitting of the blastoderm into two layers of cells.

delate (di-lat') t v.t. [DELATED (-id), DELATING], f< L.

delatus, pp. of deferre; see DEFER (to submit)], 1.

[Chiefly Scot.], to accuse; inform against, 2. to relate;

announce; make public.
de-la-tor (di-la/tSr), n. a person who delates; informer.

De la vigne, Jean Fran*cois Cas-i-mtr (zhaV fraV-
swa' ka'ze'm&r' da-lWen'y')* 1793-1843; French
poet and playwright.

Del-a-ware (dd'a-waV), n. 1. an Eastern State
of the United States: area, 2,057 sq, mi.; pop., 318.000;
capital, Dover: abbreviated Del. 2. a river flowing
between Pennsylvania and New Jersey into Delaware

Bay: length, 296 mi. 3. a member of a tribe of AJgon-
quian Indians who lived in the Delaware River vafiey.
4. a small, sweet, reddish American grape.
Del-a-war-e-an (del'd-wa^i-on), adj. ofDelaware, n. a
native or inhabitant of Delaware.*
Delaware Bay, the estuary of the Delaware River,
separating Delaware from New Jersey.
De La Warr, Baron, (del's-wlrO. (Thomas West; known'
as Lord Delaware), 1577-1618; British soldier; colonial

governor of Virginia (1610-1618).
de-lay (di-ISO, v.t. [ME. delayen, ddaien; OFr. delate;
de-, from -f laier, to leave, let], 1. to put off to a future

time; postpone. 2. to make late; detain, vd. tp stop
for a while; linger, n. a delaying- or being delayed.
SYN. delay implies the iruteiferteace of sbmetlimff that
causes a detainment or postponement (I was delayed by the

storm) ; retard implies tne action of somethina: lot causing a
slowing down of inovemen* or progrisag (the adivaacitig army
had beam rtofedj; aiclcem Mgfeests'a Awimg down by re-

laxatitoaof activity or intensity (tradehad $ltick*nedsomewhat) ;

impede implies interference with movement or progress by

es obstruction (the mttddy rok impfM cwr jowmey);
hinder suippests a tiolding baoc or restraining of movement or
action that has not yt bason (the aexch was Mmtered bj his

arrival I . ANT. hasten, expedite.

delaying acttoo, maaeuvers to wver a retreat, gain
time, etc.

Ml-cas-8*, Tfe^-opMle (tS
frfe!'w dencA'sfiO. 1852-

1923: French statesman; mluister of foreign affairs

(1898-1905; 1914-1915).
de-le (deli), v.t* IDELED (-lid), KLEENG (-H-irj)J, fL.

imperative sing, of dder$; see DELETE], in printing, to
take out (a letter, etc.); delete: usually in the impera-
tive as a direction to the printer, it. a mark (^)

showing that a letter, word, etc. 5s to" be taken out.

de-leC'ta-biH-ty (dl-Iek'te-bll's-ti), n. the quality of

being delectable. ;

de-lec-table (di-lek'te-bl), adj. $L. delectabUis <
deleciare; see DELIGHT}, enjoyable; delightful.

de-lec- ta-bly (di-lek'to-bli), adv. in a delectable manner.
de lec-ta-tlon (delek-ta'shsn), n. [ME. ddtaci(wn;
OPr. delectation; L. ddectatio < ddectare; see DELIGHT],
delight; enjoyment; entertainment.

Ite-led-cia, Gra-zia (gra'tsyS de4ed'da), 1875-19J6;
Italian novelist; received Nobel prize in literature, 1926.

del-e-ga-cy (deFs-gs-si), n. {pi. DELEGACIES (-siz)J, 1. a

delegating or being delegated. 2. authority to act as a
delegate. 3. a delegation. M

de-le-gal-ize (de-le'gl-lz'). ^*- to make no longer legal.

del-e-gate (delVgat
A
; also, for n., del'a-git), n. [< L.

delegaius, pp. of delegate, to send from one place to an-
other, appoint, assign; de~, from Hh legare, to send,
appoint], 1. a person authorized or sent to act for

others; representative; deputy: abbreviated del. 2. a
representative of a United States Territory in the House
of Representatives, who has the right to speak but not
to vote. 3. a member of a House of Delegates, v.t.

[DELEGATED (-id), DELEGATING}, 1. to authorize, send,
or appoint as a delegate. 2. to entrust (authority,
power, etc.) to a person acting as one's agent or repre-
sentative. 3. in ksw, to assign (one's debtor) as debtor
to one*s creditor in pkce of oneself.

del-e-ga-tion (delVga'shan), n. [L. ddega&fo), 1. a

delegating or being delegated. 2. the commission given
to a delegate. 3. a delegate or group of delegates.

Jde-len-da est Car-tha-go (di-lenMs est kar-tha'go),

[L.], Carthage must be destroyed: Roman view of the

proper fate For a traditional enemy.
de-lete (di4ef), v.t. [DELETED (-id), DELETING] [< I/.

deletus, pp. of ddere, to blot out, destroy < de^, from
f base akin to linere, to daub, rub over], to take out
(a printed or written letter, word, etc.) ;

cross out; dele:

abbreviated del., d. SYN. see erase.
del-e-te-rf-oiM (ddVt&r'i-as), adj. [ML. dddertm,; Or.
deUterios < deleter, a destroyer < dfeisthai, to injtirev

destroy], harmful to health, well-being, cbe.; injuriom
SYN. see pernicious.

de le-tion (dUS'shsn), n. FL. deUfafl, 1. a deleiOTig or

being deleted. 2. a deleted word, passage, etc,

dclf (delf), n. delftware.
Delft (dejft). n. a city in the western Netherlands: pop.,
62,000 (1947).

delft (delft), n. delftware.
delft-ware (delft'warO. n. L glassed pottery, usually
blue, which originated in Delft, Holland. 2. an^ similar

ware. 3. brown earthenware covered witfya,white glaze
and decorated.
Del-hi (ciel'i), iu 1. a small state of northern India;

area, 574 Sq. mi.; pop., 918,000, 2, its capital, on the

Jumna River: i>opv* 447,000: also called Old Delhi:

formerly the capital of India: see New Delhi.
Del ia (diKya)* [L., fern, of Delius, of Delos] a femimne
name. n. in Greek mythology, Artemis.
De-H an (de'K-Qa), adfa of Delos or its people, n. a native
or inhabitant of Delos.
de lib er ate (di-Sb'er^; for ., di-lib'Sr-at'), adj. IL.

deliber&tus, ppv of deUberare, to consider, weigh well <
de-, intense 4- Ubrare, to weigh < libra, a scales], 1.

caa?elu|ly tiougli out or formed
j premeditated; done

on purpose. 2. careful in considering; not rash or

hasty: as, a deliberate judge. 3. slow; unhurried: as,

take ddibwafo aim. tu. {DELIBERATED (-id), DELIB-

ERATING], 1- to consider carefully and fully. 2. to

consider reasons for and against a thing in order to

make up one's mind: as, a jury deliberates, v.t. to

consider carefully. -~$YN. see think* voluntary.
de-Iib-er-a-tion (di-Bb'Sr-S'shon), n. [ME. delibera**

doun; OPr. deliberation; L. deliberatio], 1. a delibera-

ting; considering carefully. 2. often pi. consideration
and debate; as, the deliberations of statesmen. 3. the

quality or condition of being deliberate; carefulness;
slowness.
de lib er a-tive (di-lib'gr-fi'tiv). adj. [L. deliber<ativus]>

1. of or for deliberating; considering and debating: as,

a deliberative assembly. 2. characterized by or resulting
from deliberation.
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de-!Ib-r-a*tar (di-Eb'Sr-5'te'r), n. [L.J, a person who
deliberates.

Delibes, L&o (l&
f
o> da-lebO. 1836-1891; French com-

poser.
del-i-ca-cy (del'i-k-si), n.

[(I.
DELICACIES (-siz)J, [ME.

delicacie; ML. delicacia < L. delicatus; see DELICATE],
1. the quality of being delicate. 2. fineness; frailty;
graceful slightness, softness, etc.: as, the delicacy of a
petal, of Venetian glass, of a child's face. 3. weakness
of constitution or health: as, the invalid's delicacy.
4. the^ quality or condition of needing careful and deft

handling: as, negotiations of great delicacy. 5. fineness
of feeling, observing, or appreciating: as, delicacy of
musical taste. 6. sensitiveness of response: as, the
delicacy of a compass. 7.

(
fineness of touch, skill, etc.

8. a fine regard forjthe feelings of others. 9. a sensitive
distaste for what is considered improper or offensive.
10. a choice food: as, caviar and other delicacies.

del-icate (del'i-Mt), adj. [ME. delicti; L. delicatus,

giving pleasure, delightful: prob. < deliciae, delight,
pleasure < delicere, to allure, entice < de-, intens.

-f lacere; see DELIGHT], 1. pleasingly and finely
flavored. 2. deliciously mild, light, or soft: as, a
delicate air, odor, color, etc. 3. beautifully fine in tex-

ture, quality, workmanship, etc.: as, delicate linen, a
delicate ring, delicate skin. 4. slight and subtle: as, a
delicate difference. 5. easily damaged, spoiled, dis-

ordered, etc.: as, a delicate vase, a delicate stomach.
6. frail in health: as, a delicate child. 7. needing careful

handling: as, a delicate diplomatic question. 8. finely
sensitive in feeling, understanding, or responding: as,
a delicate ear for music, a delicate gauge. 9. finely
skilled. 10. considerate and tactful. 11. having or
showing a sensitive distaste for anything offensive or
improper, n. [Archaic & Poetic], a delicacy: dainty.
SYN. delicate and dainty are both used to describe things
that are pleasing to highly refined tastes or sensibilities, deli-
cate implying fragility, subtlety, or fineness, and dainty,
smaUness, fastidiousness, or delicate gracefulness; exquisite is

applied to sometning so delicately wrought or subtly refined as
to be appreciated by only the most keenly discriminating or
fastidious. ANT. gross, crude, coarse.

deM ca-tes sen (del'i-ka-tes'^n), n.pl, [construed as
sing, in sense 2 and often in sense 1], [G. delikatessen,
as if < ddikat (< Fr. dtlicaf) + essen, food (<essen, to

eat); actually < Fr. delictiesse, delicacy < delicti; L.
deltcatus; see DELICATE], 1. prepared cooked meats,
smoked fish, cheeses, salads, relishes, etc. 2. a shop
where such foods are sold.

delicious (di-lish'as), adj. [ME.: OFr. delicieus; L.
deliciosus < deliciae; see DELICATE], 1. very agreeable
or enjoyable; delightful. 2. very pleasing, especially to
taste or smell, n. [D-], a variety of sweet, red winter
apple.

de-lict (di-HktO. n. [L. delictum, a fault < delinquere, to
leave undone; see DELINQUENCY], in law, an offense; mis-
demeanor.

de-light (di-Ef), v.t. [ME. deliten; OFr. deliter; L.
delectare, to delight, freq. of delicere < de-, from +
lacere to entice, lit., to ensnare (cf. LACE): sp. in-
fluenced by light, etc.], to give great joy or pleasure
to. v.i. 1. to give great joy or pleasure. 2. to be
highlypleased; rejoice (often with in or an infinitive).
n. [MEC & OFr. delit < the .], 1. great joy or pleasure.
2. something giving great joy or pleasure. 3. [Poetic],
the power of pleasing greatly. SYN. see pleasure.

de-light-ed (di-lit'id), adj. [pp. of delight], highlypleased;
loyiul; happy.

dTedight'fuTcdi-lit'fal), adj. giving delight; very pleas-
ing; charming.

de-light some (di-Kt'ssm), adj. [Archaic & Poetic],
delightful.

De-li-lah (di-HIa), n. [Heb. delllah, lit., delicate], 1. in
the Bible, the mistress of Samson, who betrayed him to
the Philistines by having his hah* cut off while he was
asleep, thus depriving him of his strength: Judg. 16;
hence, 2. a false woman; temptress; harlot.
de-Hm it (di-lim'it), v.t. [Fr. delimiter; L. deltmUare;
de-, from + limitare], to set the limits of; mark the
boundaries of.

delimitate (di-lim's-tat') v.t. [DELIMITATED (-id),
DELIMITATING], [< L. delimitates, pp. of delimitare], to
delimit.
de lira i ta tion (di-Hm's-ta'shsn, de'lim-a-ta/shsn) , n.
1. a delimiting or being delimited. 2. a thing that
serves as a limit.
delin e ate (di-Hn'i-af), v.t. [DELINEATED (-id), DE-
LINEATING], [< L. delineatus, pp. of delineare, to mark
out, sketch < de~, from -f linea, a line), 1. to trace the
outline of; sketch out. 2. to draw; depict; hence, 3. to
depict in words; describe.
de fin e a tion (di-lin'i-S'shon), n. [L. ddineatio], n. the
act or art of delineating. 2. a drawing; sketch ; portrait.
3. a word picture; description.
deline-a tive (di-lin'i-a'tiv), adj. of delineation or
tending to delineate.
delin e a tor (di-Hn'i-a'ter), n. 1. a person or thing
that delineates. 2. a tailor's pattern that can be
adjusted for cutting garments of various sizes.

|de-H-ne<a-vit (di-lin'i-a'vit), [L.], he (or she) drew
(this) : used with the artist's name on a painting, etc. :

abbreviated del., delt.

de-lin-quen'Cy (di-Hrj'kwan-si), n. \pl. DELINQUENCIES
(-siz)], [LL. delinquentia < L. delinquent, ppr. of

ddinquere, to leave undone, commit a fault; de-, from
4- linquere, to leave], 1. failure or neglect to do what
duty or law requires; guilt. 2. a fault; misdeed. 3. in
law, the act or acts of a juvenile delinquent.
de-lin-quent (di-lir/kwsnt), adj. [L. delinquens; see

DELINQUENCY], 1. failing or neglecting to do what
duty or law requires; guilty of a fault or misdeed. 2.

overdue: as, delinquent taxes, n. a delinquent person;
especially, a delinquent juvenile.

del i quesce (delVkwes'), v.i. [DELIQUESCED (-kwesf),
DELIQUESCING], [L. deliquescere; de-, from + liquescere,
to melt < liquere, to be liquid], 1. to melt away. 2. in

biology, a) to melt away in the course of growth or
decay, as parts of certain fungi, b) to branch into many
fine divisions, as leaf veins. 3. in chemistry, to become
liquid by absorbing moisture from the air.

del i-ques-cence (del'9-kwes^ns), n. the act, process,
result, or quality of deliquescing.

del i-ques-cent (del'8-kwes''nt) , adj. [L. deliguescens,
ppr. of deliquescere; see DELIQUESCE], that deliquesces;
undergoing or characterized by deliquescence.

del-i-ra-tion (del's-ra'shan), n. [L. deliratio; see

DELIRIUM], mental aberration; delirium; madness.
de-lir-ious (di-lir'i-as) , adj. [see DELIRIUM], 1. in a
state of delirium; mentally wandering; incoherently
raving. 2. of, characteristic of, or caused by delirium.
3. in a state of wild excitement: as, delirious with joy.

de-lir-i-um (di-lir'i-9m), n. [pi. DELIRIUMS (-amz),
DELIRIA (-9)], [L., madness < delirare, to rave, be crazy,
lit., to make the furrow awry in plowing, deviate from
the straight line < de-t from + lira, a line, furrow], 1. a
temporary state of extreme mental excitement, marked
by restlessness, confused speech, and hallucinations: it

sometimes occurs during fever, as in certain diseases,
in some forms of insanity;, etc. 2. an uncontrollably
wild excitement or emotion: as, a delirium of joy.
3. wildly irrational, confused, or frenzied thought or

speech. SYN. see mania.
delirium tre-mens (tre'msnz), [Mod. L. (1813), lit.,

trembling delirium], a violent delirium resulting from
excessive drinking of alcoholic liquor, and characterized
by sweating, trembling, anxiety, and hallucinations:
abbreviated D.t.'s, d.t.

del i-tes-cent (del'i-tes'n't), adj. [L. delitescens, ppr. of

delitcscere, to hide away, skulk behind < de-, from -f

latescere, to hide oneself < latere, to be hidden, lurk],
lying hidden; not revealed; latent or inactive.
Deli us, Frederick (deli-as, del'yas), 1863-1934;
English composer.

de-lfv-er (di-Hv'er), v.t. [ME. delivren; OFr. deliwer; LL.
deliberare, to set free, liberate; L. de-, from + liberare,
to set free < liber, free], 1. to set free or save from evil,

danger, etc.: as, deliver us from bondage. 2. to assist
at the birth of (an offspring): as, the doctor delivered
the child. 3. to give forth or express in words; utter:
as, he delivered a speech. 4. to give up; give or hand
over; transfer (with to). 5. to give out; distribute: as,
deliver the mail. 6. to give forth: as, the well delivers
much water. 7. to strike (a blow). 8. to throw or toss:
as, the pitcher delivered a curve. 9. [Colloq.], to cause
(votes, etc.) to be directed toward the support of a
particular candidate or cause, adj. [Archaic], active
or agile. SYN. see rescue,
be delivered of, to give birth to.
deliver oneself of, to express; utter.

deliverance (di-liv^r-sns), n. [ME.; OFr.; see DE-
LIVER], 1. a setting free; rescue 9r release. 2. the fact
or state of being freed. 3. an opinion, judgment, etc.

formally or pubficly expressed.
de-liv-er-y (di-liv'Sr-i), n. [pi DELIVERIES (-iz)], [Anglo-
Fr. dehwee, orig. fern, of pp. of deliwer; see DELIVER],
1. a giving or handing over; transfer. 2. a giving out or

distributing, as of p9ds or mail. 3. a giving birth;
childbirth. 4. a giving forth in words; utterance.
5. anjr giving forth. 6. a striking (of a blow). 7. a
throwing (of a ball) . 8. the manner or style of speaking,
singing, striking, throwing, etc.: as, an actor's poor
delivery. 9. something delivered or to be delivered, as
mail, parcels, a pitched ball, etc. 10. [Archaic], a
setting free. 11. in law, a) the irrevocable transfer of
a deed, ft) the transfer of goods from a consignor to a
consignee. Abbreviated dlvy.

dell (del), n. [ME. delle; AS. dell; akin to MHG. telle,
D. del, ravine; IE. base *dhel~, *dholo-, cavity, hollow
as {in dale], a small, secluded valley, glen, or ravine,
usually a wooded one.
Del la (del'a), a feminine name: see Adela.
della Robbia, Delia Robbia, see Robbia, della.
dells (delz), n.pl. dalles.

de-lo-caMze
(de-lo'kl-Iz'), v.t. 1. to remove (a thing)

from its locality. 2. to free (a thing) from limitations
of locality; broaden, as in scope.
De lorme, PhMi-bert (fe'le'bar' dQ-l$rm'X 1515M570;
French architect.
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De los (deles), n. one of the small islands of the Cyelades
in the Aegean: legendary birthplace of Artemis and
Apollo, and site of a famous ancient temple of Apollo.

de-louse (de-lous
f
, de-louz') *>* [DELOUSED (-Joust',

-louzd'), DELOUSING), to rid of lice.

Del-phi (del'fi), n. a city in ancient Phocis, Gi-eece:
site of a celebrated oracle of Apollo: see Greece, map.

JDel-phi-an (del'fi-sn), adj. Delphic.
Del phic (del'fik), adj. 1. of Delphi or the oracle of

Apollo there; hence, 2. oracular; obscure in meaning;
ambiguous.

del-phi nin (del'fo-nin), n. delphinine.

del-phi-nine (del'f-nen'f del'fs-nin), n. [delphimwn -f

-ine], a poisonous, white crystalline substance prepared
from the seeds of certain larkspurs and used in medicine
to relieve neuralgia, rheumatism, etc.

del-phin-i-um (del-fin'i-am), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. del-

phtnion, larkspur < Gr. delphis, delphin, dolphin: so
called from the resemblance of the nectary to a dolphin],
any of a number of related plants bearing spikes of

spurred, irregular flowers, usually blue, on tall stalks;
larkspur.
Del-phi-nu8 (del-fl'nas), n. [L., lit., dolphin; see DEL-
PHINIUM], a small northern constellation between
Pegasus and Aquila: see constellation, chart.

Del-sarte system (del-sart'}, [after Francois Delsarte

(181 1-1871), t
Pr. teacher of music and dramatics!, a

system of calisthenics combined with singing, declama-
tion, and dancing to develop bodily grace and poise.

del-ta (del'ts), n. [L.; Gr. delta; Heb. daleth, 4th letter
of the alphabet; lit., door],
1. the fourth letter of the
Greek alphabet (A, 5),

corresponding to English
D, d: see alphabet, table.
2. a deposit of sand and
soil, usually triangular,
formed at the mouth of
some rivers, as of the
Nile: so called from the
resemblance to A.

del-ta-ic (del-ta'ik), adj. of.

like, or forming a delta.
del-toid (del'toid), adj.
[Gr. deltoetdes < delta (A)
+ eidos, form], 1. shaped
like a delta; triangular. 2. designating or of a large,
triangular muscle of the shoulder, which raises the arm
away from the side. n. this muscle.
de-lude (di-lood', di-lud'), v.t. [DELUDED (-id), DELUD-
ING], [L. deludere; de-, from -f- ludere, to play, sport],
1. to mislead; beguile; deceive. 2. [ObsJ, to elude;
frustrate. SYN. see deceive.

del uge (del'uj), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. diluvium < dUuere,
to wash away < dis-, off, from + lucre, to wash}, 1. a
great flood. 2. a heavy rainfall. 3. an overwhelming,
floodlike rush of anything: as, a deluge of visitors, v.t.

[DELUGED (-u;d), DELUGING], 1. to flood. 2. to over-
whelm as with a flood.
the Deluge, in the Bible, the great flood in Noah's
time: Gen. 7.

delusion (di-loo'zhan, di-lu'zh9n),
fc

n. [L. delusio <
delusus, pp. of deludere], 1. a deluding. 2. the condi-
tion of being deluded. 3. a false belief or opinion.
4. in psychiatry, a false, persistent belief not substanti-
ated by sensory evidence.
SYN^-delusion implies belief in something that is contrary
to fact or reality, resulting from deception, a misconception, or

a mental disorder (to have delusions of grandeur); illusion

suggests the false perception or interpretation of something
that has objective existence (perspective gives the illusion of

depth in two dimensions) ; hallucination implies the apparent
perception, in a nervous or mental disorder, of something ex-

ternal that is actually not present; mirage refers to an optical

illusion caused by atmospheric conditions, and, in figurative

use, implies an unrealizable hope or aspiration.

de-lu-sive (di-loo'siv, di-lu'siv), adj. [L. delusus (see

DELUSION); 4- -twL tending to delude : misleading.
de hi so-ry (di-loo'sa-rL di-lu'sa-ri), adj. delusive.

de luxe (di looks', di luks'; Pr. do Niks'), [Fr. lit., of

luxury], of specially good quality; sumptuous; elegant.

delve (delv), v.t. [DELVED (delvd), DELVING], [ME.
delven; AS. del/an, to dig; akin to OHG. (bi)telban, D.
delven; IE. base *dhelbh~, to dig out], 1. [Archaic or

British Dial.1, to dig; hence, 2. to make an.investi-
gation; search for facts: as, delve into books, into the

past, etc. v.t. [Archaic
or British Dial.}, to dig or

turn up Oground) with a spade,
Dem., l. Democrat. 2. Democratic.

de-mag'ttfit-i-za-tion (de-mag'na-ti-za'shan, de'mag-
ns-tl-za'shon), n. a demagnetizing or being demagnet-

de magnetize (de-mag'na-ta?'), v.t. to deprive of

magnetism or magnetic properties.
dem-a gog (demVgdg', dem'a-gogO, n. a demagogue.

dem-a-gog-ic (deinVgoj'ik. dem'-gog'ik), adj* [Gr.
dtmagj&tkcts; see DEMAGOGUE], of, like, or characteristic
of a demagogue or demagogy.

dem-a-gofl'1-cal (dem'9-sD,ri-k"!, demVgog'i-k'l), adj.
demagogic.
demagogically (demVgoj'i-kl-i denra-gog'ik-H),
adv. 1. in the manner of a demagogue. 2. by means
of demagogy,
dem-a-gog-ism (dem'd6g'if'ni dem'a-gog'isc'm), n.
the methods, actions, or principles of a demagogue:
also spelled dema&o^uism.
dem-a-gogue (demVgSg', dem'a-gogOt [Or. dem-
agSgos, leader of the people < demos, the people -f-

agogos, leader < agein, to lead], 1. a person who tries
to stir up the people by appeals to emotion, prejudice,
etc. in order to become a leader and achieve selfish ends.
2. in ancient history, a leader of the common people.
dem-a-gog uer-y (dem's-go^er-i, dem'a-goc&r-i), n.
demagogy.
dem-a gog-y (dem'a-go'ji, dem'a-g6g'if dem'a-gog'i), n.
[Gr. demag&gia, control of the people], the methods,
actions, or principles of a demagogue.
de mand (di-mand', di-mandO. v.t. [OFr, demander, to
demand; L, demandare, to give in charge; de-* away,
from + mandare, to entrust, lit., to put m one's hands
< manus, a hand -f dare, to give], 1, to ask for boldly
or urgently. 2. to ask for as a right or with authority.
3. to ask to know or be informed. 4. to require; need:
as, the work demands patience, vJ. to make a demand,
n. 1. a demanding. 2. a thing demanded. 3. a strong
or authoritative request. 4. a requirement or claim.
5. an emphatic inquiry. 6. in economics, a) the desire
for a commodity together with ability to pay for it. b)
the amount people are ready and able to buy at a cer-
tain price. Opposed to supply. 7. in lour* a legal claim.
in demand, demanded or sought.
on demand, when presented for payment.
SYN. demand implies a calling for as owing or necessary,
connoting a peremptory exercise of authority or an imperative
need (to demand obedience); claim implies a demanding of

something as allegedly belonging to one (to claim, a throne) ;

require suggests a pressing need, often one inherent in the
nature of a thing, or the binding power of rules or laws (aliens
are required to register); exact implies a demanding and the
enforcing of the demand at the same time (an ww*floreman) .

de-man-dant (di-man'dont, di-man'dont), n. in law, a
plaintiff.
demand bill, a bill payable on demand.
demand deposit, in banking, a deposit that may be
withdrawn on demand, without advance notice.
demand loan, a loan payable on demand; call loan:
abbreviated D/L.
demand note, a promissory note payable on demand.
de-mar-cate (di-maVkat, de'mar-katO, v.t. fDEMAR-
CATED (-id), DEMARCATING], [< demarcation], 1. to set
or mark the limits of ; delimit ; hence, 2. to distinguish ;

discriminate; separate.
de-mar-ca-tion (de'mSr-ka'shon), n, [Pr.; Sp. demar-
cacion (in linea de demarcacion, 1493) < de- (L. de) , from
f marcar, to mark boundaries < Gmc. marka, a
boundary; cf. MARCH (limit)], 1. the act of setting
and marking limits or boundaries. 2. a limit or
boundary. 3. a separating. Also spelled demarkation.
Jd6*marche (da'mdrsh'), n. [Fr.; see DE- & MARCH
(to walk)], 1. a Hue of action. 2. in diplomacy, a
new line of action; change of policy.
de-ma-teri-al-ize (de'ma-tSr'i-a-Hz'), v.t. to cause to
lose material form. v.i. to lose material form.
Dem-a-vend, Mount (dem'a-vend'), the highest moun-
tain of the Elburz Range, northern Iran: height,
18*603 ft.

deme (dem), it* [Gr. demos, deme, common people, hence
district], any of the hundred townships into which
ancient Attica was divided.
de-mean (di-men') , v.t. [de- -f mean (low) : on ;

with debase], to lower in status or character; d
humble : as, he demeaned himself by taking the 1 ,

de-mean (di-men'), v.t. [see DEMEANOR], to behave,
conduct, or comport (oneself). SYN. see behave.
demean-or (di-men'gr), n. [ME. demeanure < de-

, menen; OFr. demener, to lead, drive; de~ (L, de),

k
from + mener. to lead < LL. minare, to drive, conduct
< L. minari, to threaten], outward behavior; conduct;
deportment; manner. SYN. see bearing.
de-mean-our (di-men'Sr), n. demeanor: British spelling.
de-ment (di-menf), v.t. to cause dementia in; make
insane*
de-ment-ed (di-men'tid), adj. [pp. of dement < L.
dementare < demens; see DEMENTIA], mentally ill;

affected with dementia.
fde men ti (da'maw'te'), n. [Fr. < dtmentir, to give the
He to, contradict; dl- (L. de), from -f- mentir < L. mentiri,
to lie], in diplomacy, an official denial, as of a rumor.
de-men-tl-a (di-men'sha, di-men'shi-a) , n. [L. < demens,
dementis, out of one's mind; de-, out from, away +

;; chin; she; thin,
V.Fr.b&Ue. Fr.
I; < derived: from.



dementia praecox demonic

mms, mentis, the mind], in psychiatry, loss or impair-
ment of mental powers: distinguished from amentia.
SYN see insanity.

dementia praecox (pre'koks), [L., lit., precocious
dementia}, a form of dementia, usually bediming in
late adolescence, characterized by melancholia, with-
drawal, hallucinations, delusions, etc.

de-mer-lt (de-mer'it), n. [Fr. demerit: LL. demeritum,
transgression < demerere, to deserve ill, with prefix dt-
misunderstood as negative < L. demerere, to deserve
well; de-, intern 4- meret'*, to deserve], 1. a quality
deserving blame; fault; defect. 2. a mark recorded
against a student, etc. for unsatisfactory work or
conduct. 3. [Obs.l, merit.
dem-e-rol (dem'o-rol', dem'a-rol7

), n. a synthetic drug
used in medicine as a sedative and analgesic: a trade-
mark (Demerol).
de-raesne Jfdi-man', di-men7), n. [ME. demame; OPr.
domains (Fr. domaine); see DOMAIN; intrusive -s- due
prob. to association with OFr. mesnee, mesnie, house-
hold < L. mansio; see MANSION}, 1. in law, possession
(of real estate) as one's own. 2. formerly, the land or
estate belonging to a lord and not rented or let but
kept in his hands. 3. a lord's mansion and the land
around it. 4. a region ; domain. 5. a realm (of activity) .

De-me-ter (di-me'tfer), n. [Gr. DSmlter; Doric Gr.
Damater}, in Greek mythology, the goddess of agriculture
and fraitfulness, and protectress of marriage: identified

by the Romans with Ceres.
de-mi (de'ml), n. plural of demos.
dem-i- (dem'i), [Fr., half < L. dimidius, half < dis-,

apart 4- medws, middle], a prefix meaning: 1. half,
as in demisemiquaver, demivolt- hence, 2. less than usual
m size, power, etc., as in demigod, demitasse.

dem-i-god (dem'i-god'), n. 1. in mythology, a) a lesser

god; minor deity. &) the offspring of a human being
and a god or goddess; hence, 2. a person regarded as

partly divine. 3. a hero declared to be a god.
dem-I-john (dem'i-jonOt n. [Pr. dame-Jeanne, demijohn,
lit., Dame Jeanne; prob. orig. a fanciful name for the
bottle], a large bottle of glass or earthenware, with a
narrow neck and a wicker casing and handle.
de-mil 1 ta-ri-za-tion (de^mil's-to-ri-za'shsn, dS-mil'a-

ts-ri~za'shan) n. a demib'tarizing or being demilitarized.
de-mil ita-rize (de~mil'd--ta-riz

/% v.t. 1. to free from
organized military control. 2. to take away the military
character or militarism of,

dem-Hune (dem'i-loon', dem'i-lun') [P*-; demi-
(see DEMI-) -f lune, moon < L. luna], 1. a crescent.
2. a crescent-shaped outwork of a fortification.
dem-i-mon-daine (dem'i-mon-danOf n. [Fr.], a woman
of the demimonde,
dem-i-monde (dem'i-mond

7
, dem'i-mondOt n. [Fr.;

demi- (see DEMI-) + monde, world, society < L. mundus,
world], the class of women who have lost social standing
because of sexual promiscuity.
dem-i-pique (dem'i-pek'). adj. [< demi-

-{- peak; sp.
influenced by association with Fr. pique, a pike], having
a low pommel: said formerly of certain military saddles.
7i. a demipique saddle.
dem i qua ver (dem'i-kwa'vSr), n. [demi- -f quaver}, in
music, a sixteenth note: semiquaver.

dem-i-re-lief (dem'i-ri-lefO, n. [demi- -f relief (pro-
jection from a surface)], mezzo-relievo.
demirep (dem'i-rep'). n. [demi- + reputation], a
woman, or sometimes a man, of poor reputation,
suspected of loose sexual behavior.

de-mis-a ble (di-miz'o-bl), adf. that can be demised.
demise (dwmizOt n. [Pr. demis, demise, pp. of demettre,
to dismiss, put away; L. demittere; see DEMIT], 1. the
transfer of an estate by will or lease. 2. the transfer of

sovereignty by death or abdication; hence, 3. death;
decease, v.t. [DEMISED (-mizdO, DEMISING], 1. to give,
grant, or transfer (an estate) by will or lease. 2. to
transfer (sovereignty) by death or abdication. 94. to
be passed on by bequest or inheritance.
dem-i sem-i-qua ver (dem'i-sem'i-kwa'vgr), n. [demi-
f semi- + quaver], in music,& thirty-second note (J}>.

de mis sion (di-mish'an), n. [Pr. dSmtssion;L. demissio,
a letting down < demissus, pp. of demittere}, a demitting;
resignation or abdication (of an oflice).
de-mit (di-mif), v.t. [DEMJTTED (-id), DEMITTING], [L.
demittere, to send down, let fall; de-, down 4- mlttere,
to send], 1. to resign (a position or office) voluntarily.
2. [Archaic], to dismiss, tu. to resign.

dem-i-tasse (dem'i-tas', dem'i-tas7), n. [Pr.; demi-
(see DEMI-) + fosse, a cup], a small cup of or for after-
dinner black coffee.

dem-i-urge (dem'i-urj'), n. {Or. dSmiourgos, one who
works for the people, skilled workman, creator <
demios, belonging to the i

- * -

-f -ergos, worker (see ERG,
phy, a secondary deity, t ,_
the world. 2. [D-], m Gnostic philosophy, a god sub-
ordinate to the supreme god, sometimes considered the
originator of evil, or identified with the Jehovah of the
Bible. 3. in Greek history, a magistrate in certain states.
dem iurgic (dem'i-ur'jik) , adj. 1. of the demiurge.
2. creative.

dem-i volt (dem'i-volt') f n. [Pr. demi-mUe; demi- (see
DEMI-) 4- volte, a leap], in horseback riding, a half
turn witn the forelegs of the horse raised.
de-mobbed (de-mobdO adj* [British Slang], demobi-
lized.

de-mo-bi-U-za-tion (de'mo-b'l-i-za'shan, di-moVl-I-
2a'sh9n), n. a demobilizing or being demobilized.
de-mo-bi-Hze (de-mo'bl-izOt *f- * 9J. 1. to disband
or dismiss (troops that have been mobilized). 2. to
change over from a war footing to a peace footing.
de-moc-racy (ds-mok'ra-si), n. [pi. DEMOCRACIES
T-siz)], [Pr. democratic; ML. democratta; Gr. demokratia,
democracy, popular government < demos, the people
4- kratein, to rule], 1. government by the people, either

directly or through elected representatives; rule by the
ruled. 2. a country, state, community, etc. with such
government. 3. majority rule. 4.ithe acceptance and
practice of the principle of equality of rights, opportu-
nity, and treatment; lack of snobbery: as, there is real

democracy in this school. 5. the common people. 6.

[D-], the Democratic Party of the United States, or
the principles of this party. See also republic,

dem-o-crat (dem'a-krat'), n. [Fr. democrate < demo-
cratie; see DEMOCRACY], 1. a person who believes in
and upholds government by the people; advocate of
rule by the majority. 2. a person who believes in and
practices the principle of equality of rights, opportunity,

and treatment. 3. [D-], a member or adherent of
the Democratic Party: abbreviated Dem., D.

dem-o-crat-ic (demVkrat'ik), adj. [Gr. demokratikos,
suited to a democracy], 1. of, belonging to, or uphold-
ing democracy or a democracy. 2. of or for all the
people: as, democratic entertainment. 3. considering
and treating others as one's equals; not snobbish.
4. [D-], of, belonging to, or characteristic of the Demo-
cratic Party: abbreviated Dem., D.

dem-o-crat-i-caHy (dem's-krat'i-kl-i, demVkrat'ik-
li), adv. in a democratic manner.
Democratic Party, one of the two major political
parties in the United States: it descended from the
Democratic-Republican Party (c. 1830), developed
from the Republican Party led by^ Thomas Jefferson.

de-moc-ra-ti-za-tion (da-mok'ro-ti-za'shon, do-mok'ra-
ti-za'shon), n. a democratizing or being democratized.

de-moc-ra-tize (da-mok're-tfz
7
),,

v.t. & vd. [DEMOCRA-
TIZED (-tizdOt DEMOCRATIZING], [Fr. demoaotiser], to
make or become democratic.
De moc-ri-te-an (di-mok'ri-te'an), adj. of or like De-
mocritus or his philosophy.
Democri tus (di-mok'ri-tas), n. Greek philosopher;
exponent of atomism; 460?-362? B.C.
idfmo-dg (da'm6"daO, adj. [Pr.], out-of-date; old-
fashioned.
De-mo gor-gon (de'ma-gdr'gsn, demVg6r'g9n), n.
[LL.; prob. of oriental origin, but influenced oy L.
daemon (see DEMON) + Corgo (see GORGON)], a terrifying
and mysterious god or demon of the underworld, to
whom sinister powers were attributed: he is sometimes
described in medieval writings as a primeval creator.

de-mo-graph-ic Cde'ma-graf'ik), adj. of demography.
demography (di-mog'ra-fi), n. T< Gr. demos, the
people; + -graphy], the science of vital statistics, as
of births, deaths, marriages, etc. of populations.
demoiselle (dem'wa-zeK; Fr. d9-mwa'zelO n. [Fr. <
OPr. dameisele; see DAMSEL], 1. a damsel. 2. a small
crane of Africa, Asia, and Europe; Numidian crane.
3. any of various dragonflies with a small head, slender
body, and wings helcfvertically when at rest.

de-mol-ish (di-mol'ish), v.t. [< root of Fr. demolir: L.
demoliri, to pull down, destroy; de-, down -f- moliri, to
budd, construct, exert oneself < moles, a mass], 1. to
pull or tear down (a building, etc.); hence, 2. to
destroy; ruin. SYN. see destroy,
de-mol ish ment (di-mol'ish-mant). n. demolition.
dem o li-tion (demVlish'an, de'mo-lish'an), n. fPr.; L.
aemolitto < demoliri; see DEMOLISH], a demolishing or
being demolished; destruction.
demolition bomb, a bomb designed primarily for
demolishing buildings, fprtifications, etc. by means of
explosive force rather than the dispersal of fragments.
de-mpn (de'matt), n. [Pr. demon; L. daemon; see DAE-
MON], 1. a daemon. 2. a devil: evil spirit. 3. a person
or thing regarded as evil, cniel, etc.: as, the demon of
jealousy. 4. a person who has great energy or skill: as,
a demon at golf.

demon., demonstrative.
de:mon e ti za tlon (de-monVti-za'shan, de-munVti-
za'shon), n. a demonetizing or being demonetized.
de-mon e-tize (de-mon'o-taz:', de-mun's-tlzO, v.t. 1. to

deprive (currency) of its standard value, 2. to stop
using as money: as, silver was demonetized.
de moni ac (di-mo'ni~ak'), adj. [L. daemoniacus; see
DEMON, DAEMON], 1. possessed or influenced by a de-
mon. 2. of a demon or demons, 3. like or charac-
teristic of a demon or demons;, devilish. 4. foenzied;
frantic, n. a person supposedly possessed by a demon.

de-mo-ni a cal (dS'ma-mVkl), adf* demoniac*
demonic (de-mon'ik), adj. [LL. daem&nicus; Gr.
daimonikos; see DEMON, DAEMON], t. oi or like



demonism dendroid

demon or dexnons% 2. having a guiding spirit; daemon-
ic; hence, 3. inspired.
de mon-ism (de'nwn-ia'm), n. I. belief in the ex-
istence and powers of demons, 2. demonolatry.

de-moci'ize (de'man-iz')* v.t. [DBHGNIZBD (-izd'),

DEMONXZING], I. to make into, or like, a demon.
2. to bring under the influence of demons.
de mon-o- (dS'mon-o), [Gr. daimono < daimon; see
DAEMON}, a combining form meaning demon, as in

demonology: also, before a vowel, demon-.
de-mon-ol-a-ter (di'msn-ol's-ter), n. a worshiper of
demons.
demon ol a-try (de'man-olVtri), n.[demono- -f- 4atry],
the worship of demons.
de-mon-ol-O'gy (de'msn-ol'o-ji), n. [demon- -f- -logy],
L the study of demons or of beliefs about them. 2. a
treatise on demons.
de mon-stra-bil-i-ty (di-mon'stre-bil'a-ti, dem'an-stra-
bil'a-ti), n. the quality or state of being demonstrable.
de mon-stra-ble (di-mon'stra-bl, dem'sn-stra-b'l), adj.
[L. demonstrabilis < demonstrate; see DEMONSTRATE],
that can be demonstrated, or proved.
de mon stra bly (di-mon'stra-bB, dem'sn-stra-bli), adv.
1. in a demonstrable manner; plainly. 2. by means of
demonstration.

de-naon-strant (di-mon'strant), n. [< L. demonstrans,
ppr. of demonstrate; see DEMONSTRATE], a person who
takes part in a public demonstration.
demonstrate (dem'an-strat'), v.t. [DEMONSTRATED
(-id), DEMONSTRATING], [< L. demonsfratus, pp. of
demonstrare, to point out, show; de-, out, from -f-

monstrare, to show], 1. to show by reasoning; prove.
2. to explain or make clear by using examples, experi-
ments, etc. 3. to show the operation or working of;
hence, 4. to advertise by showing the working or use
of (a commodity). 5. to show (feelings) plainly, vo.
1. to show feelings or ideas by public meetings, parades,
etc. 2. to show military power or preparedness.
dem-on-stra-tion (dem'an-stra'shon), n. [ME. demon-
stration; L. demonstratio < demonstrare; see DEMON-
STRATE], 1. the act, process, or means of making
evident or proving. 2. an explanation by example,
experiment, etc.; practical showing of how something
works or is used. 3. a display or outward show: as, a
demonstration of grief. 4. a public show of feeling or
opinion, as by a mass meeting or parade. 5. a show
of military force or preparedness. 6. in mathematics &
logic, the act or process of proving that certain results
follow from certain premises.
de mon-stra-tive (di-mon'strs-tiv), adj. [ME. demon-
siratif; Fr. demonstratif; L. demonstratiws; see DEMON-
STRATE], 1. showing clearly; illustrative. 2. giving
evidence or conclusive proof (usually with of). 3. hay-
ing to do with demonstration: as, a demonstrative
science. 4. showing feelings openly and frankly: as,
she's a demonstrative child. 5. in grammar, pointing
out: as, that is a demonstrative pronoun, it. in grammar,
a demonstrative pronoun or adjective. Abbreviated
demon.

dem-on-stra-tor (dem'on-stra'ter), n. [L.], a person or

thing that demonstrates, as a person who takes
part in a public demonstration.
de mor-al-i-za tion (di-mor's-li-za'shan, di-morVH-za'-
shan), n. a demoralizing or being demoralized.

de-mor-al-ize (di-mdr'o-Kz', di-mor'o-liz'), v.t. [coined
by Noah Webster < de- + moralize], 1. to corrupt the
morals of; deprave, 2. to lower the morale of; weaken
the spirit, courage, discipline, or staying power of.

3. to throw into confusion.
De Mor-gan, William Frend (frend da moVgan),
1839-1917; English artist and novelist.

Jde mor-tu-is nil ni-si bo-num (de m6Vtu-is nil ni'a

bo'nam), [L.], of the dead (say) nothing but good.
de-mos (de'mos), n. [pL DEMI (-mi)], [Gr, demos, the
common people], 1. a deme. 2. the people or com-
monalty of an ancient Greek state; hence, 3. the com-
mon people; the people; the masses.
De-mos-tne-nes (m-mos'tha-neV), n. Greek orator and
statesman; lived 385P-322 B.C.
de-mote (di-mof), v.t. [DEMOTED (4d). DEMOTING^ [de-

+ -mote as in promote], to reduce to a lower grade;
lower in rank: opposed to Promote.
demot-ic (di-mot'ik), adj. [Gr. d&notikos, popular <
demos, the people], 1. [Rare], of the people; popular.
2. in ancient Egyptian history, designating or of a simpli-
fied system of writing: distinguished, from hieratic*
demot-ics (di-mot'iks), n.pL [construed as sing.],

sociology in its widest sense.
demo-tion (di-mo'shon), n. a demoting; or being
demoted.
de-mount (de-mount'), v.t. to remove from a mounting
or mounted position: as, demount the motor.
de mount-able (de-moun'ta-b'l), adj. that can be
demounted.
Dempsey, Jack (demp'si), (born William Harrison

fy), 1895- ; American prue fighter; world heavy-
weight champion (1^19-1926).
de mul cent (di-zmtKa'&t), <K?/. [L, demmUms, ppr. of
danulc&re. to stroke down, aoften;/fe- v down + mulcere,
to stroke), sootMnjj. n a medicine or ointment that
counteracts the irritation of inflamed surfaces.
demur (di-murO* {DEMURRED (-mflrdOf DEMUR-
RINGJf fOPr. dfmorer; L* dmorurv, to delay; de~, from
-j- mow*, to delaj < cr^ a dekyl, 1. to besitate;
have scruples; object (with ol). 2. in low, to enter a
demurrer, n. La demurrmg:. 2. an objection raised
or exception taken. SYN* see object.
demure (di-myoorOt adj. [de- (prob. intens. < demur};
+ ME. mew; OFr. me$r; prob- < L. maturus, mature,
proper], 1. sober; serious; sedate. 2. affectedly modest
or sedate; coy. SYN. see hy-
de mur rage (di-mCir'ij), n. [OPr, demora&e, a delay <
demorer, demurer; see DEMUR], 1. the delayiag of a
ship, freight car, etc., as by toe freighter's failure to
load, unload, or sail within the time allowed. 2. the
compensation paid for this.

de-mur-ral (di-mftr'al) f n. a demurring; demur; delay.
de-mur-rer (di-mGr'Sr), n. |OPr. demurer (see DEMUR) ;

inf. used as n.]. La plea for the dismissal of a lawsuit
on the grounds that even if the statements of the
opposition are true, they do not sustain the daim
because they are insufficient or otherwise legally
defective. 2. an objection; demur* 3. a person who
demurs.
demy (di-miO, n. [pL DEMIES (-mizQ), [< demp-], I.

any of several sizes of writing ana printing paper,
averaging from 15 1/2 by 20 to 18 by 23 inches. 2, a
foundation scholar at Magdalen College, Oxford.
den (den), n. (ME,; AS. denn

s lair, pasture; akin to G.
dial, denn, place where grass is trodden down, lair; IE.
base *dhen~, flattened place, flat of the hand], 1. the
lair or hiding place of a wild animal. 2. a cage for a
wild animal, as in a zoo. 3. a cave as a place to hide ;

hence, 4. a retreat or headquarters, as of thieves or
vagrants; haunt. 5. a small, squalid room. 6. a small,
coay room where one can be alone to read, work, etc.
lu. [DENNED (dend), DENNING], to live or hide in or as
in a den.

Den*, Denmark.
de-nar i-us (di-nar'i-os), n. [pi. DENARII (i-!OL [L. orig.
adj., containing ten < deni, by tens < decem, ten],
1. an ancient Roman silver coin, the penny of the New
Testament: the initial letter is now tne symbol (65) for
British pence. 2. an ancient Roman gold coin, worth
25 silver denarii.

den-a-ry (den'a-ri, de'na-ri), adj. [see DENARIUS], having
to do with the number ten; tenfold; decimal.
de na tion-al ize (de-nash's-n'I-IzO, v.t. [Fr. dtnaOow-
aliser; see DE- & NATIONALIZE], to deprive of national
rights, status, scope, etc.
de nat u ral ize (de-nach'er-ol-izO* *** 1* to make un-
natural. 2. to take citizenship away from,
de na-tur ant (de-na'cher-ant), n* a denaturing agent.
de na tur-a-tion (de-na'cher-I'shaa), n. & denaturing
or being denatured.

de-na-ture (de-na'cher), w.f, [DENATURED (-cherd),
DENATURING], L to change the nature of; take natural
qualities away from. 2. to make (alcohol, etc.) unfit
as food or drink without spoiling for other uses.
denatured alcohol, ethyl alcohol mixed with a small
amount of pyridine, methyl alcohol, or certain other
compounds to make it unfit to drink: used as an anti-
freeze for automobile radiators, etc.
de na-tur-ize (de^na'cher-Iz')i v.t. [DENATURKED (-izd')
DENATURING], to dienature.
de na-zi-fy (de-nat'sa-fi/), v.t. to rid of all Nazi dements,
as by removal of Nazis from positions of importance,
by education, etc.

Den-bigh (dsen'bi), n. 1. Denbighshire. 2. the county
seat of Denbighshire: pop., 8,000.

Den-bigh-shire (den'bi-shV). n. a county of northern
Wales: pop., 158,000; county seat. Denbigh.

den-dri- (den'dri), dendro-.
den-dri-form (den'dri-ffirm') , adj. [dendri- -f -form],
shaped like a tree,
den-drite (den'drit), n. [< Gr. dendritts, of a tree < den-
dron, a tree], L a branching, treelike mark made by
one mineral crystallizing in another. 2. a stone or
mineral with such a mark. 3. the branched part of a
nerve cell that carries impulses toward the cell body:
also called dendron, neurodendron. 4. pi. the proto-
plasmic filaments of a nerve cell body.
den-drit ic (den-drit'ik), adj. L of or like a dendrite
or dendrites. 2. treelike; branching in form.
den drlt i cal (den-drit'i-kl), adj. dendritic.
den dro- (den'dro, den'dra), [< Gr. dendron, a tree], a
combining form meaning tree, as in dendrology: also
dendri-, or, before a vowel, dendr-.
den-droid (den'droid), adj. [Gr. dendroeides < dendron,
a tree -j- ei-dos, form], treelike in form.

t, bare, car; ten, even, hfcre, ovSr; is, bite; lot, go, horn, tool, look; oil, out; up, Use, fflr; get; joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
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dendrology 392 dentifrice

den-drol-ogy (den-droPo-ji), n. [dendro- + 4ogy], the
scientific study of trees,
"den-dron (den'draii), [< Gr. dendron, a tree], a com-
bining form meaning tree or treelike structure, as in
rhododendron.
dene (den), n. [van of dune}. [British Dial.], a low
mound of loose sand near a seashore; dune.
Den-eb (den'eb), n. [Ar. dhanab, short for dhanab al-

dajajah, tail of the hen], a first-magnitude star in the
constellation Cygnus (Swan) : see constellation, chart.

den-e^ga-tion (den'i-ga'shan), n. |Pr. abnegation <
L. denegatus, pp. of denegare; see DENY], a denying;
statement of denial.

den-gue (der/gi, der/gS), n. [W. Ind. Sp. < Swahili
dinga, dyenga, crampliKe attack; confused with Sp.
dengue, affected contortion, prudery (with reference to
the position of the neck and shoulders)], an infectious

tropical disease transmitted by mosquitoes and charac-
terized by severe pains in the joints and back, fever,

and rash : also called dandy fever, breakbone fever.
de-ni-able (di-nl's-b'l), adj. that can be denied.
de-ni-al (di-m'al), n. 1. a denying; saying "no" (to a
request, etc.): opposed to compliance. 2. a contradic-
tion: as, the denial of a statement: opposed to ajftrma-
tion. 3. a disowning; repudiation: as, the denial of

one's family. 4. a refusal to believe or accept (a
doctrine, etc.), 5. a refusal to give. 6. abstinence
from desired things: also self-denial.

de-nic-o-tin-ize (de-nik'a-tin-iz
7
), v.t. [DENICOTINIZED

(-fad')t DENICOTINIZING], [< de- -f nicotine + -izc], to
remove nicotine from (tobacco).
de-nier (ds-n&r'; Fr. ds-nyaO, n* [Fr.; L. denarius; see

DENARIUS], 1. a small, obsolete French coin of little

value, originally of silver, but after the 16th century,
of copper. 2. (usually den'ySr), a unit of weight for
threads of silk, rayon, etc., equal to .05 gram per
450 meters.

de-ni-er (di-ni'er), n. a person who denies,

den-1-grate (denVgrat
7
), v.t. [DENIGRATED (-id), DENI-

GRATING], [< L. denigratus, pp. of denigrare, to blacken;
de-, intens. + nigrare, to blacken < niger, black], 1. to

blacken; hence, 2. to blacken the name of; defame.
den-i gra-tion (den'a-gra'shan), n. [L. denigratio; see

DENIGRATE], 1. a blackening or becoming black.
2. a blackening of character; defamation.

den-i-gra-tor (den'a-gra'ter), n. (< denigrate + -Of],
1. a person or thing that blackens something. 2. a
person who blackens another's character; defamer.
den-im (den'im), n. [contr. < Fr. serge de Ntmes,
serge of Nfmes, town where first made], a coarse,
twilled cotton cloth used for overalls, uniforms, etc.

Den-is (den'is), [Fr.; L. Dionysius], a masculine name:
also spelled Dennis.

Denis, Saint. 3d century A.D. ; patron saint of France
and first bishop of Paris: also spelled Denys.

de-ni-trate (de-nl'trat), v.t. to remove nitric acid, the
nitrate ion or radical, the nitro group, or the oxides of

nitrogen from.
de-ni tra-tlon (de'nl-tra'shan), n. the process of deni-

trating.
de-ni*tri-fy (de-m'tra-fiO v.t. to remove nitrogen or
its compounds from.
denizen jjden'i-z'n), n. [Anglo-Fr. deinzein; OFr.
denzein, deinzein, native inhabitant < deinz, denz, with-
in; LL. de intus, from within], 1. an inhabitant or
occupant. 2. a foreigner granted specified rights of

citizenship. 3. an animal, plant, foreign word, etc.
that has become naturalized, v.t* 1. to naturalize.
2. [Rare], to furnish with denizens.
Den-mark (den'mark), n. a country in Europe, north
of Germany, between the North and Baltic Seas: area,
16,576 sq. mi.: pop., 4,146,000 (est. 1947); capital,
Copenhagen: abbreviated Den.
Denmark Strait, a strait between Greenland and Ice-
land: width, 130 mi.

Den-nis (den'is), a masculine name: see Deals,
de-nom-in-ate (di-nom's-nat'; for adj., usually di-

nom's-nit), v.t. [< L. denominates, pp. of denominare,
to name; de-, intens. + nominare; see NOMINATE], to
name; call. adj. having a specified name: as, 3 Ibs.
and 15 ft. are denominate numbers.

de-nom-i-na-tion (di-nom'Q-na'shsn), n. [Fr.; L. de-
nominatio; see DENOMINATE], 1. the act of naming.
2. a name. 3. the name of a class of things. 4. a class
or kind (especially of units) having a specific name or
value: as, coins of different denominations. 5. a reH-
gious sect: as, a Protestant denomination.
de-nom I na-tion-al (di-nom's-na'shan-'l), adj. of,

sponsored by, or under the control of, some religious
sect or sects

j
sectarian.

de-nom-i-na-tion-al-ism (di-nom'a-na'shQn-'l-iz'm), n.
1. denominational principles. 2. a denominational
system. 3. acceptance or support of such principles or
system; 4. division into denominations;

de-nom-i-na tive (di-nom'b-na'tiv, di-nom'a-na-tiv),
adj

f
. [L. denominating], 1. denominating; naming.

2. in grammar, formed from a noun or adjective stem:
as, to eye is a denominative verb. n. a denominative
word, especially a verb.

de-nom-i na-tor (di-nom'a-na'teY) , n. [ML.], 1. a per-
son or thing that denominates. 2. in arithmetic &
algebra, the term below or to the right of the line in
a fraction, indicating the number of equal parts into
which the whole is divided: as, 7 is the denominator
of 6/7.

de*not-a-ble (di-not'-bl), adj. that can be denoted.
de-no-ta-tion (de'no-ta'shan), n. [LL. denotatio], 1. a
denoting. 2. a marking out or off. 3. the direct,
explicit meaning or reference of a word or term: dis-
tinguished from connotation. 4. an indication or sign.

de-no ta-tive (di-no'te-tiv, de'no-ta'tiv), adj. denoting;
designative.

de-note (di-notO, v.t. [DENOTED (-id), DENOTING], [Fr.
denoter; L. denotare, to mark out, denote; de~, down -f

notare, to mark < nota, a mark], 1. to mark; indicate;

designate; make known by a sign. 2. to mean; signify
explicitly; refer to; be a name of: said of words, signs,
or symbols, and distinguished from connote.

de-noue-ment, de-noue-ment (da-nop'maw; Fr. da'-

noo'mawO, n. [Fr. < denouer, to untie; de- (L. dis-),
from, out + nouer, to tie < L. nodare, to knot <
nodus, a knot], 1. the outcome, solution, unraveling,
or clarification of a plot in a drama, story, etc. 2. the
point in the plot where this occurs. 3. any final
revelation or outcome.
de-nounce (di-nounsO. v.t. [DENOUNCED (-nounst'),
DENOUNCING], [ME. denouncen; OFr. denoncer: L,.

denuntiare; see DENUNCIATION], 1. to accuse publicly;
inform against: as, he denounced the traitor to the
authorities. 2. to condemn strongly as evil. 3. to give
formal notice of the ending of (a treaty, armistice, etc.) .

4. [Obs.], to announce. SYN. see criticize.

de-nounce-ment (di-nouns'mant), n. denunciation.
Jde no-vo (de no'vo), [L.], anew; once more; again.
aense (dens), adj. [L. densus, compact], 1. having the
parts crowded together; packed tightly together. 2.

thick; impenetrable; hence, 3. thick-headed; stupid.
4. in photography, opaque, with good contrast in light
and shade: said of a negative. SYN. see close, stupid.

den-si torn-e-ter (den'so-tom's-tSr), n. [< density +
-meter], an optical device for measuring the density
of a photographic negative.

den-si*ty (den'sa-ti), n. [pi. DENSITIES
(-tiz)], [Fr.

densttt; L. densitas}, 1. the quality or condition of
being dense, thick, compact, or crowded. 2. quantity
or number per unit, as of area: as, the density of popu-
lation. 3. stupidity. 4. in electricity, a) the amount
of a charge of electricity flowing through a unit of
area in a unit of time. 5) current density. 5. in photog-
raphy, opaque quality; amount of light-stopping
material on an exposed negative. 6. in physics, the
ratio of the mass of an object to its volume: symbol,D (no period). Abbreviated d.

dent (dent), n. [ME., dial. var. of dint], a slight hollow
made in a surface by a blow or pressure, v.t. to make
a dent in. v.i. to become dented.
dent (dent), n. [Fr.; L. dens, dentis, a tooth], a toothlike
projection as in a gearwheel, lock, etc.

dent., 1. dental. 2. dentist. 3. dentistry.
dental (den'tl), adj. [Mod. L. dentalfs < L. dens,
dentis, a tooth; akin to Cym. dant, OHG. zan, zand,
05. tand, ON. tdnn, Goth, tunihus, Pre-AS. *tanth, AS.
toth, Eng. tooth; see TOOTH], 1. of or for the teeth or
dentistry. 2. in phonetics, formed by placing the tip of
the tongue against or near the upper front teeth, n.
in phonetics, a dental consonant, as d, t, th.

dental floss, thin, strong thread for removing food
particles from between the teeth.
dentate (den'tat), adj. [L. dentatus < dens, dentis, a
tooth], 1. having teeth or toothlike projections;
toothed or notched. 2. in botany, having a toothed
margin, as some leaves: see leaf, illus.

den-ta-tion (den-ta'shan) , n. 1. the quality or condi-
tion of being dentate. 2. a toothlike projection, as on
a leaf.

dent-ed (den'tid). adj. [see DENT (slight hollow)], 1.

having a slight hollow or hollows in its surface. 2,
indented.

dent-ed (den'tid), ad} [see DENT (toothlike projection)],
toothed.
den ti- (den'ti, den'to), [< L. dens, dentis, a tooth], a
combining form meaning: 1. tooth or teeth, as in denti-
form. 2. in phonetics, dental and, as in dentilabial. Also,
before a vowel, dent-.
den tide (den'ti-k'l), it. [L. denticulw, dim. of dens,
dentts, a tooth], 1. a small tooth or toothlike projec-
tion. 2. a dentil.

den-tic-u-late (den-tik'ybo-Kt, den-tik'yoo-lat'), adj.
[L. denliculatus], having denticles.

den-tic-u lat ed (den-tik'yoo-la'tid) , adj. denticulate.
den-tic-u la tion (den-tik'yoo-la'shdn), lu 1. the qual-
ity or condition of being denticulate. 2. a denticle,

den-ti.form (den'ti-formO, adj. [dpnti- + -form], toethr
snaped.
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den-ti frice (den'ta-fris) , n. [Fr.; L. dmtifricium, tooth
powder < dens, dentis, a tooth + fncare, to rub]i any
preparation for cleaning teeth, as a powder, paste, or
iquid. '
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dentil 393 dependence
den til (den'til), n. [MPr. dentille; It. dentdfa* dim. <
L. dens; see DENTAL], in architecture, any of a series of
small square blocks projecting like teeth, as from under
a cornice.
den-ti la bl-al (den'ti-lfbi-Jjl), adj. A n. {denti- +
IMol], labiodental.

den-ti lingual (den'ti-Kn'gwal), adj. \denti- -f- lingual},
in phonetics, pronounced with the tip of the tongue
between the teeth, as the th in tkm: now usually
interdental.

den-tin (den'tin), n. dentine.
den-tine (den'ten, den'tin), n. [< L. dens, dentis, a
tooth; -f- -*we], the hard, dense, calcareous tissue form-
ing the body of a tooth, under the enamel: see tooth,
illus.

den-ti-pfaone (den'ti-fon'). n. [denti* -f -phone], an
instrument held against the jteeth to help the hearing
by transmitting sound vibrations to the auditory nerve,

den-tist (den'tist), n. [Pr. dentiste < L. dens, dentis, a

tooth], a person whose profession is the care of teeth,
including the filling of cavities, the extraction of teeth

beyond repair, and the replacement of missing teeth
with artificial ones; doctor of dental surgery (IXD.S.):
abbreviated dent.

den-tlst-ry (den'tis-tri), n. the branch of medical
science that deals with the teeth and their care; art or
work of a dentist: abbreviated dent.

den-ti-tion (den-tish'an), n. [L. dentitio, a teething <
dentire, to cut teeth < dens, dentis, a tooth], 1. the
teething process. 2. the number, sort, and arrangement
of the teeth: as, the dentition of man differs from that
of the dog.

den*to- (den'to, den'ts), 1. denti-. 2. a combining
form meaning dental, dental and, as in dentosurgical.
den-told (den'toid), adj. [dent- -f- -oid], tooth-shaped.

den-tq-sur-gi-cal fden'to-sur'ji-kl), adj. relating to or
used in both dentistry and surgery.
D'En-tre-cas-teaux Islands (daw'tr'-kas'toO, a group
of islands off southeastern New Guinea: a part of the
Territory of Papua: area, 1,200 sq. mi.; pop., 1,200.
den-lure (den'cher), n. [Pr. < dent; I/, dens, dentis, a
toothl, a set of teeth; especially, a partial or complete
set ot artificial teeth.
den-u-date (den'yoo-daf, di-nu'dat), v.t. [DENUDATED
(-id), DENUDATING], f< L, denudatus, pp. of denudare,
to strip off < de-, on + nudare, to stnp; cf. NUDE], to
denude, adj. (di-nu'dit, den'yoo-dat'), denuded.

den-u-da-tion (den'yoo-da'shan, de'nyoo-da'shan), n.

[Pr.; L. denudatio; see DENUDATB], 1. a denuding.
2. the fact or condition of being denuded.
de-nude (di-nood', di-nudO v.t. [DENUDED (-id), DENUD-
ING], JL. denudare; see DENUDATB], 1. to make bare or
naked; strip: as, the land was denuded of vegetation.
2. in geology, to lay bare by erosion. SYN. see strip.

de-mm-ci-ate (di-nun'si-at', di-nun'shi-at'), v.t. & v.i.

[DENUNCIATED (-id), DENUNCIATING], [< L. denuntiatus;
see DENUNCIATION], to denounce.
de-mm-ci-a-tion (di-nun'si-a'shon, di-nun'shi-a'shon),
n. [L. denuntiatio, announcement, forewarning < denun-
tiatius, pp. of denuntiare, to announce, denounce; de-,

intens. -f nuntiare, to announce], 1. a denouncing.
2. a threat or warning of evil, punishment, etc. 3. an
informing against (someone) to the authorities; accusa-
tion. 4. a notice by a nation of its intention to end
a treaty, armistice, etc. 5. FObs.], an amwuncement.

de-nun-ci-a-tor (di-nun'si-aler, di-nun'shi-a'ter), n.

[Fr. denonciateur; L. denunUator, police officer < denun-
tiare; see DENUNCIATION], a denouncer.

de-nun'Ci-a-to-ry (di-nun'si-a-tQr'i, di-nun'shi-9-to'ri),

adj. of or characterized by denunciation.
Den-ver (den'vSr), n. the capital of Colorado; pop.,
413,000.
de-ny (di-niO, v.t. [DENIED (-nld') DENYING], [ME.
denyen; OFr. denier; L. denegare; de-, intens. 4- negare,
to say "no/

1

refuse, deny], 1. to declare (a statement)
untrue; contradict. 2. to refuse to accept as true or

right; reject as unfounded, unreal, etc. 3. to refuse
to recognize; disown; repudiate. 4. to refuse access
to. 5. to refuse to grant or give. 6. to refuse (a

person who makes a request). 7. [Obs,], to forbid.

vd. to maintain a negative attitude; refuse cOmpnance.
deny oneself, 1. to do without desired things. 2. to
abstain from.
deny oneself to. to refuse access to (visitors).

SYN. deny implies a refusal to accept as true, real, valid,

existent, or tenable (he denied the charge); to gainsay Is to

dispute what a person says or to challenge me person, saying it

(facts that cannot be fOttuott); contradict not only nnpttes

emphatic denial, but, in addition, often stmgests beHef or

evidence that the opposite or contrary is true; Impugn implies
a direct, forceful attack against that which one calls into

question (she impugned his motives) *

Denys, Saint (den'is; Fr. da-neO, see Denis, Saint.

de o dand (de'a-dandO, Wi* deodandmm < L. Deo
d#$ditmi Hfc, to be given to go4j Deo, dat. of Veus* God

f dandum, ^^wwliTe c 4r^ to give), in ewrly Engiisl
I, any property instrumental in a person's death
and consequently forfeited to the crown, to be used f01

some pious ptirpcse.
de o dar (deVdirO, n. {Hind, deodar; Sans, dtavdrau,
dem, divine tree ot the gods -J- dim, wood], I. a kind
of cedar tree with durable, la^bt-red wood, native tc

the Himalayas. 2. its wood,
de-o dor ant (de-o'deV-ont), of/. f< 4^- -f L. odorans t

ppr. of Qdorwre* to srneH < offor, a smelll, having the

power of destroying or ccmnteractSng tinaesired odors,
n. any deodorant substance or preparation.

de o dor i za tkm (de-o'dfir-i-aS'shan, de-o'
shan), n. a deodorizing or being deodorized.

de-o-dor-ize (de-o'dSr-IzO* ** [i>EODOEiaaB2
DEODORIZING!, to remove or counteract the odor of,

$De-o gra-ti-as (de'o gra'shi-^s', dE'o grl^fei^sO. R4,
thanks to God.
de-on to log i-cal (de'on-t-loj'i-kl) f adj. of, or with
reference to, deontology.

de-en-tol-o-gy (de'on-tol's-ji), n. [< Gr. deon t deonios,
that which is binding, necessity < dein, to bind; -f-

^o^y], the theory of duty or moral obligation; ethics*

JDe-o vo-len-te (de'o vo-len'ti); [L.J, (if) God is willing:
abbreviated D.V.

de-ox-i-dize (de-^k'sa-dizOT v.t. to remove oxygen,
especially chemically combined oxygen, from.

de*ox*y-gi-ate (de~ok'sa-5a-natOf v.r. to remove oxy-
gen, especially free oxygen, from (water, air, eta).

dep., l. department. 2. departs. 3. deperttire. 4.

deponent* 5. deposed. 6. deposit. 7. depot. 8. deputy.
depart (di-part'), vd. [ME. depwrfen; OFr. despartw; L.

disfaytire* to divide, separate; dis-, apart -f partfre. to
divide < pars, partis, a part, share: orig. .*., to divide,
as in earlier marriage service "till death us do depart'*!,
1. to go away (from); leave. 2. to start; set out, 3. to
die. 4. to turn aside (from something) : as, you depart
from custom, v.t. [Archaic], to leave: now only in

depart this life. n. fObs,], a departure. SYN. see go.
de-part-ed (di-par'tid), adj. [pp. of depart], 1. gone
away; past; bygone. 2. dead. SYN. see dead,
the departed, 1. the dead person. 2. dead persons;
the dead.

de-part-ment (di-part'mant), n. [ME.; OFr. departe-
ment

m
< despartir: see DEPART}, 1. a separate part,

division, or branch, as of a government or ousiness: as,
the police department, the accounting department; hence,
2. a field of knowledge or activity: as, rewriting is his

department. 3. a government administrative district in
France. 4. in education, a subdivision of a college or
school, for the teaching and studying of a branch of

knowledge: as, the department of sociology. Abbreviated
dept., dep., dpt.

de-part-men-tal (di-part'men'tT, deTpartHnen'tl>, o#.
1. having to do with a department or departments.
2. arranged into or according to departments.
de-jjart-men-taMsm (de'part-men/tl-iz'm), n. 1.

strict following of departmental rttlesv practices, etc.
2. bureaucracy.
department store, a large retail store for the sale of

many kinds of goods arranged in departments.
de-par-ture (di-par'chr), n. [OFr. departeure < despar-
tir; see DEPART], 1. a departing; going away; leaving.
2. a starting out, as on a trip or new course of action;
as, political action is a new departure for labor. 3. a
deviation or turning aside (from something) . 4. [Archa-
ic], death. 5. in nautical usage, a) the distance of a
ship due east or west from the meridian of its starting
point. &) a ship's position in latitude and longitude at
the start of a voyage, from which the dead reckoning
is begun. Abbreviated dep.
de-pasture (di-pa&'ch&v di-paVcheV) , v.t. 1. to
consume the herbage of (a piece of land) by grazing:
said of cattle, etc, 2. to pasture (cattle, etc.). vd. to
graze,
de-pend (di-pendO. v.i. [ME. dependen; OFr. dependre;
Lr. dcpendere, to hang down from; de-, down + pendere,
to hangj* 1, to be influenced or determined by some-
thing else; be contingent (on). 2. to rely. 3. to rely
for support or aid. 4. to be in suspense; be undecided.
5. [Archaic], to hang down. SYN. see rely.

de-pend-a-bil-1-ty (di-pen'da-bil'a-ti) , lu the quality of

being dependable*
de-pend-a-ble (di-pen'ds-b'l) , adj. that can be depended
on; trustworthy; reliable. SYN+ see reliable.

de-pend-a-bly (di-pen'ds-bli), adv. in a dependable
manners.
de-pend-ence (di-pen'dans), n. [Fr. dependance < L.
dependent; see DEPENDENT], 1. the condition or fact
of being dependent. 2. the state of being contingent
upon or influenced, controlled, or determined by some-
thing else. 3. subordination. 4. reliance (on someone
else) for support or aid. 5. reliance: trust. 6. [Rare], a
person or thing relied on. 7. [Archaic], anything
suspended. Also spelled dependance.
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dependency (di-pen'daa-si) , n. [$. DEPENDENCIES

(-siz)},, 1. dependence. 2. something dependent or
subordinate. 3. a land or territory geographically
distinct from the country governing it, but belonging to
it and subject to its laws: as, Alaska was a dependency of
the United States. Also spelled dependency.

de-pen-dent (di-pen'dant)* adj. [Fr, dlpendant < L.

dependent, ppr, of dependere; see DEPEND!, 1. hanging
down. 2. influenced, controlled, or determined by
something else; contingent. 3. relying (on someone or

something) for support or aid, 4. subordinate, n. 1. a

thing that depends. 2, a person who relies on someone
elsctior existence, support, etc. Also spelled dependant,
dependent clause, in grammar, a subordinate clause,

de-peo-ple (de-pe'p1) v.t. to depopulate,
de-plct (di-pikt'), u*t* [< L. dtpictus, pp. of depingere,
to paint, depict; de-, intens. + pingere t to paintj, I. to

represent by drawing, painting, sculpturing, etc.; por-
tray; picture. 2. to picture in words; describe.

de-pic-tion (di-pik'shsn), n. [LL. depictw], 1. a depict-

ing or being depicted. 2. a picture, sculpture, etc.

depicting something. 3. description.

de-pic-ture (di:pik/che>), v.t. to represent in. a picture
or words; depict.

dep-i-late (dep'o-Iat'), v.t. [DEPILATED (-id), DEPILAT-

ING], [< L. depilatus, pp. of depilare, to deprive of hair;
de-, from 4- pilare, to pull out the hair < pilus, hair],
to remove hair from (a part of the body).

dep-i-la-tor (dep'a-la'tSr), n.[< depilate + -or], a person
or instrument that removes hair.

de-pfi-a-to-ry (di-pil'a-tdr'i, di-pil's-to'ri), adj. [< de-

pilate 4- -oryj. serving to remove hair, especially
unwanted hair. n. [pi. DEPILATORIES (-12, -riz)J, a

depilatory substance or device.

de-plcte (di-plStOi v.t. [DEPLETED (-id), DEPLETING],
[< L. depletus, pp. of deplere, to empty; de-, from -f

plere, to fill], 1. to empty wholly or partly. 2. to

exhaust, as of energy, funds, etc. 3. in medicine, to
relieve of fluid, as congested blood, by draining.

de-ple-tion (di-plS'shan), n- 1. a depleting or being
depleted. 2. a state of exhaustion resulting from
excessive loss of blood.

de-plor-a-ble (di-plfir'a-b'l, di-plo'ra-b'l), adj. to be
depleted; lamentable; regrettable; unfortunate.
de plor a bly (di-pldrVbfi. di-plo'rs-bli), adv. 1. in a

deplorable manner. 2. to a deplorable extent.

deplore (di-pl6r
/
, di-ploi/), v.t. [DEPLORED (~pldrd' t

-plord
;
), DEPLORING], [Fr. dtplorer; L. deplorare; de-,

intens. + plorare, to weep], to be regretful or sorry
about; lament.

de-ploy (di-ploiO, v.t. & v.i. [Fr. deployer, to unfold,
display; OFr. aesployer, to unfold, unroll; LL. dis-

plicare; L. dis- t from + plicare, to fold], in military
science, to spread out so as to form a wider front of
narrow depth, n. [Rare], a deploying.
de-pk>y*ment (di-ploi'mant), n. a deploying or being
deployed.

de'plu-ma'tion. (dS'plSS-ma'shsn), n. 1. a depluming
or being deplumed. 2. the falling off of feathers, as in

molting.
de-plume (dlpld~5in'). v.t. [Fr. deplumer; ML. deplum-
are; see DE- & PLUME], 1. to pull the feathers out of;

pluck. 2. to strip of fionor, riches, possessions, etc.

de-po-lar-i-za-tion (de-po'lgr-i^shsn, de'p5-lgr-i-za'-

shdn), n. a depolarizing or being depolarized.
de-porlar-ize (de^po'ler-izO, y.t. to destroy or counter-
act the polarity or polarization of.

de-pone (di-pon') v.t. & v.i. [DEPONED (-pond'), DE-
PONING], (L. deponere; see DEPOSE], to declare in writing
under oath; testify,

de*pon-ent (di-po'nsnt), adj. [L. deponens, ppr. of de-

ponere, to lay down, set down; see DEPOSE], in Latin 6"
Greek grammar, denoting a verb with a passive or
middle voice form and an active meaning: so called
because thought of as laying aside the original passive
quality, n* 1. in Latin fir* Creek grammar, a deponent
verb. 2. in law, a) a person who makes an affidavit.

b) a person who gives written testimony under oath.
Abbreviated dep., dept., dpt.

de-pop*ii*Iate (de-pop
/yoo4at

/
), v.t. [< L. depopulate,

pp. of depopulari, to lay waste, devastate; de-, from. 4-

pojntlari, to ravage, ruin < populus, the people], to rid
of inhabitants; reduce the population of, especially by
violence, pestilence, etc. adj. [Archaic], depopulated.
de-pop'Ulati<m (de-pop'yoo-la'shan, de'pop-yoo-la''-
shan), n. a depopulating or being depopulated.

de*pop-u-la-tor (de-gop'yc-o-la'tSr) t n . a person or
thing, as war or famine, that depopulates.

de-port (di-p8rf, di-porf), v.t. [OFT. deporter; de- (L.
de) t inteus. + porter < L. portare, to carry, bear, en-
dure], 1, to behave or conduct (oneself) in a specified
way. 2. [Fr. deporter; L. deportare, to carry away,
banish; de-, from + portare], to expel (someone) from
a country; banish, n. [OFr. < deporter], [Obs.], deport-
ment. SYN. see banish, behave.

de;por-ta-tion (de'pdr-ta'shan, de'por-ta'shsn), n.
(Fr.

deportation; L. deportatio, a carrying away, removal <
deportare; see DEPORT], a deporting or being deported;
expulsion, as of an undesirable alien, from a country.

de por tee (dS'pdr-te', d5'por-t5'). [Pr- dtparit, pp.
of deporter; see DEPORT & -BE), L a deported person.
2. a person sentenced to deportation.

de-port-ment {di-poYt'tnant, di-port'mant) , n. [OFr.
department; see DEPORT], the manner of conducting or
bearing oneself ; behavior ; demeanor. SYN. see bearing.
d-po-a-ble (di-poVa-b'l), adj. that can be deposed.
de*pos-al (di-poVl), n. a deposing from office; deposi-
tion.

de-pose (di-pozO, v.t. [DEPOSED (-pozd
7
), DEPOSING],

[ME. deposen, to set aside, deprive of office, degrade;
OFr. deposer, to set down, deposit; de- (L. de), from,
away 4-

t
P^ser (LL. pausare; see POSE, to lay down), to

cease, lie down; confused in sense and form with L.

deponere (pp. depositus} to lay down, lay aside; see

DEPOSIT}, 1. to remove from office or a position of

power, especially from a throne; oust. 2. in law, to
state under oath; testify. v.i. to bear witness.

de-pos*it (di-poz'it), v.t, [< L. depositus, pp. of deponere;
see DEPOSE], 1. to place or entrust for safekeeping.
2. to put (money) in a bank, as for safekeeping or to
earn interest. 3. to put down as a pledge or partial

payment: as, they deposited $500 on a new house.
4. to put, lay, or set down. 5. to leave lying, as sedi-
ment, n. [L. depositum < depositus; see the .], 1. the
state of being placed or entrusted for safekeeping (with
on). 2. something placed or entrusted for safekeeping.
3. money put in a bank. 4. a pledge or part payment.
5. a depositing. 6. a depository. 7. something de-
posited or left lying. 8. in geology & mining, sand,
clay, mineral masses, etc. deposited by the action of
wind, water, volcanic eruption, or ice. Abbreviated dep.

de-pos-i-tar-y (di-poz's-ter'i), n. [pi DEPOSITARIES
(-iz)], [LL. depositarius < L. depositum; see DEPOSIT],
1. a person, nrni, etc. entrusted with something for

safekeeping; trustee. 2. a depository; storehouse.
dep-o-si-tion (dep's-zish'an, de'p^-zisVan), n. [OFr.;
LL. depositio, a laying or putting down < L. depositus;
see DEPOSIT], 1.

a^ deposing or being deposed: removal
from office or position of power, 2, a testifying. 3.

testimony, 4. a depositing or being deposited. 5. some-
thing deposited ; deposit. 6. in law, a written statement
by a witness, made under oath, to be used as testimony
in court.

de-pps-i-tor (di-poz'i-ter), n. [LL.], a person who de-
posits something, especially money in a bank.

de-pos-i-to-ry (di-poz/9-t6r'i, di-poz's-to'ri) , n. [pi.
DEPOSITORIES (iz, -riz)J, [ML. aepositorium; see DJS*

POSIT], 1. a place where things are put for safekeeping;
storehouse. 2. a trustee; depositary.
de.pot (de'po; Brit, or military dep'o), n. [Fr. dep6t, a
deposit, storehouse; OFr. depost, a deposit, pledge <
L. depositum; see DEPOSIT], 1. a storehouse; ware-
house. 2.

%
a railroad station: used originally of a

freight station. 3. in military usage, a) a storage place
for supplies, b) a station for assembling either recruits
for training or ^combat replacements for assignment to
a unit. Abbreviated dep.

dep-ra-va-tiow (dep'ra-va'shan), n, [L. depravatio < pp.
of depravare}, I. a depraving. 2. a depraved condition;
depravity; corruption.

de-prave (di-praV), v.t. [DEPRAVED (-pravd')* DEPRAV-
ING], [ME. depraven; OFr, depraver; L. depravare, to
make crooked < de-, intens. 4- pravu$, crooked], to
lead into bad habits; make morally bad; corrupt;
pervert. SYN. see debase.
de-praved (di-pravd'), adj. [pp. of deprave], morally
bad; corrupt; perverted.
de-pravi-ty (di-prav'a-ti), n. [obs. pramty (L. pravitas),
after deprave], I. a depraved condition; corruption. 2.

{pi. DEPRAVITIES (-tiz)J, a depraved act or practice.
dep-re-ca-ble (dep're-kg-b'l) , adj. [LL. deprecabilis, that
can be entreated], to be deprecated.
dep re cate (dep/re-fcat

7
), v,t f [DEPRECATED (-id), DEP-

RECATING], [<JL. deprecatus, pp. of deprecari; de-, off,
from + precari, to pray], 1, to feel and express disap-
proval or; plead against. 2, [Archaic], to try to avert
by prayer.

dep-re-ca/tion (dep'ra-kS'slaan), n. [Fr. deprecation; L.
deprecatio], a deprecating; disapproval or protest.

4ep-re-ca-tive (dep
/r9-ka7tiv), adj. deprecatory.

dep-re-ca-totry (dep'rs-ka-tSr'i, dep'rs-ka-to'ri), adj.
[L, deprecatorius], I. deprecating. 2. apologetic*

de-pre-ci-a-ble (di-pre'sbi-o-b'l), adj. that can be
depreciate^; that may be lessened in value.

de^pre-ci-ate (di-pre'shd-atO .< & v.z". [DEPRECIATED
(-id), DEPRECIATING], [L. defretiatus, pp. of depretiare,
to lower the price of, make Hght of; de-, from 4- pretiare,
to

^
value < pretwm, price], 1. to lessen in value or

price, 2. to belittle; disjparage. SYN. see disparage.
de-pre-ci-a-tion (di-pre'shi-S'shsn), n. [see DEPRECIATE],
1. a Decrease in value of property through wear,
deterioration, or obsolescence. 2. the allowance made
for this in bookkeeping, accounting, etc. : abbreviated
depr. 3. a decrease in the purchasing power of money.
4. a belittling; disparagement.

de-pre-ci-a-tive (di-pre'shi-a'tiv), adj. depreciatory.
de-pre-ci-a-tor (di-pre'sM-a/ter), n. [L.], a person or
thing that depreciates.
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de-pre ci a to ry (di-prS'shi-a-tdr'i, dj-pre'sfal-a-to'ri),
adj. 1. tending to depreciate; lessening in value. 2.

disparaging.
dep re-date (dep'ri-dltO, v.t. & vJ. [DEPREDATED (-id),

DEPREDATING], [LL. depraedatus, pp. of depr&edwe <
L. de-, intens. + praedari, to rob, plunder < praeda,
booty, prey], [Archaic], to plunder.

dep-re-aa-tion (dep'n-da'shan), n. [LL. depra^datio;
see DEPREDATE}, a plundering or laying waste; robbery.
dep-re-da-tor (dep'ri-da'tSr), n. [LL.}, a person or thing
that depredates.

dep-re-da-tO'ry (dep'rs-da'tSr-i), adj* depredating.
de-press (di-presO, v.t. [OPr. depresser < L, depressns,
pp. of diprimere, to press down, plant deep, sink < de-,
down ~h premere, to press], 1. to press down; push or

pull down; lower. 2. to lower in spirits: make gloomy;
discourage; sadden. 3. to decrease the force or activity
of; weaken. 4. to lower in value, price, or amount.
5. in music, to lower the pitch of. 6. [Qbs.], to suppress.

de-pres-sant (di-pres'ant), adj. [depress 4- -ant], lower-
ing the rate of

f
muscular or nervous activity, n. a

depressant medicine, drug, etc.; sedative.

de-pressed (di-prest'), adj. [pp. of depress], 1. pressed
down. 2. lowered in position, intensity, amount, or
degree. 3. flattened or hollowed, as if pressed down.
4. gloomy j dejected; sad. 5. hi botany, flattened verti-

cally, as if from downward pressure. 6. in zoology,
having the horizontal diameter longer than the vertical;
broader than high. SYN. see sad.

de-pres-si-ble (di-pres'a-b'l), adj. that can be depressed.

de-preS'Sion (di-preshfsn), n. [ME. depressioun; OFr.
depression; L. depressto; see DEPRESS], 1. a depressing
or being depressed. 2. a depressed part or place;
hollow or low place on a surface. 3. low spirits;

gloominess; dejection; sadness. 4. a decrease in force,

activity, amount, etc. 5. in astronomy, the angular
distance of a heavenly body below the horizon. 6. in
economics, a period marked by slackening of business
activity, much unemployment, falling prices and wages,
etc. 7. in medicine, a decrease in functional activity.
8. in meteorology* a) a lowering of the atmospheric pres-
sure. 6) the fall of mercury indicating this in a barome-
ter. 9. in psychology, an emotional condition, either
normal or pathological, characterized by discourage-
ment, a feeling of inadequacy, etc.

de-pres-sive (di-pres'iv), adj. tending to depress; char-
acterized by depression.

de-pres-so-mo-tor (di-pres'o-mo'te'r), adj. slowing down
or decreasing motor activity, n. any depressomotor
drug or other agent.

de-pres-sor (di-pres'Sr), n. La person or thing that
depresses. 2. any of various muscles that draw down
a part of the body. 3. a nerve the stimulation of which
decreases the activity of a part of the body. 4. an
instrument that presses a protruding part out of the
way during a medical examination or operation: as,
a tongue depressor.

de-priv*a-ble (di-priv'a-b'l), adj. that can be deprived.
de-prival (di-privH), n. deprivation.
dep*ri-va-tion (dep'rs-va'shon), n. [LL. depHmtio\ I.

a depriving or being deprived. 2. a loss. 3. dismissal
from office,

de-Drive (di-privOt v.t. [DEPRIVED (-priydOr DEPRIVING;},
[ME. depriven; OFr. deprives < L. de-, intens. + privare,
to deprive, separate], 1. to take away from forcibly;
dispossess: as, he was deprived of his property. 2. to

keep from having, using, or enjoying: as, no citizen

should be deprived of his rights. 3. to remove from
office, especially ecclesiastical office.

Jde pro-fim-dis (de' pro-fun'dis), [L., out of the depths],
1. from the deepest distress. 2. [D-, P-], Psalm 130:
from the first words of the Latin version.

dep-sid (dep'sid), n. a depside.
dep side (dep'sid, dep'sid), n. [< Gr. depsein, to tan;
+ -ide], any of a class of anhydrides of phenol carboxylic
acids, similar to esters.

dept., 1. department. 2. deponent. 3. deputy.
Dept-ford (det'ferd), n. a borough of London: pop.,

.

depth (depth), n. [ME. depthe < dep, deep (see DEEP);
-f ~th], 1. the distance from the top straight downward,
from the surface or edge inward, or from front to back.
2. the quality or condition of being deep: deepness,
3. intensity (of colors, silence, etc.). 4. deepness of

thought ; profundity, 5. strength (of emotion) ,. 6. low-
ness (of tone). 7. the middle (of night or winter).
8. usually pL the far inner or inmost part: as, the depths
of a wood.. 9. usually pi. the deep or deepest place or

part (of the sea, earlii, skyr etc.). 10. usually pi
emotional depression: as, in the depths of despair.
out of (or beyond) one's depth, 1. in water too deep
for one. 2. past one's ability or understanding.

depth charge, a powerful explosive charge timed to

explode at a certain depth, and used against submarines
or otto underwater targets: also called depth bomb.

_,._ j (def^yoo-fStOf *< [DEPURATED (-id) t DEPU-
RATIHG], l< ML. 4*$*0vJKr. pp. of depmare, to purify
< L. d**, iatens. + pmmre* to purify < pmrns, pure], to

partly, vJ. to become purified.

dep-u-ra-tion (dep'yoo-rfi'shao), . a depurating; puri-
fying.

dep-u-ra-tivc (dep'yoo-rS'tiVj dl-pyoor
/
3~ttv) # ndf/ dep-

urating; purifying, n. a jKinfying: stibetance.

*kw], 1. a deputing or being deputed, i! a person or
persons appointed to represent others'; delegation.
ae-pute (di-putO* v.L [DEPUTED (-id), DEPUTING!, [ME.;
L. depntare, to cut off, prune down, detach, nence

depute; de-, from 4- pntasre, lit., to cleanse, hence lop
on, arrange, count, consider], 1. to give (authority,
functions, etc.) to someone else as deputy. 2. to
appoint as one's substitute, agent, or representative.
dep-u-tize (dep*yoo-tSz') v.t. [DEPUTIZED (-tizdO
DEPUTIZING], to appoint as deputy, oi. to act as
deputy.

dep'ii'ty (dep'yoo-ti), n. Ipl. DEPUTIES (-tk)], [Fr.
depute, pp. of defnter; see DEPUTE], 1. a person
appointed to act for, or in^ the place of, another or
others. 2. a member of a legislature such as the Cham-
ber of Deputies of the Third French Republic. Abbrevi-
ated dep., dept., d. adj. acting as deputy. SYN* see
agent.
De Quin-cejr, Thomas (di kwin'si), 1785-1859;
English essayist.

der., 1. derivation. 2. derivative. 3. derived.
de-rac-i-nate (di-ras's-nat'), v.t. [DERACINATED (-id),

DERACINATING], [Fr. deraciner < de- (L. dis-), from 4-

racine, a root < LL. radicina < L. radix, radicis, a root},
1. to pull up by the roots; uproot. 2. to extirpate.

de-ralgn (di-ranO, v.t. [ME. dereinen: OFr. derainier,
deraisnier, to plead, vindicate j de- (L. de), from 4-

raisnier < LL. *raiionare < L. ratio* reason], [Rare],
formerly, in law, to determine (an issue), especially by
personal combat between the litigants.

de-rail (de-ralO v.t. [Fr. d&raiUer < d&- (L. dt>), from +
rail < Eng. rail], to cause (a train, etc.) to run off the
rails. v4 to run off the rails.

de-rall-rnent (de-ral'mant), n. a derailing or being
derailed.

De-rain, An-drS (an'dra' d9-rawO 1880-1954; French
postimpressionist painter.
de-range (di-rSnj

f
) v.t. [DERANGED (-rinidO* DERANG-

ING], [Fr. deranger; OFr. desrengier; des- (L. dis-) t apart
4- rengier (Fr. ranger); see RANGE], 1. to ttpset ^ie
arrangement or order of; disarrange; disorder. 2* to
disturb the normal condition or working of; lueooe,
3. to make insane. '

de-ranged (di^SnjdO. adj. [pp. of dermgel, 1. <fe-

ordered. 2, disordered in mind; insanex

de-range-ment (di-ranj'mant), n. [Fr. derangement; see

DERANGE], 1. an upsetting of order or arrangement;
disorder. 2. mental disorder: insanity.
de-ray (di-ra') n. [ME. dereve, derate; OFr. desrei; cf.

DIS- & ARRAY], [OibeO, disorder,, disturbance, or con-

fusion; especially, disorderly revelry, as in a dance.
Der-bent (der-bentO , n. a city in the Dagkestan
A.S.S.R., on the Caspian: pop., 27,000,

Der-by (dnr'bi; Brit. daVbi), n* (pL DERBIES (-biz)],
1. the county seat of Derby-
shire, England: pop., 139,000.
2. Derbyshire. 3. [after the
twelfth Earl of Derby, who
founded the race in 1780], a race
for three-year-old horses, run
annually at Epsom Downs in

Surrey, near London. 4. any
similar horse race, especially the
Kentucky Derby. 5. [d-], a stiff

felt hat with a round crown and
curved brim: also called bowler.

Der-b^sbire (dar'bi~shir
/
, dttr7-

bi-shirOf n. a county of central

England: pop., 759,000 (est.

1945); county seat, Derby.
$dere-gle (d9 re'gl

r

) [Fr.], accord-

ing to the rule or correct form.
der-elict (der'a-likt')* adj. [L. derdictus, pp. o derdm-
quere* to forsake utterly, abandon; de-, intens, +
rdmquere; see RELINQUISH], 1. deserted by the owner;
abandoned; forsaken. 2. neglectful of duty? remiss;
negligent, n. 1. a property abandoned by the owner;
especially, a ship deserted at sea. 2. a person or thing
abandoned as worthless: as, the streets were full of

shabby derelicts. 3. a person neglectful of- duty or
trust. 4. land exposed by the receding of the sea.
SYN. see remiss. '

der e-lic-tion (der'b-Hk'shan), n. [Lv derelictio; see

DERELICT^ l."ana*to^nlhgortesailing. 2. the^state
of being abandloaed.* dr for^a^eiii. J. a neglect of, or
failure in, duty; betejg'Mniss. 4. in law^ a) the gaining
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of land from water by the gradual retreat of the sea
below the usual watermark, b) the land so exposed.
de-ride (di-rldO v.t. [DERIDED (-id), DERIDING], [L.

deridere; de- (giving baa sense to t.) 4- ridere, to laugn],
to laugh at in contempt or scorn; make fun of; ridicule.

SYN. see ridicule.

Jde ri-gueur (da re'gerO, IFr.}, required by etiquette;

according to good form.
de-rfs-i-We (di-riz'a-bl). adj. [< L. derisns, pij. of

deridere (see DERIDE) ; + -4Ue], deserving to be dended.
de ri sion (di-rizh

f
on), n. [LL. derisio < L, derisns, pp.

of deridere]f 1. a deriding or being derided; contempt
or ridicule. 2. [Rare], a person or thing derided.

dc-ti-sivc (di-ri'siv), adj* L. derisus, pp. of deridere_________ %______ _..
,.

, .

(see DERIDE): + -*J. showing derision; ridiculing.

de-ri-so-ry (di-ri'ss-ri), adj. [L. derisorius], derisive.

deriv., 1. derivation. 2. derivative. 3. derived.
de-riv a ble (di-rivVb'l). adj. that can be derived.

dcr-i-va'tion (der'a-va'shan), n. [L. derimtio < pp. of

deriwre], 1. a deriving or being derived. 2. descent.

3. something derived; a derivative, 4. the source or

origin of something. 5. the origin and development of

a word; etymology. 6. the process of tracing this.

7. the process of forming words from bases by the addi-

tion of affixes, by internal phonetic change, etc. (e,g.,

warmth < warm, deem < doom). 8. in mathematics,^the
deriving of a solution expressed in terms of an equation;
deducing of one function from another according to

some definite principle. Abbreviated deriv., der.

de-rfv-a'tive (ds-rivVtiv), adj. [LL. derivations < L.

derivatns, pp. of derivare; see DERIVE], 1. derived;
hence, 2. not original: as, derivative art. 3. of deriva-
tion. n. 1. something derived. 2. in chemistry, a
substance derived from, or of such composition and
properties that it may be considered as derived from,
another substance by chemical change, especially by
the substitution of one or more elements or radicals

for one or more constituents of the original substance.
Abbreviated deriv., der. 3. in linguistics, a word
derived from another or others. 4. in mathematics, a
differential coefficient.

de-rive (ds-rivO, v.t. [DERIVED (-rivd'). DERIVING], [ME.
derwen; OFr. derher; L. derivare, to turn a stream from
its channel, derive < de-, from -f- rims, a stream], 1. to

get or receive (from & source). 2. to get by reasoning;
deduce or infer. 3. to trace from or to a source

\
show

the derivation of. 4. to originate (used reflexively).

5. in chemistry, to obtain or produce (a compound)
from another compound by replacing one element jwith
another. va. to proceed (from a source); be derived;
originate. SYN. see rise.

derm- (durm), denno-.
-derm (dfirm), [see DERMA], a suffix used in forming
biological terms, meaning skin or covering, as in blasto-

derm* endoderm.
tier-ma (dfir'ma), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. derma], dermis.
der-mal (dur'mel) , adL of the skin or the dermis.
der mat- (dur'mst), dermato-.
der-ma-ti-tis (dur'ma-ti'tis), n. [dermat- + -itis], inflam-
mation of the dermis.
der ma-to- (dur'ma-to, dur-mat'o), [Gr. dermato-, der-

mal < derma, dermatos, skin, hide], a combining form
meaning skin or hide, as in dermatology, dermatogen:
also, before a vowel, dermat-.
der-mat-o-gen (dr-mat'o-jen, dftr'ma-ta-jjen')* n. [der-
mato- + -gen], in botany, a layer of dividing cells from
which the epidermis is formed.
der ma-toid (dur'm9-toid'), adj. [dermat- + -oid] f skin-
like.

der-ma tol-o-gist (du>
A
mo-tol'a-jist), n. an expert in

dermatology; skin specialist.
der-ma-tol-o-gy (dur'mg-tol's-ji), n. {aermato- + -logy],
the branch of medicine dealing with the skin and its

diseases.
der-ma-to-phyte (dur'ma-to-fif), n. [dermato- + -phyte],

any plant parasitic on the skin, as the fungus that
causes ringworm.

der-ma*tO'plas-ty (dur'ma-to-plas'ti), n. [dermato- +
-plesty], plastic surgery of the skin, as by skin grafts.
der-mic (dur'mik), adj. of the skin; dermal.
der-mis (d-ur'mis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. epidermis; see

EPIDERMIS], 1. the layer of skin just below the epider-
mis; derma. 2. the skin in general.
der-mo- (dftr'mo, dur'mo), [< Gr. derma, the skin],
dermato-: also, before a vowel, derm-.

der*xnoid (dur'moid), adj. [derm- + -o*^] dermatoid.
der-ni-er (dur'ni-er: Fr. dernya'), adj. [Fr.; OFr. der-
renter < derrein; LL. *deretranus < L. de-, from +
retro, back], final; last.

Jder-nier cri (der'nya/ kre'), [Fr., Ht. f the latest cry],
the latest fashion; last word.

Jder-nier res-sort (der'nya' r9-so"r'), [Fr.], last resource.

derogate (der'o-gaV), v.t. [DEROGATED (-id), DERO-
GATING], [< L. derogatus, pp. of derogare, to repeal part
of (a law), take away, detract from; de- t from H- rogare,
to ask], 1. [Archaic], to take away (from) so as to
lessen or impair; detract. 2. [Obs.], to disparage. v.i.

1. to detract. 2, to do something derogatory to oneself

or one's position; degenerate.

OIL WELL DERRICKS

dero-ga-tlon (derVga'shan), n. [Fr. derogation; L.

derogation see DEROGATE], 1. a lessening or weakening
(of power, authority, jposition, etc.) . 2. disparagement ;

detraction. 3. a decline; deterioration.

de-rog*a-tive (di-rogVtiv), adj. derogatory.
de-rog-a-to-rMy (di-rog'a-tfir'a-K, di-rog'a-to'ra-h), adv.
in a derogatory manner.

de-rog-a-to ry (di-rog'a-tdr'i, di-rog^-to'n), adj. [L.

derogatorius; see DEROGATE], 1. tending to lessen or

impair; detracting. 2. disparaging; belittling.

der-rick (der'ik), n. [after Derrick, London hangman
of the early 17th c.: orig.

applied to a gallows], 1. a

large apparatus for lifting and
moving heavy objects: it con-
sists or a long, moving beam
pivoted at the base of a verti-

cal, stationary beam and
guided by ropes running on
pulleys. 2. a tall, tapering SlT
framework, as over an oil well,
to support drilling machinery,
etc.

der-ri-dre (der'i-er'; Fr. der'-

ryarO, n. [Fr.], 1. back part;
rear: hence, 2. the buttocks.

der-ring-do (der'kj-doo'). n. [ME. derrynge do, durring
don, lit., daring to do; misunderstood as abstract n. by
Spenserand thence popularized as n. by Scott (Ivanhoe) ],

daring action; reckless courage.
der-rin-ger (der'in-jer), n. [< name of the inventor,
Am. gunsmith, c. 1850], a small, short-barreled pistol of

large caliber.
der-ris (der'is), n. [< Gr. derris, a covering], any of a
group of woody, leguminous plants of the East Indies,

from whose roots is extracted rotenone, used as an
insecticide.

der-ry (der'i), n.
[pi. DERRIES (-iz)], 1. a meaningless

word in the refrains of old ballads; hence, 2. a ballad.

der-ry-down (der'i-dounO, n. a derry.
der-vlsh (dur'vish), n. [Turk, dervish; Per. darvish,
dervish, beggar], 1. a member of any of various Mos-
lem orders, dedicated to a life of poverty and chastity:
some dervishes practice whirling, howling, etc. as
religious acts. 2. a follower of the Mahdi of Sudan,

Der-went (dfir'wont), n. 1. a river in southeastern
Tasmania : length, 125 mi. 2. any of three small rivers
in England.

desc., descendant.
des-cant (des'kant), n. [OFr. deschant; ML. discantus
< L. dis-, from, apart -f cantus, song], 1. in medieval
music, a) a counterpoint or melody sung above the
main melody. 6) the art of composing part music, c) a
piece of part music, d) the highest voice in part singing.
e) a variation on the chief melody. Also discant. 2. a
varied song or melody. 3. [< the .], a comment;
criticism; discourse. v.i. (des-kant', di-skant') [OFr.
deschanter < the n.], 1. to comment (on or upon).
2, to talk at length; discourse. 3. to sing or play a
counterpoint to the main melody. 4. to sing.

Des-cartes, Re-n6 (rg-na' da-kaW; Fr. da'kartO, 1596-
1650; French philosopher and mathematician.

de-scend (di-send'), v.i. [ME. descenden; OFr. descendre;
L. descendere, to climb down, fall, descend < de-, down
4- scandere, to climb], 1. to move from a higher to a
lower place: come down; go down. 2. to pass from an
earlier to a later time, from greater to less, from general
to particular, etc. 3. to slope or extend downward.
4. to come down (from a source) : of ancestry, usually
with auxiliary be; as, he is descended from pioneers.
5. to pass by inheritance or heredity: as, the estate
descended to the nephew. 6. to lower oneself or stoop
(to some act). 7. to make a sudden attack, raid, or
visit (with on or upon). 8. in astronomy, to move to-
ward the south or the horizon. 9. in music, to move
down the scale, v.t. to move down along or through.
de scend a ble (di-sen'dg-b'l), adj. descendible.
descend-ant (di-sen'dsnt), adj. [Fr. descendant < L.
descendens, ppr. of descendere; see DESCEND], [Rare],
descending, n. a person who is an 'offspring, however
remote, or a certain ancestor, family, group, etc. : as,
a descendant of the Vikings. Abbreviated desc.

de-scend ent (di-sen'dsnt), adj. [L. descendens; see

DESCENDANT], descending.
de scend-er (di-sen'der), n. 1. a person or thing that
descends. 2. in typography, a) a letter, such as g or
y, that extends below the line. 6) the part below the
line.

de scend i ble (di-sen'da-b'l), adj. 1. that may or does
descend to an heir. 2. [Rare], that can be descended.

de-scent (di-senf), n. [ME. descent; OFr. descente <
descendre; see DESCEND], 1. a descending; coming
down; going down; downward motion.' 2. lineage;
ancestry. 3. a generation (of a specified lineage). 4. a
downward slope. 5. a way down or downward.. 6. a
sudden attack, raid, or invasion (with on or upon).
7. a decline; fall. 8. a stooping (to an act). 9. in law,
transference (of property) to heirs or offspring by
inheritance.
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Des-chutes (da-shoot'), n. a river in central Oregon,
flowing north into the Columbia River: length, 320 mi,

de-acrib-a*ble {di-skrib'a-bl} adj. that cart be described.

describe (di-skrib'l. v.L DESCRIBED (-skribd'). DE-

SCRIBING], [ME. dfscriven; OFr. descrivre; L. dcscriberc,

to write down or from, copy, transcribe, describe; d*- t

from + scribere, to write], 1. to tell or write about;
give a detailed account of. 2. to picture in words.
3. to trace the outline of: as, his arm described an arc
in the air. 4. to descry: so used through confusion.

de-scrip-tion (di-skrip'shan), n. [ME. descripcipun;
OFr. description; L. descriptio, a marking out, delinea-

tion < pp. of describere], 1. the act, process, art, or

technique of describing; picturing verbally; giving an
account of in words. 2. a statement or passage that
describes. 3. sort, kind, or variety: as, books of

every description, 4. the act of tracing or outlining: as,

the description of a circle.

de-scrip-tire (di-skrip'tiv), adj. describing; of or charac-
terized by description: abbreviated descr.

descriptive geometry, a system of geometry that uses

projections upon a plane to solve problems in space.
descriptive linguistics, the branch of linguistics which
describes the structures of languages as they exist,

without reference to their histories or to comparison
with other languages.

de-scry (di-skri'), v.t. [DESCRIED (-skndO, DESCRYING],
(ME. descryen, descrien; OFr. descrier, to proclaim;
des- t from -f crier; see CRY], 1. to catch sight of;
discern (distant or obscure objects). 2. to look for and
discover; detect. SYN. see see.

Des de-mo-na (dez'da-mo'na) , n. in Shakespeare's
Othello, the innocent wife of Othello, whom he smothers
to death as a result of jealousy incited by lago.

des-e-crate (des'i-kraV), v.t. [DESECRATED (-id), DESE-
CRATING], [formed by analogy with consecrate < OFr.
dessacrer < L. dis-, apart -h sacrare, to consecrate, make
holy < sacer, sacred], to take away the sacredness of;
treat as not sacred; profane.

des-e-crat-er (des'i-krat'er), n, a person who desecrates.

des-e-cra-tion (des'i-kra'shan) , n. a desecrating or being
desecrated. SYN. see sacrilege.

des e-cra-tor (des'i-kra'ter), n. a person who desecrates.

de-seg-re-gate (de-seg'ra-gat'), v.t. to abolish the seg-

regation of races in (public schools, etc.).

de-sen-si-tize (de-sen'sa-tlz')* v.t. 1. to take away the

sensitivity of; make less sensitive. 2. in photography,
to make (a plate or film) less sensitive to light, so that
it may be developed in a brighter light than ordinarily.
3. in physiology, to make (a person, animal, or tissue)
nonreactive or nonallergic to a substance by removing
the antibodies from sensitized cells.

de*sert (di-zurt'), v.t. [Fr. deserter; LL. desertare <
desertus, pp. of L. deserere, to desert, abandon, lit.* to

disjoin; de-, from + serere, to join, unite], 1. to aban-
don ; forsake; leave in the lurch. 2. to leave (one's post,

military service, etc.) without permission. 3. to fail

(one) when most needed, v.i. to leave one's post,

military duty, etc. without permission: see deserter.

SYN. see abandon.
des-ert (dez'ert), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. desertum, a desert,

neut. of desertus; see DESERT, .],
1. an uncultivated

region without inhabitants; wilderness. 2. a dry,
barren region, largely treeless and sandy, adj. (L.

desertus], I. of a desert or deserts. 2. wild and unin-
habited: as, a desert island. SYN. see waste.

de-sert (di-zurt'), n. [ME. & OFr. deserte < deservir;

see DESERVE], 1. the fact of deserving reward^ or

punishment. 2. often pi. deserved reward QT punish-
ment: as, he got his just deserts. 3. the quality of

deserving reward; merit. i

de-sert er (di-zur'ter), n. 1. a person who deserts his

duty, family, cause, etc. 2. a member of the armed
forces who leaves his post without permission and
with no intent to return or, in time of war, who leaves

his post to avoid hazardous duty: abbreviated 4.

de-ser tion (di-zur'shan), n. [Fr, desertion < LL. deser-

tio; see DESERT, v.] f 1. a deserting; action of a deserter.

2. the fact or state of being deserted.
de-serve (di-zurv'), v.t. [DESERVED (-zurvd'), DESERV-

ING], [ME. deserven; OFr. deservir, to deserve < L.

desermre* to serve diligently; de~, intens. -f servire, to

serve], to have a right to because of acts or qualities;
be worthy of; merit, tu. to be worthy.

de-served (di-zurvd'), adj. [pp. of deserve], well earned;
merited.

de-serv-ed-ly (di-zur'vid-H), adv. in accordance with
what is deserved; rightfully; justly.
de serv-ing (di-zur'vin), adj. that deserves; worthy (of

help, reward, etc.). n. desert; merit or demerit.

des-ha bille (dez'o-bei'), n. dishabille.

des-ic-cant (des'i-kant) , adj. [L. destccans, ppr. of

desiccare; see DESICCATE], drying, n. a substance, drug,
etc. for drying something. .

des-ic-cate (des'i-kaV) , v.t. [DESICCATED (-id), DESIC-

CATING}, {< L. d^siccaflits, pp. of desiccare* to dry up
completely, drain; rf*-, intens. -f siccare t to dry <
siccus, dry |, I. to dry completely, 2. to preserve
(food) by drying, tu. to become dry.

des-iC'Ca-tion (des'i-ka'shan), ** & desiccating or being
desiccated.

des-ic-ca-tive (desl-kS'tiv), adj. making dry; tending
to make dry, n. a desaecaat.

dee-ic-ca-tor (des1-k'tr), n. 1. ft person or thing
that desiccates. 2. an apparatus for drying foods, etc.

de sid er a ta (di-sid'Ur-S'ts), ra- plural of desideratum.
desid-erate fdi-sid'eY-atO, v*t. [DESIDERATED (-id),

DESIDERATING], [ < L. desiderates, pp. of desiderare; see

DESIRE], to feel the lack of and desire for; want; miss.

de-sid-er-a-tive (di-sid'Sr-a'tiv), adj. ILL. desideratitns ;

see DESIDERATE), having to do with desire, n. in Latin
grammar , a verb formed from another, showing desire
to do the action of the original verb (e.g., dicturio, I

wish to say < dicto, I say).
de-sid-er-a-tum (di-sid'fr-a'tam), n. Ift.

DESIDERATA
(-ta)l, [L., neut. of desideratum, pp. of desiderare; see

DESIRE], something needed and wanted.
design (di-zinO, v.t. [OFr. designer; L. designate, to
mark out, define; de- t out, from -f- signave, to mark <
signtim, a mark, sign], 1. to plan; make prelimi-
nary sketches of; sketcn a pattern or outline for. 2. to
form (plans, etc.) in the mind ; contrive. 3. to plan to
do; purpose^intend. 4. to intend or set apart for some
purpose. v.i. 1. to make designs. 2. to make original
plans, sketches, patterns, etc.: as, she designs for^a coat
manufacturer, n. [Fr. dessein; It. disegno < disignare;
L. designare], 1. a plan; scheme; project. 2. purpose;
intention ; aim. 3. a thing planned for or outcome aimed
at. 4. a working out by plan: as, do we find a design
in history? 5. pi. a secret or sinister scheme (often
with cm or upon}: as, he has designs on her property.
6. a plan or sketch to work from; pattern: as, a design
for a house. 7. the art of making designs or patterns.
8. the arrangement of parts, details, form, color, etc.,

especially so as to produce a complete and artistic

unit: artistic invention: as, the design of a rag. 9. a
finished artistic work. SYN. see intend* plan,
by design, with deliberate intent; purposely.

des-ig nate (dez'ig-nit; also, and for v. always, dez'ig-

nat'J, adj. [L. designaius, pp. of aesignare; see DESIGN],
named for office, etc.; appointed: as, ambassador
designate, v.t. [DESIGNATED (-id), DESIGNATING], 1. to

point out; mark out; indicate; specify. 2. to name;
entitle. 3. to name for an office or duty; appoint.

des-ig-na-tion (dez'ig-na'shsn) , n. [L. designation see

DESIGNATE], 1. a pointing out^or marking out; specific
indication. 2. a naming or being named for an office,

oost t etc. 3. a distinguishing name, title, etc.

des*ig-na*tive (dez'ig-na'tiv), adj. designating.

des*ii*na;tor (dez'ig-na'tSr) , n. [L.], a person or thing
that designates.
de-signed (di-zincf) , adj. [pp. of design]* formed or done
according to design; planned: purposeaj intended.

de-sign-ea-ly (di-zln'id-li), aav* by design; purposely.
des-ignee (dez'ig-neO , n. a person designated.
de-sign-er (di-zm'er), n. 1. a person who designs. 2. a
person who makes original sketches, patterns, etc. : as,
a scene designer. 3. a schemer; plotter.

de-sign-ing (di-zm^in), adj. Pop/, of design], 1. that

designs; of or for making designs, original patterns,
etc. 2. planning. 3. scheming; crafty; artful, n. the
art or work of making designs, original patterns, etc.

des-i-nence (des'i-nsns), n, [Fr. desinence; ML. des-

inentia < L. desinens, ppr. of desinere, to leave off], a
termination, or ending; especially, in grammar, the
formative ending c a word; suf&x.

de-sir-a-bil-i-ty (di-zlr'a-bil's-ti) , n. the quality or state

of being desirable.
desirable (di-sarVbl), adj. [ME.; OFr. < desirer,

after L. desiderabilis; see DESIRE], to be desired; worth
wanting or having; pleasing, beautiful, excellent, etc.

de-sir*a-bly (di-zir's-bli), adv. in accordance with what
is desirable.
desire (di-zIrOt v.t. [DESIRED (-zird'), DESIRING], [ME.
desiren; OFr. desirer; L. desiderare, to long for, desire,

orig., prob., to await from the stars < de-, from -f-

sidtts, sideris, star; see CONSIDER], 1. to wish or long
for; crave; covet. 2. to ask for; request. 3. to want
sexually, n. 1. a wish or craving. 2. sexual appetite.
3. a request. 4. a thing or person desired.
SYN. desire, generally interchangeable with the other words
here in the sense of to long for* stresses intensity or ardor (to

,
desire success) ; wish is not as strong a term as desire and has
special application when an unrealizable longing is meant (he
wished summer were here); want* specifically suggesting a
longing for something lacking or needed, generally is a more
informal equivalent of wish (she wants t or wishes, to go with
us) ; crave suggests desire to gratify a physical appetite or an
urgent need (to crave affection).

de-sir-ous (di-zir/os), adj. [ME.j OFr. desireus; LL.

Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
>le (a'bl) ;

Fr. Ml; 6, ft.
"hypothetical; < derived finqm.
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desiderosus < desiderare; see DESIRE], desiring; having
or characterized by desire: as, lie is desirous &i making
a good impression.

de-sist (di-zisf), vd. [OPr. desister; L. desistere; de-,
from. 4- sistere, to cause to stand < stare, to stand], to
cease; stop; abstain: as, desist from the useless effort.
SYN. see stop.

desk (desk), n. [ME. deske; ML, desca, a table; It,

desco; L. discus; Gr. diskos; see DISK], 1, a frame or
table equipped with drawers, compartments, etc., and
a flat or sloping top for writing, drawing, or reading.
2. a ptdpit. 3. the post of a clerk, official, etc* in a
department or office. 4. a musician's stand in an
orchestra. 5. a (specified) position in an orchestra.
des-man (des'tron), n. [pL DESMANS (-manz)], fSw.,
mtisk: the animal is so called from the scent], a mole-
Eke, insect-eating, aquatic mammal of Russia and the
Pyrenees, with webbed feet and a long, flexible snout.
des-mid (des'mid), n. [Mod. L. desmidium, dim. < Gr.
desmos, a chain], any of a number of related micro-
scopic, one-celled, fresh-water algae, sometimes found
joined in chainlike groups.

des-mid-i-an (des-mid'i-an), n. a desmid.
des-moid (des'moid), adj. [< Gr. desmos, a band,
ligament; + -o*$ 1. like a ligament. 2. of fibrous
texture, as certain tumors.
Des Molnes (da-mom', di-rnoinz'), 1. the capital of
Iowa, on the Des Moines River: pop., 177,000. 2, a
river in Iowa, flowing southeastward into the Missis-

sippi: length, 327 mi.
Des mou lins, Ca mille (ka'me'y' da'mdo'lawO. 1760-
1794: French revolutionist and writer; executed.

des-o-late (des'9-lit;/or v., des'a-lat'), adj. [ME. desolat;
L. jdesolaius, pp. of desolare, to leave alone, forsake,
strip of inhabitants; de-, intens. -f- solare, to make
lonely or desolate < solus, alone], 1. lonely; solitary.
2. uninhabited; deserted. 3. made uninhabitable; laid

waste; in a ruinous state. 4. forlorn; wretched, v.t.

[DESOLATED (-id), DESOLATING], [ME. desolaten < the
<H#.3t 1. to make desolate; rid of inhabitants. 2. to
make uninhabitable; lay waste; devastate. 3. to for-

sake; abandon.. 4. to make forlorn, wretched, etc.
des-o;lat-er (des'a-lat'er), n. a desolator.
des-o-la-tion (desVla'shsn), n. 1. a making desolate;
laying waste. 2. a desolate condition; ruin; waste. 3.

lonely grief; misery. 4. loneliness. 5. a desolate place.
des-o-la-tor (des'a-la't&r), n. [LL.], a person or thing
that desolates.
De So-to, Her-nando (hgr-nan'do di so'to; Sp. er-
nan'dfc de s6/tS), 1500?-1542; Spanish explorer; dis-
covered Mississippi River (1541) : also de Soto.

de-spair (di-spar^, vj. [ME. despeiren; OFr. desperer;
L. desperare, to be without hope; de-, without -f-

sperare, to hope < spes, hope], to lose or give up hope;
be without hope (usually with of), v.t. [Archaic], to
give up hope of. n. 1. a despairing; loss of hope. 2. a
person or thing despaired of or causing despair.

de-spair-ing (di-sp&r
/
in), adj. [ppr. of despair], feeling

or showing despair; hopeless. SYN. see hopeless,
des-patch (di-spach'), v.t. & n. dispatch.
des-patch-er (cB-spach'Sr), n. a dispatcher.
des-per-a-do (des'pQ-raMo. des'pa-ra'do), n. [pi. DES-
PERADOES, DESPERADOS (-doz)], [OSp. pp. of desperoT <
L. desperate; see DESPAIR], a dangerous, reckless
criminal; bold outlaw.

des-per-ate (des'per-it), adj. [L. desperatus, pp. of
desperate; see DESPAIR]; 1. driven to or resulting from
desperation; rash or violent because of despair: as, a
desperate criminal. 2. giving so little hope for improve-
ment as to cause despair; extremely dangerous or
serious: as, a desperate illness. 3. [Archaic], despairing;
without hope. SYN. see hopeless,

des-per-a-tion (des'pSr-a'shan), n. [ME. desperacioun;
L.

desperatio], %
1. the state of being desperate. 2. reck-

lessness resulting from despair.
des-pi-ca ble (des'pik-a-bl, di-spik'a-b'l), adj. [LL. des-
picabilis; see DESPISE], that is or should be despised;
contemptible.

des-pi-ca bly (des'pik-a-bli, di-spik's-bli), adv. in a
despicable manner.
de spise (di-spiz')/ v.t. [DESPISED (-spizdO, DESPISING],
[ME. despisen; OFr. despirer, despis- < L. despicere,
to look down upon, despise < de, down, from -|-

specere, to look at, behold], to look down on; be con-

temptuous or disdainful of; scorn.
SYN. despise implies a strong emotional response toward
tnat which one looks down upon with contempt (to despise a
hypocrite): to scorn is to feel indignation toward or deep
contempt for (to scorn the offer of a bribe) ; disdain implies a

haughty or arrogant contempt for what one considers beneath
his dignity

t
(a disdain for flattery) ; contemn, chiefly a literary

word, implies a vehement disapproval of a person or thing as
base, vile, despicable, etc. See also hate,

de-spite (di-spitO, n. [ME.; OFr. despit; L. despectus,
a looking down upon, despising, contempt < despicere;
see DESPISE], 1. a contemptuous act; insult; injury.
2. malice; spite. 3. [Archaic], contempt; scorn, prep.
in spite of; notwithstanding, v.t. [Archaic], to scorn.
in despite of, 1. in defiance of. 2. in spite of.

de-spite ful
(di-spit'fal), adj. [see DESPITE], [Archaic],

spiteful; malicious,

des-pit-e-ous (des-pit/i-os), ad}, [after piteous < obs.
despitous; OFr. despUos < despit; see DESPITE], char-
acterized by despite; despiteful.

de-spoil (o!i-spoilO f * [ME. despoilen; OFr. despottler;
L. despoli&re; de- intens. + spoliare, to strip, rob,
plunderj, to deprive (of something) by force; rob;
plunder. SYN. see ravage.
de-spoil-ment (di-s^oil'msnt), n. a despoiling or being
despoiled; despoliation.

de-spo li-a-tion (di-spoli-S'shsn), n. [LL. despoliatio;
see DESPOH,], robbery; pillage.
de-spend (di-spondO *>* [L. despondere, to lose (heart,
etc.) ; de-, from -f spondere, to promise], to lose courage,
confidence, or hope ; become disheartened ; be de
n. despondency: now only in slough of despond.

de-spond-ence (di-spon'dans), n. despondency.
de*spond*en-cy (di-spon'dsn-si), n. [see DESPONDENT],
loss of courage, confidence, or nope: dejection.

de-spond-ent (di-spon'dsnt), adj. [L. despondensf ppr.
of despondere; see DESPOND], showing or feeling despond-
ency; disheartened; dejected. SYN. see hopeless.
de-spond-ing (di-spon'dirj), adj. despondent.
des-pot (des'pot, des'pot), n. JOFr.; Gr. despotes, a
master, lord], 1. originally, a title meaning "master,"
applied to certain classes of rulers, as Byzantine
emperors, bishops of the Greek church, etc. 2. an
absolute ruler; king with unlimited powers; autocrat.
3. a tyrant.

despot-ic (di-spot'ik), adj. [Fr. desfotique; Gr. des-

poUkos], of or like a despot; autocratic; tyrannical.
des'pot'i-cal (di-spot'i-kl), adj. despotic.
des pot ism (des'pat-iz'm), n. [Fr. despotisme], 1. rule
or government by a despot ; autocracy. 2. the methods
or acts of a despot; tyranny. 3. a government, political
system, or state dominated by a despot.
de-spu-mate (di-spu/mat, des'pyoo-matO, v.t. [DESPU-
MATED (-id), DESPUMATING], [< L. despumatus, pp. of
despumare, to skim off; de-, off, from + spumare, to
foam < spuma, foam], 1. to take the scum off; skim.
2. to throw off as froth. IM". to become rid of scum.

des-pu-rna-tion (des'pyoo-ma'shan), n. [LL. despuma-
tio] t the process of despumating.
des-qua-mate (des'kws-matO, vd. [DESQUAMATED (-id),
DESQUAMATING], [< L. desquamatus, pp. of desquamate,
to scale off < de~, off + squama, a scale], to fall off in
scales; peel off.

des-qua-ma-tion (des'kwa-ma'shan), n. [see DESQUA-
MATE], the removal or peeling off of scales, as from skin.
Des sau (des'ou), n. the capital of Anhalt, Germany:
pop., 79,000.
des sert (di-zurt'), n. [Fr. < desservir, to clear the table;
des- (L. de), from + sermr < L. servire, to serve], 1. a
course of fruits, pudding, pie, ice cream, etc. served at
the end of a meal. 2. [British], uncooked fruit and
nuts served after the sweet course of cake, pudding, etc.

des-sert-spoon (di-zurt'spoonO, n. a spoon between a

equal to about 2.7
de ster i lize (de-ster'o-lizO, v.t. to bring back from a
state of sterilization; especially, to return (sterilized
gold) to a productive capacity as the basis for the fur-
ther issuance of currency.

des-ti na-tion (des'ta-na'shan), n. [L. destinatio, settle-
ment, appointment < destinare; see DESTINE], 1. [Rare],
a destining or being destined. 2. the end for which
something or someone is destined.

^
3. the place toward

which someone or something is going or sent.
des-tine (des'tin), v.t. [DESTINED (-tind), DESTINING],
[ME. destenen; OFr, destiner; L. destinare, to fasten
down, secure, determine < de-, intens. -f- *$tanare <
base of stare, to stand], 1. to predetermine, as by
fate: usually in the passive. 2. to set apart for a
certain purpose; intend.
destined for, 1. headed for; bound for: as, destinedfor
Asia. 2. intended for: as, destined for leadership.

des-tiii'y (des'ta-ni), /i* [pL DESTINIES (-niz)], [ME. &
OFr. desiinee < L. destinare; see DESTINE], 1. the
inevitable or necessary succession of events. 2. what
will necessarily happen to any person or thing; (one's)
f9rtune. 3. that which determines events: said of
either a supernatural agency or necessity. 4. [D-],
in Greek 6r Roman mythology, a) the goddess of destiny.
b) pi the three Fates. SYN. see fate.

des-ti-tute (des'ta-toof, des'to-tut'), adj. [ME.; L.
destitutus, pp. of desttiuere, to forsake, abandon < de,
down, away 4- statuere, to set, put, place; see STATUTE],
1. lacking (with of)

: as, destitute of brains. 2. lacking
the necessities o! life; living in complete poverty.
3. [Obs.], abandoned, v.t. [DESTITUTED (-id), DESTI-
TUTING], [Rare], 1. to deprive. 2. to leave destitute.
SYN. see poor.

desti tu tion (des'ta-too'shan, des'ta-tu7shan), n. [Fr.;
L. destitutio, a forsaking], 1. the, state of being desti-
tute; lack. 2. complete poverty. ^SYN. see poverty.
destrier (des'tri-gr, des-treYO, n.

'
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OFr, destrier < LL, dtxtrarius, led by the right hand <
dcxtra, right hand], lArchaicJ, a war horse; charger,

destroy (di-stroiOt * [ME. dstroym; OPr. dtstnurc;
L. d^struere; de-, down -f struere, to build], I. to tear

down; demolish. 2. to break up; spoil completely;
ruin. 3. to put an end to; do away with. 4. to kill.

5. to neutralize the effect of. 6. to make useless.

SYN. destroy implies a tearing down or bringing to an end

by wrecking, mining kilting, eradicating, etc. and is the term
or broadest application here (to destroy a city, one's influence,

etc.) ; demolish impHes such destructive force as to completely
smash to pieces (the bombs demolished the factories); raze
means to level to the ground, either destructively or by syste-

matic wrecking with a salvaging of useful parts; to annihilate

is to destroy so completely as to blot out of existence (rights

that cannot be annihilated}.

de-stroy-er (di-stroi'Sr) , n. 1. a person or thing that

destroys. 2. [orig., torpedo-boat destroyer], a small, fast,

powerful, heavily armed warship with high maneuver-
ability,

de-stract-i-bil-i-ty (di-struk'ts-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
of being destructible.

de struct-i-ble (di-struk't9-b
r

l), adj. [LL. destructions],
that can be destroyed ; subject to destruction.

de-struc-tion (di-struk'shan), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.

destructio < destructtts, pp. of destruere; see DESTROY],
1. the act or process of destroying; demolition or

slaughter. 2. the fact or state of being destroyed. 3.

the cause or means of destroying. SYN. see ruin.

de-struc-tion-ist (di-struk'shan-ist) , n. a person who
believes in or favors destruction, as of the existing
social order.

de-strac-tive (di-struk'tiv), adj. [OFr. destructif; LL.
destructive < destiructus], I. tending or likely to cause
destruction. 2. destroying; causing or producing de-

struction. 3. tearing down: as, destructive criticism.

destructive distillation, the decomposition of a mate-
rial, as coal, wood, etc., by heat in the absence of air,

followed by the recovery of volatile products of the

decomposition by condensation or other means.
de-struc-tiv-i-ty (de'struk-tiv'a-ti, di-struk'tiv'a-ti), n.

power or tendency to destroy; destructiveness.

desuetudo < desuetus, pp. of desuescere, to disuse; de-,

from + suescere, to be accustomed], disuse: as, laws
fallen into desuetude.
de sul-fur (de-sul'fgr), v.t. to desulfurize.

de-sul-fur-ize (de-sul'fgr-izO, v.t, [DESULFURIZED (-IzdOi
DESULFURIZING], to remove sulfur from.

des-ul-to-ri-ly (des''l-t8r1-li, desH-to'ri-li), adv. in a
desultory manner.

deS'Ul'to-ri-ness (des''l-t6r'i-nis, des''l-to'ri-nis), n. the

quality of being desultory.
des-ul-to-ry (des'l-tfir'i, des'l-to'ri), adj. [L. desultorius

< desultor, vaulter, jumper < desultus, pp. of desilire,

to leap down < de-, down, from + satire, to leap],
1. jumping from one thing to another; disconnected;
not methodical. 2. random: as, a desultory thought.
SYN. see random.

det., detachment.
de-tach (di-tach'), v.t. [Fr. detacher; de- (L. dis-), from
-f -tocher as in attacker; see ATTACH], 1. to unfasten
and remove; separate; disconnect. 2. to send on special
service or for a special task: said of troops, ships, etc.

de-tach-a-biM-ty (di-tach'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being detachable.
de tach-a-ble (di-tachVb'l), adj. [see DETACH], that
can be detached.
de tached (di-tachf) adj. [pp. of detach], L discon-

nected; separate. 2. not involved by emotion, interests,

etc.; aloof; impartial. SYN. see indifferent.

de-tach-ment (di-tach'msnt), n. [Fr. detachement], 1. a

detaching; separation. 2. the sending of troops, or

ships on special service. 3. a unit of troops or ships

assigned to special service: abbreviated det. 4. the
state of being on special service. 5. the state of being
disinterested or impartial. 6. aloofness.

de-tail (di-tal'; also, for n., de'tal), n. [Fr. detail < the

v.], 1. the act of dealing with things item by item.
2. a minute account; circumstantial story. 3. a small

part or parts; item. 4. small secondary or accessory

part or parts of a picture, statue, buildingt eta 5. in

military usage, a) one or more soldiers, sailors, etc.

chosen for or sent on a special task. 5) the special task.

v.t. [Fr. detailler; to cut up, divide, tell in particu-
lars; de- (L. de), from + tattler , to cut; see TAILOR], 1.

to give the particulars of; tell circumstantially or

minutely. 2. in military usage, to choose for or send
on a special task: as, detail a man ,for sentry duty.
SYN+ see item.

in detail, by items; with, particulars.
detail drawing, a separate drawing of a small part or

section^ as of a machine-

de-tmta <dt-tinO ( v.t. [OFr. ddmir; L. detimre, to hold
down or off, keep tack, detain < de~, off, from -f

|ffler to bold), I. to keep in custody; confine. 2. to

keep; withhold. 3. to Iceep from going on; delay.
de-taln-ec (di*tSn'r), n. La person or thing that

detains. 2. fAoglo-Pr. datener, inf. used as n. < OFr.
detmir; see DETAIN}, in tew, a) the unlawful withholding
of property from the rightful owner, b) the detention
of a person without Ms consent, c) a writ for coatinurag
to hold a person already in custody.

de-tain-man t (di-tSn'mant), n. fsee OBTAIN], detention.
de-tect (di-tekf). v.t. I < L. de&ctus, pp. of deieiere, to

uncover; dt- t from -f tei&re, to coverj# L to discover:

find out. 2. to discover the presence or existence of

(anything hidden, not clear, etc.). 3. in radio, to rec-

tify. 4. fobs.}, to uncover; reveal.

de-tect-a-ble, de-tect-i-ble (di-tek'to-bl), adj. that can
be detected.

de-tec-tion (di-tek'shan), n. [LL. detectio; see DETECT],
1. a finding out or bein^ found out: said espedaUy of
what tends to elude notice. 2. in radio, the process of

separating a signal wave from its carrier wave in order
to reproduce it as sound; rectification.

de-tec-tive (di-tek'tiv), adj. L of or for detection.
2. of detectives and their work, n. [< detectiw police-
man or

officer^,
a person* often a policeman, whose work

is investigating and trying to solve crimes, watching
suspected persons, getting information, etc.

de-tec-tor (di-tek'ter) , n. [LL.], 1 . a person or thing that
detects. 2. an apparatus or device for indicating tfee

presence of something, as electric waves. 3. in radio,
a device, usually a vacuum tube, for separating a signal
wave from its carrier wave in detection; rectifier.

de-tent (di-tentO n. [Fr. detente < dttendre, to relax,

unbend; de- (L. dis~), from + tendre, to stretch < L.
tendere, to stretch out], in mechanics, a part that stops
or releases a movement, as a catch for controlling the
striking of a clock.

de-ten-tion (di-ten'sh&n), n. [L. detentio < detmtus,
pp. of detinere; see DETAIN], 1. a detaining or being
detained. 2. a withholding; retention. 3. a keeping in

custody; confinement. 4. an enforced delay.
de-ter (di-turO v.t. [DETERRED (-turd

7
)* DETERRING},

[L. deterrere; de-f from + terrere, to frighten], to keep
(a person) from doing something through fear, anxiety,
doubt, etc.; discourage: as, the weather deterred them
from going on a picnic.

de-terge (di-turjO y.t. [DETERGED (-turjd
7
), DETERGING],

[L. detergere, to wipe off, wipe away; de-, off, from +
tergere, to wipe, cleanse], to cleanse, as a wound.
de-ter-gence (di-tur'j^ns), n. detergency.
de-ter-gen-cy (di-tur'pn-si), n. a detergent quality or

power.
de-ter-gent (di-tur'jsnt), adj. [L. detergens, ppr, of

detergere; see DETERGE], cleansing, n. a cleansing sab-
stance, especially one that foams and cleans Hke soap
but is made from the alkyl benzene sulfona-tos, the alkyl
sulfates, etc. and not from fats and lye.
de te ri o-rate (di-teVi-a-rat'). v.t. & vd. [DETERIORATED
(-id), DETERIORATING], [< LL, deterioratus, pp. of deie-

riorare, to make worse < L. deterior, worse, inferior <
obs. adj. *deter, down < de, down}, to make or become
worse: lower in quality or value; depreciate.

de-te-ri*o*ra-tion (di-teV'i-Q-ra'shan), n. [Fr. deteriora-

tion}, 1. a deteriorating. 2. a deteriorated condition.
de-te-ri^o-ra-tive (di-t&r'I-Q-ra'tiv), adj. deteriorating
or tending to deteriorate.

de-ter ment (di-tfrr
/
m9nt), n. 1. a deterring. 2. a

thing that deters.
de-ter-mi-na-bie (di-tur'mi-nd-bl), adj. [ME,; OFr.;
LL. determinabUis; see DETERMTNE], 1. that .can be
determined. 2, terminable,

de-ter*mi-nant (di-tux
/mo~nQnt), adj. [L. determinant,

ppr. of determinare]* determining, n* 1. a thing or
factor that determines, 2, in mathematics, the sum of

the products formed, in accordance with certain laws*
from a series of quantities arranged in an equal number
of rows and columns. SYN. see c^use.

de-ter-mi-nate (di-tur'ma-nit), adj. [L. determinates,

pp. of determinate: see DETERMINE], 1. having exact

limits; definite; distinct; fixed. 2. settled; decided;
conclusive. 3. resolute. 4, in botany, having a flower
at the end of the primary axis and of each secondary
axis: said of the inflorescence of certain plants. 5, in

mathematics, a) having a fixed^ value.
T

&) of problems,
having a fixed solution or solutions.
de-ter-mi-na-tion (di-tur'ma-nafshon), n. [L. determi-

naiio], 1. a determining or being determined (in all

senses of the verb). 2. a firm intention. 3. the quality
of being resolute; firmness of purpose. 4. in law, the

ending of an estate or of an interest in property.
de-ter-mi-na-tlve (di-tur'mg-na'tiv, di-tur/mg-na-tiv) ,

adj. [Fr. determinatif], determining or serving to deter-
mine. n a thing or factor that determines,
de-ter-mine (di-tur'min), v.t. [DETERMINED (-minds),
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DETERMINING], fME. determinen; OFr. determiner; L.
determinere, to bound, limit, prescribe; de- t from -f
terminare^ to set bounds < terminus, an end!, 1. to set
limits to; bound; define. 2. to settle conclusively or
beforehand; decide; resolve. 3. to reach a decision
about after thought and investigation; decide upon.
4. to be the cause of; be the deciding or regulating factor
in, ^5. to find out exactly; ascertain; calculate; fix

precisely. 6. to give a definite aim or direction to;
direct, 7. to end; terminate. IM". 1. to decide; resolve.
2. in. law, to come to an end. SYN. see decide, learn.

de-ter-mlned (di-tur'mind), adj. [pp. of determine],
L having one's mind made up; decided; resolved, 2.

resolute *

unwavering.
de-ter-mln-ism (di-tur

/min-iz'm), m 1. the doctrine
that everything is entirely determined by a sequence of
causes. 2. the doctrine that one's choice of action is

not free but is determined by a sequence of causes
independent of his will.

de-ter-min-ist (di-tur'min-ist) , n. a person who believes
in determinism, ad/, of determinism or determinists.

de-ter-min-is-tic (di-tur'mi-nis'tik), adj. determinist.
de-ter-rence (di-tur'ans, di-ter'ans), n. 1. a deterring.
2. a deterrent.

de*ter-rent (di-tur'ant, di-ter'ant), adj. [L. deterrens,

pjr. of deterrere], deterring or tending to deter, n. a
thing or factor that deters.

de-ter-sive (di-tur'siv), adj. & n. [Fr. detersif < L.
detersus. pp. of detergere; see DETERGE], (a) detergent.

de-test (di-testO, v.t. [Fr. dttester; L. detestari, to curse

by calling on the gods to witness, execrate, detest; de-,
down + tesiari, to witness < testis, a witness], to dislike

intensely; hate; abhor. SYN. see hate.

de-test-a-biM-ty (di-tes'ta-bil'a-ti), n. the quality of

being detestable.
de-teet-a-ble (di-tes'ts-b'l), adj. that is or should be de-

tested; hateful; execrable; odious. SYN. see hateful.

de-test-a-bly (di-tes'ts-bH), adv. in a detestable manner.
de-tes-ta tion (de'tes-ta'shan), n. [Fr. detestation; L.

detestatio; see DETEST], 1. intense dislike; hatred;
loathing. 2. a detested person or thing.

de-throne (de-thron')t v.t. 1. to remove from a throne;
depose; hence, 2. to oust from any high position.

de-throne-ment (de-thron'mant), n. a dethroning or

being dethroned.
det-i-nue (det'i-nu') n. [OFr. detenue < pp. of detenir;
see DETAIN], in law, L the unlawful detention of

personal property. 2. an action or writ for the recovery
of property unlawfully detained, as in a pawnshop.

det o nate (detVnaf, de'to-naV), tu. [DETONATED (-id),
DETONATING}, [< L. detonatus, pp. of detonare, to thun-
der, make a loud noise; de-, intens. + tonare, to make
a sound], to explode violently and noisily, v.t. to
cause to explode by setting off with a fuse, percussion
cap, etc. : as, the bomb was detonated by remote control.

det-o-na-tion (detVna'shan, de'to-na'shan), n. (Fr.

detonation], 1. a detonating or being detonated. 2. a
loud, violent explosion. 3. a loud noise.

deC-0*nator (detVna'ter, de'to-na'ter) , n. [see DETO-
NATE], 1. a fuse, percussion cap, etc. for setting off

explosives. 2. an explosive.
de-tour (de'toor, di~toor') n. [Pr. detour, a turning,
evasion, excuse < distourner, to turn aside, divert, evade;
de- (L. de\, from + tourner; see TURN], 1. a roundabout
way; deviation from the direct path. 2. a route used
when the direct or regular route is closed to traffic.

IM". & v.t. to go or cause to go by way of a detour.
de-tract (di-traktO, v.t.

[Fr. defracter; L. detractare, to
decline, depreciate < detractus, pp. of detrahere, to
draw away: de-, from + trahere, to draw], 1. to take
away. 2. [Rare], to belittle; disparage. v.i. to take
something desirable away (from) : as, anger detracts
from her beauty.

de-trac-tion (di-trak'shan), n. 1. a detracting; taking
away. 2. a belittling; disparagement.

de-trac-tive (di-trak'tiv), adj. 1. of the nature of
detraction. 2, tending to take away. 3. disparaging.

de-trac-tor (di-trak'tgr), n. a person who detracts or

de-traC'to-ry (di-trak'ta-ri), adj. detractive.
de-train (de-tran')t IM". to get off a railroad train, v.t.
to cause to get off a railroad train.

de-train-ment (de-tran'mant), n. a detraining or being
detrained.

det-ri-ment (det'ra-msnt), n. [Fr. detriment; L. detri-
mentum, a rubbing off, loss, damage < detritus, pp. of
deterere, to rub off, wear away, weaken; de-, off, from -f
terere, to rub, wear], 1. damage; injury; harm. 2. any-
thing that causes damage or injury.

det-ri-men-tal (det'ra-men't'l) , adj. [see DETRIMENT],
causing damage; harmful; injurious. SYN. see per-
nicious.

de-tri-tal (di-trl't'D, adj. of detritus.
de-tri'tion (di-trish'an) , n. [< L. detritus (see DETRI-
MENT) ; + -ion], a wearing away or down by friction.

de-tri'tus (di-tri'tas), n. [L.; a rubbing away < pp. of
deterere; see DETRIMENT], fragments of rock, etc. pro-
duced by disintegration or wearing away; debris.

De-troit (di-troitO, n. 1. a city in southeastern Mich-

igan, on the Detroit River: pop., 1,839,000. 2, a river
connecting Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie: length, 25 mi.
$de trop (da tr60 [Fr.], 1. literally, too much; too
many; hence, 2. unwanted; superfluous.

de-trade (di-troodO v.t. [DETRUDED (-id), DETRUDING],
[L. detruaere; de~, down -f- trudere, to thrust], 1. to
thrust down; force down. 2. to thrust away or out.

de-trun-cate (di-trur/kat), v.t. [< L. detmnc&ius, pp.
of defruncare, to cut or lop off; de-, from + fruncare;
see TRUNCATE], to shorten "by cutting off a part.

Deu-ca-li-on (doo-ka'li-an, du-kali-an), n. [L.; Gr.
Deukalidn], in Creek mythology, a son of Prometheus:
Deucalion and his wife, Fyrrha, were the only survivors
of a great flood sent by Zeus to punish mankind for

wickedness, and their son, Hellen, was the fabled
ancestor_of the Hellenic race.
deuce (doos, dus), n. [Fr. deux; OFr. deus; L. duos, ace.
of duo, two], 1. a playing card with two spots. 2. the
side of a die bearing two spots, or a throw of the dice

totaling two. 3. [< Fr. a deux de jeu], in tennis, a
score of 40 each (or five games each) after which one
player or side must get two successive points (or games)
to win the game (or set).
deuce (doos, dus), n. & interj. [orig. dicer's exclamation
on making lowest score; associated with ME. dewes!
God! < OFr. Dieues < Dieu, L. deus, god], bad luck,
the devil, etc.: a mild curse or exclamation of annoy-
ance, surprise, etc. __

deu-ced (doo/sid, doost, du/sid, dust), adj. [see DEUCE,
inter

j,}, devilish; confounded; extreme: used in mild
cursing. a<fi;._deucedly.

deU'Ced-ly (doo'sid-li, du'sid-li), adv. [see DEUCE, interj.\,

1
devilishly: confoundedly; extremely.
,De-us (de'ss, da'oos), n. [L.], God: abbreviated D.
|de-us ex ma-chi-na (de'as eks mak'i-ns), [L., god from
a machine], 1. in ancient Greek and Koman plays, a
deity brought in by stage machinery to intervene in the
action; hence, 2. any character or happening artifi-

cially, suddenly, or improbably introduced to resolve
a situation, as in some fiction. 3. anyone who unex-
pectedly intervenes to change the course of events.

JDe-us yo-bis-cum (de'as vo-bis'kam), [L.], (may) God
(be) with you.

Deut., Deuteronomy.
deu-ter ag-o nist (doo'te'r-ag'a-nist, du'tgr-ag'a-nist),
n. [< deutero- -f- Gr. agoni&esthai (see AGONIZE)], in
ancient Greek drama, the character second in importance
to the protagonist.

deu-te-ri-um (doo-tlr'i-am, du-teVi-om), n. [Mod. L.;
see DEUTERO- & -IUM], the hydrogen isotope naving an
atomic weight of approximately 2; heavy hydrogen:
symbol, D: with oxygen it forms deuterium oxide, DzO
(heavy water).

deu-ter-o- (doo'teY-o, du/teY-9), [< Gr. deuteros, second],
a combining form meaning second or secondary, as in

deuteroplasm: also deuto-, deuter-, deut-.
deu-ter-o-ca-non-i-cal (ddo'tgr-o-ks-nqn'i-k'l, du'tSr-

o-ks-non'i-k'l) , adj. [deutero- -f- canonical], of or con-
stituting a second or subsequent canon: as, the deutero-
canonical (or, according to Protestants, apocryphal)
books of the Bible.

deu-ter-og-a-my (doo'teV-og'a-mi, du't&r-og'a-mi) , n.

[Gr. deuterogamia < deuteros, second -f- gamos, mar-
riage], a marriage after the death of the first spouse.

deu-ter-on (dcJo'tSr-on
7
, du'teY-onO , n. [Mod. L.; see

DEUTERIUM], the nucleus of an atom of deuterium: also
deutron, deuton.

Deu-ter-on-o-my (doo'ter-on's-mi, du'tgr-on'a-mi), n.

[LL. Deuteronom'ium; Gr. Deuteronomion < deuteros,
second + nomos, law], the fifth book of the Pentateuch
in the Old Testament, in which the law of Moses is set
down in full for the second time: abbreviated Deut.

deu-ter o plasm (doo'tgr-o-plaz'm, du'tgr-a-plaz'm), n.

deutoplasm.
deu-to- (doo^td, du'tq), detitero-, as in deutoplasm.
deu-ton (doo'ton1_du

/
ton) t TI. a deuteron.

deu-to-plasm (doo'ts-plaz'm, du'ta-plaz'ni), n. [deuto-
+ -plasm], the substance in eggs or ova that provides
food for the_developing embryo.
deu-tron (doo'tron, dirtron) , n. a deuteron.
Deut sche-mark (doi'cha-markO, n.

[pi. DEUTSCHE-
MARK; Eng. DEUTSCHEMARKS (-marks') I, the monetary
unit of West Germany, valued at $.24 m 1955: abbre-
viated Dm.
tDeut-sches Reich (doi'chss r!H'), [G., Ht., German
realm], Germany: the former official German name.
tDeutsch land (doich'lantO , n. [G.; Deutsch, German
(same word as Dutch) 4- land, land: Deutsch < OHG.
diutisc, of the people, popular < 0HG. thioda, dioia

(Goth, thiuda, AS. fheod), people, tribe -f- -isc (see -ISH)
IE. base *teuta- t crowd; folk, cf. TEUTONIC], Germany.

$Deutschland ii-ber al-les (ii'b&r al'ss), [G.] t Germany
over everything: a nationalist slogan.

'

,,

de-va (da'va), n. [Sans, deva, god,, deittJ, 1! in ffindn
mythology, a god or good spirit. 2. in ZoroastrUn
mythology, a demon or evil spirit.
De Va-ler-a, Ea-mon (a'man dev'g-iaf'a,
1882-

;
Irish statesman born in the United

minister of Ireland (1^37-1948; 1951-1954; 1957-^ ).
""'
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de-val*u-ate (de-vaK5-at
r
), v.t. [DEVALUATED (-id),

DEVALUATING}, to lessen the value of.

de-val-u-a-tioii (de-val'u-a'shan), n. 1. a devaluating
or being devaluated. 2. the amount of this.

De-vana ga-ri (da'va-na'gd-reO, n. [Sans, d&a-ndgart,
city (writing) of the gods < deva, god -f nagara, city],
the usual Sanskrit alphabet.

dev-as-tate (dev'ss-tat'), o.L [DEVASTATED (-id), DEV-
ASTATING], [< L. demstatus, pp. of demstare* to lay
waste; de-, intens. -f- vastare, to make empty < vastus,

empty], to lay waste; make desolate; ravage; destroy.
SYN. see ravage.

dev-as-ta-tion (dev'ss-ta'shan), n. a devastating or

being devastated; destruction; desolation.

dev-as-ta-tor (dev'as-ta'ter), n. [L.], a person or thing
that devastates.

dev-el (dev'l), n. [prob. < deaf -f -le, as if < ME.
*devlen], [Scot.], a heavy or stunning blow. v.t. to
strike with such a blow.

de-vel-op (di-vel'ap), v.t. [Fr. dtvdopper < de- (L. dis-},

apart + OFr. vpluper, to wrap; cf. Pr. desvolopar, Fr.

envelopper. It. invduppare, to wrap up; see ENVELOP],
I. to cause to grow gradually in some way; cause to
become gradually fuller, larger, better, etc. ; especially,
1. to expand, as a business. 2. to strengthen, as mus-
cles. 3. to bring into activity, as an idea. 4. to unfold

gradually, as a bud. 5. to make more available or
extensive, as electric power. 6. in music, to elaborate

(a theme). 7. in photography, a) to put (an exposed
film, plate, or printing paper) in various chemical
solutions in order to make the picture visible, b) to
make (a picture) visible by doing this. II. to show or
work out by degrees; reveal; disclose; especially, 1. to
make known gradually, as a plot. 2. to explain more
clearly; enlarge upon. 3. in mathematics, to work out
in detail or expand (a function or expression). IM*. 1.

to come into being or activity. 2. to become larger,
fuller, better, etc.; grow; evolve. 3. to become known
or apparent; be disclosed. Also spelled develope.

de-vel-ope (di-vel'sp), v.t. & va. [DEVELOPED (-apt),
DEVELOPING], to develop.

de-vel*op-er (di-vel'sp-er), n. 1. a person or thing that
develops. 2. in photography, a chemical used to make
the picture visible on an exposed film, plate, etc.

de-vel-op'inent (di-vel'sp-mant), n. [Fr. developpement
< deveiopper], 1. a developing or being developed (in
all senses of the verb). 2. a step or stage in growth,
advancement, etc.; hence, 3. an event or happening.
4. a thing that is developed; result of developing. 5. in

music, a) the elaboration of a theme by rhythmic,
harmonic, or melodic changes. 6) the middle part of the
sonata form. Also spelled developement*

de-vel-op-men-tal (di-vel'sp-men'tsl) , adj. of or con-
nected with development.

Dev-e-reux, Robert (dev's-rdoO, see Essex.

de-vest (di-vest'J, v.t. [OFr. devester; L. deyestire, to
undress < dis~, from -f vestire, to dress < vestis, a dress,

garment], 1. [ObsJ, to undress; strip; hence, 2. in

law, a) to take away (a right, etc.). 6) [Archaic], to strip

(of a title, etc.).
De-vi (da've), n. [Sans., fern, of deva, god], a Hindu
goddess, Sakti, the consort of Siva: also called Maya.

de-vi-ate (de'vi-atj/or n., de^vi-at), v.L [DEVIATED (-id),
DEVIATING], [< LL. deviatus, pp. of deviare, to turn aside

< L. devius; see DEVIOUS], to turn aside (from a course,
direction, standard, doctrine, etc.); diverge; digress.
v.t. to cause to deviate. fi a sexual pervert.
SYN. deviate suggests a turning aside, often to only a slight

degree, from the correct or prescribed course, standard, doc-

trine, etc, (to deviate from the truth) ; swerve implies a sudden
or sharp tttrning from a path, course, etc. (the car swerved to
avoid hitting us); veer, originally used of snips and wind,
suggests a turning or series of turnings so as to change direction ;

diverge suggests the branching off of a single path or course
into two courses constantly leading away; from each other (the
sides of an angle diverge from a single point) ; digress suggests
a wandering, often deliberate and temporary, from the main
topic in. speaJjdng or writing.

de-vi-a-Tdon (de'vi-a'shan), n. [ML. deviatio], 1. a
deviating; turning aside from a course, standard, etc.;

divergence. 2. the amount of this.

de-vLa-tor (de'vi-a'ter), n. [LL.], a person or thing that
deviates,.

de-vice (di-vjs0, n, [MB, devtis* intention, will; OFr.
devis, fern. demset division, will < divider; see DEVISE],
1^ a "tiling devised; plan; scheme. 2. an tpiderhanded
scheme; trick. 3. a mechanical contrivance for some
purpose; invention. 4. an ornamental figtae @r desfcpaL
x.-a, design, oftejj ^with a motto, r on a coat pi saym;
heraldic emblem. 6. anymotto or emblem, 7. [Ardj&ieJ,
the (acjb, or, power of inventing or contriving. ? ,

leave to one's own devices, to allow to do as one wishes.

f,

'AS*

throwJ, 1. {soiaetinies LV-L in theology, a) the chief
evil spirit, a supernatural being subordinate to, and
the foe of, God and the tempter of man; Satan (with
the): he is typically depicted as a man with horns,
a tail, and cloven feet, b) any o such subordinate
beings who reside in hell; demon. 2. something evil
or bad: as, that 4mi, slavery. 3. a wicked or malev-
olent person. 4. a person who is sprightly, mischievous,
energetic, etc. 5. an ualuckyf unhappy person: as,
that poor devil has had a hard time. o. anything
difficult; thing hard to operate or control, etc. 7.

[orig. printer's dent (17th c.)J, a printer's errand boy
or apprentice. 8. any of various machines with teeth,
as for tearing up rags. v.t. [DEVTLED cc DEVILLED
(-Id), DEVILING or DEVILLING], I. [from the notion
of heat], to prepare (food) with seasoning, condiments,
etc. 2. to tear up (rags, etc.) with a special machine.
3. to annoy; torment; tease.
between the devil and the deep, between equally un-
pleasant alternatives.

give the devil his due, to acknowledge the ability or
success of even a wicked or unpleasant person,
go to the devil, to fall into bad habits; degenerate
morally : used also in the imperative as an expression
of anger, annoyance, etc.

play the devil with, [Colloq.], to upset; cause to go
awry.

raise the devil, 1. to conjure up the devil; hence, 2.

[Colloq.J, to make a commotion or have a boisterous
good time.
the devil! [Colloq.J, an exclamation of anger, surprise,
negation, etc,: often in such phrases as the deoU
yon did/, did you really?
the devil take the hindmost, leave the last, slowest,
or least able to his fate without bothering about him.

the devil to pay, trouble as a consequence.
dev-iled (devf Id), adf. [pp. of devil; with reference to
heat], prepared with strong seasoning: as, deviled ham:
also spelled devilled,

dey-il-fish (dev'l-fishO, ;

(-iz); see FISH], 1.

the largest kind of
ray: so called because
its pectoral fins are
hornlike when rolled

up. 2. any large
cephalopod, especially
the octopus.

dev-il-ish (devH-ish,
devlish), adj. 1. of,

like, or characteristic
of a devil or devils;
wicked; cruel; dia-
bolical, 2. mischie-

DEVILFISH, DEVILFISHES

ilJJ?

(20 ft.

tremely bad. 4. iColloq.], extreme, adv. [CoUoq.], ex-
tremely; excessively; very.
dev-il-may-care (dev'1-ma-ktrO, adf. reckless; care-
less; happy-go-lucky.
dev il-ment (dev'1-mant) ,n. 1. evil behavior or action.
2. mischief or mischievous action*

dey*il-rv (dev'l-ri), n. \pl. DEVILRIES (-riz)], 1. evil or
diabolical behavior; great; wickedness or cruelty. 2.

reckless mischief, fun, etc.; deviltry.
devil's advocate, [< L. advocatns diaboli], 1. in the
Roman Catholic Church, the Promoter of the Faith, an
ofl^cial selected to examine critically the facts in the
case of a dead person named for canonization; hence,
2. a person who upholds the wrong side, perversely or
for argument's sake.

dev-iTs-darn-ing-nee-dle (dev'Tz-daVnirj-ne'd*l), n. a
dragonfly.

dey-ilVfoodl caice C<lev''lz-f6od
/
) a rich cake made

with chocolate or cocoa and baking soda.
Devil s Island, an island off the coast of French Guiana:
site of a former French penal colony: French namer

lie du uDftf&k,

devil's tattoo, [cf. taUoo (a drumming) ; the reference

may be to the feet of a hanged person], a rapid or
nervous drumming with the fingers or feet.

dev-il-try (dev'1-tri), n.
[fZ.

DEVILTRIES (-triz)], [prob.
< devilry], reckless mischief, fun, etc*: devilry.

dev-H*w<60<I (devH-wood')* n. a small evergreen tree
of the olye family, with whitistx bark, glossy leaves,

greenish flowers, and hard wood: it grows in the
southern United States.

de-vi-ous (de"'vi-ds) r adj. [L. devius < de-. off, from 4-

wj^roadj,' 1- roundabout; winding; rambling. 2. devi-

ating from the proper course; going astray: crooked^
de-vis-a-ble (di-viz'a-bl) , adj. that can be devised*
de-vis-al (di-viz/'l), n. a devising,
de-vise (di-vw/)t v.t. & v.i. [DEVISED f-vfedO. DEVISING],
flIE. depisent OFr. deviser* to distribute, direct* region
late, talk; LLv d/msare < "L. divisus, pp. of dividere;,see
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DIVIDE], 1. to think out; contrive; plan; invent. 2. in
fcw. to bequeath (real property) by will. 3. [Obs,], to
divide. 4. [Obs.], to guess; divine, n. in law, 1. a gift

of real property by will. 2. a will, or clause in a will,

granting such a gift, 3. tbc property so granted.
dev i see (dev'i-ze', di-viz'eO, n. [dense -f -**], in fcw,

the person to whom a devise has been bequeathed.
de-vis-er (di-viz'eY), n. a person who devises; contriver.

de-vi-sor (di-vi'zgr, di-vf'z8r), n. [OFr. demseor < devi-

ser], in law, a person who devises property; testator.
t

de-vI-taM-za-tfon (de-vi't
r

l-i-za'shan) f n 1. a devi-

talizing. 2. a devitalized condition.
dC'Vi-tS-ize (de-vWI-fz'), v.t. 1. to kill; make lifeless.

2. to lower the vitality of; weaken.

de-ylt-ri-fi-ca-tion (de-vit'rs-fi-ka'shon), n. a devitn-

fying or being devitrified.

de-Yft-ri-fy (de-vit'ra-ftO. *>* [DEVITRIFIED (-fldO.

DEVITRIFYING], 1. to take away or destroy the glassy

qualities of. 2. to make (glass, etc.) opaque, hard, and
crystalline, as by prolonged heating.

de-vo-caMze (de-vo'k'Hz'). v.t. in phonetics, to make
(a voiced sound) voiceless.

de-void (di-voidO # [short form of ME. devoided, pp.
of dewiden, to put away < OFr. desvuidier; des- (L.

dis~)> from -f vuidier;see VOID], completely without;

empty or destitute (of).
de-voir (cb-vwar', dev'war), n. [Fr., duty < devoir; to

owe (OPr. deveir, defer} < L. debere, to owe, be indebted

to|, 1. duty. 2. an act of due respect or courtesy:
now used in the plural, as, pay your devoirs to her.

dev-o-lu-tion fdev's-loo'shan, dev'l-u'shsn) , n* [ML.
devdutio, a rolling back < L. devolutus, pp. of devolvere;

see DEVOLVE], 1. originally, a rolling down or falling.

2. a passing down from stage to stage; hence, 3. the

passing (of property, qualities, rights, authority, etc.)

from one person to another. 4. a delegating (of duties)
to a substitute or subordinate, 5. in biology, degenera-
tion: opposed to evolution.

de-valve (di-volvO v.t. & v.i. [DEVOLVED (-volvd'),

DEVOLVING!, [L. devolvere, to roll down; de-, down -f

vofoere, to roll], 1. originally, to roll down or onward.
2. to pass (ow) to another or others: said of duties,

responsibilities, etc.: as, the work devolves on the fore-

man when the superintendent is ilL

Devon (dev'an) , n* 1. an island in the Northwest Terri-

tories, Canada, south of Eliesmere Island: area, 20,484
sq, mi. 2. Devonshire. 3. one of a breed of small,

hardy cattle, originally raised in Devonshire.
De-vo-ni-an (da-vo'ni-sn), adf. 1. of Devon or Devon-
shire. 2. in geology* designating or of the period after
the Silurian and before the Carboniferous in the
Paleozoic Era, marked by the dominance of the fish

and the appearance of the first amphibians: so called

because its rocks were first studied in Devonshire.
n a native or inhabitant of Devon or Devonshire.
the Devonian, the Devonian Period: see geology, chart.

Dv.oii-shire (dev'an-shir'), n. a county of south-
western England: pop., 703,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Exeter.

de-vote (di-vof), v.t [DEVOTED (-id), DEVOTING], [< L.

devotus, pp. of devovere, to dedicate by vow; de-> from +
vovere, to vow], 1. to dedicate; consecrate. 2. to give
up or apply (oneself or one's time, energy, etc.) to some
purpose, activity, or person. 3. [Rare], to consign to

destruction; curse; doom.
SYN. devote suggests the giving tip or applying of oneself
or something with the seriousness or earnestness evoked by a
formal vow (to devote one's life to a cause) ; to dedicate is to
set apart or assign (something), as in a formal rite, to some
serious, often sacred, purpose (to dedicate a temple) ; to conse-
crate is to set apart for some religious or holy use (to consecrate

ground for a church) ; hallow, a stronger word, suggests an in-

trinsic holiness in the thing set apart (to hallow the Sabbath).
de-vot-ed (di-vot'id), adj. [pp. of devote], 1. vowed;
dedicated; consecrated. 2. very loyal; faithful. 3.

[Rare], doomed.
dev-o-tee (dev'a-teO n. 1. a person warmly devoted
to something or someone: as, a devotee of the ballet.

2. a person deeply devoted to religion; zealot.

de-vo'tion (di-vo'shan) , n. [ME. dewciun; OFr. devo-
tion: L. devotio, a devoting, consecrating], 1. the fact,

quality, or state of being devoted. 2. piety; devoutness.
3, religious worship. 4. pi. prayers. 5. loyalty; faith-

fulness; deep affection. 6. the act of devoting.
de*vo-tion-af (di-vo'shan-'l) , adj. of or characterized by
devotion; having to do with worship.

de-vour (di-vour'), v.t. [ME. devouten; OPr. devorer; L.
devorare; de-, intens. + vorare, to swallow whole], 1. to
eat or eat up hungrily, greedily, or voraciously. 2. to

consume; destroy. 3. to take in greedily with the eyes
or ears: as, the child devours fairy tales. 4. to absorb
completely; engross: as, he is devoured by curiosity.
5. to swallow up; engulf.

de-vout (di-vouf), adf. [ME.; OPr. devot; "L. devotus;
see DEVOTE], 1. very religious; pious* 2. showing
reverence. 3. earnest; sincere; heartfelt.
SYN. devout implies sincere, worshipful devotion to one's
faith or religion, pious suggests scrupulous adherence to the
forms of one's religion but may, in derogatory usage, connote

hypocrisy (the pious burghers who defraud their tenants);

religious stresses faith in a particular reHgion and constant

adherence to its tenets (to lead a rdigfatts life) ; sanctimonious
in current usage implies a hypocritical pretense of

m piety or

devoutness and often connotes smugness or haughtiness (his

sanctimonious disapproval of dancing). ANT. impious.

De Vrie, Hu-go (hu'go da vreV), 1848-1935; Dutch
botanist; formulated theory of mutation.
dew (doo, du), n. [ME.; AS. deem; akin to G. tau; IE.

base *dheu-, to run, as in Sans, dh&mii, a spring, brook],
1, the atmospheric moisture that condenses after a
warm day and appears during the night in little drops
on cool surfaces. 2. anything regarded as refreshing,
gently falling, pure, etc., like dew. 3. any moisture in

small drops: as, the dew of his brow. v.t. to wet with
or as with dew; make moist; bedew.
dew of youth, the early, fresh, or morninglike period
of life: phrase from Psalm 110.

de-wan (df-wan', di-w6n') n. [An & Per. dlwan, divan;
see DIVAN], in India, any of various governmental
officials: also spelled diwan.

Dew-ar, Sir James (du'er), 1842-1923; Scottish chemist
and physicist.
dew-ber-ry (doo'ber'i, du'ber'i), n. [pi. DEWBERRIES
(-iz)], 1. any of various trailing blackberry plants.
2. the fruit of any of these plants.

dew-claw (doo'klS', du'klSl, n 1. a functionless digit

on the foot of some animals, as on the inner side of a

dog's hind leg or above the true hoof in cattle, deer,
etc. 2. the claw or hoof at the end of such a digit.

dew-drop (doo'drop', du'drop') n. a drop of dew.
de Wet, Chri8*ti'aaii Ru-dolph (kris'ti-an rii'dolf da

vetOi 1854-1922; Boer general and politician.

Dew4y, George (doo'i, du'i), 1837-1917; American
admiral in Spanish-American War.
Dewey, John, 1859-1952; American philosopher and
educator: exponent of pragmatism.
Dewey, llieTVil (melMl), 1851-1931;Dewey, Mefvil (mel'vil); 1851-1931; American li-

brarian; originator of a decimal system for book
classification in libraries.

dew fall (doo'f61', du'f61') n. L the formation of dew.
2. the time of the evening when this begins.

De-wi, Saint (da'wi), see David, Saint.

dew-My (doo'a-li, du's-li), adv. in the manner of dew.
dew-i-ness (doo'i-nisf du'i-nis), n. the condition or

quality of being dewy; moisture; freshness.

dew-lap (doo'lap', du/lap'). n. [ME. dewlappe; dew,

prob. dew -f- lappe, a fold; AS. lappo], a loose fold of

skin hanging from the throat of cattle and certain

other animals.

dew-lapped (ddo'laptVdu/lapf), adj. having a dewlap.
dew point, the temperature at which dew starts to

form or vapor to condense into liquid.

dew-y (doo'i, du'i), adj. [DEWIER (-i-gr), DEWIEST (4-

ist)], 1. wet or damp with dew. 2. of dew. 3. [Poetic],
dewlike; refreshing, gentle, etc.: as, dewy slumber.

dex-e drine (dek'sa-drin, dek'sa-dren'), n. [dextro- +
ephedrine], an isomer of amphetamine, similar to and
used like benzedrine: a trade-mark (Dexedrine).
Dex-ter (dek'st&r), [L.; see DEXTER, adj.], a masculine
name.

dex-ter (dek'stgr), adj. [L. dexter, right, to the ri^ht,
skillful, fortunate], 1. of or on the right-hand side;
hence, 2. [Obs.], favorable; auspicious. 3. in Heraldry,
on the right-hand side of a sliield (the left of the
viewer): opposed to sinister.

dex-ter-i-ty fdek-ster's-ti), n. [L. dexteritas, skillfulness,
handiness < dexter; see DEXTER, adj.], 1. skill in using
one's hands or body; adroitness.

^
2. skill in using

one's mind; cleverness. 3. [Rare], right-handedness.
dex-ter-ous (dek'stras, dek'stgr-as), adj. [L. dexter (see
DEXTER, adi.)i -f- -ous], 1, having or^ showing skill

in the use or tne hands or body. 2. having or showing
mental skill. 3. [Rajre], right-handed. Also dextrous.
SYN. dexterous implies a^ expertness, natural or acquired,
demonstrated in the ability to do things with skill and pre-
cision (a dexterous mechanic) : adroit adds to this a connotation
of cleverness and resottrcefuliiess and is now generally used of
mental facility (an adroit evasion) ; deft suggests a nimbleness
and sureness of touch (a deft seamstress) ; handy suggests skill,

usually without training, at a variety 01 small tasks (a handy
man around the house). -ANT. dumsy, awkward, inept,

dextr-, dextro-.
dex-tral (dek'stral), adj. [< L. dextra, right-hand side],
1. on the right-hand side; right 2. right-handed. 3.

haying whorls that rise to the apex in counterclockwise
spirals: said of the shells of certain mollusks. Opposed
to sinistraL

dex-traM'ty (dek-stral'a-ti), n. 1. the state of having
the right side differing from thelelt* 2. right-handed-
ness.

T

dex-traMy (dek'stre-li), adv. in a dextral way or direc-
tion.
dex-trin (dek'strin), n. [Fr. dextrin* < L. dexter, righto
so called from its property of rotating the plane of

polarization to the right], a soluble, gummy substance
obtained from starch and used as an adhesive, for
sizing, etc,

,

,

,,

<

dex-trine (dek'strin, dek'stren), n. dextrin. j

dex-tro (dek'stro), adj. in chemistry, dextrorotatory.
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dex-tro- (dek'sto), f< L. foxier, right], a combining
form meaning: 1. toward (or on) me rigH-hand Me,
as in dextrorotatory. 2. in chemistry, faxfroroiatoiy.
Also, before a vowel, dextr-.

dex-tro-gy-rate (deks'tra-jl'rat), adj. [desstoro- 4- gyrate],
dextrorotatory.

deX'tro-ro-ta-ry (dek'stra-ro'tSr-i), adj. dextrorotatory.
dex-tro-ro-ta-tiOB (dek'stra-ro-ta'shdn), n. dextraro-
tatory direction or movement.

dex-tro-ro-ta-to-ry (dek'str^ro'ta-tdr'i, dek'stra-ro'ts-
to'ri), adj. [dextro- + rotatory], 1. turning or circling
to the right, in a clockwise direction. 2. that turns the
plane of polarized light clockwise: said of certain
crystals, etc. Opposed to lewrotaiory.

dex-tror*sal (dek-str6r's'l), adj. dextrorse.
dex-trorse (dek'str6rs dek-str6rsO, adj. [L. dextrorsum
or dextrowrsum, toward the right
< dexter, right -f versus or wrsus,
pp. of verlere or wrtere, to turn], in
botany, twining upward to the
right, as the stem of the hop:
opposed to sinistrorse.

dex-trose (dek'stros), n. [dextr- -f
-ose], a crystalline, dextrorotatory
sugar, CsHnOfe found in plants
and animals and in the human
body, and made commercially by
the reaction of starch and sulfuric
acid; glucose.
dex-trous (dek'strss), adj. dex-
terous.

dey (da), n. [Fr. dey; Turk, dai,
maternal unde: ong., friendly
title given to middle-aged or old
people], 1. the former title of the
governor of Algiers. 2. formerly, a pasha or ruler in
Tunis or Tripoli.
Dezh-nev-a, Cape (dyezh-nyev'a), the northeastern-
most point of Asia, on the Bering Strait: also called
East Cape.
D/F, in radio, direction-finding.

District (in Mexico).
D.F.C., Distinguished Plying Cross,
dg.y decigram; decigrams.
d.lu, das heisst, [G.J, that is; namely; i.e.

Jdhar ma (dar'ma, dur'ma), n. [Sans., law]* in Bud-
dhism & Hinduism, religious observances; conformity
to the law; duty; virtue.
Jdhar na (daVna, dur'no), n. [Hind, dharna], in India,
a method of trying to get justice by sitting at the
door of one's debtor or wrongdoer and fasting to death
or until satisfaction is given: also dhurna.
Dhau-la gi-ri (doula-ge'ri), n. a mountain of the Hima-
layas, in central Nepal, India: height, 26,795 ft.

dhole (dol), n. [pi. DHOLES (dolz), DHOLE: see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [native name], a wild dog of India that htints
in packs, attacking even large game.

dho-ti, dhoo-ti (do'ti), n. [Hind, dhoti], 1. the loin-
cloth worn by Hindus. 2. the cloth used for it.

dliow (douj, n. [< AT. daw], a single-masted ship with
a lateen sail, sharp prow, deep forefoot, and raised deck
at the stern, used in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean.
dhur-na (dur'na), n. dharna.
di fde), n. [arbitrary modification of do], in music, a
syllable representing the tone intermediate between
do and re of the diatonic scale: see solfeggio.

di- (di), [Gr. di- < dis, twice; akin to LTbis, MHG.
zwis, twice, and to base of Eng. two], a prefix meaning:
1. twice, double, twofold, as in dichroism, dicotyledon.
2. in chemistry, having two (atoms, molecules, radicals,
etc.), Sismdiacid.

di- (di), dis- (separation, deprivation, etc.).
Di, in chemistry, didymium.
di., dia., diameter.
di-a-f(di'a), [< Gr. dia, through, across], a prefix mean-
ing: 1. through, throughout, across, as in diaphragm,
diagonal. 2. apart, between, as in diagnose, diacritical.

Also, before a vowel, di-.
di-a base (di'a-bas'), n. [Pr. < Gr. diabasis* a crossing
over < dta-, through -j- bainem, to goj, 1. formerly;
die-nte. 2. a dark-colored igneous i?oc& made tip
largely of augite and feldspar.

di a be tes (S'o-be'tis, (pVbe"
r
t2te), ft. [Mod. L.y -I*,;

Gr. diabStSs, diabetes, a siphon < dwbainein, to pass
through; dia-, through f bainein, to go], a disease
characterized by an excessive discharge of urine: there
are various types of diabetes* >

diabetes mel-li-tus (ma-K'tos), [Mod. L.; lit., honey
diabetes; L. mellitus. honeysweet, honey < mel, homey].
& chronic form of diabetes characterized by excess of
sugar in the blood and urine, hunger, thirst, and gradual
loss of weight: also coned sugar diabetes.

di-a-bet-lc (fi'a-bel^k; lEVbe'tik), adj. of or iiaving
diabetes, n* a twsoe who hu diabetes,

di-a-ble-ri (cB-Mbfe-ri), n. {Kr.; OPr. < dMU, devil;
LL. di&b&lns; sec DBVXL]* 1. dcyil's work; sorcefy;
witchcraft. 2. devil Icrew 3. dbvUtry; miscnief. Also
spelled diablery.
dK'boMc (di'a^bol^k), adj. P^r. dteMiane; LL. diaM-
uns < diabolm; see DEVIL!, 1- of the Devil or devils.
2. very wicked or cruel: fieadish; devilMi; demoniacal.

di-a-boH-cal (cEVboFi-kl), mdj. dialw*x
di-ab-o-lism (di-abVHm

f

m) f n. l< LL. diabolns (see

DEVIL); -f -4sm], 1. dealing or dealings with the Devil
or devils; sorcery; witchcraft. 2. belief in or worship
of the Devil or devils. 3. diabolical action cc behavior.
4. the character or condition o the Devil or a deviL

dl ab-o-liat fdi-ab'a-Hst), n. 1. an authority on diabo-
lism. 2. a devil worshiper.

di-ab-o-Io (di-ab'-160, n.
[c. 1W7: prol>. < Gr. <Ho-,

across + boU, a throw < battein, to thrWlmt associated

twice

with It. diavolo, a devil ; LL. diabolus; see DEViLj, agame
played with a wooden spool which is whirled and tossed
on a string tied to two sticks held one in each hand.

di a caus tic (di'o-kos'tik), adj. [dia- -f caustic (sense 3)i
designating or of a caustic curve or surface formed by
refraction, ft. a diacaustic curve cc surface.
diachylon (di-akVlonO . [ML. < Gr. diatkyfas,
very juicy; dm-, through -j- chylos, |tuce], in medwme,
a plaster consisting essentially of lead oxide, olive oH,
and water.
diach-v-lum (di-ak'a-bm), n. diachylon.
di-ac-id (di-as'id), adj. 1. omtaining in each molecule
two atoms of hydrogen replaceable "by basic atoms or
radicals: usually saidof acids and acid salts. 2. capable
of forming a salt cc ester by reacting with one molecule
of a diacid, cc two of a monoacid: usually said of bases
and alcohols, n. an acid having in each molecule two
hydrogen atoms which can be replaced by a metal cc
react with basic substances.

di-ac-o-nal (di-ak's-nl), adj. [LL. diaconaUs < diaconus;
see DEACON], of a deacon cc deacons.

di-ac-o-iiate (dl-ak'a-nit, dl-ak's-naV), n. [LL. diaco-
natus < diaconus; see DEACON], 1, the rank, office, cc
tenure of a deacon, 2. a group or board of deacons,
dia crit-ic (dlVkrit'ik), adj. [Gr. diakritikos < dia-
krinein, to distinguish, separate: dia-, across -f krinem,
to separate), 1. diacritical. 2. in medicine, diagnostic.
n. a diacritical mark.

di-a-crit-i-cal (diVkrit^i-kl), adj. [see DIACRITIC], used
to distinguish; distinguishing: as, a diacritical mark.

diacritical mark, a mark added to a letter to show
pronunciation, etc. Examples: a, a, , e*.

di ac tin ic (dTak-tin'ik), adj. capable of transmittini
actinic rays of light.

di-a-del-phous (dlVdel'fes), adj. [< di-,

addphos, brother; -f -cms], 1. arranged
in two bundles cc sets by the fusion of
the filaments: said of stamens. 2. having
the stamens so arranged.
di-a-dem (di'9-demOf nTjME^ & OEr. M&*
deme; L. diadema; Gr. diadema, a band cc
fillet < diadein, to bind rot^Ml encircle;
dia-, through + dein, to biadj, l. a crown.
2. an ornamental cloth, headband worn as
a crown by Eastern kings^ esipeeially in
ancient Persia. 3. a thing Eke a crown.
4, kingly power, authority, cc dignity.
v.t. to put a diadem on; crown,

di-aer esis (di-er's-sis), n* \

"

(-sez
7
)]* dieresis.

di-ae-ret-ic (<fiVre^k) adj. clieretlc, *-, ^*w
diag., diagram.

DIADELPHOUS
Dia glii.lev, Ser*gei Pavlo-vich (syer-
gy7i paV4o"'vicii dyS'gi-lyef , 1872-1929 ;

Russian ballet producer and choreographer.
di-ag-nose (dl'dg-nos', dl'ag-noz0 v.t. [DIAGNOSED
C-nost', -nozdOt DIAGNOSING], [< diagnosis], to make a
diagnosis of; recognize and identify (a disease, etc.) by
examination and observation, v.i. to make diagnoses*

di-ag-no-sis (df'og-no'sis) , n. [pi. DIAGNOSES (-sez)], OL.
< Gr. diagndsis, a distinguishing, d^scriminatictti <
diagign8ske$n, to distinguish; dia-, through, between +
gign&skein, to know], 1. the act or process of deciding
&e nature of a diseased condition by examination, 2.
a careful investigation of the facts to determine the
nature of a thing. 3. the decision or opinion resulting
H/OUJ, such examination or investigation.
di-ag nos tic (di'ag-nos'tik), adj. [Gr, diagndstlkos], 1.
of or constituting a diagnosis. 2. of value for a diag-
nosis; specifically characteristic, n. in medicine, 1.

diagnosis. 2. a symptom.
di-ag-nos-tl-caMy (di'eg-noa'tiHk'Iri, di'Qg-nos'tik-lQ',
adv. 1. by diagnosis. 2. with regard to diagnosis*

di-ag nos-ti-cate (da^grnoXt^kSt
1
), v.t. & v.i. [DIAG-

NOSTICATED (4d), Di^Glspsrac^TiNG], to diagnose.
di-ag-noS'ti-dau (di'ag-nos-tish'an), it. a person who

^, r; is, bite; lot, gfi, hftrn, tOTl, look;
B?^ for a in ago, e in agent, i in sanity, o^ to
; At *. coa ; tif7Pr. d'ac; H, G. ich;

1

kfe, G. tfocj^; 1

* hypothetical; < deriveS
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makes diagnoses; specifically, a specialist in diagnostics
di-ag-nos tics (di'ag-nos'tiks), n.pt. [construed as sing.],
thetbranch of medical science that deals with diagnosis.

di-a^-o-nal (cE-ag'd-nl}, adj. [L. diagonals; Gr. dia-

gdmps < dia~ t teoogh -f-

gonia, an angle, corner], 1.

extending between the ver-
tices of any two nonadjacent
angles in a polygonal or poly-
hedral figure; extending slant-

inglybetweenoppositecorners.
2. naving the general direction
ofadiagonal ; slanting ; oblique.
3. having slanting markings, DIAGONAL (AB)
lines, etc. n. I. a diagonal
Hne or plane. 2. any diagonal course, row, order, or

part. 3. cloth woven with diagonal lines.

dl-ag-o-naMy (di-ag'a-nl-i), adv. in a diagonal manner
or direction; obliquely.
di-agram (di's-gram')* n. [Fr. dtagramme; L. dia-

gramma; Gr. diagramma < diagraphein, to mark out

by lines, draw; dia-, through, across -f graphetn, to

write], 1. a geometrical figure, often used to illustrate

a theorem. 2. a sketch, drawing, or plan that explains
a thing by outlining its parts, workings, etc. .3.

a chart

or graph explaining or illustrating ideas, statistics, etc.

Abbreviated diag., diagr. v.t. [DIAGRAMED or DIA-

GRAMMED (-gramdO* DIAGRAMING or DIAGRAMMING], to

show or represent by a diagram; make a diagram of.

di*a-gram*mat*ic (dl'a-grQ-mat'ik), adj. 1. of, or

having the form of, a diagram or diagrams; hence,

2. merely outlined; sketchy.
di-a gram-mat-i-cal (di'a-gra-mat'i-k'l), adj. diagram-

di-a-gram-mat*i-cal-ly (di's-gra-mat'i-k'l-i), adv. 1. in

the form of a diagram. 2. by means of a diagram.
di a graph (di's-graf, diVgraf), n. [Fr. diagraphe <
Gr. diagraphein; see DIAGRAM], an instrument for draw-

ing figures or projections of objects ^combination of a

protractor and a scale, used in plotting.
di-a kinesis (dlVki-ne'sis), n. [<~dia~ -f Gr. ktntsis,

motion; see KINEMATICS], in the meiosis of germ cells, a

stage in which the maternal and paternal chromosomes
have paired and lie near or on the nuclear membrane.

dl-al (di'al, d51), n. [ME.; ML. dialis, daily < L. dies,

day], 1. a sundial. 2. the face of a watch or clock.

3. the clocklike face; of an instrument for indicating,
as by a moving pointer, the amount of something;
face of a compass, gauge, or meter. 4. a vise to hold
the stone in jewel cutting. 5. a graduated disk on a

radio, especially one for tuning in stations. 6. a

rotating disk on a telephone, used in making connec-
tions automatically. 7. a miner's compass, v.t. & v.i.

[DIALED or DIALLED (-sld, dild), DIALING or DIALLING],
1. to measure, survey, etc. witn or as with a dial. 2. to

show on a dial. 3. to tune in (a radio station, program,
etc.). 4. to call by using a telephone dial.

dial.. 1. dialectfal). 2. dialectic (al).

dia-lect (dl'a-lektO, n. [Fr. dialecte; L, dialectus; Gr.

dialektos, discourse, discussion, dialect < dialegesthai.

to discourse, talk < dia-, between + legein, to choose,

talk], 1. the sum total of local characteristics of speech/
2. the sum total of an individual's characteristics

%
of

speech. 3. any form of speech considered as deviating
from a real or imaginary standard speech. 4. English
speech as employed by a foreign-born or minority
group : as, the Milwaukee Polish dialect. 5. loosely, any
jargon, cant, or patois. 6. in linguistics, the form or

variety of a spoken language peculiar to a region, com-
munity, social group, or occupational group: in this

sense, dialects are regarded as being, to some degree,
mutually intelligible while languages are mutually un-

intelligible; hence, 7. any language as part of a larger
group or family of languages: as English is a 'West
Germanic dialect, adj. of or in dialect: as, dialect

ballads. Abbreviated dial.
SYN. dialect, in this comparison, refers to a form of a
language peculiar to a locality or group and differing from the
standard language in matters of pronunciation, syntaX etc.:

vernacular today commonly refers to the informal or colloquial

variety of a language as distinguished from the formal or

literary variety; cant, in this connection, refers to the distinc-

tive stock words and phrases used "by a particular sect, class,

etc. (clergymen's cant) ; jargon is used of the special vocabu-
lary and idioms of a particular class, occupational group, etc.,

especially by one who is unfamiliar with these; argot refers

especially to the^secret jargon of thieves and tramps; lingo is a
humorous or mildly contemptuous term applied/ to any lan-

guage, dialect, or jargon by one to whom it is unintelligible.

di a lec tal (di'a-lek't'l), adj. of or characteristic of a
dialect: abbreviated dial.

dialect atlas, a collection of maps illustrating the

regional distribution of dialect characteristics.
di-a lee-tic (di's-lek'tik). n. [ME. dialatik: OFr. dia-

letique; L. dialectica (ars); Gr. dialektike (technS), the
dialectic (art) < dialektikps; see DIALECT], 1. the art or

practice of examining opinions or ideas logically, often

by the method of question and answer, so as to deter-
mine their validity: also dialectics. 2. logical argumen-
tation. 3. the method of logic used by Hegel and

adapted by Marx to his materialist philosophy: it is

based on the concept of the contradiction of opposites

(thesis and antithesis) and their continual resolution

(synthesis). adj*[ L. dialectics; Gr. dialektikos], L of or

using dialectic. 2. dialectal. Abbreviated dial.

di-a-lec-ti-cal (di's-lek'ti-k'l), adj. dialectic: abbre-
viated dial*

dl-a4ec-ti-cal-ly (di'-a-lek'ti-kl-i, di'a4ek'tik4i), adv.
1. in a dialectical manner. 2. by means of dialectic.

dialectical materialism, the philosophy originated by
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, an application of

Hegel's logical method (dialectic) to philosophical
materialism: the official doctrine of Communism.

di-a-lec-ti-clan (dl'a-lek-tish'an), n. [Fr. dialecticien], an

expert in dialectic; logician.
di-a4ec-ti-cism (dl's-lek'ti-siz m), n. 1. the nature or

effect of dialect. 2. a dialectical locution. 3. the use

of dialectic. .

di-a-lec-tics (di'a-lek'tiks), n.pl [construed as sing.],

dialectic (sense 1).

di-a-lec-tol-o-gy (di's-lek-tol'a-ji), n. the study of

dialects.

di-al-ing, di-aHing (dl'al-irj), n. 1. the act of one who
dials. 2. the art of making dials. 3. measurement of

time by dials. 4. a method of surveying using a miner's

compass.
di al-Iage (dl's-lij), n. [Fr.; Gr. diattage, change, inter-

change < dia-, through + alias, other: so named from
having unlike fracture planes], a green mineral that is

a laminated variety of pyroxene.
di-a-log (d!'a46g'f dl'a-log'), n. dialogue.

.

di-al-o-gism (di-al'a-jiz*m) , n. [< dialogue + -tsm], a
discussion of some subject in the form of an imaginary
dialogue.

di-al-o-gist (di-al'a-jist) , n. 1. a writer of dialogue. 2. a

person who takes part in a dialogue.

dial-o-gize (di-al's-jiz'), v.i. [DIALOGIZED (~|izd'), DI-

ALOGIZING], [Gr. dialegesthai], to carry on a dialogue.
di a-logue (diV16g', dl'a-log^), n. [Fr.: L. dialogus: Gr.

dialogos < dialegesthai; see DIALECT], L a talking
together; conversation. 2. a written work in the form
of a conversation. 3. the passages of talk in a play,

story, radio act, etc. Abbreviated dial. IM* [DIALOGUED
(46gd/ t -logd'). DIALOGUING], to hold a conversation.
v.t. to express in dialogue. Also spelled dialog.

dial tone, a low buzzing sound indicating to the user

of a dial telephone that the line is open and a number
may be dialed.

, , _
di al-y-sis (di-al's-sis), n. [pL DIALYSES (-sez

7
)], [L.; Gr.

dialysis, separation, dissolution < dialyein, to separate,

dissolve; dia- t apart + lyein^ to loose], 1. separation;
dissolution. 2. in chemistry, the separation of crystal-

loids from colloids in solution by the faster diffusion of

the former through a moist membrane.
di-a-lyt-ic (di's-lit'ik), adj. [Gr. dialytikos], of or re-

sembling dialysis.

di-a-lyt-i-caMy (dlVlit'i-k'1-i, di'a-lit'ik-li), adv. by*
means of dialysis.

dia-lyze (dl'a-liz') *>** [DLALYZED (-lizd'), DIALYZING],
to apply dialysis to; separate or get by dialysis.

diam., diameter.

di-a-mag-net-ic (dl'a-mag-net'ik), adj. having or relat-

ing to diamagnetism. n. a diamagnetic substance, as

bismuth or zinc,

di-a-mag-net-ism (di'g-mag'na-tiz'm)., n. 1. the prop-
erty that certain substances have of^being repelled by
both poles of a magnet and hence taking a position t

at

right angles to the magnet's line of influence. 2. dia-

magnetic force. 3. diamagnetic phenomena* 4. the
. science that deals with such phenomena and substances,
di am-e ter (dl-am'9-ter), n. [ME. & OFr. diametre; L.

diametrus; Gr. diamefros < aia-, through -|- metron, a

measure], 1. a straight Hne passing through the center
of a circle, sphere, etc. from one side to the other.. 2. the

length of such a line; measurement across; width or

thickness of a thing: as, the diameter of the tube is one
'

inch. 3. in optics, the^unit of measure of the magni-"

di.

... .. along a

diameter. 2. directly opposite; contrary. 3. direct;
exact: said of opposites.
di-a-met-r^cal-ly (di'a-met'ri-k'l-i, diVmet'rik-li), adv.
1. in a diametrical way; as a diameter; straight through,
2. directly or exactly (with opposed, opposite* etc.).

di-am-in (di-am'in, dl'o-min), n. diamine.

di'am;ine (di-am'en, di'a-min), n. any of a group of

chemical compounds containing two NH* radicals;
double amine.
di-a-mond (di'mand, di'a-mand), n. [ME. diamaunde;
OFr. diamant; ML. diamas, diamantis; L. adamas; Gr.

adamas, adamant, diamond], 1. nearly pure carbon in

crystalline form: it is one of the hardest substances
known, and has great brilliance* 2. a piece of this

substance, used as a gem and in cutting tools, wire-

drawing dies, etc. 3. a figure shaped like this 0;
lozenge. 4. a red, lozenge-shaped mark on some playing
cards. 5. pi. the stdt of cards with this mark. 6s- a
card of this suit. 7. in baseball, a) the infield. 6) the
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whole playing field. 8, in printing, a small size of type,
4H ixnnt. TbhiiaekiBdiiinoiMi. adj. of, like, set with, or
relating to a diamond or diamonds. v.L to adorn
with or as with diamonds.
diamond in the rough, 1. a diamond in its natural
state; hence, 2. a person or thing having fine quali-
ties but lacking in polish.

diamond anniversary, the sixtieth* or sometimes
seventy-fifth, anniversary of an event.
di-a-mond-back (dl'mand-bak', di'd-mand-bakO* &dj.
having diamond-shaped markings on the back: as, a
diamondback rattlesnake, n. 1. a kind of moth. 2. a
diamondback terrapin.
diamondback terrapin, an edible North American
turtle with diamond-shaped ridges on its shell, found
in salt marshes along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.
diamond jubilee, a diamond anniversary,
diamond wedding, a sixtieth, or sometimes seventy-
fifth* wedding anniversary.
Di an (di'an), n. [Poetic], Diana.
Di an a (dl-an'a), a feminine name: Fr. Diane, n. [L. <
*Diwana <,

f
dimiS, dins, divine,

godly], 1. in Roman mythology,
the goddess of the moon, of hunt-
ing, and of virginity: identified
with the Greek Artemis; hence,
2. [Poetic], the moon.
dian-drous (dl-an'dras), adj.

[ < di- + andro- + -ous], having
two stamens.
di a no et-ic (di'o-no-et'ik), ad/.
[< Gr. dianoetikos < dia-,

through + noein, to think
over], relating to the thought
process, particularly as pro-
ceeding from logical, rather
than intuitive, reasoning.

di an-thus (dl-an'thas), n. [Mod.
L. < Gr. Dios (genit. of Zeus) +
anthos, a flower], any of a group
of plants of the pink family, as
the carnation, sweet WilUam.
etc.

di-a-pa-son (di'a-pa'z'n, di'a- DIANA
pa's*n), n. [L., contr. < Gr. he
dia pas&n thprdQn symphonia, concord through all of
the notes; dia, through 4- pasdn, genit. pi, of pas, all;
cf. CHORD & SYMPHONY], 1. the entire range of a
musical instrument or voice. 2. either of two principal
stops of an organ (open diapason and slopped dia-
pason)* covering the entire range: when either is used,
any note played is sounded in two or more octaves.
3. a swelling burst of harmony. 4. a standard of musical
pitch: as, normal diapason. 5. a tuning fork or pitch
pipe. 6. [ObsJ, the interval of an octave. 7. [Obs.j,
complete harmony.

di-a-per (dl's-pgr), n. [ME, diaper, diapery; OFr. diapre-
kind of ornamented doth; ML. diasprus, kind of pre-
cious cloth; prob. < MGr. diaspros, f white in spots or
thoroughly white < Gr. dia-, through + aspros, white],
1. a white cotton or linen cloth woven in a pattern
formed by a repeated, small, diamond-shaped figure.
2. such a pattern. 3. a towel or napkin of such doth.
4. (also dl'pSr), a small doth usually of cotton, folded
to form a baby's breechcloth. adj. 1. of diaper. 2.

diapered. 3. for diapers, v.t. 1. to pattern with
diamond-shaped figures. 2. to put a diaper on (a baby) .

di-aph-a-nous (dl-af'a-nas), adj. [ML. diaphanus; Gr.
diaphane, transparent < ataphainein, to shine through;
dia-, through + phainein, to show], transparent or
translucent, as gauzy cloth.

di-a-phone (dl'o-fon'), n. [dia- + -phone], a group of
sounds popularly recognized as being the same although
pronounced with slight differences by various speakers:
see phoneme,
di-a-pho re-sis (diVfg-re'sis), n. [LL.; Gr. diaphoresis,
a carrying away, perspiration < diaphorein; dia-,
through + phorein, to Tbear], perspiration, especially
when profuse and artificially induced.
di a-pho-ret-ic (di'o-fo-ret'ik), adj. [LL. diaphoreticus;
see DIAPHORESIS], producing or increasing perspiration.
n. a diaphoretic medicine, treatment, etc.

di aphragm (eH'a-fram'), rt. [LL. diaphragma, dia-
tihraematis: Gr. dia-bhrfientn^dia-. thrduerhphragmatts; Gr. diapkragmapdia-, 1

a fence < phrassew, to enclose], 1, the- partition _.
muscles and tendons between the chest cavity and the
abdominal cavity; midriff. 2. any membrane or par-
tition that separates one thing from another. 3. a
device to regulate the amount of light entering the lens
of a camera, microscope, etc. 4. a kind of contraceptive
pessary. <5. a vibrating disk or cone that produces sound
waves, as in an earphone, telephone receiver, or loud*
speaker: see telephone, illus.

di a phrag-maMc (di'a-frag-mat'ik), adj. of or like a
diaphragm.

di a phrag-niat i cal ly (diVfrag-mat'i-k'l-i), adv. by
means ot a diaphragm.

di*ft"phy-i*ftl (cSVlsl-ai), adj* of the diaphysis.
diaph-y-sis (dS-af'a-fiis), n. 1$. DIAPHYSKS (-sezOl*
[Mod. L.; Gr. diaphysisf line of separation, spinons
process of the tibia < dwjpkyem, to grow through; dia-,
through -f~ phyein, to bring; forth, produce), tEe shaft
of E long bone, as distinguished from the growing ends.

di ap o phys i al (di'ap-o-fic'i^i), adj. of a diapophysis.
di a-poph-y-sis (diVpof'a^sis). **. {$. DIAPOPHYSES
(-sez')l, [see DIA- & APOPHYSIS], the transverse process
of a vertebra.

Di-ar-bek-r (di-ar'bek'Sr), n. Diyarbektr.
di-arch-y (di'ar-ki) n. [36^. DIARCHI^ (-kiz)], [di~ -f

-archy], govemment shared by two niters, powers, etc.:
sometimes spelled dyarchy.

di-a-rist (di'9-rist), n. a person who keeps a diary.
diar-rhea, diarrhoe-a (dl's-reV), n. [LL. diarrhoea;
Gr. diarrhoia < dia-, through + rkeein, to flow], excessive

, frequency and looseness of bowel movements.
di-ar-rhe-al, di-ar-rhoe-al (di'a-re'al), adj. of or charac-
terized by diarrhea.

di-ar-rhe-ic, di-ax-rhoe-ic (diVre'ik), adj. diarrheal.
diar- thro sis (di'ar-thro'sk), ju [Mod. L.; Gr. diartkro-
sis < diarthroun, to divide by joints, articulate <
dia-, through + arthronn, to connect by a joint <
artkron, a joint], in anatomy, any articulation, as of the
hip, permitting free movement in any direction.

di-a-ry (dl's-ri), n. [pi DIARIES (-riz)] [L. diarmm, daily
allowance (of food or pay), hence record of this < dies,
day], 1 . a daily written record, especially of the writer's
own experiences, thoughts, etc. 2. a book for keeping
such a record. 3 . a daily calendar ormemorandum pad!
Di as, Bar-tho lo me-u (bar

/
tco-loo-me/oo de'ssh; Bng.

de'ss), 1450?~-1500: Portuguese navigator and ex-
plorer; discovered Cape of Good Hope (1488).
Di as-po-ra (di-as'po-ra), n. [Gr. diaspora, a scattering <
dia-, through -4- speirein. to sow], 1. the dispersion of
the Jews after the Babylonian exile. 2. the Jews thus
dispersed. 3. in the time of the apostles, Jewish Chris-
tians who lived outside of Palestine.
dia-spore (dl'a-spoV, dl'a-spor'), n. [< Gr. diaspora;
see DIASPORA], a native hydrate of aluminum, HAlOj,
which crackles and disperses when heated.

di-a-stase (di'a-stasO* [Pr.; Gr. diastasis, a standing
apart, separation < dia-, apart + histanai, to stand], an
enzyme that changes starches into maltose and later
into dextrose; amylase.

di-a-stat-ic (di'o-stat'ik), adj. [Gr. diastatikos}, of or
having the properties of diastase; changing starch into
sugar.

di as ter (di-as'tSr), n. [di- + -aster], the stage of mitosis
in which there is a set of chromosomes near each pole
of the spindle.

di-aa-to-le (dl-as'to-le
7
), n. [LL.: Gr. <

dilatation, distinction < diaswUin, to separate', dilate:

x. diasioU, expansion,
***MIV.W*V*, **wvu*vuvsu -x wifwu rttvvitfnr, tvs OVJ^CblOibV, VUDOitiC,

dia-, aj>art; 4- steUem, to put, arrangej, 1. the usual
rhythmic dilatation of the heart, especially of the ven-

- tricles, following each contraction (systole), during
which the heart musde relaxes and the chambers fiS
with blood. 2. in Greek 6V Latin prosody, the length-
ening of a short syllable. Opposed to systole.

di-as-tol-ic (di'9-stol'ik), ndf/of the diastole.
di-as-tral (di-as'tral), adL of or in the stage of diaster.

di-a-stropn*ic (di
A
9-strorik) t crfjf. of diastrophism.

di-as-tro-phism (di-as'ted-fem), n* [< Gr. diastropht,
distortion < diastrephein, to turn aside, distort; dia-,
aside + strephdn, to turn; -f -i] 1, the process by
which the earth's surface is reshaped through rock
movements and displacements. 2. formations so made.

di-a-tes-sa ron (di'a-tes'a-ronO, n. [L. (Tatian, 2d c.

A.D.) < Gr. dia tessardn, through the four; dia, through
+ tessardn

f genit* of tessares, four], the four Gospels
combined ito a single account; Gospel harmony.

di-a-ther-man cy (mVthur'man-si), n. [Fr. diather*
mansie < Gr. ma^t through 4- thermansis, a heating],
the property of transmittiag infrared or heat rays,

di a ther ma nous (diVthur'ma-n9s), adj. diathermic.
di-a-ther-ml-a fdi

Aa-thur/mi-o), n.JMod. L.], diathermy.
di a ther mlc (dSVthur'mik), adj. [Fr. diathermique],
1. relating to diathermy. 2. letting heat rays pass
through freely.

di-a-ther-mize (di'9-tnfir'nuz), v.t. [DIATHKRMIZED
(-mizd), DIAIHERMIZING], to treat by diathermy.

di-a ther my (di's-thur'nii), n. [Mod. L. diathermia <
Gr. dia-, through + therme, heat], medical treatment in
which heat is produced in the tissues beneath the skin
by a feigfe-frequency electric current.
diathesis (di-ath'a-sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. diathesis,
arrangement < diatithenai, to arrange; dia-, apart +
tithenai, to place, put], congenital predisposition to
certain diseases.

di-a torn (diVtom, di'a-tom'), n. [Mod. L. diatoma; Gr.
diatomos, cut in two < diatemncin, to cut through; dia-.
through -f temnein, to osttj, any of a number of related

; chixi; she; thin,
; Fr. bal; k Br!
f < derived
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c algae, one-celled or in colonies, whose walls

consist of two parts or valves and contain silica.
di*a<to-ma-ceous (daVta-ma'shss), adj. of, containing,
or consisting of diatoms or their fossils.

di-a'tom^cTdlVtom'ik), adj. 1. having two atoms in
the molecule. 2. having two replaceable atoms or
radicals in the molecule: Bivalent.

di-at-om-ite (di-at's-mit') , n. diatomaceous earth, form-
ing, when dry, a fine powder used as an abrasive, as a
pottery glaze, etc.

di-a-ton-ic (dS'a-ton'ik), adj. [Pr. diatonimit; LL. dia~
tonicus; Gr. diaionikos, stretched through (the notes)
< dia-, through + teinein t to stretch], in music, desig-
nating, oft or using any standard major or minor scale
of eight tones without the chromatic intervals.

di-a-ton-i-caMy (di'a-ton'i-kl-i, di'a-ton'ik-li), adv. in
a diatonic manner; with reference to a diatonic scale.

di-a-tribe (dlVtrib'). n. [Pr.; L. diatriba, learned dis-

cussion; Gr. diatribe, a wearing away, waste of time <
diatribetn; dia~, through + tribein, to rub], a bitter,
abusive criticism or denunciation.

di-a-trop-ic (diVtrop'ik) , adj. of or showing diatropism.
di-at-ro-pism (dl-avro-piz'm), n. [die- -f tropism], in
botany, the tendency of some plant parts to place them-
selves crosswise to the line of force of a stimulus.

di*az- diazo-.

Diaz, Bartholomeu, see Bias, Bartholomeu.
Df-az, Por-fi-rio (p6T-fe'ry$ de'Ss; Eng. de'as), 1830-
1915; Mexican general and statesman; president of
Mexico (1877-1880; 18&4-1911).

Di az, Ro dri go (rS-^rfRfc de'ath], see Cid.
di-a-zin (dl'o-zin, dl-az'in), n. diazine.
di-azine (di'a-zen', diVzin, di-az'in), n. [di- -f as- +
-ine], any chemical compound with a molecular struc-
ture consisting of four atoms of carbon and two of

nitrogen, arranged in a ring.
di-a-zo (di-az'o, di-a'zo), adj. [di~ + aso], having a
group of two nitrogen atoms combined directly with
one hydrocarbon radical.

<U*az*o- (di-az'o, di-a'zo), a combining form meaning
diazo; also, diaz-.

di-az-o-am-i-no (di-az'o-s-me'no, di-a'zo-a-me'no), adj.
denoting or of a diazp compound in which the N2 group
is attached to the nitrogen atom of an amino radical,

;

one of the atoms normally present in that

di-azole (diVzol', di-az'ol), n.
(diaz- + -ole], 1. any

chemical compound with a molecular structure con-
sisting of

t
three atoms of carbon and two of nitrogen,

arranged in a ring. 2. a derivative of such a compound.
di-a-zo-ni-um (dra-zo'ni-sm), adj. [diaz- + ammonium],
designating or containing the bivalent organic radical
*N -N in which one nitrogen atom has a valence of
three and the other a valence of five: it occurs in a
series of aromatic compounds (diazonium compounds).

diaz-otize (di-az's-tiz'), v.t. [DIAZOTIZED (-tizd'),
DIAZOTIZING], to convert chemically into a diazo
compound.
dib (dib), v.i. [DIBBBD (dibd), DIBBING], to dibble
(v.i. 3).

di-bas-ic (di-bas'ik), adj. 1. denoting or of an acid with
two hydrogen atoms either or both of which may be
replaced by basic radicals or atoms to form a salt. 2.

having two atoms of a univalent metal.
dib-ber (dib'Sr), n. a dibble.
dib-ble (dib'l), n. [Eng. dial. var. of dabble], a pointed
tool used to make holes in the
soil for seeds, bulbs, or young
plants, v.t. [DIBBLED (-'Id),

DIBBLING], 1. to make a hole
in (the soil) with a dibble. 2.

to plant with a dibble. v.i. 1.

to use a dibble. 2. to dabble.
3. to dip bait gently into the
water..

di'bran-chiate(di-brarj'ki-it) ,

adj. [< Mod. L. dibranchiata.

or dibranchia, name of the
order < Gr. di-, two -f bron-
chia, gills of fish], of a group
of cephalopoda that have two
gills, many armlike append-
ages, and a sac for ejecting an
inky liquid, n. any such ceph-
alopod, as a squid, octopus, DIBBLE

di cast (dl'kast, dik'ast), n. [Gr. dikastts < dikazein, to
judge, give a verdict < dike, right, law, justice; akin
to L. dicere; see DICTION], a judge of the high court
of ancient Athens, chosen annually from 6,000 citizens.

dice (dis), n.pl. [sing. DIE (di), DICE], [see DIE, n.}, 1.
small cubes of bone, plastic, etc. marked on each side
with a different number of spots (from one to six) and
used in games of chance. 2. [construed as sing.], a
gambling game played with dice. 3. any small cubes.
v.i. [DICED (dist), DICING], to play or gamble with dice,
by throwing them to see what the spots on the upturned
faces total, v.t 1. to lose by gambling with dice.
2, to cut (vegetables, etc.) into small cubes. 3. to

mark with a pattern of cubes or squares; checker.
di-cen-tra (dl-sen'tra), n. [Mod. L. < di-, two -f Gr,
kentron, a spur], any of a number of related plants with
finely cut leaves and heart-shaped flowers of white, rose,
etc., as the bleeding heart or DutchmanVbreeches'

di*ceph*a*lous (d!-sef'4as), adj. [Gr. dikephalos <
d*-, twice -f kephale, a head], having two neads, as
certain fetal monsters.
di-cha-si-um (df-ka'zhi-am, di-kS'zi-om), n. [pi. DI-
CHASIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < Gr. dichosis, a division <
dichasmin, to divide into two < dicha; see DICHO-], in
botany* a cyme whose stem forks into two branches,

di-chlo-rid (dMdoY'id, di-klo'rid), n. a dichloride.
di-chlorida (d!-kl6r1d, dl-klo'rid), n. any chemical
compound in which two atoms of chlorine are com-
bined with an element or radical.

di'Chlo*rO'phe-nox-y-a-ce-tic acid (di-kl6r'o-fi-nok'si-

3-se'tik), a chlorine derivative of phenol and acetic
acid, CTHsClrOCOOH, used as a weed killer: also
called 2A-D.
dicho- (di'ko, di'ks), [Gr. dicho-, dick- < dicha, in two,
asunder < dis, twice], an initial combining form mean-
ing in two or into two, asunder, as in dichotomy, dichog-
amy: also, before a vowel, dich-.

di-cnog-am*y (di-kog'a-mi), n. [dicho- -f -gamy], in

botany, the maturing of pistils and stamens at dif-
ferent times, preventing self-pollination: opposed to
homogamy.

di-chot o-mize (dl-kot's-mlz
7
), v.t. [DICHOTOMIZED

(-mizd'), DICHOTOMIZING], to divide into two parts;
make a dichotomy of. v.i. in botany, to divide into two
repeatedly, as a stem or root.
di-chot-o-mous (di-kot'9-mas), adj. 1. divided or
dividing into two parts. 2. of or characterized by
dichotomy.

di-chot-o-my (dl-kot's-mi), n. [pi. DICHOTOMIES (-miz)] (

[Gr. dichotomia < dicha (see DICHO-) + temnein, to cut],
1. division into two parts. 2. a division. 3. the phase
of the moon or of a planet in which half of its apparently
fiat^ surface seems to be illuminated. 4. in biology, a
dividing or forking into parts; bifurcation. 5. in

botany, a system of branching by repeated divisions into
two. 6. in logic, division of a class into two opposed
subclasses, as real and unreal.

di-chro-ic (dl-kro'ik), adj. having or showing dichroism
or dichromatism.
di-chro-ism (di'kro-iz'm), n. J< Gr. dichroos, of two
colors < di-, two + chros, skin, complexion, color; +
-ism], 1 . the property that some crystals have of reflect-

ing two different colors when looked at from two dif-
ferent angles. 2. in physics, that property of a sub-
stance which results in its showing different colors of
transmitted light, depending on the length of the light
path in the substance: also called dichromatism.
di-chro-ite (di'kro-itO , n. [< Gr. dichroos (see DICHRO-
ISM) ; -f -ite: so named because dichroic], iolite, a blue

di-chro-lt-ic (di'kro-it'ik), adj. dichroic.
di-chro mate (di-kro'mat, di'kre-mat'), n. any salt of
dichromic acid: also called bichromate.

di chro mat ic (di'kro-mat'ik), adj. [di-, two, twice -f-

chromatic], 1. having two colors. 2. of or characterized
by dichromatism. 3. in biology, having two varieties of
coloration that are independent of sex or age, as certain
species of insects, owls, parrots, etc.

di chro ma-tism (di-kro'ma-tiz'm), n. 1. the quality
or condition of being dichromatic. 2. color blindness
characterized by inability to see more than two of the
three primary colors, with their variants. 3. dichroism.
di-chro-mic (di-kro'mik), adj. 1. able to distinguish
only two of the three primary colors. 2. in chemistry,
a) having two atoms of chromium per molecule; hence,
b) designating an acid, HaCr-tOr, which forms dichro-
mates.
di chro-o-scope (di-kro'9-skop'), n. [< Gr. dichroos,' +
-scope], an instrument for studying dichroism.

ai-cnro-scope (dilcra-skopOt n. a dichrooscope.
die-ing (dis'irj), n. 1. the act or pastime of gambling
with dice. 2. decoration of leather with stamped squares
or diamonds. 3. leather so decorated. 4. a cutting into
small cubes.
Dick (dik), a nickname for Richard, n. [d-], [Slang], a
detective.

dick-cis sel (dik-sis'l), it. [echoic of its cry], a migratory
American buntirig with a black throat and yellow
breast.
dick-ens (dik^nz, dik'inz), n. & interj. [prob. < Dickon,
nickname for Richard^, [Colloq.], devil; deuce: a mild
substitute for devil , as in what the dickens!

Dick-ens, Charles :(dik"nz, dik'inz), (pseudonym Boz),
1812-1870; English noveBst.

Dick en si an (di-ken'zi-on), adj of or characteristic of
Charles Dickens or his writings.

^^fe'^ W*3
*'^}' *-* ?4 I< ^^. ten^tm Mdes <^

ME. dycer; akin to D. daker, G. archer, Dan. deger, ten
hides < I/, decuria, a division of ten < decem, ten,
supposed unit of barter , on

f Gerjjaanic frontier], t
trade by bargaining, especially oip a small scale^barter,'
n. [< the t),], the act of dickering. , t

' "

.j
'
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DICKEY

dick-ey (dik'i), n.
J|>J.

DICKEYS (-iz)J, [< the nickname
lHck\ t i. a man s detachable
shirt front. 2. a woman's de-

tachable collar or blouse front.

3. a child's bib or pinafore, 4. a

donkey. 5. a small bird. 6. the
driver s seat in a carriage: also

dickey box. 7. a back seat or
rumble seat for servants in a
carriage. Also spelled dicky.
Dick-inson, Emily (dik'in-

s'n), 1830-1886; American
poet.
Dickinson, John, 1732-1808;
American statesman and pam-
phleteer.
Dick test, [after G. P. Dick
(1881- ), Am. physician who
devised it], a skin test for de-

termining susceptibility or im-
munity to scarlet fever,

dick-y (dik'i), n. [pi. DICKIES
(-iz)] F

a dickey.
di-cli nism (dl'kli-niz'm), n. the

quality or state of being diclinous.

diclinous (di'kli-nas, di-kK'nas), adj. [< di- + Gr.
kline, bed; 4- -ous], 1. having tne stamens and pistils
in separate flowers, 2. having only stamens or only
pistils, as some flowers.

di-cot-y-le-don (di'kot-'l-e'd'n, di-kot'1-e'd'n), n. a

plant with two seed leaves (cotyledons); specifically,

any plant belonging to that one of the two subclasses
of seed plants which is characterized by embryos with
two cotyledons, as most shrubs and deciduous trees.

di-cot-y-le-don-ous (di'kot-1-e'd'n-ss, dl-kot"l-ed'*n~

9s), adj. having two cotyledons; belonging to the sub-
class of dicotyledons.
di*cou-mar-In (dt-koo'mSr-in), n. [di-^ coumarin], a
chemical compound extracted from spoiled sweet clover
or prepared synthetically, used in medicine to retard the
formation of blood clots.

di-crot-ic (di-krot'ik), adj. [< Gr. dikrotos, double-

beating (dt~, two + krotos, rattling noise, clapping) ; +
-ic], of or haying a double pulse beat with each neart
beat: as, a dicrotic artery.
di-cro-tism (dl'krsKtiz'm, dik'rs-tiz'm), n. the quality
or state of being dicrotic,

diet., 1. dictated (by). 2. dictator. 3. dictionary.
dic-ta (dik'ts), n. alternative plural of dictum.
die-ta graph (dik'ta-graf, dik'ta-graf), n. a dicto-

dic-ta-phone (dik'to-fon'), n. [< dictate + -pHone] t a
machine for recording and reproducing words spoken
into its mouthpiece, as for transcription by a stenog-
rapher: a trade-mark (Dictaphone),
die tate (dik'tat; also, for ., dik-tat'), v.t. & v.i. [DIC-
TATED (-id), DICTATING], [< L. dictatits, pp. of dictate,

freq. of dicere, to speak], 1. to speak or read (some-
thing) aloud for someone else to write down. 2. to
command expressly. 3. to impose or give (orders) with
or as with authority; hence, 4. to give (orders or

instructions) arbitrarily, n. an authoritative command.
dic-ta-tion (dik-ta'shan), n. [L. dictatio; see DICTATE],
1. the act of speaking or reading (something) aloud for

someone else to write down. 2. the words so spoken,
written down, or transcribed from shorthand. 3. the

giving of authoritative orders or commands.
die ta tor (dik'ta-ter, dik-ta'ter), n. [L.; see DICTATE],
1. in ancient Rome, a magistrate with supreme author-

ity, appointed in times of emergency; hence, 2. a ruler

with absolute power and authority. 3. a person whose
word must be obeyed. 4. a person who speaks or reads
aloud words for someone else to write down. Abbrevi-
ated diet.
die ta to rial (dik'ta-t8r'i-ol, dik'to-to'ri-al), adj. of,

like, or characteristic of a dictator; autocratic; im-
perious; domineering.
SYN. dictatorial implies the domineering, autocratic

methods or manner of a dictator (the dictatorial enunciation of

Hs opinions) ; arbitrary suggests the unreasoned, unpredictable
use of one's power or authority in accord only mth one's own
will or desire (an arbitrary decision) ; dogmatic suggests the

attitude of a religious teacher in asserting^ certain doctrines as

absolute truths not open to dispute (the scientific method is not

dogmatic); doctrinaire implies a ngid adherence to abstract

doctrines or theories, without regard to their practical appli-
cation*

dictatorship (dik-ta'tSr-snip', dik'taVt&r-ship'), n.

Dictator + -ship}, 1. the position or office of a dictator.

2. a dictator's tenure of office; time that a dictator's rule

lasts. 3. a dictatorial government; state ruled by a
dictator. 4. absolute power or authority,

dictatorship of the proletariat, absolute control of

economic and politicalpower in a country by a gover^n-

*n,ent of ine worlcing class (proletariat) : regarded in

Communist theory as a means o effecting the tran-
sition from capitalism to socialism.

die-tic (dik'tik), adj. deictic,
die tion (dik'slra), n. f< Pr. or L.; Fr. < L. dtctio, a

speaking < pp. of dicer', to say, orig. point out in

words; IE. base *dcik- f to point out, show, as also in G.
teiten, to show, AS, Uon, to accuse, etc.], 1. manner of

expression in words; choice of words^ wording. 2.

manner of speaking or singing: enunciation.

dic-don-ar-y (dik'ston-erf; Brit, dik'shan-er-i), ,
n.

\pl. DICTIONARIES (-ix)J, |ML. dutkmwinm < L. aictio;
see DICTION], 1. a book of alphabetically listed words
in a language, with definitions, etymologies, pro-
nunciations, and othr information; lexicon: a dic-

tionary is a record of generally accepted meanings,
pronunciations, etc. which the words listed in it have
acquired uj> to the time of its publication* 2, a book
of alphabetically listed words in a language with their

equivalents in another language: as, a Spanish-English
dictionary. 3. any alphabetically arranged Hst of words
or articles relating to a special subject: as, a medical
dictionary. Abbreviated diet.

dic-to-firapli (dik'to-graf' , dik'to-grfif), n. [< "L.dictus,

pp. oidicere* to speak; + -graphj, a telephonic instru-
ment with a small, very sensitive transmitter, used for

secretly listening to or recording conversations carried
on in another room: a trade-mark (Dictograph).

die-turn (dik'tam), n. [pi, DICTUMS (-tsmz), DICTA (-t)J,
[L., something said, saying, word, witty remark; neut.
of dictus, pp. of dicere, to speak], 1. a formal statement
of opinion; authoritative pronouncement. 2. a saying.
3. in law, a judge's statement of opinion on some legal
point other than thcprincipal issue of the case.
Di-cu-ma-rol (di-kcKymsH-rol'), n* [< dicoumarin], an
organic compound, a white crystalline powder, used in
medicine to retard clotting of the blood: a trade-mark.
did (did), [ME. dide: AS. dyde; see DO], past tense of do.
Did-a che (did'a-kr), n. [Gr. didache (tdn dodeka apos-
tolon), the teaching (of tne twelve apostles)}, an anon-
ymous Christian treatise of the early 2d century.

di-dac-tic (dMak'tik), adj. {Gr. didaktikas, apt at

teaching < didaskein, to teach], 1. used for teaching;
intended for instruction. 2* morally instructive, or
intended to be so. 3 . too much inclined to teach others ;

pedantic: used generally in an unfavorable sense
di-dac-ti cal (di-dak'ti-kl), adj. didactic.
di dac-ti-cism (dx-dak'te-siz'm) , n. I. the quality of

being didactic. 2. a didactic manner.
di dac-tics (dl-dak'tiks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [<
didactic] , the art or science of teaching; pedagogy.

di-dap-per (di'dap'er), n. [contr. < dive dapper; cf. AS.
dufeaoppa < dufan, to dive -f- *doppar n. of agencv <
oase of dyppan; see DIP], a small diving bird, the little

grebe or daochick.
diddle (did'l), vjf. & v.t. [DIDDLED (-Id), DIDDLING!

Jng.

dial, duddle, diddle, to totter; akin to dodder],
olloq.l, to move back and forth jerkily: jiggK
die (did'l), v.t. & vd. [DIDDLED (-Id), DIDDLING],

[? < Jeremy Diddler* character in the play Raising me
Wind (1S03), by James Kenney; name prolx < dial
duddle, to trick, ult, < AS. dyderwn* to fool], [CoIloQ.],
1 . to cheat ; swindle; hence, 2. to ruin (a person) . 3. to
waste (time) in trifling.

Di^dc-rot, Denis (da-ne
7 de'dro*: Bng. di'da-roO,

1713-1784: French philosopiier and encyclopedist.
did-n't (did''nt), did not.
Di do (6^'do), n. PL; Gr, Dwfe], in Roman legend, a
Tyrian princess who rounded Carthage and ruled there
as queen: in VirgiTs Aeneid, she greets Aeneas when he
conies to Carthage after the fau of Troy, falls in love
with him, and kills herself when he leaves.

di*do (dl'do), n. Ipl. DIDOS, DIDOES (-doa)], [? < Dido:
because of the story that Dido, on purchasing as much
land as might be covered with the hide of a bull, ordered
the hide cut into thin strips; with which she surrounded
a large area], [CoXLoq,], a mischievous trick; prank.

didst (didst), archaic second person singular, past indic-
ative, of do: used with thou,

di'dy (dl'dl), n. [pL DIDIES (-diz)], a diaper (sense 4).

di-dym (dS'dim), n. didymiuna.
di-dym-i-um (di-dim'i-om, di-dim'i-Qm), n. [Mod. L <
Gr. didymos, ^twin (with lanthanum)], a rare metal,
formerly considered an element but later found to be
a mixture of two rare-earth elements, neodjrmitun and
praseodymium, usually found associated with cerium
and lanthanum: symbol, D or Di (no period).
didy-mous (did's-mas), adj. [< Gr. didymos, twin,
double], in botany & zoology, growing in pairs; twin.

die (di), t>.i. [DIED (did), DYING farirj)], [ME. dien,
deyen; ON. deyja; akin to OS. doian & base of death;
IE. base *dheu-, to pass away, become senseless, as in
W. dyn, (mortal) man], 1. to stop living; become dead;
hence, 2. to suffer tne agony of death, or an agony
regarded as similar, 3. to

1

, stop functioning; end. 4. to
lose force or activity} become weak, faint, etc. 5. to

out: up, use, fu*; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
>, fft<in,Jb<atf;,

>
'as in able (s'b'l); Fr. bftl; $,*Fr.

'

x xi*. $>oreign; * hypothetical; <C derived nrbm.
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fade away ; wither; become extinct. 6. to become indif-
ferent {to), as if dead. 7. to pine away, as with desire.
&. [CoUoq.j, to wish very much, as if suffering or pining
away: as, she's dying to learn the secret. 9. in theology,
to suffer spiritual death.
<He away, to become weaker and cease gradually.
die back, to wither to the roots or woody part.
die down, 1, to die away. 2. to wither to the ground.
die hard, to ding to life, a cause, etc.; resist to the
last.

die off, to die one by one until all are gone.
die out, I. to die away. 2. to go out of existence.
SYN. die is the basic, simple, direct word meaning to stop
nving or to become dead; decease, expire, and pass away are
all euphemisms, decease being also the legal term, expire
meaning literally to breathe one's last breath, and pass away
soggtssting a coming to an end; perish implies death by a
violent means or under difficult circumstances (six persons
perished in the fire).

die (di), n. [#.. for 1 & 2, DICE (dls); for 3 & 4, DIES
(diz)J, [ME. de, dee (pi. dees, dise) ;

OFr. de < LL. *datum < L. datus,
pp. of dare, to give, in the sense
T
*to put out"L 1. either of a pair

|

of dice; small, marked cube used
in games of chance. 2. any small
cube resembling this: as, vege-
tables cut into dice. 3. in archi-

tecture, a dado of a plinth or ped-
estal. 4. in mechanics, any of
various tools or devices, originally
cubical in form, for molding,
stamping, cutting, or shaping:
specifically, a) a piece of engraved B

'

metal used for stamping money,
medals, etc. 6) the stationary part
ofamachine for shaping or punch-

TYPES OF DEE

A, bolt die; B,

rethreading die; c,

adjustable dies

ing holes in sheet metal, etc. ; ma-
trix: distinguished from punch,
c) the punch and matrix as a unit.

a) a tool used for cutting threads,
as of screws or bolts, e) a piece
of metal with a hole through it,

used in drawing wire, extruding
rods, etc. v*t [DIED (did), DIE-

ING] tomold, stamp, cut, or shape
with a die.

the die is cast, [after L. jacta est alea, ascribed to
Caesar at the Rubicon], the decision has been made
and is irrevocable.

die casting. 1. the process of making a casting by
forcing molten metal into a metallic mold, or die,
under great pressure. 2. a casting made in this way.

di-e-cious (dl-e'shas), adj. dioecious.
Diefen bak er, John George (de'f'n-bak'er), 1895- ;

prime minister of Canada (1957- ).

die-hard, die-hard (dl'hard'), adj. stubborn in resist-

ance; unwilling to give in. n. a stubborn or resistant
person; especially, an extreme conservative.

dl-e-lec'tric (diVlek'trik), n. [< dia-, through, across +
electric: so called because it permits the passage of the
lines of force of an electrostatic field, but does not
conduct the current], a material, as rubber or glass,
that does not conduct electricity; insulator, adj.
nonconducting; insulating.

di en ceph a Ion (dl'en-sefVlonO* n, [di~ + encephalon],
the posterior end of the prosencephalon, or forebrain.

Di-eppe (di-ep
7

; Fr. dyep), n. a port in northern Prance,
on the English Channel: pop., 22,000 (1946).

di-er-e-sis (dl-erVsis) , n.
\$l, DIERESES .(-sez')l. [LL.

diaeresis; Gr. diairesisf division < diairein, to divide,
separate < dia-t apart + hairein, to take], I. the
separation of two consecutive vowels, especially of a
diphthong, into two syllables. 2. the mark ('* ), placed
over the second of two consecutive vowels to snow that
it is pronounced in a separate syllable: sometimes the
dieresis is replaced by a hyphen (codperate, co-operate}.
In this and some other dictionaries, the mark is also
used to show a certain pronunciation of a vowel (a, e,
6, ii). 3. in prosody, a slight break or pause in a line of
verse, resulting when the end of a metric foot coincides
with the end of a word. Also spelled diaeresis,

di-e-ret-ic (dl's-ret'ik), adj. of dieresis.
Diesel (de'z'l, de's'l), n. [after Rudolf Diesel (1858-
1913), G. inventor] a, type of internal-combustion
engine that burns crude oil: the ignition is brought
about by heat resulting from air compression, instead
of by an electric spark as in a gasoline engine : also diesel,
Diesel engine (or motor),

die sink-er (di'sir/k&r), n. a maker of dies for stamping
or shaping.

JDies Irae (di'ez I're, de'as Sri), [L. f Day of
Wrath], 1. Judgment Day. 2. a medieval Latin
hymn about Judgment Day, beginning Dies Irae,
now often included in the Requiem Mass.

di-esis (di'o-sis), n. [pi. DIESES (-sez')], [L.; Gr. diesis <
dnenai, to send through < dia-, through + hienai, to
send], a reference mark ft) used in printing; also called
double dagger.

non (di'ez non'), [L, dies non (juridicus), not a
(court) day], in law, a day on which the business of law
courts cannot be transacted; legal holiday.

die-stock (dl'stokO, n. the frame to hold the dies for

cutting threads, as on water pipes, screws, bolts, etc.
di-et (di'st), n. [ME. & OFr. diete; LL. dieta; L. diaeia;
Gr. diaita, manner of, or place for, living], 1. what a
person or animal usually eats and drinks; daily fare.
2. special, limited food and drink, chosen or prescribed
for nealth or to gain or lose weight, 3. a regulated
manner of living, with special reference to eating nabits.
17.1. & v.t. to eat or cause to eat a special selection of
food

di-et assembly, day's
day's session of

an assembly. 2. a formal assembly. 3. in some countries,
a national or, sometimes, local legislative assembly.

di-e-tar-y (dl'a-ter'i) , n. \pl. DIETARIES (-iz)], [LL. die-

tarius], 1. a system of diet. 2. daily food allowance,
as in a hospital or jail. adj. 1. of diet. 2. of a dietary.

di-e-tet-ic (dl'a-tet'ik), adj. [Gr. diaiWikos], of diet

di-e-tet'-i-cal (diVtet'i-k'l), adj. dietetic.

di-e-tet-i-cal-ly (dl's-tet'i-k'1-i), adv. with reference to
dietetics.

di-etet-ics (diVtet'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [<
dietetic], the study of the kinds and quantities of food
needed for health: abbreviated diet,

di-eth-yl-bar-bi-tu-ric acid (di-eth"l-bar'b9-tyoor'ik),
a compound, CsHiaOsNs, derived from barbituric acid
and used as a soporific: also called veronal, barbital.

di-e-ti-tian, di-e-ti-cian (di'a-tish'on), n. an expert in

dietetics; specialist in planning meals or diets.
diet kitchen, a kitchen, as in a hospital, where special
diets for patients are planned by a dietitian.

|Dieu a-vec nous (dyo' a'vek' noo'), [Fr.], God with
us.

$Dieu et mon droit (dyo' a mow' drwa/), [Fr.], God
and my right: motto of British royalty.

dif- (dif), dis-: used before/, as in differ.
dif-fer (dif'gr), v.L [ME. differen; OFr. differer; L.

diferre, to carry apart, differ < dis-, apart + ferre, to
bring, carry], 1. to be unlike; be different (often with
from): abbreviated dif., diff. 2. to be of opposite or
different opinions; disagree, 3. to quarrel (with),

dif-fer-enee (dif'er-9ns, dif'rsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.

differentia < differens, ppr. of di/erre; see DIFFER], 1.

condition, quality, fact, or instance of being different.
2. the way or point in which people or things are differ-

ent; distinguishing characteristic. 3. the state of hold-

ing an opinion unlike that of others; disagreement. 4. a
dispute; quarrel. 5. a discrimination. 6. in mathe-
matics, the amount by which one quantity is greater or
less than another; remainder left when one quantity is

subtracted from another. Abbreviated dif., diff. v.t.

[DIFFERENCED (-onst, -ronst), DIFFERENCING], to dif-

ferentiate.
make a difference, 1. to have an effect; matter. 2. to

change the outlook or situation. 3. to give different

treatment; discriminate; differentiate.

split the difference, 1. to share equally what is left

over. 2. to make a compromise.
what's the difference? [Colloq.], what does it matter?

dif-fer-ent (dif'gr-ant, dif'ront), adj. [Fr.; L. di/erens;
see DIFFERENCE], 1. not aHke; dissimilar (with from,
or, more colloquially;, than, and, in British usage, to).
2. not the same; distinct; separate. 3. various. 4. un-
like most others; unusual. Abbreviated dif.. diff.
SYN. different, applied to things that are not alike, implies
individuality (three different doctors) or contrast (the twins
wore different hats) ; diverse more emphatically sets apart the
things referred to, suggesting a conspicuous difference (diverse
interests); divergent suggests a branching off in different
directions with an ever-widening distance between, and stresses

irrecpnciliability (divergent schools of thought); distinct, as

applied to two or more things, stresses that each has a different

identity and is unmistakably separate from the others, whether
or not they are similar in kind, class, etc. (charged with two
distinct offenses); dissimilar stresses absence of similarity in

ajppearancej properties, or nature (dissimilar techniques);
disparate implies essential or thoroughgoing difference, often

stressing an absence of any relationship between things (dis-

parate concepts) ; various emphasizes the number and diversity
of kinds, types, etc. (various gifts). ANT. alike, similar.

dif-fer-en-ti a (dif'eV-en'shi-g), n. [pi. DIFFERENTIAE
(-sM-e')], JL.; see DIFFERENCE], in logic, a distinguishing
characteristic, especially one that distinguishes one
species from another of the^ same genus,

dif-fer-en-tial (dif'e^en'shQp,^/. [ML. differentialis <
L. differentia; see DIFFERENCE], 1. of, showing, or de-

pending on a difference or differences; as, differential
rates on a railroad, 2. constituting or making a specific
difference; distinguishing. 3. having different effects or

results; making use of differences: a,^ a differential sear.
4. in mathematics & mechanics, fnyolviiig

'

diiferentials.
n. 1. a thing that is differential. 2. ni electricity, one
of two wire coils so arranged as to produce opposite
polarities at some desired point of a circuit. 3. in
mathematics, an infinitesinial difference between two
consecutive values of a variablb qiiaritirt;^. 4^ In we-
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DIFFERENTIAL
WINDLASS

._:*, a differential gear. 5. in railroading, a differ-
ence in rates, as between different routes,

differential calculus, the branch of higher mathematics
that deals with the relations of differentials to the
constant on which they depend,

differential coefficient, in mathematics, the measure-
ment of the rate of change of a function in relation to its

variable.
differential equation, in mathematics, an equation
containing differentials or differential coefficients.

differential gear, a certain arrangement of gears (epi-
cvclic train) connecting two axles in the same line and
dividing the driving force between them, but allowing
one axle to turn faster than the other: it is used in
the rear axles of automobiles to permit a difference in
axle speeds while turning curves.

dif'fer-en-tiaHy (dif'Sr-en'shsl-i), adv. 1. in a differ-
ential manner. 2. distinctively.

differential quotient, a differential coefficient.

differential windlass, a windlass with two drums of
different diameters to increase
the lifting power.

dif-fer-en-ti-ate (dif'er-en'shi-

at') v.t [DIFFERENTIATED (-id),

DIFFERENTIATING], [ML. dif-

ferentiare < L. differentia; see

DIFFERENCE], 1. to constitute
a difference in or between. 2.

to make unlike; develop spe-
cialized differences in. 3. to

perceive or express the differ-

ence in; distinguish between.
4. in mathematics, to work out
the differential or differential

coefficient of. v.i. 1. to be-
come different or differentiated

;

develop new, distinguishing
characteristics, 2. to perceive or express a difference.
SYN. see distinguish.

dif-fer-en;ti-a*tion (dif^er-en'shi-a'shan), n. 1. a dif-

ferentiating or being differentiated. 2. in biology, the
modification of tissues, organs, etc. in structure or
function during the course of development. 3. in

mathematics, the working out of the differential or
differential coefficient.

dif-fi-cile (difVsel'; earlier di-fis'l), adj. [Fr. < L.

difficilis, difficult; now used purely as a Fr. expression],
hard, or difficult; especially, hard to deal with, please,
or satisfy: said of persons.

dif-fi-cult (dif'i-kalt, dif'i-kult'), adj. [< difficulty], L
hard to do, make, understand, etc.; involving trouble,
effort, or^skill. 2. hard to satisfy, persuade, etc.: as,
she is a difficult person. SYN. see hard.

dif-fi-cul-ty (dif'i-kul'ti, dif'i-ksl-ti), n. [pL DIFFI-
CULTIES (-tiz)j, [ME. & OFr. difficulte; L. dtfficultas <
dis-, not -f- facilis, easy], 1. the condition or fact of

being difficult. 2. something that is difficult; obstacle
or objection. 3. trouble. 4. a disagreement or quarrel.
be in difficulties, to have financial troubles.
make a difficulty, 1. to cause a difficulty. 2. to
offer objections; be reluctant; demur.

SYN. difficulty is applied to anything hard to contend with,
without restriction as to nature, intensity, etc. (a slight, or

insurmountable, difficulty) ; hardship, stronger in connotation,
suggests suffering, privation, or trouble that is extremely hard
to bear (the hardships of the Pilgrims); rigor also suggests
severe hardship, but in addition connotes that it is imposed by
external, impersonal circumstances or by an inflexible discipline
(the rigors of the Arctic winter) ; vicissitude, a bookish word,
suggests a difficulty that is likely to occur in the course of

something, often one inherent in a situation (the vicissitudes of

political life).

dif-fi-dence (dif'i-dsns), n. [L. diffidentia < diMdens,
ppr. of diffidere, to distrust < dis-. not + fidere, to

trust], lack of confidence in oneself; hesitancy to assert

oneself; shyness.
dif-fi-dent (dif'i-dant), adj. [L. diffidens,- see DIFFI-

DENCE], lacking confidence in oneself; hesitant to assert

oneself; shy. SYN. see shy.
dif-tract (cfi-fraktO, v.t. [< L. diffractus, pp. of diffrin-

gere, to break in pieces < dis-, apart -f frangere, to

break],, ^
1. to break into parts. 2. to cause to undergo

diffraction.
dif frac tion (di-frak'shan), n. [Mod. L. diffractio < L.

difraciust see DIFFRACT]* 1. the breaking up of a ray
oflight into dark and! light bands or into the colors of

the spectrum, caused by the interference of one part of
a beam with another when the ray is deflected at the
edge of an opaque object or passes through a narrow
slitl 2

r
a similar breaking up of other kinds of wave

motion, as of sound or electricity.
diffraction grating in optics, a plate of glass or

poHshea metal ruled with a series of very close, equi-

distopt.,^>aralje| lines, used; ^6 produce a spectrum

dif-frate-ti?e (di-fimk'ttv) { tf. of or causing diffraction,
dif-fuse (di-fu8';/cr p., ol-fazO. (/- Jl/. difusus, pp. of

difundere9 to pour in different directions < dis~, apart
-f fnndere, to pour), 1. spread out; not concentrated;
hence, 2, using more words than are needed: long-
winded: wordy. .*. & 9JL [DJFFXJSED (4uxd') f DIF-
FUSING!, 1. to poor in emery direction; spread out;
spread widely; scatter. 2. mpkjsics, to mix by diffusion,
as gases, liquids, etc. SYN. see word/.

dif'fus-er (di-fuz'e'r), n. a person or thing that diffuses:
also spelled ctiHusor.

dif-fus 1-fole (di-fuz'a-b'l), adj. that can be diffused.
dlf-fu-sion (di-fu'zhan), n. La diffusing or being dif-

fused; spreading; dissemination: as, the diffusion of
cultural patterns. 2. wordiness. 3. the mtermingling
of the molecules of two or more substances, 4. a
reflection, as of light, from an irregular surface,

dif-fu-sive (di-fu'siv), adj. 1. tending to diffuse. 2.

characterized by diffusion. 3. diffuse,
dig (dig), v.t. [DUG (dug) or archaic & poetic DIGGED
(digd), DIGGING], [ME. diggen < OFr. digner, to exca-
vate (cf. Fr. digue, dike); orig. base Gmc., as in MD.
diken, AS. dician, to excavate, dig; see DITCH], 1. to
break and turn up or remove (the ground, etc.) with a
spade or other tool, or with hands, claws, snout, etc.
2. to make (a hole, cellar, one's way, etc.) by digging.
3. to get out by digging: as, dig |K>tatoes; hence, 4. to
find out, as by careful study or investigation: unearth
(usually with up or out): as, we dug out the truth.
S. to thrust, nudge, or prod: as, he dug his elbow into
my ribs. 6. [Slang], to understand; comprehend, w".
1. to dig the ground or any surface; excavate. 2. to
make a way by digging (through, into, under), 3.

(Colloq.], to work or study hard. n. 1, the act of

digging. 2. [Colloq.], a thrust, poke, nudge, etc. 3.

[Colloq.], a sarcastic comment; taunt; jeer.
dig In, 1. to dig trenches or foxholes tor cover; hence,
2, to entrench oneself. 3. [Colloq.], to begin to
work intensively.

dig into, 1. to penetrate by or as by digging. 2.

[Colloq.], to work hard at.

dig., digest.
di&am-ma (di-gam's), n. [Gr.; di- t two -f gamma: so
called because it resembles two gammas (r) in form],
the^ sixth letter (F, F) of the early Greek alphabet,
derived from the Semitic vav and haying the sound of
English w: it was replaced in the Latin alphabet by F.
dig-a-mous (dig's-mss), adj. [L. digamus; Gr, digamos},
1. married a second time. 2. of digamy.

dig-a-my (dig'a-mi), n. [L. & Gr. digamia < di-, two,
twice + games, marriage], a second legal marriage;
marriage to a second husband or wife after the death or
divorce of the first.

di gas-trie (di-gas'trik), adj. [< di- + Gr. gaMer, belly},
1. having two fleshy parts with a connecting; tendon
between them: the digastric muscle depresses ine lower
jaw and indirectly moves the tongue. 2. of the digastric
muscle.

di-gen-e-sis (di-jen'o-sis), n. [dl*~ -f genesis]* ip, btiolagy,
successive reproduction by two processes, sexual in
one generation and asexual in the next.

di-ge-net-ic (di'js-net'ik), adj. of or characterized by
digenesis.
digest (di'jest; for v.> di-jest', di-je$tO, n. [L. digestum
(usually in pL digesia) < d^gestus, pp. of digerere, to

separate, explain; di-> apart + gerere, to bear, carryj,
1. a body of condensed., comprehensive, systematic
information; summary or synopsis, as of scientific ma-
terial: abbreviated <fig, 2. (D-J, often pi. in Roman law,
the Pandects of the Emperor Justinian. v*t. [< L.

digestus; see the n.}, 1. to arrange systematically, usu-

ally in condensed form; summarize. 2. [after L. digerere

cwwm, to cut up (dissolve) food], to change (food) in
the mouth, stomach, and intestines by the action of

gastric and intestinal juices, enzymes, and bacteria so
that it can be absorbed by the body. 3. to aid the

digestion of (food). 4. to think over and absorb.
5. to tolerate or accept. 6. in chemistry, to soften or
make: soluble with heat and moisture. t?.f. 1. to be
digested. 2. to digest food. SYN. see abridgment.

di-gest-ant (di-jes'tsnt, di-jes'tant), adj. & n. digestive.

di-geat>er (dHes'ter, dl-jes'tSr), n 1. a person who
makes a digest. 2. a heavy metal container in which
substances are heated or cooked to soften them or
extract soluble elements from them.

^I-jes't9-bil
f
o-ti) f n.

-_ ,_, _>Jc8t9-bl) t t/. [ME.,
OFr.; LL. digestibUis], that can be digested.

di$e8t;i*bly (di-jes'ta-bli, <E*jes'ta-l>li), adv* in a
digestible form.

di-ges'tioii (di-jes'chan, dl-iWchan), n. [ME. diges-

tioun; OFr. digestion; L. dtgestfo], 1. a digesting or

being digested: said of fbod. 2. the ability to digest
food. 3, the absorption of ideas; understanding.
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di-ges tive (di-jcs'tiv, di-jes'tiv), adj. [OFr. digestif; L.
digcsiivus < digests; see DIGEST], of, for, or aiding
digestion, it. any^ substance, etc. that aids digestion.
digged (digd), original past tense and past participle of
<lijt now archaic or poetic.
dig-ger (dlg'e'r), n. La person or thing that digs. 2. a
tool or machine for digging. 3. the digging part of such
a machine, 4. [D-j, a member of any of several tribes
of Indians in the western United States who dug up
roots for food, 5. a digger wasp.
digger wasp, any of various wasps that dig a nest in the
ground or in wood.
diggings (dig'inz), n.#. 1. materials dug out. 2. (often
construed as srag.], a place where digging or mining,
especially gold mining, is carried on. 3. [Slang], orig-
inally, a gold miner's camp; hence, the place where one
lives or stays; quarters.
dight (dit), v.t. [DIGHT or DIGHTED (-id), DIGHTING],
[ME. dihten; AS. dihtan, to arrange, dispose, appoint,
direct, write, make, do < L. diciare, to say; see DIC-

TATE], [Archaic & Poetic}, 1. to adorn. 2. to equip.
Now chiefly in past participle.

dig-it (dij'it), n. [L. digitus, a finger, toe, inch], 1. a
finger or toe. 2. the breadth of a finger, regarded as

3/4 inch. 3. any numeral from to 9 : so called because
cciginally counted on the fingers. 4. in astronomy,
one twelfth of the diameter of the sun or moon.
dig it-al (dij'i-tl), ad?/. [L. digitalis}, 1. of or consti-

tuting a dj^it, especially a finger. 2. having digits.
3. like a digit, n. 1. a finger. 2. a key played with
a finger, as on the piano.

d%i-ta*lin (dij'i-tal'in, drj'i-talin),. n. [< digitalis +
-*n], a .poisonous crystalline glucoside, CwHuOn, ob-
tained from the seed of the digitalis.

dig-i-ta-Hs (dij'i-tal'is, dij'i-talis), n. [ML. digitalis,

foxglove (see DIGIT): so named by Fuchs (1542) from
Its thimblelike flowers, after the G. name fingerhut,
lit., finger hat, i.e., thimble], 1. any of a group of

plants of the figwort family, with long spikes of thimble-
like flowers; foxglove. 2. the dried leaves of the purple
foxglove. 3. a medicine made from these leaves, used
as a heart stimulant.

dig-i-tal-ism (dij'i-t'l-iz'm), n. a condition of the body
caused by excessive use of digitalis.
dig*it*aMy (difi-tl-i), adv. [digital + 4y], with the
finger or fingers.

dig-i-tate (dij'i-taf), adj. [L. digitatus; see DIGIT], 1.

having separate fingers or toes. 2. like a digit; fin-

gerlike. 3. in botany, having fingerlike divisions, as
some leaves.

dig-i-tat-ed (dij'i-ta'tid), adj. digitate.
dig-i-ta-tion (dij'i-ta'shsn), n. in botany, 1. a digitate
condition. 2. a fingerlike part.

di|H*ti- (drj'i-ts) , [ < L. digitus; see DIGIT], a combining
form meaning of the fingers or toes, fingerlike, as in digtii-

grade, digitiform.
dig iti form (dUj'i-to-f6rm') adj. [digiti- + -form],
shaped like a finger; digitate.
dig! ti grade (dij'i-ta-grad') adj. [Fr.; see DIGITI- &
-GRADE], walking on the toes with the heels not touching
the ground^ as cats, dogs, horses, etc. n. any animal
that walks in this manner.

di-glot (dl'glot), adj. [Gr. diglottos, speaking two lan-

guages < <W-t two -f glotta, glossa, the tongue], in or
using two languages; bilingual, n. a diglot edition of a
book.

dig-ni-fied (dig'na-fld'), adj. [pp. of dignify], having and
showing dignity or stateliness.

dig-ni-fy (dig'na-flO. v.t. [DIGNIFIED (-fid'), DIGNIFY-
ING], [OFr. dignifier; ML. dignificare < L. dignus,
worthy + -ficare < facere, to do, make], 1. to give
dignity to: make worthy; honor; exalt. 2, to give a
high-sounding name to: as, he dignified cowardice with
the name of prudence.

dig-ni-tar-y (dig'ng-ter'i), n. [pL DIGNITARIES (-iz)J, [<
L. dignitas, dignity; + -ary], a person holding a high,
dignified position or office, as in a church.

dig-tti-ty (dig'no-ti), n, [pi. DIGNITIES (-tiz)], [ME. &
OFr. dignite; L. dignitas, W9rth, merit < dignus,
worthy], 1. worthiness; nobility. 2. high repute;
honor. 3. the degree of worth, repute, or honor. 4. a
high position, rank, or title. 5. [Rare], a dignitary.
6. loftiness of appearance or manner; stateliness. 7.
calm self-possession and self-respect. SYN. see de-
corum.
digraph (di'graf, di'graf), n. [di- + -$rapn], a com-
bination of two letters to represent one simple sound, as
read, show, graphic, etc,

di-gress (ds-gres', dl-gres'), v.i. (< L. digressus, pp. of
digredp, to go apart < dis-, apart + gradi, to go, step],
to turn aside; depart temporarily from the main subject
in talking or writing; ramble. SYN. see deviate,

digression (cte-gresh'sn, di-gresh'9n), n. [ME.; L.
digressio], a digressing; temporary departure from the
main subject in talking or writing.

di gres sion-al (da-gresh'on-'l, dl-gresh'on-l) , adj. di-

gressive.
di-gres sive (da-gres'iv, dl-gres'iv), adj. [L. digressiws],
digressing; given to digression.

di he dral (di-hg/dral), adj. [< di- + Gr. hedra, a seat,
base], 1. having two
plane faces or sides: as,
a dihedral angle. 2. hav-
ing wings that form a di-

hedral angle with each
other, as some airplanes.
3. in solid geometry,
formed by two inter-

secting planes, n. 1. a
dihedral angle. 2. the
angle between either

wing of an airplane and
the horizontal pjane of
its transverse axis. S=Q
Di-jon (de'zhow'; Eng.
de'zhan), n. a city in
eastcentralFrance : pop. ,

101,000 (1946).

DIHEDRAL ANGLE
angle formed by planes

MWON and MWXY
dik-dik (dik'dikO* n. [< the Ethiopian native name), a
very small African antelope.
dike (dik), n. [ME. dike, dtk; AS. die, influenced in form
by ON. dik; see DITCH], 1. a ditch or watercourse. 2.

the bank of earth thrown up in digging a ditch; hence,
3. a causeway, embankment, or low dividing wall of
earth or stone. 4. an embankment or dam made to
prevent flooding by the sea or by a stream. 5. a pro-
tective barrier or obstacle. 6. in geology, a hardened,
tabular mass of igneous rock that has been forced into
a fissure while in a melted state, v.t. [DIKED (dikt),
DIKING], 1. to provide, protect, or enclose with a dike
or dikes. 2. to drain by a ditch. Also spelled dyke.

dilac-er-ate (di-las'a-rat'). v.t. [DILACERATED (-id),
DILACERATING], [di- + lacerate], to tear to pieces; np.

di-lan-tin (di-lan'tin), n. [ < di-pbenythydantQin
sodium], a drug used in the treatment of epileptic
attacks: in full, dilantin sodium: a trade-mark (Dl-
lantin).

di-lap-i-date (di-lap'a-daV), vd. & v.t. [DILAPIDATED
(-id), DILAPIDATING], [< L. dilapidatus, pp. of dilapidare,
to squander, consume, demolish, scatter like stones <
dis-, apart -j- lapidare, to throw stones at < lapis, a
stone], to become or cause to become partially ruined
and in need of repairs.

dMap-i-dat-ed (di-lap'a-dat'id), adj. [pp. of dilapidate],
1. falling to pieces or into disrepair; broken down;
ruined; hence, 2. shabby and neglected,

di-Iap-i-da-tion (di-lapVda'shsn), n. 1. a dilapidating
or becoming dilapidated. 2. a dilapidated condition.
SYN. see ruin.

dMat>a-ble (dl-lat'g-b'l, di-lat'a-bl), adj. that can be
dilated.
dilat-ant (dl-laf'nt, di-laf'nt), adj. [L. dilatans, ppr.
of dilatare], 1. dilating or tending to dilate. 2. expand-
ing in bulk when the shape changes: said of certain
granular substances, n. 1. a thing that can dilate.
2. a surgical instrument for dilating; dilator.

dilata-tion (cuTa-ta'shan, dl'la-tS'shan), n. [ME.
dilatacioun; OFr. dilatation < L.; see DILATE], 1. dila-
tion. 2, in medicine, enlargement of an organ, cavity,
duct, or opening of the body, beyond normal size.

dil-ate (di-laf, di-lat'), v.t. [DILATED (-id), DILATING],
[L. dilatare < dis-, apart + latins, pp. of ferre, to bring|,
to make wider or larger; cause to expand or swell, tu.
1 . to become wider or larger ; swell, 2. to speak or write
in detail (on or upon a subject). SYN. see expand.
dMat-er (dl-lat'gr. di-lat'gr), n. a dilator.
dila tion (dl-la'shon, di-la'shon), n. 1. a dilating or
being dilated. 2. a dilated part. Also dilatation,

di-la-tive (di-la/tiv, di-la'tiv), adj. dilating or tending to
dilate; producing dilation.
dila torn e-ter (dil's-tom's-ter), n. [see DILATE &
-METER], an apparatus for measuring the dilatation,
or expansion, of a substance,

di la tor (dl-la'tr, di-la'tSr), n. 1. a person or thing
that dilates. 2. any muscle that dilates a part of the
body. 3. a surgical instrument for dilating an opening,
wound, etc.

dll-a-tOTi-ly (dH'9-t6rVli, dil's-to'nj-U), adv. in a
dilatory manner.

dil a to ri-ness (dilVtdr'i-nis, dU'a-to'ri-nis). n. the
quality of being dilatory; lateness or tardiness.

dfl.a-to-ry (dilVtSr'i, dil'g-tS'ri), adj. [LL. dilatorius <
L. dilator, dilatory person < dilatus; see DELATE], 1,
causing or tending to cause delay; meant to gain time,
defer action, etc. 2. inclined to delay; slow or late in
doing things.

di lem-ma (di-lem'a), n. [LL.; Gr. diUmma; di-, two +
lemma, proposition or assumption < lambanein, to
take], 1. an argument necessitating a choice between
equally unfavorable or disagreeable alternatives; hence,
2. any situation necessitating a choice between un-
pleasant alternatives; perplexing or awkward situation.
SYN. see predicament.
on the horns of a dilemma, faced with a choice be-
tween equally disagreeable* alternatives.

dil ettan te (diFo-tan'ti, dil'9-tant'), n. [pi. DILET-
TANTES (-tiz, -tants')r DILETTANTI (-ti)], [It. < ppr. of
dilettare, to delight < L. detectare, to charm, delight],
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1. a person who loves the fine arts, 2. ft person who
follows an art or science only for amusement and in a
superficial way; dabbler; trifler, adj. of or character-
istic of a dilettante. SYN. see aesthete, amateur.

dil-et tan te-lsm (dilVtan'ti-iz'in, dilVtn'ti'm) n.
dilettantism.

dil-et-tan-ti (diTs-tan'ti), alternative plural of dilet-

tante.
dil et-tant-ish (dilVtan'tish, dil'sntan'tish), adj. char-
acterized by dilettantism.

dil-et-tant-ism (dilVtan'tiz'm, dilVtan'tiz'm), n. the

quality, approach, etc. of a dilettante; superficial
dabbling in art, literature, or science : also dilettanteiam.

dil-i-gence (dH'a-pns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. diligentia <
diligens, ppr. of diligere, to esteem highly, select < dis-,

apart 4- legere, to choose] 1. the quality of being
diligent. 2. constant, careful effort; perseverance.

dil-i-gence (dil's-jsns; Pr. de'le'zhawsO, n* [Fr. < car-

rosse de diligence, lit., coach of diligence, i.e., fast coach
< faire diligence, to hurry], a public stagecoach formerly
much used in France and other European countries.

dU-i-gent (dil'a-jant), adj [ME.; OFr.; L. diligens; see
DILIGENCEj, 1. persevering and careful in work; hard-
working. 2. done with careful, steady effort; pains-
taking. SYN. see busy.

dill (dl), n. [ME. dille, dyUe; AS, dttc; akin to OS. diUe,
OHG. titti; prob. IE. base *dhewa~, dh&-, to swell], 1. a
plant of the carrot family, with aromatic seeds used to
flavor pickles, etc. : the anise of the Bible. 2. the seeds.

dill pickle, a large cucumber pickle flavored with dill.

diMy-daMy (diPi-dal'i), v [DILLYDALLIED (-id),

DILLYDALLYING], [redupl. form of dotty}, to waste time
in hesitation or vacillation; loiter or trifle.

dil-u-ent (dil'u-ant), adj. [L. diluens, ppr. of diluere; see
DILUTE], 1. diluting. 2. dissolving, n. a thing that
dilutes or dissolves another thing.
dMute (di-loot', di-lutQ, v.t. [DILUTED (-id), DILUTING],
[< L. dilutus, pp. of diluere, to wash away < dis~, off,
from + lucre, to wash], 1. to thin down or weaken by
mixing with water or other liquid; hence, 2, to change
or weaken (in brilliancy, force, etc.) by mixing with
something else. adj. diluted. Abbreviated dil.

di-lu-tion (di-loo'shsn, di-lu'shon), n. 1. a diluting or
being diluted. 2. something diluted.

dHu-yi-al (di-loo'vi-ol, di-EPvi-ol). adj. [LL. dttumaUs <
L. diluvium; see DILUVIUM], 1. of or caused by a flood,

especially the Deluge. 2. of debris left by a flood or
glacier.

di-lu-vi-an (di-loo'vi-sn, di-lu'vi-sn), adj. diluvial.

di'Iu-vi-iim (di-looM-am, di-lu'vi-om), n. [pi. DILU-
VIUMS (-amz), DILUVIA (-a)], [L.,

a deluge < duuere; see

DILUTE], in geology, a. deposit of earth, rock, etc. left

by a flood or glacier.
dim (dim), adj. [DIMMER (-Sr), DIMMEST (-ist)], [ME.
dim; AS. dimm, dim; akin to ON. dimmr, dark; IE.
base *dhem-, to be dusty, smoky, misty], 1. not bright;
somewhat dark. 2. not clear; indistinct. 3. tarnished;
without luster: dull. 4. not clearly seen, heard, per-
ceived, or understood; vague. 5. not clearly seeing,

hearing, understanding, etc. v.t. & v,i* [DIMMED (dimd;,
DIMMING], 1, to make or grow dim. 2. to make seem
dim, as by comparison. SYN. see dark,
take a dim view of, to view skeptically, pessimistically,
without enthusiasm, etc.

dim., 1. dimension. 2. diminuendo. 3. diminutive.
dime (dim), n. [ME. dyme, disme; OFr. disme, tithe,

tenth; L. decimus, a tenth < decem, ten], a silver coin
of the United States and Canada equal to ten cents;
tenth of a dollar: abbreviated d.

a dime a dozen, [Colloq.], existing in great quantity
and easily obtained; cheap.

dime novel, a cheap, melodramatic novel without
literary worth, originally costing^a dime.
di-men-sion (da-men'shsn), n. [Fr.; L. dimensio, a
measuring < aimensus, pp. of dimetiri, to measure off <
dis~, off, from + mefai, to measure], 1. any measur-
able extent, as, length, breadth, thickness, etc. 2.

fl.
measurement in length, breadth* and, often, height.
3. extent; size; degree. 4. scope; importance. 5. in

algebra, tne sum of the exponents in a term: as, ab*cs

is of the sixth (1+2+3) dimension* Abbreviated dim.
di-men-sion-al (dd-men'shon-'l), adj. 1. of dimension
or dimensions* 2. having (a specified number of)
dimensions: as, a threQ-dimensional figure.
dim-er ous (dim'Sr-s), adj* [< dir + Or. mpros, a part;

-j- -ous], 1. in botany, having two members in each
whorl: said of flowem 2. in entomology, having two-
jointed tarsi.

dime store, a store where witfc variety of low-piiced
articles is sold, many ^or five or ten cents.

dim-e-ter (dimVtSr), n. [LI/.; Gr. dmdxo < d*> two
+ metron, a measure], in prosody, a line consisting of
two measures (two or four feet): ^

^ld^ ^ -metric]*

di-mM-i-ate di-mMI-fitO,UUl"UJUPuIi*A'm.l3' \SJti""A*JUU>" *tfc MJf-ilJJi ifflfcw /, *J^/ ( <^ JL.

<ft9itflN pp. of dtmidiwe, to divide into halves^ <

I . halved. 2. in Woi#$y having only one naif developed.
3. in botany, soEt on one side, as some capsules. v.t.

[DIMIDIATED J-id), DIMIDIATINGI, to reduce to half.

ouniii.t 1. diminuendo, 2, diminutive.
dimin-ish (da-mln'isli), p.f. [conaWnataom of ME.
diminum (Fr. diminmr; L. demtnMerc* to make smaller,

diminish; <fo-, from + minttgre, to make smaUer <
minus, sniaU) & Eng. minisk < MB. memtsm; OFr.
menusisr; LL. *mimu$iape < minmtia, smallnessj, 1 to
make smaller; reduce in size, degree, im|jortance, etc.;
lessen. 2. in music, to reduce (a minor interval) by a
semitone. v4. to become smaller. SYN. see decrease.

di aiia-ished (da-min'isht), adj. pp. of diminish], 1.

made smaller; lessened; reduced. 2. in music, lessened

by a semitone ; said of intervals or of chords formed with
such an interval.

di min-ish-ing return (ds-min'ish-ii}), in economies,
the proportionately smaMer increase in productivity
observed after a certain point in the increase of capital
or labor.

di-min-u-en-do (da-min'u-en'do), adj. & adv. [It. <
diminuere; see DIMINISH], in music, with gradually
diminishing volume: decrescendo: symbol, > . a [pL
DIMINUENDOS (-doz)j,

1 . a gradual decrease in loudness.
2. a passage played diminuendo. Abbreviated dim.,
dimin.

dirn-i-nu-tlon (dim's-nu'shsn, dimr -noo/shan) t n.

[ME.; OFr.; L. dwiinutto, deminutio < pp. of deminuere;
see DIMINISH], 1. a diminishing or being diminished;
lessening; decrease. 2. in music, the repetition of a
theme in notes of one half or one quarter the length of
those in the original.

di-min-u-tive (d0~xnin'yoo-tiv), adj. [OPr. diminutif;
LL. diminutiws < pp. of deminuere; see DIMINISH], 1.

smaller than ordinary or average; very small
{ tiny. 2.

in grammar, expressing smallness or diminution: as, a
diminutive suffix, n. 1. a very small person or thing.
2. a word formed from another by the addition of a
suffix expressing smallness in size and, sometimes,
endearment, as ringlet (ring + -let}, sonny (< son + -y)
lambkin (lamb -f -kin). Abbreviated dim., dimin.
SYN, see small.

dim*is-so-ry (dim'a-soT
7
!, dim'a-so'ri, d9-mis/Sr-i) t adj.

[LL. dimissorius < L. dimissus, pp. of dimittere, to send
away < dis-, from + mtitere, to send], giving leave to
depart; dismissing: said chiefly of a bishop's letter

permitting a clergyman to move to another diocese,

Di-mi-trov, Ge-or-gi (gye-dr^i di-meftr6t) f 18S2-1949;
Bulgarian statesman and Communist leader; prime
minister (1946-1949).

dim-i-ty (dimVti), n. ]pL DIMITIES (-tk)J, {It. dimiti,

pi. of dimito; ML. dtmitum < Gar. dimitos, double-
threaded < dis-, two + mitos, a thread; cf. TWIU]P a
thin, strong, corded cotton cloth* often figured, tssecl for
curtains, dresses, etc.

dim-Iy (dim7
^), adv. in a dim manner; obsoirelyr indis-

tinctly, etc.

dim-met (dim'Sr), ft. 1. a jperaon tfcat dims. 2. a
device for dimming an electnc igfct as in automobile
headlights or theater stage lights.

di-mor-phic (dl-mdr'fik), 4j. characterized by dimor-
phism.
di-inor-phism (di-m6r%5'm), n. [< Gr. dimorpkos,
having two forms < di-, two 4- morphe^ form; + -ism],
1. in botany, the state ol having two different kinds of

leaves, flowers, stamens^ etc. on the same plant or in

the same species. 2. in crystaUo^raphy, the property of

crystallizing in two fewins. 3. in zoology, the existence
of two types* exclusive of sex, in the same species,
distinct in coloring, size, etc.

di-mor-phous (dJrmdr'Iss), adj. dimorphic.
dim-out (dim'outO. *V a dimming or reduction of the

night lignrting in a city, etc. to make it less easily
visible, as to enemy aircraft; incomplete blackout.
dim-pie (dim'pl), n* [Late ME. dimpul < base of Eng.
dial, dwnp, 4eep pit filled with water -f- 4e, dim. suffix;
akin to MHG. tumpfel, G. t&mpel, deep hole in water;
IK base *dheub~, *dheup-, hollow and deep, as in Eng.
^", dip, dive, etc.; ult, sense "little hole

>r
parallels G.

little pit, hence dimple], 1. a small,
on the c

_
natural on the body, as cheek or chin.

2* any little hollow, as on water, v.t. [DIMPLBD (-p'ld) ,

DIMPLING], to make dimples in. v4 to show or form
dimples; become dimpleo.
dim-ply (dim'pli). adj. havmfl dimples,
dim-wit (dim'witO, n* [Slang], ft stupid person; simples
ton.
dim-wit-ted (dim'wit'id) , adj* [Slang], like or charac-
teristic of a dimwit.
din (din), n. [ME. dl% dym; AS, dyne; akin to ON.
dynr; IE. base*<ito^^i

s

Mfe^*-* to sound, boom, roar, as
also in Sans, dhrani, sound, noise, thunder, word|,f a



Dinah 412 Dionysus
load, continuous noise; confused clamor or uproar, v.t.

[DINNED (dind), DINNING], 1. to strike with din. 2. to
repeat insistently or noisily: as, din the idea into his
ears, v.L to make a din. SYN. see noise.
Di-nah (di'na), [Heb. din&h, lit., judged], a feminine
name.
di-nar (di-narOt n. [Ar, dinar; Gr. denarion; L. denarius;
see DENIER (coin)], 1. an ancient gold coin, used in
some Moslem countries. 2. a monetary unit of Iraq
valued at $2.80 in 1950. 3. a Persian coin of account.
4. a small coin of Yugoslavia valued at about $.02
in 1946.

Di-nar*ic Alp (di-nar'ik) f a part of the Eastern Alps,
along the Adriatic coast of Yugoslavia.
din-die (din'd'l, din'l), v.L & v.i. [DINDLED (-d'ld,

-'Id), DINDLING], [prob. < din + 4e, freq. suffix, with
intrusive -4-], [Scot. & British Dial.], to tingle or

vibrate* as witn or from a loud sound, shock, etc.

n* a tingling; thrill.

d'Indy, Vincent, see Indy, Vincent d\
dine (din), vd. [DINED (dSnd), DINING], [MB. dinen,

dynen; OFr. disner, disgner; prob. < LL. *disjejunare;
L. dis- away, from + jejunare, to fast < jejunus,

fasting^ hungry], to eat dinner, v.t. to give a dinner to;
entertain at dinner.
dine out, to eat dinner away from home.

din-er (dlntir), n. 1. a person eating dinner. 2. a rail-

road car equipped to serve meals to passengers. 3. a
small restaurant built to look like such a car.

di-ner-ic (di-ner'ik), adj. [< di-
-j-

Gr. neron, neros,

water; 4- -icj, in physics, constituting, or having to do
with, the surface of contact between two liquids in the
same container.
din ette (di-nef), n. [see DINE & -ETTE], an alcove or
small, partitioned space used as a dining room.
ding (dirj), lu. [ME. dingen, to strike, beat < ON.
dengja, to hammer (cf. v.i., 2 & v.t.), merged with an
echoic extension of din], 1. to make a sound like that
of a bell: ring. 2. [Colloq.], to speak repetitiously and
tiresomely. v*t. [Cc-lloq.], to impress by vehement
reiteration: as. he dinged the notion into us. n. the
sound of a bell, or a similar sound.
ding-bat (duj'bat'), n. [Colloq.], 1. a stone, stick, or
other object suitable for throwing. 2. a doohickey.
ding-dong (dh)M6i)', dir/dor/). n. [echoic), 1. the
sound of a bell struck repeatedly. 2. any similar sound.
adj. JColloq.], carried out, as a contest, fight, etc., with
continual, successive changes in the lead or advantage;
vigorously contested, adv. with a will: vigorously.
din*ghy (diij'gi), n. [pi. DINGHIES (-giz)J, [Hind, dingi,
small boat], 1. originally, a rowboat used on the rivers
of India. 2. a small boat carried on a warship. 3. a
small boat, originally a rowboat, used as a tender to a
yacht, motor cruiser, etc. 4. a small, undecked,
single-masted racing boat, built on the lines of such

* * "
gy-
manner or condition,

quality or condition of

ig dingy.
din gle (dlg'g'l), n. [ME. dingel, abyss < base of AS.
ding* dungeon & ON. dyngja, cellar where women work;
-f- 4e, dim. suffix (cf. DIMPLE); IE. base *dhengh~t to
conceal; see DUNG], a small, deep, wooded valley; dell.

din-go (diij'go), n. [pi. DINGOES (-goz)J, [native name],
the Australian wild dog, with short, pointed ears and a
bushy tail.

ding-us fdiij'as), n. [S.Afr.D. < ding, thing], [Slang],
any device; contrivance; gadget: humorous substitute

din-gy I

[via.d._.,_. ,
,

or clean; grimy; hence, 2. dismal; shabby.
din-gy (dir/gi), n. [pi. DINGIES (-giz)J, a dinghy.
dining car, a railroad car equipped, to serve meals to

ining toom, a room in which people eat their meals,
especially dinner.

di-ni-tro- (di-m'tro, di-m'trs), a combining form mean-
ing having two nitro groups per molecule, as in dinitro-
benzene.

di-ni-tro-ben-zene (dl-nl'tro-ben'zen), n. a chemical
compound, C 6H4(NO 2) 2, formed by the reaction of
nitric acid and benzene or nitrobenzene: it crystallizes
as flexible needles.
dink (dink), adj. [Scot, dial.; ? < unrecorded Gael,
word; cf. IE. base *dhengh-, to cover, clothe, as in
Lith. apdanga, clothing, Olr. dingim, to suppress;
cf. DUNG], [Scot.], dressed in fine array; trim. v.t.

[Scot.], t9 dress (oneself) in fine array; deck.
Din-ka (dir/ka), n. 1. a member of a group of Sudanic
Negroid tribes living in the southern Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, 2. the East Sudanic language of the Dinkas.

din-key (dir/ki), n. [pi. DINKEYS
(-kizj], [see DINKY],

[Colloq.], 1. a small locomotive for hauling cars, shunt-
ing, etc. in a railroad yard. 2. a small trolley car.

din-ky (dir/ki), adj. [DINKIER (-ki-er), DINKIEST (-ki-
ist)], [Scot. & N. Eng. dial, dink, trim, neat; + -y],

&]
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[Slang], small; of no consequence, n, a dinkey.
din-ner (din'gr). n. [ME. diner, dyner; OFr. disner (Pr.

diner), inf. used as n.; see DINE], 1. the chief meal of
the day, whether eaten in the evening or about noon.
2. a formal meal in honor of some person or event.

dinner dress, a woman's long, semiformal dress, usually
with sleeves or worn with a jacket.
dinner jacket, a tuxedo jacket.
dinner ring, a ring with a large setting, worn on formal
occasions.

din-ner-ware (din^r-war'), n. 1. plates, cups, saucers,
etc., collectively. 2. a set of such dishes.

di-no- (di'ns), [< Gr. deinos, terrible], a combining form
meaning terrible, dreadful, as in dinosaur.

di-noc-er-as (di-nos'er-as), n. [Mod. L. < Gr, deinos,
terrible 4- keras, a horn], a very large mammal of the
Eocene Epoch, now extinct, with three pairs of horny
projections on its head.

di-no-saur (dl'ns-soV), n. [< dino- + Gr. sauros, lizard]
any of a group of extinct reptiles
of the Mesozoic Era, with four
limbs and a long, tapering tail:

some dinosaurs were almost 100
feet long.
dino saurian (dl'na-sftr'i-an),
adj. of or like a dinosaur or
dinosaurs, n. a dinosaur.

di-no-there (di'na-th&r'), n. [<
dino- + Gr. ther (akin to fer- in

feral), wild beast], any of a
number of related elephantlike
animals of the Miocene Epoch,
now extinct, with tusks curving
downward from the lower jaw.

DINOSAUR
(Tyrannosaurus; 18

ft. high)
di-no-the-ri-um (di'ra-the'r'i-Qm), n. [pi. DINOTHERIA
(-o)], [Mod. L.], a, dinothere."

dint (dint), ;

---
,. .__,. 71. [ME. dint, dynt; AS. dynt], 1. force;

exertion: as, by dint of great effort he got what he
wanted. 2. a dent. 3. [Archaic], a blow. v.t. to dent.
Din wid die, Robert (dm-wid'i, din'wid-i), 1693-1770;
British lieutenant governor of Virginia (1751-1758).

di-oc-e-san (di-os'Q-s'n, di'a-se's'n), adj. [ME. dyocesan;
OFr. diocesain], of a diocese, n. the bishop of a dio-
cese: abbreviated dioc.

di-o-cese (di's-ses', dl's-sis), n. [ME. & OFr. diocise;
LL. diocesis; L. dioecesis, district, government; Gr.
dioikesis, administration < dioikein, to keep house <
did", through 4- oikos, a house], the district under a
bishop's jurisdiction: bishopric: abbreviated dioc.
Di o cle tian (di'o-kle'shsn), n. (Gaius Aurelius Val-
erius Diocletianus), Roman emperor (284-305 A. D.):
lived 245-313 A.D,
diode (di'od), n. [di- (separation) + -ode (path)], a
vacuum tube with a cold anode and a heated cathode,
used as a rectifier of alternating current.

di-oe-cious (dl-e'shas), adj. [< di~ + Gr. oikos, a house;
f -ous], in biology, having the male reproductive organs
in one individual and the female organs in another;
having separate sexes: also diecious, diolcous.

dices-trum (di-es'tram, di-es'tram), n. [Mod. L.; di- +
oestruml the interval between successive periods of

onstrate his austerity,^and searched with a lantern for
an honest man.

di-oi-cous (di-oi'kas), adj. dioecious.
Di-o-med (di's-medO, n. Diomedes.
Di o mede ((H's-medO, n. Diomedes.
Di-o me-des (di'a-me'dez), n. [Gr. Diomedes, lit., Zeus-
counseled < Dios (genit. of Zeus} + tnedos, counsel],
1. in Greek legend, a Greek warrior at the siege of
Troy, who helped Odvsseus steal the statue of Athena,
2. a Roman grammarian of the 4th century A.D.

di-o-nae-a fdlVne's), n. [Mod, L. < Gr. Dione, a name
of Aphrodite (identified by the Romans with Venus)],
a

t
white-flowered swamp plant having leaves with two

hinged blades that close upon insects: also called
Venus's-flytrap.

Di-o-ny-si-a (di'o-nish'i^, d-t'a-nis'i-g), n.pl. [L.; Gr.
Dwnysia, festival of Dionysus], any set of the various
Greek festivals in honor of Dionysus, especially those
at Athens from which the Greek drama originated.

Di-o-nys-i-ac (di'a-nis'i-ak), adj. [L. Dionysiacus; Gr.
Dtonystakos], of Dionysus or the Dionysia.

Di-o-ny-sian (dl'o-nish'an, di'a-nis'i-on) , adj. 1. Dio-
nysiac.

t
2. of any of several historical figures named

Di-o-ny-si'us b-ig-u-us (di'd-nish'i-as eg-zig'u-ss, dl'a-
ms'i-os

ek-sigY^s), ?-540? A.D.; Roman monk and
Christian theologian; believed to have devised the
current system of reckoning dates with reference to
the traditional year of the birth of JesusD
/i?^y5lu8 t? Alexandria, Saint, 190?-26S A.D.;
Unnstian bishop of Alexandria.

I$TOiW^ Hal-i-car-nas-siis (hal'i-kar-nas'as),
54?-7? B.C.; Greek historian and rhetorician.

Dionysius the Elder, 430-367 B.C. ; tyrant of Syracuse:
he was victorious in his first two wars with Carthage
but was defeated in the third.
Dionysus, Diony eos (diVm'sas), n. [L.; Gri



diopside dip needle

Dionysos],m Greek mythology, the god of vegetation and
wine: identified with the Roman god Bacchus,

di op side (di-op'sid, di-op'sid), n. {Fr. < di- (see DI-)

4- Gr. opsis, appearance, sight; associated in meaning
with Gr. diopsis, transparency < dia-, through + opsis],
in mineralogy, a kind of pyroxene, usually transparent.

di'0p*taae (di-op'tas), n. [Fr. < Gr. dia~, through 4-

optasein, to see], a hydrous silicate of copper which
occurs as green, glassy prisms: emerald copper ore.

di-op'ter (di-op'te'r), n. [< L. dioptra; Gr. dioptra,
instrument for leveling, taking altitudes, measuring
angles < dia-, through + base of opsis, sight], a unit
of measure of the refractive power of a lens, equal to
the power of a lens with a focal distance of one meter.

di-op-tom-e-ter (di
/
oprtomVtSr), n. [di- -f optometer],

an instrument for testing the refraction of the eye.
di-op-tral (dl-op'trsl), adj. of a diopter.
di-op*tric (di-op'trik), adj. [Gr. dwptrikos, relating to
the use of the diopter ; see DIOPTER], L of optical lenses
or the method of numbering them according to their
refractive powers; dioptral. 2. of dioptrics; refractive.

di-op-tri-cal (dl-op'tri-kl), adj. dioptric.

di-op-txics (di-op'triks) f n.pl. [construed as sing.J, [<
dioptric], the branch of optics dealing with the refraction
of fight through lenses.

di-o-ra*ma (di's-ram's, di'd-ra'ma), n. [< Gr. dia-,
through -f horama, a sight: by analogy with panorama],
1. a picture painted on a set of transparent cloth cur-
tains and looked at through a small opening. 2. a
miniature scene* wholly or partially three-d:raiensional,

depicting figures in a naturalistic setting.
di o-rite (di's-rit'), n. (Fr. < Gr. diorizein, to divide;
dia-, through 4- horizein, to separate, bound < horos,
boundary, limit], a dark-gray or greenish igneous rock,
consisting chiefly of feldspar and hornblende.

Di*os-cu-ri (di'9-skyoorl), n.pl. [Gr. Dioskouroi < Dios
(genit. of Zeus) + kouroi, pi. of kouros, boy, son], in
Creek mythology, Castor and, Pollux, twin sons of Zeus:
after they died they became the constellation Gemini.
di-os-mose (dl-oz'mos, dl-os'mos), n. * v.t. osmose.
di-os-mosis (df'oz-mo'sis, dl'os-mo'sis), n. osmosis.
di ox-id (di-ok'sid), n. a dioxide.
di-ox-ide (di-ok'sid), n. an oxide containing two atoms
of oxygen per molecule.

dip (dip), v.t. [DIPPED (dipt) or, occas., DIPT (dipt),
DIPPING], [MB. dippen: AS. dyppan, dipfan, to immerse
< base of deop, deep; IE. base same as in dimple, dive],
1. to put into or under liquid for a moment and then
immediately take out; immerse. 2. to dye in this way.
3, to baptize by immersion. 4. to clean (sheep) by
bathing in disinfectant. 5. to make (a candle) by
putting a wick in melted tallow or wax. 6. to plate
or galvanize by immersion. 7. to get or take out by,
or as if by scooping up with a container, the hand,
etc. 8. to lower and immediately raise again: as, dip
the flag in salute. 9. to put (snuff) on the gums.
v.i. 1. to plunge into water, etc. and quickly come
out. 2. to sink or drop down suddenly. 3. to seem
to sink: as, the sun dips into the ocean. 4* to slope
down. 5. to lower a container, the hand, etc. into
water, etc., especially in order to take something out.
6. to read here and there in a book, etc., or inquire
into a subject superficially (with into) . 7. in aeronautics,
to drop suddenly before climbing, n. 1. a dipping
or being dipped. 2. a plunge into water or other
liquid. 3. a liquid into which something is dipped,
as for dyeing. 4. whatever is removed by or used hi

dipping. 5. a candle made by dipping. 6. a downward
slope or inclination. 7. the amount of this. 8. a slight
hollow. 9. a short downward plunge, as of an airplane.
10. [Colloq.], liquid sauce. 11. [Slang]^ a pickpocket.
12. in geology & mining, the downward inclination of a
stratum or vein, with reference to a horizontal plane.
13. in gymnastics, the act of lowering oneself by the arms
between parallel bars until the chin reaches the bar
level, and then raising oneself by straightening the
arms. 14. in physics, the deviation of a dip needle from
the horizontal; also, the amount of such deviation; also

called inclination. 15. in surveying, the angular amount
by which the horizon is below eye level.

dipet-alous (dl-pet'1-os) , adj. bipetalous.

di-phase (di'faV), adj. [di- + phase], in electricity, gener-
ating, carrying, or run by two alternating currents

__ _, _ v , ft n. a chemical compound,
(CHf)t, the molecule of which consists of two chem-
ically combined phemyl groups; biphenyl.

di-phen-yl-a-mine (di-fen'l-9-men', di-fe'n'1-am'in), n.

[at- + phenyl + amme], a colorless, crystalline chemical

compound, (Cells) sNH, used as a stabiE^er of explo-
sives, as a test for nitric acid, and in making dyes.

di-phos-gene (di-fos^jen), n. a poisonous liquid com-
pound, CICOaCClu, related to phosgene and ftsed as a

chemical warfare.

(ctlf-tfeeVI-, dSp-thftrl-?). n. fFr. _.,,.

(coined by BretcBfKMi, 1855) < Gr. diphtkera,
skin, leather < ttphcin, to tan hides!, an acute infec-

tious disease characterized by weakness, high fever, and
the formation in the air passages of a membrane which
interferes with breathing: it is caused by a bacillus.

diph-the-ri-al Cdif-thM-d. dip-th&r'i^l), adj. of or
characteristic of diphtheria; diphtheritic.

diph*ther-lc (dif-ther'ik, dip-ther'ik), adL diphtheritic.
diph.the-riHc (dif'tha-rit'ik, dip'tha-rit'ik), off. [ < Fr.

dtphthtrtte, Bretonneau's earlier name (1821) for the
disease (see DIPHTHERIA) ; -f- -wj, 1. of, characteristic of,

or like diphtheria. 2. having diphtheria.
diph-thon (dif'thdrj, dip'thdn, dif'thoq), n* JFr. diph-
tnongue; LL. diphthongns; Gr. dipMtongos < at-, two +
fhthongos, voice, sound < phtkengesfhai, to utter],
in phonetics, a complex sound made by gliding con-
tinuously from the position for one vowel to that for
another within the same syllable. Examples: on, IPA
[ail],

in house; oi, IPA [oi], in coil. In many languages,
diphthongs can be interpreted and phonetically written
as a vowel followed by a semivowel (glide), as in the
alternative IPA [haws], house, [kojl], coil.

diph-thon-gal (djf-th6rj'gl, dip^hon'g*!, dif-thor/gl),
adj. of, like, or constituting a diphthong.

diph-thong-i-za-tion (dif'th6n-i-za'shant dif'thotj-I-za'-

shsn), n. a diphthongizing or being diphthongized.
diph-thong ize (dif'th&rj-iz', dip'ih6n-iz', dif'thoij-IzO,
v.t. [DIPHTHONGIZED (-izd

f
), DIPHTHONGIZING], to make

a diphthong of (a simple vowel); pronounce as a
diphthong, tu. to become a diphthong.
diphyHous (di-fil'ss), adj.[di- -f -phyllous], in botany,
having two leaves or sepals.

dlp-lo- (diplo, di^la), f< Gr. diplops, double], a com-
bining form meaning two, double, twin, as in diplococcus:

'

also, before a vowel, dipl-.

dlp-lo-coc-cus (dip'b-kok'as), n. [pi. DIPLOCOCCI
(-kok'si)], [diplo- + coccus], any of a group of parasitic
bacteria occurring in jmirs, as the pneumococcus that
causes lobar pneumonia.

di plod o-cus (di-plod's-kas), n. [Mod. L. < diplo- +
Gr. dokos, a beam, shaft], a huge, herbivorous dinosaur
of the Upper Jurassic of western North America.

dip loid (dip/loid), adj. [dipl- + ~oid\,
1. twofold. 2. in

biology, having twice the number oi chromosomes nor-
mally occurring in a germ cell: most somatic cells are
diploid. n. in biology, a diploid cell. Opposed to haploid.

di-plo-ma (di-plo'ma), n. [L.; Gr. dipldma, letter folded
double < diploos, double], 1. an official state document
or historical document; charter. 2. a ^certificate con-
ferring honors, privileges, etc. 3. a certificate isstted to
a student by a school, college, or university, indicating
the completion of a prescribed course oi study, or
conferring a degree.

di-plo-ma-cy (di-plo'ma-si), n. [pi. DIPLOMACIES (-siz)J,

[Fr. diplomatie < diplomate; see DIPLOMAT!, 1. tiie

conducting of relations between nations, as m making
agreements. 2. skill in doing this; hence, 3. skill in

dealing with people; tact. SYN. see tact.

diplo-mat (dipla-matO, n. JFr. diplomate < diplo-
matique (after nouns ending in -ate, as aristocrate) <
Mod. L. diplomatics, diplomatic < L. diploma; see

DIPLOMA, I], 1. a representative of a government who
conducts relations with another government in the
interests of his own country; person whose career or

profession is diplomacy: abbreviated dipl. 2. a person
skilled in dealing with other people; tactful person.
dip lo-mate (dipas-mat^, n. [< diploma), a doctor who
is certified as a

^ specialist by a board in a particular
branch of medicine,

dip-lo-mat-ic (dipla-mat'ik), adj. [Fr. diplomatique;
see DIPLOMAT]* 1. of or connected with diplomacy:
abbreviated dipl. 2. tactful and adroit in dealing with
people. SYN. see suave.

dlplo*mat4-cal4y (dip'b-mat'i-kl-i, dip'fo-mat'ik-li),
CGI;, in a diplomatic manner; with diplomacy.
diplomatic corps, all the foreign envoys in residence at
the capital of a nation.

dip-lo-mat ics (dip'b-mat'iks) , n.^I. [construed as

sing.], 1. diplomacy. 2. the science of deciphering old
official and historical documents, determining their

authenticity and age, etc.

diplo ma tist (di-plo'ma-tist) , n. a diplomat.
diplopi-a (di-plo'pi-s), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. difloos,
double + dps, opis, the eye], an eye defect in which a
single object appears double; double vision.

di-plop-ic (di-plob'ik), adL of or having diplopia,
di-jplo-sis (di-plp'sis), n. [Gr. dipldsis, a aouoling], in

biology, doubling of the number of chromosomes
through the fusion of two haploid sets in the union
of gametes.
dip needle, a magnetic needle vertically suspended and
freely moving, used to indicate the direction of the
earth's magnetism: it is horizontal at the magnetic
equator (aclinic line) but vertical at the magnetic poles:
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dlp-no-an (dip'n5-n), adj. [< Gr. dipnoos, double-

breath^ < of- + pnoe, breath; + -<*fj
of a group of

fishes with lungs as well as gills. R. a dipnoan fish.

dl-pod-ic (dl-pod'ik), adj* of or in a dipody or dipodies.

dipo-dy (dip'a-di) t n. \pl. DIPODIES (-diz)], [Gr. difodia
< <!-, twice -f- potts, podos, the foot], a verse consisting
of two feet; dimeter.

di-po-lar (di-po'lir), adj, of or like a dipole.

dipole (di'polO. n* in physics & physical chemistry,

anything having two equal but opposite electric charges
or magnetic poles, as a hydrogen atom with its positive
nucleus and negative electron.

dip-per (dip
/
5r), n. La person whose work is dipping

something in liquid. 2. a thing for dipping, as a long-
handled cup or similar container. 3. [D-], either of two
groups of stars in the shape of a dipper, one (Big Dip-
per) in Ursa Major, the other (Little Dipper) in Ursa
Minor: see constellation, chart. 4. in zoology, any of

several dipping or diving birds, as the dabchick, grebe,
and water ouzel.

dip-so-ma-ni-a (dip'sa-ma'ni-a), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

dipsa, thirst -f- mania, madness], an abnormal and in-

satiable craving for alcoholic drink.

dip-so-ma-ni-ac (dip'so-ma'ni-ak), n. a person who has

dipsomania.
dip-so-ma-ni-a'Cal (dip'sa-ma-nl'a-kl), adj. of like, or

having dipsomania.
dip-stick tdip'stik'). n. La graduated metal rod for

measuring the quantity or depth of a substance in its

container, as of oil in an automobile crankcase. 2. a
small stick used to put snuff on the gums.

dipt (dipt), occasional past tense ana past participle of

dip.
Dipter-a (dip'tgr-e), n.pl. [Mod. L. < Gr. dipteros; see

DIPTEROUS], a large group of insects, including the

housefly, mosquito, gnat, etc., having one pair of

membranous wings.
dip-ter-al (dip't&r-al), adj. 1. dipterous. 2. in archi-

tecture, surrounded by a double row of columns.

dip-ter-on (dip'ter-onO. n [Gr. dipteron, neut. of dip-

teros; see DIPTEROUS], any dipterous insect.

dip-ter-ous (dip't&r-as), adj. [Gr. dipteros, having two
wings < M-t two 4- pteron, a wing], 1. having two
wings, as some insects, or two winglike appendages,
as some seeds. 2. of the Diptera.

dip-1
"~

1. anything folded so as to nave two leaves. 2. an
ancient writing tablet made up of a hinged pair of
wooden or ivory pieces folding to protect the inner
waxed writing surfaces. 3. a picture painted or carved
on two hinged tablets.
dir-dum (dir'dam, dur'dam), n. [Scot. & British Dial.],
a loud outcry of blame or rebuke.

dire (dlr), adj. -[DIRER (-gr), DIREST (-ist)], [L. dims;
fearfut dreadful: IE. base *dwei-, to fear, as in Gr.

deinos, fearful], dreadful; terrible; horrible; disastrous.

di-rect (da-rekt', di-rekf), adj. [ME. & OFr. directs; L.
directus, pp. of dirigere, to lay straight, put in a straight
line, direct < di-, dis-, apart, from -f regere, to keep
straight, rule, control; cf. REGENT], 1. straight; not
deviating; not roundabout; not turned aside; not inter-

rupted. 2. straightforward; not vajgue; frank; as, a
direct answer. 3. immediate. 4. with nothing or no
one between: as, direct contact. 5. in an unbroken line

of descent; lineal. 6. exact; complete: as, the direct

opposite. 7. not needing a mordant: said of certain

dyes. 8. by or of action of the people through popular
vote instead of through representatives or delegates.
9. in astronomy, from west to east: opposed to retro-

grade. 10. in mathematics, designating or of a relation
between variables in which one increases or decreases
with the other: as, a direct proportion: opposed to
inverse, v.t. 1. to manage the affairs of; guide; con-
duct; regulate; control. 2. to give authoritative in-
structions to (a person) ; ordain (that a thing be done);
order ; command. 3 . to move, turn, or point (aperson or

thing) toward a place, object, or goal; aim; head. 4.

to tell (a person) the way to a place. 5. to say (words,
etc.) to a specific person or persons, or in a specific

direction; address (remarks). 6. to write the address
on (a letter, etc.). 7. to plan the action and effects of

(a play, motion picture, etc.) and to supervise and
instruct (the actors and technicians) in the carrying
out of such a plan. v.t. 1. to give directions; make
a practice of directing, 2. to be a director, as of a
group of musicians, adv. in a direct manner; directly.
SYN. see command, conduct.

direct action, action aimed directly at achieving an
objective; especially, the use of strikes, demonstrations,
etc. in disputes between labor and management.

direct current, an electric current flowing in one direc-
tion: abbreviated D.C., d.c.

direct discourse, quotation of a person's exact words.
di-rec-tion (da-rek'shan, dl-rek'shan) , it* [L. directio, a
making straight, act of directing; see DIRECT], 1. a
directing; management; control. 2. the address on a
letter or parcel. 3. usually m pL instruction for doing,

operating, using, preparing, etc. 4. an order ; command.
5. the line in wnich or point toward which a moving per-
son or thing goes. 6. the way a person or thing faces or

points. 7. the line leading to a place: ast in the direc-
tion of Berlin. 8. an aspect, line of development, way
etc. : as, work in that direction. 9. in the theater, a} the
director's plan for achieving certain effects, as of acting.

lighting, etc. 6) his instructions to the actors, etc. lo!
in music, a word, phrase, or sign showing how a note]
chord, passage, etc. is to be played.

di-rec-tion-aF(da-rek'shan-l, di-rek'shan-'l), adj. I. Of
direction in space. 2. in radio, a) for telling the direc-
tion from which signals are coming, b) for sending radio
waves on one directed beam: as, a directional antenna.
direction finder, a device for finding out the direction
from which radio waves or signals are coming, as a loop
antenna that can be rotated freely on a vertical axis.

di-rec-tive (da-rek'tiv, di-rek'tiv), adj. 1. directing;
tending or intended to direct. 2. indicating direction.
n. a general instruction or order issued by a central
office, military unit, etc.

di-rect-ly (ds-rektli, dl-rektli), adv. L in a direct way
or line; straight. 2. without a person or thing coming
between; immediately: as, directly responsible. 3. ex-

actly; completely^; as, directly opposite. 4. instantly;
right away. con/. [Chiefly British], as soon as.

direct object, the word or words denoting the thing or

person that receives the action of a
t
transitive verb;

goal of a verbal action, as ball in he hit the ball.

Di-rec-toire (de'rek'twarO. n. [Pr. < ML. directorium;
see DIRECTORY], an executive body of five men in the
First Republic in Prance, given office October 27, 1795
and ousted November 9, 1799. adj. of or characteristic
of the Directoire period: said of furniture, dress,
etc.

di-rec-tor (da-rek'ter, di-rek'tgr), n. [Anglo-Fr. directour
< L. directus], 1. a person who directs or controls;
supervisor; manager. 2. a member of a board chosen to
direct the affairs of a corporation or institution. 3. a
person who directs the production of a play or film,
or the lighting, dancing, etc. 4. in music, a conductor.

di-rec*to-rate (da-rek'ta-rit, di-rek'ta-rit), n. 1. the
position of director. 2. a board of directors.

dl-rec-tp-ri-al (da-rek'tdr'i-al, dl'rek-to'ri-al) , adj. 1.

of a director or directorate. 2. of directing or man-
agement.
director-ship (da-rek't&r-ship', di-rek't&r-ship'), n.

{director + -snip], the position or term of a director.

di-rec-to-ry (dg-rek'ta-ri, di-rek'ts-ri), adj. [LL. direc-

torius < L. directus], directing; guiding; advising, n.

\pl. DIRECTORIES (-nz)], [ML. directorium < LL. direc-

torius], 1. a thing that directs. 2. a book of directions.
3. a book listing the names and addresses (and, often,
occupations) of a specific group of persons: as, a tele-

phone directory. 4. a directorate. 5. in the Anglican &*

Roman Catholic Churches, directions for worship. 6.

TD-], in French history, the Directoire.
direct primary election, a preliminary election at
which candidates for public office are chosen by direct
vote of the people instead of by delegates at a con-
vention: also primary (election) : closed primary elec-

tions are those in which voters must declare party
affiliation and are prohibited from voting for candidates
of another party.

direc-tress (da-rek'tris, dl-rek'tris), n. a woman
director.

di-rec-trix (da-rek'triks, dl-rek'triks), n.
\pl. DIREC-

TRIXES (-tnk-siz, trik-sez') DIRECTRICES (di'rek-tri'-
sez)], 1. a directress. 2. in geometry, a fixed line that
serves as a guide in drawing a curve or surface.
direct tax, a tax levied directly on the person by whom
it is to be paid, as an income tax or property tax.

dire-ful (dir'fal), adj. [dire + -ful], dreadful; terrible.

dirge (durj), n. [ME. dirge, aorge < L* dirige, imperative
of dirtgere, to direct: from the first word of the antiphon
Dirige, Domine, Deus meus, in conspectu tuo viam meant
(Direct. O Lord, my God, my way in thy sight), Psalm
5:8 in the Latin Office for the Burial of the Dead], 1. a
funeral hymn or requiem mass. 2. a song, poem, or
musical composition of grief or mourning; lament.

dir-i-gi-biM-ty rdir'i-js-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or state
of being dirigible.

dlr-i-gi ble (dir'HWl), adj. [< L. dirigere (see DIRECT) ;

-f -tMe], that
can be directed
or steered, n. a
balloon that
can be steered,
especially such
a long, cigar-
shaped, motor-
driven balloon
with a cabin
underneath.
dir i-ment (dir'a-mant),
dirimere, to interrupt: cf.

solutely void; nulMymg-
pediment, in the Roman,
that automatically annuls a marriage.
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dirk (dBrkl, n [so stalled bv Dr. Johnson", earlier dark,

drk; ? akin to G. dolch. Sw.. LC*. ddk (< IE. *<fcdfc.

to stab); ? influenced by name Dirk; cf. DERRICK}, a

short straight dagger. v.L to stab with a dirk.

dkl (did, durl), v.t. vJ. [v&r. of Scot, thirl, to pierce
< ME. thirl**, thrillen; d. THRILL], to vibrate or

dirn-di (dfim'dl), n. [G. girl, dim. of dirne. girl, maid,
hussy; OHG. diorna, servant girl (akin to OS thiorna*

ON. tkerna) < Gmc. *iMwirna* servant's daughter,

daughter of a vassal < *thhaa~, servant; akin to AS.
tkeow, servant, slave}, 1. a kind of dress with a full

skirt, gathered waist, and close-fitting bodice. 2. such
a skirt without a bodice: also dirndl skirt.

dirt (dUrt), n. [ME. dirt < drit; ON. dritr, excrement,
dirt; akin to jLG., Fl. drevt, AS. driton, to excrete;
IE. base *dhreid, to excrete], 1. any unclean or soiling

matter, as mud, dust, trash, etc.; filth. 2. earth or

garden soil. 3. anything common or filthy: as, he treats

me like dirt. 4. dirtiness; tmcleanness; meanness. 5.

obscene writing or speaking ; i>omography. 6. malicious
talk or gossip. 7. in gold mining* the gravel, soil, etc.

from which gold is separated by washing or panning.
do one dirt, [Slang], to do harm to one, as by deception
or malicious gossip.

dirt-cheap (dftrt'chep')* adj. & cdp. [Colloq.], as cheap
as dirt; very cheap.

dirt farmer, FColloq.], a fanner who does his own farm-

ing: distinguished from gentleman-farmer,
dirt-Hy (dtlr'tl-i), adv. in a dirty manner.
dirt i-ness (dur'ti-nis), n. the quality or state of being

dirt-y (dur'ti), adj. [DIRTIER (-ti-ir), DIRTIEST (-ii-ist)],

1. soiled or soiling with dirt; unclean. 2. obscene;

pornographic: as, dirty jokes. 3. contemptible; mean.
4. grayish, muddy, or clouded : as, a dirty green. 5. pro-

ducing much fallout: said of nuclear weapons. 6. in

nautical usage, squally; rough: as, dirty weather, v.t. &
v.i. [DIRTIED (-tid), DIRTYING], to make or become
dirty; soil; tarnish; stain.
SYN. dirty is applied to that which is covered or filled with

any kind of dirt and is the broadest of these terms (a dirty

face, a dirty room); soiled generally suggests the
_presence of

superficial dirt in an amount sufficient to impair cleanness
or freshness (a sotted shirt) ; grimy suggests soot or granular
dirt deposited on or ingrained in a surface (a miner with a

grimy face) ; filthy is applied to that which is disgustingly dirty

(filthy as a pigpen) ; foul implies extreme filth that is grossly
offensive or loathsome because of its stench, putridity, or

corruption (foul air). ANT. clean.

Dis (dis), n. FL.J, in Roman mythology, 1. the god of the
lower world: identified with the Greek god Pluto.
2. his realm; the lower world; Hades.

dis- (dis; in some words, diz), [< OFr. or (usually) L.;
OPr. des- < L. dis- (di- before b, d, g, vt m, n t I, r; dif-

before/) < IE. *dis- (< *dwis-, twice, in two; cf. BI-,

TWO), whence also AS. te- t OS. & OFris. te-, ti-, OHG.
2*- ze~, Goth, dis-, etc.; cf. DE-], a prefix denoting, in

general, separation^ negation, or reversal: 1. used to

form verbs: a) from word bases not actually found as

individual English words: meaning away, apart, as in

dismiss, disperse; &) from nouns: meaning deprive of,

expel from, as in disfrock, disbar; c) from adjectives:

meaning cause to be the opposite of, as in disable? rf)

from other verbs: meaning fail, cease, refuse to, as in

dissatisfy, disappear, disallow; do the opposite of, as in

disjoin, disintegrate; intensifying the action, as in dis-

annul. 2. used to form adjectives from other simple or

verbal adjectives: meaning nott *m- the opposite o/, as

in dishonest, dissatisfied, displeasing. 3. used to form
nouns from other simple ox verbal nouns: meaning
opposite of, lack of, as in disease, disunion,

dis- (dis), di- (twice, double).
dis., 1. distance. 2. distant. 3. distribute.

dis-a-biM-ty (dis'a-bil'a-ti), n. [pL DISABILITIES (-tiz)l

1. a disabled condition. 2. that which disables, as ill-

ness. 3, a legal disqualification or incapacity.
disability clause* in life insurance, a clause entitling a

policyholder who becomes totally and permanently
disabled to cease premium payments and, often, to

receive a specified monthly income, without losing any
part of the life insurance given by the policy.

disable (dis-a'bl), v.t. [DISABLED (-b'ld) r DISABLING],

[dis- + able], 1, to make unable or unfit; cripple; inca-

pacitate. 2. to make legacy incapable; disqualify

legally. SIN. see malm, .

dis able ment (dis-a'bl-rmant), j^ La disabling or

being disabled, 2. that which disables, .,.<.,
dis-a-buse (disfe-'bft&O, ** [dis- -f atyuse], tond of false

ideas; undeceive. t

di-saocha-ride (d*-sak'a-rid'f d!-sakVrMX n- [d*~ +
saccharidel any of a group of sugars with a common
formula, CnHzsOu, as sucrose, maltose, and lactose,
which on hydrolysis yield two monosaccharideS".

* v'*f l^E. disacorden;

; see ws- * JWXOR0J, to refuse to agree; dis-

agree, n. lack of accord; discord; disagreement.
di*ac-ared*it (disVkred'tt), v.L to causa to b no
longer accredited, or authorized.

dis-ac-cix-toai (dU'^-kus'Um). v.t* [OFr, msmmtnm^r;
see DIS- & ACCI*STOM], to rid of a habit; cause to be
unaccustomed (to something).

dis-ad-Yan-tage (dis'ad-vairtftj* dis ad-vairtij), n. [ME.
di&adiauntagt; OFr. damanta&f see DI&- & ADVANTAGE),
t. an unfavorable situation or circumstance; drawback;
handicap. 2. loss; injury; detriment, v.t. to act to the

disadvantage of.

at a disadvantage, in an unfavorable situation (for

doing something).
dis ad-van tageous (dis-ad 'van-tS'jas, dif ad-v^n-ta'-
JSG), adj. causing or characterized by disadvantage;
unfavorable; adverse.

dis-af-feet (disVfektO* v.t. to cause to los affection

for; make unfriendly, discontented, or disloyal,
dis-af fect-ed (disVfek'tid), adj. [pp.

of disaffect], un-
friendly, discontented, or disloyal, especially toward
the government.

dls-af-fee-tion (dis'a-fek
f
sjisn), n. the absence or with-

drawal of affection or loyalty; discontent or disloyalty,
especially toward the government.

dis-af-firm (dis'^-fftrar). v.t- [dis- -f affirm], I. to deny
or contradict (a former statement). 2. in law, a) to
refuse to abide by (a contract, agreement, etc.} ; repu-
diate, b) to reverse or set aside (a former decision).

dis-af-firm-ance^ (dis'a-fuVmans), n. a disaffirming;
denial; repudiation.

dis af fir-ma-tion (dis'af-eY-ma'shsn) n disaffirmance.
dis-af-for-est (dis'a-for'ist, disVfor'ist) , v.t [ML. dfc-

afforestare; see DIS- & AFFOREST], L in English lax, to
reduce from the legal status of a forest to that of

ordinary land. 2. to deforest.

dis-a-gree (disVgreO. ** [Ft. dfsagr&er; see ws- &
AGREE!, 1. to fail to agree; be different; differ. 2. to
differ in opinion; hence, 3. to quarrel or dispute. 4. to
be unsuitable or harmful (followed by with): as, mid-
night snacks disagree with me.

dis-a-gree-a-ble (dis'a-gre's-b'l), adj. [Fr. d$sagr$able;
see DISAGREE), 1. not to one's taste; unpleasant; repug-
nant ; offensive. 2. hard to get along with

; quarrelsome.
dlis-a-gree-a-bly (dis's-gre'0-bli), adv. 1. in a disagree-
able manner. 2, to a disagreeable extent.

dis-a-gree-ment (dis'a-^re'msnt), n. 1. a disagreeing;
refusal to agree, 2. difference; incongruity; discrep-
ancy: as, there is disagreement between the aecQtmts.
3. difference of opinion. 4. a quarrel or dispute.
dia-aMow (disVlouO* w ** [ME. dAsalonen; OFr. dem-
loner* to blame, disapprove* of; see J>13- & Aixow}, to
refuse to allow; reject as untrue, invalid, or illegal
dis-aHow-ance (disVlcu'dns), n. a dissllowtBg.
dis-annul (dis'a-nuF) , v.t. [dis-, intens. + amml], to
cancel completely; annul.

dis a-noint (dis's-nointOt v.t. [dis- + anoint], to annul
the anointing or consecration of.

dis-ap'pear (dis's-pe^rOt w. [dis- 4* appear}* 1. to cease

to be seen; go out of sight. 2. to cease being; go out of

existence; become lost or extinct. ~SYN. see vanish,

dis-ap-pear-ance (dis'a-p&r'ans), n. the act or fact of

disappearing.
dis-ap point (dis'a-pointO. v.t. [QFr. de$apointir; see
DIS- &. APPOINT], 1 . to fail to satisfy tib hopes or expec-
tations of. 2. to break one*s promise to, 3. to prereut
or undo the intended result of; balk; thwart; as, the
weather disappamM tfaeir plans, .

dis-ap point ed (dis^a-poin'tid), 4/^ [pp. of disappoint],
mad!e unhappy by the failure of one's hopes or ex-

pectations.
disappointed of, presented from fulfilling, achieving,
or obtaining.

dis-ap'point-naeiit (disVpoint'mant), n. La disap-

pointing. 2. the condition, or feeling of being disap-

pointed. 3. a person of thing that causes this.

diS'ap*pro*ba-tion (dis'ap^ra-ba/shan, dis-*ap rs-ba'-

shon), n. [dis- 4- approbation], disapproval; dislike.

disap-prov-al (disVproov''!), n. 1. a disapproving;
failing to approve. 2. unfavorable opinion; dislike..

dis-ap-prove (dis's-proov'), v.t. [dis- + approve], 1. to

have or express an unfavorable opinion of; consider

(something) wrong; condemn. 2. to refuse to approve;

dis-arm (dis-armO v.t. [ME. disarmen; OFr.
see DIS- & ARM, v.], 1. to take away weapons frow* 2. to

deprive of the ability to hurt; mafee harmless. 3, to

overcome the hostility of; make frleniily, p.f. 1. to

lay down arms. 2. to reduce or do away with armed
forces and armaments.

dis ar ma-ment (disnar'ms-msnt), n. J. a disarming.
2, the reductioti o^ arwd fqrces ai\<i armaments, as

to a limitation; set by fawtfy. $ a farmed condition.

*
tea, Syen, h^re, qvSry Is, bite;

letsureuu, ring; a for r
*
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dis-arm-ing (dis-arm'trj), adj. fppr. of disarm\, removing,
suspicions, fears, or hostility.

dig ar-range (disVranjO, v-t- [dis- -f arrange], to put
out of order or arrangement; unsettle; disorder.

dis-ar-range-ment fdis's-ranj'mant), n. a disarranging
or being disarranged.

dis-ar ray (dis'a-ra'), v.t. [OFr. desareer: see Dis- &
ARRAY], 1. to throw into disorder or confusion; upset.
2. to take the clothes off; undress, n. [prob. < OPr.
*desarei (Pr. dlsarroi) < the .], 1. disorder; confusion,
2. disorder or insufficiency of clothing. SYN. see con-
fusion.

dis ar-tic u late (dis'ar-tik'yoo-latO, v.t. [dis- + artic-

ulate], to separate or amputate at the joint or joints;
disjoint.

dis-ar*tic-xi -la-tion (dis'ar-tik'yoo-la'shsn), n. a dis-

articulating or being disarticulated.
dis as-sem-ble (disVsem'bl), v.t. [dis- -f assemble], to
take apart.

dis-as-sem-bly (dis'a-sem'bli), n. a disassembling or

being disassembled.
dis-as-so-ci-ate (dis'a-so'shi-at') v.t. to dissociate.

dis-as-ter (di-zas'ter, di-zas'ter), n. [OPr. desastre; It.

disastro < L, dis- + astrum < Gr. astron (see ASTRAL),
a star: from astrological notions; cf. ILL-STARRED], any
happening that causes great harm or damage; serious
or sudden misfortune; calamity.
SYN. disaster implies great or sudden misfortune that
results in loss of life, property, etc. or that is ruinous to an
undertaking; calamity suggests a grave misfortune that brings
deep distress or sorrow to an individual or to the people at

large; catastrophe is specifically applied to a disastrous end
or outcome; cataclysm suggests a great upheaval, especially
a political or social one, that causes sudden and violent change
with attending distress, suffering, etc.

dis-as-trous (di-zas'tras, di-zas'trss), adj. [Pr. desas-

treux], of the nature of a disaster; causing great harm,
damage, grief, etc. ; calamitous,

dis*a-vow (dis's^vou') v.t. [ME. disavouen; OPr. desa-

wuer; see DXS- & AVOW], to deny any knowledge or

approval of, oar responsibility for; disclaim; disown;
repudiate.

dls-a-vow-al (dis'a-vou'al), n. a disavowing; refusal to

acknowledge, approve* etc. ; repudiation.
dis-band (dis-bandO, v.t. [MFr. desbander; see Dis- &
BAND}, 1. to break up (an association^ organization).
2, to dismiss from military service, v.i. to cease to exist
or function as an. organization; scatter; disperse.
dis-band-ment (dis-band'mant), n. a disbanding or
being disbanded.

dis-bar (dis-bSrO, v.t. [DISBARRED (-bard')r DISBARRING],
to expel (a lawyer) from the bar; deprive of the right
to practice law. SYN. see exclude.

t

dis-bar-ment (dis-bar'ment), n- a disbarring or being
disbarred.

dls-be-lief (dis'bi-lefO, n. refusal to believe; absence of
belief. SYN. see unbelief.

dis-be-lieve (dis'bi-leV), v.t. to fail to believe f reject as
untrue. v.i. to fail to believe (in).
dis-branch (dis-branch', dis-branch') , v.t. 1. to break
or cut off (a branch). 2. to cut the branches from;

dis-bur-den (dis-burM'n), v.t. 1. to relieve of a burden
or of anything burdensome. 2. to get rid of (a burden) .

vi. to nd oneself of a burden.
dis-burs a-ble (dis-bur'so-bl), adj. that can be dis-

bursed; to be disbursed.
dis-burse (dis-bftrs'), v.t. [DISBURSED (-bursf), DIS-

BURSING], [OFr. desoourser; see DIS- & BOURSE], to pay
out; expend.

dis-burse-ment (dis-burs'mant), n. 1. a disbursing.
2. money disbursed; expenditure.

disc (disk), n. a disk.

disc., 1. discount. 2. discovered. 3. discoverer.
dis-calced (dis-kalst') f adj. [< L. discalceatus, unshod:
dis-, not -j- calceatus, a sandal, shoe, etc. < pp. of
calceare, to provide with slioes < calcew, a shoe < calx,
a heel], barefooted: applied especially to members of
certain religious orders.

dis-cant (dis'kant/or ike ., dis-kant'/or the *.), n. A iu.
descant.

dis-card (dis-kard';/or., dis'kard), v.t. [OFr. descarier;
prob. < des- -f carle; see DIS- & CARD (stiff paper)],
1. in card games, a) to throw away (an ttndesired card
or cards). &) to play (a card other than a trump and not
in the suit led) ; hence, 2. to throw away, abandon, or
get rid of as no longer valuable or useful. v.i. in card
games, to make a discard, n. 1. a discarding. 2. the
state of being discarded: as, that coat has been in
discard for some time. 3. something discarded. 4. in
card games, the card or cards discarded.
dis-cera (di-zurn', di-sftrn'), v.t. [ME. discernen; OFr.
discerner; L. discernere: dts-, apart + cernere, to sep-
arate], 1. to separate (a thing) mentally from another
or others; recognize as separate or different. 2. to
perceive or recognize; make out clearly. IM. to per-
ceive or recognize the difference.
SYN. ^discern implies a making out or recognizing of some-
thing visually or mentally (to discern one's motives) ; perceive

implies recognition by means of any of the senses, and, witb
reference to mental apprehension, often implies keen under-
standing or insight (to perceim & change in attitude) : distin-
guish, in this connection, implies a perceiving clearly or
distinctly by sight, hearing, etc. (he distinguished the voices of
men down the hall); observe and notice both connote some
measure of attentiveness, and usually suggest use of the sense
of sight (to observe an eclipse, to notice the brand of cigarettes
a person smokes).
discern i-ble (di-zQrn'a-b

1

!, di-surnVbl), adj. [LL.
discernibilis], that can be discerned; perceptible.

dis-cera-i-bly (di-zurn'a-bli, di-surn'3-bli), adv. so as to
be discernible; noticeably j perceptibly.

dis-cern-ing (di-zurn'in, di-sfirn'ii)), adj. [ppr. of dis-
cern], keenly perceptive; shrewd; astute.

dis cern-merit (di-zurn'mant, di-surn'msnt), n. 1. a
discerning. 2. the power of discerning; keen percep-
tion or judgment; insight; acumen.

dis-cerp-ti-ble (di-surp'ta-bl), adj. [< L. discerptus,
pp. or discerpere, to pluck to pieces (< dis-, apart -f
carpere, to pluck) ; + -ible], that can oe torn apart or

divided; separable; divisible.

dis-charge (dis-ch2rj'; also, for n. t dis'charj')t v.t. [ME.
discharges.; OFr. descharger; LL. *di$carricare, to un-
load < L. dis-, from -f- carrus, wagon, car], 1. to
relieve of or release from something: as, discharged
of suspicion, discharged from the army. 2. to relieve
of or release from a burden; specifically, o) to re-
move the cargo of (a ship); -unload, b) to release the
charge of (a gun) ; fire, c) to relieve (a servant, jury,
etc.) of office; dismiss from service, d) to release (a
prisoner) from jail, (a defendant) from suspicion, fa
patient) as cured, (a Bankrupt) from obligations. 3. to
release or remove (that with which a person or thing is

burdened, etc.); specifically, a) to unload (a cargo).
&) to shoot (a projectile), c) to remove (dye) from
cloth. 4. to relieve oneself or itself of (a burden, load,
etc.) ; specifically, a) to throw off; send forth; emit: as,
the sore discharges pus. b) to get rid of; acquit oneself
of; pay (a debt) or perform (a duty). 5. in architecture,
to relieve (a wall, etc.) of excess pressure by distribu-
tion of weight; also, to distribute (weight) evenly over a
supporting part. 6. in electricity, to remove stored
energy from (a battery or condenser). 7. in law, to
release (a person} from debt, duty, etc. v.i. 1. to get
rid of a burden, load, etc. 2. to be released or thrown
off. 3. to fire; go off: said of a gun, etc. 4. to emit
waste matter: said of a wound, etc. n. [OFr. descharge
< the .], 1. a discharging or being discharged (in all

senses). 2. that which discharges, as a legal order for

release, a certificate of dismissal from military service,
etc.; hence, 3. a seaman*s record of service. 4. that
which is discharged, as pus from a sore. 5. a flow of

electricity across a gap, as in a spark. SYN. see free.

dis-ci pie (di-sl'p'l), n. [ME. < OFr. disciple, deciple or
AS. aisciful; both < L. discipulus < *di$cipere (con-
trasted with praecipere, to teacfi; see PRECEPT), to learn,
comprehend, treat, decide; orig., prob., to take apart
completely < dis-, apart (see DIS-) 4- -cipere < capere,
to hold, take, seize], 1. a pupil, follower, or adherent
of any teacher or school of religion, learning, art, etc.
2. an early follower of Jesus, especially one of the twelve
apostles. 3. [D-], a member of the )isciples of Christ.
SYN. see follower.

dis ci pie-ship (di-si'pl-ship'), n. [disciple + -ship], 1.

the position of a disciple. 2. the duration of this.

Disciples of Christ, a Christian denomination which
makes the Bible the only basis for faith and practice,
holds Communion every Sunday, and baptizes by
immersion: organized in 1809 by Alexander Campbell,

dis ci plin-a-ble (dis'9-plin'0-bl), adj. [LL. disciplina-
bilis], that can or should be disciplined.
disciplinal (disVplI'n'l, dis's-plin-l), adj. of, or

having the nature of, discipline.
dis-ci-plin-ant (dis'9-plin-snt), n. a person who dis-

ciplines himself; specifically, [D-], any member of a
former Christian sect in Spain who flagellated and
otherwise tortured themselves publicly as a means of

discipline.
dis ci-pli-nar-i-an (dsVpH-n&r'i-on), adj. disciplinary.
n 1. a person who enforces discipline; 2. a believer
in strict discipline.

dis-ci pli-nar-y (dis's-pli-ner
7
!), adj. of or for discipline.

dis ci pline (dis'a-pHn), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. disciplina <
dis&piMst see DISCDPLE], 1. a branch of knowledge or
learning. 2. training that develops self-control, char-
acter, or orderliness and efficiency. 3. the result of
such training ; sen-control ; orderlv conduct. 4. accept-
ance of or submission 'to authority and control. 5. a
system of rules or methods, as for the conduct of mem-
bers of a monastic order, 6. treatment that corrects or
punishes, v.t. (DISCIPL^P) (-plind), DisciPLiNiNCrl
1. to subject to discipline; 'train; control. 2. to punish.
SYN. see punish.

disclaim (disJdfimO, v.K JAngfcHEr. &OFri desdawe^!
see DIS- & CLAIM], 1. to g*ve f tip or renounce any daim
to or connection with; disown. 2t''to refuse tofacknowlr
edge; deny; repudiate. ,
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dis-claim-er (oSs-klam'gr), n.
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discover

used as n.) a disclaiming; denial or renunciation, as of

a claim, title, etc.

dis-cla-ma-ticm (dis'kla-ma'shan), n. a disclaiming;
renunciation; repudiation.
dis-close (dis-kloz'). * [ME. duclosen < base of FT.

desclore; see DIS- & CLOSE, .], 1. to uncover; bring into

the open. 2. to reveal; make known, n. [Obs.], dis-

closure, SYN. see reveal.

dis-clos-ure (dis-klo'zher), n. 1. a disclosing or being
disclosed; revealment. 2. a thing disclosed.

dis-cob-o-ius (dis-kob'9-Us). n. [L. < Gr. diskohdos <
diskos. discus + ballein, to throw], 1. a discus thrower.

2. fD-Jt a famous Greek statue of a discus thrower, said

to nave been made by Myron (5th century B.C.).

dis-cog-ra-phy (dis-kog'ro-n) n. [pi. DISCOGRAPHIES
.f-nz)]T[< Sis* (sense 4) -f- -(o}graphy, as in bibliography].
1 . the systematic study and cataloguing of phonograph
records. 2. a list of the recordings of a particular

performer, composition, classification, etc.

dig-cold (dis'koid), adj. [LL. discoides; Gr. diskoeides,

disk-shaped < diskos, a disk + eidos, form], shaped like

a disk. n. 1. anything shaped like a disk. 2. a dental

instrument with a circular or disklike blade.

dis-coi-dal (dis-koi'dl) , adj. discoid.

dis-col-or (dis-kul'Sr), v.t. & v.L [ME. descolouren; OFr.
descolourer; see DIS- & COLOR), to change in color; stain.

dis-col-or-a-tlon (dis-kuKcr-a'shsn), n. 1. a discoloring
or being discolored. 2. a discolored spot or mark.

dis-col-or-ment (dis-kul'er-msnt), n. discoloration.
t

dis-coI'Our (dis-kul'Sr), v.t. & v.i. to discolor: British

dS^com'fit (dis-kum'fit), v.t. [MB. discomfiten < OFr.

desconjit, pp. of desconfire; LL. disconficere; L. dis {-

conficere; see CONFECT], 1. originally, to defeat; over-

throw; put to night; hence, 2. to overthrow the plans
or expectations of; thwart; frustrate. 3. to make
uneasy; confuse: disconcert. SYN. see embarrass.
diS'Com-fi-ture (dis-kum'n-che'r) >

, n. 1. a discomfiting
or being discomfited. 2. confusion; embarrassment.

dis-com-fort (dis-kum'fSrt), n. [ME.; OFr. desconfort <
desconforter, to discourage; see DIS- & COMPORT], 1.

absence of comfort; uneasiness; hardship; distress.
2. anything causing this. v.t. to cause discomfort to.

dis-com-fort-a-ble (dis-kum'fer-ta-bl) , adj. [Rare],

causing discomfort; uncomfortable.
dis-com-mend (dis'ka-mendO, v.t. 1. a) to express
disapproval of: opposed to commend. 6) to speak of

dissuasively: opposed to recommend. 2. [Obs.], to
cause to be viewed or received with disfavor.

dis-com-mode (dis'ka-mod') , v.t [DISCOMMODED (-id),

DISCOMMODING], [< dis- -f L. commodare, to make suit-

able; see ACCOMMODATE], to inconvenience; disturb.

dis-com-mod-i-ty fdis'ks-mod's-ti), n. [pi. DISCOMMOD-
ITIES (-tiz)], 1. inconvenience; disadvantage. 2. in

economics* anything that lacks utility.
dis-com-mon (dis-kom/an) , v.t. 1. at Oxford and
Cambridge universities, to prohibit (a tradesman) from
dealing with the undergraduates, as f9r some infrac-

tion 01 the rules. 2, in /aw, a) to deprive of the right
of using a common, as for pasturage. 6) to cause (a

common) to become private property.
dis corn-pose (dis'kom-poz'), v.t. [dis- + compose], I.

t9 disturb the calm of; ruffle; agitate; disconcert. 2. to

disorder; disarrange. SYN. see disturb.

dis-com-po-sure (dis'kain-po'zhgr) n. [< discompose,
after composure], lack of composure; discomfiture.

dis-con-cert (dis kdn-surt/), v.t, [OFr. desconcerter; see

Dis- & CONCERT], 1. to upset or frustrate (plans, etc.).

2. to upset the composure or self-possession of; embar-
rass; confuse. SYN. see embarrass.

dis-cqn-form-i-ty (dis
/
k9n-f6rm'a-ti), n. lack of con-

formity.
dis con nect (oWks-nekt'}, v.t. 1. to break or dissolve

the connection between; separate; detach. 2., to turn
off the current in (an, electrical appliance) by breaking
the connection with the main circuit.

dis-con nect ed (das'ks-nek'tid), & [pp. of disconnect],
1. separated; detached; unrelated. 2* broken up into
unrelated parts; incoherent.

dis con-nee tion (djtsfks^nek'shan), m* 1. a discon-

necting. 2. the condition of being disconnected.
dis-con-so late (dis-kon'sa4it), adj. |ME. disconsolat;
ML. disconsolate; L. di&- 4- consolakus, pp. of consolaen,;

see DIS- & CONSOLE, .], 1. not to be comforted; incon-

solable; hopeless; dejected; sad. 2. caumag or sug-.

gesting tiiscomfort or dejection; cheerless; gloomy,
dis-con-tent (dis'kQn-tentO , adj discontenteaL nu lack
of coateaitiaent^'dissatisfa'ction,; restlisss desiie for^soxafln

thing more or different v.t. to make discontented.
dis-con-tent ed (dis'ksn-ten'tid), adj. not cpnteofced.
dis-con tent ment (das'kan-tent'itiQnt), n. disccwfeent^

dis-con-tin-uance (dis'kan-tin^-ansV 'n. {^0o-^;
see !DiscONTiNtE &i -AKCE], 1- a stopiping w bejaog

stopped^ cessation or mteirniption. ,
2; ialaw, me ttep-

ruption or eadiiag *fi'iuL titifofrbeoaotoa ctf^ei'pteiatws

failure to prosecute it properly, or becais^ of a dismissal.

dfe-coii*tiii*U'a-tioi ffis
f
kafi-t!ii'u"2/slian), n. |Pr.;

ML. discontinm^ml, diottniiance.
dis con-tin lie (dis'kan-tin'u), v.t. fPr. diseoniixucr;
ML. discamtinuare; se Dis- & cowriHUEL 1. to stop;

cease; break off; give a|>. 2. in lemt to effect a discon-

tinuance of (a
dis-con-ti-nu-3 , ,

-ti>, n. [< discontinue,

tinuity; lack of logical Quence. 2. a gap or break.
dis con-tin-u ous (dis'kan-tin'u-ss), adj. not continu-

ous; broken up bv interniptioos or gaps; intermittent*
discord (dis'k6rd), n. [ME. discord, discord; OFr.
descorde, discorde < descorder, disewrder; L. discordare,
to be at variance, differ, be out of harmony < discors*

unlike, discordant < dts-, apart + car* cordis, heart],
1. lack of concord; disagreement; dissension; incom-
patibility; conflict. 2. a harsh or confused noise, as the
sound of battle; clash; din. 3. in nviufc^a lack of

harmony in tones simultaneously sounded; inliarmonl-
ous combination of tones; dissonance. va (dis-k6Yd

/
)*

to disagree; be inharmonious; clash.
SYN. discord denotes disagreement or lack of concord tad
may imply quarreling between persons, clashing qualities in

things, dissonance in sound, etc.; strife stresses the straggle
to win out where there is a conflict or disagreement; conten-
tion suggests verbal strife as expressed in argument, contro-

versy, dispute, etc.; dissension implies difference of optmcm,
usually suggesting contention between opposing groups in a
body.- ANT. harmony, agreement.
dis-cord-ance (dis-k5r'd

f

ns), n. discord; disagreement.
dis-cord*an-cy (dis-kdr'd'n-si), n. [pi. DISCORDANCIES
(-siz)J, discordance.

dls-cord-ant (dis-k6r'd*nt), adj. [ME. descordaunt; OFr.
descendant, ppr. of descorder; see oiscoRDj, 1. not in

accord; disagreeing; dissenting; differing; incongruous.
2. not in harmony; dissonant; clashing; jarring.
discount (discount), n. [Pr. descompte < desconter, to
count off; OFr. desconier < LL. *discomputafe; see DTS-

& COMPUTE], 1. a deduction from an original price or

debt, allowed for -paying promptly or in cash. 2. the
interest deducted in advance by one who buys, or lends

money on, a bill of exchange, promissory note^ etc. 3.

the rate of interest charged for discounting a bill, note,
etc. : also called discount rate. 4. a discounting, as of a
bill, note, etc. Abbreviated disc., disct.,;*dist. v.t.

(discount, dis-kount'), [OPr, desconter; see the n.], I.

to deduct; subtract. 2. to pay or receive the present
value of (a bill of exchange, promissory note, etc,),

minus a deduction to cover interest for the purchaser.
3. to deduct from; reduce the quantity, cost

r>
or value

of; hence, 4. to take (a story, statement, opinion, etc.)

at less than face value, allowing for exaggeration, bias,

etc. 5. to disbelieve or disregard entirely; set aside as
inaccurate or irrelevant. 6. to lessen the effect of by
anticipating; reckon with in advance. v.i. to lend

money with interest deducted in advance.
at a discount, 1. below the regular pricej below face

value. 2. worth little; unwanted and easily obtained
di8*coun-te*nance (dis-kotrn'ta-naiis)* v.t. fd&p-

J

~f-'fifw~

tenance], 1. to put to shame; disconcert; abash, 2. to
refuse approval or support to; frown on; discourage.
discount house, a retail store that sens its goods at a
marked discount below the advertised retail price.

dis-cour-age (disKkur'ij), v.t. JwscOUkAGED (-ijd),

DISCOURAGING}, [OPr, de&cofagier; see i>is- & COURAGE],
1. to deprive of courage; mafceles^ confident or hopeful;
dishearten. 2, to advise or persimde (a person) to

refrain. 3. to prevent or try* 1b prevent by disapprov-
ing or raising objecticms or obstacles.

dis-cour-age-meut (dls-klr'ij-msnt), n. [OPr. descor-

agement], L a discouragink. 2. the fact, state, or feel-

ing of being discouraged. 3. anything that discourages.

dis-cour-ag-ing (dia-kftrfHrj). adj. that discourages;

disheartening; depressing.
discourse (distfe, dfeTfeSrs; also, and for v. always*

dis-kdrs', dis-teSrsO, $. [OFr. discours; LL. discursus,

discourse < L., pp. of discurrere, to run to and fro;

dis-, from, in different directions + currere, to run], ,1.

eoi&mumcatjpn* by talking? conversation. 2. communi-
cation ih general/ ek^ecially as a subject of sttfd^. 3. a

long and formal treatment of a subject, in swech or

writing? lecture; sermon; treatise; dissert^tioji, 4.

[Archaic], ability to reason; rationality. t>a. [Dis-

CQUKSED C-ko-rst', -korstO, DISCOURSING], 1, to carry
on conversation; talk; confer. 2. to speak or wnte
(on or upon a subject) fornially and at some length, v.t.

1. to utter. 2. [Archaic], to tell. SYN. see speak.

diS'Cour-te-ous (dis-kur'ti-as), adj. not cpuifteous;

impolite; rude; ill-mannered. SYN. see riide.

dis*cour*te-sy (dis-kur'ts-si), ,/u ]l. l^ckj o^ courtesy;

impoliteness' bad manners; rttcleness^ 2. t^^- DISCOUR-
TESIES (-siz) J, a rude or impolite act or remark.

dis-cov-er (dis-kuv'gr) f v.t. [ME. discoveren; OPi;. ties-

covrir; LL. discoopemtfe, to dis^Qver, reveal; see
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COVER], 1. to be the first to find out, see, or know
about. 2. to find out; learn of the existence of; realize.
3. [Archaic], o) to reveal; disclose; expose, b) to uncover.
SYN. see learn.

dis-cov-ert (dis-kuv'eYt), adj. [ME.; OPr. descovert, lit.,

not covered, hence not protected; see DIS- & COVER],
in fcw, having no husband: said of a spinster, widow,
or divorcee.

dis*c0v-ex-y (dis-kuv'Sr-i}, n. [pi. DISCOVERIES (4z)],

[< discover, by analogy with recovery], 1. a discovering.
2. anything discoverea.

Discovery Day, Columbus Day.
Discovery Inlet, an arm of the Ross Sea, Antarctica.
dis-cred-it (dis-kred'it), v.t. [dis- + credit], I. to dis-

believe. 2. to show reason for disbelieving or distrust-

ing; cast doubt on. 3. to damage the credit or reputa-
tion of; disgrace, n. 1. absence or loss of belief or

trust; disbelief ; doubt. 2. damage to one's reputation;
loss of respect or status; disgrace; dishonor. 3. some-
thing that causes disgrace or loss of status.
dis cxed-it able (dis-kred'it-d-b'l), adj. that discredits;

damaging to one's reputation or status; disgraceful.

dia-cred-it-a-bly (dis-kred'it-o-bli), adv. 1. in a dis-

creditable manner. 2. to a discreditable extent.
discreet (dis-kref), adj. [ME. & OFr. discret < L.

descretus, pp. of discernere; see DISCERN], careful about
what one says or does; prudent. SYN. see careful.

diS'Crep-an*cy (dis-krep'an-si), n. [OPr. discrepance;
L. discrepantia < discrepans, ppr. of discrepare, to
sound differently; dis~t from -f crepare, to rattle,

chatter], 1. disagreement: difference; inconsistency.
2. [pi. DISCREPANCIES (-siz)j, an instance of this.

dis-crep-ant (dis-krep'ant}, adj. [OFr.], characterized

by discrepancy; differing; inconsistent; at variance.
dis-crete (dis-kret'), adj. [L. discretus; see DISCREET],
1. separate and distinct; unrelated. 2. made up of
distinct parts.

dis-cre-tion (dis-kresh'sn), n. [ME. & OFr. discretion;
L. discretio, separation, distinction < discretus; see

DISCREET], 1. the quality of being discrete; separation
or distinction; discontinuity. 2. [Rare], the action or

power of discerning; jud.gm.ent. 3. the freedom or

authority to make decisions and choices; power f
to

judge or act, 4. the quality of being discreet; a being
careful about what one does and says; prudence.
at one's discretion, in accordance with one's judgment.

dis-cre-tion-al (dis-kresh'an-l), adj. discretionary.
dis-cre-tion-ar-y (dis-kresh/8-ner'i), adj. left to one's

discretion; regulated by one's own judgment or choice.
dis crim-i-nate (dis-krim'a-natOf v.t. [DISCRIMINATED
(-id), DISCRIMINATING], f< L. discriminatus, pp. of

aiscriminare, to divide, distinguish < discrimen, divi-

sion, distinction, interval; dis- t apart + crimen, verdict,

judgment; see CRIME], 1. to constitute a difference be-

tween; differentiate. 2. to recognize as being different;
tell the difference between; distinguish. lu. 1. to see
the difference (between things) ; distinguish. 2. to make
distinctions in treatment; show partiality (in favor of)
or prejudice (against), adj. ((^krirn'o-nit), 1. dis-

tinct; distinguished. 2. involving discrimination; dis-

able to make or see fine distinctions; discerning.
treating differently: differential, as a tariff.

dis-criin-I-iia-tion/dis-kTim's-na'shan), n. [L. discrim-

inatio], 1. a dis<ainiinating; making or perceiving dif-
ferences and distinctions. 2. the ability to make or

perceive distinctions; perception; discernment. 3, a
showing of difference or favoritism in treatment.

dis-crlm-i-na-tive (dis-krim/3-na'tiv), adj. discriminat-
ing; distinguishing, discerning, or differential.

dis crim-i na-tor (dis-krim'a-na'ter), n. [LLJ, a person
who discriminates.

dis-crim-i-na-to-ry (dis-krimVno-tdr'i, dis-krim'a-no-
to'ri), adj. characterized by discrimination.

dis-crown (dis-kroun') v.t. to talce the crown away
from; dethrone; depose.

dis-cur sive (dis-kur'siv). adj. [ML. discursiws < L.
discursus; see DISCOURSE], 1. wandering from one topic
to another^ skimming over many apparently uncon-

subjects; rambling; desultory; digressive. 2. innected i

philosophy, going from premises to conclusions in
series of logical steps: distinguished from intuitive.

dis cus (dis'kss), n. [pi. DISCUSES (-iz), DISCI (dis'i)],
[L.; Gr. diskos, see

DISK], 1. a disk of
metal or stone, thrown
for distance as a test
of strength and skill.

2. the throwing of the
discus as a contest of

strength and skill: often
discus throw* \ H

dis-cuas (dis-kus'). v.t.

[MB. discussen, to ex- /v-n-^v
amine, scatter < L. dis* |V\l ^
CUMUS. pp. of discutire, DISCUS THROWER
to strike asunder, shake

apart, scatter < dis-, apart -f- quatere, to shake, beat!
1. to talk or write about; take up in conversation or in
a discourse; consider and argue the pros and cons of.

2. [Colloq.], to eat or drink (something) with enjoyment.
SYN. discuss implies a talking about something in a de-
liberative fashion, with varying opinions offered constructively
and, usually, amicably, so as to settle an issue, decade on a
course of action, etc.; argue implies the citing of reasons or
evidence to support or refute an assertion, belief, proposition,
etc.; debate implies a formal argument, usually on public
questions, in contests^ between opposing groups; dispute
implies argument in which there is a clash of opposing opinions,
often presented in an angry or heated manner.

dis cuss-i-ble (dis-kusVb'l), adj. that can be discussed.
dis cus-sion (dis-kush'an), n. [LL. discussio], a discuss-

ing; talk or writing in which the pros and cons of a

subject are considered.
under discussion, being discussed.

dis-dain (dis-dan'), v-L [ME. disdainen; OFr. desdaig-
nier; LL. *disdignari; L. dis-, not + dignari, to deign,
deem worthy < dignus, worthy; see DIGNITY], to regard
as unworthy or beneath one's dignity or status; treat,

refuse, or reject with aloof contempt or scorn, n.

the feeling, attitude, or expression of disdaining; aloof

contempt or scorn. SYN. see despise.
dis-dain-ful (dis-dan'fal), adj. feeling or expressing dis-

dain; scornful and aloof. SYN. see proud.
dis-ease (di-zez') n. [ME. disese; OPr. desaise; orig,, a

euphemism; see Dis- & EASE], 1. any departure from
health; illness in general. 2. a particular destructive

process in an organism, with a specific cause and char-
acteristic symptoms; specific illness; ailment. 3. an
evil or destructive tendency or state of affairs: as,

bigotry is a disease of society, v.t. [DISEASED (-zezdO,
DISEASING], [ME. disesen; OFr. desaaisier < the n.], to

cause disease in; make ill; infect; derange; corrupt.
SYN. disease may apply generally to any deviation of the

body from its normal or healthy state or it may refer to a

particular disorder with a specific cause and characteristic

symptoms; affection refers to a disorder of a specific organ or

part (an affection of the spleen) ; malady usually refers to a

ideep-seated chronic disease, frequently one that is ultimately
fatal; ailment refers to a chronic, annoying disorder of what-
ever degree of seriousness (the minor ailments of the aged).
dis-eased (di-zezdOt adj. [pp. of disease], 1. showing the

symptoms of a disease; having an illness. 2. abnormal;
unhealthy; disordered; deranged.
dis-em-bark (dis'im-barkOt v.t. [Fr. dfcembarquer; see

DIS- & EMBARK], to put (passengers or goods) ashore
from a ship; unload. v.L to go ashore from a ship; land.

dis-etn-bar-ka-tion (dis'em-bar-ka'shQn, dis-em'bar-

ka'shan), n. a disembarking or being disembarked.
dis em-bar-rass (dis'im-bar'as), v.t. fais- -f- embarrass],
to rid or relieve of something embarrassing, annoying,
entangling, perplexing, or burdensome.

dis em bod ied (dis'im-bod'id), adj. [pp. of disembody],
freed from the body; incorporeal.
dis-em-bod-i-ment (dis'im-bod'i-mant), n. a disem-

bodying or being disembodied.
dis-em-bod-y (dis'im-bod'i), v.t. [DISEMBODIED (-id),

DISEMBODYING], [dis- + embody], to free (a spirit, etc.)

from bodily existence; make incorporeal.
dis em-bogue (dis'Im-bogO* v.t. & vd. [DISEMBOGUED
(-bogd')t DISEMBOGUING], [Sp. desembocart to come out
of the mouth of a river or haven; des- (L. dis-\ apart
-{- embocar, to enter by the mouth < L. in, in + bucca,

cheek], 1. to pour out (its waters) at the mouth; empty
(itself) : said of a stream, etc. 2. [Archaic], to sail out
of an estuary or harbor.

dis em bos-om (dis'im-booz^m. dis'im-boSz'^), v.t. &
v.L [dis- -f embosom], to reveal (a secret, etc.) ; unbosom
(oneself).

dis-em bow-el (dis'im-bou'ol, dis'im-boul') v.t. [DIS-

EMBOWELED Or DISEMBOWELLED (-old, -bouldOt DISEM-
BOWELING or DISEMBOWELLING], [dis- -h #w- + bowel],

to
^
take out the bowels of; remove the entrails of;

eviscerate.
dis-em-bow-el-ment (dis'im-bou'sl-mant, dis'im-bouF-

mant), n. a disemboweling or being disemboweled.
disen-a-ble (dis'en-a'bl), v.t. [DISENABLED (-b'ld),

DISENABLING], to cause to become unable or incapable;
prevent or disable.
dis-en-chant (dis'in-chant', dis'in-chantO, v.t. [Fr.

dtsenchanter; see DIS; & ENCHANT], to set tree from an
enchantment or illusion.

dis-en-chant-ment (dis'in-chant'mant, dis in-chant'-

mant), n. 1. a disenchanting. 2. the fact or state of

being disenchanted. ,

dis-en-cum her (dis'in-kum'be'r), v.t. [dis- + encumber],
to reKeve of a burden; free from a hindrance or annoy-
ance.

dis-en-fran chise (dis'in-fran'cHz), vd. to disfranchise.

dis-en-gage (dis'in-gaiO. v.t. [dis- ^- engage], to release

or loosen from something that binds, holds, compli-
cates, or entangles; unfasten: detach; extricate; disen-

tangle, v.i. to release oneself; get loose.

dis-en-gaged (dis'in-gajd'), adj. [pp. of disengage], 1.

having no engagements; at Censure; at liberty. 2, De-

tached; set loose.

dis-en-gage-ment (dis'in-gaj'mant), n. 1. a disengag-
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ing or being disengaged. 2. freedom from obligation,
occupation, etc.; ease; leisure,

dis-en-gag-ing action (dis'inTgai'irj), a voluntary
tactical withdrawal of troops in a critical situation:
sometimes a euphemism for retreat.

dis en-tan-gle (dis'in-tajg'gl) , v.t. 1. to free from some-
thing that entangles, confuses, etc.; extricate; disen-

gage. 2. to straighten out (anything tangled, confused,
etc.) ; unravel; untangle, v.i. to get free from a tangle.

dis en-tan-gle-ment (dis'in-taij'gl-mant), n. a dis-

entangling or being disentangled.
disco-thrall, dis-en-thral (dis'in-thr610. v.t. [dis- -f
entkratl], to free from bondage or slavery; liberate.

dis en throne (dis'in-thr5nO. v.t. to dethrone; depose.
dis-en-tl-tle (dis'in-ti'tl), v.t. to deprive of a right,
title, or claim.

dis en tomb (dis'in-tdomO, v.t to take out of a tomb;
disinter.

dis-en-twine (dis'in-twinO* v.t & iu. to disentangle;
untwine; unwind.

di'sep-al-ous (di-sepH-as), adj. in botany, having two
sepals.

dis es-tab lish (disestablish), v.t. 1. to deprive of
the status of being established. 2. to deprive (a state
church) of official connection with the government.

dis-es-tab-Ush-ment (dk'a-stab
/
Hsh-mant), n. a dis-

establishing or being disestablished.
dis-es-teem (disVstem'), v.t. to hold in low esteem;
dislike; despise; slight, n. lack of esteem; disfavor.

Jdi-seuse (de'zeV), n. [Fr.; lit., feminine speaker <
base dis- of dire (L. dicere), to say, speak], a woman
entertainer who performs monologues, dramatic imper-
sonations, etc.

dis-fa-vor (dis-fa'ver), n. 1. an unfavorable opinion;
dislike; disapproval. 2. the state of being disliked or
disapproved of; disesteem: as, he fell into disfavor with
his patron, v.t. to regard or treat unfavorably; slight.

dis-fea ture (dis-fe^chgr), v.t. [DISFEATURED (-cherd),
DISFEATURING], to impair the features of; disfigure.

dis fig-u-ra-tion (dis'fig-ygr-a'shan, dis-fig'yeV-a'shan),
n. disfigurement.

dis-fig lire (dis-fig'ygr), v.t. [ME. dtefigwren; OFr. des-

figurer < L. dis- (in sense of "spoffing"; see DIS-) +
figurare, to fashion, form < figura, a figure], to hurt the
appearance or attractiveness of; deform; deface; mar.

dis-fig-ure ment (dis-ng'ygr-mant), n. 1. a disfiguring.
2. the fact or state of being disfigured. 3. anything that
disfigures; blemish; defect; deformity.

dis for est (dis-far'ist, dis-foj/ist), v.t. 1. to disafforest.
2. to deforest.

dls-fran chise (dis-fran'chlz) , v. t. {dis- + franchise] , 1 .

to deprive of the rights of citizenship, as of the right
to vote or hold office. 2. to deprive of a privilege,
right, or power.

dis-fran-chise-ment (dis-fran'chiz-msnt), n. a dis-

franchising or being disfranchised.

disfrock (dis-frokO, v.t. to unfrock.
dis-gorge (dis-g6rj'), v.t. & vd. [OFr. desgorger; see DIS-
& GORGE], 1. to force (something swallowed) out
through tne throat: vomit: hence, 2. to give up (some-
thing wrongfully obtained). 3. to pour forth (its con-
tents); empty (itself).

dis-grace (dis-gras'), n. [Fr. disgrace; It. disgrazia; dis~

(L. dis-), not -j~ grazia* favor < L. gratia; see GRACE], 1.

the state of being in disfavor because of bad conduct,
etc.: as, he is in disgrace. 2. loss of favor or respect;
public dishonor: ignominy; disrepute; shame. 3, a
person or thing mat brings shame, dishonor, or reproach
(to one, etc.). v.t. [DISGRACED (-grastO. DISGRACING],
[Fr. disgracter; It. disgra&iare < the .] 1. to bring
shame or dishonor upon: be a discredit to; be unworthy
of: as, his theft disgraced his family. 2. to dismiss from
a position of favor; punish by degrading; humiliate*
SYN.--disgrace refers to a loss of favor or respect and a
sense of humiliation brought on b^r one's own or another's
actions (I felt disgrace at Hs expulsion): dishonor implies a
loss of honor or self-respect brougjit on oy one's own actions;
shame emphasizes the humiliation felt at a loss of esteem (Ms
guilt brought Mm no shame); infamy stresses the notoriety
occasioned by a great disgrace; ignominy stresses the con-

temptible nature of that which causes disgrace; odium refers

to the disgrace orinfamy brought onby hateful action ; scandal,
in this connection, stresses the severe criticism, gossip, etc.

brought on by a snameftil or rnfamous act. ANT. Bonor,
respect, esteem.

dis-grace-ful (dis-gras'fal), adj. causing or characterized

by disgrace; not honorable; shameful
disgrun-tle (dis-grun't'l) , v.t [DISGRUNTLED (4ld),
BiSGRtJNiLiNG], [Jwr- + obs. grunfle, free*, of grwi, to
make peevishly discontented or disappointed; displease
and make sulky. (

f

dis-guise (dis-s&O, v.f. [DISGOT^EEB (-gfod'), DISGUISING],
{MB. disguisfcn; OFr. desgmser* to change costume; see
BIS- & GUISE], 1. to make appear, sound* etc. different

. from usual so as to be unrecognizable: as, disguise your

2, to hide or dbsenre the real nature of; as, she
rf her hatred, n* 1. any clothes, equipment,

manner, etc. used for disguising. 2. the state of being
disguised. 3. the act or practice of disguising.

dis guis ed !v (dis*gS*'!d-ii), dw. 1. in a manner that
disguises. 2. in disguise; incognito.
disgust (dis-gustO n. (MFr. des^wst* distaste < de$-

(see DIS-) + L. gmstns, a taste, relish; see GUSTO}, a
sickening distaste or dislike; deep aversion: repttgnaiice.
v.t [MPt. desymster < des- (see Dis-) -I- L. guitare, to
taste, enjoy < $usi:is\, to cause to fed disgust; be
sickening, repulsive, or very disagreeable to.

ais-gust-fiil (dis.gut'fdl), adj. <"

, . F dish, plate
< L. discus; see DISK), 1. any container, generally
shallow and concave, for serving or holding food: dishes
are usually made of porcelain, earthenware, glass,
metal, or plastic, and comprise plates, bowls, saucers,
cups, etc. 2. the food in a dish; particular kmd of
food: as, my favorite dish is baked beans* 3. a dishful.
4. a dish-shaped object. 5. a dishlike concavity. 6w the
amount of such concavity, v.t 1. to serve (food) in
a dish (usually with up or o*l}. 2. to shape (an object,
surface, or hole) like a dish; make concave (usually
with out). 3.

f [Slang, chiefy British], to baffle; cheat;
frustrate. v.i. to be or become dish-shaped; cave in.
dish It out* [Slang], to administer punishment,
reprimands, etc.

dis-ha-bille (disVbeLO, n. [Fr. dtshabtiU: pp. of d&ska-
bitter, to undress; des- (see DIS-) -f- habiuer, to clothe,
dress; OPr., to clothe, orig., to make ready, fit < aMUe*
habile, fit, suitable < L, habilis (see ABLE); meaning
influenced by Pr, habit, dress], 1. the state of being
dressed only partially or in night clothes. 2. clothing
or garment worn in this state. Also deshabille.

dis har-mo-ni-ous (dis'hSr-mo'ni-as), adj. not har-
monious; discordant.
dis-har-mo-nize (dis-har'ma-mV), v.t. A vj. to put or
be out of harmony; make or be discordant.
dis-har-mo-ny (dis-hai/ma-m), n. absence of harmony;
discord.

dish-cloth rdish1d6th' dish'klothO, n. a cloth for
washing dishes; dishrag.

dis heart-en (dis-haWn), v.t [dis~ -f hearten], to de-
prive of courage or enthusiasm; discourage; depress*

dis heart enment (dis-har't'n-mant), n. a dishearten-
ing or being disheartened.
dished (disht), adj. [pp. of dish], 1. dish-shaped;
concave. 2. farther apart at the top than at the
bottom: said of parallel wheels.

dis helm (dis-helmO, v.t. & tu. [dis- f Mm Oxelmet),
after OFr. desheaulmer], to take the helmet off.

dis-her-i son (dis-
:
her/a-z

>

n), n. [OFr. deskeriteimn < L.
d5-, not -f- heredUas; see HEREDITT]* {Archaic}, a dikm-
heriting or being disinherited.

dis her it (dis-her'it), v.t [OFr. deskeriter], to disinherit.

dl-shev-el (di-shev'l), v.t [DISHEVI&ED cr DISHEVELLED
(-sld), DISHEVELING or DISHEVELLING], [ME. discheveten;
OFr. descheveler' des- (L. dis~), apart 4- cheveler, to
tousle, tear out Chair) < cheveti, Mr < L. capillus, hair],
1. to cause (hair, clothing, etc.) tp become disarranged
and untidy, as by pulling or loosening, etc.; tousle;
rumple. 2. to cause the hair or clothes of (a person)
to become thus disarranged.

di-shev-eled, di-shev-elled (di-shevHd), adj. [pp. of

dishevel], L disarranged and untidy; tousled; rumpled:
said of hair or clothing, 2. having disheveled hair or
clothing.

di-shev-el-ment (di-shev'l-m^nt), n. a disheveled
condition,

dish-fill (dish'foolO. n. as much as a dish holds.

dis-hon est (dis-on'ist)^ adj. [ME. dishoneste; OFr. des-

honeste; LL, *dishonesius (see DIS-), for L. dehonestus;
see DET & HONEST], not honest; lying, cheating. et&
5KV1 dishonest implies the act or practice of telling a Ke,
or of cheating, deceiving, stealing, etc. (a dishonest official);
deceitful implies an intent to make someone believe what is

not true, as by giving a false appearance, using fratrd, etc. (a
deceitful advertisement) ; lying suggests only the act of telling
a falsehood (curb your lying tongue) ; untruthful is used as a
somewnat softened substitute for lying, especially with refer-
ence to statements, reports, etc. (an untruthful account).

AZVT. honest.
dis-hon-es ty (dis-on'is-ti) , n. [ME. dishonesiee < OFr.],
1. the quality of being dishonest; dishonest behavior;
deceiving, stealing, etc. 2. [pi, DISHONESTIES (-tiz)J, a
dishonest act or statement : traud, Her etc.
dis-hon or (dis-on'er), n. [ME. deskotoour; OFr. des-
honor ; see DIS- & HONOR], 1 . loss of honor; loss of status,
respect, or reputation; shame: disgrace; ignominy. 2. a
person, thing, or action that brings dishonor; discredit;
insult. 3. the act of refusing or failing; to pay a check,
draft, bill of exchange^ etc: vit JU to treat disrespect-

fat; apet bftre, cSr; ten, even, h^re, over; is, bite; lot, go, h6rn, toSl, look; oil, out; i

^.__. _i- *.! _
-jjjjyg. mfoif a ija ff^t e m ogw^ * in sanity, o in comply, f

ilj 6yPr, coq,
J
tt, Fr. dttc; H, G.icli? kk, G. dock. See pp. :
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fully; insult. 2. to bring shame or discredit upon; dis-

grace. 3. to violate the virginity or chastity of. 4. to
refuse or fail to pay (a check, draft, bill or exchange,
etc.). SYN. see disgrace.

dls-non-or-a-ble (dis-on'Sr-s-b'l), adj. causing or deserv-
ing dishonor: not honorable; shameful; disgraceful.
dis-hon'Or-a-bly (dis-on'er-9-bli), adv. l. in a dishon-
orable manner. 2. with dishonor: as, dishonorably
discharged.
dish-pan (dish'pan'), n. a pan in which dishes and
cooking utensils are washed.
dish-rag (dish'ragOi n. a dishcloth.
dish-wash-er (dish'w6sh

/
gr, dish'wosh'Sr), n. a person

or machine that washes dishes and cooking utensils.

dish-wa-ter (dish'wd'tSr, dish'wot'er), n. water in which
dishes and cookmg utensils are, or have been, washed.

dis il-lu-sion (dis'i-loo'zhsn, dis'i-lu'zhsn), v.t. to free

from illusion; disenchant.
___

n. disillusionment.
dis-il-lu-sion-rnent (dis'i-loo'zhan-msnt, dis'i-lu'zhan-

niQnt), n. 1. a disillusioning. 2. the fact or state of

being disillusioned.
dis im-pris-on (dis'im-priz^n), v.t. to free from im-
prisonment.

dis in-cli na tion (djs'in-kla-na'shan, dis-in'kla-na'-

shan), n. [dis- + inclination], a dislike or lack of desire

(for) ; aversion (to) ; reluctance.
disin-cline (dis

y
in-klin/) , v.t. [see DIS- & INCLINE], to

make unwilling, tu". to be unwilling.
dis in-dined (dis'in-klind

7
), adj. [pp. of disincline], un-

willing; reluctant, SYN. see reluctant.
dis infect (dis'in-fekf, dis"n-fekt'), v.t. [Fr. dfsfn-
fecter; see DIS- & INFECT], to destroy or make inactive
the harmful bacteria, viruses, etc. in; sterilize.

disinfectant (disfin-fek'tant, ds"n-fek'tant) , adj.

[Fr. disinfectant], disinfecting, n. anything that dis-

infects; means for destroying harmful bacteria, viruses,
etc., or for making them inactive.

dis-in-fec-tion (dis'in-fek'shsn, dis"n-fek'shan), n. a
disinfecting or being disinfected.

dis-in-fec-tor (dis'in-fek'tSr, dis^n-fek'teV), n. a person
or thing that disinfects.

dis-in-gen-u-ous (dis'in-jen'u-QS, dis"n-jen'u-as), adj.

[dis- 4- ingenuous], not straightforward; not candid;

dis-in-her-it (dis'in-her'it, dis^n-her'it), v.t [dis- +
inherit (in obs. sense "to make heir")L to deprive of an
inheritance or the right to inherit.
dis-in-her-i-tance (dis'in-her'o-tons, dfe'^-her'a-tans),
n. 1. a disinheriting. 2. the state of being disinherited.

dis-in-te-grate (dis-in'to-graf), v.t. & v.i. [see DIS- &
INTEGRATE], to separate into j>arts or fragments; lose or
cause to lose wholeness; disunite. SYN. see decay.

dis-in-te gra-tion (dis-in'ta-gra'shan), n. La disin-

tegrating or being disintegrated. 2. the breaking up of
rocks subjected to the action of water, wind, frost, etc.

dis in te gra tor (dis-in'to-gra'ter) , n. a person or thing
that causes something to disintegrate.

dis in-ter (dis'in-tur'), v.t. [DISINTERRED (-turd'), DIS-

INTERRING], [Fr. dtsenterrer; see DIS- & INTER], 1. to
remove from a grave, tomb, etc. ; dig up (what is bur-
ied) ; exhume. 2. to bring (something hidden) to light.

dis in-ter-est-ed (dis-in'ter-is-tid, dis-in'tris-tid), adj.
1. not influenced by personal interest or selfish motives;
impartial; unbiased. 2. [Colloq.], uninterested; in-
different. SYN. see indifferent.

dis-in-ter-ment (dis'in-tui/mant), n. 1, a disinterring
or being disinterred. 2. anything disinterred.

dis-ject (dis-jekf), v.t. [< L. disjectum. pp. of disjicere,
to throw apart < dis-, apart -|- jacere, to throw], to
throw or break apart; disperse.

Jdis-jec-ta mem-bra (dis-jek'td mem'brd), [L.], scat-
tered parts or fragments.

dis-join (dis-join') v.t. [OFr. desjoindre; L. disjungere;
see DIS- & JOIN], to prevent the joining of; separate;
detach, v.i. to become separated.

dia-joint (dis-joinf), adj. (ME.; OFr. desjoint, pp. of

desjoindre; see DISJOIN], [Obs.J, disjointed, v.t. [< the

adj.], 1. tojput out of joint; dislocate. 2. to take apart
joint by joint; dismember. 3. to destroy the unity,
connections, or orderliness of. v.i. to come apart at
the joints; go out of joint.

dis joint-ed (dis-join'tid), adj. [pp. of disjoint], 1. out
of joint. 2. dismembered. 3. disconnected; without
unity or coherence.
dis-junct (dis-juijkt'), adj. [L. disjunctus, pp. of dis-

jungere; see DISJOIN], disjoined; separated.
dis-June-tion (dis-jurjk'shsn), n. [< OFr. or L.; OFr.

of a disjunctive proposition.
dis-June-tive (dis-junk'tiv), adj. [LL. disjunctive < L.
disjunctus; see DISJUNCT], 1. disjoining; separating or
causing to separate. 2. having to do with disjunction.
3. in grammar, indicating a contrast or an alternative
between ideas, clauses, etc. : as, either ... or, but, and
although are disjunctive conjunctions. 4. in logic, pre-
senting alternatives: as, a disjunctive proposition, n.
1. in grammar , a disjunctive conjunction. 2. in logic,

a disjunctive proposition. Example: Either all men are
free, or no man is free.

dis-junc-ture (dis-jurjk'cheY), n. [ML. disjunctura],
disjunction.

disk (disk), n. [L. discus; Gr. diskos, quoit, discus, dish,
disk], 1. a thin, flat, circular thing of any material. 2.

anything resembling this in shape: as, the moon's disk.
3. the disk-shaped center of certain composite flowers:
as, the disk of the sunflower. 4. a phonograph record.
5. in zoology, a disk-shaped part or structure. 6. [Obs.],
a discus. Also spelled disc, especially in sense 5.

disk flower, any of the little flowers that make up the
central disk of a composite flower; floret.

disk harrow, a harrow with sharp disks that can re-

volve, used to break up the soil for sowing.
disk jockey, a person who conducts a radio program
of recorded music, interspersed with chatter, jokes,
commercials, etc.

disk wheel, a wheel made solid from rim to hub instead
of with spokes.

dislike (dis-Hk'), v.t. to have a feeling of not liking;
feel aversion to; have objections to. n. a feeling of not
liking; distaste; aversion; antipathy.

dis limn (dis-lim'), v.t. [Obs. or Poetic], to obliterate
or efface the outlines of (a picture, etc.) ; blot out.

dis-lo-cate (dislo-kaf, dis-lo'kat), v.t. [< ML. dislo-

catus, pp. of dislocare; see DIS- & LOCATE] , I. to put out
of joint; disjoint. 2. to upset the order of; disarrange.

dis-lo-ca-tion (dis'lo-ka'shan), n. [OFr.], 1. a dis-

locating. 2. the condition of being dislocated.

dis-lodge (dis-loj') v.t. [DISLODGED (-lojdOt DISLODGING],
[OFr. desloger; see DIS- & LODGE], to remove from a
position or place of lodgment; force out; drive out.
v.i. to go from such a place or position.

dis-lodg-ment (dis-loj'mant), n. a dislodging or being
, dislodged.

dis-loy-al (dis-loi'al), adj. [OFr. disloial], not loyal or

faithful, as to one's country, duty, etc.; perfidious.
SYN. see faithless.

dis-loyal*ty (dis-loi'sl-ti), n. 1. the quality of being
disloyal. 2. [pi. DISLOYALTIES (-tiz)], a disloyal act.

dis-mal (diz'm'l), adj. [< ME. dysmal, pi. dismale, evil

days (of the medieval calendar) < OFr. dis mal < L.
dies mqli, evil days], 1. causing gloom or misery;
depressing. 2. dark and gloomy; bleak; dreary. 3.

depressed; miserable.
Dismal Swamp, a marshy region north of Albennarle
Sound, North Carolina: length, c. 30 mi.

dis-man-tie (dis-man'tl), v.t. [DISMANTLED (-t'ld), DIS-

MANTLING], [OFr. desmanteller, to take off one's cloak;
see DIS- & MANTLE], 1. to strip of covering. 2. to strip
(a house, ship, etc.) of furniture, equipment, means of

defense, etc. 3. to take apart; raze; make unusable
for its original purpose. SYN. see strip.
dismast (dis-mast', dis-mast'). v.t. to remove or

destroy the mast or masts of.

dis-may (dis-ma'), v.t. [ME. dismayen; Anglo-Fr.
*desmaier; prob. < des- + OFr. *smaier, to deprive of

power; ? < L. ex- f from 4- Gmc. base mag, power; see

MAIN], to make afraid or discouraged at the prospect of

trouble or danger; fill with apprehension or alarm;
daunt, n. a loss of courage or confidence at the prospect
of trouble or danger; consternation.
SYN. dismay suggests fear or, especially in modem usage,
discouragement at the prospect of some difficulty or problem
which one does not quite know how to resolve (I was dismayed
at his lack of understanding) ; appall suggests terror or (now
more commonly) dismay at a shocking but apparently un-
alterable situation (an appalling death rate) ; horrify suggests
horror or loathing (or, in a weakened sense, irritation) at that
which shocks or offends one (horrified at the suggestion):
daunt implies a becoming disheartened in the performance of
an act that requires some courage (never dauntedby adversity).
See also fear.

dis-mem-ber (dis-mem'ber), v.t. [ME. dismembren;
OFr. desmembrer; see DIS- & MEMBER], 1. to remove
the limbs of by cutting or tearing; tear limb from limb.
2. to cut or pull to pieces; separate into parts.

dls-mem-ber-ment (dis-mem'bSr-mont), n. a dismem-
bering or being dismembered.

dis-miss (dis-mis')t v.t. [< LL. dismissus, for L. dimis-
sus, pp. of dimittere t to send away; di-, from + mittere,
to send], 1* to send away; request or allow to go away.
2 to remove or discharge from a duty, office, position,
or employment. 3. to put out of one's mind: as, he
dismissed his fears. 4. in law, to discontinue or reject
(a claim or action). SYN. see eject.

dis-miss-al (dis-mis''l), n. 1. a dismissing or being dis-
missed. 2. an order for the dismissing oTsomeone.

dis miss i ble (dis-*nisVb'l) f adj. that can be dismissed.
dis mis-sion (dis-mish'on), n. [Rare], dismissal.
dis mount (dis-mount'), v.i. [dis- + mount], to get off
or down, as from a horse, bicycle, etc.; alight, v.t. 1.

to remove (a thing) from its mounting or setting. 2. to
cause to get off or down. 3. to take (a machine) apajrt.

dis-na-ture (dis-na'chgr), v.t. [DISNATURBD (-chgrd),
DENATURING], to cause to lose its natural quality,
appearance, etc.; make unnatural.

Dis ney, Walt (w6lt diz'ni), (Walter E. Disney), 1901- ,;



disobedience 421 displace

American motion-picture producer, especially of ani-

dis-o-be-di-ence (dis'a-be'di-ans), n. [ME,; OFr.; see

DIS- & OBEDIENCE], refusal to obey; tailure to follow

commands; insubordination.
dis-O'be-di-ent (dis'a-be'di-snt), adj. not obedient; re-

fusing or failing to obey; insubordinate; refractory.

diS'O-bey (dis's-ba'), *?* A v.i. [ME. disobeien; OFr.
desobeir; LL. *disobedire (for L. tnoboedire)}, to refuse

to obey; fail to obey.
dis o-blige (dis's-blijO. v.t. [Fr. desoUiger], I. to refuse

to oblige; not do for (another) what he wants done. 2.

to slight; offend. 3. to inconvenience.

dis-or-der (dis-6r'dr), n. [prob. after Fr. dtsardrc], 1.

a lack of order ; confusion ; jumble. 2. a breach of public

peace; riot. 3. a disregard of system; irregularity. 4.

an upset of normal function; disease. v.t. 1. to throw
into disorder; disarrange; muddle. 2. to upset the

normal functions or health of. SYN. see confusion.

dis*or-dered (dis-6r'dSrd), adj. [pp. of disorder], 1. put
out of order; jumbled. 2. ill; deranged: as, a disordered

stomach, a disordered mind.
dis-or-der*Iy (dis-oT'dgr-E) , adj. 1 . not orderly ; untidy ;

messy ; unsystematic. 2. causing a disturbance ; unruly ;

riotous. 3. in law* violating public peace, safety, or

order, adv. in a disorderly manner.
disorderly conduct, in law, any petty offense against
public peace, safety, or order.

disorderly house, in law, any establishment where
offenses against public peace, safety, or order habitually
occur, as a house of prostitution or a gambling house.

dis-or-gan-i-za-tion (dis-dr'ga-ni-za'shan, dis'&r-ga-ni-

za'sh9n), n. 1. a disorganizing. 2. the condition of

being disorganized.
dis-or gan-ize (dis-o'r'ga-niz'). v.t. [Fr. desorganiser; see

DIS- & ORGANIZE], to break up the order, arrangement,
or system of; throw into confusion or disorder,

dis-o-ri-ent (dis-fcr'i-ent', dis-o'ri-ent'), v.t. [Fr. desori-

enter; see DIS- & ORIENT, .], 1. to turn away from the

east; hence, 2. to cause to lose one's bearings; confuse.

dis-o ri-en-tate (dis-6r'i-en-tat'f dis-6'ri-en-tat'), v.t. to
disorient.

dis*o-ri'en-ta-tion (dis-6r'i-en-ta'shan, dis-o'ri-en-ta'-

shan), n. a loss of orientation; specifically, in psychiatry,
a condition of mental confusion with respect to time,

place, and the identity of persons and objects.
dis own (dis-on') v.t. to refuse to acknowledge as one's

own; repudiate; cast off.

dis-par-age (dis-par'ij), v.t. [DISPARAGED (-ijd), DIS-

PARAGING], [ME. disparagen: OFr. desparagier, to marry
one of infenor rank < des- (see DIS-) + parage, rank <
per; see PEER, .], 1. to lower in esteem; discredit. 2.

to speak slightingly of; show disrespect for; belittle.

SYN. to disparage is to attempt to lower in esteem, as by
insinuation, invidious comparison, faint praise, etc.; to depre-
ciate is to lessen (something) in value as by implying that it

has less worth than is usually attributed to it (he depreciated
her generosity): decry implies vigorous public denunciation,
often from the best of motives (to decry corruption in govern-

ment); belittle is equivalent to depredate, but stresses a

contemptuous attitude in the subject; minimize suggests an

ascription of the least possible value or importance (don't
minimise your own efforts). ANT. extol, praise, magnify.

dis-par-age-ment (dis-par'ij-mant), n. 1. a disparag-
ing; detraction. 2. anything that detracts or discredits.

disparag-ing (dis-par'ij-in), adj. that disparages;
slighting; belittling.

dis-pa-rate (dis'pa-rit), adj. [L. disparatus, pp. of dis-

parare, to separate: dis- apart, not + parare, to make
equal < par, equal], essentially not alike; distinct or
different in kind; unequal. SYN. see different.

dis-par i-ty (dis-par'o-ti), n. [pL DISPARITIES (-tiz)], [Fr.
disparity ; LL. disparitas; see DIS- & PARITY], 1. ine-

quality or difference, as in rank, amount, degree, excel-

lence, etc. 2. unlikeness; incongruity.
dis part (dis-part'), v.t. & v.i. [prob. < OFr. despartir;
L. dispartire, to divide, distribute; dis-t apart, from +
Partire, to part, divide < pars, partis, a part], to divide

into parts; separate, n. 1. the difference in radius of

the bore between the muzzle end and the breech end of

a firearm. 2. a sight on the muzzle of a firearm to

compensate for this.

dis-passion (dis-pash'an), n. freedom from passion,
from emotion, or from bias.

dis-pas-sion-ate (dis-pash'sn-it), adj. free from passion,
emotion, or bias; calm; impartial. SYN. see fair.

dis-patch (dis-pachO v.t. [Sp. despachar & It. dispac-
dare, to send off, hasten; kt., prob., to remove hin^
drances or impediments, hence facilitate; formed with
dis- (see DIS-) as counterpart to Sp. etnpachar & It.

impacciare, to trouble, pain, impede < LL. *impedicare,
to halt, hinder < in-, intens. -f *pedicare, to snare < L.

Pedica, a snare;, trap, fetter < pcs, pvdis, a foot], 1. to
send off or out* usually ott a specific errand 01* <d4pc$al
business. 2. to put an end to; kill. 3. to finish qiiiickly

or promptly. 4. [CdBoq.], to eat up. n. 1. a dispatch-

ing; sending ottt or off. 2. a putting to death; Killing.

3. speed; haste; promptness* 4. a message, especially
an official message. 5. a news story sent to a paper, as

by a syndicate or special reporter. 6. a dispatching

agency. SYN. see haste, KCH.
dis patch-er (dis-pach'gr), it. I. a person who dis-

patches. 2. a transportation worker who sends out
trains, busses, tracks, etc. according to a schedule.uauia, u>uaac M UWJK.S'* . --

di8-pef(dis-pel'} t v.t. [DISPELLED (-peld
7
). - -.- ,-

--

[L. dispettere; dis-, apart, away + pellere, to drive], to
scatter and drive away; cause to vanish; disperse,
SYN. see scatter.

dispend (dis-pend') v.t. [ME. despendcn; OFr. des-

pendre (Fr. dependre)\ LL. dispendere, to weigh out:
see DISPENSE], [Obs.j, to spend; especially, to spend
lavishly; squander.

dis-peo-sa-biH-ty (dis-pen'sa-bil'a-ti) n. the quality
of Being dispensable.

dis pen sa-ble (dis-pen'ss-bl) t adj. [ML. dispensabdts],
1. that can be dispensed; that can be dealt out

w
or

administered. 2. that can be dispensed with; not im-
portant. 3. admitting of dispensation, as a sin, etc.;
condonable. 4. that can be considered not binding.

dis-pen-sa-ry (dis-pen
f
sa-ri), n. \$. DISPENSARIES (-riz)J,

[dispense -f -ary], I. a room in a hospital, physician's
office, school, factory* etc. where medicines are made
up and given out. 2. a place where medicines and
medical treatment are given free or for a small fee.

dia-jpen-sa-tion (dis'pen-sa'shan, dis'pen-sa'shon), it.

[ME. dispensacioun; OFr. despensation; L. dispensatto,

management, charge < pp. of dispensare], I. a dis-

pensing; giving out; distribution. 2. anything dis-

pensed or distributed. 3. the system by which anything
is administered; management. 4. any release from an
obligation; special exemption or remission. 5. in law,
the suspension of a statute in a specific case for extenu-
ating reasons. 6. in the Roman Catholic Church, an
official exemption or release from the provisions of a
specific church law: as, a paj>al dispensation for divorce.
77 in theology, a} the ordering ofevents under divine

authority. 6) any religious system: as, the Moslem
dispensation differs from the Christian.

dis-pen-sa-tor (dis'pen-sa'ter), n. [Anglo-Fr. dispensa-
tour; OFr. dispensateur; L. dispensator, manager,
steward < pp. of dispensare], [Rare], a person who
dispenses; distributor or administrator.

dis-pen-sa-to*ry (dis-pen'sQ-toVi, dis-pen'sa-to'ri), n.

\pl DISPENSATORIES (-iz, -iiz)] f [ML. dtspensatorwm <
LL. dispensatorius, of management or control < L.

dispensare; see DISPENSE}, 1. a handbook on the prep-
aration and use of medicines: pharmacopoeia: abbre-
viated disp. 2. [Archaic], a dispensary, adj. [L. dis-

pensatorius], granting privilege by dispensation.
dis-pense (dis-pensO, v.t. [DISPENSED (-penstO* DIS-

PENSING], [MB. dispensen; OFr. despenser; L. disfmsare,
to weigh out, pay out < pp. of dispendere, to weigh out;
dis-, out + pendere, to weigh], 1. to give out; deal out;
distribute. 2. to prepare and give out (medicines, pre-

scriptions, etc.). 3. to administer: as, he dispensealfae
law justly. 4. to exempt ; excuse. 5YN. see distribute,

dispense with, 1. to get rid of; do away with. 2. to do

without; manage without.
dis peop le (dis-pe'pl), v.t. to strip of all or many
inhabitants; depopulate. .

dispermous (di-spur'mas), adj. [di- -f spermons], in

botany, having two seeds.

dis-per-sal (dis-pui/sol), n. a dispersing or being dis-

persed; distribution.

di8-perse (dis~pursO "* [DISPERSED (-piirstO. DIS-

PERSING], [Fr. disPerser < L. disperses, pp. of dispergere,
to scatter abroad < dis-, out + spargere, to scatter,

strew], 1. to break up and scatter in all directions;

spread about or out; distribute widely. 2. to dispel

(mist, etc.). 3. to break up (light) into its component
colored rays. v4. to move in different directions;

scatter. SYN. see scatter.

dis-pers-i-ble (dis-puVsa-bl), adj. that can be dispersed.

dispersion (dis-puVshen, dis-pQr'zhon), n. [Fr.; L,

dispersio]* 1. a dispersing or being' dispersed. 2. the

breaking up of light into its component colored rays, as

by means of a prism. 3. the simpar breaking up of

electric waves, etc.

the Dispersion, the Diaspora. ^^ ^
dis-per-sive (dis-pur'siv), adj. dispersing or tending to

disperse.
dis pir it (di-spii/it), v.t. to lower the spirits of; depress;
dishearten; deject.

dis-pit-e-ous (ois-pifi-ds), adj. [var. of desptteous], with-
out pity or mercy: ruthless.**

dis place (dis-plas'), v.t. [OFr. desplacer], I. to move
or shift (something) from its customary place. 2. to
remove from office; discharge. 3. to take the place of;

replace: as, a ship ttis^Zo^p^ja*.certain amount of water.
SYN. see replace.
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displaced person 422 disrespect
dis-placed person (dis-plSsf), a person left homeless
in a foreign country as a result of war: abbreviated D. P.

dis-jplace-merit (dis-plas'mant), n. La displacing or
being displaced. 2. the weight or volume of air, water,
or other fluid displaced by a floating object, as a bal-
loon or a ship. 3. the difference between a later posi-
tion of a thing and its original position; hence, 4. in

geology, a fault. S. in psychiatry, the transference of
an emotion to a logically inappropriate object.

dis plant (dis-plaaf, dis-plant') v.t. [Qbs.l, t*> move
from the normal or settled place; specifically, a) to

transplant. 6) to dislodge or displace.
display (dis-pla/)* v.t. [ME. disfleUn; OPr. despleier;
L. displic&re, to scatter, unfold; ais~, apart + plicare, to

fold], 1. to tmfold; spread out; unfurl. 2. to unfold to
the eye; show off; exhibit to advantage. 3. to unfold
to the mind ; disclose; reveal. 4. to print conspicuously,
as in large or fancy type, n. 1. a displaying; exhibition.
2. anything displayed; exhibit. 3. ostentation; show.
4. a manifestation: as, a display of courage. 5. in

printing, the variation of type faces to attract attention.
SYN. see show.

dls-please (dis-pleV), v.t. <* v.L [^?E. displesen; OFr.
despl&isw; LL. *displacere < L. displicere < dis~ t not
f placere; see FLBASE], to fail to please; annoy; offend.

dis-pleas-ure (dis-plezh'gr) , n. [OFr. desplaisir, inf. used
as n.; see DISPLEASE], I. the fact or feeling of being
displeased; dissatisfaction; disapproval: annoyance. 2.

[Archaic], discomfort; trouble. 3. [Archaic), an injury;
offense. SYN. see offense.

dis-plode (dis-plod
7
)* v.t. & vd. [DISPLODED (-id), DIS-

PLQDING], [L. displodere < dis-, apart + plaudere, to

strike, beat: cf. EXPLODE], [Obs.], to explode.
dis-plume (dis-ploomO* v.t. [Rare], to deplume.
dis-port (dis-p&rt', dis-pprtO vd. [ME. disporten, to
bear, support, manage; OPr. desgorter; des- (see DIS-) -f-

porter < L. portare, to carry], to indulge in amusement;
play; frolic, v.t. to amuse or divert (oneself), n.

[Archaic], a disporting; amusement; play.
dis-pos-a-ble (dis-po'zs:b'l), adj. 1. that can

B
be dis-

posed o; easy to get rid of. 2. that can be disposed;
not put to any particular use; subject to disposal,

dis-pos-al (dils-po/fcl), n. 1. a disposing; arrangement
in a particular order: as, the disposal of the furniture in
tites room salts me. 2. a dealing with matters; settling
affairs. 3. a giving away; transfer; bestowal. 4. a
disposing of; getting rid of. 5. the power to dispose of.

6. management; control.
at one's disposal, available to be used as one wishes.

dis-ppse (dis-poV), v.t. [DISPOSED (-pozd'), DISPOSING],
[ME. disposen; OFr. disposer, to put apart, hence
arrange; see DIS- & POSE], 1. to place in a certain order
or arrangement. 2. to arrange (matters); settle or
regulate (affairs). 3. to make some use of; employ. 4.

to make willing; incline: as, I am disposed to agree with
you. 5. to make susceptible or liable: as, the climate

disposes the people to laziness. vd. to have the power
or privilege of disposing.
dispose of, 1. to deal with; arrange; settle. 2. to give
away j bestow. 3. to sell. 4. to get rid of ; throw away.
5. to do away with by eating or drinking.

dts-posed (dis-pozdO, adj. [see DISPOSE], inclined; having
a certain tendency (usually preceded by an adverb) : as,
he feels -weHl-disposed toward you.

dis po-si-tion (dis'pa-zish'sn), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. dis-

positio < dispositus, pp. of disponere, to arrange, dis-

pose; dis-, aplart -f ponere, to place, put], 1. a putting
in order or being put in order; proper or orderly arrange-
ment: as, the disposition of crowds in a mob scene. 2.

arrangement or management of affairs. 3. the giving
away or giving up (of something). 4. the power or
authority to arrange, settle, or manage; control. 5. an
inclination or tendency: as, a disposition to quarrel.
6. [from astrological use as applied to planets], one's
customary frame of mind; one's nature or temperament.
SYN. disposition refers to the normal or prevailing aspect
of one's nature (a genial disposition) ; temperament refers to
the balance of traits that are manifested in one's behavior or
thinking (an artistic temperament); temper refers to one's
basic emotional nature, especially as regards relative quickness
to anger (a hot temper, an even temper); character is applied
to the sum of moral qualities associated, with a distinctive Indi-
vidual (a weak character) and, unqualified, suggests moral
strength, self-discipline, etc. (a man of character) ; personality
is applied to the sum of physical, mental, and emotional
qualities that"distinguish one as a person* (a nemtive'personalify)
and, unqualified, suggests attractiveness or charm (a girl witn
Personality),

dis-pos-sess (dis'pa-zes'), v*t* to deprive of the posses-
sion of something, especially land, a house, etc. : oust.

dis-pos-ses-sion (ais'pe-zesh'an), n. a dispossessing or
being dispossessed.

dis-pos-ses sor (dis'po-zes'er), n. a person who dis-
possesses.

dis-po-sure (dis-p5'zh6r), n. [Rare], disposition or dis-
posal (in various senses).

dls-praise (dis-praz'), v.t. [ME. dispreisen; OFr. des~
preisier, to blame; see DIS- & PRAISE], to speak of with
disapproval or disparagement; blame; censure, n. a
dispraising; blame; reproach.

dls-prize (dis-priz
1
)* * [OPr. despriser, van of des

preisier; see DISPRAISE], [Archaic], to regard as of low
value; not prize.

dis-jproof (dis-proofO " La disproving; refutation. 2.

evidence that disproves.
dJs-pro-por-tion (dis'pro-p&r'shsn, dis'pr^por'shan), n.

a lack of proportion ; lack of symmetry; disparity, v.t.

to cause to oe disproportionate.
dis-pro-por-tion-al (dis'pra-p&r'shdn-'l, dis'pra-por'-

shon-'l), adj. disproportionate.
dis-pro-por-tion-al-ly (dis'pra-p6r'shan-l-i f dis'pra-
por'shsn-'l-i), adv. not proportionally; not equally.

dls-pro-por-tion-ate (dis'pra-p6r'shan-it, dis'pra-por'-
shsn-it), adj. not proportionate; not in proportion.

dis-pTO-por-doii-ate-ly (dis'pra-pdr'shsn-it-li, dis'pra-

ppr'shan-it-li), adv. 1. in a manner characterized by
disproportion. 2. to a disproportionate extent.

dis-prov-al (dis-proov'l), n. a disproving or disproof.

dis-prove (dis-proovO, v.t. [ME. disproven; OFr. des-

prover], to prove (something or someone) to be false or
in error; refute.
SYN. disprove implies the presenting of evidence or reasoned
arguments that demonstrate an assertion, etc. to be false or

erroneous; refute implies a more thorough assembly of evi-

dence and a more careful development of argument and hence
suggests conclusiveness of proof against; confute suggests the
overwhelming or silencing of a person by argument or proof;
controvert implies a disputing or denying of statements,
arguments, etc. in an endeavor to refute them; rebut stresses

formality in argument such as is observed in debate, court

procedure, etc.

disputa-ble (dis-pu'ta-b'l, dis'pyoo-te-b'1) , adj. [L.

disputabilis], that can be disputed; debatable.

dis-pu-ta-bly (dis-pu/ta-bli, dis'pyoo-t9-bli), adv. in a

disputable manner.
dis-pu-tant (dis'pyoo-tant, dis-pu't'nt), adj. [L. dis-

putans, ppr. of disputare], disputing, n. a person who
disputes, or debates.

dis-pu-ta-tion {dis'pyoo-ta'shsn), n. JL. disputatio], 1.

a casputrag: dispute. 2. controversial discussion; de-
bate. 3. tubs.], discussion or conversation.

dls-pu ta-tious (dis'pyoo-ta'shas), adj. inclined to dis-

pute; fond of arguing: contentious.

dis*put-a-tive (dis-pu/ta-tiv), adj. [LL. disputativus], 1.

disputatious. 2. having to do with disputation.
dis-pute (dis-puf), -f. [DISPUTED (-id), DISPUTING],
[MJB. disputen; OFr. desputer < L. disputare, lit., to

compute, hence estimate, discuss, hence argue about;
dis-, apart + putare, to think], 1. to argue; debate. 2.

to quarrel, v.t. 1. to argue or debate (a question);
discuss pro and con. 2. to question the truth of; doubt.
3. to oppose in any way; resist. 4. to try to win (a
game, prize, etc.). n. 1. a disputing; argument; de-
bate; controversy. 2. a quarrel. 3. [Obs.], a fight.
SYN. see argument, discuss.

beyond dispute, 1. not open to dispute or question;
settled. 2. indisputably.

in dispute, still being argued about; not settled.
dis qua! i fi-ca-tion (dis-kw81Vfi-ka'shon, dis'kwal-o-
fi-ka'shan), n. 1. a disqualifying or being disqualified,
2. anything that disqualifies.

dis qual-ify (dis-kw61'a-fT, dis-kwfil'a-fiO, v.t. 1. to
make unfit or unqualified; disable; incapacitate. 2. to
make or declare ineligible; take a right or privilege
away from, as of further participation in a sport, for
breaking rules.

dis-qui-et (dis-kwi'9t), v.t. [dis- + quiet], to make
anxious, uneasy, or restless; disturb: fret. n. anxiety;
restlessness; uneasiness, adj. [Rare], restless; uneasy.

dis-qui-e-tude (dis-kwi'a-tood', dis-kwFa-tud7
), n. [see

DISQUIET], restlessness; uneasiness; anxiety.
dis qui si-tion (dis'kwo-zish'an), n. [L. disquisitio <
disquisitus, pp. of disquirere, to investigate, inquire <
dis~, apart -f- quaerere, to seek], a formal discussion of
some subject, often in writing; a discourse or treatise.
Dis rae-li, Benjamin (diz-ra'li), first Earl of Beacons-
field, 1804-1881; English statesman and writer; prime
minister ol England (1868; 18747-1880).

dis-rate (dis-raV) v.t. to lower in rating, or rank, as
a naval petty officer; degrade.

dis-re-gard (dis'ri-gaW), v.t. [dis + regard], 1. to pay
little or no attention to, 2. to treat without due respect ;

slight, iu 1. lack of attention. 2. lack of due regard or
respect; disdain. SYN. see neglect.

dis-re-gard-fiil (as'ri^Srd'&l), ad;, showing disregard;
neglectful.
dis-reMsh (dis-rel'ish), n. & v.t. [dis- + relish], dislike.
dis-re-mem-ber (dis'ri-mem'bgr), v.^ [Dial. & ColloqJ,
to forget; be unable to remember.
disrepair (dis'ri-par'). n. the condition of needing
repairs; state of neglect; dilapidation.

dte-rep-u-ta-ble (dis-rep'yoo-td-b'l). adj. 1. not repu-
table; discreditable. 2. not respectable, ,

dis-rep-u-ta-bly (dis-rep'yoo-to-bli), adv. la a disrepu-
table manner.

dis-re-pute (dis'ri-putO, n. lack or loss of repute; bad
reputation; disgrace; disfavor. ,

dis-re spect (dis'ri-spektO, n. lack of respect briestbein;
iscourtesy. v. t. to have or show lack ofrespectto.^ i
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(dis'ri-spek'ta-bl), adj. not respect-

able; unworthy of respect.
dis-re-spect-ful (dis'n-spekt'fal), adj. having or show-

ing lack of respect; discourteous; impolite; rude.

dis robe (dis-rob'). v.t. * [dis- + robe}* to undress.
dis root (dis-rdot', dis-roof). v.t. to tear out by the

roots; uproot.
dis-rupt (dis-raptO v.t. A w. [< L. disruptus, pp. of

disrumpere, to break or burst apart; dis-, apart -f

rnmpere, to break], to break apart; split up; rend
asunder, adj. disrupted.

dis-rup'tion (dis-rap'shan), n. [L. disruptio, diruptio],
1, a disrupting: breaking up; splitting. 2. the fact or

state of being disrupted.
dis-rap-tive (dis-rap'tiy), adj. 1* causing disruption.
2. produced by disruption.

dis-rup-tor (dis-rap'tlr), n. a person who disrupts some-
thing: also spelled disrupter.

dis-sat-is-fac-tion (dis'sat-is-fak'shan), n. 1. the con-
dition of being dissatisfied or displeased; discontent. 2.

anything that dissatisfies.

dis-sat-is-faC'tory (dis'sat-is-fak
f
ta-ri), adj. not satis-

fying; unsatisfactory.
dis-sat is-fied (dis:sat'is-f!dO, adj. [pp. of dissatisfy],
I. not satisfied; displeased; discontented. 2. showing
displeasure or dissatisfaction.

dis-sat-is-fy (dis-sat'is-fT), v.t. [DISSATISFIED (-fid').'

DISSATISFYING], to fail to satisfy; discontent; displease.
dis-seat (dis~setO, v.t. to unseat.
dis-sect (di-sekt')f v.t. [< L. dissectus, pp. of dissecare,
to cut apart, cut up; dis-, apart + secare, to cut] f 1. to
cut apart piece by piece; separate into parts, as a body
for purposes of study; anatomize. 2. to examine or

analyze closely.
dis-sect-ed (di-sek'tid), adj. [pp. of dissect], 1. cut up
into parts. 2. in botany, consisting of many lobes or

segments, as some leaves. 3. in physical geography, cut ^

up by valleys and ravines.
dis-section (di-sek'shsn) , n. [L. dissectio], 1. a dis-

secting or being dissected. 2. anything dissected, as a
plant or animal for study. 3. analysis part by part; ,

detailed examination,
dis-sec tor (di-sek'tgr), n. 1. a person who dissects. 2.

an instrument used in dissecting.
dis-seize, dis-seise (dis-seV), v.t. [ME. disseisen; OPr.
dessaisir; see Dis- & SEIZE}, in law, to deprive wrongfully
of real property; dispossess unlawfully.

dis-sei-zee, dis sei see (dis'se-ze' dis-sez'eO. n. in law,
a disseized person.

dis sei zin, dis sei sin (dis-se'zin), n. JME. disseisine;
OFr. dessaisine < dessaisir], in law, a disseizing or being
disseized; unlawful dispossession.

dis-sei-zor, dis-sei sor (dis-se'zer, dis-se'z8r) , n. in law,
*

a person who disseizes,
dis-sem-blance (di-sem'blsns), n. [< dissemble + -once],"
1. a dissembling; dissimulating. 2. [OFr. dessemblance;
see DIS- & SEMBLANCE], [Archaic], lack of resemblance.
dis-sem-ble (di-sem'b'l), v.t. [DISSEMBLED (-bid), DIS-

SEMBLING], [earlier dissimnle < OFr, dissimuler; L.
dissimulate (see DISSIMULATE); re-formed after re-

'

semble], 1. to conceal under a false appearance: as, he
dissembled his hatred by pretending to be friendly. 2.

to resemble falsely; simulate; feign: as, vice sometimes
dissembles virtue. 3. to pretend not to observe; feign
ignorance of. vi. to conceal one's true feelings, mo-
tives, etc, by pretense; behave hypocritically.
dis-sem i-nate (di-sem's-nSt'), v.t. [DISSEMINATED (-id),

DISSEMINATING], [< L. disseminate, pp. of disseminare,
lit., to scatter seed, hence disseminate; dis-, apart -f

seminare, to sow < semen, seed], to scatter far and
wide; spread abroad, as if sowing; promulgate widely.

dis-sem-i-na-tion (di-sem'a-na'shan) , n. [L. dissemi-

natio], a disseminating or being disseminated.
dis-sem-i-na-tor (di-sem's-na'ter) , n. [LJ, a person or

thing that disseminates.
dis-sen-sion (di-sen'shon), n. [ME. dissencion; OFr.
dissension; L. dissensio < dissenstis, pp. of dissentire;
see DISSENT], 1. a difference of opinion; disagreement.
2. strife; quarreling; wrangling. ~^-SYN. see discord,

dis-sent (di-sent'}, vd* [ME. dissenten; L. dissentire; dis-,

apart -f sentire,,to feel, think]* 1. to disagree j
think

differently (often with from} : as, one judge dissented
from the others. 2. to refuse to accept the doctrines
and forms of an established church, fl. 1. a dissenting;
difference of opinion. 2. the rendering of a minority
opinion in the decision of a law case.

dis-sent-er (di-sen'tgr) , n. 1. a person who dissents. 2.

[D-], in England and Scotland, a Protestant who refuses
to accept the doctrines and forms of the established
state church.

dis-sen-tient (di-sen'shant), adj. [L. dissentient, j>pr.^oi
dissentire], dissenting, especially from the; majority
opinion, n: a person who dissents; dissenter;

dls-sen-tious (di-sen'shas) , adj. [Rare); of or inclined to

dissension; quarrelsome; contentious.

dis sep i ment (dtaep'i-x&acrt), Ji- [L. dissa^pimentm <
ifts-, Iroca -I- empire, to fence in. enclose), in botany &
goology, a partition in some organ or part; septum.

dis sert (di-efirtO* 9d. \< pp. ol disserer, to argue, dis-

cuss; dis-, apart -I- severe, to join, connect], [Rare], to
dissertate.

dis-ser-tate (dis'er-tat'}, vJi. [DISSRTATEI> (-id), DIS-

SERTATING), 1< L. dissertatns, pp. of dissertare, to dis-

cuss, argue, freq. of disserere; see DISSERT), [Rare], to
discuss formally; discourse.

dis ser ta-tion (as'er-ta'shsn), n. |LL. dissertotio; see

DISSERTATE], a formal and lengthy discussion in speech
or writing; a discourse or treatise, especially one re-

quired by colleges and universities as partial fulfillment
of requirements for a degree; thesis.

dis-ser-ta-tor (dis'gr-ta'tgr), n. [LL.J, a person who
dissertates.

dis-serye (dis-siirvO. v.t. [dis- -I- serm], IRare), to harm;
do a disservice to.

dis*serv*ice (dis-s&r'vis), n. [dis- 4- service], narmful
action ; injury.

dissev-er (di-sev'Sr), v.t. [ME, disseweren; OFr. des~

sewer; LL, dissef&rare < L. dis- apart (mteas.) -f

separ&re* to sever], 1. to sever; separate; cut apart. 2.

to divide into parts. va to separate or part; qismiite.
dis si-dence (dis's-dons) , n. [L. dissident* < dissident,

ppr. of dissidere, to disagree; dis-t apart + sidere, to sit],

'disagreement: dissent.
dis-si-dent (dis's-dant), adj. [L. dissidens, p^r. of dis-

sidere; see DISSIDENCE], not agreeing; dissenting, n. a
. dissident person: dissenter.
dis sil i ent (di-sil'i-snt), adj. [L, dissttiens, ppr. of dis-

silire, to leap or burst apart < dis-, apart + salire* to
leap], 1. springing apart; btirsting apart. 2. in botany,
bursting open with force, as some plant capsules or pods.

dis-sim-i-lar (di-sim/a-lSr, dis-sim'a-lSr), adj. not sim-
ilar; not alike; different. SYN. see different.

diS'8im'i"lar4'ty (61-siniVlar'0-tif dis-sim'a-lar'a-ti), n.

1. absence of similajitv; unHkeness; difference. 2.Jfl.*

DISSIMILARITIES (-tiz)J, an instance or point of differ-

ence, or unHkeness.
dis sim Hate (di-sim'a-lat', dis-sim'a-lat'), -f- [pis-
SIMILATED (-id), DI^IMILATING]* 1. to make dissimilar.

2. to cause to undergo dissimilation.
- dis-sim-Ma-tion (di-sim's-la'shan, das'am-a-la'shon), n*

1. a making or becoming dissimilar. 2. in linguistics, a)
the mutual repulsion of sounds (phonemes) which are

rj identical, similar, or formed with neighboring tongue
*

positions; especially, b) the replacement or disappear-
ance of a sound (usually I, r, or n) when it recurs within
the same word or form. Examples: It. peHegrino < L.

grimis; Eng. ma/We < OPr. marbre.
i mil i toide (dis's^miKo-tood',

- n. [dis- Hh similitude], dissimilarity; difference.

dis sim-u late (di^sMn'yoo-lat'), v.t. & v4. [DISSIMO-
LATED (-id), DISSIMULATING], [< L* dissimtdaMs; see

DISSIMULATION], to hide (one's feelings, motives, etc.)

by pretense; dissemble.
"dis-sim-u-la-tion (dis-sim'yoo-la'shan), n. [ME^ OFr.;
L. dissimulatio < dissimulare* to dissemble < d$s-, not
Hh similis, like], pretense; hypocrisy; deception.

dis-sim-u-la-tor (di-sim'yoo-la'tSr), /i. a person who
dissimulates.

dis si-pate (dis'a-patO, v.t. [DISSIPATED (4d), DISSI-

PATING], [< L. dissipatius* pp. of dissipate, to scatter,

disperse; dis-, apart 4- sipare* supare* to throw], 1. to
- scatter: dispel; disperse. 2, to drive completely away;
make disappear. 3. to waste; squander. v.i. 1. to be

'

dissolved or dispelled; vanish. 2. to waste one's time
and energy on frivolities; indulge in pleasure, especially
drinking, gambling, etc., to the point of harming one-

self; be dissolute. SYN. see scatter.

dis-sipated (disfc-pat'Id) , adj. [pp. of dissipate], 1.

scattered. 2. squandered; wasted. 3. wasting time and
energy on frivolities; indulging in pleasure to excess;
dissolute. 4* showing the harmful effects of dissipation*

dis-si-pa-tion (dis'o-pa'shan) , n. [L. dissipation see DIS-

SIPATE], 1. a seatterinir or being scattered; dispersion.
2. a wasting or squandering. 3. any wasteful use of time
or energy; frivolous diversion. 4. wasteful or excessive

mdulgence in pleasure; intemperance; dissoluteness.

dls*si-pa*tor (dis'a-pater), n. a person who dissipates:
also spelled dissipater.
dissociable (di-so'shi-a-b'l, di-so'sha-b'l) , adj. [Fr.;
L. dissodabilis < dissociate : see DISSOCIATE], 1. that
can be dissociated; separablej distinguishable. 2. ill-

ma^ciiedij incongruous. 3. (dt-so'sha-b'l), [dis-, not +
sociable], unsociable.

dis-so-cial (di-so'shal), adj. not social, or friendly; un-
sociable.

disso-ci-ate (di-so'shi-af), v.t. [DISSOCIATED (-id),

DISSOCIATING], [< L^dissociatus, pp. of dissociate; dis-,

apart + sociare, to, jpin < sociits, companion], .l.,to
breafc the t|e o* cptoection between; sever association

with; separate; dfeise. 2. to think of as separate or
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distinct. 3, in themistry, to cause to undergo dissocia-
tion, vd. L to part company; stop associating. 2. in

chemistry, to undergo dissociation.
dissociate oneself from, to deny or repudiate any con-
nection with.

dis-so ci a-tion (di-so'si-a'shan, di-so'shi-a'shan), n. [L.

dissociaiio}, 1. a dissociating or being dissociated; sep-
aration. 2. in chemistry, the breaking up of a compound
into simpler components. 3. in psychology, the process
in which a group of mental activities breaks away from
the main stream of consciousness and functions as a

separate unit: an intensified dissociation can lead to

multiple personality.
dis-so-ci-a-tive (di-s5

/
shi-a'tivj, adj. 1. relating to dis-

sociation. 2. causing or tending to cause dissociation.

di8*9ol*u*biM-ty (di-sol'yoo-bil's-ti), n. the quality or
state of being dissoluble; solubility.

dis-sol-u-ble (di-sol'yoo-bl), adj. [L. dissdubilis < dis-

solvere; see DISSOLVE], that can be dissolved.
dis-so-lute (dis'a-loot% disVlut7

), adj. [L. dissdutus,
loosened, lax, unrestrained; pp. of disdvere; see DIS-

SOLVE], dissipated and immoral; profligate; debauched.
dis-so-lu-tion (dis'a-loo'shan, dis's-lu'shsn), n. [L. dis-

sdutio < dissdutus; see DISSOLVE], 1. a dissolving or

being dissolved. 2. a breaking uj> or into parts; disin-

tegration. 3. an ending; termination. 4. the ending of

Hfe: death. 5. the adjournment of a formal meeting. 6.

in finance, the surrender of a charter; liquidation. 7. in

law, the annulment of a contract.
dis'solv-a-ble (di-zol'vs-b'l), adj. that can be dissolved.
dissolve (di-zolvO. v.t. & v.i. [DISSOLVED (-zolvd'),

DISSOLVING], [ME. dissdven < L. dissdvere, to loosen;
dis*, apart + solvere, to loosen; see SOLVE], 1. to make
or become liquid; liquefy; melt. 2. to merge with a

liquid; pass or make pass^into solution. 3. to break up;
disunite: decompose; disintegrate. 4. to end by or as

by breaking up; terminate. 5. to disappear or make
disappear. 6. in motion pictures, to fade or make fade
into or out of view. n. in motion pictures, 1. a fade-in.
2. a fade-out. SYN. see adjourn, melt,
dissolved in tears, weeping.

dis sol-vent (di-^'vant), adj* [L. dissolvens, ppr. of

dissdvere], that can dissolve other substances, n. a
dissolvent substance; solvent.

dis-so-nance (dis'a-nans), n. [Fr.; LL. dissonantia < L.
dissonans, ppr. of dissonare, to be discordant, disagree
in sotrnd < dis-, apart -^ sonus, a sound], 1. an inhar-
monious sound or combination of sounds; discord. 2.

any lack of harmony or agreement; incongruity. 3. in

music, a chord that sounds harsh and incomplete until
resolved to a harmonious chord.
dis-so-nant (dis'a-nant), adj. 1. characterized by or

constituting a dissonance; discordant. 2. opposing in

opinion, temperament, etc,; incompatible; incongruous.
dis-suade (di-swadOi v.t. [DISSUADED (-id), DISSUADING],
[L. dissuadere; dis-, away, from + suadere, to persuade],
to turn (a person) aside (from a course, etcT) by per-
suasion or advice.

dis-sua-sion (di-swa'zhsn), n. [L. dissnasio < pp. of

dissuadere}, a dissuading.
dis sua sive (di-swa'siv), adj. trying to dissuade; meant
to dissuade.

dis syl lab ic (dis'si-lab'ik, dis'i-lab'ik), adj. having or
cxMisisting of two syllables: also disyllabic.

dis-syMa-ble (di-sJlVbl, dis'silVbl), n. [Fr. dissyllabe
< 3U disyllabus; Gr. disyUabos, of two syllables < di->,

two + syUabe, syllable], a word of two syllables, as
receive: also disyllabic.
dissymmetric (dis'si-met'rik), adj. dissymmetrical.
dis sym met ri-cal (dis'si-met'ri-kQl), adj. 1. not sym-
metrical 2. symmetrical in opposite directions, as are
a person's hands,
dis-sym-me-try (dis^sixnVtri), n. [pi. DISSYMMETRIES
(-triz)], 1. a lack or deficiency of symmetry. 2. sym-
metry in opposite directions, as of a person's hands.

dist., i. discount. 2. distance. 3, distant. 4. dis-

tinguish. 5. distinguished. 6. district.
dis taff (dis'taf, dis'tif), n. [ME. dista/, dystaf: AS.
dist&f; dis-, flax + ,

.

stxf, a stattl, 1. a 4fe DISTAPF,,
staff on which flax,

wool, etc. is wound for
use in spinning; hence,
2. woman's work or
concerns; hence, 3.

woman or women in
general.

distaff side, the ma-
ternal side or female
line of a family.

dis-tain (dis-tan'), v.t.

[OFr. desteindre < L.
dis- -f- tingere, to wet,
tinge, dye], [Archaic],
1. to discolor; dye;
stain. 2. t9 stain the
honor of; disgrace.

distal (dis'tl), adj.
[distant + -dl; formed

SWNDIE

DISTAFF AND SPINDLE

in contrast to proximal], in anatomy, farthest from the
center or the point of attachment or origin; terminal:
opposed to proximal.
dis-tance (dis'tens), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. distantia < Als-

tons, ppr. of distaye, to stand apart, be separate < dis-,

apart + store, to stand], 1. the fact or condition of

being separated or removed in space or time; remote-
ness. 2. a gap or space between two points. 3. an inter-

val between two points in time. 4. the measure of a

space or interval: as, the distance was one mile. 5. a
remoteness in relationship: as, the distance between
health and illness. 6. a remoteness in behavior; cool-
ness of manner; reserve. 7. a far-away place: as, the
bird flew away into the distance. 8. a far-away point
of time: as, at this distance we cannot know Neander-
thal man. 9. in music, an interval between two tones.
10. in painting, the depicting of distance, as in a land-

scape. 11. in racing, a space that is a certain distance
back from the finish line: in order to be qualified for

future heats, a horse must have reached this space by
the time the winner has completed the course. Abbre-
viated dis., dist. v.t. [DISTANCED (-tanst), DISTANCING],
1. to place or hold at some distance. 2. to make appear
to be far away: as, he distances his landscapes well. 3.

to do better or more than; leave behind; outdo; best.

keep at a distance, to treat aloofly; be reserved or cool
toward (someone).
keep one's distance, to be or remain aloof or reserved.

dis-tant (dis'tont), adj. [OFr.; L. distans; see DISTANCE],
1. having a gap or space between; separated. 2. widely^
separated ; far apart or far away in space or time. 3.

away: as, New York is 100 miles distant* 4. far apart
in relationship; remote: as, a distant cousin. 5. cool in

manner; aloof; reserved; standoffish. 6. from or at a
distance: as, a distant sound. Abbreviated dis., dist.

SYN. see far.

dis-taste (dis-tasf), n. [dis- -f taste], dislike; aversion
(with/or). v.t.[Oos.], 1. to have a distaste for; dislike.

2. to displease; offend.
dis-taste-ful (dis-tast'fal), adj. causing distaste; un-
pleasant; disagreeable.

Dist. Atty., District Attorney.
dis tern per (dis-tem'p&r), v.t. [ME. distemperen; OR.
destemprer; ML. distemperare, to derange, disorder (esp.
the "tempers," or four humors); L. dts-, apart + tem-

perare, to mix in due proportion, be moderate], 1. to

disturb; ruffle. 2. to upset or unbalance the functions

of; derange; disorder, n. 1. a mental or physical
derangement or disorder; disease. 2. an infectious
virus disease of young dogs. 3. strangles, a disease
of horses. 4. formerly, any of several other infectious

diseases of animals, characterized by catarrh, fever,
etc. 5. civil disorder or turmoil.

dis-tem-per (dis-tem'per), v.t. [OFr. destemprer, des-

tremper; ML. distemperare, to mix, dilute: L. dis-,

intens. + temperare, to compound thoroughly, mix
^
in

due proportion], 1. to mix (colors or pigments) with
water and egg yolks or some other binding medium.
2. to^arnt with^such a mixture, n. 1. a method of

painting using distempered pigment, as in murals. 2.

a painting done in this way. 3. distempered paint.

dis-tem-per-a-ture (dis-tem'pra-chSr, dis-tem'i)er-9-

ch&r), Hr [< distemper, after temperature], [Archaic], a

disordered condition, especially ofthe body or the mind.
dis-tend (di-stendO, v.t. * v.i. [L. distendere; dis-, apart
-f tendere, to stretch], 1. to stretch out. 2. to expand,
as by pressure from within; make or become swollen.
SYN. see expand.

dis ten si-ble (di-sten'sa-b'l), adj. [< LL. distensus (L.
distentus, pp. of distendere}], that can be distended.

dis-ten-tion, dis-ten-sion (di-sten'shsn), it. [L. dis-

tentio < pp. of distendere], a distending or being dis-,

tended; inflation; expansion.
dis tich (dis'tik), n. [L, distichon; Gf. distichon < dfa-

tichos, having two rows
; <*-, two + stichos, a row, rank],

two lines of verse regarded as a ttnit; couplet.
dis-tich-ous (dis'ti-kas), adj. [Gr, distichos; see DIS-

TICH], in botany, arranged in two vertical rows, as leaves
on opposite sides of a stem.

dis-tiU, dis-til (di-stii'), v.i. [DISTHXED (-stildO* DIS-

TJLLING], [ME. distillen; OFr. distiller; I,. d^Ulare,
destmare, Jo drop, trickle down: de~, down +. stillare,to

drop < stMla,, a drop], 1. to fall in drops; tiiclde; drip-
2. to undergo distillation, v.t. 1. to cause or allow to
fall in drops. 2. to subject to distillation; change or
extract by distillation. 3. to purify, rectify, or refine

by oc as by cUstiltatw^ {

dis til late (<uVt<Ht, dJsft'lraV^ n. [< L. distiUatus, pp.
of distillare], a product of distillation; liquid obtained
by distilling.

dis-til-la-tioa (dis'tl-S'shon), * [ME.; QFr,; Lt.dfetit,
latio < pp, of distHldre]Vi l.

;
a ctj^tilMng, 2. the process

of first heating a jn&jta$e<w sepafaj^the n^ore volatile
from the less volatile parts, and then cooling and con-
densing the resulting vapor soraaj&jpiroauge' at n^oj?e

nearly i>ure or refined substance; aoavolatileimpurmes.
remain in the residue. 3, anytlimg,distffl|ed; }<

4. the essence of anything. ( , t

dis-tUled (di-st41d'), adj. produced by
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dts-till-er (di-stifer), n. 1. a person or apparatus that
distills. 2. a person, company, etc. in the business of

making alcoholic liquors produced by distillation.

dis-tttl-er-y (di-stil'er-i), n. [pi. DISTILLERIES (4z)J, I.

a place where distilling is carried on. 2. an establish-
ment or industrial plant where distilled alcoholic

Hquors are made.
dis-tiU-ment, dia-til-ment (di-stil'mant), n. distil-

latioD.

dis-tinct (di-stirjkt*), adj. |ME. & OFr. < L. distinctus,

pp. of distinguere; see DISTINGUISH], 1. not alike; dif-

ferent. 2. not the same ; separate ; individual. 3 . clearly
marked off ; clear ; j>lain. 4. well-defined ; unmistakable ;

definite. 5. [Poetic], marked; decorated; variegated.
SYN. see different.

dis-tinc-tion (di-stirjk'shan), n. [ME. distinctiun; OFr.
distinction; L. distinctm < pp. of distinguere; see DIS-

TINGUISH], 1. the act of making or keeping distinct;
differentiating between or among things. 2, that which
makes or keeps distinct; particular quality, mark, or
feature that differentiates: as, the distinction of this

building is its height. 3. the state of getting special
recognition or honor; fame; eminence: as, a singer of
distinction. 4. the Quality that makes one seem superior
or worthy of special recognition or honor: as, he fought
with distinction, 5. a mark or sign of special recognition
or honor: as, the professor was loaded with distinctions.

dis-tine-tive (di-stirjk'tiv), adj. making distinct; dis-

tinguishing from others; characteristic. SYN. see
characteristic.

diS'tinct-ly (di-stirjktli), adv. in a distinct manner;
clearly; definitely.

dis-tin-gu6 (dislarj-ga', di-star/ga; Fr. deVtaw'gaO,
adj. [fern. DISTINGUEE (-ga', -ga; Fr. -ga')], distin-

guished; having an air of distinction.

dis-tin-guish (di-stir/gwish), v.t. [< L. distinguere -f

Eng. -tsh; L. distinguere, to separate, discriminate,
punctuate < dis-, apart + -stinguere, to prick, pierce;
IE. base *steig-, to prick, pierce, as hi Eng. stick, G.
sticken, to pierce, embroider, Gr. stigma, etc.], 1. to
separate or mark off by differences; perceive or show
the difference in; differentiate. 2. to be an essential
characteristic of; characterize. 3. to perceive clearly;
recognize ^plainly by any of the senses. 4. to separate
and classify: as, distinguish colors into primary and
secondary. 5. to make famous or eminent ; give distinc-
tion to: as, he distinguished himself in battle, v.i. to
make a distinction (often with between or among).
Abbreviated dist., disting.
SYN. distinguish implies a recognizing or marking apart
from others by special features or characteristic qualities (to
distinguish good from evil) ; discriminate, in this connection,
suggests^ a distinguishing of minute or subtle differences be-
tween similar things (to discriminate scents); differentiate
suggests ^the noting or ascertaining of specific differences be-
tween things by comparing in detail their distinguishing quali-
ties or features. See also discern.

dis-tin-guish-a-ble (di-stir/gwish-Q-b'l), adj. that can
be distinguished; separable or perceptible.

dis-tin-guished (di-stirj'gwisht), adj. fop. of distin-

guish], 1. celebrated; eminent: abbreviated dist. 2.

having an air of distinction. SYN. see famous*
Distinguished Flying Gross, 1. a decoration given by
the United States forneroism or extraordinary achieve-
ment in aerial flight against the enemy: instituted in
1917. 2. a similar decoration given by the British
government to members of the Royal Air Forces.
Abbreviated JXF.C*
Distinguished Service Cross, 1. a cross of bronze
awarded in the United States Army for extraordinary
heroism in battle. 2. a British Royal Navy cross of
silver awarded officers

^
below the rank of lieutenant

commander for distinguished service against the enemy.
Abbreviated D.S.C.
Distinguished Service Medal, 1. a bronze medal
awarded in the armed forces of the United States for
meritorious service in a duty of great responsibility. 2.
a bronze medal awarded to enlisted men in the British
Royal Navy or Marines for distinguished service in
time of war. Abbreviated D.S.M.

dis-tort (di-stSrV), v*t. {< L. distortusr pp% of distorguere,
to twist out of shape, distort; dis-, inteas* + torguere, to
twist], 1. to twist out of shape; change tlte usum shape
or appearance of; hence, 2. to misrepresent; misstate:
pervert: as, you distort the facts, SYN. see deform.
distortion (di-st6r'sh9n)i, n. JL. distprtiol , t a <3J^-

torting; twistbog. 2, the fact or condition of feeing dis-
torted. 3, anymimg dis*orJe<i

diatr., 1. distributed. 2. disfaibutlon. 3> distributor.
dis-tract (di-strak^),/^^; [MS. <mfca4en < 1* dis-
fractus,, pp. of distr^nere, to draw aj>art: Ms^ apart +
trahere, tod^awf pull], l.to draw (t|kird,,tc,) away
in another direction; divert. 2. to draw (tfcte thoug&ts)
rnc@ntcfed^ -1-- J <-

dis-tract i hie (di-strak'td-b'l), adj'. that can be dis-
tracted.

dis-trac-tion (di-stntk'atoa), n. (MB. distractiaHn; L.
dutrattio], t. a distracting or being distracted; con-
fusion. 2. anytliifl^ that distracts: cause of confusion.
3. anything that gjvw; mental relaxation or freedom
from worry, grief, etc. ; amusement; diversion. 4. great
mental agitation or derangement; madness.

dis-trac-tive (di-steak'tar), adj. distracting; confusing.
dis-train (di-straV), * * ^- fME. disfreimnj OFr.
destreindre; LL. distring&re, to force by seizure of goods
< L. distringere, to pull asunder, detain, etc.; dis-t apart
f stringers* to draw tight, stretch!, in lev, to seize and
hold (property) as security or indemnity for a debt.

dis-train-ee (dis'tra-neOt **. {distrain 4- -], a person
whose goods have been seized as security or indemnity
for a debt,

dis-train-er (di-stran'er), n. a distrainor.
dis-train-or (di-stran'e'r, dis'tra-ndrOt n* a creditor who
distrains the property of another.

dis-traint (di-strant/), n. fOPr. destreinte, distress <
pp. of destreindrel in Jaw, a distraining; distress.

dis-trait (di-stra'; Fr. des'treO, adj. [Fr. pp. of distrain,
to distract; L. distrahere; see DISTRACT], accent-minded;
inattentive, SYN. see absent-minded.
dis-traught (di-str6t

f
)r adj. fprob. var. sp. of distr&it or

of distract, used as adj.], 1. distracted; harassed;
mentally confused. 2. driven mad; crazed. SYN. see
absent-minded.

dis-tress (di-stresO, v.t. [ME. distressen; OFr. destresser,
destrecier, orig., to constrain (to do something); LL.
*districtiare < L. districtus, pp. of distringere; see
BISTRAIN], 1. to cause sorrow, misery, or suffering to;
make unhappy, anxious, etc.; pain; afflict; trouble. 2.
in law,, to distrain, n. 1. the state of being distressed;
pain; grief; anxiety; suffering. 2. anything that dis-

tresses; affliction. 3. a state of danger or trouble; bad
straits. 4. in law, a) distraint, b) the property distrained.
SYN. distress implies mental or physical strain imposed by
pain, trouble, worry, or the like and usually suggests a state or
situation that can be relieved (distress caused by famine);
suffering stresses the actual enduring of pain, distress, or
tribulation fthe suffering of the wounded); agony suggests
mental or physical torment so excruciating that the body or
mind is convulsed with the force of it (in mortal agony*);
anguish has equal force but is more often applied to acute
mental suffering (the anguish of despair).

dis-tress-ful (di-stres'fal), adj. 1. causing distress;
painful; grievous. 2. feeling or expressing distress.

dis-trib-ut-a ble (di-strib'yoo-ta-bl), adj* that can be
distributed.

dis-trib-u-tar-y (di-stril/yoc~ter'i), n. [pi DISTRIBU-
TARIES

(-iz)] |< distribute; formed in contrast to tribu-

tary], any branch of a river that flows away from the
main stream and does not rejoin it : opposed to tributary.

dis-tribute (di-strib'yoot) , v.t. [DISTRIBUTED (4<f),

DISTRIBUTING], [< L. distributus, pp. of distribute, to
distribute; dis-, apart + tribuere, to allot, give < trfbns,
division of the people, tribe], 1. to divide and givfe out
in shares; allot. 2. to scatter or spread out, as over a
surface. 3. to divide and arrange according tq a classi-

fication; classify. 4. to put (things) in "various distinct

places. 5. [Archaic), to administer, as jtistice. 6. in
law, to apportion (an intestate's property) to those
entitled to it. 7. in logic, to use (a term) in its full or
extended meaning, so as to refer to every individual
denoted. 8. in printing* to break up (type) and put the
letters back in the proper boxes. Abbreviated dis.,
distr.
SYN* distribute implies a dealing out of portions or a spread-
ing: about of units among! a number of recipients (to distribute

separation of a whole into parts to be shared (an
divided among fire cMCdren); dole implies a distributing of

money, food, etc. in dwity or in a sparing or niggardly manner.
dis-taibu-tion (dis'^bu/shan), n. [L. distribute}, 1.

a distributing: or being distributed. 2. the manner of

being distributed: as, an equal distribution of property.
3. anything distributed

j portion; share. 4. the system
or process of distributing commodities to consumers.
Abbreviated distr.

distrib-ii-tlve (di-strib'yoo-tiv), adj, [Pr. dtsfributif;
LL. disfcibutwus], 1. distributing or tending to dis-

tribute, 2. relating to distribution. 3. referring: to each
member of a group regarded individually. 4. in logic,
distributed in a given proposition; said of a term. n.
a' distributive word or expression, as any or ea^h.

<H-trib-H'tive-ly (di-strib'yoo^tiy-li) . adv* in a distribu-
tive manner or sense: singly; individually.

.fcUs-trib-u-tor (di-strib'yoo-tir), n [LJ, 1. a person or
, tMn^ that distributes. 2. an agent or business firm that
distributes goods to consumers* 3, a, device for dis-

tributing electric current to the spark plugs of a gasoline
engine so that they fir^ in proper order. Abbreviated
distr. -

i .,
,

even, bice, ovgr; is, bite; lot, g6, hoTn, t6Ql, IjOOk; oil, out;
a* -la ml * in ajaaj^ i in sanity, o w. com^ly^ u in

j

. 4pq&It& icfc; kh, 6- doch. See pp. ac-xii

yet} 'dun; $he; tlun,
, fbl); Fr. b41; 8, Fr.

? foreifen;
*
hypothetical; < derived E
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dis-trtct (dis'trikt), n. fFr.; ML. jtorictui. orig., power
of constraint, control; hence, in feudal law, a territory
within which a lord had the right to administer jurisdic-
tion, district < L. dtetrktn$, pp. of distringere; see
DISTRAIN], 1* a geographical or political division made
for a specific jpurpose: as, a school district. 2. any
region; part of a country, city, etc.: as, the business
district. Abbreviated tlst* .t to divide into districts,
district attorney, a lawyer elected or appointed in a
specified district to serve as a prosecutor tor the state
in criminal cases: abbreviated D.A., Dlst, Atty.

district court, 1. the federal trial court sitting in
each district of the United States. 2. in some States,
the court of general jurisdiction.

District of Columbia, a federal district of the United
States, on the north bank of the Potomac River: area,
69 sq. mi.; pop-. 802,000: occupied by the city of
Washington: abbreviated 0.C
dis trust (dis-trustO n* a lack of trust, of faith, or of
confidence; doubt; suspicion. v*t. to have no trust,
faith, or confidence in; doubt; suspect.

dis- trust-fill (dis-trust'fsl), adj. distrusting; doubting.
distrustful of, suspicious of; having no confidence in.

dis-turb (di-sturbO v.t. [ME. distorben; OFr. destorber,

serenity of; agitate (what is quiet or still). 2. to agitate
the mind of; make uneasy or anxious. 3. to break up
the settled order or orderly working of: as, don't
disturb my things. 4. to break in on; interrupt; inter-
fere with. 5. to inconvenience: as, don't disturb yourself.
SYN. disturb impHes the unsettling of normal mental calm
or powers of concentration by worry, interruption, etc. (to
disturb one's train of thought); discompose implies the up-
setting of one's self-possession (her sudden outburst discom-
posed him): to perturb is to cause to have a troubled or
alarmed feeling (the bad news perturbed him); agitate suggests
ant arousing of intense mental or emotional excitement (he was
so agitated, he could not answer).
dis-turb ance (di-stftrtrans), n. [ME.; OFr. destourb-
ance], 1. a disturbing or being disturbed, 2. anything
that disturbs. 3. the state of being worried, troubled,
or anxious. 4. commotion; disorder.

di-sul-fate (di-sul'fat), n. 1. a salt of disulfuric acid.
2, a chemical compound containing two sulfate groups
per molecule. 3. a bisulfate.

dl sill-fide (di-sul'fld,
tdi-sul'fid), n. [di- + sulfide], a

chemical compound in which two sulfur atoms are
united with a single radical or with a single atom of an
element: as, carbon disulfide^ CSa.

disulfu-ric acid (di'sul-fyoor'ik), an acid HiSaOr,
whose molecule is composed of two molecules of sul-
furic acid minus one molecule of water: also called
yyrosulfuric acid.

d"is-un ion (dis-un'yan), n. \dis- + union], 1. a break-
ing of a tie or bond; separation. 2. absence of unity;
dissension; disagreement; discord.
disun-ionist (dis-un'yan-ist), n. 1. a person who
advocates or tries to cause disunion. 2. a person who
advocated secession of some State or States from the
United States (during the Civil War period).

dis u-nite (dis'yoo-nit/), v4. to destroy or take away
the unity of; make disagree; separate. v.i. to become
separate; come apart.

dis-im-i-ty (dis-unVti), n. a lack of unity; disunion.
disuse (dis-uz'; for n., dis-us'), v.t. to stop using, n.
the fact or state of being or becoming unused; lack of
use.

dis-u-tiM'ty (dis'yoo-til'a-ti), n. a lack ol utility; qual-
ity of being harmful; inconvenience.

dis val ue (dis-val'u), v.t. [Rare], to regard as of ao
value; depreciate; disparage.

di.syHabfc (dis'i-lab>ik), adj. dissyllabic.
di syHa-ble (di-sil'a-b'l), n. a dissyllable.
dis-yoke (dis-yok'), v.t. to free from, or as from, a
yoke; unyoke.

ditch (dich), n. [ME. dich, die; AS. die, a ditch, drain;
akin to OFris., ON. dikt G. deich, teick, lit*, cat-out
place; IE. base *dheig-, to pierce, stab, as in L. figere, to

2. to make a ditch in. 3, to throw into a 'ditch: derail
(a train). 4. [Slang], to desert or get rid of. va. to
dig a ditch or ditches.

di the-ism (di'thi-iz'm) , n. [di- + theism], 1. the belief
in two supreme gods; dualism. 2. the belief in two tmi-
versal forces, as of good and of evil.
dither (diffc'gr), n. [var. of didder; see DIDDLE], a
trembling or excited condition. v.L to be in a dither.

di-thi-on-ic acid (dl'thi-on'ik, dith'i-on'ik), [di- 4-
thionic], an acid, HaSaO, having two sulfur atoms in
each molecule and existing only in salts or solutions.

dith.y-ramb (dith'o-ram', dith'a-ramb'), n, [L. ditky-
rambus; Gr. dithyrqmbos], 1. in ancient Greece, a wild
and emotional choric hymn in honor of Dionysus; hence,
2. any wildly emotional, enthusiastic song, speech, or
writing.

dith-V'ram-bic (dithVram'bik), adj. 1. of or like a
dithyramb. 2. wildly emotional or enthusiastic, n. a
dithyrambic verse; dithyramb.

dit-ta-ny (ditVni), n. [pL DITTANIES (-niz)}, [ME.
ditane> dOany; OFr. ditan, ditain; L. dictamnum; Gr"
diktamnon < Diktet Mount Dicte, in Crete, where the
plant grew], 1. a pink-flowered mint* 2. a shrubby
plant with flowers that give off an inflammable vapor;
fraxinella, 3. a plant of the mint family, with oval
leaves and clusters of purplish flowers.

dit to (dit'o), n, [pi. DITTOS (-5z)}> [It, < L. dictum, a
saying < dicere, to say], 1* the same (as something said
or appearing above or before). 2. a duplicate; another
of the same. 3. a ditto mark, adv. as said above; as
before; likewise. Abbreviated do. v.t. [DITTOED (-6d) f

DITTOING}, to repeat; duplicate; copy.
dit-tog-ra-phy (di-tog'rs-n), n, [< Gr. dittos, form of
dissos, double; -f* -graphy], the accidental repetition of
a letter or letters in writing or copying.

ditto machine, a machine for duplicating writings or
drawings: a trade-mark (Ditto machine),

ditto mark, a mark (") used in itemized lists or tables
to show that a word, figure, or passage above is to be
repeated. Example: 4 hrs. overtime Sat.

2 l " Mon.
dit-ty (dit'i), n. [pi DITTIES (-iz)], [ME. dUe; OPr. dm <
L, dictatum, thing dictated; neut. pp. of dictate; see
DICTATE], a short, simple song.

ditty bag (or box), [< obs. dutty, coarse calico, orig. E.
Ind.; cf. Hind, dhoti, ^inclothj, a small bag (or box)
used by sailors or soldiers for carrying sewing equip.
ment, toilet articles, etc.
Di-u (de'oo), n. a small Portuguese island, off the coast
of western India: pop., 13,800.

di u re sis (d!
/
yoo-re

/
sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. diourein <

dia~, through -f- ourein, to urinate < ouron, urine], an
increased or excessive secretion or flow of urine.

di-u-ret-ic (dl'yoo-ret'ik), adj. [LL. diureiicus; Gr.
diouretikos < diourein; see DIURESIS], increasing the
secretion and flow of urine, n. a diuretic drug.

di ur-nal (di-ur'nl), adj. [ME.; L. dittrnalis < diurnus,
daily < dies, day], 1. daily; happening each day. 2. of
the daytime: opposed to nocturnal. 3. in entomology,
living for one day. 4. in zoology, active in the daytime.
n. [Archaic], 1. a diary. 2. a daily newspaper. 3. in
ecclesiastical usage, a service book containing the
prayers for the canonical hours of the daytime.

di-ur-naMy (di-ur'n'l-i), adv. [diurnal + -ly], 1. daily.
2, by day; in or during the daytime.
Diu sham be (dyoo-sham'be), n. Stalinabad: the former
name.

Div.f Divinity.
div., 1. diversion. 2. divide. 3. dividend. 4. divine.
5. division. 6. divisor. 7. divorced.

di-va (de'vo), n. [pi. DIVAS (-vaz); It. DIVE (-ve)], [It.;
L. goddess, fern, of divus, god], ajprima donna; leading
woman singer, especially in grana opera.

di-va-gate (di'va-gatO, v.i. [DIVAGATED (-id), DIVAGAT-
ING], [< pp. of L. divagari, to wander about < dis-,
from -f aagari, to wander], 1. to wander about; hence,
2. to stray from the subject; digress.

di-va-gfl'tlon (di'vs-ga'shan), n. a divagating; wander-
ing; digression.

di-va lent (di-va'&nt, div'a-lant), adj. 1. having a
Valence of two. 2. having two valences. Also, esp. for
2, blYalemt.

di-tan (di-van' for I; di'van or di~van' for 2 & J), n.
[Turk, divan; Per. divan, dlwan, orig., bundle of written
sheets, hence accounts, -office of accounts, customhouse,
council room, apf>mprte furniture, council, etc.], 1.
in Oriental countries, a royal council or council room.
2. a large, low couch or sofa, totally without arm rests
or back. 3. a coffee room, cafe, or smoking room.

di var i cate (d9-var'9-kat% dl-varVkat'), v.i. [DIVARI-
CATED (4d) DIVARICAITING], [< L. divari&nhts, pp. of

, dwarwwe, to spread apart < dis-, apart + varicare, to
straddle < varicus, straddling; cf. PREVARICATE], to
split into two parts; fork; branch, v.t. to spread or
branch widely apart, adj. widely diverging; spreading
or branching far apart.

di>var i ca tion (da-varVka'shan, di-var'a-ka^shan), n.
L a divaricating; forMmg. 2. a difference of opinion.

di var i-ca tor (da-varVka'ter, di-varVka'ter), n. [see
that stretches apart the shells

cf. DIP], l, to ftaige head first into water. 2. to go
suddenly muler Water: as, a submarine dives. 3. to
plunge tfoe bsmd or body suddenly into a substance' or
opening : as, lie dived into Ms foxhole. 4. to vanish from
sight suddenly. S ia awation, to make a steep, sudden
descent, v.t. I. to plunge (a hand, head, etc.) into
something. 2. to ^xplore or penetrate by or as by div-
ing. 3. to send Cone's airplane) into a dive. n. 1. a

diyimg; sudden plunge into water head first. 2. any
sudden plunge or submersion. 3. in avia&m, a sharp
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descent. 4. [Colloq.], a cheap, disreputable saloon,

gambling place, etc.

dive bomber, a kind of airplane that releases its bombs
while diving at the target,

div-er (div'er), n. 1. a person or thing that dives. 2. a
person whose occupation is diving or working under
water. 3. any of several kinds of diving water birds, as
the grebe or loon.

di-verge (dd-vtrj*, dl-vilrjO* v& [DIVERGED (-vurjdO.
DIVERGING], [Mod. L. divergere < L. dis-, apart -f wr-
gere, to turn, incline], 1. to go or be in different direc-
tions from a common point or from each other; branch
off. 2. to vary from a norm; differ. SYN. see deviate.
di-ver-gence (do-vur'pns, df-vur'jans), n. [Mod. L.
dhergentia < jypr. of divergere], 1. a diverging; branch-
ing off. 2. variation from a norm ; difference ; deviation.

di-ver-gen-cy (de-viir'jan-si, di-vur'jan-si), n. \pl.
DIVERGENCIES (-siz)J, divergence.

di-yer-gent (da-vui/jsmt, o5-vur'i>nt), adj. [Mod. L.
divergens, ppr. of divergereL I. diverging. 2. varying
from a norm; deviating; different. SYN. see different.

dl-vers (di'verz), adj. [ME.; OFr. < L. diverstis, pp. of
diwertere, to turn in different directions < dis-, apart -f
vertere, to turn], 1. various or sundry; several. 2.

[Archaic], diverse.
di-verse (do-vfirs', di-vurs', dl'vurs), adj. [see DIVERS],
1. different; dissimilar. 2. varied; diversified. SYN.
see different.

di-verse-ly (da-vursli, <E-vurs1i), adv. in diverse direc-
tions or ways; dMerecrtly; variously.

di-ver-si fi-ca-tion (da-vur'sa-fi-ka'shgn, di-vur'sa-fi-

ka'shdn), n. a diversifying or being diversified; variety;
variation.
di ver si fied (da-vur'sa-fld', dl-vur'sa-fid'), adj. [pp. of
diversify] made diverse: varied.

di-ver-si-form (dd-vur'sa-fdrm', di-vui/sa-fdrm), adj.
[see DIVERS & -FORM], of various forms, or shapes.

di-ver-si-fy (da-vur'sa-fi', di-vur's9-fi
/
) *>* [DIVERSI-

FIED (-fi<r)r DIVERSIFYING], [Fr. dwersifoer; ML. diver-

sificare, to make different < L. diversus, different -f

facere, to make], to make diverse; give variety to; vary.
di-ver-sion (da-vur'zhan, dl-vur'shsn), n. [ML. diversio
< L. diversus; see DIVERS], 1 . a diverting; turning aside

(from) ; as, diversion of funds from the treasury: abbre-
viated div. 2. distraction of attention: as, diversion of
the enemy. 3. anything that diverts or distracts the
attention; hence, 4. a pastime: amusement.

di-ver-sion-ar-y (do-vurzhan-er^, di-vui/shan-er'i), adj.
having the nature of a diversion; especially, in military
usage, serving to distract the enemy from the main
point of attack: as, diversionary tactics,

di-ver-si-ty (do-vur'ss-ti, dl-vur'sa-ti), n. [pi DIVER-
SITIES

(-tiz)}, 1. quality, state, fact, or instance of
being diverse; difference. 2. variety: multiformity.

di-yert (da-vftrt', dl-vurf), v.t. [ME. dwerten; OFr.
divertir; L. divertere; see DIVERS], 1. to turn (a person
or thing) aside (from a course) ; deflect. 2. to distract
the attention of; hence, 3, to amuse; entertain. SYN.
see amuse.

di-ver-tic-u-lum (65'ver-tik'yoo-bm), n. {pi. DIVER-
TicuLA (-la)], [Lv dnerliculum, deverfoctdum, a bypath,
side way < divertere, devertere, to turn aside; de~, from
4- veriere, to turn], in anatomy, a pouch or sac opening
out from a tubular organ or main cavity.

di-ver-ti-ineii'to (di-ver'ti-men'to), n. [pi. DIVERH-
MENTI (-ti)], [It.; see DIVERT], any of various light,
melodic instrumental compositions in several move-
ments.

di-vert ing (da-vtir'tiij, dS-vur'tirj), adj. that diverts;
especially, amusing or entertaining.

tdi-ver-tisse-ment (dg
/ver/

tes/ma /
). n. [Fr.; see

DIVERT], 1. a diversion; amusement. 2. a short ballet,
etc. performed between the acts of a play or opera;
entr'acte. 3. a divertimento.

Di-ves(di'vez), n.JL., wealthy], l.mtlieBW,therich
man in the parable: Luke 16:19-31. 2. any rich man.

di-vest (da-vest', di-vesf), v.t. {< earlier devest (< OBr.
desvestir; des-, from + vesUr < L. vestire, to dress <
vestis, a garment) after Ml* divestire, contr. < disves-
tire; L. dis-, from -f vestire], 1. to strip (o/ clothing,
arms, etq.). 2. to deprive or dispossess (ofrank, rights,
etc.). SYN. see strip.
divestiture (dd-ves

;ta-chr, di-ves'ta-chejr), 71. a
divesting or being divested: also divesture.

di-vest-ment (da-vest'mant, di-vest'maat), n. dives-
titure. '

di-ves^tiire (da-ves'chSr, di-ves'chgr), n. divestiture;
di-vid able (da-vM'a4>l), adj. that can be divided;
divisible.

di-vide (da-vid
7
). v.t. [DIVIDED (-id), DIVIDING], [ME.

deyiden, dividen; L. dtvidere, to separate, divide, dis-
tribute <,df~ J(< d$s-i> bart) 4- base seen in vidna, a
widow < lEi base *5tt>Mi-, *wim^t ^o separate], 1. to
separate into parts: split up; sevefi 2* fe separate into
groups; dass$y. ^ Wl11 " " "" '

- '''' ''

by a boundary or partition. 4. to give out In sbares;
apportion. 5. to cause disagreement between or
among; alienate. 6. la wl*wtfJ* u) to separate
into equal jparts by a divbor. b) to be a divisor of. 7.

in mickania, to mark off the divisions of; graduate;
gradate, vj. 1. to be or bone ^>arate; put. 2. to
disagree ; differ in opinion. 3. to separate into groups in

voting on a question. 4. to share. . a ridge that
divides two drainage areas; watershed. Abbreviated
div. SYN. see distrlbot*. *fMK*tft,

dl-vid-ed (d*-v!d^d) f adj. (pp. of dm&el, 1. ^parated
into parts; parted. 2. in Wawy, segmented,

divided payments, payments fn installments.
|di'?i-de et im pe ra (div'^-de

1'
et iin's9-r9) v [L.|, divide

and rule.
div i dend

(diy'a-dend'}, n. [Pr. dwidmde; L. ditndm-
dum, that which is to be divided < dimdemdus, gerun-
dive of dimd&re}, 1. the number or quantity to be
divided, 2. a sum or quantity, usually of money, to be
divided among stockholders, creditors, members of a
co-operative, etc. 3. &n. individual's share of such a
sum or quantity. 4. in insurance, the refund made to
the insured from the year's surplus profit. Abbreviated
dlv., d. SYN. see bonus.

di vid ers (ds^vid'ers), n.$. an instrument for dividing
lines, measuring or marking off distances, etc.; com-
passes.

dlv-i-div-i (div'i-div'i), n. [Sp. < Caribbean word], 1.
a small trojHcal American tree of the pea family. 2. its

curled, astringent ipods, which yield tannic and gaffic
acids and are used in medicine, dyeing, and tanning:.

di-vid*u*al (ds-vij'oo-ol), adj. [< L. dimduus , 1.

divided; separate. 2. divisible; separable. 3. distrib-
uted; shared.

div-i-na tion (divVna'shan), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. dimnatio
< divinatus, p^p. of divinare; see DIVINE* .], 1. the act or
practice of trying to foretell the future or the unknown
by occult means. 2. a prophecy; augury. 3. a success-
ful guess; clever conjecture.

di-vin^a-to-ry (da-vin'a-t6r'i, d3-vrnVto'ri)'iw#. of or
by divination.

deja .

a god. 2. given or inspired by God; holy; sacred. 3.
devoted to God; religious; sacrosanct. 4. having to do
with theology. 5. supremely great, good, etc. 6.

[Colloci.], very pleasing, attractive, etc.: a feminine
intensive, n. 1. a clergyman. 2. a theologian. Abbre-
viated div. v.t. [WVINED (-vfndO. DIVINING], [ME.
devinen; OFr, denner; L. dimnare < dimnus], 1. to

prophesy. 2. to guess; conjecture. 3. to find out by
intuition, tu. to engage in divination. SYN. see holy.

Divine Comedy, an elaborate narrative poem in Ital-
ian, written (1302-1321) by Dante Alignieri: it deals
with the author's imaginary journey through Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise.

di-vine-ly^ (d9-vin
/
li), adv. 1. m a divine manner. 2,

by a divine agency; by God's power. 3. supremely.
di viri-er (ds-vln'er), n. [ME. dennour; OFr. devineor <
devmer; see DIVINE, .], 1. a person, who engages m
divination. 2. a divining rod.

divine right of kings, the supposedly God-given right
to rule formerly attributed to monarchs,
diving bU, a large, hollow, bell-shaped apparatus in
which divers can work under water: air is pumped
into it through a hose.

diving board, a board projecting horizontally over a
swimming pool, lake, etc. in such a way that by jumping
on the end of-it a diver can propel himself farther into
the air before plunging into the water.
diving suit, a heavy, waterproof garment covering the
body, worn by divers working
under water: it has a detachable
helmet into wMch air is pumped
through a hose.
divining rod, a forked branch
or s^ck allegedly useful in dis-

covering water, mMerals, etc.
hidden undergroaaias.

di*vin-i-ty (da-vinVtO, n. M.
DIVINITIES

(-tiz)], [ME. & OFr.
divinite; L. divmitas < divinus,
divine], I. the quality or condi?
tion of being divine. 2. a divine
being; a god; dtecty: 3i a divine
ipower or quality : supreme virtae
or excellence. 4. the study of TWVT^ ^
relgfon; theology. 5. a soft,

MvnfG S0H

ct

t .

Dlvtato, God: the. Lord.
'

to make or regard as divine: deify.
1

'the
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di-viS'I-hle ((to-vii'fr-bl), adj. JL. dinsibilhl I. that
can be divided; dividable. 2. m mathematics , that can
be divided without leaving a remainder.

dI'Vi;8ton (d^-vizh'an), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. dtoisio <
dm$u$,

tpp. of divider
ej, 1. a dividing or being divided;

separation. 2. a sharing or apportioning; distribution,
3. a difference of opinion; disagreement. 4. a separa-
tion ^into groups in voting. 5. anything that divides;
partition: boundary, 6. anything partitioned off or
separated; department; compartment; section; seg-
ment. 7. in bmogy, a group of organisms constituting
part of a larger group. 8, in mathematics, the process
of finding how many times a number (the divisor) is

contained in another number (the dividend} : the num-
ber of times constitutes the quotient. 9. in military
science, a section of an army; corps, consisting generally
of three regiments and auxiliary troops, under the com-
mand of a major general. 10. in nmal science, a group
of several ships, usually four, under a single com-
mander. Abbreviated div. SYN. see part.

di-vi sion al (da-vkh'an'l), adj. of or constituting a
division.

division sign (or mark), the symbol (*), indicating
that the preceding number is to be divided by the
following number. JEzampIe; 8 -s- 4 *=> 2.

di-vi-sive (da-vl'siv), adj. [< L. diwisus; ;f -*J t 1.

causing or showing division. 2. causing disagreement
or dissension.

di-vi-sor (ds-vi'zfr), n. [L.], in mathematics, 1. the
number or quantity by which the dividend is divided to
produce the quotient. 2. a number or quantity by
which another can be divided without leaving a re-

mainder; factor. Abbreviated div.

di-yorce (do^voTs/, ds-vqrs'), n. [ME. divors; OFr.
dworce; L. diwriium < diversus, pp. of divertere, earlier

dhortere, to turn or go different ways; see DIVERS], 1.

legal and formal dissolution of a marriage. 2. complete
separation; disunion: as, a divorce of municipal and state
functions, v.t. [DIVORCED (-ydrsf, -vorst'), DIVORCING],
1. to dissolve legally a marriage between; separate (one
of a married couple) from the other by divorce. 2. to
rid oneself of (one's husband or wife) by divorce. 3.

to separate; disunite, v.i. to get a divorce.
di-vor-ce (da~v6Y'sa't da-vor'saO, n. [Fr.], a divorced
man*
di vor cee (da-vdrW, da-vor'sa'), n. Pr,] f a divorced
woman.

DUSK: |, I. feeling giddy or unsteady. 2. causing or
likely to cause dizziness: as, dizzy heights. 3. confused;
bewildered. 4. [Colloq.], silly; foolish. v.L [DIZZIED
(-id), DIZZYING], to make dizzy.

Dja-kar-ta (j-kar'tli), n. Jakarta, the capital of
Indonesia, in Java,

d|eb*el (jeb'al), n. [Fr.; Ar. jebel], a hill: often used in
Arabic place names.

Djeb-el Draze (jeb'al drooz')t a territory of southern
Syria: area, 2,400 sq. mi.; pop., 90,000 (est. 1948),

DJI-boU'ti (ji-boo'ti; Fr. je'bdo'te
7
), n. the capital of

French Somaliland, on the
Gulf of Aden: pop., 10,000
(est. 1944): also spelled
Jibuti.

Djok-ja-kar-ta (joVya-
kar'ta), n. JokjaKarta, a
city in Java.

dk., l.deck. 2. dock.
dkg., decagram; decagrams.
dkl. decaliter.

dkm., decameter.
I>/L demand loan.

D.

-- (da-voVse', da-vor'seO, n. a divorced person.
di-vorce-ment (da-v&rs'msjnt, do-vors'mant), n. di-

vorce; a divorcing or being divorced.
dlv-ot (div'st), n. [Scot, dial.; ? re-formed < MLG.
ddmcke, a plug, or < ON.; prob. IE. base *dheubh~,
*dhub~, a plug, lump; see DOWEL], 1. [Scot.], a thin slice
of turf used for roofing, burning, etc. 2. in golf, a lump
of turf dislodged by a player's club in making a stroke.

di-vul-gate (da-vul'gat), v.t. [DIVULGATED (-id), DIVUL-
GATING], [ < L. divulgatus, pp. of diwlgare], to divulge.

di-vulge (d9-vulf), v.t. [DIVULGED (-vuljd') DIVULGING],
[L. dmdgare; dt-, dis-, apart 4- vulgare, to make public

, the common people], to make known; make
public; disclose: reveal. SYN. see reveal.
di vulge ment (da-vulj'mant), n. [Rare], a divulging or
being divulged.

di-vul-gence (da-vul'jons), n. a divulging; revealing;
disclosure.

di-vul-aioji (da-vul'shan), n. [via. FT. < L. diwlsionem],
a tearing or being torn apart; violent rending or
separation.

div-vy (div'i), v.t. & tu". [DIVVIED (-id), DIVVYING],
[clipped form of divide], [Slang], to share (often with
up), n. [pi. DIVVIES (-12)], [Slang], a share; portion.

di'Wan (di-wan', di-w6n'), n. a dewan.
Dix-ie (dik'si), n. [? < dixie, popular name for a ten-
dollar bank note issued in Louisiana prior to the Civil
War: so called from the large dix (ten) printed on one
side], 1. the Southern States of the United States,
collectively. 2. a song celebrating the South, composed
in 1859 by D. D. Emmett: it became popular in the
Confederacy during the Civil War.

Dix ie land (dik'si-land'), adj. in, of, or like the style of
jazz associated with New Orleans, characterized by a
fast, ragtime tempo.

Dixie Land, Dixie.
dix-it (dik'sit), n. [L., 3d pers. sing., perf. indie., of
dtcere; see DICTATE], a statement made without confir-
mation; dogmatic assertion: also ipse dixit.

Di-yar-be-kir (de-yar'be-kir'), n. a city in southeastern
Turkey: pop., 43,000: also Diarbekr.

diz-en (diVn, di'z'n), v.t. [MD. disen, to put flax on a
distaff< LG. dise, bunch of flax; akin to dis-, flax, in AS.
distaef; see DISTAFF], _

1. originally, to put lax on a
distaff. 2. to dress up in finery; deck out; bedizen.

diz-zi-ly (diz'l-i), adv. in a dizzy or dizzying manner.
diz-zi-ness {diz'i-nis), n. the state or sensation of being
dizzy; vertigo.

diz-zy (diz'i), ad/. [DIZZIER (-i-Sr), DIZZIEST (-i-ist)], [ME.
disie, desie; AS. dysig, foolish; akin to MLG. dusich,
insensitive, giddy, Eng. doze; IE. base *dhwes- (<
*dhewes-') in the sense "to eddy, whirl, vacillate* '; cf.

deciliter; deciliters.

Lit., Doctor Literarum,
, Doctor of Literature.

Doctor Litterarum,

J
DJIBOUTI

DJIBOUTI

.

[L.J, Doctor of Letters.
dlr. t dealer.

0X.S., Doctor of Library
Science.

dlvy., delivery.

Dm., Deutschemark.
dm., decimeter; decimeters.
D. Mus., Doctor of Music.
D.N.B., Dictionary of National Biography (British).
Dne-pr (ne'per; Russ. dnye'p'r), n. a river in western
U.S.S.R., flowing into the Black Sea: length, 1,400 mi.

Dnepro-pe-trovsk (dn^e'prS-pye-trSfskO, n. an indus-
trial city in the Ukrainian S.S.R., on the Dnepr: pop.,
501,000: formerly called Ekaterinoslav.

Dnes-tr (nes't^r; Russ. dnye'st'r), n. a river in the
southwestern U.S.S.R., flowing into the Black Sea:
length, 800 mi. : Romanian name, Nistru*

Dnie-per (ne'pSr), n. the Dnepr.
Dnies ter (nes'ter), n. the Dnestr.
do (doo), v.t. [DID (did), DONE (dun), DOING], [ME. doon,
don; AS. don; akin to G. tun (OHG. tuon), OLG. don;
IE. base *dhe-> to put, set, place, as also in Sans.
dadhami, Gr. tithemi, I place, put, L. -dere in condere,
to set down, ground, establish], 1. to perform (an
action, etc.); carry out; fulfill: as, do a deed, do one's
duty. 2. to finish; bring to completion: used in the
perfect tenses, as, dinner has been done for an hour. 3.
to cause; bring about: as, it does no harm, who did
this to you? 4. to exert (efforts, etc.) : as, do your best.
5. to deal with as is required; attend to: as, do the iron-
ing, do one's nails. 6. to work at; have as one's work
or occupation. 7. to work out; solve: as, he did the
problem. 8. to produce (a play, etc.) : as, we did Ham-
let. 9. to play the role of: as, I did Polonius. 10. to
cover (distance) : as, he does a mile in record time. 11. to
visit as a sightseer; tour: as, they did England in two
months. 12. to translate: as, he did Horace into Eng-
lish. 13. to give; render: as, he did honor to the great
dead. 14. to suit; be convenient to: as, this will do me
very well. 15. [Colloq.J, to cheat: swindle: as, you've
been done. 16. [Colloq.T, to serve (a jail term), lu. 1.
behave: as he does well when treated weU. 2. to be
active; work: as, do, don't talk. 3. to finish: used in
the perfect tenses, as, have done with dreaming. 4. to
get along; fare: as, mother and child are doing well. 5.
to be adequate or suitable: serve the purpose: as, the
black dress will do. Auxiliary uses of do: 1. to give
emphasis: as, please do stay. 2. to ask a question: as,
did you write? 3. to emphasize negation or prohibition :

as, don t go, 4. to serve as a substitute verb: as, love
me as I do (love) you. 5. to form inverted constructions
after some adverbs: as, little did he realize, n. [British
Colloq.], 1. a hoax; swindle. 2. a party.
do away with, 1. to get rid of; dispose of. 2. to de-
stroy; kill.

do by, to act toward or for; behave in respect to or in
behalf of.

do for, [Colloq.J, to ruin; destroy.
do in, [Slang], to kill.
do onesetf well, [after G. sich gMUcb tun], to achieve
success for oneself.
do over, [Colloq.J, to redecorate.
do to death. [Archaic], to kill.
do up, [Colloq.], 1. to clean and prepare (laundry,
etc.). 2. to wrap up; tie up. 3. to arrange or wear
(the hair) so that it is off the neck and shoulders.
4. to tire out; exhaust.
do with, to make use of; find helpful.
do without, to get along without; dispense with.
have to do with, to have relation with or to*
make do, to get along, or manage, with what is
available.
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do (do), n. [It. (? < iteninus, first word of a Latin

hymn) ; used instead of earlier ut; see GAMUT], in mn$ic,
a syllable representing the first or last tone of the
diatonic scale; see solfeggio.
do ditto.

D /) d.o., delivery order.

D.O., I. District Office. 2. Doctor of Optometry. 3.

Doctor of Osteopathy.
do a ble (doo's-b'l), adj. that can be done.
do-all (doo'or), n. a person who does all kinds of

things or who manages all aspects of some business
or affair.

doat (dot), v.L to dote.

doat-y (do'ti), adj. doty.
dob-ber (dob'er), n. [? < D. dobber], the float on a
fisherman's line.

dob-bin (dob'in), n. [rhyme alteration < Robin], a
horse, especially a plodding, patient horse.

dob-by weave (dob'i), [< Bobbie, dim. of Dob, rhymed
nickname for Robin, Robert], a weave with small, simple
patterns.
Do-ber-man pin-seller (do'be'r-man pin'sher), [G.;
Dobermann, name of the first breeder + pinscher, terrier

< Pinzgau, area in northern Austria known for breed-
ing of dogs and horses; cf. G. Pinzgauer, variety of
horse orig. bred in PinzgauJ, a breed of terrier with
short, smooth, dark hair and tan markings.
do bla (do'bla), n. [Sp. < doble, double < L. duplus; see

DOUBLE], an obsolete gold coin of Spain.
do-bra (doHDrs), n. [Port. < dobre, double < L. duplus;
(see DOUBLE): so named because double the value of
another coin, e.g., the peca], any of several obsolete

gold coins of Portugal.
Do-bru-ja, Do-bru-dja (do'broo-ja), n. a district of
southeastern Romania, along the Black Sea.
Dob-son, Austin (dob's'n), (Henry Austin Dobsori),
1840-1921; English poet, critic, and biographer.

dob-son fly (dob's'n), [fisherman's term < the name
Dobson], a large insect with grayish-white wings: the
larva (called hellgrammtte) is used as fishing bait.

do-by (d5'bi), n. [pi. DOBIES (-biz)] & adj. [Colloq.],
adobe.
doc (dok), n. [Slang], doctor: often used as a general
term of address like Mac, Bud, Jack, etc.

doc. document.
do-cent (doVnt; G. do-tsentO, n. [G., teacher, academic
lecturer < L. docens, ppr. of docere, to teach], in some
American universities, a teacher or lecturer not on the
regular faculty.
doc-ile (dos'l, dos'il), adj. [Fr.; L. docilis, easily taught
< docere, to teach], 1. easy to teach; teachable. 2.

easy to discipline; tractable. SYN. see obedient.

do-cil-i-ty (do-sil'9-ti, do-sil'g-ti), n. [Fr. docilite; L.

docilitas], the quality of being docile.

dock (dok), n. [9rig., mud channel made by a vessel's
bottom at low tide; hence, fenced-in channel for dock-
ing; MD. docke, runnel, ^channel: It. doccia or ML.
ductia, channel < L. ductio, a leading awayj see DUCT,
DOUCHE], 1. a large excavated basin equipped with
floodgates, used for receiving ships between voyages.
2. a landing pier; wharf. 3. the area of water between
two docks. 4. a platform at which trucks or freight
cars are loaded and unloaded. Abbreviated dk. v.t. to

bring or pilot (a ship) to a dock. v.i. to come into a
dock.
dock (dok), n. [< PI. docke, dok, hutch, pen, cage],
the place where the accused stands or sits in court.
dock (dok), n. [ME. docks, dokke; AS. docce; akin to
MHG. tocke, bundle, tuft, cluster; IE. *dWk, dheuk,
prob. in the sense "to roll together, make thick"], any
of several coarse weeds of the buckwheat family, with
small, green flowers and large leaves.
dock (dok), n. [ME. doc, dok; ON. dockr, a short, stumpy
tail < same base as dock (the weed)], 1. the solid part
of an animal's tail, excluding the hair. 2. an animal's
bobbed tail. v.t. [ME. docken < the .], 1. to cut off

the end of (a tail, etc.) ; clip or bob. 2. to shorten the
tail of by cutting. 3. to deduct a part from (wages,
etc.). 4. to deduct a part from the wages of.

dock-age (dok'ij), n. [dock (wharf) + -age], 1. the fee

charged for the use of a dock. 2. docking accommoda-
tions. 3. the docking of ships.
dock-age (dok'ij) , n. [dock (to cut off) 4- -age], a cutting
off or down; curtailment; deduction.

dock-er (dok'er), n. a dock worker; longshoreman.
dock-er (dok'Sr), n. [dock (to cut off) + -er] t a person or

thing that docks.
dock-et (dok'it), n. [merging of cocket, a seaL anything
sealed or approved & obs. doggette, abstract of approved
papers, register, custom warrant < It. doghetta, small
heraldic bend, dim, of doga, barrel stave], 1. a summary,
abridged statement; or Hst of legal decisions. 2. a list

of cases to be tried by a law court, 3. any Hst or sum-
mary of things to be done? agenda. 4. a label listing
the contents of a package, directions^ etc. v.t. I. to

dodecagc
enter in a docket. 2, to pat a docket on; label; ticket.
dock-mack-ie (dok'mak-i), n. I? via D. < Am. Ind.

(Leimpe) fottkunuik], & shrub of the honeysuckle family,
with maplelike leaves* small clusters of yellow-white
flowers, and purple or black berries.
dock-yard (dok'yard*), n. a place with docks, machin-
ery, and supplies for repairing cc building ships.

doc-tor (dok'teY), n. |ME. iacfywr, doctter, doctor (of
medicine, Iaw or divinity); OFr. doctonr; L. doctor,
teacher < pp. of docere, to teach], I. a person on whom
a university or college has conferred the doctorate: a
Doctor of Medicine, Dentistry, Philosophy, Divinity,
etc, is properly addressed as Doctor; abbreviated Dr.
(as a title), D. (as in Pk,D. t D.LiM., etc.). 2. a physician
or surgeon (M.D.). 3. a person licensed to practice
any ofthe healing arts, as an osteopath, chiropractor,
etc. 4. a witch doctor or medicine man. 5. a makeshift
device or apparatus for making emergency repairs. 6.
a bright-colored artificial fly used in angling. 7. [Rare],
a teacher. 8. [Archaic], a learned man, especially one
of the Schoolmen of the Middle Ages. v.t. [Cofloq.],
1. to try to heal; apply medicine to. 2. to repair; mend.
3. to tamper with: as, he doctored the evidence. va.
[Colloq.], 1. to practice medicine. 2. to be under a
doctor's care; take treatments, medicine, etc.

doc*tor*al (dok'tlsr-al), adj. L of a doctor or doctorate:
as, a doctoral dissertation. 2. having a doctorate.
doc tor-ate (dok'ter-it) , n. fML. doctorains}, the degree
or status of doctor conferred by a university.
dootri naire (dok'tri-ntrO, n. [Pr. < doctrine; see
DOCTRINE: coined (c. 1815) by extremists to apply to
opponents holding the "doctrine" of compromise; now
applied to extremists themselves], a person who tries
to apply theories regardless of practical problems which
affect them; visionary, adj. impractical; visionary.
SYN. see dictatorial.

doc tri nal (dok'tri-nal), adj. [LL. doctrinalis], of, based
onf or containing doctrine.

doc*trine (dok'trin), n. [ME.; L. doctrina < doctor; see

DOCTOR], 1. something taught; teachings. 2. some-
thing taught as the principles or creed of a religion,
political party, etc.; tenet or tenets; belief; dogma.
SYN. doctrine refers to a theory based on carefully worked
out principles and taught or advocated by its adherents
(scientific or social dotlrims): dogma refers to a beHef or
opinion that is handed down by authority as true and indis-

putable* and usually connotes arbitrariness, arrogance* etc.

(religious dogma); tenet emphasizes the maintenance or de-

fense, rather than the teaching, of a theory or principle (the
tenets of a political party) ; precept refers to an injunction or
dogma intended as a rule of action or conduct (to teach by
example rather than by precept).
doc-u-ment (dok'yoo-mant;/or ., dok'yoo-ment'), n.

[Pr.; L. documentum, lesson, example, proof < docere,
to teach], 1. anything printed, written* etc., relied upon
to recora or prove something: abbreviated <3toc. 2. any-
thing serving as proof, v.t. 1. to provide with a docu-
ment or documents. 2. to provide (a book, pamphlet,
etc.) with references as proof or support of things said.

3. to prove or support, as by reference to documents.
doc-u-men-tal (dok'yoo-men'tl), adj. of a document
or documents.

dpc-u-men-ta-ry (dok'yoo-men'ts-ri), adj. 1. consist-

ing of, supported by, contained in, or serving as a
document or documents. 2. designating or of a motion
picture that records news events or shows social condi-
tions without fictionalization. n. [pi. DOCUMENTARIES
(-riz)] a documentary motion picture.

doc-u-men-ta-tion (dok'yoo-men-ta/shan) , n. 1. the

supplying of documents or supporting references; use
of documentary evidence. 2. the documents or refer-
ences thus supplied.
dod-der (dod'er), tu". [var. of dial, dudder, dither; akin
to or < AS. dyderian, to confuse, delude; akin to Norw.
dudra, to tremble, quake, MLG. doUen, dutten, to be
bewildered, be crazy; IE. base *dhendh~, to whirl
around confusedly, shake, be senseless; cf. DIDDLE],
1. to shake or tremble as from old age. 2, to totter.

dod-der (dod'er), n. [ME. doder; Late AS. dodder <
same base as dodder, .; cf. dial, dodder, quaking-grass
& G. dotter (AS. dydrin), egg yolk], any of several para-
sitic plants lacking leaves, roots, and chlorophyll: the
threadlike stem is equipped with special suckers for

drawing nourishment from the host.
dod dered (dod'Srd), adj. [Dryden's form (influenced
by dodder} of older doddard, dotard, an old, decaying oak :

see DOTARD], having lost its branches or top because of

age, decay, etc. : said of a tree.

dod der-ing (dod'Sr-irj), adj. [ppr.of dodder], trembling,
shaky, or tottering, as from old age.
do dec a- (do'dek-a), [< Gr. dodeka, twelve; dd-, two <
*dwo- < IE. *dwo- (see TWO) + Gr. deka, ten (see

DECA-)], a prefix meaning twelve, as in dodecagon: also,
before a vowel, dodec-.

do-de-ca-gon (do-deki'o-goa', do-dek'a-gan), n. [Gr.
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d&dekagowon; see DODECA- &. ~GON], a plane figure with
twelve angles and twelve sides.

do-dec-a-he-dral (do'dek-a-he'dral), adj. of, or having
the form of, a dodecahedron.
do-decahedron (do'dek-s-he'dran), n. &L DODECA-
HEDRONS (-dram;)* DODECAHEDRA
(-drs)], [Gr. dSd&kaedron; see DO-
DECA- & -HEDRON], a solid figure with
twelve plane faces.
Do deca nese (do-dek'a-nes', do-
dek-a-nes')i n. a group of Greek is-

lands in the Aegean, oil southwestern
Turkey: area, 974 sq. mi.; pop.,
I21 t000.

dodge (doi), v*L [DODGED {dojd),
DODGING] r [late 16th a; phonetic form
(cf. SLEDGE beside SLED) suggests
Scot. dod, to jog; for the base.^ see

DODDER], 1 . to move or twist quickly
aside; shift suddenly, as to avoid a DODECAHEDRON
blow. 2. to use tncks, deceits, or

evasions: be shifty. v.t. 1. to avoid (a blow, etc.)

by moving or shifting quickly aside. 2. to evade

by cunning, trickery, cleverness, etc. n. 1. a dodging.
2. a trick used hi cheating or evading. 3. a clever

device, plan, etc,

dodger (doj'Sr), n. 1.

DODO (2 ft. high)

_jdg-er "(doj'Sr), n. 1. a person who dodges. 2. a

tricky, dishonest person; shifty rascal. 3. a bread or

cake made of corn meal. 4. a small handbill.

Dodgson, Charles Lut-widge (lut'wij doj's
f

n), see

Carroll, Lewis.
do-do (doMo), n. [pi. DODOS, DODOES (-doz)] f [Port.

doudo, lit., foolish, stupid],
a large bird, now extinct,
that had a hooked bill,

short neck and legs, and
rudimentary wings useless

for flying: formerly found
on Mauritius.
Do do-nae-an, Do-do-ne-an
(do'da-ne'gn), adj. [< Gr.
D6ddmf Dodona], 1. of the
ancient Greek town of

Dodoaa in Epirus. 2. of

the famous oracle of Zeus
there, in a grove of oaks.
Doe (do), [same word as doe;

John Doe and Richard Roe
were orig. fictitious plaintiff
and defendant in a form of ejection action], a name
(John Doe, Jane Doe) used in law courts, legal papers,
etc. to refer to any person whose name is unknown.
doe (do), n. [pi. DOES (doz), DOE; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[MB. doo, do,- AS. da < Corn, da (or Cymric) ;
ult. <

IE. *dom&, *dema, *d9ms, to make domestic, tame (<
*dem-i to build, house), as in LL. dama, fallow deer,

buck, L. domare, to tame (see TAME) ; base apparently
first used of domesticated horned animals], the female
of the deer, or of the antelope, rabbit, or almost any
other animal the male of which is called a buck.
do er (doo'eY), n. 1. a person who does something or
acts in a specified manner: as, a doer of good. 2. a
person who gets things done; active or energetic person.

does (duz), the third person singular, present indicative,
of do.

doe-skin (do'skinOt n. 1. the skin of a female deer.

2. leather made from this. 3. a fine, soft, smooth
woolen cloth used for suits, upholstery, etc.

does-n't (duz''nt), does not.
do-est (doo'ist), archaic second person singular, present
indicative, of do : used with thou, and in auxiliary uses
shortened to dost,

do-eth (doo'ith), archaic third person singular, present
indicative of do : in auxiliary uses shortened to doth,

doff (dof, d6f), v.t. [<do+ off], 1. to take off (clothes,

etc.). 2. to remove or lift (one's hat), as in greeting.
3. to put aside; get rid of; give up.
dog (d6g), n. [pi. DOGS (ddgz), DOG; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[ME. dog, dogge; generalized in sense < late, rare AS.
docga, dogga (usual AS. hund; see HOUND), dog of
native breed (whence Fr. dogue, G. dogge, Eng. dog,

mastiff) : akin to or borrowed in ON. dugga, headstrong,
intractable person; the form dog instead of dodge (< As.
docga) suggests ON. transmission; IE. base *dheugh-,
to be strong, be of use, avail; cf. DOUGHTY], 1. any of
a large and varied group of domesticated animals
related to the fox, wolf, and jackal. 2. the male of any
of these animals, 3, a low, contemptible fellow, 4. a

prairie dog, dogfish, or other animal thought of as

resembling a dog. 5. f< orig. shape; cf. Fr, chenet], an
andiron; firedog. 6, fColloq.], a boy or man: as, lucky
dog, gay dog. 7. pi. fSlang], feet. 8. [D-], in astronomy,
either of two constellations near Orion, separated from
each other by the Milky Way; the Great Dog (Cants
Major) or the Little Dog (Canis Minor). 9. in me-
chanics, any of several devices for holding or grappling.
10. in meteorology, a parhelion; sundog, seadog, or fog-

dog, v.t. [DOGGED (dogd), DOGGING], 1. to follow, hunt,
or track down like a dog. 2. to hold down with a

mechanical dog. adv. very* completely: used in com-
bination, as, Jog-tired.
a dog's age, [ColloqJ, a long time.

a dog's life, a wretched existence.

dog eat dog, ruthless and savage competition.

dog in the manger, a jperson who keeps others from

using something whicn he has but cannot or will not
use: from the fable of the dog that kept the ox from

eating the hay.
every dog has his day, something good or lucky hap-
pens to everyone at one time or another.

go to the dogs, [Colloq.J, to deteriorate; degenerate.
let sleeping dogs lie, to let well enough alone; not dis-

turb things as they are for fear of something worse.

put on the dog, [Slang], to make a show of being very
elegant, wealthy, etc.

.

teach an old dog new tricks, to induce a person of

settled habits to adopt new methods or ideas.

dog ape, a baboon.

dog-bane (dog'banO. n. [so named because said to be

poisonous to dogs], a perennial plant with clusters of

small, pink or white flowers and a milky juice used in

medicine.

dog-ber-ry (dog'ber'i, do'g'be'r-i), n. [pi DOGBERRIES
(-iz)j, 1. the berry or fruit of the European dogwood,
the chokeberry, the yellow clintonia, or the mountain
ash. 2. in Great Britain, the fruit of certain cran-

berries. 3. any of these plants. 4. [D-], a stupid,

egotistical constable in Shakespeare s Much Ado About
Nothing (1600).
dog biscuit, 1. a hard biscuit containing ground
bones, meat, etc., for feeding dogs. 2. [Slang], an
army field-ration biscuit.

dog-cart (d&g'kart'), n. 1. a small, light cart drawn by
dogs. 2. a small, light, open carriage, usually with two
wheels, having two seats arranged back to back: so

called because originally it had a box under the seat

for a sportsman's dogs.
dog days, the hot, uncomfortable days in July and
August: so called because during that period the Dog
Star rises and sets with the sun,

doge (doi), n. [It. < L. dux, leader < ducere, to lead],

the chief magistrate of either of the former republics of

Venice and Genoa.

dog-ear (dQg'eT'), n. a turned-down corner of the leaf of

a oook. v.t. to turn down the corner or corners of (a
leaf or leaves in a book).
dog-face (d6g'fas') * ISlang], an enlisted man in the

army, especially an infantryman.
dog fennel, the mayweed.
dog-fight (ddg'fitO, n. a rough, violent fight between,
or as between, dogs; specifically, in military usage,
combat between fighter planes or tanks at close

quarters.
dog-fish (dftg'fish'), n. [pi. DOGFISH, DOGFISHES (-iz);

see FISH], 1. any of various small, voracious sharks,

2. any of several other fishes, as the bowfin, or mudfish.

dog fox, a male fox.

dog'ged (d6g'id), adj. [see DOG], not giving m readily;

persistent: stubborn. SYN. see stubborn.

dog-ger (dsg'er), n. [ME. doggere (whence ODan. dogge,

D. doggerboat, etc.) < dog; cf. CAT, CATBOAT], a two-
masted boat with a broad beam, used by fishermen in

the North Sea. f ,

Do*ger Bank (d6g'Sr, dog'Sr), a shallow part of the
North Sea, off the northern English coast: depth,
36-120 ft.: a fishing area.

dog-ger-el (ddg'Sr-al, dog'er-al), n. [ME. dogerel (Chau-
cer) ; prob. < It. doga, barrel stave, but influenced by
dog as in dog Latin; cf. G. knuttelvers, lit., cudgel verse,

Pr. bastonnet, little stick, type of verse], trivial, inar-

tistic, weakly constructed verse, usually of a burlesque
or comic sort; jingle, adj. designating or of such verse.

Also doggrel*
dog-ger-y (d6g'er-i), n. [pi. DOGGERIES (-iz)], 1. mean
or surly behavior like that of a snappish dog. 2. dogs
collectively; hence, 3. the rabble; riffraff.

dog-gish (d6g'ish) , adj. 1. of or like a dog. 2. snarling;

snapping. 3. [ColloqJ, stylish and showy.
dog-gone (d8g'g6n'), interj. [? < dog (pox) on it!, an

imprecation (cf. Scot, dagone, dagont), or ? euphemistic
remodeling of God damn], damn! darnl: an exclamation
used variously to express anger, irritation, surprise,

pleasure, etc. v.t. [DOG-GONED (-g6ndO, DOG-GONING],

fColloq.J, to damn: usually in the past participle, as,

111 be dog-goned if IH go.
dog grel (ddg'ral, dog'ral) , n. & adf. doggerel.

dog-gy (d6ga), n. [pi. DOGQIES (-iz)], a little dog: often
also spelled doggie.
' ' V1

1. of or like

dog's shelter ; kennel.
_____ _, , in disfavor.

do-gie (do'gi), n. ['Texas dial.; also earner doughgy; ? <
Southwest dial, dough, cereal grain still soft and milky
before maturity], in the western United States, a stray
or motherless calf : also spelled dogy.

^ . t

dog Latin, 1. incorrect or ungrammatical Latin. 2. a

jargon made up in imitation of Latin.
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dog-leg ged (ddg^teg'id, ddg'legd'}, adj. bent like the
hind leg of a dog.
dog ma (ddg'ms, dog'ma), n. [pi. DOGMAS (-max), DOG-
MATA (-ma-td)], |L.; Gr. dogma, that which one thinks
true, opinion, decree < dokcin, to think, believe], 1. a
doctrine; tenet; belief. 2. doctrines, tenets, or beliefs,

collectively. 3. a positive, arrogant assertion of opinion.
4 in theology, a doctrine or body of doctrines formally
and authoritatively affirmed SYN, see doctrine.

dog-mat*!c (ddg-mat'ik, dog-matf
ik), adj. [L. dogmat-

icns; Gr. dogmaiikos] t 1. of or like dogma. 2. asserted
a priori or without proof. 3. stating opinion in a posi-
tive or arrogant manner, SYN, see dictatorial.

dog-mat-i-cal (dog-mat'i-k'l, dog-mat'i-k'l), adj* dog-

dog-mat-ics (d6g-mat'iks, dog-mat'iks), n.pl. [con-
strued as sing.], the

t
study of religious dogmas, espe-

cially those of Christianity.

dog-ma-tism (dSg'ma-tiz'm, dog'ma-tiz'm), n. [Pr.

dogmatisms; ML. dogmatismus < Gr. dpgmatizein, to

lay down a decree; see DOGMA], dogmatic assertion of

opinion, usually without reference to evidence.

dog-ma-tist (dog'nw-tist, dog'ma-tist) , n. a person'who
utters dogmas or is dogmatic.

"

dog-ma-tize (d6g'raa-tiz', dog'ms-tizQ , y.i. [DOGMATIZED
(-tizd') DOGMATIZING], [Fr. dogmaiiser; ML. dogma"
tizare; Gr. dogmatizein; see DOGMA], to speak or write

dogmatically. v.L to formulate or express as dogma.
dog rose, [transl. of L. rosa canina], a European wild
rose with single, pink flowers and hooked thorns.

dog salmon, a large salmon of the Pacific coast.

g's-ear (dSgfc'eV), n. & v.t. dog-ear.
sled (or sledge), a sled (or sledge) drawn by d<

_ letter, [transl. of L. htera canina], the letter R.

especially when trilled: so called because of its supposed
resemblance to a dog's growl.
dog's-tail (d6gz'tal') n. a coarse kind of grass; yard
grass; wire grass: also dog's-tail grass.

Dog Star, 1. Sinus, the brightest star in the constel-

lation Canis Major. 2. Procyon, a bright star in the
constellation Canis Minor.

dog's-tongue (d6gz'tun') n. hound's-tongue.
dog's-tooth violet (d&gz'tooth'), dogtooth violet.

dog tag, 1, an identification tag or license tag for a dog.
2. [Slang], a military identification tag worn about the
neck.
dog-tired (dSg'ttrd')* adj. [Colloq.], very tired.

dog-tooth (dSg'tooth'), n. W. DOGTEETH (-teth')L 1. a
canine tooth; ey^etooth: also dog tooth. 2. an orna-
mental molding in some medieval buildings, consisting
of a series of toothlike projections.
dogtooth violet, 1 . an American plant of the lily family,
with two mottled leaves and either a yellow or a white
flower: it is not related to the violet family: also called
adder*s-tongue. 2, a related similar European plant
with a purple flower. Also dog's-tooth violet.

dog-trot (dog'trot')f n. a slow, easy trot, like a dog's.
dog-vane (d6g'van') n. a small vane of

t bunting, etc.

placed on the weather gunwale of a ship to indicate
the direction of the wind,
dog-watch (ddg'wSch', dSg'wach')* n. in nautical

usage, either of two duty periods (from 4 to 6 P.M. and
from 6 to 8 P.M.) half the length of the normal period.
dog-wood (ddg'woodOt n. [shortened < dogberry wood,
dogberry tree, etc.], 1. a tree with pink or white flowers

early in the spring and clusters or small red berries in

the fall. 2. any tree or shrub of the same family. 3.

the hard, close-grained wood of any of these trees.

do-gy (do'gi), n. [pi. DOGIES C-giz)], a dpgie.
dolled (doild), adj. [var. or dola, orig. pp. of ME.
dollen, to make dull; of. AS. dol, stupid}, [Scot. &
British Dial.], demented, stupid, foolish* etc.

doi-ly (doi'li), n. [pi. DOILIES (4iz)] t [after a 17th-c.

London draper named Doily or uoyley], a small napkin
or mat of linen, paper, etc., used as decoration or pro-
tection, for a tray, table, or other furniture.

do-ings (doo'irjz), n.fl. 1. things done; deeds; actions;
activities. 2. behavior.

doit (doit), n. [D. duit], L a small, obsolete Dutch coin
that was worth about 1/4 cent. 2, Anything of trifling
value: as, not worth a doit.

doit-ed (doi'tid). adj. [var. of doted; cf. DOTE], [Scot.],

foolish, as from old age; senile.

do-it-your-self (doo/it-yoor-self , n. the practice of

constructing, repairing, redecorating, ^
etc. oy oneself

instead of hiring another to do it. adj. of, used for, or

engaged ift do-it-yourself.
dol.t 1. [fl. DOL?.], 4ollar. 2. in music* dolca
do-lab-ii-foiTO (do-lab'ra-6rm')> adj. [< L. dolabra,

pickax (< dolore, to chip); 4* -jom], shaped like the
head of an ax, as certain leaves.

Jdol-ce (dol'che), adj. [It., sweet], 1* sweet and soft;
hence, 2. in music, smooth in performance: abbrevi-
ated dpi, n. M. DOLCX (-che)J, a sort-toned organ stop.

Jdol-ce
i(

lair men-to (dol'che far nyen'te), [It., (it, is)

sweet doing nothing), pleasant idleness or inactivity,
dol drums (dol'dremz), n.pl* f ? < dml, by analogy with

L low spirits; dull, gloomy, listless feeling.*

2. a) equatorial ocean regions noted for dead calms
and light fluctuating winds, b) the dead cairns and
light, fluctuating winds characteristic of these regions.

dole (dol), n. (ME. dak, d@te; AS. dot, parallel to dxl;
see DEAL], 1. a riving out of money or food in charity.
2. that which is thus given out ; alms. 3, anything given
out sparingly. 4. a form of payment by a government
to the unemployed, as in England, 5. [Archaic!, a
person's destiny or lot. .t. [DOLBB (dold), DOLINGJ,
to give sparingly or as a dole (usually with on/). SYN.
see distribute.
on the dole, receiving govemraent relief funds,

dole (dol), n, [see DOLEFUL], [Archaic!, sorrow; dolor.
dole-fill (dol'&lK adj. [ME. deolM; dtol, doel, sorrow,
grief < OFr. doel < LL. dolms, gnef, pain < L. dohre, to
suffer; -f- -ful], sad; sorrowful; mournftil; melancholy;
dismal. SYN. see sad.

dol er ite (dol'e'r-it'). n- [Fr. < Gr. <Wm*s, deceptive <
dolos, deceit: so called from its close resemblance to

diorite] 1. a coarse-grained_ variety of basalt. 2.

loosely, diabase or any of various other ^neous rocks
whose composition cannot be analyzed without micro-
scopic examination.
dole-some (dol'sam), adj\ [see -soMsl [Rare], doleful.

doH-cho-ce-phal-ic (dol'i-ko'sa-fal'ik), adj. [< Gr.
dolichos, long; + ~wpkalic], having a relatively long
skull; having a skull whose width is less than 80 per
cent of its length: opposed to brachycaphalic: see also
cephalic index.
doH-cho-ceph-a-lous (doFi-ko-sef'a-Ias), adj. dolicho-

cephalic.
dof-i-chO'Ceph-a-Iy (dol'i-ko-sef'-H), n. the condition
of being dolichocephalic.

doll (dol), n. [orig., nickname for Dorothy], 1. a chil-

dren's toy made to resemble a baby, child, or grown
2. a pretty but rather stupid or silly girl or
3. a pretty child. 4. [Slang], aaay girl or young

and< i>.t. [Slang], to dress carefully

person
woman.
woman, v.t.

stylishly or showily (with up).
doHar (dol'Sr), n. [LG. & Early Mod. D. daler; G.
thaler (now taler), contr. < Joacnimsthaler, coin made
(orig. in 1519) at Joachimstal. Bohemia < St. Joachim
(name of the village) -f thai, tal, valley (see DALE)],
1, the monetary unit of the United States, equal to
100 cents: symbol, $, as, $1.00. 2. the standard mone-
tary unit of Canada and Liberia and of British Guiana
and some other British colonies, valued at about S8
cents in 1950. 3. a standard monetary unit of China : in

full. People's Dollar. 4. the Mexican peso. 5f any^of
several monetary units used only in trade, as the British

Hong Kong dollar, the Straits Settlements doUiuv the
Levant dollar of Austria, etc. 6. a coin or piece of

paper money of the value of a dollar* 7. [Ob.], a
Spanish coin (piece of eight) used in American Revolu-
tionary times. Abbreviated dol. d

dollar diplomacy, the policy of using the economic
power or influence of a government to promote in other
countries the business interests of its private citizens,

corporations, etc.

dollar-fish (dol'Sr-fish') n. [$L DOLLARFISH, DOLLAR-
FISHES (-12); see FISH], any of several salt-water food
fishes with snort, compressed bodies and smooth scales.

Doll-fuss, Eng*<3*bert (er/gl-bert' dol'f6os; Eng. dol'-

fos), 1892-1934; Austrian statesman; chancellor (1932-
1934) ; assassinated.

doll-y (dol'i), n. [pi. DOLLIES (-5*)J.I< AjMJ, 1. a doll:

chilas term. 2. a stick or board for stirring, used in

laundering clothes or washing ore: dasher. 3. a tool

used to hold a rivet at one end while a head is ham-
mered out of the other end. 4. any of several kinds of

low, flat, wheeled frames for transporting heavy objects,
as in a factory. 5. a narrow-'gauge locomotive for rail-

road yard work. 6. in motion pictures & television, a

low, wheeled platform on which the camera is mounted
for moving it about the set. v.i. to move a dolly forward

(in), backward (ou) t etc. in photographing or televising
the action.

, _
DollyVar-den (var'd'n), [after the character in Dickens
Barnaby Rudge], L a dress of sheer figured muslin
worn over a bright-colored petticoat. 2. a woman's
flower-trimmed hat with a large brim* bent down on one
side. 3 . akind of red-spotted troutfoundin streams west
of the Rocky Mountains: so named from its colori

-

dolman (dol'msn), n. [pi DOLJVMUSTS (-manz)], f

hussar's jacket; Pol. doloman < Turk. d&lamSn, _
robe]. 1. a long Turkish robe. 2. a hussar's showy,
gold-braided jacket worn like a cape with the sleeves

hanging free. 3. a woman's coat or wrap with dolman
sleeves, or with capelike arm pieces instead of sleeves.

dolman sleeve, a kind of sleeve for a woman's coat or

dress, tapering from a wide opening at the armhole to
a narrow one at the wrist.
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0l-i n. fPr.; prob. < Cora. hole
erf a
tomb or monument

erf a
lUt

lech.
crom-

it. (after the Pr. geolo-
gist (1750-

'

-^'^"T**'"""^ ' " "** " *-

1801) |, rock consisting DOLMEN
mainly of majmcsium
carbonate and calcium carbonate

j
limestone or marble

with much nu^tifsmm carbonate in it.

Dol'O'Enitet (dol'd-mits'), n.pl. that part of the Alps
in northeastern Italy (formerly Tyrol): highest peak,
Mt. Marmolada, 10,964 ft.: also Dolomite Alps,

do-tar (doiar), n. {ME. & OFr. dolour; L. dolor < dolere,
to suffer], I Poetic}, sorrow; distress; grief.
0o-Iores (d3-t6r%, dd-Io'ris, da-lS'rSz), [Sp. < Maria de
few Dolores, lit., Mary o the sorrows], a feminine name.

fcto'Io-rO'SO (ddlft-rd'so'), adj* & adv. [ It.], in music, with
sorrow or plaintive quality.
dol or ous (dcOTr-dS, doler-as), adj. |OFr. ddnrous: LL.
MONISMS; see DOLOR], 1. sad; mournful. 2. painful.

do-lour (dolSr), n. dolor: British spelling.

dol-pliiti (doi'nn), n. [ME. dolphyn; OFr. daulphin, dal-

phin; L. ^delphinus;
Gr. d&tpkinas, genit.
of ddphis; see DAU-
PHIN), 1. any of sev-
eral mammals of
the whale family,
with a beaklike snout
and teeth in the

tipper Jaw. 2. either
of two swift marine DOLPHIN (about 8 ft.)
fishes with colors
that brighten and change when the fish is taken out of
water. 3. [D-], in astronomy, a northern constellation
west of Pegasus: also called Ddpfoimm. 4. in nautical
m$ag, a buoy or spar used in mooring a boat.
dolphin striker, a small snar under Hi bowsprit of a
TuodU helping to form a frass w&ch supports the jib
boom: also called martingale.

dols., dollars.
dolt (4BH), ft. floih <x; ? < dull], a stupid, slow-witted
JJCCTPOB; blockhead.
dolt-ish (doFtish), adj. [see BOLT], stupid; slow-witted.
Eteua (dom), n. fPort. < L. dominns, a lord, master), 1,

& title given to certain Roman Catholic monks, pnests,
or other church dignitaries. 2. a title of respect for-

merly gimen by royal decree to gentlemen of Brazil and
Portugal: used with the given name.
-dom (dam), [ME. & AS. < dom, state, condition, power;
see DOOMj, a noun-forming suffix meaning: 1. the rank
of, Position of, domain of, dominion of, as in kingdom,
earldom. 2. ike fact of bang, state of being, as in wisdom,
martyrdom. 3. a Mai of all who are, as in officialdom.
warn** 1. Dominica. 2. Dominican.
dteoau* 1. domestic. 2. dominion.
do main (do-man'), n. [Fr. domains; L. dominium, right
of cwnersliip, dominion < dominns, a lord, master; see
BBMBSWsJ, 1. territory under one government or ruler;
dominion. 2. land belonging to one person; estate. 3,
field or sphere of activity or influence: as, the domain of
science.
dome (dom), n. [sense 1 < L. domus, house; others <
early Fr. dome < It. dwmo or LL. doma, building,
cathedral building, cathedral roof < L. domus; IE. base
*dem-, *dem&~, to put together, build; seen also in Gr.
demein, Goth, timrjan (AS, timbrian), to build; (cf.
TIMBERH, 1. [Poetic], a mansion or stately building.
2. a roofformed by a series of rounded arches or vaults
on a round or many-sided base; cupola. 3. any dome-
shaped structure or object. 4. [Slang], the head. v.t.
[DOMED (domd), DOMING), 1. to cover with or as with a
dome. 2. to form into a dome. vd. to have, or take on
the form of a dome; sweU out Eke a dome.
Do mei (do-ma^ v n. [Japan., Et. t united < d5, same +meb together, joint], a Japanese agency for gatheringand distributing news.
Do-me ni co (d6-me'n5-k6

v/
) see El Greco,

domes-day (doomz'da', doma/dSOf n. doomsday.Domesday Book, [said to be so named because it spared
none and judged all men without bias, Eke the T

'

Judgment], the record of a survey of England i

under William the Conqueror in 1086, listing aU '*-
owners and showing the value and extent of their
holdings: abbreviated D.B.: also Doomsday Book.
do*mes

:
tic (ds-mes'tik), adj. [OPr. domestiquc; L.

domesticus < domus; see DOME], 1. having to do with
ttie nome^ of the house or family; as, domestic happiness.
2. of ones homeland: as, domestic and foreign issues
arose; hence, 3. made or produced in the home coun-
try; native

v 4. dpmesticated; tame: said of animals.
5. home-loving; enjoying household affairs. Abbreviated
dom. (in senses 2 & 3). n. 1. a domestic worker; maid,
cook, butler, etc. 2. pi. native products.

do-men- tl'CmHjf (dd-mes'ti-k'!-i, d-mesf
tik-li), a*fe.

1. in a domestic manner. 2. with regard to domestic
matters.

do-mes-tl-cate (da-mes'ta-kat
r

) v.t. [DOMESTICATED
(-id), pOMESTiCATiNGi, |< ML. domesticatns, pp. of

domfsticare, to tame, five in a family< L. domesticms <
domus; see DOME), 1. originally, to cause to be at
home, 2. to accustom to home life; make domestic.
3. to cause (animals or plants) to be no longer wild;
tame. 4. to civilize, v.i. to become domestic,

do-mes-tl-ca-tion (dd-mes'ta-ka'shdn), n. I. a domes-
ticating. 2. the fact or state of being domesticated.

do-mes-tioi-ty (do'mes-tis'o-ti), n. [pi. DOMESTICITIES
(-tiz)l, [domestic + -*<yj, L.home life; family life. 2.

devotion to home and family life. 3. pi. household
affairs or duties.
domestic relations court, a municipal court with juris-
diction over cases involving relations within the family
or household, as between husband and wife or parent
and child.
domestic science, the study of cooking, sewing, and
other household affairs; home economics.

domestic worker, a person employed to do household
work in another's home, as a maid, cook, butler, etc.
dom-ic (dom'ik, dom'ik), adj* domical.
dom-i-cal (dom'i-k'l, dom'i-k'l), adj. 1. of or like a
dome. 2. having a dome, domes, or domelike structure.
dom i cile (dom's-sil, dom's-sil') , n. [Fr. ; L. domicilium,
a dwelling, home < domus; see DOME], 1. a customary
or permanent dwelling place; home; residence. 2. in

law, one's official or legal residence, v.t. [DOMICILED
(-sild, -sild'), DOMICILING], to establish (oneself or
another) in a domicile. v.i. [Rare], to dwell; reside.

dom-i-cH-i-ar-y (dom'a-sil'i-er'i), adj. [ML. domiciliar-
ius < L. domtcilium], of or connected with a domicile.
domiciliate (domVsil'i-atO , v.t. & v.L [DOMICIL-
IATED (-id), DOMICILIATING], to domicile.

dpm-i-nance (dom's-nsns) , n. [< dominant], a dominat-
ing; being dominant; control; authority.
dom-inan-cy (dom'a-n&n-si),/!. dominance.
dom-i-nant (dccn'^nant), ad/. [Pr.: L, dominans, ppr.
of dominari; see DOMINATE], 1 . dominating ; ruling ; pre-
vailing; exercising authority or influence. 2. in genetics,

designating or relating to that one of any pair of

opposite Mendelian characters which, when factors
for both are present in the germ plasm, dominates
over the other and appears in the organism: opposed
to recessive: see Menders laws. 3. in music, of or
based upon the fifth tone of a diatonic scale, n. 1.

in genetics, a) a dominant character or factor. 5) an
organism having such characters. 2. in music, the
fifth note of a diatonic scale.

SYN. dominant refers to that which dominates or controls,
or has the greatest effect (dominant characteristics in genetics) ;

predominant refers to that which is at the moment uppermost
in importance or influence (the predominant reason for Ms
refusal); paramount is applied to that which ranks first in

importance, authority, etc. (of paramount interest to me);
pre-eminent impKes prominence because of surpassing excel-
lence (the pre-eminent writer of his time); preponderant
implies superiority in amount, weight, power, importance, etc.

(the preponderant religion of a country).
dom-inate (dom'a-naf), v.t. A vJ. [< L. dominatus,
pp. of dominari, to rule < dominns, a master], 1. to
rule or control by superior power: as, she dominates
her husband. 2, to tower over (other things); rise

high above (the surroundings, etc.) : as, this building
dominates the city.
dom-i-na-tion (dcmVnS'sihan), n. 1. a dominating or
being dominated; rale: control; ascendancy. 2. pi. in

theology, the fourth order of angels.
dpm-i na-tive (domVna'tiv), adj. [ML. dominatiws],
inclined to dominate; ruling.
domina tor (domVna't&r), n. fFr. dominates; L.

dominator}, a person who dominates; ruler.
dom-i neer (dom'p-nelr'), vd. [D. domfatwen; Pr. dom-
iner; L. dominari; see DOMINATE], to rule (over) in a
harsh or arrogant way; bully; l^ranrnze; impose one's
own opinion and wishes.
dom i neer-ing (domVneY'irj), adj. [ppr. of domineer],
arrogant ; overbearing ;tyrannical. SYN. see masterful.

Dom-in-ic (dom'a-nik), [L. Dominicus, lit., belonging to
a lord < dominus, a master, lord], a masculine name:
variant, Dominick.
Dominic, Saint, (Dommgo de Guzman), 1170-1221;
Spanish founder of the* Dominican order.
Domini ca (ds-min'i-ko, domVnSleo), n. a British
island of tae Windward group in the West Indies: area,
305 so., ml; pop,, 48,000 (1946) : abbreviated Bom.
do min i cal (da-min'i-klX adj. [ML. dominualis < L.
dommicus, of a lord < dommus, a lord, master], 1.

having to dp with Jestts as the Lord. 2. having to do
with the Lorcfs day (Sunday)
dominical Ufae*, $ny df tfe, first sey^j fetters & the
alphabet as used in dmrch calendars to Indicate Stu>
days: the letters are

s assMieo! to the first sfe^ren daVs of

January, and the letter falling to 'Sebkday1^'tteI'avft^
trary symbol for Staada^ t^e re^bfol Hi;e vear-f as,;ife
dominical letter of 1945 was <3t'
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Dominican 433 doodlesack
(da-min'i-kan), adj. 1, of Saint Dominic.

2. designating or of the orders of friars and nuns founded
by him. 3. of the Dominican Republic, n. I. in the
Roman Catholic Church, a member of one of the orders
of mendicant friars

t
and nuns founded in 1215 by Saint

Dominic. 2. a native or inhabitant of the Dominican
Republic. Abbreviated Dom.
Dominican Republic, a country in the eastern part of
Hispaniola, in the West Indies: area, 19,325 sq. ml:
pop., 3,678,000 (1947); capital, Ciudad Trujillo;
formerly called Santo Domingo: abbreviated Dom. Rep.
Dom-i-nick (dom'a-nik), a masculine name: see Dom-
inic, n. a Dominique.
dom-i nie (dom'd-ni), n. [< vocative case (domine} of L,
dominus, a master], 1. in Scotland, a schoolmaster.
2. (usually do'ms-ni), in the United States, a pastor of
the Dutch Reformed Church; hence, 3. [Colloq.], any
pastor or clergyman,
do-min-ion (ds-min'yan), n. [Fr. (obs.) ; ML. dominio <
L. dominus, a master, lord], 1. rule or power to rule;
sovereign authority: sovereignty. 2. a governed terri-

tory or country: abbreviated dom. 3. (D-j, a self-

governing commonwealth of the British Empire: as,
the Dominion of New Zealand. SYN. see power.
Dominion Day, in Canada, July 1, a legal holiday com-
memorating the anniversary of the proclamation in
1867 of the establishment of the Dominion of Canada.
Dom-i-nique (dom'o-nek'), n. [Fr., Dominica], one of
an American breed of domestic chickens with yellow
legs and gray, barred plumage: also spelled Dominlck.
do-min-i-um (do-min'i-am), n. [L.; see DOMAIN], in law,
ownership or control of a property or right.
dom-i-no (dom'0-noO n. [pi. DOMINOES, DOMINOS
(-noz')L [Fr. & It., hooded cloak (worn by cathedral
canons) < L. dominus, a lord, master: in reference to
the costume of one addressed as "sir"], 1. a loose cloak
or robe with wide sleeves, hood, and mask, worn at
masquerades. 2. a small mask for the eyes; half mask:
it is generally black. 3. a person dressed in such a cloak
or mask. 4. [Fr. < Sp. : in reference to the blackness of
the piece], a small, oblong piece of wood, bone, or plastic
marked into halves, each half being blank or having
from one to six dots marked on it. 5. pi. [construed as

sing.],
a game played with twenty-eight such pieces,

whicn the players must match according to the number
of dots on each half.
iDo-mi-nus (dornVnos), n. [L.J, the Lord.
jDo-mi-nus vo bis-cum (dom/a-nss vo-bis'kam), [LJ,
the Lord be with you.
Do mi-tian (da-mish'sn) , n. (Titus Flavins Domitianus
Augustus), Roman emperor (81-96 A.D.); lived 51-96

Dom-re-my (dow'ra-me'), n. a village in northeastern
France: birthplace of Joan of Arc.
Dom-re-my-la-Pu-celle (don'ra-mela'pii'sel')* n.Dom-
remy.
Dom. Rep., Dominican Republic.
Don (don; also, for 7, Russ, dSn), n. 1. a river in the
European U.S.S.R., flowing into the Sea of Azov:
length, 1,100 mi.: also called Duna. 2. a river in
Aberdeen, Scotland: length, 80 mi. 3. a river in
Yorkshire, England: length, 65 mi.
don (don), n. [Bp, < L. dominus, a lord, master], 1.

[D-], Sir; Mr. : a Spanish title of respect, used with the
given name, as, Don Pedro: abbreviated D. 2. a Span-
ish nobleman, or gentleman. 3. a distinguished man.
4. [Colloq.], a head, tutor, or fellow of any college of
Oxford or Cambridge.
don (don), v.t. [DONNED (dond), DONNING], [contr. of do
on], to put on (a garment, etc.) ;

dress in (a certain color
or material).

JDo-fia (dofnya), n. [Sp. < L. domino, mistress, lady],
1. Lady; Madam: a Spanish title of respect, used with
the given name. 2. [a-], a Spanish lady.
JDo-na (dft'ng) , n. [Port. ; see DONA], 1. Lady ; Madam;
a Portuguese title of respect, used with the given name.
2. [d-L $ Portuguese lady.
Don-aid (don'ld), [Ir. Donghal, Et., brown stranger; or
Gael Domhnatl, lit., world ruler], a masculine name:
dfcninqtive, Don.
Donar (do'nar), n. [OHG.; see THUNDER], in Germanic
mythology, the god of thunder, corresponding to the
Norse god Thor.

do-nate (do'nat), u.f. [DONATED (-id) DONATING], [< L.
donatus, pn. of donare < domes, gift < dare, to give], to
give, especially to some philanthropic or religious cause;
present; contribute. SYN. see give.
Dona teMo (d3'na-tel'l$; Eng. don'o-tel'o), n. (Donate
diNiccplddiBettoBardi), Italian sculptor; 1386?~1466.

do-na-tion (do-na'shdn), n. [Fr.; L. donatio < donafus],
1. a donating; giving; presenting. 2. a gift or coatribu-
tioa,, astto a charitable organisation. SYN. see present.

Dotva*ti8t /don'a-ti&t), n. [ML. Donatista < Donatus,
Bishop<t>ffCajsae Nigrae* founder of the sect], a member
or ai(|fecisMaH*pe3lgiows!sec^ formed in North Africa in
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the 4th century A.D. tttf. of this sect or its doctrines.
don*a*tf?e (don'a-tiv, doro-thr), n. |L. Amatimm <
donotivm < daman; sec DONATE], a donation; gift.
do na tor (dd%5~tlr) f n. JL.J, a person who donates.
don-a*to-ry fdon'o-tar'i. do'na-to'ri), n. [#i. DONATORIIK
J-iz, -rii)j, [ML. ^cwlrijw < L. dona$s

m
; see DONATE],

in tew, the person who receives a donation; donee.
Do-naii (do^noa) P ra. the Danube: the German name.
Don-cas ter (dog'kas-ter; Brit, doij'kas-ta:), n. a city
in Yorksliire, England, on the River Don: pop.. 72,000.
Don Cossack, a member of the eastern brancn of the
Cossacks, living along the Don.
done (dun), past participle of do* adj* 1. completed;
ended. 2. sufficiently cooked.
done in, [Colloq. L completely exhausted; worn out.

(

. .

(do-neO, n. ( < base of donor -f -], a person who
receives a gift or donation.
Don e gal (don'i-gdl', don'i-gdlQ, n. a county on the
northern coast of Ireland, in ulster province: pop.,
136,000 (1943); county seat, Lifford.

Do-nets (do-nets'; Russ. dd-nyets7
), n. a river in the

European U.S.S.R., flowing into the Don: length,
675 mi.
dong (d6*n, don), n. [echoic], a sound imitating or repre-
senting that of a large bell.

Don-go-la (don'gs-ls), n. a province of northern Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan: area, 120,100 sq. mi.
Dongola leather,F< Dongda, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan],
a goatskin or caskin tanned to resemble kid.

heavily fortified inner tower or Iceep of a castle.
Don Jtt-an (don joo'sn; Sp. dfe HwanO , 1. in Spanish
legend, a dissolute nobleman and seducer of women, the
hero of many poems, plays, and operas; hence, 2. any
man who seduces women or has one love affair after
another; libertine; philanderer; rake.
don-key (dorj'ki, dur/ki), n. [pi. DONKEYS (-kiz)}, [also
earlier donky; late slang, rhyming with and patterned
after monkey; either < Duncan (cf. dicky, etc.) or <
dun, adj. + -key, dim. ending], L a small domestic
animal resembling the horse but with longer ears and
a shorter mane; ass. 2. a person regarded as stupid,
foolish, or obstinate. 3. a donkey engine.
donkey engine, a small, portable steam engine, espe-
cially one used on a ship to lift cargo, etc.
Don-na (don'a), [It. < L. domina, rem. of dominus, a
lord, master], a feminine name. n. (It. d6*n'na), 1,

Lady; Madam: an Italian title of respect, used with
the given name. 2. [d-], an Italian lady.
Donne, John (dun), 1573-1631; English poet and
clergyman.
don-nered, don-nard (don'erct), adj. [< See** daaL
donner, to stun, freq. of ME. donm t donien* to aotxod)*
[Scot.], stunned; stupefied.
don-nish (don'ish), adf. of* characteristic olr r like
a university don.
don ny brook (don'i-brook'X n. ISfoag), [< D&itny-
brook Fair], a rough, rowdy fight or feee^3rorHaM (

v

Don-ny-brook Fmr (don'i-brookO. 1. the 1

ywdfcr .felr

formerly held at Donnybrook, Ireland, during wfelcli
there was much fighting, dmkfagj, and
hence, 2. any fak or celehration like
do-nor (do'nSr), n. [OPar. domor: I* domatorl a person
who donates; giver: as, a blood donor*
Don Quixote (don kwik'sat, don ki-ho'ti; Sp. d6n
ke-Ho'te), 1. a satirical romance by Miguel de Cer-
vantes* published in two parts (1605, 1615). 2. the
hero of this romance, who tries in a chivalrous but un-
realistic way to rescue tbe oppressed and fight evil.

don't (dont), 1. do not* 2. aoes not: in this sense now
generally considered a substandard usage.
do-nut (do'nutO, n- a doughnut,
don-zel (doaVl), n. [Early Mod. Eng. < It. donzeUo <
LL. domniceUus, lit., little master < L. dominus; cf.

DON), [Obs.J, a young gentleman who attended upon
a knigiit; squire.
doo*dad (dSS'dad'), it. [see DOO-HICKEY], [^Colloq.],
1. any small object whose name does not readily occur
to one; gadget* 2. a bauble; gimcrack.
doo-dle (doo'd'l), v.t. [IXDODLED (-did), DOODLING], [G.
dmdeln, to pl
(< PoL dw
flute) ; reinf , .

,

originally, to play (the bagpipe). 2. [Dial.], to make
a fool of; fool. u.i. 1. to move aimlessly or foolishly;
dawdle. 2. to scribble aimlessly, especially when the
attention is elsewhere; make doodles, n. 1. a foolish

person; simpleton. 2. a mark, design, figure, etc. made
in aimless scribbling.

doo-dle-bug (doo'dl-bugO; n. [doodle + bug: from the
notion that it emerges frbm the ground when one calls

"doodle"], the larva of the aiitHon,
doo-dle-sack (dod'dl^sakO> n. (Gt dudelsack, bagpipe



doohickey 434 doraick

to on the tootle + nek,
a

(dfl_ _ fdtft'hik'i)* n* (fanciful extension of to,
m& In etc.), [Coflm].), any device; cwntri-

Vftact; humorous substitute for & not
known or temporarily forgotten.
doom n. JMR, & AS, Am, lit., what is laid

down, judgment, decree; akin to Goth, dams, judgment;
IE, *ofcf- to place* *t p lay down, a$ in *rf^re in L.

crtdifi, to baikre, lit.* to set to heart; tee DEEM), 1. in

Aiilory , a statute ; decree. 2. a judgment ; sentence ; con-
demnation. 3. destiny; fate. 4. tragic late; ruin or
death. 5. Judgment Day. v,t. I. to pronounce judg-
ment on; condemn; sentence. 2, to destine to a tragic
fate. 3< to ordain as a penalty. 5 KM. see fat,
doom (d3tn) n. fPr. $mm; AT. damn], an African palm
tree bearing an edible fruit about as large as an apple:
also spelled doum.
dooma-day (ddomz'd') n, (ME. domesdai; AS. <fows

d*f ; 4om*, genit, of 4oiw, doom -f itef, day], 1. Judg-
ment Bay; Last Judgment. 2. any day of judgment.
Doomsday Book, Domesday Book.
Boon (doon), n. a small nver in southern Scotland,
flowing into the Pirth ol Clyde.
door (dor, dor), n. [ME. dore, door, dnr; AS. duru fexn.

(orig., pair of doors), Jor neut.; akin to G. fifr, door,
lor, gate; IE. base *4Awfr, *dhmk- t etc., pair of doors j,

1. a movable structure for opening or closing the
entrance to a building or room, or giving access to a
closet, cupboard, etc. : most doors turn on hinges, slide

in grooves, or revolve on an axis. 2. the room or build-

ing to which a door belongs: as, two doors down the
hall. 3. anything resembling a door, as

t
the shutter of

a cupboard. 4, any opening with a door in it; doorway.
5. any way to go in or out; passage; access.

Imy at the door of, to blame (a person) for.

lie at one's door, to be imputable or chargeable to one.
out of doors, outside a house, building, etc. ; outdoors.
show a person the door, to ask or command a person
to leave one's house, room, etc.

doorbell (ddr^bel', dSVbel')* n. a bell that rings inside
a building or room when an outside push button, lever,
etc. is worked by someone wishing to enter.
door-iamb (ddr^am', dor'jam'), n. a vertical piece of

wood, etc. constituting the side of a doorway.
doot-fcep*c (doVke^rgr, doVkSp'fr), n. La person
guarding the entrance of a house, hotel, etc.; gate-
keeper; porter. 2, a doorman.
door-knob (dfir'nob', dor'nob'), n* a small knob or lever
on a door, usually for releasing the latch.
door-man (ddr'man', ddr'man, dor'man'}. n. [pL DOOR-
MEN (-men', -man)], 1. a man whose work is opening
the street door of a public building for those who enter
or leave, hailing taxicabs, etc. 2. a doorkeeper.

door mmt, a mat for people to wipe their shoes on before
entering a house, room, etc.
doornail (oWnST, dor'naT), n. a large-headed nail
used as studding on some doors.
dead a a doornail, dead beyond a doubt.

door plate (d6r'plaVf doi/plat'), n. a metal plate on an
entrance door, bearingthenumber, occupant'sname, etc.

door-post (d&r'poW, dor'postO, n. a dWjamb.
door sill (dflrW. dor'sil') , n, [door +Ml a board, piece
of metal, etc. along the bottom of a doorway; threshold.

door-step (d&Vstep'f d&VstepO, n. a step that leads
from an outer door to a path, lawn, etc.

door-stop (ddr'stog/, dorstop'), i*. 1. a weight, spring,
or other device used to hold a door open at a desired
position or prevent it from closing too forcibly. 2. a
thin wooden strip affixed to the frame of a doorway,
against which the door closes.

door-way (oWwS7
, dor'wa'), n. 1. an opening in a wall

that can be closed; by a door; portal. 2. a means of
access: as, the doorway to China.
door-yard (doVyard', dor'yardO, n. a yard onto which
a door of a house opens,
dope (dop), n* [D. doop, sauce, dip, baptism < doopen,
to dip, baptize], 1. any thick liquid or pasty substance
used

t
to lubricate or absorb something. 2, a dressing,

varnish, or filler used as protection on a surface, as on
the cloth covering of airplane wings. 3. a drug used to
stimulate race horses. 4. [Slang], any drug or narcotic.
5. (Slang], advance information on a race horse's con-
dition; hence, 6. [Slang], any information; especially,
advance information for prediction. 7. [Slang], a user
of narcotics; hence, 8. [Slang], a slow-witted, stupid,
or lethargic person. 9. in photography, a developer.
v.. [DOPED (dopt), DOPING], J. to give dope to; treat
with dope; hence, 2. to drug or stupefy. 3. [Slang],
to make out or figure out; also, to predict after analyz-
ing the available information (usually with out).
dope fiend. [Slang], a drug* addict.
dopey (do'pi), adj. [DOPIER (-pi-Sr), DOPIEST (-pi-ist)],

[do$e ;f -y], [Slang], 1. under the influence of a nar-
cotic ; in a stupor; hence, 2. mentally slow or confused ;

lethargic; stupid.
JDop-pel-gSng-er (dd'p'l-gen'Sr). [GJ, a double-
ganger.
Dop pier effect (dop'lgr), [after Christian Doppler

(1H03 IMS.);, Austrian mathematician and physicist},
the apparent change of frequency of sound waves or

light waves, varying with the relative velocity of the
source and the oosenrtr: if the source and observer are

drawing closer together, the frequency is increased.
dor (ddr| f n. a dorbceUc: also spelled dorr.

Dor,, I. Doric. 2. Dorian.
Dor* (ddr'a, d5'), a feminine name: see Docoili*a,

Ito-ra-dto (da-ri'do), n. [Sp., a dolphin, lit., gilded], a

small southern constellation: see constellation, chart.
dor bee tie (doVbi'tl), n. f< ME. dore; AS. dor, a
beetle, cockchafer; + beetle], I. the European dung
beetle or cockchafer. 2. any beetle that flies with a

buzzing sound. Also dorrbectle, dor, etc.

dor bug (ddr'bug'}. n. a dorbeetle.
Dor-cas (ddr'kas), [L.; Gr. dorkas, gazelle], a feminine
name. n. in the Bible, a woman who spent her life

making clothes for the poor: Acts 9:36-41.
Dorcas Society, any of various women's sewing societies
which make clothes for the poor.
Dor-ches-ter (d6r'ches'tir, d&Vchis-tSr), n. the county
seat of Dorsetshire, England: i>op., c

l0,000.

Dor-dogne (dSr'dow'y') , n. a river in southwestern
France, flowing into the Garonne River: length, 300 mi

Dor*drecht (ddr'dreHt), n. a city in the southern Neth-
erlands: pop.. 68,000 (1947): also called Dort.

Do-re", Paul Gus-tave (p61 guVtav' dfiW; Eng. d6-

of a race that formed one of the four main divisions of

the ancient Greeks. Abbreviated Dor.
Dor-ic (dfcr'ik, dor'ik), adj. [L. Doricus, Gr. Ddrikos],
1. of Doris, its people, their language, or culture. 2.

designating or relating to the
t
architectural style of

Dons, characterized by simplicity of form: see TYPES
OF ARCHITECTURE, p. 77. n. 1. the Greek dialect *of

Doris; hence, 2. the Scottish dialect as contrasted
with Standard English. Abbreviated Dor.
Doric order, the oldest and plainest of the three orders

(Doric, Ionic, Corinthian)
of classical Greek architec-

ture: it is characterized by
fluted, heavy columns with
simple capitals.

Dor-is (d6r'is, dor/is), (L.;
'

Gr. D&ris], a feminine name.
n. an ancient region of

Greece: see Greece, map.
Dor*king IdoVMrj), n. ]<
Dorking, England], one of
the oldest breeds of domes-
tic fowl, having a large,
heavy body, short legs, five-

toed feet, and plumage of

varying colors.
dorm (ddnn), n. [Colloq.],

,.
[< dormant], the state of being dormant.
dor-mant (dQr'mant), adj. [ME.; OFr., ppr. of dormir;
L. dormire, to sleep], 1. sleeping. 2. as if asleep; quiet;
still. 3. inoperative; inactive. 4. in biology, torpid in

winter: as, dormant snakes. 5. in botany, not vegetat-
ing: as, dormant plants. 6. in heraldry, in a sleeping
position: as, a Hon dormant. ~SYN. see latent.
dor-mer (dfir'mSr), n. [OFr. dormeour, orig., dormitory;
L. dormitorium; see DORMI-
TORY], 1. a window set up-
right in a sloping roof. 2.

the roofed projection in
which this window is set.

Also dormer window.
dor-mi'to~ry (d6r'm9-t6r'i,

[DORMER

ddr'ma-to'ri), n. Mi. DOR- '5%S
MITORIES (-iz, -m)], [L. ^-=cS;
dormitormm, place for sleep-

-"* "^

ing < dormitories, of or for

sleeping < dormire, to
sleep], 1. a room, building,
or part of a building with
sleeping accommodations
for a number of people. 2. a
building with many rooms
that provide sleeping and living accommodations for a
number of people, as in most colleges.
dor-mouse (ddr'aioW), n. [pi DORMICE (-mis')]* [ME.
dormous; prob. < Bng. dial, dorm, to doze < Pr. dormir
< L. dormire, to sleep; + mouse), any of several small,
hibernating European rodents that resemble squirrels.
dor my, dormie (d6r'mi), adf. [prob. < Scot. dial.

dorm, to doze (see DORMOUSE) : when a player is dormy,
he has no further need of effort], in golf, ahead of an
opponent by as many holes as are yet to be played.

dor-nick (doVnik), n. [< Doornik, Ft name of Tournai,
Belgium, where it was originally made], a heavy damask
used for hangings, vestments, etei
dor nick (doVnlk), n. [In Gael* doTn6g, Scot. Gael.



domock double
< dorn, hand], a stone of a size suitable for

throwing.
doc-nock (dor'nsk), n. domick (damask).
Oor-o-the-a (ddr'a-the's, dor'a-the'3), [L.; Gr. jWrolJki*,
lit., gift of God < ddron, gift + tkeos, God], a feminine
name: variant, Dorothy; obunutives, Dolly, Dora, Dot,
Dotty.

Dor-o-tliy (dorVthi, dor'a-thi, dSr'thi), a feminine
name: see Dorothea.

dorp (d&rp), n. [D.; akin to G. dorf, Eng. ihorpe\ t a
village; hamlet.

Dor-pat (doVpSt), n. Tartu, a city in Estonian S.S.R.:
the German name.

dorr (dor), n. a dor; dorbeetle.
dorr-bee-tle (doVbe't'l), n. a dorbeetle.
dor-sal (ddr'sl), adj. [Fr.; ML. dorsalts; L. dorsualis <
dorsum, the back], 1. of, on, or near the back. 2.

in botany* on or of the underside of a surface: abbre-
viated d.

dor sal, dor-sel (d&r's'l), n. a dossal.

dor-saHy (ddr'sl-i), adv. in a dorsal location or di-
rection.

dor-ser (ddr'sSr), n. a dosser.
Dor-set (ddr'sit), n. Dorsetshire.
Dorset Horn, any of a breed of large-homed sheep
haying-wool of medium length: originally from Dorset-
shire, England.
Dor set-shire (d6r'sit-shir') n. a county on the southern
coast of England: pop., 243,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Dorchester.

dor-si- (ddr'si), [see DORSO-L a combining form meaning
oft on, or along the back: often identical with dorso-.

dor-si-ven-tral (dor'si-ven'tral), adj, 1. in botany,
having both dorsal and ventral surfaces. 2. in zoology,
dorsoventral.

dor-so- (dor'so), [< L. dorsum, back], a combining form
meaning: 1. relating to the back. 2. the back ana.

dor-sp-ven-tral (d6r'so-ven'trol), adj. 1. in botany;
dorsiventral. 2. in zoology, from the back to the front;
from the dorsum to the ventral side.
dor-sum (dSr'sam), n. [pi. DORSA (-sa)} [L.], 1. the
back (of an animal). 2. any part like the back: as, the
dorsum of the hand.
Dort (d6rt), n. Dordrecht.
Dort-mund (d6rt'moont; Eng. d6rt'm9nd), n. a city in
Westphalia, Germany: pop., 453,000 (1946).

dort-y (dor'ti), adj. [< Scot. dial. dort, to sulk + -y;
dort is prob. < Scot. Gael. & akin to Ir. dord, W.
dordd, noise, clamor], [Scot.], bad-tempered; sullen.

do-ry (d&r'i, do'ri), n.
tyl.

DORIES (-iz, -riz)], [Am. Ind.
(Central America) don, duri, a dugout], a small, flat-

bottomed fishing boat with high, outward curving sides.

do-ry (d8r'i, do'ri), n. [pi. DORIES (-iz, -riz)], [Pr. dorte,
lit., gilt; fern, of dort, pp. of dorer; LL. deaurare, to
gild: L. de~, intens. -f- aurare, to gild < aurum, gold],
1. the John Dory, a small, edible salt-water fish of a
golden color. 2. any of several fishes related to this,
as thte wall-eyed pike.
dos-a-dos (do'za-do

/
), adv. [Pr.], back to back. n. 1.

[pi. DOS-A-DOS (-doz')J, any seat, sofa, carriage, etc.
built so that the occupants sit back to back. 2. (usually
do'se-doOi a movement in various folk dances, in which
two dancers approach each other, pass back to back,
and return to their original positions.

dos-age (dos'ij), n. 1. the giving of medicine in pre-
scribed doses. 2. the amount of medicine in a single
dose. 3, the adding of an ingredient to wine, etc, to
flavor or strengthen it t

dose (dos), it. [Pr.; ML. dosis; Gr. dosis, gift < didonai,
to give], 1. exact amount of a medicine to be given or
taken at one time or at stated intervals: abbreviated d.
2. amount of a remedy, punishment, etc. given or taken
at one time; something administered.. 3. any ingredient
added to wine, etc. to flavor or strengthen it* 4. {Slang] ,

a venereal infection, especially gonorrhea, v.t. [DOSED
(dost), DOSING], [< the n.], 1. to give a dose or doses
of medicine, etc. to. 2. to give (medicine, etc.) in
doses, 3. to add something to (wine* etcx) to flavor or
strengthen it. v.i. to take a dose or doses of medicine,
do-sim-e-ter (do-sim's-te'r), n* [see DOSE & -METER], 1.
a device for measuring very small quantities Of

liquid, as of doses of medicine. 2* a small device carried
by a person, usually in the pocket* for measuring the
number of roentgens he has absorbed.

do*8toi-e-try (do-sim'a-tri),, n. the measurement of
liquids as with a dosimeter.
Dos Pas-sos, John (dos pas'os), 1S96- ; American
novelist.

doss (dos), n. [< Pr. dos, a back; LL, *do$snm; L.
dorsum, the back], [British Slang], 1. a bed or bunk,
especially in a cheap lodging house. v4. [British Slang],

dos-sal, dossil (dos'l), n. [ML. dosswle, var. of dorsale
"<,\do^^aMs; see* DOJRSAL, <w$/J 1* ait ornamental up-
holstery afc,he trick of a fchak, thrqrie, .esfce. 2, an orna-

mental cloth hung behind an altar, at the back of a
chancel , etc.
dos ser (dos'Sr). n. 1MB.; OPr. dmsi^r < dos, the back;
LL. *d&amm; L. dorsum, the back], 1. a large basket
that can foe carried OB the back; especially, one of a
pair of baskets slung over the back of a pack animal;
pannier. 2. a dossal.
doss house, [see BOSS!, [British Slang], a place where a
night's lodging can be had for a few cents.
dos si er (dost-S', dos*i~eV) f n. fPr., bundle of papers], a
collection of documents recording information about
some person or matter.

dos-sil (dos'l), n. [MB. dosii, faucet < OFrJ, 1. a
plug of cotton or cloth for a wound; folded bandage
used as a com;Dress; pledget, 2. in printing, a wad of
cloth for cleaning the WM. from a plate.

dost (dust), [cf. DQEST], archaic second person singular,
present indicative, of do: used with thorn.

Dos-to-er-skL Fe-o-dor MI-khai-Io-Tich (fyo^ddr mi-
khinS-vich oWtS-yef'ski), 1821-1881; Russian novel-
ist.

dot (dot), n. (AS. dott, head of boil; prob, reinforced
(16th c.) by D. dot; akin to G. dnUet nipple, D. doddz,
a plug, dot, wisp of cloth, little child, Norw., LG. dott,
little neap or swelling, wisp of straw, etc. ; ail these prob.
metaphors < base of dodder], 1. a tiny spot, speck* or
mark; any mark made with or as with a pointed object.
2. a small, round spot. 3. anything resembling a dot.
4. the short sound used in the Morse code of telegraphy,
written as a dot : distinguished from dash. 5. in mathe-
matics, a) a decimal point, b) a symbol of multipli-
cation. 6. in music, a) a mark after a note or rest,
increasing its time value by one half: two dots increase
the time value by three quarters. 5) a staccato mark.
7. in printing & writing, a) the mark used above an i

or j; originally a stroke <Hstmguishiiig * from n, mr u t

etc. b} the similar mark indicating a full stop; period.
v.t. [DOTTED (-id), DOTTING], 1. to mark with or as
with a dot. 2. to make or form with dots: as, a dotted
line. 3. to cover with or as with dots; be dptlike parts
in: as, gas stations dotted the landscape, v.i. to make a
dot or dots.
dot one's fa and cross one's fa, to be minutely correct
or detailed in doing or saying something.
on the dot, Jottc<j.Jf at the exact time.

dot (dot), n. [Fr. < L. dos* dotis < dare, to give (do, I

give)], a woman's dowry at marriage.
dot-age (dot'ijf),

n. [ME. < dotien, doten, to dote], L
feeble and childish state due to old age; senility. 2. a
doting: foolish or excessive affection.

do-tal (do't'l), adj. [Pr.; see DOT (dowry)], of or con-
stituting a dowry.
do tard (do'terd), n. [ME. < dotien, dotm* to dote: d
DODDERED], a person in his dotage; foolish and dod-
dering old person.

do'ta-tion (do-ta'shan), n. [ME. (via OFr.) < L.
dotatio < dotare; cf. DOS* DOT (dowry)!, an endowing or
endowment.
dote (dot), vJL [DOTED (-id), DOTING], [ME. dotien} doten
< Anglo-Fr. *doter (Fr. radoter) : ult* < Gnac.

(cf
. D.

doten, to dote) < base of dodder\ 1. to be foolish or

weak-minded, especially because of old age. 2. to
be excessively or foolishly fond (with on or upon}.
doth (duth), [cf. DOETH!, archaic third person singular,
present indicative, of do, in auxiliary uses.
dot ing (dot'ig), adj. [ppr. of dote]* 1* foolishly or exces-

sively fond. 2. in botany-, doty; decaying from age.
dotter el (dot

/ir~0* !>*., for 1 & 2, DOTTERELS
(-ak), DOTTEREL: see PLURAL, H, D, 1], [< dote; so called
because regarded as stupid and easy to catch], 1. the

European plover, a shortHbaEed shore bird. 2. any of
several related shore birds with a short bill. 3. [Dial],
an easy dupe. Also dottrel.

d,ottle, dot-tel (dot'l), n, [? dim. of dot (spot)], to-
bacco left in the bowl of a pipe after it has been smoked.
dot trel (dotfral), n. a dotterel.

dot*ty (dot'i), adj. [DOTTIER (-i-r), DOTTIEST (-i-ist)],

[< dotr a spot], 1. covered with dots; dotted. 2.

[Colloq.], feeble; unsteady; shaky; hence, 3. [Colloq.],

teeble-mmded; mentally weak or queer; crazy.
dot-y (do'ti), adj. [DOTIER (-ti-eV), DOTIEST (-ti-ist)l, [<
dote}t in botany, discolored and decayed from age,
Dou, Ge rard (ga'rart dou), 1613-1675; Dutch painter;
pupal of Rembrandt_: also spelled. I>ow.

Dou-ai, Dou-ay (doo'a'), n. a city in northern Prance:
pop., 37,000 (1946).
Dbuay Bible, an English version of the Bible translated
from, the Latin Vulgate edition for the use of Roman,
Catholics: the New Testament was published at Reims
(1582), the Old Testament at Douai (1609-1610):
abbreviated D. Bib. : also Douay Version.
double (dub'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. d^plus, lit,, two-
fold < duo, two (see TWO) 4- -plus < IE. *pel~, to fold;
hence akin to L. pUcar^ to folci, ON./e^ a furrow, fold],
1. two combined; twofold; duplex. 2. having two lay-

, ; lot, g6r hdrn, t561, look; oil, out:

tips',J tor a in ago* e m tfgfnL i in sanity, o in comply* &
cdqt,A 5r. dQ; H^ G. icbj k& G. doch, Seeipp; x^x

t; chin; she; tihin.,

1); Fr. bAl^^^jffub
a;, * hypothetical; < dmvecifroin.



double bar 436 double^tongned
era; folded la two. 3. having two of one kind; paired;
repeated: as* a dcr.ible consonant 4. being of two kinds;
dual: as, a standard. 5. having two meanings;
ambiguous. 6. twice as much, as many, an large, etc.:

tt pay dtmMf fare. 7. of extra size, value, strength, or

qaaatity. S. designed or made for two; as, a double
bet$

:
9. having duplicity; twe^faped; deeeivinf. 10.

having & tone an octave lower : said ox musics! instru-
ments. 11. in botany, having more than one set of

petals, adi?. 1, twofold. ,2. twice. 3, two together;
in cr by pairs, n, 1, anything twice as much, as many,
or as large as normml. 2. An exact repetition or dupli-
cation of something; counterpart: as, 1 have a double
m, my son. 3. & substitute actor or singer; hence, 4. a
stand-in or substitute, as in motion pictures, 5. a fold;
second ply. 6. a sharp turn or shift of direction. 7. a
trick; shift, S. in baseball, a hit on which the batter
reaches second base. 9. in bridge, a) the doubling of
an opfxment's bid. b) a hand that makes this possible.
10. pi. a game of tennis, handball, etc. with two players
on each tide, usually played on a larger area than sin-

gk*. Abbreviated dbl. v.t. [DOUBLED (-'Id), DOUBLING],
1. to make double; make twice as much or many; mul-
tiply by two: as, double the recipe. 2. to fowl; add
another ply to: as, double the bandage. 3. to repeat or

duplicate, 4. to be the double ofT 5. in bndge, to
increase the point value or penalty of (an opponent's
bid). 6. in music, to supply the upper or lower octave
to (another part or voice) : as, douwe the tenor in brass.
7. in nautical usage, to sail around: as, they doubled

Cape Horn. v.L 1. to become double; increase two-
fold. 2. to bend or turn sharply backward: as, the
animal doubled on its tracks. 3. to serve as a double,
serve two purposes, etc. 4. in baseball, to hit a double.
double back, 1. to fold back. 2. to turn and go back
in the direction from which one came,
double In brass, fSlang], 1. miaxz music, originally,
to be capable of playing anotner (especially, m

brass-

wind) instrument in addition to one s usual instru*
meat. 2. to do or be capable of doing something
additional to one's specialty.
double up, 1. to fold completely; clench (one's fist).
2. to bend over, as in laughter or pain. 3. to share a
room, etc, with someone.
on the double, [Colloq.], 1. in double time. 2. quickly,

double bar, in music, two parallel vertical lines drawn
through the staff to indicate the end of a movement.
dou-ble-bar reled (dubn-barHd), adj. 1. having two
barrels, as a kind of shotgun. 2. having two purposes.
3. that can be taken in two ways; ambiguous.

dou-ble-bass (dubl-bSsO. adj. contrabass.
double bass, the largest and deepest-toned musical
msferument of the violin family, with a range of approx-
imately three octaves; contrabass; bass viol: see con-
trabass, illus.

double bassoon, a large bassoon pitched an octave
lower than the bassoon proper; oontrabassoon.
double bed, a bed large enough for two people: the
standard width is 54 inches.
double (Black wall) hitch (blak'wol'), a kind of
knot: see knot, illus.

double boiler, a cooking utensil consisting of two pans,
one of which fits into the other: the heat from water
holing in the lower one cooks the food in the upper
without scorching.

dou-ble-breast-ed (dubH-bres'tid). adj. overlapping so
as to provide a double thickness of material across the
breast, and having a double row of buttons, as a coat.
double chin, a fold of flesh beneath the chin.
dou-ble-croas (dubn-kroV). * [Slang], to betray (a
person) by doing the opposite of, or intentionally failing
to dot what one has promised; cheat.
double cross, [Slang double-crossing; treachery.
double dagger, a mark (t) used in panting and writing
to indicate a note or cross reference; diesis.
double date, [Colloq.], a social engagement in which
two couples go somewhere or do something together.

dou-ble-deal-er (dubH-deFer), n. a person who behaves
with duplicity.

dou-ble-deal ing (dub^l-del'Ii)), n. the act of doing the
opposite of what one pretends to do; duplicity.

dou-ble-deck er (dub'l-dek'er), it. 1. any structure or
vehicle with an upper deck or floor. 2. [Colloq.], a
sandwich with two layers of filling and three slices of
bread.
double eagle, a United States gold coin with a face
value of $20: it is no longer in circulation.
dou ble-edged j[dub"l-ejd'), adj. 1. having two cutting
edges. 2. applicable against as well as for: said of an
argument, etc.
Wou ble-en-ten dre (doo'bl'-aVtatt'dr'), n. [Pr.; prob.
altered < double entente], 1. a word or phrase with
two meanings, especially when one of these has a risque^
or indecorous connotation. 2. tlie use of such a term
or terms; ambiguity.

{dou-ble en-tente (ddo'bl' aVtSfit'). [FrJ, a double
meaning; ambiguity.
double entry, a system of bookkeeping in which every
transaction is entered as both a debit and a credit.

double exposure, in pkitfography, 1. the making of two
exposures on the same film or plate, either by mistake
or for a composite photograph. 2. such a photograph.
double-faced (dub1-iSst>) *>- 1. having two faces
or aspects. 2. having a finished nap on both sides: said
of cloth. 3, hypocritical:x.
double feature, two full-length motion pictures on the
same program*
double first, in British universities, 1. a degree with
first-class honors in two subjects. 2. a student winning
such a degree.
dou-ble gang-er (dubH-gan'er), n* [G. doppelganger <
doppel, double + tangart goer, walker], the supposed
ghost or wraith of a living person.
double harness, 1 . a harness for a pair of horses ; hence,
2. close association or companionship, as in marriage,
dou ble-head er (dub'l-hed'Sr), n. 1. a train pulled
by two locomotives. 2. in baseball, two games played
in succession by the same two teams ^on the same day.
double indemnity, a clause in life insurance policies

providing for the payment of twice the face value of
the contract in the case of accidental death.

dou-ble-joint-ed (dub'
f

l-join'tid), adj. having joints
that permit Hmbs, fingers, etc. to bend at other than
the usual angles.
dou ble-lock (dub''14okO * 1. to lock by two turns
of the key. 2. to lock doubly or with special care.

dou ble-mlnd-ed (dub'l-mmd'id), adj. undecided in
mind: vacillating.
dou bie-park (dub^l-parkO, v.t. A iu. to park (an
automobile), usually unlawfully, alongside another that
is properly parked next to a curb.
double play, in baseball, a play, by which two players
are put out.
double pneumonia, pneumonia of both lungs.

dou-ble-quick (dubfl-kwikO. adj. very quick, n* a
double-quick marching pace; double tune. v.i. & v.t.

to go or cause to go at this pace. adv. in this pace.
dou-ble-reed (dubl-redO. adj* designating or of any
of a group of wood-wind instruments, as the oboe or

bassoon, naving two reeds separated by a narrow
opening, that are vibrated against each other by the
breath, n. a double-reed instrument.

dou-ble-rip-per (dub'l-rip'Sr), n. a long sled for coast-

ing, made up of two sleds fastened together, one behind
the other, by a plank: also called double-runner.
double salt, in chemistry, 1. a salt, as sodium potassium
tartrate, which in solution produces two different

cations or anions. 2. any compound that may be
regarded as a combination of two different salts.

double sharp, a symbol (X or &) indicating that a
note must be raised two half tones above the natural

pitch.
double standard, the moral code imposing a different
and more restrictive standard of behavior on women
than on men, especially in matters of sex.
double star, two stars so close to each other that only
by means of a telescope can they be seen to be separate.

dou-ble-stop (dub'l-stopOt w- to produce two tones
at once by drawing the bow over two strings of the
violin, etc. at the same time: the strings may or may
not be stopped with the fingers, depending upon what
tones are desired, n. 1. the two tones thus produced.
2. the notes showing these.
dou blet (dWlit), n. [MB. duUet; OFr. doublet, dim. of
double, orig., something folded,
doubled; see DOUBLE], 1. a man's
close-fitting jacket with or without
sleeves, worn chiefly from the 14th

century to the 16th. 2. either of a
pair of similar things. 3. a pair;
couple. 4. pi. a pair of dice thrownso
that identical sides are uppermost.
5. a simulated gem produced by ce-

mentingtwo crystalstogether with a
layer ofcolored glass between them.
6. in linguistics, either of two words
which derive ultimately from the
same source but have changed in
form (e.g.,card, chart: regal,

t royal). r DOUBLET
double tackle, a tackle having two l***
grooved wheels in the same pulley block.
double take, a delayed reaction to some unusual or

unexpected situation, statement, etc., in which there
is first unthinking acceptance and then a startled and
obvious understanding of the true meaning: used
especially as a piece of comic business in acting.
double talk, 1. ambiguous and deceptive talk. 2.

meaningless syllables made to sound like talk;
gibberisn.
double time, 1. a rate of payment twice as high as
usual, as for overtime on Sundays. 2. a marching
cadence of 180 three-foot steps a minute, used in the
United States Army: normal cadence [is 120 steps a
minute. 3. double-quick. 4. in music, duple time.

dpu-ble-tongue (dub''l-tur)0. v>i* to vibrate the tongue
in playing the flute, cornet, etc. so as to produce
staccato tones.

double-tongued (dub''l-tui)d'), ad;, deceitful.



doubletree 437 dower
dou ble tree (dub'1-tre'). - f < domUe, after ,

a crossbar cm a wagon, carriage, plow, etc., to each end
of which the singletrees are attached when two horses
are harnessed abreast.

dou bloon (du-bloonO. ft. [Fr. doublon; Sp. doU6n <
dobU (< L. dmfins), double], an obsolete Spanish gold
coin which vaned in value from about $16 to about $5.

Jdoii blure (doo'blurO. n. [Fr., lining < double; see
DOUBLE], an ornamental lining* as ot leather, on the
inner side of a book cover.

dou-bly (dubli), adv. 1. twice; to twice the degree or
quantity. 2. two at a time, 3. [Archaic], in a deceitful
manner; with duplicity.
Doubs (doo), n. a river in eastern Prance, flowing into
the Sa6ne River: length, 270 mi.
doubt (dout), 4. (ME. douten; OFr. dottier; L. dubtiare,
to waver in opinion (see DUBIOUS); -b- erroneously
inserted, after L., by Renaissance pedants; cf. DEBT,
ISLE], 1. to be unsettled in opinion or belief; be uncer-
tain or undecided. 2. to be inclined to disbelief. 3.

[Archaic], to hesitate. v.t. 1. to be uncertain about;
question ;

feel distrust of. 2. to be inclined to disbelieve.
3. [Archaic], to be fearful, apprehensive, or suspicious
of. n. 1. a wavering of opinion or belief; lack of con-
viction; feeling of uncertainty. 2. a condition of un-
certainty: as, the outcome was in doubt until the end.
3. an unsettled point or matter; difficulty. 4. [Obs.],
apprehension; fear. ~SYN. see uncertainty.
beyond doubt, certainly.
in doubt, not certain; not sure.
no doubt, 1. certainly. 2. very likely; probably.
without doubt, certainly.

doubt'ful (dout'fal), adj. 1. in doubt; not clear or
definite; ambiguous. 2. uncertain; unsure. 3. giving
rise to doubt or suspicion; of questionable reputation.
4. feeling doubt; unsettled in opinion or belief.
SYN. doubtful implies strong uncertainty as to the prob-
ability, value, honesty, validity, etc. of something (a doubtful
remedy); dubious is less strong, suggesting merely vague
suspicion or hesitancy (dubious about the future) ; question-
able strictly suggests only that there is some reason for doubt,
but it is often used as a euphemism to imply strong suspicion,
almost amounting to certainty, of immorality, dishonesty, etc.

(a questionable reputation); problematical implies only un-
certainty with no suggestion of a moral question (a problem'
atical success). ANT. certain, sure.

doubt-ingThomas (dout'irj), [ajfter
the apostle Thomas,

who doubted Jesus resurrection: John 20:24-29], a
person who habitually doubts; chronic skeptic.

doubt-less (dout'lis), adj. [Rare], feeling no doubt; sure.
adv. 1. without doubt: certainly. 2. probably.
douce (doos), adj. [< Fr. donx < L. dulcis; cf. DOUR],
[Scot.], pleasant; sweet-natured; hospitable.

Jdou-ceur (doo'ser'), n. [Fr., lit., sweetness], a gratuity;
tip; bribe.
douche (doosh), n. [Fr.; It. doccia, water jet, runnel
(cf. DOCK, wharf) ; LL. *ductia, a pipe < E. ductio, a
leading away^ < ductus, pp. of ducere, to lead, bring),
1. a jet of liquid appHed externally or internally to
some part of the body, especially as a bath or treatment.
2. a bath or treatment of this kind. 3. a device for
douching, v.t. & v.i. [DOUCHED (doosht), DOUCHING],
to apply a douche to (some part of the body, especially
the vagina).
dough Tdo), n. [ME. dough, dogh; AS. dag; akin to Goth.
daigs, G. teig; IE. base *dheigk-, to knead (clay, etc.) ;

hence, to form (plastic) masses, objects, etc. ; seen also
as L. -jig- (cf. EFFIGY, FIGURE)], 1. a mixture of flour,

Hquid, and other ingredients, worked into a soft, thick
mass for baking into bread, pastry, etc. 2. any pasty
mass like this. 3. [Slang], money.
dough-boy (do'boiO, n. 1. a boiled dumpling. 2.

[Cofloq.], a United States infantryman.
dough-nut (do'nut'), n. a small, usually ring-shaped
cake of sweetened, leavened dough, fried in deep fat.

dough tily (dou'tl-i), adv. in a doughty manner.
dough tineas (dou'ti-nis), n. a doughty quality.
dough-ty (dou'ti), adj. [DOUGHTIER (-ti-gr), DOUGHTI-
EST (-ti-ist)], [ME.; AS. dohtig; altered < dyhtig after
dohte, past tense of dugan, to avail; akin to G. Wchtig,
fit, good, excellent; IE. base *dheugh-t to be strong,
avail; cf. DOG], valiant; brave; bold; strong: now used
humorously with a somewhat archaic flavor.

dough-y (do'i), adj. [DOUGHIER (-i-er), DOUGHIEST
(-i-ist)J, of or like dough; soft, pasty, flabby, etc,

Doug-las (dug'lps), [< Celt.; lit., dark, gray], a mascu-
line name: diminutive, Doug. n. the capital of the Isle
of Man: pop., 20,000.

Doug-las, Stephen Arnold, (dugaas), 1813-1861;
American statesman; debated with Lincoln (1858).

Douglas, William Orville, 1898- ; American jurist; as-
sociate justice, United States Supreme Court (1939- ).

Douglas fir (or spruce, pine, hemlock), [after David
Douglas (1798-1834), Scot, botanist in America], a tall

evergreen tree of the pine family, found in the western

part of North America and valued for its hard wood.
Doug lass, Frederick (dotfai). 1817?-1895; American
Negro leader, journalist, and statesman.
Dou-kho bors (ddofk^bOn')* n.pt Dukhobom,
doum (doom), n. the doom (pmlm tree).
Dou-ma (d

fmi), ft. Duma.
dour (door, door, dour), adj. [ME. dame; L. dwrus,
hard], 1. [Scot.], hard; tmbending; stern; severe. 2.

[Scot.), obstinate. 3. sullen; gloomy; forbidding.
dou-ra, dou rah (door'a), n, durra.
dou rine (doo-renO. *** {Fr.J, a disease of horses and
mules, caused by a protozoan and transmitted in
copulation.
Dou-ro (do'roo), n. the Duero: the Portuguese name.
douse (dous), u. f, [DOUSED (doust), DOUSING], [16th-c.
slang, j>rpb. < LG.; cf. MB. dossen (later daesen), to
beat noisily], 1. originally, to hit forcefully. 2. to puU
down (sails), especially in a hurried and sadden manner;
hence, 3, fColloq.}, to tmll off (shoes, clothes, etc.). 4.

[Colloq.J, to put out (a fight or fire) quickly; extinguish.
Also spelled dowse.
douse (dous), v.t. [DOUSED (doust), DOUSING}, [same as
prec. douse, influenced by some], 1. to plunge or thrust
suddenly into liquid. 2. to drench; poor Hquid over.
lu". to be immersed or drenched. Also spelled dowse.
douze pers (dooz'parz'), n. pL fOFr. dome pers, lit.,
twelve peers], 1, in French history, the twelve great
peers of the realm. 2. in medieml romance, the twelve
great paladins or knights of Charlemagne.
dove (duv), n. [ME,; ON. d&fa; akin to Goth, dtibd. G.
taube; IE. base *dkenbh~, smoky, misty^ dark (of color) ;

cf. DEAF], 1. a bird of the pigeon family, especially the
smaller species, with a fufl-breasted body, short legs,
and a typical cooing cry: the dove is used as a symbol
of the Holy Spirit and of peace. 2. a person regarded
as gentle, innocent, or beloved.
dove (doy), alternative past tense of dive.
dove-cot (duv'kof), n. a dovecote.
dove-cote (duv'kot', duv'kot'), n. [dove -f cote (< AS.
cotet fern, form of cot), cottage; see COT (cottage)], a
small house or box with compartments for nesting
pigeons, usually on a pole, etc. above the ground.

dove-kie, dove-key (duy'ki) n. [dove + -kie, -key, dim.
suffix], 1. the black guillemot. 2. the rotche.

Do-vec (do'ver), n. 1. the capital of Delaware: pop.,
6,000. 2. a city in England, on the Strait of Dover,
opposite Calais: pop., 40,000.

Dover. Strait (or Straits) of.the strait between France
and England, joining the English Channel and the
North Sea: narrowest point, 20 mi.: French name, Pas
de Calais.

Do-yer's powder, [after Thomas Dover (1660-1742),
Brit, physician], a preparation of ojpium, ipecac, etc.,
used to relieve pain and induce perspiration,

dove-tail (duv'taT), n. 1. a part or thing shaped like a
dove's tail; specifically, a
projecting, wedge-shaped
part (called tenon) that fits

into a corresponding inden-
tation

%(called mortise) to
form a joint. 2. a joint thus
formed, v.t. 1. to join or
fasten together by means of
dovetails. 2. to piece to- iwvirrATT TATXTT
gether (facts, etc.) so as to

DOVETAIL JOINT

make a logically connected whole, v.i. to fit together
closely or logically.
Dow, Gerard, see Dou, Gerard.
dow-a-ger (dou's-ier), n. [OFr. douagiere < douage,
dowry ; see DOWER], 1 . a widow with a title or property
derived from her dead husband: often used in comDina-
tion with the title, asr queen dowager, dowager duchess.
2. [ColloqJ, an elderly woman of wealth and dignity.
Dow-den, Edward (dou'd'n), 1843-1913; Irish literary
critic and Shakespearean scholar.
dow-dMy (dou'd'1-i), adv. in a dowdy manner.
dow-di-ness (dou'di-nis), n. the quality of being dowdy.
dow-dy (dou'di), adj. [DOWDIER (-di-er), DOWDIEST
(-di-ist)], [< ME. doude, a slut], not neat, fashionable,
or smart in dress or appearance; shabby; slovenly, n.

{pi. DOWDIES (-diz)], a dowdy woman.
dow-el (dou'al), n. [ME. duvel, dowle; prob. < MLG.
dovel via Fr.; akin to G. dobel, a
plug; IE. base *dhettbh- t *dhubh-,
a peg, wooden pin, plug], a peg
or pin of wood, metal, etc., usu-
ally fitted into corresponding
holes in two pieces to fasten
them together, v.t. [DOWELED

'

Or DOWELLED (-aid), DOWELING
or DOWELLING], to fasten with
dowels; furnish with dowels.
dow-er (dou'eY), n. [ME. dowere;
OFr. douaire; ML. dotarium <
L. ^dos, dotis; see DOT (dower)], DOWEL

fatr Spe, Bare, car; tea, Bves% hfere, qvr; Is, bite; lot, g6, horn, ttSSl, look; oil, out: up, Use, fdr; get; |oy; yet;
*Aen; zh. leisure;,!!, 'ring;^ for a in ago, e in <upfif, f in sanity, o in cow^fy, if in focus;

'
as in 0W (a'bl);

coeur; 5, Fr. feu; Fr. mow; o, fr. cog; u, Fr. due; H,i G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xiL | foreign; * hypothetical-

; chin; she; thin,
; Fr. b&l; 6, Fr.

; < deriyed from,
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L cf a property which his widow
faheriu for life. 2, a dowry. 3. m natural talent, gift,
or eadowment. w.t. I . to give n to. 2, to bestow
a talent or upon: endow (*il).

(dotaTr-i), n. IlC DOWERIBS (-is)], a dowry,
-wr (dotrich-eY), n. [#. TOWITCHBR& (-3nO,
it; see PLURAL, ii. D, 1), Iprob. of Am. Ind.

origin], A bird related to the American snipe,
dkw-lms (dau'M, n. { < p&mlM, near Brest in Bnttanyl,
L originally* a coane linen. 2. a heavy calico.

Down (doun), it. a county of Ulster Province, Northern
Ireland: pop,, 211,00).

down fdoun). adv. |ME. daum* dwm < adune, adown;
AS, Mfunc, oranfif. from the hill; a-, o/-, off, from
~f- dune, dat. of rfiui, hill], I. from a higher to a lower

place; toward the ground. 2. in or on a lower position
or level; on the gromnd. 3. in a direction or place
thought of as lower or below: as, downtown. 4. below
the beckon. 5. from an earlier to a later period or per-
scw; as, from the Middle Ages. 6. into a low or

dejected mental or emotional condition. 7. into a low
or prostrate physical condition : as, he came dawn with

poetxnaciia. 8. in an inferior position; in check: as,

thty held him down. 9, to a lower amount or bulk : as,

tilings have come down in price. 10. to a heavier con-

sistency: sis, boil down. 11. to a less excited or active

condition; into a tranquil state: as, the waves settled

down, 12. in a serious or earnest manner: as, get down
to work. 13. completely; to the full extent: as, loaded
d&wn. 14, in cash or when bought : as, five dollars down
and the remainder in installments. 15. in writing \

on
record: as, take down his name, adj. 1. descending;
directed toward a lower position. 2. in a lower place;
on the ground. 3. gone, brought, pulled, paid, etc.

down. 4. dejected; discouraged. 5. prostrate; ill. 6.

in sports, a) not in play: said of a football, b) trailing
an opponent with reference to the number of points,
goals, or strokes, c) in baseball, put out. prep, down
toward, along, through, into, or upon. v.t. to put,
brine, get, throw, or knock down. v.i. to go, come, or

get OOWXL n. 1. a descent, 2. a reverse; misfortune:
as, the ps mud downs of a career. 3. in football, a) one
oi four eooiectttive plays in which the team in posses-
sion of the ball must either score or advance the ball a
total of at least tea yards in order to keep possession.
fr) tibe deckling of the ball as down, or the play just
before this.

down and out, 1. in boxing, knocked out. 2. in the
state of being penniless, friendless, ill, etc.

down on, [CoTloq.J, hostile to because of a grievance
against; angry or annoyed with.
down with, 1 . put down. 2. overthrow ; do away with :

an expression of disfavor.
down (dotin), it. [ME. doun, dun; ON. dunn; akin to
Goth, dauns, fume, smokej IE. base *dheu-t to fly like
dust, steam, mist, etc., as in L. fwvnus (cf. FUME)], 1.

soft, fine feathers, as on young birds; see feather, illus.

2* soft* fine hair or hairy growth.
<QWSH (dotm), iu [ME. doun; AS. dun, a hill; akin to OD.
duna,D,duin t LG. dilne, sandhill (see DUNE)], usually in

ft,
1. an expanse of open, high, grassy land. 2. [con-

fused with tf**], a sandy mound formed by the wind.
tbe Down*, 1. the treeless, hilly uplands of Kent and
Sussex, in southeastern England. 2. a roadstead off
the coast of Kent, England.

down-beat (doun'betO* n* in music, the downward
stroke of the conductor's hand or baton to indicate the
first accent in each measure.
down-bow (doun'boO. n. a stroke on a vioHa, etc. in
which the bow is drawn across the strings from the
handle to the tip: symbol, -.
down-cast (doun'kast/, doun'kastO* adj. 1. directed
downward. 2. sad; very discouraged; defected, n. 1.
a casting down. 2. in mining, a ventilating shaft.
down-come (doun'kumOf n. 1. a comedown; downfall;
humiliation. 2. a downcomen
down-com-er (doun'ktui/er), n. a pipe through wMcfi
the gases from blast furnaces come down into hot-blast
stoves and boilers.
down-east (doun'eW), adj. [Colloq.], of New England,
especially Maine.

down-east-er (doun'es'tSr) , n. TCofloq.], a native of
New England, especially of Maine,
down-fall (doun'f610. n. 1. a sudden fall, as from pros-
perity or power. 2. a heavy fait of rain or snow. 3. a
trap operated when the prey causes a weight to drop.down-fall-en (doun'f61"n), adj. fallen; ruined.

down-grade (doun'gradO n. a downward slope, espe-
cially m a road. adv. & adj. downhill; downward, v.t.
to demote to a less skilled job at lower pay.
on the downgrade, losing success, influence, health,
etc.; declining; deteriorating.

down-haul (doun/h61 /

) n. a rope or series of ropes for
hauling down a sail.

dpwn-heart>ed (dounliaVtid), adj. discouraged;, de-
jected; despondent.

down-hill (doun/hil
/
, doun/hil'), adv. toward the bottom

of a hill; downward. adj. sloping or going downward.
go downhill, to lose success, health, etc. ; decline.

downiness (dounf
i-ois) f n. the quality of being downy.

Down-ing Street (doun'in). [after Sir George Downing
(1623-16&DJ, 1. a street in the West End of London,
location of some of the principal government offices,

including the official residence of the Prime Minister
(No. 10) ; hence, 2, the British government or cabinet.

downpour (doun'pdr, doun'por), n. a heavy fall of
rain.
down -right (doun'riV, doun

f
ritO, adv. [ME. dun rihte;

see DOWN, adv. & RIGHT], 1. thoroughly; utterly. 2.

[Rare], straight down. 3. fArchaicJ, plainly, adj. 1.

absolute; thoroughgoing; utter: as, a downright insult.
2. straightforward; ^lain; frank: as, a downright fellow.
3. [Rarej, going straight downward.
down -stage (doun'stajO, adv. toward the front of the
stage, aaj. having to do with the front of the stage.
down-stair (doun'stir'), adv. & adj. [Rare], downstairs.
down-stairs (doun'starz', doun'stirz'), adv. 1. down
the stairs. 2. on or to a lower floor, adj. situated on a
lower floor, n. a lower floor or floors.

down-stream (doun'strern', doun'stremO, adv. & adj. m
the direction of the current of a stream; down the
stream.
down-throw (doun'thro') n. a throwing down or being
thrown down; overthrow.
down-town (doun'toun', doun'tounO* adj. 1. of or in
the geographically lower part of a city or town: opposed
to uptown. 2. of, in, or like the main business section
of a city or town. adv. to, toward, or in the geograph-
ically lower part or main business section of a city or
town. n. the main business section of a city or town.
down-trod (doun'trod'), adj. [Archaic}, downtrodden.
down-trod-den (doun'trod

A
n), adj. 1. trampled on or

down. 2. oppressed; subjugated; tyrannized over.
down under, [Colloq.], Australia or New Zealand.
down-ward (doun'werd), adv. & adj. [ME. dounward,
duntward; AS. aduneweard; adune* adown, down -f-

-weard, -ward], 1. toward a lower place, position, state,
etc. 2. from an earlier to a later time.
down-wards (doun'werdz), adv. downward.
down-wash (doun'wash', dottn'w8shO n. the air that
an airplane wing pushes downward while moving
through the air.

down-v (doun'i), adj. [DOWNIER (-i-er), DOWNIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. of or covered with soft, fine feathers or
hair. 2. soft and fluffy, like down.

dow-ry (doti'ri), n. [pi. DOWRIES (-riz)] [Anglo-Fr.
douaru < OFr. doaire; see DOWER], 1. the property
that a woman brings to her husband at marriage. 2. a
natural talent, gift, or endowment: as, poetry was his
dowry. 3. [Archaic], a widow's dower. 4. [Archaic], a
gift by a man to his bride.
dowse (dous), v.t. [DOWSED (doust), DOWSING], to douse.
dowse (douz), v*. [DOWSED (douzd), DOWSING], [? Corn.],
to search for a source of water or minerals with a
divining rod.

dows-ing rod (dou'ziij), [prob. < Corn, merging of G.
dial deuten, to declare,,with douse (to plunge); earlier
form deusing rod], a divining rod.

Dow-son, Ernest (dou's'n), 1867-1900; English poet.
dox-ol-o-gy (doksMDl's-ji) , n. [pi. DOXOLOGIES (-jiz)],

[ML. doxologia; Gr. doxologia, a praisingj doxologos, giv-
ing or uttering praise < doxa, praise, opinion < dokein,
to think -f logos, a word < legein, to speak], any of
several hymns of praise to God; specifically, a) the
greater doxology, which begins Gloria in E&cdsis (glory
to God in the highest). 6) the lesser doxology, which
begins Gloria Patri (glory to the Father), c) a hymn
beginning "Praise God from whom all blessings flow."

dox-y (dok'si), n. [< words ending in -doxy* as orthodoxy,
heterodoxy], a doctrine, creed, or ism, especially m
religion.

dox-y (dok'si), n.
\ft.

DOXIES (-siz)], [orig., slang for
"beggar's mistress**; ? < obs. docke, rump, or archaic D.
docfee, doll, of same origin], [Slang], a hussy; wench.
Jdov^en (dwa/yaw'; Eng. doi'an), n. [Fr.; see DEAN], the
senior member, or dean, of a group.
Jdoy-enne (dwa'yen'; Eng. doi'enO, n, [Fr.], feminine
of doyen.~ *

Sir Arthur Co nan (kS'nsn doil), 1859-1930;
h physician and novelist; known for his Sherlock
stories*

), n. Ipt DOTfLEYS (-Hz)], a doily.
., 'n., m. DOtLiES (-Hz)], a doily.

r Carte, Richard, see Carte, Richard D*Oyly.
(ddio; n. If. DOYXIES (-Hz)]

D'Oytr Carte, Rldhi
doz., dozen; dozens.
doze (doz). i?.i. {DOZKD (d5zd) , DOZING!, iorig., to
< LG,; ex. LG. d&$, tiredness, sleepiness, ddsig, <

tired, whence Dan. d&se, to majce tired, etc. ; for the t

base, see DIZZY], to sleep lightly or fitfully; nap; be
half asleep, tu.r. to spend (time) in dozing (often with
away orjM**}.^ fj

a Hefet sleep: nap.

doz-en (dtua^n), n*ffl. ]

usv^wj^prwetietf^ . .

dozeme? OFr. domme < dome, twelye: L.
twelve < <teo, twei -f decem, teas];/ a ifee* ,ef? twelve:
abbreviated doz., dz.: see also baker's dozen,
doz-enth (duz'

f

ntli) , adj. 1
"fa *
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DOZIBST (-i-ist)] v fseedoz-y (d8z'i), d>*. [DQZIBR

noFE]. sleepy; drowsy.
D.P., displaced person.
dpt. 1. department. 2. deponent.
D.P.W., Department;! Public Works.
Or,, Doctor.
dr., 1. debit. 2. debtor. 3. dram; drams. 4. drawer.
drab (drab), n. |< Pr. drap t cloth; LL, drappus; prob.
< IE. *dh(e)raoh-, dark-colored, dirtv, etc., via Gmc.
or Celt.; cf. DRAPE], I. a kind of doth, especially a
vellowish-brown woolen. 2. a dull yellowish brown.

"adj. [DRABBER (-Sr) BRABBEST (-ist)], 1. of a dull

yellowish-brown color. 2. dull; lacking brightness;
monotonous.
drab (drab), n. [< Celt.; akin to Ir. drahog, Gael.
drcbag, slattern; cf. prec. DRAB], 1. a slovenly woman;
slattern; slut. 2. a prostitute. v.i. [DRABBED (drabd),
PRABBING], [

< the n. I, to be a prostitute.
drab-bet (drab'it), n.[<drab (cloth) J, (British], a coarse,
unbleached linen,

drab-ble (drab''l), v.t. [DRABBLED (-'Id), DRABBLING},
[ME. drabelen, drablen; ? < LG. drabbeln, to walk in
mud or water!, to make wet and dirty by dragging in

mud and water; draggle. v.i. to become drabbled.
dra-cae-na (drs-se'na), n. {Mod. L. < Gr. drakaina, she-

dragon ; see DRAGON], any of a number of related tropical
shrubs and trees of the lily family found in the Eastern
Hemisphere: also dracaena palm.
drachm (dram), n. [ME. dragme, drame; OFr. dragme;
L. drachma < Gr.], 1. a drachma. 2. a dram.
drach-ma (drak'ma), n. [pL DRACHMAS (-msz), DRACH-
MAE (-me)], [L.; Gr. drachme < drachma, handful <
drassesthai, to grasp, take by handfuls; IE. base
*dhergk-, to be jinn, hold firmly; cf. TARGET], 1. an
ancient Greek

t
silver coin. 2. an ancient Greek unit of

weight approximately equal to the weight of this coin.
3. any of several modern weights or measures: see dram.
4. a modern Greek monetary unit: in 1949, about 1,700
drachmas equaled one dollar.

Dra-co (dra'ko), n. 1. Athenian statesman and law-
giver of the 7th century B.C. 2. [L.; see DRAGON], the
Dragon, a northern constellation tying partially be-
tween the Big Dipper and the Little Dipper: see
constellation, chart.
Dra-co-ni-an (dra-ko'ni-an), adj. 1. of Draco (sense 1).
2. of the very harsh code of laws which he drew up in
621 B.C.; hence, 2. [sometimes d-] f inhumanly severe
or cruel. 3, [d-1, draconic.

dra-con-ic (dra-kon'ik), adj. [< L. draco," see DRAGON],
1. of or like a dragon. 2.

adj. \<
2. [D-j, :

/; ON. i

_. ____ t_ , Draconian.
draff (draf), n. [ME. draf; ON. draf; akin to treb- in G.
treber; IE. base *dh(e)rabh-, dark, dirty, smelly, dirt,

refuse, etc.; cf. DRAB], dregs; lees; sediment; refuse.
draff*y (draf'i), adj. full of, or as if full of, draff, or
dregs; worthless.

draft (draft, draft), n. [ME. draught, draht, a drawing,
pulling, pull, stroke < AS. dragan, to draw, drag, pull;
see DRAW], 1. a drawing or pulling, as of a vehicle or
load. 2. the thing, quantity, or load pulled. 3. a draw-
ing in of a fish net. 4. the amount of fish caught in
one drawing in of the net. 5. a drawing of liquid into
the mouth ; drinking. 6. the amount taken at one drink.
7. a drink. 8. a drawing into the lungs, as of air or
smoke. 9. the air, smoke, etc. drawn in. 10. a draw-
ing, as of beer, from a cask when ordered. 1 1 . a rough
or preliminary sketch of a writing. 12. a plan or draw-
ing of a work to be done. 13. a current of air, as in a
room, heating system, etc. 14. a device for regulating
the current of air in a heating system. 15. a written
order issued, by one person, bank, firm, etc., directing
the payment ofmoney to another ; check. 1 6. a drawing
of money or stock. 17. a drain; heavy demand. 18.
the choosing or taking of individuals from a group for
some special purpose. 19. the taking of qualified per-
sons for compulsory military service. 20. those thus
chosen or taken. 21. [Slang], influence. 22. in com-
merce, a deduction allowed for waste or loss in weight.
23. in hydraulics, the size of an opening for the flow of
water. 24. in masonry, a narrow border along the edge
or across the face of a stone. 25. in Mechanics, the taper
given to a pattern or die so that the work can be re-
moved easily. 26. in nautical usage, the depth of water
that a ship draws, or displaces, v.t. 1. to choose or
take for some special purpose, as compulsory military
service, by drawing from a group. 2. to draw off or
away. 3. to make a preliminary sketch of or working
plans for. adj. 1. used for pulling loads: as, draft
animals. 2. drawn from a cask on order: as, draft beer.
Also spelled draught in all senses, especially n. 3-10,
inclusive, and adj. 2.

on draft, ready to^be drawn directly from the cask.
draft animal, an1 animal used for pulling heavy loads.
draft board, an official board of civilians designated to
select qualified persons for compulsory service in the

Site's aarmed! forces;; -

*
>

draft dodger, who wolds or tries to avoid
being drafted into the armed forces.

draf-tee (drmf-te'. drlf-t*) a person drafted, espe-
cially one drafted for 8mc In tie armed forces.

draft-i-ly (draft n-}, draf't'W), ad, in a draftv manner;
also spelled draught! ly.
draft-f'iiess (drarti-nis, difti-nts), n. the condition of

being drafty : also spelled draufththiess.
drafts (drafts, drafts), n.pL checkers: see draughts.
drafts man (draftj/man, drafts'man). [pi. DRAFTSMEN
(-man)), I. a person who draws plans of structures or
machinery. 2. a person who draws up legal doettrnents,
speeches, etc. Alsn spelled draughtsman.

drafts-raan-ship (drafts'man-ship', dtiftsfiron-ship'),
n. [draftsman + -,ship] r the work or skill of a draftsman:
also spelled draughtsmanship.

draft-y (draft!, drafti), adj. IDRAPTIER (-ti-gr), I>RAPT-
IKST (-ti-ist)), 1. in, or exposed to, a draft (current of
air). 2. letting in, causing, or having a draft or drafts:
as, a drafty house. Also spelled draughty.
drag (drag^, v.t. [DRAGGED (dragd), BRAGGING], {ME.
draggcn, drag&n; AS. dragan or ON. draga; see DRAW],
1 . to pull or draw with force or effort, especially along
the ground or other surface; haul. 2. to pull a grapnel,
net, or other device over the bottom of (a river, fake,
etc.) in searching for or catching something; dredge. 3.
to draw a harrow over (land). 4. to draw (something)
out over a period of time; continue tediously or pain-
fully. 5. to bring (a subject) into conversation or into
a piece of writing, etc. unnecessarily or as if by force.
y.z. I. to be dragged; be pulled along the ground or
other surface ; trail. 2. to lag behind. 3. to be prolonged
tediously; move or pass too slowly. 4. to search a
river, lake, etc. with a grapnel, net, or other device.
5. to cause the sensation of dragging or tugging: as, a
dragging fear. n. 1 . something dragged or pulled along
the ground; specifically, z) a harrow used for breaking
ground, b) a heayy sledge (vehicle), c) a large, heavy
coach with seats inside and on top. 2. a device used
to catch and haul uj> something under water; grapnel,
dragnet, etc. 3. a thing that checks motion, as a brake
on the wheel of a vehicle; hence, 4. anything that
hinders or obstructs. 5. the amount by which anything
drags. 6. a dragging; slow, cumbersome movement. 7.

something for dragging heavy objects. 8. [Slang], inffu-
'

ence. 9. [Slang], a puff of a cigarette, pipe, etc. 10.

[Slang], a dance. 1 1 . [Slang], a race between hot rods to
test their rates of acceleration, generally held on a short
stretch of road or other straight course (drag strip) set
aside for this purpose. 12. in aeronautics, the resistance
to movement brought to bear on an airplane by the air

through which it passes. 13. in billiards, a backspin
given to the cue ball to cause it to stop upon hitting
another ball. 14. in hunting, a) a trail of scent left by
an animal. V) something dragged over the ground to
leave a trail of scent, c) a hunt over such a trail.

SYN. see pull,

drag on (or out), to prolong or be prolonged tediously.
Jdra-gee (dra'zha')> n. [Fr.], a sugar-coated candy or
pill.

drag-gle (drag'1), v.t. [DRAGGLED (-Id), DRAGGLING],
[freq. of drag], to make wet and dirty by dragging in
mud or water. v.i. 1. to be or become draggled; trail

on the ground. 2. to lag behind; straggle.
drag-gle tail (dragl-talO* n. a slovenly woman with
draggled skirts; slattern; sltit.

dra^-hound (drag'hound'), n. in hunting* a hound
trained to follow a drag, or trail of scent.

drag-line (drag'HnO n. a dragrope or guide rope.
drag link, a link connecting the cranks of two engine

drag-net (drag'net
7

), n. La net dragged along the
bottom of a river, lake, etc. for catching fish. 2. a net
for catching small game. 3. an organized system or
network forgathering in or catching people wanted by
the authorities, as criminals, etc.

drag-o-man (drag'a-man), n. [pi. DRAGOMANS (-msnz),
DRAGOMEN (-men)}, |Fr.; Late Gr. dragoumanos; OAr.
targuman < targama, to interpret], in the Near East,
an interpreter or professional guide for travelers.

drag-on (drag'an), n. [ME. dragoun; OFr. dragon; L.
draco; Gr. drakon, dragon, serpent, lit., the seeing one <
derkesthai, to see; IE. base *derk-, to see], 1. a mythical
monster, usually represented as a large reptile with
wings and claws, breathing out fire and smoke. 2. a
fierce person; especially, a fiercely watchful female
guardian; strict chaperon. 3. formerly, a short musket
fastened to a soldier's belt. 4. a soldier armed with such
a musket: see dragoon. 5. [Archaic}, a large serpent or
snake. 6. [D-], in astronomy* the constellation Draco.
7. in the Authorised Version of the Bible, a word used to
translate several Hebrew words now understood to
mean serpent, jackal, Old Swpmt (Satan), etc. 8. in
botany, any or several plants of -fehe arum ramily. 9. in
zoology, a small Asiatic treei lizard with winglike

; she;fat, fipe^b&re, air: leci, 5ven,'fe%e,'ove1r?!;s, bite; lot, g?6, hdrn, tfltf, look; oil, 4Niti'ap,'ftee'ftIr; ftet; joy; vet; chin;
Itteh; a; ffoOTf,ijv iitag^ 'e^'tor a ia 9v'e> *m *>/* in sanity, 6 in comply, u,w.:]faa*qf as in able (S'b'l); Pr. b&U-S,
comir; 6, Fr. fete; Pr. mow; o, Fr. c*ftft ft, a?, . Aici;* H, G* icfe; kh, G. doch. Se ppv x-adl, 1$ ftKOrign,;

*
hypothetical;
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brar^s It to from tree to tree.

dnttH9n*t (drax're-it),, n. [MB.; OPr. dim. of 4rjD*j.
1. a dragoa. 2. any of a large group of

sauna, tea related to the goby.
drag on My fctra's-ffi

r
), ft* f#i DRAGOKFUES (ffir}] ft

targe, hannwn insect with *
long, body and loir

filmy wings : it lies swiftly and
on gnat*, etc,

it. a kind of mint with blue,

purple, or white flowers,

n. l?r. < 4rfo*, dragoon; see

ORAGON], I. the persecution
of the French Protestants by
the troops of Louis XIV,

DRAGONFLY

especially by the dragoons. 2. any persecution or raid
In which troops are used,

draftcra'* blood, any of several red, resinous substances
obtained from various tropical plants and trees, used
for coloring varnishes and in photoengraving,
drag-on*-hmd (drag'iz-hed') ?u 1. dragonhead. 2.

in iwfrojfowiy, dragon s head.

dragon's head, 1. the ascending node of a planet or of
the moon: symbol, &. 2. dragonhead.
dragon's tail, the descending node of a planet or of the
naooo: symbol, 8.

dragon tree, a tall tree of the lily family, from which a
red, resinous substance (called dragons blood) is ob-
tained: it growsjn the Canary Islands.

dm'gjxm (dra-goonO* n. [Pr. dragon; see DRAGON], 1.

formerly, a soldier armed with a short musket
r capable

of fighting on horseback or on foot ; mounted infantry-
man. 2. a heavily armed cavalryman. 3, [Qbs.J, a short
musket; also called dragon, v.t. 1. to harass or perse-
cute by dragoons, 2. to force by persecution (into
doing something).

drag-rope (drag'ropO* n ! a rope for dragging some-
thing. as a cannon, 2. a rope hung from a pauoon or

dirigible for use as a variable ballast or mooring line,

drag sail (or sheet), a sea anchor made from a sail,

drag strip, see draft, n. 11.

drag strut* any of the internal reinforcing ribs of an
airplane wing.
drain (drSn), v.t. {AS. dreahnian, to strain off, lit., to

dry out < base of aryge; see DRY], 1 . to draw off (liquid,

etc.) gradually. 2. to draw water or any liguid from
gradually; dry or empty in this way: as, the doctor
drained the abscess. 3. to drink all the liquid from
(a cup, glass, etc.). 4. to exhaust gradually; use up
slowly: said of strength, resources, etc. 5. to filter, tu.
1 . to flow off or trickle through gradually. 2. to become
dry by the drawing or flowing off of liquid. 3. to dis-

charge its waters: said of a region, as, Central Europe
drains into the Danube, n. La channel or pipe for

carrying off water, sewage, etc. 2. a draining or ex-

Iwosting; that which gradually exhausts strength,
itscmrces, etc. 3. in surgery, a tube or other device for

drawing off discharge, as from an abscess.

drate*ajje (dran'ij), n. L the act, process, or method
of drawing. 2, a system of drains; arrangement of

rapesv eto for caorying off waste matter. 3. that which
is drained off. 4. a region or area drained, as by a river.

drainage basin, the land drained by a river system.

drainage tube, a small tube used for draining pus from
an incision or a wound.
drain er (dran'&r), n. 1. a person who lays pipes for
draining, makes field drains* etc. 2. a container for
drawing off liquid.
drain pipe (dran'pipO, n. a large pipe used to carry off

water, sewage, efec. ^^
drake (drak), u [ME. < West Gme. *drko, male duck
(? L. draco, dragon); prob. via LG.; cf, LG. drake* G.
dial, draak, ewdedpam, lit., duck-drake], a male duck.
drake (drak), n. [ME.; AS. foaca < L. &TOCQ; see
DRAGON], 1. a small cannon of the 17th and 18th cen-
turies. 2. a May fly, used as a fishing bait: also drake
fly. 3. [Archaic], a dragon.
Drake, Sir Francis (drak), 1545?-1596; English admiral;
first Englishman to sail around the world.

Dra-kens-berg Mountains (drA/kan-bQrg')t a moun-
tain. range in the eastern part of the Union of South
Africa: length, 600 mi.: also called Quathlamba.
Drake Passage, the body of water between the southern
tip of South America and the Antarctic Archipelago.dram (dram), n. [ME. & OFr. dragme; L. drachma; see
DRACHMA], 1. in apothecaries' weight, a unit equal to
60 grains (1/8 ounce): symbol, 3. 2. in avoirdupois
weight, a unit equal to 27 1/3 grains (1 /16 ounce), 3. a
fluid dram; 1/128 pint. 4. a small drink of alcoholic
liquor. 5. a small amount of anything. Abbreviated dir

dra-ma (dra'ms, dram's), n. [LI/.; Gr. t a deed, action
(see ACT), drama, tragedy < dran, to do], 1. a literary
composition that tells a story, usually of human con-
flict, by means of dialogue and action, to be performed
on the stage by actors; stage ^lay; see also closet drama.
2. the art or profession of writing, acting, or producing
plays; institution of the theater (often with the). 3.

plays collectively: as, Elizabethan drama, 4. a series
of events so interesting, vivid, etc. as to resemble those
of a play, S. the quality of being dramatic.
Dram-a-mine (dram'a-men'}, n. a drug used to prevent
and relieve seasickness, airsickness, etc. : a trade-mark.
dra-mat-ic (dra-mat^k), adj. [LL. dramaticm; Gr.
dramatikos], 1. of or connected with drama. 2. having
the characteristics of a drama, especially conflict; Eke
a play ; hence, 3. full of action ; highly emotional ; vivid,
exciting, etc. Abbreviated dram*
dra-mat-1 cal (dra-mat'i-kl), adj. dramatic.

dra*ramt*i-cal-ly (dra-mat'i-kl-i, dra-xnat'ik-li), adv.
1. in a dramatic manner. 2. from the viewpoint of
drama.
dra-mat Ics (drs-mat'iks), n.$. [construed as sing.}, 1.

the art of performing or producing plays. 2. plays
performed and produced by amateurs.
dramatic tenor, 1. a tenor voice of a lower range and
a heavier, more powerful quality than a lyric tenor; it

is especially suited to dramatic or heroic roles, as in the
operas of Wagner. 2. a singer with such a voice. Also
called heroic tenor.

dram-a-tis per-so-nae (dram's-tis pgr-so'ne), [L. < LL.
dramatis, genit. of drama, drama + L. personae, pi. of

persona, character], 1. the characters in a play. 2. a
list of these. Abbreviated dram. pers.
dram-a-tlst (dramatist), n. [see DRAMA], a playwright.
dram-a-ti-za-tion (dram'a-ti-za'shan, dranvs-tl-za'-
shan), n. 1. a dramatizing. 2. that which is drama-
tized; dramatized version, as of a novel.
dramatize (dram'a-tiz

7
), v.t. [DRAMATIZED (-tlzdO,

DRAMATIZING] , [< LL. drama, dramatis, drama; + -is*],
1. to make into a drama: arrange (a story, events, etc.)
as a play; adapt for performance on the stage, screen,
etc. 2. to look at, interpret, or present (things, actions,
oneself, etc.) as though in a play; give dramatic qual-
ity to. vj. to be capable of being dramatized.
dram-a-turge (dramVtftrf), n. a dramatist.
dram a-tur gic (dramVtur'jik), adj. of dramaturgy.
dram-a-tur-gi-caHy (dram'a-tfir'ji-kl-i), adv. 1. in a
dramaturgic manner. 2. from the viewpoint of dram-
aturgy.
dram-a-tur-gist (dram'a-tftr'jist), n. a dramatist.
dram-a-tur-gy (dram'a-tur'ji), n* [Fr. dramalurgie; Gr.
dramatourgia < drama (see DRAMA) + ergon, work], the
art of writing plays or producing them.
dram, pers., dramatis personae.
dram shop (dram'shopO, n. [Now Rare], a bar; saloon.
Drang nach Os-ten (drarjk nakh 6Vtf

n), [G.], the
thrust toward

%
the East: in reference to the aims of

German imperialists who advocated such expansion.
drank (drarjk), past tense and archaic past participle
of drink.

drape (drap), v.t. [DRAPED (drapt), DRAPING], [OFr.
draper, to make into cloth < drap, cloth; LL. drappus,
cloth; see DRAB], 1. to cover, hang, or decorate with or
as with cloth or clothes in loose folds. 2. to arrange (a
garment, cloth, etc.) artistically in folds or hangings,
iu. to hang or fall m folds, as a garment, cloth, etc.
n. [Pr. drap, cloth], 1. usually in pL cloth hanging in
loose folds; drapery; curtain. 2. the manner in which
cloth hangs: as, his suit had an English drape*

drap-er (drap'gr), n. [ME. < OFr. drapier; see DRAPE],
1. originally, a maker of cloth. 2. [British], a dealer
in cloth and dry goods,

Dra-per, Henry (dra'pgr), 1837-1882; American as-
tronomer*

Draper, John William, 1811-1882; American scientist
and historian; father of Henry.
dra per ied (dra'pgr-id), ad/, hung with drapery.
dra-per-y (dra'pgr-i), n.

\ft DRAPERIES
(-iz)], [ME. &

OFT.fraperte; see DRAPE], 1. cloth; fabric; textile. 2.

[British], the business of a draper. 3. hangings or
clothing arranged in loose folds. 4. an artistic arrange-ment ol such hangings or clothing, especially in sculp-
ture, painting, etc. 5. pi curtains,

<fcas>tic (dras/tik), adj. [Gr. drastikos, active < dran, to
dk>y act], acting with force; having a violent or strong
efecfc: severe: harsh: extreme.

dras ti cal ly (dras'ti-k'1-i, dras'tik-U), adv.m a drastic

drat (drat), mtexf. [<
r
odrot < God rot], a mild expletive

expressing anapyamee, Kke confound, darn, etc.
D, ration, a, United States Army emergency field ration
cc>ns^ting of a specialty prepared chocolate bar having
a highly concentrated ioo4 value: three bars con-
stitute one day's ration.

drat-ted (drat'id) r o$. |c DRAT], [Colloq.], darnecL
Bran (drou), n. the Drava: the German name.
draught (draft, draft), n., vd~ adj. draft

^t*i-ly (draf't'M, draf'tl-i). ad*Vi draftgy,
t-inesa (draffti-nis, drSf'ti-nis), n. draftiness.
^s (drafts, lrafts|? n^ PritisM, ihe gante of

^ ~^&: also seeled -dtaftsb;
1

.
,

,
,
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draughts-man (draftsfmon^ ; <lratemn) f n.
DRAUGHTSMEN (-maa)]^, 1. a draftsman. 24
any of the pieces used in playing draughts.
draughts-man ship (drafts'man-ship',
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draughty 441 dray
(draf'ti, drfif'tu, adj. IDEAUGHTIIE (-ti-r),

DRAVGHTIEST (-ti-ist)j, draxty.
Dra-vii (drfi'va), n* a river in Austria, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia, flowing into the Danube: length, 4oO mi.:
Gfrman name, Dran.

Dra-ve (dra'va)* n. the Drava.
drave (dr5v) archaic past tense of drive.

Dra>vid-i*an (dra-vid'i-sm), n. fcoined by Bishop R.
Caldwell < Sans. Dravida, name of district in southern
India], 1. any member of a group of intermixed races
in southern India and southern Ceylon. 2. the family
of non-Indo-European languages spoken by these races,

including,Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese, kurukh, Telu-
gu, etc.; it is characterized by a caste classification of

nouns, inclusive and exclusive plurals of the pronoun
of the first person, and

_
extensive use of verbal auxil-

iaries, adj. of the Dravidians or their languages,
Dra-vid-ic (dra-vid'ik), adj. Dravidian,
draw (dr6), v.t. [DREW (droo), DRAWN (drfin), DRAWING],
[ME. drawen; AS. dragan; akin to ON. draga (see
DRAG), G. tragen, to bear, carry; IE. base *dheragh-, to

pull, draw along, prpb. also in L, trahere, to pull, draw
(cf. TRACTION)], L indicating traction 1. to make move
toward one; cause to follow along after by exerting
physical force; pull; haul; drag: as, a horse draws the
cart. 2. a) to pull up, as a sail, b) to pull down, as a win-
dow shade, c) to pull in, as a dragnet, d) to pull aside
or together, as a curtain. 3. to pull back the draw-
string of (a bow). 4. to displace (a specified depth
of water) in floating; need (a specified depth of water)
to float in: said of a ship. 5. in billiards, to give back-
spin to (the cue ball). 6. in cricket, to deflect (the ball)
to the side of the field on which the batsman stands, by
a slight turn of the bat. II. indicating attraction 1. to
attract; charm; entice. 2. to take into the lungs;
breathe in; inhale. 3. to bring forth; elicit: as, his

challenge drew no rej>ly, 4. to bring about as a result;
cause to happen j bring on: as, the airplane drew the
enemy's fire. 5. in medicine, to cause a flow of (blood,
pus, etc.) to some part. III. indicating extraction 1.

to pull out; take out: remove; extract, as a tooth, cork,
sword, etc. 2. to take out (a liquid, etc.) by sucking,
draining, distilling, seeping, etc. 3. to bring up, as
water from a well: cause (liquid) to flow out of an open-
ing, tap, etc.: as, he drew a bath, the knife draws blood.
4. to take out the viscera of; disembowel. 5. to get or
receive from some source: as, he draws a good salary.
6. to take out or withdraw (money) held in an account;
hence, 7. to write (a check or draft). 8. to extract (a
conclusion or inference) ; deduce. 9. to get or win in a
lottery. 10. in card games, a) to take or get (cards).
b) to cause (a card or cards) to be played out: as, draw
your opponent's trump. IV. indicating tension 1. to
pull out so as to make longer or larger; stretch; make
tense; extend: as, they drew the rope tight. 2. to pull
out of shapej distort. 3. to stretch, flatten, or shape
(metal) by die stamping, hammering, etc. 4. to make
metal into (wire) by pulling it through holes. V. indi-
cating delineation (to "pulr' across paper, etc.). 1. to
make (lines* figures, pictures, etc.), as with a pencil,

n, brush, or stylus; delineate; sketch; diagram; hence,
o describe. 3. to make (comparisons, etc.) ; formu-

late, tu". 1. to draw something (in various senses of
the v.L). 2. to be drawn. 3. -DO corne: move; approach:
as, we drew near to town. 4. to shrink; contract. 5. to
produce a draft; allow a draft of air, smoke, etc. to
move through: as, the chimney draws well. 6. in hunt-
ing, a) to track game by following its scent, b) to
move slowly toward the game after pointing: said of
hounds, n. 1. a drawing or being drawn (in various
senses). 2. the result of drawing. 3. a thing drawn.
4. [from the former withdrawal of stakes in such a
case], a tie; stalemate: as, the game ended in a draw.
5. a thing that attracts. 6. the movable part of a
drawbridge. 7. a land basin that water drains into or
through. SYN. see pull.
beat to the draw, 1. to draw one's weapon sooner than
one's opponent does; hence, 2. to do something
sooner than someone else.

draw and quarter, in medieval history, 1. to execute by
tyin each arm and leg to a different horse, and then
driving the horses in four different directions. 2. to
eviscerate after hanging: so used m the phrase
hanged, drawn, and quartered.
draw on, to approach.
draw oneself upt I. to assianie a stralghter posture;
stand or sit straight, 2. to bridle.
draw out, 1. to extend; lengthen; prolong. 2. to get
(a person) to answer or talk.

draw up, 1. to arrange in order; marshal. 2. to
compose (a document) in due form ; draft. 3. to stop .

<kawbacfc (drd'bakO. n+ 1. money paid back from a
charge previously made; refund or rebate, especially
of impasct duties wtei the taxed comnoditles are later
ex|>orted 2. anything feaf prevents or lessens full

DRAWBRIDGES

satisfaction; detriment; dis*dvantage,
draw'foar Idrd'Mr

1

'), n. tie bar tearing the couplings by
which railroad cars are joined,
draw-bore Cdrd'Mr*, dro'bdr'), n. in c&rpmtry, a hole
so bored in a tenon the pin driven into it will

tighten the joint,

draw-bridge (drd^brij/), n. a bridge that can
lowered, or drawn aside,
drmw-ee (drd

f

e') n. the
person on whom an order,
bill of exchange, or draft
is drawn,
draw-er (drd

f
r), n* 1. a

person or thing that
draws. 2. a person who
draws liquor, as at a bar.
3. a person who draws an
order for the payment of

money. 4. a draftsman.
5. (drdr), a sliding box in
a table, bureau, chest,
etc., which can be drawn
put and then pushed back
into place. Abbreviated
dr. (in senses 3 & 4).
drawers (drdrz), n*pl.

[ < draw, because drawn
on], an undergarment
for the lower part of
the body, sometimes
covering the legs;
underpants.
draw ing (oWirj), n. I.

the act of a person or

thing that draws, 2. the art of representing something
by lines made on a surface with a pencil, pen, stylus,
etc. 3. a picture, design, sketch, or diagram thus made*
4. a lottery.

drawing account, 1. an account showing money paid
for expenses or as advances on salary, ccanmissiQOS, etc.,
as to a salesman. 2. the privilege of such an account.
drawing board, a flat, smooth board on which paper,
canvas, etc. is fastened for making drawings.
drawing card, an entertainer, speaker, show, etc. that
normally can be expected to draw a large audience.
drawing room, [< withdrawing room: orig. so called
because it was the room into which guests withdrew
after dinner], 1. a room where guests are received or
entertained; Hving room or parlor. 2. those assembled
in such a room. 3. a formal reception. 4. a private
compartment on a railroad sleeping car, with accom-
modations for several people.
draw-knife (drS'nlf), n. [pi. DRAWKNFVES
knife with a handle at
each end, usually at right
angles to the blade: the
user draws it toward
him in shaving a surface :

also drawing, knife.
drawl (drot), v.t. A v.L

[prob. freq. of draw], I.

to speak slowly, prolong1-

ing the syllables, 2. to

speak in such a manner
that vowels are broken
at the points where word
pitch changes: as, many
Southerners dravL n.
a manner of speecli
characterized by slow-
ness and prolongation of syllables.
drawn (dr$n) past participle of draw. adj. 1. pulled
out of the sfoeath. 2. [prob. < withdrawn, orig. applied
to bets], with nefttier side winning or losing; even;
tied* 3. disemboweled: eviscerated. 4. tense; haggard.
drawn butter, melted butter, sometimes thickened,
used as a sauce.
drawn work* ornamental work done on textiles by pull-
ing out threads and embroidering or hemstitching the
edges.
draw-plate (<3r6'plat'), n. a metal plate with holes in
it

tthrough which wire is drawn to get the desired
thickness.
draw poker, a form of poker in which each player is

dealt five cards, and unwanted cards (usually not
more than three) may be discarded and replacements
drawn from the deck before betting begins.
draw-shave (drS'shaV) , n. a drawkmfe,
draw-string (dr6'strir/), n. a string drawn through a
hem, as in the waist of a garment or mouth of a bag,
to fasten or close it by taking tip the fullness.
draw-tube (dr6't6oV, drfc'tW), n. a tube sliding within
another tube, as in a microsoof>e: see microscope, illus.

dray (dra), m [MB. dre%;orig., a drag, sled; AS. dr&^e,
Et., something drawn < $r&&$%; sek DRAG, DRAW], a low.

BRAWKNIFE
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for carrying
heavy t.l* to carry r haul on a dray. J. to
drive a dray.
dray^fce (drfi'ij), n. 1, the hauling of * load by dray.
2. the for this.

di*y-ttt*a (dtf'man). n. Ij>I. BEAYMEH (*mao)], a man
who dnvts a dray*
Dray- torn, Michael (drtE't'n), ISAM 631; EngBsli pott.
dread (dnd), .< A v4. [ME. draft*: AS. on-drxda*,

-<favtfaft; akin to OS, mfdrldaw, OHG. iw$r&t$m; not
formed by faulty separation erf *ton4*Arje&ii but < IE.

*dkridh~> to be uneasy, fear], I. to anticipate
with

CeAr, miflgiviaf , or di*ta*te ; fear intensely. 2. [Archaic],
to with awe. is. 1. intense fear; apprehensive
terror. 2, fear mixed with awe a* reverence, adj. I.

or dreadful. 2. inspiring awe car reverence;
awesome; solemn. SYN. see awn, tear.

drkl'ful (dred'fcl), *<tf. 1. inspiring dread; terrible

or awesome, 2. [Colloq.], very bad, offensive, dis-

agreeable, etc.

dread'fuMy (dred'M-i), adv. L in a dreadful manner.
2. [rolSoq.j, very; extremely : as, I am dreadfully tired.

4re*d*tt0ug]ht, drend-naiight (dred'ndt'), n. 1. a coat

made of a thick woolen cloth. 2. the cloth. 3. [D-J, a

heavy, armored British battleship built in 1906, the

first to have a large battery of 12-inch guns capable of

being fired simultaneously in the same direction. ^4. any
tarn*, powerfttlt heavily armored battleship of this sort.

dream (drSm) n. {ME. dream* dreem; in form < AS.
4r*K, joy, music (OS. drtm); in sense < QN.draum
(OPris. dram, MD. droom* G. traum), a dream; Gmc.
*Jra*ffis0, phantom < IE. base *dhreugh~, to deceive,

5 in G. trttf**, to deceive & ON. drangr, ghost], 1. a

3. the state, as of abstraction or reverie, in which such a

daydream occurs. 4. a fond hope or aspiration. 5.

so lovely, (farming, transitory, etc. as to seem
9& [BREAMED (dremd) or D&BAMT (dremt),

, 1. to have dreams, 2* to have daydreams.
3. to lucre vague notions or any conception (of). v.L
1. to dream of. 2. to spend in dreaming (with away or

art)* 3. to imagine as possible; fancy; sujrpose.
aresim up, [Colloq.], to conceive of, imagine, or
4evie as by giving free rein to the imagination.

dream-er (drem'lr), n. 1. a person who dreams. 2. an
impractical person : visionary.
dremm-Hy (dreWl-i), adv* in a dreamy manner.
dream-i-ness (drirn'i-nis), n. the quality or state of

being dreamy.
dream-land (dremland'), " 1 a place that seems to

appear to one in dreams. 2. any lovely but imaginary
place. 3. sleep.
dreamt (dremt), alternative past tense and past par-
ticiple Of dream.
dream world, a fanciful, pleasant world such as may
be seen in a dream or imagined. ,

dreamy (drem'i), adj. [DREAMIER (4-er), DREAMIEST
(4*ist)J, 1. rilled with dreams. 2. fond of daydreaming;
given to reverie; visionary; impractical: as, a dreamy
ideaist. 3. like something in a dream ; shadowy ; vague ;

misty; as, a dreamy scene. 4. lulling", soft and soothing:
as, a dreamy melody.

drear (drfir), adj. (Poetic], dreary; melancholy*
drear-My (dr^r'l-i), adv. in a dreary manner.
drear-i-ness (dx&r'i-nis), n. the quality or state of being
dreary.
dreary (dr&r'i), adj. [DREARIER (-i-eV), DREARIEST
(-i-ist)], [ME. drery, dreri; AS. dreorig, sad, mournful,
orig., bloody, gory < drear, blood < base of dreosan, to

drip], 1. gloomy; cheerless; depressing; dismal; dull.

2. (Archaic], sad.

dredge (drej), n. [< obs. D. dregghe, dregge or AS.
*dretg (< dragon); for

base, see DRAG, DRAW),
1. a device consisting of
a net attached to a frame,
dragged along thebottom
of a river, bay, etc. to
gather shellfish or other
things. 2, a dredging ma-
chine, v.t. [DREDGED
(drejd) , DREDGING], 1 . to
search for or gather with
a dredge. 2. to enlarge or
clean out (a river chan-
nel, harbor, etc.) with a dredge, vd. to use a dredge.

dredge (drej), v.t. [DREDGED (drejd), DREDGING], [<
ME. dragge, dragie, sweetmeat; OFr. dragee; prob. < L.
tragemata < Gr. tragemata, sweetmeats, confectionery],
1. to sprinkle with flour or other powdery substance,
2. to sprinkle or sift (flour, etc.).

dredg-er (drej'gr), n. 1. a person who operates or uses
a dredge. 2. a boat with a dredge for gathering shell-
fish. 3. a dredging machine.

dredg-er (drej'eV), n. [< dredge (to sprinkle) + -er], a
perforated container for sprinklingpowdered substances.

dredging machine, [see DREDGE, n. & J, an apparatus

DREDGE

for scooping tip mud, sand, etc., as in deepening or

clearing channels* harbors, or river beds.

dree (dri} v.t. [DREED (dreil), DREEING], {AS. dreoganl,

(Scot. & Archaic), to endure; suffer, adj. [Scot. &
ArchaicJ, dreary; ted urns.

dref-gy (dreg'it, adj. [DRKGGIER (-i-fcr), DREGGIESI
(-i-ist)), full ot, or having the nature of, dregs; foul.

drega (drega), n.pL [ME. dregusf ON. dregg, barm, lett;

lE.*dkefi&k, residue C < base *dher-, dark, dirty, smelly,
etc.) ; see DARK, DRAB], 1. the particles of solid matter
that go to the bottom in a liquid; lees; hence, 2. the
most worthless part of anything: as, the dregs of society.
3. sing, a small amount remaining; residue.

IDrei-Dund (dri'boont'K n. [G.; drei* three + bund, a

league], 1. a triple alliance. 2. the alliance of Austria-

Hungary, Germany, and Italy (1882-1915).
Drei-ser, Theodore (dii'sfe, dri'zer), 1871-1945; Amer-
ican novelist.

drench (drench), v*t* {ME. drenchen; AS. drencan, to
make drink, drown, caus. of drincan* to drink; akin to
OHG. trenkan (Goth, dragkjan} < Gmc. *drankjan;
*drank-, preterit stem of *drmkan (see DRINK) + -jan,
caus. sumx], 1. to make (a horse, cow, etc.) drink some-
thing, especially medicine. 2. to wet all over; soak or
saturate HI liquid, n. 1. a large dose or draught, espe-
cially for a sick animal. 2. a drenching. 3. a thing that
drenches; solution for soaking. SYN, see soak.
Dres-den (drez'dan; G. dras'cfon), n. I. the capital of

the state of Saxony, Germany: pop., 625.000. 2. a fine

porcelain or chinaware made near Dresden, adj.
designating such porcelain or chinaware.
dress (dres), v.t. [DRESSED or BREST (drest), DRESSING],
[ME. dressen. to make straight, direct; OPr. dresser, to
set up. arrange; LL. *directiare < L. directus; see

DIRECT), 1. to put clothes on; clothe. 2. to provide
with clothing. 3. to decorate; trim; adorn. 4. to

arrange a display in: as, he dresses store windows. 5. to

arrange or do up (the hair). 6. to arrange (troops, etc.)
in a straight line or lines. 7. to apply medicines and
bandages to (a wound, sore, etc.). 8. to prepare; make
ready for use; especially, a) to clean and draw (a

fowl), b) to till, cultivate, or prune (fields or plants).
c) to curry (a horse, leather, etc.). d) to smooth and
polish (stone, wood, etc.). tu. 1. to put on clothes;
wear clothes. 2. to dress in formal clothes. 3. to get
into a straight line; take up proper alignment, n. I.

clothes; clothing; apparel. 2. the usual outer garment
worn by women, generally of one jjiece with a skirt,

3. formal clothes. 4. external covering or appearance.
adj. 1. of or for dresses: as, dress material. 2. worn
on formal occasions: as, a dress suit.

dress down, [Colloq.], L to reprimand; scold. 2. to

give a beating to; thrash.
dress ship, to raise the ensign and put up all code
flags and bunting on a ship.

dress up, 1 . to dress in formal clothes, or in clothes less

informal or more elegant, showy, etc. than one is

wearing or usually wears. 2. to arrange in a straight
line, as troops,

dress circle, a section of seats in a theater or concert
haU, usually behind and above the orchestra: so called
because formal dress was formerly customary there.

dress coat, a black or very dark blue coat with tails,

part of a man's formal dress.
dress-er (dres'eT), n. 1. a person who dresses another
person; valet, etc. 2. a person who dresses something,
as store windows, leather, wounds, etc. 3. a tool used
for dressing wood, stone, etc. 4. a person who dresses

elegantly or in a certain way: as, a fancy dresser.
dress-er (dres'Sr), n. [Fr. dressoir < OFr. dresser; see

DRESS], 1. a kitchen table on which food is prepared
for serving. 2. a cupboard for dishes and kitchen uten-
sils. 3. a chest of drawers for clothes, with a mirror:
also called bureau.

dress goods, cloth for dresses.

dress-fly (dres'l-i), adv. in a dressy manner.
dress 1 ness (dres'i-nis), n. the quality of being dressy.
dress-tog (dres'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that dresses. 2. that which is used to dress a person
(as clothes) or a thing (as manure applied to soil, med-
icines and bandages applied to wounds, etc.). 3. a
substance used to stiffen fabric during manufacture.
4. a sauce added to salads and other dishes: as, French
dressing. 5. a stuffing, as of bread, seasoning, etc., for
roast fowl. 6. [ColloqJ, a dressing-down.
dressing case* a case fitted with brushes, combs* etc.

dress-ing-down (dres'in-doun') , n. [Colloq.], 1. a repri-
mand; scolding. 2. a thrashing; beating.
dressing gown, a loose robe for wear when one is un-
dressecfor lounging.
dressing room, a room for getting dressed in; especially,
in the theater, a room backstage where actors dress
and make up for their roles.

dressing table, a low stand or table with a mirror, for
use while putting on cosmetics^ etc.
dress mak-er (a>es'mak'er), Ji* a person who makes

or ola
,

women's dresses an\d the Ijke, adj?
womanTs suii, coat, etc. .not cut on? severe,
lines: distinguished from tailored,

'
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g (dres'mlk'ii)), n. the art, process, work,
or business of making dresses.

dress parade, a parade in dress uniform, as of troops on
review.
dress rehearsal, a final rehearsal, as of a play, ceremony,
or military engagement, performed in exactly the
manner in which it is to t&ke^place.
dress suit, a man's formal suit for evening wear.
dressy (dres'i), adj. [DRESSIER (4-r), DRESSIEST (i-
ist)] [Colloq.j, 1. wearing showy, elaborate clothes,

2. stylish; elegant; smart: said of clothes, parties, etc.

drest (drest), alternative past tense and past participle
of dress,
drew (droo), past tense of draw.
Drew, John (droo), 1&53-1927; American actor.

Drey-fus, Alfred (dra'fas, dri'fss; Fr. dre'fW), I859--
1935

j
French army officer convicted of treason and

imprisoned but later released and restored to his rank
when investigation showed him to be the victim of anti-
Semitism and conspiracy.

drib (drib), u.i. <& v.t. [DRIBBED (dribd), CRIBBING],
[ < drtp], fobs.], to fall, or let fall, in or as in driblets.
dribs and drabs, [ < N. Brit. dial, drib, driblet, drop-
let + drab for drap, dial, form of drop, n.], fColloq.J,
small amounts.

drib ble (drib'!), vJ. & v.t. [DRIBBLED (-'Id), DRIBBLING],
[freq. of drib & drip], 1. to Sow, or let flow, in drops or
driblets; trickle. 2. to slaver; drool. 3. in basketball,
to bounce (the ball) or move (the ball) forward by
repeated bounces. 4, in soccer, etc., to move (the
ball) forward by a rapid succession of short kicks.
n. 1. a small drop; driblet: dribbling flow. 2. the
act of dribbling a ball 3. [Colloq.J, a drizzling rain.
drib let, drib blet (driblit), n. [drib (see DRIBBLE) +
-let], a small amount; bit: as, he pays his debt in
driblets.

dried (drid) , past tense and past participle of dry.
driegh (drafij/off. [Scot.], dree.
dri-er (dri'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that dries. 2.

an apparatus for drying by heating, blowing, etc. 3. a
substance added to paint, varnish, etc. to make it dry
fast. Also spelled dryer, adj. comparative of dry.

dri-est (dri'ist), adj. superlative of dry.
drift (drift), n. [ME. drift, dryft (akin to D. drift, OHG.
trip,;

herd, drifting) < AS. drifan; see DRIVE], 1. a
driving. 2. a drifting; being driven or carried along,
as by a current of air or water. 3. the course on which
something is directed. 4. the deviation of a ship or
airplane from its path, caused by side currents or winds.
5. a tendency; inclination; trend. 6. meaning; intent;
tenor, 7. something driven, as rain, snow, dust, or
smoke driven before the wind, or floating matter driven
by water currents. 8. a heap of snow, sand, etc., piled
up by the wind. 9. in geology, rocks, gravel, sand, etc.,
carried away from one place and deposited in another
by a river or glacier. 10. in mechanics, a) a tool used
for ramming or driving down a heavy object, b) a tool
for enlarging or shaping holes. 11. in mining, a hori-
zontal passageway driven into or along the path of a
vein or rock layer. 12. in physical geography, a slow
ocean current, vd* 1. to be carried along by or as by
a current; hence, 2. to be carried along by circum-
stances; go along aimlessly. 3. to accumulate in heaps
by force of wind or water. v4. to cause to drift. SYN.
see tendency, wash.
driftage (drif'tij), n. 1. a drifting. 2. the deviation
caused by drifting. 3. that which has drifted; anything
that drifts about or is washed ashore.

drift anchor, a drag anchor.
drift-er (drif'tSr), n. 1. a person or thing that drifts.
2. a boat carrying nets that are allowed to drift with
the tide: distinguished from trawler.
drift-wood (drirVwood') , n. wood drifting in the water
or washed ashore: often used figuratively.

drift-y (drif'ti), adj. [DRIFTIER (-ti-gr), DRIFTIEST
(-ti-jst)], having drifts or a tendency to form drifts.

drill (dril), n. [D. dril < the .], 1. a tool or apparatus
for boring holes in wood,
metal, stone, etc. 2. a snail
that bores into the shells
of ovsters and kills them.
3, military or physical ex-
ercise and training, espe
cially of a group, as in

marching and the manual
of amis; Jience, 4. the
process of training or

teaching by making those
trained repeat an exercise

again ana again, 5. the
method or style of drilling.

*4 [B. driUen < MB.
drille, a hole; akin to
Engw '-IrH,

1 as-
1 in; nostril; '

,

! '

.

'

'
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cf. THRILL], r 1. to bore a hole in with or as with a

TYPES Off DKffil*

drill. 2. to tnun in iwBitairy or phyitcal exercises, 3.
to teach or train by having do repeated exercises, v.i.

1. to here a^ho'.e or holes. 2. to engage in, or be put
through, military, physical, or mental exercises. SYN*
ee practice.

diiH Cdril), n. J? tilt, same word as dHU (a tod)}. I. a
furrow in wbich arc planted. 2. a row of planted
seeds. 3. a machine for making holes or furrows and
dropping seeds into them. .& 1, to sew (seeds) in
rows. 2. to plant (ft field) in drills.

drill (dril), n. [earlier 4rfflm* < MHG. drH(*)ch (G.
drUluh), cloth woven with three- threads < L. Irw**,
three-threaded], a coarse Been or cotton doth with a
diagonal weave, used for work clothes, etc.

drill (dril), n. [? < Pr. drift, a soldier, vigorous fellow],
a baboon native to western Africa, like the mandrill but
smaller.

drill-er (dril'er), n. a person or tHng that drills.
dril ling (dril'in), u. drill (kind of cloth).
drill mas ter (dnl'mas't&r, oWmSs'ter), n, I. an
instructor in military drill. 2. a person who teaches
by drilling.

drill press, a machine tool for drilling holes in metal, etc.
drill-stock (dril'stokOf n. that part of a drilling machine
or tool which holds the shank of a drill or bit,

dri-ly (drijli), adv. dryly.
drink (drink), v.L [DRANK (dragk) or archaic DRUNK
(drunk) f DRUNK or archaic DRUNKEN or DRAHJC,
DRINKING], [ME. drinken: AS. drincan; akin to D.
drwken, OFris. drinka, OHG. trinkan, Goth, dritfuml
1. to take (liquid) into the mouth and swallow it. 2. to
absorb (liquid or moisture). 3. to swallow the contents
of. 4. to drink in honor of; drink a toast to. ai. I.
to take liquid into the mouth and swallow it. 2. to
absorb anything as if in drinking. 3. to drink alcohoHc
liquor, 4. to drink alcoholic liquor habitually or exces-
sively, n. 1. any liquid for drinking; beverage. 2.

alcohoHc Hquor. 3. habitual or excessive use of alco-
holic Houor. 4. a portion of liquid drunk or for drink-
ing. 5. [Slang], any body of water; especially, the ocean.
drink Inu to take in with the senses or the mind,
especially in an eager manner.
drink to, to drink in honor of; drink a toast to.

drink a-ble (driijk
f
d-bl), ad/, suitable for drinking, n.

usuatty in pi, a thing to drink; beverage.
drink-er (drigk'eV), n. 1. a person who drinks, 2. a
person who drinks alcohoHc liquor habitually or ex-
cessively.
Drink-er respirator (drink'Sr), [after the Am. inventor,
Philip Drinker (1893- )], an apparatus for inducing
artificial respiration over a long period of time: also
called iron lung.
drinking song, a song celebrating the pleasures of
drinking alcoholic liquors; so^g for a drinking party;

Drink-wa-ter, John (drigk'w&'tgr, drmk^wi5!^, 1S82-
1937: English poet, critic, and dramatist,

drip (drip), i & v.t. [DRIFPED or DREPT (drq^t), DRIP-
PINGJ, [ME. dryppen; AS. dryppan, intens, form (<
Gmc, *dTupjan)i akin to AS. dreopam (G. triefen), to
drop, drip; IE. base *dhreub^, to break away, crumble;
cf. DROP}, to fall, or let fal. in drops* n. 1. a failing in
drops; trickling. 2. moisture or liquid falling in drops.
3. the sound made by liquid falling in drops. 4. a pro-
jecting part of a sill, cxjcnice, etc. mat sheds rain water.
5. [Slang], a person regarded as unpleasant or insipid.
drip grind, a fine grind of coffee, for use in a dripolator.
drip*o-la-tar (dripVla'teV), n. [drip + -viator as in

percolaiorl a kind of coffeepot in three sections: boiling
water in the top section, seeps slowly through small holes
into finely ground coffee in the perforated middle sec-

tion* and then drips into the one below.
drip-ping (drip%)), adj., [jmr. of drip], thoroughly wet.
it* 1. a falling of liquid drop by drop. 2. usually pit

anything that drips; especially, the fat and juices that
dnp from roasting meat.
dripping pan, a pan to catch the drippings from meat
being cooked: also drip pan.
drip-stone (drlp'ston') , n. 1. a projecting part of a sill,

cornice, etc> mat sheds rain water, 2. calcium car-
bonate, CaCOj deposited by dripping water in the
form of stalactites or stalagmites. 3. a porous stone
used as a filter.

dript (dript)^ alternative past tense and past participle
of drip.

'

riv), v.t. [DROVE (drov), DRIVEN (driven), DRIV-
B. driven; AS. drifan; akin to Goth, dreiban, G.
ON. drifa; ? < IE. base*dfcw&fc~, to push, force

on]; 1. to force to go; urge onward; push forward. 2.
to force into or from a state or act: as, ambition drove
him to crime. 3. to force to work, usually to excess.
4^ to force by a blow, thrust, or stroke; throw, hit, or
cast hard and swiftly: as, the batter drove the ball into
the bleachers. 5. to cause to go through; make pene-
trate. 6. to make or produce by doing this: as he
'drwe an oil well. 7. to control ttte movement or direct

J t>ar^ dkctftV fevea; lifcce, ovWj fe, kte; 'l^'
^t foc a ia ago*, t in agwlL I in

, dttc; H O ich?

ttI, look; oil au^s
, o in comply,
. dodti. See-pp,

t: chin; she; thin,
_

, 'i); Fr. bal; SW
;
* hypothetical ; < deriTed firbiri.
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the of CM* automobile, wagon, locomotive, etc.);

hence, S, to transport ia an automobile cw* other
vehicle. 9. to or prop*! as motive power; set or

keep to function: a*, a gasoline engine
Writes a snotorboat. 10. to carry on with vigor; push
C* bargain, etcJ through. U. in Jtefrtfof, A) to chase

igaiiMtj from thickets into the clear or into nets, traps,
etc, e) to cover (an axta) in tMi way. w. 1. to
mdvmjttce violently: daah. 2. to drive a wow, ball, mis*
sile. etc. 3. to be clown; 0prtt@; said of an auto-
mobite. 4. to go or be conveyed in a vehicle.

g
5. to

operate a motor vehicle, n. I . a driving. 2. a trip in a
vehicle. 3, a road for automobiles, etc. 4, a rounding
up of animals for branding, killing, etc. 5. a hard,
swift blow, thrust, etc., as of a ball in a game. 6.

t

the

manner in which a ball, etc. is driven, 7. an organized
movement to achieve some purpose; campaign. 8.

energy: push: as, a person with initiative and drive. 9.

that which is urgent or pressing; pressure. 10. a col-

lection of floating down & river. 11. the apparatus
controlling tne propulsion of a motor vehicle: as, a gear
4riw. 12. a device that communicates motion to a
machine or machine part. 13. [Colloq.], a driveway.
14. in p&yiimlosy, any of the basic impulses or urges.
drive at, I. to aim at. 2. to mean; intend.

let ilriTe, to hit or aim.
drive-in (driv'in')* odJ 1 designating a place where
people can drive up in automobiles ana be served food,
make bunk deposits, etc. without having to get out. 2.

designating a kind of outdoor theater where people can
see a motion picture while sitting in parked automo-
biles, n. such a restaurant, theater, etc.

drlv-el (driv'l), lu. [DRIVELED or DRIVELLED (-'Id),

DRIVELING or DRIVELLING], [ME. drivelen, drevelen <
AS. drefli&n, to slobber], 1. to let saliva flow from one's

mouth; drool; slobber. 2, to flow from the mouth like

saliva. 3. to speak in a silly or stupid manner; talk
childish nonsense, v.t. 1 . to let run from the mouth.
2. to say in a silly, stupid, or nonsensical manner, n.

1. saliva running from the mouth. 2. silly, stupid talk;
childish nonsense: twaddle.

drivel-er. driv-eMer (driv''l-Sr), n. one who drivels.

drlv en (duv/'ii), past participle of drive, adj. 1. moved
along and piled tip by the wind: as, driven snow. 2.

forced into a (specified) condition; as, driven mad.
drfr-er (dtfrTb). n. 1. a person who drives; specifically,

) ooe who drives an automobile, horse, locomotive,
etc. fe) one who herds cattle, c) one who makes his

subordinates work hard. 2. a thing that drives; speci-
fically, a) a mallet, hammer, tamper, etc. b) a wooden-
headed golf dub with little loft, used in hitting the
ball from the tee: see golf club, illus. c) any machine
part that communicates motion to another part,

driver ant,, any of several African stinging ants that
travel together in large numbers.

drive-way (driv'wa'). n. L a path leading from a
garage or house to the street, used especially by auto-
mobiles, 2. a road for automobiles, etc. ; drive.

driv-ing (drlv'in), adj. (ppr. of drive}, I. transmitting
force or motion : as, a driving belt. 2. moving with force
and violence: as, a driving rain.

driving iron, a golf club with an iron head and a nearly
straight face.

driving wheel, a wheel that transmits motion from one
part of a mechanism to another, as one of the large
wheels of a locomotive which receive power from the
engine by means of the connecting rod.

driz-zle (dria/l), tu. [DRIZZLED (-Id), DRIZZLING], [<
ME. dresen (< AS. dreosan\, to fall in drops; + -ta

freq. suffix], to rain in fine, mistlike drops, n. a rain of
this kind.

driz-zly (drizli), adj. drizzling; characterized by a
drizzle.

Dro-ghe-da (dro'he-ds, drd'i-dd), n. a town at the mouth
of the Boyne River, eastern Ireland: pop., 14,500: its

people were massacred by Cromwell when he captured
the town (1649).
drogher (dro'g&r), n, [16th-c. Pr. drogueur < D.
drogher, drooger, lit., drier (< MD. droghe, dry), ship in
which nsh were dried or smoked after catching; cf. D.
droogen haring, smoked honing], a slow, awkward coast-

ing sailboat, originally of the vv est Indies.

droit (droit^Fr. drwaj, n. [Fr. < OFr. dreit; LL. direo
turn, right, mstice < L. directus; see DIRECT], 1. a legal
right. 2. that to which one has legal claim.

droll (drol), ad/. [Fr. drdle; used earlier as n., buffoon,
jester < p. drol, short, stout fellow, Kt,, bowling pin],
amusing in a quaint way; humorously odd. n. a droll

person; jester; buffoon. v.i. to joke; play the jester.
SYN. see funny.

droll-er-y (drol'Sr-i), n. [pL DROLLERIES C-iz)], 1. any-
thing quaintly amusing; droll act, remark, etc. 2. tne
act of joking. 3. a droll quality; quaint humor.

drol-ly (drol^i), adv. in a droll manner.
-drome (drom), [< Gr. dromas; see DROMEDARY], a suffix

meaning running, racecourse, as in hippodrome.
droin-e-dar*y (drom'a-der'i), n.

\fl.
DROMEDARIES (-iz)J,

[ME. dromedarie; OFr. dromaaaire: LL. dromedarius
(camelus), dromedary (camel) < L. dromas, dromedary;

Gr, dronMur, dr&m&d-* a runner, running < dramein, to

run), a camel trained for last riding; especially, the one-

humped Arabian camel.
drom-on (drom'*n), n. a dromond.
drom-otid (dromond, drum'dnd), n. (ME.; OFr.
dromo*(t), swift ship < Byzantine Gr. dromon; see

DftOMSDAJtv], a large, swift-sailing ship of the Middle

-dro mous (dro'ims, dra-mss), [see -DROME], a suffix

meaning running, movmg* as in catadromons.
drone (dron), n. [ME.; AS. dran: OS. dran; akin to
MLG. drone (whence G. drohne); IE. base *dhren~, etc.,

to hum, murmur, as in Goth, drunjus, sound, noise], 1.

a male bee, especially a male honeybee, which serves

only in a reproductive capacity, has no sting, and does
no work : see bee, illus. 2. a person who does no work
but lives by the work of others; idler; loafer. 3. a pilot-

less airplane whose flight^ is radio-controlled by an
operator in an accomimnying craft or on the ground.
lu". [DRONED (drond), DRONING], to live in idleness; loaf.

drone (dron), tu. (DRONED (drond), DRONING], [ME.
dronen t to sound; prob. < drone (bee)], 1. to make a
continuous and monotonous humming or buzzing
sound. 2. to talk in a monotonous voice, v.t. to utter

in a dull, monotonous tone. it. 1. a continuous and
monotonous humming or buzzing sound. 2. a bagpipe.
3. its bass pipe. 4. a bass voice or part, sustaining a

single low tone. 5. such a tone.
drool (drool), v.L [< drivel], 1. to let saliva flow from
one's mouth: drivel. 2, to flow from the mouth, as
saliva. 3. [Slang], to speak in a siHy or stupid manner;
talk childish nonsense, v.t. 1. to let run from the
mouth: as, he drooled tobacco juice over his chin. 2.

[Slang], to say in a silly, stupid, or nonsensical manner.
n. 1. saliva running from tne mouth. 2. [Slang], silly,

stupid talk; childish nonsense; twaddle; drivel.

droop (droop), v4. [ME. droupen: ON. dr&p& < base of

drop, drip; see DROP], 1. to sink down; hang or bend
down. 2. to lose vitality or strength; become weak-
ened; languish. 3. to become dejected or dispirited.
v.t. to let sink or hang down. n. a drooping.

droop-i-ness (droop'i-nis), n. the quality or state of

being droopy.
droop-y (droop'i), adj. [DROOPIER (-i-er), DROOPIEST

(4-ist)J, drooping or tending to droop.
drop (drop), it. [ME. drop* ; AS. dropa; akin to G. tropf-
in tropfen ; for the base, see DRIP], 1 . a small quantity of

liquid that is somewhat spherical or pear-shaped, as

when falling. 2. a very small quantity of liquid. 3, pL
liquid medicine taken in drops. 4. a very small quantity
of anything. 5. a thing like a drop in shape, size, etc.,

as a pendent earring or a small piece of candy. 6. a

dropping; sudden fall, descent, slump, or decrease: as,

a drop in prices. 7. anything that drops or is used for

dropping or covering something, as a drop curtain, a

drop hammer, a trap door, or a slot for depositing
letters. 8. the distance between a higher and lower

level; depth to which or distance through which any-
thing falls or sinks. 9. in football, a drop kick. v.L

[DROPPED or, occas., DROPT (dropt), DROPPING], 1,

to fall in drops. 2. to fall; come down. 3. to sink to

the ground ^
exhausted, wounded, or dead.

f
4. to fall

into a specified state; pass into a less active or less

desirable condition: as, she dropped off to sleep. 5. to
come to an end or to nothing: as, let the matter drop.
6. to slump; become lower or less, as temperatures,
prices, etc. 7. to move down with a current of water or

air. 8. to be born: said of animals, v.t. 1. to let fall

in drops. 2. to sprinkle with drops. 3, to let fall;

release hold of. 4. to give birth to: said of animals.
5. to utter (a suggestion, hint, etc.) casually. 6. to send
(a letter) . 7. to cause to fall, as by wounding or killing.
8. to dismiss; have done with. 9. to lower. 10. to omit
(a letter or letters) in a word. 11. to poach, (an egg).
12. [Colloq.], to leave (a person or thing) at a specified
place. 13. [Slang], to lose (money). 14. in football,

a) to drop-lack (a ball). 6) to make (a goal) in this

way. 15. in nautical usage, to outdistance.
at the drop of a hat, 1. at a signal. 2. immediately;
at once; without hesitation or reluctance.

drop behind, to be outdistanced; fall behind.
drop in, to pay a casual or unexpected visit.

drop off, 1. to go away or out of sight. 2. [Colloq.],
to fall asleep.

dirop out, to stop being a member or participant.
iet (or have) the drop on, [Slang], 1. to draw and aim
one's gun at (another) more quickly than he can
draw and aim at one; hence, 2. to get (or have) any
advantage over.

drop curtain, a theater curtain that can be lowered
and raised.

drop-forge (drop'fdrj', drop'forj'). v.t. to pound (heated
metal) between dies with a drop hammer.
drop hammer, 1. a machine for pounding metal into

with a heavy weight that is raised and then
on the metal. 2. this weight.
k (drop'Mk'), v.L & v4* to g^ve a drop kick to,

(a football).
drop kick, in football, a kick in which the player drops
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the ball in front of him and kicks it just as it rebounds
from the ground .

drop-leaf (droplef) #**/ having a drop leaf.

drop leaf, a hinged board attached to the side or end of a
table as an extension of the surface: it hangs down when
not in use.

droplet (drop'lit), n. a very small drop.
drop letter, a letter posted at and delivered from the
same office.

drop-light (droplitO, n. a Hght so suspended from a
fixture that it can be raised or lowered as desired.

drop-per (drci/er), n. 1. a person or thing that drop.
2. a small glass tube with openings at both ends, one
reduced, the other usually capped by a hollow rubber
piece that is squeezed to draw Equid into the otter end
or to release it in drops.

drop-ping (drop'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or
thing that drops. 2. that which drops or falls in

drops. 3. pi. dung of animals.
drop press, a drop hammer.
drop shot, 1. shot made by letting molten metal fall

in orpps to solidify in a container of water below. 2. in
tennis, a stroke by which the ball is made to drop just
over the net and with very little bounce.

drop-si-cal (drop'si-kl), adj. 1. of or Eke dropsy. 2.

having dropsy.
drop-sled (drop'sid), off. having dropsy.
drop-sy (drop'si), n. [MIL dropste.dropwie < ydropesie;
OFr. tdropisie; L. hydropisis < Gr. hydrdps, dropsy <
hydor, wjater], an abnormal accumulation of serous fluid
in cavities or tissues of the body.
dropt (dropt), occasional past tense and past participle
of drop.
drop-wort (drop'wurtO. n. a tall plant of the rose
family, with fernlike leaves and white cc reddish flow-
ers: it resembles the meadowsweet.
drosh-ky (drosh'ki, dr&sh'ki), n. \pl. DROSHKIBS i

[Russ. drozhki, dim, of

drogi, a wagon < droga, a
bar between front and
back axles, lit., a plank],
1. a low, open, four-
wheeled Russian carriage
with a long, narrow bench
which the passengers
straddle. 2. any of various DROSHKY
other carriages.

dros-ky (dros'ki), n. F#L DROSKIES (-kiz)}, a droshky.
dro soph-i la (dro-sora-K dra-sof'a-te), n. [pi. DROSOTO-
H.AJB (-150]. [Mod, L. < Gr. drosos, dew, Hquid -f philos,
loving], a small fly used In laboratory experiments in
heredity because of its short life cycle and great
reproductivity: also called fruit fly.
dross (dr6s dros), n. [ME. drosse; AS. <Jras fegs <
dreosm* to fall ; see DREARY, DRIZZLE], 1. a scum formed
on the surface of molten metal. 2. waste matter; worths
less stuff; refuse; rubbish.
dross i ness (6!r6s'i-nis, dros'i-nis) n- the quality or
state of being drossy.
dross-y (dr6s'i, dros'i), adj. [DROSSIBR (4-er), DROSSIEST
(-Mst)] of like, or containing dross*

drought (drout), n. [ME. dr&ugth, drugthe; AS. drugoth,
dryness, dry ground < base of dryge; see DRY], 1. dry*
ness; absence of moisture, especially of rain. 2. pro-
longed dry weather. 3. [Archaic], thirst. Also drouth.
drought-y (drout'i), adj. 1. characterized by or sufEer-

ig from drought. 2. without moisture; dry; arid. 3.

drukna, to drown; cf.

l.J, to drench or soak.
drouth (drouth), n. drought.
drouth-y (drouth'i) , adj. droughty.
drove (drov), n. [ME. drof; AS. draf < drifan; see

DRIVE]^ 1, a number of cattle, hogs, sheep* etc, drivea
or moving along as a group; nock; herd. 2., a moving
croyzd of people. 3. in $tonecu,Uingv a) a drove cnisel. 6)
drove work. v.t. & v.i. [DROVED (drpvd), DROVING}, to
finish (stone) with a drove chisel. -$YN. see group*
drove (orov), past tense of drive.
drove chisel, a broad-faced chisel for smoothing stone.
dro-ver (dro'ver), n. 1. a person who takes a drove of
animals to market. 2, a cattle dealer.
drove work, in stontcut$n&, the grooved surface of
finished stone.
drown (droun), tu.mE, drpunen < Anlo-N, *dm*(k)-
na, form of ON. druit&na without assimilated n; of* obs.
Dan. drone; akin to AS. druncnian, to become drunk,
be drowned < drwncm, pp. of drinam; see D
DRUNB& to die by suffocation in water or other 1

i.*. I. to kiH by suffocation in water or other ]

2. to cover with water; flood; insandate: soak, ,,
3. to,

deaden or muffle (sodbd, etc^ : as, && few boos were
drowned out by applause. ,'4^to cause to disappear; getnd of ; as, he drowned fete worries in drink.
drowae (drote), vJL

archaic JD. droosen; akin to AS. drusian, to sink, become
sluggish < base of dre&san, to fall; see DREARY, DRIZZI,E],
to be sleepy or almost asleep; doze. v.L I. to make
sleepy ; make sluggish cr dull, as with sleep. 2. to spend
(time) in drowsing* it. the quality or state of being
sleepy or almost asleep; doze.

dxow*l*he*dt (droa
/n-bedl

) *** l< ^rwjr -f -k
-hoodl, |Archaic!f drowaae
drowsi hood (drou'iirlioodOt it* {< drvwyy -|-

{Archaic}, drowsiness..
drow-si ly (drou'il-i). adv. a a drowsy manner;
drow si ness (drcm'-nis} f n. the quality or state of
being drowsy; sleepiness.
drow-sy (drou'a), adj. iDEOWsmt (-oi4Sr) r DROWSIEST
(zi-ist)], [see WROWSEj, I. beln cc nmking sleepy or
half asleep; lethargic or soporific. 2. brought on by
sleepiness. SYN, see ^eejpr.
drub (drub), v.t. IDRUBBK* (drabd), wtUBBiHGj, fl\irfc.
durb < At. d&rbt a beating < dw&ba, to cttd^l, bas-

tinadoj, 1. to beat with a stick or dub; cudgel; thmsk
2. to defeat soundly in a fight, contest, etc, n. a blow
with a club ; thump.
drub-blng (drub/irj), n. [tee mw&l a sottnd beating,
thrashing, or defeat,

drudge (druj), n. |? < base in AS. dreoj^n; see i>itESj, a
person who does hard, menM, or unpleasant work.
v.i. [DRUDGED (drujd), DRUDGING], to do such work.
drudg er y (draj'er-ij, n. W. DRUDGERIES (4s)lf {see
DRUDGE], work that is hard, menial, or unpleasant.
drug (drug), n. fMB. drogge; QFr. drogm; prob. < IO.
drooge (fat), dry (cask), the adj. being taken wrongly as
the name of the contents], 1. any substance ttsed as a
medicine or as an ingredient in a medicine: some drags
are poisonous. 2. formerly, any substance used in
chemistry, dyeing, etc. 3. a narcotic, especially one
that is habit-formmg. v.t. [DRUGGED (drugd), DRUG-
GING], 1. to put a harmful orrng in (a beverage, etc.).
2. to stupefy or poison with or as with a drug. 3. to
administer sometnfng nauseating to.
drug on the market, a commodity for which there is

Ettle or no demand because the supply is so plentiful.
drug addict, a habitual user of narcotics.

drug-get (drug'it), n. [Fr. drop*^, dim. of drogue, stuff,
trash; prob. of same origin as drug]. 1. formeriy, a
woolen cc part-woolen material used for dothing. 2. a
coarse fabric used as a floor covering, carpet lining,
etc. 3w a coarse rug from India made of jute or cotton
and hair: also India drugget.

drug-gist (drug%t), n. [Fr. drog&iste < dr^o&u; see
DRUG], 1. a dealer in drags, medical equtpmentr etc.
2. a person authorized to fill prescriptions; pharmacist.

drug-store (drug'stQr', drug'stor'), n. a store where
medical prescriptions are filled and drags and medical
supplies are sold: most drugstores now also sell cos-
metics, tobacco, ice cream, books, etc,

dra-id, Dru id (droo'id), n. [Fr. druide < L, druidts, pL
< Celt.; IE. *dm>wid, Kt., oak-wise; C< base %ferw-,
oak), hence prob. "very wise" in Qir. wi04 he dniids*
etc.], a member of a Celtic religious order of priests,
soothsayers, judges, poets, etc. in ancient Britain,
Ireland, and France, influential especially before the
Celts were Christianized.

dru-id-Ic (drdo-jdlfc), adj. of drtiids or dntidism.
dru-id-i-cal (drdo-M^-kl), adj. druidic.
dru-id-ism (droo^d-iz'm), n. the religious and philo-
sophic system of the druids.
drum (drum), n. [Englishing of D. from or MLG.
teunme; akin to ON., QSwf OHG, trwmba, trumpet,
trumpet call, MHG. trumpe, trumpet, dram (see TRUMP)
< Gmc. echoic base; ? influenced by L. triumpharc (see
TRIUMPH)], 1. a percussion instrument consisting of a
hollow cylinder or hemisphere with a membrane
stretched tigteiy over the end or ends, played by
beating with the hands, sticks, etc. 2. the sound pro-
duced by beting a drum, or any sound, like this. 3.

any of various dwmnlike cylindrical objects. 4. a metal
spool or cylinder around which cable, etc. Is wound in a
macMneC S. a barrelEke metal container for oil, etc.
6. in anatomy, , a) the middle ear. &) the eardrum. 7. in
architecture, a} one of the cylindrical blocks making up
the shaft of a stone column, b) the circular or polyg-
onal wall supporting a dome. va. [DRUMMED* (drpmoS,
DRUMMING], 1. to beat a drum. 2. to beat or tap con-
tinually or rhythmically, as with the fingers> 3,to make
alou.4 reveroerating sound by quivering the wings,: said
of i4e rufied grouse, etc. v.t. 1. to play (a piece) on a
drum, 2. ^assemble by beating a drum.,
drum tmo, to make known to by continued repetition.
drum out of, 1. originally, to expel from (the army)
with. drmm$ beating. 2. to expel from in disgrace.
drum up, 1. to summon by or as by beating a drum.
2, to get (business, etc.) by canvassing or soliciting.

drum (drum), n. a drumlin.
drum-beat (drum'beV), n. a sound made by beating
a drum. '
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amorn**)), J. f*b14

-id). vw < <
or to tct or

Ana-te (dratttfESr'), *t gunfire,
ex jw

drum fish (drax&'iA") n. Iff. mwMraH,
|4*1; SB* of water and fresh-

water a
<irw'l^wid Cdmml^dO , n. I . the membrane ftretcwd
wwr the or ends of a drum. 2. the eaidtram.
3. tfe top erf a into which are inserted for

iftwrtt^^ *is pBonstiijF s*

drumhf^d c^iirc-ttMirtiAlj n. coort"Uiitrtii^ held in tfcc

for trial of committed during military
or troop movements: so called because the

of m drwa waa formerly m the judges" table.

drum-lin (dnua'Kn), *** {< Ir. 4ntn, narrow ridg; +
-lift, dim. < 4im/l a long ridge or avml-sbaped MI!

by drift.

drum major, a person who leads a marching band, or one
it, often twirling a baton and prancing.

olsruin *jorette (maVjer-etT* *** * Etrl dram major.
drummer (drtun'eY), n. 1. a drum player, 2. [see
Dwuut, pfar. drum up}. fCcHoq.J, a traveling salesman.
DninMaond IMbt (drum'aod), [alter Scot, inventor,
T, Drmmmml (1 797-1 &40)) iimelgtit (calcium light).

drum-stick (dnitr/stik'), n. La stick for beating a
drum. 2. the lower half of the leg of a cooked fowl.
drunk (drunk)* [ME. dronk < drunken; tee &RUNICBN|,
past jpartlctple and archaic past tense of drink, adj.

toe pmfkmte) I. oirercome by alcoholic
r to the jat of losing control over ones faculties;

_ . , _Jcmted. 2. orercotne by any powerful emotioii : as,
drunk with joy, happiness, etc, n. [Slang], 1. a
drunken person. 2. a drinking spree.
SYN* drunk is the simple, direct word, always usd in the
predicate, for one who is overcome by alcoholic liquor (he is

drunk); drunken, usually used attributively, is equivalent to
drunk but sometimes implies habitual intemperate addiction
to drink (a dHtgltm bum) : intoxicated and Inebriated are
eu-ohetrisros, tbe fonder often expressing slight drunkenness

Uhe _latter, m state of drunken exhilaration; there are many
Ungfeh expressingr varying

. ,' (i^t) t ti^it (moderate,
1 co-ordination), blind (great),

fc

,- m , ,,, ,.
. ^ -, . .,,.. . - e%3wnf*) t e^s. ^2VT. sober.

k ard (drun'kgrd), p. [drn^ -f -orj; ? after D.
_ t a person WTO c^co gete drank; inebriate.

drunken (dni^^kan), [ME.; AS., pp. of drincan, to
drink], archaic past participle of drink, adj. (used** e t&e notaO I. tntotkated or Iiabttually intox-

i: oVnnk. 2. caused by or occurring in a drunken
tooa, SKV. see drunk.

<kwik-ii*8 (dmgnc-ins), n* the state or habit of
', UltO3ylC&,1lQCU

of or Eke a drupe.

vempe olive],.*.,___ A
aroinKjepicarp) a

Dm-iy

Druse

upes,
^ . [L. dta
a soft, flesh

._.......... . (pled eiwfa&a&p) thHb comtains the seed,
I an apricot^cherry, plum, etc. <

^

(dioop'lit), n, a amafi o^rtipe; a loganberry or
3r conasts of. many druptitete.
ne (teioir'i) a street ia London^ famous faAe

cseatories for its tlieaters^

r it. JAr. Dwrm, $L < IsmaB al-I>aroB
)^ tfce fotmder (Ilt& c.>}f a member of a

scrt-ia %ri& whose creed k basically Moslem
-of Christian elements.' ,

'aMa (droo'ajI-Qo) , #. of th& Druses or
their re
Dru sil-

Roman
Dru srus

manicus),
dry (dn)
&ye; AS.
<lroojf (see
solid (< base

1t

as in Fris, dreegk, firm,'
water: as, dry land.

,

eligion.
-la (4r0!MKa} [L, r dim. of
n name in the Livian family] , a

. ,, familiar
family] , a feminine name.

)^ n pTero Clmtdws $m*sw$ Ger*
< general- lived 38~~9 B.C. 1

' (%:>, DRIEST (drf%fe)L [ME.
to Gw '^oc*- in trwkm, dry. B.
ttMsfa IB, *^rmJI, fa*^ m

to- 1Ada*, liold fast* hold n) f

.'nol watery j not tiaier
/Ad moisture; not wet:

not damp or moist. S. not shedding tears. "4. lacking
rain or water: as, a dtyvta#aa0fa

l>

$ib&viDg lost mois-
"tere; arid: withered. 6;

(

Aee<8ii^
f

i^ttiri or dirlnk ; thirsty
7, not yielding milk or otlier !i'.& witorat butter,
iamf etc. on it: as, dry toasIL Op'<*rfKdk <^K>sed to
2*fftd. 10. [in reference to tfoe mMU'^'ibe palate},
sot sweet; unsweetened: seer asv <^%fn^ M.aavihg
no 1 mucous or watery discharges as a c^r tOteiu 12.
without bleeding: as, a dry death. iS^jM^&ff or

exposed to the use or sale of alcohol
"'

Kansas was a dry State. 14. unemotional; ,

of-fact : as, day facts. 1 5. unfruitful ; as, a i

1& insipMt bormg; dull: as, a dry lecitujeU _.
(driz)] t [Colloq.J, a person opposed to the w& ogi'i

alcoholic liquors; prohibitionist, t^.l. 4r

(drid), KRYW), "tot make or become dry.
dry up, 1. to wiake or become thoroughly drrt imfdi;
wither. 2. [Slang], to stop talking. <

^
.

drysaltery
Mt dry btfaind tk ar, (Coltoq.), immature; inex-
perienced; naive.

5KV.- -

<try a or ifurofficiency ol motoirt, in

tfc*r, favoraofc or.tuifjiiranliitt (a ifrj climata, a A'y
nwf bed>; arid kr.plies an aln&nBa, atetiM ryn^f espe-
cially with prftreacft to a region or climate, tod conn0t
batttaoMi cw (an ^E waste). ANT. wet, moist.

dry*d, Bry*md {drfwi. drf'iui), n. W. DRYAE (-od,
-adz), PRYADRS (-o-dea')i [L. aryes, aryadis; Gr. drym
< Jrys, a oak, tree; cf. DRUIDJ, in Greek mythology,
any nympli Hvifig in m tree: wood nymph.

dry-ad ic (d*!**d'xk) v arf/. of or like a dryad.
djry battery. 1. an electric battery made up of several
cotmected dry cells. 2. a dry cell,

dry cdOlt a voltaic cell either sealed or treated with an
absorbent so that its

contents cannot spill.

SEAIING WAX

drildeV), v.L to dean
(garments* etc.) with
mm solvent other
than water, as naphtha,
or gasoline.

dry cleaner, 1. a sol-

vent such as naphtha,
benzine, gasoline, car-
bon tetrachloride^ etc.,
ii^d in dry cleaning.
2. a person whose busi-

or work is dry

dry cleaning, the clean. DRy CELL
tnjK of garments, etc.
with solvents such as naphtha or gasoline instead of
with soap and water.
dry-cleanse (dri'klen*')* ir.f, [KRY-CLKANSBD (-klenzdO,
DRT-CLBA2iMG]v to drV-d'ean.

Brydeii, John (dri'd
f
n), 1631-1700: English poet,

cntic, and dramatist; poet laureate (1670-1688).
dry-dock (dri'dok'), -t. & J. to place in or go into a
dry dock.
dry dock, m clock from which the water can be emptied,
used for building and!

DRY DOCK

dry-ear (dri^eY), n. a
drier.

dry-eyed (drildO,
adj. not weeping;
shedding no tears.

dry-farm(dfi'firmO ,

wJ. A i?.*. to do dry
fanning on (land).
dry farmer, a farmer
wno does dry farm-
ing.
dry farming, farm-
ing in an almost rain-
less region without
the help of irrigation:
it is done by conserv-
ing the natural moisture of tbe soil and by planting
crops that can resist drought.

*

darv goods, f< use of dry meawref, doth, doth products,
thread, etc.

dry ice, carbon dioxide mghly compressed and m a solid
state, used as a refrigerant bedattse it changes back to
gas without becoming liqttid.

dry kiln, an enclosed place In which Ittmber is dried
and seasoned by artificial heat.
dry law, a law prohibiting the manufacture and sale of
alcoholic Hcmors.

dry-ly (drjal)* adv. in a day manner; without emotion;
mattei>of-fac|ly.
dty measure, a system of meastoing the volume of dry
things, such as grain, vegetables, etc.; especially, the
system m wfaicfi 2 ptnts 1 quart, 8 quarts ^l peck,
and 4 pecks

dry-ness (drMs), n. the qualty or slate of being dry.
dry-nurse (dri'nfirs'}, .t to be a AT nur^e to,
dary nurse, a nurse wno takes care of a tmbv wittiotit
rjrea^>^eeding it: Opposed to wetnurM, J

dry point, 1. a fine, Jtard needle for engraving lines on
a copfWXF plate wMiotit using: scad, 2. a pietSrl printed
from such a plate. 3. this way of engraving.
dry rot, 1. a fcmgocts decajr eatis^ng seasonM ihribef tb
become brittle dnd crumble to powder. 2. a similar
fungous disease of plant^^frui1, and vegei^jles. 3,
anv of various fang? c&asbg such decay. 4. an^'Inter-
nal moral or social dteca^,

?generaly resulting fooni lack
of new or progressive innttences.

'

i

dry run, [[Military SbngJ, t. practice
arms or gttps without using five

" J

2. a renearsal for any e^rent.
'

dried
t
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{British!, the stock, shop, or trade f a drysalter.

dry-ftiKXl (drf'shodO. *aj* with dry ahoes on; without
getting one's feet wet.

Dry Toc-tu-gas (tdr-toS'gaz). a group of small islands
in the Gulf of Mexico, west of the Florida, Keys: they
belong to Florida.

dry wash, laundry washed and dried but not ironed.

Ps, in chemistry, dysprosium,
d.s., 1. daylight saving. 2. in commerce, days after

D.! d,s., d&l segno, [JtJ, (repeat) from this sign.

D.S., D.Sc., Doctor of Science.

D.S.G., Distinguished Service Cross.

D.S.M., Distinguished Service Medal.
D.S.T., Daylight Saving Time.
D. Surg., Dental Surgeon.
d.t., 1. delirium tremens. 2. double time.

, D.Theol.j, Doctor of Theology,. .,

IXT/s (dftezO* fSlangJ^delirium tremens.
it <Du., 1. Duke.

du-ad (doo'ad,

Dutch,
du'ad), n. [see

pair; couple.
du-al (doo'al, du'sl), adj. [L.

DYAD], two together;

^_ ,._, ,. , k < duo, two], 1. of
two. 2. having or composed of two parts {

double ; two-
fold: as, he has a dual nature, n. in linguistics, l.dual
number. 2. _a word having dual number.
du-al-ism (doo/9l-iz'm dirbl-iz'm), n. 1. the state of

being dualj duality. 2. in philosophy, the theory that
the world is ultimately composed of, or explicable in
terms of, two basic entities, as mind and matter. 3.

in theology, a) the doctrine that there are two mutually
antagonistic principles in the universe, good and evil.

b) the doctrine that man has two natures, physical and
spiritual.

du-al-ist (doo'dl-ist, du'ol-ist), n. a believer in dualism.
du-al-is-tic (doo'sl-is'tik, du^l-is'tik), adj. 1. of or
based on dualism. 2. dual.

dual-is-tic-aMy (doo'al-is'ti-k'l-i, du/
al-is'tik-li) !

adv.
1. in a dualistic manner. 2. from the viewpoint of
dualism.

du-al-i-ty (ddp-al'o-ti, du-al'a-ti), n. [LL. dualUas], the
state or quality, of being dual.

dual number, in some languages, a grammatical num-
ber indicating two, a pair: distinguished by inflection
from singular (indicating one) and plural (indicating
more than two}* as in Sanskrit vfkas, wolf (singular},
v%kau, two wolves (dual) f vfkas, more than two wolves
&lural); the dual occurs regularly in Sanskrit, Old
Iranian, Old Irish, Old Slavonic, etc., with traces in
Greek, Gothic, and Anglo-Saxon.

dual personality, in psychology, the abnormal condition
of having two different personalities, shown alternately
or simultaneously.
du-al-pur-pose (doo'al-pur'pas* du'sl-pur'pos), adj.
having, or meant to have, two uses.

> dub (dub), v.t [DUBBED (dubd), DUBBING], [MB. dub-
ben: AS. dubbian, to strike (akin to East Frk dubben,
to beat, push, D. dof.a blow, etc.); ? influenced in
senses 4 & 5 by LG. or Fr. adouber (< same Gmc. base) ;

IE. base *dhevbh~, *dhub-, a club, wooden pin, etc.; cf.

DOWEL], 1. to hit; strike; thrust; poke. 2. to beat
(a drum). 3. to make (a man) a knight by tapping on
the shoulder with a sword; hence, 4. to confer a title

or rank upon; name or nickname. 5. to make (wood,
etc.) smooth, as by hammering or scraping. 6. to dress

(leather) by rubbing. 7. [Slang], to be obliged to repeat
(a stroke* etc,); bungle (a golf stroke, etc.). n. 1. a
drumbeat. 2. [Slang], a clumsy, unskillful player;
hence, 3. [Slang], any clumsy, unskillful person,
dub (dub) f v.t* [DUBBED (dubd), DUBBING], f< double],
to make a new recording of (a piece of music) oy playing
the old record : distinguished from re-press, n. dialogue,
music, etc. inserted in the sound track of a motion
picture.
dub in, in motion pictures, 1. to insert (dialogue,
music, etc.) in the sound track. 2. to insert (syn-
chronized dialogue in another language) ia place of
the original dialogue. (

Du Barry Ma rie Jeanne B&cu (ma're' zhan' ba'kti'
du' ba're'; Eng. doo' bar'i, du' barfy, Comtesse, 1746?-
1793; mistress o! Louis XV of France.

dub-bin (dubln), n, [< dubbing; see DUB (to hit), v.

sense 6], a greasy preparation for softening and water-
proofing leather: also dubbing.

du-bl-e-ty (doo-MVti, du-biVti), n- [L. dMctas], 1.
the Quality of being; dubious; doubtfulness. 2. [pi.

BUBrBTips (~tz)}, a dottbtful thing, SYN. see uncer*

dubi-os-i tv (d$31>i-oe'a-ti, du/
b>os^ti), n. [pi. Di

BIOSITIES (-tiz)I, dubiety, -~~SYN. see uncertainty.
dU'bi'Ous (ddo'bi-off, dM'baHas), adj. [L. dubio&us, doubt-
ftd < dubius,_doubiiug, uncertain < du-, felt as stem of

base^fl^g to be], 1, causing doubt;
^.e: &s, & dubious remark, 2. feeling

g:; skeptical. 3. with the outcome unde-

cided cr hanging in the balance: &gv dubious battle. 4.

rousing suspicion; questionable; shady: as, a dubious
character. 5FR see doubtful.

du-bi'ta-ble (d5i/bi-ia-b% dfi'M-to-bl), adj. DU
d:ibitiibi:s], to be doubted; uncertain.

du-bl'ta-tfen (de'lx^ti'Aw, dlit^-tS'stei), n. pPt.;
L. dubitatiol doubt,

du-bi*ta-tiw (dfi/bo-ti'tir, dfi^bo-tft'tiT), adj. [LL.
dxbitetiz'usl, 1. doubting; hesitating. 2. expressing
doubt or hesitancy.
Dub lin (dub'Hn), n. the capital of Ireland: seaport on
the Irish Sea; pop,, 506,0 (1946).

DuBois, William Edward Burg-hardt (burg^hart
doo-botsO. 1S6S- ; American Mstoriaa, edMitor, and
Negro leader.

du-bon net (ddo'bo-oi'; Pr. dt^'neO. fname of Ft.
manufacturer], 1. a fortiied Freoeh red wine, often
served as an aperitif: a trade-mark (0ubont). 2. a
light maroon color, as of this wine, adj* of this color.
Du*brov-nik (doo'brdv-niic), n. a seaport in southern
Yugoslavia: pop., 18,&00; Italian nmnoe, R&gnm.
Du-buque (d-bukO, n. a city in eastern Iowa* on the
Mississippi; pop., 50,000.

du-cal (doo'kl, du^kl), adj. [LL. dmalis, of a leader <
L. dux, ducts, leader!, 1. of a duke. 2. of a dtiJcedora.
ducat (duk'st), n. [OPr.; It. ducato* ducat, dttchy <
LL. dncatus: see DUCHY], 1. any of several gold or
silver coins formerly used in some European countries:
their values varied from about &3 to about $2.32.
2. [SlangLa ticket, especially an admission ticket.

}duce (dCK/che), n. [It.; L. dux, ducis], chief; leader:
title (n Duce} assumed by Benito Mussoliai Fascist

a duke. 2. a woman who holds in her own right the
sovereignty of a duchy. Abbreviated 3D. (as a title).

duch*y (duch'i), n. [pi. DUCHIES (-iz)J [ME. duchee;
OFr. duche, duch&e; LL. dvcatus, military command,
territory of a duke < L. dux, ducis, leader], the territory
ruled by a duke or duchess; dukedom.
duck (duk), n. [ME. duk, duke; AS. duce, lit., diver,
ducker < base of duck, v,f replaces AS. ened (G. ente,
etc.), common Gmc. word for the bird], 1, [pi. DUCKS
(duks), DUCK; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], any of several
swimming birds with a flat bill, short neck and legs,
and webbed feet. 2. a female duck: opposed to drake.
3. the flesh of a duck as food. 4. [CoHoq.], a darling;
dear. 5, [Slang], a person: as, he's a queer duck. 6.

[Military slang], an amphibious motor vehicle,
like water off a duck's back, with no effect.

duck (duk), v.t. 5r v.i. [ME. duken, dcwhm < AS.
*ducan, to plunge, dive; akin to OHG. Utk&m (O.
tauckeri), MLG. duken (t>. duiken), to dive: altered
after duck (the bird)), 1. to plunge or dip unqer water
for a moment. 2. to lower, torn, or bead (toe head,
body, etc.) suddenly, as in avoiding a blow or hiding.
3. [Colloq.J, to avoid (a task, person, etc*), 4* [Slang],
to move (m or oufy quickly, n. a ducking,
duck (duk), n. [D. doek; akin to G. toch, doth], 1. a
cotton or linen doth somewhat Eke canvas but finer
and lighter in weight. 2. pL [Colloq.], white trousers
made of this doth.
duck-bill (duk'bilO, n. a small, egg-laying water mam-
mal with webbed feet, a
tail like a beaver's, and
a bill like a duck's; also
called platypus.
duck-board (duk'bord'.
duk'bordOt n. a board
or boards forming a
slightly raised surface or
flooring on a muddy
road, wet place, etc.

duck-er (duk*), n. l.

DUCKBILL (1 1/2 ft. long)

a person who raises ducks. 2. a duck hunter.
duck-ex (duk^r), n. [see DUCK (to dip)], 1. a person
who dticksv 2. a diving bird; dabchick or little grebe.
duck-foot-ed (duk'foot'id), adj. having the hind toe

pointing, forward, as on a duck's foot: said of fowls.
duck hawk, 1. the North American peregrine falcon.
2. in England, the marsh harrier, a kind of buzzard.
ducking stool, a chair in which a culprit was tied and
then ducked into

water; cucking stool:
a form of punish-
ment formerly used,
as in New England,
especiallyforquarrel-

-

some women.
duck-ling (duklig

a young duck.

when a spec-

, fipe, bftre, cfcr; ten, 5ven. hre, ovgr; is. bite; 1

then; f^fcimc.ll*,*g;A Jor in.'
-

r. coq; tt,

k; o*L <M

, o in comply | jn foots;
. doch. See pp. jt-fi

^et; joy; yet:
m <$te (anal) ; r.
* hypothetical;<
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at Utt the pins, on being
**fiw dttckt"), 1. M

a or With smaller

jptn* 2, the pins in this
ducks and dnftk*i the of throwing a. small,

car of* water so that,

it witt sinking.
make duck* and drakes f, 1 . to with recklessly.
2. to Ate play ducks and drakes with.

dnck"Wtl (dttk'w&l*), n. any of a family of,very anmU
which float on frtsh water like a green

com: to eaten by c3tiek$,

dw**y (duk'i). 4r* fwrt ICIER C*i-rl, puccnsr (-i-lst)j,
Ittti-c, term of endearment; -f- -yl. [Slang],

excellent, delightful, etc,

duct <dokt) n. [L, ductus, a leading, conducting, pp. of

Alter*, to nee DOCK, DOUCHE],, 1, a tube, channel,
or throctffh which a gas, liquid, etc. moves. 2. a

m ttitt body for the passage of excretions or secre-

tions as from a glaad. 1. a pipe or conduit with wires
or cables nuuung through it.

due* tile (duk'tl, duk'til), adj. {L. ductilis < dwtus; see

DUCT],
(

1. that can be stretched, drawn, or hammered
without breaking; not brittle: said of metals.

2. molded ; plastic ; pliant. 3. easily led ; tractable.
$m aee pUabi*.

duc*tll>i-ty (dtik-tU^*ti) t n* the Quality or coodition
el being ductile,

duct-less gland (dukt/
H8) V(any of certain fluids, as the

thyroid and ftiiitary f which have no excretory ducts
awl aend thwr secretions directly into the lymph or
blood stream.
dud (dud), n. fult. < D. dood, dead), [Slang}, 1. a bomb
er godl th&t fails to explode; hence, 2. a person or
thing that Mis or is ineffectual,

dttd-ajt dtid-dle (dud'i), adj. [< dial, dud, coarse
dcak (cf. DUDS) + -^1, (Scot.), ragged; tattered.
dude (do3d, dud), n. {invented term, 1883], 1. a man
too much concerned with his manners and appearance;
ilanctl'; fop- 2. {Western Sang], a city fellow or tourist,

especially an Easterner.
du-deen (daMiaO, n* [< Ir. 4ft&*. a little pipe <
Mdv ft P^rf* llrishj, a short-$tein_3d city tobacco pipe.

dude ranch, m ranch or farm operated as a resort for

toarbtfc, w!m horseback riding and similar sports.
Du-dc-vant (diid'vaK

7
), Baronne, see Sand, George.

diNM-^oti (dtti'an), n. [16th-c. (take) in dudgeon; also

tmingim," proo. Anglo-Fr. en digeon, with reference to
the hand on the dagger hilt ; see DUDGEON (dagger hilt)],
aa angry or offended feeling; resentment.
In bigh dudgeon, very angry, offended, or resentftti

ddg-e<wi (dtij'an), n. IMET dogean, Anglo-Fr. digeom],*" La wtjodj perhaps boxwood, td for dagger
2. ch a hilt. 3. a dagger with such a hilt.. . . . .

dhorf-Uh (dSod'ish, dud'ish), fratfTlilce a dtide; foppish.WM.E..t^uM. fJL-m:\ r ^ rt_i.L _ tx r *_ _tji 1 _____ *

duds (Jittds), n.Jl. |ME. rfiwWe, doth, cloak; prob. <
ON. AtfJbt, swaddling clothes < f*Aa, to swathe],
jSfaw, 1 clothes: clothing. 2. trappings; belongings.we (i dfi), cw(/. [ME. ; OFr. dm, pp. of devoir, to owe

,

L. per f to owe], 1 . owed or owing as a debt
; payable :

as, tfee first pajmeat is rf^e. 2. suitable ; fitting ; proper :

as* give him me respect. 3. as much as is required:
enough ; adequate: as, due care, in due time. 4. expected
or scheorfed 'to srritae or be ready; timed for a certain
hour * onto: as, the plane is di* at 6:30 P.M. adv.
exactly; direc%: a, dm west, n, 'sti^thfng due.
bwomm (or fc-M} dwe, to become payaole as previously
arranged.
due

to, 1 GEused by; owing to. 2 . fCoHoq.), because
of: widely so used despite purists' objections.

give (a person) Ms due, to concede deserved credit to
(a person).

due bill, a written acknowledlgment of a debt to a person
named, but neither payable to his ord&r nor transfer-
able by indorsenienft: o%tibguished from prymtesory
note,

du-el (doo'9l, du'sl), n. [Pr.; It <taB6 < liflU & OL.
dudlum (L. bellum), war, tight < _&<>, two], 1. a formal
right between two persons armed: with deadly weapons:
it is prearranged and witnessed by tw*o others, caSed
seconds, one For each combatant. 2. any contest or
encounter suggesting such a fight, usually between two
persons: as, a verbal duel. i?i & v.t. [DXJELEB or
DUELLED (-did), DUELING OT DUKLLESTGi to figbta duel
with (a person or persons).

du.el-ist, du-eMist (doo'sl-ist, du'al-ist), n. 1. a personwho fights a duel. 2. an expert at dueling.
du-el-lo (doo-el'5, du-el'o), n. [pL DUEIXOS (-oz)], fit.],
1. the art, rules, or code of dueling. 2. [Obs.l a duel.du

:
en-na (doo-en's, du-en'a), n. [Sp. duefla < L. domina.

mistress, lady], 1. an elderly woman who has charge of
the girls and young unmarried women of a Spanish or
Portuguese family. 2. a chaperon or governess,

ime-ro (dwe'rS), n. a river in northern Spain and
Portugal, flowing into the Atlantic: length, 475 mi.:
Portuguese name, Douro.

dut (dooz, duz), n.#. fsec DUIJ, 1. a fee or tax. 2. the
sum of money paid, or to be s>aid, by a member to an
organisation, usually for the rights of membership.
dut (doci-et', dii-et'), n. [It. dn$ttot dim. of dttot duet <
L. 4uQt twoj, in ntustCt 1. a composition for two voices
or two instruments. 2, the two performers of such a
composition; duo.

duflf (duf), n. [dial. var. of a0*gh, with/ for ME. -gk Ccf.

tautk* nouiK), orig. pronounced (kh) as in G. MUM),
1. a thick flour pudding boiled in a cloth bag. 2. {? <
other source!, decaying vegetable matter on the ground
in a forest, 3. coal dust or slack,

dwf-fel, duf fle (duf'l), n. [D. < Duffel, Belgium], 1, a
coarse woolen cloth with a thick nap. 2. essential

clothing and equipment carried by a woodsman, hunter,
or yachtsman. 3. a camper's kit or equipment.

duffel bag, a large cloth bag for carrying clothing and
personal belongings.

duf-fer (duPSr), n. [< thieves* slang duf, to counterfeit,
fake], 1. [Obs.], a peddler of cheap jewelry, etc, 2.

[Slang], an incompetent, awkward, or stupid person.
dug (dug), past tense and past participle of dig.

dug (dug), n. {< same base as Dan. c&gge (Sw. d&ua),
to suckle, caus. of Dan. die, to suck], a female animal s

nipple or teat.

du-gong (ddVgo^), n. [Malay duyung], a large, whale-
like mammal that lives in tropical seas and feeds on
plants: also called sea cow.

dug-out (dug'outO* H. I. a boat or canoe hollowed out
of a

lo^:.
2. a large hole dug in the ground or the aide

at a hdl and often covered or reinforced with logs,

beams, etc., used as a dwelling or bomb shelter. 3. in

baseball, & covered shelter near the diamond for the

players to sit in when not at bat or in the field.

dui-ker (dFkr), n. [pi. DUIKERS (-kgrz), DUIKER; see
PLURAL, II, D, 1], [D. duiker, a diver: the animal dives
into the bush], a small, horned antelope of South Africa.

dui-ker-bok (di'kSr-bok'), n. [pi. DUIKERBOK, DUIKER-
BOKS (-boks') : see PLURAL, n, D, 2J, [D. duiker -f bok,
a buck], a duiker.
dui-ker-buck (di'kr-buk') n. [pi. DUIKERBUCK, DUI-
KBRBUCJCS (-buksO; see PLURAL n, D, 2], a duiker.
Duis-bur-Ham-born

i(dus
/boorkh-hain/

b^ni), n. a
city in the Rhine Province, Germany, on the Rhine:
pop., 431,000.
duke (dook, duk), n. [ME. duke, duk, due; OPr. due,
dux; L. dux, leader, general], 1. a prince who is the
ruler of an independent duchy. 2. a nobleman of the
highest hereditary rank below that of prince. Abbre-
viated 0. Du,(as a title).
duke-dom (dook'dam, duk'dsm), n. 1. the territory
ruled by^ crake: duchy. 2. the title or rank of a duke.
dukes (dooks, duks), n.M. [< duke, short for Duke oj
York, used in 19th-c. Eng. rhyming slang for fork,
hence fingers, hence fist], [Slang], the fists or hands.
Dukhobors (d6o

/
k9-b6rz')..'?^ [Russ. dukhobortsy,

lit., spirit wrestlers; dukh, spirit + bortsy, wrestlers: so
called from their struggle against the doctrine of the
Holy Spirit],

a Russian religious sect separated from
the Qrtnodox Church in 1785: many Dukhobors emi-
grated to Canada in the 1890's to escape military con-
scription, which they considered sinful.

Du-kho-bor-tsy (doo-kho-Wr'td), n.pl Dukhobors.
dul-cet (dul'sit), adj. [ME. & OPr. doucet, dim. of douz,
sweet; L. dulcis, sweet; Bng. sp. fashioned after L.I,
1 . soothing or pleasant to hear ; melodious. 2. [Archaic],
sweet to taste or smell, n. an organ stop of sweet,
mellow tone, one octave higher in pitch than the
dulciana.
dul ci-an a (dul'si-an's), n. [ML. < L. dutch* sweet], an
or^an stop with a sweet, mellow tone like that of a
stringed instrument.

duirci-fy (duFss-flO, v.L [DULCIFIED (-_5dO DULCIFY-
ING}, [< L. dulcis, sweet; -f -fyl 1. [Rare], to sweeten.
2. to make pleasant or agreeable; mollify.

(dul'sa-mSr), n. [OFr. doulcimer < L. dulce

; dmtee, neut, of
dulcis, sweet -f melos
< Gar. me$b$r a song,
strain^ L a musical
instrument with
metal strings, which.
are stiNack ^fcnili two
small hammers by
the player. 2, in the
JBtble, the psaltery, a
idod of haip; see
Dan. 3:10.
Dul cin e a

^ girl

imagines 'to" "'fee

beautM lady atnd
falls in love with;
hence, 2. any ideal-
ized sweetheart
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du-H-a (doo-K'a, du-K's), n. [ML. < Gr. douleia, service
< doulos, a slave], in the Roman Catholic Church, the
homage paid to angels and saints.

dull (dul), adj. [ME.; AS. dol, foolish, stupid; akin to
G. toll; IE. base *dh(e)wel-, turbid, dark, obscure, as in

Qlr., W. dall, blind], 1. mentally slow; stupid. 2.

lacking sensitivity; unfeeling: as, dull to grief. 3.

physically slow; slow-moving; sluggish. 4. lacking
spirit; not lively; depressed. 5. causing boredom;
tedious: as, a dull party. 6. not keen; not pointed;
blunt: as, a dull blade. 7. not felt keenly; not acute: as,

a dull headache. 8. not vivid; not brilliant; dim: as, a
dull color. 9. not distinct; muffled: as, a dull thud.
10. gloomy; cloudy: as, dull weather 11. slack: as,
business is dull. v.t. & v.i. to make or become dull.
SYN. dull is specifically applied to a point or edge that has
lost its previous sharpness (a dull knife) and generally connotes
a lack of keenness, zest, spirit, intensity, etc. (a dull book,
pain, etc.) ;

blunt is often equivalent^ to dull, but specifically
refers to a point or edge that is intentionally not sharp (a blunt

fencing saber) ;
obtuse literally applies to a pointed end who&e

sides form an angle greater than 90, and figuratively con-
notes great dullness of understanding or lack of sensitivity (too
obtuse to comprehend). See also stupid. ANT. sharp, keen.

dull-ard (dul'grd), n. [dull + ~ard], a stupid person.
DuMes, John Fos-ter (f6s'ter dul'ss), 1888-1959;
United States secretary of state (1953-1959).
dulHsh (dul'ish), adj. somewhat dull.

dull-ness, dul-ness (dul'nis), n. a dull state or quality.
duHy (dul'H, dul'i), adv. in a dull manner.
dulse (duls), n. [Ir. & Gael, duileasq], any of several
edible seawee_ds with large, red, wedge-shaped fronds.
Du'luth (d9-looth') n. a city in eastern Minnesota, on
Lake Superior: pop., 104,000.

du-ly (dooli, du'H), adv. 1. in a due manner; as due;
rightfully; properly; fittingly.

t
2. when due; at the

right timej_on time. 3. as required; sufficiently.
Du*ma (doo'ma),^. the former Russian parliament, set

up as a consultative body in 1905 by Czar Nicholas II:
ended by the revolution of 1917: also spelled Douma.
Du-mas, A-lex-an-dre (a'lek'san'dr' dii'ma'; Eng. doo-
ma', doo'ma), 1. 1802-1870; French novelist and
dramatist: called Dumas pere. 2. 1824-1895; son of
the above; French dramatist and novelist: called
Dumas fils.

du Mau-ri-er, George Louis Pal-meMa Bus-son (pal-
mel'ab6o-s6n'doo'm6'ri-a', du' m6'ri-a'), 1834-1896;
English novelist and illustrator.

dumb (dum), adj. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. dumm (Goth.
dumbs) , dumb, stupid (cf , sense 6) ;

all < nasalized var.
of IE. *dheubh, misty, dark, obscured; cf. DEAF}, 1.

lacking the power of speech; mute. 2. unwilling to

talk; silent ^reticent. 3. not accompanied^ by speech.
4. temporarily speechless, as from fear, grief, etc. 5.

producing no sound. 6. [< G. dumm], [Colloq.], stupid;
moronic. SYN. see voiceless.
dumb ague, a form of malarial fever in which the chill

and other symptoms are slight or entirely obscured,
Dum-bar-ton (dum-bar't'n), n. 1. a county of western
Scotland, on the Clyde River: pop., 150,000 (est. 1946).
2. its county seat: pop., 22,200.
dumb-bell (dum'bel'), n. [dumb + bell: from orig.

shape], 1. a device con-

sisting of two heavy
weights, usually metal
balls, joined by a short bar
of metal or wood: it is

lifted or swung about with
the hand to help develop
the muscles of the arm,
shoulder, and back. 2.

[cf. DUMB, sense 6], [Slang],
a stupid person.
dumb-found (durn'-
found'), v*t* to dumfound.
dumb show, 1. formerly,
a part of a play done in

pantomime. 2. gestures
without speech.
dumb-wait-er (duin'waf-
er) , n. 1. a small, portable
serving stand placed near
a dining table. 2. a small, hand-operated elevator used
for sending food, trash, etc. from one floor to another.
dum-dum (bullet) (dum'dum), n. [< Dumdum, arsenal
near Calcutta, India], a soft-nosed bullet that expands
when it hits, inflicting a large, ja^feed wound,
dum-found (dum'found'), y.t, [< dumb + confound],
to make speechless by surprising; amaze; astonish: also

spelled dumbfound. SYN. see puzzle.
Dumfries (dum-fres') , n. 1. a county of southern
Scotland, on Solway Firth: pop., 84,000 (est. 1946).
2. its county seat; pop. f 23,800.
dunvmy (dum'i), n? U>1 DUMMIES (-is)], [< dumb}, 1. a
person unable to, talk; mute: now vulgar in this sense.

DUMBBELL

2. a figure made in human form, used for displaying
clothing, practicing tackling in football, etc. 3. an
imitation; sham. 4. a person secretly acting for another
while apparently representing his own interests; tool
of another. 5. [Slang], a stupid person. 6. in card
games, a) the declarer's partner, whose hand is exposed
on the board and played by the declarer. 6) the hand
thus exposed. 7. in printing, the skeleton copy, as of a
magazine or book, upon which the format is planned
and laid out. 8. in railroading, a locomotive in which
the steam exhaust is muffled to do away with noise.

adj. 1. silent. 2. imitation; sham. 3. secretly con-
trolled by, or acting as the tool of, another: as, a
dummy corporation. 4. in card games, played with a
dummy.
dump (dump), v.t. [ME. dumpen, to fall down, throw
down; prob. < ON.; cf. Dan. dumpe, Sw. dompa], I.

to throw down (the contents of, etc.); empty out or
unload in a heap or mass. 2. to throw away as rubbish ;

get rid of. 3. to throw (a large quantity of goods) on
the market, especially abroad, at low prices. IM. 1.

to fall in a heap or mass. 2. to unload rubbish. 3. to
dump commodities, n. 1. a rubbish pile. 2. a place
for dumping. 3. in military usage, a temporary supply
center m the field, as of ammunition, food, or clothing.
4. [Slang], a place that is unpleasant, ugly, uncomfort-
able, etc. 5. [Slang], loosely, any place.

dump durnp), n. [prob. < D. domp, haze, dullness],
[Archaic], 1. a sad tune or song. 2. any tune or song.
in the dumps, in low spirits; in a depressed condition.

dump (dump), n. [? < dumpy (stumpy)], [British], a
small, shapeless lump or chunk, as of lead.

dump-i-ly (dump''l-i). adv. in a dumpy manner.
dump-i-ness (dump'i-nis) , n. the quality or state of
being dumpy.
dump-lsh (dump'ish), adj. [see DUMP (sad tune)], [Rare],
gloomy; depressed; melancholy.
dump-ling (dump'Hrj), n. [dump (shapeless lump) -}-

-ling], 1. a small piece of dough, steamed or boiled and
served with meat or soup. 2. a crust of dough filled

with fruit and steamed or baked. 3. [Colloq.], a short,
fat person or animal.

dump truck, a truck whose contents are unloaded by
tilting the truck bed backward with the tail gate open.
dump-y (dump'i), adj. [DUMPIER (-i-er), DUMPIEST
(-i-ist)J, [< dump, v.; reinforced by echoism], short and
thick; squat; stumpy.
dump-y (dump'i), adj. [DUMPIER (-i-er), DUMPIEST
(-i-ist) j, [see DUMP (sad tune)], melancholy; depressed.

Dum-yat (doom-vat'), n. Damietta: the Arabian name.
dun (dun), adj. [ME.; AS. dunn; akin to OS. dun,
chestnut-brown: IE. *dhu$-no < *dhust dust-colored,

mist-gray, as also in dusk, dust], dull grayish-brown.
n. 1. a dull grayish brown. 2. an artificial fly of this

color: also dun fly. 3. a May fly. v.t. [DUNNED (dund),
DUNNING], to give a dun color to.

dun (dun), v.t. & v,L [DUNNED (dund), DUNNING], [prob.
Eng. western dial. var. of din; ? influenced or reinforced

by name Dunn, whether Joe Dun, bailiff of Lincoln, or

John Dun, fictitious legal figure like John Doe], to ask
(a debtor) insistently or repeatedly for payment, n.

1. a person who duns. 2. an insistent demand for

payment of a debt.
Du-na (doo'na), n. 1. the Danube: the Hungarian
name. 2. the Don: the Russian name.
Du-na (dii'na), n. the Dvina (1): the German name.
Du-na burg (du'na-boorkh') , n. Daugavpils, a city in
the Latvian S.S.R.: the German name_.
Dun and Brad-street (dun' 'nd brad'stret'). an agency
that furnishes subscribers with, information as to the
financial standing and credit rating of businesses.

Du-na-re-a (doo'na-rya), n. Danube: Romanian name.

Dun-bar, Paul Laurence (dun'bar), 1872-1906; Amer-
ican poet and novelist.

Dun-bar, William (dun-bar'), 1460P-1520?; Scottish

poet.
Dun-can (dur/kon), [Gael. DonnchadH, lit., brown war-

rior], a masculine name. n. in Shakespeare's Macbeth,
the aged king of Scotland, murdered by Macbeth.
Dun-can, Isadora (dur/k9n), 1878-1927; American
dancer.
Duncan Phyfe, designating or of furniture in a
modified Empire and Directoire style designed by
Duncan Phyfe (1768-1854), American cabinetmaker.
dunce (duns), n. [< John Duns Scotus, called the
"Subtle Doctor" (died c. 1308), whose followers, called

Dunsmen, Duncemen and ult. Dunses, Dunces, were

regarded as foes of Renaissance humanism; the word
came to be applied to any opponent of education, and
then to any stupid person], 1. a dull, ignorant person.
2. a person who learns more slowly than others.

dunce cap, a cone-shaped hat, sometimes marked D,
which children slow at learning were formerly forced

to wear in school.
Dun-dee (dun-de'), *** a seaport In eastern Scotland,

t; chin; she; ttiin,

i
Pr. bal; & Pr.

; < derived from.



dunderhead 45 durable
on the Firth of Tay: pop., 174,000 (est, 1946).
dun-der-head (dun'der-hed')* - falso early Wundtr-
head; D. dander; thunder, associated by rhyme with
blunder, as in Eng. blunderbuss for D. donderbus, lit.,

thunder box], a stupid person; dunce; numskull.
dune (doon, dun)^ n. [Pr. < OD. duna (D. duin); akin
to Eng. down, n., in same sense], a rounded hill or ridge
of sand heaped up by the action of the wind.

Dun-e-din (dun-e'din), n. a city on the southeastern
coast of South Island, New Zealand: pop., 88,000 (est.

dung (dun), n. [ME. dunge; AS. dung (cf. AS. dyncge,
manure), a prison, orig., cellar covered with dung for
warmth (Tacitus, Germania, 16), as in OS. dung, OHG.
tung (ON. dyngia), cellar where women weave; IE. base
*dheng-t to cover, covering layer] , 1 . animal excrement ;

manure; hence, 2. filth. v.L to spread or cover with
dung, as in fertilizing.

dun-ga-ree (duij'ga-reO, n. [Hind, dungrl], 1. a coarse
cotton cloth used for tents, sails, work clothing, etc.
2. pi. work trousers or overalls made of this cloth.

dung beetle, any of various beetles, chafers, and scarabs
that breed in dung and feed on it.

dungeon (dun'jsn), n. [ME. dungeon, dongon; OFr.
donjon; prob. < Prank, dungjo, earth-covered cellar for
storing fruits; see DUNG], 1. the main keep or fortified
tower of a medieval castle; donjon. 2. a dark under-
ground cell, vault, or prison, v.L [Rare], to confine in
a dungeon.

dung-hill (durjliir), n. 1. a heap of dung. 2. anything
vile or filthy.

dung-y (dug'i), adj. [DUNGIER (-i-gr), DUNGIEST (-i-ist)] f

soiled with dung; filthy like dung.
dunk (dui)k), v.L & v.L [G. tunken, to steep, dip, soak
< OHG. dunchdn; akin to L. tinguere, to moisten,
immerse], to dip (bread, cake, etc.) into soup, coffee,
etc. before eating it.

Dunk-ards (dur/kerdz), n.pl. Dunkers.
Dun-kerque (dow'kerk'), n. Dunkirk: French name.
Dunk-ers (dun'kerz), n.pl [G. tunker, dipper < tunken;
see DUNK], a sect of German-American Baptists opposed
to military service and the taking of oaths; Dunkards:
properly called German Baptist Brethren, Church of the
Brethren.
Dun-kirk (dun'kerk), n. a town in northern Prance, on
the Strait of Dover: pop., 11,000 (1946): scene of
evacuation of Allied troops under enemy fire (1940),
dun-lin (dunlin), n. [pi. DUNLINS (-linz), DUNLIN; see
PLURAL, II, D, 1], f< dunling; dun, dark brown + -ling],
a sandpiper which has a black stripe on its abdomen
during the breeding season.
Dun-more (dun'm6r' f dun'mor'), n. a city in north-
eastern Pennsylvania: pop., 20,000.
dun-nage (dun'ij), n. [also early dinnage, denage; ? lit
thin -f -age < MD. dun, MLG. dunne, thin, via OPr. or
ML.;

4
cf. ML. dennagio, dunnage (1336)], 1. a loose

packing of any bulky material put around cargo for
protection. 2. personal baggage or belongings.
Dunne, Finley Peter (dun), 1867-1936; American
journalist and humorist.
dun-nite (dunlt), n. [after B. W. Dunn, Am. chemist
who invented it], an explosive derived from picric acid,
used as the bursting charge for armor-piercing pro-
jectiles.

Dun-sa-ny, Edward John More-ton Drax Plun-kett
Ottor'ten draks Plttgldt dun-sa'ni), eighteenth Baron,
1878-1957; Irish poet and playwright: called Lord Dun-
sany.

Dun-si-nane (dun'sa-nan', dun's9-nan'), n. a hill in
Scotland: ruined fort at its summit th

'

central
be site of Macbeth's defeat in the

thought to
hakespeare

.. t
, 1265?-1308?;

Scottish scholar and theologian.
Dun-stan, Saint (oWstsn), 925P-988 A.D.; English
churchman; archbishop of Canterbury (961-988 A.5,).dunt (dunt, dpont), n. [ME. dunte, var. of dint, a
blow; cf. DINT], [Scot. & British Dial.], 1. a heavy,
dull-sounding blow or stroke. 2. a wound caused by
such a blow. v.t. & v.L [Scot. & British Dial.], to
strike with such a blow.

du-o (doo'o, du'o), TI. &Z.DUOS (-OZ),DUI (-)], [It.], a
duet (especially in sense 2).

du-o- /doo's, du'o), [< L. duo, two], a combining form
meaning two, double, as in duologue.
du-o-dec-i-mal (doo'o-desVni'l, duVdes'a-m'l), adj.
[<: L. duodectm, twelve (< duo, two -f decem, ten): +
-fl/J, 1. relating to twelve or twelfths. 2. consisting of
or counting by twelves or powers of twelve, n. 1.
one twelfth. 2. pi. in mathematics, a system of numer-
ation with twelve as its base: distinguished from the
decimal system, which has ten as its Base.

du-o-dec'l-mo (doo'9-desVmo', du'a-des'o-mo') n. [#
DUODECIMOS (-mozOJ, [short for L. in duodecimo, On)*
twelve; see DUODECIMAL], 1. the page size of a bookmade up of printer's sheets folded into twelve leaves
each leaf being approximately 5 by 7 1 /2 inches. 2 a
book consisting ofpages of this size: also called twelve-
mo, and. written 12mo or 12. adj. consisting of pages

du*o-de*nal (doo's-de'nl, du'a-de'n'l), adj. in or of the
duodenum.

du-o-den-a-ry (doo'a-denVri, du'a-de'na-ri), adj. [L.
duodenarius, containing twelve < duodeni, twelve each]]
1. having to do with twelve; in or increasing by twelves!
2. having to do with duodecimal numeration.

du-o-de-ni-tis
t (doo's-di-m'tis, du'a-di-ni'tis), n. [<

duodenum + -itis], inflammation of the duodenum.
du-o-de-num (dooVde'nsm, du'o-de'nsm) , n. [pi.
DUODENA (-ns)], [ML. < L. duodeni, twelve each: so
called because its length is about twelve fingers'
breadth], the first section of the small intestine, between
the stomach and the jejunum.

du-o-logue (doo's-ldg
7
, du's-logO, n. [duo- + mono-

logue], a conversation between two people, especially in
a dramatic performance.
Jduo-mo (dwo'rnS), n. [pi. DUOMI (-me)], [It.; see
DOME], a cathedral.

du-o-tone (doo'9-t5n' f du'9-ton'), fdj* showing a two-
tone color effect, n. a picture having such an effect.

dU'O-type (doo'a-tip', du'a-tip') n. in photoengraving,
an illustration printed from a pair of half-tone plates
etched separately from a single negative.

dup., duplicate.
dup-a-ble (doop's-b'l, dup'a-b'l), adj. that can be duped.
dupe (doop, dup), n. [Fr.; OPr. dupe, dugpe < L. upupa,
hoopoe, stupid bird], a person easily tricked or fooled.
v.t. [DUPED (doopt, dupt), DUPING], [Fr. duper < the n.],
to deceive by trickery; cheat. SYN. see cheat.

dup-er-y (doop'er-i, dup'er-i), n. [pi. DUPERIES (-iz)]f

a duping or being duped; deception.
du-ple (doo'p'l, du'pl), adj. [L. duplus; see DOUBLE], l.

double; twofold. 2. in music, containing an even num-
ber of beats (i.e., two or a multiple of two) to the
measure: as, duple time.

Du-ples-sis-Mor-nay (du'ple'se' mor'naO, see Mornay.
du-plex (doo'pleks, du'pleks), adj. [L. < duo, two -J-
base akin to plaga, region, area (Gr. plax, surface, area)
< IE. fplaq-, *plag~, broad, flat], 1. double; twofold.
2. relating to duplex telegraphy. 3. in machinery, hav-
ing two units operating in the same way or simultane-
ously, n. La duplex apartment or house. 2. either
of two small, private compartments forming one unit in
a railroad car.

duplex apartment, an apartment with rooms on two
floors and a private inner stairway.
duplex house, a house consisting of two separate family
units.

du-plex-i-ty (doo-plek'sa-ti, du-plek'sa-ti), n. the
quality or state of being duplex.
duplex process, a method of making steel, in which
refining of the raw materials is begun in one sort of
furnace and finished in another.
duplex telegraphy, a system of telegraphy in which
two messages may be sent simultaneously over one
wire, one in either direction.
dupli cable (doo'pli-ko-b'l, du'pH-ka-b'l), adj. that
can be duplicated.

du-pli-cate (doo'pla-kit, du'pla-kit), adj. [L. duplicatus,

gp.
of duplicare, to double; see DUPLEX], 1. double. 2.

aving two similar parts. 3. corresponding exactly. 4.

designating a way of playing bridge, etc. in which, for
comparative scoring, the same hands are played off a
second time by players who did not hold them origin-
ally, n. 1. an exact copy or reproduction; replica;
facsimile. 2, a counterpart or double. 3. a duplicate
game of bridge, etc. Abbreviated dup. v.L (doo'pte-
kar, du'pb-kat'), [DUPLICATED (-id), DUPLICATING], 1.
to make double or twofold. 2. to make an exact copy
or copies of. 3. to make, do, or cause to happen again:
as, she duplicated her former success. SYN. see copy.
In duplicate, in two precisely similar forms.

duplicating machine, a machine for making exact
copies of a letter, photograph, drawing, etc.

du-pli-ca-tion (doo'pb-ka^hQn, du'pb-ka'shan) , n.

[Fr.; L. duplicatio < pp. of duplicare; see DUPLEX], 1.
a duplicating or being duplicated. 2. a copy; replica.

du-pll-ca:tive (doo'pla-ka'tiv, du'pb-kaftiv), adj.
duplicating*

du-pli-ca-tor (doo'pb-ka'tgr, du'pte-ka'ter), n. [LL.,
doubler < duplicare; see DUPLEX], a machine for making
exact copies ofwritten or typewritten matter.

au-plic-i-ty (doo-plis'a-ti, du-plis's-ti) , n. [pi. DUPLIC-
ITIES (-tizU [Fr. duplicitt; LL. duplicitas; see DUPLEX],
hypocritical cunning or deception; double-dealing.
Du Pont, E'feu*theire I-re-nee (a'le't&r' e'ra'na'
dii'pow'; Eng. doo*pont, du'pont), 1771-1834; French
industrialist m America.
Du quesne (doo-kan7

, du-kan'), n. a city iii Pennsyl-
vania, near Pittsburgh: pop., 18,000.

Dur., Durango.
du ra (dyoor'a), n. the dura mater.
du.ra;biH-ty (door's-bil'a-ti, dyoor'a-pil'arti), ^. [Fr.
durabtfate'? LL.durabilitasL the g^alty pf being tfuraole;
ability to last in spitfe of frequent use or' hard wear.

du-ra-ble (door's-bl, dyoorVbl), adj. [Fr.; L. dura-
btits < durare, to last, harden < durns, hard], 1. lasting
in spite of hard wear or frequent usa 2* ontinuingto
exist; stable. 31 [Archaic], able to endure.



durably Dutch metal
du-ra-bly (door's-bh, dyoor'a-bli), adv. in a durable
manner; so as to last.

du-ral (dyoor'sl), adj. of the dura mater.
du-ral-u-min (doo-ral'yoo-min', dyoo-ral'yoo-minO
n. [Arable -f. aluminum], a strong, lightweight alloy of
aluminum with copper, manganese, magnesium, and
silicon: a trade-mark (Duralumin).
du-ra ma-ter (dyoor's ma'ter), [ML., lit., hard mother,
transl. of an Ar. term], the outermost, toughest, and
most fibrous of the three membranes covering the brain
and spinal cord: also dura.
du-ra-men (dyoo-ra'min) , n. [L., hardness < durare*
see DURABLE], the hard wood at the center of the trunlc
of any tree that grows by annual rings; heartwood.
dur-ance (door'ans, dyoor'ans), n. fOFr.; L. durans, opr
of durare, to last; see DURABLE], 1. imprisonment,
especially when long continued. 2. [Archaic], duration.
Durango (doo-raij'gS), n. 1. a state of northern
Mexico: area, 42,272 sq. mi.; pop., 473,000. 2. its
capital: pop., 33,000. Abbreviated Dur.

du-ra-tion (doo-ra'shan, dyoo-ra'shan), n. [ME. dura-
ctoun; LL. duratio < pp. of L. durare; see DURABLE]
1. continuance in time. 2. the time that a thing con-
tinues or lasts.

Dur-ban (dur'bgn), n. a city on the coast of Natal,
Union of South Africa: pop., 260,000.
durbar (duVbar), n. [Hind. & Per. darbar, a ruler's
court; dar, portal + bar, court], 1. in India, an official, , , . n n,
reception or audience held by a native prince, or by a
British ruler or governor. 2. the place or hall where
this is held.
dure (dyoor, door), adj. [L. durus, hard], [Obs.], hard;
SS^jBLTvA *'*; [DURED (dyoord, doord), DURING]
[Obs. & Dial.], to last; continue; endure.

Dii-rer, Al-brecht (al'breHt du'rer), 1471-1528; Ger-
man painter and wood engraver.
d
S*

r^S (d9or
'is dyoor'is, doo-res', dyoo-res'), n. [ME.& OFr. duresse; L. duritia, hardness, harshness <

durus, hard], 1, imprisonment. 2. coercion or com-
pulsion: as, a confession signed under duress.Durham (dftr'om), n. 1. a county of northern Eng-
land: pop., 1,336,000 (est. 1945). 2. its county seat:
pop., 19,400. 3. one of a breed of short-horned beef
cattle, originally bred in Durham county. 4. a city
in north central North Carolina: pop., 70,000
duTi-an, du-ri-on

(dpor'i-an), n. [Malay < duri, thorn,
prickle], 1. the oval, edible fruit of a tree that growsm the East Indies. 2. the tree.
dur ing (door/in, dyoor'in), prep. [ME. duringe, prep..
ong. ppr. of duren, to last; OFr. durer < L. durare; see
DURABLE], 1. throughout the entire time of; all
through: as

f>
he was happy during his lifetime. 2. at

some point in the entire time of; in the course of: as,
he left during the lecture.
dur-mast (dftr'mast, dur'mast), n. [apparently (T.
Nichols, 1791) for dun mast oak, dark acorned oak], a
vanety of European oak valued for its dark, heavy.
tough wood.
duro ( /r5; S - doo'roO, n. [pi. DUROS (-roz; Sp.,

- , . . -roz; p.
)], [Sp., for duro peso, lit., hard peso], the silver
, or dollar, of Spain and Spanish America.

-roc-Jer-sey (door'ok-jur'zi, dyoor'ok-jur'zi), n. any
of a breed of large, red hog: also Duroc.
llf.Va fr\r*f**ft**\ . r A . Jt..J-_T-l _ _____ * j

peso,
Du-r

J.WWIU, \jt. 0.0,1 , iwV4, **wft. t*j.ov/ JLSIMUV..
dur-ra (door'a), n. [Ar. dhurah], a variety of grain-
producing sorghum; Indian millet: also spelled doura.
dourah. *

durst (durst), archaic past tense of dare.
au-rum (door'am, dyoor'Qm), n. [L., neut. of durus,
hard], a variety of hard wheat: flour made from it is
used in macaroni, spaghetti, etc.

Du-se, Eleonora (ele-d-nd'ra doo'ze), 1859-1924:
Itahan actress.
dusk (dusl
colored; s

snaapwy. , A . Wiiw w^o.*******^ w* u.a^A.uw^o m w^
evening; dark part of twilight. 2. gloom; dusky quality.
v.t. & v.i. to make or become dusky or shadow^.
dusk-My (dus'k'1-i), adv. in a dusky manner; dtetly.
dusk i ness (dus'ki-nis), n. a dusky Quality or state.
4uk-y Musld),Mdi\ [DUSKIER (-Id*), ouspE^r (-ki-
i?t)j, \dusk 4- -y\, 1. somewhat dark ia cojor; $hadowy ;

* *,W^ ^J d*10 ' ? gloomy s"melancholy.
<iarlqaess of color or an absence of

> color, '_..

i swarthy t,~~ ,

^ny hair). ee alsoT-.-..
* Y^W* W*-VJ.V/JLJL ), it. a city in ''tibje HJbine

, Germany, on the Rhine: pop., 540,0001
5n; AS,; akjks to ON. dust.- JJ3.J frase
' see DEER), to ifly IfEe

1

'

duisi, dust-

~"*.$WSk
"

^^'^i?|y/ar1^ Cf any
''\ty^^mm*$fr

thought of as disintegrating to earth or dust. 6. a
humble or lowly condition. 7. anything worthless, 8.
[British], ashes, rubbish, etc. 9. [Rare], a particle.
10. pollen. 11. tiny gold particles obtained by washing
gold deposits; hence, 12. [Slang], money, v.t. 1. to
sprinkle with or as with dust; powder. 2. to sprinkle
(powder, etc.) on. 3. to make dusty. 4. to rid of dust,
as^by brushing, shaking, or wiping (often with of).
w.i. 1. to remove dust, especially from furniture,
floors, etc. 2. to bathe in dust: said of a bird. 3. to
become dusty.
bite the dust, to fall in battle; be defeated.
lick the dust, 1. to fall4n battle; be defeated. 2. to
be servile; grovel.
make the dust fly, 1. to act energetically. 2. to move
swiftly.
shake the dust off one's feet, to leave in anger or
contempt: Matt. 10:14.
throw dust in (someone's) eyes, to mislead or practice
deception on (someone).

dust-bin (dusfbm'), n. [British}, a container for dust,
rubbish, etc.; ash can.
dust bowl, those parts of the Great Plains of the United
States where the eroded topsoil of fallow land was
blown away by winds so that a vast desert area resulted,
largely reclaimed during the administration of Franklin
D. Roosevelt: also Dust Bowl.
duster (dus'ter), n. 1. a person or thing that dusts.
2. a brush or

^
cloth for removing dust from furniture,

etc. 3. a device for dusting a powder on. 4. a device
for^ sprinkling sugar, ground cinnamon, etc. 5. a light-
weight coat worn to protect the clothes from dust, as
formerly in open automobiles.

aust-i-ly (dust'l-i), adv. 1. in a dusty manner. 2. with
dust.
dust i-ness (dus'ti-nis), n. a dusty quality or state.
d"8tJacket, a

,
reni vable paper covering folded around

tne binding of a book for protection and ornament.
dust-less (dust'lis), adj. having or causing no dust: as, a
dustless room, dustiess chalk.
dust-man (dust'man), n. [pi. DUSTMEN (-man)], 1.
[.British], a man whose work is removing rubbish,
ashes, garbage, etc. 2. a character in folklore supposed
tomake children sleepy by sprinkling dust in their eyes.
dust-pan (dust'pan'), n. a shovellike receptacle into
which floor dust is swept.
dust

:proof (dust'proof), adj. keeping out dust; pro-
tecting from dust.
dust storm, a wind storm that sweeps up clouds f 4ttst
when passing over an arid region. \

nf? y du*/ti) fl<*/- [BUSTIER (-ti-er), DUSTIEST (-ti-tst)],
[ME. dusti; AS. dystig < dust], 1. covered mtM;dst:
full of dust. 2. like dust; powdery.* 3. the-eofenof
dust. ,

'

M
j

-.

,

Dutch (duch), adj. [orig. applied to Germans? Nether-
lands sense from 17th-c. onward; see DEUTSCHLANI>], 1.
of the Netherlands, its people, language, or culture.
2. [Slang], German, n. 1. the language of the Nether-
lands. 2. [Slang], German. 3. [construed as pi.}, the
people of the Netherlands. 4. {construed as pi,],
[Slang], the German people. Abbreviated D., Du.
beat the Dutch, [SlangJ, to be very unusual or extra-
ordinary; surpass what has hitherto been considered
remarkable.
go Dutch, [GoHoqj, to have every participant pay his
own expenses.

in Dutch, [Slang], in difllctalties or disfavor.
Dutch Belted, any of a breed of dairy cattle that are
black with a broad white stripe around the body.Dutch Borneo, formerly, the part of Borneo that

t belonged to the Netherlands.
Dutch cheese, 1. a hard, round cheese made of skim
mflk, and usually colored red outside, as Edam cheese.
2. cottage cheese.
Dutch courage, fColloq.], 1. courage stimulated by
dnnkmg alcoholic liquor; hence, 2. alcoholic liquor.Dutch door, a door with upper and lower halves that
can be opened separately. i

Dutch East Indies, the Netherlands Indies-
Dutch Guiana, Surinam, a Netherlands colony in
South America. ,

Dutch Harbor, a town in Unalaska. in the Aleutian
Islands: site of a United States naval station.
Dutch-man cduch'inan), n. [pi. DUTCHMEN (-1

<l native or inhabitant of the Netherlands; TH
2. a Dutch ship. 3. [Slang], a

[
Geiman.

Hr
i,

SlangJ, a yerman ship.
Dutch man's-breech-es (ducli'monz-b
A pi. a wild flower that ~^-L !* ^
formation on its yejlow-
shaped somewhat like w!_,
Dutch-man's-pipe (duchf
resemblance^ of the curved

} in 'thief ^j,,**^, ^v^
I White Bowers tt^t'.if
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DutchNw Guinea, Netherlands New Guinea.
Butch oven, 1. an iron kettle for baking, with a tight-
fittingiconvex lid, cm which live coals can be placed.
2. a metal container for roasting meats, etc., with an
open side placed so that it is toward the fire. 3. a brick
oven whose walls are preheated for cooking.
Butch treat, [Colloq.J, any entertainment, party, etc.
in which each participant pays his own expenses.
Butch uncle, [CoHog.J, a person who bluntly and
sternly lectures or scolds someone else.

Butch West Indies, the Netherlands Antilles.
du-te-ous (doo'ti-os, du/ti-os), adj. dutiful; obedient.
du-tia-ble (doo'ti-Q-bl, du'ti--bl), adj. necessitating
jpayment of a duty or tax, as imported goods.
du-ti-ful (doo'ti-fal, du'ti-fsl), adj. 1. showing, or
resulting from, a sense of duty. 2. performing one's

duty or duties; obedient: respectful.
du-ty (doo'ti, du'ti), n. [pi DUTIES (-tiz)], [ME. dutc,

deute; OPr. dnete, what is due (owing) ; see DUE & -TY],
1. conduct owed to one's parents, older people, etc.;
behavior showing a proper regard or sense of obliga-
tion; obedience; respect. 2. any action^necessary in or

appropriate to one's occupation or position. 3. conduct
resulting from a sense of justice, morality, etc. 4. a
sense or feeling of obligation: as, duty calls. 5. a
payment due to the government, especially a tax im-
posed on imports, exports, or manufactured goods. 6.

[British], the performance of a machine as measured by
the output ofwork per unit of fuel. 7. the amount of
work that a machine is meant to do: as, a heavy-dtofy
tractor. 8. in agriculture, the amount of water needed
for irrigation per acre per crop: also duty of water,
do duty for, to be a substitute for; serve as.

off duty, temporarily relieved from one's work.
on duty, at one's assigned work.
SYN. duty refers to the general conduct required by one's
sense of justice, morality, etc. or by the dictates of one's
conscience (duty to one's fellow men); obligation refers^to
what one is bound to do to fulfill a particular contract, promise,
social requirement, etc. (you are under obligation to care for

her) ; responsibility refers to a particular task, trust, etc. for
which one is accountable or answerable (the garden is her
responsibility}. See also function.

du-ty-iree (cWti-re't du'ti-fre'), <*<*/ & adv. with no
payment of a duty or tax required.
du-um-vir (ddo-om'ver, du-um'vSr), n. [pi. DUUMVIRS
(-verz), DUUMVIRI (-vi-ri')], [L. < duo, two + vir, a
man], either of two magistrates in ancient Rome who
held office jointly.

du-um-vi-rate (doo-um'va-rit, du-um'va-rit) , n. [L.
duumviratus, office of a duumvir], 1. governmental posi-
tion or authority held jointly by two men. 2. two men
jointly holding such position or authority.

dii-ve-tyn, du*ve-tyne, du ve-tine (doo'va-ten', doo'-
vo-ten'), n. [< Fr. duvet, eider down], a soft textile with
a short, velvety nap, made of wool mixed with some
other fiber, as mercerized cotton or spun silk.

B.V., 1. Deo volente, [L.], God willing. 2. Douay
Version (of the Bible).
Dvi-na (dvi-na') n, 1. a river in Russia and Latvia,
flowing northwestward into the Gulf of Riga: length,
640 IM.C German name, Diina; Lettish name, Daugava.
2* a river in Russia: see Northern Dvina.
Dvina Bay, the estuary of the Northern Dvina in the
White Sea: also called GulfofArchangel, Gulf of Dvinsk.
Bvinsk (dvensk), n. Daugavpils: the Russian name.
B.V.M., Doctor of Veterinary Medicine.
Bvo-fafc Ail-toil (an'tdn dv6r'zhak, dvSr'zhak),
1841-1904; Czech composer.

B.V.S., Doctor of Veterinary Surgery.
B/W, dock warrant.
dwarf (dw6rf), n. [ME. dwerf (see DUFF), dartereh; AS.
dweorh; akin to G. zwerg; IB. base *dhwergh- (< *dhwer~>9

to delude), deceptive (i.e., magic-making) being, little

devil], 1. any human being, animal, or plant that is
much smaller than the usual one of its species^ 2, in
folklore, an ugly little being to whom magic powers are
attributed, v. t. 1 . to keep from growing to full natural
size; stunt the growth of. 2. to make smaller. 3. to
make seem small in comparison: tower over; outshine*
t;.!*. to become stunted or dwarfed. adj. undersized;
dwarfish; stunted.
SYN. dwarf refers to any individual that is considerably
smaller than the average for the species and sometimes implies
malformation or disproportion of pants; midget refers to a
normally formed and proportioned, but diminutive, human
being; Pygmy strictly refers to a member of any of several
small-sized African or Asiatic peoples, but it is sometimes used
(written pygmy) as a synonym for dwarf or midget.

dwarf alder, a small buckthorn tree with leaves like
those of an alder.
dwarf chestnut, 1. the chinquapin, a small chestnut
tree. 2. its edible nut,
dwarf ish (dw$rf'ish), adj. 1. like a dwarf. 2. abnor-
mally small; diminutive,
dwell (dwel), v.L [DWELT (dwelt) or DWELLED (dweld),
DWELLING], [ME. dwellen; AS. dwellan & ON. dvelja,
to deceive, hence hold up, hinder, stop; repatterned in
sense after ON. dveljask (reflexive of dvelja), lit., to hold
up or stop oneself, hence to stay, remain; IE. base

*dh(e)wel~, to obscure, make dull; also, dark, dirty; cf.

DULL}, to reside; make one's home.
dwell on (or upon), to linger over in thought or
speech; think or express oneself about at length.

dwell-er (dwel'Sr), n. a person who dwells (in a specified
place) ; inhabitant or permanent resident.
dwell ing (dwel'in), n. [ME.; see DWELL], a place to live

in; residence; house; abode: also dwelling place.
dwelling house, the house, room, apartment, etc. that
is one's residence.
dwelt (dwelt), alternative past tense and past participle
of dwell.

Bwight (dwit), [Gmc., wise person], a masculine name.
dwin-dle (dwin'dl), v.i. & v.t. [DWINDLED (-did),
DWINDLING], [dim. of ME. dwinen; AS. dwinan (akin
to D. dwijnen), to waste away], to make or become
smaller or less; diminish; shrink. SYN. see decrease.
dwine (dwin), v.i. [DWINED (dwmd), DWINING], [ME.
dwinen; AS. dwinan; akin to ON. dufcna; IE. base
*dheu-,

t
to vanish, die; cf. DEATH, DWINDLE], [Archaic

or British'DiaL], to pine away; languish; fade; wither.
dwt. [denarius weight], pennyweight; pennyweights.
BX, B.X., in radio, 1. distance. 2. distant.

By, in chemistry, dysprosium.
dy-ad (di'ad), n. [LL. dyas, dyadis; Or. dyas, <

two], 1. two units regarded as one; pair. 2. in i _ _ .

a double chromosome resulting from the division <

tetrad; half of a tetrad. 3. in chemistry, an atom, ele-

ment, or radical with a valence of two. adj. consisting
of two.

dy-ad-ic (dl-ad'ik), adj. of or consisting of a dyad, or
group of two.
By-ak (di'ak), n. [Malay dayok, savage], a member of
various related tribes of native inhabitants of Borneo.

dy-arch-y (dl'ar-ki), n. [pi. DYARCHIES (-kiz)], [< Gr.

dyo, two; + -archy], a dual governmental system, espe-
cially that instituted in the nine major provinces of
India under the reformed Indian constitution of 1919,
which divided governmental functions between the
British governor and the provincial governor.
dye (di), n. [differentiated sp. of earlier die; ME. dehe;
AS. deah; IE. *dh(e)wek, etc., dark color, secret mys-
tery* as also in OS. dogal-, OHG. frugal, dark, secret],
1. color produced in a substance by saturating it with
a coloring agent; tint

\
hue. 2. any substance used to

give color to fabric, hair, etc.; coloring matter or a solu-
tion containing it. v.t. [DYED (did), DYEING], [ME.
deien, deagen; AS. deagian, degian < deag], 1. to color
with or as with a dye. 2. to make (something) a speci-
fied color by or as by the use of dye. tu. to take on
color in dyeing.

*

of deepest dye, of the worst or most villainous sort.

dyed-in-the-wool (dld^n-tha-woolOt adj* I. having
the yarn dyed before being woven; hence, 2. thorough-
going; unchangeable.

dye-ing (dl'in), n. the process or work of coloring fabrics
with dyes.

dy-er (di'Sr), n. a person whose work or business is

dyeing fabrics.

dy-er's-weed (dl'&rz-wed'), n. any of a number of plants
that yield a dyestuff, as the indigo plant.

dye-stuff (di'stuf')t n. any substance constituting or
yielding a dye.
dye-weed (di'wedO, n. the woodwaxen, a small, shrubby
plant with yellow flowers yielding a yellow dye.
dye-wood (di'woodO , n. any wood yielding a dye.
dy-ing (dl'irj), present participle of die. adj. 1. at the
point of death; about to die. 2. drawing to a close;
about to end: as, a dying social order. 3. of or con-
nected with death or dying, n. the act or process of
ceasing to live or exist.

dyke (c&k), n. & v.t. dike.

dyn., dynamics.
dy-na- (di'na) , a combining form meaning power, as in
dynameter: also, before a vowel, dyn-.
dy-nam- (di'nani), dynamo-.
dynameter (dl-nam'a-ter), n. [dyna- + -meter], an
instrument for finding the magnifying power of a
telescope.
dynamic (di-nam'ik), adj. [Fr. dynamique; Gr.

fed. 4,5 relating to or tending towanl change.' 5. in
medfcinfa factional: opposed to organic.
dy nam i cal (dl-iiam^k'r),, adj. dynamic*
dy-nam-ics (di-namjiks), npL [construed as sing, in
senses 1, 3 & 4L [< dynamic], 'I. the branch of physics
that treats of the action of force O^L bodies in motion
or at rest; kinetics, H^einatics, and statics, collectively.
2. the various forces, physical or moral, operating in
any fieldl. o. tjie st^dy of forces operating in anyleld.
4. that aspecib of ttitisical eto^ssion 1?rjiidh deals with

of loudttess and softness in per-
etc.formance: disftapguisfted front tempo, r%ytktq*

Abbreviated dyn.
dy-na-mfam (di'na-miz'm), n. [dynam- + -ism],
theory that force or energy, rathe^tMn mass or n
is the basic Dnnopfe of all phenomena, 2. the'o.ualiiy

I.
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of being energetic, vigorous, etc. ; dynamic quality. bowels], any of various intestinal diseases characterized

dy-na-mite (di'no-mit'), n. [< Gr. dynamis, power; 4- by inflammation, abdominal pain, toxemia, and
.. i e^i 1 :..---^^i,,. 1_: :* 1... :_

diarrhea with bloody, mucous feces.

dys func-tion (dis-furjk'sh0n), n. [dys- + function], in

DYNAMO

-fte], a powerful explosive made by soaking nitroglycerin
into some absorbent, such as sodium nitrate and wood
pulp. v.t. [DYNAMITED (-id), DYNAMITING], to blow up
or destroy with dynamite,
dy-na-mo (dl'na-mo'). n. [pi. DYNAMOS (-mozOlt I <
dynamo electric machine],
a device for converting
mechanical energy into

electrical energy, usually

by expending the median-
ical energy in producing a
relative periodic motion
of a conductor and a sur-

rounding magnetic jfield.
dy-na-mo- (di'na-mo), [<
Gr. dynamis, power],4

a
combining form meaning
power, as in dynamoelec-
trie: also, before a vowel,
dynam-*

dy-na-mo-e-lec'tric (di'n9-mo-i-lek'trik), adj. [dynamo-
4- electric], having to do with the production of electrical

energy from mechanical energy, or of mechanical energy
from electrical energy.
dy-na-mo-e-lec-tri-cal (di'na-mo-i-lek'tri-k'l) , adj.

dynamoelectric.
dy-na-mom-e-ter (di'na-mom'a-tSr), n. [Fr, dynamom-
etre; see DYNAMO- & -METER], an apparatus for measuring
force or energy.
dy*na*mo'met'ric (di'na-mo-met'rik), ad}, of dyna-
mometry, or the measurement of force.

dyna-mom*e'try (di'na-mom'o-tri). n. [dynamo- +
-metry], the process of measuring forces at work.

dy-na-naO'tor (di'ne-mo'te'r), n. an electrical generator
combining dynamo and motor, for transforming current
of one voltage to that of another voltage.

dy-nast (dl'nast, di'nast), n. [L. dymstes; Gr. tynqstts <
dynasthai, to be able or strong], a ruler, especially a
hereditary ruler.

dynas-tic (di-nas'tik), adj. [Or. dynostikos], o! or
connected with a dynasty.
dy-nas-ti-cal (di-nas'ti-kl), adj. dynastic.

dy-nas-ty (di'nos-ti), n. [pi. DYNASTIES (-tiz)], [Fr.

dynastie; LL. dynastia; Gr. dynasteiat lordship, rule <
dynasfes; see DYNAST], 1. a succession of rulers who are
members of the same family. 2, the period during which
a certain family reigns.
dy-na-tron (dl'ns-tron'), n- [Mod. L.; dyna- + electron],

1. a three-electrode vacuum tube in which the plate and
grid potentials are such that the secondary discharge of

electrons from the plate causes a decrease in the plate
current simultaneously with an increase in the plate
potential : it is often used as an oscillator. 2. a mesotron.
dyne (din), w. [Fr. < Gr. dynamis, power], the amount
of force that causes a mass of one gram to alter its speed
by one centimeter per second for each second during
which the force acts: the unit of force in the C.G.S.

(metric) system: abbreviated d.

dye- (dis), [Gr. dys-; akin to Goth, tun-, OB[G. wr- (G.
zffr-)], a prefix meaning bad, ill, difficult, etc,, as in

dysgenic,
dys en-ter-ic (dis"n-ter'ik) , adj. 1. of or like dysentery.
2. having dysentery. ^

dya-en-ter-y (dis''n-ter'i), n. [OFr. dysenteric; L. dysen-
teric, Gr. dysentwia < dys-, bad + enteron. pi. entera.

medicine, abnormal, impaired, or incomplete function-

ing of an organ or part.
dys gen ic (dis-jen'ik), adj. [dys- + -genie], causing de-
terioration of hereditary qualities; opposed to eugenic.

dys gen ics (dis-jen'iks), n.pL [construed as sing,], 1.

the study of dysgenic trends in a population: opposed to
eugenics. 2. intermarriage of hereditarily defective
individuals.

dya-lo-gis-tic (dis'b-jis'tik), adj. [dys- 4- ewbgsstte], not
favorable; antagonistic: opposed to eulogisticf

dys-men-or-rhe-a (dis'men-o-re'a), n. [< dys- 4* Gr.
men, month + rhoia, a flowing], painful or difficult

menstruation.
dys-pep-sia (dis-pep'shs, dis-per/si-a), n* [L; Gr. <
dyspeptos; dys-, bad + peptos <peptein, to soften, cook,
digest], impaired digestion; indigestion,
dys-pepsy (dis-pep'si), n. [Now Dial, or ColloqJ,
dyspepsia.

dys-pep-tic (dis-pep'tik), adj. [< Gr. dyspeptos (see

DYSPEPSIA) ; -|- -ic], 1. of, causing, or having dyspepsia ;

hence, 2. gloomy; grouchy, n, a person who suffers
from dyspepsia.

dys'pep-ti-cal-ly (dis-pep'ti-k'l-i), adv. 1. in the
manner of a dyspeptic. 2. with dyspepsia.
dyspha gi a (dis-fS'ji-s), n. [Mod. L.; ays- + -phagia],m medicine, difficulty in swallowing.
dys pha si a (dis-fa'zhs, dis-fa'zhi-a), n* [Mod. L. dys-+
-phasia], impairment of the ability to speak or, some-
times, to understand language, as the result of brain

^honia < dys-, bad
voice; difficulty

injury,
dys-pho-nl-a (dis-fo'ni-a), n. [Gr.
f phone, voice], any impairment
in producing speech sounds.
dys-pho-ri-a (dis-f6r'i-d, dis-fo'ri-s), n, [Mod. L.; Gr.

dy$phoria< dys-, hard + pherein, to bear], in. psychology,
a generalized feeling of ill-being; especially, an ab-
normal feeling of anxiety, discontent, physical dis-

comfort, etc.

dyep-ne-a, dysp-noe-a (disp-ne's), n. [L. dispnoea; Gr.
ayspnoia < dys-, hard + pnoe, breathing < pnein, to

breathe], difficult or painful, breathing.
dyep-ne-al, dysp-noeal (disp-ne'ap, adj. of dyspnea.
dysp-ne-ic, dysp-noe-lc (disp-ne'ik), adj. having or
caused by dyspnea.

dysp-no-Ic (disp-nS'ik). adj. dyspneic.
dys-pro-si-uni (dis-pro'si-sm, dis-pro'shi-om), n. [Mod.
L. < Gr. dysprositos, difficult of access; dys-t hard +
prositos, approachable], a chemical element of the rare-
earth group: symbol, Dv; at. wt.. 162.46; at. no., 66:
it is the most magnetic of all known substances:
abbreviated Da (no period).

(iys-tro-phy (dis'tra-n}, n. [Mod.L. dystrophia; &ys* +
-trophyT, faulty nutrition : cf. muscular dystrophy.
dyeu ri-a (dis-yoQr'i-9), n. [LL.: Grf dysouria < dys-.
hard + ouron, urine], diffictilt or painful urination.

Dyu-sham-be (dyoo-sham'be), n. Stalinabad, capital
of the Tadzhik S.S.R.: the former name.

dz.. dozen; dozens,
Dzher-zinsk (jer-zinskO, n. a city in the Soviet Union,
near Moscow: pop., 103.000.

Dzhu-gash-vi-li (joo'ga-shvele). n. see Stalin, Joseph.
Dzun-ga-ri-a (zoon-gar'i-a), n. a district of northern
Sinkiang, China.

E
E, e (5) t n, [pi. E'8, e'S, Es, es ^as)!. I, the fifth letter

of the 9npJsh alphabet :, from the Greek tfsnon, a
borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table. 2.

a sound of EJ or e: in English, usually the mid front

voweji, I?A f ej, of bed, or the hlgn front

vpwel, IPA [ij,
of equal; also used in,

8^
(ea, ei, ie, etc.) and as a silent filia

innectipnal ending in
"

in

group, ad/. 1. of B or e. 2. fifth in a sequence or
rrfvwf'n > ,|

'

", V r

"'' '

'
'

'

_ w , n. |. an inect shaped fika'JEX 2. a Roman
numeral for 250; with a superior bar (B) , 2.50,000. 3. in

chemistry, the symbolfor einsteinjunl 4. jta educaUon, a)
a grade fifth in quality, often equivalent to condition.

V) somettoes, a grade first in quality, meaning excellent.

5. in music, a) the third tone or note in the scale of C
, or the fifth in the scale of A minor. 6) a key,
, etc. producing this tone, c) the scale having K

as the keynote. 6. in physics, the symbol for, a) the

. feoMi& felte; lo\ i

icisvu; 13, rings 9 fox a ill ago, e m a~~
r. feu; JPr. mb/i; 5. Fr. cbq; tt, Fr. due? 1

k; oil, out; up. 1

comply, umjocW,
'
as in L_ .. ,

. See pp. x-xii.1

1 foreign; * hypothetic

i; she; thin,

L; < derived rocou
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modulus of elasticity. 6) electromotive force, adj.
shaped like E.

e- e; unstressed, i a), a prefix meaning out, out of, from,
without, as in eject, egress: see ex-.

E., 1. Eaxi 2. Easter. 3* English. 4. in physics,
modulus of elasticity.

E,, e., i. earth. 2. eastern. 3. engineer(in^). 4. in

baseball, errors. 5. in physics, electromotive force.

esu, each.
E, A* in psychology, educational age.
each (ech), adj. & pron. [ME. ech, elc, each, every: AS.
adc < , ever <+ gelic, alike; for retained 4- cf. Scot,
form ilk], every one of two or more considered sepa-
rately, adv. apiece: as, give them two apples each.

each, other, each the other: in formal usage restricted

to two and distinguished from one another.

Eads, James Buchanan (edz), 1820-1887; American
engineer and inventor of the diving bell.

eager (e'gSr), adj. [ME. eger, egre; OFr. egre, aigre; L.
acer* acnsf sharp, keen, hence acute, ardent, eager],
1. keenly desiring; wanting very much; impatient or

anxious; ardent. 2. [Archaic], sharp; keen; cutting.
SYN. eager implies great enthusiasm, zeal, or sometimes,

impatience, in the desire for or pursuit of something (he was
eager to begin work); avid suggests an intense, sometimes

greedy, desire to enjoy or possess something (avid for power) j

keen implies deep interest and a spirited readiness to achieve

something (the team was keen on winning); anxious, in this

connection, suggests an eagerness that is accompanied with
some uneasiness over the outcome (anxious to do his best).

ea-gle (e'gl). n. [ME. egle; OPr. egU, aigle; L. aquila,
eagle; form of aquilus, dark-colored, brown], 1. any
of a number of large, strong, flesh-eating birds of prey
belonging to the falcon family, noted for their sharp
vision and powerful wings: see American eagle, illus.

2. a representation of the eagle, used as a symbol or
emblem of a nation, etc.; especially, a) the military
standard of the Roman Empire. 6) the national emblem
of the United States, or the seal bearing this emblem.
c) the military insigne of a colonel in the United States
armed forces (captain in the United States Navy).
3. a former gold coin of the United States, worth $10.
4. JB-l the constellation Aquila. 5. in golf, a score of
two below" par on any hole with a par of over three.

ea-gle-eyed (e^g'KdOt adf/ having keen vision.

ea-gle-stone (e'g'l-stonO, n. [so called because fabled to
be found in eagles' nests], in mineralogy, a hollow,
rounded mass ofclay ironstone, formed by concretion.

ea-glet (e'glit), n. [Fr. aiglette, dim. of aigle], a young
eagle.

ea-gre (e'ger, a'ger), n. [Brit, eastern dial, form, prob.
with loss of h~ ana orig. ME. lowered and lengthened
voweL for western form represented by Early Mod.
Eng. hyger, higre, higer; ML. higra suggests AS. *higeret

lit,, roarer < base of AS. higian, to strive, hasten, lit.,

breathe hard], a tidal wave in an estuary: also called
bore.

Ea-kins, Thomas (a'kinz), 1844-1916; American
painter and sculptor.
eal-dor-man, eal-der man (61'dgr-man), n. [Obs.], an
alderman (especially sense 3).

EAM, [< Mod. Gr. JSthniko -Apeleftfierotijco Jfetopo,
National Liberation Front], the National Liberation

Ifr^pttt a; ,(3sreeik underground movement in World
War II formed by a coalition of leftist political parties
and other groups to offer resistance to the Nazi occu-
pation: cf. ELAS.
-e-an (S'dn), [< L. -ae-, --, -t- & Gr. -a*-, -*f- (stem
endings of nouns and adjectives) ; + -an], a suffix mean-
ing of, belonging to, like, used to form adjectives and
nouns, as European, Aegean: also -aean, -ian.
. & O.E., errors and omissions excepted.

E. and P., Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary.
ean*ling (en'lirj), n. [Obs.], a young lamb or kid: usually
yeanling,
ear (&), n. [ME. ere; AS. eare; akin to Goth, ausd, G^
ohr; IE. base *<!-, to

perceive, hear, as also in
L. auris (cf. AURICULAR)
& aus-cultare, to listen

(cf. AUSCULTATE)], 1.

the part of the body spe-
cialized for the perception
of sound: organ ol hear-
ing: the human ear con-
sists of a) the external

HUMAN BAR

canal); b) the
ear (labyrinth),
ing the cochlea

circular canals;
middle ear (tympanum), a cavity connected
"ear by t% tympanic membrane, tb the
c Eustachian tube, and to the inner ear

bones? c^P4 the hamtner,
le, ext'ernal part of the

. the abfijtv to recognize
especially* m the pitch,

rhythm, etc. of musical tones. 5. anything shaped or

placed like an ear. 6. in journalism, a small box in

either upper corner of the front page of a newspaper,
containing weather reports, advertising, etc.

be all ears, to be listening attentively or eagerly.
fall on deaf ears, to be ignored or unheeded.
give (or lend) ear, to listen; give attention, especially
favorable attention; heed.
have (or keep) an ear to the ground, to' give careful
attention to the trends of public opinion: in allusion

to a frontiersman's way of learning that horsemen
are approaching.
have the ear of, to be in a favorable position to talk
to and influence; be heeded by.

in one ear and out the other, heard but without effect.

play by ear, to play (a musical instrument or piece)
without the use of notation, improvising an arrange-
ment.

set by the ears, to bring about controversy or dis-

sension in or between.
turn a deaf ear, to be unwilling to listen or heed.

up to the eara, very deeply: said of involvement in

debt, trouble, etc.

ear (&), n. (ME.; AS. ear; akin to G. ahre, Goth, ahs;
IE. base *ak~, sharp, as also in L. acus, chaff], the grain-

bearing spike of a cereal plant: as, an ear of corn.
p.i. to sprout ears; form ears.

ear (Sr), v.t. [ME. erien; AS. erian; akin to Goth, arjan;
IE. base *ard-, to plow], [Archaic], to plow.

ear-ache (er'ak'), n. an ache or pain in the (middle or

inner) ear; otalgia.

ear-drop (er'drop'), n. a hanging ornament for the ear;
earring.

ear drops, any of various liquid medicines to be inserted
in the ear in drops.
ear-drum (er'drumO, n. 1. the middle ear; tympanum.
2. the tympanic membrane; thin membrane that separ-
ates the middle ear from the external ear and vibrates
when struck by sound waves. See ear, illus.

eared (erd), adj. having ears (in various senses): often
used in combination, as, Ions-eared.

ear-flaps (eVflapsO, n.pl. two pieces of cloth or fur
attached to a cap and turned down to cover the ears in
cold weather*

ear-ful (&/fool')i n. (ColloqJ, 1. enough or too much
of what is heard: as, I got an earful of that. 2. impor-
tant or startling news or gossip. 3. a scolding.
Ear-hart, Amelia (aVhartO* (Mrs. George Palmer
Putnam), 189&-1937; American flyer; first woman to
fly across the Atlantic; lost on flight over the Pacific.

ear-ing (Sr'irj), n. [< ear (organ of hearing), sense 6],

small rope for atttaching the upper corner of a sail to

[see next entry], a masculine name.
the yard or gaff.

Earl, Earle (url), [

earl (drl), n. [ME. erl, nobleman, count; AS. eorl, war-V5XU,M. \UJ.iJ, II. LJ.YXJU/* W> UULUCUlttJU., UUUUIs* AW?. CVf, TVttJ.-

rior, brave man (influenced in Late AS, by ON. jarl,

leader, ruler, noble) ; base sense may be "eagle," hence
"renowned fighter" < IE. base *er-, great bird, eagle],
a British nobleman ranking above a viscount and below
a marquis: the wife or widow of an earl is jcalled a

f
countess: abbreviated E. (as a title).

ear-lap (eVlapO, n. [ear -f lap (overlapping part)], 1.

an ear-flap. 2. the ear lobe. 3. the external ear: see ear,
illus.

earl-dom (url'dam), n. [ME. & AS. eorldom; see EARL
(nobleman) & -DOM], 1. the territory ruled by an earl.

2. the rank or title of an earl.

earli-neas (urli-nis), n. the quality or state of being
early.

earl-ship (url'ship'), n. [earl + -ship], the rank or title

of an earl.

early (firli), adv. A adj. [EARLIER (-H-Sr), EARLIEST
(-li-ist)j, [ME. erli: rare AS. aerlice, adv. (whence xrlic,

adj.) < aer, before (see ERE) + 4ice, adv. suffix (see -LY,

LIKE) ; akin to ON. arliga], 1. near the beginning of a
given period of time or series of actions, events, or

things. 2. before the expected or customary time. 3.

in the far distant past; in ancient or remote times. 4. in

,-.; the near future; before much time has passed.
Early, Ju-bal Anderson (Joo'b'l ttr'li), 1816-1894;
Confederate general in the Civil War.

early bird, [Colloq.], a person who arrives early or gets
up early in the morning.
Early Modern English, the English lanu~ and wpfte^jfrom about 1450 to abotit 1

pared , to 1)41^^, vEng^sh,"'it is ch'*'""ik''

s^reeping change, in ^ie vowel system, .

high vowels were diphthongized, the long,
vowels raised, and tlie s^ort vowels lowerv^, ^

great increase in vocabulary, based on borrowings from
'.L^tin, Greek, and the Romance languages. \

ear-mark (^'niarkf), it. 1. an i|@ftcation, ;*nark or
brand put on the ear of

' *
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eaxmuffs

ear-muffs (gr'mufs') , n.pl. a pair of cloth or fur cover-

ings for the ears, worn in cold weather.

earn (urn), v.t* [ME. ernien, ernen; AS. earnian, to

gain, labor for, lit., to harvest; akin to G. ernte, harvest,
OHG-. arnon, to bring to harvest; IE. base *es-en,

summer, harvest time, as also in L. annona, a year's

Soceeds],
1. to receive (salary, wages, etc.) for one's

DOT or service. 2. to get as a result of merit: as, his

remarks earned him the praise of everyone. 3. to do
enough to deserve; get as a consequence: as, she earned
that spanking. 4. to gain (interest, etc.) as profit.

Ear-nest (iir'nist), a masculine name: see Ernest.

ear-nest (ur'nist), adj. [MB. erneste, ernest; AS. eornoste

< eornost, earnestness, zeal; akin to G. ern$t, serious-

ness, gravity (OHG. ernust) ; IE. base *er~, to set oneself

in motion, ^excite, arouse (cf. RUN)], 1. serious and in-

tense; not joking or playful; zealous and sincere; deeply
convinced. 2. important; not petty or trivial: as,

earnest matters. SYN. see serious,

in earnest, 1. serious; not joking; zealous.
f
2. in a

serious or zealous manner; with determination.
ear-nest (ur'nist), n. [ME. ernest, ernes; OFr. erres; L.

arrae, pi. of arra, arrha, arrhabo, earnest money; Gr.
arrabon; Heb. 'er&bdn; influenced in ME. by erneste,

seriousness], 1. money given as a part payment and
pledge in binding a bargain: in full, earnest money.
2. something given or done as an indication or assurance
of what is to come; token; pledge. ~--$YN. see pledge.

earn-ings (ur'nirjz), n.pl. 1. money, etc. earned by
labor or service; wages or other recompense. 2. money
made by an investment or an enterprise; profits.

ear-phone (&r'fonO n. a receiver for radio, telephone,
etc., usually part of a headset; headphone.
ear-reach (&r'rech

/
) n. earshot.

ear-ring (r'rir/)t n. a ring or other small ornament for

the lobe of the ear, either passed through a hole pierced
in the lobe or fastened with a screw or clip.
ear shell, 1. an abalone, a kind of mollusk. 2. its shell,

shaped somewhat like the human ear.

ear-shot (Sr'shot'), n. [by analogy with bowshot, etc.],

the distance within which a sound, especially that of

the unaided human voice, can be heard.

ear-split'ting (eY'split'irj), adj. so loud as to hurt the
ears; very loud; deafening.

ear stone, a small, calcareous mass formed in the inner
ear of a vertebrate; otolith.

earth (urth), n. [ME. erthe; AS. eorthe; akin to G. erde;
IE. base *er-t, as also in Mir. ert, ground], 1. the

planet that we live on; terrestrial globe: it is the fifth

largest planet of the solar system and the third in

distance from the sun: diameter, 7,918 mi.; symbol, :

abbreviated E., e. 2. this world, as distinguished from
heaven and hell. 3. all the people on the earth. 4.

land, as distinguished from sea or sky; the ground. 5,

[Poetic], a land or country. 6. the soft, granular or

crumbly part of land; soil; ground. 7. [Poetic], a) the
substance of the human body. 6) the human body.
c) human concerns; worldly matters. 8. the hole of a
burrowing animal; lair. 9. in chemistry\ any of the
metallic oxides, formerly classed as elements, which are
reduced with difficulty, as alumina, zirconia, strontia,
etc. v.t. 1. to embed in or cover (up) with soil for

protection, as seeds, plants, or roots. 2. to chase (an
animal) into a hole or burrow in the ground. IU. to
hide in a burrow: said of a fox, etc.

come back (or down) to earth, to stop being im-
practical; return to reality,
down to earth, practical; realistic.

move heaven and earth, to make every effort.

run to earth, [< use in fox hunting], 1. to hunt
down. 2. to find by search.

SYN. earth is applied to the gloTbe or planet we live on, but
in religious use is opposed to heaven, or hell; universe refers to

the whole system of planets, stars, space, etc. and to every-
thing that exists in it; world is equivalent to earth, especially
in its relation to man and his activities, but it is sometimes a

generalized synonym for universe.
earth-born (urtn'b&rnOf <*/ 1. born on or Springing
from the earth j hence, 2. human: mortal.
earth-hound, earth-bound (urth'bound'), *" 1.

confined to or by the earth and earthly things. 2.

headed for the earth.
earth-en (ur'than), adj. l. made of earth, 2. made of

baked clay. 3. earthly.
earth-en-ware (ftr'than-w&rO. n. 1. tjie coarser sort of

containers, tableware, etc. made of baked day. 2.

baked day. adj. made of earthenware.
earth i ness (ur'thi-nis), n, an earthy quality or state.

earth-light (ftrtb/Bt'), n. earthshine.
earth-H-ness (urth'K-nis), n. the quality or state of

being earthly.
earth-ling (urth'lin), n. 1. a person who lives on the
earth; human being. 2. a worldly person; worldling.
earth ly (urtfefli), <*# [A3. eortkltcl, 1, of tfoo earth;
specifically, > a) ^estnaL &) worldly. $ temporal or

455 eaafly
secular: opposed to heavenly, spiritual. 2. conceivable;
possible: as, a thing of no earthly good.
SYN. earthly is applied to that which belongs to the earth
or to the present life and is chiefly contrasted with h&tvenfy
(earthly pleasures) ; terrestrial, having as its opposite celestial

(both Latin-derived parallels of the preceding terms), has
special application in formal and scientific usage (terrestrial

magnetism) ; worldly implies reference to the material concerns
or pursuits of mankind and is chiefly contrasted with spiritual

(worldly wisdom) ; mundane, although often used as a close

synonym of worldly, now especially stresses the commonplace
or practical aspects of life (to return to mundane matters after
a flight of fancy).
earth-nut (urth'nuf), I. the root, tuber, or under-
ground pod of various plants, as the peanut. 2. an
edible underground fungus: truffle.

earth-jiea (urth'pe'), n. a vine of the pea family, whose
pods ripen underground.
earth-quake (iirth'kwakO, n. a shaking or trembling of
the crust of tne earth, caused by underground volcanic
forces or by breaking and shifting of rock beneath the
surface: also used figuratively.

earth-shine (urth/smV), n. the faint illumination of the
dark part of the moon by sunlight reflected from the
earth, seen about the time of the new moon.

earth-star (urth/star') , n. a fungus whose outer covering
splits into a starlike form.
earth-ward (urth'wSrd). adv. & adj. [earth + ~ward],
toward the earth.
earth-wards (urth'we'rdz), adv. earthward.
earth-work (urth'wurkO* n. 1. a fortification made by
piling up earth; defensive embankment. 2, in engineer-
ing* the work or excavating and building embankments.
earth-worm (Grth'wurm') , n* a round, segmented worm
that burrows in the soil.

earth-y (ur'thi), ad/. [EARTHIER (~th>er), EARTHIEST
(-thi-ist)], 1. of or Uke earth or soil. 2. of this world;
hence, 3. a) coarse- gross, b) simple and natural;
hearty and unashamed: as, earthy humor.
ear trurnipet, (

a trumpet-shaped tube
_formerlv used

as a hearing aid by the partially deaf: it funneled the
sound into the small end, which was held to the ear.

ear-wax (r'waksO, n. the yellowish, waxlike secretion
found in the canal of the outer ear; cerumen.
ear-wig (&r'wig') ** [AS. canvicga < eare, ear -f wicgq,
beetle, worm: so called from the baseless notion that it

creeps into a person's ear], 1. any of a group of insects
with thick, short forewings, many-jointed feelers, and a

pincerUke part at the tail end. 2< any of a number of
related small centipedes.
ease (ea) t n. [MB. eaise, eise. ese; OFr. aise, aaise; IX.
*adjaces < L. adjacens, lying nearby, hence easy to
reach: see ADJACENT], 1. freedom from pain, worry, or

trouble; comfort. 2. freedom from constraint, formal
ity, or awkwardness; poise; natural, easy manner, 3.

freedom from difficulty; facility; readiness; adroitness:

as, he writes with ease. 4. freedom from poverty; state
of being financially comfortable; affluence. 5. rest;

leisure; relaxation, v.t. [BASED (ezd), EASING], 1. to
free from, pain, worry, or trouble; comfort. 2. to lessen
or alleviate (pain, anxiety, etc.). 3. to make easier;
facilitate. 4*. to reduce the strain, tension, or pressure
of; loosen; slacken (a rope, sail, etc.) : often with away,
down, up, or off, 5. to fit or move by careful shifting,
relaxing, etc.: as, they eased the piano into place. v.i.

1. to move or be moved by careful shifting, relaxing,
etc. 2. to lessen in tension, speed, p.ain. etc.

at ease, 1. having no anxiety, pain, or discomfort.
2. in miUtayy usage, a) in a relaxed position but
maintaining attention and silence, 6) a command to
take such a position.

ease the helm (or rudder), to bring the helm back a
little when it is hard over, in order to reduce the
strain on the rudder,

take one* 8 ease, to relax and be comfortable*
ease-fill (eVfal), adj. characterized by or full of ease,

ea-sel (e?a;'l) n. U7th & 18th c, < D. ezel (G. esel), ass;
for sense, cf. Fr, chevalet,

easel, lit., little horse & see
SAWHQRSE, CHBVAL GLASS],
an upri^hit frame-or tripod to
hold a canvas on which an
artist is painting, or to hold a
picture on display, etc.

ease ment (ez'mant), n. [MB.
nt, aisiement; OFr. aise-

l. an easing or being
2. something that

gives ease; a comfort, relief,

or convenience. 3. in law, a
right or privilege that a per-
son may have in another's
land, as the right of way.
eas ily (e'z'l-i, e'i-li), adv.
1. with ease; without much
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easiness 456 easy
difficulty or effort. 2. without pain or discomfort. 3. in
a smooth, free manner: as, the machine ran easily. 4.

without a doubt; by far: as, she is easily the best dancer.
5. very likely: as, the train may easily be late.

eas-i-ness (eVi-nis), n. 1. the quality or state of being
easy to do or get. 2. careless indifference

j
nonchalance.

3. ease of manner; freedom from constraint; poise.
east (est), n. [ME. est, also esten, adv.; AS. east, eastan,
adv., east, adj., easte, n.; akin to G. osten, ON. austr;
Gmc. base *aust-, dawn < IE. *aues~, to shine, dawn, as
also in L. aurora, dawn (cf, AURORA) & aurum, gold (cf.

AUREATE) ; cf. EASTER], 1. the direction to the right of

a i>erson facing north; direction in which sunrise occurs:
it is properly the point on the horizon at which the
center ofthe sun rises at the equinox. 2. the point on a
comimss at 90, directly opposite west. 3. a region or
district in or toward this direction. 4. [E-J, the east-
ern part of the earth, especially Asia and the nearby
islands; Orient, adj. 1. in, of, to, toward, or facing
the east. 2. from the east: as, an east wind. 3. [E-],

designating the eastern part of a continent, country,
etc. : as, East Africa, East Ohio. 4. designating or in the

part of a church containing the altar, conventionally
the eastern end. adv. in or toward the east; in an
easterly direction. Abbreviated E, E., e, e.

down East, [Colloq.], 1. New England, especially
Maine. 2. in, to, or toward this region.

the East, the eastern part of the United States;
specifically, a) the part east of the Allegheny Moun-
tains, from Maine through Maryland, b) the part
east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio.

East., east., eastern.
East Anglia, 1. a former Anglo-Saxon kingdom of
eastern England. 2. the district of eastern England
comprising Norfolk and Suffolk.
East Bengal, the eastern part of Pakistan, between
West Bengal, and Assam, India: area, c. 52,550 sq. mi.
east-bound (est'bound'), adj. bound east; going east-
ward.
East-bourne (est'b6rn', est'born', est'bgrn), n. a city
in eastern England, on the English Channel: pop.,
53,000 (est. 1946).
east by north, the direction, or the point on a mariner's

compass, halfway between due east and east-northeast;
11 15' north of due east: abbreviated E b N, E by N
(no period).

east by south, the direction, or the point on a mariner's

compass, halfway between due east and east-southeast;
11 15' south of due east: abbreviated E b S, E by S
(no period).

East Cane, Cape Dezhneva in northeastern Asia.
East Chicago, a city in northwestern Indiana, near
Chicago: pop., 54,000.

East China Sea, a sea off eastern China, separated from
the South China Sea by Formosa: area, 482,000 sq.
mi.; average depth, 618 ft.: also called Eastern Sea.
East Cleveland, a city in northeastern Ohio: suburb of
Cleveland: pop., 40,000.

East-er (es'tSr), n. [ME. ester, esterne; AS. eastre, in pi.
eastran (akin to G. Ostern), spring, Easter; orig., name
6f pagan vernal festival almost coincident in date with
paschal festival of the church < Eastre, dawn goddess
(see EAST)], 1. an annual Christian festival celebrating
the resurrection of Jesus, held on the first Sunday after
the date of the first full moon that occurs on or after
March 21: abbreviated E. 2. the Sunday of this festi-

val: often Easter Sunday.
Easter egg, a colored egg or an egg-shaped piece of

candy, etc., used as an Easter gift or ornament.
Easter Island, a Chilean island in the South Pacific:
native name, Raa Nui>

east-er-ly (es'tgr-li), adj. 1. in, of, or toward the east,
2. from the east: as, an easterly wind. adv. 1. toward
the east. 2. from the east: as, thfe wind blew easterly,
east-era (es'tgrn), adj. [ME. esterne; AS. easterne], 1.

in, of, toward, or facingthe east. 2. from, the east: as,
an eastern wind. 3. [E-J, of or characteristic of the
East. n. an easterner. A.bbreviated Eat.

?
east.

Eastern Church, 1. originally, the Christian, Church in
the Eastern Roman Empire, consisting of the four pa-
triarchates in eastern Europe, western Asia, and Egypt,
headed by the Bishops of Constantinople, Alexandria,
Antdoch, and Jerusalem : distinguished! from the Western
Clwrch, the patriarchate in western Burope and North
Africa, headed by the Bishop of Rome. 2. the Orthodox

i Church* 3. all Catholics who practice the
i rite but acknowledge the supijeme* authority of

;
Uniats.

pircsi the Byzantine Empire.
is'ter^aSr), n. 1.

1a native or inhabitant of

JE-]i a native* or inhabitant of the eastern
"1; States,

'
>"'

; tere, t^at half of the tfarth which
, Africa, Asia, afret AwstraKai

Eastern Shore, the eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay,
especially the part in Maryland.

Eastern Standard Time, one of the four standard times
in the United States, corresponding to the mean local
time of the 75th meridian west of Greenwich, England:
it is five hours behind Greenwich time: abbreviated
E.S.T.

East-er-tide (es'ter-tld'), n. [Easter -f- tide (time)], the
period after Easter, extending in various churches to
Ascension Day, Whitsunday, or Trinity Sunday.
East Flanders, a province of western Belgium: capital,
Ghent.

East Hani, a county borough of Essex, England: suburb
of London: pop., 118,000 (est. 1946).

East India, the East Indies: abbreviated E.I.

East India Company, any of several European
companies for exploiting trade with the East Indies,

having special trading rights and government support :

especially, such an English company, first chartered
in 1600 and dissolved in 1874.
East Indian, 1. of the East Indies, its people, etc. 2. a
native of the East Indies. Abbreviated E. Ind., E.I.

East Indies, 1. the islands southeast of Asia; Malay
Archipelago. 2. the Malay Archipelago, the Malay
Peninsula, Thailand, Indo-China, Burma, and India.
Abbreviated E. I. Also called East India.

east-ing (es'tin), n. in nautical usage, 1. the distance
covered sailing in an easterly direction. 2. a turning,
or veering, to the east. 3. an easterly direction.

East Liverpool, a city in eastern Ohio: pop., 24,000.
East London, a city on the southeastern coast of the
Union of South Africa: pop., 40,000 (1946).

East Lo-thi-an (lo'2/n-an), a county of southeastern
Scotland, on the Firth of Forth: pop., 49,000 (est.

1946) ; county seat, Haddington.
East-man, George (est'man), 1854-1932; American
industrialist and inventor of photographic equipment.

east-north-east (est'nSrth'est'; in nautical usage,
est'ndr-est') , n. the direction, or the point on a mariner's
compass, halfway between due east and northeast:
22 30' north of due east. adj. & adv. 1. in or toward
this direction. 2. from this direction: as, an east"

northeast wind. Abbreviated ENE, E.N.E., e.n.e.
Eas-ton (es'tan), n. a city in east central Pennsylvania,
on the Delaware River: pop., 34,000.
East Orange, a city in northeastern New Jersey, near
Newark: pop., 78,000.
East Providence, a city in eastern Rhode Island, near
Providence: pop., 36,000.
East Prussia, a former province of Prussia, Germany,
on the Baltic Sea, separated from Germany proper by
the Polish Corridor: capital, Konigsberg: now divided
between the R.S.F.S.R. and Poland: German name,
Ostpreussen.
East Punjab, Punjab, India: the former name (1947-
1949).
East Kid-ing (rid'in), a division of Yorkshire, England:
pop., 429,000 (est. 1945).
East River, a narrow strait connecting Long Island
Sound and New York Bay and separating Manhattan
Island from Long Island: length, IS mi.

east-south-east (est'south'esf), n. the direction, or the

point on a mariner's compass, halfway between due east
and southeast ;

22 30' south of due east. adj. & adv. 1.

in or toward this direction. 2. from this direction: as,

an east-southeast wind. Abbreviated ESE, E.S.E., e..e.
East St. Louis, a city in western Illinois, on the

Mississippi, opposite St. Louis: pop., 82,000.
east'ward (est'wgrd) , adv. & adj. [see -WARD], toward
the east. n. an eastward direction, point, or region.

east-ward-ly (est'wSrd-li) ,
adv. & adj. 1. toward the

east. 2. from the east: as, an eastwardly wind.

EASIEST (-i-ist)], [ME.
, _ , _.

n , IB], 1. that can be done,
got, mastered, etc. with ease; not difficult; not exacting.
2. free from trouble, anxiety, pain, etc. 3. conducive to

comfort, rest, or relaxation; comfortable; pleasant. 4.

fond of comfort, ease, or idleness. 5. free from con-
straint: not stiff, awkward, or embarrassed. 6. not
strict, harsh, or severe; lenient; tolerant. 7. readily

influenced; compliant; tractable. 8. unhurried; not

fast; moderate. 9. in business, a) in little demand:
said of a commodity. 6) lacking firmness in prices: said
of a market. <;) with funds plentiful and, interest rates
low: said of a money market. Opposed to tight. 10. in
card games, eyenly divided between opponents: as, easy
aces. adv. [Colloq.], easily.
easy come easy fco, got and spent or lost with equal
ease: generally--implying a carefree attitude toward
money.
tm easy street, well-to-do j in easy cirpumstances.
take it ea*$, [Goilod.J, |. to refrain %om anger,

teV' eteO 1

''2.; to refrain
1

ftrto
r
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ness or depth (a facile style) ; effortless, in contrast, favorably
suggests expert skill or knowledge as responsible for perform-
ance that seems to require no effort (the effortless grace of the
skater); smooth suggests freedom from or riddance of irregu-
larities, obstacles, or difficulties as bringing ease of movement
(a smooth path to success)^ simple, in this connection, suggests
freedom from complication, elaboration, or involvement as
making something easy to understand (a simple explanation).
ANT. hard, difficult.

easy chair, a lounge chair, usually a stuffed or padded
armchair.
eas-ygo-ing, eas-y-go-ing (ez'i-go'nj), adj. 1. having
an even, comfortable gait: said of a horse. 2. dealing
with things in an unworried, unhurried manner; not
strenuous or agitated.

easy mark, [Colloq.], a person easily duped or taken
advantage of.

eat (et), v.L [ATE (at; Brit, et) or archaic cV dial. EAT
(et, et), EATEN (et''n) or archaic EAT (et, et), EATING],
[ME. eten; AS. etan; akin to G. essen; IE. base *ed~f to
eat, as also in L. edere (cf. EDIBLE)], 1. to put in the
mouth, chew, and swallow (food). 2. to use up, devour,
destroy, or waste as by eating; consume or ravage
(usually with away or up}, 3. to penetrate and destroy,
as acid does; corrode. 4. to make by or as by eating: as,
termites eat their way through wood, acid ate holes in
my suit. i;.i. to eat food; have a meal or meals.
eat into, 1. to penetrate and destroy, as acid does.
2. to use up or consume part of.

eat one's heart out, JColloq.], to brood or feel keenly
unhappy for some time over some frustration, etc.
eat one's words, to retract something said earlier.
eat up, 1. to consume, devour, or use up thoroughly.
2. to engross deeply: as, eaten up with curiosity.

eat-a-ble (et's-b'l), adj. fit to be eaten; edible, n. usually
in pi. a thing fit to be eaten; food.
eat-en (ef'n) , past participle of eat.
eat-ing (et'irj), n. 1. ^the action of a person or thing
that eats. 2. something edible, with reference to its

quality as food: as, the army meals were poor eating.
eats (ets), n*pl. [Colloq.], food; meals.

Jeau (o), n. [pi. EAUX (5)], [Fr.; L. aqua, water], water.
Eau Claire (5'klar'), a city in western Wisconsin: pop.,
36,000.
eau de Cologne (5' da kQ-lon'), [Pr., lit., water of
Cologne: it was orig. made at Cologne, Germany], a
perfumed toilet water made up of alcohol and aromatic
oils; cologne.
Jeau de Ja-velle (o' do zha'vel'), [Fr.], Javel water.

jeau de vie (o'd've', od've'), [Fr., lit., water of life],
brandy.
eaves (evz), n.pl. [mod. sing. EAVE (ev)], [orig. sing, now
regarded as pi.; ME. euese

(also euesen, pl.}\ AS. efes,

edge, border, eaves; akin to
ON. ups, church porch,
OHG. obiza, porch; IE. base

fo up from behind, as also
inL. summus (< *supmo$; cf.

SUMMIT) & Eng. up], the
edge or edges of a roof,
usually projecting beyond
the sides of a building.
eaves-drop (evz'drop'), n.

[earlier f eavesdrip], 1. water
that drips from tne eaves. 2.

the ground on which it drips.
v.L [EAVESDROPPED (-dropf),
EAVESDROPPING], [from the
orig. sense of standing under
eaves to overhear through a
window), to Hsten secretly to
the private conversation of
others.

eaves-drop-per (evz'drop'gr) ,
n. one who eavesdrops.

Eb, in chemistry, erbium,
ebb (eb). n. [ME. ebbe; AS. ebba, xbba; common LG as
in MLG. ebbe (whence G. ebbe), OFris. ebba, etc.; Gmc.
*afyan, a going back; prdb. IE. base *apo~, from, away
from, as also in AS. /, of, (cf. OFF)], f. the flowing of
the tide back toward the sea; receding of the tide. 2. a
passing away; weakening or lessening: decline: as, the
ebb of one s hopes, vd. [ME. ebben; AS. ebbian; see the
n.}, _ l. to flow back or out; recede, as the tide. 2. to
weaken or lessen; decline, SYN. see wane,
ebb tide, the outgoing tide; falling tide: opposed to flood
tide.

Eltan-eoer (eb'9-ne'zfr), [Heb. eben-h^Z&er, lit., stone
of help: seel Sam. 7 :12L a masculine name.
E-bert, Fried-rich (frfdriH at>ert), 1871-1925; Ger-

Democratic
^sfcatajjtmaa.;

first president of

see DEViL]r

\
EAVES

EAVES

eb on (eb'an), adj. & n. [ME. ebon; L. ebenus, hebenus;
Gr. ebenos; Egypt. hebn%\, [Poetic], ebony.

eb*on-ite (eb'an-if), n. [< ebony + -itej, a black, hard
rubber, vulcanized with sulfur: used for electric
insulation, combs, fountain pens, etc.; vulcanite.

eb-on-ize (eb'sn-iz') u.f. [EBONIZED (-izd
7
), EBONIZING],

to make (wood, etc.) black; make look like ebony.
eb-on-y (eb'sn-i), n. [pi. EBONIES (-iz)l [prob. < L.
ebenmus, hebeninus < ebenus; see EBON], 1. the hard,
heavy, dark, durable wood of any of various trees,
especially of a group of persimmons native to tropical
Africa, Asia, and Ceylon: it is used for furniture and
decorative^ woodwork. 2. any tree that yields this
wood. adj. 1. made of ebony. 2. like ebony, especiallym color; dark; black.

Eb-o-ra-cum (eb's-ra'ksm), n. York, a city in England:
the ancient name.

E-bro (e'bro; Sp. e'bro"), n. a river in northeastern Spain,
flowing into the Mediterranean: length, 465 mi.E b S, east by south.

e-bul-M-enee (i-bul'ysns, i-bul'i-sns), n. [see EBULLIENT],
1. a bubbling or boiling up. 2. an overflow of enthusi-
asm, high spirits, etc. ; exuberance.

e-buMi-en-cy (i-bul'ysn-si, i-bul'i-sn-si), n. ebullience.
e-buMi*ent fi-bul'ysnt, i-bul'i-ant), adj. [L. ebulliens,
ppr. of ebullire, to boil up; e-, out -f bullire, to boil], 1.

bubbling; boiling; effervescent. 2. overflowing with
enthusiasm, high spirits, etc.; exuberant.
e-buMi-tion (eb'a-lish'sn), n. [L. ebullitio < pp. ,of

ebullire; see EBULLIENT], 1. a boiling or bubbling up;
effervescence. 2. a sudden outburst, as of some emotion

e-bur-na-tiqn (e'beVna'shan, eb'er-na'shan), n. [< L.
eburnus, of ivory < ebur f ivory; see IVORY], an abnormal
condition of bone or cartilage in which it .becomes hard
like

ivory.
ec- (ek\, [Gr. ek~; see EX-], a prefix meaning out oft as in
eccentrtc, ecstasy: used before consonants: see ex-.

E.G., 1. Engineering Corps, 2. Established Church.

- **** -*- \,o, jxew.-ua. , 4-jtjii. et-JEWCH
-

Let; i*f. aarta, 7I

[Fr., pp. of ^carter, to discard, set aside: so called because
any or all of the cards dealt may be discarded and
replaced from the pack], a card game for two persons
played with thirty-two cards (sevens up through aces)
Ec-batana (ek-bat's-na), n. the capital of ancient
Media, on the site of modern Hamadan.

ec-bol-ic (ek-bol'ik), adj. [Gr. ekbole, a throwing ottt <
ek- t out + ballein, to throw; + -ic], helping to bring
forth the fetus in birth, or causing abortion, by con-
tracting the uterus: said of certain drugs, n. an ecbolic
drug.

lec-ce (ek'si, ek'e), interj. [LJ, behold! lol see!
Jec-ce ho-mo (ek'si ho'mo, ek'e ho'mo), [JL.], i. lit-

erally, behold the man: the Vulgate version of Pilate's
words when he presented Jesus to the populace before
the crucifixion: John 19:5; hence, 2. a picture or statue
of Jesus wearing the crown of thorns.

ee-cen-tric (ik-sen'trik, ek-sen'trik), adj. [ML. eccen-
tricus < LL. eccentros, out
of the center, eccentric:
Gr. ekkentros < ek-, out or

(see EX-) + kentron, cen-
ter], 1. not having the
same center; having dif-
ferent centers, as two
circles: opposed to concen-
tric. 2. not having the axis

exactly in the center; off
center: as, an eccentric
wheel% 3. not exactly cir-

cular in shape or motion,
4. irregular; out of the
ordinary ; capricious; hence, .. ^
norm, as in conduct

\ odd; whimsical; peculiar; uncon-
ventional, n. L a circle or sphere not having the same
center as another partly within or around it. 2. a disk
set off center on a shatt and revolving inside a strap
attached to one end of a rod, thereby converting the
circular motion of the shaft into^ack-and-forth motion
of the rod. 3. .an odd, peculiar, or unconventional
person.

ef>cen-trical'ly (ik-sen'tri-k'1-i, ek-sen'tiik-H), adv.
in an eccentric manner.

ec-cen-tric;i-ty (ek'san-tris's-ti, ek'sen-teiste-ti)* n. {pi.
ECCENTRICITIES (^tiz)l, [see ECCENTRIC], L the state,

quality^ or amount of being oft, center or not concentric.
2. deviation from circular shape. 3. deviation from
wihatis ordinary or customary, as in dotvfuct or manner;
oddity; peculiarity; whimsicality; ^conventionality.
4L in mathematics, the ratio f tne distances from any
point on a curve of a conic section totthe focus and to
the directrix. 5. in mechamc^, the distance between the
center (as of an eccentric ^rlieel) &nd the axis; throw.
SJN. see

'
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cc-chy-mo-eia (ek'i-mo'sis), n, [Mod. L.; Gr. ekckymtisis
< ekchymousihai, to pour out, extravasate < ek- t out of

(see EX-) f cheein, to pour], in medicine, I. an oozing
of wood from a blood vessel into the tissues, as the
result of a braise. 2. a black-and-blue or yellowish
marie caused by this.

eecL, eccles., ecclesiastical,

Eccles., Boa., Ecclesiastes.

nwocv^t ouijjujiuu&u, ^s. orvrvt**-*/*/*, KW atM..uj..iivsju, OCLJU uui>}

-, out -f kalein, to call], 1. in ancient Greek states, a
general assembly of citizens for political purposes. 2.

the members of a church, 3. a church building.
Ec-cle-si-as-tes (i-kle'zi-as'tez), n. [L.;Gr.,Ht., preacher
(< ekklesia; see ECCLESIA); name first used in the
Septuagint as transl. of neb. qoheleth, of uncertain
meaning, but understood by the translators as Mone
who addresses an assembly or ecclesia"], a book of the
Old Testament, ascribed to Solomon.

ec-cle-si-as-tic (i-kle'zi-as'tik), adj. [L. ecclesiasticus;
Gr. ekklesiastikos; see BCCLESIA], ecclesiastical, n. a
clergyman or priest.

ec'Cle-ei-as-ti-cal (i-kle'zi-as'ti-kl), adj. of the church,
the organization of the church, or the clergy.
ec cle-sl-aa-d cism (i-kle'zi-as'td-siz'm), n. 1. ecclesi-
astical principles, rituals, customs* etc. 2. strong
attachment to these things.

Ec-cle si-as-tf cus (i-kle'zi-as'ti-kas), n. [L. Ecclesias-
ticus, short for ecclesiasticus liber, lit,, the church book
(see ECCLESIASTIC): so named by the Latin church
fathers from its frequent use for catechetical teaching
in the churches], a book of proverbs in the Apocrypha,
included as canonical in the Dottay Bible: abbreviated
Ecclus.

ec cle ei-ol o gy (i-kle'zi-ol'a-ji), n. [< ecclesia + -logy],
1. the study or science^f the building and decorating
of churches. 2. a treatise about churches.

ec-crf-nol-o-gy (ek'ri-nol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. ekkrinein, to
secrete (ek-, out of + krinein, to separate) ; + -logy],
the branch of physiology that deals with secretions
and excretions.

ec-dy-sfs (ek'di-sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. ekdysis, a getting
out, stripping < ekdyein, to strip off; ek-, out of +
dyein, to enter], in zoology, the shedding of an outer
layer of skin or integument, as by snakes, insects,
crustaceans, etc.

Echega ray, Jo-se (hfc-se' e'che-ga-ra'e), 1832-1916;
Spanish dramatist, statesman, and mathematician;
received Nobel prize in literature, 1904,

ecfc*e4on (eshVlon'), n. [Fr. tcheton, ladder rung <
tchelle: OFr. eschelle; L. scala,
ladder], 1. a steplike formation
of units of troops, in which each
unit is progressively to the left
or right of the one preceding it.

2. any subdivision of a combat
force (as an assault echelon) , or
of a headquarters (as a rear ech-

elon). 3. any of various forma- *

tions of ships, aircraft, etc. Ab-
breviated Ech., ech. v.t. & v.i.

to form or move in echelon.
echid-na (i-Md'ng), n. [L.; Gr.
echidna, vsfcer, adder], a small,
egg-laying Australian mammal with a long, tapering
snout and; a sticky tongue: it feeds on ants and is
covered with spines: also called spiny anteater.

ech-i-nate (ek'i-nat'^ek'i-nit), cdj". (L. echinatus; see
ECHINUS}, covered with prickles; prickly; bristling, as
a porcupine.

ech-i-nat-ed
(
ek'i-na'tid) , adj. echinate.

e-chi-no- (i-ki'na, ek'i-no), [< Gr. echinos, sea urchin], a
combining form meaning prickly, spiny, as in echino-
derm: also, before a vowel, echin-.

e-chi-no derm (i-ld'na-dunn', ek'i-na-durm') , n. [echi-
no- + -derm], any of various small sea animals with a
hard, spiny shell and radial body, including the star-
fishes and sea urchins.

e chi no-der-ma tous (i-kTna-dur'ma-tQS, ek'i-na-dur'-
mp-tes), adj. 1. of the echinoderms. 2. like an
echmoderm.

e-chi-nQid (i-ki'noid, ek'i-noid'), adj. [echin- + -oid],
i 9r Ilke

,
a sea urchili. n. a sea urchin; echinus.

e-chi-nus (i-ki'nss), n. \pl ECEINI (-m)] r [L.; Gr.
echinos, hedgehog, sea urchin], 1. a sea urchin. 2. in
architecture, a) molding under the abacus of the capital
ol a Done column, b) any of several similar moldings.ech-o (ek'o), n.lpl.ECHOES (-oz) , [L.; Gr. ~ech6, r
yerberated sound/ echo < eche, echos, a sound, noise],
1. the repeating of a sound, produced by reflection
of sound waves from a surface. 2. a sound so produced
3. any repeating or imitating of the words, style,
ideas, etc. of another. 4. a person who repeats or
imitates the words, style, ideas, etc. of another 5
sympathetic response. 6. in bridge & whist, the playini
of an informative card in answer to a card led byone s partner. 7. in music, a) a soft repetition of a
phrase, 6) an organ stop for producing the effect of

AIRPLANES FLYING
IN ECHELON

echo. 8. [E-J, ia Creek mythology, a nymph who,
t>ecause of her unreturned love for Narcissus, pined
away until only her voice remained. 9. in poetry, the
repetition of the terminal syllables of one line at or
near the beginning of the next line. zu. [ECHOED
(-od), ECHOING], L to resound with an echo; re-

verberate: as, the empty room echoed. 2. t9 be repeated
or given back from a surface: as, his voice echoed in
the hall. v.t. 1. a) to repeat (another's words, ideas,
etc.). b) to repeat the words, etc. of (another person).
2. to repeat or reflect (sound) from a surface.

e choic (e-ko'ik), adj. 1. having the nature of an
echo; hence, 2. imitative in sound; onomatopoeic: a
term in linguistics used, as in the etymologies of this

dictionary, to indicate that a word is formed in approx-
imate imitation of some sound, as blare, tinkle, etc.

ech-o-ism (ek'o-iz'm), n. [echo -H -ism], formation of
words approximately imitating sounds; onomatopoeia.
Eck-hart, Jo-han-nes (yo-ha'nssek'haTt), 126p?-1327?;
German philosopher, theologian, and mystic: called
Meister Eckhart.

e clair (a-klar' f i-klarO, n. [Fr., lit., a flash, lightning],
a small, oblong pastry shell filled with flavored custard
or whipped cream and covered with frosting,

J&clair-cisse-ment (a'klayses'maW). n. [Fr. <
iclaircir, to clear up; OFr. esclarcir < L. darus, clear],
1. a clearing up, as of a disputed or difficult point;
clarification; explanation. 2. [E-], the Enlightenment.

ec-lamp-si-a (ek4amp'si-9), n. [Mod. L* < Late Gr.
eklampsis, a shining forth <

t
eh-t out + lampein, to

shine], an attack
of^ convulsions, caused by any of

various toxic conditions of the body and occurring
especially in the latter stages of pregnancy and in
childbirth.

g-clat (a-kla', i-kla'), n. [Fr., noise, clap, splendor <
clater, to burst (out), shine; Pr. esclatar; ? < LL.

*exclapitare < ex-, intens. 4- Gmc. *klap-t clap], 1.

brilliant or conspicuous success. 2. acclaim. 3. a)
brilliance of reputation; fame; renown, b) notoriety.

ec-lec-tic (ik-lek'tik, ek-lek'tik), adj. [Gr. eklektikos <
eklegein, to select, pick out; ek-, out -f legein, to
choose, pick],

^
1. choosing; selecting from various

systems, doctrines, or sources; adhering to the prin-
ciples of eclecticism. 2. composed of material gathered
from various sources, systems, etc. n, a person who
uses eclectic methods in philosophy, science, or art.

ec-lec-ti-caMy (ik-lek'ti-k'ti, ek-k'tik-li), adv. in an
eclectic manner.

ec-lec-ti-cism (ik-lek'te-siz'm, ek-lek't9-siz'm), n. 1.

an eclectic method or system of thought. 2. the
using or upholding of such a method or system.

e-cll^se (i-klipsO, n. [ME.; OFr.: L. eclipsis; Gr.
ekletpsis, an abandoning, eclipse, failing
< ekleipein, to leave out, pass over,
fail; ek-, out + leipein, to leave], 1.
the partial or total apparent darkening
of the sun when the moon comes be-
tween it and the earth (called solar

eclipse), or of the moon when the
earth's shadow is cast upon it (called
lunar eclipse); hence, 2. any over-
shadowing or cutting off of light. 3.
a temporary obscurity or dulling, as of
fame, glory, etc. v.t. [ECLIPSED
(-klipstO, ECLIPSING], [MB. edipsen;
see the n.], L to cause an eclipse of;
darken or obscure. 2. to obscure the
fame or glory of; overshadow; out-
shine; surpass: as, Shakespeare eclipsed
his rivals in the drama.

e
;
clip.tic (i-klip'tik, e-klip'tik), n.
[ME. eclipttk; ML. ecliptica; L. (linea)
ecliptica; Gr. ekleiptikos, of an eclipse
< ekleipein; see ECLIPSE], 1. the
sun's apparent annual path, or orbit,
or that of the earth as seen from the
sun; great circle of the celestial sphere.
2. the plane of the earth's orbit, cutting
this circle and inclined at an angle of
about 23 1 /2 degrees to the celestial equator. 3. a great
circle drawn on a terrestrial globe, at the same angle
to the terrestrial eciuator, corresponding to the sun's
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> ECLOGUE], a metamorphic rock consisting mainly

of a green pyroxene, red garnet, and other minerals,
eclogue
Gr.

. 1*/4A 5 1 V rZ~' **"* V/UiiV* J.J.J.J.JJ.OJ.CbXO,

ogue (ek>l6g, ek'log), n. [Fr. eclogue; L. *o0;
'. ekloge, selection, especially of poems < eUegem;

see ECLBCTicJ, a short pastoral poem, usually in the
form of a dialogue between two shepherds.

ecol., 1, ecological. 2. ecology,
lecole (a'kdlO, n. [Fr.l, school
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,%-Hi^' adJ* Wlogical ,

ec-o-log-i-cal (ek'a-lo/i-k'l, e'ks-loj'irk'l), adj. of, or
by ecology: abbreviated ecol*

e
:col-0;gi8t (e-kolVjist), n. a student of or expert
in ecology. ,

*

e-col-o-gy (e-kolVJi), n. [< Gr. oiko& houae; + -logy],



econ. 459 Ed.D.
1. the branch of biology that deals with the relations
between living organisms and their environment. 2. in
sociology, the relationship between the distribution of
human groups with reference to material resources, and
the consequent social and cultural patterns. Abbre-
viated ecol.

econ., 1. economic. 2. economics. 3. economy.
e-co-nom-lc (e'ks-nom'ik, ek'a-nom'ik), adj. [L. oecon-
omicus\ Gr. oikonomikos < oikonomia; see ECONOMY],
1. of the management of the income, expenditures, etc.
of a household, private business, community, or gov-
ernment, 2. of the production, distribution, and con-
sumption of wealth. 3. of economics. 4. of the satis-
faction of the material needs of people: as, economic
biology. Abbreviated econ.
e-co-nom-i-cal (e'ka-nom'i-k'l, ek'a-nom'i-k'l), adj.
1. not wasting money, time, fuel, etc.; thrifty: as, an
economical person, an economical stove. 2. of eco-
nomics; economic. SYN. see thrifty,

e-cq-nom-i-cal-ly (e'ks-nom'i-k'l-i, ekVnom'ik-H), adv.
1. in an economical manner. 2. from the viewpoint of
economics.
economic geography, the branch of geography that
deals with the relation of economic conditions to phys-
ical geography and natural resources.

e-co-nom-ics (e'ka-nom'iks, ek's-nom'iks), n.pl. [con-
strued as sing.], the science that deals with the produc-
tion, distribution, and consumption of wealth, and
with the various related problems of labor, finance,
taxation, etc.; political economy: abbreviated econ.
e*con-o-mist (i-kon'a-mist, e-kon'a-mist), n* 1. an eco-
nomical person. 2. a specialist in economics.
e-con-o-mize (i-kon'a-mlz', e-kon's-miz'), lu. [ECON-
OMIZED (-mizd'), ECONOMIZING], to avoid waste or need-
less expenditure; be thrifty; reduce expenses, v.f. to
manage or use with thrift.

e-con-o-miz-er (i-kon'a-mlz'er, e-kon'd-mjz'er), n. 1. a
person who economizes. 2. any mechanical apparatus
that helps save fuel, heat, etc.

e-cono*my (i-kon'b-mi, e-kon/a-mi), n. [pi. ECONOMIES
(-miz)], [L. oeconomia; Gr. oikonomia, management of
a household or state, public revenue < oikonomos,
manager, administrator < oikos, house (< IE.
*woiRo~$; hence akin to L. vicus, group of houses,
village, whence AS. wic, house, village) -f nomos, man-
aging < nemein, to distribute, manage (akin to AS.
mman, to take)], 1. the management of the income,
expenditures, etc. of a household, private business,
community, or government. 2. careful management of
wealth, resources, etc.: avoidance of waste by careful

planning and use; thrift or thrifty use. 3. an instance
of this. 4. a tendency to economize, 5. an orderly
management or arrangement of parts; organization or

system: as, the economy of the human body. 6, a
system of producing, distributing, and consuming
wealth. Abbreviated econ.

Jecra seur (a'kra'zer'), n. [Fr. < tcraser, to crush], a
surgical instrument consisting of a looped wire or cord,
Which is gradually tightened about a part so as to cut
it off.

ec-ru (ek'roo, Slcroo, a-kroo'), adj. & n. [Pr. ecru, un-
bleached, raw; OPr. escru < L. ex, out + crudus, raw:
in reference to the color of unbleached Hnen], light
tan; beige.
eosta-sy (ek'ste-si), n. \pl. ECSTASIES

(-siz)], [ME. &
OFr. extasie; LL. ecstasis; Gr. ekstasis, a being put out
of its 1

place, distraction, astonishment, trance < eh-,
out 4- histanai, to place], 1. a state of being over-

powered with emotion, especially joy; being beside
oneself with feeling: as, an ecstasy of delight. 2. a
feefing of overpowering joy; great delight; rapture: as,
he listened to the music with ecstasy. 3. a trance,
especially one resulting from great religious fervor.
SYN. ecstasy implies extreme emotional exaltation, now
usually intense delight, that overpowers the senses and lifts

one into a trancelike state; bliss implies a state of great happi-
ness and contentment, often literally or figuratively suggesting
heavenly joy; rapture now generally suggests the mental
exaltation experienced when one's entire attention is captured
by something that, evokes great joy or pleasure; transport
implies a being carriedaway oy any powerful emotion.

ec stat ic (ik-stat'ik, ek-statfik), adj. [Gr> ekstaMkosl
1. of, having the nature of, or characterized by ec-

stasy, ! 2. causing, or caused by, ecstasy. 3. subject to
. ecstasy i ft* a>pe&tspi^ subject' t 4|fci of ecstasy. ,

,

,

.

,

-

ec-stat-i-cal-ly (ik-stat'i-k'1-i, ek-stat'ik-li), adv. in an

ec-to-derm (ek'td-durm
7
)* i [ecto- -4- -derm]: 1. the

outer layer of cells of an animal embryo in its early
stage, from which the nervous system, skin, teeth, etc.
are developed. 2. the outer layer of cells of certain

organisms, as the coelenterates.
ec-to-der-mal (ek'ta-durfml), adj. of the ectoderm.
ec-to-der-mic (ek'ta-dur'mik). adj. ectodennal.
ec-to-en-zyme (ek'to-en'zlm, ek'to-en'zim), n. an en-
zyme secreted by a cell and acting outside it; exoenzyme.

ec-to-gen-lc (ek'te-jen'ik), adj. [ecto- + -genie], that
can develop outside the host: said of certain parasitic
bacteria.

ec-tog-e-nous (ik-toj'a-nas, ek-toj'a-nss) , adj. ectogenic.
ec-to-mere (ek't^-m^r'). n- [*o- 4- -mere], any of the
early cells that form the ectoderm of an embryo.

ec-to-mer-ic (ek'ta-mei/ik), adj. of an ectomere.
ec-to-mor-phlc (ek'to-moVfik), adj. \ecto- + -worphic],
designating or of the slender physical type, character-
ized by predominance of the structures developed from
the ectoaermal layer of the embryo (Le., skin, nerves,
brain, and sense organs) ; asthenic: distingttished from
endomorphic.
-ec-to-my (ek't9-mi), [< Gr. ektornl, a cutting out < ek-t

out + temnein, to cut], a combining form meaning a
surgical excision of, as in appendectomy, tonsittectomy.

ec-to-par-a-site (ek'to-par'9-sit
/
) n. any parasite that

lives on the outer surface of an animal: opposed to
endoparasite.

ec-to-plasm (ek'te-plaz'm), n. [ecto-" -f -plasm], 1. in

biology, the outer layer of the cytoplasm of a cell: dis-

tinguished from endoplasm. 2. in spiritualism, the
vaporous, luminous substance supposed to emanate
from the medium's body during a trance.
ec to-plas mic (ek'ta-plaz'mik), adj. of ectoplasm.
ec to-sarc (ek'td-sarkO, n. [< ecto- -f- Gr. sarx, sarkos,
flesh], the outer layer of certain one-celled animals.

ec-tos-to-sis (ek'tos-to'sis), n. [Mod. L.; ect- +o$tosis],
formation of bone under the membranous covering or
cartilage, or replacing it.

ec*ty-pal (ek'ti-p
f

l), adj. of, or having the nature of, an
ectype.

to archetype, prototype.

(a'ku').. n. \pf. ECUS (-kuOL[Pr.: OFr. escu;

,aiio.uLv; juicma'iacj. . i

,

,

<
.

<

i
f ,

ec-to^ 4(ek*to fek'takf< Gr.ektq^ ou^e* a, co^
form meaning outside, external, used mainly in i

fbiologicatl i termer as etsto&trm, e^t&^lasun: -i

vowel,, eot-,
ec-to blast (ek'tanbjast'), n. {ecto- -f flMtAe outer

'

jft earliest

scutum, a shield], any of various Frencn silver or
coins, especially a silver crown of the 17th and 18th
centuries.

Ec-ua-dor (ek'wo-d6rOt n. a country on the north-
western coast of South America: area, 27,5,000 sq. mi.;
pop., 3,400,OQO (est. 1947); capital, Qinto.
Ec-ua do-ran (ek'wa-d6r'9n, ek'wa-do'ran)^ adj. & n.
Ecuadorian, >

-

Ec-ua-do-ri-an, Ec-ua-do-re-an (ek'wa-d!6r^-9n, ek'ws-
do'ri-on), adj. of Ecuador, its people, or their,culture,
n. a native or inhabitant of Ectiador.

ec-u-men-ic (ek'yoo-men'ik), adi. ecumenicaL, (

ec-u-rnen-i-cal (ek'yoo-men'i-k'l), adj. [LL. oecumen-
icus,' Gr. oikoumenikos, of or from the wh,ole wor!la <
oikoumene (ge) the inhabited (world) < oikein, to
dwell, inhabit < 0*^05, a house], general; universal;
especially, of the Christian Church as a whole: also

spelled oecumenical. >

ec-ze-ma (ek'sa-ma, eg'zi-ms; now sometimes eg-ze'ma),
n. [Mod. I/.; Gr. eksema- < ek^ out of -f zeein, to boil

(see YEAST)], a disease of the skin characterized by in-

flammation, itching, and the formation of scales.

eC'Zem-a-tous (eg-zem'a-t9s), adj. 1. having the
nature of eczema, 2. Waiving or resulting from eczema.
-ed (as a separate syllable, id, sd; after a voiced consonant
in the same syllable, d; after a voiceless consonant in the

same syllable, t}, l !

[as ending of past tense < AS. ~ede,

-ode, -ode, -de; as ending of past participles and anal-

ogous forms < AS. -ed, -od, -ad], a suffix used: a) to
form the past tense and past participle of weak verbs,
as in walked, wanted: also, formerly and now poetically,
-t, as in dreamt, b) to fornj. adjectives from noun? or
verbs, as in cultured, versed, or from other adjectives
ending in -ate, as in echinated, 2. [< AS. -ede], a suffix

added to nouns, meaning: having, provided with, char-
acterized by, as in bearded, sugared, small-mouthed.

ed., Ipl., for 2 & 3, EDS.], 1. edited. 2. edition. 3. editor.
E.D., /f

l,. Eastern De?partment. 2. exfdjivid^n^ ,

e-da-dous (i-da'shas), adj. [< L. edax, edacts < edere,

ip eat; -H -tows]. voraciotm;;Qonstiniii^^^4youiing.
ffdac4-ty (iTdas*d-ti) f n. [L. edacitas^Jm^ state,QI ^being
, edacious: huge capacity for eati4g: now, Humorous.
E-dam (e'dam, e'dam), n. 1. (also jD^aVrdam')*i4 Qity in
the western Netherlands: pop., 8,300. 2. Edam cheese.
Edam cheese, [< Edaw, He-Hand, where orig. made], a
mild yellow cheese, made in a round mold and gen-
erall colored red on the outside.

Sachelor of^ Education. *
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Ed-da (ed'a), n. [ON. Edda; prob akin to ON. &fo,
poetry, AS. wod (G. mti), rage, madness; IE. base
*wj- to be mentally excited, as also in L. pates, sooth-

sayer, poet & ON. Qdinn, AS. Woden (cf, ODIN, WED-
NESDAY) I, either of two early Icelandic literary works:
a) the Prose, or Younger, Edda (c. 1230), a summary of

Norse mythology with two treatises on the writing of

poetry, attributed to Snorri Sturluson. b) the Poetic,
or Elder, Edda (c, 1200), a collection of old Norse

^c (i-da'ik, e-da'ik), adj. Eddie.
Ed-die (ed'ik), adj. of or like the Eddas.

Ed-ding-ton, Sir Arthur Stanley (ed'ig-ton), 1882-
1944; English astronomer and physicist.

ed do (ed'o), n. [pi EDDOES (-oz)] [prob. < native name
in W. Africa], 1. the edible root of the taro. 2. the
root of any of several other related tropical plants.

ed-dy (ed'i), n. [pi. EDDIES (-iz)], [ME. ydy; prob. < ON.
itha, an eddy, whirlpool], a current of air, water, etc.

moving against the main current and with a circular

motion; little whirlpool or whirlwind. v.i. [EDDIED
(-id), EDDYING], to move with a circular motion
against the main current; whirl; move in an eddy.

Ed-dy, Mary Baker
(ed'jb, 1821-1910; American reli-

gious leader; founder of Christian Science

Ed-dy-stone Light (ed'i-stan), a lighthouse on the

Edaystone Rocks off the coast of Cornwall, England.
e-del-weiss (a'd'l-visO , n. [G.; edel, noble, precious 4-

wtiss, white], a small plant native to the Swiss Alps,
having white, woolly leaves arranged in star-shaped
clusters with small, yellow flower heads at their center.

e-de-ma (i-de'mQ), n. [pi. EDEMATA (-ms-ta)], [Gr.
oidema, a swelling, tumor < otdein, to swell}, an abnor-
mal accumulation of fluid in cells, tissues, or cavities of

the body, resulting in swelling; dropsy: also spelled
oedema.
e-dem-a-tose (i-de'ma-tos'}, adj. edematous.
e-dem-a-tous (i-de'mo-tss), adj. of, or having the nature
of, an edema.
E-den (eM'n), n. [LL.; Heb. 4

ed3n, Eden, lit., delight],
1. in the Bible, the garden where Adam and Eve first

lived; Paradise; hence, 2. any delightful place or

state; a paradise.
E-d0L^ Sir Anthony (e'd'n), (Robert Anthony Eden),
1897- ; British prime minister (1955-1957).

e-den-tate (e-den'tat, i-den'tat), adj. [L. edentatus, pp.
of edentare, to render toothless < e-, out -f dens, dentis,

tooth], in biology, 1. without teeth. 2. of the edentates.
n. any of a group of mammals having only molars, or
no teeth at all, as the sloths, armadillos and anteaters.

EDES, [< Mod. Gr. Ethnikos Dimokratikos Mlenikos
Syndesmos, National Democratic Hellenic Union], the
National Democratic Hellenic Union, a Greek resist-

ance movement in World War II formed by a coalition
of conservative parties and other groups.

E-des-sa (i-des's), n. an ancient city in Mesopotamia, on
the site of modern Urfa, Turkey.
Ed-gar (ed'ger), [AS. Eadgar < ead, riches, prosperity,

happiness (< Gmc. *autha-; hence akin to Goth.
auaags, fortunate, OHG. ot

% wealth) -f- gar, a spear (see
GORE)], a masculine name: diminutives, Ed, Ned.
edge (ej)> n. [ME. #gge, ege; AS. ecg; akin to G. ecke,

corner; IE. base *ak~, sharp, pointed, as also in L. acer,

sharp (cf. ACRID)], 1. the thin, sharp, cutting part of a
blade. 2. the quality of being sharp or keen. 3. the
projecting ledge or brink,

m
as of a cliff. 4. the part

farthest from the middle; line where something begins
or ends; border, or part nearest the border; margin.
5. [CoHoq.], advantage; as, you have the edge on me.
v.t. [EDGED (ejd), EDGING], 1. to form or put an edge
on; provide an edge for. 2. to make (one's way) side-
ways, as through a crowd. 3. to move gradually or
cautiously, v.i. 1. to move sideways. 2. to move
gradually or cautiously: as, she edged away from the
fierce-looking dog. SYN. see border,
on edge, 1. so tense or nervous as to be easily upset;
irritable. 2. eager; impatient.

set one's teeth on edge, 1. to give one a sensation
of tingling discomfort, as the sound of a fingernail
scraped on a slate; hence, 2, to irritate; provoke.

take the edge off, to dull the intensity, force, or
pleasure of.

.

,

edge-bone (ej'bon'), TZ. an aitchbone.
f

edge tool, a chisel or similar tool that b>as a cutting edgei
edge-ways (ej'waz'), adv. with thte edge foremost; on;
by, with, or toward the edge.

'

,

get a word in edgeways, to manage to say something
oneself in a conversation being monopolized by
another or others.

edge-wise (ej'wiz') adv. edgeways.
Edge-worth, Maria (ej'wgrth), 1767-1849; Irish nov-
elist.

edg-ing (ej'irj), n. something forming an edge or placed
along the edge ^fringe, trimming, etc. for a border. ''

edg-y (ei'i), adj. 1, having an edge or edges; sharp.
2. irritable; on edge. 3. having outlines that are too
sharp: said of drawings, paintings, etc.
edh (etfz), p, a letter ofthe Anglo-Saxon alphabet (S, B).
replaced in the 13th century by th: it was generally

pronounced as a voiced fricative (th) whose unvoiced
equivalent was the thorn (p) : also called eth.

ed4'biM-ty (ed's-bil'a-ti), n. the quality of .being edible.
ed-i ble (ed'a-bl), adj. [LL. edibUis < edere, to eat], fit

to be eaten; eatable, n. usuatty pi. anything fit to
be eaten; food.

e-dict (e'dikt), n. [L. edictum; neut. pp. of edicere, to

proclaim; e-, out -j- dicer e, to speak], an official public
proclamation or order issued by authority; decree.

e-dic-tal (i-dik't'l), adj. of, or in the form of, an edict.

ed-i-fi-ca-tion (ed'^fi-ka'shan), TZ. [ME.; L. aedificatio],
an edifying or being edified; instruction; especially,
moral or spiritual instruction or improvement.

ed-i.fi-ca to*ry (ed's-fi-ka't&r-i, i-dif'o-ka-tor'i. i-dif's-

ka-to'ri), adj. edifying or intended to edify.
ed-i-fice (ed'a-fis), n. [Fr. Edifice; L. aedificium, a building
< aedificare, to build < aedes, aedis, a building, temple
+ "ficare < facere, to make], a building, especially a

large one of imposing appearance: often used figura-

tively. SYN. see building.
ed-i-fi-er (ed's-fl'er), n. a person who edifies.

ed-i-fy (ed'o-fi
;

) v.t. [EDIFIED (-fid'). EDIFYING], [ME.
edifien; OFr. edifier; L. aedificare, to build, construct,

edify < aedes, a dwelling, house, temple, orig., hearth,

fireplace (akin to Gr. aithein, to burn, AS. ad, pyre < IE.
base *ai-dh-, to burn) + -ficare, to make; see -FY], 1.

to instruct ; especially, to instruct or improve morally
or spiritually. 2. [Archaic], to build; establish.

e-dile (e'dU), n. [see AEDILE], in ancient Rome, an official

in charge of buildings, roads, sanitation, public games,
etc. : also spelled aedlle.

Ed-in-burgh (ed^n-buT'o, ed''n-bur'9) ,n. 1 . the capital
of Scotland, near the Firth of Forth: gop., 471,000
(est, 1946) : abbreviated Edin. 2. Midlothian, a county
of Scotland: the former name.

E-dir-ne (e-de'r'ne), n. Adrianople: the Turkish name.
Ed-i son, Thomas Alva (ed'i-s'n), 1847-1931; Ameri-
can inventor of the incandescent lamp, phonograph,
etc. : called the Wizard of Menlo Park.

ed-it (ed'it), v.t. [< L. editus, pp. of edere, to give out,

put forth, publish < e-, out _+ dare, to give], F. to pre-
pare (an author's works, journals, letters, etc.) _

for

publication, by selection, arrangement, and annotation.
2. to revise and make ready (a manuscript) for publi-
cation. 3. to govern the policy of (a newspaper or

periodical) ; decide what is to be printed, etc.

edit., 1. edited. 2. edition. 3. editor.
E dith (e'dith), [AS. Eadgyth < ead (see EDGAR) +
*gyth < guth, combat, battle^ war], a feminine name.

e*di*tion (i-dish'an) , n* [Fr. Edition; L. editio, a bringing
forth, publishing < edere: see EDIT], 1. the size, st?yle,

or form in which a book is published: as, a pocket
edition, 2. a) the total number of copies of a book,
newspaper, etc. printed from the same plates, type,
etc. and published at about the same time, b) a single
copy of such a printing. 3. the issue of a well-known
work distinguished by its editor or publisher: as, the
Skeat edition of Chaucer. Abbreviated ed., edit.

Je-di-ti-o princeps (i-dish'i-5 prin'seps), [L.], first

edition.
ed*i-tor (ed'i-tSr), n. [L.], l% a person who edits. 2. a
writer or editorials. 3. a device for examining, cutting,
and splicing motion-picture film. Abbreviated ed.,
edit.

ed-i-to-ri-al (ed's-t6r'i-al, ed'a-to'ri-al), adj. 1. of an
editor or editing

1

, written by an editor. 2. character-
istic of an editor or editorial ; expressing opinion in the
manner of an editor: as, ed^tonarconiment has no place
in news stories, n. an article in a newspaper, etc. ex-

plicitly stating opinions of the editor or puolisher.
ed-i-to-ii-al-tee (edVt&r'i-Ql-Iz', edVbo'ri-sl-iz'), v.t. &
i>x [EDITORIALIZED (-izdO. EDITORIALIZING], 1. to ex-

press editorial opinions about (something). 2. to put
editorial .opinions into (a newspaper article, etc.) .

ed4'tO;ri*al*ly (edVt6ri-01-i, edVto'ri-al-i) , adv. 1. in

an editorial manner;, as an editor* 2. in or by an edito-
rial or editorials.
editor in chief, [pL EDITORS IN CHIEF], the editor who
heads or supervises the editorial staff of a publication.

ed-i-torship (ed'i-tgr-shipO, n. [editor + -ship], the

position, functions, guidance, or authority of an editor.

Ed.M., Master of Education.
Ed-mond, Ed-mund (ed'mond), [AS. Eadmund < ead
(see EDGAR) + muna, hand^ protection; akin to L.
manus (see MANUAL) 5 hence, wealthy protector], a
masculine name: diminutives, Ed, Ned*
Ed-mon-ton (ed'msn-tan), n. 1. the capital of Alberta,
Canada: pop., 160,000; 2. a city in Middlesex, Eng-
land, north of London: pop., 103v000.
Ed-na (ed'no), [Gr. Edna < Heb. '&Jw5fc, rejuvenation],
a feminine name.
Ed-o (ed'o), n. Tokyo: a former name.
E-dom (e^dam), It. 1. ia the Bibley Esau, Jacob s

brother. 2.
a;p,

ancient kingdom south of the Dead
Sea: Greek name, Idumea.

E-dom-ite (e'dsm-itO, n. in the Bible, a descendant of

Edom, or Esau: inhabitant of Eokxoac Gw. 36.
E-dom it-ish (g'dani-i'tish), .otfjU

1

, L of Edom. 2. char,-
acteristic^of the Edomites.

'

f
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educ., I. education. 2. educational. 3. educator.
ed u ca-ble (ej'oo-ka-b'l), adj\ that can be edticated or
trained.
ed-u-cate (ej'oo-katO, v*t. [EDUCATED (-id), EDUCATING],
[<!/. educatus, pp. of educare, to bring up, rear, or
train < edncere; -, out -f ducere, to lead, draw, bring},
1. to give knowledge or training to; train or develop
the knowledge, skill, mind, or character of, especially
by formal schooling or study; teach; instruct. 2. to
form and develop (one's taste, etc.). 3. to pay for the
schooling of (a person). SYN. see teach.
ed-u-ca-tioe (ej'oo-ka'shgn), n. [L. educatio; see
EDUCATE], 1. the process ol training and developing
the knowledge, skill, mind, character, etc., especially
by formal schooling; teaching; training. 2. knowledge,
ability, etc. thus developed, 3. a) formal schooling.
b) a kind or stage of this: as, a medical education, a
high-school edittaiion. 4. systematic study of the

problems, methods, and theories of teaching and
learning. Abbreviated educ.
ed u ca tion-al (ej'oo-ka'shgn-'l), adj. 1. relating to
education. 2. educating; giving instruction or infor*
mation: as, an educational film. Abbreviated educ.

ed-u-ca-tion-al-ly (ej'oo-ka'shan-'l-i) , adv. 1. by means
of education. 2. from the viewpoint of education.

ed-u-ca-tive (ej'oo-ka'tiv), adj. educating or tending
to educate; instructive.
ed u ca tor (ej'oo-ka'ter), n. [L.], 1. a person whose
work is to educate others; teacher. 2. a specialist in
the science of education; authority on educational
problems, theories, and methods.- Abbreviated aduc.
e-duce (i-doos', e-dus'), #* [EBUCED (-doost', -dust'),
EDUCING], [L. educere; *, out + dttcere, to lead, draw],
1. to draw out; elicit; evolve. 2. to deduce; infer
from data. SYN. see extract.

e-duc-i-ble (i-doo'sa-b'l, e-du'ss>bl), adj. that can be
educed.
educt (e'dukt), n. [L. eductnm, neut. pp. ol educere],
1. something educed. 2. a substance separated un-
changed from another substance: distinguished from
product,
e due tion (i-duk'shsn, e-duk'shan), n. [L. eductio <
pp. of educere}* I. an educing. 2. something educed.

e-duc-tive (i-duk'tiv, e-duk7tiv), adj. educing or
tending to educe.
edul co-rate (i-dul'ka-raV), v*t. [EDULCORATED (-id),
EDULCORATING], (<LL. edulcoratus, pp. of edwlcorare*
to sweeten; L. e-, out + dulcorare, to sweeten <
dulcor, sweetness < dulcis, sweet], 1, to purify or
soften. 2. in chemistry, to free from acids or other
soluble impurities by washing.
Edward (ed'w&rd), [AS. Bad-ward, Eadweard < ead
(see EDGAR) + weard, guardian, protector (see WARD,
,) ; hence, wealthy (or fortunate) guardian), a mascm-

Ime name: diminutives, Ed^ Nedi equivalents, Fr.
Edouard, G. Eduard, It. <&, Sp. Eduardo, Scand.
Edvard. n. Prince of Wales;,L33(>"13l6; son of Edward
Ills calledrthe Stock Prince,
Edward I, 1239-^1307; king of England (1272-1307).
Edward H, 1 1234^1327: son of Edward I; king of
England (1307-1327) f defeated at battle of Bannock-
burn by Robert Bruce.
Edward lit, 1312rrl377; son of Edward II: king of
England (1327-1377).
Edward IV, 1442-1483; king of England (1461-1470;
1471^1483}.
Edward V, 1470-1483; son of Edward IV; king of

(1483); murdered by order of his uncle,
III.Ric

Edward VI, 1537-1553: son of Henry VIII ajid Jane
Seymour; king of England (1547-1553).

'

' f

Edward IL (Affiert

Vfctotfa:
ard), 1841-1910; son of Queen
nd (1901-191Q).

'

r, Duke of,

ol
I, see Windsor, ,

Edward, Lake, a lajm on the boundary of the Belgian
Congo an^L Ugaijiaa, Africa: airea, 840 so. mi.

Ed-ward-i-an (ed-w6r'di-^n) ; adj. designating or pf he
reigns of any of the Bnglisn Mngs mampa Edward;
specifically, a) designating, 6t in thd style of, *the
architecture of the perio4 of the first three Edwards.
6) of or characteristic oi thj? time of iMw&rd flHE 1.
witt reference to, the literature and art profu&eii then.
Ed-wards, Jonathan (ed'w^), 170^f75S; Ame/ica^i
theplpgian tod preacher.

f .

Edward the Confessor, 1002?-1066; king of England
(104^ 1066)*,

'

'' i * '

'

''

Ed-win ^ed^jrin), [AS. E&dwine < ead (see EDGAR} +
wtrtei "frienti < Ginc. #toeniz < IE. base meaniufc "to
becomfe accuatorifet ioi Hke

t desire" (hence alcW to
Eng. twM witi$&$x$j Ht.

f wealthy (or fbrttmate)
friend], a masculine name: diminutive, Ed; feminine,
Edwina. ,

,

,

'ft' ; M i
'

in ^er < L. -atus; see -ATE], a noun-forming suffix,

designating: 1. the recipient of a specified action,
grant, or benefit, as in appointee, selectee, mortgagee.
2. a person tn a specified condition, as in absentee,
refugee, employee. 3. a person or thirtg associated in
some way with another* as in fyargee* goatee.
-ee (e), a suffix forming substandard singulars from
nouns ending: in ~ese, as in Chinee, Poriugee.

E.E., 1. Early English. 2. Electrical Engineer. 3.
Electrical Engineering.

e.e., errors excepted.
EX. & M.P., Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary.

eel (el), n. Ipl. EELS (ek), EEL; see PLURAL, n, D, 1J,
fME. de; AS. &l; akin to
G. aal; prob. < IE. base
*2Jo, snakelike fish; ? con-
nected with IE. *angwi-9
snake (cf. L. angms, snake)
through the development
seen in L. anguilla, eel],
1. any of a group of fishes
with long, slippery, snake-
like bodies and no pelvic
fins. 2. any of various
similar snakelike fishes, in-

cluding the electric eel and lamprey.
eel grass (el'gras', af

graV), n. a plant with long,
narrow leaves, that grows under water in shallow
inlets of the sea, especially of the North Atlantic.

eel'pout (el/poutOt n*[$L EKLPOUTrEELFOllFrsf-potii^*)*
see PLURAL, n, B, 2] f [AS, aelepute; see EEL & p^ur
(fish)], 1. any of a group o salt-water^ fishes re-
sembling the blenny. 2- the burbot, a fresh-water
fish of the cod family.

eel-y (H'i), adj. like an eel; sEppery.
e'en (en), adv. [Poetic], even. n. fPoetic or Dial],
even (evening).

e'er (r), adv. [Poetic], ever.
-eer (eT), [Fr. -4er; L. -arius], a suffix used to form?
1. nottns meaning a) a ferson or thmg that has to do
with, as auctioneer, engineer, muffineer. 6) a person
wha writes, makes, etc., as pamphleteer, sonneteer,
profiteer: sometimes derogatory. 2. verbs meaning
to nave to do with, as electioneer.

ee-rie (eVi, e'ri), adjAEwstiER i-i-gr, -ri-gr) , EERIEST (-i-ist,

-ri-ist}J, [northern Eng. dial. & Scot.; ME. eri, timid;
var. of erg, cowardly, timid (AS. earg, akin to G. &rgr

bad, wicked) or < erg + -y}, 1. 0rigima%, timid or
frightened; uneasy because ol superstitious fear, 2,

inspiring fear; weird; trneanny. Afe spelled eery.
5 YN. see weird.

ee*ri4y (^9-K, e'ra-B), aefv* in an eerie manner.
ee-ri-ness (gi/i-nis, e'ri-nis), n. an eerie qtiality.

ee*ry (e^i e'ri), adf. [EERIER (4^-gr, -ri-eV),
-

(4-ist, -r>fst)}, eerie,
ef- (ef, if, 9^, ex^; used before/, -a in <cfm CHBa*, e-faV), v.t. [EFFACED (-fL
[Pr. effacer < I/, ex, out 4- fa&es, form, awearante,
look}, 1. to rub- put, as from a surfafce^ erase; M6t
out; wipe otft; obliterate; Mur: as, it sefemed that the
very memory of her was effaced from his mind. 2n to
cause (oneself) to remain- inconspicuous; withdraw^
(oneself) from notice. STSn$* see erase*

efface-ment (i-fas'mant, e-fas'mant), it. aa effacing
or fming effaced.

effect (g-fekt*. i-fekf);, n. [M^.; L. effectus, pp. of

efficerv,
to bring to pass, acoomplisn < ex-t out 4-

facere, to doL 1. anything brougnt about by a cati$je
or agent; result. 2, tfee power or Ability tc> br^gr
about results? efficacy.

1

S. in^uence or action 'op.

something:- as,
tf

tHe dcii?g nab! a catnartic effect. 4.

purport y mmning*; 'fcenolr? as;
i

he spoke to tfiis eff'^.
5. tae combih'atiott of cf>loir 05 forpo. in a picture, fan<|*
scape, ete.r as; cubist efeets dffier fro|n those of the
impressionists. 6. th,e impression produced on L'

1"
mmid of th!e ob^fierver'dr header; as by artistic

J -

or maimer ol ^peaMng^, acting, etc.: as, BLCT d&c ,_^_

jttst for effect.
;

7. the condition or fact of being operative
or in force; fulfillment (with In, wto/or to). 8. 'pi
beiongrngs

5

; property: as', household eftetoi v.t. 1; '%
bring'lacbontDemise to happen; accompHs|i; produce ags

a result. 2. to,make; produce ; constnact^
*

give effect
tdr,

to put rate practice; make o^erativ^
ill effect,, 1. in result; actually; in fact*.

, 2; in essence;
;
vjraially. & iia practices;* in operation:; in force*.

p

or no effect, producing no- results: in* vain.
take effect, to'-begfe^ tq ^iddypel'Tesulits; becqm,e
' oefBfve. ' '

L'"

to the effect, with the purport or meaning.
OTlf.^-effect

4

Is applied to th^'-Wjo^ is' directly ijrodtfced'by
'ail

'

auction,, process,
lf
or* agent* sud. "is*"' ^Jus exact correlative 'of

) cause; consequence, suggests that which follows something
else on whicft rt is depenoent in some way, but does mot connote
aa direct a connection with cau5,* result stresses that which is

t63l,'lcwk? oil,' ottt: np/flfse; ffflr;

o in comply 'w
Lf&m,4fll as

'

; diixr: she;
Br. baif 8,



effective 462 effusive

finally brought about "by $be effects or consequences of an
action, process* etc.; issue, in this connection, suggests a
result In which there is emergence from difficulties or conflict;
outcome refers to the result of something that was in doubt.
See also perform. ANT. cause.
effective (a~fek'tiyt i-fek'tiv) f adj. JFr. effectif; L.

cfectmus], 1. having an effect; producing a result.

2. producing a definite or desired result; efficient.

3. operative: active
j
in effect. 4. making a striking

impression; impressive. 5. equipped and ready for

combat, as a sailor or ship. n. usually in pi. a member
or unit of the armed forces equipped and ready for

combat.
SYN. effective is applied to that which produces a definite

effect or result (an tjfcctivt speaker) ;
efficacious refers to that

which is capable of producing the desired effect or result (an

ZJftcaciaus remedy) ; effectual specifically implies the produc-
tion, of t$]0< desired effect or result in a decisive manner (an
effectual reply to his charge) ; efficient implies skill and economy
of energy in producing the desired result and is often applied to

persons (an efficient worker). ANT. futile.

ef fee-tor (o-fek'ter. i-fek'tr), n. [L., a producer <
effectus; see EFFECT], 1. a muscle, gland, etc. capable
of responding to a stimulus, especially; to a nerve
impulse, 2. that part of a nerve which transmits
an impulse to an organ of response.
effectual (o-fek'choo-al, i-fek'choo-Ql), adj. [ME.;
OPr. effectual; LL. efectualis]* 1. producing, or

capable of producing, the desired effect: as, penicillin
is effectual in treating some types of pneumonia. 2.

having legal force; valid. SYN, see effective.

ef-fec-tu dl-ly (^fek'choo-91-i, i-fek'chool4), adv. with
the desired meet; completely; effectively.
ef-fec-tu-ate fe-fek'choo-at', i-fek'choo-at'), v.t. [EF-
FECTUATED (-id), EFFECTUATING], [< Fr. effectuer (<
L. effectus; see EFFECT), with ending after verbs in
ate (e.g., actuate)], to bring about; cause to happen;
effect; accomplish.

ef-fec-tu-a-tion (o-fek'choo-a'shdn, i-fek'choo-a'shon),
n* an effectuating; accompHshment.

ef-fem-i-na-cy (a-femVna-si, i-fem'a-n^-si) , n. (pi.
EFFEMINACIES (rsiz)],

1. fa quality or state of being
effeminate. 2. an instance of this.

ef-fem-i-nate (V-femVnit, i-fem'a-nit),, adj. [L. effem-
inatus* pp. of effeminate, to make womanish < ex-,
out + femina, a woman], 1. having the qualities
generally attributed to women, as weakness, gentle-
ness, delicacy, etc.; unmanly. 2. characterized by
such qualities; weak: soft, decadent, etc.: as, effeminate
art. v.t. <ft V4. (d-fem'a-naV, irfem'd-nat'), [EFFEMI-
NATED (-id), EFFEMINATING], to make or become
effeminate. SYN. see female.

ef-fen-di (i-fen'di), n. [pi. EFFENDIS (-diz)], [Turk.
efendi < Mod. Gr. apkente's; Gr> authentes, a master*
ruler], Sir; Master: a Turkish title of respect.

ef-fer-ent (ef'Sr-snt), adj. [L. efferens, efferent^, ppr, oi;

efferre, to carry out < ex-, out +ferre, to bear], carrying
or carriedj, awayj said especially of a duct or blood
vessel that carries a secretion or blood away from a
part, or a nerve that carries impulses away from a
nerve center: opposed to afferent, n. 1. a stream that
carries off water from a pond. 2. an .efferent nerve,
duct, etc;

ef-fer-vesce (ef'Sr-vesO. * {EFFERVESCED (-yes&O,
EFFERVESCING], [L. efferoesc&re, to boil "up, foam,u|> <
ex-* outj4> fervescere, to begin to ,boil < /fnpr^to'ffcft
hot, boil], 1. to give off gas bubbles,, as caropiiatecl
beverages: bubble; foam. 2. to come ouj in bubbles;
rise in Dubbles in a liquid. 3. to be Kvely and high-
spirited; be vivacious.

,

efter-vea-cence (ef'Sr-ves'
r

ns), it. [< L. effervescent,

ppr.j see EFFERVESCE], 1* a Bubbling up; foamulg. 2.

KveKness; high spirits; vivacity; exuberance. i

ef fer vea-cen cy (ef'e^y^'n^i). n. efervescence.
ef fer-ves-cent (e%-ves^nt) t ad/. [L. effervescent*
see EFFERVESCE], 1, giving "if ~gas bubbles ; bi
up ; foaming, 2. lively anjai^hT^irlted ; vivacious*

ef-fete (e-fet/, i-ftO. aa^f^ff^us. ths^
tWt ^

forth offspring, ezhatist^ct^ #*> ^4 it .

brought forth], no longer capable of terbducfng; worn
out; exhausted; spent and s^-

H -

ef-fica-cious (ef'9-kS'shas),,,_.
efficere, to bring to pass, accicimplsh (see El
-ous], producing or capable of r" r"~ ^
effect; having the inten^fed,
efficacious drug. 5KV. see

effc-ca-cy (ef'i-ks-si), n.
'

efficacia < efficax; see EFI .

effects or intended results; ,

f-fi-clen-cy (a-fish^on-si, i-fish^on-s

"I. ab^i
of

eras (-sizfl, [L. efficientia]*
desired effect with a miyifo Mllul uA^ciiwiUt c?icuiow
waste; .quality or fact of being efficient. '2Ttne tt!Bo
Of effective work to the energy expended ,tp. prb-
ducing it, as of a machine; output divicjea by idput^ }

efficiency expert, a person whose work is to increase
the efficiency and productivity of a business or indus-
trial plant by finding better methods of performing
.various operations,, cubing down waste, etc;
ef fi ctent (a-fish'nt f i-fiWsnt), adj. [L. effidens, ppr.

of efficere; see EFFECT], 1. directly producing an effect

or result- causative; effective: as, the efficient cause.
2. producing the desired effect or result with a minimum
of effort, expense, or waste; working well; competent;
able; capable. SYN. see effective.

ef-fi-gy (efVji), n. \pL EFFIGIES (-jiz)]. [Pr. effi&ie; L.

s* a copy* image, likeness < effingere < *-, out -f-*

fngere, to form], a portrait, statue, or other image, usu-

ally of a persfn; likeness; often, a crude representation
of a person who is hated or held in contempt.
burn (or hang) in effigy* to burn (or hang) an image
of a person who is hated or held in contempt.

ef-flo-resce (efld-res
7
, ef'lo-resO, vd. [EFFLORESCED

(-restO* EFFLORESCING], [L. efflorescere, to blossom,
nourish < ex-, out -|- fiorescere, to begin to blossom <
fiorere, to blossom < fos, floris, a flower], 1. to blossom
out: flower. 2. in chemistry, a) to change from a crys-
talline to a powdery state through loss of the water of

crystallization when exposed to air. 6) to develop a

powdery crust as a result of evaporation or chemical
change.

ef flo-res-cence (ef'16-res
/rns, ef'lo-res/fns), n. [Fr.< L.

efflorescens, ppr. of efflorescere; see EFFLORESCE], 1. a
flowering; blooming. 2. the time of flowering; hence,
3. the peak or fuUSfiment, as of an art or career. 4. in

chemistry, a) the changing of certain crystalline com-
pounds to a whitish powder or powdery crust through
loss of their water of crystallization, fe) the powder or
crust thus formed. 5. in medicine, an eruption on the

skin; rash or other skin lesion.

ef-flo-res cent (ef
/
ld-*es/'nt, ef'lS-res''nt), adj. [L. efflo-

rescens, ppr.; see EFFLORESCE], L blossoming; flower*

ing. 2. in chemistry, a) changing from a crystalline to a
powdery state through loss of the water of crystalliza-
tion when exposed to air. ft) covered with a powdery
crust as a result of evaporation or chemical change.

ef-flu-ence (efloo-ons), n. [L. effluens, ppr. of effluere,

to flow out < ex-, out -j-^re, to flow], 1. a flowing out
or forth; emanating. 2. a thing that flows out or

forth; emanation.
ef-flu-ent (ef'loo-snt), adj. [L. effluens: see EFFLUENCE],
flowing out or forth, n. a thing that flows out or forth;
specifically, a) a stream flowing out of a body of water.

b) the outflow of a sewerf sewage tankr etc.

ef*flu-vi*a (e-floo'vi-s, i-floo'vi-a), n. alternative plural
of effluvium.

ef.flu-vi-al (e-floo'vi-9l, ifloo'vi-l). adj. of or like efflu-

via; noxious.
ef-flu-vi-um (e-floo'vi-Qm, i-floo'vi-om), n. [pL EFFLUVIA
(-9), EFFLUVIUMS (-9mz)j, [LL., a flowing out, outlet;
see EFFLUENCE, FLOW], 1. a real or supposed outflow
in the form of a vapor Or stream of invisible particles;
aura. 2. a disagreeable or noxious vapor Or odor.

ef-flux (efluks), n. [< L. effluxus, pp. of efflmre; see

EFFLUENCE, FLUX], 1. a flowing out; emanating. 2. a
thing that flows out; outflow; emanation.

ef-fort (ef'erfc), n. [Fr:; O^r; esforz < esforcier, to make
an effort < LL. *exfortiam < LJ.MO-,' intens. + fortis,

strong], 1. the using of energy to get something done;
exertion of strength or mental power. 2, a tsy,

^

espe-
cially a hard try; attempt; endeavor. & a product or
result of working or trying; achievement. ',< ,

^nV. effort implies a conscious attempt to achieve a par-
ticular end (make some effort to be friendly); exertion implies
an. energetic, evefl violent, use of poTftfri ^tiength, eta, often
without reference to any particular end (she feels faint after

tany exertion) z endeavor suggests an earnest, sustained attempt
to accomplish a particular, usually meritorious, end (a bfe
-ent in the endeavor to do good) ; pains suggests a laborious,"

t attempt (to take frfaf ^th one's work). ANT,
, requiring,

-'

,.....

r -f ,-su * I'^f-1 ^ '

less < ex-, froni
ashamed boldness;

ef-fulge (e-fii&K, 'i^Oj^.j^.^iV^ [EFFULGEB C-WjdO,
EFFULGING],, {L.effulge^e; see BFOTGE^CBJ, lio 8,^16 or
flash, oat.

ef-ful^ence /(eT&l*39ns, *iJulpns), m (L., effulgent^ ,ppr.
Of ra^V< -. fprtlx, -t

p
Mgere, to .shine, gle^r^l,- . - >

wwia^^a^^a^s
.^^..au^^JAjM^^, to

'-

^anesca^,^'!^^^
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emotion in an unrestrained manner; too demonstrative.

eft (eft), n. {ME. euete; AS. efeta; older, dial., & literary
form of newt], a newt or small lizard.

eft (eft), adv. [ME. & AS. eft, orig. compar. (Gmc.
*fl//) of aft; cf._AFT] f [Archaic], 1. again. 2. afterwards.

eft-soon (eft-soonOt adv. [ME. eftsone(s); AS. eftsona;

eft (see EFT, adv.) + sona (see SOON)], [Archaic], 1. im-
mediately afterward; forthwith. 2. at frequent inter-

vals; often. 3. again.
eft-soons (eft-soonz'), adv. Archaic], eftsoon.

Eg., I. Egypt. 2. Egyptian. 3. Egyptology.
e.g., exempli gratia, [L.j, for the sake of example; for

example.
e-gad (i-gad', e-gad') , interj. [prob. < ah God}, a soft-

ened or euphemistic oath.

e-gal-i-tar-i-an (i-gal'a-tHr'i-sn, e-galVtar'i-sn), adj. &
n. [< Fr. egalitaire < egalite; OFr. equalite; see EQUAL-
ITY], eqtialitarian.+.*.u. tg (a'ga'le'ta'), n* [Fr.], equality.

(eg'bgrt), [AS. Ecgbeorht < ecg (see EDGE) +
vht (see BRIGHT) ; hence, bright sword], a masculine

name. n. king of the West Saxons (8Q2-&39 A.D.) ;

first overlord of England (828-839 A.D.); lived 775?-
839 A.D.

E-ger (a'ger), n. the Ohfe River :_the German name.
E-ge-ri-a (i-jer'i-o), n. [L.; Gr. Egeria], 1. in Roman
mythology, a nymph who advised, and dictated laws to,

Numa,_second king of Rome. 2. any woman adviser.

egest (e-jesf), v.t. [< L. egestus, pp. of egerere* to bear
out, discharge; e-, out + gerere, to bear], to pass off

(perspiration, excrement, etc.); excrete.

e-ges-ta (e^jes'ts), n.pl. [Mod.. L. < I/, egestus; see

EGEST], egested matter; feces, perspiration, etc.

e-ges-tion (e-jes'chan), n, [L. egestw], 1. an egesting.
2. egested matter.

e-ges-tfve (e-jes'tiv), adj. relating to egestion.

egg (eg) t n. [ME. egg, egge < ON. egg, replacing native
form ey < AS. &g; akin to G. ei

(pi.wr) ; prob. IE. base *owjomr, YOLK ALBUMEN

*q/owz-, laid by a bird (as also in ^^F^^^^^-SHEU
L. ovum; see OVUM) < *awei~,
bird (as in L. ams; see AVIARY)],
1. the oval or round body laid

by a female bird, fish, reptile,
insect, etc., containing the germ ^psam j&T 'irrr
of a new individual along with -

'

"'"- '

food for its development, and
having an enclosing shell or HEN'S EGG
membrane. 2. a reproductive
cell produced by the female; ovum, 3. a hen's egg,
raw or cooked in any way. 4. a thing resembling a
hen's egg. 5. [Slang], a person: as, he's a good egg.

6, [Slang], an aerial bomb, hand grenade, or torpedo.
v.t. 1. to mix or cover with the yolk or white of eggs,
as in cooking. 2. [Colloq.J, to throw eggs at.

lay an egg, ISlang], to fail completely: said of a joke,
theatrical performance, etc.

put (or have) all one's eggs in one basket, to risk all

that one has on a single venture, method, etc.

egg (eg) i v.t. [ME. eggen < ON. eggja, lit., to give
edge to; replacing Early Mod. Eng. to edge, in the same
sense; cf. EDGE], to urge or incite (with on).
egg and dart, a decorative molding used in architecture
and cabinetwork, consisting of an egg-shaped form al-

ternating with a form shaped like an arrow, anchor, or

tongue: also egg and anchor, egg and 4toragu.
egg cell, a reproductive cell produced by the female.
egg coal, any; of various sizes of coal between 1 1/2
and 4 inches in diameter.
egg-er (eg'er), n. [apparently egg, n. + -er: from the

egg-shaped cocoon of the moth], any of various moths
whose larvae feed on the leaves ol trees.

egg-head (eg'foed'), n. [Slang], an intellectual: usually a
term of contempt or derision as used by anti-intellec-
tuals.

Eg gle ston, Edward (eg'1-stan), 1837-1902; American
novelist, historian, and preacher.
egg-nog (eg'nogOr n. legs, n, -f nog, &tra& beer or

ale], a thick drink made of beaten eggs, milk, sugar,
and nutmeg, usually containing whisky, ntn\ wine, e*c.

egg-plant (eg'plant/, eg'pMmV), ir. L a plant with a

large, peac-smped, usually jrairple^siiixnea frait, which
is eaten as a vegetable. 2, tb*e fruit.

egg shell (e^shel')* n. the hard, brittle covering of a
bard's eg. d/. 1. fragile and thin, like an eggshell.

-gis (e'jls), n. (see ABGIS], 1. in Greek mythology, *
shield or bfeastfdat used by Zeus and, later, by his

daughter Atneaa? hence, 2. a protection. & sponsor-
ship; auspices. Also spelled aegis.
eg Ian-tine (eg'lan~tim

7
, eglam-tec/^ n. {Pr* i

< OFr. aiglent, ^weetbier;Ii<* <KW
a

stuq,gj, prickle, dSrnu of Mcuat, 4 $oint* sttotgjr a*
STJ"

"*n# wild rose with gink
'

Sowers a$ a ri

sweettirier: u$ed In; Miton's Lf

Atte^o to

e-go
1. tne sen; tne moiviaua- _ ,_ _.

[Colloq.], egotism; conceit. 3. in philosophy, the self,

variously conceived as an absolute spiritual substance
on which experience is superimposed, the series of

acts and mental states introspectively recognized, etc.

4. in psychoanalysis, that part of tne psyche which,
developing from the id, experiences the external
world through the senses, and consciously controls
the impulses of the id : distinguished from superego, id.

e-go-cen-tric (e'go-sen'trik, eg'5-sen'trik), adj. 1.

viewing everything in relation to oneself; self-centered.
2. in philosophy, existing only as conceived in the
individual mind: said of the world, n. an egocentric
person.

e-go-cen-tried-ty (e'go-sen-tris'a-ti, eg'o-sen-tris'g-ti),
n. the quality or state of being egocentric.

e-go-ism (e'go-iz'm, eg'o-iz'm) r n. [Pr. egcfisme < L.
ego, I], 1. the tendency to be self-centered, or to
consider only oneself and one's own interests; selfish-

ness. 2. egotism; conceit. 3. in ethics, the doctrine
that self-interest is the proper goal of all human
actions: opposed to altruism.

e-go-lst (e'go-ist, eg'6-ist), n. [Fr. egoHste < L. ego, I],
1. a person who is self-centered or selfish. 2. a con-
ceited person; egotist. 3. in philosophy, a person who
accepts the doctrine of egoism.

e-go-is-tic (e'go-is'tik, eg'5-is'tik), adj. 1. self-centered
or selfish. 2. egotistic; conceited. 3. of an egoist or

egoism.
e-go-is-ti-cal (e'go~is'ti-k

f

l, eg'o-is'ti-k'l) , odff. egoistic.

e-go-mania (e'go-ma'ni-a, eg'6-ma'ni-a) , n. [ego +
-mania], abnormally excessive egotism.

e-go-ma-ni-ac (e'jgo-ma'ni-ak', eg'o-ma'ni-ak'), n. a
person characterized by egomania.

e-go-tism (e'ga-tiz'm, eg'a-tiz'm), n. |L. ego, I +
-tism for "ism after nepotism, etc.], 1. constant,
excessive reference to oneself in speaking or writing.
2. self-conceit. 3. selfishness: see also egoism; the
terms are sometimes used interchangeably, but egotism
is generally considered the more opprobrious term.

e-go-tist (e'ga-tist, eg'9-tist), n. a person characterized

by egotism.
e-go-tis-tic (e'gs-tis'tikf eg's-tis'tik), adj. characterized
by egotism.

e-go-tis-ti-cal (e'gs-tis'ti-k'l, eg's-tis'ti-kl), adj. ego-
tistic.

e-gre-gious (i-gre'J3S, i-gre'ji-as), adj. JL. egregius,
chosen or separated from the herd, hence select,

choice, eminent < e-, out + grex, gregis, a herd],
1. outstandmg for undesirable qualities; remarkably
bad; flagrant* 2. [Archaic], outstanding; remarkable.

e-gress (e'gres), n. [L. egressus: pp. of egredi, to go out
< e-, out -f gradi, to step, go], 1. a going out; emer-
gence. 2. the right to go out. 3. a way out; exit.

"res-sion (i-gresh'sn), n. a going out: egress.
:et (e'grit. eg'ret), n. [ME. egrefe; Fr. aigrette, kind
heron, tuit of feathers; Pr. aigreta < aigron; OHG.

haigiro, heron], 1. [pL EGRETS (-grits, -rets), EGRET;
see PLURAL, II, D, 1], any of various herons with long,
white plumes. 2. such a plume: usually aigrette.

E-gypt (e'jipt), n. a country in northeastern Africa,
on the Mediterranean
and Red Seas: since
1958 a part of the
UnitedArab Republic :

area, 384,000 sq. ml:
pop., 23,400,000 :(est.)
abbreviated Eg.

E-gyp-tian (i-iip'shan,
e*i'sh9n), adj. 1.

of Egypt, its people,
or their culture. 2.

of the Egyptian lan-

guage. 3. [Obs.],

gypsy, n, 1. a native
or inhabitant of

Egypt. 2, the Hamitic
language of the an-
cient Egyptians. 3.

[Obs.], a gypsy. Abbre-
viated ."

' "

valued, at slightly more than a British pound:

(e'jip-tol'a-jist) , n+ a student of or

..., n. the science or study
^ Sgyptian~ architecture, insoriptlong, language,
customs, etc.: abbreviated Egyp.tpl.^ E^u

ell (a, e), interj. a souuid exjjre^swg: L surprisef
2.

doubt or inquiry: equivalent $o a) **Wlj.at did you
say?" ^) "Doar

t
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Ehrlich, Paul (poul a^HH; Eng. arnik), 1854-4915:
German bacteriologist and physician; received Nobel
prize in medicine, 1908.

EX, 1. East India. 2. East Indian. 3. East Indies.
dhier (I'dSr), n. [ON. asthar, genit. of asthr, eider duck
via earEer owed, eider], 1. \pl. EIDERS (-drz), EIDER;
see PLURAL, H, D 1], any of a number of large sea
docks that live in northern regions: often eider duck.
2. the down of this duck.

eider down, [< ON. xthar-dtin via Sw.], 1. the soft,
fine breast feathers, or down, of the eider duck, used
as a stuffing for quilts, pillows, etc. 2. a bed quilt
stuffed with such leathers.
ei-do4on (I-dolan). n. U>L EIDOLA (-fe)J, [Gr. eiddlon,
an image; see IDOL-], a phantom; apparition: image.

Elf-fel Tower G'ffi, an iron tower in Pans, 984 feet

designed by A. Eiffel for the Exposition of 1889.

gilt (at), adj. [MB. eihte, eyght; AS. eahta: akin to
jr. acht; IE. base *oktd(u)-, as also in L. octal totaling
one more than seven, n, 1. the cardinal number
between seven and nine; 8; VIII. 2. any group of

eight people or things, as a crew of eight oarsmen.
3. anything shaped like an eight: as, a figure eight
in skating. 4. a placing card marked with the number
8 and eight spots of its suit.

eight bail, a 'black ball with the number eight on it,

used in playing gool: in one form of the game, if a
player pockets this ball before all the other balls are

pocketed, he immediately loses the game.
behind the elftht ball, [Slang], in a very unfavorable
position: from having the cue ball directly behind
the eight ball in the game of pool, so that the shooter
runs the risk of pocketing the eight balL

eight-ecu (a'tenO, adj. [ME. eyghtene; see EIGHT &
-TEEN],!eight more than ten. n. the cardinal number
between seventeen and nineteen; 18; XVIII.
eight-een-mo (5'ten'moO* n, 4 adj. octodecimo; 18mo:
a size of book.
eighteenth (a'tenth'), */ fME- eihtetenthe; see EIGHT-
EEN & -TH], i. preceded by seventeen others in a series;
18th. 2. designating any of the eighteen equal parts
of something, n* 1. the one following the seventeenth.
2. any of the eighteen equal parts of something; 1/18.

eight-fold <lt'fold
/
). <*df {see -FOLD], 1. having eight

parts. 2. having eight times as much or as many,
adv. eight times as much or as many.
eighth (atth, ath), adj. [ME. eihtithe, etc.; AS. eahtotha
< eahtq; see EIGHT & -TH], lv preceded by seven
others in a series! 8th. 2. designating any of the
eight equal parts or something, n. 1. the one follow-

ing the seventh. 2. any of the eight equal parts of
something: 1/8. 3. in music, the interval of an octave.

eighth-ly (atthll, athli), adv. in the eighth place.
eighth note, in music, a note (J

1

) having one eighth
the duration of a whole note: also called quaver.
eightieth (a'ti-ith), adj. [ME. eigtithe; see EIGHTY &
-TH], 1. preceded by seventy-nine others in a series:
80th. 2. designating any of the eighty equal parts of
something. n. 1. the one following the seventy-ninth.
2, any of the eighty equal parts of something; 1/80.
eighty (a'ti), adj. [ME. eigteti, eygty; AS. (hund)eaht-
&Mg; see EIGHT & -TT (tens)], eight times ten.

~ fLl

EIGHTIES (-tiz)],
the

nine and eigh
the eighties,

number between sevenw-
LXXX.

, through eighty-nine
(of a century or a person's age).

ei-kon (I'kon), n. an icon.
Ei leen 0-len', lien', a-len'). a feminine name: see
Helen.

E. lad., East Indian.
Eind-ho-ven (Int'ho'vsn), n. a city in the southern
Netherlands: pop,, 135,000 (1947).
Ein stein, Albert (in'&tin'; G. rn'shtin'), 1879-1955;
Geman-born physicist; became Anierican citizen in
1940; introduced theory of relativity; received Nobel
prize in physics, 1921*

Ein-stein-i-an (In-stin'i-an), adj. of Albert Einstein or
his theories.
ein stein i-um (in-stin'i-am), n. [after A. Einstein], a
radioactive chemical element produced by bombarding
uranium with nuclear particles: symbol, E; at. wt.,
247 (?);at. no., 99.

Eir-e (&r'a), n. the Republic of Ireland: a former name;
see Ireland.

Ei sen-ach (I'z'n-akhO, n. a city in Thuringia, Ger-
many: pop., 45.0QO.

Ei sen how-er, Dwight David (JVn-hou'er), 1890- ;

American general; supreme Allied commander in Eu-
rope (1943-1945; 1950-1952); thirtyrfourth president
of the United States (1953- ) : nicknamed Ike.

Eisk (ask), n. a seaport in southwestern R,'S.P.S.R.f on
the Sea of Azov: pop,, 39,000: also spelled Eysk.

eis-tedd-fod (a-ste^'vod, es-te*fc'vod), n. IfI. EISTEDI>-
FODS (-vodz); Welsh EISTEDDFOBAU (es'te^-vdd^!)],
[W., a sitting, session, assembly < eistedd, to sft], a
yearly congress in Wales of poets, musicians, etc., at
which prizes are given for compositions and perform-
ances: 19th century revival of an old Welsh custom.
either (e'*Mr, I'/fcSr), adj. [ME.; AS. xzhwzther < a

(x), always (see AY) 4- gehwxther, each of two (cf.

WHETHER) ; akin to, and of same formation as, OHG.
eogihwedar (MHG. iegeweder)], 1. one or the other (of

two) : as, use either hand. 2. each (of two) ; the one
and the other: as, he had a tool in either hand. pron.
one or the other (of two), con/, the first element of
the pair of disjunctive correlatives either . . . or, im-

plying a choice of alternatives: as, either go or stay.
adv. 1. any more than the other; also (following
negative expressions) : as, if she doesn*t go, he won't
either. 2. [Colloq.j, an intensifier in a negative state-

ment, usually in answer to an affirmative: as, "You
took it." "I dMn't either!'*

e-jac-u-late (i-jak'yoo-lat
7
, e-jak'yoo-lat'), v.t. [EJACU-

LATED (-id), EJACULATING], [< L. ejaculatus, pp. of

ejaculari, to cast out, throw out; e-, out +jaculari, to
throw < jaculum, a dart, missile < jacere, to throw],
1. to eject or discharge (fluids) suddenly. 2. to utter
suddenly and vehemently; exclaim.

e-jaC'ii-la-tion (i-jak'yoo-la'shsn, e-jak'yoo-la'shsn), n.

[see EJACULATE], 1. a sudden ejection of fluid, espe-
cially of seminal fluid, from the body. 2. a sudden,
vehement utterance; exclamation.

e*jac*u-la*tive (i-jak'yoo-la'tiv, e-jak'ypo-lo-tiv), adj.
of, or having the nature of, an ejaculation.

e-jac*u-la*tor (i-jak'yoo-la'ter, e-jak'yoo-la'tSr), n* a
person or thing that ejaculates.

e-jac-u-la-to-ry ^i-jakyoo-te-toyi, e-jak'yoo-b-to'ri),
adj. 1. ejaculating; of or for ejaculation: as, the ejac-
ulatary ducts of the male. 2. having the nature of an
ejaculation; exclamatory; as, ejaculatory words.

e-Ject (i-jekf, e-jekt') v.t. [< L. ejectus, pp. of ejicere,
to throw out < e~, out + jacere, to throw], 1. to throw
out; cast out; expel; emit; discharge: as, the chimney
ejects smoke. 2. to drive out; evict: as, the heck-
ler was ejected from the meeting.
SYN. eject, the term of broadest application here, implies
generally a throwing or casting out from within (to eject saliva
from the mouth) ^ expel suggests a driving out, as by force,
specifically, a forcing out of a country, organization, etc*, often
in disgrace (fxptiled from school); evict refers to the forcing
out, as of a tenant, by legal procedure; dismiss, in this con-
nection, refers to the removal of an employee, etc. but does
not in itself suggest the reason for the separation (he was dis-

missed for lack of funds) ; oust implies the getting rid of some-
thing undesirable, as by force or the action of law (to oust

corrupt officials).

e-jec-ta (i-jek'ta, e-jek'ta), n.pL [L.. neut. pi. of ejectus],
ejected matter; waste matter; refuse,

e-jec-tion (i-jek'shsn, e-jek'shon), n. [L. ejectto\t 1. an
electing or being ejected. 2. anything ejected.

e-Jec-tive (i-jek
7
tiv, e-jek'tiv), adj. ;of or causing

ejection.
e-ject-ment (i-jekt/mant, e-jekt

f
m9nt), n. 1. an eject-

ing; ousting; eviction. 2. in law, an action to secure or
regain possession of hereditary property.

e-jec-tor (i-jek'tSr, e-jek'tSr), n. a person or thing that
eiects.

B-ka-te-rin-biirg (ye-ka"
/
tye-rin-boorH') n. Sverd-

lovsk, a city in western Siberia: the former name.
E-ka-te

:
ri no dar (ye-kS'tye-re'nd-darO. n. Krasnodar,

a city in the Caucasus: the former name.
E-ka-te-ri-no-slav (ye-ka'tye^re'nd-slSf')* n. Dnepro-
petrovsk, a city in the Ukraine: the former name.
eke (ek) t v.t. [EKED (ekt), EKING], [MB. eken, to in-

crease; chiefly < eke, addition (cf. NICKNAME), partly <
AS. eacan, t& increase), [Archaic or Dial.], to make
larger or longer; increase,
eke out, 1. to add something missing to; supplement:
as* he eked out his income by writing stories. 2. to
manage to make (a living) with difiiculty.

eke (ek), adv. * con/. [ME.; AS. eac; akin to G. auch;
IE. base *au~, again, on the other hand, as also in L.
out, or autem, on the other hand], [Archaic], also.

el (d),^. 1. [so called because shaped like an L], an
extension or wing at right angles to the main structure;
ell. 2. [< elevated], [Colloq.j, an elevated railwa

e*lab-o-rate (i-lab'gr-it; for v., i-lab'o-rat'), adj.
elaboratus, pp. of elaborare, to work out, labor grea
e~, out + morare < labor, labor, work], worked out
carefully; developed in great detail; highly wrought;
complicated; painstaking, v.t. [ELABORATED (3d),
ELABORATING], 1. to produce by effort: develop by
labor. 2^ to work out cairefully; develop in g^eat
detail, vd. to state something in detail ; give additional
information; be more specific (usually with on or utori).
elab ora tiou (i4ab'9-ra'sjaon) n. 1. an elaborating
or being elaborated* 2. a thing elaborated.
e-labora tive (i-lab'o-ra

/

tiv7i4ab'er-9-tiv) adf. elab-
orating or tending to elaborate.

e-lab-o-ra^tor (i-laFa-ra'tgr) , n. a personwho ekborates.
el ae op ten (el'i-op'ten), ft. daeoptene*
el-ae-op-tene (el'i-o0'tiftriL n.[< Gc. daton, ojive oil."

os* winged^ tpat.'pa*fc of an essentta! oil

not become solid : distinguished from stea-

oil
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ELAM

Elaine of Astolat, who loved Sir Lancelot. 6) the
mother of Sir Galahad.
E-lam (elsm), n* an ancient kingdom in the region of
modern Khuzistan,
Iran.

E-lam-fte (clsm-if).
n. a native or inhab-
itant of Elam. adj.
of Elam or the Elam-
ites

E-lam-it-ic (e'ls-mif-
ik), n. the group of

languages spoken by
the ETamites. adj.
1. designating or of

these languages. 2.

Elamite.

Jg-lan (a'laW), n. [Fr.,
a start, outburst, im-

petuosity < ttancer,

to dart, throw; -, out

+ lancer, to throw a
lance, hence throw < LL. lanceare < lancea; see LANCE],
ardor; enthusiasm; vigor; impetuosity.

e-land (e'bnd), n. \pl. ELAND, ELANDS (-fondz); see
PLURAL, n, D, 2], [D. eland, elk], a large, heavy African
antelope with long, twisted horns.

Je-lan vi-tal (Slaw' ve'tal'), [Fr., lit., vital force], in

Bergsonian philosophy, the original life force, the crea-
tive linking principle in the evolution of all organisms.
elapse (i-lapsO, v.i. [ELAPSED (-lapsf), ELAPSING],
[< L. elapsus, pp. of elabi, to glide away; e~, out +
labi, to glide, fall], to slip by; pass: said of time.

ELAS, [< Mod. Gr. Ethnikos Haikos ^Lpeleftherotikos
Stratos, National Popular Liberation Army}, the
Hellenic Popular Liberation Army, the military
branch of the EAM in World War II.

e-las-mo-branch (i-las'ma-brarjk', i-laz'ma-brank').
adj. [< Mod. L. elasmobranchii < Gr. elasmos, beaten
metal + L. branchiq, gills], designating or of a group
of fishes characterized by cartilaginous skeletons,

platelike scales, and lack of air bladders, n. any
fish of this group, as the shark, skate, ray, etc.

e-las-tic (i-las'tik), adj. [Late Gr. elastikos < Gr.
elaunein, to drive, set in motion; akin to L. alacer,

Hvely, animated < IE. base *eJo-, to stimulate], 1.

having the property of immediately returning to its

original size, shape, or position after being stretched,

squeezed, flexed, expanded, etc.; flexible; springy;
hence, 2. having the ability to recover easily from
dejection, fatigue, etc.; buoyant: as, an elastic temper-
ament kept her optimistic. 3. readily changed to

suit circumstances; adaptable: as, elastic regulations.
n. 1. a loosely woven fabric made flexible by strands
of rubber running through it. 2. a band, garter, etc.

of this material. 3. a rubber band.
SYN. elastic implies ability to return without permanent
injury to the original size or shape after being stretched, ex-

panded, etc. (an elastic garter); resilient implies ability to

spring back quickly into shape after being deformed, especially

by compression (a healthy, resilient skin); flexible refers to

anything that c&n be bent without breaking, whether or not it

returns to its original form (a flexible wire) ; supple is applied
to that which is easily bent, twisted, or folded without breaking,
cracking, etc. (Hdskin is sutjlt). ANT. rigid, stiff.

e-las-ti-cal-ly (i-las'ti-kl-i, i-las'tik-K) , adv. in an
elastic manner.

e-las-tic-i-ty (i-las'tis's-ti, e'las-tis'a-ti), n. [pi. ELAS-
TICITIES (-tiz)], the quality or condition of being
elastic

; specifically, a) springiness ; flexibility ; resilience.

&) buoyancy of spirit, c) adaptability.
elas ticize (i-las'ta-siz/), v*t* [ELASTJCIZED (-sizd'),

ELASTICIZING], [elastic -f -ize], to make (fabric) elastic,

as by interweaving with rubber strands.
elastic tissue, a connective tissue consisting largely
of yellow, elastic fibers, occurring especially in the
walls of arteries and veins.
elas tin (i4as'tin), n. [< dastic -f -], an albuminoid
that is the basic constituent of elastic tissue, char-
acterized by its elasticity when moist.

elate (i4aV, e-latO, v*t. [ELATED (-id), ELATING],
[< L. elatus, pp. of efferre, to bring put, Eft u$ < *-,

out -f ferre, to bear, bring], to raise the spirits of;
make proud, happy, or joyful. adj. [poetic], elated.

e-lat-ea (i-lSt'id, l^lat'id),. tedf/. |pp. of .elate], in high
spirits; proud or h&pjw; joyful. .

^

el-a-tei: Qel'a-ter), n., ipod. L, < GT. elatgy, dnver <
elawkynf see ELAStte], 1. [Obs.], elasticity. ,2,itt

botany,, an elastic filauamt t&at scatters iho ripe re-

p'ro4uctive .celK founds in certain plants, as in the

capsule of a liverwort. 3. in entomology, a beetle that

can , 'snap ,;its01iP -,oysec onto its feet

, biol&^i an-
;,

<

,

an /elater oir t

e-lat-er-in (i4at
/
er-in), n. Jelaterium + -in], a white,

crystalline substance, CatHsgO*, the active principle
of elaterium.

e-lat-er-ite (i-Iat'er-it'), n. [slater (sense 2) + -ite], a
dark-brown, rubberlike, elastic mineral hydrocarbon.

el-a-te-ri-um (el'a-te'r'i-sm), n. [L.; Gr. daterion, netit.

of elaterios, driving < elaunein, to drive] t
a cathartic

and diuretic obtained from the dried juice of the
wild cucumber, used in the treatment of dropsy.

e-Ia-tion (i-la/shsn, e-la'shsra), n. [L. elatio], a feeling
of exultant joy, pride, or happiness; high spirits.

El-ba (el'ba), n. an Italian island between Corsica
and Italy: area, 86 sq. mi.; pop., 30,000: site of Na-
poleon's first exile (1814-1815).

El-be (el'bs), n. a river in Bohemia and Germany,
flowing into the North Sea: length, 725 mi.: Czech
name, Lobe.

El-ber-feld (el'ber-felt , n. a former city in western
Germany: now a part of Wuppertal.

El-bert (el'bert), a masculine name: see Albert.

Elbert, Mount, the highest peak of the Sawatch
Range, central Colorado: height, 14,431 ft.

El-bing (eKbirj), n. a city in northern Poland, formerly
in East Prussia: pop., 72,000: Polish name, Elblqg.

El-blag (eFbldwg), n. Elbing: the Polish name.
el-bow (el'bo), n. [ME. elbowe; AS. elboga, elnboga <
eln, forearm, hence^ ell + boga, a bow; akin to G.
ellenbogen], 1. the joint between the upper and lower
arm; especially, the outer part of the curve of a bent
arm. 2. anything bent like an elbow, v.t* to shove
or jostle with or as with the elbows, vd. to make one's
way by shoving or jostling.
at one's elbow, very close to one; easy to reach.
out at (the) elbows, shabby; poverty-stricken.
rub elbows with, to associate or mingle with (famous
or prominent people, etc.).

up to the elbows, deeply engaged (in work, etc.).
elbow grease, [Colloq.^vigorous physical effort,

el-bow-roona (d'bo-room , el'bo-roomO, n. room
enough to move or work in; ample space or scope.

El-brus (or El-bruz), Mount (el'broos, aVbroos), a
volcanic mountain in the Caucasus: height, 18,468 ft.

El-burz Mountains (el-boora/). & mountain range in
northern Iran, along the Caspian.

El Cap-i-tan (el kap'i-tan'; Sp. el ka'pe-tan') , a
mountain in Yosemite National Park: height, 7,564 ft.

eld (eld), n. [ME. elde; AS. eldo, Udu, etc. < base of
aldt eald (see OLD); akin to Goth, ahhs], [Archaic],
1. old age. 2. ancient times: antiquity; days of yore.

eld-er (el'der), adj. [ME.; AS. (Mercian) eldra, a&dro,;

compar. < base of old, eald (see OLD) ; akin to OHG.
dltiro, eltiro (G. alter),

Goth. oUhiza], L alder; bom
or brought forth earlier than another or others; ex-

ceeding another in age; senior. 2. superior in rank,
position, validity, etc. 3. earlier; former; ancient.
Now only attributive, n. 1. an older person. 2. an
aged person. 3. a forefather; ancestor; predecessor.
4. an older person with some authority^ or dignity in a
tribe or community. 5, any of certain leaders in a
church organization, as in the Presbyterian Church.
6. in the Mormon Church, a person appointed to the

higher order of priesthood.
el-der (el'der), n. [ME. eUerne & (with intrusive -d- as
in alder) eldore; AS. ellern, elleti; akin to MLG. eUem,
eldern; IE. base *e?Z- (ct ,ELMt ALDER), as also in L.

alnus, elder], 1. any of a large group of plants of the

honeysuckle family, with white or pink flowers and
red or blackish berries. 2. any of various similar,
unrelated plants.

el-der*ber-ry (el'der-ber'i, d'deV-ber-i), n. [pi. ELDER-
BERRIES (-155)], 1. the elder (tree). 2. the berry, or

drupe, of the elder, used for making wines, jelly, etc.

eld-er-ly (el'd?r~li}, adj. somewhat old; past middle
age; approaching old age.

eldership (el'deV-sh%>
T
), n. [elder (church leader) +

-stiip], 1. the position or duties of an elder in a church.
2, ai group of elders; presbytery.

elder statesman, 1. formerly, in Japan, any of a
number of retired statesmen who served infornially
as a group of advisors to the emperor. 2. any elderly
retired statesman who continues to be consulted on
governmental matters.

eld-est (el'dist), adj. [ME.; AS. eldest(a), ieldest(a),

etc., suberl. of aid, eald (see OLD); akin to OHG.
afew*- (G. QUest-) & Goth. aUhist(a)], oldest^especially,
first-fyorn or oldest surviving: now only attributive.

El Dorta-do (el' do-ra'do), {pi. EL DORADOS (-doz)],

[Bp. the gilded; dorado, pp. of dorar* to gild; IX.
deaMrate,, to gild < L. de-, intens* + aurwm, gold],
1. an imaginary country in South America* fabled to
be rich in gold and precious stones: it was the object
of much search by eari^r .Spanish explorers; hence,
2, any fabulously rich pl^ce^ Also spelled Eldorado.

EjNfered (el'drid), {AS 1

. <l&M4ye&, < eald (see OLD> ^
rsed, counsel (see READ)], a masculine name.
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el dritch (el'drich), adj. [Early Mod. Eng. drteh with
intrusive -<f- as in alder: Scot, form elphrish suggests
orig. connection with elf], [Scot.], weird: eerie; ghastly.
El-ea-nor (elVner, el'i-nfirO. [OPr. Wienor, Alienor;
see HELEN

j,
a feminine name: diminutives* Etta* Nett t

Nora; variant, Leonora: also spelled Elinor.
El eat ic (el'i-at'ik), adj. [L. Eleaticw < Elea (Velia),
ancient Greek colony in Italy], designating or of an
ancient Greek school of philosophy, centering in Elea

during the 5th and 6th centuries B.C., which held
that the singular and unchangeable "Being" was the

only reality and that plurality, change, and motion
were only illusory: Parmenides and Zeno were its

outstanding adherents, n. an Eleatic philosopher.
El-e-a-zar, El-e-a-zer (el'i-a'aSr), n. [LL. ELeazar; Gr.

Eleasar; Heb. el'awr, lit., God has helped], in the

Bible, Aaron's son and successor as high priest of

Israel: Numb. 20:28.

elec., elect., 1. electric. 2. electrical. 3. electricity.

el-e-cam-pane (el'i-kam-pan'), n. [ML. enula campana;
L. inula; Gr. hdenion, elecampane; campana < L.

campus, field], 1. a hardy, perennial plant of the

composite family, with large clusters of yellow flowers.

2. a candy flavored with the root of this plant.
e-lect (i-lekt', 9-lekt'), adj. [ME.; L. electus, pp. of

digere, to pick out, choose < e-, out + legere, to pick,
choose, select], 1. chosen; given preference. 2. elected
but not yet installed in office: as, mayor-elc. 3. in

theology, chosen by God for salvation and eternal life.

n. a person who is elect, v.t. 1. to select (a person)
for some office by voting. 2. to choose; select. 3.

in theology, to choose for eternal salvation: used only
in the passive, with God as the implied subject.
VJ. to make a choice by vote. SYN. see choose,
the elect, 1. persons belonging to a specially priv-
ileged group. 2. in theology, those chosen by God for
salvation and eternal life.

e-lec-tion (i-lek'shan, g-lek'shan), n. [ME. eleccioun;
OFr. election; L. electio < electus; see ELECT], 1. a

choosing or choice. 2. a choosing for office by vote.
3. in theology, the selection by God of certain people
for salvation and eternal life; predestination.

e-lec-tion-eer (i-lek'shan-eT', sj-lek'shan-gr'), v.i. to
canvass votes tor, or otherwise work for trie success
of, a candidate, political party, etc. in an election.

e lee tive (i-lek'tiv, e-lek'tiv), adj. [Fr. Bectifl,
1. filled

by election: as, an elective office. 2. chosen by election.
3. having the power or authority to choose; electoral.

4. that may be chosen but is not required; optional.
n. an optional course or subject in a school or college
curricumm.

elective affinity, a tendency to combine chemically
with a certain substance or substances rather than
with another or others.

e-lec-tor (i-lek'tr, 9-lek'teY), n. [L.], 1. a person who
elects: specifically, a qualified voter. 2. a member of
the electoral college. 3. [usually E-l, [transl. of G.
kurfilrst, lit., choosing prince], any of the princes of the
Holy Roman Empire who took part in the election of
the emperor.

e-Iec-toral (i-lek'tSr-al, o-lek'tgr-al), adj. 1. of an
election or electors. 2. made up of electors: as, an
electoral college.

electoral college, an assembly elected by the voters to
perform the formal duty of electing the president and
the vice-president of the United States: the electors of
each State, equal in number to its members in Congress,
are expected to cast their votes for the candidates
selected by the popular vote in their State.

e4ec-tor-ate (i-lek'tgr-it, 9-lek'tSr-it), n. 1. dl those
qualified to vote in an election. 2. a division or
district of voters; electoral district. 3. the rank of an
elector in the Holy Roman Empire, 4. the territory
ruled by such an elector.

E-lec-tra (i-lek'tra), n. [L.; Gr. Elektra, lit., shining one:
see ELECTRIC], in Greek legend, 1. the daughter of
Agamemnon and Clytemnestra: she persuaded her
brother, Orestes, to kill their mother and their mother's
lover, who together had murdered Agamemnon. 2. one
of the Pleiades,

Electra complex, in psychoanalysis, the unconscious
tendency of a daughter to be attached to her father and
hostile toward her mother: see Oedipus complex.

e-leC'tric (i-lek'trik, 9-lek'trik), adj. [Mod. X. electri-
cus < L. electrum; Gr. glektron, amber (akin to elektor,
shining, the sun) : so called from effect of friction upon
amber], 1. of, charged with, or conveying electricity:
as, an electric wire. 2. producing, or produced by,
electricity: as, an electric generator. 3. operated by
electricity : as, an electric iron. 4. electrifying ; magnetic ;

exciting
;,
tense, n. 1. a substance, as glass, amber,

' etc., wmcn does not conduct electricity but can be
used to store or excite an electrical charge. 2. a train,
etc. operated by electricity. Abbreviated elec., elect.

e-lec-tri-cal (i-lek'tri-k'l, 9-lek'tri-k'l), adj. 1. electric.
2. connected with the science or use of electricity: as,
an electrical engineer. Abbreviated elec.. elect.

e4ec-tri<cal;ly (i-lek'tri-kl-i, 9-lek'trik-li) , adv. by or
with electricity.

electrical transcription, In radio broadcasting, 1. a
large, long-playing phonograph record for frecording

programs. 2. the use of such records for broadcasting.
electric chair, 1. an apparatus in the form of a chair,
used in electrocuting criminals; hence,! 2. [Colloq.],
the death sentence or punishment by electrocution:

as, he got the electric chair.

electric eel, an eel-shaped fish of South America,
having special organs that can give electric shocks.

electric eye, a photoelectric cell: used for controlling
various sorts of apparatus, as for opening doors, etc.

electric furnace, an electrically heated furnace used
in the reduction of ore, manufacture of carbides, etc.

electric guitar, a kind of guitar whose tones are
transmitted to an amplifier and loudspeaker through
an electrical pickup attached to the bridge.

elec-tri-cian (i-lek'trish'an, e'lek-trish'sn), n. a person
whose work is the construction, repair, or installation
of electric apparatus.

e-lec-tric-i'ty (i-lek'tris's-ti, elek-tris'9-ti), n. {see ELEC-

TRIC], 1. a form of energy generated by friction, in-

duction, or chemical change, and having magnetic,
chemical, and radiant effects: it is a property of the
basic particles of all matter, consisting of protons (pos-
itive charges) and electrons (negative charges), which
attract each other. 2. a) an electric current; stream of

moving electrons: it sets up a magnetic field of force

through which it produces kinetic energy. 6) static

electricity; charge of stationary particles: it sets up a
field of force having potential energy. 3. the branch of

physics dealing with electricity. 4. electric current
supplied as a public utility for lighting, heating, etc.
Abbreviated elec., elect. 5. a state of strong emotional
tension, anticipation, etc.: as, her entrance created elec-

tricity in the room.
electric needle, a high-frequency electrode in the form
of a needle, used in sur-

gery to cut through tis-

sue, searing it at the
same time to prevent
bleeding.

electric organ, a musi-
cal instrument resem-

bling an organ, but pro-
ducing tones by means
of vacuum tubes instead
of pipes.

electric ray, any of a
group of rays (fish)
with special organs that
can give electric shocks.

electric steel, steel processed in an electric furnace.
e lec-tri-fi ca-tion (i-lek'tra-fi-ka'shgn, Q-lek'tro-fi-ka'-
shan), n. 1. an electrifying or being electrified. 2. all
the installation and equipment required for electrifying.

e-lec-tri.fi.er (i-lek'tr9-fi
fgrf 9-lek>tr9-fi'er), n. a person

or thing that electrifies.

e-lec-tri-fy (i-lek'tra-fT, 9-lek'tra-flO, v.L [ELECTRIFIED
(-fid'), ELECTRIFYING], 1. to charge with electricity.
2. to give an electric shock to. 3. to excite; thrill;
shock. 4. to equip for the use of electricity.

e-Iec-trize (i-lek'triz, 9-lek'triz) , v.t. [ELECTRIZED (-trizd),

ELECTRIZING], to electrify.
e-Iec-tro (i-lek'tro, a-lek'tro), n.

[pi. ELECTROS (-troz)],
1. an electrotype. 2. an electroplate.

e-lec-tro- (i-lek'tro, a-lek'tra), f< Gr. electron, amber;
see ELECTRIC], a combining form meaning: 1. electric^
as in electromagnet. 2. electrically, as in electrocute.
3. electricity, as in electrostatics. 4. electrolysis, as in

electrodeposit.
e-lec tro-a-nal y sis (i-lek'tro-9-nalVsis, a-lek'tro-a-
nal'9-sis) , n. analysis by means of electrolysis.
e4ec-tro-car-di-0'gram (i-lek'tro-ka'r'di-a-gram', g-lek'-

tro-kar'di-s-granr), n. a tracing showing the changes
in electric potential produced by the contractions of
the heart.

e-lec;tTO.car.di:o.graph (i-lek'tro-kar'di-o-graf', o-lek'-

tro-kar'di-a-grar), n. an instrument for making an
electrocardiogram.

e lee-tro-chem-i-cal (i-lek'tro-kem'i-k'l, 9-lek'tro-kem'-
i-k 1), adj. relating to electrochemistry.

e4ec-tro-cliera.ia.try (i-Iek'tro-kem'is-tri, a-lek'tro-
kem'is-tri), n. the science that deals with the chemical
effects of electrical action: abbreviated electrochem.

e-lec-tro-cul-ture (i-lek'tro-kul'cher, a-lek'tro-kuT-
cher), n. the stimulation of plant growth by treating
the soil, seeds, etc. with electricity.

e-lec-tro*cute (i-lek'tro-kut' f Q-lek'tra-kut'), v.t. [ELEC-
TROCUTED (-id). ELECTROCUTING], [electro- + execute],
1. to execute (a criminal) by electricity. 2. to kill

accidentally by electricity.
e-lec-tro-cu-tion (i-lek'tr^ku'shan, 9-lek'tra-ku'shsn),
n. an electrocuting or being electrocuted.
electrode (i-lek'trod, 9-lek'trod), n.[&c9ro* -f -ode],
either of the two terminals of an electric source, such
as a battery; anode or cathode.

e lee tro de pos it (i4ek'teo-di-poz'it, 9-lek'tro-di-poz'-
it),v.t. to deposit (a metal) electrolytically. m a de-
posit made by an electric current, as! in electroplating.

ELECTRIC NEEDLE
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e-lec-tro'dy-iiam-ic (i4ek'tro-<K-nam'ik, 9-lek'tro-di-

nam'ik), adj. 1, of electricity in motion. 2. of electro-

dynamics.
e-lec-tro-dy-nam-ics (i4ek'tro-dl-nam'iks, a-lek'tro-di-

nam'iks), n.jW. [construed as sing.J, the branch of phys-
ics de^ng with the phenomena of electric currents and
associated magnetic forces.

e'lec'tro-dy-na-mom-e'ter (i4ek
/
tro-di'na-mom/

9-tgr,

s-lek'tro-ol'na-mom'a-te'r) , n. [electro- + dynamom-
eter], an instrument for measuring the strength of an
electric current by means of the interaction between the
different parts of a single circuit carrying the current.

e-lcc-tro-en-ceph-a-lo-gramCi-lek'tro-en-sef'a-l^gram',
a-lek'tro^en-sei's-b-gramO, n. a tracing showing the

changes in electric potential produced by the brain.

e4ec-tro-en-ceph-alo-^rapli (i4ek'tro-en-sef's-la-graf',

i4ek'tro-en-sef'949-grafO n. an instrument for making
electroencephalograms.

e-lec-tro-graph (i-lek'tra-graf', 34ek'tr9-graf') r n.

[electro h -graph], 1. the graphic record made by an
electrometer or other device for recording the action of

electricity. 2. an electrical device for etching or engrav-

ing plates. 3. a machine for preparing rollers that

print fabrics and wallpaper. 4. an X-ray picture. 5. a
telegraphic instrument for transmitting photographs,
drawings, etc. 6. the transmitted picture; wirephotot.

e-leC'tro-ki'net'ics (i-lek'tro-ki-met'iks, 9-lek'tro-ki-

net'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], the branch of elec-

trodynamics dealing with electricity in motion, or
electric currents: opposed to electrostatics.

e4ec-trol'y-8i8 (i-lek'trol'9-sis, 94ek'trol/
9-sis), n. [elec-

&&. 4. -lysis], 1. the decomposition into ions of a
chemical compound in solution by the action of an
electric current passing through the solution. 2. the
removal of unwanted hair from the body by destroying
the hair roots with an electrified needle.

e-lec-tro-lyte (i-lek'tn^lit', o-lek'trg-lit'), n. [electro-

f -lyte], any substance which in solution is dissociated
into ions and is thus made capable of conducting an
electric current: when an electric current is passed
through an electrolyte, a gas is generated or a solid

deposited at the electrodes.

e4ec-tro-lyt-ic (i4ek
/
tra-Ht'ik, Q-lek'tra-lit'ik), adj. 1.

of or produced by electrolysis. 2. of or containing an
electrolyte,

e-lec-tro-lyt-i-caMy (i-lek'tra-lit'i-k'R a4ek'tr9-lit'ik-

li) , adv. by electrolysis.

e4ec-tro-lyze (i-lek'tre-llz', a-lek'tra-Kz'), y.t. [ELEC-
TROLYSED (4!zdO ELECTROLYZJNG], to subject to, or

decompose by, electrolysis.

e-lec-tro-ma&-net (i-lek^ro-mag'nit, a-lek'tro-mag'nit),
n. a soft;' fron.core that temporarily >

becomes' a. magnet when an electric

current flpws^ through a coil of wire
stirrounding

?

it.

e4ec-tro*itnaj|-net*ic (i-lek tro-iAag-
net'ik, 94ek'trpTmajg-net'ik)L adj.
1. of or pfoaui;ec| by an electro-

magnet. 2. having to do with
electromagnetism.

e-lec-tro-mag-net-i-cal4y(i4ek'tro-
mag-net'i-k^4, 94ek trp-mag-net'-

'

fdv by meanis of i

fcT-^ --T- -,---,-. r^^
fow, etc. a

,
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electromotive force, the force that can alter the
motion of electricity, measured in terms of the energy
per unit charge imparted to electricity passing through
the source of this force: abbreviated E.M.F., e.m^.,
EMF, emf, E, E., e.

e-lec-tro-mo-tor (i4ek
/tr9-mo/

tgr, 94ek'tra-m5/tSr) f n.
1. any apparatus that produces or excites an electric

current, as a dynamo* 2. an electric motor.
elec-tron (i4ek'tron, a-lektroa), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
elektron; see ELECTRIC],
any of the nonnuclear,
negatively charged parti-
cles that form a part^ of
all atoms, each carrying
one negative charge 1.6 X
10~19 coulombs in size: the
mass of an electron is

about 1/1800 of that of a
proton, and the number
of electrons circulating
around a nucleus is ectual
to the number of positive
charges on the nucleus.

e4ec-tro-neg-a-tive (i-lek'-

tro-neg/9-tiv, 9-lek'tro- PATH OF ELECTRON

neg'a-tiv),a<i/\ IJmvinga ELECTRON

positive electrode, or anode, in electrolysis: tbeaoe,
2. acid; not metallic, n. an electronegative substance*

electron gun, the part of a cathode-ray tube tbat
collects, focuses, and emits the electrons.

"

elec-tron ic (i4ek'tron'ik, a-lek'tron'ik), adj. 1. of
an electron or electrons. 2. operatedi operating, pro-
duced, or done by the action of electrons.

electronic brain, any of various calculators, computers,
or other devices operated electronically,

e-lec tron-ics (i4ek/tron'iks, a4ek'tron'iks)v rU>l. [con-
strued as sing.], the science that deals with electronic
action in vacuums and gases, and with tne !use of
vacuum tubes, photoelectric cells, etc. *

electron microscope, an instrument for focusing rays
of electrons, rather than light rays, to form an enlatteed

image of the object: it is much more powerful than
any optical microscope.

electron optics, the branch of electronics having to
do with the control of electron rays by means of
electric and magnetic fields, which act upon the rays
in the same way that lenses act on Hgnt rayfy

*

electron tube, a type of vacuum tube whose func-
tioning is largely dependent on the motion of electrons,
as an X-ray tube: see also vacuum tubei i;

fa
* Jj

e-lec-tro.patli-ic (i4ek'tro-path
r
ik, *kkftritattHt0.

adj. of or by electropathy. ,^ / : s r :

e-lec-trop-a'thy (i-lek'tropVtH, ^lek
/
troj

/
a-thi), n.

[electro- + -pathyl, electrotnerajpeutica
^

e-lec-tro-pho-re*^ (i-lek'tro-^rg%is,
sis), n. cataphoresis, ,,4 ,,,; ;,

e lee troph o rus C^ek'trof^i^s, o4ek%of'si?as, e!^-

ek-trof^-ras), n. [pL ELBCTROPHOR^' (-ri')], [< electro-

-f- Gr. -pharos, bearing < therein ta bearl, an appa-
ratus consisting of an insulated disk of resin, shellac,
etc. and a metal plate, used in generating static

electricity by induction. <

r

electro plate (i-Jekftre-plBtf, o-lek'tre-platO, v.t. to
deposit a coating of metal on by electrplysis. n. any-
thing so plated: especially, silver-plated tableware.
c4ec-tro-no8d*tive (i-lek'trb-pozVtiv, a-lek'tra-pozV
tiv), adj. 1: havrag a positive electrical charge;
teadiBg to move toward the negative electrode, or
cathode, in electrolytsis; hence, 2. basic; not; acid.
n. any electropositive; sUbstance.

electro-scope (Wek'toi-skoj/.

meat > iqe* .eteftimg" ivery
small charges of electricity,

'

and indicating whether tfeey
,

. ore positive
'or ttegafive,. >as

byt 'the divergemce" of : strips
of gold leaf.

; measured by^ or

capatl3 1 of being detected
isbjtl ail* electroscope. >''>

electro-static (i-lek'tro-
stat'ikj 94ek /

tra-stat'ik), arf/s $eleefao~ + static], re-

lattug^ t electricity at -rest* or t stationary electric

particles;? of static etedkri&tyv
'

'

'
,

^ i

*

; '

e-lec-tro stat ics (i4ekHi3stat*iks^
[construed as sExtgvk

J 'tMe bratfelar 6f. electrody-
s dealing with idbctmfi^

fat uesti' orf static elec-

: opposted t& 'eleefaoMftletm. ,$ .H^, .

'

; u,
>
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e
:
lec tro BUT ger y a4ftk'tr6-sfir'i&-
i) n. in surgery, the me of electrically operated instru-
ments to cat through tissues or destroy them.
e4ec tro*8vn-the sis (i-kk'tr&"Sin'tha-is, s4ek'tro-sin'-

tha-sts), n. in chemistry, synthesis produced by means
of an electric current*

e-lec-tro-ther-a pen-tie C-lek'troMfcerVpu'tik, *4ek'-
tro-therVpu'tik), adj. relating to electrotherapeutics.

e-lec-tro-ther-a-peu-ti-cal (i-lek'tro-ther'a-pu'ti-kl, a-

lek'tro-therVpu'ti-k*!), adj. dectrotherapeutic.
e-lec-tro-ther-a-peu-tica (i-lek'tro-ther'a-pu'tika, a*
lek/tro-ther

/
a-pu'tiks), n. electrotherapy.

e-lec-tro-ther-a-py (i-lek'tro-ther'0-pi, 4ek/
tro-ther'-

a-pi), n. [electro-
- therapy], the treatment of disease

by means of electricity. \

e-lec-tro-ton-Ic (i-lek'tra-ton'ik, 9-lek'trd-ton'ik), adj.
of or characterized by electrotonus.
e4ec-trot-o-nua (i-lek'trot'o-nas, a-Iek'trot'a-nas), n,

[Mod. L.; see ELECTRO- & TONE], the changed state
of a nerve when an electric current is passed through
any part of it.

electrotype (i-Iek'tra-tit>', a-lek'trd-tipO. n. in

printing, 1. a facsimile plate made by electroplating
a wax impression of the original plate. 2. a print
made from such a plate. f

v.t. to make such a facsimile

plate or plates of. v& to make such plates.
e-lec-tro-typ-lc (i-lek'tra-tip'ik, a-lek'tra-tip'ik). adj.
1. of electrotypy. 2. using, produced by, or having the

, nature of, an electrotype or electrotypes.

e4ec-tro-typ-y (i-tek'tra-tlp'i. a-lek/trd-tip'i). n. the
making of electrotypes.
e lec-trum (i-lek'tram, a-lek'tram), n. [L. < Gr.tlektron;
see ELECTRIC], 1 . a Kght-yellow alloy of gold and silver,
used in ancient times. 2. an alloy of copper, nickel,
and zinc, used for keys, tableware, etc.: also called
German silver, nickel silver.

edec-tu-ar-y (i-lek'chod-er'i, a-lek'choo-er'i), n. [pi.
ELECTUARIES (~iz)l, [ME. lectuarie, electurarie; LL. elec-

tuarium < Gr. cklcikton < ekleichein, to lick out; ek-t

out -f leichein, to lick], a medicine made by ni*ing
drugs with honey or sirup to form a paste.

el-ee-mofl-y-nar-y (el'o-mos
/>n-er/

i, el'i-d-mos''n-er'i),
adj. fML. eUemosynarius < elcemosyna; Gr. eleemosync,
alms], L of or for charity or alms; charitable. 2. sup-
portedby or dependent on charity. 3. given by charity ;

gratuitous ; free.

ete-gance (el'a-gons), n. [Pr. eltganct; L. elegantia],
1. the quality of being elegant; dignified richness and
grace, as of manner, dress, design, style, etc.; restrained
opulence; tasteful luxury. 2. anything elegant.

el-e-gan-cy (d'o-gan-si), n. elegance.
el-e-gant (el's-gant), adj. [Fr, eUgant; L. elegans, ppr,
of *elegare; e-t out -j- legare, to choose, select], 1. char-
acterized by dignified richness and grace, as of manner,
dress* design, style, etc. ; luxurious or opulent in a re-
stained, tasteful manner. 2. characterized by a sense

or refinement; fastidious in manners and
. JoUoq.j. excellent; fine; first-rate.

*'+&&* i-le'ji-akO, adj. [L. elegiacus; Gr.
wnaos, 1. of or composed in dactylic hexameter

couplers, the second line (sometimes called a pentam-
eter) having only an accented syllable in the third and
sixth feet: the form was used for Greek and Latin
elegies and various other lyric poems. Scansion:

2. of, Eke, or fit for an elegy. 3. sad; mournful; plain-
tive, n. 1. an elegiac couplet. 2. pi. a series ofsuch
couplets; poem or poems written in such couplets.

el-e-gi a-cal (elVji'a-k'l), adj. elegiac.
el e gist Xe%jist), n. a writer of an elegy or elegies.
ele-gtt (i-le'ttt) f

n. [L., 3d pers. sing., perf. indie., of
ebgere, to choose; see ELECT], in law, a writ of execution
by which a plaintiff is giyen possession of the defend-
ant's goods until his claim is satisfied.

el e-gize (elVjTzO, ^(ELEGIZED (-jizdO. ELEGIZING],
to write elegies. v&<um commemorate or lament in or
as in an elegy.

el-e-gy (el'a-ji), n. [fa ELEGIES <-jiz)L [Fr. eUgie; L.
elegia; Gr. elegeta < elegost ; a lament], 1. a poem of
lament and praise fotyqJB deaoV as Shelley's "Adonais."
2. any poem in elegiac verse. & a poem written in a
mournfully contemplative tone: as, Gray's "Elegy in
a Country Churchyard."

elem., 1. element. 2. elementary. 3. elenients.

el-e-ment^elVinont), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. elementum,
first principle, element], 1. any of the four substances-
earth, air, fire, water formerly believed to constitute
all physical matter. 2. any of these four substances
thought of as the natural environment of a class of
living beings; hence, 3. the natural or fitting environ-

. ment dor. a person or thing. 4. a component/*featuren
or principle of something; basic part. 5. in chemistry,
any substance that cannot be separated into (Efferent
substances except by nuclear disintegration: all matter;
is composed of sucfc substances: see table, p. 469. 6, pi.

..in etdesiQsiict$, vswe* the bread an4 wine of fte.

1st. 7. in electricity, a) either of a pair of metallic sub-
stances that act together in an electrolyte to produce
electricity. &) a positive or negative electrode, c) the

working part of an electrical appliance: as, the heating
skfueftfofaniron. 8. in mathematics, a) an infinitesimal

part of any magnitude; differential, fc) the point, line,

etc. that generates a line, suface, etc. 9. in military
aviation, the basic unit of an air force, consisting of one
or more aircraft: it is a subdivision of a flight. Abbre-
viated elem. (in senses 5, 7, 8).
In one's element, in a situation, surroundings, etc.

suited to one.
the elements, 1. the first or basic principles; rudi-
ments. 2. wind, rain, etc.; forces of the atmosphere.

SYN. element, in its general use, is the broadest term for

any of the basic, irreducible parts or principles of anything,
concrete or abstract (the dements of a science); component
and constituent both refer to any of the simple or compound
parts of some complex thing or concept, hut constituent also

implies that the part is essential to the complex (hemoglobin is

a constituent of blood) ; ingredient refers to any of the sub-
stances (sometimes non-essential) that are mixed together in

preparing a food, medicine, etc. (the ingredients of a cocktail);
factor applies to any of the component parts that are instru-

mental in determining the nature of the complex (luck was a

el-e-men-tal (el'a-men't'l). adj. 1. of any or all of the
four elements (earth, air, fire, and water) believed in by
ancient philosophers. 2. of or like natural forces;
characteristic ofthe physical universe; hence, 3. basic
and powerful; primal: as, hunger and sex are elemental
drives. 4. of first principles; elementary; basic; rudi-

mentary; simple. 5. being an essential part or parts.
6. in chemistry, of an element; not a compound.

el-e-men-ta-rMy (el'a-men'tex>9-U), adv. in an elemen-
tary manner.
el-e-men-ta-ri-ness (el'a-men'tSr-i-nis), n. the quality
of being elementary.

el-e-men-ta-ry (era-men'tSr-i, el'a-men'tri}, adj. [L.
elementarius], 1. elemental. 2. of first principles; of
the rudiments or fundamentals of something; introduc-
tory. 3. consisting of one chemical element; not a com-
pound. 4. of a chemical element or elements. Abbrevi-
ated elem.
elementary school, 1. in educational systems having
no junior high school, a school of eight grades, where
basic subjects are taught. 2. in educational systems
having a junior high school, a similar school of six

grades. Also called grade school, grammar school.

el-e-mi (elVmi), n. [Fr. eUmi; prob. < AT. al-lami],
a resin obtained from various txopical trees, used in
medicinal ointments and in varnishes: also gum elemi.
El-e-na (el'd-na), a feminine name: see Helena.
e-len-chus (i-lerj'kas), n. [pi. ELENCHI (-3d)], [L.: Gr.
elenchos, cross-examination, disproof, refutation], (

in

e-lenc tic (i-letjk'tik), adj. [Gr. elenktikos, fond of cross-

examining, critical], in logic, 1. of elenchus; refuting.
2. of cross-examination.

el-e-phant (el'a-fant), n* [pi. ELEPHANTS (-fonts), ELE-
PHANT; see PLURAL, n, D, 2J,[ME. elifauntfolifaunt; OFr.
olifant (Fr. ttephanf); L. elephantus; Gr. elephas, ele-

phantos, elephant, ivory], a huge, thick-skinned, almost
hairless mammal, the largest of extant four-footed
animals, with a long, flexible snout (called a trunk) and
two ivory tusks growing out of the upper jaw: the
two existing species are the Indian elephant and the
African elephant, which is larger and has a flatter head
and larger ears.

Elephant Butte, a dam and reservoir in New Mexico,
on the Rio Grande: height, 306 ft.

el-e han ti a sis (elVfan-tl's-sis'), n. {L.; Gr. elephan-
tiasis < elephas, elephant: so called from resemblance
of the skin to the elephant's hide], a chronic disease of
the skin characterized by the enlargement of certain
parts of the body, especially the legs" and genitals, and
by th hardening and ulceration of the surrounding
ski&it is caused by small, threadlike worms (Jttanae)
whjch obstruct the lymphatic glands.
elephantine (elVfan'ten, elVfan'tm, el'Qrfan'tin),
adj. [L. elephantine Gr, elephawtinosj* L Of an 4eT

phant or elephants. 2, Jjqce an elephant in size or gait;
huge, heavy, slow,, clumsy, ungainly, etc.
el-e-pnanrs-ear (el'o-fbnts-elrf), n. any of several plants
with large, ornamental leaves shaped like the ears of
an elephant, as the taro or begonia.

el-e phant's-foot (el'a-fants-foot'), n. a vine of the yam
family, with a lajpg$ root somewhat resembling an t ele?
phant s foot. 3

El eu-ein i an (el'yoo-sln'i-sn), adj. of Eteusis,
Eleuainian mysteries, secret religious rites of ancient
Greece, celebrated every tspriag at Bleusis.in honor of
/Bemeter and Persephone; they syntboliaw tfye annual
death and resurrection of vegetation, i .

,

, ,

;r

E-leu-sis (e-lo5'sis, el-u'sis) t n. a city in ancient Greece,
northwest of Awn j u

el e vate felVvat', i>.<, IELEVAIBD fridt), ELEVATING!,
Jro rajse, Jift upj ^-r ,out
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lewre, to make light, lift < lens, light], 1. to raise;
lift tip. 2. to raise the pitch or volume of (the voice,

etc.). 3. to raise (a person) in rank or position. 4. to
raise to a higher intellectual or moral level. 5. to raise
the spirits of; elate; exhilarate, SYN. see lift.

el-ejfat***! (^
;
-vat'id) adj. [pp. of devote], 1. raised;

fitted"up; high* 2. exalted; dignified; lofty. 3. high-
spirited; joyfuL it* [Colloq,], an elevated railway.
elevated railway, a railway elevated above a street on
a framework so that the street is left free for traffic.

el-eva-tion (elVva'shon), n. [ME. devacioun; OFr.
elevation; L. demtio], 1. an elevating or being elevated.
2. a high place or position. 3. height above the surface
of the earth. 4. dignity; eminence; loftiness. 5. a flat

scale drawing of the front, rear, or side of a building,
etc. 6* in astronomy* the angular altitude of any heav-
enly body above the horizon. 7. in geography, height
above sea level; altitude. Abbreviated elev. SYN. see

height.
el*e*va-tor (el'a-va'ter) , n. [LL. ; see ELEVATE], 1 . a per-
son or thing that raises or lifts up. 2. a machine for

hoisting orlowering goods or people by means of a sus-

pendea cage or car; also, the cage or car itself: in

British usage, a lift. 3. a machine, usually consisting
of buckets or scoops fastened to an endless belt, for

hoisting grain, etc., as in a warehouse. 4. a warehouse,
often cylindrical, for storing, hoisting, and discharging
grain; granary. 5. a movable airfoil like a horizontal

rudder, usually hinged to the tail section of an aircraft,
for Trying the craft go up or down: see airplane, illus.

e-lev-en (i-lev''n, a-lev''n), adj. [ME. elevyn, enleve(ne);
AS. endleofan, lit., one left over (after ten); akin to

v

OFris. analofa, etteva, OHG. einlif (G. elf): Gmc. *ainlif
< *in~ (AS. <w; cf. Eng. articles A, AN), one -f- -I*/,

left over, left behind < IE. base *leigw-, to leave, leave
behind (as in L. linquere, to leave; cf. RELINQUISH);
cf. TWELVE], totaling one more than ten. n. 1. the
cardinal number between ten and twelve; 11; XI. 2.

in football & cricket, a team.
elevenfold (i-lev''n-fold'. a-lev'Vfold'), adj. [see

-FOLD], 1. having eleven parts. 2. having eleven
times as much or as many, adv. eleven times as
much or as many.
elev-enth (i-lev''nth, 34ev'*nth), adj. [ME. eleventh,
earlier enlefte; AS. endlyfta; see ELEVEN & -TH], 1.

preceded by ten others in a series; llth. 2. desig-
nating any of the eleven equal parts of something.
n. 1. the one following the tenth. 2. any of the
eleven equal parts of something; 1/11.
at the eleventh hour, ,[ < Matt. 20], at the last pos-
sible time; just before it is too late.

elf (elf), n. [pi. ELVES (elvz)], [ME. elfe; AS. aejf; akin
to OHG. alp (G. alp, nightmare); j>rob. IE. base
*albho-, white, as also in L. albas, white (cf. ALBUM,
ALBUMEN) ; prob. basic sense "whitish figure" (in the

mist)], 1. in folklore, a small sprite or fairy, supposedly
exercising magic powers and haunting woods and
hills; pixie. 2. a mischievous child or small person.
1 Faiyum, see Faiyiun, El.

elf-ill (el'fin), ad/, [prob. < ME. elvene, genit. pi. of

dfe; see ELF], of, appropriate to, or like an elf or elves;
fairynke. n. an elf.

elf-ish (el'fish), adj. like or characteristic of an elf
or elves; elfin: impish; mischievous.

elf-lock (elflok'), n. a lock of hair tangled as if by
elves.

El gar, Sir Edward (el'ger, el'gar), 1857-1934; English
composer.

El-gin Xel*jin), ffcia city in northeastern Illinois: pop.,
44,000.
Elgon (et'gon), n. a volcanic mountain between
Uganda and Kenya, Africa: height, 14,136 ft.

El Grec-o (el grefc/o), (born Kyrtakos Theotokopoulos),
1548?-1614?; painter and sculptor in Italy ana Spain,
born in Crete: also called Domenico.

E-li (e1I) t [Heb. 'Ill, lit.,! highl, a masculine name.
n. in the Bible, a high priest of Israel and teacher of
Samuel: I Sam. 3. ' : , .

Eli a (e'li-a, el'ya), see Lamb, Charles.
E-li-as

(i-li'os), [L.; Gr. Elite < Heb.: see ELIJAH], a
masculine name. n. in the? Bible, Elijah: Greek form,
of the name.

e-Hc-it (i-lis'it), v.t. [< L.^eUcitus, pp. of dfcere, td
draw out < e-, out -f lacere, to enticej, to draw fejrth;j
evoke: as, his irony elicited an angry reply. SYN. see
extract. /

elici-ta tion (i-lis's-ta'shon), n. an eHciting or being
elicited.

e-lide fi-Jlid'), v.t. [ELIDED (-id), ELIDING], [L. elfidere.
to stnlce put < e-, out -f laedere, to hurt; cf. LESION],
1. to/ leave out; suppress. 2. to leave out F or' skir
over (a vowel, syllable, etc f) in pronunciation.

e.lid.J.ke (i-Kd'd-b'l), adj. that can be elided?
< "' '<

ell gi bll i ty (el'i-ja-bil'a-ti), n. 1. the quality 'MV
state of vbemg eHgible. 2. [pi. ELIGIBILITIES (-tiz)L
usually *n pi. a quality that makes eligible^

el-Igible (el'i-ja-bl). adj. [Pr. eligible < L. eligere;
see ELECT], fit to be chosen; legally or morally qualified; 4
suitable; desirable, n, an eHgible person.

eM-gi'bly (el'i-ja-bli), adv. in an eHgible manner.
E-H-hu (el'9-hu'). [Heb. ellhu, Ht., my God is he], a
masculine name. n. (i-li'hu),

in the Bible, the youngest
of the four men who visited Job in his affliction:

Job: 32-37.
E-li-jah (i-K'jo, o-K'ja), [Heb. 'eliyahu, Ht., Jehovah is

Goa], a masculine name: variant, Elias; diminutive,
Lige. n. in the Bible, a prophet of Israel in the 9th
century B.C.: I Kings 17-19, II Kings 2:1-11.
elim-inate (i-lim'a-nat', o-lim's-nat'), v.t. [ELIMI-
NATED (-id), ELIMINATING], [< L. eliminatus, pp. of

eliminare, to turn out of doors, banish < e-, out +
limen, threshold, door], 1. to take out; remove; get
rid of. 2. to leave out of consideration; reject; omit.
3. in algebra, to get rid of (an unknown quantity) by
combining equations. 4. in physiology, to expel
(waste products) from the body; excrete. SYN. see
exclude.

e-lim-i-na-tion (i-limVna'shan, o-lim'o-na'shan), n.
an eliminating or being eliminated.

e-lim-i-na-tive (i-linra-na'tiv, a-limVna'tiv), adj.
having to do with elimination; tending to eliminate.

e-Um-i-na-tor (i-lim'a-na'tSr, a-lim'o-na'ter) , n. a
person or thing that eliminates.

e-lim-i*na-to*ry (i-lim
/
o-na-t6r'i, a-lim'a-na-to'ri), adj.

eliminating.
El-i-nor (el's-ner, el'i-noV)i a feminine name: see
Eleanor.

EM*ot (el'i-ot), [< Ellis], a masculine name: also

sipelled Elliot, Elliott.

EFi-ot, Charles William (el'i-at), 1834-1926; American
educator; president of Harvard University (1869-1909).

Eliot, George, (pseudonym of Mary Ann Evans),
1819-1880; English novelist.

Eliot, John, 1604-1690; American theologian; known
for missionary work among American Indians: called

Apostle of the Indians.

Eliot, T.S., (Thomas Stearns Eliot), 1888- ; American
poet, critic, and essayist in England; received Nobel
prize in literature, 1948.

E-lis (e'lis), n. 1. a division of ancient Greece, in the
western Peloponnesus. 2. its capital. See Greece, map.

E-lis-a-beth (i-liz's-bath, a-nz's-bath) , a feminine name:
see Elizabeth, n. in the Bible, the mother of John
the Baptist and a kinswoman of Mary: Luke 1.

E-li sa vet grad (ye-le'sa-vet-grat') , n. Kirovograd, a
city in the Ukraine: the former name.
Elisa-vetpol (ye-le'sa-vet-pol'y'), n. Kirovabad, a
city in Transcaucasia: the former name.

E-li-sha ft-K'sha, a-ll'sha), [Heb. disha', lit.. God is

salvation], a masculine name: variant, Ellis; diminutive,
Lish. n. in the BibUt a prophet of Israel, ordained
by Elijah as his successor: I Kings 19:16,19, II Kings 2.

e-li-sion (i-lizh'an), n. fL. elisio < pp. of elidere], an
eliding or being elided; specifically, the omission or
slurring over of a vowel, syllable, etc. in pronunciation:
often used in poetry, especially when a word ends
with a vowel before another word beginning with a
vowel or silent h (e.g.,

4l
th' inevitable hour").

e-lite, 6-lite (i-let', a-let'), n. [Pr. < elite, choice,
select; pp. of elire; L. eligere; see ELECT], 1. [also
construed as pi.], the choice or most carefully selected
part of a group, as of a society or profession. 2. a size
of type for typewriters, equivalent to 10-point.

Elite Guard, the Schutzstaffel.
e lix ir (i-lik'ser), n. [ME.; ML.; AT. al-iksir, philoso-
pher's stone; al, the + iksir, philosopher's stone;
prob. < Gr. xerion, powder for drying wounds <
xeros, dry], 1. a hypothetical substance sought for

by medieval alchemists to change base metals 'into

gold or to prolong life indefinitely: also called philoso-
pher's stone, elixir of life; hence, 2, [Rare], the quint-
essence; underlying principle. 3. a remedy for all

ailments; panacea. 4. in pharmacy, a medicine made of

drugs in alcoholic solution, usually sweetened; tincture,

E*liz., Elizabethan.
E-H-za (i-H'zs), a feminine name: diminutive, Liza:
see Elizabeth.
Eliza-beth (i4iz'o-b9th, 9THz'9-l>9th), [L. Elisabeth;
Heb. eUsheba1

, lit., God is (my) - oath], a feminine
name: diminutiyes, Bess, Bessie, Beth, Betsy, Betty*
Elsie, Libby, Lizzie; variant, Witd: also spelled Elis-
abeth., n. 1. ^Elizaveta Petrovna) daughter of Beter
the Qrea^; 1709?rl762; enapress of Russia (1741-1/62).'"^ A *-'--' * *

jey: pop., Il
f

3;000.

,.of Henry VIII (and

2. a^city in northeastern New Jersey: pop.
Elizabeth I, 1513-1603; o^amghter of Hen .

Anne Boleyn; queen of Engjand (1558-1603)-
Elizabeth II, 1926- ; darigliter* ol George VI :'

of %gland (1952- ). ,,

'

Elizabeth, Saini, 1207-1231; Hungarian prints a
j

n
j

d
jreH^ous, mystic: her 4ayl is November , Iftj
E-liz-a-be-than (i-UzVbe'tlisn, a-liz^-beth^9n
or characteristic of thc

t
-ffloe wfteij EJfea

queen of England s as, Elizabethan poetry, n.
person, tespecially a writer, s^t^n^t e
of (Meek Elizabeth I. Abfe^eviaiedl JBU&, ,

,

Elizabethan sonnet, a sonnet form: see Shake-
'i spearean sonnet.

'

elk (elk), n. \pl. ELK;, ELKS

adj. ot
'f <
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ELLIPSE

2], [Late ME. dke> a special development (with -k) <
AS. dh t eolh; akin to G. elch; Gmc. base *alxis; IE.
base */-, stag, hart, as also in W. elain, hind], 1. a
large, mooselike deer of northern Europe and Asia,
with broad antlers. 2. the wapiti, a North American
deer. 3. a light, flexible leather of horsehide, calf, etc.

Elk-hart (elkliartO, n. a city in north central Indiana:

Sap.,
36,000.

(el), n. 1. the letter L. 2. something shaped like
an L; specifically, a) an extension or wing at right
angles to the main structure. b) an L-shaped joint
of piping or tubing.

ell (el), n. [ME. elle, ellen, cine; AS. eln; akin to G.
elle; Gmc. *6lina, lit., arm, hence arm's length; IE.
base *elei-, to bend, as also in L. ulna, arm, elbow
(< *olena) & Gr. olene, elbow: cf. ELBOW], a former
measure of length, used mainly in measuring cloth:
it varied from 27 inches in Holland, etc. to 45 inches
in England.
EMa (el's), a feminine name: see Eleanor.
El-len (el'an), a feminine name: see Helen.
Elles-mere Island (elz'mSr), an island in the Northwest
Territories, Canada, west of northwestern Greenland:
area, 76,600 sq. mi.
EMice Islands (el'is), a group of British islands in
the South Pacific, between the Gilbert and Fiji Islands:
area, 14 sq. mi.; pop., 4,000: also called Lagoon Islands.

EMi-ot, EMi-ott
(el'i-at),

a masculine name: see Eliot.

eMipse (i-lips', 9-lips'), n. [pi. ELLIPSES (-lip'siz)], [L.
ellipsis; Gr. elleipsis, a want,
defect, ellipsis < etteipein, to focus FOCUS

fall short, leave undone <
en-, in -f leipein, to leave],
in geometry, the path of a
point that moves so that the
sum of its distances from^two
fixed points (called foci) is

constant; closed curve pro-
duced when a cone is cut by
a plane inclined obliquely to
the axis and not touching the
base.

ellipsis (i-Hp'sis, a-Hp'sis),
n. [pi. ELLIPSES (-sez)], [L. ellipsis; see ELLIPSE], 1. in
grammar, the omission of a word or words necessary
for complete construction but understood in the con-
text. Example: "If (it is) possible, (you) come early."
2. in writing& printing, a mark (. . . or * * *) indicating
an omission ofwords or letters.

ellips-oid (i-lip'soid, a4ip'soid), n. [< eUifse + -oid],
in geometry, 1. a solid whose plane sections are all

ellipses or circles. 2. the surface of such a solid, adj.
of or shaped like an ellipsoid.

el-lip-soi-dal (i-Hp'soi'd 1, el'ip-soi'd'l), adj. ellipsoid.

eMip-tic (i-lip'tik, 9-lip'tik), adj. elliptical.

eMip.tl'Cal (i-lip'ti-k% 9-lip'ti-k'l), adj. [< Gr. eUeip-
tikos (see ELLIPSE) ; 4- -al], 1. of, orjbaving the form of,
an ellipse, as some leaves: see leaf, illus. 2. of or char-
acterized by ellipsis; with a word or words omitted.

eMip-ti-cal-ly (i-fip'ti-k'1-i, o-lip'tik-H), adv. 1. so as
to form an ellipse. 2. with the use of ellipsis.

eMip-tic-i-ty (i-lip'tis/9-ti, el'ip-tis'a-ti), n, 1. the con-
dition of being elliptical; elliptical form. 2. the degree
of deviation of an ellipse, elliptical orbit, etc. from
circular form, or of a spheroid from spherical form,
EMis (el'is), a masculine name: see Elisha.
Ellis, Have-lock (hav'lok, hav'lok el'is), (Henry
Havelock Ellis), 1859-1939; English psychologist, scien-
tist, and author,

El-Ua Island
(el'is),

a small island in New York harbor:
immigrants were formerly examined there before being
allowed into the United States.

Ells-worth, Lincoln (elz'werth), 1880-1951 ; American
polar explorer.

Ellsworth, Oliver, 1745-1807; American jurist; chief

justice, United States Supreme Court (1796-1799).
elm (elm), n. [ME. elme; AS, elm; aMn to OHG. elm;
IE. base *J- (cf. ALDER, ELDER, tree), as also in L.
ulmus, elm], 1. any of a group of tafl, hardy shade
trees, growing largely in the North Temperate Zone.
2. the hard, heavy wood of this tree.

El-man, Mischa (mish'o, me'sha el'man), 1891- ;

American violinist, born in Russia.
elm beetle, any of various beetles that feed on the
leaves or bark of elm trees.
El-mer (el'mer), [? < AS. MtMmasr (< *thdt noble +
msere, famous); or ? < Egflmaor (< efl- < em awe,
dread + maere)], a masculine name.

El-mi-ra (el-ml'ro), n. a city in south central New York:
pop., 50,000.

el-o-cu-tion (el'a-kju'shan), n. [L. elocutio < pp. of eloqui;
see ELOQUENT], 1. style or manner of speaimnfir or relad^
*-
g in public, 2. the art of public speaking or declaim^
r. often associated with a studied or artificial style

1. of or inel-o-cu-tion-ar-y (el's-ku'shan-er'i), adj.
elocution. 2. artificial and declamatory.

el-o-cu-tion-ist (era-ku'shsn-ist), n. 1. a person who
teaches elocution. 2. a person skilled in elocution.
E-lo-him (e-lo'him; Heb. e-lo-hera'), n. [Heb. elohtm*
pi. of eloah, God], God: Hebrew name used in parts
of the Old Testament: see also Jehovah.

E-lo-hist (e-lo'hist), n. the unknown author of those
parts of the Old Testament in which the term Elohim,
instead of Yahweh (Jehovah), is used as the name for
God.

El-o-hiS'tic (el'o-his'tik), adj. 1. of or written by the
Elohist. 2. designating those parts of the Old Testa-
ment in which the term Elohim, instead of Yahweh
(Jehovah), is used as the name for God.

e-Ioign, e-loin (i-loin'), v.t. [Fr. ttoigner; OFr. esloignier;
LL. *exlongare for elongare; see ELONGATE], 1. to carry
away (property). 2. in law, to remove (private prop-
erty) beyond the jurisdiction of a sheriff, etc.

El-o-ise (el'o-eV, elVwez', el'a-weV), a feminine name:
equivalent, Fr. Htlaise; see Louise,

e-lon-gate (i-16n'gat) f v.t. & vd. [ELONGATED (-id),
ELONGATING], [< LL. elongatus, pp. of elongare, to pro-
long < L. e~, out -f lonsus, long], to lengthen; stretch;
extend, adj. 1. lengthened; stretched. 2. in botany,
long and narrow, as certain leaves. SYN. see extend,

e-lon-ga-tion (i-ldr/ga'shgn, e'16>ga'shan), n. [ME.
elongacwun: LL. elongatio], 1. an elongating or feeing
elongated; lengthening; extension. 2. something elon-
gated: lengthened part; continuation. 3. the distance
of a planet from the sun, measured in degrees.

e:\ope (i46p', s-lop'), tu, [ELOPED (-lopf), ELOPING],
[Anglo-Fr. aloper; prob. < ME. aleapen, dlopen, to
leap up, run away; AS. ahleapan influenced by cog-
nate ON. hlaupa, to run (cf. LOPE) ; a-, away -1- Meapan,
to run, leap], 1. to run away secretly, especially in
order to get married: said of lovers, 2. to run away*
escape; abscond.
elopement (i-lop'msnt, a-lop'mgnt), n. an eloping.
el-o quence (el's-kwans), n. [Fr. eloquence < L. doquen-
tta; see ELOQUENT], 1. speech or writing that is vivid,
forceful, fluent, graceful, and persuasive. 2. a) the art
or manner of such speech or writing, b) the power to
persuade with speech or writing.

el-o-quent (elVkwant), adj. [Fr. tloguent; L. eloquenst

ppr. of eloqut, to speak out, utter; e-t out -f- loqui, to
speak], 1. having, or characterized by, eloquence;
fluent, forceful, and persuasive. 2. vividly expressive:
as, an eloquent sigh.

El Pas o (el pas'o) , a city in northwestern Texas, on the
Rio Grande: pop., 130,000.

El-sa (el'sa), [G.; apparently orig, name of a certain
water sprite], a feminine name.

El Sal-va-dor (el sal'va-d6r'; Sp. el sal'va-/^), a
country in western Central America, on the Pacific:
area, 13,176 sq. mi.; pop., 2,073,000 (est. 1947);
capital, San Salvador: see Central America, map.

else (els), adj. [ME. & AS. elUs, adv. genit. of n. base
el-, other, seen in AS. eUand, foreign land, el-theod,
foreign people (cf. G. elend, lit, banishment); akin to
Goth, aljts, OHG. dies, <

" ,

, , , , of same formalaoii; IE. ba -
f

that, yonder one, as also in L. attus, another, aliewus, be-
longing to another (cf. ALIEN)], 1. different; other: as,
somebody else. 2. in addition; more: as, is there any-
thing else? Else follows the word modified, adv. 1. in
a different time, place, or manner; differently; other-
wise: as, where else can I go? 2. if not: as, study, (or)
else you will fail.

else-where (els'hwar'), adv. [ME. etteswhere; AS. elles-

hwaer], in, at, or to some other place; somewhere else.
El-sie (el'si). a feminine name: see Alice, Elizabeth, Elsa.
El si nore (el'sa-nSr

7
, el'sa-norOt n. Helsingor, Den-

mark, scene of Shakespeare's Hamlet: the English name.
El speth (el'spath), [Scot, form of Elizabeth], a feminine
name.

e-lu-ci-4ate (i-loo^sa-daf, i-lu'sg-dat'), v.t. [ELUCIDATED
(-id), ELUCIDATING], [< LL. efacidatus, pp. of elucidate,
to make light or clear < L. e-t out + lucidus, light,
clear < lu, light], to make clear; explain. SYN. see
explain.

e-lu-ci-da-tion (i-loVsa-da'shan, i-lu'so-da'shan), n. an
elucidating; explanation.

e-lu-ci da-tor {i-loo'sanda'tgr, i-lu'sa-da'ter), n. a person
who elucidates.

e-lude (i-lood', i-ltid') f v.t. [ELUDED (-id), ELUDING], [L.
eludera, to finish play, parry a blow, frustrate, deceive;
** out + ludere, to play] 1. to avoid or escape from by
quickness, cmnning, etc. 2. to escape detection by;
evade; baffle: as, the point that you're trying to make
dndes me. SYN. see escape.
E4ul (e-looK; Heb, el'ool). n. [Heb. daft, the twelfth
month of the Jewish year: see Jewish calendar.
e lu-sion (i-loo'zhaa, i4ii'zh8n), n. [ML. elusio < L.
elusus, pp. oi eludere], an eluding; escape or avoidance
by quickness or cttnnxng ; evasion.

!; chin; she; thin,
'; Fr. bal; . Fr.
< derived trom.
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e-lusive (i-loo'siv, i-lu'siv), adj. f< L. elusus (see ELU-
SION) ; -f -MM], 1. tending to elude. 2. hard to grasp or
retain mentally; baffling.

e"lu*8Ory (i-loo'sgr-I, i-lu'ser-i) , adj. [ML. dusorius],
elusive: said especially of mental impressions.

e-lu-tri-ate (i-loo'tri-af, i-lu'tri-at'), v.t. [ELUTRIATED
(-id), ELUTRIATING], [< L. dutriatus, pp. 01 elutriare, to
wash out, rack off < duere; e-, out + lucre, to wash],
1. to purify by washing and straining: decant. 2. to

separate the lighter particles from the heavier particles
of by washing.
dUver (el'ver), n. [for celfare, the passage of young eels

up a stream], a young eel, especially a young conger eel.

elves (elvz), n. plural of elf.

El-vi-ra (el-vf'ra, el-v&r's), [Sp.; prob. < Goth, alwera <
Gmc. ala, complete, whole + wer- < IE. base *wer-, to
close up, cover, protect by covering], a feminine name.

elv-ish (el'vish), adj. like an elf; elfish.

E4y (eli), n. a town in the county of Isle of Ely: pop.,
8,300: site of a famous ancient cathedral.

Ely. Isle of, an administrative county in Cambridge-
shire, England: area, 373 sq. mi.; pop., 81,000.

El-yot, Sir Thomas (el'i-at, el'yat), 1490?~1546; Eng-
lish author, diplomat, and lexicographer.

E-lyr-i-a (i-lr'i-a, a-l&r'ya), n. a city in northern Ohio:
pop., 30,000.

E-ly-sian (i-Kzh'sn, i-lizh'i^n), adj. 1. in or like Ely-
sium: hence, 2. happy; blissful; delightful.

E'ly-si-um (i-lizh'i-am, i-hVi-^am), n. [L.; Gr. Elysion
(Pedion) r Elysian (plain), plain of the departed], 1. in
Greek mythology, the place where virtuous people went
after death. 2. any place or condition of ideal bliss or

complete happiness; paradise. Also Elysian fields.

el-y-tra (el'i-tra), n. 1. plural of elytron. 2. plural of

elytrum.
el-y-troid (el

;
i-troid')f adj. like an elytron.

el-y-tron (el'i-tron'), n. [pi. ELYTRA (-tra)], [Mod.L.;
Gr. dytron, a covering, sheath < dyein, to roll round,
wrap un], either of the front pair of modified wings in
certain insects, which act as protective covering for the
rear wings: wing cover.

el-y-trum (el'i-tram), n. [pi. ELYTRA (-tra)], an elytron.
El ze-yir (el'za-ver, el'za-ve*0, adj. [< Latinized form,
Ebtevirius, of the Dutch Elzevier], 1. designating or of
books printed and published by the Elzevirs, a family
of 17th-century printers in the Netherlands. 2. desig-
nating a type face introduced by the Elzevirs.

This line is in Elzevir type.

El-ze-vir, Bon-a-ven-ture (bon'a-ven'cher el'za-ve*r',

el'za-ver), 1583-1652; son of Louis; Dutch printer.
Elzevir, Louis, 1540P-1617; Dutch printer.em (em), n. 1. the letter M, m. 2. in printing, formerly
the letter M of any given font, now a square of any size
of type, used as a unit of measure, as of column width;
especially, an em pica, equal to about 1/6 of an inch.

fem (am,
f

m), pron. [ME. hem, dat. pi. of 3d pers.
pron, used as ace.; it was replaced by them (< ON.) in

, __jtionsl, [Colloq.], them.
em- (iin, em: altnough in many of the following words
beginning with unstressed em- only mi is given, em is also

heard), en-: used before bilabial consonants (p, b, m), as
in empower, embrace, emmarble.
EM, in the United States Army, enlisted man (or men).
Em., in chemistry, emanation.
EJML, 1. Earl Marshal. 2. electromotive. 3. Engineer
of Mines.

e-ma-ci-ate (i-ma'shi-at'), v.t. [EMACIATED (-id), EMACI-
ATING], [< L. emaciatus, pp. of emaciare, to make lean,
cause to waste away; e-t out + maciare, to be lean <
macies, leanness], to cause to become abnormally lean;
cause to lose much flesh or weight.
emaciat-ed (i-ma'shi-at'id), adj. [pp. of emaciate],
abnormally lean; wasted away, as from starvation or
disease.

e-ma-ci-a-tion (i-ma'shi-a'shan, i-ma'si-a/shan), n. 1.
an emaciating; wasting away. 2. abnormal leanness,
caused by starvation, disease, etc.

em-a-nate (em/
a-nat') v.i. [EMANATED (-id), EMANAT-

ING], [< L. emanatus, pp. of emanare, to flow out, arise;
e-t out + manor-e, to flow], to come forth; issue, as from
a source. v.t. [Rare], to send forth; emit. SYN. see
rise.

em-a-na-tlon (em'a-ni'shan), n. 1. an emanating;
coming forth. 2. something that comes forth from a
source; thing emitted. 3. in chemistry, a gas given off
by some radioactive substance: abbreviated Em,

em-a-na-tive (em'a-na'tiv), adj. emanating or tending
to emanate; haying to do with emanation.

e man ci-pate (i-man'sa-paf), v.t. [EMANCIPATED (-id),
EMANCIPATING], J< L. emancipates, pp. of emancipare;
<:-, out -f- mancipare, to deliver up or make over as
property, by means of a formal act called mancipium <
manceps, purchaser, contractor < manus, the Jd +
capere, to take], 1. to set free (a slave, etc.); release
from bondage. 2. to free from restraint or influence, as
of convention. 3. in law, to release (a child) from a
father's control: used especially in Roman law. SYN.
see free.

e-man ci-pa-tion (i-man'sa-pa'shan), n. [L. emanci-

patio; see EMANCIPATE], a setting free or being set free
from servitude, bondage, or restraint.

Emancipation Proclamation, a proclamation issued
by President Lincoln in September, 1862, effective
January 1, 1863, freeing the slaves in all territory
still at war with the Union.

e-man*ci-pa;tor (i-man'sa-pa'ter), n. [LL.], a person
who emancipates.

e-man-ci-pa-to-ry (i-man'sa-pa-tcVi, i-man'sa-pa-to'ri),
adj. emancipating or serving to emancipate.
E-man-u-el (i-man'u-al, i-man'u-el'), a masculine name:
see Emmanuel.
emar-i-nate (i-mar'ja-nit, i-maVja-nat'), adj. [L.
emargmatus; see E- & MARGINATE], having a notched
margin or tip, as some leaves or wings: see leaf, iUus.

e-mar-gi-nat-ed (i-mar'ja-na'tid), adj. emarginate.
emas-cu-late (i-mas'kyoo-lat'), v.t. [EMASCULATED
(-id), EMASCULATING], [< L. emasctdatus, pp. of emas-
culare < e-, out + masculus, male], 1. to remove the
testicles of, so as to deprive of the power to reproduce;
castrate; hence, 2. to weaken; destroy the strength or
vigor of: as, the novel was emasculated by censorship.
adj. (i-mas'kyoo-lit), deprived of virility, strength, or
vigor; effeminate.

e-nias-cu-la-tion (i-mas'kyoo-la'shan), n. an emascu-
lating or being emasculated.

e-mas*cu*la*tive (i-mas'kyoo-la'tiv), adj. that tends to
emasculate; emasculatory.

e-mas-cu-la-tor (i-mas'kyoo-la'te'r), n. a person or thing
that emasculates.

e-mas-cu-la-to*ry (i-mas
/
kyoo4a-t6r'i, i-mas'kyoo4a-

to'ri), adj. emasculating; depriving of vigor.
em-balm (im-bam/) v.t. [ME. enbaumen; OPr. em-
baumer; see EN- & BALM], 1. to keep (a dead body)
from decaying by treating it with various chemicals,
usually after removing the viscera, etc. 2. to preserve
in memory. 3. to perfume; make fragrant.
em*balm-ment (im-bam'mant), n. an embalming or
being embalmed.
em-bank (im-barjkOf v.t. to protect, support, or enclose
with a bank or banks of earth, rubble, etc.
em-bank-ment (im-barjk'mant), n. 1. the act or proc-
ess of embanking. 2. a bank (of earth, rubble, etc.)
used to keep back water, hold up a roadway, etc.
em-bar (em-bar'), v.t. [Fr. embarrer < en- (see EN-) +
barre (see BAR)], 1. to oar in; confine; imprison. 2. to
stop; arrest.

t order prohibiting the entry <

departure of commercial ships at its ports, espe-
cially as a war measure. 2. any restriction imposed on
commerce by law; especially, a prohibition of trade in
a particular commodity. 3. restriction; restraint; pro-
hibition, v.t. to put an embargo upon.
em-bark (im-bark7), v.t. [Pr. embarquer < L. in, in -f LL.
barca, small boat, bark], 1. to put aboard ship. 2. to
take aboard: said of a ship. 3. to engage (a person) or
invest (money, etc.) in an enterprise. v.i. 1. to go
aboard a ship; hence, 2. to begin a journey. 3. to
engage in an enterprise.em bar-ka-tion, em bar-ca tion (em'bar-ka'shan), n.

[Pr. embarcation), an embarking.
em-bark-ment (im-bark'mant), n. an embarking.
Jem-bar-ras des ri chesses (aVba'ra' da' re'shes'),
[Pr.], literally, an embarrassment of wealth (of good
things) ; hence, too much to choose from.
em bar-rasa (im-bar'as), v.t. [Pr. embarrasser, lit., to
encumber, obstruct; It. imbarazzare, to embarrass <
im- (L. in), in 4- LL. barra, a bar], 1. to cause to feel

self-conscious, confused, and ill at ease; disconcert;
fluster. 2. to hinder

; impede ; cause difficulties to. 3. to
cause to be in debt; cause financial difficulties to. 4. to

complicate; make nwre difficult.
S3f7v.~to embarrass is to cause to feel ill at ease so as to
result in a loss of composure (embarrassed by tneir compli-
ments) ; abash implies a sudden loss of self-confidence and a
growing feeling of shame or inadequacy (I stood abashed at his
rebukes) ; discomfit implies a frustration of plans or expecta-
tions and often connotes a resultant feeling of discomposure or

humiliation; to disconcert is to cause to lose quickly one's
self-possession tp as 1 to result in confusion or mental dis-

organization (jhis interruptions Were disconcerting) ; rattle and
faze are colloquial equivalents for disconcert, but the former
emphasiases emotional agitation, and the latter is most com-
monly used in negative obstructions (4anger does not faze
him);ANr, compose, assiff^,

em-bar-rass-mg (im-bar'9s4rj), adj* [ppr. of embarrass],
that embarrasses.
em-bar rass ment (imikax'as-mont), n. 1. an embar-
rassing or being embarrassed. 2. a thing that embar-
rasses.
em-bas sa dor (im-basfe-dM, m.

em-bassage
'- " *-<'

ambassy; OPr. ambassfa;
< *ambaisa or
vassal; Gpth.
the position,
2. the sending 1 pf

im mission < L. $Mactost ,

&ff'q an amDassatick;
1

',
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or offices of an ambassador in a foreign country: also
called legation. 4. an ambassador and his staff. 5. a
person or group sent on an official mission to a foreign
government. 6. any important or official mission, er-

rand, or message.
em-bat-tie (em-bat'l), v.L [EMBATTLED (-Id), EMBAT-
TLING], [ME. enbatailen; see EN- & BATTLEMENT], to

provide with battlements; build battlements on.
em-bat-tie (em-bat'l), v.t. [EMBATTLED (-Id), EMBAT-
TLING], [ME. embatailen; OFr. embataillier < en- (L. in),
in -f bataille; see BATTLE], 1. [Rare, except in pp.], to

prepare, array, or set in line for battle. 2. to fortify.

em-bay (em-ba7), v.t. 1. to put or force (a boat, etc.)
into a bay for protection or shelter. 2. to shut in; en-
close or surround, as in a bay. 3. to form (a shore)
into bays.
em-bay-merit (em-ba'mant) , n. La forming into a bay.
2. a bay or a formation resembling a bay.
em-bed (im-bed'), v.L [EMBEDDED (-id), EMBEDDING],
1. to set (flowers, etc.) in earth. 2. to set or fix firmly
in a surrounding mass: as, the knife was embedded in
the wood. 3. to fix in the mind, memory, etc.

em-bel-lish (im-bel'ish), v.t. [ME. enbelisen < base of
OFr. embellir < em- (L. in) + bel < L. bellus, beautiful],
1. to improve the appearance of; decorate; ornament;
adorn. 2. to improve (a story, etc.) by adding details,
often of a fictitious kind; touch up. SYN. see adorn.
em-bel-lish-ment (im-bel'ish-msnt), n. 1. an embel-
lishing or being embellished; ornamentation. 2. some-
thing that embellishes; specifically, a) an ornament;
decoration. 6) a detail or touch, often fictitious, added
to improve a story, etc.

em-ber (em/br), n. [ME. emer, eimer & (with intrusive
-b~) eymbre < AS. emerge influenced by cognate ON.
eimyrja: akin to Dan. emmer, G-. dial, ammer, glowing
ashes; AS. aemerge < aem~ (akin to ON. eimr, steam,
white smoke) + -yrge (akin to ON. ysja, fire) < IE.
base *eus~, to burn, as also in L. urere, to burn], 1. a
glowing piece of coal, wood, peat, etc. from a fire; espe-
cially, such a piece smoldering among ashes. 2. -pi. the
smoldering remains of a fire; ashes with glowing pieces
of coal, etc. still among them.
em-ber (em'bgr), adj. [ME. (southeastern dial.) embyr-,
in embyr-dayes, etc.; AS. ymbren, lit., a coming around
< ymbrene, ymbryne, circuit, revolution < ymb, round
(akin to ambi-) + ryne, a running (< base of run)],
designating or of three days (called Ember days) set
aside for prayer and fasting in a specified week of each
of the four seasons of the year: observed in the Roman
Catholic, Anglican, and certain other churches.

em-bez-zle (im-bez'l), v.t. [EMBEZZLED (-Id), EMBEZ-
ZLING], [Anglo-Fr. enbesiler; OFr. embesillier < en- (see
EN-) + besillier, to destroy], to steal (money, etc. en-
trusted to one's care) ; take by fraud for one's own use.
em-bez-zle-ment (im-bez'1-mant), n. an embezzling;
theft or fraudulent appropriation of money, etc. en-
trusted to one's care.
em-bit-ter (im-bit'er), v.t. 1. to make bitter; make
resentful or morose. 2. to make more bitter; exacer-
bate; aggravate.
em-bit ter-ment (im-bit'gr-mant) , n. an embittering
or being embittered.
em-blaze (em-blaz'), v.t. [EMBLAZED (-blazd'), EM-
BLAZING], [em- + blaze (a flame)], 1. to light up; illu-

minate. 2. to set on fire; kindle.
em-blaze (em-blaz'), v.t. [EMBLAZED (-blazd'), EMBLAZ-
ING], [em- + blaze (to proclaim)], to emblazon.
em-bla-zon (em-bla'z'n), v.t. [see BLAZON], 1. to deco-
rate (with coats of arms, etc.); adorn. 2. to display
brilliantly; decorate with bright colors; make resplen-
dent. 3. to spread the fame of; praise; celebrate; extol.
em-bla-zon-ment (em-blaVn-mant) , n. 1. an embla-r
zoning or being emblazoned, 2. a thing emblazoned.
em-bla-zon-ry (em-blaVn-ri), n.

[pi. EMBLAZONRIES
(-riz)], 1. heraldic decoration; emblazoning. 2. any
brilliant decoration or disjplay.emblem (em'bbin), n. [orig., inlaid work; OFr. em-
bleme; L. emblema, inlaid work; Gr. emblema, insertion
< emballein < en-, in + ballevn, to throw, ;pm], 1. for-

merly, a picture wrth a motto or verses, aJlegoricaUy
suggesting some moral truth, etc. 2. a visible symbol
o| a thing, idea, class of people, etc.

; object or repre-
sentation that stands for or suggests something else: as,
the cross is, an emblem of Christianity. 3. a sign, badge,
or device. v.f. [Rare], to emblematize.
em-blem-at-ic (em'blo-fflat'ilc), adj. of, containing, or
serving as an emblem; symbolic.

em.blem-at-i-cal (em^l9^nat'i-kl), adj. emblematic.
em blem-aM cal ly (em'bfo-mat'i-k'1-i, em'bb^nat^ik-
H) , adv. by means of an emblem.
em-blem-a-tist (en>Wefnf9^tist) , n. a personwho makes
or designs emblems.

I . fo b^ an* emblem, of; sym-
< I

em-ble-ments (em/bl&-msnts), n.pl. [OFr. emblaement,
sing. < emblaer (Fr. emblaver); ILL. imbladare, to sow
with grain < L. in, in + Uadum, grain], in law, 1.

growing crops. 2. the profits from such crops.
em-bod-iment (im-bod'i-msnt), n. 1. an embodying
or being embodied. 2. that in which some idea, quality,
etc. is embodied; concrete expression or incarnation of
some idea, quality, etc.: as, she is the embodiment of
virtue. 3. anything embodied.
em-bod-y (im-bod'i), v.t. [EMBODIED (-id), EMBODYING],
1. to give bodily form to; make corporeal; incarnate.
2. to give definite, tangible, or visible form to; make
concrete: as, his speech embodied democratic ideals. 3.

to collect and include (material} in a book, system,
statute, etc. 4. to make (something) part of an organ-
ized whole; incorporate: as, our ideas are embodied in.

the committee's report.
em-bold-en (im-boFd'n), v.t. [em- + bold + -en], to
give courage to; cause to be bold or bolder.

em-bo-lec-to-my (em/bo-lek'ts-mi), n. the removal of
an embolus by surgery.
em-bol ic (em-bol'ik), adj. 1. of or caused by embolism
or an ernbolus. 2, in embryology, pushing or growing
inward, as an invagination.
em-bo-lism (em/bs-liz'm), n. [LL. embolismus; Gr. em-
bolismos, intercalary < embolos; see EMBOLUS], 1. the
insertion of a day or other period of time into a calendar,
as in leap year; intercalation. 2. the time intercalated.
3. in medicine, a) the obstruction of a blood vessel by
an embolus too large to pass through it. b) loosely, an
embolus.
embolus (em'ba-tes), n. [pL EMBOLI (-K01. [L.; Gr.
embolos, anything put in, wedge < emballein < en-* in +
ballein, to throw, cast], any foreign matter, as a blood
clot or air bubble, carried in the blood stream.
Jem-bon-point (aVbow'pwaw'). n. [Fr.; OPr. en bon
point, lit., in good condition], stoutness; corpulence.em bos om (em-booz'am, em-bqo'zam), v.t. 1. to take
to one's bosom; embrace; cherish. 2. to enclose pro-
tectively: surround; shelter.
em-boss (im-b6s'f im-bos'), v.t. [OPr. embosser; see EN-
& BOSS (raised ornament)], 1. to decorate or cover with
designs, patterns, etc. raised above the surface. 2. to
carve, raise, or print (a design, etc.) so that it is raised
above the surface; raise in relief. 3. to embellish; or-
nament.
em-boss-ment (im-b6s'ni9nt, im-bos'mant), n. 1. an
embossing or being embossed. 2. something embossed;
figure or design carved or molded in relief. 3. a bulge.
em-bou-chure (om'boo-shoor'; Pr. an'boo'shtirO, n.
[Fr. < emboucher, to put into the mouth; ML. **m-
buccare < L. in, in + bucca, the cheek], 1. the mouth of
a river. 2. the opening out of a river valley into flat

ground. 3. in music, a) the mouthpiece of a wind in-
strument. b

f
) the way of applying the lips and tongue to

the mouthpiece of a wind instrument.
em-bow (em-boO, v.t. [Late ME. *enbowet inferred <
enbowed, adj.], [Archaic except in pp.,), to bend into the
form of an arch or bow: as, a dolphin embowed on the
shield.
em-bow-el (em-bou'al, em-boul'), v.t. [EMBOWELED or
EMBOWELLED (-9ld, -bould'). EMBOWERING Or EM-
BOWELLING], [OFr. enboweler, altered < esboueler <
es- (L. ex), out of + bouel, bowel]* 1. [Rare], to dis-
embowel. 2. [em- -f bowel], [ObsJ, to put deep; embed.
em-bow-er (em-bou'Sr), v.t. to enclose or shelter in or
as in a bower.
em brace (im-brasOr v.t. [EMBRACED (-brasf), EMBRAC-
ING], [ME. enbracen; OFr, embracier < LL. *tmbrachiare
< L. im-, in + brachium, an arm], 1. to clasp in the
arms, usually as an expression of affection or desire;
hug. 2. to accept readily; avail oneself of: as, he
embraced the opportunity. 3. to take up; enter upon;
adopt: as, he embraced a new profession. 4. to encircle;
surround; enclose. 5. to include; comprise; contain.
6. to take in mentally; perceive: as, his glance embraced
the scene. *u. to clasp or hug one another in the arms.
n. an embracing; Juig, SYN. see include.

em-brace (em4>ca*s') v.L [EMBRACED
(
(-brast

;
), EMBRAC-

ING], [OFr. embraser, to set on fire, incite, instigate <
en-, in + braise, live coals], in law, to try illegally to
influence or instruct (a jury).

em-brace-or. em-bra-cer (em-bras'er), n. [Anglo-Fr.
embraceor; OFr. embraseor; see EMBRACE (to influence)],
in law, a persoij guilty of embracery.
em-bra^-er*y (em-brSs'eV-i), n. [< embrace (to influence)],
in, law

f
an illegal attempt to influence or instruct a jury.

eni'bcaiicli'nient (em4)ranch'mant, em-branch'naont),
a branclung out or off, as of a river, etc. ; ramification.

embran-gle (em-br^i)Vl) v.t. [EIEBRANGLED (-gld),
BpBRANGLiNGJ, [em- T)- dial brangle, to wrangle, proo.
var% pf wrangle kiflttenced by Fr. branler, to snake,
confuse], to entangle; mix up; confuse; perplex.em bran-gle ment (em-bra^'g'l-msnt), n. an embran-
gling or feeing embrangle.4-

doch.

;; oil, otnfc: up, use, fflr; get: joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
omply, u mjoats;

'
as m (Ale (a*b1); Pr. bal; , Fr.

s
1. x-xii. $ foreign; * hypothetical; < derived from.
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em bra-sure (em-bra'zher), n. [Fr. < mbrasvr (now
Sbraser}, to widen an opening
< em- (L. in), in -I- braser, to

groove, bevel], 1. an opening
(for a door, window, etc.) with
the sides slanted so that it is

wider on the inside than on
the outside. 2. an opening un
a wall or parapet) with the
sides slanting outward to in-

crease the angle of fire of a gun.
em'tro-cate (em'bro-kaV), v.t. [EMBROCATED (-id),

EMBROCATING], [< ML. embrocatus, pp. of embrocare, to

foment < L. embrocka, wet poultice; Gr. embroche <
tmbrechein < en-, in 4- brechein, to wet], to moisten and

rub (a -part of the body) with an oil, liniment, etc.

em-bro'ca-tion (em'bro-ka'shan)., n.
.
1. an embrocat-

.^ _ % ^ n^-jj **ffnA ** A*-rtVvf/-u'a+'ii'ar liniment or lotion.
?* 11 . .

EMBRASURE

OC >K.VJ.l.JL>.CtR.J, * *- v/j. j.*.wMfc*^*-w \- / -

t il * *t-
needlework. 2. to make (a design, etc.) on fabric with

needlework. 3. to embellish (a story, etc.) ; add fanciful

details to; exaggerate, v.i. to do embroidery.
em-broi-der-y (im-broi'de'r-i), n. [pi. EMBROIDERIES

(-iz)], [ME. embrouderie < OPr. embroder; see EMBROI-

DER & -ERY], 1. the art or work of ornamenting fabric

with needlework; embroidering. 2. embroidered work
or fabric; ornamental needlework. 3. embellishment,

as of a story. _
em-broil (em-broilO v.t. [Fr. embrouiller; see EN- *
BROIL (to dispute)], 1. to confuse (affairs, etc.); mix

up; muddle; entangle. 2. to cause (a person, govern-
ment, etc.) to take part in a quarrel or fight; involve.

em-broil-ment (em-broil'mant), n. an embroiling or

being embroiled.
, -t , t

em-brown (em-broun
7
), v.t. to make darker in color;

make brown or tan. __
em-brue (em-brooO, v.t. [EMBRUED (-brood') , EMBRU-

ING], to imbrue: wet.

em-bry- (em'bri), embryo-.
em-bry-ec-to-my (em'bri-ek/te-mi), n. the surgical re-

moval of an embryo, especially in cases of pregnancy
outside of the uterus.

em*bry-o (em'bri-oO. n. [pi EMBRYOS (-oz')l [ML. <

the uterus: the human organism in the first three

months after conception is called an embryo, thereafter

a fetus. 2. a) an early or undeveloped stage of some-

thing. J) anything in such a stage. 3. the rudimentary

plant contained in a seed. adj. embryonic.
em-fory-o- (em/bri-o, em'bri-s), a combining form mean-
ing embryo, embryonic, as in embryology.

em'bry'O'jgen-e-sIs (em'bri-o-jen's-sis), n. embryogeny.
em-bry-o-Ie-net'ic (em'bri-o-jo-net'ik), ad/, of embry-
ogeny.
em-bry-og-e-ny (em'bri-oj'a-ni), n. [embryo- -f -geny],

1. the formation and development of the embryo. 2.

the study of tMs.

em-bry-o4og'lc (em'bri-s-loj'ik), adj. embryological.

em-bry-o4ogi'Cal (em'bri-a-loj'i-k'f), adj. of embryol-
ogy.

em-bry-ol-O'gist (em'bri-olV-jist), n. a specialist in em-
bryology.
em-bry-olo-gy (em'bri-pl'd-ji), n. [embryo- -f -logy], the
branch of biology dealing with the formation and de-

velopment of embryos: abbreviated embryol.
em-bry-on (em/bri-on'), n. [Mod.L.; see EMBRYO],
[Rare], an embryo: used technically.

em-bry-on-ic (em'bri-on'ik) , adj. 1. of or like an
embryo; hence, 2. in an early stage; undeveloped;
rudimentary.
embryo sac, in botany, a thin-walled cell in the central

part of a seed, where the egg undergoes development
after fertilization.

em-cee (em'se'), v.t. [EMCEED (~sed') EMCEEING], [<
M.C., Master of Ceremonies], [Slang], to act as master
of ceremonies for (a radio program, etc.) . n. [Slang], a
master of ceremonies.
Em-den (em'don) , n. a seaport in northwestern Hanover,
Germany; pop., 34,000.

e-meer (a-mfirOf n. an emir.
e-meer-ate (o-mSr/it), n. an emirate.
Em-e-line (em's-lm', em's-lSn'), a feminine name: also

spelled Emmeline: see Emily.
e-mend (i-mend'}, v.t. [L. emendare, to correct < e-, out

^ menda, a fault, blemish], to correct or improve; spe-
cifically, to make scholarly corrections in (a literary
text, etc. ) ; suggest a differentreadingfor (a passage, etc.) .

e-men-date (g'man-da't'), v.t. [EMENDATED (-id), EMEN-
DATING], [< It. en&sndatus, pp. of emendare], to emend
(a text).

e-men-da tion (g'ttien-da'shsn, em'sn-da'shan), n. [L.
emendatio < pp. of emendare], 1. an emending. 2. cor-
rection or alteration made in a literary text, etc., as in
an attempt to restore the original reading.

e-men-da-tor (e'man-da'te'r, em'sn-da'ter), n* [L.], a

person who emendates.

e*mend-a-to*ry (i-men
;
d3-t6r'i, i-men'da-to'ri), adj.

having to do with emendation; emending,
em-er-ald (em'er-Qld, em'rald), n. [MB. emeraude; OFr.
esmeraude, esmeralde; LL. smeraldus; L. smara&dus; Gr.

smaragdos, maragdos; prob. via Prakrit maragada; ult.

< Heb. bareqeth], 1. a bright-green, transparent pre-
cious stone; green variety oFberyl. 2. a similar variety
of corundum. 3. bright green. 4. in printing, a size of

type between minion and nonpareil, about 61/2 point.

TWs line is In emerald, adj. 1. bright-green. 2. made
of or with an emerald or emeralds.
Emerald Isle, Ireland: probably so called, with refer-

ence to the green of the landscape, from Drennan's

song "Erin" (1795).
e-merge (i-murj') v.i. [EMERGED (-murjd'), EMERGING],
[L. emergere; e~, out + mergere, to dip, immerse], 1. to

rise from or as from a fluid. 2. to come forth into view;
become visible, apparent, or known.
e mer gence (i-mur'jsns), n. [LL. emergentm < ppr. of

emergere}, 1 an emerging. 2. an outgrowth from be-

neath the outer layer of a plant, as a rose thorn.

e-mer-gen-cy (i-mur'jan-si), n. [pi, EMERGENCIES 0-siz)],

[orig. sense, emergence; see EMERGENCE], a sudden,

generally unexpected occurrence or set of circumstances

demanding immediate action, adj. for use in case of

sudden necessity: as, an emergency brake.
SYN. emergency refers to any sudden or unforeseen situa-

tion that requires immediate action (the flood had created an

emergency) ; exigency may refer either to such a situation or to

the need or urgency arising from it (the exigencies of the

moment require drastic action); contingency is used of an

for any contingency)', crisis reiers to an event regarded as a

turning point which mil decisively determine an outcome (an
economic crisis) ; strait (or straits) refers to a trying situation

from which it is difficult to extricate oneself (the loss left them
in dire straits}. ,

e-mer-gent (i-mui/jant), adj. I. emerging. 2. arising

unexpectedly or as a new development.
e-mer-i-tus (i-merVtas), adj. [L., having served one's

time as a soldier; pp. of emereri, to serve out one's time;

e-, out + mereri, to serve, earn, merit], retired from
active service, usually for age, but retaining one's rank
or title: as, professor emeritus.

e-mersed (i-murst') odj. [L. emersusj see EMERGE],
having emerged above the surface; specifically, standing
out aoove the water, as the leaves of certain aquatic

plants.
e-mer-sion (e-mur'shan, e-mur'zhsn), n. [< L. emersus,

pp. of emergere], an emerging; emergence.

Em-er-son, Ralph Wal-do (wol'dS em'er-s'n), 1803-

1882; American essayist, philosopher, and poet.

Em-er-y (em'gr-i), [prob. by way of QTfr.Aimeri < OHG.
Almarich, Amalrich, lit., work ruler < Carnal-, work (in

battle) + *rich, ruler, leader (akin to L. rex, king)], a
'

masculine name: equivalents, L. Almericus, G. Emmer-
ich, It. Amerigo: also spelled Emmery, Emory.
em-ery (em'Sr-i, em'ri), n. [pi. EMERIES (-iz, -riz)], [Fr.

emeri; OPr. emeril; LL. smericulum; It, smeriglio < Gr.

smeris, smyris, emery; IE. base *smer-, to smear (cf.

SMEAR)], a dark, very hard, coarse variety of corundum
used for grinding, polishing, etc.

emery board, a small, flat stick coated with powdered
emery, used as a manicuring instrument.

emery doth, cloth coated with a mixture of powdered
emery and glue, used for polishing and cleaning metal.

em-e-sis (ein's-sis), n. [Mod.L.; Gr. emesis; see EMETIC],

vomiting.
e-met Ic (i-met'ik), adj. [L. emeticus; Gr. emetikos <
emeein, to vomit; IE. base *weme-, to vomit], causing

vomiting, n. a medicine or other substance that

causes vomiting.
em-e-tin (em'a-tin), n. emetine.
em-e-tine (em'a-ten', em'a-tin), n. [emetic. + -ine}, an

alkaloid, C29H4oN 204, obtained from ipecac root, used
as an expectorant and an emetic.
e-meu (e'mu) , n. an emu.
Je-meute (a^mof; Eng. i-mut'), n, [Fr. < pp. of emou-

voir, to agitate, stir up; L. emovere, to agitate; e-, out +
movere, to move], a popular uprising; riot.

E.M.F., e.m.f ., EMF, emf, electromotive force.

-e-mi a (e'mi-o), [Mod.L. < Gr. -aimia < haima, blood],
a suffix meaning a (specified) condition or disease of the

blood, as in leukemia: also spelled -aemia.
em-i grant (em's-grant, em'8-grant')f adj. [L. emigrans,

ppr. of emigrare], t. emigrating. 2. of emigrants or

emigration, n. a person who emigrates.
em 1 grate (em'a-grSt'), t>4. [EMIGRATED (4d) f EMIGRAT-
XNG], [< L, emigrates, pp. of emigrate, to move away,
depart from a place; e-, but -f migrate, to move, depart],
to leave one country or region to settle in another:

opposed to immigrate. SYN. see migrate.

em-i-gra'tion (ernVgrS'shgn), n. 1. an emigrating.
2. emigrants collectively; body of emigrants.

Je>mi-igr6 (a'me'gra'; Eng. em'o-gxft'}, n. M. EMIGRES
(-gra'j Eng. -grazO] [Fr.; pp. of em*grer;Lr. emigrate;
see EMIGRATE], 1. an enngran** 2* a Royalist who
fled from France during the French Revolution. 3, an

opponent of the Soviet regime wno fled from the Soviet
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Union after the revolution of 1918. SYN. see alien.

E-mil (a'm'l, e'm'l, em''l), [G. < Fr. Emilc < L.

Aemilius, name of a Roman gens < L. aemulus; see

EMULATE], a masculine name: feminine, Emily.
E-mlH-a (i-xml'i-a, i-miPys)* a feminine name: see

Emily, n, (e-meKya), a department of northern Italy.

Em-Hy (em'l-i), [Fr. Emttie; L. Aemilia, fern, of Aemil-
ius; see EMIL], a feminine name: variants, Emilia,
Emetine, Emmeline.
envi-nence (em'a-nans), n. [L. eminentia < eminent,
excellent, prominent, ppr. of eminere, to stand out,

project; <?-, out + *minere, to project < IE. base *men-,
to project: hence akin to L. mons (see MOUNT)], 1. a
high or lofty glace, thing, etc., as a hill. 2. superiority
in rank, position, character, achievement, etc.; great-

ness; celebrity. 3. [E-], in the Roman Catholic Church,
a title of honor given to a cardinal. 4. in anatomy, a
raised area, usually on the surface of a bone.

em-1-neH'Cy (em/s-nsn-si), n. [pL EMINENCIES (-siz)J,

1. [Obs.], eminence. 2. prominence; importance.
em-i-nent (em'a-nQnt), adj. [L. eminens; see EMINENCE],
1. rising above other things or places; high; lofty. 2.

projecting ; prominent ; protruding. 3. standing high by
comparison with others; renowned; exalted; distin-

guished. 4. outstanding; remarkable; noteworthy: as,

a man of eminent good sense. SYN. see famous.
eminent domain, in law, the right of a government to

take, or to authorize the taking of, private property
for public use, just compensation being given to the
owner.

em-i-nent-ly (em'a-nant-li), adv. in an eminent manner
or degree; notably; conspicuously.

e-mir Cs-meY7), n. [Ar. amir, emir, commander, ruler,

prince], L an Arabian ruler, prince, or military com-
mander. 2. a title given Mohammed's descendants

through his daughter Fatima. 3. a Turkish honorary
title. Also spelled emeer.

e-mir-ate (a-me*r'it), n. the rule or jurisdiction of an
emir*

em-is-sar-y (em'a-sef'i), n. [pL EMISSARIES (4z)], [L.
emissarius < pp. of emittere; see EMIT], a person or

agent, especially a secret agent, sent on a specific mis-
sion. adj. of, or serving as, an emissary or emissaries.

e-mis-sion (i-mish'an), n, [L. emissio < pp. of emittere],

1. an emitting; issuance. 2. something emitted; dis-

charge. 3. in medicine, a discharge of fluid from the

body; especially, an involuntary discharge of semen.
e-mis-sive (i-mis'iv), adj. [< L. emissus, pp. of emittere;

-f -ive], emitting or having the power to emit.

em-is-siY-i-ty (emVsiv's-ti), n. 1..
the capacity or

tendency to emit. 2. the rate of emission.

e-mit (i-mit') v.t. [EMITTED (-id), EMITTING]* [L. emit-

tere; e-, out + mittere, to send], 1. to send out; give
forth; discharge: as, geysers emit water. 2. to uttear

(Sounds, etc.). 3. to issue (paper money, etc.); put
into circulation.

Em-ma (en/a), [G. < Erma < names beginning with
Erm- (e.g., Ermenhilde) ; see IRMA], a feminine name.
Emman-uel (i-man'fM), [Gr. Emmanon?l; Heb.
'imm&nuel,, lit., God with us], a masculine name:
variants, Immanuel, Manuel: also spelled Emanuel.
n. the Messiah: see Immanuel.

Em-me-line ^em/a-En^, .em'o-len'), a feminine name:'
'

'

also spejle^^etae: (see Emily.
m^nem^^gwimt.Xi-^en'a-gdg

7
, i-

anything used to stimulate the

a masculine name: see Emery."Em'mer-yfr&m'er-i), a masculine name: see Emery.
em-met (em%), n. [see ANT]; FArchaicL an ant.

"
.|"

\

Em-met, Robert (em'it), 1778-1803'; Irish nationalist;, ,

hanged after leading an unsuccessful rising against the
British.

"
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'

'';

'

*
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"
t

'

emme tro-pia (em'i-tro'pi-sl), n. [Mod.L. < Gr. em-
metros, in measure, fit < eh~, in -f metron} measure;
4- -opial, '^he conxfitio^ of normal refraction ofM, <VLK? WJLKVJU. yAV/Af V/J. **M* AJ.JU*i JL VJL J,

in the eVe
1

; in 1 which vision is perfect.

emme-trop-ic (emVtrop'iic), atfj^'ot
or chaft

Em'my
C

(tm'i)

1

/n. [Slang], an'y ofthe stofetifettea4a*ded

annually 'in the
in'the television i

EmnE., EMnE., Early 1

e-moMi ent (i-mol'yant,
<

ppr. of emotture, to soften; e-, out *

moll^ soft], softening; soowngi ^
medicine tJftslt has a softemng or sootiiing effecl 10*1

.stMiace tissues.
1J1<

!

L * |J
>

'
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? M ',.
'* ?'f/i

e mol-u ment 'g^mol'yoo^nten^V
' ^ B/. ^

th;e Tesuiteof exertion, Ksufn*pronto fl

1 *^ ~ " A' J

.tyifri out -f' i~
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*
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*
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1 emollient;

liow, by analogy with dewte, etc.], JCoHoq.], to conduct
oneself in n emotional or theatncal manner: behave
as though acting an emotional role: often -used humor-
ously.
e-mo-tion (i-mo'shan),, n. (Fr. ; prob. after motion < pp.
of L. emovere^ to move out, stir up, agitate^ e-> out -f-

movere, to move^ 1. strong, generalized feeling; psych-
ical excitement,, 2. any specific feeling; any or various

complex reactions with both psychical and physical
manifestations, as love, hate, fear* anger, etc. SYN.
see feeling.
e-mo-tion-al (i-mo'shan-'i), adj. I. of emotion or the
emotions. 2. showing emotion. 3. easily aroused to
emotion; quick to weep, be angry, etc. 4. appealing
to the emotions; moving people to tears, anger, etc.

e-mo-tion-al-ism (i-mo'snMi-l-iz'm), n. 1. emotional
character. 2. the tendency to be emotional or to show
emotion quickly and easily., 3. display of emotion.
4. an appeal to emotion, especially to sway an audience
to some belief.

e-mo'tion-al-ist (i-mo'shwi-lrist), n. La very emo-
tional person. 2. a person who uses or reHes on emotion
or emotional effects, as in oratory, art, etc '

e-mO'tion'aH*ty (i-mo'shan-al's-ti), n. the quality or
state of being emotional.
e-mo-tion al-ize (i-mo'shaa-'l-iz

7

), v.t. [EMOTIONALIZED
(-IzdOi EMOTIONALIZING], to treat, present* or interpret
in an emotional way: make emotional
e-mO'tkm-aMy (i-mo'shan-1-i), adv< 1. in an emotional
manner. 2. with reference to the emotions.

e-mo*tive (i-mo'tiv), adj. 1. characterized by, expres-
sing, or producing emotion, 2, relating to the emota-ons.

Emp., 1. Emperor. 2. Empire. 3. Empress.
em-pale (im-palO* &* [EMPALED (-paid'), EMPALING],
to impale. ,

-
.

em-pan-el (im-pan'l), v.t. [EMPANELED or EMPANELLED
(-Id), EMPANELING or EMPANELLING], 1. to enter the
name or names of on a jury list, 2. to choose (a jury)
from such a list. Also spelled impanel.

em-path-ic (em-path'ik), adj. of or characterized by
empathy.
em-pa-thy (em'pa-tki), n. [< Gr. empatheia, affection,

passion < en-, in + pathos, feeling; used as translation
of G. einfuhlung (< cttt-, in +'fiihlun& feeling)}, 1. the

projection of one's own personality into the personality
of another hi order to understand him better; intefleo*
tual identification of oneselt with another. 2. the pro-
jection of one's own personality into an object, witk Ihse

attribution to the object of one's own emotion, re*

sponses, etc. : also called pathetic fallacy. ^

Em ped o cles (em-ped'9-kleV), n, Greek pJtilc>8G|>fu;
Sth century B.C. '

;-, {

h'; Eng. ,em^pi-j) r n. [Fi <
arrow < em-, in 4- ^frme*. a
thS stabilize

0f vertical 4

fin, ruddei;

iem-pen-nage
empenner* to feather

feather; see PEN (quiH
pf an airplane, eonsie
airfoilsf and including
elevator. ,

-

'

*

,
,

r *
,
'

'

> < - j

em-per-or (em'pei'-Sr}, itwitMB.
1 emP&our < OFit $m-

pereor, emperere, lit;, ruleir oA ute Holy Roman Empire;
1^ imperator, Gontmante'in'ehlel, ong. a-ti1rle voted to
a successful general .by ^ihe, Roman aimy> then, con-
ferred by the senate on fQaesar,& Augustus, then revived
by the Popeat the crowning of Cnarlema.gne (800 AiD,.)

< pp. of imperare; to opmiaand < in-, in + Pararetf
to

set in order, prepare], il^ftjteian who rules an empire:
abbreviated Emp^.Cas a^tib}^ 2. any of various large

'F*i enSjp

!it]i [Poetic
empire; hence, 2.,

emphasis
Gr. empha
en-, in + phasis,

i n*
<ie
v-1,

w 1

emperorj ,

,

*
<

RERIES, C-i^],^ [-ME. em-
to rule; L. imfcwafe; see

an emperos;

sis to his

* l

.

, ieefete<acti%'etc*': as*, sincerity ewmrnnP
is contention. ; Z. $pe<^al sjtres^ given

i

to, frfl&y

3. special attention given to something so aa 1^o f ,,, ,

sta*4 *rt 5 ^inwprtan'ce } steess.j weight s s, top madly ^ft*-,

#/iaw ^^'nw;ed ion athletics. ,
'

,(,-\ ,.f'.\. ^ t*/ ;;

' " " ~ *

, ito-f (give, emphasis' to] , ^er-.speeipToi^p^'or
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m+ pky$aem,toblciw]t 1. an abnormal swelling of body
tissues caused by the accumulation of air; especially,
such a spelling of the alveoli or of the tissue connecting
the alveoli in the lungs. 2. heaves, a disease of horses.

em-phy-sem-a-tous (em'fi-sem'a-tas, em'fi-sS'ms-tas),
adj* I. of or like emphysema, 2. having emphysema.
em-plre (em'pfr), n. [ME. enpir; OFr. empire; I*, im-
permm < imperare; see EMPEROR], 1, supreme rule;
absolute power or authority; dominion. 2. government
by an emperor or empress. 3. the period during which
such government prevails. 4. a group of states or terri-
tories under one sovereign power; dominion of an em-
peror or empress. 5. a state uniting many territories
and peoples under one ruler. Abbreviated Emp. adj.
[E-], of or characteristic of the first French Empire
1804-18 1 5) , under Napoleon ; specifically, a) designat-

ing a style of furniture of this period, characterized by
rectangular massiveness, swelling curves, and the use
of heavy textiles and bronze ornamentation, &) desig-
nating a gown fashioned in the style of the period, with
a short waist, decollete" bodice, flowing skirt, and short,
puffed sleeves.
the Empire, a specified or understood empire: espe-
cially, ft) the British Empire. 6) the Holy Roman
Empire, c) the first French Empire, under Napoleon.

Empire Day, May 24, Queen Victoria's birthday, cel-
ebrated as a holiday throughout the British Empire.
Empire State, New York State.

em-ptr-ic (em-pir'ik), n. [L. empiricus; Gr. empeirikos,
experienced < cmpeiria, experience < #i-, in + pefra,
a trial, experiment], 1. a person who is ignorant of
scientific principles and relies solely on practical experi-
ence. 2. a person who lacks regular training and proper
qualifications; charlatan; quack, adj. empirical.

em-pir-i-cal (em-pir'i-k'l), adj. [see EMPIRIC], 1. relying
or based solely on experiment and observation: as, the
empirical method. 2. relying or based on practical
experience without reference to scientific principles: as,
an empirical remedy.
em-pir-i-cism (em-pir'o-siz'm), n. 1. experimental
method; search for knowledge by observation and ex-
periment. 2. a) a disregarding of scientific methods and
relying solely on experience; hence, &) quackery. 3. in
pn&osopfcy* the theory that sensory experience is the

only source of knowledge.
em-pir-l-cist (em-pir'a-sist), n. 1. a person who uses
methods of experiment ana observation. 2. a) a person
who disregards or is ignorant of scientific principles and
relies solely on practical experience; hence, 6) a quack.
3. a believer in the philosophical theory of empiricism.
em-place ment (im-plaVmont), n. [Fr. < emplacer, to
jrut in position; see EN- & PLACE], 1. a placing in posi-
tion; assigning, to a location. 2. in military science, the
prepared .position from which a heavy gun is fired.

employ (inv-ploi'). v.t. [Fr. employer;!,, implicate, to
enfold, engage, hence bend attention on < in-, in 4-

flicare, to fold ;cf. IMPLY], 1. tomake use of; use. 2. to
keep busy or occupied; take up the attention, time, etc.

of; devote: as, he employed himself in study during his
vacation. 3. to provide work and pay for: as, public
works employ thousands of men, 4. to engage the ser-
vices or labor of; hire. n. the state of being employed;
paid service; employment. -~~SYN. see uae.

em-ploy-a-ble (im-ploi'9-bl), adj. that can be employed;
specifically, 4) physically or mentally fit to be hired for
work, b) meeting the minimum requirements for a spec-

--f-S- y^^T" --f~jwf | Jfjf. v. %rlfv,r*vjitr , OWV J&afT*\J 1 J, Cfr

person hired by another, or by a business firm, etc., to
work for wages or salary: also spelled employ^,em ploy er (im-ploi'Sr), n. [see EMPLOY^ 1. a person,
business firm, etc. that hires one or more persons to
work for wages or salary; ?. a user.em ploy ment (im-$M'mbnt)i

f n. 1. an employing or
being employed. 2. the thingat which one is employed;
work ; occupation; profession;job.

em-poi-son (em-porz'n), v.t* [Fr. empoisonner; see Btf-& POISON], 1. to make poisonous; taint or corrupt;
hence, 2. to embitter; envenom.
Em-po ri a (em-p6r'i- f eotep&tt*), n. a city in eastern
Kansas: pop., 16,000.

em-po-ri-um (em-p6r'i-Qm. em-po'ri-om), n. Wl. EMPO-
RIUMS (-smz), EMPORIA (-3)], [L. < Or. emporton, trad-
nig place, mart < emporios, pertaining to trade, com-
merce < emporos, traveler < en t in 4- poros, way], 1. a
place of commerce; trading center; market place. 2. a
large store with a wide variety of things for sale.
em-pow-er (ini-pou'eV), v.t. 1. to give power r author-
ity/bo; authorize: as, the president is empou&md to veto
legislation. 2, to give abiHty to; enable; jpermit: as,
science empowers men to control natural forces more
effectively. Also spelled impower.

Jem-presse-ment (aVpres'manO, n. [Fr., eagerness <
s'empresser, to be eager, hasten; see IMPRESS], effusive
regard or cordiality.
em prise, em-prize (em-prizO. n. [ME. emprise; OFr.
emprise* emprtnse < pp. of emprendre* to undertake <
LL. *imfrehendere; L. im-t in + prehendere, to take],
[Archaic], L an enterprise or adventure. 2. prowess
or daring: as, knights of great emprise,

emp-ti-ly (emp'ts-li), adv. in an empty manner; as
though empty.
emp-ti-nesa (emp'ti-nis), n. the quality or condition

emp'ty (emt/ti), adj. [EMPTIER (-ti-Sr), EMPTIEST
(-ti-ist)], [MB. emtie & (with intrusive --; cf. EMBER)
empti; AS. asmettig, unoccupied, lit., at leisure <
xmetta, leisure, rest -h "tig (see -TY) ; AS. ssmetta < x-

t

without, not + base of mot, a meeting (cf. MOOT)],
1. containing nothing; having nothing in it. 2, having
no one in it; unoccupied; vacant: as, an empty house.
3. carrying or bearing nothing; bare. 4. worthless;
not substantial; unsatisfying: as, empty pleasures. 5.

meaningless; insincere; vain: as, empty promises. 6
[Colloq.j, hungry, v.t. [EMPTIED (-tid), EMPTYING],
1. to make empty. 2. a) to pour out or remove (the
contents) of something. 6) to transfer (the contents) into
something else. v4. 1. to become empty. I 2. to pour
out; discharge: as, the St. Lawrence empties into the
Atlantic, n. [pi. EMPTIES (-tiz)], an empty freight car
truck, bottle, etc.

empty of, lacking; without; devoid of.
SYNl empty means having nothing in it (an empty box,
street, stomach, etc.) ; vacant means lacking that which ap-
propriately or customarily occupies or

_
fills it (a vacant apart-

ment, position, etc.); void, as^oiswimjnated here, specifically
stresses complete or vast emptiness (void of judgment) ; vacu-
ous, now rare in its physical sense, suggests the emptiness of a
vacuum. See also Tain. ANT. full.

emp-ty-hand-ed (emp'ti-han'did), adj. bringing or
carrying away nothing.
emp ty-head ed (emp'ti-hed'id), adj\ frivolous and
stupid; silly and ignorant.

em-pur-ple (em-pur'p'l), v.t. to make purple.
em-py-e-ma (em'pi-e'ma, em'pi-e'ma), n. [pi EMPY-
EMATA (-e'mo-ta, -eni'a-to)], [Mod. L.; Gr. empyema <
empyein, to suppurate < en-, in -f Pyon, pus], the
accumulation of pus in a body cavity, especially in
the cavity containing the lungs.
em-pyr e-al (em-pir'i-ol, em'pa-re'al, em'pl-re'sl), adj.
[LU. empyrius, empyreus; Gr. empyrios, in fire <

specifically, a) among the ancients, the sphere of pure
light or fire. 6) among Christian poets, the abode of
God. 2. the sky; the celestial vault; firmament, adj,
empyreal.
e>mu (e'mu), n. [prob. < Port. ema. a crane], a large,
nonflying Australian bird,
likethe ostrichbut smaller :

also spelled emeu.
E.M.U., e.m.u., emu, elec-

tromagnetic units.
em-u-late (em'yoo-HtOt
v.t. [EMULATED (-id), EM-
ULATING], [< L. aemula-
tus, pp. of aemulari <
aemulus. trying to equal
or excel], 1. to try to
ecjual or surpass. 2. to
rival successfully, ad/.,

FObs.], (em'yoo-lit), am-
*

bitious.
em-u-la-tion (emVoo-la'-
shon), n. [L. aemulatio], 1. EMU (6't. high)
an emulating. 2. desire or
ambition to equal or surpass. 3. [Obs.], a) ambitious
nvalry. b) envious dislike. SYN. see competition.em-u la tive (em'yoo-la'tiv), adj. of, characterized by,
or resulting from emulation.
em-u la-tor (em'yoo-la'ter), n. a person who emulates,
em-u-lous (en/yoo4as), adj. [L. aemi$u$; see EMULATE],
1. desirous

9
of equaling or surpassing. 2. [ObsJ,

jealous: envioisCs. |. einulative. SYN. ^ee.atnWtionsj
e^mul-si-fi-ca tlon frniui'sa-fi-ka'shdn), n. an emulsi-

or

,.fi'e^)i n* a substance, as gelatin,
gum arable, etc., for eipuWfying a fi*ed oil.

e-mul-sMy (i-mul'sa-S'), v.t. & v.i. [EMULSIFIED (-f|dO,
EMULSIFYING], Jo fprni into an emulsion.

em press (e n. (ME. emperice, emperesse,; OF*.
emperm, emperesse, fern, of emperere; see EMPEROR]*
1. the wife of an emperor. 2. a woman ruler of an
empire; hence, 3. a woman with great power or
influence: as, the empress of his heart. Abbreviated
Emp. (as a title).

innl'sion (^toul'shdn), n. fMod: L. emulsw < L.
emulsm, pp. of emuHtgere, to milk or drain out; <*-, out
f mutgene, to, mijk], a fiuid, as milk, formed by, thp
suspension of a very finely divided oily or resinous
Hquid m

:
another Hqttid; speciically,/ ft* fthaimantf^a fweparatton of ftn;oiljr isabsfeance^el? to stispemswA

in a watery Hquid by means, of a gummy substance:
as, an ewtd^on of aoid-Hver oiL ft) in -photography, a
suspension of a salt of silver |a gelatin or collodion,
used to coat plates and? film. i ,*

'

,-
;
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e-mul-slye (i-mul'siv), adj. 1. having the nature of an
emulsion. 2. capable of emulsifying.
e-munc-to-ry (i-munk'ter-i), n. [pi. BMUNCTORIES
(-iz)], [LL. emunctonum, pair of snuffers < pp. of L.
emungere, to blow the nose, deanse; e-, out + mungert,
to blow the nose], any organ or part of the body that

gives off waste products, as the kidneys, lungs, and
skin. adj. giving off waste products; excretory.
en (en), n. 1. the letter N, n. 2. in printing, a space
half the width of an em.
en- (in, en), [ME. en-; OFr. en-; L. in- < prep, in, in,

into], a prefix, used to form verbs from nouns, adjec-
tives, and other verbs, meaning: 1. to put into or on,
as in enthrone; to cover or wrap with, as in enrobe:

prefixed to nouns. 2. to make* make into or like, cause
to be, as in endanger, enfeeble: prefixed to nouns or

adjectives. 3. in or into, as in enclose, enliven: prefixed
to verbs. En- often has the force of an intensifier
as in enliven, encourage. Many words beginning en-
are also spelled in- (e.g., enquire, inquire). See also em-.
en- (in, en), [Gr. en- < prep, en, in], a prefix meaning
in, used chiefly in Greek derivatives, as endemic.
-en (an,

f

n), the common form taken by several suffixes,

variously used: 1. [ME. -en, -ien; AS. -nian], to form
verbs, usually transitive, meaning: a) to oecome or
cause to be: added to adjectives, as in darken, weaken.

5) to come to have, cause to have: added to nouns, as
in heighten, hearten, strengthen. 2. [ME.; AS.], to form
adjectives from concrete nouns, meaning made of, as
in wooden, woolen. 3. [ME.; AS.], to form the past
participle of strong verbs, as in risen, written. 4. [AS.
-an], to form plurals, as in children, brethren. 5. [ASJ,
to form feminines of nouns, as in vixen (AS. fyaen).
6. [AS.], to form diminutives, as in chicken.
ena-ble (in-a'b'l), v.t. [ENABLED (-bid), ENABLING],
1. to make able; provide with means, opportunity,
power, or authority (to do something). 2. [Obs.], to
make possible or effective.
en-act (in-akf), v.t. 1. to make (a bill, etc.) into a
law ; pass (a law) ; decree ; ordain. 2. to do ; accomplish :

usually in the passive, as, the place where the shooting
was enacted. 3. to represent in or a^ in a play; act out.

en-ac-tive (in-ak'tiv), adj. enacting or having ike
power to enact.
en act ment (in-akt'mant), n, 1. an enacting or being
enacted. 2. something enacted, as a law or decree.
en-am-el (i-nam'l), n. {ME. enamyl; see the .], I. a
glassy, colored, opaque substance fused to surfaces of
metals, glass, ana pottery as an ornamental or pro-
tective coating. 2. any smooth, hard, glossy coating
or surface like enamel. 3. the hard, white, glossy
coating of the crowns of teeth: see tooth, illus. 4. any-
thing enameled; enameled ware. 5. paint or varnish
that produces a smooth, hard, glossy surface when it

dries. 6. liquid nail polish that produces such a surface.
v.t. [ENAMELED or ENAMELLED (-'Id), ENAMELING or

ENAMELLING], [ME. enamelen; Anglo-Fr. enamayller
< en- (see EN-) 4- amayl < OFr. esmaU, enamel <
Gmc. *smalts, a glaze, melted substance; see SMELT,
v.], 1. to inlay or cover with enamel. 2. to decorate
in various colors, as if with enamel. 3. to form an
enamellike coating or surface on.

en-am-el-er, en-am-el-ler (i-nam'1-Sr). n. a person
or thing that enamels.
en-am^el-ware (}-nam'l-waV), n. kitchen utensils,
etc. ma<|e of enameled metal.
en-am-or, en-am-our (in-am'Sr), v.t. [ME, enamuren;
OFr. enamourer, enamorer < en-, in + amour < L.
amor, love; cf. INAMPRATA], to fill with love and
desire; charm; captivate. ,/.

en-am-ored, en-am-oured (in-am'erd), adj. [pp. of

enamor], greatly ill love; charmed; captivated.
enamored of, in love with; captivated by.

Jen, ar-rtere (an' n4'ryarO, \F*-l 1- ^ rear;
behind. 2. in arrears.
en-ar thro-sis (en'ar-thro'sis), n. [Mod. ,L.; Gr. en-
arthr5sis < enarthros, joinieq. < en-, in + arthron, a
joint], a joint in which, the head of one bone fits into
the socket of another, as tjje hip joint.

'

,

Jen a-vant (aw' na/van'), [Fr.], forward; onward: used
chiefly,as,a command. ,

...

en bloc (en blok'; Fr. aV blSkO, [Fr., Ki, a blpbkj,
in one lump; as,a whole; all together, } , it ,

Jen Dro;cnette (&n
f
brd'snet'),, Wr.],, broiled on swall

, spits, or skewers, ,

;

,
4

, '!., ,
,

.

t
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eixc^ 1. er^clpsed. 2. ehclbSure. 3. encyclopedia.,
en-cae-ini-a (en-sS'nJ-s, en-sen'va) f n. [ME/. enc.en%ia;Lt ;/Qr. enfyaiftid < jn-, in -f ka^nos, new], 1. a |estiyal
ij_! L;JJ.I

ji^ fotindirig pf ,a city, church, etc.

_ _ , , the anm^l cer^iony con^inenibrat-

ing the founding of Oxford University.
en-cage ^kaJO, f.& to shut up in avpage; com^ne:
also spelleq. incage. ,

,
, t ,

.
,

r
,

!

,

:i. to.maM.a&di

en-camp*ment (in-kamp'mant), m 1. an encamping
or being encamped. 2. a camp or camp site.

en-car-n-al'ize (in-kaVnl-lxOt ?*** [ENCARNALIZSD
(-izd'), KNCARNALIZING], 1. to incarnate, 2. to make
carnal; make sensual.

en-case (in-kaV), v.L 1. to cover completely; enclose.
2. to put into a case or cases. Also spelled incase.
en cas se role (en kasVrol'; Fr. &*' k&s'rolO, [Fr.],

(baked and served) in a casserole.
en-caus-tic (en-k^s'tik), odf/. [L. cncausticus; Gr. en-
kaustikos < enkaustos, burnt in < enkaiein, to burn
in; en-, in + kaiein, to burn], burnt in; done by a
process of btirning in; prepared by heat: as, encaustic
tile. n. a method of painting or decorating in which
colors in wax are fused with hot irons.
-ence (ans), [< Fr. & L.; Fr. -ence; L. -entia < ~ent-

(see -ENT) -f * n. ending], a suffix used to form
abstract nouns corresponding to adjectives ending in
-ent. It means act, fact, quality, state, result, or degree,
as in conference, excellence: see also -ance, -ency.

uv OUO.I.VLUJ.VJ.J, XAJ, rririf**Mj>r -y 3i>Trcrn,G, A. WJ.C JJJU.C wi WUljts
enclosing a fortified place. 2. the space so enclosed.

Jen-ceinte (an'sanf; Eng.^ en-santO, adj. [Fr.; LL.
incincta, orig. fern, of incinctus, ungirt; I/, *-, not
+ cinctus, pp. of cingere, to gird, surround], pregnant;
carrying an unborn child.

En-cel-a-due (en-sel'9-dds), n. [L.; Gr. Enkdados], in
Greek mythology, a giant with a hundred arms, who
fought against the gods: he was killed by Zeus and
buried beneath Mt. Etna.

en-ce-phal-ic (en'sa-fal'ik), flcf/. [see ENCEFHALON], of
or near the brain.
en ceph-a-lit ic (en'sef-^Ut'ik, en-sef's-Ht'ik), adj. 1.
of encephalitis. 2. having encephalitis.
en-ceph-a li-tis (en'sef-a-li'tis, en-sef'o-li'tis), n. [en-
cephal- 4- -itis], inflammation of the brain.

encephalitis le-thar gi-ca (U-thar^i-kd). sleeping
sickness.
en-ceph-a4o- (en-sefVlo), [< ,Gr. enkephalos, the
brainj, a combining form meaning of the brain: also,
before a vowel, encephal-. as in encephalitis.
en ceph-a-lo-gram (en-sef'a-la-gramO, n. an electro-

encephalogram.
en-ceph-a-lo-graph (en-sef'a-b-graf', en-sef'a-b-graf'),
n. an electroencephalograph.

en-ceph-a-lo-ma (en'sef-o-lo'ma, en-sef's-lo'ma). n. [pi.
ENCEPHALOMATA (-ma-ta), ENCEPHALOMAS (-m.9Z)] t

[Mod. L.; see ENCEPHALO- & -OMA], 1. a tumor of tne
brain. 2. a hernia of the brain.

en-ceph-a-lon (en-sef'a-Ion'), n. [pi. ENCEPHALA (-la)]

[Mod. L. < Gr. enkephalos, (what is) in the head <
en-, in -f kephall, the head], in anatomy* the brain,
en-chain (en-chan'), v.t. [OFr. enchatner; see EN- &
CHAIN], 1. to put in chains: bind or hold with chains;
fetter; hence, 2 to hold fast; captivate.
en-chain-ment (en-chan'mont), n. an enchaining or
being enchained.
en chant (in-chanf, in-chanf), v.t. [ME. enchanten;
OFr. enchanter; L. incantare, to bewitch, enchant,
mutter in a magic formula: **-, in + cantare, to sing],
1. to cast a spell over, as by magic; bewitch; hence,
2. to charm greatly; delight. SYN. see attract.

en-chant-ing (in-cnan'tit), in-chan'tirj), adj. 1. charm-
ing; delightful. 2. bewitching; fascinating.
en-chant-ment (in-chant'msnt, in-chant^mant), n.

[ME. & OFr. enchantement; see ENCHANT & -MENT],
1. the act of casting a spell over; use of magic to
charm. 2. the, state of being under the influence of
a magic spell OJT charm. 3. a magic spell or charm.
4. something that charms or delights greatly. 5. great
delight or pleasure.,

en-cfiant-ress ffio^c&an'tris, in-chan'tris), n. [ME.
enchaunierespe; 01^r.,enchanteresse; see ENCHANT], 1. a
sorceress; witch. 2. a fascinating or charming woman.
en-chase (em-chaV), v.t. [Fr. enchdsser < en-, in -f
ch&sse; see CKASE (groove)], 1. to put in a setting;
serve as a setting for; incase. 2. to^ ornament by
engraving, embossing* cutting, or inlaying with gems,
etc. 3. to engrave or carve (designs, etc.).
en chi la-da (en'chi-la'da), n. [Sp. < en- (see EN-) -4-

dish
.

(se^ ,CHJLI\ .4-
-ada (see -ADE)], a Mexican

flavored with cjuli. t

en-chi-rid-i-on (en'H-rid'i-9n, en'ka-uid'i-an)* . [LL.;
Gr. encheiridion < en-, in + cheir, hand], a handbook.
en chon-dro-ma (en'^on-dro'ms), n. [pi. ENCHQNDRO-
MATA (-ma-t^), ENCHO^DROMAS (^maz)], [14od,L.; Gr.

e% in + chonaj- -j- -oma], a cartilaginous tumor.
en-chon-drom-a-tous (en'kon-drom'9-tas, en kon-dro'-
ma-tas), adj. 1. of or like an enchondroma. 2. having
an enchondroma.

eijt'Cho-ri-al
t (en-k6r'i-dl, en-ko'ri-dl), adj. [< Gr. w-

chGrios, native < <?n-, in + chdra, country, place], of
or

t
used in ,&, particular country; native; popular;

look; oil, out; up, -Qse, fflrj.ftet; Joy; yet; chdfo;,*^; tMn,

b'&'f&fy'?*! <%
m*ly* *m./off; .as in o6Ma'bl); Fr. bal; 4k ,Bf .

G. docn. See pp. x-xn. I foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived from.
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domestic: ttsed especially to designate the popular,
or demotic, writing of ancient Egypt,en chor ic (en-k6r*ik, en-ko'rik), ad/, enchorial.

en-ct-na (en-se'na), n. [Sp. < Lt. Uicina, holm oak <
L. ilex, kind of oak], the live oak, especially the Cali-
fornia live oak.
en-cdr-de $n-sur

/
k*l), v.t. 1. to make a circle around;

enclose within a circle; surround. 2. to move in a
circle around.
en-dr-cle-ment (in-surTkl-msmt), n. an encircling or
being encircled.

en-clasp (en-klasp', en-klaspO v.t. to hold in a clasp;
embrace.
en-clave (en'klav), n, [< ME. enclawn; OFr. endaver,
to enclose, lock in; LL. indaver < L. in, in -f clavis, a
key or daws, a nail], foreign territory surrounded by
a specified country: as, East Prussia was an enclave of
Poland: distinguished from exdave.

en-clit-ic (en-klit'ik), adj. [LL. enditicus; Gr. enklitikos
< enklinein, to lean toward, incline; en-, in + klinein,
to lean], in grammar, dependent for its stress on the

preceding word: said of a word that has lost its stress
in combination (e.g., man in layman), n. any such
word or particle.
en-dose (in-kloz'), v.t. [ME. endosen; en- -f dosen
(after OFr. endos, pp. of enclore, to enclose) ; see EN-
& CLOSE, .], 1. to shut in all around; surround; hem
in; fence in. 2. to put into a receptacle. 3. to insert
in an envelope, wrapper, etc. together with a letter.
4. to contain. Also spelled inclose.
en do-sure (in-klo'zher), n. [OFr. < endos; see EN-
CLOSE & -URB], L an enclosing or being enclosed.
2. something that encloses, as a fence, wall, etc. 3.

something enclosed; specifically, a) an enclosed place
or area. b) a document, money, etc. enclosed with a
letter: abbreviated enc., end. Also spelled indosure.
encomi-ast (en-ko'mi-astO, n. [Gr. enkdmias&s <
enkSmtazetn, to praise < enkdmton], a person who
speaks or writes encomiums; eulogist.
en-co-mi-as tic (en-ko'mi-as'tik), ad/. 1. of an en-
comiast. 2. of or like an encomium; eulogistic.

en-co-mi-as-ti-cal (en-ko'mi-as'ti-kl), adj. encomiastic.
en-co-mi-um (en-ko'mi-om), n. \pl. ENCOMIUMS (-amz),
I^COMIA (-Q)], [L.; Gr. enk&mion, hymn to a victor,
soiig of praise; neut. of enk&mios < en~, in + kdmos, a
level], aformal expression of high praise; elaborate com-
xpendation; eulogy; panegyric, SYN. see tribute.
en-com-pass (in-kum'pss), v.t. 1. to shut in all

around; surround; encircle. 2. to contain; include.
en-com-pass-ment (in-kum/pa&-m3nt), n. an encom-
passing or being encompassed.
encore (an'kdr, an-korO, inter/. [Fr.; It. ancora, yet,
still, again; prob. < L. in hone noram, to this hour],
again; once more. n. (an'k6r, an'kor), 1. a demand
by the audience, shown by continued applause, for
the repetition of a piece of music, etc., or lor further
performance or another appearance of the performer
or performers. 2. the repetition, further performance,
etc. in answer to such a demand. 3. the pi^ce of
innate, -etc. performed in answer to such a demand.
4. the performance of something added to the r

program, at. (an-k6r', an'kor), [ENCORED (-

-kxxfd|,' ENCORING], to demand a repetition of (a
of music; etc.) or from (a performer) by applauding.
e^dmn-ter (rn-koun'ter), v.t. [ME. enamtien; OF?.
encontrer < L. in, in + contra, against], 1. to meet
unexpectedly; come upon. 2. to meet in conflict;
engage in battle.^ 3. to meet with; face (difficulties,
trouble, etc.). v.i. to meet accidentally or in opposi-
tion, n. 1. a meeting in conflict; battle: fight. 2. an
unexpected meeting. SYN. see battle.
en-courager (M-kur'ij), v.t. [ENCOORAGED (4jd), EN-
COURAGING], [QFr. encoragier, encoura$er; see EN- &
COURAGE], 1. to give courage, hope, or confidence to;
embolden; hearten. 2. to help; give support to; be
favorable to? foster. ,

'

en-cour age-ment (m-kCLr'ij-mant), n. [OFr. forage-
mentl 1. an encouraging or being encouraged. 2.
something that encourages.

t

'
,

en-coiir-ag-ing (ln-kfcr^-iij), ady. [ppr. of encourage],
courage, ho^e, or conftdence.

motion or action of, as with a burden; hinder: hamper.
2. to load or fill in such a way as to obstruct; Slock up-
obstruct. 3. to burden; load or weigh down, as with
claims, debts, etc. Also spelled incumber.
en-cum-brance (in-kum'brans), n. [OFr. encombrance},
1. something that encumbers; hindrance: obstruction*
burden. 2. [Rare], a dependent, especially a child.
3. in law, a claim or lien attached to property, as a
mortgage. Also spelled incumbrancc,
-en-cy fen-si), [L. -eniia], a sufl&x equivalent to -encct

used to form abstract nouns corresponding to adjec-
tives ending in -ent. It means act, fact, quality, state,
result, or degree, as in dependency* emergency, efficiency i

see also -ancy.
en-cy-clic (en-sik'lik, en-si'klik), adj. & n. encyclical
en*cy-di-cal (en-sik^li-kl, en-si'kli-kl), adj. [LL. ency-
clicus < Gr. enkyklios, in a circle, general, common <
en-, in -f kyklos, a circle], for general circulation, n. in
the Roman Catholic Church, a letter sent by the Pope to
the clergy, having to do with church matters.

en-cy-clo-pe*di*a, en-cy-clo-pae-di-a (in-si'kte-pe'di-a)
n. [Mod. L. encyclopaedia < Gr. enkyUopaideia, false
reading for enkyklios paideia, instruction in the circle

child], 1. a book or set of books giving information on
all branches of knowledge, generally in articles alpha-
betically arranged. 2. a similar work giving informa-
tion on one field of knowledge. Abbreviated enc., cncy.
encyc., encycl.

en-cy-do-f>e-d!c, en-cy-clo-pae-dic (in-si'kfe-pSMik),
adj. 1. of or Eke an encyclopedia, 2. giving informa-
tion about many subjects; comprehensive in scope.

en-cy-clo-pe-di-cal, en-cy-clo pae-di cal (in-sTkfo-pe'-
di-kl), aaj. encyclopedic.

en-cy-clo-pe-dist, en cy-dp pae dlst (rn-sI'kfo-pdist)~;
n. 1. a person who compiles or helps compile an ency-
clopedia. 2. [E-], pi. the writers of the French Ency-
clopedia (1751-1765) edited by Diderot and d'Alembert,
which contained the advanced ideas of the period.
en-cyst (en-sistO, v.t. A u.i. to endose or become en-
dosed hi a cyst, capsule, or sac.

en-cyst'inent (en-sist'msnt) , n. an encysting.
end (end), n. [ME. & AS. ende; akin to G. ende, Goth.
andets: basic sense "the opposite boundary or extrem-
ity"; IE, base *aw^, *awto-, opposite, in front of, as, , , , ,

also in L. ante, lit., in front of, opposite one in space],
1. a limit or limiting part; boundary; point of beginning
or stopping. 2. the last part of anything: final point;
finish; completion; conclusion. 3. a ceasing to exist;
death or destruction; also, the cause or manner of this.
4. the part at, toward, or near either of the extremities
of anything; tip. 5. an aim; object; purpose; intention.
<3. an outcome; result; upshot; consequence. 7. a piece
left oveq fragment; remnant. 8. the reason for being;
final cause. 9. in fooi&aU, a) aplayer at either endol
the line of scrimmage. 6) his position, v.t. 1. to bring
to an end : finish: stop ; dondude. 2. to be or form the
end of. 3. [Obs.J, to kill. v.i. 1. to come7 to an end;
terminate. 2. to die. adj. at the end; final: as, end
man, end product. SYN. see close, intention.
at loose ends, [prig, nautical, with reference to rope],
1. in an unsettled or indefinite condition. 2. in a dis-
organized or confused condition.
end for end. with the ends, or the position, reversed.
end on, with the end foremost; not sideways.end to end, m a line so that the ends touch or meet.
end upy L in an upright position. 2. to come to an

inaKe an end of, 1. to finish; stop. 2. to do away witn.make both ends meet, [cf. Fr. foindre les deyx bouts],
1. to keep one s expenses within one's income 2 to

^aiage^merely to exist on one's income.
d, [Cofloq.], a great^ deal; very milch*or many.

1, m an
.

position. 2: one after Ifhe
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_-.,, -. fossil crinoid, a o|

ate. 2. occasionally, any criijoia.

en-crqach (in-kroch') v4. [ME.''encroHten* OFr en~
crochier, encrocier, to seize tfoon, takei mr,

f

iri + croc,
croche, a hook; cf. CROCHET], I.' to trestfasi 6r uitrode
(on or upon the rights, property, etc; ofSkbtier). 2. to
advance beyond the proper, original or customarylimits: make inroads (. nt- <u*

ri). 5I7V. see tresoass
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2. something gained by n.
tt-crast (in-krusta v.t. 1. to cover or Hne with a crust.

LJ2 ^ec<J
rS^?^y and heavily. as with jewels. v.i. to

form, or fo^n into, a crust.
en cumber (in-kum'ber), v.t. [ME. encombren; OFr
encombrer; see EN- & CUMBER], 1. to hold back the use 6f these



Endeeott 479 endosteum

dmeir, to try to do, set about; deveir < L. debere, to owe,
be under obligation], to try hard; exert effort; make
an earnest attempt; strive* v.t. [Archaic], to try to
achieve; attempt, n. an earnest attempt; effort to
accomplish something. British spelling endeavour.
SYN. see effort, try.

En-de-cott, John (en'di-kof, en'di-kt) f 1589P-1665;
first English governor of Massachusetts Bay colony:
also spelled Endicott.

en-dem-ic (en-dem'ik), adj. [< Gr. endemos, endemios;
en-, in 4- demos, the people; + -ic], prevalent in or
restricted to a particular nation, region, locality, or

group; indigenous: as, an endemic plant, an endemic
disease, n. an endemic disease. SYN. see native.
en-dem-i-cal (en-dem'i-k'l), adj. endemic.
En-der-by Land (en'der-bi), a region in Antarctica,
south of Africa.
en-der-mic (en-dftr'mik), adj. [< GT. en, in -f derma,
the skin; -f- -ic], in medicine, applied to the skin and
acting by absorption through it.

Jen dSs-na-bil-te (aV da'za'be'ya'), [Pr., in undress],
1. partly undressed. 2. dressed in a robe, negligee, etc.

Endicott, John, see Endecott, John.
end-ing (en'diij), n. [AS. endung; see END, v.] t 1, an end;
specifically, a} the last part; finishConclusion, b) death.
2. in grammar, the final letter or letters added to a
word or word base to make a derivative or inflectional
form: as. -ed is the ending in wanted.
en-dive (en'div, an'dev), n. [Pr.; ML. endtoia; MGr.
indivi < L. intibus, intubus, tntyous, (LL. intiba); Gr.

entybon, entybion; prob. < Egypt, tybi, January (during
which month it is said to grow in Egypt)], 1. a kind
of chicory with ragged, curly leaves which are used in

salads, etc.: also called escarole. 2. another kind of

chicory whose long leaves are blanched for use in
salads.
end leaf, an end paper.
end-less (end'lis), adj. [AS. endeleas (see END & -LESS)],
1. having no end; going on forever; eternal; infinite.

2. lasting too long; interminable: as, an endless speech.
3. with the ends joined to form a closed ring that can
move continuously over wheels, etc.: as, an endless
chain*

end-long (end'ldrjO* adv. 1. lengthwise. 2. on end.
end man, 1. a man at the end of a row. 2. in a minstrel
show, the performer at each end of the first row, who
tells jokes with the help of the interlocutor.
end-most (end'most'), adj. at or nearest to the end;
farthest; most remote; last.

en-do- (en'do, en'da), [< Gr. endon, within], a com-
bining form meaning within, inner, as in endocrine,
endoderm: also, before a vowel, end*.

en-do-blast (en'da-blast')* n. [endo- + -blast], the endo-
derm; hypoblast.
en-do car dial (en'ds-kar'di-al), adj. 1. within the
heart. 2. of the endocardium.

en-do-car-di-tis (en'do-kar-di'tis), n. [Mod. L.; see

-ITIS], inflammation of the endocardium.
en-do-car-di-um (en'da-kar'di-OTi) , n. [MC4. L. < endo-

-f Gr. kardia, the heart], the thin endothelial membrane
lining the cavities of the heart.

en-do-carp (en'ds-karp'), n. [endo- + -carp], the inner
layer of a ripened ovary
or fruit, as the pit of a % EKDOCARP
plum.
endocrin (en'dQ-krin'),
n. endocrine.

en-do-cri-nal (en'dg-kri'-
n'l), adj. endocrinous.
en-do crine (en'ds-krin',
en'da-krin), adj. [< endo-
+ Gr. krinein, to sepa-
rate], 1. designating or of

any gland producing one
or more internal secre-
tions that are carried by
the blood or lymph to
some part whose func-
tions they regulate or
control. 2. designating
or of such a secretion, n.

any such gland or its secretion; the thyroid, adrenal,
and pituitary glands are endocrines.

en-do-crin-ic (en'ds-krin'ik), adj. endocrinous.

en-do-cri-nol-o-gy (en'do-kri-nol'a-ji, en/
clo-kr>nol/9-

ji), n. the study of the endocrine glands and the inter-
nal secretions of the body^

en-doc-rl-nous (en-dok'ri-nas), adj. of an endocrine
gland or its secretion.
en-do-derm (en'dd-dirntO* n. [endo- -f- -derm], the
inner layer of cells of the embryo, from which, is

formed the lining of thje digestive tract and of other
internal organs; eadoblast; hypoblast.
en-do-en-zvme fan'da-em?'mm^ eni^do-ea'iMm) . Jl* an en-

ENDOCARP OF PEACH

en-do-en-zyme
zynte that fumctions wit3fe

en-do-gam-ic (en'da-gam'ik), adj. endogamous.
en-dog-a-mous (en-dog'a-mss), adj. 1. of endogamy.
2. practicing endogamy.
en-dog*amy (en-dog'a-nii), n. [endo- 4- -gamy], the
cttstom of marrying only within one's own tnbe or
social group; inbreeding: opposed to exogamy.
en-do gen (enMs-jen'), n. [endo- + -gen-, so called
because the stems were formerly believed to grow
from within], any plant that grows byfjadding tissue

irregularly throughout the stem; monocotyledon:
distinguished from exogen.
en-dog-e-nous (en-doj'a-nas), adj. 1. developing from
within; originating intemafly. 2. in biology, growing
or developing from or on the inside. 3. in physiology
& biochemistry, of the anabolism of cells.

en-dog-e-ny (en-doj'a-ni), n. [endo- + -geny), in biology,
growth from within; endogenous formation of cells.

en-do-lymph (en'da-limf'), n. [endo- + lymph], in

anatomy, the fluid in the membranous labyrinth of the
ear.

en-do-morph. (en'da-mdrf'), n. [endo~ -\- ^morph], a
mineral, especially a crystal, enclosed within anotner.
en-do mor-phic (en'da-mdr'fik), adf. 1. of an endo-
morph. 2. of or caused by endomorphism. 3. desig-
nating or of the abdominal physical type, characterized
by predominance of the structures developed from the
endodermal layer of the embryo (i.e., the internal
organs): distinguished from ectomorphic.
en-do-mor-phism (en'dd-mdr/fiz'm), re. 1. the state
or fact of being endomorphic. 2. structural change
caused in an intrusive rock by the action of the sur-

rounding rock.
en-do-par-a-site (en'da-par's-sft'), n. a parasite that
inhabits the internal organs of an animal; hookworm,
tapeworm, endamoeba, etc.

en-do-phyte (en'da-fltOt n. [endo- + ~phytc], in botany,
any plant that grows within another plant.
en-do-plasm (en'da-plaz'm), n, [endo- + -plasm], the
inner part of the cytoplasm of a cell: distinguished
from ectoplasm.
en-do plasmic (en'do-jplaz'mik), adj. of endqplasm.
end organ, any specialized structure at the peripheral
end of nerve fibers having either sensory or motor
functions: see nerve, illus.

en-dors a-ble (in-ddr'sa-bl), adj. that can be endorsed:
also spelled indorsable.
en-dorse (in-d6rsOt v.t. [ENDORSED (-ddrsf) , ENDORSING],
[with altered sp. after L. < ME. endossen; OFr. en-
dosser < ML. indorsare < L. in, on, upon 4- dorsum,
the back], 1. to write on the back of (a document);
specifically, a) to sign one's name as payee on the
back of (a check, money order, etc.). b) to make (a
check, etc.) payable to another person by thus signing
one's name and adding "payable to the order of
on the back. 2. to give support or approval to;

san9tion: as, civic leaders have endorsed the housing
project. Also spelled indorse. SYN. see approve,
en-dor-see (in-ddr'se', en'ddr'se7}, n. the person to
whom a check, note, etc. is made over by endorsement:
also spelled indorsee.
en-dorse-ment (in-d&rs^mant), n. 1. the act of writing
on the bapk ol a check, note, etc. 2. something
written on the back of a check, note, etc., as the
signature of a payee, by which money or property is

made over to someone. 3. a change, as of coverage
or beneficiary, written on or added to an insurance
policy, and signed by an agent of the insurer. 4.

approval; sanction. Also spelled indorsement.
en-do-sarc (en'ds-sSrkOt [endo- + GT. sarx, sarkos,

flesh], the endoplasm of certain protozoa.
en-do-scope (en'da-skop'), n. [endo- + -scope}, an
instrument for examining the inside of a hollow organ
of the body, as the bladder or rectum.

en-dos-co-py (en-dos'ks-pi), n. the examination of

hollow organs of the body by means of an endoscope.
en-do skel-e-ton (en'da-skel'e-t'n) , n. the internal bony
supporting structure, or true skeleton, in vertebrates:

distinguished from exoskdeton.
en-dos-mo-sis (en'dos-mo'sis, en'doz-mo'sis), n. [Mod.
L. ; end- -f osmosis], in osmosis, the more rapid diffusion
of the less dense fluid through the semipermeable
membrane to mingle with the more dense: opposed
to exosmosis.
en-dos-mot-ic (en'dos-mot'ik, en'doss-mot'ik), adj. of
endosmosis.
en-do-aperm (en'da-sptan') , n. [endo~ 4- sperm], the
nourishment tor the embryo, which surrounds the
embryo in the seed of a plant,

en-do-spore (en'da-sp6r', en'd^spor'). n. 1, in bacteri-

ology, an asexual spore formed within a special spore
case. 2. in botany, the endosporium.

en-do-spo-ri-um (en'da-spdr'iam, en'd9-spo'ri-am), n.

[pi. ENDOSPORIA (-&)], [Mod. L,; see ENDO- & SPORE],
tae inner layer of tne covering of a spore. ,

en-dos-te-um (en~<los'ti-m) , n. [pi. ENDOSTBA (-o)].
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endostosis 480 engage
[Mod. L < end- j- Gr. osleon, a bone], the vascular
connective tissue lining the marrow cavities of bones.
en-dos to ste (en'dos-to'sis), n, [Mod. L.; end- + ostoste],
the formation of bone within cartilage.
en-do-the H al (en'da-theli-sl), adj. of the endothelium.
en-do-the li old (en'da-the'E-oidO, adj. of or like the
endothelitun*

en-da-theli-um (en^a-the'B-sm), n. \pl. ENDOTHELIA
(-9)], [Mod. L. < endo- -f Gr. thele, nipple], the layer
of squamous cells lining the inside of blood and lymph
vessels, of the heart, and of some other closed cavities.

en-doth-e-loid (en-doth'a-loid'), adj. endothelioid.
en-do-ther-mal (en'ds-thur'm'l), adj. endothermic.
en-do-ther-mic (en'ds-thuVmik), adj. [endo- + thermic],
designating or of a chemical change hi which there is

an absorption of heat: opposed to exothermic.
en-do tox-in (en'da-tok'sin), n. [endo- -f toxin], any of
a group of toxic substances found in certain disease-

producing bacteria and liberated by the disintegration
of the bacterial cell: they harm certain tissue cells.

en-dow (in-dou') v.t. [ME. endowen; OPr. endouer; en-,
in + douer < L. dotare, to

give], 1. to provide with
some talent, quality, etc.: as, he was endowed with
courage. 2. to give money or property so as to provide
an income for the support of (a college, hospital, etc.) ;

bequeath. 3. [Obs.], to provide with a dower.
en-dow-ment (in-dou'mant), n. 1. an endowing, 2.
that with which something is endowed; bequest; gift.
3. a gift of nature; talent; ability.
endowment policy, an insurance policy by which a
stated amount is paid to the insured after the period
of time specified in the contract, or to the beneficiaries
in case the insured dies within the time specified.
end paper, a folded sheet of paper one half of which
is pasted to the inside of either cover of a book, the
other half forming the first (or last) page of the book:
also called end leaf.
end product, the final result of any series of changes,
processes, or chemical reactions.
end table, a small table to be placed at either end of
a sofa, beside a chair, etc.
en-due (in-doo'f in-du'). v.t. [ENDUED (-dood', -dud')
ENDUING], [ME. endewen; OPr. enduire; L. inducere, to
lead in; in-, in -f ducere, to lead; form and sense
affected by L. induere, to put on (see INDUE) ; confused
in Eng. with endow], 1. [Rare], to put on; clothe;
cover. 2. to provide (with something) ; specifically, to
endow (with qualities, talents, etc.). Also spelled indue.

en-dur-a-ble (in-door's-b'l, in-dyoor'o-bl), adj. that can
be endured; bearable.
en-dur-ance (m-door'sns, in-dyoor'ans), n. 1. an en-
during. 2. the power of enduring; specifically, a)
ability to last, continue, or remain. 6) ability to stand
pain, distress, fatigue, etc.; fortitude. 3. [Rare], that
which is endured; hardship. 4. duration. SYN. see
patience.
en-dure (in-door', in-dyoor'), v.t. [ENDURED (-doord7,

-dyoordOr ENDURING], [ME. enduren; OFr. endurer <
L. mdurare; in-, in -f dware, to harden, hold out,
last < durus, hard], I. to stand (pain, fatigue, etc.) ;

bear; undergo. 2. to put up with; tolerate, tu. 1. to
1

last; continue: remain. 2. to bear pain, etc. without
flinching; hold out. Also spelled indure. SYN. see
bear, continue.

en-dur-ing (inrdoor'iri, in-dyoor'irj), adj. fopr. of en-
durelv 1. lasting; permanent. 2. long-suffering.

end-ways (end'waz'), adv. 1. on end; upright. 2. with
the end foremost. 3. lengthwise. 4. end to end.
end-wise (end'wizO, adv? endways.
Endymi-on (en-dim'i-an) , n. [L.; Gr. Endymidnl in
Greek legend, a beautiful young shepherd loved by
Selene and caressed by her as he slept.

-ene (en) , [after L. -enus, adj. suffix], a suffix used: 1. to
form names for certain hydrocarbons, especially of the
plefin

or ethylene series, as in benzene, acetylene. 2. to
form commercial names for some products.
ENE, E.N.E., e.n.e., east-northeast.
Jen ef.fet (an'ne'fe'), [Pr., lit., in effect], in reaKty; in
fact; indeed.
en e-ma (enVma), [LL.; Gr. enema, injection <
entenat, to send in; en-, in 4- hienai, to send], 1. a
liquid injected into the rectum either as a purgative or
a medicine; clyster. 2. the injection of such a liquid.
3. the apparatus used for this,

en-e-my (en'd-mi), n. [pi ENEMIES (-miz)], [ME. & OFr.
enemi; L. tmmicus, unfriendly, hostile; hence enemy <
tn-, not -f- amicus, friend], I. a persob. who hates an-
other, and wishes or tries to injure him; person hostile
to an idea, cause, etc. ; adversary; foe. 2. a) a nation
or force hostile to another. &) troops, fleet, ship, mem-
ber, etc. of a hostile nation. 3. anything hostile or
injurious, adj. 1. of an enemy; of a hostile nation.
2. [Obs.], hostile. SYN. see opponent,
enemy alien, an alien residing or interned in a country
with which his own country is at war.
en ergesis (en'Sr-je'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. energein.to
be in action; see ENERGY], in botany, the process by
which energy is liberated through catabolic action in
the cell.

en-er-get-ic (en'eV-jet/ik), odf/* [Gr. energetikos], having
or showing energy: vigorous; forceful. SYN. see active.

en-er-get-i-caMy (en'gr-jet'i-k'l-i, en'er-jet'ik-li), adv.
in an energetic manner ;

with energy.
en-er-get-ics (en'gr-jet'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],
the science that deals with the laws of energy.
en-ergize (en'gr-jizO. v.t. [ENERGIZED (-jizdO, ENER-
GIZING], to give energy to ; activate. VJ. to show energy ;

be active.
en-er gu-men (en'er-gu'men), n. [LL. energumenos; Gr.
energoumenos, ppr. pass, of energein, to work on; see
ENERGY], 1. a person supposedly possessed by an evil

spirit; demoniac; hence, 2. a fanatic; enthusiast.

en-er-gy (en'er-ji), n. [pi. ENERGIES (-jiz)], [LL. energia;
Gr. energeia < energes, active, at work < en-, in + ergon,
work], 1. force of expression or utterance. 2. poten-
tial forces: inherent power j capacity for vigorous action.
3. pi. such powers, especially in action: as, apply all

your energies to the cause. 4. strength or power effi-

ciently exerted. 5. in physics, the capacity for doing
work and overcoming resistance: see matter, 2. SYN.
see strength.

en-er-vate (en'Sr-vat'). v.t. [ENERVATED (-id), ENER-
VATING], [< L. enervatus, pp. of enervare < enerms,
nerveless, weak < e-, out -f- nerous, a nerve, sinew], to
deprive of nerve, force, vigor, etc.; weaken physically,
mentally, or morally ; devitalize ; debilitate, adj. (i-nur'-

vit), enervated; weakened. SYN. see unnerve, weaken.
en-er-ya'tion (en'Sr-va'shan), n. [LL. enervatio], an en-
ervating or being enervated,

en-er-va-tor (en'lr-va'tgr), n. a thing that enervates.
Ene sco, Georges (zhfrrzh e-ne'sko), 1881-1955;
Romanian violinist, composer, and conductor.

en-face (en-fas') , v.t. to write or print on the face of (a
document, check, etc.).
en face-ment (en-fas'mant), n. something written or
printed on the face of a document.
Jen famille (aw' fa'me'y'), [Fr., lit., in (one's) family],
1. with one's family; at home. 2. in an informal way.

Jen fants per-dus (aWfaw' par'dti'), [Fr., lit., lost chil-

dren], a forlorn hope: military term, applied to troops
in a hopelessly dangerous position.
|en;fant ter-ri-ble (aVfaw' te're'bl')., [Fr., lit., terrible
child], 1. an unmanageable, mischievous child. 2. a
person who causes trouble by making frank, bold re-
marks at the wrong times.
en-fee-ble (m-fe'b'l), v.t. [ENFEEBLED (-bid), ENFEE-
BLING], [ME. enfeblen; OPr. enfeblir], to make feeble.

en-fee-Die-meat (in-fe'bl-mont), n. an enfeebling or
being enfeebled.

en-feoff (en-fef, en-fef'), v.t. [ME. enfeffen (Anglo-Pr.
enfeoffer); OFr. enfeofer, enfeffer; see EN- & FIEF], in
law, to invest with an estate held in fee.
en feoff ment

(en-fef'mant, en-fefmant), n. 1. an
enfeoffing or being enfeoffed. 2. a deed or instrument
that enfeoffs. 3. a fief. 4. the possession of a fief.

en-fet-ter (in-fet'Sr), v.t. to bind in or as in fetters.
En-field (en'feld), n. a city in Middlesex, England, near
London: pop,, 92,000.

en-fi-lade (en'fa-lad') , n. [Pr. enfiler, tothread, string, rake
with fire < en- (L. in), in + fil (L. filum), a thread],
1. gunfire directed from either flame along the length of
a column or line of troops. 2. a disposition or place-
ment of troops that makes them vulnerable to such fire.
v.t. [ENFILADED (4d), ENFILADING], to direct such gun-
fire at (a column, etc.).

Jen-fin (a'fa') adv. [Pr., lit., in the end], lastly; at
last; finally.

ten fleu rage (aVflo'razh'), n. [Pr. < en-, in + !

fleur,
a nower], a process of preparing perfumes by exposing
odorless fixed oils to the exhalations of certain flowers.

en-fold (in-foldO, v.t. 1. to wrap in folds; wrap up. 2.
to embrace. Also spelled infold.
enforce (in-f8rs'r m-forsQ, v.t. [ENFORCED (-f6rst'f

-forsfj, ENFOitciNG^ [ME. enforcen; OPr. enforcer,
enforcter; LL., wfortwrt < L, in, in + fortis, strong],
1. to give force to; urge: as, he enforced his argumentby
analogies. ?^ to force; compel. 3. to impose by force:
as, don t enforce your will on the child. C to compel
observance of (a law, etc.).

en-fqrce-ment (in-fdrs'mont, in-fors'mant), n. an en-

en-fran-chise (en-foan^chiz), v.t. [ENFRANCHISED
(-chlzd), ENFRANCHISING!, [OPr. enfranckiss-, stem of
enfranchw, to set free, enfranchise; en-, in + francUr,
to set free < franc; see F&ANK, adj.], 1, to free from
slavery, bondage, legal obligation, ; etc. 2. to give a
franchise to; admit to citizenship, especially to the
right to vote.
en-fran-chise-ment (en-fran^cMz-nadnt), n. an enfran-
chising or being enfranchised.

Eng., I.England. 2. English.
eng., 1. engine. 2. engineer. 3. engineering. 4 en-
graved. 5. engraver., (L engra

*

en-gage (kngajOr v.k [ENGAGI
[Pr. & OFr. engager; see EM- & GAGE!,

"

I.' <

give or assign as sectuil^ for, a |^t, e^c>f ,3

(onesett) by a promise; ple%^ as, she Wfif .,

to do the job. 3. to bind by iff pfoaaise o| nisamii^e^ t
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troth: as, he became engaged to a childhood sweetheart
4. to arrange for the services of; hire; employ: as, he
engaged Smith as his lawyer. 5. to arrange for the use
of; reserve: as, he engaged a hotel room. 6. to entangle.
7. to draw into; involve: as, engage him in conversation
8. to attract and hold (the attention, etc.). 9. to em-
ploy the efforts, thoughts, etc. of; keep busy; occupy
as, reading engages all my spare time. 10. to enter into
conflict with (the enemy). 11. to interlock with; mesh
together: as, engage the gears, v.i. 1. to pledge one-
self; promise; undertake; agree: as, don't engage to do
it unless you have time. 2. to occupy or involve one-
self; take part; be active: as, she engaged in dramatics.
3. to enter into conflict. 4. to interlock; mesh.
en-gaged (in-gajd'), adj. [pp. of engage], 1. pledged.
2. pledged in marriage; betrothed. 3. occupied; em-
ployed; busy. 4. involved in combat, as troops. 5.
attached to or partly set into (a wall, etc.) : as, engaged
columns. 6. interlocked; meshed; in gear.
en-gage-ment (in-gaj'mant) , n. 1 . an engaging or being
engaged; specifically, a) a promise; pledge. 6) a promise
of marriage; betrothal, c) an arrangement to go some-
where, do something, meet someone, etc.: appointment;
obligation, d) employment or period of employment.
e)

a conflict; battle. /) usually pi in business, finan-
cial obligations; commitments, g) an interlocking;
being in gear. 2. something that engages. SYN. see
battle.

en-gag-ing (in-gaj'irj), adj. [ppr. of engage], attractive;
pleasant; winning; charming.
Jen garde (aw'gard'), {Fr.], in fencing, on guard: the
opening position in which the fencer is prepared either
to attack or defend.

en-gar-land (en-garland), v.t. to put a garland or gar-
lands on or around.
Eng. D., Doctor of Engineering.
Eng-els, Frie-drich (fre'driH erj'als), 1820-1895; Ger-
man socialist, manufacturer, and author; close asso-
ciate of Karl Marx.

en-gen*der (in-jen'd&r), v.t* [ME. engendren; OPr. en-
gendrer; L. mgenerare, to beget; in-, in + generare: see
GENERATE], 1. [Rare], to beget. 2. to bring into being;
cause; prod
engine
of inge .

produced by this . . genm, naura
ability, genius (cf. INGENIOUS) < in-, in + base of
gtgnere, to produce), 1. any machine that uses energy
to develop mechanical power; especially, a machine for
starting motion in some other machine. 2. a railroad
locomotive. Abbreviated en. 3. any instrument or
machine; apparatus: as, engines of warfare, engines of
torture. 4. [Archaic], any means, agent, or device.
en-gi-neer (en'ja-n&/), n. T< engine + -eer, for earlier
enginer; ME. enginour; OPV. engigneur], 1. [Rare], a
.person who makes engines. 2. a person skilled or
occupied in some branch of engineering: as, a mechan-
ical engineer, an electrical engineer. 3. the operator of
an engine; especially, the driver of a railroad locomotive.
4. in military science, a member of that branch of the
army which is concerned with the construction and dem-
olition of bridges, roads, and fortifications, the laying
and sapping of mines, etc. Abbreviated E., e., eng.,
engin., engr. v.t* 1. to plan, construct, or
an engineer; hence, 2. to cpntrive; manage
superintend; guide (a measure, action, etc. thr

en-gi-neer-ing (enfjs-ngr'irj), n. 1. the planning, "de-
signing, construction, or management of machinery,'* j_-_i? _ .TJ-. j ,

^

, , thing
OPr. engin; L. ingenium, natural

E., e., eng., enginu 2. a maneuvering or managing,
engine house, a building in which fire engines are
housed.
en-gine-man (en'jon-msn), n. \>l. ENGINEMEN (-man)],

language, n. 1. the people of England. 2. the
language of the English, spoken also in the United
States and most parts of the British Empire. 3. the
English language of a specific period or place: see
American English, British English, Old English, Middle
English. Modern English. 4. a characteristic way of
using this language: as, the professor's English was
pedantic. 5. the equivalent in the English language;
English translation. 6. a school course or class in the
English language or its literature. 7. [sometimes e-],
in billiards, bowling, etc., a spinning motion given to
a ball, as by striking it on one side. 8. in printing, a
size of tyj>et 14 point. Abbreviated E., Eng. v.t. 1. to
translate into English. 2. to apply the principles of
English pronunciation, spelling, etc. to: Anglicize, as
a foreign word. 3. [sometimes e-], in billiards, bowling,
etc., to give a spinning motion to (a ball), as by striking
it on one side.

English Channel, an arm of the Atlantic, between
England and France: width, 20-100 mi.
English daisy, see daisy.
English horn, a Double-reed instrument of the wood-
wind family, similar to the oboe
but larger and a fifth lower in
pitch.

English-ism (ir/gHsh-iz'm), n.
1. a characteristic or the charac-
teristics of the English people.
2. an idiom of British English;
Briticism. 3. an attachment to
English ways and things.
Eng-lish-man (ug'glish-man), n.
[pL f

ENGLISHMEN (-man)], 1. a
native or inhabitant of England,
especially a man. 2. a person
of English ancestry, especially
a man, as in Canada, Australia,
etc. 3. an English ship.
Englishman's tie. a kind of
knot: see knot, illus.

Eng4ish*ry(irj'gKsh-ri) ,n.[Anglo-
Fr. englescherie < englesche <
ME. englisch; see ENGLISH &
-ERY], 1. a group of people of English descent; specifi-
cally, the Engbsh population of Ireland: now chiefly
a historical term. 2. the fact or state of being English
by birth.

English setter, a breed of setter having a flat, white,
long-haired coat with black, yellow, or orange spots*
and feathery hair on the legs and tail.

English sonnet, see Shakespearean sonnet.
English sparrow, the common street sparrow, a small
brownish-gray European finch now found extensively
in North America.

English walnut, 1. an Asiatic walnut tree now grown
in Europe and North America. 2. its nut.
English-wom-an (iij'glish-woom'an), n. [pi. ENGLISH-
WOMEN (-winrsn)], 1. a woman who is a native or
inhabitant of England. 2. a woman of English ancestry,
as in Canada, Australia, etc.

en-glut (en-gluf), v.t. [OFr. englotir; LL. ingluttire;
see EN- & GLUT (to swallow)!, [Obs,], 1. to swallow:
gulp down. 2. to glutn

en-gorge (en-g6rj') v.t [Fr. engorger < en-, in + gorge],
1. to gorge; glut. 2, to devour greedily. 3. in medicine,
to congest fa blood vessel, tissue, etc.) with blood or
other fluid. iu. to eat greedily; feed ravenously.
en-gorge-ment (en-gdrj'mant), n. an engorging or
being engorged.

engr., 1. engineer. 2. engraved. 3. engraver. 4.
engraving,

en-graft (en-graft/, en-graft'), v.t, 1. to
'

insert (a
shopt or graft from one tree or plant) into another
for propagation; graft. 2. to implant; establish firmly:

ENGLISH HORN

the operator of an engine, especially a stationary engine. as, patriotism was engrafted in his souV Also Tn&jraft
en-gine-ry (en'^n-n), n. l.JRare], engines collectively; en grail (en-graF), v.t. [Fr. engreler < en-, in + grele <
inachinerv

:,__2. [Obs.], a) mstruments, of war.^ 6) the OFr., gresle, lailj. 1. to indent (an edge or line) with
notches. 2. to decorate with suchart of making such instruments or military works.

engine shaft, a mine shaft in which the pumping
machinery is housed.
engine turning, ornamentation on metal, as on some
watch cases, consisting of finely engraved lines ,radi-
ating from a center;. f I

en-gird (en-g$r4'). ,?* ^encircle; encpmpas^; gfcd.
kng-land (in'gtena)*X [MB. Englonaef Yngelonde (with
vowel cliange as in Eng. wing, ME. weng):, AS1 Engla
land, lit,, land of thfe Angles fas opposed t6 the Saxons),
hence England; cf , ANGLES], a division of Gf$a& Britain,
bounded by Wales and Scotland;: area, 50,874 sq, aL;
pop., 37,794,000; capital, London; abbreviated Eng.:
see Great Britain, tfntted Kingdom.- -

-n/gbBMdfr)^ â nattya of England.

conmve
r _.

an, indented edge or outline.

en-grail-ment (en-gral'msnt), n. 1. an engrailing or
being engrailed. 2.;the engrailed inner edge of a coin
or medal.

en-grain (in-granOWi. [ME. engreinen; OPr. engrainer,
to dye scarlet < en- (see EN-) + graine, seed, cochineal
dye; associated in both Fr. & Eng. wit grain (fiber)],
1. tp ingrain. 2. to grain or color in imitation Qt wood.

eatt-jgrarn (en'gram), n. [en- + -gram], 1. in biology, a
,pe|rmanent change produced by a stimulus, in the proto-
pla;sm of a tissue. 2. in psychology, a permanent
effect produced in the psydae as a re,s$t of stimulation:
it serves as the basis for memory.
en-grave (in-graV), v.t. [BN^VBD (-gravdO, EN-
GRAVING]* [en- -j- grtweJ&o carve), ;ar^er5r. engr
1. tq carvie into fa f

T ff *' * ' ' " w * "J

etc. iri or bn^ 2, tm fflsjge $ cteep or permanent im-
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pression on (the mind or memory), as though by
engraving. 3, to cut or etch (a picture, letters, etc.)
into a metal plate, wooden block, etc. for printing.
4. to print by means of such a plate, block, etc.

en-grav-er (in-grav'Sr), n. a person who engraves de-
signs, letters, etc. on metal plates, wooden blocks, etc.
for printing: abbreviated eng., engr.
en-grav-ing (in-grav'irj), n. 1. the act, process, or art
of cutting or etching designs or letters on metal plates,
wooden blocks, etc. for printing, 2. an engraved
plate, design, etc. 3. any printed impression made
from an engraved surface. Abbreviated eng., engr.
en-gross (in-gros'), v.t. [< Anjglo-Pr. engrosser < en-

(see EN-) + gros, large (< L. grossus; see GROSS);
also < OFr. engroissier, to become thick < LL, *in-
grossiare < L. in, in + grossus], I. to write in large,
distinct letters, as for a legal document; hence, 2. to

excess formally or in legal form. 3. to take the
entire attention of; occupy wholly; absorb; as, this
work engrosses me. 4. [Archaic], to monopolize.
en-gross-ing (in-grqs'irj), adj. [ppr. of engross], taking
one's entire attention; very interesting; absorbing.

en-gross-ment (m-gros'mant) , n. 1. an engrossing or
being engrossed. 2. something engrossed, as a document.
en-gulf (in-gulf'), v.t. [en-, m + gulf, after OPr. en-

golfer], 1. to swallow up; overwhelm. 2. to plunge,
as into a gulf. Also spelled ingulf.
en-hance (in-hans', in-hans'), v.t* [ENHANCED (-hanst',
-hanst'),, ENHANCING], [ME. enhansen; Anglo-Pn en-

hauncer; prob. < OFr. enhancer; enhaucier; LL. *in-

altiare; in-, in + *qltiare, to raise < L. altus, high],
to make greater, as in cost, value, attractiveness, etc.;

heighten; intensify; augment. v,L [Archaic], to rise;
increase. SYN. see intensify.
en-hanced (in-hanst/, in-hanst') , adj. [pp. of enhance],
1. made greater; heightened; intensified. 2. in heraldry,
placed higher than usual on the shield.
en-hance-ment (in-hans'mant, in-hans'msnt), n. an
enhancing or being enhanced,
en-har-mon-ic (en'har-mon'ik), adj. [L. enharmonicus;
Gr. enarmonikos; see EN- & HARMONY], in music, 1. a)
designating or of an interval less than a half step, a)

designating a quarter step in early Greek music. 2.

designating a scale containing such intervals: dis-

tinguished from chromatic scale, diatonic scale. 3. re-

lating to tones nearly identical in pitch, as Eb and Djf.,

produced by the same key on a keyed instrument;
hence, 4.

t
designating a change of modulation in

notation without change in sound of the given tone.
E-nid (e'nid), [Celt., lit., spotless purity], a feminine
name. n. 1. in Arthurian legend, the wife of Geraint:
she was a model of constancy, loyalty, and patience.
2, a city in north central Oklanoma: pop., 36,000.
e-nigma (i-ni^'ma), n. \J?l. ENIGMAS (-msz)], [L.

aenigma; Gr. atnigma < ainissesthai, to speak in riddles

< amos, tale, story], 1. a perplexing statement: riddle;
hence, 2. a perplexing, baffling, or seemingly inex-

plicable matter, person, etc. SYN. see mystery,
enigmatic (en ig-mat'ik, e'mg-mat'ik), adj. of or
like an enigma; perplexing; baffling. SYN. see obscure,

enigmatical (en'ig-mat'i-k'l, e'nig-raat'i-k'l), adj.
enigmatic,

en-isle (en-IK), v.t. [ENISLED (-UdO, ENISLING], 1. to
make (something) into or like an island. 2. to place on
or as on an island; isolate.

E-ni-we-tok (en'o-we'tok, 9-ne'wa-t6k'), n. a large
atoll in t&e Marshall Islands: site of United States
atomic and hydrogen bomb tests.

en-jamb-ment. en-jambement (in-jam'mant; Er.

aw'zhawb'manO. n. [Fr. enjambewient < enjamber, to
encroach < en- (see EN-) + jambe, leg], in prosody, the
running on of a sentence from one couplet or line into
the next without pause at the line end.

en-join (in-join'), v.t. [ME. enjpignen; OPr. enjoindre;
L. injungere, to join or fasten into, charge, put upon;
in-,

t
in -f- jungere, to join], 1, to command; order; urge

or impose with authority: as, the teacher enjoined si-

lence on the class. 2, to prohibit, especially by legal
injunction; forbid: as, the company was enjoined from
using false advertising. SYN. See command, forbid,
en-joy (in-joi'), v.t. [ME. enjoyen; OFr. enjoier, to give
joy to], 1. to have or experience with joy; get pleasure
from; relish. 2. to have the use or benefit of; have as
one's lot or advantage.
enjoy oneself, to have a good time; have pleasure.
en joy a ble (in-joi's-b'l), adf, capable of being enjoyed
or giving enjoyment: agreeable. SYN. see pleasant,

en-joy-a-bly (in-joiVbli), adv. in an enjoyable manner.
en-ioy*ment (in-joi'mant), n. 1. an enjoying; specifi-
cally, a) a having the use or benefit of something; hav-
ing as one's lot or advantage, V) a having or experiencing
with joy; getting pleasure from. 2. something enjoyed.
3. -pleasure; gratification; joy. SYN. see pleasure,
ea-kin-dle (en-kin'd'l), v.t. [en- -f- kindle], 1. to make
blaze up; arouse (passions, etc.). 2. to light up.

enl., 1. enlarge. 2? enlarged. 3. enlisted.
en-lace (in-las'), v.t, [ME. enlacen; OFr. enlacer; LL.
*inclaciare < in*, in -f- *lacius < L. laqueus, a noose; see
LACE], l f to wind about as with a lace or laces; en-

circle; enfold, 2. to entangle; interlace. 3. to cover
with or as with lace.

en-large (in-larj'), v.t. & tu. [ENLARGED (-larjd'), EN-
LARGING], [ME. enlargen; OFr. enlargier], 1. to make
or become larger; increase in size, volume, extent, etc.;
broaden; expand. 2. in photography, to reproduce or
be capable of being reproduced on a larger scale.

SYN. see increase.

enlarge on (or upon), to speak or write at greater
length or in greater detail about; expatiate on.

en-large-ment (m-larj'mant), n. 1. an enlarging or

being enlarged. 2. something that enlarges by being
added : as, the index is an enlargement to th6 book. 3. a
reproduction, as of a photograph, on a larger scale.

en-light-en (in-uV'n), v.t. 1. to give the light of fact
and knowledge to; reveal truths to

;
endow with dis-

cernment; free from ignorance, prejudice, or super-
stition. 2. to mform; give clarification to (a person) as
to meanings, intentions, etc. 3. [Archaic], to light up.
en light-en-ment (in-lifn-msnt), n. an enlightening or

being enlightened.
the Enlightenment, an 18th-century European philo-
sophical movement characterized by rationalism, an
impetus toward learning, and a spirit of skepticism
and empiricism in social and political thought.

en-list (in~lisf), v.t. 1. to enroll for service in some
branch of the armed forces. 2. to win the supp9rt of;

get the help or services of: as, we'll enlist him in our
movement. 3. to get (the help, support, etc. of some-
one) : as, well enlist his aid in our cause, v.i. 1. to join
some branch of the armed forces (often with^'w). 2. to
join or support a cause or movement (with in) .

enlisted man, any man in the armed forces who is not
a commissioned or warrant officer: abbreviated EM
(no period).

en-Iist-ment (in-list'msnt) , n. 1. an enlisting or being
enlisted. 2. the period of time for which one enlists.

en-liv-en (m-liv'sn^), v.t. [en- + life (or live, adj.) + -en],
to make active, vivacious, interesting, or cheerful; in-

vigorate or brighten.
en masse (en mas'; Fr. aVmas'), [Fr., Ht,, in mass], in a
group; as a whole; altogether.
en-mesh (en-mesh'), v.t. to entangle; catch in or as in
the meshes of a net: also inmesh.
en*mi-ty (en'ms-ti), n.

\fl. ENMITIES (-tiz)J, [ME. ene-

mite; OFr. enemistie < LL. *inimicita$ < L. inimicus;
see ENEMY], the attitude or feelings of an enemy or
enemies; hostility; antagonism.
SYN. enmity denotes a strong, settled feeling of hatred,
whether concealed, displayed, or latent; hostility usually
suggests enmity expressed in active opposition, attacks, etc.;
animosity suggests bitterness of feeling that tends to break
out in open hostility; antagonism stresses the mutual hostility
or enmity of persons, forces, etc.

en-ne-ad (en'i-ad'), n. [Gr. enneas, enneados < ennea,
nine], a group or set of nine (books, gods, etc.).
en-ne-agon (en'i-a-gon') , n. [< Gr. ennea, mne+gonia,
an angle], a plane figure having nine angles and nine
sides; nonagon.
en ne-ahe dral (en'i-a-he'drol) , adj. of, or having the
form of, an enneahedron.
en-ne-a-he-dron (en'i-a-hi'drQn), n. [pi, ENNEAHEDRONS
(-dranz), ENNEAHEDRA (-drs)], [Mod. L. < Gr. ennea,
nine; + -hedron], a solid figure with nine plane surfaces.
en-noble (i-no'bl, en-no'bl), v.t. [ENNOBLED (-b'ld),
ENNOBLING], [Fr. ennoUir; see EN- & NOBLE], 1. to
raise to the rank of nobleman; make (a person) a mem-
ber of the nobility. 2. to give nobility to; dignify.
en-no ble ment (i-no'b'l-mant, en-no'bl-mant), n. an
ennobling or being ennobled.
en-nui (an'we; Fr. SVnwe'), n. [pi. ENNUIS (-wez; Fr.

-nwe')], [Fr.; see ANNOY], weariness and dissatisfaction
resulting from inactivity or lack of interest; boredom.
Enoch (e'nak), [Gr. Enoch; Heb. hanokh, lit., dedi-
cated], a masculine name. n. in the Bible, I. the
eldest son of Cain: Gen. 4:17. 2. the father of Methu-
selah: Gen. 5:21.

e-nor-mi-ty (i-n6r'm9-ti), n. [pi ENORMITIES (-tiz)], [Fr.
enormtte; L. enormitas < enormis, irregular, immoder-
ate, immense < e-, out, 4- norma, rule], 1. great wick-
edness: as, the enormity or the crime. 2. a monstrous or
outrageous act; very wicked crime.
e-nor-mous (i-n6r'mas), adj. [< L. enormis (see ENOR-
MITY) ; + -ous], 1. very much exceeding the usual size,
number, or degree; of great size: huge; vast; immense.
2.
JjArcnaic], outrageous; very wicked; monstrous.

SYN. enormous implies an exceeding by far what is normal
in size, amount, or "degree (an enormous nose, enormous ex-
penses); immense, basically implying immeasurableness, sug-
gests size beyond the regular run of measurements but does
not connote abnormality in that whicsti is very large (redwoods
are immense trees) ; huge usually suggests an immense mass or
bulk (a huge building, huge profits); gigantic, colossal, andmammoth basically imply a, likeness to specific objects of
great size (respectively, a giant, the Colossus of Rhodes, and
the huge, extinct elephant) and therefore emphasiSe the idea
of great magnitude, force, importance, etc., now often hyper-
bolicaUy; tremendous, literacy suggesting that which in-
spires awe or amazement because of its great wze. is also used
loosely as an intensive term. *
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i enough 1

e-nor-mous-ly (i-n6r'm3s-H), adv. t an enormous ex-

tent; greatly; extremely; immeasurably.
E-nos (e'nas), [Gr. Ends; Heb. enosh, lit., man], a mas-
culine name.
e-nough (i-nuf^), adj. [ME. inouh; AS. genoh (akin to G.
genug) < ge-, intens. + *noh, sufficient (akin to *neah
mgeneah}, it suffices (Goth, ganafy; IE. base *enefr>
*nek-, to reach, attain, as also in L. nactus, obtained,
gained; cf. ENOW]* as much or as many as necessary or
desirable; sufficient; adequate, n. the amount or num-
ber needed or desired; sufficiency, adv. 1. as much or
as often as necessary; to the required degree or amount;
sufficiently. 2. fully; quite: as, he was thankful enough
to escape. 3. just adequately; tolerably; fairly: as, J

played well enough, interj. no morel that's enoug
SYN. see sufficient.

e-nounce (e-nouns', i-nouns') , v.t. [ENOUNCED (-nounsf) ,

ENOUNCING], [Fr. enoncer < L. enuntiare; e-, out +
nuntiare, to speak, declare < nuntius, messenger], 1. to
state publicly or formally; proclaim. 2. to speak ; utter;
enunciate; pronounce.
e-now (i-nouO, adj., n., adv. [ME. ynoghe. inou (the
former with traces of pi.; enow was considered pi. of
enough by Johnson, as still in Scot, dial.); AS. genog,
orig. form of genoh; see ENOUGH], [Archaic], enough.
Jen pas-sant (aw' pa/saw'). [Fr.], in passing; inciden-

tally; by the way: used, in chess, of the capture of an
opponent's pawn, which has taken its first move of
two squares, by one's own pawn that dominates the first

of those squares.
en-phy-tot-ic (en'fi-tot'ik), adj. f< en- + Gr. phyton, a
plant], affecting certain plants or an area at regular in-
tervals: said oivarious plant diseases.

en-plane (en-plan/) t vd. [ENPLANED (-pland'), ENPLAN-
ING], [en- + plane, after entrain], to board an airplane.

en-quire (m-kwir), v.t. & vd. [ENQUIRED (-kwird'),
ENQUIRING], to inquire.

en-qulr-y (in-kwir
/
i), n.lpL ENQUIRIES (-12)], an inquiry.

en-rage (in-rj') f v.t. (ENRAGED (-rajd'), ENRAGING],
[OFr. enrager], to put into a rage; make very angry;
infuriate.

Jen rap-port (aw' ra'pdrO, [Fr.], in harmony; in sym-
pathy; in accord.

en-rapt (in-rapt') f adj. enraptured; rapt.
en-rap-ture (in-raj/cher), v.t. [ENRAPTURED (-cherd),
ENRAPTURING], [en- -f rapture], to fill with pleasure or

delight; entrance; enchant.
en-rav-ish (en-rav'ish), v.t. [en- -f ravish], to enrapture.
en-reg'ls-ter (en-rej'is-t^r). v.t. [Fr. enregistrer], to
enter in a register: enroll; record.
ten re-gle (aw' regT), [Fr.], according to rule; in order.

Jen re-traite (aw' ra-tret'), [Fr.], in retreat; in retire-

ment.
en-rich (in-rich'), v.t. [ME. enrichen; OFr. enrichir]. to
make rich or richer; as, a) to give more wealth to. b) to

give greater value or importance to: as, music has en-
riched my life, c) to fertilize {soil), d) to decorate;
adorn, e) to add vitamins, minerals, etc. to (bread,
etc.) so as to increase the food value.
en-rlch-ment (in-rich'mant), n. 1. an enriching or

being enriched, 2. something that enriches.
en-robe (enr-rob*), v.t. to dress in or as in a robe.

en-roll, en-rol (in-rol'), v.t [ENROLLED (-rold') f EN-
ROLLING], [ME. enrollen; OFr. enroller (Fr. enr6ler)\
see EN- & ROLL], 1. to record in a list. 2. to enlist. 3, to

accept as a member; make (a person) a member. 4.

[Rare], to roll up; wrap up,. ,
5. [Obs.], to inscribe (a

document); engross, vd. 1. to have one's name re-

corded on a list. 2. to enlist. 3. to become a member.
en-roll-ment, en-rol-ment (en-rol'mant), n. 1. an en-

rolling, or being enrolled. 2. a list of those enrolled. 3.

the number 01 those enrolled.
en-root (en-root'f en-rootO* v4. \en~ -f root], to implant
firmly or deeply.
en route (an root' j Fr.awfroot?')* [Fr.], on the way; along
the'way^ t

.
<

, , i- >
,

iens (enz) v n. [pi. WCIA (en'shi-a)], [LL. en$v entis, a
, bein or/thing; ppr ofi^y^i to l>eir in philosophy, 1.

abstract being; existence, in the most general sense.
2. that which has being, ewer concrete or abstract.
ns., Ensign^ ,

'

,/ ^M//'*^/,', ,

11 ., J- ,

'

-

*

en-sam-ple (en-sam'pl. en-sam'p'l), n. [ME.; OFr.;
altered < fc?5am^; see EXAMPLE], [Archaic], an example.
enrsaito4n<ej

' * " * " ' * "

part*. 3. in nwsic, ) the performance together of
all the instruments of an orchestra or of all the voices
in a chorus* b) a small group of musicians playing or
singing together, c) the instruments or voices con-
stituting such a group. 4. in the theater, a) the entire

company, b) their appearance together on the stage.

en-sep-ul-cher, en-sep*ul-chre (en-sep'1-keV), v.t. to
put into a sepulcher; entomb.
en-shrine (in-shrinO* v.t. [ENSHRINED (-shnndOt EN-
SHRINING], 1. to enclose in or as in a shrine. 2. to
hold as sacred; cherish.
en-shrine-ment (in-shrin'montj, n. 1. an enshrining
or being enshrined. 2. something that enshrines.
en-shroud (en-shroudOt v.t. to cover as if with a
shroud; hide; veil: obscure.

en-si-form (en'si-i6rmO* adj. [< L. ensis, sword; +
-form], sword-shaped, as an iris leaf; xiphoid.

en-sigi} (en'sin), n. [OFr. ensigne, enseigne; L. insigna,
standard, badge < insigne* neut. of insignis* distin-

guished by a mark, remarkable; in- + signum, a sign,
mark], 1* a badge, symbol, or token of office or
authority. 2. a flag or banner, especially a military
or naval banner. 3. in the British Army* formerly, a
commissioned officer who served as standard-bearer.
4. (en's'n), [after Fr. enseigne de vaisseau, ship's ensign,
midshipman], in the United States Navy, a commissioned
officer of the lowest rank, corresponding to a second
lieutenant in the Army: abbreviated Ens. (as a title).
5. [Obs.], a signal or sign.
en-sin-c (en's'n-si), n. ensignship.-sign-cy

-sign-sni

. , preserve
an unojerground granaryj Sp. ensilar < en-f in + silo;
see SILO], 1. the preserving of green fodder by storage
in a silo. 2. green fodder so preserved: silage, v.t.

[ENSILAGED (-ijd), ENSILAGING], to ensile.
en-sile (en-sir, en'sll), v.t. [ENSILED (-sUd', -slid),
ENSILING!, [Fr. ensiler; see ENSH-AGE], to store (fodder)
in a silo for preservation.

en-slave (in-slaV), v.t. [ENSLAVED (-slavdO, ENSLAVING],
1. to put into ^slavery; make a slave of; hence, 2. to
dominate; subjugate.
en-slave-ment (in-slav'mant), n. an enslaving or being
enslaved; bondage,
en-snare (en-snarOt v.t. to catch in or as in a snare;
trap: also insnare.

en-sor-cell, en-sor-cel (en-s6r's'l), v.t. [OFr. ensorcelcr,
for *ensorcerer: see EN- & SORCERY], to bewitch,

en-soul (en-sol'), v.t. 1. to take or put into ;the soul,
2. to endow with a soul. Also insoul.

en-sphere (en-sfSr'), v.t. [ENSPHERED (-sfSrdO, EN-
SPHERING], 1. to enclose in or as in a sphere. 2. to
form into a sphere. Also insphere. , , ,

en-sue (en-s6o'f en-su') vd. [ENSUED (-sdod^, -sud'),
ENSUING], [MR ensuen; OFr. enseu, pp. of ensuivre <
LL. insequere < L. insequi: in~

t
^ sequi, to follow],

1. to come afterward; follow immediately. 2. to
happen as a consequence; result^ i^ft {Obs.J, to follow;
pursue; strive for. SYN. see follow.

Jen suite (aV swet'; Eog, Answe^O. [FrJ in a series;
in a set; following on [another in order.
en-sure (in-shoorOi v*<, *

k
v.L [ENSURED (-shoord'),

ENSURING}, [Late ME. ensuren; Anglo-Fr. enseurer

(OFr. asseurer; see ASSURE) < m~ (see EN-) 4- seur,

sure], to insure.
en-swathe (en-swa^Ot v.t. to wrap or bind in or as
in a bandage; swathe: also inswathe.
-ent (ant), [< FV. & L.; Fr. -ent; I/, -ent-, stem ending
of present participles of certain verbs], a suffix used
to form: f. adjectives from ve^bs, corresponding to
the present participles, as ^insistent. 2. nouns of agency
from verbs, as __

en tab la ture Cen-

< intavolare < m~,
tavola, table, base < L.
tabula, a board, tablet],
in architecture, a hori-
zontal staipeirsi^uc^ure
supported oy ppltunns
and composed of archi-

trave, fneaje, and cor-

, solvent. See also -ant.

) , n. [MFr. ;

.

prob. after It. insanguinare], , to , stain or > cover with
blood: make bloody.

eatocQiiifi* fon&kop^ttifal&M^^ i^r
SCONCING], [en- 4- sconce (small fortification)], 1. to
hide; conceal; shelter. 2, to place comfortably, snugly,
ot securely: as, he ensconced bimseti on the sofa. .

i , \

ensemble '(an-sam'b'i; Fr. a

en-ta-ble-ment (en-ta'-
b'l-mant), n. [Fr.; OFr.
< entabler; see EN-,

entablattire. 2. the
or series of

,

same time],
'

I. all the parts con
? total effect. 2. a whole costume;

platforms directly beneath a statue
the dado arid the base.
en tail (in-taT),,
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that it^can never be legally transferred. 2. to cause
or require as a necessary consequence; involve; necessi-
tate: as, the plan entails work. it. 1. an entailing or

being entailed. 2, that which is entailed, as an inheri-
tance. 3. necessary sequence, as the order of descent
for an entailed inheritance.
en-tail-ment (m-taFmsnt), n. an entailing or being
entailed.

en-ta moe-ba (en'ta-me'bd), n. [pL ENTAMOEBAE {-be"),
ENTAMOEBAS (-b9z)], an endamoeba: also spelled enta-
meba.

en-tan-file (in-tarj'gl), v.t. 1. to involve in or as in
a tangle: catch, as in a net, vine, etc., so that escape
is difficult; ensnare; hence, 2. to involve in difficulty;
confuse : perplex. 3. to cause to be tangled ; complicate.
en-tan-gle-ment (in-tan'gl-mant), n. 1. an entangling
or being entangled. 2. something that entangles.

en-ta-sia (en'ta-sis), ^n. [Mod. L.^ Or. entasis, lit., a
sketching < enteinein, to entend in], in architecture, a
slight, convex swelling in the shaft of a column.

En-teb-be (en-tet/e), n. the capital of Uganda, Africa,
on Lake Victoria: pop., 7,200.

en-tel-e-chy (en-teFa-ki), n. ]pL ENTELECHIES (-kiz)],

[L. entdechia; Gr. entelecheta, actuality < en tdei
echein; en, in 4- telei, dat. of telos, end, completion +
echein, to holdl, in Aristotelian philosophy* complete
actuality: distinguished from potentiality.
entel-lus (en-teFas), n. [after Entellus, an ancient
Sicilian hero, famous as an athlete], a small, long-
tailed monkey of the East Indies,

en-tente (an-tant'; FT. aw'tanf), n. [Fr.; pp. of entendre,
to understand], 1. an understanding or agreement,
as between governments. 2. the parties to this.

Jen-tente cor-diale (an'tawt' kSr'dyal'), [Fr. t lit.,

cordial understanding], a friendly understanding or
agreement, especially between nations.

en-ter (en'ter), v.t. [ME. entren; OFr. entrer; L. intrare
< infra, within, inside; see INTRA-], 1. to come or go
into or upon. 2. to force a way into; penetrate; pierce:
as, the bullet entered his body. 3. to put into; insert.
4. to write down in a record, Hst, diary, etc.; make
an entry of. 5. to Hst by name in a competition, race,
etc. 6. to join; become a part or member of; gain
admission to (a political party, school, club, etc.).
7. to get (a person, etc.) admitted: as, he entered his
son at a private school 8. to beginj start upon: as
John is entering business. 9. to register (a ship or
cargo) at a customhouse. 10. in law, to place (a
record, evidence, etc.) before a court. IM. 1. to
come-or go into some place; make an entrance. 2. to
pierce; penetrate.
enter into, 1. to engage in; take part in: as, he
entered into the conversation. 2. to form a part or

component of; be or become a factor in. 3. to deal
with; discuss. 4. to sympathize with; appreciate and
share: as, she entered into the spirit of the occasion.

enter on (or upon), 1. to begin; set out on; start.
2. to begin to possess or enjoy; take possession of.

en ter-ic (en-ter'ik), adj. intestinal; of the enteron.
enteric fever, typhoid fever.
en-ter-i-tis (en'ts-ri'tis), n. [enter- + -itis], inflamma-
tion of the intestine, especially the small intestine.

en-ter-o- (en'to-rc), [< Gr. enteron, intestine], a com-
bining form meaning intestine, as in enterocolitis: also,
before a vowel, enter-.
en ter

;
o-co li-tis (en'ts-ro'ko-K'tis), n. [entero- 4-

colitis], inflammation of the colon and the small
intestine.
en ter on (en'to-ronO, n. [Gr. enteron, intestine], the
alimentary canal.
en ter os to my (en'ta-ros'ta-mi), n. [pi. ENTEROS-
TOMIES (-miz)], [entero- + -stomy], the surgical operation
of making an artificial opening into the intestine
through the abdominal wall, as tor drainage.en ter prise (en'ter-priz'), n. [ME. entrepryse; OFr.
entreprise, entreprinse; fem. pp. of entreprendre, to
undertake; entre- (L. inter), in, between + prendre
(L. frendere, prehendere), to take]. 1. an undertaking:
project; hence, 2. a bold, hard, dangerous, or im-
portant undertaking. 3. willingness to venture on
such undertakings; readiness to take risks or try
something untried; energy and initiative. 4. the
carrying on of projects; participation in undertakings.

en-ter-pris-er (en'ter-priz'Sr), n. an entrepreneur,
en-ter prising (en'tgr-priz'in), #. [< archaic v.
enterprise, to undertake < the n.], showing enterprise;
full of energy and initiative; willing to take risks or
undertake new projects. SYN. see ambitious,
entertain (en'tSr-tan'), v.t. [Fr. entretenir < OFr.
entre (L. mter), between + tenir (L. tenere), to hold],
1. to hold the attention of ; interest ; divert; amuse. 2. to
give hospitality to; have as a guest. 3. to consider: as,
he refused to entertain the idea. 4. to keep in the mind;
maintain: as, he entertains thoughts of revenge, 5.
[Archaic], to keep up; continue, v.i. to have guests: as,
they often entertain at dinner. SYN. see amuse,
en ter tain er (en'tSr-tSn'er), n. a person who enter-
tains; especially, one whose work is singing, dancing,
etc., as at nightclubs.

en-ter-tain-ing (en'ter-tan'in), adj. [ppr. of entertain],

interesting; diverting: amusing.
en-ter-tain-ment (en'tSr-tan'msnt), n. 1. an entertain-

ing or being entertained; specifically, a) amusement.
6) hospitality given or received, c) the consideration of
an idea, etc. d) a keeping in mind. 2. something that
entertains; interesting, diverting, or amusing thing, as
a show or performance.

en-thet-ic (en-thet'ik), adj. [Gr. enthetikos, fit to put
in < enthetos, verbal adj. of entUhenaif en-, in H- tithenai,
to put], in medicine, coming from outside; exogenous:
as, syphilis is an enthetic disease.

en-thrall, en-thral (in-throl')* v.t. [ENTHRALLED
(-thr61d'), ENTHRALLING], [en- 4- thrall], 1. to make a
slave of ; enslave ; hence, 2. to put or hold under strong
influence; captivate; enchant; fascinate. Also spelled
inthrall, inthral.

en-thrall-ment, en-thral-ment (in-thrSl'mant), n. an
enthralling or being enthralled.
en-throne (m-thron'). v.t. [ENTHRONED (-thrond'), EN-
THRONING], 1 . to place on a throne, as a king or bishop ;

make a king or bishop of; hence, 2. to accord the high-
est place to; revere; exalt. Also spelled inthrone.
en-throne-ment (in-thron'mant), n. an enthroning or
being enthroned.
en-thuse (in-thooz', in-thuz'), v.t. & v.L [ENTHUSED
(-thoozd', -thuzd'), ENTHUSING], [back-formation <
enthusiasm], [Colloq.], 1. to make or become enthusi-
astic. 2. to show or cause to show enthusiasm.

en-thu-si asm (in-thoo'zi-az'm, in-thu'zi-az'm), n. [Gr.
enthousiasmos < enthousiazein, to be inspired, be pos-
sessed by a god, inspire < enthous, entheos, possessed by
a god; en-, in + theos, god], 1. originally, supernatural
inspiration or possession; inspired prophetic or poetic

ecstasy. 2. intense or eager interest; zeal; fervor. 3.

something arousing such interest or zeal. 4. [Archaic],
religious frenzy. SYN. see passion,

en-thu-si-ast (in-thoo'zi-ast, in-thu'zi-ast), n. [Gr. en-

thousiasies], 1. a i>erson full of enthusiasm. 2. a
religious zealot, fanatic, or visionary. SYN. see zealot,
en thu-si as-tic (in-thoo'zi-as'tik, in-thu'zi-as'tik), adj.
1. having or showing enthusiasm; ardent. 2. of, or
having the nature of, enthusiasm.

en-thu-si-aS'ti'Call^^m-thoo'zi-as'ti-kl-i.in-thu'zi-as'-.
tik-H) , adv. in an enthusiastic manner; with enthusiasm.
en-thy-meme (en'tha-mem')* n* [L enthymema; Gr.
enthymema < enthymeisthai, to consider, reflect upon <
en-, in + thymos, mind], 1. originally, in Aristotle, an
argument from probabilities. 2. in logic, an argument
in which one of the premises or, sometimes, the conclu-
sion is not expressed but implied.

en-tice (in-tis
;
), v.t. [ENTICED (-tist'), ENTICING], [ME.

entisen; OFr. enticier, enticher, to set afire, hence excite,
entice: LL. *intitiare < L. *, in + titio, a burning
brand], to attract by offering hope of reward or pleasure;
tempt; allure. SYN. see lure.

en-tice-ment (in-tis'msnt), n. 1. an enticing or being
enticed. 2. something that entices; an allurement.

en-tire (in-tir
7
), adj. [ME. enter; OFr. entier; L. integer,

whole, untouched, undiminished; see INTEGER]^ 1. not
lacking any of the parts

j
whole ; complete; total. 2. un-

broken; intact. 3. being wholly of one piece: un-
divided; continuous* 4. not castrated. 5. fObs.], not
mixed or alloyed; pure. 6. in botany, having an un-
broken margin, without notches or indentations, as
some leaves: see leaf, illus. n. 1. the whole; entirety.
2. a staMion. SYN. see complete.
en-tire'ly(m-tir'H),adv. 1. wholly; completely; totally;
fully. 2. solely; only.
en tire-ty ftn-tlr'ti), n, \pl. ENTIRETIES (tk)], [OFr.
entierti], 1. the state or fact of being entire; whole-
ness; completeness. 2. an entire thing; whole; total.
3. in law, undivided or sole possession.
in its entirety, as a whole; completely.

en ti tie (in-ti't'l), v.L [ENTITLED (-tld), ENTITLING],
[ME. entitlen: OFr. enti^tder; LL. intitulare < L. in, in
+ titulus, a title], 1. to give a title or name to; hence,
2. to honor or dignify by a tide. 3. to give a right,
claim, or legal title to; <|ualiy (a person fo do some-
thing). Also spelled intitle.

en-ti-ty (en'ta-ti), n.^pl. ENTITIES (-tiz)], [Fr, entlte; ML.
enWas < L. ens. entis, ppr. f swe, to be], I; being; ex-
istence. 2. a thing that has real and, individual exist-
ence, in reality or in the mind; anything real in itself.

eia^tK^ (en'to), |< Gr. entos, within], a combining form
meaning within or inner, as hi entophyte, entozoon: also,
before a vowel, ent-.
en to blast

(en^te-blastO^ i. [mto- + Masf[ t adoderm.
en to derm (enftt^dii4 n. eadoderm.
en tomb (im-t5S% v*t jpvmtoumber (Fr. entomber)],

l.toplace^aton|&0rwaW;fetttv. 2. tobe a tomb for.
Also spelled' instomt^ ^ c< h' ,

, ;

-

,

entombment (w4fcdm*m98tyf n. an eatombing or
-

'

en-tomo- (en^im), [< Gr. entoma (*0), notched
ammalfl, insects < entomos, cut, n0the4 (< w-, in 4-
tetmmn, to cut): so naBJte4 fooia tfe^ stuucture, (see
INSECT)], a combining form mfiaoin wtsec^ insects* ASm entomology. , < ,
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en-to-mo-log-ic (en'ta-ms-loj'ik), adj. entomological.
en-to-mo-log-i-cal (en'ta-ma-loj'i-k'l), adj. having to do
with entomology: abbreviated entom.
en-to-mol o gist (en'to-molVjist), n. a student of or
specialist in entomology.
en-to-mol-o-gy (en'ts-mol'o-ji), n. [Fr. entomologie; see
ENTOMO- at -LOGY], the branch of zoology that deals
with insects: abbreviated entom.

en-tO'phyte (en'te-flt'),
n. lento- + -phyte], a plant that

lives inside the body of another plant or of an animal.
en-to-phyt-lc (en'ts-fit'ik), adj. of, or having the nature
of, an entophyte.
en tou-rage (an'too-raW; Fr. a'too'raW) n. [Fr. <
entourer, to surround < en tour, around; en, in + tour,

round], 1. surroundings; environment. 2. a group of
associates or attendants; retinue.

en-to-zo-a (en'ts-zo'o), n. plural of entozoon,
en to zo-an (en'ta-zo'an), n. an entozoon. adj. of the
entozoa,

en-tO'ZO-ic (en'to-zo'ik), adj. [see ENTOZOON], 1. in
botany, living inside animals, usually as a parasite: said
of certain fungi, etc. 2. in zoology, living inside another
animal: said especially of certain intestinal worms,
en-to-zo-on (en'ta-zo'on), n. [pL ENTOZOA (-9)]. [ento~ +
Gr. soon, animal], an animal parasite, especially an in-
testinal worm, living inside another animal.
en-tr'acte (an-trakt

7
; Fr. aVtraktO, n. [Fr. < entre-,

between + acte, an act], 1. the interval between two
acts of a play, opera, etc.; intermission. 2. a musical
selection, dance, etc. performed during this interval.

en-trails (en'tralz, en'trelz), n,pl. [ME. & OFr. en-
traittes; LL. intralia < L. interanea, pi. of interaneum,
intestine < interaneus, internal < inter, between,
among], 1. the inner organs of men or animals; specif-
ically, the intestines; viscera; guts. 2. [Rare], the inner
parts of a thing.

en-train (in-tran'), v.t. [coined after embark], to put
(troops, etc.) aboard a train. i>.i. to go aboard a train.

en-trance (en'trons), n. [OFr. < entrant, ppr. of entrer;
see ENTER], 1. the act or point of entering: as, at the
famous singer's entrance, the audience rose and cheered.
2. a place for entering; door, gate, etc. 3. the permis-
sion, right, or power to enter; admission.

en*trance (in-trans', in-trans'), v.t. [ENTRANCED
(-transf, -transf), ENTRANCING], 1. to put into a
trance ; hence, 2, to delight ; charm ; enrapture ; enchant.

en-trance-ment (in-trans'msnt, in-trans'mant), n. 1.

an entrancing or being entranced. 2. something that
entrances.
en-trant (en'trent), n. [Fr.; OFr.; see ENTRANCE, n.],
1. a person who enters. 2. a person entering a profes-
sion, an organization, etc. 3. a participant in a contest
or competition.

en-trag (in-trap'), v,t. [OFr. entraper, entrapper], 1. to
catch in or as in a trap. 2. to deceive or trick into
difficulty; ensnare.

en-treat (in~tretO, v*t. & v.t. [ME. entreten, to treat or
deal with, beseech; OFr. entraiter, to treat of, entertain;
en-, in -f- fraiter; see TREAT], 1. to ask earnestly: beg;
beseech; implore. 2. [Archaic!, to treat. 3. [ObsJ, 0)
to persuade by imploring. 6) to induce. Also spelled
intreat. SYN. see beg*
en-treat-y (in-tret'i), n. [pi. ENTREATIES (4z)], [< en-

treat], an earnest request: supplication; prayer,
Jen tre-chat (aVtre-shaO. n [Fr. < It. (capriola)
intrecciata, intricate (leap) < intrecciare < in-, in +
treccia, a pleat], in ballet, a leap straight upward in
which the dancer crosses his legs or strikes his heels

together, usually several times, while coming down.
en-tree, en tree (an^tra; Fr. aVtra'), n. [Fr. entree; fern,

pp. of entrer; see ENTER], 1, the right, permission, or
freedom to enter; access, 2. the main course of a meal.
3. formerly, and still in some countries, a dish served
before the roast or between the main courses, as be-
tween the fish and the meat.
en-tre-mets (aVtra-ma'jfFr. aw'tr^me'), n. \pl. ENTRE-
METS (-maz'; Fr. -me')], [Fr.; entire-, between + mets,
a dish; see MESS, .], a dish served between the main
courses or as a side dish.
en-trench (in-trenchO M- [*#--(: trench* after Fr, re-

trancfaer], 1. to surround or fortify with a trench or

trenches; hence, 2. to establish securely: used in the
passive voice or with a reflexive pronoun,, as, the riglit
to trial py jury is entrenched in our legal system* /* to
encroach; infringe; trespass. Also spelled intrench.
en-trench-ment (m-trench'mant), n. 1. an entrench-
ing or, beifiig eiitoenchecL- ,2. a 'trench or system of
trenches, usually fortified with mounds of earth, rubble,
etc.

; hence, 3. any fortification or defense;
, ,

'

Jen-tre nous (an'tr
1

noo'). [Fr., lit., between us], be-
tween ourselves; confident

en-trepdt (aa'tara-po'; Fr.

n. [Fr. < emtreprendre; see ENTERPRISE], a person who
organizes and manages a business undertaking, assum-
ing the risk for the sake of the profit.

en-tre sol (en'ter-soK; Fr. aw'traKjdK), n. [Fr.; entre-,
between + sol, ground], a low story or floor just above
the street floor, as in some hotels and department
stores: also called mezzanine.

en-tro-py (en'trs-pi), m [(after energy) < Gr. tropt, a
turning < trepein, to turn], in physics, the theoretical
measure of energy, as of steam, which cannot be trans-
formed into mechanical work in a thermodynamic
system: symbol, <.

en*trust (m-trustO. * 1. to trust: charge or invest
with a trust or duty: as, he entrusted nis friend with the
property. 2. to assign the care of; turn over for safe-

keeping: as, entrust your books to me while you are
away. Also spelled intrust. SYN. see commit.

en*try (en'tri), n. [pi. ENTRIES (-triz)], [ME. & OFr.
entree; LL. intrata < pp. of L. intrare; see ENTER], 1. an
entering; entrance. 2. a way or passage by which to
enter; door, hall, etc.; entryway. 3. the writing down
of an item, note, etc. in a Hst, journal, etc, 4. a thing
thus written down. 5. the registration of a ship or
cargo at a customhouse. 6. one entered in a race, com-
petition, etc. ; entrant. 7. in law, a) the taking posses-
sion of buildings, land, etc. by entering or setting foot
upon them. &) the entering upon premises with the
intention of committing burglary or some other crime.

en*try-way (en'tri-wa
7

). n. a way or passage by which
to enter.
en-twine (in-twinO, v.t A tu. to twine, weave, or
twist together or around: also spelled Intwine,

en-twist (en-twist'), v.t. 1. to twist together or in
(with}. 2. to make into a twist. Also intwist.

e-nucleate (i-noo'kli-at', i-nu'kli-aV), v.t. [< L. e-

nucleatus, pp. of enucleare < e-t out -f nucleus, a kernel],
1. to extract (a kernel, etc.) from a shell or husk;
hence, 2. to make clear; explain. 3. in biology, to
remove the nucleus of. 4. in surgery, to remove (a
tumor, etc.) as a whole from its enclosing sac. adj.
(i-noo'kli-it, i-nu'kK-it), enucleated.

e-nu-cle-a-tion (i-noo'kli-a'shsn, i-nu'kli-a'shan) , n. an
enucleating or being enucleated.
enucleator (i-noo'kli-a'ter, i-nu'kli-a'tSr), n. a
person or thing that enucleates.
e-nu-mer-ate Ci-noo'ma-rat', i-nu'ma-rSf), u.f. [< L.
enumeratus, pp. of enumerare; e-, out + numerare, to
count <knumerus, number], 1. to count; count one by
one. '2 xo name one by one; specify, as in a list.

e-nu-mef-a-tion (i-noo'ma-ra'shon, i-nu'ms-ra'shsn),
n. [L. enumeratio], 1. an enumerating or being enu-
merated. 2. a detailed Hst.
e-nu-mer-a-tlve (i-noo'mo-ra'tiv, i-nu'mSr-9-tfv), adj.
1* enumerating. 2. of enumeration.

c-nu-mer-a-tor (i-noo'ma-ra'tSr, i-nQ'md-rS'teV), n. a
person who enumerates.
enun-cia-ble (i-nun'si-9-b

f

l, i-nun'shi-d-b*!), adj. that
can be enunciated.
e-nun-ciate (i-nun'si-St', i-nun'shi-StO* v.t. [ENUNCI-
ATED (-id), ENUNCIATINGJ, [< L. enuntiatus, pp. of

enuntiare; e-, out + nunttare, to announce < nuntius,
a messenger], 1. to state definitely. 2. to announce;
proclaim. 3. to pronounce (words) ; especially, to pro-
nounce clearly and distinctly. vi. to pronounce words;
articulate. SYN. see utter.
e mm-ci a-tipn fi-nun'si-a'shan, i-nun'shi-a'shan), n.

[L. enunciatio], 1. an enunciating or being enunciated.
2* an announcement; declaration. 3. the manner of

enunciating words.
e-nun-ci-a-tive (i-nun'si-a^iv, i-nun'shi-s-tiv), adj. fL.
enunciativus], 1. enunciating; declaratory. 2. having
to do with enunciation.
e-nun-ci a-tor (i-nun'si-a'tgr, i-nun'shi-a'ter), n. [LL.
emintiator], a person who enunciates.

en-ure (in-yoorO. v*t* & v.i. to inure.
en-u-re-sis (en'yoo-re'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. enourein;
see EN- & URINE], involuntary emission of urine.

envel-op (in-vel'sp), v.t. [ME, envelupen; OFr. en-

voluper, enveloper (Fr. envelopper): see EN- & DEVELOP!,
1. to wrap up; cover completely. 2. to surround.
3. to conceal; hide; obscure, n. an envelope,

en-ve-lope (en'va-lop', an'va-lopO. n. [Fr. enveloppe <
envelopper (OFr. enveloper) ; see ENVELOP], 1. a thing
that envelops; wrapper; covering. 2. a folded paper
container for letters, etc., usually with a gummed
flap for sealing. 3. the outer covering of a dirigible
or balloon. 4. the bag that contains the gas in a
dirigible or balloon. 5. in astronomy, a cloudy mass
surrounding the head of a comei on the side toward
the sun. 6. in biology, any enclosing membrane, skin,
or shell. 7. in botany, any surrounding structure, as
the calyx. 8. in ^eqji^etry^ the locus of the ultimate,
intersections of a series of curves or surfaces. Abbrevi-
ated env. '

.,,','.
' '

f ,'

en vel op-ment (iri-vel'sp-nisnt), n. 1, an enveloping

fat, ape, bftre, car; ten, gven, h6re, ov6r; is, bite; lot, g6, hdrn, tSOl, look; oil, out; up, use, fur; get; joy; yet; chin; she;
then.; za, lei&iarein, ria^;f ? fpr a in agcl,

t

e in agent, j* in* sanity, o in con^ly^u m focus;
*
as in able (a'bl); Fr. b^;J^i

coeur; 6, Fr. feu; rr. mon; o, Fr. coq; ti, Fr. due; H, G, ach; k^, G. doch. See pp. x-xh. i foreign;
* hypothetical; < derived f
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,
or being enveloped, 2. something that envelops;

en-venom (en-ven'am), v.t. [ME. emenimen; OFr.

envenimer], 1. to put venom or poison on or into;

make poisonous: hence, 2. to fiH with hate; embitter.

cn-vi a-ble (enM-o-bl), adj. to be envied or desired.

en-vi-er (etrvi-Sr), n. a person who envies.
.

en-vious (en'vi-9) adj. [ME.; OFr. enmeus; L. w*~

mdfosus < inmdia, envy], 1. characterized by envy;

feeling, showing, or resulting from envy. 2. [Ubs.],

e) emulotis. b) spiteful. .

en-vi-ron (in-vi'ran), i>.f. [ME. enmrounen; OFr. ew-

mronner < environ, about; see ENVIRONS], to surround;

encircle; enclose. , .

en-vi-ron-ment (in-vi'rsn-mant; sometimes in-vrern-

mant), n. \enmron + -went], 1. a surrounding or being

surrounded. 2. something that surrounds; surround-

ings. 3. all the conditions, circumstances, and influ-

ences surrounding, and affecting the development of,

an organism or group of organisms: often contrasted

en-vt-ron-men-tal (in-vi'ran-nien'tl), adj. of environ-

en*vi*rons (in-vi'rsnz, en'vo-ranz), n. jfrZ. [ME. enviroun

(sing.); OFr. environ < en-, in -f viron, a circuit <
virert to turn; see VEER], the districts surrounding a

town or city; suburbs; vicinity.

en-vis age (en-viz'ij), v.t. [ENVISAGED (-ijd), ENVIS-

AGING], [Fr. envisoger; see EN- & VISAGE], 1. to face;

confront: as, you must envisage realities. 2. to form
an image of hi the mind; visualize.

en-vi-sion (en-vizh'an) , v.t. [en- + 9t$um]s
to imagine

(something not yet in existence) ; picture in the mind.

en-voy (en*voi), n. [Fr. envoyt, pp. of envpyer, to send;

OFr. envoier < en- (L. in}, in -J- voie (L. via), way],
1 a messenger; agent. 2. an agent sent by a govern-
ment or ruler to transact diplomatic business: an

envoy ranks just below an ambassador.

en-voy (en'voi), n. [ME. envoye; OFr. envoy, lit., a

sending < envoier, to send; see ENVOY (messenger)],
1 originally, a dedication or postscript to a poem,
essay/ off book, directing it to a specific person's

attention, 2. a concluding stanza added to a ballade

ancTsoiBe other verse forms. Often Tenvol. Penvoy.

ca-vy (ea'vi), n. \pl. ENVIES (-viz)}, [ME. & OFr. emie;
L. invidta < invidus, having hatred or ill will < %n-

videre, to look askance at; in-, in, upon ^videre, to

look, see], 1 . a feeling of discontent and ffl will because

of another's advantages, possessions, etc.; resentful dis-

like of another who has something desirable. 2. desire

for some advantage or possession belonging to another.

3. an object of envious feeling: as, he was the envy of

other boys because he had a bicycle. 4. [Obs.], a) ill

will; spite, b} odium, v.t. [ENVIED (-vid), ENVYING],
to feel envy toward, at, or because of; regard with envy.
vd. [Obs.], to feel or show envy.
SYffsto envy another is to feel ill will, jealousy, or dis-

content at his possession of something that one keenly desires

to hare or achieve oneself; begrudge implies an uirmHmgness
that someone should possess or enjoy something that he needs

or deserves; to covet is to long ardently and wrongfuly for

something that belongs to another.

en-womb (en-woomO v.t. to enclose in or as in a womb.
en-wrap (en-rapO, v.t. to wrap; envelop: also inwrap.
en-wreathe (en-reW), v.t. to encircle or surround with
or as with a wreath: also inwreathe.

en-zo-ot-ic (en'zp-ot'ik), adj. [< Gr. en-, in -f- zdton,

animal ; + -otic (as ni chaotic, etc,)], affecting animals
in a certain area, climate, or season: said of diseases:

cf. endemic, n. an enzootic disease.

en-zym (en'zim), n* am enzyme. t

eii-zy-mat-ic (en'zi-mat'ik, en'zi-mat'ik), adj. of, like,

or derived from an enzyme or enzymes.;

en*zyrae (en'zim, en'zim), n. [G. enzym; LGr. emymos,
leavened < Gr. en-, in 4- zyml, leaven], any of various

organic substances that are produced in plant and
animal cells and cause changes in other substances

by catalytic action: as, pepsin is a digestive en&yme.
e-o- (e

r
, e'o), l< Gr. eos, dawn], a prefix used in forming

terms in geology, paleontology, etc., meaning early,

early part of a period, as in Eocene, eolithic.

e.o., ex officio.
, .

'

nf ., ,
E*o*an*thrO'pii8 (e a-an-thrp'pas), n. [Mod. L. < eo-

-f- Gr. anthrdpos, man], Piltdown: man, a species of

prehistoric man.
E-o-cene (e'9-sen') adj. [eo- -f- Gr. kaitoos, newj, desig-
nating or of the earliest epoch of the 'Tertiary Period
in the Cenozoic Era, during which mammals became
the dominant animals.
the Eocene, the Eocene Epoch or its rocks* see

geology, chart.

e-o-hippus (e'o-hip'as), n. [Mod L. < eo- -f Gr.

hippos, horse], the extinct, prehistoric ancestor of the
modern horse: it was about the size of a fox anfd had
toes instead of hoofs.
E-o li-an (e-5'li-9n), adj. & n. Aeolian.
E-oMc (e-ol'ik), adj. & n. Aeolic.

J4-o*liennc (a'6'lyen'), n. [Fr., orig., fern, of Bolien,

aeolian: so named from its lightness], a cloth of silk

and wool or silk and cotton, like poplin but lighter.

e-o-lith (eVlith'), n. [eo- 4- -KftJ. any of the crude
stone tools used in the early part of the Stone Age.

e-o lith-ic (e'a-Hth'ik), adj. [eo- 4- Itihic], designating
or of that early stage of human culture in which crude
stone tools were first used.

e.o.m.. end of the month.
e-on ^'an, e'on), n. [see AEON], an extremely long,

indefinite jperiod of time; thousands and thousands
of years: also spelled aeon. SYN* see period.

c-o-ni-an (e-o'ni-an), adj. lasting forever; eternal: also

spelled aeoman. f _
$e*o no*mi*ne (e'o non'i-ne'), [L-It by that name.

E-os (e'os), n. [I/.; Gr. Eds; see EO-], in Greek mythology,
the goddess of dawn: identified with the Roman god-
dess Aurora. .

e-o-sin (e'a-sin), n. [< Gr. eos, dawn; + -in], 1. a rose-

colored dye and acid-base indicator, extracted from
coal tar. 2. any of various other red dyes obtained
from coal tar.

e-o-sme (e'a-sin, eVsen'), n. eosin.

e-o-sin-ic (eVsin'ik) , adj. of or containing eosin.

-e-ous (i-as), [L. -CTIS; + -ous), an adjectival suffix

meaning having the nature of, like, as m beauteous.

E-o-zo-ic (eVzo'ik), adj. [eo- + Or. zoon, animal; +
-ic], pre-Paleozoic: see also Proterozoic, Algonkian.

., ipistle.

e-pact (e'pakt), n. [Pr. epacte; LL. epacto; Gr.

epaktos. intercalary, brought in < epagein, to bring in,

intercalate < epi-, on, in + agein> toT>rmg, lead], 1. the

period of about eleven days by which the solar year
exceeds the lunar year of twelve months. 2. the age,
in days, of the calendar moon on the first of the year.

E-pam-i-non-das (i-pom's-non'dss), n. a Theban
(Greek) general and statesman; 418?~362 B.C.

ep-arch (ep'ark), n. [Gr. eparchos < epi^, over -}- arehein,
to rule], 1 . the governor of a province in ancient Greece.
2. the governor of an eparchy in modern Greece. 3. in

the Orthodox Eastern Church, a metropolitan, or bishop.
ep-ar-chi-al (ep-ar'ki-sl), adj. of an eparch or eparchy.
ep*ardfci-y (ep'ar-ki), n \pl. EPARCHIES (-kiz)l [Gr.

eparchia < eparchos; see EPARCH], 1. in modern Greece,
a political subdivision of a province. 2. in the Orthodox
Eastern Church, a diocese.

ep-au-let, ep-au-lette (ep'a-let')* n. [Fr. epaulette, dim.
of epatde, the shoulder < OFr. espale < L. spatula; see

SPATULA], 1. a shoulder ornament for certain uniforms,
especially military uniforms. 2. any similar ornament,
as on a woman's dress.

ep-ax-i-al (ep-ak'si-l), adj."[ep- -f axial], in anatomy,
upon or above an axis,

e
:pee (e-pa') n. [Fr.; OFr. esfee; L. spatha, broad, flat

mstrument, broad two-edged sword without a point;
Gr. spathe, any broad blade, broad blade of a sword; see

SPADE], a sword, especially a thin, pointed sword with-
out a cutting edge, like a foU But heavier and more
rigid, used in fencing: also spelled 6pee.

e-pee-ist (e-pa'ist), n. a person who fences with an epee:
also spelled epgeist.

e-pei-ro gen-e-sis (e-pl'ra-jen'e-sls), n. e;peirogeny.
e-pei-ro'ge-net-ic (e-pi'ra-ja-net'ik) , adj. epeirogenic.
e-pei-ro-gen-ic (e-pi'rg-jen'ik), adj. of epeirogeny: also

spelled epirogenic.
ep-ei-rog-e*ny (ep'i-roj'a-ni), n. [< Gr. epeiros, mam-
land; + -&eny]t the changes in the earth*s surface that
produce continents, ocean basins, etc.: also spelled
epirogeny.
ep en-ceph a Ion (ep'en-sef'a-lonOi n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

efi, on, near + enkejthatos, the brain; en-, in -f
1
kdfhwlos,

the head], 1. the front part of the most posterior pri-
mary vesicle of an embryo's brain: it develops into the
pons and part of the cerebellum, 2. [Rare], the cere-
bellum.
ep-en-dy-ma (ep-enMi-m^), n. '[Gr. ependyma, a wrap],
the njjembrane luiing the central cavities, cf the brain
and spinal cord,.

'

ep-en-the-sis (ep-en^tha-sis), n. \pl. KPEaOTriESES (-seV)J,
[LL. ; Gr. epenthesis < epi-, upon -f- en~, in + mhewat,
to put, place), 1. the insertion or devdfdpmetii/ of'an
unhistomcal sound or syllable in a word to -mapce its

prbnuncialion easier^ as tfee b in mumble (< MBt' tofofcf-

elen). 2. any such letter or syllable so occurring/
ep en-thet-ic (ejp^-thfiffc^k), ffd/; of, or havinfe the Ma-
ture of, epeiitheMsi
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to save], an ornamental dish with several compartments
for fruit, coo!cies etaly, etd,'ufsM as a centerpiece for
a dining table.
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hah e-pha (e'fa), n. [Heb. 'ephSh],

, equal to about 37 quarts.
, an ancient Hebrew

measure, equal to about 37 quarts.
e-bic (e-fe'bik), adj. [L. epheUcus; Gr. ephebikos],

of, or having the nature of, an ephebus,
e-phe-bos (e-fe^boe, e-fe'bos), n* &J. EPHEBOI (-boi)L an
ephebus.
e"?-

e
>*

bu8 M^)' * W- EPHEBI (-bl)J, EL.; Gr.
ephebos < epi-, at, upon -f- hebe, early manhood], in
ancient Greece, a youth who had just become a citraan.
e-phed-rin (e-fed'nn), n. ephedrine.

CioHuNO, derived from certain plants, used to relieve
nasal congestion, as in asthma, hay fever, etc. : it causes
constriction of the swollen or innamed blood vessels.
e-phem-er-a (s-fem'gr-o), n. {pi. EPHEMERAS (-92)
EPHEMERAE (-e')J, [Mod. L. < Gr. ephemeras, for the
day, short-lived < epi-, upon 4- hemera, a day], 1. an
ephemerid; May fly

" --* ' * *

e-phem-er-al
' " *

EPHEMERA); - __

lived; transitory 4 as, ephemcral'g^yT'n^sai ephemeral
thing. SYN. see transient.

e-phem-er-id (s-fem'Sr-id), n. [< ephemera + 4fl, any
of a group of delicate insects with gauzy wings, which
live for only a few hours or a few days, although the
larvae live for several years; May fly: also called
ephemera, ephemeron.

e-phem-er-is (o-fem'er-is), n. [pi. EPHEMERIDES (ef'e-
mer'a-deV)], [I/.; Gr. ephemeris, diary, calendar <
ephemeras; see EPHEMERA], 1, a table giving the com-
puted positions of a heavenly body for every day of a
given period. 2. an astronomical almanac containing
such tables. 3. [Obs.], a) an almanac; calendar. 6) a
diary; journal.
e-phem-er-on (a-fem's-ron'). n. [pi. EPHEMERA (-ra),
EPHEMERONS (-ronz')L [Gr. ephemeron, short-lived in-
sect < ephemeras; see EPHEMERA], a May fly; ephemerid,
E phe-sian (i-fe'zhon), adj. of Ephesus or its people,
n. a native or inhabitant of Ephesus.

E-phe-sians (i-fe'zhsnz), n.pL [construed as singj, the
Epistle to the Ephesians, a book of the New Testament
which was a message from the Apostle Paul to the
Christians of Ephesus: abbreviated Eph., Ephes.

Eph-e-sus (ef'a-s8s), n. an ancient city in|Asia Minor,
eph-od (ef'ad, e'fod),
n. [Heb. eph5d <
aphad t to put on], a
richly embroidered
outer vestment worn
by Jewish priests in
ancient times.

eph-or (ef'6r, ef'Sr),
n. [pi. EPHORS (-6rz,

-grz) ,EPHORI (-Q-riO ],

[L. ephorzis; Ur. eph-
oros, overseer < eph-
oran < epi~t over -f-

horan, to see], 1. in
ancient Greece, a
magistrate; especial-
ly, any of the five
chief magistrates an-
nually elected by the
people of Sparta. 2. in modern Greece, any of various
governmental officials.

E phra-im (e'fri-9m) , [LL. ; Gr. Epkraim; Heb.
lit., very fruitful], a masculine name. n. in m* *,^,
1. the younger son of Joseph. 2. the tribe of Israel
descended from him; hence, 3. the kingdom of Israel.

E-phra-im-ite (e'fri-am-it')* n. a descendant of Ephraun;
member of the tribe of Ephraim.
epd- (ep'a, ep'i), [< Gr. epi, at, on, upon, over, besides,
etc.], a prefix meaning on, upon, over, on the outside,
anterior, oeside, besides, among, as in epiglottis, epidemic,
epidermis: it becomes ep- before a vowel, as in eparch,
and e#h- in an aspirated word, as in ephemeral.

ep.i-blast (ep'o-blast
7
), n. [epi- + -blast], the outer

layer of cells of an embryo.
ep-i-bol^ic (ep'9-bol'ik), adj. having to do with epiboly.
e-pib-o-ly (^pib'o-M), n. [Gr. epibole, a throwing upon <
epiballem, to throw upon; epi^, on, upon -f ballein, to
throw], in embryology, the growth oTa group of cells
around another group, resulting from the more rapid
division of the former,

ep-ic (ep^ik), n. [L.epicm; Gr* epikos, adf^ epic < epos, a
word, speech, tale, song, epic], 1. a lonanarrativepoem
about the deeds of a traditional or historical hero or
heroes of high staUiqn; typically, a) a poem See the
Iliad and Odyssey, with background of warfare and
the supernatural, a dignified style, and certain formal

catalogue passages, ^invocations of thei .muse* esfcof;

EWCA1YX*

EPHESUS

dassual epic, b) a poem like Milton's Paradise Lost o
Tassos Jerusalem Delivered, in which such structuri
and conventions are applied to later or different mate
rials;; art epic; literary epic, c) a poem like Beowulf, th<
Nibetnngentted, and the Chanson de Roland, consider
as expressing the early ideals, character, and tradition!

those of the Greeks; folk epic; national epic. 2. anj
long narrative poem regarded as having the style, struc
ture, and importance of an epic: as, Dante's Dwim
Co^y is the<^ of the Ages of Faith. 3.aprosenar
rative, play, motion picture, etc. regarded as havine
the qualities of an epic. 4. a series of events regardedMJ.V viuewj,wca ui ua cyic. *. a senes or evenis regaraeo
as a_ proper subject for an epic. adj. i. of an epic. 2.

having the nature of an epic; specifically, a} heroic;
grand; majestic; imposing, b) dealing with or charac-
terized by events of historical or legendary importance.
ep i cal (ei/i-kl), adj. epic.
ep-i-ca-lyx jep'a-kaOiks, ep'a-kal'iks), n.
LYXBS (4ik-siz, -ik-siz),
EPICALYCES (-H-sez

A
t -i- /V

sez')J, [Mod. L.; see EPI- &
J xx

CALYX], a ring of leaflets

(called bracts) at the base
of certain flowers, resem-
bling an extra outer calyx.

ep-i-can-thua (ep'a-kan'-
thas), n. [Mod. L. < epi- -{-

Gr. kanthos, the corner of
the eye], a small fold of
skin sometimes covering
the inner corner of the eye.

ep-i-car-di-al (ep'a-kaVoi-
al), adj. of the epicardium.
ep-i-car-di-um (ep's-kar'-
di-9m), 71. \pl. EPICARDIA , T<,^,W
(-9)1, [Mod. L.< epi- + Gr. EPICALYX

kardia, the heart], the innermost layer of the pericar-drum.
ep4-carp (epVkSrpO, n. [epi- +
-carp], the outer layer of a ripened
ovary or fruit, as the rind of an
apple; exocarp.
ep-fce di um (ep'a-se'di-om, ep'a-
.ss-di'sm), n. \L EPICEDIA (-3)],
[L.; Gr. epikSdeion < epikedeios,
funereal < epi-, in, on + kSdos, EHCANTHUS
grief, funeral rites], a funeral ode ._.__
or hymn; dirge. KPICANTHUS

cp-i-cene (ep>senO, adj. [L. epicoenus; Gt. epikoinos,common; ept-, upon, to + koines, commoni, 1. in
grammar, designating a word having only one form for
both the masculine and the feminine, or of fee same
gender regardless of the sex of the being referred to, as
some Greek and Latua nouns. 2. belonging to, having
characteristics of, or common to both sexes, n. an
epicene person.

ep-i-cen-ter (ep'i;sen'tgr) t n. [epi- + center], 1. the
area of the earth s surface directly above the place of
ongin. or focus, of an earthquake. 2. a focal point.
Also spelled epicentre.
ep i cen tral (ep'i-sen'tral), adj. of an epicenter.
^i-cenjtram (ep'i-sen'tram), n.[pl. EPICENTRA (-t

klod. Lr.J, an A-^^Mi+^f
I^IVJLUU. JLX.J, O.JJI CpiV^CiJUXil.

ep4.cot.yl (ep'o-kot/U m f< epi- + cotyledon], in
botany, that part of the stem of a seedling or embryo

u.j.j.u,a,wvc -s. ojswri,^*, ucM3iimua/u.on <. vpiKrvnetn, to

judge; epi-.iupon + krinein, to judge], designating or of
the nerve nbers in the skin that transmit the sensations
of touch and temperature.

Ep-ic-te-tus (ep'ik-te'tQs), n. Greek Stoic philosopherwho lived in Rome; 1st century A.D.
epicure (ep/i-kyoor'), n. [< L. Epicurus; Gr. Epi-
konros; see EPICURUS], 1. a person who enjoys and has
a discriminating taste for foods and liquors. 2. a person
who is especially fond of luxury and sensuous pleasure.
SYN. an epicwje is a person who has a highly refined taste
for fine foods and liquors and takes great pleasttre in indtdging
it; a gourmet is a connoisseur in eating and drinking who dis-
criminatingly appreciates differences in flavor of quality
gourmand, occasionally equivalent to gourmet, is more
often applied to a person who has a hearty Hking for good food
or one who is inclined to eat to excess; a gastronome is an
expert in all phases of the art or science of good eating: a
glutton is a greedy, voracious eater and drinker.

Ep-i:
cu>re an (ep'i-kyoo-re'on), ad/. [L. Epicweus; Gt.

Eptkquretos < Eptkowos], 1. of Epicurus or his phi-
2. [e-], fond of luxury and sensuous pleasure.j j_.-i_.__L ~

fe3 sujted
Auaupxiy. *. ts-j jono, of luxury ana sensuous
especially that of eating and drinking, 3. [e,
to or characteristico an epicure, n. 1. a follower of

L 1** qar;;ten,.Sitei,
t

fefire* over;, t

J^ 'Jot a ago, e
? lotfcM ft%n, tSSL, look;

insanity, o in comply* u .

, G. loch. Seepp*, ~a



Ep:icureanism epilogue
Epicurus or his philosophy. 2. [e-], an epicure. SYN.
see sensuous.
Ep-i-cu-re*an-ism (ep1-kyoo-re

/3n-iz
f

m) t n. 1. the
philosophy of Epicurus or his school. 2. adherence to
or practice of this philosophy. 3. [e-], epicurism.
ep i-cur-ism (ep^-kyoo-riz*m), n. 1. the tastes, habits,
or outlook of an epicure. 2. [E-], Epicureanism.

Ep-i-cu-rus (ep'i-kyoor
/
ds), n. Greek philosopher; 342?

270 B.C.; founder of the Epicurean school, which held
that the goal of man should be a life of pleasure regu-
lated by morality, temperance, serenity, and cultural
development.

ep-i-cy-cle (ep's-sl'kl), n. [ME. epicide; Fr. epicyde;
LL. epicydus; Gr. epikyktos; epi-, upon + kyklos, a
circle], 1. a circle whose center moves along the cir-
cumference of another, larger circle: said chiefly of the
orbit described by a planet. 2. in geometry, a circle
that rolls around either the interior or exterior of the
circumference of another circle.

epi-cy-clic (ep'a-si'kHk, ep's-siklik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, an epicycle or epicycles.

ep-i'Cy-cli'Cal (ep'a-srkli-kl, ep's-sikli-kl), adj. epi-
cycKc.

epicyclic train, a system of cogwheels, belt pulleys,
etc. in which at least one wheel axis moves around the
circumference of another fixed or moving axis, per-
mitting an unusual velocity ratio with relative simplic-
ity of parts.

ep-i-cy-cloid (ep'a-si'kloid), n. [< epicyde -f- -o&fj, in

geometry^, the curve traced
by a point on the circum-
ference of a circle that rolls

around the outside of an-
other circle.

ep-l*cy'Cloi*dal (ep'o-sl-
kloi'dl), adj. having the
form or nature of an
epicycloid.
epicycloidal wheel, a
wheel of an ejpicyclic train.

ep-i-dem-ic (ep'p-dem'ik),
adj. [Fr. epidemique < tpi-
demie; US. epidemic.; Gr.

egid&mia < epidemics, epi-
demos, among the people,

-

RXED

EPICYCLOID

ROTATING CIRCLE

epi-, among -f
o$, people], prevalent

and spreading rapidly a-
mong many people in a
community at the same . .

time; widespread: said es- p point of rotating circle

petially of a contagious disease, n. 1. an epidemic
disease. 2. the rapid spreading of such a disease. 3. the
rapid, widespread occurrence of a fad, fashion, etc.
ep-i dem-i-cal (epVdem'i-k'l), adj. epidemic.
ep i dem i cally (epVdem'i-k'1-i, epVdem'ik-H), adv.
in the manner of an epidemic.
epidemic encephalitis, sleeping sickness.

eg^i-de-mtai-o-gy (ep'g-dem/i-ol'a-ji, ep'o-de'mi-ol'a-
ii), n. [Gr. eptdemios (see EPIDEMIC); -f- -logy], the
branch of medicine that investigates the causes and
control of epidemics.
ep-i-der-mal (ep'a-dur'ml) , adj. of orfromthe epidermis.
ep-i-der-mic (ep'o-duVmik), adj. epidermal.
ep i-der-mis (ep'9-dur'mis), n. [LL>. epidermis; Gr. epi*
dermis < epi~, upon -f- derma, the skin], 1. the outer-
most layer of the skin in vertebrates, having no blood
vessels and consisting of several layers of cells, covering
the deimis: see skin, illus. 2. the outermost layer of
cells covering seed plants and ferns, 3. the outer layer
of the shells of many mollusks, 4. any of various
other integuments.

ep-i-der-moid (epWuVmoid), adj. like, or having the
nature of, epidermis.

ep-i-did-y-mal (ep'g-did's-m'l), adj. of the epididymis.
ep-i'did-y-inis (epVdid'i-mis), n. [pi. EproroyMiDES
(ep'o-di-dim'g-deaO]. [Mod.L.; Gr. epididymis < epi-,
upon + didymos, testicle], a long, oval-shaped structure
attached t9 the rear upper surface of each testicle, con-
sisting mainly of the excretory ducts of the testicles.
ep i dote (ep>a-d6t')r n. [Fr. ipidote < Gr. epididonai,
to give besides, increase < ep^, over -f didonai, to give:
so named because some of the secondary crystal forms
show enlargement of the base of the primary], any one
of several hydrous silicates of calcium.,aluminum, and
iron, yellowish-green to black in color, found in the form
of monoclimc crystals, grains, or fibers, and including
allanite, piedmontite, and zoisite.

ep>i-dot-ic (epVdot'ik) , adj. of, or having the nature of,
epidote.

ep-i-fo-cal (ep's-fo'k'l), adj. over the focus, or center
of disturbance, of an earthquake.

ep-i-gas-tric (ep'a-gas'trik), adj. of or located within
the epigastrium.

ep-i-gas-tri-um (epVgas'tri-am), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. epi-
gastrwn, neut. of epigastrios, over the stomach < epi-,
upon 4- gaster, gasfros, the stomach], in anatomy, the
upper middle portion of the abdomen, including the
area over and in front of the stomach

; epigastric region,

< epi-, upon

ep-i-ge-al (ep
/
a-ie/al), adj. 1. in botany, epigeous. 2. in

zoology , living close to the ground : said of certain insects.

epi-gean (ep's-je'an), adj. epigeal.

ep-i-gene (ep'a-^enQt adj. [Fr. &pigene < Gr. epigenSs,
born late < ept~, after, upon -f gignestfati, to produce],
in geology, produced or formed on the earth's surface:
as, epigene boulders: opposed to hypogene.

ep-i-gen-e-sis (ep'a-jen'a-sis), n, [Gr. epi, after, upon
+ genesis, birth, descent], 1. in biology, the theory that
the germ cell is structureless and that the embryo devel-
ops as a new creation through the action of the environ-
ment on the protoplasm: opposed to ^reformation. 2. in
geology, metamorphism. 3. in medicine, a) the appear-
ing of secondary symptoms, b) a secondary symptom.

ep-i-ge-net*ic (ep'i-js-net'ik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, epigenesis.

e-pig-e-nous (e-pij's-nas), adj. [epi- + -genous], in botany,
growing on the surface, especially the upper surface,
of an organ or part, as fungi on a leaf: cf. hypogenous,

ep-i-ge-ous (ep's-je'ss), adj. [Gr. epigeios, on the earth <
epi-, upon 4- ge, the earth; -f -ous], in botany, growing
on or above the ground; specifically, directed above
ground after germination: opposed to hypogeous.

ep-i-glot-tis (ep's-glot'is), n. (Gr. epiglottis <
+ gJdtta, glossa, the tongue], the
thin, triangular lid of cartilage
that folds back to cover the
opening of the windpipe during
swallowing, thus preventing
food, etc. from entering the
lungs.
epigram (ep'a-gramO, n. [L.
epigramma; Gr. epigramma, in-

scription, epigram < epigraph*
ein; epi-, upon + graphein, to
write], 1. a^short poem with a
witty or satirical point; hence,
2. any terse, witty, pointed
statement, often antithetical.

Example: "Crying is the refuge
of plain women, but the ruin of

pretty ones." 3. the use of
epigrams. SYN. see saying.

ep-i-firam-mat-ic (ep'i-gra-
mat'ik), adj. [L. epigrammat-
icits; Gr. epigrammatikos], 1.

of or full of epigram or epi-
grams. 2. having the nature of
an epigram; terse, witty, etc.

EPfGLOTTIS

WINDPIPE

EPIGLOTTIS

ep 1 gram-mat-i-caMy (ep
f
i-gr9-mat'i-k

f

l-i, ep'i-gra-
maFik-H), adv. in an epigrammatic manner; in the
form of an epigram.
ep i gram-ma-tist (ep'a-gram'a-tist), n* a person who
makes epigrams.
ep i-gram-ma-tize (ep

/
9-gram'9-1az'). v.t. [EPIGRAM-

k
MATIZED (-tizd'), EPIGRAMMATIZING,] to express (some-
thing) epigrammatically: deal with in an epigram.
v.i. to make epigrams; wnte or speak epigrammatically.

ep-i graph (epV^raf', ep's-grafO, n. [Gr. epigraphs,
inscription < epigra,phem; see EPIGRAM], f. an in-
scription on a building, monument, etc. 2. a motto
or quotation at the beginning of a book, chapter, etc.

e-pig-ra-pher (e-pig'ra-fSr), n. an epigraphist,
ep-i graph-ic (ep'a-graf'ik), adj. having to do with an
epigraph or epigraphy.

ep-i graph ical (epVgraf'i-kl), adj. epigraphic.A^ rt^.u*^^-,^/_r^
,eciaHst in epigraphy.
EPIGRAPHj, 1. in-

p
. ^. _. 3 study that deals with

deciphering, interpreting, and classifying inscriptions,
especially ancient inscriptions.
e'pig'v**im8 (e-pij'a-nas), adj. [epi- 4- gynousL desig-
nating petals, sepals, and
stamens that are attached
to the top of the ovary as
though inserted: opposed
to kypogynous.

e>pig-y*iy (e-pij's-ni), n.
J

le fact or quality of 1

*

~*
nous.
p-sy (ep'9-lep'si), n.^

<*"-; I*, epilepsia;

^KST'
to seized -,a chronic disease of
PBrt****,,*^ ^y convulsions and,

facing .

' "

^ et L. epi-

orliaving the
ft* a person

ogue; L. epilogus vrx. cy
peroration < epilegem, to
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upon -J- legein, to say, speak], 1. a closing section
added to a novel, play, etc., providing further com-
ment, interpretation, or information. 2. a short
speech or poem spoken to the audience by one of
the actors at the end of a play. 3. the actor or actors
who speak this.

Ep-i-me-theus (ep'o-me'thi-os, ep'a-me'thus), n. [L.;
Gr. Epimetheus, lit., "Afterthinker'], in Greek mythology,
a Titan, the brother of Prometheus and husband of
Pandora: he was given the task, by the gods, of
making man and the animals, and distributing the
various faculties to them.

ep-i-nas-ty (ep's-nas'ti), n. [< epi- -f Gr. nastos, -pressed
close; + -y], in botany, the condition in which an
organ, as a leaf, turns downward because of the more
rapid growth of the upper layers of cells: opposed
to hyponasty.
ep-i-neph-iin (ep'a-nef'rin), n. epinephrine.
ep-i-neph-rine (ep's-nefrin, epVnef'ren), n. [< epi-
+ Gr. nephros, kidney; -f -ine], 1. the hormone
produced by the adrenal glands. 2. a drug made from
the adrenal glands of animals, or synthetically: see
adrenalin*

ep'i'neu'ri'Utn (ep'o-nyoor'i-gm), n. [Mod. L. < epi-
-f- Gr. neuron, a nerve], the layer of connective tissue

surrounding a peripheral nerve.

E-piph-a-ny (i-pif'g-ni), n. [pi. EPIPHANIES (-niz)], [ME.
epiphani; OFr. epiphanie: LL. epiphania; Gr. epiph-
aneia, appearance < epiphainein, to show forth, mani-
fest; ept-, upon + phainein, to show], 1. [e-], an
appearance or manifestation of a god or other super-
natural being. 2. in most Christian churches, a yearly
festival, held January 6, commemorating the revealing
of Jesus as the Christ to the Gentiles in the persons
of the Magi at Bethlehem: also called Twelfth Night.
epi phe-nom-e-non (ep'i-fa-nom's-non')* n. [pi. EPI-
PHENOMENA (-re)], [Mod. L.], 1. a phenomenon that
occurs with and seems to result from another. 2. in
medicine, a secondary or additional occurrence in the
course of a disease.

ep i-phys I al (ep's-fiz'i-al), adj. of, or

. EPIPHYSES (-sezOL [Mod.
, --. * ^ , upon, excrescence < epi~

phyein, to grow upon; epi-, upon + phyein, to grow],
1. that part of a bone which is at first separated from
the main jpart by cartilage, but later fuses with it

by ossification, 2. the pineal body.
ep-i-phyte (ep'a-fit')t n. [epi- + -phyte], 1. a non-
parasitic plant that grows on anotner plant but gets
its nourishment from the air, as certain orchids, mosses,
and lichens; air plant. 2. a fungus that is a parasite
on an animal.

ep-i-phyt-ic (ep'a-fit'ik), adj* having the nature of an
epiphyte.

"cal (en'a-fit'i-kTL adi. eumhvtic.
Gr.

pi-ro-gen-ic ^e-pi'rs-jen'iK;, aaj. epeirogenic.
hi-rog-e-ny (ep^-rojVni), n. epeirogeny.
pi-rus (e-m'ros), n. a former country in the north-
western part of ancient Greece: see Greece, map.

Epis., Epistle.
Epis., Episc., 1. Episcopal. 2. Episcopalian.
e-pis-co-pa*cy (i-pis'kQ-po-si), n. [pi. EPISCOPACIES
(-siz)], [< LL. episcopates, office of a bishop < episcopus,
bishop; Gr. episkopos, overseer, watcher < episkopein,
to look upon, examine; epi-, upon + skopein, to look],
1. the system of church government by bishops. 2.

the position, rank, or term of office of a bishop; epis-
copate. 3. bishops collectively.

e-pis-co-pal (i-pis'ka-p'l), adj. [Fr. Episcopal; LL.
episcopalis; see EPISCOPACY], 1. of or governed by
bishops, 2. [E-], designating or of any of various
chturches governed by bishops, as the Protestant

Episcopal or the Anglican Church.

E-pis-co-pa-li-an (i-pis'ks-pali-on, i-p

adj. 1. [e-], of church government ^

Episcopal, n. 1. [ej a member of an episcopal
church or a person believing in episcopal government.
2. a member of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

E-pis-co-pa-li-an-ism (i-pis'ka-pali-on-iz'm, i-pisOca-

pal'yan-iz'm)! n. the beliefs and ritual of Episcopalians.
e-pis co-paHsm (i-pis'ks-pl-iz'm), n, the theory or
doctrine that the authority to govern a church rests
in a body: of bishops and not in any individual: it

was rejected by the Vatican Council of the Roman
Catholic Church in 1870. !

e-pis-co-pate (i-pis'ka-rpit, i-pis^-pa^),
J

ft. [se EP^S-

;Y|, I. the position, rankr or term of office of &
__^', 2. a bishop's see. 3. bishops c^6Ueetively:

'

e-pis-co-pa-ture (i-pis'ks-pa-chioor^)
1

, i^i an episcopate

coming in besides < epi-, besides 4- eisodos, an entrance
< w- into + hodos* way, roadj, 1. the part of an
ancient Greek tragedy between two choral songs: it

corresponds to an act. 2. in a novel, poem, etc., any
part of the story, or a digression, that is complete in

itself; incident. 3. any; event or series of events com-
plete in itself but forming part of a larger one: as, an
episode in the war. 4. any installment of a serialized

story or drama. 5. in music, any incidental passage
between repetitions of the main theme, especially an
a fugue or rondo. SYN. see occurrence.

ep-i-sod-ic (ep'9-sod'ik), adj. 1. having the nature of
an episode; incidental, 2. divided into episodes*

ep-i-sod-i'Cal (ep'9-sod'i-kl), adj. episodic.
ep-i-sod-i-caHy (epVsod'i-kl-i, epVsod'ik-K), adv. in
an episodic manner; in episodes.

ep-i-spas-tic (epVspas'tik), adj. [Gr. epispastikos,
drawing to oneself, adapted < epispastos, drawn upon
oneself < epispan, to draw upon; epi-, upon -f span,
to draw^, suck], in medicine, causing blistering or a
serous discharge, n. a blistering agent; vesicant.

ep-i-stax-is (ep'a-stak'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. epistazein,
to bleed at the nose; epi-, upon + stazein, to fall in
drops], in medicine, nosebleed; nasal hemorrhage.

e-pis te-mo-logi cal (i-pis'ta-ms-loj'i-k'l), adj. having
to do with epistemplojgy.

e'pis*te'iiiol*o-gy (i-pis'ta-mol'9-ji), n. [pi. EPISTEMOI*-
OGIES (-jiz)l, [< Gr. episfeme, knowledge; -f 4ogy], the
study or theory of tne origin, nature, methods* and
limits of knowledge.

ep-i-ster-nal (ep'a-stftr'nl), adj. of, on, or near the
episternum.
ep-i-ster-num (epVstftr'nam), n. [pi. EPISTERNA (-na)],
[Mod. L.; see EPI- & STERNUM], 1. the uppermost
part of the sternum in iriammals; manubrium. 2. the
bone between the clavicles and in front of the sternum
in certain vertebrates: interclavide.

e pis tie (i-pis'l), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. efistol*. epistula;
Gr. epistole, a letter, message < eptstettein, to send
to; epi-, upon, to -{- stellein, to send, summon], 1. a
letter, especially a long.formal, instructive letter:
now used humorously. 2. [E-], a) in the New Testament,
any of the letters written by an Apostle: abbreviated
Ep. Epis. b) a selection, usually from these Epistles,
read as part of Mass, Communion, etc. in various
churches.

e'pis-to-lar*y (i-pis'ta-ler'i), adj.
epistolaris < epistola{ see EPISTLEI. .

to letters or letter writing. 2. conjtained in, conducted
by, or made up of letters.

ep'i-style (ep'i-stil'), n. [L. epistyliumj Gr. epistylion <
epi-, upon + stylos, column], an architrave.

ep4;taph (ep'^taf'. ep's-tat'), n. [ME. e$faf; OPr.
epitapne; L. epitaphium, eulogy; Gr. epitapjw>$* at the
tomb < epi-, upon, at + tapnos, tomb < tkaptein, to

bury], 1. an inscription on a tomb, in memory of a
dead person^ hence, 2. a short composition in prose
or verse, written as a tribute to a dead person.

ep-i-tha-ia-mi-on (ep'i-ths-la'mi-sn), n. w. EPITHA-
LAMIA (-9)], ][< Mod. L. & Gr.; Gr. eptthalamion],
an epithalamium.
ep-i-tha-la-mi-um (ep'i-tha-la'mi-om), n.\fl. EPITHA-
LAMIUMS (-smz), EPiTHALAMiA (-a)]% [L.; Gr. epithala-
mion < epithalamios, nuptial < epi-, at 4- thalamos,
bride chamber], a song or poem in honor of a bride or
bridegroom, or of bothj nuptial song.

ep-i-the-li-al (ep'o-the
/
h-d), adj. of, or having the

nature of, epithelium.
ep-i-the-li-o-ma (ep'd-theli-o'mo), n. M. EPITHELIO
MATA (-ta), EPiTHELiOMAS (-maz)], [Mod, L. < epi-
thelium + -oma], a malignant tumor of epithelial cells,

particularly of the skin, mouth, larynx, or urinary
bladder.

ep'i-the-li'iimt (ep'a-thefli-am), n. [pi. EPITHELIUMS
(-amz), EPITHELIA (^)] f [Mod. L. < Gr. epi-, upon -j-

thele, nipple] cellular tissue that covers surfaces, forms
glands, and lines most cavities of the body: it consists
of one or several layers of cells with only Ettle inter-
cellular material.

ep-i-thet (ep'a-thet'), n. [L. epitheton; Gr. eJpM&ton <
epitithena%l

to put on; epi-, on + tithenai', to put],
1. an adjective, noun, or phrase expressing some
quality considered characteristic of a person or ihing:
as, that black-hearted villain. 2. a descriptive name
or title applied to a person: as, lyan the Terrible*

eprl-tJ&et-ic (epVthet'ik), adj. epithetkal.
ep-i-thet i cal (ep'9-thet'i-k'l), adj. 1. of or used as
an epithet. 2. full of epithets.
e-pito-me (i-pit's-mi), n. [pi. EPITOMES (-miz)]f [L.;
Gr. epitome, abridgment <: epitemnem, to cut short,
cut upon; ep*r t upon + temnein, to cut], 1, a short
statement ofthe main, points ojf a book^ report, incident,
etc.; abstract; sumunairy.; 21 a oart cr thin that is

representative or iby^cal of the characteristics ;or

general quality of t|s^ ^fhoje. SYN. see abridgment.

[Fr. tpislolaire; L.
B], 1, of or suitable

^VfjiMi

mi yet; chm;.she; ,

*
(asfin able (S'bl); Pr. bAl; , 30V.

hypothetiLpal;
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(i-pH/o-mIz') f v.t. [EPITOMIZED (-

EPITOMIZING], to make or be an epitome of.

ep-i'zo-on (epVzo'on), n. [pi. EPIZOA (-a)J [Mod. L.;

epi- ^ Gr. s&ion, animal |, a parasite on the outside of
an animal's body.

ep>*izoot*ic (ep'i-zo-ot'ik), adj. {Fr. epi%ootigue < epi-
wMe, epizooty, formed by analogy with epidemie (see

EPIDEMIC) < Gr. epf, upon + zoion, animal], designating
a disease temporarily prevalent among many animals.
n. a disease of this kind.

ep'i-zo-o-ty (ep'a-zo's-ti), n. an epizootic disease.

|e plu-ri-bus lignum (e ploor'^bss u'nom), [L,], out
of many, one : a motto of the United States.

ep-och (ep'ok; chiefly Brit,, e'pok), n. [LL. epocha; Gr.

epochs, a check, cessation, pause < epechein, to hold
in, check < epi-, upon + echein, to hold], 1. the

beginning of a new and important period in the history
of anything: as, the invention of radio marked an epoch
in communication. 2. a period of time considered in
terms of noteworthy and characteristic events, de-

velopments, persons, etc.: as, an epoch of social revolu-
tion. 3. in astronomy\ a) an arbitrary date for which are
given the relative data determining the position of a

heavenly; body, b) the position of the heavenly body
at that time. 4. in geology, a subdivision of a geological
period: as, the Eocene Epoch: see also era, period, age.
&YN. see period.

ep'Och*al (ep'o-k'l), adj. of, characteristic of, or mark-
ing an epoch.
ep-och-mak-ing (ep'ak-mak'ip, e'pok-mak'irj), adj.
beginning a new epoch; causing new trends or im-
portant developments.
ep-ode (ep'od), n. [Fr. epode; L. epodos; Gr. epoidos,

aftersong, lit., singing, or sung, to music < epaeidein,
to sing to accompaniment < epi-,

t
upon -f aeidein, to

sing; see ODE], 1. a form of lyric poem in which a
short line follows a longer one: it was used by Horace.
2. that part of a lyric ode which follows the strophe
and antistrophe.
ep-o-nym (ep'o-nim'), n. [< Gr. eponymos; see EPON-
YMOUS], 1. a real or mythical person from whose
name the name of a nation, institution, etc. is derived
or is supposed to have been derived: as, William Penn
is the epomym of Pennsylvania. 2. a) a person whose
name has become closely associated with some period,
movement, theory, etc. 6) the name applied to the
period, etc., as Elizabethan or Einsteinian.

e|H>fi*y-inous (e-pon's-mss), adj. [Gr. eponymos <
epi-, upon + onyma, a name], I. giving one's name
to a people, nation, etc.: as, an eponymous founder.
2. of an eponym.

ep o pee (epVpe', epVpe'), n. [Fr. epopee; Gr. epopoiia,
the making ^of epics < epopoios, epic poet < epos,
song -^ potein, to make], 1. an epic poem. 2. epic
poetry.
ep*O'poeia (ep's-pe'a), n. [Mod. L.], epopee.
ep-os (ej/os), n. [L.; Gr. epos; see EPIC], 1. epic poetry.
2. a primitive ejdc poem, handed down by word of
mouth. 3, a series of epic events.

ep-si-Ion (ep/sa-lon', ep'sQ-fon), n. [Gr.; e, e + psilon,
plain, simple], the fifth letter of the Greek alphabet
(B, e), corresponding to English Et e, sounded as in
let: see alphabet, table.

Epsom (ep'sam;, n. a town in England, south of
London: pop., 27,000: site of Epsom Downs, where
the Derby is run.

Epsom salts (or salt), [< Epsom, England, famous
for its mineral waters], a white, crystalline salt, mag-
nesium sulfate, MgSCWHzO, used chiefly as a cathartic.

Ep-stein, Sir Jacob (ep'stin), 1880-1959; British
sculptor, born in the United States.

Ep.worth League (ep'werth), [after Epwarth, England,
birthplace of John Wesley], an American organization
of young people of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
founded at Cleveland, Ohio, in 1889, to promote an
intelligent interest in the activities of the church.

eq., 1. equal. 2. equalizer. 3. equation. 4. equator.
5. equivalent.

eq-ua-bil-i-ty (ek'wa-bilVti, S'kws-bil'o-ti) , n. [L.
aequabilitas], the quality or state of being equable.

eq-ua-ble (ek'wa-bl, e'kwg-b'l), adj. [L. aequabilis <
aequare, to make equal < aequus, equal], 1. not
varying or fluctuating much; steady; uniform; as, an
equable temperature. 2. even; tranquil; serene: as,
an equable temperament. SYN. see steady,

eq-ua-bly (ek'wa-bli, e'kwa-bli), attv. in an equable
manner.

e-qual (e'kwol), adj. [ME.; L. aequalis, equal < aequus,
plain, even, flat], 1. of the same quantity, size, number,
value, degree, intensity, etc. : abbreviated cq. 2. having
the same rights, privileges, ability, rank, etc. (with
to or with) : as, I am equal with him in skill, 3. evenly
proportioned; balanced or uniform in effect or opera-
tion. 4. [Archaic], fair; just; impartial. 5. [Archaic],
level; smooth and flat. 6. [ObsJ, equable, n. any
thing or person that is equal: as, this book is the
equal of the other.) v,t. [EQUALED or EQUALLED (-kwald),
EQUALING or EQUALLING], 1. [Archaic], to make equal;
equalize. 2. to be equal to; match. 3. to do or make

something equal to: as, you can equal his record. 4. to

recompense in full, SYN. see same,
equal to, haying the necessary ability, strength,
power, capacity, or courage for,

e qual i-tar-i-an (i-kwalVttr'i-sn, i-kw&l'a-taVi-an),
aaj. of, or holding, the belief that all men should have
equal political and social rights. 7?. a person who
holds this belief.

e-quaH-ty (i-kwal'a-ti, i-kw61'a-ti), n. [pi. EQUALITIES
(-tiz)j, [OPr. iqualite; L. aequalitas], state or instance
of being equal; especially, the state of being equal in

political, economic, and social rights.

e-qual-i-za-tion (e'kwa-la-za'shsn), n. an equalizing or

being equalized.
e-qual ize (e'kwal-Iz'). v.t. [EQUALIZED (-TzdQ, EQUAL-
IZING], 1. to make equal. 2. to make uniform.

e-qual-iz-er (e'kwal-Iz'er) , n. 1 . a person who equalizes.
2. a thing that equalizes; especially, an electrical con-
ductor of low resistance, used to equalize voltages:
abbreviated eq.
e-quaMy (e'kwsl-i), adv. in an egual manner; in or to
an equal extent or degree; uniformly; impartially.

equal mark (or sign), the arithmetical sign (=),
indicating that the terms on either side of the sign
are equal: as, 2 -f 2 =* 4.

e qua-nim-i-ty (e'kwa-nim'a-ti, ek'wa-nim'a-ti), n.

[L. aequanimitas < aequanimis < aequus, even, plain
+ animus, the mind], the quality of remaining calm
and undisturbed; evenness of mind or temper; com-
posure.
SYN. equanimity implies an inherent evenness of temper
or disposition that is not easily disturbed; composure implies
the disciplining of one's emotions in a trying situation or
habitual self-possession in the face of excitement; serenity
implies a lofty, clear peace of mind that is not easily clouded
by ordinary stresses or excitements; nonchalance implies a
casual indifference to or a cool detachment from situations
that might be expected to disturb one emotionally; sang-froid
implies great coolness and presence of mind in dangerous or

trying circumstances.

e-quate (i-kwaf), v.t. [EQUATED (-id), EQUATING], [< L.

aequatus, pp. of aequare , to make equal < aequus,' see

EQUAL], 1. in mathematics, to state or express the
equality of; put in

^
the form of an equation, 2. to

make equal or equivalent; treat, regard, or express
as equal or equivalent.

e-qua-tion (i-kwa'zhon, i-kwa'shsn), n. [ME. equadon;
L. aequatiolt 1. an equating or being equated. 2. a)
variation in computation due to personal errors in

observation, judgment, etc., or the correction to com-
pensate for this: in full, personal equation. 6) the
amount of such error or correction, as in astronomical
computations. 3. in chemistry, an expression in which
symbols and formulas are used to represent a chemical
reaction: as, H2S0 4 + 2NaCl 2HC1 -f NasSCX. 4. in
mathematics, an expression of equality between two
quantities, as shown by the equal mark (): as, a
quadratic equation. Abbreviated cq,

e-qua-tor (i~kwa/teY), n. [ME.^ & LL. aequator < L.
aequare; see EQUABLE], 1. an imaginary circle around
the earth, equally distant at all points from both the
North Pole and the South Pole: it divides the earth's
surface into the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern
Hemisphere. 2. any circle that divides a sphere or
other body into two^ equal and symmetrical parts.
3. in astronomy, the imaginary circle formed by the
intersection of the plane of the earth's equator with
the observed celestial sphere: in full, celestial equator.
Abbreviated eq.

e-qua-to-rl-al (e'kwa-tdr'i-al, ek'w9~to'ri-al), adj. 1. of
or near the earth's equator. 2, of an equator. 3. like
or characteristic of conditions near the earth's equator:
as, equatorial heat. n. a telescope mounted in such a
way as to have two axes of motion, one (called polar
axis) parallel to the earth's axis, the other (called
decimation axis) perpendicular to it: by rotation on
the polar axis it can follow the apparent motion of a
heavenly body.

ea-uer-ry (ek'wSr-i; occas. k-kwer'i), n. [pi. EQUERRIES
(-is)], [Fr. icurie; OPr. escurie; |prob. < ML. scuria,
scura, a stable < OHG. sciura, a shed; associated in
Eng. with L. equus? horse], L formerly, an officer in
charge of the horses of a royal or noble household. 2. a
personal attendant on some member of the king's
family, as in England.

e-queS'tri-an (i-kwes'tri-sn), adj. [< L. equester < eques,
horseman < equus, a horse; + -ian], I. of horses,
horsemen, horseback riding, or horsemanship. 2. on
horseback, or^so represented: as, an equestrian statue.
n. a rider or circus performer on horseback.

e ques-tri-enne (i-kwes'tri-enOt " [< equestrian + Fr.
fern, suffix ~enne], a girl or woman who rid.es or performs
on horseback.

e-qui- (e'kwa-, e"'kwi) , [< L, aequus, equal], a, combining
lorm meaning equal, equally, as in eg^nalent, equidistant,

e-qui-an-gu-lar (e^wi-ajp'gypp-l^r),, adj. having all

angles equaL
e-qui dis-tance (e'kwa-dis^tens), n. equal distance,
e qui-dis tant (e'kws-dis'tont), adjw



eqi[trilateral

equHat eral (e'kwa-lat'gr-al), adj. [LL. aeqnilateralis
< L. aequus, equal 4- lotus, lat-

eris, side], having aU sides equal:
as, an equilateral triangle, n. 1.

a figure having equal sides. 2. a
side exactly equal to another or
others.

e-quiM-brant (e-kwil's-brsnt),
n* [Fr. equUibrant, ppr. of equil-
ibrer, to equilibrate < eqmUbre,
equilibrium < L. aeguilibrium;
see EQUILIBRIUM], in physics, a EQUILATERAL
force or combination or forces TRIANGLE
that can balance another force or forces.

e-qui U brate (e'kwa-K'brat, i-kwilVbrat'), v.t. & vd.

[EQUILIBRATED (-id), EQUILIBRATING], [< LL. aequ&i-
oratust in equilibrium, level (taken as pp. of *aequili-
brare} < L. aequus, equal -f libra, balance], to bring into
or be in equilibrium; balance or counterbalance.

e-qui li bra tion (e'kwa-K-brS'shsn, i-kwilVbrS'shsn),
n. an equilibrating or being equilibrated.

e-qui-li bra-tor (e
rkw9-li/bra-tlr, i-kwil'a-bra'ter), n. a

thing that equilibrates; device that helps maintain
equilibrium.

e-quil ibrlst (i-kwil'o-brist), n. [Fr, iquUibriste < tqui-
Ubre; see EQUILIBRANT], a performer who does tricks of

balancing, as a tightrope walker.

e-quMib-ri-um (e'kwd-lib'ri-am), n. M. EQUILIBRIUMS
(^amz), EQUILIBRIA (-9)1, [L. aequiliorium < aequttib-
m, evenly balanced < aequus, even, equal -f Iwra, a
balance], 1, a state of balance or equality between
opposing forces. 2. a state of balance or adjustment of

conflicting desires, interests, etc. 3. in chemistry, the
stage in a reversible chemical change at which the
products of the forward or direct reaction are consumed
by the reverse reaction at the same rate as they are
formed. 4. in radioactivity, the stage of a radioactive
material at which the rate of disintegration and the
rate of formation are equal.

eq-ui-mo-lec-u-lar (e'kwi-naa-lek'yoo-ler), adj. having
saa. equal number of molecules.
e-quine (e'kwin), adj. [L. equinus < eauus, horse], of,
like, or characteristic of a horse, n. a horse.

e-qui-noc-tial (e'kwa-nok'shsl), adj. [ME. equinoxial;
L. aequinoctialis], 1. relating to either of the equinoxes.
2. occurring at <^r about the time of the equinox, when
night and day are equal in length* 3. equatorial, n.
L the celestial equator. 2. a storm, occurring at or
about the time of either of the equinoxes.

equinoctial circle (or line), the celestial equator: when
the sun crosses it, the days and nights are equally long
in all parts of the earth.

e-qui-nox (e'kwa-noks'), n. [Fr. equinoxe; LL. aequinox-
ium; L. aequinoctium < aequus, equal + nox, night], 1.

the time when the sun crosses the equator, making
night and day of equal length in all parts of the earth:
tlie vernal equinox occurs

1

about Majcck 21, the au^um-
nal equinox about September '22*3$^ 'j ^jell^erjOl'tl^
two poiniis on^he, celestial equator -TOece Jfee^/sjm
crosses it on these dates: also called equinoctial point.

fifQJuip (i-kwipO^u*^- [EQUIPPED, (-kwipfj), EQUIPPIN^J,
[Ft. equiper; Olfk eduiper^ esqmp^, to .e^pBark, put
out to sea,; prob. < AS. scipian, to embark < scip (see

SHIP) ; or ? < ON. sk^pd^ to arrange, ni'ak ready], . to
furnisn witjh the necessi|ass foir^an, undertaking; fit out;:

as, the soldiers were equtfpedfor battle; nence, 2. tb

prepare mteUectiMJy; train. 3. to dress (oneself) for a
certain purpose. SxN. see furnish.

k

eq-ui-page (ek'wonpij), n* (OFr^ < equiper; see EQUIP],
f. the furnishings, accessories, or outfit of a ship, army,
expedition, etc.; equipment.,, 2. a carriage, especially
one^th^hoifses and liveried servants. 3. JArchaic], 0)
toilet articles. 6) a case for these. 4. [Archaic],

1

retinue;
train; following, as of a person of rank-j

'

,,',?j>

e-quip-ment (i-kwip'mant) , n.
'

1 . aa equipping: or being
equipped. 2. whatever "a person, raoup, or thpag, is

e^ui^ed yi%,furnttings;\out^ 3. in
' -

Mftur. g'lcwa-po^z^, n.
\yu*~ +ptns$l,

iion of weight; state of balance, or

e qui pol len cy
e-qui-poMent

i atqmpollens <
to be strong], 1. equal m
2, equivalent in meaning
pollent.

r.tc
r Jtaeamng, e|c.
eqiMRoleace, , .,

,

'

$qaipoUe%^ L.
, ppr. of pottere,

weight, validity, etc.

equi-

quipondtrans, ppr. of aequiponderare < L.

eqixal -f ponderare, to weigh], of the same weight;
evenly balanced (often with to or with}.

e-qui-pon-der-ate (elcwa-poa'dgr-at
7
), v-t [BOurpON-

I>ERATED (-id), EQUIPONDERATING], [< pp. of ML.
OMwponderare; see BQUIPONIXBRANTL 1. to comiter-
balance. 2. to make evenly balanced.

e-qui-po ten-tial (e^kwi-po-ten'shal), edj. 1. having
equal potentiality or power. 2. in physics, of the same
potential.
eq-ui-se-tum (ek'wa-se'tam), n. \pL BQUISETUMS
(-tamz), EQUISETA (-te)], [L. equisaetum, equisetum,
horsetail < eqnus, h^jcse -jr saeta* seta, bristle], any of a
genus of flowerless plants with hard, jointed stems,
useful in preventing erosion ;

the horsetail ; scouringrush.
eq-ui-ta-ble (ek'wf-ts-bl), adj. [Fr. tquUable <
f. characterized by equity; fair; just: said of actions,
results of actions, etc. 2. in law* ) having to do with
equity, as distinguished from common or statute law.
b) valid in eauity.

eq*ui-ta-bly (ek'wi-td-blT) , adv. in an equitable manner;
according to the principles of equity.
eq ui tant (ek'wi-tant), adj. [L. eqmtans, ppr. of egm-
tare; see EQUITATION], in botany, overlapping: said of
leaves whose bases overlap the leaves within or above
them, as in the iris.

eq-ui ta-tion (ek'wi-ta'shan) , n. PU equitatio < eguitotots,

pp. of equitare, to ride < eques, horseman < equusf

horse], tne art of riding on horseback; horsemansli|p.
eq-ui-tes (ek'wa-teV)/ n.pl. [L., pi. of eques; see BQUES-
TRJANl, members of a specially privileged class of
citizens in ancient Rome, from which the cavalry was
formed i equestrian order of knights.

eq*iii'ty (ek'wa-ti), n. [pL EQUITIES (-tia)], [ME. eqmtee;
OFr, equitS; L. aeguitas, equality < aequus, equal], 1.

fairness; impartiality; justice. 2. anything that is fair
or equitable. 3. the value of property beyond the total
amount owed on it. 4. in law, a) resort to general
principles of fairness and justice whenever existing law
is inadequate. &) a system of rules and doctrines, as in
the United States, supplementing common and statute
law and superseding such law when it proves inadequate
for just settlement, c) an equitable right or claim.
d) an eauity of redemption.
equity of redemption, the right of a mortgagor to
redeem his forfeited estate by payment of capital and
interest within a reasonable time: it is granted by a
court of equity.

e-quiy-a-lence (i-kwiv'a-bns), n. [Fr. Equivalence; ML,
aequivalentia < LL. aequivalens], 1. the condition, o!
being equivalent; equality^ of quantity, va.

meaning, etc. 2. in chemistry, equaEtry of >

capacity ; the principle that different weights, o| c

substances are equivalent in r '^ -*---

e quiv-a-lent (i-twiv
f
a-lant^ f T w ,r .

1

ppr. of aequivalere, to Have equal , ,

equal 4- valere. $o be st^^ngj, ,1, equal 'in quantity,
value* toirce^ meai^ng* etc. 21 in chemistry, Having tEe
same valence. 3. in geometry, equal in area^ volume,
etc., but mot of the same shape, n. 1., an equivalent
thing. 2. in chemistry, ithe quantity by weight (of a
substance) that combines with one gram of hydrogen
or eight grams of oxygen. Abbreviated; ei, equiv.
SYN. see same.

e quiv-o-cal (i-kwiv's-k'l), aif/. [< LL. aegnwocus (see

EQUIVOCATE) ; 4- -aZ], 1. that can have more than one
interpretation ; havingtwo or more meanings ; purposely
vtfgue, misteacfeg, or amlaguottss as, an equivocal reply.
2. uncertain; undecided; doubtful: as, an equivocal out-
come. 3. suspicious; questionable; as, equivocal conduct.
SYN* see obscure.

e-quiv-o-cate (i-lynvV-JcatO* v.f. [EQUIVOCATED (-id
1

).

EQUIVOCATiN<j]i
M

Ifn aeqjmocatus, pp. of ae^uivocari,
to have the same sound, be called by the same name <
aequivocus, of like sound < 1^ aequus, equal 4- vox,

vocis, voice, souiiid], to use equivocal teems in order tp
deceive or mislead; be purposely ambiguous; hedge.
SYN. see lie. w >

K -
,

t \ov -

,

'

5

eating, 2. an eqiiwocal, of ambiguous, expression^
e-quiv-o*ca-tor (^-kwiv'd-ka'tgr), "U. a person wlio
''equivocates. >

i
'

eq-ui-voque, equi-voke (eVwi-vokO* [< J^r. or
LL. ; Fr. equivoque; LL. aequivocus; see EQUIVOCATE],
1. an ambiguous expression or term. 2. a) a pun.

equus, a
equajtoi; see

,
, ,

e qui-pon-der-ance (e'kwa-pon'dgr-ans) , ; n. I F [< equi-
ponderant], equality of weight; equilibrium; balance.

e-qui-pen-der-an-cy (e'kwa-pon'der-an-si), ^ n. equi-

r

E-quule-us (i-kwooli-ss)* , ,

horse], a very small constellation on
{

t, chart.,

n; tip, % M fr Pj, JwwffrjiJnterf* a con-
expression of the. sound often made by

a speaker when hesitating briejp^^ vocalbed, pause*.
t' i (&r),5 a/ /suffix

"

meanings: JfU



Er
492 encaceous

*-arj; reinforced by L, -arius, -orium, agentive suffixes,
(Anglo-Fr. ~er, -4er), L. -arem (OFr. -er}, L. -aturam
(OPr. -Sure), L. -atorium (OFr. -$or, Pr. -oir)> L.
-atorem (OPr. -?or)J, aj added to nouns, meaning a
person hamng to do with, as in hotter , cottager: also
-4r or -ycr after -IP and in a few words with Anglo-
French -ier, as in lawyer, hosier, b) added to place
names, meaning a person limng in, as in New Yorker,
c) in coEoauial usage, added to nouns, noun com-
pounds, and noun phrases, meaning a thing or action
connected with, as in diner, double-header, d) added to
verbs, meaning a person or thing that, as in sprayer,
roller; see also ~ar, -or. 2. [ME. -re, -er; AS. -ra],
added to many adjectives and adverbs to form the
comparative degree, as in later, greater. 3. [ME.:
Anglo-Fr. inf. suffix], added to verb bases in legal

language, meaning the action of ing, as in demurrer,
wawer. 4. [ME. -ren, -rien; AS. -rian, freq. suffix],
added to verbs and verb bases, meaning repeatedly, as
in flicker, plotter.

Er, in chemistry* erbium.
e-ra (eY's), n. [LL. aera, era; earlier senses, "counters,"
**!texns of account" < pi. of L. aes, aeris, brass], 1. a
system of reckoning time by numbering the years
from some important occurrence or given point of
time: as, the Christian Era is dated from approximately
four years after Jesus' birth. 2. an event or date that
marks the beginning of a new or important period in
the history of something. 3. a period of time measured
from some important occurrence or date. 4. a period
of time considered in terms of noteworthy and char-
acteristic events, developments, men, etc.: as, an era
of progress. 5. any of the five main divisions of geo-
logical time: as, the Paleozoic Era: see also epoch,
period, age. SYN. see period.

e-ra-di-ate (e-ra'di-atO, v.i. & v.t. to shoot out, as light
rays; radiate.
e-radi cable (i-rad'i-ka-b'l), adf. that can be eradi-
cated.

e-rad'I-cate (i-*ad'i-kat'), v.t. [ERADICATED (-id),
ERADICATING}, [L. eradicates, pp. of eradicare, to root
out < es out + radix, radicis, a root], 1. to tear out
by the roots; uproot; hence, 2. to get rid of; wipe
out; destroy; annihilate. SYN. see exterminate.
erad-ica tion fi-rad'i-ka'shan), n. an eradicating or
beinsK eradicated; total destruction; annihilation.

e-rad-i-ca tive {i-radl-ka'tiv, i-rad^-ka-tiv), adf. eradi-
cating or tending to eradicate.

e-rad-f-ca-tor (i-rad'i-ka'ter), n. a person or thing that
eradicates: chemical ink removers are called eradicators.
erasable (i-raVa-bl), adj. that can be erased.
e-rase (i-ras'), v.t. [ERASED (-rast'), ERASING], [< L.
erasns, pp. of eradere, to scratch out; e~, out -f radere,
to scrape, scratch], 1. to rub, scrape, or wipe out, as
written or engraved letters; efface; expunge. 2. to
ranove all marks of; obliterate, as from the mind.
3. [Slang}, to kill.

STFflt. euaW implies & scrapMg or rubHng out of something
wifttof or drawn, or figuratively, the removal of an Impression;
to^ expunge is 1p remove or wipe out completely} efface im-
plies a Xtttrang out from a surface, and, in, extended use, suggests
a destroying of the ^distinguishing marks, or even of the very
existence, or something; obliterate implies a thorough blotting
out of something so that all visible traces of it are removed;
delete implies the marking of written or printed matter for
removal, or the removal of the matter itself,

e-ras;er (i-raVer), n. a thing that erases; specifically, a
device made of rubber, for erasing marks made with
ink or pencil, or a pad of felt or cloth, for removing
chalk marks from a blackboard.

a-ra sion
tf-ra'zhan), n. 1. an erasing. 2. in surgery,

tne removal of diseased tissue by scraping with a
curette.

E-ras-ml-an (i-raz'mi-Qn) , adj. of Desidecius Erasmus
or his ideas, n. a follower of Erasmus.

E-ras-mus (i-raz'mas), [LL. < Gr. erasmios, lovely <
eran, to love], a masculine name.

E-ras-mua, Des'i-der-i-iia (des'i-deVi-os i-raz'mas),
(born Gerhard Gerhards), 1466P-1536; Dutch humanist,
theologian, and writer.

E-ras-tfaii (i-ras'chan, i-ras'ti-an) adf. of or supporting
JLnpmas Erastus or his doctrines* especially that advo-
cating the supreme authority o! the state in church
matters, n. a follower of Erastaa or bis doctrines,
Erastus (i-ras'tas), [L.; Gr. Erastos, lit., beloved,
lovely < eran, to love], a masculine name.

E-ras tus, Thomas (i-ras'tas), 1524-1583; German-
owiss theologian and physician.

era-sure (i-ra'shgr, i-ra'zhgr), n. 1. an erasing. 2. an
erased word, mark, etc. 3. the place on a surface
wher$ some word, mark, etc. has been erased.E
^"
a
'J9 (er 9

:
t
,
5 ) n- tL- Gr - Erato], in Greek mythology,

tne Muise of lyric poetry and love poetry.
Er-a-tos the nes (er'a-tos'th^nez'), n. Greek mathe-
_matician and astronomer; 3d century B.C.
Er bil (er-bel'), n. Arbela, Iraq: the modern name.
erbium

flfc^bi-om).
n. (Mod. L. < Ytterby, Sweden,

where gadohmte, the mineral containing this sub-
stance, is found], a metallic chemical element of the

rare-earth group: symbol, Br, E; at. wt. 167.2: at.
no., 68.

ere (&r), prep. [ME.; AS. asr, adv., prep., conj.; akin to
G. eher, ehe; orig. compar. as seen in the cognate
Goth, airis, airiza, earlier < air, early; IE. base *aier-,
dawn < *ai-, to burn, shine], [Archaic or Poetic], before
(in time), con/. [Archaic or Poetic], 1. before. 2.
sooner than; rather than.

Er-e-bus (er'g-bas), n. [L.: Gr. Erebos], in Greek myth-
ology, the dark place under the earth through which
the dead passed before entering Hades.
Erebus, Mount, a volcanic mountain in Victoria Land,
Antarctica: height, 13,202 ft.

Er*ech-thei'On (er'ik-thi'on), n. the Erechtheum.
Er-ech-the-um (er'ik-the'am), n. [Gr. Erechtheion <
Erechtheus, lit., the render, a mythical king of Athens
< erechthein, to rend, break], a temple on the Acropolis
in Athens: it was completed about 409 B.C. and
contains outstanding examples of Ionic architecture.
erect (i-rektO, adf. [L. erectus, pp. of erigere, to set up;
e-, out, up + regere, to make straight], 1. upright;
vertical; pointing upward. 2. bristling; stiff: said of
hair, etc. 3. [Archaic], a) not depressed; uplifted, b)
alert, v.t. 1. to raise or construct (a building, etc.).
2. to set up; cause to arise: as, they erected arbitrary
social barriers. 3. to set in an upright position; raise.
4. to set up; assemble. -5. [Archaic], to establish;
found. 6. in geometry, to construct or draw (a per-
pendicular, figure, etc.) upon a base line. 7. in physi-
ology, to cause to become swollen and hard by being
filled with blood. i/.i. in physiology, to become swollen
and hard by being filled with blood.

e-rec-tile (i-rek't'l, i-rek'til), adf. [Fr. < L. erectus],
that can become erect: used especially to designate
tissue, as in the penis, that becomes swollen and hard
when filled with blood.

e-rec-tiM-ty (i-rek'til'a-ti, g'rek-til'o-ti), n. the con-
dition of being erectile.

e-rec-tion (i-rek'shan), n. 1. an erecting or being
erected. 2. something erected; structure, building, etc.
3. in. physiology, a becoming or being hard and swollen
by filling with blood: said of erectile tissue.

e-rec-tor (i-rek'ter), n. a person or thing that erects.
ere-long (ar'16V)f &dv. [Archaic or Poetic], ere long;
before long; soon.

er-e-mite (er/a-mit'), n. [ME. < OPr. or LL.; OPr.
ermite, hermite; see HERMIT], a hermit; reMgious recluse

er e-mit ic (er'Q-mit'ik), adf. of or characteristic of an
eremite.

er e rait-i-cal (erVmit'i-k'l), adf. eremitic.
ere-now (ar'nouO, adv. [Archaic or Poetic], ere now;
before now: heretofore.

er-e thism (er's-tHz'm), n. [Gr. erethismos, irritation <
erethtzein, to irritate], [Rare], in physiology, extreme
Irritability or sensitivity (of an organ, tissue, etc.).

ere while (|r
/
hfll'}, adv. [ME. erwhile], [Archaic], a

short wMLe befo*r a short time ago.
ere whiles (atliwite'), adv. [Archaic], erewhile.
Er-furi

(eraoprt);
TL a city in Saxony, Germany: pop.,

erg (urg), n. f< Gr. ergon, work], fa physics, the unit of
work of energy m the C.G.S.* (metric) system, being
the amount of work done by one dyne acting through
a distance of one centimeter; ergon: abbreviated e.

Jer-go (ur'go), conf. & adv. [LJ, therefore; consequently:
hence.

er-go-graph (ur'go-graf', ur'go-grSIO, n. [< Gr. ergon,
work; -f -graph], an instrument for measuring and
recording the amount of work done in muscular ex-
ertion: used especially for measuring the rate of fatigue.
er-gom e ter (gr-gomVtSr), n. [< Gr. ergon, work; +
-meter), an instrument for measuring the amount of
energy used or work done.
er-gon (fir'gon), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. ergon, work; see
WORK], m physics, 1. work, in terms of its equivalent
in heat, 2. an erg.

3Jofter-ol (er-gosjto-rol'), n. [< ergot -f steydft, an
alcohol, CisHuO, of high molecular weighty formerly
prepared from ergot but now chiefly from yeast: 'when
exposed to ultraviolet rays it produces a vitamin (0i)
usea to prevent or cure rickets. / *

T^Si^^Jl* 2: ^v?r' <*rgqt, a rooster's spur,nenw (rrom -me shape) the disease growth in* the plant] ,

1. a fungous growth on the grains of* rye; other cereal

plants^ md sonie grasses. 21 the disease 'in which this

3?"f
slLJ- the ^f118 camsimg* tiiis dfeease. 4. the

oned rangua used as a drug to stop bleeding and to
contract muscles, as of tibe uterua during labor.
er-got4sm (mr^ga^t^n^r n. a diseased condition result-
ing from the excessive or improper use of ereot OJP the

_ealang of gram infected with ergot fungus
Er4oTer^k),IScand.; W.BMkr < Gmc. *mzo, honor
(alfln 1$c

:

G. ehre, honor) -f bas^akin to L. rex (see RICH);
hence, ut., honorable ruler], a mascuHne name^

er-i-ca^ceoua (er
7^kS%ha)|,M

lt

^.;
l

{I^Al/;''j^^ name
of ^e genus (< L. erice, ,hea4b| iroom; Gr. ereikk; akin
to &w veresu, Olr. fro$eh) ,r-tf<^pm>w$%, of ithe heath
family of plants and shrubs,, i^ic|k<^i

' rhodode*
drons, laurels, azaleas, etc. , / V-i, >i T/T,f. /. ,>,



Ericson 493 ersatz

Er-ic-son, Leif Qef, lav er'ik-s'n), fl. 1000 A.D.; son of

Eric the Red; Norwegian discoverer of America.
Et'lcs-son, John (er'ik-s'n), 1803-1889; American
naval engineer, born in Sweden; builder of the Monitor.

Eric the Ked, fl. 10th century A.D.; Norwegian navi-

gator; discovered and colonized Greenland.
E-rfd-a-mis (i-rid'a-nos), n. [I/., poetic name of the Po
River], a long constellation extending from the equator
to the southern horizon: see constellation, chart.

Er*ie (eVi), n. [short for Am. Ind. (Huron) Erieehronous,
the Erie, apparently < eri'e, at the place of the cat], 1.

[pi. ERIE, ERIES (-iz)], a member of a tribe of Iroquoian
Indians who lived in an area east and southeast of

Lake Erie. 2. one of the Great Lakes, between Lake
Huron and Lake Ontario: area, 9,940 sq. mi.; length,
240 mi: usually Lake Eric. 3. a port on Lake Erie, in

northwestern Pennsylvania: pop., 130,000.
Erie Canal, a former barge canal from Buffalo on Lake
Erie to Albany on the Hudson, opened in 1825 : see New
York State Barfte Canal.

e-rig-er-on (i-rij'a-ron'). n. [L., groundsel; Gr. erigerdn
< eri, early + gerdn, old man: so named from the
hoary down appearing on certain varieties], any of a
group of plants with asterlike rayed flower heads of

white, rose, or violet.

Er-in (ar'in, er'in), n. [Olr. Erinn, dat. of Eriu, Eire],

[Poetic], Ireland.
er-i-na-ceous (er'i-na'shss), adj. [< L. erinaceus, a

^ Ni-iin i~*zo j, '*;** !./* JUrtUJPixa
v,
t"ilju ** 1"* 1

nis)], [L, < Gr. Erinys], in Greek mythology, the Furies.

E-ris (fer'is, er'is), n. [L.: Gr. Eris (see ERISTIC) ], in

Greek mythology', the goddess of strife and discord.

er-is-tic (er-is'tik), adj. [Gr. eristikos < erizein, to strive,

dispute < eris, strife], 1. of argument or controversy.
2. argumentative; controversial, n. 1. a disputant;
controversialist. 2. the art of disputation.

Er-i-tre-a (er'i-tre'o), n. a former Italian colony in

eastern Africa, on the Red Sea; federated with Ethiopia
as an autonomous nation (1952) : area, 15,754 sq. mi. ;

pop., 860,000 (est. 1947); capital, Asmara.
Er-i-tre-an (er'i-tre'an), adj. of Eritrea or its people,
n. a native or inhabitant of Eritrea.

Er-i*van (er'i-van'y*), n. the capital of the Armenian
S.S.R.: pop., 200,000.

eri king (url'kir/). n. [after G. erlkSnig < misunder-
standing by Herder (1779) of Dan. ellerkonge, var. of

elverkonge, king of the elves], in Germanicfolklore, a spirit
'

who does mischief and evil, especially to children.

er-mine (ur7min), n. [pi. ERMINES (-minz), ERMINE; see

PLURAL, n, D, 11, [ME.;
OFr. ermine, hermine;
prob. < MHG. hermin,
erminelike < harme, er-

mine; OHG. harmo, wea-
sel (AS. hearma} ; or < or
contused with L. (mus)
Armenius, Armenian
(mouse)], 1. any of sev-
eral weasels of northern
regions, whose fur is

brown in summer but
white with a black-tipped
tail in winter: also called

ERMINE (15 in. long)

stoat 2. the soft, white fur of this animal, used for

women's coatsr trimming, etc. 3. the position, rank, or

functions of a fudge, whose state robe, in European
countries* is trimmed with ermine as an emblem of

honor and purity: as, he has worn the ermine for ten

years. 4. $L in heraldry; the representation of fur, con-

sisting of a white field with black spots.
er-mined (%'mind), adj. 1. trimmed with ermine. 2.

wearing ermine.
er-mi-nols <(ur'mi-noiz'. ur'mi-uois')t n. [OFr. erminois,

hermfajtois i*c ermine, hermine; see ERMINE], in heraldry.
a fur represented by a golden field with black spots.

erne, era (urn), n. [ME. ern, arn; AS. earn; akin to
MLG. afn (D. arena) ; IE. base *er~, *or-, great bird,

eagle, seen, also in G. oar, eagle& Gr. ornis, bird], a kind
of eagle that lives near the sea; sea eagle.
Ernest (ur'nist), [G. Ernst; OHG. Ernust, Ernost, lit.,

resolute fighter < ernust; see EARNEST], a masculine
name: diminutive, Ernie; feminine, Ernestine; equiva-
lents, It. & Sp. Ernesto, G. Ifrnst: also spelled Earnest.

Er-nes tine (uPnes-teV) , [G., fern. < Ernst; see ERNEST],
a feminine name.

e rode i-irod') V** [ERODE!) (-id), BROBWGJ, [Fr. faoder;
L. e/odere; e-, out, of + rodere, to gnaw], f . to eat into;
wear away; disintegrate:, as, acid erodes caetai 2. to
forin by wearing away gradually: as, we rtmnmg water
eroaed.A gully. tu. to begpnie eroded.

e-rod-ent (Mro'd'nt), adj. causing erosion; ero4f% , (

{< ,Gr., erdSi, love; 4-

zones, or ,^arts,"ojt pe

body the stimulation of which tends to arouse sexual
desire.

-er-oo (s-rooO, [prob. < buckaroo; use apparently en-
couraged by double talk}, a humorous slang suffix.

E-roa (eVos, er'os), n. [L.; Gr. Erds, Cupid, god of love <
erds, love], in Greek mythology, the god of love, son of

Aphrodite: identified by the Romans with Cupid.
e-rose (i-ros') adj. \L* erosns, pp. of erodere; see ERODE],
1. irregular, as if gnawed away. 2. in botany, having an

f irregularly notched edge, as some leaves.

e-ro-sion (i-ro'zhsn), n. \L.erosio< erosus, pp. o^erodere]*
an eroding or being eroded: as, soil erosion can often be
prevented by planting trees, terracing, etc.

e*ro*sive (i-ro'siv), adj. causing erosion; eroding.
e-rot4c (i-rpt'ik), adj. [Gr. erdtikos < erds, erdtos, love],
of or causing sexual feelings or desires; having to do
with sexual love; amatory, n. I. a person abnormally
sensitive to sexual stimulation. 2. an erotic poem.

c-rot*i'Ca (i-rot'i-ks), n.pl. erotic books, pictures, etc.

e-rot-I'cal'ly (i-rot'i-k*l-i, i-rot'ik-li), adv. in an erotic
manner.
e-rot'i-cism (i-rot's-siz'm), n. 1. erotic quality or char-
acter. 2. sexual instincts and behavior. 3. preoccupa-
tion with sex.
er-o-tism (er'a-tiz'm), n. eroticism (especially in sense 2).
ERP, E.R.P., European Recovery Program.
err (ur), v*. [ME. erren; OFr. errer; L. errare, to wander,
go astray, err], 1. to be wrong or mistaken; faH into
error. 2. to deviate from the established moral code;
do wrong. 3. [Obs,] to go astray; wander.

er'tan'Cy (er'sn-si), n. [L. errentia < errans; see ERRANT],
1. the state of erring. 2. a tendency to err.

er-rand (er'and), n. [ME. erande, erende; AS. aerende,

message, mission, news, Kt., that delivered by messenger
< base of AS. or, messenger; akin to OS. arundi, OHG.
orunti], 1. a trip to carry a message or do a definite

thing; especially, a short trip to do a thing for someone
else. 2. the thing to be done on such a trip; purpose or
object for which one is sent.
er-rant (er'snt}, adj. [ME. erraunt; OFr. errant, ppr. of
errer < LL. *iterare, to travel < L. Her, a journey j

cf.

in search of adventure; wandering;ERR], 1.

itinerant: as, a it-errant. 2. [OFr., ppr. of errer

er-rant-ry (er'ontnri),

knight-errant; spirit or deeds of chivalry.
er-ra-ta (i-ra'to, e-ra'ts), n. plural of erratum: used
chiefly or errors in printing.

er-rat-ic (9-rat'ik), adj. [ME. erratik; OFr. erratique; L.
erraticus, wandering; pp. of errare, to wander], 1.

having no fixed course or purpose; irregular; wandering.
2. deviating from the conventional or customary course;
eccentric; queer. 3. in geology, designating a boulder
or rock formation transported some distance from its

original source, as by a glacier, n. an erratic person.

er-rat-i-caMy (a-rat'i-k'1-i, a-rat'ik-K), adv. in an
erratic manner.
er-ra-tum (i-rS'tam, e-ra'tsm), n. [pi. ERRATA (-to)],

[L., neut. of erratus, pp. of errare, to wander], an error
in printing or writing: see errata.
er-rhine (er'in, er'in), adj. [Gr. errhinon < en-, in +
rhis, rhinos, nose], increasing nasal discharge and, hence,
causing sneezing, n. an errhine medicine.

err-ing (ilr'irj; occas. er'irj), adj. that errs or has erred.

er-ro-ne-ous (a-ro'ni-9S, e-ro'ni-os), adj. [L. errpneus,
wandering about < errare, to wander], containing or
based on error; mistaken; wrong; abbreviated erron.
er-ror (er'gr), n. [ME. errour; QFr. & L. error < L.

errare, to wander], 1. the state of believing what is

untrue, incorrect, or wrong. 2. a wrong belief; in-

correct opinion. 3. something incorrectly clone through
ignorance or carelessness; mistake. 4. a departure
from the accepted moral code; transgression; wrong-
doing. 5. the difference between a computed or esti-

mated result and the actual value, as in mathematics.
6. in baseball, any misplay (by a member of the team
in the field) of a chance that should have resulted in
an out for the team at bat, or that permits a runner
to advance : a passed ball and a wild pitch are not classed
as errors.

SfN' error iinjpHes deviation from truth, accuracy, correct-

ness, right, e^c. and is the broadest term in this comparison (an
error .in judgment, in computation^ etc.); mistake suggests an
error resulting from carelessness, inattention, misunderstand-

ing; etc. and does not in itself carry a^strong implication of

criticism (a mistake in reading a blueprint) ; blunder implies
stupidity, clumsiness, ^efficiency, etc. and carries a suggestion
of mote severe criticism (the tactical blunder^ cost them the

war); a slip is a mistake, usually slight, made inadvertently in

speaking or writing; a 'faux pas is a social blunder or error in

etiquette that causes embarrassment; boner, a slang term, is

applied to a silly or ridiculous blunder.

ier*8a,tz (er-zats'). n. & adj. [G., lit., replacement <
ersetzen, to replace < setzen, to set, place], substitute:

fat, 5pe, bftre, car; ten, Sven, hfire

thq&i .zli^leisure; Hy m&$*9 fat

coeur ; 6, Fr. feu ; Fr. mon; o, Fr,



Erse 494 escape
the word usually suggests Inferior quality. SYN. see
artificial.

Brae (firs), adj. & n. [Scot. var. of Irish], I. formerly,
Scottish Gaelic. 2. in linguistics, Irish Gaelic.

Er-skine, John ffir'skin), 1. 1695^768; Scottish jurist
and writer. 2. 1879-1951 ; American educator, critic,

and novelist.
erst (urst), adv. [ME. erest, erste; AS. zrest, superl. of

&r; see ERE], 1. fObs.], at first; originally. 2. [Archaic],
formerly; long ago. adj. [Obs.], first.

erst-while (fet/hwiT). adv. [Archaic], formerly; some
time ago. f adj. former; of an earlier time: as, my
erstwhile friend.

er-u-bes cent (er'oo-bes'
?

nt), adj. [L. erubescens, ppr.
of erubescere, to redden; -, out -f rubescere, to grow
red; see RUBESCENT], reddish; reddening; blushing.

e-ract (i-ruktO v.t. & lu. [L. eructare; e-, out + ructare,
to belch], to belch.
e-mctate (i-ruk'tat), v.t. & vd. [ERUCTATED (-id),

ERUCTATING], [< L. eructatus, pp. of eructare; see

ERUCT], to belch.
e-rac-ta-tion (i-ruk'ta'shsn, e'ruk-ta'shsn, er'ak-ta'-

shsn), n. [L. eructatio], 1. an eructating; belching.
2. that which is belched up.

er-u-dite (er'yop-dit', er'oo-dlt'), adj. [L. eruditus, pp.
of erudire, to instruct < e-, out -f rudis, rude, un-
trained], having a wide knowledge gained from reading;
learned: scholarly.

er-u-di-tion (eryw-dish'an, er'oo-dish'sn), n. {L.
eruditio; see ERUDITE], learning acquired by reading
and study; scholarship. SYN. see information,

e-rupt (i-rapf). va. [< L. eruptus, pp. of erumpere, to
break out, burst forth; e-, out 4- rumpere, to break],
1. to burst forth or out, as lava from a volcano. 2. to
throw forth lava, water, steam, etc.: as, geysers and
volcanoes erupt. 3. to break out in a rash. 4. to
break through the gums and become visible : said of new
teeth, v.t. to cause to burst forth; throw forth: eject.

c*rup-tion (i-rap'shan), n. [L. eruptio; see ERUPT], 1. a
bursting forth or out, as of lava from a volcano. 2. a
throwing forth of lava, water, steam, etc. 3. a sudden
outburst, as of emotion or social discontent. 4. in
medicine, a) a breaking out in a rash, b) a rash.

e-rup-tive (i-rup^tav), adj. 1. erupting or tending to
erupt. 2- of, produced by, or formed by eruption: as.

eruptwe rock. 3. in medicine, causing or characterized
by a skin eruption, n. in geology* a rock thrown out
by volcanic eruption.

E.R.V., English Revised Version (of the Bible).

Er-yine, St. John Greer (sin'jan gre*r Cir'vin), 1883- ;

Irish writer.
Er-win (fir'win), [G. Erwin, earlier Herwin < OHG.
hari, heri, host, crowd, army (akin to AS. here; see
HARRY, .) + wini, wine (see EDWIN); hence, lit.,

friend of hosts], a masculine name: also spelled Irwin,
-er*y (Sr-i), [MB. -erie; OFr. -erie < LL. -aria, or by
addition of -ie (L. -ia) to OFr. nouns of agency in
-ier], a suffix used to form nouns from verbs or other
nouns, meaning: 1. a place to, as in tannery, brewery.
2. a place for, as in nunnery, vinery. 3. the practice,
act, or occupation of, as in surgery* robbery. 4. the

product or goods of, as in pottery, millinery. 5. a collection

of, as in jewelry, crockery, o. the state or condition of,
as in drudgery, slavery. Also -ry.

Er-y-man*thi-an (er'i-man'thi-an), adj. [L. Eryman*
thtus], in Greek mythology, 1. of Mount Erymanthus.
2. designating a savage boar that lived there and was
later captured by Hercules in performance of the third
of his twelve labors.

Er-y-man-thus, Mount (er'i-man'thas), a mountain
between Arcadia and Achaia.

e-ryn-jfo (i-rirj'go), n. [< (? via L. eryngion < Gr.
eryngion, dim.) Gr. eryngos], 1. a plant of the carrot
family, with broad, spiny, grayish-blue leaves and
pale-blue flowers: also called sea holly. 2. [Obs.], the
candied root of this plant, formerly used as an aphro-
disiac. Also spelled erln&o.

er-y-sip-e-las (erVsip'*l-9s, eVQ-sip'g-tes) , n. [L.; Gr.
erysipelas < erythros, recjl -f pella, skin], an acute
infectious disease of the skin or mucous membranes
caused by any of several kinds of streptococcus: it is
characterized by local inflammation and fever.

er-y-si-pel-a-tous (er'a-si-pel'a-tas, eVa-si-pel'a-tas),
adj. of or having erysipelas.
er-ythe-ma (er'g-the'ma), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. erythema <
erythainein, erythrainein, to redden, blush < erythros,
red], an abnormal redness of the skin resulting from the
congestion of small capillaries.
erythe-mat'lc (er's-thi-mat'ik), adj. erythematotts.
er*y:them-atoii8 (er'a-them'a-tas, er'a-thi'ma-tds),
adj. of or characterized by erythema.

er-y'tlie-mic (er'o-the'mik), adj. erythematous.
e-ryth-rism (i-rith'riz'm, e-rith'riz'm), n. [<erythro* +
4sm], excessive redness, especially of the hair of
mammals or the feathers of birds.

e-ryth-rite (i-rith'rit), n. [< erythro- + -ite], 1. erythritol.
2. a hydroiis cobalt arsenate, CO*(AsO4)2-8H30, usually
rose-colored.

CTyth-ri-tol (i-rith'ri-tol', i-rith'ri-tol'), n. [< erythro-

f -tie 4- -oil so named because found in an alkaloid
obtained from plants of the genus Erythrina], a sweet,
colorless crystalline compound, CHaOH(CHOH)^
CHjOH, obtained from some lichens and algae.

e-ryth-ro~ (i-rith'ro, e-rith'ro), [< Gr. erythros, red], a
combining form meaning: 1. red, as in

erythrocyte,
eryikrophylL 2. erythrocyte, as in erythroblast. Also,
before a vowel, erythr-.
crythro blast (i-rith'ro-blast'f e-rith'ro-blastO, n.

\erythro- + -blast], any of the small nucleated cells,
found normally in the marrow of bones, from which
the erythrocytes develop.

e'ryth-ro-blas'to-sis (i-nth'ro-blas-to'sis, e-rith'ro-blas-

to'sis), n. an increase in the number of erythroblasts
in the fetus, believed to result from the mixture of the
Rh positive factor of one parent with the Rh negative
of the other.

e-ryth-ro-cyte (i-rith'ro-slt', e-rith'ro-sit'), n. [erythro-
-f- -cyte], a red blood corpuscle: it is a very small,
circular disk with both faces concave, and contains
hemoglobin, which carries oxygen to the body tissues.

e*ryth'ro-cy'tom*e'ter (i-rith'ro-si-tom'a-te'r, er'ith-

ro'si-torn'o-teY), n. [< erythrocyte + -meter], a device
for counting red blood corpuscles.

e-ryth-ro-phyll (i-rith'ro-fil', e-rith'ro-fil'), n. [erythro-
-f- -phylll, in botany, a red coloring matter in certain
leaves, which gives them the red color seen in the fall.

Erz-ge^bir-ge (erts'ga-be'r'ga), n. a mountain range
between C^rmany and Bohemia,

Er-zu-rum, Er-ze-rum (er'za-room'), n. a city in
northeastern Turkey: pop., 53,000 (1945).
-es (iz, az) ,fa suffix used: 1. [ME. ; AS. -as, pL inflection
of masc. nouns], to form the plural of some nouns, as
in fishes: also -s, -*s. 2. [ME.; Northumbrian AS. -s,

3d pers. sing., pres. tense inflection of verbs], to form
the third person singular, present indicative, of verbs,
as in (he) kisses: also -s. 3. [ME. ; AS. -es, genit. in-
flection of masc. & neut. nouns], formerly, to form the
possessive case of nouns, as in Codes, Wednesday
(Woden's day): now written 's. In all these uses, the
full (i.e., dissimulated) form of this suffix is pronounced
when the preceding consonant is sibilant (s, sh, ch),
as in rushes, matches, Walsh's; when the preceding
consonant is other than sibilant, the suffix is assimilated
to it, becoming (s) after voiceless consonants, as in

lips, Philip's, he limps, and (z) after voiced consonants,
as in reeds, Red's, he reads.

E-sau

his birthright to his younger twin brother, Jacob: Gen.
25: 21-34, 27.

es-ca-drille (es'ka-dril'; Fr. es'ka'dre'y'), n. [Fr., dim.
of escadre, fleet; It. sguadra; LL. *exquadra; see SQUAD],
1. a squadron of airplanes, usually six, with their men
and equipment, as in the French armed forces of
World War I. 2. a squadron of warships, usually eight.

es-calade (es'ka-lad'J, n. [Fr.; Sp. escalada < escalar,
to climb < L. scala, ladder], the act of scaling or
dimbing the walls of a fortified place by ladders, v.t.

[ESCALADED (-id), ESCALADING], to climb (a wall, etc.)
or enter (a fortified place) by ladders.

es ca la-tor (es'ka-la^teV), m [Mod. L. < Fr. escalader,
to scale ; see ESCALADE], amoving ;

stairway consisting of treads
linked in an endless belt, used
in department stores, subway
stations, etc.: a trade-mark
(Escalator),

escalator clause, a clause in a
contract between an employer
and a labor union providing for
increases or decreases in pay, as
in accordance with fluctuations
in the cost of living.

es cal op, es-cal lop (e-skol'p,
u*T4rfap), n. [OFr. escalope, a

see SCALLOP], 1. the
>, a moEusk that has a - ATftW
j shell with a wavy edge.

ESCALATOR
2. a decorative curve resembling that of a scallop shell.
v.t. 1. to trim in curves* 2. to bake with crumbs or in
a^eam sauce. '

es ca pade (es'Jca-pid', es'ka-pa'd'), rt. [Fr. < Sp.
escapada < escapar, to escape, fjee; LL. *excappave; see
ESCAPE], 1. an escaping or breaking loose from re-
straint or confining rules; 2. a reckless adventure or
prank. _ "

e~skfpO, .f. [ESCAPED (4;
t,* OFr.

, , .

au (e's6), n. [L.; Gr. Esau; Heb. *esaw, lit., hairy],
the Bible, the son of Isaac and Rebekah, who sold

hater;

"*** *^*lr \W~W4*.O(_p , WOJBk,O,

CAPiNG], [ME. esca+en, _,
LL. *excappare < B. ex~. out 1

of ^ cappa* cloak $.e.,
leave one's cloak behin)J, 1. to get free: get away;
break loose, as from a prison. 2. to avoid an r"

accident, pain, etc. : as, two were killed, but He #
3 f to flow, drain^ br leak kjwa^y: 4s,

' ^rkter e^MPe^ in

from the ilrampipe. 4. to sMpttway; disapipear: i ,

image escaped from her memory, v.t. 1. to get away
from; flee. 2. to avoid^manage to keep away frcania^,
|ie escaped punisliment. 3, td^bine iroia int^l^ntafily
orumntentionalljr: as; a screant1

^esttfaped Ms <1Hp: > 4; t
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slip away from ; be missed, unperceived, or forgotten by:
as, the exact date escapes me. n. [Pr. tchappe], 1. an
escaping. 2. the state of having escaped. 3. a means
or way of escape. 4. an outward flow or leakage. 5. a
temporary mental release from reality: as, movies are
an escape. 6. in botany, a garden plant growing wild.
adj. 1. giving temporary mental release from reality.
2. giving a basis for evading a claim, responsibility, etc.
SYN. escape, as compared here, implies a getting out of, a
keeping away from, or simply a remaining unaffected by an
impending or present danger, evil, confinement, etc. (to escape
death, criticism, etc.) ;

avoid suggests the display of conscious
effort in keeping clear of something undesirable or harmful (to
avoid crowds during a flu epidemic) ; to evade is to escape or
avoid by artifice, cunning, adroitness, etc. (to evade pursuit,
one's duty, etc.) ; to elude is to escape the grasp of someone or
something by artful or slippery dodges or because of a baffling
quality (the criminal eluded the police, the meaning eluded Hm).
es-cape-ment (s-skap'mant, e-skap

/
mant), n. [escape +

ment, after Fr. Schappe-
ment], 1. [Rare], an es-

caping or means of es-

cape. 2. the part in a
clock or watch that con-
trols the speed and regu-
larity of the balance
wheel or pendulum, and
thereby of the entire

mechanism, by the move-
ment of a notched wheel,
one tooth of which is per-
mitted to escape from the
detaining catch at a time.
3. the mechanism in type-
writers that regulates the
horizontal movement of
the carriage.

escapewheel, the notched
wheel in the escapement ESCAPEMENT (of clock)
of a watch or clock.

es-cap-ism (o-skap'iz'm, e-skap'iz'm), n. 1. a tendency
to escape from reality, the responsibilities and routine
of real life, etc., especially by unrealistic imaginative
activity. 2. behavior characterized by this tendency.
3. literature, art, etc. expressing, catering to, or pro-
viding an outlet for this tendency.

es cap-ist (9-skap'ist, e-skap'ist), adj. characterized by
escapism, n. a person whose behavior, writing, etc. is

escapist.

Jes-car-got (es'kar'go'), n. [Fr.], a snail, especially an
edible variety.

es carole (es'kd-rol') f n* [Fr.; ML. escariola < L. es-

carius, pertaining to food, fit for eating < esca, food
(see ESCULENT)}, a kind of endive, a plant whose leaves
are used in salads.

es-carp (e-skarp'), n. [Fr. escarpe < It. scarpa], a scarp;
escarpment, v.t. [Fr. escarper < the .], to make into,
or provide with, an escarp or escarps.

es-carp-ment fe-skarp'mant), n. [Fr. < escarper; see
ESCARP, SCARP], 1. a steep slope or cliff. 2. ground
formed into a steep slope as part of a fortification.
Es-caut (es^O, n. the Scheldt, a river in France,
Belgium, and the Netherlands: the French name.

-esce (es), [L. -escere], a suffix used to form verbs that
designate an action just begun or still incomplete, as
coalesce: such verbs are called inceptive or inchoative.

-es-cence (es''ns), [L. -escentia < -escens; see -ESCENT],
a noun sumx corresponding to the adjective suffix Des-

cent, as in opalescence, obsolescence.
-es-cent (es''nt), [L. -escens, ~escentis, ppr. ending of

inceptive or inchoative verbs in -escere], an adjective
suffix meaning in process of ing,

t
starting to be,

being, or becoming (as indicated), as in convalescent,
obsolescent.
esch a lot (esh'a-lof, esh'o-lot'), n. [Fr. eschallotte; OFr.
eschalotte, yar. < eschalogne; see SHALLOT, SCALLION],
a small onion.

es char (es'kar), n. [< Fr. & L.; Fr. eschare; L. eschara;
Gr. eschara, a hearth, burn; see SCAB], a dry scab that
forms as the result of a burn or of action by some
corrosive substance.

eS'Cha-rot-ic (es'ka-rot'ik), adj, [LL. escharoticus; Gr.
escharotikos], producing or tending to produce an eschar;
corrosive; caustic, n. a corrosive or caustic substance.

es-cha-tol-o-gy (es'ka-tol'9*ji), n. [< Gr. eschatos, fur-

thest; -f- -logy], 1. the branch of theology dealing, with
the last things, such as death, resurrection* judgment,
immortality, etc. 2. the doctrines concerning these.
es-cheat (es-cheV), n. [ME. eschete; OFr. escheoite, lit.,

that which falls to one < pp. of escheoir, to fall to one's
share < LL. *excadere, to fall upon; L. ex** out -f
cadere, to fall], in law, 1. the reverting of property to
the lord of the manor (in feudal law), to the crown (in
England), or to the government (in the United States)
when there are no legal heirs. 2. property so reverting.

3.,escheatage. v.t. to cause to escheat; confiscate.
v.z. to revert or go by escheat.

es-cheat-age (es-chet'ij), n. [esckt&t -f -0*]. the right
to take by escheat.
ea-chew (es-choo', es-chuO, tf.f-JME. eschewen: Anglo-
Fr. eschuer; OFr. eschimr; OHG. sciuhan, to tear (see
SHY) ], to keep away from (something harmful or bad) ;

shun; avoid; abstain from.
es-chew-al (es-choo'sl, es-chu'l), n. an eschewing.
Es-cor-i al (e-skdr'i-al; Sp. es^cft-re-alO. n. [Sp. escorial,
lit., place where a mine has been exhausted < escoria:
L. scoria, dross], a huge granite structure near Madrid.,
built in the 16th century by Philip II of Spain: it en-
closes a monastery, palace, tomb, etc. : also Escurfal.

ea-cort (es'kdrt), n. [Fr. escorte; It. scoria < scortare <
scorgere, to perceive, lead; LL. *excorrigere; L. eac-, out -f
corrigere, to set right, correct], 1. one or more persons
(or ships, airplanes, etc.) accompanying another or
others to give orotection or show nonor, 2. a man or
boy accompanying a woman or girl in public. 3. accom-
paniment as an escort, v.t. (i-sk6rtO [Fr. escorter; It.

scortare], to go with as an escort; accompany to protect
or show honor or courtesy to. SYN. see accompany.

es-cri-toire (es'kri-twar', es'kri-twdrO, n. [OFr. es-

criptoire (Fr. ecritoire)] LL. scriptorium, place or

apparatus for writing < pp. of L. scribere, to write], a
writing desk or table: sometimes called secretary.
es crow (es'kro, e-skroO, n. [OFr. escroe, escnmet roll of

writings, bond; see SCROLL], in law, a written agreement,
as a bond or deed, put in the care of a third party and
not in effect until certain conditions are fulfilled.

In escrow, in law, put in the care of a third party until
certain conditions are fulfilled, as a bond, deed, or
contract.

escu-do (es-koo'do; Sp. es-k65'^6
%

), n. [pi. ESCUDOS
(-doz; Sp. -th&a)], [Sp., a shield, gold coin < L. scutum,
a

shield],
1. any of several obsolete coins of Spain,

Portugal, and their former colonies. 2. (Port. es-koS'-
thod), a} the gold monetary unit of Portugal, equal to
100 centavos, and valued at about 31/2 cents in 1950.
b) a Portuguese coin of this value.
Escu la-pi an (esHcyoo-la'pi-sn), adj. & n. Aesculapian.
escu-lent (es'kyoo-bnt), adj. [L. esculentus < esca,
food < IE. *Zds-ga, food < base *edes- < *ed-f to eat;
hence akin to L. edere, to eat], fit for food; eatable;
edible, n. something fit for food, especially a vegetable.

Es-cu-ri-al (e-skyoor'i-dl), n. the Escorial.
es-cutch eon (i-skuch'on), n. [ONonn. Fr. escuchon;LL.
*scutio < L. scutus, shield], 1. a
shield or shield-shaped surface on
which a coat of arms is displayed. I

2. something shaped like an es-
'

cutcheon; specifically, a) an orna-
mental shield or plate, as that
around a keyhole, b) the space on a
ship's stern bearing the name.
a blot on one's escutcheon, a stain
on one's honor; disgrace to one's
reputation.

Es dra-e Ion (es'dri-e'ten, e&'dri-e7-

Isn), n. a plain in northern Israel:
site of several ancient battles: also ESCUTCHEON
called Plain of Jessreel,

Esdras (ez'dras), n. [Gr. Esdras, Ezra], 1. either of
two books about Ezra in the Protestant Apocrypha.
2. either of two books of the Old Testament. Ezra and
Nehemiah: in the Douay Bible they are called 1 and
2 Esdras. Abbreviated Bad.
-ese (ez; formerly 6* still occas.

e"s), [OFr. -eis; L. -ensis],
a suffix used: 1. to form adjectives meaning: a) of (a
country or place), as in Portuguese, Javanese* V) in the

language or dialect of, as in Chinese, Cantonese, c) in the

style of, as in Carlylese, journalese. 2. to form nouns
corresponding to these adjectives, meaning: a) a native
or inhabitant of. b) the language or dialect of. c} the

style of.
-ese (ez), [< -ose], in biochemistry, a suffix added to the
name of a substance, meaning acted upon by a syn-
thetic enzyme, as in Celanese.

ESE, E.S.E., e.s.e., east-southeast.
Esk., Eskimo.
es-ker, es-kar (esOcer), n. [Ir, eiscir, a ridge], a winding,
narrow ridge of sand or gravel, probably deposited by a
stream flowing in or under glacial ice.
E8'ki-mau-an (es'ka-mo'an) , adj. Eskimoan.
Es kl mo (es'k9-moO, n. [said to be < Am. Ind. (Labra-
dor-Algonquian) eskimantik, eater of raw flesh], 1. [pi.
ESKIMOS (-moz'), ESKIMO (-mo')] a member of a race
Hvingjfra Greenland, the Arctic and Hudson Bay coasts
of North America, the Labrador coast, Alaska, and the
northeastern tip of Asia. 2. the language of the Eskimos,
comprising a number of closely related dialects now
classified as members of the Eskimo-Aleut language
group, adj. of the Eskimos or their language. Abbre-
viated Ek. Also spelled Esquimau.
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ESKIMO DOG
(20 in. high)

ESPALIER

Es-ki-mo-an (es'ka-mo'an), adj. of the Eskimos, their

language, or culture.
Eskimo dog, a strong breed of dog native to Greenland
and Labrador, with a bushy
tail and grayish, shaggy fur:
it is used by the Eskimos to
pull sleds.

Es-kl-se-hlr, Es-kJ-she-hir (es-

ke'she-he'r'), n. a city in
western Turkey: pop., 80,000
(1945).

e*so*phag-e-al (e'sa-faj'i-gl),

adj. of the esophagus: also

spelled oesophageal.
e-soph*a*gus (i-sof's-gas), n.

[pi. ESOPHAGI (-ji')li [L. oesoph-
agus < Gr. oisophagos, Ht.,

passage for food < oisein, fut. inf. of pherein, to carry
-f- phagein, to eat], the passage for food from the

pharynx to the stomach; gullet: also spelled oesophagus:
see alimentary canal, illus.

es-o-ter-ic (es'o-ter'ik), adj. [Gr. esotenkos < esoteros,

inner, compar. of esot within], 1. intended for or under-
stood by only a chosen few; of or for only an inner

group or disciples or initiates: said of ideas, doctrines,

literature, etc. 2. confidential; private; withheld: as,

an esoteric plan. Opposed to exoteric.

es-o-ter-i-cal-ly (esVter'i-k'1-i, es's-ter'ik-K), adv. in

an esoteric manner.
ESP, E.S.P., extrasensory perception.
esp., especially.
es pal-ier (e-spal'ygr), n. [Fr.; It. spottiera, support for

the shoulders < spatta,
the shoulder < L. spatula;
see SPATULA], 1. a lattice

or trellis on which trees
and shrubs are trained to

grow flat. 2. a plant,
tree, etc. so trained, v.t.

1. to train as or on an es-

palier. 2. to provide with
an espalier.

Es-pa-na (es-pa'nya), n.

Spain: the Spanish name.
esrpar-to (es-par'td), n.

tf>,; L. spartum; Gr.

sparton, spartos], either of two kinds of long, coarse

grass growing in Spain and Algeria, used to make
cordage, baskets, shoes, and paper: also esparto grass.

es pe cial (a-spesh'sl), adj. [ME. & OFr.; L. specialis;
see SPECIAL], special; particular; outstanding; excep-
tional. SYN. see special.

especially (s-speshVli), adv. particularly; mainly;
to a marked degree; unusually: abbreviated cap., espec.

Es-pe-ran-to (es'ps-ran'to, es'ps-ran'to), n. [alter

pseudonym of Dr. L. L. Zamenhof, who invented the

language (1887), lit. (in Esperanto), one who hopes,
substantive form of esperant, ppr. of esperi, to hope <
Romance forms (Fr. eiperer, Sp. esperar* Port, esperar)
< L. sperare, to hope], an artificial language for inter-

national (chiefly European) use, based on word bases
common to the main European languages: it has self-

evident parts of speech (all nouns enoTin -o, all adjectives
in -at, etc.), a single and regular conjugation or verbs,
a few simplified inflections, etc.

es-pi-al fe-spi'al), n. [ME. & OFr. esfiaille < espier;
see ESPY], 1. an espying or being espied; observation.
2. discovery. 3, [Cos.], a spy.

es-pi-o-nage (es'^i-a-nij; Fr. es'pyd'wazh'), n. [Fr.

espionnage < espwnner, to spy < espion: It. spione <
spiat a spy; of Gmc. origin (see ESPY)], 1. spying.
2, the use of spies, especially for military purposes.
espla-nade (es'^lQ-nad', es'j>la-nad'), n. [Fr.; So. es~

planada; It. spianata < spianare, to level < L. ex-

planare, to level
\
see EXPLAIN], 1. a level, open space

of ground; especially, a public walk or roadway, often
along a shore

\ promenade. 2. a level or sloping, open
space separating the citadel of a fortification from
the town, so as to leave attacking troops exposed to
fire.

es-pous-al (i-spouVl), n. [ME. espousaile, esponsailles
(pl}\ OFr. espousaittes (fl.);

L. sponsalia < sponsus
(tern, sponsa), one betrothed, pp. of spondere; see
ESPOUSE], 1. usually pi. a) a betrothal or betrothal
ceremony, 6) a marriage or wedding. 2. an espousing
(of some cause, idea, etc.); adoption or advocacy.

es-pouse (i-spouz
7
), v.t. [ESPOUSED (-spouzd'), ES-

POUSING], [OFr. espouser; LL. sponsare < L. sponsus;
see SPOUSE], 1. to take as a spouse; marry: generally
said of a man. 2. to give in marriage. 3. to take up;
support, advocate, or adopt (some cause, idea, etc.).

Jes prit (es'pre'), n. [Fr.], 1. spirit. 2. lively intelli-

gence or wit.

Jes prit de corps (es'pre' da k6r'), [Fr. f lit., spirit of a

body, (of persons)], group spirit; sense of pride, honor,
etc. in common interests and activities, as of those
in the same profession.

es-py fc-spi'), v.t. [ESPIED (-spld'), ESPYING], [ME.
espien; OFr. espier; prob. < OHG. spehdn, to spy], to

catch sight of; make out; spy; descry. SYN. see see.

Esq., Esqr., Esquire.
-esque (esk), [Fr. -esoue; It. -esco; OHG. -isc], a suffix

used to form adjectives, meaning: 1. in the manner
or style of, as in Romanesque, Dantesque: some adjectives
so formed are also used as nouns, ^arabesque, "burlesque.
2. having the quality of, like, as in picturesque, statuesque.
Esquiline (es'kwa-lm'), n. [L. (Mons) esquilinus <
Esquiliae, name of the hill < base akin to colere, to
till (see CULTIVATE)], one of the Seven Hills of Rome.

Es-qui mau (es'ka-moO* n. [pi. ESQUIMAUX (-mo',
-moz')] & adj. Eskimo.

es-qiiire (a-skwir'; now occas.for n. es'kwir), n. [Late
MB. esquyer; Mfi. squyer; OFr. esquier; LL. scutarius,
a squire, shield-bearer < L. scutum, a shield], 1.

formerly, a candidate for knighthood, acting as at-

tendant and shield-bearer for a knight. 2. in England,
a member of the gentry ranking just below a knight.
3. [E-], a title of courtesy, usually abbreviated Esq.,
Esqr., placed after a man's surname and corresponding,
more ceremoniously, to Mr. 4. a landed country
gentleman. 5. a man escorting a woman in Ipublic;
escort, v.t. [ESQUIRED (-skwuxr), ESQUIRING], 1. to
attend (a knight) as esquire. 2. to raise to the rank
of esquire. 3. to address as Esquire. 4. to escort (a
woman or girl).

ess (es), n. [pi. ESSES (es'iz)], 1. the letter S, s. 2.

something shaped like an S.

-ess (is, ss; occas. es), [ME. -esse> -isse; OFr. -esse; LL.
-issa; Gr. -issa], a suffix used to form feminine nouns,
as in lioness: in nouns of agent ending -tor or -ter, the
vowel is usually dropped before the addition of -ess

(e.g., actress).

es-say fe-sa' t e-sa'), v.t. [OFr. essayer; LL. *exagiare <
L. exagium, a weight, weighing < ex-t out of + agere,
to do, drive], 1. to test the quality of; try out. 2. to

try; attempt, n. 1. (e-sa', es'a), a) a trying or test-

ing. &) an attempt; trial. 2. (es'a, es'i), a short liter-

ary composition dealing with a single subject, usually
from a personal point of view and without attempting
completeness. SYN. see try.

es-say-ist (es'a-ist, es'i-ist), n. one who writes essays.

Jes-se (es'i), n. [L., to be], being; existence; essence.

Es-sen (es''n), n. a city in the Rhine Province, Germany:
pop., 521,000 (est. 1946).

es-sence (es''ns"), n. [Fr.; L. essentia < ppr. of esse, to

be], 1. sometning that is, or exists; entity. 2. that
which makes something what it is; intrinsic, funda-
mental nature (of something); essential being. 3. a
substance that keeps, in concentrated form, the flavor,

fragrance, or other properties of the plant, drug, food,
etc. from which it is extracted; essential oil. 4. a
solution of such a substance or oil in alcohol. S. a
perfume. 6. in philosophy, the inward nature of any-
thing, underlying its manifestations; true substance.

Es-sene (es'en, e-senOt n. [LL. Esseni; Gr. Essenoi, the
Essenes; prob, < Heb. tsenu'im, lit., the pious ones], a
member of an ancient Jewish sect of ascetics and
mystics, which existed from the 2d century B.C. to
the 2d century A.D.

es-sen-tial (s-sen'shol), adj. [LL. essentialis; see ES-
SENCE], 1. of or constituting tne intrinsic, fundamental
nature of something; basic; inherent: as, there is an
essential difference between fascism and communism.
2. absolute; complete; perfect; pure: as, essential

happiness. 3. necessary to make a thing what it is;

indispensable; requisite: as, water is
_
essential to life.

4. containing, or having the properties of, a concen-
trated extract of a plant, drug, food, etc.: as, an
essential oil. n. something necessary or fundamental;
indispensable, inherent or basic feature or principle.
SYN. essential, in strict usage, is applicable to that which
constitutes the absolute essence or the fundamental nature of a
thing and therefore must be present for the thing to exist,
function, etc. (food is essential to life); an indispensable
person or thing cannot be done without if the specified or

implied purpose is to be achieved; requisite is applied to that
wmch is required by the circumstances or for the purpose and
generally suggests a requirement that is imposed externally
rather than an' inherent need (the requisite experience for a
position); necessary implies a pressing need but does not
always connote absolute indispensability.

es*8eii*ti-aMt$r (a-sen'shi-al's-ti), n. M. ESSENTIALITIES
(-tiz)], essential quality, fact, or thing.

es-sen-tial-ly (a-sen'shal-i) , adv. in essentials- or es-

sence; in a characteristic manner.
essential oil, atiy volatile oil that givefc distinctive
odor, flavor, etc. to a plant, flower, or fruit.

Es-se qui-bo (esVke'bo), n. a river in British Guiana,
flowing northward to the Atlantic: length, 600 mi.

Es-sex (es'iks), n. 1. a former Anglo-Saxon kingdom
of eastern England. 2. a county on the eastern coast
of England: pop., 1,625,000 (est. 1945); county seat,
Chelmsford.

Essex, second Earl of> (Rdbert Deverewe), 166-401;
English soldier and statesman; favorite of Queen
Elizabeth; executed, for treason^ f

es-so-nite (es'9-nlt') n. [< Gar. hffissdn,^ ialexipr to 0-A
less hard than real hyacinth^; 4- f^e), a
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kind of garnet: also called hessanite, cinnamon stone.

est (ist, ost; occas. est), a suffix used to form: 1. [ME.;
AS. -est, -ost, ~ast, superl. suffix of adjectives & adverbs],
the superlative degree of most adjectives and adverbs
of one or two syllables, as in greatest, soonest. 2. [ME.;
AS. -est, 2d pers. sing., pres. tense inflection], the
archaic second person singular, present indicative, of
verbs, as in goest: also -st.

E.S.T., Eastern Standard Time.
es-tab-Hsh fc-stab/lish), v.f.^ME. establissen; OFr.
establir; L. stabilir < stabilis, stable], 1. to make
stable; make firm; settle. 2. to order, ordain, or ap-
point (officials, laws, etc.) permanently. 3. to set up
(a government , nation, business, etc.) ; found; institute.

4. to settle in an office or position; set up in business
or a profession: as, he established himself as a grocer.
5. to make a state institution of (a church). 6. to set

up a precedent, theory, reputation, etc. permanently;
cause to be accepted, or recognized. 7. to prove;
demonstrate; vindicate: as,

t
the plaintiff established his

case. 8. in card games, to win control of (a suit) so that
one is sure of taking all the remaining tricks.

es-tab-lished church (s-stablisht), a church officially

recognized by the government and supported as a
national institution; specifically, [E- C-], the Church
of England: abbreviated E.C.

es-tab-lish-ment (s-stablish-mont), n. [establish -f
-ment, after OFr. establissement], 1. an establishing or

being established. 2. a thing established, as a business,
military organization, household, etc.

the Establishment, _ 1. the
_
Church

_
of England.

2. the Presbyterian Church of Scotland.
es-tafette (es'tQ-fet'), n. [Fr.: It, staffett

fes-tan-cia (es-tan'sya), n. [89., orig., a stop, stopping
place], a large estate, especially a cattle ranch, in

Spanish America.
es-tate (a-staf), n. [ME. & OFr. estat (Fr. Ha}\ L.

status, a state, condition, pp. of stare, to stand], 1. a
condition or stage of life: as, he came to man's estate at
the age of 21. 2. formerly, especially in feudal times,
any of the three social classes having specific political
powers: the first estate was the Lords Spiritual (clergy),
the second estate the Lords Temporal (nobility), and
the third estate the Commons (bourgeoisie). 3. prop-
erty: possessions; capital; fortune. 4. the assets and
liabilities of a dead or bankrupt person. 5. landed
property; individually owned piece of land containing
a residence: it is usually large and maintained by great
wealth. 6. [Archaic], a) the degree of a person's wealth,
influence, etc. . b) display of wealth; pomp. 7. in law,
the degree, nature, extent, and quality of interest or

ownership that one has in land, etc. : abbreviated est.

the fourth estate, [cf. sense 2], journalism or jour-
nalists.

Es-tates-Gen-er-al (s-stats'jen/eV-al), n. the legislature
of France before 1789, to which each of the three es-

tates (clergy, nobility, and bourgeoisie) sent represent-
atives.

es teem (a-stena'), v.t. [Fr. estwner; L. aestimare, to

value, appraise, estimate; prob. < *aes-tema, one who
cuts copper, mints money < aes, brass, copper + base
akin to Gr. temnein, to cut], 1. to value highly; have
great regard for or a favorable opinion of; prize; respect :

as, ability is always esteemed. 2. to consider; regard;
hold to be: as, we esteem this theory useless, n. 1.

favorable opinion; high regard; respect: as, he is held
in high esteem. 2. [Archaic], an opinion; estimation.
SYN. see appreciate, regard.

Es-tel la (e-stel'a), [Sp. < L. Stella, lit., star: see STEL-

LAR], a feminine name: variantSj Estelle, Stella.

Es-telle (es-tel'), [Fr.], a feminine name: see Estella.

es-ter (es'tSr), n. [G-.; synthesis of other, ether + s&ure,

acid], an organic compound, comparable to an inorganic
salt, formed by the reaction of an acid and an alcohol:

the organic radical of the alcohol replaces the acid hy-
drogen of the acid.

es-ter-ase (es't&r-as') , n. any of a group of enzymes by
whose action the hydrolysis of esters is accelerated.

es-ter-i-fy (es-ter'9-fi') v.t. & vd. [ESTBRIFIED (-fid'),

ESTERIFYING], to change into an ester: said of an acid.

Es-tes Park (es'tiz), a mountain resort in northern
Colorado.
Esther (es't&r), [L.; Heb. estr; prob. < Bab. Ishtar,

Ishtar], a feminine name: variants, Hester, Eesther. n,

in the Bible, 1. the Jewish wife of tfie Persian king
Ahasuerus (Xerxes) : shesaved her people from slatighter

by Hainan. 2. the book of the 'Old Testament that
tells

:

her story. A,bl3revi4ted,E8th.
es-the-sia (es-thS'zha, es-the^zhi-a), fi.

*

"Ity to feel sensations: also

ates the value of artistic sensitivity or makes a cult of
art and beauty; believer in art for art's sake. Also
spelled aesthete.

es-thet-ic (es-thet'ik), adj. [see AESTHETIC], 1. of es-
thetics. 2. of beauty. 3. sensitive to art and beauty;
showing good taste; artistic. Also spelled aesthetic.

es-thet-i-cal (es~thet'i-kl), adj. esthetic.

es-thet-I-caMy (es-thet'i-kl-i, es-thet'ik-Ji), adv. 1. in
an esthetic manner. 2. from the point of view of es-

thetics. Also spelled aesthetically.
es-the-ti-cian (es'ths-tish'an) , n. an expert or specialist
in esthetics: also spelled aesthetician.

es-thet-i-cism (es-thet'a-siz'm), n. L esthetic doctrine;
cult of beauty, art, and good taste. 2. sensitivity to art
and beauty. Also spelled aesthetidsm.

es-thet-ics (es-thet'iks) , n.pl. [construed as sing.], the
study or philosophy of beauty; theory of the fine arts
and of people's responses to them : also spelled aesthetics.

Es-tho-ni-a (es-tho'ni-9, es-to'ni-s), n. Estonia,
Es tho-ni an (es-tho'ni-sn, es-to'ni-sn), adj. & n. Esto-
nian.

Es-tietme, Hen-ri (aw're' es'tyen'), 1528?-1598; son of
Robert; French printer, editor, and writer.

Estienne, Ro-bert (ro-'barO, 1503-1559; French printer
and scholar.

es-ti-ma-ble (es'ta-m^-b'l), adj. [Fr.; L. aestimaMis <
aestimare; see ESTEEM], 1. that can be estimated or
evaluated; calculable. 2. worthy of esteem; deserving
to be respected or valued highly.

es-ti'ma-bly (es't8~m9-bli), adv. in an estimable manner.
es ti mate (es'ta-maV; for n., usually es'ta-rnit), v.t.

[ESTIMATED (-id), ESTIMATING], [< L. aestimatus, pp. of
aestimare; see ESTEEM], 1. to form an opinion or
judgment about; gauge. 2. to judge or determine
roughly (the size, value, cost, requirements, etc.);
calculate approximately, vd. to make an estimate or
estimates, n. 1. a rough calculation of size, value,
etc.; especially, an approximate computation of the
probable cost of a piece of work, made by a person under-
taking to do the work. 2. a written statement of this:
abbreviated est. 3. an opinion or judgment.- SYN. estimate, in this comparison, refers broadly to the
forming of a j)ersonal opinion or judgment; appraise implies
the aim of giving an accurate or expert judgment, as of value
or worth (to appraise a new house) ; evaluate also connotes an
attempt at an exact judgment, but rarely with reference to
value in terms of money (let us evaluate the evidence); rate
implies assignment of comparative value, quality, etc. (he is

rated the best in his field). See also calculate.
es-ti-ma-tion (es'to-ma'shon), n. [ME. estimacioun;
OFr. estimation; L. aestimatio], 1. an estimating. 2. an
opinion or judgment. 3. esteem; regard; respect.

es-ti*ma'tive (es'ta-ma'tiv), adj. 1. serving as an esti-
mate. 2. estimating or capable of estimating

1

.

es-ti-ma-tor (es'ts-ma't&r), n. a person who estimates.
e-stip-u-late (e-stip'yoo-lit). adj. exstipulate.
es*ti*val (es'to-v'l, es-tiVl), adj. [see AESTIVAL], of
summer: also spelled aestival.

es-ti-vate (es'ta-vat
7

), vd. [ESTIVATED (-id), ESTIVATING],
[see AESTIVATE], 1. to spend the summer. 2. to spend
the summer in a dormant condition: opposed to hiber-
nate. Also spelled aestivate.

es-ti-va-tion (es'to-va'shan), n. 1. in zoology, the habit
or state of estivating. 2. in botany, the arrangement of
petals in a flower bud before it opens: see vernation.
Also aestivation.

Jest mo-dus in rebus (est mo'dss in re'bes), [LJ f

there is a measure in things; temperance is a virtue:
a quotation from Horace.
Es-toni-a (es-to'ni-s), n. a country in northeastern
Europe annexed as the Estonian Soviet Socialistic

Republic in August, 1940: also Esthonia.
Es tonian (es-to'ni-on), adj. of Estonia, its people,
their language, or culture, n. 1. a native or inhabi-
tant of Estonia. 2. the Finno-Ugric language of the
Estonians. Also Esthonian.

Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic of the
U.S.S.R., on the Baltic Sea: area, 18,050 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,120,000; capital, Tallinn.

es-top (e-stop'), v.t. [ESTOPPED (-stoptQ, ESTOPPING],
[< Anglo^Fr. estopper & OFr. estoper; LL. *stuppare,
to stop with tow, cram < L. stuppa, oakum, tow; see
STOP], 1. originally, to stop up. 2. to stop; obstruct;
prevent; bar. 3. hi law, to bar or prevent 6y estoppel.

es top page (e-stop'ij), n. [< estop + -w] an estopping
or being estopped: stoppage.

es-top-pel (e-stop'l), n. [prob. < OFr. estoupail, stopper,
bung < estoper; see ESTOP], in law, the prevention of a

person from making an afemation or denial because
it is contrary to a previous affirmation or denial that
he has made.

es-to vers (e-sto'vSrz), npl. [OFr. estover, estovoir, to be
necessary; inf. used as m.J, certain necessaries allowed
by law, as wood given, ^p a tenant for fuel or repairs,J

nony for a diT^r^^e, etc.

k; ofl, oi
t ?]

o ui comply^ mi
doch. See pp. x^

joy; yet; chinj she;
agin able (I^lj; Fr. bM;

i>

* hypothetical; < derive^ f
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estrange (s-stranj'), v.t. [ESTRANGED (-stranjdO, ES-

TRANGING}, [OFr. estranger, to remove < LL. extraneare,
to treat as a stranger < L, extraneus, foreign < extra,

beyond, without; cf. STRANGE], 1. to remove, as from
usual surroundings or associates; keep apart or away.
2. to turn away; divert; alienate. 3. to turn (a person)
from an affectionate or friendly attitude to an indiffer-

ent, unfriendly, or hostile one; alienate the affections

of; separate.
es-trange-ment (a-stranj'mant), n. an estranging or

being estranged; alienation.

es*tray (e-stra'), n. [Anglo-Fr. < estmier; see STRAY],
1. any person or thing out of its usual place.^ 2. in law,
a stray and unclaimed domestic animal. IM* [Archaic] ,

to stray.
es treat (e-stref), n. [Anglo-Fr. estrete; OFr. estraite <
LL. extracta < pp. of L. extrahere; see EXTRACT], a
true copy or extract of an original record entered in a
law court, as of fines, v.t. 1. to take from the records
of a law court for purposes of prosecution. 2. to take
as a levy, fine, etc.

Es^tre-ma'dU'ra (es'tre-ma-^oo'rS; for 2. esh'tra-ma-

doo'ra), n. 1. a
former province of
southwestern Spain.
2. a province of
western Portugal.

es-trin (es'trin, es'-

trin), n. [Rare],
estrone: also spelled
oestrin.

es-tri-ol (es'tri-oO,
n. a female sex hor-
mone,Ci8H4Oi,used
to treat conditions
of estrogen defi-

ciency, especially in

menopause; theelol.

es-tro-gen (es'tro-

jan), n. any of sev-
eral estrus-produo
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ing compounds, as estriol and estrone.

is-tro-gen-ic (es'tra-jen'ik), adj. 1. of <es-tro-gen-ic (es'tra-jen'ik), ad/, 1. of estrogen. 2, of
or producing estrus.

es-trone (es'tron), n. {< estrus + -one], a female sex
hormone, CwHasOa, injected into the muscles to treat
conditions of estrogen deficiency; theelin: it is more
active than estriol.

es-trous (es'trss, eVtras), adj. of, or having the charac-
teristics of, estrus; also spelled oestrous.
es-trum (es'trsm, eVtram), n, estrus.
es-trus (es'tras, es'trss), n. [L. oestrus, gadfly, horsefly,
frenzy; Gr. oistros, gadfly, sting, frenzy; akin to ON.
eisa, to rush on, L. ira, ire, Lith. aistra, violent passion],
1. a strong impulse; overwhelming desire; frenzy. 2.

the sexual excitement, or heat, of female mammals,
corresponding to rut in males. 3. the period of this,
characterized by sexual desire and changes in the sex
organs. Also spelled oestrus,j

es-tu-ar-l-al (es'choo-^r'i^l), adj. of an estuary.
es-tu-ar-ine (es'choo-Sr-in, es'choo-a-rin', adj. formed
or deposited in an estuary.

es-tu-ar-y (es'choo-er'i), n. [pi. ESTUARIES (-12)]. [L.
aestuarium < aestus, the tide], an inlet or arm ox the
sea; especially, the wide mouth of a river, where the
tide meets the current: abbreviated est.

e-su-ri-ence (i-soor'i-ans, i-syoor'i-ans), n. [see ESURI-
ENT], hunger: greed; voracity.

e-su-ri-en-cy (i-soor'i-an-si, i-syopr'i-an-si), n. esurience.
e-su-ri-ent (i-soor'i-ant, i-syoor'i-ant), adj. [L. esuriens,

gpr.
of esurire, to be hungry < pp. of edere, to eat],

ungry: voracious; greedy.
|et (et; Fr. )JL,, or Fr. < L.], and.
-et (it, at), [ME. -et; OFr. -et, masc., -ete (Fr. -ctte), fern.],
a suffix added to nouns, meaning little, as in rivulet,
islet: it has lost its diminutive sense in most words, as
in bullet, hatchet, pocket, Juliet, sonnet, etc.

Et, et, in chemistry, ethyl.
e-ta (a'ta, e'ta), n. the seventh letter of the Greek
alphabet (H, 17), corresponding in sound to English
a, as in fate: in English transliteration, as in the
etymologies of this dictionary, it is shown as e: see
alphabet, table.

E.T.A., Estimated Time of Arrival.
et al., [L.], 1. et alibi. 2. et alii.

Jet a-li-hi (et al'a-bi'), [L.], and elsewhere: abbrevi-
ated et al.

Jeta-lii (eta'li-10, [L.], and others: abbreviated et al.
et-a-mine (et'a-men'), n. [Fr. ttamine], a loosely woven
cotton or worsted cloth, similar to bunting or voile.

etaoin shrdlu. two sequences of letters on a linotype
machine: if the machine jams, the entire slug may
drop, so that these sequences may accidentally appear
in print,

Jetape (a'tap'). n. [Fr.; OFr. estaple; MD, stapel,
storage place, depot; see STAPLE (storehouse)], I. a
halting place; specifically, a place where troops encamp
after a day's march, 2. the length of a aay's march.

etc.. et cetera.

et cet-er-a, et caet-er-a (et set'er-0, et set'ra), [L.], and
others; and the like; and the rest; and so forth: ab-
breviated etc., &c.

et-cet-er-as (et-set'gr-sz, et-set'rsz), n.pL additional
things; odds and ends; customary extras.
etch (ech), v.t. [D. etsen; G. aizen, to feed, corrode <
MHG. etsen, to cause to eat, caus. of es&en (G. esseri),
to eat], 1. to make (a drawing, design, etc.) on metal,
glass, etc. by the action of an acid: usually done by
coating the surface with wax and letting acid eat into
the lines or areas laid bare with a special needle. 2. to
engrave _(a^metal plate, ^glass, etc.) in this way, for
use in printing such drawings or designs. 3. to produce
(designs, etc.) by this process. v.i. to make etchings.

etch-ing (ech'irjj, n. 1. the art, prbcess, or act of

producing drawings or designs on plates of metal,
glass, etc. by the action of acid. 2. an etched plate,
drawing, or design. 3. a print made from an etched
plate.

E-te-o-cIes (i-te's-klez'), n. [L.; Gr. Eteokles], in Greek
legend, a son of Oedipus and Jocasta: see Seven against
Thebes.

e-ter-nal (i-tur'n'l), adj. [OFr. (Fr. fternel): LL. aeter-

nalis; L. aeturnus < aevum, an age; IE. base *aiw~,

*aju-, a life, lifetime; akin to^AS. a, always], 1,

without beginning or end; existing through all time;
everlasting. 2. timeless. 3. forever the same; always
true or valid; unchangeable: as, eternal principles.
4. always going on or coming back; never stopping;
perpetual. 5. seeming never to stop; happening very
often. SYN. see continual,
the Eternal, God.

Eternal City, Rome.
e-ter-nal-ize (i-tur'n'1-izO, v.t. [ETERNALIZED (-Izd'),
ETERNALIZING], to make eternal; eternize.

e-ter-nal-ly (i-tur'n'1-i), adv. 1. continuing through
eternity; for all time; without beginning or end. 2.

always. 3. continuously; without stopping; constantly.
e-terne (i-turnO, adj. [Archaic or Poetic], eternal.

e*ter-ni'ty (i-turno-ti), n. [pL ETERNITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
eternite; OFr. eternite; L. aetemitas], 1. the quality,

state^ or fact ^of being eternal; eternal existence or
duration; continuance without end. 2. infinite time:
time without beginning or end. 3. a long period of
time that seems endless: as, an eternity of waiting. 4.

a) the endless time after death; hence, 6) future life;
immortality. |

e-ter-ni za-tion (i-tur'na-za'shan, i-tur'ni-za'shan), n.
an eternizing or being eternized*

e-ter-nize (i-tur'niz), v.t, [ETERNIZED (-nizd), ETER-
NIZING], [Fr. eterniser; ML. aeternizare < L. aeternus;
see ETERNAL], 1. to make eternal; cause to last for-
ever. 2. to make famous forever; immortalize.

e-te sian (i-te'zhan}, adj. [L. etesius, annual, pertaining
to the etesian winds (L. etesiae; Gr. etesiai}\ Gr.
et&sios < etas, year], annual: said of certain Mediter-
ranean winds that blow from the northwest for several
weeks every summer.
eth (eth), n. an edh.
-eth (9th, ith), [expanded form < ME, "the], a suffix
used in forming ordinal numerals from bases ending
in a vowel, as in fortieth; see also -th.

and Central West Midland dialects of Middle
sh; displaced in 14th- & 15th-c. South East

Midland by ~(e}$ < Northern & North East Midland
dialects; in 16th- & I7th-c. Eng., written ~(e)th was
actually pronounced (-$ -*, -&), the present pronun.
being due to spelling], archaic ending of the third
person singular, present indicative, of verbs, as in
asketh, brin&eth: see also -th.

Eth., 1. Ethiopia. 2. Ethiopian. 3. EthiopiaE than (e'than). [L.; Heb. 8ifcn, strength, firmness], a
masculine name.
eth-ane (eth'an), n. [< ether -awe], an odorless, color-
less, gaseous hydrocarbon, CHiCHa, of the methane
series: it is found in natural gas and illuminating gas,
and is used as a refrigerant.
Ethanim (eth'a-nim), n. [Heb.], Tishri: the early
Hebrew name: see Jewish calendar,
eth a

;
nol (ethVnol', eth'e-nol'), n. [< ethane + ~ol],

ethyl alcohol: see alcohol*
Eth-el (eth'al), [AS. Mthdu < aethel, noble; akin to G.
odel; see ADELAIDE], a feminine name,
Eth elbert (eth'ol-bSrt), FAS. JEthelbryht, lit., noble
bright < tethele, noble + tieorht, bright; hence akin to
Adeloert; see ALBERT], a masculine name. n. king of

Kent; lived 552?~616 A.D.
Eth-el-red II (eth'akred'), 968?-1016 A.D,; king of
England (978-1016 A.D.): caUed the Unready.

eth-ene (eth'en), n. ethylene.
e-tihter (either), n. [L. aether; Gr. aitbfr < aithein. to
kindle, bum], 1. an imaginary substance regarded by
the ancients as filling alls-pace beyond the sphere of
the moon, and making up the stars and planets. 2. the

upper regions of space; clear sky, 5; [Rare], the air.
4. in chemistry, any of a class of organic? compounds
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that are oxides of hydrocarbon radicals; specifically, a
volatile, colorless, highly inflammable liquid, (CaHs)sO,
with an aromatic odor, prepared by the reaction of
stilfttric acid and ethyl alcohol: it is used as an anes-
thetic and a solvent for resins and fats: also called

diethyl ether. 5. in physics, a hypothetical invisible
substance postulated (in older theory) as pervading
space and serving as the medium for the transmission
of light waves and other forms of radiant energy. Also
spelled aether (in senses 1, 2, 3).
e the-re-al (i-the'r'i-al), adj. [< L. aetherius; Gr. aitherios;
+ flfl, 1. of or like the ether, or upper regions of space:
hence, 2. very light; airy; delicate: as, the ethereal

grace of her dancing. 3. heavenly; celestial; not
earthly. 4. in chemistry, of, like, or containing ether.
Also spelled aethereal (in senses 1, 2, 3).

e-the-re-al-i-ty (i-theY'i-al'a-tD. n. ethereal quality.
e-the're-al-ize (i-theVi-a-KzO ,v. t.[ETHEREALIZED (-IizdO ,

ETHEREALIZING], to make, or treat as being, ethereal.
Eth er ege, Sir George (eth'Sr-ij), 1635?-1691; English
playwright of the Restoration.

e-ther-i-fy (i-ther'9-fl', e'thgr-a-fT'), v.t. [ETHERIFIED
(-fid'), ETHERIFVING], to change (an alcohol) into ether.

e-ther-i-za-tion (e'thr-o-za^shan, e'thgr-i-za'shan), n.
1. an etherizing; especially, giving ether as an anesthetic.
2. the fact or process of being or becoming etherized.

e-ther-ize (e'ths-rizO* v.t. [ETHERIZED (-rlzd') ETHER-
IZING], 1. to change into ether; etherify. 2. to cause
to inhale ether fumes so as to make unconscious;
anesthetize with ether.

eth-ic (eth'ik), n. [Pr. tthique; L. ethica; Gr. ethike

(techne), ethical (art): see ETHICAL], ethics or a system
of ethics, adj. ethical.

ethi-cal (eth'i-k'l), adj. [< L. ethicus; Gr. ethikos,
ethical, moral < ethos, character, custom, man's normal
state; IE. base *swedh-t *$wedh-, essential quality,
own character; akin to Goth. swest one's own], 1.

having to do with ethics or morality; of or conforming
to moral standards. 2. conforming to the standards of
conduct of a given profession: as, it is not ethical for a
judge to hear a case involving his own interests. SYN.
see moral.

eth-i-caMy (eth'i-k'1-i, eth'ik-li), adv. 1. in an ethical
manner. 2. according to" ethics.

ethi-cize (eth's-siz'), v.t. [ETHICKED (-sizd'), ETHI-
CIZING], to make, or regard as, ethical.

eth-ica (eth'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing, in 1 & 2],

1. the study of standards of conduct and moral judg-
ment; moral philosophy. 2. a treatise on this study:
book about morals. 3. the svstem or code of morals of
a particular philosopher, religion, group, profession, etc.

E-thi op (e'tni-op'), n. & adj. Ethiopian.
E-thi-o-pi-a (e'tni-o'pi-s), n. 1. an ancient region in
northeastern Africa,
south of Egypt. 2.

a country in eastern
Africa: area, 350,000
sq. mi.; pop., 15,000>-
000 (est. 1947) ; capital,
Addis Ababa: occu-
pied by Fascist Italy
in 1936, recovered in
1941 (cf. Eritrea): also
called Abyssinia. Ab-
breviated Eth.

E-thi o-pi-an (e'thi-o'-

pi-sn), adj. of Ethio-
pia, its people, culture,
or Semitic language,
n. 1. anative orinhab-
itant of Ethiopia. 2.

loosely, a Negro. 3.

Ethiopia Abbreviat-
ed Eth.
E thi-op ic (e'thi-L
2. oi the Semitic _

language. Abbrevia-
eth-moid (eth'moi

"

1. like a sieve.
'

ETHIOPIA

. . , ,~ 1. Ethiopian.
_ * of the Ethiopians, n. this

: Eth.
'

|

adj. [Qr. Whmoeides < ethmos,
, ieein, to strain) + eidos> form],
2. designating or of the perforated

bone or JDCKICS at the front part of the base of tfre skull,
forming part of the septum and walls of the nasal
cavity: pip olfactory nerved pass through the perfora-
tions^ w. ani ethmoid bone.
eth-narch (eth'nark), it. [Gr. ethnarcfas < ethnos,
nation, people + archein, to rule], the governor of a
people or province* 1

eth-narch-y (eth'nar-ki), n. [pi ETHNARCHIES (4dz)],
[Gr. ethnarchia], 1 . the position or rank of an ethnarch.
2. a jprcVMECto staled by an ethnaircli.

eth-nic (etfo'nik), adj. [Pr. etfatfa&t '* ethmcus; Gr.
effi?nikos

]
i: ethnoty nation^ fteopdipi'Ib e%*2, th &etttiU#'

nations, heathens], , 1. of nations or groups neither
'

distinguished by customs, characteristics, language,
etc, ; ethnological.

eth-ni cal (eth'ni-kl), adj. ethnic.

eth-ni-caMy (eth'ni-kl-i, eth'nik-li), adv. according to
ethnic groups or characteristics.

eth-no- (eth'na), [< Gr. ethnos, nation], a combining
form meaning race, peoples, as in ethnocentrism, eth-

nology: also, before a vowel, etho-.
eth-no cen-trism (eth'ns-sen'triz'm), n. f< ethno- -f-

center + -*sw], the emotional attitude that one's own
race, nation, or culture is superior to all others.
ethnog., 1. ethnographic. 2. ethnography.
eth-nog-e-ny (eth-noj'a-ni), n, [ethno- -f -geny]t 1. the
branch of ethnology that deals with the origins of races
and peoples. 2. racial origin.

eth nog ra-pher (eth-nog'ra-fSr), n. a student of or
specialist in ethnography.
eth-no-graph'ic (eth'na-graf'ik), adj. of ethnography:
abbreviated ethnog.
eth no graph i cal (eth'na-graf'i-kl) , adj. ethnographic.
eth-no-graph-i-cal4y (etVna-graf'i-kl-i, eth'na-graf'-
ik-li), adv. 1. by ethnography. 2. from the viewpoint
of ethnography.

eth-nog-ra-phy (eth-nog
/
ra-fi), n. [ethno- + -graphy],

the branch of anthropology that deals descriptively
with specific cultures, especially those of primitive
peoples or groups: abbreviated ethnog.

eth-no-log-ic (eth'na-loj'ik), adj. ethnological.
eth-no log-i-cal (eth'na-loj'i-kl), adj. of ethnology: ab-
breviated ethnol.
eth-no log-i cal ly (eth'na-loj'i-kl-i, ethA

na-loj'ik-H),
adv. 1. by ethnology. 2. from the viewpoint of eth-
nology.

eth-nol-o gist (eth-nolVjist), n. a student of or special-
ist in ethnology.
eth nol o gy (etE-nol'o-ji), n. [ethno- + 4oy], the branch
of anthropology that deals with the comparative cul-
tures of various peoples,, including their distribution,
characteristics, folkways, etc.: abbreviated ethnol.

e-thos (e'thos), n. [Gr. ethos, disposition, character], 1.
the characteristic and distinguishing attitudes, habits,
etc. of a racial, political, occupational, or other group.
2. the universal or objective elements in a work' of art,
as distinguished from the emotional or subjective el-
ements: opposed to pathos.

eth-yl (eth'ol), n. [< ether + -yl], 1. the monovalent
hydrocarbon radical CHiCHj, which forms the base of
common alcohol, ether, and many other compounds:
symbol, Et, et {no period). 2. a) tetraethyl lead,
Pb(CaHe)4t a poisonous, colorless lead compound: a
trade-mark (Ethyl), b) any of various gasolines or
motor fuels that contain tetraethyl lead to increase
power and prevent knocking, adj. containing ethjrl
(sense 1) or tetraethyl lead.

ethyl alcohol, common alcohol: see alcohoL

eth-yl-ate (eth'o-laV), v.t. [BTHYLATED (4d), ETHYLAT-
ING], to compound with one or more ethyl groups, n.

(eth'a-lit, eth's-lat'). a compound formed oy the re-

placement of the hydrogen atom in the hydroxyl group
of ethyl alcohol by an active metal.

eth-yl-ene (eth'a-len')* n. [ethyl + -ene], a colorless, in-

flammable, gaseous hydrocarbon of the olefin series,
CHt'CHs, with a disagreeable odor: it is obtained from
natural or coal gas* by the action of sulfuric acid on
alcohol, etc., and is used as a fuel and anesthetic, and
in hastening the ripening of fruits: also called ethene.

ethylene glycoL the simplest polyhydric alcohol,
OH-CHrCHrOH: see glycol.

ethyl hydride, ethane.
e-thyl-ic d-thil'ik), adj. of, obtained from, or con-
taining ethyl.
ethyl oxide, diethyl ether.
e-ti-o-late (e'ti-94at

/
), v.t. & vd. [ETIOLATED (-id), ETIO-

LATiNGl, [Pr. eUoler < OFr. estioter, esiieuler, to become
slender or puny < tieuM, tile-colored < tieule, tile < L.
tegftda; see TILE], in botany* to blanch or bleach by
deprivation of sunlight.

e ti o-log-i-cal ffi'tiro-loj'irk'l), adj. of (an) etiology.

e-tl-ol-o-gy (e'tiTol'a-ji), n.
\fl. ETIOLOGIES (-jiz)j, [LL.

aetiologta; Gr. aitologta < attia, cause + logia, descrip-
tion], I. the assignment of a cause: as, the etiology ofa
folkway. 2. the science of causes or origins. 3. science
or theory of tpe causes or origins of diseases. Also
spelled aetiology.

et i-quette (et'I-ket', et'i-kat), n. [Pr. ttiquette, a ticket,
label? OFr. estiquette < estiquer, to stick; prob. < MHG.
sleeken, to stick], 1. the forms, manners, and cere-
monies established by convention as acceptable or re-

quired in society, in a profession, or in official life. 2.
the rules for such forms, manners, and ceremonies.
SN. see decorum.

Et-na (et'na), n. 1. a volcanic mountain in eastern
Sicily: height, 10^741 ffe.r ako swelled Aetna. 2. [e-J,

jai mm|> for heading pr Tapl?5%tng Equids: It consists of

cup set in a saucer Sn W%iclL aldohpl is burned.

t6ol, look; oil, out} i
v

r

*v, o in comply* it w j

r. doch. See pp. x-x
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ETON COLLAR
AND JACKET

E-ton (e't'n), n. La town on the Thames, near London:
pop., 4,000. 2. a private prepara-
tory school (called public school in

England) for boys, at this town;
in full* Eton College.
Eton coat, an Eton jacket.
Eton collar, 1. a broad, white lin-

en collar worn with an Eton jacket.
2. a collar resembling this.

E-to-ni-an (e-to'ni-an), adj. of Eton.
n. a student or former student at
Eton.
Eton jacket, 1. a boys' short,
waist-length jacket with broad la-

pels, left open in front: worn by
students at Eton. 2. a similar jack-
et, as worn by girls and women.

E-tru-ri-a (i-troor'i-9) , n. an ancient
country in the central part of west-
ern Italy, now forming Tuscany and
part of Umbria.

E-trur-i-an (i-troor'i-an), adj. & n.
Etruscan.
E trus can (i-trus'ksn) , ad/, of Etruria, its people, their

language, or culture.
n. 1. a native or in-
habitant of Etruria*
2. the language of the
Etruscans.

|et se-quens (et se'-

kwanz), [L.] f and the
following: abbreviat-
ed et seq.

Jet se-quen-tes (et si-

kwen'tez), [L.] f and
those that follow; ab-
breviated et seq,, et

(et si-

, and
: ab-

breviated et seq., et
seqq.

Et-ta (et'a), a feminine
name: see Henrietta.
-ette (et), [Fr., fern, of -et], a suffix used to form nouns,
meaning: 1. little, as in dinette, statuette. 2. female, as

j *'"
\""j

w/f ****.****. 0(Mv* H\J MWI j Mj.j.u.0 vcfccoo.! o wvjJiuta WUL

seemg his friend Brutus among his assassins: used as a
reproachful exclamation implying betrayal.
tude (S'tood, a'tud; Pr. a-ttid'), n. [Pr.; see STUDY],
1. a study. 2. a musical composition for a solo instru-
ment, designed to give practice in some special point
of technique, but often performed for its artistic worth.

e-tui (a-twe't e-twe', et'we), n. [Pr. itui; OFr, estui;
prob. < estuier, to place in a cover, enclose, hence
hide, save < LL. *studiare, to treat with care < L.
studium; see STUDY], a case for small articles, as needles.

e-twee (e-twe
7

, et'we), n. an etui
ety.f etym., etymol., 1. etymological. 2. etymology.
et-ymo-log-i-cal (et'g-ma-loj'i-k'l), adj. [LL. etymolog-
tcus; Gr. etymologikos], of or according to the etymology
or the principles of etymology.

et-y-mo-log-i-caMy (et'9-ma-loj'i-k'l-i, et'a-ma-loj'ik-
li), adv. by or according to etymology or its principles.

et-y-mol-o-gtet (et'a-mol'9-jist), n. an expert in ety-
mology.

et-y-mol o gize (etVmol'9-jIz'). v.t, A v.i. [ETYMOLO-
GIZED (-jizd'), ETYMOLOGIZING], to trace the etymology

ETYMON & -LOGY], 1. the origin and development of a
word : tracing a word back as far as possible, generally
by the methods of comparative linguistics. 2. an
account of this: in this dictionary etymologies are givenm brackets following the part-of-speech label. 3. the
branch of linguistics that deals with the origin and
development of words, Abbreviated etym., etymol., ty.
et-y-mon (et'a-mon'), n. [pi. ETYMONS (-monz') BTYMA
(-mgjj, [L.; Gr. etymon, literal sense of a word, ety-
mology; neut. of etymos, true; IE. base *$~e-to- < *es-,

Eugenie

ETRURIA

fct-zel
(efeJsT)

. n. [< Goth. Attila; see ATTILA], in German
legend, the king who married Kriemhild, after Sieg-
iriecL s death.
eu- (u, yoo), [Gr. eu-, good, well], a prefix meaning
good, well, as in eulogy, eugenic: opposed to dys-* coco-.

*/u, in chemistry, europium.chemistry, europium.Eu boe a
(yoq-be'o), n. Ewoia: the ancient name.

el either
04, and

* wv \j\j\j-vis <cri, m. xvvvujict; tuc eu
eu catae (u-kan/, u'ko-m'), n,[<eu~+ cocainel
of two synthetic alkaloids, a-eucaine, CifiH^NO*,
J-eucaine, CuHwNOa, made from piperidine; their
nydrochlondes have been used as local anesthetics.

eu-ca-lypt (u'ka-liptO, n. a eucalyptus tree.
eu ca lyp te ol (u'ka-lip'ti-ol, u'ka-hp'ti-olO, n. [< eu-

calyptus -f -oi], a crystalline compound made from
eucalyptus oil: it is used as an intestinal antiseptic.

eu-ca-lyp-tole, eu*ca-lyp*tol (u'ka-lip'tol, u'ka-hp'tol),
n. [eucalyptus + -ole, -ol], cineole, a liquid found in
certain essential oils.

eu-ca-lyp tus (u'ka-lip'tas), n. [pi. EUCALYPTUSES (-12),
EUCALYPTI (-ti)l, [Mod. L. < Gr. eu-, well + kalyptos,
covered (from the covering of the buds) < kalyptein, to
cover, conceal], any of a group of subtropical ever-

green trees of the myrtle family, native to Australia,
valued for their timber, gums, and oil.

eucalyptus oil, an essential oil derived from eucalyptus
leaves, used as an antiseptic and disinfectant.

eu-cha-ris (u'ks-ris), n."[Mod. L.; LL.; Gr. eucharis,
charming, gracious: see EUCHARIST], any of a group of
South American plants of the amaryllis family, irith

white, bell-shaped flowers.
Eu-cha rist (u'ka-rist), n. [ME. & OPr. eucariste; LL.
eucharistia; Gr. eucharistia, thankfulness, gratitude <
eucharistos, grateful, thankful < eu-, well + charizesthai,
to show favor to < charts, favor], in Christian churches,
1. Holy Coinmumon; Lord's Supper. 2. the conse-
crated bread and wine used in this.

Eu-cha-ris-tic (u/ka-ris'tik), adj. of or connected with
the Eucharist.

Eu-cha-ris-ti-cal (u'ka-ris'ti-k'l), adj. Eucharistic.
eu-chre (u'kgr), n. [earlier also yuker, uker; use of
bower for nontrump knave in game (see BOWER) suggests
G. dial, origin (cf. G. juchs, joke, game) with Creole
Pr. or Sp. sp.; ? influenced by Creole Sp. ser yuca, to
best, outdo; prob. not < Pr. ecarte], 1. a card game for
two, three, or four players, played with thirty-two
cards, all the cards below seven except the ace being
removed. 2. a euchring or being euchred, v.t. [EU-
CHRED (-kSrd), EUCHRING], 1. to gain an advantage of
two points over (an opponent at euchre) by his failure
to take three tricks; hence, 2. FColloq.], to outwit or
defeat, as in scheming (often with out).
Euck-en, Ru dolf Chris toph (roo'dSlf kris'tfcf oi'k'n),
1846-1926; German writer and philosopher; received
Nobel prize in literature, 1908.

eu-clase (u'klas), n. [< eu- + Gr. klasis, a breaking <
klan, to break: so named from breaking easily], a
crystalline silicate of aluminum and beryflium, HBe-
AlSiOe, colored pale green or, sometimes, blue: it is
used as a gem.
Euclid (u'klid), n. [L. Eudides; Gr. Eukleides], L
Greek mathematician; fl. c. 300 B.C. 2. his Elements,
a basic work in geometry. 3. Euclidean geometry.

Eu'did-e an, Eu-clid-i-an (u-klid'i-an), adj. [L, Eu-
clideus], of Euclid or his geometric principles.
eu-dae-mo-ni-a (u'di-mo'ni-o), n. [Gr. eudaimonia,
happiness < eu-, good + datmon, one's demon, fate,
soul], happiness; specifically, in Aristotle's philosophy,
happiness, the main universal goal, derived from a life
of activity governed by reason.
eu dae-mon-ic (u'di-mon'ik), adj. [Gr. eudaimonikos;
see EUDAEMONLAJ, conducive to happiness.
eu dae-mon i cal (u'di-mon'i-k'l), adj. eudaemonic.
eu dae mon-ism (yoo-de'men-iz'm), n. [Gr. eudaimon-
ismos, a calling happy < eudaimonizein t to call happy
< eudaimdn, fortunate, happy; see EUDAEMONIA], the
system of ethics that considers the moral value of
actions in terms, of their ability to produce happiness.
eu di om e ter (uMi-omVteY), n. [< Gr, eudios, clear,
fair (eu-, good + dios, genit. of Zeus, god of the sky);
+ -meter], 1. originally, an instrument for measuring
the amount of oxygen in the air, 2. an instrument for
measuring and analyzing gases.

eu-di-o-met-ric (u'di-a-met'rik), adj, of a eudiometer
or eudiometry.
eu di-o met-ri-cal (u'di-o-met'ri-k'l), adj. eudiometric.
eu di om e try (u'di-om'a-tri), n. tae analysis of gases
by means of a eudiometer.
Eugene (yoo-jeW, u'jen), [Pr. Eugtne; L. Eugenius;
Gr. Eugentos < eugenes, weU-boro; see EUGENIC], a
masculine name: diminutive, Gene; feminine, Eugenia,
n. a city in western Oregon: pop., 30,000.
Eu gene, Prince (Fr. e'zhenQ, (francois Eugene de
Savote-Carignon), 1663-1736; Prince of Savoy; Pranco-
Austrian general.
Eu ge-ni-a ^oo-je'nird), [L.; Gr. Eugenia; see EUGENE],
a feminine name: diminutive. Genie.
eu gen ic (yoo-jen'ik), adj. [Gr. evgents, well-born; see
EU- & GENESIS], improving, or relating to the iproye-
ment^of, the race; relating to the bearing pf Wealthy
offspring.
eu gen i cal ly (yop-jen'i-k'H, yoo-jen'ik-H), adu* 1,
in a eugenic manner. 2. by or according to eugenics.

eu-gen-i-cist (yoo-jen'a-sist), ij, a specialist in or
advocate of eugenics. , ,

eu-gen-ics (yoo-jen'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],
[< Gr. eugen$s (see EUGENIC;); -Ir -*ai the science tat
deals

f
with tibie improvement o| races and,

especially ,the^ huwaA race,
" " "

here^tary factors'; (%t|ngtus
Eu.g|.nie^e'2!ha'ne'; Eng. yoo-ii
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eu-ge-nist (u/ja-nist), n. a specialist in eugenics.
eu-ge*nol (u'js-nor, u'js-nor). n. l< Mod. L. Eugenia,
a genus of tropical trees; + -ol] t a colorless, aromatic
liquid compound, CioHiaOa, found in oil of cloves and
used in perfumes, as an antiseptic in dentistry, etc.

euglena (yoo-gle'n), n. [Mod. L.; eu- + Gr. glene,

pupil of the eye], a green protozoan with a single flagel-
lum and a characteristic red pigment spot.
eu'he-inei>ism (yoo-he'mer-iz'rn, yoo-hem'gr-iz"m), n.

[< L. Euhemerus (< Gr. EuKemeros)*, + -ism], the
doctrine of the Sicilian philosopher Euhemerus (4th
century B.C.) that the gods of mythology were deified
human beings; theory that myths are based on tradi-
tional accounts of real people and events.
eu-he-mer-ist (yoo-he'mgr-ist, yoo-hem'er-ist), n. a
believer in euhemerism. adj. euhemeristic.

eu-he-mer-is-tic (yoo-he'mgr-is'tik, yoo-hem'Sr-is'tik),
adj* of or based on euhemerism.
eu-he-mer-tee (yoo-he'mgr-Iz', yoo-hem'e'r-iz

/
)t v.t.

[EUHEMERIZED (-izd'). EUHEMERIZING], to interpret
(myths, etc.) by euhemerism.

Eu-la-li-a (yoo-lSli-o, yoo-la'lyg), [L.; Gr. Eulalia, lit.,

fan- (in) speech < eu-, well + lalein, to talk], a feminine
name.

Eulalia, Saint, P-304 A.D.; Spanish martyr; patroness
of sailors and of Barcelona: her day is February 12.

Eu4er,Le-on-hard QS'dn-hart'oilSr), 1707-1 783; Swiss
mathematician; originated the calculus of variation.

eu*lo-gi-a (yoo-lo'ji-s) , n. [LL.; New Testament Gr.
eulogta, the Eucharist, act of blessing; see EULOGY],
1. originally, the Eucharist. 2. bread (formerly bread
of the Eucharist) blessed but not consecrated, and
given in small pieces to the noncommunicants at Mass,
especially in the Orthodox Eastern Church.

eu-lo-gist (u'la-jist), n. a person who eulogizes.

eu-lo-gis-tic (u'10-jis'tik), adj. of or expressing eulogy;
praising highly; laudatory.
eu-lo-gis-ti-caHy (u'ls-jis'ti-k'1-i, u'b-jis'tik-H), adv.
in a eulogistic manner.
eu-lo-gi-um (yoo-lo'ji-sm), n. [pi. EULOGIUMS (-9mz),
EULOGIA (-a)J, [ML.], eulogy.

eu-lo-gize (u'b-jiz'), v.t. [EULOGIZED (-jlzdO, EULO-
GIZING], to praise highly; compose a eulogy about; extol.

SlfN. see praise.

eu-lo-gy (u'lo-ji), n.
[pi. EULOGIES (-jiz)], [ML. eulogia;

Gr. eulogia < eulegevn, to speak well of, praise (in New
Testament, to bless) ; see EU- & -LOGY], 1. speech or
writing in praise of a person, event, or thing; especially,
a formal speech or statement praising a dead person.
2. high praise; commendation. SYN. see tribute.
Eu men-i-des (u-men's-dez'), n.pl. [L.; Gr. Eumm*
ides, lit., the gracious ones < eumenes, well-disposed,
gracious < eu-, well + menos, the mind, temper: a
propitiatory euphemism], in Greek mythology, the
Furies; Erinyes.

Eu-nice (u'nis), [L.; Gr. Eunike, lit., good victory <
eu-, well + nike, victory], a feminine name.
eu-nuch (u'nok), n. [L. eunuchus; Gr. eunouchos, guar-
dian of the bed, chamberlain, eunuch < eune, bed -f
echein, to have, hold], 1. a castrated man in charge of
an Oriental harem or employed as a chamberlain or
officer by an Oriental potentate. 2. any castrated man.
eu-on-y-mus (u-on'9-mss), n. [L. euonymos; Gr. eu&ny^
mos < eu-, good -f onyma, dial, form of onoma, name],
any of a group of evergreen shrubs with highly colored
fruit: also evonymus.
eu-pa-to-ri-um (u'p9-t6r'i-am, u'pa-to'ri-am), n. [Mod.
L.; Gr. eupatorion, hemp agrimony < Eupator, king of
Pontus, by whom said to have been first used), any
of a group of plants of the composite family, including
the mistflower, joe-pye weed, snakeroot, boneset, etc.
eu-pat-rid (yoo-pat'rtd, u/pa-trid')i n. [pi. EUPATREDAE
(yoo-pat'ri-de'), EUPATRIDS (-ridz, -tridz'j], [Gr. eupat~
rides < eu~, well, good -|~ pater, father], [also E-], any
of the hereditary aristocrats of ancient Athens ana
other Greek states, who were the lawmakers and ad-
ministrators, adj* (u'pa-trid'), of these aristocrats.
eu pep si a (yoo-pep'slb; yoo-pep'si-9), n. [Mod. L.:
Gr. eupepsia < eu*% well 4- peptem, to digest], good
digestion.

eu-pep-tic (yoo-pep'tik), adj. {< Gr. eupeptos (see
EUPEPSJA) ; + -ic\, 1. of or having good digestion. 2.

aiding cjige&tion,

Euphe mia (yoo-fe'mi-a) , [L.j Gr. EuphSmw, Ht.r (of)
fair report < eu-, well 4- phem&, speech, report], a fem-
inine name: diminutives, Rffie, PHemie.
eu-phe-misrn (ii'fo-miz'm), n; [Gr. euphemismos < e-
pnemizein, to use, a good or auspicious word for an evil
or inauspicious < euphemos, of good sound or omen* <
eu- t good 4- pheme:, voice < fhanai, to &peak}r 1. the
use of a word or phrase that is less expressive or direct
but considered less distasteful, less offensive,, etc. than
another. & arword or phrase so substituted
iwmtt&for*mgi60}..' ,: MM^.J ,
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euphemist
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eu-phe-mls-tlc (tt'fe-mis'tik), adj. of, cccitaining, hav-
ing the nature of, or

,
intended as euphemism.

eu-phe-mis-ti-cal (u'fa-niis'ti-k'l), adj. euphemistic.
eu-phe-mis-ti-cal-Iy (ti'fa-mis'ti-kl-i, u'fa-mis'tik-H),
adv. in a euphemistic manner; by euphemism.
eu-phe-mize (u'fa-imV) , v.t.& va.[EUPHEMIZED (-mizdO ,

EUPHEMIZING], to speak or write (of) euphemistically.

eu-phpn-ic (yoo-fon'ik), adj. 1, of euphony. 2. eu-
phonious.
eu-phon-i-cal (yoo-fon'i-k'l), adj. euphonic.
eu'pho-ni-ous (yoo-fo'ni-ss), adj. characterized by eu-
phony; having a pleasant sound; harmonious*
eu-pho-ni-um (yoo-fo'ni-am), n. [Mod. L* < Or. eitpko*
nos; see EUPHONY], a brass-wind in-

strument, now rarely used, resem-
bling the tuba but having a slightly
higher range and more mellow tone.
eu-phon-ize (u'fo-nizOt v.t. (EU-
PHONIZED (-nizdOt EUPHONIZING], to
make euphonious.
eu-pho-ny (u'fa-ni), n. [j>l. EUPHO-
NIES (-niz)], [LL. euphonia; Gr. eu-
phdnia < euphonos, sweet-voiced,
musical < eu-, well + phone, voice],
1. the quality of having a pleasing I/
sound; pleasant effect of a combina- /

tion of agreeable sounds, as in

speech or music. 2. in phonetics, the
tendency to make pronunciation EUPHONIUM
easier, as by assimilation, dissimilation, etc., resulting
from normal causes of sound change and not from an
attempt at pleasanter sound* as formerly believed.

eu-phor-bi-a (yoo-fdr'bi-a), n. [Mod. L.; L. eupharbea;
Gr. euphorbion < Euphorbos, Gr. physician], any of a
large group _of cactuslike plants with a thick, milky
juice, including the poinsettia, etc. ; spurge.

eii'phor-bi-a-ceous ([yoo-fdr'bi-a'shas), adj. of the
family of plants typified by the euphorbias, found in
many parts of the world.
eu pho ri-a (yoo-f6r'i-a, yoo-fo'ri-s), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
euphoria, power of bearing easily < euphoros, bearing
well < eu-, well + pherein, to bear], a leeling of well-
being; especially, in psychology, an abnormal feeling of
buoyant vigor and health.

eu-pnor-ic (yoorf6r'ik, yoo-for'ik), adj. of or character-
ized by euphoria*
eu-phra-sy (u'fra-si), n. [ML. euphrasia; Gr. euphrasia
< eufhrasein, to cheer < eu~, well + phrSn, mind]
eyebnght, an herb.

Eu-phra-tes (u-fra'tez), n. a river flowing through east-
em Turkey, Syria, and Iraq, into the Persian Gulf:
length, 1,700 mi.

eu-phroe (u/fro, u'vro), n. [< D. juffroim, lit., young
woman < jong, young -f wouw, woman], a long, per-
forated, cylindrical block to fasten and tighten the
ropes supporting an awning on shipboard, a tent, etc.:
also spelled uphroe.
Eu-phros-y-ne (u-fros'a-ne', u-froz'o-neO n. [L.; Gr.
Euphrosyne < euphron, cheerful], in Greek mythology,
Joy, one of the three Graces.

eu'phu-ism (u^fu-iz'm), n. [ < Euphues, fictitious char-
acter in two prose romances by John Lyly < Gr.

euphygs, shapely, graceful < eu-, well -f phye, rowth <
phyein, to grow], 1. the artificial, affected, high-flown
style of speaking or writing used by John Lyly and his
imitators, characterized by alliteration, balanced sen-
tences, antithesis, farfetched figures of speech, etc. 2.

any; artificial, high-flown style of speech or writing. 3.

an instance of this.

eu-phu-ist (u'fu-ist), n. a person who uses euphuism.
eu phu-is-tic Tu'fu-is'tik), adj. 1. having the nature of

euphuism ; high-flown, affected, etc. 2 . characterized by
euphuism. SYN^ see bombastic.
eu phu is ti cal (u'fu-is/ti-k'l), adj. euphuistic.
eu-plas-tic (yoo-plas'tik), adj. [eu- -f "plastic], in phys-
iology, easily formed into or adapted to the formation
of tissue, n. a euplastic material.

eup-ne-a, eup-noe-a (yoop-ne'a), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. eup-
noia < eu-, well + pnoe, breathing < pnein, to breathe],
normal breathing: opposed to dyspnea.

Eur., 1. Europe. 2. Ekiropean.
Eur-a-sia (yoo-ra'zha, yoo-ra'sho), n. Europe and Asia,
considered as a unit.

Eur-a-sian (yoo^ra'zhsn, yoo-ra'shan) , adj. 1. of Eur-
asia. 2, of mixed European and Asiatic descent, n.
1* a person of mixed European and Asiatic descent. 2.

a member of a people of both Europe and Asia.
eie-ka (yoo-re

?
ka), interj. [Gr. heureka, 1st pers.,perf.

indie, act., of heuriskein, to find, discover], 1. I have
found (it) : exclamation supposedly uttered by Archi-
medes when he discovered a way to determine the
purity of gold by applying the principle of specific
gravity; hence, 2. any exclamation of triumphant
achievement, equivalent to "I've got it I"

1

eu*rhyth'inic (yoo^ri^mik), adj. eurythmic.
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eu-rhyth-mi-cal (yoo-ri*fc'mi-k*l), adj. eurythrnical.
eu-rhyth-mics (yoorii/i'miks) , n.pl. [construed as sing.]*

eurythmics.
eu-rhytlt-iny (yoo-r&fc'mi), n. eurythmy.
Eu-rip-i-des (yoo-rip'a-deV), n. Greek tragic dramatist;
5th century B.C.
euripus (yoori'ps) t n. {pi. BURIPI (-pi)], [L.; Gr.

eurifos (orig., in sense 2) < eu-, well + rhtye, rush,

impetus], 1. [E-], a channel between the island of

Euboea and Boeotia in Greece, noted for the violent

and unpredictable now of water in both directions.

2. any strait or channel with such a current or tide.

Eu'roc-ly-don (yoo-rokli-don')* n. [Mod. L.; New Tes-
tament Gr. euroHydon < euros, southeast wind +
Jdydon, wave; prob. false reading for euraklydn < LL.
Euraquilo, northeast wind < L. Eurus, east wind (see

EURUS) -f Aquilo, north wind < aquilus, dark, stormy,
orig., watery < aqua, water], 1. in the Bible, a stormy
northeast wind ofthe Mediterranean, mentioned in the
account of Paul's voyage to Rome: Acts 27:14; hence,
2. any stormy wind.

Eu-ro-pa (yoo-rp'ps), n. [L.; Gr. EurSpe], in Greek myth"
ology, a Phoenician princess loved by Zeus: taking on
the form of a white bull, he carried her off across the
sea to Crete.

Europe (yoor
/
9p), n. [L. Europa; Gr. Europl: named

after Europa], the continent west of Asia: area, 3,872,000
sq. mi.; pop., 3&6,198,000 (est. 1947) : abbreviated Eur.

Eu-ro-pe-an (yoor's-pe'on), adj. of Europe, its people,
their culture, etc. n. a native or inhabitant of Europe.
Abbreviated Eur.

Eu-ro-pe-an-ize (yoorVpe'sn-izO, v.t. [EUROPEANIZED
(-izd'J, EUROPEANIZINGJ, to make European in habits,

dress, culture, scope, etc.

European, plan, a system of hotel operation in which
guests are charged for rooms and service, and pay for
meals separately if they wish them: distinguished from
American plan.
euTO pi-urn (yoo-ro'pi-am). n. [Mod. L. < Europe +
-iumL a chemical element of the rare-earth group: sym-
bol, Eu: at. wt., 152.0; at. no., 63.
Eu-ms (yooi/ds), n. [L.; Gr. euros], in Greek mythology;

the east wind or the goa of the east wind.
cu-cy- (yoor'i), [Gr. eury- < eurys, wide, broad; IE.
base *ewer-, broad; hence akin to Sans, uru, Goth.
iusiza, better], a combining form meaning wide, broad.

BiM7a-i*ce (yoo-rid's-se'), n. [L.; Gr. Eurydike], in
Greek legend, the wife of Orpheus: after she died, he
got permission to bring her back from Hades, but she
had to return there when Orpheus broke his agreement
with Pluto by turning to see whether she was following
him: also spelled Euridice.

eu-ryp-ter-ui (yoo-rip'to-rid'), n. [< Mod. L. Euryp-
tertda (pi.), name of the order < Gr. eurys, broad f
pteron, leather, wing: so named from a pair of broad
swimming appendages], any of a group of large fossil

crustaceans related to the king crabs: they abounded
in the Silurian and Devonian Periods of the Paleozoic
Era.

eu-ryth-inlc (yoo-ri*fc'mik), adj. 1. characterized by
perfect proportion and harmony, or by movement in
rhythm. 2. of eurythmics. Also spelled eurhytnmic.

eu'rytfa-mi*cal (yoo-riU&'mi-k'l), adj. eurythmic.
ew-ryth-mlcs (yoo-ri&'miks), n.pl. [constmed as sing.],

[< eurythmy^, the art of performing various bodily
movements in rhythm, usually to musical accompani-
ment: also spelled eurhythmies.
eu ryth-my (yoo-riJ&'mi), n. [L. eurythmia; Gr. euryth-
mia < eurythmos, rhythmical < eu-, well + rhyihmos,
rhythm], proportion or motion characterized by
harmony: also spelled eurhythmy.
Euse-bi-us Pam-phi-li (u-se'bi-QS pam'fa-E'), 2i60?-
340? A.D.: ecclesiastical historian.
eu sol (u'sol, u'sol), n. [Edinburgh I7niyersity solution],
an antiseptic solution made of chlorinated lime and
boric acid, and containing hypochlorous aci4i
Eus tace (us'tis), [OFr.; L. Eustachius; Gr. Eustachios
< eustachys, rich in corn, blooming, fruitful < tt-t

well + stachys, ear of grain], a masculine name.
Eu-sta-chi-an tube (yoo-sta'ki-on, yoo-sta'shi-sn, yoo-
sta'shsn), [after Bartolommeo Eustachio (1520-1574),
It. anatomist], a slender tube between the middle ear
and the pharynx, which serves to equalize air pressure
on both sides of the eardrum: see ear, illus.

eu taxy (u'tak-si), n. [Pr. eutaxie < Gr. euiaxia; see
EU- & -TAXYJ, good or proper arrangement or order.

eu-tec-tic (yoo-tek'tik), adj. [Gr. eutekos, easily fused <
eu-, well 4- tekein, to melt; -f -fo], fusing at the lowest
possible temperature, n. an alloy with a melting point
lower than that of any other combination of, the same
components.

eu-tec-toid (yoo-tek'toid), adj. like a eutectic. n* an
alloy like a eutectic, as pearlite.

Eu-terpe (ii-tur'pi), n. [L.; Gr. &Urpi < eute&te,
charming < eu-t well + terpein, to delight^ chacs^ i^
Greek mythology, the Muse of music andlyric poetry.

eu*tha-na-8i-a (u'tha-na'zha, u'ths-na'zhi-a), n. [Mod.
L.: Gr. euthanasia, painless, happy death < eu~,
well + thanatos, death], 1. an easy and painless death.

2. act or method of causing death painlessly, so as to
end suffering: advocated by some as a way to deal
with victims of incurable diseases.
eu-thendca (yqo-then'iks), n.pl. Jconstrued as sing.],
[< Gr. euthenein, to flourish; 4- -tcs], the science that
deals with the improvement of races and breeds,
especially the human race, through the control of
environmental factors: distinguished from eugenics.

eux-e-nite (uk'ss-mt'). n. [< Gr. euxenos, hospitable
(eu-, well 4- xenos, stranger, guest); + -*fe.* so named
from containing several rare elements], a lustrous,
brown-black mineral containing columbium, titanium,
yttrium, erbium, cerium, and uranium.
Eux-ine Sea (uk'sin, uk'sin), the Black Sea: the
ancient name.

E.V., English Version (of the Bible).
E-va (e'va, ev's), a feminine name: see Eve.
e-vac*u-aiit (i-vak'u-ont), adj. [L. evacuans, ppr. of
evacuare; see EVACUATE], causing evacuation, especially
of the bowels or stomach; cathartic or emetic, n. an
evacuant medicine; cathartic or emetic.
e-vacu-ate (i-vak'u-atO. v.t. [EVACUATED (-id), EVAC-
UATING], [< L. evacuatus, pp. of evacuare; e-, out +
vacuare, to make empty < vacuus, empty], 1. to make
empty; remove the contents of. 2. to discharge (ex-
crement, etc.); void; emit. 3. to move or remove;
send away. 4. to give up military occupati9n of; with-
draw from. IM. to withdraw, as from a besieged town.
e-vacu a tion (i-vak'u-a'shan), n. [L. evacuatio < pp.
of evacuare], 1. an evacuating or being evacuated. 2,
in medicine, a) an emptying or discharging of waste
matter, as from the bowels, urinary bladder, etc. 6)
matter so discharged. 3. a withdrawal of troops from
a fortified place, or of civilians from an inhabited area.

e-vac u-a-tor (i-vak'u-a'tSr), n. a person or thing that
evacuates.

e-vac-u-ee (i-vak'u-e', i-vak'u-eOi n. a person evacuated
from an area of danger.

e-vad a-ble, e-vad-ible (i-vad's-bl), adj. that can be
evaded.
evade (i-vadO, v.i. [EVADED (-id), EVADING], [Fr. evader;
It. evadere; e~, out, from + vadere, to .go], 1. [Rare], to
escape; get away. 2. to use evasion; be deceitful or
clever in avoiding or escaping, v.t. 1. to avoid or
escape from by deceit or cleverness; keep out of the
way of; elude. 2. to avoid doing or answering directly;
get around; get out of. SYN. see escape.

e-vag-i-nate (i-vaj'o-nat'), v.t. * v.i. [EVAGINATED (-id),

EVAGINATINGJ, [< L. evaginatus, pp. of evaginare, to un-
sheath < e~, from + vagina, a sheath], 1. to turn inside
out; evert. 2. to protrude by eversion.

e-vag-i-na-tion (i-vaj'a-na'shan), n. 1. an evaginating
or being evaginated. 2. an evaginated part.

e-val-u-ate (i-val'u-StOi v.t. [EVALUATED (-id), EVALU-
ATING], [Fr. ^valuer < e- (L. ex-), out -f value; see
VALUE], 1. to find the value or amount or; determine
the worth of; appraise. 2. in mathematics, to find the
numerical value of; express in numbers. SYN. see
estimate.

e-val-u-a tion (i-val'u-a'shsn), n. 1. an evaluating or
being evaluated. 2. valuation.
Ev-an (ev'on), [< Celt. Eoghan, young man, youth], a
masculine name.

ev-a-nesce (ev's-nesOt v.i. [EVANESCED (-nest'), EVA-
NESCING], [L. evanescere; e-, out + vanescere. to vanish
< vanus, vain, empty], to fade from sight, like mist or
smoke; disappear; vanish.

ev-a-nes-cence (evVnes'
f

ns), n. [Fr. evanescence < ppr.
of I?, evanescere; see EVANESCE], 1. a fading from sight;
vanishing. 2. a tendency to fade from sight ; evanescent
quality; transitoriness.
ev-a-nescent (evVnes'

f

nt), adj. [Fr. evanescent: L.

eyanescens, ppr.; see EVANESCE], tending to fade from
sight J vanishing; ephemeral. SYN. see transient.
evang., evangelical.
evangel (i-van'jal), n. [MB. & OFr* evangile; LL.
evangelium, gospel; New Testament Gr. euangelion,
good news, gospel < Gr. euangelos, bringing good news;
eu*t w^ell + angelos, messenger], i. t^ieGospel: 2. [E-],
any of the four Gospels. 3. good news. 4. [Gr. euan-
gelos], an evangelist.

,. v ^^-- ~^r
- * **.> VM., w

according to the Gospels or the teachings of the New
Testament. 2., of ithose! trotestent churchesv as the
Methodist and Baptist,, that emphasize salvation by

# faith in the atonement of Jesus, and reject the efficacy
of the sacraments and good works alone 5 also called
orthodox. 3. of the Low Church party in the Church
of England. 4. evangelistic, n. a member of an evan-
gelical church. Abbreviated evang.

e-van-geM-cal-ism (e'van-jd'i-k>iz'mi, ev'snvjelfycl-
iz'm), n. 1. evangelical church doctrines. 2. accept-
ance of such doctrines, r ,n '.,',',",', ,"!

!
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e van gel i cal ly (e'van-jel^TrV e'9arjelf'ik-li), adv>
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[Fr. 6vangdine < LL. evangelium; see EVANGEL], a fem-
inine name.
e-van-geHsm (i-van'J9-liz'm), n. 1. a preaching of. or
zealous effort to spread, the Gospel, as in revival

meetings. 2. the work of an evangelist. 3. evangel-
icalism.

e-van-gel-ist (i-van'ja-list), n. [ME. & OPr. evangeliste;
LL. evangelista; Gr. euangelistes; see EVANGEL], 1. [35-],

any of the four writers of the Gospels; Matthew, Mark,
Luke, or John. 2. anyone who preaches the Gospel;
especially, a traveling preacher; revivalist; home mis-
sionary. 3. in the Mormon Church, a patriarch.

e*van-gel*is*tic (i-van'ja-lis/tik), adj. 1. of any of the
Evangelists or an evangelist. 2. evangelical.

e-van-gel-is-ti-caHy (i-van'ja-Hs'ti-kl-i, i-van'ja-lis'tik-

K), adv. in an evangelistic manner; by or according to

evangelism.
e-van-geH-za-tion (i-yan'ja-li-za'shsn), n. an evangel-
izing or being evangelized.

e-van-gelize (i-vanQa-Kz'), v.t. [EVANGELIZED (-EzdO,
EVANGELIZING], [MB. evangelizen; OFr. evangelizer; LL.
evangelizare; New Testament Gr. euangelizesthai; see
EVANGEL & -IZE], 1. to preach the Gospel to. 2. to
convert to Christianity.

e-van-ish (i-van'ish), v.i. [< OFr. evaniss-, base of

esvanir], [Poetic], to fade from sight; vanish.

Ev-ans, Sir Arthur John (ev'snz), 1851-1941; English
archaeologist.
Evans, Mary Ann! see EHot, George.
Evans, Maurice, 1901- ; English actor.
Ev-ans-ton (ev'an-stan, ev'anz-tan), n. a city in Illinois,
near Chicago: pop., 73,000.

Ev-am-ville (ev'onz-vil'), n. a city in southwestern
Indiana, on the Ohio River: poo., 110,000.

e-vap-o-ra-bil-i-ty (i-vap'er-s-bilVti) , n. the quality of

being evaporable.
e vap o-ra ble (i-vap'gr-3-b'l), adj. that can be evapo-
rated.

e-vap-o-rate (i-vap's-raf), v.t. [EVAPORATED (-id), EVAP-
ORATING], [< L. evaporatus, pp. of evaporare; e-t out,
from + vaporare, to emit vapor < vapor, steam, vapor],
1. to change (a liquid or solid) into vapor; drive out or
draw off in the form of va^or. 2. to remove moisture
from (milk, vegetables, fruits, etc.) by heating or dry-
ing so as to get a concentrated product. v.i. 1. to
become vapor; pass off in the form of vapor. 2. to
give off vapor. 3. to disappear like vapor: vanish.

evaporated milk, canned, unsweetened milk thickened
by evaporation: distinguished from condensed milk.

e-vap-o-ration (i-vapVra'shgn), n. [Fr.; L. evaporatio;
see EVAPORATE], 1, a changing or being changed into

vapor. 2. the removal of moisture, as from milk, fruit,
or vegetables. 3. the result or product of evaporating.
e vap-o-ra-tor (i-vap'd-ra'ter), n. anything that causes
evaporation; specifically, an apparatus for evaporating
the moisture from a food.

Ev*arts, William Maxwell (ev'grts), 1818-1901;
American lawyer and statesman.
e-vasion (i-va'zhan), n. [L. evasio < evasus, pp. of
evadere; see EVADE], 1. an avoiding of a duty, question,
fact, etc. by deceit or cleverness, 2. a means of doing
this; subterfuge; equivocation; excuse.

e-va-slve (i-va'siv), ad/. [Fr. evasif < L. evasus? see

EVASION], 1. tending or seeking to evade; not straight-
forward; tricky; equivocal: as, evasive talk. 2. elusive.

Eve (ev), [ME.: AS. Efe; LL. Eva, Heva; Heb. hawwah,
lit., ? life], a feminine name; variant, Eva. n. in the

's wife the first woman: Gen. 3:20.
1.

., , , . .

Bible, Adam's wife, the first woman: Gen. 3:20.
eve (ev), n. [ME.; shortened < even (evening)],
[Poetic], evening. 2. the evening or day before a holi-

day: as, Christmas Eve; hence, 3. the period immedi-
ately before some event: as, on the eve of victory.

e-vec-tion (i-vek'shan), n, [L. evectio, & going up, carry-
ing away or out < evectus, pp. of evehere; e-, out, from +
vehere t to carry], a periodical variation in the motion of
the moon in its orbit, caused by the attraction of the sun.

Ev-e-li-na (ev'a-K'na), a feminine name: see Eveline.
Ev e line (ev'g-Kn', ev'a-lin), [< Celt., lit., pleasant], a
feminine name: variants, Evelina, Evelyn.

Ev-e-lyn (ev'e-Hn, ev'lin), a feminine and masculine
name: see Eveline.

Eve-lyn, John (ev'lin), 1620-1706; English diarist.

e-ven (e'van, e'v'n), adj. [ME. evene, even; AS. efne,
flat, level; akin to.Cr. eben; IB. base *im-nos^ what is

the same < adv. base *&*-, just like], 1. flat; level;
smooth; as, even country. 2. not irregular; not varying;
uniform ; constant : as, an even tempo. 3. cairn ; tranquil ;

serene; placid: as, an even disposition. 4. in the same
plane or Hne ; in line : as, the water was^even with the rim.
5. equally balanced. 6. owing and being owed nothing;
hence, 7; revenged for a wrong, insult, etc. 8. just;
equitable; fair i as, an even exchange. 9. equal or identi-
cal in number, quantity, degree, etc. 10. exactly divis-
ible by two: said of numbers* and opbosed to odfa 11,
exact : as, an even mile. adv. 1 . [Obs.J , in an even man-

ner.
(
2. used as an intensive or emphatic particle a) em-

phasising the limit ofwhat is possible or probable: though
it may seem improbable; moreover: indeed; fully: as,
even unto death, even a fool could understand. >)

emphasising precise correspondence: exactly; precisely:
just; in no other way>

bat: as, it happened even as 1

expected, c) emphasising coincidence, concurrence, or

simultaneity: just as; while: as, even as he s^oke, I left.

d) emphasising a comparison: still
j
yet: as, his error was

even worse, e) [Archaic}, emphasising identity: namely;
particularly: as, one there was, even John. v.t. & v.i.

to make, become, or be even; level off; equalize or be
equalized. SYN. see level, steady,
break even, [Slang], to finish as neither a winner nor
loser,
even if, though: despite the fact that.

e-ven (e'van), n. [Poetic or Dial.], evening.
e-veil-fall (e'vsn-foT). n. [Poetic], the fall of evening;
twilight; dusk.
e-ven-hand-ed (e'van-han'did), adj. impartial; fair;
just; unbiased,
evening (ev'niij), n. [ME.; AS. zfnung, verbal n. <
xfnian, to grow toward evening < xfen; akin to G.
abend; IE. base *epi~, *opi-, after, later; basic sense
"later part of the day"], 1. the last part of the day;
close of the day and early part of night : period between
sunset or the last meal of the day and. bedtime. 2. in
some parts of the South, in rural areas, and in parts of
England, the period from noon through sunset and twi-
light. 3. the last period, as of life, a career, etc. 4. a

part^of the night spent in a specified way: as, a musical
evening, adj. in, for, or of the evening.
evening dress (or clothes), formal clothes worn on
formal occasions in the evening and at night.
evening gown, a woman's evening dress, usually long
and decollete".

evening prayer, evensong.
evening primrose, any of a group of plants with spikes
of yellowish fragrant flowers, which open at night.
evening star, a bright planet, usually Venus, that can
be seen in the western sky soon after sunset: also called

Vesper, Hesperus.
e-ven-mind-ed (e'vsn-mm'did), adj. having evenness
of mind or temper; characterized by equanimity;
equable; placid.

e-ven-ness (ev'sn-nis), n. an even quality or state.

e*ven-song (e'v8n-s6*n')j [ME.; AS. asfensang; see
EVEN, n. & SONG], 1. in the Roman Catholic Chwrch,
vespers. 2. in the Church of England, the service of

evening prayer. 3. a song sung at evening. 4. [Archaic],
evening.
e-vent (i-venf), n. [OPr.; L. eventus, event, occurrence,
pp. of evenire, to happen; e-, out + venire, to come], 1.

a happening; occurrence, especially an important occur-
rence. 2. a result; consequence; outcome. 3. a partic-
ular contest or item in a program: as, the pole vault,
high jump, and other events. SYN. see occurrence,
at all events, no matter what happens; anyhow: also
in any event,

in the event of, if there should happen to be; in case of.

e*ven-tem-pered (e'van-tem'pSrd), adj. not quickly
angered or excited; placid; calm.

e-vent-ful (i-vent'fal), adj. 1. full of outstanding events:

as, an eventful year. 2. having an important outcome;
momentous: as, an eventful conversation.
e-ven tide (e'van-tid'), n. [ME.; AS. xfentid; see EVEN,
n. &. TIDE, n.], [Archaic or PoeticL evening.

e-ven-tu-al (i-ven'choo-01) , adj. [Fr. eventud < L. even-

tus], 1. depending on future events or conditions; con-

tingent or possible. 2. happening at the end of, or as a
result of, a series of events; ultimate; final: as, blunders

leading to eventual disaster.

e-ven-tu-aM*ty (i-ven'choo-al'a-ti), n. [pi. EVENTUAL-
ITIES (-tiz)], a possible event, outcome, or condition;
contingency: as, we mttst be ready for any eventualities.

e-ven-tii-aMy (i-ven'choo-a-li, i-ven'choo-li), adv. [even-
tual 4- -ly], finally; ultimately; in the end.
eventuate (i-ven'choo-at') , vi. [EVENTUATED (-id),

EVENTUATING], [< L. eventus (see EVENT); + -ate], to
happen in the end; result (often with in).
ever (ev'&r), adv. [ME.; AS. xfre; prob. < WGmc.
bases of AS. a, always, ever (see AY) -j- byre, time,
occurrence], 1. always; at all times: as, he is ever the
same. 2. repeatedly. 3. at any time: as, have you
ever seen an] eclipse? 4. at all; by any chance; in any
case: as, if it ever starts, we can go. Ever is also used
colloquially as an intensifier: as, was she ever tired I

ever and anon, [Archaic], from time to time; now and
then; once in a while.

ever so, [Colloq.], very; extremely*
for ever and a day. always.

Ev*er-ard (ev'Sr-ardOt [OFr. Everari; OHG-. Eberhard <
eber, wild boar 4- hard, strong (see HARD); hence, lit.,

strong (as a) wild boar], a masculine name: equivalents,
Fr. Evraud, G. Eberhard, Ebert, It. Everardo, Eberardo.
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Ev-er-est, Mount (ev'Sr-ist, ev'rist), a peak of the

Himalayas, between Tibet and Nepal : height, 29,002 ft. :

the highest known mountain in the world.
Bv-er-ett (ev'Sr-it, ev'rit), [D. Evert, Everhart; see EVER-
ARD], a masculine name. n. 1. a city in eastern Mass-
achusetts* near Boston: pop., 46,000. 2. a city in

northwestern Washington, on Puget Sound: pop.,
34,000.

Ev*er-ett, Edward (ev'gr-it, ev'rit), 1794-1865; Ameri-
can statesman, orator, and writer.

ev-er-glade (ev'Sr~glad') n. [as if < ever 4- glade; prob.
folk etym. < lost native name], a tract of marshy land
covered in places with tall grass; swampland.
the Everglades, a large tract of swampland in southern
Florida: length,
140 mi.; width, 50
mi.

Everglades National
Park, a national

park in the southern
part of the Ever-
glades, created in
1947: area, 423 sq.
mi.

ev-er-green (ev'eV-

grenO aa>J* having
greenleavesthrough-
outthe year : opposed
to deciduous, n. 1.

an evergreen plant or
tree, including most
conifers. 2. pi. the
branchesand twigs of
evergreens, used for
decoration.

ev-er-Iast-ijng (ev'Sr-las'tin, ev'er-las'tiij), adj. 1.

never coming to an end; lasting forever; eternal. 2.

going on for a long time; lasting indefinitely; durable.
3. going on too long; seeming never to stop; happening
very often, n. 1. eternity. 2. any of various plants
whose blossoms keep their color and shape when dried;
immortelle. 3. a durable ribbed woolen cloth; lasting.
tfee Everlasting, God.

ev-er-more (ev'er-m6r/ , ev'Sr-mor') , adv.forever ; always :

used also as a substantive, as, for evermore.
e-ver-si-ble (e-vur'sa-bl), adj. [< pp. of L. evertere], that
can be everted.

e-ver-sion (e-vur'shsn, e-vur'zhon), n. [L. eversio < ever-

sus, pp. of evertere], an everting or being everted.
e-vert (e-vurtOt v.t. [L. evertere; e-, out, from -f- veriere,
to turn], to turn outward or inside out, as an eyelid.

e*ver-tor (e-vur'ter), n. a muscle that everts a part,
especially the foot.

ev-er-y (ev'ri, ev'eY-i), adj. [ME. everiche, everilc; AS.
aerfre aslc, lit., ever each], 1. all, taken individually and
separately; each of all, without exception: as, every man
among you. 2. all possible: as, he was given every
chance to do the job. 3. each interval of (a specified
number or time) : as, he arrives every three days.
every now and then, from time to tune; now and then.
every other, each alternate, as the first, third, fifth,

etc., or the second, fourth, sixth, etc.

every so often,, [Colloq.], every now and then.
every which way, [Colloq.], in every direction; in

complete disorder.

ev-er*y*bod*y (ev'ri-bod'i, ev'ri-bud'i), pron. every
person; everyone.

ev-er-y-day (ev'ri-da'), adj. 1. daily: as, one's everyday
routine. 2. suitable for every ordinary day : as, everyday
shoes. 3. usual

j
common: as, an everyday occurrence.

ev-er-y-one (ev'ri-wun', ev'ri-wan), pron. every person;
everybody.

every one, 1. everyone. 2. every person or thing.
ev-er-y-thing (ev'ri-thirjO, pron. 1. every thing; all

things; all. 2, all things pertinent. 3. the most im-
portant thing: as, money is everything to some people.

ev-er-y-where (ev'ri-hwarO, adv. in every place; in all

places,
e*vict (i-vikf), v.t. [< L. evictus, pp. of cuincere; e~f from
f vincere, to conquer],, in law, 1. formerly, to recover

(property) through court judgment or superior claim.
2. to put (a tenant) out by legal procedure, as for failure
to pay rent. SYN. see eject.

e-vic-tion (i-vik'shon), n, an evicting or being evicted.
ev-i-dence (ev'a-dons), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. evidentia <
evidens, clear, evident; e-, from + videns, ppr. of videre,
to see], 1. the condition of bein evident. 2. something
that makes another thing evident; indication; sign.
3. something that tends to prove; ground for belief.

4. in law, a) something legally presented before a
p
court,

as a statement of a witness, an object, etc., which bears
on or establishes the point in question: distinguished
from testimony and proof. 6) a person who presents
testimony ; witness : as, state's evidence, v. t. [EVIDENCED
(-dsnst), EVIDENCING], 1. to make evident; indicate;
show. 2, to bear witness to; attest. SYN. see proof.
in evidence, plainly visible or perceptible.
turn state's evidence, to give testimony against an
accomplice.

ev-i-dent (ev'a-dsnt), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. evident, evi-

dentis; see EVIDENCE], easy to see or perceive; clear;
obvious; plain; patent; apparent.
SYN. evident and apparent apply to that which can be
readily perceived or easily inferred, but evident implies the
existence of external signs (his evident disappointment) and
apparent suggests the use of deductive reasoning ([it's apparent
he'll win); manifest applies to that which is immediately,
often intuitively, clear to the understanding; obvious refers

to that which is so noticeable or obtrusive that no one can fail

to perceive it; palpable applies especially to that which can
be perceived through some sense other than that of sight
(palpable signs of fever); clear implies that there is no con-
fusion or obscurity to hinder understanding (clear proof) ; plain
implies such simplicity or lack of complexity as to be easily

perceptible (the plain facts are these).

ev-i-den-tial (ev's-den'shal), adj. 1. of, serving as, or
based on evidence. 2. providing, or having the nature
of, evidence.

ev-i-dent-ly (ev'a-dsnt-li, eyVdent'li), adv. in an evi-

dent manner: clearly; obviously; plainly; apparently.
e-vil (e'v'l) , adj. [ME. eville, ivel, uvel; AS. yfel; akin to
G. ubel; IE. base *MO- up from under, as also in Eng.
up, L. summus], 1. morally bad or wrong; wicked; de-

praved. 2. causing pain or trouble; harmful; injurious.
3. threatening or bringing misfortune; unlucky; dis-

astrous; unfortunate: as, an evil how:. 4. resulting
from or based on conduct regarded as immoral: as, an
evil reputation, n. 1. anything morally bad or wrong;
wickedness; depravity; sin. 2. anything that causes
harm, pain, misery, disaster, etc. 3. fObs.], king's
evil, a skin disease. SYN. see bad.
the Evil One, the Devil; Satan.

e-vil-do-er (e'v'l-doo'er), n. a person who does evil.

e-vil-dO'ing, e-vil-do-ing (e'vl-doo'irj), n. a doing of

evil.

evil eye, the supposed power of harming others by
merely looking at them, superstitiously attributed to
some people.
e-viMy (eVl-i) , adv. in an evil manner.
e-vil-mind-ed (e'v'l-mm'did), adj. haying an evil mind
or disposition; specifically, a) malicious; wicked. 6)

putting an evil interpretation on innocent things;
salacious; prurient.
e-vince (i-vins'), v.t. [EVINCED (-vinsf), EVINCING], [L.
evincere, to conquer, overcome; -, out, from -f vincere,
to conquer], 1. to show plainly; indicate; make mani-
fest; especially, to show that one has (a quality,
feeling, etc.) : as, he evinced his desire to go home. 2.

[Obs.], to overcome.
e-vin-ci-ble (i-yin'ss-b'l), adj. that can be evinced.
e-vin-cive (i-vin'siv), adj. [see EVINCE], proving or

tending to prove.
e vis cer ate (i-vis's-raf) , v.t. [EVISCERATED (-id), EVIS-

CERATING], [< L. evisceratus, pp. of eviscerare < e-, out
+ viscera; set VISCERA], 1. to remove the entrails from;
disembowel; hence, 2. to deprive of an essential part;
take away the force, significance, etc. of.

e-viS'Cer-a-tion (i-vis'a-ra'shon), n. an eviscerating or

being eviscerated.
ev-i-ta-ble (ev'9-ta-b'l), adj. [L. evitabilis], avoidable.
ev-o-ca-ble (ev'a-ko-bl) , adj. [Fr. evocable; see EVOKE],
that can be called forth.

ev-o-ca-tion (ev'o-ka'shan), n. [L. evocatio < pp. of

evocare], an evoking; calling forth; summons.
e-voc-a-tive (i-vok'a-tiv, i-vo'ks-tiv), adj. evoking or

tending to evoke.
ev-o-ca-tor (ev'a-ka't&r) , n. a person who evokes.
e-voke (i-vok') v.t. [EVOKED (-vokf), EVOKING], [Fr.

evoyuer; L. evocare; e-, out, from -f- vocare, to call < vox,
vocis, the voice], to call forth; summon; elicit, as a re-

sponse, a mental imagef etc. SYN. see extract.
ev-o-lute (evVloof, ev'a-lut'). n. [< L. evolutust pp. of

evolvere; see EVOLVE], in geome-
try, a curve that is either the
locus of the center of curva-
ture of another curve (called
the involute), or the envelope
of the perpendiculars, or
normals, of the involute.

ev-o*lu-tion (evVloo'shan,
ev"l-u'shan), n. [L. evolutio,
an unrolHng or opening < evo-

lutus, pp. of evolvere; see

EVOLVE], 1. an unfolding,
opening out, or working out;
processofdevelopmentjtorma-
tion, or growth. 2. a result ABC, evolute of ADC
or,t product of this; thing evolved. 3. a) a movement
that is part of a series or pattern. #) ajpattern produced,
or seemingly produced, by such, a series of movements:
as, the evolutions of a fancy skater. 4. a setting free;

j off ; emission or disengaging,. 5, in biology , a) tjie
~?ment of a species, organism, or organ from its

I qr rudimentary state ^o its jwrese^it oy completed
state; phylogeny or ontogeny. ,o) tfre obsplete theory
that the germ cell contains "the ftiHy developed m4i-
vidual in miniature form j.theory of prelfoEnialfibn. c-) the
theory* 'now, ffe^eralty" t alt5Cie|)"ced, 'feftat'

1 "

all "'species ,pf

plants and
, anima^To^'v^'QiP^i 'Ijco&i ''earlifj; , $oifms ,, f>y
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hereditary transmission of slight variations in successive

generations: see also Darwinian theory, Lamarckiam,
mutation, natural selection. 6. in mathematics, a) the
extracting of a root from a given power: opposed to
involution. V) the development of a curve from which
an involute can be formed. 7, in military fir naval
usage, any of various movements or maneuvers by
which troops, ships, etc. change formation.

ev-o-lu-tion-al (ev's-loo'shsn- 1, ev'^-u'shsn-'l), adj.
evolutionary. _

ev-O'lU'tion-ar-y (ev's-loo'shan-er'i, ev'l-u'shan-er'i),
adj. 1. of evolution; developmental. 2. in accordance

i with the theory of evolution. 3. of or by evolutions.

ev-O'lu-tion'ist (ev'g-loo'shan-ist, ev'1-u'shsn-ist), n.
1. a person who believes in the theory of evolution.
2. a person who believes in the possibility of political
and social progress by gradual, peaceful steps, adj.
1. of the theory of evolution. 2. of evolutionists.

e-volve (i-volvO, v.t. [EVOLVED (-volvdO, EVOLVING],
[L. evolvere, to roll out or forth; e-, out + itolvere, to

roll], 1. to unfold; open out; work out; develop gradu-
ally. 2. to set free or give off (gas, heat, etc.) emit or

disengage. 3. to produce or change by evolution, v.i.

1. to develop gradually; reach a highly developed state

by a process of growth and change. 2. to unfold; be-
come disclosed.

e-volve-ment (i-volv'msnt), n. an evolving or being
evolved.
ev-on-y-mus (e-von'a-mas), n. eu9nymus.
e-vul-sion (i-vul'shan) , n. [L. evulsio < evulsus, pp. of

evellere, to pull or pluck out], a pulling out by force;
plucking or rooting out.

Ev-voi-a (ev'e-s), n. a large Greek island in the Aegean:
area, 1,585 sq. mi.; pop., 154,000: ancient name,
Euboea; Italian name, Negroponte.
ewe (u; dial, yo), n. [ME. ewe, also yowe; AS. eowu, fern.

of eow, sheep; akin to G. au- in aulamm, ewe lamb; IE.
base *owi-s, sheep, as also in L. ovis], a female sheep.

Ew-ell, Richard Stod-dert (stod'grt u'al), 1817-1872;
American Confederate general.
ewe-necked (u'nekf), adj. having a thin, badly arched
neck : said of a horse.

ew-er (u/eY), n. [ME.; Anglo-Fr. ewer, ewiere; OFr.
ewere, aiguier, water carrier, water pitcher < LL.
aquaria, water pitcher < L. aquarius, for water < aqua,
water], a large water pitcher with a wide mouth, used
with a basin on washstands.
ex (eks), prep. [L.], in business & finance, 1. without;
exclusive or: as, ex dividend, ex interest. 2. out of;
free of: ex warehouse means "free of charges until re-
moved from the warehouse."
ex (eks), n. [pi. EXES (ek'siz)], 1. the letter X, x. 2.

something shaped like an X.
ex- (eks),T<; L. ex; Gr. ex, out, from], 1. (also iks, igz,
egz: in the following words compounded with ex-, al-

though only iks and igz are given, eks and egz are often
also heard), a prefix meaning: a) forth, from, out, as in

expel, exert, exempt, excoriate. b) beyond, as in excess,

c) away from, out of, as in expropriate, expatriate, d)

thoroughly, as in exterminate,
e) upward* as in exalt,

f) without, not having, as in exanimate. It appears as ef-
before /, as in efface; e- before 6, d, g, h, I, m, n, r. and
v, as in educe, egress, elect, emit, etc.

[
often eo, before c

or s, as in eccentric, ecstasy; and, m many words of
French origin, es-, as in escape. 2. [orig. < L. phrases
like ex consule, ex magistro], a prefix meaning former,
previous, previously, used to form hyphenated com-
pounds with nouns denoting position, rank, occupation,
status, etc., as in ex-president, ex-convict, etc.

ex- (eks), exo-.

Ex., iSxodus,
ex., 1. examined. 2. example. 3. except. 4. excepted.
5. exception. 6. exchange. 7. excursion. 8, executed.
9. executive. 10. export. 11. extra. 12. extract.

ex-ac-er-bate (ig-zas'er-bat', ik-sas'Sr-bat'), v.t. [EXAC-
ERBATED (-id), EXACERBATING], [< L. exacerbatus, pp.
of exacerbare, to exasperate, make angry < ex-, intens.

~h acerbus, bitter, harsh, sour], 1. to make more in-

tense or sharp; aggravate (disease, pain, annoyance,
etc.). 2. to exasperate; annoy: irritate; embitter.
ex-ac-er-ba-tion (ig-zas'Sr-ba'shan, ik-sas'Sr-ba'shon),
n. [L. exacerbatio; see EXACERBATE], 1. intensification
or aggravation, as of a disease, pain., etc. 2. irritation;

annoyance; embitterment.
ex-act (ig^zakt')f adj. [L. exdctus < pp^ of exigere, to
drive out, measure; determine < ex-, out -' agere, to

drive], 1. characterized by, requiring, or capable of

accuracy of detail; methodical; very accurate; correct:

as^ an exact science. 2. leaving no room for error, dexrir

atiori, or doubt; precise; as, put it on the exact spot.
3. strict; severe; rigorous: as, an exact disciplinarian.
v.t. 1. to force payment of; ext9rt (with /row or of).
2. to demand ana get by authority or ^orce; insist on''

.
, &'tq re&iire ;, call

ex-act-ing (ig-zak'tirj), adj. fopr, of exact}. 1. making
severe or excessive demands; tyrannical; not easily
satisfied: as, an exacting teacher. 2. demanding great
care, patience, effort, etc.; arduous: as, an exacting job.
SYN. see onerous.

ex-ac-tion (ig-zak'shan) ra. [ME. exaccioun; Pr.; L.

exactio], 1. an exacting, as of strength, money, time,
etc. 2. an excessive demand; extortion. 3. something
exacted; enforced fee, tax, etc.

ex-act-I-tude (ig-zak'ta-todd', ig-zak'to-tud'), IFrJ,
the quality of being exact; precision; accuracy.

ex-act4y (ig-zaktli), adv. in an exact manner; accu-

rately; correctly; precisely: also used as an affirmative

reply, equivalent to "I agree," "quite true."

ex*ag-ger-ate (ig-zaj's-ratOt v.t. [EXAGGERATED (-id),

EXAGGERATING], [< L. exaggeratus, pp. of exaggerate*
to heap up, increase, exaggerate; ex-, out, up -f- aggerare,
to heap up < agger, a neap, mound], 1. to think,
speak, or write of (something) as greater than it is;

magnify beyond the fact; overstate. 2. to increase or
enlarge to an abnormal degree; overemphasize; in-

tensify, yd. to give an exaggerated description, or
account of something; use exaggeration.
ex ag ger-a-tion (ig-zaj'o-ra'shsn), n. 1. an exagger-
ating or being exaggerated. 2. a thing that is exagger-
ated; especially, an overstatement or hyperbole.

ex-ag'ger-a-tive (ig-zaj'a-ra'tiv), adj. tending to exag-
gerate or characterized by exaggeration.

ex*ag-ger>a-tor (ig-zaj'Q-ra'te'r), n. a person or thing
that exaggerates.

ex-alt (ig-z6"lt'), v.t. [OPr. exalter; L. exaltare < ex~, out,
up + altus, high], 1. to raise on high; elevate; lift up:
no longer used in the physical sense. 2. to raise in

status, dignity, power, honor, wealth, etc. 3. to praise;

florify;
extol. 4. to fill with joy, pride, etc.; elate.

. to heighten or intensify the effect of (colors, etc.).
ex-al-ta-tion (eg'zdl-ta'shan), n. [ME. exaltacioun; LL.
exaltatio < pp. of L. exaltare], I. an exalting or being
exalted. 2. a feeling of great or excessive joy, pride,
power, etc.; elation; rapture.
ex-am (ig-zam

7
)* n. [Colloq.], examination.

exam., examination.
ex-a-men (ig-za'men), n. [L.; see EXAMINE], in ecclesi-

astical usage, examination.
ex-am-in-a-ble (ig-zam/s-na-b'l) , adj. that can be ex-

amined.
ex-am-i-nant (ig-zam'a-nant), n. [< L. examinans, ppr.
of examinare], a person who examines; examiner.
ex-am i-nation (ig-zamVna'shgn), n. [Pr.; L. exami-
natio, examination, (earlier) equilibrium], 1. an ex-

amining or being examined; investigation; inspection:
scrutiny; inquiry; testing. 2. means or method or

examining. 3. a set of questions asked or answers

given in testing; test: abbreviated exam.
ex-am-ine (ig-zam'in) , v.t. [EXAMINED(-ind) , EXAMINING],
[ME. examinen; OFr. examiner; L. examinare, to weigh,
ponder, examine < examen, tongue of a balance, ex-

amination < *ex-agsmen < ex-, out + base of agere, to

lead, move, conduct], 1. to look at or into critically or

methodically in order to find out the facts,
t
physical

condition, etc, of; investigate; inspect; scrutinize; in-

quire into. 2. to test by questioning carefully in order
to find out the knowledge, skill, qualifications, etc. of

(a student, witness, etc.). SYN. see scrutinize.

ex-am-i-nee (ig-zam'a-neOt n. a person being examined;
candidate for examination.
ex-am-ple (ig-zam'p*l ig-zlim'p'l), n. [ME. ensample,

ansaumple;QJ?T. exemple, essample; L. exemplum, selec-

tion from a larger quantity, sample, example < *ex-

em4om < eximere, to take out < ex-, out + emere, to

buy; cf. SAMPLE], 1. something selected to show the
nature or character of the rest; single part or unit used
as a sample; typical instance. 2. a case that serves as

a warning or caution: as, the teacher made an example
of the impudent pupil by sending him home. 3. a

person or thing to be imitated; model; pattern; prece-
dent. 4^ a problem in mathematics, etc. designed to
illustrate a principle or method: abbreviated ex. v.t.

[EXAMPLED (rp*ld), EXAMPLING], [Obs. except in the

passive], to exemplify. SYN. see instance, model,
set an example, to behave so as to be a pattern or

model for others to imitate.
without example, having no precedent.

exan i mate (ig-zan's-mit, ig-zanVmSt'), adj. [L. ex-

animatus, pp. of exanimare, to deprive of air, kill, die <
exr, put of + anima, air

t<
spirit],

t
1. dead; inanimate.

2,, without animation; spiritless; inert.

ex-an-them (ek-san'them). n. exanthema.
ex-an-the-ma (ek'san-the'mg), n. [pi. EXANTHEMATA
(-them'a-ta, -the'ma-ta) , EXANTJHEMAS (-the'maz)], [LL. ;

fer. exanthema, efflorescence, eruption < exanthein, to

bloom, blossom; ex-, out H- anthem, to flower < anthos,
a flower], 1. a skin eruption or rash occurring

t
in

certain infectious diseases!,* as scarlet fever. 2. an in-

fectious disease ^ar^erlzed by such eruptions.

, ook,; ofl,( on^ W--^ ;,^;ioy; yet: eta; h; thai,

, o in comply, u m. focm?' as W* (a'bl); FT. tAly % Ff

. doch. See pp. x-xii. J fofete;
* hypothetical; < denied firom.
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ex-arch (ek'sark), n. [LL. exarchus; Gr. exarckos,

governor, superintendent; #c- out, away J~ archos, a

guide; see -ARCH], 1 . a governor of an outlying province
in the ancient Byzantine empire. 2. the supreme head
of the independent Orthodox Church of Bulgaria. 3. in

^h^Orthodox Eastern Church, originally, an archbishop, or

patriarch; later, a bishop or other clergyman serving

as a patriarch's deputy or legate.
ex-arch-ate (ek'sar-kt', ik-sarlfat), n* [ML. exarch-

atus], the position, rank, or province of an exarch.

ex-as-per*ate (ig-zas'pQ-rat')* v.t* [EXASPERATED (-id),

EXASPERATING], [< L. exasperatus, pp. of exasperare;

ex-, out, from -f- asperare, to roughen < asper, rough],

1. to irritate or annoy very much; make angry; vex;

incense; infuriate. 2. to intensify (a feeling, disease,

etc.) ; aggravate. SYN. see irritate.

ex as*per a-tion (ig-zas'pa-ra'shan), n. an exasperating

or being exasperated; great irritation or annoyance.

Exc., Excellency.
exc. 1. excellent. 2. except, 3. excepted. 4. excep-

the play. con;. [Archaic], unless. Abbreviated

ex-cept-mg; (ik-sep'tirj},
' ' ''" ~ "

---), n. [OFr, Escalibor; .ML.
Caliburnus < Celt.], in Arthurian legend, King Arthur s

sword: in one version of the legend, he drew it out ot

a stone; in another, it was given to him by Vivian, the

exca^the-dra (eks ks-the'drs, eks kath'i-drs), [L., lit.,

from the chair], with authority, as of a rank or office;

from the seat of authority; as, the Pope spoke ex

(eks-k6'dat), adj. [ex- -f caudate], in

zoology, lacking a tail; tailless.

ex-ca-vate (eks'kQ-vaV), v.t. [EXCAVATED (-id), EXCA-

VATING], [< L. excavatus, pp. of excavare; ex-, out +
cavare, to make hollow < caws, hollow], 1. to make a

hole or cavity in, as by digging; hollow out, 2. to form

by hollowing out: dig: as, excavate a tunnel. 3%to un-

cover or expose by digging; unearth. 4. to dig out;

remove (earth, soil, etc.). .

ex-ca-va-tion (eks'ka-va'shsn), n. [L, excavatto], 1. an

excavating or being excavated* 2. a hole or hollow

made by excavating. 3. something unearthed by ex-

cavating. SYN. see hole.

ex-ca-va-tor (eks'ka-vS'teY), n. a person or thing that

excavates: dredges and steam shovels are excavators.

ex-ceed (ik-sed'), v.t. [ME. exceden; OFr. exceder; L.

excedere; ex~f out, beyond + cedere, to go], 1. to go or

be beyond (a limit, limiting regulation, measure, etc.) :

as, he exceeded the speed limit. 2. to be more than; be

greater than; surpass; outdo: as, the concert exceeded

our expectations, vd. to surpass others, as in a quality
or quantity; be outstanding.

ex-ceed-ing (ik-sed'irj), adj. [ppr. of exceed], surpassing;
extraordinary; extreme, adv. [Archaic], exceedingly.

ex-ceed-ing-ly (ik-sed'irj-li), adv. extremely; to a great

degree; extraordinarily.
ex-eel (ik-sel'), v.i. & v.t. {EXCELLED (-seld'). EXCELLING],

[OFr. exceller; L. excellere, to raise, raise oneself, surpass,

excel; ex-, out of, from -f -cellere, to ris<:v project; IE.

base *qel-, to project: hence akin to L. cttimen (cf.

CULMINATE) & Eng. foW], to be better or greater than,
or superior to (another or others) : as, he excels in wit.

SYN. excel implies superiority in some quality, skill, achieve-

ment, etc. over au or over the one (or ones) specified (to excel at

chess) ; surpass implies a going beyond (someone or something

specified) in degree, amount, or quality (no one surpasses him
in selfishness) ; transcend suggests a surpassing to an extreme

degree (it transcends all understanding) ;
outdo implies a going

beyond someone else or a previous record in performance (he
will not be outdone in bravery).
ex-ceMence (ek's'1-sns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. excellentta

< ppr. of exceller'e, to surpass, excel], 1. the fact or
condition of excelling; superiority^; surpassing goodness,
merit, etc. 2. something in which a person or thing
excels; particular virtue. 3. [E-], Excellency.

ex-ceMen-cy (ek'sl-Qn-si), n. [pi EXCELLENCIES (-siz)]

[< L. exceilentia], 1. [E-], a title of honor applied to
various persons of high position, as an ambassador,
bishop, governor, etc. (with His, Her, or Your) : abbre-
viated Exc. 2. [Archaic], excellence (in senses 1 & 2).

ex-cel-lent (ek's'1-snt), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. excellentf

see EXCELLENCE], 1. unusually good of its kind; of ex-

ceptional merit, virtue, etc.: abbreviated exc. 2. [ObsJ,
excelling; surpassing.

ex-cel-si-or (ek-sel'si-6r'; for n., ik-sel'si-Sr), adj. &
interj. [L., compar. of excelsus, lofty, high, pp. of

excellere; see EXCEL: n. senses < orig. use as trade-

mark], higher; always upward: used as a motto (as on
the New York State seal) and trade-mark, n. 1. long,
thin wood shavings used for packing 9r as stuffing in

some upholstered furniture. 2. in printing, a size of

type, 3 point.
"' **"

ex-cept (ik-sept')f v.t. [ME. excepten; Fr, excepter; L.

exceptare, to take out, except < exceptus, pp. of excipere
< ex-, out

-f; capere, to take], to leave out or take put j

exclude; omit; make an exception of. V4. to object;
take exception (with against) : as, I except against his

statement, prep. [ME. < L. exceptus], leaving put:
other than; put: as, everyone present except me liked

, ex.
__ of except], except;

leaving out; 'but.
"

conj. [Archaic], unless.

ex-cep-tion (ik-sep'shan), n. [L. exceptio], I. an ex-

cepting or being excepted; omission; exclusion. 2. a

person or thing omitted or excluded; case to which a

rule, general principle, etc. does not apply. 3. a person
or thing different from others of the same class; any-

thing deviating from the usual pattern or course.
m
4. in

law, a formal objection or reservation to court action or

opinion in the course of a trial: abbreviated ex., -exc.

take exception, 1. to object; demur. 2. to resent; feel

offended.
the exception proves the rule, the exception tests the

rule: often used to mean "the exception establishes

ex-cep-tion-a-ble (ik-sep'shan-a-b'l), adj liable to ex-

ception; open to objection.

ex-cep-tion-a-bly (ik-sep'shsn-s-bh), adv. in an excep-
tionable manner. .

ex-cep-tion'al (ik-sep'shan- 1), adj. constituting, or hav-

ing trie nature of, an exception; unusual; extraordinary.

ex-cep-tion-al-ism (ik-sep'shsn-'l-iz'm), n. the fact or

state of being an exception to some rule or general

ex-cep-tive (ik-sep'tiv) , adj. [LL. exceptivus\, 1. of, con-

taining, or forming an exception. 2. mclined^.to take

exception; captious.

ex-cerpt (ik-surpt';/or n., ek's&pt), v.t. [< L. excerpts,

pp. of excerpere, to pick out, choose < ex-, out -f

carpere, to pick, pluck], to select, take out, or quote

(passages from a book, etc.); make extracts from (a

book, etc.) ; extract, n. a passage selected or quoted
from a book, article, etc.; extract.

ex-cerp-tion (ik-surp'shan), n. [L, excerptio], 1. an ex-

cerpting or being excerpted. 2. something excerpted,

ex-cesa (ik-ses'; for adj., usually ek'ses'), n. [ME. &
OFr. exces; L. excessus, pp. of excedere; see EXCEED],
1. action or conduct that goes beyond the usual,

reasonable, or lawful limit; hence, 2. intemper-
ance; immoderation; overindulgence. 3. an amount or

quantity greater than is necessary, desirable, usable,

etc.; too much; superfluity. 4. the amount or degree

by which one thing is greater or more than another; re-

mainder; surplus, adj. more than usual; extra;

surplus: as, excess profits.
In excess of, more than.
to excess, to too great an extent or degree: too much,

ex-ces-sive (ik-ses'iv), adj. [OFr. excessif; LL. excessi-

vus], characterized by excess; immoderate; inordinate.

SYN. excessive applies to that which goes beyond what is

proper, right, or usual (excessive demands); exorbitant is

applied to that which is unreasonably excessive and often

connotes a greedy desire for more than is just or due (exorbitant

prices); extravagant and Immoderate both iinply excessive-

ness resulting from a lack of restraint or of prudence ^ (ex-

travagant praise, immoderate laughter); Inordinate implies a

going beyond the orderly limits of convention or the bounds
of good taste (his inordinate pride).

ex-ce8'Sive*ly (ik-ses'iv-li), adv. to an excessive extent;
too much.

ex-cess-prof4ts tax (ek'ses-prof'its), a tax on business

profits that are greater than the statistical average of

profits over a certain period of years,
exch., 1. exchange. 2. exchequer.
ex change (iks-chanjO , v.t* [EXCHANGED (-chanjdQ, EX-

CHANGING], [ME. eschaungen; OFr. eschangier; LL, ex-

cambiare; see EX- & CHANGE], 1. a) to give, hand over,

or transfer (for another thing in return). V) to receive

or give another thing for (something returned). 2. to

give and receive (equivalent or similar things) ; inter-

change: as, John exchanges gifts with Mary at Christ-

mas. 3. to give up for a substitute or alternative: as,

she exchanged honor for wealth, v.i. 1. to make an
exchange; barter; trade. 2, in finance, to pass in ex-

change: as, the currency of this country exchanges at

par. n. 1. a giving or taking of one thing for another;

trade; barter. 2. a redprocafgiving; giving and receiv-

ing: as, an exchange of greetings. 3, the substituting of

one thing for another; as, an exchange of tears for

smiles. 4. a thing given or received in exchange^ 5, a

place for exchanging; place where business is carried on

by brokers, merchants, etc. : as, a stock exchange: abbre-
viated exch., ex., exc. 6. a central office, or a system
operated by it, providing telephone coramunicatioii
in a community or in part of a city: usually identi-

fied by some assigned call name. 7. in commerce &
finance, a) the payment of debts by negotiable drafts
or bills of exchange, without actual transfer of money,
b) a bill of exchange, c)

a fee paid for settling accounts
or collecting a draft, tnll of exchange, etc. d) an ex-

changing ofa sum of money of one country or of a de-

preciated issue for the* equivalent in the money of

another country or of a current issue, e) tfoe rate of ex*

change; value of one currency in terms of the other\

difference in value between currencies^ f) pi. the/ checks, L

drafts, etc, presented for exchange and settlement be-

tween banks in a dearingfeosise, 8. in law, a contract

by which parties agjree to earfiaiigie one thing fpf aiiQt&
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er. adj. I. exchanged: as, an exchange student. 2.

having to do with an exchange: as, an exchange broker.

ex-change-a-biM-ty (iks-chan'ja-bil'a-ti), n. the qual-
ity or state of being exchangeable.

ex-change-a-ble (iks-chan'js-b'l), adj. that can be ex-

changed.
exchange broker, a broker who deals in foreign bills

of exchange and currencies.

ex-cheq-uer (iks-chek'gr, eks'chek-er), n. [ME. escheker,

lit., chessboard, court of revenue, treasury; OFr. es-

chequier; LL. scaccarium, chessboard], 1. [E-], a) under
the Norman kings of England, an administrative and
judicial state department in charge of revenue: so called

from a table marked into squares, on which accounts of

revenue were kept with counters. b) f
later, the British

Court of Exchequer, which had jurisdiction over all

cases relating to government revenue, now merged in

the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of Jus-
tice. c) [sometimes e-j, the British state department in

charge 01 the national revenue; hence, 2. the funds in
the British treasury. 3. a treasury, as of a country
or organization: abbreviated exch., excheq. 4. money
in one's possession; funds; finances.

ex-cide (ik-sid'), v.t. [EXCIDED (-id), EXCIDING], [L. x-
cidere < ex-, out -f caedere, to cut], to cut out.

ex-cip-i-ent (ik-sip'i-ant), n. [L. excipiens, ppr. of

excipere; see EXCEPT], in pharmacy, any of various inert
substances added to a prescription to give the desired
consistency or form.

ex-cis-a-ble (ik-siz'a-bl), adj. subject to excise.
ex-cise (ik-siz'; for n., also ek'siz), n. [earlier actise;

prob. < MD. accijs* OPr. aceis < LL. *accen$us <
accensare, to tax < L. ad-, to + census, a tax], 1. a
tax; a tax or duty on the manufacture, sale, or con-
sumption of various commodities within a country,
as liquor, tobacco, etc. : also excise tax. 2. a fee paid
for a license to carry on certain occupations, sports,
etc. v.t. [EXCISED (-sizdO, EXCISING], to force pay-
ment of an excise from.

ex-cise (ik-siz'), v.t. [EXCISED (-sizd'), EXCISING], [< L.
excisus, pp. of excidere; see EXCIDE], to cut out or
away; remove, as a tumor.
ex-cise-man (ik-siz'mon), n. [pi. EXCISEMEN (-mon)], in
Great Britain, a government official who collects ex-
cises and enforces the laws concerning them.
ex-ci-sion (ik-sizh'sn), n. [L. excisip < pp. of excidere;
see EXCIDE], 1. a cutting out or being cut out; removal
by or as by cutting. 2. excommunication.
ex-cit-a-bin-ty (ik-si'ta-bil'a-ti), n. 1. the quality of

being easily excited. 2. in physiology, the capacity or
degree of response to the proper stimulus.

ex-cit-a-ble (ik-si't9-b'l), adj. 1. that can be excited;
easily excited. 2. in physiology, capable of responding
to the proper stimulus.

ex-cit-ant (ik-si'tant, ek'sa-tsnt), adj. [L. excitans, ppr.
of excitare; see EXCITE], stimulating, n. a stimulant,

ex ci ta tion (ek'si-ta'shon, ek'si-ta'shon), n. 1. an ex-

citing or being excited^excitement. 2. in physics, a)
the production of electricity, magnetism, or a magnetic
field. 6) the raising of an atom or molecule to an energy
state higher than its normal, or ground, state.

ex-cit-a-tive (ik-sit'o-tiv), adj. exciting or tending to
excite.

ex-cit-a-to-ry (ik-slt'a-tdr'i, ik-sit'a-to 'ri) , adj. excitative.
excite (ik-sif), v.t. [EXCITED (4d), EXCITING], JME.
exciten; OFr. exciter; L. excitare, to call out or forth,
stimulate, excite < ex-, out -f pp. of ciere, to call,

summon], 1. to put into motion or activity; stir up:
as, the injections of adrenalin excited the rats. 2. to
arouse; caU forth; provoke: as, she excited his jealousy.
3. to arouse the feelings or passions of: as, the news
excited us, 4. in electricity, a) to produce an electric or
magnetic field in. 6) to set (an electric current) in
motion. 5. in physiology, to produce or increase the
Response of (an organism, organ, tissue, etcJ) *o a proper
stimulus. T-SYN. see provoke. > , , ,

ex-cit-ed (ik-sit'id), adj. fop. of atdte]* |. emotionally
aroused ; agitated. 2 . in phfysics, in a State* of excitation.
ex-cite-ment (ik-slt'mont), n. 2. aw exciting or being
excited; agitation. 2. something that excites. !

ex-cit-er (ik-sit'Sr) , n. 1 . a person or tHngr that excftes.
2. in electricity, a small generator that provides field

ctir^ent for a large dynamo or motor.
excit-ing (ik-sft'ii)), Odj^ [ppr. of excite], causing ex-
citement; arousing keeii bitterest, agitation, etc.; stir-

CRCl4w '(iH^sl'tpr),'hi.-. 1. an exciter. 2,
'

a mwe' which, when stimulated^ cau
activity of the part that it silppEes. { '

'

excL, >1. ex;dainattQii. 2. exdbdmgj' J3.4&fa&utft& "
ex claim (iks^klln/X '*&' * "* P^ 'exmtorvef;> L, ex-

damare,' #s out + damare, ta cry, sictetj, to cry oat;
spbalf or say ^ddeinly^akd'yeiMmeitt^ IBS,'ib 'Surprise,

'
'

' ''' '

,

increased

matio < pp. of exclamare], I. an exclaiming; sudden,
vehement utterance; otitcry. 2. something exclaimed;
exclamatory word or phrase; interjection: abbreviated
excl., exclam.
exclamation mark (or poiat), a mark (!) used after a
word or sentence in writing or printing to show sur-

prise, strong emotion, etc. : it svmboHzes the unusually
high pitch and stress heard in actual speech.

ex>clam*a'to-ry (iks-klam'9-t6r
/
i> iks-klam'a-to'ri), adj.

[< L. exclamatus, pp. of exdamare (see EXCLAIM); -f

~ory], of, containing, expressing, or using exclamation.
ex-clave (eks'klav), n. [ex- (out) -f -dave, as in enclave],
a territory (of a specified country) surrounded by
foreign territory: as. East Prussia was an exdave of

Germany: distinguished from enclave.
ex-clo-sure (eks-Mo'zhSr), n. [< ex-, after enclosure], an
area protected by various devices against the entrance
of animal f3id insect pests.
ex clud-a-ble (iks-kldod'a-b'l), adj. that can be excluded.
ex-dude (iks-kloodO, v.t. [EXCLUDED (-id), EXCLUDING],
[ME. excluden; L. exdudere < ex-, out -f daudere, to
shut], 1. to refuse to admit, consider, include, etc.;
shut out; keep from entering, happening, or being;
reject; bar. 2. to put out; force out; expel; banish.
SYN. exclude implies a keeping out or prohibiting of that
which is not yet in (to exclude someone from memberchip) ;

debar connotes the existence of some barrier, as legal authority
or force, which excludes someone from a privilege, right, etc.

(to debar certain groups from voting); disbar refers only to
the expulsion of a lawyer from the group of those who are
permitted to practice law; eliminate implies the removal of
that which is alrejady in, usually connoting its undesirabflity or
irrelevancy (to eliminate waste products) ; suspend refers to the
removal, usually temporary, of someone from some organiza-
tion, institution, etc., as for the infraction of some rule (to
suspend a student from school). ANT. admit, include.

ex-clu-sion (iks-kloo'zhan), n. [L. exclusio < pp. of

exdudere], 1. an excluding or being excluded. 2. a
thing excluded.
to the exclusion of, so as to keep out, bar, etc.

ex-clu-sion-ist (iks-kloo'zhan-ist), n. a person in favor
of excluding another 9r others from something.

ex-clu-sive (iks-kloo'siv), adj. [ML. exclusivus < L.
exdusus, pp. of exdudere], 1. excluding all others;
shutting out other considerations, happenings, exist-

ences, occupations, etc.: as, vegetable and mineral are
exclusive terms. 2. having the tendency or power to
exclude all others. 3. excluding all but what is specified :

as, only is an exclusive particle. 4. not shared or divided ;

sole; single: as, an exclusive right to sell something.
5. excluding certain people or groups for social or
economic reasons; hence, 6. snobbish; undemocratic.
7. [Colloq.], charging high, prices: as, an exclusive shop.
exclusive of, excluding; not including or allowing for.

ex-clu-sive-ly (iks-kloo'siv-li), adv. with all others ex-

cluded; only.
ex cog-i-tate (eks-koj'g-tat

7
), v.t. F < Li ^excpgitatu^ pp.

of excogitare; see EX- & COGITATE], to .think out 5 cm-
trive; devise; invent. ,

ex-cpg-i-ta-tion (eks-kpj'^tS'sJian), n* 1. an excogi-
tating or being excogitated. 2* a thing excogitated.
ex com-mu-ni-ca-ble (eks'ka-mu'ni-ka^bl), adj. de-

serving, liable tor or punishable by excommunication.
ex-com-mu-ni-cate (eks'ks-mu/ns-kat'; /or adj. 6V n.,
also eks'ks-mu'ni-kitj, wfc |EaccoiMMxxNiCATED (-id),

EXCOMMUNICATING], [< LL. excommunicatus, pp. of

excommunicare; see EX- & COMMUNICATE], to cut
ofE from conimunion with a church; exclude from
membership in or the privileges of a church by ecclesi-

astical authority, adj* excommunicated, n. an ex-
communicated person.
ex-com-mu-ni-ca-tion (efcs'ka-mu'na-ka'shan), n. 1.

an excommtimcating or being excommunicated. 2. a
formal sentence tha56 excommunicates.
ex-com-mu-ni-ca-tive (eks

/

ka;mu
/na-ka/

tiv, eks'ka-

mu'm4co-tiv),^mf/.< exfcommunicating; of or decreeing
excommunication.
ex-com-mu-ni-ca-tor (eks^ka-mu'na-ka'tSr) , it. a per*-
son who excommunicates.
ex^Ofn-niiJ-n%catarry (eks'kQ-mu'ni-ko-t&r'i, eks'ko-
tau'ni-ka-to'rl}, -adj. of, causing, or decreeing excorn^
munication.

ex-co-ri-ate (ik^sk^r'i-at
7
, ik-sko'ri-at') , v.t. IEXCORI-

(4d>, EXCORIATING], [< L. exconatusf pjh of ex-
e <: e#-, out, orl + cormm, the skinjt 1. to
scratch, or peel off the skin of; abrade; chafe;

i
' 2. to denounce strongly.

excoriation (ik-skdr'i-a'shan, eks'ko-ri-S'shgn), n.
I. an excoriating or being excoriated. 2. an excoriated

spot; abrasion; sore.
ex-cre-ment (eks'krQ-mpnt), n. [Pr. excrement; L. ex-

erementum, that which is sifted out, refuse < excretus;
see EXCRETE], waste matter from the bowels; feces.
ex cre-men tal (eks'krd-m^n'tU), adj. of, or having

'

t|ie nature of, excwenient,. -',
*

'

"- '

'

V^n,, t67il, look; oil, out:
y. o W comply, u

. doch. See pp.

t; joy; yet; chin; she;
'*"^s

hS Me (a'b'l); Fr. bily 1^' FT.

; "I
1

hypothetical; < deri^e4'in,
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ex ere men-ti tious (eks'kra-men-tish'as), adj. of, or
having the nature of, excrement; excremental.
ex-cres-cence (iks-kres^ns), n. [L. excresceniia, excres-
cences < excrescere, to grow out; ex-, out + crescere,
to grow], 1. a normal outgrowth; natural appendage,
as fingernails, hair, etc. 2. an abnormal or disfiguring
outgrowth or addition, as a bunion.

ex-cres-cea-cy (iks-kres''n-si), n. 1. the condition of

being excrescent. 2. [pL KXCRESCENCIES (-siz)] t an ex-
e.

ent (iks-kres''nt) , adj. [L. excrescens, ppr. of
r

e], 1. forming an excrescence; growing ab-
ex-cres-cent
excrescere}, _..

,

normally; superfluous. 2. designating or of a sound
that has entered a word as a result of the natural
position of the vocal organs in pronouncing the con-

tiguous or neighboring sounds, as the b in chamber: the
term unhistoric is preferred by linguists.

ex-cre-ta (eks-kre'ta), n.pl. [L., neut. pi. of excretus],
waste matter excreted from the body, as sweat or
urine: the term is sometimes applied to feces.

ex-crete (iks-kret'), v.t. & v.i. [EXCRETED (-id), EX-
CRETING], [< L. excretus, pj>, of excernere, to sift out;
ex-, out of -f cernere, to sift (see CERTAIN)], 1. to

separate (waste matter) from the blood or tissue and
eliminate from the body, as through the kidneys or
sweat glands. 2. in botany* to eliminate (waste matter)
from the cells.

ex-cre-tion (iks-kre'shan), n. I. the act or process of

excreting. 2. waste matter excreted; sweat, urine, etc.

ex-cre*tive (iks-kre'tiv), adj. excreting or promoting
excretion.

ex-cre*to-ry (eks'kri-t6r'i, ^eks'kri-to'ri), adj. [LL. ex-

cretorius], of or for excretion, n. an excretory organ.
ex-cru-ci-ate (iks-kroo'shi-af), v.t. [EXCRUCIATED (-id),

EXCRUCIATING], [< L. excruciatus, pp. of excruciare;
ex-, intens. 4- cruciare, to torture, crucify < crux,
cruets* a cross], 1. to torture; cause intense bodily
pain to. 2. to subject to mental anguish; torment.

ex-cru-ci-at-ing (iks-kroo'shi-at'irj) , adj. [ppr. of ex-

cruciate}, causing intense physical or mental pain;
torturing; unbearablyJntense; agonizing; tormenting.

ex-a^-ci-a-tion^ks-krc^'shi-a'shQnJks-kroo'si-a'shon),
n. 1. an excruciating or being excruciated. 2. torture;
agony; anguish.
ex-culpa-ble (ik-skuPpa-b'l), adj. that can be excul-

pated.
ex-cul pate (eks'ksl-paf, ik-skul'pat), v.t. [EXCULPATED
(~id), EXCULPATING], [< L. ex, out + culpatus, pp. of

culpare, to blame < culpa, fault], to free from blame;
declare or prove guiltless.

ex-cul-pa-tion (eks'kal-pa'shan), n. [ML. exculpatio],
1. an exculpating or being exculpated. 2. a thing that
exculpates; vindication; evidence of being guiltless.

ex-cul-pa-to ry (ik-skul'po-t6r'i, ik-skul'p9-to'ri), adj.
exculpating or tending to exculpate; vindicatory.

ex-cur-rent (eks-kur'snt) , adj. [L. excurrens, ppr. of
excurrere, to run out, project; ex-, out -f currere, to

508 exegesis
as an explanation or justification for; justify; exculpate*
absolve: as, his honesty excuses his mistake, n. 1. &
plea or explanation given in defense of one's conduct*
apology^ 2. a release from obligation, duty, etc. 3'
something that excuses; extenuating or justifying
factor. 4. a pretended reason for conduct; pretext.
excuse oneself, 1. to ask that one's fault be over-
looked; apologize. 2. to ask for permission to leave

exec., 1. executive. 2. executor.
ex e cra-ble (ek'si-kra-bl), adj. [L. execrabilis], l. de-
serving to be execrated; abominable; detestable. 2.
very inferior; of very poor quality.

ex-e-cra-bly (ek'si-kra-bli), adv. in an execrable manner
ex-e-crate (ek'si-kraf), v.t. [EXECRATED (-id), EXECRAT-
ING], [< L. execratus, pp. of execrare, to curse < ex-
out + sacrare, to consecrate < sacer, sacred], 1. to
call down evil upon; curse; hence, 2. to loathe; detest-
abhor; abominate, v.i. to curse. SYN. see curse.

'

ex-e-cra-tion (ek'si-kra'shon), n. [L. execratio; see EXE-
CRATE], 1. a cursing. 2. a detesting; loathing; abhor-
rence. 3. a curse; imprecation. 4. a person or thing
cursed or detested.

ex-e-cra-tor (ek'si-kra'ter), n. a person who execrates
ex-e-cra-to-ry (ek'si-krg-tdr'i, ek'si-kra'ter-i), adj. (

'

zoology, of ducts, tubes, or passages whose contents
flow outward.

ex-cur sion (ik-skur'zhsn, ik-skur'shan), n. [L. excnrsio,
a running out or forth < excursus, pp. of excurrere; see
EXCURRENT], 1. a short trip taken with the intention
of returning to the point of departure; short journey for
health or pleasure. 2. a round trip (on a train, bus,
ship, etc.) at reduced rates, usually with limits set on
the time of departure and return. 3. a group taking
such a trip or journey. 4. a deviation or degression.
5. [Obs.], a military sortie; raid. 6, in physics, a) a
single movement outward from the mean position in an
oscillating or alternating motion. &) the distance in-
volved in such a movement, adj. for an excursion or
excursions: as, excursion rates. Abbreviated ex.

ex-cur sion ist (ik-skur'zhon-ist, ik-skur'shan-ist). n, a
person who goes on an excursion.

ex-cur-sive (ik-skur'siv), adj. 1. having the character
of an excursion: as, excursive trips. 2. rambling; desul-
tory: as, excursive reading, 3. digressive; wandering.

ex-cur sus (eks-kftr'sQs), n. [pi. EXCURSUSES (-iz), or,
rarely, EXCURSUS], [L. excursus, a running forth, digres-
sion, pp, of

excurrere} see EXCURRBNT], 1, a detailed
discussion of some point in a work, added as an appen-
dix^ 2. a digression, as in a literary work,
excusable (ik-skuz'a-b'l), adj [ME.; OFr,; L. ex-
cusabilis],tha.t can be excused; pardonable; justifiable.

ex cus a bly (ik-skuz'a-bli), adv. so as to be excusable,
ex*cu8-a-to

:ry (ik-skuz'a-t6r'i, ik-skuz's-to'ri), adj. of
or containing an excuse or excuses; apologetic.

e
?'^
u- eJ /N

(ik'skii2/J f?rr^ &-sW), v.t, [EXCUSED
(-skuzd'), EXCUSING], [ME. excusen; OFr. excuser; L.
excusare, to free from a charge < ex-, from - causa a
charge, cause], 1. to try to free (a person) of blame:
seek to exonerate. 2. to try to minimize or pardon
(a fault) ; apologize or give reasons for. 3. to consider
(an offense or fault) as unimportant; overlook: as
excuse my rudeness. 4. to release from an obligation
duty, promise, etc. 5. to permit to leave. 6. to serve

characterize'd by execration.
ex ecut-a-ble (ek'si-ku'ts-b'l, ig-zek'yoo-te-b'l), adj.
that can be executed; that can be done or effected
ex ec-u-tant (ig-zek'yoo-tant), n. [Fn executant, ppr. of
executer; see EXECUTE], a person who does something*
performer, especially on a musical instrument.

'

ex-e cute (ek'si-kuf), v.t. [EXECUTED (-id), EXECUTING],
[ME. executen; OFr. executer < L. executus, exsecutus
pp. of exequi, exsequi, to follow out, pursue; ex-, out 4-

sequi, to follow], 1. to follow out or carry out; do; per-
form; fulfill: as, he executed the captain's orders. 2. to
carry into effect; administer (laws, etc.). 3. to put to
death in accordance wjth a legally imposed sentence. 4.
to create or produce in accordance with an idea, plan,
blueprints, etc. : as, he executed a statue in marble. 5. to
perform (a piece of music, a part in a play, etc.). 6. in
law, to complete or make valid (a deed, contract, etc.),
as by signing, sealing, and delivering* SYN. see kill,
perform.
ex-ecu tion (ek'si-ku'shan), n. [ME. execution; OFr.
execution; L* executip, exsecutio], 1. an executing; spe-
cifically, a) a carrying out ; doing ; performing ; fulfilKng.
&) a carrying into effect; administration, cj a putting to
death in accordance with a legally^ imposed sentence.
a} a producing according to a plan, idea, etc. 2. a) the
manner of doing orproducing something, fe) themanner
of performing a piece of music, part in a play, etc. 3.
effective action, especially of a destructive nature: as,
the bombs did heavy execution. 4. in law, a) a writ,
issued by a court, giving authority to put a judgment
into effect, 6) the act of carrying out the provisions of
such a writ, c) the making valid ol a legal instrument, as
by signing, sealing, and delivering.
ex e-cu-tion-er (ek'si-ku'shon-Sr), n. a person who car-
ries out the death penalty imposed by a court ; hangman
headsman, etc.
executive (ig-zek'yoo-tiv), adj. [< L. executus (see
EXECUTE) ; + -w/e], 1. of, capable of, or fit for, carrying
out duties, functions, etc.: as, executive ability. 2. em-
powered and required to administer (laws, government
affairs, etc.) ; administrative: distinguished from legisla-
tive, judicial, n. 1 . a person, group of people, or branch
of government empowered and required to administer
the laws and affairs, of a nation. 2. any person whose
function is to administer or manage affairs, as of a
corporation, school, etc. Abbreviated exec., ex.

Executive Mansion, 1. the White House (in Wash-
mgton. B.C.). official home of the President of the
United States. 2. the official home of the governor of a
State.

e^ec-u.tor (ek'si-ku'terj/or 2, ig-zek'yoo^ter), n. [ME.& OFr. executour; L. executor, exsecutor < pp. of exequi,
exsequi; see EXECUTBI, 1. a person who does something;
performer of actions. 2, a person appointed to cany
ou the provisions of another's will: abbreviated exr,.
exec.

ex-eC'U-to-ry ,Gg-sek'yoo-t6r'i, ig.zek'yoo-to'ri), adj.
[LL. execntorws, exsecutorius < C. exsecutus; see EXE-
CUTE], 1. executive; administrative. 2. in force; effec-
tive, as a law, decree^ etc, 3. in law* designed to be* or
capable of being, put into effect at the appropriate
time; contingent.

ex-eou'tiix (ig-zejc'yoo-triks)
EXECUTRICES (ig-^k'y^t^ecutor: abbreviated ex*

ex-e-dra (ek's^dra, ik-^e'dra), n. {pi, KXJBDRAB (-drS')].
[L. ; Gr. exedra < ex-, out + heara, a seat], 1. in ancient
Greece, a room, building, or outdoor area with seats,
where conversations ana discussions were held. 2; a

,A "j-^ .v*** ww-jw swaj , ft. u-* jcvA.n.iajaa.n.a. ^-acati l, IJU. x
Or. exegesis, explanation < extgeisfhoL to show the way.

|ead, explain
< ex-, ou,t 4, tewisthai, to lead, r

n.lpl. EXECUTRIXES (4z),

^l [MLJ, a woman ex-
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to perceive quickly, Eng. seek (see SEEK)], explanation,
critical analysis, or interpretation of a word, literary

passage, etc., especially of the Bible.

ex e-gete (ek'sa-jet'), n. an expert in exegesis.
ex-e-Iet>ic (ek'ss-jet'ik), adj. [Gr. exegetikos], of, or
having the nature of, exegesis; explanatory; expository.

ex-e-get>i-cal (ek'sa-jet/i-k'l), adj. exegetic.

ex-e-get-ics (ek'sa-jet'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], the
study, art* or practice of exegesis.

ex-em-plar (ig-zem'ple'r, ig-zem'plar), n. [ME. & OFr.
exemplaire; LL. exemplarium < L. exemplum, a pattern,
copy; respelled after L. exemplar, of same origin], 1. a

person or thing regarded as worthy of imitation; model;
pattern; archetype. 2. a sample; specimen; example.
ex-em-pla-ry (ig-zem'pla-ri), adj. [LL. exemplaris; see

EXEMPLAR], 1. serving as a model or example; worth
imitating: as, exemplary behavior. 2. serving as a
warning or deterrent: as, exemplary punishment. 3.

serving as a sample, instance, type, etc. ; typical.

exemplary damages, in law, damages beyond the actual
loss, imposed as a punishment.

ex-em-pli-fi-ca-tion (ig-zem'pb-fi-ka'shan), n. [ML. ex-

empli'ficatio < exemplificare; see EXEMPLIFY], 1. a show-
ing by exa^nple. 2. something that exemplifies; ex-

ample. 3. in law, a legally attested or certified copy.
ex-em-pli-fy (ig-zem/pla-fl'), v.t. [EXEMPLIFIED (-fid'),
EXEMPLIFYING], [ML. exemplificore < L. exemplum, an
example + facere, to make], 1. to show by example;
serve as an example of. 2. to make a legally attested
or certified copy of (a document, etc.) under seal.

fex-em-pli gra-ti-a (eg-zem'pli gra'shi^), [L., lit., for
the sake of example], for example; for instance: abbre-
viated e.g.

ex-em-plum (ig-zem'pbm), n. [pi. EXEMPLA (-pis)], [L.;
see EXAMPLE], 1. an example; illustration. 2. a mor-
alized tale or anecdote, especially as used to illustrate
the text of a medieval sermon.
ex-empt (ig-zempf), v.t. [ME. exempten; OFr. exempter
< L. exemptus, pp. of extmere, to take out, deliver, set
free < ex-, out -f emere, to take, buy], to free from a
rule or obligation which others must observe; excuse;
release, adj. [L. exemptus], exempted; freed from a
rale, obligation, etc. which binds others; excused;
released, n. an exempted person.

ex-empt-i-ble (ig-zemp'ta-bl), adj. deserving or qual-
ified to be exempted.
ex-emp'tion (ig-zemp'shsn), n. 1. an exempting.
2. the state of being exempted; freedom or release from
a liability, obligation, ^etc. ; immunity. 3. a) the
exempting from an individual's taxable income of a
specified sum for himself and each of his dependents.
&) the sum specified, c) any such dependent.
SYN. exemption implies a release from some obligation or

legal requirement, especially where others are not so released

(an exemption from the military draft); immunity implies
freedom from or protection against something disagreeable or

punishment (to commit a crime with impunity), ANT. liability.

ex-en-ter-ate (eks-en'ta-rat') v.t. [EXENTBRATBD (-id),

EXENTERATING], [< L. exenteratus, pp. of exenterare <
ex-f out of + Gr. enteron, intestine (formed in L. after
Gr. exenterizein)], 1. [Rare], to disembowel: now only
figurative. 2. in surgery, to take out (an organ).

ex-e-<iua-tur (ek'si-kwa'tSr), n. [L., 3d pers. sing., pres.
subj., of exequi, exsequi, to follow out, perform; see

EXECUTE], an official document given to a consul or
commercial agent by the government of the country
in which he is stationed, authorizing him to perform
his duties there.

ex-e-quy (ek'si-kwi), n. [pi. EXEQUIES (-kwiz)], [OFr.
exequies (pi.) < L. exequiae < exequi; see EXECUTE],
1. pi. funeral rites; obsequies. 2. a funeral procession.
exercisable (ek'ser-sizVb'l), adj. that can be ex-
ercised.
exercise (ek'sSr-siz') , n. [ME. & OPr. exercice; L.
exercitium < pp. of exercere, to drive out (farm animals
to work), hence drill, exercise < ex-, out + arctre, to
enclose, shut up], 1. active use or operation; employ-
ment: as, writing requires the exercise of imagination.
2. activity for the purpose of training or developing
the body or mind: systematic practice; especially,
bodily exertion for the sake of health. 3. usually in pL
a regular series of movements designed to strengthen
or develop some part of the body or some faculty : as,

finger exercises for the piano, 4. a problem or group
of written examples, passages, etc. to be sttidied and
worked out for developing technical skill, as in mathe-
matics, grammar, etc. 5. pi. a series of ceremonial
acts; program of speeches, etc., as at graduation, v.t.

[EXERCISED (-sizd') EXERCISING], 1 . to put into action ;

use; employ: as, ne exercised self-control. 2. to use
lly; practice; train: used reflexively or in thehabit

passive, as, she was exercised in virtue. 3* to put into
action lor the purpose of training or developing, as

the body, a muscle, the mind, a mental faculty, etc.
4. to drill (troops). 5. to take up the attention of:

especially, to worry; perplex; harass; trouble: used
especially in the passive, as, he was greatly exercised
about the decision. 6. to carry out (duties, etc.);
perform; fulfill. 7. to exert, wield, or have (influence,
control, authority, etc.). iu. to take exercise; do
exercises. SYN. see practice.

ex-er-cis*er (ek'sSr-sfz'Sr), n. 1. a person who exercises.
2. a mechanical apparatus for exercising the muscles.

ex-er-ci-ta'tion (ig-zer'si-ta'shan), n. [ME. exercita-

tioun; OFr. exercitation; L. exercitatio < exercitare,
intens. of exercere; see EXERCISE], I. exercise. 2. an
essay, oration, etc. that serves as an exercise.
ex-ergue (ig-zurg', ek'surg), n. [Fr. exergue, lit., that
which is out of the work, accessory, exergue of a coin;
ML. exergum < Gr. ex, out, outside of + ergon, work],
1. the space on a coin or medal between the rim and
the bottom of the picture or design: it is often used for
the date, place, etc. 2. the inscription in this space.

ex-ert (ig-zurt/), v.t. [L. exertare, exsertare < exerere,
exserere, to stretch out, put forth; ex-, out + serere, to
join, .fasten together], 1. to put forth energetically;
exercise- put into action: as, exert your will power.
2. [Obs.], to put forth; disclose; reveal.
exert oneself, to put forth effort; try or work hard.

ex-er-tion (ig-ziir'shsn), n. 1. the act, fact, or process
of exerting; active use of strength, power, etc.; exercise.
2, energetic activity; effort. SYN. see effort.

ex-er-tive (ig-zur'tiv), adj. exerting or tending to exert.
Ex-e-ter (ek'si-ter), n. a city in Devonshire, England:
pop., 74,000 {est. 1946).

ex-e-unt (ek'si-ant, ek'si-oont'), [L., 3d pers. pL, pres,
indie., of exire; see EXIT], they go off (the stage): a
stage direction applying to two or more (specified)
characters.
exeunt omnes (om'nez), [L.], aU (of the characters
who are on stage) go off: a stage direction.

Jex fa-ci-e (eks fa'shi-e'), [L.], on the face (of a legal
document, etc.).

ex-fo*li-ate (eks-fo^-af), v.t. & v.L [EXFOLIATED (-id),
EXFOLIATING], [< LL. exfoliatus, pp. of exfoliave, to
strip of leaves < ex-, out + folium, a leaf], to cast or
come off in flakes, scales, or layers, as skin, bark etc

ex-fo-li-a-tion^eks-fo'H-a'shan), n. I. an exfoliating
or being exfoliated. 2. something exfoliated, as scales,
layers of bark, etc.

ex-fo-li-a'tive (eks-fo'li-a'tiv), adj. causing or charac-
terized by exfoliation.

ex-hal-ant (eks-hal'ant, ig-zal'ant), adj. [L. exhalans,
ppr. of exhalare], 1. exhaling. 2. for exhaling, n. an
organ or duct for exhaling.

ex Ha la don (eks'ha-la'shan, eg'za-la'shan), n. [L. ex-
halaiio < prj. of exhalare], 1. an exhaling or being
exhaled; expiration or evaporation. 2. something ex-
haled, as air, steam, or an odor; emanation; effluvium.

ex-hale (eks-hal', ig-zal')* IM. [EXHALED (-nald'( -zald'),
EXHALING], [Fr. exhaler; L. exhalare; ex-, out + halare,
to breathe], 1, to breathe forth air; expire. 2. to be
given off or rise into the air as vapor; evaporate, v.t .

1. to breathe forth (air or smoke). 2. to give off

(vapor, fumes, etc.).
exhaust (ig-z$stO, v.t. [< L. exhanstus, pp. of ex-
haurire, io draw out, exhaust; *-, out 4- haurire, to
draw, drain], 1. to draw off or let out (air, gas, etc.),
as from a container. 2. to use up; expend completely:
as, he exhausted his resources. 3. to empty completely ;

draw off the contents of; drain: as, they exhausted the
well. 4. to drain of power, resources, etc.: as, war
exhausts nations. 5. to tire out; make very weary;
weaken. 6. to deal with, study, or develop completely
and thoroughly: as, she has exhausted the subject. v.t.

to be discharged or let out, as gas or steam from an
engine. n 1. a creating of an outflowing current of
air by means of a partial vacuum. 2. an apparatus for
doing this, as in getting rid of fumes, dust, stale air,
etc. 3. the discharge or release of used steam, gas,
etc. from the cylinders of an engine at the end of every
working stroke of the pistons. 4. the pipe through
which such steam, gas, etc. is released. 5. something
given off or let out, as fumes from a gasoline engine.
ex haust i bil i ty (ig-z6s'-to-bil'9-ti), n. the quality of
being exhaustible; capacity for being exhausted.
ex haust i We (ig-zds'ta-b'l) , adj. that can be exhausted.
ex-haus tion (ig-z&s'chan) , n. 1. an exhausting. 2. the
state of being exhausted; especially, a) great fatigue or
weariness. 6) the condition of being used up ; complete
consumption.

ex-haus tive (ig-z6s'tiv), adj. exhausting or tendinjg to
exhaust; specifically, leaving nothing out; complete;
thorough: as, exhaustive research.
ex-hausMess (ig-z6st'lis), adj. that cannot be ex-
hausted; inexhaustible.

,

1

exhibit (ig-zib'it), v.t [< . jxMbitw, pp. of exhibere,
to hold forth, present <*?, put + halere, to hold,
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have], 1. to present or expose to view; show; display.
2. to present to public view for entertainment, instruc-
tion, advertising, judgment in a competition, etc, 3. to
give evidence of; reveal: as, he exhibited impatience.
4. in law* to present (a |iece of evidence, etc.) officially
to a court. 5. in meaicme, to administer (a drug, etc.)
as a remedy. IM. to put pictures, wares, etc. on public
display, n. 1. a show; display: presentation. 2. a
thing exhibited; especially, an object or objects dis-

played publicly. 3. in law, a document or object pro-
duced as evidence in a court. SYN. see proof, show.

ex-falb'it-er (ig-zib'a-ter), n. an exhibitor.
ex.hi-bi-tlon (ek'ss-bish'sn), n. [OPr. exhibition; LL.
exhibtiio < pp. of L. exhibere; see EXHIBIT], t. tne act
or fact of showing publicly; presentation. 2. the thing
or things shown. 3. a public show or display, as of
pictures, merchandise, athletic feats, etc. 4. [British],
a financial endowment for a university scholarship.

ex-hi-bi-tion-er (ek'sa^bish'an-eY), n. [see EXHIBITION,
4L [British], a university student who holds a scholar-
snip allowance.
ex-hi-biMon-ism (ek'sa-bish'an-iz'm), n. 1. a tend-
ency to call attention to oneself or show off one's
talents, skill, etc. 2. in psychology, a) a tendency to
expose parts of the body that are conventionally con-
cealed. b) an instance of such exposure.

ex-hi-bMion-ist (ek'sa-bish'an-ist), n. a person who
indulges jn exhibitionism.

ivfc (ig-zib's-tiv), adj. serving or tending to
exhibit (usually with of).

ex-hib-i-tor (ig-zib'o-ter), n. [LL.], one that exhibits;
especially, a) a person, company, etc. that enters an
exhibit in a fair, show, competition, etc. &) the owner
or manager of a motion-picture theater.

ex*hlb-i-to-ry (ig-zib'a-tSr'i, ig-zibVto'ri), adj. [LL.
exhibitorius], L exhibiting. 2. of or for exhibition.
ex hil-a-rant (ig-zil'a-rsnt), adf. [Pr.; L. exhilarans,

ppr. of exhilarare], exhilarating, n. a thing that ex-
hilarates,

ex-hil-a-rate (fe-zil'a-ratO, v.t. [EXHILARATED (-id),

EXHILARATING], f< L. exhilarates, pp. of exhilarate, to
gladden; e*-, intens. + hilarare, to gladden < hilaris,

glad}, to make cheerful, merry, or lively; enliven;
stinwlate; invigorate. SYN. see animate.
ex hil a-ra tion (ig-zilVra'shan), n. [LL. exhttiratio],
1. an exhilarating. 2. an exnilarated condition or
feeEng; liveliness: animation; high spirits; stimulation.

ex>hil-a ra tive (ig-zil'a-ra'tiv), adj. exhilarating or
tending to exhilarate.

ex-hort (ig-z6rtO, v.t. & v.i. [ME. exkarten; L. exhortari,
to exhort: e-, out -f hortari, to urge, incite], to urge
earnestly by advice, warning, etc. (to do what is proper

an exhorting. 2. a plea, sermon, etc. that exhorts.
ex-hor ta-tive (ig-zdr'ta-tiv), adj. exhortatory.
ex-faor-ta-to-ry (ig-z6r't9-t6r'i, ig-z6r'ta-to'ri), adj. [LL.
exhortatorius), of, lor having the nature of, exhortation;
meant to exhort; admonitory.
ex-hu-ma-tion (eks'hyco-ma'sliQn), n. an exhuming;
disinterment.
exhume (iks-hum', ig-zumQr v.t. [EXHUMED (-humd',
-zumd'}, EXHUMING], IFr. exhumer; ML. exhumare < L.
ex, out 4- humus, the ground], 1. to dig out of the
earth; disinter; hence, 2. to unearth; disclose; reveal.

ex-i-gence (ek
r
S3-jsns), n. exigency.

ex-i-gea-cy (ek'sa-jan-si), n. [pL EXIGENCIES (-siz)], [ML.
exigentia], 1. the condition or quality of being exigent;
urgency. 2. a situation calling tor immediate action or
attention. 3. $1. pressing needs; demands; require-
ments. SYN. see emergency, need,

ex-i-gent (ek'so-jant), adj. [L. exigens, ppr. of exigere, to
drive out, drive forth < ex-, out + agere, to drive], 1.

calling for immediate action or attention; urgent; press-
ing; critical. 2. requiring more than is reasonable;
dejmanding; exacting.

ex-i-4i;bIeTek's9-J9-bl), adj. [ < L. exigere (see EXIGENT) ;+ -*olcL that can be demanded or exacted.
ex-i-gu-I-ty (ek'sa-gu'o-ti), n. {L. exiguitas < exiguus:
see EXIGUOUS], scantiness; littleness; smallness.

ex-ig-u-ous (ig-zig'u-9s, ik-sig'ii-as), adj. [L. exignus,
small < exigere, to weigh], scanty; little; small; meager.

ex-ile (eg'zil, ek'sll), n. [ME. exit, exile; OPr. exil^il;
L. exihum, ex$%liwn < exul, exsul, an exile, one ban-
ished < ex-, out + IE. base *al~, to wander aimlessly;hence akin to Or. alaomai, I wander, roam, am ban-
ished], 1. a prolonged living away from one's country,
commumtv, etc., usually enforced; banishment, some-
times self-imposed. 2. a person in exile, v.t. (also
ig-zlF), [EXILED (-zild, -sild, -zild'), EXILING], to force (a
person) to leave his own country, community, etc *

banish. SYN. see banish.
the Exile, the period in the 6th century B.C. during
which the Jews were held in captivity in Babylon.

eX'iHc (ig-zil'ik, ik-sil'ik), adj. of exile, especially the
exile of the Jews in Babylon. .

ex-ist (ig-zist'), v.i. [Pr. exister; L. existere, exsistere, to
step or come forth, stand forth; ex-, out + sistere, to

cause to stand, set, place, caus. of stare, to stand], 1.
to be; have reality or actual being. 2. to occur; be
present; be (in a given condition or place): as, water
exists in milk. 3. to continue being; live.

ex-ist-ence (ig-zis'tons), n. [ME.; OPr.; LL. existentia <
ppr. of L. existere], 1. an existing; state or fact of being.
2. life; living; continuance of being. 3. occurrence;
specific manifestation. 4. a manner of existing, being,
or living: as, sharecroppers have a poor existence. 5. a
being; entity; thing that exists.

ex-ist-ent (ig-zis'tant), adj. 1. existing; having exist-
ence or being. 2. existing now; present; immediate.

ex-is-ten- tial (eg'zis-ten'shgl, ek'sis-ten'shsl), adj. [LL.
existentialis], of or based on existence.

ex-is-ten-tiaHsm (eg'zis-ten'shal-iz'm), n. a literary-

philosophic cult of nihilism and pessimism, popularized
in France after World War II, chiefly by Jean-Paul
Sartre: it holds that each man exists as an individual
in a purposeless universe, and that he must oppose
his hostile environment through the exercise of his
free will.

ex-it (eg'zit, ek'sit), n. [L. exilium < exitus, pp. of exire,
to go out; ex-, out + ire, to go], 1. an actor's departure
from the stage. 2. a going out; departure. 3. a way
out; doorway or passage leading out. 4. [L., 3d pers.
sing., pres. indie., of exire], he (or she) goes off (the
stage) : a stage direction for a (specified) character.

Jex li-bris (eks K'bris, eks le'bris), [L., lit., from the
books (of)], 1. belonging to the library of: an in-
scription followed by tne owner's name, often used on
book plates. 2. a bookplate. Abbreviated ex lib.

Bx moor (eks'moor), n. a moorland region in Somerset-
shire and Devonshire, England.

Jex ni hi-lo ni-hfl fit (eks xn'hil-o ni'hil fit), [L,], out of
nothing comes nothing; nothing is made from nothing.

ex*o- (ek'so, ek'ss), [< Gr. exo, without; cf. ECTO-], a
prefix meaning outside, outer, outer part, as in exogamy,
exogenous: also, before a vowel, ex-,

ex-o-carp (ek'so-karp'), n. [exo- -f -carp], the outer
layer of a ripened ovary or fruit; epicarp.

Exod., Exodus.
exo-don-tia (ek'sa-don'sha, ek'sa-don'shi-a) , n. [Mod.
L. < L. ex, out + Gr. odon, odontos, tooth; + -ia], the
branch of dentistry having to do with the extraction of
teeth.
ex o-dus (ek'sa-das), n. [L. < Gr. exodos, a going out <
ex-, out 4- hodos, way], 1. a going out or forth; depar-
ture. 2. [E-], the departure oftheIsraelites from Egypt
(with the). 3. [E-], the second book of the Old Testa-
ment, which describes this: abbreviated Ex., Exod.
ex-o-en-zyme (ek'so-en'zlm, ek'so-en'zim) , n. an ecto-

enzyme.
ex of-fi-ci-o (eks s-fish'i-oQ, [L., lit., from office], by
virtue of one s office, or position: abbreviated e.o.

ex-o-gam-ic (ek'ss-gam'ik), adj. of exogamy.
ex-og-a-mous (eks-og'a-mss), adj. of, having the
nature of, or characterized by, exogamy.
ex-og-a-my (eks-og's-mi), n. [exo- 4- -gamy], the custom,
often inviolable, of marrying only outside the tribe,
clan, etc.; outbreeding: opposed to endogamy.
ex o &en (ek'sg-jen'), n. [exo- + -gen], a seed plant that
grows by adding layers on its outside; dicotyledon.
ex*og*e*nous (eks-oj'a-nas), adj. [exo- + -genous], 1.

developing from without; originating externally. 2. in
biology, growing or developing from or on the outside.

ex-on er ate (ig-zon'a-rat'), v.t. [EXONERATED (-id), EX-
ONERATING], [< L. exoneratus, pt>. of exonerare, to dis-
burden; ea>, out + onerare, to load < onus, oneris, a
load, burden], 1. originally, to relieve of (a burden,
obligation, etc.); unload; hence, 2. to free (a person)
from a charge or the imputation of guilt; declare or
prove blameless:

exculpate. SYN. see absolve,
ex-on-er-a-tion (ig-zon'a-ra'shan), n. [L. exoneratio], an
exonerating or being exonerated.

ex-on-er-a-tor (ig-zonVra'tSr), n. one who exonerates.
ex-o-path-ic (ek

r
S9~path'ik), adj. [exo- + Cathie], des-

i|fnating or of a disease having its cause or source out-
side the body.
e*oph*thal-mi*a (ek'sof-thal'mi-a), n. [Mod.L. < Gr,
exophthalmos, with prominent eyes; ex-, out -f ophthal-
mos, an eye], abnormal protrusion of the eyeball, caused
by disease: also exophthalmos, exophthalmus.

ex-oph-tbal-mic (ek'sof-thal'mik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, exophthalmia.
exophthalmos "(ek'sof-thal'mos), n. exophthalmia.
ex-oph-thal-mus (ek'sof-thal'mos), n. exophthalmia.
ex-o-ra-ble (ek'sSr-a-bl), adj. [L. exorabUis < exorare,
to move by entreaty; ex-, out + orare, to pray], that
can be persuaded or moved by pleas.

ex*or-bi*tance (ig^fir'ba-tens), n. [L. exorbitant}, 1. a
going beyond what fs right or reasonable, as in demands,
prices, etc. ^ extravasgatoice^ 2. [Archaic], lawlessness.

ex-qr-bi-tan-cy (ig-zdr'bo-'^aB-si), n. [pi. EXORBrrANGiES
(-stz,)J, exorbitance. '<

^orrbi'tant Gg-zdr'W^siit) , 0d/, [L. exorbitant ppr.
of exorbttare, to go out of the track < ex~t Out 4- orSfta,
a track, orbit], going bev9n4!w;ba1;Js re^son4bH

' ^
proper, usual, etc. ; excessiv^j osTOvagant: immode^
said of charges, prices, etc.

t -f^*f ~~ l
"
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exorbitantly expectorate
ex-or-bl'tant'ly (ig-zfir'ba-tant-li), adv. to an exorbitant
degree; extravagantly.

ex-or-cise (ek'sor-siz'), v.L [EXORCISED (-sizd'),EXOR-
CISING], [OFr. exerciser ; LL. qxorcizare; New Testament
Gr. exorkiein, to drive away an evil spirit by adjuration,
(earlier) to swear a person^ administer an oath < Gr.
ex-, out + horki&ein, to make one swear < horkos, an
oath; cf. CONJURE], 1. to drive (a supposed evil spirit
or spirits) out or away by ritual charms or incantation.
2. to summon or command (such a spirit or spirits).
3. to free from such a spirit or spirits. Also spelled
exorcize.

ex-or-cism (ek's6r-siz
f

m), n. [LL. exorcismus; Gr. ex-

orkismos], 1. an exorcising. 2. a verbal formula or
ritual used in exorcising.

ex-or-cist (ek'sSr-sist) , n. a person who exorcises.

ex-or-cize (ek's6r-slz') v.t. [EXORCIZED (-sizd'), EXOR-
CIZING], to exorcise.

ex-or-di-al (ig-z&r'di-al, ik-sdr'di-al), adj. containing, or

having the nature of, an exordium; introductory.
ex-or-di'iim (ig-z6r'di-9m, ik-sdr'di-am), n. [pi. EXOR-
DIUMS (-amz), EXORDIA ,(-9)],[L. < exordiri, to begin a
web, hence begin (a speech, etc.) ; ex-, from 4- ordiri, to

begin], 1 . a beginning. 2. the opening part of a speech,
treatise, etc.

ex-o-skel-e-ton (ek'so-skel'a-t'n), n. in zoology, any hard
external supporting structure, as the shell of an oyster,
lobster, etc. : distinguished from endoskeleton.
ex-os-mo-sis (ek'sos-mo'sis, ek'soz-mo'sis), n. [Mod.L.;
ex- + osmosis], in osmosis, the slower diffusion of the
more dense fluid through the semipermeable membrane
to mingle with the less dense: opposed to endosmosis.

ex-o-spore (ek'sa-sp6r', ek'sa-spor
7
)* n. [exo- + spore],

in botany, the outer layer of the covering of a spore.
ex-os-to-sis (ek'sos-tp'sis), n. [pi. EXOSTOSES (-sez)l,

[Mod.L.; Gr. exostosis < ex-, outside 4- osteon t a bonef,
an abnormal bony growth on the surface of a bone or
tooth.

ex-o-ter-ic (ek'sa-ter'ik), adj. [LL. exotericus; Gr. exo-

terikos, external < compar. of exo, outside], 1. of the
outside world; externaL 2, not intended for only a
chosen few or an inner group of disciples; suitable for

1 outsiders or the uninitiated. 3. that can be understood
by the public; popular. Opposed to esoteric.

ex-o-ter-i-caHy (ek'ss-ter'i-k'1-i, ek'sa-ter'ik-li) , adv. in
an exoteric manner.

ex-o-ther-mic (ek'so-thur'mik), adj. [exo- -f thermic],

designating or of a chemical change in which there is a
liberation of heat, as in combustion: opposed to endo-
thermic*

ex-ot-ic (ig-zot'ik), adj. [L. exoticus; Gr. exotik&s < exd,

outside], 1. foreign; imported; hence, 2. having the
charm or fascination of the unfamiliar; strangely beau-
tiful, enticing, etc. n. 1. a foreign or imported thing.
2. a plant that is not native.

ex ot i cal-ly (ig-zot'i-k'1-i, ig-zot'ik-K), adv. in an ex-
otic manner.

ex-o-tox-in (ek'so-tok'sin), n. any of a group of toxic
substances excreted by certain disease-producing bac-
teria: also called true toxin.

exp., 1. expenses. 2. export. 3. exported. 4. express.

ex-pand (ik-spand'), v.t. [L. expandere; ex-, out +
pandere, to spread, extend]* 1. to spread out; open
out; stretch out; unfold: as, the eagle expanded his

wings. 2. to cause to nil more space; increase in size,

bulk, area, etc.; enlarge; dilate; extend. 3. to enlarge
upon (a topic, idea, etc.); develop in detail. 4, in

algebra, to develop (an equation, etc.) to its completed
or enlarged form through a series of steps* f.i. to
become expanded; spread out, unfold, enlarge, etc.

SYN. expand implies an increasing in size, bulk, or volume
and is the broadest term here, being applicable when the en-

larging force operates from either the inside or the outside

or when the increase comes about by unfolding, puffing out,

spreading, or opening; swell implies expansion beyond the
normal limits or size; distend implies a swelling as a result of

pressure from within tnat forces a bulging outward; inflate

suggests the use of air of gas, or of something insubstantial, to

distend or swell a thing; dilate suggests a widening" Or stretching
of something circular. ANT. contract.

expand-ed (ik-span'did), adj. fop. of expand], in

printing, extended.
ex panse (ik-spans

7
), n. {MB. expans < L. expanswtn <

expanse, pp. of expanaere; see EXPAND], L a large,

open area or unbroken surface; wide extent; great
breadth. 2. expansion. 3. the amount of expansion.
ex pan-si-bil i-ty (Jk-span'sa-bil'a-ti), it, capacity for

expansion.
ex-pan-si-ble (ik-span'sa-b'l), adj. that can be expanded.
ex pan sile (ik-span'sl), adj. 1. expansible 2. tending
to expand* 3. of or characteristic of expansion*
ex-pan-sion (ik-span'shan), n. [LL. exfansio < L. e-

see E2dANS!Bl, 1. an expanding dc freing ex-
- ' J *

J*tLAnfc5 JijT iflfi <Lii '

cEtiftvSSTwOn. Jf. am <

ani^unt, degrees, br <

expansion. 4. a development or full treatment, as of
a topic, S. in algebra, the process or result of developing
an equation, etc, to a fuller form through a series or

steps. 6. in mechanics, the expanding in volume of
steam in the cylinder of a steam engine after cutoff, or
of gas in the cylinder of an internal-combustion engine
after explosion.
expansion bolt, a bolt with an attachment that ex-

pands and acts as a wedge as it is screwed inward,
used.in holes drilled in stone, concrete, etc.

ex pan-sion-ism (ik-span'shao-iz'm), n. the jpolicy of

expanding a nation's territory or its sphere of influence,
often at the expense of other nations.

ex-pan-sion-ist (ik-span'shan-ist), n. a person who
believes in or advocates expansionism.

ex-pan-sive (ik-span'siv), adj. [< L. exp&msus (see
EXPANSE); + -ive] t 1. tending to expand; that can
expand. 2. of, or working by means of, expansion.
3. widely extended; broad; extensive; comprehensive.
4. characterized by a free and generous nature; sympa-
thetic; demonstrative; open: as, an expansive person.
5. in psychiatry, characterized by expansiveness.

ex-pan-sive-ness (ik-spaa'siv-nis), n. 1. the quality or
state of being expansive. 2. in psychiatry, a state
characterized by overestimation of the ego, delusions
of grandeur, etc.; megalomania.

ex par-te (eks par'ti), [L., lit., from the side or party;
see EX- & PART], on, or in the interest of, one side only;
one-sided.

ex-pa-ti-ate (ik-spa'shi-af), ui. [EXPATIATED (-id),

EXPATIATING], [< L. expatiatus, pp. of expatiari, ex-

spatiari, to go out of one's course, wander; ex-, out -f

spatiari, to walk, roam < spatium, space], 1. originally,
to roam or wander freely; hence, 2. to speak or write
at length; elaborate or enlarge (on or upon).

ex-pa-ti-a-tion (ik-spa'shi-a'shan), n. 1. an expatiating.
2. a lengthy account of sometning.

ex-pa-tri-ate (eks-pa'tri-af; for adj. & n., also eks-
pa'tri-it), v.t. & iu. [EXPATRiATBD|(-id), EXPATRIATING],
[< L. ex, out of + patria, native country, fatherland <
pater, father], 1. to drive (a person) from his native
land; exile. 2. to withdraw (oneself) from one's native
land. adj. expatriated, n. an expatriated person.
SYN. see banish.

ex-pa-tri-a-tion (eks-pa'tri-a'shdo> eks'pSrtri-a'shdn),
n. an expatriating or being expatriated.

ex-pect (ik-spekf), v.t. [L. expectare, exspectare; ex-,
out + spectare, to look < pp. of specere, to see), 1.

originally, to await; wait for. 2. to look forward to;
look for as likely to occur or appear; anticipate: as, I

expected you yesterday. 3. to look for as due, proper,
or necessary; as, some parents expect too much from
their children. 4. [Colloq.], to suppose; presume; guess.
be expecting, [Colloq.], to be pregnant.
SYN. expect implies a considerable degree of confidence that
an event will happen (to expect guests: to dinner) ; anticipate
implies a looking forward to something with a foretaste of the

pleasure or distress it promises, or a realizing of something in

advance, and a taking steps to meet it (to anticipate trouble) ;

hope implies a desire for something, accompanied by some
confidence in the belief that it can be realized (to hope for the

best); await implies a waiting for, or a being ready for. a

person or thing (a hearty welcome awaits you).

ex pect-ance (ik-spek'tons), n. expectancy.
ex-pect-an-cy (ik*sf>ek'tan-si), n. [pi. EXPECTANCIES
(-siz)], [ML. expectantia < L. expectans; see EXPECTANT],
L an expecting or being expected; expectation. 2. that
which is expected, especially on. a statistical basis: as,

life expectancy.
ex-pect-ant (ik-spek'tant) , adj. [ME. ; OFr. ; L. expectans,

ppr. of expectare] t expecting; specifically, a) having or

showing expectation. 6) waiting, as for a position, etc.

n. a person who expects something.
expectant mother, a pregnant woman.
ex-pec-ta-tion (ek'spek-ta'shan), n. [L. expectatio <
pp. of expectare; see EXPECT], 1. a looking forward to;

anticipation. 2, a looking for as duef proper, or

necessary. 3. a thing looked forward to. 4. also pi. a
reason or warrant for looking forward to something;

t for the future, as of advancement or pros-
5. the degree of probability of the occurrence,

uuiui,wa, etc. of something.
in expectation, in the state of being looked for.

expectation of life, the number of years that a person
can expect to live after any given age, as indicated by
statistics of mortality.

elt-pect-a-tive (ik-spek'ta-tiv), adj. [ML. expectativus],
of or characterized by expectation.

ex-pec to rant (ik-spek'ta-rmt), adj. [L. expectorans,
ppr. of expectorare], causing or stimulating expectora-

, tion. n. any expectorant mtedicine.

ex-pec to rate (ik-spek'ta-ratO, v.t. A v.i. [EXPECTO-
iATED (-id), BXPBCfORATiNG]v [< L. expectoratus, pp.
of expectorate* to banish, fijom tfif mind, expel from
the breast < ex~, out ,+ Pectus* pectoris, breast], 1. to
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cough tip and spit (phlegm, mucus, etc.). 2. to spit.

ex-pec-to-ra-tion (ik-spek'to-ra'shan), n. 1. an expec-
torating. 2. what is expectorated, as phlegm, etc.

ex-pe dience (ik-spe'di-ans), n. expediency.

conditions. 2. the doing or consideration of what is of

selfish use or advantage rather than what is right or

just; self-interest. <

expe-dl-ent (ik-spe'di-ant), adj. [ME.: OFr.; L. ex-

pediens* ppr. of expedire; see EXPEDITE], 1. useful for

effecting a desired result; suited to the circumstances
or the occasion; advantageous; convenient. 2. based
on or offering what is of use or advantage rather than
what is right or just; guided by self-interest; advisable;

politic, n. 1, an expedient thing; means to an end.

2. a device used in an emergency; makeshift; resource.

SYN. see resource.

ex>pedl-en-tial (ik-spe'di-en'shal) , adj. based on or

guided by expediency. ,

ex-pe-dite (ek'spi-dir), v.t. [EXPEDITED (-id), EXPE-

DITING], [< L. expedites, pp. of expedire, lit., to free

one caught by the feet, hence hasten, dispatch < ex-,

out -f pes, pedis, foot], 1. to speed up or make easy
the progress or action of; hasten; facilitate. 2. to do

quickly. 3. [Rare], to send off ; dispatch ; issue officially.

adj. 1. without impediment; free. 2. prompt, ready,
or alert. 3. convenient.

ex-pe diter (ek'spi-dit'er), n. a person who expedites,

especially one employed by an industry, government
agency, etc. to expedite urgent or involved projects.

ex-pc-di-tion (ek'spi-dish'an), n. [Fr.; L. expeditio <
pp. of expedire; see EXPEDITE], 1. a sending forth or

embarking upon a voyage, march, etc. for some definite

purpose, as exploration or battle. 2. a journey for

such a purpose. 3. the neople, ships, equipment, etc.

on such a journey. 4. efficient speed; dispatch, SYN.
see haste, trip.

exope-di-tioii-ar'y (ek'spi-dish'an-eri), adj. of or con-

stituting an expedition.
ex-pe-di-tious (ek'spi-dish'ss), adj. done with or char-
acterized by expedition; efficient and speedy; prompt.
ex-pel (ik-spelO v.t. [EXPELLED (-spelo?), EXPELLING],
[ME. expellen; L. expettere; ex-, out + pdlere, to thrust,

drive], 1. to drive out by force; make leave; eject.
2. to dismiss or send away by authority; deprive of

rights, membership, etc.: as, he was expelled from
school because of misconduct. SYN. see eject,

ex-pel-la-ble (ik-spel'o-bl), adj. that can be or deserves
to be expelled.

ex-pel lant, ex-pel-lent (ik-spel'snt) , adj. expelling or

tending to expel, n. an expellant medicine.

ex-pend (ik-spendO v.t. [L. expendere, to weigh out,

pay out; ex-, out -f frendere, to weigh], to spend;
consume by using; use up.
ex-pend-a-ble (ik-spen'ds-b'l) , adj. 1. that can be

expended. 2. in military usage, a) designating supplies
or equipment expected to be used up or destroyed in
service and therefore not entered on a certificate of

expenditure; hence, b} designating equipment or men
considered replaceable and therefore worth sacrificing
to gain an objective.
ex-pend-i-ture (ik-spen'di-chSr), n. [< ML. expenditus,
frreg. pp. for L. expendefe; + -ure], 1. an expending;
spending or using up* of money, time, etc. 2. the
amount of money, time, etc. expended.
ex-pense (ik-spens'), n. [ME.; Anglo-Fr. expense; LL.
expensa (pecunia) ,psdd out (money); L. expensum; neut.
of expensus, pp. oiexpendere], 1. an expending; paying
out of money. 2. aTso in pi. cost; fee; charge. 3. pi.

a) charges ntet with in carrying out a task, one's work,
etc. o) money to pay for these charges: abbreviated
exp. 4. a cause of spending: drain on one's finances:
as, a car can be a considerable expense. 5. loss; sacri-
fice.

at the expense of. 1. with the payment borne by.
2. with the loss of.

ex-pen-sive (ik-spen'siv), adj. necessitating or involving
much expense; high-priced; dear. SYN. see costly,

ex-pe-ri-ence (ik-sp&r'ions), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. experi-
entia,

t
trial, proof, experiment

] < experiens, ppr. of

experiri, to try, put to test; ex-, out,+ base a*

in peritus, experienced < IE. base *pe*-, to ;

venture; akin to Gr. peira, experience, attempt,
prob. to AS. frasian, to inquire, try], 1. an actu&l
living through an event or events: personally under-
going or observing something or mings in general, a's

they occur. 2. anything observed or fived'throuS
as, OUP trip was a pleasant experience. 3. all $iat !_._

happened to one; everything that one has seen or
done: as, it hasn't happened in my experience. '4.
effect on one of anything or everything that has
happened to him; individual reaction to events,
feelings, etc.: as^ what was your experience with the
work? 5. a) activity that includes training, observa-
tion of practice, and personal participation. 6) the
period of such activity: as, teaching experience. 6.

knowledge, skill, or practice resulting from this. v.t.

(EXPERIENCED (-onst), EXPERIENCING], to have ex-

perience of; undergo; feel; meet with.

ex-pe-ri-enced (ik-sp&ri-onst) , adj. 1 . having had much
experience, as in a particular occupation or activity. 2.

having learned from experience; made wise, competent,
etc. by experience.
experience table, a table showing life expectancy at

given ages, based upon the experience of actuaries.

ex-pe-ri-en-tial (ik-sper'i-en'shol), ad}. [< L. experientia;

+ -all of or based on experience; empirical.

ex'per-l-ment (ik-sper'o-mant), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. ex-

perimentum, a trial, test < expcrin; see EXPERIENCE],
1 . a test or trial of something ; specifically, a) any action

or process undertaken to discover something not yet
known or to demonstrate something known, b) some-

thing tried to find out whether it will be effective: as,

giving students complete freedom to choose their

courses is an educational experiment. f
2. the conducting

of such tests or trials; experimentation. iu. to make
an experiment or experiments. SYN. see trial.

ex-per-i-meii-tal (ik-sperVmen't'l, ek'sper-9-men't'l) ,

adj. 1. of or based on experience rather than theory or

authority. 2. based on, tested by, or having the nature

of, experiment. 3. for the sake of experiment; testing;

hence, 4. tentative. 5. of or used for an experiment or

experiments. . , , * ,

ex-per-i-men-taMsm (ik-sper's-men't 1-iz m, ek'sper-Q-

men't'1-iz'm) , n. 1. the theory or practice of depending
on experimentation; empiricism. 2. fondness for mak-
ing experiments.

ex-per-i-men-tal-ly (ik-sper'o-men't'l-i), adv. 1. by
experiments. 2. as an experiment.

ex-per-i-men-ta-tion (ik-sper'a-men-ta'shan), n. an ex-

perimenting; using experiments.
ex-pert (ek>spSrt; also, for adj., ik-spurt'), adj. [ME.;
OFr.; L. expertus, pp. of experiri; see EXPERIENCE],
1. very skillful; having much training and knowledge
in some special field. 2. of or from an expert: as, an

expert opinion, n. [Fr.], L a person who is very
skillful or highly trained and informed in some special
field. 2.m the United States Army, a) the highest of the
three ratings of proficiency of a rifleman: see also

sharpshooter, marksman, b} a soldier with this rating.

ex-pi-a-ble (ek'spi-s-bl), adj. [Fr.], that can be expiated.

ex-pi-ate (ek'spi-af), v.t. [EXPIATED (-id), EXPIATING],
[< L. expiatus, pp. of exftare, to make satisfaction or

atonement; ex-, out -f ptare, to appease, propitiate <
pius, devout, pious], to make amends or reparation for

2. the means of atonement; amends.
ex-pi-a*tor (ek'spi-a'ter) , n. a person who expiates.

ex-pi-a-to*ry (ek?spi-a-t6r'i, ek'spi-9-t5'ri), adj. [LL. ex-

piatorius], expiating; intended or serving to expiate.
ex-pi-ra-tion (ek'spo-ra'shon), n. [L. expiratio, exspiratio
< pp. of exptrare; see EXPIRE], 1. a breathing out, as

of air from the lungs. 2. a) something breathed out. &)

a sound, etc. made by breathing out. 3. a breathing
one's last; dying; hence, 4. a coming to an end; close.

ex-pJr-a-to-ry (ik-spir's-tSr'i, ik-spir'a-to'ri), adj. of ex-

piration; relating to breathing out air from the lungs.
ex pire (ik-splr0, v.t. [EXPIRED (-spird')t EXPIRING), [Fr.

expirer; L. expirare, exspirare; ex-, out
-J- spirare, to

breathe], 1. to breathe out: as, air is expiredfrom the

lungs. 2. [Obs.l, to give off (an odor, etc.). vd. L to
breathe out air from the lungs. 2. to breathe one's last

breath; die. 3. to come to an end; terminate; stop;
cease: as, the lease expires soon. SYN. see die.

ex-pi-ry (ik-spi'ri, ek'spa-ri), n. [pi. EXPIRIES (-riz)J,

[< expire + -y], 1. a coming to an end; termination.
2. [Archaic), death.

ex-plain (iks-plan'), v.t. [L. explanare, to flatten, spread
out; eac-, out + planare, to make level < planus, level,

plain; sp. influenced by plain], 1. to make clear, plain,
or understandable. 2. to give the meaning or interpre-
tation of; expound. 3. to account for; state reasons for.

v.i. to give an explanation.
explain away, to state reasons for so as to justify or
make understandable.

;

explain oneself, 1. to make clear what one means.
2. to give reasons explaining or justifying one's
conduct.

SYN.' explain implies a making clear or intelligible of some-

thing t^iat is not known or understood (to explain how a
machine operates) ; expound implies a systematic and thorough
eaqplaniatSotii often one made by a person having expert knowl-
edge (to expound a theory); explicate implies a scholarly
analysis or exposition that is developed in detail (the explication
of a Biblical passage) ; elucidate implies a shedding light upon
t___ . * j_^.rfSL .-,._. -^.._

( iBjtstration.'etc. <tp elucidate

to be lightly cotistneed):
ex pla nation (eks'plr

cCexfUtttorcl, ,1. s^a
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plains. 3. the inti
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; not
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explanatorily 513 expostulate
in explaining. 4. a mutual defining of terms, declaration
of motives, etc. to clear up a misunderstanding or settle

a dispute.
eX'plan-a-to-rHy (iks-plan's-to'ra-K, iks-plan'a-to'ra-
li), adv. in an explanatory manner; as an explanation.

ex-plan-a-to-ry (iks-plan's-tor'i, iks-plan'a-to'ri), adj.
[LL. explanatorius], tending or intended to explain.

ex-pie-tive (eks'pli-tiv), n. [LL. expletivus, serving to
fill < L. expletus, pp. of explere, to fill; ex-, out, up 4-

plere, to fill], 1. an oath or exclamation. 2. a word,
phrase, etc. not needed for the sense but used merely
to fill out a sentence or metrical line, for rhythm, bal-
ance, etc. adj. used to fill out a sentence, line, etc.

ex-pie-to-ry (eks'pfo-tfir'i, eks'pb-to'ri), adj. expletive.

ex-pli-ca-ble (eks'pli-ka-b'l; sometimes iks-plik'a-b'l) ,

adj. [L. explicabilis < explicare; see EXPLICATE], that
can be explained.

ex-pli-cate (eks'pli-kat'), v.t. [EXPLICATED (-id), EXPLI-
GATING], [< L. explicatus, pp. of explicare, to unfold,
spread out; ex-, out -f plicare, to fold], to make clear or

explicit (something obscure or implied) ; explain. SYN.
see explain.

ex-pli-ca*tion (eks'pli-ka'shan), n. [Fr.; L. explicatio;
see EXPLICATE], 1. an exposition and interpretation;
explanation. 2. a detailed account, as of the implica-
tions of a statement.

ex-pli-ca-tive (eks'pli-ka'tiy, iks-plik'a-tiv), adj. ex-

plicating or tending to explicate; explanatory.
ex-pli-ca-to-ry (eks'pli-k9-t6r

/
i f eks'pli-ko-to'ri), adj,

explicative; explanatory.
ex-pH-cit (iks-plis'it), adj. [L. explicitus, pp. of explicare;
see EXPLICATE], 1. clearly stated; distinctly expressed;
leaving nothing implied; definite: distinguished from
implicit. 2. saying what is meant, without reservation
or disguise; outspoken.
^YN.-^-explicit is applied to that which is so clearly stated
or distinctly set forth that there should be no doubt as to the
meaning; express adds to explicit the ideas of directness and
positivenessj* exact and precise, in this connection, both suggest
that which is strictly denned, accurately stated, or made fas-

tidiously clear; definite implies precise limitations as to the
nature, character, meaning, etc. of something: specific implies
the pointing up of details or the particularizing of references.
ANT. vague, ambiguous.

ex-plode (iks-plodO, v.t. [EXPLODED (-id), EXPLODING],
[prig., to drive off the stage by clapping and hooting;
L. explodere < ex-, off + plaudere, to applaud], 1. to
discredit; cause to be rejected; expose as false: as, that
theory is exploded. 2. to make burst with a loud noise:
blow up; detonate. 3. to cause to change suddenly and
violently from a solid or liquid to a quickly expanding
gas, v.t. 1. to be exploded; burst noisily and violently.
2. to break forth noisily: as, he exploded with anger.
exploded view, a photograph or drawing showing in
proper sequence
and relationship
thevariousparts
of an assembly,
as of a machine.
ex ploit (eks'-
ploit, iks-ploitO ,

n. [ME. esplott,

espleit; OFr. es-

ptoit, an exploit,
action, deed; L.
explicitus, pp. of

explicare;seeEX-
PLICIT], an act
remarkable for
brilliance or dar-

of; utilize: turn to account. 2. to make unethical use
of for ones own advantage or profit; turn selfishly or

unfairly to one's own account. 3. in advertising, to stir

up interest in; promote:, as, to exploit a product. 4. in
Marxism, to make profit from the labor of (others),
ex ploi-ta-tion (eks'pMrta^shon), n. an exploiting or
being exploited; especially, unethical utilization for
selfish purposes.

ex-ploit-a-tive (iks-ploi'ta-tiv), adj. 1. exploiting; 2.

ofiexploitation. i ,

ex-plol'ter (iks-ploit'gr), n. a person who exploits, v.t.

[K-J; iDRaape], to exploit. * H
ex plo ra tion t(eks

7
pl3fS'shsn, eks'pld^rS'snan), n. [L.

exploroMo < pp. of explorare; ee EXPLORE] 4. 1, the act
of loojking into closely; carecul scrutiny: examination.
2. tke act of traveling for purposes I discovery in
regions fceviously Httle known. 3. m, medicine, the
examinationw probing o an organ, wuhdr eie,

, (t^sHpl&rVtivt, ika-plo'ro-tiv), adj. ; 1.

2. ifceiitding to.explorev * <
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i
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QkajfiSdi^
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ex-plore (iks-pl&r
7
, iks-plorO, v.t. [EXPLORED (-pl6rd'f

-plordOt EXPLORING], [L. explorare, to search out, inves-

tigate; ex-, out + plorare, to cry out, wail], 1. to look
into closely ; examine carefully ; investigate. 2. to travel
in (a region previously unknown or little known) in
order to learn about its natural features, inhabitants,
etc. 3. in medicine, to examine or probe (an organ, etc.) .

tu* to make explorations.
ex*plor-er (iks-pldr'eY. iks-plo're'r), n. 1. a person
who explores; especially, one who explores an unknown
or little-known rejgioa. 2. an instrument used in

exploring, or examining, as a medical or dental probe.
ex-plo-sion (iks-plo'zhsn), n. [L. exphsio, a driving off

the stage by applause < pp. of explodere; see EXPLODE],
1. an exploding; especially, a blowing tip; bursting with
a loud noise; detonation. 2. the noise made by explod-
ing. 3. a noisy outburst; loud breaking forth: as, an
explosion of wrath. 4. in phonetics, the sudden release
of breath in the articulation of a plosive.

ex-plo-sive (iks-plo'siv), adj. 1. of, causing, or having
the nature of, an explosion. 2. tending to explode; es-

pecially, tending to burst forth noisily. 3. mfhontics,
pronounced with a sudden release of breath, as the
consonants b, d, g, k, p, and t when used as initial
sounds, n. 1. a substance that can explode, as gun-
powder. 2. an explosive consonant: see stop,
ex-po-nent (ik-spo'nant), adj. [L. exponens, ppr. of

exponere; see EXPOUND], setting forth; explaining; ex-
pounding; interpreting, n. 1. a person who sets
forth, expounds, or interprets (principles, methods,
etc.). 2. a person or thing that is an example or
symbol (of something) . 3. in algebra, a small figure or
symbol placed above and at the right of another figure
or symbol to show how many times the latter is to be
multiplied by itself (e.g., b8 b X b X b).

ex-po-nen-tial (ek'spo-nen'shsl), adj. in algebra, re-

lating to exponents; especially, involving the variable
or unknown quantity as an exponent.

expo-ni-ble (ik-spo'na-b'l). adj. [< L. exponere; see

EXPOUND], 1. needing to be explained. 2. in logic,

designating a proposition that needs to be restated
for inclusion in a syflogism. n. an exponible proposition.
ex*port (ik-sp6rt', ik-sport'; also, and for n. & adj.

always, ek'spSrt), v.t. [L. exportare; ex-, out 4- portare,
to carry], to carry or send (goods, etc.) from one
country to another, especially for purposes of sale. n.
1. something exported. 2. the act or process of ex-

porting; exportation, adj. of exporting or exports;
for exportation. Abbreviated exp f ex.

exporta-tion (ek'spSr-ta'shan, ek'spor-ta'sasn), n. 1.

the act or process of exporting. 2. an export. <

ex-port-er (ik-spSr'teY, ik-spor'ter), n. a person or

company in the export trade.

ex-pos-al (ik-spo'z'l). n. exposure. >

ex-pose (ik-spoz')* v.t. [EXPOSED (-spozd'); EXPOSING],
[OFr. exposer; prob. < L. exposttus, pp. of exponere
(see EXPOUND), but associated in OiV, with poser <
L. pausare; see POSE], 1; a) to lay open (to danger,
attack, ridicule, etc.) : leave unprotected, b) to make
accessible or subject (to an influence or action)* 2. to

put or leave out in an unprotected plaoej abandon: as,
some ancient peoples exposed unwanted infants. 3. to
allow to be seen; disclose; reveal; exhibit; display.
4. a) to make (a crime, fraud, etc.) known; unmask.
b) to make known the crimes* etc. of (a person) . 5. in

photography, to subject (a sensitized film or plate) to
the action of actinic rays. SYN. see show.
ex-po-s& (ek'spo-zaOt w: 0^., PP- of exposer; see EX-
POSE]-, a pttbKc disclosure of a scandal, crime, etc.

ex-po-si-tion (ek
/
sp-2ash

/
an), n. [ME. exposicioun;

OFr. exposition; L. exposUio < expositus, pp. of ex-

ponere; see EXPOUND], 1. a setting forth of facts,

ideas, etc. ; detailed explanation. 2. writing or speaking
that sets forth or explains: distinguished from de-

scription, narration, argumentation. 3. [< Fr.], a large
public exhibition or show, often international in scope.
4. that part of a play, etc. which reveals what has
happened before, who the characters are, etc. 5. the
first section of certain musical forms, as the sonata,
fugue, etc., which introduces the main theme or
themes. 6. [Obs.], an exposing or being exposed.

ex-pos4*tive (ik-spoz's-tiv), adj. expository; explana-
tory; descriptive.
ex-pos-i-tor (ik-spoz's-tSr), n. [OFr. expositmr; L. ex-

positor < vxpositiws, pp. of exponere; seti r~"~"
"""~ 1 ~

, .

p'erson^pfece of writing, etc. that sets forth or explains.

ex-|>O8*i-tO':ry (ik-spoz'a-tftr'i, ik-spoz'a-tS'ri) , adj.< [ML,
expositoriiis; see EXPOSITOR], of, containing, dr having
the nature of, exposition; explanatory.
ex post fac-to (eks p5at fakfto),1 >[Iw Irom the (thing)
done afterwardi done JOT ia!d jafifeer sometliing* but
having retroactive effect svafe, 4ji'6v post facto* mw.
expostu-late \$k^^^c$&^tj;

1 v.i. [EXPOSTU3LATED
(^4), EXPOSTULATING}; IfK^'fc *i^o^i^a^*f pp t of*-
postulare, to denaattd -teiferlieiili^ reqiuire; (c-, inteaS.



expostulation extemporary

, to demand], to reason with a parson
earnestly, objecting to his actions or intentions; remon-
strate (witty . SYN. see object.
ex pos tu-la tion (ik-spos'cha4a'shn), n. [L. expostu-

latio], an expostulating; earnest protest or remonstrance.

ex'pos-tii-la-toi: (ik-spos'cha-13'tSr), n, a person who

ex-pos*tU'la-to*ry (ik-spos'cha4avt6r
/
i, ik-spos'chs-ls-

Wri), adj. of or expressing expostulation.

exposure (ik-spo'zher), n. [< expose, after enclosure,

etc.], 1. an exposing or being exposed (in various

senses). 2. a location, as of a house, in relation to the

sun, winds, etc.: as, an eastern exposure. 3. in photo-

graphy, a) the subjection of a sensitized film or plate

to the action of actinic rays, b) a sensitized surface or

section of a film for making one picture. ) the time

during which such a surface or film is exposed.

exposure meter, in photography, an instrument for

measuring the intensity of light on the subject and
thus determining the correct exposure.
ex-pound (ik-spound'), v.t. [ME. expounden, expounen;
OFr. expondre; L. exponere, to put forth, expose, ex-

pound: *-, out + ponere, to put], 1. to set forth

point by point; state in detail. 2, to explain; make
plain; interpret; clarify. SYN. see explain,
ex press (iks-pres'), v.t. [ME. expressen; OFr. expresses,

espresser < L. ex, out -jh- pressure; see PRESS], 1. to

press out or squeeze out (juice, etc.). 2. to get by
pressure; elicit by force; extort. 3. to put into words;

represent by language; state. 4. to make known;
reveal; show: as, his face expressed sorrow. 5. to

picture, represent, or symbolize in music, art, etc.

6. to show by a sign; symbolize; signify: as, the

4- expresses addition. 7. to send by express. .

[ME. expres.se; OFr. expres; L. expresses, pp. of ex-

primere < ex-, out 4- premere; see PRESS], 1. expressed
and not implied; explicit; hence, 2. exact; as, the

express image of a person. 3. for a definite or special

purpose: as, his express reason for going; hence, 4.

tariff., for the express purpose of running to one station],

fast, direct, and making few stops: as, an express
train: distinguished from local; hence, 5. characterized

by speed or velocity; specifically, a) for fast driving:

as, an express highway. &) hign-S]peed: as, an express
bullet, c} for high-speed projectiles: as, an express
rifle, d) having to do with railway express, pony
express, etc.: see the n. adv. by express, n. 1. a

special messenger; courier. 2. a message delivered by
such a messenger; dispatch sent swiftly. 3.

f a) an
express train, bus, truck, etc. 6) an exjjress rifle. 4.

the pony express. 5. a method or service for trans-

porting goods or sending money rapidly: express is

usually more expensive and faster than freight. <>. the

goods transported or money sent by express. 7. any
method or means of swift transmission. 8. a business
concern operating such a system. Abbreviated exp.
SYN, see explicit, utter.

express oneself, 1. to state one's thoughts. 2. to

give expression to one's feelings, imagination, etc.,

especially in creative or artistic activity.

ex-press age (iks-rpres'ij) , n, [see -AGE], 1. the carrying
oi packages, etc. by express. 2. the charge for this.

ex press i-ble (iks-pres'a-b'l), adj. that can be ex-

pressed.
ex pres-sion (iks-presh'dn), n. [L. exfressio < exfressus;
see EXPRESS, adj~], 1. a pressing out or squeezing out,
as of juice. 2. a putting into words; representing in

language: stating. 3. a picturing, representing, or

symbolizing in art, music, etc, 4. a manner of ex-

pressing; especially, a meaningful and eloquent manner
of speakmg, singing, etc. : as, she reads with expression.
5. a particular word, phrase, qr sentence: as, "catch
cold" is an idiomatic expression, 6. a showing of

feeling, character, etc,: as, laughter is often the ex-

pression of joy. 7. a look, intonation, sign, etc. that
conveys meaning pr feeling: as, there was a quizzical
expression on his face. 8, a symbol or set of symbols
expressing some algebraic fact, as a quantity or oper-
ation. 9, a showing by a symbol, sign, figures, etc.

ex-pres-sion-lsm (iks-presb'an-iz'm), n. an early 20th-
century movement in the ai$s, especially in drama,
characterized by the nonobjective use of symbols, stereo-

typed characters, stylization, etc. to give objective
expression to inner experience,

ex-pres-sion-ist (iks^pres&'an-tet), adj. of or charao
terized by expressionism, n. an expressionist artist,
writer, etc.

ex pres sion-isrtic (iks-presti'9n-i'tik)f adj. expres-r
sionist.

ex-pres slon-is-ti-caljy (iks.presh'9aTis'ti-k
f

H, iks-
pres4'0nrifi'tUMi). adv. in an expflefi$ionis% manner,
ex pres sive (iksbrpres'iv), adj. 1, of or characterized
by expression. 2, expressing; indicating; serving as a
sign? as, % song expre$Mve pf joy, 3. ftul f expression 5

forcible; signiieamt: as, an expressive nod,
ex-press-ly (iks-pres'li), adv. 1. plainly; definitely;
explicitly. 2. especially; particularly; on purpose,
express pian fiSsrpres'man), n. [pL J

(man)J, a person employed by an express

especially, a driver of an express truck, who collects

and delivers packages.
express rifle, a hunting rifle using a large charge and a

light bullet of large caliber, discharged with a high
initial velocity: used to kill large game at short range.

express train, a fast railroad train that makes few stops.

ex-pro-pri-ate (eks-pro'pri-at') . v.t. [EXPROPRIATED (-id) ,

EXPROPRIATING], [< ML. expropriates, pp. of expro-

priate, to deprive of one's own < L. ex, out -f propnus,
one's own], 1. to take (land, property, etc.) from its

owner; especially, to take for public use or in the

public interest, as by right of eminent domain. 2. to

transfer (property) from one person, nation, etc. to an-

other. 3. to deprive of ownership; dispossess.

ex-pro-wri-a-tion (eks-pro'pri-a'sfon, eks'pro-pri-S'-

shsn), n. an expropriating or being expropriated.

ex-pro-pri-a-tor (eks-pro'pri-a'ter), n. a person, nation,
etc. that expropriates.
expul sion (ik-spul'shon), n. [L. expulsio < expulsus,

pp. of expellere}, I. an expelling; forcing out. 2. the

fact or state of being expelled.

ex-pul-sive (ik-spul'siv), adj. [< L. expulsus (see EX-

PULSION); -j- -ive], expelling or capable of expelling.

ex-pimc-tion (ik-spunk'shsn), n, [LL. expunctw < L.

expunctus, pp.], an expunging or being expunged,
expunge (ik-spunj'), v.t. [EXPUNGED (-spunjd'), EX-
PUNGING], [L. expungere; ex-, out + pungere, to prick,

strike], to blot, wipe, or strike out; erase; delete;

cancel; efface. SYN. s. .

ex-purgate (ek'sper-gaV), v.t. [EXPURGATED (-id), EX-

PURGATING], [< L. expurgatus, pp. of expurgqre, to purge,
cleanse; ex-, out + purgare, to cleanse], 1. to remove

res considered obscene or otherwise objectionable
^. xa book, etc.). 2. [Obs.], to clear; purge.

expur-ga tion (ek'spSr-gS'shan), n. [L>. expurgatio], an
expurgating or being expurgated.

ex-pur-ga-tor (ek'eper-gS'tSn, n. one who expurgates.? ------ ,

, _______---, fc
___ -uye; L. exquisitus, pp. of exquirere,

to search out < ex-, out -f- quaerere, to ask], 1. care-

fully done or elaborately made: as, exquisite designing.
2. very beautiful or lovely, especially in a delicate or

carefully wrought way: as, exquisite lace. 3. of highest

quality; admirable. 4. highly sensitive; keenly dis-

criminating: fastidious: as, an exquisite ear for music.
5. intense; keen: as, exquisite pain. n. a person who
makes a great show of being very sensitive, refined,

and fastidious in his tastes, etc. SYN. see delicate.

ex-san-guine (eks-sar/gwin), adj. bloodless; anemic.
ex-scind (ek-sind/) , v.t. [L. exscindere; ex-, out -f- scindere,

to cut, tear], to cut out; excise; extirpate.
ex-sect (ek-sektO, v.t. [< L. exsectus, pp. of exsecare;

ex-, out + secare, to cut], to cut out.

ex sert (ek-siirt'), v.t. [< L. exsertus, pp. of exserere, to
stretch out; see EXERT], to puti forth; thrust out; pro-
trude. adj. exserted.

ex-sert ed (ek-sur'tid), adj. [pp. of exsert], in botany &
zoology, projecting, as from a sheath, pod, etc.

ex ser tile (ek~surtil), adj. [Fr.]. that can be exserted.
ex-ser-tion (ek-stir'snsn), n. an exserting or being ex-

serted.
ex-serv ice (eks'sfir'vis), adj. having formerly been a
member of the armed forces.

exsic-cate (ek'sirkat'), v,t. & v.i. [EXSICCATED (-id),

EXSICCATING], [< I/, exsiceaius, pp. of exsiccare, to make
dry; ex-, out + siccare, to dry < siccus, dry], to dry up.

ex-sic-ca-tion (ek'si-ka'shan), n. an exsiccating or being
exsiccated.

ex-sic-ca-tor (ek'si*ka'tr), n. in chemistry, a container
in which substances are exsiccated, or dried.
ex stip u-late (eks-stip'yoo-lit, eks-stip'yoo-llt') , adj.
in botany, having no stipules.
exsuf fli cate (eks-sufOi-kit, eks-suf1i-kt') adj. [ar-

bitrary extension of obs. exsufflate < L. ex, out -H suf-
flare, to blow], (Obs.J, inflated; puffed up ; Othello, III, iii.

ext., 1. extension. 2. external. 3. extinct. 4. extra.

ex-tant (ek'stont, ik^stantO, adj, [L. extans, exstans,

ppr. of extare, exstare, to stand out or forth; ex~, out 4-

stare* to stand], 1. still existing; not extinct; not lost

or destroyed- 2. [Archaic], standing out; conspicuous.

ex-tem-jpo-ral (ik-stem'per-81), adj. (L. extemporalis],
[Archaic], extemporaneous.

ex-tem-po-ra-ne ous (ik-stem'parra'ni^s), adj. [LL. ex

temporaneus < L. ex, out,+ tempus, temporis, time], 1.

made, done, or spoken without any preparation; un-
premeditated; offhand: as, an extemporaneous speech.
2. in speeeh classes, etc., spoken with preparation but
not written out or memorized: distinguished from
impromptu. 3. speaking or adept at speaking without

preparation. 4. made for the occasion; improvifed:
as, an extemporaneous fireplace. ^SYN. see impromptu.

ex-tegci'PQ/rar-i'ly (ik^steni'paieerVH* ik*stem'p-rer
o4i), flay, in an extemporary manner.

ex-tem-po-rar-i-ness Cik-stem'p-rer'i-nis, ik-stem'p9-

extemporary (^stem'p^
, .see impromptu.



extempore 5*5 exteroceptive
ex-tein-po-re ftk-stem'pa-ri, ik-stem'p-reO, adv. & adj.
[L., lit., out of the time; ex, from, out of -f tempore, abl.

ofiempus, temporis, time], without preparation ; offhand:
as, a speech given extempore. SYN. see impromptu.

ex-tem-po-ri-za-tion (ik-stem'per-i-za'shon, ik-stem'-

pgr-i-za/shsn), n. 1. an extemporizing. 2. something
extemporized.

ex-tem-po-rize (ik-stem'ps-rizO, v.i. & v.t. [EXTEMPO-
RIZED C-nzd'), EXTEMPORIZING], to speak, perform, or
compose extempore; improvise.

ex-tend (ik-stendO v.t. [ME. extenden; L. extendere; ex-,
out + tendere, to stretch], 1. to stretch out or draw
out to a certain point, or for a certain distance or time.
2. to prolong; continue. 3. to enlarge in area, scope,
influence, meaning, etc.; widen; broaden: expand;
spread. 4. to stretch forth; hold out; proffer; hence,
5. to offer: accord; grant. 6. to stretch or straighten
out (a limb of the body) : opposed to flex. 7. in com-
merce, to allow a period of time for the payment of (a
debt) beyond that originally set. 8. in cooking, to make
larger portions of (a scarce or expensive food) by com-
bining with^ other cheaper foods. 9. in law, a) in
Great Britain, to assess; value. 6) to seize or levy up-
on, as by a writ of extent, vd. to be extended.
SYN- extend and lengthen both imoly a making longer
in space or time, but extend, in addition, may signify an
enlarging in area, scope, influence, meaning, etc.; elongate is

a synonym for lengthen in the spatial sense and is more
commonly used in technical applications; prolong and pro-
tract both primarily imply an extending in time, prolong
suggesting continuation beyond the usual or expected time,
and protract a being drawn out needlessly or wearyingly.

ex-tend-ed (ik-sten'did), adj. [pp. of "extend], 1.

stretched out; spread out. 2. prolonged; continued.
3. enlarged in influence, meaning, scope, effect, etc.;
extensive; widespread. ^4.

in printing, designating type
with a wider face than is standard for the height.

ex-tend-i-ble (ik-sten'da-b'l), adj. extensible.

ex-ten-si-blH'ty (ik-sten'ss-bil's-ti), n. the quality of

being extensible.
ex-ten-si-ble (ik-sten'so-bl), adj. [Fr. < L. extensus, pp.
of extender

e],
that can be extended.

ex-ten-sile (ik-sten's'l, ik-sten'sil) , adj. [< L. extensus

(see EXTENSIBLE) ; + -He], 1. that can be thrust forth,
as a claw or tentacle. 2. extensible.

ex-ten-sim-e-ter (eks'ten-sim/s-te'r), n. an extensom-
eter.

ex-ten-sion (ik-sten'shsn) , n. [L. extensio < pp. of ex-
tendere], 1. an extending or being extended. 2. the
amount or degree to which something is or can be ex-
tended; range; extent. 3. an extended part; continua-
tion; addition: as, an extension to a factory. 4. a
branch of a university for students who cannot attend
the university proper. 5. an extra telephone connected
to the same line as the main telephone. 6. in biology,
the straightening of a limb or other part. 7. in com~
merce, an extra period of time allowed a debtor for

making payment. 8. in logic, the total number of

objects to which a single term applies; denotation:
opposed to intension. 9. in physics, that property of a
body by which it occupies space. Abbreviated ext.

ex-ten-si-ty (ik-sten'sa-ti), n. 1. the quality of exten-
sion. 2. in psychology, that quality of sensation which
permits the perception of space or size.

ex-ten sive (ik-sten'siv) , adj. [L. extensivus < extensus;
see EXTENSIBLE], 1. haying great extent; covering a
large area; vast. 2. having a wide scope, effect, influ-

ence, etc.; far-reaching; comprehensive, 3. of or char-
acterized by extension. 4. in agriculture, using large
areas of land with comparatively little cultivation: as,
extensive farming: opposed to intensive.

ex-ten-8om-e*ter (eks'ten-som'a-tfr), n. [< L. extensus
(see EXTENSIBLE); + -meter], an instrument for meas-
uring extremely small degrees of expansion, contrac-
tion, or deformation of something: also extensimeter.
ex-ten-sor (ik-sten'sSr), n. [LL. extensor, stretcher, one
who stretches a victim on the rack,
torturer < L. extensns; see EX-
TENSIBLE], any of various muscles
that extend or straighten some part
of the body, especially an arm or
leg: opposed to flexor.

ex-tent ftk-stent'), n. [ME. extents;
Anglo-Pr. extente, estente; OFr.
estente < estendre < L. extendere],
L the space, amount, or degree to
which a thing extends; size; length;
breadth. 2. scope; limits; compre-
hensiveness; coverage* 3. an ex-
tended space; vast area: as, an
extent of woodland. 4. in British

hlstpry, an assessment or valuation,
as of land. 5, in law, a) in Great~ " '

, # ^rit (vfait of, extent) by
person, gpods, and

property of a debtor could formerly be seized to force

payment. 6J seizure by such a writ, c) in the United
States, a writ giving to a creditor temporary ownership
of his debtor's property.

ex*ten-u-ate (ik-sten'u-atO, v.t. [EXTENUATED (-id), EX-
TENUATING], [ < L. extenuatus, pp. of extenuare; ex~, out
f tenuare, to make thin < ienuis, thin], 1. originally,
to make thin; hence, 2. to diminish; weaken. 3. to
underrate; underestimate. 4. to lessen or seem to lessen
the seriousness of (an offense, guilt, etc.) by giving ex-
cuses or serving as an excuse.

extenuating circumstances, in law, circumstances
that tend to lessen the severity of a crime and its

punishment.
ex-ten-u-a-tion (ik-sten'u-a'shon), n. 1. an extenuating
or being extenuated; especially, mitigation, as of the
seriousness of a crime, offense, etc. 2. a thing that ex-
tenuates; partial excuse.

ex-ten-u-a-tive (ik-sten'u-a'tiv), adj. extenuatory.
ex-ten-u-a-tor (ik-sten'u-a'ter), n. a person or thing
that extenuates.

ex-ten-u-a-to-ry (ik-sten'u-s-tor'i, ik-sten'u-9-to'ri),
adj. extenuating or tending to extenuate.

ex-te-rl*or
(ik-stSr/i-Sr), adj. [L., compar. of exter, ex-

terus, on the outside; see EXTRA], 1. outer; outermost;
on the outside: as, an exterior wall. 2. originating out-
side; acting or coming from without: as, exterior forces,
3. foreign; of foreign affairs, n. 1. an outside or out-
side surface; hence, 2. an outward appearance: as, a
misleading exterior.

exterior angle, 1. any of the four angles formed on the
outside of two straight
lines by a straight line

cutting across them. 2.

an angle formed by any
side of a polygon and
the extension of the ad-
jacent side.

ex-ter-mi-nate (ik-stur'-
mo-nat'), v.t. [EXTER-
MINATED (-id), EXTER-
MINATING], [< L. exter-

minatus,
f pp. of exter-

minare, lit., to drive be-
yond the boundaries,
hence drive out, destroy
< ex-, out + terminus.

EXTERIOR ANGLES
(CEL, LER, ADT, TDF)

EXTENSOR

boundary], to destroy entirely; wipe out; annihilate.
SYN. exterminate implies the complete, wholesale destruc-
tion of living beings or things whose existence is considered
undesirable, extirpate and eradicate both suggest the extinc-
tion or abolition 01 something, extirpate implying a deliberate
and violent destruction at the very source so that tiw tuning
cannot be regenerated, and eradicate connoting less violence
and, often, the working of natural processes or a methodical
plan.
ex ter mi-na-tion (ik-stiir'ma-na'shQn), n. an extermi-

nating or being exterminated; annihilation.
ex-ter-mi-na-tive (ik-stur'ma-na'tiv), adj. extermina-
tory.
ex ter-mi-na-tor (ik-stur'nts-nS'teV), n. [LL.] t a person
or thing that exterminates; specifically, a) a person
whose work or business is exterminating rats, cock-
roaches, and other vermin. 6) any of various powders,
liquids, etc. for exterminating vermin.

ex-ter-mi-na-to-ry (ik-sftSr
/ni3-n9-t6r'i, ik-stur'ma-na-

to'ri), adj. of extermination; tending to exterminate.
ex-tern (ek'steVn, ik-stum/)* n. [Pr. externe < L. ex-

ternus; see EXTERNAL], a person connected with, but
not living in, an institution, as a nonresident doctor in
a hospital: opposed to intern.
ex-ternal (ik-stur'nl), adj. [< L. externus, outward,
external < exter, exterus, on the outside, compar.
form < ex, out of; + -al], 1. on the outside; outer;
exterior. 2. on, or for use on, the outside of the body:
as, a medicine for external use only. 3. outwardly
visible; material; existing apart from the mind. 4.

originating outside; acting or coming from without:
as, an external force. 5. for outward appearance or

show; superficial: as, external politeness. 6. having to
do with foreign countries and international affairs.

Abbreviated ext. n. 1. an outside or outward surface
or part. 2. pi. outward appearance or behavior; form;
superficialities: as, he judges by mere externals.

ex-ter-nal-i-ty (ek'stSr-naPa-ti), n. 1. the quality; or
state of being external. 2. [pi. EXTERNALITIES (-tiz)] t

an external thing.
ex ter-nal-i-za-tion (ik-stur'nl-i-zS'shan, ik-stur'nl-i-

za'shdn), n* 1. an externalizing. 2. an externalized

thing; embodiment.
external-ize (tk-stur'n'l-Iz/), v.t. [EXTERNALIZED
(-izd'), EXTERNALIZING], 1. to make .external. 2. to

regard as having external existence,

ex-ter-nal-ly
'

on
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ri), adv. on or from the outside.

Sr-o-sep'tiv)* 0,4j. [L. exter t on



exteroceptor extrapolation
the otitside; + -a ~f- xeceftiw], designating, of, or affected
by stimuli from outssde the body, as in touching,
seeing, smelling, tasting, etc.

es-ter-o-cep-tor (ek'stlSr-o-sep'tSr), n. [Mod. L.], a
sense organ or sensory receptor that responds to ex-

teroceptive stimuli.

ex-ter-ri-tp'ii-al (eks'ter--tdr?i-9l eks'ter-a-to'ri-sl),

adj. otitside the territorial limits or jurisdiction of the

country, state, etc.; extraterritorial.
ex-tinct (ik-strnkf), adj. [L. extinctus, exstinctus, pp.
of exstinguere; see EXTINGUISH], 1. having died down
or gone out; extinguished: as, an extinct fire. 2. no
longer in existence; having come to an end; having no
living descendant: abbreviated ext. SYN. see dead.

ex-tinc-tion (ik-stirjk'shan), n. [L. exstinctio < ex-

stinctns; see EXTINCT, EXTINGUISH], 1. a putting 9Ut
or being irat out; quenching. 2. the fact or state of being
or becoming extinct; dying out, as of a race, species of

animal, etc. 3. a destroying or being destroyed;
wiping out; annihilation; abolition.

ex-tJbttC'tlve (ik-stirjk'tiv), adj. [extinct + -*w] serving
or tending to extinguish.

ex-tin-guish (ik-stirj'gwish), v.t. [L. extinguere, exstin-

guere, to quench, destroy; prob. < ex-, intens. +
tinguere, older form of tingere, to wet, bathe, soak
(see TINGE); -isk after abolish, banish], 1. to put out

(a fire, etc.); quench; smother. 2. to put an end
to; cause to die out; wipe out; destroy. 3. to put in

the shade; eclipse; obscure: as, her beauty extinguished
all others. 4. in law, to nullify.

ex*tinguish-er (ik-stir/gwish-er), n. a person or

thing that extinguishes; specifically, a) a hollow cone,

usually of metal, for putting out a candle, b) any of

various kinds of apparatus lor extinguishing a fire by
spraying chemical liquids, powders, etc.

ex-tir-pate (ek'stgr-ipat', ik-stur'pat), v.t. [EXTIRPATED
(-id), EXTIRPATING], [< L. extirpatus, exstirpatus, pp.
of extirpate, exstirpare, to root out, eradicate < ex-,

out + stirps, lower part of a tree, root], 1. to pull
up by the roots; root out; hence, 2. to destroy com-
pletely; exterminate; abolish, SYN. see exterminate.

ex-tir-pa-tion (ek'stSr-pa'shsn), n. an extirpating or

being extirpated; especially, extermination.

ex*tir-pa*tive (ek'stSr-pa'tiv), adj. extirpating or tend-

ing to extirpate.
ex-ttr-pator (ek'steV-pa'tSr), n. [L.], a person or thing
that extirpates.

ex-tol, ex*toll (ik-stol', ik-stol'), v.t. [EXTOLLED (-stold',

-stolaY), EXTOLLING], [L. extollere, to raise up, lift up;
ex-, out, up + tollere, to raise], to praise highly; laud.
SYN. see praise.

ex-toiler (ik-stol'eY, ik-stol'Sr), n, a person who extols.

ex'tol-ment, ex-toll-ment (ik-stol'msnt, ik-stol'mant),
n. an extolling.

ex-tort (ik-st6rtO v.t. [< L. extortus, pp. of extorquere,
to twist or turn out; ex-, out + torquere, to twist], to

get (money, etc.) by violence, threats, misuse of au-
thority, etc.; exact or wrest (from). SYN. see extract.

sx-tor-tion (ik-stcr'shan), n. JME. extorcioun; OFr.
extortion, extorsion; LL. extorsio < L. extortus], 1. an
extorting: getting money, etc. by violence, threats,
misuse of authority, etc.: sometimes applied to the
exaction of too high a price, 2. something extorted.

ex-tor-tion-ar-y (ik-stSr'shsn-er'i), adj. extortionate.
ex'tor-tion-ate (ik-st6r'shan-it), adj. 1. characterized
by, or having the nature of, extortion. 2. excessive;
exorbitant: as, an extortionate price.

ex-tor-tion-er (ik-stSr'shsn-gr), n. a person guilty of
extortion.

ex'tor-tion-ist (ik-st6r'shan-ist), n. an extortioner.
ex-tra (eks'trs), adj. [contr. < extraordinary; also < L.
extra, additional, extra < extra, adv*, more than, out-
side; see EXTRA-], more, larger, or better than what is

normal, expected, usual, necessary, etc.; additional.
n. an extra person or thing; specifically, a) often in plt

an additional charge, b) a special edition of a news-
paper, put out between regular editions to cover news
of unusual interest or importance, c) something of
unusually good quality, d) an extra worker, e) in
cricket, a run not made from a hit, as a bye. f) in
motion pictures, an actor hired by the day to play a
minor part, as a member of a mob scene, etc. adv.
more than usually; especially; exceptionally: as, extra
good quality. Abbreviated ex., ext.

ex-tra- (eks'trs), [L. < exter, exterus; see EXTERNAL], a
prefix meaning outside, outside the scope or region of,
beyond, besides, used to form adjectives such as extra-
curricular, extramural. The following list shows others:

extraparental
extraparliamentary
extraparochial
extraprofessional
extrasocial

extravaginal
extravlsceral

ex-tra-bold (eks'tra-bold'), n. in printing, a style of

type heavier than boldface.
ex tra canon ical (eks'tra-ka-non'i-k'l), adj. not in-

extracellular
extracerebral
extracorporeal
extragovernmental
extrahistoric
extramarital
extraofficial

cluded in the canon; not among the authorized books.
ex'tra-con-densed (eks'trs-kan-denst'), adj. in printing,
designating a style of type narrower than condensed.

ex-tract (iks-trakt';/or n., eks'trakt), v.t. [< L. extractus,
pp. of extrahere, to draw out; ex-, out -f trahere, to
draw], 1. to draw out by effort; pull out: as, a dentist
extracts teeth, we extracted a promise from him. 2. to
obtain by pressing, distilling, etc.: as, extract juice
from fruit. 3. to obtain as if by drawing out; deduce;
derive; manage to get. 4. to copy out (a passage from
a book, etc.) ; make a selection or quotation of. 5. in
mathematics, to find out (the root of a quantity), n.

something extracted; specifically, a) a concentrated
form, whether solid, viscid, or liquid, of a food, flavor-

ing, etc.: as, vanilla extract, b) a passage from a book,
etc. '^excerpt; quotation, c} in pharmacy, the substance
obtained by treating a drug with some solvent, as
ether or alcohol, and then evaporating the preparation.
Abbreviated ex., ext.

SlW.-^extract implies a drawing out of something, as if

by pulling, sucking, etc. (to extract a promise) ;
educe suggests

a drawing out or evolving of something that is latent or un-
developed flaws were educed from tribal customs); elicit
connotes difficulty or skill in drawing out something hidden
or buried (his jokes elicited no smiles) ;

evoke implies a calling

forth^or summoning, as of a mental image, by stimulating the
emotions (the odor evoked a memory of childhood); extort
suggests a forcing or wresting of something, as by violence or
threats (to extort a ransom).

ex-tract-a-ble, ex-tract-i-ble (iks-trak'to-b'l), adj. that
can be extracted.

ex-trac-tion (iks-trak'shan), n. 1. an extracting or
being extracted. 2. origin; lineage; descent: as, he is of
French extraction. 3. a thing extracted; extract.

ex-trac-tive (iks-trak'tiv), adj. 1. extracting or tend-
ing to extract. 2. extractable. 3. having the nature
of an extract, n. 1. an extractive substance. 2. an
extract.

ex-trac-tor (iks-trak'ter), n. a person or thing that
extracts; specifically, the part of a breech-loading gun
that withdraws the cartridge case from the chamber.

ex*tra-cur-riC'U-lar (eks'trs-ko-rik'yoo-ler) , adj. not
part of the curriculum; outside the regular course of
study: as, debating is an extracurricular activity.

ex-tra-dit-a-ble (eks'trs-dit's-bl), adj. 1. that can be
extradited. 2. making liable to extradition.
extradite (eks'tra-dit')., v.t. [EXTRADITED (-id), EX-
TRADITING^ [< extradition}, 1. to turn over (an
alleged criminal, fugitive, etc.) to the jurisdiction of
another country, state, etc. 2. to obtain the extra-
dition of,

ex-tra-di-tion (eks'trs-dish'on) , n. [Fr. < L. ex, out -J-

traditio, a surrender < traditus, pp of tradere, to give
up], the turning over of an alleged criminal, fugitive, or
prisoner by one country, state, etc. to another,

ex-tra-dos (eks-tra'dos), n. [Fr. < L. extra, beyond +
Fr. dos < L. dorsum, back], in

architecture, the outside curved ^^ CXTRADOS
surface of an arch.

ex-tra-ju'di-cial (eks'tra-joo-
dish'sl), adj. 1. outside or
beyond the jurisdiction of a
court. 2. outside the usual
course of justice.

ex-tra-le-gal (eks'tra-le'g'l), adj.
outside of legal control or autn-

ex-tra*mim-dane (eks'tra-mun'-
EXTRADOS

dan), adj. [see EXTRA- & MUNDANE], outside the physical
world; not of this world.

ex-tra-mu-ral (eks'tra-myoor'al), adj. [see EXTRA- &
MURAL], outside the walls or limits of a city, university,
etc.: as, extramural classes.

ex-tra-ne-ous (iks-tra'ni-ss), adj. [L. extraneus, external,
strange, foreign < extra; see EXTRA- & STRANGE], 1,

coming from outside; foreign: as, an extraneous sub-
stance. 2. not belonging to the matter under con-
sideration; not pertinent. SYN. see extrinsic,

ex-tra-or-di-nar-i-ly (iks-tr6r'd'n-er'9-H, iks-tr6r'd'n-
er/Q-li), adv. in an extraordinary manner; to an extraor-
dinary degree; exceptionally.

ex-tra-or-di-nar-y (iks-trSr'd'n-er'i), adj. [L. extra-
ordinarius < extra ordinem, out of the usual order;
see EXTRA- & ORDINARY], 1. not ordinary; out of the
usual order. 2. going far beyond the ordinary degree,
measure, limit, etc.; very unusual; exceptional; re-
markable. 3. (eks'trg-Sr'd'n-er'i), outside of the
regular staff; sent on a special errand; having special
authority or responsibility: as, an envoy extraordinary.

ex-trap-o-late (eks-trapVlaf, eks'tr^-pg-lat'), v.t. & v.i.
EXTRAPOLATED

(-id), EXTRAPOLATING], [extra + inter-
polate], in statistics, to estimate or infer (a vafoe, quan-
tity, etc. beyond the known range) on the basis of
certain variables within the known range, from which
the estimated value is assumed to follow: as, sales
figures for next year may be exfrapplated from the known
sales figures for preceding years.

ex-trap-0-la-tiori (cks-trap'^lS'^wn, eks'tra-p^Ia'-
shon), n. an extrapolating or being extrapolated.



extrasensory -ey
eX'tra-sen-so-ry (eks'tra-sen'sa-n), adj. outside the
realm of the senses; apart from sense perception.

ex-tra-ter-ri-to-ri-al (eks'tra-ter'a-t6r'i-3l, eks'tra-ter'a-
to'ri-sl), adj. 1. outside the territorial limits or juris-
diction of the country, state, etc. 2. of extraterritori-
ality: as, extraterritorial rights.

ex-tra-ter-ri-to-ri-aH-ty (eks'tra-ter
/
a-t6r'i-al/9-ti, eks'-

trs-ter'a-to'ri-al's-ti), n. 1. freedom from the juris-
diction of the country in which one lives, as in the case
of an ambassador or foreign agent. 2. jurisdiction of a
country over its citizens in foreign lands.

ex-tra-u-ter-ine (eks'tra-u'ter-in), adj. outside the
uterus.

ex-trav-a-gance (iks-trav'a-gsns) , n. [Pr.; see EXTRAV-
AGANT], 1. a going beyond reasonable or moderate
limits in conduct or speech; unreasonable excess. 2. a
spending of more than is reasonable or necessary; ex-
cessive expenditure; wastefulness. 3. an instance of
excess in spending, behavior, or speech.

ex-trav-a-gan-cy (iks-trav'a-gan-si), n. [pi. EXTRAVAGAN-
CIES (-siz)], extravagance.

ex-trav-a-gant (iks-trav'a-gsnt), adj. [Pr.; ML. extrav-
agans, p^r. of extravagari, to stray < L. extra, beyond
+ vagari, to wander], 1. going^ beyond reasonable
limits; excessive: as, extravagant prices. 2. spending too
much; wasteful. SYN. see excessive, profuse,

ex-trav-a-gan-za (iks-trav'o-gan'za), n. [respelled after
L. < It. estravaganza, extravagance], a literary or
dramatic composition characterized by a loose struc-
ture, farce, and fantastic plot; now, a spectacular,
elaborate theatrical production, as some musical shows.
ex-trav-a-gate (iks-trav'a-gatO, v.L [EXTRAVACATED
(-id), EXTRAVACATING], [< ML. extravagatus, pp.; see
EXTRAVAGANT], [Rare], 1. to stray; wander. 2. to go
beyond reasonable limits; be extravagant.

ex-trav-a-sate (iks-travVsaf) , v.t. fEXTRAVASATED (-id) ,

EXTRAVASATING], [extra- + L. vas, a vessel; -f -ate], to
let flow or force (blood, etc.) from its normal containers
into the surrounding body tissues, v.i. to flow out or
escape into surrounding tissues, as blood, lymph, etc.

ex-trav-a-sa-tion (iks-travVsa'shan), n. 1. an extrav-
asating. 2. extravasated matter; especially, blood that
has flowed into the tissues, as from a bruise.

ex-tra'VaS'Cu-lar (eks'tra~vas'kyoo-le
j

r), adj. 1. not
contained in blood and lymph vessels; outside the vas-
cular system. 2. not vascular.

ex-tra-ver-sion (eks'tra-vur'zhon, eks'tra-vur'shsn), n.
extroversion (sense 2).

ex'tra*vert (eks'trs-vurt'). n. an extrovert.
ex-treme (iks-trem'), adj. [OFr.; L. extremus, last, out-
ermost, superl. of exterus, outer, outward], 1, at the
end or outermost point; farthest away; most remote;
utmost. 2. last; final. 3. going to great lengths; in or
to the greatest degree; very great or greatest; excessive;
immoderate: as, extreme poverty. 4. advanced; radical:

as, extreme views. 5, very severe; drastic, n. 1. either
of two things that are as different or far as possible from
each other. 2. an extreme degree. 3. an extreme act,

expedient, etc. 4. an extreme state or condition: as, an
extreme of distress, 5, [Obs,], an extreme point; extrem-
ity. 6. in mathematics, the first or last term of a ratio,

proportion, or series: opposed to mean.
go to extremes, to be excessive or immoderate in

speech or action.
in the extreme, to the utmost degree.

ex-treme-ly (iks-tremli), adv. to an extreme degree;
very much; very.
extreme unction, in the Roman Catholic Church, the
sacrament administered by a priest or bishop to a person
who is dying or in danger of death through sickness.
ex-trem-ism (iks^trem'iz'm), n. the quality or state of

going to extremes.
ex-trem-ist (iks-trem/ist), n. 1. a person who goes to
extremes. 2. a person who holds extreme, or advanced,
views, or advocates extreme measures, adj. of extrem-
ism or extremists.

ex*trem*i-ty (iks-trem's-ti), /i. [pi. EXTREMITIES (-tiz)],

[L. extremitas < extremus; see EXTREME], 1. the outer-
most or utmost point or part; end. 2. the greatest
degree. 3. a state of extreme necessity, danger, etc.

4. the end of life; dying. 5. usually in pi. an extreme
measure: severe or strong action: as, we must resort to
extremities when all else fails. 6. pi, the hands and feet.

ex tri ca ble (eks'tri-ka-b'l), adj. that can be extricated.
ex-tri-cate (eks'tri-kat'), v.t. [EXTRICATED (-id), EXTRI-
CATING], [< L. extricatus, pp. of extricare, to disentangle
< ex-, out -f tricae, trifles, tpys], 1. to St free; release;

disentangle {from a net, difficulty, embarrassment, etc.)*
2, 1jo cause (a gas, heat, etc.) to be emitted.

ex-tri-ca-tion (eks'tri-ka'shan), n. an extricating pr
being extricated; disentanglement, liberation, etc,

ex-triii-sic (eks-trin'sik), adj. [Fr. extrinsbque; L. exfow-
s&cuSf, from without, outer < exter, without -j-

secus,

otherwise, besides], 1. not belonging to the real na!

of a tl^ng; not inherent. 2. being, coming, or :ae

from the outside; extraneous. Opposed to intrinsic.
SYN* extrinsic refers to that which coming from outside a
thing is not inherent in its real nature (the extrinsic advantages
of wealth); extraneous, often synonymous with extrinsic,
may connote the possibility of integration of the external

object into the thing to which it is added (extraneous grace
notes) ; foreign impfies that the external object is organically
so different that it cannot become assimilated (a foreign sub-
stance in the blood) \

alien emphasizes the ^compatibility of
the external object with the subject in question (nothing human
is alien to me). ANT. intrinsic.

ex-tr%si-cal-Iy (eks-trin'si-kl-i, eks-trin'sik-H), adv. in
an extrinsic manner; externally; from outside.

ex-tro- (eks'tra), extra- (when opposed to intro).
ex-trorse (eks-tr6rs'), adj. [Fr.; LL. extrorsus < L. extra,
outside -j- versus, pp. of veriere, to turn], in botany,
turned outward or away from the axis of growth: op-
posed to introrse,

ex-tro-ver-sion (eks'tro-vur'zhsn, eks'tro-vur'sh&n), n.
[< extra -f- L. versus, pp. of veriere, to turn], 1. in
medicine, the turning inside out of an organ; especially,
such a congenital condition of the urinary madder. 2.
in psychology, an attitude in which a person directs his
interest to phenomena outside himself rather than to
his own experiences and feelings : opposed to introversion:
also extraversion.

ex-tro-vert (eks'tro-vurt'), n. [see EXTROVERSION], in
psychology, a person whose interest is more in his en-
vironment

f
and in other people than in himself; person

who is active and expressive, or other than introspec-
tive: opposed to introvert: also extravert.

ex-trade (iks-trood'), v.t. [EXTRUDED (-id), EXTRUDING],
[L. extrudere, to thrust out or forth; ex-, out -f trudere,
to thrust], to push or force out; expel: as* plastic
material is extruded through very smafi holes to form
fibers. v.L to stick_out; protrude; project.

ex-tru sion (iks-troo'zhsn), n. an extruding or being
extruded.

ex-tru-sive (iks-troo'siv), adj. 1. extruding or tending
to extrude. 2. in geology, forced out in a molten state
through the earth's crust; volcanic: as, extrusive rock.

ex u-ber-ance (ig-zoo'bgr-sns, ig-zu'be'r-sns), n. [Pr. ex-
uberance; LL. exuberantia < L. exuberans, ppr. of ex-
uberare, to come forth in abundance; ex-, intens. +
uberare, to bear abundantly < uber, udder], 1. the
state or quality of being exuberant; great abundance;
luxuriance. 2. an instance of this; especially, action or
speech showing high spirits.

ex-u-ber-an-cy (ig-zoo'b&r-an-si, ig-zu'bgr-an-si), n. [pL
EXUBERANCIES

(-siz)], exuberance.
ex u ber ant (ig-zoo'ber-snt, ig-zu'bSr-ont), adj. [L. ex-
uberans; see EXUBERANCE], 1. growing profusely; lux-
uriant ; prolific: as, exuberant vegetation. 2. overflowing ;

lavish; effusive: as, exuberant spirits. 3. overflowing
with good health and spirits: said of a person.
ex-u-ber-ate (ig-zoo'bd-raf, ig-zu'bQ-ratO, vd. (EXUBER-
ATED (-id), EXUBERATING], [< L. exuberatus], [Rare], to
be exuberant; abound.
ex-u date (eks'yoo-datO, n. [L. exudatus, exsudatus, pp.
of exsudare; see EXUDE], matter exuded.

ex-u-da-tion (eks'yoo-da'shan), n. [< obs. exudate, to
exude], 1. an exuding. 2. something exuded, as sweat.
ex-ude (ig-zood', ik-sud7), v.i. & v.t. [EXUDED (-id), EX-
UDING], [L. exudare, exsudare; ex-, out -f- sudare, to
sweat < sudor, sweat], to pass out in drops, as through
pores, an incision, etc.; ooze; discharge.

ex-ult (ig-zult')i v.i. [Pr. exulter; L. exultare, exsultare, to

leap up, leap for joy < ex-, intens. -f- saltare, freq. of

saltre, to leap], I. to rejoice greatly; be jubilant; glory.
2. [Obs.], toleap up; leap with joy.

ex-ult-an-cy (ig-zul't'n-si), n. exultation.
ex-ult-ant (ig-zul't'nt), adj. [L. exsultans, ppr. of ex-

sultare], exulting; triumphant; jubilant.
ex-ul-ta-tion (eg'zul-ta'shan, ek'sul-ta'shon), n. [L. ex-
ultatio, exsuUatw < pp. of exsultare], an exulting; re-

joicing; jubilation; triumph.
ex*ur-ban-ite (eks-fir'bsn-it'), n. [coined (1955), after
suburbanite, by A. C. Spectorsky], a person of the up-
per middle class who lives in the semirural areas beyond
the suburbs but who works in the metropolis, especially
in advertising, publishing, the theater, etc. : exurbanites
are regarded as conforming to social and cultural pat-
terns as standardized as those of suburban life.

ex-u viae (ig-zoo'vi-e
7
, ik-su'vi-eO n.pl. [sing. EXUVIA

(-a)], [L., that which is stripped off, spoils < exuere, to

strip off; cf. INDUE], in zoology, cast-off coverings of
animals, as thejskins of snakes, crab shells, etc.

ex-u*vi*ai (ig:-zoc/vi-8l, ik-su'vi-al), adj. of exuviae.
ex-u-vi-ate (ig-zoo'vi-af, ik-su'vi-at'). v.t. & v.i. [EXU-
VIATED (-id), EXUVIATING], [< exuviae + -ate], to cast
off (a skin, shell, etc.) ; molt.

ex u vi a tion (ig-zoo'vi-S'shon, ik-su'yi-S'shen), n. 1.

an exuviating. 2. an exuviated covering.
-ey (S, i), -y (adjective-forming suffix): used especially
after words ending in ^.
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HUMAN EYE

ey-as 0'ss), n. [faulty division (influenced by ME. ey,
an egg) of a nyas, a niais: Fr. niais, nestling < LL.
*nida < L. ntdws, a nest], 1. a young hawk taken
from its nest for training in falconry. 2. an unfledged
bird; nestling.
Eyck, Huy-brechtvan (hoi'breHtvan ik'jEng. van Ik') ,

13667-1426; brother of Jan; Flemish painter: also

Hubert van Eyck.
Eyck, Jan Tan (yan), 1370P-1440?; Flemish aainter.

eye (i),
n. [ME. eyt tie, etc.; AS. cage; akin to G. auge;

IE. base *oqw-, to see, as
also in. L. oadus (cf. OCU-
LIST)], 1. organ of sight in
man and animals. 2. the

eyeball. 3. the iris: as, she
has brown eyes. 4. the area
around the eye, including
the eyelids: as, he was fight-

ing and got a black eye. 5.

sight; vision. 6. a look;
glance; gaze: as, cast your
eye on this. 7. attention;
regard; observation. 8. the

power of judging, estimat-

ing, discriminating, etc. by
eyesight: as, a good eye for distances. 9. often in pL
judgment; opinion; estimation: as, in the eyes of

e
the

law. 10. a tning like an eye in appearance or function;

specifically, a) a bud of a potato. 6) the spot on a

peacock's tail feather, c) the center of a target; bull's-

eye, d) a hole in a tool, as for a handle, e) the threading
hole in a needle. /) a loop of metal or thread, g) an
organ sensitive to light, as in certain, lower forms of

life, h) a photoelectric cell. 11. in meteorology, the calm,

low-pressure center (of a hurricane), around which
winds of high velocity move. v.t. [EYED (id), EYING or

EYEING], 1. to look at; observe; watch carefully;
scrutinize. 2. to provide with eyes, or holes, lu.

[ObsJ, to appear (to the eyes).
an eye for an eye, punisnment or retaliation similar

or equivalent to the injury suffered.

catch one** eye, to attract one's attention.

eye* right (or left), in military usage, a command to

turn the head to the right (or left) while marching,
as a salute when passing in review.

feast oneT
s eyes on, to look at with pleasure or

admiration.

give (a person) the eye, [Slang], to look at (a person),
especially with admiration or invitation,

have an eye for, to have the ability to notice with dis-

cernment and appreciation.
have an eye to, to watch out for; attend to.

in a pig's eye, [Slang], never; under no circumstances.
In the eye of the wind, in nautical usage, in a direction

opposite to that of the wind; close to the wind.
in the public eye, L much seen in public. 2. often

brought to public attention; well-known.
keep an eye on, to look after; watch carefully.

keep one's eyes open, to be on the lookout; be
watchful.

lay (or set or clap) eves on, to see; look at.

make eyes at, to look at lovingly or flirtatiously.

my eye! [Slang], an exclamation of contradiction, as-

tonishment, etc.

open one's eyes, to make one aware of the facts, real

reasons, etc.

run one's eye over, to glance over; look at hurriedly.
see eye to eye, to hold precisely the same view.
see with half an eye, to see or understand (something)
easily because it is so evident.
shut one's eyes to, to be unwilling to see or think
about.

with an eye to, paying attention to; considering.
eye-ball (i'bSlOt n. the ball-shaped part of the eye,
enclosed by the socket and eyelids.
eye-beam (rbemO, n. a beam, or glance, of the eye;
quick look.

eye-bright (5/hitOt a small European plant with
white, yellow, or purple flowers, used in treating
diseases of the eve: also called euphrasy.
eye-brow (I'brouO. n. 1. the bony arch over each eye.
2. the arch of hair growing on this.

eye-cup (I'kup'), n. a small cup whose rim is shaped
to fit over the eye, used in applying medicine to the
eyes or washing them.

eyed (id), adj. 1. having eyes: often used in com-
pounds, as in blue-eyed. 2. having markings that look
like eyes: spotted.

eye-ful (I'fool'), n. 1. a quantity of something in the
eye: as, an eyeful of water. 2. as much as can be
seen in one glance. 3. [Slang], a person or thing that
looks striking or unusual.
get an eyeful, [Collocj,], 1. to get a good look. 2, to
see something very interesting,

eye-glass (I'glas', I'glaV), n. I. a lens to help or
correct faulty vision; monocle. 2. pi. a pair of such
lenses, usually in a frame: also called glasses, or, less
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commonly, spectacles. 3. an eyepiece. 4. an eyecup.
eye-hole (!'hol') n. 1. the socket for the eyeball.
2. a peephole. 3. an opening for receiving a rope,
cord, pin, etc.; eyelet.

eye-lash (ilash'). n. 1. any of the hairs on the edge
of the eyelid. 2. a fringe of these hairs.

eye-less glis), adj. without eyes; blind.

eye-let (I'lit), n. [ME. oylet; OPr. oeillet, dim. of oeil t

eye < L. oculus, eye], 1. a small hole for receiving a
rope, cord, hook, etc. 2. a metal ring or short tube
for lining such a hole. 3. a small hole edged by stitch-

ing in embroidered work. 4. a peephole or loophole.
5. a small eye; ocellus, v.t. to make eyelets in; provide
with eyelets.

eye-let-eer (I'la-teV), n. a pointed instrument for

making eyelet holes: bodkin.
eye-lid (ilid'), n. [ME. eielid, eien lidd; see EYE & LID],
either of the two movable folds of flesh that cover
and uncover the front of the eyeball.

ey-en (I'on), n. archaic and dialectal plural of eye.

eye opener, 1. something that causes the eyes to

open in astonishment or realization, as a piece of news,
discovery, etc. 2. [Slang], an alcoholic drink, especially
one taken early in the day.

eye-piece (I'pes'), n. in a telescope, microscope, or
other optical instrument, the lens or lenses nearest
the viewer's eye: see microscope, illus.

eye-pit (I'pitO, n. the eye socket.

eye-sery-ant (I'sur'vant), n. [Archaic], a servant who
does his work only when watched.

eye-serv-ice (I'sur'vis), n. 1. work done only under
the observation of a supervisor. 2. admiring glances.

eye shadow, a cosmetic paste of various colors, usually
green or blue, applied to the eyelids.

eye-shot (I'shot'), n. the distance that a person can
see; range of vision.

eye-sight (I'sif), n. 1. the power of seeing; sight;
vision. 2. the range of vision.

eye-sore (I's6"r', I'sor'}, n, a thing that is disagreeable
to look at.

eye splice, a splice made by turning the end of a rope
back and interlacing it with the rope, forming an
end loop, or eye: see splice, illus.

eye-spot (I'sootO, n. 1. a spot of color that looks like
an eye. 2. in zoology, a simple form of eye, found in

many invertebrates.
eye-stalk (i'st6"k'), n. hi certain crustaceans, as the
lobster or shrimp, a movable stalk with an eye at the
tip.

eye-stone (S'ston'), n. a small calcareous object with
one side flat and the other convex, passed under the
eyelid to remove cinders, dust, etc. from the eye.

eye-strain (I'stran'), n. a tired or strained condition
of the eye muscles, caused by too much or incorrect
use of the eyes, faulty vision, etc.

eye-tooth (I'tooth'), n.
[fl.

EYETEETH (-teth')], either

of the two pointed teeth in the upper jaw between the
bicuspids and the incisors; upper canine tooth.
cut one's eyeteeth, to become experienced or sophis-
ticated.

eye-wash (i'w6sh', i'wash'), n. 1. a lotion for the eyes.
2. [Slang], a) nonsense. 6) flattery, c) something
done only to impress an observer.

eye-wa-ter fl'wd'tSr, I'wa'tgr), n. 1. the natural
moisture of the eye. 2. a lotion for the eyes.
eve-wink (I'wirjkO, n. 1. a wink, look, or glance;
hence, 2. an instant.

eye-wink-er (I'wirjk'Sr), n. 1. an eyelash. 2. any
foreign particle in the eye that causes blinking.

eye-wlt-ness (I'wit'nis), n. 1. a person who sees or
has seen something nappen, as an accident, crime,
etc. 2. a person who testifies to what he has seen.

eyre (&r), n. [ME. eire; OFr. eire, erre < errer, to travel;
see ERRANT], 1. a tour or drcuit: as, justices in eyre.
2. in English history, a circuit court held by justices
in eyre.

Eyre* Lake (ar), a salt lake in northeastern South
Australia: area, 4,000 sq. mi.

'

Eyre's Peninsula (&rz), a peninsula in South Australia.
ey-rie, ey-ry far'i, r'i), n. \pk EYRIES (4z)], [see AERIE],
1. the nest of an eagle or other bird of prey that builds
in a high place; hence, 2. a house or stronghold on a
high place. 3. the young (of an eagle, hawk, etc.) in
the nest. Also spelled aerie.

Eysk (asfc), n. Eisk.
Ez., Ezra.
E-zeki-el (i-zS/M-al, i-ze'kyol), [LL. Ezechiel? Gr.
lezekiel; Heb. yehezfel, lit., God strengliiens], a
masculine name: diminutive, Zeke. n* 1. a Hebrew
prophet who lived in the 6th century B.C. 2. a took
of the Old Testament Qoritaining his prophetic writings.
Abbreviated Ezek.
Ez-ra (ez'rs), [LL.; Help. ezrS, lit!* nelpL a masculine
name. it. 1. a Hebrew scribe, nropbelr akd 'relMous
reformer of the 5th century -BX. 2. '& Socle ti t&e
Old Testament telling of has life and teacMiiga Ab-
tyreviateci BSE*, &BT. .'

if.
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F

F, f (ef), n. [pi F's, f's, Fs, fs (efs)], 1. the sixth letter
of the English alphabet: a modification of the Old
Greek digamma (F), ultimately from the Phoenician:
see alphabet, table. 2. the sound of P or f , normally an
unvoiced labiodental fricative. 3. a type or impression
for F or f. 4* a symbol for the sixth in a sequence or
group. 5. in genebcs, the symbol for filial generation. 6.
in photography, the symbol for P number, adj. 1. of F
or r. 2. sixth in a sequence or group.
F (ef), n. 1. an object shaped like F. 2. a_medieval
Roman numeral for 40: with a superior bar (F), 40,000.
3. in chemistry, the symbol for fluorine. 4. in education,
a) a grade meaning failure, b) sometimes, a grade third
in quality, meaning fair. 5. in mathematics, the symbol
for function. 6. in music, a) the fourth tone or note in
the scale of C major, or the sixth in the scale of A minor.
6) a key, string, etc. producing this tone, c) the scale

haying F as the keynote, d) a symbol for the bass clef.
7. in physics, a symbol for farad. 8. in printing, a symbol
for folio, adj. shaped like F.
F/, f/, f :, /., P number.
F., 1. Fahrenheit. 2. February. 3. Fellow. 4, France.
5. French. 6. Friday.

F., f., 1. farad. 2. farthing. 3. father. 4. fathom. 5.
feet. 6. feminine. 7. filly. 8. fine. 9. fluid. 10* folio;
foHos. 11* following. 12. foot. 13. form. 14. franc;
francs. 15. from. 16. in baseball, finished by a sub-
stitute pitcher. 17. in music, forte. 18. [L.J, in phar-
macy, a) fac, make, b) fiat, let there be made.

fa (fa), n. [It. < /omuli; see GAMUT], in music, a syllable
representing the fourth tone of the diatonic scale:
see solfeggio.
FA, F.A., 1. Field Artillery. 2. Fine Arts.
f.a., 1. fire alarm. 2. freight agent.
F.A.A.A.S., Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
faba-ceous (fg-ba'shas) , adj. [L. fabaceus < faba, a
bean], of the ea family of plants.
Fabi an (fa'bi-an), adj. [L. FaUanus, of Fabius; see
FABIUS], 1. using a cautious strategy of delay and
avoidance of battle. 2. of the Pabian Society, n. a
member of the Fabian Society; Pabian socialist.
Fa-bi-an-ism (fa'tn-on-iz'm) , ft. the principles and meth-
ods of the Pabian Society.
Fabian Society, an organization of English socialists,
established in 1884, aiming to bring about socialism by
gradual reforms rather than drastic means.
Fa bi us (fa'bi-@s), (Qumtus Fabius Maximus), n. Ro-
man general and statesman: 3d century B.C.; defeated
Hannibal in the Second Punic War by a cautious
strategy of delay and avoidance of battle: called Cunc-
tator (the Delayer)*

fa-ble (fa'b'l), n. [ME.; OPr. < L. fabula, a story <
far*, to speak; see FAME], 1. a fictitious story meant to
teach a moral lesson; the characters are usually animals.
2. a myth or legend. 3. a story that is not true: false-
hood. 4. [Archaic], the plot of a literary work. tu. & v* t.

[FABLED (-bid), FABLING], to write or tell (fables,
fiction, falsehoods).

fa-bled (fa'b'ld), adj. [pp. of fable], 1. told in fables;
mythical; legendary. 2.

* *

fab-li-aiif"
* - *

Fr. -o')],
see FABLE), in medieval literature', especially
and English literature, a short metrical story, often in
eight-syllable lines, telling comic incidents of ordinary
life, usually with blunt realism and earthy humor: the
genre arose in Prance in the 12th and 13tk centuries.

Fa-bre. Jean Henri fchaw aVre' fa'br'), 1823-1915;
French entomologist.
fab ric (fab'rik), n. [Pr, fabriqwe; L. fabric* a workshop,
trade, product of a trade, fabric < fabef, a workman,
artisan; cf. FORGE], 1. anything made of partis put
together; structure: bttildingj framework. 2. the style
or plan of confetrttckon; texture. 3. any woven, knitted,
or felted cloth. /,

,,

*

fab-ricant (fab'rMiont), IL pV. <

see FABRICATE], a person who makes or builds; manu-
facturer.

fab-ri-cate (fab'ri-kaf), v.t. [FABRICATED (-id). FABRI-
CATING!, [< L. fabricatus, pp. of fabricari, to construct,
frame, build < fabrica; see FABRIC], 1. to make; build;
construct; manufacture. 2. to make or build by assem-
bling parts: as, we fabricate engines. 3. to make up (a
story, reason, lie, etc.); invent. SYN see lie, make.

fab
:ri-ca.tipn (fab'ri-ka'shan), n. 1. a fabricating or

being fabricated ; construction ; manufacture. 2. a fab-
ricated thing; especially, a falsehood, false excuse, etc.

fab-ri.ca-tor (fab'ri-ka'tSr), n. [L.], a person who fabri-
cates; specifically, a) a maker; manufacturer. 6) a liar.

fab ri koid (fab'ri-koid') , n. [see FABRIC & -QID], a fab-
ric made to resemble leather, used for upholstery, etc. :

a trade-mark (Fabrikoid).
fab u-list (fab'yoo-list), n. [Fr. fabuliste < L.fdbuld: see
FABLE], 1. a person who writes, tells, or invents fables.
2. a liar.

fab'to-lous (fab'yoo-las), adj. [L. fabulosus, fabled <
fabula; see FABLE], 1. of or Hke a fable; imaginary:
fictitious; mythical; legendary. 2. incredible; hard
to believe; astounding. SYN* see fictitious.

fac., facsimile.

fa-cade (fa-sSdO, n. [Fr.; It.faccidta <faccia; LL. facia;
see FACE]. 1. the
front of a btdldiftg;
part of a building
facing a street,

courtyard, etc. ;

hence, 2. the front

part of anything:
often used figura-
tively, with impli*
cations of an im-
posing appearance
concealing some-
thing inferior. , . , f .

face (fas) , n- [ME. ;
FACADE (of temple)

OFr.; LL. facia < L. fades, the fade, af^aranceL I.
the front of the head froiri the toj> of the foteneM to
th6 bottom of the chut, and from ear t6 ear; vfsafe;
countenance. 2. the e#pres$f6& ot the countenance. 3.
the surface of a thing; especially, aj the maiA surface
Or side, b) the front* upftet, or outer sttrface or part. 4.
the side or surface that is marked, as of a dock, playing
card, domino, etc., ot finished, as 6f fabric, leather, etc.
5* the appearance; outward &sf>ect. 6. [< Chin, idiom],
dignity; self-respect; prestige: as; Japan lost f&ce by
her defeat. 7* ttee valke printed or written on a note:
usually face value. &. tM t6|X>graphy (of an area).
9. the functional side (of a tool, etc.). 10. [Colloq.], an
expressive distortion of the face

; grimace. II. [Colloq.],
effrontery; audacity. 12. in law, what is shown by the
language of a document, without explanation or addi-
tion. 13. in military sden^ any of the sides of a forma-
tion* especially of a square formation. 14. in mineral-
ogy, any surface of a stone or crystal. 15. in mining,
the end of a working excavation. 16. in typography, &)
the type surface on which a letter is cut; printing part
of a letter or plate. 6) the design of type. v.t. [FACED
(fast), FACING]* [ME. facen < the w.J, 1. to turn, or
have the face ttimed, toward; be in a position opposite
to: as, tfoe building/ac^ the square. 2, to meet square-
ly or face to face. 3. to confront with boldness, courage,
etc. 4. to realize and be ready to meet (a condition,
fact, etc.) . 5. to cover with a new surface. 6. to give a
false appearance to: as, alcohol is faced with caramel to
niake xt look like whisky. 7. to put a sniooth: surface
on (a stone, tool, etc.). 8. to turn (a card, etc.) with
the face up. 9^in military science, to cause (a formation
of soldiers) to pivot by giving tibe appropriate command,
10. in sewing, to add a piece of cloth

jjto (another mate-
rial) for lining, trimming, etc. y.i. 1. to turn, or have
the face turned, towardla specified thing or person, or
in a specified direction. 2. in hockey, lacrosse, etc., to
start play by tossing the bail or puck between the two
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opposing centers (with of). 3. in military science, to
pivot in a specified direction: usually in the form of a
command, as* right facet
face down, 1. to disconcert or overcome by a confi-

dent, bold manner. 2. with the face down; prone,
or wrong side up.

face to face, 1. confronting one another; hence, 2.

very near; in the presence: followed by with.
face up to, 1. to face with courage; confront and
resist. 2. to realize and be ready to meet (a fact,

condition, etc.).
fly in the face of, to be rashly defiant of.

in the face of, 1. in the presence of. 2. in spite of.

on the face of it, to all appearances; apparently.
pull (or wear) a lon$ face, to look sad, glum, dis-

appointed, disapproving, etc.

put a bold face on, to seem bold or confident about.
set one's face against, to be determinedly against;
disapprove of; resist; oppose.
show one'& face, to come and JDC seen; appear.
t?o one's face, confronting one ; in one's presence; openly
and without fear.

SYN. face is the basic, direct word for the front of the head;
countenance refers to the face as it reflects the emotions or

feelings and is, hence, often applied to the facial expression
(his happy countenance) ; visage refers to the form, proportions,
and expression of the face, especially as indicative of general
temperament (a man of stern visage): physiognomy refers to
the general cast of features, especially as characteristic of an
ethnic group or as supposedly indicative of character (the
physiognomy of an honest man).
face card, any king, queen, or jack in a deck of cards.

face lifting, plastic surgery for removing wrinkles, sag-
ging flesh, etc. from the face.
face powder, a cosmetic powder, as of flesh-colored
talc, applied to the face to dull the shine, conceal skin
blemishes, etc.

fac-er (faVgr), n. 1. a person or thing that faces. 2.

fColloq.j, a sudden blow in the face; hence, 3. [CoHoq.j,
any sudden, unexpected difficulty.

fac-et (faVit), n. [Fr. facette, dim. of face; see FACE], 1.

any of the small, polished plane surfaces of a cut gem;
hence, 2. any of a number of sides or aspects, as of a
personality. 3. in anatomy, any small, smooth surface
on a bone or other hard part. 4. in architecture, the
raised j^aae between the flutes of a column. 5. in

2@fai^ any of the many small surfaces of a compound
e^ as in some insects, v.t. to cut or make facets on.
SYN. see phase.

fa ce ti-ae (fe-se'shi-e
/
) n.t. [L., pi. of facetia, a jest,

bit of humor < facetus, elegant, witty], 1. witty
sayings. 2. ribald or coarsely witty books.

face-tious (fa-se'shas), adj. fPr. facetieux < "L. facetia;
see FACETIAE & -ous], lightly joking; jocular; jocose,
especially at an inappropriate time. SYN. see witty.
f&cb value, 1. the value printed or written on a bill,

bond, etc.; hence, 2. the seeming value: as, I took his
promise &tface value.

fa-dai (fa'shal), adj. JFr.; ML.facialis < LL. facia; see
FAC], of or for the face. n. [CoUoq.l, a treatment for
the skin of the face, consisting of tine application of
astringents and creams, massage, etc.

facial angle, the angle made by the intersection of two
lines drawn from the base of
the nostrils, one to the base
of th<e skull and the other to
the most .prominent part of
the forehead.

facial index, the ratio of the
length to the width of the

FACIAL ANGLE
A, New Guinea native;

viated F.I. B, European woman
fa ci-end (fa'shi-end'), n. [<
neut. of L. fqciendus* gerundive offacere* to make, do],
in mathematics, the number or factor to be multiplied
by another; multiplicand.

-fancient (fa'shsnt), [L. faci&ns, facientis, ppr. of facere,
to make, do], a suffix used to form adjectives, meaning
making or causing to become, as in liqueforient.

facile (fas''l, fas'il), adj. [Fr. < L. facilis < facere, to
make, do], 1. not hard to do; easy. 2. moving or
working easily and quickly; fluent: as, a facile mind.
3. easy to influence or persuade; affable. SYN. see easy.

Jfa-ci'le prin-ceps (fas'a-K prin'seps), [L.], easily first
or foremost; pre-eminent.

jfa ci lis de seen sus A-ver-no (fas'a-lis di-sen'sas

9-vur'noJ, [L.], the descent to Avernus Obeli) is easy:
a quotation from Virgil.

facili tate (fg-sil'a-taV) , v.t. [FACILITATED (-id), FA-
CILITATING], [Fr. faciliter, after It. facilitare < L.
facilis; see FACILE], 1. to make easy or easier. 2. to
lighten the work of; assist; help.

facil i ta tlon (fa-silVta'shan), n. 1. a facilitating.
2. in psychology, increased ease of performance of any
action, resulting from the lessening of nerve resistance
bv the continued successive application of the necessary
stimulus: opposed to inhibition.

fa-cil-i-ty (fa-sil'a-ti), n. [pi FACILITIES (-tiz)], [Fr.

facUitf; L. facUitasr easiness < facilis, easy], 1. <

of doing or making; absence of difficulty. 2. a ready
ability \

skill
\ dexterity; fluency. 3. a tendency to be

easygoing, yielding, etc. 4. pi. the means by which
something can be more easily done; conveniences: as,

good transportation facilities.

fac-ing (fas'irj), n. 1. a lining or trimming, often
decorative, sewn on the inside or outside edge or part
of a dress, coat, etc. 2. any material used for this.

3. a covering of contrasting material to decorate or

protect a building. 4. pi. the trimmings, collar, and
cuffs of certain military coats. 5. pi. the turning
movements executed by soldiers in drilling.

fac-sim-i-le (fak-sim'a-H), n, [L. .fac, imperative of

facere, to make + simile, neut. of similis, Eke], 1. an
exact reproduction or copy: abbreviated fac., facsim.
2. the transmission and reproduction of printed matter
by a process involving the use of radio broadcast: the
transmitted signals, formed by a photoelectric cell

that picks up the differences in light and dark in the
subject matter as it is scanned by a beam of light,
are converted into a facsimile of the original matter
by a mechanism attached to the radio receiver, adj.
of, or having the nature of, a facsimile, v.t. [FAC-
SIMILED (-lid), FACSIMILEING], to make a facsimile of.

SYN. see copy.
in facsimile, as an exact likeness; in exact reproduction.

fact (fakt), n. [L. factum, that which is done, deed,
fact; neut. pp. of facere, to do, act < IE. base *dhe~,
to put, place, seen also in AS. don, to do & Gr. tithemi,
I place], 1. originally, a deed; act. 2. a thing that
has actually happened or is true; thing that has been
or is. 3. the state of things as they are; reality; actu-
ality; truth. 4. something said to have occurred or

supposed to be true. 5. in law, an actual or alleged
incident or condition, as distinguished from its legal
consequence.
as a matter of fact, to tell the truth; really: also in
fact, in point of fact.

fac-tion (fak'shan), n. [< Fr. & L.: Fr. faction; L.

factio, a making, doing, company, faction < pp. of

facere; see FACT], 1. a group of people in an organ-
ization who have common interests, usually in oppo-
sition to the principles or aims of the main body or

leadership; clique. 2. dissension; partisan conflict
within an organization or a country.

fac-tion-al (fak'shsn-al), adj. 1. of a faction or fac-

tions; partisan. 2, causing or characterized by faction.
fac-tion-al-ism (fak'shan-ol-iz'm), n. factional quarrel-
ing; spirit of faction.

fac-tious (fak'shas), adj. [L. factiosus < factio], 1.

producing or tending to produce faction; causing dis-
sension. 2. produced or characterized by faction.

fac ti tlous (fak-tish'ss), adj. [L. facticius < pp. of

facere: see FACT), not natural, genuine, or spontaneous;
forced or artificial: as, the factitious needs of our era.

fac'ti-ttve (fak'ta-tiv), adj. [Mod. L. < L. foetus? see

FACT], designating or of a verb that expresses the idea

^of making," calling, or thinking sometning to be of a
certain character, using a noun, pronoun, or adjective
as a complement to its direct object; taking a comple-
mentary object. Examples: make the dress short, elect

him president.
fac-tor (fak'ter), n. [Fr. facteur; OFr. factour; L.
factor, doer, maker, performer < pp. of facere, to do,
make], 1. a) a person who carries on business trans-
actions for another; commission merchant; agent for
the sale of goods, 6) a person legally appointed to
take care of forfeited or sequestered property, c) [Scot.J,
a person who manages an estate for another; steward;
bailiff. 2. [< fig. use of 4], any of the circumstances,
conditions, etc. that bring about a result; element or
constituent that makes a thing what it is. 3. in biology,
a gene. 4, in mathematics, any of two or more quanti-
ties which form a product when multiplied together.
v.t. in mathematics, to resolve into factors; factorize.
SYN. see agent, element.

fac-tor age (fak'tr~ij), n. 1. the business of a factor;
buying and selling on commission. 2. a factor's com-
mission. *

fac to-ri-al (fak-tdr'i-ol, fak-to'ri-al), adj. 1. of a
factor. 2. [RareJ, of a factory. 3. in mathematics, of
factors or factorials, n. the product of a given, series
of consecutive whole numbers beginning with 1: as,
ihe factorial of 5 is 1X2X3X4X5, or 120.

fac-tor-ize (fak'ta-rlz'). v.t. [FACTORIZED (-rM') ?AC-
TOkiziNGl, in mathematics, to separate (a product)
into factors.

factor of safety, the ratio of the maximum strength
of a piece of material or a part to the probable maxi-
mum load to be applied to it.

fac-to-ry (fak'ta-ri, lakftri), -n, [pi FACTORIES (-riz,
-triz)], [Fr. factorie < factei^; seeFACTOR], 1. a building
or buildings in which things are manufactured; manu-
facturing plant, 2. fZft* B^''jSMr^;^i:tWO^
settlement maintained by factors.

fac-to-turn (fak-to'tatn), n. [MIL,; L^fap,
of facere, to do + totum, neut. of to|, m, > Hheiw
a person hired tb do all soris of work; Skawd^ man.;
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fac-tu al (fak'choo-sl), adj. [< L. faciutm (see FACT);
+ -of], 1. of or containing facts. 2. having the nature
01 fact; real; actual.

fac-ture (fak'chSr), n. [Fr., L. factura < facere, to
make], 1. the act or method of making something.
2. the thing made.

fac-u-la ffak'yoo-k), n. \pL FACULAE (-!')] [L., dim.
of fax, facis, torch], a bright streak or spot on the
sun's surface.

fac-ul-ta-tive (fak'l-ta'tiv), adj. [Fr. facultatif < L.

facultas; see FACULTY], 1. <z) granting a faculty, or

permission; permissive; hence, &) optional. 2. that
may or may not happen; contingent. 3. having to
do with a faculty or faculties. 4. in biology, capable
of living under conditions other than the usual: said
of parasites, etc.

faoul-ty (fak'
f

l-ti), n. [pi FACULTIES (-tiz)], [ME.
faculte; OFr. faculte; L. facultas < facilis; see FACILE],
1. formerly, the power to do; ability to perform any
action. 2. any natural or specialized power of a living
organism: as, the faculty of hearing, speech, etc. 3.

power or ability to do some particular thing; skill

developed by practice: knack; special aptitude: as,

she has a faculty for making friends. 4. [ < L. facultas,
transl. of Aristotle's dynamis, branch of learning],

any of the departments of learning in a university:
as, the faculty of law, the science faculty. 5. all the
teachers of a school, college, or university. 6. all the
members of any of the learned professions. 7. a power
conferred by authority; authorization. 8. [Archaic],
what a person is trained to do; trade. 9. in psychology,
any of the powers formerly thought of as composing the
mind, such as will, reason, etc. 10. in the Roman
Catholic Church, authorization to do something noon-
ally forbidden; dispensation. SYN. see talent.

fad (fad), n. [19th c. < Brit. Midland dial.], a custom,
style, etc. that many people are interested in for a
short time; passing fashion, craze, or hobby. SYN. see
fashion.
fad-dish (fad'ish), adj. 1. having the nature of a fad.

2. fond of fads; following fads.
fad-dist (fad'ist), n. a person who has a fad or follows
fads.

fad-dy (fad'i), adj. faddish.
fade (fad), i>.i. [FADED (-id), FADING], [UE.faden; OFr.
fader <fade, pale: prob. < L. vapidus, stale; influenced

by L. fatuus, foolish, silly], 1. to become less distinct;
lose color or brilliance; dim. 2. to lose freshness or

strength: wither; languish; droop; wane. 3. to dis-

appear slowly; die out. v.t. 1. to cause to fade. 2.

[Slang], to meet the bet of; cover: dice player's term.
SYN. see vanish,

fade back, in football, to move back from the line of

scrimmage, as in order to throw a forward pass.
fade in, in motion pictures, radio & television, to appear
gradually; become more distinct.

fade out, in motion pictures, radio & television, to dis-

appear gradually; become less distinct.

fade-in (fad'in'), n. in motion pictures, radio& television,

a fading in; gradual appearance or becoming distinct

of a scene or sound.
"

,

fade-less (fadlis), ad}, that will not fade; unfading.
fade-out (fad'out'), n. in motion pictures, radio & tele-

vision, a fading out; gradual disappearance or becoming
indistinct of a scene or sound.

fae-cal (fe'kl), adj. fecal.

fae-ces (fe'sez), n.pl. feces.

Fa en za (fa-en'tsa), n. a city in northern Italy: pop.,
47,000.

fa-er-ie, fa-er-y (fir'i), n. [var. of fairy, first used by
Spenser], [Archaic], 1. (fa'Sr-i), fairyland. 2. a fairy.

adj. [Archaic], fairy. Also spelled fafcrie, fagry.
Faer-oe Islands (r&r/o), a group of Danish islands

between Great Britain and Iceland: area, 540 sq. mi,;

DOp., 30,000 (est. 1947): also spelled Faroe. ,

Faer-oes (faVoz), n.pl. the Faeroe Islands.
Faf-nir (faVnir, faf?ngr) n. [ON. Fa/mr] r u& Nqr$$
legend, a giant who, in the form of a, dragon, guarded
the Nibelung treasure: he was killed by Sigurd^ ,

*

fag (fag), i;.!. [FAGGED (fagd), FAGGING], [earlier form
otfiag, v.; basic sense "to droop, decline, hang loosely ],

1. to work hard and become very, tired. 2. to serve
as a fag. v.t. 1. to make tired by hard work. 2. to

employ (a boy) as a fag. n. [British Colloq.^ 1.

a) hard, tiring work: drudgery, ft) fatigue; weariness.
2. a boy in an English public school who acts as a
servant for another boy in a higher forms, .of > class.

fag (fag), n. [< fag end], ISlang); a cigareWe.
fag-a ceous (fa-gS'sfoas); adj. [< Mbd. Ik' Pv#&e&r

name of the family < L. fagus; see BBBCH]I of t?he

beech family of plants, inclticling the beech, c/ak,

2. the last and worst part of anything; remnant,
fag-got (fag^), it. & v.t. fagot.
fag-got-ing (fag'at-iij), it. fagoting.
Fa-gin (fa'gin), n. in Dickens5 Olwer Twist, an old villain
who trains children to be thieves.

fag-ot (fag'at), n. [ME.; OFr., with change of suffix <
UL. *faceUnm < Gr. pfeaMas, a bundle], 1. a bundle of

sticks, twigs, or branches, especially for use as fuel.

2. in metallurgy* a bundle or heap of iron or steel pieces
to be worked into bars by hammering or rolling at

welding temperature, v.t. 1. to make into a fagot;
form fagots of. 2. in sewing, to decorate with fagoting.
Also spelled faggot.

fag*ot-ing (fag
/
at-ii)), n. 1. a decorative stitch made by

pulling Horizontal threads
out of the fabric and
tying the cross threads
together in bunches, 2.

openwork decoration in
which the thread is drawn
in crisscross stitches across
the open seam. Also spelled
faggoting.
Fahu, Fahrenheit.
JFahl-band(fal'bant';Eng.
faFbandO, n. [G. < fakl,

pale (akin to Eng. fallow} FAGOTING
f band, a strip: from the
faded appearance upon decomposition], a layer of rock
containing metallic sulfides.
Fahr en-heit (far'an-hif, far'an-hltO, adj. [< Gabriel
Daniel Fahrenheit (1686-1736), G. physicist who
devised the scale], designating or of a thermometer
on which the boiling point of pure water is 212 and the
freezing point 32, under standard atmospheric pres-
sure. n. this thermometer or its scale. Abbreviated F.,
Fah., Fahr.

fa-ience (fi-ans', fa-ans'; Fr. fa'yaws'), n. [Fr.; Itjaenza
< Faensa, Italy, original place of its manufacture],
a fine grade of painted and glazed pottery or porcelain.

fail (fal), iu. [ME. faUen; OFr. faittir, to fail, miss; L.

fottere, to deceive, disappoint], 1. to be lacking or in-

sufficient; fall short. 2. to lose power or strength;
weaken; die away. 3. to be deficient or negligent in an
obligation, duty, or expectation; default. 4. to be un-
successful in obtaining a desired end; be unable to do or
become; miss. 5. to become bankrupt. 6, in education,
to get a grade of failure; not pass. v.t. I. to be useless
or not helpful to; be inadequate for; disappoint. 2. to
leave; abandon: as, his courage failed him. 3. to neg-
lect or omit: used with an infinitive, as, he failed to go.
4. in education, a) to give a grade of failure to Ca pupil).

6) to get a grade of failure in (a subject), n. [ME,.
faile; OFr. faile < the .], failure: now only mWthout
fail, without failing (to occur, do something, etc.).
fail of, to fail to achieve: be without.

fail-Ing (fal'iij), n. 1. a failure. 2. a weakness; slight
fault or defect: as, tardiness was one of his

prep, without; in the lack of: as, failing
the store lost sales. SYN. see fault.

faille (fal, fil; Fr. fa'y%n. [Fr.], a ribbed, soft,
1

.'

woven fabric of silk or rayon, fot cfiresses, e c. *

fail-lire (fal'ySr), n. [< earlier ftxilef: Affefb-Fr, fa&er;
OFr. faillir, orig. inf. m legal use (c I^SCLAIMER); see

FAIL], 1. the state or fact o oelng lacking or insuffi-

cient; falling short. 2. a JosiM of power or strength;
weakening; dying away. '3, ;a not doing; neglect or
omission: as, fwptitfc to obey rules. 4. a* not succeeding
in doing or Incoming. 5. a person, or thing that does
not succeed. 4 a. oecoming bankrupt. 7. in education,

a") a failing to pass. 6) a grade or mark (usually F) in-

dicating a failing to pass.
(la"n), adjTfMB. fain, faegen, joyful,joyfully;

faegen, fxgn, glad: akin to ON. feginn; IE. base *_
to bte satisfied], [Archaic & Poetic], 1. glad: ready.
2, compelled by circumstatices: reluctantly willing. 3.

eager, adv. with eagerness; gladly: used with. wouM,
as, he woulflfain stay.

fai-naigue (fe-nag')f v& [FAINAIGUED (-nagdOv FAI-

NAIGUING]* fcHpped form < finagle], 1. to fail to follow
suit in playing cards; renege. 2. to cheat; finagle.

fai ne-ant (fa%i-9at; Fr. fS'na'aw'), adj. [Fr. ^, OFr8

.

jr- 1 - J an idler, orig. ppr. of faindre (sed FEIGN) T

;

association with Fr. faire, to do + neant,

xyi idle. n. a lazy, idle, person.
faint (flnt), adj. [ME. faint, femt, weakj OFr./wi, Ht.,

steKish4 pp. oifeindre; see FEiG^lt 1. without strength^

we^E; feeble. 2. without courage or vigor; timid. 3.

done without strength, vigor, or enthusiasm. 4. feeling
weak and dizzy, as if about to swoon. S . dim : indistinct ;

unclear, n. a condition of temporary loss of conscious-
ness" as a result of an inadequate flow of blood to the
brain; swoon, v.i. 1. to fall into a faint; swoon (often

\ 2. [Archaic or Poetic^ to weaken; languisli.

altered "

with away) . .

faint-heart (fSnt'h&rt'), fainthearted persom.

ttiot, look; oil, out; up, ttse, fur;
*'

;, o in comply, it in
" " get; joy; yet; chin; she; thia,

;, o in comply, u m /o|w;
'

as Sta ofifo (aH>l); Fr. Wkly $4 Fr.
r. docli. See pp. x-xii. | foreign;

* hypothetical; < dermA fy
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faint-heart-ed (fant'har'tid), <wf/. cowardly; timid.

faints (fants), n.$. [see FAINT], the crude, impure spr-
its given off in the first and last stages of the distillation

fair^fr), adL [ME.: AS. fxgej, beautiful; akin to Goth.

fagrs, apt, fit; IE. base *pak-, to fasten, as also in L.

paxt pacts, peace (cf, PEACE, PACIFY) ; orig. opposed to

ftml, as still in phrases], 1 . attractive ; beautiful ^lovely :

as, fair women. 2. unblemished; clean: as, a. fair repu-
tation. 3, [ < idea that dark coloring was /oJj, light m
color; blond: as, fair hair. 4. clear and sunny; un-

clouded; free from storm or the threat of storm: as,

fair weather. 5. without obstacles; clear and open: as,

a fair road. 6, smooth and even: said of a ship s lines.

7. just and honest; impartial; unprejudiced: as, a, fair

judge. 8. according to the rules: as, a fair defeat. 9.*

likely : promising; advantageous: as, he is in a/<wr way
to make money,. 10. pleasant and courteous. 11. law-

fully hunted: as, fair game. 12. of moderately good
size: as, a fair fortune. 13. neither very bad nor very

good; average: as, her performance was merely fair.

14. apparently favorable but really false; specious: as,

fair words, n. [Archaic], 1. beauty. 2. a pretty wom-
an. 3. something fair, or good. adv. 1. in a fair man-
ner: as, play/air. 2. straight; squarely: as, struck fair
in the face. IM". [DialJ, to become clear: said of the

weather, v.t. to smooth (timbers, etc.).

Wd fair, to appear likely; have a reasonable chance.

fair and square, [Colloq.j, with justice and honesty.
fair to middling, [Colloq.J, moderately good; passable.

SYN. fair, th general word, implies the treating of both

or all sides alike, without reference to one's own feelings or

interests (afair exchange) ; just implies adherence to a standard
of rightness or lawfulness without reference to one's own in-

clinations (a just decision); impartial and unbiased both

imply freedom from prejudice for or against any side (an

impartial chairman, an unbiased account); dispassionate
implies the absence of passion or strong emotion, hence, con-

notes cool, disinterested judgment (a dispassionate critic);

objective implies a viewing of persons or things without

reference to oneseH, one's feelings, interests, etc. (an objective

newspaper). See also beautiful. ANT. prejudiced, biased.

fair (fir), n. [MB. & OFr./eire (Fr./o*r); LL.feria; L.

feriae, pi., feast days, holidays; OL. fesiae; like L.festus

(see FESTIVE) < Oscan,/$fcw&, temple, akin to L. fanum,
holy place < IE, base *dfefs-, used in religious terms],
1. originally, a gathering of people held at regular in-

tervals for barter and sale 01 g^oods. 2. a festival or

carnival where there is entertainment and things are

sold, often for charity; bazaar. 3. an exhibition, often

competitive, of farm, household, and manufactured
products, usually with various amusement facilities and
educational displays; kind of exposition.

fair ball, in baseball, a batted ball that stops in the in-

field, or first strikes the ground there, and does not
pass the foul line before first or third base, or that first

strikes the ground inside the foul line after passing first

or third base; opposed to foul baU.
Fair-banks (far'banks), n* a town in central Alaska:
pop., 3,400.

fair catch, in football, a catch of a kicked ball made
after giving the proper signal that no attempt will be
made to run with the ball: the opposing players are

penalized if they interfere with the catcher.
fair copy, an exact copy of a document after final cor-
rections have been made on it.

fair employment practices, the employment of per-
sons without prejudicial regard to matters that are ir-

relevant to the work, such as race, religion, sex, etc.

Fair-field (fa^feld'), n. a city in southwestern Connect-
icut: pop., 21,000.

fair green, in golf, a fairway.

fair-ground (farground') i n, an open space where fairs

are held.
fair-haired (f&r/h&d') adj. 1. having blond hair. 2.

[Colloq.], favorite: as, the fair-haired boy of the family.
fair-Hy (fr'i-li), adv, in a fairylike manner; gracefully.

fair-ing (far'irj), n. [fair, v, -f- -*#] in engineering, an
additional part or structure added to an aircraft, etc.
to smooth the outline and thus reduce drag.

fair-ing (far'in), n. [Archaic], a gift got at a fair,
fair-ish ffar'ish), adj. moderately goo4 well, large, etc.
fair-lead (far'led'), n. [< earlier fair-leader], in nautical
usage, a ring, block, or piece of wood with holes & it
that acts as a guide for the running rigging or a rope,
to prevent its being cut or chafed.

fairly (far'li), adv. [ME. fairliche; see FAIR, adj.],
1. justly; equitably. 2, moderately; somewhat: as,
he plays fairly well. 3, clearly; distinctly, 4. com-
pletely or really: as, his voice fairly rang. $, [Obs.],
a) softly, b) courteously.
fairmuid-ea (far'mm'did), adj. just; impartial; un-
biased; unprejudiced.
Fair-ment (far'mont), n. a city in northern West
Virginia: pop., 29,000.

fair play, an abiding by the rules in sports, games, or
any other activity; fairness and honor in dealing with
competitors, customers, etc.

fair sex, women.

fair-spo-ken (far'spo'kan), adf. speaking or spoken
civillyand pleasantly ; polite ;courteous ; bland ; plausible.

fair-trade (far'trad'), adj. designating or of an agree-
ment whereby a distributor undertakes to charge no
less than the minimum price set by a manufacturer on a

specified trade-marked commodity, v.t. to sell (a com-
modity) under a fair-trade agreement.

fair*way (fir'waO. n. 1. a navigable channel in a
river, harbor, etc, 2. that part of a golf course between
the tees and the putting greens where the grass is

cut short.
fair-weatli*er (far'we^'er), adj. 1. suitable only for
fair weather; hence, 2. helpful, dependable, etc. only
in agreeable, easy circumstances: failing in times of
distress or need: as, fair-weather mends.

Fair-weath-er, Mount (far'weM'er), a mountain be-
tween Alaska and British Columbia: height, 15,399 ft.

fair-y (far'i), n. [pi. FAIRIES (-iz)J, [ME. faierie, fairy-
land, enchantment, fairy; OFr. faerie (Fr. feerie) ; see

FAY], 1. a tiny, graceful, delicate imaginary being in
human form, supposed to have magic powers, 2.

[Slang], a male homosexual: contemptuous term, adj.
1. of fairies. 2. fairylike; graceful; delicate. Formerly
also spelled faerie, faeryt faerie, fagry (except in n. 2).

fair-y-land (far'i-land'). n. 1. the imaginary land
where the fairies live. 2. a lovely, enchanting place.

fairy ring, a circle of contrasting color often seen on
grass-covered ground, caused by underground fungi:
so called because formerly thought to have been made
by the dancing of fairies.

fairy talc, 1. a story about fairies, giants, magic deeds,
etc.; hence, 2. an unbelievable or untrue story; lie.

Faisal I (fi'sol), 1885-1933; Arabian military officer

and statesman; king of Syria (1920); king of Iraq
(1921-1933): also spelled Feisal, Feisul.

Jfait ac-com-pli (fe'ta'kow'pleO, [Fr., lit., an accom-
plished fact], a thing already done, so that opposition
or argument is useless.

Faith (fath), [see next entry], a feminine name.
faith (fath), n. [ME. feith; OFr. feid, fei (Fr. yW); I,.

fides < fidere, to trust, confide in], 1. unquestioning
belief. 2. unquestioning belief in God, religion, etc.

3. a religion or a system of religious beliefs: as, the
Catholic faith. 4. anything believed. 5. complete
trust, confidence, or reliance; as, children usually nave
faith in their parents. 6. loyalty^ allegiance to some
person or thing, in terj. indeed ; in faith. SYN. see belief,

bad faith, insincerity; dishonesty; duplicity,
break faith, 1. to be disloyal to one's beliefs, prin-
ciples, etc. 2. to break a promise.
good faith, sincerity: honesty.
in faith, indeed; really.

keep faith, 1. to be loyal to one's beliefs, principles,
etc. 2. to keep a promise.

faith cure, 1. a method of trying to cure illness by
having faith, praying, etc. 2. a cure allegedly caused
by such methods.

faith ful (fSth'fal), adj. 1. keeping faith: worthy of

trust; honest; loyal. 2. reliable; dependable. 3. ac-

curate; exact; true: as, & faithful copy, 4, [Rare], full

of faith, especially religious faith.
the faithful, 1. the true believers (in any specified
religion). 2. the loyal adherents.

SYN. faithful implies continued, steadfast adherence to a
person or thing to whom one is bound by an oath, duty,
obligation, etc. (a faithful wife); loyal implies undeviating
allegiance to a person, cause, institution, etc. wiuch one feels

morally bound to support or defend (a loyal friend) : constant
suggests freedom from fickleness in affections or loyalties (a
constant lover); stanch (or staunch) implies such strong
allegiance to one's principles or purpose as not to be turned
aside by any cause (a sttwh defender of the truth) ; resolute
stresses unwavering determination, often in adhering to one's
personal ends or aims (she was resolute in her decision to stay).
ANT. faithless.

faith healer, a person who attempts faith cures.
faith-less (fathlis), adj. 1. not keeping faith; dis-

honest; disloyal. 2. unreliable; undependable. 3,

[Rare], without faith, especially religious faith.

,SITV
r

.-~faithle88 implies failure to adhere to an oath, duty,
obligation, etc. (a, faithless wife); false, in this connection more
or less synonymous with faithless, stresses failure in (Jevotion
to someone or something that has a moral claim to one's

support (a false friend) ; disloyal implies a breach of allegiance
to a person, cause, institution, etc. (disloyal to one's family);
traitorous strictly implies the commission of an ftct pf treason;
treacherous suggests an inclination to commit treason or a
tendency to betray a trust (liis trfacherefus colleagues); per*
ftdious adds to the meaning of treacherous a connotation of
sordjdness or depravity (a perMious mformer)'. *r-AJT, faith-
ful.

fai tour (fa'tgr), n. [OFr. failor, doer, maker < k.
factor], [Obs.], an impostor; rogue.

Fai-yuni (ft-yoomO, n. a praying of northern Egypt:
area, 670 sq, mi,; pop T , 6Qf9pO: also spelled Fayum,
Fayoum-
Fai-yum, El (el fi-yoom'), a cit^y w Fwum, $gypt:
pop., 64,000, ,

^
fake (fak), v.t. & v.i. [FAKED $|kt); FAKING], [earfter



fake 523 fall

feague, feake; ? < G. fegen, to clean, sweep in 1 7th-c.
thieves slangj, [Colloq.], 1. to make (something)
seem real, satisfactory, etc. by any sort of deception;
practice deception by simulating or tampering with
(something); counterfeit. 2. injass, to improvise (a
chorus, solo passage, etc.). n. fColloq.], anything or
anyone not genuine; fraud; counterfeit, adj. [Colloq.],
fraudulent; not genuine; sham; false. SYN. see false.
fake (fak), n. [prob. < base of AS. faec, interval, di-
vision, intervaTqf time, either directly (cf. Scot, faik,
a fold) or with influence < LG. cognates (cf. MLG.
vak); IE. base *pag- t to fasten], in nautical usage, a
loop of coiled rope, cable, etc. v.t. [FAKED (fakt),
FAKING], to coil (a rope, cable, etc.).

fa-keer (fe-k&rO, n. a fakir.

fak-er (tak'eV), n. [Colloq.], 1. a person who fakes;
fraud; especially, a swindler. 2. a peddler of trinkets.

fa-kir (fs-keV, fa'kSr), n. [Ar.faqtr, lit., poor, a poor
man], 1. a member of a Moslem holy sect who fives

by begging. 2. any Moslem itinerant beggar, often one
claiming to perform miracles. 3. any Hindu ascetic,
fa la, fal la (fala, fa-la'), 1. syllables used as a refrain
in some old songs. 2. a type of part song with this
refrain.

Fa-lange (falanj; Sp. fa-Ian 'ha), n. [Sp., lit., phalanx;
L. phalanx; see PHALANX], a fascist organization estab-
lished in Spain in 1934: it helped to overthrow the
republic in the Spanish civil war (1936-1939) and
became the only official political party under Franco's
regime.
Fa-lang ist (fa-Ian'jist), n. a member of the Falange.
Fa-la sha (fa-la'sha), n. a member of a Hamitic tribe

living in Ethiopia and practicing the Jewish religion.
fal ba-la (faFba-b), n, [Fr.], a furbelow; flounce; frill.

fal-be-lo tfal1-150, n. a falbala.
fal-cate (fal'kat), adj. [L. Jalcatus < falx, folds, a
sickle], sickle-shaped; curvedT; hooked: as, ojalcate leaf.

fal-chion (fdl'chan, fdl'shsn), n. [ME. & OFT.fauchon;
LL. *falcio < L. falx, a sickle; see FALCATE], 1. a
medieval sword with a short, broad, slightly curved
blade; hence, 2. [Poetic], any sword.

fal-ci-torm (fal'si-form'), adj. [< L. falx, falcis, a sickle;
+ -form], falcate: curved: as, falciform cartilages.

fal con (fdl'k'n, f6'k'n), n. [ME. faucon, faukon; OEr.
faucon, falcun; "LL.falco;
;prob. < L. falx, falcis, a
sickle: ? so named from
its curved beak, talons,
or wings], 1. any hawk
trained to hunt and kill

small game, as in the
Middle Ages: cf. tercel.

2. any of several related
birds of j>rey, with long,
pointed wings and a short,
curved, notched beak. 3.

a small cannon used from
the 15th to the 17th
centuries.

fal-con-er (fSl'k'n-er, f6'-

k'n-gr), n. [ME.fauconer;
OFr. faulconier], 1. a
person who breeds and

kinds. 2. [It. falconetto < Olt. falcone (It. falcd) ; cf.

FALCON], an obsolete type of light cannon.
fal con-gen-tle (fei'k'n-jen'tl, fd'k'n-jen't'l), n. [Fr.
faucon gentil; see FALCON & GENTLE], the female of
the European goshawk.

fal-con-iy (fdl'Fn-ri, f6'k'n-ri), n. [OFr. fauconnerie],
1. the art of training falcons to hunt game. 2. the
sport of hunting with falcons.
falderal (fal'da-ralO, n. [nonsense syllables], 1. a
trifle; gewgaw. 2. mere nonsense. 3. a refrain in
some old songs. Also falderol, folderol.

fal-de-rol (faFda-rol'), n. a falderal.
faldstool (faid'stoolO, n. [OFr. faldestoel; LL. faldi-
stolium; OHG. faUstuol, lit., folding stool < faldan, to
fold + stuol, a chair, stool], 1. a portable stool or
desk used in praying. 2. in the Roman Catholic Church,
a backless chair used by a bishop when officiating in
a church other than his own, or when not on his
throne. 3. in the Anglican Church, a desk at which
the litany is read.
Fal-kcm.bayn, E-rich von (S'riH fdn fal'ksn-nlt/),
1861-1922; German general; chief of staff (1914^1916).
Fal kirk (fol'kerk, f&'ke-rk), n. a city in Stirlingshire,
Scotland: pop., 37,000 test. f946): site of a Battle
(1298) in which Scotland uiider Wallace was^ defeated

_by Engjand.
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k-land Islands ff^kland^ a crrmit) 6f Rritisii Islaads,ds (f&kland) a g
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Falk-ner, William (fdk'ngr), ^e Faulkaer, WUIiam.
fall (fdl), v& IFELL (fel), FALLEN (f61

/f
n), FALLING], [ME.

fatten; AS. feattan, to fall; akin to G. fallen; IE. base
*phol~f to fall], I. to come down by the force of gravity;
drop; descend. 1. to come down because detached,
pushed, dropped, etc.; move down and land forcibly:
as, apples/alffrom the tree. 2. to come down suddenly
from a standing or sitting position: tumble; topple;
become prostrate: as, the child stumbled and/^ZI. 3. to
be wounded or killed in battle. 4. to come down in

ruins; collapse: as, the building fell. 5. to hang down:
as, the coat falls well from the shoulders. 6. to strike;
hit : as, the arrow fell wide of its mark. II. to pass from
a position, condition, etc. regarded as higher to one re-

garded as lower. 1. to take a downward direction: as,
her glance fell, the river faUs to the sea. 2. to become
lower in amount, number, degree, intensity, value, etc.;
lessen: as, prices are falling, his temperature fdl. 3. to
lose power; be overthrown: as, the government has
fatten. 4. to lose status, reputation, dignity, etc. 5. to
yield to temptation; do wrong; sin; especially (of
women), to lose chastity. 6. to be captured or con-
quered: as, Berlin fell to the Allies. 7. to pass into a
particular mental or physical state: ast the child fell
ill, 8. to take on a look of disappointment or dejection:
as, her face fell. 9. to become lower in pitch or volume:
as, her voice fell. III. to happen as if by dropping. I. to
take place; occur: as, the meeting/HJ on a Friday. 2. to
come by chance, lot, or distribution: as, the prize
fell to the lucky girl. 3. to come as a right or in-
heritance: as, the estate falls to the widow. 4. to
come at a specified place: as, the accent falls on
the third syllable. 5. to be directed: as, his eye fett
on a misspelled word. 6. to be spoken: as, the
news fell from his lips. 7. to be born: said of ani-
mals. 8. to be divided (into) : as, these poems fall into
two classes, n. [< the #.] 1. a dropping; descending;
coming down. 2. a coming down suddenly from a
standing or sitting position. 3. a hanging down. 4. a
downward direction or slope. 5. a becoming lower or
less; reduction in value, pnce, etc. 6. a capture; over-
throw; ruin. 7. a loss of status, reputation, etc. 8. a
yielding to temptation ; wrongdoing; moral lapse. 9. a)
a birth: said of animals, b) the number of animals born
at one birth; litter. 10. something that has fallen : as, a
fall of leaves. 11. the season when leaves fall; autumn.
12. the amount of what has fallen: as, a six-inch fall of
snow. 13. the distance that something falls: as, the
stream had a fall of three feet. 14. usually pi. water
falling over a cliff, etc.; cascade. 15. a broadT, turned-
down ruff or collar. 16. a piece of cloth hanging from
a woman's hat. usually in back; kind of veu. 17. in
mechanics, the loose end of a cable or chain of a tackle.
18. in nautical usage, a) a break in the level of a deck
line. &) pi. a hoisting apparatus. 19. a) in wrest-
ling, the act of throwing an opponent on his back so
that both shoulders touch the noor. &) a bout or divi-
sion of a wrestling match, adj. of, for, or in the autumn.
fall among, to come among by chance.
fall away, 1. to take away friendship, support, etc.;
desert. 2. to become less in size, strength, etc.;
specifically, t9 grow thin and weak.

fall back, to withdraw; give way; retreat; recede,
fall back on (or upon), 1. to turn, or return; to lor
security or help. 2. to retreat to.

fall behind, 1. to drop back; lag behind. 2. to fail
to pay on time: be in arrears.

fall down on. [Slang], to be unsuccessful in; fail in.
fall fiat, to fail to have the desired effect; be completely
unsuccessful.

fall for, [Slang], 1. to fall in love with: become infat-
uated with. 2. to be tricked or duped by.

fall foul (or afoul) of, 1. to become entangled with.
2. to have trouble with: get into a quarrel with.
3. [brig, sense], in nautical usage, to collide with.

fall from grace, to sin; lapse in the observance of moral
or religious prescriptions.

fall in, 1. to oend inward; cave in. 2. to agree. 3. to
line up in proper formation.

fall in with, 1. to meet by chance. 2. to meet and
join. 3. to agree with; comply with.

fall off. 1. to drop. 2. to become smaller, less, etc.
3. to become worse; decline. 4. in nautical usage, to
swing

:
to, leeward or off the wind.

fall on (0r upon), 1, to attack. 2., to be the duty of.

fall out, 1. to have a disagreement; quarrel. 2. to
happen; result. 3. to leave one/s place in line.

fall short, 1. to be lacking. 2. to fail to meet a
standard or goal (with of).

fall through, to fail; come to nothing.
fall to, 1. to begin; start. 2. to start attacking;
hence, 3. to start eating. 4. to close or move into
position by itself.

,

fall finder^ 1. to come under (an influence, etc.).
2. to be listed or classified as.

e; lot, g5, hdrn, t631, look; oil, out; up, Use, fur; get; joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
: fg^^&ijOTffty, o in comply, u m focus;
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Falla familiarity
ride for a fan, to behave in a manner likely to cause
one trouble or injury.

the Fall (of Man), in Christian theology, Adam's sin
of yielding to temptation in eating the forbidden
fruit, and his subsequent loss of grace: see original
sin.

FaMa
t
Ma-nu-el de (ma-nwel' the fSlyS), 1876-1946;

Spanish composer.
fal la cious (f9~1'shas) , adj. [L. fdlaciosus], 1. based
on a fallacy; faulty in logic; erroneous: as, fallacious

reasoning^. 2. misleading and disappointing; deceptive:
as, fallacious expectations.

fal-la-cy (falVsi), n. [pi FALLACIES (-siz)], [ME. & OFn
fallace; L. fallacia, deception, artifice < fallax, fallacis,
deceptive, deceitful <fallere, to deceive], 1. originally,

deception. 2. aptness to mislead; being deceptive; de-
lusive quality: as, the fallacy of the senses. 3. a false

or mistaken idea, opinion, etc.; error. 4, false reason-

ing; illogical or misleading argument.
fal-lal (fallal') n. [arbitrary formation], a useless

piece of finery or frippery.
fall en (f61'

f

n), adj. [ME.; pp. of fall], 1. having come
down; dropped. 2. prostrate; on the ground. 3. hav-
ing lost status or moral reputation; degraded. 4. cap-
tured; overthrown. 5. ruined; destroyed. 6. dead.

fall guy, [Slang], a person made the victim, or left to
face the consequences, of a scheme that has miscarried.

faMi-biM-ty (fal's-bil's-ti), n. the quality of being
fallible.

faHi-ble (fal'o-b'l), adj. [ME.; ML.fallibilis < L.fallere,
to deceive], 1. liable to be mistaken or deceived. 2.

liable to be erroneous or inaccurate.

falling sickness, [Rare], epilepsy.

falling star, a meteor.
fall line, 1. the geographical line indicating the begin-
ning of a plateau, usually marked by many waterfalls
and rapids. 2. [F- L-], the line east of the Appalachian
Mountains, marking the end of the coastal plains and
the beginning of the Piedmont Plateau.
Fal*Io*m-an tube (fs-lo'pi-an), [after Gabriel Fallopio
(or Fattopius), Italian anatomist (1523-1562), who dis-

covered them], either of two slender tubes that carry
ova from the ovaries to the uterus: also called oviduct.

fall-out (f61'out') n, 1. the descent to earth of radioac-
tive particles after a nuclear explosion. 2. these particles.

faMow (faF5), n. [ME. falow; AS. fealh; akin to AS.
fealK harrow, felloe (of wheel) ; IE. *pel-k < base *qwel-,
to turn], 1. land plowed but not seeded for one or more
growing seasons, to kill weeds, make the soil richer, etc.

2. the plowing of land to be left idle for one or more
growing seasons, adj. 1. left uncultivated or un-
planted. 2. untrained; inactive: said of the mind. v.t.

[ME. falwen, falgen; AS. fealgian < fealh, fallow land;
associated with fealwian, to fade < fealu; see FALLOW
(yellow)], to leave (land) unplanted after plowing.

faMow (fal'o), ad). [ME. falow, falwe: AS, fealo;
akin to G.fahl, fallow; Gmc. *falwa < IE. base *pel-,
gray, pale; cf. PALE], pale-yellow; brownish-yellow.

fallow deer, a small European deer having a yellowish
coat spotted with white in summer.

Fall River, a seaport in southeastern Massachusetts:
pop. t 112,000.

false (f61s), adj. [ME. & OFr. fals; L. falsus, pp. of

fottere, to deceive], 1. not accurate; not true; in error;
incorrect; wrong; mistaken: as, a false argument. 2.

untruthful; lying; dishonest: as, a. false witness. 3. dis-

loyal; unfaithful: as, a false friend. 4. deceiving or
meant to deceive; misleading: as, a false scent. 5. not
real; sham; artificial; counterfeit. 6. not properly so
named; deceptively resembling: as, the false sunflower.
7. in mechanics, temporary, inessential, or added on fpr
protection, disguise, etc.: as, a false drawer. 8. in
music, pitched incorrectly, adv. in a false manner.
play (a person) false, to deceive, cheat, hoodwink, or
betray (a person).
put (a persoil) in a false position, to cause misunder-
standing of (a person's) intentions, opinions, etc.

SYN. false, in this comparison, refers to anything that is
not in essence that which, it purports to be and may or may not
connote deliberate deception (false hair); sham refers to an
imitation or simulation of something and usually connotes
intent to deceive (sham piety) ; counterfeit and the colloquial
bogus apply to a very careful imitation and always imply
intent to deceive or defraud (.counterfeit, or bogus, money);
fake is a colloquial term for any person or thing that is not
genuine (a fake doctor, chimney, etc.). See also faithless.
ANT. genuine, real.

false bottom, 1. a bottom (of a box, drawer, etc.)
between which and the real bottom there is a secret
compartment. 2. the bottom of a whisky glass, etc.
raised or narrowed in such a way as to give a deceptive
appearance to the true capacity of the glass.

false face, a mask ; usually, a comical or grotesque mask.
false foxglove, a tall plant with large, yellow, thimble-
like flowers, resembling the foxglove.

false-heart-ed (fols'har'tid), adj. disloyal; deceitful.
false-hood (fOls'hood) , n. 1 . lack of accuracy or truth ;

falsity; deception. 2. the telling of lies; lying. 3. a false
statement; lie. 4. a false belief, theory, idea, etc.

false imprisonment, unlawful imprisonment.
false keel, a narrow keel below the main keel, for pro-
tection and increased steadiness.

false pretenses, in law, deliberate misrepresentation
of fact in speech or action in order to defraud someone
of the title to a certain property or money.

false ribs, the five lower ribs on each side of the body:
so called because they are not directly attached to the
breastbone.

false step, 1. a misstep; stumble; hence, 2. a blunder.
false teeth, an artificial denture, especially, a complete
denture.

fal-set-to (f&l-set'o), n. [pi. FALSETTOS (-oz)j, [It. falsetto,
dim. oifalso, false < L.falsus; see FALSE], 1. an artifi-

cial way of singing, %
used especially by tenors, in which

the voice is placed in a register much higher than that
of the natural voice. 2. the voice used in such singing,
usually characterized by a S9ft, nasal equality. 3. a
person singing in falsetto, adj. of or singing in falsetto.

adv. in falsetto.
fals-ies (fdl'siz), n.pl. [Colloq.], pads worn with a
brassiere to make the breasts look fuller.

fai-si-fi-ca-tion (f61'sa-fi:ka'sh9n), n. [OFr.; "LL. falsiji-

catio], a falsifying or being falsified.

fal-si-fi-er (fSl'ss-fl'er), n. a person who falsifies.

fal-si-fy (f61's9-fl') v.L [FALSIFIED (-fid'), FALSIFYING],
[Fr. falsifier; LL. falsificare < L. falsificus, that acts

falsely < falsus (see FALSE) + facere, to make], 1. to
make false; specifically, a) to misrepresent; give an
untrue or misleading account of. b) to alter (a record,
etc.) fraudulently, c) to alter from the accepted rale or
form: as, a poet sometimes falsifies accent. 2. to prove
to be untrue or unfounded. v.i. to tell falsehoods; lie.

fal-si-ty (f61'sa-ti), n. [pi. FALSITIES (-tiz)] f 1. the con-
dition or quality of being false; specifically, a) incor-
rectness, b) dishonesty, c) deceitfulness. d") dis-

loyalty. 2. something false; especially, a lie.

Fal-staff, Sir John (fdl'staf, f61'staf), in Shakespeare's
Henry IV (Parts I and II) and The Merry Wives of
Windsor, a fat, jovial, witty knight, bold and brazen
in. talk but cowardly on the battlefield.

Fal-stafM-an (f61-staf'i-3n), adj. of or like Falstaff or
his ragged followers; boastful, witty, brazen, etc.

Fal-ster (fal'stgr), n. one of the islands of Denmark:
area, 199 sq. mi.; pop., 45,000.

falt-boat (falt'bot'J, n. [G. faltboot < fallen, to fold

(akin to Eng./oW) + boot, a boat (akin to Eng. boat)],
a light, collapsible boat made like a kayak : also foldboat,

fal-ter (f61'ter), v.i. [M&. faltren, prob. < ON.; cf. ON.
faltra(sk), to be encumbered], 1. to move uncertainly
or unsteadily; totter; stumble. 2. to stumble in speech;
speak haltingly; stammer. 3. to act hesitantly; show
uncertainty; waver; flinch: as, the front ranks faltered
before the enemy fire. v.t. to say haltingly, hesitantly,
or timidly, n. 1. a faltering. 2. a faltering sound.
SYN. see hesitate.

fam., 1. familiar. 2. family.
F.A.M., Free and Accepted Masons.
fame (fam), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.fama, fame, reputation;
like fari, to speak < IE. base *bha-, to speak, seen
also in Gr. pheme, utterance, report & AS. ben t a
request], 1. [Rare or Archaic], public report; rumor.
2. reputation, especially for good. 3. the state of

being well known or much talked about; renown;
celebrity, v.t. [FAMED (famd) , FAMING], [Archaic], 1. to
tell about widely. 2. to make famous.
famed (famd), adj. [pp. otfame], 1. reported; reputed;
popularly believed. 2. widely known; celebrated; re-
nowned (for something).
Fa-meuse (fa-rnuz'; Fr. fa/moz'), n. [Fr., fern, of

fameux, famous], a late fall variety of apple.
fa-miHal (fe-mi'yel), adj. [< L. famttia, a family],
of, involving, or common to a family.
familiar (fe-mil'yeY), adj. [ME. & OFr. familier; L.
familiaris, of a household, domestic < familia; see

FAMILY], 1. originally, having to do with a family.
2. friendly; intimate; close: as, familiar conversation.
3. too friendly; presumptuous; unduly intimate or
bold. 4. closely acquainted (with). 5. well-known;
common; ordinary: as, accidents are a familiar sight.
6. domesticated: said of animals. Abbreviated fam.
n. 1. a close friend. 2. formerly, a spirit believed to
act as an intimate servant. 3. [Obs.J, a member of
the family. 4. in the Roman Catholic Church, a lay
servant in a monastery or bishop's household.
SYN. -familiar is applied to that which is known through
constant association., and, with reference to persons, suggests
informality, or, even presumption, such, as might prevail among
members of a family; close is applied to persons or things very
near to one in affection, attraction, interests, etc.; intimate
impHes very close association, acquaintance, relationship, etc.
or suggests something of a very personal or private nature:
confidential implies a relationship in which "there is mutual
trust and a sharing of private thoughts, problems, etc. ,See
also common.

fa-mlM-ar-i-ty (fg-mil'i-arVti, fa-mil'yar's-ti), n. [pi.
FAMILIARITIES (-tiz)J, [ME. & OFr. famMarite; L,.

familiaritas < familiaris; see FAMEUARJ, 1. intimacy.
2. free and intimate behavior; absence of formality
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and ceremony. 3. undue intimacy. 4. usually pk
an act, remark, etc. permitted only by intimacy or
close relationship. 5. close acquaintance (with some-
thing).
fa-miHar-i-za-tion (fe-mil'yer-o-za'shsn), n. a famil-

iarizing or being familiarized.

fa-mil-iar-ize (fa-mil'ya-riz'), v.t. [FAMILIARIZED (-rizdO,
FAMILIARIZING], {familiar + ~ize], 1. to make commonly
known: as, the war familiarized terms like radar and
jeep. 2. to make (another or oneself) accustomed or

fully acquainted: as, familiarize yourself with the job.

fam-i-ly (fam'a-li, famli), n. [pi. FAMILIES (-Hz)|, [L.

familia, servants in a household, household < famulus,
servant; ? < IE. *dhe-mo-, house (< *dhe-; see FACT),
seen also in Sans, dhaman, household; cf. DOOM],
1. all the people living in the same house. 2. a) a

group consisting of the two parents and their children.

b) the children of the same parents, c) one's husband
(or wife) and children. 3. a group of people related

by blood or marriage; relatives. 4. all those descended
from a common ancestor; tribe, clan, or race. 5. a)

descent; lineage, b) good or noble lineage. 6. a group
of things having a common source or similar features:

as, a family of languages. 7. in biology, a subdivision
in the classification of plants or animals, ranking
above a genus and below an order: family names of

plants have the suffix -aceae, those of animals, -idae.

Abbreviated fam.
in a family way, [Colloq.], pregnant; with child.

family circle, 1. a group consisting of the members
of a family and intimate friends. 2. in some theaters,
a section in the upper balcony.
family man. 1 . a man with a family. 2. a man devoted
to his family and home.
family name, a surname.
family tree, 1. a chart showing the relationship of

all the ancestors and descendants in a given family.
2. all the ancestors and descendants in a given family.
famine (fam'in), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL. *famina < L.

fames, hunger], 1. a) an acute and general shortage
of food. V) the time of this. 2. starvation; great
hunger. 3. an acute and general lack of anything.
fam-ish (fam'ish), v.t. & v.i. < ME. famen; OFr.
afamer < L. ad, to + fames, hunger], 1. to be^or make
very hungry; weaken with hunger. 2, to kill or die

with hunger; starve.
fa-mous (fa'mss) , adj. [ME. ; OFr. fameus; L. famasus
< fama; see FAME], 1. much talked about; having
fame, or celebrity; renowned. 2. rColloq.}, excellent;

very good; first-rate. 3. [Archaic], notorious.
$YN. famous is applied to persons or things that have
received wide public attention and are generally known and
talked about; renowned suggests ^a being named_ publicly

again and again for some outstanding quality, achievement,
etc.; celebrated is applied to persons or things that have
received much public honor or praise; noted implies a being
brought to the wide notice of the public for some particular

quality; notorious, in current usage, suggests a being widely
but unfavorably known or talked about; distinguished im-

plies a being noted as superior in its class or of its kind; emi-
nent more strongly stresses the conspicuous superiority of

persons or things; illustrious suggests a reputation based on
brilliance of achievement or splendidness of character. ANT.
obscure, unknown.
fanvu-lus (fam'yoo-bs), n. [pi. FAMULI (-K

7
)], [L., a

servant; see FAMILY], an attendant or assistant, espe-
cially ol a medieval sorcerer or scholar.

fan (fan), n. [ME. fan, fann; AS. fann < L. vanmts,
basket for winnowing grain < IE. base *wf-, to blow,
flutter, seen also in Eng. wind (air), winnow], 1.

originally, a device for separating gram from chart by
throwing the grain into the air so as to cause the
chaff to be blown away; hence, 2. any device or

machine used to set up a current of air for ventilating
or cooling; specifically, a) any flat surface moved by
hand, b) a folding device made of paper, cloth, etc.

which when opened has the shape of a sector of a
circle, c) a device consisting of one or more revolving
blades or vanes attached to a rotary hub and operated
by a motor. 3. anything in the shape of a fan (2, b),
as the tail of a bira, 4. in a windmill, a small vane
that keeps the large vanes, or sails, at right angles to

the wind. v.t. [FANNED (fand), FANNING!, [ME. fan-
nien < the .], 1. to move or agitate (air) with or as

with, a fan; set up a current of (air) with a fan, 2. to

direct a current of air toward or on wita or as with
a fan; blow on, 3. ta stir up; excite. 4. to Mow away
(flies, etc.) with a fan. 5. to spread out into the

shape of a fan (n. 2, b). 6. to separate (grain) from
chat. 7. [< I*.*., 2}> [Slang), in kuAdk to stoke (a

batter) out* tu* 1. to scatter or spread (puit)
i hfce a

fan (n. 2, b). 2. [< idea of fanning the a*ri [Slang},

in tav&A to strike out.
fan the air, to strike at but fail to hat something.

fan (lam)* it* [proK t

< fawati^ mftttenceck by jawctGr &
the /toMftJIft fC0Jiot.i person enttesiastte a^ofc a

| specified sport, pastime, or performer; devotee: as, a
baseball fan, movie fan.

fa-nat-ic (fs-nat'ik), adj. fanatical, n. a fanatical

person. SYN. see zealot.

fa-nat-ical (fa-nat'i-k'l), adj. {< L, fanaticus, of a

temple, hence] enthusiastic, inspired < fanum, a temple
(cf. FANE); 4-

-cJ], unreasonably enthusiastic; overly
zealous: as, fanatical devotion to a cause.

fa-nat-i-cism (fs-natVsiz'm), n. [see FANATICAL &
-ISM], excessive and unreasonable enthusiasm or zeal:

as, religious fanaticism.
fan-cied (fan'sid) , adj. [pp. offancy], imaginary ;imagined.
fan-ci-er (fan'si-er), n. [see FANCY, *.*.], 1. a person
given to fancies. 2. a person with a special interest

in and knowledge of something, particularly f
of the

breeding of plants or animals: as, a dog fancier.
fan-ci'ful (fan'si-fdl), adj. 1. full of fancy; indulging
in fancies; imaginative; whimsical. 2. created in the
fancy; imaginary; not real: as, a fanciful tale. 3.

showing fancy in construction or design; quaint; odd:
as, fanciful costumes. SYN. see imaginary.

fanciless (fan'si-lis), adj. without fancy, or imagination.
fan-cy (fan'si), n. [pi. FANCIES (-siz)], [contr. < ME.
fantasy; see FANTASY], 1. a) originally, imagination
in general, b) decorative, light, whimsical, playful, or

capricious imagination: the current literary sense. See
imagination. 2. illusion or delusion. 3. a mental
image. 4. an arbitrary idea; notion; caprice; whim.
5. an inclination, liking, or fondness, often temporary.
6. critical taste or judgment in art, dress, etc. adj.
[FANCIER (-si-gr), FANCIEST (-si-ist)], 1. based on
fancy; capricious; whimsical; fanciful. 2. higher than
real value; extravagant: as, & fancy price. 3. made or
added to please the fancy; ornamental: decorated;
not plain; elaborate: as, a fancy necktie. 4. of superior
skill; intricate and difficult: as, fancy diving. 5. of

superior quality, and therefore costing more: as, canned
goods graded fancy. 6. for expensive tastes: as, a
fancy shop, fancy groceries. 7. bred for some special
feature or excellence of type: said of animals, v.t.

[FANCIED (-sid), FANCYING], 1. to imagine. 2. to have
a liking for; be fond of. 3. to believe without con-
viction; suppose. 4. to breed (animals) for some
special feature or excellence of type.
fancy (that) I can you imagine (that)l
the fancy, formerly, the enthusiasts of some sport or
hobby, especially boxing.

fancy dress, a masquerade costume.
fan-cy-free (fan'si-fre'), adj. 1. free to fall in love;
not married, engaged, etc. 2. carefree.

fancy man, 1. a man supported by a woman, espe-
cially by a prostitute. 2. a man who gambles, especially
on horse racing.
fancy woman, 1. a mistress. 2. a prostitute.
fan-cy-work (fan

A
si-wurk') n. embroidery, crocheting,

and other ornamental needlework.
fan-dan-go (fan-dar/go), n. [pi. FANDANGOS (-goz)],
[Sp.] 1. a lively Spanish dance in rhythm varying
from slow to quick 3/4 time. 2. music for this.

fane (fan) , n. 7L. fanum, sanctuary, temple < base of

fari; see FAME], [Archaic & Poetic], a temple or church.
Fan euil Hall (fan'l, fan'yal), an old market building
and public hall in Boston, Massachusetts: called the
Cradle of Liberty because of its use by Revolutionary
patriots as a meeting place.

fan-fare (fan'farO, n. [Fr. < fanfarer, to blow trumpets
< fanfaron, braggart, blusterer; see FANFARONADE],
1. a loud blast or flourish of trumpets. 2, noisy or

showy display,,
fan-fa-ron-ade (anA

feT-a~na<l/), n. [Fr.; Sp. fanfarron-
ada < Sp. fanfarron, fafarron, boaster < Ar. farfar,
boastful], 1. boasting talk or action. 2. fanfare.

fang (far)), n. [ME., St., that which catches; AS. fang,
a catching, seizing < base of

fan (Gmc. *fayxan~), to seize,
akin to G. fangen; IE. base
*pak-, to fasten, fix, as also
in L. pangere, to fasten],
1. a) one of the long, pointed
teeth with which meat-eatinjg
animals seize and tear their

prey; canine tooth, b) one of
the long, hollow or grooved
teeth through which poison-
ous snakes inject their venom.
2. the pointed part of some-
thing ; tusk ; talon. 3 . former-
fjrV the root of a tooth. SYN. see tooth.

fanged (fand), adj. having fangs.
fanlight (fan'EtO* n. a semicircular window, often with
sash, oars in a fanlike arrangement^ over a door or

larger window.
fan mail, letters received by a prominent or well-
known person, as an author or actor, especially, letters
of praise or adulation from strangers. 4

FANGS
(of bushmaster)

; to, bite; lot, g^.feton, tool, look; oil, out m Use, for; .ftet? j

q; il^ Er. duo;A du4B&; kh G! dock Seejppl ;tical; < derived from.
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fan-ner (fan/er), n. a person or thing that fans; espe-
cially, a machine for separating grain from chaff.

Fan-nie, Fanny (fan
f
i), a feminine name; see Frances.

fan-ny (fan'i), n. [contraction of Aunt Fanny, fanciful

euphemism], [Slang], the buttocks.
fan-o (fan's) , n. a fanon.
fan-on (fan'an), n. [OFr.; OHG. fa.no, piece of cloth],
1. a narrow band worn hanging over trie left arm by
priests celebrating Mass; maniple. 2. a capelike vest-
ment worn by the Pope at Mass. Also fano, fanum,
phano.
fan palm, any palm tree with broad, fan-shaped leaves.

fan-tail (fan'talO, n. I. a part, tail, or end spread out
like an opened tan, 2. a variety of domestic pigeon,
Australian flycatcher, or goldfish with such a tail.

fan-tan (fan'tanO* n. [< Chin, fan, number of times +
Can, apportion], 1. a Chinese gambling game in which
the players must guess the number of beans, counters,
etc. that will be left from a pile after it has been counted
off in fours. 2. a card game in which the players dis-

card their cards in proper sequence, the winner being
the one who first gets rid of aU his cards.

fan-ta-si-a (fan-ta'zi-9, fan-ta'zhs, fan-ta'zi-s, fan'te-ze'-

a), n. [It. < LL. phantasia; see FANTASY], 1. a musical
composition of no fixed form, with a structure deter-
mined by the composer's fancy. 2. a medley of
familiar tunes.
fan-tasm (fan'taz'm), n, a phantasm.
fan-tast (fan'tast) , n. animpractical dreamer ; visionary.
fan-tasdc (fan-tas'tik), adj. JOPr. fantastique; ML.
fantasticus; LL. phantasticus; Gr. phantastikos, able to
present or represent to the mind < phantazein, to make
visible < phainein, to show], 1. existing in the imagina-
tion; imaginary; unreal: as, the fantastic notions of the
insane. 2. having a strange or weird appearance; gro-
tesque; oddj quaint: as, a fantastic hat. 3. thought of

by unrestrained fancy; extravagant; capricious; eccen-
tric: as, her whims are fantastic, n. a -person who is

fantastic in behavior, dress, etc.; eccentric.
SI7V. fantastic implies a lack of restraint in imagination,
suggesting that which is extravagantly fanciful or unreal in

design, conception, construction, etc. (fantastic notions);
bizarre suggests that which is extraordinarily eccentric or
strange because of startling incongruities, extreme contrasts,
etc. (music with a bizarre atonality); grotesque suggests a
ludicrously tomatural distortion of the normal or real, or a
fantastic combination of elements (the grotesque grimaces of
the comedian). See also imaginary.

fan-tas-ti cal (fan-tas'ti-k'I), adj. fantastic.

fan-ta-sy (fan'ts-si, fan'ta-zi),, n. [pi. FANTASIES (-siz,
-ziz)], [ME. & QFr.fantasie; LL. phantasiat idea, notion;
Gr. pnantasia, look or appearance of a thing, lit., a
making visible < phainein, to showj, 1. imagination or
fancy; especially, wild, visionary fancy, 2. an unreal
mental image; illusion; phantasm. 3. a whim; queer
notion; caprice. 4. an imaginative poem, play, etc.
5. in music, a fantasia. 6. in psychology, a mental
image, as in a daydream, usually pleasant and with
some vague continuity. Also spelled phantasy.

fan-torn (fan'tsm), n. & adj. phantom.
fan tracery, the decoration on fan vaulting.
fan-urn (fan'am), n. a fanon.
fan vaulting, in architecture, vaulting in which the ribs
are spread out like those of a fan.

fan-wise (fan'wiz') adv. opened out like a folding fan.
fan-wort (fan'wurt'), n- a water plant with submerged,
finely divided leaves: it is used in aquariums.

far (Hr), adj. [FARTHER (-*&&), FARTHEST (-*Hst): see
also FURTHER, FURTHEST], [ME. farre &ferre (whence<4n1 fj-Lmi-L-L <Aj*.\ . A .O X__~ ./ _i_ j _ /<-rT/~i > -ri-%

remote is applied to that which is far off in space, time,
connection, etc. from a place, thing, or person understood as a
ixxbt of reference (a remote village) ; removed, used predica-
tively, stresses separateness, distinctness, or lack of connection
more strongly than remote. ANT. near, close.

far-ad (far'sd, far'ad), n. [after M. Faraday], an electro-

magnetic unit of capacitance, equal to the amount that
permits the storing of one coulomb of charge for each
volt of applied potential difference: symbol, P: abbre-
viated F. f.

far-a-day (farVda'), n. [after M. Faraday], a unit of

quantity of electricity, used especially in electrolysis,
equal to the amount necessary to free one gram atomic
weight of a univalent element: its value is approximate-
ly 96,494 coulombs.
Far-a-day, Michael (far'a-da'), 1791-1867; English
chemist and physicist; discovered electromagnetic in-

duction; formulated the laws of electrolysis.
fa-rad-ic ffe-rad'ik), adj. [see FARAD], in electricity, in-

ductive; induced.
far a-dize (far'a-diz'), v.t. [FARADIZED (-dizd'), FARADIZ-
ING], [Fr. faradiser, after Michael Faraday; see -IZE], in
medicine, to treat or stimulate with induced electricity.

fa ran-do-la (fs-ran'do-19), n. a farandole.
far-an-dole (far'sn-dolOr n. [Fr.; Pr. farandoulo;
prob. < fa, to make -1- roundelo, round dance (cf.

ROUNDEL)], 1. a lively French dance in 6/8 time.
2. the music for such a dance.

far-a-way (far'a-wa')f adj. 1. distant in time, place,
degree, etc. 2. dreamy; abstracted: as, & faraway look.

farce (fars), n. [Fr., stuffing, hence farce < farcer, to
stuff; L. farcire, to stuff, fill in: so called because early
farces were used to fill in the interludes between parts
of a play], 1. an exaggerated comedy based on broadly
humorous situations; play intended only to be funny.
2. broad humor of the kind found in such plays. 3.

something absurd or ridiculous: as, his work was just a
farce. 4. the stuffing for a fowl. v.t. [FARCED (farst),
FARCING], to fill out with or as with stuffing or season-
ing: as, he farced his play with old jokes.

(lar'ser'), n. [Fr.l, 1. an actor in farces. 2.

as, a far land, in the far future. 2'. extending a long
way: as, a far journey. 3. more distant: as, the far
side of the stage. 4. very different in quality or nature.
5. advanced; well along, as in years, adv. 1. very
distant in space, time, or degree. 2. to or from a dis-
tance in tune

t
or position. 3. very much; considerably:

as, this book isfar better than that. n. a distant place-
used in certain phrases, as from far.
as far as, to the distance, extent, or degree that.
by far, considerably; to a great degree.
far and away, very much; beyond doubt.
far and near, everywhere.
far and wide, widely; everywhere.
far be it from me, I would not presume or wish.
go far, 1. to cover much extent; last long. 2. to have
a strong tendency. 3. to accomplish much; achievemuch success.

fn so far as, to the extent or degree that.
so far, 1. to that extent. 2. up to that point; ut> to
now.

so far as, to the extent or point that.

SYN+~~far generally suggests that which is an indefinitelyfongway off in space, time, relation, etc. (a far cry); distant, al-

thojgli
also suggesting a considerable interval of separation

{a distant sound), is the term used when the measure of anv
interval is sp&Jfied (desks four feet distant from one another);

Jfar-ceur (lar'ser'),
a writer of farces. 3. a joker: humorist; wag.

far-cial (far'shal), adj. farcical.
lar-ci-cal (far'si-k'l), adj. of, or having the nature of, a
farce; absurd; ridiculous; ludicrous. SYN. see funny,

far-ci-cal-i-ty (far'si-kal's-ti) , n. L the quality of being
farcical. 2. \pl. FARCICALITIES (-tiz)], a farcical action
or remark.

far cry, a great distance or extent; long way.
far-cy (far'si), n. [Fr. farcin < LL. farciminum < L.
farcire, to stun, cram], a disease of horses affecting the
lymphatic glands: a form of glanders.

far-del (far'dl), n. [ME.: OFr., dim. <farde, a bundle,
pack; AT. fardah, a bundle, camel's load], [Archaic], 1.

a pack; bundle. 2. a burden; misfortune.
fare (far), vd. [FARED (fajrd), FARING], [ME. farm: AS.
faran, to go, wander; akin to G.fahren; IE. base *per-,
(to go) thither, (come) hither, etc. (cf. FAR), seen also

in^L. portare, to carry, lit., to bring hither or thither],
1. [Poetic], to travel; go. 2. to happen: result: as, how
did it fare with him? 3. to be in a specified condition or
position; get on: go through an experience: as, he
fared well in his business. 4. to eat or be given food.
n. 1. the amount of money paid for transportation.
2. a passenger in a train, bus, taxi, etc. 3. food; diet.
4 . [Archaic], the condition of things. SYN. see food.
Far East, eastern Asia, including China, Japan, etc
Far Eastern Region, Khabarovsk Territory, U.S.S.R!
fare-well

(f&r'wel'),
interj. [fare (imperative) + well],

good-by. n.
(fa^'wel'), 1. parting words; expression

at parting, usually of good wishes. 2. a leave-taking.
adj. (far'wer), parting; last: as, a farewell gesture.
Farewell, Cape (far

7
wel'), the southernmost tip of

Greenland.
far-famed (far'famdO, adj. widely famous.
far-fetched (far'fechf), adj. I. not naturally resulting
or introduced; strained; forced. 2. [Archaic], brought
from a distance.

far-flung (faVflur/) , adj. extending for a great distance.
Far-go (far'go), n. a city in southeastern North Dakota,
on the Red River: pop., 33,000,

fa-rina (fg-re'na), n. {L., ground corn, meal <far, sort
of grain, spelt], 1. flour or meal made from cereal
grains, potatoes, nuts, beans, etc., eaten as a cooked
cereal. 2. potato starch or other starch

far4;na*eeou8 (farVna'shas), adj. [LL. farinucewr < L.
farvna; see FARINA], 1. containing, consisting of, or
made from flour or meal 2. like meal. 3. starchy

far-i-nose
(far'a-nps'), adj. [LL. farinosus], 1. produc-

ing fanna, 2.
fujl of meal; mealy. 3m botany & zool-

ogy, covered wrth a powderlike substance,

(far'k'R>e<i), n.

*** *VML*,VJ. JULJ. MdK7 OVWUUiCJ.U> V/UXtCU.
farm (farm), n. [ME. & Fr, j*rm% MK
payment <

ffrmare,
to fim'< famm*/steadfast c

1. a)on
as rent, taxes* etc., or
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taxes, etc. ; hence, b) the letting out, for a'fixed amount,
of the collection of taxes, with the privilege of keeping
all that is collected; hence, c) the condition of being let

out, or farmed out, at a fixed rent. 2. a district of a
country leased out by a government for the collection
of taxes, 3. a piece of land (with house, barns, etc.)
on which crops or animals are raised: originally, such
land let out to tenants. 4. something similar to this:

as, a tract of water for raising fish is a fish farm. 5. in
baseball* a minor-league team owned and operated by a
major-league team to train young or inexperienced
players. v.t< I. to cultivate (land). 2. to collect the
taxes and other fees of (a business) on a commission
basis or for a fixed amount, 3. to rent (a business, land,
etc.) in return for a fixed payment (usually with out).
4. to send (work) from the main shop, office, etc. to
workers on the outside (with out). 5. to let out the
labor of (a convict, etc.) for a fixed amount. 6. to
arrange for the care of (children, paupers, etc.). 7. in
baseball, to assign to a farm (usually with out). v.i. to
work on or operate a farm; be a farmer.
farm*er (far'nigr), n. [ME. fermour, farmer, bailiff;

Anglo-Fr. fermer; OPr. fermier < ferme; see FARM],
1. a person who earns his living by farming; especially,
one who manages or operates a farm. 2. a person who
contracts to collect taxes or revenues by paying a
fixed sum to the government for the right to do so.

farm-er-ette (far'mr-et'), n. [Colloq.J, a girl or woman
farm worker.

farm-er-gen-er*al (far'mer-jen'er-al), n. [pi. FARMERS-
GENERAL], [Fr. fermier general], any of the men who
farmed certain taxes in France before the Revolution.
Farm-er-La-bor Party (far'mer-la'be'r), l. a political
party in Minnesota, founded in 1919, which favored
taxation reforms, social-security legislation, etc.: it

merged with the Democratic Party in 1944, 2, a
United States political party (1920-71024), which
favored nationalization of basic industries and banks.
farm-house (farm'hous'), n. a house on a farm; es-

pecially, the main dwelling house on a farm.
farm-ing (far'min), adj. of or for agriculture, n. 1. the
business of operating a farm; agriculture. 2. the
letting out to farm of land, revenue, etc.
farm-stead (farm'sted'), n. the land and buildings of
a farm.
farm-yard (farm'yard'), n. the yard surrounding or
enclosed by the farm buildings.

far-o (fr'6), n* [Fr. pharaon: ? so called from the
representation of an ancient king of Egypt (Jtharaoh)
on the back of one of the cards], a gambling game
in which the players bet on the cards to be turned up
from the top of the dealer's pack.
Far-oe Islands (f&r'5), the Faeroe Islands.
Far-o ese (far'5-eV), n. 1. [pi. FAROESE], a native or
inhabitant of the Faeroe Islands. 2. the Norse dialect
of the Faeroe Islands, akin to Icelandic.

far-off (far'df), adj. distant; remote,
Fa-rouk I (fa-rook'), see Faruk I.

Far-quhar, George (far'kwgr, far'keY), 1678-1707;
Anglo-Irish dramatist.

far ra go (fa-ra'go, fo-rfgo), n.
tyl.

FARRAGOES (-goz)],
[L., mixed fodder for cattle, mixture, medley < far,
farris, kind of grain, meal; see FARINA], a confused
mixture; jumble; medley; hodgepodfee.

Far-ra-gut, David Glasgow (far's-gat), 1801-1870;
American admiral; Union naval commander in the
Civil War. ?7

Far-far, Geraldine (fa-raV), 18&2- ; American dra-
matic soprano.

far-reach-ing (far'rech'in), adj. having a wide range,
extent, influence, or effect.

Far-rell, James Thomas (far''l), 1904- ; American
novelist.

far-rier (far'i-Sr), n.
, (QFt. ferrier < L. ferrarius, of

iron, hence workef with frdn, blacksmith < fermm*
iron], 1. a man who shoes horses; blacksmith. 2.

[Obs.], a veterinary, especially one who treats m^ses,
far*ri*er*y (far'i-&>i), it. [pL FARRIERIES (-iz)]. 1.. the
shoeing of horses. 2. a place where horses are shod.

far-row (far/5), n. [dial. aLsofarry; form influenced by
farrow, adj.; ME. fork* fanr; AS. fearb, yotmg pig;
akin to D* vark- in dim. varken; IE *porkos; cf . JOKK,
AARDVARK], 1. a Utter of pigs, 2. [Obs.], a young
pig, v.t. & v.L to give birth to (a litter of pigs).

far-row (far'o) , adj. [earlier ferow, furrow; profe* < LG. ;

cf. Early Mod* p. verreKoe, barren cow, Fris, /ear,
barren], not bearing a calf in a given season: said of
a cow*

Fars (fa'rs), n. a province of southern Iran: pop,,
750.0QO; capital, Shiraz,

far see ing (raVse'in), ad/. 1, capable of seeing far.

2. planning ahead; provident.
far sight-ed $ar's5fc'id), adj* , faisedbg, 2. having
better vision for distant objects than for near ones;

'

' ''
'

'
'

'

fart (fSrt), tu. & v.t. {ME.; akin to farm, to go; orig.,
a euphemism], to pass, or emit as, gas from the in-
testines through the anus. n. [< the .], a passing of

gas in this way; breaking wind. Now a vulgar term.
far-ther (faV/AeV), adj. [comparative offar], [ME. ferther,
var. of further, substituted for regular ferrer, compar. ;

AS. fyrre, more remote, farther, compar. of feorr,
fiorr, far; see FURTHER!, ** more distant or remote.
2. additional; more: now usually further, adv. [com-
parative of far], L at or to a greater distance or more
remote point in space or time. 2. to a greater degree
or extent. 3. in addition; moreover: now usually
further.
Farther India, Indo-China.
far-ther-most (far'*Mr-rnost'f faV/Aer-msst), adj. most
distant; most remote; farthest.

farthest (far'/Mst), adj. [superlative of far], [ME.
farthest; see FARTHER!, 1. most distant; most remote.
2. most extended; longest, adv. [superlative of far],
1. at or to the greatest distance or most remote point
in space or time. 2. to the greatest degree or extent.

far-thing (far'/%), n. [ME. ferthtng; AS. feorthing,
lit., a fourthling, fourth part of a thing; dim. offeortha,
fourth], 1. a small British coin, equal to half of a
British halfpenny, worth about half a cent in United
States^ money: abbreviated F., f. 2. [ObsJ, anything
small in amount or value; trifle.

far-thin-gale (faV/Mrj-gal') , n.
[OFr. verdugalle, vertugalle, far-

thingale; op. verdugado, pro-
vided with hoops, farthingale
< verdugo, young shoot of a tree,
rod, hoop < verde; L. mridis,
green], a hoop formed of a frame-
work of whalebone, etc., or a
skirt or petticoat covering such
a hoop, worn by women in the
16th and 17th centuries.

Fa-rak I (fa-rookO, 1920- ; son of
Fuad I; king of Egypt (1936-52);
abdicated: also spelled Farouk.

f.a.a., free alongside ship.
fas ces (fas'ez), n.J>L [L,, pi. of

fastis, a bundle, fagot, packet;
cf. FASCISM], a bundle of rods
bound about an ax^ with pro- FARTHINGALE
jecting blade, carried before
ancient Roman magistrates as a symbol of author-
ity: later the symbol of Italian fascism.
fasci a (fash'i-o), n. [pi. FASCIAE (-e')L
[L., a band, sash, fillet], 1. a band; flat

strip; fillet. 2. in anatottty, a thin layer
df connective tissue covering, supporting,
or connecting the muscles or inner organs
of the body. 3. in architecture, a wooden
or stone band between moldings. 4. in

surgery, a bandage. 5. in zoology, a
broad, distinct band of color.

fas-ci-al (fash/i-al), adj. of a fascia.
fas ci-ate (fash'i-at'), adj. [L. fastiatus,
pp. of fastiare, to swathe, wrap with
bands < fascia, a band, fillet], 1, bound
with a band or fillet. 2. in botany, a)
abnormally enlarged and flattened, as
some plant stems, a) growing in a fas-
cicle. 3. in tiootogy, marked by broad
colored bands,

fasci-at-ed (fash'i-a'tid), adj. fasciate.
fas ci a tion (fash'i-a'shan), n. [Fr.], 1. FASCES
the condition of being' fasciate. 2. a
binding up. 3. the way in which something is bound
up. 4. in botany, an abnormal enlargement and
flattening f plant stems.

fascl-cle (fas'i-kl), n. [L. fasciculus, dim. of fasci$;
gee FASCES], 1. a small bundle. 2. an installment of
a book published in parts. 3. in botany, a small tuft
or duster of fibers, leaves, or flowers.

fas ci cled (fas'irkld), adj. growing in a fascicle.
fas-cic-u-lar (fo^sik'yoo-Ilr), adj. fasciculate.
fas cicu late (fa-sik'yoo-lit, fo-sik'yoo-lat'), adj. [< L.
fasciculus, dim. of fastis (see FASCES) ; + -ate], formed
of, or growing in, Dundlea or clusters.

fas cicu lated (fsnsik'yoo-la'tid), adj. fascictilate.
fas-ci-cule (fas'i-kuF), n. [Fr.], a fasciculus,
fas cic u lus (fs-sik'yoo-bs), n. \pl FASCICULI (-H')],

[L., dim. of fastis, a bundle], a small bundle of fibers:

specifically, a bundle of nerve fibers in the central
nervous system: also fascicle.
fascinate (fas^n-aV), v.t. [FASCINATED (-id), FASCI-
MATINGJ, [L. fascinates, pp. of fascinare, to bewitch,
charm < fastinum, an enchanting, witchcraft], 1.

originally, to bewitch; put under a spell. 2. to attract
or hold motionless, as by a fixed look or by inspiring
terror. 3. *to attract by delightful qualities; charm,

see attract.

> t5Sl, look; oil, oiitj
sanity, o in comply^ u m

,; kh, G. doch. See p^. jc-3c
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fascination Fata Morgana
fas-cin-a-tion (fas"n-a

f
shon), n. 1. a fascinating or

being fascinated.. 2. strong attraction; charm; allure.

fas-ci-na tor (fas^n-a'tSr), n. 1. a person who fasci-
nates. 2. a woman's scarf made of lace, net, yarn, etc.,
worn around the head and neck.

fas-cine (fa-senO, n. [?r.; OPr.; L. fasctna, a bundle of
sticks, a fagot < fastis; see FASCES], a bundle of sticks
bound together, used to fill ditches, strengthen the
sides of trenches, etc.
fas-dam (fash'iz'm), n. [It. fascismo < fastio, political

group, organization, club < L. fastis; see FASCES],
1. [F-J, the doctrines, methods, or movement of the
Pascisti. 2. [sometimes P-], a system of government
characterized by rigid one-party dictatorship, forcible

suppression of the opposition (unions, other, especially
leftist, parties, minority groups, etc.) the retention
of private ownership of the means of production under
centralized governmental control, belligerent national-
ism and racism, glorification of war, etc.: first instituted
in Italy in 1922. 3. a) the political philosophy and
movement based on such doctrines and policies. 6)
fascist behavior. See also Nazism.

fas-cist (fash'ist), n. [It. fasdsta], 1. [F-], a) a member
of the Pascisti. b) a member of some similar party;
Nazi, Falangist, etc. 2. a person who believes in or

practices fascism, adj. 1. [F-], of Fascists or Fascism.
2. of, believing in, or practicing fascism.

Fa-scis-ti (fo-shis'ti; It. fa~she/ste), n.pl. [sing. FASCISTA
(-to | -st)l, [It. < fasti < L. fasces; see FASCES], an
Italian political organization, founded in 1919, which
seized power in Italy and set up an antidemocratic

dictatorship (1922-1943) under the leadership of Ben-
ito Mussolini; Fascists.

fa-sete-tic (fe-shis'tik), adj. fascist.

fa-scte-ti-caMy (fo-shis'ti-kl-i, fo-shis'tik-H), adv. in a
fascist manner.

fash (fash), v.t. & vi. [< OFr. faschier Pr. fdcher), to
annoy, yexr LL. *fastidicare < L. fastidtum; cf. FAS-
TIDIOUS], [Scot.], to annoy; trouble; vex.

fash-ion (fash'an), n. [MLE.fasoun; QJtr.facon; "L.factio,
a making < pv offacere, to make], 1. the make, form,
or shape of a thing. 2. kind ; sort. 3. the way in which
something ip. made or done; manner. 4. the current

style or mode of dress, speech, conduct, etc. 5. some-

thing fashionable. 6. those people who conform, to the
fashions of society, v.t. 1. to make; form; shape;
mold. 2. to contrive. 3. to^fit; accommodate (with to).
after (or in) a fashion, in some manner; to some
extent; not too well*

SYN. fashion is the prevailing custom in dress, manners,
speech, etc. of a i>artictdkr place or time, especially as estab-
lished by the dominant section of society or the leaders in the
fields of art, literature, etc.; style, often a close synonym for
fashion, in discriminating use suggests a distinctive fashion,
especially the elegant way of dressing, living, etc. that dis-

tinguishes persons with money and taste: mode, the French
word expressing this idea, suggests the height of fashion in
dress, behavior, etc. at any particular time: vogue stresses the
general acceptance or great popularity of a certain fashion;
Mia stresses the impulsive enthusiasm with which a fashion is

taken up for a short time ; rage and craze both stress an intense,
sometimes irrational enthusiasm for a passing fashion. See
also make, method.
fash ion a ble (fash'an-9-b'l) , adj. 1. following the cur-
rent style; in fashion; stylish. 2. of, characteristic of,
or used by people who follow the current style of dress,
speech, conduct, etc. n. a fashionable person.

fash-ion-a-bly (fash'sn-9-bli), adv. in a fashionableman-
ner.

fashion plate, 1. a picture showing a current style in
dress. 2. a fashionably dressed person.
Fa sho da (fa-sho'da), n. Kodok: the former name.
fast (fast, fast), adj. [ME.; AS. test: akin to G. fest,
firm, stable; IE. base *pasto-t fixed., secure], 1. not
easily moved; firm. 2. firmly fastened. 3. loyal; de-
voted: as, fast friends. 4. complete; sound. 5. un-
fading: said of colors. 6. rapid hi movement; swift;
quick ; speedy. 7. permitting or promoting swift move-
ment: as, a. fast highway. 8. taking or lasting a short
time. 9. ahead of time; showing a time in advance of
standard: as, a fast clock. 10. a) living in a reckless,
wild, dissipated way. &) haying loose morals; promiscu-
ous. 11. in

bacteriology, resistant to staining or destruc-
tion, as certain bacteria. 12. in photography, hav
high shutter speed, adv. [ME. faste; AS. fxste < .

1. nrmly; fixedly. 2. thoroughly: soundly: as, the <

was fast asleep. 3. rapidly; swiftly; quickly;
4. in a reckless, dissipated way; wildly. 5.
Poetic], close; near: as, fast by the river.
play fast and loose, to behave with reckless duplicity,
insincerity, and inconstancy.

SYN.-fa.st and rapid are generally interchangeable in ex-
pressing the idea of a relatively high rate of movement or
action, but fast more often refers to the person or thing that
moves or acts, and rapid to the action (a fast typist, rapid
transcription); swift implies great rapidity, but in addition
often connotes smooth, easy movement; fleet suggests a
nimbleness or lightness in that which moves swiftly; quick
implies promptness of action, or occurrence in a brief space of
time, rather than velocity (a quick reply) ; speedy intensifies

the idea of quickness, but may also connote high velocity
(a speedy recovery, a speedy flight); hasty suggests hurried
action and may connote carelessness, rashness, or impatience.
ANT. slow.

fast (fast, fast), vd. [ME. festen, fasten: AS.f&stan; akin
to G. fasten, Goth, fastan; aH tut. < base of fast, adj,},
1. to keep from eating all or certain foods, as in ob-
serving a holy day. 2. to eat very little or nothing.
n. 1. a fasting. 2. a day or period of fasting.
break one's fast, to eat food for the first time after

fasting, or for the first time in the day.
fast day. a religious holy day, etc. observed by fasting,
fas-ten (fas''n, faV'n), v.t. [MB. fastnen, festnen; AS,
fxstnian < base of fast (see FAST, adj.) ; akin to G,
festnen, make firm, secure], 1. to attach; join; connect,
2. to make fast or secure, as by locking, shutting, but-
toning, etc.; fix firmly in place. 3. to hold, fix, or
direct (the attention, gaze, etc.) steadily (on). 4. to
cause to be connected or attributed: impute: as, he
fastened the crime on me. v.t. 1. to become attached
or joined. 2, to take hold; cling. SYN. see tie.

fasten on (or upon), 1. to clutch; seize; cling to. 2. to
concentrate on.

fas-ten-er (fas
/f
n-eV, faV'n-er), n. 1. a person who fas-

tens. 2. a device for fastening things together.
fas-ten-ing (fas'*n-irj, fas''n-irj), n. 1. the act or way
of making something fast, or secure. 2. anything used
to fasten; bolt, clasp, hook, lock, button, etc.

fas-tidi-ous (fas-tid'i-ss), adj. [L. fastidiosus < fastidi-
um, a loathing, disgust < fastus, disdain, contempt], 1.

not easy to please; very critical. 2. daintily refined;
oversensitive; easily disgusted. SYN. see dainty.

fas ti-gi-ate (fas-trj'i-it, fas-tij'i-at'), adj. [L. fastigatus
< fastigium, a slope, roof], sloping toward a point;
conelike, as the blossom of a plant.

fast-ness (fast'nis, fast'nis), n. [ME. fastnesse; AS.
fatstnes; see FAST, adj. & -NESS], I. the quality or con-
dition of being fast. 2. a secure place; stronghold.

fast time, [Colloq.], daylight saving time, war time,
etc., as distinguished from standard time.

fat (fat), adj. [FATTER (-er), FATTEST (-ist)], [ME. fatt,
fat; AS. /, contracted pp. of v. represented by AS.
fxttian, to fatten; akin to G. feist, orig. pp. < OHG.
feizzen, to make fat; IE. base *poi-, *p$~, damp, soft,
yielding, as also in L. o-pi-mus, well-nourished], 1. a)
containing or full of fat; oily; greasy. &) havingmuch fat
in relation to lean: said of meat. 2. a) fleshy; plump.
6) too plump; corpulent; obese. 3.'

1

thick; broad. 4.

containing something valuable in great quantity; fer-

tile; productive: as, fat land. 5. profitable; lucrative:
as, a fat job. 6. prosperous. 7. supplied plentifully;
ample. 8. stupid; dull. n. 1. a) an oily, yellow or
white substance formed in the bodies of animals. 6) a
similar substance occurring in vegetable matter, espe-
cially in the seeds of certain plants. 2. either of these
substances used in cookery. 3. fleshiness; plumpness;
corpulence. 4. the richest part of anything. 5. in

chemistry, a class of glyceryl esters of fatty acids, in-
soluble in water, v.t. & v.i. [FATTED (-id), FATTING],
[ME. fatten; AS.faettian], to make or become fat.
a fat chance, [Slang], very little or no chance.
a fat lot, [Slang], very little or nothing.
chew the fat, [Slang], to talk together; chat.
the fat is in the fire, the thing has happened and
cannot be prevented.

the fat of the land, [after Vulg. L. medulla terrae, Gen.
45:18], the best things obtainable; great luxury,

fa-tal/fa'tl), adj. [MB.; OPr.; L.fatalis < fatum, fate],
1. 9nginally, fated: destined; im

- - - - - -

or determining fate: as, the fatal sisters are the Pates.
SYN. fatal implies tlie inevitability or actual occurrence of
death or disaster (a fatal disease, & fatal mistake): deadly is

applied to a thing that can and probably (but not inevitably)
will cause death (a deadly poison) ; mortal impHes that death
has occurred and is applied to the immediate cause of the cteath

pie has received a mortal blow) ;-
lethal is applied to that which

in its nature or purpose is a cause of death (a lethal weapon).
fa-tal-ism (fa'tl-iz'm), n. 1. the belief that all events
are determined by fate and are therefore inevitable.
2. the acceptance of every event as inevitable.

fa-tal 1st (fa't l-ist) t n. a person who believes in fatalism
fa-taMs-tic (fa'tl-is'tik), adj. of, based on. or char-
acterized by fatalsm.

fa.taMs.ti.caMy (fS't!4s'ti-kl-i, fa't'l-is'tik-H), adv. in
.a fatahstid manner.

n. \pl. FATAtlTIBS
L. fatalisf see FATA^},

. > .rv- -5.~r.v.
~r necessity; subjection to fate.

2. an inevitable liability to disaster. 3. a fatal ^qualiiiy ;

deadliness; deadly effect: as, thefatality of any specified
disease. 4. an event resiklting In aeawdelih11

: kf

s,
accidents in the home; cakse' niaBy fatamjes.

fa-tal ly (fa't'l-i), adv. 1, as determined fe^ fate; imev-
itably. 2. so as to cause death m disaster; mortally.Fata Mor-ga-na ^a^to mdr^fi^tol, flt4 lite, laJtey Mor*
gan, after Angto-Pr. Mor%&$4g*tyt>>mcebQiflBapJte

>l

'o

K-ing^ Arthur], 1. Morgan *le BVf, a tSj-ejK In some in-
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dieval legends and romances. 2. [f- m-], a mirage, espe-
cially one sometimes seen off the coast of Sicily near the
Strait of Messina: so called because formerly supposed
to be the work of Morgan le Fay.

fate (fat), n. [ME.; L. fatum, prophetic declaration,
oracle; neut. pp. of /art, to speak; see FAME], 1, the
power supposed to determine the outcome of events
before they occur; destiny. 2. something inevitable,
supposedly determined by this power; hence, 3. what
happens or has happened to a person; lot; fortune: as, it
was his fate to be a bachelor. 4. final outcome. 5.

death; destruction; doom. v.t. [FATED (-id), FATING],
[Obs. except in passive], to destine.
the Fates, in Greek &* Roman mythology, the three
goddesses who control human destiny and life: the
first (Clotho) spins the thread of life, the second
(Lachesis) determines its length, and the third
(Atropos) cuts it

off.^SxN. fate refers to the inevitability of a course of events as
supposedly predetermined by a god or other agency beyond
human control; destiny also refers to an inevitable succession
of events as determined supernaturally or by necessity, but
often implies a favorable outcome (it was her destiny to ^become
famous) ; portion and lot refer to what is supposedly distri-
buted in the determining of fate, but portion implies an
equitable apportionment and lot implies a random assignment;doom always connotes an unfavorable or disastrous fate.

fat-eel (fat'id), adj. [pp. of fate], 1. ordained by fate;
destined. 2. destined to destruction; doomed.

fate-ful (faffat), adj. 1. revealing what is to come;
prophetic. 2. having important consequences: signifi-
cant; decisive. 3. controlled by or as if by fate. 4.

bringingaboutdeathor destruction. SYN. seeominous,
fat-head (fafhedO, n. a stupid person; blockhead.
fat-head ed (fafhed'id), adj. stupid; dull; obtuse.
fa-ther (fiMftgr), n. [ME. faderJather; AS. fxder; com-
mon Gmc.; akin to G. voter; IE. *prter, whence also L.
pater, Gr. pater, Sans. pitar, etc.; ult. origin echoic, as in
papa], 1. a male parent. 2. a person regarded as a
male parent; protector. 3. [F-], God. 4. usually in pi.
a forefather; ancestor; forebear. 5. an originator;
founder; creator; inventor. 6. anyone deserving re-
spect or reverence because of age, position, etc. 7. a
senator of ancient Rome. 8. pi. the leaders of a city,
assembly, etc. 9. [often F-], any of the early Christian
religious writers considered, reliable authorities on the
doctrines and teachings of the Church. 10. in the
Roman Catholic Church, a) any priest, b) his title* Ab-
reviated F., f., Fr. v.t. 1. to be the father of; beget.
2. to act as a father to; protect as a father. 3. to
originate; found; create; invent; make. 4. to take the
responsibility for.

father confessor, 1. a priest who listens to confessions,
as in the Roman Catholic Church. 2. a person to whom
people habitually tell private matters.

fa-ther-hood (fa'tftgr-hoodO, n. [ME. fadirhodt; see
-HOOD], the state of being a father; paternity.

fa-ther-in-law (fa'/A&r-'n-160 n. \pl. FATHERS-IN-LAW],
1. the father of one's wife or husband. 2. [Rare], a
stepfather.

fa-ther-land (fa'/Mr-land'), n. [often after D. vaderland,
G. vaterland], a person's native land or, sometimes, the
land of his ancestors.

fatum, fate -f dicere, to say, speak], of divination or

adj. that can be fatigued;
easily tired.

fa-tigue (%-teV), n. Pr.
9
< fatiguer; L. fatigare, to

weary, fatigue], 1. physical or mental exhaustion;
weariness* 2. the cause of this; hard work; toil, 3.

fatigue duty. 4. J. fatigue clothes. 5. a weakening
in metal, jwood, etc, caused by strain or long use.
6. in physiology, the decreased ability of an organism
or one of its parts to function because of prolonged
exertion, which causes a toxic decomposition in the
muscle and nerve cells, v.t, [FATIGUED (-tlgdOt FA-

TIGUING), L to tire out; weary; exhaust. 2. to weaken
by^ continued use,

fatigue clothes, clothing of denim or twill worn in
doing fatigue duty.

fatigue duty, any labor, other than drill or instruction,
assigned to soldiers in training.
Fat-i-ma (fat'i-ms, fa'ti-ma; now often fa-te'ma), n.
1. the daughter of Mohammed; lived 606-632 A.D.
2. Bluebeard's last wife.

Fat-i-mid (fat'i-mid), adj. 1. descended from Mo-
hammed's daughter, Fatima. 2. of or characteristic
of the Fatimid dynasty or the period during which
it was in power, n. a Moslem ruler descended from
Fatima and the Caliph AH: the Fatimids formed a
dynasty that ruled over Egyptian Islam and parts of
northern Africa (909-1171).

Fat-i'mite gat'i-mlt
7
), adj. & n. Fatimid.

fat-ling (fatoirj), n. [fat + -ling, n. suffix], a calf, lamb,
kid, or young pig fattened before being slaughtered.
Fat shan (fat

7shan/) n. a city in Zwangtung, China,

fat-so (.tat'soK n. isiangl, a tat person.
fat-sol-u-ble (fat'sol'yoo-b'l), adj. soluble in fats.
fat-ten (faf'n), v.t. 1. to make fat, or plump, as by
feeding. 2. to make (land) fertile. 3. to make richer,
larger, etc.: as, he fattened his purse by robbing the
poor. V4. to become fat.

fat-ti-ness (fat'i-nis), n. the quality of being fatty
fat-tish (fat'ish), adj. somewhat fat.

fat-ty (fat'i), adj. (FATTIER (-i-Sr), FATTIEST (-i-ist)],
1. containing, covered with, or made of fat. 2. re-
sembling fat; greasy; oilv. n. [Colloq.J, a fat person.

fatty acid, any of a series of saturated organic acids
having the general formula CoHanO*: some occur as

glyceryl esters in natural fats.

fatty degeneration, in pathology, the abnormal occur-
rence of fat particles in tissue cells.

fa tu-i tous (fa-tuVtes, fo-tooVtas), adj. characterized
by fatuity.

fa-tu.i-ty (fo-tuVti, fo-too'a-ti), n. \pl. FATUITIES (-tiz)],
[Fr. fatuite; L. fatuitas < fatuus^ foolishl, 1. stupidity,
especially complacent stupidity; foolishness; folly.
2. something fatuous. 3. [Rare], idiocy or imbecility.

fat-u-ous (fach'oo-9s), adj. [L~ /atoms, foolish], 1. com-
placently stupid or inane; silly; foolish. 2. [Rare],
unreal; illusory: cf. ignis fatuus. SYN. see silly.

'

Jfau-bourg (f$
/

boor'; Eng. fo'boomO, '. [Fr. for
earlier faux bourg, lit., false town, foBc-etym. form of
OFr. forsbourg, forbourg, lit., outside town, hence

#.JME. ***., AS. A*r SS^SMS^tfer*6 + to"rfc town]i

leas], 1. not having:a lather living, or
lacking

a father's fau cal (fo^l), adj. [< L. fauces, throat; + -oZ], of or
TJrotftfitinn. 2. Tint. Irtmwincr wruvnirA farhftT i. ^^^J.. A <4 j 4.t.. ^~^_~-. __jj ^i . ;

'
i <protection. 2. not knowing who" one's father is.

fa ther li ness (fa'/Aer-li-ms), n. a fatherly quality.

fa-ther*ly (fa'*fcr-li), adj. [AS. fxderlicl 1. belonging
to a father: as, fatherly duties. 2. like or character-
istic of a father; kindly; protective, adv. [Archaic], in
a fatherly manner.
Father of His Country, George Washington.
Father of Medicine, Hippocrates.
Father of Waters, the Mississippi River: translation
of the Indian name.

Father's Day,, the third Sunday in June, a day set
aside to hc^nor fathers.
Father 'Time, time personified as a very old man
carrying a scythe and an hourglatss.
fathom (fatft'sm), n. 1MB. fadym, fathem; AS.' fxtfttn
(parallel with OFris. feWm, O'S. pi faihmds), the two
arms outstretched (to embrace, measure, etc.)?: akin
to Gr. faden, thread, fit., as much as will extendl betweeri
outstretched! armsj IE.;basfe *pei-> to stretch out, as
also in L. patere, to stretch out], a unit of measure
^qua! to '6 feetf ,t|ged, nMnly k nifeksuring ttie

^- t- jut*

of water or 'the length of a rope 6r cable:
A '

f., F., fth., filim., ft*W b*tf [m''form '< !_. ,

fathmen < AS. fvthmian, to ^embriace wiii'ex

arrnsj pi^sent senae^Bsfrly Mod. B^gJ? , l.,to measure"
6 MrtfOpfDi'

produced in the mices: said of certain vocal sounds.
fau-ces (ffi'sez), n.pL fL., throat, jguUet], the passage
leading from the back of the mouth into the pharynx.
fau cet (f6'sit), n. [ME. fauset; Fr. fausset; prob. <
OFr. faulser, to mdke a breach in, falsify < Ir. falsus;
see FALSE], a device with a hand-operated valve for
regulating the flow of a liquid from a pipe, barrel,
etc.: also called cock, tap.

fau-cial tffi'dwl), adj. faucal.

faugh (fo: conventionalized pronun,; actually, an ex~
jnusion of afr between the upper teeth and tower Up),
tnterf. [echoic]f an exclamation of disgust, scorn, etc.:
also spelled fob.

Faulkner, William (fdk'ner), 1897- ; American
novelist; received Nobel prize in literature, 1949:
also William Falkner.

fault (f61t), n. [Latinized sp. < MB. fout, faute; OFr.
faute, faulte, a lack,
fault <p

(
p. ofL.fallere,

to deceive
;
in some

faidt], 1. originally,
failure to have or do
what is jrequired; lack ;

default; neglect. 2.

soniething that mars
the appearance, char-
acter, structure, etc.;
flaw; failing^ imper-

ct. 3.fection;
FAULT

f wn, t55l, look; oil, out: up, tise, fflr; get; loy; yet; chin; she;
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something done wrongly; specifically, <*) a misdeed;
offense. S Z) an error; mistake. 4. responsibility for

something wrong; blame: as, it was her fault that they
were delayed. 5. in electricity, a defect or point of
defect an a circuit, which prevents the current from
following the Intended course. 6, in geology, a break
in rock strata or veins that causes a section to become
dislocated along the line of fracture. 7. in hunting a
dog's loss of the scent. 8. in tennis, squash, etc., a)
failure to serve the ball into the proper court. 6) a
served ball that does not land in the proper court. v.t.

1. [Rare], to blame. 2. in geology, to cause a fault in.

i?4. 1. [Archaic], to make a mistake; blunder. 2. in

geology, to develop a fault.

at fault, 1. unable to find the scent, as hunting dogs;
hence, 2, not knowing what to doj perplexed. 3.

guilty of error; in the wrong; deserving blame.
find fault, to seek and point out faults; complain.
find fault with, to be dissatisfied with; object to.

in fault, guilty of error; in the wrong; deserving blame.
to a fault, too much; excessively.
SYN. fault, in this comparison, refers to a definite, although
not strongly condemnatory, imperfection in character pber
only fautt is stubbornness) ; failing implies an even less serious

shortcoming, usually one of those common to mankind (tardi-

ness was one of his failings') ; weakness applies to a minor
shortcoming that results from a lack of perfect self-control

(fattening foods are her weakness); foible refers to a slight
weakness that is regarded more as an amusing idiosyncracy
than an actual defect in character (nervous giggling is one of

her foibles); vice, although stronger in its implication of moral
failure than any of the preceding terms, does not in this connec-
tion suggest actual depravity or wickedness (gambling is his

only vict). ANT. virtue.

fault-find-er (fdlt'fm'der), n. a person given to finding
fault; chronic, captious complainer.

fault-find-ing (f6lt'fm'dir)), n. & adj. finding fault;

calling attention to defects. SYN. see critical.

fauIt-My (f6Ft9-U), adv. in a faulty manner.
fault i-ness (f61'ti-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being faulty.
fault-less (joltlis), adj. without any fault; perfect.

fault-y (f&l'ti), adj. [FAULTIER (-ti-e'r), FAULTIEST

(~ti4st)], [ME. fauti], 1. having a fault or faults;
containing defects, blemishes, imperfections, or errors;

imperfect. 2. [Obs.], guilty of error; deserving blame.
faun (f6n), n. [ME.; L. Faunas; see FAUNVS], any of a
class of minor Roman rural deities,

usually represented as having the
body of a man, but the horns, pointed
ears, tail, and hind legs of a goat:
see also satyr.
fauna (f6'na), n. [Mod. L. < LL.
Fauna, Roman goddess, sister or
wife of Faunus; adopted by Linnaeus
(1746) as term parallel to fiord],
1. {pi. FAUNAS (-naz), FAUNAE .(-ne)J,

FAUN

the animals of a specified region or
time: as, thefauna and flora ofNorth
America. 2.atreatiseonsuchanimals.

fau-nal (fd'nal). adj. of fauna.
Fau-nus (fS'nas), n. [L.; prob. < IE.
*dhaunos, wolf, strangler < base
*dhau-, to strangle; akin to Gr,
Daunos; asspciated even in classical
folk etym. with L. favere, to favor], in Roman mythology,
a god of nature, the patron of fanning and animals,
and a giver of oracles: identified with the Greek Pan.
Faust (loust), n, [G, (Dr. Johann Faust) < L. faustus,
fortunate < base of favere; see FAVOR], the hero of
several medieval legends, an old philosopher who sells
his soul to the devil in exchange for knowledge and
power; the theme of several literary and operatic
works, notably a play by Marlowe, a two-part dra-
matic poem written by Goethe between 1773 and 1831,
and an opera by Gounod based on Goethe's poem.

Faus-tus Uo"s'tas), n. Faust s Latin form of the name,
used by Marlowe in his poetic drama The Tragical
History of Doctor Faustus (1593).
fau-teuil (fo-'te'y'), n. [Fr,], an armchair.
faux pas (fp'pa''), [pi. FAUX PAS (fo'paV; Fr, fo'paOL
[Fr., lit., false step], a social blunder; error in etiquette;
tactless act or remark. SYN. see error,

fa-ve-o-late (fe-vS's-lat'), adj. [< Mod. L. faveolus,
dim. of L. favus, a honeycomb; 4* -#&] honeycombed;
containing cells; alveolate.

fa-vo-ni-an (fa-vo'ni-sn), adj. [L. Favonianus < Favo-
nius, west wind < favere, to favor], 1, of the west
wind; hence, 2. gentle; favoring.

fa-vpr (fa'vgr), n. [ME. & OFr. favour; L, favor, good
will, favor < favere, to favor: IE. base *ghou*. to
perceive, seen also in AS, (ofa)gumian, to neglect,
Czech hoveti, to take precautions (with), spare!, J.
friendly or kind regard; approval; liking, 2. a) kind
Indulgence; permission; leave. V) too kind indulgence;
unfair partiality. 3. help; assistance: as, he escaped
under favor of night. 4. a kind, obliging, friendly, or
generous act: as, he asked a favor of me, S, pi. con.
sent (of a woman) to sexual intimacy, 6. a small
gift, souvenir, or token (originally, a love token) : as,

the ladies received compacts as favors at the banquet.
7. a letter; note; communication: as, your favor of the
15th June has been received. 8. [Obs.j, attractiveness;
charm, v.t. 1. to regard with favor; consider kindly;
approve; like. 2. to be indulgent or too indulgent to-

ward; be partial to; prefer unfairly. 3. to support;
advocate; be for; endorse. 4. to make easier; help;
assist: as, the sudden commotion favored his escape. 5.

to do a kindness for. 6. to look like; resemble in facial

features: as, the baby favors its mother. 7. to use gen-
tly; spare: as, the boxer favored his injured hand.
find fayor, to be regarded with favor; be pleasing to.
in favor, favored; liked.

in favor of, 1. approving; supporting; endorsing. 2,

to the advantage of. 3. payable to, as a check, etc.

in one*s favor, to one's advantage or credit.

out of favor, not favored; not liked.

fa-vor-a-ble (fa'vSr-9-bl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. favor-
abilis], favoring; specifically, a) approving, b) helpful.
SYN. favorable applies to that which is distinctly helpful
or advantageous in gaining an end (a favorable cKmate for
citrus fruits); auspicious refers to something regarded as a
good omen of some undertaking (he made an auspicious debut) ;

propitious is now usually applied to a circumstance or a time
that appears favorable for doing or beginning something (a

propitious moment). ANT. adverse, unfavorable.

fa-vored (fa/vgrd), adj. 1, regarded or treated with
favor; specifically, fl) provided, with advantages j

tal-

ented, b) specially privileged. 2. having (specified)
features : often in hyphenated compounds, as, ul-favorea.

fa-vojr*ite (fa"'veV-it, fav'rit), n. [MFr. favorit: It. favo-
Tito, pp. of favortre, to favor < favore (L, favor) ; see

FAVORJ, 1. a person or thing regarded with special
liking, or more highly than others. 2. a person liked
very much and granted special privileges by a king,
high official, etc. 3. a contestant regarded as most
likely to win. adj. held in special regard; preferred.

favorite son, 1. a famous man honored and praised in
his native city, district, etc. because of his achievements.
2. a candidate favored by the political leaders of his
own State, city, etc. for nomination to a high office,

especially the presidency.
fa-vordt-ism (fa/vgr-it-iz'm, fav'rit-iz'm), n. 1. the
showing of more kindness and indulgence to some per-
son or persons than to others; being unfairly partial.
2. the condition of being a favorite.
favour (fa'vgr), n, & v.t. favor: British spelling.
fa*vu8 (fa'vas), n. [L. f a honeycomb], an infectious skin
disease caused by a fungus and characterized by itching
and the formation of yellow crusts about the hair fol-

licles, especially on the scalp.
Fawkes, Guy (f&ks, foks), 157071606; English conspir-
ator; executed for participating in the Gunpowder Plot,
a plot to blow up the Parliament building.
fawn (f6n), vd. [M.3b.fauhnen,fahnen;AS.fagnian, var.
of fxgnian, to rejoice < fagen, var. of fagen; see FAIN],
1, to show affection by leaping about, licking the hand,
wagging the tail, etc. : said of a dog. 2. to act servilely;
cringe and flatter: as, the courtiers fawned on the king.
fawn (fon), n. [ME.; OFr. faon, feon; LL. *feton < L.
fetus; see FETUS], 1. a young deer less than one year
old. 2. a pale, yellowish brown, adj. of this color.

Fay (fa), [< ME. & OFr. fei; see FAITH], a feminine
name: variant spelling, Faye.

fay (fa), n. [ME. fai; OFr. foe, faie; LL. fata, one of the
fates < fatum;sG& FATE], a fairy.

ling,
fit < same base as fxger; see FAIR, y.], in sh
to fit closely or exactly; join.

Fa-yal (fa*yal') f n. one of the islands forming the
Azores: area, 64 sq. mi.; pop., 19,000.
Fa-yum, Fayoum (fl-yoom'), n. Faiyum,
faze (faz), v.t. [FAZED (fazd), FAZING), [form of feeze; ?

k influenced by Scand.; cf, NorWt foise, Sw. f&sa, cor*
responding to ON. *feysa], [CollooJ, to disturb; agitate;
disconcert: also feaze, feeze. 5I7v. see embarrass,

fb., in football, fullback.
f.b freight bill.

FBI, FJB.L, Federal Bureau of Investigation.
f,c., mj>rinting, follow copy.
fcap., icp., foolscap.
FCC, F.C.C., Federal Communications Commission.
F def, the^ bass clef: see clef, illus.

F-?A ^FMeiDefensar, [L.], Defender of the Faith; one
of the titles of the king of England. 2. Fire Department.
FDA, FJXA., Food and Drug Administration.
FDR, FJ>.R., FrankHn Delano Roosevelt
Fe, ferrum, [L.], in chemistry, iron.

%-al-ty (fg^ti), n, HI. FKAI.TIES (4&)], [MR. fealte;
OFr. feaulte, fealte, feelte; "L.fidelUas; see Fn>E|-ITv],
1, the duty and loyalty owed py a vassal or tenant to
his feudal lord. 2, [Ajchaic or FoeticL loyalty; fidelity,
~-^$m see allegiaiice.
fear (f&r), m [MB, fm; AS, /^r, ,..

akin to OHG, fara, ajnpUtSA, snar^ <& 70
danger, peril; basip sense, "trap"; prop,
to test, entice, etc,, aeea also in

1
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Fear feature

experimentwn, periculum; cf. EXPERIMENT, PERIL], 1. a
feeling of anxiety and agitation caused by the presence
or nearness of danger, evil

r pain, etc.; timidity;
dread ; terror ; fright ; apprehension. 2. respectful dread ;

awe; reverence. 3. a feeling of uneasiness; disquiet;
anxiety; concern: as, I have a fear that you will be late.

4. a cause for fear; possibility; chance: as, there was no
fear of difficulty, v.t. 1. to be afraid of; dread. 2. to
feel reverence or awe for. 3. to expect with misgiving;
suspect: as, I fear the guests are late. v.i. 1. to feel

fear; be afraid. 2. to be uneasy, anxious, or doubtful.
for fear of, in order to avoid or prevent; lest.

SYN. fear is the general term for the anxiety and agitation
felt at the presence of _danger; dread refers to the fear or

depression felt in anticipating something dangerous or dis-

agreeable (to live in dread of poverty); fright applies to a
sudden, shocking, usually momentary fear (the mouse gave
her a fright}',

alarm implies the fright felt at the sudden
realization of danger (he felt alarm at the sight of the pistol) ;

dismay implies a loss of courage or a feeling of consternation
at the prospect of trouble or danger; terror applies to an
overwhelming, often paralyzing /ear (the terror of soldiers in

combat) ; panic refers to a frantic, unreasoning fear, often one
that spreads quickly and leads to irrational, aimless action

(the cry of "firel" created a panic),
Fear, Gape, a cape on Smith Island, off North Carolina.
fear-nil (fSr'fsl), adj. 1. causing fear; terrifying; dread-
ful. 2. feeling fear; afraid. 3. showing or resulting
from fear: as, & fearful look. 4. [Colloq.], very bad, of-

fensive, great, etc.: as, a fearful liar. SYN. see afraid.

fear*ful4y (feVfol-i), adv. 1. in a fearful manner. 2. to
a fearful extent, 3. [Colloq.], very much; very: as, he's

,, adj. without fear; not afraid; brave.

fear-nought, fear-naught (fe*r'n6t'), n. 1. a heavy
woolen cloth used for coats. 2. a coat made of this.

fear-some (feY'sam), adj. 1. causing fear; dreadful;
frightful. 2. frightened; timid; timorous.

fea sance (fe'z'ns), n. [Anglo-Fr. fesance (J?T.faisance) <
faire, to do; L. facere; see FACT], in law, the carrying
into effect of a condition, obligation, etc.

fea-si-bil-i-ty (fe'za-bil'g-ti), n. [pi. FEASIBILITIES (-tiz)],

the quality of being feasible, or possible; practicability.
fea si ble (fe'za-bl), adj. [OFr: faisible, faisable < faire,
to make, do; L. facere], 1. capable of being done or
carried out; practicable; possible: as, a. feasible scheme.
2. likely; reasonable; probable: as, a. feasible story. 3.

capable of being used or dealt with successfully; suit-

able : as, laxidfeasible for cultivation. SYN. see possible.
feast (fest), n. [ME. & OFr./este (Fr./&<?) < L.festa, pi.

offestum, holiday, festival, feast <festus, festal, joyful],
L a celebration or festival, especially a religious festival.

2. a rich and elaborate meal; banquet; hence, 3. any-
thing that gives pleasure because of its abundance or

richness; special treat. v.i. [ME. festen; OFr. fester <
the n.], to have a feast; eat a rich, elaborate meal.
v.t. 1. to give a feast to; entertain at a banquet. 2. to

give pleasure to; delight: as, he feasted his eyes, on her.

Feast of Lots, Purim: see Jewish holidays.
feat (fet), n. [ME. & OFr. feet, fait < L. factum, a deed;
neut. pp. of facere, to make, do; see FACT], &n act or

accomplishment showing unusual daring, skill, endur-
ance, etc.; remarkable deed; exploit.

feat (fet), adj. [ME. fete, fet; OFr. fait, feit, made, pp. of

faire, to do, make (L. facere) ;
see FACT], [Archaic], 1.

fitting; suitable. 2. neat. 3. skillful; adroit.

feath-er (fe*fc'eV), n. [ME. fether, feder; AS. fellwr; akin
to G. feder; IE. base *pet-, to
stretch out, seenalsoinL. penna,*
a feather, Gr. pterdn, a wing,
Eng. fathom], 1. any of the
growths covering the body of a
bird and making up a large part
of the wing surface: it consists

typically of a horny central

shaft, piartly hollow, fromwhich
light, soft, narrow barbs extend
to form a thin, flat surface. 2.

a feather or featherlike part a&-

tened to the shaft of an arrow
to help control its flight j 3.

anything like or suggesting a
feather or feathers in appear-
ance, IMitness, etc. j specifically,

a) a trifle. 6) a fin or rib pro-
jecting from a qasting fipr stif-

fening it. c) athiJXwedge-sh^ped
projection for fitting into a
groove, d) an irregular.Sj&w in *i

gem.' ) t^waice
r

ieif|!,^y a*su,b*

marine's periscope. jQ tiefwg
of hair along the tall and back

f som6d!os,
'

'

tee, I) a

J4a<i! aft,

^%jSw^'(6/'flfMP^9f4'

mood; humor; temper; vein. 7. the act of feathering
an oar or propeller, v.t. i. to provide (an arrow, etc.;

with a feather. 2. to cover, fit, adorn, or fringe with or
as with feathers. 3. to join by inserting a wedge-shaped
part into a groove. 4. to ttirn (the blade of an oar) to a
horizontal or nearly horizontal position between strokes
so as to offer the least resistance to the water. 5. to turn

(the blade of a propeller) on its shaft so that its leading
and trailing edges are nearly parallel with the airplane s

line of flight, thus offering imnimum resistance or drag
when idle. w. i. to grow feathers; become covered
with feathers. 2. to move, grow, or extend like feathers.

3. to look Hke feathers. 4. to feather an oar or propeller.
feather in one's cap, a distinctive accomphshment;
achievement worthy of pride.

feather one's nest, to grow rich by taking advantage
of circumstances.

in feather, feathered.
in fine (or high or good) feather* in very good humor,
health, or form.
show the white feather, (from the notion that a white
feather in a rooster's tail is a sign of cowardice], to
show cowardice.

feath-er-bed (fe//t'er-bed') adj. designating rules or

regulations designed to accomplish featherbedding.
v.i. to take advantage of such rules.

feather bed, a large, heavy quilt thickly filled with
feathers or down, used as a mattress.

feather-bed ding (fetfj'er-bed'irj), n. the practice of

limiting work or output in order to provide more jobs
and prevent imemployment.

feath-er-bone (fe/fe'er-bon
7
). n. a substitute for whale-

bone prepared from the quills of domestic fowls,

feath-er-braln(fe//t'Sr-bran
/
), n. afeatherbrained person.

feath-er brained (fe&'er-brandO, adj. silly; foolish;
frivolous.

feath-er-cut (fetft'er-kut'), n. a style of hairdressingr
in which the hair is cut short and unevenly so as to
form small, upswept curls with feathery tips.

feath-ered (few'erd), adj. 1. having feathers; covered
or decorated with or as with feathers. 2. winged; swift.

feath-er-edge (fetff'eV-ejO, n. a very thin edge, as on
a board or tool, that can be easily broken or curled*

feath-er-edged (fetf&'er-ejdO, ad/, having a featheredge.
feath-er-head (reft'er-hedO n. a featherbrain.

feath*er4;nes8 (fetft'er-i-nis), n. the condition or qual-
ity of being feathery.

feath-er-ing (feth'eY-irj), n* an especially delicate and
light method of bowing rapid passages on the violin.

feather merchant, [Slang], a slacker in time of war.
feather palm, any palm with featherlike, or pinnate,
leaves.

feath-er-stitch (fe^'er-stichO.
semblance to the arrangement
of barbs on a feather], an
embroidery stitch forming a
zigzag line, v.t & vd. to
embroider with such stitches.

feath-er-weight (fe^'er-watO ,

n. 1. any person, or thing
of comparative!/ light weight
or small size; hence, 2. an
unimportant person or thing.
3. a boxer or wrestler who
weighs between 119 and 126

pounds. 4. the minimum
weight that a race horse tuay

carry in a handicap, adj. 1,

of featherweights. 2, light

[so called from re-

n. a hardwood tree of Australia with wood like hickory.
feath-er-y (fe*fc'&r-i), adj. 1. covered with or as with
feathers. 2. resembling feathers; soft, light, etc.

feat-ly (fet'li), adv. [ME. fetli < fet; see FEAT, adj.],

[Archaic], 1. suitably; aptly. 2. neatly. 3. skmfiiQy;
adroitly, adj. [Archaic], neat; graceful.

fea-ture (fetcher), n. [ME. feture,fetour; OFr. faiture,

feiwre < L. factwa, a making, formation < pp. of

facere, to make; see FACT], 1. originally, a) the make,
shape, form, or appearance of a person or thing; hence,

b) attractive appearance; physical beauty* 2. a) pL
tne form or cast of the face; facial appearance. &) any
of the parts f the face, as the eyes, nose, mouth, etc.

3. a distinct or outstanding part, quality, or charac-
teristic of something: as, the island's chief feature was
its beauty. 4, a prominently displayed attraction or
item, as of an entertainment, store, etc. 5. a special
siory, article, etc. in a newspaper or magazine, often

prominently displayed. 6. a fulwength motibn picture,
v.t. [FEATURED (-cheVd), jrEATUR^NfG], 1^ to portray;
represent, 2, to make outstanding or prominent;
make a specialty of. 3. to sketch or show the features

p|. 4. to be a feature of. 5. [Slang], to imagkiej
conceive of. ,

:
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fea-tured (fe'cherd), adj. 1. having (a specified kind
of) facial features; as, broad-featured, 2. formed;
shaped. 3. given special prominence.

fea-trace-length (fS/chfir-legth
7
)* <*#*. full-length: said

of a motion picture, magazine article, etc.
fea-ture-less (fe'chgr-lis), adj. without features; with-
out anything striking* outstanding, or distinctive.

feaze (fez, faY), v.t. [FEAZED (fezd, fazd), FEAZING], to
faze or feeze.
feaze (fez), v.t. & iu, [FEAZED (fezd), FEAZING], [prob.
< LG, or D.; cf. MD. vese, veze, frayed edge; akin to
AS. fsss, a fringe, ME. faselen], [Dial.], to unravel.

Feb., February.
febrl-
Jeoer, i

fe-bric-
of being feverish.

feb-ri-fuge (feb'ri-fujO, n. [Fr. febrifuge; see FEBRI- &
-FUGE], any substance for reducing or removing fever.

adj. reducing or removing fever.
febrile (fe'brol, feb'rel), ad}. [Fr. febrile < L. febris,

fever], 1. of or characterized by fever; feverish. 2.

caused by fever.

Feb*ru*ar'y (feb'roo-er'i; now often, by dissimilation,

feb'yoo-er'i), n. [L. Februarius (mensis), orig. month
of expiation < februa, Roman festival of purification
held Feb. 15, pi. of februum, means of purification],
the second month of the year, having 28 days in regular
years and 29 days in leap years: abbreviated Feb., F.

fecal ffe'kol), adj. of feces: also spelled faecal.
fe-ces (fe'sez), n'pl. [L, faeces, pi. of faex, dregs, lees],
1. waste matter expelled from the bowels; excrement.
2. dregs; sediment. Also spelled faeces.

Fech-ner, Gus-tav The-o-dor (goos'taf ta'fc-dor feH'-
ne*r), 1801-1887; German physicist, philosopher, and

.fe-cit (fe'sit), [L.J, he (or she) made (it): formerly
used with an artist's signature on a painting, etc.:
abbreviated fee.

feck-less (feklis), adj. [Scot. < effectless; effect 4- 4ess],
1. weak; ineffective; spiritless, 2, thoughtless; care-
less; irresponsible.

fec-u-lence (fek'yqo-tens). n. [Fr. feculence; L. faecu-
lentia < faewla, dim, of faex; see FECES], 1. the state
or quality of being feculent. 2. a) dregs; sediment.
b) filth.

fec-u-lent (fek'yoo-bnt), adj. [Fr. flculent < L. faecu-
lentils < faec-, stem of faex; see FECES], containing,
or having the nature of, feces; filthy; foul.
fe-cund (fe'ksnd, fek'ond), adj. [Wr.ftcond; L. fecundus,
fertile], fruitful; productive; prolific. SYN. see fertile,

fe-cun-date (fe'kan-daf, fek'sn-dat'), v.t. [FECUN-
DATED (-id), FECUNDATING], [< L. fecundatus, pp. of

fecundare, to make fruitful < fecundus, fertile], 1. to
make fecund. 2. to impregnate; pollinate.

fe-cun-da;tion (fe'kan-da'shsn, fek'an-da'shan), n. a
fecundating or being fecundated; fertilization.

fe-cun-di-ty (fi-kun'da-ti), n, tthe quality or power of
being fecund; fruitfulness: fertility; productiveness.

fed (fed), past tense and past participle of feed,
fed up, [Slang], having had enough to become dis-

gusted, bored, or annoyed; surfeited.

Fed., 1. Federal. 2. Federation.
fed-er-a-cy (fed'Sr-a-si), n. [pi. FEDERACIES (-siz)], [<
LL. foederatus, federate], 1. [Rare], an alliance,
especially by treaty. 2. a confederacy.

fed-eral (fed'er-ol, fed'ral), adj. [Fr. federal < L.
foedus, foederis, a league, compact, treaty], 1. of or
formed by a compact; specifically, designating or of
a union of states, groups, etc. in which each member
agrees to subordinate its power to that of the central
authority in common affairs. 2. designating, of, or
having to do with a central government of this sort.
3. [usually F-], designating, of, or having to do with
the central government of the United States. 4. [F-J,
of or supporting the Federalist Party or its principle
of centralized government. 5. [F-], of or supporting
the central government of the United States in the
Civil War (1861-1865) ; Union; pro-Union, n. 1. [F-],
a Federalist. 2. [F-J, a supporter or soldier of the
Federal government in the Civil "War. Abbreviated Fed.

Federal Bureau of Investigation, a branch of the
United States Department of Justice whose duty is
to investigate and bring to trial all violators of Federal
criminal laws, except violators of currency, tax, and
postal laws: abbreviated FBI, F.B.I.

Federal Capital Territory, Australian Capital Terri-
tory: the former name.

fed-er-al-ism
(fed'Sr-sl-iz'm, fed'ral-iz'm), n. 1. the

federal principle of government or organization. 2. [F-],
je principles of the Federalist Party.
-er al 1st (fed'gr-sl-ist, fed'ral-ist) , n. 1. a iperson
ho believes in or supports federalism. 2. [F-], a

member or supporter of the Federalist Party, adj.
1. of or supporting federalism. 2. [F-], of or supporting
the Federalist Party or its principles.
The Federalist, a set of eighty-five articles by Alex-
ander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay,
published in 1787 and 1788, analyzing the Constitu-

tion of the United States and urging its adoption.
fed er-ai-is-tic (fed'er-al-is'tik, fed'roHPtik), adj. fed-
eralist.

Federalist (or Federal) Party, a political party in the
United States (1789-1816), led by Alexander Hamilton
and John Adams, which advocated the adoption of
the Constitution and the establishment of a strong,
centralized government.

fed*er-al-i-za-tion (fed'Sr-al-i-za'shsn, fed'ral-i-za'shan),
n. a federalizing or being federalized.

fed er al ize (fed'er-sl-iz', fed'ral-iz'), v.t. [FEDERALIZED
(-izd')* FEDERALIZING], 1. to unite (states, etc.) in a
federal union. 2. to put under the authority of a fed-
eral government.
Federal Reserve Bank, any of the twelve district banks
of the Federal Reserve System : abbreviated FRB, F.R.B.

Federal Reserve Board, a board composed of seven
(originally eight) members which directs the Federal
Reserve System: in 1935, the name was changed to
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System: abbre-
viated FRB, F.R.B.
Federal Reserve System, a centralized banking system
in the United States, consisting of twelve Federal Re-
serve banks, each acting as the central bank for its

district, and over 10,000 affiliated banks: it was estab-
lished by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 to develop a
currency which would fluctuate with business demands,
and to regulate the member banks of each district.

Federal Security Agency, a Federal agency created in
1939 to supervise matters of social ana economic secu-

rity, educational opportunity, and health in the United
States: it administers the Social Security Board, the
Public Health Service, the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, etc.: abbreviated FSA, F.S.A.

Federal Trade Commission, a Federal agency created
in 1915 to investigate unfair methods of competition in

business, fraudulent advertising, etc., and to prosecute
those guilty of such practices: abbreviated FTC, F.T.C.

fed-er-ate (fed'gr-it; for v., fed'gr-at'), adj. [L. foeder-
atus, pp. of feederare, to league together < foedus; see

FEDERAL], united by common agreement under a
central government or authority, v.t. & v.i. [FEDER-
ATED (-id), FEDERATING], to unite in a federation.

Federated Malay States, a former division of the Malay
Peninsula, including the native states of Pahang, Perak,
Negri Sembilan, and Selangor: area, 27,540 sq. mi.:
now a part of the Federation of Malaya.
Federated Press, a privately owned agency for gather-
ing news and distributing it among member newspapers.

fed er a tion (fed'o-ra'shan), n. [Fr. federation; ML.
federatio < L. foederatus; see FEDERATE], 1. a uniting
by compact; union of states, groups, etc. by agreement
of each member to subordinate its power to that of the
central authority in common affairs. 2. a federated
organization; league; federal union of states, nations,
etc. Abbreviated Fed. (in a title or name).

fed*er-a-tive (fed'Sr-a'tiv, fed'gr-9-tiv), adj. of, forming,
or having the nature of, a federation.

fe-do-ra (fi-dSr'o), n. [Fr. < FZdora (1882), olay by
Sardou], a soft felt hat with the crown creased length-
wise and a somewhat curved brim.

fee (fe), n. [ME. fee, feo, fief, payment; Anglo-Fr. fee,
fie (OFT. feu, fiut fief): associated with ME. feo, feoh. ,

(,< AS. feoh), cattle, hence property, chattels; sense
influences < ML. feodum, feudum, prob. lit., cattle-
wealth < Gmc. *fexu~, (whence OHG. fihu, G. vieh, AS.
feoh, cattle) + od, wealth; IE. base *pek-, sheep, cattle,
as also in L. pecu, pecus, cattle; cf. PECUNIARY, PECU-
LIAR, &, for sense development, CHATTEL], 1. originally,
a) heritable land held from a feudal lord in return for
service; fief; feudal benefice: also called feud, b) the
right to hold such land, c) payment, service, or homage
due to a superior. 2. a pavment asked or given for
professional services, admissions, licenses, tuition, etc.;
charge. 3. a present of money; tip; gratuity. 4. in law,
an inheritance in land: see fee simple, fee tail. v.t. to
give a fee to. SYN. see wage.
hold in fee, to own; possess.

fee
:
ble (feWl), adj. [ME. feble; OFr. feble, foible (Fr.

fawle) < It. fiemlts, to be wept over < fiere, to weep],
weak; not strong; specifically, a) infirm: as, a feeble
old man. &) without force or effectiveness: as, a feeble
light, a feeble attempt, c} easily broken; frail: as, a
feeble barrier. SYN. see weak.
feeble-minded (fe'bl-min'did) , adj. L mentally
weak or deficient; subnormal in mtelBgence. 2. having
a weak will; irresolute.
the feeble-minded, those who are mentally deficient,
including morons, imbeciles, and, sometimes, idiots.

fee-bly (fe'bli), adv. in a feeble manner.
feed (fea), v.t. [FED (fed), FEEDING], [ME. feden; AS.
fedan < *fodjan < base of AS. fod, food (see FOOD);
akin to OFris. feda, OHG. fuotan, etc.], 1. to give food
to; provide food for. 2. to serve or provide as food:
as, the farmer fed oats to the horses. 3. to provide
something necessary for the growth, development^ or
existence of; nourish; sustain: as, %e blopof/eedf the
body tissue, the news fed Ms anger. 4. to provide
(material to be used up): as, feed coal to the stove^
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5. to provide with material: as, feed the stove, 6. to

provide satisfaction for; gratify: as, the incident fed
his vanity. 7. in sports, to pass the ball, puck, etc. to
(a player intending to make a shot, try for a goal,
etc.). 8. in the theater, to give (an actor) the necessary
cue lines, tu. to eat: said chiefly or animals, n.
1. food iven to animals; fodder. 2. the amount of
fodder given at one time. 3. the material supplied
to a machine. 4. the part of the machine supplying
this material. 5. the supplying of this material. 6
[Colloq.], a meal.
feed on (or upon), 1. to take as food; be nourished
by. 2. to get satisfaction, support, etc. from.

off one's feed, [Slang], without appetite for food; some-
what sick: originally said of horses, etc.

feed-back (fed'bak'). n. in electronics, the feeding back
of part of the output to the input at the proper phase:
used in radio to amplify or decrease the strength of a
signal, or to make a circuit oscillatory.
feed-back (fed'bak'), adj. in electricity, regenerative.
feed bag, a bag filled with grain, fastened over a
horse's muzzle for feeding: also called nose bag.
put on the feed bag, [Slang], to eat a meal.

feed-er (fed'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that feeds;
especially, one that supplies material to a machine.
2. anything that supplies or leads into something else,
as a stream of water, a railroad, an air route, etc.;
subsidiary; tributary. 3. in electricity, a conductor sup-
plying energy to a center from which the energy is dis-
tributed into various channels.

feel (fel), v.t. [FELT (felt), FEELING], [ME. felen; AS.
felan; akin to G. fuhlen; IE. base *pat, to finger,
touch, seen also in L. palpare, to touch softly (cf. PAL-
PABLE, PALPITATE); prob. not connected with palm,
etc.], 1. to touch; touch or handle in order to become
aware of; examine by touching or handling. 2. to per-
ceive or be aware of through physical sensation: as, he
felt tears run down his cheeks. 3. to be influenced or
moved by; be sensitive to 9r emotionally disturbed by.
4. to be aware of through intellectual perception: as, I
feel the weight of his argument. 5. to think; believe;
consider, tu. 1. to have physical sensation: be sen-
tient. 2. to appear to be to the senses, especially to the
sense of touch: as, the water feels warm. 3. to try to
find by touching; grope, 4. to be aware of the condition
of being: as, I feel sad. 5. to be moved to sympathy,
pity, etc. n. 1. the act of feeling; perception By the
senses. 2. the sense of touch. 3. the nature of a thing
perceived through touch: as, the fed of wet sawdust*
4. an emotional sensation.
feel (a person) out, to find out the opinions or attitude
of (a person) by a cautious and indirect approach.

feel like, [Colloq.], to have an inclination or desire for.
feel (like) oneself, to feel normally healthy, fit, etc.
feel up to, [Colloq.], to feel capable of.

feel er
(fel'e'r), n. 1. a person or thing that feels. 2. a

specialized organ of touch in an animal or insect, as a
tentacle or antenna. 3. an action, remark, question,
etc. made to feel out another or others.

feel-ing (fel'irj), adj. [ME. fding; see FEEL & -ING], full

of emotion or sensitivity; sympathetic, n. 1. that one
of the senses by which sensations of contact, pressure,
temperature, and pain are transmitted through the skin;
sense of touch. 2. the power or faculty of experiencing
physical sensation. 3. an awareness; consciousness;
sensation: as, a feeling of pain. 4. an emotion. 5. pi.

sensitivities: susceptibilities: as, her feelings are easily
hurt. 6. a kindly, generous attitude; sympathy; pity.
7. a) an opinion or sentiment: as, it is my feelmg that
events are moving slowly. 6) a premonition: as, I have
a feeling that something unpleasant will happen. 8.

what is attributed to something as a result of one's own
impression or emotion; air; atmosphere: as, a great
city has a feeling of strain and hurry, 9. discriminating
and sensitive taste: as, he has a. feeling for music. 10.
the emotional quality in a work of art.

SYN^-feeling, when unqualified in the context, refers, to
any of the subjective reactions, pleasurable or unpleasurable,
that one may have to a situation and usually connotes an
absence of reasoning (I can't trust my own feelings)] emotion
implies an intense feeling with physical as well as mental
manifestations (her breast heaved with emotion) ; passion refers
to a strong or overpowering emotion, connoting especially sexual
love or intense [anger; sentiment applies to a feeling, often a
tender one, accompanied by some thought or reasoning (what
are your sentiments in this matter?).

feel-ing-ly (fel'ig-li), adv. in a manner resulting from or

expressing strong emotion*
fee simple, [Anglo-Fr.; see FEE & SIMPLE}, ownersMp
(of land) with unrestricted, rights of disposition.

feet (fet), n. plural of foot: abbreviated ft., fv F.
carry (or sweep) off one*a feet, 1. to fill with enthu-
siasm. 2. to make a deep impressipn on.

; i

on one's feet, 1. in a standing position. 2. firmly' -
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2.

sit at the feet of, to be an admiring disciple or pupil of.
stand on one's own feet, to be independent.

fee tail, [Anglo-Fr. fee tatt$;fee (see FEE) + taitt, pp. of
taiUir, to cut, limit (OPr. taiUier) ; see TAILOR], owner-
ship (of land) restricted to a specified class of heirs.

feeze (fez, faz), v.t. [FEEZED (fezd, fazd), FEEZING], [ME.
fesen, fesien* to drive, put to flight; AS. fesan, fesian, to
drive: cf. FAZE], 1. [Obs. or Dial.], a) to drive; drive off.

6) to frighten, c) to Seat; chastise. 2. [var. offo*e], [Col-
loq.], to disturb; agitate; disconcert. Also feaze. n.
< the *.] 1. [Brit. EKaL], a rush, hard impact, or rub.
. [Colloq.], perturbation; agitation.

feh (fa), n. fHeb.I, a variant of peh, the1

seventeenth
letter of the Hebrew alphabet (B, *>) corresponding
to English F, /: see alphabet, table.

feign (fan), v.t. [UE.feinen; QFr.feindre (ppr. feignanf)
< L. fingers, to touch, handle, shape; cf. FICTION, FIG-
URE], 1. originally, to form; shape. 2. to make up (a
story, excuse, etc.); invent; fabricate. 3. to imagine.
4. to make a false show of; pretend; imitate; simulate.
vj. to pretend; dissemble. SYN. see assume.

feigned (fand), adj. 1. fictitious; imagined. 2. pretend-
ed; simulated; sham.

feint (fant), n. [Fr. feinte < pp. of feindre; see FEIGN],
1. a false show; pretense; sham: as, he made a feint of
working. 2. a pretended blow or attack intended to
take the opponent off his guard, as in boxing, fencing,
warfare, etc. vd. to deliver such a blow or attack.
Fei sal I (fl'ssl), see Faisal I: also spelled Feisul.
feld-spar (feld'spar', fel'spar'), n. [G. fddspai(h} ; feld,
field 4- spat(h), spar], any of several crystalline minerals
made up mainly of aluminum silicates, usually glassy
and moderately hard, found in igneous rocks: also
felspar.

feld-spath-ic (feld-spath'ik, fel-spath'ik), adj. contain-
ing or resembling feldspar.

feld-spath-ose (feld-spath'os, fel-spath'os), adj. feld-
spathic.

Fe-li-ci-a (fa-lish'i-9, fa-lish'a), a feminine name: see
Felix.

fe-11-cIf-ie (felinaf'ik), adj. [< L. felix, felicis, happy;
,+, -ftc]f producing or tending to produce happiness.
felici-tate (fa-lisVtat'), v.t. [FELICITATED (-id), FE-
LICITATING], [< L. felicttatus, pp. of felicitare, to make
happy < felix, felicis, happy], 1. to congratulate;
wish happiness to. 2. [Rare], to make happy, adj.
[Obs.], made happy.

fe-lic-i-ta-tion (fa-lis'a-ta'shan) , n. congratulation.
felici tous (fa-lis'Q-tas), adj. [< felicity + -ous], I.
used or expressed in a way suitable to the occasion:
appropriate; aptly chosen. 2. having the knack oi
appropriate and pleasing expression, style, etc.

felte-i-ty rta-lisVti), n. \pl, FELICITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
felicite; OPr. felicitt; L. felicitas, happiness < feU&,
felicis, happy], 1. happiness; bliss. 2. anything pro-
ducing happiness; good fortune. 3. a quality or faculty
of appropriate and pleasing expression m writing,
speaking, painting, etc. 4. an apt expression or thought.

fe-lid (feOid), n. [< Mod. L. Felidae, the cat family <
L. felis: see FELINE], any animal of the cat family.

feline (felin), adj. [L. fdinus < feles, fdis, a cat],
1. of a cat or the cat family. 2. catlike: crafty; sly;
stealthy, n. any animal of the cat family, including
the cat, leopard, lion, lynx, panther, puma, tiger, etc.

fe-lin-i-ty (n-Un'a-ti), n. the quality of being feline.
Fe-lix

(fe'liks), [L., lit., happy], a masculine name:
feminine, Felicia.

fell (fel), past tense of fall.

fell (fel), v.t. [ME. fdlen; AS. fellan, fidlan (< Gmc.
*falljan), caus. of feallan (< Gmc. *fattan) t to fall

(see FALL, .); akin to G. fallen], 1. to cause to fall;
knock down: as, the boxer felled his opponent with a
blow. 2. to cut down (a tree or trees). 3. in sewing,
to turn over (the rough edge of a seam) and sew down
flat. n. L the trees cut down in one season. 2. in
sewing, a felled seam.

fell (fel), adj. |ME., AS. & OPr. fel, cruel, furious

(orig. nom. of felon]: LL. *fetto; see FELON], 1. fierce;
terrible; cruel. 2. JArchaic or Poetic], causing death;
deadly: as, a/eK plague........

[ME. fette, fel;

skin, hide, se

, AS. fel; akin to G. fell;

A . seen also in L. pdlis* skin
(cf. PELLICLE) & AS. filmen, membrane (cf. FILM)],
an animal's hide or skin.

fell (fel), n. [ME.jfeK < Anglo-N.:cf. ON.$aZJ,mc*intam;
akin to G. fels (OHG. fdis)], [British], 1. a rocky or
barren hill. 2. a moor; down.

fel-iah (fel'a), n. [pi. FELLAHS (fel'az); AT. FELLAHEEN,
FELLAHiN (fel^-hen')], [Ai.fdlaJ^ (DLfella$ri) <falafya,
to plow], a peasant or laborer in Egypt or some other
countries where Arabic is spoken.

fell-er (fel'&r), n. [Slang or Dial.], a fellow; man or boy.
fell-er (fel'er), n. 1. a person or titling that fells. 2. a
sewing-machine attachment for felling seams.

fell-mon-ger (feFmug'ggr); n. Ifdl (a hide) +

qvSr; is, b|te; lot, g$ httm, tCBl, look; oil, omt^ up, use, fflr;
*

, e In
g$ hm, tCBl, ook; oil, omt^ up, use, fflr; get;
i m sanity, o in comply^ u m focus;

*
as iti able

.ich;l^

;; chin; she; thin,
Fr.i vaui/i ff. uai; s. rr.

>thetical; < derived from.



felloe

a dealer in sheepskins or other animal skins.
feMoe (fei'o), n. a felly.
feMow (fei'o, fel'o), n. [ME. felaghe, felauh, felawe,

etc.; late AS. fedaga, formed < feoh, cattle, propertv,
money (cf. FEE) + laga, a laying down (cf. LAW, LAY),
after ON. felagi, partner, comrade, of the same ult.

derivation; basic sense, "one laving down money or

property for a joint undertaking j
senses 5, 6, 7 after

L. socius (cf. ASSOCIATE)], 1. originally, a person who
shares; partner or accomplice. 2. a companion; asso-

ciate. 3. a person of the same class or rank; equal;
peer. 4. either of a pair of similar things

*

t
mate.

5. a graduate student who holds a fellowship in a
university or college. 6. a member of a learned society.
7. [British], a member of a governing body of a college,
as at Oxford University. 8. [Obs,L a) a person of a
lower social class, b) a coarse, rough man. 9, [Colloq.],

a) a man or boy: often in familiar address. 6) a person;
one: as, & fellow must eat. 10. [Colloq.], a suitor; beau.
Abbreviated F. (in senses 5, 6, 7). adj. having the
same ideas, position, work, etc.; in the same condition;
associated: as, fellow workers, fellow students.

fellow feeling, sympathy; mutual understanding.
fellow-ship (fel'o-ship'), n. [ME. felawschip; see
FELLOW & -SHIP], 1. companionship; friendly associ-

ation. 2. a mutual sharing, as of experience, activity,
interest, etc. 3. a group of people with the same
interests; company; brotherhood. 4. an endowment,
or a sum of money paid from such an endowment,
for the support of a graduate student in a university
or college. 5. the rank or position of a fellow in a
university or college.

fellow traveler, [transl. of Russ. popuchiki], a non-
member who supports or approves the cause of a
party, especially the Communist Party.

fel-ly (fel'i), n. {pi. FELLIES (-iz)], [ME. felowe, felge;
AS. felg; akin to G. felge; IE. *pel-k < base *pel-,

*qwd-, to turn; cf. FALLOW (field)], 1. the rim of a
spoked wheel. 2. a segment of such a rim. Also felloe,

fel-ly (felli), adv. in a fell manner; with cruelty.
tfelo-de-se (feno-di-se', fel'6-di-se'), n. [pi FELOS-
DB-SE (^loz-, fd'oz-), FELONES-DE-SE (fel'o-nez'-)],

[Anglo-L,. Et,, felon of (one) self], in law, (a) suicide.
fel-on (fel'an), n. [ME.jfeZow, feloun, n. & adj., criminal;
OFr. felon, felun < LL. *fMo; ? < L. fel, felite, gall],

LjRare), a villain. 2. in law, a person guilty of a major
crime; criminal, adj. wicked; base; criminal.

fel-on (fel'an), n. [ME : ; prob. < same base as prec.],
a painful, pus-producing infection at the end of a
finger or toe, near the nail; whitlow.

fe-lo-ni-ous (fa-lp'ni-os), adj. 1. wicked: base; criminal.
2. in law. of, like, or constituting a felony.

fel-on-ry (fel'0n-ri), n. felons collectively.

fel-o-ny (fel'o-ni), n. [pi. FELONIES (-niz)], [ME. & OFr.
felonie: LL. felonia, treason, treachery < *fello; see

FELON]^ a major crime, as murder, arson, rape, etc.,
for which statute provides a greater punishment than
for a misdemeanor: the penalty is usually death or
imprisonment in a penitentiary.

fel site (fel'sit), n. [felspar -f -tie], an igneous rock
consisting mainly ot feldspar and quartz.

fel-spar (fel'spar), n. [mistakenly altered (1794) by
Kirwan < feldspar, after G. fels, rock], feldspar.

felt (felt), n. [MR & AS.; akin to G./ife, V.fUt; basic
sense, "doth made by pounding or beating" < IE.
base *pel~, to beat, strike, seen also in L. pellere, to
beat, drive (cf. IMPEL, EXPEL), Eng. anvil}, L a fabric
of wool, often mixed with fur or hair, worked together
by pressure, heat, chemical action, etc. without weaving
or knitting. 2. anything made of felt. adj. made of
felt. v.t. 1. to make into felt. 2. to cover with fdt.

felt (felt), past tense and past participle of feel,

felt-ing (fd'tirj), n. 1. the making of felt. 2. the
material of which felt is made. 3. felted cloth.

fe luc ca (fg-luk's, fe-luk'a), n. [It. feluca; Sp, faluca;
? < Ar. fulk, a ship], a small, narrow ship with two
or three masts, propelled by oars or lateen sails or
both, used especially along the Mediterranean coasts.

fern., feminine.
fe-male (fe'mal), adj. [ME. & OFr. femelle; L.femella,
dim. of femina, a woman < IE* base *dhS-, *<i/b-, to
suck, suckle, seen also in L. felare, to suck, films,
son, orig., a suckling, Gr. thelazem^ to suckle], 1. desig-
nating or of the sex that produces ova and bears off-

spring: opposed to male: biological symbol, 9. 2. of,
characteristic of, or suitable to members of this sex;
feminine. 3. consisting of women or girls. 4. in
botany, a) having a pistil and no stamens, b} desig-
nating or of a reproductive structure or part containing
large gametes that can be fertilized by smaller, motile
gametes, c} designating or of any structure or part
that produces fruit after it is fertilized. 5. in mechanics?
designating or having a hollow part shaped to receive
a corresponding inserted part (called male} : said of a
gauge, electric plug. etc. n. a female person, animal,
or

.plant.
SYfc. female is the basic term applied to members of the
sex that is biologically distinguished from the male sex and is

used of animals or plants as well as of human beings; feminine
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is now the preferred term for references^ other than those

basically biological, to qualities characteristic of women or

things appropriate to them; womanly suggests the noble

qualities one associates with a woman, especially one who has
maturity of character; womanish, in contrast, suggests the
weaknesses and faults that are regarded as characteristic of

women; effeminate, used chiefly in reference to a man, implies

delicacy, softness, or lack of virility; ladylike refers to manners,
conduct, etc. such as are expected from a refined or well-bred
woman. Se also woman. ANT. mal, maiculine, manly,
mannish.

feme (fern), n. [OFr. feme (Fr. femme) < L. femina,
woman], 1. in law, a wif. 2. [Obs.], a woman.
feme covert, [OFr., lit., woman covered], in law, a
married woman.
feme sole, [OFr., lit., woman alone], in law, an un-
married woman; spinster, divorcee, or widow.

fem-i-na-cy (fem'a-ns-si), n. [pi. FEMINACIES (-siz)],

feminine nature.
fem-i-naM-ty (fem'a-nal'a-ti), n. [pi FEMINALITIES

(-tiz)], [< OFr. feminal, adj., female < L. jemina],
the state or quality of being female; femininity.

fem-i-ne-i-ty (femVne'9-ti) , n. [pi. FEMINEITIES (-tiz)],

[< L. femmeus, feminine < femina], 1. femininity.
2. effeminacy.

fetn-i-nine (fem's-nin), adj. [< L. feminus < femina,
woman], 1. female; of women or girls. 2. haying
qualities regarded as characteristic of women and girls,

as gentleness, weakness, delicacy, t modesty, etc.;

womanly. 3. suitable to or characteristic of a woman.
4. effeminate; womanish: said of men. 5. in grammar,
designating or of the gender of words denoting or

referring to females or things originally regarded as
female. n in grammar, L the feminine gender. 2. a
word or form in this gender. Abbreviated fern., f., F.
SYN. see female.

feminine rhyme, a rhyme of two or, sometimes, three

syllables of which only the first is stressed (e.g., fashion,

passion; haziness, laziness).

fem-i-nin-i-ty (fem'o-nin'a-ti), n. [pi. FEMININITIES
(-tiz)], 1. the quality or state of being feminine; wom-
anliness. 2. women in general; womankind.

fem-i-nism (fem's-niz'm), n. [< It. femina, woman; -j-

-ism], 1. a) the theory that women should have polit-

ical, economic, and social rights equal to those of men.
d) the movement to win such rights for women. 2.

[JK.are], feminine qualities.
fem-i-nist (fem/a-nist), n. an advocate or supporter of

feminism, adj. of feminism or feminists.
fem-i-nis-tic (fem'a-nis'tik) , adj. feminist.
fem-i-ni'za-tion (femVni-za'shan^emVni-za'shsn), n.
a feminizing.

fem-inize Ctem's-niz'), v.t. & v.i [FEMINIZED (-mzd').
FEMINIZING], [< L. femina, woman; + -ize], to make or
become feminine or effeminate.

Jfemme (fam), n. [Fr.], a woman or wife.

jfemme cou-verte (fam'koo'vertOt [Fr., lit., covered
woman], a married woman.
Jfemme de cham-bre (fam' ds shaw'br'), [Fr.], a cham-
bermaid; lady's maid.

fem-o-ra (fem'e'r-a), n. alternative plural of femur.
fem-o-ral (fem'gr-9l), adj. [ML. femoralis],of the femur.
fe-mur (fe'mgr), n. [pi. FEMURS (-merz), FEMORA (fem'-

r-9)J, [L., thigh], the thighbone: see skeleton, illus.

fen (ten), n. [ME.; AS. fen, fenn; akin to G. fenne,
marsh, Goth, fani, mud; IE. base *pan*, wet, slime,

mire], low, flat, marshy land; swamp; bog.
fe-na gle (fi-na'g'l), 0.1". & v.t. [FENAGLED (-g'ld), FENA-

GLINGJ, to finagle.
fence (fens), n. [ME., abbrev. of defence; see DEFENSE],
1. originally, a protection; defense. 2. a barrier of
wooden posts, wire, iron, etc., used as a boundary or
means of protection or confinement. 3. the art of self-

defense with foil, saber, etix; fencing. 4. expertness in
conversation or debate. 5. a person who buys and
sells stolen goods. 6. a place where stolen goods are

bought and sold. v.t. [FENCED (fenst), FENCING], 1. to
enclose with or as with a fence (often with in}. 2.

[Archaic], to ward off; protect; defend, v.i. 1. to prac-
tice the art of fencing. 2. to avoid giving a direct reply;
parry; evade, 3, to buy or sell stolen goods.
fence with, to be evasive with; avoid answering
directly.
on the fence, not having chosen to join one side or
the other in a controversy,

fencer (fen'sSr), n. 1. a person who fences with a
foil, saber,, etc. 2. one who makes or repairs fences.

fen-cl-ble (fcdftA-bl), W- [abbfev. of defensible}, [Scot!
that can defend or be defended, n. usually in pi.

terial for
fend (

DEFEND],
parry.

fend
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fender (fen'dgr), n. anything that fends off or pro-
tects something else; specifically, a) any of the metal
frames over the wheels of an automobile or other ve-
hicle to protect against splashing mud, etc.; mudguard
b) a device on the front of a streetcar or locomotive to
catch or push aside anything on the track; cowcatcher
c) a screen or guard placed in front of a fireplace to keep
the hot coals in. d) a pad or cushion of rope, wood, etc
hung over a ship's side to protect it in docking
F ne Ion, Fran fois de Sa-H-gnac de la Mothe (fraV-
swa' d9 sa'le'nyaV ds la mSt'lEnao*'; Eng. feu'l-onO,
1651-1715; French churchman and writer.

fen-es-tel-la (fen'is-tel'9), n. [L., dim. of fenestra, win-
dow], a small window or opening, especially one for
displaying relics in an altar.

fe-nes-tra (fi-nes'tra), n. \pl. FBHESTRAB; (-tri)], JL., win-
dow], 1. a small windowlike opening, as in the inner
wall of the middle ear. 2. a small* transparent spot as
in the wings of some insects.

fe-nes-tral (fi-nes'trol), adj. 1. of a window. 2. of or
having a fenestra or fenestrae, n. a frame fitted with
cloth or paper instead of glass, serving as a window

fe-nes-trate (fi-nes'trit, fi-nes'trat), adj. [L. fenestratus,
pp. of fenestrare, to furnish with windows or Openings <
fenestra, window], 1. containing small openings or per-
forations. 2. in zoology, having fenestrae.

fe-nes-trat-ed (fi-nes'tra'tid), adj* 1, having windows
2. in zoology, having fenestrae,

fen-es-tra-tion (fen
r
is-tra'sh0n), n. [<fenestrate 4- -tion],

I. the arrangement of the windows in a building. 2
the surgical operation of making a fenestra, or perfora-
tion, as in th6 middle ear.

Feng kieh (fufl'kyu'), n. Kweichow, a city in China.
Feng tien (fun'tyen') n. Liaoning: the former name.
Feng-Tien (fttrj'tyenO, n. Mukden, ajcity In Manchuria.
Fe ni an (fe'ni-sn, fen'yan), n. [< Fiann or Fianna, the
old militia of Ireland, so called from Finn, Fionn, hero
of Irish tradition; associated with OlT.fene, inhabitant
of Ireland], i. any of a group of legendary military
heroes of ancient Ireland. 2. a member of a secret
Irish revolutionary brotherhood established in New
York about 1858 for the purpose of freeing Ireland from
English rule* adj. of the Fenians.

Fe-ni-an-ism (fe'ni-en-iz'm, fen'yQn-iz'm), n- the pr{n_

ciples, aims, and methods of the Fenians.
fen-nee (fen'ek), n. [Ar. fanak], a small, fawn-colored
African fox with large ears.

fen-nel (fen''l), n. [ME. fenU: AS. fimd, finugl < L.
feniculum, faenicutum, dim. of fenwn, faenum, hay], a
tall herb of the carrot family, with yellow flowers; its
aromatic seeds are used as a seasoning and in medicine.

fen-nel flow-er (fen'l-flou'Sr), n. [so named from being
confused with thefennZ\ , 1 , a hardy herb of the butter-
cup family, with blue, yellow, or white flowers: its seeds
are often used for seasoning. 2. its flower,

fen-ny (fen'i), adj. [ME. f&tni; AS. fennig], 1. full of
fens; marshy; boggy. 2. of or found in fens.

Fen-fir (fen'rSr), n. [ON.], in Norse mythology, a great
wolf, bound by the gods with a magic rope.
Fen ris-wolf (fen'ris-woolf'). n. Fenrir.

graecum,faenum Graecum, ek hay],

fen u greek (fen'yoo-grek
7
)' 'n. [Fr. feriu&et; L>fenum-
, lit., Greer

familv. Whose Se6
*

feod(fud),n.[
lord; fee; fief.

an herb of
iVor ctirry.

[vaf. offeud], an estate held under a feudal

feo-dal (fu'd'i), adj. of feods or feudalism; feudal.
feoff (fef, fjf), v.t. {Early M&.feoffen; An#lo-Fr. fto/er;

give or sell a fief to;

pp. Gi feoffer},

Pr. feoffour].

OFr. Aeuffef, fieffer <
enfeoS. ft. a fief.

feoff.ee (fef-e', flW), n. [Anglo-Fr./<
a person to whom land is given as a

feoff-ment (fef'mant, fef'ment), n
the granting of land as a fief: enfe

feof.for, feoff er (fef'gf, fef'Sr), n. [

a person granting a feoffment,
FEPC. Pair Employment Practices Committee.
-fer (ler), [see -FERGUS], a suffix meaning one that bears
or produces, as in conifef : used to form nouns correspond-
ing to adjectives in -feroiis.

fe-ra-clous (fa-rS'shss), adj. [< I,, ferax, f&acis <ferre,
to bear; + -otis], prbdtlcing abundantly; fruitful.

re rac-ity (fa-ras^-ti), n. the state of being feracJous.
tferae na tu rae (fg'rg na-tu'reO, [L.L 1. of a wild
nature. 2. in ww, nondonlesticated animals and fowls
that are not the private property of anyone.

dl), adj. l< L. /fcrd, wi^d aiiitoal < ferns (see

adj. [L. feraUs. pf tlae dead, of'funeral"'
fatal. 2. gloomy; funereal." "

), 1887r: American writer.
. ^. (ft., iron MI> of a lance],
related to the rattlesnake,

'
' " M ""

feral
rites],

Fer-be , _______

fer de-lance (f;

poisqn<

feral (:

.; prbb, <: Gnic.

peace (see FRKBERICK) + *n&ntH$, courage; cf. Goth.
(ana)nantkjan t to be bold, take courage, AS. netkan, to
venture on, darej hence, Ht. t bold (in) peace], a mas-
culine name: feminine,, Fernanda; equivalents, It. Fer-
dimndo, Perr&ndo, Sp. Fernando, Hernando.
Ferdinand I, 1. ?-1065; king of Castile (1033-1065);
emperor of Spain (1056-1065): called the Great. 2.
(Maximilian Karl Leopold Maria), 1861-1948: father ofBom III; king of Bulgaria (1908-1918); abdicated,
Ferdinand V, 1452-1516; king of Castile (1474-1516);
as Ferdinand II, king of Aragon (1479-1516); as
Ferdinand III, king of Naples (1504-1516); called the
Catholic.

fere (far), n. [ME. fere; AS. (Anglian) fera, aphetic
form of gefera; ge-t together + -fera < base of jaran,
to go (cf. FARE, .)], [Archaic], 1. a companion; mate.
2. a husband or wife.

fer-e-to-ry (fer'a-tor'i, ferVto'ri), n. W. FERETORIES
(-iz, -riz)], [altered < ME. fertre; OFr. fiertre; L.
feretrum

tf
a litter, bier; Gr. pheretron < pherein, to

bear; akin to Eng. bur, b&xr], 1. a shrine for the relics
of saints. 2. a bier. 3. the place in a church where
shrines were kept.
Fer-gus (ffir'gss), [Mir. & MGael < base meaning
"manly strength"], a masculine name. n. in Irish
legend, a hero of the army that attacked Cuchulain
at Ulster.

fe-ri-a
(ffr'i-o),

n.JW. PKRIAB. (-501. [LL.; see FAIR

S28L.*
*i Js^y?Lfs*w!** 2- fy^^^

do with a weekday, especially one not a church hoK-
day. 2. having to do with a holiday.

fe-rine (feYln), adj. [L. ferinus < ferns, wild], feral
Fe.rin.gi, Fe^gSiee V-mj'gi), l/[P<*: Farmgi?Ax!
Faranjt, adapted < OFr. Franc, a Frank], in India, a
European or a Eurasian, especially one of Portuguese-
Indian descent.

fer-i-ty (fer'a-ti), n. [L.feritas < ferus, wild], the state
or quality of being wild, savage, or untamed.

Jfer-ma-ta (fer-ma'ta) , n.
[It,], in music, 1. the holding

of a tone or rest beyond its written value, at the dis-
cretion of the performer. 2. the sign (o) indicating
this. Also called pause, hold.
ferment (foment; for ., fgr-ment'), n. [Fr. < L
fermentum, leaven, yeast <fervere, to boa, be agitated;
cf. BARM], 1. a substance causing fermentation in
other substances, as yeast, bacteria, enzymes, etc.
2. fermentation. 3. a state of excitement; agitation;
commotion; unrest, v.t. 1. to cause fermentation in
2. to excite; agitate, vd. 1. to be in the process of
fermentation. 2. to be excited or agitated; seethe.

fer men-ta tion (fik'msn-ta'shQnrmr'men-ta'shsn), n.
[L. fermentatio: see

f
FERMENT, *.], L the breakdown

ot complex molecules in organic compounds, caused
by the influence of a ferment: as, bacteria cause milk
to

%
curdle by fermentation. 2. excitement: unrest;

agitation.
fer ment-a-tive (fgr-men'ta-tiv), adj. causing or re-
sulting from fermentation.

^^
Fer-mi, En n co (en-re/kd famine), 1901-1954; Italian
physicist in America; instrumental in development of
atomic bomb: awarded Nobel Prize in physics in 1938.

fer mi urn (far'mi-dm), n. [after E. Fermi], a radio-
active chemical element produced by nuclear bombard-
ment in a cyclotron: symbol, Fm; at. wt., 254 (?);

fern Surn) 'n. [ME.; AS. fearn; akin to G, farn; IE.
base

fper- (< *petrj t wing, feather, as in Sans, parna-m,
feather], any of a large group of shrubby, nonflowering
plants having roots, stems, and fronds, and reproducing
by spores instead of by seeds.
Fer-nan-da (fgr-nan'da), a feminine name: see Ferdi-
nand.

Fer-nan-dez, Juan (hwan fer-nan'deth; Eng. fgr-nan'-
diz), 1536?-1602; Spanish navigator and discoverer
of islands in the Pacific.
Fer-nan do de No-ro nha (fer-nan'^oo fko nd-rd'nya),an island in the South Atlantic, northeast of Natal,
Brazil: a Brazilian penal colony: area, 10 sq mi

Fer.nan.do
e Po.(f@r-nan'do po'j, a Spanish island in

the GuH of Guinea, western Africa: area. 810 sq. mi.;
pop., 21,000t capital, Santa Isabel.

'

Fer nan do P6-o (fer-na'n'dd p6'd) f Fernando Po: the
Spanish name.

Fern-dale (farn'dalO . n. a city in southeastern Michigan :

pop., 30,000.

fem-er-y (fur'ner-i), n. \pl FftKNERiES (-iz)], a placewhere ferns are grown; collection of growing ferns.
fern seed, the dustlike spores of ferns: formerly be-
lieved to make invisible the person who carried them.

fern-? (fur'nT), adj. 1. full of ferns. 2. of or like ferns.
fe-ro-cioua (fi-ro'shas), adj. [< L. ferox, ferocis <ferust

wild, fiercej -f- -ofrsl 1. fierce; savage;

tvdii, h.8re, GVCI.

fe: 9 f6f a in
L
IJ

"ft, JV. cbq; t

tofttti, taal, lookj oil, outj up, Use, fflr; get: Joy; yet; c

t SKf*^' 5 ^J.*?**^' JWto','
?
a ^ me (S'bl);

jh; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xil. t foi^ign; *liyijothetical;
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cruet 2. [Colloq.], very great: as, & ferocious appetite.
fe~rooi-ty (fi-rosVti), n. [#. FEROCITIES (-tJzYj, [Fr.

ferocit^;LJ. ferocttas}, the quality or condition of being
ferocious: fierceness; savagery.
-ferous (fgr-os), PL. ~/*r < ferre, to bear; + f -ou$] a
suffix meaning Zwwnifg, producing, yielding* as in ow/-
erofts, odoriferous.

Fer-ra-ra (fa-ra'ra; It. fer-rS'rS), n. a city m northern

Italy: pop., 133,000 (1947).
fer rate (fer'St), n. [< L. fermm* iron; -f ~aU]t a salt

of ferric acid.
fer-re ous (fer'i-os), adj. [L. ferrtus < f*rmm, iron],

1. of or containing iron. 2. like iron in hardness, etc.

fer-ret (fer'it), n, [It. fiaretto, dim. of fiore, a flower;
L. Jfos, floris, a flower], a narrow ribbon of cotton,

wool, silk, etc.: also ferreting.
fer-ret (fer'it), n. [ME. jfer<rf, jfore*; OFr. /wrf, dim. of

ftvron; LL. JWTO, a fer-

ret < L. /f, thief], a
kind of weasel, easily
tamed and used for

hunting or killing rab-
bits, rats, etc. v*t. 1.

j

to force out of hiding
with a ferret; hence,
2, to look for carefully;
search out; investigate FERRET (about 11/2 ft. long)
thoroughly, va. 1. to
hunt with ferrets. 2. to search*

fer-ret-y (fer'it-i), adj. like a ferret (anhnal).
fer-ri- (feri, feri), [< L. ferrum, iron], a combining
form meaning containing ferric iron: see ferro*.

fer-ri age (feri-ij), n. [< ferry + -age], 1. transporta-
tion by ferry. 2. the charge for this.

fer-ric (fer'ik), adj. [< L. ferrwn, iron; -J- -*c], 1. of,

obtaining, or derived from iron. 2. in chemistry,
designating or of iron with a valence higher than two,
or compounds containing such iron: distinguished from
ferrous.

fer>ri-cy-aii'ic (fer'i^si-an'ik, ferl-sl-an'ik), adj. [ferri-

-f- cyanic], des&nating or of a brown, crystalline, un.-

fer-ri-cy-a-nide (fer'i-si'a-nfd', ferl-si'd-nid) , n. a salt
of lerricyanic acid.

fer-rif er-ous (fe-rif'er-9s), adj. [< L. ferrumt iron; -f-

~ferous] t bearing or containing iron.
Fer-ris wheel (fer'is), [after George W. G. Ferris (1859-
1896), Am. engineer
who constructed the
first one for the World's

FairmCMcagoinl893],
a large, upright wheel
revolving on a fixed
axle ^and having seats

hangingfromtheframe :

used in amusement
parks, etc.

fee-rite (fer'it), n. [<
Lfemm, iron: + -iteL
1. anv yellowish or red-
dish-brown substance
oxxurring in .rocks and

(xmtajning
iron com- FERRIS WHEEL

pounds. 2. one of the
forms of pure metallic iron, having high, n
permeability and occurring as a constituent of <

iron and steeL 3. any of various compounds in wl
ferric oxide may be regarded as combine^ with a more
basic metallic oxide, as calcium ferrite, Ca(FeO*)s.

fer-ro- (fer'6), [< L. ferrum, iron], a combining form
meaning: 1, mm, connection with iron, as in ferro-
magnetic. 2. iron and, as in ferromanganese. 3. in

chemistry, containing ferrous iron, as in ferrocyanide.
ferro-aHoy (fer'o-9-loi'), n. any of various alloys of
iron used in the manufacture of steel: named from the
added metal, as ferrochromium, ferroman-ganese,' etc.

fer-ro-cal-cite (fer'6-kal'sit), n. in mineralogy, a calcite

containing ferrous carbonate. FeCO*.
fer-ro chro-mi-um (fer'o-kfo'm-am), m. an alloy of
iron and chromium.

fer-ro con crete (fer'S-konloret, fer'o-kon-kret'), n.
concrete having an iron or steel, framework embedded
in it: also called reinforced concrete, armored concrete.

fer-ro-cy-an-ic (fer'6-si-an'ik), orf/. \Jerro-. + cyanic],
designating or of a colorless crystalline acid, H*Fe(CN);

fer-ro-cy-a-nide (fer'o-si'd-nid', fer'o-siVnid), n. a salt
of ferrocyanic acid.

fer-ro*mag ne sian (fer'o-mag-ne'shsn), adf in miner-
alogy, having iron and magnesium as constituents.

fer-ro mag net ic (fer'o-mag-net'ik), adj. highly mag-
netic, as iron, nickel, etc.: distuiguished from para-
magnetic.

fer-ro mag-net ism (fer'o-mag'ns-tiz'm), n. the guajity
of being ferromagnetic.

fer-ro-man ga nese (fer'o-marj'ga-nes', fer'o-man'ga-
neaf'), n. an alloy of iron and manganese, used tor
making hard steel.

fer-ro-sB-i-con (fer'o-sil'i-kan), n. a compotand of iron
and silicon, used in making steel.

fer-ro-type (fer'5-tit/), n. Lfaro- f -tyj>e], 1. a positive

photograph taken directly on a thin plate of iron coated

with a sensitized film : also called tintype. 2. the process

ignating or of bivalent ir9n or compounds containing
it: distinguished from. ferric*

fer-ra-tfl-nous (fs-roo'ii-nss), adj. [L. ferru&nus < fer-

rugo, Son rust, color of iron rust < ferrum, iron], 1. of,

containing, or having the nature of, iron. 2. having the

color of iron rust; reddish-brown. .

fer-rule (fer'sl, fer'ool), n. [formerly vend; OFr. mrok,
iron ring to put around the end of a staff < LL. mrola, a
ring, bracelet; L. viriola, dim, of viriae

m
, bracelets, arm-

lets: prob. via Celt. < IE. base *weir-> wire, twisted

work (seen also in Eng. wire) < *wei~, to bend, twist,

seen in L. viere, to twist, bind around; sp. altered after

L. ferrum, iron], 1. a metal ring or cap put around the

end of a stick, tool, cane, etc. to prevent splitting or to

give added strength. 2. in mechanics, a short tube or

bushing for tightening a joint. v.L [FERRULED (-aid,

-oold), FERRULING], to furnish with a ferrule.

fer-ry (fer'i), v.t. [FERRIED (-id), FERRYING], [W&.ferien;
AS.ferian, to carry, convey, especially by water, caus.

offaran, to go (see FARE, .) ;
akin to Goth, farian, ON.

ftry&], 1. to take across a river or narrow body of

water in a boat. 2. to cross (a river, etc.), as on a ferry.

3. to deliver (airplanes) by flying to the destination.

vd. to cross a narrow body of water in a ferryboat, n.

[pL FERRIES (-iz)], 1. a transportation system for

carrying people, goods, etc. across a narrow body of

water. 2. a boat for this purpose. 3. the place where
a ferryboat crosses. 4. the legal right to transport in

this way for a fee. 5. the^ delivery of airplanes from
one point to another by flying them.

fer-ry-boat (fer'i-bot') , n* a boat for transporting people,

goods, etc. across a narrow body of water.

fer-ry-man (fer'i-msn), n. [pi. FERRYMEN (-man)], a man
who owns, manages, or works on a ferry-

fer-tile (ffir't'l), adj. [OFr. fertil; L. fertilis < stem *fert-

< ferre, to bear], 1. producing abundantly; rich in

resources or invention; fruitful; prolific. 2. causing or

helping fertility : as, the sun's fertile warmth. 3. able to

produce young, seeds, fruit, etc, 4. capable of develop-
ment into a new individual; fertilized: as, fertile eggs.

SYN. fertile implies a producing, or power of producing,
fruit or offspring, and may be used figuratively of the mind;
fecund implies the abundant production of offspring or fruit,

or, figuratively, of creations of the mind; fruitful specifically

suggests the bearing of much fruit* but it is also used to imply
fertility (of soil), favorable results, profitablenessr etc.; prolific,
a close synonym for fecund, more often carries derogatory
connotations of overly rapid production or reproduction.
ANT. sterile, barren.

fer-tili-ty (fgr-tilVti), n. [pi. FERTILITIES (-tiz)], the

quality or state of being fertile; fecundity; productivity.
fer ti liz-a-ble (fur'tl-Iz'a-b'l), adj. that can be ferti-

lized*
fer ti 11 za-tton ffur'tl-i-aS'shon, furVl-i-zS'sten), n. a

fertilizing or being fertilized (in all senses).
fer-tMlze (ffir'tl-izO. v.t. [FERTILIZED (-izd'), FERTI-

LIZING], 1. to make fertile; make fruitful or productive ;

enrich: as, nitrates fertilize soil. 2. to spread fertilizer

on 3. in biology, to make (the female reproductive cell

or female individual) fruitrul by introducing the male
germ cell; impregnate or pollinate.

fer-tMiz-er (fur'tl-iz'er), n. a person or thing that fer-

tilizes; specifically, a) any material put on or in the soil

to improve the quality or Quantity of plant growth, as

manure, chemicals, etc. b) in botany, something that
helps bring about fertilization: as, bees are fertilizers
of flowers.

fer*u4a (fer'yoo-b, fer'oo-b), n. [L., giant fennel, hence
(because msqd to punish slaves or schoolboys), whip,
rod; prob. akin tofestuca, blade of grass, wild hay (<
IB. base *dhwes-. to scatter, fly about)], 1. any of a
group of herbs re/ated to parsley, valuable as sources of

gums and medicinal agents. 2. a ferule. 3. a scepter,
especially that of the emperor in the Byzantine Empire.

fer u-la ceous (fer'yoo-la'shas, fer'oo4a'sh9s), 4/- &
ferulaceus; see FERULA], like a reed or cane.
ferule (fer'al, fer'ool), n. [L. ferula; see FERULA!, a,

flat stick or ruler used for ptinishing children, v.t+

fyssMLXD (-aid, -qold),t FERPLING], to strike or punish
with a ferule.

fer-ven-cy (ftr'van-si), p. fpEr.feryence < L.fervens; se
FERVENT], great warmth of feeling; intense devotjoii of

earnestness; ar^Eor; zeal.
,"~
fervens, ferventis,

^ 1. hot; burning; g^
wapnfth ol feeling; iti

fer-vent
fervere, to glow,
2. haying or she
earnest; ardent.

fer-vld (fur'vid), ...

1. hofe; btirning; _
SYN. see passionate.

JFer-vl-dpr C""'
feh/idusj see
of the French
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fer-vor (fuVver), n. [ME. & OFr. fervor; L. fenor <
fervere; see FERVENT], 1. intense heat. 2. great warmth
of emotion; ardor; zeal. SYN. see passion.

fer-vour (fur'ver), n. fervor: British spelling.
FeS'Cen*mne (fes'a-nm', fes'a-nin), adj. [L. Fescenninus
< Fescennia, city in Etruria noted for scurrilous verse],
vulgar; obscene; scurrilous.

fes-cue (fes'ku), n. [ME. & OFr. festu < L. festuca,
a stock, straw], 1. any of a group of tough meadow-
grasses, used for pasture. 2. [Rare], a long stick, straw,
etc., used as a teacher's pointer.

fess, fesse (fes), n. [Q}?T.fesse,faisse < "L. fascia, a band],
in heraldry, a horizontal band forming the middle third
of an escutcheon.

fess point, in heraldry, the center point in an escutcheon.
-fest (fest), [< G. fest, a feast, celebration], a combining
form used in forming colloquial and slang words, mean-
ing an occasion of much, as in songfest, funfest, slugfest.

fes-tal (fes't'l), adj. [OFr. < L. festum, feast], of, or
having the character of, a feast or festival; gay; joyous

fes-ter (fes'tSr), n. [ME.; OFr. festre; L. fistula; see
FISTULA], a small sore producing pus; pustule. v.i. [ME.
festren < the n.] f 1. to form pus; ulcerate. 2. to grow
embittered; rankle. 3. to decay. v.t. I. to cause the
formation of pus in. 2. to make rankle: embitter.

Jfes-ti-na len-te (fes-ti'ns len'te), [L,j make haste
slowly.

fes-ti-nate (fes'ts-naf) , v.L & v.L [FESTINATED (-id),
FESTINATING], [< L.festinatus, pp. offestinare, to hurry],
[Obs.], to hurry : speed, adj. (fes'ts-nit) , [Obs.], hurried.

fes-ti-na-tion (fes'ts-na/shsn), n. [L. festinatio, haste],
an involuntary inclination to hurry in walking, espe-
cially as a symptom of certain nervous diseases.

fes-ti-val (fes'ta-v'l), n. [ME., n. & adj. < OFr.; LL.
festivalis < L. festivus; see FESTIVE], 1. a time or day of
feasting or celebration, especially a periodic religious
celebration. 2. a celebration, entertainment, or series
of performances of a certain kind, often held periodi-
cally: as, the Bach festival. 3. merrymaking; festivity.
adj. of, for, or fit for a festival.

fes-tive (fes'tiv), adj. [L. festivus <festus, festive, joyful
< festum (see FEAST)], of, for, or suitable for a feast or
festival; rnerry; gay; joyous; jovial.

fes-tivd-ty (fes-tiv'o-ti) , n. [pi. FESTIVITIES (-tiz)],

festivitas < festivus; see FESTIVE]. 1. merry]
gaiety: mirth. 2. a) a festival, o) pi. festive 3

ings; things done in celebration.
fes-toon (fes-toon') n. [Fr. feston; It. festone < festa,
feast; see FEAST], L a wreath or garland of flowers,
leaves, paper, etc. hanging in a loop or curve. 2. any
carved or molded decoration resembling this, as on fur-
niture, v.t. 1. to adorn or hang with festoons. 2. to
form into a festoon_or festoons. 3. to join by festoons.

fes-toon-er-y (fes-toon'Sr-i), n. an arrangement of fes-
toons in decoration.

|Fes-tung Eu-ro-pa (fes'toorj oi-ro'pa), [G., lit., fortress

Europe], Europe, exclusive of the Soviet Union, con-
sidered as an impregnable stronghold: term of Nazi
geopolitics before and during World War II.

fe-tal (fe'tT), adj. 1. of, or having the nature of, a
fetus. 2. characteristic of a fetus. Also spelled foetal.

fe-ta-tion (fe-ta'shon) , n. the development or formation
of a fetus; pregnancy: also spelled foctation.

fetch (fech), v.L [M.&.fecchen;AS.feccan, earlier fetian;
prob. < base of AS. faet (see VAT) and akin to OHG.
fotszon, G. fassen, to grasp), 1. to go after and come
back with; bring; get. 2. to cause to come; produce;
elicit. 3. to draw (a breath) ;

heave (a sigh, groan, etc.).
4. to derive; infer. 5. [Dial.], to come to; reach. 6. to

bring as a price; sell for. 7. [Colloq.], to attract; charm;
captivate. 8. [Colloq.], to deliver or deal (a blow,
stroke, etc.). IM. 1. to go after things and bring them
back; hence, 2. to retrieve game: said of hounds. 3. in
nautical usage, a) to take or hold a course. 6) to veer,
n. 1. a fetching. 2. a trick; dodge. SYN. see bring,
fetch and carry, to do minor tasks or chores.
fetch up, to reach; stop.

fetch (fech), n, (prob. Anglo-Ir. form of fetch-Ufel, the
apparition of a living person; wraith. /

fetch-Ing (feda'irj), adj. [ppr. of fetch], [Colloq.], attrac-

tive; charming; captivating.
fete, f&te (fat), n. [Fr. fUe < OFr. feste; see FEAST], a
festival; entertainment; especially,A a gala entertain-
ment field outdoors, v.t. [FETBD, FETBD (-id), FETING,
FETING], to celebrate or honor with a fete; entertain.

Jf6te cham pe tre (fet> haVpe'tr'), CPr. riiral festival];
an outdoor feast or entertainment.*

feite-rf-ta <<fk'$M't), m jproK < Ar, foMr&h, ;ldnd
of unleavened bread], a g3natm-*yieMiiag sor^himi of Ac
southwestern United States, v ''",,,.,, H.X< , ,

,

-

fe-tial (fe%hal);y n. ipL 'm
fe$aUs*<rfeUalM, pk\ college f

IE. *dhe-M~s, statute; dompact < )

in" aneien* -

" ^-'

who c

when necessary, and presided at ceremonies at the
end of a war. adj. of these priests or their functions.

fe ti-a lis (fig'shi-Slis), n. \pl. FETIALES (~lez)], a fetial.

fe-tich (fe'tish, fet'ish), n. a fetish.

fe-tich-ism (fe'tish-iz'm, fet'ish-iz'm), n. fetishism.
fe-tich-ist (fe'tish-ist, fet'ish-ist), n. a fetishist.
fe-tich-is-tic (fe'ti-shis'tik, fet'i-shis'tik), adj. fetish-
istic.

fe-ti-cide (fe'ta-sid'), n. [< fetus + -cide]> the kilHng
of a fetus: illegal abortion: also spelled foetidde.

fet-id (fet'id, fe'tid), adj. [L.fetidus, foetidus < fetere,
foetere, to stink], having a bad smell; stinking. SYN.
see stinking.

fe-tip-a-rous (fi-tip'gr-as), adj. [< fetus + -porous],
designating or of animals whose young are born in-

completely developed, as marsupials: also spelled foe-
tiparous.

fe-tish (fe'tish, fet'ish), n. [Fr. fetiche; Port, feitico, a
charm, sorcery; orig. adj. < L. facticius, factttius,
artificial < pp. of facere, to make], 1. any object
believed by primitive peoples to have magic power;
hence, 2. anything held in unreasoning devotion: as,
she makes a fetish of dress. 3. in psychiatry, any non-
sexual obiect, such as a foot or a glove, that excites
erotic feelings. Also spelled fetich.

fe-tish-ism {fe'tish-iz'm, fet'ish-iz'm), n. 1. worship
of or belief in fetishes. 2. in psychiatry, an abnormal
condition in which erotic feelings are excited by a
nonsexual object, as a foot, glove, etc. Also spelled
fetichism.

fe-tish ist (fe'tish-ist, fet'ish-ist), n. a worshiper of
fetishes: also spelled fetichist.

fe-ti-shis-tic (fe'ti-shis'tik, fet'i-shis'tik) , adj. having
to do with a fetish: also spelled fetichistic.

fet-lock (fet'lok'), n. [ME. fetlak, fitlok; akin to MHG.
fiszlach, G\ fisdoch; prob. < MLG. or MD.; cf. D.
mtlok, vitslok, LG. fitlock; understood as compound of
foot, feet -f- lock (of hair)], 1. a tuft of hair on the
back of a horse's leg just above the hoof. 2. the joint
or projection bearing this tuft. Also fetterlock.

fe-tor (fe'ter, fe't6r), n. [L. fetor, foetor < fetere, to
stink], a strong, disagreeable smell; stench: also spelled
foetor.

fet-ter (fet'gr), n. [ME. feter, fetter; AS. feler < base
of fot (see FOOT); akin to MHG. fesser (G. fessel), D.
veter, lace, orig., a chain], 1. usually pi. a shackle or
chain for the feet; hence, 2. anything that holds in
check; restraint, v.t. [ME. feterien < AS. gefeterian],
1. to bind with fetters; shackle; chain. 2. to hold
in check; restrain; confine. SYN. see hamper.

fet-ter-bush (fet'er-booshO * an ornamental ever-
green shrub with white or pink flowers, growing in
the southern United States.

fet-ter-lock (fet'gr-lok'), n. a fetlock.
fet-tle (fet'l), v.t. [FETTLED (-Id), FETTLING], [ME.
fetlen, to make ready; prob. < AS. fetel, belt: sense
of "to prepare*' prob. < idea of "to gird up *], ( 1.

[Dial.], to put in order or readiness; arrange. 2, to
beat (a person). 3. in metallurgy, to line or cover
(the hearth of a puddling furnace) with ore, silica, or
other loose material, n. 1. condition; state;: trim: as,
the speaker was in fine fettle. 2. in metallurgy, the
lining for the hearth of a puddling: furnace.

fet-tling (fet'lirj), n. [see FETTLE], in metallurgy, a loose
material, as ore, silica, etc., used to Hne and protect
the hearth of a puddling fiornace.

fe-tus (fe't9s), n. [pi. FETUSES C-iz)], [L. fetus, foetus, a
bringing forth, bearing, progeny; as adj., pregnant,
fruitiulj, 1. the unborn young of an animal while
still in the uterus or egg, especially in its later stages.
2. in man, the offspring in the womb from the end
of the third month of pregnancy until birth: distin-

guished from embryos Also spelled foetus.
feu (fu), n. [Scot, for fee; see FEE], in Scottish history &>
law, 1. a fee; feudal ^estate. 2. a renting of land
paid for by the holder in grain or money rather than
in military service. 3. the land so held. v.t. in Scottish

history fe
9

Jaw, to grant (land) on feu.
feu-ar (ftJ/eV), n. a person who held a feu.

Feucht-wang-er, Li-on (le'dn foiHWarj-ggr), 1884-
1959rGerman novelist.

feud (fid), &. 1ME. fedej.feide; OFr. faide; prob. <
HffiGr. vAde^vfode < OHG, fehida, enmity, revenge;" f

~jfofL a bitter, deadly quarrel; especially, stitch
'

helweeh clans or families, lasting titrotigh

^rations. v*i. to carry on a feud; quarrel,
_ ,,_r ft. [PL. feudum, feodwn; see FBB], in the

fetidal srjrstem, land held from a lord in return fot
service given him: also fee, fief, feoff, feod.

feu dal Sf'dl), adj. [ML. feudalis], 1. of or having
to do wini land held in fetid. 2. of or having to do
with feudalism: abbreviated feud.
feu dal (fu/d'l) t adj. having to do with, a feud, or quarrel.
feudalism (fu'dl-iz'ni), n. the feudal system; eco-
nomic, political,' and 'social organization of medieval

r t351, look; oil, u** yxp
1

, tlse, fur; get; joy; yet; chin; she;
**y, o in comply, '*'sa fadttjSf

*
as in able (a'bl); Fr. bal; ;- Pr.

j. doch. Seep|>, x^idii. tlpreign; * hypothetical; < deriwdd
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Europe, In which land, worked by serfs attached to
it, was held by vassals in exchange for military and
other services given to overlords: abbreviated feud*
feu dal is tic (fu'd'l-is'tik), adj. 1. of, or having the
nature of, feudalism. 2. inclined toward feudalism.

feu-dal-i-ty (fu-dalVti), n. [pL FEUDALITIES <-tiz)L

[Ft. feodalim, 1. the quality or state of being feudal;
feudalism. 2. a feudal holding or estate; fief.

feu-dal-i-za tion (fu'd'M-za'shan, fu'dl-i-za'shan), n.

a feudalizing or being feudalized.
feu-dal-ize (fu'dl-IzO, v.t. [FEUDALIZED (-IzdO. FEU*

DALIZING], to make feudal; establish feudalism in.

feu-daHy (fu'dl-i) adv. 1. according to feudalism.
2. under feudal tenure.

feudal system, feudalism.
feu-da*to-ry (fu'da-toT'i, fu'do-to'ri), n. [pi FEUDA-
TORIES (-iz, -riz)l, [ML. feudatorius < pp. of feudare,
to enfeoff < feodum, feudum; see FEE], 1. a person
who holds land by feudal tenure; vassal. 2. a feudal

estate; fief. adj. 1. of the feudal relationship between
vassal and lord. 2. owing feudal allegiance (to).

feud-1st (fu'dist), n. a participant in a feud, or quarrel.
feud-ist (fu'dist), n. in law, a specialist in feudal law.

$feuiMe-ton (fo'ya-tott'). n. [Fr. < feuittet, a leaf,

sheet], 1. that part of a French newspaper ;whieh
contains fiction, critical notices, etc. 2. an article or

story in this section.
fe-ver (fe'veV), n. [ME. fevere, /ewe; AS. fefer, fefor;
L. febris, fever], 1. a state of abnormally increased

body temperature; pyrexia. 2. any disease charac-
terized by a rise in body temperature and usually
accompanied by a quickened pulse, delirium, etc. 3. a
restless, emotional excitement, v.t. to cause fever in.

fever blister, fever sore; cold sore.

fe-vered (fe'verd), adj. [pp. of fever], 1. having fever;
feverish. 2. excited; agitated.

fe-ver-few (fe'vSr-fu'), n. [ME. fevyrfue; AS. fevtrfuge& Anglo-Fr. fewerfue, both < LL. febrifugta < L,

febris, fever + fugia, fuga < fv.ga.re,
to drive away],

a plant of the aster family, with small, white, daisylike
flowers.

fe ver-ish (fe'vSr-ish), adj. 1. having fever, especially
slight fever. 2. of, like, or having the nature of, fever,

3. causing fever. 4. infested by fever: said of countries.
5. excited; agitated.

fe-ver-ous (fe'vSr-os), adj. feverish.
fe-ver-root (fe'vgr-root' f fe'v&>root')t n. [so called be-
cause the roots are sometimes used medicinally], a
coarse herb of the honeysuckle family, with small,

purplish flowers: also called horse gentian.
fever sore, an acute infectious disease caused by a
virus and characterized by small blisters of the skin
and mucous membranes, especially about the mouth;
fever blister; cold sore: see herpes,

fever therapy, the treatment of a disease by artificially

inducing a rise in bodily temperature to kill or make
ineffective the organisms causing the disease.
few (fu), adj. [ME. /ewe, few; AS. feawe, feawa, pi.;
akin to OPris. fS, Goth, fawai, pi.; IE. base *p6u~,
etc., small, little, as also in L. paucus, little (cf. PAUCITY) ],

not many; of small number, pron. & n. not many;
a small number.
quite a few, [Colloq.J, a rather large number; a good
many.
the few, the minority: contrasted with the many.

fey (fa), adj. [ME.Jeie, fey; AS. fage, fated; akin to

Gr.feige, cowardly (OBG./Ieigt, doomed) ; IE. ba&e*feig-,
*#tft#-, evil-minded, of evil intention, as also in L.

pigtr, averse, Eng. foe\t [Archaic & Scot.],
t

1. fated;
doomed to death. 2. in an unusually excited or gay
state, formerly believed to portend sudden death.
Fez (fez), n. one of the traditional capitals of the
sultanate of Morocco: pop., 144,000.

fez (fez), n. [pi. FEZZES (-isB)]. [Fr. < Turk, fes < Fez,
city in Morocco], a tapering felt

cap, usually red, with a black
tassel hanging from the crown:
formerly worn by Turkish men.

Fez-zan (fez-zan
/
), n. an area of

oases in the Sahara Desert, cen-
tral Libya.

ff., 1. folios. 2. following (pages),
3. in music, fortissimo.

f.f.. in photography, fixed focus.
F.F.A., f.f.a., in nautical usage,
free from alongside.
F.FX, French Forces of the In-
terior: see tnaquis.

F.G.S.A., Fellow of the Geologi-
cal Society of America.
FHA,

t
F- H. A,, Federal Housing

Administration.
fi (fe), n< [arbitrary modification of fa], in music, a syl-
lable representing the tone intermediate between fa
and sol of the diatonic scale: see solfeggio.
FX, 1. facial index. 2. Falkland Islands.
fi a ere

ffi-a'ker), n. [Fr,, after the Hotel St, Fiacre in
Paris], in France, a small carriage for hire.

fi-an-ce (fe'an-sa', fe-an'sa), n. [Fr., pp. of fiancer <

FRZ

fiance, a promise], the man to whom a woman is engaged
to be married.

fi an cee (fe'an-sa', fe-an'sa), n, [Fr., fern. pp. of fiancer j

see FIANCE], the woman to whom a man is engaged to
be married.
Fi an-na (fe'a-ns), n. the Fenians.
fi-as-co (fi-as'ko), n. [pi. FIASCOES, FIASCOS (-koz)J, [It.,

lit., a bottle; cf. FLASK], a complete failure; action that
comes to a ridiculous end.

fi-at (fi'dt, fi'at), n, [L. fiat, 3d pers. sing., pres. subj., of

fieri, to become, come into existence], 1. an order

issued by legal authority, usually beginning with

fiat (let it be done) ; decree. 2. a sanction ; authorization.

ifi-at lux (fi'st luks), [L.], let there 1^ t_ ^
. be light.

*at money, paper currency made legal tender by law or

fiat, although not backed by gold or silver and not

necessarily redeemable in coin.

fib (fib), 7i. [16th- & 17th-c. slang; said to be
clipped

form of obs. fible-fable, redupl. form of fable], a lie about
something imimportant. v.i. [FIBBED (fibd), FIBBING],
to tell such a lie or lies. SYN. see lie.

fib-ber (fib'gr), n. a person who tells fibs.

fi ber, fi-bre (fl'be'r) , 7i. [Fr. fibre < L. fibra], I , a slender,
threadlike structure that combines with others to form
ftyiijTifll or vegetable tissue. 2. any substance that can
be separated into threads or threadlike structures for

weaving, etc. 3. a threadlike root. 4. the texture of

something: as, a fabric of coarse fiber; hence, 5. char-

acter; nature; quality: as, a man of strong moral fiber.

fi-ber*board, fl-bre-board (fl'ber-bdrd', fi
/bSr-bord/

) n.

1. a boardlike material made from pressed fibers, used
in building. 2. a piece of this material.

fi-ber-glas (fi'beV-glas
/
,fi'ber-glas

/

) n. finespun filaments
of glass made into yarn that is woven into textiles or

used in woolly masses as insulation material: a trade-
mark (Fiberglas).

fibi>, fibro-.

fi-bri-form (fi'bri-f6rmOr adj. fiberlike.

fi-bril (fl'bral), n. [< Mod. L. fibrilla, dim. of L. fibra, a
fiber, filament], 1. a small fiber. 2. a hairlike subdivi-
sion of a root; root hair.

fi-bril-lar (fl'bri-ler), adj. of fibrils.

fi-briMar-y (fl'bri-ler'i), adj. fibrillar.

fi bril lose (f!'bri-15s'), adj. of or like fibrils.

fi bril-lous (fl^ri-tes), adj. fibrillose.

fi-brin (fi'brin), n. 1. an elastic, threadlike, insoluble

protein formed from fibrinogen by the action of throm-
bin in the clotting of blood, and forming the network of
the clot. 2. a substance resembling this in plant tissues ;

gluten: often called plant fibrin, vegetable fibrin.
fibrino- (fl'bri-no), a combining form meaning fibrin.
as in fibrinosis: also, before a vowel, fibrin-*

fi-brin-o-gen (fj-brin'a-jan. fi'brin-a-jen'), n. [fibrino* +
-gen], a blood protein that is converted to fibrin by the

fibrinogen. 2. able to form fibrin.

fi brin oua (fi'bri-nss), adj. of, like, or having the nature
of, fibrin.

fi-bro- (fi'bro), [< L. fibra, fiber], a combining form used
I in anatomy, geology, etc., meaning of fibrous matter or
structure, as mfibrosis: also, before a vowel, fibr-.

fi-broid (fi'broid), adj. [fibr'- + ~oid], like, composed of,

or forming fibrous tissue, n. a fibrous tumor.
fi bro in (fi'bro-in), n.[fibro + -*n], a white albuminoid
of which cobwebs and raw silk are mainly composed.

fi-bro ma (fl-bro'ma), n. {pi. FIBROMAS (-maz), FIBRO-
MATA (-ma-ta)], [Mod. L. < fibr* + ^oma], a nonmalig-
nant tumor composed largely of fibrous tissue,
fibroma-tons (fi-brom'a-tas, fi-brS'ms-tss), a4jf of,

like, or containing a fibroma.
fi bro sis (fi-bro'sis),, n, [Mod, L. < fibr- + o$i$], an
abnormal increase in the amount of fibrous connective
tissue in an organ, part, or tissue.

fi brous (fi'bres), adj, [Mo4 1>. fibrosus], 1. coiitaining
or composed of fibers. 2, like fiber,

fib ster (fib'stSr), n. [Colloq,], a person who tells fibs.
fib-u la (fib'yoo-lg), n- [pi. FIBULA^ GB'). FIBUJUAS (49z)],

[L., a clasp, buckle, pin: so called because the bone, as
it appears in man, is like a clasp], 1, the long, thin
outer bone of the hunian leg below the knees see skel
eton, illus. 2. a similar bone in the hind leg of animals.
3, in ancient Greece or Rome, a buckle or clasp for

fastening garments.
fib u lar (fiVyoo4r), adj. of or near the fibula,
-fie (fik), T< Fr. & L,; Fr. -figue; L, -^fiens < unstressed
form of facere, to make], an a4i?ctiyal isuto meaning

faking,
creating, as in terrific, scientific.

ca-tfon ft-ka'shan), [< Fr, & L.J Fr. *fication;
< -ficare, u^striissed combining forwi of

to make, do], a sufil* meaning a making* creating, caits-
ing, as in calcification, glorification.

Ficlvte, Jo-Halm Gott-lieb (yp'jblfoi. glH1i?p HH/tsOf
1763^1314; German Kantian Wp^opliWt

Fich'te^an (fiJEl tim9n), adj* of Fichte or Jais philosophy.
n. a student or follower of Fjuchte or Jfeis piwjosojphy.

fich-u (fish'oo; Fr. fe'sitiiOt n. PV.J, a tliree-cornere4
lace or musjjii cape worn over $w shoul4rs by women.
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fick4e (fik''l), adj. [ME. JifeZ; AS. ficol, tricky < base of
befician, to deceive; akin to AS. gefic, betrayal, deceit;
IE. base as in fey], changeable or unstable in affection,
interest, etc.; capricious. SYN. see inconstant.

fi.co (fe^o), n. [pi. FICOES: C-koz)], [It., a fig; L. Jicus],
1. a worthless trifle. 2. [Obs.], a gesture of derisive
contempt made by thrusting the thumb between the
first two fingers or under the upper teeth.

fie-tile (fik'tl, fik'til), adj. [L. /ctilis < pp. of fingere;
see FICTION], 1. that can be molded ; plastic. 2. formed
of molded clay. 3. of pottery or ceramics.

fic-tion (fik'shsn), n. [Fr.; L. fictio, a making, counter-
feiting < pp. of fingere, to form, mold, devise], L a
making up of imaginary happenings; feigning. 2. any-
thing made up or imagined, as a statement, story, etc.
3. a) any literary work portraying imaginary characters
and events, as a novel, play, etc. &) such works collec-
tively: especially, novels and stories: abbreviated fict.
4. in law, something accepted as fact for the sake of
convenience, although not necessarily true.

fic-tion-al (fik'shan-l), adj. of, or having the nature of,
fiction.

fic-tion-ist (fik'shan-ist), n. a writer of fiction.
fic-ti-tious (fik-tish'as), adj. [L. fictitius, ficticius < pp.
of fingere], 1. of or like fiction; imaginary; not real.
2. false: assumed for deception: as, a Jictitious name.
SYN. fictitious refers to that which is invented by the
imagination and therefore not real, true, or actually existent

(Tom JTones is a fictitious character) : fabulous suggests that
which is incredible or astounding, but does not necessarily
connote nonexistence (the man's wealth isfabulous) ; legendary
refers to something that may have a historical basis in fact but,
in popular tradition, has undergone great elaboration and
exaggeration (the legendary amours of Don Juan) ; mythical
basically applies to the highly imaginary explanation of natural
or historical phenomena by a people and, therefore, connotes
that what it qualifies is a product of the imagination: apoc-
ryphal suggests that which is of doubtful authenticity or
authorship. ANT. real, true, factual.

fic-tive (fik'tiv), adj. [Fr. Jbctif], 1. able to produce
fiction. 2. of fiction. 3. imaginary; feigned; sham.

fid (fid), n. {Early Mod. Eng. naut. term; ? < L.findere,
to split, via Fr. or It.], 1. a hard, tapering pin for
separating the strands of a rope in splicing. 2. a wood
or metal bar or pin for supporting something. 3. in
nautical usage* a square bar for supporting a topmast.

-fid (fid), [L. -fidus, split < base ol findere, to cleave,
divide], a combining form meaning separated into (a
specified number of) parts, split, as in palmatifid.

fid., fiduciary.
fid-die (fid'l), n. [ME. fifhele; AS. fithele; ML, vidula;
L. vitula], 1. a) a violin. &) any instrument of the
viol class. Now usually humorous or deprecatory. 2.
in nautical usage, a frame or railing on a ship's table
to keep dishes, etc. from falling off in rough weather.
v.t. [FIDDLED (-Id), FIDDLING], 1. [Collpq.]; to play (a
tune) on the violin. 2. to waste (time), v.i. 1.

[Colloq.], to play on a violin. 2. to fidget.
fit as a fiddle, in excellent health; physically fit.

play second fiddles, to act in a subordinate position,
fiddle-dee-dee (fid/1-de'de'), n. & interj. [prob. <
fiddle, with addition of nonsense syllables], nonsense:
also fiddle-de-dee, etc.

fid dle-fad-dle (fid'l-fad'l), n. & interj. [prob. < fiddle
+ obs. faddle, to trifle], [Colloq.], nonsense. v.L [FID-
DLE-FADDLED (-Id), FIDDLE-FADDLING], [Colloq.], to be
concerned with trifles; fuss.

fiddle-head (fid''l-hed'j , n. a carved decoration on a
ship's bow, curved like the scroll of a violin head.

fid-dler (fidlSr), n. L a person who fiddles; violinist.
2. a fiddler crab.

fiddler crab, a small, burrowing crab of the Atlantic
coast, whichhas oneclawmuch
larger than the other.

fiddler's green, the heaven to
which souls of sailors are re~

FIDDLBR CRAB
(1 in. across)

i-dle-stick (fid'1-stik') , n. 1.

a violin bow, 2. a trifle; mere
nothing.

fid-dle^ticka (fid'l-stiks') ,

interj. honsensel
fid-dle-wood (fid'l-woodO, n.
1. any of several tropical American timber tree val-
uable for their hard wood,. 2: the wood: i

fid-dlinjf (fio/lira, fidfl-M^ <*<!/ [ppr, of fiddU], L that
plays- the fiddle.

' 2w trilling;; uselessi petty.
tFl de i ' De-fensor (fi'dS-I"flMen'sgr), (Lj; 0fendr
of the Faith: one'ofi tta'-tittefeVof the kfaga of England:
abbreviated, as on bins* fcljl Bet
fideMty '; (fl-del'9-ibi, fe-ddV&h n; Ipl FIDELITIES

,

r, 1. a faithful devotion to
obHgatioh^or vows ; loyalty ; fa
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;i*qbkfedi|!M*W''tyfe m^'ma&
erji^
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fidg et (fij'it), n. f< obs. fidge, to fidget < ME. fiken <
ON. /%"0f to fidget, hurry about], L the state of being
restless, nervous, <x uneasy. 2. a restless, nervous, un-
easy person, zu. to be restless, nervous, or uneasy:
make nervous* simsmodic movements: as, she fidgetea
with her necklace, v.t. to cause to fidget.
the fidgets, a restless, uneasy condition, shown by
slight nervous movements.

fidg-et-i ness (fij'it-i-nis), n tlie quality or condition of
being fidgety.

fidg-et-y (fi/it-i), adj. restless; nervous; uneasy.
fi-du-cial (fi-doo'shal, fi-du'shal), adj. [L. fidncialis <
fiducia, trust < fidere, to trust], 1. based on firm belief
or faith. 2. of or like a trust ; fiduciary. 3. in astronomy,
physics, etc., used as a standard of reference for meas-
urement or calculation: as, a fiducial point.

fi-du-ci.ar-y (fi-dqo'shi-er'i, fi-du'shi-er'i), adj. [L. fi-
duciarius < fiducia, trust, thing held in trust < fidere,
to trust], 1. designating or of a person who holds
something in trust for another; of a trustee or trustee-
ship: as, a fiduciary guardian for a minor child. 2.
held in trust: as, fiduciary property. 3. valuable only
because of public confidence and support: said of
certain paper money, n. [pi. FIDUCIARIES (-iz)]t a
trustee. Abbreviated fid.

Jfi-dus A-cha-tes (fl'das a-ka'tez), [L.], 1. faithful
Achates, the companion of Aeneas. 2. a true friend

fie (fi), interj. [ME. & OFr. fi, fy; L. fi, expression of
disgust], shame 1: now often used humorously to indi-
cate a pretense of shock or a mild reproach.

fief (fef), n. [Fr.; see FEE], in the feudal system, a)
heritable land held from a lord in return for service;
feudal benefice, d) the right to hold such land Also
fee, feud, feoff, feed.

field (feld), n. [ME. & AS. feld; akin to G. fdd, D.
veld; IE. base *pela~, broad and even, seen also in L.
planus (IE. pla-no-s), even, level (cf. PLANE)], I. often
pi. a wide stretch of open land: plain. 2. a piece of
cleared land, set off or enclosed, for raising crops or
pasturing livestock. 3. a piece of land used for some
particular purpose: as, a football field. 4. an area of
land producing some natural resource: as, a, gold field.
5. any wide, unbroken space: as, a. field of ice. 6. a) a
battlefield. 6) a battle. 7. a) an area of military
operations. 6) a military area away from the post or
headquarters. 8. a realm of knowledge or of special
work or opportunity: as, the field of television. 9. an
area of observation, as in a microscope. 10. the back-
ground, as on a flag or coin. 11. in athletics & sports,
a) an area where games or athletic events are held.
o) the part of such an area, usually inside a closed
racing track, where contests in the high jump, broad
jump, shot-put, pole vault, etc. are held, c) in baseball,
the outfield, d) all the entrants in a contest, e) all the
active players on the field, as in baseball or football.
/) all the entrants in a contest except tne one or ones
specified.

t g) the team not at bat, as in baaebali cricket,
etc. 12. in heraldry, the surface or part of ^e surface
of a shield. 13. in physics, a space wi$to ^bfefe
magnetic or electrical lines of force are ae$mi <M>*.
1. of, in, or for the field or fields. 2L growing in fields;
having a field or fields as its, habitat 3. in O&Uetics,
of or held on the field: distingtiisned from track, v.t.
in baseball, cricket, etc. 1. to stop or catch and return
(a ball) in play. 2, to put (a player) into a field position.
v4. in baseball, cricket, etck, to j>lay in a field position.
keep the field, to continue activity, as in games,
military operations, etc.

play the field, to take a broad area of operations; not
confine one's activities t?o one object.

take the field, to begin activity in a game, military
operation, etc*

Field, Cyrus West (feld), 1819-1892; American capital-
ist: projector of the first Atlantic cable.

Field, Eugene, 1850-1895; American poet and jour-
nalist,

field army, the largest unit of an army, consisting of
two or more corps and usually headed by a lieutenant
general: often called army.

field artillery, lj movable artillery capable of ac-
companying an army into battle. 2. [F- A-], the branch
of the army that uses such artillery: distinguished from
Coast ArtMery: abbreviated FA, F.A.

field battery, a number of field artillery pieces, usually
four, employed as a unit.

field d^jr, 1. a day devoted to military exercises and
display. 2. a day of athletic events and contests.
3. a day spent in outdoor scientific study. 4, a day of
pleasantly exciting events or successful activity.

fieM-er (fel'der), n. in baseball & cricket, a player in
the field.

field-er's choice (feFdelrz), in baseball, an attempt by
a fielder to retire a runner already on base rather
than the baiter: the battet as not credited with a base
hit if he reacfies first base safely.



fieldfare 540 fighter
field-fare

(feld'ftr'),
n. [ME. feldefare; AS. feldeware,

usually taken as miswriting of felaefare, lit., field-goer
< feld (see FIELD) -f fart (see FARE, v.), but feldeware
may be genuine form meaning "field-dweller ; ? folk

etym.j, a European thrash with a grayish head, brown
wings, and a black tail,

field glass, field glasses, a small, portable, binocular

telescope with considerable magnifying power.
field goal, 1 . in basketball, a _basket toss made from
play, counting two points. 2. in football, a goal kicked
from the field, counting three points.

field gim, a mobile artillery piece for use in the field:

also called fieldpiece.
field hand, 1. originally, a plantation slave who
worked in the fields. 2. now, any hired farm laborer.

field hockey, a hockey game played on a field: there
are ordinarily eleven players on each side.

field hospital, a temporary military hospital near the
combat zone, for emergency treatment.

Fiel-ding, Henry (fel'dirj), 1707-1754; English novelist.
field magnet, the magnet used to create and maintain
the magnetic field in a motor or generator.

field marshal, in some European armies, an officer

ranking just below the commander in chief: abbreviated
F.M. (as a title).

field mouse, any of several kinds of mice that live
in fields.

field music, 1. military musicians, as buglers, drum-
mers, etc. 2. their music.

field officer, a colonel, lieutenant colonel, or major in
the army: abbreviated F.O., f.o.

field of force, in physics, the region under the influ-

ence of some force, as gravitational, electrical, etc.

field of honor, 1. originally, a dueling place. 2. a
battleground.

field-piece (feld'pes'), n. a field gun.
fields-man (feldz'mgn), n. [pi. FIELDSMEN (-m9n)], in
cricket, a fielder.

field sports, athletic events, as pole vaulting, shot-put-
ting, etc., as distinguished from races held on a track.

field trip, a trip away from the classroom to permit
the gathering of data at first hand.

field winding, the winding of a field magnet.
field-work (feld'wurk') , n. any temporary breastwork,
dugout, or other defensive fortification made by troops
in the field.

field work, the work of collecting scientific data in the
field, as by a geologist, botanist, etc.

field-work-er (feld'wur'ker), n. a scientist, technician,
or student who does field work.

fiend (fend), n. [ME. fend, feend; AS. feond, lit., the one
hating, ong. ppr. < base of feogan, to hate; akin to
Goth, fijands < fijan, to hate; IE. base as in fey, foe],
1. an evil spirit; devil. 2. an inhumanly wicked person.
3. [Colloq.], 0) a person addicted to some activity, habit,
etc. : as, a cigarette fiend, a bridge fiend, b) a person who
is excellent at some activity: as, he's a fiend at tennis.
the Fiend, the Devil: Satan.

fiend-ish (fen'dish), adj. like or characteristic of a fiend;
inhumanly wicked or cruel; devilish.

fiend-like (fend'lik'), adj. like a fiend; fiendish.
fierce (fgrs), adj. [FIERCER (-er), FIERCEST (-ist)j, [ME.
fers; OFr. fers,fier, fer < L. ferns, wild, savage < IE.
base Ifenner-, wild animal, seen also in Gr. ther, animal],
1. of a violently cruel nature; savage; wild: as, a fierce
dog, 2. violent; uncontrolled: as, a fierce storm. 3.

intensely eager; intense; ardent: as, fierce labor, fierce
envy. 4. [Slang], very distasteful, disagreeable, bad, etc.

Jfi-er-i fa ci-as (flVri' fa'shi-as'), [L., Tit., cause it to be
done], in law

{
a writ authorizing the proper legal officer

to collect a judgment of debt from the property of a
person against whom the judgment has been made.

fi-er-My (fi'ri-li, fi'gr-i-E), adv. in a fiery manner.
fi-er-i-ness (fi'ri-nis, fl'er-i-nis) , n. the quality or state
of being fiery.

fi-er-y (ff'ri, fi'gr-i), adj. [FIERIER (-ri-gr, -i-gr), FIERIEST
(-n-ist, -i-ist)J,

1. containing or consisting of fire. 2.
like fire; glaring, hot, etc. 3. characterized by strong
emotion; ardent; spirited: as, fiery words. 4. easily
stirred up; excitable i as, a, fiery nature. 5. easily set on
nre: inflammable, as coal damp in a mine. 6. inflamed:
said of a sore.

fiery cross, 1. a wooden cross with charred or bloody
ends, used by ancient Scottish clans as a signal callingmen to battle. 2. a burning cross, used by me Ku Klux
KLan as an emblem or to inspire terror.

Fie-so-le, Gio-van-ni da (j-van'ne da fye'zoMe), see
Angelicoj Fra.

fies-ta (fi-es'ts; Sp. fyes'ta), n. [Sp.; ML. festa; see
FEAST],

4
1. a religious festival; saint s day. 2. any gala

celebration; holiday.
Fife (fif), n. a county of eastern Scotland, on the Firth
of Forth: pop., 290,000 (est. 1946) ; county seat, Cupar.
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a pipe, reed; see PIPE], a small, shrill-toned

musical instrument resembling a flute, used mainlywith drums to make music for marching. v.t. & v.i,
[FIFED (flft), FIFING], to play on a fife.

fife rail, a rail around a ship's mast to hold belaying
pins for the rigging.

Fife-shire (fif'shir), n. Fife.

fif-teen (fif'ten') , adj. [ME. fiftene; AS. fiftene, fiftyne;
see FIVE & TEEN], five more than ten. n. 1. the cardinal
number between fourteen and sixteen; 15; JCV. 2. a
group of fifteen persons or things.

fif-teenth (fif'tenth'), adj. [ME. fifteneth, fiftefhe; AS.
fifteotha < fiftene; see FIFTEEN & -TH], 1. preceded by
fourteen others in a series; 15th. 2. designating any of
the fifteen equal parts of something, n. 1. the one
following the fourteenth. 2. any of the fifteen equal
parts of something; 1/15.

fifth (fifth), adj. [UE. fifths, fifte; AS. fifta <fif, five],
1. preceded by four others in a series; 5th. 2. designat-
ing any of the five equal parts of something. 7i. 1. the
one following the fourth. 2. any of the five equal parts
of something; 1/5. 3. a fifth of a gallon. 4. in music,
a) an interval of five degrees in a diatonic scale. 6) a
tone five degrees above or below fa given tone, c) the
combination of two notes separated by this interval.

d) the fifth note of a diatonic scale; dominant.
fifth column, [said to have been used first in a radio
address by the Spanish Nationalist General Mola, then
(1939) besieging Madrid with four columns from the
outside and the "fifth" from within], 1. those people
in Madrid who gave aid and support to the forces led

by Francisco Franco in his uprising against the Spanish
republic (1936-1939) ; hence, 2. any similar group of

people who give aid and support to the enemy.
fifth columnist, a member of a fifth column.
fifth ly (fifth'li), adv. in the fifth place.
Fifth Republic, the republic set up in France in 1958.
fifth wheel, 1. a horizontal wheellike structure placed
over the front axle of a carriage to support it on turns.
2. any unnecessary or superfluous person or thing.

fif-ti-eth (fif'ti-ith), adj. [ME. fiftithe, fiftugethe; AS.
fiftigotha < fiftig; see FIFTY & -TH], 1. preceded by
forty-nine others in a series; 50th. 2. designating any
of the fifty equal parts of something, n. 1. the one
following the forty-ninth. 2. any of fifty equal parts of

something; 1/50.
fifty (fif'ti), adj. [ME. fifti; AS. fiftig; see FIVE & -TY

(tens)], five times ten. n, [pi. FIFTIES (-tiz)], the cardi-
nal number between forty-nine and fifty-one; 50; L.
the fifties, the years from fifty through fifty-nine (of
a century or a person's age).

fif-ty-fif-ty (fif'ti-fif'ti), adj. [Colloq.], having equal
shares; equal; even. adv. [Colloq.], equally.

fig (fig), n. [ME.; OFr. figue, fige; LL. *fica; L. ficus, fig
tree, fig], 1. a small,

pear-shaped fruit with
sweet, pulpj, seed-
filled flesh: it is usu-
ally dried or pre-
served for eating. 2.

the tree bearing this
fruit. 3. a trifling a-

mount; little bit: as,
their opinion wasn't
worth a fig. 4. a ges-
ture of contempt or
disdain made as by
placing the thumb
between the first and
second fingers ; fico.

fig (fig), v.t. [FIGGED
(figd), FIGGING], [al-
tered < obs. feague, to
whip, polish; confused
with the contr. fox fig-
ure, prob. from the use of this contracted form in ref-
erence to plates in books of fashions], to dress showily
(with out or uf\. n. [Colloq.], 1. dress; appearance.
2. shape; condition: as, he was in poor jig.
in full fig, [Colloq.], completely dressed or outfitted,
especially m a showy manner.

fig., 1. figurative. 2. figuratively. 3. figure; figures.
fig-eat-er (fig'eVgr), n. a large beetle that eats ripe
fruit; the June bug of the southern United States.

fight (fit), v.i. [FOUGHT (f6t), FIGHTING], [ME. fihten,
fehten; AS. feohtan; akin to G. fechten; IE. base *pek-,
to pluck or tousle hair or wool, as also in L. pecten, a
comb], 1. to take part in a physical struggle or battle;
struggle. 2. to struggle against opposition; try to over-
come someone or something; contend, v.t. 1. to op-
pose physically or in battle, as with fists, weapons, etc.
2. to try to overcome: struggle against; contend with
as by argument, legislation, etc. 3. to engage in or
carry on (a war, conflict, case, etc.). 4. to gain by
struggle: as, he fought his way to the top. 5. to cause
to fight; manage (a boxer,, gamecock, etc.). n., [ME.;
AS. feoht < the .], 1. a physical struggle; battle;
combat. 2. any struggle, contest, or quarrel, 3. power
or readiness to fight; pugnacious spiral as, he still
had some fight in him. -SYtf. see conflict,
fight it out, to fight until ,one sicl fa defeated,
fight off, to fight to keep a^aly] struggle to avoid.

fight-er (fit'gr), n. 1. one thaV%hts%r is inched to

FIG
A, cross section;

B, leaves and fruit



fighting ctance filiation

fight. 2. a prizefighter; pugilist. 3. a small, light,

highly maneuverable airplane for aerial combat: often

fighter plane: see TYPES OF AIRPLANE, p. 32.

fighting chance, a chance to win or succeed, but only
after a hard struggle.

fig marigold, any of several plants with showy flowers of

pink or white, found in hot, dry climates.

fig-ment (fig'msnt), n. [L. figmentum < fingere, to make,
devise, invent], something imagined or made up in the
mind: fictitious story.

fig-u-line (fig'yoo-lin, fig'yoo-KnO* adj. [L. figulinus <
figulus, a potter < fingere; see FIGMENT], made of clay
or pottery, n. 1. a piece of pottery or porcelain; small
statue. 2. clay for pottery.

fig-u-rant (fig'yoo-ranf; Fr. fe'gu'raV), n. [Fr., masc.
ppr. of figure?', to figure], 1. a ballet dancer. 2. a
supernumerary on the stage.

fig-u-rante (fig'yoo-ranf; Tr. fe'gu'rawt'). n. feminine
of figurant.

fig-u-ra-tlon (fig'yoo-ra'shan), n. [Fr.; L. figuratio <
figuratus; see FIGURATIVE], 1. a forming; shaping. 2.

form ; appearance. 3. an ornamenting with or represent-
ing by figures or symbols.

fig-ur-a-tive (fig'yoor-s-tiv), adj. [LL. Jiguratiws < L.

figuratus, pp. of figurare, to form, fashion < figura; see

FIGURE], 1. representing by means of a figure, symbol,
or likeness. 2. having to do with figure drawing, paint-
ing, etc. 3. not in its original, usual, literal, or exact
sense or reference; representing one concept in terms of
another that may be thought of as analogous with it;

metaphorical: to call a fierce fighting man a tiger is a

figurative use of tiger: abbreviated fig. 4. containing or

using figures of speech.
fig-ure (fig'yoor), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. figura < fingere, to

form, shape], 1. the outline or shape of something;
form. 2. the shape of the human body; human form.
3. a person, especially one seen or thought of in a speci-
fied way: as, Roosevelt was one of the greatest figures
of his time. 4. a likeness or representation of a person
or thing. 5. an illustration diagram; picture; drawing:
abbreviated fig. 6. an artistic design in fabrics, etc.;

pattern. 7. the symbol for a number: as, the figure 5.

8. pi. calculation with such symbols; arithmetic: as,

she has a poor head for figures. 9. a sum of money.
10. in dancing, a series of steps and movements. 11. in

geometry, a surface or space bounded on all sides by
lines or planes. 12. in logic, the form of a syllogism
with reference to the position of the middle term. 13. in

music, a series of consecutive tones or chords forming a
distinct group which with other similar groups com-
pletes a phrase or theme. 14. in rhetoric, a figure of

speech, v.t. [FIGURED (-yoprd), FIGURING], [ME.figuren
< the .], 1. to represent in definite form; give a shape
to. 2. to represent mentally; imagine. 3. to ornament
with a design. 4. to compute with figures. 5. [Colloq.],
to believe; consider; -predict. 6. in music, to indicate

chords for (the bass) by writing the appropriate figures
next to the notes. 7. in rhetoric, to represent oy a
figure of speech. v.i. 1. to appear prominently; be
conspicuous. 2. to do arithmetic. 3. [Colloq.], to con-

sider; calculate. SYN. see form,

figure on, 1. to count on^ rely on. 2. to consider as

part of a scheme or project; plan on.

figure out, 1. to solve; compute. 2. to understand;
reason out.

figure up, to add; total,

fig-ured (fig'yoord), adj. [ME., pp.; see FIGURE, v.], 1.

shaped; formed. 2. represented or shown by a picture,

diagram, etc. 3. having a design or pattern. 4. in

music, marked with figures representing the appropriate
accompanying chords: said of the bass.

figure-head (fig'yoor-nedO , n. 1. a carved figure on
the bow of a ship. 2. a person put in a position of lead-

ership because of his name, rank, importance, etc., but

having no real power, authority, or responsibility.

fig'iire-of-eight knot (fig'yoor~9V-at') a kind of knot:
see knot, ilms.

figure of speech, an expression using words in an un-
usual or nonliteral sense to give beauty or vividness of

style; metaphor, personification, simile, litotes, hyper-
bole, metonymy, synecdoche, etc.; trope.

figure skating, ice skating in which the performer
traces various elaborate figures on the ice.

t

fig-u-rine (fig'yoo-ren'), n. [Fr.: It. figuring dim. of

figura < L.; see FIGURE], a small sculptured or molded
figure; statuette.

fig-wort (fig'wurtO* n. any of a group of tall, coarse,

strong-smelllnfe plants with small flowers, inclutling the

snapdragon, muuein, etc.

Fi-ji (fe'fe), n. 1. the Fiji Islands. 2. a, native of the

Fiji Islands. 3. a British colony including the Fiji

Islands: area, 7i083 sq. mi.; POP., 227,000.

Fi-ji-an (fi'jeV-Qn), adj. of the FM ^Islands, their people,

langdagey ojrctdlwe,
'

'h,, JL.ait SSjfc'?!!; me Me^snesiian
language of the Fijis.

saiu. ui a. iiin-rmjuLcuci, J_UIVA^O\-WJ/^, ^n^.

'i-0), n. [pi. FILARIAE (-eOI, [Mod.L. <
ILE (container)], any of several kinds of

rasitic worms that live in the blood and

Fiji Islands, a group of British islands in the South
Pacific, east of the New Hebrides: area, 7,069 sq. mi.;

pop., 221,000; capital, Suva.
fif-a-ment (fira-msrat), n. [Fr.; LL. filamentum <filare,
to spin < L. filum; see FILE (container)], 1. a very
slender thread or fiber. 2. a threadlike part; speci-

fically, the fine metal wire in a light bulb or vacuum
tube, which becomes incandescent when heated by an
electric current. 3. in botany, the stalk of a stamen

bearing the anther. .

fil-a-men-ta-ry (fil's-men'tSr-i), adj. made of, like, or

having a filament or filaments.
fil-a-men-tous (fil's-men'tes), adj. I. threadlike. 2.

having filaments.
fi-lar (filer) , adj. ] < L. filum, a thread], 1. of a thread.

2. having fine threads or hairs stretched across the
field of view: said of a micrometer, microscope, etc.

fi.la-ri-a (fi-lar'i-s),

" '~ "
L. filum; see FILE^,
threadlike parasitic worms
tissues of vertebrate animals: they are^often earned
and transmitted by mosquitoes and other invertebrates.

fi-lar-i*al (fi-la'r'i-sl), adj. of, having the nature of,

carrying, or caused by filariae.

ft lar-i-an (fi-iar'i-on), adj. filarial.

fil-a-riasis (filV-rlVsis), n. [Mod.L.; see FILARIA], a
diseased condition caused by filarial worms, which are
transmitted by mosquitoes and invade lymphatic ves-
sels and lymphoid tissue.

fil-a-ture (fil'a-chgr), n. [Fr. < pp. of L. filare, to spin <
filum, a thread; see FILE (container)], 1. a spinning
into threads. 2. a reeling of raw silk from cocoons.
3. a) a reel for this, b) a place where this is done.

fil-bert (fil'b&rt), n. [ME. Jilberde, philliberd; prob. via
Norm. Fr. (noix de] filbert, (nut of) Philibert < St.

Philibert, whose feast came in the nutting season], 1.

the hazelnut, especially the cultivated variety. 2. the
tree bearing this nut.

filch (filch), v.t. [16th-c. thieves' argot < filch, n., staff

with a hook on the end; hence, ong., "to steal with a
filch"; cf. obs. file, to pick pockets, Fr. filou, pick-
pocket], to steal (usually something small or petty) ;

pilfer. SYN. see steal.

file (fil), n. [Fr.; OFr. fil> a file, rank, row; LL. jwa, a
string, series < L. filum, a thread; IE. *gwhis-lom],
1. a container, as a folder, cabinet, etc., for keeping
papers in order. 2, an orderly arrangement of papers,
cards, etc., as for reference. 3. a line of persons or

things situated one behind another: distinguished from
rank. 4. in chess t any of the rows of squares running
vertically along the length of the board, v.t. [FILED

(fild), FILING], 1. to arrange (papers, etc.) in order for

future reference. 2. to put (a paper, etc.) in its proper
place or order. 3. to put (a legal document) on public
record. v4. to move in a line: as, the children filed out
of the building.
in file, in line, one behind another.
on file, kept in order for reference; in a file.

file (fil), n. [ME.: AS. feol (Mercian J)\ akin to G,

/tew(OHG. fihtia), D. vijl; IE.

*peik-, to cut], a steel tool with
a rough, ridged surface for

smoothing, grinding d^wn, or

cutting through something, v.t.

[FILED (fild) , FILING], to smooth,
grind down, or cut tnrough with
or as with a file.

file (fa), v.t. [FILED (fild), FILING],
[ME. filen, fulen; AS. -fylan <
ful, dirty, filthy; see FOUL], [Ar-
chaic], to make foul; defile.

file clerk, a person employed to

keep office files in order.
file-fish (fH'fish'). n. [pi. FILEFISH, FILEFISHES (-iz); see

FISH], any of various fishes, as the triggerfish, with
hard, rough spines instead of scales,

fi-let (fi-15% fiPa, fil'it; Fr. fe'le'), n. [Fr.; see FILLET],
1. a net or lace with a simple pattern on a square mesh

TYPES OF FILE

beefsteak broiled, usually with mushrooms and bacon.
filial (fil'i-al, fil'yal), adj. [LL. filialis, of a S9n or

daughter < L. films, son, filia, daughter], 1. of, suitable

to, or, due from a son or daughter: as, filial devotion.
2. in genetics, designating or of any generation following
the parental: symbol, F (e.g., JPi means "first filial,"

F2 , "second filial/' etc.).
fiH-a-tion (nl'i-a'sh9n) , n. [Fr.; ML.filiatio < L.jilius,
a son, fiMa, a daughter], 1. the state or fact of being a
son or daughter; relation of a child to its parent. 2.

descent from or as from a parent; derivation.
^3. a) the

forming of a new branch or affiliation of a society, etc.

6) such an affiliated branch.
^
4. in law, the^ determina-

tion by a court of the paternity of an illegitimate child.
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fiM-beg (fiFo-begO, n. [Gael, feileadh beag; feileadh, a
fold -f beag, HttleJ, a kilt.

fiM-bus-ter (fii'a-bus'ter), n. [Sp. filibustero < Fr. Jfi-
bustier, fribustier < D. wijbuiter, freebooter < ry, free
4- buti, booty], 1. an adventurer who engages in un-
authorized warfare against a country witn which his
own country is at peace; freebooter. 2. a member of a
minority group of a legislative body, especially the
Senate, who obstructs the passage of a bill by making
long speeches, introducing irrelevant issues, etc. 3. the
deliberate obstruction of the passage of a bill by such
methods. vd* 1. to engage in unauthorized warfare as
a freebooter. 2. to obstruct the passage of a bill by
making long speeches, etc. v.t. to obstruct the passage
of (a bill) by such methods.

parent who murders his child.
fiH'fonn (fil's-fdrm', fila-fdrmO. adj. [< I*, filum, a
thread

; 4- -form], having the form of a thread or filament.
fil-I-gree (filVgre'). n. [altered from earlier filigrain; Fr.

filigrane; It. filigrana < L. filum, a thread + granum,
grain], 1. delicate, lacelike ornamental work of inter-
twined wire of gold, silver, etc. 2. any delicate work
or figure like this. adj. like, made or, or made into
filigree. _

v.t. [FILIGREES (-gred') FILIGREEING], to orna-
ment with, or work in, filigree.

fil-ing (fH'irj), n. usually in pi. a small piece of metal,
etc. scraped off with a file.

ippines. adj. lippine.
fill (fil), v.t. [ME. fillen, fullen; AS. fyllan < base of

full, adj.], 1. to put as much as possible into (a con-
tainer or space) : make full. 2. to take up the whole
of; occupy: as, the crowd filled the room. 3. to occupy
(an office, position, etc.). 4. to put a person into (an
office, position, etc.). 5. to supply the things needed
or called for in (an order, requisition, prescription, etc.) .

6. to close or plug (holes, cracks, etc.). 7. a) to feed.

fi) to satisfy the hunger of. 8. to be plentiful in. 9.
to put into a container so as to fill it, or as if to fill

it, l(t to add earth, etc. to (low land) until a required
level is reached. 11. in nautical usage, a) to swell (a
sail), 6) to trim (a yard) so as to catch the wind on
the after side of the sail. vd. to become full. n. 1. all
that is needed to make full. 2. all that is needed to

satisfy. 3. anything that fills or is used to fill a space.
4. a piece of land artificially raised to a required level,
as a railroad embankment.
fill in, 1. to fill with some substance. 2. to make
complete by inserting or supplying something. 3. to
insert or supply for completion. 4. to be a substitute.

fill one in on, [Colloq.], to provide one with additional
facts, details, etc. of.

fill out, 1. to make or become larger, rounder,
shapelier, etc. 2. to make (a document, etc.) com-
plete by inserting or supplying information.

fill up, to make or become completely full.

fill-a-gree (filVgre'), n. filigree.

Jfille (fe'y'), n. [Fr.], 1. a daughter. 2. a girl; maid.
3. a spinster. 4. a prostitute. See also jeune fille.

JfiEe de cham-bre (fe'y' da shaVbr'), [Fr.], a chamber-
maid: lady's maid.

Jfille de Joie (fe'y* ds zhwa'), [Fr., lit., daughter of joy],
a prostitute.

filled gold, brass or other base metal covered with a
layer of gold, used as a substitute for solid gold.

filled milk, skimmed milk with vegetable oils added
to increase the fat content.

fill-er (fil'Sr), n. a person or thing that fills; specifically,
a) matter added to some other to increase bulk, as
sand in fertilizer, b) a preparation used to fill in the
cracks, grain, etc. of wood before painting or varnishing.
c) the tobacco rolled in the leaf of a cigar, d) a short,
space-filling item in a newspaper, e} a pad of loose-leaf

paper for a notebook.
filler (fel'lar), n, [Hung.], a Hungarian bronze coin
equal to 1/100 of a forint (or, formerly, of a pengo).

fillet (fil'it), n. [O^r. filet, dim. of fil; see FILE (a line,

row)], 1. a narrow band worn around the head for
ornament or to hold the hair in place. 2. a thin strip
or band. 3. in architecture, a flat, square molding
separating other moldings; narrow band between two
flutings in a column. 4. in bookbinding, a line impressed
on a book cover. 5. (fil'a, fil'it), in cookery, a boneless,
lean piece of fish or meat: also spelled filet. 6. in
heraldry, a horizontal band on a shield, just below the
chief and one-fourth its width, v.t. 1. to bind or
decorate with a band, molding, etc. 2. (fil'a, fi-la',

fil'it), in cookery, to bone and slice (meat or fish)
fill-in (fil'in'), n. 1. a person or thing that fills a
cancy or gap, often temporarily. 2. [Colic

summary of the pertinent facts, adj. of or by a fill-in.

fill-ing (fil'it)),
n. 1. the act of one that fills; a becoming

or causing to become full. 2. a thing used to fill some-
thing else, or to supply what is lacking; especially,
the gold, amalgam, etc. inserted by a dentist into a

a filmy manner; with or

prepared cavity in a tooth. 3. the horizontal threads
crossing the warp in a woven fabric; woof.

filling station, a place where gasoline, oil, services,
etc. Tor^ automobiles and other motor vehicles are sold
at

^
retail.

fil-lip (fil'dp), n. [echoic extension of flip; cf. CHIRRUP,
CHIRP], 1. the snap made by a finger which is held
down toward thepafm by the thumb and then suddenly
released.

t
2. a light blow or tap given in this way.

3. anything that stirs up or arouses; tonic; stimulus.*
v.L 1. to jerk or toss with a fillip. 2. to stir up-
arouse; stimulate, vd. to make a fillip.

fiHi-peen (fil'g-pen'), n. a game of forfeits or the forfeit
made: see philopena.

fiMis-ter (fil'is-tgr), n. [corresponds in form with G.
filister (Dan. filister), lit., Philistine, first recorded in
sense "pikeman, member of the town watch"; ? modi-
fied < some such word as fenester (cf. FENESTRATE)],
1. a plane for cutting grooves. 2. a groove, as for

receiving the glass in a window frame.
Fill-more, Mill-ard (mil'erdfil'mSr.fil'mor), 1800-1874-
thirteenth president of the United States (1850-1853)'

fil-ly (fil'i), n. [pi FILLIES (-iz)], [ME. jUlie < ON[
fylja, fern, of foli, a. foal; see FOAL], 1. a young mare.
2, [Colloq.], a vivacious young woman or girl.

film (film), n. [ME. fylme; AS. filmen, membrane,
foreskin, ult. derived < base of fel, skin, hide (see
FELL, skin) ; akin to OFris. filmene; IE. base *pel~, as
also in L. pellis, skin], 1. a fine, thin skin or coating.
2. a sheet or roll of a flexible cellulose material covered
with a substance sensitive to light and used in taking
photographs. 3. a thin veil, haze, or blur, as over the
eyes. 4. a motion picture. 5. a fine thread. v.t.
I. to cover with or as with a film. 2. to take a photo-
graph of. 3. to make a motion picture of: as, they
filmed the story, vd, 1. to be or become covered
with a film. 2. to be filmed or suitable for filming-
as, this story won't film well.

film-i-ly (fil'ma-K), adv. in a

through a film.

film-i-ness (fil'mi-nis), n. the quality of being filmy
film pack, several sheets of photographic film in a
frame that fits in the back of a camera,

film-y (fil'mi), adj. [FILMIER (-mi-er), FILMIEST (-mi-ist)L
1. of or like a film; hazy, gauzy, etc. 2. covered with
or as with a film; blurred.

fi-lose (fi'los), adj. [< L. filum; + -ose], I. threadlike.
2. having a threadlike projection.

Jfils (fes),
n. [Fr.], a son or a youth: often used like

English Jr., as Dumas fils.
fil-ter (fil'tSr), n. [Fr. filtre; LL. filtrum, feltrum, felt
fulled wool (used for straining liquors); see FELT, n.],
1. a device for separating solid particles, impurities,
etc. from a fluid by passing it through a porous sub-
stance. 2. any porous substance used for this purpose
as sand, charcoal, felt, etc. 3. in physics, a) a device
or substance that passes electric currents of certain
frequencies or frequency ranges while preventing the
passage of others* b) a device or substancethat partially
or completely absorbs certain light rays: as, a color
filter for a camera lens. v.t. [Fr. filtrer < the n.],
1. to pass (fluids) through a filter. 2. to remove or
separate (solid particles, impurities, etc.) from a fluid
by means of a filter. 3. to act as a filter for (electric
currents of certain frequencies, etc.). vd. 1. to be
filtered: hence, 2. to move or pass slowly: as, the
news filtered through town.

ffl-ter-a-falM-ty (fiPter-e-bil'Q-ti), n. the quality or state
of being filterable.

fil-ter-a-ble (fil'tgr-a-b'l), adj. 1. that can be filtered.
2. that goes through a filter. Also filtrable.

filter bed, a tank with a sand or gravel bo
to filter water, sewage, etc.

filter paper, a porous paper for strainincr liauids
filth &&)'. [ME. &. fulthe, feltheTA^fyUhe <
base of ful (see FOUL) + -th, nominal suffix], 1. foul
dirt; disgusting matter. 2. moral corruption or some-
thing causing it: indecency; obscenity.

filthily (fil'th9-li), adv. in a filthy manner
fijth4*ness (fil'thi-nis), n. 1. the quality or state of
being filthy. 2. a filthy thing.

filth-y (fil'thi), adj. [FILTHIER (-thi-Sr), FILTHIEST (-tM-
ist)J, 1. full of, or having the nature of, filth; foul.
2. morally corrupt; obscene: lewd. SYN. see dirty.

fU-tta-bjM-tjr (ffl'tw-baVtD, n. filterability.
fil-tra-ble (fil'tr*~bl), adj. filterable.
filtrable vims, any vims of uteamicrosoopic sli
capable of passing through filters, that bacteria cannot
pass through: some such viruses cause measles, influ-
enza, poliomyeiitiSi etc*

fil-trate (fil'trat; also, for n., ffl'trit), v.t. [FILTRATED
L. JBlrtffcw, PP. Qtfiltrare,

. a filtered liquid. ,
,

.

gravel bottom, used

a va- to filter], to strain
1

:

n. [Fr. < a filtering
fil-tra-tlon y

or being filtered.
filtration

plant, a place where water is purified, as
for a city's water supply, ,

, ,i ,,
<

\

fi.lum (fiftwn), n, M.v^\,U$$ [L^ a; &rea<il M
anatomy, any threadlike
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nm-bri-a (fim'bri-a), n. [pi, FIMBRIAE (-e')L [L.], in

botany & zoology, a fringe or border of hairs, fibers, etc.

fim-bri-ate (fim'bri-at'), adj. [L. fimbriafus, fringed <
fimbria, a fringe, border], having a fringe of hairs,
fibers, etc., as certain plants, v.t. [FIMBRIATED (-id),

FIMBRIATING], to fringe; put a border on.
fim-bri-at-ed (fim'bri-at'id) , adj. fimbriate.
fim-bri-a-tioa (fim'bri-a'shan), n. [< fimbriate -f -tion],
1. the condition of being fringed. 2. a fringe.

fin (fin), n. [ME. & AS. finn; akin to D. vin, G. finne;
IE. base *pet~, feather, wing, whence also L. penna,
( < *pet-na), a wing, feather (cf. PEN)!, 1. any of several
winglike, membranous organs on the body of a fish,

dolphin, etc., used in swimming, turning, and balancing.
2. anything like a fin in shape or use; specifically, a) a
fine edge formed on a casting by metal forced through
the halves of the mold, b) [Slang], the hand. c\ in aero-

nautics, any fixed or movable airfoil whose chief func-
tion is to give stability in flight, d) in nautical usage,
a projection on boats or submarines; also, a fin keel.

3. [Slang], a five-dollar bill. v.t. [FINNED (find), FIN-

NING], to cut the fins from. v.i. to move the fins, es-

pecially in a violent way.
Fin. i 1. Finland. 2. Finnish.
fin., 1. finance. 2. financial.

fin-able (fin'a-b'l), adj. liable to a fine: also spelled
fineable.

fin a-ble (flnVb'l), adj. [< fine, to refine + -able], that
can be refined or purified: also spelled fineable.

fi-na-gle (fi-na'g'l), tu. [FINAGLED (-g'ld), FINAGLING],
[prob. respelling of Feinagel, G. mesmerist and whist
expert of the Regency; cf. FAINAIGUE], 1. in card games,
to renege; revoke; hence, 2. to use trickery; be sly or

crafty; cheat, v.t. 1. to cheat. 2. to get or manage
by trickery, slyness, or craftiness. Also fenaftle.

fi-na-gler (fi-na'glSr), n. a person who finagles.

fi-nal (fi'n'l), adj, [MB.; OFr.; L. finalis < finis, end],
1. of or coming at the end; last; concluding. 2. leaving
no further chance for action, discussion, or change;
deciding; conclusive: as, & final decree. 3. of purpose
or result: as, a final cause, n. 1. anything final, 2. pi.
the last of a series of athletic contests, tests, etc. 3.

often in pi. [Colloq,], a final examination, SYN. see
last.

fi-na-ie (fi-na'li; It. fe-nale), n. [It. < L. finalis; see

FINAL], I, the concluding movement or passage of a
musical composition, 2. the last scene or feature of an
entertainment, 3. the conclusion or last part; end.

fi-nal-ist (fi'nl-jst), n. a contestant who participates in
the final and deciding contest or contests of a series.

fi-naM-ty (fl-nal'avti), n. 1. the quality or condition of

", settled, or complete; conclusiveness. 2. [pi,being
FINAL: _

fi-nalize
[U.S. ni

t (-tiz)], anything final or conclusive.

i'n'1-iz'), V.t, [FINALOTP HrjA). FINALIZING],
], to make final; bring to completion,

fi'naMy (fl'n'l-i), adv, [see FINAL * -LY], 1. at the end;
in conclusion. 2. decisively; conclusively; irrevocably.

fi-nance (fa-nans', fi'nans), n. [ME, finaunce, a fine,

forfeit; OFr. finance, wealth, revenue < finer, to end,
settle accounts, pay ransom < fin; see FINE (end)],
1. pi. the money resources, income, etc. of a nation,

organization, or person. 2. the science of managing
money matters: abbreviated fija. V*t. [FINANCED
(-nansf, -nanst), FINANCING], 1. to-supply money for.

2. to manage the money of.

fi-nan-cial (fa-nan/shal, fl-nan'shal), adj. of finance,

finances, or financiers: abbreviated fin.

SYN. financial implies reference to money matters, es-

pecially wjiere large ums are involved (a financial success) :

fiscal is used with reference to government revenues ana
expenditures or the adinmistering of the financial affairs of an
organization or corporation (a fiscal year) ; monetary refers

directly to money itself and is used in connection with coinage,
circulation, standards, relative values, etc. (the monetary unit
of a country); pecuniary is applied to money matters of a

practical or personal nature (pecuniary motives).
fi-nan-cial'ly (fo-nan'shol-i, fi^nan'shal-i), adv. in re-

gard to finance or finances.
fin an-cier (fin'on-seT', fi'nan-sSr'). n. [Far.], 1. a person
trained or skilled in finance. 2. a nerson who engages
in financial operations on a large scale, v.t* to finance.

fin-back (fin'bak'), n. a large whalepone whale with a
dorsal fin; rorqual: also finback whale.

finch (finch), n. [ME.; AS. fine; akin to G. fink; IB,
echoic base *($)pvngo~, chirping bird, as also in W . pink,

l*T.pinson, finch], any of a large group of small, short*

beaked, seed-eating songbirds, including the bunting,
canary, cardinal, goldfinch, and sparrow.

find (find), v.t. [FOUND (found), FINDING], [ME. finden;
AS. findan; akin to G. finden, Goth, finthan; IE, base
*pent-, to walk, go, as also in L. pons, fiontis, a plank
causeway, bridge; for sense development, cf. INVTOST],
1. to happen on; come upon; meet with; discover by
chance. 2. to get by searching. 3. to, gel oekfctqar

knowledge of ; perceive; leafn* C d) to fe$pves |*ome*

thing lost), d) to recover the use of. 5. to consider;
think. 6. to reach: attain: as, the blow found his chin.

7. to decide: as, the jury found him innocent. 8. to

supply; furnish. vJt. to reach and announce a decision:

as, the jury found for the accused, n. 1. a finding.
2. something found, especially something interesting
or valuable.
find oneself, to learn what one's real talents and
inclinations are, and begin to apply them.

find out, 1. to discover: learn. 2. to learn the true
character or identity of (someone or something).

find-er (fm'der), n. 1. a person or thing that _nnds.
2. a camera device, as a special lens, that helps in ad-

justing the position of the camera by showing what
will appear in the photograph. 3. a small, low-powered
telescope attached to a larger one, used to locate objects
for closer view with the more powerful telescope.

Jfin de sle-cle (fatt'dg.-sye'kl'), [Fr., lit,, end ofthe cen-

tury], of or characteristic of the last years of
^
the 19th

century: formerly used to refer to progressive ideas and
customs, but now generally used to indicate decadence.

find-ing (fin'dirj), n. [see FIND], 1. discovery. 2. some-
thing found or discovered. 3. pi. a) the tools, materials,
etc. ordinarily provided by a worker, b) miscellaneous
small supplies used by a worker: as, thread, bindings,
etc. are findings in dressmaking. 4. the conclusion
reached after an examination or consideration of facts

by a judge, coroner, scholar, etc.

Find-lay (findli), n. a city in northwestern Ohio:
24,000.

pop..

fine (fin), adj. [FINER (-er), FINEST (-4st)], [MB. fin, fine;
OFr. fin; LL. jinus < L. finitus, lit., finished, jw. or

finire, to bound, limit < finis, an end, limit, bound; tee
FINISH], 1. originally, finished; perfected; hence, "2.

superior in Quality; above the average; excellent; very
good: as, a fine sample. 3. of exceptional character or
ability : as, afine teacher. 4. with no impurities ; refined.
5. containing a specified proportion of purejinetal: said
of gold or silver: abbreviated F,, f . 6. clear and bright:
said of the weather. 7. npt heavy, gross, or coarse: as,

fine sand. 8. very thin or slender: as, fine thread.
9. sharp ; keen : as, a knife with &Jine edge. 10. discrim-
inating; subtle: as, fine distinctions. 11, of delicate

composition: as, fine lace. 12. good-looking; handsome:
as, a fine baby. 13. trained and developed physically
to maximum ability: said of athletes, horses, etc. 14.
too elegant; showy: as, fine writing, adv. [Colloq. ], 1.

very well. 2, in billiards &* pool, so that the cue ball
touches the object ball lightly on the side in pas$ing
and is deflected very little, v.t. <fc v.i. [FINED (fim4),

FINING], to make or become fine or finer,

fine (fin), n. [UJ$,fin, fine,- OFr. fin; L. finis; see tlNiss],
1. originally, a finish; end; conclusion. 2, # una of

money paid to settle a matter; especially, $ gun* re-

quired to be paid as punishment for an offense, v.t.

[FINED (find), FINING], to require the payment of a fine

from*
in fine, 1. in conclusion, 2. in brief.

Jfi-ne (fe'ne), n. [It. < L, finis; see FINISH], in music,
the end: a direction marking the dose of a repeated

fine a ble (fmVb'l), adj* finable*
fine arts, [so called because orig. considered purely aes-

thetic, as distinguished froni the "useful" arts], the
graphic arts, generally including drawing, painting,
sculpture, ceramics, and, occasionally, arcwtecture:
literature, music, dramatic art, and dancing are some-
times included: abbreviated FA, F-A-

fine-cut (fm'kuf), adj. cut into small, narrow shreds
of equal width: said of tobacco, and distinguished from
rough-cut,
fine-draw (fin'dr8'), v,t. [fine, adj. & adv. + draw, y.],

1. to sew together (two pieces of cloth, as tfce edges of
a tear) so carefully that the seam cannot be seen. 2, to
draw (wire, etc,) out to extreme fineness; hence, 3. to
extend (reasoning, etc.) to. a high degree of subtleness.

fine-drawn (fln'drdnO. adj. [pp, offine-draw], 1, drawn
out until very fine> as wire. 2. extremely subtle? said of

reasoning, arguments, etc.

fine-grained (fin^grand'), <Kfj" having a fine, smooth
grain, as some kinds of wood, leather, etc.

fine ly (fin'li), &dv, [ME, finliche], in a fine manner.
fine-ness (fm'nis), n, J. the quality or state of being
fine. 2. the proportion of pure gold or silver in an alloy.

fin*er-y (fin'lr-i), n \pl* FINERIES (4z)], showy, gay,
elaborate decoration, especially clotb.es, jewelry, etc.

fitvtfvy (ffn'ir-i), n. \pl, FJTORIES (-i?)L [Fr. finerie <
finer, to refine; OJt, *finare, lit., to finish < L. finis; see

jrtyiw]* a refinery where malleable iron or steel is made.
fil$je*8piii* Ow'spun7

)* w- ! spun or drawn out to
extreme fineness; delicate; fragile. 2. extremely subtle.
3, too subtle; not practical.

fi nesse (fi-nes') ( n- [Fr. < fin, fine; see FINE,
1. skill; adroitness and delicacy of performance. 2. 1

ability to handle delicate and difficult situations i
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folly and diplonaaticaHyj hence, 3. cunning; artfulness;
craft. 4. in bridge, wktst, etc., an attempt to take a
trick with a lower card while holding a higher card not
in sequence with this, in the hope that an intervening
card will not be played, v.t. [FINESSED (-nest') FINES-
SING], 1. to change by finesse; bring by finesse (into a
certain condition). 2. in bridge, whist, etc., to make a
finesse with (a card), tu, to use or make a finesse.

fine-toothed comb (fm'tdotht'), a comb with fine,

closely set teeth.

go over with a fine-toothed comb, to examine very
carefully and thoroughly.

Fin-gaTs Cave (fir/g'li), a large cavern on Staffa

Island, in the Hebrides.

fin-ger

quinque, Goth. Ti

at the end of the hand; especially, any of these other
than the thumb. 2. the part of a glove covering one of

these parts. 3. anything resembling a finger in shape or
use. 4. a unit of measurement based on the breadth
of a finger (3/4 inch to 1 inch) or the length of the
middle finger (about 4 1/2 inches). 5. in mechanics, a

projecting part coming into contact with another part
and controlling its motion, v.t. 1. to touch with the

fingers; put or use the fingers on; handle. 2. to take;
steal. 3. in music, a) to play (an instrument) by using
the fingers on strings, keys, etc. to produce the tones.

b) to mark (a score) with directions for the way to use
tne fingers. v4. 1. to use the fingers in a certain way
on a musical instrument to produce the tune. 2. to be
fingered: said of musical instruments.
burn one*s fingers, to cause oneself trouble by being
too inquisitive, meddlesome, etc.

have a finger in the pie, 1. to help do something;
participate. 2. to be meddlesome.
put one*s finger on, to indicate or ascertain exactly.
put the finger on, [Slang], 1. to identify as for the

police: inform on. 2. to indicate as the place to be
robbed, victim to be shot, etc.

twist (or turn) around one's little finger, to be able
to handle or manage with ease.

finger board, 1. a strip of hard wood in the neck of a
stringed instrument, as a violin, mandolin, etc., against
whwa the strings are pressed with the fingers to pro-
dtice the desired tones: see ylolln, illus. 2. the key-
board of a piano, organ, etc.

finger bowl, a small bowl to hold water for rinsing
the ringers at table after a meal.

fin-ger breadth (fir/ger-bredth'), n. the breadth of a
finger; almost an inch.

fin-gered (fin'geYd), adj. 1. having fingers (of a specified
kind or number) : in hyphenated compounds, as, light-

fingered. 2. soiled or marred by touching. 3. in

ootany, a) digitate, b) fingerlike in form. 4. in music,

applying the fingers to the strings, keys, etc, of an
instrument to produce the tones. b) directions on a
musical score for using the fingers in a certain way.
Finger Lakes, a series of long, narrow glacial lakes m
central New York.

fin-ger ling (firj'ger-lii]), n. [ME. fingirling; see FINGER
& -LING], I. any small object. 2. a small fish about
the length of a finger: see parr,

finger mark, a mark or smudge left by a finger.
fin-ger-marked (fir/geV-markl/), adj. having finger
marks on it.

fin get nail (fir/ggr-nl'), n. thehornysubstancegrowingon the upper part of the end joint of a finger: it consists
of epithelial cells that develop from the skin.

fin-ger-paint (fir/ger-pSnt'), v.i. & v.L to paint with
finger paints,

finger painting, 1. the art or process of painting by
using the fingers, hand, or arm to spread finger paintson moistened paper. 2. a painting made in this manner.

finger paints, paints composed of starch, water, glyc-
erin, and pigments, used in finger painting.

finger post, a post with a sign, often shaped like a
pointing finger or hand, indicating a direction.

nn-ger*print (fir/ggr-print'), n. an impression of the
lines and whorls on the inner surface
of the last joint of the finger, used in
the identification of a person. v*t. to
take the fingerprints of.

fin-ger-print-Ing (fir/ggr-print'ii)), n.
the act or science of taking and com-

,

paring fingerprints for identification.
finger reading, the use of the fingers to
read Braille.

fin-ger-staU (fir/ger-stdl'), n. a protec-
tive covering of rubber, leather, etc.
for an injured finger.

finger tip, 1. the tip of a finger. 2. a
shield to protect the end of a finger, as
from the bowstring in archery.
have at one's finger tips, 1. to have available for
instant use. 2. to be completely familiar with.

FINGERPRINT

to one's (or the) finger tips, entirely; altogether.
finger wave, a loose wave made in a woman's hair by
the use of the lingers instead of a curling iron or
machine, and without the application of heat.

fin i al (fin'i-al, fl'ni-al), n. [ME.; finis -f -ial], 1. an
ornament at the top of a spire, gable, etc., or at the
end of certain structures. 2. the highest point; apex.

fin-i-cal (fin'i-kl), adj. [< fine, adj.], too particular;
too dainty or exacting; fussy; fastidious.

fin-i-caM-ty (fin'i-kal'a-ti), n. a finical quality.
fin-ick-ing (fin'i-kirj), adL [< finical], finical; finicky.
fin-ick-y (fin'i-ki), adj. finical.

fin -i-kin (fin/i-kin), aaj. finicking; finical.

fin-ing (fm'irj), n. [< fine, to refine], 1. the refining
or clarifying of liquids, metals, etc. 2. pi. any sub-
stance used for clarifying liquors.

fi-nis (fi'm's; now often fin'is), n. [pi. FINISES (-iz)], [L.],
the end; finish; conclusion: often used at the end of a
book or motion picture.

fin-ish (fin'ish), v.t. [ME. finissen < stern of OPr.
fenir (Fr. finir): L. finire, to end < finis, an end,
limit < OL. -fig-snis, fixed object, boundary stake
< IE. base *dheig~, to prick, thrust in, seen also in L.

figere, to prick, fasten], 1. to come to the end of; end.
2. to complete; accomplish. 3. to use up; consume
entirely. 4. to remove all blemishes from; perfect;
polish. 5. to give (cloth, leather, etc.) a desired surface
effect. 6. [Colloq.], to overthrow completely; kill.

7. [Colloq.], to reduce to worthlessness; cause to be of
no value. v.i. to come to an end; stop; terminate.
n. L the last part; end. 2. anything used to finish

something else, as polish, wax, etc. 3. completeness;
perfection. 4. the manner or method of completion.
5. the way in^ which the surface, as of furniture, is

smoothed, polished, etc. 6. refinement in manners,
speech, etc. ; polish in social or cultural matters. 7. in

carpentry, a) joiner work, as doors, stairs, panels,
etc., which completes the interior of a building, b)

high-quality lumber used for this. SYN. see close,
finish off, 1. to end or complete. 2. to kill or destroy.
finish up, 1. to end or complete. 2. to consume all of.

finish with, 1. to end or complete. 2. to end relations

with; become indifferent to.

in at the finish, in attendance or activity at the con-
clusion, as of a contest.

fin-ished (fin'isht), adj. [pp. of finish], 1. ended; con-
cluded. 2. completed. 3. made perfect; accomplished;
excellent. 4. smoothed and polished: said of furniture.
5. reduced to worthlessness; no longer of value.

fin ish-er (fin'ish-e'r), n. 1. a person or thing that
finishes, especially one that adds final touches. 2.

[Colloq.],
a decisive blow or happening.

fin-ish-ing (fin'ish-irj), adj. [ppr. of finish], last. n.
1. an ending. 2. a completing or perfecting. 3. pi.
the fixtures for lighting, plumbing, etc. in a building.

finishing school, a private school that trains girls for
life in society, as by teaching music, languages, etc.

Fin-is-terre, Gape (fin'is-terO, a promontory at the
westernmost point of Spain.

fi nite
(fx'nlt), adj. [L. finitus, pp. of finire; see FINISH],

1. having measurable or definable limits; not infinite.

2. in grammart having limits of person, number, and
tense: said of a verb that can be used in a predicate.
3. in mathematics, a) capable of being reached or sur-

passed by C9unting: said of numbers, ft) neither infinite
nor infinitesimal

i^said
of a magnitude, n. anything that

has measurable limits; finite thing.
fin i-tude (finVtood', fi'ns-tud'), n. the state or quality
of being finite.

fink (firjk), n. F? < name of notorious Am. strike-

breaker], [Slang], an informer or strikebreaker; espe-
cially, a professional strikebreaker.

fin keel, a deep, narrow metal keel, shaped somewhat
like a dorsal fin, used on some sailboats to give stability
and prevent lateral drift.

Finland (finlgnd), n. a country in northern Europe,
northeast of the Baltic Sea: area, 119,113 sq. mi.;
pop., 3,895,000 (est. 1947); capital, Helsinki: abbrevi-
ated Fin.: Finnish name, Suomi,

Finland, Gulf of, an arm of the Baltic Sea, south of
Finland: length, 260 mi.
Fhvlay, Fin-ley (fin'li), [of Celt, origin; first element
< base meaning1 "white ], a masculine name.

Finn (fin), n.' I. a native
t
or inhabitant of Finlandv

2, a^ny person speaking a Finnic language.
Finn., Finnish.
fin-nan had die (fin'on had'i), [probi < Findhorn
haddock, after fishing port and rivec of Findhorn,
Scotland: often associated with, Fmdon, Scotland]/,
smoked haddock: also finnan haddock. i

finned (find), adj. havinga fin or fins.

Finndc
(fin'ik), adj. l.l^innish. 2, designating <% Of

the group of languages to which Finnish belongs: see

Finno-Ugric. >
'
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Finn-ish (fin'ish), adj. i. of ^pland. ^. of thp Finns,
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Fin-no- (fin'o), a combining form meaning Finn or
Finnish, as in Finno-Ugric.
Fin-no-U-gri-an (fin'5~oo'gri-9n, fin'o-u/gri-an), adj. &
n. Finno-ugric.

Fin-no-U-grlc (fin'o-po'grik, fin'oMI'grik), adj. desig-
nating or of a subfamily of the Uralic group of languages
spoken in northeastern Europe, western Siberia, and
Hungary: it includes Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian
(Ugnc, Magyar), Lapp, etc. n. this subfamily of

languages.
fin-ny (fin'i), adj. 1, having fins. 2. Hke a fin. 3. of
fish. 4. [Poetic], full of fish.

Fin-ster-aar-horn (fin's1r-ar
/
h6rn), n. the highest

mountain of the Bernese Alps, southern Switzerland:
height, 14,026 ft.

fiord (fy&rd, fyord), n. [Norw. < ON. fj&rthr; akin to
AS. fordi, a narrow inlet
or arm ofthe sea bordered
by steep cliffs, especially
in Norway: also spelled
fjord.

fip-pen-ny bit (fip'an-i,

fip'ni), Jaltered < five-

pewny bit], a Spanish or
Mexican silver coin worth
about six cents, circulated
in the United States be-
fore 1857.

fip-ple (fip'l), n. [? akin
to ON. fiipi, horse's EpJ,
a plug near the mouth-
piece of certain wind in-

struments, astherecorder,
to divert the breath in FIORD
producing the tones.

fir (fur), n. [ME. firre; AS. fyrhr furh; akin to G.
fohre; IE. base *perqwo~. name of trees, seen also in L.

ncus,
oak; prob. applied orig. to a species of oak],

iny of a group of cone-bearing evergreen trees
somewhat like a pine. 2. the wood of any of these.
Fir dau si (fir-dou'se), n. (bora Atml Qasim Mansur),
Persian epic poet; 940?-1020? A.D.

Flr-dou-si, Fir-du si (fir-doo'se), Firdausi.
fire (fir), n. [ME. fyre; AS. fyr; akin to G. feuer; IE.
base *pewar-, seen also in Gr. p&r, fire (cf. PYRE) ; not
connected with pure], 1 . the active principle of burning,
characterized by the heat and light of combustion.
2. something burning, as fuel in a furnace. 3. a destruc-
tive burning: as, a forest fire. 4. any preparation that
will burn and make a brilliant display: as, red fire.
5. anything like a fire in heat, brilliance, etc. : as, the
fire or lightning. 6. torture or trial by fire. 7. great
trouble ; tribulation. 8. a feverish condition of the body
or part of the body. 9. strong feeling; excitement;
ardor: as, the^r* of patriotism. 10. vivid imagination.
11. a discharge of firearms or artillery; shooting; hence,
12. anythinglike this in speed and continuity of action:

as, afire of criticism. v,t. [FIRED (fird), FIRING], [ME.
firen; AS. fyrian], 1. to apply fire to; make burn;
ignite. 2. to supply with fuel; tend the fire of: as, he
fired the furnace. 3. to cauterize. 4. to bake in a kiln,
as bricks, pottery, etc. 5. to dry by heat. 6. to make
bright; illuminate, as if by fire. 7. to excite; stimulate;
inflame. 8. to shoot; discharge (a gun, bullet, etc.).
9. [Colloq. J t to direct with force and suddenness;
hurl: &s,.fire a rock, fire questions. 10. [pun on dis-

charge], (CoUoq.l, to dismiss from a position; discharge:
as, the right to hire and fire. v.i. 1. to start burning;
flame. 2. to tend a

t
fire. 3. to become excited or

aroused. 4. to react in a specified way to firing in. a
kiln: as, this glaze will fire a bright blue. 5. to shoot a
firearm. 6. to discharge a projectile: as, the gun fired.
between two fires, between two attacks; shot at,

criticized, etc. from both sides.

catch fire, to begin burning; ignite.
fire away, [Colloq.], to begin; start; especially, to start
to talk or ask questions.

fire up, 1. to start a fire in a furnace, stove, etc. 2. to
become suddenly angry.
go through fire and water, to undergo great difficulties

or dangers.
hang fire, 1. to fail to fire, or delay in firing: said of a
gum 2. to be slow in acting or happening^ / , (,, \

<

,

lay;'a fire^ to place fuej,ready for starting a fire^ as In, a
fireplace.
miss fire, L to fail to fire, as a gun. 2. to fail in an

; attempt* r
,

,

,

> ',,'..',,';
on fire, 1. burning. 2. greatly excited; full of ardor.

oeen firf, l.
( |Q begjn to shoot. 2L to begw, start: ,/

play with fire, to do something risfi^.

rapid fire, %& ^firing, o| thej rounds in- a &ean &u rapii

set on fire, I. to make born. 2. to excite greatly;
arouse the feelings or passions of.

aet the world on fire, to become very successful,
famous, etc.

strike fire, to make a spark, as with tinder.
take fire, 1. to begin to burn. 2. to become excited-
under fire, 1. tinder attack by the enemy. 2. under
attack; criticized; censured.

fire alarm, 1. a signal to announce the outbreak of a
fire. 2. a bell, siren, whistle, etc. to give this signal.
Abbreviated f. a.

fire-arm (fir
/arm/

) n. any weapon from which a shot
is fired by the force of an explosion; especially, such
a weapon small enough to be carried, as a rifle, pistol,
etc.

fire-ball (firfboT), n* 1. something resembling a ball of
fire, as a kind of lightning. 2. alarge, bright meteor.
3. a ball containing material to cause an explosion or a
fire: formerly used as a weapon thrown in battle.

fire-bird (f!r
/burd/

) , n. any of various birds with brilliant

coloring, as the scarlet tanager and the Baltimore oriole.
fire boat, a boat equipped with fire-fighting equipment,
used along water fronts.

fire-box (fu^boks'). n. 1. the place for the fire in a
locomotive engine, stove, etc. 2. [Obs.]t a tinderbox.

fire-brand (firbrand'), n. 1. a piece of burning wood.
2. a person who stirs up others to revolt or strife.

fire-break (fir'brakO, n. a strip of land cleared to stop
the spread of fire, as in a forest or prairie,

fire-bride (fir'brikO, n. a brick made to withstand great
heat, used to line fireplaces, furnaces, etc.

fire brigade, a body of men organized to fight fires.

fire-bug (fir'bugO,. n. [Colloq.], a person who deliber-
ately sets fire to buildings, etc. ; pyromaniac; incendiary.

fire clay, a kind of clay capable of resisting intense
heat, used for making firebricks, furnace linings, etc.

fire company?
l. a oody of men organized to fight

fires. 2.IBritishl, a business firm selling fire insurance.
fire-crack er (fir'krak'er), n. a roll of paper that con-
tains an explosive and an attached fuse, and makes a
sharp noise when exploded: used at celebrations, etc.

fire-cure (fn/kyoorO* v.t. to cure and season (tobacco)
over wood fires.

fire-damp (fir'damp') , n. a gas, largely methane, formed
in coal mines, which is explosive when mixea with a
certain proportion of air.

fire department, a municipal department whose work
is fighting fires and preventing their occurrence.

fire-dog (fir'do'g', fir/dog'), n. [for sense, cf. T$^cfaneL
andiron, dim, of chien, dog], a metal support for wopa
or logs in a fireplace; andiron.

fire-drake (fir'drak'), n. [see FIRE & DRAKE], in Germanic
mythology, a fire-breathing dragon.

fire drill, a drill in which buildings are vacated, fire

stations manned, etc. in a quick, orderly way to teach
proper procedure in case of fire.

fire-eat-er (fir'eVSr), n. 1. a performer at circuses, etc.
who pretends to eat fire. 2. a hot-tempered person
always ready to quarrel or fight*

fire engine, 1 . a machine for spraying water, chemicals,
etc. to extinguish fires: it is often part of a specially
designed motor truck; hence, 2. loosely, any motor
truck for carrying firemen and 'equipment to a fire.

fire escape, any device, as a ladder, chute, outside

stairway, etc., for escape from a burning building.
fire extinguisher, a portable device containing chem-
icals that can be sbrayed on a fire to extinguish it.

fire-fly (fir'nT), n.
\fl.

FIREFLIES (-fllz')], any of several

winged beetles whose abdomen
glows with a phosphorescent
light: the larvae and wingless
females are called glowworms.

fire-guard (fii/gard'), n* a metal
screen set in front of a fireplace.

fire-house (f&'hotisO, *> a *e
station.

fire insurance, insurance against
loss or damage resulting from fire.

fire irons, the poker, shovel, and
tongs used, for tending a fireplace.

fire-less (firlis) , adj. without a fire.

fireless cooker, an insulated con-
,

tamer which when heated stays
hot and finishes cooking food placed in it, or Jceeps
the food warm.

firelight (firllt'), n. ttie light from a fire, especially an
openfire.

firelock (firlpkO, n. 1. an early type of gunlock in
wl)aditi the priming was ignited t

* - - . .

or flintlock; hence, 2. an early
the priming was ignited by sparks; wheel lock
tlock; hence, 2. an early type of mi

such a lock.
: musket with

fire-man (fii/man), n. [pl. FIREMEN (-man)], 1. a man
,whose work is fighting fires; member of a fire depart-
ment. 2. a man who tends a &e in a furnace, locomo-
tive engine, etc. i

IM tRH,.16ok; Joy; yet; ebb; ''she; thfa,
''b'ij; FT. bal'r .'Fr.
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first-rate

fire-new (fir'noo', fir'nu'), adj. [ArchaicJ, direct from
the fire or forge; brand-new.

Fi-ra-ze(fe-ren'dze) , n.Florence, Italy : the Italian name.

fire-place (fir'plas')t n. a place for a fire especially an
open place btdlt in a wall, at the bade of a chimney.

fireplug (fir'tilu^')* n a street hydrant to Irhidi a
Se can be attached for fighting fires,

fire pot, 1. formerly, a pot filled with a burning sub-

stance, thrown against atl enemy, 2. the fire holder
in a store, furnace, etc. 3. a crucible.

fire-pow*er (fir'pou'e'r), n. in military usage, L the
effectiveness of a weapon in terms of the accuracy and
volume of its fire. 2, the capacity of a given unit to
deliver fire.

fire-proof (fir'prooF), adj. virtually impossible to set

fire to or destroy oy fire; very hard to burn. V*t.

(fireproof'), to make fireproof*
fire sale, a sale at lowered prices of goods damaged in

a fire.

fire screen, a screen to be set in front of a fire to protect

against heat or to stop sparks.
fife ship, a ship filled with materials that will explode
and burn when set afire: it is floated among an enemy's
ships to destroy them.

fire-side (ftrW), n. 1. the space around a fireplace ;

hearth; hence, 2. home. 3. home life; family life.

adj. of or at the hearth or home.
fire station, place Where fire engines are kept; engine
house.

fire-stone (fir
f
st5n') f ft. I. formerly, flint of iron py-

rites used for striking fire. 2. a stone that can with-
stand intense heat; used especially of a variety of sand-
stone in England.

fire tower, a tower, usually in a forest, where a lookout
is posted to watch for fires and give the alarm.

fire-trap fflr'trap'), n. a building unsafe in case of fire

because it will burn easily or because it lacks adequate
exits or fire escapes.

fire wall, a fireproof wall to prevent the spread of fire

from one room or compartment to the next,
fire ward (fir'wora) , n. a firewarden.
fire-ward en (fit'woVd'n), n. an official assigned to pre-
vent or fight fires, as in forests, public buildings, etc.

fire*wa-te* (fir'wS'ter. flr'wa'tgr), n. [Am. Ind. term for

whisky, rum, etc.], alcoholic liojior: now humorous.
fire-weed (fir'wed') . n. any of a number of weeds that

grow readily on cleared or burned-over land, as the
Timson weed.

fire-Wood (fir'wood')* n. Wood used as fuel.

fire-works (fir'wurks'), n.pl* 1. sometimes used in sing.

firecrackers, rockets, etc., exploded or^ burned, as^in
celebrations, to produce noises or brilliant lighting
effects, 2, a display of or as of fireworks,

fir-ing (fir'irj), n. 1. the application of heat to harden
or glaze pottery. 2. the tending of a fire or furnace.
3. the shooting of firearms, etc. 4. fuel for a fire.

firing line, 1. the line from which gunfire is, or is in-

tended to be, directed against tl^e enemy. 2. the troops
stationed along this line. 3. the front position in any
kind of activity.

firing Order, the order in Which explosions occur in the
cylinders of an internal-cprnbustiOn engine.

firing pin, that part in the bolt or breeqi of a firearm
whidb strikes the rimer and explodes the charge.

firing squad (or party), a group of soldiers detailed to
shoot to death someone so Sentenced by a military
court, or to fire a volley of shots over the grave at a
military funeral.

fir-kin (fttr'kin) {
n. [< ferdekyn < D. vterdekin; vierde,

a fourth -f- -kin, -kinj t 1. a small wooden tub for
butter, lard, etc. 2. a measure of capacity equal to
1/4 barrel.

firm (ftrm) t adj. [ME. & GFr, fount < L. firmus],
I. not yielding easily under pressure; Solid; hafd. 2.
not moved or shaken easily ; xed

;
Stable. 3. continued

steadily; remaining the same: as, a firm pressure,
4. unchanging; resolute; Constant: as, a fifm faith.
5. showing determination j positive: as, bfiutt command,
6. legally or formally concluded J definite; final: as, a
firm contract, a firm order. 7, in Commerce, not rising
or falling considerably; steady: Said of prices, etc,
v.t. & v.i. 1. to make or become firm, 2. [Archaic], to

establish; confirm.
stand firtn, to be steadfast in conviction; remain
unchanged by attack, persuasion, etc*

SYN.* jnri&, in referring to material cofldistency, suggests a
compactness that does not yield easily to, or is very resiHent
tinder, pressure (firm flesh) ;

hard is applied to ttat wHcH is

so firm tfcat it is difficult to penetrate, cut, or crush it (hard as
rock) ; solid suggests a dense consistency throughout a mags
or substance that is firm or hard and often connotes heaviness
or substantialness (solid brick); stiff implies resistance to
bending or stretching (a stiff collar).

firm (furm), n. [It. firma, signature, hence title of a
business

f
< L. firmare, to strengthen < firtnus; see

FIRM, adj.], a business company or partnership of two
or more bersons: distinguished from corporation: in the
United States and England, a firm is not legally recog-
nized as a person apart from the members forming it.

fir-ma-merit (fSr'ma-m&tit), n. [L. firmamentnm, a
strengthening, support (LL the firmament) < firmare,
to strengthen < firirtus; see FIRM, a4L] t the sky,
viewed poetically as a solid arch or vault.

fir-man (fur'man, ISr-man'), n. [pi. FinMAtfs (-m&ns,

-maaz')], [Per. ferman], a decree or sanction given by
aft Oriental ruler.

firm er (fur'mgr), adj. [Pr. ftrmoir, altered < fotmpir
< former, to form (see FORM, *)], designating chisel

with a thin blade fixed in a handle, n. a firmer" chisel.

fira (firn), n, [G. < firn, of last year, old; akin to AS.

fyrn, former], the granular snow, not in a completely
compacted mass, at the top of a glacier; ne"ve\

fir-rV (fur'i), adj. 1. full of firs. 2. made of fif.
ft r lf>M . / I- f\fT* ,_,.,I J.. A O S-.~>n* II* +SM.A4M

others in a series; before any others; 1st: used as the

ordinal of one. 2. happening or acting before all others;
earliest, 3. ranking before all others; foremost in

rank, quality, importance, etc. ; principal. 4. in music,
of highest pitch; playing or singing the tipper part or

the part highest in pitch, adv. 1. before any other

person or thing; at the beginning. 2* for the first

time, 3. sooner; preferably, n. 1. the one before
the second. 2. any person, thing, class, place, etc.

that is first. 3. the first day of a month. 4. the first

year of a reign, era, etc. 5. the beginning; start. 6. pi.

the best quality of merchandise: as, these stockings
are firsts. 7. the winning place, as in racing. 8

the first or lowest forward gear ratio of a motor vehicle
;

low gear. 9. [usually P-], in British universities, o) the

highest rank in examinations for honors, b) a holder of

this rank. 10. in music, the highest or leading voice or

instrument in an ensemble.
first thing, as the first thing; before anything else.

Hi th first place, firstly; to begin with.
|

first-aid (furst'ad'). adj. of or used for first aid.

first aid, emergency treatment for injury or sudden ill-

ness, given before regular medical care is available.

first base, in baseball, the first position on the diamond,
to the right of home plate, which a batter who has hit

fairly must reach ahead of the ball.

get to first bade, [Slang], to accomplish the first step
of an undertaking.

first-born (ftirst'bSrn') , adj. born first in a family;
oldest, n. the first-born child.

first cause, 1. a primary or original cause of anything;
source, 2. in theology, God as the prime mover.

first-class (fiirst'klasA furst'klSs'), adj. 1. of the

highest class, rank, excellence, etc.
;
of the best quality.

2. designating or of the best accommodations: as, a

first-class cabin on a ship. 3, designating or of a class

of mail consisting of sealed matter in writing, as letters,

and all other matter sealed against ready inspection:
such mail carries the highest regular postage rates.

adv. 1. with the best accommodations: as, we traveled
to Europe first-class. 2. as or by first-class mail.

first cousin, the son or daughter of one's uncle or aunt:
cf. cousin.

first day, Sunday; term used by the Society of Friends.
first estate, see estate (Sense 2).
first finger, the finger next to the thumb; index finger.
first floor, 1. the ground floor of a building. 2. in

Europe and Great Britain, the floor above the ground
floor: also sometimes so designated in hotels, etc, in
the United States,

first fruits, 1. the earliest produce of the Season.
2. the first products, results

{
or profits of any activity.

first-hand (ffirst'hand'), adj. & adv. from the original
producer or source; direct.

first International, a workingmen's association
founded in London in 1864 by Karl Marx and Priedrich

Engels to spread their philosophy of socialism.
first lady, the wife of thejiresident of the United States.
first lieutenant, an officer ranking above a second
lieutenant and below a captain, as in the United States
Army ot Marine Corps-

first-ling (fuTstlig), n. 1. the first of a kind. 2, the
first fruit, produce, etc, 3. the first-born of an animal.

first*ly (f&rstli), adv. in the first place; tot: used
chiefly in enumerating topics*

first mate, a ship's officer next in rank below the captain.
first mortgage, a mortgage having priority over all

others as a hen on property.
first night, the Opening night of a play, Opera, etc.

first-night er (furst'nit'Sr), n. a person who regularly
attends the opening performances of f>lays, operas, etc,

first offendery a person who has committed a legal
offense for the first time*

first officer, in nautical iw<rfa, ft first mate,
first papers, the documents by which an alien makes
preliminary application for United States citizenship.

first person,, that form of a pronoun or verb Which
refers to the speaker or speakers* in I (or Hte) d0t I
(or wt) and do are in the first person.

first quarter, 1. the time of month between Hew moon <

and first half-moon. 2. the moon's s&atffe at th&ft time.
first-rate (furst'rSf), adj. [orig. applied to the highest
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of the rates, or classes, of warships], I. of the highest
class, rank, etc.; of the best quality. 2. [Colloq, 1, very
goodiexcellent. adv. [Colloq.], very well.

First Republic, the republic established in France in
1792 after the Revolution, and lasting until the estab-
lishment of an Empire by Napoleon in 1804.

first sergeant, in military usage, the highest ranking
noncommissioned

^
officer of accompany, battery, etc.,

serving as administrative assistant to the unit com-
mander: eliminated (1948) in the United States Army
as a title of rank, out retained as an occupational
designation: see master sergeant.

first water, the best quality and purest luster: said
of diamonds, pearls, etc., but also used figuratively.

firth (forth), n. [< ON. fjdrthr], a narrow inlet or arm
of the sea; estuary.

fisc (fisk), n. [Pr.; L. fiscus; see FISCAL], [Rare], a royal
or state treasury: exchequer.

fis-cal (fis'k'l), adj. [Fr.; 'LL.focalis < L. fiscus, basket
of rushes, money bag, public chest], 1. having to do
with the public treasury or revenues. 2. financial.
n. in some European countries, a legal official corres-

ponding to public prosecutor. SYN. see financial.

fiscal year,the twelve-month period between settlements
of financial accounts: in the united States the govern-
ment fiscal year legally ends June 30.

fish flash), n. [Fr.
'

fix; OFr. fichier; L , , , __.

FIX], a piece of wood, etc. fastened to another or to a
joint to strengthen it. v.t. to strengthen or join by
using such a piece of wood, etc.

fish (fish), n. [pi. FISH; in referring to different species,
FISHES (-iz) ; see

PLURAL, II,D,2] T [ME. AMTfWO* OORSAl HN

fissh; AS. fisc; akin
to G. fisch; IE. base
*p(e)isq~, as also in
L. piscis (cf. PISCA-

TORIAL)], 1. any of
a large group of cold-
blooded animals
living in water and
having backbones,
permanent gills for

breathing, fins, and,
usually, scales. 2. loosely, any animal living in water
only, as a crab, oyster, etc. 3. the flesh of a fish used
as food. 4. [Colloq.], a person thought of as like a
fish in being easily lured by bait, lacking intelligence
or emotion, etc. : as, the poor fisk was taken in easily,
he's a cold fish. 5. [P-], in astronomy, either of the
two groups of stars supposedly outlining a fish and
forming tne constellation Pisces. 6. in

t
nautical usage,

a device for raising the anchor, zu. [AS. fiscian],
1. to catch or try to catch fish, 2. to try to get some-
thing indirectly or by cunning, v.t. I. to catch or

try to catch fish in: as, we fished the stream. 2. to

get by fishing. 3. to grope for, find, and bring to view:
often with out or up, as, he fished a coin out of his

pocket. 4. to raise (the anchor) with a fish (n. 6).

adj. 1. of fish or fishing. 2. selling fish.

drink like a fish, to dnnk heavily.
fish for, to search for or try to get, especially by cun-

ning or indirect means.
fish in troubled waters, to try to gain something by
taking advantage of a confused or troubled (situation.

fish out, to deplete the stock of fish in (a lake, etc.).
like a fish out of water, out of one's element; in un-
familiar surroundings; not adapted.

neither fish, flesh, nor fowl (or nor good red herring),
not anything definite or recognizable.

other fish to fry, other, more important things to
attend to.

Pish, Hamilton (fish), 1808-1893: American states-

man; secretary ol state (1869-1877).
fish and chips (chips), [Chiefly British], small fillets

of fish and strips of potato French fried and eaten hot.
fish ball for cake), a fried! patty of minced fish, often
mixed with mashed potato.

fish-bolt (fWboltO, n. a bolt ilsed to; fasten fishplates
to rails.

fish-bowl (fisfr/botO, n. a glass bowl in which goldfish,
snails, etc, are kept; small.aquarium: also fish howl,

fish crow, a small, fish-eating crow found along the
eastern coast of the United States. ,

fish-er (fish'gr), n. 1 a person who fishes; fisherman.
2. a boat used ui'fiatybg. ,&, [pi, FISHERS (-SrzO, FISHER;
see PLURAL-, ir, B, 11; an animal' tha^ ca^qhels and
fish; especially"fcf, fsfaM^tingr amimal of the
family that is

s

B|cef aVease!'but larger. .'*..'

Fisher, Dorothy Camfiel^ (kak'feld fisher),'" ''
'' " '

fish-er-man's bend (fish'e'r-manz), a kind of knot: see

knot, iHus.

fish-er-y (fisfa'er-i), n. [pi. FISHERIES (-iz)1, 1. the
business of catching, packing, or selling fish or other
products of lakes, rivers, or the sea. 2. a place where
fish, etc. are caught; fishing ground. 3. a legal right
to catch fish in certain waters or at certain times.
4. a place where fish are bred.

fish-gig (fish'gig'), n. [altered, after fish < fizgig* fisgi&
< S>p. fisga, harpoon with three hooks < fisgar. to
fish with a harpoon < LL. *fixicare, to attacE (to),
fasten < pp. of JU filere; see FIX], a pronged spear for
catching fish: also fizgig.

fish hawk, the osprey, a large, fish-eating hawk*
fish-hook (fish'hook'). n. a hook, usually barbed, for
catching fish.

fish-Hy (fish'a-li), adv. m a fishy manner,
fish-i-ness (fish'i-nis), n. the quality of being fishy.
fish-ing (fish/irj), n. 1. the catching of fish for sport
or for a living. 2. a place to fish.

fishing banks (or grounds), a place where fish are
abundant, as off Newfoundland.

fishing rod, a slender pole with an attached line, hook,
and, sometimes, a reel, used in fishing.

fishing tackle, the equipment, as hooks, lines, rods,
reels, etc., used in fishing.

fish joint, a joint, as of two railroad rails, held together
by fishplates along the sides.

fish ladder, a series of steps in the rocks which help
fish, especially salmon, to go up a waterfall.

fish line, a line, usually with a hook at one end, used
in fishing.

fish meal, dried fish, ground and used as fertilizer or
fodder.

fish-mon-ger (fish'mur/gSr), n. a dealer in fish.

fish-plate (fish'plaf). n. [prob. < Fr. fiche, means of
fixing, confused with fish],
either of a pair of iron or

5

steel plates bolting two
rails together lengthwise,
as on a railroad.

fish pole, a fishing rod.

fishpond (fish'pond'), n.
a pond where fish are
kept or bred. FISHPLATE

fish-pound (fish'pound'), n. [Dial.], a submerged net
for catching fish; weir.

fish-skin disease (fish'skin'), ichthyosis.
fish story, [from the conventional exaggeration by
fishermen of the size of fish that escaped beang caughtj,
[Colloq.], an unbelievable story; exaggeration,

fish tackle, hook and tackle for raising the flukes of
an anchor up to the gunwale of a ship.

fish-tail (fish'taV), tu. [Colloq.], to retard the speed
of an airplane by swinging the tail from side to side
in approaching the ground for a landing.

fish warden, an officer in charge of fisheries and the
enforcement of the fishing laws in his district.

fish-wife (fish'wifO, n. [pi. FISHWIVES (-wivzOL 1- a
woman who sells fish. 2. a coarse, scolding woman.
fish-worm (fish'wttrm/) , n. worm used for bait in fishing.
fish-y (fish'p, adj. [FISHIER (-i-Sr), FISHIEST (4-ist)] v

1. of or full of fish. 2. like a fish in odor, taste* etc.

3. like that of a fish; duH: without expression ylusterless:
as, a. fishy stare. 4. [Colloq.], questionable; suspicious.

Fiske, John (fisk), 1842-1901; American historian and
writer.

Fiske, Minnie Mad-dern (mad'era), 1865-1932;
American actress.

fis-sile (frs'l, fis'il), adj. [L. fissilis < fissus, pp. of

findere, to cleave, split], that can be split; easily cleft.

fis-sil-i-ty (fi-sil'a-ti), n. ;fche quality of being fissile.

ns-sion (fisVsn), n. [L. fissio < fissus, j)p. of findere,
to cleave spHt], ,1-

a- splitting apart; division into parts;
cleavage. 2. in biology, a form of asexual reproduction,
found in various simple plants and animals, in which
the parent organism divides into two ormore parts, each
becoiiimg ah independent individual. 3. in physics,
nuclear fission.

fis-sion-a-ble (fish'sn-a-bl) , adj. that can undergo fis-

sion speclficaly, designating a substance, as uranium,
whose nude! can undergo fission.

fis sip a-rous (fi-si$>'8r-ps), adj. [<L. fissus (see FISSION) ;

+ -parousl, rejproducing by fission,

fis-sl ros-tral (fis'i-ros'tral), adj. [< L. fissi, cloven +
r^strum, beak; + -aZL 1. broad and deeply cleft: said

oftthe beaks of certain birds. 2. having such a beak:
said of certain birds, as the swifts and swallows.

fis sure (fish'gr), n. [Fri; L. fissum < fissus, pp. of

findere, to cleave, split]; 1. a cleft or crack. 2. a
dividing or breaking into $arts. 3. in anatomy, a
groove l^etweea lobes or partis of an organ, as in the
brain, v.t. & v.L [FISSURE' f-Srd), FISSURING], tp
break into parts; crack, Or split apart.

'

J
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fist (fist), n. [MBX;'ASi'^;''aBritt'to G. faust (OBGftl
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tne nsis; puncnes. j. tne scienc
fis-tu-la (fis'choo-te), n. {pi. FISTI

(-le')3 [L.t a pipe, cane, ulcer],
2. an abnonnafhollow passage frc

fust} : IE. base *pnsti~, fist or ? < IE. *pnqsti < *peyqwe-,
five (cf. FINGER), in the sense "clenched five fingers"],
1. a nand with the fingers closed tightly into the palm;
clenched hand. 2. (Colloq^, a) a hand. 6) the grasp.
c) handwriting. 3. in printing, the sign (PIT*), used to
point out

msomething, v.t. 1. to hit with the fist.

2. in nautical usage, to grasp or handle.
fist-fill (fist'fool), n. a handful.
fist-Ic (fis'tik), adj. [Colloql having to do with boxing;
fought with the fists; pugilistic.

fis-ti cuffs (fis'ti-kufs'), n.pL [< fist + cuff (a blow)],
1. a fight with the fists; boxing match. 2. blows with
the fists; punches. 3. the science of boxing.

FISTULAS (-13Z), FISTULAE
, deer], 1. a pipe or tube.

w passage from an abscess, cavity,
or hollow organ to the skin or to another abscess,
cavity, or organ.

fis-tu-lar (fis'choo-ler), adj. fistulous.

fis-tu4ous (fis'choo4as), adj. [L. fistulosus < fistula],
1. shaped like a pipe or tube; tubular. 2. consisting
of tubular parts. 3. of a fistula.

fit (fit), v.t. [FITTED (-id) or FIT, FITTED, FITTING], [< the
adj.], 1. to be suitable or adapted to: as, his actions fit
his words. 2. to be the proper size, shape, etc. for: as,
the coat Jits him. 3. to make or alter so as to fit. 4. to
make suitable or qualified. 5. to insert exactly: as, he
fitted the key in the lock. 6. to equip : outfit. v.i. 1 . to
be suitable or proper. 2. to be adjusted as specified
in size, shape, etc. : as, his coat fits well. adj. {FITTER
(-Sr), FITTEST (-ist)], (Late ME. fyt, prob. var. of fete,
fitting, adapted < OFr. fait, lit., made < L. factus
(see FACT); senses influenced by v.t. and prob. by other
words], 1. adapted, adjusted, qualified, or suited to
some purpose, aim, function, etc. 2. proper; right:
appropriate. 3. prepared; ready; trained. 4. in good
physical ^condition; healthy, n. [prob. < the .], 1.
the condition of fitting or being fitted. 2. the manner
of fitting: as, a tight fit. 3. anything that fits.

fit out (or up), to equip; outfit, as a ship.
yKV.-Hit, tfoe broadest term here, means having the qualities
or quaiKficaticms to meet some condition, circumstance, ptirpose,
or demand (fit for a king) ; suitable is appEed to that which
accords with the requirements or needs of the occasion or
carcumstances (shoes suitable for hiking); proper implies
reference to that which naturally or rightfully belongs to
something or suggests a fitness or suitability dictated by good
judgment (proper respect for one's elders) ;

that is appropriate
which is especially or distinctively fit or suitable; fitting is

applied to that which accords harmoniously with the character,
spirit, or tone of something; apt, in this connection, is used of
that which is nicely adapted to the purpose (an apt phrase).

fit (fit), n. [ME.; AS. (rare) fitt, conflict; sense develop-
ment: conflict moment of danger mortal crisis

paroxysm], 1. any sudden, uncontrollable attack;
paroxysm: as, a. fit of coughing. 2. a) a sharp, brief
display of feeling: as, a fit of anger. 6) a transient
mood: as, a fit of the blues. 3. a temporary burst of
activity: as, he works by Jits. 4. in medicine, a con-
vulsion in which the victim loses consciousness.
by fits and starts, in an irregular way; in bursts of
activity followed by periods of inactivity.
have (or throw) a fit, [Colloq.], to become very angry
or upset.

fit
(fit), n. [ME. fitte; AS. Jitt; akin to OS. (Latinized)

PL vttteos, sections of a poem (the Eeliand) ; for IE.
base see FOOT], [Archaic], a short section of a poem,
ballad, or song; canto.

fitch (fich), n. fitchew.

Fitch, Clyde (fich), (William Clyde Fitch), 1865-1909;American playwright.
Fitch, John, 1743-1798; American inventor of a
steamboat.

Fitch-burg (fich'bgrg), n. a city in northern Massachu-
setts: pop., 43,000.

fitch-et (fich'itX n. fitchew.
fi

J**
e^ (fich'2)' n. [ME. < ficheux, dial, form of

OFr. fissau, fissel, dim.
< UD.fisse, vitsche; OHG.
wiessa < Gmc, *wis(j)o,
musky animal (seen also
in Eng. weasel) < IE.
base *weis~, to melt, flow:
used of animal sperm and
of the moisture or odor
of decaying vegetation;
seen also m L. vissio,
stench, virus, slime, poison& prob. in umc. *wi$unt,
bison (from the musky
odor)], 1. the European //%

FITCHEW \

polecat. 2. its fur. Also C24 m- l(̂ &
fitch, fitchet.

fit-ful (fit'fal), adj. [fit (paroxxsm) 4- -fuR, characterized
by irregular bursts of activity followed by periods of
inactivity; intermittent; spasmodic; irregular.

fit-ly (fit'H), adv. 1. in a fit manner; suitably. 2. at
the right time.

fit-ter (fit'eV), n. a person who fits; specifically, a) a
person who alters or adjusts garments to fit. 6) a person
who supplies, installs, or adjusts machinery, pipes, etc.

fitting (fit'in), adj. [ppr. of fit], suitable; proper; appro-
, priate. n. 1. an adjustment or trying^ on of clothes,
etc. for fit. 2. something used in an adjustment: as, a
pipe fitting. 3. pi. the fixtures, furnishings, or decora-
tions of a house, office, automobile, etc. SYN, see fit.

fitz- (fits), a prefix meaning son of, as in Fitzgibbon:
formerly used in surnames, especially to denote an
illegitimate son of a prince.

Fitz-Ger-ald, Edward (fits-jer'sld), 1809-1883; English
poet and translator: also written Fitzgerald.

Fitzgerald, F. Scott, (Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald),
1896-1940; American novelist.
Fiu*me (fu'me), n. a seaport in Yugoslavia, on the
Adriatic; in Italy 1924-1947: pop., 54,000: cf. Rieka.

five (fiv), adj. (ME.; AS. fif, fife, with assimilated nasal

(cf. OFris. 1ij) ; akin to G. fiinf (OHG., Goth, fimf) ;

Gmc. *fimfi-; for IE. base see FINGER], totaling one
more than four. n. 1. the cardinal number between
four and six; 5; V. 2. anything having five units or
members; specifically, a} a basketball team, b) a play-
ing card or domino with five spots, c) [Colloq.], a five-
dollar bill.

five-and-dime (rlv^n-dim')* n. [Colloq.], a five-and-
ten-cent store.

five-and-ten-cent store (fiv''n-ten'sent'), a store that
sells a wide variety of merchandise, originally with
many articles priced at five or ten cents: also five-and-
ten: also called dime store,

Five Civilized Nations, the Cherokee, Chickasaw,
Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole tribes of the Indian
Territory (now the eastern part of Oklahoma).

five-fin-ger (ffv'fVge'r), n. [AS. fiffingre], 1. any of
several giants, as the cinquefoil or the oxlip, having
leaves with five radiating parts, or flowers with five

petals. 2. a starfish with five rays.
five-fold (flv'fold'), adj. [see -FOLD], 1. having five parts.
2 . having five times as much or as many. adv. five times
as much or as many.

five hundred, a variety of euchre in which the object
is to score five hundred points.

Five Nations, a confederation of Iroquoian Indians,
originally the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas,
and Senecas, and later including the Tuscaroras.

fiv-er (flv'er), n. [Slang], 1. a five-dollar bill. 2. some-
thing that scores five in a game. 3. [British], a five-

pound note.
fives (fivz), n. [? <five fingers of the hand], a kind of
handball played in England.

Five-Year Plan (fiv'ye"r') any of several five-year pro-
grams for the development of the socialized industry,
agriculture, etc. of the Soviet Union: the first Five-
Year Plan was begun in 1928.

fix (fiks), v.t. [FIXED or FIXT (fikst), FIXING], [ME.fixen <
fix, fixed or < ML. ftxare, to fix; both < fixus, pp. of
figere, to fasten, attach; for IE. base see FINISH], 1. to
make firm, stable, or secure; fasten or attach firmly.
2. to set firmly in the mind. 3. to direct steadily: as,
the child fixed his eyes on the clown. 4. to direct one's
eyes steadily at. 5. to make rigid. 6. to make perma-
nent or lasting: as, color is fixed in dyeing. 7. to
arrange definitely; establish; set: as, he fixed the rent
at forty dollars. 8. to reach a decision about; find out
with certainty: as, the city of Homer's birth has never
been fixed. 9. to arrange properly; set in order; adjust.
10. to repair; mend. 11. to bank, refuel, and tend (a
fire). 12. to prepare and cook (food or meals). 13.
[Colloq.], to influence the result or action of (a horse
race, jury, election, etc.) to one's advantage by bribery,
trickery, etc. 14. [Colloq.], to punish; revenge oneself
on; get even with. 15. in chemistry, a) to make solid or
nonvolatile, b) to cause (atmospheric nitrogen) to
combine with other elements or compounds to form ni-
trates, ammonia, etc. 16. in photography, to make (a
film, slide, etc.) permanent and prevent from fading by
washing in a chemical solution, zu, 1. to become
fixed. 2. [Colloq. or Dial.], to prepare or intend: as,
I'm fixing to go hunting, n. 1. [Colloq.], a difficult
or awkward situation; predicament. 2. in aviation,
navigation, etc., a position determined from the bearings
of two or more known points. 3. [Slang], a person or
situation that can be fixed (sense 13). SYN. see pre-
dicament.
fix on (or upon), to choose; settle on.
fix up, [Colloq.]? 1. to repair; mend, 2. to arrange
properly; set in order. 3. to make arrangements for.

fix-ate (fik'sat), v.t. & vd. [FIXATED (.id), FIXATING], [<
ML.fixatus, pp. oifixare; see FIX], to make or become
fixed; specifically, 1. in psychology, &) to direct and
focus^ (the eyes), fe) to direct and focus the eye qn
(a point). 2. in psychoanalysis, to attach or arrest (one
of the component impulses of the libido) at an early
stage of psychosexual develojpment. ;

fix-a-tjon (fik-sa'shgn), n. [ME. ;
ML. fixatio, <fixatu$;

see FIX], La) a fixing or being fixed.
, b) a fixating or

being fixated. 2. in chemistry, a) reduction into a Solid
or nonvolatile form. &) the fixing, of atmosi>heric m;tro-<
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gen: see nitrogen fixation. 3. in photography* the treat-

ment of a film, print, etc. to make it permanent. 4. in

psychology, a) the directing and focusing of the eyes on
a point, d) popularly, a morbid preoccupation; obses-
sion. 5. in psychoanalysis, an attaching or arresting of

one of the component impulses of the libido at an early
stage of psychosexual development.

fix-a-tive (fik'ss-tiv), adj. [fix + -ative], that can or tends
to make permanent, prevent fading, etc. n. a sub-
stance that makes something permanent, prevents
fading, etc., as a mordant.

fixed (nkst), adj. [ME.; see FIX], 1. firm; not movable.
2. established; settled; set: as, a. fixed price. 3. steady;
unmoving; resolute: as, a fixed purpose, 4. persisting
in the mind, sometimes to the point of delusion, and
tending to control the thoughts and action; obsessive:

as, a fixed idea. 5. in chemistry, d) nonvolatile: as,

fixed oils, b) incorporated into a stable compound
from its free state, as atmospheric nitrogen.

fixed charge, any of certain charges, as taxes, rent,
interest, etc., which must be paid, usually at regular
intervals, without being changed or shifted, and without
reference to the amount of business done.

fix-ed-ly (fik'sid-li), adv. in a fixed manner; steadily;
intently.

fix-ed-ness (fik'sid-nis), n. the state of being fixed.

fixed oil, a nonvolatile oil, especially one found in fatty
animal tissue and the seeds of some plants.

fixed star, a star whose great distance from the earth
makes it appear to keep the same position in relation

to other stars.

fix-er (fik'ser), n. 1. a person or thing that fixes. 2.

[Colloq.], a person who pays bribes or uses his influence
to keep himself or others from being punished for

illegal acts.

fix-ings (fik'sirjz), \n.pl. [Colloq.], furnishings; acces-

sories; trimmings.
fix-i-ty (fik'sa-ti), n. 1. the quality or state of being
fixed ; steadiness ; stability ; permanence. 2. \pl FIXITIES

(-tiz)j, anything fixed.

fixt (nkst), poetic past tense and past participle of fix.

fiX'ture (fiks'che'r), n. [< obs. fixure (L. fixura), after

mixture], 1. anything firmly in place. 2. usually in pL
any of the fittings or furniture of a house, store, etc.,

attached to the building and considered legally as a
part of it: as, bathroom fixtures. 3. [Colloq.J, a person
who remains in one job or place for a long time.

fiz gig (fiz'gig'), n. [fizz, v. + gig (light carriage)], 1. a

y, flirtatious girl. 2. a kind of firework that makes

, %__,, _. J- hissing, sputtering sound.
2. a drink, as champagne, soda water, etc., that hisses

and bubbles; effervescent drink, yd. [FIZZED (fizd),

FIZZING], to make a hissing or bubbling sound.
fiz-zle (fiz'1), v.i. [FIZZLED (-'Id), FIZZLING], [echoic], 1.

to make a hissing or sputtering sound. 2. [Colloq.], to

fail, especially after a successful beginning (often with

out}, n. 1. a hissing or sputtering sound. 2. [Colloq.],
an attempt that ends in failure; fiasco.

fiz-zy (fiz'i), adj. [FIZZIER (-i-er), FIZZIEST (-i-ist)], fiz-

zing; bubbling; effervescent.

Fl, in chemistry, fluorine.
Fl.t 1. Flanders. 2. Flemish.
fl., 1. floor. 2. florin; florins. 3. floruit, [L.], (he or

she) flourished. 4. flower. 5. fluid. 6. flute.

Fla., Florida.
flab ber gast (flab'Sr-gast'), v.t. [18th-c. slang: prob. <
flabby + aghast], [Colloq.], to make speechless with

amazement; astonish. SYN. see surprise.

flab-bily (flab'9-K) , adv. in a flabby manner.
flab bi ness (flab'i-nis), n. a flabby quality or state,

flag (flag), n. {Late ME. Jtegge; prob. < flag. v.i. in

sense "to flutter"; akin to Dan. flag, Sw. flagg, etc.],

1. a piece of cloth or bunting, often attached to a
staff, with definite colors, patterns, or symbolic devices,
used as a national or state symbol, or to indicate

membership in an organization, to sigrnal, etc.; banner;
standard; ensign. 2. pi. a) the quills on the second

joint of a birdrs wing, b) the long feathers on the leg
of a hawk, owl, etc. 3. the tail of a deer. 4. the

bushy tail of certain dogs, as setters and some hounds.
v.t. [FLAGGED (flagd), FLAGGING], 1. to decorate or

mark with flags. 2. to signal with or as with a flag:

as, he flagged the train. 3. to send (a message) by
signaling.
dip the flag, to salute by lowering a flag briefly.

flag down, to flag (a train, etc.) as a signal to stop.
strike the (or one's) flag, 1. to lower the flag; hence,
2. to give up: surrender.

flag (flag), n. [ON. flaga, slab of stone, lit., flake; cf.

FLAKE], 1. any hard stone split into flat pieces and
used for paving; flagstone. 2. a piece of this stone.
v.t. [FLAGGED (flagd), FLAGGING], to pave with flag-
stones.

flag (flag), n. [ME. flagge, flegge; prob. < or akin to

flag, v.i, in sense "to flutter*'; akin to D. flag, Dan.
flseg], 1. any of several plants, especially an iris or a
sweet flag, with sword-shaped leaves and purple, blue,

yellow, or white flowers. 2. the flower or leaf of any
of these plants.

flag (flag), v.i. [FLAGGED (flagd), FLAGGING], [16th c.;

prob. var. of ME. ftacken, to flutter, influenced by
OFr. flaquir, to be flaccid & by echoism; for IE. base
see FLAW], 1. to become limp} droop. 2. to lose

strength; grow weak or tired : as, ms enthusiasm flagged.
Flag Day, 1. June 14, anniversary of the day in 1777
when the United States flag was adopted. 2. [f- d-],

in England, a day when people contribute to some
special fund for charity ana get small flags in receipt.

fla-gel-la (fla-jel'a), n. alternative plural of flagellum.

flag-eMant (flaj'o-tent, fla-jel'ant), n. [L. flagdlans,
ppr. offiagellare; see FLAGELLATE], a person who whips:
especially, one who whi|>s himself or has himself

whipped as a religious discipline or in abnormal eroti-

cism. adj. engaging in flagellation.

flag-el-late (flaj'a-lat
7
), v.i. [FLAGELLATED (-id), FLAG-

ELLATING], [< L. flagellate, pp. of flagellare, to whip,
scourge < flagellum, a whip, scourge}, to whip; flog.

adj. 1. having flagella. 2. shaped like a flagellum.

flag-el-lat-ed (flaj'a-lat'id), adj. flagellate.

flag-el-la-tion (flajVla'shsn), n. [ME.; L. flagellatio;

see FLAGELLATE], a whipping or flogging, ^specially as

religious discipline or in abnormal eroticism.

flag-el-la-tor (flaj'a-la'ter), n. a flag-

FLAGELLUM
(of micro-
organism)

shaped.
fla-beMi-form (fla-bel's-fdrm'),

-form], fan-shaped.
flabellum (fla-bel'sm), n- [pi- FLABBIXA (-e)], [L., a

fan, dim. of flabrum, a breeze < flare, to blow], I. a

largq fan carried by the Pope's attendants on cere-

monial occasions. 2. in botany & zoology, a fan-shaped
part or structure.

flac-cid (flak'sid), adj. [Fr. flacMe; L. flaccidus <
flaccus, flabby], 1. hanging in loose fplds or wrinkles;
soft and limp; flabby: as, flaccid muscles, ;

2. lacking
force; weak; feeblei

flac;eid-i-ty (flak-sld'a-ti), n. the quality or state of

being flaccid.

Jfla con (fli'koy), fy Fr,; see FLAGON! a small flavor
bottle with a stopper, for folding perfume, etc.

(flaj'a-l9-t6r'i, flaj'o-te-

tp'ri), adj. having to do with flagella-

tion.

fla-geHi-form (flb~jel'i-f6Tm') adj. [<
flagellum + -form], shaped like a

whiplash or flagellum; long, slender,

round, and tapering.
fla-gellum (fb-jel'am), n. \pl. FLAGEL-
LA (-8), FLAGELLUMS (-3tnz)], [L., a

whip, dim. of flagrum, a scourge], 1.

a whip. 2. in biology, a whiplike or

taillike part serving as an organ of

locomotion in bacteria, protozoa, and
certain cells. 3. in botany, a thread-

like shoot or runner.

flag eo-let (flaj'a-letO,
n. [Fr., dim. of

OFr. flageol, flajeol (Pr. flaujol) , a pipe,
flute < LL. *flabeolum, a flute < L. flare, to blow +
ending of flabellum, a fan], a small wind instrument of

the fipple flute family, similar to a recorder.

flag-ging (flag'in.), adj. [ppr. of

g, v.C], weakening; drooping.
(flag'irj), n. [< flag (flag-

a j>avement made of

. . flagstones.
-gy (flag'i), adj. full of flags

(the plants).
flag-gy (flag'i), adj. of or like flag-

stone.
fla gi tious (fla-jish'ds), adj. [L. fla-

gitiosus < flagitmm, shameful or dis-

graceful act < flagitare, to demand,
demand fiercely!, shamefully wicked;
vile and scandalous; heinous.

flag-man (flag'mon), n, \fl. FLAGMEN
(-man)], 1. a person who carries a flag. 2. a person
whose work is signaling (trains, etc.) with a flag or

lantern, as at a railroad crossing.

flag oJBRcer, a naval ojBjcer in command of a fleet or

squadron arid hence entitled to display a flag indicating
his rank or

FLAGEOLET



flag of trace 550 flannelnioutli

, flat paving stone.

.flaiel < L. flagellum.

flag of truce, a white flag shown to an enemy to indicate
a desire for surrender or conference.

flag-on (flagman), n. [ME. flakon; OFr. flacon, flascon;
It. jiascone < fiasca; see FLASK], 1. a container for

liquids, usually having a handle, a narrow neck, a
spout, and, sometimes, a lid, 2. the contents of such
a container.

flag-pole (flag^pol')* ft* a pole on which a flag is raised
ana flown.

fla-grance (fla'grsns), n* flagrancy; notoriety; outrage.

fla-gran-cy (fla'gran-si), n. the quality or state of being
flagrant.

fla-grant (fla'grgnt), adj. [L. flagrans, ppr. of flagrare,
to flame, blaze], glaringly baa; notorious; scandalous;
outrageous.
SYN. flagrant applies to anything that is so obviously bad
or wrongr as to be notorious (a flagrant violation of the law) ;

glaring is used of something bad that is even more conspicuous
so that it is immediately perceived (a glaring error in arith-

metic); gross implies an even greater degree ^of
badness or

wronness, so as to deserve censure (gross negligence); rank,
in this connection, is used contemptuously to imply that no
exaggeration is intended in the description (it was rank folly

to send the letter). See also outrageous.

Jfla$ran-te de-lie-to (flo-gran'te di-lik'to), [L., lit.,

during the blazing of the crime], in the very act of

committing the crime; red-handed.
flag-ship (nag'ship') n. the ship that carries the
commander of a fleet or squadron and displays his

flag.

Flag-staff (flag'staf^ flag'staf'), n. a city in central

Arizona, site of the Lowell Observatory: pop., 6,000.

flag-staff (fiag'staf', flag'staf), n. a flagpole.

flag station., a railroad station at whicn trains stop
only when signaled.

flag-stone (flag'stonOr n. a large
flaS (flal), n. [ME. fieil, flegl; OFi
a whip, scourge], an implement
consisting of a free-swinging
stick tied to the end of another
stick, used to thresh gram by
hand. v.t. 1. to thresh with a
flail 2. to whip: beat; thrash.

fialr (fiar), n. [ME.; OFr., odor
< /awer, to emit an odor < LL.
flagrare < L. fragrare, to emit
an odor: orig. m sense of "keen
sense of smell"], 1. keen natural FLAIL
dis<^rnment. 2. a natural talent
or ability; aptitude; knack.

flak (flak), n. [< G. FZiegerobwehr&anone, antiaircraft

gun], antiaircraft fire.

flake (flak), fl. [ME. < ON. fiaki; cf. Dan. sneflage,
snowflake; prob. IE. base *plaq~, *plag-, to beat], 1. a
small, thin mass: as, a flake of snow. 2. a thin piece
split, cut, or peeled from anything; chip. 3. a kind of
carnation with single-colored stripes, v.t. & v,i.

[FLAKED (flakt), FLAKING], 1. to form into flakes.
2. to chip or peel off in flakes. 3. to make or become
spotted with flakes.

flake (flak)., n. [ME. flake, fieke < ON. fldki, fleki,
hurdle; akin to MD. vlake; IE. base *plag-, wide and
flat], 1. a platform or rack for storing or drying food.
2. in nautical mage, an adjustable scaffold hung over
the side of a ship for supporting men doing reoair work.

flake white, a white coloring matter made of flakes of
white lead.

flak-My (flak's-li), adv. in a flaky manner.
flakd-ness (flak'i-nis), n. a flaky quality or state.

fiak-y (fiak'i), adj. [FLAKIER (-i-r) t FLAKIEST (-i-ist)],
1. containing or made up of flakes. 2. breaking easily
into flakes.
flam (flam), n. [prob. contr. of obs. flamfew, a trifle,

gewgaw < OFr. fanfelue, a bubble], 1. a deceptive
trick; He. 2. blarney; humbug. v.L & vd. [FLAMMED
(flamd), FLAMMING], to deceive by lying or flattery.

flam-beau (flam'bo), n. [pi. FLAMBEAUX, FLAMBEAUS
(-boz)], [Fr., dim. ofjtambe; O^T.flamUe < L. flammula,
dim. of flamma, a flame], 1. a lighted torch. 2. a
large, ornamental candlestick.

flam-boy-ance (flam-boi'sns), n. the quality or state
of being flamboyant.

flam-boy-an-cy (flatn-boi'sn-si), n. flamboyance.
flam-boy ant (flam-boi'snt), adj. [IBV,, ppr. oiflamboyer< flamoe; see FLAMBEAXJ], 1. designating or of a kind
of architecture, as French Gothic of the 15th and 16th
centuries, characterized by flamelike tracery of win-
dows and florid decoration. 2. flameHke or brilliant in
form or color. 3. ornate; too showy. 4. fl<

bombastic; full of exaggerations and figures of
as, flamboyant speech.
flame (flam), n. [ME. & OFr. Jlamme; L. flamma <
flagrwe, to burnj, 1. the burning gas or vapor of a
fire, seen as a shimmering light of various colors;
blaze. 2. a tongue of light rising from a fire. 3. the
state of burning with a blaze of light. 4. a thing like
a flame in heat, brilliance, etc. 5. an intense emotion; <

strong passion. 6. [Slang], a sweetheart, vd. [FLAMED
(flamd), FLAMING], [ME. flammen; OFr. flamer < the

n,], 1. to burn with a blaze of light; burst into flame.
2. to act or be like a flame. 3. to light up with color
as if blazing; grow red or hot: as, her face flamed with
anger 4. to show intense emotion; become yery excited.
v.t. 1. to burn or heat with flame. 2. [Poetic], to arouse

(emotions); inflame. SYN. see blaze,

flame up (or out), to burst out in or as in flames.
fla-men (fla'men), n. [pi. FLAMENS (-menz), FLAMINES
(flam's-nez')], [L.], in ancient Rome, a priest in the
service of one particular god.

fla-men-co (fla-men'ko), n. [Sp., Flemish], 1. the

Spanish gypsy style of dance (characterized by stamp-
ing, clapping, etc.) or music (typically very emotional
and mournful). 2. a song or dance in this style.
flame-throw-er (flam'thro'e'r), n. [transl. of G. flam-
menwerfer], a weapon for shooting a stream of flaming

FLANDERS

tional; ardent; passionate. 4. startling; flagrant.
fla-min-o (ffe-mir/fo), n. [pi. FLAMINGOS, FLAMINGOES
(-goz)], [Port, flamingo, flamengo; Sp. flamenco, a fla-

mingo, lit., Fleming; associated with flama, flame, be-
cause of the color], any of a group of tropical wading
birds with long legs, webbed feet, long necks, down-
ward-curving beaks, and bright pink or red feathers.
flam-ma-ble (flam's-b'l), adj. [L. flammare, to set on
fire, burn; + -able], easily set on fire; that will burn
readily or quickly; inflammable.

flam-y (flam'i), adj. of or like flame; flaming.
flan (flan; Fr. flaw), n. [Fr.; OFr. Jlaon (whence ME.
flown, nan): WL.flado, Jtadonis; OHG. flado, flat cake;
akin to MJB. flame; for IE. base see FLAT], 1. a tart
filled with cheese, custard, fruit, etc. 2. a piece of

shaped metal ready to be made into a coin by the

stamp of a die: blank.
Flan-ders (fian'dSrz) , n. a former country in Europe, on
the coast of the
North Sea: now
the Belgian
provinces of
East Flanders
and West Flan-
ders, and part
of northern
France-: abbre-
viated Fl.

Jfla-ne-rie (fla'-

n'-reO, n. [Fr.
< fldner, to
stroll, waste
time, lounge in
bed < Early
Mod. Fr. Jlaine,
bed linen, pil-

lowcase; LL.
*fluxina < L.

fiuxus, a flowing (in LL., folds, drapery); see FLUX],
idle walking: loafing.

Jfla-neur (fla'nerO, n. [Fr.; see FLANERIE], a person who
wanders about idly; loafer; trifler.

flange (flanj), n. [prob. < OFr. flangir, to turn], 1. a
projecting rim or collar on a wheel,
pipe, rail, etc., to hold it in place, give
it strength, guide it, or attach it to
something else. 2. a tool for making
flanges, v.t. [FLANGED (flanjd), FLANG-
ING], to put a 'flange on.

flank (flank), n. [MB.flanke; QFi.flanc;
OHG. hlanka, a hip, flank], 1, the
fleshy side of a pierson or animal be-
tween the ribs and the hip. 2. a cut of
beef from this part: see beef, illus. 3.

loosely, the side of the upper part of the
human thigh. 4. the side or anytMng.
5. in military science, a) the right or left
side of a formation or force. &) the territory surrounding
either side, c) either of the sides of tfre projecting
part of a bastion. adj. of or having tjo do with the
flank, v.t. 1. to be at the side of . 2. m military science*
a) to protect the side of (a friendly unit). 6) to attack
the side of (an enemy unit) . c} to pass around the side
of (an enemy unit), vd. to be in a flanking position
(with on or upon).

flank er
(flaap/kelr), n. in military science, 1. a fortified

position at either flank for protection or attack. 2. any
of several men sent out to protect the flanks of a inarda-
ing column.

flan nel (flan'>t), n;,[earHer/aww.- prob*. < W. gwlanm
< gwlan, wool], 1. a lightweight:, loosely woven woolen
cloth. 2. pi clothes, especially trottsers, made of thijs
cloth. 3. flannelettet 4. [CofioqJi pi heavy woolen
underwear, v.t. [FLANNELKD or FLANNELLED (-Id),
FLANNELING Or FLANNEfLLINGj, 1. toi WWEto 6r clotke &
flannel. 1 2. to jrub wftb fiannelr i:

i ,' .1 \'^'s >' \'\ <>'

flan-nel^ette, flan nel et (fias'l-etO, fi a soft cotton

FLANGE



flatfish

flap (flag),
n. [ME. flap, ftappe, a stroke, blow, loose

and flexible part of a garment; < the *.; cf. D. flap, a
stroke, blow], 1. anything flat and broad that hangs
loose and is attached at one end: as, theflap of a pocket.
2. the movement of such a part: as, the flap of an
awning. 3. the sound made by such a movement. 4. a
slap. 5. in aeronautics, a movable hinged rear section of
an airfoil; especially, a section hinged to the trailing edge
of a wing between the aileron and the fuselage, usually
used to lessen landing speed. 6. in surgery, a section
of flesh partly detached from the surrounding flesh, as

forth or up and down as in beating the air, usually with
some noise: as, the bird flapped its wings, IM. 1. to be
flapping; flutter. 2. to fly by flapping the wings. 3. to
hang down as a flap.

flap-doo-dle (flap'doo'd'l), n. [arbitrary formation],
[Colloq.], nonsense; foolish talk.

flap-drag-on (flap'drag'an), n. [prob. after dial, snap-
dragon], an old game played by snatching raisins or
other sweets from burning brandy and eating them.

flap-jack (flap'jakO, n. [see FLAP, v. & JACK-], a large
pancake or gnddlecake.

. .

duck, partridge, etc. just learning to fly; hence, 3.

[Colloq.], in the 1920's, a young girl considered bold and
unconventional in actions and dress.

flare (flar), v.i. [FLARED (flard), FLARING], [earlier also
flear; orig. sense "to flutter"; prob. thieves' slang boi-
rowing of D. vlederen (G. flattern), to flutter, or the
like], 1. to blaze up brightly and unsteadily. 2. to
signal by flares. 3. to curve or spread outward, as
the sides of a ship; bulge, v.t. 1. to make flare.
2. to signal with flares, n. 1, a bright, unsteady blaze
of light lasting only a little while; outburst of flame.
2. a dazzling light lasting only a little while, used as a
signal, to illuminate a landing field, etc. 3. a sudden,
brief outburst, a& of emotion or sound. 4. a curving
outward, as of a skirt. 5. a part that curves or spreads
outward. 6. in photography, a foggy spot on film, caused
by a reflection of light from the lens. SYN. see blaze.
flare up (or out), 1 . to burst into flame, 2. to become
suddenly angry, excited, violent, etc.

flare-back (flar'bak'), n. a flame shooting out backward
or otherwise abnormally from a furnace, a cannon, etc.

flare-up (flar'up'), n, 1. a sudden outburst of flame.
2. a sudden, brief outburst of emotion, violence, etc.

flar-ing (flar'irj), adj. [ppr. of Hare], I, blazing brightly
and unsteadily for a little while. 2. gaudy; lurid. 3.

curving or spreading outward.
flash (flash), v.L [orig., to rush along with a splashing
sound; srolash; dash; ME. flasken, flaschen, to splash;
prob. echoic], 1. to send out a sudden, brief blaze or
light. 2. to be brilliant; sparkle; gleam: as, her eyes
flashed with anger, 3. to come, move, or pass swiftly
and suddenly; be seen or realized for an instant like a
flash of light: as, the automobile flashed by, an idea
flashed through his mind. v.t. 1. to send out (light,
etc.) in sudden, brief spurts; cause to flash. 2. to send
(news, messages, etc.) swiftly or suddenly. 3. to cover
(a roof, etc.) with material for weatherproofingt 4.

[Colloq.], to show briefly or ostentatiously: as, he
hed a roll of money . 5. in glass-making* a) to makeashed a roll of money . 5. in glass-makin*

(glass) into sheets, b) to put (a colored rffin of glass) on
other glass, c) to coat with a colored film of glass.

sudden, brief light. 2. a brief time; moment.1,

3. a sudden, brief display of thought, understanding*
feeling, etc.: as, a flash of wit. 4. a brief message or
item of news sent oy telegraph or radio. 5. a gaudy
display ; showiness. 6. the language of thieves, sharpers,
etc. 7. a) a sudden raising of the water in a channel to
help boats over a dam, etc. &) the mechanism for this.
8. a preparation containing burnt sugar, used for col-

oring Uquprs. 9. anything that flashes or produces a
flash, ad/. 1.

ffasJiy, 2, pf tjtfeves, sharpers, etc,
flashfo theP% 1 . an inefectual flash pi the priming
in Hie pan of* flintlock xnusfeefr, which fails tp explode
ths cliargQ, 2. a sudden, apparently brilliant elfprt
that fails, 3, a person who fails after such an effprt

SYN*r-Aaah implies a swJto, brief, briUfent ligfrt; gJajice
refers to aj darting light, es#eci4ly p^e ffcat is reflected frpm a
surface at an angle; gleam gTlgge^tp & teq4yi narrqw r^y of
light shining through a background of relative darkness;
sparkle implies ^ number of brief, bright, Intermittent flashes;
glitter implies tlje reflection of such br$gjit, intef^mlsteiit
flashes? glisten suggests the reflection $ a histrotie Hght, as
from a wet surface; shimmer refers to a soft* tfemulous
reflection of light, as. from at slightly disturbed body of waiter.

flashback (flash'bak'), n. 1. am tefeetiruption in the
continuity q& a story, play, ete by tlie narration or
portrayal of some earner episode, fj

staie%
an episode.

flash-board (fiasl_'b6rd'f fiasii'bSrd')* n* an extra board
or boards placed alongside a dam to increase the depth
or force ofthe stream.

flash bulb, an electric light bulb giving a brief, dazzling
light, for taking photographs indoors or at night.

flash burn, injtiry or destruction of body tissue caused
by exposure to a flash or sudden release of intense radi-
ant heat, especially the heat of a nuclear explosion.

flash er (flasVer), n. a person or thing that flashes:
specifically, a) a device for causing lights to go on and
off intermittently by closing and opening an electric
circuit, b} a beacon, buoy, etc. whose light goes on and
off intermittently.

flash flood) a sudden, violent flood, as after a heavy rain.
flash gun, in photography, a synchronized device that
simultaneously sets off a flash bulb and works the
camera shutter.

flash4-ly (nash'a-li), adv. in a flashy manner.
flash i-ness (flash'i-nis), n. the quality of being flashy.
flash-ing (flash'irj), n. I. the action of a person or
thing that flashes. 2. the stidden raising of water in a
channel. 3. sheets of metal or other material used to
weatherproof joints, edges, etc., especially of a roof.

flash-light (flashlit'), n. 1. a light that shines in
flashes, used for signaling, as in lighthouses, airplane
beacons, etc. 2. a portable electric Hght, usually oper-
ated by a small storage battery. 3. a brief, dazzling
light for taking photographs at night or indoors.

flash point, the lowest temperature at which the vapor

, FLASHIEST (4-ist)),_
, ______ _ __.cs__ _>,. a uttie wnile. 2.

audy; showy; tawdry. SYN. see gaudy
sk (flask, fl^sk), n. [Fr. flasaue; OFr.
ML. flasca, fiasco (whence AS. flasce, It. fiasco), wine
bottle, orig., straw iacket for bottle; prob. of Gmc.
origin], 1. any small, bottle-shaped container with a
narrow neck, used in laboratories, etc. 2. a small,
flattened container for liquor, etc., to be carried in the
pocket. 3. the frame for a mold of sand in a foundry

flask-et (flas'kit, flas'kit), n. [OFr. flasquet, dim. of
flasque: see FLASK], 1. a small flask. 2. [Archaic], a
long, shallow basket.
flat (flat), adj. [FLATTER (-Sr), FLATTEST (~ist)}, [ME.
< QN.flatr; akin to OHG.flaz; IE. base *ple*-, *plet-,
etc., wide and level, as also in AS. flet, floor; cf. next
entry], 1. having a smooth, level surface; having little
or no depression or elevation, 2. lying extended or

spread out; at full length. 3. having little depth or
thickness ; broad, even, and thin. 4. absolute ; positive :

as, a, flat denial. 5. without variation; not fluctuating:
as, a flat rate. 6. without much business activity: as,
a flat market. 7. having little or no sparkle or taste;
insipid: as, a flat drink. 8. having little or no interest;
monotonous; dull. 9. not clear or full; blurred: asv a
flat sound. 10. emptied of air: as, a flat tire. II.fl

[

, . .

[Colloq.], completely without money: penniless, 12. in
art, a) designating figures lacking relief or perspective..

form in tint, c) without gloss, 13. in grammar,
a) not having the sign to: said of an infinitive (e,g. f

come in make him come home), b) not having an
inflectional ending; said of a noun used as an adjective
(e.g., orange in orange juice), or of an adverb not hav-
ing an adverbial ending (e.g., fast in drive fast)* 14.
in music, a) below the true pitch, b} lower in pitch by
a half note: as, D-flaL 15. in phonetics, a) designating
or of a vowel sounded with the tongue in a relatively
level position (e.g., a in can}, b) designating or of a
voiced consonant, adv. 1. flatly (in various senses).
2. in a prone or supine position: as, he fell flat. 3.

exactly; precisely: as, he ran the 100-yard dash in
ten seconds fiat. 4. in finance, with no interest. 5.
in music, below the true pitch, n. 1. a flat surface
or part: as, the flat of the hand, of a sword, etc. 2. an
expanse of level land. 3. a low-lying marsh. 4. a
shallow; shoal. 5. any of various flat things; specifi-
cally, a) a shallow box or container, b} a flat-bottomed
boat, c} a flatcar. d) a piece of theatrical scenery on a
flat frame, e) a deflated tire. /) pi. flat-heeled shoes.
6. in music, a) a note or tone one half step below
another, b) the symbol (b) indicating such a note:
opposed to sharp, v.t. & v.i. [FLATTED (-id), FLATTING],
to make or become flat. SYN. see insipid, level.
fall flat, to fail in desired effect; arouse no response.

flat
(flat), n. [altered < Scot. dial, flet (ME. & AS.flet),a floor (of a dwelling) ; see prec. entry], an apartment or

suite of rooms on one floor of a building.
flat-boat (flat'bof), n. a flat-bottomed boat for carrying
freight in shallow waters or on rivers.
flat-bottomed (flafbot'smd), adj. having a flat
bottom: said especially of boats.

flat-car (flat'kar
7

),
n. a railroad car without sides pr

k roof, for carrying some kinds of freight.
flatfish (flat'fishO, n. {pi. FLATFISH, FLATFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], a fish with aHa* body and both eyes on tfyj

fat, 'Ipe,
1
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flatfoot 552

uppermost side, as the flounder, halibut, sole, etc.

flat-foot (ftat'footOj n* * a condition in which the
instep arch of the foot has been flattened. 2. [Slang],
a policeman: so called from the notion that a police-
man's feet are flattened by walking his beat.

fiat foot, a foot having a flattened instep arch.
flat-footed (fiAt'footTd), adj. 1. having feet with
flattened instep arches; having flatfoot. 2. designating
a manner of walking, with the toes pointed outward*
seen in people with flatfoot. 3. [Colloq.], downright
and firm; plain and uncompromising.
catch flat-footed, [Colloq.j, 1. to catch unprepared to

escape; take by surprise. 2. to catch in the act of

committing some offense.
Flat-head (fiafhed'), n. 1. [erroneously so named by
confusion with other tribes (such as the Chinooks)
which practiced head-flattening], a member of a tribe
of American Indians who lived in northwestern
Montana. 2. a Chinook Indian. 3. a lake in north-
western Montana: length, 30 mi.; width, 15 mi.

flat-i-ron (flafi'ern), n. a device which, when heated, is

used for pressing clothes or cloth: it consists of a handle
and a heavy, shaped piece of iron or steel that is flat

and smooth on the undersurface.
flat knot, a reef knot: see knot, illus.

flat-ling (fiatliij), adv. [ME.; see FLAT & -LING], [Ar-
chaic], 1. flatly; at full length. 2. with the flat side,
as of a sword, adj. [Archaic], struck with the flat side:

as, a flailing blow.
flat-lings (flatlirjz), adv. [Obs.], flatling.
flat long (flatldrj), adv. [Obs.], flatling.
flat silver, silver knives, forks, spoons, etc., as distin-

guished from silver trays, teapots, etc.

flat ten (flaf'n), v.L 1. to make flat or flatter. 2. to
knock down; make prostrate. vJ. 1. to become flat

or flatter. 2. to become prostrate.
flatten out, L to make or become flat or flatter by
spreading out. 2. in aeronautics, a} to return (an
airplane) to a horizontal position after diving or

climbing. 6) to become horizontal; level off.

flat-ter (flatter), v.L [ME. flateren; prob. < OPr. flater,
to smooth, touch gently}, 1. to praise too much, un-
truly, or insincerely. 2. to try to ingratiate oneself,

please, or get the favor of, by praise and attention.
3, to make seem more attractive than is so: as, this

photographer flatters his subjects. 4. to make feel

pleased or honored; gratify the vanity of. 5. to please
(the eye, ear, etc.). v.i. to use flattery.
flatter oneself, to be pleased with the idea or belief

(that) ; delude oneselfinto thinking (thai) : as, don't
flatter yourself that he will forgive you.

flatter (flat'Sr), n. 1. a ijerson who flattens something.
2. a die plate for drawing flat strips. 3. a smitPs
forging tool with a broad, flat face.

flat-ter-y (flat'er-i), n. [pi. FLATTERIES (-iz)] [ME. &
OPr. flaterie (Pr. flatten?) < jfiater\,

1. the act of flat-

tering. 2. excessive, untrue, or insincere praise; ex-

aggerated compliment or attention; blandishment.
flat-ting fflatfin), n. the act or process of making flat;
specifically, a) the rolling out of sheet metal. 6) the
application of paint so as to dry without gloss.

fiat tire, 1. a tire from which all or most of the air has
escaped. 2. [Slang], a boring, uninteresting person.

flat-tish (flat'ish), adj. somewhat flat.

fiat-top, flat-top (flat'top'), n. [Slang], an aircraft
earner.

flat-ulence (flach's-tens, flach/yoo-lsns), n. [Fr. <
Mod. Li flatulentus; see FLATULENT], 1. gas in the
stomach or intestines. 2. windiness or emptiness of
speech; vanity; pomposity.

flat-n4ency (flach's-bn-si, flach'yoo-lan-si), n. flatu-
lence.

flat-u lent (flachVbnt, fiach'yoo-bnt), adj. [Pr,; Mod.
L. flatulentus < L, flatus; see FLATUS], 1. of or having
gas in the stomach or intestines. 2. producing gas in
the stomach or intestines, as certain foods, 3. windy
or empty in speech; vain; pompous; pretentious.

fla tus (fla'tss), n. Ipl. FLATUSES (-iz)], [L. < flare, to
blow; for IE. base see BLADDER], 1. gas in the stomach
or intestines. 2. a breath or puff of wind. <

flat-ware (flat'waT'), n. flat table utensils, as knives,
forks, and spoons, or plates, platters, etc.

flat-ways (flat'waz'), adv. with the flat side foremost,
uppermost, or in contact: opposed to edgeways.

flat-wise (flat'wiz'), adv. flatways. *

flat-work (flat'wurk'), n. laundered articles, as sheets,
napkins, and other flat pieces, that can be pressed
quickly in a mangle.

flat-worm (flat'wurm'), n. any of a large grout* of
Worms with a flattened, unsegmented body, as theHver
fluke and the tapeworm;. any platyhelmmth or pla-
narian: many flatworms are parasitic.

Flau-bert, Gus tave (gus'tav' flo'bfir'), 1821-1880;
Prench novelist.

flaunt (fl6nt), tu. [15th c. & 16th c.; prob. < dial.; cf.

Eng. dial, flant, to strut coquettishly, akin to Norw.
flanta (Dam flane), to coquet; ult. source prob. ON.,
either directly or via Anglo-Fr.], 1. to make a gaudy,
ostentatious, conspicuous, impudent, or defiant dis-

fleawort

play: as, brazen women flaunt through the town.
2. to flutter or wave freely, v.L to show off proudly,
defiantly, or impudently: as, he flaunts his guilt, n.

a flaunting. SYN. see show.
flaunt-y (flSnt'i), adj. [Rare], flaunting; showy.
flau-tist (fld'tist), n. [It. flauiista; see FLUTE], a person
who plays the flute: also flutist.

fla-ves-cent (fla-ves
/f
nt), adj. [L. flavescens, ppr. of

flavescere, to become yellow < flaws, yellow], turning
a pale yellow; yellowish.

fla-vin (fla'vin, nav'in), n. [< "L.flavus, yellow], 1. a

complex heterocyclic ketone, CioHN*ps. 2. any of a
group of yellow pigments occurring in certain plant
and animal products or prepared by synthesis; specifi-

cally, riboflavin; lactofiavin. 3. quercetin.
fla-vine (fla'ven, flav'in), n. flavin.

fla-vone (fla'von, fla-von', flav'on), n. [< L. flavus,

yellow; -j- -one], 1. a colorless crystalline compound,
CwHioOa, obtained from certain plants or prepared
synthetically: it forms a base for some yellow dyes.
2. any derivative of this compound.

fla-vo-pro-te-in (fla'yo-pro'te-in, fla'yo-pro'ten), n, any
of a group of proteins linked chemically with flavins,

< L.

_ -- by
analogy with savor], l.'an odor; smell; aroma. 2. that
quality of a substance which gives it a characteristic
taste. 3. any substance added to a food to give it a

particular taste; flavoring. 4. the characteristic

quality of something; distinctive nature: as, the flavor
of adventure. v.L to give flavor to.

fla-vor-ing (fla'vgr-in), n. an essence, extract, etc.

added to a food or drink to give it a certain taste.
fla-vor-ous (fla'vSr-as), adj. full of flavor; having a
pleasant flavor.

fla-vor-y (fla'vgr-i), adj. flavorous.
fla-vour (fla'vej-), n. & v.L flavor: British spelling.
flaw (fl6), n. [ME. flaw (e), flay; prob. < ON. flaga, slab,

fla, break in a elm; IE. base *plag~, broad and wide;
cf. FLAKE (hurdle)], 1. a crack; broken or faulty place;
blemish: as, a flaw m a diamond. 2. a defect; fault;
error: as, a flaw in a legal document, in a person's
reasoning, etc. v.L & v.i. to make or become faulty.
SYN. see defect.

flaw (fl<5), n. [prob. < ON. flaga, sudden onset, or cog-
nate D. vlage; cf. Dan. flage; Sw. flaga, sudden gust; IE.
base *plaq-, *plag~, etc., to strike, beat, as also in L.
plangere, to beat (the breast) ;

cf. PLANGENT], a sudden,
brief gust of wind, often with rain or snow; squall,

flaw-less (fldlis), adj. having no flaw; perfect.
flax

(flaks), n. [ME.,Jte, flex; AS. fleax; akin to G.

jfachs; IE. base *plek-, to plait, interweave, seen also
in L. plectcre (cf. PLAIT)], 1. any of several slender,
erect plants with delicate blue flowers and narrow
leaves: the seeds are used to make linseed oil, and the
fibers of the stem are spun into linen thread. 2. the
threadlike fibers of these plants, ready for spinning.
3. any of a number of flaxlike plants.

flax-en (flak's'n), adj. 1. of or made of flax. 2. like
flax in color; pale-yellow: straw-colored.

flax-seed (flaks'sed', flak'sedO, n. the seed of the flax;
linseed: it is used in medicine and for making linseed oil.

flax-y (flak'si), adj. of or like flax.

flay (fla), v.L [ME. flan, flean, flagen; AS. flean: akin to
MD. maen; IE. base *plek~, etc., to tear off; cf. FLESH],
1. to strip off the skin or hide of, as by whipping. 2. to
criticize or scold mercilessly. 3. to rob; pmage; fleece.

FX.B.. Federal Land Bank.
flea

(fig t n. [ME. fle, flee; AS. Jteaft; akin to G. floh;
same Gmc. base as flee], any of
several small, wingless, jumping
insects tfiat are parasitic and
bloodsucking.
flea in one's ear, a sharp, sting-
ing rebuke, rebuff, or hint.

flea-bane (fle'ban') , n. any of ', i

',
several plants of the composite ,

J

family that are supposed to drive
away fleas.

flea-bite (flg'blf) . n. 1. the bite
of a flea. < 2. the red spot on the
skin caused bv the bite of a fllea,

3. a minor pain or trifling incon- FLEA tl/8 in. long)
venience.

,

flea-bit-ten
C|fbit''n), adj. L bitten by a flea * teas.

2. infested mtk
|eas.,

. 3j wretched; decrepit. 4. light*
colored with reddish-brown, spots: said of horsee

fleam (flim), n, fQFr. flieme < LL. *fliei*tomum for

flebotpww, fhlebotomttsr see* PHLEBOTOMY], a lancet, 0r
surgical knife, especially one used for opening veins:
also calledjMejbotomel ,

,

'

/ / -
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flea-wort (ne'wurtO* * L a European aromatic herb
with rough leaves; and yellow fl<owemr 2, ^,

"

whose seeds, which metre* mor le^s i

"*" '"*

used a a* laxative. -
* ; A



flecte 553
fieche (flash; Fr. flesh), n. [Fr., lit., an arrow; prob. <
MD. vleke, an arrow; akin to
AS.fiacor, flying (of arrows) ;

for IE. base, cf. FLAW (gust)],
1. a projecting, arrow-shaped
outwork in a Fortification. 2.

a slender sjpire, especially one
over the intersection of the
nave and the transept in some
Gothic churches.

fleck (flek), n. [ON. Jlekkr;
akin to . fleck; prob. IE.
base *plek-, to tear off], 1. a
spot or small patch of color,

etc.; speck: as, flecks of sun-
light. 2. a small piece; par-
ticle;flake. v.t.[M~&.flecken,
flekken < the . or < ON.
flekka < flekkr], to cover or FLECHE

sprinkle with flecks; spot: speckle.
flec-tion (flek'shan), n. [L. flexio < pp. of fleetere, to
bend], 1. a bending ; flexing. 2. a bent part or bend.
3. in grammar, inflection. Also spelled flexion*

flec-tion al (flek'shan-'l), adj. of or like flection: also
Spelled flexional.

flea (fled), past tense and past participle of flee.

fledge (flej), v.i. [FLEDGED (flejd), FLEDGING], [Early
Mod. Eng. < ME. flegge, adj., fit to fly, SE/ Midland
form < AS. (un)fiycge, (un)fledged; AS. -flycge is akin
to G. flilgge ( < LG.) ; Gmc. base as in FLY], to grow the
feathers necessary for flying, v.t. 1. to rear (a young
bird) until it is able to fly. 2. to supply or cover (an
arrow, etc.) with feathers.

fledg-ling, fledge ling (flej'lin) , TZ. [see FLEDGE & -LING],
1. a young bird just fledged. 2. a young, inexperienced
person.

flee (fle), v.i. [FLED (fled), FLEEING], [ME. fleen; AS.
fleon; akin to G. fliehen; cf. FLEA], 1. to run away or
escape from danger, pursuit, unpleasantness, etc. 2. to
pass away quickly and suddenly; disappear; vanish:
as, night had fled. 3. to move rapidly; go swiftly, v.t.

to run away or try to escape from; avoid; shun.
fleece (fles), n. [ME. flees; AS. fleos, flies; akin to G.

Jlies(s); IE. base *pleus~, to pluck out r etc., seen also
in L. pluma, a feather, down (< *plus-ma) ; cf. PLUME],
1. the wool covering a sheep or similar animal, 2. the
amount of wool cut from a sheep in one shearing. 3. a
covering like a sheep's: as, a fleece of hair. 4. a soft,
warm, napped fabric, used for linings, etc. v.t. [FLEECED
(flest), FLEECING], 1. to shear the fleece from (sheep,
etc.). 2. to steal from by fraud; cheat; swindle,

fleec i-ness (fles'i-nis), n. the quality of being fleecy.
fleec-y (fles'i), adj. [FLEECIER (~i-er), FLEECIEST (-i-ist)],
1. made of or covered with fleece. 2. like a fleece;
soft and light : as^Jieecy snow.

fleer (fl&r), v.i. [ME. flerien; prob. < ON.; cf. Dan. dial.,
Norw. flire, to snicker, laugh; prob. IE. base *(s}plei-,
to split, in sense "to make a gap with the lips"], to jeer;
laugh derisively; siieer. v.L to laugh derisively at, n.
a mocking oar, derisive grimace, laugh, or remark; gibe.

fle-er (fle'er), n. [Rare], a person who flees.

fleet (flit), n. [ME. flete; AS. fleot < fleotan, to float;
see FLEET, .], 1. a) a number of warships acting to-

gether and under one command, usually in a definite
area of operation* 6) the entire naval force of a
country; navy. 2. any group oftships, trucks, busses,
airplanes, etc. acting together or under one control.
3. a set of fishing nets, pots, etc. worked together.

fleet (flet), u.i. [MB. fleten; AS. fleotan; akin to G.
jliqssen; IE. *pleu-d < base *pleu-, to flow, run, as also
in L, pluere, to rain], 1. originally, to float; swim.
2. to move swiftly; flit; fly. 3. [Archaic], to pass away
swiftly; disappear. 4. in nautical usage, to change
position, v.t. 1. [Rare], to pass away (time). 2. in
nautical usage, to cause to change position, adj. 1.

swift; rapid. 2, [Poetic], evanescent. SYN see fast.
fleet (flet), n. [U&.fteta; AS. fleot; akin to'D,,Wd; base
as in FLEET, t>.], fobs, or Dial.], a small, inlet; creesk.

tfee Fleet, 1. a former small creek in London, now a
covered sewer. 2. Fleet Prison, a debtor's prison
widchi stood near this creek. <

fleet-ing (fleVirp, adj. [A^fleotende, floating; see FLEET,
.], passing swiftly; not lasting. -SYN+ see , transient.

Fleet Street (flit) ,, i. an old street in London, where
many newspaper and printing offices are now located;

, 2. we London press,.

(fjieaa'in),
n. 1

5
a native pf Flanders. 2. a, .

5

elgian who speaks Elemistu .

Fleming, ? Mexattdjer, lS81r~
(1955} BritisjL bacteriol-

ogist;; life of, the discoverers* of
i penicillin;: received

Nofyel priae in ndici$e, IpiS.
-

, , v >

Flemish (flem'ish), adj. of Flandersy the Flemings, or
the^ |a?Magfe f\ *-'%* J^o[tfrGtamao fa&gu&ge-E tfee

Flexner

Flemish knot, a figure-of-eight knot: see knot, iilu&.

fiench (flench), v.t. to fiense.
flense (flensj, v.L |FLENSEI> (flenst), FLENSING], [< D.
vlensen or Dan. flense], to cut blubber or skin from (a
whale, seal, etc.).

flesh (flesh), n, [ME. flesch; AS.M&st; akin to G.fliisch;
IE. base *plek~, etc., to tear off; cf. FLAY], 1. the soft
substance of the body (of a person or animal) between
the skin and the bones; especially, the muscular tissue.
2. the pulpy or edible part of fruits and vegetables.
3. the iesh of any animal as food; meat; especially,
meat other than fish or fowl. 4. the human body, as
distinguished from the soul: as, more than flesh can
stand. 5. the nature of -the human body; especially,
the sensual nature. 6. all human beings; mankind.
7. all living beings: as, the way of all flesh. 8. the sur-
face of the human body: as, Renoir's technique in

painting flesh. 9. the usual color of a white person's
skin; yellowish pink, v.t. 1. to feed (animals) with
flesh so as to incite them to hunt or kill. 2. to prepare
for or incite to bloodshed, etc. by a foretaste. 3. to
harden; inure. 4. to plunge (a weapon) into flesh- 5. to
clothe with flesh. 6. to put flesh on; fatten. 7. to re-
move flesh from (a hide), u.z. [Colloq.], to grow fat.
flesh and blood, the human body, especially as subject
to its natural limitations.

in the flesh, 1. alive. 2. actually present; in person.
one's (own) flesh and blood, a person or persons
closely related to one by birth.

flesh-col ored (flesh'kul'erd), adj. having the color of
the surface of a white person's body; yellowish-pink.

flesh-eat'ing (flesh'et'irj), adj. habitually eating flesh;
carnivorous.

flesh fly, [ME. fleschflie], any of a number of flies that
lay their eggs on

t
flesh: also called blowfly.

flesh i-ness (nesh/i-nis), n, a fleshy quality or state.
flesh*ings (flesh'irjz), n.pl. 1. flesh-colored tights, worn
by acrobats, etc. 2. pieces of flesh scraped from hides.

flesh-Ii ness (flesh'li-nis), n. the quality of being fleshly.
flesh-ly (flesh'li), adj. [FLESHLIER (-li-gr), FLESHLIEST
(-li-ist)}, [ME. fleschUch; AS.flxsdic; see FLESH & -LY],
1. of the body and its nature; corporeal. 2, fond of
bodily pleasures; sensual. 3. fleshy, adv, [Archaic],
in a fleshly manner. SYN. see carnal.

flesh-pot (flesh'pot'), n. 1. a pot for cooking meat.
2. [after Ex. 16:3], pi, bodily comfort and pleasures;
luxury, especially when regarded with envy or longing.

flesh wound, a wound that does not reach the bones or
vital organs.

flesh-y (flesh'i), adj. [FLESHIER (-i-er) , FLESHIEST (-i-ist)],
1. having much flesh; fat; plump. 2. of or like flesh.
3. having a firm pulp; pulpy: said of some fruits.

fletch (flech), v.t. [? altered < fledge, by analogy with
fietcker], to put a feather on (an arrow).

fletch-er (flech'er), n. [ME.; OFr. fiechier < fleche, an
arrow], [Archaic], a person who makes or feathears
arrows.

Fletch-er, John (flech'gr), 1579-1625; English drama-
tist; collaborated with Francis Beaumont.
Fletcher, John Gould, 1886- ; American ooet,
Fletch-er-ism, fletch-er-ism (flech'Sr-iz'm), n. [after
Horace Fletcher (1849-1919), Am. dieiicianj, the prac-
tice of chewing food slowly and thoroughly, advocated
as an aid to digestion.

fleur-de-lis (fluVds-le', nurM34es'}, n. [pi. FLEURS-DE-
LIS (fluVda-lez')], [Pr,, flower of the
lily], 1. the iris (plant or flower).
2. the coat of arms of the former
French royal family. 3. in heraldry,
an emblem resembling a Ely or iris:

also fleur-de-lys, flower-de-luce.
flew (floo), past tense of fly.

flew (floo), TI. a flue (fishing net).
flews (flooz), n.pl. [earlier technical
use in falconry, ete suggests OFr.
origin and connection with OFr.
fluir, to flow], the loose, hanging
parts of the upper lip of a hound
or other dog.

flex (fleks), v.t. & V*L [< L. flews,
pp. oiflectere, to bend, curve], 1. to
bend, as an arm. 2. to contract, as a muscle.

flex-l-b%i-ty (flek'sa-bil'a-ti) , n. [Fr. flexiUlite; IX.
JlexibilUas), the quality of being flexible.

ffeX'i'bie'Olefc'so-bl), adj. [L. flexiUlis < flexus; see
FLEX], 1. able to bend without breaking; not stiff

;or rigid; pliant; easily bent. 2. easily persma<!ed or
iislltteiaced; tractable. 3. adjustable to change; capable
of modification: as, & flexible voice. +SYN. see elastic.

flezETi'bly (flek's9-bli) , adv. in -a exibl@ manner.
flex-lie (nek'sil), adj. [L. jUxiU^, flexible; pliant; mobile.
flex-ion . (flek'shgn), n. flection.
flexional (flek'shan-al), ad/^He
Flex-ner, Abraham (fleks'nr), 1866-1959 ;' American
educator; -b

'* '

.| vft Itafe, Qtr; get; joy; yet; c
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docti. See ppi x-xiiL, $ foreign f
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Flexner, Simon, 1&63-1946; American pathologist.
flex or (flek'sSr, flek'sor), n. {Mod. L. < L. flexus; see

FLEX], any muscle that bends a limb or other part of

the body.
flexuos i ty (flek'shoo-os'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or
state of being flexuaas. 2. [pL FLBXHOSITIES (-tiz)], a
curve or winding.

flex-u-ous (fkk'shdo-os), adj. [L. flexuosus < flexus;
seetfLExl 1- full of bends; winding. 2. wavering.

fiex-iire (flek'sheT), n. [L.flexural 1. a bending, curving,
or flexing, as ol a heavy object under its own weight,
or a stratum under pressure. 2. a bend: curve; fold.

flib-ber-ti-gib-bet (fHb'er-ti-iib'it) n. [extended <
earlier fliobergib (? after gibbet); ? echoic imitation of

nonsense chatter; ? < Fr. *foubert~ageter, * < foubert, a
dupe (< Fulbert, proper name, with semantic influence

<%u t crazy) 4- -fl* (< L* -dticus) + -eter, dim. y.
suffix: said to be orig. name of a devil in the morris

dance], 1, a person, especially a woman, who chatters

constantly; hence, 2. an irresponsible, flighty person.
flick (nik), n. [prob. partly echoic (like Fr. flic, flicflac}
& partly back-formation < flicker as flick- -f- ""et

l.*

suffix -er] t 1. a light, quick, stroke or blow, as with
a whip; sudden, jerky movement; snap. 2. a light,

snapping sound, as of the flick of a whip* 3. a fleck;

splotch; streak; dash. v.t. 1. to strike, throw, re-

move, etc. with a light, quick, snapping stroke, 2, to
make a light, quick, snapping stroke with (a whip,
etc.). lu. to move quickly and jerkily; flutter*

flick er (flik'gr), vJ. [wE.flikeren.flekeren; AS.fluorian;
akin to D.flikkeren, to sparkle, AS. flacor, flying (of

arrows); IE. base *plag~t *fldq~, etc., to beat; see
FLAW (gust) ], 1. to flap the wings rapidly, as in

hovering; flutter; said of a bird. 2. to move with a
quick, fight, wavering motion. 3. to bum or shine

unsteadily, as a candle in the wind. v.t. to cause to
flicker or waver, n. 1. a flickering. 2. a dart of
flame or light, as in a flickering fire. 3, a brief, passing
feeling: as, & flicker of fear. 4. pi. [Earlier Slang], the
motion pictures. SYN. see blaze.

flick-er (fiWgr), n* [echoic of its cryj,
a North American

woodpeisker with a red, crescent-shaped mark on the
back of the head, and wings colored golden on the
underside.

filed (flld), past tense and past participle of fly (only
im reference to baseball; see fly, $.*.)

fli-fcr (fll'er), n. 1. a thing that flies. 2. an aviator.
3. a bus, train, etc. that has a fast schedule. 4, any
step in a straight stairway. 5. a small handbill widely
distributed. 6. [Slang], a reckless gamble or specu-
lation, as in the stock market. Also spelled flyer.

flight (flit), n, [ME. fliht; AS. flyht (akin to OS..Juht,
LX vlucht) < base of fleogan, to fly -f nominal sumx -tj

see FLY], 1. the act, manner, or power of flying. 2.

the distance flown or that can be flown at one time by
an airplane, bird, projectile, etc. 3. a group of things
flying through the air together: as, &~flight of birds,

arrows, etc. 4. a) a formation of military airplane^
in flight, b) a basic organizational unit of an air force,
consisting of a small number of planes of the same
type. 5. an airplane scheduled to fly a certain route
at a certain time. 6. a trip by airplane. 7. an out-
burst or soaring above the ordinary: as, a flight of
fancy* 8. a set of stairs, especially between landings.
9. in angling, tackle that spins the bait around rapidly.
10. in archery, a) a contest in distance shooting, b) a
special arrow for such shooting; also flight arrow.
v.i. to fly in numbers; migrate: said of birds. SYN.
see ilroup.

flight (ffiti n. [ME. fliht, fluht; AS. *flyht < base of

fleon, to flee + nominal suffix -t; see FLEE], a fleeing;
running away from or as from danger.
put to flight, to force to run away; make flee.

take to flight, to run away; flee.

flight formation, the orderly arrangement of two or
mor airplanes flying together as a unit in close prox-
imity, as for their mutual protection in warfare.
flighH]y (flit'l-i), adv. ia a flighty manner.
flight i ness (flit'i-nis), n. a nighty quality or state.
flight-less (fiitlis), adj. not able to fly.
flight officer, an ofifcer in the United States Air
Force ranking just below a second lieutenant.

flighty (flit'i), adj. [FLIGHTIER (4-gr), FLIGHTIEST
(-i-ist)], [flight (a flying) + -y], 1. given to sudden
whims or fancies; unsettled; fickle; frivolous. 2.

mentally unbalanced; slightly demented*
flim-flam (flim'flam'), n. [reduplicated echoic term; cf.

FLAM], 1. nonsense; rubbish; humbug. 2, a sly trick
or deception, adj. 1. nonsensical. 2. tricky; de-
ceptive, v.t. [FLIMFLAMMED (-flamdO* CT^IMFLAMMING],
[Colloq.l,

to cheat; trick; swindle; deceive.
flim-sHy (flinrz'1-i), adv. in a flimsy* manner*
flim-siness (flim'zi-nis), n. the quality or state of
being flimsy.

flim-sy (flim'zi), adj. [FLIMSIER (-zi-8r), FLIMSIEST (-zi-*er 1 1 IcoiH 4-/\ K^ -** 7.**. I ... _*:j-t. i__^.^_j._j _ __

limpsy, weak, fragile (of same origin)]," 1. thin and

easily broken or damaged; fragile j
frail. 2. without

adequate substance or sense; trivial; ineffectual: as,
& flimsy excuse, n. 1. thin paper, as transfer paper,
used by newspaper reporters. 2. copy written on this.

flinch (flinch), tu. [earlier also flench < OPr. flenchir,
to bend aside; prob. < OFr. fleschier (Fr. JMchir)
influenced by base (*hlenc*> *hlank-') of MHO. lenken

(G. lenkeri), to bend], 1. to draw back, as from a
blow or an attack; hence, 2. to draw back from
anything difficult, dangerous, or painful; wince, n. 1. a
flinching. 2. a card game played by building the cards

up on the table in a certain order. >$YN. see recoil.

flin-der (flinMer), n. [ME. (northern) flender; prob. <
Anglo-N.; cf. Norw, flindra, a splinter & Early Dan.
flint, stone splinter; see FLINT], a little piece; splinter;

fragment: chiefly in break (01 fly) into flinders.
Flin-ders Range (flin'de'rz), a mountain range ex-

tending inland from the coast of South Australia.

fling (flirj), v.t. [FLUNG (nuij), FLINGING], [ME, flingen,
to rush; prob. < ON. *flinga t v.i.: cf. ON. flengja, to

whip (Norw. dial., to throw), OSw. flangia, to beat

(Sw. flanga, to rush forward); nasalized < IE. base

*plaq~ t etc.; see FLAW (gust)] f 1. to throw, especially
with force or violence; hurl; cast. 2. to put abruptly
or violently: as, the crowd was flung into confusion.
3. to throw down; overthrow. 4. to move (one's arms,
legs, head, etc.) suddenly or impulsively: as, he flung
his arms about her. 5. to move or enter into hastily
and with spirit: used reflexively, as, he flung himself
into the task. 6. to throw aside; disregard: as, she

flung caution to the winds. 7. to give out; emit;
diffuse (a fragrance, etc.). v.i. 1. to move suddenly
and violently; rush; dash: as, sheflung out of the room.
2< to talk wildly or abusively, n. 1. a flinging. 2. a

taunting remark; sneer. 3. a brief time of wild actions
and unrestrained pleasures: as, youth must have its

fling. 4. a spirited dance: as, the Highland fling.
S. [Colloq.], a trial effort: as, he had a fling at working.
~~SYN. see throw.

Flint (flint), n. 1. a city in eastern Michigan: pop.,
163,000. 2. Flintshire.

flint (flint), n. [ME.; AS- flint; akiii to Norw. flint,
stone splinter; lE. base *($)*k*-, to split (off), as also
in split, splint, splinter, flintier, etc.], 1. a very hard
stone, a kind of quartz, which produces sparks when
struck against steel: it is usually brown, black, or

gray. 2. a piece of this stone, used to start a flre, as
material for primitive tools and weatwns, etc. 3. any-
thing extremely hard or firm like flint.

flint corn, a variety of Indian com with Very hard
kernels.

flint glass, a hard r bright glass containing lead, used
for lenses, crystal, etc.

flint i ness (flint'i-nis), n. a flinty quality or state.
flint-lock (flintlok'), n. 1. a gunlock in which the
powder is exploded by a
spark produced by the
striking of a flint in the
hammer against a metal
plate. 2. an old-fashioned

gun with such a lock.
Flint shire (flint'shir), n.
a county of northeastern
Wales: pop., 113,000;
county seat, Mold.

flint y (flin'ti) , adj. [FMNT-
IER (-ti-gr), FLINTIEST
(-ti-ist)], 1. made of or containing flint. 2* like flint;

extremely hard and firm: as, a flinty heart.

flip (flip), v.t. [FLIPPED (flipt), FLIPPING], (echoic], 1. to
toss or piove with a quick jerk; flick; nllip: as, flip the
drawer shut. 2. to toss (a coin* etc.) by snapping with
the thumb against the finger, tu". i. to make a quick,
light stroke, as with the finger or a whip; snap. 2. to
move jerkily, n. a flipping; snap, tap, or jerk.
flip up, to toss a coin in the air and see which side will
land uppermost, as in determining a choice.

flip (flip), n. [prob. < flip, to toss], a hot, sweetened
drink of beer, cider, etc. with spices and, sometimes,
milk and eggs.

flip (flip), adj. [FLIPPER (-gr), FLIPPEST (-ist)}, [CoHoq.J,
flippant; saucy; pert: impertinent*

flip pan cy (flip'an-si), n. 1. the quality or state of
being flippant. 2. fpl. FLIPPANCIES (-siz)], a flippant
act or remark.

flip-pant (flip'ant), adj. [Early Mod. Eng. flippant,
flippent, nimble; prob* <flip, v. t with -ant, -ettt < dial.

ppr. suffix -ind, -end, ~&nd]> I/ [Rare], glib; talkative.
2. frivolous and disrespectful: saucy; impertinent.

flip per (flip'&r), n. [< JUf, r.J, 1. a broad, flat part or
limb adapted for swimming, as in seals, turtles, whales,
etc. 2* fSlang], the hand*

flirt (flfcrt), v.L [16th & 17th c.; also earlier /ert, flurt;
? echoic (cf. E. Fris, Jtirije, giddy girl), but strongly
influenced by OFr, fleureier^ to tottdb lightly^ ti&* stove
from flower to flower], 1. to throw quickly and jerkily.
2. to move jerkily; wave back and forth quickly : as, the
bird flirt*Jits tail, v.L 1. to move jerkily r uneven*^.
2. to make love without serious intentions;|

FLINTLOCK



flirtation 555 floor

coquet. 3. to trifle;, play; toy: as, ke flirted with the
Idea of quitting his job. n. 1. a quick, jerky move-
ment; flutter. 2. a quick, jerky throw or toss. 3. a
oerson who plays at love. SYN. see trifle.

flir-ta-tion (nur-ta'shan), n. 1. a playing at love with-
out serious intentions; flirting. 2. a superficial, rather

playful love affair.

flir-ta-tious (fiftr-ta'shos), adj. 1. inclined to ftirt, or
play at love. 2. of or characteristic of flirtation.

mrt-y (flftrt'i), adj. flirtatious.

flit (nit), vd. [FLITTED (-id), FLITTING], [ME. fiitten; ON.
fiytja; for base see FLEET, v.], 1. to pass lightly and
rapidly: as, memories flitted through his mind. 2. to
fly lightly and rapidly; flutter: as, birds flit about in the
trees. 3. [Dial.], to go away. 4. [Scot. & Brit. Dial], to
move to other quarters, especially by stealth. 5. [Obs.j,
to be changing or evanescent, v.t. [Archaic], to move
(furnishings, etc.) to other quarters, n. a flitting;
light, rapid movement. SYN. see fly.

flitch (flich),
- ""* ---' A ~ ~--

flikki;"*
cured i. ..._ __. _ __ _. _
lengthwise strip from the outer part of a tree trunk.
v.t. [< the n.], to cut so as to form flitches.

flite (flit), vd. & v.t. [MB./; AS.flitan; akin to OHG.
fitzan, to strive (cf . G. fleiss, diligence, assiduity) ; ? <
IE. base *(s)plei~,

to split; cf. FLINT], [Archaic or Dial.],
1. to quarrel with (a person). 2. to scold, n. [AS. flit],

[Archaic or Dial.], a quarrel; dispute. Also spelled flyte.
flit-ter (flit'er), vd. & v.t. [freq. of flit], [Chiefly Dial.],
to move rapidly and lightly; nutter.

flit-ter (flit^r), n. a person or thing that flits.

flit-termpuse (flit'er-mous'), n. \J>1. FLITTBRMICB
Hitter, v+i. + mouse], [Obs.j, a bat (animal).

flivver (fliv'er), n. [arbitrary coinage]], [Slang], a small,
cheap automobile, airplane, etc. v.i. [Slang], to fail.

float (flot), n. [ME. flote; AS. flota, that which floats,

ship < base of fleotan (see FLEET, tO; influenced in
some senses by OPr. flote, flot (Fr. flotte) and by the .],

1. anything that stays, or causes something else to stay,
on the surface of a liquid; specifically, a) an air-filled

bladder in a fish, d) a cork on a fishing line, c) a floating
ball that regulates water level, as in a boiler or tank.
d) a raft, e) a life preserver. /) the landing gear on an
amphibious airplane. 2. a low, flat, decorated vehicle
for carrying exnibits, tableaux, etc. in a parade. 3. a
flat tool for smoothing cement, plaster, etc. 4. often pi.
a row of footlights on a stage. 5. [Rare], a floating.
vd. [ME. flotien; AS. flotian], 1. to stay on the surface
of a liquid.. 2. to drift gently; move without effort on
water, in air, etc. : as, the leaves floated down from the
trees. 3. to move or drift about vaguely and without
purpose: as, idle thoughts floated through his mind.
v.t. 1. a) to cause to stay on the surface of a liquid.

b) to bring to the surface and cause to stay there.
2. to hold up; bear: as, enough water to float a fleet.

3. to flood. 4. to put into circulation; place on the
market; start: as, they floated a bond issue. 5. to
smooth (cement, plaster, etc.), 6, to refine or make
(pigments) smooth by grinding them and floating them
in a stream of water.

float-age (flot'ij), n. flotage.
float a tion fflo-ta'shan), 71. flotation.
float-er (flot'er), n. 1. a person or thing that floats.

2. a person who illegally casts a vote at each of several

polling places. 3, [Colloq.J, a person who changes his

place of residence or work at frequent intervals; espe-
cially, a transient laborer.

float-feed (fl5t'fed') adj. having the flow of fuel regu-
lated by a float, as some carburetors.

float-ing (flot'irj), adj. [ppr. of float], 1. that floats.

2. not fixed; not remaining in one place \ moving about:
as, the floating population in wartime industry. 3. in

finance^ a) designating an unfunded, shorfctime debt
resulting from current operations and having no speci-
fied date for repayment. &) not permanently invested;
used for current expenses: as, floating capital. 4. in

medicine, displaced, especially downward, from the nor-
mal position: as, & floating kidney.

floating dock, a dock that ban be lowered in the water
for the entrance of a ship, and
then raised foruse as a dry dock.

floating island, i. a floating
mass of earth resembling an
island. 2. 3, boiled custard
dessert topped with meringue
or whipped" cream.

floating ribs, the eleventh and
twelfth pairs of rit?s, .which ar^
not attached to thb breastbone
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floating supply, the supply of
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etc. that can*
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floe (flok), n. f< floccuU}, a very fine, fluffy mass formed
by the aggregation of fine suspended particles, as in
smoke: also spelled flock.

floe cil-la tion (fiok'sa-la'shan), n. [< L, floccus, flock
of wool -f -4U(us)> dim* ending; + -alion]t a plucking at
bedclothes by a delirious patient.

floe-cose (flok'os, flo-kosO* odj. [LL. floccosus < L.

floccus, a flock of wool], L covered with soft wool or

nair; flocculent. 2. in botany* covered with woollike
tufts.

floc-cu late (flok'yoo-lStO, v.t. A vd. [FLOCCULATED
J4d), FLOCCULATING], to collect, as soils, clouds, etc.,

into small, flocculent lumps or masses.
floc-cule (flok'ul), n. [see FLOCCULUS], a small, detached
mass of matter resembling a soft tuft of wool; floe.

floc-cu-lence (flok'yoo-bns), n. the quality or state of

being flocculent.
floc-cu-lent (flok'yoo-font), adj. [< L. floccns, flock of

wool], 1. woolly; fluSy. 2. containing or consisting of
small woolly masses. 3. covered with a waxy, woollike
substance, as some insects.

floc-cu*his (flok'yoo-las), n. fpl. FLOCCULI (-E
7

)}, [Mod.
L. dim. < L. floccus, flock 01 wool], 1. a small, woolly
or hairy tuft. 2. in anatomy, a small lobe on the under-
side of each half of the cerebellum. 3. in astronomy, a
woolly, cloudlike mass of vapor in the sun's atmosphere.

floccus (flok'as), n. [pi. FLOCCI (-si)], [L.], a tuft of
wool or hair, especially the tuft at the end of the tail in
some animals; floccule.

flock (flok), n. [ME. floe; AS. flocc, a troop, band; akin
to ON. flokkri ? var. of AS. folc, folk], 1. a group of
certain animals, as goats, sheep, or birds, living, feeding,
etc. together. 2. a large number of people or things.
3. the members of a church. 4. the children in one
family, vd. to assemble or travel in a flock or flocks;
gather or go in a crowd. SYN. see group.

flock (flok), n. [ME. flockt; OFr. floe; L. floccus}, 1. a
small tuft or lock of wool. 2. wool or cotton waste used
to stuff upholstered furniture, mattresses, etc. 3. the
inferior wool fibers added to low-grade fabrics to give
weight. 4. a floe, v.t. to stuff or cover with flock.

flock-y (flok'i), adj. flocculent; floccose.
Flod-den (flod''n), n. a hill in County Northumberland,
England: site of the defeat (1513) of James IV of
Scotland by the English.

floe (flo), n. [ON. flo, a layer, expanse], 1. a large,
flat field or sheet of floating ice formed at the surface
of a sea, etc. 2. a piece of such a field or sheet broken
off and floating free.

flog (flog, fl6g), v.t. [FLOGGED (flogd, fldgd), FLOGGING],
[? cant abbrev. of L. flagellare, to whip], to beat with
a strap, stick, whip, etc.; punish by whipping severely,
SYN. see beat.

flog-ger (flog'gr, flSg'Sr), n. a person or thing that flogs.
flood (liud), n. [ME. node,' AS. flod; akin to G. flut;
for Ifi. base see FLOW], 1. an overflowing of water on
land usually dry; inundation; deluge. 2. a) the flowing
of the tide toward the shore; rising of the tide: opposed
to ebb. b) the rising tide: also flood tide* 3. a great
flow or outpouring: as, a flood of words, 4. [Colloq..],
a floodlight. 5. lArchaic or Poetic}, a) water, as

opposed to land, o) a large body of water; ocean, sea,

lake, or river, v.t. 1. to cover or fill with a flood;

overflow; inundate. 2. to cover, fill, or overwhelm
like a flood: as, music flooded the room, he was flooded
with invitations. 3. to put much or too much water
on or in: as, the sprinkler flooded the lawn. vd. 1. to
rise in a flood. 2. to come out like a flood; gush out.
the Flood, in the Bible, the great flood in Noah's
time: Gen. 7.

flood control, the protection of land from floods by
the construction of river embankments, soil conser-
vation, reforestation, etc.

flood-gate (flud'satO, n. La gate in a stream or
canalT to control the height and flow of the water;
sluice. 2. anything like this in controlling a flow or
an outburst: as, the Jloodgates of anger.

flood light (flud'lif), n. 1. an artificial light of high
intensity, usually with a reflector that causes it to
shine in a broad beam. 2. such a beam of light, v.f.

[FLOODLIGHTED (-id) or FLOODLIT (-lit), FLOODLIGHTING],
to throw a broad beam of light on; iJlumraate by a
floodlight.

flood plain! a plain along a river, formed from soil

deposited by floods.
flood tide, the incoming tide; rising tide: opposed to
ebb tide.

floor (fl6r, flor), n. [ME. & AS. flor: akin to G. flur. a

plain, field; IE. base *p(e)la~, broad and flat, seen also
in L. planus (cf. PLANE)], 1. the inside bottom surface
of a room, porch, etc.; part that one stands on in a
room, etc. 2. the corresponding surface of anything:
as, the ocean floor. 3, a level or story in a building:
as, their apartment is o tjie, sixth floor i abbreviated
fl. 4. the platform ol a, bridge, pier, etc. 5. the part

e; loi, g6,. fatal. tffU, look; oil
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556 flounder
of a legislative chamber, stock exchange, etc. occupied
by the members and not including the gallery or
platform; hence, 6. the right to speak in an assembly:
as, the chairman gave him the floor* 7. a minimum
price level for any commodity. 8. in nautical usage,
the fiat part of a ship's bottom, v.t. 1. to cover or
furnish with a floor. 2. to knock down; hence, 3.

[CoHoq.], a) to defeat; put to silence, b) to puzzle;
t>erplex; confuse: as, the problem floored us.

floor-age (flSr'ij, flor'ij), n. [see -AGE], the area of a
noor; floor space.

floor-cloth (flSr'klSth', nor'kloth'), n. 1. linoleum,
oilcloth, etc. for covering floors. 2. a cloth for washing
or mopping floors.

flooding (fl6r'in, flor'irj), n. 1. a floor. 2. floors

collectively. 3. material for making a floor.
floor leader, a member of a legislature who is chosen
by fellow members of his political party to direct their
actions on the floor.

floor plan, an architectural scale drawing showing the
size and arrangement of rooms, halls, etc. on one
floor of a house or other building.

floor show, an entertainment, as singing, dancing, etc.,

presented m a cleared space on the floor of a restaurant
or night club.

floor-walk-er (fl6r'w6k'er, flor'wdk'er), n. a person
employed by a department store to walk about, direct
customers, supervise sales, etc.

floo-zy, floo-zie, (floo'zi), n. [pi. FLOOZIES (-ziz)], [cf.

FLOSSY], [Slang], 1. a loose, disreputable woman or
girt 2. any woman or girl. Also spelled floosy.

flop (flop), v.t. [FLOPPED (flopt), FLOPPING], [var. of

flap], to flap, strike, throw, or cause to drop noisily
and clumsily, lu. 1. to move or flap around loosely
or clumsily, usually with a thud or thuds. 2. to fall
or drop in this way: as, he flopped wearily into a chair..
3. to make a sudden change. 4. [Colloq.], to fail.

sleep, n. La flopping. 2. the soundto
of flopping. 3. [Colloq.], a failure. 4. [Slang], a place
to sleep, adv. with a flop.

flop-house (flop'housOt n. a kind of hotel where a
night's lodging can be had very cheaply.

floppy (flor/i), adj. [FLOPPIER (-i-er), FLOPPIEST (-i-ist)] f

JCoQoq.J, flopping or inclined to flop.

flor., floruit, [L.], he (or she) flourished.
Flo-ra (fl&r's, flo're), [L. <flos, floris, a flower; in sense
2, used and popularized by Linnaeus (1745)], a feminine
name, n* 1. in Roman mythology, the goddess of
flowers. 2. [f-], [pi FLORAS (-az, -raz), FLORAE (~e, -re)]
the plants of a specified region or time: as, the flora
and fauna of Africa, 3. [f-], a treatise on such plants.

flo-ral (flSr'sl, flo'rol), adj. [L. floralis, of Flora; see
FLORA], of, made of, or like flowers.

floral emblem, any flower or plant that is the symbol
of a city, country, state, etc.

floral envelope, the perianth, or external covering, of a
flower.

JFlo-r&al (flS'ra'al'; Eng. fl6r'i-ol), n. [Fr. < L. flos,
floris, blossom; + ~al], the eighth month (April 20-
May 19) of the French Revolutionary Calendar,
adopted by the First Republic in 1793.
Florence fflar'ans, florins), [Fr.; L. Florentia, lit., a
flowering, blooming < florens, ppr. of florere, to bloom,
blossom < flos, floris; see FLORA], a feminine name:
diminutives, Flo, Flossie; equivalents, G. Florenz, It.

Fiorenza, Sp. Florencia. n. a city in Tuscany, Italy:
pop., 371,000 (1947); Italian name, Firenze.

Flor-en-tine (fldr'an-ten', flor'sn-ten') , adj. of Florence,
Italy or its people, culture, or art. n. a native or
inhabitant of Florence.

Flo-res
(fl6'res), n. L one of the Sunda Islands of

Indonesia, west of Timor: area, 8,870 sq. mi; pop.,
494,000. 2. a western island in the Azores: area, 57 sq.
mi.; pop., 7,000.

flo res cence (fl6-res''ns, flo-res''ns), n. [L. florescens,
ppr. of florescere, to begin to bloom, incept, of florere,
to bloom < flos, floris, a flower], 1. a blooming;
blossoming. 2. the condition or period of blooming;
hence, 3. a period of success or achievement.

flo-res-cent (fl6-res'
f

nt, flo-res''nt), adj. [see FLORES-
CENCE], breaking into flower; blossoming.

Flores Sea, a part of the Pacific, between Celebes and
Flores.

flo-ret (fl6r'it, flo'rit), n. [ME. flourette; OFr. florete.
dim. offlor (Fr. fleur) ; L. flos, floris, a flower], 1. a small
flower. 2. any of the small flowers making up the
head of a composite flower, as the daisy or aster.

Flo-ri-a-nop-o-lis (ner'i-^nop'a-lis, flo'ri-Q-nop's-lis), n.
a city on Santa Catherina Island, off southern Brazil:
pop., 25,000 (est. 1940).

flo riat ed (flar'i-a'tid, flo'ri-a'tid), adj. having floral
decorations.

fio-ri-cul
:
turc>(fl6r'i-kui'chgr, flo'ri-kul'chSr) , n. [< L.

flps, flons, a flower -f cultura, cultivation], the cultiva-
tion of flowers, especially of decorative flowering plants.

flo-ri-cul-tur-ist (flSr'i-kul'chSr-ist, flo'ri-kiil'chfr-ist),
n. an expert in floriculture.

flor-id (fldr'id, flor'id), adj. [L. floridus, flowery < flos,
flans, a flower], 1. rosy; ruddy; highly colored: said

of the complexion. 2. highly decorated; gaudy; showy;
ornate: as, a florid passage in music, etc. 3. [Rare],
decorated witn flowers' flowery. SYN. see rosy.

Flor-i-da (fldr'i-da, flori-da), n. a State on a peninsula
in the southeastern United States: area, 58,560 sq. mi-
pop., 2,771,000; capital, Tallahassee: abbreviated Fla.t

Flor.: nicknamed Everglade State.

Florida Keys, a chain of islands off southern Florida.
Flor-i-dan (flfir'i-dsn, flor'i-dan), adj. & n. Floridian.
Florida Strait, the strait connecting the Gulf of
Mexico and the Atlantic, between Florida and the
Bahama Islands and Cuba.

Flo-rid-i-an (flS-rid'i-sn, flo-rid'i-sn, flo-rid'i-sn), adj.
of Florida, n. a native or inhabitant of Florida.

flo-rid-i-ty (fld-rid's-ti, flo-rid's-ti), n. the state or

quality of being florid.

flo-rif-er-ous (fld-rif'er-as, flo-rif'er-ss), adj. [L. florifer

< flos, floris, a flower + ferre, to bear; -f* ~ous], bearing
flowers; blooming abundantly.

flor-in (fldr'in, flor'in), n. [ME.; OFr.; It. florino <
flore, a flower < L. flos, floris, so named from the
figure of a lily stamped on the original coins], 1. origi-
nally, a gold coin of medieval Florence, issued in 1252.
2. an English silver coin equal to two shillings. 3. any
of various European silver or gold coins. Abbreviated fl.

Flo-ri-0, John (fl6r'i-o', flS'ri-o'), 1553?-1<525; English
writer; translator of Montaigne's Essays.

flo-rist (fl6rfist, flo'rist, flor'ist), n. [< L. flos, floris, a
flower; + -ist\, a person who cultivates or sells flowers.

-flO'rous (fls-ras), [L. -florus < flos, floris, a flower], a
suffix meaning having many or a (specified) number of

he (or she) flour-
3ath are unknown:

abbreviated fl., flor.

flos fer-ri (flos' fer'i), [L., flower of iron], a coralloid
variety of aragonite, usually found in iron ore.

floss (fl6s, flos), n. [prob. < Fr. floche, downy, woolly
(in soie floche, floss silk) < L. floccus; see FLOCK (a
lock)], 1. the rough silk covering a silkworm's cocoon.
2. the short, downy waste fibers of silk. 3. floss silk.

4. a soft, silky substance resembling floss, as in corn
tassels or milkweed pods.

floss silk, soft, untwisted silk fibers, used in embroidery
and cheap silk fabrics.

floss-y (flos'i, flos'i), adj. [FLOSSIER (-i-r), FLOSSIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. of or like floss; downy; light; fluffy. 2.

[Slang], showy and frilly; elegant; fancy, n. [Slanpl.
1. a woman or girl of showy dress and light mora

that floats; especially, floating debris; flotsam. Also
spelled floatage.

flo-ta-tion (flo-ta'sh9n), n. [earlier floatation, respelled
as if < Fr. flottaison], 1. the act or condition of floating
or launching. 2. the act of beginning or financing a
business by selling an entire issue of bonds, securities,
etc.; hence, 3. the act of beginning; becoming estab-
lished. 4. in mining, a method of ore separation in
which finely powdered ore is introduced into a bubbling
solution to which oils are added: certain minerals float
on the surface, and others sink. Also spelled floatation.

flo-til-la (flo-til'o), n. [Sp., dim. of flota, a fleet], 1. a
small fleet. 2. a fleet of boats or small ships.

Flo-tow, Frie-drich von (fre'driH fdn flo'to), Baron,
1812-1883; German composer.

flot sam (flot'sgm), 71. [Anglo-Fr. /Zotesow; OFx.Jlotaison,
a floating < floter, to float < AS. flotian, to float], the
wreckage of a ship or its cargo found floating on the
sea: distinguished fTOW. jetsam.
flotsam and jetsam, 1. the wreckage of a ship or its

cargo found floating on the sea or washed ashore.
2. miscellaneous trifles or worthless things. 3. tran-
sient, unemployed people; drifters; vagrants.

flounce (flouns), vd. [FLOUNCED (flounst), FLOUNCING],
[Early Mod, Enff., ong. r

to dive; hence prob. Scand. &
akin to Sw.

t
dial, flunsa, to dive, dip; / merged with

native echoic word after bounce], 1. to move with
o.uick, flinging motions of the body, as in anger or
impatience. 2. to jerk; twist or turn abruptly, n. a
flouncing.

flounce (flouns), n. [earlier frounce; OFr. fronce <
frondr, to wrinkle], a piece of cloth, often gathered or
pleated, sewed on by its upper edge to a skirt, sleeve,
etc. ; wide, ornamental ruffle, v.t. [FLOUNCED (flounst),
FLOUNCING], to trim, with a flounce or flounces.

flouncing (floun'siri), n. 1. material for making
flounces. 2. a flounce or flounces.

floun der (floun'dSr), lu. [16th & 17th c.; ajso earlier
flunder; prob. var. of founder, with symbolistic fl- <
dial, flodaer, of same senses], 1. to struggle awkwardly
to move, as in deep mud or snow; plunge about in a
stumbling manner; hence, 2. to speak or act in an
awkward, confused manner, with- Eesitation and frer
quent mistakes, n, a floundering.

floun-der (floun'dSr), n. [pi. FLOUNDERS (-de"rz), FLOUN-
DER; see PLURAL, u, 3>, 1], [MKr Anglp-Fr. floundre;
OFr. flondre; prob. < Scand. ;ief*$w. flkndra]f any of a
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large group of flatfishes caught for food, including the
haHbut and the plaice.

flour (flour), n. [var. so. of flower (ME. flour): a fig. use
as "best, prime in "flour of wheat," after Fr. fteur de

furine, lit., flower of meal], 1. a fine, powdery substance

produced by grinding and sifting grain, especially
wheat. 2. any finely powdered substance, v.t. 1. to

put flour in or on. 2. to grind and sift (grain); make
into flour.

flourish (flttr'ish),
v.i. [ME, florischen, florissen; OFr.

florir, to bloom, blossom; LL. *florire < L. florere, to
blossom, flower < flost, floris, a flower], 1. originally, to
blossom. 2. to grow vigorously ; succeed ; thrive ; prosper.
3. to be at the peak of development, activity, influence,

production, etc.; be in one's prime. 4. to make showy,
wavy motions, as of the arms. 5. to write in an orna-
mental style. 6. in music, a) to play a showy passage.
&) to perform a fanfare, as of trumpets, v.f. 1. to
ornament with something flowery or fanciful. 2. [after

Wyclif's transl. of the Bible], to wave (a sword, arm,
etc.) in the air; brandish, n. 1. [Rare], a thriving
state; success; prosperity. 2. anything clone in a showy
or flaunting way. 3. a waving in the air; brandishing.
4. a decorative or curved line or lines in writing. 5. an
ornate musical passage; fanfare. 6. [Obs.], a blooming.
SYN. see succeed.

flour mill, 1. a place where grain is ground into flour.

2. a machine for grinding gram into flour.

flour-y (flour'i), adj. 1. of flour. 2. like flour in color or

texture; powdery or white. 3. covered with flour.

flout (flout), v.t. [? special use of ME. flouten, to play
on the flute], to mock or scoff at; show scorn or con-

tempt for. v.i. to be scornful; snow contempt; jeer;
scoff, n. a scornful or contemptuous action or speech;
mockery; scoffing; insult. SYN. see scoff.

flow (flo), v,i. JM. flawen; AS. flowan: akin to ON.
floa, to flood, OHG. flpuwen, to wash; IE. base *pleu-,
to run, flow, as also in L. pluere, to rain; cf. FLOOD],
1 . to move as a liquid does ; move in a stream, like water.
2. to move in a way suggestive of a liquid; stream: as,

the crowdsflowed past. 3. a) to move gently, smoothly,
and easily; glide. V) to have smooth and pleasing con-

tinuity: as, the lines in this painting flow. 4. to stream
forth; pour out. 5. to be derived; spring; proceed.
6. to fall in waves; hang loose: as, her hair flowed down
her back. 7. to come in; rise, as the tide: opposed to
ebb. 8. to be overflowing or plentiful, v.t. 1. to over-

flow; flood. 2. [Archaic], to cause to flow. n. 1. the
act or manner of flowing. 2. the rate of flow. 3. any-
thing that flows; stream or current. 4. the rising of the
tide. SYN. see rise.

flow-age (flo'ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. a flowing, overflowing,
or flooding. 2. a flooded condition. 3. what flows or
overflows.

flow-er (flou'eV, flour), n. [ME. flowre, flour, flur; OFr.
flor, flur,_ flour (Fr. fleur] ;

L. fl

DIAGRAM OF FLOWER

_, flos, floris, a flower; for
IE. base seeBLOOM (flower) ],

1. the part of a [plant con-

taining or consisting of the

reproductive organs; espe-
cially, this part in seed-pro-
ducing plants, usually in-

cluding a surrounding struc-
ture of brightly colored
leaves or petals; blossom:
bloom. 2. a plant cultivated
for its blossoms; flowering
plant. 3. the best or finest

part or example: as, the

flower of the country's youth. 4. the btsst ^period of a

person or thing: time of flourishing. 5. something dec-

orative ; especially, a figure of speech. 6. pi. in chemistry,
a substance in powder form, made from condensed
vapors: as, flowers of sulfur. Abbreviated fl, v.i. 1. to

produce blossoms; bloom. 2. to reach the best or most

vigorous stage: as, his genius flowered early, v.t. to

decorate with flowers or floral patterns.
in flower, in a state of flowering.

flow-er-age (flou'gr-ij, flou'rij), n. [see -AGE], 1. flowers

collectively. 2. a flowering.
flow-er-de-luce (flou'er-di-loos', flour'di-loos') , n. 1.

the fleur-de-lis. 2. the iris.

flow-ered (fiou'Srd), adj. 1. bearing or containing flow-

ers. 2. decorated with flowers or a floral design.
flow-er-et (fiou'gr-it, fiou'rit), n. |ME. flourette, dim.
of flour; see FLOWER], 1. a small flower. 2. a floret.

flower girl, 1. a girl or woman who sells flowers in the

streets^ 2. a little girl who carries flowers and attends
the bride at a wedding.

flower head, in botany, a capitulum.
flow*erMy (fiou'Sr-9-H, flou'ra-li), adv. in a flowery
manner.
flow er-i ness .(flou'&r-i-niSi flou'ri-nis), n. the quality
or state! of being flowery.

flow-er-lug (floulr-iij, fkm'rin), adj. 1. having flowers;
in bloom. 2. having conspicuous flowers.

flow-er-pot (flon'Sr-pot', flour'potO.r a, container,
usually made of porous clay, in which to grow plants.

flow-er-y (flou'gr-i, flou'ri), adj. [FLOWERIER (-i-er, -ri-er),

FLOWERIBST (-i-ist, -ri-ist)]t L covered or decorated
with flowers. 2. like flowers. 3. full of figurative and
ornate expressions and fine words; said of language,
style, etc. SYN. see'bombastic.
flown (flon), past participle of fly: sometimes ttsed in

hyphenated compounds, as far-flown, higfa-flown.
flown (flon), adj. [obs. pp. of flow], 1. flushed

j excited;
exalted. 2. having colors combined or flowing into each
other: as, flown porcelain.

flow-sheet (flo'shef), n. a diagram showing the ma-
terials, operations, etc. involved in a manufacturing
process, used in calculating costs: also flow sheet.

Floyd (floid), [var. of Lloyd; for Fl~, cf. FLIMSY], a
masculine name.

fl. oz. fluid ounce; fluid ounces.
flu (floo), m [Colloq.], influenza.
flue-tu-ant (nuk'choo-ant), adj. [L. fluctuans, ppr. of

fluctuare], fluctuating; varying; undulating.
fluctu-ate (fluk'choo-at'), v.f. [FLUCTUATED (-id),

FLUCTUATING], [< L. fluctuates, pp. of fluctuare <
fluctus, a flowing, wave < pp. stem of fluere, to flow],
1. to move back and forth or tip and down; rise and
fall, as waves. 2. to be continually changing or varying
in an irregular way; as, the cost of sugar fluctuates.
v.t. to cause to fluctuate. SYN. see swing.

fluc-tu-a-tion (fluk'choo-a'shgn), n. [L. fluctuatto], 1. a
moving back and forth or up and down; rishiyg and
Jailing, as of waves. 2. continual or irregular variation.

j*, , WWTT*^, Eng. flow, D. vloei- in vloei-pffp, air-

shaft, lit., flowpipe; ? a blend of some of these! 1. a
tube, pipe, or shaft for the passage of smoke, not air,

gas, etc., as in a chimney. 2. a flue pipe in an or^an.
3. the opening or passage for air in such a flue pipe.

flue (floo), n. Taltered < fluke], a barbed point; nuke.
flue (floo), n. [ME. fluwe, flows; Fl. vluwe < Pr. vdu,
woolly; LL. *villutus, shaggy < L. villus, shaggy hair],
a loose, downy mass; fluST

flue (floo), n. {ME. flew; MD. vluwe], any of various
kinds of fishing net: also spelled flew.

flue-cured (floo'kyoord') adj. cured or dried by hot
air passed through flues: said of tobacco.

flu-en-cy (floo'an-si), n. [L. fluentia < fluens; see

FLUENT], 1. the quality of flowing smoothly and
easily. 2. the ability to write or speak easily, smoothly,
and expressively; readiness or smoothness of speech.

flu-ent (floo'snt) , adj. [L. fluens, fluentist ppr. otjluere,
to flow], 1. flowing or going smoothly and easily: as,

fluent verse.
t

2. able to write or speak easily, smoothly,
and expressively.

flue pipe, an organ pipe in which the tone is produced
by a current of air striking the Hp of the mouth, or

opening, in the pipe.
fluff (fluf), n. [? a merging of flue (soft mass) & puff],
1. soft, light down. 2. a loose, soft mass of fur, dust,

hair, etc. 3. in the theater, jadio, etc. an error in reading
lines, v.t. I. to shake or pat until loose, feathery, and
fluffy. 2. in the theater, radio, etc. to make an error in

reading (a word, one's Knes, etc.). v.i. to become
fluffy.

fluf fi-ness (fluf'i-nis), n. the quality of being fluffy.

fluMy (fluf'i), adj. [FLUFFIER (-i-gr), FLUFFIEST (-i-ist)],

1. like fluff; feathery; downy. 2. covered with fluff.

JFlu-geMiorn (fluVl-hdrn'; Eng. fflfc'g'W^pV n.

[G.; flugd, wing + Horn, horn: because of shape], a
brass-wind instrument like the cornet in design but
with a tone like that of the French horn.

flu-id (floo'id), adj. [Fr. fluide; L. fluidus < fluere, to

flow], 1. that can flow; not solid; able to move and
change shape without separating when under pressure.
2. of a fluid or fluids. 3. like a fluid; that can change
rapidly or easily; not settled; mobile or plastic: as,

fluid beliefs, n. any substance that can now; liquid
or gas. Abbreviated fl., f. SYN. see liquid,

fluid dram (or drachm), a liquid measure equal to

1/8 fluid ounce.
flu-id-ex-tract (floo

f
id-eks'trakt) , n. in pharmacy, a

concentrated fluid preparation of a vegetable drug,
containing alcohol either as a preservative^ or a solvent,
and of such strength that one cubic centimeter of the
solution is equal in activity to one gram of the dry,

powdered drug.
flu id ic (floo-id'ik), adj. of, or having the nature of,

a fluid.

flu-id-i-ty (flSo-id'Q-ti), n. a fluid state or quality.
flu id-ounce (flop'id-ouns') f n. a fluid ounce.
fluid ounce, a liquid measure equal to 8 fluid drams,
1/16 pint, or 29.6 cc. (in Great Britain, 1/20 imperial
pint, or 28.4 cc.) : abbreviated fl. ox.
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fluid pressure, pressure of, or like that of, a fluid: it

is constant ana uniform in every direction.
fluke (flock), n. [ME. fioke; AS. floe; akin to ON,
floki; IE. base *p(e)lag-, wide and flat, as also in G.

flach, flat, level], L a flatfish; especially, a flounder.
2. any of a number of flat, parasitic worms, living

especially in sheep's livers,

fluke (flook), n. [prob. < prec. fluke, with reference to

shape], 1. either of the two triangular, pointed blades
on the arms of an anchor, which catch in the ground:
see anchor, illus. 2. a barb or barbed head of an
arrow, lance, harpoon, etc. 3. either of the two lobes

of a whale's tail.

fluke (flook), n. [19th-c. billiard slang; ? orig. "dupe
stroke" < slang fluke, person easily duped < fluke,
flatfish (which is easily caught)J, [Slang], 1. an acci-

dentally good or lucky stroke in billiards, pool, etc. ;

hence, 2. a lucky chance: stroke of luck: as, we won
the football game by a fluke. v.i. [FLUKED (floqkt),
FLUKING], [Slang], to make a fluke, v.t. [Slang], to
hit or get by a fluke.

fluk-y, fluk-ey (fldok'i), adj. [FLUKIBR (-i~er), FLUKIEST
(-i-ist)1, [< fluke (lucky stroke)], [Slang], 1. resulting
from chance ; lucky. 2. constantly changing ; uncertain ;

fitful: as, a ftuky breeze.
flume (noom), n. [ME. flum, flun, river, stream; OFr.

fium\ L. flumen < fliiere, to flow], 1. an artificial

channel, usually an inclined chute or trough, for

carrying water to furnish power, transport logs down
a mountainside, etc. 2, a narrow gorge or ravine^ with
a stream running through it. v.t. [FLUMED (floomd),
FLUMING], to send (logs, etc.) down a flume.

flum-mer-y (flum'er-i), n. M. FLUMMERIES (-!*)], [W.
llymrn, soured oatmeal < ttymus, of a sharp quality;
cf. FLIMSY], 1. any soft, easily eaten food; especially,

a) thick, boiled oatmeal or flour. 5) a soft custard or

blancmange. 2. meaningless flattery or silly talk.

flum-mox (flum'sks), v.t.[< dial, flummocks or thieves'

slang; prob. echoic], [Slang], to confuse; perplex.
flump (flump), v.t. & IM* [prob. echoic], to drop or move
heavily and noisily, n. the act or sound of flumping.
flung (flurj), past tense and past participle of fling.

flunk ffiunk), v.t. [19th-c. college slang; ? <funk (orig.,
Oxford Univ. slang) or echoic}, [Collog.], 1. to fail in

(schoolwork) : as/ne flunked the English examination.
2. to give a mark of failure to; grade as having failed.

3. to cause to fail: as, continued absence will flunk a
student. vd [Colloq.], 1. to fail, especially in school-

work. 2. to give up; retreat, n. [Colloq.], 1. a failure.

2. a mark or grade of failure.
flunk out, [Colloq.], to go or send away from school
or college because of unsatisfactory work.

flunk-ey (nurj'ki), n. \pl. FLUNKEYS (-kiz)J, a flunky.
flunk-y (flun'ki), n. [pi. FLUNKIES (-kiz)], [orig. Scot.;
? < Fr. flanquer, to flank, run along by the side of,

be at one's elbow to render assistance < flanc; see

FLANK], 1. a liveried manservant, as a footman: term
of contempt. 2. a flattering, servile person; toady.

flunk-y-ism, flunk-ey-isrn (flurj'ki-iz'm), n. the be-
havior or spirit of a flunky.

flu-o (fldo'o), adj. of or containing fluorine.

flu-o- (flpo'd), [< fluor], a combining form meaning:
1. fluorine. 2, fluorescent.

flu-o-bo-ric (floo4.b8r'ik, floo'a-bo'rik) , adj. of, or in
combination with, fluorine and boron.

flu-or (floo'Sr, floo'dr), n. [L. f flux < fluere, to flow;
used as transl. of G. fluss and orig. applied to certain
minerals used as smelting fluxes, but later limited to
those containing fluorine], fluorite.

flu-o resce (fldo'a-resOt v.i. [FLUORESCED (-resf). FLU-
ORESCING], to produce, show, or undergo fluorescence;
be or become fluorescent.

flu-o-res-ce-in (floo'a-res'i-in), n. [fluoresce + -tn: from
its bright fluorescence in solution], a yellowish-red,
crystalline compound, CtoHwOs, made synthetically
from resorcin and phthalic anhydride: an alkaline
solution appears green by reflected light and red by
transmitted light. __ __

flu-o-res-ce*ine (floo'a-res'i-en', floo's-res'i-in), n. fluo-
rescein.

flu-o-res-cence (floo'a-res''ns) , n. [< fluor spar (which
exhibits the property) + ending of phosphorescence],
1. the property of a substance, such as fluorite, of pro-
ducing light while it is being acted upon by radiant
energy,* such as ultraviolet rays or X rays. 2. the
production of such light. 3. light so produced.

flu'O-res-cent (floo'a-res''nt, floor-es'*nt), adj. having
or resulting from fluorescence.

fluorescent lamp, a glass tube coated on the inside
with a fluorescent substance that gives off light i*

"

rescent light) when acted upon by a stream of ele

from the cathode.
flu-or-ic (floo-dr'ik, floo-or'ik), adj. of or obtained from
fluorine or fluorite.

flu-o-rid (floo'a-rid), n. fluoride.
fluoridate (floo'a-ri-dat'), v.t. [FLUORIDATED (-id),

FLUORIDATING], to add fluorides to (a water supply) in
order, as is claimed, to reduce the incidence of caries
in the teeth.

fluoride (flooVrid', floo'd-rid), it. a compound of

fluorine and one or more elements or radicals.

flu-o-rin (flooVrin), n. fluorine.

flu-o-rine (floo'a-ren', floo'a-rin), n. [so named from
occurring in/worite, with ending after related chlor*<J,
a very active chemical element of the halogen family,
a corrosive, greenish-yellow gas: symbol, F, Fi; at. wt.,
19.00; at. no., 9.

flu-o-rtte (floo'a-ritO, n. \fluor + -tie], calcium fluoride,

CaPa, a transparent, crystalline mineral having many
colors and perfect cleavage: it is used as a flux, in

glassmaking, etc. : also called Jluor, fluor spar.
ffu'O'ro- (floo'a-ro), a combining form meaning: 1.

fluorine. 2. fluorescence. Also, before a vowel, fluor-.

flu-o-rO'SCOpe (fioor'a-skop', floS's-rs-skop'), n. [fluoro-

-f- -scope], a machine for examining internal structures

by viewing the shadows cast on a fluorescent screen

by objects or parts through which X rays are directed:
the shadows vary in intensity according to the density
of the object or part.

flu-or*os-co-py (floor-os'ks-pi, fioo's-ros'ks-pi), n. ex-
amination by means of the fluoroscope.

fluor spar, fluorite.

flur-ry (flGr'i), n. [pL FLURRIES (-iz)j, [extension of obs.
dial, flur, to whir, prob. echoic], 1. a sudden, brief

rush of wind; gust. 2. a gust of rain or snow. 3. a
sudden confusion, commotion, or agitation. v.t.

[FLURRIED (-id), FLURRYING], to confuse; agitate.
flush (flush), v.L [complex of several words, with senses
< flash, v. & ME. flusschen, to fly up suddenly, blended
with echoic elements; "flow" senses prob. < or akin to
OFr. fluir (fluiss-). to flow (cf. FLUENT)], 1. to flow
and spread suddenly and rapidly: as, the blood flushed
in his face. 2. to become red in the face, as with em-
barrassment or anger; blush. 3. to glow. 4. to become
cleaned, washed, or emptied out with a sudden flow of

water, etc. 5. to start up from cover: said of birds.
v.t. 1. to clean, wash, or empty out with a sudden flow
of water, etc. 2. to make blush or glow. 3. to excite;
animate: exhilarate. 4. to drive (birds) from cover.
5. to make level or even: as, the mason flushed the joint
with mortar, n. 1. a sudden and rapid flow, as of
water in washing out something. 2. a sudden, vigorous
growth: as, the first flush of youth. 3, a sudden feeling
of excitement or exhilaration. 4. a blush; glow. 5. a
sudden feeling 9f great heat, as in a fever, adj. 1. well

supplied, especially with money. 2. abundant; plenti-
ful. 3. lavish; profuse. 4. full of vigor; hence, 5.

having a ruddy color: glowing. 6. making an even or
unbroken line or surface; adjusted to a margin, edge,
etc, : as, the door is flush with the walls. 7, direct; full:

as, a blowflush in the face. adv. 1. in an even manner;
so as to be level or in alignment. 2. directly; squarely.

flush (flush), n. \Rr.jlux; see FLUX], a hand of cards all

in the same suit: in poker, a flush is just above a

straight and below a full house.
flus-ter (flus'ter), v.t. & v.i. [orig., to excite with liquor;
ME, flosteren; prob. < ON. ;

cf. Ice. flaustra, to bustle,

hurry], to make or be confused, nervous, and ex-
cited, n. the condition of being flustered.

fluS'tera-tion (flus'ter-a'shsn), n. flustration.
flus-tra-tion (flus-tra'shon) , n. the condition of being
flustered.

flute (floot), n. [UE.floute,fluite; OFr. fleilte, flaute (It.

flauto) ; Pr. flaut; prob. < fiauja <
flaujol (see FLAGEOLET) + laiit,

lute (see LUTE)], 1. a high-pitched
wind instrument consisting of a
long, slender tube, played by blow-
ing across a hole near the upper
end: by fingering the holes and
keys along its length, the player
can produce various tones. 2. a
thing shaped like such an instru-

ment, as a roll of bread, a wine-

glass, etc. 3. an ornamental groove
in cloth, etc. 4. in architecture, a
long, rounded gro9ve in the shaft
of a column. 5. in music, a flue

organ stop with a flutelike tone.
Abbreviated fl. v.t. [FLUTED (-id),

FLUTING], 1. to sing, speak, whistle, etc, in a flutelike
tone. 2. to play on the flute. 3. to make long, rounded
grooves in (a column, etc.) . IM". 1. to play on the flute.
2, to sing, speak, whistle, etc. in a flutelijce tone.

flut-ed (n6Wid), adf* [pp. of flute], 1. having a fluteKke
tone; fluty. 2., hsaving long, rounded grooves.
fluter (fl6Wr>, !,,& [BE, floutour; OFr^ flwlteur], 1.

[Rare], a flutist;
t
2. ,aiper.son or tool that makes flutings.

flut'i-ly (floot^i-i) , adv. in a fluty manner.
flut i-ness (floot'i-nis)* n* tne quality of being fluty.
flut-ing (floSt'iij), n. [< JMe, n rf -fngl 1, a decora-
tion consisting of long, rounded grooves, as in a col-
umn* 2. a groove or grooves, as *in a colwfflt or rufie.
3. the act ofmaking such groov/e$: 4. the act of play-
ing the flute. 5. a singing, etc. in a tee-like/ tone*

fluting iron, an iron witi^ a ^corrugat^d surface*, foap
pressing ruffles.

,
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fluting machine, a machine forcogatinssh;eetmetal;



flutist
SS9 flying frog

flut-ist (floot'ist), n. a person who plays the flute: also
flautist.

flut-ter (fluf/Sr), vd. [ME. flotteren; AS. flotorian, freq.
formation < base of jteotan; see FLEET, .], 1. to flap
the wings rapidly, as in short flight, or without flying
at all. 2, to wave or vibrate rapidly and irregularly:
as, the flag fluttered in the wind. 3. to move with quick
vibrations, flaps, etc. 4. to be in a state of tremulous
excitement; tremble; quiver. 5. to move restlessly
bustle, v.t. 1. to cause to move in quick, irregular
motions. 2. to throw into a state of excitement or
confusion, n. 1. a fluttering movement; vibration.
2. a state of excitement or confusion. 3. a condition of
the heart beat in which the contractions are very rapid
but regular: in impure flutter they are irregular, SYN.
see fly.

flutter kick, a swimming kick in which the legs are
moved continually up and down in short, rapid strokes.

flutter wheel, a water wheel at the bottom of a chute,
turned by the falling water.

flut-ter-y (flut'Sr-i), adj. fluttering or apt to flutter.
flut-y (floot'i), adj. [FLUTIER (4-Sr), FLUTIEST (4-ist)l,
flutelike in tone; sort, clear, and high-pitched.

flu-vi-al (floo'vi-91), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. fluvialis <
fluvius, a river < fluere, to flow], of, found in, or pro-
duced by a river or rivers.

flu-vi-a-tile (floo'vi-o-til), adf. [Fr.; L. flwtiatilis <
flumus], fluvial.

flu-vi o ma-rine (floo'yi-o'ma-ren'). adj. [< L. fluvius
(see FLUVIAL) ; + marine], in geology, ofor made by the
combined action of the ocean and a river flowing into it.

flux (fluks), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.fluxus, a flowing, flow, pp.
of fluere, to flow], 1. a flowing or flow. 2. a coming in
of the tide. 3. a continuous movement; continual
change: as, fashion is always in a state of flux. 4. any
excessive or unnatural discharge of fluid matter from the
body. 5. a substance, as borax or rosin, used to help
metals to fuse together, as in soldering. 6. in physics,
the rate of flow of energy, fluids, etc. over a surface.
v.t. 1. to fuse (metals) by melting. 2. in medicine, to
purge, tu. [Archaic], to flow or stream out.

flux density, in physics, the quantity of a fluid or energy
emitted per unit of time through a unit of surface area.

flux-ion (fluk'shan), n. [Fr.; L. *fluxio for fluctio, a
flowing < pp. of fluere t to flow], 1, a flowing. 2. con-
tinuous change. 3. something that flows; discharge.
4. [adopted by Newton], in mathematics, the rate of

JUtttd about In the trees); to borer is to remain suspended at
a point in the air by special movements of the wings (a butterfly
hovered over the flower); oar implies ft flying high into the air
ia a ffcraight, almost vertical lino (the lark sowed into the sky),
or it may also describe a gliding on air currents high in the air

(eagles soaring near the craggy peaks); flutter suggests a
rapid but unsteady flapping of tfle wings, as in the short flight
of a young or injored bird.

fly (ffi), n. [pi. FLIES (ffiz)], {ME. Jffc, flegt; AS. fleoge,
flyge (akin to G. fliege) < base offleogan; see FLY, *JL
1, a) a housefly. 6} any of a large group of insects with
two transparent wings, including the housefly, gnat,
mosquito, and Mayfly. 2. a device made of feathers,
colored suk, etc. to resemble an insect, used as bait in
fishing. 3. in printing* a) formerly, the person whose
work was removing sheets from the press as they were

rted.
6) a fingered device on the press for removing

printed sheets.
fly in the ointment, anything, especially a {little thing,
that reduces or destroys the value or usefulness of
something else.

iuxion-ar*y inuK'snan-eri;, aaj. nuxional,
ly (fli), vd. [FLEW (floo), FLOWN (flon), FLYING], [ME.
flien, flyhen, fleienf etc.; AS. fleogan, fliogan; akin to G.

swimming, flying, running, etc.), extension < *pd~, toswimming, flying, funning, etc.), extension <
flow, pour; hence, akin to flow, fleet], 1. to move
through the air; specifically, a) to move through the
air by using wings, as a bird, b) to travel through the
air in an aircraft, c) to be propelled through the air, as
a bullet. 2. to operate an aircraft. 3. to wave or float
in the air, as a flag or kite. 4. to move swiftly or sud-
denly: as, the door flew open. 5. to appear to pass
swiftly: as, time flies. 6. to be used up swiftly: said of
money, etc. 7. to run away from danger or evil; flee.
8. [FLIED (flid), FLYING], in baseball, to hit a fly. 9. in
hawking, to hunt with a hawk. v.t. 1. to cause to
move or float in the air: as, fly a kite. 2. to operate
(an aircraft). 3. to go over in an aircraft: as; he flew
the Pacific. 4. to carry or transport in an aircraft.
5. to run away from; flee from; avoid. 6. in hawking, to
hunt with a hawk. n. [pi. FLIES (fliz)], J< the .], 1. a
flap of, cloth that conceals buttons or other fasteners in
a garment; especially, such a flap in the front of a pair
of trousers. 2. a) a flap serving as the door of a tent.

b) a piece of fabric serving as an outer or second top on
a tent. 3. a) the width 01 an extended flag, b) the part
of a flag farthest from the staff. 4. a flywheel. 5. a
flyleaf. 6. [British], a hackney carriage. 7. in baseball,
a ball batted high in the air within the foul lines. 8. pi.
in the theater, the space behind and above the prosce-
nium arch, containing overhead lights, machinery for
raising and lowering sets, etc.

fly at, to attack suddenly by or as by flying or spring-
ing toward.

fly in tjie face of, to tre openly opposed, tp or defiant of.

fly into, to have a violent; outburst of,

fly off, tp go away qtiicjdy or suddenly; liurry ff ,

fly out, in oaseball. to be put put by hitting a fly that
is caught by a fielder before it touches tlie gr

let % (at), 1, to s&oot or toow (afc), 2, <x>

verbal attack (at).
on the fly, 1. while in flight. 2. [Slang], while in a
feujrry,

SYN. fly is the general word implying
n ii|ua (%<*, w^cts, qirpjan

hts fj?wi place tq plage (sparrows

fly (fli), adj.lm.iER. (fli'Sr), FLIEST (fli'ist)], long., thieves*
slang; prob. renders D. vlug in same sense], [Slang], 1.

quick; agile; nimble. 2. alert and knowing; sharp.
fly agaric, a common, very poisonous mushroom with
an orange-colored cap full of white warts: also called
fly amanita.

fly-a-way (fll'a-waO, adf* 1. flying in the wind; stream-
ing: as, flyaway hair. 2. flighty, n, 1. a runaway.
2. a flighty person.

fly-blow (fli'blo'), n. a blowfly's egg or larva, v.t. A vd.
[FLYBLEW (-bloo') FLYBLOWN f-blonO, FLYBLOWING],
1. to deposit eggs in (meat, etc.) : said, of a fly; hence,
2. to contaminate: spoil; taint.

fly-blown (fli
/blon

/

) , adj. 1. full of flies' eggs or larvae;
hence, 2. contaminated; spoiled; tainted.

fly-boat (fli'bot'). n. ID. vlieboot, after the Vlie, channel
connecting the North Sea and the Zuyder Zee], 1. a
fast, flat-bottomed Dutch boat. 2. any of several fast
sailing vessels.

fly book, a booklike case to hold artificial fishing flies.

fly-by-night (fli'bi-nitO, adj. not trustworthy; finan^
cially unsound, n. a debtor who runs away from his
debts.

fly-catch-er (fli'kach'Sr), n. 1. any of a group of small
birds, including the kingbird, pewee, phoebe, and
crested flycatcher, that catch insects in flight. 2. any
of a number of plants that catch and ingest insects.

n_. ,.-. /.a/**_\ __ _ fli^.
^^

- ,,. vd.' to fish with ties, especially
artificial flies, as bait.

fly-ing (fli'in), adj. [ppr. offly; cf. AS, fleogende, t

L. volucer], 1. that flies or can fly. 2. movi
flying; moving swiftly; fast. 3. like flight ^_ _
the air. 4. waving or streaming in the air: as, with
flags flying. 5. hasty and brief: as, A flying trip. 6. of
or tor aircraft or aviators: as, & flying field, flym$ suit.
n. the action of a jjerson or thjin$ that flies.
eend flying, to set in rapid motion.

flying boat, an airplane with a hull that permits it to
land on and take off from water: see TYPES OF AIR-
PLANE, p. 32.

flying buttress, a buttress connected with a wall at
some distance from it by
an arch or part of an arch:
it serves to resist outward

ssure.

ig colors, 1. flags flying
in the air; hence, 2, victory
or success.

flying column
r
a detach-

ment of soldiers Hgtitly
equipped for rapid moye*
ment an$ operations in-

dependent of tnemain force.

Flying Dutchman, 1. a
fabled Dutch sailor con- _ _ __

demned for his sins to sail
~-'~- " "

the seas until Judgment FLYING BXJTTRESS
Day. 2. his ghostlike ship,
considered a bad omen by sailors who think they see
it. The subject of an opera (1843) by Richard Wagner.

flying field, a field prepared for the landing* takin
and minor servicing of aircraft: distinguished
airport.

flying fish, any of a number of warnvwater sea fishes
witfrwingEke pectoralfins
that enable them to leap
through the air.

flying fox, any of several
trait-eating bats with for-
like heads.

flying frog, a frog foundm Borneo and the East
Indies that has webbed FLYING FISH

re, ovffir; is, bite; Ipt, g5, hdm, t63l look; oil, .

a ii| ago. e in age/^L i in sanity, o in comply,
"* tch; PI, G. doch. See pp,

oitfi up, f^, fflr; get; jpy; yet; chinj she; tfe
, u in /pcwj;

'
as in able (a'b'l) ; Fr. bafo 8.

. jf-xjif I fpreign; *
hypothetical; < 4*wW4 ifisp



flying gurnard 560 fogkiorn

feet which permit it to make long, gliding leaps.

flying gurnard, any of various fishes with winglike
nns, capable of flying short distances.

flying jib, a small, triangular sail in front of the jib,

usually on an extension of the jib boom or bowsprit:
see sail, illus.

flying lemur, an East Indian tree-dwelling mammal
capable of making long, gliding leaps from tree to tree

by means of a membrane extending like a wing from
its neck to its tail.

flying machine, any aircraft, especially an airplane.
flying mare, in wrestling, a throw made by seizing the

opponent's wrist, turning, and throwing him over one's
back.

flying phalanger, any of several small Australian mar-
supials capable of leaping like flying squirrels.

flying saucer, any of various unidentified objects
frequently reported since 1947 to have been seen fly-

ing at great heights and high speeds, and variously
regarded as light phenomena, hallucinations, secret

military missiles, etc.

flying squirrel, any of a number of squirrels with wing-
like folds of skin attached to the legs and body which
enable them to make long, gliding leaps.

flying start, 1. the start or a race in which the con-
testants are already moving when the starting signal
is given. 2. any rapid beginning.

flying wing, an airplane consisting of a single wing of
thick section tapered toward the tips and having no
fuselage or tail group.

flv-lea? (fHlef), n. [pi FLYLEAVES (4evz')]. a blank
leaf at the beginning or end of a book, etc.

fly net, a net to protect animals or people from flies

and other insects.

fly-pa-per (fll'pa'per), n. a sticky or poisonous paper
set out to catch or kill flies: also fly paper.
Fly River, a river in New Guinea, flowing southeast-
ward through Papua Territory: length, c. 800 mi.

fly sheet, [< earlier flying sheet], a pamphlet.
fly-peck (fli'spek'^t n. 1. a speck of excrement left

by a fly. 2. any tiny spot. v.t. to make flyspecks on.

%te (mt), tu., v.t. & n. flite.

fly-trap (fiFtrap'), n. L any device for catching flies.

2. a plant that catches insects; pitcher plant or Venus's-

My^wd^ht (fli'wat'). n. a boxer who weighs 112 pounds
or less. adj. of flyweights.

fly-wheel (ffi'hwer}, n. a heavy wheel for regulating
the speed and uniformity of motion of the machine
to which it is attached.

FM, frequency modulation.
Fm, in chemistry, fermium.
fm. 1. fathom. 2. from.

F.M., 1. Field Marshal. 2. Foreign Missions.
F number, in photography, the measurement of the
ratio of a lens diameter to its focal distance: symbol,
f/, F/, f, F, f :, /.: the lower the F number, the shorter
the exposure required.
fo folio.

F.O., 1. Foreign Office. 2. field officer: also f .o.
foal (fol), n. [ME. fole; AS. fola; akin to OHG. folo
(G. fohlen); IE. base *p8u- t etc., little, small, seen
also in pauper & pullet; cf. FILLY], a young horse,
mule, donkey, etc.; colt or filly, v.t. & v.i. to give
bixth to (a foal).
foam (fom), n. [ME. fome, foom; AS. fam; akin to G.
fcim* scum; IE. base *($)poimno~t foam, seen also in

spume], 1. the whitish mass of bubbles formed on
liquids by violent shaking, fermentation, etc. 2. some-
thing like foam, as the heavy sweat of horses, or
frothy saliva. 3. TPoetic], the sea. v.i. to form, produce,
or gather foam; froth, v.t. to cause to foam.
foam at the mouth, to be very angry; rage.

foam-flow-er (fom'flpu'er), n. a small American herb
of the saxifrage family, with white flowers that bloom
in the spring.

foaiM-My (fom'a-li), adv. in a foamy manner.
foam-i-ness (fom'i-nis), n. a foamy quality or state.
foam rubber, rubber prepared m a firm spongy mass,
used in upholstered seats, mattresses, etc.

foam-y (fom'i), adj. [FOAMIER (-i-Sr), FOAMIEST (-i-ist)J,

[ME. fomi; AS. famig], 1. foaming or covered witji
foam. 2. consisting 01 foam, 3. like foam.

fob
(fob),

n. [prob. < dial. G. fuppe, a pocket], 1. a
small pocket in the front of a man's trousers, for
carrying a watch, etc.; watch pocket. 2. a short
ribbon or chain attached to a watch and hanging out
of such a pocket. 3. any ornament worn at the end
of such a ribbon or chain.

fob (fob), v.t. [FOBBED (fobd), FOBBING], [< ME.jfo&fo?,
fobbere* cheater, prob. var. of foppe (see FOP)}, [ObsJ,
to cheat; trick; deceive: also fub.
fob off, I. to trick or put off (a person) with some-
thing second-rate or undesired. 2. to get rid of
(something worthless) by deceit or trickery; palm off.

F.O.B., f.o.b., free on board: used in quoting prices of
goods at the place of manufacture, not including
transportation charges.

fo-cal (fo'kl), adj. of or placed at a focus.

LENS

focal distance, the distance from the optical center of
a lens to the point where the light rays converge;
length of the focus: also focal length.

focal infection, a localized infection, as in the gall
bladder, teeth, or tonsils, from which bacterial toxins
may be liberated into the blood stream so as to cause
infection in another part of the body.

fo-caM-za-tion (fo'k'l-i-za'shan, fo'kl-i-za'shon), n. a
focalizing or being focalized.

fo-cal-ize (fo'k'l-izO, v.t. & v.i. [FOCALIZED (-izd') FO-
CALIZING], 1. to adjust or become adjusted to a focus.
2.

t
in medicine, to limit or be limited to a small area:

said of an infection.

Foch, Fer-di-nand (fer'de'naV fdsh), 1851-1929;
French commander in chief of Allied armies (1918).

fo-ci (fo'si), n. alternative plural of focus.
fo'c's'le (fok's'l), n. forecastle: a phonetic spelling.
fo cus (fo'kQs), n. [pi. FOCUSES (-iz), FOCI (fo'slj, [L.,

fireplace, hearth; adopted
by Kepler (1604) in math.
sensesf, 1 . the point where
rays of light, heat, etc. or
waves of sound come to-

gether, or from which they
spread or seem to spread;
specifically,thepointwhere
rays of light reflected by a
mirror or refracted by a
lensmeet (called realfocus}, LIGHT RAYS BROUGHT INTO
or the point where they FOCUS BY LENS
would meet if prolonged
backward through the lens or mirror (called virtual

focus). 2. the focal distance. 3. an adjustment of this
distance to make a clear image: as, he brought the
camera into focus. 4. any center of activity, attention,
etc. ; hence, 5. a part of the body where an infection is

localized or most active. 6. in mathematics, a) either of
the two fixed points^ used in determining an ellipse.

b) any analagous point for a parabola or hyperbola.
7. in seismology, the starting point of an earthquake.
v.t. [FOCUSED or FOCUSSED (-kast), FOCUSING or FOCUS-
SING], 1. to bring into focus. 2. to adjust the focal
distance of (the eye, a lens, etc.) in order to produce a
clear image. 3. to fix on one object; concentrate: as,

focus your attention on study, v.i. to meet at a focus.
in focus, clear; distinct; sharply defined.
out of focus, indistinct; blurred: not sharply defined.

fod*der (fod'gr), n. [ME. foder, foddre: AS. fodor (akin
to G. futter) < base of foda; see FOOD], coarse food for

cattle, horses, sheep, etc., as cornstalks, hay, and straw.
v.t. to feed with fodder.

foe (fo), n. [ME./o, ifo; AS.fah, hostile, (gctfah, enemy;
akin to OHG. gefZh, at feud, hostile; for IE, base see

FEUD], an enemy; opponent. SYN. see opponent.
foehn (fan; G. fon), n. [G. dial, fphn; MHG. phanne;
OHG. fonno; LL. *faunjo < L. Favonius, west wind],
a warm, dry wind blowing down into the valleys of a
mountain, especially in the Alps.
foe man (fo'mon), n. tpL FOEMEN (-man)], [AS. fahmann,
lit., hostile person], [Archaic or Poetic], a foe; enemy.

foe*tal (fe't'l), adj. fetal,

foe-tus (fe'tos), n. a fetus.

fog (f6g, fog), n. [said to be back-formation < foggy (in
basic early senses "covered with rank grass, hence
damp, moist*') < fog (coarse grass) : ? a merging of
this with an ON. word; cf. Dan. snefog, driving snow-
storm, Norw. dial, fuka, sea mist], 1. a large mass of
water vapor condensed to fine particles, at or just
above the earth's surface. 2. a similar mass of smoke,
dust, etc, obscuring the atmosphere. 3. a state of men-
tal dimness and confusion; blurred, bewildered condi-
tion. 4. a blur on a photograph or film. v.i. [FOGGED
(f6gd, fogd), FOGGING], 1. to become surrounded or
covered by fog. 2. to be or become blurred, dimmed,
or obscured, v.t. 1. to surround or cover with fog.
2. to blur; dim; obscure. 3. to confuse; bewilder. 4. in

photography, to make blurred* SYN. see mist.
fog (Sg, fog), it. [ME. foggc; ME. dial, distribution

suggests ON. origin; cf. Norw. dial, fogg, long grass in
moist place; ? akin to AS. fuht, G. feucht, moist], 1. a
new growth of grass after cutting or grazing. 2. long,
rank grass left uncut or ungrazed, 3, [Dial.], moss.
fog bank, a dense mass of f

fog-bound (fSg'bound
7
, f

from sailing because of

fog-dog (f6g'd6$', fog'd
seen at the honzom in a fog.

prevented

bright spot sometimes

fo-gey (fo'gi), n. (pi. FOGEYS (-giz)], a fogy.
Fog-gia fiftrja*),

'

n* * city in southeastern Italy*.
67,000 (1947).

pop.,
, _ ^w/).

_ My (f6ff'f-H, fog'^-M),
adv. in a foggy i

fog gi ness (fdg'i-ms, fog'i-ms), n. the quality or state
of being foggy.

fo4*gy Tf&jri, fog^), adj. [FOGGIER (4-er), FOGGIEST
(-Mst)j, [Early Mod. Eng., orife, covered with or like
fog (coarse grass)], 1. fujtl of log; misty: murky. 2.

dim; blurred; clouded. 3. cowteedt; feiple4.
fog-horn

[

ff&tb&aff f fbg'h^rn^k^l lf a icjni blowA
1

io
give warningtto shipim& fog.

fl
'&' loitcl, smo!en^ voice'.



J2SL folk etymology
fo-y (fo'gi), n. [pi. FOGIES (-giz)|, [earlier also fogty;
said to be < foggy, adj. _in obs. sense of "flabby, fat*],
a person who is old-fashioned or overly conservative in
ideas and actions: also spelled fogey.

fo-gyish (f5'gi-ish), adj. of or like a fogy; old-fashioned.
fob (f6), inters, faugh.
fol-ble (foi'b'l;, n. {obs. form of Fr. faible; see FEEBLE],
1. a small weakness; slight frailty in character. 2. the
weaker part of a sword blade, from the middle to the
point. SYN. see fault.

foil (foil), v.t.lME.foilen; QJ?T.fuler, fouter, to trample
on, subdue; LL. fullare, to full (cloth) by trampling
or beating < L. fullo, a fuller], 1. to keep from being
successful; bame; balk: thwart; frustrate: as, he was
foiled in his attempt. 2. in hunting, to make (a scent,
trail, etc.) confused, as by trampling, in order to balk
the pursuers, n. 1. the scent or trail of an animal.
2. a long, thin fencing sword with a button on the point
to prevent injury. 3. the arc or sport of fencing with
foils. 4. [Archaic], a thwarting. SYN. see frustrate.

foil (foil), n. [ME. foile; OFr. foil, fuil (Fr. feuille), a
leaf, sheet of paper or metal < L. folia, pL of folium, a
leaf; IE. *bholjom < base *bhel~, *bkld-, to swell; cf.

BLADE], 1. a leaflike, rounded space or design between
cusps or in windows, etc., as in Gothic architecture.
1. a very thin sheet or leaf of metal: as, gold foil, tin

foil. 3. a thin leaf of polished metal placed under a
gem to give it brilliance, or under other substances to
make them seem precious, as in some jewelry. 4. a
person or thing that sets off or enhances another by
contrast: as, Laertes is a foil to Hamlet, v.t. 1. to
cover or back with foil. 2. [Rare], to serve as a con-
trast to. 3. to decorate (windows, etc.) with foils.

foils-man (foilz'mgn) , n. [pi. FOILSMEN (-man)], a fencer
who uses a foil.

foin (foin), v.L & n, [ME. foinen < OFr. foine, foisne,
fish spear < L. fuscina, a trident], [Archaic], lunge;
thrust.
Fo-ism (fo'iz'm), n, [< Chin. Fo, Buddha], the Bud-
dhism of China.

foi son (foi'z'n), n. [ME. foison, foisoun; OFr. foison,

fuison: L. fusio, a pouring; see FUSION], 1. [Archaic], a
plentiful crop; good harvest; plenty. 2. [Obs. or Dial.],

a) vitality; strength; ability, b) pi. resources.
foist (foist), v.t. [prob. < dial. D. vuisten* to hold in the
hand, hence, in dicing, to conceal in the hand, palm off

< mtistj a fist], 1. to put in slyly or stealthily; insert

surreptitiously, as a clause into a contract. 2. to pass
off (something false) as genuine (with on or upon);
impose by fraud; palm off.

Fo-kine, Michel Cmi-shel' f6-ken'), 1880-1942;
American choreographer, born in Russia.

Fok-ker, Anthony Herman Gerard (fok'er), 1890-
1939; Dutch airplane designer and constructor in

Germany and, later, the United States.

fol., 1. folio. 2. following.
fold (fold), v.t. [MB. folden; AS.faldan (W.S.fealdan);
akin to G. fallen; IE. *fel-to < base */-, to fan,
seen also in sim-pl-e, du-pl-e, tri-pl-e, etc.], 1. to bend
or press (something) so that one part is over another;
double up on itself. 2. to draw together and inter-
twine: as, fold your arms. 3. to draw close to the body:
as, a bird folds its wings. 4. to clasp in the arms; em-
brace. 5. to wrap up; envelop, wj. 1. to be or become
folded. 2. [Slang], to fail; be forced to close: said of a
play, etc. n. 1. a folding. 2, a folded part or layer.
3. a mark made by folding. 4. a hollow or crease

produced by folded parts or layers. 5. in geologyv a
rock layer folded by pressure.
fold up, 1. to make or become more compact by
folding. 2. [Slang], to fail; be forced to close: said
of a play, etc.

fold (fold), n. [ME. fold; AS. falod, falud; akin to D.
vaalt, enclosed place, Dan. fold, sheep pen; II. base

*pel-, to fall (c prec.); basic sense "enclosed (? with
wickerwork)"], 1. a pen in which to keep sheep. 2.

steep kept together: flock of sheep; hence, 3. a) the
members of a churcn. b) a church; c) any group or

organization, with common interests, aims, etc. v*t.

to keep or confine (sheep) in a pen.
-fold (fold), [ME. -foW, -fold; A& -feald; see FOLD (to
double up)], a sujfix meaning: vl- h&wins (ft specified
number of) parts. 2. (a specified number of) times as

many, as mnch, as large* as in tenfold* hundredfold.
fold'boat (fold'bof), n, a faltboat, ,

fold-er ,(oi<deV),. n. 1. a person or thing that folds.

2: a* sfceet c|f cardboard or heavy paper; folded as a
hoMer for papers, 3, a pamphlet or pooik^et folded but
not stitched. ,.-<-, '

,

l'), n. falderal.,
. .

folding doors, a pair, of doors with hinged leaves,, that
unfold from either side of a wide doorway and mee*,in

a leaf], 1. of or like the leaf of a plant. 2. having
leaves. 3. consisting of thin layer*, as certain rocks.

fo li age (fo'li-ij), n. [earlier /tillage; OFr. /village,
feuillage < foille, feuille* a leaf < L. folia, pi. offolium*
a leaf], 1. leaves, as of a plant or tree; mass of leaves;
leafage. 2. a decoration consisting of a representation
of leaves, branches, flowers, etc.

fo-liaged (foli-ijd), adj. having foliage: usually in

hyphenated compounds, as, dark-foliaged.
fo-U-ar (foliar), adj. [Mod. L. foliaris < L. folium, a
leaf], of or like a leaf or leaves.

foli-ate (foli-af), v.L [FOLIATED (-id), FOLIATING],
[< L. foliatus, pp. of foliare, to put forth leaves <
folium, a leaf], 1. a) to divide into thin layers, b) to
beat into foil. 2. to decorate with leaflike layers or
ornamentation. 3. to number (the leaves of a book).
v,L 1. to separate into layers. 2. to send out leaves.

adj. (foli-it, foli-at'), 1. having or covered with
leaves. 2. like a leaf or leaves.

fo-li-a-tion (fo'li-a'shsn), n. [< foliate -f- -tion], 1. a
growing of or developing into a leaf or leaves; leaf
formation. 2. the state of being in leaf. 3. the act
or process of beating metal into layers. 4. a} a splitting
into leaflike layers: said of certain minerals and rocks.
b) the property of splitting into such layers, c) such
layers. 5. the process of covering glass with metal
foil or some other reflecting substance to make a
mirror. 6. the consecutive numbering of leaves, rather
than pages, of a book. 7. a leaflike decoration con-
sisting of small arcs or foils. 8. in botany, the way
leaves are arranged in the bud; vernation.

fo-li-a-ture (fo'li-a-cher), n. [L. foliatura; see FOLIATED
foliage.

fo-Hc acid (fo1ik),J< L. folium, a leaf^ + -ic],a. nitrog-
enous acid found in green leaves and in certain other
plant and animal tissues, believed to be one of the
vitamin B complex.

foli-o (foli-o', fol'yo), n. [pi. FOLIOS (4i-oz', -yoz)],
[L., in phr. in folio, in a sheet; folio, abl. of folium,
a leaf], 1. a large sheet of paper folded once, so that
it forms two leaves, or four pages, of a book, manu-
script, etc. 2. a book, usually more than 30 centi-
meters or 11 inches in height, made of sheets folded
in this way: it is the largest regular size of book. 3. a
leaf of a manuscript, book, etc. numbered on only one
side. 4. the number of a page in a book, etc. 5. a
set number of words (100 in the United States, 72 or
90 in England) considered as a unit in measuring the
length of a legal or official document. 6. in bookkeeping,
a page of a ledger, or facing pages with the same
number. Symbol, P (in senses 1 8c 2). Abbreviated F. t

f. (pL ff.), fo., fol. (in senses 3, 4, 6). adj. having
sheets folded once; of the size of a foEo. vL [FOLIOED
(-od', -yod'), POLICING], to number the pages of (a
book, etc.) consecutively; page.
in folio, in the form or size of a folio.

fo li ose (foli-osQ, adj. [L. foliosus, leafy < folium, a

leaf], covered with leaves; leafy.
-fo-h-ous (fo'li-as), [< L. folium, a leaf], a terminal
combining form meaning leaf, used to form adjectives,

$fo-li-o vet'So (foli-o' vur'so) , [L.], on the back of the
page: abbreviated f.v.

fo-li-um. (folium), n. [pi ^OLIUMS (-amz), FOLIA (-3)],

[L.j see FOIL], 1. in geology, a thin layer or stratum,
as in metamorphic rock. 2. in geometry, the part of a
curve enclosed by the intersection of the two ends at

its node; loop.
folk (fok), n. tel. FOLK, FOLKS (foks)], [ME.; AS.folc;
akin to G. volk; IJ. base *pel~, to fill (prob. specialized
< *pel-, to pour,, now), seen also in Eng. full, L. plere,
to Ml up* plenus, full (q. PLENUM) , plebs, the common
people (cL PLEBEIAN), populus, people, nation (cf.

PEOPLE, POPULAR), redupl. < *po-pel~os; basic sense

prob.
"crowd' '] , 1 . a people ;

race ; tribe : nation ; ethnic

group. 2. pL people,; persons: as, folks don't agree,
town folk are not like farmers, adj. of or existing
among the common people: often distinguished from
art, as* folk ballad^ differ from art ballads;

,

lust folks, [Dial, qr CoUoq.], simple and unassuming;
not snobbish; not putting on airs,

(one' a) folks, [Colloq.], (one's) family or relatives. ,

.folk dance, 1. a traditional dance of the
,
common

people of a country or region. 2, music for ,this^

Folke-stone (fSk'stan), n. a seaport in southeastern

England on the Strait of Dover: pop,, 39,000 (est.

t^olke-ting, Fol-ke thing (fSl'ks-tdijO, n. [Dan. <
folke, people (see FOLK) + ting, thing, assembly (see

THING)], 1. formerly, the lower branch of the Danish
legislature. 2. now, the unicameral legislature of

Denmark.
folk etymology, 1. the change that occurs ki the form
of a word over a period* of prolonged usage so as to

give it an apparent oOnAedtic-n with some other
|

known word: as, cofe1

$801$ Becomes cold slow

!oVg6,, i^rn, tool, lopk; oil, out;
'

iw,smtyt o



folklore 562 food

folk etymology, see also bridegroom, crawfish, sparrow-
grass, etc. 2. unscientific etymology; popular but
incorrect notion of the origin and derivation of a word.
Also called Popular etymology.

folk lore (fok/ToY', foklor'), n. {folk + lore; suggested
(1846) by W. J. Thorns to replace earlier popular
antiquities], 1. the traditional beliefs, legends, sayings,
customs, etc, of a people. 2. the scientific study of
these.

folk lor ist (fokldr'ist, foklor'ist), n. a specialist or

expert in folklore.
folk-moot (fSk'modV), n. [AS. folcmot, foUgemot; see
FOLK & MOOT], fObs. or Hist.], a general meeting of the
people of a town, county, etc.

folk-mote, folk-mot (fok'mof), n. a folkmoot.
folk music, music made and handed down among the
common people.

folk song, [after G. volkslied], 1. a song made and
handed down among the common people: folk songs
are usually of anonymous authorship and often have
many versions. 2. a song composed in imitation of
such a song.

folk-sy (fok'si), adj. [Colloq.J, 1. of or like the common
people. 2. sociable.

folk tale, a story, often with legendary or mythical
elements, made and handed down among the common
people: also folk story.

folk-way (fok'waO, n. [term first used in 1907 by
William Graham Strainer, Am. sociologist (1840-1910)],
any way of thinking, feeling, behaving, etc. common to
members of the same social group.

foil., following.
fol li-cle (fol'i-klX n. [L. folliculus, a small bag, husk,
pod; dim. of follis, bellows, wind bag, money bag],
1. in anatomy, any small sac, cavity, or gland for
excretion or secretion: as, a ha.ii follicle: see skin, illus.

2. in botany, a dry, one-celled seed capsule or pod,
which opens along only one side to release its seeds,
as a milkweed pod. 3. in zoology, a cocoon.

fol'Uou-lar (f9-Kk'yoo4Sr), adj. 1. of or like a follicle.

2. growing out of a follicle or follicles.

folllc-ulate (fa-lik'yoo-latO, adj. 1. having or con-
sisting of a follicle or follicles. 2. enclosed in a cocoon.
follicu lat ed (fc-Kk'yoo-la'tid), adj. fofficulate.
foMles (fol'iz), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [pi. of folly], a
revue : used as part of the title.

fol low (fol'o), v.t. JME. folwen; AS. folgian; akin to
G. folgen; found only in Gmc.; said to be orig. a com-
pound formed from a phrase containing full -f go with
basic sense "to accompany*' (cf. AS. ful-gan, ful-
gangan, actually of this origin and sense)], 1. to come
or go after. 2. to accompany; attend. 3. to go after
in order to catch; chase; pursue. 4. to go along: as,

follow the right road. 5. to come or occur after in
time, in a series, etc. 6. to take the place of in rank,
position, etc.: as, he followed his father as manager.
7. to take up; engage in: as, he follows the plumber's
trade. S. to result from: as, disease often follows
malnutrition. 9. to take as a model; act in accordance
with; imitate. 10. to accept the authority of; obey:
as, we followed the rules of the game. 11. to support
or advocate the ideas, opinions, etc. of. 12. to watch
or listen to closely; observe: as, she followed their
conversation intently. 13. to be interested in or
attentive to current developments in: as, he follows
local politics. 14. to understand the continuity or
logic of: as, do you follow me? vd. 1. to come, go, or
happen after or next after some thing or person in
place, sequence, or time. 2. to attend. 3. to occur
as a consequence; result, n. 1. the act of following.
2. in billiards, a shot that causes the cue ball to con-
tinue rolling after striking the ball at which it was
aimed: also follow shot,
follow out, to carry out fully.
follow through, 1. to continue and complete a stroke
after hitting the ball, as in golf or tennis; hence,
2. to continue and complete an action.

follow up, 1. to follow closely and persistently. 2. to
carry out fully. 3. to add to the effectiveness of by
doing something more.

SYN. follow is the general word meaning to come or occur
after, but it does not necessarily imply a causal relationship
with what goes before (sunshinefollowedby rain) ; ensue implies
that what follows comes as a logical consequence of what
preceded (clouds appeared and rain ensued) ; succeed implies
that what follows takes the place of what preceded (who
succeeded _Polk to the Presidency?) ; result stresses a definite
relationship of cause and effect between what follows and what
preceded (superstition results from ignorance). ANT. precede.
follower (fol'o-er, fd'a-wSr). n. [ME. folwere: AS.
folgere], 1. a person or thing that follows; specifically,
a\ a person who follows another's beliefs or teachings;
disciple. W a servant or attendant. 2. a part (of a
machine) that is given motion by another part.SYN. follower is the general term for one who follows or
believes in the teachings or theories of someone (a follower of
Freud); supporter applies to one who upholds or defends
opinions or theories that are disputed or under attack (a
supporter of technocracy); adherent refers to a dose, active
follower of some theory, cause, etc. (the adherents of a political

party) ; diaciple implies a personal, devoted relationship to the
teacher of some doctrine or leader of some movement (Aristotle
was a disciple of Plato) ; partisan, in this connection, refers to
an unswerving, often blindly devoted, adherent of some person
or cause.

foMow-Ing (fol'o-in, fol'a-wiij), adj. [ppr. of follow},
1. that follows; next after: abbreviated, usually with
reference to pages, f. (pi. ff.) f fol.v foil., P. 2. to be
mentioned immediately; to be dealt with next: as, the
following people were chosen.

a
3. moving in the same

direction that a ship is moving: said of the tide or
wind. n. a group of followers or attendants.
the following, 1. the one or ones to be mentioned
immediately. 2. what follows; what comes next.

foMow-through (fol'o-throo'), n. 1. the act or manner
of continuing the swing of a club, racket, etc. to its

natural end after striking the ball, as in tennis, golf,
baseball, etc. 2. the final part of the stroke after the
ball has been hit.

fol-low-up (fol'o-up', fol'a-wup'). adj* designating or
of anything that follows something else as a repetition
or addition: as, follow-up visits, & follow-up letter, n.
1. a follow-up thing or event. 2. the use of follow-up
letters, visits, etc. 3. a following up.
foMy (fol'i), n. [pi. FOLLIES (-ia)], [ME. folye, folie;
OFr. folie < fol; see FOOL], 1. a lack of understanding,
sense, or rational conduct; a being foolish. 2. any
foolish action or belief. 3. any foolish and fruitless
but expensive undertaking, 4. [Archaic], a crime. See
also follies.

Fol som man (fol'sam), [< Folsomt New Mexico, where
remains have been found], a member of a race of people
believed to have lived in North America at the time
of the last glacial age.
Fo mal haut (fo'm

f

l-h6t'), n. a star in the constellation
Piscis Australis: see constellation, chart.
foment (fo-ment'), v.t. [Fr. fomenter; L. fomentare <
fomentum, warm application, poultice < fovere, to keep
warm], 1. to treat with warm water, medicated
lotions, etc. 2. to stir up; arouse; instigate; incite:
as, the unjust tax fomented rebellion. SYN. see incite.
fo-men-ta tion (fo'mdn-ta'shan), n. [LL. fomentatio <
L. fomentum; see FOMENT), 1. treatment of bodily
pain or injury by the application of warm, moist sub-
stances. 2. any liquid lotion, compress, etc. so applied.
3. a stirring up; arousing; instigation; incitement.
fond (fond), adj. [ME., contr. ol fonned, foolish, pp. of

fonnen, to be foolish; cf. FONDLE, FUN], 1. [Now Rare],
foolishly naive, credulous, or hopeful. 2. [Dial.], in-

sane; crazed. 3. foolishly tender and affectionate; too
loving; doting. 4. affectionate; loving; tender: &&r fond
caresses. 5. cherished with great or unreasoning
affection; doted on: as, my fondest wish.
fond of, having a liking or affection for.

|fond (fow; Eng. fond), n. [Fr.; see FUND], 1. founda-
tion; basis; essential nature. 2. supply; fund.
fondant (fon'dbnt), 11. [Fr., ppr. of fondre, to melt], a
soft, creamy candy made of sugar, used especially as a
filling for other candies.
Fond du Lac (fon'joo-lak', fon'da-lak', fon'da-lak'), a
city in Wisconsin, on Lake Winnebago: pop. 30,000.

fon die (fon'd'l), v.t. [FONDLED (-d'ld), FONDLING], [freq.
of obs. fond, v. < fond, adj.], 1. to caress; stroke or
handle tenderly; pet. 2. [Obs.], to pamper; coddle.
SYN. see caress.

fond-lv (fond'H), adv. [ME.; see FOND, adj. & -LY], 1.

naively; with simple trust: as, h& fondly believed that
all men were his friends. 2. lovingly; affectionately.
3. [Archaic], foolishly.

fon-due (fon'doo, fon-doo'; Fr. fo'dti'), n. [Fr., fern,

pp. of fondre, to melt], a dish made of cheese, eggs, etc.
tfons et o-ri-go (fonz' et o-ri'go), [L.], source and origin.
font (font), n. [ME.; AS. < L< fonst fontist fountain,
spring}, 1. a bowl, usually of stone, to hold the water
used in baptismal services. 2. a basin for the holy
water ttsed in symbolic washing on entering certain
churches. 3, [Poetic}, a fountain or spring; hence, 4. a
source; origin; beginning,

font (font), n. [Fr. fonte < fondre, to cast, found; see
FOUND (to cast)], in printing, a complete assortment of
type in one size and style; also fount.
Fon tame bleau (foVtent>lo'; Eng, fon'tin-bl5', fon'-
tin-blo'), n, a town near Paris: pop., 15,000 (1946):
site of a palace of former kings of France.

fontal (fonf'1), adj. [ML. fontalis; see FONT (bowl) &
-AL], 1, of a spring or source; original. 2. baptismal.

fon ta nel, fon*ta nelle (fon'ta-iteP), n. [Fr. fontanette,
dim. of

fontain, fountain], 1. originally, a) an outlet.
0) [Obs.], an opening in the body for the discharge of
secretions. 2. any of the soft, boneless areas in the
skull of a baby or young animal, which are later closed
up by the formation of bone.
Foo chow (fdo'chou'j Chin, foo'io'), n. the capital of
Fukien province. China: pop., 390,000: also Mlnhow.

food (food), n. [ME./o<fe; Af&d&; IE. *^a*lf to eat <
base *pa-, to pasture cattle, hence to fodder, seen also
in pasture, pastor, pabulum], 1. any substance taken
into and assimilated by a plant or animal to keep it

alive and enable it to grow; motoishmentj nutriment.
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2. solid substances of this sort : distinguished from drink,
3. a specified kind of food. 4. anything that nourishes
or stimulates; whatever helps something to keep active,
grow, etc. : as, food for thought.
SYN. food is the general term for all matter that is taken
into the body for nourishment; fare refers to the range of
foods eaten by a particular organism or available at a particular
time and place (the fare of horses, a bill of fare) ; victuals is a
dialectal or colloquial word for human fare or diet; provisions,
in this connection, refers to a stock of food assembled in advance
(provisions for the hike) ; ration refers to a fixed allowance or
allotment of food (the weekly ration) and in the plural (rations)
to food in general (how are the rations in this outfit?).

food-stuff (food'stuf')f n. any material made into or
used as food.

fool (fool), n. [ME. & OFr. fol (Fr. fou), a fool, idiot:
LL. follus, follis, a fool, foolish < L. follis, a pair ot
bellows, windbag], 1. a person with little or no judg-
ment, common sense, wisdom, etc.; silly person; simple-
ton. 2. a man formerly kept in the household of a
nobleman or king to entertain by acting as a clown;
professional jester. 3. a victim of a joke or trick; dupe.
i;.i. 1. to act like a fool; be silly. 2. to joke; be play-
ful, v.t. to make a fool of; trick; deceive; dupe.
be no (or nobody's) fool, to be shrewd and capable,
fool around, [Colloq.j, to do foolish, useless things;
trifle.

fool away, [Colloq.], to waste like a fool; squander.
fool with, [Colloq.], to trifle or meddle with.
play the fool, to act like a fool; do silly things; clown.

fool (fool), n. [Early Mod. Eng., kind of trifle (confec-
tion); hence, prob. < fool (silly person) by analogy
with trifle}, stewed fruit with cream, especially whipped
cream.

fool-er-y (fool'er-i), n. [pi. FOOLERIES (-iz)], foolish be-
havior or action.

fool-har-di-ly (fooFhar'd'1-i), adv. in a foolhardy
manner.

fool har-di-nesa (fool'har'di-nis), n. the quality of

'. [FOOLHARDIER (-di-er),
_ . _ . , .

t
. . folhcrdi; OPr. fol hardi;

fol, foolish, a fool + hardi, pp. of hardir, to make bold],
foolishly daring; thoughtlessly bold; rash.

fool-ing (fool'iij), n. [< fool, v.] t a joking or clowning.
fool-ish (fool'ish), adj. [ME.; see FOOL &. -ISH], 1, with-
out good sense or wisdom; silly; imprudent; unwise.
2. ridiculous; absurd. 3. [Archaic], humble; worthless.
SYN. see absurd.

fool-ish-ness (fool'ish-nis), n. 1 . the quality or state of

being foolish^
nonsense. 2. a foolish action or thing.

fool-proof (fool'proofOi adj. so harmless, simple, or in-
destructible as not to be mishandled, injured, mis-
understood, etc. even by a fool.

fools-cap (foolz'kapO, n. 1. (also fdol'skap'), [so called
from the fool's head and cap formerly used as a water-
mark], any of various sizes of writing paper measuring
from 12 by 15 inches to 13 1/2 by 17 inches: abbreviated
fcap., fcp., fp. 2. a fool's cap.

fool's cap, a cap, usually with bells, formerly worn by
a court fool or jester.

fool's errand, a foolish, fruitless task or undertaking.
fool's gold, iron pyrites or copper pyrites, like gold in
color.

fool's paradise, a state of deceptive happiness, based
on illusions.

foors-pars-ley (foolz'parsli), n. a nauseating, poison-
ous European weed resembling jparsley.

foot (foot), n. {pi. FEET (fet)J, [ME. & AS. /of; akin to
G. fuss; IE. base *ped~, *oa-, foot, to go, seen also in
L. fes, pedis (cf. PEDAL)], 1. the end part of the leg, on
which a person or animal stands or moves. 2. a thing
like a foot in some way; specifically, a) the part that a
thing stands on; base. 6) the lowest part; bottom: as,
the foot of a page, c) the last of a series: as, go to the
foot of the line, d) the part of a sewing machine that
holds the cloth steady. 3, the end of a bed, grave, etc,
toward which the leet are directed. 4. the part of a
stocking, etc. that covers the foot. 5. [alternative pi.
FOOT, generally regarded as substandard], a measure of

length, equal to 12 inches, from the approximate lemgth

FOOTS (toots) J,
the sediment in, a liquid. 8. a group of

syEables serving as a unit of meter in verse; especially,
such a unit having a specified placement of the stressed
or long syllable or syllables, as a trochee, dactyl, spon-
dee, etc. tu. 1. to dance. 2. to go on foot; walk. 3. to
proceed; move along, as a ship. v.f. l f t walk, dance,
or run, on, over, or through; tread. 2* to make or put
on the foot of (a stocking, etc.) . 3. to add (a column of

figures) and set dlown a total. 4i fColloq.]. to pay*- '

s, etc:): as, ly*/Mfcd: ifa* trffe
i Vatt, o* ruiu

'

''

'
' "' >

' "

have one foot In the grave, [Colloq.], to be near^death;
be very old or ill.

on foot, 1. standing. 2. walking or running. 3. going
on; in process.

put one's best foot forward, JColloq.J, I. to walk or
run at top speed. 2. a) to do the best that one can.

6) to try to appear at one's best.
put one's foot down, [Colloq.], to be firm; act
decisively.
put one's foot in It (or one's mouth), [Colloq.], to
make an embarrassing or troublesome blunder.
under foot, 1. on the surface of the ground; on the
floor, etc. 2. in the way. 3. under one's control.

-foot (foot), a combining form meaning (a specified
number of) feet long, high, tall, or deep, used to form

length expressed
~ f j -picture film.
foot-and-mouth disease (foot''n-mouthO. a*1 acute,
contagious disease of cattle and deer, causea by a virus
and characterized by fever and blisters in the mouth and
around the hoofs: it can be transmitted to other domes-
tic animals and man.

foot-ball (foofbolO, n- [ME. (Scots) fut ball (1424)],
1. any of several games played with an inflated leather
ball by two teams on a field with goals at each end, the
object being to get the ball across the opponents' goal:
in association football, or soccer, the form most closely
related to the original, the players are not allowed to
use their hands or arms in advancing the ball, which is

propelled chiefly by kicking; in, Rugby, a form popular
in England, the players may kick, throw, or run with
the ball, but are not permitted to be in front of it while
it is being carried or kicked by a teammate: in U.S. &
Canadian football, the elaborated form developed from
Rugby, the players may run ahead of the ball variously
for interference, forward passes, etc. 2. a) the elliptical,
inflated ball used in playing U.S., Canadian, or Rugby
football, b) the spherical, inflated ball used in playing
soccer. 3. any issue, problem, etc. that is passed about
or shunted from one group to another: as, a political
football.
foot-board (foot'bdrd', foot/bordO, n. 1. a board or
small platform for supporting the feet. 2. a vertical

piece across the foot of a bed.

foot>boy (foot'boi'), n< [cf. FOOTMAN], a young man-
servant or page.

foot brake, a brake worked by pressure of the foot, as
in an automobile.

foot-bridge (foot'brij'). n. a narrow bridge for use by
pedestrians only.

foot-can-dle (fqot'kan'd'l) , n. a unit for measuring il-

lumination: it is equal to the amount of direct %ht
thrown by one international candle on a square foot of
surface every part of which is one foot away.

foot-doth (foot'kljW). n. [pi. FOOTCLOTHS (-kldfes'.
-kldths')], 1. originally, an ornamental cloth put over
a horse's back. 2. a carpet or rug.

foot-ed (foot'id), adj. having a foot or feet; especially,
having (a specified number or kind of) feet: generally
used in hyphenated compounds, as four-footed.
~foot-er (foot'er), a combining form meaning a person
or thing (a specified number of) feet tall or high*, used in

hyphenated compounds, as six-footer.
foot-fall (foot'f6r) , n. 1. a footstep. 2. the sound of a
footstep or footsteps.
foot fault, in tennis, failure to keep both feet behind the
base line when serving, counted as a point against the
server.

foot-gear (foot'g&r'), n. covering for the feet; shoes,
boots, etc.
foot-Mil (footluT), n. a low hill at or near the foot of a
mountain or mountain range.
foot-hold (foothold'), n. 1. a place to jmt the feet in

standing or climbing. 2. a secure position: as, the
rumor had gained a foothold.
foot-ing (foot'in), n. [ME. fotinge; see FOOT, v. & -ING],
1. a moving on the feet; walking, dancing, etc. 2, a
secure placing of the feet: as, if you lose your footing,
you'll fall. 3. a secure place to put the feet; something
to stand on: as, the icy hill provided no 'footing. 4. a
secure position or basis: as, this business must be put
on a sound footing. 5. a basis for relationship; position
in relation to others: as, he was on a friendly footing
with them. 6, a) the making of a foot for a stocking,
etc. 6) the material used for this . 7. a) the adding of a
column of figures. (6 the sum obtained. 8. in architec-

ture, the projecting base of a column, pedestal, wall, etc.

foot-less (fobtlis), adj. [ME. fotelesse], 1. without a
foot or feet; hence, 2. not supported; without basis or
substance. 3. [Colloq.], clumsy; not skillful or efficient.

foot-lights (footlits'), n.ph 1. a row of lights along
the front of a stage, about on a level with the actors?
feet. 2. the theater; the stage; acting as a profession.

foot-ling (footlirj), ad;, [ppr. of footle, to trifle, talk



footlocker
564 forbiddance

foolishly : altered (prob. after futile} < dial, footer, to
trifle < Fr. foutre, orig., to copulate with; L. futuere],
[Colloq.], trivial; trifling; silly and unimportant.

foot-lock-er (footlok'eY), n. a small trunk containing
the clothing and personal belongings of a soldier, usually
kept at the foot of his bed.

foot-loose (footloos
7
), adj. free to go wherever one likes

or do as one likes.
foot-man (foot'man), n. \pl. FOOTMEN (-man)], [orig.,man who ran on foot beside his master's horse or car-
iage], 1. a male^ servant who waits on table, opens the
door, accompanies his employer in an automobile or
carriage, etc. 2. [Archaic], a foot soldier; infantryman.
foot-mark (foot'mark'), n. a footprint.
foot-note (foot'nof), n. a note of comment or ref-
erence at the bottom of a page. v.t. 1. to add such
a note or notes to. 2. to add confirmatory evidence to
(a statement, etc.).

foot-pace (foot'pas')f n. a walking pace; normal speed
of walking.

foot-pad (foot'pad'), n. [see PAD (path)], a highway
robber or holdup man who travels on foot.

foot-path (foot'path
7
, foot'path') n. a narrow path

for use by pedestrians only.
foot-pound (foot'pound'), n. a unit of energy, equal
to the amount of energy required to raise a weight of
one pound a distance of one foot: abbreviated ft-lb,
fp. F.P., f.p.

foot-pound-al (foot'pound'l), n. a unit of work, equal
to the work done when a mass of one pound, accel-

erating at the rate of one foot per second per second,
has moved a distance of one foot.

foot-print (foot'printO. n. an impression or mark made
by a foot.

foot-rest (foot'rest'), n. a support to rest the feet on.

foot*rope (foot'rop') n. 1. the part of a boltrope sewn
into the lower edge of the sail. 2. a giece of wire rope

! supported beneath a yard, upon which sailors stand
when furling or reefing sail.

foot rule, a ruler, or measuring stick, one foot long.
foot soldier, a soldier who moves and fights largely on
foot; infantryman,

foot-sore (foot's6r', foot'sor') , adj. having sore or tender
feet, as from much walking.

foot-stalk (foot'stdkO, n. 1. the stalk of a flower or
stem of a leaf. 2. a stalklike part of an animal, as the
muscle by which a barnacle attaches itself.

foot-step (foot'stepO, n. 1. a person's step. 2. the
distance covered in a step. 3. the sound of a step ;

foot-
fall. 4. a footprint. 5. a step by which to go up or
down.
follow In (someone's) footsteps, to repeat or imitate
(someone^) actions.'

foot-stone (foot'ston'), n. a stone put at the foot of a
grave.

foot-stool (foot'stool'), n. a low stool for supporting the
feet of a seated person,

foot-ton (foot'tun'), n. a unit of energy, equal to the
amount of energy reouired to raise a weight of one
ton a distance of one foot.

foot-way (foot'wa'), n. 1. a footpath. 2. [British], a
sidewalk.

foot-wear (foot'war'), n. anything to wear on the feet;
shoes, boots, slippers, etc.

foot-work (foot'wurkO, n. the manner of using the feet,
as in boxing, dancing, tennis, football, etc.

foot-worn (foot'w6rn', foot'worn') , adj. 1. having tired
feet, as from much walking. 2. worn down by feet:
as, footworn stairs.

foo-zle (foo'z'l), v.t. & v.i. [FOOZLED (-z'ld), FOOZLING],
[? < G, fuseln, to bungle], to make or do (something)
awkwardly; bungle (a stroke in golf, etc.). n. 1. an
awkward, unskillful act or stroke. 2. [Colloq.], an
awkward, dull person. '

.orMLG.;
foppe, to

, *
~~~ *.

"*
ft-

" r T-o" --v -w***iA person;
nence^ 2. a vain, affected man who pays too much
attention to his clothes, appearance, etc. ; dandy.

fop-per-y (fop'gr-i), n. [pi. FOPPERIES (-iz)], 1. the
actions, dress, etc. of a fop. 2. something foppish.

fop-pish (fop'ish), adj. of, characteristic of, or fit for a
fop; vain and affected.

for (f6r; unstressed fer), prep. [ME.; AS. for, weakened
form of fore, before (see FORE) ; akin to G. fur; IE,
base *per~, as also in L. per-, pro-, prae-, etc.], 1. in
place of; instead of: as, we used blankets for coats.
2. as representative of; in the interest of: as, his agent
acted for him in the negotiations. 3. in defense of; in
favor of: on the side of: as, he fought for liberty. 4. in
honor of: as, the baby was named for his grandfather,
the banquet was given for him. 5. with the aim or
purpose of; with a view to: as, he carried a gun for
protection. 6. with the purpose of going to: as, she nas
Just left for home. 7. in order to be, become, get, have,
keep, etc. : as, the air corps trains men for flyers, we
walk for exercise, he fought for his life. 8. in search of:

as, the child lookedfor his dog. 9. meant to be received
by or belong to a specified person or thing, or to be used

in a specified way: as, flowers for a girl, money for
paying bills. 10. suitable to; appropriate to; adapted
to: as, a room for sleeping. 11. with a yearning or
other feeling toward: as, the child cried for his mother,
he has an ear for music. 12. as affecting (a person or
thing) in a specified way: as, that will be bad for you.
13. as being: as, we left him for dead, I know for a fact.
14. considering the nature of: as concerns: as, it is cool
for July, she is clever for a cnild. 15. because of; as a
result of: as, he cried for pain. 16. in spite of; notwith-
standing: as, she is stupid for all her learning. 17. in
proportion to; corresponding to: as, a good day for
every ten bad ones. 18. to the amount of; equal to:
as, a bill for $50: when preceded and followed by the
same noun, for indicates an equality between things
compared or contrasted (e.g., dollar for dollar). 19. at
the price or payment of: as, he sold the house for
$10,000. 20. to the length, duration, or extent of;
throughout; through: as, the movie lasts for an hour,
the road runs for five miles. 21. at (a specified time) :

as, an appointment for two o'clock. 22. [Obs.], before.
conj. because; seeing that: more formal than because
and used to introduce evidence or explanation for an
immediately preceding statement.
for (a person or thing) to, that (a person or thing) will,
should, ought, must, etc.: as, she wrote an order for
the grocer to fill.

Or for, I wish that I had.
for- (f6r, fgr), [ME.; AS. /or-, replacing fer-, f&r-; akin
to G. ver-; IE. base *per-, as in fore, for; basic Eng.
sense "too thoroughly"], an Anglo-Saxon and Middle
English prefix used chiefly with verbs, meaning: 1.

away, apart, off, as in forbid, forget, forgo: the original
senses are now largely obscured. 2. very much, intensely,
as in forweep, forfrighted.

for., 1. foreign. 2. forestry.

for-age (f6r'ij, for'ij), n. [ME.; OPr. fourage < forrer,
to forage < forre, fuerre, fodder < Frank, fodr, food],
1. food for domestic animals; fodder. 2. a search for
food or provisions. lu. [FORAGED (-iid), FORAGING],
[Fr. fourrager < the .], 1. to search for food or pro-
visions. 2. to search for what one needs or wants (with
for or about} . v.t. 1 . a) to get ortake food orprovisions
from. 6) to ravage; plunder. 2. to provide with forage;

, mountain of

for-a-men"\f5-rl>m9n)"rn". T^ToR^iNA (-ram'i-iis),
FORAMENS (-ra'mQnz)}, [L., a hole < forare, to bore],
a small opening, especially a natural one in a bone.
Jfo-ra-men mag-num (fo-ra'man mag'nom), [L., large
opening], the large opening at the base of the skull
through which the lower part of the medulla oblongata
passes.

for-a-min-i-fer
(fpr'a-min'a-fer), n. [pi FORAMINIFERA

(fs-ram's-nif'er-a)], [< L. foramen, foraminis (see FO-
RAMEN) ;

4-
-fer], any of several very small, one-celled

sea animals with hard shells full of tiny holes through
which slender filaments project.
fo-ram i-nous (fo-ram'i-nas), adj. containing foramina.
for as much (f6r'9z-much'), con/, inasmuch (followed
by as),

for-ay (f6r'a, for'a), v.t. & v.i.[MB.forraien; prob. back-
formation <forreier < OFr.forrier, forager < forrer: see
FORAGE!, to raid for spoils; plunder; pillage, n. [ME.
forrat, ferrai], a raid, as for spoils.
tor-bade, for-bad (fer-bad', f6r-bad'), past tense of
forbid t

for bear (f6r-bar', fSr-bar'), v.t. [FORBORE (-b6V, -borO
or archaic FORBARE (-bar'), FORBORNE (-b6rn'f -born'),
FORBEARING], [ME. forberen; AS. forberan; see FOR- &
BEAR (to carry)], 1. to refrain from; avoid (doing,
saying, etc.). 2. [Archaic or Dial.], to endure; tolerate.
IM. 1. to refrain or abstain. 2. to keep oneself in check;
control oneself. SYN. see refrain.

for bear (f6r'b&rO. n. a forebear; ancestor.
for-bear-ance (f&r-bar'ons, fer-bar'ans), n. 1. the act
of forbearing. 2. the quality of being forbearing' self-
control; patient restraint. 3. in law, an extension of
time for the payment of a debt. SYN. see patience.
W?^fB^b'^t'?? Sh Johnston (f6rbz'rob'ert-s'n),
1853-1937; English actor.

f
?
r
tl
b^ <fgr-bid? ft^M' O.f. [FORBADB Or FORBAD

(-bad'), FORBIDDEN (-bid''n) or archaic FORBID, FOR-
BIDDING], [ME. forbeden; AS. forbeodan; see FOR- A BID,
.], 1. to rule against; prohibit; not permit. 2. to com-
mand to stay away from; exclude or bar from. 3. to
make impossible: prevent.
SYN. forbid is tne basic, direct word meaning to command
a P?sqn to refrain from some action; prohibit implies a
forbidding by law or official decree; interdict implies legal or
ecclesiastical prohibition, usually for a limited time, as an
exemplary punishment or to forestall unfavorable develop-
ments: enjoin implies a legal order from a court prohibiting
(or ordering) a given a<?tion. under penalty; fran impHes legal
or ecclesiastical rprohibition with an ad&ed connotation of
strong condemnation or censure, -ANT, permit, allow.

for
;bfd.dance;(fr-bid"ns, f6r^'ni)!f it. [Rare], the

act of forbidding; prohibition.
'



forbidden 565
foreclose

for-bid-den (fgr-bid'*n, f6r-bid'
f

n), adj. fpp. of forbid^,

not permitted; prohibited.
Forbidden City, [so catted from having been closed to
the public], a walled section of Peking, China, con-

taining the royal palaces of the former Chinese Empire,
forbidden fruit, 1. in the Bible, the fruit of the tree of

knowledge, forbidden to Adam and Eve: Gen. 2:17;
3:3. 2. something desired but prohibited.

for-bid ding (fer-bid'in, fdr-bid'iij), adj. [ppr. ot forbid],
looking dangerous, threatening, or disagreeable; fright-

ening; repellent.
for-bore (f6r-b6r', f6r-bor'), past tense of forbear.

for-borne (f6r-bdra', f6r-bdrn') f past participle of for-

bear.

for-by, for-bye (f6r-bi'), prep. [ME. forbi (see FOR &
BY) ; akin to G. vorbei], [Scot, or Archaic], 1. close by;
near; next to. 2. besides, adv. [Scot, or Archaic],
1. to one side; aside. 2. past. 3. besides,

force (f&rs, fors), n. [ME. force, fors; OFr. force; LL.
*forcia, *fortia < L. fortis. strong ; see FORT], 1 . strength ;

energy; vigor; power. 2. the intensity of power; im-

petus: as, the force of the blow knocked him down.
3. a) physical power or strength exerted against a per-
son or thing : as, he used/orce in opening the door. 5) the
use of physical power to overcome or restrain a person;

physical coercion: violence: as, the police resorted to

force to disperse them. 4. the power of a person to act

effectively and vigorously; moral strength: as, force of

character. 5. the power to control, persuade, influence,

etc.; effectiveness. 6. military, naval, or air power. 7.

any organized group of soldiers, sailors, etc. 8. any
group of people organized for some activity: as, a sales

force. 9. in law, binding power; validity. 1 0. in physics,
the cause of motion, or of change or stoppage of motion,
of a body. v.t. [FORCED (f6rst, forst), FORCING], 1.

to make (a person or animal) do something by force;

compel. 2. to rape (a woman). 3. a) to break open,
into, or through by force. 6) to make (a way, etcJ by
force, c) to overpower or capture by breaking into,

through, etc.: as, we forced the enemy's stronghold.
4. to get or take by force; wrest: extort: as, I forced the

gun from his hand. 5. to drive oy or as by force; cause
to move against resistance; impel: as, you may strip
the thread if you force the bolt, hunger forced him to
steal. 6. to impose by or as by force (witn on or upon) :

as, he forced his attentions on her. 7. to effect or pro-
duce by or as by force; produce by unusual or unnatural
effort: as, she forced a smile. 8. to exert beyond the
natural limits or capacity; strain: as, she forced her
voice. 9. to cause (plants, fruit, etc.) to develop or

grow faster by artificial means. 10. [Obs.] , a) to give or
add force to. &) to put in force. 11. in baseball, a) to
cause (a base runner) to be put out at an advanced
base by occupying the base behind him. b) to send (a

runner) home to score by walking the batter with the
bases full, c) to cause (a run) to be scored in this way.
12. in card games, a) to play so as to cause (an opponent)
to play a particular card, b) to cause (a particular card)
to be played in this way. .

in force, 1. in full strength; in full number. 2. in

effect; operative; valid.
SYN. -force implies the exertion of power in causing f

a

person or thing to act, move, or comply against his or its

resistance and may refer to physical strength or to any impelling
motive (circumstances forced Hm to He) \

t
compel implies a

driving irresistibly to some action, condition, etc.; to coerce

is to compel submission or obedience by the use of superior

power, intimidation, threats, etc.; constrain implies the opera-

tion of a restricting force and therefore suggests a strained,

repressed, or unnatural quality in that which results (a con-

strained laugh). See also strength.

forced (f&rst, forst). adj. [pp. of force}, 1. done or

brought about by force; not voluntary; compulsory:
as, forced labor. 2. produced or kept up by unusual

effort; not natural; not spontaneous; strained; con-

strained; as, a forced smile.

forc-ed-ly (f6r'sid-li), adv* m a forced manner; by|com-
pulsion.

forced march, in military usage, a long march at a pace
faster than usual, .

forced sale, a property sale under the authority of a

court for payment of a debt; foreclosure sale.

force feed, a method of pressure lubrication used in

internal-combustion engines. .._., . ,

force-ful (f6rs'fol, fors'fel), adj. full of force; powerful;

strong; vigorous; effective; cogent.

Jforcemo-ieure (fdrs'ma'zherO, [Fr.], 1. overpowering
force. 2. in Roman law, an act of God,
force-meat (fSrs'niet', fors'met'),

n. [altered < farce

meat; obs. farce < Fr. farcir, to stuff], meat chopped up
and seasoned, usually for stuffing.

force-out (fte'ouf, fors'out'), mm baseball, an out

scored against a base runner when he is forced from a

bate 'by a teammate's hit and fails to reach the ad-

vance; base before the baH does.

for-ceps (for%rast fdr'seps), n. \&. FORCEPS, rarely FOR-
CEPSES (-iz)3, CL, orig.,
smith's tongs < /or-
mu$, hot -f caperet to
take], small tongs or

pincers for grasping,
compressing, and pull-
ing, used especially by
surgeons and dentists.

force pump, a pump
with a valveless plung-
er for forcing a liquid
through a pipe, especiall;

pressure to a considerable

FORCEPS

for sending water under
"

ht.
for-cible (fdr'sa-bl, foVsa-bl), adj. [ME.; OFr.l. 1.

done or effected by force; involving the use of force.

2. having force; forceful.

for-ci-bly (fQr'ss-bli, for'sa-bli), adv.in a forciblemanner.
ford (f6rd, ford), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. furt; IB.

*pr-iu, passage, seen also in L. portus, door, harbor (cf.

PORTAL, PORT)], a shallow place in a stream, river,

etc. that can be crossed by walking or by riding on
horseback, in an automobile, etc. v.t. to cross (a
stream, etc.) in this way.
Ford, Henry (ffcrd, ford), 1863-1947: American capital-
ist, inventor, and automobile manufacturer.
Ford, John 1586?-! 639?; English dramatist.
for-do (fdr-doo'), v.t. [for prin. pts. see DO], [ME. &
AS. fordon; for- 4- don, to do], [Archaic], 1. to destroy,
kill, ruin, etc. 2. to cause to become exhausted: only
in the past participle. Also foredo.
for-done (f6r-dun'), adj. [MB. fordon, pp. of fordon, to
ruin, destroy; AS. fordon; see FOR- & DO, .], [Archaic],
completely exhausted: also spelled foredone.

fore (f6r, for), adv. [ME.; AS. fore; akin to G. vor; IE.
base *per~, through, throughout, before, etc., as also in

L.per-; cf. FOR, FOR-], at, m, or toward the front: now
only with reference to the front part, or bow, of a ship,
and opposed to aft. adj. situated in front or in front of

some other thing or part. n. the thing or part in front.

prep. [Obs.], before: used chiefly in oaths,
t
interj. in

golf, a shout warning those ahead that one is about to
drive the ball.

to the fore, 1. to the front; into view; into prominence.
2. at hand; available. 3. alive; still active.

'fore (f6r), prep. [Poetic], before.

fore- (f6r, for), [ME.; AS.; see FORE, adv.], a prefix
meaning: 1. before in time, place, order, or rank, as in

forecast, forenoon. 2. the front part of, as in forearm,
"forehead.
fore-and-aft (fdr^n-afV, foV'n-aft'), adj. in nautical

usage, from the bow to the stern; lengthwise; set length-
wise: as, fore-and-aft rig differs from square rig.

fore and aft, in nautical usage, 1. from the bow to the

stern; lengthwise; set lengthwise. 2. at, in, or toward
both the bow and the stern.

fore-and-aft-er (f6r''n-af'tgr, for^n-af'tSr), n. [Colloq.],
a schooner, ketch, or other ship with fore-and-aft rig.

fore-arm (foT'ann', for'annO, n. the part of the arm
between the elbow and the wrist.

fore-arm (f6r-arm', for-arm'), v.t. to arm in advance;
prepare beforehand for a fight or any difficulty.

fore-bear (f6r'bar', fSr'bftr'Jl n. [< fore + be + -er], an
ancestor: also spelled forbear.

fore-bode (f6r-bod', for-bod'), v.t. & vd. [AS.forebodian;
see FORE- & BODE], 1. to foretell; predict; indicate

beforehand; portend: usually of something bad or

harmful. 2. to have a presentiment of (something bad
or harmful). SYN. see foretell,

fore-bod-ing (far-bod'irj.for-bod'irj), n. [see FOREBODE],
a prediction, portent, or presentiment, especially of

something bad or harmful. SYN. see ominous.
fore-brain (fdr'bran', for'bran'), n. 1. the front part
of the brain of an embryo. 2. the part of the fully

developed brain evolved from this.

fore-cast (f6r-kasf, fdr'kast', for-kast', for'kast'), v.t.

[FORECAST or FORECASTED (-id), FORECASTING], \fore- +
cast, v.], 1. to plan in advance; foresee. 2. to estimate
or calculate in advance; predict; prophesy. 3. to serve
as a prediction or prophecy of. n. (f&rkasf, for kast'),
1. [Rare], foresight; forethought. 2. a prediction or

prophecy, as of the weather. SYN. see foretell.

fore-cas-tle (fok's'l; fdr'kas"! 6V foVkas"! are sp, pro-
nuns.], n. \fore 4- castle: so called from the foremost of

the two castlelike structures set on the hull of a medie-
val vessel to command an enemy's decks], 1. the upper
deck of a ship in front of the foremast. 2. the front

part of a merchant ship, where the sailors' quarters are
located. Also fo'c's'le.

fore-close (f6r-kloz', for-kloz'), v.t. [FORECLOSED
(-klozd'), FORECLOSING], [ME. forclosen < QJ?x. forclos,

pp. offorclore, to exclude <fors (< L./om), outside +
clore (< L. claudere), to close], 1. to shm; out; exclude;
bar. 2. to deprive of the right to redeem a mortgage
when regular payments have not been kept up. 3. to

yet; chin; she; thin,

*"}; Fr. bM; 6, Pr,
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take away the right to redeem (a mortgage, etc.). v.
to foreclose a mortgage, etc.

fore-clo-sure
closing of a

fore-course
of a square-i_,

fore-court (f6:

/zhSr, for-klo'zher), n. the fore-

;age etc.

tes', for'kors7
), n. the fore mainsail

ship.
_t', forfkortO* n. La court at the

front of a building. 2. in tennis, badminton, etc., the
part of the court nearest the net.

fore-do (f6r-doo', for-doo'), v.t. [Archaic], to fordo.
fore-done (f6r-dun', for-dun'), adj. [Archaic], fordone.
fore-doom (fdr-doom', for-doom'), v.t. to doom in ad-
vance ; condemn beforehand, n. (f^r'doom', for'doom') ,

a sentence or judgment in advance; destiny.
fore-fa-ther (f6r>fa%gr, foi/fa'^er), n. [ME. forefader,
after ON. forfathir; see FORE- & FATHER], an ancestor.

Fore-fa-thers* Day (f6r'fa'*Mrz, for'fa'^Srz) , Decem-
ber 22, anniversary of the day in 1620 when the Pil-

grims landed at Plymouth, Massachusetts.
fore-feel (fdr-fel', for-felO* v.t. [FOREFELT (-felt'), FORE-
FEELING], to feel beforehand; have a premonition of.

n. [Rare], a forefeeling; premonition.
fore-fend (f&Y-fend', for-fend'), v.t. [Archaic], to forfend.

fore-fin-ger (fSr'firj'ger, for'fir/gSr), n. [ME.], the fin-

ger nearest the thumb; index finger: first finger.
fore-foot (fdr'foof), n. [ME. forefot], 1. either of the
front feet of an animal with four or more feet. 2. the
meeting point of the keel and the stem of a ship.

fore-front (fdr'frunt', for'frant'), n. 1. the extreme
front. 2. the position of most activity, importance, etc.

fore-gath-er (fo'r-gatfj'e'r, for-ga/fe'Sr), v.i. to forgather.
fore-go (fo*r-go'f for-g6') v.t. & vd. [FOREWENT (-went'),
FOREGONE (-g6"n', -gon'), FOREGOING], 1. [ME. forgon;
AS. foregan], to go before in place, time, or degree;
precede. 2. [see FORGO], to forgo; do without.

fore-go-ing (f6r'gS'irj, for/go'irQ, adj. [ppr. of forego],

preceding; previously said, written, etc. SYN. see

previous.
the foregoing, 1. the one or ones previously men-
tioned. 2. what has already been said or written.

fore-gone (for-gdn', for'gon) , adj. [pp. of forego], 1. that
has gone before; previous; former. 2. a) previously de-

termined; known beforehand; ^confidently anticipated.
fr) inevitable; unavoidable: said of a conclusion.

fore-ground (ffir'ground', for'ground') n' 1- #) the
part of a scene, landscape, etc. nearest to the viewer.

0) the part of a picture represented in perspective as
nearest to the viewer. 2. the most noticeable or

conspicuous place.

fore-gut (f6r'gut/, for'gut'), n. the front part of the
alimentary canal in vertebrate embryos: the duodenum,
stomach, esophagus, and pharynx develop from it.

fore-hand (forehand', for'hand'), adj. 1. foremost;
front. 2. designating or of a stroke, as in tennis, made
with the palm of the hand turned forward, n. 1. the
position in front or above; advantage. 2. the part of
a horse in front of the rider. 3. a) a method of making
a forehand stroke, as in tennis. 5) such a stroke.

fore hand-ed (fo'r'han'did, for'han'did), adj. 1. looking
ahead to, or making provision for, the future; thrifty;
prudent. 2. done beforehand; early; timely. 3. in
tennis, forehand.

fore-head (fdr'id, for'od; also, sp. fronun., f6r1iedO, n.

[ME. forheued, forheed; AS. forheafod; see FORE- &
HEAD], I. the part of the face between the eyebrows
and the line where the hair normally begins. 2. the
front part of anything.

for-eign (f6r'in, for'an), adj. [ME. forein, foreyn; OFr.
forain < LL. *foranus, outside, exterior < L. foras,
out of doors, ong. ace. pi. of Oi/. fora, door], 1. situ-
ated outside one s own country, province, locality, etc.
2. of, from, characteristic of, or dealing with another
country or countries: as, a foreign language, foreign
population, foreign trade: often opposed to domestic:
abbreviated for. 3. coming from or having to do with
another person or thing; not originating in the person
or thing specified; not belonging; not characteristic:
as, unkmdness is foreign to his nature. 4. not organi-
cally connected: said of substances found in parts of
the body or in organisms where they do not naturally
occur. SYN. see extrinsic,

foreign affairs, matters concerning the policy of a
country in its relations with other countries.

foreign bill, an authorization for the payment of a
specified sum of money to someone in another state
or country: also foreign bill of exchange, foreign draft,

for-eign-born (far'in-born', for'on-b&rnO, adj. born in
some other country; not native.

for-eign-er (ffir'in-gr, for'gn-Sr), n. 1. a person bom
in another country; alien. 2. loosely or humorously,
a person regarded as an outsider or stranger. 3. some-
thing, especially a ship, from another country. SYN.
see alien,

foreign exchange, 1. the transfer of credits to a
foreign country to settle debts or accounts between
residents of the home country and those of the foreign
country. 2. foreign bills, collectively.

for-eign-ism (fdr'in-iz'm, for'sn-iz'm) , n. a foreign
idiom, mannerism, custom, etc.

foreign legion, a military force composed mainly of
volunteers from foreign countries; especially, [F- L-],
such a French force, based in North Africa.

foreign mission, 1. a religious mission established by
foreigners, especially in a non-Christian country. 2. a
group of governmental representatives^ sent on diplo-
matic or other business to a foreign nation.

foreign office, in some countries, the office of govern-
ment in charge of foreign affairs: abbreviated F.O.

fore*judge (f6r-juj' for-juj'), v.t. 1. to consider or
decide before knowing the facts; judge beforehand.
2. [see FORTUDGE], to forjudge.

fore-know (f6r-no' for-n6') v.t. [FOREKNEW (-ndo',
-nu/), FOREKNOWING], to know beforehand.

fore-knowl-edge (fdr'nol'ij, for-noFij), n. knowledge of

something before it happens or exists; prescience.
fore-la*dy (fdr'la'di, for'la'di), n. a forewoman.
fore-land (fdrlsnd, for'bnd), n. i. a headland; cape;
promontory. 2. a strip of land fronting an embank-
ment or wall of a fortification. 3. land in relation to
the territory lying behind it: opposed to hinterland.

fore-leg (f6r1eg') n. either of the front legs of an
animal with four or more legs.

fore-lock (f6r1ok
7
, for'lok'), n. a lock of hair growing

just above the forehead.
take time by the forelock, to anticipate and be ready
for any chance: act without delay.

fore-lock (f6r1ok
x
, fSrlok'). n. a cotter pin or linchpin.

v.t. to fasten with such a pin or pins.
fore-man (fdr'msn, for'man), n. [pi. FOREMEN (-man)],
[orig., foremost man, leader], 1. a man who is chair-
man and spokesman of a jury. 2, a man in charge of
a department or group of workers in a factory, mill, etc.

foreman ship (for'msn-ship', for'man-ship'), n. [see
-SHIP], the position or duties of a foreman.

fore-mast (fdr'mast', "for'mastO, n. the mast nearest
the bow of a ship.
fore-most (f6r'most' f for'mast), adj. [ME. foremeste;
AS. formest (akin to OFris. formest, Goth, frumists,
etc.), superl. (cf. -EST) of AS. forma, itself a superl.
of fore (see FORE) ; later understood and spetted as fore
Hh most], 1. first in place or time. 2. first in rank or
importance: leading, adv. first. SYN. see chief,
fore-name (fSr'nam', for'nam'), n. a first name; name
before the surname.
fore-named (f6r^namd

/
, for'namdO. adj. named before;

previously mentioned.
fore-noon (fftr'noon', for-nqon'), n. the time from sun-
rise to noon; morning, adj. of, in, or for the forenoon.

fo-ren-sic (fs-ren'sik), adj. [< L. forensis, public <
forum, market place -f- adj. suffix -ensis; + -ic], of,
characteristic of, or suitable for a law court or public
debate.

fo-ren-si-cal-ly (fa-ren'si-kl-i, fs-ren'sik-li), adv. in a
forensic manner; by or with debate.

fore-or*dain (f6r'6r-dan', for'dr-dan'), v.t. to ordain
beforehand; predestine.

fore-or-di-na*tiqn (f6r'6"r-d
f

n~'shon, for'Sr-d'n-a'shsn) ,

n. a foreordaining; predestination.
fore-part (foVpart', for'part'), n. fore part.
fore part, the part in front; first or early part.
fore-passed, fore-past (fSr-past', for-past'), adj. [Rare],
past; bygone.
fore-paw (f6r'p6', f&Vpd')* n. an animal's front paw.
fore-peak (fdr'pek', for'peV), n. the part of a ship's
hold in the angle of the bow.

fore-quar-ter (foVkwor'ter, for'kwSr'tgr), n. the front
half of a side of beef, pork, mutton, etc.

fore-reach (f6r-rech', for-rech'), v.t. 1. to overtake;
pass, especially in a sailboat. 2. to get an advantage
over; get the better of. i?.i. 1. to move closer; gain.
2. to move forward swiftly and suddenly, as a ship.

fore-run (f6r-run', for-run'), v.t. [Rare or Archaic],
1. to run before; go before; precede. 2. to be the

precursor of; be a prediction or sign of (a thing to

follow); foreshadow. 3. to forestall.
fore-run-ner (fdr-run'eV, for'run'&r), n. [ME., after L.

praecursor], 1. a person sent before or going before to
announce or prepare the way for another or for some-
thing to follow; herald. 2. a sign that tells or warns
of something to follow; prognostic. 3. a) a predecessor.

6)
an ancestor.

SYN. forerunner and precursor both refer to a person
or thing that comes before (and presages the appearance of)
another, precursor more specifically suggesting preparation
for the work or achievements of the one that follows; herald,
originally applied to one who made public proclamations or
carried messages of state, now refers to any person or thing
that announces something or bears news; harbinger, originally,
applied to one sent in advance to secure lodgings as for a royal
party, now applies to one that announces the coming of some-
thing for which preparations must be made. ,

fore-said (f&r'sed*, for'sed'), adj. aforesaid.
fore-sail $6r

/sl/
, fdr's'l fo's'l), n, 1. the main, square

sail on the foremast ol-a squarejrigge(| sljsjbp. ;
2. hie

main triangular sail on the mast ol ,a''io;pe^awaft~
rigged ship. 3. pi. any sail? on ,t^e, foremast or Before
the mast. See sail,, illus.

fore-see (f6r-se','
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FORESHORTENING
OF PLANES OF A

BLOCK

SEEN {-sen'), FORESEEING], [AS, foreseen], to see before-
hand; know beforehand.

fore-se-er (f6r-se'gr, for-^'gr). n. a person who foresees.
fore-shad-ow (f6r-shad'o, for-shad'o), v.t. to indicate
or suggest beforehand; prefigure; presage
fore-shank (fdr'sharjk', fpr'sharjk'), n. 1. the tipper
part of the front legs of cattle. 2. meat from this
part. See beef , illus.

fore-sheet (fdr'shef, fpr'shet'), n. 1. one of the ropes
used to trim a foresail. 2. pi. the space in the bows
of an open boat.
fore-shore (f6r'sh6r', for'shor'), n. the part of a shore
between high-water mark and low-water mark.

fore-short-en (f6r-sh6r't'n, for-sh6r't'n), v.t. in drawing,
painting, etc., to represent the
fines of (an object) as shorter than
they actually are in order to give
the illusion of proper relative size,
in accordance with the principles
of perspective.
fore-show (f6r-sho', for-sho')t v.t.

[FORESHOWED (-shod'), FORE-
SHOWN (-shon') or FORESHOWED,
FORESHOWING], [ASJoresceawian],
to show beforehand ; indicate be-
forehand; foretell: prefigure.

fore-side (f6r'sid
;
, forbad'), n.

EME.
foresyde; akin to G. vorseite],

Rare or Archaic], the front or upper side.

fore-sight (for'sit', for'sit'), n. fME.; prob. after L.
providentia], 1. a) a. foreseeing. 0) the power to foresee.
2. a looking forward. 3, thoughtful regard or provision
for the future: prudent forethought.

fore-sight-ed (foT'sit'id, for'slt'id) , adj. having or indi-
cating foresight.

fore-skin (f6r'skin
f
, for'skin') n. the fold of skin that

covers the end (glans) of the penis and is removed in
circumcision: prepuce.

fore-speak (f6r-speV, for-spek'), v.t. [ME.; see FORE- &
SPEAK]. [Rare], 1. to foretell; prophesy; predict. 2. to
apply for or demand in advance; bespeak,

fore-spent (f6r-spenf, for-spenf), adj. [Archaic or Po-
etic], forspent.

for-est (f6r'ist, for'ist), n. [ME.; OPr. (Fr,/or#) < ML.
(silva) forestis, (wood) unenclosed < L. foris, out of
doors], 1, a large tract of land covered with trees and
underbrush; woodland: often used figuratively. 2. the
trees on such a tract. 3. in Great Britain, a tract of
woodland or wasteland, usually the property of the
king, preserved for game. adj. of or in a forest ; sylvan.
v.t. to plant with trees; change into a forest; afforest.

fore stall (f6r-stSF, for-st61'), v.t. [U, forestallen < AS.
foresteall, ambush; /ore- -f- steall, a standing], 1. to
prevent or hinder by doing something beforehand. 2.
to act in advance of; get ahead of; anticipate. 3. to
interfere with the trading in (a market) by buying up
goods in advance, getting sellers to raise prices, etc.
4. [Obs.J, a) to intercept, b) to obstruct by force.
SYN. see prevent.

for est a-tion (fdr'is-ta'shan, for'is-ta'shan), n, the
planting or care of forests; afforestation.

fore-stay (fdr'sta', for'sta'), n. [ME./ortfie; see FORE- &
STAY], a rope or cable reaching from the head of a ship's
foremast to the bowsprit, for helping to support the
foremast.

fore-staysail (fSr'sta'sal', for'sta's'l), n. a triangular
sail set from the forestay.

for-est-er (f6r'is-ter, for'is-tr), n. [ME.; OPr. forestier],
1. a person trained in forestry. 2. a person in charge of
a forest or trees. 3. a person or animal that lives in a
forest. 4. any of several related moths.

fore-stick (f6r'stik', fSr'stik'), n. a log placed at the
front of a hearth fire, parallel to the back log.

for-est-ry (f6r'is-tri, for'is-tri). n. [OFr. foresteru], 1.

[Rare], wooded land; forest land. 2. the science of

planting and taking care of forests. 3. systematic
forest management For the production of timber, con-
servation, etc. Abbreviated for. (in senses 2 & 3).

foretaste (f6r'tast' f fpr'tast'), n. [ME. fortaste], apre-
liminary^ or first taste; slight experience of something
to be enjoyed, endured, etc. in the future; anticipation.
v.t. (f6r-tSst', f5r-tast'), [Rare], to taste beforehand:
have a foretaste of,

fore*tell (f6r-teF, for-tel'), v,f. [FORETOLD (-t51d'), FORE-
TELLING], [MB,], to tell, announce, or indicate before-
hand; prophesy; predict.
SYN. foretell is the general term for a telling or indicating
beforehand and does not in itself suggest the means used (to
/orate&the future); predict, often interchangeable with, fpre-
telL more often suggests deduction from facts already known
orJib* use of scientific cajc^latiop (the Chal4eans cou!4 Predict
ewpsea); forecast comes clos^ to predict, now commonly
implying estwnatipn of ftp probable course or future condition
o|^P we reaper) ; projijieay, in,^sc

T tne

foretell by the study of signs or symptoms (to prognosticate a
depression); presage and forebode are more often used of
things than of persons, presage referring to either favorable
or unfavorable prognostications, and forebode to those of an
unfavorable nature, based on piiemoiiitlon, presentiment, etc.

fore-thought (fSr'th&t', fdr'that'). n. 1MB. farethoukt;
see FORE- & THOUGHT], 1. a thinking or planning be-
forehand; previous consideration. 2. prudent thought
for the future: foresight.

fore-time (fdr'tlm', for'tfm'), n. the past-.former time.
fore-to-ken (fdr'to'ksn, for'to'ksn), n. [ME. foretokne;
AS. foretacn; see FORE- & TOKEN], a prophetic sign;
omen; prognostic, v.t. (fdr-to'kan, for-to'ksn), to be
a prophetic sign or omen of; foreshadow.

fore-told (fdr-toldO. past tense and past participle of
foretell.

fore-tooth (Wtooth', for'tooth'), w. \pl. FORETEETH
(-teth')J, [ME. & AS. faretoth], a front tooth; incisor.

fore-top (fdr'top', for'top'; also, for /, fdr'top, for^p),
n. [ME.; see FORE- & TOP}, 1. the platform at the top
of a ship s foremast. 2. a horse's (or, formerly, a per-
son's) forelock.

fore:top-gaMant (fdr'top-gal'snt, for'ta-gal'ant), adj.
designating or of the mast, sail, etc. just above the
fore-topmast: see sail, iHus.

fore-top-mast (fdr-top'mast
7
, fSr-top'mast', f6r-top'-

msst), n. the section of mast extending above the fore-
mast.

fore-top-sail (f&r-top'saT, for-top'sl), n. a sail set on
the fore-topmast, above the foresail: see sail, illus.

for-ev-er (fSr-ev'gr, f6r~ev'er), adv. I. for eternity; for
always; endlessly. 2. always: at all times.

for-ev-er-more (feY-ev'gr-mdr, f6r-ev'er-m6r'), adv. for
always: emphatic tor forever.

fore-warn (?6r-w&rn', for-w6rn'). v.L to warn before-
hand.

WOMEN c-wim m)J, a woman serving as a foreman
fore-word (f6r'wurd', for'wurd'), n. [transl. of G. vor-
wort; vor, fore + wort, word], an introductory remark,
preface, or prefatory note. SYN. see introduction.

fore-worn (fdr-wdm', for-wdrn') , adj. [Archaic], forworn.
fore-yard (f6r'yard' t for'yard'), n. the lowest yard on a
ship s foremast.

For-far (fSr'fer, f6r'far'), n. 1. Angus, a county of
Scotland; the former name. 2, its county seat: pop.,
9,800,

v

for-feit (fdr'fit), n. [ME./or/^; OFr./or/aif, pp. of /or-
fawe, to transgress; ML. forisfacere, to do wrong, Ht.,
to do beyond < L. foris, foras, out of doors, outside,
beyond (see FOREIGN) +facere (see FACT)], 1. something
that a person loses or has to give up because of some
crime, fault, or neglect of duty; hence, 2. a fine;

<

alty. 3. a thing taken away as a penalty for i

J

some mistake in a game, and redeemable by a st
action. 4. pi. any game in which such forfeits are taken
from players. 5. the act or process of paying a penalty
for a crime, fault, etc.; forfeiture, adj. lost, givea up,
or taken away as a forfeit, v.t. to lose, give up, or be
deprived of as a forfeit for some crime, fault, etc.

for-fei-ture (fdr'fi-cheV), n. 1. a forfeiting; payment of
a penalty or fine. 2. anything forfeited; penalty or fine.

for-fend (fdr-fend'). v.t. [ME. forfenden; see FOR- &
FEND], [Archaic], 1. to forbid. 2. to ward off; avert;
prevent. Also forefeiid.

for-fi-cate (f6r'f9-kit), adj. [< L. forfex, forficis, pair of
shears; 4- -ate], deeply forked, as some birds' tails.

for-gat (for-gat'), archaic past tense of forget,
for-gath-er (f6r-ga^'er), v,i. [for- + gather; 1 after D.
vergaderen], 1. to meet; come together; assemble. 2.

to meet by chance; encounter, 3. to associate or have
friendly social relations (with). Also foregather,

for-gave (fSrrgaV, f6r-gav'). past tense of forgive.

forge (f6rj, forj), n. [ME.; OPr. < L.fabrica, workshop,
fabric <faber, workman,
artisan], 1. a furnace
for heating metal to be
wrought. 2. a place
where metal is heated
and hammered or
wrought into shape;
smithy. 3. a place*
where wrought iron is

made from pig iron or
iron ore. v.t. [FORGED
<prjd, fSrjd), FORGING],
(ME. forgen; OPr. forg-
ter, forger < L. fabncari,
fabricare, to make, con-
struct < fabrica], 1. to
form or shape (metal) by
heating and hamnaering ;

teat into shape. 2- to __
make (something) by ojr

FORQB

n, t3ol, look; oil ontj up, %e, fto; get: joy; yet; chin; she; thia,
kttty, o m comply, it i&J&cm; '".

as in able (a^b'l); Fr. bM; *, |^
bi; kn, G. doch. See pp. x~xii. tforei,^!;

*
hypothetical; < J lj*-*
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as by this method; form; shape; produce. 3. to make
(something false) to be passed off as genuine: imitate
for purposes of deception or fraud; counterfeit (a check,

etc.). IM". 1. to shape metal, as a blacksmith does;
work at a forge. 2. to make an imitation of something
for purposes of deception or fraud: commit forgery.

forge (fdrj, forj), v.t. & IM". [FORGED (f&rjd, forjd), FORG-
ING], iprob. altered < force], to move forward consist-

ently out slowly, as if against difficulties (often with

ahead).
forg-er (fdr'je'r, former), n. a person who forges; specifi-

cally, a) one who tells false stories, b) one who forges
metal, c) one who commits forgery.

for-ger-y (fSr'je'r-i, for'jer-i), n. \pl. FORGERIES (-iz)],

1. the act or legal offense of imitating or counter-

feiting documents, signatures, etc. to deceive. 2. any-
thing forged. 3. [Poetic], literary invention.

for-get (fer-get', f6r-get') v.t. FFORGOT (-got') or archaic

FORGAT (-gatO, FORGOTTEN (-got'*n) Or FORGOT, FOR-

GETTING], [ME. Jorgeten, forgiten; AS. forgietan, for-

getan; akin to G. vergessen; see FOR- & GET], 1. to
lose (facts, knowledge, etc.) from the mind; fail to

recall; be unable to remember. 2. to fail to do (what
one intended) because of carelessness or thoughtless-

ness; overlook, omit, or neglect unintentionally: as,

she forgot to write. 3. to overlook, omit, or neglect
intentionally: as, the successful candidate forgot the
wishes of the voters. IM". to forget things; be forgetful.
SYN. see neglect.

forget oneself, 1. to think only of others; be altruistic

or unselfish. 2. to behave in an improper or unseemly
manner.

for-get-ful (fer-get'fol, fdr-get'fsl), adj. 1. apt to

forget; having a poor memory, 2. heedless; negligent.
3. [Poetic], causing to forget: as, forgetful sleep.

for-get-me-not (fer-get'mi-not'), n. 1. a plant of the

borage family, with hairy leaves and clusters of small,
blue flowers generally considered an emblem of faith-

fulness and friendship. 2. any of a number of other

plants related or similar to this.

for-get-ter (feY-get'er, f&r-get'er), n. a person who
easily forgets.

forg-ing (I&r
/
jiij, for'jin), n. something forged; especi-

ally, a fogged piece of metal.
for-giv-a-bie (fir-giv'a-bl, fdr-giv'a-b'l), adj. that can
be forgiven; pardonable.

for-give (fgr-giv
7

, f6r-giv
;
) v.t. [FORGAVE (-gaV) FOR-

GIVEN (-giv'on), FORGIVING], [ME. forgeven, forgiven;
AS. forgiefan, forgifan; akin to G. vergeben; see FOR-
& GIVE], 1. to give up resentment against or the desire
to punish; stop being angry with; pardon. 2. to give
up all claim to punish or exact penalty for (an offense) ;

overlook. 3. to cancel or remit (a debt) . IM". to show
forgiveness; be inclined to forgive. SYN. see absolve,

for-give-ness (fSr-giv'nis, fdr-giv'nis), n. 1. a forgiving
or peing forgiven; pardon. 2. inclination to forgive;
willingness to pardon.

for-giv-ing (fgr-giv'irj, f6r-giv'irj), adj. [ppr. of forgive],
that forgives; inclined to forgive.

for-go (fdr-goO, v.t. [FORWENT (-went'), FORGONE
(gon', -gonO, FORGOING], (ME. forgon; AS. forgan;
see FOR- & GO], 1. to do without; abstain from; give
up. 2. [Archaic], a) to go past, b) to overlook; neglect.
c) to leave. Also forego. SYN. see relinquish,

for-gone (f6r-g6n', f&r-gon
7
), past participle of forgo,

for-got (fgr-got', f6r-got'). past tense and alternative
past participle of forget.

for-got-ten (fer-got'*n, fdr-gof'n), past participle of
forget.

for-lnt (fdr'int; Hung, fft-renf), n. [Hung.], the mone-
tary unit of Hungary, equal to about 9 cents in 1947.

for-judge (f&r-jujOr v.t. TME. forjugen; OPr. foriugier
+ < fors, outside (< L. foris; see FORFEIT) -f fugier;
see JUDGE], in law, to expel or dispossess by court
judgment: also forejudge.

fork (f8rk), n. [UE.forke: AS. forca, force < L. furca,
hayfork, etc.; reinforced, by Anglo-Fr. forque (Pr.
fourche), of the same origin (cf. G. furke, pitchfork,
< L.)], 1. an instrument consisting of a handle and
two or more pointed prongs at one end: forks are
variously used for picking up, spearing, holding, or
pitching objects. 2. something resembling a fork in
shape: as, a tuning /orfe. 3; a division into branches;
bifurcation. 4. the point where a river, road, etc. is
divided into two or more branches, or where such
branches join to form a river> road, etc. 5. one of
these branches. v.f. to divide into branches; be bi-
furcated: as, the river forks here. v.t. 1. to make
into the shape of a fork. 2. to pick up. spear, or
pitch with a fork. 3. in chess, to attack (two chess-
men) simultaneously with a knight, etc.
fork over (or out, up), [Colloq.J, to pay out; hand
over-give up.; gi

(fdforked (fdrkt :
, poetic, for'kid), adj. .

having a fork or forks; divided into branches; cleft.
2. having prongs: often in hyphenated compounds, as
five-forked. 3. zigzag: as, forked lightning.

For-lf (fSr-le'), n. a city in northeastern Italy: pop,,

for lorn (fgr-ldm', f6r-I6rnQ, #. [ME. & AS. forloren,

pp. of ME. forlesm & AS. forleosan, to lose utterly
(see FOR- & LOSE) ; the r, as compared with the infinitive

5, results from the Gmc. stress assimilation known as
Verner's phenomenon], 1% left behind; abandoned;
deserted. 2. in pitiful condition; wretched; miserable.
3. without hope; desperate. 4. bereft or deprived (of),

forlorn hope, [altered < D. verloren hoop, lit., lost

group; verloren,vp. of verliezent to lose + hoop, a band,
group (akin to Eng. heap)], 1. a group of soldiers de-

tached from the main group for a very dangerous
mission: hence, 2. a desperate undertaking; enter-

prise with very little chance of success. 3. [through
confusion with hope], a faint hope.
form (f6rm), n. [ME. & OFr. forme; L. forma, a shape,
figure, image; ? akin to ferire, to cut, beat], 1. the

shape or outline of anything; figure; structure, ex-

cluding color, texture, and density. 2. the body or

figure of a person or animal. 3. anything used to give

shape to something else; mold. 4. the particular way
of being that gives something its nature or character;
combination of qualities making something what it is;

intrinsic character: as, democracy and autocracy are

two forms of government. 5. arrangement; especially,

orderly arrangement; way that something is put to-

gether; pattern; style: distinguished from content. 6. a

way of doing something: as, his form in serving at
tennis is good. 7. an established or customary way of

acting or behaving; ceremony; ritual; formality. 8. a
fixed order of words; formula: as, the form of a wedding
announcement. 9. a printed document with blank

spaces to be filled in: as, an employment application

form. 10. a particular kind, or type, of a larger group;
species or variety: as, man is a form of animal life.

11. a condition of mind or body in regard to mental
or physical performances of skill, speed, etc.: as, the
boxer was in good form for the fight. 12. the lair or

hiding place of a hare, etc. 13. (occas. fSrm), a long,
wooden bench without a back, as formerly in a school-

room. 14. a grade or class in school.
t

15. [Archaic],

beauty. 16. hi grammar, any of the different appear-
ances of a word in changes of inflection, spelling, or

pronunciation: as, am is a, form of the verb oe. 17. in

printing, the type, plates, etc. locked in a frame or
chase for printing- Abbreviated F., f. v.t. 1. to. give

shape or form to; fashion; make, as in some particular

way: as, a school formed after the model of Oxford.
2. to mold or shape by training and discipline; train;
instruct. 3. to develop (habits). 4. to think of;
frame in the mind; conceive. 5. to come together into:

take the formation of; organize into: as, the boysformed
lines. 6. to make up; act as; constitute; create out of

separate elements: as, thirteen States formed the

original Union. 7. in grammar, to build (words) from
bases, prefixes, etc. ; construct or make up (a sentence,

phrase, etc.). IM". 1. to be formed; assume shape.

2. to come into being; take form. 3. to take a definite

or specific form or shape.
bad form, conduct not in accord with social custom.

good form, conduct in accord with social custom.
SYN. form denotes the arrangement of the parts of a thing
that gives it its distinctive appearance and is the broadest term

here, applying also to abstract concepts; figure is applied to

physical form as determined by the bounding lines or surfaces;

outline is used of the lines bounding the limits of an obiect

and, in an extend.ed sense, suggests an undetailed general plan;

shape, although also stressing outline, is usually applied to

something that has mass or bulk: and may refer to nonohysical

concepts; configuration stresses the relative disposition of

the inequalities of a surface. See also make.
-form (f&rm), [L. -formis < forma; see FORM], a suffix

meaning: 1. kamng the form of, shaped lifce, as in

cuneiform, oviform. 2. having (a specified number of)

forms, as in uniform. -,

for-mal (f&r'm'l), adj. [L.formalis < forma; see FORM],
1. of external form or structure, rather than nature or

content; apparent. 2. of the internal form; relating to
the character or nature; essential. 3. of or according
to prescribed or fixed customs^ rules, ceremonies, etc, :

as; a formal wedding; hence, 4. a) made or done for

outward appearance only, b) stiff; prim; ceremonious.
5. a) designed for use or wear at ceremonies, elaborate

parties, etc.: as, formal dress, b) requiring clothes of

this kind: as, the dance will be formal. 6. done or
made in orderly, regular fashion; methodical. 7^ very
regular or orderly in arrangement, pattern, et;c, ; rigidly
symmetrical: as, a formal garden, 8. done of made
according to the forms that make explicit, definite,

valid, etc.: as, a formal contract. 9. designating edu-
cation in schools, colleges, etc. 10, designating or of

that level of language usage characterized by expanded
vocabulary, complete syntactical constnidaona, cotn-

. plex sentences, etc.: distinguished frta colloquial ^
or

'

informal. n FColloq.], 1. a dance requiring evening

dress.
'
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go formal, [Colloq..], to go dressed in evening; clothes.
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formalin

solution as a strong disinfectant and preservative.
for-ma-lin (f6r'ma-Hn), n. [< formaldehyde + -iL a
40 per cent solution of formaldehyde in water, used as
an antiseptic.
for-ma-Hsm (f$r

/
m'l-iz'm) f n. strict or excessive at-

tention to or insistence on outward forms and customs,
as in art or religion.

for-mal-ist (ffir'm'1-ist), n. a person who likeg and
practices formalism.

for-mal-is-tlc (ffir'm'l-is'tik), adj. of or characterized

by formalism.
for-maM-ty (fdr-mal's-ti), n. \J>L FORMALITIES (-tk)J,

[Fr.formalite; LL.formahtas < L,formalist see FORMAL],
1. the quality or state of being formal; specifically, a)
a following or observing of prescribed customs, rules,

ceremonies, etc.; propriety, b") careful or too careful
attention to order, regularity, precision, or convention-
ality; stiffness. 2. a formal or conventional act or re-

quirement; ceremony or form, often without practical
meaning: as, saying How do you do?" to acknowledge
an introduction is a formality. SYN. see ceremony.
for-maM-za-tion (for'm'l-s-za'shan, fdr'm'l-l-za'shan),
n. a formalizing or being formalized.

for-mal-ize (ffir'ml-iz'), v.t. [FORMALIZED (~!zd') FOR-
MALIZING], 1. to give definite form to: sha-pe. 2, to
make formal. v.i. to behave with formality; be formal.

for-maily (f3r'ml-i), adv. 1. in a formal manner.
2. with regard to form, arrangement, or outline.

for-mat (fdr'mat; Pr. f6r'maO, n. [Fr. < L.
(liber)

formatus, (a book) formed, pp. of formare; see FORM],
the shape, size, binding, type, paper, and general
make-up or arrangement of a book, magazine, etc.

for-mate (fdr'mat), n. a salt or ester of formic acid.

for-ma-tion (fdr-ma'shan), n. [L. formatio < pp. of

formare; see FORM], 1. a forming or being formed.
2. a thing formed. 3. the way in which something is

formed or arranged; arrangement; structure; order.
4. in geology, a series or group of strata of the same
sort of rock or mineral, or having common character-
istics. 5. in military usage, the arrangement or dis-

position of troops, snips, etc.

form-a-tive (f6r'mo-tiv), adj. [OPr. formatif < L.

formatus, pp. of formare; see FORM & -IVE], 1. giving
or able to give form; helping to shape, develop, or
mold: as, a teacher is o. formative influence on a child.

2. of formation or development: as, a child's formative
years. 3. in grammar, serving to form words, n. in
grammar, 1. an element, as a prefix or suffix, used with
other elements to form words. 2. a word thus formed.

for-mer (f6r'mr), adj. [ME. formere, compar., back-
formation < formest; see FOREMOST], 1. preceding in

time; previous; earlier; past: as, in former times. 2.

first-mentioned: said of two and opposed to latter;
often used absolutely (with the), as, Jack and Bill are
brothers, but the former is taller than the latter.

SYN. see previous.
form-er (fdrmer), n. a person or thing that forms.

form-er-ly (fdr'mSr-li), adv. at or in a former time; in
the past: some time ago: abbreviated form.
for-mic (fSr'mik), adj\ [< L. formica, an ant], 1, of
ants. 2. designating or of a colorless acid, HCOOH,
that is irritating io the skin: it is found in ants, spiders,
and some other insects, as well as in nettles and some
pther plants, and is prepared commercially from oxalic
acid and glycerine.
For-mi'ca (f6r-mi'k9>, n. a laminated thermosetting
plastic used especially in sheets, as for table and sink
tops, because of its resistance to heat, chemicals, etc. :

a trade-mark.

569 forswear

.

for'mi-car'V (fSr'mi-ker'i), n. [pi. FORMICARIES (-iz)] t

[ML. formtcarium < *formicarius, of ants < L. formica,
ant], an ant hill: ants nest.

for-mi-cate (fQr'mi-kat')t v.i. [FORMICATED (-id), FOR-
MICATING], [< L. formicatus, pp. offormicare, to crawl <
Jormica, ant], to crawl or swarm like or with ants.

for-mi-da-bil-i-ty (fQr'mi-da-bil'o-ti), n. the quality of

being formidable.
for mi da ble (f%*mi-da-bl), adj\ [Pr.: L* formidabilis
<formidafe, t fear, dread <form*dot fear], 1. causing
dread, fear, qr awe. 2. hard to handle or overcome: as,
a formidable1

job.
for-mi-da-bly (f6r

/mi-d8-bE), adv. in a formidable ma&-
ner; so as to be formidable!
form-less (fdrmlis), adj. having no definite or regular
form or plan; shapeless; amorphous.
form letter, a letter of standardized form, usually one
of a number printed! or run off on. a duplicating machine,
with the date, address, etc. fitted in separately,
For-mo-sa (f6r-mo*s^) f n. an island province off

southeaster!* China: area, 13,832 sq. ntii ; fop. , 6,38f,000
(est. 1947); capital^ Tfcipeh: Chinese name, Taiwan.
Fo

meaning or force and is now used only as a conventional
or ceremonial expression: as, "Very truly yours" is a
formula used in letters, 2. any conventional rule or
method for doing something, especially when used,
applied, or repeated without thought. 3. an exact
statement of religious faith or doctrine. 4. a prescribed
method or prescription for OTeparing a medicine, a
baby's food, etc. 5. a set of algebraic symbols express-
ing a mathematical fact, principle, rule, etc.: as, A^srr2

is the formula for determining the area of a cirde.
6. in chemistry, an expression of the composition of a
compound (or a radical, etc.) by a combination of

symbols and figures to show the constituents in their
exact proportions: an empirical formula shows the kinds
of atoms and the number of each kind in any molecule
of the substance (e.g., CH*, benzene); a structural

formula shows, in addition, how the atoms are arranged

H
/C\

HC CH
in the molecule (e.g., jj ]_ , benzene; CH-

HC CH
\c/
H

COOH, benzole acid).
for-mu-lar-ize (fdr'myoo-la-rlz')* *>* [FORMULARIZED
(-rizdO, FORMULARIZING], to formulate.

formu-lar*y (f6r'myoo-ler'i), n. {pL FORMULARIES (-iz)I,

[Pr. formulaire < "L* formula; see FORMULA], L a col-
lection of formulas; book of prescribed forms, as prayers,
rituals, etc. 2. a formula. 3. in pharmacy, a list of
medicines with their formulas and directions for com-
pounding them. adj. of, or having the nature of, a
formula or formulas.
for-mu-late (foVmyoo-laV). v*t. [FORMULATED (-id),

FORMULATING], 1. to express in or reduce to a formula.
2. to express, as a theory, in a systematic way.

for*mu-la-tion (foVmyoo-la'shsn), n. 1. a formulating
or being formulated. 2. a formulated expression.

foiMnu-Ta-tor (fdr'myoo-la'tSr), n. one who formulates.
for-mu-lism (f&T'myoo-Hz'm), n. 1. reliance on or
belief in formulas. 2. a system of formulas.

for*mu-lis-tic (fSr'myoo-lis'tik) , adj. of or characterized
by formulism.

for-mu-li-za-tion (fdr'myoo-ls-za'shan, f&Vmyoo-li-za'-
shan), n. a formulizing.

for-mu-lize (f&r'myoo-Hz'). v*t. [FORMULIZED (-Hzd'),
FORMULIZING], to formulate.
for-myl (ffir'nail), n. [< formic 4- -yl], the radical, HCO,
of formic acid.
For-nax (f6r'naks) n* [L., a furnace], a southern con-
stellation: see constellation, chart.

for-nent (fer-nentO. prep, [fore, adv. + anent], 1. [Brit-
ish Dial.], directly opposite to; facing. 2. [Obs.], in con-
nection with; with regard to

for*ni-cate (for'ai-kStOi, v-i. IFORNICATED (-id) t FOJRNI-
CATING], [< "Ll,.fornic^s^ ]^p. olfornicarif to fornicate
< L. forniXt fortoic$$t a vamt> brothel], to commit; iorni-
cation.

'

'
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for-ni-ca-tion (f6r'n|4S^ion) , . [ME, fomicatiown;
OFr. farnioawori; "L. forqutiatia <,formcatns; see FORNI-

CATE], 1 4 vofa^baisr iseasda! %ijtercourse between an un-
mamed woraato, aad a 'WRBL, especially an unmarried
man: it is gene^Hy forbidden by law. 2. in the Bible,

a) any unlawful seicaal intercourse, including adultery.
6) worMp of iii

for*ni-ca-tor (fSr'ni-ka'tgr), n. apersonwho fornicates.
for-nix (fdr'niks), n*,[pl. FORNICES (-ni-seV)], [I", an
arch], a structure in the brain composed of arcned nerve
fibers: it is part of tte olfactory pathways in the brain.

for sake (fernsak', f6r-s2k'), v.t. [FORSOOK (-sook'). FOR-
SAKEN (-sakten), FORSAKING], [ME. forsaken; AS. for-
sacan, to oppose, refuse, forsake; for- 4- sacan, to con-
tend, strive]i, 1. to give up; renounce (a habit, idea,

etc.). 2. to leave; desert. >5YN. see abandon.
for sak en (fer-sSk'an, f8r-sak'on), adj. [pp. of forsake],
abandoned; desolate: forlorn.

for-sook (fer-sook', for-sookOt past tense of forsake.
for-sooth (fer-sooth/, fdr-sooth'), adv. [AS. forsoth <
for. prep. + soth, truth], [Archaic], in truth; no doubt;
'indeed: now only in ironic use.

for-spent (fdr-spent'), adj. [pp. of obs. forspend < AS.
jor$Pendant to use up; see FOR- & SPEND]; [Archaic or

roetici eachausted with toil: fatigued: also forespent.

Fojr-wter, E. M. (f6r'str) f (Edward Morgan Forster);
1S79- ; English novelist.

for-swear (f6r-swSx'), v.t. [FORSWORE (-swor', -swor'),
FORSWORN (-sw6rn', ^swornO , FORSWEARING], [ME. for-

swferieri; AS. forswerian; see FOR- & SWEAR], 1. to re-

nounce on oath; promise earnestly to give up. 2. to
i deny earnestly or on oath. v.i. to swear falsely; fail to

keep an oath or promise; commit perjury.
forswear oneself, to swear falsely; perjure oneself.

ftjftm, tot,
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forsworn 570 foraun

for-sworn (f6r-sw6rn', f6r-sworn'), past participle of
forswear, adj. having sworn falsely; perjured.

for-syth-i-a (fe'r-sith'i-a, for-si'thi-a), n. [Mod.L., after
William Forsyih (1737-1804), Eng. botanist who intro-
duced it to England], a shrub with yellow bell-shaped
flowers* which appear in early spring before the leaves.
fort (fdrt f fort), n. [Fr., orig. adj., strong; L.^fortis,
strong, powerful; QL. *forctis; IE. base *bhergh~r to

raise, high, seen also in Sans, brinhati, strengthens,
elevates, OHG. berg, hill], 1. an enclosed place or
fortified building for military defense, usually equipped
with earthworks, guns, etc. 2. a permanent army post,
as distinguished from a temporary training camp. Ab-
breviated ft.

hold tlie fort, to make a defensive stand.
For-ta-le-za (f6*r-ta-le'za; Eng. fdr'te-la'zs), n. a city on
the coast of northern Brazil: pop., 180,000 (1940) : also

called Ceara.
for-ta-Hce (for'te-Us), n. [ME. forteletes; OFr. fortelesse;
ML. fortalitia < L. fortts, strong], 1. a small fort or
defensive outwork. 2. [Archaic], a fortress.

Fort-de-France (foVdo-fra#s') , n. seaport and capital
of Martinique, French West Indies: pop., 52,000.
Fort Dodge, a city in central Iowa: pop., 25,000.
Fort Don-el-son (don'1-s'n) , a fort on the Cumberland
River, northern Tennessee, captured by Grant in 1862.

Fort Du-quesne (dpo-kan', du-kan'), a French fort

that stood on the site of Pittsburgh, captured (1758)
by the English in the French and Indian War.

forte (f6rt), n- [Fr. fort; fern, ending -e added through
association with morale, locale, etc.; see FORT], 1. the

thing that a person does particularly well; one's special
accomplishment or strong point. 2. the strongest part
of the blade of a sword, between the middle and the
hilt: opposed to foible,

for-te (f6r'ti, fd^ta), adj. & adv. [It. < "L. fortis, strong],
in music, loud: a direction to the performer, opposed to
piano: abbreviated f., F. n. a forte note or passage.
Jfor te-pia-no (f6r'te-pya'n8), adj. & adv. [It.; see
FORTE & PIANO], in music, loud and then soft: a direction
to the performer: abbreviated fpn F.P., f.p.
Forth (f6rth, forth) , n. a river in eastern Scotland,
flowing into the North Sea: length, 50 mi.
forth i(f6rth, forth), adv. [ME.; AS.; akin to fore], I.

forward in place, time, or degree; onward. 2. out;
into view, as from hiding or obscurity. 3. [Archaic],
abroad, prep* [Archaic], out from; out of. See also
idiomatic phrases under hold, show, etc.
and so forth, and so on; and other such things:
equivalent to etc.

Forth, Firth of (fdrth. forth), the long estuary of the
Forth River, eastern
Scotland: length, 48
mi.
forth com ing (f6rth'-

kum'irj, forth'kum'-
irj) , adj. 1 , approach-
ing; about to appear:
as, the author's forth-
coming book. 2. a-
vailable orreadywhen
needed: as, the prom-
ised money was not

forthcoming, n. a com-
ing forth; appearing
or approaching.
Fort Henry, a fort in
northern Tennessee,
captured by Grant in
1862.

forth-right (fdrth'rlt',
see FORTH & RIGHT], 1.

FIRTH OF FORTH
[AS. forth riht;

going straight, . originally,
forward. 2. straightforward; direct; frank, adv. 1.

straight forward; directly onward. 2, immediately; at
once. n. [Archaic], a straight path or course.

forth with (f6rth'with'f forth
>

wi*fc'). adv. [ME. forth
with, for AS. forth mid; see FORTH & WITH], immediately;
without delay; at once.

for-ti-eth (f6r'ti-ith), adj. [ME.feowertigthe; AS. feower-
Ugotha; see FORTY & -TH], 1. preceded by thirty-nine
others in a series: 40tlL 2. designating any of the
forty equal j>arts of something, n. 1 . the one following
the thirty-ninth. 2, any of the forty equal parts of
something; 1/40.

for.ti.fi.a-ble (fSr'ta-fi'o-b'l), adj. that can be fortified.
for.ti.fi.ca-tion (f6r'to-fi-ka'shan). n. [Fr.; LL. farti-
ficaUo < pp. of fortijicare], 1. the act or science of
fortifying. 2. something used in fortifying; especially.
a fort or defensive earthwork, wall, etc. 3. a fortified
place or position. Abbreviated fort., ft.

for-ti.fier (f6r't3-fi'er), n. a person or thing that
fortifies.

f
?^*

t!/y ff6r't9-fi'), v.t. [FORTIFIED (-fid'), FORTIFYING],
[FT. fortifier; LL. fortificare < L.fortis, strong +facere,
to make], 1. to make strong or stronger; strengthen
physically or structurally. 2. to strengthen against
attack, as by building or furnishing with forts, walls,
etc. 3. to support; corroborate: as, he fortified his
argument with statistics. 4. to strengthen (liquor,

etc.) by adding alcohol, 5. to add vitamins, minerals,
etc. to (bread, etc.) so as to increase the food value.
v.i. to build military defenses.

for-tis (f6r'tis), adj. [L., strong], in phonetics, strongly
articulated: as, afortis stop. n. a strongly articulated
speech sound, especially a stop. Opposed to lenis.

for-tis-si-mo (fSr-tis's-mo'j It. fdr-tes'se-mo"'). adj. &
adv. [It., superL of forte; see FORTE, adj. 6> adv.], in
music, very^ loud: a direction to the performer, opposed
to pianissimo*, abbreviated ft. n. [pi. FORTISSIMOS
(-moz') FORTISSIMI (-me')], a passage to be performed
fortissimo.

for-ti-tude (f6r'ta-tood', f6*r'to-ttid') n. [Fr.; L. for-
titudo < fortis, strong], firm courage; patient endurance
of misfortune, pain, etc.

SYN. fortitude refers to the courage that permits one to
endure patiently misfortune, pain, etc. (to face a calamity \vith

fortitude}-, grit applies to an obstinate sort of courage that
refuses to succumb under any circumstances; backbone refers
to the strength of character and resoluteness that permits one

to^face opposition unflinchingly; pluck and guts both refer

originally to visceral organs, nence pluck implies a strong
heart in the face of danger or difficulty and guts, a slang word,
suggests the sort of stamina that permits one to "stomach" a

disagreeable or frightening experience. See also patience.
ANT. cowardice.

for-ti tu di nous (foVta-too'da-nQS, fftr'ts-tu'da-ngs),
adj. having fortitude; courageous.
Fort Mc-Hen-ry (mak-hen'ri), a fort in Baltimore
harbor, Maryland, where the British were repulsed in
1814.

fort-night (fSrt'nit, fdrt'nit), n. [ME. fourte(n) niht;
AS. feowertyne niht, lit., fourteen nights; cf. SENNIGHT],

. ... . once in every fortnight;
adj. happening or appearing

at two-week intervals, n. [pi FORTNIGHTLIES (-liz)],
a periodical issued at two-week intervals.
Fort Peck (pek), a dam and reservoir on the Missouri
River, eastern Montana.

for tress (f6r'tris). n. [ME.; OFr. fortresse, fortelesce;
see FORTALICE], a fortified place; fort: often used figura-
tively, v.t. to protect by or supply with a fortress.

Fort Smith, a city in western Arkansas, on the Arkansas
River: pop., 48,000.
Fort Sum-ter (sum'ter), a fort in Charleston harbor,
South Carolina, where Confederate troops fired the
first shots of the Civil War, on April 12, 1861.

for-tu-i-tism (fdr-too'a-tiz'm, f6r-tuf9-tiz'm), n. [for-
tuitous 4- 'ism], in philosophy, the doctrine that natural

phenomena^occur by chance rather than by the design
of some higher intelligence.

for-tu-i*tou8 (ffir-too's-tss, f6r-tu'a-t9s), adj. [L. /or-
tuitus <fors, fortis, chance, luck], happening by chance;
accidental. SYN. see accidental.

for-tu-i-ty (fSr-too's-ti, ffir-tu'g-ti), n. [pi FORTUITIES
(-tiz)], [Fr. fortuity < fortuit, accidental < L. fortuitus;
see FORTUITOUS], chance; accident.
For-tu na (fdr-tu'na, for-too'na), n. [L. < fortuna], in

Roman mythology, the goddess of fortune.
for-tu-nate (fdr'cha-nit), adj. [ME.; L. fortunatus, pp.
otfortunare, tomake fortunate < fortuna; see FORTUNE],
1. having good luck; lucky. 2. bringing, or coming by,
good luck: favorable; auspicious. SYN. see lucky.

for-tune (fSr'chon), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. fortuna, chance,
hap, fate, fortune < fors, fortis, chance, luck], 1. the

supposed power considered to bring good or bad to

people; luck; chance; fate: often personified. 2. what
happens or is going to happen to one; one's lot, good
or bad; especially, one's future lot. 3. good luck;
success; prosperity. 4. wealth: riches; large estate;
extensive possessions: as, she inherited & -fortune, v.t.

[FORTUNED (-chsnd), FORTUNING], [Raref, to provide
with wealth, v.i. [Archaic], to happen; chance.
teU one's fortune, to profess to tell what is going to

happen in one's life, as by palmistry, cards, etc.
fortune hunter, a person who tries to become rich,

especially by marrying a rich person.
for-tune tell er (fdr'chon-tel'gr), n. a person wno pro-
fesses to foretell events in other people's lives.
Fort Wayne, a city in northeastern Indiana: pop.,
133,000.

Fort William, a city in southern Ontario, Canada, on
Lake Superior: pop., 26,000.
Fort Worth, a city in northern Texas: pop., 277,000.
for-ty (f6r'ti), adj. [ME. fourti; AS. feowertig; akin to
G. merzig, Goth, jlawor Ugjus; see FOUR & -TY (tens)],
four times ten* n. [pi FORTIES (-tiz)J, the pardinal
number between thirty-nine and forty-one; 40; XJL.
the forties, the years from forty through forty-nine
(of a century or a person's age).

for-ty-nln-er, For-ty-Nfai;er (f6r
?
ti-nin/Sr), n.(ColloqJ (

a person who went to California in the gold rush of 1849,.

forty winks. [CoUoq.], a short sleep; nap.
fo-rum (fQr'ani. fo'ram), n. [pi FORUM!S (Tdnizr -ranw),
FORA (-0, -ra)L R.. orig., jprob,, place boarded off
or fenced in; IE. base *o/or-, wood cut into planks,
seen also in ]L. forus, gangplank, ganiin$ bp^rd, MB^.
bar, a beam], 1. tlie p^blc square ofc mafkei pla^fe of



forward foul shot

an ancient Roman city or town, where legal and

political business was conducted. 2. a law court;
tribunal. 3. an assembly for the discussion of public
matters or current questions.
the Forum, the forum of ancient Rome.

for-ward (f6r'werd), adj. [ME. foreword, forwards; AS.
foreword, adj. cV adv.; see FORE & -WARD], 1. at,

toward, or of the front, or fore part. 2. advanced;
specifically, a) ahead of time; early. b) mentally ad-

vanced; precocious, c) advanced socially, politically,

etc.; progressive. 3. moving toward a point in front;

onward; advancing. 4. prompt; ready; eager: as, he
was forward in helping. 5. bold; pushing; presumptu-
ous; pert. 6. of or for the future: as, forward buying.
adv. 1. toward the front or a point m front; ahead;
onward. 2. toward the future: as, look forward. 3.

into view or prominence: as, he brought forward an
opinion, n. in basketball, hockey, football, etc., any of

the players in the front line or in a front position.
v.t. 1. to help advance; promote. 2. to send; dis-

patch; transmit. 3. to send on to one's new addiess:

as, forward her mail to New York. 4. to make (a

book) ready for the finisher by adding the cover, etc.

SYN. see advance.
for-ward-er (fSr'wer-de'r), n. a rjerson or thing that

forwards; specifically, a transmitting agent; person
who receives goods and delivers them to the regular
transportation agent for transmission to the proper
destination.

for-ward4y (fSr'wgrd-li), adv. 1. at or toward the
front, or fore part. 2. readily; eagerly. 3. boldly;
presumptuously: pertly.
for-ward-ness (foVwerd-nis) , n. the quality or state

of being forward; specifically, a) an advanced state of

development or progress. 6) readiness; eagerness, c)

boldness; presumption; pertness.
forward pass, in football, a pass made from behind the
line of scrimmage to a teammate in a position toward
the opponent's goal.
for-wards (f6r'werdz), adv. [ME. forewardes; foreword

-f- adv. genit. -es; akin to G. vorwarts], forward.
for-went (f6r-went') past tense of forgo.
x i /r&_ i -f\ ^j.. m/rt? f***.*.i.:. /

con;. [Archaic], because.
for-worn (f6r-w6rn') f adj. [Early Mod. Eng. forworen,

pp. of obs. v. forwear, to wear out; see FOR- & WEAR],
[Archaic], worn out: also foreworn.

for-zan-do (f6r-tsan'do), adj. [It. < forzare, to force;
LL. *fortiare; see FORCE, .], in music, with force; with
stress; sforzando: a direction to the performer: symbol,
A , < ; abbreviated fz.

fos-sa (fos'o), n. [pL FOSSAE (-e)], [L., a ditch, trench],
in anatomy, a cavity, pit, or small hollow.

fosse (f6s, fos), n. [MIL; OPr.; L. fossa < fossa (terra),

dug (earth) < fossus: see FOSSIL], a ditch or moat,
especially one used in fortifications: also spelled foss.

fos-sette (f6-set' f fo-set'), n. [Fr., dim. of fosse; see

FOSSE], 1. a small hollow. 2. a dimple.
fossil (fos''l; now often fS's'l), n. [< Fr.

fossile < L.

fossilis, dug out, dug up < fossus, pp. of fodere, to dig
up], 1. originally, any rock or mineral dug out of the

earth; hence, 2. any hardened remains or traces of

plant or animal life of some previous geological period,
preserved in rock formations in the earth's crust.

3. [Colloq.], a person who is old-fashioned or has out-

moded, fixed ideas, adj. 1. of, having the nature of,

or forming a fossil or fossils. 2, belonging to the past;

a fossilizing or being fossilized, 2. a fossilized thing.
fossilize (fosH-iz') . v.t. [FOSSILIZED f-Izd'). FOSSIL-

IZING], 1. to change into a fossil or fossils: petrify.
2. to make out of date, rigid, or incapable of change.
V.I. i. to become fossilized. 2. [Rare], to collect or
search for fossils.

fosso-ri-al (forsdr
/
i-al, fo-so'ri-sl), adj. [< LL. fossorius

< L.fossor, digger < fossus (see FOSSIL) ; -f ~ol], digging
or adapted for digging; burrowing: as, fossorial claws.
foster (ffis'tSr, fos%r), v.t. [ME. fostren; AS. fostrian,
to nourish, bring up < fostor, food, nourishment <
base of foda, food; see FOOD], 1. to bring up; rear.
2. to help to develop; stimulate; promote; as, hunger
fos^s disease. 3. to cherish; harbor fondly in one's
mind: as* she fostered hopes of becoming an actress.

adj. giving, receiving, or sharing affection, care, etc,,

as if related by blood ; having the standing of a specified
member of a family but not by birth: as, a foster
brother, n* JObsll "a foster parent.

Fos-ter, Stephen CoHtes (f&*'tgr, fos/tSr), 1826-1864;

erican labor ccganizer and Communist Party leader.

fos ter-age (f6s'te*r-ij, fos'te'r-ij), n. [foster -f -age}, 1.

the rearing of a foster child. 2. the state of being a
foster child. 3. the act of giving a child over to foster

parents. 4. a promoting, stimulating, or encouraging.
foster brother. [AS. fastorbrolkorl a boy in his relation-

ship to the child or children of his foster parents.
foster child, [AS. fostorcUd], a child reared by anyone
other than his mother or father.

foster father, JAS. fostorf&der], a man who acts as a
father to a child not his own.

fos-ter-ling (f6s'ter-Hrj, fos'ter-Krj), n. [AS. fosterling;
see -LING], a foster child.

foster mother, [AS. fostormodor], a woman who acts

as a mother to a child not her own.
foster parent, a foster father or foster mother.
foster sister, [AS. fostorsweostor]* a girl in her relation-

ship to the child or children of her foster parents.
Foth-er-ln-ghay (fota'er-irj-ga', fort'rig-gaO* a
village in Northamptonshire, England: site of the
castle where Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned
and beheaded (1587).

Fou-cault, Jean Ber-nard L4-on (zharc ber'nar' la'ow'

fdo'ko'), 1819-1868; French physicist.
fou-droy-ant (foo-droi'snt; Fr. fdo/drw&'yawO. #
[Fr., ppr. oifoudroyer, to strike by lightning < foudre,
lightning < LL.fwgere for L.fulgur], attacking sudden-
ly and severely; fulminant: said of a disease.

fought (fjBt), [ME. fauht, faht; AS. feaht, 3d pers. sing.,

past indie., of feohtan], past tense and past participle
of fight.

fought-en (f6t''n), archaic past participle of fight.

foul(foul), ad/.jME.; AS. ful: akin to G. faul, rotten,

putrid, lazy; IE. base *pu-, *pu-, etc., to stink (? <
exclamation of disgust), seen also in pus, putrid}, 1. so
offensive to the senses as to cause disgust; stinking;
loathsome: as, a foul odor. 2. extremely dirty; dis-

gustingly filthy. 3. full of or covered with dirt or

foreign objects: as, a/owZ pipe. 4. putrid; rotten: said
of food. 5. indecent; obscene: profane: as, foul lan-

guage. 6. wicked; abominable: as, a foul murder.
7. not clear; stormy; unfavorable: as, foul weather,
winds, etc. 8. tangled; caught; jammed: as, a foul
rope: opposed to dear. 9. not according to the rules of

a game; unfair, either by accident or intention. 10.

treacherous; dishonest. 11. [Archaic], ugly. 12.

[Colloq.], unpleasant, disagreeable, etc. 13. in basebatt,

relating to or having to do with foul balls or foul
lines. 14. in printing, full of errors or changes: as,

foul copy. n. anything foul: specifically^ a) a collision

of boats, contestants, etc. b) an infraction of the rules,
as of a game or sport, c} in baseball, a foul ball. v.t.

1. to make foul; dirty; soil; defile. 2. to dishonor;
disgrace. 3. to impede; obstruct; specifically, a) to
fill up; encrust; choke: as, grease often fouls sink
drains. &) to cover (the bottom of a ship) with impeding
growths, c) to entangle; catch: as, the rope was fouled
in the shrouds: opposed to dear, d) to collide with.
4. to make a foul against in a contest or game. 5. in

baseball, to bat (the ball) so that it falls outside tne
foul lines. IM. 1. to become dirty. 2. to be clogged
or choked. 3. to become tangled. 4. to collide. 5. to
break the rules of a game. 6. in baseball, a) to bat the
ball so that it falls outside the foul lines. 6) to be retired

by a catch of such a ball (with out). SYN. see dirty,
foul up, [Colloq.], to make a mess of; make disordered
or confused; entangle or bungle.

go (or fall or run) foul of, 1. to collide with and be-
come tangled in. 2. to get into conflict or trouble
with.

fou-lard (fdo-lard
7
), n. [Fr. < Swiss Fr. foulat, lit.,

fulled (cloth) < fouler, to full; cf. FULL, v., FELT, n.],

1. a lightweight material of silk, rayon, or silk and
cotton, usually printed with a small design. 2. a
necktie, scarf, or handkerchief made of this material.
foul ball, in baseball, a batted ball that falls outside
the foul lines: opposed to fair ball.

foul line, 1. in baseball, either of the lines extending
from home plate through the outside corners of first

base or third base and onward to the end of the out-
field. 2. in basketball, the line from which a player
makes the free throw or throws granted to him when
he is fouled. 3. in tennis, bowling, etc., any of various
lines bounding the playing area, outside of which the
ball must not be hit, the player must not go, etc.

foul-mouthed (foul'mouiM', foul'moutht') , adj. using
obscene, profane, or scurrilous language.

foul-ness (foul'nis), n. 1. the quality or condition of

being foul. 2. something foul.

foul play, 1. unfair play; action that breaks the rules
of the game. 2. treacherous action or violence, as in
assault, murder, etc.

foul shot, in basketball, any of one or more free throws
at the basket allowed to a player as a penalty imposed
on the opponents for some infraction of the rules:
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each throw if successful counts for one point.
foul tip, in baseball* a batted ball barely tipped by the
bat: it is counted as a strike, but if it is the third strike,
it must be caught by the catcher for the batter to

be out.
foil-mart (foo'mart), n. [ME. fulmard, fulmart < AS,
ful, foul + mearth, marten], the European polecat.
found (found), [ME. funden; A.S.fundon, pp. of findan],
past tense and past participle of find. adj. provided
with all the necessaries, especially room and board.
found (found), v.t. [ME. founden; OPr. funder, fonder;
L. fundare < fundus, bottom], 1. to lay the base of;

set for support; base: as, this statement is founded on
facts. 2. to begin the construction of; establish: as f the

city was founded in 1815. zu. [Rare], to be based.

found (found), v.t. [Pr. fondre < L. fundere, to pour,
melt (metal)], I. to melt and pour (metal or materials

for glass) into a mold. 2. to make by pouring molten
metal into a mold; cast.

foun-da-tion (foun-da/shan), n. [ME. foundacioun; OFr.

fondation: L. fundatio < pp. of fundare; see FOUND
(to base)], 1. a founding or being founded; establish-

ment. 2. the establishment of an institution with pro-
vision for its upkeep. 3. a fund or endowment to
maintain a hospital, school, charity, etc. 4, an insti-

tution maintained by an endowment. 5. the support-
ing part of a wall, house, etc. ; base, 6. the fundamental

principle on which something is founded; basis. 7. a

supporting material or part beneath an outer part, as in

a dress. 8. a foundation garment. SYN. see base.

foundation garment, a woman's corset or girdle,
often with an attached brassiere.

foundation stone, 1. a stone that is part of the
foundation of a building. 2. a cornerstone.
foun-der (founMer), v.i. [ME. foundren; OFr. fondrer,
to fall in, sink < fond, bottom; L. fundus, bottom],
1. a) to stumble, fall, or go lame. 6) to have founder:
said of a horse. 2. to fill with water and sink: said of

a ship. 3. to break down; collapse; fail. v.t. to cause
to founder, n. [< the v.i,, 1], an inflammation of a
horse's foot; laminitis.

found-er (foun'der), n. [ME. foundeor; OPr. fondeor;
L, fundator], a person who founds, or establishes.

found-er (foun'de'r), n. a person who founds, or casts,

metals, etc.

foun-der-ous (foun'der-as), adj. causing or likely to
cause foundering: as, a founderous road.

found-era* shares (foun'deYz), shares of corporation
stock, sometimes carrying special privileges, issued to
the founders or organizers of a company: now seldom
issued except in England.

found-ling (found'lirj), n. [ME. foundeling <founde(n),
pp. of finden (cf . FIND) + -ling; cf. D. vondeling, akin
in formation], a child found after it has been abandoned
by its unknown parents.

found-ry (foun'dri), n. [pi. FOUNDRIES (-driz)], [Pr.
fonderie < fondre; see FOUND (to cast)], 1. the act,

process, or work of melting and molding metals;
casting. 2. metal castings. 3. a place where metal
is cast.

foundry proof, in printing, proof submitted for a final

reading before plates are cast.

fount (fount), n. [Fr. font; L. fons, fontis, a fountain],
1. a fountain; spring. 2. a source.

fount (fount), n. in printing, a font: British form.
foun-tain (foun't'n), n. [Late ME. fontayne; OFr.
funtaine, fontaine; LL. fontana, fern, of L. fontanus <
fans, fontis, fountain], 1. a natural spring of water.
2. the source or beginning of a stream. 3. the origin
of anything; source. 4. a) an artificial spring, jet, or
flow of water. 6) the basin, pipes, etc. where this flows.

c) a drinking fountain; bubbler or similar device, d) a
soda fountain. 5. a storage place for liquid; container
or reservoir, as for ink, oil, etc.

foun-tain-head (foun't'n-hed', foun'tin-hed'), n. 1. a
spring that is the source of a stream, 2. the original
or main source of anything.
Fountain of Youth, a legendary spring supposed to
restore the health and youth of anyone who drank
from it: it was sought by Ponce de Le6n and other
Spanish explorers in America and the West Indies.

fountain pen, a
jpen in which a nib or ball at the end

is fed wnting fluid from a supply in the reservoir or
from a replaceable cartridge in the holder.

four (f6r, for), adj. [ME. foure; AS, feower; akin to G.
vier, Goth, fidwor, etc.; IE. tqwetwor, four, seen also
in L. quattuor (whence Pr. quatre, etc.)], totaling one
more than three, n. 1. the cardinal number between
three and five; 4; IV. 2. something that has four of
anything as its outstanding characteristic, as a playing
card or domino marked with four spots.
on all fours, 1. on all four feet. 2. on hands and knees
(or feet).

four-bag-ger (f6r'bag'Sr, for'bag'Sr), n. [Slang], in
baseball, a home run.

four-chette (foor-shef), n. [Pr. f dim. of fourche; see
FORK], in anatomy* 1. the wishbone of a bird. 2. the
frog of a hoof. 3. a small fold of skin connecting the
inner lips (labia minora) of the vulva at the lower end.

four-col-or (fSr'kul'eV, for'kul'e'r), adj. designating or
of a process in which printing is done with separate
plates in yellow, red, blue, and black, so that any
desired color or colors can be produced.

four-cy-cle (fdr'sl'k'l, for'si'kl), n. a cycle of four
strokes, as in some internal-combustion engines.

four-di-men-sion-al (fdr'dl-men'shan-'l, for'di-men'-
shsn-'l), adj. of or in four dimensions.

Four-drin-i-er (foor-drin'i-er), adj. [after Sealy and
Henry Fourdrinier, who developed the machine in

England early in the 19th century], designating or of
a paper-making machine that produces paper in a
continuous strip or roll. n. such a machine.

four-flush (fdr'fiush', for'nush'), v.i. 1. in poker, to
pretend that one's hand has five cards of the same
suit when it has only four (four flush}', hence, 2.

[Slang], to bluff.

four-flush-er (for'flush'e'r, for'flush'er), n. 1. a poker
player who four-flushes; hence, 2. [Slang], a person
who bluffs.

four-fold (f6r'fold', for'fpld'), adj. [see -FOLD], 1. hav-
ing four parts. 2. having four times as much or as
many. adv. four times as much or as many.
four-foot-ed (f6r'foot'id, for'foot'id), adj. [ME. four-

Joted], having four feet; quadruped.
Four Freedoms, freedom of speech, freedom of religion,
freedom from want, and freedom from fear: the estab-
lishment of these freedoms everywhere in the world
was declared an objective of United States foreign
policy by President Roosevelt in his message to Con-
gress, January 6, 1941.

Jfour-gon (foor'gow') , n. [Fr.], a wagon or car for baggage.
four-hand-ed (ffir'han'did, for'han'did), adj. 1. hav-

ing four hands. 2. for four players, as some games.
3. in music, for two performers, as a piano duet.
Four-H club, 4-H club (*6r'ach', for'ach'), [< the aim
to improve the &ead, ftands, /zeart, and health], a rural

youth organization sponsored by the Department of

Agriculture, offering instruction in scientific agricul-
ture and home economics.
four hundred, [popularized by C. J. Allen, New York
Sun society reporter, from a remark by Ward McAl-
lister: "There are only 400 people in New York that
one really knows"; ? from limited capacity of Mrs.
J. J. Astor's ballroom], the social set regarded as wealth-
iest and most exclusive (with the} .

Fou-rier, Fran-cpis Ma-rie Charles (fraVswa/ ma/re;

sharl fSo'rya'; Eng. foor'i-er), 1772-1837; French so-

cialist and reformer.

Fourier, Jean Bap-tiste Jo-seph (zhaw ba'test' zho'-

zef') Baron, 1768-1830; French mathematician and
physicist.

Fou-ri-er-ism (foor'i-er-iz'm) , n. the doctrines of P. M.
C. Fourier; especially, his proposed system for reorga-
nizing society into small, co-operative communities.
four-in-hand (f6r/in-hand', for'in-hand') , n. 1. a team
of four horses. 2. a coach drawn by such a team.
3. a necktie tied in a slipknot with the ends left hang-
ing, adj. designating or of a four-in-hand.

four-leaf clover (f&r'lef, for'lef), a clover with four
leaves, popularly supposed to bring good luck to the
finder.

four-letter word (ffir'let'er, for'let'er), any of several
short words having to do with sex or excrement and
generally regarded as objectionable and unprintable.

four-o'clock (f6r'a-klqk't for'o-klok
7

) , n. any of several

plants with bright foliage and long-tubed yellow, red,
and white blossoms that open late in the afternoon and
close again late in the morning; marvel-of-Peru.

four-pence (ffir'pans, for'pans), n. 1. the sum of four

pence; four British pennies. 2. a former British silver
coin of this value, or about eight cents.

four*pen*ny (fSr'pen'i, for'jran-i), adj. I. costing or
valued at fourpence. 2. designating a size of nail: see

-penny, n. fourpence.
four-post-er (fdr'pos'tgr, for'oos'ter), n. a large bed-
stead with tall corner posts that sometimes support a
canopy or curtains.

Jfour-ragere (foq'ra'zhaT'), n. [Pr. < fourrager; see

FORAGE, .], a military decoration awarded to an entire
unit of troops, consisting of a colored and braided cord
to be worn on the left shoulder by every member of
the unit.

four-score (f6r'sk8r' t for'skSrO, adj. & n. [MEJ, [Ar-
chaic or Poetic], four times twenty; eighty.
four-some (f6r'sam, for'sam), adj. [four -f -some], [Scot.],
of or for four people, as some games, n. 1. a group of
four people. 2. in golf, a) agame involving four players,
usually two to a team, b] the players in such a game.

four-square (6r'skwar' f tor'skwar'), adj. 1. square,
2. unyielding; unhesitating; firm. 3. frank; forthright.
adv. in a square form; sQuarely. n. a square.

four-teen (fdr'ten', for'ten'), adj. [ME. fowertene; AS.
feowertyne; see FOUR & -TEEN], four more than ten.
n. the cardinal number between thirteen and fifteen;

four-teenth (far'tenth', for'tenth') ? adj. [ME. four-
teothe; AS. feowerteoiha < feowertyne; fprm repatterned
after fourteen + -th], L preceded by tWrteen others in



fourth. 573 fraction

a series; 14th. 2. designating any of the fourteen equal

parts of something.^ n.
^

1. the one following the

thirteenth,
thing; 1/14.
irtn

2. any of the fourteen equal parts of some-

fourth (fdrth, forth), adj. [ME. feorthe, ferthe; AS.
feortha; see FOUR & -THJ, 1. preceded by three others

m a series; 4th. 2. designating any of the four equal
parts of something, n. 1. the one following the third.

2. any of the four equal parts of something; 1/4. 3. in

music, a) the tone four degrees above a given tone in

a diatonic scale, b) the interval between these tones.

c) a combination of these tones.

fourth-class (fdrth'klas', forth'klas'), adj. of the class,

rank, excellence, etc. next below the third; specifically,

designating or of a class of mail consisting of merchan-
dise or printed matter not first-class or second-class:

also called parcel post. adv. as or by fourth-class mail.

fourth dimension, a dimension in addition to those of

length, width, and depth: in the theory of relativity,
time is regarded as the fourth dimension: see space-
time continuum.

fourth-ly (fdrth'H, forth'li), adv. in the fourth place:
used in enumerating topics.
Fourth of July, the holiday celebrating the adoption
of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776:
also called Independence Day.
Fourth Republic, the republic established in France
in 1945, after the liberation in World War II, lasting
until 1958.

.

four-way (fSr'wa', for'wa')* adj. giving passage in four
directions: as, & four-way valve.
four-wheel (foVhwel', for'hweY), adj. 1, four-wheeled.
2. affecting four wheels: as, afour-wheel drive,

four-wheeled (fdr'hweld
7
, for'hweld'), adj. having or

running on four wheels.

fou-ter, fou-tre (foo'ter), n. [< OFr. foutre, to copulate
with < L. futuere], [Obs.j, a fig: euphemism for a strong
term of contempt.

fo-ve-a (fo'vi-a), n. [pi. FOVEAE (-e')L [L.] a small pit,
hollow, or depression.

fovea ceri'tra-lis (sen-tra'lis), a depression at the back
of the retina, the point where the vision is most acute.

fo-ve-ate (fo'vi-it, fo'vi-at') adj. having a fovea or

foveae; pitted.
fo-ve-o-la (fa-ve'a-la), n. [pL FOVEOLAE (4e')3, [Mod.L.,
dim. of L. fovea], a small fovea.

fo-ve-o-late (fo'vi-3-laf), <*dj. in biology, foveate; pitted.
fo-ve-ole (fo'vi-ol')t n. a foveola.
fowl (foul), n. [pi FOWLS (foulz), FOWL; see PLURAL,II,
D, 1], [ME. foule,fowel, foghel; AS. fugol, fugel; akin to
G. vogel, bird; IE, base *pou~, etc., small, little, seen
also in puerile, pauper, foal, gullet, etc.], 1. originally,
any bird: used now in combination, as, wild fowL 2.

any of the larger domestic birds used as food ; specifically,

a) the chicken, b) the duck, goose, etc. c) a full-grown
chicken, as distinguished from a springer, etc. 3. the
flesh of any of these birds used for food. v.i. to catch,
trap, hunt, or shoot wild birds for food or sport.

fowl-er (foul'gr), n. {ME. foutere; AS. fugelere; see FOWL
& -BR], a person who hunts, traps, or shoots wild birds.

fowl-ing (foul
7
!!)), n. the hunting of wild fowl.

fowling piece, a type o shotgun for fowling.
Fox (foks), n. 1. a member of a tribe of Algonquian
Indians who lived in Illinois and southwestern Wis-
consin. 2. this tribe: merged with the Sac tribe (1760).

fox (foks), n. [pi. FOXES (-iz), FOX; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[ME.; AS.; akin
to G, fuchs; Gmc.
base *fuh~; prob. <
IE. base *p

t uq*,
*peuq-, thick-haired,
bushy, seen also in
Sans, pticcha, tail;
animal prob. so
namedfrom its bushy
tail], 1 any of a

of the dog family, with busty tails and, commonly,
reddish-brown fur: the fox is conventionally thought
of as sly and crafty: see also red fox, silver fox, blue

fox, cross fox. 2. its fur. 3. a sly, crafty, deceitful

person. 4. in nautical usage, a strand of ropes twisted

together. 5. [Obs.], a kind of, sword. v.L 1. to make
(beer, etc.) sour by fermeatmg. 2, [from the color of

a fox], to stain (book leaves* posts, etc*) with reddish-
brown or yellowish dj$cotarawbo&*i 3. to trick or de-
ceive by slyness or craftiness, 4. to repair (boots,
shoes, etc.) with new upper leather, .i. 1. to become
sour; sai4 of beer, eta 2. to become stained: said of

book leaves, etc.

Fox, Charles James (foks), 1749-1806; British orator
and statesman.

Fpx, George,, 1624-1691;, English theologian; founded"" *
-

of Friends, c.

FOXHOUND (24 in. high)

fox brush, the tail of a fox, especially when regarded as
the trophy of a fox hunt.

foxed (fokst), adj. [pp. of fox], 1. soured, as beer. 2.

stained or discolored, as an old book. 3. tricked. 4.

repaired, as shoes.

fox-glove (foks'gluV), n. [ME. foxes gum; AS. foxes

glofa, fox's glove], any of a number of plants of the

figwort family, with long spikes full of thimblelike
flowers: one species is a source of digitalis.

fox-hole (foks'hol'), n. a hole dug in the ground as a

temporary protection for one or two soldiers against
enemy gunfire or tanks.

fox-hound (foksliound')* n. any of a breed of hounds
havinggreat strength
and speed and a keen
scent: they are bred
and trained to hunt
foxesand othergame.
fox-hunt (toks'-
hunt'), lu. to take
part in a fox hunt or
fox hunts.

fox hunt, a sport in
which hunters on
horses ride after dogs
in pursuit of a fox.

fox My (fok's'1-i),
adv. in a foxy manner; slyly.

fox i ness (fok'si-nis), n. the quality of being foxy;
slyness.

fox-inj* (fok'sin), n. [see FOX, v.], a piece of leather for

repairing or decorating the upper of a shoe.
fox squirrel, the North American tree squirrel.
fox-tail (foks'tal'), 71. 1. the tail, or brush, of a fox.

2. any of several tall grasses with long spikes of brush-
like flowers.

fox terrier, any of a breed of small, active terriers with
a smooth or wire-haired coat,

usually white with dark
patches: they^ were formerly
trained to drive foxes out of

hiding.
fox-trot (foks'trof), v.L 1.

to go at a fox trot, or mixed
pacing and trotting gait: said
of a horse. 2. to dance the
fox trot,

fox trot, 1. a slow, mixed
gait of a horse in which it

trots with the forelegs and
paces with the hind legs;
hence, 2. a dance in 4/4 time
with a variety of steps, both
fast and slow. 3. the music for such a dance,

fox-y (fok'si), adj. [FOXIER (-si-eV), FOXIEST (-si-ist)],

1. foxlike; crafty; wily; sly. 2. having the reddish-
brown color of a fox. 3. covered with brownisli or

yellowish stains, as an old book. 4. sour: said of beer,
wine, etc. not properly fermented. SYN. see s!yf

foy (foi), n. [MD. foy, fooy, voye; prob, < OFr. voie <
L. via, way, journey; see VIA], [Dial.], 1. a feast,

present, etc. given by or to a person departing on a
;iourney. 2. a feast at the end of a hanresfc or fishing
season.

foyer (foi'gr, foi'a"; Fr. fwa'yaOt n. [orig., greenroom
of a theater; Fr. f hearth, lobby < UL. *focarium < L.

focus, hearth, fireplace], an entrance hall or lobby,
especially in a theater, hotel, or apartment house.

fp., 1. foolscap. 2. in music, fortepiano.
fp., F.P., f.p., loot-pound; foot-pounds.
F.P., f.]>., 1. fireplug. 2. fully paid. 3. in insurance,

a) fire policy. 6) floating policy. 4, in music, fortepiano.
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f.p., fp, fp., freezing point.

FPC, F.P.C., Federal^, .., eral^ Power Commission.
Fr, in chemistry, francium.

Fr., 1. Father. 2. France. 3. Frau. 4. French,
5. Friar. 6. Friday.

fr., 1. fragment. 2. franc; francs, 3. frequent. 4. from.
Fra (fra), n. [It., abbrev. of frate < L. frater, brother],
brother: title given to a friar or monk, as, Fra Lippo
Lippi.

fra-cas (fra'kas), n. [Fr.; It. fracasso < fracassare, to
smash < /ra-, intens. (< L. infra, below) + cassafe,

to

quash, break < L. quassare; see QUASH], a noisy dispute
or fight; loud quarrel or disturbance; brawl.

frac-tlon (frak'shan), n. [Fr.; L. fractio, a breaking <
pp. of frangere, to break], 1. a breaking; dividing:
now only of the Eucharistic bread. 2. a small part
broken off; small part, amount, degree, etc.; fragment:
scrap. 3, in chemistry, a part separated by fractional

crystallization, distillation, etc. 4. in mathematics, a) a
quantity less than a whole number expressed as a
decimal (.4) or with a

t

numerator and denominator
(1/2, 2/3). b} any quantity expressed in terms of a
numerator and denominator, as 13/4. See also common,

.

coktr; 5, Fr. feu;

r| Is, bite; lot, g$, hdrn, t5oi, look; oil, out| iiipf) fis^' ^Jrjijftet: joy; yet; chin;
'^or',AW, kgo, in agent, i in sanity, o in com$y, m/&(M$f

*
as m able (S/p'l); Pr.

'r. ceq; ft, Pr. due; H, Gr, ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x~xii. t foreign;
* hypothetical; < denied i



fractional 574 France
fraction, compound fraction, complex fraction, etc.
SYN* see part.

frac-tion-al (frak'shan-'l), adj. 1. of or forming a
fraction or fractious, 2. very small; unimportant;
insignificant. 3. in chemistry; designating or of any
of various processes for separating the constituents of
a mixture by taking advantage of differences in their

solubility, boiling points, etc.: &&, fractional distillation.

4. in commerce, being less than the unit of transaction*
usually 100 shares, in stock exchanges.
fractional currency, small coins or paper money in
circulation, worth less than the monetary unit: as, the
dime is fractional currency, being worth lees than the
standard unit, the dollar.

frac-tion-ar-y (frak'shan-er'i), adj. 1. fractional. 2.

fragmentary.
frac-tion-ate (frak'shan-at') v.t. [FRACTIONATED (-id),

FIU.CTIONATINGI, in chemistry, to separate into fractions

by crystallization, distillation, etc.
frac-tion-a tion (fmk'shsn-a'shsn), n. the act or pro-
cess of fractionating.

frac-tion ize (frak'shan-iz') v.t. & vd. [FRACTIONIZED
(-izd'J), FRACTIONIZING], to divide into fractions.

frac-turns (frak/shas), adj. fprob. altered < factious,
after fraction (in obs, sense of "brawling") or refractory
(cf. CAPTIOUS)], 1. unruly; rebellious; refractory. 2.

peevish; irritable: fretful; cross.
frac-to- (frak'to, frak'ta), [< L.fractus, pp. offrangere,
to break], a combining form used in hyphenated com-
pounds, meaning a ragged mass of (a specified kind of)
cloud, as in fracto-stratus.
frac-to-cu-mu-lus (frak'to-ku/myoo-las), n. a mass of
small, ragged clouds torn from a cumulus.
frac-to-mm-bus (frak'to-nim'bos) , n. a mass of ragged,
shapeless clouds torn from a nimbus.

frac-to-stra'tus (frak'to-stra'tss), n. a ragged cloud in

long, threadlike layers, torn from a stratus.
frac-tur-al (frak'che'r-Ql) (/ of. having the nature of,
or caused by a fracture.

frac-ture (rak'chr), n. [Fr.; L. fractura, a breaking,
breach, deft < pp. olfrangere, to break], 1. a breaking
or being broken. 2. a break; crack; split. 3. a break
in a oone or, occasionally, a tear in a cartilage: see
also compound fracture, simple fracture. 4. the
texture of the sarface of a mineral broken across the
normal line of cleavage, v.t. & v.L [FRACTURED (-chSrd),
FRACTURING], to break; crack; split. SYN. see break.

frae (fra), prep. [Scot.], from. adv. [Scot.], fro.
frae-num (frrnom)r n. a frenum.
frag-ile (fraj'sl), adj. [L. fragilis < frangere, to break],
easily broken, shattered, damaged, or destroyed;
brittle; frail; deHcate.
SYN. fragile implies such delicacy of structure as to be
easily broken (a fragile china teacup) ; frangible adds to this
the connotation of liability to being oroken because of the use
to which the thing is put (the handle onthis axe seems frangible) ;

brittle implies such inelasticity as to be easily broken or
shattered by pressure or a blow (the bones of the body become
brittle with, age); crisp suggests a desirable sort of brittleness,
as of fresh, celery or soda crackers; friable is applied to some-
thing tnat is easily crumbled or crushed into powder (friable
rock). ANT. tough, sturdy.

fra-jil'9-ti), it. [ME. & OF*.
fragtltte; L. fragtlitas], the quality of being fragile.

fragment (frag'mant), n. [Fr.; L. fragmentum <
frangere. to break], 1. a part broken away from a
whole; broken piece: abbreviated fr. 2. a detached,
isolated, or incomplete part: as, fragments of the
melody remained in her mind. 3. the part that exists
of a literary or other work left incomplete or unfinished:
as, this poem is only a fragment. SYN. see part,

frag men tal (frag-men't'l), adj. 1. fragmentary. 2.
in geology, designating or of rocks formed of the frag-ments of rocks that had existed previously; clastic.

frag-men-tar ily (frag'man-ter'o-li), adv. in a frag-
mentary manner.

irag-men-tar-i-ness (frag'mdn-ter'i-nis), n. the quality
or condition of being fragmentary.

frag-men-tar-y (frag'jnon-ter'i), ttaj. consisting of frag-
ments; not complete; disconnected,

frag men ta tion (frag'men-ta'shan), n. a breaking
uito fragments.

^
fragmentation bomb, an antipersonnel bomb that
scatters the broken, jagged pieces of the bomb case
over a wide area when it explodes.

frag-ment-ed (frag'mgn-tid), adj.brokenintofragments.
frag-ment-ize (frag'mon-tiz'), v.t. [FRAGMENTIZED
(-tizd')r FRAGMENTIZING], to break into fra

Fra go-nard, Jean Ho no-re (zhaw d'nd'ra' fr&'i

1732-1806; French painter.
fra-grance (fra'gr9ns), n. [OFr.; L. fragrantia], 1. the
qualify of being fragrant. 2. a sweet smell; pleasant

fra-gran-cy (fra'gran-si), n. [pi. FRAGRANCIES (-siz)].
[Rare], fragrance.

\-^-/j

fragrant pra'grant), adj. [< Fr, or L.; Fr. fragrant;
L. fragrans, fragrantis, ppr. of fragrare, to emit a
(sweet) sniell], having a pleasant odor; sweet-smeflW.

frail (fral), adj. [ME. frele; OFr. frele, fraile <L.

fragilis; see FRAGILE], 1. easily broken, shattered,
damaged, or destroyed; fragile; delicate. 2. slender
and delicate; not robust; weak. 3. easily tempted;
morally weak; liable to sin or misbehave, n. [Slang],
a woman or girl. SYN. see weak.

frail (fral), n. [ME. fraiel: OFr. frael, fraiel, fiad, rush
basket; ML. fraeUum: L. fiagettum, young branch,
shoot, whip], 1. a basket made of rushes, for packing
figs, raisins, etc. 2. the varying Quantity of raisins,
etc. packed in such a basket, usually SO or 75 pounds.

frafl-ty (fral'ti), n. [ME. frelete; OFr. frailete], 1. the
quality or condition of being frail; weakness; especially,
moral weakness. 2. [pi. FRAILTIES (-tiz)], any fault or
failing arising from such weakness.

fraise (fraz), n. [Fr., orig., a ruff < fraiser, to ruffle;
Pr. frezar < fres, a border, curl < Frank. *fri$i, a
curl, edging; akin to AS. /TO. crisped, curled], 1. a
ruff or high collar. 2. in military usage, a palisading
or barrier consisting of an inclined or horizontal fence
of barbed wire, or, formerly, of wooden stakes.

fram-be-sl-a, fram-boe-si-a (fram-be'zhi-s, fram-be'-
zi-a), n. [Mod. L. < Fr. framboise, raspberry: LL.
*frambosia < L. fraga ambrosia, ambrosial berry], the
yaws, a contagious tropical disease.
frame (fram), v.t. [FRAMED (framd), FRAMING], [ME.
framen, framien; partly < AS. framian, to be helpful
(< fram, adj., forward; see FROM), partly <
fre-,

' ' " ' ' "

sec

to a pattern; design: as, they framed a constitution.
2. to put together the parts of; construct. 3. to com-
pose; put into words; devise; contrive; conceive: as,
he framed a theory of progress. 4. to utter: as, his

lips framed the words. 5. to adapt for a particular
use; adjust; fit: as, the law was framed to equalize the
tax burden. 6. to enclose in a border; provioTe a border
for, as a mirror or picture. 7. [Slang], to falsify evi-
dence, testimony, etc. beforehand in order to make
(a person) appear guilty, n. [chiefly < the v. but orig.
with sense of "advantage" < ON.Jrami, furtherancej,
I. a) anything made of parts fitted together according
to a design; basic or skeletal structure; framework, as
of a house, ship, etc. 6) any of various machines built
on or in a framework. 2. the human skeleton; body
structure in general; build. 3. the case or border into
which a window, door, etc. is set and which serves as
a structural support. 4. an ornamental border sur-
rounding and sometimes supporting a picture. 5. the
way that anything is constructed or put together;
organization; form. 6. mood; humor; temper. 7. an
established order or system, especially of government.
8. [Slang], a framing (sense 7). 9. [Colloq.J, in baseball,
an inning. 10. in bowling, etc., anir of the ten divisions
of a game, in each of which the pins are set up anew.
II. in motion pictures, each of the small exposures
composing a stnp of film. 12. in pool, a) the triangular
form in which the balls are set up at the beginning of
a game. &) the balls so set up before the break, c) the
period of play required to pocket all the balls. 13. in
shipbuilding, any of the transverse structures that
form the ribs of a ship's hull and extend from the gun-
wale to the bilge or to the keel: called square frame
when set at a right angle to the vertical plane of the
keel, and cant frame when set at an oblique angle. 14.
in television, a single scanning of the field of vision by
the televisor.
frame house, a house with a wooden framework, us-
ually covered with boards.
frame of mind, mental or emotional state; mood.
frame-tip (fram'up'), n. [Colloq.], 1. a falsifying of
evidence, testimony, etc. to make an innocent person
seem guilty. 2* a, surreptitious, underhand arrangement
or scheme made beforehand.

frame-work (fram'wurjc'). n. 1. a structure, usually
rigid, serving to hold the parts of something together
or to support something constructed or stretched over
or around it; skeletal structure: as, the framework of a
house. 2. the basic structure, arrangement, or system.

fram-ing (fram'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that frames. 2. the way in which somethrng is framed.
3, a) a frame or framework, b) a system of rrames.
Fram-ing ham (fra'min-hamO, n. a town in eastern
Massachusetts: pop., 28,000.

franc (frank), n. [Fr. < L. Francorum rex, king of the
French, device on the coin when first struck by King
John in 1360], 1. a) the monetary unit and a current
coin of France, originally equal to 19.3 cents but valued
at^ about 1/4 oent in 1950. 6) an obsolete French
coin of gold or silver. 2. a) the similar monetary unit
of Bemum: see also belga. 6) the similar monetary unit
erf Switzerland. Abbreviated fr,, F., f.
France (frans, frSns), n. a country in western Europe:
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Fran-ces (fran'sis, fran/sis), [< OPr. fern, form of

Franceis; see FRANCIS], a feminine name: diminutives,
Fran, Fannie, Fanny.
Fran-ces-ca, Pie-ro del-la (pye'rS deFla fran-ches'ka'),
1420?~1492; Umbrian painter.
Franche-Com-t (frash'kow'taO * a former prov-
ince of eastern France.

fran-chise (fran'chiz),
n. [ME.; OFr. < franc,
free; see FRANK, adj.],

1. originally, freedom
from some restriction*

servitude, etc.; hence,
2. a) any special right
or privilege granted by
the government, as to
be a corporation, oper-
ate a public utility,

etc. &) the jurisdiction
overwhich this extends.
3. the right to vote;
suffrage. 4. the right
to market a product,
often exclusive for a

specified area, as grant-
ed by the manufacturer.

fran-chised (fran'chizd), adj. holding a franchise: as,
a franchised dealer.

Fran-cis (fran'sis, fran'sis), [OFr. Franceis; LL.
Franciscus < Gmc. ^Franco; see FRANK, adj.], a
masculine name: diminutive, Frank; feminine, Frances;
equivalents, Fr. Francois, G. Franz, It, Francesco,
Franco, Sp. Francisco.
Francis I. 1. 1494-1547; king of France (1515-1547).
2. title of Francis II as emperor of Austria.
Francis II, 1768-1835; last emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire (1792-1806); as Francis I. first emperor of
Austria (1804-1835).
Fran-cis-can (fran-sis'ksn), adj. [< ML, Franciscus,
Francis], 1. of Saint Francis of Assisi. 2. designating
or of the monastic order founded by him in 1209: it is

now divided into three independent branches. n. any
member of this order.
Francis Ferdinand, 1863-1914; nephew of Francis
Joseph I; archduke of Austria: his assassination led to
the outbreak of World War I.

Francis Joseph I, (.Franz Josef), 1830-1916: emperor of
Austria (1848-1916); king of Hungary (1867-1916).
Francis of Assisi, Saint, 1182-1226; Italian founder of
the Franciscan order: his day is October 4.

Francis of Sales, Saint (salz; Fr. sal), 1567-1622;
French ecclesiastic: his day is January 29.
fran-ci-um (fran'si-Qm), n. [< France + -ium], a metal-
lic chemical element of the alkali group: symbol, Fr;
at. wt., 223 (?); at. no., 87.

Franck, Ce sar Au guste (sa'zar' o'gust' frawk: Eng.
frarjk), 1822-1890; French composer, born in Belgium,
Fran-co, Fran-cis-co (fran-thes'kd frar/k6; Eng. frar/-
ko), 1892 ; Spanish general; leader of the successful
fascist revolt against the Spanish republic (1936-1939) ;

dictator of Spain (1939- ) : called El Caudillo.
Fran-co- (frar/ko, frarj'ko), [ML. < Francus, a Frank],
a combining form meaning: 1. Prankish. 2. of France,
of the French, as in Francophobe. 3. France and, the
French and, as in Franco-German.
fran-co-lin (frarj'ka-lin), n. [Fr.; It. francolino < franco,
free; cf . FRANK, adj.], any of several African and Asiatic
partridges.

Fran-co-ni-a (frarj-ko'ni-o), n. a former duchy of south-
western Ger-
many.
Fran * co phil
(frarj'ka-Iil),
n.&adj.Fran-
cophile.

Fran-co-phile
(frarj'ka-ffl'),
n. [Franco +
-phile], a per-
son who ad-
mires or is ex-

tremely fond
of France, its

people, cus-
toms, influ-

ence, etc. adj.
of Franco-

L-CO'phobe
(frarj'ka-fob'),
n. [Franco- -j- -phobe], a person who hates or fears,

France, its people, customs, etc. adj. of Framcophobes,
Fran-co-Prus-sian War (firarj'koVprush^n), a war
0,8?Q-4$71) in wheh Prussia defeated France.,

Jfranc-ti reur (frau'te'rer'), n. [pi. FRANCS-TIREURS

(fraVte'rer
7
)], [Fr.; franc, free -f tirewr, a gunner <

tirer, to shopt]f any of a group of French irregular
soldiers serving vanotisly as Hgfat infantry, scouts, etc.

fran-gi'biM-ty (fran'js-biFd-ti), n. the quality or state
of being frangible.

fran-gi ble (fran'ja-bl), adj. [OFr. frangiUe < L. fran-
gere, to break], breakable: fragile. SYN. see fragile.

fran-gi*pane (fran'js-panOt *** frangipaxii.
fran-gi-pan-i (fran'ji-pan'i, fran'ji-pa'nl), n. [said to be
after a Marquis Frangipani, major general under Louis
XIV], 1. any of several tropical American shrubs with
large, fragrant flowers; especially, the red jasmine. 2. a
perfume obtained from this flower or imitating its

scent. Also frangipane.
Frank (frarjk) , a masculine name : see Francis, n. [ME. ;

AS. Franca; see FRANK, adj.], 1. a member of the
Germanic tribes that established the Frankish Empire,
which, at its height (beginning of the 9th century A.D.) ,

extended over what is now Prance, Germany, and Italy.
2. any native or inhabitant of Europe, especially west-
ern Europe: term used by Moslems and Greeks.
frank (frarjk), adj. [ME.; OPr. franc, free, frank; ML.
francus < Francus, a Frank, hence free man (i.e., mem-
ber of the ruling race in Gaul) ; OHG. Franco, a Prank;
prob. < *franchor a spear, javelin- akin to AS. franca,
ON. frakka; cf. SAXON], 1. [Rare], free in giving; gen-
erous; liberal. 2. free in expressing what one thinks or
feels; outspoken; candid. 3./ree from reserve, disguise,
or guile; clearly evident; plain: as, frank rebellion, v.t.

1. to send (mail) free of postage. 2. to mark (mail) so
that it can be sent free. 3. to make easy the coming or
going of (a person) ; allow to pass free of charge. 4. to
free: release from; exempt, n. 1. the right to send
mail free. 2. a mark or signature authorizing mail to
be sent free. 3. any letter, etc. sent free.

SYN* frank applies to a person, remark, etc. that is free
or blunt in expressing the truth or an opinion, unhampered by
conventional reticence (a frank criticism) ; candid implies a
basic honesty that makes deceit or evasion impossible, some-
times to the embarrassment of thepistener (a candid opinion) ;

open implies a lack of concealment and often connotes an
ingenuous quality (her o-pcn admiration for him): outspoken
suggests a lack of restraint or reserve in speech, especially
when reticence might be preferable.

frank (frarjk), n. [Slang], a frankfurter.
Frank., 1. Frankish. 2. Franconian.
Frank-en-stein (frarjk'an-stin

7
) , n. 1. the title char-

acter in a novel (1818) by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley:
he is a young medical student who creates a monster
tnat destroys him. 2. any person destroyed by his own
creation. 3. a) popularly, Frankenstein's monster.
&) anything that becomes dangerous to its creator.

Frank-fort (frarjk'fert), n. 1. the capital of Kentucky,
on the Kentucky River: pop., 12,000. 2. Rrankfurt
am Main. 3. Frankfurt an der Oder.

Frank'furt am Main (frSijk'foort am minOt a city in
western Germany, on the Main River: pop., 532,000.
Frankfurt an der O-der (an der o'dSr), a city in north-
ern Germany, on the Oder River: pop., 76,000.
frank furt-er, frank-fort-er (fragk'fer-tSr), n. [G. <
Frankfurt, Germany], a smoked sausage of beef or beef
and pork, usually enclosed In a membranous casing
and made in cylindrical links a few inches long; wiener:
also frankfurt (or frankfort) sausage, frank.

Frank-furt-er, Felix (frarjk'fr-teV), 1882- -

t
American

jurist, born in Austria; associate Justice, United States

Supreme Court (1939- ).

frank-in-cense (frank'in-sensO. n. [ME. frarikincens,
frankensence; OFr. franc encens; see FRANK, adj. & IN-

CENSE], a gum resin from various Asiatic and East
African trees of the balsam family, burned as incense.

Frank-ish (frarjk'ish), adj. of the Franks, their language,
or culture, n. the West Germanic language of the
Pranks: abbreviated Frank.
Franklin (frarjklin), [see FRANKLIN (freeman)], a mas-
culine name. n. 'a district in the northern part of
Northwest Territories, Canada: area, 554,030 sq. mi.

frank-lin (frarjk'Hn), n. [ME. frankelein, franklen;
Anglo-Fr. fraunkelain; ML. francelanus, francelengus <
francus (see FRANK, adj.) + Gmc. *-ling (see -LING)]I
a freeholder

j specifically, in England in the 14th and
15th centuries, a landowner of free but not noble
birth, ranking just below the gentry.

Frank-lin, Benjamin (frarknin), 1706-1790; Ameri-
can statesman, scientist, inventor, and writer.

Franklin, Sir John, 1786-1847; English explorer.
frank-lin-ite (frarjk'lin-it'), n. Jafter Franklin, New
Jersey, where it is found], a brilliant black mineral, an
oxide of iron, manganese, and zinc.
Franklin stove, a type of open, iron stove resembling
a fireplace, invented by Benjamin Franklin.

frank-pledge (frarjk'plej'), n. [Anglo-Fr. frank~t>legc
(see FRANK, adj. & PLEDGE); prob. a mistransl. of AS,
frith-borh, lit., peace pledge], in English history, 1. the
system which made each man in a tithing responsible
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for the actioss of other members. 2. a member under
this system. 3. the tithing.

fran-tic
(fran'tak), odJlME, frenetik, /raniik; OFr.

frenetique; L. fhreneticns: Gr. pkrenitokos, suffering
from inflammation of the brain < phrenitis, inflamma-
tion of the brain < phren, mind], 1. greatly excited by
anger, grief, pain, etc.; frenzied, 2. [Archaic], insane.

fran-ti-cal-ly (fran'ti-kl-i, fran'tik-li), adv. m a frantic
manner.

fraa-tic*ly (fran'tik-li) t adv. [Rare], frantically.
Franz Jo-sef (frSnts yo'zef; Eng. frants jo'zaf), see
Francis Joseph L
Franz Josef Land, Pridtjof Nansen Land.
frap (frap), v.t. [FRAPPED (frapt), FRAPPING], [prob. <
OFr. paper, to strike ; Fr. frapper is used in same sense],
in nautical usage, 1. to strengthen or bind together by
cables, ropes, etc. 2. to tighten (slack ropes).

frap-p (fra~pa'; Fr. fr&'paO, adj. [Fr., pp. of/rapper, to

strike], partly frozen; iced; cooled, n. 1. a dessert
made of partly frozen beverages, fruit juices, etc. 2. a
drink made or some beverage poured over shaved ice.

Fra-ser (fra'zgr), n. a river inBritish Columbia, Canada,
flowing southward into Georgia Strait: length, 695 mi.

frat (frat), n. [Slang], a fraternity, as at a college.
fra ter (fra't&r), n. [ME. frattour; OFr./rator, contr. <
refreUor* refeitor; ML. refectorium], [ObsJ, the eating
room, or refectory, in a monastery.

fra-ter (fra'ter), n. [L., lit. f brother; see BROTHER], [Obs.],
1. a comrade; brother. 2. a friar.

fra-ter nal (fra-tur'nl), adj. [ML. fraternalis < L. fra-
ternus, brotherly <frater> a brother; see BROTHER], 1.

of or characteristic of a brother or brothers; brotherly.
2. of or like a fraternal order. 3. designating twins

(boys, girls, or boy and girl) developed from separately
fertilized ova and thus having hereditary characteristics
as different as if they were not twins: distinguished
from identical.

fra-ter-nal-ism (fra-tur'nl-iz'm), n. 1. a fraternal re-

lationship or spirit; brotherliness, 2. the organization
and customs of fraternal orders.

fraternal order (or society, association), a society,
often secret, of members banded together for mutual
benefit or for work toward a common goal.

fra-ter-ni-ty (fra-tur'na-ti), n. \pl. FRATERNITIES (-tiz)],

[ME. fraternm; OFr. fraternifc; L. fraternitas < fro-
temus; see FRATERNAL], 1. the state or quality of being
a twrother or brothers; fraternal relaticmship or spirit;

brptherliness. 2. a group of men (or, rarely, women)
joined together by^common interests, for fellowship,
etc.: as, certain religious orders and Greek-letter or-

ganizations are called fraternities. 3. a group of people
with the same beliefs, interests, work, etc.: as, the
writing fraternity, the medical fraternity.

frat-er-ni-za-tion (frat'Sr-na-za'shsn, frat'gr-ni-za'-

shan), n. a fraternizing.
frat-er-nize (frat'gr-niz'). v.t. [FRATERNIZED (-nizd')
FRATERNIZING], [Fr. fraterniser < L. fraternus; see FRA-
TERNAL], 1. to associate in a brotherly manner; be on
friendly terms. 2. [Colloq.], to have sexual relations
with one of the enemy: said of soldiers in and after
World War II. v.t. [Rare], to bring into fraternal
association.

frat-ri-dd-al (frat'ra-s!d"l
t
fra'trg-sid'l), adj. 1. relat-

ing to fratricide. 2. relating to the killing of relatives
or feflow-countrymen, as in a civil war.

frat ri-cide (frat'r^sid', fra'tro-sid') , n. [Fr.; LL. fratri-
cidium < L. fratricida, one who kills a brother < fratert

brother 4- caedere, to kill], 1. the act of killing one's
own brother or sister. 2. [Fr.; L. fratricida], a person
who kills his own brother or sister.

JFrau (frou), n.
\fl.

FRAUEN (frou'an)], JG.; cf. FROW
(wife)], a married woman; wife: used in Crermany as a
title corresponding to Mrs. : abbreviated Fr.
fraud

(fr6d}, n. [ME. & OFr. frauds; L. fraus, fraudis],
1. a) deceit; trickery; cheating, b) in law, intentional
deception to cause a person to give up property or
some lawful right. 2 . something said or done to deceive ;

tnck; artifice. 3. [Colloq.], a person who deceives or is
not what he pretends to be; impostor? cheat. SYN.
see deception,

fraud-u-lence
(frS'ja-fcas), n, [OFr.; L. fraudulent],

the quality or state of being fraudulent.
fraud u-len-cy (frS'js-bn-si), n. fraudulence.
fraud u lent (frd'ja-lsnt), atf/j [MEs.; OFr.; L. fraudu-
lentus < fraus; see FRAUD], 1. acting .with fraud; de-
ceitful. 2. based on or characterized by fraud. 3. done
or obtained by fraud.

fraught (fr6t), adj. [ME. fraught pp^ of frahten, to
freight; MD. vrachten < vracht, a loadt cargo, freight],
filled, charged, or loaded (with): as, the situation is

fraught with danger.
JFrau-lein (froi'lm), n. [pi. FR^ULEIN], [G;; frau (see*
FRAU) + dim. suffix -lein], an unmarried woman: used
in Germany as a title corresponding to Miss.
Fraunho-fer lines (fromj/ho'f&r), [after Joseph von
Fraunhofer (1787-1826), Bavarian optician, who first
observed and mapped them accurately], the dark lines
visible in the solar spectrum,

frax-i-nel la (frak'si-nel's), n, [Mod.L., dim. of L./ra*.

inus* ash tree: the leaves resemble those of the ash],
a perennial plant of the rue family, with thick foliage
and white flowers: also called burning bush t in reference
to the fact that its vapor is inflammable on hot nights.

fray (fra), n. [< affray], 1. a noisy quarrel; brawl.
2. a fight; conflict. v.L [Archaic], to frighten. v.i.

[Archaic], to quarrel or fight; brawl.

fray (fra), v.t. & va. \Wr.frayer; OFr.freier; L,.fricare, to
rub]* to make or become worn or ragged by rubbing.

Fra-zer, Sir James George (fra'zSr), 1854-1941; Scot-
tish anthropologist; author of The Golden Bough.

fraz-zle (fraz'T), vt. & lu. [FRAZZLED (-'Id), FRAZZLING],
[Brit. (E. Anglian) dial. & U.S.; prob. < LG.; cf. MLG.
wasen, to consume, wear out (akin to G. fressen, to
devour; see FRET) ;

the -le is prob. freq.], [Colloq.], 1. to
wear or become worn to rags or tatters; fray. 2. to
make or become tired or exhausted, n. [Colloq.], 1.

the state of being frazzled. 2. a worn end; shred.
FRB, F.R.B., 1. Federal Reserve Bank. 2. Federal
Reserve Board.
FRC, F.R.C., Federal Radio Commission.
FJR..C.P., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.
FJR..C.S., Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.
freak (frek), n. [Early Mod. Eng.; ? via dial. < AS.
frician, to dance; sense 3 < freak of nature, after L.
lusus naturae], 1. a sudden ^fancy; odd notion; whim.
2. a whimsical nature; capriciousness. 3. any abnormal
animal, person, or plant; monstrosity, adj. oddly dif-
ferent from what is usual or normal; queer; abnormal.
freak (frek), v.t. [? < Eng. dial, freck, to streak, after

freak (sudden fancy) ; cf. FRECKLE], [Poetic], to fleck;
streak; checker; dapple, n. [Poetic], a fleck or streak.

freak-ish (frek'ish), adj. 1. full of or characterized by
freaks; whimsical; capricious. 2. having the nature of
a freak; odd; queer.

freak-y (frek'i), adj. [FREAKIER (-i-Sr), FREAKIEST
(-i-ist)],

freakish.
freck-le (frek'l), n. [ME. fracel, var. offrekne,frakyn <
ON.; cf. Norw. dial, frokle, freckle & Norw. frekna,
Dan. fregne, Sw. frakne, ON. freknottr, freckled; IE.
base *(s)p(h)ereg-, to strew, sprinkle, etc., as also in L.
spargere, to strew, Eng. sprinkle, etc.],

a small, yellow-
ish-brown spot on the skin, especially on parts of the
body exposed to the sun, as arms, face, and neck. v.t.

[FRECKLED (-'ld) f FRECKLING], to cause freckles to
appear on. v.i. to become spotted with freckles.

freck-ly (frekli), adj. covered with freckles.
Fre-da (fre'da), a feminine name: see Frieda.
Fred-er-i-ca (fred'g-reTks), [see FREDERICK], a feminine
name.

Fred-er-ick, Fred-er-ic (fred'Sr-ik, fred'rik), [Fr. Fre-
deric; G. Friedrich; OHG. Fridurih < Gmc. *frithu-,
peace (< jrt-9 to love, protect -f -thu-, substantive

rich, Fritz, It. & Sp. Federico: also Fredrlc, Fredrick.
Frederick I, 1. 1123?-! 190; emperor of the Holy
Roman Empire (1152-1190): called Frederick Bar-
barossa. 2. 1657-1713; son of Frederick William; first

king of Prussia (1701-1713); as Frederick III, elector
of Brandenburg (1688-1701).

Frederick II, 1. 1194-1250; emperor of the Holy
Roman Empire (1215-1250); as Frederick I, king of
Sicily (1198-1212). 2. Frederick the Great.

Frederick III, 1463-1525; elector of Saxony (1486-
1525); protected Luther in opposition to the diet at
Worms.
Fred er-icks burg (fred'riks-bxirg', fred'gr-iks-burg

7
),

n. a city in northeastern Virginia: pop., 12,000: scene
of a battle (1862) of the Civu War, in which the Con-
federate forces under Lee defeated the Union troops
led by Burnside,

Frederick tlie Great, (Frederick II), 1712-1786; son of
Frediepdc William I; kfng of Prussia (1740-1786).

Frederick William, 162(^16&8;! elector of Branden-
burg (1640-1088) : called the Great Elector.

Frederick William I, 168S-1740; lather of Frederick
the Great; king of Prussia (17i3rl740).
Frederick William U, 1744-1797; grandson of Fred-
erick William I; king of Prussia (1786-1797).

Frederick.William III, 1770-1840; son of Frederick
William II; king of Prussia (1797-1840); one of the
original co-signatories of the Holy Alliance.
Fred eric ton (fred'Sr-ik-tan, fred'ilk-tan), n. the cap-
ital of New Brunswick, Canada, on the St. John River:
pojx, 10,000.
Fred eriks berg (fred'Sr-iks-btfrg', fred'riks-birg';
Dan. fre#t'9~reKS-berkh/)i n. a city in Denmark: pop.,
106,200: suburb of Copenhagen.

Fred-ric, Fred-rick (fred'rik), a masculine name: see
Frederick.
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trary JDOWCT; able to act or think without compulsion
or arbitrary restriction; having liberty: independent.
&) characterized by or resulting from liberty. 2. <i)

having, or existing tinder, a government that does not
impose arbitrary restrictions on the right to speak,
assemble, petition, vote, etc.; having political liberty:
as, a free people, b) not under control of a foreign gov-
ernment. 3. able to move in any direction; not held,
as in chains, etc.: not kept from motion; loose. 4. not
held or confined oy a court, the police, etc. ; acquitted.
5. not held or burdened by obligations, debts, discom-
forts, etc.; unhindered; unhampered: as, free from pain.
6. not confined to the usual rules or patterns; not lim-
ited by convention or tradition. 7. not literal; not
exact: as, a free translation. 8. not held or confined by
prejudice or bias. 9. able to choose for itself; not re-

stricted by anything except its own limitations or na-
ture: as, free will. 10. not busyj available for other
work, use, etc.: as, what time will you be freel 11.

ready; readily done or made; spontaneous: as, a free
offer. 12. not constrained or stilted; smooth, easy, and
graceful: as, a,free gait. 13. a) generous; liberal; lavish:

as, a free spender, b) profuse; abundant; copious. 14.

frank; straightforward. 15. too frank or familiar in

speech, action, etc.; forward; indecorous. 16. without
cost or payment; gratis: as, &free ticket, 17. not liable

to (trade restrictions, etc.) ; exempt from certain impo-
sitions, as taxes or duties. 18. clear of obstructions;

open and unimpeded: as, B,free road ahead. 19. open to
all: as, a free market* free port. 20. not in contact or
connection; not fastened: as, the free end of a rope.
21. not united; not combined: as, free oxygen. 22. in
nautical usage, not opposed; favoring: as, o.free wind is

a wind blowing from a direction more than six points
from straight ahead. 23. in phonetics, designating a
stress whose position varies in inflected forms of the
same word. adv. 1. without cost or payment. 2. in a
free manner; without obstruction, hmdrance, burden,
obligation, etc. 3. in nautical usage, with a favorable
wind. v.t. to make free; specifically, a) to release from
bondage or arbitrary power, authority, obligation, etc.

6) to clear of obstruction, entanglement, etc
%; disengage.

free and easy, not constrained by formality or con-

ventionality; informal; unceremonious.
free from (or of), 1. lacking; without. 2. released or
removed from. 3. beyond; outside of.

give (or have) a free hand, to give (or have) liberty
to act according to one's judgment.
make free with, 1. to use freely; use or treat as if

one owned. 2. to be too familiar with.
set free, to cause to be free; liberate; release; disengage.
with a free hand, with generosity; lavishly.
SYN. free is the general term meaning to set loose from any
sort of restraint, entanglement, burden, etc. (to free a convict,
one's conscience, etc.); release, more or less interchangeable
with, free^ stresses a setting loose from confinement, literally
or figuratively (release me from my promise) ;

liberate empha-
sizes the state of liberty into which the freed person or thing
is brought (to liberate prisoners of war) ; emancipate refers to
a freeing from the bondage of slavery or of social institutions

or conventions regarded as equivalent to slavery (emancipated
from medieval superstition); discharge, in this connection,

implies a being permitted to leave that which confines or
restrains (discharged at last from the army). ANT. restrain,

bind, confine.

free alongside ship (or vessel), delivered to the dock
with freight charges paid by the shipper: said of goods
to be hauled by ship: abbreviated f.a.s*

free association, in psychoanalysis, the technique of

having the patient talk as freely as possible about some-
thing, bringing in whatever ideas, memories, etc. are
associated with it in his mind: used to discover and
clarify repressions.

free-board (fre'b6rd
/

, fre'bord'), n. the part of a ship's
side between the deck or gunwale and the water line.

free boot (fre'boot'). v.i. [< freebooter], [Rare], to act
as a freebooter.

free-boot-er (fre'boot'er), n. [p. wijbuiter < vrijbuiten,
to plunder < mj, free + buit, plunder] , a plunderer;
pirate; buccaneer.

free-born (fre'bdrn'), adj. 1. born free^ not in slavery
or serfdom. 2; of or fit for such a person or people.

free city, a city that is an autonomous and independent
state: Hamburg, Liibeck and Bremen were called free
cities in the Middle Ages because they had no feudal

obligations except to the emperor.
free coinage, the system by which a government is

legaljy ^equi^ed to coin for a person, either free or at

cost; any gold, silver, or other specified metal that he
prings to 1

tppke mint. '

free company, in the Middle Ages, any of the groups
of , in^ejmary soldiers (called free companions) w&o

hooves hired them.

slay^vw.bqniage*
, m 1M&L freitm;

-DOM], 1. the state or quality of being free; especially,
a) exemption or liberation from the control of some
other person or some arbitrary power; liberty; inde-

pendence, b) exemption from arbitrary restrictions on a
specified civil ri^ht; political ^Eberty; as, freedom of

speech, c) exemption or immunity from a specified obli-

gation* oiscomfort, etc. : as, freedom from want, d) ex-

emption or release from nnprisonment. e) a being able
to act, move, use, etc. without hindrance or restraint,

jf) a being able of itself to choose or determine action
freely: as, freedom of the will, g) ease of movement or
performance; facility, h) a being free from the usual
rules, patterns, etc. *) frankness;, straightforwardness.
i) an excessive frankness or familiarity. 2. a privilege
held by a city, corporation, etc. ; franchise.
SYN. freedom, the broadest in scope of these words, itotji&s
the absence of hindrance, restraint, confinement, repression,
etc. (freedom of speech); liberty, often interchangeable with
freedom, strictly connotes past or potential restriction, re-

pression, etc. (civil liberties'); license impKes freedom that
consists in violating the usual rules, laws, or practices, either
by consent (poetic license) or as an abuse of Eberty (slander is

license of the tongue). ANT. repression, constraint.

freedom, of the city. 1. originally, citizenship in a
city, granted as an nonor to nonresidents. 2. now,
honorary citizenship in a city, given ceremoniously to
distinguished visitors.
freedom of the press, freedom to publish any opinions
in newspapers, magazines, books, etc. without govern-
ment interference or censorship: usually modified, to
exclude libel, sedition, and obscenity.

freedom, of the seas, the principle that merchant snips
of any country may freely travel any part of the open
seas at any time, without restriction.

freed-wom-an (fred'woom'an), n. \pl. FREEDWOMEN
(-wim'in)], a woman freed from slavery or bondage.

free enterprise, the economic doctrine or practice of

permitting private industry to operate with a minimum
of control by the government.

free-for-all (fre'fSr-610* n. 1. a contest, race, etc. that
anyone may enter. 2. a disorganized fight in which
many take part; brawl, adj. open to anyone.
Free French, in World War II, those Frenchmen who
continued resistance against Germany and the French
collaborationists after the surrender of France in 19&0.

free gold, 1. formerly, gold in the United States Treas-

ury above the amount needed to redeem gold certif-

icates. 2. in mining* pure gold.
free-hand (freliandO, adj. drawn, sketched, etc. by
hand without the use of instruments, measurements,
or similar aids.

free*hand-ed (fre'han'did), adj. generous; openhanoed.
free-heart ed (fre'har'tid), adj. [ME, freherUd% &aafe
open, generous, impulsive, etc.

free-hold (fre'hold'), n. 1. the holding of a piece of

land, an office* etc. for life or with the right fc>pasa it

on through inheritance. 2. an estate, office, eta held
in this way. adj. of or held by freehold.

free-hold-er (fre'hol'de'r), n. a possessor of a freehold.
free-lance (fre/lans', fre^laW), adj. of or acting as a
free lance. v.i. to work as a free lance (sense 3).

free lance, 1. a medieval soldier who sold his services

to any state or military leader; mercenary. ^
2. a person

who acts according to his principles and is not influ-

enced by any group; independent. 3. a writer, actor,

etc. who is not under contract for regular work but
sells his writings or services to any buyer.

free list, 1. a list of goods not subject to import or

export tariff duties. 2. a list of people, as newspaper
reporters, admitted free to entertainments, etc.

free,liver, a person who freely indulges in eating, drinfc-

ing, and similar pleasures.
free-liv-ing (fre^v'in), adj. 1. indulging freely in eat-

ing, drinking, and similar pleasures. 2. in otology, Uv-

ing indepeaoaently of any other organism; not parasitic
or symbiotic. .

free love, the principle or practice of sexual relations

unrestricted by conventions of marriage, religion* etc,

free-man (fre'mgn), n. [pi. FREEMEN (-man)], 1, a per-

spn not in slavery or bondage. 2. a citizen; person whp
has all civil and political rights in a city or state.

,

Free-man, Mary Eleanor Wilklns (re'm9n), 1862-
1930; American novelist.

free-mar-tin (fre'mar'tin), n, [understood a&free mar-
tin; 2d element ? < Celt.; cf. Scot. Gael, mart, heifer],
an imperfectly developed female, calf^ usualjy sterile,

born as the twin of a male, ,

Free-ma-son (fre/ma's'n, frj'ma/s'n), n. (< obs. free-

mason, member of a class of skilled itinerant masons:
'so named prob. from being free to*move from town to
town, without restraint t?y local guilds], a member of
an international secret society, having as its principles
brotherliness, charity, an4Mutual aid: also called Frfc

jwd Accepted Maswt.Masm^ ,

.,
, A/

Free-ma-son-ry (^^sf'Mi^frg'ma^s'n-ri), n* 1. the

e; Ipfc gfetifljta. ttt. look;, oil, oij;j

*&4^,f i^'iMfe, f gwtty, r*
$^&i<&qefa#$lvG. doch. See pp. $-*
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principles, rituals, etc. of Freemasons; Masonry. 2. the
Freemasons* 3, {-], a natural sympathy and under-
standing among persons with similar experiences.
free on board, delivered (by the seller) aboard the
train, ship, etc. at the point of shipment, without
father chaifee to the buyer: abbreviated f.o.b., F.O.B.
Free-port (freport', fre'port'), 11. 1. a city in northern
Illinois: pop., 22,000. 2. a city in southeastern New
York: pop.. 25,000.

free port, a port or guarded ^district in a port, open
equally to ships of afl countries, where imported and
exported goods are not subject to duties or taxes.

free-si-a (fre'zhi-a, fri'zhs, fre'si-s), n. [Mod.L., after

E. M. Fnes (1794-1878), Swed. botanist], any of several
South African plants of the iris family, with fragrant
white or yellow flowers.

free silver, the free coinage of silver, especially at a
fixed ratio to the gold coined in the same period.

free-soil (fre
/soil/) adj. opposed to the extension of

slavery.
free soil, territory in which there is no slavery; espe-
cially, any territory in the United States where slavery
was prohibited before the Civil War.
Free-Soil Party (fre'soil'), a former United States

political party (1848-1856) that opposed the spread of

slavery into the Territories.

free-spo-ken (fre'spo'kan), adj. speaking frankly and
freely; outspoken.
Free State, 1. any State in which slavery was for-

bidden before the Civil War. 2. the Irish Free State.
free-stone (fre'ston'), n. [transl. of OFr, franche pere,

lit., excellent stone], 1. a stone, especially sandstone or

limestone, that can be cut easily without splitting. 2. a

peach, plum, etc. in which the rjit does not cling to
the pulp of the ripened fruit, ad;, having such a pit.

free-swfm'irdnj* (fre'swim'irj), adj. capable of swim-
ming about freely, as certain protozoa.
free-think-er (frethirjk'e'r), n. a person who forms his

opinions about relijgfion independently of tradition,

authority, or established belief. SYN. see atheist.

free-think-ing (fre'thirjk'irj) , n. free thought, adj. 1. of
freethinkers or free thought. 2. believing in free thought,

free thought, opinions about religion formed independ-
ently of tradition, authority, or established belief.

Ffcee-town (fre'toun'), n. seaport and capital of Sierra

Leone, Africa: pop., 86,000 (1944).
free trade, 1. trade carried on without governmental
regulations; especially, international trade conducted
without protective tariffs, customs duties, etc. 2. [Ar-
chaic], smuggling.

free-trad-er (fre'trad'e'r) , n. a person who believes in,

advocates, or engages in free trade; also free trader*
free verse, verse characterized by much rhythmic vari-

ation, irregular or unusual stanzaic forms, and either no
ri$ynae Or a loose rhyme pattern: also yers libre.

free*way (fre'waO. n* a multiple-lane highway designed
to move traffic along smoothly and quickly, as by the
use of interchanges.

free*wheel (fre'hwel') n. 1. in a bicycle, a device in the
rear hub that permits the rear wheel to go on turning
when tie pedals are stopped. 2. in some automobiles, a
device that permits the drive shaft to go on turning
when its speed exceeds that of the engine shaft, thus
alowing free coasting with the gears engaged.

free-wheel-ing (fre^hwel'iij), n. 1. a freewheel. 2. the
use of a freewheel, adj* 1. of, having, or using a free-
wheel. 2. [Slang], unrestrained, exuberant, etc.

free*will (fre'wil
7
), adj. L voluntary; freely given or

done. 2. of or holding the doctrine of free will.
free wiH, 1. the human will regarded as free from re-
straints, compulsions, or any antecedent conditions;
freedom of decision or choice. 2. the doctrine that
people have this: opposed to determinism.

freeze (frez), vj. [FROZE (froz), FROZEN (fro'z'n), FREEZ-
ING], [ME. fresen, freesen; AS. freosan; akin to OHG,
friosan (G. frieren) ; IE. base *preus~, to freeze, burn
like cold, seen also in L. pruina (< *pruswina), hoar-
frost, pruna, glowing coals, etc.], 1. to be formed into
ice; be hardened or solidified by cold. 2. to become
covered or clogged with ice. 3. to be or become very
cold. 4. to become fixed or attached by freezing: as,
the automobile tires froze to the ground. 5. to die or
be damaged by exposure to cold. 6. to become motion-
less or stiff. 7. to be chilled or made momentarily rigid
by a strong, sudden emotion: as, his face froze with
terror. 8. to become formal, haughty, or unfriendly.
9. in mechanics, to stick or become tight as a result
of expansion of parts caused by overheating, v.t.
1. to cause to form into ice; harden or solidify by cold.
2. to cover or clog with ice. 3. to make very cold; chill
4. to preserve (food) by rapid refrigeration. 5. to make
fixed or attached by freezing. 6. to kill or damage by
exposure to cold. 7. to make or keep motionless or
stiff. 8. to frighten or discourage by cool behavior, un-
friendliness, etc. 9. to make formal, haughty, or un-
friendly. 10. [Colloq.J, to fix (prices, employment, an
employee, etc.) at a given level or place by authorita-
tive regulation. 12. 1. a freezing or being frozen. 1. a
period of cold, freezing weather; a frost.

freeze (on) to, [Colloq.J, to cling to; hold fast to.

freeze out, [ColloqJ, to keep out or force out by a
cold manner, competition, etc.

freeze over, to cover or become covered with ice.

freez-er (frez'Sr), n. 1. a person or device that freezes;
especially, a machine for making ice cream and sherbet.
2. a refrigerator maintaining temperatures at or below

F., for freezing and storing perishable foods.

freez-ing (frez'in), adj. [ppr. offreeze], very cold.

freezing point, the temperature at which a liquid
freezes or becomes solid: the freezing point of water
under laboratory conditions is 32 F. or C.: abbre-
viated f.p., fp, fp.

Frei-burg (fri'boorkh; Eng. fri'bSrg), n. La city in
Baden, Germany: pop., 93,000 <est. 1947). 2. Fribourg.

freight (frat), n. [ME. freyght, freit, freyte < MD. maht
(cf. FRAUGHT) ; sp. prob. influenced by Fr. fret, of same
origin], 1. a method or service for transporting goods,
usually bulky goods, by water, land, or air: freight is

usually cheaper and slower than express. 2. the cost for
such transportation. 3. the goods transported; lading;
cargo. 4. a freight train. 5. any load or burden.
Abbreviated frt. v.L 1. to load with freight. 2, to

load; burden. 3. to transport as or send by freight.

freight-age (frat'ij), n. 1. the charge for transporting
goods. 2. freight; cargo. 3. the transportation of goods.

freight car, a railroad car for transporting freight.

freight-er (frat'e'r), n. 1. a person who loads a ship.
2. a person wh9 sends goods by freight. 3. a person
who receives freighted goods and forwards them to their
destination. 4. a ship for carrying freight; cargo vessel.

freight house, a depot where freight is received and
stored until claimed.

freight train, a railroad train made up of freight cars.

Fre-man-tle (fre'inan't'l), n. a seaport in Western
Australia, near Perth: pop., 19,000 (1947).
fremd (fremd), adj. [ME.; AS. fremde; cf. G. fremd}.
[Obs. or Dial.], strange, foreign, alien, etc.

frem-i-tus (frem'i-tss), n. [pL FREMITUS], [L., a roaring
< fremere, to roar, growl], in medicine, a vibration,

especially one felt in palpation of the chest.

Fre-mont, John Charles (fre'mont, fri-mont'), 1813-
1890; American politician, general, and explorer.
French (french), adj. [ME. Frenkisch, Frensche,- AS.
Frencisc < Franca, a Frank; see FRANK, adj.], of France,
its people, their language, or culture, n. the Romance
language spoken by the French. Abbreviated Fr., F.
the French, the people of France.

French, Daniel Chester (french), 1850-1931 ; American
sculptor.
French and Indian War, the American 'phase (1754-
1763) of the Seven Years' War (between England and
France).

French chalk, a very soft soapstone chalk used for

marking lines on cloth or removing grease spots.
French Congo, French Equatorial Africa: former name.
French cuff, a double cuff on the sleeve of a shirt; cuff

turned back on itself and fastened with a link.

French doors, two adjoining doors that have glass panes
from top to bottom and are hinged at opposite sides of a
doorway so that they open in the middle.
French dressing, a salad dressing made of vinegar, oil,

and various seasonings.
French Equatorial Africa, a French colony in west
central and central Africa, consisting of Gabon, Middle
Congo, Ubangi Shari, and Chad: area, 915,256 sq. mi.;
pop,, 4,128,000 (est. 1947); capital, Brazzaville.
French fried, fried in very h9t, deep fat until crisp:
French fried potatoes (colloquially called French fries)
are first cut lengthwise into strips.
French Guiana, a French overseas department in
northern South America, on the Atlantic: area, 34,740
sq. mi.; pop., 29,000 (est. 1947); capital, Cayenne,
French Guinea, formerly, a French colony in French
West Africa, on the Atlantic: since 1958, an indepen-
dent state, Guinea: area, 105,200 sq. mi.; pop.,
2,262,000 (est. 1958); capital, Conakry.
French heel, a curved nigh heel on a woman's shoe.
French horn, a brass-wind instrument with three rotary
valves and a long, coiled tube
ending in a wide, flaring bell:
it has a range of 3 1/2 octaves
and a mellow tone.
French ice cream, very rich
ice cream made with cream
and eggs.

French-i-fy (fren'cha-fl') , v.t.

& v.L [FRENCHIFIED (-fid'),

FRENCHIFYING], to make or
become French or like the
French in customs, ideas,
manners, etc.

French India, formerly five
small dependencies of France
along the coast of India: in-

corporated into India since
1954.

French Indo-China, former
French federation in south-
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eastern Asia, including Viet-Nam, Cambodia, and
Lacs: see Indo-China, Viet-Nam.
French leave, [< 18th-c. custom, prevalent in France,
of leaving receptions without taking leave of the host
or hostess], an unauthorized, ^unnoticed, or unceremo-
nious departure; act of leaving secretly or in haste.
French-man (frenchfman), n.\pL FRENCHMEN(-,
1. a native or inhabitant of France, especially a man.
2. a French ship.
French Morocco, formerly, the French zone of the std-
tanate of Morocco: in 1956 it became, with Spanish Mo-
rocco and Tangier, the independent state of Morocco.
French Oceania, a French colony consisting of scat-
tered island groups in Polynesia, in the South Pacific:
area, 1,520 sq. mi.; po|k, 40,000; capital. Papeete.
French pastry, rich pastry, usually filled with pre-
served fruit, whipped cream, etc.

French Revolution, the revolution of the people against
the monarchy in France: it began in 1789, resulted in
the establishment of a republic, and ended in 1799
with the Consulate under Napoleon.
French Revolutionary Calendar, the official calendar
of the first French republic, adopted in 1793 and abol-
ished in 1805: it consisted of twelve months, each con-
taining thirty days and divided into three periods called
decadest with five extra days in the regular year.
French seam, a narrow seam sewed on both sides to
hide the raw edges of the cloth.
French Somaliland, a French colony in eastern Africa,
on the Gulf of Aden: area, 8,492 sq. mi.; pop., 45,000
(est. 1947): capital, Djibouti.
French Sudan, a French colony in French West Africa:
area, 590,966 sq. mi.; pop., 3,797,000 (est. 1946);
capital, Bamako.
French telephone, a telephone mouthpiece and re-
ceiver mounted together on a handle; handset.
French toast, sliced bread dipped in a batter of egg
and milk and then fried.

French Union, a political union consisting of France,
its colonies, territories, etc., established in 1946: since
1958, called French Community.
French West Africa, a group of French colonies in
western Africa, consisting of Senegal, the Ivory Coast,
Dahomey, French Sudan, Mauritania, Upper Volta,
and Niger: area, 1,694,257 sq. mi; pop., 16,243,000;
capital, Dakar.
French West Indies, French possessions in the West
Indies, including Guadeloupe, with its dependencies,
and Martinique: area, 968 sq. mi.; pop., 551,000.
French windows, a pair of casement windows, usually
extending to the floor, that have glass panes from top
to bottom and are hinged at opposite sides of a window
frame so that they open in the middle.
French-wom-an (french'woom'on), n.[pl. FRENCHWOM-
EN (-wim'in)], a woman who is a native or inhabitant
of France.
French-y (fren'chi), adj. [FRENCHIER (-chi-Sr), FRENCH-
JEST (-chi-ist)], of, characteristic of, or like the French.
n. \pL FRENCHIES (-chiz)], [Colloq.], a Frenchman.

Fre-neau, Philip Mo-rin Cm6-ran' fri-n5'), 1752-1832;
American poet and journalist.

fre-net-ic (fra-net/ik), adj. [see PHRENETIC], frantic;
frenzied, n. a frantic person.

fre-net-i-cal (frs-net'i-kl), adj. frenetic.
fre-num (fre'nsm), n.

JjjZ.
FRENTJMS C-nsmz), FRENA

(-no)], [L. a bridle], a fold of skin or mucous membrane
that is attached to a part of the body and checks or
controls its motion, as tlie fold under the tongue: also

spelled fraenum.
fren-zied (fren'zid), adj. wildly excised; frantic.

fren-zjr (fren'zi), n.
\fl. FRENZIES (-ziz)J, [ME. & OFr.

frenesie; LL. phrenesta; L. fhrenesis; Late Gr. phrenesis
< Gr. phrenitis, madness, mflammation of the brain <
phrent, mind], wild or frantic outburst; brief delirium
that is almostinsanity, v.t. [FRENZIED (-zid),FRENZYiNG],
to make frantic; drive mad. SYN. see mania.
fre-on (fre'on), n. [fluorine -f refrigerant + ~oit as in
neon, etc.], a colorless gas, CCfaFg, used especially as a
refrigerant: a trade-mark (Freon).

*

freq., 1. frequent. 2. frequentative. 3. frequently.
fre-quence (fre'kwans), n, [Fr. frftqtienee; *Lr.frequentia;
see FREQUENT], frequency.
fre-quen-cy (fri'kr?v^n-si), m [pi. FREQUENCIES (-siz)],

[L. frequentia; see FRE6UEOT7 1. original^, a) me
condition of being crowded, v} a crowd 2. the fact of

occurring often or repeatedly: frequent occurrence.
3. the Dumber of times any action or pccurr/ence is re-

peat&I in a given period. 4. in mwfhemaMcs& $m*s$tes>

$ the1 ratio of t^e number ,of actual occurrence^ 'tp, $|e
Dumber of possible occurrences in a given period. Z|) tjte'

ber of individuals obcurrin^in a specific
number of^diviausds under snrvey.

yl^J3ation!s ox cycles per

frequency modulation, L the changing of the fre-

quency of the tmnsmitting radio wave an accordance
with the sound being broadcast. 2. broadcasting that
uses this, characterized by freedom from static and
more faithful reproduction of sound. Abbreviated FM,
F.M. Distinguished from amplitude modulation.

fre-quent (tre'kwant; for u,t ri-kwentO adj. [Pr.
frequent < ]L frequensv frequents* pgr. of *frequere to
cram, stuff; akin to farcfre* to stuff; see FARCE], 1.

originally, crowded; fined. 2. >eairring often; happen-
ing repeatedly at brief intervals: abbreviated freq., fr.
3. constant; habitual. v.t. to go to constantly; be at or
in habitually: as, she frequents the theater.

fre-quen-ta-tion (fre'kwsn-ta'shaii), n. [Fr. frequenta-
tion; L. freauentaiio < pp. of frequenfare], the act or
practice of frequenting.

fre-quen-ta-tive (fri-kwen'to-tiv), adj* [LL. frcqucnta-
tims < L. freqnentare; see FREQUENTj .] in grammar,
expressing frequent and repeated action, n. in gram-
mar, a frequentative verb: prickle is a frequentative of

prick. Abbreviated freq.
fre-quent'er (fri-kwen'teV), n. a person who frequents;
constant visitor.

fre-quent-ly (fre'kwsnt-li) , adv. at frequent or brief

intervals; often: abbreviated freq., fr.

Jfrere (frar), n. [Fr.], 1. a brother. 2. a friar.

free-co (fresHco), n. \pl. FRESCOES, FRESCOS C-koaO], [It.,
fresh, cool, hence coolness, freshness < OHG. frisc; see
FRESH (recently produced)], 1. the art or technique
of painting with water colors on wet Blaster. 2. a
painting or design so made. v.t. to paint in fresco.
in fresco, with water colors on wet plaster.

fresh (fresh), adj. [ME. fresshe; AS. fersc, not salt; in-
fluenced by OFr. freis, fresche < same Gmc. base; akin
to G. frisch; IE. *proisko-$, *prisko~s, not sour, not
fermented], 1. recently produced, obtained, or grown;
newly made: as, make some fresh coffee. 2. having
original strength, vigor, quality, taste, eta ; especially,
a) not salted, preserved, pickled, etc.: as, fresh meat.
b) not spoiled, rotten, or stale, c) not tired; vigorous;
lively: as, he felt fresh even after six sets of tennis.

d) not worn, soiled, faded, etc.; vivid; brigftt; clean.

e) youthful or healthy in appearance: as, a. fresh com-
plexion. 3. new; recent; not known before: as, fresh
information on an old subject. 4. additional; further:
as, he made afresh start.

^
5. inexperienced; unaccus-

tomed ; untutored. 6. original, spontaneous, and stim-
ulating: as, the conversation was fresh and delightful.
7. cool and refreshing; invigorating: as, a fresh spring
day. 8. brisk; strong: said of the wind. 9. not salt:

said of water. 10. clesignating or of a cow that has
newly come into the state of a milker, as after having
borne a calf. SYN. see new. , ,

,1

fresh out of, [Slang], having just sold or used tap*
fresh (fresh), adj. [< G.frech, bold, impudent: confused
withfresh (recently produced)^ [Slangj, 1. bowasaitear;
impertinent; impudent. 2. drank; tipsyl t

fresh-en (fresb/anX v*t. to make fresl^ or vigoroius,
clean, etc. vd. 1. to become fresh, 2. to nave a
calf: said of a cow; hence, 3. to come into, milk.

fresh-et (fresh'ib), n. \fresh, m + -*J, 1. a stream or
rush of fresh water flowing into the sea. 2. a sudden
overflowing of a stream because of melting snow or

heavy rain. '

fresh-ly (freshli), adv* [ME. fresichlft, 1. in a fresh
manner. 2. recently; jwst now: followed by a past
participle, as, bread /iresWy baked.
fresh-man (fresh'msn), n [pi FRESHMEN (-man)], [fresh

(recently produced) -^ man], 1. a beginner; novice.
2. a first-year studbnt in a high school or college. 3. a
person in his first year at any enterprise: as, Senator
Smith is a freskmam in Congress, adj. of or for first-

year studeots: as, tiiefreshman ciirriculum.
fresh-wa-ter (freslx'wo'ter, fresh'wat'er), adj. 1 of or

living in water that is not salty. 2. accustomed to

sailing only on rivers or lakes, not on the sea; hence,
3. inexperienced; unskilled. 4. in or of the hinterland;
inland; hmce* 5. somewhat provincial, obscure, etCii

aev a fresfawjiater college.
Fres-no (frez'no), n. a city in central California: poj^,
91,000.

fret (fret), v.t. [FRETTED (-id), FRETTING], [ME. freten;
AS. fretan, to devour, eat up ; akin to G. freshen, Goth,
fra-itan; Gmc. prefix *fra- (AS. /or-; see FOR-, 2) 4- *itan,
to eat (AS. etan; see EAT)], 1. to eat away; gnaw. 2. to
wear away by gnawing, rubbing, chafing, corroding,
rusting, etc. 3. to make'orform by wearing awaiy, 4.<to

make rough ; disturb : as, the wind fretsthe water. S . to

irritate; vex; annoy; worry. vjL, 1: td gnaw (into* ont

or upon}. 2. to become eaten, corrodedr worn* frayed,
etc* 3. to become rough or disturbed. 4. to be irritated,

annoyed, or querulous: wqirrp n* 1* a wearing away.
2* a worn place. 3. iintationj annoyance; worry.

fret (fret), *n. [ME. 'fre^^v^ merging' of OFr ^ft^e
(Pr. fretite) * inteflaWedlw^fc^witli AS; fnKfava*, trappisgs,

ovr; is, bite;, l
1 '

4awgh, tfa. a
1

. dtisc'r HI, G. ichj'kh, G. doch. Seepp,.
>

^ r^, t65l, lookj
'
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FRET SAW

ornament, which may itself have influenced, or be the
source of* the OFr. word], I. an ornamental net or

network, especially one formerly worn by women as a
headdress. 2. an ornamental pattern of small, straight
bars intersecting or joining one another at right angles
to form a regular design, as for a border. 3, in archt-

iecturc, an ornamental pattern of this kind in relief;

fretwork. 4. in Jbr^Wry, a transverse cross interlaced

with a hollow, diamona-shaped figure* *>* [FRETTED
(~id) t FRBTTiNGl, to ornament with a fret or fretwork.

fret (fret), it. [Fr., a band, ring < OFr. freter, to make
fast: frets were orig. rings of gut}, any of several nar-

row, lateral ridges fastened across the finger board of a

banjo* guitar, mandolin, etc. to regulate the fingering.

tf.f. [FRETTED (-id), FRETTING], to furnish with frets.

fret-fill (fret'fal). adj. tending to fret; irritable and dis-

contented; peevish. t j
fret aaw, a saw with a long, narrow, fine-toothed blade,

for cutting thin wooden boards
or metal plates into patterns.

fret*ted (fret'id) , past tense and
past participle of fret (to orna-

ment), adj. decorated with
frets.

fret-ted (fret'id), past tense and

past participle offret (to vex).

adj. 1. worn away; chafed. 2.

worried; anxious; discontented.
fret-work (fret'wurk'). n. work ornamented with frets;

decorative carving or openwork, usually of interlacing
Hues.

Freud, Sigmund (froid; G. froit), 1856-1939; Austrian

physician and psychiatrist; founder of psychoanalysis.
Freud-i-an (froi'di-sn), adj. of or according to Freud or

his theories and practice, n. a person who believes in

Freud's theories or uses Freud s methods in psycho-
analysis. See paydwrnnalysis.
Freud-i-an-tem (froi'di-an-is'm), n. the theories and
fjcactice of Freud.
^rey (ra) f n. ION, Fteyr], in Norse mythology, the god of

the crop, fraitfulness, love, peace, and prosperity.
Frey-a, Firey-ja (frS's), n. [ON. Freyja], in Norse mythol-

ofy, the goddess of love and beauty, sister of Frey.

PJtX3J$9 Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society.
F!ri* Friday.
fria-bil i-ty (fri'o-bil'a-ti), n. the state or quality of

being friable.

fri-a-ble (fri'a-b'l), ad/. [Fr.; L. friabilis < friare, to rub,

crumble; IB. base *bhrSi- t *bhrt-, to cut, scrape, seen
also in Russ. briti, to shave, l*.frwolus (cf. FRIVOLOUS)],
easily crumbled or crushed into powder. SYN. see

fragile.
fri ar (frfer), n. {< ME. & OFr. frere (with dial, vowel
development as in briar, choir) \

L. frater, brother; see

BROTHER], in the Roman Catholtc Church, a member of

any of several religious orders, especially those living as
mendicant traveling ministers: an Augustinian, Car-
melite, Dominican, or Franciscan: abbreviated Fr.

friar-bird (M'er-burdO, n. any of several Australian
birds that eat the honey or nectar from flowers and
have a naked, featherless head.

fri-ar's lantern (fri'Srz), a will-o'-the-wisp; ignis fatuus.

fri-ar-y (fn'er-i), n. [pi. FRIARIES (-iz)L 1. a place where
friars live; monastery. 2. a brotherhood of friars.

fribble (friVl), adj. [altered < Fr. friwle (cf. FRIV-

OLOUS), ? under echoic influence], of little value or

importance j trifling, n. 1. a person who wastes time.
2. any trifling act or thought. V4 [FRIBBLED (-'Id),

FRIBBLING]* to waste time; behave in a foolishv trifling,
frivolous way.

Fri-bourg (fre'lDoorO , n. 1 . a canton of western Switzer-
land: pop., 152,000. 2. its capital: pop., 26,000.
German spelling, Freiburg.

fric-an-deau (frik'on-do'), n. [pi. FRICANDEAUX (-dozOL
[Fr.], roasted or strewed meat, usually veal, served in
sauce: also spelled fricando.

fric as-see (fiik'a-sSO, n. [Fr. fricassee, fern. pp. of

fricasser, to cut up and fry], meat cut into pieces, stewed
or fried, and served in a sauce of its own gravy, v.t.

(FRICASSEED (-sed') FRICASSEEING], to prepare (meat)
by this method.
fric-a-tive (frik'a-tiv), adj. [< Is. fricatus, pp. clfricare,
to rub ; 4- -4vc], formed and pronounced by forcing the
breath through a narrow opening between the teeth,
lips, etc. : said of certain consonants, as /, 5, , and z,

characterized by local frictional noises, n. a fricative

consonant; friction consonant.
Jrick, Henry Clay (frik), 1849-1919; American coal
and steel magnate.

fric tion (frik'shsn), n. [Fr.; L.frictio < pp. of fricare,
to rub], 1. a rubbing, especially of one obje<bject
another. 2. disagreement or conflict because of differ-
ences of opinion, temperament, etc. 3. in mechanics,
the resistance to motion of two moving objects or sur-
faces that touch.

iric-tion-al (frik'shan-'l), adj. of or caused by friction.

fric-tion*aMy (frik'shsn-'l-i), adv. by or with friction.
friction match, a match that lights by friction.

friction tar>e, an adhesive tape for insulating exposed
electrical wires, etc. -,,,.,

Fri-day (fri'di), n.jUE.fridai; AS. frigedx$, lit. , day of

the goddess Frig (ON. Frigg; see FRIGG), wife of Wodan
(ON. Odinn; cf. WEDNESDAY), transl. L. Veneris dies,

(Fr. vendredf), Venus' day; akin to G. freitag; Frig is

prob. confused with Freya, Gmc. goddess of love; for the

Gmc. & IE. base see FREE], 1. the sixth day of the

week: abbreviated Fri. F. Fr. 2. the devoted servant

of Robinson Crusoe; hence, 3. a faithful follower or

helper: usually man Friday.

Fridt-jof Nan-sen Land (frefyot nan'son), islands of

the U.S.S.R., north of Novaya Zemlya, in the Arctic

Ocean: also called Franz Josef Land.
fried (frid), [ME. ifrid, pp. offrien; see FRY], past tense

and past participle of fry. adj. 1. cooked by frying.
2. [Slang], drunk; intoxicated.

File-da (fre'da), [G. < OHG. fridu, peace; see FRED-
ERICK], a feminine name: also spelled Freda.

fried-cake (frid'kak'). n. a small cake fried in deep fat;

doughnut or cruller.

friend (frend), n. [ME. frend; AS. freond, friend, lover;
akin to G. freund; formed < ppr. of the Gmc. . "to

love/' represented in AS. byfreon, freogan; for the IE.

base see FREE], 1. a person whom one knows well and
is fond of; intimate associate; close acquaintance: ap-
plied loosely to any associate or acquaintance, or, as a
term of address, even to a stranger. 2. a person on the
same side in a struggle; ally: opposed to foe. 3. a

supporter or sympathizer: as, a friend of labor. 4. [F-],

a member of the Society of Friends; Quaker, v.t.

[Rare], to act as a friend to; befriend.
.

be (or make) friends with, to be (or become) a mend
of.

friend at court, a person in an influential position who
is friendly toward one and able to help him.

friend-less (frend'lis), adj. without friends.

friend li ness (frendli-nis), n. the quality or condition

of being friendly.

friend-ly (frend'li), adj. [FRIENDLIER f-li-Sr), FRIEND-
LIEST (-li-ist)], 1. like, characteristic of, or suitable for

a friend, friends, or friendship; kindly. 2. not hostile;

amicable. 3. supporting; helping; favorable. 4. de-

siring friendship. 5. [F-j, of the Friends, or Quakers.
adv. in a friendly manner; as a friend; amicably.

Friendly Islands, Tonga Islands.

friend-ship (frend'ship), n. [A.S.freondscipe; see -SHIP],
1. the state of being friends. 2. attachment between
friends. 3. friendly feeling or attitude.

fri-er (fri'Sr), n. a fryer.
Frie sian (fre'zhan), adj. & n. Frisian.
Fries-ic (fre'zik), adj. & n. Frisian.
Fries-land (frezlond, frez'landO. n, a province of the
northern Netherlands: capital, Leeuwarden.

frieze (frez^, n. [Fr. frise; ML. frisium (seen also in It.
'

. a
. orna-

tecture, a horizontallDand, usuaEy decorated with sculp-
ture, between the architrave and cornice of a building:
see entablature, illus.

frieze (frez), n. [Fr. & MD. frise; akin to Frank. */mf;

see prec. entry], a heavy wool cloth with a shaggy,
uncut nap on one side.

frig ate (frig'it), n. [OFr. fr&gate; It. fregata], a fast,

medium-sized sailing warship of the 18th and early 19th

centuries, which carried from 28 to 60 guns.

frigate bird, a strong-winged tropical sea bird that robs
other birds of their prey: also called man-of-war bird,

Frigg (frk), n. [ON.], in Norse mythology, the wife of

OdE and goddess of heaven, presiding over marriage
and the home.

Frig'ga (frig's, frig's), n. Frigg.

fright (frit), n. IM'B.fryhteJyrhte; AS. (Mercian) fyrhto;
by metathesis < fryhto, fear; akin to G. furcht, fear;
IB. base *perg-, fear, to be afraid, seen also in Arm.
erkiul, fear], 1, sudden fear or terror; alarm. 2. [Col-
loq.l, an ugly, ridiculous, startling, or unusual person
or thing, v.t. [ME. frigten; AS. fyrhtan < base of the
n.] t [Rare & Poetic], to frighten; terrify. SYN. see fear.

fright-en (frif'n), v.t. I. to cause to feel fright; make
suddenly afraid; scare: terrify. 2. to make go (away or
into a specified condition) or to force (out or off) by
frightening: as, we frightened him into confessing. v.i.

to become suddenly afraid.
5KV^ frighten is the broadest of these terms and npKes,
usually, a sudden, temporary feeling of fear (frightened oy a
mouse) but sometimes, a state of continued dread (she's

frightened when she's alone); scare, often equivalent to

frighten, in stricter use implies a fear that causes one to flee

or to stop doing something (I scared mm from the room);
alarm suggests a sudden fear or apprehension at the realization
of an approaching danger (alarmed by his warning) ; tp terrify
is to cause to feel an overwhelming, often paralyzing fear

(terrified at the thought of war) ; terrorize implies deliberate
intention to terrify by threat or intimidation (tne gangsters

with
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bit-fill (frit'fel), adj. 1. causing fright; terrifying;
rmmg. 2. shocking; disgusting. 3. [Colloq,], a)un-

pleasant; annoying, b} great: as, a frightful bore.

fright-fuMy (frit'fsl-i), adv. 1. in a frightful manner.
2. [Colloq.T, very.

frig-id (frifid), adj. [L. frigidus < frigere, to be cold <
fngus, coldness, frost; IE. base *srfg-, coldness, seen
also in Gr. hrigos, frost], 1. extremely cold; without
heat or warmth. 2. without warmth of feeling or
manner: stiff and forbidding; formal. 3. sexually cold-
habitually failing to become sexually aroused: said of
women.

frig-id-aire (frij'i-darO* " [arbitrary coinage < frigid +
air], an electric refrigerator: trade-mark (Frigidaire).

fri-gid-i-ty (fri-jidVti), n. the quality or state of being
frigid.

Frigid Zone, 1. the Arctic Zone. 2. the Antarctic
Zone. See zone, illus.

frig-0-rif-ic {frig'a-rif'ik), adj. {Fr. fri&yrifique; L./ngo-
rificus < frigus (see FRIGID) *f facere, to make), making
cold; freezing or cooling.

frl-jol, fri-jole (fre'hol), n. {pi. FRIJOLBS (-holz; So. fre-

h$1es)], [Sp. frtiol, frtjol; prob. < L. pkaselm; Gr.
phasetos, kind of bean, kidney bean], any bean culti-
vated for food, especially a variety much used in Mexico
and the southwestern United States.

frill (fril), ji. [Early Mod. Eng. f prob. with orig. sense
"mesentery of a cow" (cf. Fr, fraise, mesentery, ruff,
G. gekrose, giblets, plaited ruff) ; ? < OFr. fresel, dim. of
fraise, influenced in sense by OFr. fritter, to shiver],
1. a fold or fringe of hair or feathers around the neck of
a bird or animal. 2. [Colloq,], any unnecessary orna-
ment; superfluous thing added for show. 3. an edging
or trimming of lace, etc., gathered or pleated and at-
tached at one end but free at the other; ruffle. 4. in

fhotography,
the wrinkling of the edge of a film. v.t.

. to make a ruffle of; crimp. 2. to decorate with a
ruffle or ruffles. v.i. in photography, to become wrinkled,
as a film.

frill-ing (fril'irj), n. 1. frills, 2. material for frffls.

fril-ly (fril'i), adj. (FRILLIER (-i-r), FRILLIEST (-i-ist)],
1. full of or covered with frills. 2. like a frill or frills.

JFri-maire (fre'xnlr*), n. [Fr. <fnmast frost < Frank.
*hrim; akin to AS. brim, rime], the third month
(November 21 December 20) of the French Revolu-
tionary Calendar, adopted by the First Republic in
1793.

fringe (frinj), n. [UE.frenge; OFr. frenge, fringe < LL.
*frtmbiat metathesis of L. fimbria, a fringe, border],
1. a border or trimming of cords or threads, hanging
loose or tied in bunches at the top. 2. a thing like this;
outer edge; border; margin: as, the fringes of civiliza-
tion. 3. in optics, any of the light or dark bands result-

ing from the interference or diffraction of light. v.t

[FRINGED (frinjd) , FRINGING], 1. to decorate with or as
with fringe. 2. to be a fringe for; line: as, trees pinged
the lawn. adj. at the outer edge or border: as, a fringe
area of television reception.

fringed gentian, a gentian of eastern North America,
witE blue, fringed flowers.

fringe tree, either of two small trees of the olive family,
with fluffy clusters of white flowers, found in the south-
eastern United States.

fring-y (frin'ji), adj. 1. Kke a fringe. 2. having a
fringe or fringes.

frip-per-y (frip'Sr-i), n. \pl FRIPPERIES (-iz)J, [orig., old
clothes, castoff clothes; Fr. friperie; OFr. freperie <
frepe, a rag], 1. cheap, gaudy clothes; tawdry finery;
hence, 2. snowy display in dress, manners, speech* etc. ;

affectation of elegance.
Fris., Frisian.
Frisch es Haff (frish'as hSf), a bay of the Baltic Sea,
off Bast Prussia.

Fris-co (fris'ko), n. [Collog.J, San Francisco.
fri-se' (fn-zS')t n. JFr. <frtserf to curl; cf. FRIZZ], a type
of upholstery fabric having a thick pile consisting of
uncut loops or, sometimes, with some loops cot to
form a design.

fri-sette (fri~zef), n, |Pr. < friser* to curJL a fringe of
curls or fluffy bangs worn on the forehead by women:
also spelled frizette.

tfri-seur (fre'ze'r'X n. [Fr. < /rissr, to curl), a hair-
dresser.
Frisian (frizh'an, frizh'i-an), adj. of Friesland, the
Frisian Islands, their people, or their language, n. 1. a
native or inhabitant of Friesland or the Frisian Islands.
2. a member of an ancient Teutonic tribe of northern
Holland. 3. the Low German, West Germanic Ian-

: of the Frisians: it is the most closely related to
sh of all the Continental European languages.

Abbreviated Frie^ Frs.
Frisian islands, a chain of islands in the North Sea off
the coast of the Netherlands and Gennaay.

frisk (frisk), adL fpFr. Jrispw? prok < OHG. frise,
see FRESK (recently

,], lively; frisky, n. a lively, playful movement;
rolic; gambol. v.t. 1. to move m a playful, lively
manner: as, the puppy frisked its tail. 2. (Slang}, to
search (a person) for concealed weapons, stolen articles,
etc. by passing the hands qmckly over his clothing.
3.JSlang], to steal something from (a person) thus.
F4. to dance or move about in a playful, lively manner;
frolic; gambol.
frfsk*Hy (fris'ka-li), adv. in a frisky manner.
frisk-i-ness (frisla-fiis), n. a frisky quality or state.

frisky (fris'ki), adj. [FRISKIBR (-ki-er), FRISKIEST (4ci-
ist)|, inclined to fnsk about; lively; playful; frolicsome.

frit (frit), 7i. [Fr./H&j; It./r&*a fried, pp. c&friggere <
L. frigere, to fry], 1. the partly fused mixture of sand
and fluxes of winch glass is made. 2. a partly fused
substance used as a basis for certain glazes. 3. a partly
fused substance of which soft porcelalnis made. v.t, &
04. [FRITTED (4d), FRITTING], to prepare (materials for
glass) by heating; make into frit. Also spelled fritt.

frit fly, {prob. < prec., with ref. to the glazed, shining
appearance of the fly's body], a small, tiro-winged Ettro-
j>ean fly that destroys grain.

frith (frith), n. [var. of /*rt*J, a narrow inlet or arm of
the sea; estuary; firth.

frit-iMar.y /fritVler'i), n- W. FRmLLAams (-&)], f<
Mod.L. Fritillana, name oTtfae genus of plants < L.
fritillus, dice box: from markings on the petals or wings],"
1. any of a group of plants of the Hly family, with

flowers. 2. any of a
iving wings spotted with

spotted, bell-shaped,
large group of butterflies

many colors.
fritt (frit), n^ v.t. & wa. frit.

frit-ter tfrit'Sr), n. [OFr./y'aiture; L.fractura; see FRAC-
TURE], [Rarel, a small piece: fragment; shred. v.f. [<
the n.], 1. [Rare], to break, cut, or tear into small
pieces. 2. to waste (energy, money, time, etc.) bit by
bit on trifling or petty things (usually with away).

frit-ter
(frit'gr),

n. [Fr. friture; LL. *frictwa < pp. of
frigere, to fry], a small cake of fried batter, usually
containing corn, fruit, or other filling.

Fritz (frits), n.JWorld War I slang < G. mckname for
Friedrich; see FREDERICK], [Slang], a German soldier:
usually contemptuous.

friv*ol (friv''l), tu. & v.L [FRTVOLED or FRIVOLLED (-14),
FRTVCONG or FRIVOLLING], [< frmtlous], [CoHoq.L to
waste (time) on frivolous or trifling things.

fri-voM-ty (fri-vol'a-ti), JL [Fr. friodML 1. the quality
of being frivolous. 2. [pi. FRIVOLITIES (-tiz)], a frivolous
act or thing.

friv-o-lww (friv'd-tes), adj. (L. frmolw, brMe, crtun-
blmg (cf. FRIABLE), hence sillyj, 1. of little value or
importance; trifling; trivial; paltry. 2. not properly
serious or sensible; silly and lig&t-minded; giddy.

friz (friz), v.t. & vd. [FRIZZED (frizd), FRjzznwsJ, {Fr.
fnser, to curl], 1 . to form into small, tight curlsg said of
hair. 2. to form into small, hard knots or tufts; said of
the nap of doth. n. something frizzed; especially, hair
formed into small, tight curls. Also spelled frizz.

fri zette (fri-zet'). n. a frisette.
frizz

(friz),
uJ. & v4. to frk.

frizz (friz), v.L & x {< fry, mth eefaoic *ii, to fry
with a sputtering, nitamg noise; sizzle.

frizzle (Iriz'l), v.t. A 3, IFRIZZL^D (-
f

ld), FRIZZLING],
[prob. echok eartenskm of fiy* inflenced by sMe^fraz-
zle, fizzle, etc.], 1 . to make or cause to make a sputter-
ing, hissing apise, as in frying: sizzle. 2. to make or
become crisp by broiling or frying thoroughly.

friz-zle (friz'*!), y.t> A mL [FRIZZLED (-Id), FRIZZLING],
fprob. < frn (Jriem, freem} in eatiier sense M

raise a nap
on cloth" 4- *, freqf, suffix <cf. FRIEZE) ; prob. akin to
Fris. fnslen* to plait (the hair)}, to form into small,
tight curls: friz; crimp, u. a small, tight curl.
frizzy (faz/li), adj. |< frmte, n. + -y]f fun of or
> covered with small, tight curls.

frizzy (fria/i), adj. frizzly.
fro (fro), iwft>. [ME. fra t fro < ON. frZ; akin to AS.
from (see FROM)], away; backward; back: now only in
to mid fro. prep* fScot, or Dial.], from.
to mud fro, forward and backward; back and forth.

Fro bish-er, Sir Martin (fro'foish-er), 1535?-1594; Eng-
lish navigator and explorer.

foock (frok), n.JME. frok, froc; OFr. /roc, monk's cow
or kabit; ML. fioccus < OHO. kroc> a doaki 1. a) :

i's cowl

robe worn by friars, monks, etc. ; hemce^ "S)"Se office of a
priest, etc. 2. any of vanotts other garments; specifi-
cally, a) a tunic,jnantle, or long coat formerly worn by
men. b) a shirtlike overall; smock, c) a woolen jersey
worn by sailors, d) a dressj gown, e) a frock coat.
v.t. to clothe m a frock.

frock coat, a man's doubte-breasted dress coat with a
full skirt reaching to the knees both in front and in
back, worn chiefly in the 19th century*
woe <frS), ju falso from {jr0wr) f fr0u; dial, synonymous
frontward, frommwd suggests shortening of frowvrd* in
sense "handle turned away,'* bttt ? associated witih D.

, e in agent ~i in sanity, o in comply, u In JocusT *~
as*m. able (kn

V.dw;l^ai<*slcli,G.dodi.SiW.*^L|f(ie%IlJ *i
A -
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trout?, G. fra**t wife], a wedge-shaped cleaving tool with
a handle set into the blade at right angles to the back:
also spelled frow.

Froe-bel, Friedrich (fre'driH fro'bdi; Eng. fra'b'i),

1782r~1852; German educational reformer; originated
the kindergarten system : also spelled Frdfc*!.

fro$ (fr6g, trog), n. [ME. frog&e; AS. frogga; basically
akin to Q. frosch; for prob.
IE. base see FROTH], 1. <*)

any of a group of small, four-

tegged, leaping animals with
long, powerful hind legs,
short forelegs, webbed feet,

and no tail: it develops from
a tadpole and, when grown,
is able to live either in water
or on land, b) an animal re-

sembling this, as a tree frog.
2. [prob. from the shape], a

horny pad in the middle of

the sole of a horse's foot. 3.

a corded or braided loop used
asa fastener or decoration on
clothing. 4. a device on
trackslor keeping cars on the proper
rails at intersections or switches: so
called from its resemblance to the
structure of a frog's hind leg. 5.

[Slang], a Frenchman: term of con-

tempt or derision, from the fondness
of tie French for eating frogs' legs.

frog in the throat, a hoarseness due
to throat irritation.

frog-fish (frdg'fish', frog'fishO, n. \pl.

FROGFKH, FROGFISHBS (4z) ; See FISH],
any of a number of angler fishes with
compressed bodies, large mouths, and

^fiipperlikefins.

STAGES IN DEVELOPMENT
OF FROG

railroad

frog-gy (fr&'g'i, frog'i), adj. [FROGGIER
(-i-er), FROGGIEST C-i-istJ], 1. of or FROGS ON
Bkeafrog. 2. full of frogs. & JACKET
frog-hop per (fr&gliop'er, frogtiop'-
grj, n. any of a group of leaping insects whose larvae

produce frothy masses in plants.
Froh-man, Charles (fro'man), 1860-1915; American
theatrical manager and producer.
Frois sart, Jean (aha frwa'sar'; Eng. froi'sart), 1333?-
1400? ; French historian and poet.

frol-ic (frol'ik), adj. [D. vroolijk < MD. vrd, merry;
akin to G. froh], full of fun and pranks; gay; merry.
n. 1. a gay trick. 2. a gay party or game. 3. merri-
ment ; gaiety ; fun. ?.i. [FROLICKED (-ikt) FROLICKING],
to malce merry; have fun; gambol. SYN. see play.

frol-ick-er (frol'ik;er), n. a person who frolics.

froMck*y (frol'ik-i), adj. frolicsome.
frol-ic-some (frol'ik-som), adj. [frolic + -some}, full of

gaiety or high spirits; playful; merry; sportive.
from (frum, from; unstressed fram), prep. [ME,; AS.
from, fram; akin to Goth, fram, forward, away, further,

ON, fra (see FRO); IE. base *pro- (var. of *per-; cf.
f

ibiBE, iRQit-), seen also in AS. format the first (cf. FOR-
MER, FOREMOST)], a particle used generally in the four
basic senses-, below, ,which come out of the primary
sense of for^ar^, hence away, apart, out op, it is used
wib^if'CEiblSi i ''HF' Dottier. , words to indicate I. a point of
departure for motion, duration, distance, action, etc.;
source or begmjm^g of ideas^ action, etc. 1 , beginning at :

as* he walked from the door* 2. .starting with (the
first of two named Kmits) ; as,* I, stayed from three to
six. 3, out of; derived or coming out of: as, he took a
comb from his pocket. 4. with (a person or thing) as
the maker, sender, speaker, teacher, etc.; asf a letter

from Mary, facts learned from reading. II, distance,
absence, removal, obstruction, exclusion, prevention, free-
dom, etc. 1. at a place not near to

;
out of contact with:

as, keep' vw&jfrom me, he is faxfrom home, 2. out of
the whole off; out of unity or alliance with: as, take
two ./row four. ,.3* out of the possibility or use of; as, he
kept met/rom goingx 4. out of the possession or:control
of: asv taey released Mni from jaM. IIL difference,
distinction* etc. as not being like: as, f he didn t know
mefrom Adam. I?, reason, cause* motive, etc. by reason
of; caused by; because of r as, he trembled from fear.
Abbreviated fr., fm;i ,

fro-men-ty (fro'maa-ti) ,& frumenty, a kind of pudding.
frond (frond), n. [I^.fromvfrondist leafy branch; foliage],
1. the leaflike organ of a fern, differing feonxa true leaf
in that it bears the reproductive cells on its surface.
2. the leaflike part, or shoot, of a ilcjhen, seaweed, etc.
3. [Poetic], a leaf; especially, the comnouto^ pakn leaf.

JFronde (frowd), n. [Fr., lit., a slingirl|i ta Breach
history, a political party organized during ^e minority

of frondescere, to become leafy < frondere, to put forth
, -, _ .^xi

forth new leaves or fronds.

[ME.; OPr.; L. frons, frontis, forehead.
leaves], putting forth new leaves or fronds.

: (frunt) . n. [ME. ; OPr. ; L. frons, frontis,
'"

1. the forehead; hence, 2. the face; counte-

of LouisXIV to oppose the court and
hence, 2. violent political opposition.* .

, v ,1 - i

frond ed (fron'did), adj. having fronds, i t /r i ,, >

fron-des-cence (fron-des'*ns), n. [see FRONDESCENT],
1. the process, state, or period of putting forfe feaftes^

'

2. leaves; foliage. ,

i

1 ',"',<

fron-des-cent (fron-des^dnt) , adj\ [L. frondescenb, ppr^ it

front u
front], . .

nance. 3. attitude or| appearance, as of the face, indi-

cating state of mind; external behavior when facing
a problem, etc. : as, he puts on a bold front in spite of
his fears. 4. impudence; effrontery. 5. the part of

something that faces forward or is regarded as facing
forward; most important side; fore part. 6. first part;

beginning. 7. the place or position before a person or
thing: as, it*s right in front of you. 8. the first or most
available bellhop or page, as in a hotel: generally used
as & call. 9. the land bordering a lake, ocean, street,
etc. 10. a promenade along a body of water, 11. the
advanced hne, or the whole area, of contact between
opposing sides in warfare; combat zone. 12. a broad
movement in which different groups are united for the
achievement of certain common political or social aims.
13. a person who serves as a public representative of a
business, group, etc., usually because of his prestige;
hence, 14. a person or group whose work or reputation
serves to obscure the real activity or objectives of a
business, society, etc. 15. a stiff shirt bosom, worn
with formal clothes. 16. [Colloq.], an appearance,
usually pretended or assumed, of social standing, wealth,
etc. 17. in architecture, a face of a building; especially,
the face with the principal entrance. 18. in meteorology;
the boundary between two masses of air that are
different, as in density, adj. 1. at, to, in, on, or of the
front. 2. in phonetics, articulated with the front of the

tongue: as, * (in bid) and e (in met} are front vowels.
v.t. 1. to face; be opposite to. 2. to be before in place.
3. to meet: confront. 4. to defy; oppose. 5. to supply
with a front. VA. to face in a certain direction: as,
the castle fronted on the sea.

%

in front of, before; in a position ahead of.

front., frontispiece.
front-age (frun'tij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the^front part of a
building. 2. the direction toward which this faces;

exposure. 3. the land between the front edge of a
building and the street. 4. a) the front boundary line

of a lot facing a street, b) the length of this line. 5.

land bordering a street, river, lake, etc.

fron tal (frun't'l), adj. [Mod L. frontalis], 1. of the
front; in, on, at, or against the front. 2, of or for the
forehead, n. the bone of the forehead: see skull, illus.

fron tal (frun't'l), n. [ME. frountel; OPr. frontel; ML.
frontale; L. frontalia, pi. < frons; see FRONT & -AL], 1.

an ornamental band or piece of armor worn on the
forehead or over the face. 2. an ornamental cover or

drapery for the front of an altar. ,3. a) a facade, b)
a small pediment over a door, wiuSow, etc.

frontal attack, 1. an attack .made against the whole
of an enemy's front in a givhn sector: distinguished
from flanking attack. 2. any direct attack.

Fron-te-nac, Lou-is de Bu ade de (Iwe' da bu-ad' da

frowt'nak'; Eng. fron'ts-nak'). Comte, 1620-1698;
French governor of Canada (1672-1682; 1689-1698).

fron-tier (frun-te'r', fron'ter), n. [ME. frontere; OFr.
frontier < front; see FRONT], 1. that part of a country
which faces or borders on another country. 2. that

part of a settled, civilized country which lies next to an
unexplored or undeveloped region. 3. any new or in-

completely investigated field 01 learning, thought, etc. :

often in the plural, as, the frontiers of medicine are
still being extended, adj. of, on, or near the frontier.

fron-tiers-man (frun-terz'msn), n. [pi. FRONTIERSMEN
(-man)], a man who lives on the frontier.

fron-tis-piece (frunftis-peV, fron'tis-pes'), n. [OFr.
frontispiece, frontispiece, front of a house; ML. frontis-
picium, front of a church, front view < L. frons, frontist

front + specere, to look, view], 1. formerly, a) the
first page or title page of a book, b) a preface ; foreword;
lience, 2. an illustration facing the first page or title

page of a book or division o^a book: abbreviated front.
3. in architecture, a) the main facade. 6) a small pedi-
ment over a door, window, etc.

frontlet (frunt/lit), n. [OFr. frontelet, dim. of frontel;
see FRONTAL (band for forehead)], 1. a band or fillet

worn on the forehead; frontal; phylactery. 2. the fore-
head of^an animal. 3. the forehead of a bircl, wheo
distinguishable by the color or texture of the plumage.
4. an ornamental border for an altar cover.

fron-to- (jErun'tp, fron'to), (< L. frons, frontis; see
FRONT], a combining form meaning: 1, of or connected
with the frontal bone or region and, as in fronto-parietal.
2. of or connected with a- meteorological front* as in
frontogenesis.

fron-to-gen-e-sis (frun'to-jen's-sis), n, [Mod.Lf,: see
PRONTO- & GENESIS], the coming {into contact of two
atmospherically different masses or currents of air,

thereby foiamng a mieteoarplogical f^ronl and usually
V,'0^8;,';,''r!' ,*' ',

,
vi'

j

.ft <',4___ ^^A^^^^m^^;^
-LYSIS], the process that tends to destroy a meteorolog-
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on the front page of a newspaper; important or sensa-
tional.

Front Range, a mountain range in north central Col-
orado.
front room, a room in the front of a house, especially
a living room.

frore (froY, fror), adj. [ME./rorefw), frozen, pp. atfresm
(see FREEZE); for the r beside infinitive s, cf. FORLORN],
[Archaic or .Poetic], very cold: frosty: frozen.

frosh (frosh) n. [pi. FROSH], [< G. frosch, lit., a frog,
slang term for a first-year student at certain German
universities c. 1900; cf. FROG], [Slang], a freshman.
frosh (frosh), n. [ME. frosch; AS. frox, forsc; akin to G.
frosck (cf. FROG)], [Dial.], a frog.
frost (fr6st, frost), n. [ME.; AS. forst, frost (akin to G.
frost, etc.) < pp. base otfreosan (see FREEZE) + -t (Gmc.
*-to), nominal suffix], 1. a freezing or state of being
frozen. 2. temperature causing freezing; temperature
below the freezing point of water. 3. frozen dew or
vapor; moisture frozen as a white, crystalline coating on
a surface; hoarfrost. 4. coolness of action, feeling, man-
ner, etc. 5. [Slang], a failure, especially of something
meant to entertain or interest. v.t. 1. to cover with
frost. 2. to damage, wither, or kill by freezing. 3. to
cover with frosting, or icing. 4. to make frostlike in

appearance, as some nontransparent glass.

Frost, Robert Lee (fr6st, frost), 1874- ; American poet.
frost-bite (fr6st'bit'> frost'bit'), v.t. [FROSTBIT (-bit

7
),

FROSTBITTEN (-bit"n), FROSTBITING], to injure the tis-

sues of (a part of the body) by_ exposure to intense
cold; nip or numb with frost, n. injury caused by such
exposure.

frost-bit-ten (fr6sfbit"n, frosfbifn), adj. [pp. of

frostbite], injured by exposure to intense cold.

frost-ed (fr6s'tid, fros/tid), adj. 1. covered or whitened
with frost. 2. frostbitten. 3. covered with frosting, or

icing. 4. having a surface made to resemble frost, as
some nontransparent glass.

frost-fish (frSst'fish', frost'fish'), n. [pi. FROSTFISH,
FROSTFISFF9 (-iz) ; see FISH], 1. the tomcod, common
along the JNew England coast in early winter. 2. the
common American smelt.

frost-flow-cr (fr6st'flou'eV, frost'flou'Sr), n. 1. a small
plant of the lily family. 2. its white, star-shaped
flower. 3. any of various asters.

frost-My (fr6"s'tl-i, frps't'1-i), adv. in a frosty manner.
frost-i-ness (fr6s'ti-nis, fros'ti-nis), n. the quality or
state of being frosty.

frost-ing (frSs'tir), fros'tirj), n. 1. a mixture of sugar,
water or other liquid, flavoring, and, sometimes, whites
of eggs, etc., for covering a cake; icing. 2. a dull, frost-

like finish on glass, metal, etc. 3. a mixture of ground
glass, varnish, etc., used in ornamental work.

frost line, the limit of penetration of frost.

frost-work (f^st'wurk
7
, frost'wurk'), n. 1. the tracery

formed by frost on glass, etc. 2. ornamentation like

this, as on silver,

frost-y (fr6s'ti, fros'ti), adj. [FROSTIER (-ti-er), FROST-
IEST (-ti-ist)], 1. cold enough to produce frost; char-
acterized by frost; freezing. 2. covered with or as with
frost; glistening. 3. cold in manner or feeling; austere;
unfriendly. 4. having white or gray hair; hoary; hence,
5. a) old. 6) of or like old age.

froth (frfith, froth), n. [UE.frothe; ON.frotha,frauth;
basically akin to AS. (a)-freothan, to froth up; IE.

*preu-th, a snorting, slavering (< base *per- t to sprinkle,

scatter), seen also in frog], 1. foam. 2. foaming saliva
caused by disease or great excitement, 3. anything of a
light, trifling, or worthless nature, as conversation,
ideas, etc. v.t. [< the n.], 1. to cause to foam. 2. to

coyer with foam. 3. to spill forth in the form of foam.
v.i. to produce froth; foam. . ,

' .-=- ..
-

froth-i-Iy (frfith's-li, Iroth'a-M) , adv. in a frothy manner. aly provided:_as,
a

,

froth i ness (frSth'i-nis, froth'i-nis), n. the quality or fru-gaM-ty (froo-gal
j

state of being frothy. [Fr. frugalitf; L. frug

froth-y (fr6th'i, froth'i), adj. [FROTHIER (-i-Sr), FROTH-
IEST (-i-ist)L 1. of, like, or covered with froth; foamy.
2. light; trifling; worthless.

Froude, James Anthony (frood), 1818-1894; English
historian.
frou-frou (froo

;
froo')r n. [Fr.; echoic], 1. a rustling or

swishing as of a silk skirt when the wearer moves.
2. [Colloq.], excessive or affected elegance, fanciness, etc.

frounce (frouns) <v.t. & lu. [FROUNCED (frqunst) , FROUNC-
ING], [ME.frouncen; OFr../rentier,froncir, to wrinkle <
Frank. *hrunkj&, a wrmkje, akim to ON. hrukka],
[Archaic], 1. to make or become curled. 2. to crease;
wrinkle, n. [ME. ; OFr, ffionce < the

.}, [Archaic], 1.

a curl or crease; hence, 2L showy display.

frowzy, iron-ay (froutei), adj. frowzy.
frow (frou), n* [ME. frowe; MD. vrouwe; akin to G.
/raw; for Gmc, & IE. base see FURNIS^], 1. a Dutch
or German woman or wife; hence, 2. [Archaic or Rare],
any womaxt r wif3*
fraw '(

fro-ward (fro'Srd. fro'wgrd), adj. [Early ME. fnmard;
see FRO & -WARD], 1. not easily controlled; stubbornly
willful: contrary; refractory. 2. [Obs.], adverse; un-
favorable.
frown (froun), vd. [ME. frounen; OFr. frognier; prob.
of Gmc. originl, 1. to contract the brows, as in stern-

ness, displeasure, or concentrated thought. 2. to look
with displeasure or, disapproval (on or upon), v.t. 1.

to silence, subdue, etc. with a disapproving look (with
down). 2. to express (disapproval, disgust, etc.) by
contracting the brows, n. 1. a contracting of the
brows in sternness, thought, etc. 2. any expression of

displeasure or disapproval.
SrN. frown, scowl, and glower all denote the making of
a wry or gloomy face, frown implying a contracting of the
brows in disapproval, annoyance, or deep thought, scowl a
puckering and lowering of the brows in irritation or sullenness,
and glower, a staring fiercely in great anger or contempt.
ANT. smile.

frow-zf-ly, frow-si-ly (frou'z'I-i), adv. in a frowzy man-
ner.

frow-zi-ness, frow-si-ness (frou'zi-nis), n. the quality
or state of being frowzy.

frow-zy (frou'zi), adj. [FROWZIER (-zi-Sr), FROWZIEST
(-zi-ist)], [prob. akin to or < Brit. dial, frowsty, musty;
? < QTfr.frouste, decayed, ruined], 1. [Rare], bad-smefl-
ing; musty. 2. dirty and untidy; slovenly; unkempt.
Also spelled frowsy, frouzy, frousy.

froze (froz), past tense of freeze.
fro-zen (fro'z'n), [ME.], past participle of freeze, adj.
1. turned into or covered with ice; congealed by cold.
2. injured, damaged, or killed by freezing. 3. having
heavy frosts and extreme cold: as, the frozen polar
wastes. 4. preserved by freezing, as food. 5. affected
as if turned into icer^as, frozen with terror. 6. without
warmth or affection in behavior, manners, etc. 7. pro-
hibited in sale or exchange; not marketable because of

legal restrictions or unfavorable economic conditions.
8. prohibited from changing to another job.

frozen custard, a food resembling ice cream, but with
less butterfat content and of a looser consistency.

Frs., Frisian.
frs., francs,

FJR..S., Fellow of the Royal Society.
F.R.S.L., Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.

F.R.S.S., Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society.
frt., freight.
JFnic-ti-dor (friik'te'doY'; Eng. fruk'ti-d6r'), n. [Fr. <
L. fructus, fruit -f Gr. ddron, gift: so named from being
the month of harvest], the twelfth month (August 18
September 16) of the French Revolutionary Calendar,
adopted by the First Republic in 1793.

fruc-tif-er-ous (fruk-tif'Sr-os), adj. [< L. fmctifer (<
fructus, fruit + ferre, to bear) ; + -CMS], producing fruit;

fruit-bearing.
fruc-ti-fi-ca-tion (fruk'ta-fi-ka'shan), n. [LL. fructi-

ficatio < pp. of L. fructijicare], 1. the act or process of

fructifying. 2. the fruit of a plant.
fruc-ti-fy (foik'to-fiO , v.i. [FRUCTIFIED (-SdO, FRUCTI-
FYING], [ME. fructifien; OFr. fructifier; L. fructificare;
see FRUIT & -FYj, to bear fruit; become fruitful, v.t. to
cause to bear fruit; fertilize; make fruitful.

fruc-tose (fruk'tos, frook'tos), n. [< L. fructus, fruit; +
-o$e], a crystalline sugar, CeHiaOe, found in sweet fruits

and in honey: also called fruit sugar, levulose.

frnc-tu-ous (fruk'choo-ss), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. fruc-
tuosus < fructust fruit], fruitful; productive.

fru gal (froo'gl), adj. [L. frugalis < frugi, fit for food,
hence proper, worthy, frugal, orig. dative otfrux,frugis,
fruits, produce ; for IE. base see FRUIT], 1 . not wasteful ;

not spending freely or unnecessarily; saving; economi-
cal. 2. a) not costly or luxurious; inexpensive. 6) spar-
ingly provided: as, & frugal meal. SYN. see thrifty.

fru-gal-i-ty (froo-gal'a-ti), n. [pi. FRUGALITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. frugalitt; L. frugalitas], quality 01 instance of being
frugal; careful economy; thrift.

fro-giv-o-rous (froo-jiv'g-rgs), adj. [< 1,.frux,frvgis (see

FRUGAL) ; + -vorous], in zoology, fruit-eating.
fruit (froot), n. [see PLURAL, n, D, 3], [ME.; OFr. fruit t

fruict; L. fructus, enjoyment, means of enjoyment, fruit,

produce, profit < pp. of frui, to partake of, enjoy; IE.
base *bhrug-, fruit, to enjoy, seen also in Eng. brook

(to put up with)], 1. usually in pi. any plant product,
as grain, flax, vegetables, etc, 2. the edible part of a
plant or tree, consisting of the seeds and pulpy sur-

rounding tissues: usually distinguished from vegetable

only when the latter also consists of leaves, root, etc.

3. the result, product, or consequence of any action: as,

prosperity is the fruit of planning; 4. [Archaic], the
young of animals or man. 5. in botany, the mature
ovary of a plant or tree, including the seed, its envelope,
and any closely connected parts, as the pit and flesh of a
peach, or a pea and its pod. vi. to produce or bear
fruit, v.t. to cause to bear fruit.

fruit-age (froot'ij), n. [QF^.j see -AGE], 1. the bearing

$pe, b%e, cSy; ten, 5^ea, hfire, ovSr; is, bite; 16t, gS, hdrn, tflBl, look; oil, outj up, CKse, fflr; get; joy; yet; chin; she; tfcui,

nVzii, feifc^e; jj f ring: 9 lor a hi Qgo, e in agortt, i in s&nity, o in comply, u in focus; as in aWe (S'pl); Fr. bl; & iHr.

irj ifi,Tt; few, Fi. ntoi*; $, Fr. coq; ttt 'flri due; K, G. ich; kh, &. doch. See pp. x~xii. t foreign;
* hypothetical; < deri

~ J
; derived from.
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of fruit; fruiting. 2, a crop of fruit; fruits collectively.
3. a result; product: consequence.

fruit-cake (froot'kak'). - a rich cake containing nuts,

preserved fruit, citron, spices, etc.

fruit cup, mixed fruits cut into small pieces and served
in a sherbet glass, etc. as an appetizer or dessert.

fcrult*er (froofer), n La person who grows fruit. 2.

a tree that bears fruit. 3. a ship for transporting fruit.

m iron;, z. a snip iw uHuauyiiaug nuiv.

fruit fly. 1. any ofseveral small flies whose larvae feed

on fruits and vegetables, as the Mediterranean fruit fly.

2 the drosophila.
fruit-ful (froot'fal), adj. 1. bearing much fruit.

.
2.

producing much; productive; prolific. 3. producing

results; profitable: as, &fruitful plan. SYN. see fertile.

fruit-1-ness (froo'ti-nls), n. the quality or condition of

being fruity.
frw-I-tion (froo-ish'sm), n. [OFr. ; L. fruitio, enjoyment <
pp. of fruire, to use, enjoy}, 1 . a pleasure obtained from

using or possessing something; enjoyment, 2. [by asso-

ciation with fruit}, the bearing of fruit; hence, 3. a

coming to fulfillment; realization: as, success was the

fruition of his years of work.
fruit jar, a jar, usually of glass, for containing canned

fruit, preserves, etc., sealed airtight with a cap,

fruit-less (frootlis), adj. [ME. fruttles], 1. without re-

sults; unprofitable; unsuccessful; vain. 2. bearing no
fruit; sterile; barren. SYN. see futile.

fruit sugar, fructose: also called lemdose.

fruit tree, a tree that bears edible fruit.

frult-y (froot'i), adj. [FRUITIER (-i-gr), FRUITIEST (-1-

ist)] 1. like fruit in taste or smell ; rich in flavor: as, a

fru&y wine. 2. rich in tone; mellow; sonorous: as, a

fruity voice. 3. [Colloq.], rich in interest; spicy; juicy:

as, & fruity story.
fru-men-ta-ceous (froo'men-ta'shss), adj. [IX. frumen-
taceus < Lw frumentum, corn], of, having the nature of,

or like whe
tru-men-ty
OFr. frumt
boiled in milk, sweetened, and flavored with cinnamon,
etc.: also fromenty, furmenty, furmety.
frump (frump), n. [prob. shortened n. form < ME.
fromplen, to wrinkle < earlier D.frompelen, verrompelen
< rompelen (see RUMPLE); early sense of frump, "sneer,
derisive wrinkling, jeer," suggests basic modern sense,

**one whose appearance causes a grimace"] , La dowdy,
and sometimes ill-tempered, woman or, rarely, man.
2. pi. [British Dial.], sulks: sulky mood.

frump-ish (frump'ish), adj. dowdy, and sometimes
ill-tempered.
frump-y (frump'i), adj. [FRUMPIER (4-er), FRUMPIEST
(~i4st)j, frumpish.

Frun-ze (froon'ze), n. the capital of Kirghiz S.S.R.:

pop., 93,000.
frus-trate (fras'trat), v.t. [FRUSTRATED (-id), FRUSTRAT-
ING]* [< L. frustratus, pp. of frustrate, frustrari, to dis-

appoint, deceive, trick < frustra, in vain], 1. to cause
to nave no effect; bring to nothing; counteract; nullify:
as, faefrustrated our plans. 2. to prevent from achieving
to objective; foil; Dame; defeat: as, he frustrated his

opponents. 3. in psychology, to prevent from gratifying
certain impulses and desires, either conscious or un-
conscious, adj. [Archaic], baffled; defeated.
5^Nl-fewtrate implies a depriving of effect or a rendering
worthless of efforts directed to some end- thwart implies a
n^tfatinig by blocking or acting in opposition to a person or

thing moving toward some objective; foil implies a throwing
something oS its course (literally, by confusing the scent or

trail) so as to discotirage further effort or make it of no avail;
to baffle Is to defeat the efforts of by bewildering or confusing
(the crime baffled the police) ; to balk is to frustrate by setting
up obstacles or obstructions.
frus tra-tion (frus-tra'shon), n. 1. a frustrating or
being frustrated. 2. something that frustrates.

frus-tule (frus'choolO, n- [Fr.; L. frustulum, dim. of

frustum, a piece, bit* part], the hard shell of a diatom.
frus-tum (frus'tom), n. [pi. FRUSTUMS (-tamz), FRUSTA
(-ts)J, [L., a piece, bit, - /

partj, 1. the solid fig-

fro-ti-cose (froo'ti-kos'), adj. [L. fruticosus < frutex

fruticis, a shrub], of or like a shrub; shrubby.
i1 1 1> -I _. j r rl AC -.a\ -._...,. *! I"\rf"t> <f*.i ~

or like wheat or other grain.

ru-men'ty (froo'msn-ti), n. [ME. frumentee, furmente;
OFr. frumentee < L. frumentum, corn], hulled wheat

, .

ure formed when the

top of a cone or pyra-
mid is cut off by a
plane parallel to the
base. 2. the part of a
solid figure contained
between two planes,
especially two parallel
planes.

fru-tes-cence (froo-
tes''ns), n. shrubbi-
ness; frutescent state.

fm-tes-cent (froo-tes'-
f

nt), adj. [< L, frutex,
SL shrub; + -escent],

shrubby or becoming
shrubby.

FRUSTUM

to be cooked in hot fat or oil. 2. [ObsJ, to seethe; be

agitated, n. IpL FRIES (friz)], 1
:
a dish of fried food,

especially meat. 2. a social gathering, usually outdoors,
at which food is fried and eaten: as, a fish fry.

fry (fri), n. IpL FRY]. [ME. frie* fry; a merging of ON.
jrio, seed, offspring (akin to Goth./nwttf) with Anglo-Pr.
frei (OFr. /rot, Fr. frai), spawn < the same Gmc.
"base or < L. fricare, to rub], 1. young fish. 2. small
adult fish, especially when in large groups. 3. young;
offspring; children.
small fry, 1. children. 2. tinimportant people or

things.

fry-er (fri'er) , n, 1. a person or thing that fries. 2. food
to be cooked by frying: especially, a chicken young and
tender enough to fry. Also spelled frier,

frying pan, a shallow metal pan with a long handle, for

frying food. .

out of the frying pan into the fire, from a bad situation

into a worse one.

F.S., 1. Field Service. 2. Fleet Surgeon.
FSA F.S.A., 1. Farm Security Administration. 2.

Federal Security Agency.
ft., 1. foot; feet. 2. fort. 3. fortification. 4. fortified.

FTC, F.T.C., Federal Trade Commission.
fth fthm., fathom.
ft-lb, foot-pound.
Fu-ai I (foo-ad'), (A)med Fuad Pasha), 1868-1936;

~[< dial, /ttfe, jplunip child], fat and squat; plump.
fuch-sia (fu/sh9, fu'shi-o), n, [ModX., after Leonard
Fuchs (1501-1566), G. botanist], 1. any of several

shrubby plants of the evening primrose family, with

pink, red, or purple flowers hanging from the ends of

the branches. 2. purplish red, adj. purplish-red.
fuchsin (fook'sin), n. [< fuchsia 4- -in: from the

color], a purplish-red aniline dye: also called aniline

red, magenta.
fuch sine (fook'sin, fook'sen), n. fuchsin.
fu-coid (fu'koid), adj. [< fucus + ~oid}, of or like sea-

weed, especially rockweed. n. a seaweed; especially,
rockweed.

fu-cus (fu'kas), n. [PL FUCI (-si), FUCUSES (-iz)] f [LM
rock lichen; also, red or purple paint obtained from it;

Gr. phykos, rock lichen, orchil, rouge < Sem. ; cf. Heb.
puk, cosmetic for the eyes], 1. originally, a) a kind of

paint for the face, fc) any paint or dye. 2. an olive-

green or brown seaweed with flat, leathery fronds.
fud die (fudH), v.t. [FUDDLED (-Id), FUDDLING], [Early
Mod. Eng.; date & freq. form suggest D., LG. ori|fin
via thieves' slang: cf, JD. vodt slack, loose, G. dial.

fuddeln, to swindlef, to muddle, confuse, or stupefy with
or as with alcoholic liquor; befuddle. y.L [Rare], to
drink heavily; tipple, n. a fuddled condition.

fud-dy-dud-dy (fud'i-dud'i), n. [pi. FUDDYDUDDIES
(-iz)l, [prob. reduplicating echoism, suggested by fuddle
or dial, fud, buttocks], [Slang], 1. a fussy, critical per-
son. 2. an old-fashioned person.
fudge (fui), n. [? developments of an echoic interj.: ?

after G. futschl no good If,
1. a false story ; empty talk ;

nonsense. 2. a soft candy made of butter, milk, sugar,
flavoring, etc. 3. in printing* a short piece^of last-min-
ute news or other matter, often printed in color, in-

serted in a newspaper page, interj. nonsense! v.t.

[FUDGED (fujd), FUDGING], to make or put together dis-

honestly or carelessly; fake.
Fu egian (fu-e'ji-an, fwa'ji-9n), adj. of Ticrra del

Fuego, its Indians, or their ^culture, n. 1. a member
of a tribe of South American Indians who live in
Tierra del Fuego. 2. a native or inhabitant of Tierra
del Fuego.

IFueh-rer (fu'rer: Eng. fyoor'Sr), n. [G.],, Fiihrer.
fu-el (fu'l), n. [tiE.fouatte;$rfouaille; LL. *focalia t

pi. of *focalis, of fire < L. focus, fireplace; see FOCUS],
1. any material, as coal, oil, gasf wood, etc., burned to

supplv heat or power. 2. anything that maintains, or
intensifies strong feeling, etc; v.t* (FUELED or FUELLED
(-Id), FUELING or FUELLING], to supply with fueL vd.
to get fuel.

fu-el-er, fw-eMer (ru/'l-Sr), n. a person or thing that
fuelsw '

. ;,','
fu ga-cious (fuVga'shss), adj. [< L. faga, fugacis (<
jfugere, to flee) ; 4- -4om\ % K fleeing or apt to flee; pass-
ing quipkly away;; fleeting; evanescent; ephemeral, 2.

m botany, falling soon after blooming, as some flowers.

fu^ac-i-ty (furgasfo-ti),, n. ifcjue quality of being fuga-
cious. .

''

'

'

,
."',,.' ,',',, ,

,

fu-gal (ru'g'l), adj. of, or having tte nature of , a fugue.
-fuge (fuj), [Fr, < L. fugwe, to fte^ a n^uni skfc
meaning something mat drives away or out, as m febri-
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akin to *bheugh~> to bend ; cf. BOW (to bend)], 1 . fleeing,
apt to flee, or having fled, as from danger, justice, etc.
2. passing quickly away; not lasting long; fleeting; ev-
anescent; ephemeral. 3. having to do with matters of

temporary interest: as, fugitive essays, 4. roaming;
shifting.^ n. 1. a person who flees or has fled from
danger, justice, etc. 2. a fleeting or elusive thing.

fu-gle (fu'g'l), v.L [FUGLED (-g'ld), FUGLING], [< fugle-
man], 1. to act as a fugleman: be the guide or director.
2. to motion in or as in signaling.
fu-gle*man (fu'gl-msn), n. [pi. FUGLEMEN (-man)],

{altered by dissimilation < G. flugelmann, file-leader,
lit., wing-man < JLugel, wing + mann, man], 1. orig-
inally, a soldier expert in drilling, detailed to stand at
the head of his unit and serve as a model and guide for
others; hence, 2. a leader or exemplar.
fugue (fug), n. [Fr.; It. fuga; L. fuga, a flight < fugere;
see FUGITIVE],

^
1. a musical form or composition in

which a theme is taken up and developed by the various
instruments or voices in succession according to the
strict laws of counterpoint. 2. in psychiatry, a state of
psychological amnesia during which a patient seems to
behave in a conscious and rational way, although upon
return to normal consciousness he cannot remember the
eriod of time nor what he did during it; temporary
ight from reality.

JFiih-rer (fu'rer; Eng. fyoor'Sr), n. [G. < fuhren, to

lead], leader: title assumed by Adolf Hitler as head of
Nazi Germany (1933-1945) : also spelled Fuehrer.

Fu-ji (foo'je), n. Fujiyama.
Fu-ji-san (foo'je-san'), n. Fujiyama.
Fu-ji-ya-ma (foo'je-ya'ma), n. a volcanic mountain near
Tokyo, Japan: height, 12,395 ft.

Fu-kien (loo'kyenO, n. a province of southeastern
China: area, 46,514 sq. mi.; pop., 11,110,000 (est.
1947); capital^ Foochow.

Fu-ku-o-ka (foo
/
koo-$'ka), n. a city on the northern

coast of Kyushu, Japan: pop., 329,000 (est. 1947).
-ful (fal, f'l), [< full, adj.], a suffix meaning: 1. full of,
characterised by, having, as in joyful, painful. 2. having
the qualities of, as in masterful. 3. having the ability or
tendency to, apt to, as in helpful, forgetful. 4. the guantity
that fills or would Jill, as in teaspoonful, handful.

Fu-lah, Fu-la (foola), n. [pL FULAH, FULA], [< native
name], 1. a Moslem people of the Egyptian Sudan,
basically Hamitic but with an admixture of Negro
stock. 2. their language.
ful-crum (ful'kram), n. [pi, FULCRUMS (-kramz), FULCRA
(-krs)], [L., bedpost <fuldre,
to prop, support] , 1 . the sup-
port or point of support on
which a lever turns in raising
or moving something; hence,
2. a means of exerting influ-

ence, pressure, etc.

fill-fill, ful-fil tfool-fil'), v.t.

[FULFILLED (-fild'), FULFILL- m-ncw mr A TTTVITI?

ING], [ME. fuljlllen; AS. full-
FULCRUM OF A LEVER

fyllan: a pleonasm (see FULL, adj. & FILL, .)], L to
carry out (something promised, desired, expected, pre-
dicted, etc.) ; cause to be or happen. 2. to do (some-' " ' ~

> fill the:
'

full professor

required); obey. 3. to fill the requirements of;
satisfy (a condition) ; answer (a purpose), 4. to bring
to an end; complete. SYN. see perform. ,

fulfill oneself, to realize completely one^s ambitions,
potentialities, etc.

ful-fill-er (fool-fil'gr), n. a person wno fulfills.

ful-fiU ment, ful fil ment (fool-ffl'iaent), n. 1. a ful-

filling or being fuffiHed. 2. a thing that fulfills.

ful-gent (ful'jsnt), adj. [ME.; 'L.fulgens, fulgentis, ppr.
oijmgere, to flash, shine], [Poetic], very bright; radiant.

ful-gu-rate (ful'gyoo-rat ), v.u [FULGURATED (-id), FUL-
GUJLA.TING],, [< L. fulguratus, pp. offulgurare, to flash <
fulgurf lightning], to give off flashes of or like lightning,
ful-gu-rat-ing (nil'gyoo-rat'irj), ad/, [ppr. ol fulgurate]*
in medicine, Eke lightning: used to describe sharp, sud-
den pains.

ful-gu-cite (fuFgyoo-rit'), n. [L. fulgur, lightning; +
4te\ a glassy substance, usually tube-shaped, formed
by fusion when sand, rock, etc. are struck by lightning,
ful-gu-rous (ful'gyoo-iisas), adj.JL* fulgur, lightning; +
-ows], like or full of lightning; flashing.
fuMg-i-nous (fyoo-Mj'a-nss) , adj. [L.fali&mosus <fuligo,
soot] 1. of, niE ol, cc Eke smoke or soot; sooty. 2.

dark ; dusky. , i

full (iool), <rd>*. [ME,; ASt ; akia to G. vott, Goth; fuMs*
IR. *pfcno < base! *#6Jr, to,fill, as also in plenty, plenary,
eta], t. having in it att there is space for; holding or
containing as much as possible; filled: as, the pail is

fulL 2. having eaten all that one wants. 3. usingor
occupying all of a, givea space: a^,.a/*^ load. 4. having
a< great ideal or? n^imfoer of; wwdied; wi^h: j

futtoi peoplo. '5* we

the
,

,

, capacity, measure, etc. ;

complete : as, af$tU dozen. 7. having reached the great-
est development, size, extent, intensity, etc.: as, a futt
moon, futt speed. 8. entirely visible: as, a futt view.
9. hairing clearness, volume, and depth: as, a, futt tone.
10. plump; round^ filled out; chubby: as, a futt face.
11. with loose, wide folds; with plenty of material;
ample; flowing: as, a/wH skirt. 12. a} greatly affected
by emotion, etc. b) occupied or engrossed with ideas,
thoughts, etc. n. the greatest amount, extent, number,
size, etc. adv. 1. completely: to the greatest degree:
as, a/W-grown boy. 2. directly; exactly: as, the blow
landed futt in his face. v,t to make with loose folds;
gather, as a skirt. SYN. see complete.
at the full, at the state or time of fairness.
full many, [Archaic & Poetic], very many.
full of, 1, filled by or with. 2. having had all that
one wants of. 3. occupied cc engrossed with.

full well, very well.
in full, 1. to, for, or with the full amount, value, etc.
2. with all the words or letters; not abbreviated or
abridged.

to the full, fully; completely; thoroughly.
full (fool), v.t. & v.i. {ME. fullen; OTr. fider < LL.
*futtaret to full < L. fullo, cloth fuller], to cl^^* shrink,
and thicken (cloth) with moisture, heat, and pressure.

full admiral, in the United States Navy, a four-star
admiral, ranking below an Admiral of the Fleet and
above a vice-admiral: corresponds to futt general.

full-back (fool'bakO, n. in football, 1. a player whose
position is behind the scrimmage line together with,
and usually behind, the halfbacks and the quarterback.
2. the position played by a fullback.

full blood, [from obs. notion that blood is the medium
of heredity], 1. the relationship between brothers and
sisters of the same parents. 2. unmixed breed or race.

full-blood-ed (foorblud'id), adj. 1. vigorous; lusty.
2. of unmixed breed or race; thoroughbred.

full-blown (fool'blonO, adj. 1. in full bloom; open:
said of flowers. 2. fully grown or developed; matured.

full-bod*ied (fool'bod'id) , adj. having a rich flavor and
much strength: as, & full-bodied wine.

full-dress (Fool'dres'), adj. 1. of full dress: as, a full-
dress suit. 2. formal : as, a full-dress dinner.

full dress, formal clothes worn on important or cere-
monial occasions; especially, formal evening clothes.

full-er (fool'er), n. [ME.; AS. fullere; L.fullo], a person
whose work is to full cloth.

full-er (fool'Sr) , n. [? < obs. futt, to make full, complete
< futt, adj.], 1. a tool used by blacksmiths to hammer
grooves into iron. 2. a groove so made.
FuMer, George (fool'er), 1822-1884^American painter.

Fuller, Margaret, (Sarah Margaret Fuller), 1810^-1850;
American writer, editor, and social reformer.

Fuller, Melville Wes-ton (wes't'n), 1833-1910; Ameri-
can jurist; chief justice, United States Supreme Court
(1888-1910).

full-er's earth (fool'Srz), a highly absorbent, clay%;e
substance used to remove grease from woolen doth in

fulling, to purify oil, etc. ,,-,

full-face (fool'fasO, n. in printmg, boldface* MV. with
the face turned directly toward the speaker qr spoetoftftr.

full-faced (fool'fasl/),, <*4f* 1 having a, >

xopttja ,,'|f^e>
2, with the face turned directly, tQwardl jfehe? sjje$1ip}B
or in a specified direction, *

full-fash-ioned (fool'fash
/f
nd), adj. knitted to conform

to the shape of the foot and leg: said of stockings.
full-fledged (fool'fleid'). adj. 1. having a complete set

of feathers: said of Dirdsw 2. completely developed or

trained; of full tank or status.

full general! in the United States Army, a four-star

general, ranking below a General of the Army and above
a lieutenant general: corresponds to futt admiral.

full-grown. tfool'gronO, adj. fully grown; full-sized.

full house, in poker, a hand containing three cards of
One denomination and a pair of another, as three

jacks and two fives: it is higher than a flush but lower
than four of a kind: sometimes called full hand.

full-length (fooFlerjMi', foqllerjth'),, adj. 1. showing
the whole length /> an object. 2. showing all of a

person's figure: said of a portrait or mirror. 3* pf the

original, ttnabricjgeidi or standard length; not shortened:
as,, a ftdl-length novel, full-length sofa.

full moon, L the moon seen as a circle when its whole
dask reflects the sun's light. 2. the time of month when
such a moon is seen.
full-mouthed (fool'moufM'), adj. J,. haying a full set

of itseebh: said of cattle, etc. 2. uttered loudly.
lull nelson, [see NELSON, n.], in wrestling, a hold in

which both arms are placed undea: the, opponent's arm-
pits from behind with the hands pressed against the
back of his neck, i .

full-ness (fool'nis), . [ME. fulnesse], the quality or
statb of beunfe fell (in variouiS|senses) : also spelled fulness.

fullness of time, the appointed or allotted time.
full professor, see profeesor.
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fuU-rigged 586 fundamentalism

, adj. I. having the maximum
sails: said of a ship; hence, 2.

full-rigged ,_

number of masts i

fnHy emtipped.
full sail, 1. the complete number of sails. 2. with
every sail set; hence, 3, with the greatest possible
speed and energy.

full stop, a period (punctuation mark).
full swing, full activity; operation at fuH capacity.
full tat. full force; full speed.
full-y (fool'i), adv. [ME. fuUi; AS. futtice < Ml; see
FUIX, adj.], 1. to^tne full; completely; entirely; thor-

4. atoughly. 2. exactly. 3. abundantly;' amply." _. __
least: as, there were fully 200 people in the room.
ful-mar (fool'meV), n. [prob. < ON. full, foul, unpleas-
ant -f- mar, mdr, seagull], a sea bird or the petrel family,
common in Arctic regions.

ful mi-nant (ful'ma-nsnt), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. ful"
minant; L. ftdminans, ppr.], f. ftilminating. 2. in
medicine, developing suddenly and severely, as a disease.

ful-mi-nate (ful'ms-nlt'), vJ. [FULMINATED (-id), FUL-
MINATING], [< L, fulminatus, pp. offulminare, to light-
en, strike with lightning < fulmen, lightning, thunder-
bolt], 1. [Rare], to thunder and lighten. 2. to explode
with sudden violence; detonate. 3. to shout or thunder
forth denunciations, decrees, etc. v.t. 1. to cause to
explode. 2. to shout or thunder forth (denunciations,
decrees, etc.). n. any highly explosive compound.

fulminating powder, any highly explosive powder, es-

pecially one containing mercuric fulminate.
ful-mi-na-tion (ful'ms-na'shan), n. 1. a fulminating.
2. a loud explosion. 3. a violent denunciation.

ful-ml-na-tor (M'ma-na'ter), n. a person who fulmi-
nates.

ful-mi-na-to-ry (M'ma-ns-toVi, ful'nw-na-to'ri), adj.
fFr.fulminatotre], fulminating; thundering; denouncing.

ful-mine (ful'min), v.i. A v.t. [FULMINED (-mind), FUL-
MININGJ, [Fr. fulminer], [Rare], to fulminate.
ful-mln-lc (ful-min'ik), adj. [< L. fulmen. lightning; -f
-ic], 1. explosive. 2. designating or of an unstable
acid, C:N-0-H; that

t
forms highly explosive salts of

certain metals, especially of mercury,
ful*mi*nous (ful'ma-nas), adj. [L. fulmineus < fulmen,
HghteingL of or like thunder and lightning.

fill-ness (fool'nis), n. fullness.
ful-some (fool'som, ful'sam), adj. [ME. fulsum, fulsom,
fall, fat (see FULL, adj. & -SOME) ; but influenced by ful,
foul, foul], disgusting or offensive, especially because of
excess or insincerity: as, fulsome flattery.

Ful-ton, Robert (fool't
r
n), 1765-1815; American in-

ventor and engineer; designer of the first commercially
successful American steamboat, the Clermont (c. 1807).

ful-vous (ful'vas), adj. [L.fulws], dull reddish-yellow or
brownish-yellow; tawny.

fu-mar-ic (fyoo-mar/ik), adj. [< L.fumus (see FUME) ; -f
-or Hh "ic], designating or or a white, crystalline, unsat-
urated organic acid, CjHa(COOH)s, occurring in Ice-
land moss, various fungi, and other plants, or produced
synthetically from mafic acid,

fu-ma*role (fu'nw-rol'), n. [Fr. fumarolle; It.fumaruolo
< LL. fumarwlum, smoke hole. dim. of fumarium,
chimney < fumus, smoke], an opening in a volcanic
area, from which smoke and gases arise.

fu-ma-to-ri um (ru'ma-tdr'i-am, fu'mo-to'ri-am,) n. Ipl.
FUMATORIA (-a), FUMATORiuMS (-amz)], [MocLL.], a
fumatory.
fu-ma-tory (fu'm0-t6*r'i, fu'ma-to'ri), n. \pl. FUMA-
TORIBS (-iz, -riz)], f< Mod.L. fumatorium < pp. of L.
fumare, to smoke, fume], a place used for smoking or
fumigating, adj. of smoke or smoking.
fumble (fum'bl). v.i. & v.t. [FUMBLED (-b'ld), FUM-
BLING], fvar. of ME.famelen; prob. < ON.famla (Sw.
fumla, DfUL.fumle) t to grope; for -&- cf. THIMBLE; Gmc.
base occurs in AS. folm, hand (akin to L. palma; cf.
PALM) ; Mod. Eng. form akin to D. fommelen], 1. to
search (for a thing) by feeling about awkwardly with
the hands; grope clumsily. 2. to handle (a thing) clum-
sily or unskjllfully; bungle. 3. in football, etc., to fail
to catch, hold, or handle (the ball) properly, n. 1. a
clumsy groping or handling. 2. a failing to catch, hold,
or handle the ball properly.

fum-bler (ftuna'blSr), n. anerson who fumbles; bungler.

smoke, or vapor, especially if offensive or suffocai
anyS?mg Aginary or without substance. .3.an outburst of anger, annoyance, etc. v.i. [FI

(fumd), FUMING], [FT.fumer; L. fumare < fumus],
give off gas

1 " *

^ __, smoke, or vapor. 2. to rise up or pass offm fumes. 3. to show, or give way to, anger, annoyance.
etc. v.t. to expose to fumes; treat orM with fumes.fumed oak, oak wood given a darker color and more
distinct markings by exposure to ammonia fumes.

fu-mi-gate (fu'ms-gatO, v.t. [FUMIGATED (-id). FUMI-
GATING], [< L. fumtgatus, pp. of fumigare, to smoke <
Jwnus* .smoke + agere, to do, make], 1. to expose to
the action of fumes, especially in order to disinfect or
kill the vermin in. 2. [Rare or Archaic], to perfume,

fu-mi-ga-tion (fuWga'shan), n. [Mfe. fumigacioun,
generation of fumes in s9rcery; OFr.; ML.fumtgatio <L. fumtgatus], a fumigating or being fumigated.

fu-ml-ga-tor (fu'ms-ga'tSr), n. 1. a person who fumi-
gates. 2. a device for fumigating.

fu-mi-tp-ry (fu'ma-to'r'i, fu'ma-to'ri), n. [pi. FUMITORIES
(-iz, -riz)], [ME. fumeter; OFr. fumeterre < LL. fumus
terrae, lit., smoke of the earth: so called from its smell],
any of a group of erect or climbing plants, especially
one with clusters of pink or purple flowers, formerly
used as a medicine.
fum-y (fum'i), adj. [FUMTER (-i-e*r), FUMIEST (-i-ist)], full
of fumes; producing fumes; vaporous.
fun (fun), n. [< obs. v. fon (< ME. fonnen), to act
foolishly; see FOND], 1. lively, gay play or playfulness;
merriment; amusement; sport; recreation; joking. 2. a
source or cause of amusement or merriment, as an
amusing person or thing: as, he's good fun. Fun is
never preceded by a. v.i. [FUNNED (fund), FUNNING],
[< the n.], [Colloq.], to make fun; play or joke.
for (or In) fun, not seriously; playfully or jokingly.
like fun, [Slang], by no means; not at all: used to
express emphatic negation or doubt.
make fun of, to ridicule; mock laughingly.

fu-nam-bu-list (fyoo-nam'byoo-list), n. [< L. funam-
bulus < funis, a rope -f- ambulare, to walk; -j- -ist], a
tightrope walker.
Fun-chal (foon-shal'). n. seaport and capital of the
Madeira Islands: pop., 48,000.

func-tion (funk'shsn), n. [OFr. (PT.fonction};L.functio
< pp. at fungi, to perform; akin to Sans, bhunkte, (he)
envoys], 1. the normal or characteristic action of any-
thing; especially, any of the natural, specialized actions
of an organ or part of an animal or plant: as, the
procreative function. 2. a special duty or performance
required of a person or thing in the course of work or

activity: as, the function of a policeman is to protect
and assist the public. 3. occupation,* employment. 4. a
formal ceremony or elaborate social occasion. 5. a
thing that depends on and varies with something else
6. in mathematics, a variable quantity whose value de^
pends on and varies with that of another quantity or
quantities: symbol, F (no period). v.i. to act in a
required or expected manner; work; be used.
SxN.~function is the broad, general term for the natural,
required, or expectedjactivity of aperson or thing (the function of
the Kver, of education, etc.); office, in this connection, refers
to the function of a person, as determined by his position,
profession, or employment (the office of a host) ; duty is applied
to a task necessary in or appropriate to one's occupation, rank,
status, etc. and carries a strong connotation of obligation (the
duties of a vicar); capacity refers to a specific function or
status, not necessarily the usual or customary one (the judge
spoke to him in the capacity of a friend).

func-tion-al (furjk'shan-1), adj. 1. of a function or
functions. 2. performing a function. 3. in medicine,
affecting a function of some organ without apparent
structural or organic changes: as, a functional disease.

func-tion-al-ism (funk'shan-1-iz'm), n. theory or prac-
tice emphasizing the necessity of adapting the structure
or design of anything to its function.

func-tion-aMy (furjk'shan-1-i), adv. 1. in a functional
manner. 2. from the standpoint of function.

func-tion-ar-y (furjk'shan-er'i), n. [pi. FUNCTIONARIES
v-jz)]. [function + ~ary, after Fr. fonctionnaire], a person
who performs a certain function; official.
fund (fund), n. [L.fundus, bottom, land, estate; mean-
ing affected by Fr. fond, stock, provision < same
source], 1. a supply that can be drawn upon; stock;
store: as, a fund of good humor. 2. a) a sum of money
set aside for some particular purpose. 6) pi. money
available for use; ready money. 3. pi. [British], a per-
manent government debt on which interest is paid;
public securities (with the), v.t. 1. to provide money
for the payment of interest on (a debt). 2. to put or
convert into a long-term debt that bears interest. 3. to
put in a fund: collect.
fun-da ment (fun'ds-mant), n. [ME. & OFr. fondement;
L.fundamentum <fundare, to lay the bottom <fundus,
the bottom], 1. the buttocks. 2. the anus.
fun-da-men-tal (fun'da-men't'l), adj. [Late ME.; ML.
fundamental's < L. fundamentum; see FUNDAMENT], 1.
of or forming a foundation or basis; basic; essential.
2. in

JMWJC, designating or of the lowest, or root, tone
or a chord, 3. in physics, designating or of a fundamen-
tal, n. 1. a principle, theory, law, etc. serving as a
basis; essential" part. 2. in music, the lowest, or root,
tone of a chord. 3. in physics, the component having
the lowest frequency in a complex vibration; tone pro-
duced by the whole of a vibrating body, as distinguished
from any of the tones (called harntonks) produced by
the vibration of any part.
fundamental bass, in music, the harmonic oart con-C!Ci4M*V f\f 4-lt.n _,~.~.i- A____ _ j_ <

XT ~ ""

_ ^ (e.|L, complete accept-ance or the story of creation as /given in Genesis and
rejection of the theory of evolution) and regarded as
fundamental to the Christian faith. 2. among some
American Protestants, tjie movement oased on this
belief: opposed to modernism.



fundamentalist 587 furmety
fun-da-men-tal-Ist (fun'cb-men'tl-ist), n. a person who
adheres to fundamentalism, adj. ox fimdamentaBsm
or fundamentalists.
fun-da*men-tal-ly (fun'da-men't'1-i), adv. [fundamen-
tal + -ly], at, from, or to the foundation; basically;
essentially.
fund-ed (fun'did), adj. [pp. of fund}, made into a long-
term debt bearing regular interest.

funded debt, the part of a public debt represented by
long-term, interest-bearing bonds.
fun-dus (fun'dss), n. [L., bottom], in anatomy, the base
of a hollow organ, or the part farthest from the opening.
Fun-dy, Bay of (fun'di), an arm of the Atlantic, be-
tween New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, noted for its

high tides.

Fii-nen (fii'nan), n. Fyn: the German name.
fu-ner-al (fu'n&^l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; ML. funeralis <
L. funus, funeris, a funeral], of, like, or suitable for
burial or cremation ceremonies, n. [OFr. funeraiUe <
ML. funeralia, neut. pi. of funeralis; see the adj.], 1.

the ceremonies connected with burial or cremation of
the dead; obsequies. 2. the^ procession accompanying
the body to the place of burial or cremation.
fun-er-ar-y (fu'ner-er'i) , adj. [LL. funerarius], having
to do with a funeral or burial.

fu-ne-re-al (fu-n&r'i-Ql), adj. [L. funcreus], suitable for a
funeral; sad and solemn: gloomy; dismal; lugubrious.
Fiinf-kir-chen (funfkir'Han), n. P6cs, a city in Hun-
gary: the German name.
fun gal (fun 'gal), adj. & n. fungus,
fun*gi (fun'il), n. alternative plural of fungus.
fun-gi-ble (run'jo-b'l), adj. [ML. fungibitis < L. fungi,
to perform], in law, designating goods, as grain, any
unit or part of which can replace another unit, as in

discharging a
rdebt; capable of

^ being used in place of
another, n.

' ^ * *" "*

fun-gi-cid-al
fungi-cide (fun'jo-sid') n. [fungi- + -tide],

the batter himself tosses the balllightly into the air
and hits it as it falls.

fun-gold (fur/goid), adj. like or characteristic of a
fungus, n. a fungus.
fun-gous (fur/gas) , adj. \L.fungosu$, spongy < fungus],
1. of, like, or caused by a fungus or fungi. 2. growing
or arising suddenly, but not lasting or substantial.
fun gus (fur/gas), n. [pi FUNGI (fun'ji), FUNGUSES (-iz)],

[L., a mushroom, fungus; altered (after fungi, to per-
form) < Gr. spongos, sfhongos; see SPONGE], 1. any of a
group of plants, including mildews, molds, mushrooms,
rusts, and toadstools, that have no leaves, flowers, or

green color and reproduce by means of spores. 2. some-
thing that grows suddenly and rapidly like a fungus.
3. in medicine, a spongy, granular growth on the body,
sometimes malignant, aaj. fungous,

fu-ni-cle (fu'ni-Kl), n. [L. funiculus, dim, of fimis, a
cord, rojpe],

a little cord or fiber
\
funiculus.

fu*nic-u-lar (fu-nik'yoo-le'r), adj. [< "L. funiculus (see

FUNICLE) : -f ~ar], 1. of or like a funiculus or funiculi.

2. of, worked by, or hanging from a rope or cable: as, a
funicular railway is a mountain: railway on which the
cars are pulled up and lowered by cables, n. a funicular

railway.
fu-nic-u-late (fu-nik'yoo-Et, fu-nik^o-lat'), ctdf/. hav-
ing or constituting a funiculus or funiculi.

fu-nic-u-lus (fu-nik'yoo4as) r n. \pl. FUNICULI (410],

[L., small cord, dim, of funis, a cord, rope], 1. in

anatomy, a cord; specifically, a) the spermatic cord, ft)

the umbilical cord. 2. in botany, the slender stalk of

an ovule or seed.
funk (furjk), n. [? < i.fonck, dismay; via thieves slang
& university slang], [Collog.], 1. a cowering or flinching

through fear; panic. 2. a person who cowers or flinches

through fear. vd. [Cblloq.J, to be in a funk; try to back
oufe. v.t. [Colloq.], 1. to DC afraid of. 2. to avoid be-
cause of fear; shraak from; shirk. 3. to frighten.
fun-nel (fun''!), n, [MB. fond < (prob. via an OFr.
form) Pr. fonilh, cnfontth < L. fundtbutium, infundibul-
um, a funnel, hopper of a mill < mfnndefe, to potar in;

in-, in + fundere, to pour], 1/an instrument consisting
of an inverted cone with a hole at the small end, orf a
tapering or cylindrical tube with a wide, cone-shaped
mouth, for pouring liquids and powders into containers
that have small openings. 2. a thing shaped like a
ftaamel. 3. a cyMoMeal chimney or aeiokestack, as of a
locomotive or steamsMp.

' C a fbie; v&'wvd. [FUN-
NELED OrFUNNELLED <-'|d) , FUfpTOLlN^^T FUNNELLWTGli
td move at pour lihrbuMi, er as iftf|r)6whi a futeel.

fun-neled, funnelled (fun'ld), adf/. 1. having a fun-
nel. 2. -shaped 1 llfee
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fun-nMy (fiin'9-H) , odv. in, a

fim-ny (ftm
f
i) r adj. [FUNNEKR (-i-gr), FUNNIEST (4-ist)J,

[see FUN & ~YJ, 1 . causing laughter; laughable ; arotreing;
numorous. 2. [Colloq.J, otit of the ordinary; strange;
queer. . [pL FUNNIES (-iz)]f nsuaUy in pi* [CoUoq.],
a comic stnp.
SYN. funny is the simple, general term for ajayfidfog that
excites laughter or mirth; laughable applies to that which
is fit_to be laughed at and may connote contempt or scorn;
that Is dxnusing, which provokes smilfiSt latigjiter, oc pleasure
by its pleasant, entertaining Quality j that is droll which
amuses one because of its quaintness or straogeness, or its

wry or waggish humor; comic is applied to that which contains
the elements of comedy (in a dramatic or literary sense) atid
amuses one in a thoughtful way; comical suggests that which
evokes laughter of a more spontaneous, unrestrained kind;
farcical suggest^ a broad comical quality based on nonsense,
extravagantly boisterous humor, etc. See also absurd.
funny bone, [from its reaction to impact, bat prob. sug-
gested also by its relation to the humerus (hence,
"humorous")}, a place on the elbow where the ttlnar
nerve passes close to the surface: a sharp impact at
this place causes a sudden, painfttlf tingling sensation
in the arm: also called crazy bone.

funny paper, the comic-strip section of a newspaper,
fur (fur), n. [ME. forre, furre, orig,, a case, covering,
lining; OPr. forre, fuerre, a case, sheath; Gmc. fodr, a
sheath, lining], 1. the soft, thick hair covering the
bodies of certain animals. 2. a) a skin bearing such
hair, when stripped and processed for use as material;
dressed pelt. &) pi. skins of this kind; peltry. 5. any
garment, neckpiece, trimming, etc. made of stich skins.
4. any furlike or fuzzy coating, as diseased matter
on the tongue in illness, adj. {uPr. forrer < the n],
of fur. v.f. [FIBRED (furd), FURRING], 1. to line, cover,
make, or trim with fur. 2. to coat with a deposit.
3. to make level, as a floor, wall, etc., by using furring.
i7.i. to become coated with a deposit.
make the fur fly, to cause dissension or fighting.

fu-ran (fyoor'an, fyoo-ranO* n. [< L, fwrfur, bran; -f
-ofi]. a colorless liquid, CiHUO, preparea from wood
tar, used as a solvent or tanning agent.
fu-rane (fyoor'an), n. furan.
fur-be-low (fCu/bs-loO, n. [altered (afterfur) < New Pr.
farbelfo, a fringe, flounce, var. of Fr. falbata, a I7th-c.

coinage], 1. a flounce or ruffle. 2. usually pL showy,
useless trimming or ornamentation, v.t. to decorate
with or as with furbelows.
fur bish (fur'bish), v.t. [ME. forUschen < OPr. forbir*
fourbir; OHG. furban, to clean, polish], 1. to brighten
by rubbing or scouring; polish; burnish. 2. to put into
usable condition again; renovate (usually with up).

fur*cate (fur'kat; also, for adj., ftr'kit). adf. TMV.
furcatus, cloven < L. furca, a fork), forked, vj. [FUR-
CATED (-id), FURCATING!, to branch; fork.

fuT'Ca*tion (fSr-ka'shsn), n. I. a furcating; forking.
2. a forklike part; branch.
fur-cu-lum (Mb^kyoo-lom), n. [pi. FURCULA (-fb)ff fMbd.
L., dim, of furcat a fork], in anatomy & zoology, ay
forked part or organ; especially, the wishbone^

l

fur-fur (fur'fgr), n. \pl FURFURES (-e^Olv [Lii *branj,
1. dandruff; scurf. 2. pi. Bits of 'sfcm; dtofaffl scales*.

fur-fu-ra-ceous (fur'fyoo^r^shQs), wtf/. PD. furfuracens;
see FURFUR], 1. of or like Bran. 2. coverea with dand-
ruff; scurfy.

fur-fur-al (flr
/
eir-alOf n. JL. furfyr, bran; + -tffj, a

colorless, sweet-smeffing oily laqtcto^ CiHiO** produced
from corncobs, oat hulls, and omer cereal wastes, used
to make dyes, lacquers, synthetic resins, etc.

fur-fur-an (fur'fSr-anO. n. furan,,
?

fur-fur-ane (fEr^felr^n*), n. furan.
Fu-ries (fyoor'iz), n.pl. [L. Furiae, pi. otfuria; see FURY],
in Greek 6* Roman mythology, the three terrible female
spirits with snakyhair (Alecto, Tisiphone, and Megaera)
who punished the doers of unavenged crimes: also called

Erinyes, Eumenides.

fu-ri ous (ffoor'i-^s), adj. FME.; OPr. furieus; L. furi-
osus < fwrm; see FUR^Y], 1. full of fury or intense feel-

ing; frantic; violent. 2. moving violently; violently
overpowering as, a.furious attack.

'

furl (furl), t.t. [prob. < Pr. ferler; OPr. fennlier; L.

Jirmtfm Ugore; firmum, firm + ligare, to lay], to roll up
lightly and make secure to a staff or mast, as a flag,

aad, etc* vd. to become curled or rolled tap. n. 1^ a
roll or coil of something furled. 2. a furling or being
furled.

fur-lough (fur15), n. Tearlier 'furlof < D. verlo/; after
G. verlaub, leave], a lea-ve of absence; especially, .in

military usage, a leave granted to enlisted personnel ipr
a specified period of more than thilse days. v.t. to
grant a furlough to

r, ft. frumenty.

I'fait**, tflCI, look; offl,; dncHb' to^ttpr; .get;Joy; yet: cfa&i;

,f%, sanity, 'o in atotofy, * i#o^; *.s viable -(a^bl);

mi kh, G. docb.. Sce^pp.
1 *- t foreign; * hypothetical;
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fur-nace (ffir'nis), n.\MB.forneis,fornais; OFr.fornais;
L. fornax, fomads, furnace,
kiln < fomws, fttrnus, oven],
1. am enclosed chamber or
structure in which heat is

produced for heating a build-

Ing, reducing oresand metals,

baking pottery, etc. 2. any
extremely hot place, m

3. a

grueling test; severe trial.

Fur-ness, Horace Howard
(fui/nis), 1833-1912; Ameri-
can Shakespearean scholar.
fur-nish (fgr'msh), v.t. [<
OFr. fumiss-, inflectional

ttKg&B&$$S *
pdbory service < fron~, lord; Gmc. *frowan, *fraujan,
ford (seen also in AS. frea, Goth, frauja, lord); IE.

*prowon < base *pfw(3}o-, former, first], 1. to supply,
provide, or equip with whatever is necessary or useful;

especially, to put furniture into (a room, apartment,
etc.), 2. to supply; provide; give.
SYN. furnish, as compared here, implies the provision of

aH the things requisite for a particular service, action, etc.

(tofurnish a house) ; to equip is to furnish with what is requisite
for efficient action (a car equipped with overdrive); to outfit is

to equip completely with the articles needed for a specific
OTdertaldng, occupation, etc. (to outfit a hunting expedition)_;
appoint, a formal word now generally used in the past parti-

ciple, implies the provision of all the requisites and accessories

for proper service (a. well-appointed studio); arm literally implies
equipment with weapons, etc. for war but, in extended use,
connotes provision with what is necessary to meet any circum-
stance.

fur-ntah-ings (fur'nish-inz), n.pl. 1. the furniture and
fixtures for a room* apartment, etc. 2. articles of dress;
things to wear.

fur-nil-ture (ffii/m-cher), n. [Fr. fourniture < fournir;
see FURNISH), 1. originally, a furnishing. 2. the mov-
able things in a room, apartment, etc., which equip it

for living, as chairs, sofas, tables, beds, etc. 3. the

necessary equipment of a machine, ship, trade, etc.

4, [Archaic], aH articles necessary to equip a man and
horse, as armor, harness, etc. Abbreviated furn.
fu-ror (fyoor'dr), n* [< Fr. or L.; Fr. fureur; L. furor,
rage, madness

j
see FURY], 1. fury; ragej frenzy. 2. a

poetic or religious frenzy. 3. a great, widespread out-
burst of admiration or enthusiasm; craze; rage.
fu-rore (fyoor'6r, fyoo-ro'ri), n. [It. < L. furor], a furor

(sense 3).
furred (ffird), adj. [pp. of fur; also fur, n. + -ed], 1.

made, trimmed, or lined with fur. 2. having fur: said
of an animal. 3. wearing fur. 4. coated with diseased
or waste matter.

fur-ri-er (ffir'i-gr, fur'yer), n. 1. a dealer in furs. 2. a
person who processes furs or makes and repairs gar-
ments, etc. ox fur.

fur-ri-er-y (fur'i-Sr-i), n. [pi. FURRIERIES (-iz)], L furs

collectively. 2. the business or work of a furrier.
fur-ri-ness (ffir'i-nis), n. a furry quality or state.

fur-ring (fur'tn), n. 1. fur used for trimming or lining.
2, the act of trimming, lining, etc. with fur. 3. a
coating of diseased or waste matter, as on the tongue.
4. the formation of such a coating. 5. in architecture,

a) tiie leveling of a floor, wall, etc. or the creating
of air spaces with than strips of wood or metal before
adding boards or plaster. &) the strips so used.
furrow (fur'6), n. [MB. forowe, forge, etc.; AS. furh;
akin to G. furche (ORGJuruh) ; IE. base *perk-, *prk-,
seen also in L. porca, furrow, ridge (cf. synonymous
Norw. dial, fere)], 1. a narrow groove made in the
ground by a plow* 2. anything resembling this, as a
deep, narrow rut or track made by a wheel, a deep
wrinkle on the face, etc. 3. [Poetic], a plowed field.
v.t.

][
< the n.], 1. to make a furrow or furrows in. 2.

to cleave through (the sea). tr.i. L to make furrows.
2. to become wrinkled.

fur-ry (fiir'i), adj. [FURRIER (-i-Sr), FURRIEST f-i-ist)],
1. of or made of fur* 2. covered with or wearing fur.
3. lined or trimmed with fur. 4, Eke fur, as in texture.

fur seal, any of several seals with soft, thick underfur.
Fiirth (fiirt), n. a city in Bavaria, Germany: pop.,

fur'their (fur'/Aer), adj. [ME. further, farther; AS. fur-
thra (akin to G. vorder), usually regarded as containing
the base of AS. fore (see FORE) + the compar. suffix in
af~ter, cither, etc.], 1. more distant or remote; farther.
2. additional; more. a$v. [ME. fwrthere, farthere; AS.
further, orig. a neut. ace. of the adj.], L at or to a
greater distance or more remote point in space or time.
2. to a greater degree or extent. 3. in addition; more-
over. Further is now generally interchangeable with
farther in senses 1 & 2 of the adv. and 1 of the adj. t

though preference is often given to farther in reference
to space and to further in reference to time, degree, or
addition. Abbreviated fur. v.t. [MB. furthren, ferthren,
firthren; AS. fyrthran, fyrthrian < furthra, further, adj.
6t adv.], to promote; give aid to. SYN. see advance.

fur-ther-ance (fur'i&er-ons), n. [ME.}, 1. a furthering,
or helping forward; advancement; promotion. 2. some-
thing that helps; aid.

fur-ther-more (fur'tfze'r-mdr', fur'/fcgr-mpr'). adv. [ME.
further more], besides; moreover; in addition.
fur-ther-most (fur'^r-most'), adj. [ME. (northern)
forthwmast], most distant; furthest.

fur-thest (fur'*&ist), adj. (ME., formed as superl. on
analogy of further], most distant; farthest, adv. 1. at
or to the greatest distance or most remote point in

space or time, 2. to the greatest degree or extent.
fur tive (fur'tiv), adj. [Fr. furtif; L. furtivus, stolen,

concealed, hidden < furtum, theft < fwr,m
a thief], done

or acting in a stealthy manner; surreptitious; stealthy;
sly; shifty. SYN. see secret.

fu-run-cle (fyoor'urj-k'l), n. [L.furunculus, thief, pilferer,

boil, dim. of fur, thief], a small skin abscess; boil.

fury (fyoor'i), n. [pi. FURIES (-iz)], [ME. & OFr. /Mm;
L. furia < furere, to rage; prob. < IE. base *dhus-, to

rage, storm, seen also in Gr. thyein,
to storm; akin to

base of AS. dysig (Eng. dizzy)], 1. a) violent anger;
wild rage, b) a fit of this. 2. violence; vehemence;
fierceness. 3. a violent, uncontrollable person, espe-
cially a woman. 4. [F-], one of the Furies. 5. [Archaic],
frenzy of inspiration. SYN. see anger.
like fury, [Colloq.L 1. with violence. 2. swiftly.

furze (furz), n. [ME. firs; AS. fyrs; IE. base *puro-,
cereal, cereal grain, seen also in Kuss. Pyrej, couch
grass), any of several prickly evergreen shrubs with
dark-green spines and yellow flowers, common in Eu-
rope, especially on wastelands: also called gorse, whin.

furz-y (fur'za), adj. i. full of or covered with furze.
2. of or like furze.

(fu-zan'; Fr. fii'zaw'). n. [Fr., orig., spindle.

tree < . fusus, a spindle], 1. a type of fine charcoal

pencil prepared from the wood of the spindle tree.

2. a drawing made with this.

Fu-san (foo'sanO, n. a seaport in southeastern Korea:
pop., 214,000.

fus-cous (fus'kss), adj. [L.fuscus], dark in color; dusky.
fuse (fuz), v.t. & vd. [FUSED (fuzd), FUSING], [< L. fusus,

pp. of fundere, to pour out, shed; IE. *&hund < base
*ghud- t to pour, seen also in AS. geotan t to pour, flow],
1. to make or become liquid by great heat; melt. 2. to
unite as if by melting together; blend. Also spelled fuze.
SYN. see mix.

fuse (fuz), n. [It.fuso, a cord, tube, casing, covering <
L. fusus, hollow spindle or casing], 1. a narrow tube
filled with combustible material or a wick saturated
with such material for setting off an explosive charge.
2. any of various other devices for setting off bombs
and explosive charges: as, a, chemical fuse, electrical

fuse, or percussion fuse. 3. in electricity, a wire or strip
of easily melted metal placed in a circuit as a safeguard :

when the current becomes too strong, the metal melts,
thus breaking the circuit. Also spelled fuze.

fu-see (fu-ze'J, n. [Fr. fusee, spindleful, rocket, hence
fusee: ML. fusata < L. fusus; see FUSE, n.], 1. a friction
match with a large head, intended to burn in a wind.
2. a colored flare used as a railroad signal. 3. in an old-
fashioned clock or watch, a grooved cone upon which
the cord from the spring container was unwound to

equalize the force of the spring. 4. a bony growth on a
horse's leg. Also spelled fuzee.
fu se-lage (fu'zl-ij, fu's'1-ij, fu'za-lazh'). n. [Fr.; prob.
< OFr. fusel, dim. of L. fusus, a spindle -f -age (see
-AGE)], the body of an airplane, exclusive of the wings
and tail assembly: see airplane, illus.

fu-sel oil (fu'z'l, fu'sl), fG. fusel, inferior liquor], an
, oily, acrid, poisonous liquid occurring in alcoholic prod-
ucts that have not been distilled sufficiently to separate
the ^ethyl^ alcohol from other substances with a low
boiling point: it consists generally of a mixture of amyl,
butyl, propyl, and isoamyl alcohols: also fusel*

fu-8i'bil*i-ty (fu'zs-bil's-ti), n. 1. the quality of being
fusible. 2. the degree to which this quality is present.

fu-si-ble (fu'39-b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.], that can be fused
or easily fused: as, lead is &fusible metal.

fu-si-form (fu'z9-f6rm'). adj. [< L. fusus, a spindle; -f
-form], shaped like a spindle; rounded, broadest in the
middle, and tapering toward each end.

fu-sil (fu'z'l, fu's'D, adj. [L. fusilis < fusus; see FUSE
(to melt)], 1. [Kare], fusible or fusing. 2. fused;
melted. 3. made by melting and molding, or casting;
founded. Also fusile.

fu-sil (fu'zl), n. [Fr. f orig., steel for striking sparks <
LL. *focile < L. focus, hearth (in LL., fire)], an old-
fashioned light flintlock musket.

fu-sile (fu'zlTfu's'l, fu'sil), adj. fusil.

fu-sil-ier, fu-sil-eer (fuVl-e*r'). n. [Fr. fusilier < fusil;
see FUSDU, n.], [ObsJ, a soldier anaed with a fusU; the
term Fusiliers is still applied to certain British regiments
formerly so armed.
fusillade (fiaVVSd'). n. [Fr,. < fusilier, to shoot <
fusil; see FUStt, n.], 1. a simultaneous or rapid and
continuous discharge, of many firearms* 2, something
Eke this: as, &fmiUade of questions. v*t. (FUSIJJUAJPEJ>
(-id), FUSJLLAWNq, to S&QQ^ clown or attach.wftfy ',a

fusillade*
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fu-siqn (fu'zhan), n. [L. fusio], 1. a fusing; melting or
melting together. 2. a) the union of different things by
or as if by melting; blending; coalition: as, a fusion of

political parties* b) the state or fact of being so united.
3. anything made by fusing.
fusion bomb, a hydrogen bomb.
fu-sion-ism (fu'zhon-ia'm), n. the theory or practice of

bringing about a fusion, or coalition, of political parties,
factions, races, etc.

fu-sion-ist (fu'zhon-ist), n. an adherent of fusionism or a
participant in a political fusion, adj. of fusionism or
fusionists.

fuss (fus), n. [17th-c. slang, prob, echoic, used esp. in
phr. keep a fuss with (now, make a fuss about}}, 1. a
nervous, excited activity or state; unnecessary bother
or worry ; bustle. 2. a fussy person. IM. to bustle about
or worry, especially over trifles. v.t. [Colloq.], to bother
or worry unnecessarily; make nervous.
fuss-budg-et (fus'buj'it), n. [fuss -f budget, prob. in
sense of "bag, sack"], [Colloo.], a fussy person.
fuss-Hy (fus'l-i), adv. in a fussy manner.
fuss-i-ness ^fus'i-nis) , n. a fussy quality or state.

fuss-y (fus'i), adj. [FUSSIER (-i-Sr), FUSSIEST (-i-ist)],
1. habitually fussing; bustling about or worrying over
trifles. 2. showing or needing careful attention. 3. full

of details, especially if unnecessary or showy.
fus-tian (fus'chon), n. [ME. fustane, fustyane; OFr./ws-
taine, fustaigne; ML. fustaneum; prob, < fustis, wooden
stick, transl. of Gr. xylinon, wooden], 1. originally, a
coarse cloth of cotton and linen. 2. now, a thick
cotton cloth with a short nap, as corduroy, velveteen,
etc. 3. pompous, pretentious talk or writing; bombast;
rant ; high-sounding nonsense, adj. 1. made of fustian.
2. pompous and pretentious but empty.

fus*tic (fus'tik), n. [Fr. & Sp.fustoc; AT. fustuq; prob. <
Gr. pistake, pistachio], 1. a tropical American tree of
the mulberry family, from whose wood a yellow dye is

extracted. 2. the dye. 3. any of several other woods
from which dyes are extracted.

fus-ti-gate (fus'ta-gat'), v.t. [FUSTIGATEB (-id), FUSTI-
GATING], [< L. fustigatus, pp. offustigare, to beat with
a stick < fustis, a stick], to beat with a stick; cudgel.

fust-i-ness (fus'ti-nis) , n. a fusty quality or state.

fust*y (fus'ti), adj. [FUSTIER (-ti-gr), FUSTIEST (-ti-ist)},

[< fust, moldiness; OFr. fust, cask, orig. tree trunk <
L. fustis, wooden stick], 1. musty; moldy; smelling
stale or stuffy. 2. not up-to-date; old-fashioned.

fut., future.
fu-thark (foo'thark), n. [< the first six letters: /, u,

p (th), ^ (or a), r, c], the runic alphabet: formerly also

futharc, futhorc, futhork.
fu-tile (fu't'l), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. futile; L. futilis,

lit., that easily pours out, hence untrustworthy, worth-
less, futile < base of J"undere; see FUSE

t
(to melt)], 1.

useless; ineffectual; vain. 2. trifling; unimportant.
SYN. futile is applied to that which fails completely of the
desired end or is incapable of producing any result; Tain also

implies failure but does not have as strong a connotation of
intrinsic inefficacy as futile; fruitless stresses the idea of

great and prolonged effort that is profitless or fails to yield
results; that is abortive which fails to succeed or miscarries at
an early stage of its development; that is useless which has
proved to be ineffectual in practice or Is theoretically considered
to be of no avail. ANT, effective, fruitful, effectual.

fu-til-i-tar-i-an (fyoc-tuVt&r'i-an>, adi.[< futility, alter

utilitarian), based on or having tie belief that eTery-
thing in life is futile, n. a person who has this beHef.

fu-til-i-ty (fu-tilVti), n. [pi. FUTILITIES (-tiz)J, [Fr.
futilitt; L. futiUtas <futilis; see FUTILE], 1. the quality
of being useless or ineffectual. 2. the quality of being
frivolous or unimportant. 3. something futile.

fut-tock (fut'ak), n. [? pconun. so. of foot 4* hook], any
of the upright curved timbers forming the ribs of a
wooden ship.

futtock plate, an iron plate put horizontally arottnd
the top of a ship's lower mast to hold the futtock
shroud^.
futtock shroud, one of the iron rods extended from a
futtock plate to a band around the lower mast to
brace the mast.

fu*tur-al (fu'chSr-ol), adj. of the future or futures.

fu-ture (ftt'cher), adj. [ME.; OFr. futur; L. futurus,
about to be, used as fut. part, of esse, to be], 1. that is

to be cc come; of days, months, or years ahead. 2. indi-

cating time to come: as, the future tense of a verb.
n. 1. the time that is to come; days, months, or years
ahead. 2. what will happen; what is going to be: as,
no one can foretell the future. 3. the prospective or

potential condition of a person or thing; chance to
achieve, succeed, etc. : as, he hasa greatfuture in politics.
4. pi. commodities bought or sold by speculators,
theoretically to be delivered in time to come.

t
5. in

grammar, a) the future tense, b) a verb form in this
tense: abbreviated fut.

fu-ture-less (fu'chSr-lis) , adj. having no hopes, plans,
or prospects for the future.
future life, in religion, the state of the soul after death.
future perfect tense, 1. a tense indicating an action
or state as completed in relation to a specified time in
the future. 2. a verb form in this tense (e.g., will
have gone, shall have said).
fu tur-ism (fu'chgr-iz'm), n. a movement in art, litera-

ture, music, etc., shortly before and during World War
I, which opposed traditionalism and tried to depict
dynamic movement by the elimination of conventional
form, balance, and rhythm and by stressing the violence
and speed of the machine age.

fu-tur'ist (fu'cher-ist), n. an adherent of futurism, adj.
of or relating to futurism or futurists.

fu-tu-ri-ty (fu-toorVti, fu-tyoor'a-ti), n. \$L FUTURITIES
(-tiz)], 1. the future. 2. a future condition or event.
3. the quality of being future. 4. a futurity race.

futurity race, a race, usually a horse race, in which the
contestants are selected long beforehand.
futurity stakes, 1. stakes competed for in a futurity
race. 2. a futurity race.
fuze (fuz) f n. a fuse.
fuze (fuz), v.t. & v.i. [FUZED (fuzd), FUZING], to fuse.
fu'zee (fu-zeO, n. a fusee.
fuzz (fuz), n. [said to be echoic, but cf. earlier D. voos,

spongy, loose-textured (akin to Norw. fos) & the com-
mon dial, application to fungus in fuzzbaltl, very loose,
light particles of down, wool, etc.; fine hairs or fibers:

as, the fuss on a peach. v.L & v.t. to cover or become
covered with fuzz.

fuzz-ball (fuz'bol') , n. a giant puffball.

fuzz-i-ly (fuz''l-i), adv. in a fuzzy manner.
fuzz-iness (fuz'i-nis) r n. the quality or condition of

being fuzzy.

fuzz*y (fuz'i), adj. [FUZZIER (-i-Sr), FUZZIEST (-i-ist)], 1.

of, like, or covered with fuzz. 2. not clear; blurred.
f.v., folio verso, [L.], on the back of the page.
-fy (fi), [ME. -fyen, -fien; OFr. -feev; L. -ficare <faceve,
to make, do], a suffix used to form verbs, meaning: 1. to

make, cause to be or become, as in liquefy. 2. to cause to have,
imbue with, as in glorify. 3, to become, as in emulsify.
fyke (fik), n. [D.fuik, a bow net], a fish net in the form
of a long bag.
fyMot (fil'fot), n. [< fill + foot: so called because used
to fill the foot of a colored window], a swastika.

Fypt (fun), n. a Danish island, between Jutland and
Zealand island: area, 1,150 sq. mi.; pop., 328,000:
German name, Fiinen.

fytte (fit), n. [Obs.] a fit (division of a long poem).
Fyz a-bad (fl'za-bad'). n. a city in Uttar Pradesh,
India: pop., 66,000.

F.Z.S., Fefow of the Zoological Society.

G
G, g (J3V, n. $$l. OVgfc Gsvgs (ie)] 1. the seventh
letter of the English alphabet: from the Latin: see

alphabet, tafrle,, * & somnd qf Q or g: in Einglisli, it

represents., $^ 'TOfc^, $iu^toa0Q$ qibqp,; (g)*, of get or

the voiced affricate, G) I#A I45J * siege, 3. a type
or impression for G or g* 4. a symbol for the seventh
in a sequence or grottp. adj. 1. of G or g. 2. seventh
in a sequence or group* ,

!oy; yet; chin.; fthe; thin,"*
'"; Pr. b&l; S, Fr.

; < derived i
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G (5e) t n. 1, a Roman numeral for 400: with a superior
bar (G), 400,000. 2. [< grand, slang tenn for $1,0003,
[Slang], one thousand dollars. 3. in education, a grade
of ootf. 4. in music, a) the filth tone or note in the
scale of C major, or the seventh in the scale of A
minor, fy a key, string, etc. producing this tone, c) the
scale having G as the keynote, adj. shaped like G.
G 1. German. 2. Germany. 3. specific gravity.
G., g., 1. gauge. 2. gold. 3. grain. 4. gram; grams.
5. grand. 6, guide. 7. guinea; guineas. 8. gulf. 9. in

electricity, conductance.
g, 1. in physics* a) gravity, b) acceleration of gravity.
2. in psychology, general intelligence,

g., 1. gender. 2. general. 3. genitive.
Ga, in chemistry, gallium.
Ga., 1. Gaelic. 2. Gallic, 3. Georgia.
GA., 1. General Agent. 2. General Assembly.
G.A., G/A, g.a., in insurance, general average.
gab (gab), lu. [GABBED (gabd), GABBING], [ME, gabben;
prob. < ON. fl&60, to mock, reinforced by OFr. gaber,
to boast, deride; the base occurs in AS. gaffetung, a
scoffing, mocking & gaf-sprasc, foolish speech; IE. base
*ghabh~ < *ghei, etc., to yawn, have the mouth open],

(Colloq.], to talk much or idly; chatter; gabble, n.

[Colloq.J, chatter; talkativeness,

gift of (the) gab, [Colloq.], the ability to speak flu-

ently; eloquence; glibness.
gab-ar-dine O^b'er-deV, gab'gr-denO, n. [var. of gab-

erdine), 1. a woolen, cotton, or rayon clotn twilled on
one side and having a fine, diagonal weave, used for
suits, coats, dresses, etc. 2. a gaberdine.
gab-ber (gab'gr), n. [Colloq.], a person who gabs.
gab-ble (gab'l), vS. [GABBLED (-Td), GABBLING!, [< gab

- 4e, rreq. suffixj ? suggested by MD. gabbeln, toT ->c, U.CU. stujjuuk, t ouxKtTObcu. uy J.VJ..L/. $wjucvn, MJ

chatter], I. to talk rapidly and incoherently; jabber;
chatter. 2. to utter rapid, meaningless sounds, as a
goose. %

v.t. to utter rapidly and incoherently, n.

rapid, incoherent talk or meaningless utterance.
gab-bier (gaVlSr), n. a person who gabbles.
gab-bro (gab'ro), n.

Jit. < L. glaber, bare, smooth],
any of a group of dark, heavy igneous rocks, composed
chiefly of pyroxene and feldspar.
gab-by (gatyl), adj. [see GAB], [Colloq.], talkative; in-

ga-belle (ga-be!')*, IL [Fr.; It. gdbdla; Ar. gabalah], a
tax levied in certain countries; especially, a tax on
fait, levied in France before the Revolution of 1789.

gab*er-dine (gat/Sr-den', gab'gr-den'), n. [earlier gaw-
bwrdyne; OFr. gaumrdine, galvardine < MfiG. walvart,
pilgrimage < wallen, to wander about + vart a trip <
varen, to travel], 1. a loose coat or cloak made of
coarse cloth, worn in the Middle Ages, especially by
Jews. 2. gabardine.

gab-er-lun-zie (gab'&r-lun'zi; Scot, gab'Sr-lun'yi), n.

[Scot,; printing form of gaberlunyie (with printed z for

y as in pers. name Menzies)', earlier also gaberloonie;
prob. < Scot. Gaelic], a wandering beggar.

ga-bi-on (ga'bi-an), n. [Fr.; It. gabbiow, large cage <
gabbia, cage, coop < L. cawa, cave, cage], 1. a cylinder
of wicker nued with earth or stones, formerly used in
building fortifications. 2. a similar cylinder of metal,
used in DUilding dams, foundations, etc.

ga-bi-on-ade (gS'bi-on-SdO. n. [Fr. gabionnade], a de-
fensive embankment or structure made of gabions.

ga-ble (gan>l), n. [ME.; OFr.; prob. < ON. gafl, gable;
basic sense,

%*forked twig"
seen in G. gabd, a fork],
1, a) the triangular wall
enclosed by the sloping- ends
ofa ridged roof, b} popularly,
the whole section, including
wall, roof, and space en-
closed. 2. the end wall of
a building, the upper part
of which is a gable. 3. a
triangular decorative fea-
ture in architecture, such
as that over a door or win-
dow, v.t. [GABLED (-bid),
CABLING], to put a gable or
gables on. IM". to be in the
form of, or end in, a gable.

gable roof, a ridged roof
forming a gable at one end
or both ends.

gable window, 1. a window in a gable (sense 2). 2. a
window with a gable (sense 3) over it.

Ga bon (gi'bow'), n. a French colony in French Equa-
torial Africa, on the Gulf of Guinea: area, 92,218 so.
mi; pop. f 382,000 (1946); capital, Libreville: also
Gabun.

Gabo-rlaU; E-mile (a'mel' ga'bS'ryo'), 1835-1873;
French writer of detective stories.
Gabriel (ga'bri-al), [Heb. gabhri'el, lit., God is (my)
strength], a masculine name: diminutive, Gdbe; femi-
nine, Gabriella, Gabrielle. n. in the Bible, one of the
seven archangels, the angel of the Annunciation and
the herald of good news and comfort: Luke 1:26.
Dan. 8, 9.

GABLE

I III 1 1Hill

GABLE (sense 3)

Ga-tei-eUa (ga'bri-el'a, gab'ri-el's), [It. & SpJ, a femi-
nine name: see Gabriel.

Ga-bri-elle (ga'bri-eK, gab'ri-elO* [FfJ a feminine
name: see Gabriel.

Ga-bri-lo-witsch, Os-sip (6^sup ga-vri-lo^vich; Eng.
ga'bri-luv'ich, g9-bril'9-wichOj 1878-1936; American
pianist and conductor, born in Russia.
Ga-bun (gs-boSn'), n. Gabon.
ga:by (ga^bi), n. \pl. GABIES (-biz)], [< Brit. Midland
dial.

; also gawby; t echoic formation < gape, gaup, after
baby; cf. ON. gapi, reckless person], [Colloq.], a foolish
person; simpleton.

(Sad (gadj, n. [Heb. g&dh, lit,, fortune], 1. in the Bible, a
son of Jacob; hence, 2. a tribe of Israel descended
from him. 3. the land where this tribe lived.

Gad, gad (gad), infer/, [cf. EGAD, etc.], a mild path or
expression of surprise, disgust, etc.: a euphemism for
God.

gad (gad), w.i. [GADDED (-id), GADDING], [? a back-
formation < ME. gadeling, vagabond; AS. gaedeling], to
roam about in an aimless or restless manner; go about
seeking excitement, n. [Colloq.], a gadding,
gad (gad), n. [ME. good; ON. goddr; influenced in
sense by AS. god (cf. GOAD); akin to Goth, gozds,
thorn: IE. base *ghasto-, rod, pole, as also in L. hasta,
rod, shaft, spear, missile], 1. a goad. 2. a spike; any
of several chisellike or pointed bars used in mining.
v.t. [GADDED (-id), GADDING], 1. to goad. 2. in mining,
to break up or loosen (ore) with a gad.
gad a-bout (gad's-bouf), n. [Colloq.], a person who
gads about; one who goes about looking for fun,
excitement, etc. adj. fond of gadding.
gad-der (gad'gr), n. a person who gads; gadabout.
gad-fly (gad'fllOt n* [pi- GADFLIES (-filz')], [gad (goad)
+ fly], 1. a large fly that stings cattle, etc.; horsefly.
2. a person who annoys or irritates others.

gadg-et (gaj'it), n. [< engineering jargon; ? suggested
by Scot, gadge, form of gauge, measuring device + -et,

dim, suffix], 1. any small mechanical contrivance or
device. 2. any small object, especially something rela-
tively useless or superfluous.
Gadhel-ic (ga-del'ik, ga-delik, gad'o-lik), adj.
Goidelic.

ga-did (ga'did), n. [< Mod. L. Gadidae, name of the
family < gadus, cod < Gr. gados, kind of fish], any
fish of the cod family, as the cod, haddock, pollack, etc.

ga-doid (gaMoid), adj. [< Mod. L. gadus (see GADID):
+ -oid], of the cod family of fishes, a large family 01
soft-finned, large-mouthed food fishes with a somewhat
lengthened body and wide gill openings, including the
codfish, haddock, hake, etc. n. any fish of this family.

gad-o-lin-ite (gad/s-lin-it'), n. [see GADOLINIUM], a
brown or black silicate mineral, containing some metals
of the rare-earth group in combination with iron.

gad-o-lln-i um (gad's-lin'i-am), n. [after J. Gadolin,
18th-c. Finn, chemist], a chemical element of the rare-
earth group: symbol, Gd: at. wt., 156.9: at. no., 64.
ga-droon (ga-droon'), n. [Fr. godron < goder, to crease,

pucker}, any of various oval-shaped headings, flutings,
or reedings used to decorate molding, silverware, etc. :

also spelled godroon.
Gads-den (gadzMan), n. a city in northeastern Ala-
bama: pop., 56,000.
Gadsden, James, 1788-1858; American army officer
and diplomat; negotiated purchase of land from Mexico
(1853).

gad-wall (gad'wdl), n. [pi. GADWALLS (-w61z), GADWALL;
see PLUIJAL, n, D, 1], a grayish-brown wild duck living

& n.

[< God's
. .. j. ,. 4r d oath i or

expletive.
gae (ga), tu. [GAED (gad), GAEN (gan), GAEING], [Scot.],
to go._

[Scot.1 past tense^ of give.
* [Gr.

^
_

_ , r _ t _._. Gaia < ge, earth], in Greek mythology,
the earth personified as a goddess, mother of Uranus,
the Titans, etc.: Mother Earth: identified by the
Romans with Tellus: also Gaia, Ge.
Gaek-wad felk'wSd, jek'wad), n. Gaekwar.
Gaek-war (glk'wa'r, jSk'war), n. [Prakrit Gaekva$,
name of the family (lit., cowherd)], the title of the
native prince ruling Baroda, India: also Galkwar.
toel (gal), n. [contr. < Gael. Gaidheal; akin to Ir.
Gaedheal, Olr. G6idel, W. gwyddel (Irishman)], a Celt
of Scotland, Ireland, or the Isle of Man; especially,
a Celt of the Scottish Highlands.

*uy,
GaeHc (gal'ik), adj. [< GaeL Gaidhealach], 1. of the
Gaels. 2. of the Goidelic subfamily of languages or
its components; especially, of Scottish Gaelic, ij.
1. the Goidehc subfamily of languages. 2. one or
these languages* especially that of the Scottish ffigh-
lands (Scottm Gaelic). Abbreviated GaeL

gaff (g^f), n. [ME. & MFr. ga
c|. Ir. gaf, gafa, a hook? for *.

1. a large, strong hook on a poi
used in landfaR large fish, 2ii
fastened to theleg or a gamecbel
fearlier io serise 3 ^fair

?f
: probi < i

of Celti origin;
base, cti4u

or a barbed i

* ' ' "
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were gaffed there], a cheap theater, dance hall, etc.
4. a spar or pole extending diagonally upward from
the after side of a mast and supporting a fore-and-aft
sail. v.t. 1. to strike or land (a fish) with a gaff-
hence, 2. [Slang, chiefly British], to cheat; hoax: trick.
stand the gaff, [Slang], to bear up well under diffi-
culties, punishment, ridicule, etc.; be game

Jgaffe (gaf), n. [Fr.], a blunder; faux pas.
gaf-fer (gaf'Sr), n. [altered < godfather], 1. an old
man, especially one from the country: often used
contemptuously or humorously: see also gammer. 2
[British], a foreman of a group of workers.

gaff sail, a fore-and-aft sail fastened to a gaff
gaff-top-sail (gaf'top's'l, gaf'top'saT), n. a topsail set
above a gaff.

gag (gag), v.t. [GAGGED (gagd), GAGGING], [ME. gaggen:
of echoic origin], 1. to cause to retch or choke. 2. to
put something over or into the mouth of, so as to
keep from talking, crying out, etc.; hence, 3. to keep
(a person) from speaking or expressing himself freely,
by intimidation, etc. 4% to prevent or limit speech in
(a legislative body). 5. in mechanics, to choke or stop
up (a valve, etc.). lu. 1. to retch or choke. 2.
[Slang], to make a gag or gags; joke. n. 1. something
put into or over the mouth to prevent talking, crying
out, etc. 2. any restraint of free speech. 3. a device
for holding the mouth open, as in dentistry. 4. a
strong bit for breaking in a horse. 5. a) a joke, espe-
cially one^with an unexpected turn. 6) a practical joke;
hoax or bit of comic business, as on the stage.
gage (gaj), n. [ME.; OFr. gage, guage, a pledge, pawn
< Gmc.; ? < Goth, ivadi, a surety, pledge, bail, via
LL. *wadium; see WED], 1. something deposited or
pledged to insure that an obligation will be fulfilled;
security. 2. a pledge to appear and fight, as a glove
thrown down by a knight challenging another; hence,
3. a challenge, v.t. [GAGED (gajd), GAGING], [Archaic],
1. to offer as a pledge; wager. 2. to bind by a pledge.

gage (gaj), n, & v.t. gauge.
gage (gaj), n. [< greengage], any of several varieties of
plums: see greengage.
Gage, Thomas (gaj), 1721-1787; British general in
the American Revolution.

gag*er (gaj'er), n. a gauger.
gag*ger (gag'er), n. a person or thing that gags; specifi-
cally, a piece of iron to keep a core in place in a mold.
gag man, a man who devises jokes, bits of comic
business, etc., as for professional comedians.
gag rule (or law) , a rule or law limiting or preventing
discussion: as, in 1836 Congress adopted a gag rule to
prevent discussion of anything relating to slavery

gahn-ite (ganlt), n. [after J. G. Gahn (1745-1818),
Swed. chemist], a zinc aluminate, ZnAljCX, found as
almost opaque crystals of green, brown, or black.

1. tne state or quality of being gay; cheerfulness.
2. merrymaking; festivity. 3. finery; showy display:
as, gaiety of -plumage. Also spelled gayety.
Gaik-war faik'war), n. Gaekwar.
Gail (gal), [contr. or dim. of Gaylord, masculine name],
a masculine name.

Gail (gal), a feminine name: see Abigail.
Gail-lard. Gut (ga'lard), [after Col. D. DuB. Gaillard
(1859-1913), Am. army engineer], a section of the
Panama Canal, cut tnrough a hill about 10 miles
from the city of Panama: length, 7-8 mi.: formerly
called Culebra Cut.

gatt-lar-di.a.(ga-lar'di-9), n. [Mod. L., after the Fr.
botanist Gaillard de Marentonneau], any of a group of
American composite plants having large, showy flower
heads with yellow or reddish rays and purple disks.

gai-ly (ga'li), adv. [ME.], in a gay manner; specifically,
a) happily; merrily

| joyously, 0) brightly; in bright
colors; with bright display. Also spelled gayly.

gain (gan), n. [ME. gain, gein; OFr. gain, gaaigne <
gaaignier; see the J, 1. an increase; addition; specifi-
cally, <*) often in pi. an increase in wealth, earnings,
etc.; profit; winnings. 6) an increase in advantage;
advantage; improvement. Opposed to loss. 2. in radio,
sound reproduction, etc., an increase in signal power
from one stage to another in an amplifying systemv
usually expressed in decibels. 3. the act of getting
something: acquisition; accumulation, v.t. [ME.
gainen, gemen, to profit, be of use < OFr. gaalgnier
< OHG. *

weidanjan, to workr gain < weidenon, to
pasture < weide, pasture], 1. tQ get by labor; earn.
2. to get by effort or merit, as in competition; win.
3. to get as an increase^ addition, profit or advantage.
4. to get to; arrive at; reach. v.i. to make progress;
improve or advance, as in health, business, etc. SYN.
see get, reach.

.,"
,

"

i, oil, ! 1. to draw nearer to (an opponent in a race^

^v^Pif^^fa^ftlfrpfi^ess than (a competitor), ,

gain (gan), n. fprob. < gain (increase) with special
technical application of sense of "addition"], in carpen-
try, a joining notch,, groove, or mortise, v.t. to fasten
or join by, or fit into, such a notch or groove.

gain-er (gan'Sr), n. 1. a person or tfiing that gains.
2. a fancy dive in which the diver faces forward and
does a backward somersault in the air.
Gaines-viUe (ganz'vil), n. a city in northern Florida:
pop., 27,000.

gain-ful (gan'fsl), adj. producing gain: profitable.
gain-ly (gan/li), adj. [ME. gtinliche < getn, convenient,
ready < ON. gegn, straight, favorable; cf. UNGAINLY],
shapely and graceful; comely.

gain-say feanW), v.t. [GAINSAID (-sed', -sadO, GAIN-
SAYING], [ME. geinseggen; gein- < AS. gegn, against+ seggen (see SAY)], 1. to deny. 2. to contradict.
3. to speak or act against; oppose; forbid, n. (gan'saO ,

a gainsaying. SYN. see deny.
Gains bor-ough, Thomas (ganzlblir'o, ganz'bgr-a),
1727-1788; English painter.
gainst, gainst: feenst, ganst), prep. JPoetfcJ. against,
gait (gat), n. [ME. gate; gaite (N. & Scot.); special
application of ON. gata, path between hedges, street,
akin to Gr. gasse, lane], 1. manner of moving on foot;
way of walking or running. 2. any of the various
foot movements of a horse, as a trot, pace, canter, or
gallop, v.t. to train (a horse) to certain gaits.

gait-ed (gat'id), adj. having a (specified) gait; used in
hyphenated compounds, as heavy-gaited.

gai-ter (ga'ter), n. [Fr. guttre, earlier gviefre], 1. a
cloth or leather covering
for the instep and ankle,
and, sometimes, the calf
of the leg; spat or legging.
2. a shoe with elastic in
the sides and no lacing.
3. formerly, a variety of

high-topped shoe.
gal (gal), n. [Slang], a girl.

Gal., Galatians.

gal*, gallon; gallons.
ga-la (gals, gal'a, ga'lo),
n. [< Fr. & It.; Fr. gala;
It. gala < OFr. gale, en-
joyment, pleasure, prob.
<MD.woI,riches wealth ;

akin to Eng. weal]* 1. a
festive occasion; festival; GAITERS
celebration. 2. [Obs.],
festivity, adj. festive; with festivities and merry-
making; suitable for a festive occasion,
ia gala, in festive dress.

ga lac-ta gogue (g9-lak't9-g6g'f ga-lak'ts-gogO, adj.
[< Gr. gala, galaktos, milk + agogos, bringing], that
stimulates the secretion of milk, n. a galactagoKue
medicine.

ga.lac-tic (ga-lak'tik), adj. [Gr. galaktikos, milky <
gala, galaktos, milk], 1. of or obtained from mflk:
lactic. 2. in astronomy, of tne Milky Way, or Galaxy.
3. in medicine, of or increasing the now oflmflk.

ga-lac-to- (gs-lak'to, gs-lak'ts), |Gr, gala* galaktos*
mflfej, a combining form meaning milk, mftfar, as ib
galactometer: also, before a vowel, galact-.

gal-ac-tom-e-ter (gal'ak-tom^Q-ter)^ n [galacto- rl*

yneter},, a hydrometer for testing milk by measuring
its specific gravity.
ga lac-tose (g^-lak'tos), n. [galact- + -ose], a white,
crystalline sugar, CeHiaO, prepared by the hydrolysis
oflactose.

Gal-a had (galVhadO, n. 1. in late Arthurian legend,
a knight who was successful in the quest for the
Holy Grail because of his purity and nobility of
spint: he was the son of Lancelot and Elaine. 2. anyman regarded as very pure and noble.
galalith (galVlith'), n. [Gr. gala, milk (see GALAXY);+ -liffi], an insulating material made from casein.
ga-lan-gal (gg-lai/gal), TI* galiogale.
gal-an-gale teal'on-gal'), n. galingale.
gal-an-tine (gal'onrlienQ, n. [ME. & OFr. galentine;
MD, galatina, jelly < L. gelata, fem. pp. of ge\are, to
congeal], a mold of bpned, seasoned, boifed white meat,
as cnicken or veal, chilled and served in its own jetty.

ga-lan-ty show (ga-lan'ti), [earlier also ga}ant$; prob.
< It. galwte, gallant: from the stories portrayed], a
pantomime made by throwing the shadows of puppet
figures on a screen or wall.

Ga-la-pa-gos Islands (ga-l^'pa-gos
7

; Sp. gS-la'pi-jg80
a group of islands in the Pacifi,^ on tfie equator: a
possession of Ecuador: area, 2,868 sq. mi.;,pop., 1,000:
also called Colon Archipelago.

Ga-la-ta (ga'la-ta), n. a suburb o|, Istanbul, Turkey.
Gal-a-te^a (gal'a-te'a), n. 0^; Gr. Galateia], in Greek
legend, a statue of a maiden carved in ivory by Pyg-
malion, king of Cyprus: he fell in love with it audit
was given lile by Aphrodite.

tWl, look; oM, out: np^flsev fflr; getijoy; yet; chin: si
o in, comply, m^mr/b^u^

'

a& ia able (a'b'l); Ft. bAJ
. doc^. See pp. x-w. t fordgn; *

hypothetical; <
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gal-a-te-a (galVtFa), n. [after Galatea, name of an
English warship: the fabric was used to make sailor

suits for little boys], a strong cotton cloth, usually
striped, rased chiefly fox children's clothing*
Ga-la-ti .fe&JStsO* n a city in eastern Romania, on
the Daiaabe: TOO., 93,000 (cat. 1945).
Ga-la-tia (g^-la'sna). n. an ancient kingdom, and later

& Roman province, in central Asia Minor: see Roman
Enaplrc, map*
Ga-Ia-tian (go-la'shstti), adf* of Galatia or its people.
it. a native or inhabitant of Galatia.

Ga-la-tians (ga-la'shsnz), a. the Epistle to the Gala-

tians, a book of the New Testament which was a

message from the Apostle Paul to the Christians of

Galatia: abbreviated Gal.
Ga latz (gal&ts), n. Galatl

gal-a-Yant (gaKe-vant'), vj. to gallivant.

ga-lax (galaks), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. gala, milk: from its

white flower], an evergreen herb with shiny leaves

(often used in wreaths) and small, white flowers, found
in mountain regions of the southeastern United States.

gal-ax-y (gal'sk-si), n- [Fr. galaxie; L. galaxias; Gr.

galaxias, Milky Way < gala, galaktos, milk], 1. [often

G^J, the Milky Wav, a grouping of millions of stars

apparently merging into a luminous band that extends

across the sky, 2. [pi. GALAXIES (-siz)], any similar

but smaller grouping of stars. 3. a) an assembly of

brilliant orfamous people, b) a brilliant array of things.

Gal-ba (gal'ba, gSFbd), n. (Servius Sulpicius Galba) 9

Roman esmperor (6S-69 A.D.) ; lived 5? B.C.-69 A.D.

gal-ba-num (garbo-nam), n. [L.; Gr. chalbane; Heb.

frelbenah], a /bitter, bad-smelling Asiatic gum resin,

used in medicine and the arts.

Gal cha (gal'cha), n. [< the native name], 1. \pl
GALCHA], a member of a people living in the Pamirs,
west central Asia: also called Pamiri. 2. their Iranian

also called Pamir.
n. [prob. < Anglo-N. *gaul (ON, gol), wind,

'of'wind, with softened meaning^ as in Not
steady

to 63 miles per hour: designated as

te (3f2-38 mphk frfesh (39-46 mph), strong (47-
54 mphkalfl whote (55^63 mph) , 2 . [Poetic] , a breeze.

3. an otlWsst?'&, a gale of laughter. 4. [Colloq.], a
state of excitement or hilarity. SYN. see wind.

gale (gal), n. [ME. gawel; AS. gagel; akin to G. gagel],

a hardy shrub with bitter, aromatic leaves and yellow
fruit, found in bogs and marshes: also sweet gale.

Gale, Zo na (20019 gal], (Mrs. William Llywelyn
Breese), 1874-1938; American novelist and playwright.
gale a (gali-s), n. [pi. GALEAE (-e')L [L., a helmet;
prob. < Gr. galee, a weasel, marten (hence, leather,

hide, then article made of leather)], in botany & zoology,
a helmet-shaped part, as of a flower.

ga-le-ate (gaOi-at'), adj. [L. galeatus, pp. of galeare, to
cover with a helmet < galea, a helmet], 1. wearing a
helmet. 2. helmet-shaped. 3. having or covered with
a helmet-shaped part.

ga*le*at-ed (ga'li-rtid), adj. galeate.
Ga-len (galon), n. (Claudius Galen), Greek physician
and writer,of the 2nd century A.D,

ga-le-na *(gWe'nd), n. [L., lead ore, dross of melted
lead; f '< <5r. galene, lit., stillness of the sea, calm,

anything that produces tranquillity, hence antidote to

poisonf, native lead sulfide, PbS, a lead-gray mineral
with metallic luster: it is the principal ore of lead,
often also containing silver: also called galenite.

Ga-len-ic, ga-len-ic (ga-len'ik), adj. of Galen or his
medical teachings or methods.

Ga-len-i-cal, ga-fen-i-cal (gg-len'i-ksl) , adj. Galenic.

ga-len-ite (go-le'nit), n. galena.
Gales-burg (gala'Mrg), n. a city in northwestern
Illinois: pop., 31,000.

Ga-li-bl (ga-le'be), n. any member of a subdivision of
Carib Indians living in the Guianas.

Ga-li*cia (gg-lish'a), n. 1. (also, Sp. gfHS'flhyS), 'a.

former province of northwestern Spain. 2. a province
of southern Poland : formerly 9 part ofAustria-Hungary .

Ga li-cian (gs-lish/Qn), adj. 1. "of Spanish Galicia, its

people, or language. 2. 01 Polish Galicia or its people.
n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Spanish Galicia.
2. the Portuguese dialect of the Spanish Galicians.
3. a native or inhabitant of Polish Galicia.
Gal ile-an (gal's-le'an), adj. of Galilee or its people.
u. 1. a native or inhabitant of Galilee. 2.*a Christian.
the Galilean, Jesus.

f

Gal He an (galVle'sn), adj. of Galileo.
Gal -i -lee (gaPa-le'), n. an ancient division of northern
Palestine: see Samaria, map.
gaM4ee (gal'a-leO, n. "fOPr. galilee, salileye; ML.
galilaea < L. Galilaea, Galilee: so named apparently
because, being at the less sacred western end, it ^as
compared with the scriptural "Galilee of the Gentiles/'
considered inferior by the JewsJ, a porch or (?haj>el
at tfye western entrance of certain medieval ohurohes.

Galilee, Sea of, a small lake in northeastern Palestine:
also called Sea of Tiberias.

Gal*Me-o (gal'o~le'q) %
n. (Galileo Galilei), Italian as-

tronomer and physicist; 1564-1642; demonstrated the
truth of the Copernican theory with^ the telescope;
condemned for heresy by the Inquisition.

gal-i-ma-ti-as (gal's-ma'sni-gs, gara-mat'i-as), n. [Pr.;
< ?; cf. GALLIMAUFRY], meaningless talk; gibberish.

gal-in-gale (gal'in-galO, n. [ME.; OFr. galingal; ML.
galanga; AT. khalanjan; ? via Per. < Chin.], 1. the
pungent, aromatic root stem of various East Indian
plants of the ginger family. 2. a sedge with a pungent
root, growing in the south of England; sweet sedge.
Also galangal, galangale.
galoot (gal'i-at), n. [ME. galiote; OFr., dim. of galie <
ML. galea; see GALLEY], 1. a small, swift galley with
sails and oars, formerly used on the Mediterranean.
2. a light, Dutch merchant ship of shallow draught,
with a single mast and leeboards, somewhat resembling
a sailing barge. Also spelled galliot.

gaM-pot (gari-pot'), n. [Fr.: earlier garipot, apparently
altered < MD. harpois, boiled resin], crude turpentine
from certain pine trees of southern Europe: also spelled
gallipot.

gall (g61), n, [ME. gaLle, gawle; AS. (Anglian) galla

(W.S. geatta): akin to G. gaUe; IE. base *!M-, etc.,
*'to shine, yellow/

1

seen also in L. fel, gall, Gr. chole,
bile (cf. CHOLER, CHOLERA)], 1. a bitter, greenish
fluid secreted by the liver of an animal and stored
in the gall bladder; bile. 2. the gall bladder. 3.

something that is bitter or distasteful. 4. bitter feeling;
rancor. 5. [Colloq.], impudence; audacity; effrontery.
SYN. see temerity.

gall (g61), n. [ME. galle; AS. gealla; ? < L. galla, a
gallnut, but prob. connected with OFr. galle, an itching,
sore (of same origin)], 1. a sore on the skin caused by
rubbing^ or chafing; especially, such a sore on a horse.
2. a) irritation; annoyance; vexation, b) a cause of this,
3. a spot worn bare; flaw or weak spot. v.t. [ME.
gallen," prob. back-formation < AS. geallede, galled <
the .], 1. to make (the skin) sore by rubbing or
chafing; chafe. 2. to irritate; annoy; vex. uj to
become sore from rubbing or chafing.

gall (g61), n. [ME. & OFr. galle; L. galla, gallnut, orig. r

prob., spherical growth < IE. base *gel-t to form into
a ball], a tumor on plant tissue caused by irritation
due to fungi, inserts, or bacteria: galls formed on oak
trees have a high tannic acid content and are used
commercially.
Galla (gal'g), n. [tilt. < Ar. ghalisi, wild], 1, a member
of one of the Hamitic tribes living in British Somaliland
and southern Ethiopia. 2. the language of the Gallas.

gal-la-Hth (gal's-lithQ, n. galalith.

gal Iant (gaPant), adj. [OFr. galant, gay, brave, ppr. of
galer, to rejoice, make merry < gale; see GALA], 1.

fine; showy; gay: as, gallant attire. 2. stately; im-
posing; grand: as, a gallant ship. 3. brave and noble;
high-spirited and daring: as, a gallant warrior. 4.

(ga-lant', gal'ant), a) polite and attentive to women in
a courtly way. o) having to do with love; amorous.
n. (gal'snt, g9-lant')t 1. a high-spirited, brave, noble
man. 2. a man attentive and polite to women. 3. a)
a lover, b) a paramour, t;.* (ga-lant'), 1. to court
(a woman) . 2. to escort or accompany (a woman) . v.i.

to behave like a gallant. SYN. see civil.

gal-lant-ry (^al'sn-tri), n. [pi. GALLANTRIES (-triz)],
[Fr. gallanterte < galant; see GALLANT], 1. nobility of
behavior or spirit; heroic courage. 2. the behavior of a
gallant; courtly manner. 3. usually in pi. an act or
speech characteristic of a gallant. 4. amorous intrigue.
5. [Archaic], gay or showy appearance or display.

Gal-la-tin, Albert (gal'a-tin), 1761-1849; American
statesman, born in Switzerland; secretary of the
treasury (1801-1814).

y

gall bladder, a membranous sac attached to the liver,
in which excess gall or bile is stored and concentrated.
Galle (gal), n. & seaport in southwestern Ceylon: pop.,
49,000 (1946).

gal le ass (gal'i-as', gal'i-ss), n. [Fr. gal'easse; OFr.
galeace; It, galeazza < galea; ML. galea; see GALLEY],
a large, three-masted vessel having sails and oars and

! carrying heavy guns: used on the Mediterranean in
the 16th and 17th centuries.

gal-le-on (gal'i-9n), n. [Fr. galion(< OFr. gaUe, agalley)or
Sp, galeon; both<ML.
galea; see GALLEY],
a large, heavy Spanisn
ship of the 15th and
16th centuries, with
three or four decks
at the stern and one
or more at the bow:
it was used as both a
warship and a trader.

gal'ler-ied fed'er-id),
adj. [pp. or gaUer$,
having- a gallery or
galleries.

galeme,



gallet 593 gallows

GALLEY

long portico, gallery; ML. galtria; ? < gal&aea; see
GALILEE (a porch)], 1. a covered walk or porch open
at one side or having the roof supported by pillars;
colonnade; portico. 2. a long, narrow platform on the
outside of a building, above the ground; balcony. 3. a
jjlatform or balcony at the quarters or around the stern
of an early sailing ship. 4. a platform or ^rejecting
tipper floor attached to the back wall or sides of a
church, theater, etc. ; especially, the highest of a series

of such platforms in a theater, with the cheapest seats;
hence, 5. the cheapest seats in a theater. 6. the

people occupying these seats, sometimes regarded as
exemplifying popular tastes; hence, 7. popular, or
uncultivated, tastes. 8.,any group of spectators at a
sporting event, legislative meeting, etc. 9. a long,
narrow corridor or room. 10. a place or establishment
for art exhibitions. 1 1. a collection of |>aintings, statues,
etc. 12. a place or establishment, originally resembling
a gallery (sense 9), for taking photographs, shooting
at targets, etc.: as, a shooting gallery. 13. an under-
ground passage, as one made by an animal, or one
used in gijni-pg or military engineering, v.t. [GAL-
LERIED (-id), GALLERYING], to furnish with a gallery,
or balcony. v.i. to make a gallery, or underground
passage.
play to the gallery, 1. in the theater* to act in a
manner that will please those in the gallery; hence,
2. to try^ to win the applause or approval of the public,

stone, rouna stone < <JJN. vair^ rouna, ovaij, a cmp 01

stone. v*t. in masonry, to fill (joints) with gallets.

gal*ley (gal'i), n. [pi. GALLEYS C-iz)], [ME. galeie; OFr.
galie, galee;ML. galea;* "*

galaia, kind of
1. a long, low,

j single-decked
ship propelled by oars
and saHs, used espe-
cially in ancient and
medieval times: the
oars were usually man-
ned by chained slaves
or convicts. 2. a large
rowboat on British warships, for the captain's use.

3. a ship's kitchen. 4. imprinting, a) a shallow oblong
tray for holding composed type. &) a galley proof.

galley proof, printer's proof taken from type in a

galley to permit correction of errors before the type
is made up in pages.

galley slave, 1. a slave or convict sentenced or com-
pelled to pull an oar on a galley; hence, 2. anyone
who must do hard, monotonous work; drudge.

gal-ley-west (gal'i-westO, adv. [Colloq.], completely;
into smithereens: only in the phrase knock galley-west.

gall-fly (gdl'ffi'), ** fa- GALLFLIES (-fliz-0], an insect

whose eggs cause galls when deposited on plant stems,
Gal H a (gal'i-9), n. Gaul: the Latin name.
gal-liard (gal'ysrd), adj. [ME. & OJh.gaillard, thorough,
sturdy, gay (prob. by association with gai, gay) ; prob.
of Celt, origin (cf. Cymric gallu, ability)], [ObsJ, 1.

valiant; sturdy. 2. lively, n. 1. a lively French dance
in triple time, for two dancers, popular in the 16th and
17th centuries. 2. music for this.

gal-liass (gal'i-asO, n. a galleass.
Gal lie (gal'ik), adj. [L. Gallicus < Galli, the Gauls],
1. of ancient Gaul or its people. 2. French.

gal lie (gal'ik), adj. [Fr. galliyue < gatte; L.galla,
gaUnut], designating or of an acid, (OH) 3CHS-COQH,
prepared from flutgalls^ tannin, etc* abused in i the
manufacture of inks* dyes, eto. <

;

!

GaHi-can (gal'i-ksn), adj. [L. GalUcaiws, .of the Roman
province of Gallia < Gallicus], J.. Gallic. 2. of %e
Roman Catholic Church in France, especially before
1870. 3. of Gallicanism. n. L a French Roman Cam-
olic. 2. a supporter of Gallicanism.

Gal-li can ism (gal'i-kon-iz'm),; n. f< L. GalUcanus
(see GALLIOAN) ; 4- -ism\ the principles ;entmciated by
the French Roman CathoEc Church in 16&2, claiming
limited autonomy.

Gal-li-cism, gal-li-clsm (gal's-siz'm), n. [Fr. Gatttoisme

< L, GraiUcus; see GALLIC], ; |. Fuench idiom or. ex-

pression, used in another language (e*g* "it gives one
furiously to tlln1k 3% 2. French custom, way of
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GALLici2iNGl, [see
or like te J&enejb in

L loosely fitting breeches worn in the 16th and 17th
centuries: later applied hnoinsly to any loose
breeches* 2, [British Dial}, leggings or gaiters;

gal-li-mau-fry (galVmo^fn), n. \$L GALLIMAUFRIES
(-friz)], [Fr. gatirnafret}, L a hash made of meat
scraps; hence, 2. a hodgepodge; rambled assortment.

gal-lf-na-cean (gal's-na'shan), adj. gallinaceous, n*

any gallinaceous bird.

gal-li-na-ceous (gal'a-nl'sbas), odj* JpL, gallinaceus <
gallina, hen < gallus. a cock], of, or having: the nature
of, a large group of birds that nest on tire ground,
including common poultry, pheasants,, grouse, etc.

gall-ing (g&l'iij), adj. [ppr. of soU (to wear away)],
chafing; irritating: vexing.

gal-li-nip-per (gaFa-nip'er), n. [< galley
humorous formation: cf. GALLirr-WEsrJ, ^

r

large mosquito or otner insect that can T

painfully.
gal-li-nule (gal'a-nul', gal'a-noolO. *

dim. of galUna; see GALLINACEOUS]* any
wading birds of the rail family.

gal-H-ot (gal'i-at), n. a galiot.

Gal-Hp-oTi (g^-HpVH), n. 1. a peninsula in European
Turkey, along the north shore of the Dardanelles.
2. a city on this peninsula, at the entrance to the Sea
of Marmara: pop., 25,000.

*

gal-li-pot (gal'a-potO* n. [prob. < waUey -4- $ot,~ such
pots were orig. shipped from Italy], a small pot orjar
of glazed earthenware, especially one used by druggists
as a container for medicine.

gal-H-pot (gal'i-potOt n. galipot.

gal-li um (gal'i-om), n. [Mod. L, < L. GaUia, Gaul;
also a pun on L. gaUns, a cock, transl. of Lecoq, first

name of the discoverer, Lecoq de Boisbaudran], a soft,
bluish-white, metallic chemical element with an ttn-

usually low melting point (29.75 C. or 85.5 F.>, used
as a substitute for mercury in thermometers, dental
amalgam, etc.: symbol, Ga; at. wt., 69.72$ at. no., 31.

gal-li-vant (gal'o-vant', gal'a-vantOt !. [arbitrary
elaboration of gallant], 1. to play toe gallant or beau;
go about with members of the opposite sex. 2. to i go
about in search of amusement or excitement; gad.

gal-li-wasp (gal'i-wasp', gal'i-w6spO, n. |< gaUey -f

waspi- apparently first used of a West Indian wasp
that infested ships], a large, harmless lizard found in
marshes in the West Indies and Central America.
gall midge, any of several very small flies thatproduce
galls on trees, etc.

gall-nut (gdl'nut'), n* a ntttlike gall, especially on oaks.
GaMo- (gaFo),JU < GaUus* a GaulJ, a combMnf foan.

meaning: 1. French, as in Gallophile. 2. French and.

gaHo-glass (gal'o-glas'), n. fir. galtiglach, servant,
heavily armed soldier; gall, foreigner -h dgl&ch, a yottth.
servant, soldier], an armed' follower of any of me oM
Irish chieftains: also spelled gallowglass.

gal-Ion (gal'Qn)^ n. [ME. gafoun; ONomuPr. galon;
OFr. jalon < base of LL. galleta, a jug, liquid measure],
1. a liquid measure, equal to 4 quarts (231 cubic inches) :

the British imperial gallon equals 277.42 cubic inches.
2. a dry measure^ equal to 1 /8 bushel 3. any container
with a capacity of oneaaBon. Abbreviated gal., gall.

gal-loon (ga-16onO, n. [fr, galon < galonner, to braid.
adorn with lace], 1. a cotton, silk, or worsted braid
or ribbon used for trimming or binding. 2. such
braid woven of gold or silver thread.

gal-loot (g9~16ot'), n. TSlang], a galoot.

gallop (gal'op), it. [OFr. galop < galoper, to gallop, lor

waloper < Frank. *walahlaupant to ran well; wala,
well + hlaupan, to run], 1. the fastest gait of a horse
OF other animal, consisting of a succession of leaping
strides with all tfoe |eet off the groond at one tune.
2. a ride on a galloping anlma|. 3. [Colloq.], any fast

pace, speedy action;/eg tapid progression, v.t. 1. to

go at a gallopC 21 to move;* progress, or act very fast;

hurry, v.t. to cause to galop. ,

gal-lo-pade (gal'a-pad'), n. [Fr. galopade <
see GALLOP & -ADE], 1. a lively dance of Hu
,oiimnw 2- mtisic lor? this.

gal-Top-er (gal'sp-eY), n. 1. a person or animal that
* gaHopSv 2; fonneriy, a) a light, two-wheele^ J gwi
carriage used as a mount for a light cannon. $) the
gun mounted on this*

!

gal-lous (gal'as), adj. [gallium + -ow^L in chemistry.
containing gallium with a valence of two.

,

*

GaHo^way (gal'o-wa'), n* 1. a district of south-
western Scotland, consisting of Wigtown^ Kkdid-
bright, and Dumfries counties, 2; a horse of a small,

hardy breed originated in Galloway. 3. a breed of
beef cattle. r -

low-glass (gal'o-glasO, n. a galloglass.
lows (gal'oz), n. [^,4 OALLOWSB^

'
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gallows bird 594 game
to spring back into normal position; cf. GALLOWS
TREE)], 1. an upright frame with a crossbeam, for

hanging condemned persons, 2. any structure like

this, used for suspending or supporting. 3. the punish-
ment of hanging. 4. a gallows bird.

gallows bird, [Colloq.], a person who deserves to be

? < D. gelubt,
cf. LUBBER],
d, ungainly

_ i tree, [for AS. galgtreow], a gallows.
gall-stone (gdl'ston

7

), 71. a small, solid mass sometimes
formed in the gall bladder or bile duct; biliary calculus:
it is formed of cholesterol or, occasionally, of calcium
salts, and can obstruct the flow of bile, causing a

painful diseased condition.

gal-lus-es (gaFas-iz), n.pl. [< gattus, dial. var. of

gallows], [Colloq.], suspenders; braces.

ga-loot (gs-lootO, n. [orig., naval slani

eunuch (so according to Weekley^
[Slang], a person, especially an aw.

person: also spelled galloot.

gal-op (gal'ap), n. [Fr.; see GALLOP], 1. a lively dance
in 2/4 time. 2. music for this. IM*. to dance a galop.

ga-lore (ga-loV), adv. [Ir. go ledr, enough; go, to -f ledr,

enough], in abundance; plentifully: as, she has dresses

galore, n. [Rare], abundance.
ga-losh, galoshe (ga-loshO. n. [ME. & OFr. galoche;

prob. ult. < Gr. kalopous, wooden shoe, shoemaker's
last < kalon, wood -f pous, the foot], 1. originally,

0) a heavy shoe; clod, b) any boot or shoe. 2. usually
in pi. any protective overshoe; especially, a higji,
warmly lined overshoe of rubber and waterproof fabric:
also spelled golosh, goloshe.

gals* gallons.
Gals-wor-thy, John (g61z'wfir'^i, galz'wur'^i), 1867-
1933; English novelist and dramatist; received Nobel
prize hi literature, 1932.

Gal-ton, Sir Francis (gfil't'n), 1822-1911; English
anthropologist, meteorologist, and writer; pioneer in

eugenics.
galumph (ga-lumf

7
), v.i. [coined by Lewis Carroll <

gallop -f triumph], to march or prance along in a
self-satisfied, triumphant manner.
Gal va nl, Lui i (feo-Tje gal-va'ne; Eng. gal-va'ni),
1737-1798; Italian physiologist and physicist: see gal-

gal-van-ic (gal-van'ik)% adj. [< galvanism -f -ic], 1. of,
caused by, or producing an electric current, especially
from a battery: abbreviated galv. 2. stimulating or
stimulated as if by electric shock; startling.
gal-van i-cal (gal-van'i-k'l), adj. galvanic.
gal-va-nism (gal'vo-niz'm), n. [Fr. galvanisme; It. gal-
vanismo: so called after the first investigator in the
field, L, Galvani], 1. electricity produced by chemical
action. 2. the branch of physics that deals with this:
abbreviated galv. 3. the use of electricity in the
treatment of disease.

gal-va-ni-za-tlon (gaTva-ni-za'shan, gal'va-nl-za'shan),
n. a galvanizing or being galvanized.

gal-va-nize feal'vs-nizO. v.t. [GALVANIZED (-nlzd'),
GALVANIZING}, {Fr. galvanize? < galvanisme; see GAL-
VANISM], 1. to apply an electric current to, 2. to
stimulate as if by electric shock: startle; excite. 3. to
plate (metal) with zinc, originally by galvanic action.

galvanized iron, iron coated with zinc as a protection
against rust.

gal-va-no- (gal'ya-no, gal-van'o), a combining form
meaning galvanic, galvanism* as in galvanometer.

gal va-nom e ter (gal'va-nom'a-tgr), n. [galvano- +
-meter], an instrument for detecting, and determining
the intensity and direction of, an electric current.

gal-va no met-ric (gaTva-no-met'rik), adj. 1. having
to do with a galvanometer or galvanometry. 2. mea-
sured by a galvanometer.

gal-va-npm-e-try (gal'va-nom'a-tri), n. the determining
of the intensity and direction of electric currents by
means of a galvanometer.

gal-va-no'plas-tics (gal'va-np-plas'tiks, gal-van'o-plas'-
tiks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [galvano- + plastics],
the process of coating things with metal by means of
electrolysis; especially, electrotypy.

gal ya no scope (gal-vanVskop
r
, gal'va-no-skopO, n.

[galvano- + -scope], an instrument for detecting veryweak electric currents and indicating their direction.
gal-va-nos co py (gal'va-nos'ko-pi), n. the use of a
galvanoscope, especially in medical diagnosis.

gal-va no-ther my (gal'vs-no-thur'mi, gal-van'o-thur'-
BJi),

1. [< galvano- -f Gr. therme, heat], the production
of heat by galvanism, as lor medical treatment.

Oal'ves ton (gal'vis-t'n), n. a seaport in southeastern
iexas: pop., oo,000.

Galveston Bay, an arm of the Gulf of Mexico, south-
east of Texas.
Gal-way (gdl'wS), n. 1.

, a county of Connaught
province, Ireland.: pop., 16B.OOO. 2. its capital.

Gal-we-ftian (gal-we'fcn), adj. of Galloway or its
people, n. a native or inhabitant of Galloway.

gal yak, gal yac (gal'vak), n. [< word used in Bokhara
,
for a premature lamb < Russ. golyak, bare, naked <
IE, base *//-, seen also in Eng. callow], a flat, glossy
fur njade from the pelts of lambs" or kids.

gam (gam), n. [prob. < Scand.; cf. Norw., Sw. dial.

gams,loose conversation, light behaviour < synonymous
ON. gems; akin to Eng. game, gammon (cf. GAME)],
1. a social visit. 2. an exchange of visits between
the crews of whaling ships at sea. 3. a school of
whales. v.i. [GAMMED (gamd), GAMMING], 1. to visit

socially, especially at sea. 2. to come together; con-

gregate: said of whales. v*t* to have a social visit

with, especially at sea.

gam (gam), n. [var. of gamb], [Slang], a leg; especially,
a woman's leg.
Gam a, Vas-co da (vas'ko do gam'o; Port, da ga'ma),
1469?-1524; Portuguese navigator; discovered the sea
route around Africa to India.
Ga-ma-li-el (gs-mali-al, ga-mal'yal), [L.; Gr. Gamaliel;
Heb. gamll'el, lit., reward of God], a masculine name.
n. in the Bible, 1. a teacher of Saul of Tarsus: Acts
5:34. 2. a ruler of Manasseh: Numb. 10:23.

gamb, gambe (gamb), n. [dial. Fr. gambe (Fr. jambe}\
ML. gamba, a leg (m LL., a hoof) < Gr. kampe, a
turn, bend (of a limb), joint], an animal's leg or shank,
especially as shown on a coat of arms.

gam-hade (gam-bad'), n. a gambado.
gam-bado (gam-ba'do), n. [pL GAMBADOS, GAMBADOES
(-doz)], 1. [Sp. gambaaa; It. gambata, a kick < gamba,
a leg; see GAMB], a curvetting leap, by or as by a horse;
hence, 2. a prank or antic. 3. [< It. gamba, a leg], a
long legging or gaiter attached to a saddle to serve
as a stirrup; hence, 4. any long gaiter.

gam-be-son (gam'bi-s'n) , n. (ME.; OFr. gambeson,
gambaison < gambais, wambais; ML. -wambasium <
LGr. bambax, cotton; see BOMBAST], a medieval coat,
made of leather or quilted cloth, worn as armor.
Gam bet-ta, L-on (la'on' gaVbe'ta'; Eng. gam-bet's),
1838-1882; French statesman; premier (1881-1882).
Gambia (gam'bi-a), n. 1. a British colony and
protectorate on the coast of west Africa: area, 4,068
sq. mi.; pop.. 250,000 (est. 1947); capital, Bathurst.
2. a river flowing from French Guinea, through Gambia,
to the Atlantic: length, 500 mi.

gam-bier (gam'beVO, it. [Malay gambir], an astringent
substance extracted from the leaves of a Malayan
plant, used in medicine, tanning, and dyeing.
Gam-bier Islands (gam/b&rOt a group of French
islands in the Tuamotu Archipelago, South Pacific:

area, 6 sq. mi.; pop., 1,600; chief island, Mangareva.
gam-bit (gam/bit), n. [Fr.; OFr. gambet; Sp. gambeta,
gambito, a tripping < gamba, a leg; LL. gamba; see

GAMB], in chess, an opening in which a pawn or other
piece is sacrificed to get an advantage in position.
gam-ble (gam'b'l), IM*. [GAMBLED (-b'ld), GAMBLING],
[prob. dial. var. of ME. gamen, gamenen; AS. gamenian,
to play, game; akin to G. dial, gammeln, gameln, to
sport, make merry; form may be influenced by gambol
(but cf. THIMBLE)], 1. to play games of chance for

money or some other stake. 2. to take a risk in order
to gain some advantage, v.t. 1. to squander or lose
in gambling (with away). 2. to bet; wager, n. an
act or undertaking involving risk of a loss.

gam-bier (gam/blgr), n. a person who gambles or is

fond of gambling; especially, one who makes a living

boSzh'), n. [Mod. L. gam-
, . a gum resin extracted from

certain Asiatic trees, used as a yellow pigment and as
a cathartic. 2. bright yellow.
gam-hoi (gam'bal), n. [earlier gambolde < Fr. gambade,
a gambol; It. gambata. a kick < gamba, a leg; see
GAMBIT], a jumping and skipping about in play; irolic.

v.i. [GAMBOLED or GAMBOLLED (-bald), GAMBOLING or
GAMBOLLING], to jump and skip about in play; frolic.
SYN. see play.

gam brel (gam'brsl), n. [OFr. gamberel; prob. < gambe,
leg; It. gamba, a leg; see GAMBIT], 1. the hock of a
horse or similar animal. 2. a frame shaped like a
horse's hind leg, used by butchers for hanging car-
casses. 3. a gambrel roof.

gambrel roof, a roof with two slopes on each side, the
lower steeper than the up-
per, which form the ridge:
also gambrel.
game (gam), n. [ME.
game(n), gammefy); AS.
imen;sddnto OFris. gamef

HG. gaman, etc.; IE.
base *ghem~, to leap joy-
fully, spring, seen also in
MHG. gampen, to leap; cf.

GAM, GAMMON], 1. any
form of play or wav of playing; amusement; recrea-
tion; sport; frolic; play. 2. a) any specific amusement
or sport involving competition under specific rules: as,
football and chess are games. 6) a single contest in
such a competition: as, he went to m basketball game.
3. a) the number of points requtued for wintung: as,
the game is 25. b) the score at any given point in a
competition: as, at the IjaM th&game was 7 to 6, 4 that
which is gained by winning; victory; win. 4: a set
of equipment for a competitive amuseniefitt: as,

CAMBREL ROOF
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toys and games are sold here. 5. a way or quality of
playing in competition; as, that halfback plays a good
game. 6. any test of skill, courage, or endurance: as,
the garni of life, 7. a project; scheme; plan; as, he saw
through my game. 8. wild birds, fish, or animals
hunted for sport or for use as food. 9. the flesh of such
creatures used as food 10. [Colloq.], any object of
pursuit. 11. [Slang], a business or vocation, especially
one with an element of risk : as, the stock-market game.
lu. [GAMED (gamd), GAMING], to play cards, etc for
stakes; gamble. y*t. to squander or lose in gambling
(with away), adj. 1. designating or of wild birds!
fish, etc. hunted for sport or for use as food. 2. [Colloq I
a) plucky; courageous* b) having enough spirit or en-
thusiasm; ready: as, he's game for anything.
big game, 1. large wild animals, as gorillas, elephants
lions, etc., hunted for sport; hence, 2. [Slang], any
important objective difficult or dangerous to pursue.

die game, to die bravely and still fighting.
make game of, to make fun of; make the butt of jokes,

1. to act according to the
2. to behave as fairness or

teasing, etc.; ridicule.

play the game, [Colloq,],
rules of a game; hence,
custom requires.
the game is up, all chances for a successful completion
are gone: said of enterprises involving risk or danger

game (gam), adj. [also dial, gammy; ? < Fr. dial.
gambi, toping], [Colloq.], lame or injured: said espe-
cially of a leg.
game bag, a bag to hold game killed by a hunter.
game-cock (gam/kok'), n. a specially bred rooster
trained tor cocknghting.
game fowl, any of a breed of fowl trained for cock-
nghting.
game-keeper (gam'kep'gr), n. a person employed to
take care of game birds and animals on public lands
or private estates, to prevent poaching, etc.

game laws, laws regulating hunting and fishing in
order to preserve game.
game-ly (gamli), adv. in a game, or plucky, manner.
game-ness (gam/nis), n. a game, or plucky, quality.
game-some feam'sQm), adj. [ME. gamsum; see GAME
(play) & -SOME], playful; sportive; frolicsome; merry.
game ster (gam'ster), n. [game, n. -f -ster], a gambler.
gam-e-tanjgi-um (gam'i-taa'ji-om), n. {pi, GAMETANGIA
(-e)], [Mod. L.; see GAMETO- & ANGIO-], in botany, that
part of a plant in which the gametes are produced.
gam-ete (gam'et, go-met'), n. [Mod. L. garnet* < Gr.
gamete, a wife < gamein, to marry < garnos, marriage],
a reproductive cell that can unite with another similar
one to form the ceH that develops into a new individual:
see also zyftote.

ga-met-ic (ga-met'ik), adj. of, or having the nature of,
a gamete or gametes.
ga-meto- (ga-me'to, gs-me'ta), a combining form
meaning gamete, as in gametophore, gametophyte.
game to phore (ga-me't9-f6r', ga-me't^-forO, n. [ga-
meto- -f- -fhore],

tnat part of a plant bearing the organs
that produce gametes,
ga me-to-phvte (ga-me'to-fitO, n. [gameto- 4- -phyte],
the gamete-bearing phase of a plant in the alternation
of generations: ^tinguished from sporophyte.
game warden, sta official in charge of enforcing the
game laws in a certain area.

gam-ic (gam'ik), adj\ [< Gr. gamos, marriage; + -*d,
in biology, 1. sexual 2. that can develop only after
fertilization.

gam-Hy (gam/a-li), adv. in a gamy manner; pluckily.
gam in (gam'in), n. [FrJ, a homeless or neglected child
left to roam the streets; street urchin; street Arab.
garni ness (gam/i-nis) , n. the quality of being gamy.
gam-ing (gam'ifl), . the playing of games of chance
for stakes; gambling.
gam-ma (gam's), n. [ME.: L.; Gr. < Serau; cf. Heb.
gimel, akin to gam&l, camel], 1. the third letter of the
Greek alphabet (J?, y), corr-espo^ding to English G,
g: see alphabet, table. 2. ttie symbol for the third in
any series* 3. a micrograni.
gam ma-di-on (go-ma'di-an). n. [pi. GAMMADIA (-a)],
[MGr.v dim* < Gr. gamma], a figure made by four
capital gammas radiating from a center; especially,
such, a figure in the form of a swastika.
gamma globulin, that fraction of blood serum which
contains most antibodies: it has been used since 1951
in experimental inoculation against poliomyelitis,
gamma rays, one; of the three kinds of rays emitted by
radf active; substances: they ae similar to X rays, twt
shorter fet wave length:

1 see alpha <r*m belt* rays. , ,

gam-mer (gam'Sr), n. [altered < godmother], an. old
womany .especially one tuom tihe cotantcy* wtea* used
contemptuous!^! or, humorous^ : see alga

'

gam-mon (gam'an), n. FONouta.

GAMOPETALOUS
FLOWER

(morning glory)

. ( ,

Jth)0 hanrof a hog, -or

'cared, '! ,'/''," M

gam-mon (garn'w), n. [MR. gammen, form of game(n};
see GAME (play)}, in backgammon, a victory in which
the winner gets rid of all his men before his opponent
gets rid of any. v.t. to defeat by scoring a gammon.
gam mon (garn'oo), v.t, [? gammon (bacon) with ref.
to tying up], to lash (the bowsprit) to the stem of a
vessel.

gam-mom ^(gain'an), n. & inter], [psrob. < gammon
(bacon) with jocular allusion, but influenced by gam-
mon (game)], ]C0Uop;.I nonsense intended to deceive;
humbug, v.t. & VM (ColloqJ, to talk humbug (to).
gam-o- (gam7

, gam'aj, f< Gr. gamos, marriage), a
combining form meaning: 1. sexually united, as in
gamogenesis. 2. joined, as in gamosepalous.

gani-o-gen-e-sis (gam's-jenfa-sis), n. [gamo- -f -genesis],
reproduction by the uniting of gametes; sexual re-
production.

gam-0-pet-al.oiis (gamVpet'1-ss), adf. [gamo- 4- pet-
ahus], having the petals united
so as to form a tubelike corolla.

gam-o-sep-al ous (gamVsep'l-
as), adj. [gamo- -f -sepalous]*
having the sepals united.
-ga-mous (ga-mss), f < Gr. gamos,
marriage], a combining form
meaning marrying, uniting sex-
ually, as in heterogamous, polyg-
amous.
gamp (ganip), n. [in allusion to
the umbrella of Mrs. Sairey
Gamp in Dickens' Martin Chuz-
ztewtt], a large umbrella, espe-
cially one that is bulky or awk-
wardly wrapped.

gani-ut (gam'at), n. [ML. gamma
ut; gamma, the gamut, name used by Guido d'Arez&o
for the lowest note of his scale < Gr. gamma, third
letter of the Gr. alphabet -f ut < L. ut, that, used as a
musical note, taken from a medieval song whose
phrases began on successive ascending major tones*
Ut queant laxis #sonare fibris, M*ra gestorum .Famuli
tuqram, SoZve polluti Labii reatum, Sancte /ohannes]
1. in music, a) the lowest note of the medieval scale,w~""v

'^iding to modem G below middle C. d) the
! medieval scale,

c} the entire series of recog-
. notes in modern music, d) any complete musical

scale, especially the major scale. 2. the entire range
or extent of anything: as, she ran the gamut of emotions.
SYN. see range,

gam-y (gam'i), adj. [GAMMER (-i-Srt, GAMIEST (4-tst)i
1. having a strong, tangy flavor uke that of cooked
game; hence, 2. strong in smell or taste; sllgfitty
tainted. 3. plucky; Hgh-spMted.
-gamv (g9-mi), [Gr. -gamia < gamos, inarriage), a
combining form meaning marriage, sexual union, as in
polygamy.
gan fean), past tense of gin (to begin).
Gand (g&w), n. Ghent: the French name.
gan-der (gan^deV), n, [MB.: AS. gan(d)ra; akin to G.
dial., D. r LG. gander, all with inserted -d; for the base
*gans~, cf. G. gans, GOOSE], 1. a male goose. 2. a
stupid or silly fellow. 3. [Slang], a look: chiefly in the
phrase take a gander.
Gan-dhi, Mo-han-das Ka-ranvchand (mo'han-daV
kQ-rsm-chund'gan'di; Engjgan'di), 1S69-1948; Indian
nationalist leader and social reformer; assassinated:
called Mahatma Gandhi.
Gan dhi ism (gan'di-iz'm, jgan'di-iz'm), n. the political
theories of Gandhi, especially Ms theories of passive
resistance and civil disobedience to achieve reform.
gan dv dancer (gan'Ji), [? < gander: from the worker's
gait in using a tamping bar along a railroad track];
rSlang], a worker, in a railroad section gang.
Gand zha (gSaftaj, n Kirovabad: a former name.
ga-nef (gS'riaf), n. [see GANOV], a tiiief.

gang (garj), n. [ME.; AS. j

of gangan (see GANG
"

niay be influenced by ,..... ^
band; ong. sense survives in gangway], 1. a group of
people associated together in some way; specifically,
a) a group of workers directed by a foreman. 5) an
organized group of criminals, c} a squad of convicts
aft work. o> a group of children or youths from the
same; nekhborhood banded together for social reasons.
2. a set oflike tools or machines designed or arranged to
work together: often used attributively, as, a gang
plow. v.L to form a jjang; be associated in a gang
(often with. up), v.t. [Collect.], to attack as a gang.

. gang up on, [Slang], to attack or oppose as a group.
gang (gag), v.i. [AS. gangan < IE. base *$hengh~, to
step, seen also in ON. ganga, Gothi gaggan, to go (see~ N1

,[Scot.J!r to go; walk.

or* (gagfSr), n. a foreman of a ,gang of workers,
es (gan^ez), ru a river in northern India, flowing

e; lot 's& IMten, tS6l, look; oU, out; up, tlsef fflr; get; joy; yet; chia;MM i in
1

,sanity, o in comply, u in focus?
'
as in able (S'bl) ; Fr,

3. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. ,x-xii. $ foueiga;
*
hypothetical; < d
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from the Himalaya Mountains into the Bay of Bengal;
length, 1,550 mi.

gan-gli- (gar/gli), ganglio-.
gan-gli-a {garj'gli-a}, n. plural of ganglion.
gan-gli-ate (gan'gk-it), adj. ganjghated.
gan-gli-at ed (gar/gli-a'tid), adj. having ganglia.

gan-gling (gar/gEn), adj. [form suggests ppr. < *gangle,
to keep going < gang, v. + -le, freq. suffix], thin, tall,

and awkward; of loose, lanky build; spindling.

gan-gli-o- (gar/gli-6, gan'gli-s), a combining form

meaning ganglion, as in gangltoplexus.
gan-gli-on (gar/gli-an), n. [pi. GANGLIA (-a), GANGLIONS
(-9nz)] t [LL7. < Gr. ganghon, tumor], 1. a mass of

nerve cells serving as a center from which nerve

impulses are transmitted. 2. a center of force, energy,

activity, etc. 3. a small tumor growing on a tendon.

gan-gli-on-ic (garj'gli-on'ik), adj. oft or having the

nature of, a ganglion. _

gan-gli oplex-us (gan'gli-o-plek'sas), n. a network of

nerve fibers in a ganglion.
gan gly (garj'gli), adj. gangling.
an-lank fearlark n. ggang-p
"act of goi

. .

plarjk ), n. [gang (in obs. sense of
, .

; see GANG, a group) -f- plank], a narrow,
movable platform forming a bridge by which to board
or leave a ship.

gang plow, a plow with a number of shares fastened

gan-grene (gar/gren), n. [OFr.; L. gangraena; Gr.

gangraina < grainein, to gnaw, eat], decay of tissue

in a part of the body when the blood supply is ob-
structed by injury, disease, etc. v.t. [GANGRENED
(-grend), GANGRENING], to cause gangrene in. y.i. to

develop gangrene; decay.
gan gre-nous (gaij'gri-nss), adj. of or having gangrene.
gang-star (gar/ster), n* 1. a member of a gang,
especially ofa gang of criminals ; hence, 2. any criminal
or tough.
gangue (garj), n. [Fr.; G. gang, metallic vein, passage],
the commercially worthless minerals associated with
economically valuable metallic minerals in a deposit;
matrix: also spelled gang.
gang-way (gai/wa'), n. [AS. gangweg, thoroughfare
(see GANG, in obs. sense "a going" & WAY)], a passage-
way or sjjace through which^ to Center, leave, or go
past; specifically, a) an opening in a ship's side for

loading and unloading freight or for passengers. b) a
gangplank, c) an accommodation ladder, d} a passage-
way between rows of seats, e) the aisle across the
British House of Commons. /) a main level in a mine.
g) an incline for logs, leading from the water to a saw
mill, interj. make room I clear the way I

gan-is-ter (gan'is-te*r), n. [G. dial, ganster; MHG.
ganster, ganeister, a spark], a hard, siliceous rock some-
times found underlying coal beds or produced syntheti-
cally, used for lining metallurgical furnaces.

gan net (gan'it), n. (/. GANNETS (-its), GANNET; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME. ganat, gante; AS. ganot, solan
goose, fit., a gander; akin to D. gent, OHG. ganazzo,
gander; for IE. base see GOOSE; cf. GANDER], any of
several varieties of large, white, web-footed water
birds, related to the herons and somewhat resembling
peHcans: they nest on the rocks in northern seas.

gan-old (gan'oid), adj. [Fr. ganoide < Gr. ganos,
brightness; + -0*0), of a group of fishes that are covered
by rows of hard, glossy, enameled scales or plates:
the group includes the sturgeons, gars, bowfins, and
paddlefishes. n. a ganoid fish.

ga-nov (ga'naf), n. [Yid. < Heb.], a thief: also spelled
ganef, ganof, gonof, gonoph, etc.

gant-let (gfcnt'Ht, gantlit), n. [earlier gantlope; Sw.
gatlopp, a running down a lane < gata, street or lane
+ h>Pft a course or run], 1. a former military punish-
ment in which the offender had to run between two
rows of men who struck him with clubs, etc. as he
passed. 2. a series of troubles or difficulties. 3. a
section of railroad track over a narrow passage where
two lines of track overlap, one rail of each line being
within the rails of the other. v.t. to overlap (railroad
tracks) so as to make a gantlet. Also spelled gauntlet,
run the gantlet, 1. to be punished by means of the
gantlet; hence, 2. to proceed or act while under
attack from both sides, as by criticism, gossip, etc.

gant-let (g6nt'lit, gant'lit), n. a glove: see gauntlet,
gan-try (gan'tri), n. [pi. GANTRIES (-triz)], [altered <
OFr. gantier, chantier; L. canterius, cantherius, beast of
burden, trellis, rafter; Gr. kanthelios, a pack ass <
kanthon, of same meaning], 1. a frame on which
barrels can be set horizontally. 2. a framework
supported at each end so that it spans* a distance,
used for carrying a traveling crane or displaying rail-
road signals. Also gauntry.
Gan-y-mede (gan's-med'), n. [L. Ganymedes: Gr. Gan-
ymgd$s], 1. in Greek mythology, a beautiful youth
carried off by Zeus to be the cupbearer to th gods.
2. one of the satellites of the planet Jupiter.

1 1
(jaT), n. a jail: British spelling.
er (jal'Sr), n. a jailer: British spelling.

gap (gap), n. [ME. gappe; ON. gap < gapa, to yawn,
gapej, 1. a hole or opening, as in a wall or fence,
made by breaking or parting; breach. 2. a mountain
pass, cleft, or ravme, 3. an interruption of continuity;
blank space; hiatus; lacuna. 4. a distance or differ-
ence between ideas, natures, etc.: as, there is a gap
between his thinking and mine, v.t* [GAPPED (gapt),
GAPPING], to make an opening in; breach.

gape (gap), lu. [GAPED (gapt), GAPING], [ME. gapen <
Orf. gapa, to yawn, gape], 1. to open the mouth wide,
as in yawning or hunger. 2. to stare with the mouth
open, as in wonder or surprise. 3. to open or be opened
wide, as a chasm, n. 1. the act of gaping; specifically,
a) an open-mouthed stare, fy a yawn. 2. a wide gap
or opening. 3. in zoology, the measure of the widest
possible opening of a mouth or beak. SYN. see look,
the gapes, 1. a disease of poultry and birds, charac-
terized by gaping: see gapeworm. 2. a fit of yawning.

gape-worm (gap'wurm'), n. a parasitic roundworm
infesting the larger respiratory passages of young
poultrv and causing the gapes.

S^P*y (gap'i), crdjf. having the gapes.
gar (gar), n. [pi. GAR, GARS (garz) ; see PLURAL, n, D, 2],

[ME.: AS. gar, a spear: so called from the pointed
snout], any of a group of marine and fresh-water
ganoid fishes characterized by elongated bodies covered
with very hard scales, long beaklike snouts, and many
sharp teeth: also called garfish, needlefish.

G.A.K., Grand Army of the Republic.
ga rage (g9-razh', gs-raj'; Brit, gar'ij), n. [Fr. < garer,
to protect, preserve; Pr. garar; prob. < Frank, waron*
to watch, protect], 1. a shelter or storage place for
an automobile or automobiles. 2. a business establish-
ment where automobiles are stored, repaired, washed,
greased, etc. v.t. [GARAGED (-razhd', -rajd'; Brit,

-ijd), GARAGING], to put or keep in a garage.
Gar-amond (gar'a-mond') n. a style of type based on
that designed by Claude Garamond, 16th-century
French type founder.
Gar-and rifle (gar'snd, gg-rand'), [after John C. Gar-
and (1888- ), Am. who invented it], a semiautomatic,
rapid-firing, .30-caliber rifle: the standard infantry
weapon of the United States Army in World "War II.

garb (garb), n. [OFr. garbe, gracefulness; It. garbo,
elegance < OHG. garawi, garwi, preparation, dress <
garawen, to prepare, dress < Gmc. *ganvjan < *garwo,
ready, seen also in AS. gearu (cf. YARE), ON. gqrr,
ready], 1. clothing; manner or style of dress, especially
as characteristic of an occupation, profession, or rank.
2. external form, covering, or appearance. 3. [Obs.],
style; manner, v.t. to clothe; dress; attire.

garbage (gar'bij), n. [ME., entrails of fowls], 1. waste
parts of food, as from a market or kitchen; animal or
vegetable matter that is thrown away. 2. any worth-
less or offensive matter: as, literary garbage.
gar ble (gar'b'l), v.t. [GARBLED (-bid), GARBLING], [OFr.
garbeler, grabeler; It. garbellare < Ar. gharbala < LL.
crtteUare, to sift < cribellum, small sieve, dim. of
cribrum, a sieve], 1. [Rare], to cleanse or sort by
sifting. 2. [Rare], to select the best parts of. 3. to
select, suppress, improperly emphasize, or otherwise
distort parts ^of (a story, etc.) in telling, in order to
mislead or misrepresent. 4. to conluse or mix up (a
quotation, story, etc.) innocently.

gar-board (gar'bSrd
7
, gar'bord'), n. [D. gaarbord <

garen (contr. of gaderen, to gather) -f- boord, a board;
cf. Fr. gabord < D.], in shipbuilding, the planks or
plates adjoining the keel: also garboard strake.
Jgar-con (gar'sowO* \$l- GARCONS (gar'so^OI. [Fr.],
1. a boy, youth, or young man. 2. a waiter or servant.

Card, Ro get Mar-tin du (rfc'zha/ mar'taw' dti' gar'),
1881-1958; French novelist; received Nobel prize m lit-

erature, 1937.

Gar-da, Lake (gar'da), a lake in northern Italy: area,
145 sq, mi.

gar-dant (gar'dsnt), adj. [Fr., ppr. of garder; see
GUARD, WARD], in heraldry, denoting an animal with
only the head turned toward the spectator: also spelled
guardant.

gar-den (gar'd'n), n. [ME. & ONorm. Fr. gardm <
Frank, gardo; akin to G. garten, AS. geard; see YARD,
GARTH], 1. a piece of ground for the growing of fruits,
flowers, or vegetables: it is usually close to a house.
2. a well-cultivated region; area of fertile, developed
land. 3. often pi. a place for pubEc enjoyment, planted
with trees, flowers, etc., and often having special dis-
plays of aninial or plant Hfe. v.i. to make, work in,
or take care of.a garden, lawn, etc. v.t. to make a

'

garden of. adj. 1. of, for, used in, or grown in a
garden; hence, 2. a) ordinary; commonplace, b) hardy.
Gar-den, Mary (gar'd'n), 1877- ; American! operatic
soprano, born in Scotland.
gar-den er (gard'nSr, gar'd

r

n-er) f n. 1. a person who
makes, or works in, a garden. 2, : a , ^person whose
occupation is gardening.

gar-de nia (gar-den'ya, gar-de^ni-s), n. [Mod. L,; after
Alexander Garden (1730^791)^ Ana. botanist], l f a
white or yellowish flower >w*tft fpagsaaife* waxy petals
2. the tropical tetee or shrub ota; which it grows,;;
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Gar-di-ner, Samuel Raw-son (r&Vn gard'nrf gar'd'n-
er), 1829-1902; English historian.

Gard-ner (gard'ner), . a city in northern Massachu-
setts: pop., 20,000.___

gar-dy-loo (gar'di-looO, n. [< Pr. *ar<? Vean, beware
(of) the water < garer.to beware < MHG. warm; cf.

BEWARE], formerly, in Edinburgh, a cry warning people
below that slops were being thrown from the windows
into the street.

Gar eth (gar'ith), n. [ME. < AS. Garraih; see GARRET],
in Arthurian legend, one of the knights of the Round
Table, a nephew of King Arthur.

Gar-field (gar'feld), n. a city in New Jersey, on the
Passaic River: pop., 28,000.

Gar-field, James Abram, 1831-1881; twentieth presi-
dent of the United States (1881); assassinated.

gar-fish (gaVfish'). n. [pi. GARFISH, GARFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], a gar.

gar-ga-ney (gar'ga-ni), n. [prob. < It. dial, gargandlo;
origin prob. echoic of the cry], a European water bird
of the duck family, living near fresh water and re-

sembling the American blue-winged teal.

Gar-gan*tu*a (gSr-gan'choo-s), n. a giant king, the
main character of Gargantua and Pantagrud, a social
and political satire by Rabelais (completed in 1552).
Gar gan-tu-an (gaY-gan'choo-an), adj. like Gargantua;
gigantic: huge* prodigious.

gar-get fer'git), n. [ME.; OFr. gargate, throat: prob.
< L. surges, abyss, whirlpool], 1. a disease of cattle
or swine characterized by swelling of the throat, etc.

2. an inflammation of the udders of cows, ewes, etc.

gar-gle (gar'g'l), v.t. [GARGLED (-gld), GARGLING], [Pr,
gargouiller < gargouule, throat, waterspout, gargoyle;
L. gurgulio, throat, windpipe], 1. to rinse or wash
(the throat) with a liquid kept in motion in the throat

by the slow expulsion of air from the lungs. 2. to
utter with the sound of gargling, vd. to gargle the
throat, n. a liquid used lor gargling.

gar-goyle (gar'goil), n. [ME. gargulie; OFr. gargouttle;
see GARGLE], l.awaterspout,
usually in the form of an
elaborately carved atinnal or
fantastic creature, projecting
fran the gutter of a building.
2. a projecting ornament (on
a building) like a gargoyle
in appearance.

gar-i-bal<di (gar'a-b61'di), n.
a woman's loose, high-necked
blouse with full sleeves, pat-
terned after the shirt worn
by the followers of Garibaldi.
Gar i bal di, Giu sep pe

Vbffl'di). 1807-1882;
,

Goo-zep'pe ga're-bal'de; Bog. garVb
Italian patriot; helped unify Italy.

gar ish (gar'ish), adj. fearlier gaurish; tffob. < ME.
gauren, to stare], too bright or gaudy; snowy; glaring.
SYN. see gaudy.

gar-land (gar'land), it. [ME.; OPr. gmrlande (Fxv g**r-
lande < It)]. 1. a wreath of flowers, leaves, etc.,

worn on the head or used as decoration. 2. an an-

thology of poems, songs, etc. 3. in heraldry* a wreath
of laurel or oak leaves, 4. in nautical usage, a) a band
or ring of rope used to hoist spars, b) a kind of net
used as a food bag. v.t. to form into or decorate with
a garland or garlands.

Gar-land, Ham-lin (ham'lin garland), 1860-1940;
American novelist.

gar-llc (garlik), n. [ME. garlek; AS. garleac; gar, a

spear -f leact a leek: from the spearlike leaves], 1. a
bulbous plant of the lily family. 2. the strong-smelKng
bulb of this plant, made up of small sections called

cloves, used as seasoning in meats, salads, etc.

gar-lick y (gar'lik-i), ad], having the smell or taste of

garlic.

gar-meat (gSr'mant), n. [ME.; OFr. gamement <
garnir; see GARNISH], 1. a) any article of dothing.

b) pi. clothes; costume. 2. a covering. v.f. to cover
-*ttfo a garment; clothe.

-ner (gar'nei-), n. [ME. gerner; OFr. gernier, grenier;

granarium, granary < granum, gjEain}, 1. a place
for storing grain; granary. 2. a store or acctumuation
of something, v.t. to gather up and store; deposit in

or as in a granary.
Gar ner, John Nance (nans gar'ner), 1869- ; American
statesman; vice-president ofthe United States (1933-
1941).

gar-net (gSVnit), * [ME* gemei: OPr. grenat; ML.
granatus, a garnet < granatns, having seeds < L.

granum, a grain, seed: from the resemblance to pome-
granate seeds;], 1. a hard, glassEke silicate mineral
of various colors: the most preciotts variety, used aft a,

gem, is of a deejj^ transparent red. Z. deep red;
" '"'

<< IX &anwt, kranoat.
formal^n^

gar-i
L. ,

tackle < Bret, garan, a crane], in nautual usage, a
hoisting tackle for loading ana unloading cargo.

gar-ni er-ite (ga^ni-eY-It'}, n. [after Jules Gamier, Fr.

geologist}, in mineralogy, an apple-green hydrated sili-

cate of magnesium and nickel.

garnish (g&i^nish), vt* (ME. gamischen < base of
OPr. garmr, gnarnir, mtrntr, to protect; prob. < MHO.
warnen, to equip oneself, pjrepare, protect], 1. to

decorate; adorn; embellish; trim, 2. to decorate (food)
with something that adds color or flavor: as, a steak is

often garnished with parsley. 3. in lawj to bring
garnishment m proceedings against; garnishee. n.
1. a decoration; ornament, 2. something put on
or around food to add color or flavor, as parsley or
nuts. 3. [Obs.], a fee; specifically, a fee formerly ex-
torted from new prisoners by inmates of English jails
or by the jailer.

gar-nish ee (gar'ni-sheO, n. [garnish, n. -f- -ee], in law,
a person who has money or other property of a de-
fendant in his possession, and is ordered not to dispose
of it pending settlement of the lawsuit, v.t. [GAR-
NISBEED (-shed'), GARNISHEEINGI, in law* a) to attach
(a debtor's property, wages, etc.) by the authority of
a court, so that it can be used to pay the debt, o) to
order (a person) not to dispose of the defendant's
money or property in his possession pending settlement
of the lawsuit.

gar nish-ment (gar'nish-mant), n. [garnish* . + -went],
1. a decoration; embellishment. 2. in km, a) a summons
to a person other than the litigants to appear in a
lawsuit, b) a notice ordering a person not to dispose
of a defendant's property or money in his possession
pending settlement of the lawsuit.

gar-ni-ture (gaVni-chgr), n. [Fr. < garnir; see GARNISH],
an ornament; decoration; ^embellishment; trimming*
Ga-ronne (ga

/
r$n,') n. a river in southwestern Prance,

flowing from the Pyrenees to the Gironde: length,
355 mi.

ga-rotte (gs-rof), n. v.t. garrote.
gar pike, a North American Fresh-water fish of the gar
family.

gar-ret (gai/it), n. FME. & OFr. garite, watchtower <
garir* to watch < Gmc. *warjan, to protect], the room
or rooms just below the roof 9f a house, especially when
unplastered and under a sloping roof; attic.

Gar-ret, Garrett (gar'it), [< AS. Garrath, lit., swift

spear < gar, spear -f- rathe, hrathe, quick, ready (see
RATHER); also < LG. Gerrti, Gerd, contr. < Gerhard;
see GERARD], a masculine name.
Gar rick, David (gar'ik), 1717-1779; English actor
and theater manager.
gar ri son (gar

/
i-s'n)t ru [ME. & OFr. garison < garir

(see GARRET, attic); meaning affected by association
with ME. & OPr. garnison, a garrison, provisions <
garnir

-

f to furnish (see GARNISH}], 1. troops stationed
in a fort or fortified place. 2. a fortified place with
troops* guns* etc.; military post or station. uX 1. to
station troops in (a fortified place) for its defense.
2. to place (troops) on duty in a garrison.

Gar-ri-son, William Lloyd %ar'i:s
f

n)j 1S05-1&79;
American editor, lecturer, and abolitionist leader.

garrison cap, a military cap with a round, flat crown
and leather visor: distinguished from overseas cap.

gar-rote (go-rot', ga-rotO, n. [Sp., orig., a stick used
to wind a cord < Celt.], 1. a Spanish method of
execution by strangling with an iron collar tightened
by a screw. 2. the iron collar so ttsed. 3. a cord, thong,
or length of wire for strangling an enemy outpost or

sentry in a surprise attack. 4. a) a disabling by stran-

gling, as in an attack for robbery; strangulation, b)

strangulation and robbery, v.t. [GARRQTED or GAR-
ROTTED (4d). GARROTING or GARROTTING], 1. to 6X6-
cute or attack with a garrpte or by strangling. 2. a) to
disable by strangling, as ixt an attack for robbery. 6)
to strangle and rob. Also garotte, garrotte.

'

gar-rotte (gg-rotO, it. & v.L garrote.
gar-rU'li-ty (ga-roola-ti), n* [L. garrulitas}, the quality
of being garrulous; talkativeness.

gar-ru-lous (gar'oo-bs, gar'yoo-las), ad/. [L. garrulus <
garrire, to chatter, prattle], talking much, often about
unimportant things; loquacious. SYN. see talkative.

garter (gar'ter), n. [ME.; ONorm. Fr. gartier < OPr.
garet, jaret, small of the leg behind the knee < Celt.;
cf. Bret* gar, garrr shank of the leg], 1. an elastic

band, or a strap suspended from an undergarment, for

holding a stocking in position. 2. [G-], a) the badge
of the Order of the Garter, the highest order of British
knighthood, instituted about 1344 by Edward III.

&) the order itself, c) membership in it. v.t. to bind,
support, or fasten with or as with a garter.
garter belt, a belt, usually of elastic fabric, with
garters suspended from it, worn by women.
garter snake, a small, harmless, yellow-striped snake,
common in North America.
garth (garth), n. [ME.; ON. garthr; akin to AS. geard

v tiSCl. look; ofl, out: up, flse, ffir; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
i&y, a in comply, it k/ociw;

* ds in able (syi); Pr. bM; . Be,
. G. dodi. Seepp x-xit. t foreign;

*
hypothetical; < derivd from.
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(se YARD)], [Archaic), an enclosed yard or garden.

Gar-y (jgSrn), [contr. < Garret; or < AS. *Garmg, lit.,

spear (oflbattk < !<% a spear -f wig < Gmc. *mga~,

battle; IE. base **-, to be bold, seen m L, tww, to

conquer], a masculine name. n. a city in northwestern

Indiana, on Lake Michigan: pop., 132,000.

gas (gas), n. [word invented by the Belgian chemist,

Van Hehnont (1577-1644), on basis of Gr. chaos,

chaosi 1. the fluid form of a substance in which it can

expand indefinitely and completely fill its container;

form that if neither liquid nor solid; vapor, 2. any
mixture of innammabfe gass used for lighting or

heating. 3. any gas used as an anesthetics, as nitrous

oxide. 4. any substance, as phosgene, intentionally

dispersed through the atmosphere, as in war, to act as

a poison or irritant. 5, [Colloq.], a) gasoline. JO
the

accelerator or throttle in an automobile, etc. 6. [Slang],

empty, idle, or boastful talk. 7. in mining, a mixture

of firedamp with air that explodes if ignited. v.L

[GASSED (gasd), GASSING], 1. to supply with gas. 2. to
_i j__ j-t.

* __o.:_^ ^ ~^~ i 4>*\ i+"fa/ir wtfVi <rao

.. [Slang],
i_____________

adj. of, using, or operated by gas: as, a gas range.

step on the gas, [Slang], 1. to press on the accelerator

ofan automobile, etc.; hence, 2. to hurry; move or

act faster. . .. . * .

gas bacillus, a rod-shaped microorganism that infects

wounds and causes gas to form in them.

gas-bag (gas'bagO, n- 1- a hag to hold gasf as in a

balloon or dirigiole. 2. [Slang], a person who talks

too much.
gas black, a dense carbon deposited in gas retorts.

gas burner, 1. a gas jet. 2. a stove or furnace in

which gas is used as fuel.

gas coal* soft coal from which illuminating gas is

.

Gas-co&ne (gas'kfinY). n* Gascony: the French name.

Gas-con (gasman), adj. [Fr.], 1. of Gascony or its

people, wlo were famous for their boastfulness; hence,

2. jg-1, boastful; swaggering. n. 1. a native of Gas-

cony. 2. [g-J, a boaster: swaggerer.
gas-coa^ade {gaVka-nSdO* n, [Fr gasconnade; see GAS-
OCM & -AD |T boastful or blustering talk; brag. v-i.

JGASCCMAJDKD (-id), GASCONADING], to boast or bluster.

Gas co-ny (gas'ksHii), ru a former province of south-

westetn France.
-6-Her (gasV

, kind
of chandelier with
branches ending in

gas jets,

gas engine, an en-

gine in which the

explosion of gas in
a evEnder drives
thepiston; internal-

gas-e-ous (gas'i-ss,

eas'Tas), adj. of,

having the nature
of, or in the form
otgas.
gas fittcc

1

, E person
wfcose workV in-

stalling and repairing gas pipes and fixtures.

gas fixture, a device that carries gas from the pipe
to a jet or burner.

gas furnace, 1. a furnace that distills gas from coal,
etc, 2. a furnace that bums gas as fueL

gas gangrene, gangrene in which gas bacilli cause
the diseased tassties of dirty wounds to become filled

with gas and m liquid discharge.
gash (gash), v,t. [earlier garse; ME. garsen; OFr.
sarser], to make a long, deep cut in; slasji. n. [ME.
garse < the v.l a long, deep cut.

gas-house (gas'hous*), m. a place where gas for heating
and lighting is prepared ; gasworks: used figuratively
to suggest slum areas, roughness, etc.

gas-i-fi-ca-tion (gasVfe-kl'shdn), n. a gasifying or

being gasified.
gas i form (gas'9-f6rm'), adj. inthe form of gas: gaseous.
gasify (gas'9-fiO, v.t. A luV [GASIFIED fEci'), GASI-
FYING], to change into gas.
gas jet, 1. a name of illuminating gas. 2. a nozzle
or burner at the end of a gas fixture. .

Gas-kell, Elizabeth Qeg-hom (kleg*h6m' gas'k'l),

1810-1865; English novelist
gas-ket (gas'kit), n. [prob. < It, gascfatta, a rope end].
1. a piece or ring of rubber, metal, paper; etc. placed
around a piston or joint to make it leakproof. 2. in
nautical usage, a rope or cord by which a furled, sail
is tied to the yard.
gas-kin (gas'kin), n. [contr. < galligaskins}, L fl.
[ObsJ, galligaskins. 2. the upper part of the hind leg
of a horse or similar animal.

gas-light rgas
/
lit

/

), n. 1. the light produced by the
burning of illuminating gas. 2. a gas jet or burner.

adj. of or characteristic of the period of gaslight
illumination: as, gaslight melodrama.

gas log. an imitation log in the form of a hollow, per-
forated cylinder, used as a gas heater in a fireplace.

gas main, a large underground pipe that conducts gas
into smaller pipes leading into houses, factories, etc.

gas-man (gas'man'), n. H>/. GASMEN (-menOl, 1. an
employee of a gasworks who regularly reads consumers'

gas meters to determine the amount of gas used.

3. a gas fitter. 3. in mining, a person whose work is

checking the ventilation and guarding against firedamp,
gas mantle, a tube of fabric treated with certain

incandescent metals and fastened over a gas burner
to give off light when heated by the flame.

gas mask, a device worn ovr the face to prevent the

breathing in of poisonous
gases by filtering them
out of the air.

gas meter, an instrument
for measuring the quantity
of a gas, especially of il-

luminating gas consumed
as fuel.

gas-o line,gas-o-lene (gas'-

l-en'.gas'T-^nO , n. [ <gas 4-

L. oleum, oil; 4- *t -*]
a volatile, highly inflam-

mable, colorless liquid pro-
duced by the fractional

distillation, or cracking, of

petroleum^and used chiefly
as a fuel in internal-com-
bustion engine&: also called

petrol (in England, etc.). GASMASK
gas om-e-ter (gas-om'a-
tSr) , n. [Fr. gazometre; see GAS & -METER], 1. a container
for holding and measuring gas. 2. a gas reservoir.

gas-om-e-try (gas-omVtri), n. the science of measuring
gases; especially, the determination of the amount of

a gas in a mixture.

gasp (gasp), W. [ME. gaspen, gays-pen; ON. geispa* to
i M _.L_.I.I__--_ -*_-*.

-.j JjjjT J~yawn7b/metattiesis < *geip-sa (c LG-. gapseri) ; akin
to gape], to catch the breath suddenly or with effort,

as in surprise or in choking, v.t. to say or tell with

gasps: as, he gasped out his story, n. a gasping;

catching of the breath with difficulty.

at the last gasp, 1. just before death; hence, 2. just
before the end : at tne last moment.

Ga8*pe* Peninsula (gas'pa
7
)* a peninsula in Quebec,

Canada, between the St. Lawrence River and the Gulf
of St. Lawrence.

gas shell, an explosive shell filled with poisonous or

irritant gas, used in war.

gas station, a place for the sale of gasoline, oil, services,

etc. for motor vehicles.

gas-sy (gas'i), adj* [GASSIER (-i-gr), GASSIEST
(4-ist)],

1. full of or containing gas. 2. like gas. 3. [Colloq.],
full of talk, especially pretentious or boastful talk.

gasateria-pod (gas'ter-a-pod') n, a gastropod.
Gas to-ni-a (gas-to'ni-a), n. a city in southern North
Carolina: pop., 23,000.

gastr-, gastro-.

gas-tralgi-a (gas-tral'ji-a), n.JMod. L.; gasfr- -f- -algia],

a pain in the stomacn or epigastrium.
gas-tree*to-my (gas-trek'to-mi), n. \pL GASTRECTOMIES
(-miz)], [gastr- -i- -ectomy], the surgical removal of

part of the stomach.

gas-trie (gas'trik), adj. [gastr- + -ic], of, in, or near the
stomach.

gastric juice, the thin, acid digestive fluid produced
by glands in the mucous membrane lining the stomach:
it contains enzymes and hydrochloric acid.

gastric ulcer, an ulcer of the lining of the stomach.
gas-trin (gas^trin), n. [gastr- -f -tnL a hormone that is

formed in the stomach and stimulates the production
of the gastric juice: it is now regarded as identical
with histeiine,

gastritis (gas-tri'tis), n. [Mod. L.: gastt- + ^is],
inflammation of the stomacn, especially of the stomach
lining. -

'

t

'

>

'

"t

gas-tro- (gras%5, gas^tr9),J< Gr. gaster, the stomach],
a combining form meaning: 1. the stomach, as in

gastroenteritis. 2. the stomach and, as in gastrocolic.

Also, before a vowel, gastr-.

gas-tro col-ic fgas'tro-kol'ik), adj. of or attached to
the stomach and the transverse colon.

gas-tro-en-ter-i-tis (gas'tro-en'ter-i'tis), n. (Mod, L.;
gastro* 4-, enter- -f -*^L an inflammalaon of the Hniag
of the stomaciai and the* intestines. \

'

\ ,

gas-tro-in-tes ti-nal (gas'tro-in-tes'ti-n'l), adj. o t%e
stomach and the intestines: abbreviated g.i., G.I.

gas tro lith (gas^tro-Htib.) w n. [gastro^ +
a stony concretion formed m th stos

gas-'tro^iipiiic^Cgas/ti^^nomO^i'ii^ .,,.,..
1

see/iGAsmoWMyL <% ,pejpsm ( itoy^Jbys
1

tjfa&^ti
discrJamnating taste f~-

JJ owmt *

gas-tro-nom-J
gas tro-nom-i
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GASTRULAE (-le') GAS-

gfls-tron-o-mist (gas-tron'a-mist), n. a gastronome.
gas-tron-o-my (gas-tron's-mi), n. [Fr. gastronomie; Gr.
gastronomia < gasttr, the stomach + nemei?t, to regu-
late < nomos, a rule, law], the art or science of good
eating; epiouiisxn.

gas-txopho-tog-ra-phy (gas'tro-fe-tog'ra-fi), n. a meth-
od of photographing the inside of the stomach by intro-

ducing a small camera into it.

gas-tro-pod (gas'tra-pod'), n. [gastro- f -pad[, any of a
large group of mollusks having one-piece spiral shells,
as the snail, limpet, etc., or no shells at all, as certain

slugs: gastropods move by means of a broad, muscular,
ventral disk. adj. gastropodous. Also gasteropod.
gas-trop-o-dous (gas-trop'a-das), adj. of or like a
gastropod.

gas-tro-scope (gas'tra-skop')* n. [gastro- -f -scope], an
instrument for inspecting the inside of the stomach.

gas-tro-scop-ic (gas'trs-skop'ik), adj. of a gastroscope
or gastroscopy.

gas-tros-co*py (gas-tros'ks-pi), n. inspection of the
inside of the stomach with a gastroscope.

gas-trot-o-my (gas-trot'a-mi), n. \pl. GASTROTOMIES
(-miz)J, [gastro- + -tomy], surgical incision into the
stomach, as for removing gastroliths.

gas-trO'Vas-cu-lar (gas'tro-vas'kyoo-ler) , adj. 1 . having
both a digestive and a circulatory function. 2. of

organs with such a dual function.

gas-tru-la (gas'troo-b), n.

TRULAS (-laz)], [Mod. L., aim.
< Gr. gaster, the stomach], an CELLS
embryo in the early stage of

development, consisting of a sac
with two layers, the ectoderm
and endoderm, enclosing a
central cavity that opens to
the outside through the blas-

topore.
gas-tru-la-tion (gas'troo-la'^
shan), n. the formation of a
gastrula.
gas-works (gas'wurks'), n. a
place where gas for heating and
lighting is prepared; gashouse:
see aashouw.

P GASTRULA

gat feat), archaic past tense of get.

gat (gat), n. [< Scand.; cf. ON. gat, sun. opening passage;
cf. also KA.TTEGAT], a narrow ship channel between
cliffs or sandbanks.
gat (gat), n. [< Gafling gun], [Slang], a pistol.

gate (gat), n. [ME. < AS. pi. type gatu of geat, a gate;
akin to OPris. jet, D. & ON. gat, opening (cf. GAT) ;

IE. base *ghed~, to void], 1. a movable framework or
solid structure, especially one that swings on hinges,
controlling entrance or exit through an opening in a
fence or wall. 2. an opening providing passageway
through a fence or wall, with or without such a struc-

ture; gateway. 3. any means of entrance or exit: as,

the gate to one's heart. 4. a mountain gap. 5. a
movable barrier, as at a railroad crossing. 6. a struc-
ture controlling the flow of water, as in a pipe, canal,
etc. 7. a saw frame. 8. a) the total amount of money
received in admission prices to a performance or
exhibition, b) the total number of spectators who pay
to see such an event. v*t. [British], to confine (a
student) to the college grounds.
give the gate, [Slang], to send away; get rid of; dismiss.

gate (gat), n. f< AS. geotan
tf

to pour], 1. a channel

through which molten metal is poured into a mold. 2.

the waste part of a casting formed at this channel.

gate-house (gat'hous'), n. a house beside or over a
gateway, used as a porter's lodge, etc.

gate-leg table (gatleg'), a table with drop leaves

supported by gatelike legs that are swung back against
the frame to permit the leaves to drop: also gate-

legged table.

gate-post (gat'post') , n. an upright post at the side of

a gate, either the one on which the gate is hung or the
one to which it is fastened when closed.

Gates, Horatiq (gats), 1728?-1806; American general
in the Revolutionary War.
Gates-head (gats'hed'), n. a city in northeastern

England: pop., 114,000 (est. 1946).
gate-way (gat'wa'). n. 1. an entrance m a wall, fence,
etc. fitted with a gate. 2. a means of going in or out;
means of getting at something.
Gath (gath), n. [Heb., lit., wine press], in the Bible,
one of the nvergreat Philistine cities: II Sam. 1:20.

gath-er (ga/fc'eX). v.t. [ME. gaderen, gethuren, etc.; AS.
gad(e}rian: akin to OPris, gaduria, D. gaderen; IE.
base *ghadh~, to unite, Join, seen also in (to)gether & G.
gatte, spouse, mate] 1, to cause to come togethef in

one place or group, 2. to get or colect gradually from
various places, sources, etc,,; amass; accumulate., 3. to

*

% pluckr or collect |>y niddng; call: as
? gather a

lowers, etc. 4. to get (an idea, impression,

etc.); infer; conclude: as, I gather that you disagree.
5. to prepare or coiect (oneself, one's energies) to
meet a situation. 6. to gam or acquire gradually: as,
the car gathered speed. 7. to draw (cloth) into fixed

folds or pleats. 8. to wrinkle (one's brow). iu. 1. to
come together; assemble. 2. to fester; form pus; come
to a head, as a boil. 3. to increase. 4. to become
wrinkled: said of the brow. n. a .pleat*
be gathered to one's fathers, to die,

gather up, 1, to pick up and assemble. 2. to draw
together; make more compact.
y?VC~"-gather is the general term for a bdbogiag of corning

together (to g&tfar scattered objects, people g&tkered at the
corners); collect usuaHy implies careful choice in gathering
from various sources, a bringing into an orderly arrangement,
etc. (he collects corns); assemble applies especially to the

gathering together of persons for some special purpose (assemble
the students in the auditorium); am&ter applies to a formal

assembling, especially of troops for inspection, roS caE, etc.

See also infer.

gather-ing (ga/F&virj), n. 1. the act of one that
gathers. 2. what is gathered; specifically, a) a meeting;
assemblage; crowd, b) a collection for charity, c) a
series of small pleats in cloth. 3. a boil; abscess.

Gat-ling gun (gatlin), [after R. J. Catling (1818-1903),
Am. inventor], an obsolete kind of machine gun con-

sisting of a cluster of barrels arranged parallel with and
around an axist designed to be successively discharged
when rotated by a crank.
Ga-tnn (ga-toonO. n. a town in the Panama Canal
Zone. 2. a dam near by: length, 1 1/2 mi. 3. a lake
formed by Gatun Dam: area, 164 sq. mi.

gauche (gosh), adj. [Fr. < MFr. gauckww to become
crooked, warped, nit. < Frank, walkan, to jyull, beat;
akin to Eng. walk], awkward; tactless; lacking grace,
especially social grace.

gau-che-rie (go'sha-re
7
, go'sha-flO ** Pr-t see GAUC&Ef,

1. awkwardness; tactlessness. 2. an awkward or tact-
less act or expression.
Gaucho (gou'cho; Sp. gou'cho"), n. Ipl. GAUCHOS
(-choz; Sp. -ch$s)], [Sp. f of S. Am. (Araucan) origin],
a cowboy of mixed Indian and Spanish ancestry,
living on the South American pampas.
gaud (g6d), n. [ME. gaude, gawde; a jewel, ornament;
prpb. < OPr. gaudir, to make merry < L. gaudere, to
rejoice], 1. a cheap, tasteless, showy ornament or bit
of finery; trinket. 2. pL showy gaieties.

Jgau-de a-mus (gfc'di-a'mas), n. [L., lit., let us be
joyful: the beginning of a famous medieval student
song], a merrymaking, especially of college students*
gauder-y (g6d'Sr-i), n. gaudy, or ostentatious, ap-
pearance, clothes, etc.; finery.

gaud-Hy (go*d
/f
l-i),

adv. in a gaudy manner.
gaud-i-ness (gdd'i-nis), n- the quality of being gaudy.
gaud-y (gdd'iju adj. [GAUDIER (-i-er), GATOIEST (4-ist)]t

[gaud + -y], bright and showy, but lacking in good
taste; cheaply brilliant and ornate.
SYN. gaudy applies to that

r
which is brigfctly colored and

gay, but inappropriately so or In bad taste (gaudy furniture) ;

tawdry is used of something cheap and flimsy that is also

gaudy (tawdry embroidery); garish implies a glaring brightness
of color and excessive ornamentation (garfsh 'wallpaper);
flashy and showy imply a conspicuous brightness and o!isplay ,

but flashy connotes that it Is offensive to subdued tastes (a

flashy sport coat), while showy does not necessarily connote
this (showy blossoms). ANT. subdued, quiet.

gauffer (gdf'gr). v.t. & n. goffer.

gauge (gaj), n. [ONorm.Fr. < the fj, 1. a measure;
standard measure or scale of measurement. 2. dimen-
sions; capacity; extent. 3. any device for measuring
something, as rainfall, the thickness of wire or metal,
the dimensions of a part being machined, the amount
of liquid in a container, steam pressure, etc. 4. any
means of estimating or judging. 5. the distance
between the two ra3s of a railway: standard gauge in
most countries is 56 1/2 inches: any larger gauge is

called broad (or wide) gauge, and any smaller gauge
is called narrow gauge. 6. the distance between the

parallel wheels on opposite sides of a vehicle. 7. the
size of the bore of a firearm, especially of a shotgun,
as determined by the number per pound of spherical
projectiles fitting the bore. 8. in building, a) a row of

shingles, slates, etc. >) the part of a slate or shingle
remaining exposed when laid. 9. in carpentry, a tool
for scoring a line parallel with the edge of a board.
10. in nautical usage, a) the position of a ship in relation
to another ship and the wind, d) the depth to which
a ship with a full cargo is submerged in water. 11. in

plastering, the amount of plaster of Paris used with
common plaster to quicken its setting. Abbreviated
G., g. (in senses 5, 6, 7, 10). v.t. [GAUGED (gajd),
GAUGING], [ME. gaugin; ONorm,Pr. ganger; LL,
*galicare, to gauge, ult. < *gal-, measuring rod < Celt.],
1. to measure accurately by means of a gauge. 2. to
measure the size, amount, extent, or capacity of.

3. to estimate; judge; appraise. 4. to bring to correct

in ago, e in agent, 'i in sanity, o in comply, ft in j

j,; tfcrPr, dc; ft G. ich; Ich, G. doch. See pp. f
'-**
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gauge; make conform with a standard. 5. in plastering,
to mix (plaster) in the right proportions, de]

*'---

on the required drying time. Also spelled gage,
see standard.
gaug-er (gaj'er), n* JAnglo-Fr. gangeom <
1. a person or thing that gauges; especially, an
who measures the contents or casks of liquor, etc. to
be taxed; hence, 2. a collector of excise taxes. Also

spelled ga&er.
Gau guin, Paul (pol go'ga0. (Eugene Henri Paul
Gauguin), 1848-1903; French painter; in Tahiti after

Gaul feol), n. 1. an ancient division of the Roman
Bmpire, consisting of Prance and Belgium, northern
Italy, and parts of the Netherlands, Germany, and
Switzerland: Latin name, Gallia: see Roman Empire,
map. 2. any of the Celtic-speaking people of ancient
GauL 3. a Frenchman.

JGau-lei-ter (gou'K'ter), n. [G.], the administrator of a
province or district under the Nazi regime.
Gaul-ish (gol'ish), adj. of Gaul or the Gauls, n. the
continental branch of the Celtic languages, spoken in
ancient Gaul.

gaul the-ri-a (gdl-tha/i-a), n. [Mod. L., after M. Gaul-
tkier, Canad. botanist], any of a widely distributed

group of evergreen shrubs, including the American
wintergreexL
gaunt tg$nt, gant), adj. [ME. gawnte beside later gant;
this sp. & the basic ME. sense "nicely slender" suggest
OFr. origin < gentr, elegant, as prob. in the early
surname, le Gant; ? sense change < merging with ON.
gandr, thin pole, via E. Anglian MB. dialects], 1. thin
and bony; emaciated; hollow-eyed and haggard, as
from great hunger or age. 2. looking grim, forbidding,
or desolate. SYN. see lean.

gaunt-let (gfintlit, gantlit), n. [ME. & OFr. ganielet,
dim. of gant, a glove < Frank, want, a mitten], 1. a
medieval glove, usually of leather covered with metal
plates* worn to protect the hand from injury in combat:
see armor, iHtis. 2. a long glove with a flaring cuff

covering the lower part of the arm. 3. the part of
such a glove covering the lower part of the arm.
Also gantlet.
taJfie up the gauntlet, 1. to accept a challenge. 2. to
tmdertake the defense of a person, etc.
throw down the gauntlet, to challenge, as to combat.

gaunt-let (gontlit, gantlit), n. a gantlet (form of
punishment) .

gaunt*let-ed (g6nt1it-id, gant'lit-id), adj. having or
wearing a gauntlet, or glove.
gauntry (gfin'tri), n. [pi GAUNTRIES (-triz)], a gantry.
gauss (gous), it. [after Karl F. Gauss (1777-1855), G.
mathematician & physicist], in electricity, a unit used
in measuring magnetic induction or magnetic intensity,
equal to one line of magnetic force per square centi-
meter.

GaU'ta-maJgou'tg-ma, gd'te-ms), n, see Buddha.
Gau-tier, Th6-o>i>hile fta'd'fel' go'tya'), 1811-1872;
French poet, critic, and novelist.
gauze (gto, n. [Fr. gaze; said to be < Gaza in Palestine,
where made], 1. any very thin, light, transparent,
loosely woven material' as of cotton, silk, or wire. 2. a
thin mist or haze. adj. made of or like gauze.

gauz-i-ness (Jgdz'i-nis) , n. the quality of being gauzy.*

/i), adj. [GAUZIER C-i-er), GAUZIEST H-ist)],
and transparent, like gauze; diaphanous.
~~tt tense of give.

.-*--- *-'
n* fr186 ^y ^ U -s - suggests D. or dial.

G. origin; ? ajdn to MD. gaffele, dial Eng. gaffie, a
fork, spur, lever; sense 2 < 1 via Freemasonry], 1. a
mason s hammer f9r breaking off the rough edges of
stones. 2. a

small; mallet rapped on the table by a
presiding officer in calling for attention or silence.-
gav.eMdnd Cgav'

f

l-kfnd'), n. [ME. gavelkynde, gavel-
kende (ong. Kentish) < gavel, tribute, tax, rent (< AS,
gafol < base of giefan; see GIVE) + kynde, kinde (see
KIND, n .)], 1. formerly, a system of land tenure by
which: (a) the property of a man dying intestate was
divided equally among his sons; (b) the tenant could
"&spose of his land by feoflEment at the age of fifteen:
(c) the land did not escheat upon the conviction of
the tenant as a felon. 2. a similar system of land
tenure still practiced in Kent an4 "Wales.

crocodile of India, with a long, slender muzzle.
"^

ga-vot (ga-vof, gav'ot), n. a gavotte.
ga-votte (go-votO, n. [Fr.; Pr. gavpto, dance of the
Cravots, Pr. name of people of Hautes-Alpes, France

'rv51tiie
-
dan<

I
e originated], 1. a 17th-century dahpehke the minuet,, but faster and liveHer,. 2. the music

for this, in 4/4 time., .

G.A.W., guaranteed annual wage.Gawain feS'win), n. [prob. < W. Gfratchmai; ? lit,
courteous]; in Arthurian legend, a knight of the Round
Table, nephew of King Arthur.
gawk ($6k), n. [prob. dial. var. of gowk, cuckoo, stupid
person, (< ON, gaukr, cuckoo); akin to synonymous'
?77*

fl

?T'" '9
ie

f

C5;Dt (aiP Plated by forms gartfytoand,
gallock-hand, left hand, is prob. illusory: cf: forms

golke, goilk of gowk], a clumsy, stupid fellow; simpleton.
tu. [Colloq.J, to stare like a gawk, in a stupid way

gawk-i-ly (gokVli), adv. in a gawky manner.
gawk-i-ness (g6k'i-nis), n. the quality of being gawky
gawk-y (gdk'i), adj. [GAWKIER (-i-r), GAWKIEST f-i-ist)]*
awkward; clumsy; ungainly, n. a gawk.
gay (ga), adj. [ME. & OFr. gai], 1. ioyous and Hvely:
merry; happy; light-hearted. 2. bright: brilliant: as,
gay colors. 3. given to social life and pleasures: as, a
gay life; hence, 4. wanton; licentious: as, a gay dog
SYN. see lively.

y ^
Gay, John (ga), 1685-1732; English poet and play-
wright; wrote The Beggar's Opera.
Ga-ya (ga'ye), n. a city in Bihar, India:

]

"aye:ty (ga's-ti), n.M. GAYETIES (-tiz);

105,000.

Gay-Lus-sac, Jo-seph Lou-is (zhd'zef' rwe'galu'sakO
1778-1850: French chemist and physicist.

gay-ly (gali), adv. gaily.
Gay-Pay-Oo (ga'pa'oo'), n. [< first letters of Russ.
Gosudarstvennoye Politicheskoye Upravlyeniye, govern-
mental political department], formerly, the state se-
curity .police, or secret service, of the Soviet Union
succeeding the Cheka in 1922 and succeeded by theXTW .._

i934:>aiso caned G.P.U., Ogpu: see MVD.
l'wirjzQ n. a trailing pink wilt

.

wildflower ofgay _ ^ w f
the easernlJnite& States and Canada.
Ga-za (ga'za), n. 1. an ancient city in Asia Minor, one
of the five royal cities of the Philistines: Samson died
there: Judg. 16:1. 2. (usually ga'za), a city in south-
western Palestine on the same site; pop., 20,000.
gaze (gaz), vd. [GAZED (gazd), GAZING], [ME. gazen
gasen; prob. < ON.; cf. Norw. & Sw. dial, gasa, to
stare], to look intently and steadily; stare, as in wonder
or expectancy, n. a steady look. SYN. see look.. . .

ga-ze-bo (gs-ze'bo), n. \$l. GAZEBOS, GAZEBOES (-boz)]
[said to be jocular formation (after L. videbo, I shall
see), replacing earlier gazing room but ? altered < an
Oriental word], a turret or windowed balcony from
which one can gaze at the surrounding scenery.
gaze-hound (gazlioundO, n. a dog that hunts by sight
instead of scent.

gazelle (ga-zel'), n. [pi. GJ
see PLURAL, n, D, l],!Fr.; Ar.

,

(-zelzO, GAZELLE;
it -ii

~ ' -' y, --'
,-

~-^L any of various
small, swift, graceful antelopes of Africa, the Near
East, and Asia, with spirally twisted, backward-
pointing horns and large, lustrous eyes.

ga-zette (gs-zet'), n. [Fr.; It. gazzetta < dial. (Venetian)
gazeta, a small coin, price paid for the paper; orig.,
prob. dim. of gaza, magpie], 1. a newspaper: now
used mainly in some newspaper titles. 2. in England,
any of various official publications, as of the govern-
ment or a university, containing announcements and
bulletins: abbreviated, gaz. v.t. [GAZETTED (-id), GA-
ZETTING], to publish, announce, or list in a gazette

gaz-et-teer (gazVteV), n. [Fr. gazettier, gazetier], 1. a)
a person who writes for a gazette. &) an official appointed
to publish a gazette. 2. [prob. after Eachard's use for
his geographical diet. (1693)1, a dictionary or index of

geographical names: abbreviated gaz.
Ga-zian-tep (ga'zi-an-tep'), n. a city in southern
Turkey: pop., 63,000 (1945): also called Aintab.

G.B.. Great Britain.

g-cal., gram calorie; gram calories.

G.C.D., g.c.d., greatest common divisor.

G.C.F., g.c.f., greatest common factor.
G clef, the treble clef: see clef, illus.

G.C.M., g.c.m., greatest common measure.
Gd, in chemistry, gadolinium.
gd guard.
GJX, 1. Grand Duchess. 2. Grand Duke.
Gdansk (g'dansk), n. Danzig: the Polish name.
gds., goods.
Gdy-nia (g'den'ya), n. a seaport in Poland, on the Bay
of Danzig: pop., 120,000.
Ge

Q'e, ge), n. Gaea; Gaia.
Ge, m chemistry, germanium.
ge-an ti cli nal (je^an-ti-kK'nl), n. a geanticline, adj.
of, or having the nature of. a geanticline.
geanticline (je'ari'ti-klinO, n. [Gr. &, earth; -f
anticline], in geology, a great upward folding of the
earth's crust, often several hundred miles inbreadth

gear (g&r), n. [ME. geare, gere; ON. gervi, preparation,
ornament; akin to AS. gearwe
(see YARE)]J 1. a) clothing j ap-
parel, b) originally, the clothing
and equipment of a soldier,
knight, etc.; ^hence, 2. appa-
ratus or equipment for some
particular task, as a workman's
tools, the rigging of a ship, a
harness, etc. 3. ^mechanics. V
a system of two or more toothed:
wheels meshed together so tjhat

'

1

passed on to ^he otheirs. b) a g
or gropefc wo^kto orde* r 'as, 1 ._ .

ajdjustmieiit; a|, figh gear is foir

GEARS >

i motion of one is
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eled by a bicycle with one revolution of the pedal.
v.t. 1. to furnish with gear; harness. 2. to adapt (one
thing) so as to conform with another: as, they geared
production to the new demand. 3. in mechanics, a) to
connect by gears, b) to furnish with gears, c} to put into

gear. v.L in mechanics, to be in, or come into, proper
adjustment or working order.

higfc gear, 1. in a multiple gear system, the arrange-
ment of gears providing the greatest speed but little

power. 2. [Colloq.], high speed.
In gear, 1. connected to the motor; in adjustment for

use; hence, 2. in order.
low gear, 1 in a multiple gear system, the arrange-
ment of gears providing little speed but great power.
2. [Colloq.], low speed.

out of gear, 1. not connected to the motor; not in

adjustment for use; hence, 2. out of order.
reverse gear, in a multiple gear system, the arrange-
ment ofgears providing reverse, or backward, motion.

shift gears* in a multiple gear system, to change from
one gear arrangement to another.

gear-box ^geVboks'),. n* 1. the unit consisting of the
transmission gears in a power-transmission system.
2. a case enclosing gears to protect them from dirt.

gear-ing (ger'iij), n. 1. a) the fitting of a machine
with gears. 6) the manner in which the gears are fitted.

2. in mechanics, a system of gears or other parts for

transmitting motion.
gear-shift (geY'shift

7
), n. a device for connecting any

of a number of sets of transmission gears to a motor,
etc., or for disconnecting them.
gear-wheel (geVhwel'), n. a toothed wheel designed to
mesh with another or others in a system of gears;
cogwheel: also gear wheel.

teb.,
geboren, [G.], born.

eck-o (gek'o), n. \$L GECKOS, GECKOES (-oz)], [Malay
gekoq, echoic of its cry], any of a group of soft-skinned,
insect-eating ^lizards with short, stout bodies, large
heads, weak limbs, and suction pads on their feet.

Ged-des, Norman Bel (belged'iz), 1893-1958 ; Ameri-
can stage and industrial designer.

gee (jg), inter/. A n. [Early Mod. Eng.; cf. haw], a word
of command to a horse, ox, etc. being driven without
reins, meaning "turn to the right!" or (usually gee up}
"go ahead I" v.t. & v.i. [GEED Ged), GEEING], 1. to

turn to the right. 2. to evade. Also spelled jee. Op-
posed to haw.
gee G*e)t interj. [euphemistic contraction of Jesus],

[Slang], an exclamation of surprise, etc.

Gee-long (je-16r)'), n. a seaport in victoria, Australia:

Geel-Vink Bay (khal'vipk), a large inlet on thenorthern
coast of Netherlands New Guinea.

geese (ges). n. plural of goose.

geest (gest), n. [LG. geesi, sandy soil < g&st, barren;
? akin to AS. gaesne, barren, destitute], in geology*
a loose gravel deposit not of recent origin; alluvium.

gee-zer (ge'zer), n. [< dial, guiser, a mummer < gwse],
[Slang], an eccentric old man, or, rarely, woman.

ge-fil-te fish (ge-fil'ta), [Yid.; altered < G. geftiWer

fisch < gelfullt, pp. of fullen, to fill + fisch, a fish],

chopped fish, usually a mixture, as of whitefish, pike,
andT carp, mixed with chopped onion, egg, seasoning,
etc., put into a casing of the skin, and boiled, often

with vegetables.
Ge-hen-na (gi-hen'o), n. [LL.; Gr. Geenna; Heb. g$-

hinnom], 1. in the Bible, the valley of Hinnom, near

Jerusalem, where refuse was dumped and fires were

kept continually biirning to prevent pestilence; hence,
2. a) a place oi torment and burning. 6) in the New*
Testament, helL

Gei-ger counter (gi'ger), [after Hans Geiger (1882-
1945), G. physicist], an instrument for detecting and
counting ionizing particles that pass through it: it con-
sists of a needleuke- electrode inside a hollow metallic

cylinder filled with gas which, when ionized by the
radiation, sets up a current in an electric field.

Get-ger-MtlMer counter (gi'gSr-mii'lSr), an instniment
simSar to the Gei&er counter but with an amplifying
system, for detecting and measuring radioactivity, f

Gei-gers Ggi'&Sr^ n^TraOioar^
-*^ ^ ^

measured by a Geigef teotaffitesr,

gei-sha w_

U[apan.]> a
girl.

Geiss-ler tube ^^ ,,,,,. . ^ ,--.-,-,- >-- .
-

1879), G; physicist wfeo'IteWwGteditfc, al^lass tube having
two electrode^ an4 containing a'jjJs rJ^M?"
trifiedi ta&es on a Itaynotte glowtf a

J

co|or
of the gas: usediin's^e'^ti^c^ppyl.'fetc.'

jl

l

l?
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gei*tx>*toc>^g*ai-l3fci.y '(gi%^"fnpgfo-|2}ii), in* [<o G^r. getton,^

. from another* of the same plant:

by a colloidal solution in its soEd phase: opposed to
sol. iwu [GBLLED (jeH), GBLLINGJ, to form a gel;
jellify: often used figurataTeiy.

gel-a-tin, gel-a-tine (ielVt'n)* n. [Fr. gelatine; It*

gelaiina < gelala* a jeHy < pp. of L. getare* to freeze],
1. ) the tasteless, odorless, brittle substance extracted,

by boiling bones, hoofs, and animal tissues* d) a similar

vegetable substance: gelatin dissolves in hot water,
forming a jellylike substance wfaen cool* and is used
in the preparation of various foods, medicine capsules,

photographic film, etc. 2. a jelly made with gelatin.

ge la-ti-nate (ji-lafn-Sf). -< * ** {GELATINATKI*
(-id), GELATINATING], to change into gelatin or gela-
tinous matter.

ge-lat-i-nize (ji-lat''n-!zO. *?* IGELATINIZED (-fzdOr
GELATINIZING], 1. to change into gelatin or gelatinous
matter. 2. in photography, to coat with gelatin. 0a.

to be changed into gelatin or gelatinous matter.
ge-lat In-oid fti-lat^n-oid', jelVt'n-oid'), adj. like ge-
latin, n. a gelatinoid substance.

ge-lat-i-npus (ji-lafn-os), adj. [Fr. gelaiinewx}* i. of
or containing gelatin. 2. like gelatin or jelly; having
the consistency of gelatin or jeHy; viscous.

ge la tion 0"el-a'shan, ^Vla'shsn), n. [L. gelaiio < j>p.
of gelare, to freeze], solidification by cooling or freezing.

geld (geld), v.t. [GELDED (-id) or GELT (gelt), GELDING!,
[ME. gelaen; ON. gelda* to castrate < geldr, barreni,
1. to remove the testicles of (a horse, etc.); castrate;
hence, 2. to deprive of anyttiing essential: weaken,

geld (geld), n. [ML. (DomesdayBk.) geldum < AS.
gield, geld, gyld, payment, tribute (akin to G. geld,

money) : for IE. base see YIELD), a tax paM to tiie

crown by English landholders in the tunes of the
Anglo-Saxon and Norman kings.
Gel-der-land (gel'der-bnd: D. khel'der-HntO, it- a
province of the eastern Netherlands: area, 1,940 sq.
mi.; pop., 1,034,000 (1947): capital, Arnhem.
geld ing (gel'din), n. [ME.; ON. geldingr],

1. a gelded
ajnmalT eswcially a horse. 2. [ArchaicJ, a eunuch,

gel-id (jel'id), adj. [L. gelidns < gelu, frost, cold; see

GLACIER], frozen; frosty; extremely cold.

ge-Hd-i-ty (ja-Kd/s-ti), n. the state of being geEd*
gel-se-rni-uni (jel-se'mi-Qm), n. |Mod. L. < It. gel-

somino, jessamine < Per. yasamtn; see JASMINE], 1.

any; of a group of twining shrubs. 2. the root of one
variety (yellow jasmine), used as a sedative.
Gel sen kir chen (geTzan-kir'Han), n. a city in West-
phalia, Germany: pop., 313,000.

gelt (gelt), alternative past tense and past participle
of geld.
gem (jem), n [ME. & OFr. gemme (AS. gim);*ls.
gemma,aswelling,bud,
precious stone], 1. a
precious or, occasion-

ally, semiprecious
stone, cutand polished
for use as a jeweL 2.

anything priced for
its beauty and value,
especially if small and
perfect of its kind.
3. a kind of muffin.
v.t. [GEMMED (jemd),
GEMMING], to adorn or
set with or as

a jellylike substance formed

_ CUTS OF GEMS
scmttra* completion], A, American (side view); B,
the second and supple- American (tog viw>; c, 20fch

mentary part of the century (toj|) TOMr)$*i>t briolette

Talmud, providing a
/ li-'.'i ";

commentary on the first .paiit (ism Misona).
gem-el (3em'01), n. [ME.; QsPr: < K semellits, dim. of

geminus, a twin], 1. in too^y, either o| two bars

placed together across a shield, 2. in mechanics, either
of two units, a& a boofc'aiwl lobp, together fonaing a
hinge: often use<l atfc^btttively, as gemel hinge.

gein-I-nate (jem's-nat'), fie?/. [< L. geminatus* pp. oi

to otoable <: gemmus, twin], gro^ang^ or
in pairs : coupled, v.t. (GEMJNAijBp) ^ifi)>

^__ Jfol, to double; arrange in paisrs,, i^.t^ to

ifaieooni dottuled or paired. ,

'

i^/
-

'

- ',

gem-i-na-tion (jem/Q-na'shsn), n; [L. geminaiio < pp.
of geminare; ste GEMINATE], a doubling; duplication;
especially, the doubling of a consonant or, consonant
SOtmd.' '

*

'
.

'

;'
, '.I*,',;

Gem-inl (jernVni'), ndL PL, twins^ * 1. ^inonthefn
constellation between Cancer and Tatiftus* eontaining
the stars Castor and PolteL represM^ as twm%
sitting together. 2. the iMfd siga f the zodiac (H
or D or K), entered by the sun about May 21: see

zodiac, illus. , ,

'

gem-ma Gem'9), n. B>L GBMMAK (-5)], [u.; cf. GEM], in

iMogy* 1, a fe;i; f 1J a btudlikiBi outgrowth wlnca ber

! ^i* Wte^- fife; $<*; !<3y ; yet;! cftoa:
'

ate; tftn,

a'/ocws;
8f

as fa Me (a*piy? FDS bAl^i
eiu t foreign; * hypothetical^

' "



gemmate 602 general store

comes detached and develops into a new organism.
gem-mate Qexn'at), adj. [L. gemmatus, pp. of gemmare,
to put form buds < gemma, a bud], Baring or re-

producing by gemmae. i;.i. [GEMMATED (-id), GEM-
MA.TIPG], to nave, or reproduce by, gemmae; bud,
gem-ma-tion (jem-a'shan), n. [Fr. < L. gemmatus,
pp. of gemmare; see GEMMATE], formation of or re-

prodtiction by gemmae.
gem-mlp-a-rous (jem-ir/er-as), ad/. [< L. gemma, a
bud; -f-^ ~parousL in biology, oi or reproducing by
gemmation; budding.
gem-mu-la-tion (jem'yco-la'shan), n. formation of or

reproduction by gemmules.
gem-mule (Jem'ul), n. [Fr.: L. gemmula, dim. of gemma,
a bud], in biology, a small gemma.
gem-my Qem'Q, fldf/. [ME.], 1. set with gems. 2. like

a gem; guttering.
gems-bok (gemz'bok

/
) n. [pi. GEMSBOK, GEMSBOKS

(-boksO; see PLURAL, n, D, 2J; [D.; G. gemsbock; gemse,
chamois -f bock, a buck], a large, South African ante-

lope with long, straight horns.
tee-mtit-lich (ga-mut'HH), adj. [G.], agreeable, cheer-

rait cozy, etc. : indicating a general sense of well-being.

-gen (jen PB), [Pr. -gene; Gr. -genes, born < base of

gignesthai, to be born, become; see GENUS], a suffix

used to form nouns meaning: 1. something that pro-
duces, as in oxygen, hydrogen. 2. something produced
(in a specified way), as in endogen.

Gen., 1. General. 2. Genesis. 3. Geneva.
gen., 1. gender. 2. genera. 3. general. 4. generally.
5. generator. 6. generic. 7. genitive. 8. genus.
gen-darme (zhSn'darm; Fr. zhaVdarm'). n. [pi. GEN-
DARMES (-darmz; Fr. -darm')], [Fr. < gens d'armes,
men-at-arms < L. gens, a people, nation + de, of, from
+ arma, arms], 1. formerly, a French cavalryman
commanding a squad. 2. in France, Belgium, etc., an
armed policeman; hence, 3. any policeman: humorous
or literary usage.

gen-dar-me-rie (zhaVdar-mer-i; Fr. zhan'dar'm're7),
n* [FrJ, gendarmes collectively; the police.

gen-darm-er-y (zhanMaY-mer-i), n. gendarmerie.
gen-der (jm'der), n. [ME.; OFr. gendre, with unhistoric
-tf- < L, genus, generis, descent, origin, translating Gr.

(Aristotle) genos; see GENUS], 1. in grammar, a) the
classification by which nouns and pronouns (and often

accompanying modifiers) are grouped and innected, or

changed in form, in relation to sex or their lack of it:

gender is natural when, as in English, Persian, and
Armenian, animate beings and inanimate things are
classified as masculine, feminine, and neuter (e.g.,

man, masc. ; woman, fern.
; tree, neut,) ; gender is gram-,

matical when, as in the majority of languages possessing
it, beings and

t things are classified according to re-

motely animistic, psychological, or formal associations

(e.g., Anglo-Saxon wif, German weib, woman, neut.;
Latin fiuvius, river, masc. [but flumen, stream, neut.};
Latin pints, pear tree, fern.) : English, now virtually free
from noun inflection, shows gender chiefly by pronoun
reference. &) any one of such groupings, c) any gender-
Hke system of classification, as the caste-system of the
Dravidian languages. Abbreviated gen., g. 2. [Colloq.],
sex.

ene (Jen), ft. [see -GEN], in genetics, any of the elements
hereditary characters are transmitted andby which hereditary

determined, regarded as a particular state of organi-
zation of tne chromatin in the chromosome, factor:

theoretically each mature reproductive cell carries a

gene for every inheritable characteristic, and thus an
individual resulting from the union of two such cells

receives a set of genes from each of its parents: see
dominant character, recessive character.

gen e a logical (je'ni-e-loj'i-k'l, jen'i-a-loj'i-k'l) , adf.
1. of genealogy. 2. tracing a line of descent.

gen e a logically rte'ni-s-loj'i-k'l-i, jen'i-9-loi'ik-K),
adv. 1. in a genealogical manner. 2. according to
genealogy.

gen-e-al-o-gist (je'ni-al'^jist, jen'i-al's-jist), n. a person
who studies genealogies or traces them.

gen-e-al-ogy (ie'ni-al'd-ji, jen'i-al'a-ji), n. [pi GENE-
ALOGIES (-jiz)J, [ME. genelogi; OFr. genealogie; LL.
genealogia,' Gr. genealogia < genea, race, stock (cf,

GENUS) -f- logos, a discourse < legein, to speak], 1. a
recorded history of the descent of a person or family
from an ancestor or ancestors. 2. the science or study
of family descent. 3. descent from an ancestor; pedi-
-gree; lineage. Abbreviated geneal.
gen-er-a (jen'Sr-a), n. plural of genus: abbreviated gen.
gen er able (jen'er-a-b'1), adj. [L. gtnerabilis], that
can be generated.

gener-al (jen'er-al, jen'rsl), adj. [ME.; OFr.: L. gen-
eralis < genus, generis, kind, class; see GENUS], 1, of,

for, or from the whole or all; not particular; not local:
as, a general anesthetic, the general welfare. 2. of, for,
or applying to a whole genus, kind, class, order, or
race: as, animal, vegetable, and mineral are the three
general classifications of matter. 3. existing or occur-
ring extensively; common; widespread: as, there is a
general unrest in the country; hence, 4. most common;
usual: as, what is the general pronunciation of that

word? 5. concerned with the main or over-all features;
lacking in details; not specific: as, these are the general
characteristics; hence, 6. vague; not jprecise: as, he
spoke in general terms. 7. senior or highest in rank:
as, the attorney general. 8. not connected with or
limited to one branch or department of learning,
business, etc.; not specialized: as, a general store.
Abbreviated gen., genl., g. (in senses 1, 2, 4, 8). n.
1. the main or over-all fact, condition, idea, etc.:

opposed to particular. 2. the head of a religious order.
3. {Archaic], the public; populace. 4. in military usage,
a) a full general: see full general, lieutenant general,
major general, brigadier general, General of the Army.
6) any general officer: a shortened title, c) in some
foreign armies, an officer ranking immediately below
a marshal. Abbreviated Gen. (as a title in all military
senses). SYN. see common, universal,
in general, 1. in the main; usually. 2. without specific
details. 3. with reference to all spoken of.

General American, the English language as conver-
sationally spoken by most people in the greater part
of the United States, exclusive of much of New England
and most of the South.
General Assembly^ 1. in some States of the United
States, the legislative assembly: abbreviated G.A. 2.
the legislative assembly of the United Nations.
General Court, 1. originally, a Colonial legislative
assembly with judicial powers. 2. now, the legislature
of New Hampshire or Massachusetts: the official title.

general court-martial, the most formal military court,
for judging the grayest offenses: it consists of five or
more officers or (since 1948) enlisted men, and can
impose the death sentence.

gen er al cy Gen'gr-sl-si, jen'ral-si), n. [pi. GENERALCIES
(-siz)j, the rank, commission, tenure of office, or
authority of a general.
general delivery, 1. delivery of mail at the post
office to addressees who call for it. 2. the department
of the post office responsible for such delivery.

general election, a final election to choose between
the candidates nominated in the primary elections.

general headquarters, in military usage, the head-
quarters of a commanding general in the field: abbre-
viated G.H.Q.
gen-er-aMs-si-mo (jen'er-al-is'Q-mo', jen'r&l-is'a-mo'),
n. \pl, GENERALISSIMOS (-moz')] t [It. supcrL of generate,

general; see GENERAL], 1. in certain countries, the
commander in chief of all the armed

>
forces. 2. the

commanding officer of several armies in the field.

gen-er-al-i'ty (jen'a-ral's-ti), n. \pl. GENERALITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. generalitt; LL. generalitas < L. generalis], 1. the
condition or quality of being general, or applicable to
all. 2. a general, or nonspecific, statement, expression,
idea, principle, etc.: as, he spoke in generalities. 3.

the bulk; main body, majority; mass.
gen-er-al'1-za-tion (jen'er-gl-i-za'shan, jen'ral-I-za'-

shan), n. 1. the act or process of generalizing. 2. a

general idea, statement, etc. resulting from this;
inference applied generally.

gen-er-al-ize (jen'er-ol-iz
7

, jen'ral-iz') , v.t. [GENERAL-
IZED (-izd')t GENERALIZING], to make general; espe-
cially, a) to state in terms of a general law or precept.
6) to infer (a general law or precept) from particular
instances, c) to draw, infer, or induce general principles,
etc. from, a) to emphasize the general character rather
than specific details of; make vague, e} to cause to be
widely known or used; popularize. v.i. 1. to formulate
general principles or inferences from particulars. 2. to
talk in generalities;makevague or indefinite statements.

gener-al-ly (jen'Sr-sl-i, jen'rel-i) f adv. 1. widely;
popularly; extensively; to or by most people: as, it is

generally believed that he is innocent. 2. in most
instances; usually; as a rule. 3. in a general way or
sense; without reference to details or individual cases;
not specifically. Abbreviated gen.
general officer, in military usage, any officer above a
colonel in rank.
General of the Armies, in the United States Army,
the honorary rank given General John J. Pershing on
his retirement from active service.
General of the Army, the highest rank in the United
States Army, having the insigne of five stars.

general paralysis (or paresis), see paresis,
general jjost office, the main post office of a city or
area having branch offices: abbreviated G.P.O.
general practitioner, a practicing physician who dpes
not specialize in any particular field of medicine:
abbreviated G.I*., ft.p.

gen er-al ship Oen'er-sl-ship', jenfral-shipO , n. [see

-SHIP], 1. a) the rank* commission, tenure of office,
or authority of a general. 6) the military skill of a
general ; hence, 2. skillfulness of directing or managing;
leadersh'

general staff, in military usage, a group of specially
trained officers who assist the cqmniander of a division*
or higher unit in planning ana sup>ervising military
operations: abbreviated G^S., g.s.

general store, a store where many sorts of merchaiio^Sfc
are sold.



general strike genius
general strike, a strike by the workers in an entire

industry or in aH or many of the industries in a com-
munity or country.

gen-er-ate Gen's-ratO, v.t. [GENERATED (-id), GENER-
ATING], [< L. generatus, pp. of generare, to beget,
produce < genus, generis, race, kind; see GENUS],
1. to produce (offspring) ; beget; procreate. 2. to bring
into being; cause to be; produce; originate. 3. in
mathematics, to trace out or form (a line, plane, figure,
or solid) by the motion of a point, line, or plane.

gen-er-a-tion (jenVra'shan), n. [L. generatio < gentr-
aius; see GENERATE], 1. the act or process of producing
offspring; procreation. 2. the act or process pi bringing
into being; origination; production. 3. a single stage
or degree in the succession of natural descent: as,
father, son, and grandson are three generations. 4. the
period of time (about thirty years) between the birth
of one generation and that of another. 5. all the

people born at about the same time or living in the
same period of time. 6. in mathematics, the formation
of a fine, figure, plane, or solid by the motion of a
point, line, or plane.

gen-er-a*tive (jen a-ra'tiv, jen'Sr-9-tiv), adj. [ME. gcn-
eratifl, 1. of the production of offspring; procreative.
2. having the power of producing or originating.

gen-er-a-tor (jen'a-ra'teY), n. [L.j, a person or thing
that generates; especially, a) a machine for producing
gas or steam, b) a machine for changing mechanical
energy into electrical energy : dynamoAbbreviated gen.

gen-er-a*tiix O'enVra'triks), n.
[fl.

GENERATRICES
(-er-9-tri'sez)], P-*-* fern, of generator], in mathematics, a
point, line, or plane whose motion generates a line,

plane, figure, or solid.

ge-ner-ic Q'a-ner'ik), adj. f< L. genus, generis, race,
kind (see GENUS) ; -f~ -ic], 1. of, applied to, or referring
to a kind, class, or group; inclusive or general: oppose^
to specific, special. 2. in biology, of or characteristic
of a genus. Abbreviated gen. SYN. see universal.

gener;i*caMy (ja-ner'i-k'1-i, ja-nei/ik-li), adv. in a
generic manner.
gen-er-osd-ty (jen'a-ros'o-ti), n. [ME. & OFr. generosite;
L. generositas < generosus}, 1. the quality of being
generous; specifically, a) nobility of mind; magnanimity.
b) willingness to give or share; being unselfish, 2. \pl,
GENEROSITIES (-tiz)], a generous act.

lances, etc, having the emblem of the Red Cross,
Geneva cross, a red Greek cross on a white background:
see red cross.
Geneva gown, a long. looer wide-sleeved black grown,
first worn by the Cafvinistic clergy of Geneva,
Gene-van (p-ne'van), adj. L of Geneva or its people.
2. having to do with the doctrines or followers of John
Calvin, who established a theocratic state in Geneva;
Calvinistic. n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Geneva.
2. a follower of Calvin.

Ge*neve (zha-nevO, n. Geneva: the French name.
Gen-e-vese (jen's-vezOi adj. A n. $ing.&pl. Genevan.
Gen-e-vleve den'a-veV, jenVveV), [Pr. Genev&ve; LL.
Genovefa; ? < Celt.], a feminine name.

1** A-**** /t AAV* JU4.A/|
also spelled Jenghiz

_ _______ w .._ ______________ ...

Mongol conqueror
Khan.

gen-ial (jen'yal^ for 1, jfrn-al), adj. [L. gettiaUs, of

generation or birth, nuptial < genius* guardian deity;
see GENIUS}, 1. [Rare], of marriage or generation. 2.

good for lite and growth: pleasantly warm and mild:
as, a genial climate. 3. cneerful, friendly, and sympa-
thetic; cordial and kindly; amiable, 4. [Rare], of or
characterized by genius. --SYN. see amiable.
ge ni al (ji-ni'sl), adj. [< Gr. geneion, a chin (< genys, a
jaw: cf. CHIN)

being genial: es
thetic cordiality.

: ^+ -cT[j having to do
ni-al'a-ti, jen-yal'a-ti), n. the quality of

do with the chin,

especially, cheerful friendliness; sympa-

generous <
' * "

v of

gen-er-ous (jen'Sr-es), adj. [ME. generus; OFr. generous;
L. generosus, of noble birth, excellent,

genus, generis, race, kind; see GENUS}, 1.

noble birth; hence, 2. having qualities attributed to
people of noble birth; noble-minded; gracious; not
mean; magnanimous. 3. willing to give or share; un-
selfish; bountiful; liberal. 4. large; ample: as, generous
portions. 5. rich in yield; fertile: said of land, soil, etc.

6. rich, full-flavored, and strong: said of wine.
Gen-e-see (jen'a-seO., n. a river in western New York,
flowing northward into Lake Ontario: length, 120 mi.

gen-e-sis (jen'a-sis), n. M. GENESES (-seVJ], [AS.; L.;
Gr. genesis, birth, origin < base of gignesthai, to be
born,, become; see GENUS], 1. [G-3 the first book of

the Old Testament, giving an account of the creation
of the universe: abbreviated Gen. 2. a beginning;
origin; creation; way in which something is formed.

-gen-e-sis (jen'a-sis), [see GENESIS], a noun-forming com-
bining form, meaning origination, creation, formation,
evolution (of something specified) , as in parthenogenesis.

gen et (jen'it, ja-net'), n. [ME.; OFr, genette; r~
"'~ ~*~

Ar. jarnayt], 1. any of a group of small, ^
animals related to the civet. 2. a) the fur of this animal.

6) fur made in imitation of this. Also spelled genette.

gen-ic (jen'ik), adj. of, having the nature of, or caused
by a gene or genes; genetic.
-gen-ic (jen'ik), a combining form used to form adjec-
tives corresponding to nouns ending in -gen or -geny,
as in endogenic, phylogenic.

ge-nic-u-late (ja-nik'yoo-lit), adj. [L. geniculatus < ge-
niculum, dim, of genu, knee], having a kneelike joint
or joints: bent like a knee.

ge-nie (je'ni), n. [Fr. genie; L. genius; see GENIUS, JINNI],
a jinni : spirit ; demon.

ge-ni-i (je'ni-!
/

), n. occasional plural of genius,

gen-i-pap (jen'i-papO, n. [Port, genipapo < the W. Ind.

(Tupi) name], 1. the brown, edible fruit, about the
size of an orange, of a certain tropical American tree,

2. the tree.

genit., genitive.
gen-i-tal Gen'a-tl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. genitalis <zen$-
itus, pp. of genere, gignere. to beget; see GENUS], of

reproduction or the sexual organs.
gen-i-ta li a (jenVtSl'ys, jenVtali-s), n.pL PL, short
for genitalia (membra)], genitals.

gen-i-tals (jen's-t'lz) , n.pL [< genital], the reproductive
organs; especially, the external sex organs. I

A*ti-i-ti*val (jen'a-tiVl), adj. of or in the geaMvescase.
foe (jen'a-tiv), adj. [OFr. genMf; L. getMouy, of

analogy with
_ .

, or origin, of

something. 2. of genetics. 3. gemc.
ge net-i-cal ly (ja-net'i-kl-i, ja-net'ik-li), adv. 1. with
reference to origin, beginning, or genesis. 2. according
to the principles of genetics.

ge-net-i-cist (ja-net/9-sist), n. a specialist in genetics;

Je-net-ics (jQ-net'ito). n,#lu {constrtled as sing.], 1<
genetic], 1. the branch ofbiology that deals with he-

redity and variation in similar or related animals and

plants. 2. the genetic features' or constitution of an

ge-nette (ja-net'f,' n. a genet (catlike animal) .

Ge-ne-va O'a-5'v), n. 1. a city in Switzerland, on
Lake Geneva.; pop., 124,000 : French name, Genhe. 2* a
lake between southwestern Switzerland And Franc*:
area, 225 sq. mi.: also called Lake L$man.

ge-ne-va (jd-n5'v*>; n |Dt .gwcetov'OFn tmtaht. funi^er
beery < &jumpcwst juaiperi ;gi(H<|tior>?BoEandpa.
Geneva bands, two linen strips hanging from the front
of the neck, worn with clerical or academid ogress.;
Geneva Convention, an international agreement signed
at Geneva in 1864, establishing a code for the care and

'In wartime, ',of .tsfee ^sick, !Wiotod,e4 t'ad''pis-
'iWNir

'protedioa 'of 'liospiijals*:
1

ambtt-

., w
, genitive case < genttus, pp. of genere* gignere, to

beget, produce; see GENUS* GENITIVE CASE], of or in the
genitive case, a. 1. the ^enitive case. 2.^

a word or
construction in the genitive cose* Abbreviated gen.,
genit., g.

genitive case, [after L. casus penUwus, lit., case relating
to birth, for "case of origin"; mistransl. < Gr. genii,
generic (case), (case) of genus < Gr. genos, genus], 1. in
Latm grammar, a relational case slwwn by inflection of

nouns, pronouns, and adjectives, chiefly expressing pos-
session (L liber Petri, lit., book of Peter, hence Peter's

book), material or substance (L. virga lauri, twig of

laurel) , and partition (L. pars mundi, part of the world) :

originally a generic case and almost adjectival in force,

2. in linguistics, loosely, any generic case with functions

resembling or tfiotiglit to resemble those of tlie Latin
genitive; specificallyt

in English grammar, the possessive
case, considered as adjectival by many linguists;

gen-i-to- (jen'd-td); a combining form meaning genital

and, as in genitourinary.
gen-i'tO'W-ri-iiaC'y, gen-i-to-u-rl-nar-y OenVtS-yoor'-
9-ner^i), adj. designating or of the genital and urinary
organs together; abbreviated g*u.

gen-ius (lela'yBS, je'ni-9s), n. W. for 3, 4f 5* 6 GENIUSES
(4z), for 1 & 2 GENII (jg'm-r)] [L*t guardian deity or

, spirit of a person, spirit, natural ability, genius < base
of xenere, gfynere, to produce; see GBNUS]. 1. a) [often
G4, according to ancient Roman belief, A guardian
spirit atwfined to a person at birth: tutelary deity;
henc, b) [often G-], the guardian spirit of any person,
place, etc. c} either of two spirits, one good ana one evil,

supposed to influence one s destiny, d) a person con-
sidered as having strong influence over another. 2. a

jinni ; spirit ; demon. 3. particular character or essential

spirit or nature of a nation, jxlace, age, etc. 4, natural

ability; strong disposition or inclination; innate aMEty
(with to or for) . 5 . great mental capacity and inventive
ability ; especially, great and original creative ability in
some art, science, etcv ;&,a person having such capacity
or abHitv. .SW. 'sefe' ifa|sdM< ' " '- ,'':'

'



genius loci 604 geochemistry
Jge-ni-us lo*ci Qe'm-Qt lo'si), [L,, lit., the (guardian)
spirit of a place], the general atmosphere of a place.

genl., general.
Gen-o-a (jen'o-o, ji-no

f
a), n. 1. a seaport in northwest-

ern Italy: pop., 649,000 (1947). 2. a former republic
of Italy. Italian name, Genova.

gen-o cide (jen's-sld'), n. [< Gr. genos, race, kind; -f

-cide: first applied to the attempted extermination of

the| Jews by Nazi Germany], the systematic killing or
extermination of a whole people or nation.
Gen o ese (jen'o-eV), adj. of Genoa, its people, etc.

n. {pi. GENOESE], a native or inhabitant of Genoa.
gen-o-type (jen'a-tip')t n- [< Gr. genos, race, land (see

GENUS); -f- "type], 1. the fundamental constitution of

an organism in terms of its^ hereditary factors. 2. a
group of organisms each having the same combination
of hereditary characteristics.

-gen-ous (js-nas), [-gen + -ous], a suffix used to form
adjectives derived from nouns ending in -gen, -geny,
meaning: 1. producing, generating, as in nitrogenous.
2. produced by, generated in, as in autogenous.

Ge-no-va (je'nfc-vaOt n. Genoa: the Italian n
.

Ge-no-va t

gen-re (zhan'ra; Fr. zhaw'r'), n. [Fr.; L. genus, generis;
see GENUS, GENDER], 1. a kind; sort; type: said of
works of literature, art, etc. 2. genre jpainting.
genre painting, painting in which subjects from every-
day life are treated realistically.

gen-ro (gen'ro
7
), n. (Japan., lit., first (of the) elders],

in Japan, formerly, a group of retired statesmen as-

sembled to advise the emperor: see elder statesman.

gens (jenz), n. {pi. GENTES (jen'tez)], [L., orig., that

belonging together by birth or descent < base of gignere,
to beget, produce; see GENUS], 1. in ancient Rome, a
dan united by descent through the male line from a
common ancestor and having both a name and reli-

gious observances in common. 2. any tribe or clan; es-

pecially, an exogamous group reckoning descent only
through the male line.

Gen-san feen'sanO, n, a seaport in eastern Korea:
pop., 67,000: Japanese name, Wonsan.
Gent (gent), n. Ghent: the Flemish name.
gent Cjent), n. [Slang], a gentleman; man: humorous

gent <jent), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. genitus, bora, pp. of
gignere, to beget, produce; see GENUS], [Obs.], 1. of

good birth and social standing. 2. pretty; graceful.
Gent., gent., gentleman; gentlemen.
gen-teel (jen-tel') adj. [< Fr. gentil (of same origin as
gentle &jaunty, but rebprrowed in 16th c.)] 1. formerly,
gentlemanly or ladylike; well-bred; refined; polite;
elegant; fashionable. 2. excessively, affectedly, or
pretentiously well-bred, refined, polite, etc.

gen-tian (jen'shan), n. [ME. genciane; OFr. gentiane;
L. gentiana < Gentius, Illyrian king who discpyered its

properties], 1. any of a large group of plants with blue,
white, red, or yellow flowers. 2. the bitter rpot of the
yellow gentian, used as a gastrointestinal tonic.

gen-ti-a-na-ceous (jen'sm-a-na'shas) , adj. [< Mod.L.
Gentianaceae, name of the family], of the gentian, family.

gentian violet, a violet dye used as an antiseptic and
as a stain in microscopy.

gen-tile (jen'til; for adj. 4 & 5, usually jen'ttt), n.
[< Fr. & L.; Fr. gentil; L, gentilis, of the same gens,
clan, or race; also, foreigner (in opposition to Roman),
pagan, heathen (in opposition to Jew and Christian;;
see GENTLE], 1. any person not a Jew. 2. formerly,
among Christians, a heathen; pagan. 3. among Mor-
mons, any person not a Mormon, adj. 1. not Jewish.
2. heathen; pagan.

t
3, not Mormon. 4. of a clan,

tribe, people, or nation. 5. in grammar, designating a
nationality or country: as, French is a gentile word.
Also [G-] for n. & adj. 1 & 3. SYN. see pagan,
gen tilesse (jen'tl-es'), n. [ME.; OFr. gentiL^ ^
gentil; see GENTLE], [Archaic], the quality of being
gentle, or polite; courtesy; good breeding.
gen-tiM-ty (jen-til'a-ti), n. [pi. GENTILITIES (-tiz)l,

[ME. & OFr. gentiUte; L. gentilitas < gentilis; see
GENTLE, GENTEEL], 1. originally, gentle birth; position
of a person of the upper classes. 2. politeness; refine-
ment; respectability: now sometimes ironic.

gen-tie (jen't'l), adj. [GENTLER (-tier), GENTLEST (-tlist)],
[ME. & OFr. gentil, noble, of noble birth; L. gentilis,

-

of the same gens, clan, or race (in LL. f of a good
family.) < gens; see GENS], 1. belonging to a family
of social standing; of the upper classes; of good birth.
2. having qualities considered appropriate to those of
good birth; refined: polite. 3. [Archaic], noble; chival-
rous: as, a gentle knight; hence, 4. generous; kind:
in the phrase gentle reader. 5. easily candled; tame:
as, a gentle dog. 6. kindly; serene; patient: as, a gentle
disposition. 7. mild; moderate; not violent, harsh* or

rou^h: as, a gentle tap, a gentle rebuke. 8. designating
a mild breeze, usually one with a velocity of no more
than 12 miles per hour. 9. gradual: as, a gentle slope.
n. 1. [so called because soft], the larvsa, of the blue-
bottle ny. 2. usually in pi. [Archaic], a person born
into a family of social standing, v.t. [GENTLED (-tld),
GENTLING], [Rare], 1. to make gentle. 2. to tame or
train (a horse). 3. [Obs.], to raise to the social status

of a gentleman; make a noble of. SYN. see soft.
the gentle craft (or art), 1. fishing* 2. [Obs.], shoe-

making.
the gentle sex, women: womankind.

gen-tie-folk (jen't'l-fok'), n.pl. people of good birth
and social standing: also gentlefolks,

gen*tie-man (jen'tl-nwn), n. {pi. GENTLEMEN (-man)],
[ME. gentHman (after OFr. gentilz horn); see GENTLE
& MAN], 1. a man of good birth and social standing.
2. a well-bred, courteous, gracious, considerate man.
3. a man in attendance on a person of rank. 4. often
in pi. any man: polite term, as of address. Abbreviated
Gent., gent. (sing. &* pL),
the gentleman from-, in the United States Hpuse
of Representatives, the member from (a specified

State).
gen-tle-man-at-arms (jen't1-man-9t-armz'). n. [pL
GENTLEMEN-AT-ARMS], in Great Britain, any of a group
of forty gentlemen who accompany the sovereign as a

guard on important occasions.

gen-tle-man-farm-er (jen'tl-man-far'mer), n. {pi. GEN-
TLEMEN-FARMERS], a wealthy man who owns and
manages a farm, but usually does not work on it.

gentleman in waiting, a man of social standing serv-

ing as an attendant for a king or prince.
gen-tle-man-like (jen'tl-man-llk')* adj. gentlemanly.
gen-tle-man ly (jen'tl-msn-li), adj. [ME.], of, char-
acteristic of, or fit for a gentleman; well-mannered.
gentleman of fortune, an adventurer; specifically,

a} a pirate. &) a cheating gambler.
gentleman's (or gentlemen's) agreement, an in-

formal, unwritten agreement secured only by the
parties' pledge of honor and not legally binding.
gentleman's gentleman, [pi. GENTLEMEN'S GENTLE-
MEN], a valet.

gen-tle-wom-an (jen't'l-woom'dn), n. {pi. GENTLE-
WOMEN (-wim'in)], 1. a woman of good birth and
social standing; lady. 2. a well-bred, courteous, gra-
cious, considerate woman. 3. formerly, a woman in
attendance on a lady of rank.

gen-tly (jen'tli), adv. in a gentle manner; specifically,

a) so as to be a gentleman or gentlewoman: as, gently
the manner of gentlefolk: as, gently bred..

lightly, tenderly, etc.: as, treat the
radually: as, the hill sloped gently.

GENTOOS (-toozOL [Port.

born, b) in

c) softly, mildly, _.__.

child gently, d) gradi .

Gen too (jen-tooO, n. {pi

fentto,
heathen, gentile < L. gentilis; see GENTILE],

. a Hindu, as distinguished from a Moslem of India.
2. the language of the Gentoos. adj. of the Gentoos.

gen-try (jen'tri), n. [ME. genterie, noble or high birth:

apparently taken as sing, of genterise, gentility of

birth; OFr. genterise, gentilise < gentil; see GENTEEL],
1. [Obs.], rank resulting from birth; especially, high
rank. 2. people of good birth and social standing;
especially, in Great Britain, the class of people ranking
just below the nobility. 3. people of a particular
class or group: usually humorous or disparaging, as,
the newspaper gentry.
ge-nu (je'nu), n. {pi. GENUA (jen'u-a)], [L., knee; for IE.
base see KNEE], 1. the knee. 2. a kneelike part.

gen-u-flect (jen'yoo-flekf). iu. [ML. genuflectere; see

GENUFLECTION], to bend the knee, as in reverence or
worship.

gen-U'flec-tion, gen-u-flex-ion (jen'yoo-flek'shan), n.

[ML. genuflexio < L. genu, the knee -f fleetere, to bend;
see FLEX], a genuflecting, as in reverence or worship.

gen-u-ine (jen'u-in), adj. [L. genuinus, orig., inborn,
native, hence authentic, genuine < base of gignere, to
be born; see GENUS], 1. of the original stock; pure-
bred. 2. really being what it is said to be; actually
coming from the alleged source or origin; real; true:

authentic; not counterfeit or artificial. 3. sincere and
frank; hpnest and forthright. SYN. see authentic,

ge-nus O'e'nas), n. [pi. GENERA (jen'er-o), sometimes
GENUSES (je'nas-izOjT [L., birth, origin, race, species,
kind, class < IE. base *gen-, *$ene-, *gend~, to beget,
produce, seen also in L. gignere, to beget; Gr. genos,
race, gignesthai, to be born: G. kind, child; AS. (ge)cynd,
kind, cennan, to beget; also, with loss of initial g- in
L. tiascor, to be bom, nahcra, nature], 1. a class:

kind; sort. 2. in logic, any class of things made up of
subordinate classes, or species. 3. in biology, a classifi-
cation of plants or animals with common distinguishing
characteristics: a genus is the main subdivision of a
family and includes one or more species; the genus
name is capitalized and precedes the species name,
which is not capitalized (e.g., Homo sapiens, the scien-
tific name for man): abbreviated gen.
-gen-y (ja-ni), [Gr. ~geneia; see -GEN], a suffix meaning
manner of ongin, production, or development, as in

phylogeny.
ge-o- (j&o, ie'9), [Gr. ged-
combining form meaning

< gam, gt, the earth], a
earth, of the earth, as in

geocenlric, Neophyte.
ge-o centric de"^seaf1irifc), 4/>, Ueo- -f- centoic\ 1.

measured ,<fcr viewed as froin the center of the earth.
2. having or regarding %e , eaarth as a- center. ,

, \

ge o-cen-tri-cal ye'o-sen'trl-lcl) f adj. geocentric.
ge o chem-is-try (je'o-kem'is-tri^ n. the sciemcq dealing
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with the chemical composition of the earth's crust
geode (je'od}, n. [Pr. gtode; L. geodes; Gr. gate&es,

geddfs, earthlike < fZ, earth + eidos, form], 1. a stone
having a cavity lined^ with crystals. 2. a) such &
cavity. &) any formation like this.

ge-o dcs ic (je'a-des'ik, je'a-de'sik), adj. of or deter-
mined by jgeodesy; geodetic.

ge-od e sy (jg-od'a-si), n, [Fr. glodtsie; Mod. L. geod-
aesia; Gr. ge&daisia < ge, the earth -f- daiein, to divide],
the branch of applied mathematics concerned with
measuring, or determining the shape of, the earth or a
large part of its surface, or with locating exactly points
on its surface: abbreviated geod.

ge-o-det-ic Qe'a-det'ik), adj. of or determined by geod-
esy; geodesic: abbreviated geod.

ge*o*4et>i-caMy Ge'a-det'i-k 1-i), adv. by or according
to geodesy.

ge-o-det-ics (je'a-det'iks), n.pl. fconstrued as sing.].

ge od ic (je-od'ik), adj. of or like a geode.
Geof-frey (jeE'ri), {< Fr. or OPr.; Pr. Geoffroi; OFr.
Jofrei; ML. Gaufrtdus, Galfridus, var. of Godefridus;
OHG. Godafrid; see GODFREY], a masculine name:
diminutives, Geof, Jeff; variant, Jeffrey.

Geoffrey of Monmouth, 1100?-1154; Welsh chronicler;
transmitter of the Arthurian legend.

geog., 1. geographer. 2. geographical. 3. geography.
ge-og-no-sy (re-og'na-si), n. [Fr. geognosie < Gr. ge,
earth 4- gndsts, knowledge < gigndskein, to know], the
branch of geology dealing with the composition of the
earth and the distribution of its various strata and
mineral deposits.
geogra-pher^(je-og'ra-fer, je-fcg'ra-fer), n. [< ML.
geographus^ (Gr. gedgraphos) ', + -er], a student of or
specialist in geography: abbreviated geog.n geography:
ge o graph-ic (je'o-graf'ik), adj. geographical.
ge-o-graph-i-cal (je a-graf'i-k'l), adj. of or according to
geography: abbreviated geog.

geographical linguistics, the branch of linguistics
which describes the differentiations of languages and
dialects within a speech area.

ge-o-graph-i-caHy fte'o-graf'i-k'l-i, je's-graf'ik-li), adv.
by or according to geography.

geographical mile, a measure of length, equal to one
minute of longitude at the equator; about 6,080 feet.

geogra-phy (je-og'rs-fi, je-ftg'ra-fi), n. [pi. GEOGRA-
PHIES (-fiz)J, [L. geographic; Gr. gedgraphia, geography;
ged- (see GEO-) + grcphein, to write], 1. the descriptive
science dealing with the surface of the earth, its division
into continents and countries, and the climate, plants,
animals, natural resources, inhabitants, and industries
of the various divisions, 2. the physical features,
especially the surface features, of a region, area, or
place. 3. a book about geography. Abbreviated geog.
geoid (je'oid), n. [geo- + -otdt after Gr. geoeides,

earthlike; cf. GEODEJ, a hypothetical figure of the earth
with the entire surface represented as at mean sea
level.

ge-o-log-ic (je'o-loj'ik), adj. geological: abbreviated geol,

ge-o-log-i-cal (je's-lo/i-kl), adj. of or according to ge-
ology: abbreviated geol.

ge-o-log-i'CaMy QeVIoj'i-k'l-i, je's-loj'ik-li), adv. by or
according to geologv.

ge-ol-o-gist (je-ol'd-jist), n* a student of or specialist in

geology: abbreviated geol.
ge ol o-gize (je-ol'a-jIzO. vd* [GEOLOGIZED (-jfzd'). GEOL-
OGIZING], to study geology or make a geological study
of an area, etc. v.f. [Rare], to study geologically.
geol o gy (je-ol's-ji), n. \pl. GEOLOGIES (-jiz)J, (geo- -f

-logy], 1. the science dealing with the structure of the
earth's crust and the formation and development of its

various layers: it includes the study of individual rock
types and early forms of Kfe found as fossils in rocks.
2. the structure of the earth's crust in a given region,
area, or place; rocks, rock formations, etc. 3. a book
about geology. Abbreviated geol. See chart, p. 606.

geom., 1. geometer. 2. geometric. 3. geometrical.
4. geometrician. 5. geometry.

ge-o-man-cer (je'a-man'ser), n a person who practices
geomancy.

ge o-man-cy (je'a-man'si), n. [ME. & OPr. geomcncie;
ML. geomantta; Late Gr. gedmanteia < Gr. ged- (see
GEO-) -f manteia, divination], divination by random
figures formed when a handful of earth is cast on the
ground, or by dots or lines drawn at random.
geo man tic (je'a-man'tSy, adj. having to do with
geomancy. '

geom-e-ter , (je>am'Q-tGe) ^JL freometres; Gr. ge&nefots
< ged- (see GEO-) + metron, measure], a geometrician:

ge-o-met ric (jS^-met'rikK adj. [L. geomefricus; Gr.
gethnefrikos], 1. of or, according to geometry: abbre-
viated geoxn. 2. characterized by straight lines, tri-""

, ck4esf,,br sfwl^ ^giw^r forms: as, a geometric
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ge :
o-met-ri-cal (jeVmet'ri-klK adj. geometric: abbre-

viated geowi.
ge o-met-ri-cal ly (jeVmefri-kl-i, jeVmet'rik-K), adv.
by or according to geometry.

ge-om-e-tri-cian (jeVma-tash'an, je-om'a-trish'an), n.
a specialist in geometry; geometer: abbreviated geom,
geometric progression, a sequence of terms in which
the ratiofofeach term to the preceding one is the same
throughout the se-quence: 1, 2, 4. 8, 16, 32, etc. are in
geometric progression.

ge-om-e-trid (Je-<mi'8-trid) it. [< Mod.L. Geometridce,
name of the family < L. geometres; see GEOMETER], any
of a group of small moths whose larvae move by looping
their bodies: the larvae are caDed looping caterpillars or
measuring worms.
ge om-e-trize (te-om'a-trizO , w. [GOMBTRIZEI> (-trizdO .

GEOMETRIZING], 1. to study geometry- 2. to work by
geometric principles, v.t. [Rare], to work oat geomet-
rically.

ge-om-e-try (ji-omVtri), n. [pi. GEOMETRIES (-triz)J,
[ME. & OPr. geometric; L. geometric; Gr. geOmetrta
measurement of land, geometry < , earth, land +
metric, measurement < metrein, to measure], 1. the
branch of mathematics that deals withjpoints, lines,

planes, and solids, and examines their properties,
measurement, and mutual relations in space: see also
plane geometry, solid geometry. 2. a book about geom-
etry. Abbreviated geom.
ge oph a gy Ge-of'a-ji), n. [$eo- + -pkagy], the eating of
earth, either as a j>sychotic symptom or to make up
for lack of food, as in famine areas.

ge o phya-i-cal (je'o-fiz'i-k'l), adj. having to do with
geophysics.
ge o-phys-ics (je'o-fiz'iks), n.pt. [construed as sing.], the
physics of the earth ; science that deals with weather,
winds, tides, etc. and their effect on the earth.
ge o phvte (jg'o-fif), n. [geo- + -pkyte], a plant that
grows in earth, especially one with underground buds.
ge-o-poH-tics (je'o-pol'd-tiks). n.pl. [construed as sing.],
[< G. geopolitik; see GEO- & POLITICS], the study of the
relation of politics to^geography; specifically, toe Nazi
doctrine of aggressive geographical and political
expansion to acquire more living space and promote
German domination of the woria.

ge-o-pon-ic (je'a-pon/ik), adj. [Gr. gedponikos; ged- (see
GEO-) -j- ponikos, toilsome < ponos, work, tou], [Rare],
1. having to do with agriculture or farming; hence,
2. rural; bucolic: humorous usage.
George (jo*ri), [< Pr. & L.; Fr. George, Georges; LL.
Georgius; Gr. Gedrigios < georgos, husbandman, lit.,

earthworker < gaia, ge, earth, ground -f base of ergon,
work

^ (see WORK)], a masculine name: diminutive,
Georgie; feminine, Georgia* Georgianc, Georginc; equiv-
alents, Fr. George, Georges, G. & Scand. Georg, It.

Giorgio, Sp. Jorge, n. a jeweled figure of St. George
slaying the dragon, one of the insignia of the Order
of the Garter.
George I, 1. 1660-1727; great-grandson, of James I:

king of England (1714-1727). 2. 1845-1913; king of
Greece (1863-1913) ; assassinated.
George II. 1. 1683-1760; son of George I; king of

England (1727-1760). 2. 1890-1947? son of Constan-
tine I; king of Greece (1922-1923; 1935-1947).
George III, 1738-1820; grandson of George II; king of

England (1760-1820).
George IV, 1762-1830; son of George III; king of Eng-
land (1820-1830).
George V, 1865-1936; son of Edward VII; king of

England (1910-1936).
George VI, 1895-1952; son of George V; king of Eng-
land (1936-1952).
George, Saint, ?-303? A.D.; Cappadocian martyr; pa-
tron saint of England: his day is April 23.

George, David Lloyd, see Lloyd George.
George, Henry, (jorj) 1839-1897; American political

economist; advocate of single tax.

George, Lake, alake in eastern NewYork : length, 36 mi.
George*town (j&ri'toun'), n 1. the capital of British
Guiana: pop., 69,wO. 2. a seaport in renang, Federa-
tion of Malaya: pop., 165,000: also called Penang: also
written George Town.
geor gette (joHet')t n. [after Georgette de la Plante,
Parisian modiste], a thin, transparent, slightly crinkled
cloth of silk, etc., used for women's dresses, blouses,
etc.: also georgette crepe.

Geor-gia (jfir'ja), a feminine name: see George, n. 1.

a Southern State of the United States: area, 58,876 sq.
mi.; pop., 3,445,000; capital, Atlanta: one of the thirteen
original States: abbreviated Gm. 2. Georgian S.S.R.

Geor-gi-an (idr'isn. jdr'ji-an), adj. 1. a) of the reigns of

George I, II, III, and IV of England (1714-1830);
especially, 5) desiimating or of th* artistic style of this

period. 2. of the Georgian S.S.R., its people, language,
or culture. 3. of the State of Georgia, n. 1 1 a native or
inhabitant of the Georgian S.S.R. 2. a native or inhab-
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Georgiana 607 German shepherd dog
itant of the State of Georgia. 3. the language of the
Transcaucasian Georgians: see Caucasian.

Geor-gi-an-a (j6r-jan'a, jdr'ji-an'a), a feminine name;
see George.
Georgian Bay, the northeast part of Lake Huron, in

Ontario, Canada.
Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic of the
U.S.S.R., in the Transcaucasus, on the Black Sea: area,
26,875 sq. mi.; pop., 3,722,000; capital, Tiflis: also
called Georgia.

Georgia pine, 1 . a kind of pine growing in the southern
United States, valued for its wood and as a source of

turpentine. 2. its wood. Also called longleaf, long-leaf.

Georgia Strait, an arm of the Pacific, between Van-
couver Island and British Columbia.

geor-gic (jfir'jik), adj. [L. georgicus; Gr. gedrgikos, agri-
cultural < ge&rgos, husbandman, farmer; see GEORGE],
having to do with agriculture or husbandry, n. [L.

(Virgil) georgicum (carmen), georgic (song)], a poem
dealing with farming or rural Ufe.
the Gcorgica, a long poem about farming, by Virgil:
it consists of four parts.

ge-o-stat-ic (je'o-stat'ik), adj. [geo- + static], 1. having
to do with pressure of earth or a similar substance.
2. capable of supporting such pressure, as a kind of arch.

ge-o-stat-ics (je'6-stat'iks), n.pL [construed as sing.],

[< geostatic], the branch of physics dealing with the
mechanics of the ectuilibrium of forces in rigid bodies;
statics of rigid bodies.

ge-o-syn-cUne Q'e'5-sin'klin), n. [geo- + syncline], a very
large, troughlike depression in the earth's surface: op-
posed to geanticline.

ge-O'taC'tic (je'o-tak'tik), adj. of or influenced by geo-
taxis.

ge-o-tax-is (je'o-tak'sis), n. [Mpd.L.; see GEO- & -TAXIS],

any movement of a freely moving organism, determined
by the force of gravity: cf. geotropism.

ge-o-tec-ton-ic Qe'6-tek-ton'ik), adj. [geo- + tectonic],

having to do with the structure, distribution, shape, etc.

of rocks at the earth's surface.

ge-o-ther-mic (je'o-thur'mik) , adj. [geo- + thermic], hav-

ing to do with the heat of the earth's interior.

ge-o-trop-ic (je'o-trop'ik), adj. of, characterized by, in-

fluenced by, or having the nature of, geotropism.
ge-ot-ro-pism (je-ot'rs-piz'm), n. [geo- + -tropism], any
movement or growth of a living organism in response
to the force of gravity: movement toward the center of

the earth, as of the roots of plants growing downward, is

positive geotropism: movement away from the center of

the earth, as of shoots extending upward, is negative

geotropism: cf. geotaxis.
Ger., 1. German. 2. Germany.
ger., gerund.
ge-ran (ge'ra), n. [Heb. gerah, lit., a bean], an ancient
Hebrew coin or weight, equal to 1/20 of a shekel.

Ge-raint (ja-ranf), n. [< Celt.], in Arthurian legend, a

knight of the Round Table, husband of Enid.
Ger aid (jer'ald), (< OFr. or OHG.; OFr. Giraut,

Giralt; OHG. Gerald, Gerwald < ger, spear (akin to

AS. gar) + base of waldan, to rule], a masculine name:
feminine, Geraldine.
Ger al dine (jer'sl-den', jer'ol-din), [Fr.] t a feminine
name: see Gerald.

ge-ra-ni a-ceous (ji-ra'ni-a'shas), adj. [< Mod. L.

Geraniaceae, name of the family < L. geramum], of

the geranium family of plants, having flowers with
five petals and leaves with many lobes.

ge-ra-ni-um (ji-ra'ni-am), n. [L. < Gr. geranwn <
geranos, a crane], 1. any of a large group of -plants

having strong-smelling flowers of pink or purple and
leaves with many lobes; cranesbilL 2. any of a group
of plants related to these; pelargonium.
Ger ard (ji-rard'), [OFr. Girart, Gerart; OHG. Gerhart

< ger, spear (see GERALD) + hart, hard (see HARD);
hence, lit., hard spear], a masculine name.

ger-bil, ger-bille (jur'bil), n. [Fr. gerbille; Mod. L.

gerbillus < gerbo, jerboa; see JERBOA], any of a group
of burrowing rodents related to the mouse, native to

Africa and Asia.

ger eat (j&r'ant), n. [< L. gerens, gerentte, ppr, of

gerere, to bear, conduct], [Rare], a person who manages,
directs, governs* or rules.

ger fal-con (jur'fai'k'n, j&r'f6'k'n), n. [see GYRFALCON],
a large falcon of northern regions: also spelled gytfalcon.

geriat-rics (jer'i-at'riks) , n.tl. [construed as sin$.],

[< Gr. g&as, old age; 4- -tatncs], $ie branch of medicine
that deals with me diseases a^nd hygiene pf old age.

germ Gton), n. [Fr. germe < ]L. germen* mm? offiaiqqt,

sprout, bud, germ, embryo < IE. *gen~wm (d Sans,

janiman-, birth, origin) < base *gen-<; see GBircrs],

1. the rudimentary form froiri which a new organism
is developed; seed, bud, etc. 2. anyt microscopic
organism, especially one of the l>actenav that can
cause disease., 3. tl^at from which sqmething can

develop orgrow; osrigp.: as, tfce germ of an: idea.

Ger man (juryman), mdj* [L. Germanns; prob. < Celt.},

of or like Germany, its people, language, or culture.

n. 1. a native or mhamtant of Germany. 2. the
Germanic language of the Germans, technically called

New High German: see also Old High German. Middle
High German, High German* Low German. Abbrevi-
ated G., Gr. _
ger man (Ma/man), adj. [ME. germain, german; OFr.
germain; L. germanus, akin to germen, a sprout, bud;
see GERM], closely related; specifically, a) having the
same parents: as* a brofott-german, f

&ster-german. b)

having the same grandparents on either the father s

side or the mothers: a cccusm-german is a first cousin.

german (jfir'nwii), n. [short for German cofoUtonl
I. a complicated dance for many couples in which
partners are changed often; cotilfion. 2. a party at

which the german is danced.
German Africa, the former German colonies in Africa,

consisting of German East Africa (now Tanganyika
Territory), German Southwest Africa (now South West
Africa), Kamerun (now the British and French Camer-
oons), and Togo (now British and French Togo).
German Baptist Brethren, a sect of German-American
Baptists: see Dunkers.
ger-man-der Oer-man'der), n. [ME. germaunder; OFr.
germandree; ML. germandra; Late Gr. chamanarya;
Gr. chamaidrys; chamai, on the ground -f drys, tree],
1. any of a group of shrubby plants of the mint family,
with showy flowers and rmntHke leaves. 2. a kind of

speedwell, a plant of the figwort family, with long
spikes of blue flowers.

ger-mane G^r-manO, odj> [var. of german (closely re-

lated)], 1. closely related; appropriate; pertinent; to
the point. 2. akin; german. SYN. see relevant.
German East Africa, a former German colony in

eastern Africa: now mostly in Tanganyika Territory.
Ger man-ic (jgr-man'ik), adj. [L. Germanicus, of the
Germans: the term, never used by the Germanic
peoples themselves, orig. applied to a particular tribe,

perhaps Germanic but prob. Celtic], 1. of Germany or
the Germans; German. 2. designating or of the
original language of the German peoples, or its speakers:
Teutonic. 3. designating or of the languages descended
from this language or their speakers, n. 1. the

original language of the German peoples: usually
Primitive Germanic: also called Primitive Teutonic.
2. a principal branch of the Indo-European family of

languages, comprising this language and the languages
descended from it: these include the extant languages
Norwegian, Icelandic, Swedish, Danish (all North Ger-

manic), New High German, Yiddish, Plattdeutsch,
Dutch, Afrikaans, Flemish, Frisian, Modem English,
and Modern Scottish (all West Germanic); and the
extinct languages Gothic (East Germanic), Old Ice-

landic, Old Norwegian, Old Danish, Old Swedish (all
North Germanic), Old High German, Middle High
German, Old Saxon, Middle Low German, Middle
Dutch, Old Frisian, Old English, Middle English, and
Middle Scottish (all West Germanic). Abbreviated Gmc.

Ger-man-ism (juVmon-iz'm), n. 1. a German idiom
or expression, used in another language. 2. a German
custom, way of thought, etc. 3. fondness for or muta-
tion of German ways*
Ger-man-ist (iur'nien-ist), * student of or specialist
in German life or Germanic linguistics and literature.

ger-ma-ni-um (jer-ma'ni-sm),^ n. [Mod. L. < L. Ger~

mania, Germany], a rare, grayish-white, metallic chem-
ical element of the carbon family: symbol, Ge; at. wt. f

72.60; at. no.. 32.
Ger-man-ize GuT'mQ-rnV). u*** [GERMANIZED (-nizd'),

GERMANIZING]! 1. to make German or like the Germans
in thought, language, etc. 2. to translate into German.
u.i. to adopt German habits, methods, etc.

German knot, a figure-of-eight knot: see knot, illus.

German measles, an acute, contagious disease char-

acterized by slight fever, sore throat, pain in the

limbs, and small skin eruptions: it resembles measles
but is less severe: also called rubella.

Ger-ma-no- (jux'mQ-no, jer-man'q), a combining form
meaning German, of Germany, of the Germans, as in

Germanophobe.
German Ocean, the North Sea.
Ger-man-o phile (jgr-tnan'o-fll', jer-man's-fil), n. [Ger-
mono- -f -phile], a person who admires or is extremely
fond of Germany, its people, customs, influence, etc.

Ger-man-o-phobe (jeY-man'd-fob'). n, \Germano- +
-phpbe], a person who hates or fears Germany, its

people, customs, influence, etq.

German sausage, a large sausage made of spiced,

partly cooked meat.
German shepherd dog, a breed of dog somewhat like

a wolf in form and size, notable for its intelligence: it

was first developed by the Germans and is used in

sheepherding, police work, etc.: also called (German)
police dog.

fat. *&ef bftre, ear; ten,, S^eax, ii6re, ovr ; is, bite; lot, g5, h6rn, t651, look; oil, owt\ up, ftse, itlr; rget ; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
* " " *

re; n, ring; a for a in ago, e m agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u in focu^;
"

as m able (a'bl); Fr. pal; ,4L la.

^rv coq; tt, Fr. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp,. ^-xiC. i fpreign^,
* hypothetical; < derived*
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German sHver, a white alloy of zinc, nickel, and copper:
abbreviated OS: also called nickel silver.

German Southwest Africa, a former German colony,
now South West Africa.
German text, the modern German black-letter type,
somewhat Hke Old English. $ Kw* * te German fert

Ger-man*town (jur'man-toun ), n. the northwest part

of Philadelphia: formerly a town where a battle of the

Revolutionary War was fought in 1777.

German Volga Autonomous Soviet Socialist Re-
public, a former division of the R.S.P.S.R., on the

lower Volga: abolished in 1941.

Ger-ma-ny (rur'ma-ni), n. a country in north central

Europe* on the North and Baltic Seas: area, 182,471

sq. miT: pop., 65,899,000 (1946): in 1945, Germany was
divided mto four zones of occupation, administered re-

spectively by France, Great Britain, the Soviet Union,
and the United States; in 1949, the United States,

British, and French zones were constituted as (the

Federal Republic of) West Germany and the Soviet

zone was constituted as the East German Democratic

RepubKc (East Germany): capitals, Bonn (West Ger-

many), Berlin (East Germany) : German name, Deutsch-

land: abbreviated Ger.,, G.

germ cell, a cell from which a new organism can de-

velop; egg or sperm cell: opposed to somatic cell.

ger-men (jftr'min), n. [pi. GERMENS (-minz), GERMINA

(-mi-na)J, [L.], a germ: now used only figuratively.

ger-mi-cid-al (jurmo-si'dl), adf. destroying germs.

ger-ml-cide (jur
/ma-sid x

), n. [< germ -f- -ddc], anything
used to destroy germs, especially those causing diseases.

Ger mi nal (zhar'me'nar ; Eng. jur'ma-nl), n. [Fr. <
Mod. L. germinalis (see GERMINAL): so named from

being the seed month], the seventh month (March 21-

April 19) of the French Revolutionary Calendar,

adopted by the First Republic in 1793.

ger-mi-nal (jfcr'ma-nl) , adj. [Mod. L. germinalis < L.

germen, germinis (see GERM)], 1. of, like, or charac-

teristic of germs or germ cells. 2. in an embryonic
stage; in the first stage of growth or development.
germinal disk, 1. a disklike spot in a fertilized ovum
in which the first traces of the embryo are visible,

2. the disMike spot on the yolk of an egg where seg-
mentation begins after fertilization.

germinal vesicle, 1. in botany, an oosphere. 2. in

embryology, the nucleus of an egg before segmentation
begins,
ger mi nant (iur'ma-ndnt), adj. germinating.
ger-mi-nate (iur'ms-nat'), vJ* & v.t. [GERMINATED (-id),

GERMINATIKG], [< L. germinatus, pp. of germinare, to

sprout, bud < germen, a sprout, bud], to start de-

veloping or growing; sprout or cause to sprout, as from
a spore, seed, or bud.

ger*mi*na<tion (jur'ma-na'shan) , n. [L. germinatio], a

germinating; sprouting; beginning of growth.
germi-na-tive (jur'ma-ng'tiv, jur'ms-na-tiv), adf. of
or capable of germination or growth.
Ger-mis-ton Gurmis-tsn), n. a city in the Transvaal,
Union of South Africa: pop., 52,000 (1946).

germ layer, in embryology, any of the three primary
layers of cells (ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm)
from which the various organs and parts of the organism
develop by further differentiation.

germ plasm (or plasma) , the substance in germ cells

by which hereditary characteristics are believed to be
transmitted.
erm theory, 1. the generally accepted theory that all

living organisms develop only from germ cells. 2. the
generally accepted theory that infectious diseases are
transmitted by specific germs, or microorganisms.
Ge ron imo (Won'Q-mo') 1829-1909; American In-
dian chief of tne Apache tribe.

ger-on-toc-ra-cy Ger'on-tok'ra-si), n. [Gr. geronto- <
gerOn, old man; -f- -cracy], 1. government by old men.
2. [pi. GERONTOCRACIES (~siz)] f a governing group
composed of old men.
-ger-ous (jSr-as), [L. -ger < gerere, to bear; + -ous], a
sum** meaning producing or bearing, as in dentigerous.

Ger-ry, El-bridge (el'brij ger'i), 1744-1814; American
statesman; vice-president of the United States (1813-
1814).

ger-ry-man-der (ger'i-man'dSr, jer'i-man'der), v.t. [<
Elbridge Gerry, governor of Massachusetts when the
method was employed (1812) 4- salamander, from the
shape of the redistricted Essex County], 1. to divide
(a voting area) in such a way as to give an unfair
advantage to one political party. 2. to manipulate
unfairly; falsify to gain advantage. v.i to engage in

gerrymandering, n. a redistrictmg of voting districts
to the advantage of one party.
Gersh win, George (gursh'win), 1898-1937; American
composer.
Ger-trade feur'trood), [< Fr. & G.; Fr. Gertrude; G.
Gertrud < OHG. ger, spear (see GERALD) 4- trut, dear,
beloved], a feminine name: diminutives, Gertie, Trudy.
n. is-l a baby's underdress, or slip.

ger-und (jer'and), n. [L. gerundium < gerere, to do or

carry out], 1. in Latin grammar, a verbal noun used
in all cases bttt the nominative (e.g., probandi in onus

ge
li

probandi, the burden of proving). 2. in English

grammar, a verbal noun ending in -ing: it has all the

uses of the noun but retains certain characteristics

of the verb, such as the ability to take an object or

an adverbial modifier (e.g., playing in
u
Playing the

piano was one of bis hobbies"}. Abbreviated ger.

ge run-di-al (js-run'di-ol), adf. 1. of or like a gerund.
2. used as a gerund.

ge-run-dive (ja-run'div), adj. [L. gerundtmis < gerund-
ium; see GERUND], gerundial. n. 1. a Latin verbal

adjective with a typical gerund stem form, used as a
future passive participle expressing duty, necessity,

fitness, etc. (e.g., delenda est Carthago, Carthage must
be destroyed). 2. a similar form in any language.
Ge-ry-on (jlr'i-sn, ger'i-an), n. [L.; Gr. Geryon or Gery-

ones\, in Greek mythology, a winged, three-bodied mon-
ster: after killing him, Hercules captured his oxen.

ges-so (jes'o), n. [It., gypsum, chalk < L. gypsum; see

GYPSUM], plaster of Paris prepared for use in sculpture
or bas-reliefs, or as a surface for painting.

gest, geste (jest), n. [ME. & OFr. geste; L. gesta, deeds,

pi. ofpp. of gerere, to do, act], 1. an adventure; deed;

exploit. 2. a romantic story of daring adventures, espe-

cially one in verse.

gest (jest), n. [Fr. geste; L. gestus, posture, gesture < pp.
of gerere, to bear, behave], [Archaic], 1. bearing; de-

portment; carriage. 2. a gesture.

gest., gestorben, [G.], died.

JGe-stalt (ga-shtalf), n. [pi. GESTALTEN (-an)], [G., lit,

shape, form, configuration < MHG. gestalt, pp. of

stetten, to arrange, fix, form], in Gestalt psychology, any of

the integrated structures or patterns that make up all

experience and have specific properties which can nei-

ther be derived from the elements of the whole nor
considered simply as the sum of these elements.

Gestalt psychology, [see prec. entrv], a school of psy-
chology, developed in Germany, which affirms that all

experience consists of Gestalten, and that the response
of an organism to a situation is a complete and unana-

lysable whole rather than a sum of the responses to

specific elements in the situation.

Ge-sta-po (ga-sta'po, ga-stap'6; G. ga-shta'po), n. [< G.
Geheime Stots^olizei, secret state police], the German
state police, organized in 1933 under the Nassi regime
to operate against political opposition, and abolished
as a result of Germany's defeat in World War II*

Ges-ta Ro'ina*rio-rum (jes'ts ro'ma-nSr'am, ro'ma-

no'ram), [L., doings of the Romans], a 14th-century,
European collection of tales in Latin, used as a source
of plots by Chaucer, Shakespeare, etc.

ges-tate (jes'tat), v.t. [GESTATED (-id), GESTATING], [<
L. gestatus, pp. of gestare, to bear < gerere, to bear,

carry], to carry in the uterus during pregnancy.
ges-ta tion (ies-ta'shan), n. [L. gestatio < pp. of gesture;
see GESTATE], 1. the act or period of carrying young in
the uterus from conception to birth; pregnancy. 2. the

development of a plan in the mind.
ges-tic (jes'tik), adj. [gest (bearing) -f -ic], having to do
with bodily movement, as dancing.
tes-ti'cal Ges'ti-kl), adf. gestic.
es-tic-u-late (jes-tik'yoo-IaV) , tu. [c

ges-tical w _______,, . _______

ges-tic u late (jes-tik'yoo-TatO , tu. [GESTICULATED (-id),

GESTICULATING], [< L. gesticulates, pp. of gesticulari, to
make mimic gestures < gesticulus, dim. of gestus, a
gesture, pp. of gerere, to bear, carry, do], 1. to make
or use gestures to help express one's meaning, as in

speaking. 2. to make or use many energetic gestures.
v.t. to express by gesticulating. ,

gesticulation (jes-tik'yoo-la'shan, jes'tik-yoo-la'-

shsn), n. [L. gesticulatio], 1. a gesticulating. 2. a ges-

ture; especially, an energetic gesture.

gea-tiC'U-la-tive (jes-tik'yoo-ll'tiv, jes-tik'yoo-lo^-tiv) ,

adf. making, or done with, gestures.
ge8*tlc-u4a'tbr (jes-tik'yoo-ia'teV) , n. a person who ges-
ticulates.

ges-tic-u-la'to-ry (jes-tik'yoq-b-tSr'i, ^'es-tik/yoo-b-tS'-
ri), adf. of, Hke, or expressing by gesticulation.

ges-ture (jes^chgr), n. [ML. gestura, mode of action < L.

gestus, pp. of gerere, to bear, carry] , 1. movement of

the body, or of part of the body, to express or empha-
size ideas, emotions, etc. 2. any actionr statement^ or
characteristic of utterance intended to convey a state

of mind, intention, etc.
; demonstration of power, prin-

ciples, etc., often one made only for effect : as t his speech
was a gestiwre of friendship, vd. [GESTURED (-chSrd),
GESTURING^ to make or use a gesture or gestures.
tGe sund heit (gs-zoont^hitO, n. JG.] f (your) health;

spoken as a toast or as an expression ol good wishes to

someone who has just sneezed!. ^

get (gety, v.t loot &ot), or archaic & dial. GAT (gat),, , .

GOT or GOTTEN fn), GETTING], [ME. geten: ON. geta,

to obtain, get, beget; akin to AB. -^gietam (see BEGET,
FORGET, etc.), G. -gessen in vergexsen r forget, etc.; IB.
base *ghew$~, to seize, get hold of, seen also kit L; prae-
henderto, to grasp, seize, understand (see APPREHEND,
PREHENSILE}}, 1. to coiaei iato Hie state oiviaTtng
(anything); become the 1 owner or receiver of; receive;
win: gain; ob'tainf aoqpfcef f'^tofeaciL;

'

got homeJearlv; .h.eo0e,M ^'to iseife t^p
with, as, on a-r^diM ^eiwdfe^'e^ci.^'^

1
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Paris? 4, a) to go and bring. b) to bring: as, go &$
your books.

t
5. to catch; capture; gain hold of. 6. to

learn; commit to memory. 7. to find out or discover to
be as the result of experiment or calculation: as, when
you add two and two you get four. 8. to influence or

persuade (a person) to do something: as, please get him
to leave. 9. to cause (something) to act in a certain way:
as, can you get the door to shut? 10. a) to cause to be:
as, he sat his hands dirty. 6) to cause to arrive at: as,

get this copy to the printer. 11. to take (oneself)
away: often used absolutely. 12. to be sentenced to:

as, he got ten years. 13. to prepare: as, will you get

breakfast for us? 14. to give birth to ; procreate ; beget :

usually said of animals. 15. [Colloq.], to be obliged to;
feel a necessity to (with have or has) : as, he has got to

pass. 16. [Colloq.}, to own; possess (with have or has):
as, he has got red hair. 17. [Colloq,], to be or become the
master of; especially;, a) to overpower; have complete
control of: asf narcotics will get him. b) to puzzle; baffle:

as, this problem gets me. c) to take into custody,
wound, or kill. *D in 'baseball, etc., to put (an opponent)
out, as by catching a batted ball. 18. [Colloq.], to

strike; hit : as, the blow got him in the eye. 19. [CoHoq.],
to catch the meaning or import of; understand. 20.

[Slang], to cause an emotional response in; irritate,

please, thrill, etc. : as, a ride on the roller coaster gets me.
21. [Slang], to notice or observe: as, did you get the
look on his face? lu. 1. to come, go, or arrive (with
from, to, into, etc.) : as, when do we get to New York?
2. to be; become; come to be (doing something); come
to be (in a situation, condition, etc.) : as, he got caught in
tne rain, get in touch with me. Get is used as a linking
verb in idiomatic phrases, and as an informal auxiliary
for emphasis in passive constructions: as, we got beaten
yesterday, n. 1. the young of an animal; offspring;
breed. 2. a begetting. 3. in tennis, etc., a retrieving of
a shot seemingly out of reach.

get about, 1. to move from place to place. 2. to go
to many social events, places, etc. 3. to circulate,
as news; come to the notice of many.

get across, [Colloq .], 1. to clarify or explain convinc-

ingly. 2. to be dear; be understood. 3. to succeed,
as in making oneself understood or conveying one's

personality to an audience.
get ahead, to succeed; prosper.
get ahead of, to outdo; excel; surpass.
get along, 1. to proceed; make progress. 2. to leave;
go away. 3. to succeed or be fairly successful, as in

making a living. 4. to agree; be compatible.
get around, 1. to move from place to place. 2. to
go to many social events, places, etc. 3. to Circulate,
as news; come to the notice of many. 4. to circum-
vent or overcome. 5. to influence, outwit, or gain
favor with by cajoling, flattering, etc.

get at, 1. to approach or reach. 2. to apply oneself
to {work, etc.). 3. to find out; ascertain. 4. [Colloq.],
to influence by bribery or intimidation.

get away, 1. to go away; leave. 2. to escape. 3. to
start, as in a race.

get away with, [Slang], to succeed in doing or taking
without being discovered or punished.

get back, 1. to return. 2. to recover. 3. [Slang], to
retaliate: get revenge (usually with at).

get by, 1. to pass. 2. [Colloq.], to succeed without
being discovered or punished. 3. [Colloq.}, to survive;
manage.
get down, to descend; dismount.
get down to, to begin to consider or act on,

get in, 1. to enter; join in. 2. to arrive. 3. tojmt inu
4. to become familiar or closely associated (it/tth).

get it, [Colloq.], 1. to understand. 2. to be punished.
get nowhere, to make no progress; accomplish nothing.
get off, 1. to come off, down, or out of, 2. to leave;
go away. 3. to take off. 4. to escape. $. a) to help
to escape sentence or punishment, b) to lessen Hie
sentence or punishment of. 6. to start, as in a race.

7. to utter (a jo^re, retort, etc.).

get on, 1. to go on or into- 2. to put bni 3. to pro-
ceed

;
make progress. & to/grow olafy, 5- to succeed,

as in making a living. 6. to agree; be cdmpatiblo*
get out, 1. to go out. 2. to go away. 3. to take out.

4 to become no longer a secret. 5, to publish. <

get out of, 1. to go out from.* 2. o^) to escape from
or avoid, b) to help to escape front or ftfofaty 3. to
go beyond (sijght, etc.). 4. to find out from

get o^ery 1 . to recover from
;

2. to forget? or overlook.
3. ICoMoqj, to get across (in all senses). >

get 'there, [Colloq.], to succeed.
t

'' '"'
> *

get through, 1. to finish. 2. manage to survivei
'^

get to, [Colloq.], 1. to succeed in (followed by air innni-

iiyfe). 2. to sfttcceea in reaching or fcoiBamunicating
with. 3. to influence, as by bribery or intimidatioiu

get together. 1. to bring together; axxnimialate. 2, to
.

*
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2. to contrive; organize. 3. to dress elaborately. 4. to

advance; make progress. 5. to climb or mount.
SYN. get is the word of broadest application ineaning to
come into possession of, with or without effort or wlition (to

get a job, an idea, a headache, etc.); obtain implies that tibere

is effort or desire in the getting (he has obtained aid) ; procure
suggests active effort or contrivance in getting or bringing to

pass %(tq procures, settlement of the dispute) ; secure, in strict

discrimination, implies difficulty in obtaining something and
in retaining it (to secure a lasting peace); acquire implies a
lengthy process in the getting and connotes collection^ or ac-
cretion (he acgiefred a fine education); gain always implies
effort in the getting of something advantageous or profitable
(to gain fame). ANT. lose, forgo.

get-at-a-ble (get'at'a-bl), adj. easy to reach or ascer-

tain; accessible.

get-a-way (get'a-wa'). n. I. the act of startia^ as in
a race. 2. the act of escaping.
Geth-sem-a-ne (geth-sem/a-ni), n. [Gr. Gethsemani;
Aram, gath shemanifyn), lit., oil press: prob. so named
because such a press was located there], 1. in the
Bible, a garden outside of Jerusalem, scene of the
agony, betrayal, and arrest of Jesus: Matt. 26:36;
hence, 2. [often g-], any scene or occasion of agony.

get'ta-ble (get'a-bl) t adj. that can be got; obtainable.

get-to-geth-er (get'ta-ge^'Sr), n. an informal social

gathering or meeting.
Get-tys-burg (get'iz-burgO, n. a town in southern
Pennsylvania: pop., 7,000: site of a crucial battle

Quly 1-3, 1863) of the Civil War: now the site of

Gettysburg National Military Park.
Gettysburg Address, the speech made by Abraham
Lincoln in 1863 at the dedication of the National
Cemetery on the battlefield of Gettysburg.
get-up (get'up'), n. [Colloq.], 1. general arrangement
or composition of a thing. 2. costume; outfit; dress.
3. driving ambition; vigor; energy.
gew-gaw (gu'g6), n. [MB. giuegouc* gugaw, etc., redupl.
formation like Pr. joujou, toy & D. giegagen, to heehaw;
? < ME. gawen, gowen, to gape, stare < ON. ga, to

heed], something showy but worthless or useless;
bauble; trinket, adj. showy but worthless or useless.

geyser (gl'zer, gi'sSr; far 2, Brit, ge'zgr), n. [Ice.

Geysir, name of a certain hot spring in Iceland; lit.,

gusher < ON. goysat to gush], 1. a spring from which
columns of boiling water and steam gush into the air
at intervals. 2. [British], a small, gas, hot-water
heater of the coil type.

gey-ser-ite (gi'zSr-rr, gi'ser-it'), n. an opaHne mineral
deposited on the edges of gevsers and hot springs.

Ge-zi-ra (ja-ze'ro), n. a region in the Sudan, between
tfeft Blue Nile and the White Nile.

G.F.T.U., General Federation of Trade Unions*

g.gr., great gross.
Gha na (ga'no) , TL an independent state in the British
Commoriwealth of Nations in western Africa* on the
Gulf of Guinea: it was formed (1957) by a merger of the
Gold Coast and British Togoland: area, 91,843 sq. mi.;
pop., 4,118,000; capital, Accra.

ghast-li-ness (gastli-nis, gSsfK-nls), n. the quality or
state of being ghastly.

ghast-ly (gast'li, gaWKj, adj. [GHASTLIER (-H-gr),
GHASTLIEST (-H-ist)], [ME. g&stlie, gasteliche; A. gasU
lie, gsesilic, lit., ghostly, hence spectral, dreary: var. of

ghostly with specialized meaningf, 1 , horrible; frightful
2. ghostlike; pale; haggard* 3. fColloq.], very bad;
very unpleasant, adv. m a ghastly manner.
STffl. ghastly suggests the horror aroused by the sight or

suggestion of death (a gkas&y smile on the dead man's fa
v

grim implies fndeously repellent aspects (a grim joke) ;

suggests an appearance tnat causes one to shudder with 1

(the grisly sights of Bttckenwald) ; gruesome suggests the fear

and loathing* aroused by something horrible and sinister (the
gruesome details of a murder) ;

macabre implies concern with
the gruekome aspects of death (a macabre tale).

ghat, ghaut (g6t), n. [Hind, ghat], 1. in India, a
mountain pass. 2- a chain of mountains; especially,
either of tae Ghats ranges. 3. in India, a flight of

steps leading down to1 a nver landing for ritual bathers.

GHhaX* <

'(gdtsir gSts), n.pL two mountain ranges along
the coasts of southern India: the Western Ghats are

higtier than the Eastern Ghats.

glia<ad (ga/ze), n. [Ax. ghazi, ppr. of ghaza, to fight],
1. a Moslem hero, especially one who wages *war
against infidels. 2. [G-j, in Turkey, a title df honor
meaning "victorious warrior."

*

Ghe-ber, Ghe bre fea'bir, ge'bgr), n. [Fr. mebre; Per.

gabr,; prob. < Ar. kSfir, infidel; see KAFFIR, GJAOUR},
any of the Zoroastrian fire worshipers who remained
in Persia after the Moslem conquest in 637 A.D.
ghee (ge), n. [Hind, ghft, in India, the liquid butter
remaining when butter from ibuSalo milk is rnelted^
boiled, and strained.
Ghent (gent), n. a city in East Flanders, Belgium:
pop., lo^OOO (194ft: , FMjaisix name, Gent;
name, Gand. '
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gher-kin (gur%in), n. [< D. dim. of agurk, cucumber:
Czech okwka; Late Gr. angourion], 1. a variety of
cucumber bearing small, prickly fruit. 2. the fruit of
this plant, used for pickles. 3. the immature fruit of
the common cucumber when pickled.
ghet-to (get'o), n. (pL GHETTOS (-02) 1, [It.], 1. in

certain Euroipean cities, a section to which Jews are,

or were, restricted: the word is also appEed, ^often^in
an unfriendly sense, to any section (of a city) in which
many Jews live; hence, 2. any section of a city in

widen many members of some national or racial group
live, or to which they are restricted.

Ghft eHine (gib'1-in, gib'l-en'), n. Jit. Ghibellinp,
for

G. Waiblingen, Hohenstaufen estate in Franconia], any
member of a political party in medieval Italy that

supported the authority of the German emperors in

Italy in opposition to the papal party of the Guelphs.
adj. of this party.
Ghiber ti, Lorenzo (16-ren'tsfc ge-ber'te), 1378-1455;
Florentine sculptor and painter.

Ghir-lan-da-jo feeVlan-dS'yo), n, (pseudonym of Do-
menico di Tommaso Eigordi), Florentine painter; 1449-
1494.

ghost (gost), TI. [early printers' sp. (prob. after PL
gheest) of ME. goste, goost; AS. gast (also g&st), soul,

spirit, demon, etc.; akin to G. geist; IE. base *ghei%(d)-,

startled, angered, seen also in Sans, hed-, to be angry],
1. originally, the spirit or soul: now only in give up the

ghost, to die; hence, 2. the supposed disemb9died spirit
of a dead person, conceived of as appearing to the

living as a pale, shadowy apparition. 3. a haunting
memory. 4. a faint, shadowy semblance; inkling;

slight trace: as, not a ghost of a chance, 5. [Colloq.],
a ghost writer. 6, in optics & television, an unwanted
secondary image or bright spot. 7. [often G-], in

theology, the Divine Spirit: now only in Holy Ghost.
vJL [Colloq.JL to work as a ghost writer, v.t. 1. to
haunt. 2. [Colloq.], to be the ghost writer of.

ghost dance, a North American Indian religious dance,
dedicated to the dead.

ghost-li-ness (gost'li-nis) , n. the quality of being ghostly.
ghost-ly (gostli), adj. [GHOSTLIER (-li-er), GHOSTLIEST
(-E-ist)I [ME. gostlich; AS. gasttic; see GHASTLY],
1. cl, like, or characteristic of a ghost or other appa-
rition; spectral. 2. having to do with the soul or

religion; spiritual.

ghost word, [term invented by W. W. Skeat], a word
created through misreading of manuscripts, misunder-
standing of grammatical elements, etc. and hence
possessing a ghost-existence in a language. Examples:
derring-do, desperate courage (misunderstanding of ME.
derring do, lit., daring to do).
ghost writer, a person who writes speeches, articles,
etc. for another who professes to be the author.

ghoul (gool), n. [Ar. ghul, demon of the mountains <
ghala, to seize], 1. in Oriental folklore, an evil spirit
that robs graves and feeds on the flesh of the dead;
hence, 2. a robber of graves. 3. a person who performs
horrible acts or enjoys loathsome things.

ghoul-ish (gool'ish), adj. like or characteristic of a
ghoul; horrible; fiendish; loathsome.
GHO, G.H.Q., General Headquarters.
ghyfl. (gil), n. a gill (ravine, stream).

G tr.ii (je^O. adj* ! ia military usage, a) originally,

galvanized iron: as, a GI can. () now, government
issue: designating clothing, equipment, etc. issued to
military personnel: hence, 2. [Colloq.], a) of or char-
acteristic of the United States armed forces or their

personnel: as, a GI haircut, b) inclined to a strict
observance of military regulations and customs: as,
our captain is very GI. c) of or for veterans of World
War II. IL [Colloq.], any member of the United
States armed forces; especially, an enlisted soldier.

gib (gib), n. [short for Gilbert, used as a proper name
for a cat), 1. a cat; especially, a tomcat. 2. [Dial.], a
castrated cat.

Gib., Gibraltar.

gibbed (gibd), adj. [< globed cat, var. of gtb cat (see
GIB, a cat), but treated as if < an assumed gib, to

castrate], castrated: said of a cat.

gib-ber (jib'er, gib'Sr) , vd. A v.t. [echoic], to speak or
utter rapidly; and incoherently; chatter unintelligibly.
n. unintelligible chatter: gibberish.

gib ber-ish (jib'e'r-ish, gib'Sr-ish), n. [prob. < gibber],*" * 3 _ l _i .L. j._ii_ .. i_i.^ili~rt-1-, .*1.^4-.i..*_. 3.-. r

gibbet
Stick; dull. ^ i-ra-iAJS.. </f/, KJJ.JVCU. OUIVA.J, JL. ct gevuuws.
2. a structure like a gallows, from which bodies of
criminals already executed were hung and exposed to

public scorn, v.t. 1. to execute by hanging. 2. to

nang on a gibbet. 3. to expose to public scorn.

gib-bon (gib'gn), n. [Pr.], a small, slender, long-armed
ape of India, southern
China, and the East
Indies.
Gib bon, Edward (gib'-

<ra), 1737-1794; Eng-
lish historian.

Gib-bona, Orlando
(gib'snz), 1583-1625;
English composer and
organist.
gib-bose (gib'os, gi-

bos') adj. gibbous.
gib-bos'i'ty (g^-bos'a-
ti), n. [< L. gibbosus;
+ -t/y], 1. the state or

quality of being gib-
bous. 2. (pi GffiBOSI-
TIES (-tiz)j, a rounded
swelling or protuber-
ance.

gibbous (gib'as), adj.
[< L. gibbus or gibba, a

g.i., G.I.. gastrointestinal. gld-dy (gid'i), adj. [GID:
gi-ant (ji'ont), n. [ME. geant; ONorm. Pr. gaiant (OFr. [ME. gtdie, gedie, guyd,
jatant); LL. *gagante < L. gigos, gigantes; Gr. gigas, base *gud- of AS.^orf, a^ ^ r ^ ^gcgante
"gigantos], 1. in Greek mythology, any"6f a^ racei~ofTmge
beings of human form who warred with the gods.
2. any imaginary being of human form but of super-
human size and strength. 3. a person or thing of
great size, strength, intellect, etc. adj. like a giant;
of great size, strength, etc.

gi ant-ess (ji'sn-tis), n. a female giant.
gi ant-ism (ji'sn-tiz'm), n. gigantism.
giant panda, a panda (sense 2) .

giant powder, an explosive that is like dynamite.
fjiants' Causeway, an unusual formation of columnar
basalt on the northern coast of Ireland, extending
about 500 feet into the sea.

giaour (iour), /i. [Turk, giaur; Per. gaur, gabr; see
GHBBER], a non-Moslem: term applied by Moslems to
unbelievers, especially Christians.

gib feib), n. [? < OFr. gibe, staff; cf. GIBBET!, 1. the
nook of gristle that appears on the lower Jaw of a
male salmon after spawning. 2. an adjustable piece
of metal pr wood for keeping the moving parts of a
machine in place: as, a gib and cotter, v.t. [GIBBED
(gibd), GIBBING], to fasten or keep in place with a gib.

bulging. 2. designating the moon when it is in a phase
between half-moon and full moon and the curves
forming its outline are convex. 3. humpbacked.
gibe (jib), u.i. & v.t. [GIBED Cjibd), GIBING], [? < OPr.
giber, to handle roughly], to jeer; taunt; sneer orscofi
(at), n. a jeer; taunt; sneer; scoff. Also spelled jibe.
SYN. see scoff.

gib-er (jib'gr), n. a person who gibes: also spelled Jiber.

gib-let (jib'lit), n. [ME. & OFr. gibelet, stew made of
game], usually in pi. any of the edible internal parts of a
fowl, as the gizzard.

Gi-bral-tar G*i-br61'ter), n. 1. a British colony and
fortress on the Rock of Gibraltar: area, 1 7/8 sq. mi.;
pop., 21,000: abbreviated Gib. 2. any strong fortifica-

tion; unassailable fortress.

Gibraltar, Rock of, a large rock forming a peninsula in
southern Spain, at the entrance to the Mediterranean.

Gibraltar, Strait of. the strait between Spain and
Africa, joining the Atlantic and the Mediterranean:
width, 8 1/2-23 mi.

Gib/son, Charles Dana (gib'san), 1867-1944; American
painter and illustrator.

Gibson Desert, a large desert in west central Australia.
Gibson girl, the American girl of the 1890's as depicted
by Charles Dana Gibson.

gi*bus 0'1'bas; Pr. zhe'biisO, n. [Pr.: after the name of
the 19th-c. inventor], an opera hat; collapsible top hat:
also $lbus hat*

gid (gid), n.[< giddy], a brain disease of sheep; staggers.
gid-di-ly (gid'l-i), adv. in a giddy manner.
gid di ness (gid'i-nis), n. a giddy quality or state.

adj, [GIDDIER (-i-Sr), GIDDIEST (-i-ist)],

'edit, guydi; AS. gydig, insane, prob. <
ase *gud- of AS. god, a god (see GOD) + -ig (see -Y);

hence, basic meaning "possessed by a god"], 1. having
a whirling, dazed sensation; dizzy; lightheaded. 2.

causing or likely ^
to cause such a sensation: as, a giddy

height. 3. turning or circling around very rapidly;
whirling. 4. a) inconstant; fickle. 6) frivolous; flighty;
heedless, v.t. A v.i. [GIDDIED (-id), GIDDYING], to make
or become giddy.

Gide, An-dr6 (aw'dra'zhed), 1869-1951; French novelist
and critic: received Nobel prize in literature, 1947.
Gid e on (gid'i-an), [Heb. gid'On, lit., hewerl a mas-
culine name. n. in the Bible, a hero of Israel who led
his people in the defeat of the Midianites and became a
nudge of Israel for forty years: Judg. 6: 11 ff.

Gideon Society, an organization for placing Bibles in

hotel rooms, etc., founded in 1899 by a group of com-
mercial travelers.

gie (ge, gi), v.t. & v.i. {GIED (ged), GAB (ga), GUN (ge'an),

GIBING], [Scot, & British Dial.], to gve.
Gif-ford (gif'erd), [< Eng. place name Gifford, _
ME. Giddmgford, the ford of Gydda's people; of. 1

surname Gidding, Gedding], a masculine name.
gift (gift), n. [ME.; AS. < giefan (see GIVE) 4* -*; b&*?
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enced by the cognate ON. gipt, gift, what is given; akin
to G. gift, poison], 1. something given or bestowed;
present. 2. the act, power, or right of giving. 3. a
natural ability; talent: as, Mozart had a great gift.
SYN. see present, talent.

look a gift horse in the mouth* to be critical of some-
thing given to one: from the practice of judging a
horse's age by its teeth.

gift-ed (gif'tid), adj. [see GIFT], having a natural ability
or aptitude; talented".

gift-wrap (gift'rap'), v.t. to wrap (a gift) attractively,
with decorative wrapping, ribbon, etc.

gig (gig), n. [ME. gtgge, whirligig, spinning top; prob.
< ON.; cf. Dan. gig, whirling object, top, Norw. dial.

g'ga,
to shake, totter, with same base (IE. *ghei-gh-) as

ng. giggle; senses prob. influenced by jig], 1. a light,
two-wheeled, open carriage drawn by one horse. 2. a
long, light ship's boat with oars and sail, usually re-
served for the commanding officer. 3. a rowboat used
in racing. 4. [for gig mill], a machine for raising nap on
cloth. v.i. [GIGGED (gigd), GIGGING], to travel in a gig.

gig feig)> n. [< fishgig or fizgig], a fish spear, v.t. * v.L

[GIGGED (gigd), GIGGING, ]to fish or spear with a gig.
gig feig) n. [prob. < ME. gigge (see GIG, carriage, etc.)
in sense "something light or trivial"], [Slang], 1. an
official record or report of a minor delinquency, as in
the army, school, etc. : demerit. 2. punishment for such
a delinquency, v.t. [GIGGED (gigd), GIGGING], [Slang],
1. to give a gig to. 2. to punish with a gig.

gi-gan-te-an (ji'gan-te'on), adj. [< L. giganteus < gigas
(see GIANT) ; + -an], gigantic; huge.

gi-gan-tesque Gi'gan-teskO* odj* [Fr.; It. gagantesco <
gigante; see GIANT], like or fit for a giant.

gi-gan-tic 01-gan'tik), adj. [< L&gigas, gigantis (see
GIANT); + -ic], 1. of, like, characteristic of, or fit for a
giant; hence, 2. very big; huge; colossal; enormous;
immense. SYN. see enormous.

gi gan-ti caHy ($-gan'ti-kl-i, ji-gan'tik-li), adv. to a
gigantic degree; on a gigantic scale.

gi gan tisrn (jl'gan-tiz*m, jl-gan'tiz'm), n. [< L. gigas,
gigantis (see GIANT) ; + -ism], abnormal growth of the
body, believed to be caused by a disease of the anterior
lobe of the pituitary gland: also giantism.

gi-gan torn-achy Grgan-tom's-ki), n. [LL. giganto-
machta; Gr. gigantomachia < gigas, gigantos, giant +
mache, battle], 1. [G-], in Greek mythology, the struggle

Gilbert Islands, a group of British islands on the equa-
tor, in the Pacific between the Marshall and Eflice
Islands: area, 116 sq. mi.; pop., 31,000.

between the giants and the gods.
giants or giant powers.

2. any war between

gig-gle (gig'l), v.i. {GIGGLED (-'Id), GIGGLING], [16th c.; ?

\< MD. or LG.; cf. D. giggden, from the base of ME.
gigge, whirligig (see GIG, carriage, etc.) + -le, freq.
suffix; IE. base *ghei-gh- < *ghe, to yawn, yelp, etc.],
to laugh with a series of uncontrollable, rapid, high-
pitched sounds, suggestive of foolishness, nervousness,
etc.; titter, n. such a laugh. SYN. see laugh.

glg-gler (gig'lgr), n. a person who giggles.

gig-gly (gig'li), adj. inclined to giggle.

gte-O'logig's-lo'; Fr. zhe'gfc'lo'), n. [pi. GIGOLOS (4oz';
r. -lo')J, [Fr. < gigolette, a prostitute, concubine, dim.
of gigole, tall, thin woman < gigue, long-legged, thin
girl, thigh, leg < giguer, to dance, jig < gigue, a fiddle;
see GIGOT], 1 . a man who is paid to be a dancing partner
or escort for women. 2. a man supported by a prostitute.

gig'Ot (jte'st)t n. [Fr.; OFr., leg of mutton, dim. of
gtgue, a fiddle; OHG. giga, a fiddle], 1. a leg of mutton,
lamb, veal, etc. 2. a leg-of-mutton sleeve; sleeve close-
fitting from the wrist to the elbow and then flaring out
to fullness at the shoulder: also gigot sleeve.

teigue (zheg), n. [Fr.], a jig.
GI Joe, [Slangl , any man in the United States armed
forces: especially, an enlisted soldier of World War II.

Gl-la (he'fe) , n.i 1. a nver in southern Arizona, flowing
into the Colorado: lengtn, $30 mi. 2. a Gila monster.
Gi4a monster (held), [< the Gila River], a stout,
sluggish, poisonous lizard with a sjiort, stumpy tail and
a body covered with beadHke scales arranged in alter-

nating rings of black and oraiige: it is found in desert
regions of the southwestern United States.

Gilbert (giFbgrtX ffr: Gu^ebert; OHG. J^UUberht <
witto, wmeo, w$U wish (see WTLL) 4- berakL bright (see
BJUGHT)], a masculine name: diminutive, Gil*

gil bert (gil'bgrt), n. [after William (^bf
eri (1544-1603),

Enalish p%sician & physicist], the G.G.S. unit for mag-
*?*S* for~ce' n^*^/?58 a^efretufn.

i architect,
i navigator

gild (gild), v.L [GHUDEB (-id) or GILT (gilt), GILDING],
[ME. gilden; AS. gyMan < base C**M&) <* AS. gold
([see GOLD)], 1. a) to overlay with a thin layer of gold.
b) to coat with a gold color. 2. to make appear bright
and attractive. 3. to make (something) seem more
attractive or more valuable than it is.

gild (gild), n. a guild.
gil der (gil'der), n. a person whose work is gilding.
gfl-der 1'der), n. a guilder.
gild ing (gil'din), 71* 1. the art or process of ap
gold or a substance like gold to surfaces of metaC stone,
wood, etc. 2. the substance so applied. 3. an outward
appearance covering unpleasant facts, reality, etc,

Gil-e-ad (gil'i-Qd), n. 1. a region in ancient Palestine,
east of the Jordan : Gen. 37 :25. 2. a city in this region.

Gilead, Mount, a mountain in Jordan, northeast of the
Dead Sea: height, 3,580 ft

Giles (jSz), [OFr. Gittes; L, Aegidius < aegis; see
AEGisL a masculine name.

Giles, Saint, 7th century A.D.; Greek hermit in France;
patron saint of cripples, beggars, and lepers*
Gil-ga-mesh (gil'ga-meshO, n. [< Bab.], a legendary
Babylonian king, hero of an epic (Gugamem Epic)
completed about 2000 B.C. and containing an account
of the Biblical Flood.

Gil-garnish (gtt'gs-mish), n. Gilgamesh,
gill Xgil), n. [ME. gUe, gitte; prob. < Anglo-N.; cf. ON.
gJQlnar, jaws, gills, older Dan. (Jske) gadn, Sw. g&l;
IE. base *gheluna-, jaw, seen also in Gr. chelyne, lip,
jaw], 1. the organ for breathing of most animals that
live in water, as fish, lobsters, etc. 2. often pi. a) a
red flap of flesh hanging below the beak of a fowl:
wattle, b) the flesh under and about the chin and
lower jaw of a person. 3. pi. the thin, leaflike, radiating
plates on the undersurface of a mushroom.

gill Gil), n. [ME. gille, gylle: OFr. gille, measure for
wine; L. gitto, cooling vessel], a liquid measure, equal
to Ifo pint: abbreviated gi. (sing. &* pi.},

gill Qil), n. [contr. of Gillian, proper name < L. Juliana,
fern, of Juhanus, given name], a girl or woman; sweet-
heart: also spelled Jill.

gill (gil)> n. [ME. gille, gylle; ON. gill, 1. a wooded
ravine or glen with a stream flowing through it. 2. a
narrow stream; brook. Also spelled ghyll.
Gil lette, William Gi-lef), 1855-1937; American actor.

Gilbert, Sk * William Sch^rea(c)lc; "(^wfogW, I'SS^
1911; Engmsli httaoroils Ipoet and Ifepet^st; bollaib-
rated irtj&L Sfe Arthur SuJliyan fe Wr^li% omic operas.

GiJfe'ert-.i^anSL BMiee
I

l8taii<l%
(k ilpH^sh- cblo^y tjgmr

'

'cttm3 tike -Kllicefi^feiiiids' 1and" several

. .. ^ , a sportsman's
attendant or servant 2. a servant. Also spelled gllly.

gil-li-How-er Gil'i-floti'eV), n. a gplyflower.
gill net (gil), a^net set upright in the water so that
fish are caught in it when their gills become entangled
in its meshes.

gfl-ly teil'i), n. Ml. GELLIES (-iz)], a gillie.

gil-ly-flow*er G3fi-flou'eY> f n. [altered < ME. g&ofre,*

fer; OFr. gilofre, gtrofie, gilyflower; LL. caryo-"
*; Gr. karyophyUon, clove tree, Et, nut leai <
nut + phytton, lealj, 1. any of several plants

_. .ove-scented flowers, includmg ihe clove pale
the European wallflower, and the common stock. 2. a
variety of apple.
Gilo-lo (ji-lolo), n. HaJmahera* an* island in the
Moluccas*, Netherlands Indies.

gU-son-ite (gil'san-itO, nJ |aftet S. H, Gilson. of Salt
Lake City, Utah], uintaite, a pure asphalt found
mainly in Utah.

gilt (gilt)? alternative past tense and t>ast participle of

gild. adj. gilded, m a thint layer of gold, or a substance
Eke gold, covering a surface; gading. Abbreviated

gilt '(gilt) t n. [ME. gilte; ON. gyltr; akin to ON. gtiifr, a
t)oarj, [Dial.], a young female pig; immature sow.

gilded, as the pages of a book. 2. ofSbe Pghest
cgaaEty, grade, or value: said of bonds, securities^ m.

gilt-head (gilt'hed
7
), n. any of a number of sea fishes

with gold markings on the head, as the s^paro^d fish
of the Mediterranean or the English cunner. ^ 5

gim-bal8 (^m/b'lz, gim'b^lz), n$L [altered, < ;
;
ME.

gemelfQWt. gemelle, twin < L. gemdlw, dip. dt^&n$m$s,
twin, double}, a device consisting of a pair of rings
pivoted, on axes at right angles to each other so that
ope,'to free to swing within the o^hetfi a ship% compass,
kntem, eta will keep a honzontal position when
ss|3ieiided in gimbals. < +

g^tei^crfick Gfcoa'krakO, a$j. [f < ME. gibecrake, inlaid
mood], showy,but cheap ana1 useless; n. a cheap, showy,
fadeless thing: kniclcknack.
gbn-el (gim'al), n. [HeRi MM, Ht , camel; cf . c

""> third letter of: ^J'Heb^e^ alphabet ()'i^Ai~U- *L*> T3-. +JS&^iU 1

',,/f^LI ? i^iti ,JmJak-. iuZ~
-fcablc
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GIMLET

gim-let (gimllt), n. [ME. gymelot; OFr. guinbdet*
guimbeUt (Fr. gibdet), dim. form <
MIX wimpel; see WIMBLE], a small

boring tool with a handle at right
angles to a shaft having at the other
end a spiral, pointed cutting edge.
v.t. to make a hole in with or as with
a gimlet.
gimlet-eyed (gim/lit-idO, **dj. having
a piercing glance; sharp-eyed.
gim-mal (gim'l, jim'lj, n* [var. of

gemel]* a ring formed of two or more
interlocked circlets.

gim-mick (gim'ik), n* [? < G. gemach,
lit., a convenience, via. G. dial, with
stress shift], [Slang], 1. a secret
means of controlling a prize wheel,
etc. 2. a trick device used by a
magician. 3. anything that tricks or

mystifies; deceptive or secret device.
4. an^r gadget or contrivance whose
name is unknown or not recalled.

gimp (gimp), it. [Fr. guimpe, wimple;
OFr. guimple* wimpte; OHG. wimpal
(see WIMPLE) ; meaning affected in Fr.

prob. by guipure (see GUIPURE)], a ribbonlike silk,

worsted, or cotton braided fabric, sometimes stiffened
with wire, used to trim garments, furniture, etc.

gin (jm), n.[< geneva}* 1. a strong, aromatic alcoholic

Bo^uor^distilled from rye and other grains and flavored
with jumper berries. 2. a similar liquor differently
flavored. 3. alcoholic liguor generally.
gin (jin), n. [ME. gt, ginne, ingenuity, contrivance,
machine, engine, abbrev. of engin, engyn; see ENGINE],
1. a snare, net, or trap, as for game or fish. 2. a machine
for hoisting heavy objects. 3. a machine for separating
cotton fibers from the seeds: usually cotton gin. v.t.

[GINNED (jind), GINNING], 1. to catch in a trap. 2. to
remove seeds from (cotton) with a gin.
gin (gni), t?J* <ft v4. [GAN (gan), GINNING], [ME. ginnen,
aphetic form of begtnnen (see BEGIN) & onginnen (AS.
onginnan, to attempt)], [Archaic & Poetic], to begin.
gin (gin), cow/. [? contr. < given; ? influenced by Scot,
prep, gin, by (a certain time)], [Scot.], if: whether.
gin (jin), n. gin rummy, r.i. [GINNED (jind), GINNING],
to win in gin rummy by knocking, or exposing one s
cards, with no unmatched cards left in one's hand,
thus gaining additional points.

gin-gaL gin-gall (jin'g61) n. a jingal.
gin geli, gjn-geMy fiin'ii-li), n. gingili.
gin-ger (jrn'jer), n. [ME. gingere, gingivere, partly <
AS. gingibtr, gingifer < LL. zingiber. & partly < OFr.
gimgibre, gingimbre (Fr. gingembre) of the same origin;
Gr. ziggiber-; Sans. $r.ngavera, lit., horn body; T<
Dravidian], 1. any of a group of tropical herbs grown
commercially in the East Indies, Africa, and China
for their aromatic rootatalks, used for flavoring foods
and in medicine. 2. the rootstalk of the ginger plant,
3. the spice made from this, 4s. a sandy or reddish
color. 5. [CoHoq,]. vigor; spirit. X 1. to flavor with~

x. 2. to invigorate; enliven.
r ale, an effervescent, nonalcoholic drink flavored

i ginger.
ginger beer, a ginger-flavored drink similar to ginger
ale, popular in England.

gin-ger-bread Ginger-bred'), n. 1. a cake flavored
with ginger and molasses, 2. cheap, showy ornamenta-
tion, as cheap, fancy carvings on furniture, front
porches, etc.

--"----- * <

gin-ger-ly (JIB

cpmpar. of geni, delicate) +~-/?J
timidly, adj. cautious; careful; timid.

gin-ger-snap (jin'jer-snap'), n. a crisp, spicy cooky
flavored with ginger and molasses.
gingery (jin'jSr-i), adj. 1. like or flavored with
ginger; spicy; pungent. 2, sandy or reddish in color.
ging.ham (gir/am), n. [D, gingang (Fr. gmngan) ; prob.< Malay gmgan, striped (cloth): transmission to
Europe prob. via DJ, a yarn-dyed cotton doth, usually
woven in stripes, checks, or plaids: it is used for aprons,
house dresses, etc. adj. made of gingham.

gin-gili (jm'ji-li), n. [Hind. jinjaU\, 1. sesame seed.
2. the oil of this seed. Also spelled gingelL tidnftelly.

gin gi-val (jin-ji'v'l, jin'ja-v'l), adj. [< I. gingiva. the
gum; + -a*], of the gums; alveolar, n. an alveolar
consonant.

gin-gi-vi-tis (jin'ja-vl'tis). n. [Mod. L. < L. gingiva.
the gum; ^- -itis}, inflammation of the gums.

girj'ko), n. [pi GINGKOES (-koz)]. a ginkgo.
s), n. [? < dial, gink, a trick (whence Scot,

e, term of reproach applied to a woman)], [Slang],a person, especially one regarded as odd, queer, etc.
gink^go <irj'kot jirj'ko), n. [pi GINKGOES (-koz)}
{Japan, ginko, gtngkQ < Chin. yin-hingt silver apricot],
a large tree with fan-shaped leaves and edib/le yellow
fruit, native to northern China and Japan: also gingko.
gin mill

jpfij, [Slang], a saloon.
^^

gin-ner (jin'er), n. a person who gins cotton.
gin rummy, [? a play on gin (liquor), suggested by

rum (liquor)], a variety of the card game rummy, for
two or more players: when his unmatched cards total
not more than ten points, a player may knock, or expose
his hand, either winning the number of points by4wnich
his opponent's unmatched cards exceed his or losing
that by which his exceed his opponent's, plus an added
penalty: see also gin (grin rummy).

gin-Seng (jin'serj) , n. [Chin, jen shen], 1. an herb with a
thick, forked, aromatic root: some species are found in
China and North America. 2. the root of this plant,
used medicinally by the Chinese.
Gio con da, La (!&' jo-kon'da; It. jS-kfin'da), n. [It.,

lit., the cheerful one], 1. a portrait^by Leonardo da
Vinci, more commonly called Mono* Lisa. 2. an Italian

opera (1876) by Ponchielli.

Jgio-co-so 06Vk6*'s$), adj. & adv. [It.; see JOCOSE], in
music, with a gay, playful quality: a direction to the
performer.
Gior gio ne II (el jSr-jfc'ne'), (Giorgio Barbaretti), 1478?-
1511; Venetian painter: also Giorgione da Castelfranco
(da kas'tel-frfinta).
Giot-to di Bon-do-ne (jdt'td de b6*n-d6'ne: Eng. jofo),
1276?-1337?; Florentine painter and architect: often
Giotto.

gip (jip), n., v.t. & v.i. gyp.
gi-pon (ji-pon', jip'on), n, [ME.; OFr. gipon, /upon;
see JUPON], a jacket or tunic formerly worn over or
under armor: also jupon.

gip*8v (jip'si)* n* \Pl GIPSIES (-siz)], adj^ vd. [GIPSIED
fsid), GIPSYING], gypsy.

gipsy moth, a gypsy moth.
gi-rane (ja-raf', js-raf), n. [pi GIRAFFES (-rafs', -rafs'),

GIRAFFE; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Fr.; via Sp. & Port.

girafa or It. giraffa < Ar, qarafah}, 1. a large cud-
chewing animal ot Africa, with a very long neck and
legs: it often grows to a height of 18 feet and is the
tallest of existing animals: also called camdopard. 2.

FG-], the constellation Camelogard.
gi-ran-do-la (ii-ran'da-19), n. a girandole.
giran-dole (jir'sn-dolO, n. [Fr.; It. girandola, chan-
delier, fire wheel < L. gyrare, to turn < gyrus, a circle],
1. a revolving cluster of fireworks. 2. a revolving water
jet. 3. a branched candleholder. 4. a pendant or ear-

ring with small stones grouped around a larger one.
Gi-rard, Stephen (ji-rard'), 1750-1831; American fin-
ancier and philanthrojpist.
girasol (jir'a-sol', jirVsdT), n. [Fr.; It. girasole, fire

opal, sunflower < girare (< L, gyrare), to turn + sole

(< L. sol, solis), the sun], 1. [Rare], a tall sunflower
with edible, potatolike roots: usually called Jerusalem
artichoke. 2. a variety of opal that has a reddish gleam
in a bright light; fire opal. Also spelled girosol.

gir-a-sole (jir'a-sol'), R* a girasol.
gird (gurd)* v.t. [GIRT (gurt) or GIRDED (-id), GIRDING],
[ME. girden, gerden, gurden; AS. gyrdan; akin to G.
gilrten; IE. base *gherdh-> to enclose, surround, seen
also in garth, girth}, 1. to encircle with a belt or band.
2. to fasten with a belt or band 3. to encircle; enclose.
4. to equip ; furnish ; clothe ; endue ; invest. 5. to prepare
(oneself) for action.

gird (gurd), n., v.i. & v.t. [ME. girden, gerden, gurden, to
strike, hence strike with scorn; the forms suggest a
Late AS. (W.S.) *gyrdan for *gierdant lit., to rod < AS.
gierd, gerd, a rod (see YARD, a measure) ; influenced by
prec, gird}, gibe; taunt; scoff; jeer.

gird-er (gtir'dgr), it, [gird (to encircle) + *er}, a large
beam, usually horizontal, of timber or steel, for sup-
porting the joists of a floor, the framework of a building,
the superstructure of a bridge, etc.

gir-dle (gur'd'l), it. [ME. girdil, gerdellet gurdil; AS.
gyrdel < base of gyrdan (see GIRD), to encircle + -el,

prob. dim. suffix; akin to G. rfeQ. 1. a belt or sash
for the waist. 2, anything that surrounds or encircles.
3. a light, flexible, corsetHke garment, for supporting or
molding the waist and hips. 4. the rim of a cut gem.
5. a ring around the trunk of a tree, made by removing
bark. 6. in anatomy, a bony arch or zone supporting the
limbs: as, t&e pelvic girdle, v.t. [GIRDLED (-did),
GIRDLING], ju to surround or bind, as with a girdle*
2. to enckcle. 3. to cut a ring of bark from (a tree).

gir-dler (gur'dlgr, gur'dl-gr), . [M& gyrdlere; see
GIRDLE], 1, a person who makes girdles. 2, a person
or tiling that girdles, or encircles. 3. a beetle that cuts
girdles in tree branches or trunks.

southern dial girls, pdmrose blooms, girloppt "a lout;
for possible jocular, allusion as sense basis, cf. LAD:
? connected with 0ate) LG* gotre, young person (of

either sex) & (rare) A& *ar, fir tree], 1. a female
child. 2. a young, unmarried woman. 3, a female
servant. 4. ICollogJ, a woman of any age, married
qr single, 5, [Co|oq^

...
girl guide, a mem'
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organization

i^*y,n j,,-' ,/,, IM,^'a girl or girls. 2.



girl
scout 613 glacier

characteristic of or suitable for a girl or girlhood.
girl scout, a member of the Girl Scouts.
Girl Scouts, an organization founded by Juliette Low
in Savannah, Georgia in 1912 (as Girl Guides) to provide
healthful, character-building activities for girls.

gira (gum), n.t vd. & vJ. [var. of grinf to snarl], [British
Dial.], snarL
Gi-ronde (ja-rond'; Fr. zhe'rowd')* n. 1. an estuary
formed by the Garonne and Dordogne Rivers, on the
southwestern coast of France: length, 45 mi. 2. a de-
partment of France, on the southwestern coast. 3. [so
named because led by deputies from this department],
a French political party (1791-1793) that advocated
moderate republican principles: it was suppressed by
the Jacobins.
Gi-ron-dist (ja-ron'dist), n. a member of the Gironde.
adj. of this party.

gir-o sol (jur'a-sor, jir'a-solO, n. a girasol.
girt (gurt), past tense and past participle of gird (to
encircle).

girt (gfirt), v.t. [< gird; also < girt, n.], 1. to gird;
girdle. 2. to fasten with a girdle, belt, etc. 3. to
measure the girth of. IM. to measure in girth.

girt (gftrt), n. [var. of girth], girth.

girth (gurth), n. [ME. gerthe, girthe; Anglo-N. *gerthu
(ON. gjortfi) < base of ON. gyrtha, to encircle, akin to
AS. gyrdan (see GIRD, to encircle)], 1. a band put around
the belly of a horse or other animal for holding a saddle,
pack, etc. 2. the circumference, as of a tree trunk or
person's waist. 3. a girdle, v.t. 1. to girdle; encircle;
surround. 2. to fasten or bind with a girth. 4. to
measure in girth.
gisarme (gi-zarm'), n. [ME.; OFr. < OHG. getisarn,
lit., weeding iron < getan, to weed + isarn, iron (cf.

IRON)], a battle-ax or halberd with a long shaft, formerly
carried by foot soldiers.

Gis-sing, George Robert (gis'irj), 1857-1903; English
novelist.

gist (jist), n. [OFr. giste, abode, lodgings, point at issue
< 3d pers. sing., pres. indie, act., of gesir, to lie < K
jacere, to lie; special sense influenced by Anglo-Fr. legal
phrase I 'action gist, lit., the action lies], 1. the grounds
for action in a lawsuit; hence, 2. the essence or main
point, as of an article or argument.

git-tern (git'grn), n. [ME. giterne; OFr. guiterne < L.
cithara; GT. kithara, guitar, cithara; cf. CITHER], an
obsolete, wire-strung musical instrument somewhat re-

sembling_a guitar.
Giu-ba (joo'ba), n. the Juba, a river in eastern Africa.

give (giv), v.t. [GAVE (gav), GIVEN (-'n), GIVING], [ME.
give(ri), geve(n) (with g- < ON. gefa, to give), yive(n) t

yeve(n); AS. giefan, gefan; akin to G. g,eben; IE. base
*ghabh-, *ghap- (< qap, to seize), seen also in &. habere,
to have, habilis

t
(cf. ABLE, ABILITY), etc.; the special

Gmc, sense of this base resultsfrom itsuse as a substitute
for IE. *do- (as in L. dare, to give)], 1. 19 turn over the
possession or control of to someone without cost or
exchange; hand over as a gift. 2, to hand or pass over;
cause to be in the trust or keeping of someone; deliver:

as, he gave the porter his bag to carry, her father gave
Dorothy in marriage. 3. to hand or pass over in ex-

change for something else, as money, services, etc.;
sell for a price; pay: as, I'll give you five dollars for the
book. 4. to cause to have; produce in a person or thing;
impart: as, Marlowe gave form to Elizabethan drama.
5. to cause to have as an honor or favor; confer (a title,

position, etc.). 6. to let have in answer to a petition;
grant; allow: as, God give me strength. 7, to be the
source, origin, or cause of; produce; supply: as, cows
give milk. 8. to part with for some cause; devote to
some occupation, pursuit, etc.: as, he gave his life for

hismen. ft. to surrender; yield ; concede : as, I'll give you
that point. 10. to put forward to be taken or not

; offer;

proffer: as, may I give a suggestion? 11. to make (ges-
tures, etc;)': as, -she gave him a cold glance. 12. to utter,

emit, or produce'(words, etc.) ; put in words; communi-
cate; state: 'ass, give a reply* 13. to perform: as, they
gave a concert. 14* to inflict or impose (punishment,
sentence, .etc.) : as, they gave him a whipping. , IM. 1. to
make gifts; be in the habit of giving. 2. to bend, sink,
move, etc. from force or pressure; yield: as> the floor

gave under the weight of the piano. 3. to be springy;
be resilient, n. 1, a bending, moving, sinking, etc.

under pressure. 2. a tendency to be springy;; resiliency.
give and take, to exchange; on an even basis.

give away, 1. to make a gift of{donate; bestow. 2. in
the marriage^ cerenaony,; to give (the bride) o the

bridegroom. 3. fColloq^i to, reveal; expose; betmy.
g^re bade, to retamf-iestee: ,\

^ ,

-- .

?
i

give forth, to send forth; emit; issue.

give in, 1. to hand in. 2. to abandon a claim, fight,
or argument ; yield.*

'
'

*
' *

.,
i

give it to, [Colloq.], to punish;, beat or scold,
.

'igfve ^tofM)i*I fot^oi^1^em|t,,
'

to be known; make public. 3. to distribute. 4. to
become worn out, spent, or consumed; fail to last.

give over, 1. to hand over. 2. to stop; cease.
give to understand (or know, etc.), to cause to tinder-
stand (or know, etc.).

give up, I. to hand over; turn over; relinquish; sur-
render. 2. to stop; cease. 3. to admit failure and
stop trying. 4. to lose hope for; despair of* 5. to

sacrifice; devote wholly.
5KV. give is the general word meaning to transfer from one's
own possession to tiat of another; grant implies that there has
been a request or an expressed desire for the thing given (to

grant & favor); present implies a certain formality in the
giving and often connotes considerable value in the gift Hie

presented the school with a library) ; donate is used especially
of a giving to some philanthropic or religious cause; bestow
stresses that the thing is given gratuitously and often implies
condescension in the givier (to bestow chanty upon the poor) ;

confer implies that the giver is a superior and tlte thing givien,
an honor or privilege (to confer a title, a college degree, etc.).

give-and-take (giv'sn-takO, I. an exchange on
equal terms. 2. an exchange of talk, repartee, etc. on
equal terms; banter.

give*a-way (giv's-waO. n. [Colloq.J, 1. an tmintentional
revelation or betrayal. 2. something given free or at
low cost to attract buyers, adj. [Colloq.J, in radio &
television, designating a type of program in which
prrizes are given to contestants, as for answering ques-
tions correctly.

giv-en (giv''n), past participle of give. adj. 1. be-
stowed; presented. 2. accustomed, as from habit or
inclination; rjrone: as, he is given to drink. 3. stated;
specified. 4. in logic & mathematics, taken as a premise ;

assumed; granted. 5. in law, issued; executed.

given name, the first name of a person; name given at
birth or baptism, as distinguished from the surname.

giv-er^(giv'er), n. a person who gives: often in com-
pounds, as lawgiver, almsgiver.
i'za, El (el ge'za), a city in Egypt, near Cairo; pop.,
38,000: site of the pyramids and the Sphinx: also

spelled 1 Gteeh.
giz-zard (giz'erd), n. [< ME. & OPr. giser (with un-
historic -fl) < L. gigeria, neut. pl. f cooked entrails of

poultry], 1. the second stomach of
>
a bird: it has

thick muscular walls and a tough lining for grinding
food that has been partially digested in the first

stomach. 2. [Colloq.l, the stomach: humorous usage.
Gjel le-rup, Karl (yelVroop), 1SS7-1919; Danish poet
and novelist; received Nobel prize in literature, 1917.
Gk.

?
Greek.

Gl, in chemistry, glucinum.
gl., 1. glass. 2. gloss.
gla bel la (gb-bef'g), n. [pi. GIABELLAE (-e)], |Mod. L.
< L. gldbdlus, witnout hair < glaber; see GLABROUS],
the smooth prominence on the forehead between the
eyebrows and just above the nose.

gla-brate (gla/brat) F adj. [< L. glabratus, pp. of gldbrare,
lit., to make smooth, deprive of hair < glaber; see---------, . , -------- ___,__.. --.-

GLABROUS], in botany & zoology, glabrous*
gla-brous (gla'bras), adj. [< II glaber, smooth, bald
(< IE. *ghladh~ros < base *^sP, *gftlfr, *ghle~, to
gleam; cf. GLAD, GLOW, GOLD); -f -OMJ], without hair,
down, or fuzz; smooth; bald,

Jgla-ce (gla'sa'; Eng. gla-saO, adj. [Fr., op. of glacer, to
turn into ice, freeze < $ace < L. glacies, ice],

1. having
a smooth, glossy surface. 2. covered with icing or

sugar, as fruits; candied. 3. frozen; iced. v.t. to cover
with icing; glaze,

gla-cial (gla'shsrt, gla'shi-d), adj. [L. glacialis, icy,
frozen < glacies, icej, 1. of ice or glaciers. 2. of or

produced by a glacial epoch or period^ 3. like" ice;
cold and hard; icy. 4. in chemistry, having an icelike,

crystalline appearance: as, glacial acetic acid.

glacial epoch, 1. any period of geological time when
a large part of the earth was covered with glaciers.
2. the latest of these periods, during the Pleistocene,
when a large part of the Northern Hemisphere was
covered with glaciers. ,

-

,
,

gla-cial 1st (gla'shal-ist, gla'shi-ol-ist), n. 1. a student
of glaciers and their action. 2. a person who accepts
the established theory that certain surface changes of

the earth were caused by glaciers.

glacial period, the period including the glacial epochs;
ice age.

glaciate (gla'shi-at'), v.t. [GLACIATED (-id), GLACI-
ATING], <; L. glaciaius, pp. of glaciare, to turn into

ice, freeze; see GLACIAL & -ATE], 1. a) to cover over
with ice or a glacier. 5) to form into ice;, freeze. 2. to
exrjose to or change by .glacial action, 3. to give a
frosted or icelike appearance to.

gla ci ation (gla'shi-a'shan, gtS'si-a'shan), n. a
ciating.

glacier (glS/sfrer)! n. Pfo (orig:.. Savoy dial., wh
also G. gletscher}; 1% tyl&eiariifrn < gloria (wh
Fr. glace), for JU ^ac*^,r ,ice (akin to gelu, frost, <

, t50l f look;
t i in sanity, o in cor.

iqh; 1th, G. docb. See]



Glacier National Park 614 glassful

< IE. base *gd, seen also in cool, chill, etc.], a large
mass of ice and snow that forms in areas where the
rate of snowfall constantly exceeds the rate at which
the saow melts: it moves slowly down a mountain
slope or valley until it melts or breaks away.
Glacier National Park, a national park in north-
western Montana, containing 250 lakes and 60 small

glaciers: area, 1,538 sq. mi.

gla-cls (gla'sis, glas'is), n. [Pr. < OPr. glacier, to slip

< glace, ice; see GLACIER], 1. a gradual slope. 2. an
embankment sloping gradually up to a fortification so

that attackers will be exposed to defending gunfire.

glad (glad), adj. [GLADDER (-Sr), GLADDEST (-ist)], [ME.
gladd(e); AS. glasd: akin to G. glatt, smooth, repre-
senting the ong. Gmc. sense; IE. *ghladh~, shinmg,
smooth (< *ghel-, *ghel-, to shine); cf. GLABROUS,
GLOW, GOLD], 1. feeling or characterized by pleasure
cc joy; happy; pleased. 2. causing pleasure or joy;

making happy, 3. pleased; willing: as, Fm glad to do
it. 4. bright; beautiful, v.t. A v.i. [GLADDED (-id),

GLADDING], [Archaic], to gladden. SKV. see happy.

glad (glad), n. [Slang], a gladiolus.

Glad-bach-Rheydt (glat'bakh-ritO, n. city m the

Rhine Province, Germany: pop., 194,000.

glad-den (glad''n), v.t. & vd. [ME. gladen, gladien; AS.

iladian], to make or become glad.

glade (glad), n. [prob. akin to glad; orig. sense prob.

"bright, smooth place"; cf. G. lichtung, glade < licht,

light, Fr. clairiere < clair, clear], 1. an open space
in a wood or forest. 2. an everglade.

glad eye, [Slang], an inviting or flirtatious glance:

usually in gfacfot gef) the glad eye.

glad hand, fSlang], cordial welcome.

glad-i-ate (glad'i-af, gla'di-at'), adj. F< L. gladius,

sword; -f -ate], in botany, sword-shaped.
glad i-a tor (glad'i-a'tSr), n. JL. < gladius, sword],
1, in ancient Rome, a man who fought other men or

animals with a sword or other weapon in an arena,
for the entertainment of spectators: gladiators were
slaves; captives, or paid performers. 2. any person
involved in a controversy or fight.

glad-i-a to ri-al (glad^-3-t6r
/
i-al, glad'i-o-to'ri-9l), adj.

of* kteiiators or their fights.

gjad-i-o-la (glad'i-ola, gb-diVla), n. [Mod. LJ, a

glad -i-o-his (glad'i-olas, gla-di'o-lss) , n.
[ft.

GLADIO-
LUSES (-is), GLADIOLI (-E, -K')], [L., sworot lily, small

sword, dim. of gladius, sword], a plant of the iris

family, with swordlike leaves and tall spikes of funnel-

shaped flowers in various colors.

fly (gladli), adv. in a glad manner; willingly.
I rags, [Slang], fine or dressy clothes.
(some (glad'ssm), adj. [see GLAD, adj. & -SOME], 1.

giving joy; cheering; delightful. 2. joyful: cheerful.

Glad-stone (glad'ston', glad'stsn), n. [after WilHam
Ewart Gladstone}, 1. a four-wheeled carriage with
two iDLside seats for passengers, and places for driver
and footman. 2. a Gladstone bag.
Glad-stone, William Ew-art (u'ert glad'ston', glad'-
ston), 1809-1898; British statesman; prime minister of

England (1868-1874; 1880-1885; 1886: 1892-1894).
Gladstone bag, a traveling bag hinged so that it can
open flat into two compartments of equal size.

Glad-ys (glad'is), FW, Gwladys; prob, < L. Claudia;
see CLAUDIA], a feminine name.

glair (glir), n. [ME. gleyre; OPr. glaire < IX. *claria

< L. aarus, clear], 1. raw white of egg, used in sizing
or glossing. 2. a size or glaze made from this. 31 any
sticky matter resembling white of egg. v.t. to cover
with glair.

glair-e-ous (gliVi-Qs), adj. glairy.
glairy (gla^ri), adj. like glair; covered with glair.

glaive (glav). n [ME.; OFr., a lance < L. gladius,
sword], ^Archaic], 1. a kind of halberd with a sword*
like blade. 2. a sword; especially, a broadsword.
Also spelled glave.

glam-or (glam'&r), n. glamour.
Gla-mor-gan (gla-m6r'gsn) , n. Glamorganshire.
Gla-mor-gan-shire (gb-mor'gQn-shirO , n. a county of
southeastern Wales, on the Bristol Channel: pop.,
1,155,000; capital, Cardiff: also Glamorgan.

glamor-ize (glam'Sr-IzO, v.t. [GLAMPRIZBD (-Izd
7
),

GLAMORIZING], to make glamorous.
'

'

>

glam-or ous (glam'er-os), adj. full of gjamour; fasci-

nating; alluring.
glam-our (glam'Sr), n. [Scot. var. of grammar in sense
of gramarye, popularized by Sir Walter Scott; orig.

esp. in cast the glamour, to cast an enchantment],
1. originally, magic; enchantment; magic spell or charm;
ftence, 2. seemingly mysterious and elusive fascination
"or allure, as of some person, object, scener etc.; be-

witching charm; delusive enticement: the curremV sense.
glamour girl, [Slang], a young woman whose natural
allure is emphasized by cosnietics, dress, etc.

glam-our-ous (glam'Sr-&s), adj. glamorous.
glance (glans, glans), v.i. [GLANCED (glanst, glanst),
GLANCING], [< OFr. glacier, to slide, slip; ? influenced
in sp. by p. glanzen, to shine, glint < MHG.], 1. to
strike obliquely and go off at an angle, 2. to make

an indirect or passing reference. 3. to flash;

4. to look suddenly and briefly, v.t. to cause to strike

(a surface) at an angle and be deflected. n 1. a
glancing off; deflected impact. 2. a flash or gleam.
3. a quick glimpse. SYN* see flash.

glance (glans, glans), n. [G, glanz, lit., luster; akin to

Eng. gUnt], any of various ores with a metallic luster:

now applied to only a few metallic ores, such as silver

glance (argentite) and lead glance (galena).

gland (gland), n. [Fr. glande; OFr. glandre; L. glandula,
dim. at glans, glandis, acorn: so called prob. from the

shape], any organ that separates certain elements from
the blood and secretes them in the form of a substance
for the body to use, as adrenalin, or throw off, as urine:

there are two kinds of glands, those which have ducts
and empty into an organ, as the liver and kidneys,
and those without ducts (ductless glands), which pass
their secretions directly into the blood stream, as the

thyroid and adrenals.

gland (gland), n. [Fr. < L. glans; see GLAND (organ)],
in mechanics, a movable part that compresses the

packing on a stuffing box.

glan-dered (glan'dSrd), adj. having glanders.

glan-der-ous (glan'dSr-ss), adj. of, having, or like

glanders.
glan-ders (glan'deYz), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [OFr.
glandres, lit., glands; see GLAND (organ) \t

a contagious
disease of horses, mules, etc. characterized by fever,

swelling of glands beneath the lower jaw, inflammation
of the nasal mucous membranes, etc. : it can be trans-

mitted to certain other animals and man.

glan*du-lar (glan'joo-ler)^ adj. [Fr. glandulaire; see

GLANDULE], of, like, consisting of, or having a gland or

glands.
glandular fever, an infectious disease characterized by
fever and a generalized swelling of the lymph nodes:

also called infectious mononucUosis,

glan-dule (glan'jool), n. [Fr.; L. glandula, dim. of glans;
see GLAND (organ)!, a small gla^id.

glan-du-lous (glan'joo-tes), adj. glandular.

glans (glanz), n. [pi. GLANDES (glan'dJ^)], [L., acorn;
see GLAND (organ)], 1. the glans penis. 2. the glans
clitoridis.

glans cli-tor-i'dis (kli-torVdis), the end of the clitoris,

corresponding to the glans penis.

glans penis, the head, or end, of the penis.

glare (glr), v.i. [GLARED (glard), GLARING], [M,E+glaren;
prob. < OD. or OLG.; cf. MD., MLG. glaren, to gleam,
glare, akin to AS. glxr, amber; for the IE. base see

GLASS], 1. to shine with a strong, steady, dazzling light.

2. to be too bright and showy. 3. to stare fiercely or

angrily, v.t. to send forth or express with a glare.
n. 1. a strong, steady, dazzling light or brilliant re-

flection, as from sunlight on ice. 2. a fierce or angry
stare. 3. a too bright or showy display. SYN. see

blaze, look.

glare (gl&r), n. [prob. < glare, brightness, as from sun-

light on ice], a smooth, bright, glassy surface, as of ice.

adj. smooth, bright, and glassy.

glar-ing (giar'ii)), adj. [ppr. of glare], 1. dazzKngly and
steadily bright. 2. too bright and showy. 3. staring in

a fierce, angry manner. 4. too obvious to be overlooked;
flagrant: as, a glaring mistake. SYN. see flagrant.

glar-y (glar'i), adj. [GLARIER (4-gr), GLARIEST (-i-ist)],

Glasgow (glas'go, glas'ko),
yde:

n. a city in Scotland, on
., 1,076,000 (est. 1946).

as'go), 1874r-1945; American nov-
the River Clyd
Glas gow, EUen
elist.

'

Glas-pell, Susan (glas'pel), 1882-1948; American nov-
elist and dramatist.

glass (glas, glas), m [ME. glas; AS. glass J
^ akin to G.

glos; IB. base *M-, *ghel~, to shine, seen also in glad,

glare, glow, etci],
'

1. a feard, brittle substance, usually
transparent or translucent, made by fusing silicates

with soda or potash, lime; and, sometimes, various
metallic oxides. ,

2. ainy substance like glass in compo-
sition or properties. 3. glassware* 4. a) an article

made paruy or wholy of glass, as a drinking container,

mirror, windowpane, telescope, barometer, etc.- &) pi.

eyeglasses^ c) pi. binoculars. 5. the quantity contained
in a drinking glass: as, he drank a glass of milk: abbre-
viated gl. v.t. 1. to encloses in glass. 2. to put into

glass jars for preserving. 3, to mirror; reflect. 4. to

equip with glass : glaze, adj. of or ma<ie of glass.

Glass, Carter (glas, glas), 1868HL946: American stages-

man; senator Irem Virginia (1902-1918; 1920-19*6);
secretary of the treasury (PI8-1920).

glass blower, a person or machine that does glass blow-

ing. ' '' 'I
I

''

I
,'

-'
,

I
'

, M ,?

glass blowing, the art or process of shapmg , molten
glass into any desired form by blowing akr into ai^ass
of it at tlie end of a tebe*

f

>
' !> i

'1
,

i <* *

-'*^,

glass cutter, 1. a person whose work is cutting sheets
rof glass Ifo dteswed sizes^or1 &&$*&> 2w1 a^peiisini w^se
work is inscribin^designs on glass, 3. a tool for cutting,

glassful (gtasfoof',: ''^Ss^m^ir '' ifelI
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glass-house (glasliQus', glas'hous'), n- a greenhottse or
hothouse.

glass-i-ly (glas'a-li, glas'a-li), adv. in a glassy manner
glass-ine (gla-sen'), n. [glass + -ine], a thin but tough,
glazed, nearly transparent paper, used for the windows
of envelopes, etc.

glass-i-ness (glas'i-nis, glas'i-nis), n. the quality or state

glass-mak-cr (glas'mak'er, glaVmak'Sr), n. a personwho makes glass.

glass-man (glas'man, glas'man), n. {pi. CLASSMEN
(-man)], 1. a person who sells glassware. 2. a glass-
maker. 3. a glazier.

glass snake, a legless lizard found in the southern
United States: so called because its long tail breaks off
easily.

glass-ware (glas'war
7
, glaVwar'). n. articles made of

glass.

glass-work (glas'wurk', glas'wurk'), n. 1. pi. (con-
strued as sing, or pi.], a factory for making glass. 2. the
making or ornamentation of glass and glassware. 3.

glassware.
glass-work er (glas'wurk'Sr, glas'wurk'gr), n* a person
who works with glass.

glass-wort (glas'wurt', glas'wurt'), n. [glass 4- wort],
any of several European plants of the goosefoot family,
with fleshy, leafless stems, growing in salt-water
marshes: its ash is rich in soda and was formerly used
in glassmaking,

glass-y (glas'i, glas'i), adj. [GLASSIER (-i-Sr), GLASSIEST
(-i-ist)J, [ME. glasi], 1. like or suggesting glass in ap-
pearance or quality; smooth; transparent. 2. expres-
sionless or lifeless: as, a glassy stare.

Glas-we-gi an (glas-we'jsn. glas-we'ji-9n), adj. of Glas-
gow, n. a native or inhabitant of Glasgow.
Glau ber's salt (or salts) (glou'b&rz), [after Johann R.
Glauber (1604-1668), G. chemist], sodium sulfate,
NaaSQrlOHjO, a crystalline salt used as a cathartic,
etc.: also Glauber salt (or salts).
glau co- (gl$'ko, g!6'k0), [< Gr. glaukos, orig., gleam-
ing], a combining form meaning bluish-green* stivery, or
gray, as in glauconite.

glau co-ma (gld-kp'nw), n. [L.; Gr. glankdma < glaukos;
see GLAUCO-I, a disease of the eye, characterized by in-
creased tension within, and hardening of, the eyeball:
it leads to a gradual impairment of sight, often resulting
in blindness.

glau co-ma-tous (gl6-ko'm9-tss, gld-kom'a-tas), adj.
of, like, or having glaucoma.
glau co-nite (g!6'k9-nit'), n. [< Gr. glaukos (see GLAU-
CO-) ; + -ite], a greenish silicate of iron and potassium,
found in greensand.
glau cous (gld'kss), adj. [L. glaucus; Gr. glaukos; see
GLAUCO-], 1. green with a grayish-blue cast. 2. in
botany, covered with a whitish bloom that can be rubbed
off, as grapes, plums, cabbage leaves, etc.

glave (glav), n. [Archaic], a glaive.

glaze (glaz), v.t. [GLAZED (glazd), GLAZING], [ME. glasen
< glas (see GLASS); akin to MHG. glasen], 1. a) to
furnish (a building, etc.) with windows, d) to furnish
(windows, etc.) with glass. 2. to givfe a hard, smooth,
glossy finish to; specifically, a) to overlap (pottery, etc.)
with a substance which gives a glassy finish when fused.
b) to make the surface of (leather, etc) glossy by
polishing, etc, c) to cover (food) with a coating of
sugar sirup, etc. 3. to cover (the eye) with film. v.i.

to become glassy, glossy, or filmy, n. 1. a glassy coat-

ing, as on pottery. 2. any substance used to produce
this. 3. a coat of semitransparent color applied to a
painted surface to modify the effect. 4. a jellylike
covering formed or spread on meat. 5. a film or coating,
as on the eyes.

gla zier (gla'zhSr), n. [ME, glasier; see GLASS & -IER],
1. a person whose work is cutting glass to the proper
size and shape and setting it in windows, etc. 2. a
person whose work is glazing pottery.

gla-zier-y (gla'zheY-i), n. the work done by a glazier.
glaz-ing (gH'zirj), n. [ME. glasinge; see GLASS & -ING],
1. the work of a glazier in fitting windows, etc. with
glass. 2. glass set or to be set in frames. 3. a glassy
coating; glossy finish. 4. the act of applying a glaze.
5. a substance applied as glaze.

Gla-zu-nov, A-le-ksan dr Kon-stan tl no vich (a-lyek-
san'dr' kon-stan-ti-nft'vich gla-zoo-ndf'), 1&65-1936;
Russian composer.
gleam (glim), n. [MEX gleme; AS. Zaw; akin to OHG.
gleimo, MHG. gleime, glowworm & Eng. glimmer; IE.
*ghlei- < *$hd, *ghel~v to shine, gleam; cf., GLASS, GLOW],
1. a momentary brightness ; flash or bean* of light. 2. 'a

faint light. 3. a reflected brightness^ as from a/poEshed
surface. 4. a brief, faint manifestation, as of hope,
understanding, etc, v.i.

,
1 . to shine or reflect with a

gleam or gleams. ! 2. to be manifested briefly; appear or
be revealed iSttdde&ly. H-ftfIWi see , ftab. -

: c
,1
:\ >

glean (glen), u.f. & IM. [ME. glenen; OFr. glener; LL.

gfennare < Celt,; cf. Olr. dtghtmn, he gleans], 1. tc
collect (grain left by reapers). 2. to collect the remain-
ing grain from (a field). 3. to collect (facts, etc.) grad-
ually or Mt by bit.

glean-ings (glen'ugz), n.^1. that which is gleaned.
glebe (gUb), n. [< Pr. & L.; Fr. gl&e; L. glebe, glaeba,
clod, lump oi earth; akin to etdnts (cf. GIXDBE)], 1. land
belonging to a church, used by the holder of a benefice
during his tenure. 2. [Poetic], soil; land; earth; field.

gled (gled). n. a glede.
glede (gled), n. [ME.; AS. gttda: akin to ON. glelka,
Eng. glide], the common kite of Europe, a bird of prey,

glee (gle), n. [ME. gte; AS. gleo, gliw, entertainment,
minstrelsy, merriment; akin to (rare) ON. gly; IE.
base *ghleu-, to be merry, jest], 1. gaiety; mirth; joy;
me/nment. 2. a part song for three or more solo
voices, usually unaccompanied. SYN. see mirth.

glee dub, [see GUEE, 2], a group formed to sing part

n. [ME. glede; AS. &xd, &td < base of
glowan (see GLOW)], [Dial.}, a glowing coal.

glee-fill (gle'fol), adj. full of glee; joyful; merry.
glee-man (gle^man), n. [#. GLEEMEN (-nn)]t [ME.
gleeman, gleman t gleoman; AS. gleomann; see GLEB &
MAN], [Archaic], a wandering minstrel.
glee-some (gle'sam), adj. [see -SOME], gleeful
gleet (glet), n. [ME;, glete; OFr. glete, glette], L fObs. or
Scot.], slimy matter: ooze. 2. formerly, any morbid
discharge from the body. 3. a chronic mucous dis-
charge from the urethra in gonorrhea. 4. a chronic
discharge from the nasal cavities of horses, etc, IM".
to give forth a thin, watery discharge.
gleg (gleg), adj. [ME. (northern dial. & Scot.): ON.
gleggr, clear, clear-sighted], [Scot. & Dial.], quick in
perception or action; sharp; keen; alert.
Glen (glenj, [Celt.; see GLEN (valley)], a masculine
name: variant, Glenn.
glen (glen), n. [Late MScot. glen < Scot. Gael, glenn
(now gleanri), mountain valley; akin to W. glyn}. a
narrow, secluded valley.
Glen-dale (glen'dal), n. a city in California, near Los
Angeles: pop., 95,000.
Glen-dow<er, Owen (glen'dou'gr, glen'dou'Sr), 1359?-
1416?; Welsh chieftain; rebelled against Henry IV.

Glen;gar-ry (glen-garfi) t n. [#. GLENGAIUUES (-iz)],
[< Gungarry, valley m Scotland],
[sometimes g-J, a Scottish cap for
men, creased lengthwise across the
top and often having short ribbons
at the back: also Glengarry bonnet
(or cap).
Glenn (glen), a masculine name:
see Glen.

gle-noid (gle'noid), adj. [Gr. gli-
noeides < gUne, socket of a joint
-h eidos, form], forming a smooth,
shallow cavity or socket for a
bone; especially, designating the
cavity on the head of the scapula
which, together with the head of
the humerus, forms the shoulder GLENGARRY

glib (glib), adj. [GLIBBER (-&), GLIBBEST
(-ist)], [orig.,

slippery; cf. J).
t
glibberigt ^ppery, glibber, jelly], 1.

done in a smooth, oShwd fashion. 2, a) speaking or
spoken in a smooth, e^sy manner; facile; fluent, b)
speaking or^ spoken in a manner too smooth and easy
to be convincing.

glide (glid), v* TGLH>ED (-id), GLIDING], [ME. gliden:
AS. gUdan: akin to G. gleUm; prob. < IE. *ghlei*lh
(< *%hel*t *ghel~, to shine; cf. GLAP, GLASS, GLOW, etc.)
in basic sense "to move on a shining, hence slippery,
surface"], 1. to flow or move smoothly and easily,
as a skater* sailboat, river, etc. 2. to move by or pass
gradually and unnoticed, as time. 3. to descend slowly
in an airplane without using an engine. 4. in music &
phonetics, to make a glide, v.t. to cause to glide, n.
1. a smooth, easy flow. 2. a slow descent in an airplane
without using an, engine. 3. in^ music, a slur. 4. in
phonetics, the incidental, indefinite sound made when
the speech organs are passing from the position for
one sound to that_for another, as in the shift from
front (e) to back (oo) in pronouncing (u). SYN. see
slide.

glid-er (glld'eY).
n. 1. a person or thing that glides.

2. ,an engineless air-

plane flown by being
manipulate^, into air

cunrents that keep it

aloft: see TYPES OF AIR-

FLANE, p. 32. 3, a
porch seat suspended in,

an upright frame so
that it can swing back
an;d forth.

W Ik
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GLIDER (sense 3)

l, look; oil, MXt-
r

, o in comply, u^ ,

. dock. See pp. x-xn. t foreign;
*
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glim (glim), - [ME.; akin to (and in part contracted
from) iEng. dimmer, gkam; cf. MHG. ***, a spark],

[Slang], 1. a light; lamp, candle, etc. 2. an eye.
g!im*mer (glim'gr), lu. [ME. glemerm, glimeren, to
shine* req. formation < base of AS. g/aww (see GLEAM)& jjfeowj*, splendor; corresponds in form to AS. *glim-
orwm, bttt prob. < MD. or MLG. like the cognate
Dan. glimre; cf. D. glimmeren* G. glimmern], 1. to
give a faintj flickering light. 2. to appear or be seen
Faintly or

t
dimly, n.

_
1. a faint, flickering light. 2. a

faint manifestation; dim perception; glimpse.
glijii*iner-ing (glim'Sr-iij), n a gKmmer.
glimpse (glimps), v.t. [GLIMPSED (glimpst), GLIMPSING],
[ME. glimsen, glinsen (with transitional --; cf. THIMBLE)
< base of gUam* glimmer; corresponds in form to
AS. *glimsian, *glinsian; akin to MHG. glimsen,
glinsen], to catch a brief, quick view of, as in passing;
perceive momentarily and incompletely, vd. to look
quickly; glance, n. 1. a brief, sudden shining; flash.
2. a faint, fleeting appearance: slight trace; inkling.
3. a brief, quick view; passing look.

Glin-ka, Mi-kfaa-il I-va-no-vich (mi-kha'il i-va'n6-vich
glin'ka; Eng. glirj'ka), 1803-1857; Russian composer.
gBnt (glint), 174. [ME. (chiefly northern) glinten, glenten;
prob. < ON.; cf. Sw. dial, glanta (Norw. dial, gletta],
akin to G. glanzen, to shine, glitter; IE. base *gUendh-
< *gkel-f etc., to shine (cf. GLASS, GLOW) ; Eng. literary
use < Scot. (Burns)], 1. to gleam; flash. 2. to move
quickly; dart. n. 1. a gleam. 2. [Dial.], a glimpse.

gli-o-ma (gK-o'ms), n. [pi. GLIOMATA (-ma-ts), GLIOMAS
(-nasz)], [Mod. L. < Gr. glia, glue + -oma (see -OMA)],
a_ tumor of the brain, spinal cord, etc., composed of
tissue that forms the supporting structure of nerves.

gli-o-ma tous (gH-o'ma-tas, gll-om'd-tes), adj. of, like,
or having a glioma.

glis-sade (gli-sad', gli-sad
7
), n. [Fr. < glisser, to sHde,

glide], 1. an intentional slide by a mountain climber
down a steep slope covered with snow. 2. in ballet

dancing, a gliding step to the side. vd. [GLISSADED
(-id), GLISSADING], to make a glissade; slide: glide.

glis^san-do (gli-saVdo), n. [pi. GUSSANDI (-di)J, [formed
as if It. pj>r.r equivalent to Fr. glissant, ppr. of glisser,
to slide], in music, 1. a gliding effect achieved by
sounding a series of adjacent tones in rapid succession,
as by running a finger over the white keys of a piano.
2. a passage having this effect, adj. performed with
such an effect.

glis-ten (glis''n), vd. & n.[< ME. glisnen (with unhis-
toric^transittonal -*-); AS. glisnian < base of glisian,
to shine; IE. base *ghleis- < *ghd~, <

'

, etc. as in glass,
kle; gleam; glitter. SYN. see flash.
vd. & n. [ME. glisteren; prob. < LG.
glisteren, MLG. glistern; base as in

litter; sparkle; gleam.
ME, gliteren. gleteren; freq, forma-

gtitra; akin to G. glitxern; IE. base

l shine:
ter (glis'

source: cf. ML
gli

gU
tion; . . . .

*gkle*d- (< *riWk etc., to
shine; cf. GLASS, GLEAM),seen also m gltde], 1. to shine with a sparkling light-

glisten i sparkle; be bright. 2. to be showy, colorful, and
attractive, n. La bright, sparkling light; shining
brightness. 2. showiness; brilliance; colorful splendor.SYN. see flash.

glit-ter;y (glit'gr-i), adj. having glitter; glittering.

gloam-^ (glom'irj), n. [ME. glnyng/KS. gfoming <
&tom* twilight; akin to glowan, to glow (see GLOwV
adopted in literature < Scot, dial.], evening dusk !

twilight.
gloat (glot), vd. [prob. via dial. < AS. *glotian or
cognate ON. glotta, to grin scornfully; akin to G.
|/otow, Eng. dial, glout, to stare; IE. base *gUud- <
*gfiel-t etc., to shine, as in glass, glow], to gaze or
meditate with malicious pleasure, exultation, or avarice
(often with over).

glob-al felo'b'l), ad/. 1. globe-shaped 2. relating to
tE as a wliole: world-wide: as, global warfare?the

e^t
-

,

glo.bate (glo'bat), adj. [L. globatus,make into a ball < globus,
shaped; spherical.

of globaret to
sphere], globe-

id), adj. globate.
.; L. ghbus, a ball, sphere;

obe (glob), n. [Fr.; L. globus, a ball, sphere; for IE.
>ase see CLOT], 1. any round, ball-shaped thing;

sphere; specifically, a) the earth; world. 6) a sphericaimodel of the earth showing the continents, seas etc
c) a similar model of the sky, showing the constellations,"etc- .~ 2

v,
any

s
thing shaped somewhat like a

specifically, a) a round glass container; as ;

Hn/ ^ g cover for
,
a lamP- $ *A electric lightbulb, a) a smaU, golden ball used as a symbol of

/ v.t. & v.i. [GLOBED (globd), GLOBING!, to
or gather into a globe.

** v*^, TO

.^fi^ll (glob'fish'), n. [pi. GLOBBFISIP, GLOBEFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], a tropical fish that can puff itself intoa globular form.

gtobe-flow-eri(glob'flou'Sr). n. any of a group of i.i,

crowfoot family, with yellow;

k4')' n - a person who travels
delv about the world, especially one who does so

tor pleasure or sightseeing.

glo bin (glo'bin), n. (< L. glohus; + -in], the protein
component of hemoglobin.

glo-boid (glo'boid), adj. somewhat globular; globate.
n. anything globoid.

glo-bose (glo'bos), adj. [L. globose], globular; spherical
or almost spherical.

glO'boS'i'ty (glo-bos's-ti), n a globose condition.
glo-bous (glo'bQs), adj. [Rare], globose.
glob-u lar Mob'yoo-ler), adj. 1. shaped like a globe
or ball; spherical; round. 2. made up of globules.
SYN. see round.

glob-ule (glob'yool), n. [Fr.; L. globulus, little ball, dim.
of globus, a ball], a tiny ball or globe, especially of Hquid
very small drop.

'

glob-u-lif-er ous (glob'yoo-lif'gr-as), adj. [< globule +
-ferous]* having or producing globules.

glob-u-lin (glob'yoo-lin), n. [< gobule -f -in], any of a
group of albuminous proteins, insoluble in water, found
in both animal and vegetable tissue.

glock en-spiel (glok'sn-spel
7

; G. glfc'ksn-shpelO, n. [G.
< glocke, a bell -f spiel, play], in music, a percussion
instrument with flat metal bars, formerly bells or tubes,
set in a frame and chromatically tuned to produce
bell-like tones when struck with small hammers.
glomer-ate (glom'er-it), adj. [L. glomeratus, pp. of
glomerare, to wind or make into a ball < glomus, a
ball, sphere; akin to globus (see GLOBE)], formed into a
rounded mass; clustered.

glom-er-a-tion (glom'er-a'shan), n. [L. glomeratio <
glomeratus; see GLOMERATE], 1. the act of forming into
a rounded mass; agglomeration or conglomeration. 2

something formed into a rounded mass; cluster.

glomerule (glom'gr-oolO . [Fr. gl&merule; Mod.L,
glomerulus, dim. < L. glomus, glomeris, a ball, round
knot (in Mod.L., small plexus of blood vessels); see
GLOMERATE], a compact cluster, as of a flower head*
blood capillaries, etc.
Glenn-men (glSm'an), n. a river in eastern Norway,
flowing southward into the Skagerrak: length, 375 mi.

glon*o-In> (glon
/
o-in), n. [< gZycerin + oxygen -f nitro-

gen -J- -tw], nitroglycerin, especially a solution of this
used in homeopathy.
lou-o-lnel'- '

gloom-;

or dimness,
causing
Gloria

shifted before the labial m; thought to be < AS. *glum-
ian (cf. LG. glum, muddiness), but more prob. a ME.
northern dial, development < AS. glom, twilight (see
GLOAMING), reborrowed in other dialects; akin to glum],
1. to be or look morose, displeased, or dejected. 2. to
be or become dark, dim, or dismal, v.t. to make dark,
dim, or dismal, n. [corresponds (see the t>.) with AS.
glom, but influenced in sense by the v. & gloomy], 1.

darkness; dimness; obscurity. 2. a dark or dim place.
3. melancholyj_sadness; dejection.
gloom-My (gloom/9-li) , adv. in a gloomy manner.
gloom-i-ness (gloom'i-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being gloomy.*

xom'i), adj. [GLOOMIER (-i-r), GLOOMIEST
overspread with or enveloped in darkness
2. melancholy; sad; dejected; morose, 3.

m; dismal; depressing. SYN. see dark.
. .

,
'~a. glo'ri-s), [L., glory], a feminine name.

n. 1. [also g-J, a) glory; praise: a word of worship, b) any
of several Latin hymns in praise of God that begin with
this word: see the next two entries, c) the music for
anv of these. 2.

[g-], a halo or its representation in art.
3. [g-], a cloth of silk and wool, silk and cotton, etc. with
a glossy surface, used for umbrellas, etc.

Gloria in Ex eel-sis De-o (in ek-sel'sis de'o), [L.], glory
(be) to God on high: title and first words ot the greater
doxology.

Gloria Ta-tri (pS'tri). [L.]. glory (be) to the Father:
title and first words of the lesser doxology: abbreviated

Hd-fi-ca-tion (glfcr'a-nVka'shan, glo'ra-fi-ka'shsn), n.
JT

oi^ificatioi L a glorifying or being glorified. 2.
a festive occasion; celebration.

1

(gldrVfi'Sr, glo'ra-fi'er), n. a person who

gfo"riSy
'

(glfirVfl', glo'rg-fi'), v.t. [GLORIFIED (-j

GLORIFYING], [ME. glorijien; OFr. glorifier; LL.
faaref to glorify < L. gloria, glory +faaere, tof . , ,L to make glorious; give glory to. 2. to exalt and
honor in worship. 3. to honor; prai

. .

praise extravagantly;
better^ larger, finer,
the case*

. < L.

. .

extol. 4. to make, or make
or more beautiful than is a

glori ole (gldr'i-Sl', glp'ri-dV),
of glona, glory], a halo.

gloji-ous .(gldr'i-es, glo/ri^s), adj, [ME. & Anglo-Fri;
OPfcftorw, glortw; L. gloriosusl 1. ftdl of gfosy;
illustrious. 2. giving glory. 3;' receiving ,or teervwg
tof^ 4. splendid; magmficeat. 5. [CcloqLj, very ,dfi-
ghtful

OFr. g
admiration wtt
liable;, fame; ) 're

worship^ adom%iont;
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achievement, splendor, prosperity, etc.: as, Greece in glov-er (gluv'gr), n. one who makes or sells gloves.
5fTZl ^S**1** *&!?!* P^sure, satisfaction, glov-ers-vflle <^fe-vilO * city in easterS New
pride, etc.: as, the actress was in her glory at the stage
door. 6. splendor; magnificence; radiance: as, the glory
of the Rocky Mountains. 7. heaven or the bliss of
heaven. 8. a halo or its representation in art vJ.
[GLORIED (-id. -rid), GLORYING], to be very proud-
rejoice; exult (with in).
gone to glory, dead.

gloss (g!6s) . n. [? < ON. glossi, a blaze < gloa, to glow],
1. the brightness or luster of a smooth, polished surface*
sheen: abbreviated gl. 2. a deceiving outward appear-
ance; superficial show, as in manners or speech, v.t.
1. to give a polished, shiny surface to; make lustrous
2. to make (an error, inadequacy, fault, etc.) appear
right by specious argument or by minimizing (often
with over). v.L to become shiny.

gloss (g!6s), n. [ME. & OFr. glose; L. glossa; Gr. gldssa,
the tongue, language, word requiring explanation <
*gldchta, pointed object < IE. base *gldgh~, thorn, point,
seen also in OSlav. glogu, thorn, Gr. gldchis, point],
1. words of explanation or translation inserted between
the lines of a text; hence, 2. a note of comment or
explanation accompanying a text, as in a footnote or
margin. 3. a collection of such notes; glossary, v.t.
1. to furnish (a text) with notes of comment or ex-
planation. 2. to interpret falsely, vd. to write notes
of explanation for a text: annotate.

glos sal (glos'l, glSs'l), adj. [L. glossa < Gr. gldssa, the
tongue; + -al], of the tongue.

glos-sar-i-al (gio-sar'i-al), adj. of, or having the nature
of, a glossary.

glos-sar-ist (glos'Sr-ist, gl6s'gr-ist), n. a person who
writes glosses or compiles glossaries.

gloS'&a-ry (glos'Sr-i, gl6s'gr-i), n. [pi. GLOSSARIES (~iz)],
[L. ghssartum < glossa; see GLOSS (explanation)], a
list of foreign, difficult, or technical terms with explan-
ations or translations, as for some particular author,
field of knowledge, etc., often included in alphabetical
listing at the end of a textbook: abbreviated gloss.

glos-sa-tor (glo-sa'tSr), n. [ML.; see GLOSS, v. (to ex-
plain)], a person who writes glosses.

gloss-er (glSs'Sr), n. a person who writes glosses.
glo8s44y (g!6s

A
9-li) , adv. in a glossy manner.

gloss-i-ness (gl6s'i-nis), n. the quality of being glossy.
glos-si-tis (glo-si'tis), n. [gloss(6)~ + -itis], in medicine,
inflammation of the tongue.

glos-so- (glqs'o), [< Gr. gldssa, the tongue], a combining
form meaning: 1. of the tongue, as in gtossoplegia. 2.
the tongue and, as in glossopharyngeal. 3. of words or
language, as in glossology. Also, before a vowel, gloss-.

glos-sog-ra-pher (glo-sog'ra-fer), n. [Gr. gldssographos <
gldssa (see GLOSS, explanation) + graphein, to write],
a person who writes or interprets glosses.

gloss-y (glds'i), adj. [GLOSSIER (-i-r), GLOSSIEST (-i-ist)J,

[gloss (luster) + ~y], 1. having a smooth, shiny, pol-
ished surface. 2. smooth and plausible; specious.
-glot (glot), [Gr. -gldttos < gldtta; see GLOTTIS}, a com-
bining form meaning knowledge of or communication in
/ -^ i , . ,v .

'ygloi, triglot.
a glottis: as,

, -^,. .-- f _ _ narrowing.
glottal stop, a speech sound (IPA symbol [?]) produced
by a momentary complete closure of the glottis: it is

commonly heard, often as a variant for medial t (in
water, bottle, etc.) in many Scottish and British dialects.

Slot-tic (glot'ik), adj. [in sense 1, < glottis; in sense 2,
< Gr. gldttikos], 1. glottal. 2. [ObsJ, linguistic.

glot-tis (glot'is), n. [Mod, L.; Gr. glottis < gldtta. Attic
var. of gldssa; see GLOSS (explanation)]

1

,' the opening
between the vocal cords in the larynx.
Gloucester (glos'ter, gld&'tSr), n.

'

1. a city in England,
on'tjje River Severn: pop., 64,000 (est. 1946). 2. a
city in northeastern Massachusetts:^JPi^- 25,000.
Gloucester, Duke of, (Prince ffenry William Frederick

gtes'teV-shirO, n. a
: pop., 863,000 (est

Albert), 1900- ; son of Georg
Gloucestershire (glos'
county of southwestern .___^ ____ .

1945) : Bounty seat. Gloucester.

glove feluv), n. [ME. glofe; AS. glof, glove, paw (whence
ON. glof) < Gmc. *ga-ldfa; *ga-. pref., lit., together
(AS. ge~) -f *ldfa (Goth. fo/a, etc.), flat hand, palm of
the hand; cf. LUFF), 1. a covering for the hand, made
of leather; cloth, etc., with a separate sneath for each
-finger and the thumb. 2. in pports, a) a similar covering
of padded leather worn by baseball playersm the field:
see

a^to, mli^ 5) a padded ipitt/en wofrn: by boxers:,

usually
1. to

'

i^f, [GLOVED
:,

' t to
for,

'

, GLOBING],
'qr

1v with
"""' "'' fl

. ,

"bet.hanil in: dtovqf wW^'to be/ closel^r
''

be very $ienc% br^tamat^iwith;
l

;Thia&.*' w|') !

<'to' eal

York: pop., 24,0.
glove silk, a knitted silk cloth used for gloves, etc.
glow (gloV, 04. [MB. glo*wen; AS. glowan; akin to G.
gluhen; IE. base *gW5- (< *gkel~, *ghel-, to shine), seen
also in Gr. ckt&ros, light green (cf. CHLORINE)], 1. to
give off a bright light as a result of great heat; be in-
candescent or red-hot. 2. to give out a steady, even
light without flame or blaze : as, the harbor lights glowed.
3. to be or feel hot; give out heat. 4. to radiate health
or high spirits. 5. to be elated or enlivened by emotion :

as, he glowed with pride. 6. to show brilliant, conspic-
uous colors; be bright; specifically, a) to be flushed;
show red, as from emotion, enthusiasm, etc. : said of the
skin, b) to gleam; flash; light up: said of the eyes, c} to
show great intensity: said of colors. n 1. light given
off as a result of great heat; incandescence. 2. steady,
even light without flame or blaze; hence, 3. brilHaiace,
vividness, or intensity of color. 4. brightness of skin
color; flush, as from health, emotion, etc. 5. a sensa-
tion of warmth and well-being. 6. intensity of emotion ;

ardor, eagerness, animation, etc. SYN. see blaze.

glpw-er (glou'er), lu. [dial, glower, glowr, popularized in
literature < Scot.: ME. (northern & Scot.) gloren;
prob. < ON. (cf. Norw. dial, glora, Sw. dial, glora, to
stare, gaoe); Grnc. base *gld~, IE. *ghl6~, as in glow;
senses influenced by glare]f to stare with sullen anger;
scowl, n. a sullen, angry, or ill-humored stare: scowl.
SYN. see frown.

glow-fly (glo'fllO, n. a firefly.

glow-worm (glo'wurm
7
)* n. any of a number of wing-

less insects or insect larvae that give off a phospho-
rescent light; especially, the wingless female or the
larva of the firefly.

glox-in-i-a (glok-sin'i-a) , n. [Mod. L.; after Benjamin
P. Gloxin, 18th-c. G. botanist], a cultivated tropical
plant with large, downy leaves and bell-shaped flowers
of various colors.

gloze (gloz), v.t. [GLOZED (glozd), GLOZINGJ, [OFr.
gloser < glose; see GLOSS (explanation)], 1. originally,
to make glosses, or comments, on; explain. 2. to
explain away; gloss (over). IM". [Obs.], 1. to make a
gloss or glosses; comment. 2. to fawn or flatter, n.

{Archaic or Rare], I. a gloss; comment. 2. flattery.
3. specious talk or insincere action.

git*, in bookbinding, gilt.

glu-cin-i-um (gloo-sin^i-Qm), n. glucinum.
glu cinum (gloo-si'narn), n. [Mod. L. < Fr. glucine
< Gr. glykys, sweet (from the sweet taste of some of
its salts)], beryllium, a metallic chemical element:
svrnbol, Gl: the former name.
Gluck, Alma (glook), (born RebaFiersohri), 1884-1938;
American operatic soprano, born in Romania.
Gluck, Chris-toph WiMi-bald (kris'tSf vM-baltO,
I7l4r-1787; German composer.

glu-co-pro-telii (gloo'ko-prot-in), n. glycoproMiL
glu-cose (gloo'kos), n. [< Gr. glykys, sweet; -p -ose],
a crystalline sugar, CeHuOs, ocoirringr nateralfer in
fruits and honey: also called dextrose, gr>ape s^g'or.- the
commercial form, confining dextrin and maltose, is

prepared as a sweet sirup or, upon desiccation, as a
light-colored solid,, py, the hydrolysis of starch in the
presence of dilute acids.

glu co sid (gl5o'k&-sid)r n. gjucoside.
glu co side (gloo'ka-sidO, n. [< glucose + -ide], any of
a class of compounds, either natural or synthetic,
which on hydrolysis yield glucose and one or more
other substances.

glu-co sid ic (glSo^Q-sid^ik), ad/, of or containing glu-
costdes.

gelatin made by boiling animal skins, bones, hoofs,
etc. to a jelly: when heated in water, it forms a sticky,
viscous liquid used to stick things together. 2. any
viscous preparation used to stick things together, v.t.

[GLUED (glood), GLUING], to stick together with or as
with glue.

glue-pot (gloo'potO. n. a pot like a double boiler for
melting glue.

gluey (gko'i), adj. [GLUIER (-i-gr) f GLUIEST (-i-ist)],
1. like glue; sticky. 2. covered with or full of glue.
glum Mtam), dj. [GLUMMER (-gr), GLUMMEST (-ist)l,
[< ME. glommen, var. of gloumWen; see GLOOM],
gloomy; sullen: morose: depressed^. SYN. see sullen.
glu-maceous (gloo-ma'shos), ad/. 1. having glumes,
2. Ijke glumes.
glume (Moom), n. [L. glumu, huslc < base of glubere,
to bark], the husk or chaSUke bract of grains or grasses,

glut (glut), v.L [GLUTTED (-id); GLUTTING], [ME. gtyten,
gloten; OFr. glotir, glprttjr, to swallow, gulp dowr^; L,
glutire, gluttire; ult. <^ IE. base *gZ-* to devour, seen
also in G. kehle, A>Si

tc^, firoai], to eat like A gluttbn?



glutamine 618 gnome
overindulge. v.t. 1. to feed, fill, supply, etc. to ex-
cess: surfeit. 2. to flood (the market) with certain
goods so that the supply is greater than the demand.
n. [< the t.], 1. a glutting or being glutted. 2. a
supply of certain goods that is greater than the demand.
SYN. see satiate.

glu-ta-mine (gloo'to-meV, gloo'ts-min), n. [gluten +
-amine], a crystalline substance, CfiHioNxOi, found in
the leaves and roots of certain plants.

glu-te-al (gloo-te'al, gloo'ti-sl), adj. [< gluteus + -al],
of or near the muscles of the buttocks.

glu*ten (gloo't'n), n. [L. gluten, glue; see GLUE], a gray,
sticky, nutritious substance found in wheat flour,
which gives dough its tough, elastic quality.
gluten bread, bread made from flour rich in gluten
and low in starch: it is eaten by diabetics.

glu-te-nous (gloo't'n-ss), adj. L like gluten. 2. full
of gluten.

glu-te-us (gl6o-te'0s), n. W. GLUTEI (-1)], [Mod. L.; Gr.
gloutos, rump, buttock; tor IE. base see CLOT], any of
the three muscles that form each of the buttocks and
act to extend, abduct, and rotate the thigh.

glu ti-nous (gl6o'ti-n3s) , adj. [L. glutinosus < gluten,
glue; see GLUE], gluey: sticky.

glut-ton (glut''n), n. [ME. glutun; OFr. gloton, glouton;
L. gluto, glutto < glutire, gluttire, to devour], 1. a
person who eats too much. 2. a person with a great
capacity for something: as, a glutton for work. 3.

[transl. for G. vielfrass, lit., great devourer, altered by
folk etym. < Norw. fjeld fross, lit., mountain bear], a
furry, northern animal related to the marten and
weasel but larger: the American variety is called
wolverine. SYN. see epicure.

glut-ton-ize (glufn-iz
7
). v.t. & vd. [GLUTTONIZED

(-izd') GLUTTONIZING], to eat like a glutton; eat
greedily or too much.
glutton-ous (glut''n-9s), adj. [ME. glotonous; see
GLUTTON], inclined to eat greedily or too much.

glut-tqn-y (glut''n-i), n. [pi. GLUTTONIES (-iz)], [ME.
gtotonie; OFr. gloutonie < gloton; see GLUTTON], the
habit or act of eating too much.

gly-cer-ic (gH-ser'ik, gus'Sr-ik), adj.[< glycerin + <4c],
1. of or derived from glycerin. 2. designating or of a
colorless, sirupy acid, CHsOH-CHOH-COOH, [obtained
by the partial oxidation of glycerin, or glycerol.

glyc-er-id (glis'eV-id), n. glyceride,
gtyc-er*ide (glis^er-id, glis'gr-id), n.

ancestor of glyc-

< Gr.

seen also in Gr. glytiys, L.' dulcis, sweet], anTodorless!
colorless, sirupy Hquid, C^ 6(OH)j, prepared by the
hydrolysis of fats and oils: it is used as a solvent, skin
lotion, food preservative, etc., and in the manufacture
of explosives: in chemistry, called glycerol.

glyc-er-ine (glis'gr-m, glis'rin, glis'gr-en'), n. glycerin.
glyc-er-ol (ghs'Sr-ol', glis'Sr-ol'), n. [< glycerin + -ol],
glycerin: the name in chemistry.
^yc;er-yl (glis'gr-ilO, n. [glycerin + ~yl], the trivalent
radical of glycerin, C8H.

glyceryl tri-ni-trate (tri-nl'trat), nitroglycerin.
gly cine (gE'sen, gli-sen'), n. [< Gr. glykys, sweet (see^C

,1INJ; + -*ne], a sweet, crystalline substance,
iNxIzt/JnLjCOaH, obtained by hydrolysis from proteins
and having the properties of an amino acid.

gly-co- (gll'ko, gK'ka), [Gr. glyko- < glykys; see GLYC-
ERIN], a combining form meaning glycerin, glycerol,
glycogen, as in glycogenesis.

gly-co-gen (gK'ka-jan), n.lglyco- + -gen], an insoluble,
starchHke substance, (CHi O B)x, produced in animal
tissues, especially in the liver and muscles, and changed
into a simple sugar as the body needs it: also cafled
animal starch.

gly-co
:gen e sis (gll'ks-jen'a-sis), n. [< glycogen, after

genesis], the formation of glycogen.
glyco

:gen-ic (gli'ka-jen'ik), adj. of glycogen or glyco-
genesis.

gly-col (gli'kol, gli'kol), n. [< glycerin + -ol], 1. a
colorless, sirupy Hquid, C2H<(OH) 2, prepared by heating
any of certain ethylene compounds with an alkaE
carbonate and used as an antifreeze: more accurately.
ethylene glycol. 2. any of a group of alcohols of which
this compound is the type.

gly-col:
ic (gli-kol'ik), adj. 1. of or containing glycol.

2. designating or of a crystalline acid, CHaOHCOjH,found.naturally in unripe grapes or made by the
oxidation of glycol.

gly-co-ne-o gen e-sls (gli'ks-ne'o-jen'a-sis), n. [glyco-+ neo- + -genesis], the production of carbohydrates,
especially glycogen. from substances not glucosidic

gly co pro te id fell ka-pro'te-id), n. a glycoprotein.
glyco-pro-te-in feK'ka-pro'te-in), n. any of a class of
compounds in which a protein is combined with a
carbohydrate group: also glucoprotein.

glyco-su-ri a (gH'ka-syoor'i-o), n. [Mod. L.; see GLYCO-
& -URIA], an abnormal condition in which sugar is
excreted in the urine.

gly-co
:
su-ric (gK'ka-syoor'ik), adj. of or having gly-

cosuna.

igns on

n. [Mod.L. < Gr. glyptos,

glyph (glif), n. [Gr. glyphe, a carving < gtyphein, to
carve, cut], 1. a carved figure, either incised or in
relief ;

carved pictograph ; hieroglyph. 2. in architecture,
a vertical channel or groove.

glyph-ic (glif'ik), adj. [Gr. glyphikos] t having to do
with a glyph: carved: sculptured.
gly-phog-ra-phy (gli-log'rs-fi), n. [< Gr. glyphe (see
GLYPH) ; + -gra$hy\* a, method of producing a printing
plate by engraving on a wax-coated copperplate which
is then used to make an electrotype.

glyp-tic (glip'tik), adj. [Gr. glyptikos < Gr. glyptos,
fit for carving, carved < glyphein, to carve], having
to do with carving or engraving, especially on gems.
yp-tics (glip'tiks), n.pL [construed as sing.J, [<
llyptic], the art ot carving or engraving designs
gems. etc.

glyp-to-dont (glip'ta-dont'),
carved; + -odont: so called
from its fluted teeth], an ex-
tinct South American mam-
mal, related to the arma-
dillo but much larger.

glyp-to-graph (glip'ta-graf
7

,

glfp'ta-graf') , n. [< Gr. glyp-
tos, carved; + -graph], 1. a GLYPTODONT (7 ft. long)
design cut or engraved on a
gem, seal, etc. 2. a gem, seal, etc. so engraved.

glyp-tog-ra-phy (glip-tog'ra-fi) , n. [< Gr. glyptos, carved;+ -sraphy], the art or study of engraving on gems.
gm., gram; grams.
G.M., 1. general manager. 2. Grand Master.
G-man Ge'man'), n. [pi. G-MEN (-men')], [Government
man], [ColloqJ, an agent of the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation.
Gmc., Germanic.
G.M.T., Greenwich mean time.

gnarl (narl), n. [back-formation < gnarled], a knot on
the trunk or branch of a tree. v.t. to twist; contort;
make knotted^ v.i. to form gnarls.
gnarl (narl), v.i. [prob. of echoic origin], to snarl; growl.
gnarled (narld), adj. [< ME. knarre, knot], knotty, as
a tree trunk; contorted; twisted; knobby; rugged.

gnarl-y (narl'j), adj. [GNARLIER (-i-Sr), GNARLIEST (-i-

ist)], containing or covered withjgnarls; gnarled.
gnash (nash), v.t. [Early Mod. Eng. for earlier gnast;
ME. gnasten, gnaistenrpidb. < ON7; cf. ON. gnlsta, to
gnash (the teeth); ME. gnaisten would correspond to
ON. *gneista < the same IE. base, seen also in Eng.
gnaw], 1. to grind or strike (the teeth) together. 2. to
grind the teeth upon ; bite by grinding the teeth, v.j. to
grind the teeth together in anger or pain.
gnat (nat), n. [ME. gnatte; AS. gnxt: akin to G. dial.
gnatze; LG. gnatte; IE. base *ghn?dh-
< *ghen-; see GNAW], 1. any of a
number of small, two-winged insects
that bite or sting. 2. [British], a mos-
quito.
strain at a gnat, to find it hard or
impossible to believe or assent to
something of trifling importance.

gnathic (nath'ik), adj. [< Gr. gna-
thos, the jaw; + -ic], of the jaw.
gnathic index, a measurement of the
relative amount of protrusion of the
jaw, expressed in terms of the ratio of
the distance from the nasion to the
basion (arbitrarily taken as 100) to
the distance from the basion to the
middle point of the alveolar process.
gna thi-on (na'thi-on

7
, nath'i-on'), n. [Mod.L. < Gr.

gnathos; see GNATHIC], the lowest point on the median
line of the lower jaw.
gna thon ic (na-thon'ik), adj. [< Gnatho, sycophant in
Terence's play Eunuchus], fawning; falsely flattering.
-gnathous, [< Gr. gnathos], a combining form meaning
having a (specified kind of) jaw, as in prognathous,
gnaw (n6) , v.t. [GNAWED (n6d) , GNAWED or GNAWN (n6n) ,

GNAWING], [ME. gnawen; AS. gnagen; akin to G. nagen
(OHG. gnagari); IE. *ghnegh < *ghen-, to gnaw away,
rub away; cf. GNASH, GNAT], 1. to cut, bite, and wear
away bit by bit with the teeth. 2. to make by gnawing.
3. to consume; waste away; corrode. 4. to torment, as
by constant gain, fear, etc.; harass. v.i. 1. to bite
repeatedly (with on, away, at, etc.). 2. to produce an
effect of continual biting, consuming, corroding, etc.
(with ont away* at, etc.) ; torment.
gnaw ing (nd'irj), n. 1. a sensation of dull, constant
pain or suffering. 2. pi. pangs, especially pf hunger.
gnawn (ndn), alternative past participle of gnaw.
gneiss (nis), n. [G. gneis; OHG. gneisto, a spark (akin
to ON. gneisti, spark) : from the luster of certain of the
components], a coarse-grained, metamorphic rock re-
sembling granite, consisting of alternating layem^of dif-
ferent minerals, such as Feldspar, quartz, mica, and
hornblende, and having a banded appearance.

TJfrS^'^

GNAT
(1/4 in. long)

- (DLom)", n. ft?.;*M6dJL
see GNOME (maxim; : so called by1
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the belief that gnomes knew of hidden treasures], in
folklore, any of a race of small, misshapen dwarfs, sup-
posed to dwell in the earth and guard its treasures.
gnome (nom), n. [LL. gnome, a sentence, maxim; Gr.
gnome, thought, Judgment, intelligence < gigndskein, ta
know: cf. KNOW], a wise, pithy saying; maxim.
gnomic (no^mik^ nom'ik), adj. [Gr. gndmikos < gnome;
see GNOME (maxim)J, 1. wise and pithy: full of aph-

2. designating or of a writer of apnorisms.
il (no'mi-k'l, nom'i-k'l), adj. gnomic.

onsms.

jiomic poets, a group of Greek poets of the 6th and
7th centuries B.C. whose writings were largely gnomic.
gnom-ish (no'mish), adj. Uke a gnome, or < ..

gno-mon (no'mon), n. [Gr. gndmdn, one who knows or
examines, index of a sundial < base of gigndskein, to
know], 1. a column, pin on a sundial, etc. that casts a
shadow indicating the time of day: see sundial, illus.
2. the part of a parallelogram remaining after a similar
parallelogram has been taken from one of its corners.
gno-mon-ic (no-mon'ik), adj. 1. of a gnomon, or sun-
dial. 2. of the measurement of time by sundials.
-gnomy, [Gr. -gnomia < gnwrie; see GNOME (maxim)], a
combining form meaning art or science of judging or
determining, as in physiognomy.
gno-sis (no'sis), n. [Mod.L.; Gr. gndsis, knowledge <
gigndskein, to know], positive knowledge in spiritual
matters, such as was claimed to have been mystically
acquired by the Gnostics.

-gnosis, [< Gr. gndsis; see GNOSIS], a combining form
meaning knowledge, recognition, as in diagnosis.
Gnos-sus (nos'ss), n. Knossos, an ancient city in Crete.
gnos-tic (nos'tik), adj. [Gr. gndstikos < gndsis; see
GNOSIS], 1. of or having knowledge. 2. [G-l, of the
Gnostics or Gnosticism, n. [LL. gnosticus < Gr. gnds-
tikos], [G-L a believer in Gnosticism.
-gnostic, [< Gr. gndstikos, knowing < gndsis; see
GNOSIS], a combining form meaning ofknowledge, of rec-
ognition, as in diagnostic.
Gnos-ti-cism (nos'to-siz'm) , n. [Gnostic 4- -ism], a sys-
tem of mystical religious and philosophical doctrines,
combining Christianity with Greek and Oriental phi-
losophies, propagated by early Christian sects that were
denounced as heretical.

jgno-thi se-au-ton (g'no'thi se-ou-ton'), [Gr. gndthi
seauton], know thyselt.
gnu (noo, nil), n. [pi. GNUS (nooz, nuz), GNU; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [< the native
(Hottentot) name], a
large African antelope
with an oxlike head
and horns and a horse-
like mane and tail;

also called wildebeest.

go (go), v.i. [WENT
(went), GONE (g6n,
gon), GOING], [ME.
go(n), goon; AS. gan;
akin to D. gaan, G.
gehen, etc.; IE. base
*ghei-, orig., to leave
behind, go away, prob. G^J (4 j/j ft. high at shoulder)

(see HEIR) ; the p.t* went
is^ < wend, tr., replacing AS-

eode, ME. yede], I. indicating motion without reference
to destination or point of departure 1. to move along;
travel; proceed: as, this car can go 90 miles an hour.
2. to be moving: as, who goes there? 3. to move; work;
operate: as, do you want to see the merry-go-round got
4. to work or operate properly; function in the intended
way: as, the motor won't go. 5. to behave in a certain
way; gesture, act, or make sounds as specified or shown:
as, he went like this, the balloon went "pop," 6. to
take or foEow a particular course, line of action, etc.;
specifically, a) to result; turn out: as, the war went
badly. 6) to be guided, regulated, or directed by a
procedure, method* etc. : as, I shall go by what you say,
c) to take its course; proceed: as, how is the evening
going? 7. to pass: said of time. 8. to pass from person
to person: as, a rumor went through the office. 9. to be
known or accepted: as, she goes by the name of Lindsay,
10. to move about or be in a certain condition or state,

usually for seme time: as, fee goes in rags. 11. to pass
into a certain condition, state, etc.; become; turn: as,
she went conservative^ 12. to have a certain form,
arrangement, etc.; be expressed, phrased, voiced, or
sung: as, how does the old story goT 13. to be or act in
harmony; fit in: as, this hat goes well with the dress.
14. to put oneself: as, please don't go to any trouble.
II: indicating motion from a point of departure 1. to
move off; leave ; depart; 2. to oegin to move off, as in a
race: used as a command. 3. a) originally, to leave a
court of justice; hence, 6) to continue (unpunished, un-
rewarded, unrequited, etc.). 4. tocease to have an effect;
come to an end; pass away: as, the pain has <m. 5. to
die, ' 6. to be done away with; be abolished: as, poverty

must go. 7. to break away; be carried away or broken
off: as, the mast mmt in the storm. 8. to fail; give way:
as, his eyesight will go first. 9. to be given up or sacri-
ficed: as, the country house must go. 10. to pass into
the hands of someone; come under control of someone;
be allotted or given: as, the prize goes to Jean. 11. to
be sold at: as, it went for $20. III. indicating motion
toward a place, point, etc. 1. to move toward a place or
person or in a certain direction: as. when are you going
to New York? 2. to move out of sight or out of the
presence of a person: used as a command. 3. to make
regularly scheduled trips to a place or between places:
as, this bus goes to Canton. 4. a) to extend, lead, reach,
run, etc. to a place: as, this road goes to London, b) to
be able to extend or reach: as, the belt won't go around
his waist. 5. to move toward, enter, or attend and then
take oart in the activities of, engage in* etc. : a) addi-
tional meaning is conveyed by the use of a noun gov-
erned by to, or by a participle: as, he goes to college,
let's go swimming, b) reason for going is indicated by an
infinitive, by and with a verb, or by a noun governed
by to: as, he may go hang, I'll .go and find out, he has
gone to breakfast. 6. to carry one's case, plan, etc. to
an authority: as, you must go to the president. 7. to
turn to a certain activity; resort to some occupation,
etc. : as, do you think they will go to war? 8. to carry
one's activity to certain lengths; extend or reach so far
in behavior, action, etc.: as, how far did he .go in Ms
protests? 9. to endure; last; hold out. 10. to have a
particular or regular place or position: as, the shirts go
in the second drawer, v.t* 1. to bet; wager. 2. [Slang],
to tolerate; put up with. n. [pi. GOES (goz)], 1. the
act of going. 2. something that operates successfully;
a success.

tn

energy. -. . _
tasnion; vogue _ _

bargain. 7. [Colloq.], a tryj "attempt; endeavor. Si
[British Colloq.l, a quantity given or taken at one time.
9. in cribbage, a situation in which a player can lay
no card that will not cany the count above 31: the
last card played counts one point.
as people for things) go, in comparison with how
other people (or things) are.

go about, 1. to be occupied with; be busy at; do.
2. to move from place to place; circulate. 3. in
nautical usage, to tack; change direction.

go after, [Colloq.],, to try to catch or get ; chase; pursue.
go against, to act in opposition to; be contrary to.

go along, 1. to proceed; continue. 2. to agree: co-
operate. 3. to accompany (often followed by with).

go around, 1. to enclose; surround. 2. to be enough
to provide a share for each. 3. to move from place
to place; circulate.

go at, to attack or work at.

go back on, [Colloq.], 1. to be faithless or disloyal to;
betray. 2. to break (a promise, etc.).

go beyond, to exceed.
go by, 1. to pass, 2. to be overlooked. 3. to be
guided or led by. 4. to be known or referred to by*
go down, 1. to descend; sink; set. 2. to suffer defeat;
lose. 3. to be perpetuated, as in history.

go for, 1. to be regarded or taken as. 2. to
get. 3. to advocate; support 4- [Qofloq.], to
5. [Slang], to be attracted by: Bke very inucn.

go halves (or shores), [Colloq.], to share equally.
go hard with, to cause trouble or pain to.

go to for, fColloqJ, to engage, take part, or indulge in;
have a liking for; be given to.

go into, I. to inquire into. 2% to take up as a study
or occupation. 3. to be contained in.

go in with, to share expenses or obligations with; join.
go off, 1. to go away; leave; depart. 2. to explode;
detonate; shoot off, as by explosion. 3. to happen.

go on, 1. to move ahead; proceed; continue. 2. to be-
have. 3. to happen; talce place. 4. [Colloq.], to
chatter or rant. 5. in the theater, to make an entrance,

go (a person) one better, [Colloq.], to outdo or surpass
(a person). r

go out, 1. to come to an end; specifically, a) to be
extinguished, b) to become outdated. 2. to attend
sociar affairs, the theater, etc. 3. to sympait&i&e.
4. to go on strike.

go oYer, 1. to examine thoroughly. 2 to do again.
3. to review, 4. [Colloq.], to be successful.

go through, 1. to perform thoroughly. 2. to eadttre;
suffer; experience. 3. to look through; search. 4. to
get approval or acceptance. 5. to spend.
go through with, to pursue to the end; complete.
vgo: *o! [Archaic], cornel indeedl: used to express dis-

approval, disbelief, etc. l

go together, 1. to match; harmonize. 2. [Colloq.],
to be sweethearts.
go Hinder, 1. to sink. 2. to be defeated, ruined, etc.

go up, l. to rise; mount; ascend. 2. to rise in value,
price, etc.; increase^ (

to

tost, look; oil, o*t; up, Use, fflr; get; Joy; yet; chin; sne; tnln,
foy, o in comply, u in focus?

* as i able (aVl);
ick| rldvG. dot*. See pi>u, x^xii. f foreign; * hypothetical;
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go with, l. to accompany. 2. to match; harmonize.
3, CColloq.l, to be a sweetheart of.

go without, to manage or do without.
have a go at, [Colloq.], to try; attempt.
let go, 1. to set free; let escape. 2. to release one's
hold or grip. 3. to give up; abandon.

let oneself go, to be unrestrained or uninhibited.
no go, [CoUoq.J, not feasible; without use or value.

lloq.L in constant motion or action,

to DC taken out: said of food in ato got _

restaurant.
See also phrases entered under going.
SYN. go is the general word indicating motion away from
the place where one is; depart is a somewhat more formal term
and usually suggests a setting out on an expressed or implied
journey (he departed for France) ; leave stresses the separation
from a person or thing (I can't leave while she's ill); quit
emphasizes a getting rid of by leaving (he quit his job yester-

day) ; withdraw suggests a leaving for a definite, justified, and
often unpleasant reason (he withdrew from the race because of

a strained muscle) ; retire, often equivalent to the preceding,
may imply a permanent withdrawal, a retreat, recession, etc.

(he retired at 65, she retired to a nunnery). ANT. come, arrive.

G.O., g.o., 1. general office. 2. general order.
Go-a (go'a) , n. a Portuguese colony on the southwestern
coast of India: area, 1,537 sq. mi.; pop., 601,000;
capital, Panjim.

go-a (go'o), n. [Tibetan dgoba], a small antelope of Tibet.

goad (god), n. [ME. gode; AS. gad; akin to Lombardic
gaida, javelin; prob. IE. base *ghei~, to throw], 1. a

sharp-pointed stick used in driving oxen. 2. any driv-

ing impulse; spur, v.t* to drive with or as with a goad;
prod into action: urge on.

go-a-head (go'a-hed
7
), adj. 1. moving forward; hence,

2. [Colloq.], enterprising; pushing, n. permission or an
order to proceed in an undertaking: usually with the.

goal (gol), n. [ME. gol, boundary; prob. < AS. *gal,
inferred < gsuan, to hinder, impede], 1. the line or

place at which a race, trip, etc. is ended. 2. an object
or end that one strives to attain; aim. 3. in certain

games, a) the line, crossbar, or net over or into which
the ball or puck must be passed to score. 6) the act
of scoring in this way. c) the score made, d) a goalkeeper.
SYN. see Intention.

goal-Ie (gdl'i), n. [Colloq.], a goalkeeper.

goal-keep-er (gol'kep'er) , n. in certain games, a player
stationed at a goal to prevent the ball or puck from
crossing or entering it: also goal tender.

goal line, a line representing the goal in various games;
especially, in football, either of the two lines, one at
each end of the field, across which the ball must be
carried or caught for a touchdown.
goal post, either of a pair of upright posts with a cross-

bar, used as a goal in football, soccer, etc.: in football
the ball must be kicked over the crossbar to score a
field goal or an extra point after a touchdown.
Goa powder, [first used in Goa, India, c. 1852), a bitter,

yellowish powder extracted from the wood of the
Brazilian araroba tree: it is used in medicine.

goat (got), n. [pi COATS (gots), GOAT; see PLURAL, n, D,
1UME. goot, gate; AS. gat ; akin to D. $eit, G. geiss, etc. :

IE. base *ghaido-, he-goat, seen also in L. haedus, kid

goaf], 1. a cud-chewing mammal related to the sheep:
it has hollow horns that curve backward, straight hair,
and a beardlike tuft on the chin: in medieval folklore
the goat was used as the animal representation of

lechery; hence, 2. a lecherous man. 3. [Slang], a person
forced to take the blame or punishment for others;
scapegoat. 4. [G-l, the constellation Capricprn.
get one's goat, [Slang], to annoy, anger, or irritate one.

goat ee (go-te'), n. [< goat: from the resemblance to a
goat's beard], a pointed beard on a man's chin.

goat-fish (got'fish'), n. \pl. GOATFISH, GOATFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], any of several edible tropical fishes of the
mullet family, with large scales, one or more long bar-
bels on the lower jaw, and bright coloration.

goat-herd (got'hftrd'), n. one who herds or tends goats.
goat-ish (got'ish), adj. 1. like or characteristic of a
goat. 2. lustful; lecherous.

goats-beard (gots'b&rd'), n. 1. any of a group of hardy
herbs of ttie rose famUy, with spikes of white flowers in
clusters. 2. a European plant with yellow or purple
flower heads: salsify is the root of the purple variety.

goat-skin (got'skinO, n. 1. tfre skin of ,a goat. 2,
leather made from this. 3. a container for wine, water,
etc. made of this leather.

goat's-rue (gots'roo
7

), n. a small, bushy plant with
thick clusters of small, whitish flowers.

goat-suck er (got'suk'er) , n. (transl. of L. caprimulgus< capri, goat + mulgere, to milk: so called from notion
that it sucks milk from goats], any of various large-
mouthed, nocturnal birds that feed on insects? Ameri-
can species include the whippoorwill and nighthawks.
gob (gob), n. {ME. gobbe; OFr. gobe; see GOBBET], [Col-
loq.J, a lump or mass, as of something slimy.
?? fe?k), n. [origin doubtful: for hypotheses see H. L.
Mencken 4w, Lang (4th ecL), pp. 573 f.], [Slang], a
sailor in the United States Navy.

go-bang (go'bSrj'), n. [Japan, goban < Chin, k'i pan.

chessboard], a Japanese game in which two players in
turn place counters on a board divided into many
squares, the winner being the first to get five in a row:
also spelled goban,
gob-bet (gob/it), n. [ME. gobet, small piece; OPr. gobet,
mouthful, dim. of gobe, mouth], [Archaic or Rare], 1. a
fragment or bit, especially 01 raw flesh. 2. a lump;
chunk; mass. 3. a mouthful,

gob-ble (gob/'l), n. [echoic; var. of gabble], the charac-
teristic throaty sound made by a male turkey. iu.

[GOBBLED (-'Id.), GOBBLING], to make this sound.
gob-ble (gob''l), v.t. & v4. [GOBBLED (-Id), GOBBLING],
[prob. echoic treq, formation on base of OFr. gober, to
swallow < gobe, mouth], 1. to eat quickly and greedily.
2. [Slang], to seize eagerly,

gob-ble-dy-gook (gob'l-di-gook'), n. [coined by Maury
Maverick (1895-1954), U.S. public official; cf. GOBBLE
(the sound)], [Slang], talk or writing, especially of

officialdom, that is pompous, wordy, involved, and
full of long, Latinized words.

gob-bier (gobler), n. [gobble (to make a noise) -f -er],
a male turkey.
Gob e Hn (gob'a-Bn, go'ba-lin; Fr. go'blaw'). adj. des-

ignating, of, or like a kind of tapestry or upholstery
made at the Gobelin works in Paris, n. Gobelin
tapestry.
go-be-tween (go'bi-twenOt n, a person who passes back
and forth between others with messages, suggestions,
etc,; intermediary: often implying shady^ dealings.
Go-bi (go'bi), n. a large desert in Asia, chiefly in Mongo-
lia: site of archaeological excavations: Chinese name,
Shamo.

go-bi-oid (go'bi-oidO, adj. 1. of the family of gobies.
2, like a goby. n. a fish of this family.

gob-let (goblit), n. [ME. & OFr. gobelet < *gobe (dim.,
gobel) < Bret, gob, hop < OFr. cope, cup < LL. cuppa;
see CUP], 1. originally, a bowl-shaped drinking con-
tainer without handles. 2. now, a drinking glass with
a base and stem.
gob lin (gob'lin), n. [ME. & OFr. gobelin; ML. gobelinus;
? < cobalus; Gr. kobalos, sprite], in folklore, an evil or... ...

; ofmischievous spirit, conceived
go-by (go'bi), n. [pi. GOBIES (-t _ , , ,

D, 1}, [L, gobio, gobius, gudgeon < Gr. kobios], any of a

as ugly or misshapen.
GOBIES (-biz), GOBY; see PLURAL, n,

group of small, spiny-finned fishes, widely distributed

through9ut warm and temperate seas: the ventral fins
are modified to form a suction disk.

go-by (go'bi'), n. [Colloq.], a passing by; especially, an
intentional disregard or slight: usually m give (or get)
the go-by, to slight (or be slighted).

go-cart (go'kartOt n. 1. a framework mounted on cast-
ers, used to support a child learning to walk. 2. a
child's low carnage that can be drawn or pushed by
hand. 3. a type of light carriage.
god (god), n, [ME. & AS. god; akin to G. gott, Goth.
guth, etc. : prop. IE. base *ghawa-, to call out to, invoke],
1. any of various beings conceived of as supernatural,
immortal, and having special powers over the lives and
affairs of people and the course of nature; deity, es-

pecially a male deity. 2. an image that is worshiped;
idol. 3. a person or thing denied or excessively honored
and admired. 4. [G-], (also occas. g$d), in monotheistic
religions, the creator and ruler of the universe, regarded
as eternal, infinite, all-powerful, and all-knowing; Su-
preme Being; Almighty. Often used in exclamations, as,

good God/ God almighty 1 my God/
God willing, if God is willing.

Go da-va-ri (gS-da/va-n), n. a river in southern India,
flowing into the Bay of Bengal: length, 900 mi.
god-child (god'chUdO, n. [pi. GODCHILDREN (-chil'dran)],
the person for whom a godparent is sponsor.
god-damned (god'damd7

), adj. strongly cursed or
damned: used as a curse or strong intensive, often
shortened to goddamn, goddam.
god daugh-ter (god'd6te f n. a female godchild.
goddess (god'is), n. [ME. godesse, goodesse], 1. a fe-
male god; hence, 2. a woman of very great charm or
beauty, or of surpassing goodness.
Go des berg (go'des-berkh') , -a city in the Rhine Prov-
ince, Germany, on the Rhine: pop., 24,000.

go-dey-il (go'dev'l), n. 1. any of certain kinds of sled,
especially one used in logging. 2. a tool for scraping
out obstructions from an oil pipe line.

god-fa-ther (god'fa^r), n. a male godparent.
God-fear-ing (god'feVirj), adj. [sometimes g*], 1. fear-

*

God; hence, 2. devout; pious.
for sak en (god'fSr-sa'kan), adj. {sometimes g-] f L
aved; wicked. 2. [CoUoq.J, desolate: forlorn.

-fjrey (god'fri)., >fOFr. Godefrei; OHG. Godafrid <
god, gob God -^fridw, peace; hence, tit, peace (of) Go4],
a masculine name:Aquivalem% G. Gottfried*
God-giv-en (god'givan):, adj. [sometimes g-], 1. given
by God. 2. very welcome; suitable or opportune.
god-head (god'hed), & JME. godhede; see -HEAD], 1.

godhood; oSvinity, 2. fG^l, God.
god-hood (god>hood)r n. {see -HOOD], the state OE quality
of being a god: divinity. ,

Godiva (g<hdi'v?)v n, in JBngAk !$Sfindf the? lift*-'

century patroness of Cowntey^o rode nmkecl through
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the streets on a white horse so that her husband wotild
abolish a heavy tax, in accordance with their agreement.

goggle-eyed (gogH-id'), adj. having eyes that btilg,
stare, or roll, as sn amazement.

god-less (god'Ks) v>af/. 1. denying the existence of God Gogh, Vincent mn (van' gokh'; Eng. van go', van
* ?/ ; !S-K10U^- fS

1 18*10-

..
2/ t

impious; wicked. golf'), 1853-1890; Dutch pointer.
god-like (godlik

7
) , adj. like or suitable to God or a god;

" * ' *" ' * "~

divine.

god-li-ness (godli-nis), n. the quality or state of being
godly; piety.

god-ling (godlirj), n. [see -LING], a secondary or rela-
tively unimportant god.

gpd-ty (godfi), adj. (GODLIER (-E-er), GODUEST (-li-ist)l,

(ME.; see GOD & -LY], 1. [Archaic], of or from God;
divine. 2. devoted to God; pious; devout; religious.
god-moth-er (god'mu^'er), n. a female godparent.
go-down (go-doun'), n. [altered < Malay godoti, ware-
house], in the Far East, a warehouse.

god-par-ent < (god'pa'r'3nt), n. a person who sponsors a
newoorn child and assumes responsibility for its faith;
godmother or godfather.

gp-droon (gg-droqn'), n. a gadroon.
God's acre, a burial ground, especially one in a church-
yard; cemetery.

god-send (god'sendO, n. fcontr. of God's send; ME.
sande, mission, message; AS. sand < sendan, to send],
anything unexpected and needed or desired that comes

Dd.

character or

/sun'), n. a male godchild.
_ . . . . (god'spedO, n- [contr. of Cod speed you],
success; good fortune: a wish for the welfare of a person
starting on a journey or venture.

1. toward God. 2. in relation or witn reference to GocE!
God-wards (god'wSrdz), adv. Godward.
God-win (god'win), [AS. Godewine, lit., friend (of) God;
see EDWIN], a masculine name.
God-win, Mary (born Mary Wollstonecraft), 1759-
1797; English writer; wife of William and mother of
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.
Godwin, William, 1756-1836; English philosopher and
writer; father of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.
Godwin Austen, Mount, a mountain of the Kara-
korum range, Kashmir, India, near the border of Sin-
kiang: height, 2&,250 ft.: second-highest mountain in
the world: also called K2, Dapsang*
god-wit (god'wit), n. [parallels D. rodviUe, lit., little red
thing (< rod, red + mtte, small thing), but both may be
echoic of the cry], any of a group of long-billed wading
birds of the snipe family.
Goeb bels, Jo-seph Paul (yo'zef poul go'bsls), 1897-
1945; German politician and editor; Nazi minister of
propaganda (1933-1945).
Goe-ring, Hermann Wil-helm (her'man villielm go'-
rirj), 1893-1946; German politician and Nazi leader;
field marshal (1938-1945); convicted of war crimes;
committed suicide: also spelled Goring.
Goe thals, George Washington (gS'thalz), 1858-1928;
American engineer and general; chief engineer in charge
of building the Panama Canal.
Goe-the, Jo-harm Wolf-gang von
fon go'ta; sometimes Anglicized to gsi

i

__. ____/r ____
1832; German poet and dramatist; wrote Faust, etc.

goe thite (go'thit; G. go'tit), n. [< Goethe + -ite: so
named in honor of Goethe's studies in geology and
mineralogy], a hydrous oxide mineral of iron, FeaOrHiO.

gof-fer (gofer, g6f'gr), v.t. [Pr. gaufrer, to crimp <
gaufre, waffle; D. wafel, waffle, honeycomb], to pleat,
crimp, or flute (cloth, paper, etc.). n. 1. a goffering
iron. 2. a pleating or fluting. Also gauffer.

gof-fer-ing (gof'gr-in, g6f'&>irj), n. [see GOFFER], I. a
pleating, crimping, or fluting. 2* a series of pleats,
crimps, or flutes.

Gog and Ma-gog (gog''n ma'gog), [Heb. gdgh, magogh],
1. in the Bible> representations of the nations that are to
war against the kingdom of God under the leadership
of Satan: Rev. 20:8. 2, [altered, after the BibHcal
names, from two earlier names, one of which was prob.
Gogmagog (itself altered after Gog) < ML. Goemagnt,

, two huge, wooden statues in

^ , . .

gog-let (gof'lit), p. fPort. gorgofata], a porous earthen-
ware container with a long neck, for keeping water cool
by evaporation: also gurglet.Go gol, Ni-ko-lai Va sil ie vich (ni-ko^-B' va-sil-ya'vich

l; Eng. go'gol), 1S09-1852; Russian novelist and
atist.

Goi-deHc (goi-del'ik, goi'fM-ik) f ad}. [< Ir. Gaedkeal;
Olr. Goidel; see GAEL], L of the Gaels, 2. designating
or of their languages, n. the subfamily of the Celtic
languages that includes Erse (Irish Gaelic), Scottish
Gaelic, and Manx: distinguished from Brythanic. Also
Gadhelic.

go-ing (go'in), n, 1. a leaving: departure. 2. the con-
dition of the_ ground or land with reference to the ease
with which it can be crossed in traveling; hence, 3.

[Colloq.], circumstances affecting progress; working con-
ditions, adj. 1. moving; running; working. 2. con-
ducting its regular business: as, a going concern, 3.m existence or available.
be going to, to be intending to; will or shall.
get going, fColIoq.J, to start; begin.
going on, [Colloq.], nearing or nearly (a specified age
or time).

goings on, [Colloq,], behavior or actions, especially
when regarded with disapproval,

goi-ter, goftre (goi'ter), n. [Pr. goitre < goitrewc, having
a goiter; LL. *gutinriosus < L. guttur, throatl, 1. a
diseased condition of the thyroid gland characterized
by enlargement of the gland, seen as a swelling in the
front of the neck. 2. the enlargement or swelling

goi-trous (goi'tras), adj. 1. of, having the nature of, or
having goiter. 2. designating a geographical area where

legendary English giant],
the Guildhall, London.

go-get*ter (go'get'Sr), n. [Slang], an active and aggres-
sive person who usually gets what he wants.

gog-gle (gog'l), v.i. [GOGGLED (-Id), GOGGLING], {ME.
gogelen, to look obliquely, freq. formation proo, <
Celtic base; cf. Ir. gog, a nod, W. gogi, to shake* etc.],
1. a) to stare with bulging or wide-open eyes, fr) to roll
the eyes, 1. a) to bulge; open wide in a stare. 6) t roH:
said of the eyea. v.t. to roll (the eyes), n. 1. a bulging
or rolling of the eves, 2. pi, large spebtacles, especially
those fitted witfe side guards to protect the eves against

ocf/. (btifeng,, stating^ or rolling: said f

goiter is prevalent.
Gol-con-da teol-kon'da), n. 1. an ancient city in
Hyderabad, India, famous for diamond cutting in the
1 6th century. 2. a source of great wealth, as a mine

gold (gold), n. [ME. & AS.; akin to G. geld; IE. base
*ghel~t ghel', to shine, gleam, glitter, hence yellow; cf
GLOW, GALL,

etc.], 1. a heavy, yellow, metallic chemical
element with a high degree of ductility and malleability :

it is a jprecious metal and is used in the manufacture of
coins, jewelry, alloys, etc.: symbol, Au; at. wt., 197.2
at. no., 79: abbreviated G., f* 2. gold coin; hence
3. money: riches; wealth. 4. the bright yellow color of
the metal. 5. something regarded as having any of
the qualities of gold, as great value, luster, splendor,
etc.: as, his voice is pure gold. adj. 1. of* made of,
like, or containing gold. 2. having the color of gold
3. secured by or redeemable in gold; based on goli

gpld'beat-er (gold'bet'er), n. a person who pounds gold
into thin leaves for use in gilding.

goldbeater's skin, a thin membrane from the intestine
of an ox, used by goldbeaters to separate leaves of gold.
8aM^f1

*) Wi^ TO"** gold-colored beetles.
gold-brick (gold'bnk'), tu. [Military Slang], to try to
avoid work; shirk; loaf.

gold brick, 1. [Colloq.}, a worthless metal bar or brick

a person who tries to avoid work; shirker; 3

gold-bug feoldtnig'), n. a gold beetle.
gold certificate, a note of a stated value formerly issued
by the United States Treasury as currency and secured
by gold coin or bullion payable to the bearer on demand.
Gold Coast, 1. formerly, a British territory in west-
ern Africa: it merged
with British Togoland
(1957) to form the in-

dependent state of
Ghana. 2. [Collog.],
a district where rich
people live: as, the
Gold Coast of Chicago.
Gold Coast Colony,
a former British col-

ony in the Gold Coast,
Africa: in 1957, it be-
came part of the in-

dependent state of
Ghana.

gold digger, [Slang], a
woman who in tier

pefsonalrelationswith -^n rhAsrmen tries to getmoney
GOLD COAST

and gifts from them.
gold dust, gold in very small bits or as a powder, the
normal state in whidb it is fottnd in placer mininB".

gold-en (gol'd'n), adj. [MB. golden < gold (for earlier
gildent gylderi)], L made of, containing, or yielding
gold. 2. having the color and luster of gold; bright-

fat, ape, bawj, car; tea, e; lot, gd, hdrn, tool, look; ofl, out:
\ agent; * in sanity, o in comply, u -

V.idic; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. Stee pi>; i-

} get; Joy; Fet; chin:
as in, able (S^bl); Fr.

f, foreign;
*
liypdtlieiicai;

sjla;
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yellow. 3. very valuable
s
favorable, or precious; excel-

lent. 4. pmsperons and joyful; nourishing.
Golden Age, (after L. (Ovid) aurea aela$\ 1. in Greek 6*
Roman legend, an imaginary early age in which man-
kind was ideally happy, prosperous, and innocent. 2.

|g- &r]r the period of greatest progress, prosperity, or

cultural achievement, as in a nation's history.

golden aster, any of a group of hardy plants similar to

the daisies* with tall, yellow flower heads.

golden bantam corn, a variety of sweet corn with

bright-yellow kernels on small ears.

golden calf, 1 . a calf of gold worshiped by the Israelites

while Moses was at Mount Sinai: Ex. 32:4; hence, 2.

riches regarded as of the greatest importance.
golden eagle* a large, strong eagle found in mountainous
districts of the Northern Hemisphere, with brown
feathers on the back of its head and neck.

gold-en-eye (gol'd'n-i')* n. [pi. GOLDENEYES (-Iz')

GOLDENEYB: see PLURAL, ir, D, 1], a wild duck with a

dark-green back and a white breast, noted for its expert
diving and speed in flying.

Golden Fleece, in Greek legend, the fleece of gold that

hung in a sacred grove at Colchis guarded by a dragon
until taken away by Jason and the Argonauts.
Golden Gate, the strait leading into San Francisco Bay
from the Pacific.

golden glow, a tall, hardy North American plant with
doubledTyellow, globular flowers.

golden goose, a goose in a Greek fable who laid a

golden egg each day: its greedy owner, thinking to

get all the gold at once, killed the goose, thus losing

Golden Horde, [so called from the splendors of then-

leader's camp], the Mongol armies that invaded Europe
in 1237 and, under the Khans, ruled over Russia for

two centuries.
Golden Horn, an arm of the Bosporus, forming the
harbor of Istanbul, Turkey.
Golden Legend, name given by Cazton to his transla-

tion from the French (1483) of the Latin collection of

saints* Hves originally written by Jacobus de Voragine,
bishop of Genoa (1230-1298).
golden mean, [transL of L. (Horace) aurea mediocritas],
the safe* prudent way between extremes; happy me-
dium; moderation.""

L pheasant, a pheasant of China and Tibet, with
iy colored feathers and a yellow crest.

^ i robin, the Baltimore oriole.

gold-en-rod (gol'd'n-rod'), n. any of a grouj) of North
American plants of the composite family, typically with
long, branching stalks bearing clusters of small, yellow
flowers through the late summer and fall.

golden rule, the precept that one should behave toward
others as he would want them to behave toward him:
see Matt. 7:12, Luke 6:31.

gold-en-seal (golM'n-sel/), n. an American herb of the
crowfoot family, with large, round leaves and a thick,
yellow rootstock, formerly much used in medicine.
golden warbler, a small, yellow American songbird."

*den wedding, the 50th aiiniversary of a wedding.
i-filled (gold'nld'), adj. made of a base metal over-

_d with gold.
gold-finch (gold'finch'), n. [ME.; AS. goldftnc; see GOLD
& FINCH], 1. a European songbird with yellow-streaked
wings. 2. a small American songbird the male of which
has a yellow body with black markings.
goldfinny (gold'fin'njp, n. [pi. GOLDFINNIBS (~iz)], 1. a
small, bright-yellow European fish. 2. any of several
related sea or fresh-water fishes, as the cunner.

gold-fish (gold'fish'), n. [pi. GOLDFISH, GOLDFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], a small, golden-yellow or orange-colored fisn,
often kept in ponds or fish bowls.

gold foil,JME. gooldfuyle], gold beaten into thin sheets
slightly thicker than gold leaf*

gold-Mocks (gol'di-loks') , n. 1. a person with yellow
hair. 2. FG-J^ a Httle girl in a folk tale who visits the
home of three bears- 3. a European plant with clusters
of small, yellow flowers, 4, a European buttercup.

gold-leaf (goldlef
7
), adj. of or decorated with gold leaf;

gold leaf, gold beaten into very thin sheets, used for
gilding.
Gold-mark, Karl (gold'mark), 1830-1915; Hungarian
composer.

gold mine, 1. a mine from which gold ore is obtained,
2. [ColloqJ, a source of something very valuable or

gold note,* a gold certificate.

Gol-doni, Gar-lo (karlftgol-do-'nS), 1707-1793; Italian
dramatist.

gold plate, tableware made of gold.
gold reserve, 1. the gold formerly kept in the United
States Treasury for redeeming government notes: most
of it is now buried at Fort Knox, Kentucky, as a perr
manent reserve. 2. the quantity of gold in the central
or national bank of a country.

gold rush, a rush of people to territory where gold has
recently been discovered, as to California in 1849.

gold-smith (gold'smithO , n. I. a skilled

Gold-smith, Oliver (gold'smithO. 1728-1774; British

poet, playwright, and novelist.

goldsmith beetle, a large, bright-yellow American
beetle that feeds on tree foHage.

gold standard, 1. a monetary standard solely in terms
of gold, in which the basic currency unit is made equal
to and redeemable by a specified quantity of gold.
2. the legal weight and fineness of gold used in United
States coins before 1934.

gold star, a small, gold star of cloth, paper, etc. awarded
as a mark of honor in school, etc., or displaced to
represent a member of the armed forces killed in the
line of duty in wartime.
gold-star mother (gold'star') , a mother of a member of
the armed forces killed in the line of duty in wartime.

gold-stone (gold'ston'), n. glass containing mineral par-
ticles and having a glittering, jewellike appearance,

gold*thread (gold'thred'). n- a small North American
plant of the crowfoot family, with white or yellow flow-
ers and yellow roots used in medicine.

go-lem (golim), n. [Heb., orig., embryo; later, monster
(hence Yid. sense "dolt") ; akin to AT. ghulam, lad],
in Jewish legend, a man artificially created by cabalistic
rites; robot; automaton.

golf (g61f, golf), n. [Late ME. (Scot.) golf, gouff; usually
derived < D. kolf, & club (for hitting balls); but all

early forms have g~, and the -I- may be unhistoric: ?

directly < Scot, gowf, to strike < gowf, a blow (with
the open hand)], an outdoor game played^'on a large
course with a small, hard rubber ball and a set of clubs
with wooden or metal heads, the object being to drive
the ball into a series of"~"*~

yariously located four-
inch holes (usually nine
or eighteen) with the few-
est possible strokes. IM".

to play golf.

golf club. 1. any of the
various clubs with wooden
or metal heads and long,
slender handles, used in

golf. 2. an organization
owning and controlling a
golf course, clubhouse,
etc., for the use of its mem-
bers. 3. the golf course,
clubhouse, etc. oj>erated
by such an organization.

golf course (or links) , a
tract of land for playing golf, with tees, greens, fair-

ways, hazards, etc.

Gol-go-tha (gol'ga-tha), n. [LL.: Gr. Golgotha; Aram.
gulgultha; Heb. gulgdleth, skull, place of a skull]. 1. the
place where Jesus was crucified; Calvary: Marie 15:22.
2. [g-], fl) a burial place, b) a place of agony or sacrifice.

gol-iard feol'ySrd), it. [OFr., glutton < gole (Pr. gueuU),
mouth; L. gula, gullet], any of a class of wandering
students of the late Middle Ages who wrote satirical
Latin verse and often served as minstrels and jesters.

gol-iar-dic (gol-yar'dik), adj. of the goHards or their
verse.
Go li ath (ga-K'ath), n. [LL.; Heb. goly&fhl in the Bite,
the Philistine giant killed by David with a stone shot
from a sling: I Sam. 17:4, 49.

matiqn; r after polUwog\, 1. a grotesque black doll
used in illustrations by Florence It. Upton for a series

GOLF CLUBS
A, driver; B, brassie; c,

spoon; p, midiron; E, mash-
ie; F, niblick; G, putter

makes articles of gold.

, _. worker who
2. a dealer in such articles.

go-losh, go-loshe (gs-loshO, n. a galosh.
gom-broon (gom-br6onO, n. [< Gombroon (Bandar
Abbas), town on the Persian Gulf], a type of white,
semitransparent Persian pottery,
Go-mel (gc'mel), n, a city inlthe Byelorussian S.S.R.?
pop., 144,000.
gom-er-al, gom-er-el, gomer-il (gom'er-al), n. [? <
obs. gome, a man (< AS. guma) 4- -erel* -rel, depre-
ciatory suffix < OFr. -erefl, [Scot* & N. Eng. Dial], A
simpleton; fool; dolt.

Go-mor-rah, Go-mor-rha (gs-mor'o, gs-mor'a>), n. [Gr.
Gomorrha < Heb,], 1. in the Bible, a city destroyed
together with a neighboring city, Sodom, by fire from
heaven because of the sinfrUness of the people: Ge*u
19:24; hence, 2. any wicked city or place.
Gomper*, Samuel (gom'pgrz), 1850-1924; American
laborleader born in England; president of the American
Federation of Labor (1886-1895; 1896-1924).
gom-pho-sis (gom-fo'sia), a. [ModX. < Gr. gompfosfo,
a nailing together < gomtikos, a nail, bolt}, a fo$m of
immovable joint in which (a bone r other hard paft
fits into a socket: teetk fit into the jaw by gor

~* ~~''~

go mu ti (gS-mdVti), n. [Malay gum^l l,,a J

palm with feathery leaves aad^pflpeeib sat from
crudeUsugar and palm wine are made: also
palm. & the wiry $bm from the stalks of its J

fused In making ropes, etc. >
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(a specified number of) angles, as in pentagon.
gon-ad (gon'ad, go'nad), n. [< Gr. gone, a seed, gener-
ation; + -0$t a gland. that produces reproductive cells;
ovary or testis.

gon-ad-al (gon'ad-1, go'nad-'l), erf/, of a gonad or
gonads.

gon*a-do;tron-lc (gon's-do-trop'ik, ga-nad's-trop'ik),
adj* designating or of any substance acting as a stimu-
lant upon the gonads.
Gon-court, Ed-mond Lou-is An-toinede (ed'mon'lwe
aVtwan' da goVkoorO, 1822-1896; French novelist.

Goncourt, Jules Al-fred Hu-ot de (zhul al'fred' u'o'
da), 1830-1870: brother of Edmond; the two collabo-
rated on a number of novels.
Gond feond), n. [< native (Gpndi) name], a member of
the Dravidian culture group living in Madhya Pradesh,
a state in central India.

Gon-di (gon'di), n. [< Condi, name of the principal
dialect}, 1. a group of Dravidian dialects spoken in
central India. 2. the principal dialect of this group.
gon-do-la (gon'da-b), n. [It. (Venetian) ; ult. < Romance
base dond-, to rock],
1. a long, narrow
canalboat with a
cabin in the middle
and a high, pointed
prow and stern,
used on

4
the canals

of Venice: it is

propelled by a pole
or one oar at the
stern. 2. a flat-

bottomed river GONDOLA
barge. 3. a gondola
car. 4. a cabin i...... .. . under a dirigible or balloon,
for holding the motors, instruments, passengers, etc.

gondola car, a railroad freight car with low sides and
no top.

gon*do-lier (gon'da-leV), n. [It. gondolier < gondola], a
man who rows or poles a gondola.
gone <(gdn, gon), [ME. gon; AS. gan] t past participle of

go. TOO/. 1. moved away; departed. 2. ruined. 3. lost.

4. dying; dead. 5. faint; weak. 6, used up; consumed.
7. ago; past.
far gone, 1. much advanced; deeply involved. 2. very
tired.

gone on, [Colloq.] In love with.

gone-ness (gdn'ms, gon'nis), n. weakness; exhaustion.

gon-er (gdn'er, gon'Sr), n. [< gone + -er], [Colloq.], a

person or thing that seems certain to die soon, be
ruined, etc.; person or thing beyond help.
Gon-er-il (gon'er-il), n. in Shakespeare's King Lear, the
elder of Lear's two wicked daughters.

gon-fa-lon (gon'fs-fon), n. [Fr.; It. gonfalone; OFr. gon~

fanon, banner; OHG. gundfano, battle standard; gund,
gunt, a battle -f- fano, banner], a flag or ensign hanging
from a crosspiece instead of an upright staff and usually
ending in streamers : especially, such a standard used by
any of the medieval republics of Italy.

gon fa-lon-ier (gon'fo-b-n&r'), n. [< Fr, or It.; Fr. gon-

falonier; It. gonfaloniere], I. the bearer of a gonfalon.
2. in some medieval republics of Italy, a high official.

gon-fa non (gon'fa-nsn), n. [Obs.J, a gonfalon.

gong (g6n, gon), n. [Malay gun; echoic], 1. a slightly
convex metallic disk that gives a loud, resonant tone
when struck. 2. a saucer-shaped bell with such a tone.

Gon-go-rlsm (gon'ga-riz'm), n. 1. the literary style of

Gongpra y Argote, Spanish poet (d. 1627), characterized

by affected metaphor and the use of strained conceits.

2. any style like this.

go-nid-i-al (go-nid'i-al), adj. of a gonidium or gonidia.

go-nid i-um (go-nid'i-am), n. \l. GONIDIA (-0)], [ModX.
dim f < Gr. gonos: see GONO-7. 1. a reproductive cell

produced asexually in certain algae. 2. any of the

chlorophyll-bearing cells in lichens.

go-ni-o- (go'ni-o), f< Gr. gonia, an angle], a combining
form meaning angle, as in goniometry.

go-ni-om e ter (go'ni-om'Q-tSr), n. [Fr, goniometre; see

GONIO- & -METER], an instrument for measuring angles,

especially of soHd bodies.

go-ni-om-e-try (go'ni-om/a-tri), n. [Fr. gomom&tme; see

GONIO- & -METRY], the theory or science of measuring
angles.
go ni on (g5'ni-on'), n. W. GONJA (-)], [Mod, L; < Gr.

gonia, an angle], the point at either angle of the lower
Taw

>

*

'

'

' '

-go nl-um (go
fni-om),TMod.L. < Gr. gonos; see GONO-],

a combining form used to form nouns meanitig a cell or

structure in which reproductive cells are forced, as in

sporogonium. ,

gon o- (gon'o), [< Gr. gonos, gone, procreation, offspring,

semen, seed < base of gignesthai, to be bornka com-
bining form meaning reproductive, sexual* a$ to gowo-

coccuf, gonopkore: also, before a vpWel, f
gon o coc cus (goiiVkok^s);,, :n. 1 'M

si)], [gono- 4- coccus], the microorganism that causes
gonorrhea.

gon-of, gon-oph (gonf |)
n. [see GANOV], a thief.

gon-o-phore feon^foV'), n. [foo- -f- -phorc], 1. an
extension of the axis of a flower, lifting the pistil and
stamens above the floral envelope. 2. an independent
animal cell that produces a hydroid colony by fission,

budding, or other asexual means.
gon-or-rhe-a, gon-or-rhoe-a (gon'a-re'a), it. [LL. gon-
orrhoea; Gr. gonorrhoia < gonos, a seed, semen (see
GONO) -f rkow < rhetin, to flow], a venereal disease
caused by gonococci, characterized by inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the genitourinary tract and
a discharge of mucus and pus: it is generally transmitted
by sexual intercourse and can seriously affect other
mucous membranes, especially those of the eye, as in a
baby during childbirth.

gon-or-rhe-al, gon-or-rhoe-al (gonVre'dl), adj. of or
caused by gonorrhea.
-go-ny (ga-ni), [L. -gonto; Gr. -gonia < base of gtgflestkai,
to be born], a combining form used to form noons
meaning something generated, produced, descended, etc.,
as in cosmogony, theogony.

aby talk], [Slang], 1. anything

(

f

. be <
Congo nguba], a peanut.
good (good), adj. [BETTER (befgr), BEST (best)], [MB.
gode; AS. god; akin to G. gut; IE. base *ghadh-, to
unite, be associated, suitable, etc., seen also in gather],
1. a general term of approval or commendation^ meaning
"as it should be" or better than average" 1. a) suit-
able to a purpose; effective: efficient: as, a jeep is good
for driving on rough roads. &) producing favorable
results; beneficial; as, hot lunches are good for children.
2. fresh; unspoiled; uncontaminated: as, good eggs. 3.

valid; genuine; real: as, good money. 4. healthy; strong;
vigorous; sound: as, good eyesight. 5. honorable;
worthy: as, one's good name. 6. enjoyable, agreeable,
happy, etc. : as, life is good here. 7. dependable; reliable:

right: as, good advice. 8. thorough: as, a good job or

cleaning up. 9. adequate; ample; sufficient; satisfy-
ing: as, a good meal. 10. morally sound or excellent;
specifically, a) virtuous. 5) pious, c) kind, benevolent,
generous, sympathetic, etc. d) well-behaved; dutiful.

e) proper; becoming: as, good manners. 11. able; skilled;

expert: as, a good swimmer. II. a general intensive,

meaning "to a considerable amount, extent, or degree":
as, a good many, a good beating, ft. something good;
specifically, a) worth; virtue; merit: as, there is much
food in him, b) something contributing to health, wel-
fare, happiness, etc.; benefit; advantage: as, the greatest
good of the greatest number, c) something desirable or
desired. See also goods, inter/, an exclamation of sat-

isfaction, pleasure, agreement, etc. In some exclam-
atory phrases expressing surprise, consternation, eta
(e.g., good gracious! good grief 1) good is a euphemism
or God. adv. well, completely, fully, etc. : variously re-

garded as substandard, dialectal, or colloquial.
aa good as, virtually; practically; in effect; nearly.
come to no good, to come to a bad end; end in failure,

trouble, eta
for good, for the last time; for always; finally; per-
manently: also for good and all.

good and, [Colloq.], 1. very. 2. altogether; entirely.
good for, 1. able to survive, endure, or remain in

working order for (a specified period of time). 2.

worth. 3. able to pay, repay, or give. 4. used to

express approval: as good for you I

make good, 1. to give or do something as a substitute

for; repay or replace. 2. to fulfill. 3. to succeed in

doing; accomplish. 4. to be successful. 5. to prove.
no good, useless; worthless,
the good, 1. those who are good. 2. what is morally
good*

to the good, as a profit, benefit, or advantage.
good afternoon, a salutation of greeting or farewell in

the afternoon.
Good Book, the Bible (usually with the).

good-by, good by teood'bi'), interj* & n.
[pi. GOOD-BYS,

GOODBYS (-biz')J Icontr. of God be wvth ye], fare-

well.

good-bye, good bye (good'biO. inter}. & n. \pL GOOD-
BYES, GOODBYES (-biz*)], good-by.
good cheer, 1. revelry. 2. good food and drink; feast-

ing. 3. courage.
Good Conduct Medal, in the United States Army, a

bronze medal awarded to enlisted men for exemplary
behavior, efficiency, and fidelity.

good day, a salutation of greeting or farewell.

good deal, 1. a large number or quantity; many or
much. 2. [Slang], very goodl . . ,

good evening, a salutation of greeting or farewell in the

evening.
good fellow, an agreeable,: convivial person.

^^{Btto, t66l, look; oil, out: up, Use, for; get; Joy; yet; dun; si

|<,IW'jMtofty, o in wtf&, k /ociw;
' a& m aW<? (a'JD'l);

Pr. b^
j;ic&j|ai, G. doch. See pp. x-^adiJ t foreign; * hypothetical; < deiw
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d-fel-low ship (^opd'fei'5-ship'), ** [good fellow +

-skip], hearty, convivial companionship.
good-fot-noth-ixig feood'feT-nuth'in), adj. useless or
worthless, n* a useless or worthless person.
Good Friday, the Friday before Easter Sunday, ob-
served in commemoration of the crucifixion of Jesus.

gpod-heart-ed (goodliar'tld), adj. kind, generous, etc.
Good Hope, Gape of, 1. a cape at the southern tip of
Africa. 2. a province of the Union of South Africa:
area, 276,966 sq. mi.: pop., 3,733,000; capital, Cape-
town: formerly called Cape Colony; also called Cape
Province.

good humor, a cheerful, agreeable, pleasant mood.
good-humored (good'hu'merd, good'u'm&rd), adj.
having or showing good humor; cheerful and agreeable,

good-ish (good'ish), adj. 1. fairly good; rather good.
2. fairly large.

good-li-ness (goodli-nis), n, [ME. goodlinesse], the
quality or condition of being goodly.

good-look-ing (goodlook'irj), adj. pleasing in appear-
ance; beautiful or handsome. SYN. see beautiful.

good looks, attractive personal appearance; especially,
pleasing facial features.-

, [pl. G'PODMBN (-man)], [ME.;good-man (good'ngn),
n.

, . , .

see GOOD &. MAN], [Obs.], 1. a husband or master of a
household. 2. a title equivalent to Mr., applied to a
man ranking below a gentleman.
good morning, a salutation of greeting or farewell in
the morning.
good nature, a pleasant, agreeable, or kindly disposi-
tion; amiability: geniality.
good-na-tured (good'na'che'rd), adj. having or showing
good nature; pleasant; agreeable. SYN. see amiable.
Good Neighbor Policy, the policy^ of encouraging
friendly political and economic relations between the
United States and Latin America: introduced by
President Franklin. Roosevelt in 1933.

good-ness (good'ais), n. [ME. goodnesse; AS. godnes],
1. the state or quality or being good; specifically, a)

virtue; excellence, d) kindness; generosity; benevo-
lence* 2. best part, essence, or valuable property of a
thing, interj. an exclamation of surprise or wonder:
tasect alone or in various phrases, as. for goodness' sake I

good night, a salutation of farewell at night, used in

parting or going to bed.

goods (goods). n.pl. I. movable personal property. 2.

merchandise; wares. 3, fabric; cloth. 4. [Bntish],
freight: often used attributively. Abbreviated gds.
deliver the goods, to do or produce the thing required.
get (or hare) the goods on, [Slang], to discover (or
know) something incriminating about.

the goods, [Slang], what is required, genuine, or valid.

good Samaritan, 1, in the Bible, a person who was
the only one to pity and help a traveler who had been
beaten and robbed: Luke 10:30-37; hence, 2. anyone
who pities or helps another or others unselfishly.
Good Shepherd, Jesus: John 10:11.

good-sized (good'sizd'X adj. ample; big or fairly big.
good speed, success; good luck: a farewell denoting a
wish for the welfare of a person starting on a journey
or venture.

good-tem-pered (good'tem'perd), adj. having a good
temper; not easily angered or annoyed; amiable.
good turn, a good deed; friendly, helpful act; favor.
good-wife (good'wif'), n. [pl. GOODWIVES (-wivz')j.
[ME.; see GOOD & WIFE], [Obs.J, 1. a wife or mistress
of a household. 2, a title equivalent to Mrs., applied
to a womaa ranking below a lady.

good-will (good'wil'), n. good wffl.

good will, 1 . a*friendly or kindly attitude ; benevolence.
2. cheerful consent; willingness; readiness. 3. the value
of a business in patronage, reputation, etc., over and
beyond its tangible assets,

good-v (good'i), n. [#. GOODIES (4z)], [Colloq.], 1.

usually in pL something considered very good to eat, as
a piece of candy, 2. a person who is weakly or cant-
mgly pious ; sanctimonious person, adj. [Golloq.l, weak-
ly or cantingly pious; sanctimonious, interj. [Colloq.],a child's exclamation of approval or delight. Often re-
duplicated as goody-goody (for n. 2,

good-y (good'i), n. [pl. GOODIES (-iz
woman, especially an old woman or housewife,, f ^
social status: formerly used, as in New Esagland, as a
title with the surname (e.g., Goody Smith).
Good-year, Charles (good'yeV), 1800-1860; American
inventor;_originated process for vulcanization of rubber,

goo-ey (goo'i), adj. [< goo], [Slang], 1. sticky, as glue.
2. sticky and sweet.
g?t (???Uin ' CProb- < or akin to ME - Wfissto* goofish,
foolish], [Slang], a stupid, silly, or credulous person.
v.i.

[Slang],jto err. blunder, fail, etc.

goof-Hy (goof'9-tt), adv. [Slang], in a goofy manner.
goof i

:
ness (goof'i-nis), n. [Slang], the quality or state

of being goofy,

4?f
-y,(goof'i), adj. [GOOFIER (-i-Sr), GOOFIEST (-i-ist)] (

[Slang], like or characteristic of a goof; stupid and siUy.

goo-gol (goo'gol), n. [arbitrarily coined by Edward
Kasner, Am. mathematician], 1. the number 1 fol-
lowed by 100 zeros. 2. any very large number.
gook (gook, gook), n. [Military Slang], a Filipino,
Japanese, Korean, etc.: a vulgar, offensive term of

hostility_and contempt.
goon (goon), n. [after a grotesque comic-strip character
invented by E. C. Segar], [Slang], 1. a person who is

awkward, grotesque, stupid, etc. 2. a ruffian or thug,
especially one used in breaking a strike, etc.

goon, Goop (goop), n. [after the creatures invented by
Gelett Burgess], a silly, ill-mannered, boorish person.

goos-an-der (goos-an'deY), n. [prob. < goose, after ber-
gander, sheldrake], the merganser, a fish-eating duck.

goose (goos), n. [ME. goos, gose; AS. gos < Gmc. *gan$
(cf. GANDER); hence akin to D. & G. gans; IE. *ghans,
seen also in L. anser (for *hanser)i cf. ANSERINE;
v.t. 1 prob. from the fact that geese sometimes attack
children from the rear], 1. [pl. GEESE (ges), rarely
GOOSE; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], any of a group of long"-
necked, web-footed, wild or domestic birds that are
like^ducks but larger; especially, a female of this group:
distinguished from gander. 2. the flesh of a goose, used
for food. 3. [pl. GEESE] t>

a silty person. 4. [pl. GOOSES
(-iz)L a tailor s pressing iron with a long handle curved
somewhat like the neck of a goose. 5. [pl. GOOSES],
[Slang], a goosing; sudden, playful prod in the back-
side, v.t. [GOOSED (goost), GOOSING], [Slang], 1. to
prod suddenly and playfully in the backside so as to
startle; hence, 2. to feed gasoline to (an engine) in
irregular spurts.
cook one's goose, [Colloq.], to spoil one's chances,
hopes, etc.

goose barnacle, [so called from the fable that geese
grew from them], a barnacle that attaches itself to the
bottoms of ships, etc. by its long stalk.

goose-ber-ry (goos'ber'i, gooz'bSr-i), n, [pl. GOOSEBER-
RIES (-iz)], [as if < goose + berry; prob. folk-etym. form
for *grose berie; cf. dial, grosel, grozel, gooseberry (< Fr.
groseille}, D. kruisbezie, G. krausbeere, etc.], 1. a small,
sour berry used in making preserves, pies, etc.: it re-
sembles a currant but is larger. 2. the prickly shrub
on which it grows.

goose flesh, a roughened condition of the skin in which
its papillae are erected, caused by cold, shock, etc.

goose-foot (goos'foot'), n. [pl. GOOSEFOOTS (-foots')],
any of a group of plants, including spinach, beets, etc.,
with large, coarse leaves sometimes shaped like the
foot of a goose.
goose-herd (goos'hurd'), n, [ME. gosherde; see HERD], a
person who tends geese.
goose-neck (goos'nek'), n. any of various mechanical
devices shaped like a goose's neck, as an iron joint for
pipes, a flexible rod for supporting a desk lamp, etc.
goose pimples (or skin), goose flesh.

goose-step (goos'step'), v.i* to march in goose step:
often used figuratively.

goose step, a marching step in which the legs are kept
stiff and unbent as they are raised high and lowered;
it was used by German infantry as a parade step.
goose-wing (goos'wir/), n. 1. a studding sail. 2. the
lower corner of a foresail or square mainsail when the
body of the sail is furled.

goos-y (gSos'i);, adj. [GOOSIER (-i-gr), GOOSIEST (-i-ist)l
1. like or characteristic of a goose: foolish; stupid. 1
[Slang], a) easily upset or disturbed by a sudden, play-
ful prod in the backside; hence, 6) nervous; jumpy.

fQ in i,^
(9 m. long)

4. [G-], a native or

G.O.P., Grand Old Party (Republican Party).
go-pher (go'fer), n. [Fr. gaufre, honeycomb (see GOFFER) :

so called from its nabit of

burrowing], 1. a burrowing
rodent, about the size of a
large rat, with wide cheek
pouches : also pocketgopher.
2. any of anumber of striped
ground squirrels, related to
the .chipmunks, found on
the prairies of North Amer-
ica. 3. a burrowing land
tortoise found in Florida
and other southern coastal states.^
inhabitant of Minnesota.
gopher snake, a large, nonpoisonous, burrowing snake
of the southern United States.
go-pher-wood (g5'f5r-wood'), n. [Heb. gopher], in the
Bwm, ,the woo$ that Noah's ark was made of, "believed
to, be spm& kind of pine or fir : Gen, 6:14,
go ral w&$ 9 ,fa fyl, GORALS (-rate) , GORAL; see PLURAL,
n, .D, 1], [< native (Himalayan) name], a Asiatic

malhke the chamois of Europe, related to the gpata
antelopes. _

Llel

gor-cock tedr'kQk'
because ot its 9010,1
Gordian knot
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Gordon 625 Goth

GORE (of skirt)

vealed would be undone only by the future master of

Asia: Alexander the Great, failing to untie it, cut the
toot with his sword ; hence, 2. any^ perplexing problem.
cut the Gordlan knot, to find a quick, efficient solution

for a perplexing problem.
Gor-don (gdrM'n), [Scot. < surname Gordon], a mas-
culine name.
Gordon setter, a large hunting dog of a breed character-

ized to a black, sha^y coat roth teaor brown spots.

bk^'sheoTfrom a wound; especially, clotted blood.

gore (g6r, gor), v.t. [GORED (g6rd, gord), GORING], [ME.
goren (also gorren) < or associated with gore (AS. gar),

a spear: cf. GORE (triangle of land)], to pierce with or as

with a horn or tusk.

gore (g6r, gor), n. [ME. gore; AS. gara, corner < base
of gar, a spear (cf . GAR, fish) ; akin to

MD. gheere, G. gehre, .gusset; IE.

*ghaisos, a oiercing, a javelin, seen

also in G. geissel, a whip], 1. [Dial.],

a triangular piece of land. 2.
f
a

tapering piece of cloth made or in-

serted in a garment, sail, etc. to give
it further width, v.t. [GORED (g6rd,

gord), GORING], to make or insert a
gore or gores in.

Gor-gas, William Crawford (g6r>-

gas), 1854r-1920; American army sur-

eon; chief sanitary officer, Panama
\ Commission.

.; OFr., throat,
throat, narrow

^_ , _. _.-., .^lirlpool, stream],
1. the throat; gullet. 2. a gluttonous
appetite or meal. 3. the act of eating

greedily. 4. what has been swallowed.

5. a feeling of resentment, disgust,

anger, etc. 6. the entrance from the

rear into a bastion or projecting section of a fortifica-

tion. 7. a deep, narrow pass between steep heights.
8. a mass that blocks up a passage: as, an ice gorge.

v.i. [GORGED (g6rjd), GORGING], to eat gluttonously.
v.t. 1. to fill the gorge of; glut. 2. to swallow greedily.
make one's gorge rise, to cause one to fed nauseated,

disgusted, angry, etc.

gor-geous (g6r'jas) adj. [OPr. gorgias, beautiful, glo-

rious, also ruff for the neck < gorge; see GORGE], 1.

brilliantly colored: magnificent ; resplendent. 2. [Slang],

beautiful; wonderful; delightful. SYN. see splendid.

gor-ger-in (g6r'jer-in), n. [Fr. < gorgere, ruff for the
throat < gorge; see GORGE], in architecture, the part of a
column just below the top molding or between the
shaft and the capital.

gor-get (gSr'jit), n. [OFr. gorgete < gorge; see GORGE],
1. a piece of armor to protect the throat: see armor,

illus.; hence, 2. a collar. 3. an article of clothing cov-

ering the neck and breast, formerly worn by women.
4. a patch of color on the throat of a bird.

Gor-gon (gfir'gsn), n. [L, Gorgo, Gorgonis; Gr. Gorgd,

Gorgonos < gorges, terrible, fierce], 1. in Greek mythol-

ogy, any of three sisters with snakes for hair, so horrible

that the beholder was turned to stone: Medusa, one of

the sisters, was killed by Perseus. 2. [g-], any ugly,

terrifying, or repulsive woman.
Gor-go-ni-an (gor-go'ni-an), adj. of or like a Gorgon.
Gor-gon-zo-la^Qrgsn-zS'la), n. [< Gorgonzola, town
in Italy near Milan], a white Italian pressed cheese

like Roquefort in appearance and flavor.

gor-hen (gdrlienO, n. [prob. < sore (blood) + hen, with
reference to the color], the female red grouse; moor hjsn.

go-ril-la (gs-ril'o), n.Irec9rded by Hanno, Carthaginian
navigator, as the native
name in use in W. Africa in
the 5th c, B.C. for a wild
creature found tjie^e], 1.

the largest and most power-
ful of fche manlike apes, na-
tive to the jiingles of equa-
torial Africa : the adult male
is over five ifeet higft and

,

weighs about 500 pounds.
2, Slang],

j)
a person ^re-

garded as Hke a gorjpk in

appearance, strength, epc,. ir

b) a gangster; thug.
go'r^lii),

gor-l-mes8~(g~6r
/
iTnis, gp-ri- ,

nis), n. the quality or con-
J
*"'-"i of being gory,. , : ^

,a
*

CkMOLLA (St

ft
T hjgfii)

capital, on the Volga: pop.,
Ntshni Novgorod.
Gorki, Maxim (mak-sem' g$r%i), (pseudonym of

Aleksei Maksimomck Pyeshkow), 1868-1936; Russian
novelist, playwright, etc.: also spelled Gorky.

Gor-litz (gw'Ets), n. a city in Silesia, Germany: pop..
94,000.
gor-mand ^(gor'mand), n. a |

-
, * .

gor-mand-ize (go^man-dlzOx nl< Fr. gowrmandtse <
gourmand; see GOURMAND], {Now Rare], taste or indul-

gence in good eating, a*. [GORMANDIZED (-dizd
7
).

GORMANDIZING], [< the .], to eat like a glutton; gorge,
Gor-o-Ba-dakh-siiaii Autonomous Area (gor'no-

ba-dakh-shanO* an autonomous area of the Tadzhak
S.S.R., in southwest Asiatic Russia: area, 25,784 sq.

mi.; pop., 41,800; capital, Khorog.
gorse (g6rs), n. [ME. & AS. $orst; remotely akm to G.
gerste, barley; IE. base *ghcrs-f to stiffen, bristle, as
also in L. horrere, to stand on end (cf. HORROX)]. a
low, spiny shrub with yellow flowers; furze.

gors-y (gdr'si), adj. of, full of, or covered with gorse.
gor*y (gdr'i, go'ri), adj. [GORIER (-i-eVf -ri-er), GORIEST
(-i-Ist, -ri-ist)], 1. full of or covered with gore; bloody.
2. characterized by much bloodshed or slaughter: as a
gory fight. 3. like gore.
gosh (gosh), interj. an exclamation of surprise, etc.: a
euphemism for God.

gos-hawk (gostidk', gds'hdkO* n. [AS. gosba/oe; see
GOOSE & HAWK], a large, swift, powerful hawk with
short wings.
Go-shea (go'shsn), n. [Heb. gdshen], 1. in the B>U*
the fertile land assigned to the Israelites in Egypt:
Gen. 45:10; hence, 2. a land of plenty.

gos-ling (gozlirj), n. [ME. goslynge (see GOOSE & -LING),
replacing geslynge < ON. gseslingr, of the same tilt.

formation], a young goose: sometimes used figuratively.
gos-pel (gos'p'l), n. [ME. godspell, gospel (with assim-
ilated -a); AS. gddspel, orig., good spell, good story,

good news; intended as transl. of Gr.. euangeHon,%ood
tidings, but later by shortening of o it became godspel
as if < god, God + spel, story, history], 1. the teachings
of Jesus and the Apostles. 2. the history of the life and

of Jesus. 3. [G^], any of the first four books
ew Te

. . ,

of theNew Testament, ascribed to Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John. 4. [G-], an excerpt from any of these
books read in a religious service. 5. a belief or body of
beliefs proclaimed or accepted as absolutely true. 6.

any doctrine or rule of conduct widely maintained*

gos peler, gos pel-ler (gos'pl-Sr), n. [MB. gospettere;
AS. godspeUere}, 1. a person who reads the Gospel in

church services. 2. a person who claims for himself and
his sect the sole possession of gospel truth: formerly
applied derisively to Puritans, Nonconformists, etc.

iGoVplan (go's-plan/) , n. [< Russ. Geosoodarstvewitoye

plannovayakomissiya, State Planning Commission},, the
state planning agency of the Soviet Unioa: see Five-
Year Plan.

Jgos po din (goyp&den/), n. [Rttss,, Et^f lord]; a Russiatt

title of respect, equivalent to Mr.
gos-sa-mer (gos

A
9-nieT), . [ME. gosesomer, lit., goose

summer: with allusion to the warm period in fall (St.

Martin's summer) when goose is in season and gossamer
is chiefly noticed^ cf. G. madchensommer, gossamer, lit.,

girls' summer], 1. a filmy cobweb floating in the air or

spread on bushes or grass. 2. a very thin, soft, filmy
cloth. 3. a) a lightweight waterproof cloth, b) a
coat made of this doth. 4. anything like gossamer.
adj. light, thin, and filmy.

gos sa mer y (gps'a-mer-i), adj. like gossamer; filmy.

Gosse, Sir Ed&mnd Wflliam (g6s, gos), 1849-1928;
EngEsh poet and critic.

gos-sip (gos'op), n. [ME. gossyp (with assimilated -d- as

in gospel) ; also goasip; Late AS. godsibbe, baptismal
sponsor, godparent; see GOD & SIB], 1. [Obs. or Dial.],

d) a godparent. 6) a close friend. 2. a person who
cihfttterst or repeats idle talk and rumors about others.

& ''vtf); s^lch talk or rumors. &) chatter, uo. to be a

kossipi IMuIg^ in idle talk or rumors abottt others.

gos-8i|fiy (gos'^p-ri), n. [Rare], 1. gossip. 2. gossips
as a group. <

'

'

gos-sip-y (gos's-pi), adj. 1. inclined to gossip. 2. full

of gossip. '

gos-soon (go-soon') t n. [altered < Pr. garfon* boy,
attendant], [Irish], 1. a boy. 2. a servant boy.
gpt feot), [ME. gat, p.t., geten, goten, p^>.], past tense and

, alternative past participle of get. t

Go-ta-ma (go't3-ma), n. Gautama: see Buddha.
Gfrte-borg (yo'to-bor'y'; Emg. jS'ta-bdrg'). n. a seaport
fc southwestern Sweden: po^t, 337,000 (1948): also

' GotJienburg.
Goth (goth, g6th) (> n. f< LL. Gothi, pt (AS. Gotow);
Gr. Gothoi, pL < toasef of 'Goth. *Gutans, pL, or Gut

l.anymemberof aGenaan-

_ -,___, - out; M, n,Jlr;^
o in comply, u m focus;
dotih; See pp. x^cii.

* *"

et; chin; alie;f

as in e (ab'l); Pr. ibUfc
, Sl* hypothetical; < d

' *~
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ic people that invaded and conquered most of the
Roman Empire in the 3df 4th, and 5th centuries A.D.;
see also Ostrogoth, Visigoth. 2. an uncouth, unciv-
ilized person; barbarian,
Goth*, goth., Gothic.
Go-tha (gS'ta), n. a city in Thuringia, Germany: pop.,
4oQOO.
Goth am feoth'am, go'tham), n. 1. (Brit, got'sm), an
English village near Nottingham whose inhabitants,
the "wise men of Gotham," were, according to legend,
very foolish* 2. New York City.
Goth-am-ite (goth'am-it', go'tham-it'). n. an inhabi-
tant of Gotham, especially of New York City.
Goth en burg (got'sn-burg', goth'an-burg'), n. Gote-
borg.

Goth-Ic (goth'ik), ad/. [LL. Gothicus; see GOTH], 1. of
the Goths or their language. 2. designating or of a
style of architecture developed in western Europe be-
tween the 12th. and 16th centuries and characterized
by the use of ribbed vaulting, flying buttresses, pointed
arches, steep roofs, etc.: see TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE,
p. 77. 3. [sometimes g-j, a) medieval, b) not classical.

c) barbarous; unciviHied. 4. in literature* using medie
val locale, properties, local color, etc., especially to
produce an effect of horror and mystery, n. 1, the
East Germanic language of the Goths: it is known
chiefly from the Bible translations of Bishop Ulfilas

(4th c. A.D.) and the vocabulary made by van Busbecq
in the Crimea (16th c. A.D.). 2. Gothic architecture.
3. in printing, a) [often g-J, a type characterized by
straight lines of even width, and lacking serifs or other
extra strokes. This tine is in Gothic, b} in England, black
letter. Abbreviated Goth., goth.
Goth-i-caMy feothfi-k'l-i goth'ik-li), adv. in a Gothic
manner; like Gothic.
Gothic arch, a pointed arch.
Goth-i-cism (goth'a-siz'm), n. 1. barbarism; rudeness.
2. conformity to Gothic style. 3. a Gothic idiom.
Goth-I dze (goth's-siz') , v.t.[GoxmciZEB (-slzd') ,GoxH-
iciziNGl to make Gothic.

Got-land (gotffond; Sw. gj&tland), n. a Swedish island,
and county, in the Baltic: area, 1,224 sq. mi.; pop.,
59,054 (1950); capital, Visby.
got-ten (got' n), alternative past participle of get.

jGot-ter-dam-mer-ung (gpt'Sr-dem'Sr-oorj), n. [G.,

twilight of the gods], 1. in Germanic mythology* the
end of the world; time when the gods war with their
enemies until all are destroyed. 2. an opera by Richard
Wagner on this theme: see Ring of the Nibelung.
Got-ting-en (got'in-9n), n. a city in Hanover, Germany:
.pop., 47,000.
Gott-wald, Klem ent (kle'ment goVvald), 1896-1953;
Chechoslovakian statesman and Communist leader;
prime minister of Czechoslovakia (1946-1953).
Igouache (gwash), n. [Fr.; It. guazzo, water color,

spray, liquid splashed about, pool; L. aquatio, watering,
water, watering place < aqua, water], 1. a way of

painting with opaque colors ground in water and mixed
with a preparation of gum. 2. a pigment of this sort.

3. a painting made with such pigments.
Gou-da (gcnrdd), n. [< Gouda, Netherlands, city where
orig. produced], a mild cheese made from curds: also
Gouda cheese.

Goudy, Frederick William (gou'di), 1865-1947;
American designer of printing types.
gouge (gouj), . [Fr.; LL. gubia, gulbia; prob. < Celt.;
cf. Olr. gulban, thorn, goad], 1. a
chisel with a curved, hollowed
blade, for cutting grooves or holes
in wood. 2. [CoHoq.], a) the act
of making a groove or hole with
or as with a gouge. 5) the groove
or hole made. 3. [Colloq.], a) a
trick to rob; fraud; swindle. 6) a
swindler; impostor, v.t. [GOUGED
(goujd), GOUGING], 1. to make
grooves or holes in with or as with
a gouge. 2. to scoop out; dig or

as, his eye was gouged
[Colloq.]," to delraud;

goolashj n.

force out
out. 3.

swindle.
gou-lash
[G. gulasi,,, ^ ^v^e. -~jy* *.i - GOUGE

_ herd, hence shepherds' food],
<*OUGB

a stew made of beef or veal and vegetables seasoned
with paprika: also Hungarian goulash.
Gould, Jay (jS goold), 1836-1892; American financier.

Gpu-nod, Charlesi Fran-gois (sbarl fra*'sw&' gpo'no';
Eng. gpS'no). 1818-1893; French composer.
gourd (gdrd, gord, goord), n. [ME.; OKr. gouorde, gou-
gorde < L. cucurbitdl 1. any trailing or climbing
plant belonging to a family that includes the squash
melon, pumpkin, etc. 2. a) the bulb-shaped fruit
(bottle gourd) of one species 01 this family. 6) any of
the ornamental, inedible fruits of related plants
3. any plant producing such a fruit. 4. the dried,
hollowed-out shell of such a fruit, used as a drinking
cup, dipper, etc.

gourde (goord), n. [Fr., fern, of gourd, numb, heavy,

duH < L. gurdus, dull, heavy, stupid], the silver mone-
tary unit of Haiti, having an average value of about
20 cents: originally it was equal to 5 francs.

gour-mand (goor'mand; Pr. goor'maw') n. [Fr.; cf.

GOURMET], 1. originally, a glutton. 2. a person who
Hkes and is a Judge of fine foods; epicure: in this sense,
usually gourmet. Also gormand. SYN. see epicure.
gour-met (goox'ma; Fr. goor'meO, ft. [Fr. ; OFr. gourmet,
groumet, servant, wine taster, vintner's assistant; see

GROOM], a person who likes and is a judge of fine foods
and dnnks; epicure. SYN. see epicure.
Gour-mont, Re-my de (ra-me

/ da goor'mo0 1858-
1915; French novelist, essayist, playwright, and critic.

gout (gout), n. [ME. goute; OFr. goute, goutte, gout, lit.,

a drop < L. gutta, a drop: so named from being attrib-
uted to a defiuxion of humors], 1. a disease resulting
from a disturbance of the metabolism, characterized

by^ an excess of uric acid in the blood and deposits of
uric acid salts in the tissues around the joints, espe-
cially of the feet and hands: it causes swelling and severe
pain, especially in the big toe. 2. a drop; clot.

tgout food), n. (Fr. < L. gustus], taste.

gout-i-ly (gout'l-i), adv. in a gouty manner.
gouM ness (gout'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of
being gouty.
gout-y (gout'i), adj. [GOUTIER (-i-gr), GOUTIEST (-i-ist)],
1. having, or tending to have, gout. 2. of or like gout.
3. resulting from or causing gout. 4. swollen with gout.

gov., Gov., 1. government. 2. governor.
gov-ern (guv'Srn), v.t. [ME. governen; OFr. gouverner;
L. gubernare, to steer or pilot (a ship), direct, guide; Gr.
kybcrnan, to steer, govern], 1. to exercise authority
over; direct; control; rule; manage. 2. to influence the
action or conduct of; guide; sway: as, how is public
opinion governed? 3. to restrain; hold in check; curb:
as, you must govern your temper. 4. to regulate the
speed (of an automobile, etc.) by means of a governor.
5. to determine; be a rule or law for: as, the scientific

principles governing a phenomenon. 6. in grammar , a)
to require (a word) to be in a particular case or mood.
5) to require (a particular case or mood). In English
grammar, the term applies to the relationship between
a preposition and a following pronoun, vd. to exercise
the function of governing; rule.

SYN.~-govern implies the exercise of authority in controlling
the actions of the members of a body politic and directing the
affairs of state, and generally connotes as its purpose the main-
tenance of public order and the promotion otthe common wel-
fare; rule now usually signifies the exercise of arbitrary or
autocratic power; administer implies the orderly management
of governmental affairs by executive officials.

gov-ern-a-ble (guv'ern-9-bl), adj. that can be governed.
gov ern-ance (gjuv'Sr-nans), n. [ME.; OFr. gouvernance;
ML. gubernantia < pur, of L. gubernare; see GOVERN],
the act, manner, function, or power of government.

gov-ern-esa (guv'Sr-nis), n. 1. a woman employed hi a
private home to train and teach a child or children.
2. [ObsJ, a woman governor.
govern-ment (guv^r-mant, guv'grn-mant), n. [OFr.
gouvemement; see GOVERN & -MENT], 1. a) the exercise
of authority over an organization, institution, state,
district, etc.; direction; control; rule; management. 6)
the right, function, or power of governing. 2. a) a
system of ruling, controlling, etc. 6) an established

system of p9litical administration by which a state,
district, etc. is governed. 3. all the people who admin-
ister or control the affairs of a state, institution, etc.;
administration. 4. a governed territory, 5. in grammar,
the influence of one word over the case or mood of
another. Abbreviated govt., gov.
gov ern-men-tal (guv'gr-men'tl, guv'grn-men't'l), adj.
of or connected with government or a government.
government issue, see GI, G.I.

gov-er-nor (guv'Sr-nr; now often guv'o-nSr), n. [ME,
governour; OFr. governeor; L. gubemator, a pilot, steers-

man, governor < gubernare], 1. a person who governs;
especially, a) a person appointed to govern a depend-
ency, province, town, fort, etc. 6) the elected head of

any State of the United States, c) a person who directs,
manages, or helps to direct or manage an organization
or institution. 2. a mechanical device for automatically
controlling the speed of an engine or motorby regulating
the intake of fuel, steam, etc. Abbreviated gov. 3.

[Chiefly British Colloq.], a person having authority;
especially, one's father: often used as a term of address.

gov-er-nor-gen-er-al (guv'e^-neV-Jen'er-sl, guv'er-nSr-
len'ral), nT\pl. GOVERNORS-GENERAL (-nSrz-)], [Chiefly
British]', governor general.

governor general, \pl. GOVERNORS GENERAL, GOVERNOR
GENERALS], a governor who has sutordinate or deputy
governors under him, as in the British dominions: ab-
breviated Gov. Gen. (as a title).

gov-er-nor-ship (guv'er-ner-ship'; now often guv'a-nSr-
ship

y
). rt. governor -f -shtpi tfie position, function, or

term of office of a governor.
Governors Island, an island in New York Bay at the
entrance to the East River; site of Fort Jay.

*

govt., <^v^~ government,
gow-an (gou'an), to. [< obs. goMan, gollana

1

, yellow flow-
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er; prob. related to told], [Scot.], the English daisy
Cower, John (go'gr, gou'er), 1325?~140&; English poet
gowk (gouk, gok), n. [ME. goke, gowk; ON. gaukr; see

gown (goun), n. [ME. goune; OFr. goune, gon; ML.
gunna, loose robe], 1. a long, loose outer garment;
specifically, a} a woman's dress, b} a dressing gown.
c) a nightgown, d} a long, flowing robe worn by certain
officials, clergymen, scholars, etc., and by students
receiving degrees from a university. 2. the members
of a college or university, collectively^ v.t. to dress in a
gown, as in an academic, ecclesiastic, or official robe.
gowns-man (gounz'man), n. [pi. GOWNSMEN (-msn)],
a person wearing a gown as an indication of his pro-
fession or office, as a lawyer, judge, clergyman, etc.
t&oy (goi), n. [Yid.; Heb. goi, tribe, nation], \pl. GOYIM
(-im)] t a non-Jew; gentile.

Go-ya, Fran-cls-co Jo-s de (fran-thes'ko' hfc-se' de
gS'ya; Eng. often goi'a), 1746-1828; Spanish painter.

GJr., g.p., 1. general paresis. 2. general practitioner.
g.p., in printing, great primer.
GJP.O., 1. General Post Office. 2. Government Print-
ing Office: also GPO (no period).

GJP.U., Gay-Pay-Oo.
Gr., 1. Grecian. 2. Greece. 3. Greek.
gr., 1. grade. 2. grain; grains. 3. grain; grams. 4.

grammar. 5. great. 6. gross. 7. group.
Graaf-i an folBcle (or vesicle), (gra'fi-^n), [after Reg-
nier de Graaf, 17th-c. p. physician & anatomist], one of
the small, round sacs in the ovary of a mammal, each
of which contains an ovum.
grab (grab), v.t. [GRABBED (grabd), GRABBING], [prob. <
MD., MLG. grabben], 1. to seize or snatch suddenly;
take roughly and quickly. 2. to get possession of by
unscrupulous methodsv n. 1. a grabbing. 2. some-
thing grabbed. 3. any of various mechanical devices
for clutching something to be hoisted. SYN. see take,
grab (grab), n. [Anglo-Ind. < AT. ghurab, lit., raven], an
Oriental two-masted ship with triangular sails.

grab bag, a bag or box containing various articles that
are sold unseen, the buyer grabbing or drawing any
one and paying a fixed price: also used figuratively,

grab-ble (grab'l), vd. [GRABBLED (-'Id), GRABBLING],
[D. grabbelen, freq. of grabben, to grab], 1. to feel
about with the hands; grope. 2. to sprawl, v.t- to
seize.

Grac-chus (grak'ss) , n. 1 . (Gaius Sempronius Gracchus} ,Roman statesman and reformer; 153-121 B.C. 2.

(Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus}, brother of Gaius; 163-
133 B.C.;_Roman statesman and reformer.

Grace (gras), [see next entry], a feminine name.
grace (gras), n. [ME.; OFr. grace (Fr. grace); L. gratia,
pleasing quality, favor, good will, thanks, etc. < gratus,
pleasing; see GRATEFUL, GRATITUDE], 1. beauty or
charm of form, composition, movement, or expression.
2. an attractive Duality, feature, manner, etc. 3. a
sense of what is right and proper; decency. 4. a} dis-
position to grant something freely; favor; good will.

b} pL the condition or fact of being favored, c} a favor
or privilege. 5. mercy; clemency. 6. a period of time
granted beyond the date set for the performance of an
act or the payment of an obligation; temporary ex-
emption. 7. favor shown by granting such a delay.
8. a short prayer in which blessing is asked, or thanks
are given, for a meal. 9. [G-], a title of respect or
reverence used in speaking to or of an archbishop, duke,
or duchess, preceded by His, Her, or Your. 10. in
music, one or more grace notes. 11, in theology, a}
the unmerited love and favor of God toward man. 6)
divine influence acting in man to make him pure and
morally strong, c} the condition of a person thus in-
fluenced, v.t. [GRACED ferast), GRACING], 1. to honor;
dignify. 2. to give or add grace or graces to; decorate;
adorn. 3. in music, to add a grace note or notes to.
fall from grace, to do wrong; sin.
have the grace, to be so aware of what is proper as
(to do something).

In the bad graces of, in disfavor with.
In the good graces of* in favor with.
with bad grace, sullerily or reluctantly,
with good grace, graciously or willingly.

gcace cup, 1. a cup from which a toast is drunk at the
end of a meal or banquet. 2. the toast.

grace-fill (gras/M), adjl having grace* or beauty of
forni, composition, movement, cc expression.

grace-less (graslis)/ ad/i 1. laefcing any sense of
what is right? ueprobata 2. without grace- clumsy or
taelegant. ,<i
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grace note, mmusic, a note not necessary to the melody,
added only for ornamentation; it is ttsctally printed as a
small note just before the nte jtfcsfc* it embellishes,
wornwhich ttys time values j&< stibtoacfcedU
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dogy, the three sister goddesses who had control over
pleasure, charm, elegance, and beauty in human life
and in nature; Aglaia (Brilliance), Euphrosyne (Joy),
and Thalia (Bloom).

Jgra-a-as (gra'the-IsO. interj. (Sjp.J, thanks; thank you.
grac-ile (gras'l), adj. fL. graclUs, scanty], 1. slender;
slim. 2.1bv assoc, with grace], gracefully slender.

gra-ci-o-so (gra'shi-p'so; Sp. gra-thyft'so"), n. 1. a clown
in Spanish comedies; buffoon. 2. [Archaic], a court
favorite.

gra-cious (gra'shas), adj. [MB.: OFr, gracious; L. gra-
tiosns, in Favor, popular, kind < gratia; see GRACE,

.], 1. having or showing kindness, courtesy, charm,
etc. 2. merciful; compassionate. 3. indulgent or polite
to supposed inferiors. 4. JArchaic], having pleasing
qualities; attractive, inter/, an expression of surprise.

grack-le (grak'l), n. [L. graculus, jackdaw: so called
irom its note], any of various blackbirds somewhat
smaller than a crow; especially, the American purple
grackle.
grad (grad), n. [Colloq.], a graduate.
grad., 1. graduate. 2. graduated.
gra-date (gra'dat), v.t.& va. [GRADATED (-id), GRADAT-
ING], [< L. gradatus; see GRADATION], to pass or cause
to pass by imperceptible degrees from one to another;
shade into one another, as colors.

gra-dat-ed (gra'dat-id), adj. [pp. of gradate], in linguis-
tics, showing the effects of gradation.
ra da tion (gra-da'shsm) , n. [Fr. ; L. gradatio < gradatus,
having steps or grades < gradus; see GRADE}, 1. he
act or process of forming or arranging in grades, stages,
or steps. 2. a gradual change by steps or stages from
one condition, quality, etc. to another. 3. a gradual
shading of one tint, tone, or color into another. 4. a
step, stage, or degree in a graded series; transitional
stage: as, there are many gradations between good and
bad. 5. in geology, the process of wearing away and
building up of land by erosion and deposition. 6. in
linguistics, the systematic variation seen in the vowels
of related bases as conditioned by the presence or ab-
sence of stress on the base syllable: as, the vowel vari-
ation in sing, sang, sung is due to gradation in Indo-
European.

gra-da-tion-al (gra-da'shsn-l), adj. of or characterized
by gradation.
grade (grad), n. [Fr.; L. gradus, a step, degree, rank <
gradi, to step, walk], 1. any of the stages in an orderly
systematic progression; step; degree. 2. a) a degree
in a scale classifying according to quality, rank, worth,
etc.: as, these eggs are grade A. 6) a group of people of
the same rank, merit, worth, etc. 3. the degree of rise
or descent of a sloping surface, as of a highway, rail-
road, etc.^ 4. a sloping part. 5. a) one of the divisions
by years in a school curriculum: most systems include
twelve grades after the kindergarten, b) the group of
pupils m any of these divisions. 6. a mark or ratingon an examination, work in a school course, etc. 7* in
ammal husbandry, an

^
animal with one1

parent of pure
breed. 8. in linguistics, any of tixe various form in
which the vowel may appear in the base of a word as a
result of gradation. Abbreviated gr. v.t. [GRADED (-id),
GRADING], 1. to arrange or classify by distinct steps or
stages; rate according to quality, rank, worth, etc.;
sort. 2. to give a grade (sense 6) to. 3. to gradate.
4. to make (ground) level or slope (ground) evenly for
a roadway, etc. 5. in animal husbandry, to improve by
crossing with a better breed (often with up} . lu. 1. to
assume an indicated rank or position in a series; be of
a certain grade. 2. to change gradually; go through a
series of stages.
at grade, on the same le^el or degree of rise.
make the grade, 1. toget to the top of a steep incline.
2. to overcome obstacles and reach a desired goal.

the grades, elementary school
up to grade, with standard quality.

-grade (grad), [< L. graM* to walk], a combining form
mfeaning (a specified manner of) walking or movJng, as
tnf jMantigraae.
grade crossing, the place where a railroad intersects
another railroad or a roadway on the same level.

grad-er toad'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that grades.
2. a |upil in a specified grade at school: asr a fifth grader.

school.
^

. gradiens,

^oin^g forward by taking steps; walking. 2. ascending
or descending with a uniform slope. n 1. a slope, as
of a road or railroad. 2. the degree of slope. 3. in
physics, a) the rate of change of temperature, pressure,
efc, b) a diagram or curve representing this,

gra-din (gra'din; Fr. gra/oW)* n. [Fr.; It. gradino, dim.
of grado < L. gradus; see GRADE], 1. one of a series of
steps or seats arranged in tiers,

,

2. a shelf behind an
altar, for candlesticks, etc.
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gradual feraj
ro3~alK adj. (ML. gradualis < L. gradus;

see GKADS], taking place by almost imperceptible steps
or degrees; not effected sharply or suddenly; developing
or ocetminij little by little. n [ML. gradnwe* gradalis,
book (Detaining hymns and prayers ccig. sung on steps
of a pulpit < L. gradusL in ecclesiastical usage,

1
1. a

respcsise sung after the Epistle. 2. a book containing
choral responses of. the Mass.
grad-u-ate raj'ooitar f.i. 6* .*. 4*4 occo*. for n. 6*

to , .

GKAZ>s| t 1. a person who has completed a course of

study at a school or college and has received a degree
or diploma attesting to tie fact, 2. a flask, tube, or

other container marked with a progressive series
^
of

degrees (lines or numbers or both) for measuring liquids

or solids: abbreviated ftrad. v.t. [GRADUATED (-id),

GRADUATING], 1. to give a degree or diploma to in rec-

ognition of the completion or a course of study at a
school or college. 2. to mark (a flask, tube, gauge, etc.)

with degrees for measuring. 3. to arrange or classify
into grades according to amount, size, quality, etc. : put
into gradations. v.i. 1. to receive a degree or diploma
in recognition of the completion of a course of study at a
school or college. 2. to change by degrees, adj. 1.

having been graduated from a school, college, etc.
; being

a graduate. 2. of or for graduates: as, graduate courses.

graduate school, a division of a university in which
instruction is offered in various fields leading to degrees
above the bachelor's.

graduate student, a student working toward an ad-
vanced degree at a graduate school.

grad-u a tion (graj'oo-a'shan), n. [ML. graduatio < pp.
of graduate' see GRADUATE], 1. a graduating or being
graduated from a school or college. 2. the ceremony
connected with this; graduation exercises; commence-
ment. 3. a marking of a flask, tube, gauge, etc. with a
series of degrees for measuring. 4. one or all of the

degrees marked; a degree or scale. 5. an arrangement
or classification into grades according to amount, size,

qttality, etc.

grad-u-a-tor teraj'oo-a'tSr), n. 1. an instrument for

marking off fines or surfaces into small, regular divi-

sions* 2. a user of such an instrument.

gra-dus (gra'das), n. [< L. gradus (ad Parnasswn), lit,,

step (to Parnassus), name for a book on prosoay or

paetryj, 1. a dictionary of prosody for help in writing
poetry, especially in Greek or Latin. 2. a collection of

piano studies, 6tudes, etc. arranged in a progressive
order of difficulty.
Grae-ae (gre'e), n.pL [L.; Gr. Graiai, pi. of grata, old
woman < grais, old; akin to geron, old man], in Greek

mythology; the three daughters of Phorcus, a sea god:
they acted as guards for the Gorgons and had but one
eye and one tooth to share among them:] also Graiae.
Grae-cism (gre'siz'm), n. Grecism.
Grae cize (gre'siz), v.t. A v*i. to Grecize.
Grae-co- (gre'ko), Greco-.

JGraf (grai), n. [pi. GRAFEN (-*n)], [GJ, a German,
Austrian, or Swedish title of nobility corresponding to
earl or count.

graf-fi to (gra-fe'to), n. [pi. GRAFFITI -ti)l, [It,, a scrib-

bling < graffio, a scratch], an inscription or drawing
scratched on pillars, buildings, etc., as in ancient Rome.

graft (graft, graft), n. [with unhistoric -t < ME. & OFr.
grq/e* a pencil: L. graph"
mm; Or. grapheion, sty- SADDLE SPLICE
lus; see GRAPH: so called

^w"i *rLIVJC

from resemblance of the
scion to a pointed pencil],
1. a shoot or bud of one
plant or tree inserted or
to be inserted into the
stem or trunk of another,
where it continues to
grow, becoming a perma-
nent part. 2. the act or
process of inserting such
a bud or shoot. 3. the
place on a plant or tree
where such a bud or shoot
has been inserted. 4. a
tree or plant with such a
bud or shoot inserted in
it. 5. a) the act of taking
advantage of one's posi-
tion to gain money, prop-
erty, etc. dishonestly, as
in politics, fe) anything
acquired by such illegal
methods, as an ilUcit prof-
it from government busi-
ness, 6. in surgery, a piece
of skin, bone, or other

CLEFT

BUD TONGUE SIDE

TYPES OF GRAFT

living tissue transplanted or to be transplanted from
one body, or place on a body, to another, where it grows
and becomes a permanent part, v.t, 1. to insert (a
graft), 2. to produce (a fruit, flower, etc.) by means of
a graft. 3. to obtain (money, etc.) by graft. 4. in

surgery, to transplant (a graft), v.i. 1. to be grafted.
2. to make a graft on a plant. 3. to obtain money or

property by graft.

graft-age (graf'tij, gr&f'tij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the act or
science of grafting. 2. the state of being grafted.
graham (gra'axn), adj. [< Sylvester Graham (1794-
1851), Am. physician], designating or made of unsifted,
whole-wheat flour: as, graham crackers.
Gra-iae (gra'e, gri'e), n,pl. Graeae.
Grail (gral), n* [OFr. graal, greal; ML. gradalis, flat

dish, cup; ? altered after cratella, dim. of L. crater* a
bowl], in medieval legend, the Holy Grail, the cup or

platter used by Jesus at the Last Supper, and by Joseph
of Arimathea to collect drops of blood from Jesus' body
at the Crucifixion: the quest of the Grail, which dis-

appeared because its keepers were morally impure, is

the subject of Malory's Morte d*Arthur, one of Tenny-
son's Idylls of the King, Wagner's Parsifal, etc.

grain (gran), n. [ME. greyne < OFr. grein, grain, a
seed, grain (< L. granum, a seed, kernel) and grainne,
graine, seed or grain collectively (< LL. grana, fern.,

orig. pi. of L. granum) ; IE. base *j?er-, *%ere- t to become
ripe, seen also in corn, kernel, etc.)], 1. a small, hard
seed or seedlike fruit, especially that of any cereal plant,
as wheat, rice, corn, rye, etc. 2. a) cereal seeds in

general, b) the seeds of a specific cereal, c) any plant
or plants producing cereal seeds. In Great Britain,
commonly called corn. 3. a tiny, solid particle, as of
salt or sand. 4. a tiny bit; slightest amount: as, a
grain of sense. 5. [orig. from the weight of a grain of

wheat], the smallest unit in the system of weights used
in the United States and Great Britain, equal t9 0.0648
gram: one pound avoirdupois equals 7,000 grains; one
pound troy equals 5,760 grains: abbreviated gr. G., g.

(sing. 6* pi.). 6. a) the arrangement of fibers, layers,
or particles of wood, leather, stone, etc. b) the mark-
ings or texture due to a particular arrangement, c]

paint or other surface finish imitating such markings or
texture. 7. a) that side of a piece of leather from
which the hair has been removed, b) the markings on
that side. 8. disposition; nature. 9. [Ob&], a) kermes
or cochineal. 5) a red dye made from either, c) any
fast dye. v.t. 1. to form into grains; crystallize. 2. to
paint or otherwise finish (a surface) in imitation of the
grain of wood, marble, etc. 3. a) to remove the hair
from (hides), b) to put a finish on the grain surface of

(leather). IM. to form grains.
against the (or one's) grain, contrary to one's feelings,
nature, wishes, etc.: irritating or displeasing.

grain alcohol, ethyl alcohol, especially when made from
grain.
grain elevator, a tall building for storing grain.
grain-field (gran'feld') , n. a field where grain is grown.
Grain ger, Percy Al dridge (61'drij_ grander), 1882- ;

English composer and pianist, born in Australia.

grains (granz), n.pL [usually construed as sing.], [ME.
greyne* gran, forking, branch, bifurcation < ON. grein,
division, distinction, branch], a metal fish spear with
two or more barbed prongs.

grains of paradise, the aromatic, pungent seeds of a
tropical West African plant, used as a stimulant and
diuretic.

grain-y (gran'i), adj. [GRAINIER (-i-er), GRAINIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. having a clearly defined grain: said of
textures or surfaces, as of wood. 2. full of grain
(cereal). 3. consisting of grains: granular.

gral la to-ri al (g^Vtdr'i-Ql, gralVto'ri-al), adj. [L.
graltotor, stiltwaiker < grallae, stilts; + -4al], belonging
to a group of wading birds including the cranes, herons,
etc., characterized by their long legs, neck, and beak.
gram (gram), n. [Fr. gramme < LL. gramma, weight
of two oboli, small weight < Gr. gramma, what is

written or drawn, letter, writing < graphein, to write,
draw], the basic unit of weight in the metric system,
equal to about 1/28 of an ounce (.0022046 pound or
15.4324 grains troy): it was meant to be, and virtually
is, the weight of the distilled water at 4 C, contained
in a cube whose edge is one hundredth of a meter: also
spelled gramme; abbreviated gm., gr., grin., C g.
gram (gram), n. [Port, grao; L. gymwm; see GRAIN], any
of certain plants of the pea family, used as, fodder;
especially, the chick-pea.
-gram (gram), [< Gr. gramma; see GRAM (weight)], a
combining form used to form nouns meaning: 1, some*
thing wriMm or drawn, as in telegram, newrogram. 2, a)
(a specified number of) grams, as in kilogram, b) (a
specified fraction, o|) a gram, as in centigram.
gram., 1. grammar. 2. grammarian. 3. grammatical.
gra-ma (gra'ma), n. [Sp,; L. gramm, grass], any, of
several pasture grasses grown, in the western United
States: also grama grass.

gram-a-rye, gram-a-ry (gram'Sr-i), n. [ME. ivamery,
grammar, magic; OFr, gramaire; see GRAMMAR & GLAM-
OUR], [ArchaicJ, magic; occult taowleige,
gram atom* in qkewistvy, the (naaiitity of an element
having a weight in grams numerically equal to the
element's atomic weight; a gram atom of sodium,
atomic weight of which is 23^ is aj cjiiaality oi
weighing 23 grams,
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gram-a torn ic weight (gram'a-tom'ik), a gram atom.
gram calorie, a small calorie: see calorie (sense 1):
abbreviated g-cal. (sing, b* pi.}.

gra-mer-cy (gra-mur'si), interj. [ME.; OPr. grant merci,
lit., great thanks], [Archaic], 1. thank you very much;
many thanks, 2. an exclamation of surprise.

gra-min-e-ous (gr-mm'i-as), adj. [L. graminetis <
gramen, grass], 1. of the grass family. 2. of or like

grass; grassy,
gram-i-niV'O-rous (gramVmv'eY-ss), adj. [< L. gramen,
grass; -f -vorons], feeding on grasses; grass-eating.
gram-ma-logue (gram's-ldg', gram's-log'), n. f< Gr.
gramma, a letter; + -logue]* a word represented by a
single character or symbol, as in shorthand.

gram-mar (gram'er), n. [ME. gramer; OFr. gramaire;
L. grammatica (arsf art); Gr. grammatike (techne, art),
grammar, learning < gramma, something written, letter

< graphein, to write: in L. & Gr. the term applied to
the wnole apparatus of literary study, critical and his-
torical as well as linguistic; in the medieval period it

came to mean "the study of Latin," hence "all learning
as recorded in Latin" (cf. GRAMMAR SCHOOL in Brit,

usage), and "the occult sciences as associated with this

learning'' (cf. GRAMARYE, GLAMOUR); these prestige
senses, associated with the then unknown nature of

language, are still implicit in the popular usage of the
word], 1. that part of the study of language which
deals with the forms and structure of words (morphology)
and with their customary arrangement in phrases and
sentences (syntax) : formerly used to denote all phases
of language study (except that of the detailed meaning
of words) ,

4
as centered on morphology and syntax; now

often distinguished from the study of pronunciation
(phonology) and that of word meanings (semantics,
semasiology), 2. the system of word fractures and
word arrangements of a given language at a given time.
3. a system of rules for speaking and writing a given
language, based on the study of its grammar (sense 2)
or on some adaptation of Latin grammar. 4. a) a
book containing such rules. 6) a book or treatise on
grammar (senses 1 & 2). 5. one's manner of speaking
or writing as judged by conventional grammatical rules:

as, his grammar was poor. 6. a) the elementary prin-
ciples of a field of knowledge, b) a book or treatise on
these; primer. Abbreviated gram., gr.

gram-mar'i*an (gra-inar'i-on), n. [ME. & OFr. gram-
arien], a specialist or expert in grammar.
grammar school, 1. an elementary school: the term is

variously applied to different school levels, especially
to that between the fifth and eighth grades, 2. in Eng-
land, a) originally, a school where Latin was taught,
ft) a secondary school corresponding to an academic
high school in the United States.

gram-mat ical (gra-mat'i-k'l), adj. [L. grammaticalis <
grammatica; see GRAMMAR], 1. of grammar. 2. con-
forming to or observing the principles or rules of gram-
mar. Abbreviated gram., gr.

gram-mat-i-caMy (gra-mat'i-kl-i, gra-mat'ik-li), adv.
1. according to the principles or rules of grammar. 2.

from the standpoint of grammar.
gramme (gram) , n. a gram (weight) .

gram-mo-lec-u-lar weight (gram'ms-lek'yoo-lSr), a
gram molecule.
gram molecule, in chemistry, the quantity of a sub-
stance having a weight in grams numerically equal to its

molecular weight: also called mol, mole.

Gram-neg-a-tive (gram'neg's-tiv), adj. not forming a
color precipitate when treated by Gram's method: said
of bacteria or tissues that lose the stain after treatment
with alcohol.

gram o-phone (gram'o-fon'), n. [< Gr. gramma, a let-

ter; -f -phone], a phonograph: a trade-mark (Gramo-
phone) .

Gram-plan Mountains (or Hills), (gram'pi-sn), a
mountain system extending across central Scotland,
dividing the Highlands from the Lowlands: highest
peak, Ben Nevis, 4,405 ft. : also Grampians.
Gram-pos-i-tive (gram'poz'a-tiv), adj. forming a color

precipitate when treated by Gram's method: said of
bacteria or tissues that retain the stain after treatment
with alcohol.

gram-pus (gram'pos), n. [pi. GRAMPUSES (-iz)J, [earlier
graundepose, altered (after grand) < OFr. graspeis < L.
crassm pieces; aasms, fat 4- pieces, fish], 1. a small,
black, nerce variety of toothed whale, relate^ to the
dolphin, 2. any of several animals related to this, i 3.

[Colloq.], a person who breathes; heavily and; loudly.
Gram's method (gramz), [after Hans C. J. Gram
(1853-193&), Ban. physician], a method of staining
bacteria lor the purpose of classification.
Grana da (grs-na^dg; Sp. gra^nS'te), n*. |. a district
of southern Spain: see Spain, ma$; & its capita^ noted
for the AUiambra: pop,, 12$,OQO. \ ,

? '

f'feran^ffll^), n.'[%y^ darn e^&feflttdft
< L. granaftMs, containing seecte <^ ffiamm,

& seed], 1. a vine bearing a species of passionflower.
2. the edible fruit of this vine, r"*

gran-a-ry (gran'eV-s; QC&OS. gra'nSr-i), n. [

<-iz)]t [L. granarinm

GRANCHACO

_ , GRANARIES
< granum* grain], 1. a building

for storing grain. 2. a region that produces much grain.
Gran Cha co feran cM/

ko) plains in Argentina, Para-
guay, and Bolivia:
area, 300,000 sq. mi.
grand (grand), adj.
fME.; OFr.; L.
grandis, full-grown,
large, great, etc., re-

placing magnus in
LL.&Romance laze

guagesj, 1. higher
in rank, status, or
dignity than others
having the same
title: as, a grand
duke: abbreviated
gr. 2. great; chief;
most important;
main; principal: as,
the grand ballroom.
3. imposing because
of size, beauty, and
extent; magnifi-
cent : as* grand scenery. 4. handsomeand luxurious ; char-
acterized by splendor and display: as, a grand banquet.
5. important j distinguished; illustrious. 6. self-impor-
tant ; pretentious ; haughty. 7. complete ; over-all ; com-
prehensive: as, the grand total. 8. fColloq.], admirable-
delightful; very satisfactory or good: a general term of
approval. 9. in literature, art, etc., lofty and dignified
in expression and treatment. 10. in music, full; com-
plete: as, a grand chorus. n 1. a grand piano. 2.

[Slang], a thousand dollars: abbreviated G. g.
S YN.~-grand is applied to that which makes a strong im-
pression because of its greatness (in size or some favorable
quality), dignity, aad splendor (the Grand Canyon); magnifi-
cent suggests a surpassing beauty, richness, or splendor, or an
exalted or glorious quality (a m&gnifaceid voice) ; Imposing sug-
gests that which strikingly impresses one by its size, dignity,
or excellence of character (an imposing array of facts) ; stately
suggests that which is imposing in dignified grace and may
imply a greatness of size (a stately dance); majestic adds to
stately the idea of lofty grandeur (the majestic Rockies);
august suggests an exalted dignity or impressivfcness such, as
inspires awe (an august personage); grandiose is often used
disparagingly of a grandeur that is affected or exaggerated (a
grandiose manner).
grand- (grand), [OFr. (see GRAND), replacing AS. ealde-t

ME. olde- (see OLD)], a combining form meaning, in
general, of the generation older (or younger} than, as in
grandfather, grandson.
gran-dam (gran'dam, granMam), n. [ME. gran4&me;
Anglo-Pr. graund dame,' see GRAND- & DAME], |Ardkaic
or Rare}, 1. a grandmother. 2. an old wcatoajou
gran-dame (gran'darn, gran'dam), n. a grandam.
Grand Army of the Republic, an association (1_
1949) of men who served in the armed forces^ f the
Union during the Civil War: abbreviated G.A.R.

grand-aunt (grand'anf, grand'ant
7

), n* a sister of any
of one's grandparents; great-atari;,
Grand Bank, a shoal southeast of Newfoundland: noted
fishing grounds: length, 300 mil^s.: also Grand Banks.
Grand Canal. 1. a canal in eastern China, connecting
Tientsin and Hangchow: length, 850 mi. 2. the main
canal in Venice, Italy,
Grand Canyon, 1. the deep gorge of the Colorado
River, northern Arizona: length, 217 mi.; width, 4-18
mi.; depth, 1 mi. 2, a national park including the
Grand Canyon: areav- l,i00&sq. mi.

grand-child (gran'cshH , grand'chlldO, n [pi. GRAND-
CHILDREN (-cSl'dran)], a child of one's son or daughter.
grand climacteric, the sixty-third year of one's life.

Grand Cou-lee (kooli), a dam on the Columbia River,
central Washington: height, 550 ft.

grand-dad, grand-dad (gran'dad'), n. [CoUoq,], grand-
father: an affectionate or children's term: also grandad.
grand daughter (gran'dS'ter, grand'dC't&r) , n. adaugh-
ter of one's son or daughter.
grand duchess, 1. the wife or widow of a grand duke.
2. a lady whose rank is equivalent to that of a grand
duke, 3. in czarist Russia, a princess of the royal
family. Abbreviated G.D. (as a title).

grBnd duchy, the territory ruled by a grand duke or a
grand duchess: abbreviated G.D.

girand duke, 1. in certain Eur9pean countries, a mem-
ber of the nobility ranking just below a kir^g and
nalin^r a grand duchy. 2. in czarist Russia, a prince of
the royaffamily. Abbreviated G.D. (as a title).

gran-dee (gran-de'), n. [Sp. &Port. grande; see GRAND],
1. in Spain or Portugal, a nobleman of the highest rank.
2. a person of high rani ;important personage.
gran deur (graa'jer, jgr^ri/foor), n. [Fr. < grand;

(
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,. 1. greatness of position; eminence. 2. splen-

dor: magnificence. 3. moral and intellectual greatness;
mobility: dignity.
Grand Fa

.

Grand Falls, a waterfall of the Hamilton River, Lab-
rador: height, 302 ft.

grand fa ther (&''**&, grand'fS'fMr), n. 1. the
father of one's father or motner: sometimes used as a
tana of respectful familiarity to any old man. 2. a
mate ancestor; forefather.

grand fa ther ly (gran'fl'lMr-H, grand'fa'fWr-H), adj.
1. of a grandfather. 2. having the characteristics con-

ventionally attributed to a grandfather; kindly; in-

dulgent; benignant.
grandfather's clock, a large clock with a pendulum
contained in a tall, upright case.

Grand Forks, a city in eastern North Dakota: pop.,
27,000.

gran-dil o-quence (gran-dilVkwsns), n. f< grandilo-

qumt], the use of high-flown, pompous, bombastic words
and expressions*

gran-dil-o-quent (gran-diro-kwdnt), adj. [< L. gran-
dihmu$, grandiloquent < grandis, grand + logui, to

speak, after eloquent], using high-flown, pompous, bom-
bastic words and expressions. SYN. see bombastic.

gran di-ose (gran'di-osO. # [Fr-5 It. grandioso < L.

grandis, great, grand], L having grandeur or magnifi-
cence

j imposing; impressive. 2. affecting grandeur or

magnificence; pompous and showy. SYN. see grand.
gran-di-os-i-ty (gran'di-os'a-ti), n. a grandiose quality.

tgran-dioso (gran-dy6*3$) adj. & adv. [It.], in music,
WL a grand, noble style: a direction to the performer.
grand jury, a jury of from 12 to 23 citizens that inves-

tigates accusations against persons charged with crime
and indicts them for trial before a petit jury if there is

sufficient evidence.
Grand Lama, the Dalai Lama, head of the Lamaist
monks of Tibet and Mongolia: see Lamaism.
grand larceny, in law, 1. theft in which the property
stolen has a value equaling or exceeding a certain
amount fixed by law: the amount varies from State to
State but is usually between $25 and $50: distinguished
from 0ft (or peUy) larceny. 2. in some States, the
theft of property of any value directly from the person
of the victim, but without the use of force.

ma, gram'ma, gram'a, grand'ma), n.

_____nother.
,_____ _ 1 (graX mal'), [Fr., lit., great ailment], an
attack of epilepsy in which there are severe convulsions
and loss of consciousness: distinguished from petit mal.
Grand Ma-nan (ma-nan'), an island in the Bay of

Pttndy: part of New Brunswick: pop., 2,000.

grand march, a ceremony in which all the guests at a
ball march around the ballroom.
Grand Master, the head of a fraternal order, a military
order of knighthood, etc.: abbreviated G.M. (as a title).

Jgrand monde (graV mottd'), [Fr., lit., great world],
fashionable society.

grand-mother (gran'mttf/f'gr, graM'muta'er), n. 1.

the mother of one's father or mother : sometimes used as
a term of respectful familiarity to any old woman.
2. a female ancestor; ancestress.

grand-moth-er-ly (gran'mu^'er-li, grand'mu^'Sr-li),
oof/. 1. of a grandmother. 2. havingthe characteristics
conventionally attributed to a grandmother; specifi-
caByf a) kindly; indulgent. 6) fussy; interfering.
Grama Mufti! the title of the Moslem leader of the
Arab in Jerusalem.
grand-neph-ew (gran'nef'u, grand'nef'u, grand'niev'u) ,

n. the grandson of one's brother or sister; great-nephew.
grand-niece (gran'neV , grand'nes') , n. the granddaugh-
ter of one's brother or sister; great-niece.
Grand Old Party, the Republican Party (of the United
States) : a name given in 1880: abbreviated G.O.P.

grand opera, opera, generally on a serious theme r in
which the whole "text is set to music: distinguished from
operetta, comic ofera.
grand pa (gran'pa, gram'pS, gram'pd, grand'pa), n.
[Colloq.], grandfather.
grandparent (graa'pfir'snt, grand'par'ont), n. a
grandfather or grandmother.
grand piano, a large piano with strings set horizontally
in a harp-shaped case.
Grand PrS (gran pra, grand pra; Fr. graV pra'), a
village in western Nova Scotia, on the Minas Basin,home of the heroine of Longfellow's Evangeline.

Jgrand prix (graVpr0, [Fr,, lit., great prize], first
pnze; highest award in a competition.
Grand Rapids, a city in southwestern Michigan, noted
for its furniture industry: pop., 176,00v
grand right and left, in folk dancing, an interweaving
of two concentric circles of dancers, one moving clock-
wise, one counterclockwise, giving right and left hands
alternately to successive partners.
Grand River, 1. a river in southwestern Michigan,
flowing into Lake Michigan : length, 275 mi. 2. aSver
in Iowa and Missouri, flowing southeastward into the
Missouri : length, 300 mi.

grand-sir (gran'sSr, grand'sSr), n. [Archaic], a grandsire.
grand-sire (gran'sir, grand'sir'), n. [Archaic], 1 a

grandfather. 2. a male ancestor. 3. an old man,
grand slam, in bridge, the winning of all the tricks in a
deal.

grand-son (gran'sun', grand'sunOf n. a son of one's
son or daughter.
grand-stand (gran'stand', grand'stand'), n. the main
seating structure for spectators at a sporting event, etc.
twf. [Colloq.], to try to gain the applause of an audience
by or as by making grandstand plays.
grandstand play, [Colloq.], an unnecessarily showy
play, as in baseball, to get the applause of the spec-
tators.
Grand Te-ton National Park (te'ton), a national park
in northwestern Wyoming, including a section of the
Teton Mountains: area, 150 sq. mi.
grand tour, 1. a tour of continental Europe formerly
taken by young men of the British aristocracy to com-
plete their education; hence, 2. any tour like this,

grand un-cle (grand'ur/k'l, grand'urj'k'l), n. a brother
of any of one's grandparents; great-uncle.
grange (granj), n. [ME.: Ajoglo-Fr. graunge (OFr.
grange); ML. granica < L. granum; see GRAIN], 1.

originally, a granary. 2. a farm with its dwelling house,
barns, etc. 3. [G-], the Patrons of Husbandry, an
association of farmers organized in the United States in
1867 for mutual welfare and advancement. 4. any
local lodge of this association.

grang er (gran'jer), n. 1. a member of a grange. 2.

[G-], a member of the Grange. 3. a farmer.
grang er 1-za-tion (gran'jer-d-za'shon, gran'jer-I-za'-
shanj, n. 1. the act or practice of grangerizing. 2.
a grangerized book.

grang-erize (gran'je'r-iz'), v.t. [GRANGERIZED (~!zd'),
GRANGERIZING], [after James Granger, author of a Bio-
graphical History of England (1769) illustrated by this
method], [Britisn], 1. to illustrate (a book already
printed) with engravings, prints, etc. obtained else-

where, often by cfipping them from other books. 2. to
damage (a bo9k) by clipping such engravings, etc.

gran-i- (gran'i), [< L. granum, grain], a combining
form meaning grain, as in granivorous.

Gra-ni-cus (grg-ni'kas), n. a river in northwestern Asia
Minor: site of a battle (334 B.C.) in which Alexander
the Great defeated the Persians.

gra-nif er-ous (gra-nif'Sr-9s), adj. [< L. granifer; see
GRAIN & -FERGUS], bearing gram.

gran-ite (gran'it), n. [It. granito, granite, lit., grained,
pp. of granire, to reduce to grains < grano < L. granum,
a seed, grain], a very hard, igneous rock, usually gray
or pink, consisting chiefly of crystalline quartz, feldspar,
and mica.
Granite City, a city in southwestern Illinois: pop.,
29,000.

gran/ite*ware (gran'it-war') , n. 1 . a variety of ironware
coated with a hard, gray enamel somewhat resembling
granite. 2. a variety of fine, hard pottery.
gra nit ic (gra-nit/ik, gra-nit'ik), adj. of or like granite,

jranite containing biotite.
'. like, or having the struc-

gran-it ite fgran'it-it
gran-it oid (gpran'it

"

ture of, granite.
graniv o-rous (gr9-mv'er-9s), adj. [grani- + -vorous],
feeding on grain and seeds.

gran-ny, grannie (gran'i), n. [pi GRANNIES (-iz)],

[Colloq.], 1. a grandmother. 2. an old woman.. 3. any
fussy, exacting person. 4. a granny knot.
granny knot, a knot Eke a square knot but with the
ends crossed the wrong way, forming an awkward, in-
secure knot: also granny's knot: see knot, illus.

gran-o- (gran'a), [< L. granum, grain], a combining
form meaning: 1. of or like granite* as in granolithic.
2. granular, as in granophyre.
gran o lith ic (granVlitl/ik), ad/\ [grano- + -Itihic], of
or made of paving stone consisting of cement and
crushed granite.

gran-o-phyre (gran'o-fir')* ** [&r&no- + -phyre; coined
(1872) oy Vogelsang], a pale-colored igneous rock con-
taining quartz and feldspar.
grant (grant, grant), v.t. [ME. grantee; OFr, graanter,
graunter, craanter, to promise, assure, yield < LL.
credentarestQ promise, yield < L. credens, ppr. of credere,
to believe], 1. to give (what is requested), as permis-
sion, etc.; assent to; agree to k fulfill. 2. a) to give or
confer formally or according to legal procedure* ,6) to
transfer (property) by a deed. 3. to acknowledge for
the sake of argument; admit as true without proof;
concede, n. 1. a granting. 2, something granted, as
property, a tract of land r an exclusive rignt or power,
money from a fund, etc. SYN. see give.;
take for granted, to consider as true ot already settled.

Grant, Ulysses Simp-son (simp'son grant), (horn
Hwamfflysses Grant), 1822-m5; eighteenth president

. of the .united States (1869-1S77) ; commander in chief
of Union forces in the Civil War,.
Wr*^lW'S>, gpfia'tS/);,!,.^ ijw<

grant or {gtsatft&Ev grJn'tdrO, ,i fAn^lo-Pr.},
'

ui law, a
person who makes ar J
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or granules: granular eyelids have an inner surface made
rough by disease. 2. like grains or granules ; granulated.

gran*u4ar-i-ty (gran'yoo-lar
/
d-ti), n. the quality or con-

dition of being granular.
granular snow, snow in small, opaque grains.
gran-u*late (gran'yoo-latO, v.t. A vj. [GRANULATED
(-id), GRANULATING], 1. to form into grains or granules.
2. to make or become rough on the surface by the
development of granules or tiny bulges.

gran-u-lat-er (gran'yoo-lat'er) , n. a granulator.
gran-u-la-tion (gran'yoo-la'shsn), n. 1. formation into

granules or grains. 2. in medicine, a) the formation of
a small, granular mass on a surface, as of a wound that
is healing. fc) the mass itself.

gran-u-la-tive (gran'yoo-la'tiv), adj. of or characterized
by granulation.

gran*u*la*tor (gran'yoo-la'ter), n. a person or thing
that granulates.
gran-ule (gran'yool), it. [< LL. granulum, dim. of L.
granum, a grain], 1. a small grain. 2. a small, grain-
like particle or spot.

gran u-lite (gran'yoo-Et'), n. [< granule + -ite], 1. a
granular, crystalline rock containing quartz, feldspar,
and occasional dark-red garnets. 2. granite containing
biotite and muscovite.

gran-u-lit-ic (gran'yoo-lit'ik), adj. containing or made
of granulite.

gran-u-lose (gran'yoo-los'). n. the more soluble part of
a starch grain, converted into sugar by the action of

enzymes, adj. granular.
Gran-ville-Bar-ker, Har-ley (harli gran'vil-bar'ker),
1877-1946; EngHsh actor, playwright, and critic.

grape (grab), n. [ME. grap, graap, replacing earlier
winberie (cf. WINE & BERRY) ; OFr. grape, dial, crape (Fr.

grappe), bunch of grapes < Frank, krappo (OHG.
chrapfo), hook; prob. via OFr. graper, to gather with a
hook; cf. GRAPNEL}, 1. any of various small, round,
smooth-skinned, juicy fruits, generally purple, red, or
green, growing in clusters on a woody vine: grapes are
eaten raw, used to make wine, or dried to make raisins;

they are classified as berries. 2, any of various vines
bearing grapes; grapevine. 3. a dark purplish red. 4.

grapeshot. 5. fl. a) a diseased growth on the fetlock
of horses, consisting of a cluster of wartlike lumps. 6)
bovine tuberculosis.^

grape-fruit (grap'frootOt n, [so named because it grows
in clusters], 1. a large, round, edible citrus fruit with a
pale-yellow rind, juicy pulp, and a somewhat sour taste.

2. the semitropical evergreen tree that it grows on.

grape hyacinth, any of a group of small, hardy bulbs of
the lily family, with spikes of small, bell-shaped flowers
of blue or white.

grap-er-y (grap'er-i), n. [pL GRAPERIES (-iz)], a place,
especially an enclosed area or building, where grapes
are grown.

grape-shot (grap'shot')* n. a cluster of small iron balls

formerly fired from a cannon as a dispersing charge.
grape-stone (grap'ston'), n. a seed of the grape.
grape sugar, a simple sugar occurring in many plants
and fruits, especially in ripe grapes; dextrose; glucose.

grape-vine (grap'vinO n. 1 . any of various woody vines

bearing grapes. 2. a secret means of spreading or re-

ceiving information: also grapevine telegraph. 3. a
rumor; unfounded report; hearsay.
graph (graf, graf), n. [short for graphic formula], 1. a
diagram, as a curve, broken
line, series of bars, etc.,

representing the successive
changes in the value of a
variable quantity or o,uan-
tities. 2. in mathematics, a
curve or surface showing
the locus of a function on a
series of co-ordinates set at
right angles to each other.
v.t. to put in the form o! or

represent by a graph.
-graph (graf, grlf), [Gr.

-graphos < graphein, to writej, a combining form
meaning: 1. something that writes or describes* as in

telegraph. 2. something written, as in monograph.
-grapher, a combining form meaning a person who writes,

used to form nouns of agent corresponding to nouns
ending in -graph, -grqphy, as telegrapher, stenographer.
graph-ic (grarik), adj. [L. graphicus; Gr. graphikos, lit.,

belonging to painting or drawing, picturesque, writing
< graphs, a drawing, writing < gra$h$m. to write], 1.

describing or described in realistic and vivid detail;
vivid; lifelike. 2. of the graphic artst 3. a) of hand-
writing; used or expressed in handwriting, b) written,
inscribed, or recorded in letters, etc. 4. having mark-
ings that look like written or printed! characters: said
of minerals* 5. of graphs or diagrams. 6. shown by a
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grass doth 632 gravel
also in. grom)], 1. any of various green plants with
bladelike leaves that are eaten by grazing animals:
because of tfeeir softness and dense growth, grasses are
often cultivated for kwns, etc. 2. any of a group of

plants with long, narrow leaves, jointed stems, flowers
on spikelets, and seedHke fruit, as wheat, rye, barley,
oats, sugar cane, etc. 3. ground covered with grass;
pasture land or lawn. P.r. 1. to pastttre or graze
(cattle), 2. to grow grass over; cover with grass. 3.

to lay (textiles, etc.) on the grass for bleaching by the
son. 4. to bring or throw down, as game by shooting,
or an opponent by a blow; fell

go to grass, 1, to graze. 2. to become worn out,

shabby, etc.; decay; go to ruin. 3. to die. 4. to rest.

let the grass grow under one's feet* to waste one's
time or neglect one's opportunities.

grass cloth, a cloth made of fibers of grass or ramie.

grass cut ter (gras'kut'er, graVkut'r) n. 1 . a machine
for cutting grass; lawnmower. 2. [Colloq.], in baseball,
a batted bal that skims along the ground.

grass-hop-per (gras'hop'e'r, gras'hop'e'r), n, [ME. eras-

hoppere, modified form, with -er suffix (see -ER), of

greshoppf < AS. gasrskoppe < gsers (see GRASS) + base
of hoppian (see HOP); akin to D. grxshopfe, G. gras-

h&pfer, etc.], 1. any of a group of leaping insects with
two pairs of membranous wings and powerful hind
legs adapted for jumping. 2. [Military Slang], a light

airplane for scouting and observation.

grass-i-ness (gras'i-nis, gras'i-nis), n. the quality or
state of being grassy.

grass-land (grassland
7
, grasland^), n. 1. land with

grass growing on it, used for grazing; pasture land. 2.

land or region where grass predominates.
grass-plot (gras'plot', ^ras'plot') , n. a piece of ground
with grass growing on it; lawn.

grass-roots (grassroots', grassroots'), adj. [Colloq.],

originating among or carried on by the common people:
as, a grass-roots political movement.

grass snake, any of various small, nonpoisonous snakes
that live in swamps and marshes.
grass snipe, a large, grayish-brown sandpiper with a
pale* streaked, buff-colored breast; pectoral sandpiper.
grass tree

?
1. an Australian woody plant of the lily

family, with grasslike leaves and a spike of flowers:
some varieties yield resins used commercially. 2. any
of various Australasian trees with grasslike foliage.

grass widow, [Early Mod.
t Eng., discarded mistress; cL

jD. graswedwwe, G. strojmiitwv in mod. sense; prob. al-

lusion is to bed of grass or straw], a woman divorced
or otherwise separated from her husband.

grass widower, a man divorced or otherwise separated
from his wife.

grass-y (gras'i, gras'i), adj. [GRASSIER (-i-er), GRASSIEST

(4-ist)], 1. of or consisting of grass. 2. covered with or

containing grass. 3. like grass; grassy-green.
gras-sgr-green fgras'i-jgren'Tgras'i-gren'), adj. like grow-
ing grass in color: bright-green.

grate (grat), v.t. [GRATED (-id), GRATING], [ME. (rare)
graten; OFT. grater (Fr. grotter) < Gmc.; cl OHG.
dsrazzdn (G. kratzen), to scratch; IE. base as in scratch],
1. to grind into shreds or particles by rubbing or scrap-
ing. 24to rub against (an object) with a harsh, scraping
sound* 3. to grind (the teeth) together with a rasping
sound. 4. to irritate; annoy; fret. v.i. 1. to grind or
rub with a harsh scraping or rasping sound. 2. to
make a rasping sound; creak. 3. to have an irritating
or annoying effect: as, her voice grates on me.

grate (grat), n. [ME. grate, trellis, lattice; ML. grata,
crata < L. cratis, a hurdle, kind of basket], L a frame-
work of paraBei or latticed bars set in a window, door,
etc. 2. a frame of metal bars for holding fuel in a fire-

place, stove, or furnace; hence, 3. a fireplace. 4. in
mining, a screen for grading crushed ores. v.t. [GRATED
(-id), GRATING!, to provide with a grate or grates.

grate ful (graV&l), adj. [obs. grate (<L. gratus), pleasing;+ -full, 1. feeling or expressing gratitude; thankful;
appreciative. 2. causing gratitude; welcome; pleasing.

grat-er (grat'&r), n. 1. a person or thing that grates.
2. a utensil with a rdugh surface on which to grate
spices, vegetables, cheesy etc.

Gra'ti-an (gra'shi-an, gra'^hQn), n. (Flavins Gratianus),Roman emperor (375-383 A.D.) ; lived 359-383 A.D.
grat-i fi ca tion (gratVfi-ka'shan), n. [L. gratificatio],
1. a^ gratifying or being gratified'. 2. something that
gratifies; cause for satisfaction. 3. a voluntary reward
for services or benefits: recompense; gratuity.

grati-fi-er (grat'a-fi'eV), n. a person or thing that
gratifies.

gratify ferat'a-fl'), v.t. [GRATIFIED (-fidO, GRATIFYING],
IFr. grattfier; L. gratifcare, gratifcari, to oblige, please,

door, etc.; grate. 2. in optics* an arrangement of

parallel wires or very fine, parallel lines etched closely
on a smooth, shining surface, used to break up light
into spectra by diffraction.

grat-ing (grat'irj), adj. [ppr. of graU (to rub)], 1. caus-
ing a harsh, rasping sound. 2. sounding harsh and
rasping: hence, 3. irritating; annoying.

gra-tis (gra'tis, grat'is), adv. & adj. [L. < gratia, a
favor, kindness], without charge or payment; free.

grat-i-tude (gratVtood', grat'a-tudO, n. [Fr.; LL. grat-
itudo < L. gratus, pleasing, thankful], a feeling of
thankful appreciation for favors or benefits received;
warm, appreciative response to kindness; thankfulness.

Grat-tan, Henry (grat''n), 1746-1820; Irish statesman
and orator.

gra-tu-i-tous (gra-too'a-tss, gra-tu's-tss), adj. [L. gra-
tuitus < gratus; see GRACE], 1. given or received with-
out charge or payment; granted without obligation;
free. 2. without cause or justification; uncalled-for.

gratuitous contract, in law, a contract for the benefit
of the person for whom it is made, without a reciprocal
promise of benefit to the maker: sometimes called con-
tract of beneficence.

gra*tu-i*ty (gra-too'a-ti, gra-tu's-ti), n. [pi. GRATUITIES
(-tiz)j, [Fr. gratuite; ML. gratuitas < L. gratuittis; see

GRATUITOUS], a gift of money, etc., especially one given

&'&n'~{Eng;'grzi'*nJ~n. (Fr. ,

to scrape; see -GRATE, v.] t 1. the crust of cheese or
buttered crumbs over a casserole dish. 2. the dish
itself. i

grat ing (grSt'irj), n. [grate (framework) -f ~mg], 1. a
framework of paraHel^or latticed bars set in a window,

for a service rendered; tip. SYN. see present.
grat-u-lant (grach'oo-tent), adj. [L. gratulans, ppr. of
gratulari; see GRATULATE], expressing joy or gratifica-
tion; congratulatory.

grat-u-late (grach'oo-latO , v.t. [GRATULATED (-id),

GRATULATINGJ, [< L. gratulotus, pp. of gratulari, to con-
gratulate, rejoice < gratus; see GRACE], [Archaic], to
express joy or gratification at the sight of; congratulate.

grat u-la-tion (grach'oo-la'shan), n. [L. gratulatio <
gratulatus; see GRATULATE], [Archaic], 1. joy; gratifica-
tion. 2. an expression of this; congratulation.

grat-u-la-to-ry (grach'oo-lo-tdr'i, grach'oo-la-to'ri), adj.
[LL. gratulatorius], [Archaic], congratulatory.
Gran bun den (grou'bun'dsn), n. Grisons: the German
name.

grau-pel (grou'pQl), n. [< G. graupeln, to sleet < grau-
pelein, dim, of graupe, hulled barley, granule of ice,
hail < Slav.; cf. Serb, krupa, kernel of grain, hail], in
meteorology, soft sleet or hall.

gra-va-men (grs-va'men), n. \pl. GRAVAMENS (-menz),
GRAVAMINA (-vam'in-a)], [LL., Ht., a burden, trouble <
L. gravare, to weigh down < grams, heavy], 1. a griev-
ance. 2. in law, the essential part of a complaint or
accusation.

grave (grav), adj. [L. gravis, heavy, weighty], I. re-

quiring senous thought; important; weighty: as, grave
doubts. 2. of a threatening nature; indicating great
danger; ominous: as, a gram illness. 3. solemn; sedate;
not gay. 4. somber; dull: as, grave colors. 5. in music,
low or deep in pitch: distinguished from acute, 6. in
phonetics, having a grave accent. n. the grave accent.
SYN. see serious.

grave (gray),
n.JME. graf, grave; AS. graef (akin to

OFns. gref; cf. G. grobe) < base of grafan, to dig; see
the v.t.], 1. a hole in the ground in which to bury a
dead body. 2. a burial mound or monument. 3. any
place for receiving something dead: as, his bankruptcy
was the grave of his hopes. 4. death; extinction: as, he
does not fear the grave, v.t. [GRAVED (gravd), GRAVEN
(-'n) or GRAVED, GRAVING], [ME. graven; AS. grafan:
akin to G. graben; IE. base *ghrebh~, to scratch, scrape],
1. a) [Obs.], to dig. d) [Archaic], to bury. 2. to shape
by carving; carve out; sculpture. 3. to engrave; incise.
4. to impress sharply and clearly; fix permanently.
have one foot in the grave, to be very fll, old, or
infirm; be near death.
make one turn in one's grave, to be or do something
that would have shocked or strongly displeased one
now dead.

grave (grSv), v.t. [GRAVED (gravd), GRAVING], [prob. <
OFr. grave (Fr. grfoe), beach, coarse sand (see GRAVEL) :

ships were orig. beached for cleaning the hulls], to clean
(the hull of a ship) by removing the barnacles, etc. and
coating with pitch or tar.

Jgra-ve (gra've), adj. & adv. [It.J, in music, slow and
with solemnity: a direction to the performer.
grave accent, a mark (

N
) used to show: 1, in French,

the quality of an open e (e), as in chere, or a distinction
in meaning, as in ok, where (distinguished from ouf or).
2. full pronunciation of an ending or syllable normally
elided in speech, as in loved, 3. secondary or weakened
stress, as in typeumUer. 4. falling tone or pitch^ as in

grave-clothes feaVklSz', grSv/Jdo^O. n.pl. the
clothes in which a dead body is buried; cerements.
grave;dig'ger (grSv'dig

/
gr), iu a person whose work is

digging 'graves.
H

.
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!

gravel teav'l), ^ [ME.; 0*Fr. grweUei \darn. of grave
^.gr^i ***** sand,, s&ingfe/ seasteoref, , 4; a fbose
mixture-ol pfebbles^ aaid rock frameBts coarser than
sand, ^orim' taxed with idb^w^ft^', t2. medicine, -a
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gravel-blind 633 greaser
calculus, v.t. [GRAVELED or GRAVELLED (-Id), GRAV-
ELING or GRAVELLING], 1. to cover (a walk, driveway,
etc.) with gravel. 2. to run (a boat or ship) aground
on gravel; hence, 3. to embarrass or perplex (a speak-
er), 4. to lame (a horse), as by pebbles under a shoe.
5. [Colloq.], to irritate or annoy.

grav-el-blind (grav''l~blmd'), aaj. [intens. synonym for
sand-blind], almost completely blind.

grav-el*ly (grav'l-i), adj. 1. full of gravel 2. con-
sisting of gravel 3. like gravel.

grave-Iy (grSvli), adv. in a grave manner: seriously.
grav-en (graven), alternative past participle of grave
(to engrave), adj. 1. engraved; carved; sculptured.
2, sharply and clearly impressed; permanently fixed.

grave-ness (graVnis), n. the quality or state of being
grave.

graven image, an idol.

Gra-ven-stein (grav/'n-sten', gra'van-stinO n. [< Gra-
i?enstein in Schleswig], a variety of large, yellow, red-

striped apple.
grav-er (grav'er), n. [ME.; see GRAVE (to engrave) &
-ER], 1. a cutting tool used by engravers and sculptors.
2. an engraver; especially, a carver in stone.

Graves, Robert Ran-ke (rar/ks gravz), 1895- ; English
poet and novelist.

Graves' disease (gravz), [after Robert Graves (1797-
1853), Ir. physician], exophthalmic goiter.

grave-stone (graVston
7
), n. [ME.], a memorial stone

placed at a grave; tombstone.
grave-yard (grav'yardO, n, a burial ground; cemetery.
grav-id (grav'id), adj. [L. graMus < gravis, heavy; see

GRAVITY], pregnant.
gra*vid-i-ty (gra-vid'a-ti), n. [L. graviditas < gravidus;
see GRAVID], pregnancy.

grav-i-met-ric (grav'i-met'rik)p adj. [< gravimetry -f-

-ic] f in chemistry & physics, ot or in terms of measure-
ment by weight: distmguished from volumetric.

grav-i-met-ri-cal (grav'i-met'ri-kl), adj. gravimetric.
gra-vim-e-try (gre-vim'a-tri), n. [< L. gravis, heavy; +
-metry], the measurement of weight or density.

gray-ing (grav'irj), n. [grave (to clean a vessel) + -ing],
the cleaning of a ship's hun by burning or scraping.
adj. of or for this: as, a graving dock.

grav-i-tate (grav'a-tat'), v.i. [GRAVITATED (-id), GRAV-
ITATING], [< L. gravitas (see GRAVITY); + -ate], 1. to
move or tend to move in accordance with the force of

gravity. 2. to sink or fall; tend to settle at a bottom
level, as of a liquid. 3. to be attracted or tend to move
(toward something or someone),

grav-i-ta-tion (grav's-ta'shon), n. [Mod. L. gravitatio <
L. gravitas; see GRAVITY], 1. the act, process, or fact of

gravitating. 2. in phys-ics, the force by which every
mass or particle of matter attracts and is attracted by
every other mass or particle of matter; tendency of
these masses or particles toward each other.

grav-i-ta-tion-al (grav'a-ta'shon-'l), adj. of or caused
by gravitation.

grav'i-ta*tion*al-ly (grav'a-ta'shon-'l-i) , adv. by or ac-

cording to gravitation.
grav-i-ta-tive (grav'a-ta'tiv), adj. 1. of or caused by
gravitation. 2. tending or causing to gravitate.

gray-i-ty (gray'a-ti)i n.lpl GRAVITIES (-tiz)], [L. gravitas,

weight, heaviness < gravis, heavy], 1. the state or
condition of being grave; especially, a) solemnity or
sedateness of manner or character; earnestness. &)

danger or menace; ominous quality: as, the gravity of
his illness, c) seriousness, as of guilt. 2. weight; heav-
iness, as in specific gravity, center of Cavity. 3. lowness
of musical pitch. 4. in physics, gravitation; especially,
terrestrial gravitation; force that tends to draw aH
bodies in the earth's sphere toward the center of the
earth: the rate of acceleration of gravity is approxi-
mately 32 feet per second per second: abbreviated g
(no period).

gra-vure (gira-vyoor', gra'vyoor), n. [Fr. f short far photo-
gravure], 1. engraving by means of plates made by a
photographic process; photogravure. 2. a plate or

print so prepared.
gra-vy (gr&'vi), n-i[$. GRAVIESjf-viz) J, [MB* grave, gravey t

said to be a misreading of OrV. gran& < ;graity ajppar-
ently used as a name lor cooking ingredients], f* the
juice given off by meat in cooking. 2* a sattc made by
combining this jaice with floufc, seasoning, etc. 3.

[Slang], easily obtained prdfit, ;

: ^

gravy Dpat, a dish for serving grafvr: so called from its"

shape. ' ','"' ^
"
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gray (gfra), adj. [MB. graft, grei; AS. %r&&; aMn to O.
grau; IE. base *ghere~, to shine, gleam, as also in L.
ravus (for *gratwy5Y grayish), 1. of a? polor that is a

"

'wee or biend;6f ^lalck and ^hite pigmemfsi hetfde*
' darkish^ 'dML i$ ^teeary'y 'disniat.1 '"3. heaving -Italr

^ hence,
^
4., old.

especially, a gray horse. 3. a perm dressed in a gray
uniform. 4. gray or unbleached fabric or clothing. .*.

& vj. to make or become gray. Also speHed Srej.
Gray, Asa <gra) f I810-I8&&; American botanist.

Gray. Thomas, 1716-1771; English poet.
gray-back (gra'pakO* w- any oi certain animals so called
because of their coaorin, as tbe hooded crow, scaup
duck, etc.: also spelled greyback.
gray beard (gra'beYdO. * a old man: also spelled
greybeard.

gray-fish (gra'fishO. n* [^. CRAYFISH, GRAWESHBS (-iz) :

see FISH], the smooth or spiny dogfish: also spelled
fireyfislx.

Gray Friar, a Franciscan friar.

gray-head-ed (gra'hed'id), adj. t. having gray hair;
hence, 2. old. Also spelled grey-headed.
gray-hound (gra'hound'), n. a greyhound.
gray-ish (gra/ish), adj. somewhat gray: also spelled
greyish.

gray-lag (gra'lag'), n. [said to be gray + lag: so called
from its color and its late migration}, the European
wild gray goose: also spelled greylag.

gray-ling (gralirj), n. \H. GRAYLING, GRAYLINGS (-lirjz);
see PLURAL, n, D, 2J {gray + -ling]* 1. a foesh-water
game fish of the trout family, with a large dorsal fin.

2. any of several varieties of gray or brown butterflies.

gray market, a place or system for selling scarce goods
secretly at above prevailing prices, a practice con-
sidered unethical although legal: cl black market.
gray matter, L grayish nerve tissue of the brain and
spinal cord, consisting chiefly of nerve cells, witfa few
nerve fibers: distinguished from white matter, which con-
sists chiefly of nerve fibers. 2. [Colloq.], brains; in-
tellectual capacity.
gray mullet, any of a large group of food fishes found
mostly in salt water.

Gray's Inn, one of the four Inns of Court in London,
the legal societies that admit persons to law practice in

England.
gray squirrel, a large, gray or black squirrel native to
the United States.

gray-wacke (grS'wakO* n. [G. grauwacke; gra, gray
+ wacke, wacke], a fine-grained, gravi conglomerate
rock resembling sandstone: also spelled greywacke*
gray wolf, a large, gray wolf that hunts in packs* native
to western North America.
Graz (grats), n. a city in southeastern Austria: pop.,
226,000 (1948).

graze (graz) , v.t. [GRAZED (grazd) , GRAZING}, [MB. grasm;
AS. grasian < oase of gr&s, gsers, grass (see GRA^S);
akin to G. grasen], 1. to put (livestock) to feed on
growing grass, herbage, etc. 2. to put livestock to feed
on (a pasture, growing grass, etc.) . 3. to feed on (grow-
ing grass, herbage, etc.). 4. to tend (feeding livestock)
while in a pasture. v.i. to feed on growing grass* etc.

graze (graz), v.t. [GRAZED (grazd), GRAZING], [prob. <
prec. v. in orig. sense **to come dose to the grass* *j cf.

G. grasen, also in sense *to bound along Hie ground"
(said of cannon balls) ; some senses influenced oy ofos.

glace, to glance off] , 1. to touch or rub lightly inpassmg.
2. to scrape or scratch (the skin} or the sMn 01 in

passing: as, a bullet grazed his thigh, v.i. to scrape,
touch, or rub lightly against something in passing, n.

1. a grazing. 2. a slight scratch or scrape cattsed by
grazing.
gra-zier (gra'zher), . [Chiefly British], a person wtio

grazes beef cattle for sale.

graz-ing (graz'irj), n. land for livestock to graze on;
pasture.

tgra-zi-o-so (gra-tsy6"'s6) , adj. & adv. [It. < L. gratiosus;
see GRACIOUS], in music, with grace; in a smooth, ele-

gant manner: a direction to the performer.
Gr. Brit., Gr. Br., Great Britain.

grease (gres), n. [ME. gresse, srese; OFr. gresse, graisse <
LL. *crassia < L. crassus, fat, thick; cf. CRASS], 1. the
soft fat of game animals: used in hunting with reference
to game in the proper condition for killing, as, a stag
in prime (or pride) of grease. 2. melted animal fat.

3. any thickv oily substance or lubricant. 4. an inflarn-

matioji of tiW skinv of a horse's fetlocks, acfcCHHjpteied
by an oily dischargel 5. a) the oily substance in un~
cfealied wool. 6) an uncleaned fleece or fur. v.t* (g*e$,

gE&)k [GREASKD (grest, grezd), GREASING], 1. to smear
or lubricate with grease; put grease on or 'EEL 2. to
mfiueace fey giving money to; bribe ofr iip: often in

grease the hand (or palm) .

grease-bush (gres'boosh'), n. greasewood.
grease cup, a small cup over a bearing in machinery,
for/ containing and supplying grease or oil t6 lubricate',

grease' monkey, [Slang], a mechanic, especially one who
wrks on automobiles or airplanes.
grease paint, a mixture of grease and coloring matter
used by actbrs in making ujp for tbe stage,

greas-er (gres^e^,. gr^a'Sr)
1

, n. 1. 3et person1 or
-
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greasewood 634 greaves
2. [Slang], a Mexican or Latin American:

s and contemptuous term.
grease-wood fores'wood'), ** any of a number of shrub-
by, stiff.prickly plants growing in alkaline soils in the
western united States: also &reasebush.

i'My
(gres'd-li, greV'1-i), adv. in a greasy manner.

i-ness (gits'i-ms, grez'i-nis), n. the quality or

.,, adj. [GREASIER (-i-Sr), GREASIEST
, 4, _. I or soiled with grease. 2. contain-

ing grease ; full of grease. 3. like grease ; oily ; unctuous ;

slippery. 4. having grease (sense 4).

great (grit), adj. [ME. greiet gret; AS. great; akin to G.
gross: IE. base *ghren-, to rub away, grind down, seen
also in L. mdus, broken stones, rubble & in Eng. grit;

basic sense "coarse, coarse-grained"; great has replaced,
and absorbed the senses of, AS. mycel, ME. muchel (see

MICKLE) and is itself now partly replaced by big; cf.

GRAND], 1. of much more than ordinary size, extent,

volume, etc.; especially, a) designating a thing or

group of things larger than others of the same kind: as,
the great cats are tigers, h^ns, etc., the Great Lakes.

6) large in number, quantity, etc.; numerous: as, a
great company, c) long in duration: as, a great while.
2. much higher in some quality or degree; much above
the ordinary or average; especially, a) existing in a
high degree; intense: as, a great light, great pain. 6)

very much of a: acting much as (something specified) :

as, a great reader, c) eminent; important; illustrious;

superior: as, a great playwright, d) very impressive or

imposing: as, great ceremony, e) having or showing
nobility of mind, purpose, etc.: as, a great man. 3. 01

most importance; highest in its class; main; chief: as,
the Great War. 4. designating a relationship one gener-
ation removed; older or younger by one generation:
used in hyphenated compounds, as great-grandmother.
5. FColloq.], clever; expert; skillful (usually with at):
as, he is great at tennis. 6. [Colloq.], excellent

; splendid;
fine: a generalized epithet of approval. 7. [Archaic],
pregnant, adv. fColfoq.], very well. n. 1. the whole
or gross. 2. $1, [Britisn Univ. Slang], the final exam-
ination for the bachelor's degree: also great go. Abbre-
viated fct., fr. -SSYN. see large.

great on, [Colloq.], enthusiastic about.
the tfreat those who are great.

great auk, a large sea bird of the North Atlantic, that
was incapable of flight and is now extinct.

great-aunt (grlt'anf, grat'ant'). n a sister of any of
one's grandparents: grandaunt.

Great Australian Bight, a part of the Indian Ocean
indenting southern Australia.
Great Barrier Reef, a coral reef off the northeastern
coast of Queensland, Australia: length, 1,250 mi.
Great Basin, a plateau between the Sierra Nevada and
the Wasatch Mountains, covering eastern California,
western Utah, and most of Nevada: area, 210,000 sq.
mi.: many rivers and streams flow into it, forming
lakes with no ultimate outlet to the sea.
Great Bear, the constellation Ursa Major: its seven
brightest stars form the Big Dipper.
Great Bear Lake, a lake in Northwest Territories,
Canada: area, 11,800 sq. mi.

Great Britain, England, Wales, and Scotland: a divi-
sion of the UnitediCingdom and the British Common-
wealth of Nations: area, 89,041 sq. mi.; pop., 48,406,000
(est. 1947); capital, London: abbreviated Gt. Brit.f
Gr. Brit., Gt.Br., Gr.Br., G.B.

great calorie, see calorie (sense 2).
great circle, any circle described on the surface of the
earth or other sphere so that its plane passes through
the center of the sphere.

great-cir cle sailing (grat'sftr'k'l), navigation along
any great circle of the earth, as the equator: such a
course is the shortest between any two points on the
earth's surface.

great-coat (grat'kof), n. a heavy overcoat.
Great Commoner, nickname used of William Pitt,
Henry Clay. Thaddeus Stevens, and William Jennings
Bryan.

c

great Dane, any of a bleed of large, powerful dog with
short, smooth hair: also Great Dane,
weat Divide, 1. a principal mountain watershed; spe-
cifically, the Rocky Mountains. 2. a) death. &) any
important crisis.

mountain 3^em along the

great-en (graf'n), y.t.
A v.i. [Archaic], to make or be-come great or greater.

*i
I
5
t
-?

r (^st'r). <*# designating a large city togetherwith its suburbs: as, Greater Cleveland, Greater London,
greater Antilles, a group of islands in the West Indies.
including the islands of Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola. and
Jruerto Rico: see West Indies, map.

great-grand child (grat'gran'child', grkt'grand'chlld')
n. a child of any of one's grandchildren.

great-grand daugh-ter terat'gran'dd'tSr, grat'grand'-
d&'ter), n. a daughter of any of one's grandchildren

great-grand-fa-ther (grat'gran'fa'/Aer, grat'grand'fa'-
*/rSr), n. the father of any of one's grandparents.
great-grand-moth-er (grat'gran'mu/A'gr, grat'grand'-
mu/A'er), n. the mother of any of one's grandparents
great-grand par ent (graVgran'par'ant, grat'grand'-
par'ant), n. a parent of any of one's grandparents.
great-grand-son (grat'gran'sun', grat'grand'sun'), nl
a son of any of one's grandchildren.

great-great- (grat'grat'), a combining form used with
nouns of relationship to indicate two degrees of removal
in an ascending or descending scale, as in great-great-
grandparent, great-great-grandson. Each additional ^a/-
indicates one further degree of removal.
great gross, twelve gross: abbreviated g.gr.
great heart-ed (grat'har'tid), adj. 1. brave; fearless;
courageous. 2. generous; magnanimous; unselfish.

great horned owl, a large North American owl with
two prominent tufts of feathers on its head.
Great Khing an (khirj'an'), a mountain range in west-
ern Manchuria.
Great Lakes, a chain of fresh-water lakes in Canada
and the United States, emptying into the St. Lawrence
River; Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, On-
tario, and, sometimes, St. Clair.

great laurel, a large shrub of the rhododendron family,
with thick, oblong, dark-green leaves and delicate, pink
flowers in cone-shaped clusters.

great ly (grat'li), adv. 1. in a great manner. 2. very
much; highly.
Great Miami, the Miami, a river in western Ohio.
Great Mogul, 1. the title of the ruler of the empire
established by the Mongols in India in the 16th cen-
tury; hence, 2. [g- m-], a person of importance.
great-neph ew (grat'nef'u, grat'nev'u), n. a grandson
of one's brother or sister; grandnephew.

great-niece (grat'nes'), n. a granddaughter of one's
brother or sister; grandniece.
Great Plains, the large area of low valleys and plains
east of the Rocky Mountains in the United States
and Canada.

great primer, a large size of type, 18 point: abbreviated
g.p.

Great Russia, central and northeastern European
Russia.
Great Salt Lake, a shallow salt lake in northern Utah:
area, 2,360 sq. mi.
Great Sandy Desert, 1. a large desert in northwestern
Australia. 2. Rub al Khali, a desert in Arabia.
Great Schism, the division or conflict in the Roman
Catholic Church from 1378 to 1417, when there were
two rival popes, one at Avignon, the other at Rome
great seaJL 1. the chief seal of a nation, state, etc., with
which official papers are stamped as proof of their
approval. 2. [G- S-], a) the Lord Chancellor of Great
Britain, keeper of the great seal, b) his position.
Great Slave Lake, a lake in southern Northwest Terri-
tories, Canada: area, 11,172 sq. mi.
Great Smoky Mountains, a mountain range of the
Appalachians, between Tennessee and North Carolina:
highest peak, Clingmans Dome, 6,642 ft.: site of Great

I Smoky Mountains National Park: area, 715 sq. mi.:
also Smoky Mountains.
Great Spirit, the chief god of some American Indian
tribes.

Great St. Bernard, a mountain pass and hospice in the
Pennine Alps, between southwestern Switzerland and
Italy: height, 8,110ft.

great-un cle (grat'urj'k'l), it. a brother of any of one's
grandparents; granduncle.

Australia.
Great Vowel Shift, the complicated series of sound
developments (c. 1450 to c. 1830) which changed the
vowel system of Middle English into that of Modern
English: the Middle English system was characterized
by contrasts of short with long vowels and by values of
the vowel symbols roughly resembling those found in
Modern French and German; overdifferentiation of the
Middle English high vowels caused the long vowels to
become diphthongs and the short vowels to be lowered
in tongue position: also Great Sound Shift.
Great Wall of China, the Chinese Wall.
Great War. World War I.

Great Week, in the Orthodox Eastern Church, the week
-.dmg Easter: Holy Week.

ither, the i<Jreat White Father, the name given by the American
Indians to the president of the United States.

Great White Way, the theater district in New York
City, ^on Broadway near Times Square: so called
from its bright lights.
great willow herb7 a plant of the primrose family,
with long leaves and purple flowers in a single spike.
great world, [after Pr. grand] monde], fashionable society

.

Desert, a large desert in southern

greaves (whaling iem.< LG, greven, pi,
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MD. greve (whence Dan. greyer); basic sense "coarse
elements that will not melt"; base as in great, grit], the
sediment of skin, etc. formed when animal fat is melted
down for tallow; cracklings.

greaves (grevz), n.pL [MEJ. grates, grens; OFr. grew,
shin, shin armor; prob. < Gmc.; same base as prec.],
armor for the legs from the ankle to the knee : see armor,
illus.

grebe (greb), n. Ipl GREBES (grebz), GREBE; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], t< Fr.

grebe], any of a group of diving and
swimming birds of the loon family, with partially
webbed feet and legs set far back on the body.
Gre cian (gre'shsn), adj. [< L. Graecia, Greece; 4- -an],
Greek, n. 1. a Greek. 2. a scholar of Greek. Abbre-
viated Gr.
Grecian bend, the angle at which women walked, with
the body bent forward at the waist, when bustles and
the wasp waist were fashionable.
Grecian profile, & profile in which the nose and fore-
head form a straight line.

Gre-cism (gre'siz'm), n. [Fr. grteisme; ML. Graecismus
< L. Graeci, the Greeks], 1. an idiom of the Greek
language. 2. an imitation of this. 3. the spirit of
Greek culture; Hellenism. Also spelled Graecism.
Gre-dze (gre'sfz), v.t. [GRECIZED (-sizd), GRECIZING],
[Fr. greciser; L. Graecisare < Graeci, the Greeks], to
make Greek; give a Greek form to; Hellenize, vd. to
imitate the Greeks in language, manner, etc.; follow
Greek custom. Also spelled Graecize.

Gre-cq- (gre'ko), [< L. Graecus], a combining form
meaning: 1. Greek, Greeks. 2. Greek and. Also spelled
Graeco-.
Gre-co-Ro-man (gre'ko-ro'mgn), adj. of or influenced
by both Greece and Rome: as, Greco-Roman art.

gree (gre), n. [ME. gre; OFr. gre, gred (Fr. gre, pleasure,
good wiU) < L. gratum, neut. of gratits; see GRACE, .],

[Archaic], 1. good will. 2. satisfaction for an injury
received: only in do (or make) gree.
Greece (gres), n. a country in the southern Balkan
Peninsula, on the
Mediterranean: area,
50,147 sq. mi.; pop.,
7,780,000 (est. 1948);
capital, Athens: ab-
breviated Gr.

greed (gred), n. [back-
formation < greedy],
excessive desire for

acquiring or having;
desire for more than
one needs or deserves;
greediness; avarice;
cupidity.
gree<M4y (gred'l-i),
adv. in a greedy man-
ner.

greed-i-ness (gred'i-

nis), n. the quality
of being greedy.

greed-y

ANCIENT GREECE

'i), adj. [GREEDIER (-i-gr), GREEDIEST (-i-

ist)], [MB. gredie; AS. grxdig < base of grasd- (in
graedum, eagerly) +-ig (see -Y); akin to Goth, gredags,
lit., hungry; IE. base *$her-, to desire, crave], 1. want-
ing excessively to have or acquire; desiring more than
one needs or deserves; avaricious; covetous. 2. wanting
to eat and drink too much; gluttonous; voracious.

iS'l'N.-^greedy implies an insatiable desire to possess or acquire
something to an amount inordinately beyond what one needs
or deserves and is the broadest of the terms compared here;
avaricious stresses greed for money or riches and often con-
notes miserliness; grasping suggests an unscrupulous eager-
ness for gain that manifests itself in a seizing upon every op-
portunity to get what one desires; acquisitive stresses the
exertion of effort in acquiring or accumulating wealth or ma-
terial possessions to an excessive amount; covetous implies
greed for something that another person rightfully .possesses.
Greek (grefc), n [ME. & AS. Gr, Crec; L. Gra&cus; Gr.
Graikosj , 1. a native or inhabitant of ancient or modern
Greece* 2. the Hellenic language of Greece,, aricient or
modern: see also Late Greek, Medieval Greek, Modern
Greek. 3. [Slang], a member of a Greek-letter fra-

ternity- 4. [Obs.], a close companion, adj\ fM& &M
< the . & < Fr. grec < L. Graecus], of ancient or
modern Greece, its people, language, or culture.
Abbreviated GrM G& (in a$r. & n. senses 1 & 2)^
be Greek to one to be ^comprehensible or uniatel-
ligiblei.tb one-. ,
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Greek Catholic, 1, a person, belonging; to an Orthodox
Eastern Church, 2. a Uniat Greek or Byzantine.

'{yreelf'cross^ a cross; wMi' four 1

ekjtbal aiiiis at right
angles: see cross, illus. It

Greek 'fee^ {so called teem itB.'fusfe' tnte, by Greeks jof

BymntiumL
,
an.- mcehdia^jr nmibeoa^msecl im ancient

society, especially a student society, whose name is

designated by a combination of Greek letters.
Greek Orthodox Church, 1. the established church
of Greece, an autonomous part of the Orthodox Eastern
Church. 2. the Orthodox Eastern Church: popularly
so called. Also Greek Church.
Greek rite, the religious rittial of the Orthodox Eastern
Church, as distinguished from that of the Roman Cath-
olic Church.

Gree4ey, Horace (gre
7
!!), 1811-1872; American journal-

ist and politician.
green (gren), adj. [ME. & AS. srcne < same base as
grass, grow: akin to G. gr&n, D. groen (cf. GREENING),
etc, j, 1. of the color that is characteristic of growing
Rrass. 2. overspread with or characterized by green
tohage: as, a green field. 3. keeping the green grass of
summer; snowless; mild: as, a green December. 4.
sickly or bilious, as from illness, fear, etc. 5. flourishing;
active: as, recollections of his youth were still gremw.
his mind. 6. unripe; not mature. 7. inexperienced;
not trained. 8. easily imposed on or deceived; simple;
naive. 9. not dried, seasoned, or cured; unprocessed.
10. fresh; new. 11. [cf. GREEN-EYED], [Colloq.J, jealous.
n. 1. the color of growing grass; any color between
blue and yellow in the spectrum: green can be produced
toy blending blue and yellow pigments. 2. any green
pigment or dye. 3. anything colored green, especially
clothing: as, the wearing of the green. 4. pi. green
leaves, branches, sprigs, etc., used for ornamentation.
5. pi green leafy vegetables, as kale, spinach, etc. 6. an
area of smooth tun set aside for special purposes: as,
a village green, a bowling green. 7. in golf, a) the plot
of carefully tended turf immediately surrounding each
of the holes to facilitate putting. 6) an entire golf
course. v.L & j. to make or become green.
green with envy, very envious.
the Green, green as the symbol of Irish nationalism:
Ireland's national color.

Green, John Richard, 1837-1883; English historian.
Green, Paul Eliot, 1894- : American playwright.
Green, William, 1873-1952; president of the American
Federation of Labor (1924^-1952).

green algae, algae inwhichthe chlorophyll predominates.
green-back (gren'bakO, n. any piece of United States
paper money printed in green ink on the back.
Green-back-er (gren'bak

T
er), n. a member of the Green-

back Party.
Greenback Party, the Independent Party, a political
party in the United States after the Civil War, advo-
cating government paper money as the only currency.Green Bay, 1. an arm of Lake Michigan indenting
northeastern Wisconsin: length, 90 mi. 2. a city in
Wisconsin, on this bay: pop., 52,000.

green-blue (gren
/
bl6o') n. the color in the spectrum

exactly between primary green and primary blue
green-Sri er (gren'bri'er), n. any of various woody,
climbing vines of the hly family, with spony stem.

green corn, unripe ears of sweet corn, used fee <

and eating.
green dragon, an American wild flower o the ,'awa
family, similar to the jack-m-the-pulpit but with digi-
tate leaves, a very long spac% and a greenish spathe.
Greene, Nathanael (gre% 1742-17&6; American gen-
eral in the Revolutionary War.
Greene, Robert, 1560?-1592; English dramatist and
miscellaneous writer.

green-er-y (gren'gr-i)> n. [pi GRBENERIES (-125)]. 1.

green vegetation; verdure. 2, a greenhouse.
green-eyed ferenld'), adj. L having green eyes. 2.

[cf. Othello III, Hih jealous.
green-finch (gren'tochO, n La finch with olive-green
and yellow leathers, native to Europe; green linnet;
grosbeak. 2. the Tessas sparrow.

green-gage (gren'ga/), n. [after Sir William Gage, who
introduced it into Eogland from Prance, c. 1725], a large
plum with golden-green skin and flesh.

green glass, coarse, ordinary glass of a greenish color,
used for bottles, etc.

gmn-groi-cct: feren'gro'ser), n. [British], a retail dealer,
in fresh vegetables and fruit.

green-ro-cer*y (^eVgro'ser-i), n. \pl. GREENGROCERIES
sh],[British], 1. a retail store wEere fresh vegetables

,_ _juits are sold. 2. pi. things sold by a greengrocer.
green heart (greii'hart'). n. I. any of various West
Indian trees whose wood is valued for its hardness.

greenhorn (gren'h8rn') n. [prob. orig. with reference
to a young animal with immature horns], 1.. an inex-

perie^aced person; beginner; novice., 2. a person easily
deceived; dupe. 3. [Colloq.], a recently arrived imrm-
grauifc. Humorous or patronizing term.
green-house (gren'housO, Hf a, building whose roof and
sides aremade largely ofgte and in which the temper-
aktre and humidity cajfL;be regulated for tlic cultivationw delicate or omt^of-se^^oii| 1^IantS'; ;hotiouse'. <

t

tool, look; oil, out; up, <1*
^,

i o in com^iy. ,#, in, f
r, doch. See pp. x-xili
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Greskam's law

green-ing (gtn'iij), n. (MD. groeninc < gram; see

GREEN], any of various apples having greenish-yellow
skins when ripe.

green-ish (gren'ish), adj. somewhat green.
Green-land (grSn'land), n. [orig. so called (ON. GrSn-
land, 986 A.D.) to attract settlers], a Danish island

northeast of North America: it is the world's largest
island: area, 736,518 sq. mi. (ice-free land, 31,284 sq.

mi.); pop., 26,000; capital, Godthaab.
Greenland Sea, an extension of the Atlantic, east of

Greenland.
green lead ore, pyromorphite, a crystalline mineral
found in lead veins.

green-let (grenlit), n. a small American songbird with

greenish feathers; vireo.

green light, 1. the green phase of a traffic light, indi-

cating permission to go ahead; hence, 2. [Colloq.j,
authorization to proceed with some undertaking : usually
in give (or get) the green light.

green-ling (grer/lirj), n. any of a group of large, flesh-

eating nsnes with long dorsal fins, living in the North
Pacific, especially off the Aleutian Islands.

green manure, 1. a crop of growing plants, as clover,

plowed under while still green to fertilize the soil. 2.

fresh manure; manure not yet decayed.
green monkey, a small, long-tailed, African monkey
with greenish hair: grivet; vervet.

Green Mountain Boys, the Vermont soldiers organized
and led by Ethan Allen in the Revolutionary War.
Green Mountains, a mountain range extending the

length of Vermont : highest peak, M t. Mansfield, 4,364 ft.

Green Mountain State, Vermont.
green-ness (gren'nis), n. the quality or state of being

Green-ock (gren'sk, gren'ak), n, a seaport in Scotland,
on the Firth of Clyde: pop., 76,000 (est. 1946).

green-ock-ite (gren'ak-if), n. [after C. M. Cathcart,
Lord Greenock (1783-1859), who found some of the

crystals in 1840; +t
-4U], a rare yellow sulfide of cad-

mium, CdS, occurring usually as a crust on the earth.

green onion, an immature onion with a long stalk and
green leaves, eaten raw as a relish or in salads; scallion.

Gree-nough, Horatio (gre'no), 1805-1852; American
sculptor.
green pepper, the green, immature fruit of the sweet
red pepper, eaten as a vegetable.
Green River, a river in Wyoming and Utah, flowing
into the Colorado: length, 730 mi.

green-room (gren'room', gren'room'), n. a waiting
room in some theaters, for use by actors and actresses
when they are off stage.

green-sand (gren'sand/), n. a green, sandy deposit con-

taining much glauconite.
Greens-bor-o (grenz'bur'o), n. a city in north central
North Carolina: pop., 74,000.

green-shank (greVsharjk'), n. a European sandpiper
with greenish legs.

green-sick-ness (gren'sik'nis), n. chlorosis, a kind of

anemia, which gives the complexion a greenish tinge.

green soap, a soft soap made of potash, linseed oil, and
alcohol, used in treating skin diseases: so called be-
cause originally greenish.

green-stone (gren'ston'), n. 1. any of various dark-
green rocks, as diorite. 2. an inferior kind of jade.

green-sward (gren'swo'rdOf n. green grass or turf.

green tea, tea prepared from leaves not fermented be-
fore drying: distinguished from black tea.

green thumb, an apparent talent or skiU in growing
plants easily.

Green-ville (gren'vil), n. 1. a city in northwestern
South Carolina: pop., 58,000, 2. a city in Mississippi:
pop., 30,000.

green vitriol, copperas; crystallized ferrous sulfate.
Green-wich (grin'ij, gren'ich), n. 1. a borough of

London, located on the Prime Meridian: formerly the
site of an astronomical observatory: pop., 96,000. 2.

(gren'ich, gren'wich), a city in southwestern Connecti-
cut, on Long Island Sound: pop., 41,000.
Greenwich time, mean solar time of the meridian at
Greenwich, England, used as the basis for standard
time throughout most of the world.
Green-wich Village (gren'ich), a section of New York
City, on the lower west side of Manhattan, noted as a
center for artists, authors, etc. : formerly a village.
green-wood (gren'wood'), n. a forest in leaf.

greet (gret), v.t. [ME. greten; AS. gretan, grxtan; akin
to D. groetan, G. grtissen; IE. base *ghred*, to call out],
1. to speak or write to with expressions of friendliness,
respect, pleasure, etc., as in meeting or by letter; hail;
welcome. 2. to meet, receive, address, or acknowledge
(a person, utterance, or event) in a specified way: as,
the speech was greeted with cheers, he was greeted by a
rifle shot. 3. to come or appear to ; make itself manifest
to; meet: as, the aroma of coffee greeted us,

greet (gret), v.i. [ME. greten; AS. gretan; akin to Goth.
gretan], [Archaic or Dial], to weep; lament.

greet-ing (gret'irj), n. 1. the act or words of a person
who greets; salutation; welcome. 2. a message of re-

gards from someone absent.

greg-a-rine (greg'a-rin', greg'Sr-in), adj. f< Mod. L.
Gregartna, the type genus < L. gregarius (see GREGAR^
lous) ; name suggested by the Fr. zoologist Leon Dufourj,
of a group of parasitic protozoans that live in insects,
crustaceans, earthworms, etc.

gre-gar-i ous (gri-gar'i-as), adj. [L. gregarius, belonging
to a flock < grex, gregis, a nock, herd], 1. living in
herds or flocks. 2. fond of the company of others*
sociable. 3. having to do with a herd, flock, or crowd,*
4. in botany, growing in clusters.

gre-go (gre'go, gra'go), n. [< It. Greco or Port. Grego,
both < L. Graecus, Greek], a short cloak of coarse
cloth with an attached hood, worn in the Levant.

Greg-or (greg'Sr). a masculine name: see Gregory.
Gre-go-ri-an (gri-g6r'i-an, gri-go'ri-an) , adj. of or intro-
duced by Pope Gregory I or Pope Gregory XIII.
Gregorian calendar, a corrected form of the Julian
calendar, introduced by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582
and now used in most countries of the world: it provides
for an ordinary year of 365 days and a leap year of 366
days every fourth even year, exclusive of century years,
which are leap years only if exactly divisible by 400.

Gregorian chant, the ritual plain song introduced by
Pope Gregory I and used in the Roman Catholic
Church : it is unharmonized, unaccompanied, and with-
out meter.

Greg-o-ry (greg'Sr-i), [LL. Gregorius; Gr. Gregorios, lit.,

vigilant, hence watchman < dial, form of egeirein, to

awaken], a masculine name: diminutive, Greg; variant,
Gregor: equivalents, Fr. Gregoire, G. & Scand. Gregor,
It. & Sp. Gregorio.

Gregory I, Saint, 540P-604 A.D.; Pope (590-604 A.D.) ;

introduced the Gregorian Chant: called the Great.

Gregory VII, Saint, (born Hildebrand), 1020?-1085:
Pope (1073-1085) : his day is May 25.

Gregory XIII, Saint, (born Ugo Buoncompagni) , 1502-
1585; Pope (1572-1585): see Gregorian calendar.

Greg-o-ry, Lady Augusta (greg'er-i), (born Augusta
Persse), 1852-1932; Irish playwright and poet.

Gregory of Nys-sa, Saint (nis'a), 331?-396? A.D.;
brother of Basil the Great; father of the Greek Church.
Gregory of Tours, Saint, 538P-593 A.D.; Prankish
historian,

grei-sen (gri'z'n) , n. [G. ; said to be var. of greiss < dial.

greissen, to split], a crystalline, igneous rock consisting
mainly of quartz and white mica.

gre-mi-al (gre'mi-sl), n. [LL. gremialis < L. gremium,
bosom, lap], a lap cloth placed across the knees of a
bishop when he sits during the celebration of Mass.
gremlin (gremlin), n. [Eng. dial. < Fr. dial, grimelin,

schoolboy, brat, stingy player, dim. < grimaud, dunce,
scribbler, pedant; prob. < stem of grimoire, earlier

gramoire, Latin grammar; see GRAMMAR], 1. an imag-
inary small creature whose meddling antics are humor-
ously blamed for the faulty operation of airplanes;
hence, 2. such a creature supposed to interfere with
the smoothness of any procedure.
Gre-na-da (gri-na'da) , n. a British island of the Wind-
ward group, West Indies: area, 120 sq. mi.; pop.,
72,000 (1946); capital, St. George's: abbreviated Gren.

gre-nade (gn-nad') n. [Fr.; OFr., pomegranate; Sp.
granada, lit., something containing grains or seeds, gre-
nade < L. granatus, grained, having seeds < granum, a
grain, seed], 1. a small bomb detonated by a fuse and
thrown by hand or fired from a rifle. 2. a glass con-

tainer to be thrown so that it will break and disperse
the chemicals inside: used for putting out fires, spread-
ing tear gas, etc.

gren-a dier (gren'a-d&rO* n. [Fr, < grenade], I, orig-

inally, an infantry soldier employed to carry and throw
grenades. 2. a member of a special regiment or corps,
as of the Grenadier Guards of the British Army. 3.

any of a group of deep-sea fishes related to the cod,
with a long, tapering tail and soft fins.

gren a dine (gren's-den', gren'a-de"n'), n. [Fr., dim. of

grenade, pomegranate], a sirup made from pomegranate
juice, used for flavoring some alcoholic drinks.

gren-a-dine (grenVden', gren'a-d5n') n. [Fr. < grenade

(see GRENADE): from being spotted with "grains"], a

thin, loosely woven cotton, wool, silk, or rayon cloth,
used for blouses, dresses, curtains, etc.

Gren a dines (grenVdenz
7

) , n. a group of small British

islands of the Windward group, West Indies: area, 30

sq. mi.; pop., 7,000.
Gren-del (gren'dl), n. the male monster slain by
Beowulf: see Beowulf.
Gren fell, Sir Wilfred Thorn a son (tom'a-s'n gren'-

fel), 1865-1940; English physician, writer, and mission-

ary to Labrador.
Gre-no-ble (grQ-oo'b'l; Fr. grd~n6'br), n- a city in south-
eastern France: pop., 102,000 (1946)-

Grenville, George (gren'yil), 1712-1770; English
statesman ; prime minister { 1763-1 765) ,

Grenville, Sir Richard, 1541?r-l591;Bmtisfena^alc9pi-
mander and hero. ,
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Gresh-am'& law (gresh'amz), (after the founder of the

English liiiloval Exclpj^oge*, iSiri T^pjiias Gresham
1579), whj< explajj^oVtSe pritwfjple- ,^9- Qke'
in 155$}, the tbeoiryvtfwb ^rhmitwo ojr more
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money of equal denomination but unequal intrinsic
value are in circulation at the same time, the one of
greater value will tend to be hoarded or exported;
popularly, the principle that bad money will drive good
money out of circulation.

gres so-ri-al (gre-soT'i-al, gre-so'ri-al), adj. [< L. gressns,
pp. of gradi, to step, go; see GRADE], adapted for walk-
ing, as the feet of certain birds and insects.

gres-so-ri-ous (gre-s6r
/i-3s gre-so'ri-as), adj. gressorial.

Gret-a (gret'd, gre'ta), (Sw. or < G. Crete], a feminine
name: see Margaret.
Gretch-en (grech''n), [G.] f a feminine name: see Mar-
garet.
Gret-na Green (gret'no), 1. a border village in Scot-
land where, formerly, many eloping English couples
went to be married. 2. any similar village or town.
Greuze. Jean Bap tiste (zhaw ba'test' grez), 1725-
1805; French painter.

grew (groo), [ME. greu; AS. greow}, past tense of grow.
grew-some (groo'ssm), adj. gruesome.
grey (gra), adj., n.t v.t. & vd. gray: British spelling.
Grey. Charles (gra), second Earl Grey, 1764-1845;
English statesman; prime minister (1830-1834).

Grey, Sir Edward, Viscount Grey of Fallodon, 1862-
1933; English statesman; foreign secretary (1905-1916) ;

ambassador to the United States (1919-1920).
Grey, Lady Jane, 1537-1554; queen of England (Tulv
10-19, 1553); beheaded.

Grey. Zane (zan), 1875-1939; American novelist.
grey-hound (gra'houndO, n. [ME. grihunde, greihund;
AS. grighund & ON. grey-
hundr' 1st element (AS.
grig- for *grieg-, ON. grey,
bitch, coward < IE. *ghru~,

yar. of *gher~, to shine, as
in gray) prob. means "gray
animal/ hence "dog"], 1.

any of a breed of tall, slen-

der, swift hound witha nar-
row, pointed head. 2. a
swift ocean steamship: in
full, ocean greyhound. Al-
so (rarely) spelled gray-
hound*

grib-ble (grit/'l), n. [prob. GREYHOUND (28 in. high at
dim. < base of grub], a shoulder)
small sea animal, related
to the shrimp, crab, etc., that bores into timber under
water and destroys it.

grid (grid), n. [short for gridiron], 1. a framework of
parallel bars; gridiron; grating. 2. in electricity, a) a.

lead plate in a storage battery. 6) an electrode of
wire mesh in an electron tube to control the flow of
electrons through the tube. adj. [Slang], of football.

grid circuit, the part of an electric circuit between the
grid and the cathode of an electron tube.

grid condenser, a condenser in series with the grid
circuit of an electron tube.

grid current, the flow of electrons between the grid and
the cathode of an electron tube.

grid der (grid'er), it. [< grid, adj. & gridiron], [Slang],
a football player.

le (grid''!), it. [ME. gredil, grideU; Anglo-Pr.
< OPr. *gredU, yar. of grail < L. craticulum, var.

grid-die
gridil < ,

5

of craticula, small gridiron < cratis, wickerwork; see
CRATE], a heavy, flat, metal plate or pan for cooking
pancakes, etc. v.t. [GRIDDLED (-Id), GRIDDLING], to
cook on a griddle.

grid-die cake (grid'l-k5k'), n. a thin, flat batter cake
cooked on a griddle; pancake.

gride (grid), v.t. & v.i. [GRIDED (-id), GRIDING], [meta-
thesis of ME. girden, to pierce (see GIRD), adopted (<
Lydgate) & popularized oy Spenser], 1. to scrape or
grate with a rasping sound. 2. [Obs.] to pierce or
wound, n. a harsh, rasping sound made by scraping or
grating:

grid-i ron (gridl'Srn), n. [ME. gridirne, gredvrne, folk
etym. on irne (see IRON) < gredire, gridire, var. of
gredil; see GRIDDLE],, 1. a framework of metal bars or
wires for broiling^ meat or fish; grill, 2. anything
suggesting a gridiron in design. 3. a football field!

grid leak, a high resistance in parallel with a grid con-
denser to prevent an excess of negative charge on the
grid.

grief (gref), n. [ME. gref, greve; OFr. grief, gref, sorrow,
grief < gvever; see GRIEVE}, 1. intense emotional suffer-

ing caused by loss* disaster, misfortune, etc.; acute
sorrow; deep sadness. 2. a caase or the suSbject of such
suffering,, 31 [Obs.], a)> hardship; suffering; pain, &) a
cause of any of these. ^IW. see sorrow,
come to grief, to meet with difficulty car failure.

grief-strick en (gref'striken), <adj* stricken with grief;
keenly d^toessed; sorrowful

(

griev ance (grev'ans). it. [ME. gremnce; OPr. gremnce
< grerir; see GRIEVE}, 1. a circumstance or condition
thought to be unjiiit and ground for complaint or
resentment. 2. complaint or resentment, or a ground
for this, against a wrong, real or imagined. 3. lObs.],
&) the inflicting of injury cc hardship, b) a cause of
injury or hardship. SYN. see injustice.

grieve (grev), v.t.
f
GRIEVED (grevd), GRIEVING], [ME,

greven; OFr. grsmr; L. gramre, to burden, oppress, grieve
< gratis, heavy, grievous], 1. to cause to feel grief;
afflict with deep, acute sorrow; make sad; distress. 2.

[Archaic], to harm; injure. vJ. to feel deep, acute
sorrow or distress; be sad: mourn; lament.

griev-ous (grev'as), adj. [ME. grewws; OPr. gremus <
greyer; see GRIEVE], 1. causing grief. 2. showing or
characterized by grief: as, a griemms cry. 3. causing
physical suffering; hard to bear; severe: as, grievous
pain. 4. deplorable; atrocious: as, a grievous crime.

griffe (grif), n. [Pr., lit., a claw < grJftr, to sei2e < OHG.
gnfan, to grasp; cf. GRIPE], a clawKke ornament at the
base of a column.

griffe, griff (grif), n. [Pr.; Am. Sp. grifo, orig. griffin;
see GRIFFIN], [Dial.], 1. the child of a Negro and a
mulatto. 2. a mulatto. 3. a person of Negro and
American Indian ancestry.

a*feJteri'in), [ME. griffon, griffyn; OPr. grifcmn;< OHG. or It. gnfo; both < L.
gryphus, gryps; Gr. gryps, grif-
fin < grypos, hooked, curved:
prob. so called from its hooked
beak], 1. a mythical animal
with the body and hind legs of
a lion, and the head and wings
of an eagle. 2. a representation
of this used in heraldry. Also
griffon, gryphon.

grif-fin (gxit'in). n. fprob. < GRIFFIN

(alaimal)'," influenced by native word], an Occi-
recently arrived in the East, especially India.

Grif-fith (grif'ith), [W. Gruffydd< L. Ruju^sez RUFUS],a mascuhne name
Grif-fith, David Wark (w6rk grif'ith), 1875-1948;
American motion-picture producer and director.

grif-fon (grif'an), n. [Pr.; prob. a special use of griffon,
griffin], 1. a griffin. 2. any of a breed of wire-haired
European dogs.

grift-er (grif'ter), n. [prob. altered < grafter]* [Slang], a
person who runs a gambling device at a carnival, re-
sort, etc.; confidence man; petty grafter.

grig (grig), n. [ME. grege, anything diminutive, dwarf*
prob. < ON. (cf. Norw. krek, Sw. dial, krik, little

animal) but influenced by Grig, earlier contr. of Gregory],
1. a lively, animated person. 2. [Obs. or Dial.], a small
eel 3. [Obs. or DiaL], a) a grasshopper, b) a cricket.
griU <grii) f v.i. [Pr. griUer < the njf 1. to cook on a
gridiron; broil. 2. to
torture by applying
heat; hence, 3. to ques-
tion relentlessly; cross-
examine searcningly.
VA. to be subjected to
grilling, n. [Fr. grih
OPr. gratl; see GRIDDLE]!
1. a framework of metal
bars or wires for broiling
meat or fish; gridiron*
2. f< the .], grilled food,

^short^for
grillroom], a

grill (gril) , n* a grille GRILL
gril-lage (gril'ij), n. [Fr. f

wirework, grating, frame < grille; see GRILLE], a system
of beams laid crosswise to form a foundation for a
building in soft soil.

grille (gril), n. [Pr. < OPr. gratHe < L. cratiwla; see
GRIDDLE], an open grat-
ing of wrought iron,
bronze, wood, etc,

forming a screen to a
door, window, or the
like: sometimes spelled
grill.

Jftril-le

1

(gre'ya'X adj.
lFr. t pp. of griller; see
GRILL (to COOk)] 1.

grffled. 2. [Pr., pp. of

GRILLE

to provide with
a grille; see GRILLE],
naving a background of
crossed parallel bars:
said of lace.

grilled (grild), adj. I. having a grille.. . 2. cooked on a
gnE, or gridiron; broiled,
grill-room (gril'room', gril'roomO, n. a restaurant, club,
or dining room,,tbat, miafces a specialty of grilled foods.

'., t<581, look; oil, out; up. fse./fUr; get'; Joy; yet; chia;,i
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griUwork 638 grisette
^rill-work (grti'wCkrk'). n.

resembling a grille.

1. a grille. 2. something

grilse toils}, n.
[fl. GRILSE, GRILSES (-k); see PLURAL,

H. 0, 2]f [? < OFr. grislc, aim. < gris, gray], a young
salmon on its first return from the sea to fresh water.

grim %rim), di. (GRIMMER 0r), GRIMMEST (-ist)l. (ME. ;

AS, grimm; akin to G. grimm; IE. base *%hrem-, to
make a load sound, roar angrily, seen also in Gr. bronie,

thunder (cf. BRONTO) & Eng. grumble], 1. fierce;

cruel; savage; merciless. 2. hard and unyielding; re-

lentless: stern; resolute: as, grim courage. 3. appearing
stern, threatening, forbidding, harsh, etc.: as, a grim
countenance. 4. repellent; uninviting; hideous: as, a

frlwttask. 5. dealing with unpleasant subjects; sinister;

frightful; ghastly: as, grim humor. SYN. see ghastly.
gri-mace feri-masO. n* [Fr.; prob. adapted < OHG.
grimmiza < base of grim (see GRIM)], a distortion of the

face; a wry or ugly smile or facial expression of pain,
contempt, etc., sometimes intended to amuse. IM.

[GRIMACED (-mast') GRIMACING], to make grimaces.
gri-mal kin (gri-maKkin, gri-mol'km), n. (earlier gray
molten as if < gray + malkin, dim. of Matilda, etc., as

pet name for cat: prob. < Fr. grimaud; see GREMLIN],
1. a cat; especially, an old female cat. 2. a malicious
old woman.
grime (grim), n. fEarly Mod. Eng. < D. or LG.; cf.

PI. grijmen, LG. gremen, to blacken, make dirty],

dirt, especially sooty dirt, rubbed into a surface, as of
the skin. y*t [GRIMED (grimd) , GRIMING], to make very
dirty or grimy.
Grimes Golden (grimz), [short for Grimes Golden

Pippin, variety grown (c. 1790} by T. P. Grimes, W.
Va. fruit grower], an autumn eating apple with a
yellow skin: also Grimes.

i*ly (grim'o-li), adv. in a {grimy manner.
i-ness (grim'i-nis), n. a grimy quality or state.

m, Jakob (ya'kSp grim), 1785-1863; German
philologist; collected and wrote fairy tales in collabo-
ration with his brother Wilhelm.
Grimm, Wil-helm (viKhelm), 1786-1859; brother of

Jakob; German philologist and writer.
Grimm's law (grtmz),lafter Jakob Grimm's formula-
tion (1S22) of parallels noticed by R. K. Rask (1818)
& himself}, a systematic statement of consonantal cor-

respondences between Germanic words derived from In-

do-European bases containing stop consonants and the

cognate words of Indo-European languages other than
Germanic: Grimm's original formulation has been am-
plified by the further discoveries of H. Grassmann (1862)
and K. verner (1876). The part of Grimm's statement
immediately affecting English may be summarized thus:
(1) IE. voiceless stops (p, t, k) = Gmc. voiceless frica-
tives (f, th, h); hence, L. ^isc-is (cf. piscatorial) /ish,
I/, fen-ttis (cf. tenuous) = thin., Gr. Jeardia (cf cardiac)
* &eart, (2) IE. voiced aspirated stops (bh, dhr gh) P

Gmc. voiced stops (b, d, g) or equivalent fricatives;
hence* Sans. &Jtara-mi, I bear (Gr. pherQ, L. fero; cf.

feretory} * tear. Sans, modku., honey (Gr. mewu, wine;
cf. mtifayl) mead, L. host-Is (IB. *gjtost~4s; cf. hostile)

guest. (3) IE, voiced stops (t>,d g}
* Gmc. voiceless

in the
native
frosnthfe

Grim8-by
England;

grim-y
'

Gr. &urse (cf. bursar) ~ urse,
, , eal, L. &ger (of. agriculture)

Vcpires^ondences show the kinship, stressed
*

Defies
of this dictionary, between various

\f words atid the Eng;lishfwords borrowed
""1, or, Romance languages;

Tbi), n. a seaport m northeastern

^ -89,000 (est. 1946).
_ _. ./i), ac/;. [GRIMIER (~i-er), GRIMIEST (-i-ist)] (

[ witb oar full of grime; very dirty. SUN. see
dirty.

grin (grin), v;i [GRINNED (grind), GRINNING], [ME.
grennien, grennen; AS. grenman, to gnash or bare the
teeth; akin to OHG. grennan, to mutter j MHG. grennen,
to grin; < or influenced by the base of AS. xraniari, to
howl (see GROAN) or of AS. granu (OHG. srana),
mustache], 1* t

-1- 1 j-| * -*- j * 1_ *'.

lips and show tic
t>.f. to express by
his approval. n, 1. tie

1

';

expression resulting ro*n &f, & . _,. _v, ^
grind (grind'), v.f. [GROUND Iground), GRINDING], [Mi
grinden; As. grindan; al^in fco (rarej D. grenden; I,

base *ghren~, to rub away, p^verizel, 1* to crush into
bits or fine particles between two hard surfaces; pulver-
ize. 2. to afflict with cruelty, hardship, etc.; crush;
oppress: as, a people ground by tyranny.. 3w to sharpen,
shape, or smooth by friction. 4v to* press down or
together with a crushing, turning motion; rub harshly
or gratingly: as, he ground his teethi she ground her
heel into the dirt. 5. to operate by turning the cfrank
of: as, grind a coffee mill 6. to make or poofltap
by grinding. 7. [Colloq.], to teach with great effort:
as, the boy s teacher had to grind the lesson into
liis head, lu. 1. to perform the act of grinding some*-
thing. 2. to be capable of being ground: as, some
wheats grind better than others. 3. to grate. 4,
[Colloq.], to work or study hard and steadily, n. l.the
act or operation of grinding. 2. a long, difficult, tedious

a, scorn, foolishness* etc.
road smile: as, he grinned
of grinning. 2. a facial

-*ng. SYN. see smile.

task or study; drudgery. 3. [Colloq.], a student who
studies very hard. SYN. see work.

grta'de-li-a (grin-deli-9), n. [Mod. L., after Hieron-
ymus GrindeT(i 776-1836), professor of botany at Riga],
any of a group of coarse plants with large, yellow flow-
ers: the dried stems and leaves are used medicinally in
the treatment of bronchitis, asthma, and coughs.

grind-er (grin'der), n. [ME. & AS. grindere], 1. a per-
son who grinds; especially, one whose work is sharpen-
ing tools, etc. 2. a thing that grinds; specifically, a)
any of various machines for crushing or sharpening
b) a molar tooth, c) pi. [Colloq.], the teeth.

grind-er-y (gnn'der-i), n. 1. [pi. GRINDERIES (-iz)], a
place where the grinding of tools, etc. is done. 2.

[British], leatherworkers' equipment and material.
grind-stone (grind'ston'), n. 1. originally, a millstone.
2. a revolving stone disk for sharpening bladed tools or
shaping and polishing things.
keep (or have or put) one's nose to the grindstone, to
work hard and steadily.

grin-go (grir/go), n. [pi. GRINGOS (-goz)], [Mex. Sp.;
Sp. gibberish; said to be altered < Griego, Greek], in
Latin America, a foreigner, especially an American or
Englishman: hostile and contemptuous term.

grip (grip), n. [ME.; AS. gripe, a clutch, gripa, handful
< var. of the base of AS. gripan (see GRIPE) with a
reduced vowel; akin to G. griff; some senses < the ?.],
1. the act of taking firmly and holding fast with the
hand, teeth, an mstrurnent, etc.; secure grasp; firm
hold. 2. the manner in which tnis is done. 3. any
special manner of clasping hands by which members of
a secret or fraternal society identify each other as such.
4. the power of grasping firmly: as, his hand has lost
its grip. 5. the power of understanding; mental grasp.
6. firm control; mastery: as, in the grip of disease, get
a grip on yourself. 7. a mechanical contrivance for
clutching or grasping. 8. the part by which a tool
weapon, etc. is grasped in the hand: handle. 9. [prob.
< or after D.I, a small bag for holding clothes, etc. in
traveling; valise. 10. a sudden, intense pain. 11.

[Slang], in a motion-picture studio, a stagehand. 12. in
sports, the manner of holding a bat, club, racket, etc
v.t. [GRIPPED or GRIPT (gript), GRIPPING], 1. to take
firmly and hold fast with the hand, teeth, an instrument,
etc. 2. to give a grip (sense 3) to. 3. to fasten or join
firmly (to). 4. to get and hold the attention of. 5. to
take hold upon; control (the attention, emotions, etc.).
v.i. to get a grip.
come to grips, 1. to engage in hand-to-hand fighting.
2. to struggle; try to cope (with).

grip (grip), n. grippe.
v.t. [GRIPI

to get a hold. 3. [Slang], to complain; grumble, n. i.
a griping; clutching. 2. control; mastery. 3. the pres-
sure or pain of something distressing or afflicting. 4.

pi. sudden, sharp pains in the bowels. 5. a handle.
6. a device that grips. 7. [Slang], a complaint.
Jrip-er ferip'eV), n. a person or thing that gripes.
irippe (grip), n. [Fr., lit., a seizure < Russ. chripu,
huskinessj, a contagious virus disease like a severe cold,
characterized by fever, bronchial ififlftfnm.a-tj.on, catar-
rhal discharge, and intestinal disorder; influenza: also

led grip*
>-per (grip/Sr), n. aperson or thing that grips.

tp ping (grip'in), adj. [ppr. of grip], that grips; hold-
ing the attention.

grip-pie (grip''l), adL [ME. gripel; AS. gripul < base
t of grtpan; see GRIPE], [Dial.], miserly; avaricious.
grip-py (grip'i), adj. [Colloq. J, having the grippe.
grip sack (grip'sak'), u. [grip (grasp) 4- sack], a small
bag for holding clothes, etc. in traveling; valise.

gript (gript), alternative past tense and past participle
ot grip.

grlp-y (grij/i), adj. griping; causing or tending to cause

Gri-qiata (gre'kwa, grik'ws), n. [altered < Grigriqua,
name of a jproap (also named Bastaards) of mixed
Dutch and Hottentot blood who settled north of the
Orange River under Adam Kok in 1803], a South
African mulatto. 4

f

,

grisaille (grwzal',; E%, $re'zS'V), n. [Fr. < gris, gray],
a style of painting using only gray tints and giving
the effect of sodf>ture in reEef. ,

Gri-sel-da teri-zeFda, gri^ei'da), [Fr. or It. < G. Gri-
seldts, Grishilda; prob. < OHG. grie^ sand -f Hilda (see
HILDA) ; lit., prob., battle maid (of) sand], ;

a fenilnine
name,, it. 1. the heroine o various medieval ronianqe^,
notably the "Clerk's Tale" in r Chataper

f

3 Canterbury

,J^,4wttft,pr her meejc, ^on^iiGWng , patfe^ee.
2. any patenl, meek, long-st^ei%&,woiiian^ > ,- ) [

gris-e
;
ou8 ^^^^si^^a^JlmL, griseusl gray;

'



griskin 639
cf. GRISAILLE], a French working girl or shop girl.

gris kin (gris'kin) t n. [prob. < obs. trice, pig (ME. gris;
ON. griss, young pig, hog) -f -kin\, [British}, the lean
section of pork loin.

gris U-ness (grizli-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being grisly.

grls-ly (grizli), adj. [GRISLIER (-K-eV), GRISLIEST (-H-ist)j,
[ME. grislick, greslie, etc.; AS. grislic (akin to OPns.
gritfyk) < base of a-grisan to shudder with fear], ter-

rifying; horrible; ghastly. SYN. see ghastly.
grisly (gris'li), aaj. gristly.
Gri sons (gre'zowO, n. a canton of eastern Switzerland:

pop., 128,000: German name, Graub&nden.
gjrist (grist), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to OHG. grist- in

grist-grimmon, to gnash the teeth; IE, *gkred-$ti <
base *ghren-> to rub away, grind down; see GRIND],
1. grain that is to be or has been ground; especially, a
batch of such grain. 2. [Colloq.], a quantity or lot.

grist to one's mill, anything that one can use pro-
fitably.

gris tie (gris'l), n. [ME. gristel; AS. gristle (akin to
OFris. gristel, etc.); sense analogy with OHG. krustila

(IE. base *greus-t to crunch) & D. knarsbeen, lit., crunch
bone (< knarsen, to crunch) suggests derivation <
base of AS. grist (cf. GRIST)], cartilage; tough, elastic
tissue.

grist-li-ness (grisli-nis) , n. the quality or condition of

being gristly.

gris-tly (gris'li), adj. [GRISTLIER (-li-gr)* GRISTLIEST (-li-

ist)] [ME. gristeli}* 1. of or containing gristle. 2.

having the nature of gristle. Also spelled grisly.
grist-mill (grist'niil')* n* a mill for grinding grain,
especially for individual customers.

grit (grit), fi [with Early Mod. Eng. vowel shortening <
ME. grete; AS. greot; akin to G. griess; IE. base *ghreu~,
to grind down, crush to pieces* seen also in great, grits],

1. rough, hard particles of sand, stone, etc. 2. the
texture of stone, with regard to the fineness or coarse-
ness of its grain. 3. a hard, coarse sandstone. 4. [orig.
< hard grit, hard stone], obstinate^ courage; brave per-
severance: pluck. V.t. [GRITTED (-id), GRITTING], 1. to
cover with grit. 2. to grind (tne teeth) in anger or

determination. v.i. to make a grating or grinding
sound. SYN, see fortitude.

gjrith (grith), n. [ME,; AS.; ON., orig., home], [Obs.Jf

1. security, protection, or peace, especially as guaran-
teed by someone or in some place. 2. a sanctuary.

grits (grits), n.fL [ME. gryttes; AS. grytt(e); akin to
G. griitze; IE. base as in great, grit], grain hulled and
coarsely ground; especially, coarse hominy,

grit-ti4y (grit
/f
l-i),

adv. in a gritty manner.
grit-ti-ness (grit'i-nis) , n. the quality or state of being
gritty.

grit*ty (grit'i), adj. [GRITTIER (-i-Sr), GRITTIEST (44st)],
1. of, like, or containing grit; sandy. 2. brave; pluckjy.

gjriv-et (griv'it), n. [Fr.], a long-tailed, olive-green Afri-

can monkey: sometimes called green monkey.
giiz-zle (gnz'l), ti. [< ME. grisel; OPr. gtisel, adj.
< gris, gray < OHG. gris (G. greis), gjay], 1. a) gray
hair, b) a gray wig. 2. gray. vM A vjL [GRIZZLED (-Id),

GRIZZLING]^ to make or become gray, ad}, gray.
griz zle (gri^l), tu. [GRIZZLED (-'id), GRIZZLING], [Brit-

ish], to worry: fret; complain.
griz-zled (griz'ld^ adj. f< grmsle, adj. + ~ed]> 1. gp^y
or streaked with gray. 2. hav&ig gray hakv

grizTzly (giizli), aa/* [GRIZZLIER (-U-e>), GRIZZLIEST (r4i-

ist)], grayish; grizzled, n. [pL GRIZZLIES (-liz)], a
grizzly bear.

grizzly bear, [grisdy for grisly], a large, ferocious, yellow-
brown bear, found in western North America from
Mexico to Alaska.

gro., gross.
groan (gron), U4. [ME. gronen, gronien; AS. granian;
akin to G. gremen^, to weeg> (ct OMN); only Gnic.],
1. to utter a deep sound e^prejising; pain* distress, or

disapproval. 2. to make a sound like this: as, -the wind
gyoans. 3% to suffer deeply from emd.!^, opptessioni
etc^ 4. to be loaded of weigjtecl aowji*. u*t* to utter
with a groan or groans, n. a sound made in groaning.
groat (grot), n, [ME; gtiote < HP. groot or MLG. grate

(akin tp^ great) in the sense **thlc|c"; the name fii?s^

plied, to a coin circmlating in the Low Countries; cf.

L, grossus, G. grosphen* OFr* gray], 1, an obsolete

English^iver coin worth, fourpencfe 2* a, tpfiinjjrsum.
groats (g^ots.), m*pL [MB* roie$] ASw grotan* pL; IB.
base as in ^rea/, &ril\ hulled, or hiilled and coarsely

grossarius, wholesale ;dealer < grosMis, great, gross:; see
GROSS], a storekeeper who sells food and various house-
hold supplies.

g05ei>y (gupfseV^). n.

GROIN (sense 2)

Grod-no (grdd'nft), 71. a city in the eastern Byelorttsaian
S.S.R., on the Nieaqea River; pop., 50,000.

&*& (Sjg) r n. (after Old Grog, nickname of Admiral
Vernon (1684-1757), Brit. naval officer who introduced
the drink about 1745: he was so called because he wore
a grogram cloak}, 1. an alcoholic liquor, originally
rum, diluted with water, 2, any alcoholic Bquor.

grog-ger-y (grog'er-i), n. [pi. GROGGERIES (-iz)], a sa-

loon; grogshop.
Ur0-gi*Iy (grog'*l-i), adv. [Cottoq.J, in a groggy manner.
grog-gi ness (grog'i-nis), n. [CoIloq.J, the quality or con-
dition of being grog$ry.

&ro&-gy (grog'i), oaf. [GROGGIER (-~&r) GROGGIEST (4-
istJirT< &ot (rum)}, [Colloq.], 1. drunk; tipsy; intox-
icated. 2. weak and unsteady; shaky or dizzy, as
from a blow, illness, lack of sleep, etc*: the current
sense.

grog ram (grog'ram), n. [earlier grogram; OFr. ^ros
grain; gros, coarse, gross + grain, grain], 1. a coarse
fabric made of silk, or of silk, worsted, and inohair,
often stiffened with gum, 2. an article of clothing made
of this.

grog-shop (grog'shop'),. n. [grog -J~ shop], a place where
alcoholic drinks are sold: saloon.

groin (groin), n. [Early Mod. Eng. phonetic rendering
(cf . boil for bile} ol grine, var.
of grinds; ME. grynde; said
to be < AS. gryn&e* abyss, in
sense "depression" (akin to
AS. grnnd; see GROUND) ; but
cf. AS. grin, region of the
groin; varied -phonetic his-

tory may be due to euphe-
mism], 1. the depressed
part or the fold where the
abdomen joins either thigh.
2. in architecture, a) the
sharp, curved edge formed at the junction of two inter-

secting vaults, b) the rib of wood, stone, etc. covering
this edge. v*t* to build or provide with a groin or groina

Gro-li-er (grdVli-er; Pr. grdlya'), ovZ/. designating a
style of bookbinding, with ornamentation in gilt scrolls*
bands, or ribbons, designed by Jean Grolier de Servieres.

Gro-lier de Ser-vieTea, Jean (zhaw gr$'iya' da sar'-

vyarO, 1479-1565; French bibliophile.
groin*met (grorn'it), n. [Fr. gowrmette, a curb, curb
chain; earlier gromette < gmrmer* to curb], 1. a ring of

rope or metal used to fasten the edge of a sail to its

stay, hold an oar in place, etc. 2. a metal eyelet in
cloth, leather, etc. Also grummet.
grom-well (grom'wal), n. [ME. gromyUe, gromtt; OFr.
gromil, gremil; L. gruinum milium, kind ol millet;
gruinum, akin to grus, a crane + milium t miHetJ any of
a group of flowers with hard, stonelike seeds.

Gro-my-ko, An drei An-drei e vich (an-dra' an-dra/-

ye-vich grfr-mi'ko'; Bag. gra-me'ko), 1909- ; Soviet
diplomat.
Gro-ning en (gro'mrj-Qn ; D. khro'airi-ea) , . I, a prov-
ince of the northeastern Netherlands. 2. its capital:
pop,, 132,000 (1947).
groom (groom, groom), n. [Early ME. grome, boy; con-
nected, either by borrowmg. ot brag foooroweo^ wiih
OFr. gromei, servant (see
parallel development in brid

gests altered form of obsolescent ME. gome (AS. gumaj ,

man, ? by folk etym. after ME. growen (AS. growan] ,

to grow (cf j LAD) ], 1. a naaa or boy whose work is tend-
ing, feeding, and currying horses. 2. any of a group of
officials in charge of particuJM, departments of the
British Royal household. 3. a bridegroom* 4^ [Archaic],
a) a man. b) a manservant. v.L 1. to tend (horses);
feed and curry. $* to make neat, tidy, ana smart.
3, to train or djesreloip (aperson) for a particular..purpose:
as, he was groomed .for political office.

grooms-man (groomz'man, groomz'man), n. [pi.
GROOMSMEN (-man)], a man who attends a bridegroom
at the wedding; best man.

groove (groovTj n* [IdE. grofe < ON. grof, a pit, rein-
forced by MB. grove (D. groef), of same ujt. origin;
akin to G. grube, a pit, hole, ditch; for the IE. base see
GRAVE (burial place)], L a long, narrow furrow or
hollow cut in a surface with a tool. 2. any channel
like this ; rut. 3. a habitual way of doing things ; settled
routine^ 4. ia anatomy, any narrow fi^row, $epressipn,
or slit occurring on the surface of an organ, especially
of bona 5. in printing, toft holldw on, me bottom, of

type: see type, illus. v.t. [GROOVED (groovd), GROOV-
ING], to make a groove or grooves in. I,

> in the groove, [said to be from phonograph recording],
PliangJ, performing.or merfoiscned with smooth; effort-
less skill: said originally of jazz musicians or music.

grope (grop), v. ISo.Plto %rot), GROPING], [ME.
gropen, gropien; AS^ grapian < base of grap, a grasp;
akin to G. grerfen, to grasp 5

for; IE. base see GRIPE],
to feel or search about blindly, hesitantly, or un-

hftrn, t651, look; oil, out; up, ftse, flSr; get; joy; Vet; chin; she; thin,
n sanity, o in comply, u in focus;

'
&s m able (5/b'l); Fr. bW.; e Fr.

h; kh, G. docii. See pp." x-xii. foreign; * hypothetical; < derived from.
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certainly; feel one's way. v*L to seek or find by grop-
ing; feel (one's way), n. a groping.

gros beak (grartk') , n. fFr. grosbtc; see GROSS & BEAK],
aay ol various birds of the finch family, with a thick,

strong, conical bill.

gro schen fero'shan), n. [pi. GROSCHBN], (G. < 14th-c.

diai m$ck{e) < Czech frol < ML. grossus, short for

detmrms grossus, thick denarius, or grossus Twonensis,
thick (com of) Tours; see GROSS, GROAT (coin)], 1. in

Austria, a bronze coin equal to 1/100 schilling. 2. in

Germany, a) formerly, a small silver coin of varying
value. J) [ColloqJ, the 10-pfennig coin.

gros grain (grq'grsn'). adj* [Fr.; see GROGRAM], having
heavy, crosswise cords: as, grosgrain silk, n. 1. gros-

grain silk. 2. ribbon made of this.

gross (gros), adj. [ME. groos, grose; OFr. gros, big, thick,
coarse < LL. grossus, thick], 1. too fat; overfed; cor-

pulent, burly. 2, glaring; flagrant; very wrong: as, a
gross miscalculation. 3. dense: thick. .4. coarse; lack-

ing fineness^ not delicate* 5. lacking in refinement or

perception; insensitive; dull. 6. vulgar; obscene; rude:

as, gross language. 7. total; entire; with no deductions:

as, one's gross income: opposed to net. 8. [Archaic],

plain; evident; obvious, n. [ME. groos; orig. < OFr.

gross** fern, of gros], 1 [pi. GROSSES (-iz)], the mass or

bulk; whole amount. 2. [pi. GROSS], twelve dozen,
abbreviated gr., gro. v*t * & tu* [Colloq.] to make (a

specified total amount) before expenses are deducted.
$YN see coarse, flagrant.

in the gross^ I. in bulk; as a whole. 2. wholesale.

gross ton, a unit of weight, equal to 2,240 pounds; also

called long ton,

Gross-war-dein (gros'var-dmO, n, Qradea. a city in

Romania; the German name.
gross weight, the total weight of a commodity or goods,
including the weight of the covering material or con-

tainerTdistmguished from net weight: abbreviated gr. wfc

Grosz, George (gros), 1893- ; German painter in
noft.

(grot), n {Fr. gratte; It. grotto], [Poetic], a grotto.

roteTG&orge (grot), 1794-1871; English historian,

gro tesque (gro~teskO adj. [Fr.; It. grottesco, odd, ex-

trwfaganfe < grotto, a grotto: so called from imitating
designs found in excavations, etc.}, 1. in or of a style
of painting, sculpture, etc. in which forms of persons
and anfpft-i are intermingled with foliage, flowers*

fruits, etc. in a fantastic design; hence, 2. characterized

by distortions or striking incongruities in appearance,
shape, manner, etc.; fantastic; bizarre. 3. ludicrously
eccentric or strange; ridiculous; absurd, n* 1. a gro-

tesque painting, sculpture, etc, 2 grotesque quality,
character, or style. 3. a grotesque figure or design.

$KV. see fantastic.

gro*tes-querie, grp-tes-quer-y (gro-tes'kSr-i), n. [pL
GROTBSOUERIES (~iz)J, [< grotesque], 1. a grotesque
thing. 2. the guahty or state of being grotesque.
3. grotesque paintings, etc. collectively.

Gro-ti-us, Hugo (gro'shi-ss), (born Huig de Groof) t

'J583-1645; Dutch statesman and jurist.

grot-to (grot'6), n \pL GROTTOES, GROTTOS (-02)], [It.

grotta < LLb grupta; L. crypta; see CRYPT], 1. a cave.
2. a cavelike summer-house, shrine, etc.

grouch (grouch), zu. [prob. < ME. grouchen, to mor-
wentt grudteei OFr. grouchier], [Colloq.], to grumble or
sulk, n. [CdDoq.1 1. a person who grouches, 2. a
grumbling or sulky mood. 3. a cause for complaint.
grouchMy (grouca'^-M), adv. [Colloiq.], in a grouchy
manner.

grouch-i-ness (grouch'i-nis), n. [Colloq.], the quality
or state ol being grouchy.

grouch-y feotfcM), arfj. [GROUCHIER (-i-fir), GROUCH-
IBST (-i-iso], [groum + -yl, [Colloq.], grumbling; sulky.
ground (ground), n* [ME. grounde, grund? AS. grund,
sea bottom, etc. (cf. GROUND SWELL) ; akin to G, grund;
? IE. *ghren-to, what is touched in passing over < base
*ghren~, to rub against; etc.; cf. GRiNDji 1, a) orig-

inally, the lowest part, base, or bottom of anything.
6) the bottom of ffle sea. 2. the solid surface of the
earth. 3. the soil of the earth j earth; land: as, he tills

the ground. 4. any particular piece of land; especially,
one set aside for a specified purpose: as, a hunting
ground. 5, any particular area of reference, discussion,
work, etc.; topic; subject: as, let us go over the ground
again. 6. the distance to a goal, objective, position,
etc. 7. basis; foundation; groundwork. 8. often fl.
the logical basis of a conclusion, action, etc.; vald
reason, motive, or cause. 9. the backgr/ound or surface
over which other parts are spread-o^ laid, as the main
surface of a painting. 10. in electricity, tihe connection
of an electrical conductor with the ground: abbreviated
grd. See also grounds, adj. 1. of, 6m or near the
ground. 2. growing or living in or on the greunct
v.t* 1, to place or set on the ground: caaise to touch t^e
ground. 2, to cause (a ship, etc.) to run aground.
3. to found on a firm basis; establish. 4. to base (a
claim, argument, etc.) on: as, ground your claims on
fact. 5. to instruct (a person) in the elements or first* ,

,

principles of. 6. to provide with a background. 7. in
aviation, to cause to remain on the ground; keep from

flying: as, the plane was grounded by bad weather.
8. in electricity, to connect (an electrical conductor)
with the ground, which becomes part of the circuit.
lu. 1. to strike or fall to the ground. 2.^

to strike the
bottom or run ashore: said of a ship. 3. in baseball, to
be put out on a grounder (usually with out).
above ground, alive.

break ground, 1. to dig; excavate. 2. to plow. 3. to start

building. 4. to start any undertaking. 5. in nautical

usage, to be hoisted from its bed: said of an anchor.
cover ground, 1, to traverse a certain distance. 2. to
travel. 3. to get a certain amount of work done.

cut the ground from under one's feet, to deprive one
of effective defense or argument.

from the ground up, from the first or elementary
principles, methods, etc. to the last or most advanced;
completely; thoroughly.

gain ground, 1. to move forward. 2. to make prog-
ress, 3. to gain in strength, extent, popularity, etc.

give ground, to withdraw under attack; retreat; yield.
hold one's ground, to keep one's position against
attack or opposition: not withdraw or retreat.

lose ground, 1, to faU behind. 2, to lose in strength,
extent, popularity, etc.

on delicate ground, in a situation requiring tact.
on firm ground* in a safe situation.
on one's own ground, 1. in a familiar situation. 2.

on a subject that one knows well. 3. at home.
on the ground of, because of.

run into the ground, [Colloq.], to do too long or too
often; overdo.

shift one's ground, to shift one's position; change
one's argument or defense.
stand one's ground, to maintain one's position against
attack or opposition; not withdraw or retreat.

suit down to the ground, [Colloq.], to suit completely.
ground (ground), past tense and past participle ol grind,
ground-age (groun'dij), n. [ground 4- -age], a fee charged
for permitting a ship to remain in a port.
ground bait, bait, often weighted bait, used in fishing
close to the bottom of water.
ground bass, in music, a short phrase, usually of four to
eight measures, played repeatedly in the bass against
the melodies and harmonies of the upper parts.
ground beam, in carpentry, 1. a groundsel. 2. a sleeper.
ground cherry, any of various plants of the nightshade
family, grown for ornamentation: some species have
small, edible fruits enclosed in paperlike husks.
ground color, 1. the first coat of paint; base coat.
2. the background color.

t

ground cover, any of various low, dense-growing plants
used for covering the ground, as in places where it is

difficult to grow grass.
ground crew, a group of people in charge of the main-
tenance and repair of aircraft.

ground er (groun'dSr), n. in baseball, cricket, etc., a
batted ball that rolls or bounces along the ground.
ground floor, that floor of a building which is approx-
imately level with the ground; first floor.
in on the ground floor, [Colloq.], 1. having the same
terms and privileges as the original investors: said
of someone buying shares of stock after the original
issue, 2. in at the beginning (of a business, etc.);
hence, 3. in a position of advantage.

ground glass, glass whose surface has been ground so
- that it diffuses light and is therefore not transparent.
ground hemlock, an evergreen shrub with dark-green
foliage and scarlet berries.

ground hog (ground'hdg', ground'hog'), n. a ground
hog.
ground hog, a woodchuck.
ground-hog (or groundhog) day, February 2, Candle-
mas Dav, when -die ground hog is said to come out of
hibernation: if he sees his shadow, he will supposedly
return to his hole for another six weeks of winter
weather.
ground ivy, a creeping plant of the mint family, with
round, toothed leaves and loose clusters of blue flowers.

ground-less (ground'lis), adj. [see GROUTED # -LESS],
without reason or cause; unjustified; baseless,

ground-ling (grotmd'lirj), n. 1. a) a fish that lives
dose to the bottom of the water, b) an animal that
lives on .or in the ground, c) a plant that grows close
.to the ground; creeping plant. 2. in the Elizabethan
Meater, a person who watched the performance from
the pify wjhich fed only the ground tor a floor;, freiree,
3. a person lacking critical ability or \ taste.

ground loop, an uncontrollable shairp turni sometimes
made by a taxiing airplane in taking off or landtag;
ground-mass feotmdteasO* & th<& matrix ia miich
rock crystals are embedded.

witty epiible tubers or tuberiike parts, as tie peanut.
2. the edible tuber or tui>eiriike, pacfe t\ ;' ,1 M : "'-;,

'

ground pine, li any of several '3sinds o eJiib wfas&t .-ftn

L -with crjeef>iii,-;oi^

J
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floor of a building, as seen from above: distinguished
from delation or cross section. 2. a first, fundamental,
or basic plan.

ground plate, 1. a groundsel (timber). 2. a metal
plate put in the ground to connect an electric circuit

with the earth. 3. a bedplate supporting railroad ties.

ground-plot (grotmd'plot')* n. 1. the piece of ground
on which a building stands. 2. a ground plan.

ground plum, a small herb with purple flowers and
plumlike fruit.

ground rent, rent paid for land on which the occupant
can build, make improvements, etc.

grounds (groundz), n.pL [< ground], I. land surround-

ing or attached to a house or other building; especially,
the lawns, gardens, etc. of an estate. 2. the particles
that settle to the bottom of a liquid; dregs; sediment:
as, coffee grounds. 3. basis; foundation; reason: as,

grounds for divorce.

ground-sel (ground's
1

!, groun's'l), n. [ME. grundeswylie;
AS. grundeswylige < earlier gundeswelge, ? lit., pus
swallower < gundt pus + swelgan, to swallow: from
use in poultices; AS. grund- (see GROUND) < gund- by
folk etym. referring to the rapid spread of the plant],
any of a large group of plants with yellow, rayed flowers,
as the golden ragwort.
ground-sel (ground's'!, groun's'l), n. [ME. grondsil,

gronsil; see GROUND & SILL], the bottom horizontal
timber in a framework; ground plate; ground beam.

ground-sill (ground'sil), n. a groundsel (the timber).

ground speed, the speed with which an aircraft in

flight passes over the ground beneath it.

ground squirrel, any of various small, burrowing ani-
mals of the squirrel family; especially, the chipmunk
or the gopher.
ground swell, a violent swelling or rolling of the ocean,
caused by a distant storm or earthquake.
ground water, water found underground in porous
rock strata and soils, as in a spring.

ground wire, a wire acting as a conductor from an
electric circuit, radio, etc. to the ground.
ground-work (ground/wurk'), n. a foundation; basis.

SYN. see base.

group (groop), n. [Fr. groupe; It. gruppo, a knot, lump,
group < Gmc. *Rruppa, round mass; for IE. base see

CROP), 1. a number of persons or things gathered
closely together and forming a recognizable unit; cluster;

aggregation; band: as, a group of buildings. 2. a col-

lection of objects or figures forming a design or part of
a design. 3. a number of persons or things classified

together because of common characteristics, community
of interests, etc.: hence, 4. in biology, a large number of

plants or animals related to each other because of cer-
tain similarities. 5. in chemistry, a radical. 6. in the
United States Air Force, a unit consisting of four

squadrons of the same kind of aircraft. v.t. & v.i. to
assemble or form into a group or groups. Abbreviated gr.
SYN. group is the basic, general word expressing the simple
idea of an assembly of persons, animals, or things without
further connotation; herd is applied to a group of cattle, sheep,
or similar large animals feeding, living, or moving together;
flock, to goats, sheep, or birds; drove, to cattle, hogs, or

sheep; pack, to hounds or wolves; swarm, to insects; school,
to fish, porpoises, whales, or the like; bevy, to quails; covey, to

partridges or quails; flight, to birds flying together. In extended

applications, flock connotes guidance and care, herd, drove,
and pack are used contemptuously of people, warm suggests
a thronging, and bevy and covey are used of girls or women.
group-er (groop'er), n.jfl. GROUPERS (-erz), GROUPER;
see PLURAL, II, D, 1], [Fort, garoufa; prob. of S. Am.
origin], a large, tropical food fish related to the sea bass.

group insurance, insurance, especially life insurance,
available to a group of employees, etc. at low premium
rates, usually regardless of physical condition or age.

group medicine, medical care available to the members
of a group, community, state, etc. at a fixed rate, usually
annual.

>use (grous), n. Ipl. GROUSE], [Early Mod. Bag.;

feather-covered nostrila, i and paottled feathers, as tie
ruffed grouse, sage hen# efci ( ,

grouse (grous), v.i. [GROUSED* (groust), GROUSING], [?~*~' " M4 ,(< QFr. gro^aer% ;n^tfie Offu. yar,.

growler], {$iamg|, to oomplain; g

'aint. 2., a person w^iOi

n.i[<'Aa -
, #w^; base a in r*tef _, .

1. a) coarse meal, b) pk groats^ 2^4$sua$y pk [

ittdbpegA '^ii 'ton ill'/o^ ';&tj&, fitfflTcfc i^wfe^

jroul -|- -y], [Dial.], cross; sulky-
grove Cgrov), n."(MK.; AS. graf; akm to grasfa* thicket;
not found outside Bag.], a small wood ; group of trees

standing together without undergrowth.
grov-el (grav'!, grov7!), t. IGROVKLED or GROVEIXEJD
(-Id), GROVELING or GR0RLLiNGj, [Shakespeare's back-
formation < grovdlmg, CK&. (MB. gmfefinge), down on
one

f

s face (felt as a ppr.); ME. grufelingc actually <
o grufe, on the face (< ON. a grnfu) + 4inge, adv.
suifixl 1. to lie prone or crawl in a prostrate position,
especially abjectly; hence, 2. to behave humbly or

abjectly, as before authority; debase oneself in a servile

fashion. 3. to take pleasure in base or mean things;
enjoy what is contemptible.

grov-el-er, grov-eMer (gruv'1-er, grov'1-eY), n. a person
who grovels.
grow cgro), vJ. [GREW (groo), GROWN (gron), GROWING],
[ME. growen; AS. growan; akin to D. gronten; IE. base
*gArd-, *ghre-, to sprout, spring up, grow green icf. GRASS,
GREEN); the word has largely replaced, and inherited
senses from, wax (to grow)], 1. to come into being or
be produced naturally sprout ; spring up. 2. to exist as

living vegetation; thrive: as, orchids do not grow in
Greenland. 3. to increase in size and develop toward
maturity, as a plant or animal does by assimilating food.
4. to increase in size.'quantity, or degree, or in some spec-
ified manner : as,my troubles are growing. 5. to become ;

turn: as, he grew weary. 6. to become attached or
united by growth, v.t. 1. to cause to grow; raise;
cultivate. 2. to cover with a growth: used in the
passive. 3. to allow to grow: as, he tried to grov a
mustache. 4. to develop.
grow on, to have a gradually increasing effect on;
come gradually to seem more important, dear, or
admirable to.

grow out of, 1. to develop from. 2. to outgrow,
grow upt 1. to reach maturity; become adult; attain
full growth. 2. to come to be; develop; arise.

grow-er (gro'er), n. 1. a person who grows agricultural
products. 2. a plant that grows in a specified way: as,
a rapid grower.
growing pains, L rheumatic pains that sometimes
occur in the muscles and joints of growing children:

they were formerly attributed to rapid growth. 2. dif-

ficulties experienced in the early development of an
institution or enterprise.

growl (groul), v,L [ME. groule(ri), to rumble; formally
corresponds with OPr. grouler, to scold, grumble (r <
Gmc.; cf. D., G. grollen) & Anglo-Pr. growler, glossed
*'to make noise like a crane" (? folk etym. < OPr.
grue, Anglo-Fr. grwe, crane; cf. GROUSE); the modern
word may be a later, unconnected echoism], I. to
make a rumbling, throaty, menacing sound m the
throat, as a dog does. 2. to complain in an angry or
surly manner. 3. to rumble, as thunder, cannon, etc.

v.t. to express by growling, n. 1 . a rtimMiitg,, throaty,
menacing sound made by an angry dog. 2. a sxwud
resembKng this; especially, an inarticulate, angrysotmd
made by a person. 3. a complaint mutteree angrily.

growl-er (groul'Sr), n. 1. a person, animal, or "thing
that growls. 2. [Slang], o.) formerly, a pail or can to

carry out beer bought at a saloon, etc* b) a keg of

beer, equal to 1/8 barrel.

grown (gron), past participle of frow* adj. 1. having
completed its growth; mature; fully developed. 2. cov-
ered with a growth.
grown-up (gron'up'), n*an adult.

j^rown-up (gron'up'), adj. adult; of, for, or character-
istic of an adult or adults, n. an adult.

growth (groth), n. [grow +-th] v 1. a growing or devel-

oping; specifically, a) gradual development toward
maturity, b) origin and development. 2. a) increase
in size, weight,, power, etc. &) the amount of this. 3,

something mat grows or has grown: as, a thick growth
of grass. 4. a tumor or other abnormal mass of tissue

developed in or on the body.
Grozny (grz'ni), n. a city in the northern Caucasus,
U.S.S.K.: oil center: pop., 172,000.

grub (grab), 04*. [GRUBBED (grubd) ? GRUBBING]; 1MB.
gwubben* to dig; prob. < AS. *grybban (akin tOnQJ^G".
grubildn, to bore into); cf. GRAVE (burial place)],
L to dig in the ground. 2. to work hard, especially at

something menial or tedious ; drudge. 3. to search

about, as among records ; rummage. 4. [ < n. 3], [Slang] ,

to eat* vt. 1. to clear (ground) of roots by (iiggmg
tfherfoi -up, 2. to dig (roots) out c-f the arpund; uproot.
3, [< n. 3], [Slang], to feed. n. 1. the short* fat, worm-
Ek^ larva of an, insect, especially of a beetle. 2. a per-
rspn who works hard at some menial or tedious work;
drudge. 3. [from notion "what is grubbed fpr ],

iSlang], food.
,

t

grub-ber (grub'er), m. [$$4 gfiMere\, La person wno
Iprubs, : 2. a tool for grta^ibing. r(, ,

grub-bi-ness (gnibTikoisi),/ ;n, ftte quality or state of *be-

^itig grubby.' ,,
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gjnub-foy (grub*!), adj. IGRUBBIBR (4-Hr), GRUBBIBST (-i-

ist)|f 1. infested with grabs, especially with botfly
larvae, as cattle or sheep, 2, dirty; messy; untidy.

, a heavy hoe lor grubbing up roots.
e (grabtaak')* " [*r& (rood) -f siake], [Cd-

q.} i. money or supplies advanced to & prospector
in return for a share in his findings: hence, 2. money
advanced for any enterprise. v.t. fCoIloq.]. to provide
with a grubstake.
Grub-street (grub'stret'), n* Grab Street adj. [g-J, of
or like literary hacks or their work.
Crab Street, I. formerly, a street in London (now
Milton Street) where many literary hacks lived. 2.

literary hacks.

grudge (gruj), * [GRUDGED (grujd), GRUDGING), ILate
ME. grugge, var. of grucchen; cf. GROUCH, GROUSE (to

grumble}], 1. to envy (a person) because of his posses-
sion or enjoyment of (something) : as, he grudges John
his beautiful wife. 2. to give or allow with ill will or
relttctance: as, the miser grudged his dog its food. n.
1. a strong feeling of resentment or malice held against
someone; ill will. 2. a reason, cause, or pretext
for this, SYN. see malice.

grudg-ing-ly (graj'in-K), adv. in a grudging manner;
unwillingly or stingily,

gra-el (groo'al), n. [ME. & OFr., coarse meal; ML.
*grutellnm, dim. of grutum, meal, mash < Gmc. *grut,
hulled dried grain; akin to Eng. groats, grits], thin,

easily digested broth made by cooking meal in water
or milk: it is often fed to invalids, v.t. [GRUELED or
GRUMXE0 (-01d), GRUELING or GRUELLING], to Subject
to intense strain; exhaust, as by severe punishment,
relentless questioning, etc.

gru-el ing, gru-el ling (groo'sl-in, grool'irj), adj. [ppr.
of gruel}* tormenting; exhausting, n, an experience
that has a grueling effect.

grue-some (groo'sam), adj. [< obs. grut, to shudder
(ME. grum) { -same; akin to G. grausam, horrible],

causing fear and loathing; horrifying and revolting;
grisly: also spelled grcwsomc. SYN. see ghastly.
gruff (graf), adj. [< Early Mod. D. grof (akin to G.

coarse, hence surly); prob. < same IE. base as
I. rough or surly in manner, speech, or appear-

ance; rade; unfriendly; bad-tempered. 2. harsh, and
throaty: hoarse. SYN* see blunt,

gniff-y (gruf'i), adj. [GRUFFIER (-i-Sr), GRUFFIEST (-i-

ist)] gruff.

gru-gm (groo'grao')r n. [Sp. gwgr&; prob. < native
Carib name], 1. a tropical American palm with a
spiny trunk and feathery leaves: also grugru palm.
2. the wormlike, edible larva of a weevil infesting the
pith of this palm: also grugru worm,
grum-ble (gram'b'l), v.L [GRUMBLED (-bid), GRUM-
BLUIG}, [prob. < D. grommelen (akin to G. grummeln,
Pr. %rammeler} ; IE. base as in grim], 1. to make low,
osintelliffiibfe sounds in the throat; growl, 2. to mutter
or mumble in discontent; complain m an angry or surly
manner, 3. to rumble, as thunder, v.t. to express by
grumbling, n. 1. a grumbling, especially m com-
plaint. 2- a rumble.
grum-bler (grum'blgr), n. a person who grumbles.
grum-ble-to-ni-an (grum/bT-to'ni-en), ru [< grumble,
after 17th-c. Grindletonian, Muggletonian, names of
religious sects], a grumbler: nickname for an opponent
of the policies of William III of England.
grum-bly (grum'bli), adj. [CRUMBLIER (-bli-Sr), GRUM-
BLIBST C-bH-ist)], that grumbles; complaining.
grume (groom), n. [OPr., clot; L. grumus, little heap],
[Rare], 1. a thick, sticky fluid, 2. a clot of blood.
grum-met (gram'it), n. a grommet.
gru-mose (grSo^mos), adj. [< L, grumus, little heap; -f
-ose], in botany, collected in a granular mass.
gru-mous (grdo'naas), adj. [< L. grumus, little heap; +
-OKI], 1. full of or like grume. 2. grumose.
grumpily (grtun'pl-Q, adv. in a grumpy manner.
grump i-ness (grum'pi-nis), n. the quality or state of
being grumpy.
grump-ish (grum'pish), adj, grumpy.
grump.y (grum'pi), adj, (GRUMPIER (-pi-gr), GRIMPIKST
(-pz-ist)J, [prob. < grumble, after grunt, eta], irritable;
peevish; bad-tempered; surly.
Grun*dy, Mrs. (grun'di) , a narrow-minded, puritanical
neighbor constantly referred to (but never appearing)
in Tom Morton's play Speed the Plough (1798) with
the question "What will Mrs. Grundy say?": used as a
personification of prudishness and narrow-minded con-
ventionality.
Grim-dy-ism (grun'di-iz'm). n. [< Mrs. Grundy], L
prudish and narrow-minded conventionality. 2. an
instance of this.

grim ion (grun'yan, groon-yon'), n. [pi. GRUNION,
GRUNIONS C-y&nz); see PLURAL, n, D, 2],7? < Sp. (coir
log.) grunon, grunterl a food fish of the silversides
family found off the California coast.
grunt (grunt), v.i. [ME. grunten; AS. gmnnettan (aMn
to G, grunzen), freq. of grunian, to grunt; origin echoic],
1. to make a deep, gruff sound in the throat: said of a
hog. 2. to make a sound like this, as in annoyance,
contempt, effort, etc. v.t. to express by grunting: as,

he grunted his disapproval, n. 1. the deep, gruff,
throaty sound made by a hog. 2. a sound like this,
made by a person. 3. any of various related salt-water
fishes that grunt when removed from water.
gmnt-er (grunt'eY), n. [ME. grnntarel I. a person or
animal that makes a grunting sound; especially, a hog
2. a grunt (fish).
Grus (grus), n. [L., a crane], a southern constellation
supposedly resembling a crane in shape: see constella-
tion, chart.

Gru-yeTe (cheese) (gre-yer', groo-yer'; Fr. grii'yar>),

[prig,
made in Gruyfre, Switzerland], a light-yellow

Swiss cheese, very rich in butterfat, or an American
cheese resembling this.

gr. wt, gross weight.
gryph-on (grif'an), n. a griffin (mythical monster).
GS, German silver.

G.S., g.s., 1 . general secretary. 2. general staff.

G.S.A., Girl Scouts of America.
G.S.C., General Staff Corps.
G string, 1. a loincloth; breechclout. 2. a similar
cloth, usually decorated with spangles or tassels, worn
by strip-tease dancers. 3. a string tuned to G, as on a
violin.

git.,
1. gilt. 2. great. 3.

If1. GTT.], in pharmacy, gutta.
Gt. Bnt., Gt. Br., Great Britain.

G.T.C., g.t.c., 1. good till canceled. 2, good till

countermanded.
got., ,-u., genitourinary.
gua-cna-ro (gwa'cha-ro'). n. [Sp. gudcharo, sickly, moan-
ing: ? so named from its cry], a South American night
bird of the goatsucker family: the young birds are
very plump, and their fat, called guacharo outter when
rendered, is used for cooking and lighting.
gua-co (gwa'ko), n. [S, Am7|, any of several aromatic
South American plants, used to treat gout, rheumatism,
etc.: also believed to be valuable in treating snake bites
Gua da la ja ra (gwa'da-la-ha'ra), n. a city in western
Mexico: pop., 228,000.

Gua-dal-ca nal (gwa'd'1-ks-nal') , n. one of the Solomon
Islands, in the South Pacific: pop., 14,000: scene of
heavy fighting in World War II.

Gua'dal-quiv-ir (gwa'd'l-kwiv'er; Sp. gwa'fl*21-ke-vr'),
n. a river in southern Spain, flowing into the Atlantic:
length, 374 mi.
Gua-da-lupe Hi-dW-go (gwa'd'1-oop' hi-dal'go; Sp.
gwa'/M-loo'pe 5-MSKg8), n. a city in Mexico, near
Mexico City; pop,, 26,000: official name, Gustavo A.
Madero,

Sp.
lew

Gua de-loupe (g6'd'l-oop'; Fr. gwa'ds-loop'). n. two
French islands of the Leeward group in the West Indies:
area, 583 sq. mi.; pop., 2^8,000 (1946); capital, Basse-
Terre.
Gua di-ana (gwa'di-a'ns; Port, gwa-dya'na; Sp, gwa-
tfjya'na*), n. a river in southern Spain and Portugal,
flowing into the Atlantic: length, 515 mi.
guai-ac (gwi'ak), n. [< guaiacum]* 1. guaiacum (senses
2 & 3). 2. the tonka bean, the aromatic seed of a
tropical South American tree. 3. the tree yielding this.

guai-a col (gwi's-koF, gwi's-kol'), n. [< Mod. L. guaia-
cum (see GUAIACUM) ; + -ol], a white, crystalline solid or
colorless, oily liquid, C 6H 4(OH)OCH3, prepared from
guaiacum or wood creosote and tised in medicine and
as a chemical reagent.

guai-a-cum, guai-p-cum (gwl'g-kam) , n. [Mod. L. <
Sp, guayaco < native Haitian name], 1. any of a group
of tropical American trees and shrubs with blue or
purple flowers and fruit growing in capsules. 2. the
very hard, brownish-green wood of a tree of this group:
lignum vitae. 3- a resin obtained from this tree, used
to treat rheumatism, gout, etc.

Guam (gwam), n. one of the Marianas Islands, in the
Western Pacific: naval station belonging to the United
Statjs: area, 206 sq. mi.; pop., 59,000; capital, Agafia.
guan (gwan), n. [Sp. < the native (Canb) name], a
large game bird of Central and South America.

gua-na-co (gwa-na'ko), h. [pL GUANACOS (-k6z), GUA-
NACO; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Sp. < Quechua hua-
nacu], a woolly, reddish-brown animal of the Andes,
related to the camel but shorter and without humps.
Gua-na-jua-to (gw'nS-hwia't$), n. 1. a state of
central Mexico: pop., 1,046,000. 2. the capital of
this stated pop., 24,pOOi
gua nay (gwa-njO,

'

fSp, < thfe native (Qti^chua) name],
a cormorant of iPf^m: it is a source pf guano.

guan-i-din (gwan's-din/gwS'ns-din), n. guanidine.
guatil-dine (gwanVden% gwi'nQ-din); n. f< gumfa^
a strongly bastc^ crystalline substance, NHC(NHa)2,
formed by the oxidation of guanine. *

gua-nin (gwS'nin), n. guanina
gpa^iaine fewt^xtel^), n. [< "guaw]* aa organic bacse,
QsHeNsO, fbtui* in the Ewef, panqreast, etc. of aiiimals
and obtained ccanmercially from gttano.
gua no (gwa'ni), n, \$h GUANOS (*m}]> ESp, < (

huanu, dt^irf* th^m^mre Q sea Mrck?f fouj
' -

on islancH -** **-^ ~i.-*> -* T*- - ^-.-*- ^--* - .
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2. any manure, artificial or natural, resembling this,

especially that of bats.
Guan-ta-na-mo Bay (gw&n-tS'na-md), a small inlet of
the Caribbean, on the southeastern coast of Cuba: site
of a United States naval station.

<Jua-|>o-:r6 (gwa'jpft-reOt n. a river flowing between
Brazd and Bolivia into the Madeira: length, 950 mi.
guar (gwar), n. [Hind, gu&r], a leguminous plant of
India, now cultivated in the united States for forage.
iar., guaranteed.
ua-ra-ni (gwa'ra-neO, [Guarani, Ht.t warrior], 1.

\fL GUARANIS (-neV), GUARANX], a member of a tribe of
South American Indians who lived in an area between
the Paraguay River and the Atlantic. 2. the Tupian
language of this tribe, used as a general native vernac-
ular in Paraguay.
guar an-tee (gar'an-te

7
), n. [prob. < guaranty, by anal-

ogy with words ending in -ee], 1. a guaranty (senses
1 & 3). 2. a pledge or assurance; specifically, a) a
pledge that something is as represented and will be
replaced if it does not meet specifications. b) a positive
assurance that something will be done in the manner
specified. 3. a guarantor. 4. a person who receives a
guaranty. 5. something that serves as an assurance of,

or promises the happening of, some event: as, the dark
clouds were a guarantee of rain. v.t. 1. to give a
guarantee or guaranty, for: as, they guarantee their

product. 2. to state with confidence; promise; affirm:

as, I guaranteed that I'd be there.

guar-an-tor (gar'an-ter, gar'an-toV)* n. [< guaranty -f-

-or], one who makes or gives a guaranty or guarantee.

guar-an-ty (gar'sm-ti), n. [pi. GUARANTIES (-tiz)] f [OFr.
garantie < garant, guarant, warant, a warrant, supporter
< OHG. werentoi protector < weren, warjan, to protect;
cf. WARRANT], I. a pledge by which a person commits
himself to the payment of another's debt or the fulfill-

ment of another's obligation in the event of default.

2. an agreement that secures the existence or main-
tenance of something: as, the trade pact was a guaranty
of increased commerce. 3. something given or held as

security, v.t. {GUARANTIED (-tid), GUARANTYINGI, to

guarantee.
guard (gird), v.t. [OFr. guarder < Gmc. *wardon (seen
in G. warten, to wait, OS. wardon, to guard, watch
over); see WARD], 1. to keep safe from harm: watch
over and protect; defend; shield. 2. to watch over;
specifically, a) to keep from escape or trouble, b) to
hold in check; control; restrain, c) to supervise en-
trances and exits through (a door, gate, etc.). 3. to
cover (a piece of machinery) with a device to protect
the operator. 4. [Archaic], to escort. i>4. 1. to keep
watch; take precautions (with against), 2. to act as a
guard, n. 1. the act or duty of guarding; careful

watch; wariness; defense; protection. 2, caution; pre-
caution; safeguard. 3. a posture of alert readiness for
defense, as in fencing, boxing, etc. 4. any device that
protects against injury or loss; specifically, a) the part
of the handle of a sword, knife, or fork that protects
the hand. 6) a chain or cord attached to a watch, c) a
ring worn to keep a more valuable ring from slipping
off the finger, d) a safety device, as in machinery. 5. a
person or group that guards; specifically, a) a sentinel
or sentry- &) a, railway brakemaa ot gateman. c) a
person wlao guards prisoners, d) pL a special unit of

troops connected with the houseftpld of the British

sovereign: also extended to othear milttarylunits. 6. in
baskeibatt, either of the two players whose special duties
are defensive. 7. in football, either of tne two playecs
at the left and the right of the center. Abbreviated gd.
SYN. see defend.
mount guard, to go on sentry duty.
on (one's) guard, alert for protection or defense;
vigilant.
stand guard, to do sentry duty.

guard-ant (gar'dant), adj. [Fr. gardant, ppr. of garder;
see GUARD], in heraldry, designating an animal repre-
sented with the face fttHy turned toward the observers
also spelled gardant.
guard ed (garMidX <wf/. foDvrf Jfeqpq, 1. kept safe
watched over and protected; defended. 2. kept from
escape, or trouble; held in cheqk;* supervised, &. cam-
tious; careful; restrained: as, a ^warde^speecli.
guard house (gaVd'hous')* ,n. I. a building u^efl by
the members of a military guard when they are apt
walking a post. 2. a building where military personnel
are confinedl'ton minor infractions of regulations or
while awaiting potiirt^martial. ,

'

guard -i an i

f,&ar/ ld|-9a),i n, [O$V,
guarderf cfr ^AKDjntf, ,lj. ,

a parson who I

who watches^ye*, protects, pares for, or

person,.-* J -

guard-rail (gIrd'rlF) *** 1- a protective railing, as on
a staircase. 2. an extra rail alongside the main rail of a
railroad at a erasing* etc., to keep the cars on the track.

guard room (ggrd'r5cn', glrd'room'), n. 1. a room
used by the members of a military guard when they
are not walking a pest. 2. a room wiere military per-
sonnel are ccmined fee minor infractions of regulations
or while awaiting court-martial.

guard ship, 1. a warshig for the protection of the port
or harbor in which it is stationed. 2. a ship of a
squadron doing guard duty.
guards-man (gSrda'msn), n. \fH. GUARDSMEN (-man)J,
1. a guard. 2. a member of a national guard or of any
military body called a guard.
Guar-aeii, Giu sep pe Qoo-zep'pe gwir-ne're), (Latin
name Guamerins}, 16*87?-! 745; Italian vioHnmaker of
Cremona,

Guar-ner-ius (gwar-ntr^-as), n. a violin made by
Giuseppe Guarneri or by some other rnembet of the
same family.
Gua-te-ma la (gwa'ts-mlla; Sp. gwa'te-ma'faX n. 1. a
country in Central America, soutn and east of Mexico:
area, 45,452 sq. mi.; pop,, 3,678,000 (1947) : see Central
America, map. 2. its capital: pop., 177,000.
Gua te-ma-lan (gwa'ta-mllan), aaj. of Guatemala, its

people, etc. n. a native or inhabitant of Guatemala.
gua-va (gwa'vaj, n. [Sp. guayaba < native (prob. Ara-
wakan) name in BrazflJ, 1. a tropical American tree
or shrub bearing a yellowish, pear-shaped, edible fruit.
2. the frait, used for jelly, preserves, etc.

Guay a quil (gwi'2-kelO, n. a seaport in Ecuador: pop.,
180,000.

gua-yii-Ie (gwa-ula), n. [Sp.; Nahuatl quwtMM <
guauw, plant + otti, gumj, 1. a small shrub of northern
Mexico and Texas, cultivated for the rubber obtained
from its sap. 2. this rubber: also guayule rubber.
gu berna torial (goo'ber-na-tdr'i-al, gu'ber-ng-to^ri-
01), adj* [L. gnbtrnator, helmsman, governor < pp. of
gubcrnare, to steer; + -j/], of a governor or his office.

gu-berni-ya (goo-ber'ni-ya), n. TRuss. < base of L.
gubernare; see GOVERN], 1. originally, a province of
czarist Russia. 2. now, a provincial soviet in the Soviet
Union.
gude (gud), nrf;. & n. FScot. & British Dial.], good.
gudg-eon (gtij'sn), n. [ME. gojon; OFr. gonjon; L. gobio;
Gr. kdbiosj, 1. a small, European fresh-water fish of the
carp family, easily caught, and used for bait. 2. a
minnow. 3. a person easily cheated or tricked; dupe;
gull. 4. a bait. v.t. to cheat; trick; dupe.
gudg-eon ^(guj'sn), n. [ME. gojon, gojone; OFr.
gouyon, pivot; ? < gouge (a prostitute), with a j

allusion (cf. PINTLE, FEMALE, adj. 5)J, 1. a metal pin
or shaft at the end of an axle, on wnich a wheel turns.
2. the socket of a hinge, into which the pin is fitted.
3. the part of a shaft tEat revolves in a bearing.
Cud-run (good'roon), n. [ON. Gutkr&n < gwfor. war,
battle + runa, close friend; see RUNB], in Nofs&
the daughter of the Nibemng king: siie lntre$ !

away from the Valkyrie Brynhild by a magic
andl married him: also Guthrun.
guel-der-rose (gel'dSr-rSsBO, n. [after its supposed source
Guelderland; B. Gelderland], 1. a small, cultivated cran-

berry tree witin larger rouncl heads of white flowers:
also called: snowball tree. 2. its flower.

Guelph, Gnelf (gwelf), n. [It, Gudfo, for MHG. Wdf.
a family name < O3HG. tffdf, a whelp: ttsed as war cry
of the anti-imperial faction at the battle of Weinsberg
(1140)], 1. a member of a German royal family from
which the present Hue of British sovereigns is descended.
2. any member of a political party in medieval Italy
tftat supported tk& authority ot the Pope in opposition
to the aristocratic fiarty of the Ghibellmes.
GudtoWc* Cticll^(gwel'fik), adj. of the Guelph
fttmily or pollticat party.
Guen-e-ver (gwen'a-ver), a feminine name: see Guine-

gue-non fernSnf: Fr, ga-now'). n. [Fr.], any of a la

group of long-tatled African monkeys, including
l^reean ^m/^kw and grivetk ,

i ; ,

.,

guer-don (gur'd'n), it. [ME.; OFr.; ML. widerdonum <
OHG. widar, again, against 4- L. donum, gift], [Poetic],
a reward; recompense* v.t. [Poetic), to reward.

gue-riMa (g^ril^Q), n. & adj. guerrilla.
-

fea'zi), n. \pL, for 2 & 3, GUERNSI^S (-zfe)],
> island in tte EngEsh Channel: area, 25

, 41,000. 2. any oTa breed of dairy fcattte,

om this island: they are usually fawn-
eolored with white markings. 3. [so called beeause

f*fy made on the island; cf. jEHSBv] r fo-J, a close-fitting
knitted woolen shirt or sweater, worntby seamen.

guer-ril la (ga-ril^ n. [Sp skirmishing warfare, dim,
joC guerra, war; It. pffra^QiHG. werra, war; see WAR],
>1. formerly, warfare epa^ed oa by guerrillas. 2. any
member

,

or a small; d^le^iip; lor^e 0t irregular soidiiejcfi|t

usually volunteers, making surprise raids against supply

-,,-,- -n- --* NI^ j^rjg*t; i

iy, o w comply, wm^^mi^'^:^'
G. doch. See pp. x,-'l Jf^elg^i^
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lines* etc. belaud the lines of an invading enemy army.
odfj. < cc by guerrillas,
guess fees), w.L A zu. {ME. gessen, to think; prob. <
ON.; cL obs* Dan, getsc (Dan. gisse, Sw. tss<j) in the
same senses; akin to MD. lessen; extension of the base
in #fi 1. to form a judgment or estimate of (some-
thing) without actual knowledge; conjecture; surmise.
2. to judge correctly by doing this. 3. to think or

suppose: as* I guess you can do it. n. La guessing.
2. & Judgment or estimate formed by guessing; some-
thing guessed; conjecture; surmise.
SYw guess implies the forming of a judgment or estimate
(often a correct erne) haphazardly (he guessed the number of
beans in the jar); to conjecture is to infer or predict from in-

complete or uncertain evidence (I cannot conjecture what his

plans are}$ surmise implies a conjecturing through mere in-

ttiition or imagination (she surmised the truth).

guess-rope (ges'rop'), n. in nautical usage, a guest rope.

guess-work (ges'wurk'). 1- a guessing; conjecturing.
2. a view, work, etc. based on guessing,

guest (gest), 7i. (ME. gest, giste* gust; AS. gicst (Anglian
gest) ; akin to G. gast, ON. $e$tr (whence, or < Anglian,
the initial #-); IE. *

ghost-is, stranger, seen also in L.
kostis, stranger (cf. HOSTILE)], 1. a person enter-
tained at the home or table of another; visitor. 2. a
person paying for his lodgings, meals, etc. at a hotel or

boardinghpuse. 3. a person receiving the hospitality
of a clue, institution, etc. of which he is not a member.
4. an insect or other animal living or breeding in the
nest, etc. of another animal, ad/. 1 . for guests, 2.

performing by invitation: as, a guest artist, v.t. to
treat as a guest. v4. to be a guest. SYN. see visitor,

guest rope, 1. a ro^e in addition to the tow rope, used
to steady a vessel being towed. 2. a rope fastened along
a ship's side so that vessels coming alongside can be
attached. Also guess-rope.

guff (guf), n, [echoic], [Slang], nonsense; foolish talk.

guf-faw (ga-6') [echoic], a loud, coarse burst of
laughter. IM. to lauga in this way. ~SYN. see laugh.
Gug-gen-heim, Daniel (goog'*n-him'). 1856-1930;
American capitalist and philanthropist.
gufrgle (BofirlV n* v.L & v.t. [GUGGLED (-'ld) f GUG-
GLING], [echoicl, gurgle.
Gui-a-na Qgi-an's, gi-a'na), n. a region in northern South
America, including British Guiana, French, Guiana, and
Surinam (Dutch Guiana): abbreviated Gui.

guid-a-ble (gldVbl), adj. that can be guided.
gmd-ance (gld^ns), n. 1. a guiding*, direction; leader-
ship. 2. something that guides.
guide (gid), v.t, (GUIDED (-id), GUIDING], [ME. giden,

gulden; OFr. gutder, late var, (< Pr. guidar or It.

gu%dare) of OFr. guier (ME. gien; cf. GUY) < Gmc.
source; akin to & < same base as AS, witan, to guide
(cf. WIT)}, 1. to point out the way for; direct on a
course ; conduct ; lead. 2, to direct the course or motion
of (a person's hand, a vehicle, etc,) by physical action,
3. to give instruction to

; train. 4. to direct (the policies,

actions^ etc.) of; manage; regulate; govern. V4. to act
as a guide, n. a person or thing that guides; specif-
ically, a) a person whose work is conducting strangers
or tourists through a region, building, etc. V) a part
that c|n*ects or controls the motion of other parts of a
machine* c) a guidebook, d} a book giving instruction
in the elements of some subject: as, a guide to mathe-
matics, e) in military usage, a soldier at the right front
of a column, who regulates its pace and alignment and
indicates! its route. Abbreviated G.. &
SYN. guide implies ,

the showing of the way by one who is
thoroughly familiar with the course, and connotes his con-
tinuous presence or direction along; the way (to guide a tourist,

ing of the controls in order to maintain the correct course (to
steer a ship) ; pilot suggests a guiding over a difficult course,
especially one filled with obstacles or intricate twists (he
piloted us through the maze of tunnels). ANT. follow.

guide-board (pid'b&rd', gid'bord'), n. a sign, as on a
guidepost, giving directions for travelers.
guide-book (gid'book'), n. a book containing directions
and information for tourists.
guided missile, a military missile whose course to-
ward the target is controlled by radio signals, radar
devices, etc.

guide-post (gid'posf), n. a post with a sign and direc-
tions for travelers, placed at a roadside or crossroads.

guide rope, a rope attached to another rope lifting or
dragging a load, to help steady an4 direct the fed.

'

T .. -, 995M050?
J.; Italian musician and musical theorist: also called

Crutdo Aretino.

g
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[Fr*
; Xt

V, &**** < ***<*; see
GUIDE], 1. formerly, a small flag or pennant carried
by the guide of mounted, cavalry. 2 in the Untied
States Army^ a) the identification flag of a unit, &) a
soldier carrying such a flag at the head of the unit-
also guidon beaver.

ui-enne (gue'yen'), n. Guyenne.

guild (gild), n. [ME. gylde, yeldet etc.; blend of AS. gyld,
gield, payment, guild, AS. gegyld, association (of paying
members), ON. gildi, guild, guild-feast; all < base seen
in AS. gieldan, to pay, make payment; see YIELD], 1. in
medieval times, a union of men in the same craft or
trade to uphold standards and protect the members.
2. any association for mutual aid and the promotion of
common interests. 3. in plant ecology, any of four
groups of parasitic plants (parasites, saprophytes, epi-
phytes, and lianas). Also spelled gild,
guilder (gil'der), n. [Early Mod. Eng. gildren (ME
guldren); altered (with unhistoric -r-) < D. gulden,
florin, lit., goldenl 1. a former gold or silver coin of
the Netherlands, Germany, or Austria. 2. a) the unit
of currency in the Netherlands, equal to about $0.26
in 1950. b) a silver coin of this value. See also gulden,

guild-hall (gild'hol'), n. [AS. gildheall], 1. ahaff where
a guild meets. 2. a town hall; specifically, 3. [G-]
the hall of the Corporation of the City of London'
guilds man (gildz'man), n. [pi. GUILDSMEN (-man)], a
member of a guild.
guild socialism, a form of socialism proposed in Eng-
land in the early 20th century, consisting in government
ownership of all industries, each to be managed by a
guild of workers.

guile (gil), n. [ME. gile; OFr. guile; of Gmc. origin*
prob. < Frank, wgila, guile; see WILE], crafty, deceitful
talk or conduct ; cunning.

guile ful (gil'fal), adj. full of guile; deceitful; tricky.
guile-less (gil'lis), adj. without guile: candid; frank.
guiMe-mot (gil'i-mot')t n. [Fr., d.im. of Guillaume,
William; cf. ROBIN], any of various narrow-billed arctic
diving birds of the auk family.

guil-loche (gi-losh'), n. [Fr. guillochis < guillocher, to
ornament with lines < Olt. ghiocciare, to drop, drip-LL. *guttiare < L. gutta, a drop], a decorative border
design in which two or more lines or bands are inter-
woven so as to make circular spaces between them.
guiMo tine (gd'a-ten'), n. [Fr., after J. LGmllotin

t who
advocated its use
during the French
Revolution in pref-
erence to less hu-
mane methods], 1.

an instrument for

beheading, consist-

ing of a heavy blade
dropped between
two grooved up-
rights, 2. an instru-
ment, working on a
similar principle, for

cutting paper, met-
al,, etc. 3. an instru-
ment for removing
the tonsils or uvula.
i>*t* (gil'a-ten', gil'-

s-te"n'), [GUILLO- GUILLOTINE
TINED>tSnd', -tend'), GUILLOTINING], [Fr. guillotiner <
the n.], to behead with a guillotine.

guilt (gilt), n. [ME. gilt, gelt, gult; AS. gyU, a sin, offense
< urmc. type *gulti; found only in Eng.], 1. the act
or state of having done a wrong or committed an
offense; culpability, legal or ethical. 2. conduct that
involves guilt; wrongdoing; crime; sin.

guilt-My (gil'ts-li), adv. in a guilty manner.
guiltiness (gil'ti-nis), n. the quality or state of being
guilty.

guilt-less (gilt'lis), adj. 1. free from guilt; innocent.
2. having no knowledge or experience (with of).

guilt-y (gil'ti), adj. [GUILTIER (-ti-Sr), GUILTIEST C-ti-

-ist)], {ME gylti, gkti; AS. gyltig], 1. having guilt;
deserving blame or punishment; culpable. 2. having
one's guilt proved ; legally judged an offender. 3. show-
ing or conscious of guilt: as, a guilty look. 4. of or in-
volving guilt or a sense of guilt: as, a guilty conscience.
guimpe (gimp, gamp), n. [Fr.]', a short-sleeved blouse
worn under a pinafore or jumper.
Guin ea (gin'i), n. 1. an independent state in western
Africa, on the Atlantic: area, 105,200 sq, mi.; pop,
2,262,000; capital, Conakry: formerly French dumea.
2, a region along the western coast of Africa, including
Guinea, Portuguese Guinea, and Spanish Guinea.
Abbreviated Gwin.

guin-ea (gin'i), n. 1. [so called because the gold of
which it was first made came from Guinea], a former
English gold coin, last minted in 1813, equal to 21
shillings i the

_
word is still used in England to mean a

sum of 21 shillings, as in giving prices of luxury items
associated with the aristocracy: abbreviated G.,
g. 2, a guinea fowl. 3. [orig., Negro from Guinea],

IbpngJ,
an Italian: hostile and contemptuous term.

guinea fowl, [so called because imported from Guinea
in loth,

c.j,, a" domestic fowl with ^ $w$$&^$ bsffi'tyiM

guinea grains, grains of paradise.

3 *n*

Guinea, Gulf, of;
1

a-part of the Atlantic, of
''

wester
Africa.
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guinea hen, I. a gu|nea fowl. 2^ a female .gulneK fowl.



Guinea pepper 645
pepper, I. either of two tropical trees whose

seeds are used as spices. 2. the seeds.

guinea pig, [so called prob. from being brought to Eng-
land by ships plying between
England* Guinea, and S. America],
1. a small, fat mammal of the rat

family, with short ears and a
short tail: it is domesticated and i

is often used in biological experi-

ments; hence, 2. any person or

thing used in an experiment. GUINEA PIG
Guinea worm, so named because /

7
TV

frequent in Guinea], a threadlike,
^ m ' long'

parasitic worm of tropical countries, living in the tissues
of man, dogs, and horses.

Guini-e-ver (gwin
f
a>-ver), a feminine name: see Guine-

vere. 71. Guinevere.
Guin-e-vere (gwin's-vSr^). [< Celt.; first element prob.
W. gwen, white], a feminine name: also Guenevr, Guin-
ever. n. in Arthurian legend, the wife of King Arthur
and mistress of Sir Lancelot.

gui-pure (gi-pyoor'; Fr. ge'piir'), n. [Pr. < guiptr, to
cover with silk; of Gmc. origin; prob. < OD. *wipan,
to wind; see WHIP], 1. lace without any ground mesh,
having the patterns held together by connecting threads.
2. a kind of gimp or trimming.

guise (giz), n. [ME.; OFr. < OHG. wisa, way, manner;
cf. WISE, n.], 1 . [Archaic], customary behavior, manner,
or carriage. 2. manner of dress; garb. 3. outward
aspect; semblance. 4. a false or deceiving appearance:
pretense: as, under the guise of friendship he betrayed
us. v.t. [GUISED (gizd), GUISING], 1. [Archaic], to dress
or arrange (in a specified manner). 2. [British Dial},
to disguise, tu. [British Dial.], to go in disguise.
SYN. see appearance.

Guise, Fran-cois de Lor-ralne de (fraVswa' da Wren'
da gez'), second due de Guise, 1519-1563; French
soldier and statesman.

Guise, Hen-ri I de Lorraine de (aVre') third due de
Guise, 1550-1588; son of Francois,- French general and
statesman; formed the Holy League.

gui-tar (gi-tar') , n. [Fr. guitare; Sp. guitarra; Gr. kithara,

lyre, lute], a musical
instrument of the lute

family, usually with six

strings which are

plucked or strummed
with the fingers or a
plectrum : see also Ha-
waiian guitar, Span-
ish guitar, electric

guitar.
gui-tar-1st (gi-tar'ist) ,

n. a person who plays
a guitar.

guft-guit (gwit'gwif),
n. [echoic of its note],
the honey creeper, a
small, brightly colored
bird of tropical Amer-
ica.

Gui-try, Sacha (sa'- GUITAR
sha' ge'tre'; Eng. W-
sho ge'tri), 1885-1957; French playwright and actor.

Gui-zot, Fran-cois Pierre Guu-Iaume (fraVswa' pyar
ge'yom' ge'zo

7
)* 1787-1874; French statesman and

historian; premier of France (1840-1848).
Guj-a*ra-ti (gooj'a-ra'ti), n. the Indo-European, Indie

language spoken in the region of the Gujarat States.

Guj-a-rat States (gooj'S-raV), native states of western
India: area, 7,352 sq. mi; pop., 1,459,000.

gu-lar (gu'lSr), adj. (< L, gula, throat; -f -ar], of or on
the throat.

gulch feulch), n. [prob. < dial, gulch, to swallow greed-
ily; ME. gulchenltO. steeg-waHed valley cut by a swift

stream; deep, narrow ravine.

gul-den (gool'dsn), n. [D. & Q-., a florin, lit., golden;
orig. applied only to coins of gold], 1. any of various
former gold or saver coins of Austria, Germany, or t&e
Netherlands. 2. a guilder (sense 2).

gules (guB), n. [ME goulqs; OFr. goles, goteles, gueules,

gules, red-dyed enftine, 6r^. ipj. of goule,^ole, the inouth
< L. gula, throat], in heraldry, red: indicated, in black-
and-white engravings by parallel vertical lines.

gulf (gul^
;

, n, [Ft. golfe; It. golfo: Late Gr. kolphos;
Gr ko^osi, a fold, blpsom, bay, gulf], 1. a large area of

ocean partially enclosed by^ lamd, larger than a bay:
abbreviated &:,' g. 2i a wide, deep chasm or abyss;
hence, 3. a wi$e qr lm,passable r ga^ or separation;
cleavage.

t

4. a^ feddy,^at "draws opjec^ts dbwii; wlJirl-

pool. ^.r. to swaHbwiip; engulf. '

'

'

Gulf StategjtHe Stateson J&e Gulf Qf

HERRING GULL
(18 in. long)

ward into the Atlantic toward Europe: width, c. 50 mi.

gulf-weed (gtilf'wSd') *** a greenish-brown seaweed
with benylike air sacs, found floating in the Gulf
Stream and the Sargasso Sea.

gulf*y (gul'fi), adj. [e*lf -f ~y] fall of whirlpools.
gull (gul), n. [pi. GOIXS fetaz), Gtflx;see PLURAL, n, r>f 1],

[ME. gull < Celt.; cf. Corn.
gnllan, W. gtoyUiH, Bret.
j*i&&lan (whence Fr. goelandj],
any of a large, widely distrib-
uted group of sea birds with
large wings, slender leg
webbed feet, and feathers <

gray, white, and black.
gull (gul), n. [prob. < obs.
gull, to swallow, guzzle: in-
fluenced by dial, gntt (MB.
goll), unfledged bird], a per-
son easily cheated or tricked ;

dupe. v.t. to cheat; trick;
dupe.
gulfa-ble (guFa-b'l). adj. [Rare], gullible.
Gul-lah (gul'a), n. faltered < G&la cc 65osrat names of
African tribes living in Liberia], 1. any of a group of
Negroes living on the South Carolina and Georgia coast
or near-by islands. 2. the English dialect of the GuBalis;
gul let (gul'it), n. [ME. golet; OFr. gonlet, throat, nar-
row passage, dim. of gale, gouh; L. gula* throat], 1. the
tube leading from the mouth to the stomach; esophagus.
2. the throat or neck. 3. a water channel or gully.

gul-li-bil-i-ty (gulVbU'a-ti), n. the state of being or
tendency to be gullible.

gulli*ble (gul'a-b'l), adj. [gull, v. + -ible], easily cheated
or tricked; credulous: also spelled gullable.
guMl-bly (gul'a-bli), adv. in a gullible manner.
GuMi-ver's Travdb (gul'o-vgrz), a political and social
satire (1726) of 18th-century England by Jonathan
Swift, telling of the adventures of the shipwrecked
Lemuel Gulliver in four imaginary lands, Lilliput,
Brobdingnag, Laputa, and the land of the Houyhnhnms.
guMy (gul'i), n. [pi. GULLIES (-iz)], [Pr. gonlet, narrow
entrance < OFr. gouUt; see GULLET], a channel or
hollow worn by water; narrow ravine, v.t. [GULLIED
(-id), GULLYING], to make a gully or gullies in.

gulp (gulp), v.t. [ME. gulpen, golpen; pjob. < MD. or

MP1.; cf. D. gulpen* to gulp down; akin to obs. Dan.
gulpe (Dan. gylpe), to vomit; ult. akin to AS, gielpan
(see YELP)], 1. to swallow hastily, greedily, or in large
amounts. 2. to choke back as if swallowing; repress
(a sob, etc.) . vd. to catch the breath in or as in swallow-
ing a large amount, n. 1. a gulping. 2. a swallow.
3. the amount swallowed at one time.
gum (gum), n. [ME. gumme, gommt; OFr. 80mme; L.

gummi; Gr. kommi, gum], 1. a sticky substance given
off by certain trees and plants, which, dries into an
uncrystallized, brittle mass soluble in water. 2. any
similar plant secretion, as resin. 3. any plant gum pro-
cessed for use in industry, art, etc. 4. an adhesive, espe-
cially on the back of a postage stamp; glue; mucilage.
5. a) any gum tree. 6) its wood. 6. gum elastic: rubber.
7. PL rubber oyershoesw 8. chewing gum. 9. [DiaL], a
hollowed gum log used as a trotigh, etc. v.t. (GUMMED
(gumd), GUMMING], to coat, unite, or stiffen with gum.
lu. 1. to secrete or form gum. 2. to become sticky
or clogged.
by gum! [Colloq.], by God I: a euphemism.
gmn up, [Slang], to put out of working order; cause
to go awry.

gum (gum), n. [ME. gnme, gumme, gome; AS. goma;
akin to G. gaum, roof of the mouth; IE. base *gh%u- t

*ghdu-, to yawn, gape, hence basic sense "revealed in

yawning*'], the firm fiesli covering the jaws on the in-

side of the mouth and surrounding the base of the teeth,

gum ammoniac, ammoniac, a natural gum resin.

gum arable, [after L. gummi Arabicum], a gum from
certain acacia trees, used in medicine, in the manu-
facture of candy, etc.

gma-bo (gum'bo), n. [prob. of Negro origin < kingombo,
native name], 1. the okra plant. 2. the edible, sticky
pods of this plant. 3. a soup thickened with unripe
okra pods. 4. a fine, silty soil of the Western prairies,
which becomes sticky and nonporous when wett also

gumbo soil. 5. a French patois spoken by Creoles and
Negroes in Louisiana and the French West Indies, Also

spelled gombo.
gum-boil (gum/boil/), n. a small abscess on the gums.
giwckdrop (gum/dropO, n. a small piece of candy of a
firm, jeHylike consistency, made of sweetened gum
airafoic or gelatin, usually colored, flavored, and covered
WitH sugar. ;

gain elastic, [after Mod. L. gummi elasticwn; cf. Fr.
gomme fttastique], rubber; caoutchouc*

gum-ma (gum^b), ni [#?, GUMMATA (-a-to), GUMMAS
(-az)] f [Mod. lr. *3 ''$*." gjftmpite, gum}, a sort, rmlbfoefcy

tumor occurring in tertaafy
;

sypMEs.

^ stonily, o in. ,

Gl ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x^'



646 gusty
gum-ma-tous (gum'9-tat), adj. of or like a gumma.
gum-mi-ness (gtun'i-nis), n. the quality or state of

being gummy.
gum*mose (gum*os) , odj* gummou,
gum-mo-sis (sp-no'sis), n. [Mod. L. < gum
the gmaag dad gtunrny substances ajS

a result of

deijenerauon: a characteristic of certain plant diseases,

especially of stone fruits.

gum-mous (gum'as). adj. [L. gnmmosnsl of or like gum.
gum-my (gum'i), oc/. {GUMMIER (-i-Sr). GUMMIEST (-1-

ist)], I. having the nature of gum; sticky; viscid. 2.

cohered with or containing gum. 3. yielding gum.
gump-tion (gump'shan), n. {< Scot, dial.; ? < ME.
some, heed (< ON. gaumr), with jocose Latmate end-

mg], [CoHoq.}, 1. shrewdness in .practical matters;
common sense. 2. courage and initiative; enterprise
and boldness: the current sense.

t

gum resin, a mixture of gum and resin, given off by
certain trees and plants: ammoniac is a gum resin.

gumshoe (gum'shooO, n. [gum (rubber) + shoe], 1.

a) a rubber overshoe. 6) pi. sneakers. 2. [Slangl, a
detective, lu. [Slang], to go about quietly; sneak.

gum tragacanth, a gum obtained from various Asiatic

or EastEuropean shrubs and trees of the pea family:
also trafisicantb..

gum tree, any of various trees that yield gum, as the
sour gum* sweet gum, eucalyptus, etc,

gum-wood (gum'woodOi n. the wood of a gum tree.

gun (gun), n. [ME. gunne, gonne; prob. < pet name
Gunna, dim. of Gunhild, Gunhilda, fern, name in which
both elements mean "war1

*; Gunhild is recorded as

name of a ballista, 1330-1331], 1. a weapon consisting
of a metal tube from which a projectile is discharged,

usually by the explosion of gunpowder: the term is

technically restricted to a heavy weapon with a rela-

tively long barrel fixed in a mount, as a cannon or

maeome gun, but is also applied to rifles and, popularly,
to pistols, and revolvers. 2. any similar device not dis-

charged by an explosive: as, an air gun. 3. a discharge
of a gun in %ytir*g or saluting. 4. anything like a
gem in shape or use, 5, [Slang], the throttle of an
engine* . [GONNED (gund), GUNNING], to shoot or

imnfc with a m; go shooting or hunting, v.t. 1.

[CoHoqA to stooot (a person). 2. [Slang], to advance
the Hirottle of (an engine) so as to increase the speed.
big gun, [Slang], 1. an important and influential

person. 2. a high-ranking military officer.

give it th gun, [from the resemblance of early air-

plane accelerators to the trigger of a gun], [Slang],
to cause something to start or gain speed.

gp great guns, [Slang], to do with speed and efficiency.

gun for, 1. to hunt for with a gun. 2. to look for

in order to shoot or harm. 3. [Slang], to try to

get; seek.

spike one's gnus, to frustrate or defeat one.
stick to one's guns, to hold one's position tinder

attack; not withdraw or retreat; be firm.

gun.* gunnery.
gun-boat (gun'boV), n. a small armed ship of shallow
draft* used to patrol rivers, etc.

gun-cot-ton (gun'kot"n), n. a highly explosive sub-
stance made of cotton treated with nitric and sulfuric
acids.

gun dog, a dog trained to help a hunter by finding or

retrieving game: pointers, setters, and various hounds
are used as gun dogs.

gun-fire (gun'flr'), n. 1. the firing oC a gun or guns.
2. the time set for the ceremonial Bring of an artillery

piece, as at retreat in the evening. 3. the use of firearms
or artillery, as distinguished from other military
tactics*

gun-flint (gun'flint') t n. a piece of flint in the hammer of
a flintlock, for striking a spark to set off the charge.
gung ho (gun'&oO, [Chin.], work together: slogan of
some units of United States Marines m World War II.

gun-lock (gunlok'), n. in some guns* the mechanism
by which tine charge is set off.

gun-man (gun'msn)* n.[pl. GUNMEN (-ran)], X. a man
armed with, a gun, especially for criminal purposes;
armed gangster or thug, 2. a person who makes guns.
gun-met-al (gun/met/T

l), adj. dark^gray: also gun-
metal gray. ^

gun metal, 1. a kind of bronze formerly used for
making cannon. 2. any d; several metals or alloys
treated to resemble this. 3. dark gray; col r like that
of tarnished gun metal: also gun-metal gray.
gun moll, [Slang], the mistress ,

or female accomplice
of a gunman (sense 1). n jr ,

(
:

Gun-nar (goon'ar), n. [ON. Gunnarx <\gunir, older
form of gtuhr, war, battle; cf. GUDRUN], in Nors& legend,
the brother of Gudrun, husband of Brynpid, f -ana
brother-in-law of Sigurd.
gunnel (gun''l), n. f< ?], a small, slimy fejh,,p,jlste
blenny family, found in the North Atlantic.
gun-nel (gun''!), n. a gunwale.
gun-ner (gun'Sr), n. [ME. gunnare < gunne; see GUN],
1. a soldier, sailor, etc. who fires or helps fire an artillery
piece. 2. a naval warrant officer who has charge df a
ship's guns. 3. a hunter who uses a gun.

gun-ner-y (gun'e'r-i), n. 1. heavy guns.
m
2. the science

of making and using heavy guns and projectiles. 3, the

JB , gonl, a sack], 1. a coarse, heavy
fabric of jute or hemp, used for sacks and bags. 2. a
sack or bag made of this: also gunny sack (or bag).
gun-play (gun'plaO. n. an exchange of shots, as be-
tween gunmen and police.

gun-ppw-der (gun'pou'dSr), n. 1. an explosive powder,
especially a mixture of sulfur, saltpeter, and char-
coal: it is used as a charge in cartridges, shells, etc., for
blasting, and in. firecrackers. 2. gunpowder tea.

Gunpowder Plot, see Fawkes, Guy.
gunpowder tea, Chinese green tea whose leaves are
rolled into pellets.

gun room, 1. on British warships, the junior officers'

quarters; originally, the quarters of the gunner and his
mates. 2. a room where a collection of guns is kept and
displayed.
gun-run-ner (gun'run'er), n. a person who engages in
gunrunning.
gun-run-miig (gun'run'uj), n. the smuggling of guns
and ammunition into a country.
gun-shot (gun'shof), n, [earlier gunnes shott], 1. a)
shot fired from a gun. 6) [Rare], the shooting of a gun.
2. the distance that a projectile from a firearm will

carry; range of a gun. adj. caused by a shot from a
gun: as, a gunshot wound.
gun-shy (gun'shi')f odj. easily frightened at the firing
of a gun: as, a gun-sky dog.
gun-smith (gun'smitlr), n. a person who makes or
repairs small guns.
gun-stock (gun'stok')f n. the wooden handle or butt
to which the barrel of a gun is attached.
Gun-ter's chain (gun'tgrz), [after Edmund Gunter
(1581-1626), Eng. mathematician who invented it], a
surveyor's chain 66 feet in length: it consists of 100
links, each 7.92 inches long; ten square chains equal
one acre.
Gun-ther (gpon'teY), n. [G. < Gmc. gund~, gunt-,
battle (seen in ON. guthr; cf. GUDRUN) 4- har-, army
(cf. AS. here}], in the Nibelungenlied, a Icing of Bur-
gundy, brother of Kriemhild and husband of Brunhild.
gun-wale (gun'l), n. [Late ME. gonne walle (cf. GUN &
WALE); first applied to bulwarks supporting a ship's
guns], the upper edge of the side of a ship or boat: also
spelled gunnel.

gup-py (gup'i), n. [pi. GUPPIES (-iz)], [after R. J. L.
Guppy, of Trinidad, who first provided specimens for
the British Museum], a tiny fresh-water fish found in
Barbados, Trinidad, and Venezuela: it is often kept
in aquariuma because of its brilliant coloring.

gur-gi-ta-tion (gur'ja-ta'shan), n. [< pp. of LL. gttrgi-
taye, to flood < L. gurges, whirlpool], a whirling or
surging, as of liquid.

gur-gle (gur'g'l), v.L [GURGLED (-gld), GURGLING], [prob.
< LTG. (cf. MLG., D. gorgelen, akin to G. gurgeln} or <
cognate OFr. gorgeler < L. gurgulio, gullet, whence also
D. gorgel, G. gurgel, gullet; IE. base *(tf)Aer-, to
swallow up], 1. to flow with a bubbling or rippling
sound, as water from a narrow-necked bottle. 2. to
make a bubbling or rippling sound: as, a baby gurgles.
v.t. to utter with a gurgling sound, n. 1. a gurgling.
2. a gurgling sound.
gurglet (gur'glit), n. [Port, gorgoleta), a goglet,
Gur-kha (gqor'kd), n. one of a warlike Rajput people*
of Hindu faith, living in the mountains of Nepal, Asia.

gur-nard (gur'nerd), n. [pi, GURNARDS C-nSraz), GUR-
NARD; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME.; OFr. gornart <
grogner, to grunt (< L. grunnire): from *

'grunting"
when caught; cf. GRUNT, n. 3], a spiny-finned sea fish

having a large head covered with plates of bone, and
large, winglike, pectoral fins, each of which has three
fingerlike feelers.

gur net (gui/nit), n. [pi. GURNETS (-nits), GURNET; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], a gurnard.
gush (gush), v.i. [ME. guschen: prqb. for *gu$$en <; ON.
gusa, to gush < base or giosa (as in G. giessen), to pour;
IE. *gheu$ (cf . GUST, GEYSER) < *gheu+ t to pour], 1. to
flow put suddenly and plentifully; pour out

j,spout, 2.
to have si sudden, plentiful flov of blood, tears, etc.

(often followed by with). 3. [Collpq.J, to, express one-
self with exaggerated enthusiasm or feeling: talk or
write effusively, v+t. td cause to flow otit stiaq,enty and
plentifully, n* 1. a gushing; suclden* p]
2. [Colloq.], a display of exaggerated
feeling; effusive taB$: or writing.
gush-er (gush'Sr), n. 1. a! person wlib gushes, 2.. a
drillied pu well from which oil spou^i wil^Qut Being
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gus-set (gus'it), n. (ME. guschet; OPr. gousset, dim. of

gousse, a husk, pod], 1. a piece of chain mail or a metal
plate protecting the opening of a joint in a suit of armor.
2. a triangular or specially shaped piece inserted in a
garment, glove, etc. to make it stronger or roomier. 3.

a triangular metal brace for reinforcing the comer or
angle of something, v.t. to furnish with a gusset.

gust (gust), n. [ON. gustr, gust, blast < gjvsa, to gush,
break out; IB. base as in gush], I, a sudden, strong
rush of air or wind. 2. a sudden burst of rain, smoke,
fire, sound, etc. 3. an outburst of laughter, rage, etc.

SYN. see wind.

gust (gust), n. [L. gustis; see GUSTO], [Archaic], taste;
relish; flavor; savor, v.t. [Scot.], to taste; relish.

gust-a-ble (gus'ts-bl), adj. [gust (to taste) -f -o&Je],

[Rare], 1. that can be tasted. 2. appetizing, 3. gus-
tatory, n. [Rare], something gustable.

gus-ta-tion (gus-ta'shsn), n. [L. gustatio < pp. of gus-
tare, to taste < gustus, a taste], 1. the act of tasting.
2. the sense of taste.

gus-tative (gus'ta-tiv). adj. gustatory.

gus-ta*tO'iry (gus'to-tdr'i, gus'to-to'ri), adj. of tasting
or the sense of taste.

Gus-tav V (goos'taf; Eng. gus'tav), see Gustavus V*
Gustav VI, 1882- : king of Sweden (1950- ).

GuS'ta-vus (gus-ta'vas, gus-ta'vas), iMod. L < G.
Gustav or Sw. Gustaf, Ht., prob. stall of the Goths],
a masculine name: diminutive, Gus; equivalents, Pr.

Gustave, G. Gustav, It. & Sp. Gustavo.
Gustavus I, (Gustavus Vasa), 1496-1560; king of
Sweden (1523-1560).

Gustavus II, (Gustavus Adolphus), 1594-1632 ; grandson
of Gustavus I; king of Sweden (1611-1632).
Gustavus III. 1746-1792; nephew of Frederick the

Great; king of Sweden (1771-1792).
GustaviMlV, (Gustavus Adolphus), 1778-1837; son of

Gustavus III; king of Sweden (1792-1809) ; abdicated.
Gustavm V, 1858-1950; king of Sweden (1907-1950):
called Gusto*.

gust i ly (gus'to-li), adv. in a gusty manner; in or with
gusts*
gust i-ness (gus'ti-nis), n. a gusty quality or state.

gus-to (gus'to), n. \$l. GUSTOS (-toz)], [It. & Sp. < L.

gustus, taste], 1. taste; liking. 2. keen enjoyment;
enthusiastic appreciation; zest; relish. 3, artistic style.

gust-y (gus'ti), adj. [GUSTIER (-ti-Sr), GUSTIEST (-ti-ist)],

characterized by gusts; windy or blustery.

gut (gut), n. [ME. gutte; AS. guttast pi. < base of geotan,
to pour; IE. base aa in gush], 1. pk the bowels; entrails :

now generally regarded as an indelicate usage. 2. aU
or part of the alimentary canal; intestine. 3. tough
cord made from animal intestines, used for vioEn

strings, surgical sutures* etc.; catgut, 4. the little bag
of silk removed from a silkworm before it has spun^its
cocoon: it is made into strong cord for use in fishing
tackle. 5. a narrow passage or gully, as of a stream or

path. 6. pl. [Slang], a) pluck; courage; perseverance.

S) impudence; presumptuousness; effrontery, c) force;

power; effectiveness, v.t. [GUTTBI> (4d), GUTTING], 1.

to remove the intestines from ; eviscerate. 2, to destroy
the interior of, as by fire.

Jgu ten A-bend (goo't'n a'bant), [G.], good evening.
Igu-te Nacht (

Gu ten-berg, J

t9n~berkh
/
) (bom ^ f . _ ,

German printer; reputedly the first European to print
with movable type. ,

Gutenberg Bible, a Latin Bible produced at Mainz
sometime before 1456, formerly attributed to Guten-

berg: it is! generally considered to be the first boojc

printed from movable type.
igu-ten Mor-gen (goo't'n morg'n), [G.], good morning.
igu-ten Tag feoWn takh'), fiS-J, good day.
Guth-rie (guitjh'ri>, [< Scot surname & place name
Guthrie], a masculine name.
Guthrun (goo/A'roon), n. Qudrun.
gutta (gut^), n. [< ^-pereha], 1. gutta-percha,
2. the main constituent of gutta-percha, a white, amor-

phous, gummy substance.
gut ta (gtit'a), n. W. GUTTAE (-e)], [ME., drop of gum:
I/.], 1. a drop: abbreviated fit. 2, any of a group of

small, droplike ornaments on a Doric entablature,

gut-ta-per-cha (gut'a-pG-r'cha), n [Malay g&tah, gum -f

pftca, tree from which it is obtained; form infiuenced

by L. gutta, a drop], a rubberKke substanc^ foipied by
the mflky W e of eer^ain teees; c^ 3\lala^siat) used in

electric insulation, dentistejr* golf balls^ etcv

gut tate (gut'at), adj.[L. gvitatus < gu^t a drop], 1. in

the fbrmjof drojps. 2- spotted, as wit& &5ops.

gut-ter '(gtut^r> a. [ME%o*0W Q^gutoere <l* gutta,

a drop], 1. a though or channel along or jpider the
*

*, to cariir o^rain^water.^^. a ;

f*>

or street, to
1

living characterized by dirt, poverty, and squalor. 4. a
channel or groove similar to a gutter, as toe grooves on
either side of a bowling alky. v.t. to furnish with
gutters; make gutters in. vJ. 1. to flow in a stream.
2. to melt rapidly so that the wax or tallow runs off in
channels: said ofa candle.
gut ter ing (gufSr-irj), n. 1. the act of making gutters.
2. material lor gutters. 3. a system or set or gutters.
4, the melting and ranriiog of wax osr tallow on a burning
candle.

gut-ter-snipe (gut'er-snipO, n. fang* (Brit, dial), the
common snipe: so called from picking food out of

gutters], [Coiloq.lt a pOQTt neglected ch3d who spends
most of his time in the streets; slum child; street ur-
chin: contemptuous term.

gut-tie (gut'T), yjf. A v.t. [GUTTLED (-Id), GUTTLING],
[prob. < gut -f guzzle], to eat greedily; gormandize.

gut-tur-al (gut'gr-1), adj. [L. g&ttw, throat; -f- -**J],

1. of the throat. 2. loosely, produced in the throat;
rasping; said of sounds. 3. characterized by such
sounds: as, a guttural language. 4. formed by placing
the back of the tongue close to or against the soft
palate, as the k in keen** velar, n. 1. a sound produced
in this way. 2. a symbol representing such a sound.
The term is now seldom used by phoneticians.
Guy (gi), [Pr. Gui, Guy, lit. f leader; see GUY (rope)), a
masculine name: equivalents, It. & Sp. Guido.
guy (gi) t n. [OFr. guie, a guide, crane < gnu*, to guide],
a rope, chain, or rod attached to something to steady
or guide it. v.t. to guide or steady with a guy.
&uy (gi), n. [after Guy Pawkes (1570-1606), Eng. con-
spirator executed for his part in the Gunpowder Hot,
an unsuccessful plan to blow up Parliament and King
James I on Nov. 5, 1605], 1. in England, an effigy of
Guy Fawkes displayed and burned on the anniversary
of the Gunpowder Plot. 2. a person whose appearance
or dress is odd. 3. [Slang], a boy or man; fellow; chap*
v.t. [CoHoq.J, to make fun of; ridicule; josh; team
Guy-enne (gas'yen')* n. a former province of south-
western Prance: previously the district of Aquitaine:
also spelled Guienne.

guz-zle (guz'l), vd. A v.t. [GUZZLED (-Id), GUZZLING],
[? < OFr. gosittier < gosier, throat < Gaul, geusiae,
throat], to drink (or, rarely, eat) greedily or immod-
erately.

g.v., gravimetric volume.
Gwa-li-or (gwS1i-drO n. the chief city in Madhyab*
harat, India: pop., 22,000.
Gwen do len, Gwen do line, Gwen do lyn (gwen'da-
Kn), [< Celt.; see GUINEVERE], a feminine name:
diminutive, Gwen.
Gwinnett, Button (but

/rn gwi-net/), 173S?-1777;
American patriot; signer of the Declaration of Indie*

pendence,
Gwyn, Nell (gwin), (born Eleanor Gwyn), 1650-1687;
English actress; mistress of Charles II.

gybe (jib), v.i. & v.t. [GYBED (jlbd), GYBING]* n* in
nautical usage, jibe.
gym (jim), n. [Collpq.], 1. a gymnasium. 2. a course in

gymnastics, athletics, etc., in school or college.

gym-kha-na (jim-ka'no), ft. [Anglo-Ind.; prob. comb,
of gymnasium + Hind, & Urdu. gZd-khdna, racket court],
1. a place where athletic contests or games are held.
2. a sports meet.
gymn-, gymno-.
gym-na-si-a (jim-nlf^o). alternative plural of gym*
nasium.

gym-na-sl-arch (jim-na'zi-ark'), n [L. gymnasiarchus;
Gr. gywnasiarchos <gynrnasion^ gyninaslum -f archein,
to rule}, in ancient Greece, an official who supervised
athletic games, contests, and schools, and paid the
athletes' trainers.

gym-nasi ast (jun-na'zi-ast), n* 1. a student in a
European Gymnasium. 2. a gymnast.
gym-na-sl-um (jim-na'zi-sm) , n. [pi.GYMNASIUMS (-smz) ,

GYMNASIA (-)], {Lwj Gr. gymnoston* place for e
'-" -

< gymnazem, to train naked < gyamost naked, fi_

1. a room or building equipped fox physical
and athletic games and sports. 2. rG-j, (G. gum-na/zi-
oom'), in Germany and some other European countries,
a secondary school for students preparing to enter a
university: name adopted by 15th-century humanists.

gym-nast (jim'nast), n. [Gr. gymnasts, trainer of ath-
letes], an expert in gymnastics.
gymnaa tic (jim-nas'tik), adj. [L* gymnasticus; Gr.
gymnastikos < gymnazein; ztt GYMNASIUM], of physical
or aJihletic exercises or activijties* ^

gym-nas-ti-cal (jim-nas;ti-k 1) , ad!j. gymnastic.
gym-nas-tics (jim-nas'tiks), n.pl. [< gymnastic], 1. ex-
ercises to develop and train the muscles; especially,
exercises that can be done in a gymnasium; calisthenics,
tumbling, apparatus work, etc. 2. [construed as sing.],
the art or sport of such exercises. ,

gymno- (j&i'no,: tjfa&nsb,ii< G^. gymnos, naked}, a

fat,

coeur;

, ; tea, 8ye
leistire^

1

;
1

ting;,

mon;
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combining form meaning naked* stripped, bare, as in

fymmosptrm: also, before a vowel, &>mn-.
gym-nos-o phist (jim-nosVfist), n. [< L. gymnosophts-
tw* pL; Gr. gymwmphistai < gymnos, naked -f sp-

pMs&s, philosopher], 1 a member of an ancient Hindu
sct of ascetics who wore little or no clothing. 2. a per-

son who practices nudism; nudist.

gym-no sperm (jini'na-spiinn'). n. [Mod. L. gymno-

sperwus; see GYMNOSPEKMOUS], any of a large class of

plants producing seeds not enclosed in a seed case or

ovary, as certain evergreens.
gym-no sper-mous (jim'ns-spur'mss), adj. [Mod. L.

gymnospermm: Gr. gymnospermos < gymnos, naked +
sperma,& seed], of the gymnosperms; having seeds not

enclosed in a seed case or ovary.

gyn- (jfn jin; sometimes gin)., gyno-.
gynaeceum (ji'ni-se'om, jinVse'am), n. [pi. GYNAE-

CEA (r}] [L.; Gx. gynaikeion < gynaikeios, of women,
feminine < gyne, woman], 1. in ancient Greek and

Roman houses, the rooms set apart for women. 2. a

gynoecium. . ...,.,
gyit-aC'CO- (ji'ni'ko, jin'i-ko; sometimes gi'm-ko),

gyneco. .

naturally in sedimentary rocks and used for making

* -* --
, . ,, v

gy-nan-drous (ji-nan'dras, ji-nan'dras, gi-nan'dras) ,

adj. [Gr. gynanvros, of doubtful sex < #wtf , a woman 4-

aner, andros, a man], 1. in botany, having the stamen,

or male organ, and pistil, or female organ, united in

one column. 2, characterized by gynandry.

gy-nan-dry (jl-nan'dri, ji-nan'dri, gl-nan'dri) , n. [gyn- 4-

($T. aner, andros, a man], hermaphroditism.
gyn-arch-y (ji'i&r-ki, lin'ar-ki), n.

\fl.
GYNARCHIES

(-kiz)J [gyn- + -archyl, government by a woman or

gy-ne-ci'um (ji-n5'si-om, ji-ne'si-sm), n. [pL GYNECIA

v*)J & gynoecium.
gyn*e*co~ GTni-k5, jin'i-ko; sometimes gi'ni~ko), [Gr.

gynmko- < gym, a woman], a combining form meaning
woman. female, as in gynecocracv, gynecology: words be-

ginning with gyneco- may also be spelled gyoaeco-.

gyn*e-coc-cy (jl'ni-kok're-si, jin'i-kok'ro-si), n. [/>Z.

GYOTC0CRACIES (-sk)], [Gr. gynaikokratia < gyne,

#yw&$iw$t a woman + kr&tein, to rule], government by
a woman or women.

gyn*e*o>4og-ic (ji'ni-ka-loi'ik, jin'i-ka-loj'ik, gi'ni-ka-

loj'ik), adj. of gynecology. .

gyn-e-col-o-gist (ji'ni-kol'a-iist, jin'i-kol's-jist, g/ni-

kol'a-jist), n. a specialist in gynecology.

especially of the genitourinary and rectal tracts.

gyn-e-co-mor-phous (ji-ne'ks-mdr'fss, jin'i-kd-

;&s), adj. [gyneco- -f -morphous], having the form or

stnictural cnaracteristics or a woman or female.

gyn-e-o- GI'ni-o, jin'i-o), [Gr. gynaios < gyne, a woman],
a combining form meaning woman: words beginning
with gyneo- may also be spelled gyao-.
gy.ne-pho bi-a (jl'ni-fo'bi-s, jin'kfo'bi-Q), n. [gyne- +
-phcma], an abnormal fear o| women.
gyn4aMics Qi'ni-at'riks, jin'i-at'riks), n.pL [construed

assffig.j, [gyn** + -iafrics], the branch of medicine deal-

ing with the treatment of women's diseases.

gyn-o- (ji'no, Jin'), [< Gr. gyne, woman], a combining
ronn meaning: 1. woman, female. 2. female reproduc-
timman* owrry, pistil, as in gynoecium, gynophore. Also,

before a vowel, gyn-, as in gynarchy.

gy-noe-cl-um (ji^ne'si-sm, ji-ne'si-om) , n. [pi. GYNOBCIA

if-)}, {Mod. L, < gyfo- + Gr. oikos, house], the female

organ or organs' of a flower; pistil or pistils: also spelled

gynaeceuxn, gynecium.
gyn o-phore (p'n^-f^r', jin^-for'). n. [gyno- -|- -phore],

: bearing the i

-gyn-ous O'in-^s), [Mod. L. -gynus; Gr. -gynos < gyne,
a woman], a combining form meaning: L woman, fa
male, as in polygynow. 2 havingfemale organs or pistds,
as in monogynous, androgynous.
*Syn*y (jin-i), a ccoinbinw form used to form nouns
corresponding to adjectives ending in -gynous.

&?P (Jip). n. [prob, < gypsy], [Slang], 1, a swindle;
cheat. 2. a swindler. v.f. A v.i. [GYPPED Qipt), GYP-

PING], [Slang], to swindle j cheat. Also spelled gip.

Syp 0*ip) n. fl? < gypsy], {$r&] a servant at a

college. ;

gyp-se-ous (jip'si-as), adj. [LL. gypseus < L. gypswn],
I, like gypsum. 2. containing or eomsisting of gypsum.

gyp-slf-er-ous (jip-sif'gr-as), adj.[< gypsum -h -ferous],

containing or producing gypsum. ';

gyp-soph-i-la (jip-sof^-la), n. [Mod/L.; see GYPSUM
& -PHIL], any of a group of plants bearing clusters of
small white or pink flowers with a delicaite fragrance,
as babies'-breath.

gyp-sum (jip'sDm), n. [L.; Gr. gypsos, chalk; gypsunt],
a hydrated sulfate of calcium, CaSOc2HsO, occiirrlhg

to have come from E^ypt], 1. [often G-l a member of

a wandering Caucasian people with dark skin and
black hair, found throughout the world and beHeved
tohave originated in India : they are known as musicians,
fortune-tellers, etc. 2.

[G-],
their Indo-European,

Indie language, probably based on a dialect of north-
western India; bomany. 3. a person whose appearance
or habits are like those of a gypsy, adj. of or like a
gypsy or gypsies, v-i. [GYPSIED (-sid), GYPSYING], to
wander or live like a gypsy. Also spelled gipsy.

gypsy moth, a European moth, brownish or white, now
common in the eastern United States: its larvae feed

on leaves, doing much damage to trees and plants.

gy-ral (ji'rsl), adj. [< gyre + -al], 1. moving in a cir-

gy-i

gyros, "*a circle]*/to move in a circular or spiral path;
rotate about a center or axis; revolve; whirl, adj.

(ji'rat), spiral; coiled; circular; convolute. SYN. see

turn.

gy-ra-tion (ji-ra'shsn),
n. 1. a gyrating; circular or

spiral motion. 2. a whorl.

gyra'tor (ji-ra'te'r), n. a person or thing that gyrates.

gy-ra-to-ry (ji'rs-tdr'i, ii're-to'ri), adj. moving in a cir-

cular or spiral path; whirling; spiralling; gyrating.

gyre (jir), n. [L. gyrus; Gr. gyros, a circle], 1. a circular

or spiral motion; whirl; revolution. 2, a circular or

spiral form; vortex, vd. & v.t. [GYRED (jird), GYRING],
[Rare], to whirl.

gy-rene (ji-ren
A

, ji'ren), n. [prob. < GI (galvanized *ron)

^larine], [Slang], a member of the United States Marine.USL
Corps: originally derogatory.

gyr-fal-con (jfir'fdl'k'n, jfir'fd'k'n), n. [ME. & OFr.

gerfaucon; Frank. *gerfalko (akin to ON. geirfalki) <
Gmc. ger, spear + falco, falcon], a large, fierce, strong
falcon of the arctic regions: also spelled gerfalcon.

gy-ro (jl'ro), n. [Colloq.], 1. an autogiro. 2. a gyro-
scope. 3. a gyrocompass.

gy-ro- (ji'ro, jl'ra), [< Gr. gyros, a circle], a combining
form meaning: 1. gyrating, as in gyroscope. 2. spiral,
as in gyroidal. 3. gyroscope, as in gyrocompass,

gy-ro-com-pass (ji'ro-kum'pas) , n. a compass consisting
of a motor-operated gyroscope whose rotating axis,

kept in a horizontal plane, takes a position parallel to

the axis of the earth s rotation and thus points to the

geographic north pole instead of the magnetic pole.

gy-rO'pf-lot (ji'ro-pi'fot), n. [gyro- + pilot], an instru-

ment that automatically keeps an airplane filing evenly
at the same height on a set course: it consists

^
of two

vacuum-driven gyroscopes: also called automatic pilot.

gy-ro-plane (ji'ra-planO ,
n. [gyrp- -f -plane], an aircraft

resembling the autogiro: the pitch of the blades of its

horizontal propeller can be changed by rotating the
blades around their axes.

gy-rO'8cope (ji'ra-skop') , n. [gyro- -f -scope], a wheel
mounted in a ring so that its axis
is free to turn in any direction:
when the wheel is spun rapidly,
it will keep its original plane of
rotation no matter which way
the ring is turned: gyroscopes
are tised in gyrocompasses and
to keep moving ships, airplanes,
etc. level.

g^rO'BCOp-Ic Gi^*skop'ik), adj*
of a gyroscope or its character-
istic action. GYROSCOPE

K'W, jVro-skop'ik-K), adv. by means of a gyroscope.
gy-rose (jtoos), adj. [< gyre + -ose], marked with
wavy lines or convolutions.

'

gy-ro stabilizer (ji'ro-sta/ba-liss'Sr), n. a device
consisting of a gyroscope spinning- in a vertical plane,
used to stabilize the side to side rocking of a ship or

airplane.

gy-ro-stat G**'ro-stat'), n. [gyro-
consisting of fa rotating wheel

[gyro- -f- -stat] t a gyroscope
._ rheel set in a case/used for

demonstrating the dynamics of rotating bodiesl

gy-ro-stat'ic Cji'ra-stat'ik), adj. 1. of a gyrostat. 2. of

gyrostsatics.

gv ro stat ica (ji
A
r9-stat'ks), n*pl [construed as sing.],

[gyro- -f goBto],' %e 'brancli ol physics, dealing with

rotating
bodies 1 and their tendency to maintain their

C4$Y) t [L.; see GYRE, n.], to

.,
-
T
... - 1 ridge or foid between fissures^ <$

sulcf, especially of the 1 bortex* of the brain.

gyve (jSv), n. & v.t. [GYVE|) CgV'd), GYVK^G!!, [MB; ,

Anglo-Fr. gttfaes, ^1*1 ? < j

ln|pE. '0flfef
jr " "' "

'WifeVJ, i[Ardhaicl letter; ShacMe.' ;

,
\ <
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H
H,, h (ach), n. [pi. H's, h's, Hs, hs (ach'iz)], 1. the
eighth letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek
eta, a borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet,
table. 2. the sound of H or h, phonetically a rough
breathing (aspirate): in English, a glottal fricative in
which the glottis gradually narrows toward the position
for voicing the following vowel while the tongue and
lips assume the position for articulating it; in many
words originally from French, as honor, honest* initial
h is silent. 3. a type or impression for H or h. 4. a
symbol for the eighth in a sequence or group, adj.
1. of H or h. 2. eighth in a sequence or group.H (ach), n. 1. an object shaped like H. 2. a Roman
numeral for 200: with a superior bar (H), 200,000.
3. in chemistry, the symbol for hydrogen. 4. in music,
the German name for the note B natural. 5. in physics,
the symbol for: a) henry. 6) the horizontal component
of terrestrial magnetism, adj. shaped like H.

H., h. 1. harbor. 2. hard. 3. hardness. 4. heavy
sea. 5. height. 6. hence. 7. high. 8. hour; hours.
9. hundred. 10. husband. 11. in music, horns.
ha (ha), infer/, [echoic], an exclamation variously ex-
pressing wonder, surprise, anger, triumph, etc.: re-

peated (ha-ha or haw-haw!) it indicates laughter, de-
rision, etc. n. the sound of this exclamation or of a
laugh. Also spelled hah.

ha., hectare; hectares.
h.a., 1. high-angle (gun). 2. hoc anno, [L.], in this year.
haaf (haf), n. [ON. haf, high sea, ocean; akin to Dan.
hav], deep-sea fishing waters off the Shetland and
Orkney Islands.
Haa-kon VII (h6'koon), 1872-1957; king of Norway
(1905-1957).

y

Haar-lem (harlam), n. the capital of North Holland,
Netherlands: pop., 158,000 (1947).
Ha-bak-kuk (ha-bak'sk.hab's-kuk'), n. [Heb. Jtabhaq-
qua; prob. < habag, to embrace], in the Bible, 1. a
Hebrew prophet of about the 7th century B.C. 2. a
book of the Old Testament containing his prophecies:
abbreviated Hab. Also, in the Douay Bible, Habacuc.
Ha-ba-na (a-ba/Ba), n. Havana: the Spanish name,
ha-ba ne-ra (ha'bs-na'ra; Sp. alDa-ne'ra), n. |%>., lit,
of Habana (Havana)], 1. a slow Cuban dance similar
to the tango. 2. the music for this.

Jha-be-as corpus (ha'bi-as kSr'pQs), [I/., (that) you
have the body], ia law, a writ or order requiring that
a prisoner be brought before a court at a stated time
and place to decide the legality of his detention or
impnsonment: the right of habeas corpus safeguards
one against illegal detention or imprisonment.
hab-er-dash-er (hab'er-dash'gr) , n. [ME. haberdasher1

*;
prob. < Anglo-Fr. hapertas, kind of clothj, 1* a person
whose work or business is selling men's itsmlshings,
such as hats, shirts, neckties, handkerchiefs, gloves,
etc. 2. [Chiefly British], a dealer ! in various small
articles, such as ribbons, lace, fcead, needles, etc.,
or, formerly^ caps and hats.

hab-er-dash-er-y (hab'Sr-dask'er-i),
< n; [pi. HABERDASH-

ERIES (-)], 1. things sold* by a haberdasher^ 2. a
haberdasher's shop.
haber-geon (hab'er-jain), n. ppftr. fyaubergeon, dim. of
haubtre; see KAUteRKl, 1. a sliort, high-necked jacket
of mail, usually sleeveless: also haubergeon. 2. a
hauberk.: >
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hab'ile (hab'2), adj. [MB.; Oir.; L, toftlfe; see ABLE],
able; Skillful; handv: clevew. '

habil iment (hs-bal^-iTOttt)^ R; [Fr, hafrillement <
haMlier, ta clothe, make fit < habile; see HABILE],
1. a piece of clothing; gafepaeot. 2. usmlly, in pi.
clotfeing; dress;, attirei v
ha bil-i-tate Ch^bil^W| v i*.fe ffflABiLfTAT^D, (-i<i) f. HA-
BILITATING], [< ML. t A*0f, p^i ol Ju$Mmi 16
make suitable < L, habilis (see HAPILE) &'iMfjeti,Gf-im-

,$. ftoj tibfita; j

hab-lt (hab'it), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. katritus, ccmditiott,
appearance, dress; pp. of habere, to have, hold], 1.
costume ; dress, 2. a particular costume showing rank,
status, etc.; specifically, a) a distinctive religions Cos-
tume: as, a monk's habit, b) a costume worn tor certain
occasions: as, a woman's riding habit. 3. habitual
or characteristic condition of mind or body; disposition:
as, a man of healthy habit. 4. a thing dooe often and
hence, usually, done easily; practice; custom; act
that is acquired and has become automatic; hence,
5. a tendency to perform a certain action or behave
in a certain way; usual way of doing: as, he does it
out of habit. 6. an addiction: as, the alcohol kabit.
7. in biology, the tendency of a plant or animal to grow
in a certain way; characteristic growth: as, a twming
habit, v.t. 1. to put a habit on; dress; clothe. 2. EAr-
chaic], to inhabit.
5KV. habit refers to an act repeated so often by an indi-
vidual that it has become automatic with him (Ms babtt of
tugging at the ear in perplexity); practice also implies the
regular repetition of an act but does not stiggest that it is
automatic (the practice of reading in bed) : custom applies to
any act or procedure carried on by tradition and often en-
forced by social disapproval of any violation (the custom of
dressing for dinner); usage refers to custom or practice thaj;
has become sanctioned through being long established (usagt
is the only authority in language) ; wont is a Hterary or some-
what archaic equivalent for practice (it was his wont to rise
early).

hab-it-a-blc (hab'i-to-bl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. fwbit-
aMlts < Mbtiare; see HABIT & -ABLE], that can be
inhabited'; fit to be lived in.

hab-I-tan-cy (hab'i-ton-si), n. L inhabitancy; dwelling;
residing. 2. inhabitants collectively; popumiaon.

hab-it-ant (hab'i-tant; also, for 2 & alternative $p*,
Pr. a'be'taw'), n. [Ft.; L. habitans, ppr. of hatifrart; see
HABIT], 1, an inhabitant; resident. 2. a fanner in
Louisiana or Canada of French descent: also habitan.

habi-tat (hab'a-tat
7
) ,

n. [L., it inhabits! 1. the
region where a plant or animal natoally
lives; native environment. 2.
or thing is ordinarily found.

hab-i-ta-tion (habVta'shm), fe [Jfl$.
habitacion; L. hab^atifo; cf. HABix(r 1
occupancy. 2. a pl^ce ia whl^L tor Mv/ej
residence; home*
hab it e4 (ha|/it-id) ? dtfj. {pB of kaQifl, 1. dressed:
clothed; attired. 2. [Rare], mhabited.
ha bit u al Qia-biicli'oo^l)^ ffdfj. [I^I/. hobituolis, of habit
or <Jress < ,L. hob$us; see HABIT], 1. formed or ac-

^quiced by contijiual tise; done qr caused by habit;
customary. 2. being or doing a certain thing by
habit; steady i ^ivetemte: as, a habitual, smoker. 3.

usual; frequent;, much seen* done, or used. SYN. see
usual.

habitu-aHy (^^Hchf/K^Ur hs-bich'oo-li) , adv. by
ha,bit; regiilailys ci^omarilv.

-bicb^o^t'), v.t. [HABITUATED (4d),
LL. hMtuatus, pp. of habituare^ to

o a condition or habit of tfie body, <,t.
see HApirJy , lj to niake used (to): aceustiajn;

fap.iliare: often used reftexively. 2. [Colloq.], to
atteii4, pr visit, often,; frequent.
IkaWt-a-tiii s-bich^-'sh ,

a habituating or being habituated,
hab-i-tude ^ab^-toojr, hab'i-tM/

> r .. , * a
twfot, Condition, habit; see HABiTJy,, 1. habitual or

'

diaracteristic condition of mind ^ body; disposition.
2, usual way of doing someithj^iK 3^ Custom.

]Mrbitu*6 (ho-bich'od-a', 1^-Dici^io^a?), n. [Fr.; pp of
habituer, to accustom], a perspgf/wko frequents a
certain club, restaurant, etc. . ,

;

Habs-burg Qiaps^bgrg; G. lia^s'bpprkh), n. Hapsborgr*
ha^dmce (n9-shopr': H atyp, W;;wv iash'oor), n. [Fr. <:

Mcfaer, i^o chop < nocke* axJ^anV of a series of ^hort,
tllfiv parallel Enes -ased, epfeecially %i map-makaliagy f to
represent a sloping or t ielev^ifeed adrface.



kacienda 650 tagberry
CHXJRED (-shoordO. HACHURING], to show by, or shade
with, hachures,
ha cien da (hS'si-en'da; Sp. a-syen'dS), n. [Sp. < OSp.
facienda, employment, estate; L. facienda, things to
oe done < facere, to do], in Spanish America, 1. a
large estate, ranch, plantation, or house in the country.
2. a farm, factory, mine, etc. in the country.
hack (hak), v.t. [ME. hacken; AS. haccian; akin to G,
hacken & hacke, a hoe], 1. to chop or cut crudely,

roughly, or irregularly, as with a hatchet; whack at:
as, he hacked the crate to pieces. 2. to break up (land)
with a hoe, mattock, etc. 3. in Rugby football, to kick

{an opponent) on the shins. v.L 1. to make rough or

irregular cuts. 2. to give harsh, dry coughs, n. 1. a
tool for cutting or hacking; ax, noe, mattock, etc.

2. a slash, gash, or notch made by a sharp implement.
3. a harsh, dry cough. 4. in Rugby football, a cut or
bruise made by a kick on the shins.
hack (hak), n, [< hackney], 1. a horse for hire. 2. a
horse for all sorts of work. 3. a saddle-horse. 4. an
old, worn-out horse. 5. a person hired to do routine,
often dull, writing; literary drudge. 6. a carriage or
coach for hire. 7. a taxicab. 8. a hackman. v.t.

1. to employ as a hack. 2. to hire out (a horse, etc.).
3. to wear out or make stale by constant use. v.i. 1. to
ride a horse, especially a hired horse, for pleasure or
exercise. 2. [Colloq.], to drive a taxicab. adj. 1. em-
ployed as a hack: as, a hack writer. 2. done by a hack:
as, hack work. 3. stale; trite; hackneyed.
hack (hak), n. [orig., board on which a falcon's meat
was put; var. of hatch], 1. a grating or rack for dr

*

cheese or fish, holding food for cattle, etc. 2. a
or row of ttnburnt bricks set out to dry. v.t. to pis
on a hack for drying.
hack-amore (hak's-m&r', hak's-mor'), n. [? altered
< Sp. iaqmma, halter], in the Western United States,
a rope or rawhide halter, used in breaking horses.

hack-ber-ry (hak'ber'i.hak'ber-i), n. [pi. HACKBERRIES
(-iz)J, [< Scand.; cf. Dan. h&ggebaer, rforw. haggebar,
ON. heggr; akin to Eng. hedge], 1. an American tree
of the elm family, with a small fruit resembling a
clierrv, 2. its fruit. 3 f its wood. Also jhaftberry*
hack-out (hak'but), n. [Fr. haquebut, haquebute < obs.
D. haktbus; hake, nook, nook -f bus, a gun, gun barrel,
lit., box], an obsolete type of portable firearm with a
bent or hooked butt; kind of harquebus: also hagbut.
Hack en sack (hak''n-sakOp n. 1. a river in NewYork
and New Jersey, flowing into Newark Bay: length,
50 mi. 2. a city in northeastern New Jersey, on this
river: pop., 29,000.
hack hammer, a tool like an adz with a hammerhead,

hack-ing (hak'm), adj. [ppr. of hack (to cut)], harsh
and dry: said of a cough.

hack-le (hak''l), n. [orig., hatchel: (late) ME, hakell,
var. of hechele (see HATCHEL) : so called from resemblance
to a hatchel], 1. a) any of the long, slender feathers
at the neck of a rooster, peacock, pigeon, etc. b) such
feathers, collectively. 2. m fishing, q) a tuft of feathers
froni a rooster's neck, used as the legs of an arti^cial
fly, b) a hackle fiy. 3. pi. the hairs on a dog's neck
and back that bristle, as when it is in danger, v.t.

[HACKLED (-Id), HACKLING], to put feathers from a
rooster's neck on (a fishing fly).
hack le (hak^l), n. A v.t. [HACKLED (-'Id), HACKLING!.
hatcheL

hack-le (hakH), v.t. A v.i. [HACKLED (-'Id), HACKLING],
[freq. of hack (to cut)], to hack; cut roughly; mangle.

hackle fly, an artificial fishing fly with a hackle instead
of wings.
hack-man (hak'msn), n. [pi HACKMEN (-man)], the
driver of a hack or carriage for hire.
hackmatack (hak'ma-tak'), n, [Am. Ind. (Algon-
ciuian)], 1. the American larch; tamarack. 2. the
jumper. 3. the wood of either of these trees. 4. a
natural bend in a tamarack used In boatbuilding for
the stem or framing of a boat: also hackmatack joint,
hackney (hak'ni), n. \$L HACKNEYS (-niz)], ME.
hakene, hakenei < Hackney, England], 1. a horse for
ordinary driving or ricpng. 2. a carriage for hire. 3. a
person hired for dull, monotpnotts work; drudge, adj.
1. hired out. 2. stale; triie; commonplace, v.t. 1. to
hire out. 2, to make trite by overuse.
hackneyed (hak'nid), adj. [pp. of hackney], made
trite and commonplace by overuse: as, "raven hair"
is a hackneyed phrase. - SYN. see trite.
hack-saw (hak'sd'), n. a hack saw.
hack saw, a saw for cutting metal, consisting of a
narrow, fine-toothed blade
held in a frame,
had (had; unstressed had, sd),
[ME. hadde, had; AS. hyfde],
past tense and past participle
of have: also used to indi-
cate preference or necessity,
with adverbs, adjectives, and
phrases of comparison, such
as rather, better, as well (e.g.,
I had better leave). HACK SAW

bad-dock (had'ak), n. [pi. HADDOCK, HADDOCKS -

see PLURAL, II, D, 2], [ME. hadok, haddok; prob. <
OFn hadot, kind of salt fish], a small, edible fish,
related to the cod, found off the coasts of Europe
and North America.
hade (had), n. [prob. < dial, hade, to slope, incline; ?
var. of head, based on an older pronun.j, in geology,
the angle between the surface of a fault and the
verticaf plane. 174. [HADED (-id), HADING], in geology,
to incline from the vertical plane.
Ha-des (ha'dez), n. [Gr. Haides], 1. in Greek mythology,
a) the home of the dead, beneath the earth. 6) the
ruler of the underworld: also called Pluto, Dis. 2. in
the Bible, the state or resting place of the dead: used
especially in the Revised Version of the New Testament.
3. [often h-], [Colloq.J, hell: a euphemism.
Hadhramaut, Ha dra maut (ha'dra-mdf), n. a
district of southern Arabia, on the Arabian Sea: a
part of

a
the Aden Protectorate under Great Britain.

had] (haj), n. [Ar. hajj < hajja, to set out, go on a pil-

grimage], 1, the journey to Mecca that every Mosfem
is expected to take at least once. 2.
grmiage],
is expect^ ._ ,

had] 1 (haj'e), n. [Ar. Itaffi, form of
HADT], 1. a Moslem who has made ms required 'trip
to Mecca: a title of honor. 2. a Christian of the
Near East who has visited the shrine of the Holy
Sepulcher in Jerusalem.
Had ley, Henry Kim-ball (kim/bal hadli), 1871-1937*
American composer and conductor.
had-n't (had'

f

nt), had not.
Ha-dii an (ha'dri-sn), n. (Publius Aelius Hadrianus)
Roman emperor (117-138 A.D.); lived 76-138 A.D.:
also Adrian.
Hadrian's Wall, a masonry wall from Solway Firth
to the Tyne, built (120-123 A.D.) by Hadrian to
protect Roman Britain from northern tribes.
hadst (hadst), archaic second person singular, past
indicative, of have: used with thou.
hae (ha, ha), v.t. [Scot.], to have.
Haeck-el, Ernst jHein-rich (ernst Mn'riH hek'al),
1834-1919; German biologist and writer.
haem- (hem, hem), hem*.
hae-ma- (he'ma, hem's), hema-.
haemal (he'mal), adj. hemal.
hae-mat- (hem'at, he'mat), hemat-.
haem-a-tite (hem'a-tit', he'ms-tlt'), n. hematite.
hae-ma-to- (hem'o-to, he'mo-to), nemato-.
haem-a-tox-y Ion (he'ma-tok'sa-lon', hem'o-tok'sa-
lon'), n. [Mod. L. haematoxylon; haemato- -f- Gr.

xylon, wood], 1. any of a group of tropical trees of
the Western Hemisphere, from which logwood is ob-
tained. 2. logwood.

-hae'ini'Si (he'mi-9), -hernia.
hae-mo- (he'mo, hem's), hemo-.
hae-mo-jUo-bin (he'm9-glo

/
bin, hem'o-glo'bin), n.

hemoglobin.
hae mo phili a (he'msKfil'i-o, hem'o-fil'ya), n. hemo-
philia.
lhae re-des (ha-re'dez), n. plural of haeres.
lhae res (he'rez), n. a acres,
Ha-fiz (ha-fiz'), n. (Shams-ud-Din Mohammed), Per-
sian lyric poet; lived in the 14th century.~

i (h'fii). n. [Ar.
' - '

_ who remembers],
the Koran: a title of

haf-ni-um (haf'ni-ani), n. [Mod. L. < L. Hiafnia,
ancient name of Copenhagen], a metallic chemical
element found with zirconium and somewhat resem-
bling it: symbol, Hf

;
at. wt., 178.6; at. no., 7&

haft (haft, haft), n. [ME.; AS. hgft. a handle < base
of habban, to hold + n. euffi* ~t; see HAVE], a handle
or hilt of a knife, sword, etc. v.t. to fit with a handle
or hilt; fix in a haft.

hag (hag), n. [ME. hagge, hegge, a witch, hag; shortened
< AS. hxgtes, hxgtesse, a witch, hag < haga, a hedge,
thicket; akin to G. hexe (QHG. hagazissa)! for sense,
cf. ON. Wnritha, lit., hedge rider, hence witch, Eng.
hagridden], 1. originally, a fexnale demon or evil

spirit. 2. a witch; enchantress. 3. an ugly, repulsive
old woman, especially an evil and malevolent one.
4. a hagfish.
hag (hag), v.t. [Scot. < Anglo-N. form of ON. hdggva,
to cut, hack, akin to AS. heawan (see HEW)], [Scot &
British dial.], to cut; hack. n. [< Anglo-N. form
of ON. Mgg, a cutting, chopping < base of the U.].
1. a) a cutting of wood; felling, b) a part of a wood
marked for feffing. 0) felled trees. 2.|a) the edge of a
cutting in a peat bog. b) a marsh or marshy spot, c) a
place (in a bog or marsh) that is either more or less
firm than the surrounding area.

Hag., Haggai.
Ha gar (ha'ggr), [Heb. k&ghar* < base prot>. akin to
Ar. hajara, to forsake; cf, HEIRAJ, a feminine name.
n. in the Bible, a concubine of Abraham and slave of
Abraham's wife Sabafe ^Img^r fled imlo tfeje desert
with her son Ishmael to escape Sarah's jealous anger:
Gen.

,J, f*. L**

a Moslem who has
respect.



hagborn 651 hairbreadth

hag-born (hag
f
b6ni') adj. having a hag, or witch,

for a mother.
hag-but (hag'but), n. a hackbut.
Ha gen (ha'gsn), n. [G.j, 1. in the Nibelungenlifd,
Gtinther s uncle, who murders Siegfried at the bidding
of Brunhild. 2. in Wagner's GoUerddmmerung, the
half-brother of Gunther and Gutrune.

Ha-gers-town (ha'gSrz-toun'), n. a city in northern
Maryland: pop., 36,000.

hag-fish (hag'nshO, n. \pl. HAGFISH, HAGFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], [< hag (a witch)], any of a number of small,
eeHike salt-water fishes (cyclostomes) with a round,
sucking mouth and horny teeth, with which they bore
into other fish and devour them.

Hag-ga-da, Hag-ga-dah (hs-ga'ds; Heb. ha-gS'do"), n.

\pl. MAGGADOTH (-doth)], [Heb. haggadah < higgid, to
tell, relate], 1. [often h-J, in the Talmud, an anecdote
or parable that explains or illustrates some point of

law; hence, 2. the part of the Talmud devoted to such
narratives, 3. the narrative of the Exodus read at the
Seder during Passover. 4. a book containing this

narrative and the Seder rituaL See also Halakah.
ha-gad'ik, hs-gad'ik) , adj. of the Haggada.
(ho-gad/i-kl, ha-gad/i-k'l), adj. haggadic.

haggadic writer or scholar.
. [Heb. Jiaggai* lit., festal],

, . prophet who lived c. 500
B.C. 2. a book of the Old Testament attributed to
him: abbreviated Hag*
hag-gard (hag'erd), adj. FMPr. hagard, untamed, un-
tamed hawkj^ prob. < MHG. hag, a hedge; see HAG
(witch)], 1, in falconry, designating a hawk captured
after reaching maturity: hence, 2. untamed; unruly;
wild. 3, a) wild-eyed, o) having a wild, wasted, worn
look, as from sleeplessness, grief, illness, hunger, etc.;
gaunt: drawn, n. in falconry, a haggard hawk.

liag-g
hag-gad-i-
hag-ga-dist (ha-gad'ist), n. a
Hag-ga-i (hag'i-i', hagl), n.
in the Bible , 1. a Hebrew

Hag-gard, Sir Henry iRi-der" (riMgr^ag'erd), 1856-

1925; English novelist.

hag-gis (hag'is), n. [ME. hagas, kind of pudding; prob.
associated with ME. haggen, to cut, chop (see HAG, a
cutting)], a Scottish dish made of the lungs, heart,
etc. of a sheep or calf, mixed with suet, seasoning, and
oatmeal and boiled in the animal's stomach.

hag-gish (hag'ish), adj. of, like, or characteristic of a
hag.

hag*gle (hag'l), v.t. [HAGGLED (-Id), HAGGLING], [freq.
01 Scot, hag (to chop, cut)], to chop or cut ^crudely;
hack ; mangle, vJt. to argue about terms, price, etc. ;

higgle; chaffer; wrangle, n. a haggling,
hag-i-arch-y (hag'i-ar'ki, ha'ji-arki), n. \pl. HAGI-
ARCHIES (-kiz)], [hagi- -f -archy], 1. government by
saints or priests. 2. the hierarchy of saints.

hag-i-o- (hag'i-o, ha'ji-6), [< Gr. hagios, holy], a prefix
meaning saintly, sacred, holy, as in hagiocracy: also,
before a vowel, hai-.

hag-i-oc-ra-cy (hag'i-ok'ra-si, ha'ji-ok'ra-si), n. \pl.
HAGIOCRACIES (-siz)] t (hagio- -f~ -cracy], rule by priests,
saints, or others considered holy; taeocracy.

Hag-i'Og*ra*pha (Jaag'i-og'ra-fQ, biS'ji-og'rQ-fa,

[LL.; Gr. hagiogr&pha (biblia) (tensL of Heb. *

haqqddhesh, lit., writings of holiness) < Gr. hagios,

holy + -graphos, writing], the third and final part of
the Jewish Scriptures, those books not in the Law or
the Prophets.

hag-i-og-ra-pher (hag'i-og'r9-fSrfl lxa'ji-og'r9-fer), n. 1.

any of the authors of the Hagiographa. 2. any sacred
or holy writer. 3. an author of lives of the saints.

ha$-i-og-ra-phist (hag'i-og'ra-fist, ha'ji-og'ra-fist),, n.
a hagiograpner.

hag-i-og-ra-phy (hag'i-of'ro-fi, ha'ji-og^rs-fi)^ n. [hagio-

-f- -&Q'Phyi' 1 ^e wnting or study of fives of the
saints. 2. a book or books containing sucn lives.

hag i-ol-a-ter (hag'i-ol^te^r, ha'li-ol's-ter) , n. a person
given to hagiolatry; ; saint-worshiper. ,

hag-i-ol-a-try (hag^i-ol'aTtri, fta
A
5i-ol'9-tri), n. [hagio* +

-lafry], reverence for or worship of saints.

hag-i'ol-o-gy (hag'i-J'-ji* laa'ii-ol^-ji),
n. \pL HAGI-

OLOGIES (-jiz)J, \hagW" + -logy], t 1. literature about
saints' Eyes and legends, sacred writings, etc, #. *
book or collecjion of saints' lives and legends. 3. a
catalogue or list of saints.

hag-i-o scope Gbag'i^skop', hS'ji-o-sko^O, n, [hagio-
-f- -scope], a narrow opening in an an^idfe wall o|,a
church to le^t those m a sajie aisle^ o^r transept, se$ t|ie

\ ridden, by

1945, selects the nominees for election to the United
Nations International Court of Justice.
hah (ha), inter}. & n. ha.
ha.-ha (hS'haO, inter/. & n. see ha, inlerj. & n.

ha-ha, ha-ha (M>MO ** [Pr, ka&a; prob. playful
extension of haU, a hedge], a fence, waH, etc. set in a
ditch around a garden or park so as not to hide the
view from withSu
Hah-ne-mann, Samuel (ha'ns-man; G. ha'no-man ),

(Christian Friedrich Samud HaJmtmann), 175S-1S43;
German physician; founder of homeopathy.
Hai-da (hl'da), n. 1. any of a tribe of North American
Indians of the Queen Charlotte Islands* British Colum-
bia. 2. their (possibly Athapascan) language.

Hal-fa (hl'fo), n. a seaport in northern Palestine, in
the state of Israel:_pop,, 129,000 (est. 1944).

Haifc. Douglas (hag), first Ear! Haig, 1861-1928;
British commander m chief, World War I.

haik, haick (hik, h5k), n. [Ar. fciyk < frMka* to weave],
a sheetlike piece of woolen or cotton cloth worn by
Arabs as an outer garment.
hai>ku (hi'koo), n. LJap.] f 1. a Japanese verse form
consisting of three fines totaling 17 syllables, usually
on some subject in nature. 2. [pi. HAIKU], a poem in
this form.
hai-kwan (hfkwanO, n. [Chin., lit., sea gate], Chinese
maritime import duties.

hail (hal), v.L [ME. hailm, heylm, to saltite, greets OH,
heilla < heill, whole, sound; akin to AS. hal (see HALE,
WHOLE) : used as a salutation], 1. to shout to in greet-
ing, welcome, etc. ; cheer. 2. to name by way of tribute ;

salute as: as, they haUed him their leader. 3. to sfiout
to or after; attract the attention of by calling:: as* they
hailed a taxi. v.i. in nautical usage, to call out or signal
to a ship. n. 1. a hailing; greeting; salutation. 2. the
distance that a shout will carry: as, he i& within hail,

fnterj. an exclamation of tribute, greeting, etc.
hail fellow w&ll met, very sociable or friendly to every-
one, especially in a superficial manner: also hail fel-

low, hail-fellow.
hail from, to be fromj come from (one's birthplace
or established residence).

hail (hal) ^ [MB. haite; AS. faegd, var. of na^ol &
hence akin to G-. kagdj IE. base *kaghto-r small pebble],
1. small, rounded pieces of ice that sometimes fall

during thttnderstorms; frozen raindrops; hailstones;
hence, 2. a falling, showering, etc. of hail, or in
the manner of hail: as, a hail 01 explosives. v.i [ME.
hailen, hagelen < AS. hagalmn < hagol, hafl; attered
after form of n.], to drop^ or pour 401?11 hail: usually in
an impersonal construction, e.g., it is hailing. vL to
shower, hurl, pour, etc. violently in the manner of hail

(often with on or npon) : as, he hailed curses upon tts.

hail (hal), adj. ItijEft (he'althy).
hail Cohinibia, [euphemism for hell], [Slang], 1. a
severe beating 'jjmauageat, scolding, etc. 2 boisteji:otis

lactivity; rackeH; rumpus. ,) $>, \

Hal le Se-las-sie (hili ss-las'i, sa-l&'s^X
1 \fas^flfim t

1891- ; emperor of Ethiopia (I93tih )^ ,
, n

Hail Mary, Ave Maria^
hail-stone (Ml'st^ij/}. n. a piece of haiL

\

hail-storm ^M'stSrmO , n. a storm in -wfHcn hail falls.

Hainan (hi'naii')^ n an, island off southern China: a
part of Kwangtmng province: area* 13,500 sq. mi.; pop.,
3,000,000. ,

Hai-naut (e'no'). n. a -province of southwestern Bel-
mum: pop., 1,225,000: (1947); capital, Mons.
Hai-phong (H'fo^O* n. a seaport in North Viet-Nam :

pop., 70,000,
hair (hfir), it,JME. JNn ^* altered after OFr. haire,

hair shirt; A& fyer; ^on to G. hoar; prob. IE. base
*Jer-, boslto], 1, fny of the fine, ttireadlike out-

growths from the skin of an animal or human being.
2. a growth,, of these; especially, a) the growth covering
the human head, b) the growth covering all or part of

the skin of most mammals. 3. material woyen fn?>m
hair. 4. an extremely small space, margin, degree,
etc^: as, he missed the garget by a hair, 5, in feo^wy,
0> threadEke gyowlh cfi a plant. ad$+ 1. niade of or

with hair. 2. for the care of the liair^as. hair tonic.

$et to ne8 hair, [Slang], to annoy one.
, ,

'
,

hair of tJie dog (that bit one), [Colloq.],a drjn^ of alco-

JkoEo Hqia^r taken as a .supposed cure, for a ^angover.
kit omeV Ipte dbwn,, [Slang], tp be very unformal,, re-

laxqd, and free in behavior.
; , ,

> make one's hair stand on end, tp terrify or horrify one.

wtStftiurn a hate, to showi no feajr.s|trprise>i embarrass-
, ti, naent, ;etc.; stay calmi a%d unriiffled. (

'

fcHt hlr;, to make pelb^ distmcMpiis; ^tiibble^
f tor a hair, exactly; peffecify; irig^it ^^very detau.
hair-ball (h&r'b61

>
), n. a rounded mass or hair often

feuad in the statuach ds cows, cafo etc.

hairbreadth (MfOed*lt^4'n (
ra. 'vwy short distance?

.extremely ;small .sspace*, f adj^^&iy aanrow; closei^as^^
hairbreadth escape. Also hairsbreadth, hair*8-breadth.

tWKU look; ^,
,

l fM',
i

m'^^^'m^m^^ih'^^ a$e &fbty t

; Igh, G. doch. See pp. x xii. Jiforeign;
* hypothetical;

joy;yet: dbinr
-

t Pfc/l
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half blood

_._ (fatr'bmsii
1

)* n. a brush for the hair.
.

hair cloth (htr/kl&thO, n. cloth woven from horsehair
or camel's hair: used mainly for covering furniture.

hair-cut (Mr/
ktttO n. 1. a cutting or clipping of the

hair 01 the head. 2, the style in which the oair is cut.

hair-do (hltr'ddd') n. 1 . the style in which (a woman's)
hair is arranged; coiffure. 2. a hairdressing.
hair dress er (hsr'dres'gr), n. a person whose work is

dressing (women's) hair.

hair-dressing &ar>dres'iij), n, 1. the business or

work of a hairdresser. 2. the action of dressing hair.

adj. of or for the dressing of hair.

hair i ness (hlr'i-ms). n. a hairy guality or state.

hair-less (hir'Ks), adj. lacking hair; bald.

hair-line (har'Hn'), n. 1. a line, cord, etc. made of

hair, as a fishing line of horsehair. 2. a very thin line

or stripe. 3. cloth patterned with such stripes. 4. the

lower line of the hair on the head, especially of the

hair above the forehead.
hair net, a net or fine-meshed cap of silk, etc., for

keeping a woman's hair in order.
.

hair-pin (hairpin'), n. a small, usually U-shaped, piece
of wire, shell, etc., for keeping the hair or headdress in

place, adj. formed like a nairoin: as, a hairpin turn.

hair-raising (har'raz'irj), adj. [Colloq.J, causing, or

thought of as causing, the hair to stand on end; tem-

; formerly hoFbeYd, h&^bgrd), n. {Pr.
alabarde; It. old-

HALBERD

HAITI

ATLANTIC OCfAN
DOMINICAN

JiPUUC

SiA

(harz'bredth'), n. *
od[/. hairbreadth.

hair shirt, a shirt or girdle of haircloth, worn for self-

punishment by religious ascetics and penitents.
hair space, in printing, the narrowest metal space used
between words, equal to about 1/2 point.

halr-split-ter (harsplit'e/r), n. a person who makes
overmce or petty distinctions in thought; quibbler.

hair-split*tmg (hfir
/
split

/
irj), adj. A n. making over-

nice or petty distinctions; quibbling.
ring (nar

/
sprirjO n- & very slender, hairhke

coil that controls the regular movement of the balance
wheel in a watch or clock.

hair stroke, a very fine Mne in writing or printing.

hair-trigger (har
/
trig

/
er), adj. [see next entry], set in

motion or operatloiiby a very slight impulse.
hair tr^fier, a trigger so delicately adjusted that a

vwy aiuEt pressure on it discharges the firearm,

hair-y <E&r
>
i), adj. IHAIRIER (-i-er}, HAIRIEST (-i-ist)] (

I. covered with hair; hirsute. 2. of or like hair.

Hal ti (ha'ti), n. 1. a republic on the island of His-

pandola, West Indies:

area, 10,204 sq. mi.;
pop., 3,550,000 (est.

1947): capital, Port-
au-Prmce. 2. His-

paniola: the former
name, Abbreviated
Hal. Also spelled
Hayti.

Hai tlan (ha'ti-aa,

ha'shan), adj. of

Haiti, its people, or
culture, n. 1. a na-
tive oar inhabitant of
Haiti. 2. the French
dialect spoken bythe HAITI
Haitians. Also spelled Haytian.
haM, haMi (haj'e), n. hadji.
hake (haK), n. [pi. HAKE, HAKES (hlks); see PLURAL,
II, D, 2], [prob, < ON. haki, a hook (so called from
shape of the jaw); cf. Norw. hakejisk, trout, salmon,
Ht., hopkfish (so called from shape of lower jaw)], any
of various edible sea fishes resembling or related to
the cod, as the silver hake, the white hake, etc.

ha-keem (ha-kemOf n. [Ar. fyikim, wise, learned, hence
physician], in Moslem regions, a doctor; physician:
also spelled hakim.

tHa-ken-kreuz (ha'k'n:kroits'), n. [G-., Ht., hook-
cross], a swastika, especially as the emblem of Nazism.
hakim (ha'kim), n. [Ar. hakim, governor], 1. in
Moslem regions, a ruler, judge, or governor. 2. (ha-
kem'), [see HAKEEM], a doctor; physician.

Hak-luyt, Richard (hak'loot), 15522-4616; British
geographer and travel writer.

Ha-ko-da-te (ha'kft-da'te), n. a city on the southern
coast of Hokkaido, Japan: pop., 211,000 (est. 1947).

Hal., halogen.
Ha la kah, Ha-la-cha (ha"la-khaV; HeK ha^lft'khd), n.

tpl, HALAKOTH, HALACHOTH (-khoth'j Heb. -kh6th)l,
[Heb. haldkhah, rule by which to go < haUkh, to go],
1. [often h-], in the Talmud, any of the laws or ordinances
not written down in the Scriptures but based on an
oral interpretation of them. 2. the part of the Talmud
devoted to such laws and ordinances. See also Haggada.

ha.la-kist, ha la-chist (ha>la-kist, te-lS'kist), n. a
Hebrew judge or scholar who contributed to the
Halakah.

ha-la-tion (ha-la'shan, hal-a'shan), n. [< halo -f -ation],
in photography, an undesirable spreading or reflection
of light on a negative, appearing like a halo around
high lights.

hal-berd
hallebarde, earlier

barda, altered < MHG. helmbarte

(later halmbarte) ; helm, handle, helve

+ barte, an ax, fit., a beard], a combi-
nation spear and battle-ax used in

the 15th and 16th centuries: also

halbert.
hal-berd-ier (harb^r-darO, n. [Fr.

hallebardier], a soldier, guard, etc,

armed with a halberd or carrying a
halberd as a symbol of office.

hal-bert (hal'bert; formerly hol'be'rt,

hybSrt), n. a halberd.

hal-cy-on (haFsi-gn), n. JL., earlier

alcyon; Gr. alkydn, kingfisher; akin
to L. alcedo; influenced in L. by Gr.j
hols, sea & kyon, conceiving (from'
popular belief that the bird hatched
its young in a nest floating on the
sea during the halcyon days of the

solstice)], 1. in ancient legend, a bird, believed to have
been the kingfisher, which was supposed to have a

peaceful, calming influence on the sea at the time of

the winter solstice. 2. in zoology, any of a group of

Australasian kingfishers, adj. 1. of the kingfisher.
2. tranquil: happy; unruffled: usually in halcyon days.

Hal-dane, J. B. S. (h61'dn), (John Burdon Sanderson

Haldane), 1892- ; British biologist and author.

Haldane, Richard Bur-don (bur'dan), first Viscount,
1856-1928; British statesman and philosopher; lord
chancellor (1912-1915; 1924): uncle of J.B.5.
hale (hal), adj. [northern ME. hal, same as Midland
hool (see WHOLE); AS. hal, sound, healthy], sound in

body; vigorous and healthy, especially as used of an
older person: also spelled hail. SYN. see healthy.
hale (hal), v.L [HALED (hald), HALING], [ME. halen,

halien; OFr. haler; prob. < Gmc. ; the word is a var. of

haul], 1. to pull forcibly; drag; haul; hence, 2. to force

(a person) to go: as, he was haled into court.

Hale, Edward Everett (hal), 1822-1909; American
clergyman and writer.

Hale, Nathan, 1755-1776; American soldier in the

Revolutionary War; hanged by the British as a spy.
Ha-le-a-ka-la (ha'la-a'ka-la'), n. a volcano on the

island of Maul, Hawaii: height, 10,032 ft.: it has the
world's largest extinct crater (area, 19 sq. mi.).

Ha-14-vy, Jacques Fran*cois Fro-men-tai E-lie (zhk
fraw'swl/ frl'maVtal' ale' a'la've'), 1799-1862;
French composer.

of the two equal parts of something; hence, 2. either

of two approximately equal parts; approximately fifty

per cent of a mass or number. 3. in basketball, football,

etc., either of the two equal periods of the game,
between which the players rest. Abbreviated hf. adj.
1. being either of the two equal parts. 2. being approxi-
mately fifty per cent of a mass or number; hence,
3. incomplete: fragmentary; partial, adv. 1. to an
extent approximately or exactly fifty per cent of the
whole. 2. [Colloq.J, to some extent: as, I was half
convinced. 3. [Colloq.J, by any means ; at all: used witn
not, as, he doesn't half approve.
by half, considerably; very much,
in half, into halves.
not half bad, not really bad but rather good.
not the half of, only a small part of.

one's better half, [Slang], one's wife or husband.
haW-and-half (haF'nd-haf', haf^n-haf). n. 1. some-
thing that is half of one thing and half of another:
especially, a) a mixture of equal parts of milk and
cream, o)

a mixture of equal parts of porter and ale,

beer and stout, etc. 2. something considered to be
neither one thing nor another; indeterminate mixture
of two things, adj. combining two things equally.
adv. in two equal parts.

half-back (haf'bak', haf>bak% n. in football, 1. either
of two players whose position is behind the line of

scrimmage together with the fullback and the quarter-
back. 2. the position played by a halfback.
half-baked (haf'bSkf, haf'bakt>), adj. 1. only partly
baked; hence, 2. not completely planned or thought
out: as, a half-baked scheme. 3. leaving or showing
little intelligence and e^perieflce.
half-beak (Jurf'baeVMWw)" n. a small, long-bodied
tropical sea fish somewhat like the gar, with an ex-
tended lower J^w suggesting a bird's beak.

half binding, a style of Binding V which the back,
and sometimes the comers, of a bp#k are of leather
or other material different from that of the sides.

half-blood (haf'blud', haf'blud'), n* [based on the
obsolete notion that the blood Is tme %edium of he-
redity], 1. a petrsoa related to another 'thtfooph one
parent only. 2. a person, borm^ of pavento of different

races; half-breed. Also half foWwi. >adg* ^Mnblooded.
half blood, 1. kinship- through one pajmt only:, as,
sisters of the half btooI. 2, a Thai^blood.
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balf-blood*ed (haf'blud'id, haTblud'id) , adj. l. having
kinship through one parent only. 2. bom of parents
of different races. 3. in animal husbandry, having a
sire or dam of poor pedigree in contrast to that of the
other parent.

half boot, a boot extending halfway up the lower leg.
half-breed (haf'bred', haf'bredO* n. a person whose
parents are_ of different races; especially, an offspring
of an American Indian and a white person, adj. half-
blooded; hybrid.

half brother, a brother related through one parent
only.

half-caste (haf'kasf, haf'kSst'), n. 1. a person whose
parents are of different races; half-breed, 2. an off-

spring of one European parent and one Asiatic parent.
adj. of, or having the position of, a half-caste.

half cock, the halfway position of the hammer of a
firearm, when the trigger is locked and cannot be
pulled.
go off at half cock, 1. to go off too soon: said of a
firearm. 2. to speak or act thoughtlessly or too
hastily. Also go off half cocked.

half crown, a British silver coin equal to two shillings
and sixpence (2 1/2 shillings).

half deck, formerly, the deck of a ship below the upper
deck, extending from the mainmast to the cabin.

half dollar, 1. a silver coin of the United States and
Canada, worth 50 cents. 2. [British Colloq.j, a half
crown.

half eagle, a gold coin of the United States, worth
$5.00: it is no longer current,

half gainer, a back dive made from the stance for a
front dive.

half-heart-ed (haf'har'tid, haf'har'tid), adj. with little

enthusiasm, determination, interest, etc.; spiritless.
half hitch, a knot made by passing the end of the
rope around the rope and then through the loop thus
made: it is the simplest kind of hitch: see knot, illus.
half hose, socks, especially knee-length socks.
half-hour (hafour', haf'our7), n. 1. half of an hour;
thirty minutes. 2. the point thirty minutes after any
given hour. adj. 1. lasting for thirty minutes. 2.

occurring every thirty minutes.
half-hour4y (haf'ourli, haf'ourli), adj. & adv. at
thirty-minute intervals.

half-length (haflerjkth', haf'lenth'), adj. 1. of half
the full length. 2, showing a person from the waist
up: said of a portrait, n. a portrait of this sort.

half life, in nuclear physics, the period required for
the disintegration of half of the atoms in a sample
of some specific radioactive substance; as, plutonium
238 has a half life of about 50 years.

half-mastf(haf'mast', haf'mast'), n. the position of a
flag lowered about halfway down its pole or staff as
a sign of mourning or a signal of distress, adv. about
halfway on the staff, v.t. to hang (a flag) at half-mast.

half-moon (haf'moSn', haf'moon'), n. 1. the moon
between new moon and full moon, when only half its

disk is clearly seen. 2. anything shaped like a half-
moon or crescent. adL shaped like a half-moon.

half mourning, 1. the second period of mourning,
during which black clothes are lightened or replaced
by ^gray, white, or purple. 2. the clothes worn then.

half nelson, in wrestling, a hold in which one arm is

placed under the opponent's arm from behind with the
hand pressed against the back of his neck.

half note, in music* a note (J) having one half the
duration of a whole note: also called minim.

half-pace (haf'pas', haf'pas'), n. [altered < halpace <
MPr. hault pas, lit., high step], 1. a raised platform
for a throne, altar, etc., usually at the top of steps,
2. a staircase landing, usually between two half flights.

half-pen-ny (ha'p9n-i, hap'ni), n. [pi. HALFPENCE
(ha'pans), HALFPENNIES (ha'pan-iz, hap'niz)L a British
bronze coin equal to two farthings or half a penny.
adj. 1. worth a halfpenny. 2. trifling; insignificant.

half pint, 1. a liquid or dry measure equal to 1/4 quart.
2. [Slang], a small person.

half sister, a sister related through one parent only.
half slip, a woman's slip without a top.
half-sole (haf'soF, haf'sol'), v.t. to repair (shoes or
boots) by attaching new haM soles.

half sole, a sole (of a shoe or boot) from tiie arch io
the toe.

half sovereign, a British gold coin worth ten shillings,
half-staff (haf'staf', haf'staf), m half-mast.
half step, 1. in military usage* a short marching step
of fifteen inches (in double time, eighteen inches). 2. in
music, the differencepni pitch between any two adjacent
keys oa the piano; half tone; semitone.

half tide, the condition or period haM^ay between
flood tide and ebb tide.
half-tim-bered (haf'tim'beYd, haKtim/bgrd)* adj. in

tmade> of a wo

half title, 1. the title of a book, often abbreviated,
appearing on the odd page preceding (or sometimes
fouowmg) the main title page. 2. the title of a sub-
division of a book appearing on the odd page immedi-
ately preceding that division,
half-tone (haf'toV, h&f'tonO, n. a half tone. adj.
designating, of, or producing half tones.

half tone, 1. in art, a tome or shading between light
and dark. 2. in music, a half step. 3%in pkotoengramng,
a) a technique of representing shadiags by dots pro-
duced by photographing the object from behind a fine
screen, b) a photoengraviag so made.

half-track (haf'trak', h&f'trak'}* n, an army truck,
armored vehicle, etc. with caterpillar treads instead of
rear wheels.

half-truth (haf'trooth', bSf'troothOt n. a statement
or account containing only some of the facts, the rest
being purposely left out with the intention of deceiving.
half-voMey (haf'vol'i, Mf'vol'i), v.L & v*. to return
(a ball) with a half volley.

half volley, in tennis* cricket, etc., a stroke made by
hitting the ball just as it begins to bounce after striking
the ground.

half-way (haf'wa', hSf'wa'), adj. 1. equally distant
between two points, states, etc.; midway. 2. incom-
plete; partial: as, halfway measures, adv. 1. half the
distance; to the midway point. 2. incompletely; par-
tially. 3. [Colloq.], at all; even remotely: as, he'd win
if he were halfway good.
meet halfway, to be willing to compromise with

half-wit (haf'wif, naf'wit7), n. 1. a person who is

feeble-minded, moronic, imbecilic, etc. 2. a stupid,
silly person; fool; dolt.

half-wit-ted (haf'wit'id, haf'wit'id). adj. 1. feeble-
minded, moronic, imbecilic, etc. 2. silly; foolish.

hal-i-but (hal's-bat; occas* hal'a-bat), n. IpL HALIBUT,
HAJLIBUTS (-bats) ; see PLURAL, n, D, 2]7 [ME. kali,
holy + butt, a flounder: so called because eaten on holi-
days], a large, edible flatfish found in northern seas: it
sometimes weighs hundreds of pounds: also holibut.
Hal-i car-nas-sus (hal'i-kSr-nas'ss), n. an ancient city
in southwestern Asia Minor: site of the Mausoleum,
one of the seven wonders of the ancient world

hal-id (hal'id, halid), n. a halide.

hal-ide. (halid,. hal'id, halid, halid), n. [halogen +
~ide}t in chemistry, a compound of a halogen with
another element or a radical, adj. haloid.
hal-i-dom (hal'i-dom), n. [ME.; AS. haligdom; see
HOLY & -DOM], [Archaic], 1. holiness. 2. a holy place:
sanctuary. 3. a thing considered holy; sacred reMc
halidome fhal'i-dom') , n. [Archaic], halidom,
HaM-fax (hal'Q-faks'), n. 1. the capital of Nova Scotia,
Canada: pop., 86,000. 2. a city in Yorkshire, England:
pop., 95,000 (est, 1946).

Halifax, third Viscount, (Edward Frederick Lmdley
Wood}, 1881- ; EngKsh statesman.

hal-ite (haVit, ha'It), n. [< Gr. kals, salt; + -4te],
native sodium chloride; rock salt.

hal-i-to-sis (hal's-to'sis), n. [Mod. J^ <
breath; -jr -osis], bad-smeffing breath.
hal i tus (hal'i-tas), n. [L. < halare* to
exhalation; vapor; breath.

hall (h61), n. [ME. haUe; AS. heaU (aMa to G. haUe)
lit., that which Is covered < base of AS. hdan, to
cover; IE. base *kel~, to cover, as also in conceal, color]*
1. originally, a) the great central room in the dwelling
of a king or chieftain, where banquets, games, etc. took
place, b) the dwelling: itself, 2. the main dwelling on
the estate of a baron, swore, etc. 3, [sometimes Hi],
a building containing pttwic offices or the headquarters
of an organization, for transacting business, holding
meetings, etc. 4. a large public or semipublic room
for gathering^ entertainments^ dancing, eating, etc.
5. [sometimes H~J, a college dormitory, classroom
building, eating center,, etc. 6. [sometimes H-], a) any
of the minor colleges of an English university, b) the
building that houses such a college. 7. a passageway
or room between the entrance and the interior of a
buHc&og; vestibule. 8. a passageway, corridor, or
area onto which rooms open.

Hall, Charles Martin (h61), 1863-1914; American
chemist; discovered electrolytic process for reducing
aluminum from bauxite.

Hall, G. Stanley, (Granmlle Stanley HaM), 1846-1924;
American educator and psychologist.
Hal-lam, Hetary (hal'sm), 1777-1859; English historian.
hall bedroom, a smaH bedroom off a corridor; espe-
cially, a small bedroom at the end of an upstairs corridor.
Hal le (ML's; Eng. hal'i), n. a city: in the province of
Saxony, Germany, near Leipzig: pop., 220,000.

Hal leek, Fitz-Greene Cfits'gren' hal'ak), 1790-1867;
American poet.

hal-lel Qwr f hal'el), n. peb. halUl, praise], a part of
the Jewish religions sendees conastMtg of Psalms 113
to 118 indusi'vei. recited, or stuag a certains feast days.

*'ifc4 gK fedtta, tSOl, look; ofiv ootj
^&,*i%i skwfoy, o m comply^

ij ft; O. M? ftSb, G. dooh. Seeppt,
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hamamelidaceous

_,lml4e4u-!ah (halVloo'ys), interj. [Heb.
__________ , hattd*, praise (imperative form) + y&k,
Jehovah], praise (ye) the Lord! Ji* an exclamation,

ayioa, ec song of praise to God. Also alleluia.

Hal ley, JEdmmnil (hal'i), 1656-1742; English astron-

omer.
Halley's comet, a famous comet, last seen in 1910,

whose periodic reappearance was predicted by Halley:
Bee comet, Ulus.

n. a halyard,-, . ,

tan-mark (hftftnSrk'}. n. L the official mark stamp**
on gold and silver articles at Goldsmiths' Hall to

London as a guarantee of genuineness; hence, 2. any
mark or symbol 01 genuineness or high quality. Also

hall mark, v.t. to put a hallmark on.

hal lo (ho-loO. inter]., n., v.L & v.t. hollo: also spelled

halloa.
Hall 0f Fame, a memorial in New York City containing

basts and tablets honoring celebrated Americans: five

new names are supposed to be chosen evcryfive years.

hal loo (ha-loo'), iu. & v.t. [HALLOOED (-food'), HAL-

LOOING], (ME. kalowen < halou, interj.; prpb. also <
OFr. h&ttoer, to follow after with much noise], .

1. to

shout or call out in order to attract the attention of

(a person). y2. to urge on (hounds) by; shouting or

calling out "halloo." 3. to shout; yell, inter). & n. a

shout or call, especially one to attract a person's
attention or to urge on hounds in hunting.

hal-fow (haFo), v.t, [ME. halowen, hoi-wen; AS. halgian

sacred; venerate. SYN. see devote.

hot-low (ha-lo'; sometimes, for *&., hal'o), va. &
v.t,* inter/., n. halloo. .

. .

hal lowed (hal'od; m poetry or liturgy, often hal'o-id),

adj. (pp. of haUowl, 1. made holy or sacred. 2. re-

gardea as holy: honored as sacred. SYN. see holy.

Hal-low-een, "Hal-low-e'en (hal'6-eV, halV-wenO, n.

[contr. < aU^hattow evenMin which hallow is < AS.
halsa, definite form of hath (see HOLY) in sense "holy

person, hence saint"], the evening of October 31, which
is followed by All Saints' Day, or Allhallows: Hal-
loween is now generally celebrated with fun-making
and masquerading,
Hal-low-mas (haF5-m0s hal'S-mas') n. [< all hallow

mass; cf. HALLOWEEN], the church festival of All Saints'

Day, or Affirallows, November 1 : the former name.
haE tree, a stand, usually in an entrance hall, with
arms or hooks to hold hats, coats, etc.

hallu cinate (hs-loo'se-nat', ho-H'sa-nat'), v.t. HAL-
LUCINATED (-id), HALLUCINATING], [< L. hallucinates,

allucinatus, pp. of hallucinari, allucinari, to wander
mentally, rave], to cause to have hallucinations.

hal-lu ci-na-tion (hs-ldo/sa-na'shan, hs-lu^sa-na'shan),
n. [L. haUucinatio, allucinatio < hallucinari, allucinari;
see HALLUCINATE], L the apparent perception of

sights, sounds, etc. that are not actually present: it

may occur in certain mental disorders. 2. the imaginary
object apparently seen, heard, etc. Distinguished from
delusion* illusion. SYN. see delusion.

hal*lm*d*na'to-ry (ha-lop'sa-ns-tfir'i, ha-lu'sa-na-to'ri),

otfjL 1. oi or characterized by hallucination. 2. pro-
ducing hallucination.

hal-lu-ci-no-sis (ha-loo/sa-no'sis, ho-lu'sa-no'sis), n.

[Mod. L. < hallucination -f -osis], a mental disorder
characterised by hallucinations.
haMux (hal'sks), n. [pi HALLUCES (-yoo-sez')], [Mod.
L.; altered < L. hattex, attex, ^reat toe], in zoology,
1. the first digit on either of the hind legs of a mammal;
especially, m man, the great toe. 2, the hind toe of
a bird.

hall-way (h61
f
wa'), n. 1. a passageway or room be-

tween the entrance and the interior of a building;
vestibule. 2. apassageway; corridor; hall.
halm (h6m), n. iaulm.
Hal ma-he-ra, Hal-ma heira (hal'ma'-ha'ra), n. one
of the Molucca Islands in the Netherlands Indies:
area, 6,500 sq. mi.? pop., 102,000: also called Gilolo.

h&'lo (ha^o), n. [pi. HALOS, HALOES (4oz)], [L. halos
(genit. & ace. halo) ;

Gr. holds, threshing floor on which
oxen trod in a circular path, round disk of the sun or
moon, hence halo around the sun or moon < halein, to
grind], 1. a ring of light that seems to encircle the sun,
moon, or other luminous body: it results from, the re-
fraction of light through vapor, 2., a symbolic ring or5

disk^of light shown around the head of a saint, etc., as
in pictures; nimbus: often used as a symbol of virtue
or mnocence. 3. the splendor or glory attributed to a
person or thing famed or idealized in legend or history.
v.L [HALOED (-lod), HALOING], to form a halo. v.t. to
encircle with a halo.
halo- (hal'o, halo), [< Gr. hals, halos, salt, hence sea],
a combining form meaning: 1. of the sea. 2. having
to do with a salt, as in halophyte. 3. having to do with a
halogen.

hal-o-gen (hal'o-jan), n. [halo- + -gen], any of the five
very active, nonmetallic chemical elements, fluorine,
chlorine, bromine, astatine, and iodine: abbreviated Hal.

hal-oid (hal'oid. haloid), adj. [< hah- + -o*WJ, of or
like a binary compound of a halogen with another
element or radical, n. a halide.

hal-o-phyte (hal'a-fitO, n. [halo- 4- -phytel a plant that
can grow in salty soil.

HalsJFYans (frans hals; Eng. hals), 15&0?-1666; Dutch

,^William Frederick (h81'zi), 1882-1959; Amer-
ican admiral in World War II.

Hal-stag-borg (hel'sin-bory'), n* a seaport in south-
western Sweden, on The Bound: po. 70,000 (1948).

halt (holt), n. [Pr. halte; G, halt, orig. imperative of

halten; see HOL01, a temporary stop, as in marching;
pause. v.i. A v.t. to stop; cease or cause to cease.

caU a halt, to order a stop.
halt (h&lt), va. [ME. hanlten, halten,' AS. healtian <
healt (see the adj.} ;

akin to MHO. halzen], 1. to walk
' ...... " '

bble. 2. to be uncertain;
a his speech. 3. to have

ricu.ii> ^sco tuc u-uj.j, ttj^iu i>u XVJ.J.J.VT. i

with a crippled gait; limp; hobble,

waver; hesitate: as, he halts in his i

to strike, hew; basic sense "lamed by wounding"],
[Archaic], halting; limbing; crippled; lame. n. [Ar-
chaic], a halting or limping; lameness.
the halt, those who are lame; cripples.

hal-ter (h61't3r), n. [ME.; AS. haelftre (akin to G.
holfter) derived < base of AS. helfe

(see HELVE); basic sense "that by
which something is held"], 1. a
rope, cord, strap, etc., usually with
a headstall, for tying or leading an
animal. 2. a rope for hanging a

person; hangman's noose; hence, 3.

execution by hanging. 4. a garment
for covering the breast, held up by a
cord or loop around the neck, and
worn by women and girls to bare
the shoulders and back. v.t. 1. to

put a halter on (an animal) ;
tie with

a halter. 2. to hang (a person). TTATTTPT>
hal-ter (hal'tSr), n. [pi. HALTERES

HALTER

(-tSrfez)J, [Mod. L. : Gn halter, pi. halteres, weight held

(to give impetus) in leaping], either of a pair of knobbed,
threadlike parts serving as balancing organs in two-
winged insects.

ha-lutz (kha-loots';, n. M. HALXJTZIM (:16o-tsem')],
[Heb. haluts, wamor], a Jewish pioneer in the agri-
cultural settlements of Israel: also spelled chalutz.
hal vah (hal-va'), n. [Turk, helwa; AT. jialwa], a Turkish
confection consisting of a paste made of ground sesame
seeds and nuts mixed with honey, etc,

halve (hav, hav), v.t. [HALVED (havd, havd) t HALVING],

[ME. halven, halfen < half; see HALF], 1. to divide
into two equal parts. 2. to share equally (with some-

one) : as, he halved the winnings with me. 3. to reduce
by fifty per cent; reduce to half. 4. in carpentry, to
fit together (two pieces of wood) by cutting each to

half its thickness at its place of joining. 5. in golf,
to play (a hole, match, etc.) in the same number of

strokes as one's opponent.
halves (havz, havz), n. plural of half. i.

by halves, 1. hallway; imperfectly, 2. halfheartedly.
go halves, to share expenses, etc. equally.

hal-yard (hal'ySrd), n. [earlier haUer < ME. halien

(see HALE) ; altered by association with yard]; cf. LAN-
YARD], a rope or tackle for raising or lowering a flag,

sail, etc. : also halliard.
Ham (ham), n. in the Bible, Noah's second son, tradi-

tionally the ancestor of African peoples: Gen. 10: 6-20.
ham (ham), n. [ME. & AS. hamm; akin to G. dial.

hamme; IE. base *konamo~, shin bone; senses 5 & 6
influenced by am- in amateur], 1. the part of the leg
behind the knee. 2. a) the back of the thigh, ft) the

thigh and the buttock together. 3. the hock or hind
leg of a four-legged animal. 4. the upper part of a

hog's hind leg, or meat from this, salted, dried, smoked,
etc.: see pork, illus. 5. [< "The Hamf&t Man," Negro
song], [Slang], an incompetent actor or performer,
especially one who overacts. 6. [Slang], an amateur
radio operator. i?.& & v.t. [HAMMED (hamd), HAMMING],
[Slang], to act with exaggeration; overact.
Ha-ma-dan (ha'ma-da'n?; Eng, ham's-dan'). n. a city
in western Iran: pop., 104,000 (1942).

ham-a-dry-ad (hamVdri'sd, hani^-dri'ad), n. [L.Ham-"

yast Hamadryadis; Gr. Hamadryas < hawa, tou

aer with -f- drys^ a tree], in Greek mythology, a
_ad; wood nyniph whose life was bound up with

that of the tree in which she lived.
/

ha mal (ha-mal', ha-mol'), n. [< (in part via Turk.
hamtiE), AT. fyammal < tyamala, to carry],' l.< in the
Orient, a porter. 2. in 'India, a man nous servant.
Also! hainmal, hamaul. i L ;

Ha-ma-ma tsu (ha'ma-ma'tsoo), ., a .city OQ (

tjie

southern coast of Honshu, Jkpaa:,top; 126,000 (194f).
ham-a-me li-da-ceous -'-'' '
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(hl'man), n. in the Bible, a Persian official

who sought the destruction of the Jews but was
hanged from his own gallows when his scheming was
exposed to King Ahasuerus by Esther:. Esth. 7.

ha-maul (h-m6l') f n. a hamal,
Ham-ble-to-ni-an (ham'bl-to'ni-an), n. [name of a
famous American stallion (1849-1876} j, 1. any of a
superior breed of American trotting horses. 2. an
annual harness race for three-year-old trotting horses,
held at Goshen, New York.
Ham-burg (ham'be'rg), n. 1. (also G. ham'boorkh), a
city in northern Germany, on the Elbe: pop., 1,405,000
(est, 1946). 2. a European variety of small chicken.

ham-burg (ham'bSrg), n. (a) hamburger.
ham-burg-er (ham'bur'gSr), n. [earlier Hamburg steak,

after Hamburg, Germany], 1. beef ground and, usually,
seasoned. 2. a fried, broiled, or baked patty of such
meat; Hamburg steak; Salisbury steak. 3. a sandwich
made with such a patty, usually in a round bun.
Hamburg steak, hamburger (senses 1 & 2) ; also called

hamburger steak.

Ham-den (ham'd'n), n. a city in southern Connecticut:

pop., 29,000.
hame (ham) , n. [ME. ; AS. hama, a cover, skin: akin
to OHG. hamo, fishing net, fishhook; IE. Jbase *kem-,
*kam-, a polej the sense change is unexplained], either

of the two rigid pieces along the sides of a horse's

collar, to which the traces are attached.
Ham-e-lin (ham'a-lin), n. a city in northwestern
Germany: pop., 28,000: cf. Pied Piper.
Ha-meln (na'maln), n. Hamelin: the German name.
Ha-mil-car Bar-ca (ha-millou* or ham''l-kaV barta),
270?-228 B.C.; father of Hannibal; Carthaginian
general.
Ham-il-ton (ham'il-t'n), n. 1. a river in Labrador,
flowing into the Atlantic: length, 600 mi. 2. a city
in Ontario, Canada, west of Toronto: pop., 208,000.
3. a city in southwestern Ohio: pop., 58,000. 4. the

capital of Bermuda: pop., 3,200.

Hamilton, Alexander. 1757-1804; American states-

man: first secretary of the treasury (1789-1795)-
Hamilton, Mount, a mountain in western California:

height, 4,209 ft.: site of Lick Observatory.
Ham-fl*to*ni-an (ham'l-to'ni-an), adj. of or originated
by Alexander Hamilton, or in accord with his federalist

doctrines, n. a follower of Alexander Hamilton^
Hamilton Inlet, an inlet of the Atlantic, in eastern

Canada: length, 150 mi.
Ham-ite (ham/It), n. 1. a person regarded as descended
from Ham. 2. a member of any of several dark-
skinned peoples native to northern and eastern Africa.

Ham-it-ic (ham-it'ik, hs-mit'ik), adj* 1. of Ham or

the Hamites, 2. designating or of a group of African

languages related to the Semitic languages and in-

cluding ancient Egyptian (surviving, from 3400 B.C.,
as Coptic), ancient Libyan, modern Berber dialects,

and Cushitic dialects of Ethiopia and eastern Africa.

Ham-let (ham'lit), n. 1. a famous tragedy by Shake-

speare (p* 1602). 2. the hero of this play, a Danish
prince who avenges the murder of his father, the king,
by kuKng his uncle Claudius, the murderer.
ham let (hamlit), n. fME. hamelet: OFr. hamdei
(Anglo-Fr. hameUte}* otim. of hawtd (J?t. hameau), it-

self dint, of LG. hOm, home; see HOMEJ, a very small

village; small group of houses in the country,
Ham-En, Hannibal (ham'lin) 1809-1901 ; vice-president
of tne united States- (1861-1865).
ham-mal (ha-mal'* hs-molO, n. a hamal.
Ham-mar skjdld, Dag HJai-mar (dag yal'mar ham'dr-

shuldOf 1905- : Swedish statesman; secretary-general
of the United Nations C1953- ).
ham-mer (ham'eV), u. TME^ homer; AS. homor; akm
to G. hammer, also ON.
hamarr, crag, ctnf; IE. base
*a-m- < ok-, sharp, sharp
stone; basic sense, "stone

implement of weapon* 'J 1.

a too! for pounding, usu-

ally consisting of a nietal
head 4and a handle: oiie end
oftlieteadmaybe apronged
daw for pulling nails. 2. a
thing like this tool in shape
or use; specifically, a) t!ne

mechanism tjiat strides the

in. a nreaartn. ^)^a devicB
for gferpM^g "ia^ fjeffl 1

<

c) any oif ytre feli^

mailets^ Ihat^trtke
i ^ ,

ojf raje^ Tf^xjsdaRf eiajr? 'see1

icatr,

weighing twelve or sixteen pounds, hung fresm a wire
handle and thrown for distance in an athletic compe-
tition. 6. a drop tiammer; triphammer. z?.L 1. to
strike repeatedly with or as with a hammer. 2. to
make or fasten with a hammer. 3. to drive, force, or

shape with or as with tnunmer blows: as. hammer the
idea into his head. i?-i. to strike repeated blows with
or as with a hammer.
hammer and tongs, [with reference to a blacksmith's

work], with all one's migiht; very vigorously.
hammer (away) at, 1. to work continuously or ener-

getically at. 2, to keep emphasizing or talking about.
hammer out* 1. to shape, construct, or jdroduce by
hammering. 2. to make flat by hammering. 3. to
take out by or as by hammering. 4. to develop or
work out by careful tliotight or repeated effort,

under the hammer, [cf. n. 4|, for sale at auction,
hammer and sickle, the emblem of the Communist
Party in various countries: it is used on the Soviet flag,
ham mer cloth (hant'gar-kloth'), n. FLate MR homer-
clothe: ? so called from its durability|t the doth spread
over the driver's seat in a horse-drawn coach.
ham-mered (ham'e^rd), adj. [pp. of hammer], shaped
or marked by hammer blows: said of metal work.
Ham-mer-fest (ham'ir-fest'), n* a seaport in northern
Norway: pop., 4,000; northernmost town in Europe.
ham-mer-head (ham'er-hed'}* n. 1. the head of a
hammer. 2. a savage shark that has a mallet-shaped
head with an eye near the center of each end, 3. any
of a group of small sea fishes of the sucker family.
4. an African bat that lives on fruit. 5. an African
bird related to the herons and storks; umbrette.
ham-mer -less Cham'e'r-Es), adj. 1. without a hammer.
2. having the hammer or other striking device covered,
as some firearms.
hammer lock, in wrestling, a hold in which one of the

opponent's arms is twisted and pressed upward behind
his back*
hammer toe, 1. a condition in which the first joint
of a toe is |>ernaanently bent downward, resulting in a
clawlike deformity. 2. such a toe.

ham-mock (ham'ak), n. [Sp. hamaca; of W. Ind.
(Arawakan) origin}, a length of netting, canvas, etc.

swung from ropes at both ends and used as a bed or
couch.
ham-mock (ham'dk). n. [yar. of hummock], in the
South, a piece of rich land with hardwood trees growing
on it.

Ham-mend (ham'and), n. a city in Indiana, near
Chicago: pop., 87,000.
Ham mu-ra-bi (ha'moo-ra'bi, ham'a-ra/bi), n* king of

Babylon (1955?-1913? B.C.); a famous code of laws
is attributed to him.
hatQ-my (ham'i), adj. [Slang], like or characteristic
of a ham (actor).
Hamp-den, John Champ'^att, hamMsm), 15$MNl6*43;
English statesman; opposed Charles I in fighting for
the rights of Parliament*

Hampden, Walter, (born Walter Hampdcn Dougherty),
1879-1955; American actotr.

ham-per (ham/pgr), v.t. [northern ME. hampren; prob.
akin to or < AS. hameliam. to mutilate, mafm, with
freq. -er & intrusive ->- (ef. Beit. mal. hamMe); akin to

Eng:. hump; IE. base *fros to press together, as in

heml^ to keep from moving or acting freely j hinder;

impede; encumber. . in nautical itsage t necessary but
escmmberiiig articfe^ as a ship's riggk^, etc.

SYN. hamper implies an impeding or encumbering so as to

keep fccoin moirag or at^tog fredy (hampered by a heavy load,

by a lack of co-opetatotf; fetter* shackle, and manacle all

Imply a checking or restraining so that freedom of movement
or progress is curtailed, fetter* as if by tying the feet with

cabalas, shackle, as If fay confining t!ie wrists, auMes, etc. with
metal bands, and manacle, as it by binding the wrists with
handcuffs (a nAidf^ferea by sfcperetttion, shackled to a jealous

husband, & manamsd press).

ham-per (hamtfpeV), n. [var. of hanaper; ME. hawiper;
Olr. havtapier < hafcap, a cup < Ginc. *hnapp, a
bearer, wini usttal Pr. iiitrtc^ve vowel in the consonant
cluster Ccf- Fr. canif < AS. cnif, a laiife)]. a lafge
basket, nsttaMy with a cover.

Hamp-shlre (hanip'shir) p-
n. a cotinty on* th,e sotithern

coast of En^rlaiiol, consisting of the adniln|$irative
divisions of Southampton and the Isle of Wight ijpop.,
962,00a (est. 1945) r also called (and abbre^ated) Hants.

Harap-stead (feamp'sted, halmp'stioy', ii.''tH borough of

London; pop., 90.000.

Hamp ton,Wade CwSdhamp^tan), 1818-1902 jAmerican
s*^tesniaigi and Confederate general
Hamp-ton Roads (hamp'tan), a dEt^odet of Chesapeake
Bay, southeastern Virginia.
ham-ster (ham'steV), it. fG-.R a ratHke, burrowing
aninial of Bttrope and Asia, wpa large cheek pouches
in wlttch it carries; grain r oofe vaffety fs used, like the

guinea pig, in scientific experiments. t

, tism, loofi^; on,
Santty, o in

r Mi, G. '
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ham string (ham'strig')* n 1. one of the tendons at

the back of the human knee. 2. the great tendon at

the back of the hock in a four-legged animal. v*t.

[HAMSTRWG (-stran') HAMSTRINGING], 1. to disable

by ctittinga hamstring; hence. 2. to disable; cripple.

Ham-sun, Knut (knoot h&m'soon; Eng. moot ham'san),
$859-1952; Norwegian novelist; received Nobel prize
in literature. 1920.
Ham-tramck (ham-tram'ik), n. a city in southeastern

Michigan, surrounded by Detroit; pop., 43,000.
ham-u-lus (ham/yoo-fos), n.

[fl.
HAJMULI (-11')]. [L-.

dim. of hamus, a hook], a small hook or hook-shaped
part, as at the ends of some bones, barbicels of feathers,

Han (han), n. [Chin.], 1. a Chinese dynasty. (206 B.C.-
220 A.D.), characterized by the introduction of Bud-
dhism. 2, a river in central China, flowing south-

eastward to join the Yangtze River at Hankow:
length, 900 mi.
ban a per (han's-per), n. [see HAMPER, .], a small

hamper in which official papers were formerly kept.
Han Cities (han), three cities in China: see Wuhan.
Han-cock, John (han'kok), 1737-1793; American
statesman; president of the Continental Congress
(1775-1777); first signer of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence: see also John Hancock.
Hancock, Winfield Scott (win'feld), 1824-1886;
Union general in the Civil War.
hand (hand), n. [ME. & AS. hand; akin to G. hand;
prob. < var. of Gmc. base of Goth, hinthan, to seize;

hence, basic sense "grasper"], I. 1. the part of the
human arm below the wrist, including the j>alm, fingers,
and thumb, used for grasping or gripping. 2. the

corresponding part in monkeys and some other animals.
3. a side, direction, or position indicated by one hand
or the other: as, at one's right hand. II. denoting some

ftmc&on car activity of the hand 1. the hand as an
instrument for making or producing: as, made by hand.
2. the hand as a symbol of its grasping or gripping
function; specifically, a) possession: as, the papers are
not in my hands, b) control; power; authority: as, he
rtfes with an iron hand, c) care; charge; supervision:
as* the child is in good hands, d) agency; influence: as,

one can see his hand in the affair, e") an active part;
share: as, take a hand in this work. 3. the hand as a

symbol 01 promise; specifically, o) a clasp or hand-
shake as a pledge of agreement, friendship, etc.: as,

give me your hand on that. 6) a promise to marry:
as, he asked for her hand. III. denoting the manner in
which the hand is used 1. skill; ability; dexterity: as,
this work shows a master*s hand.

f
2. manner of doing

something: as, he plays with a light hand. IV. de-

noting something produced by the hand 1. handwriting,
'

2* a signature. 3. a clapping of hands; applause: as,

they gave the singer a hand. 4. assistance; aid; help:
as, lend me a hand. V. denoting a person as producing
or transmitting with the hands 1. a person whose chief
work is with his hands; especially, one of a staff or
crew, as a sailor, farm laborer, etc. 2. a person re-

garded as having some special skill or characteristic:

asv she is quite a hand at the piano. 3. a) a person
. (or sometimes thing) from or through which something
comes: ttsted with an ordinal number: as, he got it at
second hand; hence, b) source* origin; authority.
VL denoting something like a hand 1. a conventional
drawing of a hand (**) used on signposts, etc. 2, an
indicator; pointer: as, the hands of a clock. 3. the
breadth of a hand; handbreadth: now usually about
4 inches. VII. denoting something held in the hand
1. in c&r& games, a) the cards held by a player at any
one time, b) the conventional number of cards dealt
to each player, c) a player, d) a round of play. 2. in
commerce* a) a banana cluster, b) a small tied bundle
of tobacco leaves, hemp, etc. adj. 1. of the hand or
hands. 2. controlled by hand; manual, v.t, 1. to
pass or give with pr as with the hand; transfer ; transmit :

deliver. 2. to helpi conduct, steady, etc. by means of
the hand: as, hand the lady to her car. 3. in nautical
usage, to make (a sajj) smt&; furl,

(at) first hand, froBcj the original source; directly.
at hand, l. near; close by. 2. ready: prepared,
(at) second hand, 1. not'from the original source; in-
directly. 2. not new: previously used.

at the hand (or hands) ,of, through, the action of.
bite the hand that feeds one, to tiini against one's fyen-

by hand, not by machines but wit|t tl|e hands.
change hands, to pass into the ownership of another.
eat out of one's hand, to be completely dominated bv
or devoted to one. ', .

force one's hand, [orig., a whist term}, to force one to
act, or declare his intentions, befpre he is read,y*from hand to hand, from one person*s .possession' to
another's.

,/,

from hand to mouth, spending or consuming Imme-
diately what is obtained; with, nothing saved for tte
future,

'

" '

"* '

hand and foot, 1, so that the hands and feet cannot
move: as, bound hand and foot. 2. constantly and

diligently: as, she will wait on him hand and foot.
hand down, 1. to give as an inheritance; bequeath.
2. to announce or deliver (a verdict, etc.).
hand in, to give; submit.
hand in (or and) glove, in intimate association; in close

agreement or co-operation.
hand in hand, 1. holding one another's hand. 2. to-

gether; in co-operation or correlation.
hand it to, [Slang], to give deserved credit to.
hand on, to pass along; transmit.
hand out, to distribute; deal out.
hand over, to give up; deliver.
hand over fist, [Colloq.], easily and in large amounts.
hands down, easily; without effort.

hands off! don't touch! don't interfere!
hands up! raise your hands over your headl: an
order given by a person pointing a gun, etc.

hand to hand, at close quarters: said of fighting.
have one's hands full, to be extremely busy; be doing
as much as one can.

hold hands, to hold each other's hand, especially in
affection.

In hand, 1. in order or control. 2. in possession.
3. being worked on; in process.

Join hands, 1. to become associates; enter into part-
nership. 2. to become husband and wife.

keep one's hand in, to keep in practice in order to
retain one's skill.

lay hands on, 1. to attack, injure, or punish physi-
cally. 2. to get hold of; seize; take. 3. to touch with
the hands in blessing, ordaining, confirming, etc.

not lift a hand, to do nothing; not even try.
off one's hands, no longer in one's care; out of one's
responsibility.
on every hand, on all sides; in all directions.
on hand, 1. near. 2. available; ready. 3. present.
on one's hands, in one's care; being one's responsi-
bility.
on the one hand, from one point of view.
on the other hand, from the opposed point of view.
out of hand, 1. out of control. 2. immediately. 3. over
and done with.
shake hands, to clasp each other's (usually the right)
hand as a greeting, pledge, etc.

show one's hand, [orig. with reference to card playing],
to disclose one's intentions.

take in hand, 1. to take control of or responsibility
for. 2. to take up; handle^ treat.

^
3. to try; attempt.

throw up one's hands, to give up in despair.
to hand, 1. near; accessible. 2. in one's possession.
turn (or put) one's hand to, to undertake; work at.

upper hand, the advantage.
wash one's hands of, to refuse to go on with or take
responsibility for.

with a heavy hand, l.
t
in a heavy manner; without

delicacy or grace. 2. with severity or sternness.
with a high hand, with arrogance; in an arbitrary or
dictatorial manner.

with clean hands, without guilt; as an innocent person.
hand- (hand; before consonants other than r or wr, often
han), an initial combining: form meaning of, With, by
or for a hand or hands, as in handclasp, handcuff, etc.

Hand, Learned (Iftr'nid hand), 1872-
; Arnerican

jurist.

hand-bag (hand'bagO, n. 1. a small container fbr
money, toilet articles, keys, etc., carried by women;
purse. 2. a small case or satchel for use in traveling.
hand-ball (hand'bdF), n. 1, a game in which a small
ball is batted against a Vail or walls 'with the hand:
there are usually two or four players. 2. tne small
rubber ball used in this game,
hand-bar-row (hand'ba'r'o), n. 1. a rack or "frame
carried by a pair of handles attached at each end.
2. a wheelbarrow.

hand-billft(hand'bilO, n* a small printed notice, adver-
tisement, etc. to be passed out by hand.
hand-book . (hand'book^, n. [AS. handboc, after L.
manuale; mbdern senses jajter G. hdndbuch], X a
compact reference book <5n, some subject; jjianual.
2. a guidebook. 3, a book! in which bets are recpj?de4,
as on horse races.
hand-breadth (handteedtl/) , n. the breadth of tfte
human pato, used'^a unit of measurement: now
usually about 4 inche-s. '.'''',!
hand-car (hand'kaV), n. a small, hand-powered', c^r
used on railroads to transport i workers,, , ate
hand-cart (hand'kart^ n, a.smaljL cart, often with
only two wheels, puffleolor pushed by fraii4,

''

, .

O^WagRJfl
tar

V,ihand-cuff (handj

_

pair of connected ___^
wrists of a prisoner to
or t*

J

fefefceaa, btt> to ai

a claqping
promise, etc.

a% jn $. either of
be locked, ,abow|lj
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Handel, George Frederick (han'dl; G. hen'dal),
1685-1759; English composer, born in Germany;
German, H&ndel, Georg Friedrich.
hand-fast (hand'fast', hand'fast'), n. [< the tj,

[Archaic], 1. a firm hold or grip with or as with the
hands. 2. a clasping of hands to bind a bargain;
hence, 3. a contract, especially of marriage or be-
trothal, adj. [Archaic], 1. a) betrothed. 6) married.
2. tightfisted. v.t. [ME. handfasten; AS. handf&stan,
to make fast, ratify; prob. after ON. handfesta; see
HAND & FASTEN], [Archaic], 1. to betroth or marry by
joining hands* 2. to take hold of with the hand.
hand fast-ing (hand'fas'tirj, hand'fas'tin), n. [see
HANDFAST (AS. handf&stunge, lit., hand fastening, nas
the same sense)], [Archaic], 1. a betrothal 2. an
obsolete form of irregular or trial marriage ceremoni-
alized by a joining of hands.

hand-fill (hand'foor), n. \pl. HANDFULS (-foolz')), 1. as
much or as many as the hand will hold. 2. a relatively
small number or amount: as, a mere handful of people.
3. enough so that more will be top much; plenty; hence,
4. [Colloq.], someone or something hard to control.

hand glass* 1. a magnifying glass for reading small

print, etc. 2. a small mirror with a handle. 3. a
protective glass covering for plants.
hand grenade, 1. a small grenade thrown by hand
and exploded by a timed fuse or by impact. 2. a glass
container full^of chemicals, to be thrown at a fire in
order to put it out.
hand grip (hand'grip'J, n. 1. a handclasp j handshake;
specifically, a particular handclasp by which members
of a fraternal order or secret society greet or recognize
each other. 2. a handle, as on a bicycle handle bar.
come to handgrips, to engage in hand-to-hand fight-
ing.

hand-hold (hand'hold'). n. 1. a gripping with the
hand or hands. 2. a part or thing to taice hold of;
hold or support for the hand or hands.

handicap fhan'di~kap'), n. [< hand in cap, former
kind of lottery game in which winners were penalized],
1. a race or other competition in which difficulties are

imposed on the superior contestants, or advantages
given to the inferior, to make their chances of winning
equal. 2. such a difficulty or advantage; hence, 3.

something that hampers a person; disadvantage; hin-
drance. v.t. [HANDICAPPED (-kapt'), HANDICAPPING],
1. to give a handicap or handicaps to (contestants).
2. to cause to be at a disadvantage; hinder; impede.

hand-i'Cap'per (han'di-kap'gr), n. an official who
assigns handicaps to contestants, as in horse racing.
hand-i-craft (han'di-kraft', han'di-kraftO, n. [ME.
handcrafte; AS. handcrxft; influenced in form by handi-

work], 1. exoertness with the hands; manual skill.

2. an occupation or art calling for skillful use of the
hands, as weaving, pottery, etc.

hand-i-crafts-man (han'm-krafts'man, han'di-krSfts'-

man), n.
\fl.

HANDICRAFTSMEN (-man)], a person wilo
works at handicraft; skilled workman; craftsman,
hand-i-ly (han'd'1-i), adv. in a handy manner; deftly
or conveniently.

hand-i-ness (han'di-nis), n. the quality of being handy.
hand i-work (han'di-wftrk'), n. (ME. handiwork; AS.
handgeweorc; hand (see HAND) + geweorc < ge~, col-

lective prefix 4- weorc (see WORK)], 1* handwork;
hence, 2. work done by a person himself.

4
3. the

result of one's actions: as, this mess is my handiwork.
hand ker-chief (han'kSr-chif, han'kelr-chef'), n. [pi.

HANDKERCHIEFS (-chivz, -chefs') J, [hand, n. f kerchieft,
1. a small piece of linen, cotton, silk, etc., usually

re^a^gttlar, for wiping the nose, eyes, or lace, or, car-

nee! or" worn for ornament, 2. a larger niece of cloth
worn around ihe neck or the head; kerchief.
hand-knit (hand'nitO, adj. knit by hand.
hand-knit-ted (hand'nit'id), adj. hand-knit.
nan-die (han'dl), n. [ME. handel; AS. handle (akin
to IX handel) < hand 4* -kj 1- *kat part of a utensil,

toot etc, which is to be held, turned, lifted, pulled,
etc. w|th the hand. 2. a thing like a handle, 3. that
by which something can be taken advantage of for
some purpose ; occasion. 4. [Colloq.], any title attached
to a person's iname, v.t. [HANDLED (-did) ,

t
HANDLING],

1. to touch, lift, etc, wi$i the hand, jar hands. Z. to

manage, operate, or use with the hand or hands:
manipulate. 3. to manage; control; direct. 4* to deal
with: as, OUST office handles many requests- S. to

write^of , tipeqlk aoottf* (6. to trade in; deal in; do
business in* 7. to beM^e toward; treat. v.t. to re-

spond or submit to control: as, the car handles well.
ftfc*

fcan^lling effectively (to wtdd an ax, infhience, etc.) ; ply sug-
gests great exigence "m operating (to ply an oar, one s trade,
etc.).

handle bar, often in pt. 1. a curved or bent metal
bar with handles on the ends, for steering a bicycle,
motorcycle, %

etc. 2 [Collocj.], a long mustache re-

senibMng this,

hand-ler (han'dlgr), n. 1. a person or thing that
handles, 2. a boxer's trainer, manager, or second.
hand'made Oband'madOt iKf/ made oy hand, not by
machine.
hand-maid (hand'madOt n* a woman or girl servant
or attendant.
hand maid-en (hand'mad'

>

n)t n. [Archalcl, a hand-
maid.
hand-me-down (hand'mi-dotmO, ff- ECoHoqJ, 1.

a) ready-made: hence, b) not expensive; not elegant;
cheap. 2. used; secondhand, n. [CoUoq.], a hand-me-
down garment.
hand organ, a large music box, similar to a reed organ,
played by turning a crank; hurdy-gurdy; barrel organ.
hand-out (hand'otttO, n- a 8^ * foo<^ clothing, etc.,
as to a beggar or tramp.
hand-picked (hand'piktO, adj* t. picked by hand:
said of fruit or vegetables; hence, 2. chosen with
care, or for a special purpose: sometimes derogatory,
as a hand-picked candidate.
hand-rail (hand/ral')> n. a rail serving as a guard or
support to be held by the hand, as along a stairway.
hand-saw (hand'sdO. n. a saw used with one hand.
hand's-breadth (handz'bredthO, n. a handbreadtli.
hand screw, 1. a lifting jack operated by hand. 2. in
carpentry, a wooden clamp tightened by hand.
hand-sef (band's!, han's'l), n. [ME. handsel, hansel <
AS. (rare) handselen, a giving into hand & ON. hand-
sal(i} t confirmation of bargain by giving one's hand:
both < hand + base of sell, sale], 1. a present for good
luck, as on New Year's or on the launching of a new
business. 2. [Rare], a first payment; specifically, a) a
first installment, as a pledge of futttre payment, ft) the
first money taken in a new business or on any day of

business; hence, 3. the first use or specimen of any-
thing, regarded as an indication of what is to follow.
V.t. [HANDSELED Or HANDSELLED (-sld), HANDSELING
or HANDSELLING], 1. to give a handsel to. 2. to begin
or launch with ceremony and gifts; inaugurate. 3. to
use, do, etc. for the first time: be the first to use, etc.
hand-set (hand'setO, n. a telephone mouthpiece and
receiver mounted together on a handle.
hand-shake (hand'shakO, n.
of each other's hand in

sealing a bargain, etc.
hand-some (han'sam), adj. [orig., easily handled, con-
venient; MB. handsom; see HAND & -SOME}, 1. a)
moderately large. 6) large; impressive ; considerable :

as, a handsome sum. 2. appropriate; fitting; seemly;
proper; graciotts: as; it was handsome of frFm to say
that. 3. good-looking; of pleasjng appearance? said

especially of attractiveness that is maifly; dignified, or
impressive rather than delicate and graceful: as, a
handsome man, a haridsoitie book. iSXwl see beautiful.

hand-spike (hand'spfk
7
), n. [< E&rl^

1 Mod. D. hand-
spaeke (D. handspaak); hand, hamd,4J spaeke (MD.
spake) rod, pole: influenced by

4

s$we], a heavy bar
used as a lever for shifting heavy objects, especially
on ships.
hand-spring (hand'sprii)') n. a gymnastic feat in
which the performer turns over in mid-air with one or
both hands touching the ground.
hand-to-hand (hand'te-hand

7
), adj. in close contact;

at close quarters: said of fighting.
hand-to-mouth (hand't^-mouthO, <?/ characterized

by the immediate spending or consuming of what is

obtained: with nothing saved for the future.
hand-work (hand'wurkO. n. work done or made by
hjand, not by machine.
hand-writing (hand'rit'ifO, n. 1. writing done by
han'dj wittipen, pencil, chalk;, etc.

1
2. a stylet or way^of

forming letters and words in writing: as, I recognize
bis handwriting. 3. [Archaic], something written by
hand; manuscript. !

see the handwriting on the wall, to see the signs of

impending disaster, misfortune, etc.: Dan. 5:5-28.
hand-y (hak'dij, adj. [HANDIER (-di-gr), HANDIEST (-di*

1st)], 1. close at hand; easily reached; conveniently
located; accessible. 2. easily used; convenient; saving
time or work: as, a handy device. 3. easily managed
or Handled: said of a snip, etc- 4. clever with the
hands,* deft; adroit. SYN. see dekitetpiisi
handy man. a man employed at various small tasks;
Woer of odd jobs.
hang (harj), v.t. [HUNG (hurj), HANGING; for v.t. 3 &

.i. 4, HANGED (hajjd)[ |g preferred! p.t.,& pp.], |ME.
hangen, with form < AS. hangian, v.t. & ON.

; senses < these, also k AS: hon, v.t. & ON. ,

n. a gripping and shaking
greeting, farewell, promise,
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cans. ?.; cf. G. kamgen, *.$., hangen, v.L, henken, to
execute (cans.); IE. base (of all of these verbs) *keg-,

*&*#-, book, etc., for hanging things; hence, basic
sense **to hang on a hook"], 1, to attach to something
above with no support from below; suspend. 2. to
attach so that motion from the point of attachment is

possible: as, a door is hung on its hinges so that it can
swing. 3. to put to death by tying a rope about the
neck and suddenly suspending the body so as to snap
the neck or cause strangulation. 4. to fasten (pictures,

etc.) to a wall by hooks, wires, etc. 5. to ornament or

cover (with things suspended) : as, she hung the room
with pictures and drapes. 6. to paste (wallpaper) to
walls. 7. to exhibit (pictures) in a museum or gallery.
8. to fasten with correct balance, as an ax-head,

scythe, etc. 9. to deadlock (a jury), as by withholding
one's vote, v.i. 1. to be attached to something above
with no support from below; be suspended. 2. to

swing, as on a hinge. 3. to fall or flow\ as cloth, a
coat, etc. 4. to die by hanging. 5. to incline; lean;

droop; bend. 6. to hesitate; be doubtful or undecided.
7. to exhibit one's pictures in a museum or gallery.
n. 1. the way that a thing hangs. 2. the way that a

thing is done or used. 3. significance; general idea.

4. a pause in motion. 5. [Colloq.], a bit: as, I don't
care a hang about it.

bang around (or about), 1. to cluster around. 2.

[Colloq.], to loiter or linger around.

hang back, to be reluctant to advance, as from timid-

ity or shyness,
hang fire, 1, to be slow in firing: said of a gun. 2. to
be slow in doing something. 3. to be unsettled or
undecided.
hang it! an exclamation of anger or exasperation.
bang on, 1. to keep hold. 2. to go on doing; perse-
vere. 3. to depend on; be C9ntingent on. 4. to lean

on; be supported by. 5. to listen attentively to.

hang out, 1. to lean out. 2. [Slang], a) to reside.

&) to spend much of one's time; frequent.
hangover, 1. to project over; overhang. 2. to hover
aver. 3- to loom over; threaten. 4. to be left from a

previous time or state.

hang together, to stick together; be coherent.
hang up, 1. to put on a hanger, hook, etc., especially
in the proper place. 2. to put a telephone receiver
back on the hook; hence, 3, to end a telephone con-

hang-bird (harj'burdOt n. the Baltimore oriole or any
other bird that builds a hanging nest.

Hang-chow (har/chou'; Chin. har/jo'), seaport and
^._^A_I ...x /~M ^i_i_ _ ____i _ /*t/*^_. _. _ Afi^ nnn

__.M person con-
j dogs, or to be hanged like

a dog; hence, 2. a low, skulking person; sneak, adj.
of low, skulking, abject character or appearance.
hang er (harj'er), n. [ME. hangere], 1. a person who
hangs things: usually in combination, as, a pap
hanger. 2. a hangman; executioner. 3. a thing

"

i __ __m___,r, _. _ __ ,,.,, rope
strap, etc. for this' purpose. b\ 'a small frame on"which
a garment is hung to keep it in shape, 5. in auto-
mobiles, a bracket on the spring shackle to hold it
to the chassis.

hang er-on (hag'eV-onO, n. [pi HANGERS-ON (-erz-on')],a follower or dependent; specifically, a) a person who
attaches himself to another, to some group, etc. al-

though not wanted, b) a favor-seeker; sycophant:
parasite. ^YN. see parasite.
hang-ing (har/in), adj. [ppr. of hang], 1. attached to
something overhead and not

t supported from below;
suspended; pendulous. 2. leaning over; inclining; over-
hanging. 3. located on a steep slope or slant. 4. un-
settled; inconclusive. 5. unhappy; downcast, 6. de-
serving or causing the death penalty. 7. designating
paragraphing in which the first Hue touches the left

margin, the other lines being indented beneath it. n.
1. a suspending' or being suspended. 2. a putting to
death by hanging. 3. usually in $1. something hungon a wall, window, etc., as drapery, tapestry, etc.
hang-man (har/man), n, [pi. HANGMEN (-man)], an
executioner who hangs convicted criminals.

hang-nail Oiar/nal'), n. [altered (by popular association
with hang) < agnail; seew^GNAiL], a bit of torn or
cracked skin hanging at the side or base of a fingernail.
hang-out (hag 'out'), n. [Slang], a place frequented by
some person or group.

hang-o-ver (hag'oVer), n. 1. something remaining
from a previous time or state; a survival. 2. headache,
nausea, etc. occurring as an aftereffect of drinkingmuch alcoholic liquor.
hank (hank), n. [Late ME.; prob. < Anglo-N,; cf. ON.
hgnk, a coil, skein, hanki, hasp, clasp; IE. base as in
hang), t a loop or coil of something flexible. 2, a
"specific length of coiled thread or yarn; skein: a hank
of worsted yarn contains 560 yards; a hank of cotton'

contains 840 yards. 3. in nautical usage, a ring of
wood, metal, or rope on the edge of a staysail, sliding
on the controlling stay. v*t. [ME. hanken < ON.
hanka < base of the n.}, to form into a hanlf or hanks.
hank-er (har/keY), v4. [Early Mod. Eng.; prob. < D.,
LG.; cf. PL hankeren, to desire, long for, D, hunk-
eren; Eng. dial, hank in same sense suggests freq.
formation & metaphorical extension < base of hank
(MLG. hank* etc.)], to crave, longf or yearn (followed
by after, for, or an infinitive).
hank er-ing (har/ker-irj), n. a craving; yearning.
Han-kow (har/kcni'; Chin. haij'koOt n. a city on the
Yangtze River, Hupeh, China: pop., 750,000 (1947).
hank-y-pank-y (han'ki-par/ki), n. [redupl. & dim.
formation < hand as in sleight of kandj, [Colloq.],
talk, manipulation, etc. used in or as in tricks of
illusion or sleight of hand to fool the observer; trickery;
jugglery: deception, adj. [Colloq.], deceptive; tricky.
Han-na, Mark (han'a), (born Marcus Alonzo Hanna),
1837-1904; American merchant and politician.
Han-nah (han's), a feminine name: see Anna, Joan:
also spelled Hanna. n. in the Bible, the mother of
Samuel: I Sam. 1:20.
Hanni-bal (han'a-b'l), n. 1. Carthaginian general-
247 B.C.-183 B.C.

\
crossed the Alps to invade Italy

in the Second Punic War. 2. a city in northeastern
Missouri: pop., 21,000.

Han-no-ver fha-no've'r, ha-no'fer), n. Hanover, Ger-
many: the German name.
Hanoi (ha'noi'). n. the capital of North Viet-Nanr
pop., 217,000.

Han-o*ver (han'o-ver), n. 1. a province of Prussia:
formerly a kingdom and duchy: area, 14,750 sq. mi
pop., 3,361,000. 2. its capital: pop., 355,000 (est'

1946). 3. a ruling family of England (1714-1901),
founaed by George I, originally Elector of Hanover.
4. a member of this family. 5. a town in western
New Hampshire: pop., 5,000.

Han-o-ve-ri-an (han'o-ver'i-an), adj. 1. of Hanover,
Germany. 2. of^the English royal house of Hanover.
n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Hanover. 2. a supporter
of the house of Hanover.
Hans (hans, hanz; G. hans), [G. abbrev. of Johannes;
equivalent to Eng. Jack; see JOHN], a masculine name.
Han-sard (han'serd), n. [after Luke Hansard (1752-
1828) and descendants, by whom the reports were
compiled and printed until 1889], the official record
of proceedings in the British Parliament.
hanse (hans) t n. [OFr.; MHG. hanse, association of

merchants; OHG. hansa, band of men; akin to AS.
hos, a troop], 1. a medieval guild of merchants. 2. the
membership fee in this guild. 3, a toll exacted by
this guild from nonmembers. 4. JH-], a medieval
league of free

>
towns in northern Germany and ad-

joining countries, formed^ for economic advancement
and protection: the leading members were Bremen,
Liibeck, and Hamburg: also called Hanseatic League.
Hanse at ic (han'si-at'ik), adj. [ML. hanseaticus], of
the Hanse or the towns that formed it.

han-sel (han's'l), n. a handsel.
Han-sen's disease paanVnz), [after A. Hansen (1841-
1912) f> Norw. physician who discovered its causative
bacterium], leprosy.han som (han'som), n. [after J. A. Hansom (1803-1882),
Eng. inventor], a two-
wheeled covered carriage
for two passengers, pulled
by one horse: the driver's
seat is above and behind
the cab: also hansom cab.
Han-son. Howard (han'-
s'n), 1896- ; American

HANSOM

composer.
Hants (hants), n. Hamp-
shire.
Ha nukkah, Ha-nukka
(Wnoq-ka'; Heb. kha'noo-koO, n. [Heb. hanukkah,
dedication], a Jewish festival commemorating the re-
dedication of the Temple by Judas Maccabeus in 165
B.C.: also Chanukah: see Jewish holidays.
Han.yang (nan'yar)'), n. a city on the Yangtze River,
China, opposite Hankow: pop., 450,000.
hap (hap), n. [ME. < QN.happ; akin to AS. (ge)hxp,
convenient, suitable; IE. base *gp&-, to be fitted to,
suit, seen also itaOIr. cob, victpry],lArchaic], 1. chance;~~i * TT .. .,

*; happen-

n. [hap -f hazard], mere cnance; accident; fortuity!
adj. notjlanned; casualjj-andpm, adv. casually; by
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hap-lo- (haplo), [< Gr. haploos, single, simple], a
combining form meaning single, simple: also, before a
vowel, hapl-, as in haploid.
hap-loid (hat/lotd), adj. [hapl- -J- -md\ t having the
number of chromosomes characteristic of the mature
germ cell (half the number of the somatic cell), n. a
haploid cell or gamete. Distinguished from diploM

hap-lo-sis (hap-Wsis), n. [hapl- -f -osisj. in WoJow,
a^lessening of the number of chromosomes through the
division ol a diploid cell into two haploids

faap-ly (hapli), adv. [hap + ~ly], [Archaic], by chance
or accident; perhaps.
bap-pen (hap''n), vi. [ME. happenen, hapnen; see HAP
& -EN] f 1. to take place; occur; befall. 2. to be or
occur by chance or without plan. 3. to have the
luck or occasion; chance: as, I happened to see it. 4
[Colloq.j, to come by chance (along, by, in, etc.).
happen on (or upon), to meet or find by chance.
happen to, to be done to: befall.
SYN. happen is the general word meaning to take place or
come to pass and may suggest either direct cause or apparent
accident; chance, more or less equivalent to happen, always
implies apparent lack of cause in the event; occur is somewhat
more formal and usually suggests a specific event at a specific
time (what happened?, the accident occurred- at four o'clock) ;

transpire is now frequently used as an equivalent for happen
or occur (what transpired at the conference?), apparently by
confusion with its sense of to become known, or leak out
(reports on the conference never transpired),

hap-pen-ing (hap''n-in), n. something that happens;
occurrence; incident; event.

hap-pen-stance (hap''n-stansO. n. [happen + circum-
stance\r [Colloq.j, chance or accidental nappening.

hap-pi-ly (hapH-i), adv. 1. by good fortune; luckily.
2. ly; joyfully; conteni 3. ai__ . _. _ . oriatelv *

aptly; feKcitotisly: as," the report was Jtapffiy phrased!
hap-pi-ness (hap'i-nis), n. 1. good fortune; luck.
2. pleasure; py; contentment. 3. appropriateness.
top-py (hap*!), adj. [HAPPIER (-i-gr), HAPPIEST (-i-ist)J,
[ME. Hapfi < hap; see HAP], 1. favored by circum-
stances; lucky; fortunate. 2. having, showing, or
causing a feeling of great pleasure, contentment, joy,
etc.; joyous; glad; pleased. 3. exactly appropriate to
the occasion; suitable and clever; apt; felicitous: as, a
happy suggestion. 4. [Slang], intoxicated or as if
intoxicated: sometimes used in hyphenated combina-
tions, as slap-happy, flak-happy.
SYN. happy generally suggests a feeling of great pleasure
contentment, etc. (a happy marriage); glad implies more
strongly an exultant feeling of joy (your letter made her so
glad), but both glad and happy are commonly used in merely
polite formulas expressing gratification (I'm glad, or happy,
that you could come}; cheerful implies a steady display of
bright spirits, optimism, etc. (he's always cheerful in the
morning); Joyful and joyous both imjily great elation and
rejoicing, the former generally because of a particular event,
and the latter as a matter of usual temperament (the joyful
thrangs, a joyous family). See also lucky. ANT. sad.

hap-py-go-luck-y (hap'i-go-luk'i), adj. taking things
as they come; easygoing; unworrying; trusting to luck;
light-hearted, adv. in a haphazard way; by chance.

Haps-burg (haps'bearg; G. haps'boorkh), n. the ruling
family of Austria (1276-1918), of Spain (i516V-1700),
and of the Holy Koman Empire cl438rl8W): also

spelled Hahahurg.
ha-ra-ki-ri (hg'ra-keY'i, har^keVi}, n. (Japan, hara,
belly + kiri, a cutting, cut], ritual suicide by dis-
embowelnient: it is cafled seppuku by the Japanese,
and was practiced by high-ranking Japanese in Heu of
execution or to avoid disgrace: also hari-kari.
ha ram (har'om), it. a harem.
harangue 0*a-rarj') n. [Fr.: ML. harenga, assembly,
speech; altered < Frank. *hari hring, gathering of
warriors < hari, army, nost + hringa, a ring, assembly,
$lace of justice], a long, blustering, noisy, or pompous
speech; tirade, wt.

'

(HARANGUED (-rarjcr). HARANGU-
ING], to give a harangue, v.t. to address in a harangue.

Ha-rar (ha^rer), n. a city in eastern Ethiopia: pop., c.

25,000: a|so spelled, Harrar.
har-ass piar'as, fra-raV), tf.t^HPt. tiafpsser <

015fy
harer, to set a dog on], 1. to trouble, worry, or torment,
as with car|Bsn aefts, reeeatdd Questions, etc. 2, In

military usage, to tcotfpie (the eiiemy) b# cp/nstant
raids^ or attacks, conlpntial $fe, ei^c.,; harrir.
har-ass-ment Cnarfes-knmt, hariias'maiit), n. 1." a hat-
assing or being harassed. 2. a thing that harasses.

Hat'bin (h&r'bin', Mr'belnO. it. the capital 0$ Sunffkians
provmciU Mfttiohurm*..twin . tftttflftO.710*7^ tT^ ^
har-bin-ger

tioo of what follows: herald, v.t* to serve as har-
binger of; announce; foretell. SYN. see forerunner.
har-bor (hlr

/b&), n. JME. kerberm* etc.; AS. herebewg
(& ON. herbergt)* 1st., army shelter; here* army -f-

0ef, a shelter, protection; see HA&BINGER]. 1. a place
of refuge, safety, etc.; retreat; shelter. 2. a protected
inlet, or branch of a sea, lake, etc., used as a shelter
and anchorage for ships; port; haven: abbreviated H.,
h. u.f, 1. to serve as a plaoe of protection to; shelter;
house; conceal. 2. to hold in the mind; cherish: as, he
harbors a grudge. lu. to take shelter, as in a harbor.
har-bor-age (haVbeY-ij), n. 1. a shelter for ships;
port; anchorage. 2. a) shelter. &) lodgings,
harbor master, the official in charge of enforcing the
regulations governing the use of aTaarbor.
har-bour (har'be'r) , n., v.L & iu. harbor: British spelling.
har-bour-age (haVber-ij), n. harborage: British speliiig.
hard (hard), adj. [ME. herd, hard; AS. heard? akin to
G. hart; IE. base *qar~, hard, seen also in Gr. kratos,
strength (cf. -CRACY, ^RAT)], 1. not easily dented,
pierced, or crushed; resistant to pressure; firm and un-
yielding to the tottcn; rigid: solid and compact: opposed
to soft. 2. made of metal: said of coins* 3. having
firm muscles; in good bodily trim; vigorous and robust-
4. showing, or done with, great force or strength;
powerful; violent; vigorous: as, a hard blow. 5* de*
manding great physical or mental effort or labors
fatiguing; difficult; specifically, a) diffictilt to do: as,
hard work. 6) difficult to understand, explain, or
answer: as, a hard question, c} diffictilt to deal with;
not easily managed or controlled: as, a man hard to
live with, d) firmly fastened or tied: as, a hard knot.
Opposed to easy. 6. not easily moved; unfeeling;
callous: as, a hard heart. 7. practical and shrewd;
severe in business relations: as, a hard customer. &.
causing pain or discomfort; specifically, a) difficult
to endure; trying; exhausting: as, a fazi-df life, b) harsh;
severe; stern: as, a hard master, hard words. 9. very-
cold, stormy, etc. ; inclement: as, a hard winter. 10. too
clear, bright, or penetrating to be pleasant: as, a hard
red. 11. having in solution mineral salts that interfere
with the lathering and cleansing properties of soap:
said of water. 12. energetic and persistent; steady and
earnest : as, a hard worker. 1 3. containing mtich alcohol ;

strong: said of alcoholic liquors. 14. in agriculture,
high in gluten content : as, hard wheat. 1 5. in commerce,
high and stable: said of a market, prices, etc. 16. in
phonetics, a) popularly, designating c and g when they
are explosive rather than fricative or afifiricative, as in
cake and gun. 6) voiceless, as the th in thin. The tesm
is not used in scientific terminology. Abbreviated H.,
h. (in senses 11, 13, 16). adv* 1. energetically and
persistently; steadily and earnestly: as, work hard.
2. with vigor, strength, or violence: as hit hard.
3. with difficulty: used in hyphenated compounds, as
hard-earned, hard-living. 4. only after a struggle; a^s,
die hard. 5. firmly; tightly: as, hold on hard. 6. close;
near: as, we live hard by^ 7. so as to- be or ma|ce IJam*
solid, or rigid: as, it will freeze hard, . m nautical
usage, with vigor and to the fullest 'extend; tiseja, espftr
cially in directions to the helnasnp<a% as, Jftir&i alee I

he bard era, i, to treat severely; be harslt toward.
2. to be difficult, unpleasjant, or painfu;! for*
go hard with, to cattsfi pain, trouble* or discomfort to.
hard and fa^t, ^invariable; strict: said of rules, etc.
'2. firmly grounded: saio!;Qf a ship on shore,
hard of hearing, partially deaf.
hard put ta it, havingconsiderable difficulty or trouble.
hard up, [Goflojq..J in great aeed of something, espe-
cially money; m desperate straits.

SYNs -hard, in this comparison, is the simple and general
word for whatever demands great physical or mental effort
Qiard work, a hard problem): difficult appHes especially to
that which requires, great s]mL intelligence, tact, etc. rather
than physical laibor^ (a Difficult situation) ; arduous implies the
need for diligent, protracted effort (the arduous fight ahead of
us) i laborious suggests long, wearisome toil (the laborious

tasjk
of picking cottea). See also firm. ANT. easy, simple.

hard-bit-ten 0iard'bltf^n);^d[/. 1. originally, that bit^s
hard; tough in :figh*Jft|j: said of dogs; hence;, 2i stub-
born; tottgh; eaduring; dogged: as, hard-biWen

4
soMiers.

hard-boiled (haWtioild') , adj. 1. boiled in water tmtil

bb$L the wtule anjd yolk solidify: said of egfeSw 2.

fCotloq.], not affedted by sentiment, appeal, etc.:
hi caUottS.
bound , Obfird'bound/), adj. designating any bookJ

in a relatively stiff cover, as of dbtfr-ccivered
_ Jard: distinguislied from papervb/acked,
cash, 1. metal coins. 2. ready money; cash.
cider, fermented applejwe; iafco^plic dd<w.
'coal, anthracite coal.
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hardener 660 tannonic
hard-en er (hlr*d'n-er), n. a person or thing that
hardens: specifically, a) a person who tempers metal
tools* 5) a substance used to give a harder film to
paint, Tarnish, etc.

har-den-ing; (hfir*d*n-ix}), n. 1. a making or becoming
hard. 2. a substance used to harden something,
hard-featured (Mrd'fe'chgrd), adj. having coarse,
cruel, stern, or harsh features.
hard fist ed (hfed'fis'tid), adj. selfish; stingy; niggard-
ly; also closefisted.

hard-hack (hfird'hafc'). n. [hard + (?) hack, to chop],
an American shrub of the rose family, with clusters of

pink, purple, or white flowers and hairy leaves: also
called steeplebush.
hard hand ed (hardlmn'did), adj. 1. having hands
made hard by work. 2. severe; tyrannical; ruthless:
said of a ruler or rule.

hard-head (hard
/
hed')> n. La shrewd person, not

easily moved. 2. any of various kinds of fish ; especially,
a) the salmon trout, b) the menhaden, c) the sculpin,
hard-head-ed (hard'hea'id), adj. I, shrewd and un-
sentimental; practical; matter-of-fact. 2. stubborn.
hardhearted (hard'har'tid), adj. unfeeling; pitiless.
har-di-hood (har'di-hood'). * C< hardy + "hood], 1.

resolute boldness: daring. 2. impudence; insolence.

har-di-ly (har'd'1-i), adv. in a hardy manner.
har-di-ness (har'di-nis), n. the quality of being hardy;
specifically, a) strength; physical endurance, 6) hardi-
hood; boldness.

Har-ding, Warren Gamaliel (har'din), 1865-1923;
twenty-ninth president of the United States (1921-
1923).

hard labor, compulsory and continuous physical labor
imposed, together with imprisonment, as a punishment
for some crimes.

hard-ly (hardli), adv. [ME. hardliche; AS. heardlice;
see HARD & -LY], 1. with effort or difficulty; not easily.
2. severely { harshly. 3. only just; barely; scarcely:
often used ironically or politely to mean "not quite,"
or "not at all." 4. improbably; not likely.
hard-ness (hard'nis), n. the state or quality of being
hard (in various senses): abbreviated H., h.
hard palate, the bony part of the roof of the mouth,
behind the upper teeth.

hard-pan (hard'pan'}, n. 1. a layer of hard subsoil
difficult to work. 2. solid, tinplowed ground. 3. the
hard, underlying part of anything; solid foundation.
hard rubber, vulcanized rubber that is firm and com-
paratively inelastic.

hards (h&rdz), n.pL [ME. herdes, hyrdys, hordes; AS.
heordan, pi., flax hards; akin to MLG. herde; prob.
IE. base *qe$-t to scrape, comb], coarse refuse of flax
or hemp; tow: also hurds.
hard sauce, a sweet, creamy mixture of butter, powdered
sugar, and flavoring, served with plum pudding, etc.
hard-set (hard'set'), adj. 1. in trouble or difficulty.
2. rigid; fixed; firm. 3. stubborn.

hard-shell (hard'shel'), adj. 1. having a hard shell.
2. [Colloq.], strict; uncompromising; strait-laced.
hard-shelled (hard'sheld'), adj. having a shell not re-
cently molted: said of crabs.

hard-ship (hard'ship), n. [ME. heardschipe; see HARD
& -SHIPJ, 1. hard circumstances of life. 2. a thing
hard to bear; specific cause of discomfort or suffering,
as poverty, pain, etc. SYN. see difficulty.
hard-spun fhard'spun'). adj. spun with a firm, close
twist: said of yarn.

hard-tack (hSrd'takO, n. [hard + tack (food)], un-
leavened bread made in very hard, large wafers: it is

traditionally a part of army and navy rations.
hard-top (convertible) (hard'top'), an automobile
designed somewhat like a convertible, but with a
metal top that cannot be folded back.
hard-ware (hard'war'), n. articles made of metal, as
tools, nails, fittings, utensils, etc.

hard-wood (hard'wood'), n. 1. any tough, heavy
timber with a compact texture. 2. in forestry, wood
other than that from a pine,, spruce, or other conifer;
deciduous timber. 3. a tree yielding hardwood

^f^X^^^A^jHARp.^. (-4-eY), HARDEST (-di-
ist)l [ME. & OFr, hardi, pp. of hardir, to make bold
< OHG. hartjan, to make hard], 1. bold and resolute-
daring; courageous. 2. tQpTx>14; full of temerity |

rash. 3. able to withstand fatigue, privation, etc ;

robust; vigorous. 4. in gardening, able to survive the
winter without special care: said of plants.

har-dy (har'di), n. [prob. hard + -y], a square-shanked
chisel used by blacksmiths: it fits into a square hole
(hardly hole) in the anvil.

Har-dy, Thomas (har'di), 1840-1928; English poetand novelist.
v

, . a o e
rodent family, with long ears, soft fur, a cleft upper
lip, a short tail, and long, powerful hind legs. 2. the
common American rabbit. 3. any of the players chased
in the game of hare and hounds.

hare and hounds, a game in which some players.'

called hounds, chase others, called hares, who have left
a trail of paper scraps along their route.

hare-bell (har/bel
/
) n. [ME, harebelle; hare, a hare -f

bdle, a bell], a slender, delicate plant with clusters of
blue, bell-shaped flowers: also called bluebett.
hare-brained (har'brand')t adj. having no more in-
telligence than a hare; reckless, flighty, giddy, rash, etc
ha-reem (ha-rem') f n* a harem.
harelip (MrflipO, n. La congenital deformity of
one or both lips, usually only the upper one, consisting
of a cleft like that of a hare's lip: it often results in a
speech defect. 2. a lip with such a deformity.
ha-rem (har'om), n. [Ar. harim, lit., prohibited (place
thing) < frarama, to forbid], 1. that part of a Moslem's
house in which the women live; seraglio. 2. the wives
concubines, women servants, etc. occupying a harem'
Also haram, hareetn.

Har-greaves, James (har'grevz'), P-1778; English
inventor of the spinning jenny.

har-i-cot (har'i-k5'), n. [Fr. < harigoter, to cut to
pieces; ? < MD. *harigod, sharp tool < haren, to
sharpen + godt a tool], 1. a highly seasoned stew of
lamb or mutton and vegetables. 2. [said to be <
Nahuatl ayecotli, bean, but ? < name of the stewl
a) the kidney bean, b) its pod or seed.

ha-ri-ka-ri (ha'ri-ka'ri, har'a-kar'i), n. hara-kiri.
hark (hark), iwF. [ME. herkien (akin to G. horchen,
etc.) ; ? < unrecorded AS. *heorcian or < AS. heorcnian
(see HEARKEN)], to listen carefully: usually in the im-
perative, with the effect of an exclamation, v t
[Archaic], to listen to; hear.
hark back, 1 . to return to an earlier point so as to pick
up the scent or trail again; hence, 2. to go back in
thought or speech; revert.

hark-en (har'k'n), v.i. & v.t. to hearken.
harl (harl), n. [ME. herle; prob. < LG. or D.; cf. MLG
herle, harl}, 1. a filament or filaments, especially of
hemp or flax. 2. a barb of a feather: also herl.
Har-lan (harlan), a masculine name.
Harleian Library (harli-sn), a collection of 8,000
books and 14,000 manuscripts, formed by Robert
Harley (1661-1724) and his son Edward (1689-1741)
earls of Oxford, and now housed in the British Museum"
Har-lem (harlam), n. a section of New York City
with a large Negro population.
Harlem River, a river northeast of Manhattan IslandNew York, connecting the East River with the Hudson'
Har-le-guin (har'la-kwin, harla-kin), n. [Fr. harleauin
arleqmn; It. arlecchino; OFr. harlequin,

'

hierlekin, hellequin, demon, spirit, orig.
demon huntsman], 1. a traditional comic
character in pantomime, who wears a
mask and gay, spangled tights of many
colors, and sometimes carries a wooden
wand or sword, 2. [h-], a clown; buffoon.
adj. [h-] t 1. comic; ludicrous. 2. of many
colors; colorful. 3. [from the resemblance
to the slanting eye holes of the mask],
designating eyeglasses with brightly
colored frames and slanting, elliptical
eyepieces.
har le quin ade (har'fo-kwin-ad'), n. [Fr.
arleqmnade], 1. that part of a play or - - _
pantomime in which the Harlequin and *, ROTTTMthe clown play leading parts; hence, 2.

HARLEQU*N

comic pranks; gay, mischievous antics; buffoonery.
har-lot (har'bt), n. [ME.; OFr., rogue, vagabond; orig.used as euphemism for whore; akin to Pr. arlot, Sp.
arlote; origin dubious], a prostitute.

har-lot ry (harlat-ri), n. prostitution.harm (harm), n. [ME herm. harm; AS. hearm; akin to
G. harm; IE. base *kormo-t pain, torment], 1. hurt;
injury: damage; impairment. 2. moral wrong; evil'
v.t. [ME. hermen, harmen; AS. hearmian < the .], to
do harm to; hurt; damage; impair. SYN. see injure,har.mattan (har'ma-tan/), n. [Sp, harmatdn < the

JS^i (Fantl) name i? X Africa]; a dry, dusty wind
that blows across the Atlantic coast of Africa.harm ful

(harm'fal), adj. causing harm; hurtful
harm-less Charm'hs), adj. I. [Rare], not liarme<J.

*IP^)jA

a

^^^ ^isrsfedite and Ares, and wife of Cadmus: she personified
harmony and order.
har-mon-ic (har-mon'ik), adj. [L. harmonious; Gr;
harmomkos < harmonia; see HARMONY], 1. harmonious
ui feeling or effect; agreeing. 2. m mathematics, desig-
nating or of a senes of numbers whose reciprocals are
in arithmetical progression. 3. in music, a) of harmony
rather than melody or rhythm. &) of or producing a
combination of sounds that is pleasing to the ear;
cons9nant. c\ designating a tome whose rate of vibra-

r^i "" ^' -^ v&^P^e
j
Gspecia^r oiie 1

produced by
uglitly stopping a

vibratit^ string at some specified

whose &etiuency % 'sonie mtegral* niultlple of "tM
fundamiental freqtielicy^
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harmonica 661 Harrison

har-mon-i-ca (har-mon'i-ka) , n. [L., fern, dharmonkus;
see HARMONIC], 1. a
musical instrumenttcon-
sisting of a series of

graduated glasses from
whichtonesareproduced
by rubbing the edges
with a wet finger: m-

cussion instrument consisting of metal or glass strips
which are struck with small mallets. 3. a small wind
instrument played with the mouth: it has a series of

graduated metal reeds that vibrate and produce tones
when air is blown or sucked across them: also called
mouth organ.
har-mon-i-caHy (hlr-mon'i-k'1-i), adv. I. [Archaic],
harmoniously. 2. in mathematics, in a harmonic re-
lation. 3. in music, with reference to harmony.

har-inori*i'Con (har-mon'i-ksn), n. [pi. HARMONICA
(-ka)], [Gr. harmonikon, neut. of harmonikos; see HAR-
MONIC], 1. a harmonica. 2. an orchestrion.
har-mon-ics (har-mon'iks), n*pl. [construed as sing.I,

[< harmonic], the science of musical sounds.
har-mo-ni-ous (har-mo'ni-as), adj. [Pr. harmonieux;
see HARMONY], 1. having parts combined in a pro-
portionate, orderly, or pleasing arrangement; con-
gruous. 2. having similar or conforming Feelings, ideas,
interests, etc.j in accord. 3. in music, having tones
combined to give a pleasing effect; consonant.
har-mo-nist (har'mQ-nist), n. 1. a musician or com-
poser j especially, an expert in harmony. 2. a poet.
3. a literary scholar who arranges parallel passages of
different authors, as in the Scriptures, so as to bring
out corresponding ideas, qualities, etc. 4. a person who
harmonizes something.
har-mo-ni-um (har-mo'ni-am), n. [Pr. < L. harmonia;
see HARMONY}, a small keyboard organ in which the
tones are produced by forcing air through metal reeds

by means of a bellows operated by pedals.
har-mon-i-za-tion (har'mon-i-za'snan, har'man-i-za'-

shsn), n. a harmonizing or being harmonized.
har-mo-nize (har'mo-idV), vj. [HARMONIZED (-nizd'),

HARMONIZING], [Fr. harmonizer < harmonie], to be,

sing, or play in harmony ^ accord; agree, v.f. 1. to
make harmonious; bring into agreement. 2. to add
chords to (a melody) so as to form a harmony. SYN.
see agree.
har-mo-ny (har'ma-ni), n. [pL HARMONIES (-niz)], [Pr.

harmonie; L. harmonia; Gr. harmonia < harmos, a
fitting, harmozein, to fit together], 1. a combination of

parts into a propoitonate or orderly whole; congruity.
2. agreement in feeling, action, ideas, interests, etc.;

peaceable or friendly relations. 3. agreement or pro-
portionate arrangement of color, size, shape, etc. that
is pleasing to the eye; a fitting well together. 4. an
arrangement of parallel passages of different authors,
the Scriptures, etc., made so as to bring out corres-

ponding ideas, qualities, etc. 5. agreeable sounds:
music. 6. in music, a) the pleasing combination of

two or more tones in a chord. &) structure in terms
of the arrangement, progression, modulation, etc. of

chords: distinguished from melody, rhythm* c) the
study of this structure. SYN. see symmetry.

har-ness (har'nis), n. [ME. harneis; OPr. harneis, her-

neis, homes, armor], 1.

originally, armor and
other military equip-
ment for a man or
horse. 2. the leather

straps and metal pieces
by which a horse, mule,
etc. is fastened to a vehi-
cle, plow, or load. 3. any BIT

trappings or gear similar

COLLAR

to this; specifically, a)
the straps, etc. by which
a parachute is fastened
to its wearer, b) a device
for raising and lowering
the warp threads on a
loom, v.t* l.toput har-
ness on (a horse, etc.).
2. to bring into a condition for working or producing
power: as, they harnessed the power ot the water by
building a dam. 3. [Archaic], to put armor on.
in double harness, 1. in a harness for two animals

pulling the same carriage, plow, eta 2. married.

i?i harness, in 'Or/aVon^'s routine work. '

'<

har-nessed antelope (har'nist), any oi several striped
A&ican antelap^'

1^ tfrf bushbttck.
'

- ,

harness hitch, avMad of knot: see knot, illus. ,

harness jto&'fe WHH aft befr^en/^itorttrottew-or

Black HilK western South Dakota: height, 7,242 ft.

Har-old Quufald), IA& Harold, Harold: ON. HayMr;
Gmc, *HarmM, lit., ruler, leader of the army <
*harja-. army, host (AS. here) -f- *aldan, to rule (cf.

WIELD)], a masculine name; diminutive, Hal.
Harold I. ?~1040: son of Canute II; king of England
(1035-1040): caled Harold Barefoot*

Harold II, 1022?-1066; last Saxon king of England
(1066); killed in the Battle of Hastings*
harp Oiarp), n. |MB. herpe, karpe; AS, hearpe; akin to
G. harfe; IE. base*(s>jer*&(&-) tobend, ^
curve, seen also in Norw. dial, harpa,
old, bent crone; the name comes from
the shape of the instrument|, 1.

a musical instrument with strings
stretched across an open, triangular
frame, played by being plucked with
the fingers: the modern harp has
forty-six strings and a series of foot

pedals which permit the playing of
half tones. 2. a harp-shaped object or
implement. 3. [H-L Lyra, a northern
constellation. 4, [Slang], an Irish-
man: a vulgar term of prejudice and
contempt. lu. 1. to play a harp.
2. to persist in talking or writing

HAKP
tediously or continuously (on or upon something).
u.f. [Rare], to give voice to; express.
Har pers Ferry, Har-per's Ferry (har'perz), a town
in West Virginia, at te juncture of 1^T
Shenandoah Rivers: site of John Brown's raid in
1859.

harp ings (haVpujz), n.$L [prob. < Fr. harper* to grip],
1. wooden strips or planks on the bow of a sM|>
to give it added strength. 2. wooden pieces used as
supports during the construction of a ship.

harp-ins (har'pmz), n.pl, harpings.
harp-ist (haVpist), n. a person who plays the harp,
har-poon (har-poonO, n* [Fr. harpon* dim. < harpe, a
claw, or < MPr. harpert, to claw, grip < Gmc. *&or-
pan, to seiae], a barbed javelin or spear with a line at-
tached to it, used for spearing whales or other large sea
animals. v.t. to strike, kill, or catch with a harpoon.

harp-si-chord (harp'si-k&rdO, n. [oba. Fr. harpechordt;
harpe (LL. harpa; Gmc.
haipa; see HARP) -f chorde

(see C9RD) : -s- isunexplained],
a stringect musical instru-
ment with a keyboard, fore-
runner of the piano: it

somewhat resembles the
clavichord, except that when
the keys are pressed the

stringsare^luckeabyleatlier-
tipped points rather than
struck iby hammers, and
produce short, abrupt tones.

HAHPSICHORD

iiu-py viiie"Fi;iy*.xiAitrijia
(-piz)jr [OPr. karpie; L. har~

Pyi&; Gr. harpytai, pL, lit.,

snatchers < harpazein, to
sei2e, snatch], 1. in Greek mythology* any of several
hideous, filthy, winged monsters with the head and
trunk of a woman and the tail,

legs, and talons of a bird: they
carried off the souls of the dead,
seized the food of their victims,
etc. 2. pi-], a relentless, greedy,
or grasping person. 3. [h-], a
harpy eagle.

,

higfiest mokiitaia of

harpy eagle.

harpy eagle, a large, short-winged,
tropical American eagle, with a
double crest and a powerful bill
and daws.
har-quebus (har'kwi-bas), n. an
arquebus, an early type of firearm.
Har-rar (ha'rSrX n, fiarar. HARPY
har-ri-dan (har'i-dan), n. [prob.
altered < OFh harideUe, worn-out horse, jade], a
haggard, disreputable, shrewish old woman.

har-ri-er Qiar'i-erJ, n. [< hare -h 4er], m
1. any of an

English breed of dog, used for hunting hares and
rabbits. 2. pi. the harriers and hunters in a hunt.
3. a cross-country runner.

har-ri-er (har'i-gr), m 1. a person who harries. 2. a
hawk that preys on insects and small animals.

Har-ri-et (har'i-at), [fern. dim. of Harry], a feminine
name: variants. Harriot, Harriott; diminutive, Hattie.

Har-rl;man, Edward Henry (har'i-man), 1848-1909;
American capitalist; railroad magnate.
Harris, Joel Chandler (chand'ler har'is), 1848-1908;
American writer; wrote the Uncle Remus stories.

Har-ris-burg (haris-bttrgO, n. the capital of Pennsyl-
vania, on the Susquehanna: pop., 89,000. t

Har rl son, Benjamin ftarVs, 1.

, hfirfe, qvr; ft;-e;!', ;tt,JUfcn. .t51, look; oil, o
lor a in ago, e in agent, in sanity, o m comply, u
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HARROW

father of WWam Henry; American statesman; signer
of the Declaration of Independence. 2. 1833-1W1:
grandson of Wittiem Henry; twenty-third president of
the United States (1889-1893).
Harrison, William Henry, 1773-1841; American
statesman and general; grandfather of Benjamin (the
president); ninth president of the United States (1841):
called Tippecanoe.
Harris Tweed, [ < Harris, island in the Hebrides where
the cloth is made], a soft, hand-woven, all-wool tweed
in a heather mixture: a trade-mark,
Har-ro-vi-an (ha-ro"

/vi-n ha-rdVyen). adj. of Harrow.
n. a student or former student of Harrow,
Har row Oiar^oVn, a private preparatory school (called
puUic school in England) for boys, situated in Harrow-
on-the-HiH, a town in Middlesex, near London.
har-row (har'o), n, [ME. herm, karwe; prob. < ON.;
cf. ON. karfr, herm, Dan.
harv, etc. ; IE. base possibly
*($)$er-, to cutf, a heavy
frame with spikes or sharp-
edged disks, drawn by a
horse or tractor and used
for leveling and breaking
up plowed ground, cover-
ing seeds, rooting up weeds
etc. v.L 1. to draw a
harrow over (land). 2. to
hurt ; cut ; wound ; lacerate.
3. to make uncomfortable; distress; torment; vex.
tu. to take harrowing: as, this ground harrows well.

Har*ry (hai/i), a masculine name: feminine, Harriet:
see Henry, n. the Devil; Satan: usually Old Harry.

harry (hiyi), v*t. [HARRIED (-id), HARRYING], [ME.
hergven, herien; AS. hergian < base of here, army (G.
heer) : see HARBINGER, HERIOT], 1. to raid and destroy
or roo; pillage; plunder. 2. to torment; harass.
harsh QiSrsh), adj. [ME. harsk; prob. < ON.; cf. Dan.
&arj$L rancid (Norw. hersk, Sw. harsk) ; akin to G.
Iwrsd!** rough, raw; prob. IB. base *qars-t to scratch,
comix seen also in II carduus, thistle, carrere, to card

CWTO!)!, 1. tmpleasantly sharp or rough; specifically,

J l^aimg to tibe ear; discordant, fc) too bright or
vmd to the eye; glaring, c) too strong to the taste;
bitter, d) not smooth to the touch; coarse. 2. un-
pleasantly cmde^ abrupt, or strained so as to be
offensive to ome's mind or feelings. 3. rough, crude,
or forbidding in appearance. 4. stem; severe; un-
feeling; cruel. SYN. see rough.

bars-let (haWSt), n. haslet.
hart Chart), n. \pl HARTS (harts), HART; see PLURAL,
n, rjJiJ, [ME. hert; AS. heort, heorot; akin to G. hirsch;
IE. base *ker-, head, what is on the -head, horn], a
male? deer, especially a red deer after its fifth year,
when tiie crown antlers are formed; stag.
Hart, Albert Bush-nell (boosh'n'l hart), 1854-1943;
American historian and educator.
Hart, Moss (m6s), 1904- ; American playwright.
har-tal (har-talO, n. [Hind, hartal < hat, a shop, market+ talS, a lock], in India, a 'suspension of work and
business, especially as an expression of national
mourning or political protest.
hart-beest (hSrt'best'), n. \pl. HARTBEESTS (-bests'),
HARTBEEST; see PLURAL, n, D, 11, a hartebeest.

Harte, Bl?et (^ret hart), (Francis Brett Harte), 1836-
19Q2; American writer.

har-tebeest (haVtg-best', haWbest'), n. [pi HARTE-****, * K^-A
HARTEBEEST; see PLURAL; n, D, 11,

ge, swifty harte, hart + beest, beast], a large,
-jrican antelot>e, now rare, having a reddish-

brown coat with a yellow patch on each haunch, and
long horns curved backward at the tips.
Hart-ford (hart'fSrd), n. the capital of Connecticut, on
the Connecticut River: pop., 177,000.
harts-horn <laWh6rr/), n. 1. a hart's horn; deer's
antler. 2. a) ammonia in water solution, 6) ammon-
ium carbonate, used in smelling salts; sal volatile^ so
called because formerly obtained from deer's antlers.
hart's-tongue, hactsrtongue (harts'tur/). n. a fern
with long, narrow fponds, found chiefly in Europe and
Asia.
har-um-scar-um (ha^9m-skar/am
-f scare + 'em], reckless; rash;
adv. in a harum-scarum manner,
person or action.
Ha-run al-Ra shid (hE-rcon'' " "
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[prob. <htwe
irresponsible.

n. a harum-scarum

har us pex (ho-ras/peks, har'as-peksOv n. \pl. HARUS-
PICES (hs-rus'pi-sezO], [L., Kt, inspector of entrails],
any

w
of a class of lesser priests and soothsayers in

ancient Rome, who professed to foretell the future
by interpreting the entrails of sacrificial animals m,

ha-rus-pf-cal ^la-rus'pi-k'l), adj. of or aSa as a
naruspex. ,-

< ;.
-\ \ .

,,, ,

Har-vard, John (har'vgrd), 1607-163;lEngKsh cfegy-man M America;, a principal endowef of Hac
C/oHege, ,

'

,

har-vest (har'vist), n. [ME. harvest, harveste; AS.

fest; akin to G. herbst (OHG. htrbist) IE. base *(s)qer(e)p-
(< *(s)q&~t to cut) s6611 ^s in L. carper e, to pluck
(cf. CARPEL, CARPET) j

basic sense "time of cutting,
plucking"), I. the tune of the year when matured
prain, fruit, vegetables, etc. are reaped and gathered
in. 2. a season's yield of grain, fruit, etc. when gathered
in or ready to be gathered in; crop. 3. the gathering
in of a crop. 4. the outcome or consequence of any
effort or series of events: as, death is the harvest of
war. v.L & vd. 1. to gather in (a crop, etc.). 2. to
gather the crop from (a field).
harvest bug (or mite, tick, louse), the chigger, a
very small, parasitic larva.

har-vest-er (Mr'vis-ter), n. 1. a person who gathers
in a crop of grain, fruit, etc.; reaper. 2. a harvesting
machine; mechanical reaper.
harvest fly, any of various cicadas heard at harvest
time.
harvest home, 1. the bringing home of the last harvest
loadj end of the harvest. 2. a former festival cele-
brating this. 3. a song sung by harvesters brineine
home the last load.
har-vesMnan (har'vist-msn), n. \pl. HARVESTMEN
(-man)], l.^a man who harvests; reaper. 2. any of a
group of spiderlike animals with very long, thin legs:
often called daddy-longlegs.
harvest moon, the full moon at or about the time of
the autumnal equinox, September 22 or 23.
harvest mouse, a very small European mouse that
builds its nest in the stalks of growing grain.
Har-vey (har'vi), [Fr. Heroe; G. Herwig, Herewig, lit.,

army battle < Gmc. *harja, army (cf. HARRY) -j- *wig~,
fight, battle], a masculine name.

Har-vey, William (har'vi), 1578-1657; English phy-
sician: discovered the circulation of the blood.
Harz (harts), n. a mountain range in central Germany*
highest peak, Brocken, 3,745 ft.

has (haz; unstressed hoz, ez), the third person singular,
present indicative, of have.
Ha-sa, El (el ha'ss), a region in Saudi Arabia, "on the
Persian Gulf: area, 25,000 sq. mi.
has-been (haz'bin'), n. [Colloq.J, a person or thing that
was formerly popular or effective but is no longer so
Has-dru-bal (haz'droo-b'l), n. any of various Cartha-
ginian generals; especially, a) brother of Hannibal-
?-207 B.C. 6) brother-in-law of Hannibal; ?-221 B C

ha-sen pfef fer (ha's'n-fefgr; G. ha'zsn-pfef'Sr) "n"
[G. < hose, rabbit (see HARE) + pfeffer, pepper], a
German dish of marinated rabbit, seasoned and braised
hash (hash), v.t. [Fr. hacher, to chop, mince < hache,
a hatchet], 1. 19 chop (meat and vegetables) into small
pieces for cooking. 2. [Colloq.], to make a mess or
botch of; bungle, n. I. a chopped mixture of cooked
meat and vegetables, usually baked or browned. 2. a
mixture, as of things used before in different forms;
rehash. 3. a hodgepodge; muddle; mess.
make (a) hash of, [Colloq.], 1. to bungle; botch. 2. to
destroy or defeat (an opponent, argument, etc.).

settle one's hash, [Colloq.J, to overcome or subdue one.
hash-eesh (hash'esh), n. hashish.
Hash-em-ite Jordan (hash'o-mitO, see Jordan,
hash house, [Slang], a cheap restaurant.
hash-ish (hash'esh, hash'ish), n. [Ar. hashish, dried
hemp; cf. ASSASSIN], a drug made^from t'he leaves and
stalks of Indian hem|> f chewed or smoked in the
Orient for its intoxicating and narcotic effects.
hash mark, [Military Slang], any of the parallel diagonal
stripes worn on the left sleeve of a uniform; service
stripe: each stripe indicates the completion of three
years' service. $$

Ha-sid-ic (ha-sid'ik, kha-se'dik), adj. Chassidic.
Has-i-dim (has'i-dini; Heb. kha-^e'dim), nM. \sins.
HASID (has'id; Heb. kha'sid)], Chassidim.

has-let (has'lit, haVKt), n, [ME. hastelet; OFr. hastellet
< haste, a spit, spear; Gmc. *harst> a roast; influenced
by L. hasta, a spear], the heart, liver, lungs, etc. of a
pig or other animal, used for food; also harslet.

has-n't (haz'^ht), has not.

hasp (hasp, -hasp), n. (ME. haspe, hespe; AS. hp$e;
akin to G. haspe; Gmc.
base *hap~; pscob. < IE.
*qab-, to curve, end; n.
senses parallel dieyelop-
mentoftot&Iv Lahinged
metalfastening fora door,
window, Hd, book covers,
etc..; especially, a metal
piece fitted over a staple
or into a hole and fastened,
by a bolt or padlock.
2. a skein of yarn or
thread* > v.t. to fasten
with or as with a hasp.

hassle, hassel (hasH),

breath
,'
a
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hassok; AS. hassuc. hassoc (clump of) coarse grass; ?

< Celtic base + -ock (cf. W. hesg, sedge, Bret, kesk,
reed < IE. *$eq~ t to cut, as in sedge)}, I. a thick
clump or tuft ol grass; tussock. 2. a firmly stuffed
mat or cushion used as a footstool or seat,
hast (hast; unstressed hast), archaic second person
singular, present indicative, of have: used with thon.

$has-ta la vis-ta (as'ta la ves'ta), [Sp., lit., until the
meeting], good-by.
$has-ta ma-na-na (as'ta ma-nya'na), [Sp., lit,, until

tomorrow], good-by.
has-tate (has'tat), adj. [L. hastatns < hasta, a spear],
shaped like a spearhead, as some leaves: see leaf, illus.

haste (hast), n. {ME.; OPr. haste (Pr. hate} < Gmc.;
cf. AS. hxst, violence], 1. quickness of motion; hurry-
ing; rapidity: said of voluntary actions. 2. careless

hurrying: as, haste makes waste. 3. necessity for

hurrying; urgency, v.t. & v.i. [Rare], to hasten.
in haste, L in a hurry. 2. in too great a hurry; with-
out enough care or thought.
make haste, to hasten; hurry.

SYN. haste implies quick or precipitate movement or action,
as from the pressure of circumstances or intense eagerness;
hurry, often interchangeable with haste, specifically suggests
excitement, bustle, or confusion (the hurry of city life) ; speed
implies rapidity of movement, operation, etc.. suggesting effec-

tiveness and the absence of excitement or confusion (to increase
the speed of an assembly line) ; expedition adds to speed the

implication of efficiency and stresses the facilitation of an
action or procedure; dispatch comes close to expedition in

meaning but more strongly stresses promptness in finishing
something. ANT. slowness, delay.

has-ten (has^n), v.t. [extended form of haste, .], to
make hurry; speed up; cause to be or come faster;
accelerate. v4. to move swiftly; hurry; be quick.

hast-i-ly (has'tl-i), adv. in a hasty manner.
has-ti-ness (haVti-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being hasty.
Has-tings (has'tinz), n. 1. a city in England, on the

English Channel: pop., 62,000 (est. 1946): site of the
decisive battle of the Norman invasion of England
(1066). 2. a city in Nebraska: pop., 20,000.

Hastings, Warren, 1732-1818; English statesman; first

governor general of India (1773-1785).
hast-y (hSs'ti), adj. [HASTIER (-ti-er), HASTIEST (-ti-ist)],

[ME. hasti; OPr. hasti, hastif; see HASTE], 1. done or
made with haste; quick: hurried. 2. done or made
too quickly and witn too little thought; rash. 3. short-

tempered or impetuous. 4. showing irritation or im-
patience: as, hasty words. SYN. see fast.

hasty pudding, "[so called because quickly prepared!,
1. mush made of corn meal. 2. [British], mush made
of flour or oatmeal.
hat (hat), n. [ME.; AS. hxtt; akin to OPris. hat; IE.
base *kadh-, to cover, protect, seen also in L. cassis

(< *kadh-tis} , helmet & Eng. hood}, 1. a head covering,
usually with a brim and a crown; sometimes distin-

guished from bonnet, beret, cap. etc. 2. in the Roman
Catholic Church,* a) the official red hat of a cardinal.

6) the rank or position of a cardinal. /. [HATTED
(hat'id), HATTING], to cover or provide witli a fiat.

pass the hat, to take up a collection, as at a meeting.
take one's hat off to, to salute; congratulate.
talk through one's hat, [Colloq.}, to make irresponsible
or foolish statements; talk nonsense*
throw one's hat into the ring, 1 . to enter a competi-
tion. 2. to become a candidate for office.

under one's hat, [Colloq.], secret; strictly confidential.
hat-a-ble (hat'e-bl), adj.Rateable.
hat-band (hat'band'), n. a band of cloth around the
crown of a hat, just above the brim: a band of black
cloth is often worn to show mourning.
hat-box (hat'boksO, n. a box for carrying or storing
a hat or hats.
hatch (h&eh), V.L [ME. hacchen; prob. < unrecorded
AS. ; akin to G. hecken, to breed, bring forth young &
AS. hagato, the genites; IB. base *feofc-, male genitaHa],
1. to bring forth (young) from an egg or eggs by
applying warmth. 2. to bring forth young from (an
egg or eggs). 3. a) to bring \& plan, idea, etc.) into

existence; devise;* plan. &) to plot. v.L 1. to bring
forth young; ctevelop embryos: said of eggs. 2. to

cometforth from the egg. n. 1. the process ofhatching.
2. the brood hatched; hence, 3. an outcome; result.

hatch (hach), n. [MB. nacche, hecche
f

' AS.^, gracing,
lattice gate: akin to D., LG: hek; prob. $. base *keg-,

*Ke^g-, hook, etc.. for hanging (cf. HANG, HANK)],
1. the lower half of a door, gafre, etc. that has two
separatelv 'ntqvable halves, 2. a) a rectangular,*._ ^ ,

g|j|^y*g deck through, which cargo can be
it

1

haltnw/ikjK ,6) a similar opening in die floor
"

of a thiilding. 3. a 1M lor or;asi for sttch an
g; trap door: such lids Were otMrialy gratings.

4: a barrier to regulate the flow of water in a stream;
J*L j**:i,_iiT ,

'
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TYPES OF HATCHET

hatch (hach), v.t. (OPr. kmhar9 to hack < hache, an
ax], to mark or engrave with fine, crossed or parallel
lines so as to indicate shading. any of these lines.

hatch-el (hach'al) , n. [MB* hecckel, hechele (akin to G.
hecM}; AS. *Jte4, *kmel < base seen in hook, hang,
etc. ^ -k], a combEke instrument for cleaning and
dressing flax, hemp, etc. ir*l. (HATCHELED or HATCH-
ELLED (-!d), HATCHELING Or HATCHELLDCGJ, [ME.
hecheUn; akin to B. hekelen, to heckle}, L to clean and
dress (flax, hemp, etc.) with a hatchel. 2. [Rare], to

heckle; annoy; tease. Also, for n. & f. I, hackle, heckle.

hatch*er-y (hach'er-i), n. (pi. HATCHERIES (4z)J, a place
for hatching eggs, especially those of fish or poultry.
hatch-et (hach'tt), n. [ME. hachet; OFr. hachette, dim.
of hache, an ax < Gmc.], 1. a
small ax with a short handle, for
use with one hand. 2. a tomahawk.
bury the hatchet, to stop lighting;
make peace.
dig (or take) up the hatchet, to
start fighting; make war.

hatchet face, a lean, sharp face,
suggesting the cutting edge of a
hatchet.
hatch-et-faced (hach'it-fasf), adj.
having a hatchet face.

hatch-Ing (hach'in), n. {hatch (to
shade) -f -ing], 1. the drawing
or engraving of fine, parallel or
crossed lines to show shading. 2.

such lines.

hatch-ment (hach'mant), n. [for
earlier atcheament, altered < a-

chievement], in heraldry, a square
tablet or panel bearing the coat
of arms of a man who has just died, hung diagonally
for a time at the front of his house and later in church
as a sign of his death.

hatch-way (hach'w&O, n. 1. a rectangular opening in
a ship's deck, through which cargo can be lowered.
2. a similar opening, usually covered with a sliding
hatch, at the rear of a deckhouse, etc. 3. a similar

opening in the floor or roof of a building. Also hatch.
hate (hat), v.t. [HATBD (-id), HATING], [ME. haten,
hatien; AS. hatian; akin to G. hassen; IB. base *md-,
bad temper, seen also in W. cos, hate], 1. to have
strong disHke or ill will for; loathe; despise. 2. to

dislike; wish to avoid; shrink from: as, he hates to
work. v.i. to feel hatred, n, 1. a strong feeling of
dislike or ill will; hatred. 2. a person or thing hated.
SYN. hate implies a feeling of great dislike or aversion, and,
with persons as the object, connotes the bearing of malice;
detest implies vehement dislike or antipathy; despise suggests
a looking down with great contempt upon the person or thing
one hates; abhor implies a feeling of great repugnance or dis-

gust; loathe implies utter abhorrence.' ANT. love, like.

hate-a-ble (hat'g-bl), adj. that deserves to be hated.
hate-ful (hat'f'l), adj. 1. [Rare], feeling or showing
hate; malignant; malevolent, 2. causing or deserving
hate; loathesome; obnoxious; detestable; odious.
5KV. hateful is applied to that which provokes extreme
dislike or aversion; odious stresses a disagreeable or offensive

quality in that which is hateful? detestable refers to that
which arouses vehement dislike or antipathy; obnoxious is

applied to that which is very objectionable to one and causes

great annoyance or discomfort by its presence; that is re-

pugnant which is so distasteful or offensive that one offers

strong resistance to it; that is abhorrent which is [regarded
with extreme repugnance or disgust; abominable is applied
to that which is execrably or degmdingly offensive or loathsome.
hath (hath), archaic third person singular, present
indicative, of have.

Hath-a-way, Anne OwthVwT). 1557-1623; Shake-
speare's wife.
Hath or (hath'fir), w^ [Or. Hathor; Egypt, get-Pert,
Ht., the house above], in Egyptian mythology, the god-
dess of lovev mirth* and joy, usually represented as

having the head or ears of a cow.
Hathor capital, in architecture, a capital with faces of

Hathor carved on its sides.

Ha thor-ic (ha-thor'ik), adj. of Hathor or the Hatfeor

capital
hatpin (hat'pin'), n. a long, ornamental pin for

fastening a woman's hat to her hair.

hat-rack (Eat'Tak'). n. a rack, set of pegs or hooks,
etc. to hold hats.
hatred (ha'trid), n. [ME. hatred, hatreden < hate, hate
4- -red, -veden < AS. -rseden, state, condition], strong
dislike or ill will; hate.

hat-ter (hat'er), n. a person who makes or sells hats,

especially men's hats.
Hat ter as. Gape (hat'Sr~9s), a cape on an island off

Pamlico Sound, North Carolina: hazardous to ships;
Hat-tie (hat'i), a feminine name: see Harriet.

Hat-ties-burg (hat'iz-burg'), n. a city in southeastern

Mississippi: pop., 29,000.



liat tree

hat tree, a stand with arms or hooks to hold hats,
coats, etc.

*

hau-bergeon (b^bSr-jro), n. |0bs.] t a habergeon.
hau-berk (hyberk), n* [ME. hauberk, hanberc; OFr.
kmtberc, kalbtrc < OHG. halsberc, halsberge, protection
lor the neck, gorget < hals, the neck -f bergan, to
protect, save; a. HARBOR], a medieval coat of armor,
usually of chain mail.

haugh-ti-ly (hS'tl-i), adv. m a haughty manner.
haugh-ti-ness (hd'ti-nis), n. a haughty quality.
haught

* *.-'-*
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fluenced by ME. hautein; OPr. hauiain < haut; gh
prob. inserted by analogy with naughty (cf. DELIGHT,
SPRIGHTLY)], 1. having or showing great pride in

oneself and disdain, contempt, or scorn for others;

proud; arrogant; supercilious. 2. [Archaic], lofty;
noble. SYN. see proud.
haul (hoi), v*t. [Early Mod. Eng. haule, phonetic sp. <
ME, halen (c HALE, .*.); OFr. holer, to draw <
OPrank, hal&n (OHG. halori), to fetch; akin to G.
holm* to fetch ;

t
prob. IE. base *kd-

t
to cry out; basic

sense "to call hither"], 1. to pull with force; move by
pulling or drawing; tug; drag. 2. to transport by
wagon, truck, etc.; as, he hauls coal for a living. 3. in
nautical usage, to change the course of (a ship) by
setting the sails. iu. 1. to pull; tug. 2. to shift

direction: said of the wind. 3. to change one's opinion
or course of action: as, he hauled around to my way of

thinking. 4. in nautical usage, to change the course of
a ship by trimming sail, usually so as to travel closer
to the wind, n. 1. the act of hauling; pull; tug.
2. the amount gained, won, caught, etc, at one time,
as in a net; catch: as, a good haul of fish. 3. the
distance or route over which something is transported:
as, a long haul. 4. the load or quantity transported.
SYN. see pull.
haul off, 1. to change a ship's course so as to draw
away from something. 2. to retreat; withdraw.
3. [Co1t<xj.] to draw the arm back before hitting.
haul on (or to, onto) the wind, to haul in sails until

they are nearly parallel with the desired course, in
order to sail closer to the wind.

haul up, to sail nearer the direction of the wind.
haul age (h61'ij), n, [haul -f -age], 1. the act or process
of hauHng. 2. the force used in hauling something.
3. the charge made for hauling, as by a railroad*
haulm (h6ni), n. [ME. halm; AS. healm, halm, straw;
akin to G. halm; IE. *koldmo-s, reed, cane, seen also
in L. culmus, a stalk, straw, calamus (< Gr.), a reed,
reed pipe], 1. the stalks or stems of cultivated cereals,
beans, peas, etc., especially after the crop has been
gathered; hence, 2. straw or hay used for thatching
roofs, etc. 3. a stem of grass or grain; culm. Also halm.
haunch (hdnch, hanch), n. [ME. haunche, hanche, OFr.
hanche, hance, anche < Gmc.; cf. G. hanke, haunch,
hip], i . tlie part of the body including the hip, buttock,
and thickest part of the thigh; hindquarter. 2. an
animal's loin and leg together; 3oint of venison, mutton,
etc. 3. in architecture, either of the sides of an arch
from the point of rising to the vertex.
haunch bone, the ilium; hipbone.
haunt (h8nt, hant), v.t, [ME. haunten, hanten; OFr.

appear oj? recur frequently to; obsess: as, memories
haunted her. 4. to be associated with; fill the atmos-
phere of; pervade: as, memories of former gaiety haunt
the house. Haunt is often used with a ghost, spirit,
etc. as its stated or implied subject, n. 1. a) a place
often visited or stayed in: as, a saloon that was the
haunt of criminals, b) a lair or feeding place of animals*
2. (also hant), [Dial.], a ghost.

haunt-ed (hSn'tid, han'tid), orfj. [pp. of haunt], sup-
posedly frequented by ghosts: as, a haunted house.
haunt-ing (h6n't% han'tii)), adj. Jppr. of haunt], often
recurring to the mind; not easily forgotten: as, a
haunting tune.

Haupt-mann, Ger-hart (gar'hart houpt'man), 1862-
1946; German dramatist* noveKst, and poet; received
Nobel prize in literature, 1912.

^sa, Haus-sa
(hou'sa*), n. tl. a Negroid people of

-British Nigenaandthe Sudan,numberingover5,000,000" " - - - - - -

of tte

-

,

2. a member of this people. 3. the.
Hausa, used as an international , tpade
Negro Africa south of the Sahara, *

i
>

taw-sen (hdVn; G. hou'z'n), n. [G.I, a large sturgeonfound in the Black Sea, Casoian feea, Se Tklov7etIHaus frau (hous'fnm'), n. [&.], a housewifa
te "llim Cb&htel'wn), n. {pi. HAUSTELLAr!?

8
?*?'111111 (kos-tel'am), n. {pi. HAUSTELLA (-9)],

[Mod. L. < L. haustus, pp. of haurire, to drink, dimw
water], a tubelike sucking organ, or proboscis* as, m
vanous insects. MJ
haus-to-rium (h8s-tdr'i-9m, h6s-to'ri-9m5, n. M
HAUSTORIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < L. haustus; see HAUSiS
LUMJ, a rootlike outgrowth in certain parasitic plants
through which food is absorbed from the host.

haut-boy (ho'boi, o'boi), n. [Fr. hantbots; haut, high
(pitch) -i- bois, wood], an oboe.

hau-teur (ho-tSr'; Fr. o'ter'), n. [Fr. < haut, high,
proud], haughtiness; disdainful pride; snobbery.
|haut monde (o'mod') [Fr.], high society.
Haut-Rhin (o'raw'), n. a department of France, on the
Rhine: area, 1,354 sq. mi.: pop., 507,000: capital.
Colmar.
Ha-van a (ha-van's), n. 1. the capital of Cuba: pop.,
569,000: Spanish name, Habana. 2. a cigar made in
Havana, or in Cuba, or of Cuban tobacco.
have (hav; unstressed hav, av), v.t. [HAD (had; unstressed
had, od), HAVING; the unstressed forms usually occur
when the verb is used as auxiliary], [ME. habben (pres.
t. ic have, etc., p.t. ic hafde, havde, hadde) : AS. habban
parallel with Goth, haban, ON. hafa, OHG. haben; IE!
base *qap~, to seize, seen also in L. capere, to seke,
capax, capable of holding (cf. CAPTIVE, CAPACIOUS):
primary sense, "to possess"], 1. to hold in the hand
or in control; own; possess: as, he has money. 2. to
possess, hold, or contain as a part, characteristic,
attribute, or associated feature: as, the week has seven
days. 3. to be possessed with; be affected by: as, the
children have measles. 4. to possess by way of experi-
ence; experience; undergo: as, have a good time. 5. to

possess an understanding of; know: as, Shakespeare
is said to have had 'little Latin and less Greek."
6. to believe, declare, or tell: as, so gossip has it. 7. to
gain possession, control, or mastery of. 8. to get; take*
acquire: as, have a drink. 9. to bear or beget (off-
spring). 10. to perform; carry on; engage in: as, we
had an argument. 11. to cause to; cause to be: as,
please have this done at once. 12. to be in a certain
relation to: as, we have a talkative neighbor beside us,
13. a) to permit; tolerate, b) to admit. Used in the
negative, as I won't have this nonsense I 14. [Colloq.],
0) to hold in a position of disadvantage: as, I had my
opponent now. b) to deceive; take in; cheat: as,
they've been had in that business deal. Have is used
as an auxiliary with past participles to form phrases
expressing completed action, as in the perfect tenses
(e.g., I have left, I had left, I shall have left, I would
have left, etc.), and with infinitives to express obliga-
tion or necessity (e.g., we have to go). Have got often
replaces have : see get. Have is conjugated in the present
indicative (I) have, (he, she, it) has, (we, you, they)
have: in the past indicative (I, he, she, it, we, you,
they) had. Archaic forms are (thou) hast, hadst, (he,
she,

t it) hath. The present subjunctive is have, the past
subjunctive had. n. [Colloq.], a person or nation with
relatively much wealth or rich resources.
have at, to attack; strike.
have done, to stop; get through; finish.
have it in for, [Colloq.], to bear a grudge against.
have it out, to settle an issue, disagreement, etc. by
fighting or discussion.
have on, to be wearing; be dressed in.
have to do with, 1 . to be related to or connected with.
2. to be associated with; deal with.

to have and to hold, to possess permanently: form used
in certain marriage services.

SYN. have, the broadest term here, predicates the relation
between a subject and an object (physical or nonphysical) that
belongs to it in any of the various senses in which belong is
understood (he had wealth, thejpoetry has charm, you have odd
notions) ; hold means to have in one's grasp or keeping, or, in
extended use, to control as by keeping in a certain place, con-
dition, eta (to hold a book, one's attention, etc.) ; own implies
the holding or controlling of something as one's perspnal
property (to own lands) ; possess is in its basic sense equivalent
tq own, and in extended senses means to have as an attribute,
quahty, faculty, etc. (to Possess wisdom). -ANT. lack, want.
have lock (hav'Iok), ft. [after Sir Henry Havelocfc
(1795-1857), En$. general in India], a light cloth
covering for a military caj>, falling over the back of
the neck for protection against the sun
ha-ven (haVn), n. [ME.; AS. hzfen; akin to G. haftn
\luVjftF ase S

S
e ?AVE; Prob. basic sense

'that holds '], 1. a port; harbor; sheltered, anchorage.
2. any; sheltered, safe place; refuge, v.t. 1. to ptut (a
ship) into port, 2. to provide a, haven for; shelter

have-not Oiav'notO, n. [GoUoq.], 4 person or nation
with relatively httle wealth or poor .resources.

have-n't (hay/'nt), have not. :

,

Hav-er-ford (hav'gr-ferd), Ji. a towns&p in southeastern
J>eimsxlYania^pqp., 24

f
OOO.
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Havre
akin to ktf, a hook, haver, to hook, take; of Gmc.
origin; cf. Goth, hafjan, OHG. heffen, to lift up], great
destruction and devastation, as that resulting from
hurricanes, wars, etc. v.t. [HAVOCKED (-9kt), HAV-
OCKING], [Obs], to lay waste; devastate. SYN. see ruin,

play bavoc with, to devastate; destroy; ruin.

Ha-vre (ha'veY, haVrs), n. a seaport in northwestern
France, on the English Channel: pop,, 162,000: French
name, Le Havre.
haw (h6), n. [ME. hawe; AS. haga, fruit of haguthorn,
hawthorn, hence, lit., same word as AS. haga, a hedge;
cf. HEDGE], 1. the berry of the hawthorn. 2. the
hawthorn. 4

haw (h6), interj. & n. [? < echoic geehaw, as repre-
senting a horse's neigh], a word of command to a
horse, ox,

J " " " * '^ r ^

"tarn to t

Opposed to gee.

haw (h6), vd. [echoic], to^ hesitate in speaking; grope
for words

\
falter: usually in hem and haw. interj. & n.

B, conventionalized expression of the sound often made
by a speaker when hesitating briefly.

haw (h6), n. [?], 1. the third eyelid of certain animals:
nictitating membrane. 2. often pi. inflammation or

the haw.
Ha-wai-i (ha-wa'e, ho-wa'y?)), n. La State of the
United States, consisting of a group of islands in the
North Pacific: a Territory from 1900 to 1959: area,
6,434 sq. mi.; ;pop., 578,000; capital, Honolulu. 2. the

largest of the islands of Hawaii: area, 4,030 sq. mi.;
pop., 73,000; chief city, Hilo.

Ha-wai-ian (ha-wa'ysn), adj. of Hawaii, its people,
Polynesian language, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant
of Hawaii, specifically
a Polynesian native.
2. the Polynesian Ian-

665 liayrack

, etc. being driven without reins, meaning
the leftl" v.t. & vd. to turn to the left.

KAUAl

. * OAHU

KAHOOUWE

HAWAII

guage of the Hawai-
lans :abbreviatedHaw.
Hawaiian Islands, the
islands comprising the
State of Hawaii; for-

merly called Sandwich
Islands.
Hawaii National
Park, a national park
consisting of areas on
the islands of Hawaii
and Maui, containing
the Kilatiea, Mauna
Loa, and Haleakala HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

volcanoes: area, 271 sq. mi.
haw-finch (h6

/
flnch') n. [haw (hawthorn) + finch],

the common grosbeak of Europe.
haw-haw (h6

/
h6') n. & interj. see h.

hawk (h6k), n. [ME. hauk, havec; AS. hafoc; akin
to G: kabicht; IE. base *qap-, to seizev grasp (cf.

HAVB)L 1. any of a family of birds of prey Charac-
terized by short, rounded wings, a long tail and legs,
and a hooked beak and claws; broadly, any such bird
active by day except the vultures and eagles: hawks
include the falcons, buzzards, harriers, kites, and
caracaras; in a more restricted sense, the term is used
of birds belonging to a subfamily of falcons typified
by the sparrow hawk of Europe and the sharp-shinned
hawk and Cooper's hawk of North America. 2. a

< person regarded as having the preying or grasping
natttre of a hawk; cheater; swindler, vd. 1. to hunt
birds or other small game with the help of falcons or
other hawks. 2. to attack by or as by swooping and
striking, v.t. to attack or prey on as a hawk does.

hawk (h6k), v.t. & vd. (< hawker (peddler)], 1. to
advertise or peddle (goods) in the streets by shouting.
2: to spread (rumors, etc.).
hawk (hj&k), yd* [echoic], to clear the throat audibly.
v.t. to bring up (phlegm) by coughing, n. an audible

clearing of the tfiroat.

hawk (hok), n.
{? hawk (the bird) via a lost t>. meaning

"to grasp, seize*'V a small, sqt^ar board with a handle
underneath, used by masons for holdHng mortar.
hawk-hill (h6k'bilO, ft; a hawksbffl terfk
hawk-er (hftWbr), m forob. < MLGi hdker, huckster,
peddler (D. heuker, G. hokejr) <. MLG. '

hotcken, to
croiacfc (Ms. with a burden, pack, etc.)], a person who
hawks goods in the street; peddler; httckster.
hawk-er (itoU^lr), n. IAS. ka/&^ere^ a persott who uses
hawks for hunting; iMooner.: '<'

Hawk-eye (hoik'!'),,
h* [OoJtoq.,], anative"oVinl|atbitant

of Iowa (tiie Hawkeje ___ ^

hawks.
9Haw-kins. .Sir Anthony ^ope

j

tapering body, slendar wiags, and a long feeding tube
used for suckksg th nectar of flowers: also called

sphinx molh.
hawk's-beard (hdks'blrdO, aay of a number of

plants of the composite family, with red, yellow, or

orange flowers,

hawSs-buU hawk's-Ml (hdks'bilO, n. a small turtle

found in tropical seas, having a hawklike beak and a
horny shell from which tortoise shell is obtained: also
hawksbill turtle,
Hawk-shaw (h6k'sh6') n. [after the character in Tom
Taylor's play The Ticket of teamMan (1863)J [CoEoq.],
a detective : humorous term.
hawk-weed (hdk'wed'). n. any of a group of weedy
plants of the composite family, with leaves in nat
rosettes and stalks of red, yellow, or orange flowers.

Hawkyns, see Hawkins.
hawse (h6z), n. [earlier halse, k&*d$e; prob. < ON. hws,
the neck, part of the forecastle or bow of a ship],
1. that part of the bow of a ship containing the hawse-
holes, through which the cables ran; hence, 2. a
hawsehole. 3. the space between the bow of a ship
and the anchors. 4. the arrangement of a ship s

cables when the ship is moored with both a starboard
anchor and a port anchor out from forward.

hawse-hole (hdz^ioiO* n. any of the holes in a ship's
bow through which a hawser or cable is passed.

haw-ser (hd'z&r), n. [earlier haMlser* halser < ME.
halsen, to raise, lift; OFr. haulser, Jtancier; LL, *fdiiare
< L. altus, high], a large rope or small cable, often
made of steel, by which a ship is anchored, towed* etc.

hawser bend, a kind of knot for tying one hawser to
another: see knot, illus.

haw-ser-laid (hd'zer-ladO* #. cable-laid.
haw-thorn (h6'th6rnO, n. [lit., hedge thorn; ME. kawe-
tharne, hagethorn; AS. haguthorn < haga* hedge (cf.
HAG, witch) -f thorn; akin to G. hagedorn], any of a
group of spiny shrubs and small trees of the rose

family, with fragrant flowers of white, pink, or red,
and red berries (called haws).
Haw-thorae, Nathaniel (h6'th6rnO 1804-1864; Amer-
ican novelist and writer of short stories.

hay (ha), n. [ME. hayet heie; AS. hieg, heg (akin to G.
heu) < base of AS. heawan* to cut (see HEW)], grass,
alfalfa, clover, etc, cut and dried for use as fodder.
vd. to mow grass, alfalfa, etc., and spread it oat to

dry. v.t. [Rare], 1. to furnish with hay. 2. to grow
grass on (land) for hay. 3. to make (grass, etc.) into hay.
hit the hay, [Slang], to go to bed.
make hay, to mow grass, alfalfa, etc., and spread it

out to dry.
make hay while the sun shines, to make the most of
an opportunity.
not hay, [Slang], not a trifling amount of money; a con-
siderable sum.

hay (ha), n. [OFr. haye], an old country dance with
much wJi3L^fa|g in and out, '

t * .

;

Hay, JohnMilton (hk), 1838-1905; American states-

man and writer; secretary of state (lS9S-rlS*05|* ,

hay-cock (ha'kok'), n. a smalt heap of hay drying in
afield.

Hay dn, Franz Jo-sepfe (fronts yo'!zef hl'd'n), 1732-
1809 ; Austrian composer.

Hayes, Helen (haz} t (Mrs* Chatrles* MocArthwr, born
Helen Hayes Brown), 1900-

,5
American actress.

Hayes, Roland, 18&7r- i,Amefican tenor.

Hayes, Ruth-er-ford bir*chard (ruth'gr-f&rd bur'-

cMrd), 1822K1893: nineteenth president of the United
States (18^7-1881).
hay fever, an acmtesiafiammation of ihe ey&s and upper
respiratory tract, characterized by sneezing and some-
times accopapanied by fever and asthma: it is an
allergic reaction, eattsed mainly by the pollen of some
passes ,

and trees; poBinosis.
hay-field (ha'feldf), n. a field of grass* alfalfa, etc. to
be made into hay.

hay-fork (ha'ffirk'), n. 1. a pitchfork^ 2. -ta mechani-
cally operated, device for lifting hay into dt otct of a
hayloft or mow.

hay-loft (oalSftOt ** a loft, or upper story, in a 1barn
or stable, for storing hay; haymow.

hay-mak-er dia'mak'8r) , n. 1. a person who tosses
cut hay and spreads it ottt to dry. 2. [Slangt 9, pqwer-
ful blow with the fist, intended to cause a .knoclcout.

Hay-mar-ket (ha'niaVkit), n. 1: a stuee^ in Ikmdon
between Piccadilly Circus and Pall Mall* known as a

district. 2. a square in Chicago r site of a
demonstration (May 4* 18S6) for the eight-

day.
hay-mow (ha'mou'), n. 1. hay stored in a barn. 2. the
'place in a bam where hay is stored? hayloft.

hay-rack (hS'rakOi n. i;a rack or frame from which
attlev horses, etc* eat hay*. & a framework extension

* n a wagons to i>erna|b casrrying large** ^ttantltiea pf

!'iay;heace,
' 'v1



hayrick 666 Kead

hayrlck ffei'rikO, n. m large heap of hay; haystack.
hay-ride (hfi'zia')* n. a pleasure ride in a wagon partly
filled with hay, by a group on an outing.

hay-seed (ha'secr). n I. grass seed shaken from
mown hay. 2. bits of chaff and straw from hay.
3. [Slang], a person having the awkwardness, simplicity,
and lack of sophistication regarded as characteristic

of people from the country; rustic: somewhat con-

tetuptuoiis term.

hay stack (ha'stakO* *** a large heap of hay piled up
outdoors*

Hayti (ha'ti), n. Haiti. TT .

Hay-ti-an (ha'ti-n ha'shan), ad/. A n. Haitian.

faaf-wwd QxpvtrV, M'wSrd), n. [ME. heiward; hei

(ODS. Eng. hay < AS. hege, hedge, OFr. hate, haye),
a hedge * ward (AS. weard), a guardian], 1. formerly,
an official in charge of fences or hedges around public

pastures. 2. an official who impounds stray cattle or

other animals. .

hay-wire (hf'wlr') n, wire for tying up bales of hay,
straw, etc. adj. [? < haywire camp, Maine term for

logging camp with poor or broken equipment that

had to be tied up with haywire], [Slang], 1. out of

order: disorganized; confused; wrong; hence, 2. crazy:
usually in go haywire, become, or act as if, crazy.

haz-ard (haz'grd), n. [ME.; OFr., game of dice, ad-

venture; ? < Ar. al~zar, the die], 1. an early game of

chance played with dice, from which craps is derived.

2. chance. 3. risk; peril; danger; jeopardy. 4.
{Archaic],

something risked. 5. any obstacle on a golf course,

including traps* bunkers, ponds, etc. 6. in court tennis,

any of the openings in the court through which a ball

may be sent to win a point, v.t. to expose to danger;
chance; risk; venture. SYN. see danger.
at all hazards, no matter what the risk or danger.

haz-ard-ous (haz'&r-dds), adj. [hazard + -ous], 1. of

or involving chance. 2. risky: dangerous: perilous.
haze (haz), n. [prob. < LG. dial, as nautical borrowing;
ult. connection with AS. hasu, gray, is possible, but

prob. via LG. proverb de hose brouet, lit., "the hare is

brewing/
1
as applied to a mist; cf. HARE], 1. a thin

vapor of fog, smoke, dust, etc. in the air. 2. slight
confusion or vagueness of mind. ~~SYN. see mist.
hae (hSz), v.t. [HAZED (hazd), HAZING], [OFr. haser, to

irritate, annoy], 1. in nautical usage, to oppress,
putoish, or harass by forcing to do hard and unnecessary
work; hence, 2. to initiate or discipline (fellow students)

by means of horseplay, practical jotes, and tricks,
often in the nature of humiliating or painful ordeals.

Ha-zel (haVl), [Heb. haza'el, lit., God sees], a feminine
name.

ha-zel (hl'zl), n. [ME. hasel: AS. h&sel, hxsl; akin to
G. hasel; IE. *gps(e)lo, hazel, seen also in L. corulus,
hazel bush, Olr. coll, hazel], 1. any of a group of trees

or shrubs of the birch family, with edible nuts (called
hazdnuts or filberts). 2, a hazelnut. 3. a} the wood
of this tree or shrub. &) a stick of this wood. 4. the
color of a ripened hazelnut; reddish brown. adj.
1. of the hazel tree. 2. of its wood. 3. light reddish-

brown; yellowish-brown; hazel eyes are usually flecked
with green or ^ray.
ha-zeMy (hS'zl-i), adj. 1. full of hazels, as a forest.

2. of hazel (the color).
ha-zel-mit fhaVl-nut'). n. the small, edible, roundish
nut of the hazel; filbert.

ha-zi-ly (ha'zi-li), adv. in a hazy manner; vaguely,
ha-zi-ness (ha%i-nis), n. a hazy quality or state.
Ha-zle-ton (hSVl-tan), n. a city in eastern Pennsyl-
vania: pop., 35,000.
Haz-Htt, William (haz'lit), 1778-4830; EngHsh essayist
and critic.

ha-zy (hS'zi), <*<*/. [HAZIER (-zi-gr), HAZIEST (-asi-ist)],
1. characterized by the presence of haze; somewhat
foggy, misty, or smoky. 2. somewhat vague, obscure,
confused, or indefinite: as, hazy thinking.

Hb, the symbol for hemoglobin.
hb., in football, halfback.
H.B.M., His (or Her) Britannic Majesty.
H-bomb (ach'bomO, n. hydrogen bomb.
H.C., 1. Heralds* College. 2. House of
H.G.F., h.c.f., highest common factor.
h.c.lv h.c. of 1., [Colloq.], high cost of Hving.
hd., head.
hdqrs., headquarters.

^fr5'**^*?*? hi - 5 ' *>> * n * Kor pL see TH
[ME. & AS. (where it contrasts with heo, she, ,

they < same base); IE, base *o-, &~,,this oae, this
one here, seen also m here, her, hither; orig, a demon-
strative], 1. the man, boy, or male animal (or, some-
times, the object regarded as male) previously men-
tioned. 2. the person; the one; anyone: as, he who
laughs last laughs best. He is the nominative case
form, him the objective, his the possessive, and him-
self the intensive and reflexive, of the masculine third
personal pronoun, n. a man, boy, or male animal*
as, our dog is a he.

kg. AS). n. [Heb., lit, window], the fifth letter of the
.Hebrew alphabet (n), roughly corresponding to
Engksh hi see alphabet, table.

Commons.

he* (he), a combining form meaning male, used in
hyphenated compounds, as ht-dog.
He. in chemistry, helium.
HE* HJ&.. high explosive.
HJEL 1. His Eminence. 2. His Excellency.
head (hed) n. [ME. hede, hewed, etc,; AS. heafod; akin
to G. haupt (QHG. honbit, Goth, haubith); IE. base
*qap-ut, orig., cu^-shaped (as also in L. capnt; see
CAPITAL) merged in Gmc. with word akin to OHG.
huba, a cap, crest (G. haube) < IE. *qeu-, to bend,
curve], 1. a) the top part of the body in man, the
apes, etc., or the front part in most other animals:
in higher animals it is a bony structure containing the
brain, and including the jaws, eyes, ears, nose, and
mouth, b) the head exclusive of the face. 2. a) the
head as the seat of reason, memory , and imagination;
mind; intelligence: as, use your head, b) aptitude;
ability: as, he has a head for mathematics. 3. the
head as a symbol for the individual; person: as, dinner
at five dollars a head. 4. {pi. HEAD], the head as a
unit of counting: as, fifty head of cattle. 5. a repre-
sentation of a head, as in painting or sculpture. 6. the
side of a coin with such a representation: also called
heads: opposed to tail(s). 7. the highest or uppermost
part or thing; top; specifically, a) the top of a page,
column of figures, etc. b) a printed title at the top of
a page, section of writing, etc.

\ hence, c) a chief p^oint
of discussion; topic of a section, chapter, etc. in a
speech or written work, d} a headline or headlines
for a newspaper story, e) froth floating on newly
poured effervescent beverages: as. the head on a glass
of beer. /) that end of a cask or drum which is t

most at any time. 8. the foremost part of a
front; specifically, a) a part associated with
human head: as, the head of a bed. b) the part of a
pier farthest from land, c) the front part of a ship;
bow, d) the front position, as of a column of marching
men.

e)
either end of something; ^extremity. 9. the

projecting part of something; specifically, a) the part
designed for holding, pushing, striking, etc.: as, the
head of a pin, the head of an arrow. 6) a jutting mass
of rock, land, etc., as of a mountain, c) a point of

land^ promontory; headland, d) a projecting place in
a boil or other inflammation where pus is about to
break through. 10. the membrane stretched across
the end of a drum, tambourine, etc. 11. the source
of a flowing body of water; beginning of a stream,
river, etc. 12. a source of water kept at some height
to supply a mill, etc.; hence, 13. pressure: as, a head
of steam. 14. a dominant position; position of leader-
ship or first importance: as, the head of the class.
15. a foremost person; leader, ruler, chief, etc. 16. a
headmaster. 17. a crisis or culmination: as, things
may soon come to a head. 18. [Nautical Slang], a
toilet. 19. in botany, a) a flat or rounded cluster of
little flowers, as in the daisy or clover, b) a large,
compact bud: as, a head of cabbage, c} the uppermost
part of a plant's foliage: as, the head of a tree. 20. in
golf, the heavy part of the club; striking part at the
end of the^ stick. 21. in linguistics, that word in a word
group which functions grammatically like the entire
group. 22. in mining, a heading; drift. 23. in music,
the rounded part of a note, at the end of the stem.
Abbreviated hd. adj. 1. most important; principal;
commanding; first. 2. to be found at the top or front.
3. striking against the front: as, head currents, i&t,

1. to be chief of; command. 2. to lead; precede:
as, she heads the list. 3. to supply with a head; shape
a head for (a pin, etc.). 4. [Rare], to behead; de-
capitate. 5. to trim the higher part from (a tree or
plant); poll. 6. to go round the head of; as, they
headed tjie stream. 7. to turn or cause to go in a
specified direction: as, I headed the car for home.
8. in soccer, to hit (the ball) with one's kead, v&
1. to grow or come to a head. 2. to travel; set out:
as, they headed eastward. 3. to originate, as a river.

by a head, 1. in horse racing, etc., by the length Qf tie
animal's head; hence, 2. by a very small mangua-
by (or down by) the head, in nautical usage, with the
bow deeper in the water than the stern.
come to a head, 1, to be about to suppurate, asa boil.
2. to culminate.

give one his head, to let one do as he likes; give free
rein to one.

go to one's head, 1. to confuse, excite, or intox-
icate one. 2. to make one vain or overconfident.
hang (or hide) one's head, to lower one's head or con-
ceal one's face in or as in shame.
head and shoulders above, definitely superior to.
head off, to get ahead of and cause to stop or turn

t away 5 intercept, ,

head over heels, 1. tumbling heels over head, as ia a
somersault. 2, deeply; completely, 3. &tirjdgly;
impetuously; recklessly. ; , v
heads upt [CoJILooJ, loo% ott^I be cwfwv *<<

T

keep one's head, to keep one/s poise* sel&QOJ^trol, etc*;
not become exdte$ or fastened. ,

, , ,' ,
/,.

keep one's Jjead above, water, ,1
;

. 'to^paaj&pgwt; not
sink. 2. to keep oneself alive, out oj debt* etc* (
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lay heads together, to consult or scheme together.
lose one's head, to lose one's poise, self-control, etc.;
become excited or flustered.
make head, to make headway; go forward; advance.
make head or tail of, to tinderstand: usually in the

on (or upon) one's head, as one's burden, responsibil-

one's head off, a great deal: preceded by a verb, as, he
talked his head off.
out of (or off) one's head* [Colloq.J, 1. crazy, 2. de-
lirious; raving.

over one's head, 1. a) too difficult for one to under-
stand. b) so that one cannot understand. 2. in spite
of one's prior claim. 3. without consulting one; to a
higher authority.
put heads together, to consult or scheme together.
take it into one's head, to conceive the notion, plan,
or intention.
turn one's head, 1. to make one dizzy. 2. to make
one vain or overconfident.

-head (hed), -hood, as in godhead,
head-ache (hed'ak'), n. [ME. hedake, hewdeche; AS.
heafodece], 1. a continuous pain in the head. 2.

[Colloq.], a cause of worry, annoyance, or trouble.
head-band (hed'band'), n. 1. a band worn around
the head. 2. an ornamental printed band at the top of
a page or the beginning of a chapter. 3. in bookbinding,
a cloth band fastened to the top and bottom of the
inner back of a book.
head-board (hed'b&rd', hed'bord'), n. a board or
frame that forms the head of a bed, etc,
head-cheese (hed'cheV), n. a loaf of jellied, seasoned
meat made from parts of the head and feet of hogs.
head-dress (hed'dres'), n. 1. a covering or decoration
for the head. 2. the style in which hair is worn or
arranged : coiffure,
head-ed (hed'id), adj. [ME. faded}, 1. formed into a
head, as cabbage. 2. having a heading.
-head'ed (hed'id), a combining form meaning: 1.

having a (specified kind of) head, as in clearheaded,
2. having (a specified number of) heads, as in two-headed.
head-er (hed'er), n, La person or device that puts
heads on pins, nails, rivets, etc. 2. a machine that
takes off the heads of grain and sends them up an
inclined plane into a truck or wagon. 3. a pipe, tube,
etc. that connects other pieces to permit the flow of a
fluid through them. 4. [Colloq.}, a headlong fall or
dive. 5. in carpentry, a wooden beam, as in flooring,
placed between two long beams with the ends of short
beams resting against it. 6. in masonry, a brick or
building stone laid across the thickness of a wall
with one end toward the face of the wall.
head-first (hed'fursf), adv. 1. wjth the head in front;
headlong. 2. recklessly; rashly; impetuously.
head-fore-most (hed'fdr'most', hedfor'mast) , adv.
headfirst.
head gate, a gate that controls the flow of water Into
a canal lock, sluice, etc.

head-gear (hed'gr') n. I. a covering for the head;
hat, cap, headdress^ etc. 2. the harness for the head
of a horse, mule, etc. '3. in mining, the lifting apparatus
at the opening of a shaft. 4. in nautical usage, the
rigging on the forward sails.

head-nunt-er (hed'hun'ter), n. a member of any of
certain primitive tribes who remove the heads of slain
enemies and preserve them as trophies.

head-i-ly (hed'l-i), adv. in a heady manner.
head-i ness (hed'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being heady.
head-ing (hed'irj), n. 1. something forming or used
to form the head, top, edge, or front; specifically, a}
an inscription at the top of a paragraph, chapter, page,
section, etc., giving the title, topic, etel 6; material
for the tops or heads of barrels,

tf)
a strip of em-

broidery. 2. in mimwg, a) a 'gallery; drift, b) the
end of a gallery.
head-land Ched1aud

/
)i n. [MB. hedelonde? AS. heafod

land], 1. the unbroKen soil at the 'edge of a plowed
field, especially at the ends: of the furrows. 2. (hed'-
tend), a point of lakd reaching otit into the water;
cape; promontory.
headless (jo^Tlis),
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[ME. h&uemes; AS. hebfodleas],

Really] ti) 'organically without
d) beheaded. & without n leader

rtdtyfcfofiflfaj brainless.

, , n. 1. a light with a'tefleotof ipnd
f ;a' locbnaotiirer itttom^bee,

1 'did
"

'

2.

-..^_._^, r ^aastihiead' of a'.shfo. -

; i|j

',''*

' >n

head-line (hed'HSiOi *$* ;i l'*
Ma Ike6 sit ^^"liDp.'W' \
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j
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!
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1. without a head;
a head; acephalous*
or director. 3. s
head light (hedltfe
lens, at the fronli

article) with a headline. 2, to give (a performer or

performance) femtared baling.
head-Hn-er (hed'fia'Sr)* it. an actor cc entertainer
advertised as a leading attraction.
bead-lode (hedlokO, n. in wrestling a hold in which
one contestant's head is locked between the arm and
the body of the other.

bead-long (faedl&jO, <*0- Ifolk-etymoiogized form,
after -long* of ME. Mddinte{s} < hede* head 4- -linge,
adv.

f suffix], 1. with the head first; headforemost.
2. with uncontrolled speed and force. 3. recklessly;
rashly; impetuously, adj. 1. [Rare & Poetic], steep;
dizzy; precipitous: as, a headlong height, 2. having
the head first. 3. moving with uncontrolled speed and
force. 4. reckless; impetuous.
head-man (hed'man; also, for 1* hed'manO* ft- W.
HEADMEN (-man; also, for 1, -men')]. 1- a leader; chief ;

overseer. 2. [Rare], a headsman; executioner.
head-mas-ter (hed'mas'tSr, hed'mSs'teV}, n. 1, in
certain schools, the man in charge of the school;
iwincipal. 2. in some colleges, a faculty member re-

siding in and in charge of a residence hall for men.
Also head master.
head-mis-tress (hed'mis/tris) , n. in certain schools,
especially schools for girls, the woman hi charge of
the school; principal: also head mistress.
head money, 1. a poll tax. 2. formerly, a reward
paid for bringing in the head of an enemy, outlaw,
etc., or for his capture.
head-most (hed'most'L adj. foremost; in the lead.
head-on (hed'onO* caj* & adv. with the bead or front
foremost: as, a head-on collision.

head-phone (hed'fon
7
), n. 1. a telephone or radio

receiver held to the ear by a band over the head.
2. usually pi. a pair of such receivers.

headpiece (hedges'), n. 1. a helmet, cap, or other
covering for the head. 2. an apparatus with head-
phones, fitting over the head. 3. the head; mind;
intellect. 4. in printing, an ornamental design, en-
graved at the beginning of a book, chapter, etc.
head pin, in bowling & tenpins, the pin at the front of
a triangle of ten pins,

head-quar-ters (hed'kwQr'terz) , n*pl. [sometimes con-
strued as sing.], 1. the main office, or center of opera-
tions and control, of anyone in command, as in an
army, police force, etc. 2. the main office or center
of control in any organization. 3. all the people
working at such a place, Abbreviated H. Q-, Hq., hdqrs.
head race (hed'raV) , n, the part of a millrace furnishing
water to a mill wheel: opposed to tatirace.

head register, the upper register of the voice, in which
the higher range of tones is produced.

head-rest (hednrestO, n. a support for the head, as on
the back of a chair used by dentists, barbers, etc.

head-sail (hed'saT, hed;
sl), n. any sail forward o| the

mast or foremast.
head-set (hed'set'), n. an apparatus with headphones,
fitting over the head; headpiece.
head ship ftet'sMpOw n ffmad ~j- -$hi$]* the position
or aitf^cnty of a, chief or leakier; leadership; command.

'

[ME.
heved, head) ,+ manlL 1. 'a

'

beheading. 2L [Rare], a leiactesirt

from a half nelscjfi, by soctd

the air and twistiiig axoundi 031 one's headt.

head-spring C^ed'st>rirjO n. [ME, hedsprjng; see HEAD
& SPRING], a fountain;; origin; source,

head-stall (hed'st61
/

)
n. [see HEAD & stALtJ, the part

of a bridle or halter that fits over a horse's head.
head-stand (hed'standOi n. the act of supporting one-
self upright on the head with the help of the hands.
head start, a start ahead cl other contestants or com-
petitors, taken or given as an advantage.
head-stock Ched'stokO* 1* a bearing for a revolving
or moving part of a macitine, 2. the part of a lathe

su^mrtlng the1

splndfe or chuck.
head-stone (he<l%toji

/
) n * ^* ^Q main stone in a

foundation: cornerstone* 2. a stone marker placed at
Uae head of a grave.

head-stream ffie4'str<5m
/
), n. a stream forming the

source of another and larger strea,m.

head-strong (hed'strdfjO. ^* [ME. fae&ttrowge; see

^BAD ft aiffRpNjG], 1. determined not to follow qrders,
icwicb, etc. but to do as one pleases; self-willed, 2.

showing such determination: aa, headstrong desire.
head tone, in singing, any of the tones produced in
tine head register. >

ait'er (hed'w2t;
A
8r) f n. a

jsupervisor of waiters,
in charge of table reservations.

-wa-ters (hed'wfc'terz, hed'wa'tgrz), n.pl. the

s^iall streams that are; the sources of a river.

iead^ay (hed'wS')^; tftj, ^' forward motion; hence,
2% progress or^stLC^cejSS ia*%cfk, etc, 3. space or clear-

M'Mra, -MJ51, Ij^kj.oiU oui;W^ ftSf^^get; joy; yet; chin;
I; m\yp samty, o in eamffly, u w. focus; as m able (3,'bT); Fr. b
jr. !cii;kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign; * hypothetical; < deriv rom.
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ance owrfaeadL as in a doorway, tunnel, etc, 4. the
difference in time or miles between two trains, ships,

etc. trawling in the same direction over the same
course*
head wind, a wmd blowing in the direction directly

opposite the course of a ship or aircraft.

head work (hed'wfirkO. * mental effort: thinking.
2. an ornament carved on the keystone of an arch.

head-y (hed'i), adj. [HBADIBR (-i-r), HEADIEST (i-ist)],

I. impetuous; rash; reckless; willful. 2. tending to

affect the head; intoxicating: as, heady wine.

heal (hS), v.t. (MB. helm; AS. hasten (akin to G.

he&m) < base of hoi, sound, healthy; see HALE, WHOLE],
1. to make sound, well, or healthy again; restore to

health: as, heal the sick. 2. to cure or get rid of (a

disease); restore (a wound, sore, etc.) to a healthy
condition, 3. to free from grief, troubles, evil, etc.

4. a) to remedy or get rid of (grief, troubles, etc.).

b) to make up (a breach, differences, etc.); reconcile.

va. L to become sound, well, or healthy again; be

cured; set well. 2. to become scarred or closed: said
of a wound. SYN. see cure.

heal er (hel'er), n. [ME. helere], a person or thing
that heals; specifically, a) a person who tries to heal

through prayer or faith. 6) a remedy.
heal*ing (hef'iij), adj. 1. becoming sound, well, or

healthy again. 2. that heals; curative, remedial, etc.

health (helth), n. [ME. helthe; AS. hadth < base of

hoi, sound, healthy (see HALE, HEAL, WHOLE) + -th],

1. physical and mental well-being; soundness; freedom
from defect, pain, or disease; normality of mental and
physical functions. 2. condition of body or mind: as,

good or bad health. 3. a wish for a person's health and
happiness, expressed as in a toast.

health-ful (helth'fsl), adj. [ME.] f 1. helping to pro-
duce, promote, or maintain health ; salubrious; salutary;
wholesome. 2. {Rare], healthy; sound.

health-Hy (hel'ths-li), adv. in a healthy manner.
health-i-ness (hel'thi-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being healthy.

health-y (heFtni), adj. [HEALTHIER (-thi-Sr), 'HEALTHI-
EST (-thi-ist)], 1. having good health; well; sound.
2. showing or resulting from good health: as, a healthy

appetite. 3. healthful. 4. [Colloq.], large, vigorous,
etc. : as, a healthy yell.
SYN. healthy implies normal physical and mental vigor and
freedom from disease, weakness, disorder, etc.; sound implies

perfectness of health, suggesting a condition in which there is

no sign of disease or defect; hale, closely synonymous with

sound, is used especially of vigorous elderly people who are
free from the infirmities of old age; robust implies a vitality
and hardiness that is immediately apparent in muscular build,

good color, abundance of energy, etc.; well simply implies
freedom from illness, without further connotation. ANT. ill,

diseased, infirm, frail.

heap (he"p), n. [ME. hepe, heep, a troop, heap; AS.
heap, a troop, band, multitude: akin to G. hauf(en),
D. noop (see FORLORN HOPE) ; IE. base *qeu-b < *0**-,
to bend, curve], 1. many things lying together in a
pile; mass; mound. 2. [Colloq.], a large amount; great
deal: as, a heapt

of money, v.t. I, to make a heap of;
bring together into a pile. 2. to give in large amounts:
as, he heaped gifts upon me. 3. to fill (a plate, dry
measure, etc.) full or to overflowing, v.i. to accumu-
late or rise in a heap, or pile.
hear (hr), v.t. [HEARD (hurd), HEARING], [ME. heren;
AS. hieran. heron; akin to G. hdren (Goth, hausjan)-,
IE, base *gew-, to notice, observe, seen also in L.
cavere, be on one's guard, take care (cf. CAVEAT,
CAUTION}], ,1. to become aware of (sounds), especially
through the stimulation of auditory nerves in the ear
by sound waves. 2. to listen to and consider; specifi-
cally, a) to take notice of; pay attention to: as, hear
this piece of news. 6) to listen to officially; give a
formal hearing to: as, he will hear your lessons now.
c) to conduct an examination or hearing of (a law case,
etc.); try. d) to consent to; grant: as, he heard my
entreaty, e) to be a member of the audience at or of
(an opera, radio broadcast, lecture, etc.). /) to permit to
speak: as, I cannot hear you now. 3. to be informed
of; be told; learn. v.i. 1. to have a normally func-
tioning ear or ears; be able to hear sounds. 2. to
listen. 3. to get news; learn; be told (of or about}.
hear from, 1 . to get a letter, telegram, etc. from. 2. to
get a criticism or reprimand from.

hear! hear! well said I hurrah I bravo I: used to show
approval or agreement.

hear out, to listen to until the end,
hear tell, [Dial.], to hear; learn.
not hear of, not listen to or consider; forbid.

hearing (h&r'irj), n. [ME. heringe; see HEAR], 1, the
act or process of perceiving sounds. 2. the sense by
which sounds are perceived. 3. opportunity to speak,
sing, etc.; chance to be heard; audience. 4. an investi-

ftion
or trial before a judge, board of experts, etc.

the distance that a sound, especially that of the
unaided voice, will carry: as, he is within hearing.
heark en (har'k'n), v.i. [ME. herknien, hercnen; AS,
heorcnean, hercnian, hyrcnian < base of hieran (see

W.OO0 TO
THE BODY

HUMAN HEART

HEAR) & Eng. hark], to give careful attention; listen

carefully, v.t. [Archaic], to hear; pay attention to;
heed. Also spelled barken.
Hearn, Laf-cad-i-o (laf-kad'i-o hum), (bom Patricia

Lafcadio Tessima Carlos Hearn; Japanese name, Fo~
kumo Koizumi), 1850-1904; European-born American
writer who became a naturaliased Japanese.

hear-say (heVsa'), n* [< phrase to hear say; cf. G*
hdrensagen], common talk or report; rumor; gossip.
adj. having the nature of or based on hearsay.
hearsay evidence, in law, evidence based on something
the witness has heard someone else say and, hence,
depending on the veracity and competence of someone
other than the witness: it is usually inadmissible as

testimony.
hearse (hurs), n. [ME. herce, herse; OFr. herce, a
harrow, grated portcullis; L. hirpex, a harrow], 1. an
automobile, or horse-drawn carriage, for carrying a dead
body to a grave. 2. [Rare], a) a framelike structure
above a coffin or tomb, on which to place candles,
hangings, etc. b) a framework for holding candles at
Tenebrae. 3. [Archaic], a bier.

Hearst, William Randolph (hurst), 1863-1951; Amer-
ican publisher of newspapers and magazines.
heart (hart), n. [ME. herte; AS. heorte; akin to G.herz;
IE. base *kerd-, etc., heart,
seen also in L. cor, cordis
(see CORDIAL) & Gr. kardia

(see CARDIAC)], 1. the hol-

low, muscular organ that re- WOOD HROM

ceives blood from the veins -

and sends it out through
the arteries by alternate
dilation and contraction. 2.

the part of the body thought
of as containing the heart;
breast; bosom. 3. any
place or part Hke a heart,
in that it is near the center :

specifically, a) the central
core of a plant or vegetable:
as, hearts of celery. 6) the
center or innermost part of
a place or region: as, in the heart of the city; hence,
4. the central, vital, or main part; essence; real meaning;
core. 5. the human heart considered as the center or
source of emotions, personality attributes, etc. ; specifi-

cally, a) inmost thoughts and feelings; consciousness
or conscience: as, I know in my heart. 6) the source
of emotions: contrasted with head, the S9urce of intel-

lect. c) one's emotional nature; disposition i as, she
has a kind heart, d) any of various humane feelings;
love, devotion, sympathy, etc. e) mood; feeling: as,
I have a heavy heart. /) energy, spirit, resolution, or

courage: as, I lost heart. 6. a person, usually one
loved or admirable in some specified way: as, he is a
valiant heart. 7. something like a heart in shape;
conventionalized design or representation of a heart,
shaped like this (?). 8. any of a suit of playing cards
marked with such symbols in red. 9. pi. this suit of
cards. 10. pi. a card game in which the object is to
avoid getting any hearts in the tricks taken, v.t.

[Rare], to encourage.
after one's own heart, that suits or pleases one per-
fectly.

at heart, in one's innermost nature or deepest emo-
tions; fundamentally.
break one's heart, to cause one to be overcome with
grief or disappointment.
by heart, 1. by memorizing. 2. from memory.
change of heart, a change ofmind, affections, loyalties,
etc.

do one's heart good, to make one happy; please
eat one's heart out, to be overcome with grief,
morse, or longing; pine away.
from (the bottom of) one's heart, very sincerely or

deeply.
have a heart, to be kind, sympathetic, generous, etc.
have one's heart in one's mouth (or boots), to be full

of fear or nervous anticipation.
have one's heart in the right place, to be well-inten-
tioned or well-meaning.

heart and so,ul, with, aU one's effort, enthusiasm, etc.

in one's heart of hearts, in one's innermost nature or

deepest feelings; fundamentally.
lay to heart, to remember or consider seriously and try
to profit by.

lose one's heart to, to faU in love with.
near one's heart, dear or impor^an*t to one.
set one's heart at rest, to set aside one'js doubts, fears*
or worries.

set one's heart on, to have a fixed desire for; long for.

take heart, to have more courage, OJT confidence; cheer
Up. , ','

,

take to heart, t. to consider! sepously. 2, to be
troubled or grieved by.

to one's heart's cop,temt^ .as niu.ph as one desires. .
.

,

wear one's heart on one's sleeve, to behave so that
one's feelings or/afiec$9ns are plainly evident*

one.
re-
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with all one's heart* 1. with complete sincerity, devo-
tion, etc. 2. very willingly; witfi pleasure.

with half heart, halfheartedly.
heart-ache (hart'akO. n. [AS. heartcct; see HEART &
ACHE], sorrow; distress; grief.

heart-neat (harfbet'), n. erne pulsation, or full con-
traction and dilation, of the heart; heart throb.
heart-break (hart'brak'), n. overwhelming sorrow,
grief, or disappointment.
heart-break-ing (hart'brak'irj), adj. causing over-
whelming sorrow, grief, or disappointment.
heart-bro-ken (hart/bro'k'n), adj. overwhelmed with
sorrow, grief, or disappointment.
heart-burn (harfbumO, n. 1. a burning sensation
in the esophagus and stomach, caused by high acidity
of the stomach. 2. jealousy: discontent; envy.
heart-burn-ing (hart/burn'irj), n. jealousy; discontent*
heart cherry, a neart-shaped variety of sweet cherry.
heart-ed (har'tid), adj. [ME.], having a (specified kind
of) heart: used in compounds, as downhearted.

heart-en (har't'n), v.t. [< heart], to cheer up; en-

courage: strengthen.
heart-felt (hart'felt'), adj. [heart -f felt, pp. of feet\,

with or expressive of deep feeling; sincere; genuine.
SYN. see sincere.

heart-free (hart'freO. adj. not in love.

hearth (harth; occas., esp. poetic, hurth), [ME. herth;
AS. heorth; akin to G. herd; IE. base *&er-, to burn,
glow, seen also in L. carbo, charred wood (see CARBON)],
1. the stone or brick floor of a fireplace, often ex-

tending out into the! room. 2. a) the fireside as the
center of family life; hence, 6) the home; family circle.

3. that part of a furnace, stove, or oven on which the
fire rests. 4. the fireplace of a blacksmith's forge.
5. in metallwgy, the lowest part of a blast furnace,
on which the molten metal and slag are deposited.
hearth-side (harth'sid')t n. 1. the part of a room
around a hearth; hence, 2. the home; family circle.

hearth-stone (Mrth'ston'), n. 1. the stone forming
a hearth; hence, 2. fireside; home; family circle.

3. a
t
soft stone or powdered composition used for

scouring a hearth, steps, etc.

heart-Ely (haVt'l-i), adv. [ME. hertili, hertelike; see
HEART & -LYJ F 1. in a friendly, sincere, cordial way.
2. with zest, enthusiasm, or vigor. 3. with a good
appetite and in large amounts: as, he ate heartily.
4. completely: fully; very.

heart-i*ness (naVti-nis), n. the quality or state of

being hearty.
heart-land (hart/land') n. in geopolitics, a political
unit dominating an extensive surrounding area that
can sustain it agriculturally and industrially and serve
as a protective buffer in case of military attack.

heart-less (hart'lis), adj\ [ME. herteles; AS. heortleas],

1 . lacking in spirit, courage, or enthusiasm ; disheartened ;

spiritless. 2. without kindness; unfeeling; pitiless.
heart point, in heraldry, the center point on a shield:

also called few point.
heart-rend ing fhart'ren'dirj), adj. causing much grief
or mental anguish.
hearts ease, heart's-ease (harts'eV), n. [see HEART &
EASE], 1. peace of mind; calmness of emotion. 2. the
wild pansy: so called because formerly believed to cure
the discomforts of love. 3. any of various other plants,
as the wallflower or persicary.

heart-sick (hart'sikO, adj. sick at heart; extremely un-
happy; in low spirits; despondent.
heart-some (hart'sam), adj. \heart + -some], [Scot.],
1. heartening; cheering. 2. cheerful; Evely.

heart-sore (hart's&r', hart'sor'), adj. feeling or showing
grief.
heart-strick-en (hart'strik'

f

n), adj. deeply affected by
grief, sorrow, dismay, etc.

heart-string (hart'strirj') n. 1. a tendon formerly
believed to brace and sustain the heart; hence, 2.

usuaWy pi. deepest feelings or affections.

heart-struck (hart'struk
7
) , adj. heart>stricken.

heart-to-heart (hart'to-hart'), adj. intimate and can-

did; frank.
heart-whole (harfhol'), adj. 1. not in love; heart-
free. 2. sincere; genuine; wholehearted. 3. undis-

mayed; courageous.
heart-wood (hart'wood') n. the hard wood at the core
of a taree trunk; duramen: see alburnum, iEus.

heart-worm (hart'wurmO, ** a- nematode worm living
as a parasite in the blood streaia, especially in the

heartv of dogs and certain other animals.

heart-y (hor'ti), adj. [HEARTIER (rti-gr), HEARTIEST
0-ti-ist)MME; kerfa: see HEART & -Y], 1, characterized
by warmth and friendliness; cordial ahd siacece;

genial: as, a hearty welcome. 2. stronglyie% vigorous;
not restrained: as, a hearty di&Bke. & in or resulting
from excellent healthy vigorous, strong, and healthy!
4. /satisfying

1

- and 1 abwl&w, 1

spttwhjbag:r ',&&,< a, tyew^
plenty: oi food; .having a

appetite: asj a famrty eater. 6. fertile: said of
n* 1. fnend; comrade; fellow: term used

especially by sailors (usually preceded by mjp); hence,
2. usually in pi. a sailor. SYN. see sincere.
heat (het), n. [ME, kete; AS. hastn < base of haf (see
HOT); remotely akin to G. kit**]*

I. the quality of

being hot; hotness: in physics, heat is considered a
form of energy whose effect is produced by the ac-
celerated vibration of molecules: theoretically, at
-273C. all molecular vibration would stop and there
would be no heat. 2, much hotness: great warmth:
as, the heat of this room is unbearable. 3. degree of

hotness or warmth: as, how much heat shall I apply?
4. the perception of heat by the senses, resulting from
contact with or nearness to something hot; sensation
of hotness or warmth felt throtqjh the skin. 5. hot
weather or climate. 6. the warming of a room, house,
etc., as by a stove or furnace: as, Ms rent includes
heat, light, and gas. 7. a burning sensation produced
by spices, mustard, etc. 8. fever. 9. color or other
appearance as an indication of hotness: as, blue heat
in metals. 10. strong feeling or intensity of feeling;
excitement, ardor, anger, zeal, etc. 11. the period or
condition of excitement, intensity, stress, etc.; most
violent or intense point or stage: as, in the heat of
battle. 12. a single effort, round, bout, or trial; es-

pecially, any of the preliminary rounds of a race, etc.,
the winners of which compete in the final round* 13.

a) sexual excitement. 6) the period of sexual excite-
ment in animals; rut or estrus. 14. in metallurgy,
a) a single heating of metal, ore, etc. in a furnace or
forge, b) the amount processed in a single heating.
15. [Slang}, a) intense activity. 6) coercion, as by
torture, c} great pressure, as in criminal investigation.
Abbreviated ht. (in senses 1, 12, 14). v.t & tu.
1. to make or become warm or hot. 2. to make or
become excited; inflame or become inflamed,

heat'Cd-ly (het'id-li), adv. with anger, vehemence, etc.
heat engine, an engine for changing heat into mechani-
cal energy; steam engine, gas motor, etc.

heat-er (het'er), n. 1. an apparatus for giving heat or
warmth; stove, furnace, radiator, etc.: heaters in auto-
mobiles use hot water or gasoline. 2. a person whose
work is to heat something. 3. in an electron tube, an
element set inside the cathode and heated by an
electric current so that it mdirectly heats the cathode
to the temperature at which it will give off electrons.
4. [Slang], a pistol.
heat exhaustion, a form of heatstroke characterized
by low body temperature, collapse, and, in severe
case, coma and death: also called heat prostration:
cf. sunstroke.
heath (heth), n. [ME. hethe; AS. h&th, heath land,
heath plant; akin to G. heide, wasteland, heath; IE.
base *kaito-, forested or uncultivated land, seen also
in W. coed, forest], 1. a tract of open wasteland,
especially in the British Isles, covered with heather,
low shrubs, etc, ; moor. 2. any of various shrubs and
plants growing on heaths; especially, heather.
one's native heath, the place of one's birth or child-
hood.

heath-ber-ry (heth'ber'i, heth'ber-i), m. fpL HBATH-
BERRIES (-iz)], any of various berries fotina on heaths;
bilberry, crowberry, etc.

heath bird (heth'tordO, n* tike black grouse, found
on British heaths.
heath cock, a male black grouse; blackcock.
hea then (he^&an), n. \pl, HEATHENS (^tenz), HEATHEN],
[ME. hethen; AS. haemen; akin to G. heide f the word
came into the Gmc. languages < Goth, haithnd, a
mistransl. by Bishop Ulfilas (4th-c. A.D.) of Arm.
hethanos, heathen, by association with Goth. haMhi,

heath; thence, the folk etym. of heathen as
* 4wasteland

dwellers" developed in other Gmc. languages], 1.

originally, and in, the Old Testament, a member of

any nation or people not worshiping the God of Israel.

2. anyone not a Jew, Christian, or Moslem; especially,
a member of a tribe, nation, etc. worshiping many
gods. 3. such people collectively. 4. a person regarded
as uncivilised, unenlightened, irreligious, etc. adj.
1. of heathen tribes or culture. 2. pagan; hence,
3. irreligious, SYN. see pagan.
hea-then dom (he'J/tQn-dam), n. [ME.; AS. h&thendom;
see -DOM], 1. heathen customs and beliefs; paganism.
2. heathen countries or people.
hea then ish (he'J/tsn-ish), adj. [prob. heathen -tsh;

bwt cf. AS. haedenisc], 1. of the heathen. 2. like or

characteristic of the heathen; uncivilized, unenlight-
ened, etc,

hea-then-ism (he'J/tan-ifc'm), n. JU heathen customs
and beliefs; paganism. 2. behavior or ideas regarded
as characteristic of heathens; idolatry., barbarity, etc,

heathenize (he'Jfon-Iz'), *>* & *>* [HEATHENIZED
.(-izdO. HEATHENIZING], to make or become heathen.
hea then-ry (he'^onrrj), p. heathenism; heathendom.
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Scot.) kaddyr,heath er (helper), m 1MB. (northern

altered after the unconnected
kmtk in the 18th c.; form
suggestsan AS. *te<r paral-
lel with dqff*. clover, trusdre

madder* etc.), I. a low-

|rrowing plant of the heath
family, especially common
in the British Isles, with
scalelike, overlapping leaves
and stalks of small, bell-

shaped, purplish-pink flow-
ers. 2. a heath covered with
heather, adj. like heather
in color or appearance.
heather bell, the bell-shaped
flower of the heather.

heath*er-y (hel/j'er-i), adj.
I. eoverea with heatner. 2.

of or like heather.
heath hen, 1. a female
black grouse. 2. a North
American grouse related to
the prairie chicken.

heath-y (heth'i), adj. 1.

covered with heath. 2. of HEATHER
or like heath.

heating pad, a pad consisting of an
t
electric heating

element covered with, fabric, for applying heat to parts
of the body.^
heat lightning, lightning without thunder, seen near
the horizon, especially on summer evenings: it is

believed to be caused by the reflection of distant

lightning from clouds.
heat offusion, tie amount of heat needed to melt a
unit mass of a solid that has just reached the melting
temperature.
heat of vaporization, the amount of heat needed to
turn one gram of a liquid into a vapor, without a rise

in temperature of the liquid,
heat-stroke (het'strokOt n* any of several conditions

resulting from exposure to excessive heat: see heat
exhaustion, sunstroke.
heat wave, 1, unusoally hot weather, resulting from
a slowly moving air mass of relatively hi^h tempera-
tttpft. 2. a period of such weather in a particular place.
beniune (horn), n. |Fr.; OPr. helme; see HELMET], a

heavy helmet worn in the Middle Ages, covering the
entire head and often reaching to the shoulders.
heave (hev), v.t. [HEAVED (hevd) or HOVE (h5v),
HEAVING], [ME. heven, hebben; AS. hebban; akin to G.
heben (Goth, hafjan)', IE. base *qap-, to seize, rasp,
seen also in captive, have, hawk, etc.], 1. to raise or

lift, especially with effort. 2. to lift in this way and
throw or cast. 3. to make rise or swell

;
cause to bulge

out. as one's chest. 4. to make (a sigh, groan, etc.)
with great effort or pain. 5. in geology, to displace
(a stratum or vein), as by the intersection of another
stratum or vein. 6. in nautical usage, a) to raise,
haul, puH? move, etc. by pulling with a rope or cable.

b) to cause (a ship) to move in a specified manner or
affection. w*iw 1. to swell up; bulge out. 2. to rise
aM fall rhythmically: as, his chest heaved with sobs.
3. to make strenuous, spasmodic movements of the
throat or stomach; specifically, a) to retch; vomit or
try to vomit, b) to pant; breathe hard; gasp. 4. in
nautical usage, a) to tug or haul (on or ai a cable,
rope, etc.). b) to proceed; move: as, the ship heaves
into sight, n. 1. the act or effort of heaving. 2. in
geology, the extent of horizontal displacement caused
by a fault.
heave hoi putt hard I: a cry of sailors hauling in the
anchor, etc.
heave to, 1. m nautical usage, to stop forward move-
ment by hauling in or shortening sail and heading
into the wind; hence, 2. to stop.

heav-en (hev'*n), it. [ME. heven; AS. heofon; akin to
OS. heban; ;prob. IE. base *kem~, to cover, shelter, as
also in G. htmmel, heaven (the AS. -/- < -bn by dis-
similation of -mri), L* wmisia, shirt (see CAMISADE,
CAMISOLE)], 1. usually pi. the space surrounding or
overarching the earth, ia which the sun, moon, and
stars^ appear; visible sky; firmament. 2. [H-l God;
Providence. 3. any place of *great beauty and pleasure.
4. a state of great happiness. 5. ian theology, the place
where God and his angels are, variously conceived of
as the place where the blessed will live after death.
Often used in exclamations of surprise, protest, etc.:
as, Heavens I, for heaven's sake I, good heawriei
move heaven and earth, to do all that an/ be done*
exert the utmost effort, influence, etc. - >

i

heay-en-li-ness (hev''n4i-nis), n. the quality or state
of being heavenly. , , <

heav-en-ly (hev"n-li), adj. [ME. hevenlich; AS. heexf-
onltc], 1. of the visible heavens: as, the sun Jsia
heavenly body, 2. causing or characterized by greai
happiness, beauty, peace, etc.: a generalized epithet
of approval. 3. in theology, of or living in heaven;
holy; divine.

heav-en-ward (hev'*n-werd), adv. & adj. [MB. hemne~
ward; see -WARD], toward heaven.
heav-eii'Wards (hev''n-wSrdz), adv. heavenward.
heav-er (hev'gr), n. 1. a person or device that heaves.
2. in nautical usage, a short lever for twisting or prying.
heaves (hevz), n.pl* [construed as sing.], a respiratory
disease of horses, characterized by forced breathing,
coughing, heaving of the flanks, etc.: also called
broken wind.

hcav-1-ly (hev>'l-i), adv. in a heavy_ manner; specifically,
a) with a heavy weight: as, heavily burdened, b) as if

with a heavy weight; slowly; clumsily; laboriously.
c) oppressively; severely: as, heavily taxed, d) abund-
antly: as, heavily populated.
heav i-ness (hev'i-nis) , n. a heavy quality or state.

heaving-line bend, a clove hitch: see knot, illus.

Heav-i-side layer (hev'i-sid') , the Kennelly-Heaviside
layer.

heav-y (hev'i), adj. [HEAVIER (-i-Sr), HEAVIEST (4-ist)],

[ME. hen; AS. hefig (akin to OHG. habig) < base of
habban (see HAVE) & hebban (see HEAVE) 4- -ig (see -Y);
prob. basic sense "containing something, full'

1

], 1.

hard to lift or move because of its weight; weighty.
2. of high specific gravity; of concentrated weight for
its size. 3. above the usual or defined weight: said of
woolens, silks, certain animals, etc. 4. larger, greater,
or more intense than usual or normal

j specifically,
a) falling or striking with great force or impact: as, a
heavy blow, b) of more than usual quantity: as, a
heavy vote, c) violent and intense; rou^h: as, a heavy
sea. d) loud, deep, and resounding: as, heavy thunder.
e) thick; coarse; massive: as, heavy features, f) to an
unusual extent; operating on a large scale: as, a heavy
drinker, a heavy investor, g) prolonged and intense:
as, heavy applause. 5. of great importance; serious;
grave; profound: as, a heavy responsibility. 6". hard
to endure; oppressive; burdensome; distressing: as,
heavy sorrow. 7. hard to do; difficult: as, heavy
work. 8. causing grief or sorrow: as, heavy news.
9. burdened with grief; sorrowful; depressed: as, a
heavy heart. 10. burdened with sleep or fatigue: as,
heavy eyelids. 11. characterized by density, hardness,
fullness, etc. suggestive of weight; specifically, a) hard
to digest: as, a heavy meal. 6) not leavened properly;
doughy: as, a heavy cake, c) remaining hi the atmos-
phere; clinging; penetrating: as, a heavy odor, d) over-
cast; cloudy; gloomy; lowering: as. a heavy sky. e)
hard to work or travel because of mud, sand, clay, etc.:

as, a heavy road, heavy soil. 12. tedious; dull, 13.

clumsy; unwieldy; physically awkward: as, a heavy
walk. 14. steeply inclined: as, a heavy grade. 15. in
military usage, heavily armed. 16. in the theater,
a) somber; tragic, b) designating a villain or his role.
adv. heavily: often in hyphenated compounds, as heavy-
laden, n. Ipl. HEAVIES (-viz)], 1. something heavy.
2. in the theater, a) a tragic or villainous role, b) an
actor who plays such roles.

hang heavy, to pass tediously; drag.
heavy with child, pregnant.

SYN. heavy inmlies relatively great density, quantity, in-

tensity, etc. and figuratively connotes a pressing down on the
mind, spirits, or senses (heavy water, heavy-hesated) ; weighty
suggests heaviness as an absolute rather than a relative quality
and figuratively connotes great importance or influence (a
weighty problem) : ponderous applies to something that is very
heavy because 01 its size or bulk and figuratively connotes a
labored or dull quality (a ponderous dissertation); massive
stresses largeness and solidness rather than heaviness and con-
notes an impressiveness due to great magnitude (massive struc-

tures); cumbersome impHes a heaviness and buMness that
makes for awkward handling and, in extended use, connotes
unwieldiness (cumbersome formalities). ANT. light.
heav y-armed (hev'i-annd'), adj. furnished with heavy
weapons or armor.

heav-y-du-ty (hev'i-doo'ti, hev'i-du'ti), adj. L that
can resist or withstand great strain, weather, wear,
etc. ; unusually tough. 2. having a high tariff rate.

heavy earth, barium monoxide; baryta*
heav<y-foot-ed (hev'i-fopt'id), adj. heavy or clumsy in
or as in walking; plodding.

heav-y-hand-ea (hev'i-hanMid), adj. 1. without a
light touch; clumsy; tactless, 2. cruel; oppressive;
tyrannical. (

heav-y-heart ed (hev'i-hSr'tid), adj. sad; depressed,
heavy hydrogen, the isotope of hydrogen having an
atomic weight of slightly more than 2; dentenumi
with oxygen it forms heavy water.

heav-y-lad-en (hev'irlad*'n), adj. 1. laden* or loaded,
heavily. 2. heavily burdened witfe care and trouble*
heavy nitrogen, the isotope of nitrogen having an
atomic weight of 15. ,

,
;

heavy oxygen, either of two isotopes of oacygen f

atomic weights 17 and 18. <

heavy spar, barium stdfate; barite; barytes.
heavy water, a compound like 5 water, comtobsed of
oxygen and the isotope of *feyjd^ogejx*ofi atomic weight
2? deuterium oxidteyDaO.

heav-v-weight ^CheyfeiFaW^uf ftvvA A ^efson^ior animal
weighinsr, much .moie:-; haqL< faifemge^ , '<&,.&, tare*
wrestler wtw> wei^^0i6F
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very intelligent, influential, or important person, adj.
of heavyweights.
Heb. 1. Hebrew. 2. Hebrews.
Heb-feel, Friedrich (fre'driH hebM), 1813-1863;
German dramatist and poet.
heb do-mad (beb'da-madO , n. [L. htbdomas. hebdo-

madis; Gr. hebdomas, the number seven, week < heb-

domos, seventh < hepta, seven), seven days; a week.
heb-dom-a'dal (heb-dom'a-d'l), adj. [L. hMomadalis;
see HEBDOMAD], weekly.
He-be (he^i), n. [L. < Gr. Em < hZbi, youth], in
Greek mythology, the goddess of youth, daughter of
Hera and Zeus: she was the gods' cupbearer until
succeeded by Ganymede.

he-be-phre-ni-a (he'bi-fre'ni-a), n. [Mod. L, < Gr.
heb$, youth 4- phuren, the mind], a form of dementia
praecox developing at the beginning of puberty.
Hubert, Jacques Rene (zhak ra-nS' a'bftr'), 1755-
1794; French Revolutionary leader; guillotined,

heb-e-tate (heb'i-taf), v.t. & v& [HEBETATED (-id),

HEBETATING], [< L. hebetatus, pp. othebetare, to make
blunt or dull < hebes, blunt, dull], to make

<
or become

dull or stupid, adj. 1. dull; stupid; thick-headed.
2. in botany, having a blunt point, as certain leaves.

he-bet-ic (hi-bet'ik), adj. [Gr. hebeWkos, youthful <
hebe, youth], in Physiology, of or happening at puberty.

heb-e-tude (hebVtood', hebVtudoT n. ILL. lutoetudo
< hebes, hebetis, blunt, dull], the quality or condition of

being dull or lethargic: obtuseness.

Hebr., 1. Hebrew. 2. Hebrews.
He-bra-ic (hi-bra'ik), adj. {LL. Hebrafcns; Gr. He-
brtilkos], of or characteristic ol the Hebrews, their

language, or culture: Hebrew.
He-bra-Ism <he"

/bri-iz m), n* [Fr. Hebraisms < Gr.
Hebraios, a Hebrew], 1. a Hebrew phrase, idiom, or
custom. 2. Hebrew character, thought, or ethical

system. 3. Hebrew institutions or practices; Hebrew
religion; Judaism.
He bra-ist (he'bri-ist), n. [Fr. htbralste < Gr. Hebraios,
a Hebrew], 1. a specialist or expert in the Hebrew
language and learning. 2. a follower of Judaism, or
the Hebraic ethical system.

He-bra-is-tic (he'bri-Vtik, he'briWsftik), adj. of or
characteristic of Hebraists or Hebraism.
He-bra-ize (he'brs-IzO. v.t. [HEBRAIZED (-fed*)* HE-
BRAIZING], to make Hebrew in character, form, etc.

w,i to adopt the Hebrew language, customs, ideals,
etc.: become Hebrew in character, form, etc.

He-brew (he>brdo), n. [ME. & OFr. Hebreu, Ebreu; L.
Bebraeus; Gr. Hebraios; Aram 'ebrai; Heb. 'ibhri, lit.,

one from across (the river)], 1. any member of a
group of Semitic peoples tracing descent from Abraham,
Jacob, and Isaac; Israelite: in modem usage inter-

changeable with Jew. 2. a) the ancient Semitic
language of the Israelites, in which, most of the Old
Testament was written. fr) the modem form of this

language, the official language of Israel, adj. 1. of
Hebrew or the Hebrews. 2* Jewish. Abbreviated
Heb., Hebr.
Hebrew calendar, the Jewish calendar.
He-brews (he'brooz), n.pL [construed as sing.], in the
Bible, the Epistle to the Hebrews, a book of the New
Testament: abbreviated Heb.2 Hebr.
Hebrl-des (heb'ra-deV), n.pL a group of Scottish
islands west of
Scotland: area,
2,900 sq. mi.;
pop., 62,000.

He-broil (he'brsn)
n, a city in south-
ern Palestine:

pop., 25,000 (est.

1944).
Hecate
ti

n. [L.; Gr. Hek-
"

,.
ology, a goddess
of the moon,
earth, and under-
ground realm of
the dead, later

regarded as the>

goddfes$ of sorcery
and witchcraft:
also Celled Hefcat*. .

,

<

,

hecatomb (hek%~tm*. '

hek^-Jf5m''k if. HU fa
fof^&e; Or. h&kaHom&V < Jmwton, a hundred -f bottfr, b
1. in ancient Qreece, the slaughter of f@' cattle at

one-time a$ an 'tifieafaK ty *fc K0<l*l itef^
1

'2. 'any

heck-le (hek'l), F,. IHICKLBP (-Id), HBCKLIMG], 1MB.
hekdin, hechdm < hechtlc; see HATCHEL], 1. to clean
and dr* (fe^; hackle; hatchel. 2. forig. Scot.J, to
anaMf (x oonfwe (a Beaker) by interrupting with
questions or taunts, ft- A comblike instrument for

dressing Jtos, ttepv etc.; lekle; hatchei ~~SYN. see
bait.

heck-ler (heklSr), n. one who heckles & speaker, etc.

hect-, hecto-.
hectare (hek'tdr), n. [Fr.; see HECTO- & AXE, **.], a
metric measure of surface, equal to 10,000 square
meters (100 ares or 2.471 acres): abbreviated ha. sing.

.

hec-tic (heJc'tik), adj. [Fr. kectiqm; LLb keetfoms: Gr.
htkiikos, habitual, hectic < hexis* permanent condition
or habit of the body < ezkein, to have}, 1. of, affected

with, or characteristic of a wasting disease, as tubercu-
losis; consumptive. 2. designating or of the fever

accompanying wasting diseases, especially tuberculosis;
hence, 3. feverish: fevered; hot; flushed. 4. char-
acterized by confusion, haste, agitation, etc. n. 1.

hectic fever. 2. the flush or pink spot on the cheeks
of a person suffering from hectic fever, 3. [Rare}, a
person with tuberculosis.

hec*to- (hek'to, hek'to), [Pr. f contr. < Gr. kekaton, a
hundred], a combining form meaning a hundred, &s in

hectograph: also hekto- or, before a vowel, faect-, h*kt>.

hec-to-cot-y-lus (hek'te-kot'i-bs), w* \$L HBCTOCOTYLX
(-H03, [Mod. L. < hecto- + Gr. feo*^, a cttp* holow
object], one of the arms or tentacles of a male octopus,
cuttlensh, or other cephalopod, which becomes modified
as a sexual organ for impregnating the female.

hec*to-gram, Iiec'to-gramme (hek
/ta-gram

/
). n. [Fr.

hectogramme; see HECTO- A GRAM], a metric measure of

weight, equal to 100 grams (3.527 ounce avoirdupois) ;

abbreviated hfi. (sing. &*pL).
hec-to-graph (hek'ts-grar, hek'ta-graf^), n. [facto- f
'graph], a duplicating device by which written: or

typed matter is transferred to a glycerin-coated sheet
of gelatin, from which many copies can be taken.
v*t. to duplicate by means of a hectograph.

hec-to-li-ter, bec-to-H-trc (hek'to-l^t&r)* n. [Fr. hec-
toUtre: see HECIX> & LITER], a metric measure of

capacity, equal to 100 Hters (26.418 gallons or 2.8378
bushels): abbreviated hi. (sing. c**^.) hectol.

hec-to-me-ter, hec-to-me-tre (hek'ta-inS'ter), n. [Fr.
hectometre; see HECTO- & METER], a metric measure of

length, equal to 100 meters (109.36 yards) : abbreviated
hm. (sing. 6* pi,}, hectom.
Hec tor (hek'tSr), [L.; Gr. mktor, lit., holding fast <
echein, to hold, have), a masculine name. n. in Homer's
Iliad, a Trojan hero killed by Achilles to avenge the
death of Fatroclus: he was Priam's son.

hec-tor (hek'ter), n [see prec. entry: m early popular
drama. Hector became the type of a braggart and
bully], a swaggering leHow; bully; brawler. ^L & vJ.
1. to browbeat; bully; threaten. 2. to pester; tease.
SYN. see bait.

hec-to-stere (hek^ta-st^rO* - [Kr- hedos&re; see
HECTO- & STERE], a metric measure of volume, equal
to 100 cubic metem (3,531.44 cubic fecfe).

Heou'ba (hek'yoo-b^), n. PL; Gr. Hekabe\, in Homer's
Iliad, the wife of Priam and mother of Hector, Troilus,
Paris, and Cassandra.

he'd ChSd), 1. be had. 2. he would.
hed-dle (heel/*!), n. [proK (by metathesis) form of MB.
helde < AS. Hefeld,he/et, weaving thread (akin to ON,
hafald} < base of hebmn. to raise (see HEAVE) -f- ~eld,

instrumental suffix; for form, cf. ME. nedel, nelde, a

needle}, any of a serie* of paralfel wires or cords in

the harness of a loom, equipped with eyes and used
for separating and guiding the warp threads, v.t.

[HEDDLED (-Id), HEDDLINGJ, to draw (warp thread)
through the eyes of the heddles.

hedge (hej), n. [ME. hegge; AS. hecg; akin to G. hecke;

1$. base *qa$h~ f wickerwork, wickerwork pen, seen

also in J>. cmea,, enclosure, ete< (g^ CA.GE) ; basic sense
*

fl

aacti^cial hedge for defense, enclosure
1 f

],
1. a row of

^pseiy planted shrubs, bushes, etc. forming a boundary
or fence; hence, 2. anything serving as a fence or

barrier*, restriction or defense. 3. a hedging, adj*
1. of, in, or near a hedge; hence, 2. low or disreputable;
furtive: as, a hedge love affair, v.t. [HEDGED (hejd),

HEDGING], 1. to place a hedge around or along; border
or bouna with a hedge. 2. to surround with a barrier;
fcjndier or gufard as with a barrier (ttsttally with *w).
3i to try to avoid or lessen loss in (a bet, risk, eta) by
malting counterbalancing bets, investnients. etc. tu.
1. to hide or protect oneself, as if behind a hedge.
2, to hide behind words; refuse to conwnit oneself;
shlly-shally. 3. to try to avoid or lessen loss by
maMng counterbalanciagf bets* investments, etc.

hedge garlic, a tall; whiter-flowered weed of the mustard
family, with heart-shaped leaves, stiff pods, and the
odor of gaarlic. v

1651, look; oil, owlr! ups "Oye,*fClr; 'fet; Joy; yet; chin; iKf

%, o in comply, * ik/omy;
*
as JQ, able (s'bl); Pr. 6al;

, G. doch. See pp. x-xif. J foreign;
* hypothetical
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, hefhogO. n. lked& -f- k&i: from

the "hedge* formed
by Its spines, and.
from tin hoglike
snout], 1. small,
insect-eating mam-
mal of Europe, with
a shaggy coat and
sharp spines on the
buck, which bristle
and form & hedgelifce HBDGBHOG (10 in. long)
flense when the animal curls up. 2. the porcupine,
a similar American animal of a different family.

hedgehog, defense, a method of defensive warfare
cbarmcteriied by the setting up of fortified strong
potato offering resistance on all sides, thus causing
tremble to the enemy even after they have been by-
pawed; used especially by the Soviet army during the
M&M invasion in World War 1 1.

hedge-hop (hej'hopO* vd. [Slang], in emotion, to fly

very close to the ground, as for spraying insecticide.

hedge hyssop, any of a number of related: low-growing
plants with golden-yellow flowers.

hedge priest, [cf. parallel D. haagpreek], formerly, any
English clergyman with little clerical education.

hedfi-er (hejreV), n. 1. a person who plants or trims
hedges. 2. a person who hedges in betting, etc.

hedge-row (hej'ro')* a row of shrubs* bushes, etc.,

forming a heoge.
hedge sparrow, a small European warbler, reddish-
bfown with white-tipped wings, often found in hedges.

He-din, Srejn An-ders (sven an'dirs he-den'). 1865-
1952; Swedish author and explorer in Asia.

He-djaz (fae-JaV, he-jazO. n* Hejas.
he*don*le 0*-don'ik) f adj. [Gr. kedonikos < hedone,
pleasure < base of hedys, sweet < IE. *swcd-, seen
also in sweet], 1. having to do with pleasure. 2. of
hedonism or nedonists.
he-don-ics (lie-don'iks), n.pL [construed as sing.],

f< Mbw&. I. the branch of ethics dealing with plea-
2. toe bcaacliof psychology dealing with pleasur-

unpleasurable feelings.m (he'd'n-iz'm), n. [< Gr. tedone, delight,
-f- -fan), 1. in Wos0$fcy tb doctrine that

pleasure is the principal good and should be the aim
of action. 2. in psychology* the theory^tfeat a person's
actions always have pleasure as their purpose. 3.

pleasttre-seeklng as a way of life.

he don 1st (he'a'n-ist), n. La believer in hedonism.
2. a pleasure-seeker; voluptuary, adj. hedonistic.

he-do-nia-tic (he'da-nis'tik), adj. 1. of hedonism or
hedonists. 2. living a life of pleasure; self-indulgent.

he-do-nis-tl-cal ly IfreMa-nis'ti-k'l-i, he'ds-nis'tik-H),
adv. in a hedonistic manner.

^he-dral (he'dr&l), a
Bcombining form used to form

adjectives csorresponding to nouns ending in ~hedron,
as in h&cahtdral.
-he-dron (he'dran), [Gr. -cdron < hedra, a side, face],
a combining form meaning a geometric figure or crystal
with a (specified) number of surfaces, as in hexahedron.

hee-bie-)ee bies (he^bi-je'biz), n^l* [corned by Billy
De Beck in his comic strip Barney Goo&h [Slang], an
attack of nervousness; jitters.
heed (bed), v.t. [ME. heden; AS. hedan (< *h&djw;
akin to G. hiUen) < base of hod (see HOOD) in the
sense "cafe, keeping, protection"; for IE. base see
BAT] to pay dose attention toj take careful notice of,
vd. to py attention: take notice, it. close attention;
careful notice; as, take heed of what I say,

heed-fid (bed'fol), adj. taking heed; careful; attentive.
heed less (hed'Bs), adj. not taking heed; careless; in-
attentive; tffl^;ifldfal >

hee-haw (he'hdO* n* [echoic], 1. the sound that a
donkey makes; bray; hence, 2. a loud, often silly
laugh like a bray. vd, 1. to bray* 2. to laugh in a
loud, often silly way; guffaw.

heel (hel), ^ [ME. hde; AS. Ma; akin to D. hid;
Gmc. *hanhila < *hanha; IE. base *kenk-, leg joint,
heel], 1. the back part of the human foot* under the
ankle and behind the instep. 2. the corresponding
part of the hind foot of am animal. 3. that part of a
stocking, sock, etc. which covers the heel. 4. the
built-up part of a shoe, supporting the heel. 5. any-
thing suggesting the human heel in location, shape,
or function, as the end of a loaf of bread, the rind on
cheese, the lower part of a gunstock, the lower end of
si ship's mast, a small quantity of liquor leffe in a bottle,
etc. 6. [Slang], a contemptible or despicable person.
Vtf. 1. to furnish with a heel. 2. to follow closely at
the rear of; chase. 3. to .touch (the floor,, etc.) with
the heel. 4. [Slang], to equip (a person) with, something,
especially money. 5. in cock/ighting, to equip (a game-
cock) with metal spurs. 6. in golf, to hit (a ball) with
the heel of the club. vd. 1. to go along at tne heels
of^ someone. 2. in dancing, to move the ilaeels rhyth-
mically.
at heel, close to one's heels; just behinji.
cool one's heels, [Colloq.], to wait or be kept waiting
for some time.

down at (the) heel, 1. with the heels of one's shoes in
need of repair; hence, 2. shabby; seedy; ran-down.

heei in to cover (plant roots) temporarily with earth
in preparation for planting.

kick up one's heels, to belively or merry; have fun.
lay by the heels, 1. to put in fetters, stocks, or jail.
2. to overcome; frustrate; hinder.
on (or ppon) the heels of, close behind; immediately
following.

out at the heels, 1. having holes in the heels of one's
shoes or socks; hence, 2. shabby; seedy; run-down.
show one's (or a clean pair of) heels, to run away.
take to one's heels, to run away.
toheel,

c
1. close to one's heels; just behind. 2. under

discipline or control.
heel (hel), tu. [with assimilated -d < ME. helden, as
also in cognate MLG. helden, hdlen; AS. huldan
(*healdjari), to incline, slope < base of heald, sloping,
bent; IE. base^&rZ-, to tilt, incline, bow, seen also
(via *klei-) in incline], to lean to a side; slant; list;
tilt; said especially of a ship. v.t. to make (a ship)
list. n. 1. the act of heeling. 2. the extent of this.

heel-and-toe (hel'an-toO* <*/ designating or of a
walking race or step in which the heel of one foot
touches the ground before the toes of the other leave it.

heeled (held) , adj. 1. having a heel or heels. 2. [Slang],
a) having money. 6) armed or provided, especially
with a gun.

heel-er (hel'gr), n. 1. a person who puts heels on shoes
or boots. 2. a fighting cock that uses its heels. 3.

[Colloq.], a servile supporter of a politician, serving
only for personal gain; hanger-on: as, a ward heeler.

heel-less (hellis), adj. lacking a heel or heels.

heel-piece (heKpes'), n. La piece forming, or affixed
to, tne heel of a shoe. 2. any part or piece that by its

form, function, etc. suggests a heel.

heel-plate (hel'platO. n. a thin metal piece put on the
bottom of the heel of a shoe to prevent wear.

heel-post (hel'post'), n. a post forming, or affixed to,
the neel or end of something; especially, a) the outer
post supporting the partition of a stall in a stable.
&) the post to which a gate or door is hinged.

heel-tap (hel'tap'), n. 1. a layer of leather, etc. serving
as a lift in the heel of a shoe. 2. a bit of liquor left in
a glass after drinking.

Keep, Uriah (hep), a hypocritically humble, unscrupu-
lous character in Dickens' novel David Copperfield.

heft (heft), n* [< base of heave], [Colloq.], 1. weight;
heaviness; hence, 2. importance; influence. 3. the
larger part or bulk of something, v.t. [Colloq.], 1. to
lift or heave. 2. to try to determine the weight of by
lifting, vd. [Colloq.], to weigh.

heffCheft), n. a haft.

MC-ULU** ha'gsl), 1770-1,831; German philosopher.
He-ge-li-an Qia-ga'li-an, H-jel'van), adj. of Hegel or
Hegelianism. n. a follower of Hegel or his philosophy

He-ge-li-an-ism Changa/H-n-ia'm, hi-jel'yan-iz'm), n.
the philosophy of Hegel^ who maintained that every
postulate or affirmation fyhesis) evokes its natural
opposite (antithesis)* and that these two result in a
umified whole (synthesis), which in turn reacts upon
the original thesis: see dialectic.

hegemonic
-

_ rf, w _, , ^ MV ^ , f

. HBGEMONites" (rniz)] r '[Gr' htgemonia, leadership '<
.&fWob, leader], leadership or dominance, especially

that io|, one state or nation in a league or confederation.
he-gjt-i^ iCM-jI'.ra, hej'i-ra), n. [ML.; Ar. hijrah, lit.,

era of Mohammed < hajara* to
teavei I.- [opeia H-Ivthe forced journey of Mohammed

tj
Mecca to Medina in 622 A.D.: the Moslem era

ttiis eyekt. 2. any| journey for
, safety;

> swelled hejlra.

J Oai-gu/mea), n. [Gr. hegoumenos, prjr. of
ox Eastern Church, tfoe

_, Corresponding to an
> Roman Catholic Church. ,

-
,

-^ T-- rE~ (

^.*<h!'d'Wb8rg; G. hi'dal-berkh'), n. a city
la Bia4e% Germany: pop., 113,000 (est. 1946): site ofa faaaousj ilm'versity founded in 1386.

:

Heidelberg man, a type of primitive man, inferred
from certain fossft remains discovered im 19,07 near
Heidelberg, Germany: he is believed to have lived
between the secondt and third glacial periods.

heif-er (hef'er), n. {ME. hay/re, ha$fare; AS, heahfore,
lit., fuu^girowm young ox < heah* 3bighr hence full-
grown (see HIGBO + s$wT, ox,M beast,

tol burden, lit.,

young animal < IE. base *per~, to begefr (cf, FARROW)],a young cow that has not borae a caS. t 5 t ,

Heifetz, Jascha (yS'sha ,WfifeV IM)!-,^ Russian
violinist in Ameifica. ^

i

^ '>':,',*',< ,/',",
heigh (ha, H), ,inC^r/. ,an exclamation to attract notice,
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height (hit), n. [< earlier htghth; ME. ktigWu; AS.
himthu (akin to Goth. hauhitka) < keak (see HIGH &
-TH) ; pronun, with historical -th is still heard colloqui-
ally], 1. the topmost point o anything; hence, 2. the
highest limit; greatest degree; extreme; climax; cul-
mination: as, the height of absurdity. 3. the distance
from the bottom to the top, 4. a) elevation or distance
above a given level, as the earth or sea; altitude.
d) elevation (of the son, a star, etc.) above the horizon,
measured in degrees. 5. a) a relatively great distance
from bottom to top. b) a relatively great distance
above a given level. 6. often pi, a point or place
considerably above most otners; eminence: elevation;
hill: abbreviated hts. (pi.). 7. [Obs.]. nigh rank.
Abbreviated ht., hgt., H., h. (in senses 3 & 4).
SYN. height refers to distance from bottom to top (a
figurine four inches in height} or to distance above a givn level
(he dropped it from a height of ten feet); altitude and ele-
vation refer especially to distance above a given level (usually
the surface of the earth) and generally connote great distance
(the altitude of an airplane, the elevation of a mountain);
stature refers especially; to the height of a human being
standing erect (drawing himself to his full stature).

heighten (hit''n), v.t. & v.L [< height], 1. to bring
or come to a high or higher position; raise or rise.
2. to make or become larger, greater, stronger, etc.;
increase; intensify. SYN. see intensify.

height-to-pa-per (hit'too-pa'per), n. in printing, the
standard height of type from face to feet, equal to
.9186 of an inch.

iheil (hil), inter/. [G.], hail! y.t. to say "hei!" to.
Heil-bronn (hfl'bro'n), n. a city in southwestern Ger-
many: pop,, 60,000.
Hei lung-kiang (halooT/jyar/), n. a province of
northern Manchuria: pop., 2,844,000 (est. 1947).
Heim-dall (ham'daT), n. [ON. Heimdallr], in Norse
mythology; the watchman of Asgard, city of the gods.
Heine, Hein rich (hm'riH hi'ns), 1797-1856; German
poet and prose writer.

hei-nie (hi'ni), n. [G. Heine, dim. of Heinrich], [also H-],
[Slang], a German soldier: term of contempt used
especially in World War I.

heinous (ha'nas), adj. [ME. hainous, heinous; OFr.
hainos (Pr. haineux) < haine, hatred < hair, to hate
< same LG. base as Eng. hate], hateful; odious; ex-
tremely wicked; abominable. SYN. see outrageous.

heir (ar), n. [ME.; OFr. heir, heyr, eir; L. heres; cf.

HEREDITY], 1. a person who inherits or is legally
entitled to inherit another's property or title upon
the other's death; hence, 2. anyone who inherits any
part of another's property, either by the provisions
of a will or by the natural action of the law. 3. a person
who appears to get some trait from a predecessor or
seems to carry on in his tradition.

heir apparent, \fl.
HEIRS APPARENT], the heir whose

right to a certain property or title cannot be denied
if he outlives the ancestor: see heir presumptive,
heir-dona (ar'dsm), n. 1. heirship. 2. an inheritance.
heir-ess (ai/is), n. a woman or girl who is an heir:

especially) a woman or girl whb has inherited or will
inherit great wealth.
heir-loom (arloom'), n. {heir + loom (tool)J, 1. a
piece of personal property that goes to an heir along
with an estate; hence, 2. any valuable or interesting
possession handed down from generation to generation.

heir presumptive, [pi. HEIRS PRESUMPTIVE], an heir
whose right to a certain property or title will be lost
if someone more closely related is born before the
ancestor dies : see heir apparent.

heir-ship (ar'shipO. n. [see -SHIP], the position or
rights of an heir: right to inheritance; heirdom.
Hejaz (he^jaV, he-jazO, n. a former country in western
Arabia, along the Red Sea: now part of Saudi Arabia:
area, 150,000 sq. mi.; pop., 1,500,000; capital, Mecca:
also spelled Hedjaz.

heji-ra (hi-ji
r
r9, hefi-ra), n. a hegira.

Hek a te (frek'a-ti; formerly & sWl ocats. hek'it), n.
Hecate. "- l

'
'

'

'

hek-tare (hek'tr) , n. a hectare.
hek-to- (tiek'tS, feek'ta), hecto-, as in hektogram; also,
before a vowel, hekt-, as in hekttire*
hek-to-ram (frek^te-graiJi*), n. 4 Hectogram,
Hel (on);

n
ri. lONJ, in Norse mythology, 1. Lbkl's

daughter, goddess of death, and the underworld. 2., tike

underworld to whfcji the dead not kSte<2 in battle ^Hsre
1

f

'i&M*?f?*V-
al'i-n

Helen of Troy, in Greek legend, the beautiful wife of
Menelaus, king of Sparta: the Trojan War was started
by her elopement with Bans to Troy.

Hel-go-Iaiff Chef/gS-flnt'; Bug. heFgo-land'), n. a small
German island in the North oea: toe British defeated
the Germans in a naval battle (Battle of Helgoland
Bight) near Helgoland! in August, 1914; English name,

-at],

he-li- (heli). L
he-Ii-ac (heni-akO, adj. heliacal.
he-H-a cal (hi-EVkl), ?/. {Gr. heliahos < helws* the
sun; -f- -fl, in astronomy, of or near tae son; solar;
specifically, a) designating the rising of a star when it

is first seen again after having been invisible because of
its nearness to the sun. b) designating the last setting
of a star before it becomes invisible again,

he-H an-thus (heli-an'thas), n. [Mod, I* < JteU- 4- Gr.
anihos, a flower], the sunflower.
heH-cal (hel'i-kl), adj. fL. helic-, base of hdix;
of, or having the form of, a helix; spiral.

hel-i ces (hel'i-seV), n. alternative plural of bettx*
hel-i dine (hel'i-klin'), n. [hdi- -f wdmejt, a carving
ramp that ascends gradually.

hel-i co- (hel'i-koO. t< Gr. helix, hdik&$; see BBUxf, a
combining form meaning spiral, spiral-$ka$edv as in

helicopter: also, before a vowel, helic-.
hel-i-coid (heFi-koid') f/. [Gr. hdtfeoeides < heU*9 a
spiral + eidos, form], shaped like a spiral; coiled* as
the shell of a snail, n. in geometry , a surface generated
by a straight line moving so that it passes through, a
fixed helix at all points, as a propeller screw.

hel-i-coi-dal (hel'i-koi'd'l), ad/, helicoid.
Hel-i-con (hel'i-kon', hel'i-kan), n. [L.; Gr.
1. a mountain in southern Greece,
regarded by the ancient Greeks
as the home of the Muses: height,
5,738 ft. 2. the supposed origin
of poets' creative impulses. 3.

[h-], a brass-wind instrument,
similar to a bass tuba, consisting
of a

lonjgf
tube bent into a circle

so that it can be carried over the
shoulder.

hel-i-cop ter (hel'i-kop'ter, he^li-

kop'ter), n. [Fr. helicopiere < Gr.
helix, nelikos, a spiral 4> pteron,
wing], a kind of aircraft lifted
and moved by a large propeller
mounted horizontally above the
fuselage: it differs from the auto-
giro and the gyroplane in that HELICON
t&is propeller is turned by motor
power and there is no auxiliary vertical propeller for
forward motion; see TYPES OF AIRPLANE, p. 32.
Heli go land (hel'i-go4and'), n. Helgoland: the Eng-
lish name.

he-H-o (he'li-6">, it. fColoq.], 1. a heliogranx 2. a

he 11 o- hefli-o'X [< Gr. htUos, tfte m& a
form meaning the sim, bright, radiant, as at
heliograph: also heli-.

he H-o cen-tric (heli-o^sen'trik), oiff. fjkfw- -f -centric].L calculated from, or viewed as from; the center of
the sun. 2. having or taking the sun as the center:
as, the heliocentric theory of the solar system.

he-U-o chrome (he^^krom/), n. [helio- + -chrome], a
photograph in natural colors^
He Ho gab J-gaVa-lus (he

/

li-a-efat/9-ls), n. (born Varius
Avitm Bessianush Roriiam emperor (218-222 A.D.):
Hved 204-222 A.B.: a%o Elagabaltia.

he-li-o-gram (he'H^-gmmO, n. a message sent by
heKograph.

he-li-o graph (hS'li-o-graF. heli-9-grafOt " [helio- -f
-graph], formerly, a device
for taking photographs of
the sun. 2. an "instrument
for measuring the intensity
of sunlight. 3. a photoen-
graving. 4L a device for

sendingmessages or signaling
by flashing th stin s rays
from a mirror, v.f. & v,i.

to signal or communicate by

SIGHTING
VANE

MIRROR

SIGNALING
KEY

he-ll^ok-ra-i^hy (heli-og'ro-

jEp/fLlfceZfo- 4- -graphy], 1.

the s^udy of the sunf
s surface.

& the art or process of photo-
engraving. 3. a signaling or

communicating by means of
a heliograph.

he-li-o-gra-vure x __

^oorVhe'H~a-gra'vyoor^ fe

t. heliogravur^
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hellol a try (heTi-olVtri), ft. [Mia- 4- Jelry], un
worship,
heliome ter (WH-ota't-tfr) . n. jFr. Mwmefte; see
HELIO- & -METER: so called because formerly used in

measuring the sur/s diameter;, an instrument for

measuring the angular distance between two stars.

He-li-op-o lis (hg'fi-qp'ft-li*), it. 1. the ruins of an
undent holy city in Egypt, north of Cairo: Biblical

name, On. 2. an ancient city in Syria, near Damascus:
site of modern Baalbek*
He li-oa (M1io')t n. [Gr. kilias, the sun], in Creek

wyftofefy, the sun god, son of Hyperion: see also

Apollo, PhaSthon, Hyperion.
he-li-o-scope <hi1i--sk6r/) n. [hetio* + -scope], a kind
of telescope, or a device fitted to a telescope, for

looking at the sun without hurting the eye,
he-li-o-stat (faeli-o-stat'), n. [kelfo- 4- -sfot] r a device

consisting of a mirror slowly revolved by clockwork
so as to reflect the sun's rays continuously in a fixed

direction,
he lio-tax-is (he'li-a-tak'sis) , n. [Mod. L.; see HELIO- &.

TAXIS], the tendency of certain plants and animals to

move or turn under the influence of sunlight.
he-li o-ther-a-py (h5'H-5*1&erVpi), n* [helio- + therapy],
the treatment of disease by exposure to sunlight.

he-lio-trope (he'M-a-trdp', hel'ya-trop'). n. [Fr, Mto-
trope; l*.di&tropwm; Gr. klltotoopion < Mlias, the
sun 4- base ol trepem, to turn], 1. formerly, a sunflower
or other plant whose flowers turn to face the sun.
2. any of a group of plants of the borage family, with
fragrant clusters of small, reddish-purple or white
flowers. 3. reddish, purple. 4. a heliograph (sense 4),
5. bloodstone, adj. reddish-purple.

he-li-o-trop-ic (heli-o-trci/ik, herya-trof/ik), adj* of,

characterized by, or affected by heEotropism,
he-li'Ot ro-pism (heliHat'ro-pifc'm) , rt. t< Wto- 4- Gr.

trvjit a turning < trcpein* to turn; -f -w] f 1. the
tendency of certain plants or other organisms to turn
or bend under the influence of light, especially sun-

light; positive heliotropism causes a turning toward the
light; negative heliotropism causes a turning away from
the Hght. 2. positive heliotropism.

heli-o-type (f*l^i-9-tip
r
) n, \hetio- + -*y], 1* a

picture made by* printing directly from a gelatin film

exposed under a negative and hardened with chrome
alum. 2. the process of making such pictures.

he-H0*W#*y (he^li-a-tlp'i), n. the art or process of

making nelcrtypes.
heli-um (helium), n [< Gr. h&tos, the sun], one of
the chemical elements, a very light, inert colorless

gas, used for inflating balloons, dirigibles, etc.: it is

preferred to hydrogen for such purposes^ although it

is slightly heavier, because it is not inflammable:
l. He; at. wL, 4.003; at. no., 2,

'lilcs), n. fpk HELIXES (-to). HELICES (Wi-
kind of ivy, spiral ; Gr. helix, a spiral, any-

spiral-shaped < helissein, to turn round], 1. any
spra, either lying in a single plane or. especially,
moving around a cone,, cylinder, etc., as the thread of
a screw. 2* in anatomy, the folded rim of cartilage
around the outer ear. 3. in architecture, an ornamental

as a volute on a Corinthian or Ionic capital.
athematics> a Hue so curved around a right

r cylinder that it would become a straight line
if the cylinder were unfolded into a plane. 5. in
zoology, any of a group of spiral-shelled mollusks,
including the common snail.

hell CheD, n. [ME. MU; AS. M (aldn to G, h$U &
ON, Hd, name of tfoe underworld goddessl; see HEL) <
base of AS. helan, to cover, conceal, hide; IE. base
*&?*-, to hidfiw cover up, seen also in eonceal, ecu, cdorl
1. in the mote, the place where the spirits of th dead
are: identified with Sheql amd Hades, 2, a) In C&ruti-
arnty, the place where fallen angels, devils, eta live
and to which sinners ana unbelievers go alter death
for torment and eternal punishment; iience, 2) me
people m hell, c) the powers of evu or darkness.
3. any place or condition of evil, pain T misery, cruelty,
etc. 4. [Colloq.], any disagreeable experience, as pun-
ishment, defeat, etc. As profanity hell is variously and
extensively used, as an interjection expressing irritation,
anger, etc. (e.g., oh, hell/), as an adverb (e,g., the
ml with it), and as an intensifier (e,g., heft, no I, what

b hell on, [Slang], 1. to be very difficult or painful
for, 2. to be very strict or severe with. 3, to be very
destructive or damaging to.

catch (or get) hell, (Slangj, to receive a severe scolding,
punishment, etc.

play bell with, [Slang], to cause much damage, i
or trouble to.

-.
uproar,
1 lie

or ojf the eary
peninsula: as,

. a' Jhe'll OiJ unstressed hil, d), ,1, je
HeMaa-ic yie-lad'ik) , adj. designati
peoples Hvmg on or around the G
the Minoans were a Helladic peopl
Hellas

(hel'ss), n. 1. originally, a district ^nd townm northeastern
t
Greece; hence, 21. [Ifdfr Poecl,

Greece; th6 ancient name.

symbol

circular' <

hell bend-er (hel
r
beii'd&'), n. 1. a large, e^ble sala-

mander, found especially in the Ohio Valley. 2. fSlangj,
a) a prolonged drunken spree or debauch, b) & drunken,
rowdy person.

hell bent (hei'bent'i, &dj* fSlang), firmly resolved to
have or do (with on or for) ; recklessly determined.

hell broth (heFbr6th') n. in legend, a mixture brewed
by witches and soothsayers for perfonning black rnagk.

hell cat (heFkaf), n. La witch. 2. an evil, spiteful,
bad-1^mpred woman.

hell-div-er (hel'dSv'er), n* any of several diving birds,
as the dabchick.

Hel-le (heH), n. [L.; Gr, Belle], in Greek legend^ & girl
who, while fleeing with her brother on the ram with
the golden fleece, fell off and drowned in the Hellespont.
hel le bore (hd's-bor/, hel'a-bor'), n. [OFn ellebore; L.
kelleborus, weboms; Gr. hellebores], 1. any of a group
of winter-blooming plants of the crowfoot family, with
flowers shaped like buttercups but of various colors:
the poisonous roots of the European black variety are
used as a heart stimulant. 2. any of a group of plants
belonging to the lily family: the white hellebore, or
false hellebore, has greenish-white flowers and poison-
ous roots. 3. these roots when dried and powdered,
used as an insecticide.

hel-le bo-re-in (hel'e-bdr'i-in, hel'a-bo'ri-in), n. a heart
stimulant obtained from certain hellebore roots.

hel-leb-o-rin (he-iebVrin, hel'o-bdr'in, heKa-bo'rin), n,
a poisonous glucpside, CjoH^aOa, obtained from crtain
hellebore roots: it is a strong purgative.
Hellen (hel'in), n, [L.; Gr. Hetten], the legendary
ancestor after whom the Hellenes were named.

Hel-lene (hel'en), n. [Gr. Hellen], a Greek.
HeMen-ic (he-len'ik, he-le'nik), adj. (Or. Hdl&nikos <
Hellenes, the Greeks], 1. of the Hellenes; Greek.
2. of the history, language, or culture of the ancient
Greeks, n. 1. the language of ancient Greece. 2. the
branch of the Indo-European family of languages to
which Greek, in its various dialects and stages of

development, belongs.
HeHen-ism (hel'an-i^'m), 71. [Gr. Hdlenismos, imitation
of the Greeks < Hellenizein, to speak Greek], 1. a
Greek phrase, idiom, or custom. 2. the character,
thought, culture, or ethical system of ancient Greece.
3. the adoption of the Greek language, customs, etc.,
as by the Romans.
Hel lendst (hel'an-ist), n. [Gr. Hdlgnistes, imitator of
the Greeks < Hellentsein, to speak Greek], 1. a non-
Greek, especially a Jew of the Diaspora, who adopted
the Greek language. 2. a specialist or expert in the
Greek language and learning. 3. a great admirer of
ancient Greek culture, language, etc. 4. any of the
Byzantine Greeks of the 15th century who helped
revive classical learning in Europe.
Hellen-iatic (helVms'tik), ad/. 1. of or character-
istic of Hellenists or Hellenism, 2. of Greek history,
language, and culture after the death of Alexander
the Great (323 B.C.).

HeJ-len-is-ti-cal (hd'a-nis'ti-k'l), adj. Hellenistic.

Hel-len'izeOiel'9-niiO. v.t. [HBLLENIZED (-nlzdO, HEL-
LENmNG], [Gr. Hellenisein < &eWenes, the Greeks], to
make Greek, or Hellenistic, in character, form, etc.
IM. to adopt the Greek language, customs, ideals, etc.;
become Greek in character, form, etc.

hell er (hel'eV), n. [Slang], a person who is noisy, wild.

heller /hel'ir), n. IpL HELLER], [G.; MHG. hatter,
heller, short for Eauey pfennmc, penny of Hall: from
being first coined (c. 1208) at Hall, Swabia], 1.

formerly, a) a German copper coin, equal to half
a pfennig. 0) an Austrian bronze coin, equal to 1/100
_..: a krone. 2. a small Czechoslovakian coin, equal to
1/100 of a koruna,

Helles, Cape (hel'is), the southern tip of tJie, Gallipoli
Peninsula, Turkey.
Helles pont (hel^s-ponf). n. the Dardanelles: the
ancient name.

hell*fire, hell-fire (hel'fTrO, n. [ME. helle fir; AS.
hellefyr], the fire, hence> punishment, of heE.
Hell Gate, a narrow section of tjie East River, between
Manhattan and Long Island.

hell gram mite, hell gra mite Q^fgratnutO* a* l< ?]
tifcie dark-brown aquatic larva of the dobson fly, used
as fish bait,

,
,
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hell-hound ^bel'ltound'), iru 1. a,dog of hell, as Cer-
berus; hence, 2. a) a fiencl. b) a fiendish, ev0 1
hel lion (hel'ypn)/ n.[^ + -ton, as in min*onl

t deviltry; miscMevous trst"
1. of or Sbni hell,

i; fiendish.
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say "hello." vt. to say "hello" to. Cf. hollo, hullo,

helm (helm), n. & v*t. [ME.; AS., protection, helmet;
akin to G. hdm, helmet, AS. hdmtan, to protect; IB.
base *kd~, to cover, hide, seen also in conceal, cdl,

etc.], [Archaic & Poetic], helmet.

helm melm), n. [ME. hdine; AS. halma: akin to G.
kdm, handle; IE. *(s)qd-mo < base *(s)qd-, to cut,

seen also in coulter, skiu], 1. a) the wheel or tiller by
which a ship is steered, o) the complete steering gear,
including the wheel or tiller, rudder, etc. 2. the
control or leadership of an organization, enterprise,
etc. v.t. to guide; control; Eteer.

hel-met (hel'mit), n. [OFr., dim, of hdme, helmet; of

Gmc. origin; see HELM], 1. a

protective covering for the

head: specifically, a) the

hoodlike top part of medi-
eval armor. 0) the metal
headcoveringworninmodern
warfare, c) the leather head
covering used in football.

d) the mesh-faced mask used
in fencing, e} the headpiece
of a diver's suit, equipped
with airtubes, glass windows,
etc. /) a fireman's protective
hat. g) a pith hat with a
wide brim, worn as a sun-
shade in hot countries. 2.

something suggesting such a
headpiece in appearance or

function, as the arched upper
part of the corolla or calyx
in certain flowers, v*t. to
cover or equip with a helmet.
hel-met-ed (hel'mit-id), adj.
l.wearingahelmet. 2.shaped
Hke a helmet.
helmet liner, a plastic or
fiber head covering shaped
like andwornunderamodern
military helmet.
Helm hoitz. Her-mann
Lud-wig Fer-di-nand von
(her'man loot'vikh fer'di-

iant' ffcn helm'holts') , 1821-
1894; German physiologist
and physicist.
hel-minth (hel'minth), n.

"

[Gr- hdmins, helminthos), a
worm or wormlike parasite, especially of the intestine:

1 tapeworms and roundworms are helminths.
hel min-thi a sis (hel'min-thlVsis), n. [Mod. L. <
Gr, hdminthi&n, to suffer from worms < helmins,

hdminihos, a worm], a disease caused or characterized

by worms in the body.
hel min-thic (hel-min'thik), adj. [< Gr. hehnins, hd-

1 minthos, a worm; + -4c], of, expelling, or destroying
I helminths, n. a helminthic medicine.

hel-min-thol-o-gy (hel'min-thol'a-ji), n. the scientific

, study of helminths.
helms-man (helmz'man), n. [pi. HELMSMEN: (-man)},

j the man at the helm; man who steers a ship.
/ Hel-o4se (hel'o-ez') a feminine name: see Eloise.

fHeVlo-Ise (a'l6
>

'eV), n. mistress and, laterr wife of her

\ teacher. Pierre Abaard; 1101?-1164?: see Aboard.
JHel*0t (hel'at, he'lot), n. [L. Hdotes (Hilotae, pi) <

1 Gr. Heilotes, pi, taken as deriv. of Hdos, town in

Laconia whose inhabitants were enslaved by the

5 Spartans; actually, prob. < base of hdein, to take,
j seize], 1. a member of the lowest class of serfs in

J ancient Sparta: hence, 2, [h-1, a serf or slave.

fhelnot-isnm (hel'at-iz'm, helat-iz'm) , n. the condition

j-
of a helot; serfdom or slavery.

fhei*0!t-ry ftiel'at^ he'bt-ri), n. 1. helot as a class;

| serfs or slaves. 2 serfdom or slavery,

Iheip (help), v.t. [HELPED (Jxelpfe) or archaic HOLP (hol^),
1 HELPED or archaic HOLPENJ (hol'p'n) or obs. HOLP,

i HELPING], [ME. h&lpen; AS. hdpan; akin to G, Mfen;
; IE* base *kelb-, *kdp*,i to helpj 1. to make* it easier

f for (a person) to do something; aid; assist; specifically,

a) to give (one in need) ,orneitMng necessary, as reliefi

money, etc. 6) to do toaJrt of thework of
\
ease or share

jibe labor of: as, will you hd$ mfe do this problem?

\ c)
to aid in

* ''-* J "

f
easier tor (si

I 'ipiB^e, ';etc|i'
i larger, intense, etc.;

ignorance helps war.

675 kematein

etc. tu. 1. to give assistance
j
be co-operative, useful,

or beneficial. 2. to act as a waiter at table, n. fME. &
AS. hdp(e) < base of the .; in U.S. sense of "'servant/'

prob. a democratic euphemism to avoid notion of

"serve"], 1. a helping; aid; assistance. 2. relief; cure;
remedy. 3. a helper. 4. a) a hired helper, as a domestic
servant, farm hand, etc. b) hired helpers; employees.
5. a serving of food; helping.
cannot help but, cannot fail to; be compelled or

obliged to.

hlp oneself to, 1. to serve or provide oneself with
(food, etc.). 2. to take without asking or being
given.
help out, to help in getting or doing something; help.
so help me God, as God is my witness: used in oaths.

SYN. help is the simplest and strongest of these words
meaning to supply another with whatever is necessary to ac-

complish Ms ends or relieve Ms wants; aid and assist are

somewhat more formal and weaker, assist, especially, implying
a subordinate role in the helper and less need for help (she
assisted him in his experiments); succor suggests timely^ help
to someone in distress (to sncccaf a besieged city). ANT. hiader.

TYPES OF HELMBT
A, ancient; B, 16th cen-

tury; c, modern

in, etc. or 10, into, out

..__& "coat^'if i2.
,

t njEnafee ii

to eaisti happen, develop, im-

o) to make more effective,

the growth of; .promote: ate,

6) to caw

help'er (hel'pSr), n* a person or thing that helps,
help-ful (hero'fal), adj. giving help; of service; us

help-ing (heFpirj), n. La giving of aid; assisting.
a portion of food served to one ^
help-less (helplis), adj. 1. without power to help
oneself; feeble; weak. 2. without help or protection.
3. incompetent; inefficient.

help-mate (help'mat'X n. [altered < kelp meet; see

HELPMEET], a companion and helper: usually applied
to a wife, sometimes to a husband.
help-meet (help'met')* n. [ghost word; mistakenly
read as a single word in "an^dp meet for him" (Gen.
2:18)], a helpmate.
Hel sing fors (hel'sirj-fdrz'; Sw. heTsifl-f6rs'), n. Hel-
sinki: the Swedish name.

Hel-sing-6r (hel'sirj-orO, n. a seaport in Denmark: pop.,
17,900: English name, Elsinore.

Hel-sin-kt (hel'sii)-ki), n. the capital of Finland, on
the Gulf of Finland: pop.. 328,000 (1943).

hel-ter-skel-ter (hel'ter-skel't&r), adv. [arbitrary for-

mation, prob. on ME. hde (see HEEL, back of the

foot)], in haste and confusion; in a disorderly, hurried
manner, adj. hurried and confused; disorderly, n.

anything helter-skelter.
helve (helv), n. [ME. helfe; AS. hielfe, helfe; akin to
MD. helf; IE. *sqd(e}-p < base *(s)qd~, to cut (cf.

HELM, a tiller)], the handle of a tool, especially of an
ax or hatchet, y.t. (HELVED (helvd), HELVING], to put
a helve on: equip with a helve.

Hel-ve-tia (hel-veshQ), n. 1. an ancient country m
Europe: it included most of what is now Switzerland.
2. Switzerland: the Latin name.

Hel-ve-tian C^-ve78^11)* tf- 1. of Helvetia or the
Helvetii 2. Swiss, n. 1. a native or inhalwtant of

Helvetia. 2. a Swiss. . -

.

Hel-vet-lc (hel-vet'ik), adj. Helvetian* n. a Swiss
Protestant* adherent of Zwingli t

Hel-ve-tii (hel-ve
/
shi-iO n.pl. (L,]r any/ member of an

ancient Celtic people who lived in the western part
of what is now Switzerland.

Hekve-tius, Clamde Afoi-ea (Mod a'dre'aw' el'va'-

syiis'; Eng. he^ve'shi^s), 1715-1771; French philoso-t

pher.
hem (hem), n, [ME.; AS, kem(m); akin to MLG ham,
enclosed piece of land; IE. base *qem^, to compress,

impede], 1. the border on a garment or piece of cloth,

usually made by folding the edge and sewing it down.
2. any border, edge, or margin. v*t. [HEMMED (hemd),
HEMMING], 1. to fold back the edge of and sew down;

rt
a hem or tens on. 2. a), to encircle; surround,

to confine or restrain: with in, around^ or about.

hem (hem: commtionaUzed pronun.), interj. & n.
t
a

conventionalized expression of the sound made im

clearing the throat to attract attention or show doubt.

tu. [HEMMED (hemd), HEMMING], lf to make this

sotsmd. 2.i to pause or hesitate in sneaking. * *

hem and haw* 1. to pause or hesitate in speakwag,
f 2. to avoid saying something definite.

*

,
,

hem- (hen% hem), hemo~.
he-ma- (he'ma, hem'a), hemo-.
he ma chrome (he'mo-krom

7
, hem^-kronvX

4- -chrome}, the red pigment of the blood.

hem-ag-ogue (he'mg-gog', h,em'a^og'y, .[.,. .

<^. a&gos, leac^ng < <icw, to lead}, anything that
incfeases, the discharge of blood, as m menstruation.
hemal (hg'mal)., adj. f< Gr. haima, blood; + -afl,

having to do with, the bipod. ,
i , ,

he-man Ohe'man'), n. [Slang], a stong, virile man.
he ma tal (he'mo-t'l, hoa/antl), adj. hemal.
hem a-te in (he'ma-te'inv h^emVtie'in), n. [< hema^ax-
yBn + -ML a reddish-^fo^a, sciys^alli^e dye, puBHurOe,
obtained trom logwobd extracts by oxidation; a|so

*
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4- In *arm*b]ooded.
, adj.

1. of,

cm** 4- In *arm*
h**inftt*)c (hi-mat'ik), adj. K>r,

with* or colored like blood. 2, in ,

having an on the blood, n* a hematic medicine.
too***tin (hcm'*4in, fai'md-ttn), re. (taw4l(o) 4- -**)
I. formerly* heme. 2. a dark-brown or blockish sub-
stance containing iron, obtained by the decomposition
of hemoglobin, 3. hematein.
hcm>i*tin>ic (hemVtin'ik. hS'nw-tin'ik), n. [ibmati*
4* -Jc), any substance that increase the amount of

wamogiobm in the blood. adj. 1. of hematin. 2. hem-
atic I),

h*m>m*cit (hem'd-tit', hi'ma-tit'), n. {L. kmmtUts;
Or, ii*wltor Mt, bloodlike, red iron ore < teima,
blood), native anhydrous ferric oxide* FeGs an im-
portant iron we: it is brownish red when pulverized.

bn**<tlt*ic (hem'e-tit'ik, he'xna-tit'ik), adj. of hem-
atite.

heni**to (hemVto, hcftno-tS), f < Gr. kaima t haimatos,
blood], a combining form meaning U&od, m in taiMz-
$&9xm: also, before a vowel, hmmt-: words beginning
with hemaio- may also be spelled haemato-.

ihaoEi-at'CH^fSt (hem'a-td-sist'. he'ma-to-sistO, a cytt
filkd with blood*
he ma toid ft&'me-toid', hemVtoidOt &" f^cwol- +
-*4, Eke blood,
hem-a-tol o-gy (hett'o-toi'a-ii, he'ma-tol'a-ji), n. [htm*

to~ + -lo^j7 the study of blood and its diseases.
he-ma-to-ma (he'ma-to'ma, hemVto'ma), n. [pi. HE-
MATOMATA <-t$), HEMATOMAS (-me*)), [Mod. L.; See
HEMAT- & -QUA], a local swelling or tumor filled with
effused blood.
h*m-a-twe (hem'a-tos', he'ma-tdV), odj- [h&nat- 4
~$e$, filled or covered with blood.
he ma to sis (he'ms-tS'sis, hem's-to'sis), n. [Mod. L.;
Gr. k&im&t&sts < haimatoeim, to make bloody, turn
into blood: see HHMO-], in physiology, 1. blood forma-
tion. 2, the process by whicn oxygen is added to the
blood in the

ml), adj. [hemato- + thermal], In zoology, warm-blooded.
he-ma-tox-y-lin (hje'ma-tok'sa-lin, hemVtok'ss-lm),, n,

|^4$ft$ttloyton 4" ~*J*], a crystalline compound, GwxiiiOip
3HiO, extractea from logwood and used as an indicator
and a slain in microscopy: when oxidized it yields
hcfnatein dye.

lfexn<**tHB9-fk (hemVtd-z5'o0 he'mo-to-zo'on), n*

[p9. HWATOiQA (-0)1, {Mod. L.; see HEMATO- &. ZOON],
any parasitic animal organism in the blood.
hone (hem), n. [shortened < h$matin], the nonprotein
pert of the hemoglobin molecule, containing the pig-
ment: formerly called hematin
hemel-y-tron (hem-el'i-tron'), n. [pi. HEMELYTRA
C-tr)}, fMod. L, < hemi- 4 dytron\, either of the
thfcfeeaed forewings of certain insects, as the bemipter-
ous insects: also hemelytrum, hemielytron, hemiel-

_ (hetit'i*plej'ik, hetn'i*ple'
/
jik), adj. of or

liemiplcgia. n. a person, who fas faemiptegia,
w ter*M (ni*mip'tfr**l), adj. hemipteroua.

hemipttr-0ii (hi-mip'tgr-aa), adj. [html- 4 -purous,
after Mod. L. HtmipUra, name ol the group), belonging
to a group of insects, including bedbugs, water bugs,
lice, apMds, etc., with piercing and sucking mouth
part*: they generally have two pairs of wings, the
outer pair thickened toward the base.
hem i sphere (hem'o~sf6r'). n- fPr. & L.; FT. Mmi-
spkfrc; L. fumispkawium; Gr. hlmispkairion; cf. ME.
kemispirie < L.J, 1. half of a sphere or globe; specific-
ally, a) any of the halves into which the celestial

globe is divided by either the celestial equator or the
ecliptic, to aay o the halves of the earth; the earth
is divided by the equator into the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres and by a meridian into the
Eastern Hemisphere (containing Europe, Asia, Africa,
and Australia) and the Western Hemisphere (con-
taining the Americas and Oceania), c) a model or
map ol any of these halves. 2. the countries and
peoples of any of the earth's hemispheres, 3, a sphere
of action, knowledge, etc. 4, either lateral half of the
cerebrum cc cerebellum.
hem i spher ic (hemVsfer>ik), adj. hemispherical.
hem i spher ical (hemVsfer'i-kl), adj. of or shaped
hke a hemisphere,
hemi>*pli0r0ici (hein'o-sflr

/
oid) f n, a half of a sphe-

roid.

hem istich (hem'i-stik'), n. [L. hemistichium; Gr.
himisticMon < hemi-, half 4 stiehas, a row, line, verse],
1. half a line of verse, especially the half preceding
or following the chief caesura, or rhythmic pause in
the middle of a line. 2. an incomplete line of poetry
or one shorter than the metrical pattern calls for.
hem 1 terpene (hem'i-tfir'Ejen), n. [hemi- + terpme],
any of a group of isomeric hydrocarbons with the
general formula C*H.
hem i trope (hem'i-tropO. adj. {Fr. h$mihrop; see
HEMI- & -TKOPB|, cfesignating a crystal formed: of two
other crystals joined so that corresponding faces are
directly opposed, n. such a crystal.hem i trop'ic (hem'i-trop'ik), adj. hemitrope.
hem-lock (hemlok), n. [MK kemlok (< Kentish),
humlok; AS. hymlu* hemic* hymMice; prob. < AS.
hyrnele, hop 4 ^ww, leek, garden herb (cf. AS. cerlic,

charlock)], 1. any of a group of poisonous weeds of
the carrot family, with small, white flowers and finely
divided leaves; poison hemlock: conitim, a powerful
sedative, is extracted from hemlock. 2. a poison made
from such a weed. 3. any of a group of North American
and Asiatic evergreen trees of the pine family, with
drooping branches and short, flattened needles: the
bark is used in tanning. 4. the wood of such a tree.
hem mer (heni'eV), n. a person or thing that hems;
especially, an attachment (to a sewing machine) for
making hems.

,. ... A r ,.
he-mo- fhe'mo, hem's), [Gr. haimo- < haima, blood],

(nem-d'i-trani), n. [pi. HEMELYTRA a combining form meaning Hood, as in hemoglobin:

, [Gr. temi-; d. SEMI-], a prefix meaning
half, as in hemisphere.
-he mi a (Jie%ii-a), [var. of -fwlL -emla: words ending

. with hernia- may also be spelled -haemia,
hem i al gi a (hem'i-al'ji-o), a. [Mod. L*; see HEMI- &
-AL&IAj neuralgic pain hi only erne side or part of lite

body, especially of the head.
h^mte OiTmik, hem'ik), adj. [hem- -f -*4 of 1te blood.
hem-1 era ni-a (hem'i-kra'm-o), n. [LL.; Gr. MmiJtrmia
< h$mi~t half 4- kranion, skull], pain in only one side
of the head*

hem-i cy cle (hem'i-si'kl), n. [Pr. h&micyde; L* herni-

cydus; Gr. M$m$feytofam, see HEMI- & CYCLE], 1. a half
circle. 2. a semicircular room, wall, etc.

hem-i-dem-1-sem-i-qua ver (hem'i-dein'i-sem'i-kwi'-
ygr) f n. [hemi- + $m?fam$qu<mr}* m music, a cty-
fourth note (Jl).hem I el-y-tron (hem'1-el'i-teronO. n- a hemelytron.

hem-i el-y'trum (heni'i-efi-trsm), n. a hemelytron.hem i he dral (hem'i-he'dral), adj. [< hemi- + Gr.
hedra, base; + -al] t having half the number of planes
required for complete symmetry: said of a crystal.hem 1 by drate (hem'i-hl'drSt). n. a hydrate contain-
ing half as many molecules of water as of the sub-
stance combined with the water.
hem i-mor phic (hem

/
i-m6r'fik) t adj. [htmi- + -wor-

Pmc], designating a crystal with unlike planes at the
ends of the same axis.
he min (he'min), n. [< Gr. haima* blood; 4- w], a
brown, crystalline chloride of heme obtained when
blood is treated with hydrochloric acid or glacial acetic
acid and sodium chloride: its production by this re-
action is evidence of the presence of blood in fluids,
stains, eto^

Hem-tog-way, Ernest (hem'irj-waO, 1898- ; American
novelist and. short-story writer.

hem-i-ple-gl-a (heni'i-plefji-a), n. [Mod. L,; after Gr.
hemiplex, nemipleges, stricken on one side; see HEMI*
& -PLEGIA], paralysis of one side of the body.

also hem-, hema-: words beginning with hemo- may
also be spelled haemo-.
he mo flag el-late (hi'ma-fla^lat', hem'a^aj'a-lit),
n. any flagellate protozoan parasite in the blood stream.

he-mo-glo-bin (
/
^3*-rf5/Diat hem'a-giS'bin, he'ma-

rfo'bin), n* [shortened (after hemo-} < earlier kaemato-
g&omtlmi see HEMATO- & GLOWULIN], the red colccing
matter of the red blood corpuscles, a protein yielding
hen and globin on hydrd^iis: it carries oxygen from
tae lungs to the tissues* and carbon dioxide Irom the
tissues to tine lungs: symbol, Hb (no period),
he moid (he'moidj, adj. [hem- 4 -o^j; Hke blood.
he mo leu-co cyte, he-mo-leu-ko-cyte (he'ms-loo'ka-A'v heniVldo'kQ-sitOt n. [kemo- 4- Imcocytel a white
blood corptiscle,
he-mo ly-sin (Jie'ma-E'sin, hemVK'sin. hirmol'i^in)

7i. [< ^wo- + Gr. lysw, ^dissolving; f 4w}f a substance
IB the Wood semm that causes the destruction of red
corpuscles with liberation of hemoglobin into the sur-
rounding fluid: it is sometimes produced by injecting
red corpuscles from another individual of ti wrong
blood group.

^^
he-mol-y-sia Ott-moFirsis), n. Piwo- 4- -lysis], the
destruction of the red corptiscles with Eberation of
hemoglobin into the suaerottading, fltiidX cattsed by tiie
presence of hemolysins,

fi0.inO"Iyt'ic ^le'ima-lit^fe:, hemi'e-lit'&^^iidttof causing
cc characterize^ by heotolysia

'

he-mo-phile (Jie'niat.fil'p hem'isHSlJv nfc thema* 4- -phile]
1. a hemophiliac. 2. a bacstermni that grows well in

the; blood fails to clot qtiickly ,,

longed^ uncontrollable bleedilngr from even _,*,
cut: it c<sqnrs in males and is transmitted by lewalefe
he-mo phil-i-ac (he'm^fil'irak,, hemVil'yaM*. , a
person '

'

'

or having ; hemophilia, 1
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ccotaining hemoglobin: said of certain bacteria.
he mop-ty-sis (hi-mop'ts-sis), n. [Mod, L. < kemo 4-
Gr. ptysts, spitting < ptyein, to spit out}, the spitting
or coughing up of blood; usually caused by bleeding
of the lungs or bronchi.
hem or-rhage (hena'Sr-ij), n. [Fr, hemarrhagie; L. kaem~
oirrhagia; Gr. haimorrkagia < haima, blood 4- base of

rkignynai* to break, burst], the escape of blood from
its vessels; bleeding; especially* heavy bleeding, tu.

[HEMORRHAGED (-ijd), HEMORRHAGING], to have a
hemorrhage.
foemoT'majl'tc (hem'o-raj'ik), ad/, of or characterized

by hemorrhage.
hem-or-rhoi<T(hem'3-roid;), n. [Fr. pi. hemorrkoUes;
L haemorrhoidae; Gr. haimorrhoVdes ipMebes), (veins)
discharging blood < kaimatrhoos, flowing with blood <
haima* blood + rhein, to flow], usually in pi. a painful
swelling or tumor of a vein in the region of the anus,
often with bleeding: also called, in the plural, piles.
hem-or-rhoi-dal (hem'a-roi'dl), adj. of, or having the
nature of, hemorrhoids.

hcni'Or-rhoid-eC'tO'iny (hem'a-roi-dek'ta-mi), n. [see
-ECTOMY], the surgical removal of hemorrhoids.

he-mo-sta-sis (hi-mos'to-sis), n. [Mod. L.; see HBMO-
& STASIS], 1. the stoppage of bleeding. 2. the stoppage
of the now of blood in a vein or artery, as with a
tourniquet.
he mo-stat (he'ma-staf, hem'a-stat'), n. [< hemostaticl
anything used to stoi> bleeding; specifically, a clamp-
like instrument used in surgery or a chemtcal applied
to a surface wound.
nemo static (he'ma-stat'ik, hem'a-stat'ik), adj. [see
HEMO- & STATIC]* capable of stopping the flow of blood;
styptic, n. a hemostat.
hemp (hemp), n. [ME.; AS. haenep, henep (akin to G.
hanf, p. hennep} corre-

sponding to L.
bis, Gr. kanndbis, Per.

kanab, etc.; prob, a
very early borrowing
< a non-IE. (Semitic?)
language], 1 T a tall

Asiatic plant of the
nettle family, grown for
its tough fiber. 2. the
fiber, used to make
rope, sailcloth, etc. 3.

a drug, especially
hashish, made fromlthe
flowers and leaves* of
this plant.
hemp agrimony, a
European plant of the
aster family, with red-
dish flowers.

hemp-en (hem'pan),
adj. of, made of, or

number of plants of the
mint family; especially, a common prickly weed of

the United States.

hemp-seed (hemp'sed'), n. the seed of hemp.
hem-stitch (hem'stichO, n. 1. an ornamental stitch,

used especially at a hem,
madeby pulling out several /*~\ /...

parallel threads and tying
the cross threads into small
bunches. 2. decorative
needlework done with this

stitch; hemstitching, v.t,

toiput a hemstitch or hem-

teTta'n. [ME.; AS. HBMSOTCH

henn, fern, of hana, rooster; akin to G. henne (fern, of

hahn) ; IE. base *qan~, to sing, crow, etc., as also in
L. canere, to sing (cf. CANTICLE; CBAOT* etc.), carmen
(< *canmeri), songl, 1. the female of tine chicken, or
domestic fowl: the male is called a rooster1

, or cock.
2. the female of various other birds or of certain other
animals, as the lobster. 3. '[Slang], a woman.
hen and chickens, any of various rfiatots with ntany
offshloots, as the houseleek.
hen-bane {hen'tan'), n. [MEf.^ see HE$T & $ANEl, a
coarse* hairy, foill~smelliag plant of the nightshade
family, poisonous to animals, especially fowls: it is

usedfm medicine as a narcotic: also caEed hyos^GycMms.
hen-bit (hen'bitO* n. pew ,4- 6l (snia& piece)]r a plant
of the ai|nt fanuly, with toothed, opposite leaves and
Jwafrple-red or* white flbwers.
hence Oiens), adv. [MJi. henne$ < henne (< base of AS., .

heonan(e), fioin here) -J- ~(e)s adv. genit. suffix (cf.

SINCE, THENCE, etc.); IB. base as in he; here,

^'f^li

tfme/

,

as, go* hence J

2. froin this
a year kfru# 3. from this Mfe:

as, departed hence. 4. from this origin or source.
5. reasoning from lira fact; as a remit; therefore:
abbreviated H, b. interj^ depart I go away! get out!
hence with! away with! take away!

hence forth (hens%rtfi'f feeiM'feitn'), ^^- [ME.; AS.;
see HENCE & FORTH], from this time on; from now on.
hence for ward (hens

r
dr%rd) f mdw. henceforth.

bench man (hencb/man), it. [pi. HENCHMEN (-m^n)],
[ME, kemimim, hencheman < AS* hcngcst, male horse
(akin to G. hengsi] ^ -man; orig. sense prob. "horse
attendant"], 1. originally, a male attendant; page or
sqtuze. 2. a trusted helper or fofiower. 3. a political
supporter who works for his own advantage.
hen-coop (hen'koop', henlcoof/)* *** a coop for poultry,
hen-dec-a- (hen'delc-), f< Gr. hendeka, eleven], a
combining form meaning eleven, as in hendecagon.
hen deoa-gon (hen-dek'a-gonO, n. [< hendeca- -f Gr.
gdnw* an angle], a plane figure with eleven angles and
eleven sides.
hen dec a he dral (hen-dek

f94i5f
dral) v m|/* of, or

having the form of, a hendecahedron.
hen dec-a he dron (hen-dekVWdran), n* W. HEN-
DECAHEDRONS (~drnz) HENBECAHBDRA (-dr)l, IMod.
L.; see HENDECA- & -HEDRON], a solid figure with eleven
plane surfaces,
hen dec a-syl la-ble (hen'dek-d-sil'd-bl), n, PL. hendec-
asyllabus; Gr. hendekasyllabos; see HEHDBCA- jfc SYI^-

LABLE], a line of verse having eleven syllables.
Hen der-son, Arthur (hen'Sr^n), 1863-1935; British
labor leader and politician; received Nobel peace
prize, 1934.

^^
hen-di-a-dys (hen-di'0-dis), n. [ML. < Gr. phrase km
dia dyoin, one (thing) by means of two], a igore of
speech in which two nouns joined by and are used
instead 9! a noon and a modifier: as, deceit and words
for deceitful words.
Hen-don (hen'dan), n. a city in southeastern England,
near London: pop., 145,000.
hen-e-quen (hen'o-kin), n. [Sp. Hen&mtn. jeniqutn <
native (Taino) name in Yucatan], 1. fiber ootained
from a Central American plant; sisal hemp; it is used
for making rope, coarse doth, etc. 2, this plant, a
kind of agave. Also spelled henequin.
Hen gist (her/gist, hen^tist), n. ?-48S A.IX; Jute
chief; with his brother, Horsa, he is reputed to nave
led the first Germanic invasion, of England and to
have founded the kingdom of Kent.
hen-house (hen'hous), it* a shelter for poultry.
Henley, William Ernest (henli), 1849-1903; English
poet, dramatist* and editor.
hen-na (hen's), n. [Ar. hinna*], 1. an ornamental
tropical shrub of Asia, with clusters of fragrant flowers
of white or rose. 2. a dye extracted from^tfae leaTres
of this plant, often used to tint the hair aitbrana.
3. reddish brown, adj. reddish-brown. .t (HENNAKD
(hen'ad), HBNNAING], to tint with henna.

hen-ner-y (hen'r-i), n. |^Z% HENNERIES (4z)f, a place
where poultry is kept or raised.
hen-o-the-ism (hen'5-thi-iz'm), n [< Gr. ^w, hmo,
one + iheos, god; + ~fcm], belief in one god, without
denying the existence of otiaefB.

hen party, [Colloq.J, a party* for women only.
hen-peck (hen'pek

7
), v.z, [< hmpecked\ to domineer

over (one's husband).
hen-pecked (hen'pekt'), adf. domineered over by one's
wife,
Hen ri et-ta (hen'ri-et'o), [Fr. Henriette, dim. of Henri;
see HENRY], a feminine name: diminutives, JEfto, Hetty,
Nettie, Netty.
Hen-ry (hen'ri), [Fr. Henri; G. Hemrich < OHG.
Haganrih, Ht. f ruler of an enclosure^ preserve (< hag~,
a hedging in, enclosure 4- rihhi, ruler, king) & also
altered < OHG. Hefanerich* lit., home ruler (< heim,
home, house)], a masculine name: diminutives, Hal,
Hank, Hemvy; variant, Harry; feminine, Henrietta;
equivalents, L. Henricus, D. Hendrik, Pr. Henri, G.
Heinrich, It. Enrico, Sp. Enrime. n. prince of Portu-
^1; lived 1394-1460: called Henry the Navigator.

an-ry fti,en
f
ri), n. \pl. HENRIES, HENRYS (-riz)], [after

J. Henry (1797-1878), Am. physicist], in iee*r!c$y,
the unit by which inductance is^measured, e<iual to the
inductance of a circuit in which the variation of a
current at the rate of one ampere per second induces
an electromotive force of one volt: abbreviated H.

Henry, Cape, a promontory in southeastern Virginia*
at the entrance to Chesapeake Bay.
Henry I, 1066-1135; son of William the Conqueror;
king of England (1100-1135).
Henry H, 1133-1189; king of England (1154r-1189);
first Plantagenet ?~

!

Lancastrian king. 2, (called Henry of Ni
1610; as Heafy III, mn& of Navarre

<y*T| Is, hifce; lot, g6, hdra, t53l, look; oil, opt: up, psQ, 0r; get; Joy; yet; chins
$t t,*' agnL i

m^jmity, o in comply, u>/d^; '
as w able (ft^TJ; Fi;. <b;'4

Crft*. AC; HE, G. tcfafEli, G. doch. Seei^' *-xi(. t foreign; ^hypothetical; '<
'
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king of Prance (15S*~16tO); first Bcwrboo king.

Henry V, 1387-1422; king of England (1413-4422);
defeated the French at Apnccwurt (1415).

Henry VI* 1421-1471; king at England (1422-1461;
1476-1471)- assassinated.

HaanrYII, 1457-1509; king ol England (1485-1509);
first Ttido- king. , , __ , .

Henry VIII* 1491-1547; son of Henrv VII; king of

Bag&ad (1509-1547); broke with the papacy and
esfcmbBslied the Church of England, headed by himself;

his MX. wives were; Catherine (mother of Mary Tudor) ;

Anne Boleyn (mother of Elizabeth I and later be-

headed); Jane Seymour (mother of Edward VI); Anne
ol Cleves; Catherine Howard (beheaded); and Cath-
erine Parr.

Henry, Joseph, 1797-1878; American physicist: first

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution (1846-1878).
Henry, Q*, (pseudonym of William Sydney Porter),

1862-1910; American short-story writer.

Henry. Patrick, 1736-1799; American statesman and
orator; governor of Virginia (1776-1779; 1784-1786).
Hens lowe, Philip (Jbenxlo), M616; English theater

^ _), v*t. [HINT, HUNTING], [ME. henten; AS.
hentan; ? < base of ha.no}, [Archaic!, to grasp; appre-
hend, n. [Archaic], L a grasping. 2. something
grasped in the mind; conception; purpose.
hep (hep) adj. [? < the drill sergeant's shout (alteration
^istePi marking time for marching troops], [Slang],

Manned; conversant; having knowledge: often with

to, as, he's hep to our trick.

hep-a-rin (bet/Sr-inJ, n. [Gr. kepar, the Ever; 4- -ml
a substance found in various body tissues, especially
ia the fiver, injected into the blood to prevent clotting.

hep-at- (hi-pat' f hep'at), hepato-.

hep-a-tec-to-my (hep's-tek'ta-mi), n. Htepat~
t
+ -ectomy],

the stirgica! removal of part or all or tibe liver.

he-pat-ic (hi-pat'ik), adj. [L. hepaticm; Gr. hepatikos <
te^wv the liver; akin to Sans, yakri, L. jecwr], 1. o
or affecting the liver. 2. like the liver in color or

shape. 3. ol the liverworts, n* 1. a medicine affecting
tine Ii?er 2, a Iverwort.

he^pat'Ica (hi-$at1rk&K *!- [Mod. L.; see1 HEPATIC: so
named in allusion to its liver-shaped, Ipbed leaves], a
small plant ol the crowfoot family, with three-lobed
leaves and small flowers of white, pink, blue, or purple
that bloom in early spring.

hep-ati tis (hep's-ti'tis), n* [Mod. L.; see HEPATO- &
"insir inflammation of" the liver.

hep-a-to- (faet/a-toOt [Gr- h&pato- < hgfar, hepatos, the

liver], a combining form meaning the hver: also, before
a vowel, hepat-, as in hepatectomy.
hep-cat (hepfkat')* n* [hep + cat, slang for "swing
dancer**), [Slang], a jazz expert or enthusiast.

He-phaes-tus (hi-fes'tas), n. [Gr. Hefhaistos], in Greek

mythology, the gpd of fire and the forge, son of Zeus
and Hera; he is identified with the Roman god Vulcan.
He-phais tos (hi-fls'tes), n. Hephaestus.
Hepplewhlte (hep/l-hwitO adj. designating or of a
style of furniture designed, by George Hepplewhite
(?~I78<>), EngHsh cabinetmaker: it is characterized by
the use of graceful curves, n. teniture in this style.

hefhta- (het/t), [< Gr. hepta], a combining form
meaning: 1. seven, as in heptagon. 2. in chemistry,
famn& seven atoms (or radicals) ofa (specified) substance.

Also, before a vowel, hept-.
hep-ta-chord (bep'ta-kfirdO, n. [< Gr. heptachord*,
seven-stringed < hepta, seven -f- chord*, chord, string],
in music, 1. the interval of a major seventh. 2, a
diatonic scale of seven tones. 3. a musical instrument,
especially a lyre, with seven strings.

hep-tad (hep'tad), ft. [Gr. heftas, heptados < hepta,
seven], 1. a series or group of seven. 2* in chemistry,
an element or radical with a valence of seven.
hep-tagon (hep'ta-gon'), n. [< Gr. heptagonos, seven-
cornered < hepta* seven -f gdnia, a corner, angle], a
plane figure with seven angles and seven sidles.

hep tago-nal (hep-tag'a-nl), adj. of, or haying the
form of, a heptagon. ,

hep-ta he-dral (hep'ta-he'dral), adj. of, or having the
form of, a heptahedron.
hep ta-hedron (hep'ts-he'dren), n.[pl HBPTAHEDRONS
(-drsnz), HEPTAHEDRA (-dra)], [Mod. L.; see HEPTA- &
-HBPRON], a solid figure with seven plane surfaces.

hep-tam-er ous (hep-tam'Sr-as), adj. \hepta^ + -merom],
haying seven parts in each whorl: said of flowers: also
written y-merous.
hep-tam-e ter (hep-tam'a-tSr), n. [hepta- $- -meter], a
line of verse with seven metrical feet. adj. containing
seven metrical feet.

hep tarch-y (het/tar-ki) , n. [pi. HEPTARdBrae (-kiz)J,

[hept- -f archy], 1. a) government by seven rulers.

o) a state so governed.
+
2. [sometimes H-], a group of

seven neighboring or allied kingdoms: the seven Igjng-
doms of An^lo-Saxon England from 449 to 82&>O).
{Northumbna, Mercia, Essex, East Anglia, Wessex,
Sussex, and Kent) were called the Heptarchy.

hep-ta-stich (hej/to-stikO, n. [hepta- + 'Gr; sticks, a
line; verse], a poem or stanza of seven lines,

Hep*ta*tench (bep*td-t65k', het/ta-tukO. n, [L. Hep-
lateuchos; Gr. Hcptateiuhos < hepta, seven -f- Uuchost

a book], the first seven books of the Old Testament.

hep ta-va-lent (hep'tw-valsnt), adj. having a valence
of seven; septavaient.
her (hur), pran* {ME. Mr, her, hire; AS. hire, dat. sing,
of hea she, fern, of he (for base see HE) ; it replaced the

orig. AS. accus,, hie, m ME.], 1. the objective case
of she. 2. possessive form of ahe. Also used colloquially
as a predicate complement with a linking verb (e.g.,

that's her), possessive pronominal adj. of, belonging
to, or done oy her (i.e., the female person, animal,
etc. previously mentioned).

her,, heraldry.
He-ra (h8r'a), n. [L.; Gr. Hera, Here; Ionic Gr. Here],
in Greek mythology, the sister and wife of Zeus, queen
of the gods, and goddess of women and marriage:
identified by the Romans with Juno: also Here.
Her-a-cle a (her'a-kle'a), n. an ancient city of Italy,
near the Gulf of Taranto.
Her a cles (herVkleV), n. Herakles; Hercules.
Her a cli-tus (her'a-kli'tos), n. Greek Dhilosopher; 5th
century B.C.: called the Weeping Philosopher.
Her-aclius (her'a-kE^s, hi-rak/H-9s) , n. Byzantine
emperor (610-641 A.D.); lived 575?~641 A.D.
He rakleion (i-ra^H-^n), n. Candia, a city in Crete.
Her-a kles (here-klez'). n. Hercules: the Greek name.
her-ald (herald), n. j^ME. herald, herauld; OFr. heralt,
heraud < Gmc.; ong., either same word as name
Harold, or with 1st element < Gmc. base of AS. herian,
to praise, OHG. herln, to proclaim, etc.], 1. formerly,
any of various officials who made proclamations,
carried state messages to other sovereigns, took charge
of tournaments, arranged ceremonies, etc. 2. in

England, an official in charge of genealogies, heraldic
arms, etc. 3. a person who proclaims or announces
significant news, etc.; messenger: often used as the
name of a newspaper. 4. a person or thing that comes
before to announce, or give an indication of, what
follows; forerunaer; harbinger, v.t. to introduce;
announce; foretell: usher in. SYN. see forerunner.

he-ral-dic (he-ral'oik), adj. of heraldry or heralds.

her-ald-ry (her'sld-ri), n. [pi. HERALDRIES (-riz)], [<
herald}, 1. the art or science having to do with coats
of arms, genealogies, etc.: abbreviated her. 2. the
function 01 a herald (sense 2). 3. a) a coat of arms
or heraldic device, b) coats of arms collectively;
armorial bearings. 4. heraldic ceremony or pomp,
Heralds' College, in England, a royal corporation,
appointed in 1483, in charge of granting and recording
armorial emblems and coats of arms, keeping records
of genealogies, etc.: also called College ofArms.
Her-at (he-ratO, n. a city in northwestern Afghanistan;
pop., 85,000.
herb (urb, hurb), n. JME. & OFr. erbe, herbe; L. herba,
grass, herbage, herb: pronounced after usual ME.
form erbe, but spelled with initial h- after L.], 1. any
seed plant whose stem withers away to the ground
after each season's growth, as distinguished from a
tree or shrub whose woody stem lives from year to
year. 2. any such plant used as a medicine, seasoning,
or food: mint, thyme, basil, and sage are herbs. 3.

vegetative growth; grass; herbage.
her-ba-ceous (heV-bl'shos), adj. [L. herbaceus < herba,
herb], 1. of, or having the nature of, an herb or
herbs^ 2. Hke a green leaf in texture, color, shape, etc.

herb-a^e (tr/bij, hfi^bift, n. [Fr.; see -AGE], 1. herbs
collectively,; es^oaBy tjhose usea as pasturage; grass.
2. the grreeit foEage, a^d juicy stems of herbs. 3. in
Iww* tte^xigfat of paswtting cattle on another's land.

herb-al (huVbl, uirbl), adj* [ML. herbaUs], of herbs.
n. formerly, a book about hecb or plants.

herb-al-ist fhtr'b'l-ist, tr'b'l-ist), n. 1. originally, a
descriptive botanist; author of an herbal. 2. a person
who collects herbs. 3. a dealer in herbs, especially
medicinal herbs.

her-bar-ium (h&r-bayi-sm), n. \pl. HERBARIUMS (-emz),

H|BAm MM, [LL, < L: herba, herb],, 1. a collection
of drted plants classified, mounted, and used for
botanical study, 2. a room, btiilding, case, etc. for

keeping such a collection.

Her-bart, Johann Frie-drich (yo'hat* foe^drilj Berk
bSrt; Enar. hUb/bart), 1776~1841j German philosopher.

Her*hai?^aii Chfe-b^%n), adj. of T. P. H^bact or
his philosojNhy of edu;e^ton. a follower of Hocbart
or his philosophy. , ,

herb be^nc^ a plaat of the rose family, with yellow
flowers and an larcwaatac, astringent root; avens. -

Her*bert!0^bert) r |AS. Herebeorht, Et., bright ^rmy
< here, anny + oeorht, shining], a masculine name:

Her-jber^ Cj^oji^e' Ch&rlbeirt^,, l$i^$r#6'4 |3 EBgHaiL poet
an,4 dergmian. .
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, herb -f row*, to devour], a herbivorous animal:

opposed to c&rniwre.
her-biv-o-rous (hgr-bhKSr-ss), adj. [< L. herba, herb;

-|- -forests], feeding chiefly on grass or other plants:
opposed to carnivorous.

herb Paris, [ML. herba Paris: ? after the Trojan Paris],
a plant of the lily family, with a single whorl of leaves
below a yellowish-green flower.

herb Robert, (ME. herbe robert; ML. herba Robert:
said to be so named from being used to cure a disease

known as Robert's plague (after Robert, Duke of Nor-
mandy) 3 a small plant of the geranium family, growing
wild in rocky, moist places: it has red stems* red-

stained leaves, and purplish-rose flowers.

herb*y (fir'bi, hfir'bi), adj. 1. full of or covered with
herbs; grassy. 2. of or like an herb or herbs; herbaceous.
HeT'Ce-io'Vi'na (her'tse-go'vi-na)* n. Herzegovina.
Her'CU*Ta'ne-iiin (huVfcyoo-la'ni-em), n. an ancient

city in Italy, on the Bay of Naples: it was destroyed
by an eruption of Mt. Vesuvius (79 A.D.).
HeT'CU-le-an (hSr-kuli-an, hfir'kyoo-le

/
8n) t adj. [L.

Herctdeus < Hercules* Hercules], 1. of Hercules. 2.

{usually h-], having the great size and strength of Her-
cules; very powerful and cxmrageous. 3, [usually h-J,
calling for great strength, size, or courage; very difficult

to do: as, a herculean task.

Her-cu-les (h&r'kyoo-lez') n. [L.; Gr. Heraklees < Hera*
Hera + Ideas, glory], 1. in Greek & Roman mythology,
the son of Zeus and Alcmene, renowned for feats of

strength, particularly the twelve labors imposed on
him by Hera. 2, [h-J, any very large, strong man. 3. a
northern constellation: see constellation, chart.

Her-cu-les'-club (hfir'kyoo-lez'klub'), n. [after the

club borne by Hercules], a small, very spiny tree of

the ginseng family, found in eastern United States*

herd (hfird), n. [ME.; AS. heard; akin to G. herde; IE.

base *kerdh(o)-, a row, group, seen also in Sans* fttrdJm-,

a flock, herd, troop], 1. a number of cattle or other

large animals feeding, living, or being driven together.
2. the common people; public: crowd: contemptuous
term. v.t. & vJi. to form into a herd, group, crowd, etc.

SYN. see group.
herd (hard), n. [ME. herde; AS. herde, hierde (akin to

G. hwt) < same base as prec.l, a herdsman: now only
in combination, as in cowherd, shepherd. vM to tend
or drive as a herdsman.

Her-der, Jo-harm Gott>frfed von (yo'han gdt'fret fon

herMer), 1744-1803; German philosopher and writer.

her-dic (h&r'dik), n [after the inventor, Peter Herdie
(1824-1888)), a low-hung carriage, usually two-wheeled,
with a back entrance and seats along the sides.

herd's-grass (hftrda/gras', hftrdz'gras')* n. 1. redtop.
2. timothy. Both are used for hay or pasture.
herds-man (hfirdz'man), n. [pi. HERDSMEN (-man)], 1.

a person who tends or drives a herd. 2. [H~j, the con-

stellation Bootes.
He-re (h&r'e), n. Hera.
here (h|r), adv. [ME.; AS. her; akin to G. hier; IE. base

*&>-, *lc-, this one (seen also in he, her, etc.) -f -r, adv.

suffix], 1* at or in this place: often used as an intensive,

as, John here is a good player. 2, toward, to, or into

this place; hither: as, come here. 3. at this point m
action, speech, etc.; now. 4. on earth; in earthly life.

Opposed to ihere. inter/, an exclamation used to call

attention, introduce a command, answer a roll call, etc.
* ' ** 1
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at irregular intervals. 2. hither and thither.

here below, on earth; in earthly life.

here goes! an exclamation expressive of decision on

starting some action that requires, courage, etc.

neither heee nor there, beside the point; without

significance or importance; irrelevant.

here a-bout (h^r'o-bouf), adv. in this general vicinity;

about or near here*

hereabouts (heVa-boutsO. *& hereabout.

here-fif-ter (h&r-af't&r, he*-aer\ adv. 1. after this;

from now on; in the future. 2. following this, especially

in a writing, book, etc. 3, in the s$ate or H|e after

death. n* 1. the future. Z^sta^o^rM|eaftp:cbatibL.
here-at (hlr-atO. dv * * a* "kkis t:u:ae when this

occuysed 2. at this: for this reason.
;

,
,

hererhy O^r-bi', heVbl'k ffy* JU.&7 f ifeougfr tins;

by t means, 2. [Obs.j, hsereab-*
Ihe-re des (ha-re'de^), n. plural
he-red-i-ta-ble (hs-red'i-ta-bT)v, <p

< LL. hereditafe, to innent,

~r], that can be inherited; h

he-red-itar44y-

that te

<K*/- [L. ,

kereditas; see RSRBDITY), I. a) of, or passed down by,
inheritance from an ancestor to a legal heir; ancestral.

b) having title, etc. by inheritance. 2. of or passed
down by heredity; designating or of a characteristic
transmitted from generation to generation* 3. being
such because of emotional attitudes, etc. passed down
from ancestors or predecessors: as, our hereditaryMiles.
SYN. see innate.

he-red-i-list (ho-red's-tist) , n. a personwho believes that

heredity, rather than environment, determines one's
nature and characteristics.

he-re<H-ty (ha-red'a-ti), n. Ifl. HEREDITIES (-tiz)J, [Fr.

Mr&dite; L. hereditas, heirsEip < heres, heir] t
1. the

transmission from parent to offspring of certain char-

acteristics; tendency of offspring to resemble parents
or ancestors: see genetics. 2. the characteristics trans-
mitted in this way: as, a person's heredity.

Her-e-ford (herVflrd; also, for n. 3 6* adj., h&r'fSrd),
n. I. Herefordshire. 2. the county seat of Hereford-
shire: pop., 24spOO. 3. any of a breed of beef cattle

originated in Herefordshire, having a white face and
a red body with white markings, adj. of this breed.

Her-e-ford-shlre (her
/
8-f&i3-shir) n. a county of west

central England: pop., 117,000 (est- 1945); county
seat, Hereford.

here-hi (hr-inO odv. 1. in here: in or into this place.
2. in this writing, etc. 3, in mis matter, detail, etc.

here-in-af-ter (hSr'in-af'tgr. h&r'in-If'ter), adv. in the
part after this part (of this document, speech, etc.).
here-in-be-fore (her'in-bi-fSi/, heY'in-bi-foV), adv. m
the part before this part (of this document, speech, etc.) .

here-iii-to (h8r-in'too) T adv. 1. into this place. 2. into
this matter, condition, etc.
hereof (h&r-uv', h&vov^), adv. 1. of this. 2. con-
cerning this. 3. [Archaic], from this; hence.
here*on (hSr-on')t adv. hereupon.
Jhe-res (he'rez), n. [pi. HEREDES (ha-rfdez)], [L.; see
HEIR], in law, an heir: also spelled haeres,

here's (h&nz), here is.

he-re-si-arch (hi-re^si-aYk', her/o-si-irk'} n.JLL. haeres-

iarcha; Gr. hairesiofches, leader of a school < hawesis
(see HERESY) + -arcMs, leader < arckein, to lead), tlie

founder or head of a heresy or heretical sect
here's to! here's a toast to I I wish success, JOT, etc. to!

her*e*sy (her'9-si), n. [pi. HERESIES (~siz)] F [MB. & OFr,
heresie; L. haeresis, school of thought, sect, heresy: Gr,
hairesis, a taking, selection, school, sect, heresy < hmr-
ein, to take], 1. a religious belief opposed to tiie ortho-
dox doctrines of a church; especially, such a befief

specifically denounced by the cmfrcfa and regarded as

likely to cause schism. 2. any opinion (in philosoplryv
politics* etc.) opposed to official or estobHslied view* or
doctrines. 3. the holdingof such a belief or^ opinion.

her-e-tic (her
f

-tik), n [MB. here$ike;T?T. her&iqne; LL.
haereticus, of heresy, heretic < Gr* haiiretikos, able to
choose, heretical < hairem, to take, choose), a person
who -professes any heresy; especially, a ciiwsh member
whoholds beliefs opposedtothe official church doctrines.

osrf/, heretical.
he-ret-i-cal (ho*ret'i4c

l

l), adj. (MLu hawMeiaMsl I. of

heresy or heretics. & containing, characterized by, or

having the nature of, heresy.
here*to (hfer-tooOi <Mfo* [MB. her fo}, to tlias; iteremntow
here-to-fore (heY^too-foVr hSr/t9~&'), adv. [ME. her

(see HERB) + tafoven, before < AS. tofordw^ ttp to now;
until the present; before this*
here-un-to (h^r'un-46o'), adv* hereto.

here-up-on (M/s*-poiiO, ^^ 1- immediately following
this; at once* 2. upon this; concerning this* subject, etc.

here^with (h^r-wim
7
, h8r-wi^0r ^v' 1* along with

this. 2. by this mietllod or means.
Her gee hei mer, Joseph (hur'gas-hi'mgr), 1880-1954;
American novelist.
her i-ot (her/ii-et), w- [ME. heriet; via Anglo-Fr. < AS,
heregeat* for her^mtme, lit., army equipment < here,

army (see HARRX HAROLD) + gmtwe, earHe* ge^tawe,

equipment^ airms < tawian, to prepare], in English
fewdal law, a payment in chattels or money (originally,
a restoration ol arms, equipment, etc.) made tq ithe

lord from the possessions of a tenant who, liad died,

her-it-a*bll-i-ty Cher'i-to-bil'e-ti), n. the quality or state

of being heritable*
heritable (Jier'i-td-b'l) , adj. [MB.^OFr. < heriter;
see HERITAGE], 1. that can be inherited; inheritable.
2. that can inherit.

her-it-age (her's-tij), n. \HE.; OFr. < ftenter < LL.
Jiereditare, to inherit < L^ heredttas; see HEREDITY],
1. property that is or can be inherited^ 2. a) some-
thing handed down from one's aUfCesiors or, fhe past, as
a characteristic, a culture^ traoiijLon, etc. ft) the ,rigbt^,
burdens, or status resjiJ.'ttlJig irpm being born in a certa

time or places birjjMghx. 3*m the Bible, a) the cnbs

people of God; Israelites, o} the jCfiristian, churcn.
SYN. heritage, the most general of these words, applies

vhftrn, tWl, look; o^( out 5 ft& i

In sanity, o in comply ai^./Of
hnj' kh, G. dock. Seei|^p% asfrjEM*

*



keritance 680 terpes
either to pptif&wrty pMMd oft to an heir, or to * traditio/t, cl-

tw*t fec passed oa to a later generation (our JUritoff of free-

dewy; inheritance applies to property, a characteristic. etc*
--------- ji ^ M ji^j putrlnicmj itrktly refers to an estate

from oot'i father, but it in also scd of anything
( oo from ita ancestor; btrttariftlit, in its stricter sens*",

I to the property rights of a Prat-born son.

her-1 tancc (herV-tans), n. [ME.; OPr. < ftmtar; see

HERITAGE], [Archaic], inheritance.
hart-tor (fiwVter), n. [ME. ftcrifer; OPr. hcrttier; LL.
kcrtdiatarnu (for L. toes, heir) < L, keredUarins; see

HEREDITARY!, 1. an inheritor; neir. 2. in Scottish law,
the holder of heritable land in a parish.
hrl (httrl), n. [ME. forte; see HARL], 1. the barb or
barbs of a feather, with which an artificial fishing fly is

trimmed. 2. it fly trimmed with this.

bavina (hftr'ind), * [|J. HERMAB jriael, HBRMAI (-mi)],

PL; Gr. BVrwfs, Hermes], in ancient Greece, a square
pillar of stone topped by a bust or head of Hermes,
used as a milestone, signpost, etc.

Bee-man (hflr'man), [G. Hermann; OHG. Hariman <
keri, army, host + man* man], a masculine name: equiv-
alents, Pr. Arm&nd, G. Hermann, It. Ermanno.

bw*niapb*tod*isiii (li&-maf''ra-diz
f

ni) f n. the quality
or condition of a hermaphrodite: also hermaphroditism.

3ber-m*iph'ro*dite (heV-maFrs-ditO, n. FL. hermafkro-
ditns; Gr. hermapkrodUos < Hermaphroditos; see HER-
jc&PHRQDrnjsL 1. a person or animal with the sexual

organs of botn the male and the female. 2. a plant
having stamens and pistils in the same flower. 3. a
hermaphrodite brig. adj. hermaphroditic.
hermaphrodite brij*, a two-masted ship with a square-
rigged foremast ana a fore-and^t-rigged mainmast.
her-maph-ro-dit-ic fher-maf'ra-dit'ik), adj. of, or hav-

ing the nature of, a hermaphrodite.
toer-maph-ro-dit-i-cal (h&>maf'ro-dit'i-k*l) adj. her-

maphroditic.
her-maph-ro-dit-ism (hSr-maf'r^-dlt-iz'm), n. her-

.

Her maph-ro di-tus (hgr-maf'ra-dl'tas), n. FL.; Gr.

Hermaphrodites], m Greek mythology, the son of Hermes
and Aplirodite; wfaon bathing, he became united in a
single body with the nymph Salnraeis.

lusr-ine^Miii-tic (hur'mi-nti'tik, hur'mi-noo'tik), adj.

[Or. kerminew&kos < hermlneuein, to interpret], of

liermeneatics; interpretive, especially of the Biblical
text,

her-me-neu-tics (hur'mi-nu'tiks, hur'mi-noo'tiks), n.

{see HERMBHBUTIC & -ics], the science of interpretation;

especially, the branch of theology dealing with the

Her-mes (hui/mez), n. [L.; Gr. Hermes]* in Greek myth*-

ofocy a g^ wn served as herald and messenger of the
other gods, identified by the Romans with Mercury
and generally pictured with winged shoes and hat,

carrying a caduceus: he was also the god of science,

efagtuaicet *^ cunning, the -protector of boundaries
am commerce, and guide of departed souls to Hades.
Hermes Tris-me-gis-tus (tris'mi-jis'tos), [Gr. Hermes
tri$megi$to$, lit., Hermes the thrice greatest], the Greek
name foe tshe Egyptian god Thoth, retmtea founder of

alchemy and other occult sciences; he was, to some
extent, identified with Hermes.

her-met-ic Oi&r-met'ik), adj. [MI/* iMrmetwus < L.
Hermes < Gr. Hermes ($rismeg%$fos)lt 1. fasttally H-Jf

of or derived from Hermes Tmmegistus and his lore;
hence, 2. magical; alchemical. 3. [from use In al-

chemy], completely sealed by fusion, soldering, etc, so
as to keep air or gas from getting in or out; airtigihtk

her-met-i-cal (h&>met'i-k
f

l), adj. hermetic.

her-met-i^al-ly ChSr-met'i-kl-i^hSr-met'ik-H), adv. in
a hermetic way : so as to be airtight,

Her-mi-o-ne Oier-mFo-ni), n. in Greek legend, the
daughter of Menelaus and Helen of Troy.
her-mit (hfii/mit), n. [ME. hermite, ermite: OPr. Her-

mite; LL. eremite; Gr, eremites < eremia, solitude, des-
ert place < eremoSt desolate, solitary], 1. a person who
lives by himself in a lonely or secluded spot, often from
religious motives; recluse. 2. a spiced cooky made with
nuts and raisins. 3. a tropical hummingbird.

her-mit-age (hur'm9-tij), n. [MB.; OPr.; see -AGE], 1.

the place where a hermit lives. 2. a place where a per-
son can live away from other people; secluded retreat.
3. [H-], a full-bodied French wine from a place called

VJfermitagei near Valence.
hermit crab, any of various soft-bodied crabs that live
in the empty shells of certain moiusks, as snails, etc.

hermit-ic (hSr-mit'ik), adj. bf or fit for a hermit;
solitary: secluded.

her-mit'i-cal (hSr-mit'i-k'l), adj. termitic.
hermit thrush, a North American thrush wim a brown
body, spotted breast, and reddish-brown tail.

Her-mon, Mount (hur'man), a mountain in sottthwest-
ern Syria: height, 9,200 ft.

hern (hum), n. [dial, form of heron], [Archaic or Dial.],
a heron.

her-ni a (hur'ni-o), n. [pi. HERNIAS (-9^), HBRNIAE (-50],
[L.; for IE. base see YARN], the protrusion of all oar part
of an organ through a tear in the wall of the surrounding

structure; especially, the fjrotntsion of part of the in-

testine through the abdominal muscles; rupture.
her-ni-al (hur'ntal), adj. of hernia.
her-nl-O" ^hlr'ni-o), a combining form meaning kemw t

as is herniotomy.
her-nl'Ot-o-iny (hBr'ni-ot'&-mi) n.

[pi. HERNIOTCWIES
C-ni2)L Ihcmto- + -tomyj, the surgical repair of a hernia.

He-ro Uier'o), n. [L.: Gr. HSrdl in Greek legend* a priest-
ess of Aphrodite at Sestos: her lover, Leander, swam the
Hellespont from Abdyos every night to be with her;
when he drowned one night, Hero threw herself into
the sea,

he-ro (hfir'o), n.
[pi.

HEROES (-62)], [L. keros; Gr. herds],
1. in mythology & legend, a man of gpreat strength and
courage, favored by the gods and in part descended
from them, often regarded as a half-god and worshiped
after his death : as, Aeneas and Hector were heroes to the
ancients. 2. any man admired for his courage, nobility,
or exploits, especially in war: as, Washington is a
national hero. 3. any person admired for his qualities
or achievements and regarded as an ideal or model.
4. the central male character in a novel, play, poem, etc.,
with whom the reader or audience is supposed to sym-
pathize; protagonist: often opposed to mllain. 5, the
central figure m any important event or period, hon-
ored for outstanding qualities.
Her-od (her'ad). n. king of Judea (37-4 B.C.); lived
73?-4 B.C.: called Herod the Great.

Herod An-ti-pas (an'ti-pas'), ? B.C.-40? A.D.; son of
Herod the Great; ruler of Galilee (4 B.C.-39 A.D.).

He-ro-di an (hi-ro'di-on), adj. [L. Herodianus < Herodes;
Gr. Herodes, Herod], of or concerning Herod, especially
Herod the Great, n. a Jewish supporter of Herod,
especially of Herod Antipas.

He-ro-di as (hi-ro'di-ss), n. in the Bible, the second wife
of Herod Antipas: she told her daughter Salome to
ask Herod for the head of John the Baptist, thus

he-ro-ic (hi-ro'ik), adj. [L. heroicus; Gr. herdikos, of a
hero < herds, hero], 1. of or characterized by men of

godlike strength and courage: as, the heroic age. 2.

like or characteristic of a hero or his deeds; strong,
brave, and noble: as, heroic conduct. 3. of or about a
hero and his deeds; epic: as, a heroic poem. 4. exalted;
eloquent; high-flown: as, heroic words.

5.^ daring and
risky, but used as a last resort : as, heroic measures.
6. in art, somewhat larger than life-size but less than
colossal: as, a heroic statue, n. JL a) a heroic poem.
&) pL heroic verse. 2. pL pretentious, extravagant, or
melodramatic talk or action, meant to seem heroic.
heroic age, the period when the great heroes of a folk or
nation, especially of Greece or Rome, are supposed to
have lived.

he-ro4-cal (hi-ro'i-kl) , adj. heroic.
heroic couplet, a pair of rhymed Hnes in iambic pen-
tameter, a verse form used in the late 14th century by
Chaucer, made the dominant form of English neoclas-
sical verse by Waller, Denham, and Dryden, and per-
fected in the early 18th century by Pope. Example:

41In every work regard the writer's end,
Since none can compass more than they intend."

heroic tenor) 1. a tenor voice with rich, powerful tones.
2. a man with such a voice, especially in opera; dra-
matic tenor. Distinguished from lyric tenor.

heroic verse, the verse form in which epic poetry is

traditionally written, as dactylic hexameter m Greek
or Latin, the alexandrine in French, and iambic pen-
tameter in English.

her-o-in (her
/
5-in, heVo-in), n. fGJ, a white, crystalline

powder, an acetyl derivative of morphine, CwHwNOs;
it is a very powerful, habit-forming narcotic whose
manufacture and import are now prohibited in the
United States: a trade-mark (Heroin).
her o ine (herein), n, ^ heroina; Gr. herding fern,
of herds, herol, 1. a $M or woman hero (in various
senses). 2. tfie central female character in a novel
play, etc., or the one with whom the hero is in love.
her o-ism (her'o-iafm), n. [Fr. heroisme], L the qual-
ities and actions of a hfero or heroine. 2. brave% noble
action or trait.

Her-on (frSr'on), u. (also caled Hero of Alexandria),
Greek geometer and mechanician; c. 3d centery.

her on (heron), n* [M. HEROES (-9nz), HEROIC; see
PLURAL, EL B, 1J, t[ME. heiroun, herown, hernj: Oft.
hairoit < Frank.' *i^^^ (^kin to OHG. heiffi, ON.
hegri)]. any of alaj4group ofwrn^ng birds with a long

'

neck, long legs, and a long, tapered bill, living along
marshes and river banifc.

'

her-oa-ry (her'Q^rl>, n. M. ^KRdNRiES t*iz)I; & place
where manir heroMs gather ^o Iwtefedi. * *!

hero worship, exaggei...
admiration!Sr her<^ or

her-pes (hfir'ipe^), n.
herpes < i herpein, to
disease of the
small 'i^fefrei^' ,

oss '.tine*
1

s^l&| 'ain

or
|

excessive reverence or
'" ' '

Ltf^kA'
'

'



herpes labialis 681 tetaera

HERRINGBONE STITCH

Iherpes. Ia-bi-a4Is (la'bi-alis), [L.; see LABIAL], a form
of herpes; cold sore.

fherpes zos-ter (zos'tSr), [L.; herpes +'soster f shingles <
Gr. *&$*&% a girdle], a form of herpes; shingles.

ber-pet-ic (hlr-pet'ik), adj. [Gr. herpetikosl, of, having,
or like herpes.

ber-pe-tol-o-gist (hilr'pi-tol'a-jist), n. a student of or

specialist in fcerpetology.
her-pe-tol o-gy (hur'pi-tol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. herpeton,
reptile; -f -logy], the branch of zoology having to do
with the sttidy of reptiles: abbreviated herpet., herp.
JHerr (her), n. \pl. HERREN (-an)], [G.; orig. compar. of

hehr, noble, venerable], in Germany, a man; gentleman:
also used as a title corresponding to Mr. or Sir.

JHerr-en-volk (her'an-folk'), n. [#. HERRENVOLICBR
(-fel'kgr)], [G.], master race: in Nazi ideology, applied
to the German people.

Her-re-ra, Fran-cis-co de (fran-thes'ko" the er-re'ra),
1576-1656; Spanish painter and engraver.

Her-rick, Robert (her'ik), 1591-1674; English poet.
ber-ring (her'irj), n. W. HERRINGS (-inz), HERRING; see
PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [ME. faring; AS. hxring; akin to G.
haring], 1. any of a large group of small food fishes of
the North Atlantic: the adult fish are eaten cooked,
dried, salted, or smoked, and the young are canned as
sardines. 2. loosely, any related fish, as the sprat,

pilchard, etc. See also red herring.
her-ring-bone (her'in-bon'), n. 1. the spine of a her-

ring with the ribs extend-
ing from opposite sides in

rows of parallel, slanting
lines. 2. anything made
in this pattern, as a kind
of cross-stitch, a twill

weave, an arrangement of
bricks or tiles, etc. adj.
having the pattern of a
herringbone: as, a her-

ringbone stitch. v.L & v. t.

[HERRINGBONES (-bond'),

HERRINGBONING], to use
a herringbone stitch or pattern (on).

Her-ri'Ot, E-dou-ard (a'dwar' e'ryo')* 1872-1957:
premier of France 11924-1925: 1932).
hers (hurz), pron. [Late ME. hires, hers < hire, her(e) t

foss. adj. (see HER) + -s after his], that or those be-
longing to her: the absolute form of her, used without
a following noun, often after of, as, a friend of hers,
that book is hers, hers are better.

Herschel, Sir John Frederick William (hur'shal),
1792-1871; son of Sir William; English astronomer and
chemist.
HerscheLSir William, 1738-1822; English astronomer
born in Germany; discovered the planet Uranus.
herse (hurs), n. [Fr.; see HEARSE], 1. a framework on
which to dry skins. 2. a portcullis or frame set with
spikes, formerly used in warfare to hinder the enemy's
advance. 3. a troop formation formerly used in battle.
her self (her-selfO, pron. [ME. hire self; AS. hire selfum,
dat. sing, of hie self; see HER & SELF], a form of the
third person singular, feminine -pronoun, used: a) as
an intensive: as, she went herself. o) as a reflexive: as,
she hurt herself, c) [Irish], as a subject: as, herself will
have her tea now. d) as a quasi-noun meaning "her

, real, true, or actual self" (e.g., she is not herself
when she rages like that) : in this construction her may
be considered a possessive pronominal adjective and
seif a noun, and they may be separated: as, her own
sweet self,

Hert-ford (har'f&rd, hart'f&rd), n. 1. Hertfordshire.
2. the county seat of Hertfordshire: pop., 11,000.

Hert'ford-shfre (har'feYd-sWV hart%rd-shirQ, n. a
county of southeastern England!: pop., 535,000 (est.

1945); county seat, Hertford.
Hertz, Hein rich Ru dolph QiIn'riH roWolf herts;
Eng. also hurts), 1857-1894? German" physicist.
Hertz i an 'waved 'Cheact'si-dn, iLUjt^drai); fefter H. R.
Herlss, -. physicist}, (sometime^ &4 rudib" waves or
other electromagnetic radiation resulting from the
oscillations of electricity in a conductor:

He^tzogj James Bar-rv Munnlk (bajfi mun'ak
her/tsokh), 1866-19*2; -Boer genera! and statesman;
prime minister of Soutfy Africa, (1924-1939).
Her-ze go-vi-na fiber'tsi-go-yena), n. a former province
of Austria-Hungary, now a part of Yugoslavia:1 Serbian

, He^cegovina.
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hes-i-tan-cy (he'a-tai-) t H. \pl. HESITANCIES (-siz)].

[L. haesiianiia, & stammering < ha^sitans, ppr. of

hatsiixrel, hesitation; indecision; vacillation; doubt,
hes-i-tant (hez'a-t^nt), adj. [L. haesitans; see HESI-
TANCY], hesitating; iiadecidea; vacillating; doubtful.
5KV. see reluctant.

hes i rate (hezVtitO, X {HESITATED (-id), HESITATING],
|
< L. famtiaim, pp. of k&tsttwe* to sticlc fast, heatate,
mtens. of haerere, to stick, cleave!, 1. to stop in in-
decision

|
feel unsure; pause or delay in acting, choosing,

or deciding; waver; hence, 2. to pause; stop momen-
tarily. 3. to be reluctant: not be sure that one should:
as, l hesitate to ask for a loan. 4. to pause continually
in speaking; stutter; stammer.
SYN. hesitate implies a pause or delay ffgnftjiog indaaabo
or reluctance (I hesitated to ask Mm) ; waver suggests especially
a holding back or hesitating after a course or decision has been
adopted (do not u*aver in your resolution); vacillate implies a
shifting back and forth in a decision, opinion, etc., nestdtaag in
continued hesitation (she vacillates in her affection); falter
suggests a pausing or slowing down, as in fear or irresolution
(they never faltered in the counterattack).

hea-f-tat-in^-ly (hez'a-taViij-H), adv. in a hesitant
manner; with hesitation.
hes i ta-tion (hezVta'slian), n. [L. haesitatiol a hesi-
tating or feeling hesitant; specifically^ a) indecision;
uncertain pausing or delay, o) a pausing; momentary
delay, c) reluctance, d) a stammering,

lies i-ta-tive (hez'a-ta'tiv), adj. characterized by hesi-
tation; hesitating.
Hes per (hes'per), n. [Poetic], Hesperus.
Hes.per-i-a (hes-p&r'i-a), n.JL.; Gr. Hesperia < les-
peros; see HESPERIAN], the Western Land: the ancient
Greek name for Italy and the Roman name for Spain.

Hes-jpe-ri-an (hes-pti/i-on), adj. [L. hesperius; Gr. hes-
perios, western < kesperos, western, evening, Hesperos,
evening star < *wesperos; akin to L. vesper; see VESPER],
1. of Hesperia; hence, 2. western; occidental. 3.

[Poetic], of the Hesperides, n. [Rare], an inhabitant
of Hesperia or any western land,

Hes-perides (hes-per's-dez'), n*$L [sing. HESPERID
(hes'pe'r-id)], [L. < Gr. Hesperiaes < Hesperos; see
HESPERIANJ, in Greek mythology, 1. the nymphs who
guarded the golden apples given as a wedding gift by
Gaea to Hera. 2. the garden where the apples grew.

hes-per-i-din (hes-per'a-din), n. [< Mod. L. hesper~
idium, a fruit related to the orange (so named in
allusion to the golden apples of the Hesperides); 4-

-in], a crystalline glucoside, C^H^Ou, found in unripe
citrus fruits,

Hesper-us (hes'pSr-sws), n. [L.; Gr. Hesperos; see
HESPERIAN}, the evening star, especially Venus.

Hess, Ru-<lolf (rooAiolf hes), (Walther Ru&ard Rudolf
Hess), 1894- : German Nazi official; sentenced to Me
imprisonment by AlliedWar Crimes Commission (1946).
Hesse (hes, hes'i), w, 1* a former kingdom and duchy
of west central Germany. 2. later, a German state of
western Germany: area, 2,969 sq. mi.; pop., 1,470,000

9.939);
capital, Darmstadt. 3. a district of the

nited States zone of occupation, including the former
province of Hesse-Nassau: pop., 4,050,000 (est. 1946).
German name, Hessen.

Hes-sen (hes'an), n [GJ Hesse.
Hesse-Nas-sau (hes'nas'oy, iu a focnier province of
Prussia: capital, Kassel; German name, Hessen-
Nassau.
Hes-sian (hesh'sn), adj. of Hesse or its people, n.
1. a native or aihabftant of Hesse. 2. any of the
Hessian mercenaries who fought for the British in the
Revolutionary War.
Hessian boots, tasseled boots reaching almost to the
knee, introduced tioto England by Hessian troops in
the 19th century.
Hessian fly, a small, two-winged fly whose larvae
destroy wheat crops.

hess;ite (heslt), n. [after G. H. Hess (1802-1850),
Swiss chemist; -f -*te], in mineralogy, silver telluride?,

<ATe, found in gray, sectile masses.
hes-so-nite (hes's-nlf), n. essonite.
hest (hest), n. [ME- hest; with unhistoric -4 < AS.
hm, command (cf. BEHEST) < base of hatan, to <caU/|i

1. [Archaic], behest; bidding; order. 2. {Ob&j, a ^edge.
Hes-ter, Hes-ther (hes'ter), a feminine name: see
Esther.

Hes-ti-a (hesfti-9) , n. [Gr. HesUa], m Greek mycology,
1. the goddess of the hearth, identified witfc the
Roman vesta. 2. one of the nymphs gurdlnfe the
golden apples of the Hesperides% [

Hes y-chast paeyi-kast'). n. [ML, hesyehqsta; Gr. hesy-
chastes, a quietist, hermit < hesychazein, to be quiet <
hpsychos, quiet], in ticclasiasUcal Msioty, any member of
a sect of mystics begun among the monks at Mtt
Atljos in the 14th century, dedlekted to quietism,
he-tae-ra (hi-teY's), m* f#li HfepAERAE (-e)}; [Qi?.

i(

tajra,fem. of



hetaerism 682 heterozygpte
a GOuorUNNiik or concubine, ustt&liy fum educated slave.

he-tae-risra (hi*tir'ix'ra), n* |Gr. Jwtowjwof < to
lairizein, to be a httaura; iee HKTAKIU|, I. coacubta-
agfc 2, a system of communal marriage ftiippoaed to
hwre been practiced in certain primitive tnbott.

t*etml*rm (M-tI
f
ra} n. IpL HETAIRAI (-ri)J a betaem.m (M-trrix'na). n. heiaensai.

dif-
iM^-^wl'OSVEl \w-fc*r * i* ***/. * M* ***(.. .,.,.

het*4r*o- (betlM, herSr-), (Gr. hetero^, otter,
imnt < foterar, the other (of two), earlier hateros <
IE. *49f-ter- < base *m-, **-, on*, together (seen
also in L. semper, simplus) * *~ter&~, expressing con-

tnut, comparison), a combining fonn meaning other,

another, difftrtnt* m in het^rosexml: opposed to homo-:
also, before a vowel, heter-.
het-r*0<r*cal (het'Sr-a-silr'kl). adj. [< ketero- -f- Gr.
JbrJfe t a tail; -f- -!}, designating, of, or having a tail

fin in which the upper lobe is larger than the lower and
contains the upturned end of the spinal column, as in

certain fishes.

ltet'er-0-chra-mat-Ic (het'gr-d-kro'-mftt'tk), adj. [het-

fro- -|- chromatic], of, having, or consisting of different

or contrasting colors; many-colored: opposed to homo-
chromatic,

tiet-er-O'Chrorae (het'gr-a-kromOi ad[. heterochromatic.
faet'CT'O^chto-iMO'Some (het'e^r-a-kro'ma-sSm'), n. an
accessory chranosome, present in some germ cells,

which passes over intact to only one of the daughter
cells instead of being divided between the two; sex
chromosome: it is thought to be the factor that de-
termines the organism's sex.

hetero elite Chefer-a-kllt*), adj. [Fr. h&erotlite; LL.
heteroel&us; Gr, heteroklitos. irregularly inflected <
hetero- (see HETERO-) + Jdinein, to ond, incline],
departing from the standard or norm; abnormal;
anomalous, it. 1. in grammar, a word, especially a

notm, inflected Irregularly. 2. [Rare}, an anomaly.
het-er o clit-ical (bet'gr-o-klit'i-fc'I), adj* deviating
from the standard or norm; heteroclite.

faet-er-o-cyclic (het'eW-sI'kEkt het'er^-siklik), adj.
{hetero- -f cyclic]^ designating or of a cyclic molecular
arrangement of atoms of carbon and other elements.

b*t*r<o*dioac Chetlr-o-doks'), adL [Or, heterodoxos <
hetero-, other -f- doxa, opinion,], departing from or

opposed to the usual beliefs or established doctrines,

espedaBy in religion; inclining toward heresy; un-
orthodox: opposed to orthodox.

!*et'r0'doi:*y (hefSr-a-dok'si), n, \pl. HETEROD03qEs
(-siz)], JGr. beterodoxia], 1. the quality or fact of being
heterodox. 2. a heterodox belief or doctrine.

het-er-o*dyne (het'gr-s-din'), adj. [hetero^ +
t

dyne],
having to do with the combination of radio oscillations
of somewhat different frequencies coupled in such a
way as to produce beats wnose frequency is the differ-

ence or sum of the frequencies of the combined oscilla-

tions, v.t* [HETERODYNED (-dindO, HETERODYNING],
to combine (a series of waves) with a series of a some-
what different frequency, producing beats.

het-er-oe cious (het'gr-i'shas), adj. f< hetero- + Gr.
oikia, a bouse* dwelling; -f- -o*w], in biology, living as a
parasite on first one host and them another.

het-er oe-clsm (het'gr-e'siz'm), n, the parasitism of
heteroecious organisms.

het-er-o-ga-mete (het'&^o-go-xnet', het'gr-5-gani'et), n.
a gamete differentiated sexually or otherwise from
another that it unites with, as most male and female
gametes: opposed to isogamete.

het-er-og-a mous (het'er-og'a-mas), adj. 1. charac-
terized by the uniting of Beterogametes, 2^ charac-
terized by reproduction in which sexual and asexual
generations alternate. 3. characterized by indirect
pollinatioiL 4k having floweirs in which t|te stamens
and pistils axe irregularly arranged.

het-er-og-a-my (het'gr-ogVmi), n. 1. tfee q-tiality or
state of beting Beteroganious. 2. leproductibn IB wttdh
sexual and asexual generations alternate 3. mreet
pollination.

het'er*o*gen>e*i-ty (het'eV^-ja-nieTQ^ti), w* f& jfrtAt.-
OGENEITIES (-tiz)], |Fr. hmro$$$$t6;
itas], 1. the quality or condition xrf 1 ___
ous; dissimilanty. 2. a hetexoieneotts dement.

het-er o-ge-neous (het'Sr-o-WM-ss), adj^ [MI*, hetero-

geneus; GT. heterosends < hetero-, tljer, dl&rent +
genos, a race, kind] , 1 . differing or oppositem stwctujre,
quality, etc.; dissimilar; Incongruous; foreign. 2. com-
posed of unrelated or unlike efememts or parts; varied;
miscellaneous. Opposed to homogeneous.
het er-o gen e sis (het'&*~o-jenV8is) t n. Ihetero- + gen-
ests], 1. reproduction in which seacu^J and asexual gen-
erations altejrnate. 2. reproduction ia whtici, th parent
bears^ offspring differing from itself: opposed to homo-
genesis. 3. spontaneous generation.

het er-o gen-lc (het'er-6-jen'ik), adj. [hetero- + -&nic],
of different origin; not from the same source, individual,
or species, ,,

het-er-og-e-nous (hetfeV-oj'a^nas), adj. 'heteroieni^
het-er-og o-nous Oiet'gr-og'o-nss), adj. characterized
by heterogqny.

het erogony^(liet^f-og'Q-ni), n. [hetero- -f- -gonM, 1.

reproduction in whicli sexual and asexual
i

2. a condition in which two or more kinds ol

perfect flowers develop on the bam@ plant.

faet>er*o-griit (het'Sr-5-graft', faet'Sr~a~grIft') f
n. a

graft of skin, bone, etc, taken from another individual.

het'er-O'&raph'ic (het'lr-o-graf'ik), ad}, of or char-
acterized by heterography,
h*t-er*og-m*phy (het^r-ocrjj-fi), n. [heUrv- -f -trophy],
1. spelling that differs from current standard usage.
2. spelling, ms in modern English, in which the same
letter does not always represent the same sound.

het-er ogy nous (hct'Sr-oj'i-aws), adj. Ihetero* + -fy.

woitsj, in zoology, having two classes of females, repro-
ductive and nonreproductive; ants and bees are heter-

ogynous.
faet-er-ol o gous (het'^r-ol'a-gas), adj. [< heiero- -f Or.
logos, relation, proportion], consisting of differing ele-

ments or the same elements m varying proportions;
differing; not corresponding: opposed to homologous.

het-er-ol-o-gy (het'e'r-ol's-ji), n* the state of being
heterologous.

het-er-ol-y-sis (het'Sr-ol'a-sis), n. (Mod. L,; see HJETERO-
& -LYSIS], the destruction of cells of one species by
lysins or enzymes derived from cells of a different

species.
het-er-ona-er-oiis (het'eV-om'e'r-ss), adj. [hetero- +
~merousl, in botany* having a whorl or whorls with a
different number of parts than that of the other whorls:
opposed to isomerous.

het-er-o-mor-phic (het'er-o-mor'fik), adj. [helero- -j-

-morphicl, 1. differing from the standard type or form.
2. exhibiting different forms at various stages of devel-

opment, as insects in the larval and pupal stages.
het-er-o-mor-phisin (het'er-S-mdr'nVm), n. the quality
or condition of being heteromorphic.
het er on-o mous (het'er-onVnaas), adj. [< hetero- +
Gr. nomos, custom, law], 1. subject to another's laws
or rule: opposed to autonomous. 2. in biology, subject
to different laws of growth; differentiated or specialized,
as parts or organs.
het*er-on-o-my (het'Sr-on'a-mi), n. [hetero~ + *nomy],
the quality or condition of being heteronomous.
het'er-0'nym (het'er-9-nim'), n. [< heteronymous, after

synonym}^ 1. a word with the same spelling as another
but with a different meaning and pronunciation (e.g.,

tear, & drop of water from the eye, tear, to pull apart, rip).
2. a name (of something) in one language that is an
exact translation of the name in another language (e,g.,
GermanFernsprecher, lit., farspeaker, English telephone) .

het-er-on-y-mous (het'Sr-on's-mss), adj. [Gr. heterony-
mos < hetero-, other, different + onyma, name], 1. of,
or having the nature of, a heteronymu 2. having dif-

ferent names, as a pair of correlatives: as, son and
daughter are heteronomous. 3. in optics, designating or
of the two crossed images of something seen when the
eyes are focused at a point beyond it,

Het er-o ou-si-an (het'er-o-oo'si-dn, het'er-o-ou'si-an),
adj* [Gr. heUroousios < hetero-, different + ousia,
essence], in theology & chtwch history, designating, of, or

holding the theory that God the Father and God the
Son are different in substance, n. an adherent of this

theory; Arian. Opposed to Homoousian, Homoiousian.

het*er*o-pliyMou(het
/
er-o-fil'as) t adj. [hetero- + -phyl-

lous\, growing leaves of different forms on the same
stem or plant*

het-er o-plas-ty (hefjar-o-plas'ti). n. [hetero- + -plasty],
plastic surgery in which tissue from one individual is

grafted onto another.
hetero sex ual (he4'eV-o-SjBk

f
sIi6o-aI) f adj. I. of or

characterized by sexual desire for those of the opposite
sex. 2, in biology, of different sexes, n. a heterosexual
individual. Opposed to homosexual,

het*er-o-8ex-ti-l-i-t3r Oiet^Sr-o-sek'shoo-alVtQ, n. 1.

sexual desire for those of the opposite sex. 2. sexual
relations between individuals of opposite sex. Opposed
to homosexuality.
het er-os po rous Qiet'gr-os'pgr-as, het'&r-o-spor'ss,
aet^Sr-a-spo'ras) , adj. producing more than one kind of
asexnai spore^; especial^, producing microstores and

4- Gr, -taxfa <
tion, o
oi the

pirtik-aK*^'
het-er-dt-o-py
het-er-o-troph
Gr. trop^kos,
food from oi6 .

matter to form
het>er-o-t3T>-te
designating or

het-er-otyp4-c
het-er-o-zy-gote
ihetero-

* "

plant or

od. L, < hetero-
e abnormal posi-
e intexnal organs

heterotaxia.
,

-'pi-s), n, (Mod, L. < hetero-

displacement of an torgan or
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istks and hence not breeding true to type; hybrid:
opposed to homtxyiote.
het-man (het'nwn), n. [pi HETMANS (-mww)], [Pol. <
G. kanptmann, a captain, lit., headman < haupt,he&d +
mann, man!, 1 . formerly, a Polish military commander
2. a Cossack chief or leader; ataman.
Het-ty (het'i), a feminine name: see Henrietta.
net up (het), [het, dial p.t. & pp. of heat], [Slanal.
excited.

L~^J
heu-land-ite (hBlan-dH/), n. [after Henry Heuland,
Eng. collector of minerals; + -itel, a hydrated silicate
cf calcium and aluminum, CaAlsSifOi-5HjO, occurring
as crystals of various colors with pearly luster.

hen-ris-tic (hyoo-ris'tik), adj. [< Gr. hewiskein, to
invent, discover], helping to discover or learn: some-
times used to designate a method of education in
which the pupil is trained to find out things for himself.
hew (hu), v.t. [HEWED (hud), HEWED or HEWN (mm),
HEWING], [ME. hewen; AS. heawan; akin to G. hauen*
IE. base *qau-, *qeu-, to hew, strike, seen also in L
caudex, codex (cf. CODEX, CODICHL), cudere, to strike (in
Eng. -cute, -cuss) ; cf. HAY], 1. to chop or cut with an
ax, knife, etc.; hack; gash. 2. to make or shape by or
as by cutting or chopping with an ax, etc. (often with
out).

3, to chop (a tree) with an ax so as to cause it to
fall (usually with down}, vd. to make cutting or chop-
ping blows with an ax, knife, etc.
hewn (him), [ME. hewen; AS. heawen], alternative past
^participle of hew. adj. cut or formed by he :

jt/uo, V.LM.jfi.** w*. U*TT. wvty. v.u.1. \JL XU1ZJ.JLCUL Uy ilCWlUjJ.
hex (heks), n. [G. hexe, fern., hexer, masc.: OHG. haga-
zussa, akin to AS. hxgtesse; see HAG (witch)], 1. f~ ~~Z4.**i* ^_ _____ *\ r/"^tt__ i __.LI '

nex-a- ^ne^'sa;, i< ur nex, six; see six], a combining
form meaning $*x, as in hexagram, hexameter; also, be-
fore a vowel, hex-.
hex a has ic (hek'sa-baVik), adj. [hexa- + baste], 1.

designating an acid having in each molecule six hydro-
gen atoms that are replaceable by basic radicals or
atoms. 2. containing in each molecule six atoms of a
univalent metal or the equivalent in combining capacity.
hex-a-chord (hek'so-kfird'), n. [< hexa- + Gr chords, a
string, chord], in medieval music, a diatonic scale of
six tones, with a semitone between the third and the
fourth.
hex-ad (hek'sad), n. [LL. hexas, hexadis: Gr. hexas,
hexados, the number six < hex, six, see six], L a series
or group of six. 2. in chemistry, an element or radical
with a valence of six.

hex-ad-ic (hek-sad'ik), adj. of, or having the nature
of, a hexad.
hex a emeron (hek'ss-em'gr-on), n. [LL.; Gr. hexa-
emeron < hexaemeros, of or in six days < hex, six 4-
hemera, day], 1. in the Bible, a) the six-day period of
the Creation, b) a history of this, as in Genesis. 2. a
treatise dealing with the Creation. Also hexahemeron,
hexameron.

hex-a-gon (hek'sa-gon'), n. [L. hexagonum; Gr, hexa-
gonon, hexagon, neut. of hexagdnos, six-cornered < hex,
six + gdnia, a corner, angle], a plane figure with six
angles and six sides.

hex-ag-o-nal (hek-sag^Q-n'l), adj. 1. of, or having the
form|of, a hexagon. 2. having a six-sided base or

section^said of^a solid
figure. 3, in crystallography,

- r orme y exenng e ses o a
regular hexagon, or by placing one equilateral triangle
over another so that corresponding sides intersect: see
Star of David. 2. any figure of six lines,

hex.a-he-dral (hek'sa-bg'drol), adj. of, or having the
form, of, a hesxahedron.
hex a-he-dron (hek'so-he'dron), n. [pL HEXAHEDRONS
(-drsnz), HEXAHEDRA (-dr)}, [Mod. LM* see HEXA- &
-HEDHON], a solid figure with sot plane surfaces.
hex-a-hem-er-on (hek'sa-hem'eV-on), n. hexaemeron.
hex-a-hy drate (hek'sa^hi'drat), n. a hydrate con-
taining six gram-molecular weights of water per gram-
molecular weight of the substance combined: with the
water.

hex-a-hy-dric (hek'sa-hl'drik), adj. containing six hy-^
droxyl radicals: as, a hexahydnc alcohol

!

hex-am-er on (hek-sam'Sr-on), 11. hexaemerbn.
hex-am-er-ous (hek-sam^gr-^s), adj. [hexor 4- -merous],
hayinjg six parts in each wtiorl: said of powers: also
written 6-merous.
hex-am-e-ter Qiek-sam'o-te'r), n. [ME. exatneftron; L.

hexam^e^;Gr.hexam4royi seeHEXA- & MET^EI frhyihni)!,
1. b line of verse contaimrig six metrical feet or meas-
ures; usually, the six-foot dactylic Hne of classical
verse, the first four fe'et of Which may be either dactyls**v^

St^ fiftfo ^ -i^ctyl, aad the sixth a spbndee

ra-menO, n.lkex@mtkyle -f t^raminel, a crystalline
compound, CHi*N*f used to speed up the vulcaniza-
tion of rubber and, la medicine, as a urinary antiseptic.
hex a^met-rtc (hek'av-met'rik), adj. I. of hexameter.
2. arranged in hexameters.
hex ane (hek'sln, hek-saan, a, [toe- + -one], any of
the five colorless, volatile, Squid hydrocarbons, <~

of the paraffin series.

hex-ang-u-lar (hek-fiar/gyoo-lSr),, adj. {he,

having six angles.
hex a-pla fhekrsa-plo), n.$. [construed as smg.J, [Mod.
L.; Gr. hexapla, neut. pi of kex&Mom, kexa$ou$r

sixfold < hex, six -f base -|to-, fotdl I. an edition
having six versions arranged in parallel columns. 2.
[H-], Origen's edition of the Old Testament.
hex a-pod (hek'ss-podO, n* [hexa- -f -#w^, an inverte-
brate animal with six feet; especially, any of the true
insects, adj. having six feet.
hex ap-o-dous fhek-sap'a-dss), adj. heaapod
nex;ap*o-dy (hek-sap's-di), n. [pi. HEXAK>DIES (-<&)],a line of verse having six metrical feet; hexameter.
hex-arch-y (hek'sar-ki), n. \pl. HEXARCHIBS C-kiz)],
[hex- + -archy], a group of six friendly or allied states
or governments.

hex-a-stich (hek'sa-stik'), n, [< L. kexasticlws. of six
lines or rows; Gr. hexastichos < hex, six -f sttchos, a
line, row, verse], a poem or stanza of six lines.
Hex-a-teuch (hek'ss-took', hek'ss-ttik'), n. [< hexa- 4-
Gr. teuchos, book, after Pentateuch, Heptate&ckl the
first six books of the Old Testament.

hex-a-va-lent (hek/so-valant) , adj. 1. having a Yafenee
of six. 2. having six valences. Also, esp. for 2, serivalent.

hex-en-be-sen (hek'san-ba'z'n), n. [G. < hexe (see
HEX) -f besen (see BESOM)], an abnormal growth of
shoots at the ends of branches, usually caused by
certain fungi; wrtches'-broom.
hex/one (hek'son), n. [hex- -f -one], a colorless HquM,
CeHnQ, used as a solvent for jgums, resins, etc. adj.
designating a $roup of organic bases containing six
carbon atoms in each molecule, formed by the hy-
drolysis of proteins.

hex-o-san (hek'so-sanO, n. [< hexose + -an], any of a
group of polysaccharides that form hexoses when
hydrolyajed.

hex-ose (hek'sos), n.
m [hex- + ose], any of a group of

simple sugars containing six carbon atoms in each
molecule, as dextrose or fructose.

hex-yl (hekfsil), n. [hex- + -yZ], the univalent hydro-
carbon radical CH IS .

hex yl res-or cin ol (hek
/
sil-re-z6r/si-nSl

/
), n. [hexyt +

resorctnol], a nonpoisonous, pale-yellow, crystalline
substance, CeHuCsH^OHK used as an antiseptic and
germicide.
ney (ha), inter}. [ME. hei; echoic formation akm to
G. & D. hei, etc.], an exclamation used to attract
attention, express surprise, etc., or in asking a question.

hey-day (ha'da'). n. [prob. ME. j^, high + day],
the time of greatest health, vigor, beauty, prosperity,
etc.; prime. interL [earlier heyda < (or akin to) G. &
Dan. heida, D. heidmr, hey there! (see HEY)], an
exclamation of surprise, joy, or wonder.

Hey-se, Paul von (poul f6*n hl'za), 1830-1914: German
novelist, dramatist, and poetj received Nobel prize in
literature, 1910.

Kenwood, John (ha'wood), 1497?-15&0?; English
writer of interludes, epigrams, proverbs, etc.

Heywood, Thomas, 1570?-16l50?t English dramatist,
poet, and actor.
Hez-e-kiah (bezV-K^), EHeb. kizcfiyah, Kt., God
strengthens], a masculine name. n. In the Bible, any
of several persons of the Old Testament; especially, a
king of Judah, contemporary with the prophet Isaiah:
II Kings 1820.

Hf, in chemisfry* hafnium,
nf., half.

rx.IT., high-frequency.

hf! cf.rhalf-caST
1 *

hf. mor., half-morocco.

^ hydrmgyrum, [L.], in chemistry, mercury.
"

, hectogram; hectograms.
r*,

L His (or Her) Grace. 2. Home Guard.
., height.
I., 1. His (or Her) Highness. 2. His Holiness*

hhd., hogshead.
H-Hour, (ach'our'). n. in military usage, ifoe exact but
unspecified hour at which a military operation is to
begin: see also D-Day.
hi (hi), interj. 1. [contr. < faiya, ooiitr. < how are youf\
an exclamation of greeting: 2. an exclamation used
to call attention.
HJ., Hawaiian Islands.
hl-a-tus (hl-a'tas), ni [fl. ra^itiSB^ (-iz), HIATUS]V OU,
pp. of Mare, to gapef, 1. -iat break Or gap where a part
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is missing ur as in a manuscript, blank space;
lacuna, 2. m pause in pronunciation between
two successive vowels in adjacent words or syllables,
as between the successive *' ia INT entered and re-enter.

Hi-a-Wft-tha (hi'Vwd'tha. hS'-w&'tfa), n. I. a Mo-
hawk Indian chief who was responsible for the con-
federation of the Five Nations (the Iroquoia League).
2. the Indian hero of The Smi o/ Sietwaiha, a long
narmtive Tpoem (1S5S) by Loagfellow.
Hfb-blng (nib'ig), n. a city in northeastern Minnesota:

pop., 10,000.
hi-ber-nac-u-lum (hi

f
beV-nak'yoo-lOTa), n. {pi. HIBKR-

NAOJLA (-b)], |L., winter residence < hibernare; see

HIBERNATE], any natural covering for protecting an

organism during the winter; specifically, a) a bud or

bulb for protecting a plant in embryo, b) a specially
modified bud of a fresh-water polyzoan, which can

develop into a colony in the spring,
hi-ber-nal (M-bCbriwl), adj. JL. hibernalis < Ubernus,

wintryJ, of winter; wintry.
hibernate (hi

r
beY-nSt') vS. [HIBERNATED (-id), HI-

BERNATING], F < L. hifazrnatus. pp. of hibernare, to pass
the winter < hibernns, wintry], 1. to spend the winter.

2. to spend the winter in a dormant state: opposed
to aestimte* , .

hi ber na tion (hinber-na'shan), n. the habit or state

of hibernating.
Hi hernia (M-Mr'ni-o), n. [L.; altered < Iverna,

Ju-verna < OCelt. *Iw#rin, whence Olr. Erin; see

ERIN}, [Poetic], Ireland.
Hi ber ni an (Ju-bur'ni-an), adj. Jsee prea entry],

IPoeticl, Irish, n. [Poetic], an Irishman.
Hi-ber ni-cism (M-bur'n^sVm), n, [< Hibemia +
~jc o. -ism], an Irish characteristic* custom, idiom, etc.

hibiscus Ou-bis'kas, hi-bij/kas), n. [L.; Gr. h&tshos,
marsh mallow], any of a group of plants, shrubs, and
small trees of the mallow family, with large, colorful

flowers; rose mallow.
hic-cup, hic-cough (hik'ap), n. [Early Mod. Eng.
JbOfl*;*fctocfe, vam, of Udiet: akin to or < Walloon
Fr. MkeM (cf. MB, huckup, OFr. hoquet) < echoic base
*ic&- + oan. suffix; hiccough is a late sp. after caughi
I* a sudden, involuntary contraction of the diaphragm
that closes the glottis at the moment of breathing in.

2. the sharp, muck sound made by this. vj. to make
a hiccup or hiccups. v*t. to utter with a hiccup or

$Mc et u-bi-que (hik et u-bi'kwi), [L.], here and every-
where.

JMc ja-cet (hik ja'sit), [L.],
1. here lies: inscribed on

tombstones: abbreviated H.J. 2. an epitaph.
hick (hik), n. [altered < Richard], [Colloq.], a person
having the awkwardness, simplicity, and lack of

sophistication regarded as characteristic of people from
the country: rustic; hayseed: somewhat contemptuous
term. adj. [Cofloq.L of or like a hick or hicks.

hick-ey (hik'i), n. [orig. U.S. dial., prob. for doo-

hickey], a device; gadget; specifically, a) a tool used
for bending pipe. 6) a coupling for electrical fixtures.

Hick ok, James Butler (hik'ok), 1837-1876; American
frontier scout and United States marshal: called Wild
Bill Hickok.

hick-o-ry (hik'e'r-i), n* M. HICKORIES 6-iz)], [shortened
< I7th-c. pohickery (Virginian term) < Am. Ind.

powcohicora, product made from crushed kernels of
the nut], 1. any of a group of American trees of the
walnut family, with large leaves, greenish flowers, and
smooth-shelled nuts. 2. the hard, tough wood of any
of these trees, 3. a switch or cane of this wood. 4. the
nut of any of these trees: also hickory nut.
hid (hid)A|ME.; AS^tydde], past^

tense and alternative

n. a state of
Pachuca.

HIDALGOS
_, son of

^, hijo, son + de, of -f algo* something], in

Spain, a nobleman of secondary rank, below tnat of
a grandee.
hid den <hid''n), [MK, for AS. gehydd], alternative

past participle of hide (conceal), adj. concealed; ob-

scure; not seen or known; secret;mysterious
hid-den-ite (hid^n-ItO, n. [after W. E. Hidden, who
discovered it in 1879], an emerald-green variety of

spodumene, a semiprecious stone.
hide (hid), v.t. [HID (hid), HIDDEN (Md''n) or HID*
HIDING (mcl/in)], [ME. hiaen; AS. hydan (< *hud-jan)i
IE, *(s}qeu-dh < oase *(s)qeu-t to cut, cut off, seen in
hide (skin) ; prob. basic sense "to cover (as with skin)*

r

] f

1 to put or keep out of sight; secrete: conceal. 2. to
conceal from the knowledge of others; keep secret; not
reveal. 3. to keep from being seen by covering up,
obscuring, etc.; obstruct the view or sight of. 4. to
turn away: as, he hid his head in shame, tu", L to
be or Be out of sight or concealed. 2. to keep oneself
out of sight; conceal oneself.
j$yj!V.-~hidet the, general word, refers to the putting of some-
thing in a place Where it will not easily be seen or rottncf (the
view is hidden by the billboard) ; conceal, a somewhat formal

equivalent for hide, more oft** connote* intent (to
oneX faec, motives, etc.); secrete and each suggest a careful

hiding in a secret pkc (thty $en$td* or catted, the loot in the

cellar), but cache now ofton rafert rore!y to a storing for safe*

keeping Clefs cetkt our supplies in the cave) ; bury implies a

covering for. or as if for, concealment (to baiy treasure, they
were btaried in the Mudslide). ANT. reveal, expose.
hide (hid), n. 1MB.; AS. hid, hyd (< ***<#-); akin to
G. haul; IE. *(s)qe*~t < base *(*)$<*-, to cut, cut off,

seen also in Gr. k&tos, L. cutis, skin (cf, CUTICLE)!,
1. an animal skin or pjelt,

either raw or tanned. 1
[Colloq.], the human skin: now htimorotis or contemp-
tuous, v.t. IHIDED (-id), HIDING], 1. to take the hide

off; skin, 2. [Colloq.], to beat severely; thrash; flog.
SYN. see skin.
neither hide nor hair, nothing whatsoever.

hide (hid), n. [ME.; AS. hidt earlier kigid
t
< base of

higan, hiwan, members of a household (akin to OHG.
hlwo, a husband, master of a household) ; basic sgnse
"enough land to support a family"; IE. base *jfe?i-f

to lie, hence to stay m, settle in (a place), seen also
m L. civis 9 citizen (cf. CIVIL, CITY)], an old English
measure of land, varying from 80 to 120 acres.

hide-and-seek (hld'an-sekO, n. a children's game in
which some players hide and others then try to find
them: also hide-and-go-seek.
hide-bound (hid'bound'), adj. 1. having the hide
tight over the bone and muscle structure of the body:
said of animals. 2. obstinately conservative and nar-
row-minded. 3. having the bark so close that growth
is interfered with: said of trees.

hideous (hid'i-ss), adf. [ME. & Anglo-Pr. hidous;
OFr. hidos, hideus < hide, hisde, fright], horrible to
look at, hear, etc.; very ugly; revolting; dreadful.
hid e-oua-ly (hid'i-3s4i), adv. 1. in a hideous manner.
2. to a hideous extent.
hide-out (hid'out')t n. [CoUoq.J, a hiding place for

gangsters, etc.

hld-Ing (hldfiI
A
ii)), n. [ME. Udinge], 1. a) the act of

one that hides, b) the condition of being hidden:
usually in the phrase in hiding. 2. a place to hide.

hid-ing (hid'iij^n. [< hide (beat)], [Colloq.], a severe
beating; thrashing; flogging.

hi-dro sis (hi-dro'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. hidroun, to

perspire, sweat < hidrds, sweat], 1. perspiration;
sweating. 2. excessive sweating. 3. any skin con-
dition characterized by excessive sweating.

hi-drpt-ic (hi-drot'ik), adj. [ML. hidroticus; Gr. hi-

drotikos < hidrds, sweat), 1, having to do with sweat.
2. causing sweat; sudorific, n. a sudorific drug.

hie (hi), ZM. & v.t. [HIED (hid), HIEING or HYING], [ME.
hien; AS.^higian, to strive, hasten; IE, *kei-&h, to

leap, or *kei~gf to pant, gasp for air (seen also in D.
hijgen f to strive, Dan. hige, to strive for, orig. gasp
for air)], to speed; hasten: often used refiexively.

hi e mal (hi'l-mel), adj. [L. hiemalis, of winter < hicms,
winter], of winter; wintry.

hier- (Jii'er), Mero-.
hier-arch (hl'Sr-arkO. n. (ML. kierorcha; Gr. hier-

arch&St keeper of sacred mings < hieras, sacred 4-

archos, ruler < archein, to rule, lead], the leader or
chief of a religious group or society; mgh priest.

hi-er-ar-chal (hl'&r-ar'kl), adj. of a hierarch eg hier-

archy.
hi-er-ar chic (hl'Sr-aVkik), adj. hierarchical.
hi er-ar-chi-cal (hi'Sr-ar

/
ki-k'l), adj. of a hierarchy,

hi er-ar-chism (Jii'er-ar'kiXm), n. the principles, prac-
tices, or authority of a hierarchy.

fal-ei>ai:ch-y (M'eV-ar'ki)* n. [pi. HIERARCHIES (-kiz)],
[Early Mod. Eng. yerarchy; ME. gerarchie; OFr. jer-
archie; LL. ierarMa, for hierarchia; Gr. hierarchia,
power or rule of a hierarch < hierarches (see HIERARCH) ;

now spelled after LL. & Gr.], 1. a system of church

fovemment
by priests or other clergy in graded ranks.

. the group of officials in such a system. 3. a group
of persons or things arranged in order of rank, grade,
dais, etc. 4. in theology, a) any of the three divisions
of angels. 5) all the angels.

hi er at ic (JilVratlk), adj. [L. hieraticus; Gr. hier-
atikos, of a priest's office, sacerdotal < hieros, sacred],
1. of or used by priests; priestly; sacerdotal. 2. desig-
nating or of the abridged form ot cursive Heroglypnic
writing once used by Egyptian priests.
hi er at i cal (JhiVrat'i-kT), adj. hieratic.
hi*er-o- (hi^r-o), [< Gr. Meros, sacred, holyj. a com-
bining form meaning sacred, holy, as in hieracracy,
hierology: also, before a vowel, hier-.

hl-er-oc-ra-cy Qif'o-rok'ra-si), n. (pi. HIEROCRACIES
(-siz)], [Mero- + -craoyl, government by priests or other
clergy; a hierarchy.

hi er o crat ic (Jii'Sr-9-krat'ik), adj. of or characterized
by hierocracy. ^ A .^

hierocratic.
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hi-er-o-glyph-ic (hi'Sr-a-glifik, hTra-glif'ik), adj.

hilroglyphique; LL. kUr~
ftglyphtctts; Gr. hiero-

gfyphikos < hieros, sacred

4. glypkein, to carve,
hollow out], 1. of, or

having the nature of, hi-

eroglyphics. 2. written
in hieroglyphics. 3. sym-
bolical; emblematic 4. HIEROGLYPHICS
hard to read or under-

(Translation :"Isent: Iorder
stand, n. 1. a picture tfcat you reduce and crush
or symbol representing a all the high officers of Tsahi.
word, stable,

or sound, j cast them together with
used by the ancient au their possessions at thy
Egyptians and others feet.")
instead of alphabetic
letters. 2. usually pL

t
& method of writing using hiero-

glyphics; picture writing. 3. a symbol, sign, etc.

hard to understand. 4. pi. writing hard to decipher.

hi-er-o-glyph-i-cal (hl'Sr-a-glif'i-k'l, hi'ra-gUf'i-k'l), adj.
hieroglyphic.

hi-er-og-fy-phist (hi'Sr-ogli-fist, hl-rog'li-fist), n. an
expert or specialist in interpreting hieroglyphics.

hi-er-ol-o-gy (hl'Sr-pl'a-ji) , n. [hiero- -j- -logy], the re-

ligious lore and religious literature of a people.
Hi-er-o-nym-i-an (hl'eir-a-nim'i-sn), adj. Hieronymic.
Hi-eT'O-nyra-ic (hi'gr-a-nim'ik), adj. [< L, Hieronymus,
Jerome; + ~ic], of or done by Saint Jerome.
Hi-er-on-y-mite (hiVron'g-rmV), n. [< L. Hieronymus,
Jerome; + -ite],& member of any of the hermit orders
named after Saint Jerome.

Hi-er-oti'y*mus (hi'a-ron'a-mas), see Jerome, Saint.

hi'ero-phant (hi'er-9-fant', hi-ei/s-fant') n. ILL. hi-

erophanta; Gr. hierophantes < hieros, sacred -|- phainein,
to show], 1. formerly, a priest who presided at sacred

mysteries; especially, the high priest of the Eleusinian

mysteries in Greek religion. 2. an interpreter of
sacred mysteries or esoteric principles.

hi-er-o-phan-tic (h!'r-9-fan'tik), adj. of or like a hier-

ophant or his acts.

hi-fi (hi'fi'), adj. of or having high fidelity of sound
reproduction.
Hig-gin-son, Thomas Went-worth (went/wgrth hig'-
in-s^i), 1823-1911; American writer and social reformer.

hig*gle (higH), v.L [HIGGLED (-Id), HIGGLING], [prob.
weakened form of haggle], to argue about terras, price,
etc.; haggle; chaffer; wrangle.

hig-gle-dy-pig-gle-dy (hig'T-di-pigH-di), adv. [ex-
tension of Early Mod. Eng. higle-pigle, redupL forma-
tion, prdb. after pig]* in disorder; in jumbled confusion.

adj. disorderly; jumbled; confused, n. [pi. HIGGLEDY-
PIGGLEDIES (-diz)], disorder; jumble; confusion.

hig-gler (hig'ler), n. a person who higgles.

high (hi), adj. [ME. heigh, heh, & (with loss of final

fncative) hie; AS. (Anglian) heh; akin to G. hoch; IE.
base *qeu~, to curve, bend, as also in G. hiHgel, hill],

1. lofty; tall; of more than normal height: not used of

persons. 2. extending upward a (specified) distance.
3. a) situated far above me ground or some other level.

6) designating or of highland regions: as, High German.
4. reaching to or done from a height: as, a high jump,
a high dive. 5. a) above other persons or things in

rank, position, etc.; most important. 6) above other

persons or things in quality, character, etc.; superior;
excellent. 6. grave; very serious: as, high treason,
7. intellectually advanced; complex; profound: usually
in the comparative degree, as, higher mathematics.
8. main; principal; chief: as, a high priest. 9. greater
in size, amount, degree, power, intensity, etc. than
usual: as, high stakes. 10. expensive; costly. 11. lux-
urious and extravagant: as, h^gh living. 12. haughty;
overbearing. 13. advanced to its acme or fullness;
fully reached: as, high noon. 14. designating or pro-
ducing tones made by relatively fast vibrations; acute
in pitch; sharp; shrill. 15, slightly tainted; having a

strong smell: as, this meat is high. 16. extreme or
inflexible in matters of ceremony, doctrine, etc. 17]

hilarious; elated: as, high spirits; hence, 18. [Slang],
drunk; intoxicated. 19. in geography, designating a
latitude far from the equator^ 2. tn machinery, of, or
in adjustment at, the highest transmission ratio: said
of gears. 21. in phonetics, produced with part of the

tongue raised toward the roof of the mouth: said of a
vowel, adv. 1. in a high manner. 2. in of to a high
level, place, degree, rank, etc. n* ,1. a high level,

place* etc. 2i. an area of high barometric pressure* 3.

an arrangement of gears* giving the greatest speed.
Abbreviated H., h. f

% Itigjh,. to have high hopes or ambitions* ? *'<',
high and dry, 1. out of the reach of the water. 2. alone
"fand hself>less; stranded.

.

l

high and mighty, [Cotloq.], arrogant; haughty.
on^feli^piji,

1

'"'Jifc, tip itL stjXMcephijj^b above. 2. in heaven.

HIGHBOY

SYN. high miens to which has greater eatcnsaoa
upward than Is normal for it land* or which is placed at a
relatively great distance th* given level fa high mountain,
high ckm<U) but ta never wed of pews; tall is more or less

equivalent to high but spcoficaly implies relatively small
breadth or width (4 luff woman); lofty and towering suggest
HTeat, imposing, or conspicuous height (Iq/ty peaks, a totptnng
castle). ANT, low, short.

high-ball (hi'bdl'K n. [sense 1 ? kigk + baU, bartender's
slang for "whisky lass*'; ? influenced by the f.],

1. liquor, usually whisky or brandy, mixed with soda
water, ginger ale, etc. and served with ice in a tall

glass: also high ball. 2. a railroad signaL originally
a ball hung above the tracks, meaning

*

go ahead :

sometimes used figuratively. vJi. \< n. 2|,1Slang), to
proceed at great speed.

high-bind-er (hl'bfri'der), n. [< ?], fSkng), 1. a ruffian;
gangster. 2. formerly, any of a gang of criminals
from the Chinese section of a city who were believed
to hire themselves out as assassins.

high blower, a horse, with sound lungs, that blows
considerably, as when galloping or under excitement.
high-born (hit^m'), adj. of noble birth.

high-boy (hi
/baT), n* [high -f toy], a high chest of

drawers mounted on legs.
high-bred (hi'bredO adj. 1 . of superior
stock or breed. 2. showing good
breeding; well-mannered; courteous
and cultivated*

high-browt high-brow (hi'brouO. n.

[Slang], a person haying or pretending
to have

t
highly cultivated, intellectual

tastes; intellectual, adj. [Slang], of
or fit for such a person. Usually a term
of contempt or derision.

high-chair (hi'char'), n. a baby's
chair with a tray, mounted on long
legs.

High-Church (h!'church') adj. of or
like the High Church; stressing for-

malityand ritual in religious observance.
High Church, that party of the
Anglican Church which emphasizes the importance of
the priesthood, rituals, ana sacraments, and holds to
a more orthodox doctrine than the other Protestant
churches: opposed to Low Church, Broad Church.

high-class (hl'klas', bl'klas')* adj. of a superior class,

rank, quality, etc. : sometimes used colloquially in con-
tempt or derision.

high-col-ored (hi'kul'Srd), adj. 1. brilliant in color.
2. flushed; florid. 3. vivid. 4. exaggerated; lurid.

high comedy, comedy appealing to, and
^reflecting the

life of, the upper social classes, characterized by witty,
and often sophisticated, dialogue: comedy of manjjers:
now often applied to comedy with serious aims, which
seeks to -provoke thoughtful amusement.
high day, (ME.; cf. HEYDAY, n.], a festival day; holiday.
higher education, college or university education.

high-er-up Qu'Sr-up'). n. [Couoq.J, a person of higher
rank or position.

high-ex-plo-sive (hi'iks-plo'siv), adj. of, containing, or

having the nature of, a high explosive.
high explosive, any explosive in which the combustion
of the particles is so rapid as to be virtually simul-
taneous throughout the entire mass, so that it has
great shattering effect: abbreviated HE, H.E.
high'fa-lu-tin,hlgh-falti*ting (hJ'fs-loo't'n, hl'fa-lu'-

t*n), n. [? altered < high-flown or, more prob., < high-

floating, with insertion of intrusive vowel in ridicule
of oratorical speechs}, [Colloci.J, high-flown, pompous
language. <z4/". {CoHoq.J, high-flown; pretentious.

high fidelity, in radio, sound recording, etc., an ap-
proximately ejiact reproduction of sound achieved by
the use of a wide range of sound waves, from 50 to

15,000 (or more) cycles.

high*fli-er, high*fly*er (hi'fll'e'r), n. 1. a person or

thing that flies high. 2. a person who acts, talks, or
thinks in an extravagant, overly ambitious manner.
3. in the118th century, an extreme conservative in

politics or in religion.

high-flown (hl'flon/), adj. 1. extravagantly ambitious
or aspiring. 2. trying to be eloquent; bombastic.

high-fre-quen-cy (hi'fre'kw&n-si), adj. designating or
of an alternating electric current or oscillation with
a relatively high frequency, now usually more than
20,000 cycles per second: abbreviated H.F.

High, German, [after G. hochd&utsch (see DEUTSCH,
DUTCH)], 1. the Germanic dialects spoken in the high
regions of central and southern Germany: distinguished
from Low German. 2. the official and literary form of
the German language, technically called New High
German: it is based principally on the High German
dialects of middle Germany: see also Old High German,
Middle High Germaw. Abbreviated HG., H.G.

high-grade (bl'gi^lOf adj 6f fiae or superior quality.

. , r? is, bite? lot,
o f0ir 0' ta ago, e in

v Jr. coq; it, Pi. dflic

l, look; oil, out.
, i in sanity', o in comply, u in ._.

G. Mr, th, G. dock. Se6 pfc. *-x|i. t
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high hand, the of arbitrary* arrogant,

ombeaffina; or dictatorial ways,
blg|i*l)attMl*d (hllta&'did), adj. overbearing; arbitrary.
high-hut ffafitO tf. [SlangJ. 1* elegant; stylish.
2, toobbialfc. it. (Slang], A snob, *>.*. JHIGR-HATTBD
<4d), MiCH*BATTncI, fSlang), to treat snobbishly ; snub.

high hat, a man's tall, black hat, usually of silk; top
feat,

high-hole (M%o10, n, [altered (through folk etym.)
< earlier kyMimkm* higkwali; of echoic origin], (Dial],
the flicker, a kind of woodpecker.
h&ft-iack (fai'jak')*

*- fColfoq.1 to hijack,
hlfh'wdc-ar (hi'jak'Sr), n. {Couoq.], a hijacker,
high links* noisy, wild pranks; boisterous merriment.
high jump* an athletic contest in which the contestants

jump for height over a horizontal bar set between
two upright poles: after each successful trial tie bar
is raised a. little.

high-keyed (MHcedO, odj- 1- pitched in a high key:
said of a piece of nrasic. 2. full of sensitivity and

hulh-laiid (hl^dnd),, n. land well above sea level; region
higher than adjacent land and containing many hills

or mountains, adj. of, in, or from such a region.
the HZfthbuida, the elevated mountainous region in
northern and western Scotland: distinguished from
the Lowlands.

hi&h-land-er (hilan-dSr), n. 1. a native or inhabitant
oFa feWytend. 2. [H-J, *) a native or inhabitant of
the Highlands, b) a soldier of a Highlands reg' nent.

Highland fling, a lively dance of the Highlands.
Highland Park, a city in southeastern Michigan: pop.,
46.WXJ: it is inside the city Emits of Detroit.

Highland Southern, the variety of American speech
topically associated with speakers in the southern
Appttlaciiiw area bat now prevalent throughout the
lower and lower middle Mississippi Valley areas and
in Kansas, Missouri, southern Illinois, southern and
ueuteal Indiana,, soutfo&ni Ohio, and southern Pennsyl-
vania: it is characterized by (1) a retained
sonantal and final r, as in barn, sir; (2) pitc
thongization of the checked vowels* as In Md* ,

lwilw{r lhw?r

*
(3) lengthening or diphthongization

of these vowels b^orefinal -g; (4) centralization of
the hJgh back vowels, as in food, moon; (5) a fronted

(au) in such words as house, out, crowd;

high priest, [MEJ, 1. a chief priest. 2. the chief
nest of the ancient Jewish fwiesttiood.

adj. high in alcohol content:

(6) raising of (e) to
(i)

before nasals, as in men, many,
tennis and lowering of (i) to (e) before (n) t as in think,
thing. Highland Southern is spoken at all levels of
education and with minor regional modifications of its

basic pattern; World War II brought it increasingly
into the larger cities of the north central area. Also
called Hill Southern.

high life, the way of life of fashionable society; lux-
urious, extravagant way of life.

high light (hi'EtOf v*t* 1. to give a high light or high
hgnts to; hence, 2. to give prominence to.

high light, 1. a) a part on which light is brightest;
as* thelwgrt lights on the cheeks. 6) a part of a painting,

photograph, etc. on which light & represented as
brightest, c) the representation or effect of such light
in a painting, photograph, etc. 2. the most important,
interesting, or outstanding part* scene, etc.

high-lows OulSasOt n.pl. [Archaic], laced shoes that
reach to the ankles.

high-ly Ch$1% adv. I. [Rare], in or to a high place. 2,
in or to a hagn office or rank. 3. in or to a nigh degree;
very much; very; extremely. 4. with high approval or
esteem: favorably. 5. at a high price.

High Mass, in the Roman Catholic Church, a Mass
with full ceremonials, music, and incense, celebrated
usually at tb& high altar with a deacon and a sub-
deacon assisting the celebrant.

high-mind-ed (H'mto'dicf), adj. 1. (Rare], haughty.
2. having or showing hign ideals, principles, etc.

high-muck-a-muck (hPmukVmtufc'}, n. [Mgk -f-

arbitrary formation (? based on dial. mucUe, great)],
[Slang], a person in a position of importance and
authority; especially, one who is always making his
authority felt.

high-ness (hi'nis), n. I. the quality or state of being
high: height; loftiness. 2. [H-], highest of the nobility:
a title used in speaking to Or of a member of the royal
family, preceded by His, Her, or Your.
high-oc-tane (hi'ok'tSn), adj. having a high octane
number: said of gasoline.
high-pitched (hi'pfcht'), adj. 1. high in pitch;
2. lofty; exalted. 3. steep in slope; said of roofs.

high place, in ancient Semitic religions, a temple or
other place of worship, usually on a high hilL
High Point, a city in central North Carolina: pop.,
40000.
high-pow-ered (hl'pou'e'rd), adj. very powerful
high-pres-sure (hl'presh'er), adj. 1. having, using, or
withstanding relatively high pressure; 2. tisin^ r
applying energetic or strongly persuasive methods or
arguments, v.t. [Colloq.], to urge or persuade with
such methods or arguments.

high-priced (hl'prlst'), adj. costly; expensive. ;

high relief, in sculpture, etc., relief in which the figures

project half or more than haM their natural depth from
the background; alto-relievo.

high road Chl'rSd', M'rodO. n. I. a main road; high-
way. 2. an emw or direct way.
high school, 1, in educational systems having no
junior high school, a school of four grades offering
academic or vocational subjects, attended by students
who have completed elementary school. 2. in educa-
tional systems having a junior high school, a similar
school of three grades. Abbreviated h..
high seas, ocean waters not under the jurisdiction of

any country.
high-sound-ing (hi

/
soan'difl), adj. sounding preten-

tious or imposing.
high-spir-it-ed (M'spir'it-id)y adj. 1. having or show-
ing a courageous or noble spirit. 2. spirited; fiery.

hign spirits, a happy, cheerful mood; gaiety.
high-strung (hi'strurjO*. odj. [from the tuning of

stringed instruments], .highly sensitive; nervous and
tense; excitable.

hight (hit), adj. [ME. highie, merging AS. haite, pass,

p.t. with mkt, act. p.t, of fatten, to command, call; con-
fused in sense with ME. hoten, pp. of same .] [Ar-
chaic], named; called: as, a maiden hight Elaine,

high tea, [British], a meal somewhat more elaborate
and served* later than the usual tea.

hifih-ten-sion (hl'ten'shan), adj having or carrying
a nigh voltage,
high-test (jfi'testO* dj* 1. passing severe tests;
meeting difficult requirements. 2. having a low boiling
point; said of gasoline.

high tide, 1. the highest level to which the tide rises;
high water. 2. the time when the tide is at this level.
3. any culminating point or time.

high time, 1. time beyond the proper time but before
it is too late; none too soon. 2. [Sang], a good time;
gay, exciting, enjoyable time.

high-toned (hl'tond'), &" 1. high in tone; high-
pitched. 2. characterized by dignity, lofty moral or
intellectual quality, high principles, etc.: often used
ironically or humorously. S. [Colloq.], stylish ; fashion-
able; modish, 4. [Colloq.], excellent; superior.
high treason, treason against the ruler or government.
high-ty-tigh*ty (hl'ti-ti'ti), adj., n^ inter/, hoity-toity.
high water, I. high tide. 2. the highest level reached
by a body of water.

high-wa-ter mark (hl'w8'ter, M'wa'tSr), i. the high-
est level reached by a body of water in tidal flow,
flood, etc. 2. the mark left after high water has
receded. 3. a culminating point; highest point.
high-way (hl'wa

7
). n. [ME. bd&hwei; see HIGH & WAY],

1. any road freely open to everyone; public road. 2. a
main road; thoroughfare. 3. a main route by land or
water. 4. a direct way to some objective.
high-way-man (hi'wa'msn), n. \pl. HIGHWAYMEN
(-men)], a man who robs travelers on a highway, or
public road.

H.I.H., His (or Her) Imperial Highness.
Hii u maa (he'oo-maOt n. an Estonian island in the
Baltip Sea, west of the Estonian S.S.R.: area, 371 sq.
mi; pop., 17,000: also called Dag&

n'jakO, i^. torob. ki (for Ugh) + jack, 9.],
1. to steal (goods in transit, especially

-d liquor) by force, 2. to steal such goods
person) by force. Also spelled highjack.

hi jack er (hl'jak'er) , n* [Colloq.], a person who hijacks;

hike (hxk), v.i.

prob. akin to
Onkt), HIKING], F< dial, heik;

h\ to take a long, vigorous walk;
tramp or march through the country,^ woods, etc.

Moras; Gr.

the royal Atartfcu],

,_,.. 1. to jriifl up; hoist: as, Hike up your
pants* 2. to raise (prices, etc.). fit a hiking; march

hilar-i-ous Cfawt&r'Ir9> H4&r'i-as) r adj. [L. hilaris,
oro^, cheerful glad; akin to Men<w, to

? akin, to Goth, sds, good, kind & Eng.
y; noisily merry; boisterous and cheerful.
lar'a-ti M-lai/a-ti), n. [OFr. Atari*!; L.

.... ._ state or quality of being hilarious; noisy
merriment: boisterous gaiety. SYN. see mirth.

Hll-a-ry (hlFSr-i), JL. Httatws. life, cheerful; see HI-
JLARI<>X]V a masaaHne name; Ft. RHa&e.
HM-da a^'d^riG. < Gmcf *Mfa battle, war; often
contr. of names containing base (ag., Htidegunde,
Brnnhude}], a feminine name.

Ha-de-brajid MM^%an<iOv it* 1- m the
a knight of Kfegi Ifesel who kills
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MD. JlUk, hit. hul; IB. base
*|rf% to be elevated, rise

high, seen also in L. co&isv hill, ctdmcn, peak (cf.

CUUOHA1B)]. 1. a natural raised part of the earth's
surface, often rounded* smaller than a mountain.
2. a small pile, heap, or mound: as, an antfuH. 3. a
snail mound of soil heaped over and around plants
and tubers: as, a hitt of potatoes, 4. the plant or

plants rooted in such a mound, v.t. 1. to shape into
or like a hBl. 2, to cover with a hill (sense 3).

Hill, James Jerome (hil), 1838-1916; American rail-

road magnate and financier.

bill-b!U-y (hil'bil'i), n. \&. HILLBILLIES (-)]. [see
BILLY-}, [CoUoq.], a person who lives in or comes from
the mountains or backwoods, especially- of the South:
somewhat contemptuous term, adj* {Colloq.l, of or
characteristic of hillbillies: as, killbUly music.
hilH-n8 (hil'i-nis), it. the quality or state of being
hilly.

Hill-man, Sidney (hil'man), 1887-1946; American
labor leader, born m Lithuania.

hill myna, an Asiatic bird resembling the starling: it

has the ability to mimic human speech and is often

kept as a pet.
hil-lo, bU4oa (hil'o, hi-167), infer/., n., tu. A v.t.

[Archaic], hollo.

hill-ock (hil'sk), n* [ME. ; see -OCK], a small hill; mound.
bill of beans, [< hill, n. 3], [Colloq.], a very small
amount; very little; trifle,

hill side (hil'sld'), n, the side or slope of a hill.

hill-tap (hil'top'), Ji. the top of a Mil.

hill-y (hU'i), iw#. [HILUER (-i-gr). HILLIEST
(-i-ist)],

1. full of nills; rugged, uneven, and rolling. 2. like

Hill Southern, Highland Southern.
n. the top ol a hi_

[HILLIER (-i-er), HILLIEST
(-i-ist)

igged, uneven, and rolling. 2. Hi
a hill; steep.

Hill-yer, Robert SiHl man (silVnum hil'yer), 1895- ;

American poet.
Hi-lo (he'lo), n. seaport and chief city of the island
of Hawaii: pop., 19,500.
hUt (hilt), n. (ME. & AS. hiU: akin to ON. hjaU; IE.
base *qel~t *qela-, to strike* hit; cf. HOLT], the handle,
or haft, of a sword, dagger, tool, etc, .<. to put a
hilt on; set in a hilt.

(up) to the hilt, thoroughly; entirely,
hMum (hllsm), n. Ipl HILA (-19)],,[L., little thing], 1.

in anatomy, a small notch or opening, as where vessels

and nerves enter an organ. 2. in botany, a) a scar on a
seed, marking the place where it was attached to the
seed vessel, b) the nucleus in a starch grain.
him (him), pron. [AS. him, dat. of he, he, merged in

sense with hine, ace. of he], the objective case of he:
also used colloquially as a predicate complement with
a Unking verb (kg., that's him).
HXM., Sis (or Her) Imperial Majesty.
Hi ma chal Pra desh (ni-ina'chsl pra'desh), a state of

northern India: area, 10,6XX) sq. mi.; pop., 936,000
(est. 1950); capital, Simla.

Hi-ma-la-ya Mountains (hi-mal'yo, hi-mala-y^ him'-

a-la'o), the Himalayas.
Hima la-yan (hi-mal'yan, hi-nra'fo-yan, him'a-la'an),
adj. of the Himalayas.
Hi-ma la-yas (hi-mal'ysz, M-mald-yaz, hima-la'az),
n.pl. & mountain system between India and Tibet,
the hMiest known; highest peak, Mt Everest.
hi mat-i-on ftrmat/i-an), n. frl. HIMATIA

(-9J)], (Gr.

AJMurtfcfi], In ambient 9*sece* an oblong mantle worn
as street dress.
Hinva-vat Omn'b-vatOf n. [Hind.], in Hindu, mythology,
the personification of the Himalayan Mountains, the
father of Devi.
Hime-ji (hS'me-jSO , n. a city in southwestern Honshu,
Japan: pop,, 197,000 (est. 1947).
Himjn-ler: beinrich Cbin'riH him^Sr), 1900^1945;
German Nazi leader; chief of the Gestapo (1936-1945).

him-self (him-self'), pron. [AS. him selfim, dat. sing,
of he self} see piM & SBJLF], a form of the third person
singular^ masculine pionoun, used: a) as an intensive:

as, he went himself. 6) as a refteaive: as, he turt felrw-

sel/. <?) [Irish], af a subse^fes a% himself will have his

dinner now. d) as a guasf-noun meaning "his real,

true, or actual ,elf
f

(e.g^ he is not himself when he
rages) : in this construction he may be considered a

possessive pronominal a^eetive^ tod $df a noun, and
they may pe separated^ as, jfefc o^n swpet,4y.

Him-yar ite fttini^yi^citOf f& i< Ar. ffimyar* a legendary
ruler of Yemen; 4- **&! ^ "s^ member of an ancient

Arab tribe that? lived in sotfthern Ajdabla. 2. any Arab
descended from tto tribe. ttQH of the Hlmywrlfes,

thefr Ikn&uage (ato Arabic dialect resembing EfeMopfc),

not having horns (as applied to horned animal
species), seen also in Or. kemas, young deer}, the
female of the red deer* in and after its thin! year.
hind (hind), n. f< MB. Wfie (with nnhistoric -d); AS.
kma f earlier WfiM, kimm* generaBied < genft. pi. of

higa, hiwa, member of a household or family; for base
see HB>B (piece of land))* 1. in northern England
and Scotland, a skilled farm worker or servant. 2. a
peasant; rustic.

Hind., L Hindi. 2. Hindu. 3, Hlndbstan. 4. Hindu-
stani.
hind brain (hmd'branO, n. the hindmost part of the
brain; specifically, a) the cerebellum,, ports, and medulla
oblongata; rhombencephalon. 6) the cerebellum and
poos only; meteooepiiakm. c) the cerebeGtim only.
Hin*de-mlth, PaulCpouIhin'da-mit^ng. hin'ds-math),
1395- ; German composer in America.
Hin-den-bur^, Paul von (pottl f6%i

Eng. von hmMsn-blErg), (Patd Lit$m& Hans Anton
von Beneckendwff nnd mm Hinfonbwtti* 1847-1934;
German field marshal and chief of staff, World War
I;second president of t| German republic (1925-1934).
hin-dr Chm'dgr). v.t. 1MB. hindren: AS. bmfrian, fit.,

to keep or hold back (akin to G. kindern) < base of
AS. hinder, adv., back, behind; see next entry], 1. to
keep back; restrain; get in the way of; prevent; stop.
2. to make difficult for; thwart; impede; frustrate.
517V. hinder implies a holding back of something about to
begin and connotes a thwartmg of progress (Cindered by a lack
of education) : obetruct implies a retarding of passage or pro-

obstacles in the way (to obstruct tne passage
of a bffl by a fiUboster); block impfies the complete, Irnt not
naqcssarily permanent, obstruction of a .passage or progress
(the road was blocked by a landslide); |bmpeae suggests a
slowing up of movement or progress by mterfermg with the
normal action (tight garters impede the circulation of the blood) ;

bar implies an obstructing as if by means ol a barrier (he was
barred forever from the club). See abo delay. ANT. advance,
further.

hind-er (hrn'der), ad(MMB. hindre; AS. hinder, adv.,
back, behind (akin to G. Mntert prep.* behind) < base
of he + suffix -der (as also in hither, ME. hider) de-
noting motion toward; the word k now felt as compar.
of hind}, hind: rear; posterior.
hind-er-most (hiri'dSr-most'), adtf* faltemative super-
lative of hind], [hinder, adj. -f -most], Mndmost,

hind-gut, hln<l-$ut (hlnd'grit
f
), n, the hindmost part

of the embryonic alimentary canal, from which the
colon Is formed.

Hin-di (Iwn'di), orf|* {Hind, hind* < Hind; see Hnsrou],
of or associated with northern India, ft* the group of

Indo-European, Indie languages spoken in northern
Indiat including Assamese, Bengali, Marathi, Punjabi,
Hindustani, etc.: abbreviated Hind.
hind-most (hlnd'most')* adj. (alternative superlative of

hind], [ME.; see HIND, adj. & -MOST], farthest back;
closest to the rear; last.

Hln doo (hin'ddo), adj. & n. \pL HINDOOS (-ddoz)],
Hindtu
Hin-doo ism (hin'doo-iz'm), n. Hinduism.
Hin doo-sta ni (hui'doo-stan'i hin'doo-sta'ni), ad1

/. *
n. Hindustani.

hind-quar-ter (hind'kwdr'teV}. either of the two
hind legs and loins ol a carcass of veal, beef, lamb, etc.

hin-drance (hin'drans), n. [ME.], 1. a hindering:.
2. any person or tiling that hinders; obstacle; impedi-
ment; obstruction. $YN. see obstacle.

hind-sight (hlnd'si!/),, l * ! ^e ^^ ^8^* ^ a firearm.
2. ability to see, after the event, what should have
been done: opposed to foresight.
Hindu (hin'doo), ft. fPer. Hindu < Hind, India <
OPer. &wtdw, India, land on the Indus < Sans, sindhn,
river, the Indus], 1. any member of those peoples of

India that speak languages derived from the Indie
branch of Indo-European. 2. a follower of

_ Hinduism.
3. popularly* any native of Hindustan, ad/. 1. of the
Hindus, their language, culture, etc. 2. of Hinduism.
Also spelled Hindoo. Abbreviated Hind.
n>dB-Ar-a'bfc numerals (hin'doo-arVbik), Arabic
numerals.
Hin-du-lsm (hin'doo-iz'm), n. the religion and social

system of the Hindus, developed from Brahmanism
with elements from Buddhism, etc. added.
Hindu Kush (ko5sh), a mountam range in north-
eastern Afghanistan and northwestern India, extending
to the Himalayas: highest peak, Tiricfc Mir, 25,263 ft.

Hin-du-stan (hin'doo-stan', hin'doo-sfcanOt n. I. the
northern part of India, including Rafputana, Punjab,
and the United Provinces. 2. the Indian peninsula
north of the Deccan. 3. popularly, India. Abpreviated
Hind.

Hin du sta ni (Jiin^o-stan'i, hin'doo-stS'fci) , n. (Hind.
ffiind&stant, Ht., dweller m northern India, Ino^an <
Per. Hindustan, Ut,., country of the Hindus; BLin&n
(see HINDU) -f 5%6, a, felace, country], the most
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TYPES OF HOTGB
A. butt; B, spring; c, strap;
Dt T hinge

portant of tlit Western Hindi of Iftnguagts*
used as a trade throughout India: it contains
many words from Persian Arabic , Turkish* etc., and.
m wed by Motitnis, is also called Urdu. fj. L of
Hindustan or its people. 2. of Hindustani. Abbreviated
Hind,

hinge ChinJ}, n. 1MB. Ami* (with late phonetic sp. of
vowel raiatd before the

nasal) < ME, k^ttgen
CON. tarn*), to hang;
see HANG], I. a joint
on which a, door, gate,
Bd, etc, swing*. 2. a
natural joint, as of the
bivalve shell of a clam
or oyster. J. anything
on which matters turn
ordefend : cardinal point
or principle: pivot, v.t*

IHEMGEB (hinjd), HINO
B$Cjf to ecini|> with or
attach by a hinge, PJ.
1. to hang or swing as
on a hinge. 2. to de-

pend; be contingent,
hinged (hinjd), if/. Jpp.
of Kinge], having a hinge
or hinges,
bin'By (hmf), n. IM,
HWNIES

(-fi)j, PL. ftftt-

fftfj < Gr. jpwwQtsl* the
cffspnnK of a male horse
and" a female donkey:
distinguished from mule.
Mo*ity (Mn'i), 9d* {HIN-
KIXD (-id), HWNYUIGl,
{MB.; Pr. kmnw; L
kinnire, to neigh], to
whinny; neigh.
hint (hint), n. {Early Mod. Eng. < AS. henten, kinten,
to seize, grasp; see HKNT], 1. a sight indication;
faint or indirect suggestion ; intimation; covert allusion.
2L

|Otxs.|j an occasioiij turn} opport'tiiuty. v.t* to give
& TaaaaA of: wggest indsrwstly; intimate. IU. to make a
Mat or Wats. -SYN. see uftt^:.
Mat at; to st^gmt twSrectiy; tetimate,
take a Mt, to perceive and act on a hint.

hin ter land (hin>tec-landO f n. [G.: hmter (cf. HINDER,
^.) back 4- land* land] f 1. the land or district

behind that bordering on a c<mst or river; inland
region, 2, an area far from big cities and towns; back
country. 3. the inland trade region served by a port,
4. an inland region claimed by the state that owns
the coast.
hto (Mp), n. fME. hipe, kupe; AS. hyf*; akin to G.
M0 (OHG. hnf); IK %-^, to bend, as at Joint

base *qew~, to bend, bend over), as also in cubit,
oiWctel L the part of the hiaman body stiwounding
and teltidmg the joint formed by each thigh bone and
the pelvis; especially, the fleshy part of the ttpper thigh;
nattndt. 2, the corresponding part of an animal's
body. 3. in architecture, the angle formed by the meet-
ing of two sloping sides of a roof. v.t. (HIPPED (hipt),
HEppfH], to make (a roof) with sttch an angle or an^es.
o (or upon) tlieM^ in an unfavorable portion; at a
disadvantage: originally with reference to wrestling.
smite Mp anil thj^to, [Poetic], to attack unsparingly:
overwhelm with or as with blows: see Ju4g. 16:&-

"iPJto)* {with Early Mod. Eng. shortened vowel <ME. hepe; AS. heop; akin to OHG. hiufo, AS. heope,
bnarl,

f
the ssmHj fleshy, ripened fruit of a rosebush.

mj> (hip), interj. an exclamation used in cheers: as,
nip* hip, hurray 1

h
JP"^?.

ne Sip'bonO* n. 1. the innominate bone. 2.
the mum. 3. the neck of the femur. Also Mp bone,

hip-parch (Jnp'ark), n, m*, hipparchos < hippos, horse
4- archetn, to lead, rale], in ancient Greece, a cavalry

^commander,
n. Greek astronomer of the

**K*^d (hipt), adf. L having hips (of a specified sort)used in hyphenated compounds, as broad-hipped. 2
JiaVinOp t.n* ni-n rficlrkAa4-A4. ViJn^'Umf a 1~* ~~~1-li--t,.~-having the hip dislocated^ hip
havin|r a hip or hips: as, a
hipped (hipt), adj. [< hyp in
1. in low spirits: melancholy;
3. obsessed (with on).

hlp-po (hip'o), n. [pL HIPPOS (-02)], [Colloq.], a hip-
oopotamus.

hlp-po- (hip'o, hip'a), [< Gr. hippos, a horse], a com?-
bimng form meaning horse, as in hippology:*Xs, before
a vowel, hipp-.

Wp-po-cam-pal (Hp'a-kam'p'l), adj. t of OJT like a
hippocampus. 2. having to do with the hippocampus
(of the brain).

'

^P'Pp'C^nat'pus (hip'a-kam'pas), n. \J>L* Hi|>poCAjipi
C-pi)J, [L., sea horse; Gr. hippok^mpos^ hippocampus, i

hippos, a hora 4- k@mpos 9m monster], 1. in Gri$k 6*
Roman myikolofy, a sea monster with the head and
forcquorters of a hccse and the tail of a dolphin or
sh; hence, 2. a small fish with a horselike head and

a grasping tail; sea horse. 3. a ridge along each lateral
ventricle of tbe brain.

hlp'po*cras (hij/a-krasQ, n. JME. & OPr, ypocras <
F^ocras, Hippocrates, alter ML. mnum Hippocraticum,
wine of Hippocrates: so named from being filtered

through a strainer called "Hippocrates" sleeve** (L.
manica Hippoaatis}]* wine highly flavored with spices,
formerly drunk as a cordial,

Hip-pocra tes (hi-pok'ra-tezO Greek physician;
460?-377? B.C.: called the Father of Medicine.

Hip-po-crat-lc (hipVkrat'ik), adi\ of Hippocrates.
Hippocratic oath, the oath generally taken by students
receiving the M.D. degree, attributed to Hippocrates
and regarded as setting forth an ethical code for the
medical profession.
Hh>*p0'Crene (hip'a-kren', hipVkre'ni), n. [L.; Gr.

H*p(okr$n% < hippos, a horse 4- krSne, a sprinV, foun-
tain], in Greek mythology, 1. a fountain on Mt. Helicon,
sacred to the Muses: it is said to have been opened by
the hoof of Pegasus. 2. its waters, supposed to inspire
poets.
hip-po-drome (hip'a-dromOt **. [Pr.; L. hippodromos;
Gr. Mppodromos < hippos, a horse + dromos, a course,
running < base of dramcin, to run], 1, in ancient
Greece and Rome, a course for horse races and chariot
races, surrounded by tiers of seats built in an oval.
2. an arena or building fee a circus, games, etc.

hip-po-griff, hip po gryph (hipVgrifOt n. [Fr. hippo-
griffe; It. ipfogrifo < Gr. hippos, a horse + LL.
gryphus, grimn], a mythical monster with the body
and hindquarters of a horse and the head and wings
of a griffin.

Hjp-pol-y-tns (hi-pol'i-tos), n. [L.; Gr. Hippdytos], in
Greek legend, a son of Theseus: when he rejected the
love of his stepmother, Phaedra, she turned Theseus
against him by false accusations, and at Theseus'
request he was killed by Poseidon, who caused his
chariot to overturn.

Hip^pom-e-n^ Chi^pom's-neV), n- [L.; Gr. Hipfoments},
in Greek legend* a youthwhowon a race against Atalanta :

see Atalanta.

hip poph a gpua (hi-pof'd^9s) t adj. [hippo- + -phagous],
eating horseflesh.

hippoph-agy (hi-pofVji), n. [hippo- + -phagy], the
eating of horseflesh.

hip-po-pot-a-mus (MpVpotVmss), n. [pi HIPPOPOT-
AMXJSBS (4z), HIPPOPOTAMI (-mlO HIPPOPOTAMUS: see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [L.; Gr. hippopotamos, lit,, river
horse < hippos, a horse -f potamos. river), a large,
plant-eating mammal of the hog family, with a heavy,
thick-skinned, almost hairless body and short legs:
it lives chiefly in or near rivers in Africa.
-hip-pus (hji/as), [< Gr. hippos, a horse], a combining
form meaning horse, as in eoMppus.
hip roof, a roof with sloping ends and sides
hip-shot (hip'shotO, adj.
1. having the hip dis-
located. 2. having one
hip lower than the other.
Hi-ram (hf'ram}, [Heb.
%$rSm; prob. < *ffir$iw,
exalted Drother], a mas-
culine name: daminutivev
Hi.

hir-cine (hur'sln, hur'sin) , ^
adj.[L.hircinu$<hircust

HIPROOF

goat], of or like a goat, especially in smellv
hire (hlr), n. [ME. hire, hyre; AS. hyr, wages: akin to
D. hmwr (G. dial, hener); ? IE. base *ffl-, to desire,
seen also m L. cwws, dear (in both senses)), 1. tte
amount paid for getting the services of a person or the
use of a thing. 2. a hirnig. w.t. [HIRED (lurd), HUONG],
1. to get the services of (a person) or the use of (a thing)
in retMrm fer p^twent; employ; engage, 2, to give the
use of (a thrnM in return for payment ?

fer Mr*; available for work r use in return for pay-
ment: also on hire. .,

hire <wtf to give one's work in return for pavment.
SYN. to hire, in strict tusage^ mean* to get, aaid let, to give,
*. $ of

t
soraetWng m tptmn for payment, alttomgh Mce,

whirls also'aimhed to femms or fcheir service, tfaay bensedm citbe^ naae (M hpt a Jml, a wprjccr, tc,i ropms to let) ;

tlie Iqtteag or, m lioo^ t^age, *e Jiiri^ of prop-
.real, Ma^en^>fegr Vrittm canla^et,; rent navies

^
specific amount, usually at fi^ i&^ervalsf fpr

a bouse, land, or other property; charter

wjho
AwBtt
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HIrO'Shi-ma (hSr'd-she'ma), n. a city on the south-
western coast of Honshu, Japan: pop., e. 200,000
(1947), 344,000 (1940): on August 6, 1945 it was
largely destroyed by an American atomic bomb, the
first ever used in warfare.
hirsute (hftr'soot, h&r-sutO, ad/* [L. Mrsntus], hairy,

hi*CTi-oi*noid flH-roo'dd'-noid'), adj. [< L. hirndo, kirn*

dinis, a leech; + -oid), of or like & leech.

M-run-dine (hi-ran'din, hi-run'din), adj. [< L. ktrundo
himndinis, a swallow], of or like a swallow (bird)

his (hiz), pTon. [AS. his* of him, his, genit. masc. &
neat, of he], that or those belonging to him: used with-
out a following noun, often after of, as, a friend of hts,

that book is Ms, his are better, possessive pronominal
adj. of, belonging to, or done by him.

His-pa-ni-a (as-pa'ni-, his-p&'nya), n
[L.J, 1. a

division of the ancient Roman Empire, including what
is now Spain and Portugal, 2. [Poetic], Spain,

His-pan-ie (his-pan'ik), adj. [L. Hispanicus] Spanish.

His-pan-lo-Ia (ms'pon-yola). n. an island in the West
Indies, between Cuba and Puerto Rico: area, 2S,242

sq. mi.; pop., 4.656,000: divided between Haiti and
the Domnacan Republic: formerly called Haiti,

his pid (his'pid), adj. [L hispidus], covered with rough
bristles, stiff hairs, or smafl spines,

his-pid-i-ty (his-pid'a-ti) t n the state of being hispid

hiss (his), vJ. [ME. hissen; of echoic origin], 1. to

make a sound like that of a prolonged s, as of a goose
or snake, or of escaping steam, air, etc, 2, to show
hatred or disapproval by hissing. v.L l.^to say or

indicate by hissing, 2, to show hatred or disapproval
of by hissing. 3. to force 01 drive by hissing n a
sound like mat of a prolonged 5

hist (st, hist is a sp. pronun^, interj* an exclamation
to attract attention, call for silence, etc., equivalent
to "be quiet t listen 1"

hist., 1. historian. 2. historical. 3. history.

his-ta-mine (his'ts-men', Ms'ta-min), n. [< histidtne -J-

amine], an amine, CiHfNrCHrCHrNHs, produced by
the decomposition of histidine and found in aH organic
matter; it is released by the tissues in allergic reactions,
lowers the blood pressure by dilating blood vessels,

stimulates gastric secretion, etc.

his-ti din (his'ts-din), n. histidine.

his-ti-dine (his'to-den', his'to-din), n. [< Gr histwn,
dim. of histos (see HISTO-); 4- -%ne\, an amino acid,

. - .

the hydrolysis Of proteins.

his-ti-dine (his'to-den', his'to-din),
dim. of histos (see HISTO); -f -in ..

CH9NO*. formed by the hydrolysis o:

his-to- (InVto, his'ts), [< Gr. histos, a loom, warp.
web, tissue], a combining form meaning tissue, as in

histology; also, before a vowel, Mat-.
histoid (his'toid), adj. [hist- -f ,-cwf], Hke the sur-

the
branch o! biology concerned with the "microscopic
study of the structure of tissues. 2. the tissue struc-

ture of an organism or part.
his toly sis (Ms-tol'a-sis), TU [Mod. L.; see HISTO &
-LYSIS], in biology, the breaking down and dissolution

of organic tissues.

his-ton (his'ton), n. histone.
his-tone OtuVton), n, [< Gr. histos (see HISTO-); -f

-one], any of a group of simple proteins that yield
amino acids on hydrolysis, as the globin of hemc*
globin: they are often poisonous when injected* into

an animal, and prevent the clotting of blood.
his-to-ri-an (his-tdr'i-on, his-to'ri-an), n. [Pr, historien},

1. a writer of history; chronicler. 2* an authority on
or specialist in history. Abbreviated hist.

his tor-ic (his-toVik, his-tor'ik), adj. [L histoncus, Gr
historikos], historical; especially, famous in history.

Jtifritor4*cal (his-toVi-k*!, to-tpr'i-k'l), adj. [< L. his-

toricms; + -al], 1. of or concerned with history as a
science: as, the historical method. 2. providing evidence
for a fact of history; serving as a source of history:

as, a historical document 3. based on 'of sufgested by
people or events of the past; asv a"fciWondrf novel.

4. established! by history: not legendary or fictional;

authentic: real; factua^ 5. showing the developmetit
or evolution in proper cjironol6igiical Order: as, a Ms-
torical account. o7 amous HI fetoryi now usually
historic. Abbreviated W f

st. (in senses 1, 2, 3). ,w
historical linguistics, the branteh of '

lmg;iist!cs which

descXibep the evolution of mnguage structures.

i-tor4-calTfe^ (his-f8r
/i%l-ii, Ms-tor'ik-Ji),

^^* 1. so

as to ish^ow the development or evtoluftlom ia'^t
logical order; 2. according to the facts^ or principles
of history; ks Mstory.

'"

historical present, t^e present tense used m teimg
aBotit past eventsralso historic ^eat

y (nia
/t9-ris/9-ti) ii* historical nature or

r told

T

!&>. n. |LL. kteonogrtpbu; Gr. historiographer <
kistorw (see HISTORY) -f- grmpiKim, to write; -f ^rl, a
historian; especialy, one appointed to write the his-

tory of some institu^om. cotmtry, etc,
his to ri og ra phy (Ms-t5r'i-o'r9-fi Ms-tof

ri-og'r-fi) t

w. the work of a hisloB^praj^ier; the writing of

history-
his-to-ry (his'ta-rl, his'trl), n. W. HUSTORIKS (-nz.
-triz)],IL. kistoria;

t
Gr. historic a leaarning by inquiry,

knowledge, narrative < Msldr, knowing, learned, wise
man < base of eidenaif to know], I. an account of
what has happened, narrative; story; tale, 2. a) what
has happened in the Hfe or develoiwijent of a people,
country, institution, etc. 6) a systematic account of

this, usually with an analysis ana explanation. 3. all

recorded events of the past, 4, the brand* of know!e<%e
that deals systematically with the past, a recording,
analyzing, co-ordinating, and explaining of past events.
abbreviated hist. S. a known or recorded past: as,
this coat has a strange history. 6. something that
belongs to the past: aa that argument is history now.
7. something important enough to be recorded,
make Mtory, to be or do something important enough
to be recorded.

his-trion ic (his'tn-oii'ik), adj [LL* kistrwniats < L.
histno, actor], 1. of, 01 having the nature of, acting
or actors, 2 overacted or overacting; theatrical, melo-
dramatic; artificial; affected, n* {Karel. an actor: see
also histrionics..
his trtan*i<al-ly (his'tri-on'i-k'1-i, his'tri-on'ik-li) , adv.
in a histrionic manner.
his-trionics (his'tri-on'iks), n.l 1. [construed as
sing.], theatricals; dramatics 2. an artificial or affected
manner, display of emotion* etc.; theatricality.
hit (hit), v.t. [HIT, HITTING!, [ME. hiUen; AS. hUtan;
ON. hitta* to hit upon, meet with; IE. base *ke*d~* to
fall, as also in W. cwydd, a fall], 1. to come against,
usually with force, strike: as, the car hit the tree.
2. to give a blow to; strike; knock, 3. to give (a
blow) : as, she hit him a blow. 4 to strike by throwing,
shooting, or otherwise sending a missile*, as, he fired
and hit the deer. 5. to cause (something) to knock,
bump, or strike, as in falling, moving, etc (often with
on or against} : as, he hti

t
his head on the stairs. 6. to

affect strongly; distress, injure: as, the Irish were hard
hit by the potato famine. 7. to come upon by accident
or after search; reach; find, light upon as, he hit the
right answer. &. to fall into exact accord with; appeal
toi suit: as, the hat hti her fancy. 9. in baselnuf, to
get (a specified base hit): as, he hit a double* uJ*
I. to give a blow or blows^ strike, 2. to knock, becapi
or strike (usually with ae&insi). 3. to come by accident
or after search (usually with upon}. 4. to ignite <tbe
combustible mirttire in its cylinders: said of an internal-
combustion engine. 5. in baseboB, to get a base hit.

n. 1. a blow that strikes its mark. 2. a collision of
one thing with another. 3t am effectively witty or
sarcastic remark. 4. a stroke of good fortune. 5. a
successful and popular sona, book, play, etc. & in

backgammon, a g^ame won by a player after one or
more of his opponent* men nave Ibeen removed from
the board. 1. in bvswbail, a base hit. SYN, see] strike,
hit it oft, to get alon^c well together; be congenial.
Mt

jEiff
1 . to mimic; imitatew 2. to portray or describe

briefly and well.
hit or miss, without regard to success or failure; in a
haphazard otr;

aimless way.
ftdt (out> at, 1. to ai-rn a blow at; try to hit. 2. to
attack m words, criticize severely.

hit-and-run (hit^nnrunO. adj. hitting and then es-

caping: ustnaJty of an automobile driver who fiees

from the scene of an accident in which he is involved;
also hit-skip.
hitch (hich), t;.i [ME. hicchen, to move jerkily j proK
echoic var. (? via LG. hicken} of OFr. kocier (Pr.
hoch&r}, to move jerkily], 1. to move jerkily; walk
haltingly; limp; hobble. 2* to become fastened or

caught* as by becoming entangled or hooking oa to
something. 3. to strike the feet together in moving:
said of a horse. 4. [Colloq.], to be in harmony; agree.
5. [Slang], to hitchhike. v.t 1. to move, pull, or
shift with jerks. 2. to fasten with a hook* knot, etc,;

unite; tie. 3, [Colloq.], to marry: usually In the
passive, n. 1. a short, sudden movement or pull;
tug; jerk. 2. a hobble; limp. 3* a hindrance; ob-

stacle; entanglement, 4, a catching or fastening: thing
or part used to connect or join together; eatck 5.

[Slang]* a ride in hitchhiking. 6. [Military Slang], a
period of enlistment. 7* in nautical usage, a kind of
knot that can be easily undone: see knot, illus.

without a hitch, soa^yot&tyv easily, and successfully,
hitch-hike (Mcli'MJc'), * IMTCBEHIKED (-hikf), HITCH-
HIKING], [hUch + hiH& to travel by asking for rides;
from motorists aion^i'me <wa^v

"
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Gi*h.hith*r fo [MB. A AS. JW*r (*kia
*Mfri) < of k* (*et Hi) * 4fer, *uffii ex
motion toward HINDU) t to or toward this place;
here. ftttf, on or toward mi* nMtrer: as, the
Aitfar horse.
hith er most (hUfc'ar-iiiSft'), tf. iwaurest.
bith'rt0 (hk*'r*t&f, hii**&-t&'), *fo. [see HITHER
& TO], 1. until this time; to now. 2, (Obx], hither.

hith-*sr*wmKi (hi/Wr-wIrd), otfr. {AS. hidm&rd; see

*WAJU>], {Rare], toward this place; hither.
ltittt-r-w*rd* (MlFSr-wIrdx),, adv* hitherward,
Hit ler, A-doif (a'ddlf hifttr). 1889-1945?; leader of the
Nttisand chancellor of Germany (1933-1945) ; assumed
dictatorial power Juod title Dtr Fukrer: probably com-
mitted suicide during Soviet siege of Berlin in World
War II.
Htt'te-ism (hit'lCr-ii'tti), n, the fascist program, ideas,
and methods of Hitler and the Nazis.

Hlt'Jter-ite (hit48r-itO n. a follower of Hitler; Nazi.
adj of or characteristic of Hitler.
hit-or-miss (hit'e'r-mia'J. adj. haphazard; random.
hit-skip (Mt'&kipO. adj. hit-and-run.
hit-tar (hit'ir), n. a person who hits.

Hit-lite (hitlt), n. {< Heb. kittim, Hittitee], 1. any
of an ancient people of Asia Minor and Syria (c. 2000-
700 B.C.). 2. the language of the Hittitea, considered
by most authorities to be associated with Indo-
European: it is recorded in divergent cuneiform and
hieroglyphic inscriptions, adj* of the Hittites, their

language, or culture.
hive (hiv), n. [ME.; AS. hyf; alcin to D.M/ hive, hood;
IE. *qeu-p (< base *qeu-, to bend, curve), as also in
L. cupa, tub, cask; for sense, cf. L. alveus. hollow,
cavity, hence beehive], 1. a box or other shelter for
a colony of domestic bees; beehive; see beehive, illus.

2. a colony of bees living in a hive; swarm; hence,
3. a crowd of busy, bustling people. 4. a place of great
btwtie and activity. 94. [HIVED (hlvd), HivmoL 1. to
put or gather (bees) into a hive. 2. to store up (hooey)
fa & hive, 3. to store up lor future use; garner, w.
1. to enter aMm 2. to five together in or as in a hive.Mvw (bhr*), * log Scot, dial.]* an allergic skin
condition characterized by itching, burning, stinging,
aai the fonaatioe of smooth patches, or wheals,
jually red; popular name for urticaria.
JL AtejcMt FUj, here lies.

hectoliter; hectoliters.
House of Lords.

{ham; commfacmalimd pronun.), interj* hem; hum.
hm-, hectometer: hectometers.
H.M., 1. Her Majesty. 2. His Majesty.HJ!.&, 1. His (or Her) Majesty's Service. 2, His
(or Her) Majesty's Ship. 3. His (or Her) Majesty's
Steamer.
ho (ho), interj. {a natural emphatic cry}, 1. an exclama-
tion of pleasure, surprise, derision, etc. 2. an exclama-
tion to attract attention: sometimes used after a desti-
nation or dkection, as, westward ho! 3. [ME,; OFrj,
whoalstoplhaltt
Ho. in chemistoy, holmium.HA head office.

ho-ac tzin (ho'ak'tsm), a. hoateiiu
Hoan& ho (hw&g'hof), it. the Hwang Ho River.
hoar iMrjhor), ad/. [ME. hore; AS. hat; akin to G.
h&rr (OHG. hirro, comparO ; IE. base ***-, seen also
in AS.

(
fcMMtt, blue], 1. white, gray, or grayish-white.

2. having white or gray hair because very old; hoary.
3. [Dial,], moldy; stele, n. 1. hoariness. 2. hoarfrost.

hoard (h6rdf hoard), n. [< ME, & AS. hord with length-
ened vowel: akin to G. hort; IE. *qe&#, what is hidden
< base *($)qmrt to hide, conceal, as also in obscurel
a .supply stored up and hidden or kept in reserve.
v.i, to get and store away money, goods, etc, ky.f* to
accumulate and hide or keep in reserve.
hoard ing (hoVdig, hor'dirj), n. 1. the act of a peraonwho hoards. 2 something hoarded.
hoard ing (hoVdin, hoVdin), n* [< obs. hoard, hoarding;
OFr. hourde; Frank, kurda, a pen* foW; see HURDOt],
[British], 1. a temporary wooden fence around a
site of building construction or repair. 2. a billboard.

hoar-frost (hdr'frfist', hor'frost'), u [ME. toorfrost; see
HOAR & FROST], white, frozen dew on the ground,
leaves, etc.; white frost; rime.
hoar-hound (hoVhound'* hor'houndO. n. horehound.
hoar-i-ness (h6r'i"nis, ho'ri-nis), n* the quality or con-
dition of being hoary.

hoarse (h6rs, hors), adj. [M3B. hors, foos; AS. has
(prob. beside lost var. *hars; cf. Early Mod. D. heesch,
heersch & ON. hass < Gmc. fywwsd): akin to G.
Jwr a (OHG. heis)} ? IE. base V*-, heat (cf. HOT);
? basic sense "dried out, hence rough"), 1. harsh
and grating in sound: sounding rough and husky.
2. having a rough, husky voiceTlike that of a person
with a cold.

hoars-en (h6r's'n, hor's'n), v*t. & vd. to make or be-
come hoarse.

hoary (h6r'i, ho'ri), adj. [HOARIER (4-Sr, -ri-gr).
HOARIEST (-i-ist, -ri-ist)], [hoar, adj. or n. 4- -y], 1.

white, gray, or grayish-white; hoar. 2. having white

or gray hair because very old, 3. very old; ancieat,
hoar-y-head-ed (hdr'i-hed'id, l^ri-hed'id), adj. having
white or gray hair because very old.

ho-at-zin (hft'at'sin), n. iSp,; Nahu&tl matnnl a
crested, olive*colored South American bird: the wmgs
of its young have claws, used in climbing trees: also
hoactzin.
hoax (hoks), n. [altered < hocus], a trick or fraud,
especially one meant as a practical joke. w.f. to
deceive with a hoax, SFJV. see chaat.
hob (hob), n. (? var. of k*b\ t 1. a projecting ledge at
the back or side of a fireplace, for keeping a kettle,
saucepan, etc. warm, 2. a pef used as a target in
quoits* etc. 3. any game in which such a peg is used.
hob (hob), n. [ME., old familiar form for Robin, ^oderll
1. [Eng. Dial. 1, a rustic; lout. 2. [H-L Robin Good-
fellow, or Puck; hence, 3. an elf; goblin.
play |or raise) hob, to cause mischief; make trouble,

Ho-bart (hS-^Mrt, ho'birt), a masculine name: see
Hubert, n. seaport and capital of Tasmania: POD..
77.000 (et. 1947).Hob be ma, Mein-dert (min'dert hobVmA), 1638-
1709; Dutch landscape painter.

Hobbes, Thomas (hobz), 15S8-1679; EngHsh social

philosopher; author of Leviathan.
Hob-bism (hob'iz'm), n. the philosophy of Thomas
Hobbes, who believed that a strong government, es-

pecially an absolute monarchy, is necessary to control
conflicting individual interests and desires.
hob ble (hob'l). vd. [HOBBLED (-Id), HOBBLING], [ME.
hoMen; prob. (? via LG.) < base of hop 4- freq. ~le-
cf. D. hoMm. G. dial, hcbbdn (G. hoppdn) in same
sense; see HOP), 1. to go unsteadilv, haltingly, etc.
2. to walk lamely or awkwardly; limp. v.L 1. to
cause to go haltingly or lamely. 2. to hamper the
movement of (a horse, etc.) by tying two legs together.
3. to hamper ; hinder, n. 1 . an awkward, halting walk ;

limp. 2. a rope, strap, etc. used to hobble a horse;
fetter. 3. [Rare], an awkward situation; difficulty.
hob ble bush (hob'l-booshO* n. a shrub of the honey-
suckle family, with dark, wrinkled leaves, clusters of
white flowers, and purple berries.
hob ble de hoy (hob'1-di-hoiO, n. [also early vars. hob-
erdihoye, hoboedihoy; prob, Dasea on hob (a rustic)
with cross associations < hobble, Pr. hober, to bestir
oneself, haberea^ a hobby (hawk) & Eng. hobbyhorse],
1. a youth between boyhood and manhood; adolescent
boy. 2. an awkward, clumsy, gawky youth or boy.
hobble skirt, a woman's long skirt so narrow below
the knees as to hinder the wearer's movements: it
was popular from 1910 to 1914.

2, [Rare],, a hobbyhorse; hence, 3. [Rare], a subject
that a person constantly talks about or returns to-
hence, 4. something tnat a person likes to do or
study in his spare time; favorite pastime or avocation.
ride a hobby, to be excessively devoted to one's favor-
ite pastime or subject.

hob-by (hob'i), n. \pl HOBBIES (-12)], [ME. hoby; OFr.
hobe, hobet, dim. of hobe, a hawk], a small European
falcon, formerly trained for hawking.
hobbyhorse (hob'f-adrsO , n. 1. tf) a figure of a
horse attached to the waist of a person doing a morris
dance so that he seems to b$ ricEag it. b) the dancer
2. a children's toy consisting, of a stick with a horse's
head, 3. a rocking hoxse. 4. an imitation fcorse on a
merry-go-round.

hob-gob-lin (hob'gob%i) n* [< Hob, familiar form of

Jfcofy personal name (cf. HOB, a rustic) + goblin}* 1.

P^ri ? QoodfeUow; Puck: hence, 2. an elf;
goblm. 3 f a_
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nau with a broad head;, put on the soles of heavy shoes
to prevent wefr, or slipping. 2. a person who wears
hobnailed boots- rustic, v.t to put hobnafls on,
hob nob (hob'nobO, adv. [earlier hobnob. Kt., to have
and not have < ME. hdbben, to nave -f nabben (< ne
habben), not to have, esp. with reference to alternation
in drinking], hit or miss. u.r. [HOBNOBBED C-nobdO
HOBNOBBING], 1. to drink together; hence, 2. to be
on close terms (with someone) ; associate in a familiar
way. jt. D|ar^ f a drinking toge^ier.
hp-bo (ho'bo), n. ty. HpBqs, HOBOES (-b5z)l f!9th-c.
Amencanjsm; ? <>>/ beawt, formerly a call of greeting
between vagrants] %. a migratory worker: so used
by such worker^ themselves, Z. & vagrant,* tramp:
often contemptuous. Sometimes shortened to bo.

$1frL see vafirant.
Ho^bo-feen (ho'lbo-te

^E.a*"
M. 1<P.-
staDles and. 1 ~,*,~~^m, ,.M wlvakJ, w ^,j.

position, ^ear"^lloorl
w

a
1
'choicT*oF'

oftered^pr nothing at all.

hock''&ote Kte^rt'^^'^^^Scbk *&&$h;ME., AS*., itelk tfee'hifel/J^W
ti&!&ityt '^l ^Q$



hock

sinew), hock; Gmc, *hanka (cf. dim. HEEL < *lwnkila)
with loss of nasal as in soft* tooth, etc.; IE. base *jtot&-,

heel, etc.], 1. the joint bending backward in the hind

leg of a horse, ox, etc., corresponding to the human
ankle. 2. the corresponding joint in the leg of a fowl.

v.t. to disable by cutting the tendons of the hock.
bock (hok). n. fcontr. of hockam&ve; altered < G.
Hochheimer], [Chiefly British], 1. a white Rhine wine

produced at JHtochheim, on the Main, in Germany.
5. any white Rhine wine.

hock Chok), v.t. & n. [? < hock, obs. card game in

which the player himself determined the value to be

put on certain preferred cards < D. hok, prisonldebt],

[Slang], pawn.
hock-ey thok'i), n. [Early Mod. Eng.; prob. < OFr,
homwt, bent stick, crook], 1. a team game Clayed on
ice, in which the players, using curved sticks and
wearing skates, try to drive a rubber disk (puck) into

their opponents' goal: also ice hockey. 2. a similar

game played on a field with a small ball instead of a

puck: also field hockey.
hockey stick, a stick with a curved end, used in

playing hockey.
hock-shop (hok'shop') *i. [Slang], a pawnshop.
ho-cus (ho'KQs), v.t. [HOCUSED or HOCUSSED (-ksst),
HOCUSING or HOCUSSING], [abbrev. of hocus-pocus], \.

to play a trick on; dupe; hoax. 2. to drug. 3. to put
drugs in (a drink;).

ho-cus-pO'CUS (ho/kds-po
/
kos) , n. [imitation L.; ? after

L. sacramental blessing, hoc est corpus. f
. .], 1. meaning-

less words used as a formula by conjurers. 2. a ma-
gician's trick or trickery; sleight of hand; legerdemain;
hence, 3. aiiy meaningless action or talk meant to

draw attention away from some trick or deception.
4. trickery; deception, v.t. & v.i. [HOCUS-POCUSED or

HOCUS-POCUSSED (-kaSt), HOCUS-POCUSING OF HOCUS-
POCUSSING], [CoUoq.], to trick; dupe.
hod (hod), n. [earlier hot < OFr. hotte (< HG.), hodd
< MD. hodde; prob. base as in hide, v.t.], 1. a wooden
trough with a long handle, used for carrying bricks,

mortar, etc. on the shoulder. 2. a coal scuttle.

hod carrier, a worker who carries bricks and mortar
in a hod.
hod-den (hod'*n), n. [? < northern Eng. form of holden,

pp. of hold (? because it "holds" natural hue)], [Scot.],

a coarse, undyed woolen cloth: a gray variety, made
by mixing white and black fleece, is called hodden

gray adj. [Scot.], dressed in hodden; countrified.

hodge-podge (hoj'poi
7
). n. [ME.; see HOTCHPOTCH],

1. a thick stew of various meats and vegetables; hence,
2. any jumbled mixture; mess; medley.
Hodg-kin's disease (hoj'kinz), [after Dr. Thomas
Hodgkin (1798-1866), by whom first described], a
disease characterized by progressive enlargement of the

lymph nodes and inflammation of other lymphoid
tissues, especially of the spleen.
hod-man "

(hod'mQn) , n. [pi* HODMEN (-man)], a hod
carrier: bricklayer's helper.

Ho*durl Ho-der (ho'der), n. [ON. Hdthrl, in Norse

mythology, the blind god who unintentionally killed

Balder with a twig of mistletoe given to him by Loki.

hoe (o), n. [ME. houe; OFr. houe; OHG. houwa <
houwan, to hew, cut; cf.

HEW],, a tool with a thin
blade set across the end of

a long handle, used for

weeding, loosening soil, etc.

v.L & vj. [HOED (hod),
HOEING], to dig, cultivate,

weed,, etc. with a hoe.
hoe-cake (ho'kak'), n* a
thin bread made of corn
meal, originally baked on a
hoe at the fire.

hoe-down (ho'dounO* n.

[prob. of U.S. Negro origin;
assoo. with Breakdown (sense

5)1 l.,a lively, rollicking
dance, often* a square
dance. 2. music for this.

3 a party at which fyoe-
downs 'are danced.
Hoe nir

,, Qhu'neY) , n. JON.]. ,

in Norse mythology^ the god
who, together ^ith Odin
and L6fel, created; the first

I

' 'nVflT, J* - f Jl
< .? J.-I.-T.

r. u.

tirst woman.
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PLURAL, n, , !J, JMB.
to cut (akin to AS.

1

GARDEN HOE

67T-l&lthJ^olese paMot ,

tenftt Thero-do* Wil-helm (emst /fea

'WinSn)^ 1776-*1&22; German composer,
rl^tory writer, and painter*
Jfosef Outftaoiv .rataatt

and: ooiz^ose^ri borns fa Poland.

AS. Ao; prob. < ON.
; see HEW), in bask

sense "castrated"
1

!, 1. a pig; especially, a castrated
boar or full-grown pig rated fee its meat. 2. fScot. &
British DiaL}, a young sheep not yet shorn. 3. a
bnisfaBke apparatus used to scrub a ship's bottom
under water. 4. (Cottoq.]* a selfish, greedy, gluttonous,
coarse, or filthy person. vt. IHOGGBD ftidgd, hogd),
HOGGING], 1. a) to arch (the back) like a hog's,

b) to cause (a ship, keel, etc.) to area in the center
like a hog's back. 2. to trim (a horse's mane) in order
to make it bristly. 3. to clean (a ship's bottom) with
a hog. 4. (Slang}, to grab greedily; take all of or an
unfair share of. tu. to arch in the center Hke a hog's
back, as the bottom of a ship.
go the whole hog, [Slang], to go all the way; do or

accept something fully.
ho wild, [Colloq.J, highly excited; without modera-
tion or restraint.

ho-gan (ho'g6n), n. [Navafeo qoghan, house! the typical
dwelling of the Navaho Indians, built of earth walls

supported by timbers*

Ho-garth, William (ho'g&th), 1697-1764; English
painter and engraver: known for satirical pictures of

18th-century English life.

hog-back (ho'g'bak', hogr*bak') n. a ridge with a sharp
crest and abruptly sloping siaes, often formed by the
outcropping edge of tilted rock strata,

hog-fish (hftg'fish', hog'fish'K n, W, HOGFISH, HOG-
FISHES (-is); see FISH], [ong. prob. transL of OFr.
porpeis; see PORPOISE], any of several fishes supposedly
resembling a hog in sx>me way, as the pigfish.

Hogg, James (h6g, hog), 1770-1835; Scottish poet:
called the Ettrick Shepherd.

hog-ger-y (h8g'er-i, hog'Sr-i), n. [pi. HOGGERIBS (~iss)],

1. a place where hogs are kept. 2. a herd of ho,gs.
3. behavior considered characteristic of hogs, as living
in filth, being greedy, etc.

hog-gish fhfig'isn, hog'ish), adj. like a hog; very selfish,

greedy, gluttonous, coarse, or filthy.

hog-ma-nay (hog'ma-naO, n. [said (by Cotgrave) to
be altered < ONonn. Pr. hoguinane; altered < OFr.
aguilanneuf; orig. meaning obscure]. [Scot.], New Year's
Eve, when young people go around singing and asking
for presents.
hog-nose snake (hog'noz', hog'noz')* a small, harmless
North American snake with a fiat snout and a tMck
body.
hog-nut (hdg'nut

7
, hog'nut')t n. 1. the earthnut.

2. the pignut.
hog peanut, a vine of the pea family, with stiowy
flowers and conspicuous pods; earthpea.
hogs-head (ho'gz'ned', hogz/hed/

) n. [MB. ho%$foeved,

lit., hog's head: reason for name uncertain; cf. LO.
bullenkop, beer barrel, lit., bull's head}, 1. a large
barrel or cask, especially one holding from 100 to 140
gallons. 2. a liquid measure, especially one equal to
63 gallons (52 1/2 imperial gallons). Abbreviated hfcd.

hog-tie (hfig'ti', hog't!
7
), v.t. [HOGnm> (~t!d') HOG-

TYING or HOGTIEING], 1. to tie ttoe four feet or the hands
and feet of; hence, 2. fCoUocj.], to make incapable
of effective action, as if by tying up.
hog-wash (h6g'w6sh/, hog'wSshO, n. 1. refuse fed to

hogs; swill; hence, 2, empty talk, writing, etc.

hog-weed (ndgfwSd', hog'wedO* n. any of several
weeds regarded as fit for hogs, as ragweed or knotweed.

Hoh-en-lin-den (lio'on-lm'dan), w. a village near
Munich, in Bavaria, where a French army defeated

the Austrians in l&CXk
Hoh-en-stau-fen Qio'aDrshtou'fon), n. the ruling family
of Germany and the Holy Roman Empire (1138-1208;
1215-1254) and of Sicily (1194r-1268).

Hoh-en-zol'lerit C^o^-tsSl'Srn: Eng. ho'sn-zol'Sm),
n. 1- the ruling family of Prussia and Germany
(1701r*1918), founded by Frederick I. 2. a former

prcronce of Prussia, Germany: area, 440 sq, mi.
hoick (hoik) interj. hoicks.
hMcte (hoiks), interj. [earlier hoika; cf. YOUCKS], a
hunter's call to the hounds, v.t. &v.i.to urge with or

as with this caU.
hoi-den (hoi'd'n), n.^ adj., v.L hoyden.
hoi-den-ish (hoi'd

f

n-ish), adj. hoydenish.
^hoi pol-loi (hoi'pa-loi

7
)* [Gr., the many], the common

people; the masses: usually patronizing or contemptu-
ous; popularly and redundantly preceded by the.

hoise (hoiz). v.L [HOISED (hoizd) or HOIST Oioist),

UOlsiNGj, [Early Mod. Eng. jDhonetic sp. oi earlier

kyce, hysse < D. hijschen < LG. hissm; apparently of

nautical origin], [Obs.], to hoist,
hoist (hoist), v.t. [var. of hoise .with^ unhistoric -t <
the pp.], to raise alolt; lift or;puE up, especially, by
means of a cable, puEey, c|Wef *etc. n. 1. a hoisting.
2. an apparatus for raising 4eavy tban&s; elevator or

tackle. 3. in natttiefi&nitsiabfa <w t3be middle part op, a
mast. &) the p

l

eriien'd|ctiiair hpybt of a sail or ag.

r*. T~~'.'
i inanity,

A, look; oll^out:
o in comply, W
doch. See pp. x-
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<) flags as a . ~51W. see lift..

(fcorti-toi'ti), //. jredttpl. of obs. ,

to indulge ia noisy mirth J f I . gidtiy ; flighty ; ea-fsrictous.
2. hftagjnty* arrogant; condescending; patronizing, 3,

petulant; matf; huffy. n. hoity-toity behavior.
ijtfcr/* an excmnation of surprise and somewhat con-
tcmptucms or derisive disapproval. Also highqr-tighty.
iM>'ky'|>'key (h&ki-po'ki), n. fprob* altered < hoeus-

pocmsli L hocus-pocus; trickery. 2. cheap ice cream
sold by street vendors. Also spelled hokypoky.

Hoic-kmi'Clo (hdk'ki-dd'), n. one of the Islands forming
Japan* north of Honshu: area, 34.0S4 sq* mi.; pop.,
3*853,000 (est. 1947) ; capital, Sapporo: former name,

Ho ko Gun to (ho'ko goon'to), Pescadores Islands,
hO'kum (hoHcam), n. [altered < kocus], [Slang], I.

crudely comic or mawkishly sentimental elements in

a pl*y, story, etc., used to gain an immediate emo-
tional response. 1. nonsense; humbug; claptrap; bunk.

Ho-ku-sai, Ktsuhi*kft (kS'tsoo-she'ka hS'koo-si'),
1760-1849: Japanese engraver and painter.

Hoi bein, Hans (hans hol'bin ; Eng. hol'bin) , 1 . 1465 ?-

1524; German painter: called the Elder. 2. 1497P-1543;
his son; German painter; called the Younger*
HOLG. H.OJL.C., Home Owners' Loan Corporation.
i*old (hold), v.L [HELD (held), HOLDING; archaic pp.

5l'd*n)|,(faSKd'n)I, [ME. hoiden; Anglian AS. haldan
(W. Sax. healdan) ; akin to G. halten, Goth, haldan, to
tend (sheep); IE. Imse *^Z- f to drive, as also in L.
ctar, swift (see CELERITY); prob. sense development:
drive (cattle, etc.) tend (cattle, etc.) possess (cattle,
etc.)}, 1. to take and keep with the hands, arms, or
other means; grasp; clutch; seize. 2. to keep from
going away; not let escape: as, hold the prisoner, will

they hold the train till we get there? 3. to keep in a
certain place or position, or in a specified condition:
fts* hold your head on one side. 4. to restrain or control
as by keeping in a certain place; specifically, a) to

keep fixonial&ig; bear the weight of; support; sustain:
as, this pillar hMs the platform, b) to keep from
acting; keep back: as, hold your tongue, c) to keep
fpoapi atdVMmng or attacking, d} to keep from getting
am advantage, e) to get and keep control of; keep
from relaxing: as, the speaker held their attention.
jf) to keep (a letter, etc.) for delivery at a later time.
f) to keep under obligation; bind: as, hold him to his
word. 5. to have and keep as onef

s own; be in posses-
sion of; own; occupy: as, he holds the office of mayor.
6. to keep against an enemy; guard; defend: as, hold
the fort. 7. to have or conduct together; carry on (a
meeting, conversation, etc.); perform (a function,
service, etc.): as, the college will hold classes today.
B. to call together or preside over: as, the judge will
hold court. 9. to have or keep within itself; contain;
have room or space for: as, this bottle holds a quart.
10. to have or keep in the mind. 11. to have an
opinion or belief about; regard; consider: as, I hold
your statement to be untrue. 12. in law, d) to decide;
adjudge; decree, b) to bind by contract, c) to possess
by legal title: as, who holds the mortgage? 13. in music,
to go on sounding (a tone). v.L 1. to go on being
firm, ^ loyal, etc.: as, hold to your resolution. 2. to
remain unbroken or unyielding; not give way: as, the
rope held. 3. to have right or title (usually with from
or of), 4. to be in effect or in force; be true of valid:
as, this principle holds in any government. 5. to keep
up; continue: as, the wind held from the north. 6. to
go no further; stop oneself; halt: usually in the im-
perative, n* 1. the act or manner of grasping or
seizing; grip. 2. a thing to hold or hold on by. 3. a
thing for holding or containing something else. 4. a
controlling or dominating force; restraining authority;
strong influence: as, his wife has a firm hold over him.
5. a means of confinement; prison. 6. [Archaic], a
stronghold. 7* JOba], the act or fact of guarding,
possessing, keeping in custody, etc. 8. in music, a
symbol for a pause. 9. in wrestling, a way of holding
or seizing an opponent: as, a scissors hold. SYN* see
contain, have.
catch hold of, to take; setee; grasp.
get hold of, 1. to take; seize; grasp. 2. to acquire.
hold back, 1. to restrain. 2. to refrain. 3. to retain.
h
j?*W ^11 ' *

'

fco keep down or under control ; restrain.
2. [Colloq.], to have and keep (a job).

hold forth, [after Phil. 2:16], 1. to speak at some
length^preach; lecture. 2. to offer; propose.
hold in, 1. to keep in or back. 2. to control oneself or
one's impulses.

hold off, 1. to keep away or at a distance. 2. to keepfrom attacking or doing something.
hold on, 1. to retain one's hold. 2. to continue; per-
sist. 3. [Colloq.], stop! waitl

hold one's own, to keep up; not fall behind.
hold out, 1. to last: endure; continue. 2. to continue
resistance; stand firm; not yield. 3. to offer. 4.
[Slang], to fail or refuse to give (what is to be given).

hold over, 1, to postpone consideration of or action
on. 2. to stay for an additional period or term. 3. to
keep as a threat or advantage over.

hold up* t. to keep from falling; prop up. 2. to show;
exhibit* 3. to last; endure; continue. 4. to stop; de-
lay; impede. 5. to stop forcibly and rob; hence,
6. fColloq.], to overcharge.
hold with, 1, to agree with. 2. to approve of. 3. to
side with,

lay (or take) hold of, 1. to take; seize; grasp. 2. to
get control or possession of.

hold (hold), n. faltered C&fter hold, .) < hole or <
MD. hoi, a hole, cave, snip's hold}, the interior of a
ship below decks, especially below the lower deck, in
which the cargo is carried.
hold -all (hold'61'), n. a large traveling case for carrying
clothes, equipment, etc.
hold-back (hold'bak') n. 1. a thing that holds back;
curb; check; hindrance. 2. a strap or iron attached to
the shaft of a wagon, carriage, etc. and to the harness,
to enable a horse to stop or back the vehicle.
hoId-en (hol'd'n), archaic past participle of hold,
hold er (hol'de'r), n. [ME. holder*], a person or thing
that holds

\ specifically, d) a person who holds, and is

legally entitled to payment of, a bill, note, or check.
b) a tenant, c) a possessor, d) a device for holding
something, as a penholder, e) a heavy cloth to protect
the hands when lifting hot dishes.

hold-fast (hold'fast' hold'fast'), n. 1. a holding fast.
2. a device that holds something else in place; hook,
nail, clamp, etc.

holding (hSld'irt), n. [ME. holdinge; see HOLD, v.],
1. land, especially a farm, rented from another. 2.

usually pL property owned, especially stocks or
bonds. 3. m certain sports, the act of illegally
hindering an opponent, as from using his arms or hands.
holding company, a corporation organized to hold
bonds or stocks of other corporations, which it usually
controls.
hold-out (hold'out'), n. [Colloq.], in baseball, football,
etc., a professional player who has not signed a con-
tract at the regular time because he is insisting upon
better terms.
hold p-ver (hold'o've'r), n. [Colloq.], a person or thing
staying on from a previous period; specifically, a
person, as an officeholder or entertainer, who is held
over from one term of office, engagement, etc. to
another.

hold-up (hold'up'), n. La stoppage; delay or hin-
drance. 2. the act of stopping forcibly and robbing;
hence, 3. [Colloq.], an overcharging.
hole (hoi), n. [ME.; AS. hoi, orig. neut. of holh. adj.,
hollow: hence akin to G. hohl, hollow; IE. base *qam~,
*qul-, hollow, hollowed thing, as also in L. caulis,
stalk, cabbage (cf. COLE, CAULIFLOWER)], i. a hollow
or hollpwed-9ut place; cavity; specifically, a) an
excavation; pit: as, he dug a hole in the ground, b) a
small bay or inlet; cove: often in place names, c) a
pool or deep, relatively wide place in a stream: as, a
swimming hole, d) an aidmal's burrow or lair; den;
hence, 2. a small, dingy, squalid place; any dirty,'
badly lighted room, house, etc. 3. a prison cell
4. a) an opening in or through anything: break; gap:
as, a hole in the wall. V) a [tear or rent, as in a garment.
5. a flaw; fault; blemish; defect: as, we found holes in
his argument. 6. [ColloqJ, an embarrassing situation or

position; predicament. 7. in golf, a) a small, round,
hoEow place into which the ball is to be hit. 6) the
tee, fairway, greens, etc. leading to this: as, 18 holes
of golf. v.t. THOLBD (hold), HOLING], 1. to make a
hole or holes in. 2. to put, hit, or drive into a hole.
3. to create by making a hole: as, they holed a tunnel
through the mountain.
tmrm a hole in on'a pocket, to make one eager to
spend it: said of money.

hole hi^h. in golf, as far from the tee as the hole is;
even with the hole but not in it.

hotejta. one, in golf, the act of getting the ball intb a
hole wi%fo one drive from the tee,

hole out, mi
grff,,

to Jiit the ball into a hole.
hole up, l. to Mbernate, usually in a hole, 2. to shut
oneself in.

in the hole, [Colloq^ financially embarrassed or be-
hind: often with a specific sum indicated, as, I'm fifty
dollars in the hoU this month.
make a hole in, to consume a sizable amount Of.

***

pick holes in, to piclc out errors or flaws in.
SYN. hole is the general word, for an open space in a thing
and may suggest a depression in a surface or an opening from
surface to strface (a hole in the ground, a hofo in a sock);hollow

basically suggests an empty space! within a solid bcwly,
wnetner or not it extenojs to trie surface, btrt it may also pe
app3^? S a

T
deI?ressed $ace in a surface (a woodied hofhwj:

cavity, the^Lato-derxved eqwvalentt of hollow, kas special
application in formal and sdeatific usage (the thoracic cavity) ;

.,-i-but (Jiolfa-bat),, n, m. sotiBtnE, HOUBOTS (4>ats);



holily 693 holy
festival; holy day: usually holyday. 2. a day of

freedom from labor; day set aside for leisure and
recreation; hence, 3. often pL [Chiefly British}, a
period of leisure or recreation; vacation. 4, a day set
aside by law or custom for the suspension of business,
usually in celebration of some event, adj. of or suited
to a hoEday; joyous; gay: as, the holiday spirit,

(ho4a-fi) adv. {MB. holilkhe; AS. hali

in a holy manner; piously, devoutly, or sacredly.
hol-i ness (holi-nis), n. {ME. holiness*; AS. halignesse],
L the quality or state of being holy. 2. [H-J, a title

of the Pope: used with his or your.
Hoi ins hed, Raphael (hol'inz-hed', hol'm-shed'), ?-c.

1580; English chronicler.

hoi -la (hol'a, h3-la') interj.t n. v.t. & v.i. [< Fr. hold, <
ho, ho -f l&, there < L. iliac, in that place, there], hollo.

Hoi-land (hol'snd), n. [D., earlier Holtland; prob. <
holt, wooa -J- land, land, but sometimes referred to
hoi, hole, hollow], the Netherlands.
hoi-land (hol'and), n. [< Holland, where first made],
a linen or cotton cloth, sometimes glazed, used for

children's clothing, upholsteryt etc.: called brown hoi-

land when unbleached.
hoMan-daise sauce (hol'an-daV), {*" hollandaise, fern,

of hollandais, of Holland], a creamy sauce for fish or

vegetables, made of butter, egg yolks, vinegar, etc.

HoFland-er (hol'an-der), n. a native or inhabitant of

Holland.
Hoi lan-di-a (bo'-lan'di-a'; Eng. ho4an'di-a), n. a city
on the northern coast of Netherlands New Guinea,
Hoi-lands (hol'andz). n. [D. hoUandsch (genewr)], gin
made in Holland: also Holland gin, originally Hollands
geneva.

hol-ler (hol'Sr), v.i. & v.t., n. (var. of hollo, holla],

shout; yell: considered substandard by some but
widely used.
hoi lo (hol'o, ha-loOf interj. & n.

[fl.
HOLLOS (-oz,

-lozOL [var. of houa* hallo], 1. a shout or call, es-

pecially to attract a person's attention or stop him,
or to urge on hounds in hunting. 2. a shout of greeting
or surprise, tu. & v.t. [HOLLOED (-od, -lodO , HOLLOING],
1. to shout at or call out in order to attract the at-

tention of (a person). 2. to urge on (hounds) by
shouting or calling out "hollo." 3. to shout or call,

as in greeting or surprise. Also hallo, holla, halloa,

holloa, hillo, hilloa, hullo. See hello.

hol-loa (hol'o, ha-lo')* interj. t n., v.t. & v.L hollo.

hoi-low (hol'o), adj. {ME. holwe; AS. holh; see HOLE],
1. having an empty space, or only air, within it;

having a cavity inside: opposed to solid. 2. depressed
below the surrounding surface; shaped like a cup or

bowl; concave. 3. deeply set; sunken: as, hollow
cheeks. 4. empty, worthless, or insincere; not real or

meaningful. 5. hungry.
1
6. deep-toned, dull, and

muffled, as though resounding from something hollow.
adv. in a hollow manner, n. 1. a hollow formation or

place; cavity; hole. 2. a valley, v.t. & VJ. to make or
become hollow. SYN. see hole, vain.
beat all hollow, [CoUoq.], to outdo or surpass by far.

hollow out, to make by hollowing.
hoHow-eyed (hol'o-id'), adj. having, deep-set eyes or
dark areas under the eyes, as from sickness or lack of

hoHy* (hoFi), n. [pL HOLLIES (-iz)], [ME. hott, holin;
AS. holegn; akin to hid- in G. hulstr holly; IE. base

*qel~, to prick, as also in "W. celyn, holly], 1. any of a

group of small trees and shrubs with stiff, glossy,

sharp-pointed leaves and clusters of bright-red berries.

2. the leaves and berries, used as Christmas ornaments.

hoMy-hock (hol'i-hok'), n. [ME. holihoc, lit., holy
hock < AS. halig, holy + hoc, mallow], 1. a tall, hardy
plant of the mallow family, with coarse, rounded leaves,
a hairy stem, and large, showy flowers of various colors.

2. its nower.
HoMy-wood fhol'i-wood'), n. 1. a section of Los
Angeles, California, regarded as the center of the
American motion-picture industry^ hence, 2. the
American motion-picture industry or its life, world, etc.

Hollywood bed, a bed consisting typically of a mattress
on a box spring that rests on a metal frame or lias at-

tached legs; it sometimes has a headboard.
holm (horn), n. {ME.; AS:, sea; with sense influence <
cognate ON. hotmr, land by water, island; IE. base as

in Mi} r 1. a small island in a river or lake, nea* the
mainland or a larger island: often rased im place names*
2. [British]* low, flat land by a river or stream; bottoms.
holin (Som), n. [altered < holm, form of ME. holm;
see HOLLY! 1. a holm oak. 2. |Dial)v holly.
Hoi man-Hunt, William (^'mon-hunt'), 1827-1910;
Bngjasn painter.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell (fromz), L 1809^-1894;
American writer: and physician- 2. 1841-1935; his

son; Ameriqajo, jurist; associate justice. United States

tective, famous for his Bowers of deduction, the main
character in many stones by A. Ckwan Dhoyle.
hoi mie (faoFmik), adj. of or containing trivalent
holrnium.

hoi-mi-urn (hSKmtam), n. {Mod. L. < Hdmia,
Latinized form of Stockholm*, a metallic chemical
element of the rare-earth group: symbol. Ho; at. wt.,
164.94; at. no., 67.
holm oak, [see HOLM (holly) J, I. a south European
evergreen oak with hollylike leaves, 2. its wood.
holo- (hol'o, hol'a, hold), !< Gr. holos, whole], t

a
combining form meaning tofe entire, as in kolomorphic.

hql-o-blaft-tfc (holVblas'tik), adj. [hofa- + -Mast +
-ic], in embryology, undergoing complete division into

segments: said of certain ova, and opposed to mero-
Mastu.
holo caine (hoFa-kln'), n. [falo- 4- cocaine], 1. an
organic, crystalline substance, CwHigOsNi, derived from
the coal tars. 2. its hydrochloride, pfaenacsine, used
as a local anesthetic, especially in eye operations*
hoi o-caust (hol'a-kdst/), n. [ME.; Fr. holocausts; LL.
holocaustum; Gr. Mokanston. netit. of kolokamstos,
burnt whole < JWos, whole -f kaustos, burnt < kafain,
to burn}, 1. an olfering the whole of which is burned;
burnt offering. 2. complete destruction of people or
animals by fire. 3. great or widespread destruction.
Hoi o cene (holVsenO, adj. ffefo- + -ene} designat-
ing or of the Recent Epoch of geological time.

HoT-o-fer-nes (holVfur'nez), n. the general of Nebu-
chadnezzar's Assyrian army, killed by Judith to save
her people: see Judith.

hol-o-graph (holVgraf, hol'a-grSf), <**# [Fr. holo-

graphe; LL. holographys; Gr. holographys < kotos,
whole, entire -^ graphein, to write], written entirely
in the handwriting of the person under whose name
it appears, n. a holograph document, letter, will, etc.
holohedral (holVhe^drsl), adj. [holo- + -hedral],
having the whole number of planes required for com-
plete symmetry; said of a crystal.
hol-o-mor-phic (hol

/9-m6r/rik), adj. [holo* + -morphia]*
having the two ends symmetrical in form.
hol-o-pho-tal (holVfo'tl), >

adj. [< hokh- + Gr. ph$s*
photos, light; 4- -flZ], reflecting or refracting all or most
of the light from a source.

hol-o-phote (hol'a-fotOt n. [see HOLOFHOTAL], an ap-
paratus used in lighthouses, having lenses and reflectors

by which almost all the light from a lamp is cast in
a desired direction.
hoi o-phras-tic (hol'a-fras'tik), adj. [< holo- 4- Gr.
phrastikos, suited for expressing < pkrazein, to speak],
expressing an entire sentence or phrase in one word.

hol-o-thu-rl-an (hol'a-thoor'i-an), n. [< Mod. L. Hd-
othuria, generic name < L. holotimria, pL < Gr. JWb-
thonria, pi. of hoJoihourion, kind of water polypj, any
of a class of marine animals including organisms witn
elongated, flexible bodies; sea cmoimber or trepans."

olp), [ME. holpe, southern dial, form of holpen],
5 past tense and obsolete past participle of help.
L (boFp'n), [ME.], archaic past participle of help.
tyi (b&jfstin; G. h61'sht5n) t n. I. a former duchy

oi Denmark: now a part
of ScMeswk-Holstepi, 2.

Ob&ystm, hol'sten), any of
a breed of large, black-
and-white cattle raised for

bo$ti milk and
caHejd because*
froai Schleswfe-L,

Hol-stein-Frie sian QioF-

borrowing of w ^oWer
(< ON. hulstr, a sheatii,
akin to AS. heolsftor, hiding,
concealment); prob. via D.
holster, pistol case; base as wr>T;*nrr*r fiftfiA'j

in hall, Ml a leather pistol
HOLSTEIN (1864)

case, ttsually attached to a belt or a saddle.
holt (holt), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. holz, wood; IE.

*qldo$ < base *qel-t to strike, as also in Gr. kladps,
young sprout, shoot; cf. HALT (lame), HILT], [Archaic],

ve; copse; wooded hill.

lock (snur/lok), a fictitiotis British de-

.

ho*Fu8-bo-lu8 (ho'bs-bolas) , adv. [mock-Latin < Eng.
whole + bofus]t all at once; in one lumpi

lio-ly (ho'li), adj. [HOLIER (-li-er),, HOLIEST (4i-ist)l,

[MB. Jtolie; AS. halig (akin to G. hmU$} < base of
AS. hal, sound, whole, happy (cf. HALE, WHOLE) : used
as transl. of L. sacer, sancttis, etc. in church use],
[often H-], 1. dedicated to religious use; belonging to
or coming from God; consecrated; sacred. 2. spirit-

ually perfect or pure; untainted by evil or sin; sinless;

saintly. 3. deserving reverence or worship. 4. asso-
ciated with Jesus ajjtdv l Bfe: asf the Moly Rood*
5. [Slang], very much of a: a generalized intensive,, as.

fat, a^, hare, car; dV^:; Is, bife^-; lot, 'g6, h<kn, to5l, lack; oil, out} up, tlse, ffir;

'ih ago, e in/ agent* * to sanity, o in comply* u ^ /oop,?
'
'sfa

; f, Bt-ducjH, G.icij.kh, G. doch,'See pp, xHjdf. tfrnte*i

oy; yet; chdn; sfee; tfata,
,' ffg., >lp'al; '4



Holy Alliance 694
she*s a My terror, n* something holy: a sanctuary.
SYN,~~-htotjf that which a ht'ld in deepest religious
vrwa or a associated with a

relijdon tnd, ia ex*
tended wse, connote* spiritual purity (the Jtfo(y Ghost, a Wy
love); sacred refers to that wnicb is ml apart as hoi;- or h

to exalted pttrpote and, therefore, connotes
iaviei&MMty (Paroasitts was saty$d to Apollo, a $&aed trust);
consecrated and hallowed describe ^that which has been
us*d or holy, coiwecrated, in addition connoting
solemn dtTOtkm or dedication (a life mnsifr&fad to art), ana
tojU3km@d f inherent or intrinsic holiness (k&Uovfd ground):
divine that which is of the nature of, ii associated

with, or ia deriwi from God or a god (the rfivfc* right of kings),
and, in extended wse, connotes smpteza greatness (the Dimne
Dune). ANT. profane, unholy.

Holy Alliance, an alliance formed in 1815 by the rulers
of Russia, Austria, and Prussia to suppress the demo-
cratic revolutionary movement in Europe.
Holy Bible, the Bible.

Holy City, i. a city regarded as sacred by the believers
of some religion: as, Jerusalem, Mecca, and Rome are

Holy Cities. 2. Heaven.
Holy Communion, any of various church rites in

which bread and wine are consecrated and received
as (symbols of) the body and blood of Jesus; sacrament
of the Eucharist, or the Lord's Supper.
Holy Cross, Mount of the, a peak in central Colorado,
bearing a cross formed by snow: height, 13,996 ft.

ho*ly*day (holi-dfiO* n - a religious festival: also holy

Holy Father, a title of the Pope: also Most Holy Father.

Holy Ghost, the third person of the Trinity; spirit of
God: also called Holy Spirit*
Holy Grail, see Grail.

Holy Innocents* Day, CMMermas.
Holy Land, Palestine.

Holy Mother, Mary, mother of Jesus,
Holy Office, in the Roman Catholic Chwrch? a tribunal
for the protection of faith and mends, the suppression
of heresy, etc.: formerly called the Inquisition.My of holies, fa Hebraism! 1, the Innermost port
of tbe Jewish tabernacle and, Temple, where the Ark
of tfee Covenant was kept. 2. any most sacred place.

Hbl*yofe OiSFySk), n. a city in central Massachusetts,
on tbe Connecticut River: pop., 54,000.
tefo order*, 1. the sacrament or rite of ordination.
2. the rank of an ordained Christian minister or priest.
3. three higher ranks or orders of Christian ministers
or priests; specifically, a) in the Roman Catholic
Church, priests, deacons, and subdeacons. &} in the
Anglican Church, bishops, priests, and deacons.
take holy orders, to be ordained as a Christian min-
ister or priest.

Holy Roller, a member of a minor religious sect that
expresses religious emotion by making violent move-
ments and sounds during services of worship: humorous
or contemptuous term.

HoljJRoman Empire, the central European empire,~*
of German;"
r
peoples, es-

1 with the
crpwning of Otto Im ettrperor by the

Pope m 962 A.D.
(of* accccding to
some, with tfae papal
crowning of 'viiar-'

lemagae in K>JJD.)
and escEng mt3a the
resignation of the
title by Francfe II of
Austria in 1M6: it

was regarded frs the
re-^mbo<iimecLt ofthe
Roman Empire as a
universal poEjfeieal

unity over wnidh tire*

Pope had spiritual
HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

control.

Holy Rood, holy rood, 1. the cross on which Jesus
was crucified. 2. any representation of tm>; cross^ or
crucifix symbolizing Christianity, placed over the
entrance to the chancel of a church, etc.

Holy Saturday, the Saturday before Easter.
Holy Scripture, the Bible, f

Holy See, the position, atxtliority; or cotirt of the
Pope: Apostolic See.

'

,
S

Holy Sepulcher, the sepulcher at Jerusalem in which
the body of Jesus was placed after tbe Cntcifmon.
Holy Spirit, the Holy Ghost.
holy-stone (hS'li-stSn

7
), n, jsaid to be from use for

cleaning decks for Sunday; ? for holey stone], & large,
fiat piece of sandstone used for scouring a ship's decks.
v,t. to scour or scrub with a holystone.

Holy Synod, the administrative council of any Orthodox
church. i

,

<
'

) ;

Holy Thursday, 1. the day before Good Friday, in
Holy Week; Maundy Thursday. 2. in the Andean
Church, Ascension Day, the 40th day after Easter.

ho-ly-tide (holi-tldO, n. [holy + tide, n.], a holy season;

day or longer period spent in religious rites or worship,
holy water, water blessed by a priest.

Holy Week, the week before Easter.

Holy Writ, the Bible.
horn- (h5m, horn), homo-.
horn-age (hotn'ij, om'ij), n. {ME.; OFr.; ML. jbomi-
naticnm, vassal's service, homage < L. homo* a man],
1. originally, a) a public avowal of allegiance by a
vassal to his lord, 0) an act done or thing given to
show the relationship between lord and vassal. 2. any-
thing given or done to show the reverence, honor, or
respect in which a person is held; usually with do or
pay, as, the town paid homage to the great man. SYN.
see allegiance, honor.
hom-bre (om'bra, om'bri), n. [pi. HOMBRES (-bras,
-bnz)J, fSp. < L. homo, man], [Slang], a man; fellow.
hom-bre (om'bgr), n. omber, a card game.
Horn-burg (hom'be'rg), n. f < Hamburg, Prussia, where
first worn], 1. a man's felt hat with a crown dented
from front to back and a stiffened brim turned up
slightly at the sides. 2. a woman's hat like this.

home (horn), n. [ME. home, hoom; AS. ham; akin to
G. heim; IE. base *kei~, to He, remain, seen also in Gr.
keimai, to lie down, rest, L. civis, townsman (cf
CIVIL, civic); cf. HIDE (piece of land); basic sense
"place where one lies; dwelling"], 1. the place where
a person (or family) lives; one's dwelling place; specifi-

cally, a) the house, apartment, etc. where one lives or
is living temporarily; living quarters. 6) the region,
city, state, etc. where one lives. 2. the place where
one was bora or reared; one's own city, state, or
country, 3. a place thought of as home; specifically,

a)
a place where one likes to be; place thought of as

the center of one's affections; restful or congenial
place, b) the grave. 4. the members of a family;
household: as, the depression ruined many homes.
5. a place or institution for orphans, people who are
blind, old, goor, sick, etc. 6. a) the place that is the
natural environment of an animal, plant, etc. b) the
place where something is or has been founded, de-
veloped, etc.: as, Paris is the home of women's fashions.
7. in many games, the base or goal; especially, the
home plate in baseball, adj. 1. of home or a home;
specifically, a) of the family, household, etc.; do-
mestic, b) of one's country, government, etc.; do-
mestic: opposed to foreign, c) of or at the center of
activity; of

t
or at headquarters: as, a home office.

2. reaching its goal; effective; forceful; to the point.
3. played in the city where the team originates: as, a
home game.

t
adv. forig. the n. as ace. of direction],L at, to, or in the direction of home or a home. 2. to

the place where it belongs; to the point aimed at: as,
he drove the nail home. 3. to the center or heart of a
matter; closely; directly; deeply, tu. [HOMED (homd),
HOMING], 1. to go to one's home. 2. to have a home.
v,t* to send to, put into, or provide withi a home.
at home, 1. in one's^own house, neighborhood, city,
or country. 2. as if in one's own home; comfortable"
at ease; familiar. 3. willing to receive visitors. 4. a
reception at one's home.

bring home to, 1. to impress upon or make clear to
2. to fasten the blame for (something) on (someone),come home, 1. to return, as to one's home. 2. in
nautical usage, to fail to hold, as an anchor.

see a person home, to escort a person to his home.
home-bred (hom'bredO. adj. I. bred or reared at
home; domestic; native, 2. not cultivated :not polished *

not sophisticated; crude.
'

home-brew (hom'brooO, n. any alcoholic liquor,
especially beer, made at home.
home-corn mg (hom'kum'iri), n. 1. a coming or re-
turning to one's home. 2. m many colleges and uni-
versities, am annttal celebration attended by alumni.home economics, the science and art of homemakirig
including nutrition, clothing, budgeting, and child carc
nome-grown (hoffn'grofo/K <*<*/ grown for local con-
sumption: said of fruity and vegetables,
home-land (homlandO, fb,tte country in which one
was bom or makes one's home*
home-less (homlis), adj. without a home.home

:
Uke (hom/HfcO- <"*/. having qualities; tisuaHy

associated with home; comfortable, familiar, friendly
,coagr etc;

11

-
. <

-

i ,'

li-nis), n. a homely quality or lstate
[HOMELIER (-K-&), HOMELIBST

. 1. originally, a) & ihe^mk
b) familiar? mtimatev c) fond of- hosfej
lc^eflslic; of or suitable for home, or home

virtues, 6) crude; unpolished. 3. not
*"* 1Lv '-' * ! "

, v_
at home; hence,, \

home-mak-er (h.5m'-



Home Office
695 homogenize

similarr as In homtomorphisrn: also
words beginning with homeo- may also 'be spelled
liomoeo-.
Home Office, the department of government in Great
Britain corresponding to the Department of the
Interior in the 0nited States*

ho-me-o-mor-phism (hd'mi-o-mfir'rlz'm, hom'i--m6r'-
fiz'm), n. [< homeo + Gr. morphe, form; 4- -twJ, a

i close similarity of crystalline forms between substances
of different chemical composition.
ho-me-o-path (ho'mi-a-path', hom'i-a-path'), it. a
person who practices or believes in homeopathy,
ho-me*o-path-ic (ho'mi-a-path'ik, horn'i-9-path'ik),
adj. I. of, like, according to, or practicing homeo-
pathy. 2. containing a very small amount of a drug
or other active substance.

ho-me-opa-thist (ho'mi-opVthist, hom'i-op'a-thist),
n. a homeopath.

fao-me-op-a-thy (ho'mi-op'a-thi, hom'i-op'a-thi), n.

[homeo -f -pathy, after G. homdopathie, lit., likeness of
feeling; adopted (c. 1800) by S. Hahnemann, G.
physician], a system of medical treatment based on
the theory that certain diseases can be cured by giving
very small doses of drugs which in a healthy person
and in large doses would produce symptoms like those
of the disease: opposed to allopathy.
ho-me-o-ther-a-py (ho'mi-o-ther'a-pi, hom/i-o-ther'a-
pi) n. [homeo + therapy], the treatment of a disease
by giving a substance similar to the agent that caused
the disease.

ho-me'O*typ4c (ho'mi-o-tip'ik, hom'i-a-tip'ik), adj.
[homeo 4- typic], designating the second division of
the nuclei of germ cells in meiosis.
home plate, in baseball, the slab that the batter stands
beside, across which the pitcher must throw the ball
for a strike: it is the last of the four bases that a runner
must touch in succession to score a run.
Ho mer (ho'xner), [L. Homcrus; Gr. Eomeros; identical
in form with homeros^ a pledge, hostage, but said in
ancient folk etymologies to be a Cumaean word mean-
ing "blind"], a masculine name. n. Greek epic poet;
c. 9th century B.C.; according to legend, the author
of the Iliad and the Odyssey.
ho-mer (ho'mer), n. [Heb. homer, homer, mound <
hamar, to surge up, swell up], an early Hebrew measure,
equal to about 11 2/3 bushels.
homier (hom'Sr), ra. [Colloq.J, in bosebatt, a home run.
Ho-mer, Wins-low (winz'15 ho'mSr), 1836-1910;
American painter.
Ho-mer-ic (ho-mer'ik), adj. of, like, or characteristic
of the legendary Homer, his poems, or the Greek
civilization that they describe (c. 1200-800 B.C.).
Ho-mer-i-cal (ho-mer'i-k'l), adj. Homeric*
Homeric lauimter,J.pud, unrestrained laughter.
home-room (hom'room', hdm'roomOr ** 1. the room
where a class in school meets every day to be checked
for attendance, receive school bulletins, etc. 2. the
students in a specific homeroom. Also home room,
home rule, the administration of the affairs of a
country, colony, district, city, to. by the citizens who
live in it; local self-government; autonomy: abbrevi-
ated H.R.
home run, in baseball* a hit driving the ball safely
beyond the reach of the opponent fielders and per-
mitting the batter to make a circuit of the bases to
score a run.
home-sick (hom'sikO, <tdj. [back-formation < home-
sickness, I7th-c, rendering of Swiss heimweh], unhappy
or depressed at being away from home and family;
longing for home,
home-spun (hom'spun')* n. 1. cloth made of yarn
spun at home. 2. coarse,, loosely woven cloth like this.

adj. 1. spun or made at home. 2. made of homespun.
3. plain; unpretentious; homely: as, homespun virtues.
Home-stead (hom'sted', hora'stid), j*. a borough in
Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh: pop., 10,000.
home-stead

*

(hom'sted'), n. [AS. hamstede; see HOME
& STEAD], 1. a place where a family makes, its home,
including the land, house, and outt>uildin^&, 2. in
law, such a place occupied by the owner and his
family and exempted from seizure or forced sale to
meet general debts. 3. a 160-acre tract of pulpEe land
granted by the United States government to a settler
to be developed as a farm, v.i. to become a settler
on a homestead.

,

home stead er (homl'sted'er), 71. 1. a person who has
a homestead. 2. a settler who holds a homestead
granted by the United States government.
homestead law, 1. a law exempting a homestead
from seizure or forced sale to meet general debts.
2. a United Slates law granting each settler a 160-acre
tract of |>&f>Bcllafid to be developed as a farm.

l|ome8^r;etelt' (mx^s^^Q, n, t the part ol a race
track betweeii 'mi, last turn.aad the finish line: hpace,

hy^wmxil Cte^wfrd), Ar. * 0. {MB, Iwmmard;
AS, kammeardl* toward home,
home-wards (Kta'wini*), mdv. homeward.
homework (SSm'wfrfc'), I. work done at home.
2. lessons to be studied or schoolwork to be done
outside the classroom.

bonie-y (hoin'i), #. {eowmt (44Sr), WDMUKST <-I-ist)J,
[Colloq.J, having qualities usually associated with
home; comfortable, familiar, friendly, coarf, etc.: also
spelled homy,
hom-icidal (homVsfd'l), adj. 1. of, having the
nature of, or characterized by homicide. 2, having a
tendency to homicide; murderous.

hqm-i-cide (hom'wfidO. n- 1MB.; OFr.; LL. koml-
ctdtwm* manslaughter, murder < L. homicida, mtirderer
< komo, a man + eaedere, to cut, kill], 1. any kiffing
of one human being by another: fa^^Me homicide
is homicide committed in the performance of duty,
in sett-defense, etc.: see alsx> murder, manslaughter.
2. [OFr.; L. homicidal a person who kills another.

JM>m-Ilet-ic (hctn's-let'ik), mdL [Gr. hommtko, of or
for conversation < komitein* to be in company, converse
< homilos; see HOMILYJ, 1. having the natee of or
characteristic of a homily. 2. of homiietics.
hom-i let i cal (homVlet'i-kl), adj. homiJelae.
hom-Met-ioi (homVlet'iks), n.fL fcon^med as ane.],
[< komtUttc], 1. the art of writing and preaching
sermons. 2. the study of sermons.

horn-Mist (hom'1-ist), n. a person who writes or
delivers homilies,

h^m-My (hom'l-i), n. [pi. HOMILIES (4z)J, tHE.omdye;
OFr. omelte; LL. homUia, sennon < Gr. Jiomuia,
converse, instruction < homtios, assembly < homos,
the same + iut a crowdj, 1. a sermon, especially one
about something in the Bible. 2. a solemn moral
talk or writing; tedious, moralizing lecture.
horn-ing (honrirj), adj. [ppr. of home}* 1, going home;
homeward bound. 2. longing for home.
homing pigeon, a pigeon trained to find its wayhome from distant places, probably by a capacity for
resjpoase to the earth's magnetism, and hence used to
carry messages; carrier pigeon.
hom-I-ny (hom'a-ni), n, {Am. Ind. (Algonquian) rocka-
bominie, parched corn], dry corn (maize) hulled and
coarsely ground or broken; it is boiled for food.
ho-mo (ho'mo), n, [pi. HOMINES Chom'o-nez')], [L.1,
1. man, 2. iH-Jv the genus of primates comprising
modern man (Homo sapiens) and several extinct
species of man.
bo-mo- (ho'ma, hora'a), (Gr. homo < homos* the same],
a combining form meaning same* equal* like, as in
homagenue: also, before a vowel, hom-.
ho mo cen

;
tric (ho'me-sen'trik, hom'g-fieii'taik)* adj.

[Mod. L. homocentricus < Gr. Aowwwfeewlro* < komas,
the sam + kenfron, a center!, having tb* same center.

ho-mo-cer^al (ho'ms-eurnc'l, hom^-sar'kTL), adj. [<homo + Gr. kerkos, a tail; -f -tfl], des^natang, of, or
having a tail fin in which the upper and lower lobes
are symmetrical and the 8f>in0 ends at or near the
center of the base.
ho-mo-chro-mat-ic (ho^o-kro-mat'ik), adj. [homo +
chromatic], of or having one or the same color: opposed
to heterochromaiic*
ho mo chro mous (hS'ms-kro'mos), adj. homochro-
matic.
ho-moe-o- (ho'mi-?, homl-g), homeo-.
ho mo e-rot ic (ho'nioH-rot'ik), adj. of or characterized
by honjoerotisin.
ho mo er-o tism (|io'iiiQ%er'8.tiz'm) f n. [homo + er-
otism], sexual desire for a person of the same sex.

fcO'CMJ^a-BHios ChSfiVni9s) , adj. [homo 4- ~&amous\,
1.

havijpif fowers al of one sex or all two-sexed. 2.

havmg rtatpens and pjWls that mature at the same
tune.

ho-mog-a-my (Jio-mofe's-ini), n. 1. a homogamous
cxmdtoonw 3L mtedbreeding in an isolated group of
individuals ol the same species.
ho mo-ge-ne-1 ty (h5%9-J9-ne'9-ti, homVjo-ne'o-ti) , n.

(ML. homogMufaa], the quality or condition of being
homogeneous.
homogeneous (hS'ma-jg'ni-ss, hom'a-je'ni-as) , adj.
[ML. homogeneity; Gr. homogenes, of the same race,
family, or kind < homos, the same 4- genos, a race,
family, kind], 1. the same in structure, quality, etc.;
simiar or identical, 2. composed of similar or identical
elements or parts; uniform. Opposed to heterogeneous.
3, fraihemaUcs, a) of the same kind and therefore
capable of being compared in ske. 6) having all terms
of the same dimensions.

hO'tno-gen^e-sis (hS'ma-jen^s, hom'a-jenVsis) , n.
[homo + genesis], reproduction in which successive
generations are aHke: opposed to heterogenesis.
ho mo-gen-ize (ha-mojVniz'. hS'ms-j^ma;'), v.t. [BO-
MOGENKSBTO (-nijsdO, KOMOOBN^mGl, 1. to make ho-
mogeneous. 2. to make more uniform throughout in

j chin; she;
.

- Fr. bit? V,.
;
*
Igrpothetical; < derlifed firom.
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textniw, inhitar, quality, etc., by breaking down mo!
btending tie particles*
bo-mo^n*iacl milk (nnuiUy ta-moiVnlid'). milk
in winch tlae fat particles are so finely divided wad
emulsified that the cream does not separate on standing.

t^ttip&e'ii0iJ8 t
(hd-m0jVttas) mAj. [fomo- 4- -ffffo5f

in W0wfy hating similarity in itroctttre because of
coEnuson descent,

Iio*m0g-ey (ho-mojVni), ft* [Gr. kamogmeia, com-
munity of birth < tesofenis), the quality of being

ti0-ti!M*g*o*ia0iJS (hd^mog'sncQs), ad)*' characterised by
honiogony.

ho*moft*O'tiy (h&mog'd-ni), n* [< Gr. homogonos, of
the same kind < homos, the same 4- fcwos, offspring],
the state of having flowers of one kind with stamens
and pistils of eouaflength: opposed to keterogony.

ho^fno-graft (ho'm9-graft', hom'a-ffrfiftO, n. a graft of

skin, bone, etc. taken from an individual of the same
species.
hom-o graph (hornVgraf, ho'ma-^raf'), " f< Gr.

homograph*, with the same letters, identically worded
< homos, the same -f- graphan, to write], a word with
the same spelling as another but with a different

meaning and origin (e.g., bow, a tie, fcow, to bend).
fa0'moi-o- (ho-nioi'6), homeo-.

m

Homoi ou-si-an (ho'moi-oo'si-on, ho'moiHou'd-sn),
adj. [< Gr. homoiousios, of like substance < homoios,
like + ousia, essence], in theology & church history,
designating, of, or holding the theory that God the
Father and God the Son are neither identical nor
different in substance, but similar, n. an adherent of
this theory. Opposed to Homoousian, Heteroousian.
ho mol o gate (ho-naol's-gatO, r.f. [HOMOLOGATED (-id),

HOMOLOGATING), |< ML. homologotMS, pp. of komolo-
gore < Gr. AofftofotfffMf, to agree, assent < homos, the
same -f- legein, say, speak], in lam, to approve; confirm;
ratify, lu. to agree.
homolog leal CbS'xna-loj'I-kX hontVloj'i-kl), adj.
homologous.

bortDil0*gjtee0^-mdVjizO , v.t. [HQMOLOGIZED (-jizd') ,

BQMOLOGXZINGJ, 1. to make homologous. 2.todemon-
stmte bcanology in. vj. to be homologous.r'ous i-niol'a-ss ad.

.

pio-niol'a-gss), adj. |Gr. homologos,
agreeing* assenting < homos, the same -J- legein, to
speak], 1. matching in structure, position, character,
etc.; coirespondin^: opposed to heterologous. 2, in

biology, corresponding in type of structure and deriving
from a common primitive origin: as, the wing of a
bat and the foreleg of a mouse are homologous. 3. in

chemistry, a) designating or of a series of compounds
each member of which has a structure differing regu-
larly by some radical from that of the adjacentmembers.
b} having this relation with another or other com-
pounds of such a series. 4. in immunology & medicine,
laving the relationship of a serum and the bacterium
from which it is made.
hom-o-lo-graph-ic (hom'a-ls-graf'ik), adj. [altered
(after homo-) < homalographic < Gr. homalos, even,
level; 4- -graphic], keeping the parts in proper relative
size ana form.
hoinologue (homVlfig', homVlog'), n. [Fr. < Gr.
homologosl, a homologous part, thing, organ, etc.

tio-mol-o-^ (ho-mol'a-ji), n. [pi. BOMOLOGIES (-jiz)J,
[Fr. homoJogie; Gr. homologia, agreement, confoimity
< homologos], 1. the quality or state of being homol-
ogous. 2. a homologous correspondence or relationship,
as of animal organs, chemical compounds* etc.
ho mol-o-sine projection (ho-molVsin,
[< Gr. homalos,
even ; + sine], amap
of the earth's sur-
face with land areas
shown in their prop-
er relative size and
form, with a mini-
mum of distortion:
it is made by com-
bining two homolo-

, homVm&r/fik) t adj. 1. of or char-
acterized by homomorphism* 2. similar in form and
size, as certain chromosomes.

ho-mo-mor-phism (ho'mo-mcV'nVmvhcanVmdr'nYin) ,

n. f< homo- + Gr. morphe, form: -f -ww], 1. similarity
in form. 2. homomorphy. 3. tne possessioii of perfect
flowers of a single type or kind. 4. similarity between
an insect's larva and its matured form.

lio mo mor phous (ho'ma-mdr'fQS, hornVrnfirffas),
adj. homomorphic.
ho-mo-mor-phy (ho'ma-mSr'fi, hom'9-m6rA

fi), n. [<
homo- + Gr. morph$, form], in biology, external re-
semblance without actual relationship in statcture or
origin: said of organs or organisms.
hom-o-nym (hom'a-nim

7
, ho'm^-nimO, n. [Fr. horn-

onyme < L. nomonymus; Gr. homdnymos, having the
same name < homos, the same -j- onyma, onomce, naaoaej,
1 . a word with the same pronunciation as another but

with E different meaning, origin, and, usually* spelling
(e.g.. borf and foor); homophone. 2, either of two
people with the same name; namesake.
ho-mo-nym-ic (hom'a-nim'ik, ho'm*nim'ik)* adj. ho-
monymous.
ho-mon-y-mous (ho-mon'a-mas), adj* [L. homonymus],

1. of, or having the nature of, a homonym. 2. navins
the same name.
ho-mon-y-my (ho-mon's-mi), n. CU homonymia; Gr,
hontdnymia], the quality or condition of Deing ho-
rnonymous.
Ho*mo-ou-si-an (ho'mo-oo'si-an, ho'mo-ou'si-sn), adj.
[< Gr. homoousios, consubstantial < homos, the same
-f- ousia, essence], in theology & church history, desig-
nating, of, or holding the theory that God the Father
and God the Son are identical in substance, n. an
adherent of this theory. Opposed to Heteroousian,
Homoiousian.
hom-o phone (horn'o-fonO* n. [< Gr. homophonos; see
HOMOPHONIC], 1. any of two or more letters having
a sound in common, as c and s. 2. a homonym.
hom-o-phon-ic (hom'a-fon'ik), adj. [< Gr. homophonos,
of the same sound ( < homos, same + phone, sound) : +
~tc], 1. in music, a) formerly, sounding alike; having

| the same pitch ; in unison, b) having a single voice
carrying the melody; tnonodic; monophonic: opposed
to polyphonic. 2. homonymous.
ho-moph-o-nous (ho-mofVnas), adj. homophonic.
ho-moph-o-ny (ho-mof's-ni), n. [pi. HOMOPHONIES
(-niz)j, [Gr. homophdnia < homophonos; see HOMO-
PHONIC], 1. in music, a) formerly, unison, or music
written, sung, or played in unison, d) music in which
a single voice carries the melody, often with an ac-
companiment in chords

j monody; monophony: op-
posed to polyphony. 2. in phonetics, the quality of a
homophone or homophones.
ho-mo'ter-ou8 (ho-mop'tgr-as), adj. [homo- ^ -pterous]
belonging to a group of insects with sucking mouth
parts and wings of uniform thickness throughout, as
aphids, cicadas, scale insects, etc.
Ho mo sa-pi-ens (ho'mo sa'pi-enzO. P^; see HOMO &
SAPIENT), man; human being: the scientific name for
the only living species of the genus Homo.

ho-mo-sex-u-al (ho'ma-sek'shoo-!), adj. of or char-
acterized by sexual desire for those of the same sex.
n. a homosexual individual. Opposed to heterosexual.

ho-mo-sex-u-al-i-ty (ho'ma-sek'shoo-al'a-ti), n. 1. sex-
ual desire for those of the same sex. 2. sexual relations
between individuals of the same sex. Opposed to
hetwosexuality.
ho-mos-po rous (ho-mos'pSr-QS, ho'mo-spSr'ss, ho'ms-
spd'ras), adj. in botany, producing only one kind of
asexual spore: opposed to heterosporous.

no-mo-tax-is (h6
7
m9-tak/sis, homVtak'sis), n. [Mod,

L. < homo- -f -taxis], in geology, a similarity in the
arrangement of layers, or in the fossil content, be-
tween noncontemporaneous strata of different regions.
ho mo-zy-go sis (ho'ms-zi-go'sis, hom'g-zi-go'sis), n.
the producing of a homozygote by the union ot two
gametes of the same strain.

ho-mo-zy-gote (ho'ma-zi'gdt, hom'a-zig'ot), n. [homo-
+ zygote], in Mendel's theory of heredity, a plant or
animal resulting from the union of gametes with
similar characteristics, and hence breeding true to
type: opposed to heterozygote.
Horns (horns), n. a city in central Syria: pop., 100,000
(1943),

i-cu-ltis (ho-murj'kyoo-bs), n. [pi HOMUNCULI
[L., dim. of homo, a man], 1. a little man;
2. a model of a human being, used for demon-
anatomy.
lom'i), adj. [HOMIER (-i-&r), HOMIEST (-i-ist)],

^.}, homey.
Hon., hon., 1. honorable. 2. honorary.Ho nan (fto'nan'), n. a province of eastern China:
area, 63,843 sq. mi; pop., 29,254,000 (1947); capital,
K.aifeng.

Bond., Honduras; *
\

Hon-do (hon'do), n. Honshu. ?

Hon du ran (hon-door'sm, hon-dyoor'on), adj. of Hon-
duras, its people, or culture, n. a native or inhabitant
of Honduras.
Hon-du ras (hon-door'ss, hon-dvoor'ss), n. a country
in Central America, on the Caribbean and the Pacific:
area, 59,160 sq. mi; pop., 1,240,000 (est. 1947);
capital, Tegttdgalpa: see Central America, map.hS5.e (hpii), Ji. fME. hoone; AS. hart, a stone; akin to
ON. hew, a hone: IBj base *|fe5*-, to sharpen, whet, as
also in L. cos, whetstojne, cotes, sh^arp rocW a wnet^
stone used to sharpen cutllng tools, especially razors.
D.t [HO^E> (honld), tajbirosl to sharben on a hone,
hone (hSn), v.i [HONED (iond). HONWeL FMEl. honen$

,L. honesm <
able; helcfin
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honorable

mendable, seemly, etc.: a generalized epithet of com-

mendation. 2. that will not He, cheat, or steal ; truthful ;

tnistworthy: as, an honest man. 3. a) showing fairness

and sincerity; straightforward; free from deceit: as, an

Jtonest effort, b) gained or earned by fair methods, not

by cheating, lying, or stealing: as, an honest living.

4. being what it seems; genuine; pure: as, honest wool.

5* frank and open: as, an honest face. 6. [Archaic],

virtuous; chaste. SYN. see upright.

hon-est-ly (on'ist-H), adv. 1. in an honest manner. 2.

truly* really: an intensive, as, honestly, I'll do it.

hon-es-ty (on'is-ti), n. [ME. & OFr. honeste; L, honestas

< honcstus], 1. the state or quality of being honest;

specifically, a) originally, honor, b) a refraining from

lying, cheating, or stealing; a being truthful, trust-

worthy, or upright, c) sincerity ; fairness; straight-

forwardness, a) [Archaic], chastity. 2. a common
garden plant with large purple flowers: so called be-

cause of its semitransparent pods.

SYN. honesty, the most general of these terms, implies

treedom from lying, stealing, cheating, etc. (honesty is the best

policy); honor implies faithful adherence
m
to the moral or

ethical principles that are expected of one in his social class,

profession, position, etc. (honor among thieves); integrity

implies an incorruptible soundness of moral character, espe-

cially as displayed in fulfilling trusts (elect men of integrity} ,

probity suggests honesty or rectitude that is tried and proved,

veracity specifically stresses honesty as displayed in habitual

truthfulness (a
witness of unquestioned veracity].-ANT. dis-

honesty, deceitfulness.

hone-wort (hon'wurt'), n. [obs. hone, a swelling 4-

wort: from being used to cure such swellings], any of

hoii'

w v~, *J-,* gold-colored, seen also in Sans, kancana-,

golden], 1. a thick, sweet, sirupy substance that bees

make as food from the nectar of flowers. 2. anything
like honey in quality or nature; sweetness. 3. sweet

one; darling; dear. adj. 1. of or like honey* hence,

2. sweet; dear. v.t. [HONEYED or HONIED (-id), HON-
EYING], 1. to make sweet or pleasant with or as with

honey. 2. to speak sweetly or lovingly to. 3. to

flatter. v.i. to speak sweetly or lovingly; be very
affectionate, attentive, or coaxing.

hon-ey-bee (hun'i-be') n. a bee that makes honey;
common hive bee.

.

hon*ey-comb (hun'i-kom'), n. [ME. hunicomb; AS.
hunigcamb; hunig, honey
-f camb, comb], 1. the
structure of six-sided wax
cells made by bees to hold
their honey, eggs, etc. 2.

anything like this in struc-
ture or appearance, v.t.

1. to fill with holes like a
honeycomb; riddle; hence,
2. to permeate or under-
mine : as, honeycombed with
intrigue. v.i. to become
fuU of holes like a honey-
comb, adj. of, like, or

patterned after a honey-
comb. HONEYCOMB1

honey creeper, any of a
f

large group of bright-colored singing birds of tropical
and subtropical America.
hom-ey-dew (hun'i-doo', hun'i-du'). n. 1. a sweet fluid

exuded from the leaves of some plants in summer.
2. a sweet substance secreted by aphids :and other

juicensucking plant insects. 3. a noneydew melon.

honeydew melon* a greenish-white variety of musk-
melon with a smooth rind and sweet, green flesh.

honey eater, any
1

of a large family of Australasian*

birds that feed on insects and on honey from flowers:

also honeysucker.
hon*eyed (hun'id)y [ME.], alternative past tense and

past participle ol honey, adj. 1. sweetened, covered,
or filled with h5qtey 2. sweet as honey; flattering or

affectionate: ast; Honeyed words.

honey guide, ,a member of either of two groups ;of
small, heavily built, plain-colored btr/ds^ of Africa, Asia,

and the East Indies: they a^ sai<i;to lead men and
animals to bees' nests ia order t& eat the grubs when,
the honeycombs are tafc$n.

!
I

!

"'''',
honey locust, a I^ortH* American tee of the pea
family, with, strongr spiny b^ancliies, fefcu&eritkio foliage,

and glossy, flat p6ds. ',

( '.
l

i
lfi -;*'

11 '
;
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hon ey-moon (hun^-mdon'), ni [origi wlfeh reference,

not ibo Ae period of a" montfh, but to the mutual affec-

tion of newiyweds, regarded as Wantnt like the moon;~

, Ht.; tinsel wee&sj, f. formefly,' the

triage. 2. the holiday or vacation
.,

t ^^''.'a'laelBl^ marriea ouplei v*. to 1

1%-e or ?p,efici a honeyn^oon.
'

; \

hon-ey suck-er (hun'i-sttk'*r), n. the honey eater.
,

hon-ey-suck-le (hun'i-sak"l), n. |ME. homsode, hun%-

succh, dim. (see -LE) < AS. hunigsuce, kunigsnge

(Brit. dial, faymysmk) < kmnig, honey + sutan, to

suck: orig. applied to clover flowers, which are par-
ticularly rich in honey], 1. any of a grmip of climbing,

twining vines with anal, fragrant flowers of red,

yellow, or white. 2. any of several similar plants
with fragrant flowers. 3. fObs.l dover.

honeysuckle ornament, a floral design resembling the

honeysuckle, used in painting and relief sculpture;
anthemion.
hong (hon, h6n), n. [Chin, hang, hong, a row, series,

factory], a warehouse or factory for foreign trade, in

China or Japan. _ . . ,

Hong Kong (hoi)' kon', h6n' k6V), I. a British crown

colony in southeastern China, on the South China bea^
including Hong Kong island, Kowloon peninsula, and
a section of the Chinese mainland: area, 391 sq. ml;
pop., 1,750,000 (est. 1947). 2. Victoria, its capital.

Also Hon&kong.
hon-led (hun'id), alternative past tense and post parti-

ciple of honey, adj. honeyed.
Jho-ni soit qui mal y pense (S'ne' swa' ke' raal;

e'

paws' }, iFr.], shamed be (anyone) who thinks evil of

it: motto of the Order of the Garter.
honk (hSrjk, hor>k;, n. [echoic], 1. the call of a wild

goose. 2. any similar sound, as of an automobile nocn.

U.Z. to make any such sound, v.t. 1. to express by
honking. 2. [Colloq.], to sound (an automobile horn).

hon-ky-tonk (hoVki-toTjk', hoij'ki-togkO, n. fprob.
echoic}, [Slang], a cheap, disreputable saloon, cabaret,

etc.; dive.
Hon-o-lu-lu (honVlooloo), n. the chief city of Oahu
and capital of the State of Hawaii: pop., 300,000:
see Hawaiian Islands, map.
hon-or (on'&r), n. [ME.; OFr. honur, honew; L. honor,

honos, ofiicial dignity, repute, esteem], 1. high regard
or great respect given, received, or enjoyed; especially,

a) glory; fame; renown, b) credit; good reputetion:

opposed to dishonor, disgrace. 2. a keen sense of right
and wrong; adherence to action or principles con-

sidered right; integrity: as, he conducts himself with

of respect given to certain officials, as judges (pre-

ceded by His, Her, or Your). 6. something done or

given as a token or act of respect; specifically, a) iObs.],

a curtsy; bow. b) a social courtesy: as, will you do
me the honor of attending my wedding? c} a badge,

token, or decoration given to a person, d) pL ptibjic

acts or ceremonies of respect: as, funeral honors, e) M.

special distinction or credit given to stolents wno
graduate or pass examinations with unusnafiy high
marks. /) in British universities, an award for scholarly

distinction, based on a specialized examination more
difficult than that required for an ordmary (pass)

degree. 7. a source or cause of respect and fame;

person or thing that brings respect and fame to a

school, country, etc. 8. in bridge, etc., any of the four

or five highest cards of the trump suit; in a no-trump
hand, any of the four aces. 9. in golf, the privilege of

driving first from the tee. v.t. I. to respect greatly;

regard highly ; esteem. 2. to show great respect or high

regard for: treat with deference and courtesy. 3. to

worship. 4. to confer an honor on; exalt; ennoble. 5.

to accept and pay when due: as
?
will you honor this

check? , _ . , .

do honor to, 1. to show great respect for. 2. to bring
or cause honor to.

do the h<nuw4, I. to act as host or hostess. 2. to per-

form certain formal acts of courtesy, such as making
introductions, proposing toasts, etc.

on (or upon) one's honor, staking one s good name
on the truth of one's statement or the fulfillment

of one's promises.

5^.__honor, as compared here, implies popular ack^oyl-
eament of <iae's right to great respect as well as any express&wi

of such respect (in honor of the martyred dead) ; homage sug-

gests great esteem shown in praise, tributes, or obeisance (to

pay homage to the genius of Milton) ; reverence implies deep

respect together with love (he held her memory in reverence);

deference suggests a display of courteous regard for a superior,

or lor one to whom respect is due, by yielding: to Ms claims or

wishes (in deference to his age). See also honesty.

hon-or-a-Me (on'er-9-b'l), adj. [ME. honourable: OFr
honorable; L. honorabiUs < honor?&rel 1. Worthy of

being honored; specifically, a) of, or having a position

of, high rank or worth: used as a title of courtesy for

certain officials, fc)
noble

j
illustrious, c) of good repu-

tation; respectable. 2. having or showing a sense .of

right and wrong; characterized by honesty and in-

tegrity; uprighF 3. br&ging honor to the owner or
dper: as, honorable mention- doing honor; accom^

vj lot, eft, j3$m, tarn, look?
in agent* * in1

s'anity, o to co

duc;p,'Gt ich; kh, G, docti. See j
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_-_ I with of us, an burial,
Abbreviated Iton., Ho*, sm, see uprfffec.

hoik<or**<lfo (on'ir--t>h), **fp* 1MB. in
an honorable* nttner; abbreviated hon.

ft0arrittiN
,

(-am*), HONORARIA (-0)), |LU ,

gin)* neat. of Jtawrflrnu, hooaraiy]* a payment to a
professions! mmn lev services on wftfch no fee is set
or legally obtainable.

bjoa-of-ar-y (oa'a-ftr'i), df>. |U k&ttorwrim, of cc con-
ferring hcncrj, 1. dows or given as an honor: as, an
Iwworary degree. 2. designating an office cc position
held

t

a* mn newer only, without service CM- pay. 3.
noWiaff ncfa a position or office. 4. depending on
otwfe's honor; that cannot be legally deforced or cot-
tated: said of debts, etc* Abbreviated ban*, Hon.
iiMi-or4Mc (oa'fr-nf'ik), fr. [L. ko*arifc*s < Aonor -f-

. to make), comern&g honor; wowing respect:
ft** an hwtcnjk epithet, title, etc. n. a complimentary
form or phrase for describing or addressing a person
or thing that commands respect; used grammatically
in Japanese and some other Oriental languages.

hon-or-if'i-cal (onVrif'i-kl), ad}, honorific.
honor point, in heraldry, the point between the center
mud toe top of an escutcheon: also called color point.
honors of war. special privileges granted to a defeated
anny, especially that of bearing arms and flags as they
march out to surrender.
honor system, in various schools and colleges, a system
whereby students are trusted to do their work, take
examinations, etc. without supervision.
hpn-our (on'er), n. & v*t* honor: British ,,_
Hon-shu (hon'shooO* n, the largest of the
forming Japan: area, 91,278 sq. mi.; pop., 48,681,000;
chief city, Tokyo: also called Homo.
hooch (hoSch), n. [contr. of Alaskan Ind. hoochinoo,A

e alcoholic ik|u0f ; ? var. of Hutanuivu, name of a
git tribe], [Slang], alcoholic liquor; especially, liquor
e or obtained sxirreptitioiisly,_as during prohibition.

Hooch, Pie-tarm forar da hSH), 1629-4677?; Dutch
painter : also spelled Booth.
hood (hood), n. [MB.; AS. hod; akin to G. hut, hat;
tor IIL base ma HAT, HEED], 1. a covering for the
aema and neck, worn separately or as part of a robe or
cloak: as, a Monk's cowl is a hood. 2. anything re-

sembling a hood in shape or use; specifically, a) a
fold of doth worn over the back of the academic gown
by a graduate of a college or university: it has dis-

tinguishing colors to indicate the wearer's degree or
degrees. 6) the metal cover over the engine of an
automobile, c) the folding cover of a carriage, beach
chair, etc. d} the cowl of a chimney, e) in falconry,
the covering for a falcon's head when it is not chasing
game, 3. int sooto&y, a bird's crest. v.L to cover with
or as with a hood; provide a hood for.
hood Chood) n. f< hoodlum], [Slang], a hoodlum;

-. (hood) [MB. -had. -hod < AS* had, order, con-
dition, quality, rank; akin to G. -htit; IE. *(s)a*4,
bright, gkaimng; basic sense ''appearance by which
known* j, a sumx used to form nouns, meaning: 1.

state, quality, condition, as in childhood. 2. the whole
group tf (a specified class, profession, etc.), as in
priesthood. Abo -head.
Hood, Johm Bell (hood), 1831-1879; Confederate

k the Civil War.
>unt, a volcanic mountain of the Cascade

.in northern Oregon: height, 11,245 ft*

Hood, Robin, see Robin Hood.
Hood, Thomas 1799-1845; English poet and humorist.
hood-ed

(hpod'id), adj. 1. having or covered with a
hood. 2. shaped like a hood. 3,, in boiam^ rolled into
a cone shape, as the spathe of the jac^kA-TOe^pulpit;
cucullate. 4. in foofafy, a) having toe headi different
in color from the body, o) having a crest like a hood:
as, the hooded crow, ) capable of expanding the skin
at each side of the neck by movements oTtEe ribs,
as the cobra jand puffing adder.
hood him (hoodlsm), n* [orig. used Jh Son Francisco
of

tgangs of toughs employed to beal; up the Chinese;
said to be < huddle 'em, as used by gangs; ? < noodktm,
back slang for Muldoon* name of gang leader].. [CoHogJ*
a young rowdy, often a member of a gang; street

hood-man-blind (hood'nwn-UindO* n. [Archaic], btod-
man's buff.
hoodoo (hoo'doo), n. [pL HOODOOS C-doo4J, [var. of
voodool 1. voodoo. 2. [ColloqA a person or thing
that causes bad luck. 3. [Colloq.J, bad luck. v4.
[CoUoq.], to bring bad luck to; bewitch,

hood-wink
(hood'wirjk'), v.t. [hood wink], 1. to

blindfold. 2. to prevent from seeing the truth; hence,
3. to play a deceiving trick on; deceive.

hoo-ey (hoo'i), interj. & n. [echoic], [Slang], nonsense;
bunk.
hoof (hoof, hoof), n. \$L HOOFS (hoofs, hoofs), rarely
HOOVES (hoovz, hoovz)], JME. hoof; AS. hof; akin to
G. huf; IE. base *kapko- hoof, as also in Sans, capha~,
hoof, claw], 1. the horny covering on the feet of

cattle, deer, swine, etc, 2. the entire foot of such
animals, 3. ; Slang I, the human foot. v.t. A LM". L to

trample with the hoof** 2. fCoEoq.J, to walk; tramp.
3. ISfaog], to dance.
on the hoof, not butchered; alive.

hoof-beat Choof'bit', httfbit'), n, the sound mad by
the hoof of an animal when it stamps, walks, etc.
hoof-bound (hod'bonnd', hoof'bound') , adj. having a
condition of dryziesa and contraction of the hoof,
which causes pain and lameness.
hoofed (hooft, hdoft), adj* having hoofs; ungulate.
hoof-er (hoof'eV, hcW'er), n. [Slangl, a professional
dancer, especially a tap dancer.

Hooh, Pieter de (hoH), see Hooch. Pieter de.

Hoogh ly (hoog'li), n. the westernmost channel of the
Ganges, in India: also spelled Hu&H,
hook (hook), n. [ME. hook, kak; AS. hoc; akin to D.
ketch, Eng. hake; IE, base *tef peg for hanging, etc.;
cf. HACK, HANK], 1. a curved or bent piece of metal,
wood, etc. used to catch, hold, or pull, something;
specifically, a) a curved piece of wire or bone with a
barbed end, tor catching fish, b) a curved piece of
metal, wood, etc. fastened to a wall or chain at one
end, used to hang things on, raise things up, etc.: as,
a coat hook, c) a small metal catch inserted in a loop,
or eye, to fasten clothes together: part of a hook and
eye. d} [Nautical Slang}, an anchor. 2. a curved
metal implement for cutting grain, etc.; sickle. 3.

something shaped like a hook; specifically, a) a curving
cape or headland: used in place names, as, Sandy Hook,
b) a bend in a stream. 4. a trap: snare. 5. the sta-

tionary part of a hin^e, used to hold the pin. 6. in
baseball, a curve. 7. in boxing, a short blow delivered
with the arm bent at the elbow. 8. in golf, a stroke
in which the ball curves to the left of the direction
intended. 9. in music, one of the lines at the end of a
stem, indicating whether a note is an eighth, sixteenth,
etc. p.f. 1. to attach cc fasten with or as with a hook
or hook and eye. 2. to take hold of with a hook. 3. to
catch with or as with a hook. 4. to catch or deceive
by a trick; swindle. 5. to steal; snatch. 6. to attack
or pierce with the horns, as a bull; gore. 7, to make
into the shape of a hook. 8. to work (canvas) by
drawing yam through it with a hook. 9. in baseball,
to "throw (a ball) so that it curves. 10. in boxing, to
hit with a hook. 11. in cricket, to pull. 12. in golf,
to drive (a ball) so that it curves to the left of the
direction intended. 13. [Labor Union Slang], to trap
(a worker) into becoming a labor spy or informer.
V4 1 . to curve as a hook does; bend. 2. to be fastened
with a hook or hooks, 3. to be caught by a hook,
by hook or by crook, in any way whatever; by any
means, honest or dishonest.
get the hook, [Slang], to be discharged or dismissed:
from the former practice of pulling incompetent
actors off the stage by means of a long hooked pole.
hook tt, [Slang}, to run away.
hook, Hue, and sinker, [Cottoq.], completely; alto-
gether: originally, a fisherman's expression.
hook up, 1 . to connect or attach with a hook or hooks.
2. to arrange and connect the parts of (a radio, etc.).
on one'* own hook, fColloq,], by oneself; without get-
ting help, advice, etc.

hookah, hooka (hook's), n. [Ar. ^uqqah, pipe for
smoking, vase], an Oriental
pipe with a long, flexible tube
by means of which the smoke
is drawn through water so as
to be cooled.
hook and eye, a device for
fastening clothes, etc., con-
sisting of a small loop and a
hook that catches, on it.

1^03; English Bhysicist, in-
ventor, and mathematician.
hooked Chookt, ho^'idk adL
i. cmrved like a hoojfc. 2.

havfttg a hook r hooks. 3.
made with a hook: as, a
hooked rug.
hooked irti$,

a iru made' by
drawing stnps of dotfe OJF yanji
back and forth through a canvas or burlap backing
hook-er ftooVto, n, 05. hoefcer < hoekr a hook; seSIe
4 < hook, v.L i$], 1. a small EMch fishing ship with
two masts. 1

, af laaslt or Bogifeh fis&bg'swaefc with
one mast. 3. any clumsy, old sjh$p: sailo^s term of
contempt or aectio% 4. ILaJbor iJnioa Slangl an
undercover operative

ftfefijogwl
ty W>oV spyagency,

Hook-er, Joseph (Jiook
/
el4

i

i

18t4*-18^; uSbfe genel
in the Civil War* .

,

Hooker, Richard, 1554?-!600; English clergyman and
writer.
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Hooker, Thomas, 1586M64?; E^g|is& Puritan clergy-
man; one of the fftuiders of the colony of

^'^ *-
hook-nose

(liook^nozy, w. a aosck jcsurve
somewhat like a BOOK; aquiline nose.

HOOKAH



699 hopple
hook-nosed fhook'nozd')* odj- having a hooknose.
hook-up (hook'upO* n* I < ^ook up], 1. the arrangement
and connection of parts, circuits, etc. in a radio,
telephone system, network of radio stations, etc. 2,

(Couoq.i, a connection or alliance between two govern-
ments, parties, etc.

hook-worm (hook'wurmOt * a small, parasitic round-
worm with hooks around the mouth, infesting the
small intestine of man and other animals, especially in

tropical climates.

bookworm disease, a disease caused by hookworms
in the small intestine, characterized by anemia, fever,
weakness, and abdominal pain: the larvae enter the

body through the skin of the feet, or in contaminated
food or drinking water: also called ancylostomiaste.

hooky, n. see play hooky.
hoo-li-gan (hooli-gan), n. [< Hoohgan, name of an
Irish family in Southwark, London], a young ruffian,

especially a member of a street gang; hoodlum.
hoo-li-gan-ism (hooli-gan-iz'm), n. the behavior or
character of a hooligan; rowdiness; vandalism.
hoop (hoop, hoop), n. [ME.; AS. hop; akin to D. koep;
prob. IE. *geu~b (< base *qeu-, to bend, curve), as
also in cubicle, cubit; hence, basic sense "curved
around"], 1. a circular band or ring for holding to-

gether the staves of a barrel, cask, etc. 2. anything
like a hoop; specifically, a) a large, circular band rolled

along the ground by children. &) usually in pi. a ring
of whalebone, steel, etc. for spreading out a woman's
skirt, c) a finger ring. 3. in croquet, any of the arches

through which the baUs are hit, v.t. to bind or fasten
with a hoop or hoops; encircle.

hoop-er (hoop'er, hoop'Sr), n. a person whose work
is putting hoops on_ barrels, casks, etc.; cooper.
Hoo-per rating (hoo'pSr), [< name of the Am. deviser
of the method], a rating of the popularity of a radio
or television performer or broadcast, determined by a
sample telephone poll of listeners taken during the time
of the broadcast, and expressed in terms of millions of
estimated listeners.

hoop-la (hooplE), n. [orig., stage driver's exclamation],
[Colloq.]. great^ excitement; furor; bustle.

hoo-poe (hoo'poo), n. [earlier houpe, hoopoop; Fr. hwppe,
kufe; L. upupa; prob. echoic of its cryj, a brightly
colored European bird with a long, curved bill and
an erectile crest.

hoop skirt, 1. a framework of hoops fastened together
with tapes, worn to spread out
a woman's skirt. 2. a skirt worn
over this.

hporay (hoo-ra', ha-ra', hoo-ra').
interj., n., v.i. & v.t. hurrah.
hoose-gow, hoos-gow (hoos'gou),
72. [prob. < Sp. juzgado, sen-

HOOP SKIRT

.

Hoo-sier (hoo'zhSr), n* [prob.

specialization of dial, hoosier,

mountaineer; extension, of dial*

hoojce, hoojin, dirty person,
tramp: southern Indiana was
largely settled by Kentucky
mountaineers], a native or in-

habitant of Indiana: a nickname.
boot (hoot), vd* [ME*. hoten* houten, to utter the ex-
clamation "hootr; ? < ON., (cf. Sw., Norw. hula);
orig. echoic], 1. to utter it characteristic hollow
sound: said of an owl. 2. to utter a sound like this.

3. to shout or cry out, especially in scorn or disapproval.
v.t. 1. to express (scorn, disapproval, eta) by hooting,
2. to express scorn or disapproval of by hooting. 3.

to drive or chase away by hooting: as, they hooted
him out of the room, n. 1. the sound that an owl
makes. 2. any sound like this. 3. a loud shout or

cry of scorn or disapproval. 4, something of no worth:
asr he doesn't give a Aool for your opinion,
hoot (hoot, oot), inter$. [var^ of Moot* n<], [Scot. &
North Eng.J, an exclamation of objection, irritation,
or impatience: also hoots.
hoot-en an ny (hoofn-an'i^ m. M^ HOOIBNAIWIES
(-iz)}, forfe. in sense of "din*gusf

>r
"thiBgiupajig*'; a

fanciful coinage, used also as derogatory epithet; as-
similated in form to Hootin' Annie], [Slang], a meeting
of folk singers, especially for publics entertafemeaat;
hoot owl, any of various owls that hoot; especially,
the great . horne4 owf ,

,
, ,

, , '*, ,

hoots 0i6Bte^6ots),_/iili/. [ol & North
Hoo ver, Herbert Clark Cboo'vac), JL874r , ;

president of th-e United Sftalses (1929-1933).
Hoover Dam, a very, high dam; at the Bfack Cq,
CoIoKitdo Biyer, between Weyada- and Arizona: height,
727 |t e ^QEmerly called BoMw

f
Dam,

(after, Herbert, Hoover],-.

skirts of a city, for boosing the unemployed during
the depression of the early 1930's.
hooves (hoovz, hoorz), n. rare plural of hoof.

hop (hop), tu. {HOPPED (hopt), HOPPING], [ME. happen;
AS. hoppittn; akin to G. k&pfm; IE. *^-6 (cf. HOOF)
< base *ont-, to bend, carve; bask: sense **to bend
forward"; cf. HOBBLB]. I. to make a short leap or

leaps oo one foot. 2. to move by leamng or springing
on both (or all) feet at once, as a terd, frog, etc. 3.

[Colloq.J, to dance. 4. [Slang], to go. v.t+ 1. to

jump over: as, hop the hedge. 2. to jump onto: as,

hop a train. 3, [CoEoq.], to fly over m an airplane,
n. La hopping. 2. fColloq.], a dance, eBpeciaKv an
informal one. 3. fColloq.], a flight in an airplane.
SYN. see skip.
hop off, [Colloq.], in emotion, to leave the ground; take
off.

hop (hop), n. [Late ME. hpppe < MD. hopp; akin to
G. kopfen], 1. a climbing vine with cone-shaped
female flowers* differentiated in form from the male
flowers. 2. pL the dried ripe cones of the female
flowers, used for flavoring beer, ate, etc., and in medi-
cine, v.t. [HOPPED (hopt), HOPPING], to flavor or
treat with hops.
hop clover, any of a group of clovers with yellow
flowers resembling hops.
Hope (hop), a femmine name.
hope (hop), n. [ME.; AS. hopa; akin to D. &>oj>; see
the 9.], 1. a feeling that what is wanted will hapt>a;
desire accompanied by anticipation or expectation.
2. the object of this. 3. a person or thing from which
something may be hoped. 4. (Archaic), trast: reliance.
v.t. [HOPED (hopt), HOPING], [MB. hopen; AS. hapiam,
to expect, look for; akin to G. hofen; for suggested
IE. base see HOOP, HOP, v.i. ; sense development "bend
to spring on spring on expect to get (by springing),"
paralleling that of L. cupere, to desire (cf. CUPIDITY)],
1. to want and expect. 2. to want very much. P.I. 1 .

to have hope (for). 2. [Archaic], to trust or rely.
YN. see expect.

hope against hope, to go on having hope though it

seems to be baseless.

Hope, Anthony (hop), (pseudonym of Sir Anthony
Hope Hawkins), 1863-1933; English novelist.

hope chest, a chest in which a young woman collects

linen, clothing, etc. in anticipation of getting married,

hope ful (ho|/fal), adj. [MB.], 1. feeling or showing
hope; expecting to get what one wants. 2. inspiring or

giving hope: as, a hopeful sign. n. a young person
who seems likely to succeed: used humorously.

Ho-pei, Ho-peh (ho'paOt n. a province on the eastern
coast of China: area, 56,116 sq. mi; pop., 28,730,000
(1947); capital, Peking: formerly called CM&K-

hope-less (hdp'lis), adj. 1. without hope. 2. arousing
no hope; despaired of: as, a hopeless situation*
SYN. hopeless means having no expectation of, or showing
no sign of, a favorable outcome (a hopeless situation) ; despomJ-
ent implies a being in very low spirits due to a loss of hope and
a sense of futility about continuing one's efforts (her rejection
of his suit left him despondent); despairing implies utter loss

of hope and may suggest the extreme dejection that results

(the despairing lover spoke of smcide); ^espftrate impHes such

despair as makes one resort to extreme measures (hunger makes
men desperate). ANT. hopeful, optimistic.

hop head (hop'hedO, n. {hop (underworld slang for

djrng} -f head], [Slang], a drug addict.
Ho pi (ho^pi), n. [Hopi H6pvto% lit,, peaceful ones], 1.

a member of a Pueblo tribe of Shoshonean Indians in

northeastern Arizona: also called Moki, Moqui. 2.

their language.
Hopkins, Gerard Man-ley (manli hop'kinz), 1844-
1889; English Jesuit and poet.

Hopkins, Harry Lloyd, 1890-1946; American states-

man; adviser to President Roosevelt.

Hopkins, Mark 1802-1887: American educator.

Hop kin-son, Francis (hop^kia-san), 1737-1791; Ameri-
can 6oet aadteist.
hop lite (hoplft), n. [Or. hoflit%st

< hoplon, a tool], a
heavily armed foot soldier of ancient Greece,

hapHO^-my-thumb (hop
/
9-mi-thum'), n. [earlier htip

on my thombe (< hop* v.)J, a very small person; midget
hopped i*p p [Slang], 1. stimulated by or as by a drug.
2. supercharged: said of an automobile engine, etc.

hop-per (hop'&r), n. [j^E. hofpere], 1. a person or

thkig that hops. 2. any hopping insect, 3. [so called

feom1 making material hop], a box> tank, or other con-

taiw for loose material or liquid that is passed or fed

into something else: as, the hoppw of an automatic coal

stoker. 4. a device on the back of a piano key, for

lifting the hammer.
hopper car. a freight car witii an C;pea top and a
collapsible bottom througfc which freight can be un-
loaded.

hop pie (hopfl), i>4* $ nv [var. of hobble], hobble
(fetter).
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hopscotch 700 torntail

hop scotch (hof/skoch'), n. (to jump) -f Mofc*, a
line, scratch! a children's game in which each player
tosses a itonc into one of several compartments
of a figure drawn on the ground or pavement mud
thea hi$ from ooe compartment to another, picking
the stcne up or ktckixig it*

foot"** 3, honxon. 2, horizontal. 3. horology.
Hor*ac (hdrts, facff%) IPr.; L. HortlMw], a masculine
awn; see Horatio, n. {Quin$$ Hofatius Fl&tcns)*

R&oaan poet: 65-8 B.C.; known for his odes,
Hor-ae (Wri), .#. (L.; Gr. HOrai], in Gr*fc mythology,
the Hours,
ho ral (Wl) f adj. [LL. Jborol** < L, Jwr, hour], of

an hour or hours.

no-ra-ry (ho'rc-ri), ocf/. [ML. horarius < L. wra, hour],

1* of an hour or hours. 2. indicating the hours. 3.

occurring once every hour; hourly. 4. lasting an hour.

Ho-ra ti an (ha-rS'shon, ho-ra'shi-0n), adj. [L. Hora-
tmnm < Borettus, Horace], of, like, or characteristic

ol Horace or his poetry. ,

Ho-ra-tl-o Ow-rS'sho, ho-ra'shi-o), [< L. Haratws (with

ending after It. Orazio, of same origin), name of a,

Roman gens], a masculine name: variant, Horace.
Ho-ra-ti-us (ha-rS'shds, ho-ru'shi-as), n. in Roman
legend, the hero who defended a bridge over the Tiber

against the Etruscan army until the Romans had
destroyed the bridge, and then swam across the river

to safety.
horde <h6rtU hord), n. [Pr.; G. horde, earlier horda;
Pol. horda; Turk. &?d&> a camp; Tatar wd* t a camp,
lit,, something put up, erected < urmak, to pitch (a

camp); see URDU], 1. a nomadic tribe or clan of

Mongols; hence, 2. any wandering tribe or group.
3. a crowd; pack; swarm. lu*. [HORDED (hdrMid,

hoVdid), BORDING], to form a horde; live together in

large tnbes or groups. SYN. see crowd.
Ho reb (ho'reb), n. in the Bible, a mountain usually
identified with Mt Sinai: Ex. 3:1.

bore-hound (h&r'hofiEd', horliound'), n. [ME. hore-

hum; AS. hafhnne; hart hoar, white + hum, hore-

hoottdi, 1. a bitter plant of the mint family, with

white, downy leaves, 2. a bitter juice extracted from
its leaves. 3. coogh medicine or candy made with this

Juice. 4. any of various other mints. Also spelled
hoarhound.

tfcO*ri*zoii (ha-r!'z*n), n. [ME. orisont; OPr. orizonte;

L. horizon; Gr. horndn (kyklos),the bounding (circle),

horizon, properly ppr. of horisein, to bound, limit <
faros, boundary, limit], 1. the line where the sky
seems to meet the earth: called visible or apparent
horizon. 2. the limit of one's mental outlook, experi-

ence, interest, knowledge, etc. 3. in astronomy, a)

the plane extending at right angles to the direction of

gravity from the eye of the observer to the celestial

sphere: called sensible horizon, b) the plane parallel
to this plane, passing through the center of the earth;

also, the great circle of the celestial sphere whose
plane this is: called astronomical, celestial, or true

h&rison, 4. in geology, a deposit of rock characterized

by specific fossils and hence known to have been
formed in some particular period. Abbreviated hor.

hori-zon-tal (h6rVzon't*l, horVzon'tl), adj. [< L.

horizon, horisontis, Horizon;
-f- -oZ] 1. of or near the
horizon. 2. parallel to the VERTICAL
plane of the horizon : opposed
to vertical. 3. placed, oj>er-
ating, or acting chiefly in a
horizontal direction. 4. flat

and evenj level, n. any-
thing horizontal: horizontal
line, plane, etc. Abbreviated

horizontal bar, ingymnastics, HORIZONTAL LIMES
a metal bar. fiked In a hori-

"OWZONTAl LINES

zontal position for chinning and other exercises.

hor-i-zon-tal-ly (hfir'a-aon'ts-li, horVzon'ta-li), adv.
in a horizontal manner or direction.
horizontal union, a labor union whose members all

work at the same trade but not necessarily in the same
industry; craft union: opposed to vertical unwn.
hor-mo-nal (h6r-mo'n'l) , adj. of, or having the nature
of, a hormone.
hor-mone (hSr'mon), n. [< Gr. hormon, ppr. of hor~

maein, to stimulate, excite < horme, impulse], I. a
chemical substance formed in some organ of the body,
as the adrenal glands, the pituitary, etc., and carried
to another organ or tissue, where it has a specific
effect. 2. a similar substance in plants.
hor-mon-Ic (h6r-mon'ik), adj* hormonal.
Hor-muz, Strait of (h6r

/muz), the strait joining the
Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman; also Strait of
Ormuz.

horn (hfirn), n. [ME.: AS.; akin to G. "horn; IE. base
*ker-, upper part of the body, head, etc., as also in L.
cornu (cf. CORNET), Gr. keras, horn (cf. KERATIN); see

HART], 1. a) a hard, bonelike, permanent projection
that grows on the heads of cattle, sheep, and some other
hoofed animals, b) either of a pair of branched, bone-

like projections that grow on the head of a deer and
are sfied annual! y . 2 . an y tliing that protrudes nati*ra%
from the head of an animal, as one of the tentacles
of a snail, the tuft of feathers of the horned owl, etc.

3. usually pL the symbol of a cuckold: cuckolds are

spoken of as wearing horns. 4. a) the substance that
horns are made of. ) anyt similar substance, S. e) a
container made by hollowing out a horn: as, a powder
horn, drinking horn, b) a drink contained in a horn.
6. a horn of plenty; cornucopia. 7. anything shaped
like or suggesting a horn; specifically, a) a peninsula
or cape, b) the end of a crescent, c) the beak of an
anvil, d) the pommel of a saddle, e) one of the
branches of a nver at its delta, 8. a) an instrument
made of horn and sounded by blowing, b) any brass-
wind instrument; specifically, the French horn: ab-
breviated H. f fcu 9. a horn-shaped loud-speaker.
10, a device sounded to give a warning: as, a fog-
horn, an automobile horn. 11. in the Bible, an emblem
of glory, strength, or honor. 12. in geology, a jagged
mountain peak resulting from the erosion of several

cirques against one headland, as the Matterhorn in

the Alps. v.t. 1. to furnish with horns. 2. to make
hornlike in shape. 3. to strike or butt with the horns;
gore. 4. (Archaic], to cuckold, adj. made of horn:
as, horn-rimmed glasses.
Wow one's own horn, [Colloq.], to praise oneself;
boast.
horn int [Slang], to enter without being asked; intrude
or medale.
on the horns of a dilemma, having to make a choice
between two things, both usually unpleasant.

pull (or draw or haul) In one' a horns, 1. to hold one-
self back; restrain one's impulses, efforts, etc. 2. to

withdraw; recant.
Horn. Cape, the southernmost point of South America,
on Horn Island, Tierra del Fuego, Chile.

horn-beam (h6rn'beitt
/

), n. [horn + beam (tree)], 1.

any of a group of small, hardy trees of the birch family,
with smooth, gray bark and large clusters of light-

green nuts. 2. the very hard, white wood of this

tree, which takes a hornlike polish; ironwood.
horn bill (h6rn

/bil
/
), n. any of a family of large tropical

birds with partly united toes and a huge, curved bill,

often with a bony protuberance on it.

horn-blende (h6rn
/blend /

), n. [G.; horn* horn -F blende,

blende, ore of zmc < Uenden, to blind, dazzle, deceive],
a black, blackish-green, or dark-brown silicate of

calcium and magnesium, usually with iron, manganese,
etc.; it is a common mineral found in granite and
other igneous rocks.
horn-book (hfirn'book'), n- 1- a sheet of parchment
with the alphabet, table of numbers, etc. on it, mounted
on a small board with a handle and protected by a
thin, transparent plate of horn: it was formerly used
as a child's primer; hence, 2. an elementary treatise.

horned (h&rnd; poetic hftrnid), adj. 1. having a horn
or horns: as, a horned cow, a one-forw^ animal. 2.

having a hornHke projection,: as, the horned toad, the
horned moon. 3. [Archaic], cuckolded.
horned pout, a catfish or other bullhead: also horn
pout, horapout.
horned toad, any of several small, scaly, insect-eating
lizards with a short tail and hornlike spines,
horned viper, a poisonous African snake with a horn-
like spine above each eye; cerastes.
hor-net (hdr'nit), n. [MB* hamette: AS. hyrnet; akin
to G. hornisse; Gmc. *hnrmata < IB. base *Jwr-, upper
part of body, horns (cf. HORN); basic sense "homed,"
prob. with reference to the antennae; cf. OS. horn-bero,
fit., horn bearer, hornet], a large wasp whose sting is

very painful.
Horn ie (hOr'ni), n* [Scot.], Satan.
hor-ni-ness (hfir'ni-nis), n. the quality of being homy.
hornito (h6r-ne'to; Sp. 6r-n8'tfi), n. [Sp., dim. of

homo, oven < L. fwrnus; see FURNACE], a low, oven-
shaped mound, usually giving off smoke and vapor,
common in the volcanic districts of South America.
horn-mad (h6rn'mad'), adj. 1. maddened enough to

fore:
said of horned animals; hence, 2. furious; mad.

. [ArehaicJ, mad with jealousy becattse cuckolded.
horn of plenty, 1. in Greek mythology, the horn of the
goat tibat sucMed Zeus: see Amalthaea. 2. a repre-
sentation in painting, sculpture, etc. of a horn over-
flowing with fruits^, iflowers, and grains; cornucopia;
hence, 3. an overflowing fullness; abundance.
horn-pipe (horn'plr/), 11. [MR}, 1. an obsolete wind
instrument with a,1beB and mouthpiece made of horn.
2. a lively dance to the xnsic of the hornpipe, formerly
popular with saHoirSb 3. music for this.
horn pout (h6ni

f
pc*t'), the homed pout.

horn silver, native cttoiritfe of stiver; cerargyrite.
horn stone (hdm'stoif), n, [trans! of G. horns&siri; so
named because of its appearance], a flintlike rock.
horn-swog-gle (hdira^wotf'l),- "i^.f

1

. 'potoJSWOGGtAD
(-'Id), HORNSWOGGI-ING], [lairaM coinage, rig. prob,
associated witti ousckoldiyl ISbogiir to swindle^;

-

bug; ^bamboozle. >. v,
1

! '! >,,; ,,',>!' ,-< ',*,/ r; 1

"'

horn-tail (h8rn'tal')> n.' a c^wlae^ insect'related 4o-
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the sawfly : in the adult female the organ for depositing

is modified with a homy, tailuke extension for

cutting into tree trunks, where the eggs are deposited.
horn-worm (hdrn'wurar), n. the larval caterpillar of
various hawk moths, with a horny growth on the last

segment.
horn-wort (horn'wurt')* n. [horn + wort, alter Mod.
L. Ceraiophyllum], any of a group of plants growing
entirely submerged in lakes and slow-moving streams,
with whorls of finely divided leaves.

horn-y (hdr'ni), adj. [HORNIER (-ni-Sr), HORNIEST
(-ni-ist)], [ME.], 1. made of horn or a hornlike sub-
stance. 2. having horns or hornlike growths. 3, hard
like horn; callous and tough.
horn-y-hand-ed (hOr'ni-han'did), adj. having hands
toughened and calloused by hard work.
horoL, horology.
ho-ro-loge (hfcr's-loj', hor's-loj'), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.
horologium; Gr. horologion < hora, hour + legein, to
tell], a timepiece; clock, watch, hourglass, sundial, etc,

ho-rol-o-ger (hd-rol'a-jSr, ho-rol's-jer), n. a horologist.
hor-o-log-ic (h&r'a-loj'ik, hor'a-loj'ik), adj. [L. horo-
logicus], of horology or horologes.

hor-o-log-i-cal (hdr'a-loj'i-k'l, hor'a-loj'i-k'l), adj. hor-
ologic.

ho-rol-o-gist (h6-rol'a-jist, ho-rol'a-jist), n. an expert
in horology; a maker of or dealer in timepieces.
Hor-o-lo-gi-um (h6rVlo'ji-sm, hor'o-lo'ji-am), n. [L.;
see HOROLOGE], a southern constellation: see con-
stellation, chart.

ho-rol-o-gy (h6-rolVji, ho-rol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. hdra,
hour; + -logy], the science or art of measuring time or
making timepieces: abbreviated horol., bar.

hor-o-scope (hdr's-skop', hor'd-skop'), n. [Fr.; L. hor~

oscopus; Gr. horoskopos, one who observes the hour
of birth < hora, hour + skopos, watcher < skapein,
to view], in astrology, 1. the position of the planets
and stars with relation to one another at a given time,
especially at the time of a person's birth, regarded as
determining his destiny. 2. a chart of the s&odiacal

signs and the positions of the planets, etc., by which
astrologers profess to tell a person's future,
cast a horoscope, to draw up a horoscope so as to cal-

culate the supposed influence of the stars and planets
on a person's fife.

ho*ros-co-i>y (h^-ros'ka-pi, ho-ros'ks-pi), n. 1. the
art of casting horoscopes. 2. the aspect of the heavens
at a given time, especially at one's birth.
hor-ren-dous (h6-ren'dssf ho-ren'dss), adj. [L. hor-
rendus < ppr. of horrere, to bristle], horrible; frightful.
hor-rent (nor'ant, hor'ent), adj. [L. horrens, horrentis,

ppr. of horrere, to bristle] r 1. standing up like bristles;

bristling. 2. [Rare], horrified; shuddering.
hor-ri-ble (hcVi-bl, horWl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L.
horribilis < horrere, to bristle, be afraid], 1, causing
a feeling of horror; terrible; dreadful; frightful. 2.

[Colloq.j, very bad, ugly, shocking, unpleasant, etc.

hor-ri-bly (h6r'i-bli, hc-ri-bli), adv. 1. in a horrible
manner. 2. to a horrible degree.
hor-rid (h6r'id, hpr'id), adj. [L. horridus < horrere, to

bristle], 1. originally, bristling; shaggy; rough. 2.

causing a feeling of horror; terrible; revolting; de-
testable. 3. [Colloq.], very bad, ugly, unpleasant, etc.:

the current sense.
hor-rif-ic (h6-rif'ik, ho-rif'ik), adj. [Pr. or L.; Fr.

horrifigue;Li. horrificus < horrere* to bristle, be afraid +
facer e, to make], causing horror; horrifying; horrible.
hor-ri-fi-ca-tion (hSr'a-fi-ka'shan, hor'a-fi-ka'shon), n.
1. a horrifying or being horrified. 2. something hor-

, [Fr., out of

hor-ri-ly (hdr'a-fl', hor'a-fi'), v.t. [HORRIFIED (-fid'),

HORRIFYING], [L. horrificare < horrificus; see HORRIFIC],
L to cause to feel horror. 2. [Colloq.], to shock greatly.
SYN. see dismay.

hor-rip-i-late $i6-rip'a-lt', ho-rip'd-lat') , v*t. [HORRIP-
ILATED (-id), HORRIPILATING], ^< L, horripilatus, pp.
of horripilare, to bristle with hairs < horrere, to bristle

+ pilus, hair], to produce horripilation, v.i. to experi-
ence horripilation; bristle or shudder.

hor-rip-i-la-tion (h6-ripVla'shon, ho-ripVla'shan), n.

JLL. horripilation see HORRIPILATE], the erection of
hair of the head or body as a result of fear, disease,
or cold; goose flesh.

hor*ror (hfo'er, hor'gr)* iv [MB. orrw, horrour; OFr.
orror, horror, horrour; L. horror < horrere, to bristle,

shake, be, afraid < IE. *ghrs-cy, to bristle < base
*ghers-t bristle, be rigid; cf. GORSE], 1. orfeoally, a)
a bristling, b) a shuddering, 2. the strong feeling
caused by something frightful or sEspcking; sMuadering
fear and disgust; terror and repugnance. 3. strong
dislike 031; aversion^ loathing. 4. the quality of causing
horror.

t
5. something tliat causes horror., 6. [CoEoq.],

something very bad, ugly, disagreeable, etc.
Hor sa ChiSr^ss), |i. Brother of Hengist; ?-455 A.D.: see

hors de com bat
put out of action; disabled.
hors d'oeu-mre (fci-'dflrv*, C .

HORS D'OBUVRES (-dGrvz's -duvz'; Pr. -do'vr
1

6r f

duv'; Fr. Sr'do'vr*), \fl.
, -duvz'; Pr. -do'vr')], |rr.,

lit., outside of work < hers, outside (< L. forts) -j-

dc, of (see DE-) -f oeaw^e, work {< L. opera, works) j,

usually in pi. an appetizer, as olives, anchovies, etc.,
served usually at the beginning of a meal.
horse (hdrs), n. [pi. HORSES (-*), HORSE: see PLURAL,
II, D, 1], {ME. kors; AS. kors, kras; akin to G. ross

fOHG. kros) ; prob. IE. base *(5)Jter-, to leap, as also
in L. sc&rra* buffoon, entertainer. Joker (cf. SCURRILOUS) },

1. a large, strong animal with four legs, solid hoofs,
and flowing mane and tail, long ago domesticated for

drawing or carrying loads, carrying riders, etc.
t
2. the

full-rgrown male of the horse; gelding or stallion, as

distinguished from a mare. 3. anything like a horse
in that a person sits, rides, or is carried on it. 4. a
frame on legs to support something; speoficaliv, a) a
sawing frame, b) a clotheshorse. 5. a man: a joking,
friendly, or insolent term. 6. fColloci,], in chess, a
knight. 7. [Slang}, a translation used illegitimately
by students in the preparation of their work : also called

trot, ponytf
8. in gymnastics, a padded block on legs,

used for jumping or vaulting. ^
9. in military usage,

mounted troops; ^ cavalry. 10. in mining, a mass of
earth or rock inside a vein. 11. in soology, anv of the
horse species, as the zebra, tapir, etc. v.t. [HORSBD
(hdrst), HORSING], 1. to supply with a horse or horses;
put on horseback. 2. to place on a man's back or a
wooden horse for flogging; hence, 3. to flog. 4.

[Slang^ to subject (a person) to horseplay; make fun
of. v.i. to mount or go on horseback, adj. 1. of a
horse or horses, 2. mounted on horses. 3. large,
strong, or coarse of its kind: as, horseradish.
a horse on one, [cf. HORSELAUGH], [Slang}, a joke at
one

f

s expense.
back the wrong horse, 1. to bet on a horse that loses
the race; hence, 2. to uphold the losing side.

be on one's high horse, [Colloq.], to behave in an arro-

gant, haughty, or disdainful manner.
hold one*s horses, [Slang], to curb one's impatience.
horse around, [Slang], to engage in horseplay,
horse of another (or different) color, an entirely differ-

ent matter.
to horse! get on your horse 1 mount!

horse-back (hftrs/bakO, n. 1. the back of a horse.
2. a ridge of earth; hogback, adv. on horseback.

horse-car (hCrs'kSr'), n. 1. a streetcar drawn by
horses, formerly used in the United States, 2. a car
for transporting horses.
horse chestnut, [so called because odg. thought of as
fodder for horses], 1. a tree with large palmate leaves;
clusters of white flowers, and glossy forown nuts
growing jn burs. 2. its nut. 3. any of various related
shrubs or trees.
horse-cloth (h6Wkl6th', h8rs'3doth') f n* a blanketEke
covering for a horse's back and loins.

horse-flesh (hdrs'fleshO, n. 1. the flesk of the horse,

especially as food. 2* horses collectively.
horse-fly (h6rs'fliO, n. [pL HORSEFLIES (-fllzOL {ME.
hors Jteegis, pL], 1. any of a number of related large
flies the female of which sticks the blood of horses,
cattle, etc.; gadfly. 2. any of various other flies

troublesome to horses, as the botfly.
horse gentian, any of a number of weedy plants of

the honeysuckle family, with opposite leaves, incon-

spicuous flowers, and feathery fruit.

Horse Guards, 1. a body of cavalry; especially, the
cavalry brigade forming the household guard of the

English sovereign. 2. [Colloq.], the building opposite
Whitehall, London, housing this guard and certain

departments of the War Office,
horse-hair (h6rs/htr') n* [ME. harsher], 1. hair from
the mane or tail of a horse. 2. the stifle fabric made
from this hair; haircloth, adj. 1. of horsehair. 2.

covered or stuned with horsehair.
horse-hide (hfirs'hid')* n. 1. the hide of a horse.
2, leather made .from this.

horse latitudes, [reason for name obscure; said to be
< Sp. golfo de las yeguas, mare's gulf, so named ;froni

the fickle wind conditions], either of two belts of

calms, light winds, and high barometric pressure,
situated at about 30 N. and 30 S. latitude.,

horse-laugh (h6rs'laf', hdrs'lar), n. aloud, boisterous

lau^h, usually derisive; guffaw.
horse-leech (hdrs'lech'), n. 1. a large European leech
said to attacn itself to the mouths of horses while they
are drinking. 2. [Archaic], a veterinary surgeon,

horse-less (hdrs'Hs), adj. 1. without a horse. 2. not
requiring a horse; self-pcopelled: as, an automobile
was formerly called a horseless carriage.
horse mackerel, 1. the largest fish of the mackerel
family, the tuna, or tunny* 2. any of various other
fishes, as the satuel, cavaHy, etc* i

fat, fact,*1tfaty&r, , jten,, Sven, h$re, qvSr; is, bite; lot, gd, hdrn, t651, look; oil, owt^ up, Clse^ fttrt^get; joy; yet; chin; she;'/ tibu^,

ffcen; aeib, leisure; ja, ting; for a in ff^o, e in agera*, t in sanity, o in comply, u m foftts; as in ttWtf (%'b'l); Pr. bftl; S, .*"
' "

coa5ll,l!Fr.duc|JH|,ar ich;kht G. doch.Seepp. x-xii ^foreign; * hypothetical; ^
* * '*
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n. Ipi, HORSEMEN (-nura)j. I. a
uuw on tiorseback. 2, a cavalryman* 3. a

in the tiding* managing, or care of

hm^Ktt*Mp(li^rsf
m^n-&!iip"),ii.piorirw -f -d,

the mrt of a horse; skill in handling horse*.

%nxm auwiike, I. a member of an imaginary corps of

cavalry. 2. anyone as much out of his clement
an notuittd manne would be on shlptxmrd.
fao**mtat (hdn'mint'). n. [ME, Jtcrfmimtt], 1. any
of A of North American plants of the mint
family, with clusters of showy flowery usually red or

purplish. 2. any of certain European mints.
hone nettle, a weed of the nightshade family, with
yellow prickles, white or blue flowers, and yellow
berries.
horse opera, (Slang), a motion picture or play about
cowboys, cattle rustlers, etc., especially in the western
United States,

horse pistol, a large pistol formerly earned by men on
.

horse-plmy (h&s'plSO. n. long., play involving spec-
tacular horsemanship], rough, boisterous fun.

hocse-pow-er (hdrVpou'e'r), n. [said to have been first

adopted by James Watt, inventor of the steam engine],
1. the power exerted by a horse in pulling, 2. a unit

fee measuring the power of motors or engines, equal
to a rate of 33,000 foot-pounds per minute (the force

required to raise 33,000 pounds at the rate of one foot

per minute) ; abbreviated H. P., H P, lux, fap.

horse-pox (h5rs'poks') f n. an acute infectious disease

of horses: it is a modified form ol smallpox
horse-radish (hors'rad'ish), n. 1. a plant of the
mustard family, grown for its pungent, white, fleshy
root. 2. a relish made of the gratedroot of this plant.
horse rake, a horse-drawn rake.
horse sense, [ColloqA plain common sense.

horseshoe (MrVshoS*, hors'shoo'), n. (ME. horscho,

coutr. of kofmsko, horsis sho], 1. a flat, U-shaped
metal plate nailed to a horse's hoof for protection.
2. anything shaped like this. 3. pi. a game in which
the payers torn horseshoes at a stake driven in the

grewaA, tb6 object being to encircle the stake or come
as close to it as possible: the stakes in regulation
horseshoes are 40 feet apart, v.t. to fit with a horse-

shoe or horseshoes.
horseshoe crab, any of a group of horseshoe-shaped
sea animals with a long, spmeHke tail; king crab.

ixttetBil (feto'talO, . 1. a horse's tail. 2. a horse's

tail as a former Turkish ensign denoting the rank
of pasha. 3. any of a number of related rushlike,
flowerless plants with hollow, jointed stems and scale-

like leaves.
horse-weed (hdrs'wed')* n. 1. any of a group of

strong-smelling, weedy plants of the mint family, with
clusters of small, yellow flowers. 2. a common weed
of the composite family.
horse-whip (horslrwipO, n. a whip for driving or

maoaging horses. v.L to lash with a horsewhip.
horse wom-an (h&rs'woom'an), n. \pl HORSEWOMEN
(~witn'in)Jj 1, a woman who rides on horseback. 2. a
woman sailed in the riding or managing of horses.

bon-My (h&r's'W), adv. in a horsy manner,
hortt-i-aM* (hdr'si-nis), n. the quality of being horsy.
horst (h6rs?t} t n. [G., orig., thicket, aerie],, in geology, a
raised rock mass between two faults.

hors*y Ch6r/si) adj. [HORSIER (-si-e'r), HORSIEST (-si-ist)],
1. of, having the nature of, or suggesting a horse or
horses. 2. connected with or fond of horsest fox

hunting, or horse racing; dressing, talking, etc. in the
manner ol people who are fond or horses, hunting, etc.

hort., 1. horticultural. 2. horticulture.
hor-ta-tlve (hoir/to-thr), adj. [L. hortatiws]. hortatory.
hor-ta-to-ry (hor'te-tor'i, hdi/ta-to'ri), <wfr. [L. horta-
torius < pp. of j&orteri, to incite, encourage, freq. of

koriri, to urge, encourage; IE. base *%her~ t to desire,

enjoy, seen also in yearn], 1. serving: to encourage or

urge to good deeds. 2. exhorting; giving advice.
Hor-tense (hdr-tens', h6r/

teos), [Ft.; L. Eortmsia, fern.

of Hortensius, of a Roman gens, lit., gardener < hor-
tensius, of a garden < hortus, a garden}, a feminine
name: variant, Hortmsw. n. (Pr. or'tans'). (Hortense
de Beauharnais), mother of Louis Napoleoa; 1783-1837;
queen of Holland.

Hor-ten-si-a (h6r-ten'shi-9, hor-ten'si-9), a feminine
name: see Hortense.
Hor-thy von Nagy-ba/nya. Mik-16s (mikl&sh h&Vti
fdn naMy^bS'nya). 1868-1957; Hungarian admiral;
regent of Hungary (1920-1944).

hor-ti-cul-tur.al (har'ti-kul'chSr-al), adj. of horticul-
ture: abbreviated hort., hortic.

hor-ti-cul-tiire (hdr'ti-kul'chgr), n. [< ]L. hprtus, a
garden -f- cultura; see CULTURE], the cultivation of a
garden or orchard; art or science of growing flowers*
fruit, and vegetables: abbreviated hort., hortla

hor-ti-cul-tur-ist (h8r'ti-kul
/
che'r-ist), n. a specialist

or expert in horticulture.
hoi>tU8 siocus (hdr'tos sik'os), [L.; hortm. a garden
-f siccus* dry], a classified collectioni of dned plants;
herbarium.

host

Ho-rus (ho'rM), n. (L.; Gr. ffdfw; Egypt. &eru, hawk],
the ancient Egyptian god of the sun, represented as

having the head ol a hawk; he was the son of Osiris
and I sis.

Hot., Hosea.
ho-saiMUi (ho-zan'd), n. A interj* [LL.; Gr. k&sannc <
Heb. k&ski'&h mn&, lit., save, we pray], an exclamation
oar shout of praise to God.
hoe (hoz), n. Ifil HOSE, archaic HOSEN (hoVn)], [ME,;
AS. hosa, leg covering: akin to G. ADS*; IE. *($}@eu-$
(in the extension *qudk- or *q>U-3o) < base *(s)qeu~,
to cover, hide, conceal; cf. HOARD, HOUSE], 1. formerly,
a tight-fitting outer garment covering the hips, legs, and
feet, attached to the doublet by cords or nbbons
(called points), but sometimes extended only to the
knees or ankles. 2. pi a) stockings, b) socks. 3. [pi.

HOSE, HOSES (-iz)l, [prob. influenced by D. hoos, water
pipe, of same origin], a) a flexible pipe or tube, used
to convey fluids, especially water from a hydrant.
b) such a pipe eo.uipped with a nozzle and attachments.
c) a sheath or sheathing part resembling such a pipe.
v.t [HOSED (hozd), HOSING], 1. to put water on with
a hose

i
drench or soak with a hose. 2. [Slang], to

beat with a hose.
Ho se a (hp-ze^, ho-za'a), [Heb. hoshea' lit., salvation],
a masculine name. n. 1. a Hebrew prophet who
lived in the 8th century B.C. 2. a book of the Old
Testament containing his writings. Abbreviated Hos.
he-sen (hoVn), archaic plural of hos.
ho-sier (ho'zhSr), n. [ME.], a person who makes or
sells hosiery or similar knitted or woven goods.

ho-sier*y (h5'zh&>i), n. [< hosier], 1. a) hose; stock-

ings and socks, b) other similar knitted or woven
goods. 2. the business of a hosier.

hosp., hospital.
hos-pice (hos'pis), n. [Pr.; L. hospitium, hospitality,
inn, lodging < hospes, host, guest}, 1. a place of refuge
for travelers, especially that belonging to the monks
of Saint Bernard in the Alps. 2. a home for the sick
or poor.

hos-pl-ta-ble (hos/pi-te-bl ; occas. hos-pit'a-bl), adj.
[MFr. < L, hospitare, to receive as a guest < hosfes,
host, guest], 1. entertaining, or fond of entertaining,
guests in a friendly, generous manner. 2. caused or
characterized by generosity and friendliness to guests;
as, a hospitable act. 3. liberal and generous in dis-

position and mind : receptive or open, as to new ideas.

hos-pi-ta-hly (hos'pi-to-bli; occas. hos-pit's-bli), adv.
in a hospitable manner.
hos pi-tal (hos'pi-tl), n. [ME.; OPr.; ML. hospitals, a
house, inn < L. hospilalia, strangers* apartments, neut.

?1.

of hospUaliSf of a guest < kospes, host, guest],
. originally, a) a place of shelter and rest for travelers,

etc. b) a charitable institution for providing and
caring for the aged, infirm, orphaned, etc.: now only
in names. 2. an institution where the ill or injured
may receive medical, surgical, or psychiatric treatment,
nursing, food and lodging, etc. during illness.

hos*pi'tal-er (hos'pi-t 1-er), n. [ME.; OFr. hospUalier;
ML. kospitalarius < kosfUale\t 1. [Rare], a person
receiving the care of a hospital. 2. [usually H-J, a
member of one of the charitable societies organized
during the Middle Ages to care for the sick, needy,
etc., especially a member of a military religious order
called the Knights Hospitaler of St. John of Jerusalem.
Also spelled hospitaller.
hos*pi-taH-ty (hos/pi-taFa-ti)j n. \pL HOSPIXALITIBS
(-tiz)], [L. IvospdalU&s < hospttalis; see HOSPITAL], the
act, practice, or quality of being hospitable; friendly
and generous enterteininent of guests.

ho'pf'tal'iasa'tioii (hos'pi-tl-a^za'shant, hos
/
pi-t*l-i-za'-

shsn), w. 1. a hospitalizing or being hospitalized.
2. [Colloq.], hospitahzation insurance.

hospitalization insurance, insurance providing hos-
pitaHzation for the subscriDer and, usually, members
of his immediate family.
hos pi-tal-ize (bos/pi-tTrtia'). "*- [HOSPITALIZED (-izdOr
HOSyiTALKEiKCj], to send or admit to put in, or cause to
be put in a hospital,
hospi-ti-um (hos-p5sh'i-Qm) t n. \pl. HOSFITIA. (-a)],

[L.| [Archaic}, a hospice; inai.

hos po-dar (hos'poViSrO, n. [Romanian; ult. < OSlav.
gospodl, lord; for IE. base see HOST* GUEST], a title

formerly g$veii to the princes or governors of Moldavia
and Wallachia.

Host, host (host), m |ME, baste; OPr. otete* hofcte; L.
hostia* animal sacriSclediv vicMni: prob, < ko^ire^ to
recompense, regultei the bread of the Eucharist.
host (host), n. [MIL Ai$l, ivtfe? OPt (h)oste OPV. h
host, guest; L. hospes (fe>s^^-) < *cjrf
lord; IE. *gkosti~s, stranger,, guest* seen ^
guest, L. hosMs, eeemyr or% stranfeer (cf. HOsra.),.
1. a man who entertalss guests >in his own hotote or
at his own expense; jJerson w/^o initiates . bar .pisesMes'
over any social garnering. 2. a man who keeps an
futi or hotel; innkeeper, landlojp^ -cfec. j3* any'Oisganis!^
on or in which, another (called a ^aro^tte) lives for

t or protection.,
reckon without one's host, to make plans or decisions
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without considering s,ne important factor or facton,
t Chot) f n. [ME.>sl f o*l; OFn (jb)oH; ML. tato,

hostile thing, invading army < L, kwla; see proc.],
1. an army. 2, a multitude; great number, SYN. see
crowd.

hos-tage (hoVtij), n. (ME.; OPr. t apparently a merging
of two words, hostage, lodging (< ML, hwpita&um;

to be mM rapidly an

ult. < L. M^ host) f osfaftf, hostage, state of a
hostage (< ML. *obsidattcum < L. obsi4fUm <

hostage, pledge < ofr% at 4- s^r f to sit}],
1. a person kept or given as a pledge lor the fulfilment
of certain agreements. 2. the state of the person thus
kept or given. SYN. see pledge.
fclve hostages to fortune, to get, be responsible for the
care of, or be liable to lose, a wife, children, etc.

hos-tdi (hos't'l). n. [ME.; OPr.; ML- hospital*: see
HOSPITAL], a lodging place; inn; hostelry; especially,
one of a series of supervised shelters (yontik
used by young people on hikes, etc*
hos tel er (hos'tl-er), n. JME.; OFr. hastelur]* [Archaic],
the keeper of a hostel; innkeeper.

hos-tel-ry (hos'tl-ri), n. [pL HOSTEXRIES (-riz)] f [ME.
& OFr- hostelleru < hostd; see HOSTEL], a lodging
place; inn; hotel.

host-ess (hos'tis), n. [ME.; OFr. hostesse, fern, of koste;
see HOST], 1. a woman who entertains guests in her
own home or at her own expense; often, the wife of a
host. 2. a) a woman who keeps an inn or hotel.

b) a woman married to an innkeeper and sharing scene
of his duties. 3. a) a woman whose work is seeing
that guests or travelers are comfortable, entertained,
etc., as on an airplane. 6) a woman employed in a
restaurant to supervise the waitresses, assign guests
to tables, etc. c) a woman who serves as a paid partner
at a public dance hall.
hostess gown, a long, dresslike negligee worn for
lounging and entertaining at home.

hos-rile (hos't'l; Brit, hos'til), adj. [L. hasWis < kostte,
foreigner, enemy; se* HOST], 1. of or characteristic of
an enemy; warlike. 2. having or showing ill will;
unfriendly; adverse; antagonistic.
hos-tlM-ty (hos-tiysrti), n. [pi. HOSTILITIES (-tiz)], [Fr.
hostilitt; IX. hostil-Uas < L,ttostiUs; see HOSTILE], 1. a
feeling of enmity, ill will, unfriendliness, etc,: antag-
onism. 2. ah expression of enmity and ill will; active
opposition; hostile act. b) pl+ a state of war; acts of
war; warfare. -*-*SYN. see enmity.
hos-tier (hosier, osier), n. [contr. of hostelerl 1. a
person who takes care of horsed at an inn, stable, etc. ;

groom. 2. a person who services a railroad engine at
the end of a run. 3. [Obs.], an innkeeper. Abo ostler.
hot (hot), adj. [HOTTER (-Sr), HOTTEST: (-ist)}, [witfe
shortened vowel < ME. hoot; AS. h<&; akm to G.
heiss, Goth, heito, fever; IE. base *qm- r heat* seen also
in hoarse], 1. a) having much heat; characterized by
a temperature higher than that of the human body.
6) characterized by a relatively or abnormally high
temperature; very warm: opposed to cold. 2. pro-
ducing a burning sensation in the mouth, throat, etc.:

as, hot pepper. 3. full of or characterized by any very
strong feeHng or violent activity; specifically, a) im?-

petuous; fiery; excitable; as, a hot temper, b) violent:
raging; angry: as, a hot battle, hot words, c} full of

enthusiasm; eagerly intent; ardent, d) inflamed with
sexual desire; lustful e} very controversial. 4. a)
following or pressing closely: asr hot pursuit. 6) dose
to what is being sought^said of the seeker. 5. as if

heated by friction; specifically, a) in constant use:
as, the news kept the wires hot. b) thrown or batted
hard or with great speed: said of a ball, c} electrically
charged, especially with a current of high voltage; as,
a hot wire,

dty
radioactive. 6. fSlang}, that has not had

time to lose neat, freshness, currency, etc.; specifically,
a) recently" issued or announced; hew: as, hot news.
b) just arrived: as, hot from the front* c) clear; intense;
strong: said of tile scent in hunting, d) recent and
seemingly valid: as* a hot tip. e) recently stolen. /)
contraband. 7. [Slang], excellent; good. 8. in jazz
music 0) designating of of playing characterized by
exciting- rhythmic and tonal effects, imaginative im-
provisation, and^ often, a fast, driving tempa ft) desig-
nating or of music played in this way, adv. in a hot
manner; hotly,

fcet^ luw?, [Stansgi to act, perfcum 6du TstMi great
spirit or enthusiasm.
make It hot for, [Colloq.l , to make things disagreeable,
difficult, or uncomfortaWe |or.

hut air. [Slang], empty or pretentious talk or writing.
hot-bed Jhofc'bed'L n* 1. a bed ol earth cohered will
glass., and' heated by manure, for forcing plants. 2. any
place that fbstei* nyjptt growth o* extensive activity.
hot-blood ed (hofblud'^, & easily

J
''

hot cake^ a
*fll tike hot eakes,
in large qu*ntitie&.

hotch-pot (hoch'potO, B- {IIS. & OFr. h&cktpot -

Walloon kos$p$ v mm, f stew < GI>. kmtepot, stew <

beef or mutton, r.cdgepodge , in English Jtfw, a poolin
ol property low eQUM rtdistribution.

hotch-potch CfeQefj/poel/)* . {< totckpatl 1. & thic
stew of various meats and vegetables; hence, 2.

jumbled mixture; medley; mess. 3. a hotchpot, 1
senses 1 & 2

:
now usually hodgepodge.

hot cockles, formerly, a aoae in which a blindfolde
player tried to guess who hit htm.
hot cross bun, a bun marked with a cross, eate
especially during Lent.
hot doc [Colloq.L L a frankfurter or wiener, 2.

sandwich made of a hot frankfurter or wiener, usuall
in a soft roll, often served with mustard, catsup, etx

fao-te! (hd^telO, n. IlSth c. < Fr. koM; OFr, tomtel -

LL. hospitale; see HOSPITAL], 1. an establishment c
buildir providing a mzmber of bedrooms^ baths, etc,
and usually food, for the accommodation of travelers
semipermanent residents, etc. 2. IPr.J, the mansion o
a person of wealth or rank.

thd-tel de ville (5-teF da vHO* [Fr.], a town hall.
feot-foot (hot'iootO, <*dv* {ME. hot fotl iCoOoQ.], ii

great haste. trJ. [Colloq.], to hurry; hasten,
hot-foot (hot'footO, n. the prank ol secretly insertinj
a match between the sole and upper ol a victim*:
shoe and then lighting it,

hot-head (hottied'), n- a hotheaded penew.
feot-head-ed (hofhed'M), fld& L qiiiclErte
easily made angry. 2. hasty; impetuous; rash.
hot-house (hot'homs')/ n. a building with the roof anc
sides of glass* artificially heated for growing plants
greenhouse,
Ho tien (ho'tyen')* n. Khotan, a city in western Qhdna
hot-ly (hotli), adv. in a hot manner; with heat: fierily
hot-ness (hot'nis), n. the quality or state of being hot
hot plate, a small gas or electric stove for cooking.
hot pot. meat and potatoes cooked together in a tightlj
covered pot.
hot-press diot'presO, p.L to produce a gloss on (papei
or cloth} by heat and pressure, n. a machine foi

doing this.
hot rod. [Slang], an automobile, usually a jalopy, whose
motor has been supercharged for high speed.
Hot Springs, a city in southwestern Arkansas: pop.,
29,000: Mot Springs National Park, containing 4<5

boilng springs, is near by (area, 1 1/2 sq. mi).
hotspur (hot'sptr')r n. {nickname of Henry Percyd Shakespeare's Hmry IV], a rash, hotheaded person
hot-tem-pered (hot'tem'perd), adj. having a fiery
temper; easily made angry.
Hot-ten tot (not''n~tot'), n. [S. Afr. D., Ktu. hot & m,
syllables used to imitate clicks characteristic of their

language], 1. a member of a Negroid race living in
South Africa. 2. the language of the Hottentots, the
chief dialect of which is Nama: regarded as forming,
together with Bushman, a separate linguistic fanaiy.
adj. of the Hottentots or their language.
hot water, 1. water that is hot, especially when con-
tinucyosly provided as a utility in an apartment, etc.
2. [ColloqJ, trouble; difficulty (preceded by Jw).
Houdan Oio^dan), n. {< Roman, Prance where it

originated}, one of a French breed of crested, five-toed
chickens with white or black-and-white feathers.
Houdlni, Harry (h6^d^ni)C <born Ehrith Weiss),
1874-1926; American stage magician.

Hou-don, Jean Antoine (zh&n an'twan' oo'dow';
Bng. hdo'don), 1741-IS28; French sculptor.
hough (holq Scot. hokh) r n. [see BOCK (joint)], [Chiefly
Scoti}f the joint bending backward in the hind leg of
a horse, ox, etc., corresponding to the human ankle.
hound (hound), n. [ME.; AS. hund,^ dog (generic

term|; akin to G tomtdf IB- ba*e *kuon*f dogr seen
also m amrnt, cynic: sense 1 shows s^ecialiaatlon, ac-
companied by gmeralifcation of AS. dcvta (see* DOO)],
1. asly of swil btttedfc of large httnting dogs charac-
terized by long, drooping ears, short hair, and a deep-
throated b^rk* 2* any dog, 3. a contenlptible person.
v.t. 1. to hunt or chase with or as with hounds; chase
or follow Continually; nag: as, bill collectors hound
him. 2. to tirge on j incite to pursuit. SYN* see bait.
follow the (or ride to) hounds, to hunt (a fox, etc.) on
horsebaiclc with hounds.

hound (hound), n- [< ME. houn < ON. huwit knob,
with tinMstoiic -4 after pree. houna}, 1. In shipbmldmg,
a projection at the masthead for supporting the heel
f the topmast and the upper parts of the lower rigging.

2. a side bar in a vehicle^ for increasing the rigidity of
the parts connected.
hound's-tongue (hottnda^tuij'}, i any of a group of

plants of the borage family* with blue flowers and hafey
leaves shaped somewhat like a hound's tongue.
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hour (our), it* (MB. fcwrtf, our** <wr; OPr. tor*, hurt,

r, W*; L fern; Or. Mr*, hour, time* period, season;
akin to OSkv, lure, year, Goth, jer; for IE. base see

YKARJ, f , ) s of time, one of the twenty-four
parti erf ft dy; skty minutes. 6) OH* erf the

t
twelve

pKSittts aujrkifig th* beginning or end of each a division:

tb* ninth Jwwr. 2. a point or period of Mine;

, *) ft fixed point or period of tuna for a

ptrtkatar activity, occasion. etc.: as, tb dinner k&mr.

I) MI iodefeaite period of time: u, he spent his happiest
IKW* in Paris. <) the period of time in a daiwroom:
as, the lwr tots fifty minutes. ) l. a special ppod
for work, receiving patients, etc.: as, his office hours

are 2-5. f) $J. the trail times for getting tip and

going to bed: as, he keeps late hours. 3. the time ot

Say at indicated by a timepiece, expressed in hours

mid minutes: as, the hour is 2:30. 4. a measure of

distance set by the normal amount of time passed in

tmwMng it: as, it is two hours from New York to

Ptkilftddphsa by rait 5. in astronomy, a sidereal hour:

angular ttait of right ascension equaling 15 measured
along the equinoctial circle, 6. in ecclesiastical usage,

m} tie seven times of the day set aside for prayers.

school* etc.

feow oft*r hour, every hour.
hour by hour, each hour.
<rf tfe* hour, of this time; of the present,
one's hour, the time of one's death.
the email (or wee) hours, the hours just after mid-

night.
hour circle, m ffjrfnojfofny, any of the twelve great

imaginary circles passing through the celestial poles
a* nght angles to the equator,
hour-glass (our'glas

7
, our'glas'), n. an instrument for

measuring time by the trickling of

sand, laeicttry, water, eta throwfh
a small opening in one glass bulb
to afflofefaerHwSw it: the shift of
contents takes one hour.
hour hand, the short hand of a dock
or watch, which indicates the hours
and moves around the dial once
ewwy twelve hours,

toon-el (hooM, hou'ri), n. \pl. HOUMS
f-*MilPr.; &sr. *** < Ar. MMyah.
Mack-eyed woman, tilt. < framra,
to be dark-eyed), 1. a nymph of the
Mostem Paradise, thought of as

always young and beautiful; hence,
2. a seductively beautiful woman,
touriy. (oor^i), adj. 1. done or

HOUMIJISS
happening every hour; at intervals HOURGLASS

of an hour. 2. done or happening in the course of an
hour; as, the hourly output. 3. done or happening
very often; frequent; continual dv* 1. at intervals

o aa hour; once an hour; every hour. 2. hour by
hour; at any hour. 3. often; frecptently; continually.
Hours (ours*}, mM. [see HOUR], 1. m Greek mythology,
the goddesses ofthe seasons, justice, order, and peace.
2. ia the JKomaw Catholic Church* a book containing
prayets for certain times of the day.
house (bou; for p., hotis), n. M. HOUSES ChouVizVI,

[MB. tats; A.B. bus; akin to O.haus (OHO. *tt); IB.

*(j}ff*h9 < base *($)?**-, to cover, hide; cf. HH>B,

HOSE], L a building for human beings to Eve in; spe-
cifically, a} the building or part of a building occupied
by one family or tenant; dwelling place. 6) a cpfiege
in a university, c) an innj tavern; hoteL d) a building
where a group of people live as a unit; as, a fraternity
house, e) a monastery, nunnery, or similar religious
estabHshmeiat* 2. the people who live in a house,
considered as a unit; social group; especially* a fotSt
or household. 3. a family as including; kin, ancestors,
and descendants,, especially a royal or noble fanily:
as, the House of Tudor, 4. something regarded as a
house; place that provides shelter, Evmg space* etc.;

specifically, a) the habitation of an animal, as tfce

shell of a mollusk. ft) a building or shelter where
animals are kept: as, the monkey house in a zoo.

c) a building where things are kept when not in use:
as, a carriage house, d) a deckhouse. 5. any place
where something is thought of as living, resting,, etc.

6. a) a theater. 6) the audience in a theater. 7. a) a
place of business, b") a business firm; commercial
establishment. 8. a church, temple, or synagogue. 9.

a) the building or rooms where a legislature or branch
of a legislature meets. &) a legislative assembly or

governing body: as, the House o Representatives.
10. in astrology, a) one of the twelve parts into which
the heavens are divided by great circles though tl^e
north and south points ofthe horizon : usedbyastrologers
in casting horoscopes, b] a sign of the zodiac con-
sidered as the seat of a planet's greatest influence.
v.t. [HOUSED (houzd), HOUSING], 1. to, provide a,

house or lodgings for. 2. to store in a house. 3.

to cover, harbor, or shelter by or as if by putting

m a house, tu. I. to take shelter. 2. to reside; Hve,

bring down the bouse, (Colloq.J, to receive enthusi-
astic mpplause from the audience.

clean house, 1. to clean and put a Chouse in order.
2. to do away with undesirable conditions.

keep housws, to take care of the affairs of a home; run
a house; be a housekeeper.
on the house, given free, at the expense of the estab-
lishment*

play house, [Colloq.}, to pretend to be grown-up fjeople
with the customary household duties and routine: a
children's phrase.

act (or put) one's house in order, to put one's affairs

in order.
House. Edward Man-dell (xnan'dal hous), 1858-1938:
American statesman and diplomat: called Colond
House.
houseboat (hous^botO, n* 1. a large, flat-bottomed
boat with a superstructure resembling a house, usually
moored and used as a residence. 2. a motor

a yacht
with |
house-
of hot
dismantles houses.
house break ing (hous'brak'ii)), n. I. the act of

breaking into another's house to commit theft or some
other felony: it is itself a felony. 2. [British], the

dismantling of houses.
house-bro-ken (hous'bro'k'n), adj. trained to live in

a house (i.e., to defecate and urinate in the proper
place): said of a dog, cat, etc.

(hous'karl')house carl (hous'kari')t n* !Late AS. huscarl; ON.
huskarl* lit., houseman; see HOUSE & CHURL!, a member
of the bodyguard or household troops of a Danish
or English king or nobleman in late Anglo-Saxon times.
house coat (housfkotO. n* a woman's long, loose gar-
ment for informal wear about the house.
house-dress (hous'dres'), n, any relatively inexpensive
dress, as of printed cotton, wain in the home while

doing housework, etc.

house-fly (housW), n. [pi. HOUSEFLIBS (-flizOl. a two-
winged fly found in and around houses: it feeds on
garbage, manure, and food, and is a carrier of typhoid
and some other diseases.

house-fill (hous'foor), *** as much or as many as a
house will hold or accommodate.
house-hold (household

7
), n. [ME. houskold; see HOUSE

& HOLD, n.}, 1, all the persons who Hve in one house;
family, or family and servants. 2. the home and its

affairs, 3. [H-], the royal household, adj. of a house-
hold or home; domestic.
household arts, home economics.
home4ioldWftous'hol'dgr) , n. [ME. housholdere], I. a
person who owns or maintains a house as his own.
2. the head of a household or family.
household word, a very familiar word or saying;
byword.
house-keep-er (hous'kep'er), n. 1. a woman who runs
a home, takes care of the housework, etc. 2. a woman
hired to run a home, supervise the servants, etc.

house-keep-ing (hous'kep'ir)), n. the work of a house-
keeper; management of a house.

hou-sel (hou'asl), n. JME.J AS. busl, hmel; akin to
Goth, mtnsl, a sacrifice; Gmc, *kim-s4o < IE. base
*Jww~* to make holy], [Obs.], the Eucharist*' v.t.

[Obs,], to administer the Eucharist to.
house-leek (hous/lekO* ft* [ME. houslek; see BOUSE &
LEEK], 1. a plant with pink or red flowers and rosettes
of thick, fleshy leaves, often found on walls and roofs.
2. any related plant.

house-line (houslm
7
)* n. in nautical usage, a small

line of three strands laid counterclockwise, used for

seizing.
house-maid (hous'madOf n* a girl or woman servant
who does housework.
housemaid's knee, an inflammation of the saclike

cavity covering the kneecap^ caused by much r

kneeling.
house-moth-er (Jious'mu^eY), n. [transl. of G. haus-
mutter], a woman who heads a group of people living
together or aas charge of a doonitory, sorority house,
eta. as chaperon ancL often* housekeeper.
House of Assembly, the lower branch of the legislature
of South Africa,
House of Burgesses, the lower branch of the colonial
legislature of Virginia or Maryland.
house of cards, any flimsy, insubstantial structure,
plan, etc,
House of Commons, the lower branch of the legisla-
ture of p*eat wlaifea jor.Guiadaa abbreviated "HjCL

1

" >
;f

house ol coirection, a place of short-term connnement
for persons convicted of minor offenses and regarded
as. 'Capable of being,' rei^me^ 1
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House of Delegates, ihe -'I w&\ branch of tixfe legMa-
ft(or Wes

KAVWQV VM. MMJVJO \&.cairy>, 'the lower,
the legislature of the Isle of Man: \

House of Lords, the upper bn
'

Great Britain, made ilp of .^..^
ranking: clergy: ab%eyiaw 1

J|t|fciij 4

*
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House of Peers 70S hoydaa
House of Pears, the upper branch of the legislature of

Japan.
House of Representatives, the lower branch of the
legislature of: a) the United States, b) most of the States
of the United States, c) Australia, d) New Zealand.

e) Mexico, Abbreviated H.R.
house organ, a periodical published by a business firm
for its employees, etc.

house party, 1. the entertainment of guests overnight
or over a period of a few days in a home, usually a
country home, or fraternity house, etc. 2. the guests.
house physician, a resident physician of a hospital,
hotel, etc.

house-rais-ing (hous'raz'in), n. a gathering of the
members of a rural community to help a neighbor
build his house or

its_ framework.
house-room (hous'room', hous'roomOt n. room or

space in a house: accommodation.
house-top (housetop

7
) , n. the top of a house; roof.

from the housetops, publicly and widely.
house wares (hous'warz'). n.pL articles, as kitchen-
ware, dishes, glassware, etc., for household use.

house-warm-ing (hotts'wSr'miij), n. a party given by

wif], 1. ft} a woman who runs a home and takes
care of domestic affairs.

5)^
a woman who runs her own

household. 2. a small sewing kit : also called hussy.
house-wife-ly (botis'wffli), adj. of or characteristic of
a housewife; thrifty, orderly* and managing well. adv.
in the manner of a good housewife*
house-wif*er-y (hous'waf'er-i, hous'wif'ri), n. the work
of a housewife; housekeeping.
house-work (hous'wjirkO* n\ the work involved in

housekeeping; washing, cleaning, cooking, etc.

nous-ing (houz'iri), n. [ME. husing], 1. the act of

providing shelter or lodging. 2. shelter or lodging:
accommodation in houses, apartments, etc. ; often used
attributively, as, the housing problem. 3, houses
collectively. 4. a shelter; covering. 5. in architecture,
a space or recess made in a solid part to receive the
end of a beam, etc. 6. in mechanics* a frame, box,
etc. for containing some part. 7. in nautical usage,
the part of the mast below decks.

hous-ing (houz'irj), n. [< Early Mod. Eng. house,
housing < OFr. huche, nonce; ML. hullia < Prank.
*hulfti], 1. an ornamental blanket or covering for a
horse. 2. pi. trappings.
Hous-man, A. E. ftious'man), (Alfred Edward Hous-
won), 1&59-1936; English poet and classical scholar.
Hous-ton (hus'ten), n. a city in southeastern Texas:
pop., 594,000: a port on a ship canal,

Hous-ton, Samuel (hu&'tan), 1793-1863; American
general; president of the Republic of Texas (1836-1838;
1841-1844); United States senator (1846-1859).

hous-to-ni-a (hoos-to'ni-o), n. [Mod. L., after Wm.
Houston (d. 1733), Eng. botanist], any of a group of
small plants of the madder family, with blue, white,
or purple flowers.

Hou-yhn-hnm (hoo-in'am, hwin'sm), n. in Swift's
Gtdhver's Trawls, any of a race of horses with reasoning
power and human virtues: see also Yahoo.
hove (h5v), alternative past tense and past participle
of heave,

hov*el (huv'l, hov''l), n* [ME.; ? < OFr. *huv4, dim.
< have, a hood, < Frank. hubat a hood!; cf. OFr. huvelet,

penthouse], 1. a low, open shed for sheltering animals,
storing supplies or equipment, etc, 2. any small,
miserable dwelling; hut. v.t* [HOVELED or HOVELLED
(-Id), HOVELING or HOVELLING], 1. to shelter in a
hovel. 2. to make in the form of a hovel.
hov-er (huv'er, hov'eV), iu [ME. hoveren, freq, (see
-ER) of ME. hoven (to stay, stay suspended), which
it superseded], 1. to, stay suspended or flutter in the
air near one place (often, with over or about}. 2. to
linger or wait close by; move around (with near or
abouf). 3 to be in an uncertain QowJitioa; , waver
(with between). JK a; hovering; S^fiN. see fly.
how (hou), adv. [ME. & AS, hu; also AS, hwu 01 *huo;
akin to, OHp. hweo (G. wie), (^th. hwai~wa; pB.
interrogative base *gwo-, *qw&% as alpo IQ whdk dfej^
eta], I, in what manner or way;'by wpat n^eans. 2. in
what sta^te cc-condition, 3^ for what,reason or purpose;
why; osv how is it that you, cton't JOIQW? 4. by what
name* 5. jwith what meaning;^o wma^ effect. ^6*. to
what extent, degree, amount* e$c.

t
r7,, at wlmt p$ce.

8. .[CollbaA what: usually a request to .repeat some-
thing said. How is also used in exclamations and
relative constactioaa/1 and aa , aa inten^vei'j ',

,% ",-the
:way tf \qofog; fnamner: method ;,- ,,)

- v
i 'ho??? afp^r hpw.if that?' what is thf tiaean^ fif-
haw sfr? how is it so? why?

* "

how (hou), interj. as exclamation of greeting attributed
to, and still used humorously in imitation of, American
Indians.

Htow^ howitaer.
How-ard (hou'Srd), < the surname Howard], a mas-
culine nacnie.

How-anl, C^thertoe Chonferd) 1520F-1542; fifth wife
of Henry VIII: beheaded.
Howard, Roy Wilson, 1883- ; American editor and
newspaper magnate.
Howard, Sidney Coe (ko), 1891-1939; American play-
wright.

how-be-it (hou-bFit) , adv. [how -i-be-i-til 1. fArchaic],
however it may be; nevertheless. 2. [QlbsJ, although.
how-dah (hoii'da), n. [Hind, handah < AT. handajf a
canopied seat for rioing
on the back of aa elephant
or camel: also spelled
houdah.

how-do-you-do, how-d'-
ye-do (hou'da-ya-ddo',
hou'dy-dooO n. [Colloq.].
an annoying or awkward
situation: usually preceded
by fine, pretty, nice, etc.
How do you do? How is

your health?: a conven-
tionalized expression of

greeting, used when meet-
ing a person or being in-
troduced.
how-dy (hou'di), interL
[contr. < how do you (da) ? ],

n>1 ' " " '

[Dial, or Colloq.J, an ex- HOWBAH
pression of greeting.
Howe, Ellas (hou) t 1819-1867; American inventor of
the sewing machine.
Howe, Julia Ward, 1819-1910; American social re-
former, lecturer, and poet.
Howe, Sir William, fifth Viscount Howe, 1729-1814;
commander in chief of the British forces in the American
Revolution.

how-e'er (hou-erO, adv. & con/, however.
How-ells, William Dean (den hou'slz), 1837-1920;
American novelist and editor.
how-ev-er (hou-ev'Sr), adv. [ME. hou-ever], 1. no
matter how; by whatever means; in whatever manner,
2. to whatever degree or extent, coiy". nevertheless;
yet; in spite of that; all the same: used in a clause or
sentence that could properly begin with but.
how-te-er (hou'it-sr), w, [G. haubitze < Czech haufmcev

howitzer, orig., a sling], a
short cannon with a low
muzzle velocity, firing shells
in a relatively high tra-

jectory: abbreviated How.
howl (houi) , vd.[ME. houlen;
prob. echoic; cL G. heulent

B. hiulm, etc.L 1. to utter
the long, loud, wailing cry
of wolves, dogs, etc. 2. to
utter a similar cry of pain*
anger, grief, etc. 3. to
make a sound like this:

as, the wind howled. 4. to shout or laugh in scorn,
mirth, etc, v.t. 1. to utter with a howl or Sowfc
2, (

to drive or effect by jbow^ling. n. |. a long, loud,
wailing cry of a wolf

f dogf e4e. 2. any similar sound.
howl down, to drown ou|fc the voice or words of with
shouts of scorn, anger, etc.

How-land Island (hou^ond), a small equatorial island
in the mid-Pacific: United States aerological station,
howl-er (houl'er), n. La person or thing that howls.
2, a howling monkey. 3. [Colloq,], a foolish blunder.

howl-et (hosulity, n. [prob. < Fr. hulotte, ? dim, of
owl < OHG. huweta, owll, [Archaic], an owl,

. of howl], 1. that howls.
-rtMtlrV. WWJ. V. \^Xi\jr. fVMiUUl

howl-Ing (houl%j), adj. '_. ________ __________________

2. |cf. Detit. 32:10], fflfed with howls; mournful;
dreary. 3. [Slang], great: as, a howling, success,
howlingmonkey, any of a group of long-tailed monkeys
with a loud, howling cry, round in Central and South
America. (

How-rah (hou'ra), n. a city in northeastern India,, on
tike Hoognly River, opposite Calcutta: pop., 225,000.
howsoiev*er (hou'so-ev'gr), adv. [ME. HQU so evere],

1. ^p> whatever degree or extent. .2. by whatever
in whatever manner..

Eoy (hoi), n. [ME. hoye; MD. hoei; ? < PL hui, a
iMsr hui, hoyy, 1. a small fore-and-aft rigged vessel

resembling a sloop, no longer used. 2. a heavy barge.
hoy (hoi), intej7. [natural about; cf. PL hui, interjb
an exclamation to attract attention, drive hogs, etc.
n. a shout of *'hoy." ,

hoy-den Otioi'd'n,)^ n. [^Jaijly Mod* Eng., orig., awkwaard
man; ? phonetic sp. ot D. heidcn, heathen; cf. phrase

'^ek,; fveat, hfti^, qffpj Is, bite; lot, g5 hdrn, tWlfl look; *oU.
f 'ottt; i,



hoydenish 706 Hugo
little heathen], a bold, boisterous girl; tomboy, adj.
Mid and boisterous; tcrnboy:sh, v.L to behave like
a hoyden. Also spelled hoi<lcn.

hoy*dcn-ith (hoi'a'n-ish), adj. of or like m hoyden;
bold and boisterc^us;tcinboyish: also speUed hoidcuish.
Hoyle (hoft), w. a book of rules and tnstractioas for
card gM&e*, arMaafiy commled and edited by Bdmood
Hoyle (1672-1769), English authority on card games

Hoyle* according to the rules and rcgula-
.. , HI the prescribed, fair, or correct way.

HJPn HP, h.p^hp., 1. high pressure. 2. horsepower.
H.Qt Hq., Headquarters,
hrw (pi* MRS. I, hour; hours.
HJK~ L Home Rule. 2, House of Representatives.
HrdHf-ka, A*lft (a^es*! htrfdlich-ka), 1869-1943:
American anthropologist bora in Bohemia; curator of
the Uwt@d States National Museum (1910-1943).
HJELH- I.Her Royal Highness. 2. His Royal Highness.
HroU (roll), see Rollo.

HJSJL, His (or Her) Serene Highness.
Hsiiriui)& (shining'; Chin, shin'jii/), n. Changchun, a
city in Mamctoria: name during Japanese occupation.
H.S.M., 1. Her Serene Majesty. 2. His Serene Majesty.
ht., I. heat. 2.J>I. HTS.], height; heights.
H.tV, Hawaiian Territory.
hua ra ches (te-ri'chiz; Sp. wa-rE'ches), n.^f. [pi. of
Am. Sp. huarache, prob. < huaraca, guaraca, leather

thong < Quechua kuaraca], Mexican sandals, usually
made of straps or woven leather strips.
Huas car (w&klr), n. Inca ruler; lived a 1495-1533;
deposed by his half-brother Atahualpe.
Huas ca-ran (waVM-raW), n. a mountain of the
Andes, in western Peru: height, 22,180 ft.

Hua-tek (was'tek), n. [< native name), an American
Indian language of Mexico that constitutes, with its

dialect, a branch of the Mayan family of languages.
hub (hub), ik Iprofo. var. of hob (a peg}], 1. the center

part ojf
a wheel, 2. a center of interest, importance,

or activity.
the Hub, Boston.

Hub-bard, Elbert Green (hub'Srd), 1856-1915; Amer-
icaa writer.
Hubbard squash, a hard winter squash with a green
or yellow rind and firm, yellow flesh: also Hubbard.
hub-ble 0ml/*l} n. [dim. of hub], a small hump.
hubble-lbub-ble (hub''l~bub"l), n. [echoic]; 1. a
smoong pipe in which the smoke is drawn through
water, causing a bubbling sound; simple type of
hookah. 2. a bubbling sound. 3. hubbub; uproar.

hufo-bly (hut/li), adj. full of bubbles; uneven; rough.
hub-bub (hub'ub), n. [said to be < Ir. cry], a confused
sound of many voices; uproar; tumtdt; turmoil. SYN*
see noise,
hub by (hub'i), n.. [fl. HUBBIES (-&)], [CoHoq.], a
husband i fainiliar diminutive
Hu-bert .(ht'beVt), [Fr.; OHG. ^Huguberht, Ht., bright
(in) spirit < hugu, mind, spirit + beraht, bright], a
masculine name: equivalent, It. Uberta.
Hu-ber-tug-burg (boc-ber'tas-boorkhOt n. a town in
the mxth central jmrt of Gejrmany: a treaty signed
there "by Austria and Prussia in 1763 ended the Steven
Years* War.

hu-brls (hu'bris), n. [Gr. hybris], wanton insolence or
arrogance resultingfrom excessive pride or from passion.
huck (huk). n. [CoHoq.], huckaback.
huck-a track (hukVbakO, n. [Early Mod. Eng. huga*
back, hagabag suggest association with back or bag],
a coarse Hnen or cotton cloth with a rough surface,
used for toweling.

huck-le (hui/l), n. [dim. (see -LE) of obs, huck in same
i sense; ? < or akin to ON. h&ka, to crouch], [Rare],
the hip or haunch.

huck-le-ber-ry (hukH-ber'i), n. [pi HUCKLEBERRIES
(-iz)] r {said to be altered < hurikoerry, whortleberry <
AS. wyrtil, smaH shrub 4- berie, a berry], 1. any of a
number of related shrubs having dark-blue berries
resembling blueberries, 2. the fruit of any of these
shrubs. 3. loosely, a blueberry.
huck le bone (huk'1-b6nO n. [see HUCKLE], 1. the
hipbone. 2. the anMebone: talus,
huckster (huk'ster), n. [ME. hokestere < or akin to
MD- hokester, hoekster; prob. < hoek, hoke, a corner;
see HOOK], 1. a peddler or hawker of wares, especially
of fruits, vegetables, etc. 2. a mean, haggling trades-
man; tricky, mercenary peddler, 3. iColloq.], an
advertising man. v.t. 1. to peddle;, sell. 2. to bargain
in or haggle over.

Hud-ders-field (hud'Srz-feld'), n. a city in south-
western Yorkshire, England; pop., 124,000 (est. 1946).
hud-die 0iud''l), v.L [HUDDLED (-'Id), HCTODLING], [orig.,
([16th c.), to put out of sight; ? var. of MB. hoderen
in sanie sense (< base of hide)], 1. to crowd close

together; nestle together in a heaps as, animals huddle
together from fear or for warmth. 2. to draw or hunch
oneself up in a heap. 3. in football, to gather in a
huddle, v.t, 1. to crowd close together. 2. to hunch
or draw (oneself) upr 3. to do, put, or make hastily
and carelessly, 4. to push or thrust in a hurried or

disordered manner: as he hnddled the children Into
the automobile, u. 1. a confused crowd or heap of
persons or things. 2. confusion; muddle: jumble.
X in football, a grouping of a team behind tne line of
scrimmage, to receive signals before a play; hence,
4. [Slang], a private conference; secret discussion.
go Into a hwddle, [Slang], to have a private conference
or secret discussion.

Hudi bras tic (hu'di~bras'tik) f iwf/. Hkef or in the
style of, Samuel Butler's Hu&ibras, a mock-heroic
satirical poem (1663-1678) in tetrameter couplets,
ridiculing the Puritans.
Hud-son (hud's'n), n. a river in eastern New York,
flowing southward into New York Bay; length, 306 mi.
Hudson, Henry, ?-1611; English navigator and ex-

plorer; discovered the river and the bay named for him.
Hudson, William Henry. 1841r1922; English natu-
ralist and writer, born in Argentina.
Hudson Bay, a part of the Atlantic extending into
central Canada :area,
400,000 sq. mi.
Hudson^s Bay
Company, a British

joint-stock company
chartered in 1670 to
carry on fur trading
with the North
American Indians:
abbreviated H.B.C.
Hudson seal, musk-
rat fur dyed and
plucked to resemble

HUDSON BAY
Hudson Strait, the strait connecting Hudson Bay with
the Atlantic: length, c. 450 mi.
Hu-e (ii'lO* n. a city on the coast of South Viet-Nam:
pop., 28,000.
hue (hu) n. [ME. hew; AS. heow, Mw; akin to Goth.
him. appearance, form; prob. IE. *Ri-wo < base *kei->

(dark-)colored, seen also in AS. h&mn* blue: cf. HOAR],
1. color. 2. a particular variety of a color; shade;
tint. SYN. see color.
hue (hti), n. [ME. & OFr. hu, hunting cry], a shouting;
outcry: now only in hue and cry.
hue and cry* [Anglo-Norm, hu e erf],

t
1. originally,

a) a loud snout or cry by those pursuing a felon: all

who heard were obliged to Join in the pursuit, b) the
pursuit itself: hence, 2. any loud outcry or clamor.

hued (hud), ca/. [ME. hewed; AS. -hiwod; see HUB
(color)], having gome (specified) shade or intensity of
color or (a specified number of) colors: used in hyphen-
ated compounds, as rosy-hued, many-hned.

huff (huf), v.t. [prob. echoic], 1. JObs.], to blow,
swell, or puff up. 2. to treat insolently; bully; hector.
3. to make angry; offend. 94. 1. to blow; puff.
2. [Obs.], to swell with pride or arrogance. 3. to be-
come angry; take offense, n. a burst of anger or
resentment.

huff-My (huf'l-i), adv. in a huffy manner.
huff-i-ness (huf'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of
being huffy.

huff ish OraFish), adj. [huf + -ish], 1. peevish; petu-* " * ~ ""
,], inclined t<

*

, _, 4 . to be arrogant.
huff-y (huf'i), adj. [HUFFIER (-i-r), HUFFIEST (-i-ist)),

[see HUFF] 1. easily offended; touchy. 2. angered or
offended. 3. [Obs.j, arrogant.
hug (hug), v.t. [HUGGED (hugd), HUGGING], [prob. via
dial. < ON. hugga, to comfort, console; akin to AS.
hvcgan, to think], 1. to put the arms around and hold
closely and fondly: embrace tightly and affectionately.
2. a) to squeeze tightly between the forelegs: said of
a bear. 6) to squeeze tightly with the arms. 3. to
cling to or cherisn (a belief, opinion, etc.), 4. to keep
close to: as, the automobile hugged the curb. v.i. to
clasp or embrace one another closely, n. 1. a dose,
affectionate embrace. 2- a tight clasp or hold with
the' arms, as in wrestling. 3. a bear's squeeze.
huge (huj), adj. [MK huge, hoge; OFr. ahuge, ahoge;
prob. < Grnc. base of OHG. Mk (G. hoch), high],
very large; gigantic; immense, -~~SxN. see enormous.
huge-ly (huj'H), adv. to a huge extent: very much.
hug-ger-mug-ger (hug'eV-mug'Sr) , n. (earlier also hoker-
moker, apparently rhyming compound based on ME.
mokeren, to hoard* conceal, whence the basic sense
"secrecy"], 1. a confusion; muddle; jumble. 2.

[Archaic], secrecy, adj. 1. confused: muddled; fum-
bled. 2. [Archaic], secret, adv. 1. in a confused 0r
jumbled manner. 2. [Archaic], secretly.
Hugh .(hu}, [OFr, Hue; HG. ttugo; prob. <
the mind], a masscufine name: variant, l&ugQ.
Hughes, Charles Evans fez), l62-194f; American
statesman and jtirist; chief justice, Fnlted States
Supreme Court (1930-1941),

Hughes, Lang-ston (t^stei), * (Jwne&
Hughes), 1902- ; American poet and writer.

Hughes, Thomas, 1822-1896; Eniglfefaj lawyer and
wnter. '

^> '',',, ,i

-

,',, \

Hugli (hSogfi), 7|. the HopgMrvHu go (ha'go), a masctttine nani^: see Hu^h.

JUH*** JIO1UK VJ.AU.A iOiJ./. UUf*

lant; sulky. 2. fobs.],
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Hn-go, Victor Marie (hfi'gS; Ft. ft'fBO* 1W2-ISS5;
French poet, novelist, and dntiit.
Huguenot (hu'g^not')* n. |Fr.; earlier

ryjfi0i < G. tiditnosse, sworn companion, cost*

federate; influenced by Beuncoct Hmgm, a Ckwnm
reformer], any French Protestant of the 16th or 17th
century.
huh (htO, infer/, an exclamation ttsed to express con-

tempt, derision, surprise, etc.. or to ask a question.
Hui Ia, Mount (we'll), a volcanic mountain of th*
Andes, in southwestern Colombia: height, IS,700 ft.

hu-la-hu-lft (hdol^-lioola}, n. [Haw.], a native Ha-
waiian dance performed oy women: also hufe.
hulk (hulk), n. {ME.; AS. Me; akin to G. Mk; said
to be < ML. knlcns < Or. Aofeo*, towed vessel <
kllkein, to drag], 1. a) originally, any ship, 5) a
big, unwieldy ship. 2, the body of a ship, eroeeiaJly
if old and^ dismantled. 3. usually pi. an old, di-
mantled ship or one specially built and not intended
to be seagoing, formerly used as a prison. 4. a big,
clumsy person or thing. vj. 1. to rise bnlkily (usually
with up), 2. [Dial.], to slouch or lounge about in a
heavy, clumsy manner.
hulk-ing (huFkirj), ad;, [ppr. of fotffc], bulky and un-
wieldy; big and clumsy,
hulk-y (huPki), adj. hulking.
Hull (hul), a. 1. a seaport ia Yorkshire, England, on
the River Humber: pop., 287,000 (est 1946) : officially
called Kingstem~npQM-3uU. 2. a city in southwestern
Quebec, Canada, on the Ottawa River: pop., 35,000
(est. 1944).
huU (hul), n. [ME. half. &>K, Me; AS. kid*; akin to
G. huttew covering: for IE. base see HALL], 1. the outer
covering of a seed or fruit, as the husk of grain, j>od
of peas, shell of nuts, etc, 2, the calyx of some fruits,
as the raspberry, strawberry, etc. 3. any outer cover-

ing, v.t. to take the hull or hulls off.

htufl (hul), n. [special use of kutt (seed covering); prob.
influenced by D. hoi, ship's hold], I. the frame or

body of a ship, excluding the spars, sails, and nigging.
2. the frame or main body of a flying boat or amphibian,
on which it floats when in the water. v.t* to put a
shell, torpedo, etc. through the hull of a

shio;.
hull down, far enough away so that the hull is below
the horizon.

Hull, Cor-dell (kor'del hul), 1871-1955; American
statesman; secretary of state (1933-1944),
hul la ba loo (hiiL'o-be455', httl'o-b4doO* **- [echoic
duplication based on hidlo, hallo], loud noise and con-
fusion: clamor; uproar; hubbub.
Hull House, a social settlement house founded in

Chicago in 1889 by Jane Addams.
hul-lo (ha-loO* interj* n. .*. & v4. 1. hollo. 2. heUo.
hum (hum), vd. [HUMMED (humd), HUMMING!, [ME.
hummen; echoic], 1. to make a low, continuous,
murmuring sound like that of a bee, a revolving
electric fan, etc. 2. to sing with closed tips* not saying
the words. 3. to give forth a confused, droning sound:
as, the room hummed with voices. 4. FColloq.}* to
be busy or full of activity, v.t. 1. to smg (a tune,

etc.) with the lips closed, not saying the words* 2. to

produce an effect on by humming; as, kitm a child to

sleep, n. 1. a humming* 2. a continuous, murmuring
sound.
hum (horn: conventionalized pronun.), intery. 1. a con-
ventionalized expression of the sound made when
clearing the throat to attract attention or show doubt.
2. a conventionalized compression of a sound made
with closed lips to express contempt, surprise, pleasure,
etc. VA. [HUMMED (humd), HUMMING], I. to make
either of these sounds, 2. to pause or hesitate in

speaking: usually in the phrase mem and kaw.
hu-man (hu'mQn), adj. [ME. knmayne; OBV. humaine;
L, kumamts; akm to komof a man, humus, soil (see

HUMUS)}, 1. of or characteristic of a person or persons:
such as people have. 2. having the form or nature of

a person; that is a person; comststing of people. 3.

having or showing the Qualities characteristic ofpeople.
ut a person: usually hmnaiL being.
hu-mane (hyoo-minOf 4/* [earlier, var. of immam:
now usually associated directly with L. mmmmsl
1* having what are considered the best qualities of

mankind; kind, tender, mercifaX considerate, etcu 2.

civilizing; refining; humanizing: as, humane learning.
hu-man-lsm (hu'msn-iz'im)^ ib 1* the ojiaEty of being
human; human nature, 1: any system cc way of
tfcotigfxc or action ooncdrned with tfee in^er^ste
Meals of people, 3w'tfap etatity I tw
4. (H-3, ife inteltectorfi.a^.oMteta

^

*enm.ed from the stifdy
1 of dasacsal

EteratePft and ojalttme- dpring' $ J

was'.oaes of the factors giyimg .rise,,to, .

it WAS characterized by an emphasis on"

c-f nature and hurnac affairs, 2. a
cf the 3. |H-] r & student 01

Latin Greek espmaw*
who wwi a follower ol Htn&amzi. adj. d

hu irtan is tic
,

adj. of

11) t flc?p in a minMiiirtMj manner.
human-i-tar i an (hvcc-i:;an

/
3-t.lr

/
:-3LO, flu 1.

devoted 10 the welfare of htroianit;/, es-

pecially through the TOininatWii <rf paiii and siiffeing;
pMlanlhrcKast* 2 an Adherent of IwDaaiiitaiiaiiisin,

2 3). ml/. I. helpi^j imaeuuiity* 2. erf bu-
manitarianism. 5VN. tee

1. the iMtBrfs w actions of
in stki<:$ t } the doctrine that nnan's

to the welfare of mankind. *) tie doctrine
that m&a may perfect his own imtor without the aid
of divine grace, 3. m ih?elegy* the doctrine that denies
the divinity erf Jesus.

|ME. & OPr. Jtemtfifil*; L. kmm&mkml, 1. the fact or

quality of being human; human nature. 2. ft. human
qualities; characteristics of humaa beings, especially
those considered desirable. 3. the human race; man-
kind; people, 4. the fact or quality of being tautum;
kindness; mercy, sympathy, etc.
the humanities, 1. languages and literature, espe-
cially the classical Greek and Latin. 2. the botnciw
of learning concerned with human thought and rela-
tions, as oistinpiished from the sciences; especially,
literature and philosophy, and, often, the fee arts,
history, etc.

hii*iici8flEi"i*3Wi*l!4oci (hu'rnsjc-i-zfi'shwit hfi'mao-i-^Jt'sfaBii)
n. a humanizing or being humanized.
hu-man-ize (hn'maHoSsO* v.tm [HUMANIZED (-mxd

/
} f

HUMANIZING], 1, to make hnnian; give a httman
nattire or character to. 2, to make humane; make
kind, merciful, considerate, etc.; civilize; refine. wJ.
to become hinnan or httmane,
human-kind (M'mro-krnd'). n. the hmnan race;
mankind; people,
hu-man-ly (hti'mon-HJ t mdv* 1. in a httman manner.
2. within toman ability or knowledge; by htiman
means, 3. according to the experience or knowledge
of httman beings; from a human viewpoint.

thu-nift-iium est eraa-re (hu~ma'n&m est e-ra'rx),.
PL}f it is human to err.
Hum-ber (htm/bgr), ft. the estuary of the Ouse and
the Trent, in eastern England: length, 37 mi.
Humbert I (htnr/bert), 1844-1900; son of Victor
Emmanuel II; king of Italy (1878-1900)*
hum-ble (httir/b'l: occas. um'bl), adjm (HUMBLER (-4

HUMBLEST (-blist)\ [ME. ; OPr. ; L. kumHf
*

slight; akin to humus, soil, earth (see
having or showing a cwiscioasiiess of osie*
or Aortcomings; not protid; not self-a9ertlvto; i

2. low in ooomiOQ, rank, or position; lowly; to
tant; unpretentious: as, a humble home. v.t. [HUMBLED
(-bid), HUMB03*GL 1. to lower la <Hiaonf rankf or
position j

abase. 2. to lower in pride; make modest or
humble in mind*
SYN. humble, in a favorable sense, suggests an unassuming
Character in wWdi tosce is an absence <pride and assrtivs-
ness (a kumblt genius) and, unfavorably, connotes an almost
ab^ct lack of setf^e^ect; ItMitF h an oMer equivalent foe
humble bofe mw&r earrJes! the nufavtrabfe coonotation of ab-
jectaess (he answered m /ow/y terms) ; rneek stresses a mildness
and patience of disposition which is not easily stirred to anger
or resenteMkt and* ia an oafaiwablc seose, cotmotes sjonefess
EtbimsspE^8; modest implies the absence of pretensions,

boastfulness, conceit, etc. (to be modest about one's achieve-
ments). See ajsa dejrade^ANT. proud, conceited.
hum-ble bee Qbtm'bl-be'), n [ME. humbylbte < hum-
(b)le, to keep on humming (< hum-men, to htmi +
4e fre|, suffix) + &ce], a bttmblebee,
humble pie, [earlier umble pie < umbles, entrails of a
deer; M|. & OPlr. nombles < L. lumbnlus, cfen. of
lumtnis, loin], formerly, a pie made of the mner/ parts
of a deer, served to the servants after a hunt.
eat buaokMe jpie, to undergo humiHafctonr especially
that of admitting one's error and apologizing.

hum-bly (ptan'bH; occas. tim'bli), odv* in a hiamble
manner.
Hum boldt. Baron A-le-xan der von (alek-san'der
ifttt hoom'bdlt : Eng. hum'bolt), (Fredrick Hcmrich
Alexander von Humboldt), 1769-1959; German scientist
and explorer.
Humboldt, Baron Karl Wil-helm vcm (kSrI vil'helm),
1767-1835; brother of Alexander; German philologist
and statesman.
hum bug (hum'btig

7
^ jt, [18t|i-c. slang; orig. relerei^ce

lost], 1. &) something maae or done to cheat or
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; fraud; hoax. M tmsi*<hflf.

or empty Ulk. 2. a thshonfst person; person who
act n|> to hs* claim*; impostor. J. a spirit of

trickery, etc, v.f. {HUMBUGGED (-bugdO*
G), l dupe; cheat; ttcmv*; hcmx,

Oramlxig'Sr), n. a humbug ; impostor.
'jr (hum'bug'r-i), n. l$i HVICBUCGHIXKS

(is)), toe of a humbug; fraud; deception;
pretense; sham,
hum^ftaft-w (htim'din'^r), n. fprob, fanciful coinage},

a or thing considered excellent of its

kind.
hum*44HX& (hti8iMnim') adj. (echoic extension of

taf)v having no variety; dull; monotonous; common-
place, it. 1. ft humdrum person. 2. humdrum talk,

routine, etc. ; monotony ; commraiplaceness.

HiMM, DnirW (hum), 1711-1776; Scottish philosopher
htotonan.

hn*mr*l (hfi'mlr*al), adj. {Mod. L. humerdis < L.

kmmcnul* I. of or near the humenis, 2. of or near
the shoulder or shoulders,

hu*foer*us (ha'xnSr-M), n. [pi. HIJMERI (-x')l. {L. **-
n; IE. *om (c)*o-*,0wnu, Mifwriti, the shoulder, upper aran;

the shoulder, seen also in Sans, anisa-k, Gr. dmos],
the bone of the upper arm or foreliiab, extending from
the shoulder to the elbow: see skeleton, ilhis,

hii-mic (hfi'rnik), afy*.
of or derived from htunus.

hiMnidi (nu'z&id), adj. [Fr. humide; L. kum&dMs, umidns,
< humfr/v umert, to be moist], damp; moist ; specifically,

containing much water vapor. 517V. see wet.

hn-jmld-l*ii*ca-t!aii (hyoo^tnM
f
$-fi-kI'shi} f n. a hu-

midifying or being humidified.
hn-inM-I-fi-er Qiyoo-snid'a-fi'er), n. anything that hti-

SBkUfies; specifically, a device for keeping air moist.

to-mid-i-fy (hyoo-midVfi/) *>* [HUMIDIFIED (-fid').

eiairoiFYijicL to make humid; moisten; dampen.
hu-mid-i-ty (nyoo-mid'a~tl} f n. [ME. hmmidyUe; OFr.
humidite; L. humiditas < humidus; see HUMID], 1.

moistness; dampness. 1. the amount or degree of
moisture in the air.

relatire humidity, the amount of moisture in the air as

compared with toe amount that the air could contain
at the same temperature, expressed as a percentage.

taMn&dor Chl'mi-cldr'), w. [< hwnid}l
1. a device for

fewpiog tfae ir moist in a tobacco jar, case, etc.: it

is often a tttbe containing moistened sponges. 2. a
jar, ewe, etc. equipped with such a device.

hia-mJH-ate (hyoo-mil'i-aV), v.t. [HUMILIATED (-id),

HUMILIATING], [< LL. humiliatus, pp. of humiliare, to
humiliate < L. humilis, humble, lowly], to lower the
pride or dignity of; hurt the feelings of by causing to
be or seem foolish or contemptible; mortify. SYN. see

degrade.
hu-mil-i-a-tipn (hyoomil i-a'shan), n. a humiliating or
beic humiliated.

Im*imM-ft<to*xy (hyoo-mi!'i--tor'i, hyoo-mil'I-a-to'ri),
?jf* humiliating or tending to humiliate.

&te'inil*I-ty (hyoo-mil'a-tt), n. [pL HUMILITIES C-tiz)],
1MB. & OFr. kumttite; L. kumuUas < jmmilis, lowly,
&ttm!>le|f 1. the state or quality of being humble of
mind or spirit; absence of pnde or self-assertion.
2. $1. acts of self-abasement.
hummer (Jium'eV), n. 1. a person or thing that
hums* 2* a hummingbird.
hum-ming (hum'ii)), adj. [ppr. of hwn\ 1. buzadng;
droning. 2. [Colloq^.], having great activity or in-

tensity: active; spirited; agitated; brisk.

hum-ming-bird (hum'irj-burd')* n. any of a group of

very smalt brightly colored birds with a long, slender
bill and narrow wings that vibrate rapidly and make
a humming sound in flight.
hum-mock (hurn'ak), n* [earlier also hammock; orig.
naut. : ? < base of hump 4- nautical ~ock (cf. HAMMOCK)],
1. a low, rounded hin; knoll; hillock. 2. a ridge or
bump in an ice field. 3. a tract of wooded land, higher
than a near-by swamp or marsh.
hum-mock y (hum'ak-i), adj. 1. having hummocks,
2. like a hummock.
hu-mor (hu'meY, a'mSr), n. (ME.; OFr.; L. humor,
umor, moisture, fluid* akin to humere, umere, to be
moist; IE. base *wegi0- ( *|w-t moist, moisten, seen
also in Gr. hygrosr moist, fluid, Eng. wake (of a boat),
D. wakr moist, wet], 1. originally, any fluid or juice
of an animal or plant; especially, any of the four fluids

(cardinal humors) formerly considered responsible for
one's health and disposition; blood, phlegm, choler
(yellow bile), or melancholy (black bile); hence,
2. a) a person's disposition or temperament, ft) a
mood; state of mind. 3. whim; fancy; caprice. 4. the

quality that makes something seem funny, amusing,
or ludicrous; comicality. 5. a) the ability to perceive,
appreciate, or express what is funny, amusing;, or
ludicrous. &) the expression of this in speech, writing,
or action. Usually distinguished from w&. 6, any
chronic disease of the skin, supposedly caused by a
bad blood condition. 7. any fluid or fluidltke sub-
stance of the body; blood, lymph, bile, etc.: as, the
aqueous humor, v.t. 1, to comply with the mood or
whim of (another); indulge. 2. to act in agreement

with the nature of; adapt oneself to, SYN. see in-

dulfe, mood, wit-

out of humor, not in a good mood; cross; disagreeable;
displeased; out of sorts,

hu-mor al (hu'xnfer-al), adj. [Fr. < L, fcitmor], of the
humors of the body.
hu-mor-esque (hu'ms-reskOt - (G, kumorxsk* <
L. humor; see HUMOR & -KSQUI], a light, fanciful,
playful, or humorous musical composition; caprice,
hu*mor*i*t fhu'meV-ist, Sf

mer-istJ n. |Fr. kumariite;
ML. Aumoruto], 1. a person with a well-developed
sense of humor. 2, a person skilled in the literary or
artistic expression of humor; professional writer or
teller of amusing stories, jokes, etc.

hu-mor4s-tic (hu'msMis'ttk), adj. 1. of humor. 2, of
or like a humorist or humorists.
hu-mor-ous (hu'mer-os, u'xnSr-^s), ndf/* [LL. hnmorosus,
moist ; ako Eng. humor -f- -ous], 1. having or expressing
humor; funny; amusing; comical; droll. 2. [Archaic],
whimsical; capricious. 3. [Gbs.J, a) moist, b) humoral.
SYN. see witty.

hu rnour (hu'm&r, u'mSr), n, A v.t. humor: British

spelling.

hump (hump), n. [17th c.: prob. < international naut,
usage; cf. LG. humpe* Norw. hump in same senses;
IE. *qum~b (< base *qiu^ to bend, curve), as also in

Sans, kumba-hr thick end of a bone], 1. a rounded,
protruding lump, as the fleshy mass on the back of a
camel: in man, a hump is caused by a deformity of

the spine. 2. a hummock; mound. 3. [British Slang],
a fit of melancholy. v*t. 1. to cause to assume the

shape of a hump; arch; hunch: as, the cat humped its

back. 2. [SlangJ, to exert (oneself).
tbe Hump, the Himalayas: a term used by Allied
airmen in World War II.

hump-back (hump'bak'), n. 1. a humped, deformed
back. 2. a person having a humped back; hunchback.
3. a large whale with long flippers and a dorsal fin

resembling a humpback.
humpbacked (hump'bakt'), adj. having a humped
back.
humped (humpt), adj. having a hump or humps;
humpbacked.
Hum-per-dlnck, Eng-el bert (erj'gal-bert' hoom'pe'r-
dink'; Eng. hum'pSr-dinkO , 1854-1921; German com-
poser.
humph (usually uttered as a voiced snort with the mouth
dosed; conventionalized pronun. humf), inteij. & n. a
snorting or grunting sound expressing doubt, surprise,
disdain, disgust, etc.

Hum-phrey, Hum-pliry (hum'fri), [AS. Hunfrith <
Gmc. *hun, strength -f AS. frith, peacej, a masculine
name: equivalents, G. Humfri#d> It. Onjr&do.
Hnmp*ty Dump-ty (hump'ti dtunp'ti), the personified
egg of a well-known nursery rhymer represented as a
short, squat person.
hiimp-y Chumj/i), adj. [HUMPJER (-i-Sr), HUMPIEST
(-i-is%)| 1. having humps. 2. like a hump.
hu-mus (hl'niQs), n. [L., earth, ground, soil; IE. base
*$hthem~* *%hfh(o)m-, earth, soil, seen also in Gr.
chthfin, soil, Sans, ksam] t

a Drown or black substance
restating from the partial decay of leaves and other
vegetable matter; organic part of the soil.

Hun (hun), n. (ME. Hunne; AS. Hune (akin to ON.
Hnnar) < native name; cf. Chin. Hiong-nu, Han],
1. a member of a savage Asiatic people who, led by
Attila, invaded eastern and central Europe in the
4th and 5th centuries A.D. 2. [h-J, any savage or
destructive person; vandal; term of contempt applied
to German soldiers * World War I.

Hu-nan (hoo'n&n'), n. a province of southeastern
China: area, 83,921 sq. mi.; pop., 25,949,000 (1947);
capital, Changsha,
hunch (hunch), v.t. [< hunchback], to draw (one's
body, etc.) into the shape of a hump; form into a
hump: as* don't hunch your back so. vJ. to move
forward jerkily; push; shova n. 1. a hump. 2. a
chunk

i lump; hunk. 3. [CoBoq.J* a feeling that some-
thing is going to happen ^ premonition or suspicion:
from the sttperstition tnat it brings good luck to toucja
the back of a hunchback.
hunch-back (hunch'bakOf w* 1. a humped, deformed
back. 2. a person having a humped back; humpback.
hunch-backed (humcWbakt'), adj. humpbacked.
hund., hundred: hundreds*
hun dred (htm'arid; stiU often hun'derd), n. [ME.
honored, honderd; Late AS. hundred; prob. < ON.
hundrath* lit., the 1( reckoning < hundr, 100 (aikin
to AS. hund) + -raih, reckoning* number (akin to
Goth, rathfan, to/edcon: cf, RBADV RIDDLE); the
base of hund~ is *Rmtom (for orig, *lekmtdm < V
ten; see DECADE), seen also ox L. cmittm, Gr. (he)k ,

Sans, sat&m, OSlav. seio, etajr ,
t. the cardinal number

next above ninety-nine; ten times ten; 1@0| fJ;^afa
breviated H*, tu, hund. 2. a,&hri8taot oftail BngMsli
county: originally, Drobably^ 100 hides of land, 3- a
corres^onoHng division in tJn early United^ $tates stiH
survmng in Delaware, adj. tefi tie tern,

Hundred Days, the. days from J&arqb 15, fyy J^ne 2S,t



hundredfold turds
1815, the period between Napoleon's return to
from Elba and his final defeat and abdication,
hun-dred fold (hua'dnd-fald'), adj. *voLt>)f 1.

having a hundred parts. 2. naving a hundred
as much or as many. adv. a hundred times as much
or as many: with a (or, British, on), it, a number or
an amount a hundred times as great.
hundredth (hun'dridth), adj. {hundred 4- -ifc]t 1.

preceded by ninety-nine others in a aeries; 100th.
2. designating any of the hundred equal parts of
something, n. 1. the one following the ninety-ninth.
2. any of the hundred equal parts of some-thing;

hun dred weight (hun'drid-waV), ft. a unit of weight,
equal to 100 pounds in the United States and 112
pounds in England: abbreviated cwt. ? c., C.
Hundred Years* War, a series of wars between Eng-
land and France from 1339 to 1453, in which England
lost all her possessions in Prance except Calais
Hun-e-ker, James Gibbons (hun'a-kftr), 1860-1921;
American writer and critic.

hung (hun), past tense and past participle of bang:
see hang.
Hung., 1. Hungarian. 2. Hungary.
Hungarian (hun-gir'i-on), adj. of Hungary, its

people, their language, or culture, n. 1. a native or
inhabitant of Hungary

* M " ""

stock. 2. the 7~

irope:
area, 35,872 sq. mi.; pop., 9,383,000 (est. 1947);
capital, Budapest: Hungarian name, Magyararss&g.
hun-ger (hun'ggr). n. [ME.: AS. hunger: akin to G.
hunger; IE. base *kenk~, to bum, dry upj, 1. the dis-
comfort, pain, or weakness caused by a need for food.
2. a desire, need, or appetite for food: hence, 3. any
strong desire; craving, zu. 1. to feel hunger; be
hungry; need food. 2. to crave; desire eagerly (with
for or after), v.t. to subject to hunger or starvation;
starve.

hunger strike, a refusal of a prisoner, political leader,
etc. to eat until the authorities grant certain demands.
hun gri-Iy (hun'gra-K), adv. in a hungry manner.
hun-gri-ness (hurj'gri-nis), n* the Quality of being

. adj. [HUNGRIER (-gri-Sr), HUNGRIEST
houngrie

l hungre; AS. hungrigj, 1.^
** *" W/J> l*T**rf. trvwif^i rbj ivmv&i %,, J.*W. IH*l+g,t J , J,.

;eeling, having, or showing hunger; specifically, a)

Banting or needing food, d) craving; eager: as, a. a
producing hunger. 3, not

said 'of

SYN. hungry is the general wortt expressing any'degree of
wanting or needing food; ravenous implies a greedy or glut-
tonous hunger (he seized the bait with ravenous appetite);
famished suggests hunger to the point of actual weakness or
suffering; starved implies a continued lack or inadeottacy of
food resulting in emaciation or death. Both famished and
starved are often used colloquially as hyperbolic equivaleats
of hungry. ANT. sated, satiated.

hunk (hunk), n. [prob. < Ft httnke, hunk], [CoHoa.J,
a large piece, lump, or slice of bread, meat, etc.; chunk.
hunks (hunks), n. [pi. HUNKS], [prob. akin to D.
hondsch, lit., doggish, stingy, G. hundisch; cf. HOUND],
a stingy, disagreeable, surly person; miser.

hunk-y (hurj'ki), n.
\fl. HUNOBS (-kuOJ, {< Hung-

arian; cf . BOHUNK], [Slang], a person from east central
Europe; especially, a person ol Hungarian extraction:
also hunkie, turnkey, hunk: vulgar term of prejudice
and contempt.

.* N1
df/. feTOOTE -r,

(-ki-ist)] t [< U.S. local hunk, goal, home (in tag and
similar games), hence safe place, all right < D. honk,
a post, station, goal], [Slang], 1. afl right; giving
satisfaction. 2. even; square.
hunk-y-do-ry (htm'M-d&Vi, hun'ki-do'ri), adj. [ex-
tended < hunky (all right)], [Slang], to one's satis-

faction; as it should be.
Hun-nish (hun'ish), adj. 1. of or like the Huns;
hence, 2. barbarous; savage and destructive.
hunt (hunt), v.t. [ME. hunicn; AS, huntian; prob. <
base of hentan, to seize; see HENT], 1. to chase (game)
for food or sport. 2. to search eagerly or carefully
for; try to find. 3. a) to pursue; chase; drive. 5) to
hound; harry; persecute. 4. a) to go through (a
tract of country) in pursuit of game. 6) to search
(a place) carefully. 5. to use (dogs or horses) in

chasing game. 6. in bell ringing, to change the order
of (a bell) in a hunt. v.i. 1, to go out after game; take
part in the chase. 2. to search; seek. 3. 'moell ringing,
to change the order of bells in a hunt. n. 1. a hunting;
the chase. 2. a group of people who hunt together.
3. a district covered in hunting. 4. a search. 5. in
bell ringing, a series of regularly varying sequences in

ringing a group of from five to twelve bells.

hunt down, 1. to pursue until successful in catching
or Wlfjygi 2. to search for until successful In finding.

hunt vp, 1. to for; search for. 2. to by
searching.

Hunt, Leigh (httnt). (Jjej Hmry Letik Bunt), 1784-
1859; critic, awl poet.

Hunt, William Holman, see Holmnn-Hunt, William.
hunter (Iraii'tlr), n. kmni&e; AS. ****]. 1, a
swoon who hunts, 2. a or dog trained for

bunting. 3. a nvtch with a htmtinfi mm,
Hnn-wv J0bn I72S-179J; Scottish physi-

4*ttritty, the periodic increase and decrease in the
speed ol a syachroficMS motor with respect to the
current, adj. d OF for hunting,
hunting cms% m wateticase with a bktfed cover to
protect the crystal: so called from use by fcounters.
Hunt'ing-don (htt

f
tig<be) t n. 1. Huntincdcmshire.

2. its county seat.

Hunt'fag"dchlilre Chtm'tio*doDHdurO* ** s> county
ol east central England: pop., 60,000 (est, 1945);
county seat, Huntingdon.
hunting ground, a tract of country used for hunting.
hunting horn, a horn used to give signals during a
hunt.
hunting knife, a large, sharp knife used by hunters
to skin and cut up game.
Hunt-ing-ton (hun'tiij-taa), n. a city in western West
Virginia, on the Ohio: pop., 86,000.
Hun ting ton, Samuel (hn&'ttg-taa), 1731-1796;
American statesman

j, governor of Connecticut (17S6-
1796); signer of the Declaration of Independence.Huntington Park, a city in southwestern California:
pop.729.QQ0.
hunting watch, a watch with a hunting case; hunter.
hunt-ress (hun'tris), n. 1. a woman (or goddess) who
hunts. 2. a mare used for hunting.
hunts-man (hunts'man), ft. [$L HUNTSMEN (-man)!
[Chiefly British], 1. a hunter. 2. the manager of a
hunt,
hunts-man's-cup (hunts'mona-kupOt n* a pitcher
plant with large, cupHke leaves ana purple or greenish
flowers.

hunt'8-up (htmts'ap^* n. [oontr. < ike hmnt is np
(i.e., the hunt is starting)], a rousing tune played on a
hunting horn to get the hunters out.

Hu*nya*<U, Ja-noa (yS'nflsh hcK/nya-di), C.13S7-1456;
Hungarian general and national hero.
Huon pine (hu'on), [after the Huon. river in Tas-
mania,], a large Tasmanian tree witii bright-green,
scafelike leaves and close-grained wood.
Hu pa (hoVpo), n. 1. any member of a tribe of North
American Indians of northwestern California, 2. their
Athapascan language*
Hu-peh (hoo^peO, n. a province of east central China;
area, 71,234 sq. mi; pop., 20,913,000 (1947); capital,

UU*-*M; vixui VA *), n. [MK. hurdtlt hirdeli
base *hurd-. wicker-
work, hurdte (cf.

HOARDING) : IB. base
*qert-, to plait, twist

together, seen also
in crate], 1. a port-
able frame made of
interlaced twigs, etc.,
used for temporary
fences or enclosures.
2, a kind of frame

or. sled on wMcJa
[prisoners in England
were drawn through
the streets to execu-
tion. 3. a movable,
frameEke barrier for
horses or runners to

lamp over in a race.
4. an obstacle; diffi-

culty to be overcome.
vl [HURDLED (-did) f

HURDLING], 1. to
enclose or fence off

with hurdles. 2. to

jump over (a hurdle)
in a race. 3. to
overcome (an ob-
stacle),
the hurdles, a race in which the contestants must
jump over a series of hurdles.

hur-dler (hdr'dler), n. a runner who takes part hi the
hurdles.
nurds (hurdz), n.pl. [ME. herdts < AS. hcordan (akin
to MD* heerdt, herdc)], the refuse of flax, jute, hemp.
etc.; tow: also hards.

HURDLES



710 hustler

(<li*) prob. echoic), !.

instru-
ment played by turning
it crank to a

I, It. HURDY-GURDIES

IIURBY-GURDY

tfae and produces
sound; it is used by street
niiiflicssjKQf. 2. any musical
infttroment played by turn-

fag a crunk; barrel oman.
hurl (hftrl), v.t. [MB.
Itiiplm; prob. of ON. echoic

oripa; cf. Dan. hurle, to
whirr, Nccw. hurl, toi; Cf. HURRY, WHUUJ,
1. to throw or Ding with
force or violence. 2. to
cast down; overthrow. 3.

to utter vehemently, lu. 1. to throw or fling some-
thing (at a person or thing). 2, [Archaic], to move
with force or violence; rush. 3. [Slang], m baseball,
to pitch, n. a hurling; violent throw. S Y2V. see throw.
bun-Ing (1181*123), n. [< hurl, *.], an Irish game like
field hockey,

hurl-y (hflr'Ji), n. [pi. HURLIES (-Hz)], [< hurl, .J,

iArchaic}, uproar; turmoil: confusion.

hurl-y-mirl-y (hur'H-burli), n. [pi. HURLY-BURLIBS
(4MJ, [prob. extended < burly], a turmoil; uproar;
hubbub: confusion, adj. disorcierly and confused.
HU'fon (hyoor'sn; also* for n* I &* adj., hyooVon), n.
|Pr. t comrse fellow, raman < hnre, unkempt head],
1. a member of a confederation of Iroquoian Indian
tribes that lived between Georgian Bay and Lake
Ontario, Canada: also called Wyandoi. 2. the second
largest of the Great Lakes, between Michigan and
Ontario, Canada: area, 23,010 sq. mi: usually Lake
Huron, adj. of the Hurons.

(boo-py, ho-riO? interj. & . [prob. < D.
. or G. hurra as 17th-c. replacement of earlier

*; echoic}, a shout of joy, triumph, approval, etc.u ttt cheer; wont "hurrah, v.t. to greet, encourage,
or applaud with shouts of **hurrah/

T

insr-ray (hoo-ri', ha-raO, infer;., n.
t
v.t. & tu". hurrah.

tar^rf-cane (hur'i-kanO,. n. fSp. huracdn; W. Ind.
(Taiao) hur&can], 1. a violent cyclonic storm with
winds moving at 73 or more miles per hour, originating
in the tropics, especially the West Indian region: winds
of hurricane force sometimes occur in the absence of a
hurricane system. 2. anything like a hurricane in
force and speed; violent outburst.
hurricane deck, the top deck of a passenger ship

do,
plying inland waters.
lur-ried fhur'id), adj. [pp. of hurry],hur
move,
in a

-a - -i.~- o j -

act, etc. in a hurry. 2. done, earned on, etc
ny; hasty: as, a hurried meal.

binary (huri), v.t. JHURRIED (-id), HURRYING], [prob.
< edioac base seen m hurl; but cf. ON. hurra, to whir,
wMrl around; the word may be < ON. via ME. dial.],
1. to cause to move or act more rapidly or too rapidly;
drive, move, send, force, or carry with haste. 2. to
cause to occur or be done more rapidly or too rapidly;
accelerate the preparation or completion of; urge on.
3. to urge or cause to act soon or too soon. vd. to
move or act with haste; move faster than is com-
fortable or natural, n. [pi HURRIES (4z)] I. a
hurrying or being hurried; rush; urgency. 2. eagretness
to do, act, go, etc, quickly. SYN. see haste.

hur-iy-sewiy, hur-ry-skiir-ry (Mr'i-ekir't), n. an
agitated, contused msning about; disorderly confusion.
IM". to hurry and scurry about; act hurriedly and con-
fusedly. aa/> hurried and confused, adv. in a hurried,
confused manner.

Hurst. Fannie (hurst), 1889- ; American novelist.
hurt (hart), v.t. [HURT, HURTING], [ME. hurten, Urtm,

or injury to; wound. 2. lo harm or damage in some
way; be bad for. 3. to cause mental distress or pain
to; wound the feelings of; offend. p.i. 1. to cause
injury, damage, or pain. 2. to give or have the sen-
sation of pain; be sore: as, my leg harts, n. 1. a
hurting; pain, injury, or wound. 2. harm; damage.
3. somethingthatwounds the feelings. SYN. see injure,

hurt-ful (hurt'fal), adj. causing hurt; harmful.
hur-tle (hur't'I), va. [HURTLED (-tld), HURTLING], [MB.
hurtten; prob. < hurten (see HURT); -f 4e], 1. to come
with a crash: clash; collide; dash violently (with'
against or together). 2. to make a crashing sound when
or as when colliding; clatter: as, the noise of battle
hurtled in the air. 3. to move noisily with a
or clattering sound; move violently and swiftly, v.t.
1. to throw, shoot, fling, or cast with violence^ hurl.
2. [Archaic], to dash against: come into collision wife.
n. IPoetic], a hurtHng; collision; clash.

hujr-tle-ber-ry (hur'tl-ber'i), n. [pi. HURTLEBBRRIES
Jsee HUCKLEBERRY], 1. a whortleberry. 2. a

hurt-let* (hOrtlia), adj. I. causing no hurt. 2. unhurt.
Hus, Jan Cyan hoos), see Huss, John.
huS'Wmd (nn&'bottd), n. [ME. hmb&mde, householder
husband; Late AS. husband*; ON. husband*, lit.,

householder; Mis, house + -bmdi, freeholder, yeo-
man < earlier buandi, ppr, of bua, to dwell], 1. a man
to whom a woman is married; married, man: the
correlative of wife; abbreviated H. h. 2. [Archaic], a
manager, as of a household, v.t* 1. to marry (a
woman); become, or act as, the husband of. 2. to
manage economically; conserve. 3. [Archaic], to
proviae with a husband. 4. [Obs.] to cultivate (soil
or plants).
hus-band-man (huzl^nd-msn). n. [l. HUSBANDMEN
(-man)], [ME.; see HUSBANDJJ [Archaic or Poetic], a
farmer; person whose occupation is husbandry.
hus-band-ry (huz'baod-ri), n. [ME, husbonderie; see
HUSBAND], 1. originally, management of domestic
affairs, resources, etc. 2. careful, thrifty management;
thrift; frugality. 3. farming.
hush (hush), v.t. [ME. huschm < huscht, quiet, mis-
taken as pp. ; of echoic origin], I. to stop from making
noise; make quiet or silent. 2. to soothe; calm; lull
04* to stop making noise; be or become quiet or
silent, adj. [Archaic], silent; hushed, n. absence of
noise; quiet; silence, interj. an exclamation calling
for silence.
hush up, 1. to keep quiet. 2. to keep from being told;
suppress the report or discussion of.

hush a-by (hush'a-bi')* interj. [see HUSH & LULLABY],
an exclamation used to hush infants.
hush money, money paid to a person to keep him
from telling something.
hush puppy, [? because or%. used to hush the hunger
cries of hunting dogs}, in the southern United States,
a small, fried ball of corn-meal dough.
husk (husk), n. {ME. hmske; prob. < MD. huuskijn,
dim. of huus, a house], 1. the dry outer covering of
various fruits or seeds, as of an ear of corn. 2. the
dry, rough, or useless outside covering of anything,
v.t. to remove the husk or husks from.
husk-My (hus'kl-i), adv. in a husky voice; hoarsely.
hus-kilv (hus'kl-i), adv. in a husky manner; with
strength or force.

husk-i-ness (hus'ki-nis), n. the quality of being husky,
or hoarse.
hus ki ness (hus'ki-nis), n. the quality of being husky,
or big and strong.
husk ing (bee) (hus'kin), a cornhusking.
Hus kis son, William (hus'ki-Sdn), 1770-1830; English
statesman and financier.
Hus ky (hus'ki), n. til. HUSKIES (-kiz)], [? altered <
Eskimo], 1. an Eskimo. 2. the Eskimo language.
3. [sometimes h-], an Eskimo dog; hardy dog used
for pulling sleds in the Arctic.
husk

:y (hus'ki), adj. [HUSKIER (-ki-e>), HUSKIEST
(-ki-ist)I. 1. a) full of, containing, or consisting of
husks. 6) like a husk. 2. dry in the throat; hoarse.
hus-ky (hus'ki), adj. [HUSKIER C-ki-Sr), HUSKIEST
(-ki-ist)L [< husk (outer covering)], big and strong:
robust: burly, n. [pi. HUSKIES (-kiz)], a husky person,
Huss, John (hus), (Jan Hus), 1369?~1415; Bohemian
religious reformer and martyr.
hus-sar (hoo-zaV), n. [Hung, husstfr; Serb, husar,
gusar; MGr. koursarios; LL. cwsarius; see CORSAIR],
I. originally, a member of the light cavalry of Hungary
or Croatia. 2. now, a member of any European
regiment of Hght-armed cavalry, usually with brilliant
drfess uniforms.

Huss-ite 0ms/
!t), n. a follower of John Huss. adj. of

John Huss or his religious ideas,

hws-pr (hm'i, hus'i), n. Ipl, HUSSIES (-iz)] f [contr. <
ME. iwswife* housewifej, 1. a woman, especially one
of low morals: ooatemptaoos or playful term. 2. a
saucy, pert girl; minx. 3, [Dial.}, a small sewiiig kit.

bust-ings fhus'tirjz), n.pL [usually construed as sing.L
[ME. & AS. hnstmg; CKN. h&Whing, lit., house council;
ms, a house -f tMng+ assembly: orig. applied to a
lords hottseholo! assembly as distinct from a general
assembly! [British], t. originally, a) a deliberative
assembly, d) a court held in various English cities: it
survives ii* Loridon, c) the platform in London Guild-
hall where sdch a court was fdrmerly held, dj the
temporary platoon where candidates for Parliament
formerb- stood for nomination and spoke ; hence, 2. the
proceedings at aa eiectton. 3. any place where poKtical
campaign speeches are made.
hustle Oms'1), .f. Jjrositqp' f-ld), HUSTILING], [D.
h&tsdn, husseleto, to ahafceti^ (cns, lots, eta) < MD.
hntsen, to shake

t
-f -el, -1* I, to push or knock about;

shove or Jostle in a rtcd^ rouggh manner. 2. to force
in a rough, hurried manner? as, lie htositied the un-
welcome visitors out of t%e house, & '[qlo^.l/'to
eaiase! to be done <pic"
1. tb push one's way; 1_

work or act rapidly or ei

drive;
, n, 'onew
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hut (hut),
OHG. *#

n. IFr. hmUe (in 17th-c. military nsagt);
. < base of hide, tot], a small, shedJike

house; hovel; roughly made little embtn. *t, (HUTTH>
(-id), HUTTWOL to put in or furnish with 4 hut or
huts. .! to hve in a hut or huts.

hutch (huch), rt. [ME* feu;**, fcud**, lwJl; OFr, Andk,
bin, kneading trough < VL. hutica, a chert], 1. a bin,
chest, or box for storage. 2. a pen or coop for animals
cr poultry. 3. a hat. 4. a mining trough lor washing
ore, 5. a car or truck for carrying ore out of a mine.
v.f. to store or put in or as in a hutch.

Hutch-ins, Robert May-nard (mS'ngrd huchln*).
1899- '.American educator; prestdeflt (192^~1<>45} and
chancellor (1945-1951) of the University of Chicago-
Hutch-in-son (huch'in-san), n. a city in central

Kansas, on the Arkansas River: pop., 34,000.
Hutchinson, Anne, 1591-1643: American religiotts
leader: one of the founders of Rhode Island.

Htt*tey, Al-dous Leonard (Wdas huksli), 1894- ;

grandson of T. H.; English novelist, poet, and essayist.

Huxley, Julian Sor-rell (s&r'sl), 1887- ; grandson of

Thomas Henry; English piologist and writer.

Huxley, Thomas Henry, 1825-1895; English biologist
and writer.

Huy-gens, Christian (hi'ganz; D. hoi'gana), 1629-

1695; Dutch physicist, astronomer, and mathematician;
also spelled Huyghem.
Huys-mans, Jo-ris Karl (yo^ris kfirl hois'mans; Pr.

fi-es'maW), 1848-1907; French novelist of Dutch
descent.
huz-za (ha-za"', hoo-za/). interj. & n. [echoic; but cf.

G. hussa], a shout of joy, triumph, approval, etc. nJ.
to cheer; shout "huzza." v.t. to greet, encourage, or

applaud with shouts of "huzza/* Replaced in current

usage by hurrah.

H.V., h.v.* high voltage.
Hwang Hai (hwar/ hi'), the Yellow Sea: Chinese name.

Hwang Ho (hwan' hoO a river in China, flowing
into the Yellow Sea: length, 2,700 mi.: also Hwanfcho,
Hoangho: also called Yellow River.

hy-a-cintli (M's-sinthO, [Fr. hyacinth*; L. foyacfatfwis;
Gr. hyakmthos], 1. a gem; specifically, a) among the
ancients, a blue gem, probably the sapphire. 6) any
of the reddish-orange varieties of zircon, garnet, or

topaz; jacinth. 2. any of a group of plants of the

lily family, with long, narrow leaves and spikes of

fragrant, bell-shaped flowers. 3. a) the bulb of any
of these plants. 6) the flower* 4. a water bird with
purple feathers. 5. bluish purple.
by a-cin-thine (hi'9-sin'thra, hi'a-sin'thin), ad/. [L.
hyacinthiniis; Gr. hyakinthinos < hyakinthos, hyacinth],
1. of or like the hyacinth (gem or flower) : made of or
adorned with hyacinths. 2. blue or bluish-purple.
3. red-orange. 4. [H-], of or like Hyacinthus,

Hy-a-cin-thus (hfVsin'thas), n. [L.; Gr. Hyakmthos],
in Greek mythology, a youth loved and accidentally
slain by Apollo, who caused to grow from his blood a
flower bearing the letters AI AI (a Greek cry of sorrow).

Hyades (hl^-deV). n.pl [L. Hyades; Gr. Hyades],
I. in Greek mythology, the daughters of Atlas, placed
in the sky by Zeus; hence, 2. a cluster of five stars

forming a v in the constellation Taurus: when the

Hyades rose with the sun, they were considered by
the ancients to be a sign of rain.

Hy ads (M'adz), npt. the Hyades.
hy-ae-na (nt-e'ns), n. a hyena.
hy-al- (hi^sl), hyalo-.
hy-a-Hn (hFa-lin), n. [hyal- + ~*L any of various
translucent, albuminoid subs
substance forming the walls

hyaline (Jii'a-lin, MVlin^, tt

hyalmos, glassy < hyatos, glass], transparent as glass;

glassy, n. 1. anything transparent or glassy, as the
smooth sea or clear sky. 2. hyalin.
hyalite (hi's-lit'), n. [hyal- + #], a colorless variety
of opal, sometimes transparent, sometimes whitish and
translucent.

hy-a*Io- (hiVlo, M'a-te), l< Gr. hyalost glass], a com-
bining form meaning glass, glassy, transparent, as In

hyaloU: also, before a vowel, hyal-.
hy-al o gen (hf-alVfcn

1

)' if. Ihyaio- + -*l. any of the
various insoluble, mucoidlike substances found in

animal tissue and producing hyalins* upon hydrolysis.
hyaloid (hi'3-loid*), <fcriOGr. hyafamctfa < hyatos.
glass -f cidos, appearance}, in anatomy, gilasSy, vitreous,

hy-a-lo-pmsm (hi's-b-plaz'm), n. [hyalo- + -plasm],
the ground substance of the protoplasm of a cell: it

is clear and fluid, as distinguished from the granular
and reticulate parts.
hybrid (hybrid) , n. (L. hyMda* Mbrida, offspring of
tame sow and wild boar], 1. the offspring of two
animals or plants of different races, varieties, species,
etc. ^ 2. anything of mixed origin. 3,

'

in linguistics, a
word made up of elements from different languages

. mdj. of, or having th*Ce.g., ^

nature of, a hybrid.

hy-bffid-itm (m'bnd.it'iii), . 1. tbe twodaction of

hybrids; crossbreeding: iatrlwrfia|c. 2. the quality,
condition, or f&ct of being hybrid.
h^WW-l-ty (M-brid'd-^), n. txm qwi&y or cocniition

oc bcang hybfid.
hy.farMl.za-ttoii (M'brM^^'slwit Mfta-i-m'slis},
K. the imxiwang of a hybrid * hybw3b; crosmng of

different races, spades, irmoetfcsL etc.

hy brid ize Qn^bri-dUO* ^-<* * 9& IHYBRJBIZED (-dad'),

HYBitlBCmicl, to produe or cause to produce hybrids;
interbreed; cross.

hyd., 1. hydraulics. 2. hydrostatics.
hy da tid (H'oVtid), n. fGr. ^tow. hydatMos, watery
vesicle < base of hydwr, water}* a cyst oontaming
watery fiuid and the larvae of a tapeworm, sainfitimaes

found in the body of both animals and man. iy. of

or like such a cyst.

Hyde, Douglas (hid), 1860-1949; Irish statesman
and writer; president of Eire (1938-1945),
Hyde, Mr., see Jekyll, Dr.

Hyde Park, 1 . a park in London, where public meetings
often take place. 2. a village in southern New York,
on the Hudson; the estate and burial place of PrmnkKn
D. Roosevelt is near by.
Hyderabad (hi'd&r-o-bad'. hi'dra-bld'), * I. a
state of sooth central India: area, 82,313 sq. mi.;

pop., 16,339,000. 2. its capital: pop., 467,000. 3. a
city in Sind province, Pakistan, on the Indus River:

pop., 102,000.
hyd-no-car-pate (hid'na-kar'pat), n. a salt or ester of

nydnocarpic add*
hyd-no-car-pic (hid'o^kaVpik), adj. {< Mod. L.

Hydnocarpus, name of the genus of trees (< Gr.

hydnon, edible fungus -f- k&rpos, fruit: so named in

reference to the fruit of one species); -I- &). desigiiating
or of an acid, CwHsrCOOH, found in the oil of a tie
that grows in India and Malaysia, used in treating
leprosy.

fcydr-, hydro-
Hy dra (hi'dra), n. W., for 2
HYDRAE (-dre)l, [ME; & OFr.
ydre; also MB. ytfra; both <
L.; Gr. hydra, water serpent],
1. in Greek mythology, the
nine-headed serpent slain by
Hercules: when any one of
of its heads was cut off, it was
replaced by two others; hence.
2. [h-J, any persistent or ever-

increasing evil with many
sources and causes. 3. a
southern constellation outlining
a serpent: see constellation,
chart. 4. [h-], any of a
group of very small fresh*
water animals, with a tube*
Ike body and a mouth sur-
rounded by tentacles.

hy-drac id (hi-dras'id), n. an acid that does not con-
tain oxygen, as HO, HtS* HCN, etc.

hy-dra-gogue (hl'dra-gftg', hi'dra-gogO. adj. [Pr.; L.

hydragogus, carrying off water; Or. JtwjragiBws < hyddr,
water + agein, to lead], causing a discharge of water,
especially from the intestine, ft. any cathartic or
other suhstance causing such a discharge.

hy dran ge-a OM-o^Sn'^, hi-draxi'ji-), n. [Mod. L. <
ttfr. + Gx. angeion, vessell, any of a group of shrabs

the saxifrage family, with opposite leaves and
, showy clusters of white, blue, or pink flowers.
int (ji'dxaat), n. [< Gr. hydor, water], a large

pipe with a valve for drawing water from
a water main; fireplug.

(hi'dranth), n. [< hydra + Gr. anthas, a
the feeding branches (zooids)

hy-dranth (hi'd
dower], in zool

of a hydroid coony.
hy*drar*gyr*ic (hi'drSr-jkfik), adj. [< L. hydrargyrus
(see IT^RAKGYRUM); -f- -fcj, of or containing mercury;
mercuric.

hy-drar-gy-rlsm (hf-drar'ji-riz'm), n. [< hydrargyrum
4- -ism], poisoning with mercury; mercurialism.

hy-drar-gy-rum (hi-draVji-rom), n. [Mod. L.; L. hy-
drargyrus; Gr. hydrargyros < hyddr, water + atgyros,
silver], mercury: symbol, Hg (no period).

hy-dras-tin (hi-dras'tin), ft. hydrastine.
hydras tine (h!-dras>ten, hi-dras'tin), n. [< Mod. L.
Hydrastis, name of the genus of herbs (< Gr. hyddr,
water) ; + -in*], a bitter, crystalline alkaloid, CiHnON.
extracted from the rootstalk of

^
the goldenseal and

used in treating dyspepsia, constipation, etc.

hy-drate (hi'drit), n. [hydr- -h -ate], a compound formed
by the chemical combination of water and some other
substance: as, plaster of Paris, 2CaSO*-HO, is a
hydrate, v.t. A vj* [HYDRATED (-id), HYDRATING], 1.

^ro, ktoe^ ovffirj te, I^Ite; lot, ATMai, tBSt, look; <^|

o for a in ago, e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u
'

; Mi, d doch. See w>.

^ MP Use, ^Br; jjet; joy>i yet: drat
m focus;

'
as in able (a'b'l); Fr. b

* hypothetical; <
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to btocaii or to m hydrate, 2* to com-
bine with water*"

(jbi'drlt-id), *tr. to*, of AydraJt], formed by
CBoabijmtkm witn water,

n. a hydrating;
coblati with water to form a hydrate.

Iwiraa*tic (M-drdlik), adj. IPr. kydrattii&utt L,

draulicus; Or. hydraulikss, of

a water <srgma < hydramis," '

**JOF water orgwu water
< Ay^Br. water f MfJos,

i, pipel, I, of hydraulic,
2. operated by the movement
and force 01 liquid: as, a &y-
A'fiwlw brake or press. J,

setting or hmrdening under

.water: , A^rwrffc
g*g. H?DRAULK^^

by hydraulic
hydraulics (

Eks), Jt.^J. [construed
as smg.]* I < ftydroMtifl,
the branch ol physics
having to do with the
mechanical properties
of water and other liq-
uids and with the appli-
cation of these proper-
ties in engmeenng:
abbreviated byd.* hy-
draul.

hy-dra-zln (hl'dra-zin),

(hi'd^*-

DOWN

PISTON

sen', tfdmriri. n. \hydr- 4- <- -t- -fe

Hqttkd base, NHiNHa, which forms a
(HHjNHrHiO) and a series ot salts,

y-draz-o- Qfrdnu/5. hFdnneoJ, [fcydr

^UQKMD
HYBRAULIC PRESS

-ine], a colorless

forms a monohydrate

fey-draz-o- Qfrdnu/5.
combining form meaning

- + 5S"J** frou -HN u,H-
combmed mth torn hydrocarbon radicals.

(bl'dnj-zo'at), n. any salt of hydrazotcs, of/. ftwfr- +,_
or of a colorless, volatile add, Jilvt,

ie hydraaoates are derived.
. ,

y-drle (M'drik), ad/. prytir- 4- -wj, of or containing

-fay^dncHpn'drik), [see HYDRicL a combining form used
to indicate lib presence of (a specified number of)

hydroacyl raMcals or replaeeaUe hydrogen atoms in me
molecule, as in monohydric.
hy drid 0^fdrid), n. a hydride.
hy dride (M'drid, M'drid), n- [hyfr- 4- -**J. a com-
pound of hydrogen with eitiher another element or a
radical.

hy-dri od-Ic {Jai'dri-odlkij, adj. [hydr- -f iodic], desig-

nating or ot an acid, HI, produced by the direct

combination of hydrogen ana iodine or by the hy-
drotys of phosphorus tri-iodide: it is a colorless gas,

readily soluble in water, and forms salts called iodides*

M'dro, hl'drs), [< Gr. hyddr, water], a com-
form meaning; 1. water* as in Hydrostatic
ter* 2. in chemistry* t&t presence of hydrogen*

as in Jwawcymic. Also, before a voweL hydr-.
hy-dro-bro-mic (H'dra-bro^milc)i, f/. [hydro- 4- $?<>

micl, desigjiatin^ or of an acid, HBr, produced by the
direct combination of hydrogen and bromine or by
the hydrolysis o phosphorus tribromide: it is a color-
less gas, reaffly soluble in water, and! forms salts called
bromides.

hy-dro-car-bon (M'dra-kar'bQn), n. any compound
containing only hydrogen and carbon: benzene and
methane are hydrocarbons.

hy-dro-cele (Wdra-seF). n. (L.;,Gr. hydrokete < Ityddr,
water -I- kill, tumor], a collection of watery feud in
a cavity of the body, especially in the scrotum or
along the spermatic cord,

hy-dro ceph a-Ioid (hl'^ra-sefa-loidOr ad/, of or li|e
nydrocepnalus.

hy-dro ceph-a-lous O^'dra-sef^a-bs), o<|
v

. hydroceph-
aloid.

l '

hy-dro ceph-a-lus (H'dro-sefWss), n. Mod, L.; Gr
hydrokephalon < hyddr, water 4- ktyhate, headl, a
condition characterized by an abnormal increase in
the amount of fluid in the cranium, causing enlarge-
ment of the head, wasting away of the brain, and
loss of mental powers.

hy-dro-ceph-a-ly (h^drs-seFa-li), a. hydrocephatus,
hy-dro-dbfo-rlc (H'drs-kl&r'ik, H'dr^ScWnJO.
[hydro- + chloric], designating or of an acid, IJ
produced by the combination of hydrogen and
or by the reaction of salt and sulfuric acid, aiid
as a colorless gas or as a colorless solution of this

gas in water: it forms salts called chlorides.

hy-dro-chlo-rlde Oii
/
dra-kiar'id, hf'dre-ldo'rid) , n. a

compound of hydrochloric acid and an organic base.

hy-dro-cy-an-ic (hi'dro-sl-an/ik), adj. [hydro- -f; oyabtic],

designating or or a weak, highly poisonous acid, HCN

(also called pru$$ic MM) t prodticsed by^ the combination
of hydrogen and cyanogen, and existing as a colorless

liquid with the odor of peach blossoms or oitter almonds.

hy-4ro-dy-namlc ^'dro-di-iiain
f
ik) f f/. 1. having

to do with hydrtWTOamics. 2. of, derived from, or

operated by, the actaon of water, etc. in motion.

hy-dro-dy-nana-fcs (M'dr5~di~nana'iks) n.tf. tcoa-
strued as sing.], thel^ranch ol physks^ having to do
with toe mottom and action of water and otherliquids;
dynamics of liquids; abbreviated hydrodyn.

hy-dro-e-leC'trlc (hi'dro-i-lek'trik), adj. producing, or

Saving to do with the production ol, electricity by
water power or by the fnction of water or steam.

hy-4ro-e4ec'tric-i'ty (h!'dro-i-lek'trisVti), n. elec-

tricity produced by water power or by the friction

of water or steam.

hy-dro-flu-oc-ic (hi'dro-floo-oVik. H'dro-floo-or'ik),.

odL [hydro- -f Jluoric}, designating or of an acid,

HF, HiF^ HsF, or HF (de|>ending on the tempera-
ture), produced by the reaction of concentrated sul-

furic acid with solid fluorides* and existing as a color-

less, fuming, corrosive Hquid with a boiling point
of 19C.: it reacts with silicates and is therefore used
in etching glass.

hy dro gen (hl'dra-frn), n. [Fr. hydrogenc; see HYDRO-
&. -GEN: coined in 1/B7 by the Fr. chemist G. de

Morveau, in reference to the generation of water from
the combustion of hydrogen), an inflammable, color-

less, odorless, gaseous chemical element, the lightest
of all known substances: symbol, H; at. wt., 1.0080;
at. no., L
hy-dro-gen-ate Qu'to-fr-nltOt v.t. {HYDROGENATBD
(-id), HYDROGKNATING], to combine with, treat with,
or expose to the action of, hydrogen: as, oil is hydro-
genated to produce a solid fat.

hy-dro'gen-a'tton (hi'drd-jd-na'shon), n. the process
of hydrogenating.
hydrogen bomb, an extremely, destructive kind of atom
bomb operating on the principle of nuclear fusion, in

which the atoms ol a heavy isotope of hvdrogen are fused
into helium tinder the extraordinarily intense heat ^and
pressure created by explosion of a nuclear-fission unit in

the bomb : the first hydrogen bomb was reported to have
been exploded in November, 1952, by the United States:

also H-bomb, fusion bomb: cf. nuclear fusion.

hydrogen ion, the positively charged ion in all acids:

symbol, H*.
hy-dro-gen-lze (H'dra-jo-nlzO, v.t. [HYDROGENIZED
C-mzd'J, HYDROGENmNG], to hydiogenate.

hy-drog-en-ous (hi-droj'a-nos) , adj. of or containing
hydrogen.
hydrogen peroxide, an unstable compound, HtOj,
existing as a slightly blue, sirupy liquid, often used
in dilute solution as a bleaching or disinfecting agent.

hydrogen sulfide, an inflammable, poisonous gast

HS, with the characteristic odor of rotten eggs.

hy-drog-ra-pher (hi-drog
f
r3-fe1r), n. an expert or

specialist in hydrography.
hy-dro-graph-ic (hi'ora-graf^k), adff. having to do with
hydrography.
hy-drog-ra-phy (hi-drog'ra-fi), n. [Fr. hydrographie;
see HYDRO- & -GRAFHY], 1, the study, description, and
mapping of oceans, lakes, and rivers, especially with
reference to their navigational and commercial uses.
2. the parts of a map that represent surface waters*

hy-droid (hi'droid), adf. [< hydra -f- -otdj, 1. like a
nydra or polyp. 2. of or related to the jgrotip o hy-
drozoans of which the hydra is the typical member.
n any member of this group; especially, any of the
polyps, which reproduce by pudding.

Ay-dn>*ki*iet*ic Qu'dro-ki-net'ac), adL [hydro- + U-
lutiUf]* of the motions of fLuids or the forces producing
or influencing such motions.

hy-dro-ki-net-ics (hl'dro-ki-nel/iks), n.pL [construed
as sing.], {hydro- + kmttics]f the branch of physics
having: to ao with the motions of fluids.

liy*dTOlog-ic ml'dra-loj'ik), ad[f* of hydrology.
hy-drol-o-gist (hi-droKa-iist),. n. an eape^t in hydrology.
hy-drol-ogy '^tnirol'a-, n [Mod. L. tydrotogia; see
^YBRO- & -LOGY], the science of water, its properties,
laws, and d|stribut|oin; especially, tlie study
ground sources ojf water.

hy-drol-y-sis (hl-droPa-sis), n. \$L 3BTpROi ,

\hydto- -f -^^%1 ^ chemical reaction in which a com-
iththfii ions water (H> and OE") to

a Weak acid, a weak pase> or both.,
* any substance

hydrolysis.
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physics having
ttp do with the law* governing

motion and equilibrium of fluids.

hy-dro-me-du-sa (h!'dro-m-doo'*,
n. [pi. HVDROMBDUSAE (-s5)], (Mod. L.; see HYDRA
MEDUSA], a jellyfish (imdnsa) formed from a budding
growth on a hydroid.
hy-dro-mel (hl'dre-mel'), n. [ME. ydr&md (cl OFr.
ydromdle) < L. hydromeli; Gr. hydromeU <
water -f- melt, honey], a mixture of honey and water
that becomes mead when fermented.

tiy-dro*met-aHur-gy (hi'dra-metH-ur'ji), n. [hydro- -f

metallurgy], the reduction of ores by washing out the
insoluble matter with various liquid reagents.
hy-drom-e-ter (hl-dromVter), n. [hydro* + -meter], an
instrument for determining

m
the specific gravity of

liquids: it is a graduated,, weighted tube that sinks in
the liquid up to a point set by the specific gravity,
hy-dro'met-ric (hrdra-met'rik), adj. 1. of hydrometry.
2. of or according to a hydrometer.

hy-dro-met-ri-cal (hi'dra-met'ri-k'l), adj. hydroxnetric.

hy-drotn-e-try (hl-drom'a-tri), n. measurement of the

specific gravity of liquids by the use of a hydrometer.
hy-dron-ic (hi-dron'ik), adj. of or having to do with
hydronicv
hy-dron ics (hl-dron'iks), np$. {construed as sing.],

[kydr- 4- electronics], the science dealing with electrically
controlled systems for heating, cooong, etc. by the
forced circulation of liquids or vapors.
hy*dro-patfo4c (hl'drs-path'ik), adj. of, by, or using
Hydropathy,

hy-drop-a-thlst (hi-drop'^-thist')* n. a person who
practices or advocates hydropathy.
hy-drop*a-thy (hi-drop'd-thi), n. [hydro- + -Paihy], the
treatment of disease by the use of water; specifically, a
method of treatment that attempts to cure all diseases

by the external or internal use of much water.

hy-dro-phane (hi'dra-fan'), n. [hydro- -f- -phone}* an
opaque variety of opal that becomes translucent or

transparent when wet.

hy-droph-a-nous (hi-drof's-nas), adj. [< hydrophane +
-QMS], translucent or transparent when wet.

hy-dro-pho-bl-a (hi'dra-fo'bi-a), n, [LL,; Gr. hydro-
phobia; see HYDRO- & -PHOBIA), 1. an abnormal fear

of water. 2. [from, the symptomatic aversion to, and
inability to swallow, water and other Hqtdds}, rabies

(especially in man).
hj'dro-pho-bic (fri'drs-fo'bik, hl'dra-fob'ik), adj. of or

having hydrophobia.
hy-dro*plkme (hi'dra-fon'X n. [hydro- + -phom] r 1.

an instrument for detecting, and registering the dis-

tance and direction of, sound transmitted through
water. 2. an instrument for detecting the flow of

water in a pipe.
hy-dro-phyte (hl'dra-fif), n. [hydro- + -phyte], any
plant growing only in water or very wet earth.

hy-drop-ic (hVdrop'ik), adj. [MB. ydropike; OFr.

Uropique; L. kydropicus : Gr. hydropikos < hyirops;
see DROPSY], f or having dropsy; dropsical.

hy-dro-plane (hi'dra-plan
7
), n [hydro- 4- plane}* 1. a

small, light motor-boat with a 'flat bottom rising in

steps to the stem so that it can skim along the water's

surface at high speeds. 2. a seaplane. 3. an attach-
ment for an airplane that enables it to glide 'along on
the water. 4. a horizontal rudder used to submerge
or raise a submarine, vd. 1. to drive or ride in a
hydroplane. 2. to skim along like a hydroplane.

hy-dro-pon-ic (hl'dra-pon'ik), adj. of or grown by
Hydroponics.

hy*dro-pon-ics (M'dro-poo'iks}, n.pl. [construed as

sing.], [< hydro- ~f- Gr. ponos, labor; + -Ics], the science

of growing plants in solutions containing we necessary
minerals, instead of in soil. '

hy-dFO-quin^l (M'dr^kwin'ol, hTdro-kwin'ol), n* hy-
oroquinone,
-dro-qui-iione (hT'dro-kwi-non', hi dire-kwtn'Sn) , n.

qmnone]f a white, cry^talEne substance,
, ittsed

1 m medicine and photography.
pe], a device

for se&ut thin

hy^Am-wol {M', ,

tion], a colloidal dispersioa in wnicli water is the cBs-

perslkg medium': also liy-droole >(bd^dv9^5t
/
)*

' ' " ''"

hydro-sphere ^(hi'dr^sJir
7
), it. [iMro- -f ^spher^ I.

at the water on the starfaee of the earth. 2. the
' stttftintog the wrkb. ,

"-

1*
1 Ikyaw- *-^; -atttff,, I. an

for sfeomag or re^tdag itsbe level of
'in 'a' esecvbil*, lc. ji 2U.an,
'e explosion!

;ol "a 'steam

the HS other or
element, by the partial replacement

t

of the

feydrogen in siilide: called faismijMle*

hy*dnHNftMfct6 <hi'tlr>ul
/
lit), n* I* any salt of

acid: 2. loosely, sodium
a agent.

meaning

w), e^/, hypcu1!aroiis.
hy-dro-thar-jft-pep-fk (ha'di^-therVp&'tlk), mdj. of hy-
drotfe"afitics, or hydrothenpy.

fej-dro-tliw-a-peu-tlcs (M'dra-tSier's-pS'tiks), n.pl.

(constmed as sing.), hydrotherftpy.
hy dro-ttoes-'a-psr >(h!'dra-ther

/
a-Di) , n. [hydro- -f thtrapy],

the ttreatmeat of disease by the internal cr external
use of water.

fay-dro'ther-msil (hrdra-thir'mal), adj* [hydro? -f-

tkermal], havini? to do with hot water; especmlly,

haying to do with the action of hot water in dissolving,
shifting, and otherwise changing the distribution of

minerals in the earth's crust.

hy-dro-tlio-rax (ti'dra-thftr'aks, hi'dra-tho'raks), n.

(Mnd L.; hydro + thorax], a condition marked by_an
abnormal amount of watery fluid in tbe plewral cavity.

b,y*dro-trop'k: (hi'dra-tropak), adj. of or showing hy-
drotropism.

hy;drot-ix>-pfem (M-drot'ra-piz'm), n. [hydro- ^ -&*&-

pum]^ the temckacy of a plant to grow or turn in the
direction of moisture.

fay-dixms (hl'drss), adj. \hydr- + -aus], 1. coiitalnk^
water; watery. 2. containing water, ^specially water
of crystallization, in chemical combination.

hy-dros-ide (hi-drok'std, hi-drok'sid), n [hyii^ -f

oxid$], a compound consisting of an element or radical
combined with the hydrosy! radical (OH).

hy-drox-y (M-drok'si}, adj. hydroxyl.
te^lrox-y- (hi-drok'si), a combining form
hydroxyl (in organic chemistry) : preferred to

hydroso' acid, an organic acid, as lactic acid, in which
both the liydroocyl and carboxyl radicals occur.

hy-drox-y-ke*toiie (hl-drok'si-ke'ton) , n. a ketone con-
taining the hydroxyl radical.

hy-drox-yl (hl-drok'sil), n. [hydr- -f ojcygen -I- -yll, tib.

monovalent radical OH, present in all Bydrosidea
hy-drox-yl-a-mine (hl-drok'sii-^-men', hi-drok-siF-
min), n. [hydroxyl 4- amine], a colorless, odorless base,
NHsOH, used as a reducing agent.

hy-dr0*zo*an (hi'dra-zo^m), adj. [< hydra + Gr.
sown, aa animal], of a class of water animals having a
saclike body consisting of two layers of cells, and a
mouth that opens directly into the body cavity, n.

any animal of this class, as a hydra, polyp, etc.

Hydrus (hl'dras), n. [L. < Gr. hydros, water snake},
a southern constellation: see cmtellatloii chart.

hy-e-na (hi-e%a), n. [L. hyaena; Gr. kyaina, lit., a sow,
hence, from its hoglike mane, hyena < hy$, a hogf.
any of a group of wolflike, fiesk-eating anisiate of
Africa and Asia, with a bristly mane* shozt Iliad, lem
and a characteristic shrill cry: hyenas feed OQ
and arc comsidtered cowardly: also felted

"

hy*e*to- (hi'i-to, hi'i-to), i< Gr, hyctot* raia
to rainl, a combining form nteaninU n&t# >infttfiiH, as
in hyetograph, kyvtoktgy: afao, beloc% v^oi^el^ hyet-.
hye to graph (h5'i-t^raf^ M1~Ww&

f
) , n. \hyeto~ 4-

a cbart showing tbe averafe anmoaf rainfall.

ik) f adj. of hyetography.
r m. [hyGto* 4- -graphy],

the branch of mteorfiigy liavirag to do with the

geographical distribittioa 01 rainfall.
f
i-4a~lofi-kl), adj. of hyefeology.

thelxy*e-tot-o*gy (hrt-fcoJte-ji}, n. [hyeto^ + -logy],
brand* at meteorology dealing with rain, snow, etc.

Hy-ge-la (M-je^K n. |L.* Hygtta; Gr. Hygeia, Hy&ieia <
" "~

healthy!, tile ancient Greek goddess of health,

"I'JW KPji-ea'), n. [Pr. hygiene < Gr.

dM)* (art) of health <^ hygies, healthy,
somnaj, MIC sciwice of liealth and its maintenance;
system of principles for the preservation of health and

'tfae^btatadh *c> physics having . to ' do 'witli the ixy^Kan-m 'and Aiiillbrfum1 of 1 Water 1 and1 otter !lkpiJs; the brai

(hi'jL-eo'ikd, , ,
. f .

as sfaag
1

.!,, the science of health; hygiene.
hy-gi-en-ist'^hi'ji-Qn-ist), n. an expert^in hygiene.
ity*RO(* (M'gra), [< Gr. hysros* wet, moistjv a combininf
form meaning wet, moisture, as in hygronw&er* kygro~

es also, before a vowel, hygr-.
'

-ter (hi-grom'a^elir) , m: [hygro- 4- -meter], an
t for measuring humidity.

et-ric (hi'grQ-met'rik), adf* 1. of hygrometry.
ivSL attracting or absorbing moisture torn the air.

-grom-e-try (hi-igrom'a-tri) , n. [hygro- + -metry],
e branch of physios having to do with, measuring

tie amount of moisttire in the air. \

n*\ [kygro* + -scope], an



iasfenimtat for recording chants in atmospheric

1. of, measurable
2, attracting of^ to a hysprostope.

; moisture from the air; b
'

, alternative present pi
i9t, hik%}, ft.^f. [Gr. *f**b* < -Bftypt.

.. chief of the nomadic tribes! foreign kings
. _,,j who formed the XVth and Xvlth dynasties
(1755?15SO? B.C.): also called Shepherd Kings.

toy-ill fidfe). n. {Mod. L. < Gr. kyli, wood], a tree
frag; loosely called iw 1004.

hy'10- (Hlo, hfb), (< Gr. fcyll, wood, matter], a
combining form meaning: 1. wood, as in hylofhagous.
2. matter, substance, as in hylofoism. Also, before a
vowel, fcyl-.

hy loid membrane (hllmd), a delicate membrane
containing the vitreous humor of the eye.
hy loph a gous (hMof'-gas) adj. {fc*$o- -f

wcc.el-eating, as some insects.

fey-lo-'ZO'ie (M
/
to~zd''ik), mdj. of or believing in hy-

lozoism.

hy lo zo ism (U0-*5'iz'm), . {< hyto- + Gr. *5?f Hfe;
-f- -f>m], the doctrine that all matter has life, or that
life is inseparable from matter.

Hy men (iu'mw) t it. [L.; Gr. HymZn]* I. the ancient
Greek god of marriage. 2, [h-], a) marriage. 6) a
wedding song or poem.
hy men (hl'man), 11. [Gr. hymin, skin; for IB. base see
SEAM], tine thin mucous membrane that usually covers
put of tibe opening of the vagina in a virgin.

hy-me-ne^al (hl'ma-ne'sl), adj. [< L. hymenaeus; Gr.
hymenaios (see HYMN); 4 ~all of a wedding or
marriage, n. a wedding song or poem.
hy-me-ne-an (hi'ma-ne^n), adj. hymeneal.
hv-me-no- (tu'ma-nS), [< Gr. hymen; see HYMEN
(membrane)], a combining form meaning membrane,
as in hymenopter: also, before a vowel, hymen-.
hy-me*nop-ter (hi'ma-nop'ter), n* a hymenopterous
insect.

hy-me-nop-ter-an (hi'ma-nop'tgr-an), adj. hymenop-
terous. n* a hymenopterous insect.

p-ter-on (hfrnd-nop'tSr-on), n. [pi. HYME-
v*o/ If & nymenopterou.s insect.

fpte*oos (hi'ma-nop'ter-oe), adj. [Gr. kymc-
. membrane-winged < hymen, membrane 4

pteron, a wing], belonging to a large, highly specialized
group of insects* including wasps, bees, ants, etc.,
which have a biting or sucking mouth and, when
winged, four membranous wings.
Hy-met-tus (hl-met'ss), n. a mountain in southeastern
Greece, near Athens: height, 3,370 ft.: famous for the
honey produced there.

at (him), n. [ME. ympne < AS, & OPr.; AS. ymm
ymmt$); OFr. ymne; both < LL. hymnus; Gr.

, wos, a hymn, festive song, ode], 1. a song in praise
or honor of God, a god, or gods, 2. any song of praise
or glorification, v.t. & v.i. to praise in a hymn.
hym-nal (him'nQl), n. [MB. .< L. hymnus], a collection
of hyniiis; hymnbook, adj. of or using hymns*
hymn-hook (him'book'), n. a book of hymns; hymnal.
hym-nlst (Mm'nist), n. a composer of hymns.
hym-no-dist (him'na-dist) , n. an expert hi hymnody.
hym no dy (him'no-di), n. [Gr. hymnoidia; see HYMN
& ODE], 1. the singing of hymns. 2. the study of
hymns, tfceir ufe, history, etc. 3. hymns collectiTely.

hym-nol-o-ftist (him-nol'a-jist), n. 1. an expert In
nymnology. 2. a person wno composes hymns*
hymnolo-gy (him-nol'a-ji), n. [Gr. hymwfa&a; see
HYMN & -LOGY];V 1, the study of hymns, their use,
history, etc. 2 hymns collectively. 3. tlue writing or
composition of hymns. Abbreviated bgnwol.

hy-ofd (hl'oid), adj. [IV. hyoUe; Gr. hyoeid$$, shaped
Bke the letter T (upsilon) < name of this letter 4-
eidos, form], des%nataaig or of a bone or bones at the
base of the tongue, 0-shaped in man. n. the hyoid
bone or bones.

hy*os-cy-a*niin (hiVsI'a-min), n. hyoscyamine,
hy-os-cy-a-mine (hi'9-si'sKneii', HVaVmim), Ji* [< L.
hyoscyamus, henbane (< Gr. hyoskyamos < hys, pig 4-
kyamos, bean): -fr "ine], a colorless, crystalline, very
poisonous alkaloid, CnHiiNOa, obtained from henbane
and other plants of the nightshade family: it is used
in medicine as a sedative* hypnotic, etc.

liy'os-cy-a-mus (hlVsi'd-mas), n. pU; sc

AMINE], henbane.

hyp (hip), n. [Obs.; formerly Colloq.], often pi. a fit
of melancholy; hypochondria (usually with the).
hyp- (hip, hip), hypo..
hyp., 1. hypotenuse. 2. hypothesis. 3. hypothetical
hyp a byss-al (hipVbis'l), adj. [hyp* 4 abyssaQ. in
geology, consolidated or partly crystalline from fusion
at moderate depths underground.

hy-pae-thral (hf-pe'thral, hVpe'thral), adj. [< L. Ay-
paetbrus, uncovered, in the open air (< Gr. h

' ""

< hypot under 4- either, ether, clear sfcy)^ -f-

to the sky; roofless: said of buildings aad c v *
. classical architecture: also spelled hypethral.
hy-per- (hi'pgr), [Gf. < hyper, over, above, concerning],

a prefix meaning: 1. OMT, 5oMr, mor tkn
,

txcfssim, as in kyprrftM, lypr@pw. 2. in chemistry.
formerly, JNT-. as in k+torvsM. Opposed to *y*o.

fey.pr*ac-W W'tjk+iKS), adj. excessively acid.
hy'per*ac*id4*ty (M'pftr-^^iVti), n. excessive acidity,
especially of the gastric juice.

hy-pr..cii-*t-a (U'pfe^lc&'ihU), n. [Mod. L.. .

kyptr- 4- Gr. &fem*is, a hearing!, an abnormally keen
of hearfag, often with pain in the ears.

hy-pcr-a-cii'Sl* (hTg
hy-per al-ge si-a (hi
P^lod. L. < hyper- 4- Gr. 'lg2$i$, sense of 'mini,"at
normally high sensitiveness to pain,

*I"te'8ic (hl'per-al-je'sik), adj. of or charac-

hy per al-ge sis (hl'per-al-Ji'sis), n, hyperalgesia.
hy per bo-la Oil-pfii/ba-b), n. W. HI
[Mod. L. < Gr. hyperboli,
a throwing beyond, excess,- " ^ '-"-^

to throw

< J** wwy **jr J^V*Ck^^OM
>) f n. (#. HYPERBOLAS (-]M)]

beyond; kypw"-* over, be-
yond 4- boMtin* to throw],
a curve formed by the
section of a cone cut by a
plane thatmakes a greater
angle with the base than
the side of the cone makes.
hy per bo le (hl-ptr/bo-H),
n. [L.; Gr.; see HYPER-
BOLA], exaggeration for ^^^^^*
effect, not meant to be HYPROIA
taken literally. Example: This story is as old as time.

hv.per<bol*ic (H'pfe-fckk), adj. [ hypwbolicus; Gr.
hypwbolikos < hypcrboli^ 1. of, having the nature of,
or using hyperbole: exaggerated. 2. cC or having the
form of, a hyperbola.

hy-per-boM-cal-ly (M'per-bot'i-k'R hi'pgr-bol'ik-li),
adv. in a hyperbolic manner.
hy-per-bo lism (hl-plir'bo-liz'm), n. I. the use of
hyperbole. 2. a hyperbolic statement.
hy-per bo-lize (hl^i/ba-BzO, v*t. A vj. [HYPERBOLIZED

O, HYPERBOLIZING], to express with hyperbole.
-bo-re-an (hi'per-b6r

/
i-on, hi'peV-bo'ri-Qn), adj.

Hyperboreanus < L. Hyperborens; Gr. hypwboreos,nd the north wind < kyper- r over, beyond +
boreas, north wind), 1. of the far north; hence, 2
very cold; frigid. 3. [H-], of the Hyperboreans, n.
1. [H-J, in Creek legend, an inhabitant of a northern
region ojt

sunshine and everlasting spring, beyond the
mountains of the north wind. 2. a person living in
a far northern region.
hy per cat a lee tic (hi'pSr-kat'a-Jek'tik), adf. [L. ky~
Percatalecticus: Gr. hyperkatallktikos; see HYPER- &
CATALECTIC], having one or two extra syllables foUow-
ing the last regular measure: said of a line of verse.

hy-per-crlt ic
(hi'p^-krit'ikj,

n. a hypercritical person.
hy per-crlt i cal (ha'pSr-knt'i-kl), adj. too critical; too

, . .-,.
- he Church, the special

homage paid to the Virgin Mary as a holier and nobler
creature than any angel or saint.

hy-per-e-ml-a 0u'pSr-e'mi-9), n. [Mod. L.; see HYPER-
& -EMiAl, a greatly increased blood flow; congestion
of blood anywhere in the body.
hy per e mlc (H'per-e'mik, hl'p^r-em'ik), adj. of or
characterized by hyperemia.
hy per es the si a (hi

T
per-es-the'zh9, hrper^s-the'zhi-

), n, [Mod, L; see HYPER- & ESTHESIA]-, an abnormal
sensitivity of the skin or some sense organ.
hy per-es thet ic (hi'pSr-es-thet'ik), adj. of or having
hyperesthesia.

hy-por-cp-tec-tic (hi
f
per-yoo-tek'tik), adj. containing

more of the lesser component than is present in a
eutectic solution or alloy,

n. [L.; Gr. Hy
Greek mythology" i. a titan, son 'of Uranus ,

ather of. the sun god Helios. _2, HeHos^ himself.

j^^,
.* MM*S ow ^MJ, J^J| -4^i~AK< OW, JLU fSl "iSl-illC *X~9J , fl

.-/oa.
L. < hyper- + Gr. kinesis, motion], a condition

of abnormally increased muscular movement.
hy per ki ne sis

(hf'pSr-ki-ne'sifi), n. hyperkinesia,
hy per-ki net ic ^pgr-ki-net'ik), adj. of or charao
tenzed by hyperkmesia,
hype^nMstTte (ht^er-met'rik), adj. [< Gr, hyper-
mefros, beyond measure; see BYim- & MBTRIC], in
prosody, having an extra syllable or syllables.

hy-per'Haet-rircal (h^geV-met'ri-ki;), adj. hypermetric.

< n
- hypermetrvs, eaccessjv^ 4- d"M Spos, eye], the conr

dition of being farsktfited; abnormal vis^oa in which ike
rays of h^ht are focused behind the retina so that
distant objects are seen more clearly t&aga near oijes,

iW'per'iUietrop*i .^'i^^8i-fe^p^DK)t np^ ,of or* havin

Hy-perm nes tra (hrpeVm^nes'tr^)v n* [1^; dr; Hyperm-
nestreL in Gre& mythology, t|ie 9n|y oe of the Danaides.
the fifty daughters of King Banafe who did not kill
her husband at her father's command
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hy-per*O'pi-a (hi'pSr-o'pi-a) n. [Mod. L.; see HYPKR-
* -OPIA], hypermctropia.
hy per-op ic (hi'rSr-oj/ik), adj. hypermetropic.

hy-per-os-tO'Sis (hi'per-os-to'sis), n. [j&I. HVPEROSTOSES
(-ex)], [Mod. L.; see HYPER- A OSTOSIS], an abnormal
increase or thickening of bony tissue.

hy-per-os-tot-lc (hl'plr-o*-tot'ik), nd;. of or lumng
hyperostosis.
hy-per-phys-i-cal (hl'per-fiz'i-k'l), adj. 1. beyond the

physical; supernatural. 2. separate from the physical.
fay.per-pi-tu-1-tm-rlsm (hl'pSr-pi-too'i-ta-riz'm, hfpe'r-
pi-tu/i-te-riz'xn), n. 1. excessive activity of the pitui-
tary $land or its anterior lobe. 2. the condition of
excessive skeletal growth caused by this.

hy-per-pla'Si-a (hi'per-pla'zhi-e, hi'pSr-pla'zi-a), n.

[Mod. L. ; see HYPER- &. -PLASXA], an abnormal increase
in the number of cells composing a tissue or organ.

hy-per-plas-tic (hi'pSr-plas'tik), adj. of or charac-
terized: by hyperplasia.
hy-perp-ne-a, hy*perp*noe-a (hi'pgrp-ne'a), n. [hyper-

-{ Gr. fno%, breathing < pnein, to breathe], abnormally
rapid breathing; panting.
hy*per-py-ret'ic (hi'peV-pi-ret'Uc), adj. of or having
hyperpyrexia.
hy-per-py-rex-i-a (hl'p&r-pi-rek'si-Q), n. [Mod. L.;
hyper- + pyrexia], an abnormally high fever.

hy-per-sen-ai-tive (hi'pSr-sen'sa-tiv), adj. abnormally
or excessively sensitive.

hy-per-son-ic (hi'pe'r-son'ik), adj. designating, of, or

traveling at a speed equal to about five times the speed
of sound or greater: see sonic.

hypersthene (hl'peY-sthen'), n, (< hyper- -h Gr.
sthenos, strength], a lustrous, greenish-black or dark-
brown mineral of the pyroxene group, a silicate of
iron and magnesium.
hy-per-sthen-lc (hi'per-sthen'ik), adj. of or containing
hypersthene.
hy-per-ten-sion (hi'pSr-ten'sfaon), n. 1. any abnorm-
ally high tension. 2. abnormally high blood pressure,

esjjectally in the arteries, or a diseased condition of
which this is the chief symptom.
hy-per-ten-sive (hl'pSr-ten'siv), adj. of or having high
blood pressure, n. a hypertensive person.
hy-per'thy-rotd (hi'peY-thl'roid), adj. of, characterised
by, or having hyperthyroidism. n. a person having
hyperthyroidism.
hy-pei>thy*roid'i8m (hi'per-thi'roid-iz'm), n. 1. ex-
cessive activity of the thyroid gland, 2. the condition
caused by this or by taking too much thyroid extract,
characterized by a rapid pulse, sleeplessness* etc.

hy-per-ton-ic (hi'peY-ton'ik), adj. 1. having abnorm-
ally high tension or tone, especially of the muscles
2. having an osmotic pressure higher than that of an
isotonic solution.

hy-per-troph-ic (hi'pSr-trof'ik), adj. of or characterized

by hypertrophy.
hy-per-tro-phy (hl-pur'trs-fi}, n. [hyper- + -trophy], an
abnormal increase in the size of an organ or tissue,
caused by enlargement of its cellular components.
yd* & V.t. [HYPERTROPHIED (-fid), HYPERTROPHYING], to
increase abnormally in size.

hyp-es-the-si-a (hip'es-the'zha, hip'es-the'zhi-o), n.

[Mod. L.; see HYP- & ESTHBSIA], impaired power of

sensation; especially, diminished sensitivity to touch.

hy-pe-thral (hi-pe'thral, hi-pe'thral), adj. hypaethral.
hy-pha (hi'fa), n. \pl. HYPHAE (-fe)l [Mod. L. < Gr.

hyphe, a webj, any of the threadlike parts making
up the mycelium of a fungus.

hy-pken (hi'l'n), n. [LL.; Gr. hyphen (for hyph* hen),
a nyphen, Ht., under one, together, in one < hypo-,
under + hen, neut. ace. of heis, one], a mark (-) used
between the parts of a compound word or the syllables
of a divided word, as at the end of a line. uwf. to
hyphenate.
hyphenate (hl'f'n-atO, v.t. [HYPHENATED (-id), HY-
PHENATING], 1. to connect or separate by a hyphen.
2. to write or print with a hyphen, adj. hyphenated.
hy-phen-a-tion (hi'f'n-a'shsn), n. 1. a hyphenating
or oeing hyphenated. 2* a hyphen.
hyp-no- (Hp'no, hip'na), [< Gr. hypnos, sleep],, a

combining form meaning: 1. sleep, as in hypnafogy*
2. hypnotism, as in hypnotherapy* Also, before a vowel,
hypn-.
hyp-no-gen-e-sia Chip'no-jen^^s)^ m, [Mod. L.; see

TO. [ftypno? ^ 4oyL the
with sleep and
s),i n* [Mod. L*\ .

IE. *sitp~w-s, seen also in L- swnmtSt sleep^
mythology, the god of sleep; identified, ;by tbe

: also
'

condition psyeMcallf iadnced, osually by aaotbcr
person, in which the subject consciousness but
responds, with certain limitation*! to the
of the hypnotist,

er-a'py CMp
f

nS-ther*&-pi) 8 n.
the treatment erf dia fcy torpn

njfym*** i ai*s*i A .*, x jrp*va>j * . VIAUHMUUQ msw>^> sw^'j^v*
.

having the nature of, or inducing hypnosis, 3. easily
hypnotized. 4. under the influence of hypnosis, n.
1. any drug causing sleep; soporific. 2. anypnotized
person or one easily hypnotized.

h/yp-not'i-caHy (hip-not'i-k'1-i, hip-not'ik-li), adv. 1.

in a hypnotic manner. 2. by hypnotism.
hyp-no-tism (hip'na-tiz'm), n. 1. the act or practice
of inducing hypnosis. 2. the science of hypnosis.
hyp-no-tist (hip'na-tist), n- a person who induces
nypnosis.
hyp-no-tiz-a-We (hir/ns-tiz'a-bl), adj. that can be
Hypnotized.
hyp-no-tize (Mp'm-tiz'), v.t. fHYPNOTIZED (-tfzdO.
HYPNOTIZING], 1. to put into a state of hypnosis.
2. [Colloq.l, to entrance, as by eloquent speech.
Hyp-nus (hip'nas)* n. Hypnos,
ky*po (hi'po"), n. ipL HYPOS (-poz)), .

1. (CoHoq.3, a
hypodermic. 2. f Slang], a hypochondriac.
hy-po (hl'po), n. fcontr. < hyposuljtte], sodium tniosul-

fate, NaiStOrSHtO, a colorless, crystalline salt used in
solution as a fixing agent in photography.
ky"po~ (hl'po, hip's), [Gr. hypo- < hypo, under, leas

pian], a prefix meaning; 1. under, beneath, below, as
in hypodermic, hyfocycloid. 2. Uss than, subordinated
to, as in hypofaxts. 3. in chemistry, hmini & lover
state of oxidation, as in hypophosphorons. Also, before
a vowel, hyp-. Opposed to hyper-.*

?'na-Mflst', hipVblastOj n. [hypo- -f
er layer of the blastoderm.

caustum: Gr/ hypokanston < hypo-, under 4- katein.,
to btirnj, a space below the floor in some ancient
Roman buildings, into which hot air was piped from
a furnace to warm the rooms.

hy-po-chlo-rite (hl'po-kldr'It, hi'pa-klo'rit), n. any
salt of hypocWorous acid.

hy-po-chio-rous (hi'po-kl6r'9, hi'po-klo'r^s), adj.

\hypo~ 4- chlorous}, des%nating or of an unstable acid,
HCIO, known only in solution and used as a bleaching
and oxidizing agent.

hy-po-chon-cfri a (hl'pa-konMri-a, hip'a-kon'dri-o), n.

[LL., pi., abdomen < pi. of Gr. hypochondrion, soft

part of the body below the cartilage and above the
navel < hypo-, under + chondros, cartilage: so called
because the condition was suiJposed to have its seat
in this region], abnormal anxiety over one*s health,
often with imaginary illnesses and severe melancholy.

hy*po*cfaoii*clri*ac (M'pa>-kon'dri-ak
/

Mp'a<*koo'dri-
ak^), adj. [Pr. hypocondri&que; ML* hypochond^iacns <
LL. hypochondria], 1. designating or of the region of
the hypochondrium. 2. of or having hypochondria,
n. a person who has hypochondria*

hy.no-chon-dri a-cal
*

drr3-k*l), adj. hy
hy-po-chon-dri-a-s
9-sis), n. hypochondria.
hypo*chsOi-aFi*uiH (hFp
dm), n. \pL HYPOCHONBRIA (-o)]t [Mod. 4 L.; see HYPO-
CHONBRJA], either side of the abdomen just below the
lowest rib.

hyp-o-co-ris-tic O^p's-kd-ris'tik, hi'pa-ko-ris'tik), odfjf.

f< Gr. hypokonsnkos < hypo-, under + korizesthai,
to pet], of, or having the nature of, a pet name, as a
diminutive or term of endearment.
hy-po-cot-yl CM'po-kot'l, Hp'a-kotH), n. [< hypo- -f

cotyUdon], t^ie part of the axis, or stem, below the
cotyledons in the embryo of a plant.

m-ri'sy
Chi-pok'rQMsi), n. [pi. HYPOCRISIES C-siz)l,

& OPr. ipocrisie < L. nypocrisis, mimicry (in

ypocrisy) ; Gr. hyfokrisis, a reply, acting a part
feigning < kypoferinestkai, to play a part, pretend;
hypo-* under + krinesthai, to contend, dispute}* a
pretending to be what one is not, or to feel what one
does not feel; especially, a pretense of virtuej etc.

hyp-o-crite (nip'o-krit) , n. [ME. & OPr. tpocrtie; L.

hypocrita, actor (in LL. t hypocrite); Gr. hypokrifSs,
one who plays a part, pretender < hypokrinesthai; see

MYPOCRISY], a person who pretends to be what he is

not ; one wno pretends to be better than he really is, or

pious, virtuous, etc. without really being so.

Iiyp*o<crit4-cal Qiip'a-krit'i-k'l), adj. of or charac-
terized by hypocrisy; like a hyoocrite; not sincere.

hy-po-cy-dold (hl'pQ-sI'kloid nipVsi'kloid), n, [hyfo-
+ cycloid], in geometry, the curve traced by a point
on the circumference of (

a circle that rolls around the
inner circumference JQ another circle.

D^rr fe bite; lot, g5, h6m, tOTl, l<M>k; oil, rnt'y^ fee, for; Het; joy; yet; chin; sl^e;
e m, agent, i m sanity, o in comply, u to. focus;

*
as in able (a'b 1J;

Px. bal; S^ Fr.

. fac; QL G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. XHSIJW t foreign;
* hsrpothetical;
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> 9 n. {Mod. L.; se*

* DMMIA), t. in Mcny. a layer of strengthening
ite 2, in the hypottarmis.
rafcM (hl'fMMiur'fn'l), adj. 1. of the hypo-

skin. 3. of the hypirfcrmis. n* La hypodermic
2, a hypodermic syringe or needle.

hjpdr*mic*i-ly (hl'r^-dtr'nii-k
f
l-i f hi'jw-dtr'mlk-

fi), to. (by injection) under the skin.

hypodermic tajeetfoia, the injection of a medicine
or drug under the skin.

hypodermic syringe, a plan syringe attached to a
feollow needle (hypodermic nee-

41*) , for giving hypodermic
Injections. .

hy*fXMtaM&Is (hl'po-dur'mis) ,

n. fMcx3. L, ; see HYPO- * DERMIS],
a kyer of cells that lies beneath,
and secretes, the cuticle of an-

nelids, arthropods, etc.

hv po-eu tec tic (hi'po-yoo-tek'-
tik, hip'5~yoo-tek>tlk), adj. con-

taining less of the secondary
component than is present in
the eutectic mixture of the same
.components, _ _

nip -
HYPODERMIC
SYRINGE

designating, of, or in the
_-jr _ Jirn.

b^-'lMHtM-trl-um' '"(la'paijEas'tri-am), n. [pL HYPOGAS-
TXI4 T-)I (Mod. L-; Gr. hyfoiastriani lower belly,
neat* of Ttypogastrios, abdominal < hypo-, under -f

LiHr, the belly}, the lower, middle part ofthe abdomen.
poge-al Qii'pe-jS'Ql, hlpVjS'ef), adj. (< LL. hy-

hypogaeus (Gr. hypogaios* under the earth,
niiQerKrounu, <c hypo-, under -4- gj$t gaia, earth) ; -j-

-al], 1. of, or occurring in, the region below the surface
of the earth. 2. hypqge<

_pV|@n^^ _

(see -GUV)]* ongmatm|r or formed
surface of the earth* as certain rocks.

fayipot^e-iMHtt (hi-poj'i-nos. hi-poj'i-nse), adj. [hypo-
-f- -IVJMMU], growing on the lower surface of something,
as spores on the underside of some fern leaves.

hy-po-geous (hf'pa-je'ss, hip's-je'ss), adj. [< L. hy-
pogens: see HYPOGEAL], crowing or maturing under-
ground, as peanuts, truffles, some insect larvae, etc.:

also spelled hypogaeous.
hy po-glos sal {nI

7
pQ-glos

/
'l, hip'a-glos''l) adj. [< hypo-

+ Gr. gl&ssq, tongue; -f -al], tinder the tongue; es-

pecially, designating or of the motor nerves of the
tongue* n. a hypoglossal nerve.

hy-po gly ce-ml-a Chi'po-B-se7mi-9) t n. [Mod. L,; see
HYPO- & GLYCEMIAL a deficiency of sugar in the blood.

hy-pog-na-thous (M-pog/no-ttes, hi-pop'ns-tha), adj.
p^po- -f -gnathous], having a protruding lower jaw.

^^1N

*fl^>- 4- Or.
Below the

-T- -*jnwmft 1. growing attached to ** *wv,^wa,vj.<5:

below and free from the pistil: said of the parts of
some lowers. 2. having the part so arranged: as,

hypogynous flowers.

fry'pog-y-ny (hl-poj'a-ni, hi-poj'a-ni), n. the state of
being hypogynouSm

hy-pp-nas-ty (hi'pa-nas'ti,
4- Or. nastos, pressed; -f -y]
the more rapid growth of the undersurface of a part
causes it to curve upward.

hy-pO'iii-trowa (hi'po-ni'tras), adj. {hypo- -f nitrous]
of a nitrogenous dibasic acid, HiNiO*designating or < _

an active reducing and oxidizing agent.
hypo-phosphate (hi'pa-fos'fat), n. a salt of hypo-
phosphoric acid.

hy-po-phos-phite (hi'pQ-fos'flt), n. a salt of hypo-
phosphorous acid.

aaj. designating or 01 an acid,
g
fLPjOa, ootained when

phosphorus is slowly oxidized in moist air.

hy-po-phos-pho-rous (hl'pa-fos'fgr-Qs), adj. designating
or of a monobasic acid of phosphorus, HaPOj: it is

a strong reducing agent.
h-y sis (hi-poFa-sis), n. \pl HYPOPHYSES (-sez')],
L.; Gr. hypophysis, undergrowth, process <

., tyein; hypo-, tinder + phyein, to cause to grow],
pituitary gland.

hy-po-pi-tu-i-ta-rlsin (hi'po-pi-too'i-tG-riz'm, hi'po-pi-
tu^-ta-riz

f

m), n. 1. deficient activity of the pituitary
gland. 2. the condition caused by this, characterized
by excessive fat, loss of the sexual urge, wasting away
of the external sex organs, and loss of hair.

hy-po-pla-si-a (hl'pg-pla'zhi-d). n. [Mod. L. < hypo- +
-plasia], a condition of decreased or arrested growth of
an organ or tissue of the body,

hy*po*plas*tic (H'p^plas'tik), adj. of or characterized
by hypoplasia.

hy-po-po-di-um (hf'pa-po'di-am), n. [pi. HYPOPODIA

(-)), (Mod. L.; see HYPO- A -PODIUM], the bate of a,

leaf, including the stalk.

hy-po-py-ot* (m-po^pi*on'2 hi-f^pi-on
1

)* n. fMod, L,;
Gr. hyp@pyon t kina 01 ulcer, neut. sing, of hypopyos,
tending to suppurate < hyp~, under 4- ^yo, pus},
an mccumulation of pas in the cavity between the
cornea and the tens of the eye.
hypos ta sis (hl-pos't^-sis, hi-pos'te-sis), n. {pi. HY-
POSTASBS (-seas

f
)3, IGr. hyp&stmis* a supporting, foun-

dation < hyphisianai, to set under, pass, stand under
< hypo-, under 4- kisianai, to stand, cause to standj,
1. in medicine, a) a deposit; sediment. 6) a settling
of blood in the lower perts of the body as a result of
a slowing down of the blood flow. 2. in philosophy," * " -

essence; substance.
. unique essence or

__ . therefore, of the three

persons of the Trinity. &) any of the three persons
of the Trinity, c) the personality of Christ' as dis-

tinguished from his two natures, human and divine.

hy-po-stat-ic (hi'po-ctat'ik, hipVstat'ik), adj. [Gr,

hypostatikos], 1. having to do with substance or

essence; essential; elemental. 2. a) having to do with
distinct personality; distinctly personal. 6) having
to do with divine personality. 3. masked or sup-
pressed by another factor that is not an allelomorph:
said of certain factors in heredity. 4. in medicine,
due to hypostasis, or deposition.

hy-pos-ta-ti-za-tion (hl-pos'ta-ti-zS'shon, hi-pos'ta-tl-

za'shsn), n. 1. a hypostatizing or being hypostatized.
2. something hypostatiflsed.
hypos-ta-tlze (M-pos't9-1az'r hi-pos'td-tlzO, v.t. JHY-
POSTATIZBD (-tizdOj HYPOSTATIZING], [< hypostasis +
-ise], 1. to make into or consider as a distinct sub-

stance; attribute substantial or personal existence to.

2. to regard as a reality: assume to be actual.

hyp-p-style (hit/5-stll', hl'po-stH'). adj. [Gr. hypostylos,
resting on pillars; hypo-, under + stylos, a pillar],

having a roof supported by rows of pillars or columns.
hy-po-sul-fite (hrpe-suFfit) , n, 1. a salt of hypo-
suffurous acid. 2. sodium hypostdfite, NaSO4. 3.

formerly, and still popularly but moorrectly, sodium
thiosulfate, NaiSiOi. used as a fixing agent in photog-
raphy: also called hypo.

hy-po-sirf-fu-roiwr (hi'po-sul-fyoor/os, hl'rjo-sul'feV-os),

adj. designating or of a dibasic acid, HsSjO<t produced
by the reduction of sulfurous acid and used as a
bleaching and reducing agent.
hy-po-tax-is (hi'p^-tak'sis, hip'o-tak'sis), n, [Mod, L.

< Gr. ; see HYPO- & -TAXIS], in grammar, the dependent
relation of a clause or construction on another: op-
posed to parataxis. __
hy*pot>e-nue (hl-pot''n-oos', hi~pot''n-us'). n. [L. hy-
potenusa; Gr.hypoteinousa,
lit., subtending, properly
fern, of ppr. of hypoteinein,
to subtend, stretch under;
hypo-, under -f teinein, to

stretch], the side of a right-
angled triangle opposite
the right angle: also hy-
pothenuse: abbreviated
hyp.

hypoth., 1. hypothesis.
2. hypothetical.

hy-poth-ec (hl-poth'ik), n.

f< Pr. & L.; Fr. hypo-
th&que: L. hypotheca, a pledge, security; Gr. hypothekg,
something put tinder (obligation), pledge < hypoti-
ihenai, to put under, pledge; see HYPOTHESIS], in law,
security or right given to a creditor over a debtor's
property without transfer1 of possession or title.

hy-ooth-e-car-y (hi-poth'a-ker^, hi-poth'o-ker'i), adj.
[LL. hypothecarius], of or secured by a hypothec.
hy-pom-e-cate (hi-poth'a-kat

7
, hi-poth'a-katO. v.t.

[HYPOTHECATED (-id), HYPOTHECATING], [< ML. hy-
Pothecatns, pp. of hypothecare, to hypothecate < L.
hypothec; see HYPOTHEC], to pledge (property) to
another as security without transferring possession
or title; mortgage.

hy-poth-e-ca*tion (hf-poth/a-ka'shan, hi-poth'a-ka'-
shan), n. 1. a hypothecating or being hypothecated.
2. a claim against hypothecated property.

hy-poth-e-ca-toi: (hl-pothVka'ter, m-poth'a-ka'ter), n.
a person who hypothecates.

hy-poth-e-nuse (hi-poth''^^^, hi-poth'*n-us') n. a
hypotenuse.
hy*po*ther-mal (hi'pe-tiiux/m'l tup'a^thur'ml), adj.
1. tepid. 2. of or characterized by hypothermia.
po-ther-mi-a (M'pa-th&r'mi-a, hIpVthux'mi-9), n.
dod. L. < hypo- + Gr. therme, heatjv a subnormal

_ _ dy temperature.
hy^poth-e-sis (hi-poth'a-sis, hi-poth'd-sis), n. \$l. HY-
POTHESES (-sezOJ. [Mod. L,;, Gr, hypothesis, ^routtd-
work, foundation, supposition < hypotifokenai, to place
under; hypo-, under -f tithen&i* to place], an unproved
theoryf proposition, supposition) fee* tentatacvely ac-
cepted to explain certain facts /or; (working hypotheses)
to provide a basis for further myestigiaition, asrigunietit,

BASE

HYPOTENUSE
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, see tiwery.vie. : abbreviated hypoth., hyp. SYN, se
hy-poth-e-Jiize (hT-t>othr

a-siz', hi-poth'a-sfe'K v3. [HT-
POTHRSIZED (-sizcr), HYPOTHESIZING], to a fey-
potbesls. v*l. to assume: suppose.

hy-po-thet-ic (hi'pa-thevik), adj. hypothetical.
hy-po-thet-I'Cal .flii'pa-thet'i-k'I). adj. [Or.
tkos < hypothesis], I. based on, involving, or R
.. . .

hypothesis], I. based on, involving, or Raving
the nature of, a hypothesis; assumed; supposed. 2.

Riven to the use of hypotheses; as, a hypoikituul
mind, 3. in logic, conditional: as, a hypothetical propo
sition. Abbreviated hypoth., hyp.
hy-po-theM-cal-Iy (hf^thet'i-kl-i, hi'pa-thet'ik-Ii),
oak in a hypothetical manner; as (a) hypothesis.
hy po tbty.roid (hi'po-thi'roid), adj. of or cfiaraeterized
by hypothyroidisxn. n* a hypothyroid person.
h^po thy-rpld-lsm (hi'pS-thi'roid-Jz'm), 7*. I, defi-
cient activity of the thyroid gland. 2. the abnormal
condition caused by this* often characterized by
sluggishness, goiter, etc.

hy*po*toa;ic (hl'po-ton'ik), adj. 1. having abnormally
low tension or tone, especially of the muscles. 2.

having an osmotic pressure lower than that of an
isotomc solution. See hypertonic.
hy-pp-ian-thine (hi'pa-zan'then, hi'p-zan'thin) n.
a nitrogenous compound, CsH^O, found with xan-
thine in the muscles, spleen, etc.

hyp-so- (hip'so, hip'sp), ]< Gr. hypsi, on high], a
combining form meaning Height* as m hypsometer.
hyp sog-ra-phy (Mp-sog'rd-fi). n. [hypso: + -grapkyl
1. the configuration of a land surface with respect to
its different heights; topographic relief. 2. the obser-
vation, representation, or description of this. 3, the
parts of a map that show this. 4. hypsometry.
hypsom-e-ter (hip-som'a-ter), n. [hypso- + -meter],
a device for measuring heights of land surfaces by the
boiling point of a liquid.
hyp.som-e-try (hip-somVtri), n. \hypso- + -metry],
the measurement of heights on the surface of tnc
earth, especially with reference to sea level.

hy-ra-coid (hi'ra-koid'), n. [< Mod. L. Hyracoidea,
name of the genus; see HYRAX & -oro], any of a group
of

^
small hoofed mammals of Africa and southwest

Asia, resembling the rodents, adj. of this group.
hy-rax (hi'raks), n. \pl. HYRAXES (-rak-siz), HYRACES
C-ra-sezO], [Mod. L.; Gr. hyrax, shrew mouse], a
hyracoid; rock rabbit: the cony of the Bible.
Hyrca*ni'a (her-ka'ni-), n. an ancient district of
Asia, on the southern shores of the Caspian.
Hyr*ca-ni-an (her-ka'ni-an), adj. of Hyrcania.
hyson (hi's'n), n. [Chin, hst-tchun, lit., blooming
spring, first crop], a variety of Chinese green tea: the
early crop is called young hyson, and the inferior
leaves are called hyson skin.

hys-sop (his'ap), n. [ME. & AS. ysope; OPr. ysope,r- -----
pe;l,.hysopum,hys,-

L ~ '------ " T -"
hyssope; L. hysopum, hyssopum; Gr. hyss&pos, hyssdpon
< Heb. ezdo, aromatic plant], 1. a fragrant, blue-
flowered plant of the mint family, used in medicine
as a tonic, stimulant, etc. 2. its flowers. 3, any of
several American thistle plants. 4. in the Bible, a
plant whose twigs were used for sprinkling water in

rites: Ftthns 51:7.
hys-ttf-
hyttr'ecto<ttiy ftw"tr~ek

ftiil) t it. Ul. HTSTER-
ECT0MWS + removal

4of tlit uterus or erf the uterus.

feys-t@ir;e'Sl (hU'u-re'ftift), a. (Mod. L.; Gr. ky$M$fa,
a coning short, deficiency < kysturfiw, to be behind,
c0tae < kysttros, later, bthind), in pkysia, a
lag of the effect in a the force acting: on it

is changed; especially, a lag in the of magaeti-
.tlon behind the varying mafaetiiing force.

fay* ter-ee-fc Chis'to-ret'ikj, mfj. erf, ciamctcrized by,
or caused by hysteresis.

hyst^-etic^cofasttmt, the hysteretk loss in ergs per
cubic centtincter per cycle.

hymteretic low* a loss of power in operating electrical
devices, caused by magnetic hysteresis.
hytSNrt*a (his-teVi-o, hVtflrn-a), n. (Mod. L < ky$-
UrtfalL 1. a psychiatric condition variously dbarae-
tenzea by emotional

> excitability, excessive anxiety,
sensory and motor disturbances, and the simulation
of organic disorders, such as blindness, deafness, etc.
2. any outbreak of wild, uncontrolled excitement or
feeling, such as fits of lauflrhinK and crrinjr: hysterics.
5KV. see mania.

hys-ter-ic (his-ter'ik), y. hysterical n. I. nmally
PL foccas. constnaed as sing.], a hysterical fit; hysteria
(sense 2). 2. a person subject to hysteria,

hys :
ter-i-cal (his-ter'i-kl), adj. [L. hysteric**; Or. kys-

ieritos, of or suffering in the uterus, hysterical <
hys&er, uterus; 4- -al: because woncai sewoaed to be
hysterical more than men, hysteria was attributed by
the ancients to disturbances of the uterus], 1. of or
characteristic of hysteria. 2, like or suggestive of
hysteria; emotionally uncontrolled and wild. 3.

having or subject to hysteria,
hys'ter-o- (hi&'ter-o, Mst'er-a), I< Gr. kystera* uterus*
womb; see HYSTERICAL], a combining form ineaning:
L uterus, womb, as in kysterofomy. 2. hysteria, hysteria
and, as in kyster'acatalepsy. Also, before a vowel, hytr-.

hys-tar-o-cat-a-lep-sy (his'ter-o-katVlep'si), n. hys-
tena with catalepsy.

hys-tefo-geai-ic (his'tgr-o-|en'ik) f adj, [hystero- +
-genie}* causing hysteria.
hy-ter:oid (hos'ter-oidO, od/, [hyster- + -olfl. Eke
hysteria.
hys-ter-on pro-te-roti (his'ter-on' prot'gr-on')* [LL.;
Gr. hysteron, nent. of hysteras, latter, following -f
proteron* neut. of proUros, former], L a figure of
speech in which the logical order of ideas is reversed.
Example; "I die, I faint, I fail." 2. in logic, the fallacy
of assuming as true, and using as an argument, what
is to be proved; begging the question.

hys-ter-ot-o-my (his^td-rotVim), n. [hystiro- -f -tomy},
1. a Caesarean operation. 2. an incision of the uterus.

hys-tri-co-mor-pfiic (his'tri-ka-mSr'fik), adj [< Mod.
L. Hystricomorpha* name of the division ( < L. hystrix,
porcupine; Gr. hystrix + morpM, form): + -}, desig-
nating or of a group of rodents including the porcu-
pines, chinchillas, cavies, agoutis, etc.

i

I, i fi>, f. Wt. I
f

s, Ts, Isv is WI, 1. ttie ninth letter of
the Bnglisn alphabet: via Latin from the Greek iota, a
modification of the Phoenician (Semitic yo$ht a hand) :

see alphabet, chart. This letter, first dotted In the llth
century, was not distinOTs^ied from j ttntil the 17th
century. 2. a sound of

JC
or i: in most Bto>pean lan-

guages the letter priniarilv represents a liigh front tun-

rounded vowel, O?A [i]; in BngHsh, because c sound
changes during the Late Middle English and ISarly
Modern periods, it represents both a lowered high front
unrounded vowel, IPA (i] and a diphthong; typically
IPA [ai]. 5. a type or impression for I or 1 4 u symbol
for the ninth in a sequence or gro^p. Hd/. 1. of I or i.

2. ninth in a sequence or group.
I (I), n. 1. an object shaped like I. 2. a Roman numeral
for 1: when it is placed after another numeral, a unit
itx>bea4deiCe.g., VI A V + Il oir^X and when it is

placed before another numeral, a unit is to be sub-
tracted (e;g., IV 4). 3. in astronomy, the IncHnattion
of an orbit to the ecKptic. 4. in chemistry, the symbol
for iodine. 5. in education, a mark of incomplete, given
in a course not completed by the student. 6. in logic,
a particular aflirmative proposition. 7. in physics, the

symbol /or a} density of current, d) intensity of mag-
netization, c) the moment of inertia. 8. in zoology,
the symbol for incisor, adj. shaped like L

I 0), J>ron.Tfor pL see WE], [ME. *, ith, ih; AS, ic; akin
to G. tcfe* Goth, ik, etc.; IE. base *f(&)0wt-, orig. ^rob.
neut. n. meaning "(my) presence here/* seen also in L.
ego, Gr. egd, Sans, ahdm, etc.; cf. EGo] f

the person
speaking ojr writing: J is the nominative case form t me
the objective, my and mine the possessive, and myself
the intensive and reflexive, of the first personal singular
pronoun, it. \pl. I'&l, 1. this pronoun thought of as a



aa ht too **/Y* in writing, 2. the

K CD, y-.
!. 1. uta&Q. 2 Independent. 3. Iowa,.
i 1. 2, interest, 3. Intransitive,

I** f* 1. bnperator. 2. 3. isle;

-i' (tat y)s llor I, 2, (sometimes) 4, 7* S. L. ~w & Or.
4* < -4% vowel 4* -* noun of 1st de-

for 3 t (sometimes) 4, 5, 6, L, *sa & Or. -$,
ttwtt. pL ending of L, natiaa in -twit & Gr. nouns in

-tea; -t-, thematic vowel 4- *, suffix), a ncmn-forming
in: I, the name* of countries, as in India.

2, tht of aa in pminmonm, 3, the names
ol festivals, as in Lupfffalia, 4. Greek and
Latin words carried over into English, as in militia.

5. English plurals of Greek and Latin words, as in

pmapmmaim 4 in biology* the names of classes, as in

Ripklie* 7. in feoteit^,
the generic names of pjants, as

in **. S* in (Jumistry, the names of alkaloids, as in

stryk*i*; see -io.
la., low*.
La*f fo n^swlf&, PL], in absence; absent.

I<a*g0 (i-'g5) i*. the villain in Shakespeare's Othello;
see Othello.
*Htf (yal, i-ol), fL. -feZif, 4ote], an adjective-forming
suffix, as in magisterial, artificial.

I.A.M* International Association of Machinists; a
labor union.
i-amb (1'ainb), ft* [Pr. iamb*; L. iambus; Gr. iamfcosl
ft metrical foot of two syllables, the first unaccented
and the otter accented, as

in^ English verse, or the first

short and the other long, as in Greek and Latin verse.

Bxufe: ?*T6 strive, 1 1& seekf 1 td find, } tod not 1 t

ice cream

the first element in many hyphenated Arabic names,
as in ibn-Saud,

iai*ble (tatn'bik), adj. [< Pr. or L., Fr. iambique; L.

wwiWafcr; Gr. wmbikosl, of or made up of iambs, n.
1. am iamb. 2. an Iambic verse. 3. a piece of satirical

verse written in iambs.
Nott*to* 0-asmts} n. [pi. IAMRXJSKS (-iz), IAMBI (-b!)],

MB 6-00, yan), ffr, or L.; Pr. -fen; L. -faua < *-

stem Bending 4 -anus; see -AN], -an, as in Grecian,

*$j$$M@ib, etc.

), p.2. [IAROVIZED (-via!'), IAROVIZ-
lMK&)p to Iarovize.I*i CySsh), n. Jassy: the Romanian name.
i*a8i8 0'sMstis), [Mod I/.; Gr. -f<wf$Jf a combining form
meaning: 1. process or condition. 2, pathological or
morbid condition, as in hypochondriasis, elephantiasis.

i-mfrric (I-at'rik), adj. [Gr. tatrikos < iatros, physician <
fiMttoi, to cure, heal], of medicine or medical doctors;
medical: medicinal.

i at-ri cal (I-at'ri-k
r

l), adj. iatric.

I<*t*ricf (I-at'riks), [see IATRIC], a combining form
meaning treatment of disease, as in pediatrics.

i-a*tro*" (i-at'ro, i-at'ra), {Gr. iatro- < iatros: see IAXRIC],
a combining form meaning medical, medicinal, as in
iatrology.

i-a*trolp^y 0Vtrol'o-ji), n. [iafro- + -logy], the science
of medicine.
4-a-try (J'o-tri), [< Gr. iatreia, healing], a combining
form meaning medical treatment, as in psychiatry*
0^ ibidem, OuL in the same place.
I-ba-dan (5-bS'da'n), n. a city in southwestern Nigeria,
Africa: pop., 327,000 (1945).
IMnez, see Blasco-Ib6iiez.
I-beam 0'bem

/

) n. a steel beam shaped like an I in
cross section.
rbe-ria (l-Mr'i-Q),

t
n. 1. the Spanish-Porttiguese

peninsula: the ancient Latin name. 2. an ancient
region in the Caucasus, between the Black Sea and
the Caspian.

I beri an (5-bSr^-ao), adj. of Iberia (either region), its

people, etc, n. 1. any member of an ancient people
in Caucasian Iberia, believed to be the ancestors of the
Georgians 2. a native or inhabitant of Iberia (sense 1) .

3. the language spoken there in ancient times, from
which Basque is believed to be derived.

i-bex (I'beks), n. |>J. IBJBXES (-bek-sfo), IBICES (ibVseV,
I'bQ-seV), IBEX; see PLXJILAL, n, i>, 1], [L.J, any of several
varieties of wild goat of Europe, Asia, or AJrica, espe-
cially that found in the Alps, Apennines, and Pyrenees,*
the male has large, backward-curved horns.
4>bi-dem (i-bi'dem), adv. [L.], in the same place; used
in writing to show further reference to the book,
chapter, etc. cited just before: abbreviated ibid., Ib.

-i-bJM-ty (s-bilVti), [pi. -ABILITIES (~tk)], [L. -iWitas;
-*-, thematic vowel + -bilttas; see -ABILITY], a suffix
used to form nouns from adjectives ending in -ible, as
in sensibility.

i-bis fi'bis), n. [pi. IBISES (-iz), mis; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],
[L.; Gr. ibis], any of several large wading birds related
to the herons, ^with long legs and a long, slender, curved
bill, found chiefly in tropical regions; the sacred ibis
of the^NJle is the most common.

~^jkl C^-b'lJ, [L. -ibiLis], -able: used in forming adjectives
derived directly from Latin verbs ending in, ^e or
-ere, as divisible, legible.

Ib*n- (ib'
r

n), [Ar.. son (of)], a combining form used as

180?-l953;kingci Saudi Arabia (1932-1953).
I-bo (fbS), n. [< the native namei,

t
1. [pL Iio), a mem-

ber of a Negroid people living in Nigeria, Africa. 2. the

foup
of West SudaiMC dialects spoken by the Iba

e& v Hen-rik (hen'rik ibVn), 182&-1906; Norwegiaii
dramatist and poet.
Ib-sen-Isra (ib's'n-ii'm), n, the ideas, aims, and prin-
ciples of playwriting, etc. characteristic ol Ib*en and
his followers,
I.B.T.G.WJBL, International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs. Warehousemen, and Helpers of America.

-Ic (ik), f < Fr. or L. or Gr.: Fr. -iqm; L. -4cns; Gr. -4kos;
akin to G. -isch, AS. -ig (see -Y)], a suffix: 1. used to
form adjectives meaning: a) a/, famng to do with, as in
volcanic, Germanic, b) like, hanni the nature of, char-
acteristic of, as in angelic* classic, c) produced by, caused

by, as in photographic, symphonic, a} made up of, con"

ststing of, containing, as in dactylic, alcoholic, e] in

chfmisiry, having a higher mlence than is indicated by
the suffix -ous, as in nitric, phosphoric, 2. [< ME. or II.

or Gr.: ME. -ifee,* L. -icnsf Gr. -ikos: from substantive
use of respective adjectives], used to form^ nouns,
through the substantive use of adjectives in -4c, as in
magic, cosmetic. Adverbs corresponding to adjectives
in -4c are formed by adding ~aily or, less often, 4%

I.C., lesus Christus, [L.], Jesus Christ.
I-ca (e'sS), n. Putumayo Kiver: the Brazilian name.
-I-cal (i-k'l), [LL. -icalis < -icm, -ic + -alis, -ofl, a
suffix corresponding to ~4c, used to form adjectives from
nouns ending in -*<:, as in physical, polemical, or from
other adjectives ending in -ic, as in poetical, comical:
such adjectives sometimes have s^edalor differentiated

meanings (e.g., historical, economical}, further removed
from the base than those of the corresponding *4c forms.

I car-i-an (i-kir'i~9n, i-kir'i-sn), adj\ [L. Icarins; Gr.
Ikarios, of Icarus], 1. of, like, or characteristic of
Icarus; hence, 2. tioo daring; foolhardy; rash.

Icarlan Sea, the southern part of the Aegean Sea: the
ancient name*
Ica-rus QkVras, i'ko-rQ). n. [L.; Gr. Ikaros], in Greek
legend, the son of Daedalus: escaping from Crete by
flying with wings made by Daedalus, Icarus flew so
high that the sun's heat melted the wax by which his
wings were fastened, and he fell to his death in the sea.

ICBM, intercontinental ballistic missile.

I.C.C IOC, Interstate Commerce Commission.
ice ffis), n. [ME. & AS. is; akin to G. eis (OHG. &);
proo. akin to Avestan isn, cold; hence < IE. base *mn*
1. the glassy, brittle, crystalline form of water made
solid by cold; froaasn water. 2. a piece, layer, or sheet
of this. 3. anything like frozen water in appearance,
structure, etc. 4. a frozen dessert, usually made of
water, fruit juice, egg white, and sugar. 5. icing; frost-

ing. 6 [Slang], a aiamond or diamonds, v.t* [ICED
(1st), ICING], T. to change into ice; freeze. 2. to cover
with ice; apply ice to. 3. to cool by putting ice on, in,
or around. 4. to cover (cake, etc.) with icing, or
frosting. !U. to freeze (often with up or over},
break the ice. 1. to make a start by getting over
initial difficulties. 2. to make a start toward getting
better acquainted and less formal, as by talking to
someone just met.

cut no ice, [CoEoqJ, to have no influence or effect.
on thin ice, [Cplloq.j, in a risky, unsafe situation.

-Ice (is), [ME. 4c, -4se, -4s; OFr. -ice; L. -itins, masc.,
-itia, fern., -itium, neut.l, a suffix meaning the condition,
state, or quality of, as in justice, malice*

Ice., L Iceland. 2. Icelandic.
ice age, the glacial epoch.
ice bag, an ice pack (sense 2).

iceberg (Is'burgO, n. [prob. < D. ijsberg. lit, ice

mountain], a great mass of ice broken off from a glacier
and floating in the sea.

ice blink (Js'blmk'), n. [ice -j- blink, after D. ijsblink
or Dan* isblink], a Itiminoslt^ in the sky near lie
horizon, caused by tlie reflection of light from an ex-

panse of ice.

ice-boat (is/bof),. n. 1. cginallv, a light skiff mounted
ojn runners and propelted over ice by sails. 2. now, a
light, boatKke frame, often triangular, equipped with
runnera resembling the blades of skates and propelled
by a sail. 3. an icebreaker.

ice bound (is'botmd'X o4 I. held fast or surrounded
by ice, as a boat. 2. blocked up or made inaccessible
by ice, as a coast*

icebox (is^boksOr n. a refqgemtof, especially oae in
which ice is used for cooling foods, beverages^ etc*
icebreak-er (is

/
brak'e1r) ? ,

m 1. a sturdy boat for

breaking a channel though ice, 2. a, w
ture for protecting a m,t -etc. front

ice cap (Js'fcapO, ^ %fegfe permmp^Bi
raised center, espeokly, one,

, covering' t tfie rtcjpio
mountain, plateau, etc*

'

'

ice-cream,
'

iice icream. w. ice'C^eanx, "
h

f U
ice cream, [orig., ic&d cr<eM^t ''ai



ice-cream cone 7*9
btitterfAt, or milk,, and sometimes
flavored, beaten to a uniform consistency, and frozen,
ice-cream cooe^ a cone-shaped wafer holding a
erf ice cream.

iced (ist, adj. 1. having ice on, in, or around it;

by ice: as, iced coffee. 2. covered with icing; frosted.
Seed fruits* preserved fruit* coated with
Ice field Cor Hoe), a large sheet erf fee floating in the set.
Ice foot, [ice 4- foot, after Dan. isfod], a wall of ice mkg
a shore in polar regions, formed between the high ana
low watermarks by the tide.

Ice-free (is'freO, odj* I- without ice; not frown, 2.

always without ice; never frozen; as, an ice-fret harbor.
ice hockey, the game of hockey played on ice by players
wearing skates.

ice house (Is'housO n* 1 . a building where ice is stored.
2. a place where artificial ice is made.

Ice- 1and fisldod), TL an island republic in the North
Atlantic, between Norway and Greenland: area, 39,758
aq. mi.; pop., 159,000; capital Reykjavik: abbreviated
Ice., Icel.

Ice land er Oslan'dlSr, Islan-dSr), it. a native or in-
habitant of Iceland.

Ice-lan-dic (is4an'dik), <mf/, of Iceland, its people, their

language, or culture, w. 1. the North Germanic
language of the Icelanders, considered the most con-
servative of Germanic languages. 2. loosely. Old
Icelandic, the language of the Icelandic sagas* Abbre-
viated Ic**, Icel. See also Norse.
Iceland moss, an arctic lichen, sometimes used as a
food and in medicine.
Iceland spar, a transparent, colorless ealcite, found
especially in Iceland : it is used by opticians for making
double-refracting prisms.
iceman (Is'man

7
, is'man), n* [pi. ICEMEN (-men', -man)],

a person who sells or delivers ice.

ice needle, in meteorology, a thin piece of ice, so light
that it floats in the air in ckar, cold weather.

I*ce*ni (l-se'ni), n.#. [LJ, an ancient British pcojple wfeo,
led by their queen Boadicea, rebelled against the
Romans in 61 A.D.

ice pack, 1. a large, floating expanse of broken ice

masses pressed and frozen together. 2. a bag holding
ice, applied to a part of the body to reduce swelMng,
ease pain, etc.

ice pick, a pointed metal tool used to break up pieces
of ice.

ice plant, a plant growing in Mediterranean regions.
South Africa, and southern CaMornia, having leaves
covered with sinking particles like ice crystals,

ice rain, 1. rain that forms a glaze of ice. 2. sleet.

ice sheet, a thick
_ layer of ice covering an extensive

area for a long period, as in the ice* age.
ice water, 1. melted ice. 2. water cooled with or as
with ice.

Ich a bod (ikVbod/), [Heb. *-khabkddk, lit* according
to pop. etym., no glory; real meaning unknown], a
masculine name.
I-chang (e'charjO* n* a city on the Yangtze River,
Hupeh province, China: pop., 108,000.

ticbt dien (iH'dSn'X |GJ I serve: motto on the coat of
arms of the Prince of Wales*
ich-neu-mon (xk-nfftnan, ik-noo'man), n. [L.; Gr. tc&-
neumon, ichneumon^ lit., tracker < ichneuein, to track
out, hunt after < ichnosr a track, footstep: from its

supposed practice of locating and destroying crocodile

eggs], 1* a small, weaselkke animal o India, and
Africa; mongoose. 2. the ichneumon fly.

ichneumon fly, any of a large group of wasplike but
stingless insects having wornilike larvae that live as
parasites in or on the larvae of other insects.
ich-no- (ik'no), [,< Gr* ichnos, footprint], a combining
form meaning track, footprint, trace* as in ichnology.
ich-nog-ra-phy (ik-nog'ro-n), m, [< Ft. or L.; Ijta tdfejio-
graphic; L* ichnographia; Gr. ichnographia, a tracing
out, ground plan; see ICHNO- & -GRAPHY], 1. a scale

drawing of the ground plan of a building; fiocc plan.
2. the art of drawing such nans.

ich no log-i cal (ik'na-loj'i-k'l), adj. of ichnology.
ich-nol-o-gy (ik-nol'a-ji), n. [ichno- -f- -logy],, the scien-
tific study of fossil footprints.

i-dior (x'k&r, i%eV) r n^ {Mod, Lwj Gt iohi JU ia GraWk
mythology, the etnereal fluid flowing instead of blood
in the veins of thse gods. 2* a wxia*, acsidi watesy
discharge from a wound of ulcer. ''','

i-chor-ous (i'ker-as), ad1

/, of, or having the nature of,

ichor,. i(
, ',

, ,

'

t

ich-tny- (ik
f
thi), icht

kb-tiv-lc. (ik/tib-^ *

of or characteristic of a fisn or fishes.

ich thy o- (ik'thi-o, ik'thi-9), [Gr. ichthyo- < ichthys, a
fish], a (x>mbining fonn meaning: ^sA or like a fish, as in

Ich ffey-tiid fff/, |Or. < itkfcys,
a fkh + ik* * Ml. it* forawrly* a
vertebrate.

idi-tlur-oriit* *. |Mi*>- + frl

_
ctf a.nih or f of a

ich thy ol o gist
mitt in ichth;

n. an expen <x spe-

the brunch of with fi&eftv their struc-
ture, clarification, jid life history: abbrevialed ichth.,
ich. 2. [pi, icttnfffQLootKS (-jii)K a fcratie n fishes*
ich thy oph a gous (ik'tM-c^a-gwk <?. JGr, fcftfcyp-
pkttoa; see ICMTBTO & -FH^cousi twin* om f

"

eating.

Gr. wwn, bkdj, aay of m group ol pfebiifcofic i
extinct, which had 'vvell-deveiaped teeth set in

j

Gr. sauros, Bsardj, any of a group of prehistoric marine
reptiles, now extinct* which had a fishlikft body, four
paddle-shaped tiippers, and a dolpMalike head.

(-i)L an ichthyosaur.
ich-tbyo-aift (ik'thi-5'ftift}, it. [Mod. U; see icwm- &
-O6IS], a skin disease characterized by roughening and
thickening of the horny layer of the skin, producing
dryness and scaling: also called fishskin disease,
xerodernm,
ich-thy-ot-k (ik'thioi'ik). IM)/. of. Eke, or having
ichthyosis.

-i-cian (ish'wi), [Pr. -4&ien; ^e -ic & -IAK^ a aiffix naed
to form notins meaning a person engaged in, practicing,
or specializing in (a specified Held), as in beautician.

i-ci-cle (1'si-kl), n. {ME. i$M; AS. isgicel (akin to ON.
isjdkuU) < i$, ice + peel, piece of ice, icwk (Brit. diaL
ictde) ; akin to ON, jtikulL kicte, gladter* joJb lump of
ke], a tapering, pointed, hanginjK pece of ioe formed
by the freezing of dripping or faffing water.

i-ci-cled (I'si-kld), &Q covewd with icicles.

i*ci-iy (1'sa-B), adv. la an icy manner; very coldly.
i ci ness

g'a-nfe), n. the quality or state of being icy.

Ic-ing (is'irj)^ n. a mixture of sugar, water or other
liqtud f flaToring, aad, soiiietiniies, whites of eggs* etc.,
for covering a cake; frosting

French is spoken here.
Ick es, Harold L. (ik'o, ik%), 1874-1952; American
lawyer, writer, and public official,
i-con JjCkoja) , n. [^1. ICONS (-konzX ICONKS (-k, .

[L.; Gr. eikon, an image, figure, likeness], 1. an image;
figure; representation; picture. 2. in the Orthodox
Eastern Church, a sacred image or picture of Jesus,
Mary, a saint, etc. Also spelled Ikon, cdkon,

i-con-ic (l-konlk), adj. [L. iconicus; Gr. eikonikos ,

eik5n t an image], L of, or having the. nature off an icon.
2. conventional; of a fixed style; said ol some statues
and busts.

i-con-i-cal (i-kon'i-k'l), adj. iconic.
i-con-o- (i-kon'o. I*kon'),I< Grt eikon, a %une, image],
a combining: form meaning image. Ukmesst figure, as in
iconoclast, iconolatry: also, before a vowel, icon-.
icon-o-clasm 0-kon'd-k|a*m) t n. f< icono- 4- Or.

kHosmp* broken thing < kwem* to breakl, L the
breaking of images; hence, 2. the attacking or ridicul-

ing of traditional or venerated iastitutiocks or ideas.
i,wrwcrv^KUM* /, /, iii*i-f. ieonodmstes; MGr.

. . is < w. eik&n* an image + Matin, to break!.
1. a member of a group in the Orthodox Eastern Chtureii
in the 8th and 9m centuries who denounced the use of
icons. 2* a member of a group who engaged in or ad-
vocated the destraction of church images m the Neth-
erlands in the 16th and 17th centuries. 3. a person
who attacks or ridicules traditional or venerated
institutions or ideas regarded by him as erroneous or
based on superstition.

i-con-o-clas-tic (I-konVklas'tik), adj. of or character-
istic of iconoclasts or iconoclasm.

i-con-o-graph-ic (i-konVgraf'ik), adj. of iconography;
showing by pictures, images, etc.

l'Con-o-grapn4-cal (i-konVgraf'i-k'l), adj. icotio-

graphic.
i-co-nog-ra-phy (i'kQ-nog'ro-fi), n. [ML^ icmo$r&phi&;
Gr. eikonographia, a sketch, description; see ICONO- &
-GRAPHY], 1. the art of representing or illustrating
by

^
pictures, figures, inmges, etc. 2. wxe study or de^

scription of pictures, images, etc.; especially, the study
of the. portraits of a specific person.

i*co*nf*a-trjp (I'ko-nol'srtri), lu [icon- 4- 4<rfry2 ^he
worship of images. \ H

i-co-nol-o-jy (i
A

k^n(Ol'
bJiX.,* l^otto- + -lo^y], 1^ ^he

study of icqn^ iznages^, eJtQh./Xjacooft collectively, ,3.



iconoscope 720 identifier

f
a. lUo** -f ->^) an

ot in a transmitter, consisting
of a TOcanan a photosensitive pkte oa
wbfcfe H i projected tod *a electron gnu that
cam tins with A narrow focused beam: * trade-

mark (Iconoscope,
i con-o staa (Me0ti'5Hit*i

r
) n. an iconostasis.

tk fi-k0nVstl%i-n) f ft. an icanctasi&
G'kd-noft'te-rfi), n. [pi. ICOHOSTASKS

(~iis*) IMod. L,; Mod. Gr. i*oiiaslffe < Gr. ttd,
an imaga *f jfejfj, a standing], in the Orthodox Eastern

Ckvnk, partition or screen, decorated with icons,

separating the sanctuary from the rest of the church.
lOM-li7!hid (fk&>-he'drlK #. of, or having the
teat f* an kosmfeedron.

a, 0*1. ICOSAHKDRA

!*

(-dm)J, (Or. eikm&edron < atari, twenty 4- *dr, a
base?, a

.

?, a solid figure with twenty plane surfaces.

0%5-i) [Or. rikosi- < ttori, twenty; IE. base
%rWpp$i twenty (*wit two ^*$ftJi, ten), seen also in

L. vigtnti, Olr. nc)ie] t a combining form meaning twenty,
as in icositftrakedron: also* before a vowel* icos-.

-f- Mr- -f -&eJrof*l, a solid figure with twenty-four

plane surfaces.
-let- (iks), |see -icl a ^suffix used to form plural nouns
meaning: 1, (a specified) art or science, as in mathe-
matics: focfe nouns are construed as singular. 2, (ispeci-

fifid)
*dMlk$, prmiice, system, properties, as in statistics;

"

stich nouns are usually construed as plural.
IXXSL International Correspondence School
ic^er-Ic (ik-tarfk), <w*/. JL. ictertins; Gr. fftterffcxr <
fttora, Jaundice}, 1. of ^aundice, 2. having jaundice.
3. used in treating jaundice, it* a remedy for jaundice.

fc-twr-frcal flk-torTHrt), adj. icteric.

tetflMM (Qetftr-M), it* [Mod. L,; L.; Gr iktoros, jatin-

dicej, I. jaundice. 2, a plant disease in which the
leaves become yellow.
IC4&9NM 1

Jk-titaM).
ft. Gnesek architect of the 5th

century B.C.; desagned tlie Parthenon.
Ic-tus (ik'tas), it. ffC ICTUSES (-iz), rcrusj. [L., a blow,

l teMvr&p. of tan* to strike* hit* beat],
or metrical stress* or accent. 2* in

a stroke, fit, or sudden attack., , ,

* #. [ICIER T-si-er} ICIEST (-i-ist)\ JAS. ft**],

g xatten ice; ral of or covered witn ice. 2. off.

. 3. Eke ice; specifically, a) slippeiy. b) very cold;

frigid. 4. cold in manner or attitude; unfriendly: aloof.
id (Id), n. fL. t it; neut. sing, of ir, he; used as transl. of G.

r, itJ, la psychoanalysis, that part of the psyche which
Is regardeq as the reservoir of the libido and the source

of^ittstincttve energy: it is ^dominated by the pleasure
principle and impulsive wishing, and its impulses are
controlled through the development of the ego and
superegfo; distinguished from ego, s&p&pego.
-Id (id), a suffix of various origins and meanings:
1. I < i* ~& pL -Afer; GT. -y, pL Id8sv patronymic
suffix], used to form nouns meaning a thing belonging to
or connected with; specifically, a} a meteor that seems to

radiaU from a (specified) constellation, as in Leonid.

b) an epic Poem atout (a specified subject), as in* Aeneid.

4 f< L w Mod. L.; Fr. -*de; Mod, L, 4AM-<aee
-IDAE)], a owfmo/ belonging to a (specified) group, as
in tfriAlM. 2. [L. -^wsj, used in many words of
latito offihi- as fetid, tepid, fluid. 3. (Ft, -Kr L^ *
^a&f Grr-ir -&to$; also directly < L. or Gc.}t tised
in certaia'W^is of Greek origin, as pyramid* orchid.
4. in chemistry, ~ide.

I'd (MX 1. I fid* 2. I would. 3. I shonH
Id., Idaho.
id., f^ent, [L.], the same.
I.D., Intelligence Department.
f-da (i^TlMki OHG.; ? akin to ON. Mtmn, goddess
of youth], a feminine name.

Ida., Idaho.
Ida, Mount. 1. a mountain in Asia Minor, near the
site of ancient IVoy: height, 5,750 ft. 2. Mount
Psiloriti in Crete: the ancient name.

-i-dae (i-de'), [Mod. K, ^ of L. -ides; Gr. .*, patro-
nymic suffix], a suffix"tttod 'in forming the scientific
names of zoological families, as Camim (the dog
family).
Idaho (I'da-hoO, n* a '

IbrtiMmtenKi State of the,

United States: area, 83,557 sq. mL; pop., 589,000;
capital, Boise: abbreviated I*** Ida:, M.

I-da-ho an (I'dd-ho^n), adj. of >I4abob< n. a native or
inhabitant of Idaho. ^
-ide <id^ id), [< oxide], a suffix added to part of the name
of one of the elements in a binary compound, as in
sodium chloride, hydrogen sulfidej

frde-a (Kle'a), n. [L.j Gr. idea, a fwm, loofcor
-

, . .j r. ea, a w, ooo
ance of a thing as opposed to its reality: IB.
< base!*irf-, *weU~, *woid~, seen also m fc. i

see, Gs. idein, to^ see, AS, witant to know Cf.
1. a thought; mental conception; mental imsag^*cfi.
2. an oprniqn or belief. 3. a plan; scheme; project;
intention; aim; design, 4. a hay perception; !v

impression; fanciful notion; fancy; inkling. 5* in ....

losophy, according to Plato, a model or auche4^|te 4f

which all real things are but irnperfeet imitations and
from which their ^exMteactn derives: in modem philos-

ophy, the term is used variously to mean absolute
truth, the immediate object of thought, one of the
ultimate principles apprehended by reason, etc.
FN.~~idea, tbt moct gentfal of ihtm ttrnii, may b<s awikd

to anything txisiiftf k the ndnd m an object cf knawlcrige or

thought; concept refers to a generalised idea, of & class of

ob;ecU, based cm kr.owied^e of partic-ular instances of the dftw
(Ittft concept of % republic); conception, often equivalent to

concept, specifically refers to so niftthing conceived in the
raind, or imagined (my wu*pticn of how the role should IK
pUyed) ; thouftht is used of any idea, whether or not expressed,
that occurs to the mind in reasoning or contemplation (sbe

rarely speaks her thought) ;
notion implies vagueness or in-

complete intention (I hod a nclion to go); Impression also

imptes vagueness cf an idea provoked by some external stimu-
lus (1 hswe the impmsston that she's unhappy).

i-ile-al MMl; o&o,/cr o^", 2 & ^, w. 7 fr 2 M&0* <^*.
[Fr. *<IM; LL. idailis, existing in idea, ideal < L. idea,
an idea), 1. existing as an idea, model, or archetype;
consisting of ideas (sense 5). 2. thought of as perfect
or as a perfect model; exactly as one wotdd desire; of a
perfect land, 3. of, or having the nature of, an idea or

conception; identifying or illustrating an idea or con-

ception; conceptual. 4. existing only in the mind as an
image, fancy, or concept; visionary imaginary: dis-

tinguished from real, material. 5. in philosophy, of

idealism; idealistic, n. La conception of something
in its most excellent or perfect form. 2. a person or

thing regarded as fulfilling this conception; perfect
model, 3. something that exists only in the mind.
idealism 0-de*ai-k

f

m), n. F< Pr. idialisme or G.
idealisms], I. behavior or thought based on a con-
ception of things as they should be or as one would
wish them to be; idealization. 2. a striving to achieve
one's ideals. 3. in art & literature, imaginative treat-
ment that seeks to show the artist's or author's con-

ception of perfection; representation of imagined types,
or ideals: opposed to realism. 4. in philosophy, any of
various theories which hold that the objects of per-
ception are actually ideas of the perceiving mind and
that it is impossible to know whether reality exists

apart from the mind; opposed to materialism.
l-de-al-ist (I-dS'al-ist), n*

v
L a person whose behavior

or thought is based on ideals: often used contempt-
uously to mean an impractical visionary or dreamer*
2. an adherent or practitioner of idealism in art, liter-

ature, or philosophy, adj. idealistic*

i de al is tic (I'deVlis/tik^ I-de's>4is>tik}, odtf. 1. of or
characteristic of an idealist. 2. of, characterized by, or
based on idealism.

i de al is ti cal Ci'deHB-Hs'tirkl, I-deVHs'ti-k'l), adj. ide-
aHstic.

i-de*al*i-ty 0'di-alVt% it. \fl. IDEALITIES (-tiz)J, 1, the
state or quality of being ideal. 2. usually in pL some-
thing that is only ideal and has no reality. 3. the

ability to conceive ideals.
i de-al i-za-tiqn (i-de'al-i-za/shsn, I-de'al-i-za'shan), n.
L an idealizing or being idealized. 2. the result of

idealizing.
i de al ize (i-deVEzO v*t. [IDEALIZED (-EzdO, IDEAL-
iziNGl to make ideal; think of or represent as ideal;
regard or show as perfect or more nearly perfect than
is true, va I. to form an ideal ^oc ideals. 2. to repre-
sent things in the manner of an idealist.

i-de;ally O^e'sl-i), adv. 1. in accordance with an ideal
or ideals; in an, ideal manner; perfectly. 2. in theory.

1-de-ate (I-de'at}, v.t. * ni. IIBEATED (4d) IDEATING],, to
form an idea (of); imagine cc conceive, n* (I-dH'it), in

pMVosophy, the external object correlative with an idea.
1-de-a tion 0'6S-a'sh9n) f n. the formation of ideas*
i-de a-tion-al (I'di-a'shstt-l),, adj. of ideation.
i dee fixe (eWfeks^, fFt.j a fixed idea: obsession.

pdein 6'dmK pron, A adi fL.^ the same; the same as
that previowsly mentioned: abbreviated Id.

i-den-tic (irden'tik), adj. identical; esDecialhfr having
exactiy the same wording, form, etc-: said of diplomatic
messages or action by two or more governments,

i den ti cal 0-dee'ti-kl), <r^ fML. idenUcus < 1L iden-
tidemf repeatedly < idem, the same; -f r<al], 1. the very
same. 2. exactly alike or equal. -^SJtN. see same.

identical proposition, in logic* a proposition whose
subject and predicate are identical in content and
extent (ag. that which is mortal is not immortal) .

identical twins, a jpair of twins who were developed
"from a single fertJlfeedi ovum: they are always ol the
same sex and show great similarity in physical ap-
pearance.

i-den-ti-fi-a-ble g-denftufiVb% adj. that can be iden-
tified. < / .

i
,

1-den-ti-fi ca-tion (i-dein'tafA-ka'shQn), rt* l.-anl-idem-
tifying tec being Iden^fiedL i& anytteb^ fey* whlcK a
person or thing can be identified: as, he used his driver's
license as identification. <*

tional tie unconsciously csix^^ t

and act as he mmgines tfa petsoo with wioni he is
,* -," $ ., ^ ;>,?<(<

i;',i, *';/,
'"'identifies
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i'fy 0-den'to-fI'). ,*. [IDENTIFIED (-fid*)* IBEN-
._ . jf [ML. *id*m*JUar<; aee IDENTICAL * -FT], I . to

make identical; consider or treat as the same: as,

identify your interests with ours. 2. to show to be a
certain person or thing; fix the identity of; show to be
the same as something or someone assumed, described.
or claimed. 3. to join or associate closely; as, he has
become identified with the labor movement. 4. in

psychoanalysis, to make identification of (oneself) with
someone else: often used absolutely,
identity fi-den'tanti), n* Ipl. IDENTITIES (-&)], [Fr,
*&*/&; Ml* identiias < identicus; see IDENTICAL], 1.

the condition or fact of being the same in all qualities
under consideration; sameness; oneness. 2. a) the
condition or fact of being some specific person or thing;
individuality, b} the condition of being the same as

something or someone assumed, described, or claimed.
id-eo- (toT'i-a,. I'di-a), [< Fr. or Gr.; Fr. ide&~ < Gr.
idea], a combining form meaning idea, as in ideogram,
id-e-o-&ram (id'i-a-ggraxn', i'di-a-gram')f n. [idea- -f-

-jraWj, L a graphic symbol representing an object
or idea without expressing, as in a phonetic system, the
sounds that form its name. 2. a symbol representing
an idea rather than a word (e.g., 5, +, , 50, & *).

id-e-o-graph (id'i-a-graf, i'di*o-grafO n. an ideogram.
id e-o Iraph ic (id'i-a-grafik, i'di-a-graf'ik), adj. of, or

having the nature of? an ideogram or ideography.
id-e-og-ra-phy (id'i-og'ra-fi, I'di-og'rs-fi), n. 1. the use
of ideograms to express ideas; graphic representation
without the use of names, 2. the study of ideograms.

id eolog-ic (i'di-9-loj'ik, id'i-o-loj'ik), adj. ideolog-
ical.

id-e-o-log-i-cal (i'di-9-loj'i-k*], id'i-9-loj'i-k'l), adj. of or
concerned with ideology.

id e ol o gist (i'di-olVJM, id'i-olVjist), n* 1. a student
of or expert in ideology. 2. a person occupied mainly
with ideas; idle theorist or visionary. 3. an exponent
of a specified ideology: theorist.

id-eol o gy fi'di-olVji, id'i-olV-ji), n [pi. IDEOLOGIES

(-jiz)]t [F5r. Ueologie; see IDEO- & -LOGY! 1. the study
of ideas, their nature and source. 2. the theory t

that
all ideas arise from sensations. 3. thinking or theorizing
of an idealistic, abstract, or impractical nature; fanci-
ful speculation. 4. the doctrines, opinions, or way of

thmlHng of an individual, class, etc.

id e^o mo tor (id'i-a-mo'tSr, I'di-o-mo'ter), adj. [ideo^ -f-

motor], in psychology, designating or of an unconscious
movement made in response to an idea.

ides (idz), n.pl. [Fr.; L. idusb in the ancient Roman
calendar, the fifteenth day of March, May, July, or

October, or the thirteenth of the other montns.
lid est (id est), [L.L that is (to say) : abbreviated L.

Indo-Gernmnic.., .

id-To- (id'i-o, id'i-a), [Gr. idio- < t$b, one's ownj, a
combining form meaning one's own, personal, distinct,

as in idiocrasy, idiograph.
id io blast (id'i-9-bkstOt n. [&o- + -6J<wp,

in 5JoJby,
any of the hypothetical units of which a cell is tdttnmte-

ly composed.
lo-i-oc-ra-sy (id'i-ok'ra-sf), n. \pt IDIOCRASOTS (-sias)},

[Gr. idiokrasia; cf. IDIOSYNCRASY], an idiosyncrasy.
Id-i*o-cy (id'i-s-si), n. [pi. IDIOCIES (-&)J, f< idiot +
~cy (as prophecy < prophet) ; but cf. Gr. idioteia, un-
couthness, lack of training}, I. the state of being an
idiot. 2. behavior like that of an idiot; great foolsti-

ness or stupidity. 3. an idiotic act or remark.
id-i-o-e-lec-tric (id

f
i-o-i-lek'teik), adj. [Ufa- -f tbdric],

that can be electrified by friction.

id-l-o graph (idl-a-graf', id'i-o-grafO n-[Gr. idiowapftos,
written in one's own hand; see n>K>- & -GRAPH], a char-
acteristic or distinguishing mark or signature; trade-
mark.
Idi-om (id'i-am). Hi [< Pr. & LL.; Fr. Mfame; I/L.

idioma; Gr. Mmna^ pecuHaritv, peculiar phraseology,
idiom < idios, oners own, private, peculiar], 1. the

language or dialect of a people, re^oa, class, etc. 2. the
tisual way in which the wor4& of a language are joined
together to express thought. 3, aiji accepted! pj|ffase

construction, or expressioii contrary to tae usoal

patterns of the language or having a mcstmng dpesent
from the literal 4, the style of ex^esston charac-
teristic of an individual: as, the iMom of Carly^ 5,

a characteristic style, as in art or music,
id i o mat ic (id'i-o-mat'ifc), adj. [Gc. WmuMne,, pecu-
ia*, charadteristicl

'

1.- in 'accordancew theMmW
ual nature of a language; characteristic of a particular

language. 2 . using or having many idioms. 3. of, or

having the nature of, an idiom or idioms,
-- -- < '-

adv. in; an idiomatic manner.
id-i-o-mor-phic (id'i-a-mer'fik), adj.[idio -f -morphic],
L having its own proper form; havinga form of it wn.
2. fa mineralogy, having its usual form: said of crystals.

Id i-o^tli ic /id'i-a-path'ik), ,
ad>". of, or having the

id i op;a thy
[Gr. id+zipzlh

n. \pl. miopATHiES (-thiz)l,

, feeling tm oneself alone; see IDTO- &
, ase not fo'.'ou-ing cr caused by another

disease; spcntanecas or disease,

idl-o*pbooe (id'i-^-ffel, n. ffJia- -f -pkoto*], any of a
class of musical instruments that consist of some elastic

material as wood or metal, cafabk in itself of pro-
ducing sound, as the triangle, chimes, or celesta.

M'i-d-b/kr-d> t it*

ox^'s own, peculiar 4- synkrasis, a mixing together,
tempering < synkerannynai, to mix together; syn-, to-

gether -f kerannynai, to urn), 1. the temperament or
mental constitution peculiar to a person or group. 2.

any personal peculiarity, nianjE^crisoEif etc.

pec-uliarity and connotes strong individuality (the idiosyn-
of a writer's ftyfe); _

deviation from what is normal or customary and
wbiinsicality or even rr.er,tal aberration (his

wriag oiTersboe* in th fomaaer).

Id-i-o-syn-crat-Jc (kl'i-d-mn-faatlk), ad/, of,
ized byt or risswltmK from idkfttcxasy.

krat'iie-H), adv. in an idiosyncratic manner.
id i-ot (id'i^t), n. |MB. idiott; OFr. idiot; L. idiota,

ignorant and common person; Gr. idiotss, one without

< idios, one's own* pecumrj 1. a^mewtally dofiafaat

person with an intelligence quotient of less than
25; person mentally equal or inferior to a child two
years old: idiot is the lowest ctaffiifik?a'tio!tt oC mffntal

deficiency, below imbecile and moron. 2. loosely, a very
foolish or stupid person.

id'I-ot-k (id'i-ot'Oc),, adj* [L, idioticus, uneducated, ig-

norant; Gr. ididtikos, private, peculiar, nide], of, having
the nature of, or characteristic of an idiot; very foolisn
or stupid.

id i-ot 1 cal ly (id'iKyt^-k'l-l idl-ofik-H), adv. in an
idiotic manner.

id i-ot ism (id'i-st-i^'m), 71. [Fr. idiotisme (cf. -ISM);
in sense 3 < LL. idiotismus, popular way of speaking <
Gr. ididtismos, popular mattnersl 1. [Bare], Miocy.
2. idiotic action or behavior. 3. [Obs.], idiom,

i-dle a'dl), ad/. [IDLER (i^dler), TOLEST p'dlkt)], [ME. &
AS. idd, empty; akin to G. eitel, vain, empty; prob.
IE. base *ai-ah, to burn, shine; basic sense, either "only
apparent, seeming" oc "burnt out"}* 1.

afy having no
value, use, or significance; worthless; useless: hence,
b} ineffective; vain; futile; pointless: as, an idle wish.
2. baseless; unfounded: as, idle rumors, 3, a) unem-
ployed; not busy: as, idle men. b) inactive^ not used:
ast idle machines, c) not filled with activity: as, idle

hours* 4* not inclined to work; lazy, v,ju [IDLED dlfi,
IDLING! [< the ^'.; paralM with ASS. tdltow, to eome
to nothing, be useless], 1* to move slowly oc aimlessly ;

loaf; hence, X to spend time unprofitably: be unem-
ployed or inactive.,

w
3* to operate slewly w^isoul? i

mitting power: said of machinery, as, the win
idled in the breeze, v.t. 1. to waste; squander (u
with away) : as, he idled away his youth. 2. to a
motor, etcJ to idle. < >SJ$j~ see imic4ip%.llt$i

>

t \ ^
idleness (i'd'1-nis), n. the quality or state of being idle.

idle jpolfeyi a pulley licffid^f loosely 'n a sihaffe, pressing
against a beJlt to gjuide it OP -takje .up1 tibfr slack.

i-dler (I'dlSr), n. 1. a person who wastes time and does
no work; lazy person, 2. in mechanics, an idle wheel
or idle puSey,

idle wheel, a gear wheel placed between two others to
transfer motion from one
to the other wilhottt

changing their direction or

, odi?. [ME. *'del-

idle mansorj
a) laaaly, b) u
effectively/ ;

f-io S'do), nu fan Espe-
ranto affix used as a com-
plete word, meaniing "off-

spring**^ an artificial, in-

ternational auaaliary lan-

guage, a modified, form of

Esperanto.
ido-crase (Tdo-kj?as

f
, id'o-krasO, n. [Fr. < i

form + krasis, mixteel, vesuvianite*

frd^l'fifdDt, * [MB, & OPr. idole; L. idolum, ;

focib, tpepter, apparitioii; Gr. eidolon* an im
torn < etdosr formji,, 1. an ima^e of a god, i

object or instrument of worship: sometimes said of

any heathen deity. 2. any object of ardent or excessive
devotion or admiration. 3. [Obs], ) an image; .effigy,

6) anything that has no substance but can be seen, as a
shadow or an image in a mirror. 4. in logic, a fallacy.

eidos.

sanity, o in ....

ich; kit, G. doch. See pp.
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l-dttotar (MriVtir). it, {MR & Olr. IJdkKr*; LL.
AWWMrvi; Gr. MMtM^is < $mfo> an famg, iddff
Ifftift oo hired to serve, swnraat < J<*rw*t py, hire],

l*apenMn who wonhipi an idol or idols* 2, a devoted

Mota-tnw (!-4ol'-Uit). n. ft woman who is an idolater.

to make an idol of; idolize. v.L to

worship idols,

I dola trous (i-dol^-trs), tf, 1. of. or having the

avtefw of, idolatry. 2. wormijmag an idol or idols.

3. taring or showing exceasiire admiration or devotion.
i dol a try GKtolVtrft, n. W. IDOLATRIES (-triz)], (ME.
ft OFr. iXoblrit; iL iMa^ia; Gr. cttyotafrtfe <
eMorn, idol -f Mrtfa* aervicej. 1. worship of idols.

2, excessive devotion to or reverence for some person
Of thing.

i doHsm (I'dl-iz'm), it. 1. idolatry. 2. a fallacious

notion; fake reasoning.
i dol ist <Fdl~kt). n. an idolater.

i do! I zm-tion (fdl-i-zi'shaa. i'd*l-i-zS'skm), it. an
idolizing or hang idolized.
idolize (I'dl-iz'J, p./. [IDOLIZED (-wd') IDOLIZING], 1.

to make an idol of. 2. to love or admire excessively;
adore. vJ* to worship idols.

I-dona-e-newi (i-dora'a-mis', l-dom'a-noSs')* n. In

Greek legend, a king ol Crete who led his subjects

against Troy in the Trojan War.
Id-u-mae-a, Id-ii-me-a (id'yoo-naS'a, id'yoo-me*9) f n.

Edom, an ancient kingdom! the Greek name.
I dun (Fdoon), n. Ithunn.

I-dyl, 1-dyH 0><f1), n. FL. idyttium; Gr. eidyllion, dim. of

eidast a form, figure, imagej, 1. a short poem or prose
work describing a simple, pleasant scene of rural
pastoral, or domestic life: the literary tradition of the

term goes back to Theocritus, who described pastoral
Hfo m Sicily for sophisticated readers of Alexandria.
2. a scene or incident suitable for such a work* 3. an
extended narrative poem: as, "The Idylls of the King."
4. in music* a simple, pastoral composition.

-iaC^ i-dtyft-fct <?<n4st) n* a writer or composer of

_ _. ^ _,, _ 1. of, or having the nature of,

an idyl; hence, 2. pleasing and simple; pastoral or

!-dil'ik-l), adv. in an idylHc

-fe M, femrler form of -y; revitalized in back-formation
ma?u], a suffix meaning small, little, as in lassie, doggie:
often used to express affection.

IE., IJLy Indo-European.
i.e., idtsi,[L.], that is.

I*per'H (e'plfr-sn), n, Ypres, Belgium: Flemish name.
-far (er rf I-Sr), [< various sources: Jf. ME. & OFr.; L.
-arius. 2. Ff. < OFr. as in /, with the primary stress
in Bog. on the suffix. 3. ME. var. of -er. 4. ME. <
-#- ending of prec, stem + -ar}, a suffix tused to form
nouns meaning a person concerned with (a specified
action or thing), as in bombardier, collier, glazier.

tf (if), cJV- {ME.: AS. !/; akin to G. ob (OHG, oba,
m^ Goth, *&*); tilt, source doubtful], 1. expressing a
condition, mfcposMon, or hypofkesis: on condition that;
in case that; supposing that: as, if I come, I'll see him;
if I were you, I wouldn't do that, 2. expressing con-
cession: although; allowing that; granting that: as* */
it was wrong, it was at least meant well. 3. introducing
an JteJ^eei question; whether: as, he asked if the train
had arrived. 4. introducing an exclamation expressing
a) a with*, as, if I had only known 1 b) surprise, annoy-
ance, etc. : as, well, */he didn't do it anyway I n. 1. the
word */; hence, 2. a supposition; condition,
as if, as the situation would be if; as though.

I.FX.W.U., International Fur and Leather Workers'
Union: a labor tsnion.

If-Hi
(ef'ni), n. a Spanish colony on the northwestern

coast of Africa: area, 965 sq. mi.; pop,, 20,000,
I.F.S., Irish Free State.
I.G.. 1. Indo-Oermanic: also I.-G. 2. Inspector Gen-
eral.

Ig;dra<sily Igdrasyl, Iggdrasil (ig'dra-silO, n. in
Norse mythology, Yggdrasill, the tree of the universe.

ig-loo (jgloo), n. \pl. IGLOOS (-loo's?)], [Esk. igdlu, snow
house], an Eskimo house
or hut, dome-shaped and
usually built of blocks of
packed snow: also spelled
iglu.

Igiu, 1. ignition. 2. ig*
notus, [I/.], unknown.
Igna-tf.us (jg-nS'shas,
ig-na'shi-ss), [L.; Gr. Ig~
natios; ? akin to L. ignis,
a fire, hence, lit., fiery], a
masculine name.

Ignatius, Saint, 1. ?~107? A.D.; Christian
bishop of Antioch: his day is February 1. 2.

&Pv Bafcwck of Constantinople (846-858 A.D, ; 867-
878 A-P.)i : called Nicetat; his day is October 23.

Ignatius (of) Loyola, Saint flowla), (Inigo de Ones

IGLOO

y Loyola}. 1491-1556: Spanish founder of the Society
of Jets (the Jesuit Order): his dsy is July 31,

ig-ne ous (ig'ni-w), adj. [L. igncus < ignts, a fire], 1. erf,

containing, or having the nature of, ire: fiery. 2. pro-
duced by the action of fire; specifically, formed by
volcanic action or great heat: as, igneous rock.

lg-nes cent (ig-nes^nt), */. flU ignescens, ppr. of ignes-
ceret to take fire, burn < tgms, a firej, 1. bursting into
flame. 2. giving off sparks when struck with steel.

it. an ignescent substance.
"* *

fat u us (kfnis fach'oo-^), 1^1. IGNES FATUI
i fach'So-iOuML. or Mod. L. < L. ignis, a fire --

jatuns, foolish], I. a light seen at night moving over

swamps or rnarshy places, believed to be caused by the
combustion of gases arising from rotting organic
matter: popularly called will-of-the-msp, jack^o*-lantern.

2. a deceptive hope, goal, or influence; delusion.

ig-nlt a ble (ig-ni'td-bl), ad/, that can be ignited.

ig-nite (ig-mtO. v.t. {IGNITED (-id), IGNITING), [< L,

tgnitns, pp. of ignire, to set on fire < ignis , a fire), 1. to
set fire to; cause to burn. 2. to heat to a great degree;
make glow with heat. 3. to excite: as, his speech
ignited the crowd. vJ. to catch on fire; start burning.

ig-nlt-er (ig-nft'e'r), n. 1. a person or thing that ignites.
2. a device used to set off explosives, as a time exploder
for tcrmtmcr the tiowder of a. torpedo.

, %^ . that can be ignited.

^ni-tiofi (ig-nish'sn), n.JPr. < pp. of L. ignire, to set

on fire}, 1. a setting on fire or catching on fire. 2. the
means by which a thing is ignited. 3, in an internal-

combustion engine, a) the igniting of the explosive
mixture in the cylinder, b) the device for doing this*,

abbreviated ifcnu 4. in chemistry* the heating of a

compound or mixture to the point of complete com-
bustion or complete chemical change.

Ig-ni tor (ig-ruVsr), n. an igniter.

ig-ni tron (ig-m'tran, ig'ni-tronO* n. {ignite + electron],
a type of mercury-arc rectifier tube having a mercury-
pool cathode and a single graphite anode: when a
current is passed through an igniter rod into the

pool, the mercury vapor is ionized and an arc starts

between the cat&ode and anode: it is used chiefly
in high re^sistance welders.

ig-no-ble (ig-no
/
bl), adf/ [Fr.; I/, igncbilis, unknown,

obscure < *>K not ~f- nwilis, Ol/. gnobilis. known],
1. [Rare], not noble ia birth or position; of low origin
or numbte condition. 2. not noble in character or

Duality; dishonorable; base; mean, SYN. see base,

IjJ'tio-Wy (ig-no'bli), adv, in an ignoble manner.
te-no-min i-ous (ig'na-min'i-Qs) , afa [Fr. ignominieux;
L. ignpminiosus], L charactenzed by or bringing on
ignominy; shameful: dishonorable; disgraceful, 2. con*

temptibk; despicable. 3. degrading; humiliating.
ig-no-min-y (jg'na-min'i), n.jpl. IGNOMINIES (-iz)], [Fr.

ignominic; L. ignominia < in~t without, not + nomen,
name, renown], 1. loss of one's reputation; shame and
dishonor; jnfauiy. 2. disgraceful, shameful, or con-
temptible quality, benavior, or act. SYN, see disgrace,
ig-no-ra-mus (ig'ns-ra'mes; now often ig'na^ram'as), n.

{pL IGNORAMUSES (%)) [i/., lit., we lake no notice;
1supers, pi., pres. indie., of ignorare, to^take no notice,
be ignorantJ, 1 . originally, tfie word written by a grand
jury on a bill of indictment thrown out for lack of
evidence. 2. an, ignorant person.
ig-no ranee %'ner-ns), n. [MB.; OFr.; L. ignorantia],
1, the condiiaoja or quality of being ignorant; lack of

knowledge, education, etc. 2. unawareness (of).

ig-norant (ig'n^-9nt), adj. (MR; OFr.; L. ignoranst

ppr, of ignorare; see IGNPRKJ, 1. lacking knowledge,
education, or experience; uneducated; inexperienced.
2. caused by or showing lack of knowledge, education,
or experience. 3. uninformed (in) or unaware (of).

1 $&,<**Ignorant implies a lacjc of knowledge, either generally
(an ignorant man) or on some particol^ subject (ignorant of
t&e reason fpf tEek quarrel); jullteeate, implies a failiire to

conform to some standard of knowledge, especially, an Jn-
abijtto' to read of write; unlettered, sometimes % milder term
fen- Mitejratei often implies uufamfliarity with fmp literature

(although a graduate engineer, he is relatively unlettered) ; un-
educated a<! untutored imply a kcfc of tormg,! or systemat-
ic edticatioaii, as of that aoqttired in schools (hfs DriUiant,

though uneducated^ mind); unlearned suggests a lack of

learning, eith_gememlly os in some specific subject (unlearned

Ig nore .

ics^omNGl IFr. wnprevf Lw igneraw, to h*ye no knowl-
of, igno/re < fofr, ao* -f base of gnarus,

. base *|n^T, *ffcg> t<^ taow, seem afaom Gr,
to Jttakej Imo^n, 'Bug. knowl, J, tp ^Jsregajnd Delib-
erately; pay no attention to; fefji^e to consider. 2. in

for lack of vi

certain older records;
of any of the Malayan tribes



illegitimate
(i-gw$'&a), n. [Sp. < native Haitian name],

arty of several large tropical American lizards, usually
living in trees.

i-guan-o-don (i-gwan'ss-donO, n. [Mod. L. < fNaa -f
Gr. -od&n, -toothed < oddn, odontos, a tooth], any of a
group of very large two-footed lizards, now extinct.

I guas su (e'gwa-sooO, n. a river in southern Brazil,
flowing into the Parana River: length, 380 mi.: Spanish
name, Iguest.
Musssti Falls, a waterfall of the Iguassii River: height,
210ft.

^
IGY, International Geophysical Year.
!H. IJHy Indo-Hittite.

i.h,p., I.HJP., indicated horse power.
ih-rarn (i-ramO n. {Ar. iftrdm, a prohibiting < Ikaram,
to forbid], L a costume consisting of one piece of
white cotton around the waist and another over the
shoulder, worn by Moslem pilgrims to Mecca: while
wearing it they are under certain restrictions and rules.
2. a pilgrim who has put on this costume. 3. the re-
strictions and rules that he must observe.
IHS, [< L. misreading of IHS, for which the proper L.
form would be IES], a contraction derived from the
Greek word IH(SOT)2, Jesus, used as a symbol or
monogram,

I.H.S., 1. lesus Hominum Salvator, Jesus. Savior of Men.
2. In Hoc Signo Winces}, in this si^n (thou shalt con-
quer). 3. In Hoc (Cruce) Solus, in this (cross) salvation.

Ijs-sel (I'ssl), n. a river in the Netherlands, flowing into
the Zuider Zee: length, 70 mi.: Dutch spelling, IJssel.

Ijs sel-meer (x'sal-maV), n* the Zuider Zee, an arm of
the North Sea, in the Netherlands: Dutch spelling,
Ussdmecr: also called Ijssel Lake.
Ikh-na-ton (ik-na'tsn), n. see Amenhotep IV.
i kon (i'kon), n. an icon.
il- fi, 1. in- (not). 2. in- (in). Used before I.

-il (il), -ile.

Hang-Hang (e
/
larj-e*larj), n. [Tagalog], 1. an East

Indian tree with fragrant, greenish-yellow flowers. 2.
the oil obtained from these flowers, used in perfumes.
Also spelled ylang-ylang.
JH Du-ce (el doo'che), see duce.

iLE DE FRANCE

il-e-ac ffl'i-akO, adj. of the ileum.
il-eac (H/i-ak

7
), adj. of an ileus.

lie de France (el' cb fraws'), a former province in north-
ern France, sur-

. rounding Paris.
lie duDia-ble (el'
du' dy&'bl'), Devil's
Island, one of the
Safety Islands: the
French name.

ti-e-i-tis (il'i-I'tis), n.
inflammation ox the
ileum.

il'C-o-
(il'i-o, ft'i-o), a

combining form
meaning:^ 1. of the

ileum, as in ileostomy.
2. ileac and. Also, be-
fore a vowel, ile-.

il-e-os-to-my (il'i-os^-
ts-mi), n. the surgi-
cal operation of^mak-
ing an opening in the
ileum.

il e um (il'i-gm), n. [L. ile, ilium, ileum, usually in

pL ilia, the flank, groin; form ilemn by association
with ileus; see next entryj, the lowest part of the
small intestine, opening into the large intestine.
ileus (fl'i-as), n. [Mod. 1^; L. ileus, Ueos; Gr. eileosf

colic < eilein, to twist, turn, roll], an abnormal con-
dition caused by obstruction of the intestines, resulting
in severe constipation and pain.
Hex (i^eks), n. \pl. ILEXES ^lefc-slsa)];, [Lv, holm oakl
1. the evergreen oak; holm oak. 2. any tree or shrub
of the holly family.

II ford (il'fgrd),, n. a city in Essex, England, near
London: pop., 180,000 (est. 1946).
IX.Q.W.01 1LGWU, International Ladies' Garment
Workers' union: an AFL-CIO labor union,
IMac (I'i-ak'), adj. [Fr. iUaqm, in form < LL. iliacm,
relatHnk to colic < L. ileus (see ILBOS), bat with mean-
ing as if < L. ileuml, 1. of or near thei iEtun. 2. [Obs,J,
of the ileum; fleac. ,

- ,

' '

.

i

''
*

IH-ad (m-Qd), n. [L. Ilias, Bfrf^; Gr. I^w; lUados
jpriteid < Most, lUon, limn* Troy < Il&s, Ikm, legend-
ary founder of Troy], a long Greek epic poemv, in

twenty'-four bobks^ abottt the siege of Troy by the
'Gcedbt m the Trojfan War: it is ascribed to Homier.

? a Combining lorm meaning; 1; <>f^" ~~" ^---^ '
'

'

IM-on (iTi-an). n. JGr.; see ILIAD], [Obs.], ancient Troy.
II i o sa eral (a'i-o-sl'kfa!), adj. of the ilium and the
sacrum.
-IM-ty (itVti), [Fr. I*, -jltou], a suffix used to
form nouns {root adjectives (and their derived noons)
ending in -*fe, -ft, -rot, -Ifife, as in imJbecilily, civility*
ability, sensimlity.

II i-mn (il'i-am), n. fsee ILZAB! ancient Troy.
IM-um (ill-am), n. [#, ILIA to)], [see ILEUMJ, the upper-
most of the three sections of the hipbone: see skeleton,
illus.

ilk (ilk), adj. fScot* dial; MB. Mk*; AS. Uca, same;
prob, < *J-ffi < i-, lit., the, orig, a pronominal prefix 4-

4Ua, like (see LIKE)}, [Ob&J. same; like, pron. [Ob&l
the same. n. [Colloq.], a family; kind; sort: ckss:
from a misunderstanding of the phrase of tk&t Uk,
of that ilk, 1. in Scotlaiid. of tne same name (as the
place he owns or from which he comes) as, Mac0on-
ald of tk&t ilk (i.e,, MacDonald of MadDonald);
hence, 2. of the same sort or class.

ill (il), adj. IWORSE (wflrv), WORST (wurst)I [ME.; ON.
Mr (replacing AS. yfel, evil, in many senses); proix <
Gmc. *ilkila, *elhila < IE. base *elk-, hungry, bad,
seen also in Olr. elc, badl, 1. c&aiiacterized by. caosuw,
or tending to cause harm or evil; specifically, a)
morally bad or wrong; evil: as, *ll repute, b) causing
pain, discomfort, etc.; adverse: as, iU fortune* c) harsfe;
cruel; not kind or friendly: as, iU wilL d) unfavombfe;
unfortunate; unpropitious; pironiising trouble; as* ill

news. 2. not healthy; not well; having a disease; sick;
indisposed. 3. not according to rule, custom, desira-
bility, etc.^ faulty; incomplete; imperfect; improper:
as, ill breeding, n* anything ill; anytning causing harm
trouble, wrong, pain, unhappmess, etc.; an evil or a
disease, adv. [WORSE, WORST! 1. in an iU manner;
specifically, a) badly; wrongly- improperly; imperfectly.
b) harshly; cruelly: unkindly. 2. with difficulty;
scarcely: as, he can itt afford to refuse, SYN* see bad
sick.

go in with, to be unfortunate for or unfavorable to,
ill at ease, uneasy; uncomfortable.
take ill, to be annoyed or offended at

FU01), I.I shall 2. IwilL
111., Illinois.

ill., 1. illustrated. 2. illustration.
ill-ad-vised (il'sd-vizdO. adj* showing or resulting from
lack of proper consideration or sound advice* unwise.

II lam pu, Mount (e-ySm'poS), a mountain of the
Andes, in west central JBolivia: height, 21,4S9 ft.: also
called Sorata.

il la-tion (i-la'shan), n. [L. illafis < Hiatus (used as pp.
of inferre, to bring in) < in-, in -f loins (used as pp. of
ferre, to bring) < earlier *tfoto < base seen also in L
tderare (see TOUBRATB), Gr. Oenai, to bear], 1. the
act of drawing a conclusion or maTHing an inference

il'bod^rj), adj. boding evil; ominous; in-

from premises. 2. the conclusion drawn; inference.
il la tive (ilVtiv, i-la'tiv), adj. [L. tUafomts; see HXA-
TION], 1. expressing or mtroducing an inference: said
of worcte, as therefore. 2. of, or having tlie natae ol,
an illation; inferential. 3. expressing movement in*
ward: as, the UraHc languages have an ttla&m case.
ill-being (il'be^uj), n. an unlieaitliy, unhappy, or evil
condition: om>osed to

ill-bod-ing
auspicious.

ill-bred (il
/bred/

), adj. badly brought up; lacking good
manners; rude; impolite.

ill breeding, the quality or state of being ill-bred.
ill-con-sid-ered (nic3n-sid%d), adj. not properly con-
sidered; not suitable; not wise,

ill-de-fined (jl'dl-findO. <*dj+ poorly defined; not clear
or definite.

ill-dis-posed (IFdis-gpozdOt adj. 1. having a bad
disposition; malicious or malevolent. 2. unfriendly or
unfavorable (toward).

il le-gal (i45'gsl), adj. [< Fr. ffltgal or ML. illegalis; see
IN- (not) & LEGAL], prohibited by law; against the law;
unlawful; illicit; not authorized or sanctioned.
Me-gaM-ty Ol'e-gal'o-ti), n. 1. the state or quality of
being illegal. 2. [pi. ILLEGALITIES (~tiz)], an illegal
action.

iMeg-i-bll-i'ty (il'ej-9-bil'a-ti, i-lej'a-bil'a-ti), n. the
quality or state of being illegible.

il leg-i ble (i-lej's-bl), adj. [il- (not) + legible]* very dif-
ficult or: impossible to read because badly written or
printed, obscured by age, etc.

il-leij-i-bly (i-lejVbli), adv. in an illegible manner; so as
to be illegible.

Efle-i{itd*ma-cy (il'i-jit'9-ma-si), n. fpL ILLKGITIMACIES
(-si^], the fact, condition, or quality of being illegiti-

mate; specifically, bastardy^
il-le-git-i-mate (il'i-jit'o-mrtft, fld/*f<L. itle&itimus, not
lawful; see IN* (not) & LEGraiwiAOTl 1. bom of parents
not married to each c-tl^er; |>atari, 2% incorrectly de-
duced or concluded ; ^f^ lo^pLcal.! 3. contrary to Ja^r <^

rj Is, bfte; lot, gCfe, hdrn, t59l, look; ofl, ofc| ia

e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u ~

i;^, G. doca,
(



ill fame 724 lUyrifua

rules; Item!; unlawful 4. not in keeping with accepted
usage: sate! of words or phrases.

ill fam bad reputation: as* a boms of prostitution n
sometimes called a bouse of HI fame.
OMtet-cd (IHItld), (/. 1. having or certain to hair

an mS fata or unlucky end, 2. causing misfortune;
.

Hl-fa-vowd (2Wvfrd) f flrf/. 1. of unpleasant or rffl

app*mce; ugly, 2, unpleasant; offensive,

ill-found ed $'foon'did), adj. not supported by facts

or sound reasons. ,

ill-got-ten (fl'gofa), t/ obtained by evil, unlawful,
or dishonest means: as, m~gttm gains.
ill-humor (iltsiKmlfr), n, a disagreeable, cross* or sullen

mood or state of mind; also III fewoKwr,

ilt-hu mored (il^u'mfrd), adj. having or showing fll-

tkumor; disawwsable, cram, or sullen.

ffl*Efe.r*al (Rib^r^l), #. [Ft. mtbtr&l; L. mi^rtdis;
see IK- (not) & LIBBKAL), 1. lacking a liberal education

or training; without culture; ill-mannered. 2. intol-

erant; bigoted; narrow-minded. 3. miserly
j
stingy.

H-!lfor-aM'ty <J-HbVraiVti), n. the quality of being
illiberal

il lie-It (i-Es1t), adj. [Pr. #fcto; L. Uticitus, not allowed;
see IN- (not) & LICIT], not allowed by law, custom, etc.;

unlawful; prohibited; unauthorized; improper.
II li ma ni, Mount (e'ye-mS'ne"), a mountain of the

Andes, in western Bolivia: height, 21,280 ft.

il Hm it a ble (i-Bm'i-ta-bl), <2/> (#- (not) -f- UmitaUel
without Emit or boundary; immeasurable: endless.

il lin i-um (i-lin'i-oni), n. JMod. L. f after the University
of Illinois, where research cm it was done}, a former
name for chemical element 61 : see promethlum.
Illinois ffl'o-noi', ilVnoiz'), n. 1. ]$L ILLINOIS], a
member 01 a confederation of Ateonqtuan Indian tribes

that lived in Illinois. 2. a Middle Western State of the

United States: area, 50,400 sq. mi.; pop., 8,712,000;

capital, Springfield: abbreviated Ifl. 3. a river in

Illinois, lowing southeastward into the Mississippi:

length, 273 mi
Illinois an (IL'ahBoi'an, ra-mojb'n), adj. of HHaois.
n. a native cc inhabitant of Illinois*

H'!tr*s-cy (i-Ht*lr-a-si), it. 1. the state or quality of

being iffiterate; lack of education or culture; especially.

inability to read or write, 2, Ipl ILLITERACIES (-siz)J,

a mistake (in writing or speaking) resulting from

iHit erate fl-lit
f
$r-it), adj. IL. ilHteratus, unlettered;

see IN- (not) & LITERATE], 1. ignorant; uneducated;
especially, unable to read or write. 2. having or show-

ing limited knowledge, experience, or culture, especially
in some particular field: as, he is musically illiterate.

n. an illiterate person; especially, one unable to read or
write. Abbreviated illit. SYN. see Ignorant,
ill-looking (illook'in), adj. 1. ugly. 2. of evil or
sinister appearance.
ill-man-nered (il'man'erd), adj. having bad manners;
rude; impolite. SYN. see rude.
01 nature, an unpleasant, disagreeable disposition;
peevishness; sullenness.

iil-na-tured (il'ni'cherd) , adj. having or showing ill

nature ; cross: sullen; peevish; disagreeable.
ill-ness (il'nis), n. an unhealthy condition of the body
or mind; sickness; disease.

il-lo i-cal (i-loi'i-kl), adj. [il~ (not) -f lotfcafy
not log-

icaTor reasonable; using, based on, or caused by faulty
reasoning.
ill-o-mened (il'o'msnd) , adj. having bad omens; ill-

fated; inauspicious.

ill-spent (il
/spent/

)i adj. misspent; spent wastefuHy.
ill-starred (iFstSrdO. adj. born or conceived under an
evil star; unlucky: from astrological notions.

ill-suit-ed (il'soot'M, iFsut'id), adj. not well-suited; not
appropriate.
ill-tem-pered Gl'tem'pSrd), adj. having or showing a
bad temjperj qtiarrelsotne; cross; sullen; peevish.

ill-timeof (irtimd7), jodj. unsuitable at the time; in-

appropriate: as, an ill-timed remark.
ill-treat (il'treV), v.t. to treat unkindly, cruelly, or un-
fairly; harm; abuse; maltreat.

ill-treat-ment (il'tret'm^nt), n. unkind, cruel, or un-
fair treatment; abuse: also 111 treatment.

ill turn, 1. an unfriendly, unkind, or malevolent act.
2. a decline in health, wealth, etc.
iMume (i-loom', i-lum'), v.t. [ILLUMKD (46omd', -lumdO.
ILLUMING], [Poetic], to illuminate.

il lu-mi-na-ble (i-loo'man-s-bl, i-lu'mon-9-bl), adj.
that can be illuminated.

lllu-mi-nant (i-loo'ma-nont, i-lu%i8-nint), adj. [L.
Uluminans, ppr. of illmrtin&re], giving light; illuminat-

ing, n. something that illuminates, or gives %ht.
il-lu-mi-nate (i-loo'ms-nat', i-lii'mo-nit'), v*f. [ILLU-
MINATED (-id), ILLUMINATING], [< L. illuminates* pp.
of illwmware, to light up < in-t in + luminare* to Hght<
lumen, luminis, a Hght < IE. *leuq~$**nen < base #|&iif-,'

see ILLUSTRATE], 1. to give Hght to; light up. 2. a) to
make clear; explain: elucidate, b} to inform; instruct;
enlighten. 3. to make famous; make illustrious. 4. to
decorate with lights: as, they illuminated the city for

the holiday. 5. ) to decorate Can initial letter or word)
with designs, tracings* etc* of gptd, silver, or bright
colors, b) to decorate (a nmmiscnpt, ijage border, etc.)

with such initial fetters, miniature pictures, etc. v&
to Kjzht'fl* -siM n-, ,.
ILLUMMATO (-t5)], jpt of L. illumiwtus or It,

MJnofo; ee ILLUMINATE], 1. people who have or

prolew to have special intellectual or spiritual en-

ightenment. 2. formerly, baptized persons: during
baptism, a lighted taper was handed to them to

symbolize their spiritual enlightenment.
il-lu-mina-tlon (i-16"d'm-ni'shsn, i-KTraa-na'shan), n.

[ME. illumynacym; OPr. illumination; LL. tiluminatio},

L an illuminating or being illuminated; specifically,

a) a lighting up; supplying of light, b) clarification;

explanation, c) enlightenment; instruction, d) deco-

ration with Hgnts. <?) decoration of initial letters, man-
uscripts, etc. with designs, colors, etc. 2. light; in-

tensity of light per unit of area, 3. the designs, tracings,
etc. used in decorating manuscripts. 4. the lights used
in decorating a city, etc.

il-lu-mi'Jia-ttTe (i-loYmo-na'tiv,, i-Iu^mo-na'tiv), adj.

illuminating or tending to illuminate.

IMu-mi-na-tor (i-loo'ms-na'tSr, i-lu'ma-na'tgr) t n. (LL.J,
a person or thing that illuminates; specifically, a) any
apparatus or device for giving, concentrating, or

renecting Hght. d) one who decorates manuscripts, etc.

il-lu-mine (f-loo'min, i-lu'min), t?.f. 4 vJL [ILLUMINED
(-mind), ILLUMINING], [ME. tttwminen; Fr. iUuminer;
L. illuminate], to iUttminate or be iUummated; light up.

illus., L illustrated. 2. illustration.

ill-us-age (il'us'ij, il
/Sz/

ii), n unfair, unkind, or cruel

treatment; abuse: also 111 usage.
ill-use (iFuz'; /or ., il'usOj v.t. to use badly; treat

unfairly, unkindly, or cruelly; abuse, n. ill-usage.
tt-lu-sion (i-loo'zhon, i-lu'zhan), n [L. Ulusio, a mock-
ing, jeering < illusus, pp. of ittuaere, to mock, pky
with < *-, on + ludere> to play], 1. a false idea or

conception; belief or opinion not in accord with the
facts. 2. an unreal, deceptive, or misleading appear-
ance or image. 3. a false perception, conception, or

interpretation of what one sees, where one is, etc.: in

psychology, an abnormal illusion is a hallucination*

4. a delicate, gauzy cloth used for veils, etc.; tulle.

SYN, see delusion.
iMu-sion-al (i-loo'zhQn-a i-lu'zhen-l), adj. of, or hav-

ing the nature of, an illusion,

il-lu-sion-ism (i-loo'zhan-iz'm, i-lu'zhan-iz'm), n. the

theory or doctrine that the material world exists only
in illusive sense impressions.

il-lu sion 1st (i-loo'zhan-ist, i-lu'zhon-ist), n. L a per-
son subject to illusions, or false impressions; visionary.
2, a person who beHeves in iHusionism 3 an enter-

tainer who produces illusions; sleight-of-nand artist.

il-lu-sive (i-foo'siv, i~lu>siv), adj. producing, based on,
or having the nature of, illusion; deceptive; unreal.

il-lu-so-ry (i-loo'ser-i, i-Krser-i), adj. illusive; unreal.
illus trate (il'as^trat', i-lus'trat), v.t. [ILLUSTRATED
(-id), ILLUSTRATING}, [< L. Ulustratus, pp. of iUusfrare,
to light up, iUuminate < in-, in + lustrare, to illuniinate

< lustmm < IE. *lewq$-trom, *loug$~tromt illumination
< base *leuq~t to light, seen also in L. lux, light, AS,
Uegt fire, ffiamel 1. a) to explain; make clear, b) to
make clear or easily understood by examples, com-
parisons, etc.; exemplify. 2. a) to furnish (books, etc.)
with explanatory or decorative drawings* designs, or

pictures, b} to explain or decorate: said of pictures, etc.

3. [Obs.J, a) to make luminous; Ulttrainate. b) to
mafee bright; adorn, c) to make illustrious,

il his tra tion (iFss-trS'shan), n. [ME. illustrations <
OFr. or L. : OFr. illustration; L. ttlustratio], 1. an illus-

trating or Deing illustrated. 2. an example, story, anal-

ogy, etc. used to help explain or make something clear.

3. a icturer design, diagram, etc, used to decorate or

explain something: abbreviated illus., illust., fli.

SYN, see instance.
il'lus-tra-tive (i-ltisftra-tiv, il'os-tra'tiv), ady* illustrat-

ing or tending to illustrate: serving as an example.
M4m"tm'tOTTiF0s-tra'tgr, i-lus'tra'ter), n. a person or

thing that illustrates; especially, an artist who makes
illustrations for books, magazines, etc.

illustrious (i-Ius'tri-os), adj. [< ME. musfre (< L.

illitstTis, clear, conspictiom distinguished < illustrate;
see ILLUSTRATE); + -ojscij, 1. ^originally, lusterous;

shining; bright; hence, 2* very dSstiblgUished; famous;
eminent; celebrated. -~<-$YN see famous.

ill will, unfriendly feeling; enmity; ha*e;; dislike. SYN.
see malice.

ill-wish-er (il'wish'er), n. a person who wishes evil or
misfortune to another.

il-ly (illi), adv. badly; ill: regularly formed from tU,
but now generally regarded as substandard or dialectal.

IMyr-i*a (i-l&r'i-s), n. an ancient country on the east
coast of the Adriatic: see Roman Empire, map.
II4yr4-an (i-l&r'i-on), adj. of Illyria, its people,, or cat
tere. IL 1. a native or jnhal^itan't of ytysfa 2. the
ancient language of the l|lyrfans: it Is regarded as a
distkici branch of the Indo-Etttbpean ftuoSty of Ian-
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mages, possibly represented today by Albanian.
II-Iyr-i-cum (i-MJr'i-lwm), n. a Roman province in
ancient Illyria: see Etrurfa, map.

il-men-ite (il'man-it')f n. [< the lime* Mountains In
the southern Urals], a lustrous black mineral, an oxide
of iron and titanium.

IJL.O., International Labor Organization.
J-Io-Ho (e'lo-elo), n. a seaport in southern Panay, in
the Philippines,

I.L.W.U., International Longshoremen's and Ware-
housemen's Union.
Pm (im), I am.
im- (im), 1. in- (not). 2. in- (in).

I.M., Isle of Man.
im age (im'ij), n. JME.; OFr.; L. imago, imitation, copy,
image < base of imiiari, to imitate], 1. a) an imitation
or representation of a person or thing, drawn, painted,
etc.; especially, a statue, b) a sculptured figure used
as an idol. 2. the visual impression of something pro-
duced by reflection from a mirror, refraction through a
lens, etc. 3. a person or thing very much like another:
copy; counterpart; likeness. 4. a mental picture of
something; conception; idea; impression. 5. a type;
typical example; symbol; embodiment; as* he is the
image of laziness. 6. a vivid representation; graphic
description: as, this play is the image of life. 7. a
figure of speech, especially a metaphor or simile. S. in
psychoanalysis, a picture or likeness of a person, as of a
parent, constructed in the unconscious and remaining
there, v.t. [IMAGED (-ijd), IMAGING], [< the n.; also <
Fr. imager < the n.], 1. to make a representation or
imitation of; figure; jjortray; delineate. 2. to reflect;
mirror. 3. to picture in the mind; imagine. 4. to be a
symbol or type of; typify. 5. to describe graphically
or vividly; describe with figures of speech.

ira-age-ry (im'ij-ri, im'ij-er-i), n. [pi. IMAGERIES (-riz,

-iz)J, JME. & OFr. imagene], 1. images generally;
especially, statues. 2. mental images, as produced by
memory or imagination. 3. descriptions and figures of
speech: as, Shakespeare's poetry is rich in imagery.

Ira-ag-i-na-ble (i-maj'i-na-b'l), ad1

/. [ME. yma&ndbU;
LL. imaginabilis], that can be imagined.
im-a&4*na*bly (i-maj'i-na-bli), adv. in an imaginable
manner; conceivably.
imag-i-nal (i-maj'i-n'l), adj. in zoology, of an imago.
im*aj**i-nar-y (i-maj'i-ner'i), adj. 1. existing only in
the imagination; fanciful; unreal. 2. in mathematics,
designating or of the square root of a negative quantity
or any expression involving such a root.
SYN. imaginary applies to that which exists m the imagina-
tion only and is, therefore, unreal (imaginary enemies) ; fanci-
fill refers to that which has been conceived in the fancy and
usually connotes quaintness or whimsicality (fanciful tales);
visionary refers to something unreal conceived of in, or as in,
a vision and usually connotes impracticality (the airplane was
once a visionary dreani) ; fantastic applies to something which
seems to be so highly fanciful or odd as to be beyond belief (a
fantastic scheme for storing energy). ANT. real, actual.

im-ag-i-na-tion (i-maj'i-na'shan), n. [ME. ymagina-
cioun; L. imaginatio < pp. of imagniari; see IMAGINE],
1. a) the act or power of forming mental images of
what is not actually present. Z>) the act or power of

creating mental images of what has never been ac-

tually experienced, or of creating new images or ideas
by combining previous experiences; creative power.
Imagination is often regarded as the more seriously and
deeply creative faculty, which perceives the basic re-
semblances between things, as distinguished fromfancyt

the lighter and more decorative faculty, which perceives
superficial resemblances. 2. anything imagined; men-
tal image; creation of the mind; fancy. 3. a foolish
notion

^ emjDty fancy. 4. the ability to understand^and
appreciate imaginative creations of others, especially
works of art and literature.

im-ag-i-na tipn-al (i-maj'irna/shan-'I), ad/, of or caused
by the imagination.

im-ag-I-na-ttve (i-maj'i-na'tiv, i-maj'i-ns-tiy) , adj. [ME.
& OFr. imaginatif < L. imaginatus, pp:

of imagmari* to

imagine], lv having, tisin^ or showing imagination;
having creative or productive talent; able to imagine
or fond of imagining. 2. of or resulting from imagina-
tion: as, imaginative literature.
im ag-ine (i-maj'in), v.t. [IMAGINED (-ind), IMAGINING],
[MEI imaginen; OFr. imagine?; L. imaginary < imago,
an image, likeness], 1, to make a mental^ image of;
form an idea or notion of; conceive in the mind; create
by the imagination. 2<,to suppose; guess; think, cuu
1. to -use the imagination. 2. to suppose; guess; think.

im-ag-ism (^m'oj-i^'m),^ [< Des imagistes, title of tfee

first anthology of imagist poetry 1914)}, a movement
that arose in modern poetry during tne yeais before
the end of World "War I as a revolt against romanti-
ctsmc its -principles included the use of precise, concrete
images, freedom from convention in theme and form,

1

e jot .free .verse, swbject master drawn

imitate

from modem life, mutt the use of stiggestioa rather than
complete statement,

im-ag'ist (ii&'aj-ist), n. any oC a group of poets who
believed ia and practkeci imagism (c. 1912-W24).
adj. of imagism or the iroagists.

ica-ag-is-tic (im'a-jis'tik), adj. imagist.
i-ma-go (i-mS'go), n, [pi. BIAGOS (-dz),
maj'a-nSx

/

)]i' IL- aa image, Ekeness; aac
IMAGINES

MMkJ r-iJt<t_^ ^j r |JL*. T AM JULUHglK, KkB.*JUHMia f. j"
naeus], 1. ft) the final, adult* reproductive stage In
the development of an insect, &) an insect in this

stage. 2. in psyckmw&lysis, an image.
i-mam (i-mSraO n. {Ar. im&m, a guide, chief, leader<
amma, to walk before, ^recede], 1. a Mostem priest.
2. foften I-], any of various Moslem leaders with this

title, as the Caliph, etc. Also i-maum (i-mOm/).
i-ma-ret (i-ma'ret), n. [Turk, 'itm&rat < Ar. *im&rah,
building], in Turkey, an inn.
im bal ance (im-baf^ns), it, lack of balance, as in pro-
portion, force, functioning, etc.
im balm (im-batnO v.t. to embalm.
im bark (im-bark7

), &* & w. to embark.
im becile (im'ba-sl), adj. |Fr. imM&ile; L. tmbecUis,
imbtidllus, feeble, weak], 1. of or showing feeble in-

tellect; mentally deficient. 2. very foolish or stupid.
71. 1. a mentally deficient person with an intelligence
quotient ranging from 25 to 50; person mentally equal
to a child between three and eight years old: imbecile
is the second-lowest classification of mental deficiency,
above idiot and below moron. 2. loosely, a very foolish
or stupid person.

im-be*cO4-ty (im'ba-sil'a-ti), n.\pl. IMBECILITIES (-tiz)|t

[Fr. imUcillite; L. imbecillitas], 1. the state of being an
imbecile. 2. behavior like that of an imbecile; great
foolishness or stupidity. 3. an imbecile act or remark.
iru-bed (im-bed

7
), v.t. to embed.

imbibe (im-blbO, v.t. [IMBIBED (-bibdOf IMBIBING},
[ME. erifnben; OFr. imbiber; L. imbibers < in-, in 4-

bibere, to drink)* 1. to drink or drink in; hence, 2. a)
to absorb (moisture), b) to inhale. 3. to take into the
mind and keep, as ideas, principles, etc. va. to drink.

im-bit-ter (im-bit'gr), v.t. to embitter.
im-bod-y (im-bod'i), v.t. to embody.
im-bold-en (im-bol'd'n), v.t.

to_ embolden.
im-bos-om (im-booz'gm, im-boo'zsm), v.t. to embosom.
im-bow-er (im-bou'er), v.t. & v.L to embower.
im-bri-cate (im^bri-kat'; also, for adj., im'bri-kit), adj.
[L. imbricatus, pp. of imbricare, to cover with gutter
tiles < imbrex, gutter tile < imber f rain], 1. over-

lapping evenly, as tiles or fish scales. 2. ornamented
with overlapping scales or a pattern resembling these.
v.t. [IMBRICATED (-id), IMBRICATING], to place (tiles*

shingles, etc.) in overlapping order, vj. to overlap.
Im-bri-cat-ed (im'bri-kaVid), adj. imbricate.
im-bri-ca*Hon (im'bri-ka'shan), n. [see IMBRICATE!, 1.
an overlapping, as of tiles, scales, etc. 2. an ornamental
pattern resembling this.

im-bro-gHa (im-broTyo), n. [pi IMBROGLIOS (-y5a)l, [It,
< brogUo, confusion; cf. BROIL], 1. [Rare], a confeed
heap. 2. an involved and conmsing situation; state of
confusion and complication. 3. a confused misunder-
standing or disagreement; entanglement.
im-brown (im-brounO* v.t. to embrown.
im-brue (im-broo'), v.t. [IMBRUED (-broodO IMBRUING],
[ME. enbrowen, to soil; ORr. embrewMr> embreuwer, to
moisten; LL. *imbiberare, for L. imbibere; see IMBIBE],
to wet, soak, or stain, especially with blood.
im brute (im-brpotO, v.t. A vx. [IMBRUTED (-id), IM-
BRUTING], [im- (in) 4- brute], to make or become brutal.
im-bue (im-bii

/
>, v.t. [IMBUED (-budO, IMBUING], [L.

imbuere, to wet, soak], 1 . to fill with moisture ; saturate ;

imbrue. 2. to 01 with color; dye; stain; tinge. 3. to
nH (tibe mind, etc.); permeate; pervade; inspire (with
principles, feelings* emotions, etc.).
imidaz ole (im'id-az'ol, im'id-Q-zol'), n. [< imide +
asole]t a colorless, crystalline base, CaHiN*.
im-ide (im'id, im'id), it. [arbitrary alteration of amide],
an organic compound having the divalent radical NH
combined with two acid radicals: also im-id (im'id).
i-mi-do (i-me'do, iniAi-do') odf. of an imide or imides,
imi-do- (i-me'da, im'i-do), [< imide], a combining form
xneaning of or containing the divalent radical NH com-
bined with two acid radicals.

a compound containing the divalent radical NH united
to alkyl or other nonacid radicals.
i-mi-no (i-me'no, im'i-no), adj. of an imine or imines.
i-mi-no- (i-me'na, im'i-no), [< imine], a combining form
meaning of or containing the divalent radical NH united
to alkyl or other nonacid radicals.
imi-ta ble (im'i-to-bl), adj. [Fr,; L. imitaUlis], that
can be imitated.
im i tate (irn'o-tat')* v4 (IMITATED (-id), iMiTATmcJ,
[< L. imitatus, pp. of wwtari, to imitatej, 1. to try fa
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act or be tJbe same as; follow the example of: AS, one
should imitate the wise. 2. to act the same m\ mimic.
3. to reproduce in form* color, etc, ;

make a duplicate of;

cof>y; counterfeit. 4. to be or become like in appear-
ance; look Eke; resemble: as, glass is made to imitate

dtaiBQeds. 5. to use as a model or pattern.
SYNr~teltfttt ampiiea the following of something as an ex-

ample or model but doe* not necessarily cottnote exact corre-

apOB*ieiK with the original (the child imii&tes the father's

mmswsrkins) ; cow implies as nearly exact imitation or repro-

dnction as is possible (to copy & minting); mimic suggest*
dose imttatioa, often in fun or ridicule (to numtc the. speech

pecaliaiitJs of another); modk implies imitation with the

mteat to deride or affront ("I can't. she echoed mockingly)',

ape implies close imitation either in mimicry
.

or in servile

emulation (she cptd the fashions of the court ladies).

im-i ration (imVta'shsn), n. [L. imitatio], l.^&n un-

itatiog. 2. a) the result or product of imitating;
artificial likeness; copy, b) a counterfeit. 3. m biology,

minikry, 4. in music, the repetition of a theme m
different parts of a composition, with or;without slight

changes in rhythm, intervals, etc, adj. made to re-

semble something else, usually something superior or

genuine; not real; sham; bogus: as, imitation leather.

Abbreviated tmit.

im-i'ta-tive (imVtS'tiv), adj. [L. imitatimsl 1. formed
from a model; reproducing the qualities of an original
or another. 2. given to imitating; inclined to imitate

others. 3. not genuine or real; imitation. 4. approx-
imating in sound the thing signified; echoic: said of

words (e.g., kiss, ripple, dang} : abbreviated imit.

im i ta-tor (imVta'ter), n- [L.] a person or animal that

im-mac-u-late (i-mak'yoo-Ht), adj. [ME.; L. i

latms < in-, not -j- macnlatns, pp. of maculare, to spot,
soft < macula, a spotl 1. perfectly dean; without a

spot or stain; tmsoHed. 2. perfectly correct; without a

flaw, fault, or error. 3. pure; innocent; without sin.

Immaculate Conception, in the Roman Catholic

Owarck, the doctrine that the Virgin Mary, though
concerned naturally, was from the moment of concep-
tion free from any stain of original sin: sometimes con-
fused with virgin birth,

ina-naa-iience (IrnVnons), n. [< immanent], the fact

or condition of being immanent.
ina-ma-Ben-cy (im/a-nsn-si), n. immanence.
im-ma-nent (im'o-nont). adj. [LL. immanens, ppr. of

immamere, to remain in or near < in-, in + mancre, to

remain], 1. living, remaining, or operating within;
inherent 2. in theology, present throughout the uni-
verse: said of God.
Im-man-u-el (i-man'u-sl), [Heb. 'immanuel < 'im, with
f aw#, us 4- el, God, hence, lit., God with us], a mas-
culine name: variants, Emmanuel , Manuel, n. a name
given by Isaiah to the Messiah of his prophecy (Is. 7:

14), often applied to Jesus (Matt. 1:23).
im-ma-te-ri-al (im'a-t6r

/
i-9l), adj. [ME. immateriel; ML.

immaterialis; see IN- (not) & MATERIAL], 1. not con-

sisting of matter; without substance; incorporeal; spir-
itual* 2. that does not matter; unimportant.
Im-ma-te-ri-al-ism (imVt^r'i-ol-k'm), n. the theory or
doctrine that material things do not exist objectively
but only as mental perceptions.

im-ma-te-ri-al-ist (tm'a-tSr'i-el-ist), n. a believer in
immaterialisrn.

Im-ma-te^ri-aM-ty (imVtSr'i-al'd-ti), n. 1. the state
or Duality of being immaterial, 2. [pi. IMMATERIALITIES
C-tiz)], something immateriai

im-rna-te-ri-al-lze (imVtlr/i-9-liz'), v.t. [IMMATERIAL-
IZED (-EzdO. IMMATERIALIZTNG], to make immaterial.
im-ma-ture (im'o-tyoor', im'a-toor; now often imV
choor'), adj. [L. immaturity], 1. not mature; not com-
pletely grown or developed; not ripe. 2. not finished or

perfected; incomplete.
im-ma-tu-ri-t (im'a-tyoor'a-ti, imVtoor'9-
im'9-choor/Q-ti), n. an immature quality or state.

im-meas-ur-a bil i-ty (i-mezh'Sr-o-bilVti), n. tlie qual-
ity of being immeasurable.
im-meas ur a ble (i-me^'ir-a-b'l), adj. that canwot be
measured; boundless; vast : immense.

im-meas-ur-a-bly (i-mezh'er-a-bli), adv. to an immeas-
urable degree or extent.
im med i a cy (i-me'di-9-si), n. the quality or state of
being immediate.
im-me-diate (i-me'di-it), adj. [ML. immediate; see
IN- (not) & MEDIATE], having nothing coming between;
with no intermediary; specifically, a) not separated in

space; in direct contact; closest; nearest; also, near;
close; adjoining; adjacent, b) not separated in time;
acting or happening at once; instant; of the present.
c) next in order, succession, etc.; next in line; directly
or closely related: as, one's immediate family, d") di-

rectly affecting; direct; first-hand: as, an immediate
cause, e) understood or perceived directly or intu-
itively: as, an immediate inference.
Immedl ately (i-me'di-it-li), adv. in an immediate
manner: specifically, a) without intervening agency or
cause; directly. 6) without delay; at once; instantly.
con/. [Chiefly British], at the very moment that; as

soon as: as. plemse return immediately you are done.
im-med i-ca-ble (i-med'i-ka-b'l), adj. [L. immedicaMis;
see IN- (not) & MEDICABLE], that cannot be healed;
incurable.
Jm-rnel-rnann turn (irr/al-man'), [after Max Immd-
manm, G. ace (1890-1916)], a maneuver in which an
airplane is half looped to an upside-down position and
then half rolled back to normal, upright flight: used
to gain altitude while making a 180-degree change in
direction.
im-mc'ino-ii-at (im'o-mdr'i-al, im'ma-mo'ri-al), orf/.

[ML. immemorial^; see IN- (not) & MEMORIAL], extend-
ing back beyond memory or record; very old: ancient.
lm-mense (i-mens

7
), adj. [Fr.; L. immensus .<.*-. not -f

mensus, pp. of metiri, to measure], 1. originally, un-
measured; limitless; infinite. 2. very large; vast; huge.
3. [Slang], very gooa; excellent. SYN. see enormous.
im-mensi ty (i-men'sa-ti), n. [pi IMMENSITIES (-tiz)j,

[Pr. immensitt ; L. immeitsitas], the state or quality of
being immense; specifically, a) vastness; reat size or
limitless extent, b) infinite space or being; infinity.
Irn-men su ra-ble (i-men'shoor-9-b'l), adj. [< Pr. or L.;
Fr. immensurable; LL. immensurabilis; see IN- (not) &
MENSURABLE], immeasurable.
im-merge (i-murjOf v.t. [IMMERGED (-murjdO, IM-

MERGING], [L. immergere; see IMMERSE], to immerse.
tut* to plunge or disappear, as in a liquid.
im merse (i-murs'), v.t. [IMMERSED (-murstO, IMMERS-
ING], [< L. immersits, pp. of immergere, to dip, plunge
into; see IN- (in) & MERGE], l._

to plunge, drop, or dip
into or as if into a liquid, especially so as to cover com-
pletely. 2. to baptize by dipping under water. 3. to
plunge into a specified state: absorb or involve deeply;
engross: as, he was immersea in thought.
im-mersed (i-murst'), adj. [pp. of immerse], I. plunged
into or as if into a liquid. 2. baptized by immersion.
3. in biology, embedded in another organ or part. 4. in

botany, growing completely under water.
im-mer-sion (i-mur'sbsn, i-mur'zhan), n, [LL. im-

mersip], 1. an immersing or being immersed. 2. bap-
tism in which the person s whole body is dipped under
water. 3. in astronomy, the concealment of one
heavenly body behind, or in the shadow of, another.
im-mesh (im-meshO v.t. to enmesh.
im-me-thod i-cal (im'ma-thod'i-k'l), adj. not me-
thodical.

im-mi-grant (im'd-grent), n. [< L. immigrans, ppr.], a
person who immigrates, adj. immigrating. SYN. see
alien.
im-rni-grate (ina'a-gratO, v.i. [IMMIGRATED (-id), IMMI-

GRATING], [<Lf. immigratus, pp. of immigrare, to go or
remove into; see nsr- (in) & MIGRATE], to come into a
new country, region, or environment in order to settle
there: opposed to emigrate, v.t. to bring in as an immi-
grant or immigrants. SYN. see migrate.
im-mi-gra-tion (imVgra'shan), n. 1. an immigrating.
2. the number of immigrants during a specified period.
im-mi-nence (im'o^nsns), n. [L. imminentia < immi-
nens]t L the quality or fact^of being imminent. 2.

something imminent; impending evil, danger, etc.

im-mi-nen-cy (im's-nan-si), n. mirninence,
imminent (imVngnt), adj. [L. imminent, ppr. of

imminere, to project over, overhang, threaten < in-,
on -h minere, to project], 1. [Rare], overhanging. 2.

likely to happen without delay; impending; threaten-
ing: said of danger, evil, misfortune, etc.

im-min-gle fim-mir/gl), v.t. & v4. to mi-g or mingle
thorougnly: blend.
im mis ci-ble (i-mis'9-b'l), adj. [im~ (not) -f- miscible],
that cannot be mixed or blended.
im-mit-i ga-ble (i-mit'i-ga-bl), adj. [L. immitigabilis],
that cannot be mitigated.
im-mit i ga bly (i-mit'i^9-bli), adv. L in an immiti-
gable manner. 2. to an immitigable degree.
im-mix (im-miksO v.t. & v4. [< immixtf mixed in with
(< L. immixfrus, pp. of immiscere < in-, in + miscere, to

mix), assumed to be Eng. pp] f to mix thoroughly.
im-mix-ture (m-miks'cher), n. 1. an immixing. 2. the
state or fact of being iinmixed or involved.
im-mobile (i-mo

/
bl, im-mo'bel), adj. [ME. inmobiU;

OOPr. immobile: L. immobiUs; see IN- (not) & MOBILE],
L not movable; firmly set or placed; stable. 2. not
Moving or changing: motionless.

im-mo-bil-i-ty (im'o-bil'o-ti, im'mo-bil'o-ti), n. [< Fr.
or L-; Ffc. wwwMM: L. immobilitas], tlie state or

quality of being immobile.--,
shan) , it- an Jmmobiliaaiig or being immobilized.

im-mo-bi-lize (i-mo'bl-iz', im-^'bl-izOf v.t. [IMMO-
BBLXZED (pizd^, IMMOBILIZING], pr. immobiliser], 1. to
make immobile; prevent the movement of; keep in

place. 2. to take out of circulation and hold as security
for bank notes: safd of coitt.

, 3, to prevent! the move-
ment of (a limb ov jhfil^ .^Mi,'

""'4 ' r L ' ' '

"

im-mod-er-a-cy $-ihlbd
...... "^

im-mod-er-ate (i-niJs^

able; excessive;
2.



immoderation 727 ipasse
im-inod-ar-a-tioii (i-mod'er-a'slpn), n. |< Pr. or L.; im mut ab-ly (i-mS'ta-bli), mdv. in an immutable inan-
Pr, immoderation; L. immoderate], kck of moderation; XMT,

.

im mod-eat (i-mod'ist), adj. not modest; specifically,
0) not decorous; indecent, b) bold; forward; impudent.
im mod-es-ty (i-mod'is-ti), n. [L. immodestia], the qual-
ity of being immodest.
im mo late (imVlat'). .*. [IMMOLATED (-id), IMMO-
LATING], [< L. immolaius, pp. of immolate, to sprinkle &
victim with sacrificial meal < - on -f wofo> meal],
to sacrifice; especially, to offer or kill as a sacrifice,
Im-mo la tion (imVII'shan), n. [L. immolatw < immo-
lore; see IMMOLATE], 1, a sacrificing or being sacri-
ficed. 2. something sacrificed.
Im mo-lat'Or (im's-lat'ej"),, n. [L.], one who immolates
im-mor-al (i-m6r'3l, i-mor'al), adj. \im- (not) + moral]',
not in conformity with accepted principles of right and
wrong behavior; contrary to the moral code of the com-
munity; wicked; especially, not in conformity with the

lewd; licentious
j
obscene.

im-mo-raM-ty (im'a-ral'a-ti), n* 1, the state or quality
of being immoral. 2. immoral behavior. 3. \plt IMMO-
RALITIES (-tiz)], an immoral act or practice; vice.
im-mor-tal (i-m6r't'l), adj. [ME.; L. immortalis], I. not
mortal; deathless; living forever, 2. of immortal beings
or immortality; divine; heavenly: as, an immortal
vision. 3. lasting as long as this world; enduring; un-
fading; constant. 4. having lasting fame; remembered
forever, n. an immortal being; specifically, a) pL the
gods of ancient Greece or Rome. b) a person having
lasting fame.
im-mor-taM-ty (un'Sr-talVti}, n. [ME. immortalite;
OFr. unmortaliti; L. immortahtas], the quality or state
of being immortal; specifically, a) endless existence.
b) lasting fame.
im mor ta lize (i-m6r'tl-Iz') v.t. [IMMORTALIZED (-izdO.
IMMORTALIZING], to make immortal; especially, to give
lasting fame to.
im-mor-telle (im'6r-telO n. [Fr. fern, of immortel, un-
dying], any of various plants whose blossoms keep
their color and shape when dried; an everlasting.
im-mo-tile (im-mo't'l), adj. not motile; unable to move,
im-mov-a-bil-i-ty (i-moov'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being immovable.
im-mov-a-ble ft-moov'a-bl), adj. [ME. immovable],
1. that cannot be moved; firmly fixed^ not capable of
movement. 2. not moving: immobile; motionless;
stationary. 3. that cannot be changed; unyielding;
steadfast. 4. unemotional; impassive. 5. in law, not
liable to be removed, n. pi. in law, immovable posses-
sions or property, as land, trees, buildings, etc*
im mov-ab ly (i-moov'a-bli), adv. in an immovable
manner.
im mime (i-munO, adj. [ME. immum; OFr. immune;
L. tmmunis, free from public service, exempt < In-,
without + munus, duty, burden, tax], having immunity;
exempt from or protected against something disagree*
able or harmful; especially, not susceptible to some
specified disease; protected as by inoculation.
immune body, a substance giving immunity to a spe-
cific disease, produced in the blood and lymph of
individuals exposed to or inoculated with the antigen
causing the disease;,antibody.
im-muni ty (i-mii'na-ti), n. [pi IMMUNITIES (-tiz)],

[MR ynmunite; OFr. imnmtniti; L. immunitas, freedom
from public service < immunis; see IMMUNE], 1. ex-
emption or release from taxes, military service, etc.
2. resistance to or protection against a specified disease;
power to resist infection. SYN* see exemption.
im-mu-ni-za-tipn (im'ypo-ni-za'shon, im-u'nl-za'shan),
fi an ift>*T*iiDicing or being immunized.
immunize (faryoo-nS^, v*t. [IMMUNIZED (-nizdO.
IMMUNIZING], to make immune; give immunity to, as
by inoculation.
im-mu-no- (i-mu'no), a combining form meaning im-
mune, immunity.
im mu nol o gy (im'yqo-nol'a-ji), n \immuno- + 4ogy]t

the branch of medicine dealing with immunity t
disease: abbreviated immun.
im mu no-re-ac-tion (i-mu'no-ri-ak'shan), n, the re-
action between an antigen and its antibody in the es-
tablishment of immunity.
Im.mure Ci-myoor'), v.t. [IMMURED (-myoord')* IMMUR-
ING],, (OPjr. emmurrer: ML. tmmurr&re < L* *-, in +
mump* wall], 1, to shu* up within or as within walls;
imprison; confine, 2. to seclude or isolate (oaeseM) ; as,
he tmmured himself in his books*
im-mure-merit (i-myoor'mant), n. an immuring or
being immuied.

im-mi|.ta-bili-ty (i-mu'ta-bilVti), n. 0U immutabUi-
ta^l ifa quality or state of being immutable.
im mu ta ble ^nu^bl), n^rtME.; L. immutaWis;

to

.

(jpot) & MUMBLE]* never changing of varying;
inchangeable.

,
, r

,

,

'

;
,

HM|en (ixn'a-jonlL first recorded in Shakespeare's
Cymbdine (First Folio); ? misprint for Hoilnshed's
Innagon], a femmine name.

Im-o-ftene (ini'a-ien''), a feminine name: see Imogen.
Imp (tap), n. [ME. *#*; AS, iJw < impicn, taimp,
graft in < LL. imp&tms* a shoot; Gr. cmpkytos < m-
pkyeint to implant: m-f in + phyein, to produce],
1. originally, a chM; cfepring, 2. a devil's offspring;
young demon. 3. a mischievous cMldL t>.. [Arcnaicj,
1. to implant, especially by grafting; hence, 2. to
repair (the wing or tail of a falcon) by grafting on a
feather or feathers. 3. to furnish with wings; hence,
4. to help out by adding, increasing, enlarging, etc.

imp., 1. imperative* 2. imperfect. 3. imperial 4.

impersonal. 5. import* & imported. 7. importer. 8.

imprimatur. 9. imprint.. . .

im pact (im-pakt'; for n., im'pakt) t v.t.{< L. ,

pp. of impingere, to press or drwe firmly together;
see IMPINGE], to force tightly together; pack; wedge.
n. 1. a striking together; violent contact; collision.
2. the force of a collision; shock.
Im-pact-ed (im-pak'tid), ad/, {pp. of
tolitly together; driven firmly in; wedged m; especially,
firmly lodged in the jaw: said of a tooth unable to
erupt because of its abnormal position.
im-pac tion (im-pak'shn) n. [L, impartial an im-
pacting or being impacted.
Impair (im-par^, v.t. [ME. emp&we, empefre; OFr.
empeirer < L. *-, intens. + LL. pejorare, to make
worse < L. pejw, worse], to make worse, less, weaker,
etc.; damage; reduce; deteriorate. SYN. see Injure,
im-pair-ment (im-p&r'mant), n. 1. an impairing or
being impaired. 2* damage; deterioration; injury.
im*pale (ttn-^51'), v.f. [IMPALED (-pSldO? IMPALING], [Fr.
empaler; L. wipalare < *w-, on + pains, a poks, stake],
1. [RareL to surround with or as with a palisade; fence
in.^ 2. d) to pierce through with, or fix on, something
pointed; transfix, b) to punish or torture by fixing on
a stake thrust through the body; hence, 3. to make
helpless, as ft fixed on a stake: as, her glance impaledmm. 4. in heraldry* to join (two coats ofarms) side by
side on one shield. Also spelled empale.
im-pale-ment (im-pSl'mant), n. [Fr. empalementl an
impaling or being impaled.
im pal-pa-biM ty (im^pal-po-bil'a-ti, im-pal'pa-bil'a-ti),
n. the quality of being impalpable,
impal pa ble (im-pal^o-bl), adj. [Fr.; see IN- (not) &
PALPABLE], 1. not perceptible to the -touch; that can-
not be felt. 2. too slight or subtle to be grasped easily
V 4-1% . _~.!.~,J . J_.M~*...,~^._._.'U1_. . _ *._!._*- _rl_*_j_!<

*

im-pa-na-tion (im'po-na'shanj, n. [ML. impanatio <
pp. of impanare, to embody ni bread < L. fit-, m +
panis, bread], the doctrine that the body of Cprist is

present in the bread and wine of the BticharM"after
consecration by the priest, with no actual change in
their substance: distinguished from transubstantiation.
im-pan-el (im-pan'*!), v.t* to empanel
im^par-a-dise om-par'Wils'), vJt. [IMPARADISED (-distO
IMPARADISING], 1. to make as nappy as though in
paradiste; transport; enrapture. 2. to make into a
paradise.

im-pard-ty (un-par^b-ti), n. \pl. IMPARITIES (-tiz)]* [LL.
imparitasl [Rare], disparity: lack of equality.
im-park (m-j^rk:*). .L JOFr. enparquer]f 1. to shut
up (anlmafe) m a park. 1. to enclose (land) for a park.
im-part (im^artO* v*t. fOFr. emparHr; it. impartire; see
IN- (m) A PART], 1. to give a share or portion of; give.
2. to make known; tell; reveal; communicate.
im par ta tion (im'pir-ta'shan), n. an imparting or

impartial (im-paVshal), adj. [**- (not) + partial],
favoring no one side or party more than another;
without jprejudice or bias; fair; just. SYN. see fain
impartial! ty (im'par-shi-ai'd-ti, im-par

f
sH-aIVtD,

n. freedom from favoritism, bias, or prejudice; impartial
attitude or treatment; fairness; justice.im part i bil i ty (im-par'tQ-bil'o-ti) , n, the quaHty or
condition of being impartible.
im part i ble (im-paVta-bl), adj. [LL, impartiUlis; see
m- (not) & PARTIBLE], that cannot be partitioned or
divided; indivisible: said of an estate.
im part i ble (im-paVta-b

1

!), adj. that can foe imparted,
or communicated.
im part i bly (im-par;

ta-bK) adv. in an impaT^He man-
ner.
im pass a bil i-ty (im-pas'a-bil'd-ti), m the quality or
state of being impassable.
impassable (im-pasVbl), adj* that cannot be
passed, crossed, or traveled over: as, an impassable
highway.
im passe (imi'pas, Ims-pasf; Fr. aw'paV). n.W IMPASSES

t?** Iron, hfcre, ov8r; Is, bltej lot, g5, hAm, t8Ql, look} oil, out;
""LIN'"'I^PKJ *, fox fl in ifffo, * in r

J * :~ f' "

'"'"*' '~
h coq; % Pr. chics

; top, Ose, Wrt et; Joy; yet; cMn;
*in Auto, o in comply* g in focus?

'
as in B*& (s4)'ij ; 3^r. bM

; ish, G. dodi. See m* x-xiii * foi^gn; *
hypothetical;



impassibility 728 imperfect
(-IB; Pt^ im'pii

1
)!, fPfr.t 1. a open only at ee

end; bond aley; hence, 2. a situation from wMeh
tiwre Is i escape; difficulty without solution; dMdloek.
iflypNMi-felM'ty (im-fmsVbilVti), n. {LL. Iw^wwi-
WttosJ, the quality or state of being impassible.
fan*pmi'bie (tm-pw^-bl), mdj. {MR; OFr.; LL. im-

fms$m$$; see IK- (not) * FASSXBL*]. i. that cannot
feel p*mj fecmpabte of suffering. 2. that cannot be
ffijttrtel; mvtilnermble, 3. that cannot be moved or
aroused, emotionally; tatfetttae.

tnt*pM^rit*Mtf (im-pasVbH), adv. in an impassible man-
ner.

te;iMMloa (im-pash'dn), v.t. [It. impassionare], to fill

with p*won; arouse emotionally.
im pas sloned (un-paah'and), adj. [pp. of impassion],
ftm& with passion; having or showing strong feeling;
pisrfosiate; fiery; ardent. SYN. see passionate.
im passive (xm-paslv), adf. [*m- (not) -f passim], 1.

not feeling pain; not suffering; insensible. 2. that can-
not t>e rnjured ; invulnerable, 3, not feeling or showing
emotion; placid; calm; serene.
SJFN* tatpwwlve means not having or showing any feeling
or emotion, although it does not necessarily connote an in-

capability cl being affected (Ms tmpmsik* face dH not betray
his aagmmh); apathetic stresses an indifference or listlessness
from which ow cunot easily be stirred to feeling (an &ptM%c
electorate) ; stoic implies aw austete indifference to pleasure or
ptea and specifically suggests the abffity to endure suffering
without flinching (he received the bad news with side calm) ;

stolid suggests dullness, obtuseness, or stupidity in one who is

not easily moved or excited; phlegmatic is applied to one who
bjr temperament is not easily disconcerted or aroused.*

a'pftrdv'a-tQ, n. the quality or state

, f . v.t* [It. impostors], I. to enclose
cc cnitt o-vier with paste or a pa^ty substance. 2. to
naake a paste or crust of. 3. to apply a thick coat or
coats of paint to.

fto (im-p$s>to), n. [It. < impastare; see m- (in) &
i 1. painting in which the paint is laid on
y. 2. paint 90 laid on.

InvpS'shsms),, n, [MB. & OFr. impatience;
I lack ol patience: specifically, a) annoy-
c delay, opposition, etc. 6) restless

eagerness to do sometMng, go somewhere, etc.

im-pa ti-ens
^(im-pS'shi-enz), n. [L.; see IMPATIENT], any

of a group ol flowers of the balsam family, with spurred
flowers and pods that burst and scatter their seeds
when ripe: also called louch-me-nott jewelweed.

Im-jja-tfent (im-pe'shant), adj. [ME. & OFr. impatient;
L. tmfatiens: see IN- (not) & PATIENT], feeling or show-
ing a lack of patience; specifically, a) feeling or show-
ing annoyance because of delay, opposition, etc. &)
feehng or showing restless eagerness to do something, go
somewhere, etc.

Impatient of, not wMng to bear or tolerate: showing
dislike for.

impavid (im-pav'id), adf. [L. ii^pamdus < *-f not -f
pavidus, timidj, [Rare], not afraid; fearless.

w&ppptiBL (im-po'n'X v*t to put in pawn; pledge as
security.

to-p^cii (im-pechO. v.t. [MB. empechen; OFr. em-
petmer* empescber, to hinder; LL. impeduare, to fetter,
catch, eateng^e < L. *-, in + pedico, a fetter < pes,
peats, foot], 1. to challenge or discredit (a person's
honor, reputation, etc.). 2. to challenge the practices
or honesty of; accuse; especially, to bring (a public
official) before the proper tribunal on a charge of wrongr
doing, n* fRareJ, impeachment, -^SYN. see accuse.
impeach a bill-ty fim-pech'a-bil'a-t^, n. the cmaifey
of being impeachable.

Im-p^cli-a.M^ rim-pechVb'l), adj. 1. liable to be im-
peached. 2. making one liable to be impeached; as, an
impeachable act.
im peach-ment (jmnpedi'mant), n. [ME. empvscher
ment\, an impeaching or being; impeached.
i;pearl (im-pfirlO, v*t* 4 X [tw- (in) + pearl, after

XT. emperler], 1. to form, into pearls or pearfiike drops.
2. to decorate with or as with pearls* 3, to make pearly

im.jpec-ca-biM.ty (im-pek'o4>a*9-ti), n. the quality of
being impeccable.

im-pec-ca-ble (im-pek^bl), adj. [LL. tmpeceab&is <
i/. -, not + peccare, to sia], 1. not liable to sin or
wrongdoing. 2. without defect or error; faultless-
flawless, n. an impeccable person.

im-pec-cably (im-pek'a-bli), adw in an impeccabfe
manner.
im-pec-cance (im-pek^ns), n. impeceancy,im pec can-cy (im-pek'Qn-si), n. [LL. impeccantia], the
quality of being impeccant.
im-pec-cant

(im-pek^nt), adj. [< L. to-, not + peccan,
>r., ot peccaret to sin], free frpnmn or wromg; blameless.

resistance in an alternating electrical current,
corresponding to the true resistance in a direct current.
2. the ratio of the force per unit area to the volume
displacement of a given surface across which sound is

being transmitted.

im-pede (im-pgdO v.t. IIMPEDED (-id), IMPKOWG], [L.
impedire, to entangte, ensnare, lit, to hold the feet <
in-, in -f P*s, pedu, footl to bar or hinder the progress
of; obstruct; retard. ^~SxN. see delay, binder.
Imped-iment (ixn-ped'-mant) n. [ME.; L. impedi*
mmtnm, Mwimncel 1. an impeding or being impeded.
2. anything that impedes; specifically, ) a speech
delect; stutter, Hsp, stammer, etc. b) anything pre-
venting the making of a legal contract, especially of a
marriage contract. SYN. see obtacle.
Im-ped-i-men-ta (iin-pedVmen'ts, im'ped-s-men'ta),
f*$L |L., pi. of impedimentum; see IMPEDIMENT], things
hmdering progress, as on a tnp; encumbrances; specS-
ically, a) baggage; equipment carried while traveling.
b) the supplies or baggage carried along with an army.1m ped-i men tal (im-pedVmen'tl), adj. of or like an
impediment; obstructive.

lm-ped-i-tive (im-ped'a-tiv), adj. impedimental,
impel (im-per), v.t. [IMPELLED (-peldO, IMPELLING],
[L. impeller*e < *-, in -j- pettere* to drive], I. to push,
drive, or move forward; propel 2. to force, compel,
or urge; incite; constrain.
1m pel-lent (im-pel'snt), adj. [L. impellent, ppr. of tm
pettere}, impelling or tending to impel, n. anythmg
that impelsj motive, inducement, etc,

im-pel-ler (mi-pel'Sr), n. a person or thing that impels.
im-pend (im-pendO* vJ. [L. impenderet to overhang,
threaten < i*~ t in 4- pendere, to hang], 1. to hang or be
suspended (<wr). 2. to be about to happen; be near at
hand; be imminent: as, an impending disaster.

im-pend-ence (im-pen'dsns), n. the quality or state of

^ being impendent; imminence......
npendence.
impended, ppr. of

im-pend ing (iin-pen
r
<iii}'J, adf [ppr. of impend], 1.

hanging above; overhanging. 2. about to happen; im-
minent or threatening.
im-pen-e tra Dili ty (im-pen'i-tra-bil'a-ti), n. the qual-
ity or condition of being impenetrable.
im-pen e tra ble (im-pen'i-tra-bl), adj. [Fr.; L. impen-
etrabilts], 1. that cannot be penetrated or pierced;
impervious. 2. that cannot be solved or understood;
unfathomable; inscrutable. 3. unreceptive to ideas,
impressions, influences, etc. 4. in physics, having the
property by which two bodies are prevented from
occupying the same space at the same time.

im-pen-e-tra-bly (im-i>en'i-tr9-bK), adv. in an impene-
trable manner.

im-pen-i-tence (im-pen'i-tans), n. P^L, impaenUentia},
the quaKty or condition of being impenitent.

im-pen-i-ten cy (im-pen'i-tn-si), n. impenitence.
impen i tent (im-pen'i-t^it), adj. [LL. impaenitens},
without regret, shame, or remorse; not penitent; un-
repentant. IL an impenitent person.
im pen nate (im-pen'at), adj. [im- (not) + pennate],
of a group of nonflying, swimming birds, with very short
wings covered with scalelike feathers, as the penguins.
im-per-a-tivc (im-pei/9-tiv), adj. [LL. imperativus, com-
manding < pp. of L. imperare, to command, order <
*-, in 4- parare, to j^epare, order], 1. having the
nature of, or indicating, authority or command; as, an
imperative gesture. 2. absolutely necessary; urgent;
compelling: as, it is imperative that I go at once. 3. in
grammar, designating or of the mood of a verb that ex-
presses a command, strong request, or exhortation, n;
1. a command; order. 2. in grammar, a) the imperative
mood, b) a verb in this mood. Abbreviated im|>er. f

imp., impv.
im-i>e-ra-tor (im'pa-ra'ter, im'po-ra't6r), it. [L. < pp.
of vmperare, to command; see EMPEROR], in ancient
Rome, a title of honor given originally to generals and
later to emperors: abbreviated L. I.

. [< L. imperaiorius; + -^J, of or suitable for an
nnperator.

impercepMiilis; see IN- (not) & PERCEPTiBiEj, not plain
oj dasttoct to the senses or the mind; especially, so
s^ght, gradual, subtly etc. as not to be easier perceived.im per-cep-ti-bly (im'pSr^sfep'^bli), adv. in an im-
percep*ibfe maaner; noC noticeably. '

im-per-c^>tlve (im'pgr^sep'tiv), adj. rit>t perceiving;

or state of being impecunious; poverty.
impecunious (imV-ku'ni-as), */ [< .

tmp&umeux < L. t-, not + pecuniosus, wealtor <
pecvwa, money; see PECUNIARY), having no moao
poor; especsaUy, donstantly poor. SYN. see poor.
Im-ped ance (im-ped"ns), fi.[< impede -f- Cancel l.l

f adj.

or
complete^ lacktej

naving,^ defect, fault, 'or error.
certom injected' lafigtilages> ;de
of a

verb^t'indicates.k, fiast
-IMete,', c
/ tatnie a&i



imperfect flower im ous

forms corresponding to the imperfect tense in languages
baling such a tense. 4. in mtisic, diminished, n. in

grammar* 1. the imperfect tense. 2, a verb in this

lease. Abbreviated Impwf.^ impf.v Imp,
imperfect flower, a flower in wmch either the stamens
or pistil are lacking; unisexual flower.

im-per-fec-tion (im'per-fek'shan), n. {ME. imp$rft-
cioun; OPr. imperfection; LL. imperfectio}* 1. the qtml-
ity or condition of being imperfect 2. a shortcoming;
defect; fault; blemish. SYN. see defect.

im-per-feC'tive (im'per-fek'tiv), adj. in grammar,
designating or of an aspect of verbs, as in Russian
and other Slavonic languages, expressing incompletion,
or continued repetition, of the action, n. 1. the
imperfective aspect 2. a verb in this aspect.

im-pcr-fo-rate (im-ptir'fer-it), adj. [im- (not) j- per-
forate], 1. having no holes or openings; unpierced,
2, having a straight edge without perforations: said of a
postage stamp, etc. 3. in anatomy, lacking the normal
opening, n. an imperforate stamp. Abbreviated imperf.

im-per-fo-rat-ed (mi-pSr'fa-ra'tid), adj. imperforate.
ira-per-fo-ra-tioii (im-p&r'fs-ra'shan), n. the state, or
an instance, of being imperforate,
imperi'al (im-pe'r'i-al), adj. [ME.; OPr.; L. imperialis
< tmperium, empire, command; see

EMPIRE], 1. of an empire. 2. of a
country having control or sovereign
rights over other countries or col-

onies. 3. of, or having the rank of,

an emperor or empress. 4. having
supreme authority; sovereign. 5.

majestic; august; magnificent. 6.

of great size or superior quality.
7. according to the standard of

weights and measures fixed by Brit-

ish law. TU 1. [!-] a) a supporter
of the Holy Roman emperor. &) a
soldier

r
of his troops. 2. a gold coin

of the former Russian Empire. 3. a}
the roof or top of a coach. 6) a case or trunk carried on
this. 4. an article of great size or superior quality:
often a trade name. 5. a size of writing paper meas-
uring 23 by 31 inches (in England, 22 by^ 30 or 32
inches). 6. [after Napoleon III, who set this fashion],
a pointed tuft of beard on the lower lip and chin.
Abbreviated imp.
imperial gallon, the standard British gallon, equal to
277.42 cubic inches or about 1 1/5 United States

gallons: abbreviated imp* gaL
im-TOii-al-lsm^iin-pe^-al-iz'm), n. 1. imperial state,

authority, spirit* or system of government. 2* the

policy and practice or forming and maintaining an
empire: in modern times, it is characterized by a strug-
gle for the control of raw materials and world markets,
the subjugation and control of territories, the estab-
lishment of colonies, etc.

im pe ri-al 1st (im-per'i-ol-ist), n, [imperial 4- -Is*, after
Fr. imperialist*], 1. [!-}, a) a supporter of the Holy
Roman emperor. &) a soldier of his troo$>&> ^2. a
supporter of any emperor. 3, a person favoring anpe-
riajbsm. adj. imperialistic.
imperialistic (m-i>&

f
i-al-is'tik), ad/ L of or

characteristic of imperialism or imperialists. 2. favor-

im-D^-ri-al-is-ti-cal-ly (im-pfer'i^l-is'ti-k'Ui, um-pfer'i-al-
is/ttk-H), adv. in an imperialistic manner*
imperial moth, a large American moth having yellow
wings with dark markings.
Imperial Valley, a productive agricultural region In
southeastern California, reclaimed from the Colorado
Desert by irrigation.

im>per*tt (im-per/al), v.t. [IMPERILED or IMPERILLED
(-old), IMPERILING or IMPERILLING], to put in peril;

(beard)VUWMU;

im-pe ri-ous (im-per'i-ss), adj. [L. imferiosns < im-
permmt empire, ccmunand; see EMPIRE], 1. overbear-
ing; arrogant; domineering; dictatorial. 2. urgent;
imperative. SYN1

. see^ masterful,
'

' ^ '
i
"

im-per-ish-a bti i-ty (im-per'ish-a-bil'3-ti), n. the qual-
ity of being iinperfefaable:

<

im per ish a ble (im-per'ish-s-b'l), adj. not perishable;
that will not decay; indestructible; fenmor$aL

im-per-ish-ab-ly (im-per'ish-9-bli), ady. in, an imper-
ishable manner.

' '

,
M 'i

'

,

"
'

/
*

-

im-pe-ri-um (im-plr'i-om), n. [pi. IMPERIA (-9)], [L.;
see EMPIRK], i: supreme power; absolute authority or
rule; imperial sovereignty; empire. '2; in Zctw, the right
of a state to use force in maintaining the totals
lm-per-ma-nent (im-pur'ma-nant), adj. not permanent;
ikoilastiMg^fleel^ *

" '

dition or quaHty of being impermeable.
toBer-m^able (m

" - ' ' " "

im-per-me-a-bly (im-pur'mi-d-bli), adv. in an imper-
nieabfcs manner.
im per-mis-si ble (im'p^r-mis'a-b'l}> adj. not permis-

im*per sonal (im-ptir's'n-al), adj. ILL. impersonates},
1. not personal; speciiically, a) without connection or
reference to any particular person: as, an impersonal
attitude. 5} not existing as a person; as, time Is an
impersonal force. 2. in grammar, designating or of a
verb occurring only in the thirii person singular, in
English generally with U as the indefinite subject
(e.g., "it is snowing*

1

), a. i. (Rarel an impersonal
thing. 2. an impersonal verb. Abbreviated imp.,
impers.
im per-son-al i-ty (raa'pSr-sa-nal'd-^ im-pQr

/s-a*l^-
ti), n. 1. the condition or quality of being impersonal.
2. [pi. IMPERSONALITIES (-ta)}, an impersonal thing.

im-per-son-al-ize (lm-plir%
r

ii-gi-%') vl& to mate ins-

personal.
im per son al ly (im-i^r'^ii-^^, !F* in an tmperscmal
manner.
im-per son ate (im-ptr'^-nltO, ^^ |HO>KRSCWATD
(-id), IMPER^WATINSG}, I. to r^preseot m the fwra of a
person; personify: embody: as, he impersonates the
spirit of the people. 2. to act t! part erf: take Hie
character of: asv Edwin Booth impersonate matar of
Shakespeare's heroes. 3. to mimic the appearance,
behavior, manner, etc. of (a person) for pwpoete of
entertasmnent. adj. embodied in a person; personified,
im-per-son-a-tion (im'pllr-so-na'slion, im-pir'S9HEii

f-

shan), n. an impersonating or being impersonated;
specifically, a) personification; embodiment, b) an fodh
tation of another's character or pereoiialrty.
im-per-son-a-tor ^m-pSr/sa-na/tgr) f n. a person who
impersmates; especially, an actor or entertainer wfeo
mimics other persons.
im-per-ti-nence (jna-rHir't

i

n-9ns) ( n. [Pr.1, 1. tlie otial-
ity or fact of being impertinent; specifically, a) lack
of pertinence; irrelevance; pointlessness, &J tmsoita-
bility: inappropriateness; incongruity, c) insolence;
impudence. 2. an impertinent act. remark, etc.

im-per-ti-nen-cy (im-pQr't*n-9n-si) n. f^F. IMFKRTI-
NENCIES (-siz)], imperttnence.
im-per-ti-nent (im-pir't'H^nt), adj. [ME.; Olfr.; L.

jjmpertinens], 1. not pertinent; having no meaning,
importance, or relationship to a given matter; irrele-

vant; pointless. 2. not suitable to the circumstanced;
inappropriate; incongruous, 3. not showing proper
respect or manners; saucy; insolent; impudent.
5IW. impertinent implies a fbrwardnesasci spee* or action
that is disrespectful and oversteps the bounds of propriety or
courtesy; impudent -implies a shameless or brazen impertin-
ence; insolent implies defiant disrespect as displayed in openly
instdting and contexnptuotia speech or behavior; saucy implies
a flippancy and provocative levity toward one to whom respect

shown.

im-per-turb-a-bil-i-ty
condition or quality of
Im per turb a ble (im'per-1

fotrbabilisi see IN- (not),
"

nbt be Disconcerted,, disf

im-per-turb-a-bly Grn'n^
perturbable manner*
Im-per-tur-ba-tion
perturbaiio (see

the

[LL, imfccr-
|f 4

that can-
excited; impassive,

li), adv. in an im-

,, n. [LL. im-
%wi r<wrr vurrw Vtrwv- *i-- yukvw/ - PERTURBATION),, USCd aS
transL of Gr. apathtia (see APATHY)], freedom from

im-per-vl-a-Dle (mi-pur%i-o-bl), adj. [< impervious +
-able], impervious; impermeable.
Im-per vi-ous Gm-p&r'vi-os), adj. [L. impermus; see m-
(noi) & PERVIOUS], 1, incapable of being passed through
or penetrated: as, a fabric impervious to moisture. 2.
not affected or influenced by (with to): as, a man
impervious to reason.
1m pe-tig i nous (im^-tijVnas), adj\ [L, impvtigmo-
js| 1. of or like imgetigo. 2. having impetigo.

lna^pe*tl*go (im'pUti'go), it, fL. < impetere, to attack <
l

JtjH"fin -f petere, to rush at, assault], any of certatct skin
iiisews^s cliaracterked bv the eruption of

Ut"-*i ' --

pecially, a contagious disease of this
* "

stafmylococci;
1

'

j

im-pe-trate (im'pi-lxSt'), v.<. [IMPKTRATED C4cl). IM-
PETRATING], (< L. impctratus, pp. of ^mt^tifafej ^b

f

ae^
complisli < *n- intens, -f* patrare^to a^oniplslii, 1.

to get by request dr entrea^r. 2. '[SUea

Im-pe-tra-tion (in/m-trS'shan), n. an
im-pe-tra-tive (im^w-tra'tiv)^ adj. u
im*pe*trator (im^pi-trS't^, ft. one who ini1

im^et-ii'
" ' " " ' ' * " " "" " " *

ft. TPr, i

1. the quality of being impefeous. 2. M./HwM.\U s*J^.*,-. JT ^-"* h ' * '"* '

*

\-tazjj, an impetuous
im-pet-uous (inii-peciroo^s}, aaj. fFr.

impetuosus < impetus; see iMPETuk], I. moving
_

great f<^or<;vi<aefc^
'



innpetus 730 irai

.-;- ,- .-- -m --".- - ~ 2. acting Mtldttiljr with
little thought; rash; impulsive. SYN. see sudden.

fatMin* to rush tipcm < t^,
in f $*r*t to rush at,

seek], L the force with which a body moves against!** resulting from its mass and th* velocity at
wofcfe ft is set in motion. 2. anything that stimulates

actiragr; driving force or motive; incentive; impulse.
impf* imperfect.
imp. gal., imperial gallon.
Imp-Sal (imp'hul), n. the capita! of Maniptir state,
India, near the border of Burma: pop., 86,000.

im-pi (im'pi), n. [Zulu], a large band of Zulu or Kaffir
warriors.

im-pi e-ty <in>|i
f

-ti) n. [MB. impfatfa < OPr. or
3L; OFr, impim; L, impicfas], 1. a lack of piety;
sperffteaHF* ) kck of reverence for God. 6) disrespect
fee persons or things to which one should be devoted*
2. I^J. IMPIETIES (-tiz)], an impious act or behavior.

im-pinge (kn-pinj'), v4. {JMPWGKD (-pinJdOt iMpmoiwsJ,
{L. impingere < in-, in + pangere, to strike], 1, to
strike, hit, or dash (on, upon, or against something).
2. to make inroads or encroach (071 or upon the property
or rights of another).
im-pinge-ment (im-pinj'mdnt), n. an impinging.
im-ping-er (im-pinj'lr), n. a person or thing that im-

BCS.
i-ous <

ty, a)
respectful to1

be devoted.

.portniie

5), off. [L. tw^I, not pious; L.

, reverence for God. W [Rarel
persons or things to which one s

imp-iah (imp'ish), adj. of or like an imp: mischievous.
im pla ca bfl i ty (im'pla-ka-bilVti, im-plakVbil's-ti),
n. the condition or quality of being implacable.
im placable (m-planca-b'l, im-plakVbl), adj. [Fr.;
L* implacabilis}. I, not placable; not to be appeased or

pacified: relentless; inexorable, 2, [Obal that cannot
be eased, lessened, or allayed. SYN, see inflexible.
Im plac ab ly (im-pla'ka-bli, im-plak'a-bli), adv* in an
implacable majoaaier
im pla-cen tal (im'olsMieti'tT), odj\ [fat- (not) + $a-
eentd], havipg no placenta: said of a division of mam-
mals mat includes the marsupials and monotremes.
n. a mammal having no placenta.
implacen rate (un'pto-ien'tat, im-plas^n-tat'), adj.
implacental.
implant (im-planf, im-plantO v.t. [Pr. implanter],
1. to plant firmly or deeply; embed. 2. to fix firmly in
the mind; instill; inculcate. 3. in medicine, to insert
(a piece of living tissue) in grafting, n. (im'plant',
rarplant

7

), in medicine, I. an implanted piece of tissue;
graft. 2. a small tube containing a radioactive sub-
stance, implanted in an organ or tissue in the treatment
of cancer, etc. SYN. see Instill.

im-jplan-ta tion (im'plan-ta'shan), n. an implanting or
being implanted.
im plau si ble (im-pld'za-bl), ad/, not plausible.
im-plau si-bly (im-pld'za-bli), adv. in an implausible

1m plead ftn-pledO, v.t. & v4. [ME, enpkden; Anglo-Pr.
ewpfoder;m OPr. emplaidfor; see IN- (in) i PLEAD], 1, to

f n.

. _ . . *- - to fill

up < t-. in 4- flere, to fillj, something used or neededm a given activity; tool, instrument, utensil, eta v.t,
1. to carry into effect; fulfill; accomplish* 2. to provide
with the paeans for carrying into effect or Mfining;
give practical effect to. 3. to provide with implements.S7tf*.implement applies to any device used to carry on
some work or effect some purpose (agricultural implements);
tool is commonly applied to manual implements such as are
used m carpentry, plumbing, etc.; Instrument specifically
implies use for delicate work or for scientific or artistic purposes
(surgical instrument) and may also be applied, as fa tool, to a
thing- or person serving as a means to an end; appliance
specifically suggests a mechanical or power-driven household
device, usually one that is in some way controlled by the
hands; utensil is used of any implement or container for
domestic use, especially a pot, pan,, etc.

Im-ple men-tal (im'pb-men't'l), adj. of, or having the
nature of, an implement; instrumental.

im-ple-men-ta-tion Xim'pb-meurta'shan), ft. an im-
plementing or being implemented.im pie tion (im-pl'shan), n.,ftu impletio < pp. of L.
tmylere; see IMPLEMENT], a filling or being filledim pli cate (im'gli-katO, v.t, [nwLi&TEb (4ty, JMPLI-
CATINGJ, [< L. implicatus* pp. of tmplicare, to enfold,

^volve < in-, in + pticare^to fold! 1, to t^t S
fold together; intertwine; entangle, 2, to imply 3 to

involve.

, ,

show to be a
p^rty to a crime, fault, etc. ;

im-i>H.ca.tioii (ua'pli-ka'ton), n. (ME.
JL, mpltcqtip], 1. an implicating or being implicated.
2. an implying or being implied. 3. something implied,
iroua which an inference may be drawn.
im pli ca tive (im'pli-ka'tiv), c<?/. tending to wnply or
implicate.

Im-pli'ca-to-ry (im'pli-ks-tSr'i, im'pK-ko-to'ri), adj.
implicating.

implicit (ioMpHrft), W. [< Fr. or L.; Fr.
L. implicitus, pp. of impiicare; see IMPLICATE}, L for*

merly, implicated; entangled. 2. suggested or to be
understood though not plainly expressed; implied: dis-

tii^guished from explicit, 9
3. necessarily or naturally

involved though not plainly apparent or expreased'
essentially a part or condition; inherent. 4. without
reservation or doubt; unquestioning; absolute.
im plied (im-pEdO d/- t>P. of imply], invoived, sug-
gested, or understood without being openly or directly
expressed.
im plode (im-^odO. < * ^- {IMPLODED (-id), IM-
PLODING!, t< *- in

-f;
L. pfadere, planter*; see EX-

PLODE], 1. to burst inward. 2. to pronounce by
implosion.
im-plore (im-pldr', im-plor0, v*t* [BCPL<mED (-pBrd',
-plordO, JMPLORiNGl, [L. imphrare, to beseech, entreat
< -, intens, + ptorare, to cry out, weepL 1. to ask
or beg earnestly forj beseech. 2. to ask or beg (a
person*) to do something: entreat. SYN. see beg.
im plo-sion (m-j^'zhon), n. [< implode, after explo-
sion]* an mpkxling; specifkmlly, a) a bursting inward.
6) tne^ abrupt cutting off of the breath stream in
beginning to pronounce certain consonants* as pt t,

and*.
Im-plo-slve (im-plo'siv), adj. formed by implosion, n.
an implosive sound or consonant.

im-ply (im-pEO, v.t. [IMPHED (-pKdO IMPLYING], [ME.
implten; OPr. emplur; L. im$tcare < f-f in + pUcwre,
to fold], 1. to have as a necessary part, condition, or
effect; contain, include, or involve naturally or neces-
sarily: as, drama implies conflict. 2. to indicate with-
out saying openly or directly; hint; suggest; intimate:
as, his attitude implied boredom. 3. [Obs,], to enfold;
entangle. SYN. see suggest.

im-pol-i-cy (im-poFa-si), n. \pL IMPOLICIES (-sk)], [im
(not) -f- policy], an unwise policy; anything impolitic.

im-po-Hte (Sm'pe-EtO, adj. [L. impolUus, unpolished],
not polite; ill-mannered- discourteous. SYN. see rude.

Im-jpoM-tic (im-pol'a-tik), adj. not politic; unwise;
injudicious; inexpedient.
im-pon-der a-biH-ty (im-iwjn'dgr-a-bil'o-ti), n. the
condition or quality or being imponderable.
im-pon-der-a-ble (im-ppn'der-9-b'l), adj. not ponder-
able; that cannot be weighed or measured, n. anything
imponderable.
im-pone (im-ponO, v.t. [IMPONED (-pondO. IMPONING],
[L. tmponere, to set upon < in-, in, on + panere, to
put, place], [Obs.], to wager; stake.
im port, (im-p6rt'f im'port; for ., im'port, im'port),
v.t. {ME. importen; L. tmportare, to bring in, introduce,
brmg about < tw-, in +^ portare, to carry; v.t. 2, 3 &
* < ML. tmportare, to imply, mean, be of importance
< If.], ^1. a) to bring in from the outside; introduce.
b) to bring (goods) into one country from another in
commerce: opposed to export. 2. to mean; signify: as,
this action imports trouble. 3. to be of importance to;
concern. v,i. to be of importance; matter, n. L the
act or business of importing (goods). 2. something
imported: abbreviated imp. 3. meaning; signification:
as, the import of his statement. 4. importance. ~~$YN.
see meaning.
1m por-tance (im-pdrt'ns), n. {Fr.; ML. important^],
1. the state or quality of being important; significance;
consequence; value. 2. [Obs.], a) a matter of conse-
quence. 6) import c) importunity.
SYN. importance, the broadest of these terms, implies
greatness of worth, meaning, influence, etc. (news of impart*
ance) ; consequence, often rnterchangeable with the preceding,
more specifically suggests importance with regard to outcome
or result (a disagreement of no consequence)^ moment ex-
presses this same %a of importance in effect with somewhat
stronger force (aftairs .of great moment) ; weight implies an
estimation of the relative importance of something (Ms word
carries great weight with us); significance implies, an import-
ance or momentousnes& because of a- special meaning that may
or may not be immediately apparent (an event of significance).

im-por-tant (im-p6Vt'nt), adj. [Fr.; ML. important,
ppf. of importore- see IMPORT], 1. meaning a great
deal; navmg much significance, consequence, or value.
2. having, or acting as if having, power, authority, in-
fluence, iagft position, etc. 3. [Obs.], importunate.
to-|iortatlom &n'p6r-ta'skm im'por-tS'shan), n. 1.
an importing or being imported. 2. something imported.
im-port-er (mirp6r'tgr, im-pdVtSf) , n. a person or firm
in ^fehe business o| importing goods; abbreviated imp.

Im-por-tu-na-cy Qmrp6r/charn9si>, n. importunity,
im-por-tu-nate (im-B6rfch>-nit), adj. [ML. imporfat-
naiMs, pp. of impprto^afiv to; vefc, be troublesome < L.
wtportunus; see,, JMPORTO], 1^ utgemt or persistent
m,asidng or, demanding; msistent; refeisln to be de-
nied; annoym^ly urgent or persistent. 2. [Obs*]
trotiblesome;

V.t. [IMPORTUNED (-

TUNING], [Fr. importimey
feroublesome, vex < L.
troublesonje < tn^ not* wi

, entrance '"

aecess;^
,

wtli re-



imjx>rtnnity mpre&sionism
quests or demands; urge or entreat persistently or re-

peatedly. 2. [Rare], to ask for urgently; demand.
5. {Obs.], a) to trouble; annoy, b) to impel, v.i to
be importunate, adj. importunate. SYN. see beg,
urges.

im-poC'tii*:ni-ty (im'poY-too'ns-ti, im'poY-tu'nd-ti), n.

Ipl IMPORTUNITIES (-tiz)], [Pr. importunUe; L. impor-
lunUas], ,an importuning or being importunate; per-
sistence in requesting or demanding.
im-pose (im-pozO, v.t. [IMPOSED (-pozd'), IMPOSING],
[Fr. imposer; see IN- (in) & POSE], L to place (a burden,
tax, etc. on or upon) ; inflict; force: as, the king imposed
a tax on the people. 2. to force (oneself, one's presence,
etc.) on another or others without right or invitation;
obtrude. 3. to pass off; palm off; foist, especially by
deception: as, he imposed his doctrines upon the con-
fused nation. 4. to arrange (pages of type) in a frame
in the proj>er order of printing. 5. [Arcnaic], to place;
put; deposit. 6. in ecclesiastical usage, to lay on (the
Bands), as in ordination or confirmation.
impose on (or ujxm), 1. [Rare], to make an impres-
sion on; have influence with because of prestige,
etc. 2. to take liberties with; take advantage of.
3. to get the better of by deceiving; cheat; defraud.

im-pos-ing (im-poz'irj), adj. fppr. of impose], making a
strong impression because of great size, strength, dig-
nity, etc.; impressive. SYN. see grand.
im-i>o-si-tion (im'pa-zish'an), n. JME.; OFr.; L. im-

fositio,
a laying upon, application], 1. an imposing or

imposing on; specifically, a) the forcing of oneself,
one's presence, etc. on another or others without right
or invitation; obtrusion. 6) a taking advantage of

friendship, etc.: as, it is an imposition to ask him to

help, c) in ecclesiastical usage, the laying on of hands,
as in ordination or confirmation. 2. something im-
posed; specifically, a) a tax, fine, etc. b) an unjust
burden, requirement, etc. c) a deception; fraud.

im-pos-si-bild-ty (im-posVbil'o-ti), n. [OFr. impos-
sibilite; LL. impossibilitas], 1. the fact or quality of
being impossible. 2. [pi. IMPOSSIBILITIES (-tiz)], some-
thing impossible.

im-pos-sl-ble (im-pos'9-b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. im-

fossibilis;
see IN- (not) & POSSIBLE], 1. not capable of

being, being done, or happening. 2. not capable of
being done easily or conveniently: as, it was impossible
for me to come yesterday. 3. [Collog.], not capable of
being endured, used, etc., because disagreeable or un-
suitable: as, an impossible person.

im-pos-si-bly (im-jDos'o-bli), adv. 1. in an impossible
manner. 2. to an impossible extent.
im-post fim'post), n. [OFr.; LL. imposing (in L.,

imponere)', see IN- (in) & POSE], a tax; especis
d.uty on imported goods; customs duty. v.t. to classify
(imported goods) in order to assess the proper taxes.

im-post (im/post), n. [Fr. imposte; It. imposta < L.
impositus; see IMPOST (a tax)], the top part of a pillar
supporting an arch.

im-pos-tor (im-pos't@r), n. [Fr. imposteur- LL. impostor< pp. of L. imponere; see IMPOSE], a cheat 6r fraud;
especially, a person who deceives by pretending to be
someone or something that he is not. SYN. see quack.
im-pos-ture (im-pos'chgr), n. [Fr.; LL. impostura], the
act or practice of an impostor; fraud : deception.
im po-tence (im'po-tsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. impotentia],
the quaHty or condition of being impotent; specifically,
a) lack of physical strength; weakness, o) lack of

effectiveness; helplessness, c) lack of ability to engage
in sexual intercourse : said or males.
Im-po-ten-cy (im'ps-ten-si), n. [pL IMPOTENCIES (-siz)],

impotence.
Im-po-tent (im'ps-tent), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. impotens;
see IN- (not) & POTENT], 1. lacking physical strength;
hence, 2. ineffective, powerless, or helpless: as, im-
potent rage. 3. unable to engage in sexual intercourse:
said of males. SYN. see sterile.

tm pound (im-pound'), v.t. 1. to shut up (an animal)
in a pound; hence, 2. to tafce into legal custody. 3. to
gather and enclose (water) for Irrigation, etc.m ppv-er-ish (im-pov/e1rtslt), v.t {Oft. empovrfo < L.
in, in -f ftauper, poor], 1. to make poor; reduce io
poverty. 2. to deprive of strength, resources, etc.m poy-er-ish-ment (im-pov'elMsfaHmQUt), n. (OFr. em-
poverissement], 1. an impoverishing Or being impover-
ished. 2. Something that impoverfelies,
m-pow-er (im-oou'Sr), v.t. to empower.

M-ko4>iil'^ti), nu 1. the quality of being impracticable.
2. [$L IMPRACTICABILITIES (-t)}, something fe;rpracti-

n ., pp. of

especially, a

m prac-ti ca ble Om-pmk'ti-ko-bl), adj. [im~ (not) -f
pracfMble}^ 1. not capable of being carried! out in

practice: as>, an impracticable plan. 2. not capable of

being used: as, an. impracticable road. 3. not capable
'of ,'tagbfr

,;;nuiiie^Bd i ^ dealt with; mtracstable: as, am
? person. '

'

t

'

<

im-prac-ti*caih|y Cka-praic'^-ka-bli), adv. 1. in an
impracticable manner. 2. to an impracticable degree.

im-prac-ti-cal (im-pfmfc'ti-kl), c{/.
not practicai

im-prac*ticaM*ty (iffl/pmk-ti-kalVti, im-prak'ts-kal'-
9-ti), n* 1. the quality of being impractical. 2. [pi.
^PRACTICALITIES (-tix)! socnethiQg impractical

im-pcc-cate (im'jHi-k&tOf &* {IMPRJKATED <[-id), IMPRE-
CATING], [ < L. *mprem$m$> pp. of imprec&ri, to invoke,
pray to < in-, in, on -f- prec^i* to pray < prex, prayer],
1. to pray for (evil, misfortune, etc.); invoke < carae).
2. fRarei, to invoke evil upon; curse, SYN. see curse,

im-pre-ca-tikrn (im'pri-ka'shw), n. [L. imprecate}, 1.

the act of imprecating evH, etc. on someone. 2. a curse.
im-pre-ca-tor (im'pri-ka'tSr), n. one who imprecates.
im-pre-ca-to-ry (im'pri-ks-tdr'i im'&ri-kg-td'xi), otf/.
of, like, or uttering an imprecation.
im-preg-na-M-l-ty (m'preg-aa-bilVti, im-pregr'na-bil'-

-ti), n. the quality or condition of being impregnable.
im-preg-na-ble (im-preg'n-b'l), adj. [ME. & OPr. im-
prenaUe; see IN- (not) & PREGNABLE], 1, not capable of
being captured or entered by force. 2. unshakable;
unyielding; firm: as, an impregnable beEel.
impregnable (im-preg%a-bl), adj. {< impregnate],
that can be impregnated.
im-pre-na-bly (im-preg'na-bE), adv. so as to be im-
pregnable: as, impregnaUy defended.
im-preg nate (im-preg'nat), v.t. [aiKttBGHATKD (-id),
IMPREGNATING], [< LL. impraegnatus, pp. of impraeg-
nare, to make pregnant < L. tw-t in + prw&wnsr

pregnant], 1. to fertilize (an ovum). 2. to make preg-
nant. 3. to fertilize (land) ; make fruitful 4. to fill or
saturate; cause to be permeated: as, they impregnated
tnerr clothing with insecticide. 5. to mdcctriiiate or
imbue (with ideas, feelings, principles, etc.). od/. (im-
preg'nit), impregnated. SYN. see soak.
im-preg nation (im'preg-na'shsn), n. 1. an impreg-
nating or being impregnated. 2. something that im-
pregnates.
im-preg-na-tor (im-preg'na-tSr), n. a person or thing
that impregnates.

im-pre-sa-rf-o (im'pri-sa'ri-50, n* \pl* IMPRESARIOS
(-dV)], [It. < impresa, enterprise}, the organizer, man-
ager, or director of an opera or ballet company, con-
cert series, etc.

im-pre-saip-ti'ble (kn'pri-skrip'ta-b'l), adj. [Fr,; see
m- (not) & PRESCRIPTIVE), that cannot nghtfully be
taken away, lost, or revoked; inviolable.

im-pre-serip-ti-bly (im'pri-skrip'ts-bli), adv. in an im-
prescriptible manner; inviolably.

iin-press (im-pres'; for n.
t ina'pres), v.t. [im- (in) +

press (to force into service)], 1. to draft or force
(men) to serve in an army pr, especially, a navy.
2. to levy, seize, or requisition (money, -pcoperty,
etc.) for public use. 3. to introduce and make use of
(a fact, etc.). n. impressment.
impress (im-pres'; /or n., im'pres), v.t. }MR impressen;
OFr. empresser < L. impressus, pp. of imprimere; see
IN- (in) & PRESS (to squeeze)], 1. to use pressure on
so as to leave a mark: as* he impressed the day with a
die. 2. to mark by using pressure; stamp; imprint,
3w to apply with pressure: asj* lie 4mpressed the^ie in
the clay. 4. to have a considerable ettect on the mind
or emotions of. 5. to implant firmly on the mind or
fix in the memory, n. 1. an impressing. 2. any
mark, imprint* etc. made by pressure; stamp; im-
pression. 3. an effect produced on the mind or feelings
by some strong influence. SYN. see affect.

Cm-jM-ess-l-biM-ty (im-presVbil'a-ti), n* the quality of

being impressible.
im press i-ble (im-iires'9-b'l), adj. that can be im-
pressed: impressionable.
im-pres-slon (im-presh/an), n. [ME. imjrressioun; OFr.
impression; L. imfarfssio], 1. an impressing. 2. a result
or effect of impressing; specifically, a) a mark, imprint,
eta made, by physical pressure, b) an effect produced
on the mind or senses by some force or influence: as,
his music makes Ettle impression on me. c) the effect

produced by any effort or activity: as, our attempt at

cJetomg made no impression on the dirt. 3. a vague
notion or feeling; inkling: as, I have the impression
that he was there. 4. in dentistry, the imprint of the
teeth and surrounding tissues in wax or plaster, used
as a mold in making dentures. 5. in, printing, a) the
pressing of type or plates on isaper, etc. ; printing, b) a
printed copy, c) all the copies printed as a single
edition. SYN. see idea.

im-pres-sion-a-bil-i-tv (m-presh'on-o-bat'a-ti), m the
quality or state of being impressionable,

im*pre8'8ion-a*ble (im-presh/an-9-b'B, adj. [Fr.], easily
affected by impressions; capable of being influence^!

intellectually, emotionally, or morally; sensitive,

im-pres-sion-al (im-presh^n-1), adj. of, or having tHe
nature of, an impression.

^

im-pres-sion-isiix ^biirpjresh'Qn-lz*!!!!,), it* [cf. Fc. /im^
pressionnisme], a theory and school of art, exemplified

tgo* e n
coq; H, Pr. dd^y

w _ F.___.. r -__j; oil, ovfti

^,
r
i'ln sanity, o in exnnply^ 1 fefN^I;' ^is'SJi'

G. Mi; Idfat, G. doch. See pp. x-xi*t llor^gn; *
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by the work erf Manet, Monet, Renoir, Degas, Ptesarro,
etc,, whot chief tarn, is to reproduce only the immediate
aoa cwer-aU iinpretsicm mmde by the subject on the
aitttfc* without much attention to detail: the term has
been extended to literature that similarly seeks to ex-
prws the immediate mipresttOtts of reality on the
writer, mud to music, as by Debussy and Ravel, which

to produce atmospheric effects and suggest im-
oy various characteristic devices.

itnpnes'lcm-it (impresh'an-kt), n a painter, writer,
ccanpwwr, etc. wno practices impressionism, adj. of or
characteristic of impressionism or impressionists.
im'pra-gioa-fe-tic (tm-prah'on-ift'tik),, adL 1. im-
pressionist, 2. conveying a auick or over-all impression.

loa-pres-slTe {im-pres''iv}, aaj. impressing or tending to
impress the mincf or emotions.
im press ment (ira-pres'mant), n. [impress (to force
into service) -f -mm*], the practice or act of impressing
men or property for the use or service of the public.
iin-pre;swe (im-presh'er), , [ < impress (to use pres-
sure)], impression.
im-prest (im'prest), n* fit, imprest**, a loan < phr.
($&re) in prestito, (to give) in loan; in, in -f prest&o, a
loan < prestwe* to lend < L. praestare, to become surety
for, lit, to stand before; prae, before + stare, to
stand (see STAND)], a loan or advance ol money; es-
pecially, money advanced to a person from government
funds to enable him to carry on some work tor the gov-
ernment, atf/. lent; advanced as a loan.
im pri ma-tur (im'pri-ml'teY), n. [Mod. L., lit., let it
be printed, 3d pers. sing., pres. subj. pass., of L. im~
premere < fw-, in, on -f premere, to press], 1. license to
publish or print a book, article, etc. ; especially, sanction
given by the Roman Catholic Church: abbreviated imp.
2. any sanction or approval.

Jim-pri-mis (im-pri'mis), adv. PU, for in primis, lit,,

among the first; m, among -f primis, abl pi. of primus,
first], first: in the first place.
im-print (imprint'; for n, im'print), v.t. [ME. m-
prvynten; OPr. empreinier < pp. of LL. *impremtre,
for K imprimere; see IN- (in) & PRESS (to squeeze)],
|* to mark by pressing or stamping; impress: as, he
imprinted the paper with his seal. 2. to reproduce
(a mark, letters, etc.) by pressing. 3. to press: as,
she imprinted a kiss on my forehead. 4. to implant
firmly on the mind or fix in the memory, n. [OPr.
ampremU < the .] 1. a mark made by imprinting.
2. a characteristic effect or result: as, the imprint of
starvation. 3. a publisher's or printer's note on the
title page or at the end of a book, giving his name,
the time and place of publication, etc. ; abbreviated imp.

im-pris on (im-i>riz''n), v.t. 1. to put or keep in prison;
jafl. 2. to restrict, limit, or confine in any way.
im-prls-on ment (im-priz''n-m9nt), n. an imprisoning
cc being imprisoned.
to-prob-a-MM-ty (im'p

1. the quality of being improbable. 2. \pl.

. .--./prob-a-bilVti, im-probVbil'a-
ta), ft, 1. the quality ol being improbable. ',

IMPROBABILITIES (-tiz)] something improbable.
im-prob a ble (im-probV-b'l), adj. [L. improbabitis}, not
probable; not likely to happen or be true; unlikely.

lm-prob-ab-ly (im-probf9-bli), adv. with little or no
probability: now only in not improbably.

fm-pro-lH'ty (im-pro'ba-ti), n. [pi. IMPROBITIES (-tiz)l,
[L. improbUas\ lack of probity; dishonesty.

im-promp-tu (mi-promp'too, nn-pronip'tu), adj. & adv.
[Fr. ; L. m promptu, in readiness; in, in + promptu, abl.
of promptw, readiness < promptus, brought outr ready,
prompt]; without preparation or advance thought; off-
hand; extempore: see extemporaneous, n. an im-
promptu speech, performance, etc.
SYN. impromptu is applied to that which is spoken, made,
or done on the spur of the moment to suit the occasion and
stresses spontaneity; extemporaneous, extempore (more
commonly used as an adverb), and extemporary may express
the same idea but are now more often used of a speech that has
received some preparation, but has not been written out or
memorized; improvised applies to something composed or
devised without any preparation and, with reference to things
other than music, suggests the ingenious use of whatever is at
hand to rul an unforeseen and immediate need.
im>prop er

(im-prop'fr), adj. [ME.; OPr. impropre; L.
vmpropnus^see IN- (not) & PROPER], L not suitable
for or consistent with the purpose or circumstances;
ill-adapted; unfit. 2. not in accordance with the truth,
fact, or rule; wrong; incorrect^ 3. contrary to good
taste or decency; indecorous. Abbreviated improp.
JW.--improper,

-
the word of broadest application in this

list, refers to anything that is not proper or suitable, especially
to that which does not conform to conventional standards-
unseemly applies to that which is improper or inappropriate
to the particular situation (her unseemly laughter at my re-
marks); unbecoming applies to that which is inappropriate
to a particular person (his rigid views are most unbecoming in
a teacher); indecorous refers to that which violates propriety
or good taste in behavior, speech, etc. (his indecorous interrup-
tion of their chat); indelicate implies a lack of propriety or
tact and connotes immodesty or coarseness (an indelicate
anecdote) ; indecent is used of that which is regarded as highly
offensive to morals or modesty (indecent exposure). ANT
proper, decorous.

Improper fraction, a. fraction in which the denominator
is less than the numerator (e.g,, 5/3),
1m pro pri ate (im-prd'pri-ItO, *t. IIMPROPRIATID
(-id), IMPROPRIATINGJ, {< Mb. impropriotus, pp. of

impropriare, to take as one's own < L. in, in + pr~
pr$tts, one's own), 1. to transfer (church income or
property) to private individuals. 2. fObs.}, to appro-
priate, adj. (im-prp'pri-it), having been impropnated.

lm-pro-pri-a-tion (im-prS'pri-I'shan), n. L an impro-
pnating. 2, anything impropriated.

im-pro-pri a-tor (im-pro'pri-a'tgr), n. a person who
makes or receive an impropriation.
im-pro-pri-ety (im'pra-prf'a-ti), n. Ipl IMPROPRIETIES
(-tiz)j, fFr. imprapnm; L. impro$rietas; see IN- (not) &
PROPRIETY}, I. the quality of being improper. 2. im-
proper action or behavior. 3. an improper use of a
woru or phrase (e.g., "borrow" for "fend"): see also
barbarism, solecism.

im-prov-a-biM-ty (im-proovVbilVti), n. the quality
of being improvable.
im-prov a ble (im-prdovVb'l), adj. that can be im-
proved.
im-prove (im-proov'), v.t* [IMPROVED (-proovdO, IM-
PROVINGJ, fearlier improw, empron < Anglo-Pr. em-
prower < en~, in -f prou, pro, gain, advantage < base
of L. prodesse, to profit], f . to use profitably or to good
advantage: as, he improved his leisure by studying.
2. to raise to a better quality or condition: make better.
3. to make (land) more valuable by cultivation, etc.
iu". to become better in quality or condition.
Improve on (or upon), to do or make better than.
SYN. improve and better both imply a correcting or ad-
vancing of something that is not in itself necessarily bad, the
former by supplying a lack or want (to improve a method) and
the latter by seeking something more satisfying (he's left his
job to better himself) ; ameliorate implies a bad, oppressive, or
intolerable condition to begin with (they sought to ameliorate
working conditions). ANT. worsen, impair.

im-prove-ment (im-prdov'mant), n. [Anglo-Pr. em-
prowement], 1. an improving or being improved; es-

pecially, a) betterment, b) an increase in value or
in excellence of quality or condign, c) profitable use.
2. a) an addition or change that improves something.
b) a person or thing representing a higher degree of
excellence. 3. a change or addition to land, property,
etc. to make it more valuable.

im-prov-i-dence (im-prov'a-dsns), n. [L. impromdeniia;
see IN- (not), PROVIDE, -ENCE], failure to provide for the
future; lack of foresight or thrift.

im-prov-i-dent (im-prov's-dsnt). adj. [im- (not) -f
promdmt, after improvidence], failing to provide for the
future; lacking foresight or thrift.

im-pro-vi-sa-tion (im-prov's-za'shsn, im'prov-a-za'-
shan, im'pra-vi-za'shan;, n. L an improvising. 2
something improvised.
im-prov i sa-tor (im-nrov'a-za'telr, im'pra-vi-za'tSr), n.
a person who improvises.

i -, im-prov'i-za-
to'n-9l), adj. of, or having the nature of, an improvisa-
tor or improvisation.
im-prov-i;sato-ry (im'pro-vi'za-tor'i, im'pre-viz'a-to'-
n), adj. imprpvisatorial.
lm-pro vise (im'pra-viz

/
, im'pro-v!z') t v.t. & v.i. [IM-

PROVISED (-vizd% -vizdO, IMPROVISING], [Fr. improviser;
JLt. tmpromsare < tmproviso, unprepared; L. impravisus,
unforeseen < in-, not + promsus, pp. of prowdere* to
foresee, anticipate; see PROVIDE], 1. to compose, or
simultaneously compose and perform, sing, etc., on the
spur of tne moment and without any preparation; ex-
temponze.

t
2. to make, provide, or do with the took

and materials at hand, usually to fill an unforeseen and
immediate need: as, he improvised a bed out of leaves

tfrn-prov-vi-fia-to-re
; (fe'ord-ve'za-tft're), n. [pi IM-

PROVVISATORI (-re)J, [It,], a performer who improvises
m
poems or songs.
impru dence (im-proo'd'ns), n. 1. the quality of
being imprudent. 2. imprudent action or behavior.
ira-pna-dent (im:proo'd'nt) t adj. [ME.; L. imprudent],not prudent; without thought of the consequences;
lacking in judgment or caution; rash: indiscreet
im.pu-aaice (im'pyoq-dons), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. im-
pudentm], 1. the quality of being impudent. 2. impu-
dent speech or behavior.

\J>L IMPUDENCIES
.

(ina'pyoo-dan-si),
(-siz)], impudence.

im^u-deat (im'pyoo-dont), adj. [ME, ; ?r.; L. impudent< **-. not 4- pudens* modest, orig. ppr. of pudere, to
feel shame], 1 originally, immodest; shameless. 2.
shamelessly bold; saucy; insolent. SYN. see imperti-
nent.

.":' ^ l?r- *
*impudicttas, for L. tmpudicttia < m-, not -f pudicus,
modest], immodesty; sfianielessness
impugn (im-pun') v.t. [OPr. impugner; L.
< tn~, on, against -f- pu<gnwe* to ifightj, i?o
argument or criticism; caB i$ q^^stion,; oppose or
lenge as false. SYN. see deny.
im-jm^na'tlon (im'pag-na^ol), n. an
bemg impugned.

or
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.,, ~ (im-pu'i-s'ns, im-pwis^ns), n. fFr.; see
IN- (not) & PUISSANCE], lack of power; weakness,

im-pii'l8-8at (kn-pu'i-s'nt, im-pwis''nt), adj. fPr. ; i

n'puls

sudden force, b) an impelling force; sudden, "driving
force; push; thrust; impetus, c) the motion or effect

caused by such a force. 2. a) incitement to action
arising from a state of mind or some external stimulus.
b) a sudden inclination to act, without conscious
thought, c) a motive or tendency coming from within.
3. in mechanics, the change in momentum effected by a
force, measured by multiplying the average value of the
force by the time during which it acts. 4. in physiology,
a stimulus transmitted in a muscle or nerve, which
causes or inhibits activity in the body,
im-pul-sion (im-pul'shan), n. [L. impulsio < impulsus;
see IMPULSE], 1. an impelling or being impelled. 2. an
impelling force. 3. movement or tendency to move
resulting from this force; impetus. 4. impulse (sense 2).

ta'pul'Sive (im-pul'siy), adj. {< OFr. or ML.; OFr.
impulsif: ML. impulsivus < L. impulsus; see IMPULSE],
1. impelling; driving forward. 2. a) acting or given to

acting on impulse: as, an impulsive person, b) produced
by or resulting from impulse: as, an impulsive remark.
3. in mechanics, acting briefly and as a result of impulse.
SYN. see spontaneous.

Im-pu-ni-ty (im-pu'n9-ti), n. JFr. impumte; L. impuni-
tas < impunis, free from punishment < in-, without +
poena, punishment], freedom from punishment, penalty,
harm, or loss. SYN. see exemption.

im-jpure (im-pyoorOt adj. [L. impurus], not pure; spe-
cifically, a) unclean; dirty. 6) unclean according to

religious ritual; defiled, c) immoral; obscene; unchaste,

d) mixed with foreign matter; adulterated, e) mixed;
having more than one color, tone, style, etc. /) not
idiomatic or grammatical.

im-pu-ri-ty (im-pyoorVti), n. [OFr. impuriie; L. im-

puritas], 1. the state or quality of being impure. 2.

]pL IMPURITIES (-tiz)], an impure thing or element.

im*put*a*bil-i-ty (im-put'g-bil'a-ti), n. tne quality or
state of being imputable.
im'put-a-ble (im-put'9-b'p, adj. [ML. imputabilis], that
can be imputed; ascribabfe.

id'piit'a'bly (im-put'9-bli) , adv. in an imputable man-
ner.

im-pu-ta-tlon (im'pvoo-ta'shsn), n. [LL. imputatio],
1. an imputing or being imputed; charge of a fault or
crime. 2. a fault or crime imputed.
im-put-a*tive (im-put'9-tiv), adj. [LL. imputativus], of,

inclined to, or characterized by imputation.
im-pute (im-put'), v.t. [IMPUTED (-id), IMPUTING], [ME.
inputen; OFr. empuier (Fr. imputer}*, L. imputare <
in-, in, to + putare, to estimate, charge, think], 1. to
attribute (something, especially a crime or fault) to

another; charge with; ascribe. 2. in theology, to
ascribe (good or evil) to a person as coming from
another. SYN. see ascribe.

impv., imperative.
in (in), prep. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. in; IE. base *en~,
seen also in Gr. en, L. in (OL. en), Olr. in, OSlav. on-,
Sans, an-, etc.], 1. contained or enclosed by; inside;
within: as, in the room, in the envelope. 2. wearing;
clothed by: as, the lady in red. 3. during the course
of: as, it was done in a day. ^

4. at, before, or after the
end of: as, I'll be with you in an hour. 5. perceptible
to (a specified sense) : as, he is in sight. 6. limited by
the scope of: as, in my opinion. 7. being a member of
or worker at: as, he is in business. 8. amidst; sur-
rounded by: as, in a storm. 9. affected by; having: as,
he is in trouble. 10. engaged or occupied by: as, in a
search for truth. 11. with regard to; as concerns: as,

weak in faith, they vary in size. 12. so as to form: as,

arranged in curls. 13. with; by; using: as, he paints
in oil, written in English. 14. made of: as, it was done
in wood. 15. because of; for: as, he cried in pain.
16. by way of: as, do this in my defense. 17. as a

part of the capacity or function of; belonging to: as,

he didn't have it in him. 18. into: as, come in the
house: into is generally preferred in this sense. In ex-

presses inclusion with relation to space, place, time,
state, circumstances, manner, quality, substance, a
class, a whole, etc. adv. 1. from a point outside to
one inside: as, he went in, the ring of hunters closed in,

2. so as to be contained by a certain space, condition,
or position: as, labor's vote put him tn. 3. so as to
be agreeing with: as, he feU in with our plansw 4. so as
to form a part of: as, mix cream in the sauce, adj. 1.

that is in power: as, the in group. 2. inner; inside.

3. coming or going inside; inward: as, the in door, the
in boat. 4. [Colloq.], profiting to the extent of: as, he
is in a hundred dollars* n. 1. usually in pi. a person
or thing that is in power, as a team at bat, a party
holding oiicte, etc. 2. [Colloq.], a place or means of

entrance; mtnxhsctkxi: hence, 3. [Colloti.], special in-

fluence or favor: po!L * IWNBD (ind). INNING],

(DiaLl, 1. to collect; gather in: as, in the hay before
it rains. 2. to enclose.
hare it in foe, (CoQoq.J, to hold & grudge against.
in for, certain to have or get (usually an unpleasant
experience).

Ins and outs, 1. all the complex physical details of a
place; hence, 2. all the details and intricacies.

in that, because* since.,

in with, associated with in partnership, friendship, etc.

In- (in), [< the prep, in; in words of L. origin < the
L. prep, in], a prefix used: L to mean in, into* within,
on, toward, as in inbreed, infer, induct. 2. as an intensi-

fier^ in some words of Latin or^in, as in instigate.
Assimilated in words of Latin origin to it- before I, as
in illuminate, i>- before r, as in irrigate, and *J- before
m, p, and b, as in immigrate, impeach, imbibe.

in- (in), [L. in-}, a prefix meaning no, not, without, now-,
as in insignificant: assimilated to il- before I, as in

illiterate, *>- before r, as in irresponsible, and im- before
m t f, and b, as in immaterial, imposstibte, imbecile*
-to (in), in chemistry, -ine,

In, in chemistry, indium.
in., [pL IN., INS.], inch; inches.
-i-na (e'ns), [L., fern, of -inus], & suffix used primarily
to form feminine names, titles, occupational designa-
tions, etc., as in Christina, czarina, ballerina.

in-a-biM-ty (in'a-bflV-ti), n. [in- (not) -f aWityl the
quality or state of being unable; lack of ability, capac-
ity, means, or power,

$ln ab-sen-ti-a (in ab-sen'shi-s, in sb-sen'shs), [L.], in

absence; although not present: as, she received her
college degree in absentia: abbreviated La.

tin ab-strac-to (in ab-strak'to), [L.], in the abstract.

in-ac-ces-si'biM-ty (in'sk-ses's-biPa-ti, in'ak-ses's-biF-

a-ti), ft. the quality or state of being inaccessible.
in-ac-ces si-ble (in'ok-sesVb'l, inTak-sesVbf

l), adj,
not accessible; specifically, fl) impossible to reach or
enter, b) that cannot be seen, talked to, influenced,
etc. ; inapproachable, c) not obtainable.

m-ac-ces-si-bly (in'ak-ses'a-bli, in'ak-ses'a-bM), adv. so
as to be inaccessible.

In-ac-cu-ra-cy (in-ak'yoo-ra-si), n. 1. the quality of

being inaccurate; lack of accuracy. 2. [pL INACCURA-
CIES (-siz)], something inaccurate; error; mistake,

in-ac-cu-rate (in-ak'yoo-rit), adj. not accurate; not
correct; not exact: in error.

in-ac-tion (in-ak'shsn), n. absence of action or motion;
inertness or idleness.

in-ac-ti-vate (in-ak'to-vatO, v.t. JINACTIVATBD (-id),
INACTIVATING], 1. to make inactive. 2. to cause (a
military unit, governmental bureau, etc*) to go ottt of

existence; dissolve. 3. in biochemistry, to destroy the
activity of (a serum) by heat,

favac-tive (in-ak'tiv), adj. 1. not active or moving;
inert. 2. not inclined to act: idle; dull 3. not affecting
the plane of polarized light: said of some isomers of

certain optically active crystalline substances.

SYN. Inactive is a general word applied to any person or

thing that is not active, operating, working, in force, etc. (an
inactive machine, bdlplayeff, contract, etc.); Idle is used est>e-

cially of persons who are not at the moment occupied, either

voluntarily, as through indplence, or of necessity (the shutdown
left 2000 workers #*) ; inert is applied to anythmg which has
no inherent power of motion or action (inert matter) or to any
person who seems inherently indisposed to action (the inert

electorate) ; passive refers to something that is acted upon but
does not act in return and, hence, often connotes submissive-

ness or failure to resist (passive compliance). ANT. active,

lively, dynamic.

in-ac-tiv-l-ty (in'ak-tivVti), n. the quality or state of

being inactive.

in-ad*e-qua-cy (in-ad'i-kws-si) , n. \pL INADEQUACIES
(-siz)], quality, state, or instance of being inadequate.

in-ad-e-quate (in-ad'i-kwit), adj. not adequate; not

sufficient; not equal to what is required.
in-ad*mls8i-bil-lty (in'ad-mis'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
of being inadinissible.

in-ad-mis-si-ble (in'ad-mis'9-b'l), adj. not admissible;
not to be admitted, allowed, granted, or conceded.

in-ad-mis-sib-ly (in'ad-mis'o-bli), adv. 1. in an inad-

missible manner. 2. to an inadmissible degrees.

UU.IQ. *j v tiOAga-iu, ,UJLU> ucbjxv'.

in-ad-ver-teii-cy (in'sd-vur't'n-si), n. \pl. INADVER-
TENCIES (-siz)], inadvertence.

in-ad-vert-ent (in'ad-vur't'nt), adj. [in- (not) + obs.

advertent, heeding < L. advertens, ppr. of advertere, to

heed; see ADVERT], 1. not attentive or observant;
negligent; heedless. 2, due to oversight; unintentional.

in-ad-vis-a-ble (in
;

9d-viz'9-bl), adj. not advisable; not
wise or prudent.
-i-nae (i'ne), [L. f fern. pi. of adjectives in -inus, (in

,

T WivfcS8ttBei!>fl f .

near; 4W#ta. fc*ft,
wi oiri

(

;
1
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agreement with ttadtewtood ft$r, mhmh)], & suffix
tised la 2ockg3* to form the names of sub families, M
in Feiinae.

tin M-taTAnm (in St&r'n9in) fL.i to eternity; forever.

iD**to>**btM*t7 (i&^'yw-e-birahti). n. lie quality
cf being inalienable.

te*l*l0n*a>bte (snil'yan-*-b'I), adj. [in- (not) -f- alien*

Mf]f that cannot be taken away or trmnsferred: as,
inalienable fights,

tn-*l*ien*avbly (in-fl'yan-e-bli), adv* so as to be inalien-
able.

In-aRar-m-WH-ty (in-6rtft--*-bil'a-ti) t n. the quality ol

bring inalterable.
ta-fti'tr-**ble (in-61't8r-Q-b'l), adj. that cannot be al-

tensd; unchangeable*
tiKftltr*ftbly (in-dl'tfr-e-btt), adv. in an inalterable

to-mm-e-rm-ta (in-am'a-r&'te, tn'am-wl'ta), w. [It., fern.

of ifi**ffKFld lover, orig. PP. of inmam&rare, to fall in

love], a woman loved; one s sweetheart or mistress.
Lnamora-to (in-amVrl'to, in'am-a-ra'to), n. [see
INAMORATA!, a man loved: a woman's lover.
in-wd-in (in^nd-mO, oaj. & adv, repeatedly with
individuals of the same or closely related stocks: as,
in-end-4n breeding.

id-line (in-in*)* aaj. {L. inanis < in-, not + unexplained
base], 1. empty; vacant. 2. lacking sense or meaning;
foomh: silly, n. that which is inane, especially the
void of infinite space.

tn-an-i-mate (in-an'a-mit), adj. [LL. inanimatus], 1.

not animate; not endowed with (animal) life, 2. not
animated; doll; spiritless. SYN. see dead.
In-a-ni-don (inVnish'an), n. [ME. in-anisioun; OPr.;
LL. inanUio < L. inanitus, pp. of inanire, to empty; <
inanis; see INANE], 1. the quality or condition of being
a&pty: emptiness. 2. exhaustion from lack of food or
an inability to assimilate it,

tn<an-My (ta-anVti), n. [Pr. inanitt; L. inantias, empti-
ness}, 1. the quality or condition of being inane;~~ * "l

f a) emptiness. ft) lack of sense or meaning;
2. IM. INANITIES (-tis)], something inane;
sHIy act, remark, etc,

(in'a-peVs-bl), adj. that cannot be
appeased.
iMp-pe-tence. (in-apVtns), n. [in- (not) + appetenct],
lack of appetite or desire,

in-ap-pe-ten-cy (in-apVtsn-si), n. inappetence.
In-ap-pe-tent (in-ap'a-tant), adj. having or showing in-

appetence.
in-ap-pli-ca-biM'ty (in'ap-li-ks-bil'a-ti, in-ap'K-ks-bil'-
o-ti), n. the quality or condition of being inapplicable.

in-ap-pli ca-ble (in-apli-ks-b'l), adj. not applicable; not
suitable; inappropriate.

in-ap-pll-ca-bly (in-apli-ko-bli), adv. in an inapplicable
manner.

in-ap-po-site (in-ap'o-zit), adj. not apposite; irrelevant;
inappropriate.

In ap pre-ci a-ble (m's-txre'shi-9-bl, in'a-pre'shs-bl),
adj. p~ (not) + apprectaUel too small to be observed
or have any value: negligible,

in ap-pre ci a bly (mVpre'shi-a-bH, in'a-pre'sha-bH),
adv. to an inappreciable degree,

in-ap-pre ci a tive (mVpre'shi-a'tiv, inVpr5'shi-9-tiv) f

adj. lacking appreciation.
in-ap-pre hen-si-ble (m'ap-ri-hen'sa-bl), adj. that can-
not be appreliended, or understood.

in'ap;pre-nen-sion (in'ap-ri-hen'shan), n. lack of appre-
hension.

in-ap-pre-hen-slve (in'ap-ri-hen'siv) , adj. L lacking
the ability to apprehend, or understand. 2. not
perceiving danger, trouble, etc.

in-ap-proach-a*biM*ty (in'a-prochVbil's-ti), n. tae
quality or condition of being inapproachable.

in-ap-proach a ble (in'a-proch'a-b'l), adj. that cannot
be approached.

in ap proach a-bly (in'a-prochVbli), adv. so as to be
inapproachable.

> (in's-pro^pri-it), adj. not appropriate;
"~, or proper.

. ^r 7 , ^.^. 1. not apt; not suitable; inappro-
priate. 2. lacking skill or aptitude: awkward.

in-apt itude (in-ap'to-toodC in-ap'to-tud'), n. lack of
aptitude; specifically, a) lack of suitability, b) lack of
skill.

in-arch (in-arch'), v.t. [in- (in) + arch, p.], t

uniting (a shoot) to another plant while
growing ^on their own roots.
ill-arm (in-SrmOr v.t. to surround with or as with the
arms; embrace.

in-ar-tic-ii-late (in'ar-tik'yoo-Ht), adj. [LL. inarticu-
lotus; see IN- (not) & ARTICULATED 1. produced with-
out the normal articulation of understandable-speech:
said of vocal sounds, as, an inarticulate cry. 2. a) not
able to speak; mute; dumb. 6) not able to speak
understandably or expressively. 3. unexpressed: as,
inarticulate passion. 4. in zoology, without joints* seg-
ments, hinges, or valves.

tin ar-ti-cu-lo mor tis (in ar-tik'yoo-lo' mdr'tis), ELI-
at the point of death.

, to graft by
both ar

inherent existence. 2. es-

in artificial (tn-fir'te-fishn), adj. I. not artificial;
natural. 2. inartistic ; unskillful. 3. unafleeted; simple.

in>ar-ti8'tic (in'Sr-tis'tik), adj. not artistic; specifically,

a) not conforming to the standards or principles of art.

M lacking artistic taste.

te-ar-ds-d-cal-ly (in'ar-tis'ti-k'R in'&vtis'tik-li). ffldn.

in an inartistic manner.
in as much (in'w-muchO. cnj because; since; seeing
that (followed by as).
in*at'tmtion (inVten'shsn), n* 1. failure to give
attention; negligence. 2. a heedless or negligent act.

in-at*ten-live (inVten'tiv), adj. not attentive; heedless;
negligent. SYN. see absent-minded.

in-au-di-blM-ty (in'6-da-biiVti, rn-d'da-bilVti), n. the

quality or condition of being inaudible.
in-au-di-ble (in-6'd^-b'l), adj. [LL. inaudibUis], not
audible; that cannot be heard.

ln*aud-i-bly fin-6'ds-bli), adv. so as to be inaudible.

in-au-gu*ral (in-6'gyoo-ral), adf. |Pr.], of an inaugura-
tion, n. a speech made at an inauguration.

in-au-gu-rate (m-o^gyoo-raY)* v.t. [INAUGURATED (-id),

INAUGURATING], [< L. inauguratus, pp. of inaugurate*
to practice augury, consecrate b^" augury; see IN- (in) &
AUGUR), 1. to induct (an official) into office with a
formal ceremony. 2. to make a formal beginning of;
enter with ceremony: as, the company is inaugitrating
a new policy. 3. to celebrate formally the first public
use of; dedicate: as, the mayor inaugurated the new
library. SYN. see begin.

in-au-gu-ra-tion (in-d'gyoo-ra'shsn), n. (LL. inaugu-
ratio], an inaugurating or being inaugurated.
Inauguration Day, the day on which a newly elected

president of the united States is inaugurated: before
1934, March 4f now, January 20, of the year following
the election.

in-au-gu-ra-tor (in-6'gyoo-ra'tSr), n, a person who in-

augurates.
in-aus-pi-cious (in'6s-pish'as), adj. not auspicious; un-
favorable; unlucky; ill-omened.

in-be-ing (in'be'itt), n. 1. inhe

sence; basic nature.
id-board (in'bdrd', ic/bord'), adv. & adj. [< in board;
see BOARD (ship)], 1. inside the hull or bulwarks of a
ship

t
or boat. 2. in mechanics, toward the inside, n. a

marine motor mounted inboard.
in-born (in'b6rn

/
)

t
adj. [AS. inborm], present in the

organism at birth; innate: natural. SYN. see innate.
in-bound (in'boundO, adj. bound toward the place
where one is: opposed to outbound.
in-breathe (in-bre^') v.t. [ME. iribreihen; after L.

inspirare], [Rare], 1. to breathe in. 2. to inspire.
in-bred (in'bred

7
; for 2, often in'bredO, ad), [pp. of

iribreed], 1. inborn. 2. bred from closely related

parents; resulting from inbreeding. SYN. see innate.
in-breed (in'bred', in'bred'), v.t. [INBRED (-bred',
-bred'), INBREEDING], 1. to form or develop within.
2. to breed by continual mating of individuals of the
same or closely related stocks.
in-burst (in'biirstO, n. 1. a bursting in, inward, or
into. 2. something tnat bursts in.

in-by, in-bye (m^bi7), adv. [in- (in) -f by], [Scot.], toward
the center or interior; inward, adj. [Scot.], located
near by. prep. [Scot.], near to.

inc.,^ I. raclpsttre. 2. included. 3. including. 4. in-
cUnsEve. 5. income. 6. incorporated. 7. increase.
In-ca (irjlca), n. [Sp. < Peruvian native (Quechua)
ynea, prince oi the royal family], 1. any member of a
croup of Quecinmn Indian tribes that dominated ancient
Peru until the Spanish conquest: the Incas had a
highly developed civilization. 2. a king or other mem-
ber of the ruling family of these tribes.
in cage (in-kajOt v.t. to encage.
In-cajT-cu-la'btM-ty (in'kal-kyoo-la-bil'a-ti, in-kal'kyoo-
lo-bil^-ti), n. 1. the quality or state of being incalcu-
lable. 2. \pl. INCALCULABILITIES (-tiz)] f something in-
calculable.

in-cal cu-la ble (in-kal'kyoo-la-bl), adj. 1. that can-
not be calculated; too great or too many to be counted.
2. too uncertain to be counted on: unpredictable.
in cal cu-la bly (in-kallcyoo-^bli), adv. too as to be
incalculable.
in ca les cent (in'ka-les/'nt), adj. [L. incalesctns; see
IN- (intensw) & CALESCENT}, [Rare], becoming hotter.

In cam er a (in kam'eV-o), [LM in chamber], L in a
judge s private office rather than in open court. 2. in
closed session^ as a committee meeting or bearing riot

open to the pubic; secretly.
In can (in/kan), adj. of the Incas, their empire, or
civilizatio. n. 1. an Inca. 2. "Quechtta,

in can desce (in'fen-des'), v.i. A v*t LINCANDESCED
(-destO, INCANDESCING], 0U incandwcer^ t6 become
or make incandescent.

in can des cence (in^ksn-des^ns)'/ n. a being cc be-
coming incandescent.

in can-des cen-cy (in
in can des-cent (kt

/

kan-d:es^ii%
ppr. of incan&escere; eee;'ti'

glowing with; in-tense heats
hot. * 2. veiry Bright; sfasmfe
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RIAMENT

INCANDESCENT LAMP

1. not capable; lacking
2. in

incandescent lamp, a lamp in which the light is pro-
duced by a filament of con-
ducting material contained in

a vacuum and heated to in-

candescence by an electric

current.
in-can-ta-tion (m'kan-ta'-
shan), 7t. [ME. incantation; LL,
incantatio < pp. of L. incantare;
in-, in 4- centare, to sing, chant],
1 . the cnanting of magical words
or a formula in casting a spell
or performing other magic. 2.

the words or formula so chant-
ed. 3, any magic or sorcery.

in-ca-pa-bil-i-ty (in'ka-po-bil'-
a-ti, in-ka'pa-biFa-ti), n. the

quality or state of being inca-

pable; incapacity,
ica-pa-ble <in-kS'po-b'l), adj. ._.._,

the necessary ability, competence, strength, etc.

law, not legally qualified or eligible.

incapable of 1. not allowing or admitting; not able to
accept or experience: as, incapable of change. 2. lack-

ing the ability or fitness for: as, incapaUe of sustained
thought. 3. not legally qualified for.

iH'Capa-bly (in~kS*po-bli), adv. in an incapable manner.
in-ca-pa cious (inta-pa'shas), adj. [< ILL. incapax,
incapable; + -ious], 1. not capacious; lacking capacity.
2. lacking mental capacity; mentally deficient.

in-ca-pac-1-tate (inTca-pasVtatO, v.t. [INCAPACITATED
(-id), INCAPACITATINGL [< incapacity -f- -ofc], 1. to
make unable or unfit; especially, to make incapable of
normal activity; disable. 2. in law, to make ineligible;
disqualify.

in-ca-pac-i-ta-tion (in'ka-pas'a-ta'shon), n. an incapac-
itating or being incapacitated.

iH'ca-pac-i-ty (in'ko-pas'o-ti), n. \pl. INCAPACITIES
(-tiz) J t 1. lack of capacity, power, or fitness; disability.
2. legal ineligibility or disqualification.

in-car-cer-ate (in-kar'sa-ratOt v.t. [INCARCERATED (-id),

INCARCERATING], [< ML. incarcerates* pp. of incarcerare,
to imprison < L. tn, in 4- career, prison [,

1. to imprison;

jail.
2. to shut up; confine, adj. (m-kaVsSr-it),

[Archaic], confined.
ln-car-cer-a-tion (m-kar'sa-ra'shan), n. [ML. incarcer-

atio], an incarcerating or being incarcerated.
in-car-cer-a-tor (m-kar'sa-ra'ter), n. a person who in-

carcerates,
in-car-di-nate (in-kar'da-nSt'), v.t. [INCARDINATED (-id),

INCARDINATING], [< pp. of ML. tncardinare; see m-
(in) & CARDINAL], in the Roman Catholic Church* 1. to
install (a priest, deacon, etc.) in a specified diocese, etc.

2. to make (a person) a cardinal.
in-car-na-dine (m-kar'na-dih', in-kar'na-din), adj. [Fr.
incarnadin; It. incarnatino < incarnato; LL. incarnatus;
see INCARNATE], 1. flesh-colored; pink. 2. red: es-

pecially, blood-red, n. the cok>r of either flesh or blood.
v.t. [INCARNADINED (-dind', -dind), INCARNADINING], to
make incarnadine*

in-car-nate (in-kar'nit; also, and for v. always, in-

kar'nat), adj. [MB.; LL. incarnatus, pp. of incarnari,
to be made flesh < in-, in + caro, carnis, flesh], 1.

endowed with a human body; in human form: per-
sonified: as, he is evil incarnate. 2. a) flesh-colored;
pink, ty red: rosy. v.t. [INCARNATED (-id), INCAR-
NATING], 1. to provide with flesh or a body; embody.
2. to give actual form to; make real. 3. to be the type
or embodiment of (a Quality or concept): as, he in-
carnates the courage of the whole race.

in-car-na tion (rn
/
icajr-na*

/
shan), n. [ME. incarnacion;

OPr. incarnatiun; LL. incarnatio < pp. of incarnari;
see INCARNATE], 1. endowment with a human body:
appearance in human fonn. 2. [I-J, the taking on or

human form arid nature by Jesus conceived or as the
Son of God. 3. any person or animal serving as the
embodiment of a goo, or spirit. 4, any person or thing

, serving as the type or embodiment of a quality or

concept: as, he is the incarnation of courage.
In case (in-kay), v.t. to encase.
la-case ment (m-kas'mant), n. 1. an incasing or being
incased. 2;. something that incases.

in cau tion (in-k8'shan), n. Ikck of caution.
in-cau tious (in-k&'shas), adj. not qautious; not careful
or prudent; reckless; rashv ,

,

.'

in-cen-di a-rism (in^en^lira^riz'm), it. [< mcendiary +
-ism}, ju the willftti destruction of property by ire.
Z, the willful stirring up of strife, riot, rebeMoii, etc.

in cen-di-ar-y (m-sen'di^er'i), adj. [L. mcendiarms* set-

ting on fire, an mceadiary < incenMum^ a fire < in-

cendere; see INCENSE (to anger)], 1. having to do with
the wUlfui destruction of property by fire. 2. causing
or designed to cause fires; as certain substances, bombs,
etc- & wilMly staomgup strife, riot, rebellion, etc.

;!.'.
a person .who willfully

destroys propertY ^W ^re* 2. a person who willfully
stirs up strife, not rebellion, etc. 3. an incendiary
bomb, substance, etc.
in-ccnse (in'sens), n. (MR ansens, encenz; OPr. encens;
LL. incensum, mcense, neut. of L. fju&jisics, pp. of
incendcre; see INCENSE (to anger)], 1* any substance
producing a pleasant odor when burned: used in some
religious ceremonies. 2. the smoke or fragrance from
sticit a substance; hence, 3. any pleasant odor. 4.

pleasing attention, praise, or admiration, v.t. [IN-
CENSED (-senst), INCENSING], 1 . to make fragrant with
or as with incense; perfume. 2. to burn or offer incense
to. vj, to burn incense.

in-cense (in-aensO, v.t. [INCENSED (-senstO, INCENSING],
[OPr. incenser, encenser < L. incensus, pp. of mcendere,
to set on fire, inflame < in-, in, on -f candere, to shine,
glow, burn), to make very angry; fill with wrath; enrage.
in-cense-ment (in-sens'mant), n. 1. an fnceming, or
making angry. 2. a being incensed.

in-cen-tive (in-sen'tiv), adj. {MB. inccntiue; L. incen-
timts < pp. of incinere, to sing < w*-t in* on -f canere,
to sing], influencing to action; encoairaging; stimulating;
motivating, n. something that influences to action;
stimulus^ encouragement. SYN* see motive,

in-cept (in-septO. v.t. [L. inceptare to begin, freq. of
incipere; see INCIPIENT], 1. to begin or trnderwoeu
2. to take in; receive; specifically, to ingest; intussus-
cept: as, amoebas incept fcKxlparudes,

in cep tion (in-sep>shan), n. fL. inceptfa) < inceptus. ppi
of incipert; see INCIPIENT], a beginning or being begun;
start; commencement. SYN. see origin,

in-cep tiye (in-sep'tiv), adj. [OFr. incepHf < L. facepims,
pp. of incipere; see INCIPIENT], 1. beginning; intro-
ductory; initial, 2. in grammar; expressing the begin-
ning ot an action, n. an inceptive verb or phrase

in-cer-ti-tude (in-suVta^tood', in-sQr/ta-tudO, n* [Pr.;
ML. incertitude < L. incertus, uncertain], 1. an tin-
certain state of mind: doubt. 2. insecurity.

in-ces-san-cy (in-ses^n-si), n. the state or quaKty of
being incessant*

in-cessant (in-ses'*nt), adj. [Fr.; LL. incessans; L.
i-, not + cessans? ppr. of cessare, to cease], not stop-
ping; never ceasing; continuing or being repeated
without interruption; constant. SYN. see continual.

in-cest (in'sest)^ n. [ME.; L. incestum* unchastity, in-

cest, neut. of mcestus, unchaste < in-, not + castus,
chaste], 1. sexual intercourse between persons too
closely related to marry legally. 2. in ecclesiastical

usage, spiritual incest.
in-ces tuous (in-ses'choo-as), adj.fL. incesfawwsl 1.

guilty of incest. 2. of, or having the nature of, incest.
inch (inch), n. [ME. inche; AS. ynce; L. uncia, tweto
part, inch, ounce], 1. a measure of length, equal to

1/12 foot (2.54 centimeters): symbol (e-g./ 1CK1
):

abbreviated in. (sing. &* pL\ : square inch is a measure
of surface area; cubic inch is a measure of volume or
cubic content. 2. a fall (of rain,, snow, etc.) equal to the
amount that would cover a surface to the depth of one
inch. 3. a unit of pressure as measured by a barometer
or manometer, equal to the pressure balanced by the
weight of a one-inch column of Mquid, usually mercury,
in the instrument 4. a very small amount, degree,
or distance; trifle; bit. v.t. & v.i. to move by inches
or degrees; move very slowly.
by inches, gradually; slowly; by <

every Inch, in all respects; tnorou^
inch by inch, gradually; slowly; by d< _
within an inch of, not far from; almost to; very near.
within an inch of one's life, almost to one's death;
very near to losing one's life.

inch (inch), n. [Gael, innis, island], in Scotland and
Ireland, an isolated piece of land, as an island or hill.

inch-meal (mch'mer), adv. \inch -f meal; cf. PIECE-
MEAL], gradually: inch, by inch: also by Inch-meal.
in-cho-ate (in-ko'itf inlco-at'), adj. [L. inchoatus, in-

cohatus, pp. of inchoare, incphare, to begin], just begun;
in the early stages; incipient; rudimentary.
incho a tion (in'ko-a'shan), n. [L. inchoatio, incahaiio;
see INCHOATE], a beginning; early stage.
in cho-a-tive (in-ko^a-tiv, rn'ko-a'tiv), adj. 1. [Rare],
inchoate, 2. in grammar\ inceptive ^ expressing the
beginning of an action, n. an inceptive verb. Abbre-
viated incho., inch.
inch-worm (mch'wurmO, n. a measuring worm; larva
of a geometrM moth.
incidence (in'si-dans), n. [ME. (North); OPr. < in-

cident; see INCIDENT] 1. the act, fact, or manner of

falling upon or influencing. 2.
%
the degree or range of

occurrence or effect : extent of influence. 3. in geometry,
partial coincidence between two figures, as of a line and
a point contained in it. 4^ in physics, a) the falling of
a fine, or a ray of light, projedme, etc. moving in a fine,
on a surface,
angle of incidence.
incident (in'si-dsnt)^ adj. fPr.; L,

. ,

direction of such falling. See also
;

mcidens t ppr. f
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incidcre, to fall upon < in-, on -f 04**, to fall], i.

likely to happen in connection with; natwmBy attach-
ing to; attendant cm: as, the cares incuttwt to leader-

ship. 2. falling upon, striking, or affecting: as, incident

rays, 3, in Item, dependent upon or involved in some-
tanc else: as, lisa maintenance of the estate was
incident to Ms inheritance, is* (MB. incydentel I.

mxMwtn^ what) bsppttis; event; occnrrsnc& 2. soroc-

tbing that happens as a result cf or in connection with
something mere important; minor event or episode,
especially one in a novel, play, etc, 3. In law, some-
thing incident to something <sl*B SJW. see occurrence.
ta^tea-tal (in'ai-den't'l), adj. [nuifait -f -ofl, I, hap-
pening or likely to happen as a result of or in connection
with something more important; being an Incident;
casual; hence, 2. secondary or minor, but usually
associated: as, the incidental costs of education, n.

1, something incidental. 2. pi miscellaneous items or
expenses. 3. in music, a grace note, etc, immediately
preceding, or included in, a chord to which it does sot
jirwerly Delong. SYN. see accidental.

iiici*d!Ci"tal*ly (in'si-den'tl-i), octo. i. in an incidental

manner; by chance; accidentally, 2. by the way: an
expression used in introducing a new but related tope.
incidental music, music played in connection with the
presentation of a play, motion picture, poem, etc. in
order to heighten the mood or effect on the audience;
mood music,
incte-r*ste (In-sin's-rlt'), vt* & lu. [INCINERATED
(-id), INCINERATING), [< ML. intineratns, pp. of *-
cintrarc, to burn to ashes < L. in, in, to + tints, cineris,

ashes), to burn to ashes; burn up; cremate.
fahctoiarc-tioit (in-smVra'shsn), n. [Fr.; ML. incto-
tratio], an incinerating or being incinerated.
in-dn er-a-tor (in-dn'a-ri'tCir), n. a person or thing
that incinerates; specifically, a) a furnace or other
ileviee for burning trash, b) a crematory.

in-cip-i-ence (tn-sii/i-Qns}, a. the fact or condition of
ginning; first stage.
i-n-si) n. incipience.
ant), adj. [L: incipient, ppr. of in-

, take tip < tJK ia, on + capere, to
in the first stage of existence; Just beginning to

exist or to come into notice: as, am incipient tumor.

Pnwi-fit (im%ii>-it), [L,], {here) begins: a word some-
tfaaes placed at the begmning of medieval manuscripts;
hence, n. a beginning.

itt-cis (pM&f), v.L [INCISED f-sfzdO, INCISING], [Fr.
indser < JU incisus, pp. of inctderg, to cut into < *-,
into -f cmdere, to cut), 1. to cut into with a sharp
toot 2. to make (figures, inscriptions, etc.) by cutting;
engrave; carve.
in-dsed (in-sl10 adj. [PP- of indse}, L <) cut into.

) engraved or carved. 2. having the edges deeply
notched, as a leaf.

In-d-aion (in-sizh'sn), n, 1. an incising.

being incipient; a
te-cip-i*cii-cy (in-

in-cip4-ent (in-si

v to begin*

indsiagr; cut; gash. 3. incisive quality.
into a tissue or organ.

2. a result of
4. in swrgery,

a cut made into a tissue or organ.
in-ci rfve (m-sf'siv), adj. JML. meteiws < L. farisus;
see INCISE], 1. cutting into; hence; 2. sharp; keen;
penetrating; piercing; acute: as, an mdswc mmd inci-
sfaie language. 3. of an incisor.

J$"YN. tncMro is appKed to speech or writing that seems to
penetrate directly to the heart of the matter, resotting m a
deaf and unambiguous statement (an incisive criticism);
trenchant implies dean-cut expression that results in sharply
defined categories, differences, etc. (a frtmckami analysis);
cutting implies incisive qualities but also connotes such
harshness or sarcasm as to hurt the feelings (his cutting al-
lusion to her inefficiency) ; biting implies a caustic or stinging
quality that makes a deep impression on the mind <Wa\ming
satire).

ind sor (in-sI'zeV), n. [Mod, L. < L. incism (see IN-
CISE) ; + -or], a cutting tooth; any of the front teeth
between the canines in either jaw: symbol, I: abbre-
viated i. : see tooth, illus,

in-ci-so-ry (in-si'seV-i), adj. [incisor + -y], capable of or
designed for cutting.

in-cl-ta-tjUm (m'a-ta'shian, in'si-ta'shsn), n. |Fc; L.
an inciting..

iii-cite (in-sit/). v.t. [iNcrrKb (-id), INCITJNGJ, [Pr. fa-
ciUr: L. tncitare; in~ int cto + citare, to set in motion,
urge], to urge to action; stimulate; stir up; rouse.
jSYN.-Hbttclt* implies an urgmg or stimulating to action,
either in a favorable or unfavorable sense (she incited Mm to
heroic deeds); instigate always, implies responsibility for
initiatuiff the action and usually conmo&s a bad or evil purpose
(lago insti&tted Othello to murder) ; aroue. in thig connection,
naeas little more than a brmging1 into being or action (it
aroused my suspicions) ; foment suggests continued incitement
owto eactended period of time (She unjust taxes fomented
*e'belhoa),-%AOT. restrain, inhibit. ,

in-cite-ment (in-sit'niant), n. 1. an inciting. 2. some-
thing that incites; stimulus; incentive.

in-ci-riH-ty tin'si-vil'o-ti), n. [pi. INCIVILITIBS (-tiz)],

[Fr. incinIM; LL* incivilttas < L. inciviUs, uncivfl],
1. a lack of'courtesy or politeness; rudeness. 2. a rude
or discourteous aet.

in-ci-vism (in'si-viz'm), n. fPr. wcinisme; see IN* (not) &

CIVISM], lack of loyalty to one's country or government.
tad., 1. inclosure. 2. including. 3. inclusive.

in-clem-en-cy (in-klern'sn-si), n. [pi. iNCLEirENciEs

(-siz)j, [L. inclemeniia], quality, condition, or instance
of being inclement.

in clem-ent (tn-klem'ant), ?/. [L. indemens; see m-
(not) & CLEMENTj, 1. unfavorable; rough; severe;
stormy. 2. lacking mercy or leniency; harsh.

in-clin*ft-ble (in-klxn'-b'i). */ 1. inclined; favorably
disposed. 2. that can be inclined.

in-clina-tion (in'kla-nS'shaii), n. (ME.; I* indinatio <
pp. of indinare; see INCLINE], 1. a bending, leaning, or

sloping. 2. bend: lean; slope; slant. 3. the extent or

degree of incline from a horizontal or vertical position,
course, etc. 4. the difference in direction of two lines,

planes, or surfaces as measured by the angle between
them. 5, a) a particular disposition or bent of mind;
bias; tendency, b) a liking or preference. 6. any
action, practice, or thing toward which one is inclined.
SYN.~~inclination refers to a more or less vague mental
disposition toward some action, practice, or thing Qhe had an
inclination to refuse); leaning suggests a general inclination

toward something bat implies only the direction of attraction
and not the final choice (Dr. Green had always had a leaning
toward the study of law); bnt and propensity imply a
natural or inherent indination, the latter also connoting an
almost uncontrollable attraction (she has a bent for art, he has
a pmpnstty for getting into trouble) ; proclivity usually sug-

? inclination as a result of habitual indulgence, ustt-

INCUNED
PLANE

INCLINED PLANE

characterized by inclination; leaning.
Incline (in-klinO v*L {INCLINED (-BlndO, INCLINING),
[ME. endinen; QFr. enainer; L. fndinare; *"-, on, to -f

dinare* to lean], 1. to deviate from a horizontal or
vertical position, course, etc.; lean; slope; slant. 2. to
bend or bow the body or head. 3. to have a particular
disposition or bent of mind, body, etc. : have a tendency;
hence, 4. to have a preference or liking, f?f, 1. to
cause to lean, slope, slant, etc.; bend. 2. to give a
tendency to; make willing; dispose; influence, n. (in'-

klin, in-klin/)> an inclined plane or surface; slope;

grade; slant.
incline one's ear, to pay heed; listen wittingly.

in-clined (in-kEndO, adj [pp. of indme], I. having an
inclination; specifically, a) sloping; leaning. 6) disposed;
willing; tending. 2. forming an angle with another
line, plane, or body.

Inclined plane, any plane surface set at an angle
against a horizontal surface;
sloping plane*

ln-cii*nom-e-ter (in'kl-
nomVter), JL [< incline +
wefer], !. a magnetic nee*
die free to swing in a verti-

cal plane, used to indicate
the direction of the earth's

magnetic force*
m
2. an in-

strument measuring the an-
gle of incKnation of a sur-
face: clinometer. 3. a turn-and-bank indicator of an
airplane.

in-close (in-kloz'), v.t. [INCLOSED (-klozdO, INCLOSING].
[ME. indosm, cndosen; see ENCLOSE], 1. to shut in all

around; surround; hem in; fence in. 2. to put into a
receptacle, 3. to insert in an envelope, etc. together
with a letter. 4. to contain. Also spelled enclose.
in clo sure (inrkl5'zher) n. [var. of tndosurt], 1. an
inclosing or being inclosed. 2. something that incloses,
as a fence, walk etc. 3. soknething inclosed ; specifically,
a) an inclosed place or area. &) a document, money,
etc. inclosed in an envelope with a letter. Abbreviated
inc., incl. Also spelled enclosure.
in chid a ble (m-Mrod'Q-bl), adj. that can be included.
in elude On-MoW), v.t. [INCLUDED (-id), INCLUDING],
[ME. inimden! Lf indufore < !#-, in -f da&dere,

f

to
shut, dOse], 1. to enclose; shut up or in, 2. to nave as

part of a whole; contain; comprise; hence, 3. to take
into account; con^aHeir as part pf a whole; put in a total,
category, etc.: as* I indudeme ^e dolars you owe me.
51K. -include im|dies a cor^aiffin^ as part of a whole;
comprise, in discriminating use, means to consist of and takes
as its object the, vaip>u parts mat make up the wholfe (Ws
library comprises 2900 voteites a^ad includes xnaiiy"ttrst eottiotis) ;

comprehend suggests that the object Is contained within the
total scope or rang of the suWec^ sometimes by implication
(t^e word "betat^** et)m*reiw$s vado* condeptB)?

1 embrace
streaaes the variety of objects comprehended (he had embraced
a wimber of hobbie>|"Im^e faaplies mduaim of aniob^ct
becaas of its comecpoi, unfa Ite subtedf as a

.

m boianyi, wi^h sH-
wlfelia m^ petals,

ANT. eatdiidek

in-clud-ed (in-Hood'i
closed,, contained, OE
mens. and pistMs
sheath,

mfa^*dl*m,
9glfK^^fliSk
.iWfyn&W'Ww



inclusion body 737 densable

, any of various small particles tsctirring
the leucocytes in various diseases, especially in

scarlet fever.

to-dii-sivc (in-kloo'siv), adj. (ML. indmims < L, in-

dsmts, pp. of indmdere], 1. including or tending to

include; especially;, taking^ everything into acccmnt;
reckoning everytning. 2. including the terms, limits,

or extremes mentioned: as, a vacation from the first to
the tenth inclusive is a vacation of ten days* Abbrevi-
ated Incl., Inc.

inclusive of, including* taking into account.

In co er ci ble (in'kS-urWbl), adj. 1. that cannot be
coerced. 2. in physics, incapable of being reduced to a
liquid by pressure: said of a gas.
in cog (in-kogO adj., adv., n. [CoUoq.], Incognito,

in>cog*l*ta*ble (in-koj'a-te-b'l), adj. [L. inco&tabUis; see

IN- (not) & COGITABLE], unthinkable.

in-cog-i-tant (in-koj'a-tant), adj. [L. incogitans; in-, not
-j- cogttans, ppr. of cogitwe, to cogitate, think], un-
thinking; thoughtless.
In-cog-m-ta (in-kog'ni-ts), n. <& adj. [pi INCOGNITAS

(-taz)], [It.], feminine of incognito.
in-cog-nl-to (in-kog'ni-to', in'kag-ne'ta), adv. &adj. [It.

< L. incognitus, unknown; in-, not -f- cognitus, pp. of

cognoscere, to know], with true identity unrevealed or

disguised; under an assumed name, rank, etc.: as, the
duke traveled incognito, n. \pL INCOGNITOS (-toz')J,

L a person who is incognito. 2. a) the state of being
incognito. <&) the disguise assumed. Abbreviated Incog.
SYN. see pseudonym.

in-cog-ni-zant (in-kog'ni-29nt, in-kon'i-zsnt), adj. not
cognizant (of).

Jn-co-her-ence (in'ko-hr
/
9ns), n. 1. lack of coherence;

a being incoherent. 2. incoherent speech, thought, etc.

!n-co*her*en-cy (in'ko-hr/9n-si), n. [pi. INCOHERBNCIES
(-siz)], incoherence,

iirco-ner-ent (in'ko-h&r'snt), adj. not coherent; spe-
cifically, a) lacking cohesion; not sticking together.
b) not logically connected; disjointed; rambling, c)

characterized by incoherent speech, thought, etc.

in-com-bus-ti-biM-ty (in'kam-bias'ts-baVti), n. the

quality or state of being incombustible.
in-com-bus-ti-ble (in'kQm-bus't^b'l), adj. not com-
bustible; that cannot be burned; fireproof, n. an in-

combustible substance.
in-come (in'kum), n. [ME. < AS. in, in + cuman, to
cornel 1. a coming in. 2. the money or other gain
periodically receivea by an individual, corporation,
etc., for labor or services, or from property, invest-

ments, operations, etc.: abbreviated inc.

in-com-er (in'kum'e'r), n. a person or thing that comes
in or follows another.
income tax, a tax on income or on that part of income
which exceeds a certain amount,
in-com-ing (m'kum'iij), adj. [ME. < incomen, to come
in; AS. incuman], coming in or about to come in: as,

incoming profits, n. La coming in, 2. what comes in.

itt'Com-men-^i-ra-bil-I-ty (in'ka-men'shoor-o-birs-ti,
inTcs-men'seV-s-bil's-ti), n. the quality or state of being
incommenstirable.
in-com-men-sti-ra-ble (m^s-men'shoor-9-bl, inlca-

meo/s&r-a-b'l), adj. [ME. incommensurabttis; see ar-

(not) & COMMENSURABLE], 1. that cannot be measured
or compared by the same standard or measure; without
a common standard of comparison: as, coins and trees

are incommensurable* 2, not worthy of comparison; asv

your belief is incommensurable with truth. 3; having
no common divisor: said of two or more numbers or

quantitiesc n. an incommensurable thing, quantity;
etc.

in-com-men-su ra-bly (in'kp-men'shoor-^bli, in'ka-

men'seV-a-bli), adv. 1. in an mcommensurabfe manner.
2. to an incommensurable degrea
in-com-men-811-rate (in'ko-men'shoor-it, urk^faen'-

sSr-it), adj. not conuraensurate; specifically, a) not
in measttre or size, &) not proiportionate; not
ate: as, his abffity is incotnmenswrate to his work.
t cannot be measured* or {conijpafed fry the same

standard or measure; inbomtEteasafele, - '

,

ln-com-mode fin'ks-moa?), w.t. [liTCOMMODlBD fid), INT-

COMMODING], [Frv fwcommoder; L* iwwmmpdare < in~

commodus, inconveniently *-, mot 1+ commod&sr con-

venient], to inconvenience; tjiing^ cmscomfott fe; put
'

'

'

uaable or not Qowred to csommiiiiicmte; cat ctf from
of coaummkatioc!: as, ttte fffisoaers were held

In-com-mo di oils

commodious], 1. causing inconventeiied;
ttWMesoine. 2. ineoarenlenilir

1small,
'

ni-ka-tiv), adj. not ccmmunicatrve; not mclined to talk;
rcserve4; reticent.
in-com-mut-a-ble (m^ks-mu't^-b'l), adj. [L. incom-
mutahilis; see IN* (not) ib COMMUTABLE], that cannot be
changed or exch&iiral
in-com-mut-a bly pn^ka-mii^td-bH), adv. in an incom-
mtitable nsanner.

in-corn-pact (in K3m-pakt'), adj. not compact; loosely
assembled; not sold.

in-com*jpa*ra*biM-ty (in'kom-pelr-o-biFs-ti, k^koiB'-
pra-bil'a-ti), n, the quality or state of being incom-
parable.
in com-pa-ra ble (in-kom'per-o-b*!, ki-koin'pn9-bl) f

adj. that cannot be compared; specifically, &) hairing
no basis of comparison: haviiig no charaoteiirtics in

common; incodoimensiirable. b) beyond coiBparfsOB; tm-
equaled; matchless; peerless: as, incomparable skill.

in-com-pa-ra-bly (ia-kom'pe^r-o-
adv. in an incomparable manner;

,

compatibilitt], 1. the quality of being incompatible;
inaoility to live together Imrmonioasly or get along
well with each other; disagreement. 2. ]&. WOOMPAH-
BHITIES (-tiz)]. something incompatible.

in com pat i ble (in'kOTa-pt'-b'l), adj. [M.I+, mcwnt-
patibtit$\ f 1. not compatible: not in faannooy or agree^
ment; incongruous (often followed by wtihy, 2. that
cannot be held at one time by the same jperson; saM
of positions, ranks, etc. 3. in medicine & pkamwey,
not suitable for being mixed or used together; said of
substances having an tmdesirable action on each other
or on the body. n. usually in pL an ineomptibk
person or thing.

in-com-pat-i-bly (in'ksm-patVbli), adv. in an incom-
patible manner.
in-com-pe-tence (in-kom'po-tens), n* [Pr. incompetence}*
the quality, state, or fact of being incompetent,

in-com-pe-ten-cy (in-koin'
t

p0-t9n-si), n. incompetence.
in-com-pe-tent (in-kom

f
p9-tnt), adj. [Fr. incompetent;

LL. incompetens; see IN- (not) & COMPETENT}, 1. witi^
out adequate ability, knowledge, fitness, etc.; failing
to meet requirements; iocapaole; unskfllruL

2.^
not

legally qualified. n an incompetent person; especially,
one who is mentally deficient.

in-com-plete (in^kam-pletO, adj. [LL. incomplete; see
IN- (not) & COMPLETE!, 1. lacking a part or parts; not
whole; not ML 2. unfinished;; not conehideo. S< not
perfect; not thorough. 4. designating or of a caemfeal
reaction that is reversible.

in-complete ly (in
/
k9m-plet

/
li), adv. not completely;

not entirely : imperfecliy. /
i

In-com ple-tion (in'ksm-ple'shan), n. the state of being
incomplete, '

,

<

', i

,

in-com pli ance Qn'ksnv^E'ans), m a belpig incom-
pliant.
tn*comj>H-an-cy (in'kgm-pS'an-si), n. incompliance.
in-com-pll-ant (in'kam-' mlian
not yielding; not pliant.

, . .

'ant), adj. not compliant;

in com pre hen si-bil-I-ty ,__ _
in-kom^pri-hen's9-bil

/
b-t& f

, n. the qttakfcy or fact of

being incomprehensible.
in-com-pre-hen-sl-ble 6n/

komrprirhen/s9-b% in-konr-
pri-hen'sa-bl) , adj. }. nogcomprehensible: that cannot
be tinderstood,; tuodnt^Hgjble. 2. fArchaic], illimitable.

pri-hen^d-bli), adv.^ in an mcomprehensible manner;

in-com-pre-hen-sive (in'kom-pri-hen'siv, in-kom'pci-
hen'sivj, adj. J. not inclusive; including little. 2, not
able to comprehend well: understanding little.

in corn-press i-bility (in'ksm-pres'Q-bil'Q-ti), n, tne

quality pr state of being incompressible.
in com-presa i ble (in

/

k8ni-pres'9-bl) adj. that cannot
be compressed.__

^iaiHca^bie (tri^kQ^hTu'ni-S^-b
1^, od^t'fLlA' in-

?| that cadnot be coninica*ea r

pr told.

mu-ni<a-bly (m'ka-mu'ni-ks-bli), ady. 'In an

quality of .

in com-put-a-ble (in'kam-put'd-bl), ad/, that cannot

lti-CGtt-c^v-a4^1*i-ty (m'kan-seVo-bilVti), n. the qual-
ity of being inconceivable.
In*con-ceiv-a-ble (in'ksn-sev'a-b'l), adj. that cannot be
bowterved; that cannot be thought df, undte^stood,
imagined, or believed.

' '
''

"

tecon-cetv-a-bty (in'lcan-seWbH), adv. 1. m an in-

conceivable manner. 2. to an mtfoncelYable degree.
in-con-clu-sive (in'kan-kloo'siv), "adp not
not decisive; not final; meffeetfv^

ll^ty, in con den si bil i ty
n. t^Q^al^y,of being incondensable.



incondite 738 mcomi
in-con dlte Qa-kon'dft) adj. [L, inamditus; in- t not f
condiius, pp. of cm^re, to put together; see CONDITION^,
1. |Xxsf!y constructed ; said of literary works* 2, lucking
finish or refinement; unpolished; crude.
in-con form i-ty (in'ka&f6r'in0-ti), n. lack of con-
formity.

fcfrcon-ttra-cnt fia^oi/grdo-aat}, <Mtf [L, fnam$rwnsl
not congruent ;j incongnsotis.
in-con-j^ro-i-ty (m'kan^r&Vflhti), n. [ML. inconirnit&s
< 1+ tmmfmm], 1. tfie ooadhiaa, quality, or fact of

being iiKXPOffraous: specifically, a) lack of harmony or
agreement* t) lack of fitness or appropriateness. 2.

tl. INCONGRUITIES {-til}], something incongruous.
in-con-gru-ous (m-kor/grod-os), flcfy*. [L. tnccngruus],
not con^graotis; not congruent; specifically, u) lacking
lnncmy or agreement; incompatible, b) haviog in-

consistent or inhanr.cnicus _parts, elements, etc. c) not
cwrwpcasding to what is right, proper, or reasonable;
unsuitable; inappropriate*

In*iii-eecMi'tive (in'kan-sek'yoo-tiv), adj. not consec-
utive.

in-con-sequence (in-kon'si-kwens', in-koui'si-kwais),
n. quality or instance of being inconsequent; absence
of logic, logical sequence, or relevance.

in-cpn-se-quent (in-kon'sl-kwent', in-kon'si-kwant),
adj. |L. inconsequent], not c?cosequent; specificallyf a)
sot following as a result, b] not following as a logical
inference or conclusion; irrelevant, c) not proceeding
in logical sequence; characterized by lack of logic.

in-con-se-quen-tial (in'kon-si-kwen'shal, in-kon'si-

kwen'shal}, ad/. 1, inconsequent; illogical. 2. of no
consequence; unimportant; trivial, n. something in*
coosecroentiai.

in-con-sid'er-a-ble (in'kon-tiid'&r-e-b'l), adj. not worth
consideration; unimportant; trivial; small.

in-con-aid er-a-bly (in'kan-sid'&>9~bli) adv. 1. in an
inconsiderable manner. 2. to an inconsiderable degree.

in-con-sid-er-ate (in'ksfi-sid'&'-it), ad/. L insufficiently
considered: ill-advised. 2. without thought or con-
sideration Ice others; thoughtless; heedless.

in-con-sid er-a-tton (inOcon-^dVra'shon), n. [LL. In-

<a*sMratfo), lack of consideration; inconsiderate act.
in-con-sist-ence (in'kan-sis'tens), n. inconsistency.
in-con-sist-ency (in'kon-^ftan-si), n. 1. the quality
or state of being inconsistent. 2. [pi. INCONSISTENCIES
C"^)J something inconsistent; inconsistent act, remark,
etc;

in-con-sis-tent (in'ksn-sis'tent), adj. not consistent;
Specifically, a) lacking agreement in kind, nature,
form, etc.; not in harmony or accord; incompatible: as,
practice inconsistent with belief, b) not uniform; not
iiolding together; self-contradictory: as, an inconsistent
narrative, c} not holding to the same principles or
practice; changeable: as, inconsistent behavior.

in-con-sol-a-bil i ty (in'kan-solVbil'd-ti), n the con-
dition of being inconsolable.

in con-sol-a-ble (m'ksn-sol's-b'l), ad/, that cannot be
consoled: disconsolate; brokenhearted.
in con-sol-a-bly (m'kan-sol'd-bli). adv. in an incon-
solable manner.

in-con-so nance (in-kon'so-nans), n. the quality or
state of being inconsonant.
in con sonant (in-kon'sa-nont), adj. not consonant;
not at harmony or agreement; discordant.

in con-spic-u ous (in'kdn-spik'u-ds), adj. {LL. mcon-
spictcmj, not conspicuous; hard to see or perceive;
attracting Httle attention; not striking.
in con stan cy (in-kon'sten-si), n. [L.tnconstantfal the
state or quality of being inconstant: especially, a) lack
of firmness in mind or purpose. &) unsteadiness or
fickleness in affections or loyalties, c) lack of uniform-
ity in nature, value, etc.; irregularity.

In-con-stant (in-kon'stant), adj. not constant; change-
able; specifically, a) not remaining firm in mind or
purpose. 6) unsteady in affections or loyalties; fickle.

y not uniform in nature, value, etc. ; irregular.SYN. Inconstant implies an inherent tendency to change
or a lack of steadfastness (an inconstant lover) ; fickle suggestsan even ^greater instability or readiness to change, espeoatty
in affection (spumed by a luM* pabUc) ; capricious imp&s an
instabihty or irregularity that seems to be the product of whim
or erratic impulse (a capricious climate): unstable, in this
connection, applies to one who is emotionally unsettled or
variable (an unstable person laughs and cries easfly). -A/VZ*.

constant, reliable.

in con sum a-ble (in'k&n-soom'a-b'l, inOcdn-sum's-bl),
adj. that cannot be consumed.

In.con.te8t-a
:bili-ty (rn'kan-tes'te-bil'o-ti), n. the qual-

ity of being incontestable.
in con test a ble (in'kan-tes'te-bl), adj. [Pr.], not to
be contested; indisputable; unquestionable.

in^con.test.a-bly (in'kan-tes'to-bli), adv. without
doubt; unquestionably; certainlv.

in con ri-nence (in-kon'ta-nsns), n. quality, state^ or
instance of being incontinent.

in-continent (1n-kon't9-nant), adj. [HE.; Ofe; L.
incontinent; see m- (not) & CONTINENT], 1. wiliottt
self-restraint, especially, m regard to sexual activity.
2. incapable of containing, holding, keeping, eitc.: as,

EL
of inforrnation. 3. unable to restrain a

natural discharge, as of urine, from the body,
in con ti nent (tp>kcm't9mnt), adv. [ME. sneonSynmt;
OPr,; L. in c&miinmti (femf&re)* m continuous (toae);
see CDNTiN'ENTi, |Archaic], immediately; without delay.

in con-trol-la-ble |m'kn-tmFa-b*l), adj. uncoatral-
lable.

in-con-tro*vrt4'
tbll-i-ty (in

f
kon-tr9-v!ir't-biF-ti in-

kou'tra-vur'ta-bil'd-ti), n. the quality of bating incontro-
vertible.

in-con- tro-vert-i ble (in'koa-tra-vEr'ta-b'l, in-kon'tra-
vur'te-bl), <wf/ that cannot be controverted; not d.
putable or deoatabk; undeniable.

to-con-tro-vcrt-ibly (in'kon-tra-vuVta-bli, in-kon'trs-
vur'ta-bli), adv. undeniably.

in con ven-ience (in'kan-veVysns), n. [ME.; OPr.; LL.
inconwnientia], 1. the quality or state of being incon-
venient; lack of comfort, ease, etc.: bother; trouble,
2. anything inconvenient. v.t. {INCONVENIENCED
(-yonst), INCONVENIENCING], to cause inconvenience to;
cause trouble or bother to; incommode.

to do, use, or

_ unhandy, b) p
t*l*D

st to; causing trouble, bother, work, etc. ;

>bs.] f not appropriate.

incc^-vert-I-blMty (m^an-vur'ta-bil'a-ti), n* the
quality or condition of being inconvertibb,
in con vert-i-ble (m'koa-vir'ts-b'l), adj. that cannot
be converted; that cannot be changed or exchanged : as,
some paper money is inconvertible into silver or gold.

in con vin ci-ble (in'kea-vin'sd-b'l), adj. that cannot be
convinced.

in con vin d-bly (m'kan-vin'sa-bli), adv. so as to be
inconvincible.

in-co-ordinate (in'ko-6r'dd-nitt in
/ko-6r/d8-natO,

adj. not co-ordinate.
in-co-or di na tion (in1c5-6Vd9-n2'shan), n. lack of
co-ordination.

incorp., incor., incorporated.
in-cor-po-ra-ble (in-k&r'per-o-b'l), adj. that can be in-

corporated.
in cpr-po-rate (in-k6j/peV-it; for v. t in-ko'r'ps-ratO,
adj. [ME, incorporat; LL. incorporatus, pp. of in-

corporcare; see m- (hi) & CORPORATE], 1. formed or
combined into one body or unit; intimately united,
joined, or blended. 2. formed into, or combined as
part of, a corporation; incorporated, v.t. [INCOR-
PORATED (-id), INCORPORATING], 1. to combine or
join with something already formed; make part of
another thing; include; embody. 2. to bring together
into a single whole; mix or combine completely; merge.
3. to admit into a corporation or association as a
member. 4. to form (individuals or units) into a
legally organized groui> that acts as one individual;
form into a corporation. 5. to give substantial,
material, or physical form to, vJ. to unite or combine
into one group or substance; be combined or merged;
form a corporation.
in-cor-po rate (m-k8r'p&>it), adj. [L. incorporates; see
IN- (not) & CORPORATE], incorporeal.
In cor-po rat-ed (rn-ko^pa-rSt'id), adj. Jppi of incorpo-
rate], 1. combined: united. 2. organized as a legal
corporation: as, an incorporated town: abbreviated inc.,
Incorp.; incor.

in-corpo ration (m-koY'pa-rl'shen), n. [ME. incor-
poracton; OFr.; LL. incorporatio], L an incorporating
or being incorporated. 2. a corporation.

in cor po ra tive (m-kdr'pa-ra'tiv), adj. characterized
by incorporation: tending to incorporate.

in-cor po ra tor (m-k6Vp0-ra'tSr), n. 1. a person who
incorporates. 2. any of the original members of a
corporation, whose names appear in its charter.

in cor po re al (in'kSr-par'i-al, in'kSr-po'ri-el), adj. \L.
mcorporeus; see IN- (not) & CORPOREAL], 1. not con-
sisting of matter; without material body or substance.
2. of spirits or angels. 3. in law, without physical
existence in itself but belonging as a right to a material
thing or property, as a patent, copyright* eta
Im-COT-powf-ty (in'kSr-pQ-re'd-ti). ft. [ML. mcorpore-
ttas\< L. incorpareus], 1, the quality or state of being
incorporeal. 2. \pL INCORPOREITIES (-tiz)], an incor-
poreal entity or attribute.

In-correct (in^-rektO, adj. [L. incorrectus], not cor-
rect; specifically, a) improper, b) untete; inaccurate;

,
wrong; faulty. _Abbreviate4 in

ti), n. the
,

incorrigible,

.;. --, m-ora-, ..
incorygtiih& OPr,; LI* incorr^MUsl not coiimble;
that cannot be corrected, Improved* ou reformed* es-

pecially because firmly estabfislied, as a habit,, or set
in bad habits, as a chMd., JL an fncocri^ib^ person.
in cor ri gi.bly (in-kdr^i-ja-bS, m-k
an mcorrigible inanner: so as to b ,

,,

in*cor*run't iftti'lca-rupt^, adj* PJ incorruptus], not cor*
rupt), specincally, a) sound* uncontaminated; not
rotten, o) morally sound; not depraved, evS, nnpure,
or p'eryertecl. c) not tal&jig/Jb'
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if) ccmtaining no errors, alterations, or foreign admix-
tures; said of languages, texts* etc.

fa|.carrupM'biM-ty (in'ks-nip'ta-biPa-ti), n. the qual-
ity or state of being incorruptible.

fa-cor-rupt-I'ble (in'ka-rup'te-b'l), adj. that cannot be
corrupted; specifically, a) that cannot be bribed. 6) not
liable to decay or destruction.

in*cor*rupM*bly (in'ka-nit/ta-bli), adv. in an incor-

ruptible manner; so as to be incorruptible.
in.cor-rup-tton (in'ka-rup'shsm), n. [Archaic], th*

quality or state of being incorrupt or incorruptibla.
incr., 1. increase. 2. increased. 3. increasing.
in-craa sate (in-kras'at), v.t. A vd. [INCRASSATED (-id),

INCRASSATING], [< L. tncrassatus, pp. of incrassare, to
make thick; *-, in + crassare, to thicken < crassus,

thick}, to make or become thick or thicker; specifically,
to thicken, as by evaporation: said of fluids, aaj.
thickened; swollen: incrassated.

in'OraS'Sa-tlon (in'Kra-sa'shan), n.[< tncrassate], 1. a

thickening or being thickened. 2. a thickened growth
or formation.

itt-creas-a-ble (in-kres's-bl), adj. that can be increased.
iii-crease (in-kreV; for **., in'kres), v.i. [INCREASED
(-krestOt INCREASING], [ME. encresen; OFr. encreistre;
L. increscere; in-, in, on + crescere, to grow], 1. to
become greater in size, amount, degree, etc.} grow.
2. to become greater in numbers by producing off-

spring; multiply, v.t. to cause to become greater in

si2e, amount, degree, etc.; add to: augment, n. [ME.
encrese],

1. an increasing or becoming increased;

multiplication, as of offspring. 2. the result or amount
of an increasing: as, the population showed an increase
of 10 per cent. Abbreviated inc., incr.

on the increase, increasing.
SYN. increase, the general word in this list, means to make
or become greater in size, amount, degree, etc. (to increase one's

weight, one's power, debts, etc.) ; enlarge specifically implies
a making or becoming greater in size, volume, extent, etc. (to
enlarge a house, a business, etc.); augment, a more formal
word, generally implies increase by addition, often of some-
thing that is already of a considerable size, amount, etc. (to

augment one's income); multiply suggests increase in number,

spedfically^b^ pjrocreation (rabbits multiply rapidly). ANT.

tn-creas-Ing-ly (in-kres'irj-li), adv. more and more; to
an ever-increasing degree.

in-cre-ate (in'kri-at', in'kri-atO, adj. [ME. increat;
ML. increatus], not created; existing eternally: as, a
divine being is considered to be increase.

m-cred-i-M-i-ty (in-kred's-bil's-ti), n. JL. incredibil-

itas], the quality or state of being incredible.

in-cred-i-ble (in-kred'a-b'l), adj. not credible; unbeliev-

able; seeming too unusual or improbable to be possible.

in-crecH-bly (m-kred'a-bli), adv. 1. in an incredible
manner. 2. to an incredible degree.

in-cre-du-li-ty (in'kra-doalo-ti, m'kro-du'te-ti), n. [ME.
incredulite; Late OFr. incridulM; L. incredvMtas; see
IN- (not) & CREDULITY], unwillingness or inability to
believe; doubt; skepticism. SYN* see unbelief.

in-cred-u-lous (in-krej'oo-fos), adj.JI/. incredulus: see
IN- (not) & CREDULOUS], i. unwming or unable to

believe; doubting; skeptical. 2. showing doubt or
disbelief; as, an incredulous look*
in-cre-ment (in'kra-mant, irj'kra-mont), n. [ME.; L.
incrementum < base of increscere, to increase; see IN-

CREASE], 1. a becoming gpreater or larger; increase;

gain; growth. 2. amount of increase. 3. in mathematics,
any of several small changes in a variable quantity.
in-cre-men-tal (in'kra-men't'l), adj. of or resulting
from an increment or increments.
in cres cent (in-kres^nt), adj. [L. increscent, ppr. of

increscere, to increase; see INCREASE!, increasing; grow-
ing; waxing: said especially of the moon.

in-cre-tion (in-kre'snan), n. [in -f secretion], in physiol-
ogy, 1. secretion into the body. 2. a substance, as
a hormone, internally secreted.
in-crim-i-nate (m-krimVnatOr v.t. (INCRIMINATED
(4d), INCRIMINATING}, I< MH incrimmatus, pp. of

incrimmare; see IN- (inj & otiMfcNATEj 1. to charge
with a crime; accuse, 2. to involve in, or make appear
guilty of, a crime or faufL

in-criin-1-na-tion (in-krim'9-na'shan), n. an incrimi-

nating or being incriminated.
in-crim-i-na-tor (in-krim's-na'tSr), n* a person who
mcriminates.

'

'

in-crim-i-na-to-ry (in^krimVno-t&r'i Mmn^HDt9-to'-
ri), adj. incriminatirig or likely to mcnminata
in crust (m-lmis1j0, v.t. [OFr, encroH^er:"U imrtostwe;
se^ IN- (m) & CRUST], 1. to co^er wim or as with a

crus^ or hard outer layer. 2. to decorate elaborately,

In crus-ta-tion (imOixus-ta'shan), n. [LL. facntstatio],
1. an, inctei^ig qr being incrusted. 2. a crtist; hard
outer ';layer or

f

'

coating. , 3* > an ' 'elaborate decorative

In-cu bate (in%voo-Mt'y i^lcyoo-bitO, v.t, {EWCUBATKD
(-id), DfCUBATEfGj, f< I* fncm&&tms pp. of $ncs*foaire to
lie in or upon; in-, in, ca -f cubare, to He], 1. to sit on
and hatch (eggs). 2. to keep (eggs, embryos, bacteria,

etc.) in a favorable envirounientlor hatching or devel-

oping. VM to go throd^i the process of incubation,
in-cu-ba-tion (m'kyoo-ba'shwi, irilcyoo-ba'shan}, n.

[L. incubaiio], 1. an incubating or being incubated. 2.

the phase in the development of a disease between toe
infection and the first appearance of symptoms.
in cu ba-don al (in^yoo-ba'shoQ-l, i^'kyoo-bl'-
shsn-'l), adj. of incubation.

in-cu ba-tive (in
/
kyoo-bfi'tiv, irj

/kyoo-M'tiv) f adj. of
or characterized by inoibatiom.

in-cu-ba tor (in'kyoo-ba'ter, irj'kyoo-ba'teV), n. [L.J,
a person or thing that incubates; specifically, a) an
artificially heated container for hatching eggs, b) a
similar apparatus in which premature babies are kept
for a period, c) an apparatus for developing bacterial
cultures.
in-cu-bus (uj/kyoo-bofi, ir/kyoo-bas), n. \$l. INCUBUSES
(-iz), mcuBi (-bf)}, [MR; LL., n^htsna^re (in ML*,
demon supposed to cause nightmare) < L. incwware: see

mcxJBATEj, 1. a spirit or demon thought in medieval
times to lie on sleeping persons* especially women, witii
whom it sought sexual intercourse: see also succubus.
2. a nightmare. 3. anything oppressive; burden.

in-cu-des (in-ku'dez), n plural of Incus.
in-cul-cate (in-kul^kat, mlcul-kat'), v.t. [INCULCATED
(-id), INCULCATING), [< L. inculcafns, pp* of vnc&lcare,
to tread in, tread down < *w-, in, on + calcare, to

trample underfoot < calx, colds, heel], to
fimpress

upon the mind by frequent repetition or insistent

urging (often with on or upon). SYN. see instill.
in-cul-ca-tion Qnloil-ka'shdn), ra* an inculcating or
being inculcated.

in-cul-ca-tor (in-ktd'kat'eT, in'kul-kat'eV), n, a persoo
who inculcates,

in-culp-a-ble (in-kul'p9-bl) f adj. not culpable.
in cul pate (in-kul'pat, in'kul-patO* v.i. [INCULPATED
(-id), INCULPATING], [< ML. inculpatus* pp. of inculpare,
to blame < L. in, in, on + culpa, fault, blame], to
incriminate (in both senses).
in-cul-pa tion (in^ul-pa'shan), n. an inculpatmg.
in-cul-pa-tory (in-kulfpQ-tfir'i, in-kul'po-to'ri), adj. in-

culpating or likely to inculpate*
iii-cult (in-kultOt cdj. [L. incutius: see IN- (not) & CULT],
[Rare], 1. uncultivated: said of land. 2. unrefined.

to-cum-ben-cy (m-kum/
bon-si), n. M. ^INCUMBENCIBS

(-siz)], 1. the quality or condition oi being incumbent.
2. something incumbent; specifically, a) a duty or
obligation, b) an overlying weight or mass. 3. 0) ttie

holding and administering of a position; especially, tfae

holding of a chiirch benefice. V) tenure of officej.

in-cum-bent (in-kumtant), adj. [L. incumbens, ppr.
of incumbere, to recline or rest on < m~, cm. 4- cubare, to
Be down], 1. lying, resting, or pressing with Its w^Sgiht
on something else; hence, 2. [Poetic], impewKog;
imminent, n. the holder of a benefice or office,

incumbent on (or upon), resting or coining upon as a
duty or obligation.

in-cum-ber (rn-kum/beV), v.t. to encumber.
in-cum-brance (in-kum'brans), n. encumbrance,
in-cu-nab-u-la (m'kyoo-nab'yoo-b), n.pt. [sing. TNCU-
NABULUM (4sm)J, (JL, neut. pL, swaddling clothes,
cradle, origin, beginning: Iw-, in -f cunabula, netit. pL,
a cradle, dim, of cunae, fenu pL, a cradle], 1. the very
first stages of anything: infancy; beginnings, 2. early
printed oooks; especially, books printed before 1500.
in-cu-nab-u-lar (in

/
kyoo-nab/yoo-lSr), adj. of incunab-

ula,
incur (in-kurO. v.t. [INCURRED (-kfirdO, INCURRING],
[ME. incnrren; L. incwrere, to run into or toward,
attack; *-, in, toward + currere, to run], to come into,

acquire, or meet with (something undesirable), espe-
cially through one's own actions; bring upon oneself.

ln-cijra-bflil*ty (in'kyoor-a-bilVti, in-kyoorVbil'a-ti),
n. the state or quality of being incurable.

in-cur-a-ble (in-kyoorVbl), adj. not curable; that can-

pot be remedied or corrected, n. a person having an
incurable disease or disorder.

in-cur-a-bly (in-kyoor'a-bli) , adv. ift an incurable man-
ner; without possibility of cure; beyond remedy or
correction.

in-cu*ri-oue (in-kyoor'i-as), adf. 1. not curious; not
eager to find: out ;

uninterested ; indifferent. 2. not inter-

esting; lacking novelty. SYN. see indifferent.
in-cur-rence fin-kur'dns), n. an incurring.
in-cur-rent (in-kur'snt), adj. [L. incurrens, ppr. of

incurrere; see INCUR], flowing in; especially, character-
ized by the flowing in of water: as, the incurrent canals

in-cur-sion (in-kuVzhan, in-kur'shan), iu [ME.; L. in-
cursio < incurrere; see INCUR], 1. a running in or
coming in. 2. an unfriendly entry; invasion; raid.
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to*cir-^r (i-Wir%iy) adj. making or tending to make
an iocttnica: attacking; invasive.

to'Cwr-fmte lin-kfir/vit; also, and for ?. always, tn-

kftr'vit). *!/. (L. imemn$ts, pp. of iurmr; see

XMCURVXj. bent or curving inward, i?,t & IT.I. |IN-

CVETATBD (-id), EMCURVATING), to bend or curve
inwmrtL

in-cor-Ta-ti (in/kr-v'ahdQ). n. [L. fiwrrfllioj an
fecttrr*lio or being incurvated.

in-curre (ia-kurvO *>* * *>*** It* *wcMWwl to curve
inward, n* (inHcfirv'). 1. an incurving, 2, [in- (m) -f

osrt*, if,), in baseball* a pitched ball that curves toward
the batter. Also, for ., to-curve.

In cus (iqlcM), n. [pi. INCUDES (in-ku'dez)J, [L., anvil <
inauta; see INCUSE], the central somewhat anvil-

sfaaped one of the three small bones in the middle ear:

also called anvil.

In-cuse (in-kuxOf adj. [L. incusus, pp. of incudere, to

forge with a hammer, lit., to pound upon; in-, in, on -f

cuof, to strike, hit), hammered or pressed m: said of

the design on a coin, etc. n. such a design.

Ind (ind). n. [ME. & OPr. Inde; L. India}, 1. [Poetic],
India. 2. [ObsJ, the Indies.

Ind,, I. India. 2. Indian. 3. Indiana. 4. Indies.

ind* 1. independent. 2. index. 3. indicative. 4. in-

digo. 5. industrial.

I.NJX. in nomine Dei, [LJ, in the name of God.
in da ba (in-da'bl), n. [Zulu in~daba, subject, matter],
a council or conference among South African tribes.

in-da-min (in'da-min), n* indamine.
in da-mine (ia'da-men', in'da-min), n. [prob. < indigo

-kjtmine], any of a group of organic dyes containing the
NH group; especially, phenylene blue, NHiC&EUiN
GHrNH*

ill-debt (in-def). v.t, [back-formation < indebted],

[Rare], to make indebted or obligated.
in debt ed (in-det'id), adj. [ME. endetted, pp. of en-

deUen, to put in debt; OFr. endetter < en- (L. in-) +
deUe; see DBBT], 1. in debt or under legal obligation to

repay something received. 2. obliged; owing gratitude,
as for a favor received.
In-debt-ed-ness (in-det'id-nis), n. 1. the state of being
indebted. 2. the amount owed; all one's debts.

tn*d*can'cy (in-di's'n-si), n. [L. indecentia], 1. the
tftata or quality of being indecent; lack of modesty,
taste, or propriety. 2, [pi. INDECENCIES (-siz)J, an in-

decent act, statement, etc.

in-decent (in-de's'nt), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Pr. indecent;
L. indecent], not decent; specifically, a) not proper
and fitting; unseemly; improper, d) morally offensive;
immodest; obscene. SYN. see improper.

in-de-cid u-oua (in'di-sij'oo-as), aaj* not deciduous.

iH-de-d-pher-a-biM-ty (in'di-si'fSr-a-bilVti), n, the

quality or state of being indecipherable.
in-de-d-pher-a-ble (in'di-si'iSr-e-b'l), adj. that cannot
be deciphered; illegible,

in-de-ci sion (in'di-sizh'an), . JPr. indecision], lack of

decision: inafaility to decide or a tendency to change
the mina frequently: hesitation or vacillation.

in-de-d-sive (in'di-si'siv), adj* 1. not decisive] not con-
clusive or final 2. characterized by indecision; hesi-

tating or vacillating.
in-de clln a ble (hrdi-klln'd-b'l), adj. not declinable;
having no case inflections: abbreviated indecl.

in de-com-pos-a-ble (in'de-kom-poz'a-b'l), adj. that
cannot be decomposed.

in deco-roua (in-dek'a-rss, in'di-kdr'as, in'di-ko'ras),
adj. not decorous: lacking decorum, propriety, good
taste, etc.; unseemly. SYN. see Improper.
in de-co-nim (in'di-kdr'sm, in'di-ko'iram), it. [L., neut.
of indecorus], 1. lack of decorum; lack of propriety,
good taste, etc. 2. an indecorous act, remark, etc,

in-deed (in-dedO odv. [ME. indede; see IN, prep. &
DEED], certainly; truly; admittedly: often used to give
emphasis, as, it is indeed warm, interj. an exclamation
of surprise, bitterness, doubt, sarcasm, etc.

indef.. indefinite.

In.de-fat-l-aa.biM.ty (in'di-fat'i^-bil'a-ti), n. the
quality of being indefatigable.

at'i-go-bl), adj. {MPr. indt-t-i-gabL
fatigable; L. indefatigabilis <*-, 'not + defatigare, to
tire out, weary; see DE- & FATIGUE], that cannot be
tired out: tireless; untiring.

in-de-fat-i-ga-bly (in'di-fat'i-ga-bE), adv. in an indefat-

igable manner.
in de fea si-bill ty (inMi-fe'ad-bilVti), n. the quality
of being indefeasible.

in-de feasi-ble (in'di-fe'zo-b'l), adj. not defeasible; that
cannot be undone or made void.

in-de fea-si-bly (in'di-fe'zQ-bli), adv. so as to be inde-
feasible.

in de feet i ble (in'di-fek'ts-bl), adj. [in- (not) + defect
+ -iblel, 1. notilikely to fail, decay, become imperfect,
etc. 2. without a fault or blemish; perfect.

in-de fee-rive ftn'di-fek'tiv), adj. not defective.
in-de-fen si-btl-i-ty (in'di:fen's9-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
or state of being indefensible.

in-de fen si ble (in'di-fen'sa-b
r

l), adj. 1. that cannot
be defended or protected. 2. that cannot be justified.

In de fen-si'bly (in'di-fen
r
s,>bli), adv. in an indefen-

sible manner; so as to be indefensible.

in-defitva-ble (in'di-fin'd-b'l), adj. that cannot be de-
fined.

In-de-fin-a-bly (in'di-flnVbH), adv. in an indefinable
manner.

in def 1 nlte (in-defVnit), adj. [L. indffinitusL not
definite; specifically, a) having no exact limits, o) not
precise or clear in meaning; vague, c) not sharp or
clear in outline; blurred; indistinct,

rf)
not certain or

positive; unsure, e) in botany, of no fixed number, or
too many to count: said of the stamens, etc. of certain
flowers. /) in grammar, not limiting or specifying: as,
a and an are indefinite articles, any is an indefinite

pronoun. Abbreviated Indef,
in de hia-cence (in'di-mVns), m the quality of being
indehiscent.
inde his-cent (in'di-his'

r

nt), adj. not dehiscent; not
opening at maturity; to discharge its seeds: as, the apple
is an indehisceni fruit.

in-deM-biM-ty (in'del-a-bil'a-ti, in-del's-bil'o-ti), n. the
quality of being indelible.

in-del-i-ble (in-del's-bl). adj. [L. indeliUlis; in-, not -f
delibttis, penshable < delere, to destroy], 1. that cannot
be erased, blotted out^ washed out, etc.; permanent;
lasting. 2. leaving an indelible mark: as, indelible ink.

in-deH-bly (in-del'd-bli), adv. so as to be indelible.

in-deM-ca-cy (in-del'i-ka-si), n. 1. the quality of being
indelicate. 2. [pL INDELICACIES (-siz)], something in-
delicate.

in delicate (in-del'i-kit), ad/, not delicate; coarse;
crude; rough: especially, lacking, or offensive to, pro-
priety or modesty; gross. SYN. see coarse, improper.

in-dem-ni fi-ca-tion (in-dem'nd-fi-ka'shan), n. 1. an
indemnifying or being indemnified. 2. something that
mdemnifies; recompense. SYN. see reparation.

in-dem-ni-fi-er (m-aem'na-fi'&r), n. a person or company
that indemnifies.

in dem nify (in-dem'na-fi')* ' [INDEMNIFIED (-fid
7
),

INDEMNIFYING], f< L. indemnis, unhurt < in-, not +
damnum, hurt, Earm, damage; + -fy\, I. to protect
against or keep free from loss, damage, etc.; insure.
2. a) to repay for what has been lost or damaged;
compensate for a loss, etc. ; reimburse, b) to redeem or
make good (a loss). SYN. see pay.

in-dem-ni-tor (in-dem'no-tSr), n. a person who provides
indemnity.

in-dem-ni-ty (in-dem'no-ti), n. [pi. INDEMNITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. indemnite; LL. indemnitas < L. indemnis; see IN-

DEMNDTY], 1. protection or insurance against loss,

damage, etc. 2. legal exemption from penalties or
liabilities incurred by one's actions. 3. repayment or
reimbursement for loss, damage, etc.; compensation.

in-de-mon-stra-ble (m'di-mon'itra-b'l, in-dem'sn-stra-
bl), adj. not demonstrable; that cannot be proved.

iii-dene (in'den), n. [< mdole + -ene], a colorless, oily
hydrocarbon, CsHs, obtained from coal tar.

in-dent (in-aent'; for n., usually in'dent), v.t. [ME.
endent; OFr. endenter; ML. indentare < L. in, in +
dens, aentiSt tooth], 1. a) to cut toothlike points into

(an edge or border); notch; hence, b) to make jagged
or zigzag in outline. 2. to sever (a written contract,
etc.) along an irregular line, so that the parts may be
identified. 3. to write out (a contract, etc.) in dupli-
cate. 4. to indenture. 5. a) to space (the beginning
of a paragraph, the edge of a column of figures, etc.)
in from "the regular margin, b) to make an indention
in (a paragraph, etc.). 6. a] to request or order goods
from.o) to make an order for (goods). v.i. 1. to form
or be marked by notches, points, or a jagged border.
2. to enter into an indenture, or contract. 3. to space
in from the margin; make an indention. 4. to draw
up an order or requisition in duplicate. n. 1. a
notch or cut in an edge. 2. an indenture, or written
contract. 3. a space in from the margin; indention.
4. an indented line, paragraph, etc* 5. an official

requisition or order for goods.
in-dent fin-dent'; for n.t usually in'dent), v.t. [in- (in)

4- dent (slight hollow)], 1. to make a dent, or slight
hollow, in. 2. to apply (a mark, etc.) with pressure;
impress; stamp in. n. a dent.

in den-ta-tion (in'dem-ta'shan), n. [indent (to cut) or
indent (to make a dent in) -f -fljftonj, 1. an indenting
or being indented. 2. a result of indenting; specifically,
a) a notch or cut. b) a dent, or slight hollow, c) an
indention; space in from a margin.
in-den-tion (in-den'shan), n. [indent (to cut) or indent

(to make a aeixt in) + -ion], 1. a spacing in from the
margin. 2. an empty or blank space left by this.

3. a) a dent, or slight hollow, b) the making of a dent.
in den-ture (in-den'cher), n, [ME. & OFr. endenfure;
ML. indentura < indentare; see INDENT (to cut) ;

now
used also as if < indent (to make a dent in)), 1. in-
dentation. 2. a written contract or agreement: orig-
inally, it was in duplicate, ihe two copies havinjg cor-

respondingly notched edges. 3. usually $1. a contract
binding one person to work foir another fdr a given
length of time, as an apprentice to a master, or an
immigrant to service in ,a colony* 4* an on^cM akthen-
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tkated list, inventory, etc. v.t fINDENTURED (~ch&nJ) f

INDENTURING], 1. to bind by indenture. 2. to indent.

Independence (in'di-pen'cbns), n. a city in western
Missouri, near Kansas City: pop., 37,000.
inde pend ence (in'di-pen'dsns), n. 1. the state or
ouality of being independent; freedom from the in-

fluence, control, or determination of another or others,
2. an income sufficient for a livelihood.

Independence Day, the Fourth of July, the anniver-
sary of the adoption of the Declaration of Independence
on July 4, 1776: a legal holiday in the United States,

in-de-pend-en-cy (in'di-pen'dan-si), n. [pi. INDEPEND-
ENCIES (-siz)], 1. independence. 2. an independent
nation, province, etc.

in de-pend-ent (in'di-pen'dant), adj. [fa- (not) 4- de-

pendent], 1. free from the influence, control, or deter-
mination of another or others: specifically, a) free
from the rule of

^another; controlling or governing one-
self; self-governing, b) free from influence, persuasion,
or bias; self-determined, self-confident, or self-reliant:

as, independ&nt thinking. ) not connected with any
political party or organization: as, an independent voter.

tf) not connected or related to another, to each other,
or to a group; separate: as, an independent grocer.
2. a) not depending on another for financial support.
b) large enough to enable one to live without working:
said of an income, a fortune, etc. c) having an inde-

pendent income; not needing to work for living. 3.

[I-] f of or having to do with the Independents, n. 1. a
person who is independent in thinking, action, etc.;

specifically [often I-], a person not an adherent of any
political party; one who votes as he wishes, without re-

gard to party labels. 2. [I-], <x) a person who believes
that a local organized Christian church is or should
be self-sufficient and not dependent on external eccle-
siastical authority, d) in England, a Congregationalism
Abbreviated ind., I.

independent of, apart from; regardless of.

independent clause, in grammar, a main ckuse.

in-de*scrib'a-bU*i;ty (m'di-sknb'o-bil's-ti), n. the qual-
ity or state of being indescribable.
in-de-scrib-a-ble (in'di-skrib's-b'l), adj. that cannot be
described ; beyond the jpower of description.

in-de-scrib-a-hly (in'di-skrib's-bH), adv. in an inde-
scribable manner; so as to be indescribable.

inde*8truct-i"biM*ty 4 (in/di-struk'ta-bil's-ti), n. the
quality or state of being indestructible,

in-de-struct-i-ble (in'di-struk'ta-b'l), adj. not destruct-

ible; that cannot be destroyed.
in-de-stmcM-bly (in'di-struk'ts-bli), adv. so as to be
indestructible.
in-de-ter-mi-na-ble (in'di-tfir'mi-na-b'I), adj. [LL. in-

determinabttis], not determinate; specifically, a) that
cannot be decided or settled, 6) that cannot be defi-

nitely set down or ascertained.

in-de'ter-ml'na'Cjy (in'di-tur'ma-na-si), n. the state or

quality of being indeterminate.
in*de-ter-mi-nate (in'di-tur'ms-nit), adj* 1. not de-

terminate; specifically, a) having inexact limits; in-

definite; indistinct; vague: as, an indeterminate result.

6) unsettled; undecided; inconclusive, c) irresolute. 2.

in botany, a} racemose. 0) having the floral leaves sepa-
rate ana not overlapping m the bud.
in-de-ter-ml-na-tion (in'di-tur'ma-na'shan), n. 1. the
state or quality of being indeterminate. 2. lack of
determination.
in-de-ter-min-ism (in'di-tur'min-iz'm), n. [in- (not) -f-

determinism], the doctrine that the will is to some degree
free, or that one's actions and choices are not altogether
determined by a sequence of causes independent of
his will.

in-de-ter-min-ist (in'di-tur'min-ist), n. a person who
believes in indeterminism. adj. of indeterminism or
indeterminists.

in-de-ter-min-is-tic (in'di-tur'mi-mVtik), adj. indeter-
minist.
in-dex (in'deks), n. W. INDEXES

, B(-iz). INDICES (~do-

sez')], [L., informer, that which points out < indicare;
see INDICATE], 1. the index finger? forefinger. 2, a
pointer or indicator, as the needle on a dial; hence,
3. a thing that points out; indication j sign; representa-
tion: as, performance is an index of ability. 4. a) an
alphabetical list of names, subjects, etc. together with
page numbers, usually placed at the end of a book or
other publication. 6) a list describing the items of a
collection and where they may be found; catalogue: as,
a library index. 5. the relation or proportion of one
amount or dimension tp another.

1
6. [ML a) the. Index

Librarum Prokfibfoorum. b) the Index Expurgatorws.
7. fObs.], a table of contents, preface, prologue, or
statement of subject. 8. in mathematics, an exponent.
9. in pnnting* a sign (IMF*) calling special attention
to certain information: fist. Abbreviated hxd. v.t. 1.

xfy to
;

make, an, in<%x of or for. b} to include in. an index.
2. to inmcaifee or grve a sign, of.

(in'deks eks-pfir'jp-to'ri-os),
[Mod. L., expttrgatocy indexj, formerly, a hst of books
that the Roman Catholic Church forbade its members
to read unless certain passages condemned as dangerous
to faith, morality, etc, were deleted or changed.
index finger, the finger next to the thumb; forefinger.

Jln-dex Llb-ro-mm Fro-Mb-l-ta-niin (in'deks K-bro'-
ram prS-hib'i-tS'ram), |L. f index of prohibited books],
a list of books that the Roman Catholic Church con-
demns and forbids its members to ^read (except by
special permission) as dangerous to faith, morality, etc.

index number, a number used to measure change in

prices, wages, employment, production, etc.: it shows
percentage variation from an arbitrary standard, usually
IGO, representing the status at some earlier time.

In di a (in'di-s), n. fL.; Or. India < Indos* the Indus <
OPer. Hindu, India; see HINDU!, 1. a laqge peninsula
of southern Asia, between the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian Sea: area, 1,810,414 sq. mi; pop., 388,998,000
(1941): formerly divided into British India apd the
Indian States and Agencies, it was partitioned in 1947
into the states of India (see sense 2), Pakistan, and
several smaller unaffiliated states: abbreviated Ind.
2, a republic in the British Commonwealth of Nations
in central and southern India: formerly a dominion
(1947-January, 1950): area, 1,220,000 so. mi; pop.,
337,000,000 (est. 1948); capital, New Delhi: Hindi
name, Bharat. See also British India* Indian Empire,
French India, Portuguese India, Indian States and
Agencies, Pakistan.
India ink, 1. a black pigment of lampblack mixed with
a gelatinous substance, used in writing, painting, etc.
2. a liquid ink made from this.

In di-a-man (in'di-s-man) , n. [pi. INDIAMEN (-rrwn)], a
merchant ship traveling regularly between England and
India; especially, a large ship of this sort belonging to

2. of the American aboriginal races (American Indians)
or the West Indies, or their cultures. 3. of a type used
or made by Indians. 4. made of maize, or Indian com.
n, 1. a native of India or the East Indies. 2. a member
of any of the aboriginal races of North America, South
America, or the West Indies: originally so named from
the beHef, held by early explorers, that these regions
were part of Asia. 3. popularly, any of the languages
spoken by the American Indians. Abbreviated Ind.
In dian a (in'di-an'a), n. a Middle Western State of
the United States: area, 36,291 sq. ml; pop., 3t934,000;
capital, Indianapolis: abbreviated Ind.: nicknamed
Booster State.

In-di-an-ap-o-lis (in'di-an-apn-is), n. the capital of
Indiana, in the central part of the State: pop., 425,000.
Indian bread. 1. bread made from corn meal. 2* a
fungus eaten by the American Indians; tuckahoe.
Indian club, a wooden or metallic club shaped like a
tenpin, swung in the hand
for exercise.
Indian corn, 1. a kind of

grain that grows in kernels
on large ears. 2. its ears.
3. its seeds or kernels. Also
called maize or, in the
United States, Canada, and
Australia, corn.
Indian Desert, a desert in
northwestern India, chiefly
in Rajputana: also called
Thar Desert.

Indian Empire, a former
federation in India, which
included British India and
a number of dependent and
semidependent states and
agencies: area, 1,575,187 sq.

ml; capital, New Delhi: abbreviated IE.
Indian file, single file; (in a) single line, one behind the
other: it was the American Indians' way of walking
a trail.

Indian giver, [Colloq.], a person who gives something
and then asks for it back : from the belief that American
Indians expected an equivalent in return when giving
something.
Indian hemp, 1. the American dogbane, a plant with
a tough bark formerly used in ropemaking: the root
is used in medicine. 2. the common hemp.

In*<M-an-i-an (in'di-an'i-sn), adj. of Indiana, n. a
native or inhabitant of Indiana; Hoosier.
Indian licorice, an Indian shrub of the pea family,
with Hcoricelike roots and poisonous, red and black
seeds used for beads, as a weight, and in medicine:
also called iegwirity.
Indian mallow, a tall weed with small, yellow flowers
and large, velvety leaves.

INDIAN CLUB
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Indian meal, meal tnade from Indian corn; corn meal.
Indian millet, a tall grass whose varieties include
(terra and, broosicoriij grata sorghtixn.

Intftaoi Matftay, an uprising of native troops in India.

against British colonial policy (1857-1858).
Indian Ocean, an ocean south of Asia, between Africa
and Australia: area, 28357,000 sq. mi.
Indian paintbrush, the painted cup, & plant of the
fitfwoit family.
Indian pipe, a leafless wild herb native to Asia and the
United States, with one waxy, pipe-shaped flower on
each stem: it is a saprophyte,
Indian pudding, a pudding containing chiefly corn
meal, milk, and molasses.

t

Indian red, 1. a yellowish-red iron ore, originally
from an island in the Persian Gulf, used in

t
early times

as a pigment. 2. a native iron (ferric) oxide used by
North American Indians as war paint, and by early
American painters.
Indian States and Agencies, formerly, a number of

semidependent native states and agencies of India:
in 1947, they became independent states or affiliated

with the republics of India or Pakistan.
Indian summer, [? so named in sense of "bogus
summer**; cf. INDIAN GIVER; for other surmises see
H. L. Mencken, Am, Lens., Suppl I, pp. 181-184],
1. a period of mild, warm, hazy weather following the
first frosts of late autumn, especially on the North
American continent; hence, 2. the final yean of a
person's life, regarded as being serene, tranquil,
reminiscent, etc.

Indian Territory, a former territory of the United
States, reserved for the settlement of Indians: now a
part of Oklahoma.
Indian tobacco, a hardy weed with spikes of light-blue
flowers, growing in the northwestern United States.
Indian turnip. 1. the jack-in-the-pulpit. 2. its root.
India paper, [< former use of India in sense "Far
Eastern*!, 1, a thin, absorbent paper made in China
and Japan from vegetable fiber, used in taking prints
from engraved plates, 2. a thin, tough, opaque print-
in papar, originally made in the Orient, used for
Bibles, etc.

te^aHraifchber (in
fdi-0-rub/Sr) t adj. [sometimes i-J, of,

or Imvinjr the characteristics of, India rubber.
India rubber, India rubber, natural rubber; especially,
coutchouc, crude rubber obtained from latex.
In die (in'dik), adj. [L. Indices; Gr. Indikos], 1. of
India. 2. designating or of a branch of the Indo-
European languages, including many of the languages
spoken, or formerly spoken, in India: cf. Indo-Iranian.

indie., L indicating. 2. indicative. 3. indicator.
in-di'Can (ip/di-kanO n. [< L. indicum, indigo; -}- -an],
1. a^glucoside, CuHnNOe, found in a natural state in
the indigo plant: it is converted by water and oxygen
into indigo. 2. an indigo-forming substance, CaHNO-
SOsOH, the potassium salt of which is present in
animal urine.

in-di-cant (in'di-kant), ad/. [L. indicans], indicating;
out. n. something that indicates or points out,
e (in'da-katO, v.t. (INDICATED (-id), INDICAT-

[< 1L, mdicatus, pp. of tndicare, to indicate, show;
in~t uij to -f- dicare, to point out,, declare], 1. to direct
attention to; point to: point out; show. 2. to be or
give a sign or token of; signify* betoken; intimate: as,
thunder indicates that a storm is near. 3. to show the
need for: call for; make necessary: as, in this weather a
roaring fire is indicated. 4. to show or point out as a
cause, nature, treatment, or outcome: said of a disease,
etc. 5. to express briefly or generally.

in-di ca tion (inMa^ka'shsn), n. 1. an indicating. 2.

something that indicates, points out, or signifies; sign.
3. the amount or degree registered by an indicator.

in-dica tive (in-dikVtiv), adj. [Fr. indicatif; L. in-
dicativus], 1. giving an indication, suggestion, or inti-

mation; showing; signifying; pointing out. 2. desig-
nating or of that mood of a verb used to express an
act, state, or occurrence as actual, or to ask a question
of fact: it is the usual form of the verb: distinguished
from subjunctive, imperative, n. 1. the indicative mood.
2. a verb in this mood. Abbreviated indie., ind.

in*<tt-ca-tor Xin/da-ka'tgr), n. ILL.], 1. a person or
thing that indicates; specifically, a) anyidevice* as a
gauge, dial, register, or pointer, that measures or re-
cords and visibly indicates. b) an apparatus that dia-
grams the varying fluid pressure of an engine in opera-
tion. 2. any of various substance* used to indicate
the acidity or alkalinity of a solution, the beginning
or end of a chemical reaction, the piesencc of certain
substances, etc., by changes in color. Abbreviated indie,

in-di-ca-to-ry (in'di-kp-tdr'i, in'di-ka-t3'ri) t adj. indi-
cating; indicant.

in-di ces (in'da-seV). n. alternative plural of index.
In-di-ci-a (in-dish'i-a), n.pl. [sing. INDICIUM (-o>l, [L.,
pi. of indicium, a notice, information < index, indicis;
see INDEX], signs; characteristic marks; iSlicaifek;
tokens; especially printed markings substituted for

Anglo-Fr. 6^ OFr. enditer, to inform, point out < LL,
*indictare; L. in, against -f dictare^ see DICTATE], to
charge with the commission of a crime; especially, to
make formal accusation against on the basis of positive
legal evidence: usually said of the action of a grand
jury. SYN. see accuse.

in-diet a ble (in-ditVb'l), adj. 1. liable to be in-
dicted. 2. making indictment possible, as an offense.
in die tion (in-dik'shan), n. (ME. indicttoun (? via OFr.)
< L. indictio < pp. of indtcere, to declare, announce-
in- t in + dicere, to sayl% teli; see DICTION], 1. the edict
of a Roman emperor fixing the valuation of property for
tax purposes at the beginning of each fifteen-year
period: it was first made by Constantine in 312 A.D.
2. the tax so levied^. 3. a) a cycle of fifteen years.
b) a particular year in such a cycle.

in diet-ment (in-dit/mant), n. [ME. & Anglo-Pr. en-
ditement], 1. an indicting or being indicted. 2. a
charge; accusation; specifically, a formal written accu-
sation charging one or more persons with the commis-
sion of a crime, presented by a grand jury to the court
when the jury has found, after examining the prose-
cutor's statement of the charge (bill of indictment), that
there is a valid case.
In dies (in'dez), n.pt. 1. the East Indies. 2. the East
Indies, India, and Indo-China. 3. the West Indies
Abbreviated Ind.

in-dif-fer-ence (in-dif'Sr-gns, in-dif'rens), n. [Fr.; L
indifferentia], the quality, state, or fact of being indif*

ferent; specifically, a) lack of concern, interest, of

feeling; apathy, b) lack of importance, meaning, or
worth.

in-dif fer-ent (in-dif>er~dntf in-dif'rant), adj. [ME.;
OFr.; L. indifferens; see IN- (not) & DIFFERENT], 1.

having or showing no partiality, bias, or preference;
neutral. 2. having or snowing no interest, concern, or
feeling; uninterested; apathetic. 3. of no consequence
or importance; immaterial. 4. not particularly good
or bad, large or small, etc.; fair; average; hence, 5.
not particularly good; rather poor or bad. 6. inactive;
neutral in quality, as a chemical, magnet, etc.; chiefly
in scientific use. 7. in biology, undifferentiated.
SYN. indifferent implies either apathy or neutrality, espe-
cially with reference to choice (to remain indifferent in a dis-

pute) ; unconcerned implies a lack of concern, solicitude, or
anxiety, as because of callousness, ingenuousness, etc. (to
remain unconcerned in a time of danger) ; incurious suggests
a lack of interest or curiosity (incurious about the details);
detached implies an impartiality or aloofness resulting from
a lack of emotional involvement in a situation (he viewed the
struggle with detached interest) ; disinterested strictly implies
a commendable impartiality resulting from a lack of selfish
motive or desire for personal gain (a disinterested journalist),
but it is now often used colloquially to mean not interested, or
indifferent.

in-dif-fer-ent-istn (in-dif'e*r-Qnt-iz
f

m, in-dif'nsnt-iz'tn),
n. the state of being indifferent; especially, systematic
indifference to religion.

in dif fer ent-ist (in-dif'gr-ant-ist, in-dif'nmt>Ist), n. a
person who believes in or practices indifferentism.

indigence (in'di-jsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. indigentia],
the condition of being indigent. SYN. see poverty.

in di gene gn'di-jenO, n. [Fr. indigene; L. indigena <
OL. indu (L. in), in + gtgnere, to be born], a native
animal or plant*

in dig e-nous (in-dij'd-ziQs), adj. [LL. indigenus < L.
indigena; see INDIGENE], 1. born, growing, or produced
naturally in a region or country; native. 2. innate;
inherent; inborn. SYN. see native.

in-di gent (in'di-jant), adj. [Fr.; L. indigent, ppr, of
indigere, to be in need < OL. indu (L. in), in + egere,
to needl 1. poor; needy; destitute; in poverty. 2.

[Archaic], lacking; destitute (of). SYN. see poor.
in-di-gest-ed (in'ds-jes'tid), adj. [in- (npt) + digested],
1. not well considered; not ordered in the mind. 2. con-
fused; chaotic. 3. not digested; undigested.

in'di-gesfri'bU-i-ty (in'da-jes'ta-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
of being indigestible.

in di gest i-ble (in'ds-jes'ta-b'l), adj. [L. indigestibUisl
that cannot be digested : not easily digested.

in-di-ges-tioitt (in'aQ-jes'chan), n. [Fr.; LL. indigestio],
inabiEty to digest, or difficulty in digesting, food.

in-di-ges-tive (m'da-jes'tiv), adj. L having indigestion.
2. likely to cause indigestion.
in-din (in-dinO> adj. jFr. indigne? L. mdignus; in-, not
+ dtgnus, worthy], [Obs. or Poetic], 1. undeserving;
unworthy. 2. disgraceful.
indignant (in-dig'nant), adj. [L. indignans, ppr. of

mdigjnar^ to consider ai unworthy &$ Improper, be
displeased at; Iw-. not + dignwi, to deem woraiy <
dignus, wort^yi], feelmg or expressmg anger or soorny
especially at ttnjtist, mean, or jangrateful abtion or
treatment. \

<
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< **.- s8

**!?
1*1

*??15 see w- <*> * w<5-
1. something that humiliates, insults, or injures

Hie dignity or self-respect; affront 2. fObs.1 ) the
quality or state of being unworthy or disgraceful, d)
unworthy or disgraceful conduct, c} indignation
in di go (in'di-gpO. W- INDICOS, INDIGOBS (-e,

(earlier
also

^ndico; Sp.lwrfto, fa&o; L. indicum

doubted; unquestionable.
in-dis-pu-ta-bly (in'dis*p'to-bE, in-dis'pyoo-t9-bli),' *- J

-DUtble manner; unquestionably.
4y (fo'di-sol'yoo-bilVti), n. the quality

(-goz')l
ux; Or.

mrfifem (rtoniMfcNi}, lit., Indian (dye) < f

Indian < /*<**, India}, 1. a blue dye obtained from
certain plants or made synthetically, usually from an-
iline. 2. any of a group of plants of the pea family that
yield indigo. 3. a deep violet-blue, designated by
Newton as one of the seven prismatic or primary colors
adj. of this color. Abbreviated ind.

in-di-go-blue (in'di-go'bk>o') n. indigo blue. adj. of
indigo blue.

indigo blue, 1 . the coloring matter of indigo; indigotin.
2. the color indigo.

indigo bunting (or bird), a small finch native to the
eastern United States: the male is indigo-blue, the
female brown.

in-di goid (in'di-goid'), adj. [< indigo + -o*fl, of a class
of dyes that produce a color resembling indigo, n. a
dye of this class,

in-dig-o-tin (in-dig'o-tin, in'di-go'tin), n. [indigo + -I- +
4nl a dark-blue powder with a coppery luster, CnHir
NjOa, the coloring matter and chief ingredient of in-
digo; indigo blue.

in-di-rect (in'do-rekt'), adj. [ME. indirect}, not direct;
specifically, a) not straight; deviating; roundabout.
b] not straight to the point, or to the person or thing
aimed at: as, an indirect reply, c) not straightforward;
not fair and open; dishonest: as, indirect dealing, d) not
immediate; secondary: as, an indirect result

indirect discourse, statement of what a person said,
without quoting his exact words (e.g., she said that
she could not go).
indirection (in'da-rek'shan), n. [< indirect, after
direction],

t
l. roundabout act, procedure, or means.

2. deceit: dishonesty.
indirect lighting, fighting reflected, as from a ceiling,
or diffused so as to provide an even illumination without
glare or shadows.
indirect object, the word or words denoting the person
or thing indirectly affected by the action of the verb:
it generally names the person or thing to which some-
thing is given or for which something is done (e.g. t

him in give him the ball, do him a favor).
indirect tax, a tax on manufactured goods, imports,
etc. that is paid indirectly by the consumer because it
is added to the price.

in dis-cern i ble (in'di-zftr'na-b'l, in'di-sftr'na-bl), adj.
that cannot be discerned; imperceptible.
in dis cern-i-bly (in'di-zur'na-bH, in'di-sftr'ng-bli), adv.
so as to be indiscernible: imperceptibly.
indiscreet (in'dis-kret'). adj. not discreet; lacking
prudence, as in speech or action: unwise.
in dis crete (in'dis-kret'), adj. [L. mdiscretus], not dis-
crete; not separated; compact.
indis ere tion (in'dis-kresh'on), n. [L. indiscretio], 1.
lack of discretion, or good judgment;; imprudence. 2.
an indiscreet act or remark.
in dis crim i nate (m'dis-krim'a-nit), adj. I. confused;
random. 2. not discriminating; making no distinc-
tions.

indiscrimination (in'dis-krimVna'shgn), n. the
condition of being indiscriminate; lack of discrimina-
tion.
in dis crim i-na tive (in'dis-krim's-na'tiv), adj. not
discriminating.

in dis pen sa bil-i ty (in/dis-pen's^bil'a-ti), n. the
quality or state of being indispensable.
indispensable (in'dis-pen'ss-b'l), adj. not dispen-
sable; absolutely necessary or required, n. an indis-
pensable person or thing. SYN. see essential.
in dis-pen-sa bly (in'dis-pen'sa-bH), adv. to an indis-
pensable decree j essentially.
in-dis-pose (la'das-poV), Vkt. Un~ (not) H- dispose], 1, to
make unfit or unable; disqualify,, 2., to make unwilling
or disinclined. 3, to make slightly ill.

indisposed (wi'dis-pozd'), adj. [ME. indmposid], 1.

slightly ffl. 2. unwilling; disinclined. ,
SYN. see sidfc.

in dis pp si-tion (in'dis-pd-zish'sn), ffc the condition of
being indisposed; spedScally, a) slight ittness. &) un*
willingness; disinclination

in*dis-pu-ta'biM*ty OtoMis-pu'ta-biFa-ti, in-dis'pyoo-

fLate MB.; L, indfa-
) not ^en or heard

not separate or sep-
not plainly defined.

1. not

bitis], that cannot be dissolved, decomposed, disinte-
grated, or dcotnmd; firm; stobie; lasting.

in-dia sol u bly (m'^-sol^foo-bM), cfa m an
uble manner.

in-dia tlnct (tn'di-skii)!^}. g.
trnOtu], not distinct; Sfwcffiod
clearly; faint; dim; obscure,
arable; not clearly marked off .

in-dis tine tive (m'di-stiok'trr), mtj. 1. not defective;
i lacking distinction. 2. making no distinction ; incapable
of distinguishing.

in-dis-tin-guish-a-ble (in'di-stiifgwMi-a-bl), adj. tliat
carmot be dktinguished; not sejwble; imperceptible.in dis tin guish-a-bly (m'di-stig'gwisli-o-bli), adv. so as
to be indistinmiishabfe.

in-dite (m-dit*), v.t. [INBFTED (-id), iNDmNKj]. fME.
endtim; see INDICT}, 1. lArchaicf, to exinws or describe
in prose or verse. 2. to put in writing; compose and
write. 3. [Obs.], to prompt; dictate.
in dite ment (in-dft'mont), n. 1. an inditing. 2. some-
thing indited.

in-di
:
um (in'di-m), n. (Mod. L. < L. inS&nm, Indigo;+ -MW: from the two indigo lines in its spertrmmT a

rare metalhc chemical efcment, soft, ductile, and silver-
white, occurring in some asine ores: symbol, In; at. wt. f

114.76; at. no., 49.

* **
in-tU-rfd-u-al

(in'da-vij^l), <nf/, [ML. indMdmam <
L. tndtmduns; see IN- (not) & DIVISIBLE! I. originally
not divisible; not separable. 2. existing as a sinfffel
separate thing or being; single; separate; particular
3. of, for, or by^ a single person or thing. 4. relating to
or characteristic of a single person or thing. 57dfe-
tinguished from others by special characteristics- of a
peculiar or striking character: as, an individual style.** a single thing cc being, or a i

*

- --~'^**^^*ite.
in di vid-u-al ism (in'dd-vifoo-d-k'm), n. [indmdnal+ ~*sm; or < Fr. mdmduaUsmel 1. the leading of
one s Me in one's own wav without regard for others.
2. individual character; individuality. 3. an individual
peculiarity. 4. the doctrine that individtial freedom in
economic enterprise should not be restricted by gov-
ernmental or social regulation: laissez-faire. 5. the
doctrine that the state exists for the individual and
not the individual for tbe state. 6. in philosophy.
egoism.

in di vid u al ist (in'do-vif6o-9l-ist) , n. a person who
practices or believes in individualism (in various senses)
adj. individualistic.

in-di-vid-u-al-is-tic (m'da-vifoo-Q-lis'tik), adj. of indi-
vidualism or individualists.

in-di-vid.u
;
al.i

;
ty (in'oVvij'oo-alVti), n. \pl INDIVID-

UAUTIES (-tiz)J, 1. the sum of the characteristics or
(jualities that set one person or thing apart from others-
individual character. 2. the condition of existing as an
individual; separate existence; oneness* 3. a siada
person or thing; mdividual 4. [Obs-I, indlvisiblityi

adj. indissolu-

MWW^Jl^M.UUU--,
.

In*di^a*iiai*i*za'
>tloii (in do-v^'oo*9l-i-aiS'sii9tt, in'da-

^S'oor^l-i-za'shan), n. an indivAialMng or being indi-
vidualized.

a __
in-di-vid-u-al-ize (im'da-vi|^oo-^&

/
), v.t* fiNDrviDUAL-KED (-EadO, INDIVIDOAILIZING], 1. to make individual;mark as different from other persons or tilings. 2. to

consider individually; specify; particularize.
fa*di*vid-i!al-ly (ia'dot-vij^oo-aM), adv. 1. as an indi-
vidual or individuals; separately; one at a time. 2.
showing mdividual characteristics; distinctively.

in-di-vid-u-ate (m'da-vtj'oo-a'tO, v.t. [INDIVIDUATED
(4d), INDIVIDUATING], f< ML. individuatus, pp. of
tnwmduare < JL. individuus; see INDIVIDUAL], 1. to
give rndividuality to; make mdividual or distinct. 2. to
distinguish from others of the same species.

in
:
di^id'U-a-tion (m/da-vij'oo-a'slKm), n. [ML. indi-

mduatioj, 1. an individuating or being individuated.
2. the condition of existing as an individual.

to'di'Vlp'i'bil'i-ty (in^dg^viz'gr-bn'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being indivisible.

indiyis ible (in'ds-viz's-bl), adj. [ME. indyvytible;
LL, indivisibihs; see IN- (not) & DIVISIBLE];, 1. that
Cfanot be Divided. 2. in mathematics, that cannot be
divided without leaving a remainder, w. anything
indivisible.

ta-di-vis-i-bly (in'dg-viz'a-bH), adv. so as to be indi-
visible.
In do- (in'do), [Gr. < Indos; see IOT>IA], a combining
form meaning: 1. of India, o/ Indian (Hindu) stock.
2. of India and.

10-dio-Ar-yan (in'do^r^a, in'do-^yan), adj. [cf.
ARYAN], 1. of the IndorAtyans. 2. designating or of
the IndorEuropean langtia^es of India; Indie, n. a
native of India who sfeato such a language. The teim
is,now seldom used, f .

,

fat, foe. bftr^ car; Jjen, Svreia, &r* ovgr; is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, tJHtt, look; oil, out
'

- ,
. <iae; H, a ichj kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii, J foreign;

* hypothetic
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Idohi*My Itt'dO'Clii'iui (tn'dflkshi'nft). n. L the
large peoiiiniUi erf China, including Burma,
ThiOiHid, Malaya, and Indc^Chiim (MOM 2): also
o*lfedI Pmtkfr Mfe. 2. a region (lonnerly, Fiw*
Jii*hC&iii0) fa the eastern part erf this peniisiaJa, con-

Hortti Vkt-Nasa, Sooth Vtet-Hmn, Laos, and

v . 1. of Indo-Cfefna,

jj* McfQi0M people, or tadr culture, 2, Sino-
Tibetan: term now seldom used.
in doc ile (in-dosl), adj. (Pr. ; L. indocUte], not docile;
so* OMY to teach or diacipim,

fak-do*ciM<ty (fn'd5-lVti} t ra. the quality of being
indocile,

Ijx-doc-tri'iisite (tn-dok'tri-nStOt * [INDOCTRINATED
C-fd) f INDOCTRINATING], [< ML. *- in + pp. of do**
irt**r, to instruct < L. doctrine]. 1. to instruct in
doctrines*, principles, theories, or beliefs, 2. to instruct;
teach.

la-dootri'Ba-ttaa (m-dok'tri-nl'sfaon, ia'dok-tri-na*'-
shaflt), f*. an indoctrinating or being indoctrinated.

int-dbc-tri-iMi-tor (in-dok'tri-na'ter), n. a person who
indoctrinates.

ln-do-Bu*ro-pe*s]Ji (in'do-yoorVpe'anX adj. designat-
ing or of a family of languages that includes most of
those spoken in Europe and many of those spoken in
southwestern Asia and India, n. 1. the Indo-Euro-
pean family of languages: its principal branches are
Indie, Iranian, Armenian. Tokharic, Hellenic, lib-nan,
Albanian, Italic, Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic.
2. the hypothetical language, reconstructed by modern
linguists, from which these languages are thought to
haw descended. See Indo-Hittite. Abbreviated m^ LE.
See the table on the back end paper of this book.
In do-Ger man ic (ui'do-jSr-manlk)^ adj. & n. Indo-
Ewopeam; term now chiefly used by German-trained
scholars: abbreviated Idfe, I.G
UMO-Rlt*tlte (in'do-Mrit), nw according to recent re-
search, the hypothetical language from which the Indo-
European andHittito languages descended : it is divided

JH*P two bwofclies, pre-Indo-Ettropean and pre-Anatol-
ic, frotawinch are derived ths Indo-European languages
ttrim cwa hand and such languages as Hittite, hiero-
fifepfcKs Hittite, and Luwian on the other.
I-taiit-sai (ra'do-i-ra'ni-n) adj. designating or
Of the Indie and Iranian branches of the Indo-European
fawiy of languages as spoken or formerly spoken in
India, Afghanistan, Iran, etc. : the term is now chiefly
applied to the status of these languages before Indie
and Iranian became dialectically distinct.

in-dol (in'dol, in'dop, JL indole.uu w* \iii UVS*, JU.4 ^.VJi/, St. JLJ.1IU.U1C.

n-dote (in'dol), n. f< indigo + phenol], a white, crys-
talline compound, CaHrN, obtained from indigo and
formed as a product of the intestinal pcttajfaction of
protetnsi it is used in perfumery, etc.

in-do lence (in'da-bns), n, [< Fr, or L.; Fr. indolence;
L. mMentta}, quality, condition, or instance of being
wowent; idleness; laziness.

in do-lent (m'ds-tent), adj. [Pr.: LL. mdolens; L. in-,
not -f- dotens, ppr. of dolere, to feel pain]. 1. disliking
or avoiding work; idle; lazy. 2* in medicine* causing
totfe or no pain: as, an indolent cyst.

in-dom-1-ta-ble (in-dom'i-te-bl), adj. [LL. indomitaJnlis<
If, mdomitmsi untamed, ungoyerned; m~, not +

domrttts* pp. of domitare, to tame, intens. < domere, to
tame, suMaeJ, not easily discouraged, defeated, or
subdued; unyielding; unconquerable.

in dom i ta bly (niKlom^-ta-bH), adv. 1. in an indon>
itable manner. 2. to an indomitable degree.
In-donesia (m'do-nS'zh^ in'do-ne'sha), n. 1. the
Malay

_Archipelago; East Indies. 2. a republic estab-
lished in 1945 Cfroni 1946-1949, an independent com-
monwealth under the Netherlands crown), consisting
of Java. Sumatra, Borneo (the southern part), Celebes
and other islands in the Malay Archipelago: area'
575,893 so. mi; pop., 80,000,000 (est l550)f caS
Jakarta: these islands and Netherlands New Guinea
formerly constituted thie Netherlands Indiea
in-do-ne-sian (m'doVrfe'zhon, in/do-n5'sh9a)rf adl. 4 of
Indonesia, its people, etc. 2. designating or of a groupof some two hundred Austronesian languages SDofcenm Indonesia, the Philippines, Java/etaf mcluS
r fi

a
?' Tagalog, Javanese, etc. n. 1. a member of a

^fct-brown, non-Malay race of Indonesia, the PhiEp-pmes, Java, etc., apparently of mixed Polynesian and
Mongoloid stock. 2. an inhabitant of Indonesia, 3;the Indonesian languages.

ta-door (in'ddr', in/d5r'), adj. (for earlier wMtin-door],1. of the inside of a house or tending. 2. Hving be-
longing, or carried on in a house or buMna >

Indoor baseball, 1. the game of basebalLadaptei for
playing in a gymnasium or on a small Md: the ball is
larger and softer and the base lines shorter than

P
thosein baseball proper: also called softbaH. 2, this; ball.

in-dqors (in'ddrz', in'dorz'), adv. [indoor + advl^nife.
-Jj, ui or into a house or building,

in-do phenol (in'do-fe'nol, in'do-fe'nol), n. [indigo *
'phenol], any of a series of synthetic blue dyes derivedfrom quinonimines.

In'dor (in-dor*, in-dSr'^, n* 1, a former stale in
central India Agency: since 1950, a part of Madhya
Bhamt. 2. the capital of Madhya Bharat: pop.,

In-dors a ble Cin-ddr
/
S9bl), adj. endorsable.

in dorse (in-ddrsO <* IWDORSED (-ddrstO, INDORSIKGJ,
[vmr. of iwfcrw. after ML. taforw*], to endorse.

ln-dor-see (m-ddf'aS', in'ddr-seO, n. an endorsee.
in'doj^e-iiMswt (in-ddrs'niapt), n. an endorsement,
to-dox-yl Cin-dok'sil), n. lindigo 4- hydroayl], a com-
pound, CJHbNQ, producea by the hydrolysis of indican
and synthesized by several methods: it is important in
the synthesis of indigo.
In-dra (in'dra), n. [Sans.], the chief god of the early
Hindu religion, associated
with rain and thunderbolts:
he is later treated as a god of
the second rank.

in-draft, id-draught (in'-

draft', in/draft'), n. L a
drawing in; inward pull or
attraction. 2. an inward
flow, stream, or current.
in-drawn (in'dr6nO, adj.
drawn in; introspective.

In-dri (in'dri), n. [Pr.; false
use of Malagasy tndry, be-
hold, mistaken for the name
of the animal], a large lemur
of Madagascar.
indubi table (in-doo^bi-te-
bl, in-dti/bi-ta-bl), adj. [L. indwbUabilis; see IN- (not) &
DVBiTAMirBL that cannot be doubted; unquestionable.
in-du bi-ta-bly (in-doo/bi-ts-bli, in-duta-te-bli), adv. in
an ioiubitabfejnanner; without doubt; surely.
in-duce (in-doos

f
, in-ausO "' [INDUCED (-doost'

-dust'), INDUCING], [ME. enducen; L indncere; in-t in
+ ducere, to lead], 1. to lead on to some action, con-
dition, belief, etc.; prevail on; persuade. 2. to bring
on; bring about; cause; effect: as, indigestion is induced
by overeating. 3. to draw (a general rule or conclusion)
from particular facts; infer by induction. 4. in physics,
to bring about (an electric or magnetic effect) in a
body by exposing it to the influence or variation of a
field of force. SYN. see persuade,
in-duce ment (in-doos'msnt, in-duVmsnt), it. 1. an
inducing or being induced. 2. anything that induces-
motive; incentive. 3. in law, an explanatory introduc-
tion in a pleading. SYN. see motive.

In-duc-i ble (in-doosVb'l, in-duVd-b'l), adj. that can
be induced.

in-duct (in-duktO, v.t. [ME. inducten < L. inductus,
pp. of tnducere;se& INDUOE], L to bring in; introduce.
2. to place in a benefice or official position with formal-
ity or ceremony; install. 3. a) to bring formally into
a society or organization; initiate, &) to bring formally
into the armed forces. 4. in physics, to induce
in-duct-ance (m-duk'tsns), n. [induct + -once], 1, the
property of an electric circuit by which a varying cur-
rent in it^produces a varying magnetic field that induces
voltages in the same circuit or in a near-by circuit: it is
measured in henrys. 2. the capacity of an electric
circuit for reacting to a current produced in this way.
3. a circuit, condenser, etc. having inductance

in-duct ee (in-duk
A
te/) f n. a person inducted or being

inducted.
in-due tile (in-duk'tl), adj. not ductile; specifically,
a) that cannot be stretched, drawn, or hammered thin
without breaking &) not easily molded; not pliant.

, c)
not easily led; intractable.

ln
:duc*tiM*ty (in'duk-tilVti), n. the quality or con-

dition of being inductile.
in-dwc-tion (in-duk'shsn), n. [ME. induction: OF*.
tnducfoon; L. tmductool 1. an inducting or being in-
ducted; installation, initiation, etc. 2. a) reasoningfrom particular facts or individual cases to a general
conclusion. &) the conclusion reached by such reason-
uig. 3. [Archaic], an introduction; preface or preWj
4, an inducing, or bringing about. 5. in physics* the
act or process by which, an electric or magnetic effect

reduced ui^an electrical conductoT or magnetizable
wv^jr when it is exposed to the influence or variation
of, 'a field of force. Abbreviated indue.

'

induction coil, a coiled apparatus made tip of two
coupled circuits: mterruptions in the direct curreiit in

^^^l^fg^ 5111 alternating current <?<* hig^
" "

,[11/4 inditcMm^ \ t^'^-
rrr

.-
s

. u * 2. ofr or proceeding by
n|4ttctioni: aa; i^ttc^m reasoning.

^^^v^ofaMucrt^ice'or'electatetf
SL'

sntttocdwictGfiryi.
i >6u int 3'

"

a .change lor rbsfonatem an? c^'^
^diAr^4i,m ". ill '\

dattdWii'
1^-'"*'

of,
3. produced
or magnetic

woBa
;iiRm'(MBCWppD9 Us rca^a

or magnetic indntcfaoa; tadbofcaiifee* ?-
capaoityi '

'

'

,

i

'

^ '''t'' v.

'
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'

, one who leadis- or brings ib|
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2. a thing that Inducts; specifically, a part of an electri-

cal apparatus that acts on another, or is acted upon, by
induction.
In-due (in-doo', in-du'). v.L [INDUED (-ddod', -dud*),
INDUING], [L. induere, to put on, dress oneself < Ot.
fad* (L. ), in, on -f base seen also in L. exueret to
strip off (cf. EXUVIAE) L to endue.

in dulge (m-duljO. v.t. {INDULGED (-duljd*), INDULGING},
[L. indulgere, to be kind to, yield to; ? < IE. base
*deH-gh-. long, seen also in Sans, dirgha, long, Goth.
iulms, firm, constant; ? hence, orig., to b* long-suf-
fering, patient], 1. to yield to or satisfy (a desire);
give oneself up to. 2. to gratify the wishes of; be very
lenient with;liumor. 3. to grant an ecclesiastical in-

dulgence or dispensation to. 4. (Obs.], to grant as a
kindness, favor, or privilege. 5. in business* to grant
(a person) an extension of time to make payment on a
bill or note. vJ. to give way to one's own desires;
indulge oneself (in something).
SYN.~indulge implies a yielding to the wishes or desires of
oneself or another, as because of a weak will or an amiable
nature; humor suggests compliance with the mood or whim of
another (they humored the dying man) ; pamper impEes over-

indulgence or excessive gratification; spoil emphasizes the
harm done to the personality or character by overindulgence
or excessive attention (grandparents often spoil children) ; baby
suggests the sort of pampering and devoted care lavished on
infants and connotes a potential

t
loss of self-reliance (because

he was sickly, his mother continued to baby him). ANT.
discipline, restrain.

in-dul-gence (in-dul'jsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. indut-
gentia], 1. an indulging or being indulgent. 2. what is

indulged in. 3. an indulging oneself; giving way to
one's own desires, 4. a favor or privilege. 5. in
business, an extension of time to make payment on a
bill or note, granted as a favor. 6. [sometimes I-], in
English history, the grant of certain religious liberties
to Dissenters and Roman Catholics by Charles II and
James II. 7. in the Roman Catholic Church, a remission
of temporal or purgatorial punishment still due for a
sin after the guilt has been forgiven in the sacrament of

penance. v*t. JINDULGENCED (-janst), INDULGBNCING],
to apply an indulgence to.

in-dul-ent (in-dul'jant), adj. [L, indulgens], indulging
or inclined to indulge; kind or lenient, often to excess.

in-du-lin (in'dyoo-lin), n. induline.
in-du-line (m'dyoo-len', in'dyoo-Iin), n. [indigo -f- -ule

+ -ine], any of a series of blue or black aniline dyes.
in-dult (in-dult'), n. [< Fr. or LL.; Fr. indult; I/L, in-
dultum, neut. of L. mdultus, pp. of indulgere; see IN-

DULGE], in canon law, a privilege or special permission
to do something otherwise prohibited* granted by
ecclesiastical authority, as by the Pope to a bishop,
for a

specified^or unspecified period or time.
in-du-na (in-doo'no), TK [Zulu], a Zulu leader.

in du pli-cate (in-doo'pfo-kit, m-du'pte-kit), ad/, [w-
(in) -f duplicate], having the edges folded or rolled in,

put not overlapping: said of the arrangement of leaves
in a leaf bud or of the calyx or corolla in a flower bud.
in-du-rate (in

/doo^ratA, in'dyoonrat'), v.t. [INDURATED
(-id), INDURATING], [< L. induratus, pp. of indurare, to
make hard; *- in -f* dmarer to harden < durusr haroU
1. to make hard; harden. 2. to make callous, unfeeling,
or stubborn, va. to become indurated, adj. 1. hard-
ened. 2. made callous^ unfeeling, or stubborn.

in du-ra-tion (in'doo-ra'shan, in'dyoo-rS'shan), ni [ME.
induration; OFr.; ML. induratio], L an indurating or
being indurated. 2. a hardened mass or formation.

in-du-ra-tive (in'doo-m'tiv, in'dyoo-ra'tivy, adj. indu-
rating or tending to indurate,
In-dus (in'dss), n. a river in northwestern India, flow-

ing into the Arabian Sea: length, 2,000 mi.
In-due (in'das), it a southern constellation: see constel-
lation, chart.

in-du-si-a (in-doo'zi-e,' in-da'zhi-9), n. pltira! of indu-
sium.

' '

'

in-dulsf-al (in-dooM^l, m-o^'ahi-al), ad/, of or char-
acterised by an indusiuin or indusia.

- - ' *
atffl fin-du-si-ate

status], having an indusiuin.

in-dug8l*iiiii
; (m-doS^M-Qm,., in^du^zM-9!cft) f

n. [pi. INDU-
SIA |-)|, fL., undergarment,

'

"tqsSc;'' , sJsabdktied with
re, to put c

clothing

'., uaxvAv^j. S'gta qj i^j,jii< , UM.JJIJ.W, cvo>vsvi.cvii^<-i WJ.IAU

it on (see iNB0E>i but probi < !Gr. en^ysis,
ag -^ endyM, 'to>gb; into* p/tffe, '6n

:
V

'

f: Mi

vol&gy, a) an^ covering meinbt^ne; as the<fc wol&gy, a) any covering metoWaine, as

b) a case enclosiE|g an insect laSrya. 2(

.

^ otitgrowtk' of 'tliief lealf'epMe^^ittfec
t

a^ otitgrowtk' of

,

md&stiriam}, 1:

by fodus^y or
t^'
or restating from uj

(

:'
- of' or concerned

'

2. a stock, bond, etc. of an industrial cof"poratioa or
enterprise. Abbreviated fud.
industrial arts, the technical arts used In industry,

especially as a subject for steely in sebooR
Industrial disease, ay da commonly occurring
in a particular industry.

in*dti*trial*Iran Cin-dws'feri-dl-a*m> n. social and eco-
nomic organization diaractemwd 0y large industries,
machine prodtiction, concentration 01 woflsers in towns
and cities, etc.

in-dus-tri-al-ist (m-dtutri-ol-ist}, it* a pejrwm who owns,
controls, or 1ms an important position in the manage-
ment of an industrial enterprise.
in-dus

:
tri-aH za-tion

(in-dtis'tri^al-i-Ea'sliOTi, in-dos7-

tri-al-I-zS'shan), n. an indnstrializing or being indco-
trialized*

in-dus-tri-al-ize (in-dtis'tri-Ql-izO. *t* [wirtJSntiAl.KBD
(-izdO, INDUSTRIALTZING], !. to make tndostrial; es-
tablisn or develop industrialism in. 2. to organize as
an industry.

iB-dus-tri-aMy (in-dus'tri-Ql-i), srfp. in an industrial
manner; as concerns industry.
industrial relations, relations between employers and
employees.
Industrial Revolution, [often i- r-J, the change In
social and economic organization resulting from the
replacement of hand tools by machine and power tools
and the development of large-scale indttstnal produc-
tion: applied to this development in England from
about 1760 and to later changes in other countries,
industrial school, a technical school offering instruc-
tion in the manual or industrial arts; especially, such a
school to which neglected youths are sent for training.

industrial union, a labor union to which all the workers
in a given industry can belong, no matter what their
occupation or trade: distinguished from craft (or hori-
zontal) union: also called vertical union.

in-dus-tri ous (in-dus'tri-ss), adj. [< Fr. or I/.; Fr.
industrieux; L. indusfriosns < industria; see INDUSTRY!
1. originally, characterized by or showing intelligent
work; skillful; clever. 2. characterized oy earnest.
steady effort; hard-working; diligent. SYN. see basy.

in-dus-try (in'das-tri), n. [pi. INDUSTRIES (-triz)i [Fr,
Industrie; L. industria < inaustrius, active, industrious?,
1. originally, a) intelligent work; skill; cleverness. &)
an application of this; device

j
contrivance. 2. ear-

nest, steady effort; constant diligence in or application
to work. 3, systematic work; nabitual empfoyment.
4. any branch of trade, business* production, or manti-
facttire: as, the paper industry, the motion-#ictare
industry. 5. a} manufacturing productive enterprises
as distinguished from agriculture. &) the Owners and
managers of industry. SYN. see business

la-dwell (in'dweF), tu. {INDWELT (-dweltO, iNirvmxi
ING], to dwell, or live (in), v.t. to dwell in; inhabit.

In-dy, Vin-cmt d* (van'saW oWdBO, 1851-1031;
French composer.

-in,e {variously in, in, en), a suffix meaning cf, hairing the
natwe of, like: 1. [Fr. -in, -fate; L. -inns, masc., -ina*
fern., -4nnm, neut.], added to bases of Latin origin to
form adjectives, and notms derived from them, as in
aquiline, dmme, marine. 21 [L. -mus; Gr. -4nos], Used to
form adjectives, as in adamantine, .crystalline.
-toe (variously in, in, en), a sufBx of various sources,
used to form feminine nouns; 1. [< L. -4na < Grt -*w|l,
as in heroine. 2. [< L. -wml as in Clementine. 3. [< G.
-m, after Fr. ^4ne} t as in landgravine and some other
Gepnan feminine titles.

-ine (in), p^r.; L. -a, suffix of fern, abstract nouns], a
suffix used to form certain abstract nouns, as in med-
icine, doctrine.
-ine (en, in, in) r [arbitrary use of L. -in/us* masc., -ina*
fern,, n. & adj. ending!, 1. a suffix used to form t^e
commercial names of certain products, as in vaseline.
1* a suffix used to form the chemical names of a)
halogens, as in bromine, iodine, b) alkaloids or nitrogen
bases, as in morphine: also -in. The names of neutral
substances, as carbohydrates, glucosides, proteins*, 'e'jow,
are fortned! wilfh: -in (e.gv, inulin, amygdalin, albumin} .

ineairtli (in-urth')t v*t* tPoetic], to put into the earth;
burSTj inter.

in-e-bri-ant (in-e'bri-ont), adj. U/. ineb+itins* ^pr. of
fa&narej, inebriating; intoxicating, n. somethuig that
inebriates; intoxicant. |

in,*e*tri:ate (in-e'bri-at'i/or adj. 6*^,, usjMy
it), rX [INEBRIATED (-id), INEBRIATING], [< L.

np. of inebriaret to intoxicate; m^ intens. +
v\ to make drunk < ebrims, drufdy,; 1. to make
c; mtoxicate ; hence, 2, to excite; exailaralie. flfd>*.

drunk; intoxicated, n. a drunken person, especially a
habitual drunkard.
in-ebriated (in-e^bri-at'ib!) r adj. [pp. of inebriatel
drunk: intoxicated.

*[ JJM*' ^^ drunk, ,
,

.

'

-

5

in-e-bri-a-tion ,^^Jp^f^SsM^ n. IJ/L. tyetyiatyJL an
'

'inebriating' or 'being'' fcefolriated; drunkenness. ,' ,' /

y; Yet;, clim^i
,
6 in fompty, iif{n[/bfc, ,* ib'^tt

(S'JD'l); Fr. tfe

. doeh. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
*
hypothetical; < ('



inebriety

bri-frfg (ia'i-txi'ft-ti), n. |<
; intoxication.
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dninken-

In.M^'4-b$i'i-ty (iu'ed^btl't-ti, i&-ed'9-bii'a-ti) n. the
quality or of being inedible,

in-ed i ble (ia-d'.b*l), adj. not edible; not fit to be
eaten.

to-d*It-ecl
|

(in-edlt-id), ad/, mot edited or published.

ty cf being ineffable,
M.-wlft*ble (in-e'a-b'l), adj. JPr.; L. i**/abttis; in-,

not -|- tfabili*, utterable < <t|ff**, to speak out < ex-,

out 4- jr*, to sgealc], 1. too overwhelming to be ex-

pressed or described in words; inexpressible, 2, too
awesome or sacred to be spoken: as, God's ineffable
name.
in ef fa bly (in-efVbli), adv. so as to be ineffable.

in-ef face a-ble (in'i-f&Va-b'l), adj. that cannot be ef-

faced; knpossable to wipe out or erase; indelible.

in ef face a bly (in'i-fls's-bli), adv. so as to be inefface-

able.
in-ef-fee-five (in'a-fek'tiv), adj. 1. not effective; not

producing the desired effect; ineffectual. 2. not capable
of performing satisfactorily; incompetent; inefficient:

as, ne is ineffective in an emergency.
in-ef fec-tual (zn'a-fek'chod-el), adj. not effectual; not
producing or not able to produce the desired effect.

in ef ft ca cious (in'ef-i-ka'shs), adj. not efficacious;
unable to produce the desired effect: said of medicines,
treatments, etc.

in ef fi ca cy Qn-eFi-ka-si), n, [LL. mefficacia], lack of

efficacy: inability to produce the desired effect.

in-ef fi cien-cy (in'a-fish'an-si), n. the quality, con-
dition, or fact of being inefficient; lack of efficiency.

in-efficient (in'a-fish/ant), adj. not efficient; spe-
cifically, &) not producing the desired effect with a
minimum use of energy, time, etc. ; ineffective. fc) lack-

ing the necessary ability; unskilled; incapable.
in

:
elas-tic (in'i-ks'tik), adj. not elastic; inflexible,

rigid, unyielding, unadaptable, etc* $YN, see stiff*

ii*Sf*liiis* wkr"I*ty (m'iflas^-tis'a-'tij* w* the Quality or con-
dition of being; inelastic*

in-el*e-gance (In-^l's-gans), it. 1. lack of elegance;
quality of being inelegant. 2. something inelegant.

tnfrf-e-giMi-cy (in-el'a-gan-si), n. [pi. INELEGANCIES
(-siz) j, inelegance,

In-el-e-gant (in-el'a-gant), adj. not elegant; lacking
r^nment. good taste, grace, etc.; coarse; crude.

In-el-i gi-bil-ity (in-el
/
i-jarbil'a-ty, n. the quality,

state, or fact of being ineligible; lack of eligibility.
in-el igl ble (in-dCi-ja-bl), adj. not eligible; not legally
or morally qualified for office, etc. ; not suitable, n. a
person who is ineligible.

in-el o-quence (in-el'a-kwans), n. lack of eloquence.
in elo quent (m-el'a-kwant), adj. not eloquent; not
fluent, forceful, and persuasive,
in-eluc ta bili-ty (in'i-luk'ta-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
or state of being ineluctable.

in e-luc table (in'i4uk'ta-b'l) adj. [L. ineluctabttis;
m*> not -f eluctaHlis, that can be resisted by struggling
< dnctari, to struggle], not to be avoided or escaped;
certain; inevitable: as, ineluctable fate.

in e luc ta bly (m'i-luk'ta-bK), adv. so as to be ineluc-
table.

in elud ible (in'i-lqod'a-b'l, in'i-lud'a-b'l), adj. that
cannot be eluded.

in-ept (in-eptO adj. [< Pr. or L.; Fr. inepte; L, imptus
< tn~, not -f aptus, suitable, fitl 1. not suitable to the
purpose; unfit 2. unreasonable; foolish; absurd. 3.

awkward; clumsy; inefficient. SYN. see awkward.
in ept-i tude fm-ef/ta-tdod', in-ep'ta-tud'), n. $* in-
eptitude], I. the quality of being inept. 2. an inept act,
remark, etc.

in-e-qiial-i-ty (in'i-kwal'a-ti, in'i-kwdl'a-ti), n. [pi IN-
EQUALITIES (-tiz)], [MFr. inequality: L, inaeaualUas],
1. the quality of being unequal; lack of equality. 2.
an instance of

f
lack of equality; specifically, a) dif-

ference or variation in size, amount, rank, quality,
social position, etc. J) unevenness in surface; lack of
levelness. c) lack of proper proportion; unequal distri-
bution. 3. in mathematics^ tiie relation between two
unequal quantities, or an expression of this relationship:
also inequation. Examples: a & b (a is not equal to b),4 < 7 (4 is less than 7), 3a > 2b (3a is greater than

In-e-qua-ticm (in'i-kwa'zhan, in'i-kwa'shan), n. [< L.
tnaequatus, unequal, after Eng. equation], in mathe-
matics, an inequality.

in-e-qui- (in'e-kwi), [in- (not) -f equi-l a combining
form meaning not equal, not equally, as in inequilateral.

in-equilateral (in'e-kwi-lat'gr-al), adj. not equi-
lateral.

in eq ui ta ble (in-ek'wi-ta-b'l), adj. not equitable: un-
fair; unjust.

in-^-ui-ty (in-ek'wi-ti), n. [in- (not) + equity}, 1.
lack of justice; unfairness. 2. \pl. INEQUITIES r-tiz)].
an instance of this.

in e rad i ca ble (in'i-rad'i-ka-b'l), adj. that cannot be
eradicated; too firmly fixed to be rooted out or done
away with*

in*ft<imd'i'C*'b|sr (in'tomdl-ke-bH), adv. so as to be in-

eradicable.
in-e-ras-a-ble (in'i-r5s'-bl}, adj. that cannot be erased.
in*erra<biM-ty (in-erVbil'a-ti, in-flr'a-bil'a-ti), n. the
quality or state of being inerrable.

in-er-ra-ble (in-er/a-b'l, in-Cb/9-b'l), ad/* [L. inerrabtiisl,
not erring; infallible.

in-er'ra'b|y (in-er'a-bli, in-firV-bH)* adv* in an inerrabk
mann<!T; infallibly,
in er-ran cy (in-er^n-si, in-uy^i-si) r n* the state or
quality of being inerrant.
in-er-rant (in-er'nt f in-ur'snt), adj. [L. inerrans, not
wandering, fixed; see IN- (not) & ERRANT], not erring;
making no mistakes: infallible.

in'CT'rat-ic (inVrat'ik), adj. not erratic.

In-ert (in-firtO adj. [L. iners, without skill or art, idle <
in~t not -f ar5f artis, skill, art], 1. having inertia; with-
out power to move or to resist an opposing force. 2.

tending to be physically or mentally inactive; dull;
slow. 3. with few or no active properties; neutral: as,
the inert ingredients of a medicine. SYN. see inactive.

in-er-tia (in-ur'sha), n. [L., lack of art or skill, ignorance
< iners; see INERT}, 1. in physics, the tendency of
matter to remain at rest if at rest, or, if moving, to

keep moving in the same direction, unless affected by
some outside force: symbol, I; hence, 2. a tendency
to remain in a fixed condition without change; disin-
clination to move or act.

in-er-tial (in-uVshal), adj. of, or having the nature of,

inertia.
in es-cap-a-ble /in'a-skap'Q-b'l), adj. that cannot be
escapea; unavoidable; inevitable.

tin es-se (in es'i), [L.] t in being; in existence.
m-es-sen-tial (inVsen'shsl), adj. 1. [Rare], without
essence or existence; immaterial. 2. not essential; not
really ^necessary or important; unessential, n. some-
thing inessential*

in-es-ti-ma-ble (in-es'ti-m9-bl), adj. that cannot be
,
estimated or measured; especially, too great or valuable
to be properly measured or appreciated; invaluable.

in-es ti ma-bly (in-es'ti-ma-bli) f adv. to an inestimable
degree.

inev-i-ta-bil4-ty (m'ev-i-ta-bil'a-ti, in-ev'i-ts-bil'a-ti),
n. the state, quality, or fact of beingjnevitable.

In evi ta ble (in-ev'i-td-b'l), adj. [ME.; L. inewtabilis;
see IN- (not) & EVITABLE], that cannot be avoided or
evaded ; certain to happen.

in-ev-i-ta-bly (in-ev'i-te-bli), adv. so as to be inevitable;
unavoidably ^ certainly.

in-ex act (in'ig-zaktO, adj. not exact; not accurate or

precise.
in-ex-act-i-tude (in'ig-zak'ts-tood', in'ig-zak'ta-tudO,
n. [Fr.J, lack of exactitude; inexactness.

in-ex cus a bil I ty (in'ik-skuz'a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
of being inexcusable.
in-excus a ble (in'ik-slcuz'a-b'l), adj. that cannot or
should not be excused; unpardonable: unjustifiable.

in-ex-cus-a-bly (in'ik-skuz'd-bli), adv. in an inexcusable
manner; so as to be inexcusable.

in-ex e cu tion (in-ek'sa-ku'shan), n. lack of execution;
failure to do something.

in-ex er-tion (m'ig-ziir'shan), n. lack of exertion; failure
to exert oneself.

in-ex-haust i bil i-ty (in'ig-z6s'ta-bil
f
a-ti) f n* the qual-

ity or state of being inexhaustible.
in-ex-haust-i-ble (in

f
ig-z6s'ta-b'l), adj. that cannot be

exhausted: specifically, a) that cannot be used up or
emptied, o) uadefatigable; tireless*

in-ex-haust-i-bly (uPig-zds^tQ-bli), adv. I. in an inex-
haustible manner. 2. to an inexhaustible degree.

in exist ent (in%-zi'tant), adj. [LL. inexistensl not
existent; not in or having being.

iivejX'0;ra-biI-i-ty (^-ek'seW-bfl'a-ti), n. the quality of
being inexorable.

in ex o ra ble (in-ek'sgr-a-bl), adj. \L. mexorabilis; see
IN- (not) & EXORABLE], that cannot be moved or in-
fluenced by persuasion or entreaty; unrelenting; In-
flexible.

in exora bly (in-elc'ser-a-bli), adv. in an inexorable
manner.

in ex pe di ence (in'ik-spe'di-ans), n. inexpediency.
in ex-pe di en cy (in'ik-spe'di-an-si) r n. tibe quality or
condition of being inexpedient.

in expe-dient (^Q,'ik-spe
f
di-,ant), adj. not expedient;

not suitable or practicable for a given situation; inad-
visable; unwise*

ln-ex-peii*8ive^Ctn
/
ik^spen'siv), adj. not expensive; cost-

ing relatively little ; low-priced ; cheap. SW, see cheap.
in-ex-pe-ri-ence fin'ik-splr'i-Qns), n. fPf. inexptrience;
LL. inexperientia], l&ck of experience or of the knowl-

in-ex-pe-ri enced (in^k-spe)r/^anst), ad/* lacking expe-
rience or the knowledge or skitt resulting frpm experi-
ence,

, , ,>'',,,,
In-expert (in'ik-spHrt^ iftr%'s|)e^, 'odBT.^

expertus], not expert,
J * "** * ' *

in ex-pi a ble (in-ek'spi-a-i)
tiiat cannot be expiated or a^tonecl ft; ^4 'ab.' ^
sin. 2. [Archaic], that cannot be appeased; implacable
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(in-ek'spi-a-bli). adv. m an inexpiable

{in'iks-plan'a-b'l), adj. that cannot be
explained; Inexplicable.
ta-ex-pH-ca-bll-f-ty (in-eks'pH-k-biFa-ti), n. the qual-
ity or state of being inexplicable.

in-ex-pli-ca-ble (in-eks'pli-ka-b'l ; sometimes in'ik-splik'-
*-b'l), adj. [Pr.; L. inexplica-Mlisl not explicable; that
cannot be explained, understood, or accounted for.

Jn-ex-pii'ca*bly (in-eks'pH-ka-bli ; sometimes in'ik-splik'-
bH) adv. in an inexplicable manner.

in-ex-pllc-it (in'iks-plis'it), adj. [L. inexplictim], not

-r r-- -.- . - --, - ,,n. the qual-
ity of being inexpressible.

in-ex-press-1-ble (in'iks-pres'a-bl), adL that cannot be
expressed; indescribable or unutterable.

in-ex-press'1-bly (in'iks-pres'a-bli), adv. in an inex-

pressible manner; so as to be inexpressible.
in-ex-pres-sive (in'iks-pres'iv) , adj. 1. [Archaic], inex-

pressible. 2. not expressive; lacking meaning or ex-

pression.
in-ex'pu-na-ble (in'ik-spug'na-b'l), adj. [Fr.; L. intx-

pugnabiYis; in-f not -J- expugnabilis, that can be taken
by storm < expugnare, to take by storm; ex-, intens. -f

pugnare, to fight < pugna, a nght], ^tnat cannot be
defeated by force; unconquerable; unyielding.
in-ex-png-na-bly (in'ik-spug'na-bH), adv. so as to be
inexpugnable.

in-ex-ten-si-ble (irrik-sten'ss-b'!), adj. not extensible,

Jin ex-ten-so (in ik-sten'so), [L.], at full length; una-
bridged.

in*ex*tin*&uish-a-ble (in'ik-stin'gwish-9-b'l), adj. not
extinguishable; that cannot be quenched, put out, or

stopped.
la-ex*tin-guish-a-bly (in'ik-stii/gwish-o-bH), adv. so as
to be inextinguishaDle.

iii-ex*tir-pa-ble (in'ik-stuVpo-bl), adj. [L. inextirpa-
bttis], that cannot be extirpated.

Jin ex-tre-tnis (in iks-tre/mis), [L,, in extremity], at
the point of death.

in-ex-txi-ca-biM'ty (in-eks'tri-ks-bil'a-ti), n. the qual-
ity or state of being inextricable.

in-x-tri'Ca*ble (in-eks'tri-ka-bl), adj. [Fr.; L. inextri-

cabilis], 1. that one cannot extricate himself from.
2. that cannot be disentangled or untied. 3. so compli-
cated or involved as to be insolvable.

in-ex-tri*ca-bly (in-eks'tri-ka-bli), adv. so as to be in-

extricable.
I-nez (I'niz, i'nez') [Sp. Inez], a feminine name: see

f., infantry.

y 1. infinitive. 2. information. 3. infra, {L.], below.
in , in fine, [L.], finally; at the end.

in-fal-li-biM-ty (in-fal's-bil'a-ti),
n, the state or quality

of being infallible.

in-fal-lfble (in-fal'9-bl), adj. [ML. infaUibUis; see IN-

(not) at FALLIBLE], 1. incapable of error; never wrong,
2. not liable to fail, go wrong, make a mistake, etc. ;

dependable; reliable. 3. in the Roman Catholic Church,
incapable of error in setting forth doctrine on faith and
morals: said especially of the Pope speaking ex cathedra

(i.e., in his official capacity), n. an infallible person or

thing.
in^fafli-bly (in-fal'0-bH), adv. in an infallible manner.
in-fa-mous (in'fa-mos), adj. [ME.; OPr. infameux; ML.
imfamosus < L. infamis; see IN- (n9t) & FAMOUS], 1.

having a very bad reputation; notorious; in disgrace or
dishonor. 2. causing or deserving a bad reputation;
scandalous; outrageous. 3. in law, a) punishable by
imprisonment in a penitentiary: said of certain crimes.

6) guilty of such a crime. SYN. see vicious.

in-fa-my (in'fa-mi), n. [pi. INFAMIES (-misOj, [Fr. in-

famie;Li. infamia < infamis; see INFAMOUS], 1. very
bad reputation; notoriety; disgrace; dishonor. 2. the

quality of being infamous; great wickedness. 3. an
infamous act. 4. in law, loss of character and of certain
civil rights sustained by a person convicted of an in-

famous crime. SYN. see disgrace.
in-fan-cy (in'fsm-si), n. [pi. INFANCIES (-dz)], [L. in-

fantia, inability to speakj, 1. the state or period of

being an infant; babvhooa; very early childhood. 2.

the beginning or earliest stage of anything. 3. in law,
the state or period of being a minor; period before the

age of legal majority, usually twenty-one; minority.
in-fant (in'fant), n. [MB. enfa^ni; OPn enfant: L.

in/am* ^nfaniis, alji tiot speaking, n. a cHldv infant;
fw-, mot -\~fany*fantisf ppr. offa^ to speal$, 1. a very
yotdQg child; bapy. 2 a person in the Mtetfe of leeal in-

fajicy; noinor. adj. 1 of or for infants or infancy.
2, in a very early stage.
infan ta (k-fanfta); n. [Sp. & Port., fern-o infante,

1

of a king ,01 'SpaM, >or

infan-te (in-laa'tS), a. [Sp^ & Port.; L. i/mm; see

INFANT), any mo. of a Idqg of Spaia or Portugal, except
the heir to the throws.

in-fan-ti'Cide (ia-faii'ta-wl^. it. [Fr.; LL. imfanluidium
< infeitiicid& t one who kiln an infant < L. infens,
infant + cmderet to kfflj, 1. the murder of a baby.
2. [Pr.; LL. ftt/aiifftcJtfaL a person guilty of this.

tn-fan-tile (in%wa-tl' f mf
fj?n-til), adj. [L. infontitis],

L of infants or infancj. 2. like or characteristic of^an
infant; babyish; childish oc childlike. 3. in the earliest

stage of development.
infantile paralysis, an acute infections disease, espe-
cially of children* caused by a virus inflammation of the
gray matter of the spinal cord: it is accompanied by
paralysis of various muscle groups that atrophy, re-

sulting, usually, in permanent deformities: also called

(acute anterior) p*HomydM$.
in-fan-ti-lism (m-am/ta-la

f

m), it. an abnormal state
in which infantile, or childish, characteristics persist
into adult life; it is marked by retarded mental and
physical growth and a lack of serual development.
in-tan-tine (in'fcm-tin-', ininfso-tin), adj. OPr.

infantile; babyish: childish or childlika
in-fan-try (in'fsn-tri), n. [pi. INFANTRIES (-triz)l {Far.

infanteru; Sp. infanUria < Sp. & Port, infante, very
young person, knight's page, foot soldier < L. infans;
see INFANT], foot soldiers cpflectivelv; especially, tlmt
branch of an army consisting of soldiers trained and
eouipped to fight on foot: abbreviated Inf., inf.

In*fan-try-man (in'fan-tri-man), n. [pL INFANTRYMEN
(-man)], a soldier in the infantry.

in-farct (in-ffirkf), n. [ML. infardus, for L. in/artm,
pp. of infarcire; *-, in 4- jfarctre, to sttiflE]. an area of

dying or dead tissue resulting from obstruction of the
blooa vessels normally supplying the part.

in-fat-u-ate (in-fach'oo-at
7
), v.t. (INFATUATED (-id), IN-

FATUATING], [ < L. infaiuatus, pp. of infatttare, to make
a fool of < i~, intens. + fatmis, foolish Jf 1. to make
foolish; cause to lose sotind judgment. 2. to inspire
with unreasoning passion or attraction- adj. infat-
uated. it. a person who is infatuated.

in-fat-u-at-ed (in-fach'oo-at'id), adj. [pp. of infatuate},
1. foolish; lacking sound judgment. 2. completely
carried away by unreasoning passion or attraction.

in*fat'ii*a'tion (in-fach'oo-a'shon)^ n. 1. an infatu-

ating. 2. the
f
fact or state of being infatuated; un-

reasoning passion or attraction. SYN. see love.

ta-fea-siO&iM-ty (in-fe'za-bil'sMi), n. the quality or
state of being infeasible.

in fea si ble (in-fe'z^b'l), adj. not feasible; not easily
done or put to use; impracticable.

in-feet (in-fekt'), v.t. [ME. enfecten; OPr. iw/eetcr < L.

infecfus, pp. of mficere, to put or dip into, tinge, stain <
f-f in -f facere* to do, mare], 1. to contaminate witib a
disease-producing organism or matter. 2. to caase to
become diseased by bringing into contact with sacs an
organism or matter. 3.^ to affect or imbue witti otto's

feelings or beliefs; especially, to affect in a harmful or
undesirable way; corrupt,
in fec-tion (in-fek'shonj, n. [ME. ifacaoim; OFr.; LL.
infectio], 1. an infecting: specifically, a) the act of

causing to become diseased. $) the act of affecting with
one's feelings or beliefs. 2. fee feet or state of being
infected. 3. something resulting from an infecting:

specifically, a) a disease resulting Irorn the presence of
certain niicroorj^anisms or matter in the body. 6) a
feeling, belief, influence, etc. transmitted from one
person to another, 4. anything that infects.

In-fec-tious (in-fek
f
sha&), adj. ^1. likely ^to cause infec-

tion: containing disease-proaucing organisms or matter.
2. designating a disease caused by infection: see
infectious disease. i3. tending to spread or to affect

others; catching: as, an infectious laugh. 4. [Obs.],
infected with disease.
infectious disease, any disease caused by the presence
in the body of bacteria, protozoa, viruses, or other

parasites: it mav or may not be contagious, i.e., trans^
mitted directly from person to person.

in-fec-tive (in-fek'tivj, adj. [HE. infoctyoe; OI*r. tw~

fetMf; tr, imeciivuslj likely to cause infection; infectious!
in-fec*tor (in-fek'ter), n. a person or thing that infects.
infe-cund (ia-feHcsnd, in-fekf

9nd), adj. {ME. infe-
amnde: L. infeamdus], not fecund; not fertile; barren.

infe*cim*di-ty (in'fi-kun'dQ-ti), n. [L. jnfecwrtdHas], the

o^iaHty or state of being infecund.
in-fe-lic4-tou8 (in^s-lis'a-tQs), adj. not feHcitotts; spe-
cifically, a) not happy; unfortunate^ &) not appropriate;
unsuitable,

in-fe-Hc-1-ty (in'fa-Hs'9-ti), n. JL. mfelicitas], 1. the
oiuality or condition of being infeHcitotis. 2, [pi. IN-

!FELICITIES (-tiz)], something infelicitous; unsuitable or

inappropriate remark, action, etc.

in-felt (in'felt
7

)* adj inwardly and deeply felt.

ijti-fer (in-fuV), v.h [INFERRJB (-H3rd') INFERRING], (L.
inferre, to bripg or easrry m, Infer; tn-, in -f ferre, to

co'v

; lot, gS, hdrn, t5Sl
t J,pok;

"*agfa ia agenL i in sanity, o in eamp
Fr, diie; H. 5. ids: kit. G. doch.
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bring, carry)* 1. originally, to bring on or about; cause;
kii*ce, 2* to conclude or decide from something known
or assumed; derive by reasoning; drawls a conclusion.
3. to tead to as a conclusion; indicate; imply; generally

as a usage, yJ* to inferences,
fr the arriving t

*t a dccuiun or opinion by
from known facts of evidenc* (from your smile, I

litf* that you're pleated); deduct, in stnct discrimination,

iaipiltts Inference from a general principle by logical reasoning

(m method wms dednttd from earlier eipcritnents) ; conclude
strictly impHe* an inference that is the final logical result in a

process of reasoning (I must, therefore, omdude that you are

wrotif); jttdft* stresses the careful checking and weighing of

pceawies, etc* in arriving at a conclusion; gather is an informal

ttbffituu for infer or conclude <I gothtr that you don't care).

fn*ftr*ft>bte (sn-fur'^-b'I), adj. that can be inferred: also

spelled infcnibte.
in-fcc-ence (in'fgr-dns), n (ML, & LL. inferential, 1. an

inferring, 2. something inferred; logical conclusion;

(in'fo-ren'shal), arf/. f< ML. inferentia;

+ -all, based on or having to do with inference.

in<fe*i*or (in-fftr
/
i-Sr, in-ffir'ySr), adj. [ME.; L., compar.

of infertu, low, below], 1. lower in space; placed lower
down. 2. low or lower in order, status, rank, etc.;

subordinate. 3. lower in quality or value than (with

to), 4. poor in quality; below average; mediocre. 5.

in anatomy, located below or directed downward: op-

posed to superior, 6. in astronomy, a) between tne
earth and the sun. b) below the celestial pole. 7. in

botany, growing below another part or organ. 8. in

printoxf, placed below the
t
type line, as 2 in NO.

it, an inferior person or thing.
fa-fe-rt-or-i-ty (ia-fSr'i-drVti, in'feY-i-or'a-ti), n. the

cpaaMty or condition of being inferior.

inferiority complex, 1. in psychology, & neurotic con-
dition resulting from various feelings of inferiority,
such as derive from physical inadequacy or situations of

early childhood, and often manifested in excessive ag-
gressiveness, a domineering attitude, etc.; so used by
ABec. 2. popularly, any feeling of inferiority, inade-

quacy, etc. whether or not a neurotic condition exists.

Cf. superiority complex.
in fer nal (m-ffir'nl), adj. [MB.; OFr.; LL. infernalis <
L, infernm, underground, lower, infernal < inferus,

bdbw], I, a) of the ancient mythological world of the
dead &) of hell. 2. hellish; diabolical; fiendish; in-

human. 3. [Colloq.], hateful; abominable; outrageous.
infernal machine, any hidden or disguised device de-

signed to explode or to cause injury or destruction.

in fer-no (in-fuHno), n. \pl. INFERNOS (-noz)J, [It. < L.

infemus; see INFERNAL], I. hell. 2, any place suggest-
ing hell, usually characterized by great heat or flames.
3. JI-L that section of Dante's Divine Comedy which
describes hell and the sufferings of the damned,

ia-fe-ro- (in'fgr-5), {< L. inferus, below], a combining
form meaning below, in the tower part, on the lower side,
as in inferoanterior,

!n-fe-ro*an-te-rl-or (in'fer-o-an-teY'i-ejr), adj. [infero- +
anterior], lying below and in front.

in-fer-rer (in-mr
/
Sr), n. a person who infers.

in fer-ri bie (in-ftVo-bl), adj. inferable.
in-fer-tile (in-fur't'l), adj. 1. not fertile; not produc-
tive; barren. 2. not fertilized, as an egg. SYN. see
sterile.

in-fer-fil-i-tg (ia'fer-til'a-ti), n. the quality or state of

being infertile.

In-feat (in-festOt * [Fr. infester; L. infestare t to attack,
disturb, trouble < infestus, hostile < base seen also in

manifestus (cf. MANIFEST), and prob. in Sans, dk^sno-ti,
he is bold, brave, Eng. dare], to overrun or inhabit in

large numbers, usually so as to be harmful or bother-
some; swarm in or about.

in-fes-ta-tion (in'fes-ta'shQn), n. [LL. infestatio], an
infesting or being infested.

in-feu-da-tion (in'fyocnia'shan), n. [ML. infeudatio <
pp. of infeudare, to enf off < in-, in +feudum; see FEE],
I. the granting of an estate in fee; enfeoffment. 2. the
granting of tithes to laymen,
in fi-del (in'fa-d'l), adj. [Fr. infidele; L. infidelis, un-
faithful (LL., unbelieving); in~t not + fiddis, faithful],
1. a) not believing in religion, ft) not believing in a
certain religion or the prevailing religion, especially
Christianity ; heathen ; pagan. 2. of infidels or infidelity.
n. 1. a person who does not believe in a certain religion
or the prevailing religion; non-Christian, non-Moslem,
etc. 2. a person who does not believe in any religion.
3. a person who does not accept some particular belief.
~SYN. see atheist.

In-fi-deH-ty (in'fo-del's-ti), n. \j>L INFIDELITIES (-tiz)L
[Fr. infidelity

L. infidelitas < mfidelis; see INFIDEL],
1. lack of belief in all religion or in any one religion,
especially Christianity. 2. lack of faith, trust, or loy-
alty. 3. unfaithfulness of a husband or wife; adultery.
4. an unfaithful or disloyal act.

in-field (in'feld'), * [*. adv. + field], 1. the land of a
farm nearest the farmhouse. 2. a) the square area
enclosed by the four base lines on a baseball field. 6) the
infielders collectively. Distinguished from outfield.

in field-er (m'fel'de'r), n. in baseball, a player whose
potitMn is in the infield; shortstop, first baseman,
second baseman, or thin! baseman: the pitcher ant!

the catcher are considered infielders when fielding the
ball: distinguished from outfielder,

in-fi! trate (in-fil'trat; also, &p. for . 2, in'fil-trat').
o.t. & y.i. [INFILTRATED (-id), INFILTRATING], {in- (in) +
JUtratel, 1. to pass, or cause (a fluid) to pass, tlirough
small gaps or openings; filter. 2. to pass through, as
in filtering; .specifically, in military usage, to pass, or
cause (individual troops) to pass, through weak places
in the enemy's lines m order to attack the enemy's
flanks or rear, n, something that infiltrates,

in-fil'tra-tion (m'fil-tra'shsnj, n. 1. an infiltrating or

being infiltrated. 2. something that infiltrates.

infin., infinitive.

in-fi-nite (in'fs-nit), adj. [ME.; L. infinitus; see IN-

(not) & FINITE], 1. lacking limits or bounds; extending
beyond measure or comprehension; endless; immeas-
urable; hence, 2. very great; vast; immense; inex-
haustible. 3. in mathematics, of a greater value (pos-

itively infinite) or a lesser value (negatively infinite) than
any assigned number, n. 1. something infinite, as

space or time. 2. in mathematics, an infinite quantity.
the Infinite (Bein$), God.

in-fi-nite-ly (in'fs-mt-li), adv. to an infinite degree.
in-fin-i-tes-1-mal (in'fin-s-tes'a-ml), adj. {< Mod. L.

infiniiesimus < L. infinitns (see INFINITE), after cen-

tesimns, hundredth < centum, one hundred], 1. in

mathematics, continually diminishing and approaching
zero as its limit: said of a variable. 2. too small to be
measured ; infinitely small, n. an infinitesimal quantity.
in -fin- i ti-val (in'fin-a-tiVl, m-fin'a-tiVl), adj\ having
to do with the infinitive,

in-fin-i-tive (in-fin'a-tiv), adj. [LL. infinitives < infin-
itus; see INFINITE], in grammar, 1. of or connected with
an infinitive. 2. not defined or limited, n* the simple,
uninflected form of the verb, expressing existence or
action without reference to person, number, or tense:
in English, it is preceded by to, as, to go, to think, or by
another verb form, as, can he go, make us think; abbre-
viated inf., infin.

in-fin-i-tude (in-fin'a-todd', in-fin'a-tud^, n. [< L. in-

finitus, infinite], 1. the quality of being infinite. 2. an
infinite quantity, number, or extent.

in-jfin-i-ty (in-fin's-ti), n, [pi. INFINITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
infinite^ OFr, infinite; L. injinitas], 1. the quality of

being infinite. 2. anything infinite; endless or unlim-
ited space, time, distance, quantity, etc. 3. an in-

definitely large number or amount. 4. in geometry, a
point or space infinitelv distant from the point or space
being considered. 5. in mathematics, an infinite quan-
tity, indicated by co . 6. in photography, a distance so

great that rays of light originating there may be con-
sidered as parallel.
to infinity, without limit or end.

in-firm (in-furm'). odj* [ME.; OFr. infirm, enferm; L.

infirmus], L not firm or strong physically; weak;
feeble, as from old age. 2. not firm in mind or purpose;
unstable; vacillating. 3. [Rare], not stable, firm, or

sound; frail; shaky, as a structure. 4. not secure or
valid: asf an infirm title to property. SYN. see weak.
in'firina*ry (in-fur'mQ-ri) , n. [pi. INFIRMARIES (-riz)],

[OFr. enfermerie; ML. tnfirmaria, infirmarium < L.

tnfirmusT, a place for the care of the sick, injured, or

infirm; hospital; especially, the building or room in a
school* etc. that serves as a hospital or dispensary.

in-fir-mi-ty (m-fur'ma-ti), n. [ME. infirmite; OFr. en-

fermete; II infirmitas], 1. the quality or state of being
infirm; feebleness; weakness. 2. Ipl. INFIRMITIES (-tiz)],
an instance of this; specifically, a) a physical weakness
or defect; frailty or ailment* as from old age. 6) a
moral weakness; defect.

in-fix (in-fiks';/or ., in'fiks'), v.t. [ME. inficchen; OFr.

infixer < L, tnfiacm, pp. or infigere, to fix, thrust, or
drive in; see IN- (in) & Fix], 1. to fasten or set firmly
in or on, especially by inserting or piercing. 2. to

instill; teach; implant. 3. to place (an infix) within
the body of a word, flu in linguistics, an element
consisting of one or more sounds or syllables placed
within the body of a word to modify its meaning: it

corresponds in function to a suffix or prefix. Example:
Arabic -to- in iq-ta-viba, to cause oneself to come near
(< gariba, to conie near).

tik fla gran-te de lie to (in flo-gran'ti di-Kk'to), [L.l,
in the very act of committing the offense; red-handed.

in flame (in-fiamOf >* [INFLAMED (-fiamdO, INFLAM-
ING], [ME. enfiamen: OFr. enfiammer; L. infiammare;
see IN- (in) 4

& KLAMK! 1. to set on fire, 2. to arouse

passion, desire* or violence in;, excite intensely, especial-
ly with anger. 3. to increase the intensity of (passion,
desire, violence, etc.). 4. to cause to be hot, teverish,
swollen, red, sor;ei etc.

; cause inflammation in, i*x 1.

to*become roused, excited, stimulated, etc, 2. to catch
fire. 3. to become hot, leyecish, $w/oHen red, sore, etc.

inflammability (in-iam'a-bilVta), n/tta quality
or condition of being inflammitble; specifically, a) a
tendency to burn readily or ;t&e ojegrbe oC tbos'tendeiicy.
6) excitability,

,
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,
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Inflam ma ble (tn-flam'a-b'l), adj. [Pr. < L. inflsm-
mwe; see INFLAME], 1. easily set on fire; that will bum
readily or quickly; combustible. 2. easily roused, pro-
voked, or excited, n. anything inflammable.
iH'Iam-ma-bly <in-flamVbli) t adv. in an inflammable
manner; so as to be easily inflamed,
in-flam-ma-tion (in'fla-ma'shsn), n. [Pr.* L. inflem-
matio], 1. an inflaming. 2. a being inflamed; specifi-
cally, in medicine, a diseased condition of some part
of the body, resulting from injury, infection, irritation,
etc. and characterized by redness, pain, heat, and
swelling.
in-flam-ma'to-ry (in-flam'^-tor'i, in-flam'a-to'ri), adj.

i ^ T :~a--- ..... ~* ;*----
i excitement, anger,

., -.- -
. -.-, ,

2. in medicine, of,
caused by, or characterized by inflammation.
in flat a ble (in-flat'a-b'l), adj. that can be inflated.
in-flate (in-flat'), v.t. [INFLATED (-id), INFLATING], [< L
inflates, pp. of inflare. to blow into, inflate; -, in +
flare, to blow], 1. to blow full or swell out with air or
gas; distend ; expand ; dilate. 2. to raise in spirits; make
proud or elated. 3. to increase or raise beyond normal
or valid proportions. 4. to increase the amount of
(currency in circulation) : see inflation, v.i. to become
inflated; swell. Opposed to deflate. SYN. see expand.

in-flat-ed (in-flat'id), adj. [pp. of inflate], 1. swollen:
puffed out. 2. pompous; bombastic; high-flown. 3. in-
creased or raised beyond normal or valid proportions.

tn-flat-er (in-flat
/
e*r), n. a person or thing that inflates

in fla tion (m-fla'shan), n. [ME. inflacioun; L. inflaiio],L an inflating or being inflated. 2. an increase in the
amount of currency in circulation, resulting in a rela-
tively sharp and sudden fall in its value and rise in
prices: it may be caused by an increase in the volume
of paper jmoney issued or of gold mined, or a relative
increase in expenditures, as when the supply of goods
fails to meet the demand. Opposed to deflation.

in-fla-tfon-ar-y (in-fla'shan-erl), adj. of, causing, or
characterized by inflation.

in-fla-tion-ist (in-fla'shsn-ist), n, a person who favors
inflation.

in fla-tor (in-fla'te'r), n. an inflater.
in-fleet (in-flekf), v.t. [ME. inflecte(n); L. inflcctere;
in-, m f flectere, to bend], L to turn, bend, or curve,
usually inward. 2. to vary or change the tone or pitch
of (the voice) ; modulate. 3. to change the form of (a
word) by inflection, as in *- 5- *'-- j ---;__

'PP.
- _. ____7 OT

curving. 2. a turn, bend/ or curve. 3. a change in'the
tone or pitch of the voice; modulation. 4. a) the change
of form by which some words indicate certain grammat-
ical relationships, as number, case, gender, tense, etc.
b) an inflected form, c) an inflectional element, as
those used in English to form the plural and possessive
case of nouns

f (ships, ship's) and the past tense and
third person singular, present indicative, of verbs (he
shipped, ships). 5. a change of a curve or arc from
convex to concave or the reverse.

in flee-tion al (in-flek'shan-1), adj. of, having, or show-
ing grammatical inflection.

inflectional language, a language hi which inflection
is the principal grammatical device; specifically, a lan-

guage in which the subject-object relation is indicated
by inflection: Greek and Latin are inflectional lan-
guages, whereas English is syntactically analytical.

in-flec-tive (in-flek'tiv), adj. 1. that can bend or curve;
tending to bend or curve, 2. inflectional.

in-flexed (in-fleksf), adj. [< L. inflexus* pp. (see IN-
FLECT); + -ed\, in botany & zoology, bent inward;
turned toward the axis.

in-flex-i-bil-i'ty (in-flek'so-bil'a-ti, in'nek-sa-bilVti), n.
the quality or condition of being inflexible,

in-flex-i-ble (m-flek's9~b'l), adj. [ME.; L. inflexibilis;
see IN- (not) & FLEXIBLE], 1. that cannot be bent or
curved; stiff: rigid. 2. firm in mind or purpose; stub-
born; unyielding; unshakeable, 3. that cannot be
changed; fixed: unalterable: as, an inflexible rule,
SYN* inflexible implies an unyielding or unshakeable firm-
ness in mind or purpose, sometimes connoting stubbornness
(his inflexible attitude) ; adamant implies a firm or unbreak-
able resolve that remains unaffected by temptation or pleading
(adamant to her entreaties); Implacable suggests the impossi-
bility of pacifying or appeasing (implacable in nis hatred);
obdurate impEes a hardneartedness that is not easily moved to
pity, sympathy, or forgiveness (ker obdurate refusal to help).
See also stiff. ANT. flexible, yielding, compian*.

in-flex i>bly On-flek'sQ-bM), adv. in an inflexible manner.
in flexion (in-Iek'shan), n. inflection: chiefly British
spelling,

in flict (in-fliktO, v.t. [< L. inflictus, pp. of mftigere, to
stoke or beat against, strike on; in-, on, against -h
fligere,* to strike],, $. to give or cause (pain, wounds,
blows, eta) by oar as by striking; cause to be borne.

t. to impose (a wnisiimen\ disagreeable task, etc.),
in-ffietioa (in.flik'sis), n. [LlTfe/iefto], 1. an in-
flicting, 2. sometliing inflicted, as pain or tninisfaoient.

ta'fiiC'tfoe (in-fhVtiv), Hj. of cc characterized by in-
fliction,

in-ffo-re8-cenc (in'flft-nt'*!*, k'floHres^ns), n. [Mod.
L. infqrtscGtfia < LL. infl^exms, ppr. of inftarescere,
to begin to blossom; see m- (in) & FLORESCENCE], in
Many, 1. a flowering. 2. the arrangement of flowers
on^ a stem or axis. 3. a flower cluster on a common
axis. 4. flowers collectively. 5. a single flower.
In flo res cent (^'fld-res^nt, in'io-:res>*nt) f ttdj. ILL.
inflorescens: see INFLORESCENCE! in flower; flowering.
in flow (in'flo'). * 1. a flowing in or into. 2. anything
that flows in.
in flu-ence (in'fldo-gns) # n. [ME.; OFr.j ML. mflaentia,
a flowing in < L. infln^ns, ppr. p inmnere* to flow in:
m-, in + flueref to now], 1. originally, tne sttpporod.
nowins of an ethereal fluid or power from the stars,
thought to affect the characters and actions of people,
2. a) the ^ower of persons or things to affect otters,
seen only m its effects, b} the action or effect of such
power. 3. the power of a person or group to prodtece
effects without the exertion of physicaTforce or author-
ity, based on wealth, social position, ability, etc. 4. a
person or thing that has influence. 5. in eUcfridty*
induction, v.t. [INFLUENCED (-anst), INFLUENCIHC], to
exert or have influence on; have an effect on the nature
or behavior of; affect the action or thought of; modify.5 Y2V. influence implies the power of persons or things
fwhetner or act exerted consckmsly or orortly) to affect others
(he owed his position to influence)-, authority implies the
power to command acceptance, belief, obedience, etc., based
on strength of character, expertness of knowledge, etc. (a
statement made on good authority} ; prestige implies the powr
to command esteem or admiration, based on brilliance of
achievement or outstanding superiority: weight implies in-
fluence that is more or less preponderant in its effect (fie threw
his weight to the opposition). See also effect,

in-tiu-ent (in'floo-9nt)<f adj. [L. mjluens; see INFLUENCE],
flowing in. n. anything flowing in, as a tribute

in-flii-ect'tial (in'floo-en'shal), adj. [< ML. .

(see INFLUENCE) ; -j- oZ], 1. having or exerting in
2. having great influence: powerful: effective.

in-flu-en-za (m'fldo-en'za), n. fit., lit., an influence: so
called because formerly attributed by astrologers to
the influence of the stars < LL. injluentia; see INFLU-
ENCE], an acute, contagious, infectious disease, caused
by any of several viruses and characterized by inflam-
mation of the respiratory tract, fever, muscular pain,
and, often, intestinal disorders: also called grippe, fl.

ln-flu-en-zal (m'floo-en'zl), adj. of influenza.
fa-flux (in'fluks'), n. [Fr.; LL. influxus, properly p$>, of
influere; see INFLUENCE], 1. a) a flowing in; inpouring;
inflow, as of a liquid, gas, etc. b) a continual comingfe
of persons or things: as, an influx of customers* 2. tie
point where a river joins another body of water.

in fold (in-foldO* v.t. 1. to wrap in folds; wrap up.
2. to embrace. Also spelled enfold,

in-fqrm (in-f6rmO, v.t. [ME. informcn; OPr. enformer;
L. informare; see m- tin) & FORM], 1. a) to give form
or character to;^be the formative principle of. b) to
give, imbue, or inspire with some specific quality or
character; animate. 2. [Rare], to form or sha^e (the
mind) ; teach. 3. to give knowledge of something to;
tell; acquaint with a fact, etc, vJ. to give information,
especially information laying blame or accusation upon
another. SYN. see notify.

ill-form (in-f6nnO, <*/ t^r. infomc; L. informis], with-
out form; formless.

in for mal (in-f6r'ml), adj. not formal; specifically, a)
not according to prescribed or fixed customs, rules,
ceremonies, etc. b) casual, easy, unceremonious, or re-
laxed, c) desj^ned for use or wear on everyday occasions.
d) not requiring formal dress, e) colloquial.

itt-for-mal-I-ty (in'fdr-malVti), n. 1. the quality or
state of being informal; absence of formality. 2. [pL
INFORMALITIES (-tiz)], an informal act.
in-formant (m-fSrmant), n. [< L. informans, ppr. of
informare, to inform], 1. a person who gives informa-
tion. 2. a native speaker who repeats the forms,
correct sounds, etc. of his language lor the benefit of
linguists, teachers, translators, etc.
information (m'fer-ma'shan), n. [ME. & OFr. en-
formtmon; L. informatio, a representation, outline,
sketch], 1. an informing or being informed; especially,
a telling or being told of something. 2. something told;
news; intelligence; word. 3. knowledge acquired in
any manner; facts; data; learning; lore. 4. a person or
agency answering questions as a service to others.
5. in law, an accusation of criminal offense, not by
indictment of a grand jury, but by a public officer,
such as a prosecutor. Abbreviated taf.
SYN. information appEes to facts that are gathered in any
way, as by reading, ob^efVatidiiv hearsay, etc. and does not
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in

dfe* to any of iMtA Kitherv4 by study, flttturv,i

ttos, ate. to tfee iHtaui inferred from fact*, and con-
mi ni wfa*t t known (man's !

th* ttnfamO' Itoratoft is aeqtiim! by study, pe
in literature, philosophy, etc.; tradition

or abstruse tarnfag beyond the comprehrn-
erf wfudom implk* superior judgment *nrt

on broad knowtaiiev--/UvT. ignorance.

tnHfar*m**tftan>til 0n^fr-niFste*-*i), adj. 01 or giving

bffract (

see

te-frn**'tlT (in-fftr'ma-tiv), ?/. f < L. informolus* pp.
of informant (see INFORM); -f -if*], giving information;

eduoattocial; instructive.

ln-foraMfc-tD>ry (in-fdr
/m-tdr'i. in-fdr'ma-to'n), aa;.

informative.
to-forua^l (tn*fdrmdO <zJ* [pp. of tnform], having much
infonnmtioa, knowledge, or education.

te'forai'isr (in-fAr
/
ine'r) f n. a person who informs; in-

formant; especially, a person who makes an accusation

aaakist, or gives evidence of the guilt of, another.

In'fra- (isi%&K [<L. infrc, adv. 6* prep., below], a prefix

meaning Mow, btrual*, m in infrared, infracostal*

in fracos tal (in'fra-kofi'tol), oaf. {< infra- + L. costa,

a rib; + -JJ* situated beneath the ribs,

(in-traktOt i?**- 1< k. infractus, pp. of infringe;
Bi to break or violate (a law, pledge, etc,)-

(in-frak'shon), n. [L. infradio; see IN- (in)

yRAcnovr], a breaking of a law, pact, etc.; violation;

infringement.
{itt-fr* dlft*iil*ta-t80i (in'frs dig'ni-ta'tam), fL.}, be-

nemtb (oca's) dignity: abbreviated Infra di&.

In fra lap sar i an (m'fra-kp-s&r
/
i-on)j n. {< infra- -f

L. tapsm, a faH; -f -arian as in Unitarian, etc.], any
of a group erf CaMnists who held that God's plan of

salvation for some people followed and was a conse-

quence of the fall of man from grace: opposed to

mptwUpsemm. adj. of this doctrine.

in fra me-dl an (in'trd-me'di-on), odj* [infra- -f median],

designating those areas of the ocean bottom ranging
in a^h fewa 300 to 600 feet.

-ty (to-fran'i9-Wf9-^) f a. the QuaKty or

r fafranglbfe.
Cin-fcan'ja-bl), adj. fin- (not) + frangi-

ttej, 1. that cannot be broken cc separated. 2 that
cannot be violated or infringed,

to-fra-r^d (m'fra-redO* adj. designating cc of those in-

visible rays jttst beyond the red of the visible spectrum:
their waves are longer than those of the spectrum
colors but shorter than radio waves, and have a pene-
trating beating effect.

in-fre quence (in-fre'kwans), n. infrequency.
in-fre-quen-cy (in-fre'kwsn-si), n. [L. infrequentia], the
condition or fact of being mfregtient.
in-fre-quent (in-fre'kwant), adj. [L. infreownsl* not
frequent; not occurring often; happening seldom or at

intervals; rare; tuacomnion. -SYN. see rare.

-mnjO < [INFRINGED (-frinjdO* iNFRjasro-

. rmgere, to break off, break, impair, violate
in -h freng&rc, to break], to break (a law or

agreement) ; fail to observe the terms of; violate.

infringe on (of upon), to break in on; encroach or

trespass on (the rights, patents, etc. of others).
in-fringe-ment Hn-fnnj'mant), n. an infringing; vio-
lation or enorc^cnment,
in-fun-dib-u-lar (in'fan-dib'yoo-lSr), adj. 1. having the

shape of a ftmusl* 2. of or having an infundibulum.
in-fun-dib-u-late (in'fan-dib'yoo-lat', in'fsn-dfl/yoo-
lit), od[/* infiandibttkr.
in-fun-dib-u-lum (rn'ifen-dib'yoc-fom), n j^I. INFUN-
DIBUIA (4a)] P'** a funnel < tnfundere: see XNTUSB] in

anatomy, any of various ftmneT-shaped organs or pas-
sages; specifically, ) the extension of the third ventricle
of the brain to the pituitary body. &) the bronchiole
endings in the lungs.

in fu-ii-ate (jn-fyoor'i-it; for ., in-fyooi/i-StO, adj*

[< ML. infuriates, pp. of infariare, to enrace; L. *-,
in -f furiare, to enrage < furi&> rage, angerj, furious;
very angry; enraged. v.t. [INFURIATED (-id), INFU-
RIATINGJ7 to cause to become very angry; enrage.

in-fu-ri-a-tlpn (in-fyoor'i-a'shsn), n. an infuriating or
being infuriated.

In fus cate (in-fus^kit), adj. [L. infitscatos, pp. of in-

fuscare* to make dark, obscure; in-f in -f fuscarv, to
darken < fuscus, dark], darkenied or tinged with brown,
as the wings of an insect.

tn-fus-cat-ed n-fus'ka-tid), adj. infascate.
in-fuse (in-fuz^), v.t. [INFUSED (-fuzdO. INFUSING^ [ME.
enfusen < L. infusus, pp. of infundtre* to pour in; in~,
in +fundere, to pour], 1. to pour (a EquidJ in, into, or
upon. 2. to put (qualities, etc.) in, as by pouring;
instill; impart. 3. to fill; pervade; imbue; inspire. 4, to
steep or soak so as to extract certain qualities: as, tea
is infused in hot water. SYN* see instill.

in fu si bil i ty (in-fu'zo-bfl's-ti), n. the qttality of being
infusible.

in-fu-si-ble (in-fu'za-b'l), adj. [in- (not) + fusible], that
cannot be fused or melted. i \

in-fu-si ble (in-fu'za-bl), adj. that can be infused.

, n. any

(in-ffi'*h0n), n. {< Fr, or L,; Pr. infmum;
L. m/M.ffo], 1. the act or process of infusing. 2. some-
thing infused; tincture; admixture., 3. the liquid ex-
tract that results when a substance is infused in water,

in*fu sioo-isoi (m-fli'xh^n-iz'm), n* the doctrine that
the human soul enters the body by divine infusion at
conception or birth,
in fu sive (in-f5'siv) asof/. having the quality or power of

infusing,
In-fu>ao*ri-ft (in'fyoo-sdr'i-a, in'fyoo-so'ri-s), .j^. [Mod.
L. < L. in/mm; see INFL^SE: so called from their occur-
rence in infusions exposed to the air], 1. formerly, a
large group consisting of most of the microscopic organ-
isms found in decayed organic matter and stagnant
water. 2. a class of very small one-celled animals
(Protozoa) characterized b^ cilia which permit free

movement, found especially in exposed bodies of water.
in-fu-so-ri-al (in'fyoo-sdr

/
i-l, in'fyoo~s5'ri-9l), adj. of,

consisting of, containing, or having the nature of*
Infusoria.

infusorial earth, a loose, slightly coherent earth
formed of the skeletons of diatoms, a type of algae, and
used as an absorbent for nitroglycenn in dynamite:
also called kieseliukr.

in-fu so-ri-an (in'fyoo-sSr'i-an, in'fyoo-so'ri-an),
member of the Infusoria, adj. of this class.

tin fu-tu-ro (in fyoo-tyoor'o), [L.J,
in the future.

-ing (iij; in context often 'n, an, 'n), a suffix of various
origins and meanings: 1. [ME. ; AS,], used primarily to
form nouns, meaning; related to, made of, descendedfrom,
as in farthing, atheltng: also used to form diminutives.
2. [ME. -*f, -yng, orig. -end, -and, ~ind < AS. -ende,
sums of ppr. of verbs], used to form the present parti-
ciple, as in hearing, noticing. 3. [ME. -ing, -yng; AS.
->ung], added to verbs or, sometimes, nouns, to form
verbal nouns meaning: a) the act or an instance of (a
specified verb), as in talking, digging, b) something pro-
duced by the action of (a specified verb), as in a painting.
c} something that does the action of (a specified verb),
as in a covering for her head, d) material used for (a

specified thing), as in blanketing, carpeting.
in-gath er (in-gatf&'eV), v.L & tu. to gather in: harvest.

Inge, William Ralph (in), 1860-1954: EngKsh theo-

logian and author; dean of St. Paul's, London (1911-
1934).

in-gem-i-nate (m-jem'a~nat') t
v.t. [INGEMINATED (-id),

INGEMINATING], [< I/, ingemtnaius, pp. of ingeminare*
to redouble, repeat; see IN- (in) & GEMINATE], to stress
or make more forceful by repeating; reiterate.

in-gem-i-na-tion (in-jem'a-na'shQn), n. an ingeminat-
ing; repetition.

in gen-er-ate (in-jen'Sr-it), adj. [L. ingeneratus, pp. of

ingenerare; see ENGENDER], innate; inborn, v.t. (in-

X [IN/GENERATED (-id), INGENERATING], to pro-
duce or create within: engender.
in-gen er-ate (in-jen'eV-it), adj. [< L. in~t not -f gener-

atusj see GENERATED not generated or produced, but
originating and existing in itself.

in-gen ious fin-jen'yos), adj. [Fr. ingenieux; L. ingeni-
osus, of good capacity, gifted with genius, ingenious <
ingenium, innate or natural quality, inclination, ability
< in-, in -f gignere, to produce], 1. originally, having
genius j having great mental ability. 2. clever, resource-
mi, original, and inventive. 3. cleverly or originally
made or done; characterized by originality, inventive-
ness, and skill. SYN. see clever.
in g6 nue (an'zhi-noo/: Fr. aw'zha'miO, n. \pl. INGENUES
f-nooz'; Fr. -nu')l, [JPr., fern, of ingenu;L,. ingenuus,
ingenuous], 1. an innocent, inexperienced, unworldly
young woman. 2. in the theater, a) the role of such a
character, 5) an actress playing such a role.

in*|je-iiu4*t3r (in'ja-noo^-ti, m7
jo-nu'a-ti), n. [L. in-

genuitas < ingenuus (see INGENUOUS); sense 1 anected
by association with ingenious^ 1. the quality of being
ingenious; cleverness^ originality, skill, etc. 2. [Rare],
the quality of being ingenuous.

in-gen-u-ous (in-jen'u-os) adj. [L. ingenuus, native,
niborn, fireebom, noble, frank < ingignere, to ingener-
ate; to*, i^.+ gignere, to produce}, l f originally, of
honorable birth, nature, or character; noble. 2. frank;
open; candid; straightforward. 3. simple; artless;
innocent; naive-without guile, $J?N. see naive.

In.ger-soll, Robert Green (in'ggr-sal, c/ggr-sol'),
1833r-1899; American lawyer and lecturer; exponent of

agnosticism.
in gest (inr^est')* *f* (< L, wgestus, pp. of ingerere, to
carryt PW& mto; MK iato r|- gerere, to carry] r to take or
put (food, drags, C*CT) into the body for digestion.
in ges ta (in-jes'te)* nt^. |L,, neat, pi of ingestus? see

INGEST], things ingested: sometimes used figuratively.

in-ges-tiaii, (in-jes'chdn), n. [LL. ingestio], the act or
process of ingestan^* !

serving or tending to ingest.
mgleak-Bx&l 1 aim or
,2'. a

in ges tive (in-jesftiv),
in

;
gle (ii)/gl)%ji. [Scot. ;

-
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in glo-rl-ous (m-gldr'I-as, in-gfo'ri-as}. oaf/. [L,
offiw; see m- (not) & GLORIOUS}, 1 . not giving, nseerring,
or deserving glory; shameful; disgraceful; dishonorable.
2, without glorvj no* famous; Bttle-known; obscure.

in-go-ing (in'go'ir)), erf/, going in; entering.
inipot (ir/gatl, n. (MB., lit., that which is poured in,
mold for molten metal < in, m -f fain*, pp. of ye&,
icte* (AS. geatan), to pour; akin to G. **4; IB.
base *|&e**-, to pour], 1. originally, a mold for casting
metal into a bar. 2. a mass of metal cast into a bar or
other oooYenient shape.

in graft (in-graff, in-graftO, * to engraft.
in grain (in-gran'; also for adj., and /or n.. always,
in'grinO* ** (see ENGRAIN}, 1. to dye is gram;
dye in the^ fiber before manufacture. 2, to work
into the grain or fiber; infuse deeply: chiefly in a figura-
tive sense, and in the past participle. Also engrain, adj.
1. dyed in grain; dyed before mamifacttire; 1&oroughly
dyed. 2. made of fiber or yam dyed before weaving:
said of rugs, carpeting, etc. n. yarn, carpeting, etc.

dyed before manufacture.
in grained (in-grandO* adj. 1. worked into the grain
or fiber; deeply infused or imbued; firmly established:
as, ingrained principles. 2. inveterate; thorough-
going: as. an ingrained liar.

Ingram (ir/gram), [< Gmc.; cf. AS. Ing, OHG. Inc.
name of a Gmc, sea god, usually identified with Prey &
OHG. kramn, raven; hence, Ht. Ing's raven], a mascu-
line name.

in-grate (in'grat), adj. [ME. & OPr. in&at; 1,. ingrains,
unpleasant, disagreeable, ungrateful; fit-, not 4- gratus,
grateful], [Obs.J, ungrateful, n. an ungrateful person.
ingra-ti-ate (in-gra'shi-atO, v.t. [INGRATIATED (-id),
INGRATIATING), [prob. via It. ingraiiare (now ingrax-
iare) < L, phr. in gratiam, for the favor of < In, m -f
gratia, favor, agreeableness], to bring (oneself; into
another

T
s favor or good graces.

In gra ti a-tion (in-gra'^i-a'^wn), n. an ingratiating.
in gra-ti-a-to ry (in-gra'shi-a-tdri, m-gra'shi-a-to'n),
aaj. ingratiating or serving to ingratiate.

in grat-1-tvde (m-grat'a-tood', in-grat'o-tud'), n. lack
of gratitude; ungratefulness*

in gra ves cent (in'g3ra-ves'
f

nt) t adj. [L. mgraw$cew*
ppr. of ingravtscere, to become heavier, grow worse <
*n-f in -f grams, heavyj severe], becoming more and
more severe: said of a disease.
In gre-di ent (in-gre'di-ent), n. fFr. ingredient < L.
ingredims, ppr. of ingredi; see INGRESS), 1. any of
the things that a mixture is made of: as, the ingredients
of ice cream. 2. a component part, or constituent, of
anything. SYN. see element.
In gres, Jean Au guste Do ml-nique (zha ft'gust'
d6*me'nSk' a'gr*) f 1780-1867; French painter.

in gress (in'gres), n, [MB.. < L.jtngre$sw, pp. of mgredi,
to step or go into, enter in < M~, into -f gradi. to go]
1. the act of entering. 2. the right or permission to
enter. 3* a place or means of entering? entrance.

in gres sion (in-gresh'an), n. [L. ingrwsw]* the act of
entering; ingress.
in gres-sive (in-gres'iv), fld/ 1. having to do witli
ingress. 2. in grammar, inceptive.

Ing-rid (irj'grid), [< Scand.; ult. < ON. Ingvit name of
a Gmc. god (cf. AS. Ing; see INGRAM) -f rida, ride],
a feminine name,
in-group (in'groop')t n. any group of people regarded
from the point of view of any of its members as con-
trasted to all^

outside groups (out-groups).
in-grow-ing (m'gro'irj/, adj* growing within, inward, or
into; especially, growing into the flesh: as> an ingrowing
hair.

in-grown (in'gron') adj. 1. grown within, inward, or
into; especially, grown into the flesh: as, an ingrown
toenaiL 2. inborn; native; innate.

Ingrowth (in
f
grSth') , n. 1 . a growing inward. 2. some-

thing ingrowing or mgrownu
inguinal (in'gwi-n'l), <rdf/. {L. ingwkutfis < fogwn,
inguinis, the groin], of or near the groin.

in-gui-no- (irj'gwi-no, i^'gwirne)v a combining form
meaning inguinal or inguinal and: also, before a rowel,
inguin-.

in-guh* (in-gulf
;

),
v.t. to engulf.

(-id), INGTOGrTATINGjT[< . frttgWgkMs, pp. of *W-
gurgiiare, to pour in like a floodi gorjnajadii^ see |N-
Cia) & GWRGtrATtN], to swallow up greedily or iri large
amounts; ^ulpj gorge^ f ,

'

\

"

fnend of ing; see INGRAM], i.^dMgntuur pr'of a
grourj of Low German peoples whose tutelary deity
was Ing and who inhabited the Jutland Peniri&ulk alnd
adjacent regions during the Bark AgegJ the Angles,
Saxons, Jutes, and Frisians were Ingwiniaii. 2:

"

nating or of the group of closely associated &OW( C

dialects spoken by these peoples, m the Ingwinian
language, regarded as the immediate ancestor ofAnglo-
Saxon and Old Frisian: also called Anglo-Frisian,

in hab it (Tn-bab'it), v.t. enhabittn; OFr. cnhaUter;
L, IwiwW^ff; K i -f MAin^ to dwell], to dwefi or
mm in: occmfiy (a seem, tomev etc.). wS, [Axcfaalc].
to dwell; fiyvt.

in-hab it a bil i-ty (m-hab'i-ts-bil'a-ti), n. the fact or
quality of being inhabitable, or habitable.
in hab It a-MI-Fty (in1iab

f
t-t-Wo-ti) f n. Rarel, the

fact or quality or being inhabitable, or not habitable.
in hab it a-ble (in-hab^-t^-bl), adj. that can be inhab-
ited; fit to Eve xn; habitable.

to-bab-It-a-Wto (im1iab^t-l
f^ m&. ptar^. w& liab-

itable.

iri'hab it ance (in-hab'i-tans), n. fObsJ, inhabitancy.
in-hab^it-an-cy (in-hab'i-tan-si), n. [pi. INHABITANCIES
('Sizjj, (< L. inhabitant], 1, an inhabiting or being
inhabitea. 2. place of residence: home; dwelling:.
in hab it ant (WhaM-t^it) t m. fAn^o-fr;C^ < L.
inkabfams, ppr. of in&abtt&re; see jNHABiri m
or animal that inhabits some specified region,

*

etc.; permanent resident.
in hab i ta tlon (io-lmb'i-ta'siiQft), n, fMR inhabita-
cwun;

<
Anglo-Pr. mhaWaeion; LL, inkMtoM^ an

inhabiting or being inhabited.
inhabited (in-hat/i-tid). adj. having inhabitants;
lived in.

in hal ant Qp4iaF9nt), 4f. [< L. vnkafawl used in
inhalation: inhaling, n. 1. a medicine to be inhakd.
2. an inhaler.

in-ha-la.ti<ii (mli^li'sIiaQ), n, [< pp. of L.
1. an inhaling. 2. a medicine to be inhaled.

in hale (in-hal^, v.t. (IKHALEI> (-hald'l,,
inkalare; *-, xn + kalare, to breathe! to breathe m:
draw into the lungs, vj. to breathe a substance into
the lungs; especially, to breathe in tobacco szooJce.

in-hal-er (in-haTSr), it* 1. a person who inhales, 2, any
apparatus for filtering scaolke, dust, etc. out of the air.
3. an apparatus for administering medicinal vapors by
inhalation.

in bar mon ic (m
/
har-n*on'ik) t df/, not harcic; cwt

of harmony; discordant.
in-har-mon i cal (in'hSr-racm'i-kl), adj. inhannooic,
in har-mo-nivoiw (in

/
htF-sno'ni-o$)/ adj. no* harmo-

nious; spedficaBy, a) having a disagreeable sound;
discordant. W not ia accord; in coaflicC

in haul (in^bmO. ft a rope used to haul in a smiL
in-haul-er (in1a6rSr). n. an inhaul.
in here (in-harO, iu [JNHK$EI> (-hfirdO. WWBRMCJ, [L.. , .

tntwerere, to stick in, adhere to; in-, in + haercrc, to
stick], to be inherent; exist as a quality, characteristic,.
or right; be innate.

in her ence (in-hlr'ans), n., the fact or state of Ioteii3g
or being inherent; specifically, in philosophy, the rela-
tion of an attribute to its subject.

in her en-cy (in-h&'an-st), n. [pi raraaiENCiES (^&}J,
1* inherence. 2. something inherent.

In her ent (inrMr'ant: now often in-terlbnt), edj* [L.
inhaerens, ppr. of inbaerere; see INBCEEK], eaastfiag in
someone or something as a natural and inseparable
qualityt characteristic* 01" right; innate: basic; inborn.

in-her ently (in-htrf^nt>-E), adv. by virtue of its in-
herent qualities; basicafly,

in her it (m~her/Jt), v*U [ME. enheriten; OPr, enkeriter <
to a

f hwes> hear], 1. {

heir). 2 t to receive
itance- 3. to have {

* to receive an

t as heir, inherit < L. in, in
to transfer property to (an

y) by Ikhe laws of inher-

racteristics) by heredity.
become an Heir.

bilVti), n. the <juaKty
or state of being inheritable.

in her it a ble (m-her^-ta-bl), adj. JAnglo-Pr. & OPr.
^her&a^e, inkeritafiU], 1. capable of Inheriting: having
the rights of an heir. 2, capable of being inherited.
inner it-ance (rn-herl-tans), n. [ME. tnheritaims;
Anglp-Fr. & OWr. enkeriiancej, 1. the action of inherit-

ing 2. something inherited or to be inherited; legacy;
bequest 3. oimershrp by virtue of birthright; rl^it to
inherit. 4. any blessing or possession coming as a gift.
5. any charac%istic passed on by heredity. ^-S1(N. see
heritage.
inheritance tax, a tax on inherited property,
in her i tor (in-her'i-ter), n. one that intents: heir.
in her *i-tress (fn-her'i-triB), n. a woman or girl who
inlierits; heiress.
in her i trlx (in-her'i-tm), n. [see -TRIX], an inheritress.
hahe-sion (in-hg'zhsn), n. [LL. irtka&sio < pp. of L.
inhaerere; see INHERE^l, inherence.
in hib it (in-hib'it), v.t. [< L. inkmtus, pp. of inhibere,
to hold back, restrain, curb < *to% in, on + Jtabere, to
baye, holdf, 1. to prohibit; forbid; especially, to
forbid (a priest, etc.) tc* perform church functions.
2. to suppress; withWtl; claeck. -^SYN* see rettafin^. -

n. 1. amrin-

- Sir; to,, bffce; lo^b, g5t hdrn, t55l, look; ofl, out: i

for a, m ago, e m agent i in samty, o in comfty, u ,jr

?e, ,ftlr; ftet; joy; ret; dim;
(rtJ9 for a, m ago, e m agent' i in samty, o in comfty, u to'iraieww

'*,i TOL able (3'bl); Prt
'

; &, ft. co^; tt Fr. due; H, Ov idi; th, G. doch. See pp. x-xit. t fore%a; * hypothetical; < id
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cr Mag Inhibited, 2. wmhinf Ifcat inbibits;
a nmtal or process that re-

iaiwwsset an action, emotion, or thought.
in-hib i'tive (iri-hib

f
i-tivT}, adj. inhibitory.

ta*WWti@c (ia*hd>'lUhr) v * a psrtwa or tiling that

inUbitftjl psclly, any substance that or prevent
a chemical cr organic reaction: inhlbiter.

im-W4*tXHry (fe-Ub'^tAr'iL itt4tibVti f
ri) f tf. |MU

t*WJ0f*tt < I* MtMfmJ, <, or having the nature
of, inhibition; inhibiting.
tin tee aikiio vte-ccss (m feok rirt* vin'f&), JLJ.
thfe sign fie., A Crews) yew wffi conquer: motto of
Ccnstantine the Great: abbreviated I.H.S.

in-hos-pi-ta-ble (ia-los'pi-ta-bl; oem. ia1ia*pit'94>'l),
adj. 1. not hospitable; not offering hospitality to
Tiwtott cr guests, 2. not offering protection or ravage;
fctma; forbidding: said of a country, region, etc.
In hos pi ta bly ({n*hos^-td-bli; o^os. in
adv. in an inhospitable manner.

- lack of hospitality; inhospitable treatment,
Mui (in-hu'man), mj. (Pr. mkmmmn; L,
not .human; not having the efearacteristks con-
normal to human beings; especially, unfeeling,

bard-Iieiirted, cruel, barbttK>tts> etc. SYN. see cruel.
in hu mane (in%roo-maV) $ [** (not) -f knmane;
also older sp. for lufatiii**), not btename; unmoved by
the suffering of others; cruel, brutal, unkind, etc.
ta*te*mui*fty (in'hyoo-maii'a-ti), n. [< Fr or L,; Pr.
inhumaniit ; L. inhumanitas], I. the quality or con-
dition of being inhuman or inhumane, 2. [pi. IMHU-
MANirrES (-tiz)], an inhuman act or remark.
in hu-ma-tion (in'hyochtttS'slian), n. [< inhume +
-ation], burial; interment.
in hume (ia-li2i0 < {INHUMED (-humdO INHUMING],
{L. inhum&re < tw-, in + humus, earth, ground], to
fey (a ^ta^l bodj) ; Inter.
in im i cal (in-im'i-k'l), <K$, [LL. inimicalis < L, Mm*
&** hostile, enemy < *n-, not 4- <un&m, friend), 1.

like an enemy; hostile; unfriendly. 2. in opposition;
adverse; unfavorable: as, acts inimical to peace.
Ma*t4UI'l*y OM^te-bO^tO, n- mt quality or
state of being iaimitable
Mttri'ttriUe (fca-ra^-tS-bl), <idf/. [L, Mmit&Mti$; see
a*- Coot) & BIITAELE), that cannot be imitated or

^ matched; too good to be equaled or copied.
in >ini*i >

ta-bly un-tm'i-ta-bli), adv. so as to be inimitable.
in i-on |m^^wi) f n. [Mod. L.; Gr. i#ton, the back of the
head < is, *w, sinew, muscle, lit, strength], the

bulging part at the rear of the human skull.
into uf-tous (m-ik'wa-tss), adj. showing ini|tty;
widced; aqjust SYN. see rtdou*.

in iq-ui-ty (in-ik'w^ti), n. [ME. imqnfte; OFr. fmqttM;
I* JmqMvtas < iniqmts, unequal < *-, not 4- aentns,
fevdL equal], 1. lack of righteousness or justice: wick-
edness; sin. 2. M. INIQUITIES (-tiz)}, a wicked, unjust,

initial (i-nW^>; adj. [< IV. or L.; Fr. MnML; L,
mwBlfcS < mitium, a beginning < wrlref to go into,
cote:

ui>pn, begin; *-, into, in -f- we, to go], 1. having
t dp with, indicating, or occurring at the beginning:
as, fte faMid stage of a disease. 2. designafin^tEe
firs* letter or syGable of a word, n* a letter beginning
a word; specificaUy, a) an extra-large capital letter at
tfie start of a printed paragraph, chapter, etc, J> the
first letter of a name. vt [INITIALED or INITIALLED
(-f) f INITIALING or INITIALLING], to mark or s%n
with one's mitial or initials. Abbreviated init.

in-l-tlal*ly 0-nisJi^i), adv. at the beginning; at first.

in--- -' '

. bring into practice or use; introduce
by first doin^ or using. 2. to teach tne fundamentals
of some subject to; hcetp (someone) to begin 4ing
something. 3. to a<miit as a member into a fiatemity,
club, etc., especially through use of secret ceremony
or ntes. adj. 1. initiated 2. beginning; commenced-m the first stage, n. & persom who laas recen% feeen,
or is about to ber initiated, SYN. see begin.

in-l-ti-a-tion (i^nish'i^'shan), m [L. mitiatio], 1. an
mitmtinff or being mitiated, 2. the ceremonies w files
by which a person is iaitmted into a fiatemity^eta

inj-.tl-a-tive (i-msh'i-o-trvv wdsbVUv, i-nis^i-af^v)^. , --^
adj. of, or havmg the nature of, initiation: intro-
ductory; initial, n.

f
L the actioa f .febta the first

step or move; responsibility for begiaMngfor originating.
2. me characteristic of origmating^nefw ideas or methods
ability to think and act without oejng urged; enter-
prise. 3. a) the right of a legislature to introduce new
legislation on some specified matter, b) toe right of a
group of citizens to introduce a matter far legislation
either to the legislature or directly to the voters, c} the
procedure.by which such matters are utaxfttcML ffer
ally a petition signed by a specified percent^e
voters.

ia.i.ti
:
a

:tpr (i.nish'i-a'tgr), n. [LL>]f a person or
that xmtiates.

__ _ ... __ ,. - _. . i-filst/i-a-to'ri) f ad/. I.

thinning; Introductory; initial. 2. of or used in an
initiation; as, initiatory ceremonies.

inject (tn-jekf), < l< L. inj^us, pp. of tmjictrc, to
throw, cast, or put in < to-, in + jaceri* to tlirowl
1. to fore or drive { fluid) into some passage or cavity;
especially, to introattce or force (a liquid) into some
part of toe body by means of a syiir%e, hypodermic
needle, etc. 2. to fia (a cavity, etc.) by injection. 3. to
introduce or throw in a remark, etc, ; interject.

inJec*tikm (In-jek'shan), n. [L. injectio], I. an injecting.
2. something injected; especially, a liquid injected into
the body. 3. congestion.

in-jec tor (in-jek'fer), n* a person or thing that inlets;
especially, a device for injecting water into a steam
boiler.

a*fu-di-ctoiw (in'jdo-dish'as), adj. [m- (not) + juft-
tifbiur), showing poor judgment; not discreet, wise, or
prudent*
in-junc-tion (m-junk'shsn), n. fLL. tnjunctio; see m-
(in) & JUNCTION], 1. an enjoining; bidding; command.
2. something enjoined: command; order. 3. a legal
order from a court prohibiting a person or group from
carrying out a given action, or ordering a given action
to be done.

injure (rn'jer); u.L [INJUHED (-j&rd), INJURING}, [Fr.
injwncr; L. injwiwi < inj&ria; see INJURY], L to do
physical harm or damage to; hurt. 2. to wrong or
offend deeply; be unjust to.
SYN. injure implies the marring of the appearance, health,
soundness, etc. of a person or thing (injured pnde) ; harm more
strongly suggests the jmin or distress caused (be wouldn't harm
a fly) ; damage stresses the loss, as in value, usefulness, etc.,
resulting from an injury (damaged goods); hurt implies a
wounding physically or emotionally or a causing of any kind
of harm or damage (the minors hurt Ms business) ; to impair
something is to cause it to deteriorate in qnaHty or to lessen in
value, strength, etc, (impaired hearing); spoil impEes such
serious impairment of a thing as to destroy its valtte, useful-
ness, etc. (the canned food was spoiled}.

inju-ri-oua (m-joor'i-oe), adj. 1. injuring or likely to
cause injury; harmful; damaging. 2. offensive; insult-

$; abusive: slanderous or libelous.ru or eous.

in.|ti.ry (m'j&r~i), n. \pl. INJURIES (-is)], [ME. & Anglo-
Fr. mjwie; OFr. injure; L. mjwria < injuritts, wrong-
M, unjust < MI-, not -fM jwis, right, justice], I.unjust < MI-, not -fM jwis, right, justice], I.
physical harm or damage to a person, property, etc.
2. unjust treatment: violation of rights; offense. 3. an
injurious act. 4. fpbsj, insult. SYN, see injustice.
injustice (in-jus^), n. [MB.; OFr.; L. injustffia},
1. the quality of being tmjust or unfair; lack of justice;
wrong. 2, an unjust act; injury.
<S1W. Injustice implies unjust treatment of another or a
violation of his rights; Injury and wrong have special applica-
tion to injustices for the redress or paMshnaent of which legal
action can be takm, both applying to a violation of the private
rights of an individual, and wrong alone, to crimes and mis-
demeanors which affect the whole cosmmunity; a grievance is
a eirctffiwtance considered by the person affected to be tmjost
and ground for complaint or resentoaent. ANT. justice.
ink (ink), n. [ME. wke; OFr. enqm; LL. encwstom;
Gr. enkauston, purple or red ink < enkaustos, burnt
in < enkttwin, to burn in; m-, in + kaiem, to burn],
1. a colored liquid used for writing, drawing, etc. 2 a
sticky, colored paste used in printing; printer's ink
3. a dark, Hquid secretion squirted out by cuttlefish^
etc, to cloud the water for protection* v*t. 1. to cover
with ink; spread ink on. 2. to mark or color with ink

imk-ber-ry (ffik'bear'i). n* l$l INKBBRRIBS
evesrgreen hoBy growmg in eastern North,
the pokeweed. 3. the dark-purple or black
either of these plants*
ink er (ii,k'Sc), . a person or thing that inks; specifi-
cally, in printing, a roller for spreading ink on type.ink-horn (kjk'hdra'), n. a small container made of horn
or other material, formerly used to hold ink.

ink-i-nees (ink'i-nis). n. L the condition of being
ered with mk, 2k blackness; darkness.
%Me Gafltf^n. tprob. < bs. D. mckd
'Smfo (wittfc refearence to t^e nairow widtE)L 1. a, I
of braided

t
knen tape, 2. the thread or yam -"

which this is made.
,

ink lin (i^k^X ** t< MB. indttn, to mvem
of], L a a%t; stifi^estioi%: sight indication. 2* a
vague idea or aotfoapt: suspicion.
ink stand (ink'staad*), 11. 1. * smafl stand holdingan mkweli pens?

etc, 2. an ink^T , ,,

inkwell &&***% ,ii.-a container M
usually set la ja. dtes inkattfad.
ink wood
berry faa_,,
aad the West

ink-y (ujld),
1. Hke ink in

Yor_ covered;

, r/iS&a?)
surface jp as, to ,foa ,,

.ttoiSttfeSoe.,, 2.
"

/*&&!*> ,,) ,
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_ (inland; for n. & adv., also fetluxi').. f/. [tot*

.+ land], 1. of, located in, or confined to the
interior of a country or region; away from the coast or
border. 2. carried on or operating within the borders
of a country; domestic, n. [ME.; AS. in4mdek the
interior of a country or region; inland areas, adv. into
or toward the interior; away from tibe coast or bonier.
in-Iand-er (mlan-der), n* a person living inland.

Inland Sea. the body of water surrounded by the Jap-
anese islands of Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu.

In-law (in460, v.t. [MB. inlawm; AS. *f*J0*ait; see
w & LAW], to restore the benefits and protection of
the law to (an outlaw) : opposed to outlaw.
in-law (inW), n* [contr. < mother-in-law, etc.], [Cofioq,},
a relative by marriage.

in-lay (in-la'; also, and for n., always, inlaO* v.t.

[INLAID (in-lad'^inlad'). INLAYING], [in- (in) + lay,
.], 1. to set (pieces of wood, gold, etc.) in a surface

so as to form a decoration, usually level with the
surface. 2. to decorate with pieces of wood, gold, etc.
set in the surface, n. [pi. INLAYS (-laz')], 1. inlaid
decoration or material. 2. a filling for a tooth, con-
sisting of a solid mass of metal, porcelain, etc., made
to fit into a cavity and then cemented in.

in-let (in-let'; for n. t inlet), v.t. [INLET, INLBTTING],
[ME. tnletan; see IN- (in) & LET (to leave)], to inlay
or insert, n. [ME, inlate < the v.], I. a) a narrow strip
of water extending into a body of land from a river,
lake, ocean, etc. ; small bay or creek, b) a narrow strip
of water between islands. 2. an entrance or opening,
as to a culvert. 3. something let in, inlaid, or inserted.
in li er (inli'Sr), n. [in- (in) 4- Ue (to recHne) -f -erl an
older rock formation entirely surrounded in outcrop by
younger rock.

Jin loc-cit., in loco citato, [L.], in the place cited.

Jin lo-co pa ren-tls (in lo*ko po-ren'tis), [L.], in the
place of a parent: said of a person acting temporarily
with parental authority.

in-ly (foli), adj. [ME. inliche; AS. Mice; see IN- (in)
& -LYJ, [Obs.J, inward; felt within, adv. [Poetic}, 1.

inwardly: within. 2. deeply; intimately,
in-mate (in'mat'), n. [in- (in) -f mate- 1st element ? <
tm],f 1. a person living with others in the same btcMng;
occupant. 2. a person lodged with others, and often
confined, in an institution, asylum, etc. 3. an inhab-
itant.

tin me-di-as res (in me'di-os rez), [L.], into the midst
of things; in the middle of the action^ rather than at
the beginning, as in commencing an epic.
in me-mo-ri-am (in' ma-mor'i-am, in' mi-mo'ri-amO*
[L.], in memory (of) : put on tombstones, in obituary
notices, etc.

in*mesh (in-meshO, v.t. to enmesh.
in-mi-grant (in'ml'grant), adf. coming in from another
region of the same country: as, in-migrant workers,
n. an in-migrant person or animal.

in-mi-grate (rn'ml'grat), vd. fIN-MIGRATED (-id), IN-

MIGRATING], to come in from another region of the
same country.
in-mi-gra-tion (in'mi-gra'shon), n. an in-migrating.
in-most (in'mosf, in'msst), ad;. [ME. innemest; AS.
innemest; see m- (in) & -MdST), 1. located farthest
within; deepest in from the edge or outside; innermost.
2. most intimate or secret: as, inmost thoughts.
Inn Qn) ?

n. a river flowing through Switzerland,
Austria, and Germany into the Danube: length, 320mi
inn (iri), n. [AS. inn (akm to ON. imn) < inn, inne, ^. f

within; cf. IN], 1. originally, any dwelling or lodging.
2.

a)
tfn establishment or btufding pr;ovidiM food,

drink* bedrooms, etc, for travelers; hote^ especially
one in the country or along a highway, b} a restaurant
or tavern* Now usually only in the namesd suchplaces.
3, formerly, a house providing board ana lodging for
students; as^ an Inn of Court, v.t. & vJt. to locjge at
an inn.
innards pn'erdz), n.pl.
1. the fntemal 'Org^ipjS

'*

in*nate fln^'s'fcr i-nJtt^), <i__ ,.

to be born in, origii^te !ni i

natural; inborn; not acquire
^~y.-~iiitiate and inborn ace .oficft i_^____^.,__^ ._.
ate lias

1 more extensive connotations, describing that which
'^vtoj^e^ilng as part 'of its nal^^'^^titic^fc'aad

-r 4>1*lmt SW**^i.*UrM ^in^a ^*^,iSAUiflV. tJ*LfJ^L+tZ!Ii, ft^L^Hm^
, buie siniprer tenn, more specmcauy sugKesTtng qniaiiuies
'i'a part' '<$*oneV nature -as

1

to' "de^Jt^wladvei "BeeM Born
ith one (inborn modesty); inbred refers to qttalities

i

*

are i deeply ingrained
j

by
t
breeding (aw inbred love of

jaf ^ wwilt ql jynapfrl
'

emyw
f a;ccjtiirenit l

~h parenlts or f

inwards], [DlaLJ,''''

2. of the mini or spirit. 3. more intimate or secret: as,
inner emotions, n* L the inside. 2. the circle of a
target next to the btilFs-eye. 3. a shot that hits this.
inner circle, a small group of people who control or
influence customs, thought, etc.; ruling coterie.
Inner City, the old walled section of Peking, China,
containing the Forbidden City and the foreign legations.
Inner IJ&hty in Officer <ictriiiev & guidzog

1

infltiencci

resulting from the presence of God in tike soul of the
individual: also Inner Word.

inner nmn^ 1. ociginaHy, one's spiritual tawBiiig
1

; mind
or soul. 2. humorously, one's stomach or palate,
Inner Mongolia, a region in Mongolia, made up of the
Chinese provinces of Jehol, Chahar, Stdjuan, and
Ningsia: it is southeast of Outer Mongolia,

in nermost (m'er-most', in'er-mast), adj. |< inmost,
after inner}, inmost; farthest in.

in ner spring mattress (in'er-sprii)'), a mattress with
built-in coil springs for contiuwed ies9k.
Inner Temple, an Inn ol Court.
inner-vate (i-nSbr'vat, mler-mt/

) f ,l. |BecETATm>
(-id), INNERVATING], !< w- (m) + norm -f -aA 1. to
stipply (a part of the body) witn nerves. 2. tosaaalaie
to movement or action,

in-ner-va-tion (in'Sr-va'shan), n* f< innersate -f- -ion],
1. the distribution ol nerves to a piart of the body.
2. the sending out of necessary nerve impulses to some
part of the body.

In nerve (i-nunr', in-n&rvO, F.f. to kmervateu
In ness, George (in'is), 1825-1894; American painter.
in nlng (in'iij), n. [ME. inninge; As. inmtng, genmd of
innian, to get in, put is), I. a) a taking? m, e^bsii
or reclaiming, as 0f wasteland, b) ^f. lands redaSow,
as from the sea. 2. in boseiwtt and (vftem p&) cr*c*l *)
the period of play in which a team nas a tffn at bat.
completed in baseball by three oats, b) & numbered
round of play in which both teams have a turn at bat:
a baseball game normally consists ol nine innings. 3.

often pi. the time a person or political party is in power;
period of ot opportunity for action, expression, etc.:
as, the election gave him his tttntttg.

inn-keep er (in'kep'er), (R the proprietor ol an inn.
in-no cence (inVs^ns), n. [MB,; Ol^r.; L* innocent*],
1. the qtiaHty or state of being innocent; specifically,
a) freedom from sin, evil, or goilt. b) freedom from
knowledge of evil, c) freedom from gitile or conning::
simplicity, d) silliness; foolishness, e) incapability of
harming, injuring, or cofTttf*ing. 2. an innocent per-
son. 3. the bluet, a meadow plant with btesh r
white flowers, common in the United States.
inno cen cy (inVs'n-si)* n. 1. innocence (senses 1 &
2), 2. \pl iNNOCENcms 6iz)] an instance of tlasu ,

innocent (inV&*nt) t adj. [ME.; (^E.; U jmtmm;
in*-* not -f* noccns, ppr, of nocere, to do wrong ti 1*
free from sin, evil, or guilt; specifically, 0) doing or
thinking nothing morally wrong; pure, b) sot guilty of
a specific crime or offense; gaMess. fc) fteeJGraoi wl or
harmful effect or cause; that cannot harm, injure, or
cofrt.p%; hiencev a) not malignant: benign: as an itmo-
cent tmnor. 2. a) knowing no etit &) iriliK>vl guile or
cunning; arttes; simpJe. 4 fqoliali; Msorant^ n* 1, a
person Knowing no evil or sin, as a caild. 2. a simple-
minded person; fool 3. ^/.
In-no-cent II ('-*nt
?-l 143; Pope (1130-1 1

Innocent III. (born Giovanni Lotario de' Conti), 1161-. Giov

1216; Pope (119^-1216),
Innocent IV, (|:)onx%SAiiMNb
(1243-125^.

e' FtescM)* ?-!254; Pope
.

Innocent XI, (born Benedetto Odescalchi), 1611-1689;
Pope (1676-16^).

in-noc-u-ous (i-nok'u-as), adj. [L. innocuus; in-, not -f
nocuus, harmful < nocere, to harm, injure}, that cannot
injure or harm; without bad effect; harmless.
Inn of Court, [cf. INN* 3], 1. me of the four Boadon
legal societies having the exclusive right to admit per-
sons to piractice at t% bar. 2. one of the lottr groups of
bufldlngs {Inner Temple, Middle Temple* LincMs Inn,
and Gra^'^ /n) belonging to these societies.
in-nom-i-nate (i-nom'd-nit, in-nom'-nit>, atfj* |KL.
vnnominaius; see EN- (not) & NOMINATE], 1. not named ;

anonymous. 2 having no specific name.
fainominate bone, either of the two large, flat bones
that, together with, the sacrum, make up the pelvis;

hipbooe^it is formed of three bones, th^ ipam,
and ' piulwst which become feise^ in the? adult.

in-no-vate
,

-j-novare, to alter,
duce pew jnethpds,
in innovations, v.t.

in-no-va-tlon (in'9-

act or process of

fcced; i

tne way of

, B ,

new <novu$t new], to intro-

e^bp^L mak% Ganges; taring
are], to bring in as an innovation.

's%tt t̂t?^ J%Lsr.*ftovo/p]v 1. .

o^atag,l ^ something,n
etc.-; ;
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bjr

foewvw as and inaovatknt,
who

by, .

tano-fm'or (ia'ft-vl'tir}, ML *
fflftfcer of changes or intnjducer
in nox Iou9

who iniwmtes;
methods, etc.

not noxious; han&leM; ianoatotm
Ijopg-briicfe (iaxttfook: G. Ii*broQk) n, a city in the
Tyrol, Austria: pop.. 99,000 (art. IMS).
K>i*tt-fit-dQ Kia'dWdS), EL. by nodding to, abi of

grail of fUKjurf, to nod to, intimate, hint; **-, in +
*Mr* (in comp.), to ncxij, Booming; that Is to my;
Latin formula for introducing explanatory material en

legal documents; hence, n. [J. INNUENDOES (-dojs)l
1. in tea*, tie explanatory material 90 introduced;
especially, that part cf a complaint in an action for
libel or slander which explains the expressions alleged
to be Hbeleu* or slanderous. 2. an indirect remark,
getture, or reference, usually implying something de-
rogatory; hint; insinuation.
in-nu-mer a ble (i-noTtonSr-a-b'l, in-nu'zner-o-bl), adj.
fME.; L, fmsmmwvMlis; see IN- (not) & NUMERABLE],
too numerous to be counted; very many; countless.
--am see nmny.

in nu mer a bly (i-nd^mfir-a-bli, in-nu'm&>s>-bli), ffldu.

so as to be inntimermbl*; in wry great numbers.
in nu mer-ous (SpndVmer-gs* in-nfi'mfr-oa), adj. fPoet-
icjp innumerable.
in-nu tri tion (in'noo-trish'an, in'u-trish'on), IL lack
of natritkai,
in mi-tri-tioua to'nod-trish'os, ml-trfsih'as), od^ not
nutritions; providing Httle or no nourishment.

in ob serv ance (ia'b^fir'vas), a* 1. lack of atten-

tiag;dfensizd. 2Jaitee to observe a custom, ruk, etc.
in ob-serv ant (in'db-zur'vant), <wf/. showing mob-

in oc u la bil i*ty (ic*>oo-WbllVti)f n. tiie quaHty
or state of being inoculable,

in-oc-u-la-ble (m-ok'yoo-b-b'l), adj. [< inoculate +
-Mo. 1 titt* can be eommunkatd by inocrfataoo.
2, that can be infected with a disease by inoculation.
3L iMlway be tu*d in moculatiom.

* * *
(Ja-ok'yoo-lflnt), a. an inoculum,
(m-ok'yoo-IEt

1

)* v.t. [INOCULATED (M) f nsr-

*^jt 1MB. enocufatc(n) < L* ino&datus* pp. of
^*r^f to engraft an eye or bud from one plant to

another, inoculate < iw-t in -f octtlus, an eye, bud],
1. originally, a) to insert (a bud or shoot of one plant)
into the stem or trunk of another. 6) to insert a bud
or shoot of one plant into (the stem or trunk of another).X *) to inject a serum, vaccine, etc. into, especially in
oraer to prevent, eon, or experiment wito disease,
mmaly so as to make immune. &) to inject (a disease
vims, etc*) into by moctdation, 3. to put or implant
bacteria, etc. into (soil, a culture meditmt, etc.), 4.
to mteodtiee kteaa, etc. into the mind of: imbue; infect.

*g*yfp*f. I*, fcociifetfo], an inocakting; especially,**)
met injection of a disease virus into the body, usually
to cause a mild form of the disease and build up im-
munity to it. V) t&e putting of bacteria, serum; etc.
mto soil, a culture medium, etc.
in oc-u la tivc finrok'yoo-M'tiv), otf, of or chawcteis
ised by mocolation,

In-oc u la tor pn-ok'yocHla-'tar), n. a person or tiling
that inoculates,
inoculum fio^ktyoo-lam), n. [Mod. L.L material
used m making an inoculation, as bacteria, viruses,
spores, etc.: also Inoculant.

In-o-dor-Gus (m-o'dgr-es), adj. fL inodarus], not odor-
ous; having no odor.

in of fen-sive
(infa-teo'sJv), adj. not offensive; not ob-

jectionable; causing no harm* discomfort, or annoyance.to of fi-cioua (inVfish'ss), adj. [L. inofficious, unduti-
Jul;

see IN- (not) & optiaousl 1. without office or
function; inoperative. 2 [ObsJ, disobliging 3
showmg neglect of or opposition to moral J

Jin omnlai pa-ra-tii* (in om'
'

-Pared for.all things; rea^r for ,
I-n<i-nu, Is met (is-meF e'no-iiGX 184~ -

statesman; president of Turkey (1938-1950).
f

in otj-er a-ble (in-OD^er-o-bT), adf. not operable: specif-
ically, a) not practicable, ft) in mtf&ry, not suitable to
be operated on: as, an in&pcrabl* cancer,

in-op-er-a-tive (in-op
/

-ra'tiv, in-of/Sr^o-tiv), ad/, not
operative; not working: not functioning: without effect.

in-op'por-time (in-op^Sr-toon', m'op-ejr^lSn'), adj. JL.
tnopportuntis], not opportune; coming: or hatrDenine- at
a poor time; not appropriate.

^
inordinacy (in-Si/d'n^si), n. l. the quaKty or
condition of being inordinate. 2. W. m^^xm
(-siz)L an mordinate act or practice

ln*5^*liate 6n-^d
f

n4t) f adj. [ME. inordinat; L. in-
orainaius; see IN- (not) & ORDINATE}, 1. disordered-
not regulated. 2. without restraint or moderation; ex-
cessive; immoderate. SYN. see exceeaive.

pre-

-

, . - ,. -- to an
degree; oxomiveiy.

in or-gan-ic (tn'dr-ga&lk)* adj. not organic; specifically.
a) designating or comped of matter that is not animal
or vegetable; not^cwnacttrized by vita! proce&^s; not
having that organimd structure of living things* 6) not
Hke an ofgattbm in structure; without design, relation,
and co-ordination of parts, c) designating or of any
cheTnical compound not classified as organic: mcst
inorganic compounds do not contain carbon and are
derived from mineral sources, if) designating or o the
branch of chemistry dealing with these compounds.
Abbreviated iaorg.

in or gan I cal ly (in'dr-gan'i-kl-i, in^r^an'ilc-H), adv.
so as to be inorganic.

inOT'iim-i'za-tloti (m-^r'g^n-t-asa'shan, in-^r'gan-l-za'-
shon}, n. lack of organization.

in-os cu late (in-os'kyoo-lit
/

), v.t. & w. {INOSCULATED
{-id), INOSCULATING], [In- (in) + osculate], 1. a) to
join together by openings at toe ends: said of arteries,
ducts, etc. b) to uitertwine: said of vines, etc. 2. to
join, blend, or unite in an intimate manner.
in os cu la tion (in-os'kyoc-lS'sii&n), n. an inosculating
or being inosculated.

in-o-site (inVsit'J), m inositoi
in-0-si.tol (i-nS'st-tol'. i-no'si-tolO, n. [< Or. is, inos,
muscle, fiber; -f-

-Ite + -ol\, a crystalline alcohol,
CiHHOHii, existing in several isomeric forms and found
in both plant and animal tissues: one of the B complex
vitamins, sometimes erroneously called muscU sugar.

in-ox-i-dize (in-ok's9-d!zO. v.t. to prevent oxidation in.

in-jpa-tient (in'^a'sh^at), n, a person who is lodged and
fed, as well as given treatment, in a hospital, clinic, etc. :

opposed to outpatient.

gn per-pe-tu um (in pSr-pet'S-oni), IL.J, forever.
Jin per 80-nam (in pgr-so'nam), [L., against the person],m law, designating an action or judgment against a
person, as distinguished from one against property
(fW fef).

tin pet to (en pet'tfc), (Itl 1. Kterally, in the breast;
in the heart. 2. secretly ; not revealed : said of cardinals
appointed by the Pope but not named in consistory,
in phase {in'fazO, adj. in dectrictty, being of the same
phaset said of currents.

JIB pos-se (in pos^ f [L.I in oossabiKty ; only potentially.
in-pour (in-p6r% in-por), VJ. A v.t. to pour in.
in put (in'pootO. n. what is put in, as electric current
or other power put into a machine.
in quest (m'kwest). n. [ME. & OPr. enaueste; LL. *in-

fern, of *imqwS&usv pp. of *inquaerere; see
Jn 1. a judicial inquiry, especially when held

s a jury, as a coroners investigation of a death.
2. the jury or group holding such an inquiry. 3. the
verdict of such an inquiry. SYN. see investigation.

to-quj-et (ferkyjfot) f adj. not quiet; uneasy; disturbed.
in qui-e tude (ui-kwiVtood', in-kwiVtud*), n. [Fr.

usually an insect, that lives in the nest*or abode of
another; commensal..

in-ouire (in-kw!rO, vd. [mQinED (-kwirdO ,

[ME. enqnere; OFr. enquerre; LL. *inquaerere; L. in-

yufere < in-, into + quaerere, to seek], 1. to seek
inionnation; ask a question or questions* 2. to carry
out an examination or investigation (usually with into)
v.L to seek mfconation about: as, he inquired the way.
Also spdled empHre. SYN. see ask..

after, to pay respects by asking about the
heaffcli of (someone).

inquire for, 1. to ask to see (someone). 2. to try to
get by asking,

*

m-qirir-y (m-kwfr'i, in'kwa-ri), n. HL INQTIIRIBS (-iz T

earlier enquery < MR eaquert], 1. the act of
2. an investigation or examination, 3 a

n. [ME. inqpictsioun;
pp. of inquirerel tan

2. in law, an inquest*
wrch a} a search for
or heretics, 6) the

----------_. in the 13th century for the
**^**irjr ana suppression of heresy and the punish-^^T to^* *$*<>

oa^ed the Holy Office, c) tibe
activities of ^iis tobtinal 4. any stnct or arbarary
sttppcessioii or punishment of those believed to be dan-
gerous to fhftndfaiB powers, -,Sim. see lnvestlatieii.

adf. of, hlce, or
an

J ptinishinerit of
general tribunal estab

in qul el tion 1st (to'lsws-zish'an-ist). n. an
to.qirite4:t^e <|M^Mf); aaj. p
4n<rmsitffte* < L.

rnqnisi^,^ of

gui*Bj|,
1. inclined to ask m

information; eager to learn. 2.
thaa is necessary

^ or
, pn

prymg it. an mo^iisltive'perSQi^ ^OT. see .

in^id^Nor &a^M^a^m1fl^^
quisitar < tnquisitus, pp.; see iNQUiRBf, 1. an official
whose work is ^geftnifafrg, or
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investi 2. f I~] an official of the Inquisition.
al (in-kwizVtdr'i-a!t in'kwix*9-t5'ri-el),

. [< ML. tnqutsitorius], 1. of, or having the nature
of, an Inquisitor or an inquisition. 2. inquisitive; un-
necessarily or unpleasantly curious.

|tn re (in reO, (LJ in the matter (of); concerning.
Jin rem (in rein), fL. against the thing}, in tew, desig-

nating an action or judgment against property, as dis-

tinguished from one against a person (in pcrsonam).
JIJNJR.X, lesus Namrenus, Rex ludaeorum, jLJ, Jsui
of Nazareth, King of the Jews.
in-road fin'rodO. n* !" (in) + rooi (in obs. sense of

"riding")],, 1. a sudden invasion or raid. 2. usually in

pi. any injurious or wasting encroachment: as, these
long hours will make inroads on your health.

in-rush (in'rush
7
)* n. a rushing in; inflow; influx.

INS, IJSUS., International News Service: see United
Press International.

ins., 1. inches. 2. inscribed. 3. insulated, 4. insurance.

Jin sae-cu-la sae-cu-lo-rum (in sek'u-te sek'u-lo'ram),
[L., into ages of ages], for ever and ever; for all eternity.

in*saM*vate (in-sal'd-vSt'), v*t* [INSALIVATED (-id), IN-

SALIVATING], [in- (in) -f salivate], to mix (food) with
saliva in chewing.
in-saM-va-tion (m-sal'a-va'shsn), n. an insalivating.
in-sa-lu-bri-ous (in'sa-loo'bri-os, in'ss-lu'bri-os), adj. [L.
insalubris], not salubrious; not healthful: unwholesome.

in-sa-lu-bri'ty (in'sa-loo'brs-ti, in'sa-lu'ora-ti), n. [Pr.

insalubrite], the quality or state of being insalubrious,
in-sane (in-sanO. && [L. insanus], I. not sane; men-
tally ill or deranged; demented: mad; crazy. 2. for
insane i>eople: as, an insane asylum. 3. very foolish,

impractical, extravagant, etc.; senseless.

the insane, insane people.
ijtt*8an*i-tar-y (in-san

A
9-ter'i), adj. not sanitary; un-

healthful; likely to cause disease.
in-san-i'ta-tion (m-san'a-ta'shan), n. absence of sani-
tation' unhealthfulness.

in-san-i-ty (in-saoVti), n.
\fl.

INSANITIES (-tiz)J, [L.
insaniias < insanus}, 1. the state of being insane;
mental illness or derangement, usually excluding amen-
tia; madness: not a scientific term; specifically, in law,
any form or degree of mental derangement or unsound-
ness, permanent or temporary, that makes a person
incapable of what is regarded legally as normal, rational
conduct or judgment: it usually implies a need for

hospitalization. 2. great folly: extreme senselessness.
SYN. insanity, current in popular and legal language but
not used technically in medicine (see definition above), implies
mental derangement in one whc; formerly had mental health;
lunacy specifically suggests periodic spells of insanity, but is

now most commonly used in its extended sense of extreme
folly; dementia is the general term for an acquired mental
disorder, now generally one of organic origin, as distinguished
from amentia (congenital mental deficiency); psychosis is the

psychiatric term for any of various specialized mental dis-

orders, functional or organic, in which the personality is

seriously disorganized. ANT. sanity.

in-sa-ti-a-bll-l-ty (m-sa'sha-biFs-ti, in-^'shi-s-bil'a-ti),
n. the quality or state of being insatiable.

in-sa ti-a ble (in-sa'sha-b'l, in-sa'shi-o-bl), adj. [see IN-

(not) & SATIATE], constantly wanting more; that cannot
be satisfied or appeased; very greedy.

in*sa-ti'a-bly (in-sa'shQ-bK, in-sa'shi-o~bK), adv. 1. in
an insatiable manner. 2. to an insatiable degree.

in-sa-ti-ate (in-^sa'shi-it), adj. |L* insaiiatus], insatiable.
in-scrib-a-ble (in-skrib'a-b'l), adj* that can be inscribed.

inscribe (in-skribO* v.t. [mseiUBro (-skribdO, IN-

SCRIBING! [L. mscribere; see m- (in) & SCRIBE], 1. to
mark or engrave (words, symbols, etc.) on some surface.
2. to mark or engrave (a surface) with wordsy symbols,
etc. 3. to add the name of (someone) to a Hst; enroll.

4. to dedicate (a book, song, etc.) briefly^ and infor-

mally. 5. to fix or impress deeply or lastingly in the
mind, memory, etc. 6, in geometry, to draw (a figure)
inside another figure so that their boundaries touch at
as many points as possible.

in-scrip-tion (inrskrip'shsri), m 1MB. mscrip&atm; Jj.

insaryptio < imcripim, jipw of mscribere)* L an in-

scribing. 2. something inscribed or engraved, as an-
cient markings on stones or the Morniationi on a coin.
3. a brief or informal dedication In a book,, etc.

in-scrip-tion-al (in-skrip'sh^l)! adj. inscriptive^
jha-scrlp'tive (m-skrii/feiv), adj. of or Bke an imscriptioai.
ill-scroll (m-skrolOf ^** to record on a scroll

in-scru-ta-biM-ty (in-sbroo^a^MVli). n. 1. ^e jttal-

ity or state of being inscrutable. $
rms (-I5z)], sometMnglnscriitablei
in scru ta ble (in-skroo/W-bl), w$j
JL m^ not -f scxutari, to searca cacefuJIyi examine],
that cannot be learniea or understood j contipletely ob-

sc^re or Mysteriousj inconiprenenslblej tmfathomable;i-^i^i '

1

inscrutable,

inscrutable.
'

In-fleet (in'iekt), it. fL. tiutttmm, newt, of insectns,
of imsftMrg, to cut into;

AHTERICR
LEG ANTENHA

i

EYE

THORAJC

AEDOMEN

INSECT (Chinese wasp)

#-,Jnto -f $", to cut,
divide: from the eg-
mented bodies}, 1. any
of a hrm group of
invertebrate aniamlai
characterized, in the *
dult state* by division

\

of the body Into head,
thorax, and abdomen,
three pairs of legs, and,
usually, two pairs of
membranous wings:
beetles, bees, flies, wasps,
mosquitoes, etc. are
insects. 2. popularly,
any of a group of small animals, usually wingless* in-

cluding spiders, centipedes* wood Hce, ticks, mites* etc.

3. a small, unimportant, contemptible person.
in s^c-tar-i um (in'sek-tAr'i-Qzn), n* IpL mSECTAJUA
(-a)J, [Mod. L.J, 1. a place where insects ane raised,

especially for study. 2, the insects so raised.
in-sec-tar-y (in'sek-ter'i), n. |>J. wsseTARiES (-)]* an
iasectarium.

in-sec- ti-aide (in-sek'ta-sid'), n. [< L. imectwm, in-

sect; + -tide], any substance used to kill insects.
in-sec-tile (in-sek'til), adj. fRare], 1. of or Bke an
insect. 2. consisting of insects,

in-sec- ti-val (in'sek-tlVl, in-sek'to-vl), adj. of or like
an insect.

In-sec-tiv-o-ra (in'sek-tiv
/
s-ra), n*L [Mod. L. < L.

insectum (see INSECT) 4- swore, to eat greedily, devour},
an order of mammals that feed principally on insects:

moles, shrews, and hedgehogs are members of it.

in-sec-ti-vore (in-sek'ta-vfir
7
, in-sek'ta-vorOt n. {FrJ,

any animal or plant that feeds on insects; especially,
any of the Insectivora.

in sec-tiv o-rous (m'sek-tiv'er-as), adj. [< L. insectum
(see INSECT); -f -rorows], L feeding chiefly on insects.

2. of the Insectivora.
in-sec-tol-o-gy (in'sek-tol'-ji)j n. [Pr. insectologie; see
INSECT & -LOGYJ, the study of insects, especially of their
economic effects in agriculture and industry.

in-se-cure (in'si-kyoor'),, adj. not secure: specifically, a)
not safe from danger, b) feeling more anxiety than seems
warranted, c) not firm or dejpendable: tmreliable.

in'Se'di'ii-ty (in'si-kyoor'a^ti), n. [ML. insecuritas],
1. the quality or state of being insecure. 2. IpL INSE-
CURITIES (-tiz)), something insecure.
in-sem-i-nate (in-sem'a-natO* v.t. [INSEMINATED (-id) r

INSEMINATING], [< L. inseminates, pp. of inseminare,
to sow in; *"-, in + semmare, to sow < semen, seed},
to sow seeds in; especially, to impregnate by sexual
intercourse or by artificially injecting- semenv &XN.
see instill.

in*8em.-i-na-tion. (in-sem's-na'shsiL, to/sem'^-ii2'slwB|)'
n an inseminating or being inseminated.

in-sen-sate (in-sen'sat, in-sen'sit), adj. [LL. insensatus-

in~, not -f sensatm, gifted with sense < sensws, sense],
1. lacking sensation; not feeing or incapable of feeling
sensation; inanimate. 2. without sense or reason:

foolish; stupid. 3. lacking sensibility; without regard
or feelmg; cold; hardeiied,

!n-8en-8l*biMty (m-sent'so-bilVti), n, [LL. insensibti-

tias], the quality or condition of being insensible.

in-sen-si-ble (in-sen'ss-bl), adj. [ME. incensible; LIU
Mis; seei |N- (not) & r

SENSIBLE], 1. lacking
n; not having the power to perceive with the
2. having lost sensation; unconscious. 3. not

reo^nidngorreaK2ing;tiiiaware;mdifferent. 4. sosmall,
stBgiit, or gradual as to be -virtually imperceptible.

in-sens i bly (ln-ei/sa-bli), adv. [see prec. & -LY], by
degrees so sight as to be

t virtually imperceptible.
in-sen*si-tive (in-seii's8-tiv), adj. not sensitive; in-

capably of being im|>r^ssed or influenced: iasensate,

in-sen-ti-ent (in-sen'shi-nt, in-sen'shdnt), adj. not sen-

tieiit; without life, consciousness, or perception*
in-sep-ara-bil 1-ty (m'sep-gr-o-biLVti, in-sw'ei>o-bilf^
la) , n* the quaEty or state of being inseparable^

in*sep-a-ra*ble (in-sep'Sr-o-bl), aaj. not separable; that
cannot be separated or parted: abbreviated insep. n.

$* inseparable persons or things.
in sep-a-ra-bly (in-sep'eV-9-bli), adv. ^x an inseparable
manner: so as to be inseparable.
insert (ia-surt' ; for n.* in'sert), v.t. |< L. insertus, pp.
of mserere; in-, into + serere, to joiii}, to put or fit

(sonaething) into something else; put in; introduce: as,

insert a coin in a slot machine, n. anything inserted^or
for insertion; especially, aq. extra leaf or section in-

serted in a newspaper, etc. -^$YN. seeintroduce.
in-sert-ed (in-sur

/
tid), adj. Epp* of insert], in biology,

joined by natural growths.
'

'

*i

in-ser-tion (^-sut^sh)^ & P/. insertio]* 1.

or being inserted. 2,w something inserted;

lot, gS, , , . .,
'

I fa somfy* o in comity* $
.ich; kn, G. docli.'Sbepp.'^acii.i
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*) a piece off law or embroidery that can be set into a

piece erf cloth for ornamentation, M an advertisement
in a wtwspaper. J, in analow v, the point of at Uchment
off * to the part that it moves,

In-fttMCMriftl (in'sc-sor'ial. in
f
se-sof

ri~al), d>'. [< Mod.
JL, Jtwttw, iff., parching birds < L. inmsor, occupant,
Mt. one who >iti in or on < imider (see INSIDIOUS) ; -r

-tail, fitted for perchinff : said of certain birds,lnt (mHMvfc'; /or *., m'set'), v.f. (INSET, INSETTING!,
{ME. fMjttt**; AS. imiUn, to set in, appoint; t-, in

4- Mtton, to set], to put into something; insert, n.

soxnftthing set in; insert; especially, a smaller picture
or map set within the border of a larger one.
in*sihitlie (in-&h5iAO, / IINSHEATHSD (-shelAdOt IN-

SHBATHING], to put in or cover with a sheath.
in-ahore (in

fsh6r
f
, in'shor')t adv. & adj. 1. in toward

the shore. 2, near the shore.
inshore of, nearer than (something else) to the shore.

in-side <tn
f
sid', in'sid'; jjbr pnp^ usually in'sMO, n. 1.

the part lying within; inner side, surface, or part: in-

terior. 2. the part of a sidewalk or path lying farthest
from the road. 3. pi. [Colloq.], the internal organs of
the body, as the stomach and intestines, odj 1, lying
on or in the inside; internal. 2. of or suited for the
inside. 3. working or used indoors; indoor. 4. known
only to insiders; secret or private: as, the inside story.
adv. 1. on or in the inside of; within. 2. indoors,

prep, inside of: in: within.
inside of, (Colloq.j, in less than (a specified time) ; with-
in the space of.

inside out, with the inside where the outside should
be; showing the inside; reversed.

in-4id*flr (in'std'eY), n. 1. a person inside a given place
or group; hence, 2. a person having or likely to nave
secret or confidential information.
inside track, 1. the inner, shorter way around a race
track: hence. 2. a favorable position or advantage.
msid-lous (in-sid'i-as), adL [Pr. insidieux; L. insidi-
oms < insidiae, an ambush, plot < insiders, to sit in
cc c% Be in wait for < f*-f in + sedere, to sit]. 1. char-
acteraed by treachery or slyness; crafty; wily. 2.op-
emtteg In & slow or not easily apparent manner' more
dangerous than seems evident: as* an insidious disease.
In sight (ijn/sItO, n. 1MB. tnsiht; see IN- (in) & SIGHT],
1. we ability to see and understand clearly the inner
nature of things. 2. a clear understanding of the inner
nature of some specific thing.

tffi*8%-n|.a (in*sig'ni-a), n.pl. [sing. INSIGNB (-ne); now
sometimes INSIGNIA], [L., pi. otinsigne, neut. of insignis,
distinguished by a mark, striking, eminent < in~t in -f
signum, a mark, sign], badges, emblems, or other dis-

p, a) unimportance; triviality, b) me
fc*nif-i-can-cy (m'sig-nif'a-kan-si), n. *.
36. 2,

(>/. msiGNmcANOES (-siz)], an insigni
person or thing.
in

:si^ nif-i cant (m%-nif'd-kant) t adj. [in- (not) f
sigmficant], i. naeaningless, 2. unimportant; trivial.

ia-sfa-cere (in sin-seY'), adj. not sincere; deceptive or
hypocritical; not to be trusted.

in sin-cer ity (in'sin-ser'Q-ti), it. 1. the quaHty of be-
mg^msmcere. 2. ]pl. INSINCERITIES (-t&)J, an insincere
action, remark, etc.

In-ein-u-ate (in-sin
/
u-5t')t v.t. [INSINUATED (-id), m-

siNUATmc^ [< L. insinuatus, pp. of insinuate, to intro-
duce by windings and turnings, insinuate < in-r in +
stnus, curved surface], 1. to get in, push, or introduce
slowly, indirectly, and skillfully. 2. to hint or suggest
(something) indirectly; imply: as, he insinuated his
doubt of her ability. SYN. see introduce, suggest,

in-atn-u-a-tian (m-sm'u-a'shn), n. [L. insinuation 1.
the act of insinuating. 2. something insinuated; spe-
cifically, a) a sly hint or suggestion, especially against
someone, b) an act or remark intended to winfavor*
ingratiating action.

in-sin-u-a-dye (in-sin'u-a'tiv), adj. L insinuating or
tending to insinuate. 2. using or containing an insin-
uation; subtly suggestive.in-sin-u-a-tor (in-sin'u-a'teV), n. a person or thine that
insinuates.

^^
* sip-id (in-sip'id), adj. [< Fr. & L.; Ft. insipide; LL.
mstptdus < L. in-, not -f- sapidus, savory < saperc* to
tastej, 1. without flavor; tasteless. 2. not exciting or
interesting; dull; lifeless.

SYN^iosipld implies a lack of taste or flavor and is, hence,
figuratively applied to anything that is lifeless, dull, etc.
(WM*#<* table talk); vapid and flat apply to that which once
nad, Dut

f
has since lost, freshness, sharpness, tang, zest, etc.

(the vaptd, or fat, epigrams that had once so delighted him) :

banal is used of that which is so trite or hackneyed as to seem
highly vapid or flat (her banal compliments).ANT. zestful,
spicy, pungent.

in-8i*pid-i'ty (in'si-pid's-ti), n. 1. an insipid quality

*- not -f >a/>*Vn4, wist'J, lack of wisdom or intelligence;

stupidity.
in sip I-cnt (in-sip'j-ant), adj. not wise; stupid.
int'tiat (in-sist') w. (Pr. insister; L. insistfre, to stand
on, tread on, pursue diligently, persist; in-, in, on -f-

sisttrtt to stand, cause to stand), to take and maintain
a stand

^
make a firm demand (often with on or upon] :

as, he insists on the rights of the minorities, v.t. to
demand strongly: as, I insist that you come.
in sist ence (in-sis'tans), n. 1. the quaHty of being
insistent. 2. the act or an instance of insisting.
in sist en-cy (in-sis'Un-si), n. [pL INSISTENCIES (-siz)],
insistence.
in-sist-ent (in-sis'tsnt), adj. [L, insistent], 1. insisting
or demanding; persistent in demands or assertions. 2.

compelling the attention: as, an insistent rhythm.
tin sf-tu (in si'tu), [L.j,

in position; in its original place.
in snare (in-sni.r'), v.t. to ensnare.

in-80'bri-e-ty (in^bri'^-ti, in'so-brl'^-ti), n. lack of

sobriety; intemperance, especially in drinking,
in so-far (in'so-far', in's^-far'), adv. to the degree that
(with as): as, insofar as I can say now, I shall come:
often in so far.

in-so late (in'so-lat'), v.t. (INSOLATED (-id), INSOLATING],
[< L. insolatus, pp. of insolare, to expose to the sun <
in-, in -f sol, the sun], to put out in the sun for drying,
bleaching, etc.

in so-la-tion (in'so-H'shon), n. [L. insolatio], 1. an in-

solating. 2. the treatment of disease by exposure to
the sun's rays. 3. sunstroke. 4. in meteorology, a) the
radiation from the sun received by a surface, especially
the earth's surface, b) the rate of such radiation per
unit of surface.

in-sole (in'soT), n. 1. the inside sole of a shoe. 2. an
extra, removable insidejsole put in for comfort or water-
proofing.

in-so lence (in'sa-bns), n. [ME.; OFr.: L. insolentia <
insolens] t 1. the quality of being insolent; impudence;
arrogance. 2. insolent behavior, action, or speech
in so lent (in'sa-lant), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. insolens; in-,
not Hh solens, ppr, of solere, to be accustomed], disre-

spectful of custom or established authority; imperti-
nent; impudent. SYN. see impertinent, proud.

in-sol-u-bil-i-ty (in'sol-yoo-bil'a-ti* in-sol'yoo-bil's-ti),
n. the quality or state of being insoluble.

in-sql-u-ble (in-soFyoo-bl), adj. [ME. insolible; OFr.;
L. insolubiUs], 1, that cannot be solved; unsolvable.
2. that cannot be dissolved; not soluble.

in*8ol-ubly (in-sol'yoo-bli), adv. in an insoluble manner
in solv a ble (in-soFvo-b'l), adj. that cannot be solved.
in-soi'ven-cy (in-sol'vsn-si), n. [pi, INSOLVENCIES (-siz)],
the fact or condition of being insolvent; bankruptcy.

in-sol-vent (in-sol'vsnt), adj. 1. not solvent; unable
to pay debts; bankrupt. 2. not enough to pay all
debts: as, an insolvent inheritance. 3. of insolvents or
insolvency, n. an insolvent person.

in-som-ni-a (in-som'ni-s), n. (L. < insomnis, sleepless <
*-, without + somnus, sleep], prolonged or abnormal
inability to sleep.

in-som-ni-ac (in-som'ni-akO n. a person who has
insomnia*

in som-ni-ous (in-som'ni-as), adj. having insomnia.
insomuch (in'so-much', inf

s9-muchO, adv. 1. to
such a degree or extent; so (usually with as or that):
as, he worked very fast, insomuch that he was through
in an hour. 2. inasmuch (with as).

in sou ci ance (in-soo'si-ons; Fr. aw'soo'sySnsO, n. [Fr.
< insouciant], the quality or fact of be"

* '- - A

sotticitare; see SOLICIT], calm and unbothered; carefree;
indifferent.

in soul (in-solO, v.t. to ensoul.
insp., inspector.
in span (in-span'), v.t. & v.L [INSPANNED (-spand'), IN-
SPANNING], [D. inspannen; see m- (in) & SPAN], in South
Africa, to Harness or yoke (animals; to a wagon, etc.
in spect (in-^pekf), v.t. [L. inspectare, freq. < inspectus,
pp. of msptcere, to look into, examine < in-, in, at -f
specere, to look at], 1. to look at carefully; examine
critically. 2. to examine or review officially: as, the
captain wul inspect Company B, SYN. see scrutinize,

in-soec-tion (in-spek'shan), n. [ME. inspeccioun; OFr.;
L. inspect < inspectus; see INSPECT], 1, careful in-
vestigation; crMcai examination, 2. official examina-
tion or review, as of troops.

in spec-tor (in-spek'telr), n. [L.], 1. a person who in-

spects; official examiner; overseer. 2. an officer on a
poHce force, ranking, next below a superintendent.
Abbreviated insp., ins*
in spec to ral (in-spek'tgr-al), adj. of an inspector.
in snec tor ate (in-spek'tSr-it), n. 1, the position or
duties of an inspector. 2, inspectors collectively* 3.
the district supervised by an, inspector.

in-spec-toTi-af (m^ek-tdr'i-al, inf
spek^Q''ri^]p, tfflt>.

of an inspector or an inspectorate.
inspector-ship (in-spek'ter^to'), n; [see^SHIP|, the
position or tenure of an inspector.
in-sphere (in-sfeV), w.t. to enslie % ';|

'' ll(| ''
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to spir-a-ble (in-roSrV-b'l), adj. that can be inspired.

Inspirm-tion (in'spo-ra'shsn), n* [ME. impir&ciomn:
Orr.i I-L- s*V*tfol, 1. a breathing in; arawing of

air into the lungs ; mlmling: opposed to expiration, 2. an
inspiring or being inspired mentally or emotionally.
3. an inspiring influence; any stimulus to creative

thought or action. 4, an inspired idea, action, etc.

5. a prompting of something written or said ; suggested.
5! in theology, a divine influence upon human beings
resulting in writing, as of the Scriptures, or in action,

as of a saint.

in.spi-ra*tfoii*al (in'spa-ra'shan-'l), adj. 1. of or giving

inspiration; inspiring. 2, produced, innuenced, or stim-

ulated by inspiration; inspired.

in-spir-a-to-ry (in-sp!ra-t6r'i, in-spirVto'ri), adj. [< L.

impiratus (see INSPIRATION); -f~ -ory], of, tor, or char-

acterized by inspiration, or inhalation.

in-spire (in-spir). v.t. [INSPIRED (-spIrdO. INSPIRING].
[ME. inspiren; OPr. inspirer; L. inspirare; in-, in, on -f-

spirare* to breathe), 1. originally, a) to breathe or blow

upon or into, b) to infuse (life, etc, info) by breathing.
2. to draw (air) into the lungs; inhale: opposed to

expire. 3. to have an animating effect upon; influence,

stimulate, or impel; especially, to stimulate or impel
to some creative or effective effort. 4. to cause, guide,
communicate, or motivate by divine influence: as,

God inspired the Scriptures. 5. to arouse or produce
(a thought or feeling): as. kindness inspires love, 6.

to affect with a specified feeling or thought: as, it

inspired us with fear. 7. to occasion, cause, or produce.
8. to prompt, or cause to be written or said, by in-

fluence, without acknowledgment of the real author-

ship, vd. 1. to inhale. 2. to give inspiration,

in-8pir-it (in-spir'it), v.t. to put spirit into; give life or

courage to; cheer; exhilarate.

in-spissate (in-spis
/
at), v.t. & v.i. [INSPISSATED (-id),

INSPISSATING], [< LL. inspissates, thick; in~, in + spis-

solus, pp. of spissare, to thicken < spissus, thick],
to thkken by evaporation, etc.; condense.

in-spis-sa-tion (in'spi-sa'shan), n. [ML. inspissatio], an
inspissating or being inspissated.

Inst., 1. Institute. 2. Institution,

infit., 1. instant (the present month). 2. instrumental
in-8ta*biM-ty (in'sts-bil'o-ti), n. [pi INSTABILITIES

(-tiz)], lack of stability; unstableness; specifically, a)

lack of firmness or steadiness, b) lack of determination;
irresolution; inconstancy.
in sta-ble (in-sta'bl), adj. [L. instabilis], unstable.

in stall (in-stdl')i v.t.[Pr. installer,' ML. installare < in-,

in + staUum < OHG. stal, a place, seat, stall], 1. to

place (a person) in an office, rank, etc., with formality
or ceremony. 2. to establish in a place or condition;
settle: as, we installed ourselves in the balcony. 3. to

fix in position for use: as, we installed new light fixtures.

in-stafla-tion (in'sta-la'shan), n. 1. an installing or

being installed. 2. a complete mechanical apparatus
fixed in position for use : as, a heating installation. 3. any
military establishment, including the plant, equipment,
etc.

in-stall-ment, in-stal-ment (in-st61'mant), n. [earlier

estallment < estall, to arrange payments for < OFr.
estaler, to stop, fix < estal, a halt, place < OHG. stal;

see INSTALL], 1. any of the parts of a debt or other
sum of money to be paid at regular times over a speci-
fied period. 2. any of several parts appearing at in-

tervals: as, the story was published in installments.

in-stall ment, in-stal-ment (in-stftl'mant), n. [install

-f- -ment], an installing or being installed; installation.

installment plan, a credit system by which debts, as
for purchased articles, are paid in installments.
instance (in'stsns), n. [ME. instannce; OFr.; L. in-

stantia, a standing upon or near, being present <
instans; see INSTANT], 1. originally, an urgent plea;
persistent solicitation. 2. a request; suggestion; insti-

gation: as, his case was reviewed by the dean at the
instance of the student council. 3. an example; case;
illustration. 4. a step in proceeding; occasion: as, in

the first instance. 5. [Obs.], a motive; cause. 67 in law,
a process or proceeding in a court; suit. v. t [INSTANCED
(-stanst), INSTANCING], 1. to snow by an instance:

exemplify: as, the game was exciting, as was instanced

by the score. 2. to give as an example; cite.

for instance, as an example; by way of illustration,

SYN. instance refers to a person, thing, or event that is

adduced to prove or support a general Statement (here is an
instance of Ms sincerity); case is applied to aay happening or
condition that demonstrates the general existence or occurrence
of something (a case of mistaken identity) ; example is applied
to something that is cited as typical of the members of its

grottp (Ids novel is an example of romantic literature); illus-
tration is used of an instance or example that helps to explain
or clarify something (this sentence is an illustration of the use
of a ward).

in-stan-cy (in'stsn-si), n* [L. mstantia], the quality or" ' * '

instant; speacaHy* a) tirgency;

prewure: instaenee. &> fRareJ, imminence; immediate-
ness, c) (KarejL iastanianeousness.

Ira stunt (ia'stont), #. fOPr. < L. imtn$, ppr. of

instare, to stand upon or near, ^ress; *n- m, upon -4-

stflsre* to standJ 1* ursent; prewBB^g. 2. of the current

month: as, years of the 13th IftriM received: abbre-

viated ff*t. 3. toes* to happen; femraent. 4. without

delay; immediate: as* I demand **$te*f obedience.

5. designating coffee, tea, cocoa, etc. in readily soluble

form, prepared by adding water or other liquid, adv.

{Poetic), at once; instantly, it. I. a point or very short

space of time; moment. 2, a particular moment.
on the instant, without delay; immediately.
the instant, as soon as.

instantaneous (m'ston-tS'm-ea). adj. [< instant,

after momemtmmm\ 1. done, made, or happening in

an instant. 2. done or made without delay; immediate :

as, an instantaneous response.
in stan ter (in-*tan'tr), adv. {L., eamestlj, pressingly
< instans; see iNSTAHTj, without delay; immediately.

ia-stant-ly (in'stsnt-li), adv. 1. in an instant; without
delay; immediately. 2, (Archaic], urgently; pressingly.
conj. as soon as; the instant that: as, I came instantly
I saw the need.

in-star (in'stir), n. [L. a shape* form], any of the various
forms of an insect or other arthropod between molts.

in-star (in-starO, v.t. FINSTARRED (-stardO* INSTARREMG],
1. to set as a star. 2, to stud or adorn as with stars.

in-state (in-staV), v.t. [INSTATED fid), INSTATING}, lin-
(in) + state], I. to put in a particular status, position,
or rank; install. 2. [Obs.] a) to endow; invest &) to
confer (with on or upon).

Jin sta tu quo (in sta'tu kwo', in stach'oo kwoO, JL..
in the state in which], in the existing, or same, condition.
in stail-ra-tion (in'stfi-ra'shan), n. (L. instauratio <
instauratus, ^pp. of instawrare, to renew, repeat}, resto-
ration; repair; renewal; renovation.
in stead (m-stedO, adv. \in + stead\, in place of the
person or thing mentioned; as an alternative or substi-
tute: as, since we had no sugar, we tised honey instead.
Instead of, in place of; rather than.

in step (in'step
7
), n. [prob. in- (in) + step], I. the

upper surface of the arch of the foot, between the ankle
and the toes. 2. the part of a shoe or stocking that
covers this surface. 3. the front surface of the hind
leg of a horse, between the hock and the pastern joint.

in-stigate (in'sta-gat
1

), v.t. [INSTIGATED (-id), INSTI-

GATING^, [< L. instigatus, pp. of instigare, to stimulate,
incite; *-, in -f -stigare (in comp.), to prick; IB base
*steig~, to prick, seen also in sting, stick, Gr. stigma],
1. to urge on, spur on, or incite to some action or
course of action: as, Mephistopheles instigated Faust
to sin. 2. to cause by inciting; foment: as, they
instigated a rebellion. SJN. see incite.

in sti ga tion (in'sta-g5'shn)j n. [ME. instigacfanm; L,
instigatio], an instigating; incitement.
at the Instigation of, instigated by.

in-sti ga tive (in'sts-ga'tiv), adj. instigating or tending
to instigate,

in-sti-ga-tor (m'ste-ga'ter), n. a person who Instates.
in*8till, Hl'S'tll (UDWSfett0, V.t. FKNSXI!LXB3D \*^tildO, IN-

STILLING], [Pr. mstiUer; L* instillare; w-t in + stillare,

to drop < Mia, a droo], 1. to put in drop by drop.
2. to put (a notion, principle, feeling, etc.) in or into
little by little; impart gradually.
iSHTNT. -instill, in this figurative connection, implies a gradual
impartiBK of knowledge over an extended period of time (he
had instilled honesty m Ws children)- implant suggests the

imparting of knowledge as if by planting it in the mind, with
the implication that it wiU develop there; inculcate implies
frequent or insistent repetition so as to impress upon the mind
(prejudice is inculcated in one during childhood); infuse

suggests, the imparting of qualities as if By pouring (he infused
life into the play); Inseminate implies the spreading of

ideas throughout a group, nation, etc. as if by sowing seeds.

in stil la tion (in'sti-la'shsn), n. [L. instillatio], 1. an
instilling. 2. anything instilled.

in*still'ment. in-stil-nient (in-stil'm,on.t), n. an. in-

stilling or being instilled.
instinct (in'stjjgktj for adj., in-stirjktO, n, [< L. in-

stinctus, pp. of insttnguere, to impel, instigate; in--* in +
Pstinguere, to prick; for IE. base see INSTIGATE], 1. (an)

inbopa tendency to behave in a way characteristic of a
siwies; natural,

t unacquired mode of response to
stimuli: as, suckling is an instinct in mammals. 2. a
natural or acquired tendency, altitude, or talent; bent;
knack; gift: as, she has an instinct for doing the right
thing, adj. filled or charged (with) ; as, the speech was
instinct with emotion.

in-stinc-tive (in-stitjk'tiv), adj. I. of, or having the
nature of, instinct. 2. caused, prowp-fced, or done
by instinct. SJN. see spontaneous,
in stinc-tu-al (in-stkjk'ch^o-?l) adj. having to do with
instinct. ^

in-sti tute (in'sta-tpoitf. ip/st^-l^ltOi v.t.

ty cir;; ^ea/ eltcaa, here, qv
i, Ittsure^^,

1
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[< L. in$titm$m t pp. of i

to set np met, construct < i*-, in, on 4- $Mutft to
cause to stand, tat tip, pkcei t. to set up; establish;
funi: introduce. 2. to start; initiate: a*, the city
oomdl ws investigation, 3. to appoint to or
install la aa office, position, benefice, etc. n. [L.

-

jtftof*M, ftfTBQteiaent. plan, intention < the .J, some-
tfeia taftitatea; specifically, a) an established principle,
law, custom, or b) pi. a summary or digest of
ttabUihd principles* especially in law. c) an organi-
ifttioo for the promotion of art, science, eaucation, etc.

rf) the bttMing in which such an organixatiQa is honied.
t) a type of school for higher education in technical

subjects: it may be part of a university, f) an insti-

tution lor advanced study, research, and instruction
in a restricted field, organized in connection with a
trarrarstty. ) a short teaching program established
fee a special group concerned with some special field

erf work. Abbreviated last, (in senses , a, , /, j).
fa-stl-tH'tfCHi (in'sto-tfo'slMn, m'sto-tQ'ahon), n. {ME.;
OPr.; L. tatfifictio], 1, an instituting or being insti-

tuted; establishment. 2. an established law, custom,
practice, system, etc. 3. an organisation having a
social, educational, or religious purpose, as a school,
church, hospital, reformatory, etc. 4. the building
housing such an organization. 5. [Collcq.], a familiar
person or thing. 6. in ecclesiastical usage, a) the estab-
nahtnent of a sacrament by Jesus, b) the establishment
of a clergyman in a benefice. 7. in law, a collection of
established principles or fundamental rules. Abbrevi-
ated Inst., instil, (in senses 3 & 4).

in-sti tu tion al (m'sta-tdo'shsn-% in'sto-tra'shan-*!),
adj. 1. ol, or having the nature of, an institution.
2. organized so as to function in social, charitable, and
educational activities: as, institutional religion. 3. in

J$w*wi*f, intended primarily to gain prestige and
good will rather than to increase immediate sales.

to**&tu*tiQn**l*iftm (m'std-t&y&ao-l-iz'm, in'sto-tu'-

shan-'l-iz'm), n, a belief in and support of the useful-
ness oc aauctity of established institutions.

,.
,

fc , _ (-Ii
/
) INSTTTO-

TIONALIZING], t, to make into or consider as an insti-
tution. 2L to make institatiooal. 3. [CoUco;.], to put
(a person) into an institution.

fara-tn-don-ftry (m'ste-too'shmi-er'i, in'sta-tu'shan-

er'i), adj. 1. of legal institutes. 2. of clerical institu-
tion. 3. of institutions; institutional,

in-8ti tu tive (m'sto-too'tiy, in'sto-tu'tiy), adj. 1. in-

stituting or tending to institute; of institution. 2.
sanctioned by law, custom, or usage; established.

in-sti tu tor (in'sta-too'tgr, in'sta-tu't&r), n. [L.], 1 a
person who institutes; founder; organizer. 2. in the

Episcopal Church, the bishop, or a person acting for
Min* who installs a clergvman in a pariah or church.

instr., L instructor. 2. instrument. 3. instrumental.
in-struct (in-struktO, v.t [< L. instructust pp. of in-
slntere, to pile upon, put in order, erect; wi-f in, upon -f
struere, to pile up, arrange, build], 1. to communicate
knowledge to; teach; educate. 2. to give the facts of
the matter to; inform: as, a judge instructs the jury.
3. to gave directions or orders to; as, the officer in-
stmOm thesentry to shoot. SYN. seecommand, teach,

in struc-tion (in-struk'shan), n. [ME. instruccioun;
OPr. instruction; L. instructio], 1, an instructing;
education, 2. knowledge, information, etc. given or
taught; any teaching; lesson. 3. pi. directions; orders.

in struc tion-al (in-struk'shon-1), adj. of or for in-
stractio:e6%cational.

in-struc-tive (in-struk'tiv), adj. instructing; giving
knowledge; used to inform.

In-stmc-tor (in-struk'tgr), n. [L.], 1. a person who
instructs; teacher. 2. a college teacher ranking below
an assistant professor. Abbreviated instr.

in-stoic-tor-ship (in-struk'teV-shipO, n. [see -SHIP], the
position of an instructor.

in-strue- tress (in-stnik'tris), n. a woman instructor.
instru-ment (in'stroo-msnt), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. in-
strumentum> a tool or tools, stock in trade, furniture,
dress < instruere; see INSTRUCT], 1. a) a thing by means
of which something is done; means. 6) a person used
by another to bring something about. 2. a tool or
implement, especially one used for delicate work or
for scientific or artistic purposes. 3. any of various
devices producing musical sound, as a piano, violin,
oboe, etc. : abbreviated instr. 4. in law, a formal docu-
ment, as a deed, contract, etc. v.t. 1. in law, to write
an instrument. 2. in music, to arrange (a composition)
for instruments; orchestrate. SYN. see Implement.

ta'Stni-mett-tal (in'stroo-men'tl), adj. fife: OPr.;ML. instrumental**], 1. serving as a means; helpful.
2. of or performed with an instrument or tooL 3. of,

performed on, or
^
written for a musical instrument or

mstruments. 4. in grammar, designating or of a case
showing means or agency: the instrumental case is
found in Anglo-Saxon, Sanskrit, Slavonic, etc. Abbre-
viated instr., inst. (in senses 3 & 4).in stru-men tal ism (m'stroo-men't'1-iz'm), n. in phil-
osophy, the Dragnmtic doctrine that ideas are plans for

action which aerve as instruments for adjusting the
organism to its environment.
In-stru-men'tml'lat (in'stroomen't*l-ist), n. 1. a per-
son who per!onns on a musical instrument. 2. a person
who believes in iastntmentalkm.
in*tnMiM3>*tftM*ty Cin'stroo-men-talVti), n. Ipl. IN-
STRUMENTALITIES (-tu)), the condition, quality, or
fact of being instnzxnental, or serving as a means;
means; agency.

in*trn*mexi;tft-tloii (in'&troo-men-ta'shan), n. [Pr.], 1.

the composition or arrangement of music for instru-
ments; orchestration. 2. the use of, or work with,
scientific instruments.
instrument flying, the navigation of an aircraft com-
pletely by the use of instruments.
instrument panel (or board), a panel or board with
instruments, gauges, etc, mounted on it, as in an auto-
mobile or airplane,
in sub or di nate (in'ss-bor'd'n-it), adj. [in- (not) +
subordinate], not submitting to authority; disobedient
n. an insubordinate person.

in-sub or di na-tion (in's^Wr'd'n-a'shsn), n. the con-
dition or fact of being insubordinate; disobedience.

in-sub-stan-tial (m'sab-stan'shsl), adj. [ML. insub-
stantialisl not substantial; specifically, a) unreal; im-
aginary. 0) not solid or firm; weak or flimsy.

in-sub-stan-ti-al i ty (in'sob-stan'shi-al'a-ti), n. the
quality or state of being insubstantial.
insufferable (in-suFSr-a-b'!), adj. not sufferable-
intolerable; unbearable.
in suf fer a-bly (in-sufeV-sh-bH), adv. 1. in an insuf-
ferable manner. 2. to an insufferable degree,
in suf-fi cience (m'so-fish'ans), n. [ME. & OPr. in-
suffisance < LL.). [Rare], insuflSciency.

in-suf-fi-cien-cy (in'sa-nshfan-si), n.JLL. insufficientia],
1. lack of sufficiency; deficiency; inadequacy. 2. failure

of^an organ or tissue to perform its normal function:
said especially of a heart valve or muscle.

in-suf-fi-ciexit (in'ss-fish'snt), adj. not sufficient; not
enough; inadequate.

insufflate (in-sufllt. in'so-flatO, v.t. [INSUFFLATED
(-id), XNSUFFLAnKGL [< L. insufflatus, pp. of insufflare,
to blow or breathe into; in-, in -f sufflare, to blow from
below < sub-, under -f fiare, to blow], 1. to blow or
breathe into or on. 2. to breathe on (baptismal waters
or a person being baptized). 3. in medicine, a) to blow
(a powder, vapor, an*, etc.) into a cavity of the body,
especially the rangs. b) to blow such a substance into
(the lungs, etc.).

in suf fla tion (rn'sa-fla'shsm), n. [LL. insuffiatio], an
insulating or being insufflated.

in suf fla tor (in'sa-fla'tSr), n. a device for insufflating
in-su-lar (m'sa-ler, in'syoo4&r), adj. [L. insularis <
tnsular island^ 1. of, or having the form of, an island.
2. living or situated on an island. 3. like an island-
detached; insulated. 4. of, like, or characteristic of
islanders; hence, 5, narrow-minded; not liberal; prej-
udiced. 6. in medicine^ a) characterized by isolated
spots. ) of the islands of Langerhans or other islands
or tissue.

in su-lar-i-ty (in'ss-lar'a-ti in'syoo-larVti), n. [insular+ -^ty], 1. the state of being an island. 2. the state of
living on an island; hence, 3. narrow-mindedness-
prejudice.

in su late (m'so-laV, m'syoo-lat'), v.t. [INSULATED (-id),
INSULATING], [< L. insulatus, made Kke an island <
insula, island], 1. to set apart; detach from the rest;
isolate. 2. to separate or cover with a nonconducting
material in order to prevent the passage or leakage of
electricity, heat, or sound.

in su la-tion fin'sa-la'shoo,, in'syoo-la'shsn), n. 1. an
insulating or being insulated. 2. any material used to
insulate*
insulator (in'sa-lS'tar, in'syoo-la'teV), n. anything
that insulates; especially, a device,
usually of glass or porcelain, for
insulating and supporting electric
wires; abbreviated ins,

in-su-lin (in'ss-lin, in/ayoo-lin) !
n.

[< L. insular island; -f- -m: after
the islands of Langerhans, in tie
pancreasl La secretion of the
islands of Langerhans* in, the pan-
creas, which helps the body use
sugar and other carbohydrates. 2.
a product extracted from t3be pan-
creas of sheep or oaten and use< hy-
podermically in the treatment of
diabetes mellitus: a trader-mark
(Insulin).

insulin shock, an abnormal condi-
tion caused bJ-

an overdose or excess INSULATOR

sudden reduction ii the sugar conteat of tEe4 blood;
it is ,charaeterized br to&u&Sk^*

1* '^-^ " - - -^ ^-- - -

and coma.

.

in-sult (in'stat;; for v^.



insuperability
Jit., a leaping upon, pp. of L. ittsilirt, to leap upon < fe-
on, upon -f satire, to leap), 1. originally, an attack*
onset. 2. an act, remark, etc. meant to hurt the feeliiws
or self-respect of another; affront: indignity 9 L 1 to
subject to an insult; treat with scorn or iiisofeoce;
affront. 2. [Obs.J, to attack; assail. v4. [Archaic! to
behave insolently. 5msee offend.

*-***-* w
in-su-pNer-a-biH-ty (in-soo'peV-9-bil'd-ti, m-su'per-9-
bil'd-ti), n. the quality or state of being insuperable.

in su-ixsr-a-ble (m-soo'per-s-b'l, rn-su^peW-bl), adj.
not superable; that cannot be overcome or passed over

!n.su.per-a;bly (in-s6d'per-a-blif m-su'per-a-bli), adv.
L m an insuperable manner. 2. to an insuperable
degree.

in-sup-port-a-ble (in'so-pdr'ta-b'l, in's^por'ta-b'l), adj.
not supportable; intolerable; unbearable; unendurable

fo'sup-port-a-bly (In's^-poVta-bli, in'ss-por'to-bli) adv
1. in an insupportable manner. 2. to an insupportable
degree.
insup press-i-ble (in'sa-pres'a-b'l), adj. not suppress-
ible; that cannot be suppressed.

in sup press-i bly (m'sa-pres'a-bli), adv. in an insuo-
pressibie manner; so as to be insuppressible,

in-sur-a-bil-i-ty (in-shoorVbil'o-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being insurable.

in-sur-a ble (in-shoorVb'l), adj. that can be insured
in-sur-ance (in-shoor'sns), n. fearlier insurance; OFr.
enseurancej see ENSURE], 1. an insuring or being in-
sured ^against loss; a system of protection against loss
in which a number of individuals agree to pay certain
sums for a guarantee that they wffl be compensated
for any specified loss by fire, accident, death, etc. 2 a
contract whereby, in return for a fixed payment
(premium}, the insurer guarantees the insured that a
certain stun will be paid for a specified loss: usually
called insurance policy. 3. the fixed payment made by
the insured; premium. 4. the amount for which Hfe,
property, etc, is insured. 5. the business of insuring
against loss. Abbreviated insur., In*,

in sur-ant (m-shoor'snt), n. a person who is insured
In-sure (m-snoarO, v.t. [INSURED (-shoordO, INSURING],
[ME. ensuren; OFr. enseurer; see m- (in) & SURE], 1.
to make sure; ensure; guarantee: as, please insure the
accuracy of your reports. 2. to get as a certainty
secure: as, your degree will insure you a job. 3. to
make safe; guard against injury, damage, etc.; protect:
as, care insures one against error. 4. to assure against
loss; contract to be paid or to pay money in the case of
loss of (hfe^property, etc.) : take out or issue insurance
on (sometMng or someone). v.i. to give or take out
insurance. Also spelled ensure.
insuredi (in-shoord'), n, [< pp. of insure}, a personwnose life,

t property, etc. is insured against loss.
in-surer (in-shoor'er), n. a person or company that
insures others against loss or damage; underwriter,

in-sur-getice^in-sur'jsns), n. [< insurgent], a rising in
revolt; uprising; insurrection.

in-sur-fien-cy > 5n-sur'J9n-si), n. 1. the quality, state,
or fact of being insurgent. 2. insurgence

in-sur-gent (in-sur'jont), adj. [L. insurgent, ppr. of
insurgere, to rise u$, rise up against; in-, in, upon -f
surgere, to rise], rising up against political or govern-
mental

authority; rebellious, n. an insurgent person.
in sur-mount-a-biM-ty (m'ser-moun'te-bilVttt; n. the
quality or state of being insurmountable.

in sur mount-a ble (mrser-moun'te-b'l), fl{y. not g^,.
mountable; that cannot be passed over or overcome; in-
superable.

ta-sur-inount'a-bly (w'sSr-moun'tQ-bli), adv. 1, in
an msurmountable manner. 2. to an insurmountable
degree.

to-sur-rec-tjon Cm'sa-rek'shan), n. (Late ME.; LL.
insurrectio < i>p, of L. insurgere; see INSURGENT], a
nsing up against established authority: rebeBfon;
revolt. SYN. see rebeffionu

VY***VW ,

in sur rec tion al (in'sa-rek'shan-'l), adj. of or like an
rnsurrectxon.

,

insur-rec*tlon-ar-y (in's9-rek'shon-erfi), adj. of or en-
gaged insurrection, w, ipL INOTKRECTIONARIES
(-125)], an insurgent; rebel

in
:
sur-rec-tioii.fit (in

A
sa-rek'sli9ii-ist), n, a person who

aids or takes part in an insurrection; insurgent
m-sus-cep-tirbil'i-trtr (in'sa-sep^-bil'^ia), n. the fact,
state, or quality of being insusceptible,

in sue cep ti ble
^(m'sa-sepjta-bl), ad& not susQeptible;not easily affected or influenced; unimwesdbie

Jn-swathe (in-swa^)r v.t. to enswathe,
in swept (ia'sweptO, <*dj\ tapering at tibe front: said of
an automobile frame.

tofc^ L interest. 2. mterim, 3. interior. 4. iwberjec-
-** 'ntefnal.

6.^ international^ 7; intransitive*,

r*Z""'trr
* *9W"* untouqlied or uniniuited| kelpt or

.*ett wloole;! soissiiiii traiErowaifejdl.' **<**& Jffit see complete
^ m >&. ' WEAGWd* |^rf )1
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[It. < inlaglKert, to cat in, eisgrave: in-, in -f- tof^w1

^,
to cutj, L a design or figure carvea of engraved below
tne surface. 2. a gem or stone ornamented with such
a design or figure: opposed to cameo. 3. the art r
proeesi^ making we& designs or figures; usually in
ptaaae m *wtefJID, 4* a die cat to produce a design in
relief, p.*. i. to engrave a design on. 2. to cut (a
design) m a surface.

in-take (in't5k') n. 1. a taking in, 2, the amount or
tlnng taken

%
in : as, a sawll pipe las little intahe. 3. the

place in a pipe, channel, etc. where a fluid is taken in:
as* the sewer intake was too small 4. a narrowing;an abrupt lessening in breadth. 5. in m^ckftmcs the
amount of energy takenJn, &. in mining, an air siiaft.

or state of being intangible. 2, {pi. INTAMJIBILITIES
(-tiz)J, something intaagibte.

in-tan gi ble (in-tan'ja-bl), adj. [ML. intangimis; see
IN- (not) & TANGIBLE], L tnat cannot be touched-
mcorporeal; inipalpable. 2. that cannot be easily
aenned, formulated, or grasped; vague, n, something
intangible as good wiU or a similar asset,

^^
In-tan-gi-bly (in-taa'p-bli). adv. in an intangible :

ner; vaguely; intpalpably.._-,., .--w
in-tar-si-a (in-tSPri-e), n. [It. mtarsio < intarsia. to
mlay, incrust < m- m f Ar. tar?i, incrustationl a
surface decoration made by inlaying small pieces of
wood m patterns; mosaic woodwork,

In-te-ger (in'u-jSrt, n. [L., untouched, whole, entire <
in^, not + base of tangere, to touchl, 1. anything com-

? fn
1

?A
tS6
? ; f1^^ wh^' ^ ?

a whole n
5, tOt 748, etc.) : distmuished from fraction.

'

*!L x
T

e*"*/t **v i*^. i-fucgfLutt -^ ju. %wegjr;see INTEGER], l. necessary for completeness; essential.
2. whole or complete. 3. in mathematics. a) of or having
to do with an integer or integers; not fractional 6) ot
or having to do with integrals or integration, JL 1 a
whole. 2. in mathematics, the result of integrating a
function or an equation,

integral calculus, the branch of calculus dealing with
the theory, application, functions, etc. of integrals

in-tc-^ral-i-ty (in't^gral'o-ti), n. the qualityor state
of being integral; wholeness.

in-te-grand^in'ta-grandO* n. [< L. inte&andus, ger-undive of integrarel in mathematics* the function or
equation to be integrated.
Integrant (in'ts-grent), adr\ [L integrant, ppr. of
tntegrwe; see INTEGRATE], Integral, n. an Stegral
part; constituent.
integrate (in'ta-^ratO, v.t. (INTEGRATED (-id), mtE-
GRATINGJ, [< L. integratns, pp. of integrare, to make
whole, renew < integer; see INTEGER], 1. to make whole
or complete by adding or bringing together parts, . to
put or bring (parts) together into a whole; unify. . to
give or indicate the whole, sum, or total of. 4. to re-
move the legal and social barriers imposing segregation
upon (racialgrqups). 5. In mathematics, > to cal&ilate
the> rategral or integrals of (a function, equation, etc.).
o) to perform the process of integration upott v*f. to
unite or become whole.

%te*gra;tfcm (w'ta-^sim), n, K,, frfe|rafc 1. an
integrating or being integrated i, In m^etrmtics, the
process of finding the; miantity or function of which a
g^ren quantity or function few derivative or differen-
tial : oppose^ to

tfifetjnff(t$Qn
3. in psychoanalysis,

the organization of YOTQUS traits or tendtencies into one
harmonious personality'.

in te-gra-tiye (in'ta-grifthr}, adj. 1. of integration.
2. integrating.

fa-te-gra-tor (in't^gra^^f) n* DU], I . a person or thing, .

l device for calculatingtjiat integrates.
integrals.

in teg ri ty (m-teg'r9*.tD, n, [L, integritas < integer: see
INTEGER], 1. the quality or statf of being complete;
unbroken condition; wholeness; entirety. 2. tfce qual-
ity or state of being unimpaired; perfect condition;
soundness. 3. the quality or state of being of sound
moral principle; uprightness, honesty, and
&YN. see honesty.

'

in teg u ment (in-teg'yoc^mont), n [L. integ
a ooverkig < mtegere, to cover; in-, in, upon + tegere,
to coverL an outer covering, as of the body or of , plant;
skrn^ shell, hide, husk, rind, etc,

in-tegru-men-ta-ry (in^teg'yoo-men'tgr-i), act;, of,
or forming an integument.

to'ij44ect (m'te>Tlekt', in't'1-elct'), ft, IMEX; I>.

imctm, a perceiving, iaderstoiing < mtelleigere
fagere* to pwwra, undftrstmncl < wte*-, between,
4- le$ere, to gather, pick, choose; cf. nmpUWtHP
thfr abihty to reason, perceiv^, or imdr$tan4? a
te

pdrcefve nbutifln*} <&enmee, tc.: d
'

mil, feding. 1. great teental ability?

, -
"* *?'** * & Mntiy, o in comply,
. due? H, G. tab; kh, G, docfe, See pp
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%eace, 3, ) a mind or intelligence, especially a
superior ewe. b) a person of intelligence, c) minds or
mtdHMttt persons. collectively.
in tellec tion (In/t^Wahsm), n. [ML. inUttediol 1.

tin process of using the intellect; thinking; cognition.
2. an act of the Intellect; a thought or perception.

ftatel4ec-tife (in'te-fek'tiv), adj. [Fr. inteUeaif; LL.
ttfetocftnu], of or characterized by intellect: intellectual.

In telleotual (tn'te-iek'ch50~al), adj. [Mk; L. intd-
tetnaKfJ, 1. of or done by the intellect. 2. appealing
to the intellect, 3. requiring or using intelligence. 4.

femvinjg: or showing a high degree of intelligence; having
superior mental powers, n* 1. a person with intel-

lectual interests or tastes. 2. a person who does in-
tellectual work. 3, a member of the intelligentsia.
SYN. see intelligent.

in-tel*lec-tu-aHsm (in'te-lek
fchdo-I-i2

r

m), n. 1. the
quality of being mteQecta&l: devotion to intellectual

pun-suits, 2. hi philosophy, the theory that knowledge
comes wholly from pure reason, without aid from the
senses; rationalism.

in tel lee tu alist (rn'ta-lek'chdo-01-ist), n. 1. a person
who tends to overemphasize intellectual pursuits. 2. in

philosophy, a believer in mteHectualism.
in-tel lec-tn-aM-ty (m'ta-Iek'chc^al'a-ti), n. [LL. in-

tettectualitas], 1. intellectual ability or nature, 2.

the quality of being intellectual.
in-tel-lec-tu-al-ize (in'ta4ek'choo-^-izO v*t. [INTEL-
LVCWALUKD (-!zd') iNTELLKCTUALizmG], to make
intellectual; give an intellectual quality to. vd. to
reason; think.
in tel-lec-tu al ly (m'td-Iek'choo-ol-i), adv. I. in an
intellectual manner. 2. as concerns the intellect.
in tel-li gence (in-tel'a-jsns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. Intel-

ligentia, perception, discernment < intelligent, ppr. of
fateUigere; see INTELLECT], 1. ) the abiHty to learn or
understand from experience; ability to acquire and re-
tain knowledge; mental ability. &) the abiHty to respond
ojikkiy and successfuHy to a new situation; use of the
faculty of reason in solving problems, directing con-
dfact* etc. effectively, cj in psychology, measured success
in tmg these abilities to perform certain tasks. 2.

news; trangs; information. 3. the gathering of secret
mfonmtKm, as for military or police purposes. 4. the

persons or agency employed at this; secret service. 5.

intelligence personified; an intelligent spirit or being.
intelligence department (or bureau), a division of a
government gathering information for the use of a
country's navy and army in military operations, or
for the guidance of a state department or foreign office
in its formation of foreign policy: abbreviated I-D.

intelligence office, 1. an intelligence department:
abbreviated I.O. 2. [Obs.], an employment office or
agency for domestic help.
intelligence quotient, a number indicating a person's
teyel of intelligence: it is the mental age (as shown by
intelligence tests) multiplied by 100 and divided by the
ctawtogical age: abbreviated 1 0* 1. 0-

In tel 11 gene er (in-tel's-pn-selr), n. [< intelligence
$sense 2\ -f -rj 1. a person who supplies news or
ntfonBation; especially, a spy or secret agent. 2. for-
merly, a newsletter or newspaper.

e test, a standardized series of problems
graded in difficulty, intended to test the

. an individual.
In-teHi gent (in-telVjant) t ad/. [L. intelligent, ppr. of
tntethgere; see INTELLECT], 1. having or using intelli-
gence. 2. having or showing a high intelligence; quick
to learn. 3. having knowledge, understanding or
awareness (of something).
SYN. intelligent implies the abflity to learn or understand
from experience or to respond successfully to a new experience:
clever implies quickness in learning or understanding, but
sometimes connotes a lack of thoroughness or depth- alert
emphasizes quickness^ in sizing up a situation; bright and
smart are somewhat Morriml,less precise equivalents for toy
! ., rcoe<*inSJ brilliant implies an unusually Mgh degree

of intelligence; intellectual suggests keen intelEgtence coulpfed
with interest and abiHty xa the more advanced fields of knowl-
edge. ANT. stupid, dtifl. ,

,

to-tel-H-gcn-tial (in-tel>jeii'sfelX adf. L of, like, or
having to do with intelligence or intellect. 2. conveying
intelHgence or information: as, intelligent^

tn tHgent.ia
n. (Russ. wtelhgentstya; It, mfelttgewa, life, u5J< L. tntelligentia; see iNrstUGBNCBJ, tibe pec
garded

t<as^or regarding: themselves as, the

. , ^ ^ -.-.- ----
j ~.~~**.~j v-t udder-

stood,; clarity 2. \pl. INTELLIGIBILITIES (-5^1 some-
tnmg mtelli|fiple.

-
<

in.t^U:dipe (in-teKi-jVbl), adj. [ME.; L. wM&mis,
tntevlegtbiUs < tntetttgere; see INTELLECT], 1. that can
be understood; clear: comprehensible. 2. in philosophy,understandable by the intellect only; conceptual.

in-tel.H.gi-bly-(in-tel'Ho-bli), adv. in an intelligible
manner; so as to be intelligible. - T^
m-tem-er-ate (m^em'gr-it), adj. [L. intemeratus? in-,

w
!i Ii T'"**

3
**?*' PS* * temerare, to defile, pollute!

undented; unpolluted; pure.
h

in tern per once (in*tem'p&r-ans), n. 1. a j^ of
temperance or restraint; immoderation; excess 2
excessive drinking of alcoholic liquor.

*

in-tein-per-ate (m-tem'pSr-it), adj. I. not temperate-
specifically, a) not moderate; excessive; going to ex
tremes. b) severe or violent; inclement: as, an intem-
perate wind. 2. drinking too much alcoholic liquor
in-tend (m-tendO, v.t. [ME. entende; OFr. enten4re*L
tntendere, to stretch out for, aim at; in-, in, at -f tendere
to stretch}, 1. to have in mind as a purpose; plan'
purpose* 2. to mean (something) to be or be used for
design; destine: as, the cake was intended for the party*
3. to mean or take to mean; signify. 4. [Archaic]
to direct; turnj bend: as, they intend their thoughtshomeward. 5. m law, to construe or interpret legaBv
94. to have a purpose or intention.
SYN. intend implies a having in mind of something to be
done, said, etc. (I intended to write you) ; mean, a more general
word, does not connote so clearly a specific, deliberate puroose
(he always means well); design suggests careful plamiingfa
order to bring about a particular result (their delay was
designed to forestall suspicion); propose implies a clear declT
ration, openly or to oneself, of one's intention (I propose to
speak for an hour) ; purpose adds to propose a connotation of
strong determination to effect one's intention (he purposes to
become a doctor).
in tend ance (in-ten'dans), n. [Fr. < intendant; see
INTENDANT], 1. superintendence; supervision. 2 in-
tendancy. 3. an administrative department, as in
France. 4. an intendant's official quarters
in-tend-an-cy (m-ten'dan-a), n. \pl INTENDANOES
,(-siz)J.

1. the position or duties of an intendant 2
mtendants collectively. 3. [Sp. intendencia < inten-
dente, mtendantj, m South America, the district suoer-
vised by an intendant.

*^
in-tend ant (in-ten'dant), n. [Fr. < L. intendens, ppr
of tntendere; see INTEND], a director, manager of a
public business, superintendent, etc.: term applied to
certain foreign officials, as to the supervisors of anv of
certain districts in South America.
in-tend ed (in-ten'did), adj. [pp. of intend], 1. meant:
planned; mtentional; purposed 2 prospective; future:
as, an intended wife. n. [Colloq,], one's prospective
wife or husband.
in-tend-ment (in-tend'msnt), n. {ME. & OFr. entende-
mem; see INTEND], 1. [Archaic], intention, purpose or
design. 2. m law, the meaning (of a word, etc.) as used
in law; legal meaning.

intens., 1. intensified. 2. intensifier. 3. intensive
in-tense (in-tensO, <"*/ [ME.; Late OFr.; L. intense
pp. of tntendere; see INTEND], L occurring or existing
in a nigh decree; very strong; violent, excessive, or
vivid: as, an tntense Hght. 2. strained to the utmost;
strenuous

; earnest ; fervent ; zealous : as, intense
'"

3. having or showing strong emotion, firm
great seriousness, etc.: as, an intense person,
actenzed by much action, emotion, etc. 5. in i>

raphy, dense or opaque.
in tense ly (in-tens'H), adf. 1. in an intense manner:
witn strong feeling. 2. in a high degree; extremelv

te-ten-8i.fi.ca.tion (in-ten'sa-fi-kl'shan), n. an inS:
fying or being intensified.

to.ten.si.fi.er (in-ten'ss-fi'Sr), n. 1. something that
intensifies, 2. in photography, anv of several solutions

tJS?
t

i
mcr

/-
as1 th? Printing density of a negative.

in-ten*8i'fy (in-ten'ss-fiO, v.t. [INTENSIFIED (-fidO. IN-
TENSIFYING], 1. to make intense or more intense,'
increase; strengthen. 2. in photography, to make (a
film, etc.) dense or opaque by treating with an intensi-
ner. v.i. to become intense or increase in intensity.SYN. intensify implfes an increasing in the degree of force,
vehemence, vividness, etc. (his absence only intensified her
longing) ; aggravatetapMes a making more serious, unbearable,
etc,

^and connotes^something that is unpleasant ojr troublesomem itself (your insolence only aggravates the offerise) ; to height-en is to make greater, stronger, more vivid, tc. so as to raise
above the lordinary or commonpkce (music served to heighten
the effect); enhance implies the addition of eometluW s& as
to make more attractive OT desirable (she used cosmetics to
enhance her beactty).^A2VT. diminish, mitigate.

in-ten sion (m-4en'sh9n), n. p,. iniensio < intensm,m.
of tntendere; see INTEND^ 1, inteatnessr deteraainato.
2. intensification. 3. the quality of being intense; in-

tenistt3f;;eacfereme degrea 4. in logic, all the qualities r
properoes* which a teem or concept signifies; connota-
tion: opposed to cxtemian^

-^w^j- of anything, ft) great* energy or vehemence cl
emefcion, thought, /ormctivity, Z m photography^ the
.denary c* op-aqiieness^oi'^an iniaga , ,3. xft^ys^'tte
ajBopdb^! oftfipcoe or eitegjr of hea%!*%ht, souaa;; electeic
<MttreErf^ ofecx pet

1

unit 'tiroa*' voltmi!e,ie1liaBfre., etc!
1

v ^\(i

'

,

ii*ei*.tpe^3^ :

see WTKNi,, 1. acseasiait
l(

oif .causmg 'to.dase -la
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logical intension. 4. in agriculture, designating a system
of farming which aims at the increase of crop yield per
unit area. 5. in grammar, giving force or emphasis;
emphasizing: as, otusdf is frequently intmsim. n. 1.

anything that intensifies. 2. in grammar, an ktteiuive
word, prefix, etc. Abbreviated Intern,

in-tent (in-tentO, adj. [L. intentm, pp. of intend^*;
INTEND], 1. firmly directed or fixed"; earnest; into
Eft, an initnt look. 2. a) having the mind or attention

firmly directed or feed; engrossed: as, lie was intent

on his studies, b} strongly resolved: as, he was intent
on going, n. [ME. entent, intent,- OFr. mtent; L. *<

tentus, a stretching out < intendere; see mrroro; also
ME. entente; OFr. entente < L. intendere], 1. an in-

teiKimg. 2. something intended; specifically, a) a ptir-

pose; object, b) [Obs.j, meaning. SYN. see intention.
to all intents and purposes, in almost every respect;

practically^ virtually.
hvtea-tioa (m-ten'ston), n* [ME. entenciomn; OFr.
entencion, intention; L. intentto < pp. of intendere],
1. an intending j

determination to do a specified thing
or act in a specified manner. 2. a) anything intended;
ultimate end or purpose: as, what is your intention? b)

pi. purpose in regard to marriage. 3. fArchaicl, in-

tentness. 4. [Archaic or Rare!, meaning or intent 5.

in logic, the general concept of a thing. 6, in snrgery,
the manner or process by which a wound heals: tfie

three degrees (first, second, and third intention) are
distinguished by the relative amounts and types of

granulation that occur.

SYN. intention is the general word implying a having some-

thing in mind as a plan or design or referring to the plan had
in mind; intent, a somewhat formal term now largely in legal

usage, connotes more deliberation (assault with intent to kill);

purpose connotes greater resolution or determination in the

plan (I have a purpose in writing you): aim refers to a specific
intention and connotes a directing of all efforts toward this

(his aim is to become a doctor) ; goal suggests laborious effort

in striving to attain something (the presidency was the goal
of his ambition) ; end emphasizes the final result one ho-oes to
achieve as distinct from the process of achieving it (is this end
justified by the means used?;; object is used ofan end that is

the cHrect result of a need or aesire (the object of the discussion
was to arouse controversy) ; objective refers to a specific end
that is capable of being reached (her immediate objective is to

pass the course).

in-ten-tion-al (in-ten'shon-l), adj. [ML. intentionalis],
1. (Rare}, having to do with intention or purpose. 2.

done purposely; intended. SYN. see voluntary.
in-ten-tion-al ly (in-ten'shan-'l-i), adv. with intention;
purposely.

in-ten-turned (in-ten'shsnd), adj. having (specified) in-

tentions: as, a generously intentioned person; often in

hyphenated compounds* as wett^intentioned.
in ter (in-tur

/
), vX [INTERRED (-turdO, ZNTHKRIMSJ,

[ME. enteren; OPr: enterrer; I/L. interrare, to put In the
earth < L. in, in -h terra, earthi to put (a dead body)
into the ground or a tomb; bury.

in*ter- (in'teY), [L < inter, between, among; IE.

Center, *nter (compar. of *en, in) f
seen also in Sans.

amt&r, within, ASw under, G. unter, anaong], a combmmg
form meaning; 1. between, among, as in interborougk.
2, with or on each other (or one another), together, mwtu&i*
reciprocal, mutually, reciprocally, as in interact.

inter., interrogation.
te-ter-act (m^tSr-aktO, 1 vd. to act on each other; act

reciprocally.
in-ter-ac-tion (in'tSr-ak'shan), n. action on each other;
reciprocal action or effect,

in ter ac rive (ra'teY-aic'tiv), adj. mteracMntt.
iin-ter a*M-a Cin'teV ali-a). Ok], among otfyer things.
ite-ter ai-H'OS (in'teV alf-osOt P^-li ataong other persons,
Jn-ter-A-mer i can

in b;reedingj 't breed

or among nations of Norm, South, and Central America.
in-ter-bor-ough (io

/ltiMm^, aajt between or among
boroughs.
ln-ter-breed (in't%brM% t^'to cross different vari-
eties "of '(annnals ox
in this way,
in ter-ca-lar-y n-ie, /. i*
intercalaris <iw/erca?arg; see INTERCALATE], 1. added
to the calendar: said of a d^y, month, etc. added a^ &x

leap year
1

'to make tft tiafaadar 4orre^p<6l 'to i&e sotea*

year. 2. MVing^ sacfc a d&fc mioiiftfe;* etto.
1

Addled r"

of a year. 3. interpolated cr InsejrtecL
' /

in ter-ca late '^m^^mf-f+.

>

t/X ii

|^|^cMJliixt

'

INTERCALATING], [< L. i/^rcaZ^2-, pp. of intercalare, to

insertvJtefcrs! be*^eeaj+M^& toc^O, t^oel&^l!,
5

'

1; to
add (a'iifly; m\onttiV'etct)
5powfe0 'Oi^^intiect*.

(

*'i
'*^ ','>f

in ter ca la tlon (in-tilr'ka-la'shgn) , 71. 1 .

' an
calating;

dmt for ft bemrfog. 2. to latewene for the purpoae of

producing agreniit: mIite. 3. in ancient Rone,
to interpa a veto: said of a tribofle <M" other in^fetrate.
SJN. ^e intvrpMW.

fei*tar*ofeHaftHr (in'lfr-*FpK>"ifa*) y. !oxmtd be-
tween or arnong_cell5,

[>t (in'teV^spt'; far m., H/tft^e|3*0 *>t* \< I*

pp, of fatercipwe, to tektr Detwcen, inter*

< inter-, betweea -f capsre, 10 take}, L to seize

or" stop on the way, before arrival t the fetewied

place; stop or interrupt the cotmsef of; eat off. 2. to

stop, hinder, or prevent; as, tie mtere&pad the escape
of the thief. 3. to cut off commrarfcatioo with, sk&t of,

etc. 4. in mafkematizs, to cut off, mark off, or boema
between two points, ikies* or {teies. n m matfafmaiics*
the part of a line , plane, etc. intercepted.

in-ter-cept-er (in'tlr-sep'ter), n* an interceptor.
In-ter-cep-tion (in't^r-sep'shan), n. an intercepting or
being intercepted.

in-ter cep-tive (in'ter-sep'tiv), adj. Inteixwpling orCod-
ing to intercept.

in-ter-cep-tor (m/
ter-sep

/
tr), it, a person or thing that

intercepts; especially, a fast-climbing military airplane
used in fighting off enemy attacks.

in-ter-ces-sion (in'ter-sesh'sn), it. [L. fnfwcemSo < in-

ttrcessus, pp. of intercedere], an interceding; mediation,
pleading, or prayer in behalf of another or others.

in-ter-cea-sion-al (in'ter-sesh'sn-'l), adj. of or charac-
terized by intercession.
in ter ces sor (m'ter-ses^r, mtfir-aes/l^)?

n; {Lw < IN

cessus, pp. of intercedere], a person who intercedes.
in ter-ces-so-ry (in't&r-ses/er-i^ adj. [ML. $mtere$soriv**i
of or serving as intercession; interceding.

in*ter*cliaitSe (in'tftrHihaijj'j for *., iBriSr-chfiQl'). i^f

flNTERCHANGEI) (-chfin^Pj, INTERCHANGING}, [MB.
entrechangen; OFr. enirechangier ; see INTER- & CHANGE],
1. to give and take mutually; exchange: as, they inter-

changed presents. 2. to put (each of two things; la the
other's place, 3. to alternate; cause to follow in suc-
cession: as, he interchanged work with play. vJ. to
make an interchaj|get

i*. 1, an interchanging'; specifi-

cally, a) a mutual giving in exchange, b) alternation.
2, any of the places on afreeway where traffic can enter
or depart, usually by mean of a

doyerleaf.

quality or condition of being interchanceabte.
in ter change a-ble (in'teV-chin'ja-bl}, oaf. [OPr. enfw-
changeable], that can be interchanged; especially, that
can be pttt or used in place of each other.

*

in-ter-change-a-bly (in't^r-chan'ja-bli), adv. so as to
be interchangeable*

among classes: as, interdass debates.
in ter clav-i-cle (in'tgr-klav^k'l) t n. a bone situated
between the clavicles and in front of the sternum in
certain vertebrates.

In-ter-cla-vic u-lar (in'teV4dd-vfk'yoo-leii
ated between the ctoyidesv

adf* between or axnosg collegeis amd"H
in ter co lo ni al (in'tlr-ka-l^ni-oi), adj. between or

a^nong colcm^&s: as, intercolonial CG^amerce, t

f> !

tween colunms. ' v

'

" ''
'

'

*

"' '

'

in-ter co lum ni-a-tlon (in'teV-ka-lum'ni-a'shsn), n. in

architecture, 1. the space between two columns, meas-
ured from their axes. 2. the system of placing columns

cation sjystem* as between tlie pilot and the bombardier
in/ au airplane.

' H
* ' '

to cbfrimuniiiatewM or* te each ofelieir or one another.
ln-ter^com-mu*ni'Ca-tlon (in'tSr-ka-mu'ni-ka'shan), n.

otttaitmaitetfaxK'witli. or to eadi -other 'or 'one *anothef. .

in-ter-com-mun-ion '

(in'tSr-ko-mun'yQa), n. " mutual
'

,

'' ' '' *'*' ''

ti), m ttoe^

comnao^ to two or more; a sliaring of sop,e-
'

' '
*

' "
' * '

<oii*neq, rti>^Haec w-
connected witfe e^l

ch- other or- o'^
anor. -,

'

,

' '

(in'telr-kon't^-rJen^tl)! 'tofj. be-
tween or aniong confeients- ''- " '' ' "

al (M'ta-.kos^tl), nf. fMod. !L. ini&rcostalis;

at COSTAE}, betweeii ^fee ribs.
'

s

^rse; (^tgr-MrV; in'teVkSrs^); w. FOiV. Mr<-

B. infercwrsws; see mn^K- & 'COCTRSBJ, 1, com-
tMt or dealings toetweesBi or among people, po^11

'

' etc.y iBrtjewaiMSge^ciP'prtwtfctlr,
11 services,' ideas,

, etc.' 2. ia sexual "joining; "of two
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{iwlrr- t- <r4>H to

tf m
II* *

ta-tMrcnMM ItfiVVXfVK i>,l, 4 vX 1, to efo (on*

2, to . (m'UWeroV), t. an
2

te-tl*UMNHK & flU *fHjirjrJtm ff fafcrtimw Jwr + carrm. to nni,
ITraftotaf 2. timing

ft.

i-*! (iaHAN&te'W-^iMWPi iwttai-
aJ;. by, or involving difftmt

,.
th X m
thr Uw M rt

- -

*</. or among depertaaeftte,

ttt-te* dfrfMnd-ttftG* (faHftr^i-pettMaaa), *. -

on other of one another; mutual
in tr*&pBMl-

'

*3r (in'tfr-di-pen'dan-ii), n. i

on each other or QWJ another:
Ia.tr-4fct tta'tlMlIkt>;/r ft,, Ia%iHiikt

/

)f auf. 1MB
MftwMto < **tit** *. OFr. rtwdty>, remodeled

*4t*r I* im^fiutm. pp. of Mrttav, to spak between,
(Mr-, betwgw + **. tomak.

jjy),i also source erf the OFr. wwdl 1. to pra&it
(a or tins uae of <* ; Ierbii wiAmwmp.
i to restrain from doing or using something. 3. in the

aw Catholic Church, to exclude (a person, parish,

too* certain oterah %i* ttmaMptfc or firm-

Church, an later*

__jr.te*fiNrBidL
it. [L. intcrdictio}, m

srjvtia?
tx^wsttwTttr

,**-*-'

L,. to be between, be different or

tHitrtdf it interests eosaeertts* m to Urn _ -_
pen* aw*, prm indie., ol ttfarc*j*]

1. a right or <

to SKxnetibing. 2. a share or participation in aomei _.

3. anything in which one participates or has a share.

4. qffcflf & profit; welfare; beoMfit, 5* a group of people

havwg acommon concern m we Industry, oocupftioa.
cause, etc.: as, the steel interest. 6. social or political

influence. 7* 0} a feeling ol intentness, concern, or

curiosity about something. 6) the power of causing this

feeling, c) something causing this feeling. 8. _impor-

f. 4 money paid for the use of money, b) the rate of

such payment, exiwwsad aft a percentage per nut of

time; hence, Id am increase or addition over what is

cfw4 a% he repaH her IcMMfti with ^
viated int., f. (m senses 9 a &
interresstd < ^^JM 4- -ft 1* . - , -

, of; have an effect upon. 2. to cause to have
r or ftlMfe* mt m, mm

" "

, ,

our club? 3. to excite toe attention or c
tli* Interest (or lateresta) of, for the sake of; m
t to promote,

t'ea0n'tSr-isptIdL in'tri^tid, in'ta-w'tM}, n&;
[pp. of interest], L having an interest or share; eon?
cerned. 2, ioitteiicfcd t>F pwsooal mtcseat; biased or

prejudiced. 3, Mbg

2 iaterlard

"Vn to the w*y iir the hfttt

lu Hie of the of a J, in

the d two waves or of

vihratitm, m uf etc.* in or
to their relative

on meeting. 4. in r*J#^ unwautca
etc., * dl And Jfftventi^

tmm int^rf^r-nce for, to to acceuBpaav (the bftl

otrrkr) ia rd* tt> d^mct tmckterm.

4- -elrL an kurtnunefit for meaeuricfl wave lenffth of

light lor analv^ing parts 01 a spectnim py
jaWi$ d the iaterfe phenoweim 01 %at,
In ter-fold (in

;

tcr-f5kt'|, pl & i;^. to fold together or

Jo^de each other.
.

iO'ter-fus (in't^r-fuz'). i**f* !< ^. tnief/usns, pp. of

interfundere, to pour between; see INTER- & FUSE, t.i,

1. to cato by mixtag, bteig or teiag to^etho*.
2. to cause to pass into or through a substance; mfuse.

3. to spread itself through ; pervade. iu. to fuse ; blend.

to'teT'in-slOfi (m'teX"4Erftton), |Lu uilcr/ifa|, an

Interfuaiiv car being interfused,

in-ter gla-clal (in't^r-giri'sholf, fld;. formed or occurring
between two meial epochs.
in ter gra da tioa {in'ter-gra-da'shsn), n. an inter*

ezciting ,

in ter face (mn&^l&O* * * wrfaw that
two parts of matter or space and forms their common

. {-id),

TBRfiluuXHG) to fm^ into anther form or kmd by
series of intermediatd gprmAw. ra. (in'ter-gr5d') t a&
intcoMdlate OTMie; tnuoeltionai form.

In ter im |in'tli>im) a. [L. < nten between!, the period
of time between; meantime, adj. for or during an in-

terim- teoijporaiT.; ttftyrislona]: as, an interim council.

in te ri or (fn-tl>, fltf/. fOPt.; Lv compar. of wf-f

betwwat, wttUnl I. titturted within: on the made;
Inner, 2. awwy from the coast, border, or frontier;
inland. & of the internal, or domestic, affairs of a

eocuatry: opposed to fartis*. 4. of the inner nature

of a pefton or tHn; private, secret, etc, n. 1. the

interior part of anything; specifically, a) the inside of a
room or building. &) the inland part of a country or

region, c) the inner nature of a person or thing. 2. a

picture, view, etc. of the inwie of a room or building.
3. the internal, or domestic, affairs of a country: as,

the United States Department of the Interior; hence,
4. {!*! the Department of the Interior. Abbreviated tot.

interior angle, 1. any of the four angles formed on the

inside of two straight lines by a straight Hue cutting
across them. 2. the angle formed inside a polygon by
two adjacent sides. Cf. exterior angle.

interior decoration, 1. the decorating and furnishing
of the interior of a room, house, etc. 2. the art or

business of decorating and furnishing such interiors.

in-te-ri-or-i-ty (m-tlr>&rVti in-taPi-or's-ti), n. 1.

* the quality or state of being interior. 2. Inner nature
or character.

in-te-ri-or-ly (in-ttk'i-er-li),
adv* 1. in, or with respect

to, the interior; on the inside; internally. 2. in, or

with respect to, the Inner nature of a person or thing,
interj.. interjection.
in ter-ja cnt (in'ter-ja'sant), adj. [L. interjacens, ppr.
ol interjacere, to Me between; inter-, between 4- jacere,
to Bel lying between: situated between; intervening.

i-tor-|eet^te>-je|ctO *JU [< L. imeryetMs^ pp. of

fataritcare, mUrj^cere^ to throw between < filter-, be-
tween *f jacere. to throw], to throw in between; inter-

rupt wi&; inseri; iatarpose; as> ^bte interjected a ques-
tion. iU. IObs.1 to .conie between. iSIW. see Introduce.
In ter jec tion (in'ter-jek'shan), n. [Fr.; L. interjectio],
1. an interjecting. 2, something interjected^ exclama-
tion. ^ in grammar, an exclamation thrown m without
ammatical connection (e.g., ah! lot pshaw 1 good*
1) : abbreviated interj.t int.

'

of, ,r

.

in-ter-fa-cial (in'tSr-fa'shal), adj. designating the angle
between any two faces of a crystal or a crystal

"

in ter fen-es-tra-tion

f .
,

fne nature of, an interjection. 2. ijaterjected.
3. containing an interjection.

'

,

;

In ter-ject-or (in'ter-jek
f
ter), n. a person or thing that

-f fenestratum]. the spacing of_the windows of a bu
In-ter-fere '- -

}, fOFr. s'entwferfr* to steika
L. witer, between, among + /w, to
knock one foot or leg against the other: said
2. to strike against earn other; come into collision or

opposition; clash; collide. 3. a) to come in or between
for some purpose; intervene, ly* to meddle. 4. in /oo*-
ball, to effect an interference, 5. in patent law, to claim

priority for an invention, as when two or more applica-
tions for its patent are pending. 6. in physics, to affect

each other by Interference; said of two waves
of vibration. 7. in radio, to create interfer<

ception. SYN. see interpose.
interfere with, 1. to hinder; prevent.

in ter fer ence (in'teV-feVsns). /u 1, 'a

2. in football, fl) the obstrucmott

each , ., T_.
in-ter-lace-ment
or being

. ..

r

mant), n. 1. an interlacing
X something interlaced in arrange-

between Lakes

i in re-

hr'
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* LARD}, 1. to pot strips or of fat, etc.

IB with (meat to be cooked), 2, to di-

versify: as, the professor interiordtd Ms lecture with

quotations. 3, to be interallied in: of

to- tec-lay (in'ter-K'). v.t. IIHTERLAID <*UdO nrmt-
LAYING], 1. to lay or put between or among, 2. to
ornament with something kid or put between.
in-ter-kaf (in'tfcr-lH'). n. \pl INTERLEAVES (-Ura*)],
I. a leaf, usually blank, bound between the otter
leaves of a book, for notes, etc. 2. what Is written
of printed on such a leaf.

in-ter-leaye (in'tSr-leV), v.t, [INTBRWAVED (-KvdO,
INTERLEAVING], to put an interleaf or interleaves in.

ta-ter-line (in'ter-EtiO, v.t. {ME. enterlynen; OPr. eiitr*-

ligner; ML. interlineare; see INTER* & LINE], 1. to
write or print between the lines of (a text, document,
etc.). 2. to insert between the Enes: as* he interiirnd
notes on the pages.
interline fm'tfr-lin'). v.t. [INTERLINED (-find').

INTERLINING], to put an inner lining between the
outer material and the ordinary lining of (a garment).

in*ter-lin-fc*al (in'tr-lin'i-al), adj. 1, interlinear. 2.

arranged in alternate lines.

in-ter-lin-e-ar (in'tfcr-lin'i-Sr), adj. fML. interlimwu],
1. written or printed between the lines: as, interlines
notes. 2. having the same text in different lajn^fuages

printed in alternate lines: as, an interlinear Bible.
in-ter-lin-e-ate (in'tSr4in'i-ftO, v.L [< ML. interlin-

eatus, pp.], [Rare], to interline (insert between lines).
in-ter-lin-e-a-tion (in'teV-Hn

/

"i-a'sh3n} n. [< imterlin-

eate], 1. the insertion of a word or words between the
Knes of written or printed matter. 2. the word or
words thus inserted.

In-ter lin-ing (m'ter-En'irj), it. 1. an inner lining pat
between the outer material and the ordinary lining of a
garment. 2. any fabric used as an interlining.
in ter-llnk (in'ter-linkOt v.t. to Hnk together.
in ter lock (in'ter-lokO, v.t. A vd. L to lock together:
jk)in with one another. 2. to connect or be conectea
so that neither part can be operated independently.
interlocking directorates, boards of directors having
some members in common, so that the corporations
concerned are more or less under the same control*

interlocking signals, railroad signals interlocked with
each other so that when one has been lowered the
others cannot be changed tintil the train has passed.

in-ter-lo-cu-tion (in'te>-15-ku'shan) r n. [L. interfoeutio;
see INTER- & LOCUTION], talk between two or more
people; interchange of speech; conversation; dialogue.

in-ter-loc-u-tor (m'ter-lok'yoo-ter), n. [< pp. of L.

interloqui; see INTERLOCUTION], 1. a person taking

part in a conversation or dialogue. 2, an entertainer
in a minstrel show who asks questions of the end men.

2. interjected: as, interlocutory wit, 3. in Urn* pro-
nounced during the course of a suit, pending final de-

cision; not final: as, an interlocutory divorce decree.
in-ter loc-u tress (m'ter-lok'yoo-tris), n. a woman or

girl interlocutor.

in-ter-lope (in'ter-lopOt * [INTERLOPED (4aptO IN-

TERLOPING], [< interloper], 1. originally, to intrude on
another's trading rignts or privileges; hence, 2. to
intrude or meddle in others' affairs. SYN, see intrude.

in-ter-lop-er (in'ter-Bp'er), n. [prob, < D. entertooper,
coasting vessel, smuggler < Fr. entire, between 4- D.
loopen* to run (akin to lope & leap)]* 1. a) originally, an
unauthorized trading vessel in areas assigned to monop-
olies or chartered companies; hence, b) any unauthor-
ised trader. 2. a person who meddles in others* affairs,

in ter lude (m'teWdod', in'ter-ludOr n. 1MB. enterlnde;
OFr. entrelude; ML. interlndium < L. inter, between 4-

Indus, playl I. a type of short humorous play, usually
with two characters, formerly presented between the

parts of miracle plays or moralities^ at entertainments,
etc. 2. any performance given between the acts
of a play. 3. a short playf either farcical or moral-
istic in tone.; as presented in the ha! of a Tudor noble
before an aristocratic audience by professional players:
the typical interlude, as written by John Heywood and
others, draws its plot front Prencit farce, toe morality
play, or the Latin school play: regarded as the earliest

form of modem SBnglish drama, 4*. instkrumeaital music
played between the part of a sbflfc chforoh Etergy,
play, etc. 5. anyttog f&at fills time between two
events: as, intermdes of waiting beitween trains^

in-rter-tii-nar (Sto'-^-Ioo'nSr,
'

in'teV4fi%er)^ ad/, (pfefer-

-f I^wiarJ, .between the oH moon awl tfce new moon;
oc.tlue'pecxp^ of about four clays betw^ old and new
nioon, when/he moon cannot be

t

seen because it is

too 'Close fe ifte sua^, ,

,

>

'

,

,

'

,jr,_ ^._ ^.^ ^ ^ marriage be-
ins. trlbe^ r^ces,,

internal

J i. to coo-
by or in of different fwa-

etc, 2, to marry:
at

Angto-Fr. M arnut- * fOI.il
_
to mk pJ. to in

t
tfee mUmks othen..._ _,*.. .. ., " "

o

mtMm ; -f- -sr^, I.

two persons: acting M inraialor. 2. being or
between; intermediate, n. [fl, iXTEitMEDlARiss C-iz)J,
1. a go-between; media: cr, 2. a medium; means;
agency. 3. an intermediate fcrrn r phase, etc.

!n-tr-txie*i!- Cia'tfr-mFiii-it), dj {MJU totUrm*-
dia&m < L intmmeMm; inUr~9 btwatt -f- miitau,
middlei, being; or happening betweca; in the middle.
n. 1. anything interrediate. 2. an intermediary.
vJ. (in'tSr-mi'ai-it'), iQrnman>UTB> C-M} WTEit-
MEBMTING}, to act as an intermediary; mediate.

in'tar-me-di-a-tloci (in
/
ter4ni^di4l/

sli9&) v n. an inter-

mediating.
in-tar^medi-m-tor (tn'tfr-mi'di-I'tir), n. a person who
intermediates.
in'ttermcnt (in-tftr'mant}, n.n interring; bttrW.
in ter-mez zo (in^r-met'so* in'tr-ied'i5}, n. Ipt. m~
TERMEZ10S (-SCW, -z5l) f DmntMKZZI <-, -*I>I, fit. < L.
imtermediw; see nfTnuaooiATE], 1. a short, %lit dr-
matic, musical, or ballet entertainment between the
acts of a play or opera, 2. in music, a) a abort ov-
ment connecting the main parts of a cotnppsitioo. &)
any of certain snort instruments^ pieces similar to this.

in ter mi na ble
(in-tfir

/mi-na-b
r

l) f adj. 1MB. luto-iwyw-
oM; OPr^ LL. tmterminMlis; see IN- (not) a TERMI-
NABLEJ, withoctt, or apparently without, end; lasting,
or seeming to last, forever; endless.

lii-ter-mi-na-bly (in-tSr
/
mi-n9-bH), adv. without end.

in*ter*miii-gle (in'tfir-aiin'gl), v.t. & ai. to mix to-

gether; mingle; blend,
in-ter-mis sion (in'ter-mish^n), n. [L. iniermissio <
vntermhsns, pp. of intermtttenil, I, an intermittmg or
being intermitted; interruption. 2. an interval of tune
between periods of activity: as* intermissions between
acts of a play.

in-ter mis sive (m'teV-mis'tv), adj. o t or liaving the
nature of, an rntermisBion: intermittent.
in ter-mit (m'ter-mit') f v.L & vj. [INTERMITTED (-id),
iNTERMrrriNG], [L. intermtiteret inter-, between -f- m&
tere, to send}, to stop for a time; cease at intervals;
make or be intermittent; discontinue.
in ter mit tence (in'ter-mit^ns), n* tlie state or fact
of being intermittent.

in-ter mit ten-cy (in'ter-mit^n-si), n. intermittence.
in-ter-mit tent (in'ter-mifntL adj. |L. m$erm$Mm$ Kk
of iniermittere; see INTERMIT], stopping and starting
again at intervals; pausing from time to tine; periodic.
SYN. intermittent and recurrent both apply to some-
thing tiia,t sfec^p and starts, or disappears and reappettrsr VKH
time to time, but the former ustua5y stresses the breaks or

pauses, and the Latter, the repetition or return (an intermittent

fever, recurrent attacks of tin hives) ; periodic refers to some-
thing that recurs at more or less regular intervals (periodic
economic crises); alternate Is usually used of two recurrent
things that follow each other in regular order (a He of alternate

sorrow aad jay), ANT. aoatmnea, octisinous.
inteCTnitrtent current, an electric current interrupted
at intervals bttt always lowing in tlie same direction.

tatennttteat fw> a' fwer cliaracterized by periodic
intervals wiiert tb9 body temperatere returns to normal

in-ter-iBit^ter (fn"ttr*mit'er), n. a person or thing that

in-ter-mix ^n^r^jxaks^), i^.f. A 9J. to mix together;
blesnd; intermingle.
iB'ter-miX'tiire pn'tlr-niiks'ciia:), n. 1. an interrnix-

ingf oc^ being; mtermixed. 2. a mixttire. 3. an adided
ingredient; admixture,

in-teraiMXi'taifte (in'tSr-mon'tan), adj. [< inter- -f L,
montanus, of a mountain < mons, monlis, mountain],
between or among mountains.

ln*terH. ^(in/ternrj^r iJ., in-tteiO* n* [Fr. interne, reM-
dent within < L. iniernns^ inward, internal], a doctor
serving as an assistant resident in a hospital generally
Jn&t after his gradttation from medical school: also

spelled! interne* v.L to be, or act as, an intern. v.L 1.

to detain and confine within a country or a definite
area: asf countries often intern aliens in time of war.
2. to detain (ships) in port.
in ter nal (m-turVl), adj. [ML. intenmlis < L. l^^s;
see INTERN], 1. of or on the inside; inwaich inne^r; $*'
terior: opposed to external. 2. having to do with or
belonging to the inner nature of a thing; intrinsic: als*

internal evidence. 3* having to1 do with or belonging
to the inner natsose of man; subjective. 4. domestic5

:

as, internal wars, futjHuJt rev^tLe: opposed

; k^ 8^, Ihftro, tOQl, took; ,

ini agent, I ip. samty, o ua. co

\ dtic; H, G.'ICA; kli G. doch. See pp.

-;.getJ toy; yet; c
' as in able (ft'pl); Fr.

. tfoi?eigii;
*
hypothetical;
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5. to be taken or applied inside the body: as, internal

remedies. 6. in anatomy, situated toward the inside

of the body or closer to its center. Abbreviated int.

n. 1. pi. the internal organs of the body; entrails.

2. inner, intrinsic, or essential quality or attribute.

in-ter-nal-com-biis-tlon engine (in-tur'n'l-kam-bus'-
chan), an engine, used in airplanes, automobiles, etc.,

in which the power is produced by the explosion of a
fuel-and-alr mixture within the cylinder or cylinders.

being internal.

in-ter-nal-Iy (in-tur'n'l-i), adv. I, with resect to or as

concerns the inside or interior of anything; in or on the

inside. 2. inwardly; subjectively or intrinsically. 3.

inside the body: as, apply the medicine internally.
internal medicine, the branch of medicine that deals

with the diagnosis and nonsurgical treatment of diseases

of the internal organs and systems.
internal revenue, governmental income from taxes on
income, profits, amusements, luxuries, etc.

in-ter-na-tion-al (in'ter-nash'an-'l), adj. 1. between or

among nations: as, an international treaty. 2. con-
cerned with the relations between nations: as, an inter-

national court. 3. for the use of all nations. Abbreviated
internal:., int. n. 1. a person having connections with
two different countries, as a resident alien, etc.

(
2. [I-],

any of several international socialist organizations:
see First International, Second International, Com-
intern (Third International), Vienna International,
Labor and Socialist International. 3. [I-], the Inter-

nationale.
international candle, a unit of measure of the in-

tensity of light, equal to the light given off by the flame
of a sperm candle 7/8 inch in diameter burning at the
rate of 7.776 grams per hour.

international date line, the date line (sense 2).

In-ter-na-tio-nale (in'tSr-nash'sn-'l; Fr. aw'ter'na/sy$'-
nalO, n. a revolutionary socialist hymn written in 1871

by Eugene Pottier, with music by Adolphe Degeyter.
International Geophysical Year, a period (July,
1957-December, 1958) set aside for intensive geophysi-
cal and astronomical observations by scientists from
many co-operating nations.
in-ter-na-tion al ism (in'ter-nash'sn-'l-iz'm), n. 1. the

principle of international co-operation for the common
good. 2. international character, quality, etc.

in-ter-na-tion-aMst (in'ter-nash'an-'l-ist), n, 1. a per-
son who believes in internationalism. 2. a specialist
in international law and relations.

in-ter-na-tion-aH-ty (in'teV-nash'an-al'a-ti), n. the
quality or state of being international.

in- ter-na-tion-al-i-za-tion (in'teV-nash'sn-l-i-za/shan,
in'tSr-nash'sn-'l-I-za'shsn), n, an internationalizing or

being internationalized.
in-ter-na-tion-al-ize (in'tgr-nash'an-'l-iz'), v.t. [INTER-
NATIONALIZED (-izd'), INTERNATIONALIZING], to make
international; bring under international control.
international law, the rules generally observed and
regarded as binding in the relations between states or
nations.

in-ter-na-tlon-aHy (in'teV-nash'sn-'l-i), adv. in an inter-
national manner; between or among nations.
International News Service, see United Press Inter-
national.
International Phonetic Alphabet, a phonetic alpha-
bet sponsored by the International Phonetic Associa-
tion, a society founded in 1886 for the advancement
of the study of phonetics: this alphabet, used in one
form or other by most phoneticians and linguists,
consists of letters to symbolize the position of the ar-

ticulating organs, and thus has the same symbol for
the same sound irrespective of the language, or period
in the development of a language, in which the sound
occurs: abbreviated IPA (no period). Example: Sis
'sentns iz intn in 0*9 'simblz ovlfeiintQp'na^hl fe'nstik
'selfa i bet. (This sentence is" written in the symbols of
the International Phonetic Alphabet.) See Introduc-
tion, p. x-xi, xvi, xviii-xix.
m-terne (in'tern), n. an intern.
m-ter-ne-cine (in'ter-ne'sin, in'tgr-ne'sm), adj. [L. in-
ternecinus < internecare, to kill, destroy; inter-, between

interned as a prisoner of war or enemy alien.
In-ter-nist (in-tur'nist), n. a doctor who specializes in
internal medicine.

in-tern-ment (m-tftrn'msnt), n. an interning or being
interned.

in-ter-nod-al (in'ter-nod''!), adj. 1. of an internode.
2. between two nodes.

in-ter-node (in'tSr-nSd'), n. [L. internodium], 1. in
anatomy & zoology, the part between two nodes, as a
segment of a nerve fiber. 2. in botany, the section of a
plant stem between two successive nodes or joints.

Jin ter nos (in'ter nos'), [L.], between (or among) our-
selves.

in tern-ship (in'tSrn-ship'), n. [see -SHIP], 1. the posi-
tion of an intern. 2. the period of service as an intern.

in-ter-nun-ci-o (m'ter-nun'shi-o'), n. [pi. INTERNUNCIQS
(-oz'}], [It. internunsio; L. internuntius ; see INTER- &
NUNCIO], 1. a messenger between two parties; envoy.
2. a papal representative ranking below a nuncio.

in-ter*o-ce-an-ic (in'ter-o'shi-an'ik), adj. between
oceans.

in-ter-O'Cep-tive (in'ter-s-sep'tiv), adj. of or arising
from an interoceDtor.

in-ter-o-cep-tor (in'ter-s-sep'ter), n. [Mod. L.; see IN-
TERNAL & RECEPTOR], a specialized cell or end organ
that responds to and transmits stimuli from the internal
organs, muscles, blood vessels, and the ear labyrinth.

in-ter-os-cu-late (in'ter-os'kyoo-lat'), v.i. [INTEROSCU-
LATED (-id), INTEROSCULATING], [inter- + osculate], 1.

to intermix; intermingle. 2. in biology, to have some
common characteristics: said of species.

in'ter-os*cu-Ia-tion (in'teY-os'kyoo-la'shan), n. an in-

terosculating.
in-ter-pel-lant (in'tSr-pel'ant), adj. [L. interpellans,
ppr.j, interpellating, n. a person who interpellates.

in-ter-peMate (in'ter-pel'at, in-tur'pi-lat'), v.t. [IN-
TERPELLATED (-id), INTERPELLATING], [< L. interpel-
latus, pp. of interpellare, to interrupt in speaking; inter-,
between + -pellare < pellere, to drive, urge], to ask (a

person) formally for an explanation of his action or

policy: a form of political challenge to governmental
officials, etc. in legislative bodies of certain countries.

in-ter-peMa-tion (in'tSr-pe-la'shsn, in-tur'pi-la'shan),
n. [L. interpellation an interpellating; formal calling to
account of a minister, etc. by a legislative body.

in-ter-pen-e-trate (m'tSr-pen's-trat'), v.t. to penetrate
thoroughly; pervade; permeate. v.i. 1. to penetrate
each other. 2. to penetrate between parts, etc.

in-ter-pen-e-tra-tion (in'ter-pen'a-tra'shan), n. an in-

terpenetrating; thorough or mutual penetration.
in-ter-pen-e-tra-tive (m'ter-pen'a-tra'tiv), adj. inter-

penetrating or tending to interpenetrate.
in-ter-phone (in'teY-fon'), n. a telephone system for
communication between the members of the crew of an
airplane, tank, etc.

in-ter-plan-e-tar-y (in'ter-plan's-ter'i), adj. 1. between
planets; in the planetary region. 2. within the solar

system but outside the atmosphere of any planet or
the sun.

in-ter-play (in'ter-pla/), n. action, effect, or influence
on each other or one another; interaction. v.i. (in'ter-
pla'), to exert influence reciprocally.

in-ter-plead (m'tSr-pled') , v.i. [Anglo-Fr. entrepleder;
see INTER- & PLEAD], in law, to go to trial with each
other in order^to settle a dispute in which a third party
is concerned; initiate an interpleader.

in-ter-plead-er (in'tgr-pled'eT), n. [< Anglo-Fr. entre-

pleder, to interplead; substantive use of inf.], a legal
proceeding by which a person sued by two others having
the same claim against him may compel them to go to
trial with each other to arrive at a settlement.

in-ter-po-late (in-tur'pa-lat'), v.t. [INTERPOLATED (-id),

INTERPOLATING], [< L. interpolates, pp. of interpolare,

to polish, dress up, corrupt < interpolis, altered by
furbishing, repaired < inter-, between + polire, to
polish], 1. to alter, enlarge, or corrupt (a book, manu-
script, etc.) by putting in new words, subject matter,
etc. 2. to insert between or among others. 3. in math-
ematics, to supply (intermediate terms) in a series of
terms, vd. tomake interpolations. SYN. see introduce.

m-ter<po4a-tion (m-tQr'p9-la'shan), n. [< Fr. or L.;
Fr. interpolation; L. interpolatio], 1. an interpolating
or being interpolated. 2. something interpolated. 3. in

surgery, the transfer of tissue in a plastic operation.
in'ter-po-la-tor (m-tfir'pa-la'tgr), n. [LL.], a person who
interpolates.

in-ter-pos-al^in'tgr-poz''!), n. interposition.
in-ter pose (in'teV-poz'), v.t. [INTERPOSED (-pozd'), IN-
TERPOSING], [Fr. interposer; see INTER- & POSE], 1. to
place or put between; insert. 2. to introduce by way
of intervention; put forward as interference. 3. to
introduce (a remark, opinion, etc.) into a conversation,
debate, etc.; put in as an interruption. v.L 1. to be or
come between. 2. to intervene. 3. to interrupt.
SYN. interpose, in this comparison, is the general word,
meaning no more than to introduce action, a remark, etc. in
some conversation or affair, with no further implication of
motive or effect; intervene implies an interposing in order to
modify action, adjust differences, etc. (to intervene in the
internal affairs of another country)? interfere implies an
interposing actively in order to hinder action or effect certain
results (don't interfere in their decision to move) ; intercede
suggests an intervening in order to plead or argue on behalf of
another he interceded for the accused) ; mediate implies inter-
vention in order to reconcile, or effect a compromise between,
opposing parties (to mediate^ labor dispute) . See also introduce.

in-ter
:po-si-tion (in'teY-pa-zish'an), n. [Fr.; L. inter-

postho < pp. of interponere; see INTERPOSE], 1. an
interposing or being interposed. 2. a thing interposed.

in-ter-pret (in-tur'prit), t;.*. [Fr. interpreter; L. inter-

pretari < interpret, agent between two parties, broker,
negotiator, interpreter], 1. to explain j

tne meaning of;
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make understandable, as by tramlalifig; elucklRt*, 2.

10 have or one's own understanding erf the

of; construe; m* lit intortyeted the a*
3. to bring out the meaning of, ^especifclly, to give
own conception of, in performing, critictaing, 0? pro-
ducing a work d art: as, the theatrical company *fT-
preMa Shakespeare's Julius Csr in the iigjbt of
modern political conflicts, vd. to act as an iatarpreter;
explain or translate. SYN. see explain.

ta-ter-pre-ta-tioo (mt8r'pn-t5'ahaa), ft. [MB. ntftr-

prtuufoun; OFr. interpretation, entrtpretatiam; L, tl*r-

frttatfo], 1. aa interpreting* ^
2. the result of this;

explanation; meaning; translation; exposition. 3. the

expression of a person's conception of a work of art,

subject, etc. through acting, playing, writing, criti*

ciang. etc.: as, the pianist's interpretation of the sonata.

fji'ter-pce^ta'tive (in-tHr'pri-ta'tiv). odf/. |< L. inter-

prffktias, pp. of iniirprettffi; + ~ttfj used to interpret;
explanatory.

in-tear-pret-er (jn-tur'pri-tSr),
n. [ME. & Anglo-Pr.

interpretour; OFr. interpritiur: LL. infer/rofatar], a per-
son who interprets; specifically, a person whose work
is translating a foreign language orally, as in a conver-
sation between people shaking different languages.

in-ter-pre-tive (in-tur'pd-tiv), adj. interpretative.
in-ter-ra-cial (in'tir-ra'shal), otf/* 1, between, among.
or involving different races. 2. of or for persons of
different races.

in-ter-ra-di-al (in'ter-rS'di-Ql), adj. situated between
rays or radii.

in-ter-re-ges (in'te'r-re'jez}, n. plural of imterrex,
in-ter reg num (in'ter-reg'nsm), n. [pi. INTERREGNUMS
(-naxnz), INTERREGNA (-na)J, [L.; inter-, between -f

regnum* reign, rule], 1. an interval between two suc-
cessive reigns, when the country has no sovereign.

(
2. a

suspension of governmental or administrative functions;
period without the usual ruler, governor, etc. 3. any
break in a series or in a continuity; pause or interval.

in-ter-re-Iat-ed (in'tgr-ri-15'tid), aaj. having a close
connection with each other or one another; mutually
related.

in-ter-re-la-tioii (m'ter-ri-lS'shsn), n. the state or fact
of being interrelated; mutual relationship.

in-ter-rex (in'tSr-reks'). n. \pl. INTERRKGBS (in'tSr-re*-

jez)Jf [L.; inter-, between + re# t regis, kingj. a person
who acts as the ruler during an mtenregnutn.

interrog., 1. interrogation. 2. Interrogative.
in-ter-ro-gate (m-teria-gat'), v.t. [INTERROGATED (-id),

INTERROGATINGJ, [< L. interrogoius, pp. of interrogare,
to ask ; inter-, between -f rogare, to ask], to ask questions
of formally; examine by questioning: as,, he interrogated
the witness. vd* to ask questions. SYN. see msfc-

a-tion (m-ter'o-ga'shon), n. 1. an iistin-ter-ro-ga-
gating; a questioning or examination. 2. a qtieBtiat 3*
an interrogation mark. Abbreviated Interrog., inter*

interrogation mark (or point), a mark of punctuation
(?) used to indicate that the sentence preceding it fe a
direct question, and also to show doubt, uncertaintjsr,
etc. : also called question mark.

in-ter*rog-a*tiveIm
/
t9-rQE

/
a-tiv) f odff.jJL interrogfttifaus;

see INTERROGATBJL 1. aslttng, or having; the form of, a
question. 2, used in asking

1 a question. n. an inter-

rogative word, construction* or element (e.g., what?
where?). Abbreviated interrog

in-ter-ro ga-tor (rn-tor'a-ga ter;* n. fLL,JL a person who
interrogates; questioner.

fai-ter-rog-a-to-ri-iy (in'ts-rog^t&Vi-l!
ri-li), adv. in an interrogative manner,

in-ter-rqg-a-to-ry (in't9-rc^9-t6r^, i

cdjf. [LL. interrogatoriiSttsl expresstng or imjlyfe^ a
question, n. f>f. INTERROGATORIES (-iz, -ri2)J, an inter-

rogating; formal question or set c questions*
in-ter-rapt (in'ta-ruptO, v.t* [ME. mterrufte(n) < L.

interrnpfus, pp. of infam^ptsrG, to break apart, break
off; inter-* between -f rttmfiere* to breaH, 1. to break
into or in upon (a dlscti,ssaftMti train dC t|iotight etc.);
break in upon (a person/ wnMe he is sjwakin,g
etc,; hinder: stop temporarily. 2. to make a ^rew in
the continuity orj get in the wa$r of: cut offj,oteWct^
y.i.

to break in upon an action, talk, ete.; make an:

interruption.
in terrupt ed (in'te-^up'iid); adf.
broken By interruptions or
uOus. 2. in bcfomyf

ftot

1.

:

(

tie' breech of

i tfe block to be
lit

1

, iiiiju_.
'

. i

interrupted screw^ * u

certain guns in. which "

alternate fynpfajafl, i
locked or, rifcwf

"

fn-tesr^ti^t'er , Qtt_ 1T _ ^^ -^ .-
7

_.

that ir4t^rriip4i6;

'

2V In d^ciriic^, a i , ^
mtemrpt, of owen aiid close, a cfirettifcl

in,-teii>riip*lAoliii
l

1(^''^r^^ ft |MBi itnL- . _^ _. v .,

Ow.'t L wl^JWOTfbl,
'

'

f,
1

'

itn ''intsepTttptiJnig: or bteag ia-

temipted, 2,a^^^ ii^ifn^Sto
lAnitirj^SL- V-lt't-'*LJt- TTmTrX. _i%l*Sl JL' && &^jiJL^WrA^iir> l

' Sf*4'^*rJ*itIi
l

*\*i
i <OTrp35K ^ific^^soi^e^nii^^iis .naffiopretpTOCLj inernfflssion

t used to

in ter scho las tie adj. or
m, an

Pntr m |Ul (or item*
selves.

n p

tlr-kt') t al* |< L. t^^rj^w f pp. of
t t to cut cat cA; niltr-. beiween -f-

f
>f

tt to cot], to div;4a into two Mitt by
or cut a% a fin* fiUcrmls the

angle. J to e*cfe % the roads tuttrsjcl

at the railrca,:.

in tersee tion ftn
r
tar-<8ekrdtei) f n. {L, inUrscXio], t,

an interiecting. 2, a piboe c: intersecting ; specif^caHy,
n) the point or line wfiere two car swincse* meet or
crom, b) the pla<se where two streets crow.

in- ter-space |In
f
tir-i3ia

f
) f n. a spc betweeax

l betv*-ean.
. fINTERSPERSED

1 . to snake 2. to

intersperse (in'tcr-spursO, ^.

(-spSrsf). iMmtx&B;I |< L, inter$pfrm$* pp ol

intirsptri/tre < infer-, between, aatceig -f- *^^f<**^ to

scatter], 1. to scatter tMBgsj putam mwi
there. 2. to decorate or diversify with ttatigs acattend
here and there,

an interepereing or feeing
in-teT'State Un^ulr-stit'), C/ between CMT among states
of a federal gcwsroraeiit : ms imtfr$t&e commerce.
Interstate Commerce Commission, a United Slates
Federal cHnmion created in 1S8J to regulate tbe
commerce between the States: it haa eleven members,
appointed by the Freldent; abbsreviated ICC* I-CLC

in-ter-s^l-ter (fa'tlr-steFIr), dj* fluter- + MUvl be-
tween ot among Hie stars; as, interstellar space.

In-teredo* {in-t&'stis), n. [pi. mrBtsncre (-i)i IPr.
< L, iwitrmiiwm < inter-, between -f~ si&ere, to del <
store, to stand], a small or narrow space between things
or parts of things; crevice: chink; crack.
in*terci*tM (ta't&r-ctislra}. mi>". 1. <rf, forttfeg, or
occtining in interstices. 2. in &na&Gmy, situatea be-
tween the cellular components of an organ or stroctttre,

in-ter-tex-tiure (in'tfr-tekafchftr), *. I< L. mMa$*
pp. of imtertexeri, to interweave (inter-, between -f

Uxernj to weave) ; -f -ure], L the act or process erf sater-

weavrng. 2, soraetMnf' formed by interweaving.
in-ter-trib al (in'Ufr-trFb!), otf/. between or among
tribes.

in-ter-trop-i-cal (ia't^r-troi/i-lc'l), adj. within or be-
tween the tropics (of Cancer and dkprfcorn).
in ter twine (in'tSr-t-winO^ *>** & w- to twine toffetber;
intertwist: as, the strands of a rope are intertwined.

in-ter-tw^t (in'tgr-twistO^ v*t~ & v to twist tQ0etinr;
intertwine.

in ter-ur-ban (in'tSr-Sr'b^n), flrf/. {Inter- nrboab be-
tween cities or towns: as, an interwlwn railway, n. 1.

an interorlmn railway, trolley route, etc. 2. an inter-
tzriwa train, railwaT car, trolley car, etc.

ia*ter-val (fo't&wv'D, n. [ME. tntenwl, Iw^rmHf; OPr.
tntreval; L. intcrvallitm, lit., space between two pali-
sades or walls; iMkrs between 4 vallum, palisade, wall],
1. a space between t%o things; gap;^

ciistance. 2. a
period! of time between two points of time, events, etc. j

mter^eniiw period. 3. tbe extent of !4lffereoc3e b*WBea
two vitalities, coiadittoiis, ete. 4. Itt w*wfc, the dtf-

ferentie in pitch between two tones.
at tetervala, !. OBC*m a wMte. 2l Bere and there.

in-ter-vale (IntttMriQ
1

), ffc fe 'bleadong of interval +
woll, low, flt load betireeaa loflEb or along a river or
stream: also intervale (or interval) land.
in ter vene ^n

f
t8r-^fc7 mi. f3*rxERvraB {-vemdO, IN-

WffiRvratoiuJt fK fatferijemre; inier~> between + venire,
to comet i. to <xa, be, or le between. 2. to take
place between tw joints of lime, events, etc. 3. to
comae or be in bestween as soroething nnnecessary or
irrelevant. 4. to cosne between as an mfiuencirtg force;
coime in to modify, settle, or hinder some action, argtt-
ment,, etc. 5. in tew, to come in as a third party to a
itaifc, for the protectioii of one's own interests. SYN.
see interpose.

iBftlBrJvte-cr (io
/

ft
<

-jyn%'), n. a person wbq intervenes.
lra-ter*'mi*iettt

t (In^tSr-v^a'yaixt), adj. PL. inWrwniens,
'ppr.l* ittifcerv^lnigf. n. an intervening person or thing.
to-tec-ven-tion (in't^-ven'shan), n. [LL. mterventw <

Irf. *wlerwtf], 1, an intervening. 2. any interference
in the affairs of others; especially, interference of one
state in the ajffairs of another.

ia'
(ter*ta'tlonit (in'teVven'sfian-ist), n. a rjerspn

who favors or practices intervfentioti, especially in in-

ternational affairs, adj. 1. of intervention or inter-

vemtSonists, 2. favoring or pra<st5eing intervention.
in*tei>view (intir-yS'). * [?** enirvmM; see iNTa- &
VIEW], 1. a meeting of ^people face to face to confer
abottt southing: as, an infenwew between an employer
and an appBcant for a ipbt 2. a meeting between a
reporter and: a person, wnose activities, views,, ete. are
to be the subject of a published 'article. 3. a journal-

i to:
fe <t'b'|; Pr, t

;

*
hypothetic^; <"

"'
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istac article giving such information, v.t. to have an
interview with.

ki-ter-volve (in'tSr-volvOt v.t. & v*i, [INTERVOLVED
{-volvdO, INTERVOLVING], [< inter- *f L. vol^ere, to roll],

I. to wind or roll up together; coil up. 2. to involve

or be involved with one another.
In-ter-weave (in'ter-weV). v.t. & vJ. 1. to weave to-

gether; interlace; intertwine. 2. to connect closely or

Intricately; intermingle: blend.
in-ter-wo-ven (in'ter-wo'van), adj. [pp. of interweave],

1. woven together. 2. intermixed.

in*tes*ta-cy (k>tes'to-si), n. the fact or state of dying
intestate.

in-tes tate (in-tes'tat, m-tes'tit), adj. [ME.: OPr. in-

testat; L. intestatus; in-, not -f- Ustotus, pp. of testart, to

make a will], 1. having made no will. 2. not disposed
of by a will. n. a person who has died intestate.

in-tes-ti nal (in-tes'ti-nl), adj. of or in the intestines.

intestinal fortitude, courage and perseverance; grit;

pluck: a euphemism for guts, in the same sense.

in*tes-tin-ally (in-tes'ti-n*l-i), adv. in, through, or by
the intestines.

in*tea-tine (in-tes'tin), adj. [L, intestmus, inward, in-

ternal < intus* within < in,

in], internal, especially with
regard to a country or com-
munity; domestic, n. [L.
intestinum, neut. sing, of tn-

testinus}, usuattypl. the lower

part of the alimentary canal,

extending from the stomach
to the anus and consisting of
a convoluted upper part
(small intestine) and a lower

of greater diameter
_ intestine); bowel(s);

_ _ _ d passes from the stomach
into the intestines for further

in-thrall, in-thral (in-tbr6"F)f
V.t. [iNTHKALLBD (-thr61dO INTESTINES

INTHRALLING], to enthrall.
in-throne (in-thronO, v.t. [INTEIIONBD (-throndO* IN-

TJffRO^triNGjf to enthrone*
ln*tl-ma (in'ti-ma), n. [pi. INTIMAE (-me

7

)!, [Mod. L. <
L. intimns; see INTIMATE], L the innermost layer of
the walls of an artery, vein, or lymphatic. 2. the lining
membrane of an insect's trachea,
in-tima cy (in'ta-ma-si), n. \$l. INTIMACIES (-siz)],

L
the state or fact of being intimate; intimate association:

familiarity, 2. an intimate act; especially, illicit sexual
intercourse: a euphemism.

in- ti mate (in'to-mrt;/or ., in'ts-matO, adj. [Pr. intime
< L, intimus, superL of intus, within: -f -ate (by asso-
ciation with the ?.) ], 1. inmost; most inward

;
essential:

as, the intimate structure of the atom. 2. most private
or personal: as, one's intimate feelings. 3. closely
acquainted or associated: very familiar: as, an intimate
friend. 4. <*) resulting from careful study or investi-

gation, o) very close. 5. having illicit sexual relations:
a ettjpemism. n. an intimate friend or companion.
vt. pNTIMATBD (-id), INTIMATING], [< L. intimatus, pp.
of intimare^ to announce < intimus], I. to make known
formally; announce. 2. to make known indirectly;
hint or imply. SYN. see familiar, suggest.
intimation <Xta-ma'sh*n), n* [FV.; LL. intimaiio],
1. an intonating. 2. a formal announcement or notice;
declaration. 31 a hint; indirect suggestion.

in-tim-i date (in-timVdat'), v.t. [INTIMIDATED (-id),

iNTmiDATiNGj, [< ML. inttmidatus, pp. of intimidare,
to make afraid < L. in-r in +w

timidus, afraid, fearful],
1. to make timid; make afraid; overawe. 2. to force
or deter with threats or violence; cow.

in-tim-i-da tion (in-tim's-oa'shan), n* an intimidating
or being intimidated.

In-tim-i da tor (in-tim's-da'tSr), n. onewho intimidates.
in tinc-tion (in-tink'shan), n. [LL. intinctfo, a dk>ping
in, baptizing < L. intinctus, pp. .of intingere,, to aip;^;
in-, in -f tinzere, to tinge, dye]^ the act of dipping tie
bread or wafers of the Eucharist into the consecrate
wine, so that the comxnunicaUrt can receive
together.

in title (in-tl'tl), v.t. [INTITLED (-tld), INTIITLING], to
entitle.

in*tit*ule (in-tit'ul), v.t. [INTJI^EI-ED (-uj.d), INTITULINQL
[Fr. intituler; LL. intUulare; see; ^TmE^ to give a
name or title to (a legislative act, etc.).

to-to (in'too, in'too, inx
t9; occas., in rhetoric & poetry,

on-too'). Prep. [ME.; AS.; see m & TO], U from, the
outside to the inside of; toward and within:, as, mto a
house. 2. advancing or continuing to itne midst of (a
period of time) : as, they danced far into the naghjb* '3L .to
the form, substance, or condition, of: as, turneq into a
swan, divided into parts. 4. .in ytathematics, ,o) ipUqej
(multipHed) by; times: as, 7 (multiplied) into '3 is 24
b) used as an indication of division; as, 3, into 21

in-tol-er-a-bil-i-ty (in-tol
/

er-9-bil'&-u), n. the <

"
being intolerable.

in tol-er a ble (in-tol'gr-9-b'l), adj. not tolerable; un-

bearable; too severe, painful, cruel, etc. to be endured.
ln-tol-er-a-bly (in-toFSr-o-bli), adv. in an intolerable

manner; so as to be intolerable; unbearably.
in-tol-er-ancc (in-tol'^r-ans), n. 1. lack of tolerance,

especially in matters of religion; bigotry. 2. inability
to endure: as, an intolerance for sulfa drugs.

in-tol*er-ant (m-tol'Sr-oaQ, adj. not tolerant^unwilling
to tolerate others* opinions, religious beliefs, etc.;

bigoted; illiberal, n. an intolerant person.
Intolerant of, not able or willing to tolerate.

in-tomb (in-toom'), v.L to entomb.
in-to-nate (in'to-nat'), v*t. [INTONATED (-id), INTONAT-
ING], [< ML. intonatus, pp. of intonare; see INTONE],
1. to intone. 2. [Rare], in phonetics, to voice.

in to na-tion (in^to-na'sh^n), n. [< intonate + -ion] t

1. an intoning. 2. the manner of producing or uttering
tones with regard to rise and fall in pitch. 3. the
manner of applying final pitch to a spoken sentence
or phrase: as, he spoke the words with a rising into-

nation. 4. a) the opening phrase of a Gregorian chant
b) the reciting of this by a priest or a few choristers.

in-tone (in-tonO, v.t. "[INTONED (~tond
/
), INTONING],

[ML. intonare; see IN- (in) & TONE], 1. to utter or

recite in a singing tone or in prolonged monotones;
chant. 2. to give a particular intonation to. 3. to sing
the opening phrase of (a chant, canticle, etc.). v.i. 1.

to speak or recite in a singing tone or in prolonged
monotones; chant. 2. to utter a long, drawn-out
sound: as, dogs intone to the moon.
in tor sion (in-t6r'sh9n), n. [Fr.; L. intortio < intortus],

an intorting, as in plant stems.
in-tort (in-t6rtO, v.t. [< L. intortus, pp. of tntorquere,
to twist; f- f

in -J- torquere, to twist], to twist onward;
curl or twine.
tn to-to (in to'to), [L.], in the whole; as a whole.

tn-tox-i-cant (in-tok'sa-kant), n. [< ML. tntoxicans,

ppr. of intoxicare], something that intoxicates; specifi-

cally, a) a drug that intoxicates. &) alcohoHq liquor.

adj. intoxicating.
in tox-icate (in-tok'sa-katO, v.t. [INTOXICATED (-id),

INTO3CICATING\ [< ML, intoxicatus, pp. of intoxicare,
to poison, drug; L. in-, in -f- toxicare, to smear with

poison < toxicnm, poison; see TOXIC], 1. to make
drunk ; inebriate. 2. to excite greatly, to a point beyond
self-control; elate to a frenzy. 3. in medicine, to poison
or have a poisonous effect on. adj. (usually in-tok'sa-

kit), [Archaic], intoxicated.
in tox i-ca-tion (in-tok'sa-ka'shan), n. 1. an intoxi-

cating or becoming intoxicated; specifically, a) a mak-
ing or becoming drunk. 6) in medicine, a poisoning or

becoming poisoned. 2. great excitement; rapture;
frenzy.

intr., intransitive.
in tra- (in'tra), [L. < intra, withinj inside < *intera;
akin to interior, inter],

a combining form meaning
within, inside of, as in intramural, intravenous.

ta*tracta-bil-i-ty (in-t^rak'te-bJl'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being intractable.

in trac ta-ble (in-trak'ta-bl)', adf. not tractable; spe-
cifically, a) hard to manage; unruly or stubborn. 6) hard
to work, manipulate, cure, treat, etc. SYN. see unruly.
in trac ta-bly (in-trak

f
ta4>li), adv. in an intractable

manner.
in trac tile (in-trak't'l), adj. not tractile; not ductile.

in trados (in-tra'dos), n. [Fr.; L. intra, within -{- Ff.
dos < L. dorsum, the back]f $h& inside curve or surface
of an arch or vault

in-tra-mo-lec u lar ^EL'tra-marlek'yoo-lgr, .

existing, or takiog place within a molecule or mo
in tra mu-ral (inrr8-niyoor*9l)^ adj. Untra- -\-

1. within the walls or limits of a cft^, college, etc.
; hence,

2. limited to the members of a particular school, college,
etc. : as, intramural athletics, 3- in anatomy, etc.,

within the substance of the '^alls bf an organ.
in tra mus-cu-lar Gn'trs-nius^lcyoo-ler), adj. located
or injected within tne siibsljani^e of a muscle.
intrans., intransitive. '/

in trans., in tramitot* fLJ, pit t^e way; during passage.
, n. '[Fr.J.'intran-

sig6n.ce.

Jin tran-si geant
intransigence < L. in-, not
gere, to come to a
sigent. ad/, int

in-tran si gence
instance of bein^g
in tran si-gen cy

, TI. [Pr. < S^,
- ir&hsigenx, pt>r, Qttranst-

; see^ TRANSACT], an int^ran-'' '

",*,, ,

fc
, /,

ty, state,
l

pr'' 4
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holy orders, membershipjn a club, etc. adj. entering.
in-tra-nu-cle-ar (in'tra-noo'kli-er, in'tra-nu'kli-e'r), adj.
within the nucleus, as of an atom, cell, etc.

in-tra-state (in'tra-staV), adj. within a state; especially,
within a State of the United States.

in-tra-teMu-ric (in'tra-tel-yoor'ik), adj. [intra- -f tel-

luric], 1. formed, located, or occurring deep inside the
earth: used especially to refer to the minerals of igneous
rocks before eruption. 2. designating or of the period
when rocks crystallize, before eruption.
in-trav-a-sa-tion (in-trav'a-sa'shon), n. [intra- + extra-

lasation], the entry of a foreign substance into a blood
or lympn vessel.

in-trave-nous (in'tra-ye'ngs), adj. [intra- + venous], in,

into, or within a vein or veins: as, an intravenous

injection: abbreviated i.v.

in-treat (in-treV), v.t. & vd. to entreat.

in-trench (in-trench/) , v.t. 1. to cut a trench or furrow
in. 2. to surround or fortify with a trench or trenches.
3. to establish securely. v.i. to encroach (with upon}.
Also spelled entrench (except v.t., sense 1).

intrenching tool, any of various small tools, as a spade
or pickax, carried by a combat soldier, for digging
foxholes, etc.

in*trench-ment (in-trench'ment), n. 1. an intrenching
or being intrenched. 2. a trench or system of trenches,
usually fortified with mounds of earth, rubble, etc.;
hence, 3. any fortification or defense. Also spelled
entrenchment.

in-trep-id (in-tret/id) , adj. [L. intrepidus; in-, not +
trepidus, alarmed, anxious], not alarmed; unafraid; bold
fearless; dauntless; very brave. SYN. see brave.

in-tre-pid-i-ty (in'tra-pid'g-ti), n. the quality of being
intrepid; fearlessness; boldness; great courage.

Int. Kev., internal revenue.

in-tri-ca-cy (in'tri-ka-si), n. 1. the quality or state of

being intricate; complexity. 2. [pi. INTRICACIES (-siz)],

something intricate; involved matter, proceeding, etc.;

complication.
uvtri-cate (in'tri-kit), adj. [L. intricatus, pp. ofintricare,
to entangle, perplex, embarrass < in-, in + tricae,

vexations, perplexities], hard to follow or understand
because entangled, involved, complicated, or perplex-
ing: as, an intricate path, intricate directions. SYN.
see complex.

in-tri-gant (in'tri-gant; Fr. aw'tre'gaw') n. [pi INTRI-
GANTS (-gants; Fr. -gaw')], [Fr.; It. intrigante < intri-

gore}, a man given to or involved in intrigue.
in tri gante (in'tri-gant'; Fr. aw'tre'gawt'), n. [pi. INTRI-
GANTES (-gants'; Fr. -gawt')], [Fr., fern, of intrigant}, a
woman given to or involved in intrigue.

in-trigue (in-treg'l for n., also in'treg), v.i. [INTRIGUED
(-tregdOi INTRIGUING], [Fr. intriguer; It. intrigare: L.

intricare; see INTRICATE], 1. to carry on a secret love
affair. 2. to glot or scheme secretly or underhandedly.
v.t. 1. to bring on or get by secret or underhanded
plotting. 2. to excite the interest or curiosity of;
fascinate: as, the puzzle intrigued her. 3. [Rare], to

perplex, n. 1. an intriguing; secret or underhanded
plotting. 2. a secret or underhanded plot or scheme;
machination. 3, a secret love affair. < SYN. see plot.

in-trin-sic (in-trin'sijc), adj. [Fr. mtrins^que; ML. in-

trinsicus < L. intrinsecus, inwardly < intra-, within +
secus, otherwise, beside}, 1, belonging to the real nature
of a thing; not dependent on external circumstances;
essential; inherent, 2. in anatomy, located within, or

exclusively of, a part. Opposed to extrinsic.
in-trin si-cal (in-trin'si-k'l) , adj. intrinsic: inherent.
in trin si cal ly (in-trin'si-k'1-i, in-trin'sik-H), adv. [in-
trinsical + -ly], naturally; essentially; inherently.

in*tro~ (in'tro), (L, < intro, inwardly, on the inside <
*intero; akin to inter, interior], a combining form mean-
ing into, within, inward, as in introvert, introspective.
introd., intro., 1. introduction. 2. introdiictory.
introduce (in'trs-doo', in'tr>*dus'), v.t. [INTRODUCED
(-doost', Tdust'), INTRODUCING], [L., introducer^ intro-,

within, in + ducere, to lead], 1. to lead or bong into
a given place or position; conduct in. 2. to bring (a

person) into society or a group. 3. to jput in or within;
insert: as, he introduced an electric wire into the conduit,
4, to bring in or add as a new feature; bring or put in
to SQXQA Action, composition,, etc. : as, he introduced some
humor into his play. 5. to bring into use, knowledge,
or fashion; give currency to; institute: as, tlae war
introduced many new words, <K to offier (anew product)
f0r sale* i

7. a) to taring
1 to and wake known fo; make

aco^uaipte^ with; present feo; as, please introduce/ me to
, your fcend, b) to giv* Jcnpwledge or experience of: as,

.they introduced nnn to city life, ,8; to bring forward;
bring to notice formally a aa $nfro4uc$ a bill int?o Con-
gress* 9. to start; pe/n; begin,: as, lie introduced his

joke. ,

public) ; insert suggests the putting of something into a hole
or gap or between two things (insert the candle into the holder) ;

insinuate implies the slow, indirect, but skillful introduction
of something (he insinuated the coins into her hand); inter-

polate refers to the introduction of new words or passages,
especially of spurious copy, into a writing (manyt of Shake-
speare's plays have been interpolated) ; interpose, in this con-

nection, and interject imply the introduction of a comment
or opinion that serves to interrupt (if I may interpose, or

interject, a few remarks at this point). -ANT. withdraw,
remove.

In-tro-duc-tion (in'tra-duk'shan), n. [ME. introduccion,'
Late OFr.; L, introducfio], 1. an introducing or being
introduced. 2. anything introduced, or brought into

use, knowledge, or fashion. 3, anything that introduces,
or prepares the way for; specifically, a) the preHminary
section of a book, speecn, etc., usually explaining or

defining the subject matter; preface or foreword, often
by someone other than the author, b) an opening section
of a musical composition, c) a preliminary guide or
text. 4. the formal presentation of one person to
another, to an audience, to society, etc. Abbreviated
introd., intro.
SYN. introduction, in strict usage, refers to the pre-
liminary section of a book, etc. that explains and leads into
the subject proper; preface strictly refers to a statement pre-
liminary to, and distinct from, a book, etc. written by the
author or someone else and explaining the purpose, plan, or
preparation of the work; foreword is usually used for a very
brief or simple preface; preamble refers to a formal, but
usually brief, introduction to a constitution, treaty, etc.;
prologue applies to the preliminary section of a play, poem,
etc., serving as an introduction and, in the play, frequently
spoken by one of the characters. ANT. conclusion, epilogue.

in-tro-duc-tive (in'tra-duk'tiv), adj. introductory.
in-tro-duc-to-rMy (in'trp-duk'ter-Q-li), adv. in an intro-
ductory manner; as an introduction.

in-tro-duc-to-ry (in'tra-duk't&r-i), adj. [LL. intro-

ductprius], used as an introduction; serving to introduce;
preliminary: abbreviated introd., intro.

in-trO'it (in-tro'it), n. [Pr. introVt; L. introitus, a going
in, entrance < introire; intro-, within -h ire, to go], 1.

in the Anglican Church, a psalm or hymn sung or

played at the opening of the Communion service. 2.

[I-], in the Roman Catholic Church, the first variable

part of the Mass, consisting of a psalm verse and an
antiphon followed by the Gloria Patri.

in-tro-Jec-tion (in'tra-jek'shan), n. [intro- -h -projection],
in psychiatry, the incorporating of external events into
the psyche and reacting to them as though they were
internal, as when a person suffers the same pains as
another, without physical cause: opposed to projection.

in tro-mis sioii (in'tra-mish'an), n. [< L. intromissus,
pp. of intromittere], an intromitting or being intromitted.

in-tro-mit (in'tra-mitOf v.t. [INTROMITTED (-id), INTHO-
MITTING], [L. intromittere; intro-, within + mittere, to
send], 1. to cause to enter; put in; insert. 2. to allow
to enter: let in; admit.

in-tro-mit-tent (in'tra-mit^nt), adj. that intromits or
can intromit.

in-tro-mit-ter (in'tre-mit'er), n. a person or thing that
intromits.

in'trorse (in-tr6*rs'), adj. [L. introrsus, contr. of intro-

yersus; intro-, within -f- versus, turned], in botany, facing
inward, or toward the center.

iH'tTp-spect (in'tra-spekf), v.t. [L. introsfectare, freq.
< introsfectus, pp. of tntrospicere, to look within;
intro~, within 4- specere, to look], [Rare], to look into

(one's own mind, feelings, reactions, etc.). v.i. to look
into one's own inind, etc. ; practice introspection.

Jj&'tro-Qpec-tloii (in'tra-spek'shon), n. [introspect +
-ion], a looking into one's own mind, feelings, reactions,

etc*; observation and analysis of oneself.

in-tro-spec-tive (in'tra-spek'tiv), adj. of, based on, in-

clined toward,, or characterized by introspection.
to'tro-ver-sion (in'tro-vur/^han, in'tra-vur'shon), n.

[Mod. L. introversio (after introvert) < intro- + L. versus,

pp. of verier-e, to turn], 1. an introverting or being
introverted* 2. in psychology, a tendency to direct
one's interest upon oneself rather than upon external

objects or events.,
in-tro-ver-sive (in'tra-vur'siv), adj, of or tending to
introversion.

in-tro-vert (in'trQ-vurt'; for n. &* ad}., in'tra-vurt') ,

v.t. [< intro- + L, vertere, tq turn], 1. to direct (one's

interest, mind, or attention) upon oneself; introspect.
2. to bend (something) inward* 3. in zoology, etc., to
diaw (a tubular organ or pact) inward upon itself.

v.i. to practice introversion; become introverted, n.

1^ a thing that is or can be introverted. 2. in psychology,
a perspn characterized by introversion: opposed to
extroverL adj. pf or characterised by introversion.

in-tro-vertive (in'trQ-vur'tiv), adj. introversive. .

in trude (in-^trood'), v.t. [wrj*uj>E;i> (-id), INTRUDING],
IL. intrudere; in-, m -f ^u4&rie, to thrast, push], 1, ^o
pisk or $QTQ (sojnaeTOng) in or upon. 2, to force

, .

o in comply, Kv
dloch. See pp. ac-

t; Joy: yet;
ab$e (a'b'l);

get;

hypot
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(oneself) ttpoa others without being asked or welcomed.
3. in geatogy. to farce (melted rock) into another
stratum: wuuly in the passive. vd. to intrude oneself.
3YN. tetrad* implies the forcing o! oneself or something
upon another without invitation, permission* or welcome (to
twfinwfc upon another's privacy) ; obtrude connotes even more

atrocity the d&traetiw nature Of the tindesirabiHty of the
invasion (side issues keep obtruding); interlope implies an
intosakw upon the rights or privileges of another to the dis-

advantage or harm of the latter (the interloping merchants
have ruined our trade); butt to (or Into) is a slang term im-

plying intrusion in a meddling or officious my (stop bulling
into my business). See also trespass.

in-tru-sion (in~troo'zhan), n. |ME. intruci&un; OPr.;
ML. inirnsio < L. intruder}, 1. an intruding:; specifi-
cally, in lav, the illegal entering or taking of another's
property. 2. intrusive rock.

in-tru-sive {in-troo^siv}, adj. [< L. infrusus, pp. of

intruder*; -J- -fuel, 1. intruding or tending to intrude.
2. in geology, a) forced into another stratum while in a
molten state: said of rock, b) formed of such rock.

in-trust (in-trusf), v.t. to entrust.
in-tu-bate (in'tyoo-baV, in'too-bat'), v.t. [INTUBATED
(-id), INTUBAXING], to treat by intubation.

in tu ba tion (in'tyoo-ba'shan, in'too-ba'shsn), n. [<
in- (in) 4- tube + -ation], the insertion of a tube into an
orifice or hollow organ, as into the larynx to permit air
to enter in severe cases of diphtheria.

in-tu-it (in'tu-it, in-to6'it)
t

v.t. & vd. [< L. intuitus},
to know or learn by intuition.

in ml tion (in'too-ish'sn, in'tu-ish'sn), n. [ML. < L.
iniuUns, pp. of intueri, to look at, regard, contemplate;
m>-, in + tucri, to look at, view], 1. the immediate
knowing or learning of something without the con-
scious use of reasoning; instantaneous apprehension
2. something known or learned in this way.

in-tu i tion al (in'too-ishAm-% in'tu-ish'an~l), adj. of,

having the nature of, or resulting from intuition.
in-tu-i-tion-al-ism (in'tdo-ish'sn-'lrfo'm, in'tu-ish'an-l-
w*m), it. the philosophical doctrine that absolute truth
or any given truth can be perceived by intuition: also
called intuitionism.

to*ttt4*tiKMi4K (m'too-Wsm-iz'in, m'tu-ish^ra-fo'm),
L t, intwitioaatan- 2. the doctrine that the reaBty

ojE pepxeived objects is known by intuition. 3. in ethics,
the doctrine

^
that moral principles are acquired by in-

tuitton; intuitivism.
tetud-tftre (in-too'i-tiv, in-tu'i-tiv), adj. [ML. intuitivus
< L. tntmfots], 1. knowing, learning, acting, or char-
acterized by intuition. 2. that is or can be perceived
by intuition; as, an intuitive truth.

In-tu-i-tive-ly (in-too'i-tiv-li, in-tu'i-tiv-E), adv. in an
intuitive manner; by^ intuition.

in-tu-i-tiv-ism (in-too'i-tiv-iz'm, in-tu'i-tiv-iz'm), n. in
ethics, mtndtionism.
in-tu-mesce (in'tdo-mes'f in'tyoo-mesO, vd. [INW-MESCED (-mesf), iNTUMEseiNG]* [L. intumescere: in-,
intens* -f tumescere, inceptive of turnery to swell], to
swell, enlarge, expand, or bubble up, as with heat.
in-tu-mes cence (in

/t6o-mes/
'ns, in'tyco-mes^ns}, n.

1. an intumescing or being intumesced. 2. a swollen or
enlarged organ or part, as a tumor; swelling.

in tu mea cent (in'tdo-mes''nt, in'tyoo-mes''nt) f adj.
[L. intumescens, ppr.], intumescing; swelling; swollen.

in-turn (in'tHrnOt ** & bending or turning inward, es-
pecially of the toes*

in-tus-sus-cept (in'tas-sa-septO, v.t. [< L. intus, within+ sus&eptus* pp. of suscipere; see INTUSSUSCEPTION}^ to
receive within itself or into another part: specifically,
to telescope (one section of the intestines) into another:
mvaginate; introvert.

in-tus-sus-cep-tian (in'fcjs-sa-sep'shon), n, [< L. intus.
within + susceptio, a taking up < pp. of suscipere, to
take uj> < sub~> under + capere, to take], 1. an inttis-
suscepting or being intussuscepted. 2. the process of
taking in food or other foreign matter and converting
it into tissue.

in-tiM-sus-cep.tlve (in'tas-sa-sep'tiv), adj. of, charac-
terized by, or caused by intussusceptioo.

In-twine Cin-twinO, v.t. & v.i. to entwme.
in-twist (m-twistO, v.t. to entwist;
in-u-lase (in'yoo-las'), n. [< inulin + -aw], an enzyme
tnat converts intum into levulose. !

\

in-u-lin^ (in'yoo-lin), n* [< Mod. L. Inula, genus of
plants including the elecampane < L. inula, elecam-
pane; -f- -in], a white polysaccharide found in the roots
of many plants, which yieldsj levulose when hydro-

in unc-tion
(in-uijk'shsn), n. [L. inunctio; see IN- (in) &

UNCTION], 1. an anointing or being anointed. 2 the
rubbing of ointment, etc. into the skin. 31 an ointment
liniment, etc. <

in-undant (in-tm'dQnt), adj. [L. inundans, ppr. of in-
undare; see INUNDATE], overflowing.inundate (m'oa-dar, in-un'daV), v.t [INUNBATED
(-id), INUNDATINGJ, [< L. inundatus, pp. of immdanl
to overflow^ in-, in, on -f- undara, to move in; waves,
flood < unda, a wave),,to cover with or as with a flood:
deluge; flood; overflow or overwhelm.

in-un-da-tion (in'^n-da'shafi), n. [ME. inundation; L.

inundalio], an inundating or being inundated; flood.
in-un-da-tor (m'sn-di'tgr, in-un'da-tSr) n something
that inundates.
in-un-da-to-rv (in-un'da-tdr'i, in-un/do-to'ri), adj. of,

characterized by, or like an inundation.
in-ur-bane (in'ur-banO. (/ [L. inurbanis], not urbane;
crude; unpolished; impolite.

in-ur-ban-i-ty (in'ux-ban'a-ti), n. an inurbane quality.
in-ure (in-yoorO, v.t. [INURBD (-yoordO* INURING], [in-,
in -f obs **r<?, work < OFr. euref owe < L. opera, work],
to cause to become used to something difficult, painful,
etc.; habituate, vd. to come into use or take effect; as,

compensation benefits inure from the first day of dis-

ability. Also spelled enure.
in-ure-ment (in-yoor'mant), n. an inuring or being
inured.
in-urn (in-GrnO* v.t. 1. to put (ashes of the dead) into
an urn; hence, 2. to bury: entomb.

in-u-tile (in-u't'l), adj. [Pr.; L. inutilis; in-, not +
utilis, useful], useless; unprofitable.

in-u-til-i-ty (in'yoo-til'a-ti), n. (Fr. inutilUe; L. inutil-

Has], 1. the quality of being inutile; uselessness. 2.

[pi INUTILITIES (-tiz)], a useless person or thing.
inv., 1. invenit, [L.]T he (or she) designed it. 2. invented.
3. inventor. 4. invoice

tin va-cu-o (in vak'u-5'), [L.], in a vacuum.
in-vade (in-vadOt '* [INVADED (-id), INVADING], [L.
invadere; in-, in + vadere, to come, go], 1. to enter
forcibly or hostilely; come into as an enemy; hence,
2. to crowd into; throng: as, the children invaded the
kitchen. 3. to intrude upon; infringe; violate: as, he
invaded my privacy. 4. to enter and spread through
with harmful effects: as, disease invades tissue, vd. to
make an invasion. SYN. see trespass.

in-vad-er (in-vad'eV), n* a person or thing that invades.
in-vag-I-nate (in-vaj's-natOf v.t. [INVAGINATED (-id),

INVAGINATING], [< in-, in + L. vagina, a sheath; + -ate],
1.

fc
to place or receive into a sheath. 2. to intussuscept.

vd. to become invaginated.
in-vag-i-na-tion (in-vajVna'shsn), n. 1. an invagi-
nating or being invaginated. 2. an invaginated part.

in va lid (in'vs-hd), adj. [Fr. invalide < L. invalidus;
in-, not -f validns, strong}, 1. not well; weak and sickly;
infirm. 2. of or for invalids: as, an invalid home. n. a
weak, sickly person; especially, one who is chronically
ill or disabled, v.t. 1. to make invalid; disable or
weaken. 2. to put (a soldier, sailor, etc.) on a sick list
or dismiss^ from active service because of injury or
illness, vd. 1. to become an invalid. 2. to retire from
the armyj navy, etc. because of ill health.

in-val-id (m-val'id), adj. [L. invalidus], not valid; having
no force; null or void.

in-val i date (in-val'a-dat'), v.t. [INVALIDATED (-id), IN-
VALIDATING], [invalid + -ate, after Fr. invalider], to
make invalid; deprive of legal force. SYN. see nullify.

in val i da-tion (in-valVda'shon), n. an invalidating
or being invalidated.

in va-lid ism (in'va-Kd-iz'm), n* the state of being an
invalid; chrome ill health or disability.

in-va
;
lid.i-ty (in'va-HdVti). n. lack of validity.

in*vaj-id-ly (in-yal'id-K), adv* without validity.
m-val-u-a-ble (in-val'urs-bl), adj. extremely valuable;
having a greater value than can be measured; priceless;
precious. SYN. see costly,
in val-u-a-bly (in-vaFu-o-bH) , adv. so as to be invaluable.
in-var (in-vaV), ru [< invariable], a steel alloy containing
Jo per cent nickel, used in thfc manufacture of precision
instruments because of its low coefficient of expansion:
a trade-mark (Invar).

ln-var*i
;a.blM.ty (m-var'i-a-bH'a-ti), n. the quality or

condition of being invariable,
in-var-i-a-We (in-var'i-o-b'l), adj. not variable; not
changpg; constant; uniform.

to-vard-ajbly (in-var'l^-bK), adv. m an invariable man-
nerj without change or exception; constantly; always.

Iii,*var-I-ant (ia-var'i-9nt), adj. not varying; constant.
n. in mathematics, an invariable quantity-

in-va sion (ux-va'dian), ^ m?^l. imasio < L. invasw,
ppi, of tmadere], an invadfeg) or beioig invaded; specifi-
cally, a) an entering or%elng: Centered by an attacking
army. *)i aBLinteisiion or irfrimgeiaeat. c) in inedicine,the onset i (of B disease).

ln-va-3iye <jp*&uv), ad$ [Fr.j LL. invasivw], of, like,or hvmg%eaafepre ofr invasion. .
'

ec^ttve (m^e^tiv), adj. ME. inwcUf; Late O?V.
: ^v^^ <inveMMs. pp. of&ivehefe; see
inveighiiig;,i using; inefeel to ue, or eiar-
byinvecMve. n. 1 a violent veVb^ a

stoong denunciatiom,- 'wterjeyation: ,' 2. often Jn
abusive word : s, a voler of mvecmts.

(in-vaOr vd.
words, sc

make a violent
irons;

hvd against the
in vei gle

1
'



inveiglement 769 invincibly

eye], to lead on with deception; entice or trick into

doing something, going somewhere, etc. SYN. see lur*.

jbn-veggie*ment (m-ve'gl-mant, in-va'gl-mant), n. an
fflveigUng or being inveigled.

In-vent (in-ventO v*t. [ME. inventen,' OFr. mventer <
L. inventus, pp_. of invenire,

t
to come upon, meet with,

discover; in-, in, on + venire, to come], 1. to think

up; devise or fabricate in the mind: as. try to invent

an alibi. 2. to think out or produce (a new device,

process, etc.); originate, as by experiment; devise for

the first time: as, Edison invented the phonograph, 3.

[Archaic], to find; come upon; discover.

in-vent-er (in-vent'er), n. an inventor.

in-ven-tion (in-ven'shan), n. [ME. inuencioun; OFr.
invention; L. inventio], 1. an inventing %

or being in-

vented. 2. the power of inventing; ingenuity. 3. some-
thing invented; specifically, a) something thought up
or mentally fabricated; falsehood, b) something origi-
nated by experiment, etc.; new device or contrivance.
4. in music, a short piano composition developing a
single theme in two-part counterpoint; especially, any
of a group of these by Bach.

in-ven-tton-al (in-ven'shsn-l), adj. of or like an inven-
tion.

in-ven-tive (in-ven'tiv), adj. [OFr. inventif], 1. of
invention. 2. skilled or resourceful in inventing. 3.

indicating an ability to invent: as, inventive powers.
in-ven*tor (in-ven'ter), n. [L.J, a person who invents;
especially, one who makes or introduces a new contriv-

ance, device, etc.: also spelled inventer: abbreviated^tor.
in-ven-tO'ii-al (in'ven-toT'i-Ql, in'yen-to'ri-ol), adj. of,

having the nature of, or characterized by an inventory.
in-ven-to-ry (in/van-t6r'i, in'van-to'ri), n. [pi. INVEN-
TORIES (-iz -riz)], [ML. inventorium; L. inventarium <
inventus; see INVENT], 1, an itemized list or catalogue
of goods, property, etc.; especially, such a list of the
stock of a business, taken annually. 2. the store of

goods, etc., which are or may be so listed; stock. Abbre-
viated invt. v.t. [INVENTORIED (-id, -rid), INVENTORY-
ING], 1. to make an inventory of. 2. to place on an
inventory. SYN. see list.

In-ve-rac-i-ty (in'vo-ras'a-ti), n. \pl. INVERACITIES (-tiz)],

lack of veracity; falsehood.
In'Ver-ness (inVgr-nesOt n. 1. Inverness-shire. 2. the

county seat of Inverness-shire: pop., 23,300. 3. [often

i-] t a) a kind of overcoat with a long, removable, sleeve-

less cape. 5) the cape: also Inverness cape.
In-ver-ness-shJre (in'ver-nes'shir), n. a county of

northern Scotland: pop., 81,300; county seat, Inverness.
in-verse (in-vfirs

1
; also, for adj., in'vurs'), adj. [L. t-

versus, pp. of invertere], 1. inverted; reversed in order or

relation; directly opposite. 2. in mathematics, designat-
ing or of a relation, between variables in which one in-

creases as the other decreases: as, an inverse proportion:
opposed to direct, n. any inverse thing; direct opposite :

as, love is the inverse of hate. v.t. [INVERSED (-vurstO,
INVERSING], to invert; reverse.

in-ver-sion (in-vur'zhan, in-vur'shsn), n. [L. inversio <
inverses* pp. of invertere], L an inverting or being
inverted. 2. something inverted; reversal. 3. in chem-

istry, a chemical change in which an optically active

substance is converted into another substance having
no effect* or the opposite rotatory effects, on the plane
of polarization: as, sucrose yields dextrose and levulose

by inversion. 4. in grammar & rhetoric, a
f

reversal of the
normal order of words in a sentence. 5, in mathematics,

a) the process of using an opposite rule or method. &) an
interchange of the terms of7 a ratio. 6. in medicine &
pathology, introversion. 7. in music, the reversal of

the position of the tones in an interval, chord, etc., as

by raising the lower tone by an octave, etc. 8. in pho-
netics, a position of the tongue in which the tip is turned

upward and backward. 9. in psychiatry* homoseacualilJNjr.

in verslve <in-vur'siv), adj. showing or causing inver-

sion.
"

' 'i
ill-vert (an-vurt'jj/br a4j &* n., in'vurt'), v4. {Li invertere;

w-t <in, to* toward 4- vertere, to turn], 1. to turn upside
down. 2. to change to- the direct opposite; 'reverse th$
enter, positionr direction, etc, of. i 3< to: subject* to
inversion (in various senses), adfy in chemistry^ in-

verted: as, invert sugar; jffe 1. ak inverted persori at

thing. 2 . in psychiatry, ahomosexual*-HSYN. seerererse.
in vertaae |m-vfir'tasf f hi 'ftnvty^+t Adrift 'm. enzyme;
present in certain plants and an anikaal intestines,

;vldjoh
1

changes*sucrose into dexteose tand lewtilose.
,

.

m

fatHV^ptcMbrate
>

(m1v^^l^/' i

ia*vur(t9rbra't'), < adj.

MpeL L, intieKtewatus (ptetyrJ pl> inoaMota inverte-
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1
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t
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i
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1
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approximately equal proportions, found in fruits and
produced artificially by tne inversion of sucrose.

La-vest (in-vestO v.t. [L. inmstire; in-, in 4- vestire, to
clothe < mstis, clothing], 1. [Rare], to clothe; array;
adorn. 2. a) to cover, surround, or envelop like, or as
if with, a garment: as, fog invests the city, b) to endue.
3. to install in office with ceremony. 4. to furnish
with power, privilege, or authority. 5. [Rare], a) to
vest or settle (a power or right) in a person, legislative

body, etc. &) to put on; don. 6. to put (money) into

business, real estate, stocky bonds, etc., for the

purpose of obtaining an income or profit. 7. to spend
(time, effort, etc.) with the expectation of some satisfac-

tion. 8. in military usage, to hem in or besiege (a town,
port, enemy salient, etc.). lu. to invest money; make
an investment.

in-ves-ti-ga-blc (in-ves'ti-g-b
r

l) f adj. [LL. investiga-

bilis], that can be investigated.
in-ves-ti-gate (in-ves'ts-^atOt v.t. [INVESTIGATE!) (-id),

INVESTIGATING], < L. imestigatus, pp. of invcstigare,
to trace out; in-, in ~j- vestigaret to track < vestigium, a
track], to search into; examine in detail; inquire into

systematically, tu. to make an investigation.
in-ves-tl-ga-tion (in-ves'ta-ga'shan), n. [ME. inve$tiga~

cioun; Late OFr.; L. imestigatioj, an investigating;
careful search or examination; systematic inquiry.
SYN. investigation refers to a detailed examination or

search, often formal or official, to uncover facts and determine
the truth (the investigation^

of a crime) ; probe applies to an
extensive, searching investigation, as by an appointed com-
mittee, of alleged corrupt practices, etc.; inquest now refers

to a judicial inquiry, especially one conducted by a coroner to
determine the cause of a suspicious death; inquisition strictly
refers to any penetrating mvestigation, out because pf its

application to tine ecclesiastical inquiries for the suppression of

heresy, it now usually connotes ruthless, hounding persecution;
research impEes careful, patient study and investigation from
original sources of information, as by scientists or scholars,

in-ves-ti-ga'tive (in-ves'ta-ga^tiv)>t adj. 1. of or charac-
terized by investigation, 2. inclined to investigate.

in-ves-ti-ga-tor (in^ves'te-ga'ter), n* [L.], a person who
investigates.

in-ves-u-ga-to-iy (in-ves/ti-ga-tfir'i, in-ves'ti-ga-to'ri),

adj. investigative.
in-ves-ti-tive (in-ves'ta-tiv), adj. [< L. investitus* pp.
(see INVEST); -h -4ve], 1. that invests or can invest

authority, etc. 2. of such investing.
in-ves-ti-ture (rn~ves't9~cher) n. [ME.; ML. investitura

< L. inveslire], 1. a formal investing with an office,

power, authority, etc. 2. anything that clothes or

covers; vesture. 3. mfeudal law* the livery of seizin: a
ceremonial conveyance of land.

In-vest-meat (in-vest'mQnt), n. 1. an investing or

being invested. 2. clothing; covering. 3. an investi-
ture. 4. a) the investing of monev. b) the amount of

money invested, c) anything in which money is or may
be invested.
investment trust, an organization or corporation in-

vesting money loaned to it and distributing a return to
its stockholders or beneficiaries.
in-yes-tor (jn-ves'ter), n. a person who invests money.
in-vet'er-a-cy (in-yet'ler-a-si), n. 1. the state or quality
of being mveter^tfe. 2. (pL. INVETERACIES (-siz)], an
enmity or prejudice of long standing.

in-vet-er-ate (in-vet'e'r-it), adj. [L. inveferptus^ pp. of

inveterare, to make or become old < *v i*i Hr, ydtof* old]
1. firmly established over a long period; of long stand-

ing; deep-rooted. 2. settled < in axiabit, practice, prej-
udice, etc.; habitual. SYN. see chronic.

in-vid-i-ou8 (in^vid'i-Qs), adj. [L. invidiosus < invidia;
see ENVY! 1. a) such as to excite ill will, odium, or
en1

*^; jgiving offense; 6) giving offense by discriminating
imfairly: as, invidious Comparisons. 2. [Obs.], envious.

torvigd-late (jn-vij'9-latQ, vJ. [INVIGILATED (-id), IN-

VIGILATING], l< L. wvigttatus, pp. of invigilare; in-, in,

on + vigilare, to wafcA; c^ VIGIL], [Chiefly Bntish], to

keep watch over students during a written examination.

in-vig-nr-ant (in-vig^Sr-aat), n a thing that invigorates.

in-vig-or-ate (in-vig^-raf), v.t. [INVIGORATED (-id), IN-

VIGORATING], [JL. tw, in + vigor (see VIGOR) ; -f- -*?]; to

give vigor to; fill with energy; strengthen; enliven.

SYN. see animate.

in-vig'Oi^^o^ (inrvig'a-m'shan), n. an invigorating

ltt*
iv&i

^-*
l

iyiv<B i ;(in-vig'9-raHiv), adj. invigorating or

In-v4g'
%
or-a-tor

S

^nrvig'b-ra'tSr), it. a person or thing that

lB'Viii-ci*bi|4*ty (in-vin'sa-bil'a-ti) , "n. the quality *or

state of being invincible. '''/'
In-viii'Ci'ble (in^vin's^-b'l), adj. [ME. inwyncyble? Late
OFr.; 1r. immnc$b$$$j< see IN- (riot) & VINCIBLE],.* that
cannot be ovekccMk,* ifflcpnquerable*

*

* *" *

iQ-vln'Ci-bjy -ii's9%^, adv* in an invitecCble* tertt%
ner; so as to'be f

*

tm> V^s H,
S**; g*

1

. doch. See pp.



inviolability 770 inwardly
In vi-o-la bil i ty (m-vTa-to-bil'a-ti), ft, the quality or
state of being inviolable.

i-vi-o-la.|>le7ln-viVto.b
f

l}, adj. [L. iimdMlis], 1. not
to be vjolatea; not to be profaned or injured; sacred:
as, an imm&i&Me promise. 2. that cannot be violated;
indestructible : as, the inviolable heavens.

lnvi'0'la-cy (m-vi'a-laHsi), n. the state or quality of

being inviolate.
Im-vi-O'!ate (in-vFa-Et in-vi'a-lat'), adj. (ME.; L. in-

mol&tus; see IN- (not) & VIOLATE], not violated; kept
sacred or unbroken.

ta-Tftri-biM-ty 7in'viz-0-bilVti, in-vizVbil'a-ti), n. (LL.
mmsibilitas}, the state or quality of being invisible.

la-vis i-ble (ui-viz'a-b'l), iid/VjME.; OFr.; L. iwrisibilis],
1. not visible; that cannot be seen. 2. out of sight;
not apparent. 3. too small or too faint to be seen;
imperceptible; indistinct. 4. kept hidden: as, invisible
assets, n. an invisible thing or being.
tfe Invisible, 1. God. 2. the unseen world.

invisible ink, a colorless _ink that cannot be seen on
paper until it is treated with heat, vapor, or a chemical
reagent: also called sympathetic ink.

in-VM-i'bly fin-viz'a-bli), adv. in an invisible manner;
so as to be invisible.

in vi ta-tion (m'vo-ta'shan), n. [L. vmUatio < pp. of

inmtare], 1* an inviting to come somewhere or do
something. 2. the message or note used in inviting.
3. enticement or allurement.

In-vf-ta-to-ry (in-vfts-tdr'i, in-vi'ts-to'ri), adj. [ML.
inmtaiorius\r containing an invitation, n. [pi. INVITA-
TORIES (4sB -ris)], a form of invitation used in worship
to call to prayer or praise.

in-vite ODHW), v4. [INVITED (-id), INVITING], [Fr. in-
mter < JL im&are, to ask, treat as a guest, entertain],
1. to ask (a person) courteously to come somewhere or
do something; request the presence or participation of.
2. to make a request for: as, the speaker invited ques-
tions. 3. to tend to bring on; give occasion for: as,
such talk invites scandal, 4. to tempt; allure; entice.
n. (in'vlt),Jplangj, an invitation. SYN. see caU.

fa'Vfctag (in-yft'nj), erf/, [ppr. of invite], tempting;
alliiringj enticing.
in-vo-cate (in'vo-katO, v.t. A vJ. [INVOCATED (-id); m-
JOCATING], [< L, invocatus, pp. of invocare; see INVOKE],
{Rarel, to speak or ask in invocation.
Invoca-tion (in'vs-ka'shan), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. invo-
attw < pp. of invocare ; see INVOKE], 1 . the act of calling
on God, a saint, the Muses, etc. for blessing, help,
inspiration, protection, etc. 2. a) a formal prayer used
in invoking, as at the beginning of a church service. 6)
a formal plea for^aid from a Muse, god, etc,, at the
beginning of an epic or similar poem. 3. a) a conjuring
of evil spirits, b) an incantation used in conjuring. 4,
in law, a formal request from the bench for the papers
or evidence pertaining to a case other than that under
trial

ta*voc*atO'iy (in-vok'o-t6r'i, in-vokVto'ri), ad/, of,
having the nature off or used in invocation.

in*voice (in'vois), n. [earlier imoyes, pL; Fr. envois, pi.
of envoi, a sending, conveyance < envoyer, to send; see
ENVOY], 1. an itemized list of goods shipped to a buyer,
stating quantities, prices, shipping charges, etc. 2. a
shipment of invoiced goods. Abbreviated inv. v.t.

[INVOICED (-voist), INVOICING], to make an invoice of-
enter in an invoice.

Jn-voke (in-vokO, v.t. [INVOKED (-void/), INVOKING],
[Fr. imoquer: L. invocare; in-, in, on + vocare, to call]
1. to caU on (God, a saint, the Muses, etc.) for blessing,
help, inspiration, protection, etc. 2. to summon (evil
spirits) by incantation; conjure. 3. to ask solemnly
for; beg for; implore; entreat.

In
:
vol-u eel .(in-vol'yoo-selO, n. [Mod. L. involucettum,

dun. < L. mvolucrum], a secondary involucre; ring of
small leaves, or bracts, at the base of each flower* of a
cluster.

in-TO-lu-cral (inVa-loo'laral, in'vo-ffi'kral), adj. of or
like an involucre.

ta-vo-lu-crate (in'TO-loolmt, in'va-lG'krat), adj. havingan involucre.
In.vo-lucre (in'vo-loo'keV. in'va-lt'keV), n. [Fr.; L.
tnvolucrum, wrapper,
case, envelope < in-
volucre; see INVOLVE],
1. in anatomy, a mem-
branous covering or
envelope. 2. in bot-

any, a ring of small
leaves, or bracts, at
the base of a flower,
flower cluster, or fruit:
involucres often re-
semble calyxes and
are found in all com-
posite plants.

tojyo-lu-crum (in'va-
loo'krsm, in'va-lu'-

krem), n. hi. INVO-
LUCRA (-kra)], an in-
volucre.

in-vot-un-tar-My (ra-vol'an-ter'a-M), adv. in an invol-
untary manner.
in vol un tar i ness (in-vol'0n-ter'i-nis), n. the quality
or state of being involuntary.

tn-vol-un-tar-y (in-vol'an-ter'i), adj. [LL. imduntarius},
not voluntary; specifically, a) not done of one's own
free will; not done by choice. 6) unintentional

j
acci-

dental, c) not consciously controlled; automatic: as,
digestion is involuntary. SYN. see spontaneous.

in-vo lute On'v^-ldot', in'va-lutO, adj. [L. invdutws, pp.
of imolwre}, 1 . intricate ; in-
volved. 2. rolled up or curled
in a spiral; having the whorls
wound closely around the
axis: as, involute shells. 3. in

botany, rolled inward at the
edges: as, involute leaves, n.
1. [Rare}, anything intricate
or involved. 2. in geometry.
the curve traced by the end
of a taut string when it is

wound upon or unwound
from a fixed curve on the
same plane with it: correla-
tive to evolute,

in-vo-lut-ed (in'va-loo'tid,

in'va-lu'tid), adj. involute. A
in-volu tion (in'va-lod'-

'

shan, in'va-lu'shan), n. [L.
involutio < involutus, pp.
of iwtolverel, 1. an involv-
ing or being involved; en-
tanglement. 2. anything
that is involved; complica-
tion; intricacy. 3. in anat-
omy, a part formed by
rolling or curling inward.
4. in biology, a retrograde
or^ degenerative change.
5. in grammar, an involved
construction, especially one
created by a clause sep-
arating a subject from its

INVOLUTE (of leaf)

INVOLUTE
AB, involute made by point
p of string unrolled from
curve c

*i.cfcuu4{ e* ouujd^u JLJ, VJJJUL xuo

predicate 6. in mathematics, the raising of a quantity
to any given power. 7. in medicine, a) the return of an
organ to its normal size after distention: as, the in-
volution of the womb after childbirth. 6) a decline in
the normal functions of the body or an organ; espe-
cially, the changes occurring at the menopause.

in vo lu tion al (in'va-loo'shon-'L. in'vaJu'shan-'l), adj.
of or resulting from involution.

in-vo-lu.tion-ar-y (in'va-loo'sh&n-er'i, in'va-lu'shon-er'-
i), adj. of or characterized by involution.

^'YSr6 (in-volv'), v.t. [INVOLVED (-volvd'), INVOLVING],
[ME, enuoluen; OFr. involver; L. involvere; in-, in +
volvere, to roll], 1. to roll up; wrap; enfold; envelop:
as, fog involved the shoreline. 2. to wind spirally; coil
up: as, the serpent involved its body. 3. to make intri-
cate or tangled; complicate. 4. to entangle in trouble,
difficulty, danger, etc.; implicate. 5. to roll up within
itself; include: as, the procession involved thousands as
it moved toward the Bastille. 6. to bring into connec-
tion; require: as, expansion in business involves expen-
diture. 7, to 9ccupy the attention of: as, he was in-
volved in working out a solution to the problem. 8.
in mathematics, to raise (a quantity) to a given power.
SYN. see include.

in volved (inrvolvdO, adj\ Ipp. of involve], not easily
understood; intricate: complicated. SYN. see complex.
In-yolve-ment (in-volv'mant), n. 1. an involving or
being involved. 2. anything that is involved; compH-
cated state of affairs.;}

invt., inventory.
in-viil.iier-a'biH-ty (in-vtd'nSr-9-bil'a-ti), n. the qual-
ity or state of being invulnerable.

in vul ner a ble (m-vul'ner-a-blL adj. not
specifically, a} that cannot be wounded
b) proof against attack; unassailable.

to*vuJ-ner-a.bly (in-vul'nelr-a-bH); adv. in an invulner-
able manner; so as1 to be invulnerable.

r, (S>761
'
) *.

ftfc to nd by or as by a wall.
n. (m'w610, an inner wall.

IB-ward (in'werd), adj. [MB. imneward: AS. inweard,
tnneweard;see IN- (in) & -WAKD], 1. situated within
being on the inside; internal: as, the inward organs of
the bpdy. 2. bf or belong^ to* the inner nature of a.

person; .mental or spmtuai 3. directed toward the
inside; ingomg; as the inward ptdl of a centrifuge
4. qf the inside or inner -part, as of the body. 5. inland:n ^ *iVi,*"<n+>. <4.^_^_ *r fA .._<_.., i

vulnerable;
or injured.

as, 'inward Asia. 6.

domestic. 8. [Qbs,^

.

; intrinsic. 7.

.

hence. 2.

INVOLTJCRE

2. into the mind, thoughts, or soul* 3 I

In-ward4y (in'werd-H), adv. [ME. iimarmi^'KsTm^weardkc: see INWARD & -LYj, L in or om lie Mde;
internalhr. 2. in ,the mind or*spirife: as,^ to bTinSSrd^

.feseatful., 3; towardJtheMside.orceeteV- ) M,, 1 ^. ^' |

'

v
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in*ward-ness (in'werd-nis), n. 1. the inner nature,
essence, or meaning. 2. the quality or state of being
inward; spirituality. 3. depth of thought or feeling;
sincerity.

in-wards On'werdz), adv. inward.
in-weave (in-weV), v.t. to weave in; interweave.
in*wind (in-windO, v.t. to wind in; wind about; entwine.
in*wrap (in-rapO. v.t. to enwrap.
in*wreatJae (in-re^&O, " to enwreathe.
in-wrought (in'r6t', in-r6t/), adj. [in- (in) -f- wrought],
1. worked into a fabric: said of a pattern, etc.; inwoven;
interwoven. 2. having a decoration worked in. 3
closely blended with other things.

I-o (i'6), n. [L.; Gr. Id], in Greek mythology, a maiden
loved by Zeus and changed into a heifer by jealous
Hera or, in some tales, by Zeus, to protect her: she was
watched by hundred-eyed Argus and was driven to

Egypt, where she regained her natural form.

Io, in chemistry, ionium.
Io. Iowa.
Io*an*ni-na (y6"-a'ne-na', ya'ne-naOt n- a city in. north-
western Greece: pop., 20,000: Serbian name, Janina,
Yanina,

iod-, iodo-.
i-o-date (i'a-dat'), v.t. [IODATED (-id), IODATING], [iod- +
-ate], to treat with iodine, n. any salt of iodic acid.

i-o-da-tion (I'a-da'shan), n. an iodating or being iodated.
i-od-ic (i-od'ik), adj. 1. of or containing iodine. 2.

caused by iodine: as, iodic poisoning. 3. designating or
of a chemical compound in which iodine has a valence
of five; specifically, designating or of an oxygen acid of

iodine, HIO, also called: hydrogen iodate.

i-o-did (i'9-did), n. an iodide.
io-dide (I'a-did', I's-did), n. [iod- -f- -4de}, a compound
of iodine with another element, as in sodium iodide,
Nal r or with a radical, as in methyl iodide, CHsI.

i-o-dtn (i'g-din), n. iodine.

i-o-dine (I'a-dir/, i'a-din; in chemistry, o/tewi'Q-den'), n.

[Fr. iode, iodine < Gr iodes, violetuke (< ion, a violet

-f- eidos, form); -f- -4ne], 1. a nonmetallic chemical
element belonging to the halogen family and con-
sisting of grayish-black crystals that volatilize into a
violet-colored vapor: used as an antiseptic, in the man-
ufacture of dyes, in photography, etc.: symbol, I; at.

wt., 126.92; at. no., $3. 2. [Colloq.j, tincture of iodine,
used as an antiseptic.
i-o-dism (I'a-diz'm), n. a diseased condition caused by
the excessive use of iodine; iodine poisoning.
io-dize (I'a-dlz'), v.t. [IODIZED (-dizd'). IODIZING], [iod-
4- -ize], to treat (a wound, photographic plate, etc.)
with iodine or an iodide.
iodized salt, common table salt to which a small amount
of sodium iodide or potassium iodide has been added,
io-do- fi-o'ds, l

f
9-dJo) t [< Mod. L iodum, iodine], a

combining form meaning iodine or a compound of iodine,
as m iodoform: also, before a vowel, iod-.
io-do-form (i-o'o>f6rni', I~od'9-f6rm'), n. [iodo- +
formyl], a yellowish, crystalline C9mpound of iodine,
CHIa, used as an antiseptic in surgical dressings.

1-o-dol (I'a-dol', 1's-dol'), n. [iod* + pyrro/e], a brownish,
crystalline compound of iodine, C^&N, used as an
antiseptic, etc.

i-o-do-met-ric (J'a-do-niet'rik), adj. of iodometry.
i-O'dom-e-try $'3*^m'&~tn), n. quantitative determi-
nation of iodine, or of substanpes that will react with
it or liberate it, by volumetric analytical methods^
io-dous (^-6'das, irpd'^s), adj. d. of or cxmtaiaing io-

dine. 2. designating or of a chemical compound in
which iodine has a valence of less than five* 3, desig-
nating or of a hypothetical acid, Hips, in which iodine
has a valence of three: sodium hypoiodite, NalO, is a
salt of tfeis acid.

i o-lite ^'a-litO, n. (< Gr. ion, violet; + -litel a bluish
or violet, crystalline mineral, a silicate of aluminum,
^iron^and magnesium; cordierite: it is used as a gem,

; JN|an.
-

,

'

r ,

(

s

_ , J, a;large American moth with an eyelike
spot on eacff nla4 wing,.

i*on (frjwui ItaBJ;* ^ [Gx i<m ppr. ^ienai, to gl an
electrically, cliateedatom or group of atoms, thse* electri-

cal chaarg^ 6f *wM^h results when a neutial -atomt Pt
tiiA 108JBS or gains on^e

'

or
;

more electrons:

5 w^ ^^dpror^li^resul^si in a 'positive
U"'tie 'g^'in''

1

!* elfeclnrons' \iiLrb ^neggcw.*)-^^

xytx vnion) : such loss ori'gaip* ocGuifS during
reacfeiost|s in.wJ^ch electrons are iran^erred |*VA** v^
atoni Jo anothe^, by the 'action,' on jpattter of J^ gajjre*

ultraviolet Hght, and ceftja|EnM0t^e^';fo5bpft^o^ jsadiasnt

energy, or by the impact of alpha and beta particles,

IONIC CAPITAI,

I-o*ni-a (i-o'ni-), n. an andfent district on the western
coast of Asia Minor, colonized by the Greeks in the
llth century B.C.
Lo-m-an (i-o'ni-on) f adj. 1. of Ionia, its people, or
their culture. 2. of an ancient Greek people wtro settled
in eastern Greece and Ionia. 3. hi music, a) designating
or of one of the ancient Greek modes. &) designating or
of the six medieval church modes, corres|>onding to
the modern major diatonic scale, n. an Ionian Greek.
Ionian Islands, a group of seven Greek islands along
the west coast of Greece: area, 963 sq. mi. ; pop., 213,000.
Ionian Sea, that part of the Mediterranean between
southern Italy and Greece;.

I-on-ic (i-on'ik), adj. [L. lonicus; Gr. Idnikos], 1. of Ionia
or its people; Ionian. 2,

designating or of a branch
of the ancient Greek lan-

guage, including that of
Attica. 3. designating or
of a Greek style of archi-
tecture characterized by
ornamental scrolls on

f
the

capitals. 4. of the Ionic of
Greek and Latin prosody.
n. 1. in Greek & Latin
prosody, a) either of two
teet consisting of four syl-
lables, the first two long
and the second two short
(.

. w ^ (greater Ionic) or
the first two short and the
second two long (

w ** -
-)

(smaller or Usser Ionic}, b} verse or meter of such feet.

2. in printing, a kind 01 heavy-faced typwe that is

easy to read. 3. the Ionic dialect. Abbreviated Ion.

i-on;ic 0-on'ik), adj. of, or being in the form of, an ion
or ions.

i-p-ni-um (i-o'nijQm), n, [ion + uranM#], a radioactive
isotope of thorium, resulting from the disintegration
of uranium: symbol, Io; at. wt., 230; at. no., 90.

i-pn-i-za-tlon (I'an-i-za'shan, I'sn-i-za/shan), n. an ion-
izing or being ionized; dissociation into ions.

i-on-Ize (iVnlz
7
), v.t. A v.L [IONIZED (-nizdO, IONIZING],

to change or be changed into ions; dissociate into ions,
as a salt dissolved in water, or become electrically
charged, as a gas under the influence of radiation.

i-on-o-gen (I-on'a-jan), n. a substance that can be ion-
ized or that produces ions.

i-o-none (5/9-non')f n. [Gr. ion, violet; + -owe], a colorless

i liquid, CwHaoO, made from citral and acetone and used
in perfume manufacture for its violetlike odor.

i-on-o-sphere (I-on'a-sfeV, i-S'na-sfeV), n. [< ion -f-

sphere], the outer part of the earth's atmos^jbereC
| extending far beyond the stratosphere and consisting
of a series of constantly changing layers of Ijmvily
ionized molecules: cf. Kennelly-Heavislde layer.

i0:ta (i-6'ta), n. [Gr. idta], 1, the ninth letter of the
Greek alphabet (I, t), corresponding to English I, i:

see alphabet, table. 2. a very small quantity; jot.
i-o

:
ta-cism <$-d7to-siz'm), n. [LL. ioiacismus; Gr. idta-

kismos], 1. excessive use of i (Gr. iota). 2. a tendency
to give the sound of this letter to other vowels*
IOU, LO.U. (i'o'uO, 1. I owe you. 2. a paper bearing
these letters, acknowledging a specified debt and signed
by the debtor.

-i-ous (i-as, yas, as), M-, thematic vowel + -ows], a
suffix used to form adjectives corresppmding to nouns
ending in -ion, as in rebellious, religious, or to form
analogous adjectives meaning having, characterized byt

as in furious, anxious.
I-o-wa Ci's-wa; ocats.* e$p locally, I'a-wa'), n. 1. a
Middle Western State of the United States: area,
56,280 sq. mi; pop., 2,621,000; capital, Des Moines:
tabbreviated la L

t
Io, 2. a river flowing^ from northern

Iowa to the Mississippi: length, 350 mi.
Iowa City, a city in^ eastern Iowa: pop.,. 27,000.-

I-o^wania^wan), adj. of Iowa, n. a native or inhab-
itant of Iowa*

,

H*4.t
1. Intelrnational Phonetic Alphabet. 2. Inter-

joational Phonetic Association.
ip-e-cac ftpfirkakO, n. [contr. < ipecacuanha], 1, a

tros^cal Soutli American creeping plant of the madder
fawuy, iwith, small,, drooping flowers* 2. the dried roots

,of ttu& plant. 3. a preparation feom the dried roots,

use(r':ift itlie. ta*eatrnent of laryngitis, brondaitis, and
chronic diarrhea.

>uanha (ip'i-kak'u-an'd), n. [Port, < Tupi"

cac.
f

Iphigeneia], in

^ w _w ^non, offered by
as f sacriSce to Actewdfes and"saved by the goddess,,

who made frer a priestesss: subject of tragedies by
Euripides, afsd Goethe aiii 0| T two operas by
ipo-moea ^iferme^ I'pa^pe

7
^, n. iMod, L*

^ a worm !^ Jt0j$oi6$, like], any of a

jlMfm, tTOl, Ipok; oil, out} i

mOjjh o ^n, comply,
. dock See-pp; 1

, ftoe^&br^fet; to;^t; dhin;_i^h;e;:

'; ^ypotheiic^J: <-|
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Irma

, [1*1 literally, be himself has
said (it); hence, an arbitrary or dogmatic statement.

$tp"i-8i-ma yr-ba (ip-sis'i-m? vflr'ba), [LJ, the very

ttp>*fc*to (ip'so fak'to), [L.I by the fact (or act)

Itself; by that wry fact.

tip-so ju-re (ip'so joo'ri), [LJ, by the kw Itself.

Ins wich (ips'wich), n* a city IB eastern England: pop.,
100,000 (est. 1946).

IQ, I-0- intelligence quotient.
Lo^ idem qmd* {L.] the same as.

I-qui*que (e-ke'ke), n. a city in Chile: pop., 39,000.
ir- (ir), 1. in- (not}.

2. in- (in). Used before r.

IF, in chemistry, iriditim.

Ir., 1. Ireland. 2. Irish.

I*ra (I'ra), [Heb. "If5, lit., watchful], a masculine name.
i<ra*cuna (rrs-kund'}. adj. [L. iracundus < ira, anger,
wrathj, easily angered ; irascible.

I-ra-de (i-ra'di), n. [Turk; AT. ir&dah, will, desire], for-

merly, a written decree of the Sultan of Turkey.
I rak (e-rIF, i-rak'), n. Iraq.
I-ran (e-rtn', I-ranO n. a country in southwestern Asia,
south of the Caspian:
area, 628,000 sq. mi.;
pop., 17,000,000 (est.

1947); capital, Tehe-
ran: formerly (offi-

cially until March,
1935) called Persia.

Iran., Iranian.
I-ra-ni (e-ra'ni), adj*
Iranian.

I-ra-mi-am (f-ra'ni-0n)

adj. of Iran, its people,
their language, or cul-
t-are. <n 1. one of the

jweople of Iran; Per-
2* a branch of

that mektdfis languages now spoken in the Iranian
Plateau and a small area of the Caucasus: among the
extant languages of the group are Persian, Kurdish,
and Afghan (Pushtu). Abbreviated Iran.
Iranian Plateau, a plateau mostly in Iran, extending
from the Tigris River to the Indus River.

I-ran-ic (f-ran'ik), adj. & n. Iranian (language).
I*taq, (e-rak', i-rakO, n. a country in southwestern Asia,
on the Persian Gulf: area, 116,600 sq. mi.; pop.,
4,800,000 (est. 1947); capital,' Bagdad: formerly called

Mesopotamia: also spelled Irak.
Lra-qi (eV-ra'ki). n. 1. a native of Iraq. 2. the dialect
of Arabic spoken by the Iraqis, adj. of Iraq, its

people* their language, or culture.

taa*ci*bll-Ity (i-rasVbil'a-ti, i-rasVbil'9-ti), n. the
fact or quality of being irascible; irritability.

i ras-d-hle (i-rasVbl, I-rasVb'l), adj. [MB. irascibel;
l*at OFr.; LL. irasdbilis < L. irasd; see IRATE],
easily angered; quick-tempered. SYN. see irritable.

i-ras-ci-bly (i-ras's-bli, I-ras'a-bh"), adv. in an irascible
manner.

i-ratc (I'rat^ I-rStO, adj. [L. imtus < irasci, to be angry
< ira; see IRK], angry; wrathful; incensed.

I-ra-zu, Mount (e'rarzoo*)* a volcanic mountain in
central Costa Rica: height, 10,525 ft.

IRBM, intermediate range ballistic missile.
ire (ir), n. [ME.; OPr.; L, ira], anger; wrath. SYN. see
anger.

ire-nil (ir'fgp, adj. full of ire; angry; wrathful: incensed.
Ire-land (irlsnd), n. 1. one of the British Isles, com-
prising Ireland (sense 2) and Northern Ireland: forna-

of Ireland (Leinster, Munster, and Connaught) and
three counties (Cavan, Donegal, and Monaghan) of
Ulster province: it was established as a republic In
December, 1925, associated (until 1949) with the Brit-
ish Commonwealth of Nations: area, 26,601 sq- mi;
pop., 3,023,000 (est. 1948): capital, Dublin: former
names, Irish free State, Ewe. Abbreviated Ire., Ir.

I-rene (i-ren'), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. IrZm; L. Irene; Gr.
Eireng, lit., peace], a feminine name. n. 0-re'ne), in
Greek mythology, the goddess of peace, daughter of
Zeus and Themis: identified by the Romans With Pax.

i-ren ic (I-ren'ik, I-re'nik), adj. [Gr. eirVnikos <

[< irenie\, the doctrine or practice of f _. ,
among Christian churches in relation to theological
differences; irenic theology.

ir id- (ir'id, I'rid), irido-
i-ri-da-renus fT'tn-HaAKas!. ir'iViir^da'shss), adj. [< Mod.

L. Iris, iris genus (see IRIS): ( -aceous], of the iris

family of perennial plants, including the ins and crocus.

fr-i'deeto-my (ir'i-dek'te-mi, I'ri-dek'ts-mi), n. [pi. IR.

IDECTOMIES (-miz)J, [irid- -f* -ectomy], the surgical re-

moval of part of the iris of the eye.
Ir i-des (I'ra-deV); alternative plural of iri.

ir-i-des-cence (ir
/
a-des''ns), n. the quality or fact of

being iridescent; interplay of rainbowlike colors.

ir-i descent (u-'o-des''^), adj. [< L. iris, iridis, rain-

bow; Gr. iris, rainbow; 4- Descent], having or showing
an interplay of rainbowlike colors.

i-rid-ic (i-rid'ik, I-rid'ik), adj. 1. of or contaming mdmm.
2, designating or of a chemical compound in which indi-

um has a valence of four.
i'lid-i-um (i-rid'i-om, i-rid'i-sm), n. [< L. iris, iridis;
Gr. iris, rainbow: so called because of the changing
color of some of its salts], a white, heavy, brittle,

metallic chemical element found in platinum ores:

alloys of iridium are used for pen points, contact^points
in telegraphy, and bearings of watches and scientific

instruments: symbol, Ir; at. wt., 193.1; at. no., 77.

ir-i-do- (ir'i-do, I'ri-ds), [< Gr. iris, iridos, iris], a com-
bining form meaning the iris (of the eye) : also, before
a vowel, iridK as in iridectomy:

ir-i-dos-mine (ir'i-Ktoz'mm, I'ri-dos'min), n. [< iridium

+ osmium], osmiridium.
ir-i-dos-mi-um /ir'i-doz'mi-em, I'ri-dos'mi-am), n. iri-

dosmine; osmiriaium.
I-ris (Fris), [L.; Gr. Iris; see IRIDESCENT], a feminine
name. n. in Greek mythology, the goddess of the
rainbow: in the Iliad, she is the messenger of the gods.

i-ris (I'ris), n. [pi. IRISES (~iz),
IRIDES (I'ra-dezOJ, [see

prec.J, 1. a rainbow. 2. a rainbowlike show or play^ of
colors. 3. the round, pigmented membrane surrounding
the pupil of the eye, having muscles that adjust the
size of the pupil to regulate the amount of light entering
the eye: see eye, illus. 4. any of a large group of plants
with sword-shaped leaves and a conspicuous flower com-
posed of three petals and three drooping sepals of

widely varying color. 5. the flower of this plant. Also
called flag (in senses 4 & 5).

iris diaphragm, a device consisting of thin, overlapping
metal palates that can be adjusted to form an aperture
of varying size for camera lenses, etc.

I-rish (yrish), adj. [ME. Irisch, Irisc < base of AS. Iras,
the Irish < Olr. Eriu, Ireland; cf. EIRE], of Ireland,
its people, their language, or culture, n. 1. the Goid-
eHc, Celtic language spoken by some of the Irish; Erse.
2. the English dialect of Ireland. 3. [Colloq.], temper:
chiefly in get one's Irish np r to arouse one's temper.
Abbreviated Ir.

the Irish* the Irish people.
Irish Free State, Ireland (sense 2) : especially so called
frorn 1922 to 1937: abbreviated I.F.S.

I-rish-ism (I'rish-iz'm), n. an Irish idiom, custom, etc.
I-rish-man (I'rish-msn), n. [pi. IRISHMEN (-man)], 1. a
native or inhabitant of Ireland., especially a man. 2. a
person of Irish ancestry, especially a man.
Irish moss, carrageen, a seaweed dried and bleached
for use as a medicine, a thickening agent in food, etc.
Irish potato, tibe common white potato: so called be-
cause extensively cultivated in Ireland.
Irish Republican Army, a secret organization founded
to work for Irish independence from England: it con-
tinued to exist after the establishment of the Irish
Free State, which declared it illegal in 1936.

Irish Sea, the part of the Atlantic between Ireland and
England.
Irish setter, any of a breed of setter with a coat of
long, silky, reddish-brown hair.

Irish stew, meat, potatoes, carrots, onions, and other
vegetables cooked with a small amount of water.

Irish terrier, any of a breed of small, lean, active dog
with a wiry, reddish-brown
coat.

Irish wolfhound, any of a
breed of very large, heavy,
powerful dog with a hard,
rough coat, formerly used in

hunting wolves,
I-rish worn an (I'rish^wooin'-

n), n. \pl. IRISHWOMEN
(-^wim'in)], 1. a woman who
is a native or inhabitant of
Ireland. 2. a woman of

I'ri-tte'p-ri'tis), n. [Mod. L.;
cf. IRIS & -ins), inflammation
of tine iris of fee eyei.

irk (urk), v.t. [MB. trfew, to loathe, fee weary of
; prob.

< northern & north Midland adj, irfa yrfy, weary, trou-
bled, bored], -to make tired? Disgust;; anayr trouble;
vex;'bos?e. SJ$N. see annoy*'!. -A.' .?

1

^, ,
-

irk-some
^ (urk'sam), t ed> <

^{lt4c&^*0MbtiMt; see^ %i ;
*&

-SOME], tiresome ; troublesome; iedusi .

I
:
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/

i

f
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-
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oQatkO f n^a-efty In
r Lake; Baikal: pqL,
\G^ orig. ooobn.' ofI^n
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Irmen- < OHG. Irmin, cognomen of the Gmc. deity
Tiuj, a feminine name.

i-ron (i'Sra), n. [see PLURAL, n, D, 3], [ME. iren; AS.
iren (chiefly poetic & prob. dissimulated), beside isern,

isen (akin to Goth, eisarn, isarn); Gmc. *lsonf0; said
to be borrowed < Celt, with - by transmission through
lUyrian; prob. < IE. *ajo$, metal, seen also in Sans.

aya>s-, metal, iron, L. aes, copper (cf. ORE), etc.; some
authorities derive IE. *ajos < Al'as(ja), orig. name of
the island of Cyprus (cf. COPPER)], 1. a metallic chem-
ical element, white, malleable, and ductile, the most
common and most useful of all the metals: symbol, Fe;
at. wt., 55.85; at. no., 26. 2. a\any tool, implement,
device, apparatus, etc. made of iron. 6) such a device
with a flat, smooth undersurface, used, when heated,
for pressing clothes or cloth. 3. pi. iron shackles or
chains. 4. firm strength; power. 5. [Slang], a shooting
iron: small firearm. 6. m golf, a club having a metal
head, 7. in medicine, a tonic or other preparation
containing iron, adj* 1. of or consisting of iron. 2.

Hke iron; strong, firm, or unyielding: as, an iron

temperament. 3. cruel; merciless. v*t. 1. to furnish
or cover with iron. 2. to put (a prisoner) in irons.

3. to press (clothes or cloth) flat with a hot iron. v.i.

to iron clothes or cloth.

have irons in the fire* to have or be engaged in activ-

ities, enterprises, etc.

in irons* 1. shackled with irons; imprisoned. 2. in
nautical usage, failing to come about or fill away: said
of a sailing vessel.

iron out, to smooth out; eliminate.
strike while the iron ia hot, to act at an opportune
time.

Iron Age, 1. a period of civilization (c. 1000 B.C.-
100 ATD.) characterized by the introduction and
development of iron took and weapons: it followed the
Bronze Age. 2. [i- a-], in classical mythology, the last

and worst age of the world, characterized by wicked-
ness, selfishness, and degeneracy.

i ron bark (I'ern-bark'). n. any of several Australian
eucalyptus trees with nard wooa and hard, gray bark:
also Ironbark tree.

iron bound (J'gm-bound'). adj. 1. bound with iron.

2. hard; rigid; unyielding; inflexible. 3. edged with
rocks or cliffs, as a coast.

ironclad (i'eVn-klad') adj. 1, covered or protected
with iron, 2. difficult to change or break: as, an iron*

clad lease, n. a warship armored with thick iron

plates: 19th-century term.
Iron Gross, a silver-edged Maltese cross of iron, awarded
by Germany for conspicuous service in warfare: insti*

tuted in 1813.
iron curtain, a term popularized by Winston Churchill
in a speech (1946) to connote the secrecy and censor-

ship forming a Soviet-made barrier around the Soviet
Union and some other countries regarded as in its

sphere,
I-ron-de quoit (i-run'di-kwoit'). n. a city in western
New York: pop., 23,000,

i ron-gray (i'Srn-gra'), adj. of the color iron gray.
iron gray, a gray Hke that of freshly broken cast iron,

Iron Guard, a Romanian fascist organization active
before World War II.

iron hand, firm, rigorous, severe control.
i ron-hand-ed (I'grn-han'did). adj. [cf. prec.l, firm and
rigorous; strict and severe: as, an ironhanded king,.

i-ron-heart-ed (I'Srn-har'tid), adj. unfeeling; cruel.

iron horse, [Colloq.], 1. a locomotive. 2. a bicycle or

tricycla
iron-ic (i-ron'ik), adj* ironical.

i ron-i-cal (I-ron'i-kl), adj.{< L. ironicus; Gr, tirdnikos

< eirdneia (see IRONY) ; + -al], 1. meaning the contrary
of what is expressed. 2. using, or given to the use of,

irony. 3. having the quality of irony; directly opposite
to what is Of might be expected. SYN. see sarcastic.

ironing board, a cloth-covered board on which clothes
are ironed. , t

iron lung, a large metal respirator vsfbieh encloses all of
the Ijod^r but ||be heattaped
for maintaining artificial

respiration; in a person who
has difficulty in breathing
as a result of infantile paral-
ysis, gas poisctaing, efta,

i ron mas-ter , (I'grn-mas'-
tSr, I'ern-mas'tSr), ft. a
manufacturer of iron.

ironmold, [earliermmmok;
cf. MOLE (spot, mark)], a
brownish stain made on
cloth by iron rust or ink.

i ron-mon-ger \ (Jfto-mug f*

get),
-'

i*ron-mon'ger-y ($
/
ern-mtti}'gr-i) n. [British], 1. iron

goods; hardware. 2. an ironmonger's shop. 3. an
ironmonger's business.

iron pyrites, a gold-colored ore of iron; fool's gold:
see pyrite.

i ron side (i'ern-sld'), n. 1. a courageous, resolute man.
2. {!-], Oliver Cromwell: also Ironsides.

I-ron-sides (i'Srn-sidz'} n*$l. 1. [construed as sing.],
Oliver Cromwell. 2. a) the regiment that he led in the
English Civil War. b) his whole army. 3. [i-], [con-
strued as sing.L an ironclad.
i-ron-smith (i'ern-smithO, n. an ironworker or black-
smith.

i ron stone (i'e'ra-ston'). any of various hard iron
ores.

i ron-ware (i'ern-wtrO, n. things made of iron; hard-
ware.

i-ron-weed (I^era-wed')* **. [so named from its hard
stem], a plant of the aster family, with clusters of red,
purple, or white tubular flowers.
i-ron-wood (I'eYn-wood'). n. 1. any of various trees
with extremely hard, heavy wood. 2. the wood.

i-ron*work (t'ern-wurk')* n, articles or parts made of
iron.

i-ron-work-er @'ern-wur
A
ker) , n. 1. a personwho makes

iron or articles of iron. 2. a worker who builds the
framework of steel bridges, etc.

i-ron-works (i'rn-wurksO n.pL [also construed as
sing.], a place where iron is smelted or heavy iron

goods are made.
i-ro-ny p're-ni), n, {pi. IRONIES (-nte)], [Fr. ironie; L.
ironia; Gr. eironeia < eirdn, dissembler in speech <
eirein, to speak], 1. a method of humorous or sar-
castic expression in which the intended meaning of
the words used is the direct opposite of their usual
sense: as, the speaker was using irony when he said
that the stupid plan was "very clever. 2. an instance
of this. 3. a combination of circumstances or a result
that is the opposite of what might be expected or con-
sidered appropriate: as, it was an irony or fate that the
fireboat burned and sank. 4. the feigning of ignorance
in argument: more frequently Socratic irony (after
Socrates, who uses this device in Plato's Dialogues).
$YN. see wit.

i-ron^y (I'er-ni), adj. of, Hke, or containing iron.

Ir-o-quoi-an (irVkwoi'an), adj. [< Iroquois + -an}, of
an important linguistic family of North American
Indians, including speakers of Huron (Wyandot),
Seneca, Mohawk, Tuscarora, Oneida, Onondaga, and
Cherokee, n. 1. a member of an Iroquoian tribe,

2. the Iroquoian languages collectively.

Ir-oquois (ir'a-kwoi
7

, ir'a-kwoiz') , n. \pl IROOUOIS],
JFr, ^ jygonquian Irinakoiw, lit*, real adders]; a mem-
ber of a confederation of Iroquoian Indian tribes that
lived in western and northern New York: see Five
Nations, adj. of the Iroquois or their tribes.

ir-ra-di-ance (i-ra'di-dns), n. an irradiating; radiance.

tr-ra-di-an-cy (i-ra'di-3n-si), n. the fact or quality of

being irradiant.
ir-ra-di-ant (i-rSMi-ant), adj. [L. irradians, ppr.; see

IRRADIATE], radiating hght; shining brightly.
irra-di ate (i-ra'di-ar), v.t. [ULRADIATHD (-id), IRRADI-

ATING], [< L. irradiatus, pp. of irradiare, to beam upon,
illumine; see IN- (in) & RADIATE], 1. to shine or throw
light upon; Hght up; make bright. 2. to make clear;
iUuminate intellectually; enlighten. 3. to radiate;

diffuse; spread; give out. 4. to treat by exposing to
X rays, ultraviolet rays, radium, or some other form of

radiant energy. 5. to neat with radiant energy, v.i.

1. to emit rays; shine, 2. to become radiant, adj.

(usually i-ra'ai-it), irradiated.
irradiation (i^a'<li-a'sh*n, ir'rS-di-a'shan), n. [Pr.;
ML. irrad4atio}9 1, an irradiating or being irradiated.

2. something irradiated: specificauy, a) a ray of light|
etc. b) intellectual enlghtenment. 3. in optics, the

apparent enlargement ofa brightly lighted object seen

against a dark1
ir ra di-a-tlve (I

ir-ra-tion-al CL-rash'en-1), adj. [L. irrationaUs; see rK-

(not) & RATIONAL], 1. lacking the power to reason.

Z contrary to reason; senseless; unreasonable; absurd.

$ in Greek 6V Latin prosody, a) designating a syllable
which, is long when it should be short according to the
normal meter. 6) a foot with such a syllable. 4. in

mathematics, not capable of being: expressed as an
integer or as a quotient of an integer. >

|
SYN. -irrational implies mental unsoundness or may be
/Used to stress the utterly illogical, nature of that which is

Erectly contrary to reasbn (an^aHM bdS^ that ever^bodv
^as liil enemy) ; unreasonable implies bad jttdgment,, wiJJM-
ness, prejudice, etc. as respoaaibtefor that which is not justified

by reason (unreasonable fea^^8;)^ANT. rational, reasomblter

ir-ra tion al ism {i-rasii^ct- l-lz'm) ( ,
n. irrational

thought, belief, or action.
( ,

i

i brightly lighted object i

li-a'tiv), adj. having the power to

Is, btojflot, gfl, hOm, t(5?H, look;
la Iff** P &*#

, dnci; -B^o; ich; kh, G.
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lr*ra-tion-aH;ty (J-wh

f
a~aalVti). n. 1. the quality <x

state of being irrational 2. Ipl IRRATIONALHIIS
(-tiz)j, an instance of this.

Ir ra wad dv (irVwt'di, ir'a-wO'di), n. a river in east-
era Asia, flowing southward through central Burma
into the Bay of Bengal: length, 1,250 ml
ir-reclaim a bil i ty (^i-klimVbiiVti, ir'ri-klamV
hiFa-tl), a* the quality or state of bong irreclaimable.
^i^cfitm-a-We (Ir'iillm'9-b% k'ri-kllmVb'l), adj.
that cannot fo<c reclaimed.

lr-dWm*a-b!y Or'i-kllmVbti, Ir'iWcIImVbli), adv.
in an irreclaiiiysblie manner? so as to be irreclaimable.

tr-rec-w-dl-a-bil-i-ty (i-rek'sn-sil'o-bilVti), n. the
quality or state of being irreconcilable.

ir-rec on-cil a-ble (i-rek'an-sll'a-b'l, ir'rek-sn-sil'a-b'l),

adj. that cannot be reconciled; that cannot be brought
into agreement; incompatible; conflicting; inconsistent:
as, irreconcilable foes. n. 1. a person who is irrecon-
cilable and refuses to make any compromise. 2. pi.

ideas, beliefs, etc. that cannot be brought into agree-
ment with each other.

ir reeon-cfl-a-bly (i-rek^n-saVbH, ir'rek-on-sa'a-bH),
adv. m an irreconcilable manner; so as to be irrecon-
cilable.

ir-re-co'er-a*ble (ir'i-kuv'er-s-b'l, ir
/ri-kuv/Sr*9-bl),

adj. that cannot be recovered, regained, rectified, or
remedied; irretrievable*

ir-re-cpv-cr-a-bly (ir'i-kuv'eT-d-bH, ir'ri-kuv'gr-9-bH),
adv. in an irrecoverable manner: beyond recovery.

Ir-ws-cusa-bla (ir'i-ku'z^b% iAi-ku'za-b'l), adj. [<
Fr. or IX. : Pr. irr^cnsaMe: LL. irremsatnUs < WK ot
4- recusabilis, that should be rejected < recusare, to
rfase]f that cannot be refused or rejected.

Ir-re-cU'Sa-bly (iri-ku'za-bB, ir'ri-ku'za-bM),. adv. in
an irrecusable manner.
irredeemable <ir

/
i-dem'a-b% ir'ri-demVb'l), adj.

[see m- (not) & REDEEMABLE], 1. that cannot be bought
back . 2. that cannot be converted into coin, as certain
kinds of paper money. & that cannot be changed;
hopeless. 4. that cannot be reformed; beyond redemp-
tion,

ir re deem a bly (ir'i-dem'a-bli, ir'ri-dem'a-bli) , adv. In
an irredeemable manner; so 'as to be irredeemable.
lr*e den-ta (ir'i-den'ta), adj. [It], unredeemed: said of
territory inhabited chiefly by the natives of a specified
CQWrfry wMcfo formerly held it and seeks to recover
it (especially Italia irredenta).
Ir-re-den-tlsm (ir'i-den'tiz'm), n* the program or policy
of the Irredentists.

Ir re-den tist (Ir'i-den'tist), n. [It. irredentists < (Italia)
irredenta, unredeemed (Italy) < L. in~, not 4- redemptus:
see REDEMPTION], 1 . any member of an Italian political
party, organized in 1S78, seeking to recover for Italy
adjacent regions inhabited largely by Italians and
twder foreign control 2. any person who advocates a
similar poliey with regard to territory formerly a part
etc Mis country.
irreduc i ble (ir'i-doos^b'l, ir'ri-dusVbl), adj. that
cannot be reduced.

Ir re due i bly (ir>i-do5s'-b!i, ir
/
ri-duV9-bli>. adv. m an

irreducible! manner; so as to foe irreducible,
lr-ref^raga-blli ty (i^Va-a^biFa-tiX n. the quality
or state of being irrefragable.
irrefragable (i-ref>K-g9-bl), adj. [LL.
(cf. **-, not & obs. refra&able, refutable) < L.
to oppose], that cannot be refuted; indisptdia.

ir ref ra^a bly (i^^'ra-go-bli), <wfm in am lrreSgafile
manner; so as to be irrefr

(not) -f refrangible],
violated. 2. that cannot be refracted!

, r-an9., ad/.
1. that cannot be broken or

*-*-**-v v*-aci yuu-i^-Dii'9-ra, irrirPt
ta), n. the state or quality of being irrefutable.

ir ref u ta ble (i-ref'yoo-ia-b'I, trti-fufta-bl), ad}, that
cannot be refuted; incapable of being disproved.

ir ref-u-ta bly (i-reTyoo-t^bE, ir
/
ri^'te-bli), o#& in an

irrefutable manner; so as to be
irregard-less (ir'i-ganllis, ir'ri-ga^
regardless: a substandard or humorous

ir
;reg.w;Iar (i-reg'yoo-lgr), adj. [MB: 9fr9V^f , Wf.

irreguher; ML. irregulans} see IN- (not) & REGULAR],
1. not conforming to established rule, method, usage,
etc. ; out of the ordinary: anomalous. 2. ndft <idnform-
mg or haying conformed; to legal or moral requireriiiaits:
lawless; disorderly, 3. not straight or eveH; not sym-
metrical; not uniform in shape, design, or proportion.
4. tuieven in occurrence or succession. 5. mbotany*, not
untform in shape, size, etc., as the petals of flowers.
o. m grammar, not inflected, in the normal or usual
manner : as, go is an irregular verb. 7. in military usage,
not belonging to the regularly established army. n. J.a person or thing that is irregular. 2. usually in pia soldier who belongs to an irregular, miKtary force,
Abbreviated irreg.

^?^lr
?i
e*l$Iar kapKes deviation from the custoinary or

established rule, procedure, etc. (an irregular marriage); ab-
normal and anomalous impljr deviation from fee< normal
condition or from the ordinary type, abnormal stressing
atypical form or character (a man of abnormal height), and

anomalous, an
exceptional condition or circumstance (in the

anomalous position of a leader without followers) ; unnatural
applies to that which is contrary to the order o! nature or to
natural laws (her nnmttmr&l hatred for her baby). ANT.
regular, normal, natural.

ir*reg-u-lar*i-ty (i-reg
/
yoo-lar/9-ti, ir

/
reg-yoo-kr'a-ti), n.

1. the quality or state of being irregular; lack of regu-
larity. 2. y>l. IRREGULARITIES (-tkJJ, something irreg-
ular.

Ir rel a tive (i-relVtiv) adj. I. not relative; having no
relation; unrelated. 2. irrelevant.

ir-rel e-vance (i-relVvons), n. L the quality or state
of being irrelevant. 2. something irrelevant.

ir-rel-e-yan-cy (i-rel'a-von-si), n. \pl. IHRELEVANCIES
(-siz)j, irrelevance.

ir-rel e-vant (i-rel'd-vant), adj. not relevant: not perti-
nent; not to the point; not relating to the subject.

ir-re-liev-a-ble (ir^lev'o-b'l, ir'ri-leVa-bl), adj. that
cannot be relieved.

Ir-re-li-gion (ir'i-lij'amL. ir'ri-lij'sn), n. f< Fr. or L.; Fr.
irr&igton; L, irreligiol, lack of, or indifference or hos-
tility to. religion; state of being irreligious.

lr-re:li giqus (ir'i-lii'as, ir'ri-lii'os), adj. [L. irrdigiosus},
1. not religious; indifferent or hostile to religion. 2. not
in accord with religious principles; profane; impious.

Ir-rem-e-a-ble (i-rem'i-o-b'l, ir-re'ma-a-b'l), adj. [L.
irremeabilis < *-, not -{- remeabUis, returning < re-

meare, to go back; re-t back -f meare, to go], from wMch
there is no return.

ir-re
:
me di a ble (ir'i-me'di-o-b'l, ir'ri-me'di-9-b'l), adj.

pl. irremediabilis], that cannot be remedied or corrected;
incurable or irreparable.

Ir-re-me-di a bly (ir'i-me'di-a-bli, ir
/ri-me/di-d-bli), adv.

so as to be irremediable.
Lr-re-mlS'Si-ble (ir'i^misVb'l, ir'ri-misVb'l), adj. not
remissible; that cannot be excused or pardoned.
ir-re-mov-a-bil-My (ir

/wnoov/
a-bil'9-ti, ir'ri-moov'a-

bil'a-ti), n* the o?uality or state of being irremovable.
lr-re-mov-a-ble (n^i-moovVb'l, ir'ri-mooWD'l)^ adj.
that cannot be removed.

Ir-re-mov-a-bly (ir'i-nioov'o-bli, tr/ri-moov'a-bli), adv.
so as to be irremovable.

ir repa ra bll-1 ty (i-rep'gr-a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality
or condition of being irreparable*

ir-rep-a-ra-ble (i-rep'gr-9-b'l), adj\ not reparable; that
cannot be repaired, mended, remedied, etc.

Ir-rep-a-ra-bly (i-rep'gr-9-bM). adv. in an irreparable
manner; so as to be irreparable.

ir re peal a ble (ir'i-pel'S-b'l, ir^-pelVbl), adj. that
cannot be repealed.

lr-re-place*a-ble (irYi-plSs'o-bXirM-plas^-bl), adj. that
cannot be replaced.

Ir re plev i a ble (ir'i-plev'i-a-b'l, ir
/
ri.plev

/
i-9-b'l), adj.

[ML, irrepleviabiUs], that cannot be replevied.
irrepress i bil i ty (ir'i-pres'a-bilVti ur'ri-pres'a-bil'-
0-ti), iu the quality or state of being irrepressible.

Ir-re-presa i-ble (iri-pres'a-b
f

l, ir'ri-pres'a-bl), adj. that
cannot be repressed or restrained.

Ir-re press i blv (ir'i-pres'a-bH, Ir'ri-presVbH), adv. in
an irrepressible manner j so as to be irrepressible.

Ir-re proach a ble (ir'i-proob'Wbl, k'ri-prochVb'l),
adj. (Pr. irrtprochablel not feproachablej above re^
proach; blameless; faultless.

Ir-re-proach a bly (ir'i-jH^cfe'o-bH. ir'ri-proch'a-bH),
adv. in an irreproachable manner; mtiltlessly.

ir re 8ist i bU i ty (ir/i-zis^-bil'o-ti, ir'ri^is^bil'a-ti) ,

It. the state or quality of being irresistible.
ir-re sist i ble (M-ajis't^b'i ir'ri-ds^te-ba), ad/, that
cannot be resisted; too strong, fascinating, compelling,
etc. to be withstood; oveirpowerinj&

ir-resist-l-hly (M-^'ta-bfe ^liSs^ta-bE), adv. in an
irresistible manner.

ir rea o hi ble (i-rqzVlyocHbl), adj. 11 that cannot be
resolved; insoluble. 2. that cannoi be relieved.

adj. pL, irreso-

purpose, or

. .

irresolute (i-reaVloof, i^rea^-
lutus], not resolute

; wavering in

opinion; sindecis|ve; vacillating.

le^oj&liom. 0k^4WiSBU ir^ire^^A^),n.lack 0f resototion; state of being irresofete; M^dsion;

ir-resolv-able
that cannot be
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ir-re-tea-live (ir'i-ten'tiv, ir'ri-ten'tiv), adj. not reten-

tive.

fr-re-triev*a-bil-I-ty (ir'i-treWbil'a-ti, ir'ri-treVs-bil'a-

ti), n. the state or quality of being irretrievable.

ir-re-triev-a-ble (ir'i-trevVb'l, ir'ri-trev'o-b'l), adj. that
cannot be retrieved, recovered, restored, or recalled.

ir-re-triev-a-bly (ir'i-trev's-bK, ir'ri-trev'a-bli), adv. so
as to be irretrievable.

ir-rev-er-ence (i-rev'er-ans), n. 1. lack of reverence;
disrespect. 2. an act or statement showing this. 3.

the condition of not being treated with reverence.
ir-rev-er-ent (i-rev'eY-snt), adj. [OFr.; L. irreverens], not
reverent; showing disrespect.

ir-re-vers-i-bil-i-ty (ir'i-vur'sa-bil'a-ti, ir'ri-yar'sa-bilV
ti), n. the state or quality of being irreversible.

ir-re-vers-i-ble (ir'i-vur's^b'l, ir'ri-vur'sa-bl), adj. that
cannot be reversed; specifically, a) that cannot be re-

pealed or annulled. 5) that cannot be turned inside

out, run backward, etc.

ir-re-vers-i-bly (ir'i-vur'sa-bli, ir'ri-vur'sd-bli), adv. in
an irreversible manner.

ir-rev-o-ca-bil-i'tjr (i-rev's-ks-bil'a-ti), n. the state or
quality of being irrevocable.

ir-rev-o -ca-ble (i-rev's-ka-b'l), adj. that cannot be re-

voked, recalled, or undone; unalterable.

ir-rev-o-ca-bly (i-rev'a-ka-bli), adv. in an irrevocable
manner.

ir-ri-ga-ble (ir'i-g9-b'l), adj. that can be irrigated.

ir-ri-gate (ir's-gat'), v.L [IRRIGATED (-id), IRRIGATING],
[< L. irrigates, pp. of irrigare, to bring water to or

upon < in~, in, to, upon + rigare, to water, moisten],,
1. to supply with water; refresh by or as by watering.
2. to supply (land) with water by means of artificial

ditches or channels. 3. in medicine, to wash out or
flush (a cavity or canal) with water or other fluid.

ir-ri-ga-tion (ir's-ga'shan), n. [L, irrigatio], an irrigating
or being irrigated.

ir-ri-ga-tion-al (irVga'shan-'l), adj. of irrigation.

ir-ri-ga*tive (ir'a-ga'tiv), adj. irrigating,

ir-ri-ga-tor (ir'a-ga'tSr), n* [LL.] f a person or thing that
irrigates.

ir-rig-u-ous (i-rigt-as), adj. [L. irriguus < in~t in +
riguus, watered < rigare t

- see IRRIGATE], 1. moist;
well-watered. 2, irrigative.

ir-ii-ta-bil-i-ty (ir'a-ta-bil'a-ti), n. [pL IRRITABILITIES
(-tiz)J, [L. trrtiabilitas < irritdbilis; see IRRITABLE],
1. the quality or state of being easily annoyed or pro
voked to anger; impatience; fretfulness. 2. in medicine,
an excessive responsiveness of an organ or part to a
mild stimulation. 3. in physiology, the property of

living matter to react when stimulated.

ir-ri-ta-ble (irVta-b'!), adj. [L, irritabilis < inritare, to
irritate], 1. easily annoyed or provoked; impatient;
fretful. 2. in medicine, excessively sensitive to a stimu-
lus. 3. in physiology, able to respond to a stimulus.
SYN. Irritable impKes quick excitability to annoyance or

anger, usually resulting from emotional tension, restlessness,

physical indisposition, etc.; irascible and choleric are applied
to persons who are hptrtempered and can be roused to a fit of

anger at the slightest irritation; splenetic suggests a peevish
moroseness in one quick to vent his malice or spite; touchy
applies to one who is acutely irritable or sensitive and is too

easily offended; cranky and cross suggest moods in which one
cannot be, easily pleased or satisfied, cranky because of stub-
born notions or whims, and cross, because of ill-humor.

ir-ri-ta-bly (ir'a-ta-bli), adv. in an irritable manner,
ir-ri'tancy (ir'a-tan-si), n. [< irritant], an irritating
condition or quality; irritation.

ir-ri-tant (ir'a-tant), adj. [L. irfitans, ppr. of irritare],

causing irritation or inflammation, n* something that
causes irritation.

ir-ri-tate (ir'a-tat'), v.t. [IRRITATED (-id), IRRITATING],
[< L. irritatus, pp. of irritare, to excite, stimulate, ir^i-

tate], 1. to excite to impatience or anger; provoke;
annoy; exasperate. 2. to cause to be inflamed or sore:

as, harsh soap irritates the skin. 3. in physiology, to
excite (an organ, museje, etc.) to a characteristic

Action or func^ioi* Jay a stimulus.

STNl-^lrritate, the broadest ija scope of these terms, may
suggest passing, superficial impatience, constant, annoyance, or

an outburst of anger in the persoja stirred t;o feeling Ctaeir

smugness irritated him)j to provoke if to^arouse strong annoy-
ance or resentment, or, someltindes* "Wndictive anger (provoked

"by sin Msult); nettle impies ^rriktion that stamps on; plqties
rather than infiiriates (s|y, wtftifog r^inarlcs); exasperate im-

plies intense irritation such as exhausts one's patience or makes
one lose his self-control (*as^era/mg impudence); peeve, an
informal word, means to cause to be* anaoyied, cross*, of fretful

(he seems ^e/ed about something). ,,

irritation (fr'ait^'s&SB), n. 1* the act;} or process of

irritating. 2. the t fact w condition of being irritated.

3. something that irritaties, 4. inmedicmei an, excessive

response to stimulation'in- an organ or pajrt.
ir-rfta-tive (ir'a-^iftaviX ajdj.

1: causing irritation;
r ^atalised by fcrifcation.

ir-rup-tion (i-rup'shan), it. [L. irruptio < irruptus, pp.
of irmmpere, to break in, burst in < *-, in 4- rumpere,
to break, burst}, 1. a bursting or breaking in. 2. a
swift, violent invasion.

ir-rup-tive (i-rup'tiv), adj. [< L. irruptus (see IRRUP-
TION); + -te] r 1. DurstiBg or rushing in; tending to

sudden, violent invasion* 2. in geology, intrusive.
Irtish (r-tishO n. a river in western Siberia, flowing
into the Ob River: length, 2,250 mi.

Ir-viiig (tr'virj), [north Brit, surname; prob. orig. a
place name], a masculine name.

Ir-ving, Sir Henry (ur'virj), (born John Henry Brodribfy,
1838*1^05; EngHsh actor.

Irving, Washington, 1783-1859; American writer.

Ir-vlng-ton (uVvirj-tsn), n. a city in ncctheastern New
Jersey, near Newark: pop., 59,000.
Ir*win (ur'win), a masculine name: see Erwin.
is (iz), [ME.; AS.; akin to G. ist (with lost -4); IE. *es-t{
(seen also in Sans, as-tlt Gr. es-ti, L. est) 9 in which -&
is an enclitic pron.], the third person singular, present
indicative, of be.
as is, as it now is; without change from its present
condition.

is- (is), iso-.

Is., Isa., Isaiah.

is., 1. island. 2. isle.

I-saac (i'z^k), [LL. Isaacus; Heb. yitsftaq* lit., laughter],
a masculine name: diminutive, Ike.' n. in the Bible,
one of the patriarchs, son of Abraham and Sarah, and
father of Jacob and Esau: Gen. 21:3.

Is a bel (iz'a-bel
7
, izVbl), [Sp.; said to be an alteration

of Elisabeth], a feminine name: diminutive, Bel; var-
iants, IsabeUe, Isabella.

Is-a-bel la (iz a-bel's), [It.], a feminine name: dimin-
utive, Bella: see Isabel.
Isabella I, 1451-1504; wife of Ferdinand V; queen of
Castile (1474-1504); queen of Castile and Ledn (1479-
1504) ; gave help to Columbus in his expedition.

Is-a-belle (iz'a-bel'), [Fr.] f a feminine name: diminu-
tive, Belle: see Isabel.

is-a-cous-tic (is's-koos'tik), adj. [is- + acoustic}, of or

having to do with equal intensity of sound.
Is-a-dor, Is-a-dore (iz'a-ddr

7
, iz'9-dor')t a masculine

name: feminine, Isadora: see Isidore.
Isadora (iz'o-d6r's, izVdo'rs), [var. of Gr. Isidora;

eisagdge < eisagein, to
__... ,

... . . igeinr to lead], an intro-

duction, as to a branch of study.
isa gog-ic (Tss-goj'ik), adj. [LL. isagogicns; Gr. eisa-

gdgikos; see ISAQOGE], introductory.
i sa gog-ica (i'so-goj'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [see
ISAGOGIC & -ics], introductory study; especially, the
study of the literary history of the Bible, considered as

introductory to the study of Bible interpretationJ
Isa-iah (i~za/9, I-zi's), [Heb. yesha 'yah* lit t Qodi is

salvation], a masculine name. n. 1. a Hebrew proptiel
of the 8th century B.C. 2. a book of the CM Testament
containing his teachings. Abbreviated Isa., Is*

I-sai-as (I-za'as, l-zl'zs),
n. [L.; see prec.], Isaiah: form

used in the Douay Bible.
i sal lo bar (i-saKa-barO, n. [< is- 4- otto? + Gr. baros,
weight]^ a line on a weather map connecting places hav-
ing an ec[ual change of barometric pressure over a
given period.

I-sar (assar), n* a river flowing through western Austria
and southern Germany into te Danube: length, 219 mi.
isa tin (i/sa-tin), n. [< L,ri$atist variety of herb (< Gr.
isatis, wfoad); -f- -wij, a reddish-orange, crystalline
compound, .CtHiNO^ produced by the oxidation of

indigo and used in making dyes.
i sa-tine (I'sa^tin, ifsa-ten

A

),
n. isatin.

Is-car-iot (is-kar'i-at), n* [L. Iscariota; Gr. IskaridtZs;
Heb. ish~<wriy6th, man of Kerioth (town in Palestine)],
1. in the Dime, the surname of the disciple Judas, who

jbetrayed Jesus: Luke 22:3; hence, 2. a traitor.
is che-mi a, is-chae-mi-a (is-ke'mi-o) , n. [Mod. L. <
Gr. ischein, to hold + haima, blood], a temporary lack
of blood supply in an organ or tissue; local anosmia.

is-che-mic (is-ke'mik, is-kem'ik), adj. of or having
ischemia.

is chi-ad ic (is^ki-ad'ik), adj. ischiatic.
is chi al (is'ki-al), adj. of the ischium.
ischi-at-ic (is^-at'ik), adj. [< L. iscUadicws; Gr.
ischiadikos, relating to gout in the hip < ischion, hip;
+ -atic\, of the ischium.

is chi um (is'ki-am) , n, {pi. ISCHIA (-a)], [Lr.; Gr, isehion,
hip, hip joint], the lowermost of the three sections of
the hipbone; bone on which the body rests when sitting:
see skeleton, illus.

-ise (12), -ize.

I seult (i-soolf), n. [Fr.], Isolde.
Is-fahan (is'fa-han

7
). n* a city in west central Iran:

pop., 205,000 (1942);,tke capital of Persia in the 17tn
centoy: , .als,o , Ispahan. -

'
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fat, ift^e, bAre, car; here, over; Is, blt^; lot, go, fafirn, t55l, look; oil,,,0^,'b^ 0se,.^|rj ^et;

jatf>4 fa'a&,>*<va,<tXiifa>"i w. s<mityv o in comply^ uam,w " 1

HvVO.ich;.l:li, G. doch. See pp. x-xii.
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-isch
(i!

oi

.. r . |ME. 4i* -toft, -iidk; AS. -*ss; akin to)G-
1, & suffix meaning: a) of or belonging, to (aJ _i _ _. ._ V __ '

Iff ^ t. _* 1L t\ IJ'L.

Is-ling-ton (izlin-tan), n. a borough of London: pop.t

specified mticw or people). as in Spanish, Irish. b) like

or characteristic of, as in aemlisk, boyish, c} tending to,

tomb*. <l) jomon, its in _

as m tetKtft, tMi*,"X1'CoJloq.I
~

approgdmatdy,
'

ibout\
as HI IttiyM, 2. {ME. -fetal, -ttdta* -toe*; OFr.
.s*v "-t stem element in pres. tense

t
of some Fr.

vexes; L. -fjv-, stem element in inceptive verbs], a
soffibc used in verbs of French origin or in verbs similarly
formed, as in finish, punish.

I&li ma-el (ish'mi-dH, n. [LL, Ismael; Heb. yiskma'SL
Et, f God hears], 1. in the Bible, the son of Abraham and
Hagaa:: at Samh*s insistence, he and his mother were
made outcasts: Gen. 16:12: hence, 2. an outcast.
Ish-ma-el-ite (ish'mi-al-it'), n. 1. a descendant of

Ishmaei. 2. an outcast. 3, an Arab: the Arabs claim
to be descended from Ishmaei.
Ish ma-eHt ish (ish'mi-al-it'ish), adj. of or Hke the
IshmaeHtes,

Ish tar (ish'tar), n. fAssyr.-Bab.], the Babylonian and
Assyrian goddess of love and fertility.

Is i dore, Is i dor (iz'a-d6r', izVdor'j, [G. Isidor; Fr.

Isidore; L. Isidorus; Gr. Isidoros < fsis -f ddrqn, ^ift;
hence* lit., gift of Isis], a masculine name: diminutive,
Imy; variants, Isador, Isadore.

Isidore of Seville, Saint, (Isidorus Hispatensis), 560?-
63d A.D.; Spanish archbishop and encyclopedist.

i-sin-glass (Fzin-glas'* I'z'n-gmsO. n* [prob. altered <
MD. huizenblas, lit., sturgeon bladder; kufaen, stur-

geon <f bias, bladder], 1. a form of gelatin prepared
from the internal membranes of fish bladders: it is

used as a clarifying agent and adhesive. 2. mica, espe-
cially when it occurs in thin sheets.

I sis (I'sis), n. [L.: Gr. Isis}, the Egyptian goddess of

fertility, sister and wife of Osiris,

represented with a cow's horns
ana the sun's disk as a crown.

Is kan-da ri ya, El (el is-kan'da-

re'ya), Alexandria, a city in

Egypt: the Arabic name.
Is-ken-der-un (is-ken'da-roonO.
n. Alexandretta, a city in Tur-
key* toe Turldfeli name.* - *- "

l.idand..2.isle,
is-lam'f 12Ism),

it., submission (to
_ _ Ts,wiH) < salama, to be re-

signed}, 1. the Moslem religion,
a monotheistic religion whose
supreme deity is called Allah
and whose chief prophet and
founder i Mohammed. 2. Mos-
lems collectively. 3. all the
lands in which the Moslem
religion predominates.
Islamic Cts-kxnfik, isrlam'ik, k-lam'ik), adj. of

Is-lam-ism (*s
lbm4zfm, izlam-iz'm), n. the religion,

doctrines, customs, etc of Mam,
Is-lam-ite (is^bm-it', izlam-it'), n. a Moslem.
Is-lam-it-ic (isls-mit'ik, iz'b-mit'ik), adj. Islamic,
Is-l&ni*i2<e (islsm-iz', iaslsjniHzO* "* <fc v*t. [IsLAMX2^ED
(-IzdOr 'IsukMUONGl, to brmg into or be in conformity
with Islam,

is-land (iland), n. [< MB. iland (respelled after unre-
lated isle} < AS. island, iegland, lit., island land &
ealand, lit., water land; ig, teg, isle & ta, water < IB,
*aqwa, water, as also in L. aqua], 1. a land mass not
as large as a continent, surrounded by water: abbre-
viated L, I. {sing cV fl), Ip,, UL 2. anything lie an
island in position or isolation. 3. in anatomy, a tissue
or cluster of cells differing from surrounding tissue $L
formation, etc, v.t. 1. to make into or Hke an island;
isolate. 2. to intersperse with or as with islands: as,
a prairie islanded with wooded tracts.

is-land-er (i'fon-der), n. a native or inhabitant of an
island.

islands (or islets) of Langer-hans
[after Paul Langerkans (1847~1#S), G.
irregular groups of cells in the pancreas that i

the hormone insulin: their degeneration Is believed- to
be a cause of diabetes mellitus. ,

'

*

Islands of the Blessed, in Greek 6> Roman myffiohgy,
the islands of bliss in the Western Oceakv where heroes
went after death.

island universe, any of the large number of galaxies of
stars like the one containing the earth, <

isle ffl) f m [ME. & OFr. islet Ue? LL. fada for L. insula;
prob. < (terra) in salo, (land) in the sea <salum, sea:
the form isle became general in the Renaissance after
L. insula], an island, especially a small island:,abbre-
viated I., 1. (sing. cV pi.), la., isl. v& [isoa

s

Pd>;
ISLING], to island. v.i. to live on an isle.* ;

,

Isle Roy-ale (roi'al), an island in northern Lake Super-
ior: it is part of the State of Michigan and comprises
the Isle Royale National Park: area, 209s,sq. mi

is-let (i^Ht), n* [OFr. islet, islette, dim. of isle; see mj%
& -LET], a very small island.

.

isls., 1. islands. 2. isles.

ism (k'm), n. [< -ism], any doctrine, theory, system,
etc. whose name ends in -ism: visually disparaging.
-ism (iz'm), [L. -ismus; Gr. -ismos}, a noun-forming
suffix meaning: 1. the acl* practice, or result oft as in
terrorism. 2. the condition of being, as in barbarism,
pauperism. 3. action, conduct, or qualities characteristic

of, as in scoundrdism, patriotism, Americanism. 4. the

doctrine, theory, or principle^ of, as in atomism, socialism.
5. devotion to, as in nationalism* 6. an instance, example,
or peculiarity of, as in Gallicism, witticism. 1. an ab-
normal condition caused by. as in alcoholism.
Ie-ma-e-11-an (is'ma-eli-on), n. an Ismailian.
Is-ma-11 fis-ma'el

/
) n the elder son of the sixth fon^m

of the Moslems; died 760 A.D., five years before his
father: see Ismailian.
Is-ma-il-i-an (is'ma-il'i-on), n. any member of a sect
of the Shiite branch of Moslems which holds that the
office of imam should have gone to the descendant of
Ismail at the death of his father, the fanftT^ Jafar. in
765 A.D.

is-n*t (iz'
f

nt), is not.
1-so- (i'so, i'sa), [< Or. isos, equal], a combining form
meaning equal, similar, alike, identical, as in isomeric;
also, before a vowel, Is-.

i-so-ag glu ti-na tion (i'so-o-gloo'ta-na'shQn), n. [iso- +
agglutination], the clumping of the red blood cells of an
individual by the blood serum of another member of
the same species. __

i-so-ag-glu-ti-nin (i'sp-o-gloo'ta-nin), n* [iso- + agglu-
tinin], a substance in the blood that is capable of

clumping the red cells of other members of tne same
species.

i-so bar (i'so-bar'), n. [< iso- + Gr. baros, weight], 1. a
line on a map con-
necting points on the
earth's surface hav-
ing equal barometric
pressure over a given
Ijeriod or at a given
time. 2, any of two
or more forms of
an atom having the
same atomic weight
(or mass number)
but different atomic
numbers and rep-
resenting different
chemical elements:
distinguished from isotope.

i-80'bar-ic (Tsa-bar'ik), adj. 1. of or having isobars.
2. having or showing equal barometric pressure.

isobaric Isotope, any of two or more forms of radio-
active atoms having the same atomic weight (or mass
number) and the same atomic number and representing
different chemical elements because of differences in
the nature of their radioactive disintegration: such iso-

topes are produced artificially: see isobar, isotope.
i'80-cheim (I'sa-kJn**), [< *fo- -f Gr. ckeima, winter],
a line on a map connecting points on the earth's surface
that have the same mean winter temperature.
iso chei mal (I'ss-ki'ml), ad/. 1. of or having iso-

cheims. 2. having or showing the same mean winter
temperature* >

i-80'Chei-me-nal (I'sa-ki'mi-n'l), adj. isocheimal. n. an
isocheim.

i so chor, i so chore g'sa-kdrO, n. [< teo~; -h Gr. chdra,
a place], in Ifeermodjywawtic^ a line on a graph repre-
senting the parallel changes in pressure ana temper-
ature of something whpse volume remains constant.
iso-chromat-ic ^'sa-krS-mat^lg, adj. [Iso- 4- ckro-

matic), 1, in
otyicti, having the same color: said of

tones or curves m figure^ formed by interfering light
waves from biaxial crystals. 2. in photography, ormo

isoch ro nal (!-sok'r^-nl) w adj. [< Mod. L. isochfonus;
Gr. isockronos < tso^ equal 4- cjvronos, time; %! -af],
1. epjiml in length of foinel 2. occurring it eqpial inter-
vals of time. '

'

29.9

30.2

- --, ^n.
the quality,

, or fact^f bemg isochibnal,
i-sochTO nize 0-fqjc'ia^niz'),

'

<

.Gnfztjf),/^s^^wwnr^ to niafce i

I-socn-ro-nous ^-soks'rs-aasX i adj.
ous 0-sofc(iro-9)v <fdf* w

i so cli nal fi'sa-yi'nl), <

slopef -^ ^wl, 1. of ecjuai MfCtoattMon or c-^.
nectmgi ot showing tDointe on; thfe^eairt^i's surface having
equal magnetic mclination or dip; as, isoclinal lines
on a map. '3l<in*'eofcf*y; 4tetflfeteb&,rtbiie 'Section;

,'said.of .stotav- 'M.i&n
:is^^^^'^^ t ,'(M^/^'i.,^^&^^^^*mm,^^

isoc-racy
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-CRACY], a system of government in which everybody
has equal political power.

I-soc-ra-tes (i-sok'ra-teV), n. Greek orator and rhet-
orician; lived 436-338 B.C.

i-so-cy-a-nln (I'ss-sl's-nin), n. isocyanine.
i-so-cy-a-nine fi'ss-si'a-nen', i'ss^'a-nin). n. [iso- 4-

cyanine], any of a group of quinoline dyes used in sensi-
tizing photographic plates and films.

I-so-di-a-met-ric (I'sa-diVmet'rik), adj. having equal
diameters.
I'SO-di-mor-phism (I'so-dl-mfir'fiz'm), n. a similarity
of crystalline structure between the two forms of two
dimorphous substances.

i-so-dl-mor-phous (I'sp-di-mSr'fss), adj. of or charac-
terized by isodimorphism.
i-so-dy-nam-ic (I'so-di-nam'ik), adj. [iso- + dynamic],
1. of or having equal force. 2. connecting or showing
points^ on the earth's surface having equal magnetic
intensity: as, isodynamic lines on a map.

i-so-dy-nam-i-cal (f'so-di-nam'i-k'l), adj. isodynamic.
i-so-e-lec-tric (I'so-i-lek'trik), adj. having equal electric

potential.
i-8O-a-mete (I'so-ga-met', I'so-gam'et), n. a gamete
not differentiated sexually or otherwise from another
that it unites with: opposed to heterogamete.
i-sog-a-mous (i-sog'd-mss), adj. characterized by the
uniting of isogametes.

1-sog-a-my (i-sog'a-mi), n. reproduction by the uniting
of isogametes.

i sog-e-nous (i-soj'o-nas), adj. [iso- + -genous], in biology,
of the same origin.

i-sog-e-ny (T-soj'9-ni), n. [iso- -f -geny], in biology, the
condition of being isogenous; identity of origin.
iso-geo therm (I'sa-^e'a-thurm')., n. [< iso- -f geo- -f
Gr. therme, heat], an imaginary line or surface connect-
ing points beneath the earth's surface having the same
average temperature.

i-so-ge-o-ther-mal (I'sa-jeVthur'mol), adj. of, or having
the nature of, an isogeotherm.

i-so^ge-o-ther-mic ^'sa-je'a-thuVmik), adj. isogeo-
thermal.

i-so gloss (I'sa-glds', I'sa-glos'), n. [< iso-; -f Gr. glossa,
tongue, speech], in linguistics, an imaginary line of
demarcation between regions differing in some feature
of pronunciation, syntax, etc.

i-so-gon (I'ss-gonO, n. [iso- + -gon] f a polygon with all

angles equal.
i-sog-o-nal (i-sog'a-n'l), adj. having equal angles; iso-

gonic.

i-so-gon;ic (I'sa-gon'ik), adj. [iso- + ~gon + -4c], 1. of
or having equal angles. 2, connecting or showing
points on the earth's surface having the same magnetic
declination, as lines on a map. n* an isogonic line.

i so la ble (i's9-b-b'l, is'a-la-b'l), adj. that can be iso-
lated.
isolate (i's8-lat', is'o-lat'), v.t. [ISOLATED (-id), ISO-

LATING], [back-formation < isolated; It. isol&to, ppi of
isolare, to isolate < isola < L. insula, island; see ISLE],
1. to set apart, from others; place alone. 2. in bacteri-

ology, to grow a pure culture of (a specific bacterium).
3. in chemistry, to separate (an. element or eoinpound)
in pure form from substances with which it is combined
or mixed. 4. in medicine, to place (a patient with a
contagious disease) apart from others to prevent the
spread of infection.

i so la-tion a'so4afshan, isVla'shan), n^ [Fr.J, an iso-

lating or being isolated. - SYN. see solitude.
i-so-la-tion-ism (I

/s94a'shdn-iz1'mt isVla'shonriz'ni)* n.
the policy advocated by isolationists.

i-so la-tion ist fi's^la'shsn-ist, is'a-la"'shan-ist) t n. a
person who believes in or advocates isolation; person
who wants his country to take no part in interiiaitioiaal

alliances, etc. adj. of isolationists or isolationism.
Isolde ft-sold'.ii-soKdaj.G. e-zot'do), m [Gl; OFr. Isoft,
teeut; OHGj Isold; prob. < ,is, ice ^ walian* fco rale],
in medieval legend, 1. the Irish princesspmanied to
Kkig Mark of Cornwall- and beloved, by ,Tris|iam.
2. the tdamghter of the king' q Prittansrj,,married to
Tristram. Also Iseult. See^ TriMv^n. t, .< ^,

t \, ,
>

portion: + V-OMJJ, , 1. dW%aating^6rvof ayuf two r

consistLig/pfidi^i^a^eiit/at'o;!!!^ ;of 1she sam(e faience apd
usually of the same i>eriodie gpoip. 2% designating fOi;

_ of a series |Eme4l>y such <

same^ magnetic

y^diviaecK
, ^

, .,- . -, , ^ , .^* '*

the same
c;

'tapaiise, of da

i-so-mer-lc 0'sa-mer^k), mf/. of or indicating isomerism.
i-som-er-ism 0-som/

er-iz*m), it. the state or relation of
isomers.

i-som-er-ous (!-om^r-os), adf. {iso- + -mervus], 1.

having the same number of parts, markings, etc. 2. in

boiany, having the same ntonber of parts in each whorl:
opposed to heteromerons. 3. isomenc.

i-so-met-ric (i'sa-met'iik), adj. [< Gr. isometros < isos,

equal + metronf measure; + -;J, 1. of, indicating, or
having equality of measure, 2. designating a crystalline
form that has three equal axes at right angles to one
another, n. in thermodynamics, a line indicating changes
of pressure or temperature at constant volume.

i so met ri-cal (i'sa-met'ri-kl), adj. isometric.
isometric projection, a method of drawing figures and
maps so that three dimensions are shown not in
perspective but in their actual measurements.

i so me tro pi a (I'sa-mi-tro'pi-a), n. [Mod. I* < wo- +
Gr. metron, measure; + -opia], the condition of being
equal in refraction: said of the two eyes.

i-som-e-try (I-soxn'o-tri), n. [iso- + -metiry]* I. equality
of measure. 2. in geography, equaHty of height above
sea leveL

i-so morph (i'sa-mdrfO* n. [iso- + -morph], a substance
or organism isomorphic with another or others.

i-so mor phic (i
/sa-m6r/fik), adj. 1. having similar or

identical structure or afqpearance. 2. HI biology &
mineralogy, showing isomorphism; isomorpfeotis.
i-sp-mor-phism G's9-m6i/fiz

r
m), n. [< isomorphic +

-ism], 1. hi biology, a similarity in the appearance or
structure of organisms of different species or races.
2. in chemistry & mineralogy, an identity or close sim-
ilarity in the crystalline form of substances of similar
composition.
i-so-mor-phous (i'sa-mdr'fas), adj. designating or of
compounds that crystallize in the same or closely re-
lated forms; isomorphic.

-i-son (g-s'n), [OFr. -ison, -eson, -eison, -aison; L. -o#o,
-ationis; see -ATION], a formative suffix seen in nouns
derived from Old French, corresponding to -fftfwm, as
in comparison.

i-so-ni-a-zid (I'ss-m'a-zid), n. [iso- + ^jcotinic -f
hydraaine

B
+ -id], an antibacterial drug used in treating

tuberculosis.

W 0-son'a-mi), n. [Gr. isonomia < isos, equal -h
iw], equaHty of laws, rights, or privileges.
*tic (Tso-pf-es'tik), adj. [iso- + Gr. piezein, to
- -icl

indica^ng equal pressure, n. an isobar.

Or quantity < isos., equal + pWio, number,
% tj a graph plotting the occurrence or fre-
f a phenomenon in meteorology, etc- as 1 a

,?^f ^^^4iB4iln^' t time and space. 2. 4b liae
t &^phi that have equal or cor-

rd to certain variailes^
f- \~po$\^ a 'crtastaceiaai wJfeh

jpairs of le^ of 'similar size
a segment of Hie thorax.

isopod.
tly arbitrarily cornedm colorless, volatile Mquid,

. ., . . fetillatloii of raw rubber or
synthetically :, when heated with sodium it polymerizes

i-80-p

i-80'pyre O^sa-pir/); it. [< iso- + Gr. ^yr
1

, fire], a kind of

opal containing iron r other impurities.
i-sos-celes (Msos'WezO. adj. [L.; Gn isoskeles < isos,
equal -f- skelps, a le^J, des-

ignating a triangle with two
equal sides.

i eo-seis mal (rs9-s!z
/ml, i^-

sa-sis'm'l), adj. [< iso- +
Gr. seismos, earthquake; +
-ai| 1. of equal intensity of

, earoqiialqe shbclc j 2i oon-
( neeting or showing points
of such intensity on the
earth's surface: as, iso~
seismal

^
lines on a map.

n an isoseismal line.

i-so-seis-mic (I'sa-slz'mik,

I'sa-sis'mik), adj. isoseis- ISOSCELES TRIANGLES'
mal.'

,

' *

,

.
.

*

,',, ,

'
i

', ',,.,'
i BOS ta sy (i-sos^tQ-sj),, ^ [< isor 4- Gr. stayte, ,a standing'
still], 1. the state

,

or quality of bei^g isostatic. 2. in
geology, universal equilibrium in the earthte crust* the
maintenance of which is.; supposedly dne to gravita?*
tional yielding of rocks beneath the earth's suSa/ce.

i'so-stat-ic (J'so-stat'ik), vaatf. [*>o- t-f static], 1 ; dbej^oifcing
a oondjtioa ,m ^hicfc^erpi>js,v,eqtial pressure
.side.-

--^'^ "---'-
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i soth er al (I-soth'Sr-sl), adj. 1. of or having iso-

theres. 2. having or showing the same mean summer
temperature, n. an isothere.

i so there d'sa-thferO* *, < tip- -f Gr. Jfcno*, summer],
a line on a map connecting points on the earth's surface
that have tie same mean summer temperature.

i so therm (T'sa-thtimi'), n. [iso- + Gr. therml, heat <
thermos, hot], 1, a line on a map connecting point on
the earth's surface having the same mean temperature
or the same temperature at a given time. 2. a line

iting changes of volume or pressiire at constant

i-so-ther mal (i's^thSr'ml), adj. [iso- -f thermal], 1. of

or indicating equality of temperature. 2. of or indi-

cating changes of volume or pressure at constant tem-

perature: as, an isothermal line. 3. of an isotherm or
feothernm n. an isotherm,
iso-tonic (I'ss-ton'ik). adj. [< Gr. isotoms (< isos,

equal + lonost a stretching); -f -ic], L having equal
tension. 2. having the same osmotic pressure; espe-
cially* designating or of a salt solution having the same
osmotic pressure as blood; so that it will not destroy
the red corpuscles when injected into the blood stream.

i-o-to>nii>i'ty (fsa-tS-nis'a-ti), n. the property of being
isotonic,

i-so-tope (i's^-topO* n [< &o- + Gr. topos* place]* any
of two or more forms of an element having the same
or very closely related properties and the same atomic
number but different atomic weights (or mass numbers) :

as* 235, U 238, and U 239 are three isotopes of

uranium; distinguished from isobar.

i-so-top-ic (Tsa-top'ik), adj. of, or having the nature of,

an isotope.
i-ot-o*py 0-sot'a-pi), n. the state or relation of isotopes.
iso-trop-ic 0'sd-trop'ik, I'ss-tro'pik), adj. [iso- +
-4ropuL having physical properties, as conductivity,
elasticity, etc., that are the same regardless of the
direction of measurement.

i-sot-ro-pous (I-sot'rs-p^s), adj. isotropic.

i-sot*ro-j>y (I-sot'ra-pi), n. the state or quality of being

r/, H. Isfahan.

v _.; Gr. IsraU; HeK yisra'U, lit., con-
tender with God <
*Sr5A, to wrestle -f #,
God], a masculine 3
name; diminutive, *
Izzy. n. 1. in the
Bme, Jacob: he was
so named after wres-
tling with the angel:
Gen. 32:28. 2. the
Jewish people: so
named because re-

garded as descendants
of Jacob. 3. the king-
dom in the northern
part of ancient Pales-
tine formed by the ten
tribes of Israel that
broke with Judah and
Benjamin: I Kings
11:31. 4. a republic
comprising parts of
Palestine, established
as aJewish state in 1948, in conformity with the United
Nations plan of 1947 to partition Palestine into sepa-
rate Jewish and Arab states: area, c. 5,500 sq. mi.;
pop., c. 1.250,000; capital, Jerusalem.

Is ra el 1 (iz-rali), mff of Israel (sense 4) or its people.
IK a native or inhabitant of Israel (sense 4).

Is-ra el ite (iz'ri-ol-it'), n. 1. any pf the people of
Israel or their descendants; Jew; Hebrew. 2. [Karel,
any member of a group regarded by others or itself
as chosen by God. adj. of Israel or the Israelites;
Jewish.

Is-ra-eHt-ic (iz'ri-al-it'ik), adj. IsraeKtish.

J
8 "1

*;!!:
1^18*1 (iz'n-al-It'ish), adj. of the Israelites,

te-sei (es'sa'), n. til ISSBI, ISSEIS (.saV)], [Japan., Ht,
first generation], [also I-], a Japanese who emigrated to
the United States after the Oriental exclusion procla-
mation of 1907 and was thus ineligible by law, until
1952, to become an American citizen: cf. nisei, kibei.

issu a ble (ish'oo-a-b'l, ish'u-8-b
f

l), adj. 1. that can
issue or be issued. 2. that can be raised as an issue
at law.

is-su-ance (ish'oo-ans, ish'u-sns), n. an issuing; issue.
is su ant (ish'oo-ont, ish'u-snt), adj. 1. issuing. 2. in
heraldry, denoting an animal of which the upper part
only is visible.

is-sue (ish'oo, ish'u), n. [ME. < OFr. issue, eissue, pp.
of *y$*r, eisser, to go out; L. exire; ex-, out -F ire, to go],
1. an outgoing; outflow; passing out; exit. 2. a place
or means of going out: exit; outlet. 3. a result; conse-
quence; upshot. 4. offspring; a child or children. 5.

profits from lands, estates, or fines; produce; proceeds.
6. a point, matter, or question to be disputed or decided.
7. a sending or giving out; putting forth. 8. the tJ

or set of things issued; the entire amount put f<

ANCIENT ISRAEL

and circulated at one time: as, the January issue of a
magazine, an issue of bonds. 9. in medicine, a) a dis-

charge of blood* pus, etc. b) an incision or artificial

ulcer made so that pus may be discharged, va.

[ISSUED (-ood, -ud), ISSUING}, 1. to go, come, pass, or
now out; emerge. 2. to be descended; be born. 3. to be
derived; result* as from a cause. 4. to end (in) ; result,

as in an effect or consequence. 5. to come as revenue;
accrue, & to be published; be put forth and circulated.
v.t. 1. to let out; discharge. 2. to give or deal out: as,
a quartermaster issues supplies. 3. to publish; put
forth and circulate: give out publicly or officially: as, a
government issues bonds. SYN* see effect, rise,

at Issue, 1. in dispute; to be decided. 2. at variance;
in disagreement.

loin issue, 1. to enter into conflict, argument; etc.

with another or each other. 2. to join in submitting
an issue for decision at law.
take issue, to disagree* differ.

Js-sua (is'os), it. an ancient town in southeastern Asia
Minor i Alexander defeated Darius there (333 B.C.).

Is syk-Kul (is'ik-koolO. n. a lake in the Kirghiz S.S.R.,
Asia: area, 2,230 sq. mi.

-ist (ist), [Fr. -4ste; L. -4sta; Gr. -istes < verbs ending in

-teein], a suffix forming nouns corresponding to verbs

ending in -tee or noun ending in -ism, meaning: 1. a
person who does or practices, as in moralist, satirist.

2. a person skilled in or occupied with, as in chemist,
violinist. 3. an adherent of, believer in, as in anarchist.
Istanbul (is'tan-bool', is'tan-bool'; Turk. is4am>-
bool), n. a city in Turkey, on the European side of
the Bosporus: pop., 845,000 (1945): also called Con-
stantinople* Stamboul: ancient name, Byzantium.

Isth.., isth** isthmus,
isth-mi-an (is'mi-an), adj. [< L. isthmius (Gr. isthmios
< isthmos; see ISTHMUS); -f -aw], 1. of an isthmus.
2. [I-], of the Isthmus of Panama. 3. [I-], of the Isthmus
of Corinth or the games held there hi ancient times,
n. a native or inhabitant of an isthmus.

isth-mus (is'mos; the sp. pronun. isth'mss is rare), n.

[pi. ISTHMUSES (-iz), ISTHMI (-mi)], flL; Gr. istkmos, a
neck, narrow passage, isthmus], 1. a narrow strip of
land having water on either side and connecting two
larger bodies of land. 2* in anatomy, a) a narrow strip
of tissue connecting two larger parts of an organ: as,
the isthmus of the thyroid or prostate, b) a narrow pas-
sage between two larger cavities: as, the isthmus of the
Fallopian tubes. Abbreviated lath., isth. (In sense 1).
the Isthmus, 1. the Isthmus of Panama. 2. the
Isthmus of Suez.

-ia-tic (is/tik)* [Fr. -istique; L. -isticus; Gr. -istikosf also
formed in Eng. < -is* + -4c], a suffix forming adjectives
corresponding to nouns ending in -ism and -ist t as in
artistic, altruistic.

is-tle (istli), n. [Mex.], the fiber of certain tropical
American plants, used for cordage, nets, baskets, etc.

Is-tri-a (is'tri-9), n. a peninsula in northeastern Italy:
formerly Austrian territory.

Is tri-an (is'tri-an), adj. of Istria. n. a native or inhabi-
tant of Istria.

it (it), pron. [for pi. see THEY], [ME. hit. it; AS, hit;
akin to D. het, Goth, hita, this, etc.; IE. base as in he;
basic sense "this one"], the animal or thing previously
mentioned or under discussion. It is used as: a) the
subject of an impersonal verb without reference to
agent: as, it is snowing* 6) the grammatical subject of a
clause of which the actual subject is another clause or
phrase following: as, it is dear that he wants to go.
c) an object of indefinite sense in certain idiomatic
expressions: as, to lord it over someone, d) the ante-
cedent to a relative pronoun from which it is separated
by a predicate: as, it is your car that we want, e) a
term of reference to something indefinite but under-
stood, as the state of affairs: as, Ws all right* I didn't
hurt myself. /) [Colloq.J, an empnatic predicate pro-
notm referring to the person, thing, situation, etc. which
is ultimate or final: as, zero hour is here; this is it
n. in fee

1

gage of nag," etc., thefplayer who must try
to touch or find another.

it a col u mite
at>-1$ol'yoo-inft'). n. f< Itacolumi,

mountain m Brazil, where found}, a kind of quartzite
readily split into thm, flexible layers; flexible sandstone.

ItaJL, 1
1. Italian. 2. Italic. 3. Italy. Also It.

ItaL, italic; itaics. Also ft,

I;taMa (e-talVa), n. Italy: the Italian name.
0$^ ir-re-dji*t!a C^re-den'ti), an Italian-speaking
district under foreign rule: cf. irredenta. ^

I tal ian
(i-tal'yon), adj. |< L. Italia, Italy; Gr. Italia],

of Italy, its people, their language, or culture, n. 1. a
native or inhabitant of Italy. 2. the Romance lan-^

guage of the Italians. AbbreviM?edi It;, Ital.

I-teRap-ate (i-tal'ysn-St'; aisq, for adj.,
'

adj. [It. Itakanato], of ItaHatt form,
character. -f. (iTJBAttfATM) <4d)
[It. ttahanarel to Italianfee.

It^ian East .Africa, a former Italian colony in eastern
Africa, consisting of Ethiopia, Eritrea* and ItaBari
oomalilano.. 'in, , -\

<

,

t
, i ^

'

I-tal ian-ism (i-tal'yan-iz'm), n. 1. an Italian expres-
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sion, idiom, or custom. 2. Italian spirit, quality, etc.

3. fondness for Italian customs, ideas, etc.

I-tal-ian-i-za-tion (i-tal'ysn-i-zS'shsn, i-tal'ygn-I-za'-

shan), n. an Italianizing or being Italianized.

I-tal-ian-ize (i-tal'ysn-iz
7
), v.t* & vj. [ITALIANIZED

(-!zd') ITALIANIZING], [Fr. itdlianiser], to make or be-
come Italian in character, form, etc.

Italian Somaliland, a former Italian colony in eastern
Africa, on the Indian Ocean: since 1950, a United
Nations trust territory administered by Italy: area,

271,042 sq. mi; pop., 915,000 (est. 1946).
Italian sonnet, a Petrarchan sonnet.

I-taHc (i-tal'ik), adj. [L. Italicus; Gr. Italikos], 1. of

ancient Italy, its people, etc. 2. designating or of the
subfamily of the Indo-European languages that includes
Latin, the Italian dialects contemporary with Old
Latin, and the languages descended from Latin, as

Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian, etc.

n. the Italic languages collectively. Abbreviated ItaL,

i-taMc (i-tal'ik) t adj. [see prec.: so called because first

used in an Italian edition of Virgil, printed in Venice
in 1501], designating a type in which the letters slant

upward to the right, used to give emphasis to words,
to indicate foreign words and phrases, etc.: this is

italic type. n. itafic type or print : also italics, pL (some-
times construed as sing.). Abbreviated itaL, it.

I-tal-i-cism (i-tal'o-sifc'm), n. Italianism.
i-tal i-cize (i-tal'a-sizO v.t. [ITALICIZED (-slzd'), ITALI-

CIZING], 1. to print in italics. 2. to underscore (written
matter) with a straight line to indicate that it is to
be printed in italics.

It-a-ly (it'l-i), n. a country in southern Europe, in-

cluding the islands of Sicily and Sardinia: area, 119,768
sq. mi.; pop., 45.833,000 (est. 1947); capital, Rome:
Italian name, Italia: abbreviated It., ItaL

I-tag'ca, Lake (i-tas'ka), a lake in northern Minnesota:
area, 2 sq. mi.: it is the source of the Mississippi

itch (ich), I7.i. [ME. yicchen, yitchen, icchen; AS. giccqn;
akin to G. jucken], 1. to feel an irritating sensation
on the skin, with the desire to scratch the affected part.
2. to have a restless desire or hankering, n. 1. an
irritating sensation on the skin that causes a desire

to scratch the affected part. 2. a contagious skin dis-

ease caused by a parasitic mite and accompanied by
intense irritation of the skin; scabies (with the). 3. a
restless desire: hankering: as, an itch to travel.

itchi-ness (ich'i-nis), n. the condition of being itchy.

itch-y (ich'i), adj. [ITCHIER (4-er), ITCHIEST (4-ist)],

itching; like, feeling, or causing an itch.

-itc (it}, [< Fr. or L. or Gr.; Fr. -ite: L. -ita, -ites; Gr.

-itts, tern, -itis], a noun-forming suffix meaning: 1. a
native, inhabitant, or citizen of, as in Brooklynite. 2. an
adherent of, believer in, as in BuchmanUe. 3. a commer-
cially manufactured product, as in lucite, dynamite,
vulcanite. 4. a fossil, as in ammonite. 5. a part of a
body or bodily organ, as in somite. 6. a salt or ester of an
acia whose name ends in -ous, as in nitrite, sulfife.
7. a (specified) mineral or rock, as in anthracite, dolomite.

-ite (it), [L. -itus, ending of some past, participles], a
suffix, appearing in, woards derived from iLatin past
participles in -j^,'<'tii$E' 'to form: 1. adjectives, as in

finite, partite, z. liosabs Derived from such adjectives, as

in favorite. 3. verbs, as in unite.

i-tem @'tQm) t ,atf|A ME.; L.], also: used before each
artfcte in, a seriesfi^fng enumerated, ft. 1. original^,
an adnlbniitot; ;i 2. an. artl^lei uhit; separate

thing; particular; fcjbfcry in an account. 3. a bit of news
or information. vX to set down as an iteni or by items.

5KV.~-item applies?: t$ each separate artiQle or tMng entered
or included in a Hs,^ wt^tory, record, fete,; detail applies to

any single thing or small section that is part of a vsrnole struc-

ture, design, etc. (an architectural detail, the detcMs of a plot.

one's Kfe, etc.) ; particular stresses, the distinctness of a thing
aVifa. inaividual unit in a whole

1

(to go into ^atrUculws}.

itemize (i'tsm-Iz'), fc&
'

fonaazED (-izd'), ITEMIZIN^],
to Specify tHe items of; set down by items:; as, itemize

xntf bill; of purc^elV ',

; ',''
;

, ," ',

"

item veto, tbd po^er of the governors of feome Statesto

Veto a section of an appropriation bill, without vetoing

/bill as. a whbjte.,'
""" ^ '

- "*

mythology, the goddess of youth and spring, wife of

Bragi and guardian of the golden apples that the gods
ate to keep their youth: also Idim.

1-thn-ri-el (Uhyoor'i-l), n. [Heb. yithuri'el, Ht., supe-
riority of God], an angel in Milton's Paradise Lost,
who restored Satan to his proper shape.
ith y-phal lie (ith'i-fal'ik), K&. [L. Uhyfhatticus; Gr.

Ukyfkattikos < it&yphaUos, erect phallus < ithys,
straight 4- phattos, phallus], 1. of the jphallus earned
in the rites of Bacchus; hence, 2. lewd; obscene;
lascivious. 3. in the meter of the Bacchic hymns, ft. an
ithyphallic poem, written in lines of three trochees.

i-tin-er-a-cy fi-tin'er-9-si, i-tin'gr-a-si), n. {< L. iter,

itineris, a walk, journey; -f- -acy], itinerancy.
i-tin-er-an-cy (i-tin'er-Qn-si, i-tin^Sr-^n-si), n. 1. a) an
itinerating: traveling from place to place, b) the state

of being itinerant. 2. a group of itinerant preachers or

judges. 3. official work requiring constant travel from
place to place or frequent change of

f
residence, as

preaching or presiding over courts in a circuit*

i-tin-er-ant (I-tin'gr-ant, i-tin'gr-ant), adj. [LL. itin-

erans, ppr. of itmerari, to travel < L. iter* itineris, a
walk, journey], traveling from place to place or on a
circuit, n. a person who travels from place to place.
SYN+ itinerant applies to persons whose work or profession
requires them to travel from place to place (itinerant laborers,
an itinerant preacher) ; ambulatory specifically implies ability
to walk about (an ambulatory patient); pcripatetic^impEes a
walking or moving about in carrying on some activity and is

applied humorously to persons who are always on the ga;
nomadic is applied to tribes or groups of people who have
no permanent home, but move about constantly in search of

food for themselves, pasture for the animals they herd, etc.;

vagrant is applied to individuals, specifically hobos or

tramps, who wander about without a fixed home, and implies
shiftfessness, disorderliness, etc.

I'tin-er-ar-y (I-tin'a-rer'i, i-tin'a-rer'f). adj. [LL. itin-

erarius < Mnerans, ppr. of itinerari; see ITINERANT],
of traveling, journeys, routes, or roads, n.

\jfl ITIN-

ERARIES (-iz)j, [LL. itinerarium, neut. of itinerarius],
1. a route. 2. a record of a journey. 3. a guidebook;
roadbook. 4. a plan or outline of a journey or route.

i-tin-er-ate (i-tin's-raV, i-tin/a-rat'),
v& [ITINERATED

(-id), ITINERATING], [< LL. itineratus, pp. of itinerari;
see ITINERANT], to travel from place to place or on a
circuit.

i-tin-era*tion (I-tin'o-ra'shan, i-tin's-ra'shsn), n. 1. an
itinerating. 2. a circuit; tour.

-i-tion (ish/an), [<Fr. or L.j Fr. -iton: L. -itio, -itionis <
4", thematic vowel + -tto, -tionis], a notm-forming
suffix corresponding to -ativn, as in nutrition.

-i-tioua (ish'as), [L. -icius, -itius], a suffix meaning of,

shaving the nature of, m
characterized by, used to form

adjectives corresponding to nouns ending in -ition, as
in nutritious, seditious.
-Mis 0'tis), [Gr. -itis, orig. fern, of adjs. ending in

-ties, used to modifiy nosos, disease (later understood,
but omitted)], a noun-forming stfffix meaning inflamma-
tory disease or mflamwttion of (a specified part or

organ), as in neuritis, bronchitys.

iflf(it
;>
l), Lit will. 2, itshalL

-i*tol (i-tol', i-tolO> [< -fo* 4-^/], a smffix used in forming
the names of certain alcohols with more than one ny-
droxyl group, as in mannitoL

its (its), pron* [Early Mod. Bug. analogical formation <
it -f 's; written it's until early 19th c.; the ME. & AS.
forin was his], thit or those belonging to it. possessive
pronominal adj. of, belonging to, or done by it.

it's (its),
Lit is. 2. it has. \

.

it-self (it-self0, pron* a form of tibie third person singular,
neuter pronoun, used: a) as an intensive: as, the picture
frame itself is a work of ark 6) as a reflexive; as, the

dog scratched its^f: ''',,.,.
I.T.U., International Typographical Union.

-t-ty (o-ti, I-ti)v [< Fr. or L.; Pr. -ite; L. -4tas; --, ending
of stem!, or thematic vowel + -tas, -tyj,

a suffix meaning
state, character, condition, as in chastity, adversity. f

-i um (i-Qrn), a suffix used In forming Modern Latrn
names for chemical elements, as in sodium.

I.Vi, I: initial velocity. 2. intravenous.

1-van (fvon; Russ. i-van'). [Russ. < Gr. imnnes? see

JOHN?, a masculine name.
f

,

,/-,.-

Ivan III, 1440-1505: grand dufce of Muscovy (1462-
led the Great. TTT

- '

'

1584; grandson of Ivan Ht doke of

; first czar of Russia (1547^154):

1*'^|^ 2,650,000." 2. ''ite

rbrse

fv) [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -i/; fen*. -4ve; L. -Iwwl^'a
stoni meaning: ''\.'cf?rmf9$ t ti>', belonging to, having

the nature or quality
f

ofi,
a in tfl^t ^w^an^

'

2,

^^tg Wj^pjpp *Q|
s- jf'^ff^ destructive.

'

,

;;,'; ^



Ivied 780 jack
^_ . ~~fw _ _^ - __._ \ or ovfsrgrown with _ . y

. . . _' f
vttr4) t lit fi. ivoras (-Ml [ME. tory, L ,

OPr, tonic, ytf&ire; I* for, ffarbj, 1. the hard, white
substance forming the tusks of elephants, walruses, etc. :

it is a fora of dentine. 2. n) any form of dentine, b]

any substance like ivory in appearance, use, etc. 3- the
color of ivory; creamy white. 4. a tusk ol an el

walrus. made of,
elephant,

resembling, or

_, (Slang], n) piano &eys.
L]tt& fl4r. I.STSidec.

etc." 5.

ivory;
jleeth, c) dice.
or like ivory. 2. creamy-white.

ivory black, a fine black pigment prepared from burnt
ivory.
Ivory Coast, 1. a French colony in French West Africa,
between Liberia and the Gold Coast: area, 184,174 sq.

tni; pop., 4,054000 test. 1945); capital, Abidjan. 2,

the coastal region of this colony.
ivory nut, the seed ol a certain tropical palm tree,

resembling ivory when dried: it is used for buttons, etc.

ivory palm, the tropical pahn tree that yields ivory
nuts.

Ivory tower, figuratively, a place of mental withdrawal
from reality and action: used as a symbol ol escapist
tendencies, especially in art and literature.

i-vo-ry-type 0*v8r-i-tip'), n* a photographic picture in
which a natural-Kjolor effect is produced by super-
imposing a light print, tinted on the back and made
translucent by varnishing, on a stronger print.

i-vor-y-white fi
/
v&>i*hwit'), adj. creamy-white.

I'Vy u'vi), [< Iffy (the plant)], a feminine name.
i-w (i'vi), n~\pL IVIES (-viz)L [ME. iri; AS. i

'

akin to G. eieu (OHG. ebam* cbah), D. ei- in I ., .. .

leaf (MLG. Ijfef, ##/, eititf) ; by some authorities derived
< IE* base *tfohew> (Gmc, *ibahs) with basic sense
"the climber**]* 1. a variety of climbing vine with a
woody stem, and evergreen leaves, grown as ornamen-
tation on buildings, walls, etc.: also English ivy. 2. any
of various similar climbing plants: as, poison ivy.

ivy vine, t. an American woody vine of the grape

family, with heart-shaped leaves. 2. the Virginia
creeper.
I.Wn JUe ol Wight
i-wis (i-wis'), adv. [ME. iwis, imsse; AS. gewis, gewisse,
certain(ly), used as ME. adv., later misunderstood by
Romantic poets as I wis, 1 know; akin to G. gewiss],

[Archaic}, certainly: assuredly: also spelled ywts.
I-wo Ji-ma (e'wo jgfmi, e% je'ma), a small island in
the Pacific, 750 mi south ol Tokyo: scene of heavy
fighting (1945) in World War II, in which the Ameri-
cans captured the island from the Japanese.
I.W.W- Industrial Workers of the World.
IJL, lesous Khristos. [Or.]. Jesus Christ.
ix-i-a (ik'si-*), ft* [Mod, L. < Gr. t*os, birdlime: so called
from the viscid nature of some of the speciesj, any of a
group of South African plants of the ins family.

1x4-011 (ik-sl'on), n. [L.; Gr. Ixion], in Greek legend, a
Thessalian king and father of the Centaurs, who was
bound to a constantly revolving wheel in Hades because
he sought the love of Hera.
Ix ra<ci huatl (es'ta^e/waVl), n. a volcanic mountain
in Mexico, southeast of Mexico City: height, 16,960 ft.

ix>tie (iks'tH, is'tli), n. istte.

I-yar (e'yar), n. [Heb.], the eighth month of the Jewish
year: see Jewish calendar.

-i-za-tion (3-za'shsn, i-za'shan), a compound suffix

forming*nound from verbs in -*a* as in realization*
-Ize (Iz), [Pr. -ts; LL. ~teare; Gr. -sf], a verb-forming
suffix meaning: 1. to cause to be or become, make conform
with or resemble* make, as in democratize, Americanize,
sterilise. 2. to become, become like, as in crystallize. 3. to

subject to, treat with, combine with, as in oxidize, galvan-
ize. 4. to engage irt, act in a specified way. as in theorise*

soliloquize. Sometimes spelled -tee.
I-zhevsk (i~zhevskO n. a city in European R.S.F.S.R.:
pop., 176,000.

Iz mir (iz'mir), n. Smyrna, Turkey: Turkish name.
iz-zard (iz'grd), n. [earlier essed, esod; OPr. ezed; Pr.
teedo < Gr. ssta; see ZED], [Archaic or DiaLJ, the letter Z,

J
Jf I ^), n. ML

JJL.fa. J8 js.Gt)l 1. the teni^i letter
of the EngEsh alphabet: formerly a variant of I, i, in
the seventeenth century it became established as a
consonant only, as in Jtditts, originally spelled Miw:
see alphabet, table. 2. the usual sound of this letter in
English, phoaetically a voiced affricate (IPA dj or 3).
3. a type or impression for J or j. 4, a symbol for the
tenth m a sequence or group, adj. 1, of J or j. 2.

J Qa) , R. an object shapedlike j. ad/, shaped like J.
J, in physics, joule.
L [Rare], the Roman numeral i, as in vij (vii),
J., 1. Tames, 2, Judge. 3. Justice.
|a Cya) , adv. [G.i yea

Ja., 1. James* 2. January.
J.A., 1. Joint Agent. 2. Judge Advocate.
jab Gab), v.t. & w. {JABBED O'abd), JABBING], [var, of
sob (to poke, stab) ; ME. jobben, to peck], 1. to poke or
thrust, as with a sharp instrument. 2. to punch with
short, straight blows, n. a quick thrust or plow.
jabber GaJ/er), lu, & v.t. g>rob. echoic], to speak or
say quickly, incoherently, or nonsensically; chatter;
gibber, n. fast,jncoherentj, nonsensical talk;

jab-i-ru '-

large
and

,,
Gab'i-rpoOt n. [Sp^ jabirti < Tupi
ding bird of the stork family, found
ical America; the wood ibis,

jab-o-ran-dl (jab'a-ran'di), n. [Port. < Ttmi], the dried
leaves of a South American plant* from which a poison-
pus

la-bot
obtained.~

ming
of a a

or _ ___ _ __

woman's
Jblouse or bodice^ 1~ formeify,

similar ruffle or fnll on a man's shirt front,
ja-ca-na (zha'ss-nS'), nv[Port. < TW jwnam,
lassanam], a bird of South America and India, .with
long toes that enable it to waflc on the leases of
water plants.

Ja-cl^tfi ffs'si^th,. jas'inth), n. ME.
iocmct; OFr. iacinte> iacinct; L. hyacMfMs*
HYACINTH], s

1. a reddish-orange precious ItonC
variety of zircon,; hyacinth. 2. a reddish-orange

fellow. 3. (often J-],
a sailor; jade-tar. 4.
a lumberjack, 5.
[sometimesJ-IaCorker
at odd jobs; jack^f-aB-trades.

jack G'ak), [J-UME. Jacke, Jake; OPr. Jague. Jagws;
LL.. Jacobus; Gr. lakobos; Heb. ya'aqob, Jacob? lit,
seizing by the heel, a supplanterj, a nickname for
John, ana, sometimes,
for James or Jacob.
n. \pl. for 9, 10, II,
12 JACKS Qaks), JACK;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1],
f< nickname], 1.
[often J-J, orifitfna%t a
common fellow or boy
assistant, 2. (often

a man or boy;ft r f. v*i*

JACK

jack. 7* a device for turning a roast; kitchen jack.& any of various machines used* to lift, hoist, or
move something heavy a shorty c|istance: as, a jack-
screw, hydraulic jacfe, automobile Jack> etc. 9. a male
donkey; jaclbiss. 10. aJack rabbit, 11. a jackdaw.
12. a male salmon. 13. [Slang], money. 14. in games,
a) a playing card with a page boy's picture on it;
knave. 6) a small ball used as the center mark in
Dowling. c) one of the small metal pieces or stones
used in playing iackstone. |5. in hunting, a) a
torch or light used to attract game or fish at night.
b) the container holding the TMititiflf meL '

Itf
' '*-

navigation, a small flag flown on aM|p
f

S! bdw ai k
!

s
*

or to show nationality; tmSop jacki Ml 'la
"

,a plug-in receptacle u'sed, to make electr"

fish for with a light, adj. mal;e: rfS^e ainmaET
every nian lack, every man; everyone.
jaeif; tip, 1. to raise by means of aj

-

for jfjniwehaVior or neglec
Jacfe O'ak), n.JME. ja&kc?Q*i f j*v*d .OF*

Astern i.a sleeveless coat, usuialy of
tyAs&afynl foot soldier; 2.a dtemM^



lack 78! jactitation

JACKAL
(15 in. high at shoulder)

jack (jak), n. [Port, jaca; Malay chakka], 1. an East
Indian tree like the breadfruit. 2, its large, heavy fruit,
which has tasteless pulp and edible seeds. 3. its wood.

jack- (jak), [see JACK (a man, boy, etc.)], a combining
form meaning: 1. male, as in jackass, jackdaw. 2.
large or strong* as in jackboot, jackknife. 3. boy, fellow:
used in hyphenated compounds, as jack-in-the-box.

jack al (jak'ai, jak'ol), . [#. JACKALS (-61*.
'

JACKAL; see PLUKAL,H.
D. 1], [Turk, chagal; Per,
shagal; Sans, s'rgato], 1.

a yellowish-gray, meat-
eating wild dog of Asia
and northern Africa,
smaller than the wolf: it

runs in packs and hunts
its prey at night. 2. a
person who does low or
dishonest work for
another: from the notion
that the jackal hunts
game for the lion and eats the leavings. 3. a person
who cheats or swindles in a mean, underhanded way.
jack-a-napes (jak'o-naps'), n* [earlier Jack a Napes, as
if Jack of Naples; refashioning of Jack Napes, nick-
name of William de la Pole, Duke of Suffolk (d.1450),
whose badge was a clog and a chain like a tame ape*s
and who favored a royal alliance with the House of
Naples], 1. formerly, a monkey; hence, 2. a con-
ceited, insolent, presumptuous fellow. 3. a pert,
monkeylike, mischievous child.

jack-ass (jak'as')* n. [jack- f ass], 1. a male donkey.
2. a stupid or foolish person; nitwit.

jack-boot Qak'bodt'), n. [jack" + boot], a heavy, sturdy
boot that reaches above the knee; also jack boot,
jack-daw (jak'dd') n- U<xk- -f daw], a European black
bird like the crow, but smaller.

jack et (jak'it). n* [OFr. jaquette, dim. of jaque; see
JACK (coat)], 1. a short coat, usually with sleeves. 2*
an outer coating or covering, such as the removable
paper cover of a book, the metal covering of a bullet,
the insulating casing on a pipe or boiler, the skin of a
potato, etc. vL 1. to put a jacket, or coat, on. 2. to
cover with a casing, wrapper, etc.

Jack Frost, frost or cold weather personified.
jack-in-a-box (jak'in-a-boks'), n- (# JACK-IN-A-
BOXKS (-bpk'siz)!, [see JACK-], 1. a tropical tree having
pulpy fruit which rattles when dry, 2. a jack-in-the-
box.

jack-in-the-box (mk'in-ths-boks'). n. [pi. JACK-IN-
THE-BOXES (-bok'siz)], [see JACK-], a toy consisting: of
a box from which a grotesque little figure on a spring
jumps up when the lid is lifted.

jack-in-the-pul-pit (jak%i-tha-pool
f
i>it), ih [pi. JACK-

IN-THE-PULPITS], ^see JACK-}, an American plant of the
lily family, with a flower spike partly arched over by a
hoodlike covering.
Jack Ketch (kech), [after famous public executioner
in England, ? 1686], [British], an official hangman.

jack-knife fjak'nifO, n. [pi. JACKKNIVES (-nfvzOJ*
[jack- 4- knife], 1. a large pocketknife. 2. a dive in
which the diver keeps his legs straight and

^
touches

his feet with his hands just before tilunging into the
water, v.t. to cut or stab with, a jackknife. v.i. to
bend at the middle, as in a dive.

jack-of-all-trades (jak'sv-Sl'trSdas W it* [pi. JACKS-
\OFALL-TRABBS} (see JACK-, 3], {often J-I a person who
can do many kinas of work acceptably; handy man.

jack-o'-lan-tern (jakVlan'tern), n. [pi. JACK-O'-
LANTERNS], [see JACK-, 3], 1. a shifting, elusive Hght
seen over marshes at night j will-o'-tne-wisp. 2. a
hollow pumpkin, real or artificial, cut to look like a face
and used as a lantern.

jack-pot Gak'potO, n- Vack, the playing card -f- pot; ?
influenced by Jack-, 2], 1. cumulative stakes in a poker
game, which can be played for only when some player
has a pair of jacks or better with which to open. 2.

any cumulative stakes, as in a bingo game or a slot
machine. 3, [Colloq,], the highest stakes that can be
won in any enterprise. Also Jack pot,
hit the jackpot, [Slang], 1 to win the Jackpot, 2. to at-
tain the highest success.

Jack rabbit, [see JACK, adj.], a large hare of we
North America,/with lom& ears arjq ttt&ta hi^d ..w __

jacks (jaks), n.pl. [construed as sing,], the game of
jackstones. ,

>
<

'
' " '

*

teck-scirew G^steoSO,, n.
for raising heavy things a

Michigan; pop,, SMXXk X a dty in western Tennessee:
pop., 30,000.

Jack-son, Andrew (jaWn), 1767-1845; American
general and statesman; seventh president of the United
States (1829-1837): called OU Hickory.

Jackson, Helen Hunt, (pseudonym H. B.), 1830-1885;
American novelist and poet.

Jackson, Robert Hougb-wout (how'at), 1892-1954;
American jurist; associate justice. United States Su-
preme Court (1941-1954X
Jackson. Thomas Jonathan, 1824-1843; Confederate
general in the Civil War: called Stonewall Jackson,

Jack-son-ville (jaWn-vilO , m. 1. a city of northeastern
Florida, on the St. Johns River: po$K. 203,000. 2. a
city in western Illinois: pop., 20*000.

jack-stay (jak'sta'), n. Hack* + stay. n.\, 1. a rope or
staff along a ship's yard, to which the sail is fastened.
2. a rope or rod that runs up and down a ship's mast, on
which the yard moves.

jack-stone Oak'stonO, n. ffor dial ckecksione, chock*
stone < check, chuck, pebble], 1. pi. [construed as sing.],
a children's game of tossing, catching, or picking up
pebbles or small metal pieces, played in various ways:
often shortened to jacks. 2. a pebble or small metal
piece used in this game.
jack-straw (jak'strsOf n* LNW&- + straw], 1. a straw
man. 2. a narrow strip of wood, bone, etc. used in; a
game played by tossing a number of such stops into
a jumbled heap and trying to remove them one at a
time without moving any of the others. 3. pL [con-
strued as sing.], this game.

jack-tar (jak'tarO, 7i,[see JACK (nickname)]* [often J-la sailor.

jack towel, a roller towel.
Ja-cob ja'kab), [LL. Jacobus; see JACK (nickname)], a
masculine name: diminutives, Jake, Jack; variant*
James; equivalents, Fr. Jacques, It. Giacomo, n. in the
MUe, a son of Isaac and father of the founders of tihe
twelve tribes of Israel: also called Israeli Gen. 25-50,
Jaco be-an QakVbe'aii), adf. [Mod. L, & LL. Jaco*
"baeus < Jacobus, Latinized form of the name of James
I: see JACK (nickname)L 1, of James I of England. 2,
of the period in England when He was king (1603-1625),
n. a poet, diplomat, etc. of this period.

Jac o bin (jak'a-bin), n. fOPr. Jacobm < LL. JacoUnus
< Jacobus; see JACK (nickname)], 1. a French Do-
minican friar: so called because the Dominicans were
established in a convent at the Church of St. Jacques
(St. James of Compostella) in Paris. 2. any member
of a society of revolutionary democrats in France dur-
ing the Revolution of 1789: so called because their
meetings were held in the Jacobin friars* convent;
hence, 3. a political radical. 4. 0-1, a kind of pigeon
with hoodlike neck feathers resembling a Dominican
cowl. adj. Jacobinic.
Jacobin ic O'akVbm'ik), atf. of the , Jacobins or
.Jacobinism.
JaJacobinical fjakVbin'i-k'l), adj. Jadobmic.
Jac-o bin-ism Qak'a-bin-iz'm), n, 1. the p$lL
doctrines of the Jacobins. 2. political radicalism*

Jac;0-blte Qak'a-bit'), ft. [ < LL. /ac^us: ate JACK
(nickname)], in English history, a supporter of James II
after his abdication, or of his descendants* claims to
the throne.
Ja cob's-lad der (IS'kabfc-lad'elr), n. a small plant
with blue or whiteBowers and leaf formation somewhat
like a ladder,

Jacob's, ladder, 1. in the Bible, the ladder from earth
to heaven that Jacob saw in a dream; Gen. 28:12. 2. a
ladder made of rope, wire, etc., used on ships.
Jac o-net Qak'a-netO. n. [< Jagannatk, India, where
it was manufactured], 1. a soft, white, lightweight
cotton textile. 2. cotton cloth glazed on one side and
dyed. Also spelled Jacconet, Jacconot.

Jac quard loom (ja-lcard'), [after the French inventor,
J.M. Jac^uard (175JM834)], a loom for weaving pat-
terns into fabrics: it lias an endless belt of cards, with
holes in them arranged to produce the desired pattern.
Jacquard (weave), the figured weave produced by a
Tacquamtoto,

Jac-queline (jakfwa-lin) t [Fr., fern, of Jacques; see
JACK (nickname)], a feminine name.
Jacque-mi-not (jaVmi-no'; Fr. zhak'me"'noO n.
[after J. F. Jacqueminot (1787-1865), Fr. general], a
aeep-red, hybrid perennial rose.

JJac que-rie (diak'reO* n. t^. < Jacques Bonhomme,
name applied to a peasant by the nobles], 1. a French
peasants revolt of 1358; hence, 2, [often j-], any
peasants' revolt.

jac-ta-tion (iak-ta'sten), n. [L. jactatio, a
boasting < jactare; see JACTITATION],

'

1.
*-

1 in medicine, jactitation.
*

. ;

jactitation (jak'ti-trsM),! n. ,[ML. JQCtiUtffo < L.
jactitaret to utter, tell in public < jactare, to thro^,
flourish < jacere* to tijjrow], 1. bragging. 2. in law, &

^Itye* |^e, ovSr; is, bite; lot, g& fc^rn, tflO. look; ol
_e^. ~ AL. ... . -

..^ i^ iafifty fa comtf^Jtl
, G.Ms Ib, G. doch. See^'& iM



Jade 782

false boast or false statement that causes harm to an-
other person. 3, in fiMxtotm, a restless tossing or

twitda&e of the foody, a muscle, etc.

jade (jfid> , |Pr.; Sp. < *taJro A ?/<ute *?* ^%
side, colic stone: so called oecause of the notion that it

owed ptins in the aide}, 1. ft hard craaxneatat stout,

either jadeite (true jade) or nephrite, usually green or

white, 2. the green color of this stone. fr* I, made
of Ja<dte. 2, green like jade.

Jade (JSd), n. [ME,; ? < ON. Mb, a mare}, L a horse,

especially
1 a wom*out worthless one. 2. a loose or dis-

reputable woman. 3, any woman: a playful or ironic

usage. v.t. & wa* IJADEB (-id), JADING], to make or

become tired, weary, or worn-out,

jad-ed (iad'id), adj. [pp. of jade, f.] 1. tired; worn-out;
Unvaried. 2. dulled or satiated, as from overuse.

jade4t* (jadltO* *** * complex silicate^ hard, tough,
sad translucent, usually green or white: true jade.

jefer (ya'g&r) , n. La jager. 2, (also jfi'gir) , a robber
bii3 of the guH family, which forces other weaker
oinls to leave or give up their prey: also spelled jiiger.

Ja-el (j5'l) v n. {Heb. 3^VI, lit., mountain goat}, in the

MMif the woman who killed Sisera by hammering a

spike through his head while he slept: Judg. 4:17-22.
nt (ha-en'), n. 1, a province of southern Spain:
., 801,000, 2. its capital: pop., 65,000,

-fa Oaf', yS'fS), n. a seaport in Israel; pop., 94,000

{eat. 1944): ancient name, Joppa.
Jaffoft (jai'na), n, a seaport in northern Ceylon: pop.,

65,000 (1946).
Ja& (jag), n- fME. ja, projecting point; prob. < dial.

vac. < AS. sceacga; cf. SHAG], 1. a notch or pointed
tear, as in cloth. 2. a sharp, toothlike projection or

similar indentation, v.t. [TAGGED (ja&d), JAGGING],

{MB. jaggen, joggen < the .], 1. to cut jags in; notch;
tUc Idoth, etc*). 2. to cut unevenly; tear raggedly.

Iprob. special use of jag (a notch) with
oa of scrub wood"}, 1. fCoHoq.], a small

or ftflODoafc, as ,of wood, hay, etc. 2. [Slang], an
ddxtioB due 'tp alcohol^ liquor or drugs.
ctrtmken celebration^ s$Jree.

s Advocate GenferaL
* a Hindu god:

flop.,
JM-fa

). n. a dMect of 'PorfcMi spoken Ja'>

aa and pod^s 61 t^ southwestern
*

'...
ji'tfek' (fi^fir), n. [G.j huntsman to hunt], 1.'

, .
.j i, , .

a hunter. 2. [often J-], a rifleman m the old Austrian
aid German armies. 3. (also ja'gSr), a jaeger. Also

spelled yager.
jagged (jag'id), adj. [pp. of jag, , having sharp pro-,,

fecting points or notches: ragged. SYN. see rough.
ag ger-y Gag'Sr-i), n. FAnglo-Ind. j

sarkara, sugar], a dark, crude sugar, specifically that

. .

j Hind, jagri < Sam.
, , , ,

made from the sap of East Indian paint trees.

(jag'i), adj. [JAGGIER (4-fr), JAGGIEST (-i-ist)}

(lag^wair, jag'S-arO. nJ |^. TAGUiARS

JAGUAR: see PLURAL, BL D, II, [Port. < lupil, a
animal of the cat family, yelcMsli with flack
ftkotdi in Central and South America? it is Bke

the1eb$dr<l but larger.

Jah-veh, Jah-ve (yE've), n. Jehoyah.
JFato-^reli fe^'we), n, Jehovah. ,

jai-a lai $$*vW), n. [Sp. < Basque^ jetL cefebration

-f- ctlai, merry], a game like handball, played, with a
basketfeloe racket fastened to the arm; rt is popular int

Latin America.
Jail Gal), n. {ME. faile, gafte, gayhdt; Otr.jawle, jdolef

gaole, a cage, prison; l/l*. caveola, dim- of L. c<ifea, a
cage, coopl a building for the confinement of people
who have broken the law or are awaiting trial; prison,
especially for those cpnvidted cf minor offenses. V.f.
to put or keep in jail: imprison. Also, British, $a,d.

jail-bird QaPburdO ^ [CplloqL.L 1. la person sentenced
to jail; prisoner. 2. a person often iput in jail; habitual
lawbreaker..

'

'

'/'"*.
jail delivery, 1 . escape from ja2; ubera^dn of prisonefs

1

by force. 2. in English law, the act of clearing a Jail
by bringing the prisoners to trial,

'
'

'

jail-er, jail-or O'al'Sr), n. a perstin m. charge 'pf a jail
or of ^prisoners.

} ""
(

!

Jain G**1), n. [Hind. Jaina < Sans^JlWd, samt, Bt., con1-

queror], a believer in Jainisml "cLdj* of tlie Jaink qr
Jainism.

M '

' !
" "

Jai na (ji'ns), n. & adj. Jain.
Jain-ism (jin'iz'm), n. a Hindu religious creed 'resem-
bling Buddhism, founded about 500 B.C.: it teaches
reverence of wise and goo

(

d men and respect for anftnals.
Jai-pur G^'poor, j!-p66rO n. 1. a former native Indian
state, attached to the Rajputana agency until 1948:
since 1950, included in Rajasthan state. 2L the capital
of Rajasthan: pop., 144*000.

Ja-kar-ta Ga-karfta), n. the capital of the United
States of Indonesia, on the northwestern coast of Java;
pop., 3,000,000: formed, Dutch name, Batata.
fake (jak) adj. [prqb. < Jake, abbrev. of Jacob; s^nste
development unknown],'[Slang

1

], just right ; satisfactory.

jakes (jaks), n. [< Jccqmts; cf. JOHN], {Archaic or

Dial.], an outdoor toilet; privy.

jal-ap (jal'sp), n. [Pr.; Sp. joUpa < Jaiapatt city in

Mexico from which it is imported], 1. the dried root

of a Mexican plant, used as a purgative. 2. the plant.

Ja-la-pa (M-la'pS), n. the capital of Vera Cruz, Mexico:

pop., 47,000. . . .

jal-a-pto (jalVpin), n. a glucoade contained in jalap,

Ja-lis-co (haies>k$), n. a state of western Mejop, on
the Pacific: area, 31,149 sq. mi.; pop., 1,418,000; cap-
ital Guadalajara.

[Stag], an old, ramshackle automobile or airplane:

also spelled Jallopy.
f ,, _ rts ^ ~

jal-ou-sie (jal'oo-se , zhal coze7
}, n. Irr. <

a
urr.

jalousie, fWM* Jealousy; see JEALOUSY], a window,
shade, door, or wall formed of wooden, metal, or glass

slats arranged somewhat as in a Venetian blind, for

regulating the air and light coming through.

jam Gam), v.t. [JAMMED (jamd), JAMMING], [earlier

jambe, as if from Pr. jambe, le$, support, supporting

layer], 1. to squeeze or wedge into or through a con-

fined space. 2. to bruise; crush. 3. to push; shove;
crowd. 4. to fill or block (a passageway, etc.) by
crowding or squeezing into it. 5. to cause to become

wedged so that it cannot move: as, the door was

jammed. 6. in radio, to make (broadcasts or signals)

unintelligible by sending out others on the same wave

length. v*L 1. a) to become wedged or
^
stuck fast.

b) to become unworkable through such jamming of

parts, 2. to push against one another in a confined

space. 3. [Slang], injazz, to improvise, n. 1. a jamming
or being jammed: as, a traffic jam. 2. [Colloq.J, a
difficult situation; predicament.
jam (jam), n. [as if from jam, v.; but note Jameco, early

sp. of Jamaica, source of cane sugar], a food made by
boiling fruit with sugar to a thick mixture: distin-

guished from preserve, jelly. .

Ja-mai-ca (j&-ma
/
k9) I. n. a British island in the West

Indies, south of Cuba and west of Haiti: area, 4,450

sq. mi.: pop., 1,308,000 (est. 1947} j capital, Kingston:
abbreviated. Jam. : see West Indies, map.
Ja-mai-can (js-ma'kan), adj. of Jamaica, its people, or

culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Jamaica.
jamb, jambe Gam), n. [Pr. jambe; OPr. jambe, a leg,

shank, pier, side post of a door < LL. gamba, a leg,

hoof], 1. a side post of a doorway, window frame, fire-

place, etc. 2. ajambeau.
jam-beau Gam^o), n. \pl. JAMBEAUX 0-boz)}, [ME. <
OPr. jambe; see JAMB], ^ piece of armor for the leg.

jam-bo-ree (jam'bQ-re'). *t* [coined_ word; prob. < jam,
v. by analogy with corroaoree* charivari], 1. [Colloq.], a
hilarious ^arty^ noisy revet 2. aV large, especially
international, assembly of 'toy scouts.

,

James (jam*), [Pr. < LL. Jacobus; see JACK (nickname)],
a masculine name: diminutives, Jamie, Jim, Jimmy,
Jem: see Jacob* n. L in the Bible, a) *a Christian

apostle, Zebedee's son: called the Greater, b) a Christian

apostle,
!

Al3phaeus
f
son: sometimes called the Less. a

brother of Jesus: Gal. 1:19. d) one of the books of the
New Testament. Abbreviated Ja., Jas., J. 2. a river

of Virginia flowing eastward into Chesapeake Bay:
length, 34d mi. 3. a river of North and South Dakota,
flowink southward into the Missouri: length* 7|0 mi.
James I, 1566-1625; son of Mary, Qkeew of Scotit; king
of ^ttg^nd (KSOW625) ? as James VI, king of Scotland

1633-1^01; son ofCharles 1; EnglandJames II
(16S5*UlvpOJ I U.VJjMl^OCWJ,.

James, Henry (Jamz), 1043-I9f6j brother of William;
Amencari riovehst and essayist in England.
James, Jesse, 1847-18^2; American outlaw.

James, WlHam, l42-1910j American psychologist

James
James

_d;ehctensipn of Hudson Bay.
Francis Edward Stuarty, 1688-~

James
James- _____^ W1^__
(1607) at th^ motith

,
sou
and .,

lp^af |Statpg*|, aa ^

Jam shid, Jam shyd Gam-s
'

_ Australia.

,'
n. 1. a Monial sfettlemenl:

|Wes !Rii%r, Vir^nia.
'

2l a
Ydrfc^pop., 43,000.

'

" '""' 1

'

at he
being, on earth, where
Jan** January.

'

',
>

Czech composer*
Jane

'- x ~

if), n. [PerJ, in Persftm
is:" because

1

B&'boasftgfe
a 'to Mv>

ir 'as*a''hunito

^ became a,
(

fan>ctes
t|uler.

J
'
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wrangle], 1. to make a harsh, inharmonious sound, as
a bell out of tune, 2, to guarrel; bicker, v.t. 1. to
utter in a harsh, inharmonious manner. 2. to cause to
make a harsh sound, iz. 1. noisy talk. 2. a harsh
sound; discordant ringing. 3. bickering: quarrel

Jan-ice (jan'is), [< Jane, Janet], a feminine name.
Ja-ni-na (ya'ne-na') n. loannina, a city in Greece:
the Serbian name: also Yanina.

Jan-is-sar-y, jan-is-sar-y (jan'a-ser'i), n. a Janizary.
jan i-tor Gan7i-t|Sr), n. fL, doorkeeper < janua, door],
1. a doorman; house porter. 2. a person who takes
care of a building, apartment house, etc.

jan-i-tress (jan'i-tris), n. a woman janitor.

Janizar-y. jan*i-zar-y (janVzer'i), n.
\pl. JANI-

ZARIES (-iz)J, [Fr. jamssaire < Turk, yenichen, Ht,, new
troops; yent, new, -j- cheri, soldiery], 1. a soldier (orig-
inally a slave) in the Turkish sultan's guard, estab-
lished in the 14th century and abolished in 1826.
2. any soldier in the Turkish army.

Jan-sen, Cor-ne-lis (k6r-na~1is yan'san; Eng. jan's'n),
(Cornelius Jansenius), 1585-1638; Dutch theologian;
bishop of Ypres.
Jan-sen-ism (jan's'n-iz'm), n. the teaching of Cornells
Jansen, who believed in predestination, denied free will,
and held that man, though depraved in nature, is un-
able to resist God's grace.
Jan sen-ist (jan's'n-ist), n. a believer in Jansenism.
adj. of Jansen or Jansenism.

Jan-sen-is-tic G'an's'n-is'tik), adj. Jansenist.
Jan-u ar-i-us, Saint (jan'u-r'i-8s), 272?305? A.D.;
Christian prelate and martyr; patron saint of Naples.

Jan-u-ar-y (jan'u-er'i), n. [pi. JANUARIES (-iz)]. [L.
Januarius (mentis), (the month) of Janus, to whom it

was sacred], the first month of the year, having 31
days: abbreviated Jan., Ja.
Ja-nus (ja'nas)^ n. [L.], in Roman mythology, the god
who was guardian of portals and patron of beginnings
and endings: he is shown as having two faces, one m
front, the other at the back of his head, symbolizing
his powers.
Ja-nus-faced (ja'nas-fast'), adj. two-faced; deceiving.
Jap (jap), n. & adj. Japanese: a shortened form often
expressing contempt, hostility, etc.

Jap,, 1. Japan. 2. Japanese.
Ja-pan (ja-pan'). n. an island country east of Asia, in-

cluding Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu, and
smaller islands: area, 147,700 sq. mi.; pop., 80,171,000
(est. 1948): capital, Tokyo: Japanese names, Nippon,
Nikon: Marco Polo's name, Zipangu; hence, poetic
name, Cipango.
ja-pan (J9:pan'), n. [ < Japan], 1. a hard lacquer or
varnish giving a glossy finish: it was originally from
Japan. 2. a liquid mixture used as a paint drier. 3.

objects decorated and lacquered in the Japanese style.
v. t. [JAPANNED (-pand'). JAPANNING], to varnish with

^apan or a similar lacquer.

Pacific, between

Japan doverfITciover^^ bean family,
used for fodder.

Japan current, a warm current in the Pacific, flowing
east of Formosa and northeast past Japan.
Jap-a-nese (japVnez'). adj. of Japan, its people, lan-

guage, culture, etc. n. 1. \pl. JAPANESE], a native of

Japan. 2. the language of Japan, Abbreviated Japan.,
Jap.
Japanese beetle, a green-and-brown beetle, originally

from^ Japan, which eats leaves, fruits, and grasses,
and is damaging to crops.
Japanese ivy, a woody vine of China and Japan, bear-
ing three-loped leaves: also called Boston ivy.

Japanese persimmon, 1. an Asiatic tree of the
ebony family, bearing large, soft, edible, red or orange-
colored fruit. 2. its fruit. Also called kaki, date plum.
Japanese quince, 1. a spiny shrub with large pink or
red flowers and hard, fragrant, greenish-yellow fruit
sometimes used for jelly: also called flowering quince.

'a-nesk') , ad/, intheJapanese manner.
JAPED (japt), JAPING], [ME. jape*],
1. to play tricks, v.t. 1. to mate fun
play tricks on; fool. n. 1. a joke;

.,
Jap-a-nesque
jape (jat>), v
}. to joke; jest.

of; mock. 2. t
jest. 2. a trick.

jap-er-jr (jap'er-i), n.

Ja^etfc'Ga'ntlSv, r flLiJf. lap
lit., enlargement], in the Bible, the youngest
three sons: Gen. 5;3&'

''' '

originating m Jai>anjf the Japanese quince, camellia, or
any of several other unrelated plants.

Jajp-o-nism Oaj/a-mz'in), n. [Fr. Japon, Japan; +
;t$m\, anj cnaracteristic of the Japanese; Japanese
idiom, poncmle of art, mannerism, etc.
Ja pu ra (zfaa^po^rtO, u- a river of southern Colombia
and northwestern Brazil, flowing into the Amazon;
length, 1,750 mi.
Jaques (ja'kweX jalcwiz), n. fOFr.; see JACK (nick-
name)!, a character in Shakespeare's As YOM Like It, a
cynically philosophic nobleman who is one of me
attendants of the exiled duke.

jar (jar), v.L [JARRED (jard), JARRING}, [ME.Jarren <
OPr. borrowing of Gmc. echoic base seen in AS. gierran*
MHG. garren, to creak, grate, grunt; earlier forms like
charre suggest confusion with the base of ajar, chore,
etc.], 1. to make a harsh sound or a discord; grate. 2.
to have a harsh, irritating effect (on one). 3. to shake
or vibrate from a sudden impact. 4. to clash; conflict;
cjuarrel. v.t 1. to make vibrate or shake by sudden
impact* 2. to cause to give a harsh, grating sound or
discord. 3. to jolt or shock, n. La hansa, grating
sound; discord. 2. a vibration due to a sudden impact.

^3. a jolt or shock. 4. a clash; conflict; ^etty quarrel
jar (jar), n. [Pr. jane; Sp. jarra < Ar. jarrah, earthen
water containerJ, 1. a container made of glass* stoae, or
earthenware, usually cylindrical, with a large opening
and no spout: some jars have handles. 2. as much
as a jar will hold.

fomerty, m l

from Hamitic and
japonic
Ja-ton. Tat)an: used as
TV*** iK^ w <"*SfW T*"7!T^ i

' Sit r
s ad.1. in s
lj nT^twft

'^
'

flower stand, orig. fern, of jardinier, gardener < jardmt

a garden], anlornamental bowl, pot, or stand for Sowers
or plants.
Jar ed (jaVid), [L.; Gr. lared; Heb. yeredh, lit, descent],
a masculine name.

jar gon (jar'gan, jaVgon), n. [ME. jargvun; OFr. jargon,
gergon, a chattering (of birds) < Gmc. base *jargr
*garg~9 as in AS. gterran (see JAR, .) ; an IE. echoic
base *gher- is seen in Sans, gharghara-k, gurgling (see
GARGLE)], 1. incoherent speech; gibberish. 2. a lan-
guage or dialect that is incomprehensible, outlandish,
etc. to one, 3. a mixed or hybrid language or dialect.
4. the specialized vocabulary and idioms of those in the
same work, way of life, etc., as journalism or social
work: somewhat derogatory term, implying unin-
telligibility: see slanft. v.i. to talk jargon; talk in an
unintelligible way. SYN. see dialect,

jar gon (jaVgon), n. [Fr.; It. giargone; Ar. zarqun; Per.
zargun; see ZIRCON], a colorless or smoky variety of
zircon: also jargoon.

jar-go nelle, jar-go-nel (jar'ga-nelO, n. [Fr. jargonelle,
dim, ofjargon, zircon: so called from the hardnesg of the
fruit], an early harvest pear.

jar-gon-ize ^ar'son-fzO* vi (JARGONIZED (-izd.
/
) JAR-

GONIZING], to talk or write in jargon. t?.t to
expsej^s-ip,

jar-goon (jar-goon') ? n. jargon (zircon) ,

jarl (yarl), n. [ON.; parallel with AS. eorl (see EARL, w.) ;

IE. base *er-, *or~, eagle, hence man of eminence], an
ancient Scandinavian chieftain or nobleman.
jarovize (yarVvizO , t>X [JAROVIZED C-vizd'), JAR-
OVIZING]* [Russ. yar\ spring grainjk to bring about early
maturing of (a plaj^t) oy retar4*% the germination of
the seed, as through exposure to low temperature and
darkness for a time; vernalize: also spelled yarovjxe.
Jar-row G'ar'o), it. a city in northeastern England, on
the Tyne River: pop., 32,000,

jar-vey (rnrjvii), it. [pi. JARVEYS (-viz)], [ < surname
Jarms\ pBntisi^ Colloq.], a driver of a nackney coach.

Jar-vis (jar'vis), [older Gervas < Nprm. var. of Fr.

Gervais; LL. ,Gervasius, name of an early Christian
saint and martyr], a masculine name: variant, Jefyis.

Jas,, James.
jas-mine, jas-min (jas'min, jaz'min), n.^ [Fr, jasmin;
AT. ya^(a}mm; Per. yasamln}, 1. a trojpical and sqtbr

tropical shrub of the olive family, with fragrant flowers
of yellow, red, or white: also called jessaminef 2. any
of several other similar plants with fragrant flowers, as
cape jasmine, yellow jasmine, etc.

Ja-son (ja's'n), \L. Jason; Gr. lason, Ut. healer], a
masculine name. n. in Greek legend, a prince wfro led
the Argonauts, and, with Medea's help, got? the Golden
Fleece in spite of the fire-breathing bulls and the
dragon guarding it,

Jas per Qas'pSr), [OFr. Jaspar; said to be < Per. base
meaning, lit., "lord, of the treasure*'], a masculine name:
equivalents, Fr. Gaspard* Q. Kqspar* Sp. Gaspar.

jas-per (jas'pSr), n. [ME. jaspe, jaspre; OFr. jaspe,
jaspre; L. iaspis; Gr. taspis, a green precious stone], 1.

an opaque variety of colored Qiiajrtz, usually rectdish,

yellow, or brown. 2. in the Bible, probably a green
ornamental stone.

Jas-per Park O'as'pSr), a Canadian national park and
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game preserve in western Alberta: area, 42CH) sq, mi^
Ja&'Sy (yji'ca),

n. a city in the northeastern part of

Romania: pop.* 104,5W: Romanian name* la$i: also

spelted Yassy.
Jat (Jit, jdt), it. JHiocLi a member of a larw race or

caste in India, living largely in the Pw^jaB district

JATXX Jato (jS'to), jet-assisted take-off.

jaun dice (Jdn'dis, j&n'dis), n. [ME. jmndis, jondis;
OPr. j**ftoe <j*m*et M**, yellow 5

L. fo/fe'itju, ^reen-
i*h yelow < fulmar, yellow I 1. a diseased condition in

which the eyeballs, the skin, and the urine become
abnormally yellow, caused by the presence of bile

pigments in the blood. 2. a soured
g
state of mind,

caused by jealousy, envy, etc., in which judgment is

distorted. v.L fJAUNDICED (-dist), JAUNDICING], 1.

to catise to have jaundice. 2. to make soured or

prejudiced through jealousy, envy, etc.

Jaunt (jftnt, jint), w. fas if from OFr. jante, inner nm
ol a wheel}, to take a short trip for pleasure, n* a short

trip for pleasure: excursion. SYN. see trip,

Jatm-ti-ly (jdn't'1-i, jfin't'1-i), adv. in a jaunty manner.

jauivti ness (jdn'ti-nis, jfin'ti-nis), n. the quality or

state of being jaunty.
jaunting car, a light, topless, two-wheeled cart used in

Ireland, with seats on both sides, bck to back,

jamt-ty (jda'tx, jSn'ti), adj. [JAUNTIER (-ti4fr), JAUN-
TIEST ftf-kt)}, [earlierjmtty, genty < Pr. gentil, genteel],
L stylish; chic. 2. easy and careless; gay and swagger-
ing; sprightly* perky.
Jau res, Jean Leon (zha tt'5*' zh$'res'), 1859-1914;
French Socialist leader and writer; assassinated.

Jav^ Javanese.
Ja-va (ja'vs, jav*a), n. 1. a large island of Indonesia,
between the Malay peninsula and Australia: area,

48,504 sq. mi.; pop., 39,756,000; capital, Jakarta.
2. any of a breed or chickens with black or mottled
black plumage. 3. a kind of coffee grown in Java and
tht ifiaftds near it. 4. {often j-], [Slang}, any coffee.

Jam co>tton, kapok.
Java man, & type of primitive man known from fossil

remains found in Java in 1891 : also called Pithecan-

language, or culture, n.
ij. of Java, ite people, their

1, ipL JAVANESE), a native,

l Juiw* especialy a member of a group of tribes oc-

I copying the main part of Java. 2. the Malay language
'

)l these tribes, 3. a group o Malayo-Polyaesian
languages spoken in Java, Bali, and near-by islands.

Abbreviated Jav.

Ja-va-ry, Ja-va-rf (zha'va-re') n, a river flowing be-
tween northeastern Peru and Brazil into the Amazon:
length, 650 mi.
Java Sea, a part of the Pacific, between Java and
Borneo.
Java sparrow^ a white, pink, and gray weaverbird
resembling a finch: it is used as a cage bird.

Javei (or Javelle) water (zh9-vel') a solution of
sodium hypochlorite, NaOCl, in water, used as a
bleaching agent or disinfectant.

jave41tt Cfav'Hn, jay
/9-Hn), n. [Fr. javelme, fexru dim. <

jm*4ot* a spear: akin to AS. g&fdwc, ON. eaflac, a light
spear; ult, < Celt. *goBmh; IE. base *ffoMofo, fork of
a twig, fork, as in AS. geafol, G. gabel, a fork|, 1. a
light spear for throwing. 2. a pointed wooden shaft,
about B 1/2 feet long, thrown for distance in a con-
test.

jaw (j6), n. [ME. jowe; OFr. joue, cheek < L, gaUwta,
dish; form infledbed by jaw; for the sense develop-
ment see CHEEK], 1. eliher of the two bones or bony
parts that hold the teeth and frame the mouth: the
lower jaw is called the mandible, the upper tlie maxtitta.
2. either of two mechanical parts that open and close to
grasp or crush something, as in a monkey wrench or
vise. 3. pi, the entrance of (a canyon, valley, etc.).
4. [Slang], talk; especially, offensive or abusive talk.

i7.i.JSlangl to talk. !>.f. [31ang] r to scold or reprove.
jaw-bone (j6

/bon/
), n. 1. a bone of a Jaw. 2. either

of the two bones of the lowerjaw.
jaw-break-er (jd'braVgr), n. [Slang], 1. a word that is

hard to pronounce. 2, a kind of hard caady.
Jax-ar-tes O'ak-sar'tez), n. Syr Darya, a river in Asia:
the ancient name.

jay '(ja), n. [ME.; OFr. gai; LL. gaiuti, a jtay, prob.
echoic, but sp. influenced by the L, proper name
Goius], 1. any of several birds of the crow family. 2.

a bluejay. 3. [Slang], a stupid, foolish, or talkative
person.

Jay, John (ja), 1745-1829; American jurist and states-

man; first chief justice, United States Supreme Cottrfc

(1789-1795).

jay-hawk-er (ja
/
h6k'Sr), n, [grob. < jaykawk, variety

of hawk noted for its ferocity; prob. of Australian
origin], 1. fSlamg], an abolitionist guerrilla soldier of
Missouri and Kansas in Civil War days. 2, [J-i

[Colloq.], a* native* ^r inhabitant of Kansas. -
" ^*

jay-walk Ga'wdk4
),

v.i. [jay, stupid person + walk],
[Colloq.], toCwalk^or f

across a street without regard tO1

traffic rules ancl signals^
, ,

,

jazz (jaz), n. [< Creole patois joss, sexual

to the Congo dances (New Orleans); present use from
Chicago, c. 1914, but I from earlier similar use in

the vice district of New Orleans}, 1. a kind of music,

originally improvised but now also arranged, charac-
terized by syncopation* rubato, heavily accented 4/4
time, dissonances, melodic variations, and unusual
tonal effects on the saxophone, clarinet, trumpet,
trombone, etc,: it originated among New Orleans

Negro musicians: see also swing. 2. any po|>ular dance
music. 3. [Slang j,

a quality reminiscent of jazz music;
lively spirit. dj. of, in, or like jazz. v.t. to play or

arrange as jazz.
jazz up, [Slang], to fill with jazz qualities; enliven.

jazZ'Hy (jaz''l-i), adv. in a jazzy manner.
jazz*y (jaz'i), adj. 1. characterized by the qualities of

Jazz music. 2. [Slang], lively.
J.CL, 1. Jesus Christ. 2. Julius Caesar. 3.jurisconsult,
J.CJ)^ Juris Cimlis Doctor, {L.J, Doctor of Civil Law.
jet., junction.
JJX, Jurum Doctor, [L.], Doctor of Laws.

jeal-ous (jel'as), adj. [ME.jelous, gelos; OFr. gelos; LL.
%dom$; see ZEAL], 1. watchful or solicitous in guarding
or keeping: as, a man is jealous of his rights. 2.

resentfully suspicious of a rival or a rival's influence:

as, her husband was jealous of the other man. 3.

resulting from such a feeling: as, & jealous rage. 4. de-

manding exclusive loyalty: as, the Lord is a jealous
God. 5. resentfully envious.

jeal-ous-y (jel's-i) t n. [pi JEALOUSIES (-iz)l [ME.
jalousie, gelousy; OPr. grfos*<r, jalousie < geiqs; see

JEALOUS], 1. the quality of being jealotisj jealous
state of mind or feehng. 2. an instance of this.

Jean (jen), 1. a masculine name: see John. 2. a fem-
inine name: see Joanna.
jean (jen, jan), n. f < OPr. Janne; LL. Janua; L,

Genua, Genoa], 1. a durable cotton cloth in a twill

weave, used for work clothes. 2. pi. trousers or over-
alls of this material.
Jeanne (jen), a feminine name: diminutive, Jeannette:
see Joanna.
Jeannette (js-net'), a feminine name: diminutives,
Nettie, Netty: see Jeanne.
Jeans, Sir James Hop-wood (hop'wood

7
jSnz), 1877-

1946; English mathematician, astronomer, physieistf

and writer.
Jeb-el Mu sa (jeb'ai moo'sa), a mountain in northern
Morocco, opposite Gibraltar: height, 2,800 ft.

Jed*da (jcd), n. Jidda.
jee (je).

inter]7 n., v.L A tu. gee.
jeep 0p)j n* [prig. miBtary slang < sound made by
droll lime animal (Eugene the Jeep) with extra-

1/4-ton capacity and a four-wheel drive: first used by
U.S. armed forces in World War II: also called feep.
2. a similar vehicle for civilian use. 3. in many military
units, a larger vehicle with a 3/4-ton capacity, used as
a reconnaissance and command car: distinguished
from peep.

jeer (jer), v.L & v.t. [? altered form of cheer], to make
fun ot (a person or thing) in a rude, sarcastic'manner;
mock; taunt; scoff (at), n. a jeering remark; sarcastic
or derisive comment; gibe. $YN. see scoff.

jeer-ing-ly (jeY'in-li) , adv. in a jeering manner; de-

risively.
' <H

jeers Qrz), n*pl. [? altered form of gears], the tackle
by which the lower yards of a sailing vessel are hoisted
or lowered.

Jef fer son, Thomas (jef'Sr-s'n), 1743-1S26; American
statesman; third president of the United States (1801-
1809) ; drew up the Declaration of Independence.

Jefferson City, the capital of Missouri, on the Missouri
River: pop., 25,OOCl

Jef-fer-so^ni an (jef'^-so'm-9n) f adj* 1. of or char-
acteristic of Thomas Jefferson. 2. 'of or like his ideas
and pritocMte; democratic, n. a follbwer of Thomas
Jefferson: believer in Jefferson's democratic ideasi

'

efl-ii^ Oef^ri) i a m&scm^ name: dimMtr^e,' J^fr eee
Geoftrey. ^ *

-

-

j

" '

'

' - ' '

'

-.'.;,

Jef-fiie, Jim 0V JefW, (Jame<> J. Xeffrim), 1875-
1953; American pcizer fighter; heavyweight- champion
(i

ioyy**"i i5. i * <i -
'

* "

je^had . ,

Jehol GVhol',
, ire^lS)V &'>% d province <>f

''

"

2.

pop., 47,000: also c

Jehosh i

of Jtidah in the^tbceiitfeyW^.' il^'Sfer^hieS
: II Chron. 17 ff., . f'W.tfa,, wf\w:lr t .',>^.

)-vah' fii-ho^va')
'

nJ 'Imoderri-'toaftiiferaiteA WtM

kWi

J
Je

Je ho vah O'i-ho^va), ra.

Heb. sacred iaame for' WVH ** ^
malion, YHWH; tM'Voiwe^appeaf^
transference of the vowel ^pojnte Of

Jehovah s Witnesses, a
Charles T: RttiseB ^(li52-:
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Joseph P. ("Judge") Rutherford (1869-1942): its
members are opposed to war and refuse to accept the
authority of any government in matters of religious
conscience: formerly called International Bible Students
Association or Rmsettites.

Je-ho-vic (ji-ho'vik). adj. of Jehovah.
Je-ho-vist (ji-ho'vist), n. 1. a person holding the opin-
ion that the correct transliteration of the Hebrew
sacred name for God is Jehovah; see Jehovah. 2. the
author of those parts of the Old Testament in which
Jehovah ( Yahwen) is used as the name of God; Yahwist:
cf. Elohist.
Je ho-vis-tic (je'ho-vis'tik), adj. 1. of a Jehovist or his
views. 2. using Jehovah (YahweK) as the name of God;
Yahwistic.
Je-hu (je'hu), n. [Heb.], 1. in the Bible, a king of Israel
in the 9th century B.C., described as a furious chario-
teer: II Kings 9:6 & 20; hence, 2, [j-J, a fast, reckless
driver or coachman: humorous term.
jejune Oi-Jpon/), adj. [L.jejunus, empty, dry, barren],
1. not nourishing; barren. 2. not satisfying; not inter-
esting; dull and Bat; as, & jejune story.

je-ju-nec-to-my (ji'joo-nek'ta-mi), n. {jejunum -f
-edknny], the surgical removal of all or part of the
Jejunum.
jeju-num (ji-joo'nam), n. [Mod. L. < L. jejunus; see

JEJUNE], the middle part of the small intestine, between
the duodenum and the ileum: so named because for-

merly thought to be empty after death.
Je-kyll, Dr. (je'k'l, jek'1), a doctor in Robert Louis
Stevenson's story Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, who dis-
covers drugs that enable him to change back and forth
between his own pleasant personality and a vicious,
brutal one named Mr. Hyde.

jell Gel), lu. & v.t. [< jelly], [Colloq.], 1. to become or
cause to become jelly. 2. to take or cause to take
definite form; crystallize: as, our plans haven't jelled
yet. n. [CoUoq.l, jelly.

Jel-li-coe, John Rush-worth (rush'we'rth jel'i-ko').
first Earl Tellicoe, 1859-1935; English admiral.
jeHied (jer id), adj. [pp. of jelly], 1. changed into jelly.
2. served in or with jelly. 3. coated with jelly.

jel-li-fy (jel's-fiO* v.t. & v.i. [JELLIFIED (-fid'), JELLIFY-
ING}, to change into jelly.

Jel-lv (jell), n.
[pi. JELLIES (-iz)], [ME. gely, geU; OPr.

gellc, a frost, jelly, properly fern. pp. of geler < L.
gelare, to freeze], 1. a soft, resilient, partially trans-
parent, semisolid, gelatinous food resulting from the
cooling of fruit juice boiled with sugar, or ot meat
juice cooked down. 2. any substance like this; gela-
tinous substance, v.t. [JELLIED (-id), JELLYING]; 1.

to make into jelly. 2. to put jelly on. v.i< to become
jelly.

jel-ly-bean (jel'i-bSnOt ^ a small, gelatinous candy
shaped like a bean.

jeMy.fish (jel'i-fishO, n. {pi. JELLYFISH, JELLYFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], 1. any of a __
number of related sea animals ..... ** "**

...............
-^

with a body made up largely
of jellylike substance and
shaped like an unibrella;
medusa: it has long, hanging
tentacles with stinging hairs
on them. 2. [Colloq.]^ a
weak-willed person.

fel-ly-roll GePi-rol'), n. a thin
sheet of sponge cake spread
with jelly and rolled so as to
form layers.
jema-dar (jenrVdarO, n.

[Hind. < Per. jemM\att body
of men -f- dor, one, who holds],
formerly, a native officer in
the army of India, second
in rank in! a sepoy company.
Je-mappes (zha-mapO, ffc a

rvi+TT J **i0+Aw< uTklkmUvvtr*
city in western .Belgium:

Saffa***: rHebl
yemtmah, lit., a dove], a feminine name. '

jem-my (jeni'i), n. [pk JEMMIES' (4z}J, { < dim. of

lames], 1. a jimmy. ^. [Obs,], a sbift pi riding boot. 3.

ng], a sheep's head used as food, v.t

.

. t. 'I fe^fe; hp
e 1 or express.

'-r
1 ^ ''

-" lf !
r

< ^^<>

_ (ya'na), ln^ efty
1

In ,

S&OOO: site of a battle (18106)? in
re routtei.by Matooleon. ;;t *

'

je ne sais quo! <JdW# kwaO, E
t ; hence, 21 a thing hard to d''

, 'f749^*823';
'

' ''

bary] r 1. any of a breed of small Spanish horses.
2. a female donkey.
Jen ni fer (jen'i-^r), [adaptation of Winifred], a fem-
inine name.
Jen-ny (jen'i), a feminfrte name: see Jane.
jen-ny (jen^) t . [$R. JENNIES (~w)\ [ < Jenny], 1. a
spinning machirie with a number c spindles j spinning*
jenny. 2. the female of some animals: as, a,jenny wren.
jeop ard (jep'^rd), v.t.

Jeop-ard-ize (iep'.. xfo'), v.t. [JEOPARDIZED (-dizdO,

J,
to pat in jeopardy; risk loss, damage, or

failure of; endanger.
jeop-ard-y (jep'Sr-di), n. {pi. JEOPARDIES j(-diz)], [ME.
juperdi, jeuparti; OFr. ieujparti, Kt., a divided game,
game with even chances: LL. jocus pcrtitus, an even
chance, an alternative < IL.jocus, a joke, play, game -f-

pp. of parlire, to divide], f. risk; danger; peril. 2. in
criminal law, exposure to conviction; situation of an
accused person when being tried. SYN. see danger.
Jeph-thah (jef'tha, jep'tha), n. [Heb.], in the BiUe, the
judge who killed his only daughter because he had
vowed that if he won in battle he would sacrifice to
God whatever he first met coming from his house on
his return, and this turned out to be his daughter:
Judg. 11:30-40.

je-quir-i;ty (ji-kwir's-ti), n. [Fr. Uquirity < Tupi-
Guarani], 1. the poisonous, red and black seed of the
Indian hcorice plant, used

j
or beads, as a weight, and

in medicine. 2. the plant it grows on. Also jequirity
bean.

Jer.. Jeremiah.
jer-bo-a (jer-bo's), n. [Mod. L. < Ar. yanN*, an oblique,
descending muscle: the
animal is so called
because of the strong
muscles of its hind
legs], a small, leaping
rodent of northern
Africa and Asia, with
long hind legs.

je-reed (je-reoy), n. [Ar.
jertd, jaridt rod, shaft,

javelin], 1. a blunted
javelin used by Turks,
Arabs, etc. in warlike
games. 2. a mock
battle with such jave-
lins. Also spelled jerid,
jerreed, jerrld.

jere-rni-ad

JERBOA
(15 fa. long, including tail)

, n. [Fr. jertmiade <
Jeremiah], a lamentation or tale of woe: in allusion to
the Lamentations of Jeremiah in the Bible.

Jer-e-mi-ah (jer'a-mi's), [LL. Jeremias; Heb. ywmeySkH.
El, the Lord loosens (i.e., from the womb)], a masculine
name: diminutive, Jerry; variant, Jeremy, n. in t|te

Bible, 1. a Hebrew prophet of the 6th and Ttfe centerfel
B.C. 2. a book of the Old Testament containing Ms
prophecies. Abbreviated Jer.

.

Jer-e-mi-as (jer'o-mi'as), n. Jeremiah: form used in the
Douay Bible.

Jer*e-my (jer'd-ini), a masctiBke name: see Jeremiah.
Je-rez me-rethO, n. a city in southwestern Spain:
noted for the making of sherry: pop., 93,000 (est,

1946) : former name, Xeres; also Jerez de la Frontera.
Jerez de la Fron-te-ra (the la frdn-te'ra), Jerez.
Jer-i-cho Qer

/
-k50i w. a village in western Jordan: site

of an ancient city whose walls were miraculously de-
stroyed when trumpets were sounded: Josh. 6.

Je-rld (je-redOt n. a jereedL
Je-ri tza, Marl-a (ma~r5'a ye^ri-tsa'). 1887?- ; Aus-
trian operatic soprano.
Jerk (jurk), v.t. [var. of archaic yerk < ?], 1. to pull at,

twist, push, thrust, or throw with a sudden, sharp
movement. 2. to utter in quick, sharg ejaculations or

gasps (with ouf), v.i. 1, to move with a jerk or in

fei'ks. 2. to twitch, n. 1. a sharp, abrupt movement;
quick pull, tjwlst, push, etc. 2. a sudden muscular
contraction caused by a reflex action. 3. [Slang] f a

person refeardled as sttipid, dull, eccentric, etc.

jerk (jurin; v.t. [altered < Sp. charqui, oiied meat <
Peruv. ccnarqui, meat dried in strips], to preserve (meat)
by slicing

1 it into strips and drying these in the sun or
over a nre. n. terked meat, especially beef.

ferk-M^ (fO^kl-a), adv. in a jerky manner j with abrupt
starts and stops, \

jer kin '(jur'kin), n. [? < OPr. Joire^Joiir, familiar form
of George -f- -kin, dim. suffix; cf .

t

@r. georgei ( <
George), jergot, doublet], 1* a short, close-fitting coat
of jacket, often sleeveless, , f^orn in the I6*th and
I7tn centuries. 2. a short, 4Ieeyelej5& ^vest worn by
women' and girls. *', ^\ -

: i

' "' '

'",-

' '

- (i

jerk-i ness (jurki-nis-) , j^i tl|e ^&|ity bf-m
f

h.



Jerky 786 jewfish
) t JERKIBST (-kt-ist)],

1. characterized by jerks; making sudden starts and
stops. 2. KiaJdag convulsive or spasmodic movements,

jerk-y (jSr'M), n, I < Sp. ckarqui; see JERC (to pr-
serve)!, jerked ben.

MHun (jerVbo'dm), n [Heb. yiroWto, lit,

.. the people increases]* in the jBiWe, 1. the first

of the northern kingdom, Israel, after the death
of Solomon and the division into the kingdoms o!

Iwmel and Judah: I Kings 11:26-14:20. 2. a rich king
of Israel: 1 1 Kings 14 :23-29. 3. IcrftenH * large bottle
for champagne, usually one holding about .7 gallon.

Je*roine (p-rom'; ckkfly Brit, jer'am), (Pr. Jer&me; L,

JaFr0jyf; Gr. Mi^r&nymos < Ataroj, holy + onyma,
nasneL a masculine name: diminutive, Jerry; equiva-

__________ , _.. ., ........ _______ r ............. ;
author

of the Vulgate: his day is September 30.

ler-reed, ier-rid (je-red'K n. a jereed.
Jerry (jer'i), n. [#, JERRIES (-iz)J. [< Gtona*], [Chiefly
British SlangI, a German, especially a German soldier.

fer*ry-biiilt (jer'i-buV), adj. [originated in Liverpool,
England, c. I860; proo. < name Jerry, reinforced b>
nautical term jury}, built poorly, of cheap materials.

Jer-aey (jur'zi}, n. 1, one of the Channel Islands off the
French coast; area, 45 sq. mi.; pop., 50,000. 2. [^/.

JERSEYS (-zw)l, any of a breed of small, reddish-brown

dairy cattle, originally from Jersey : its milk has a high
butterfat content.

jer-sey (jur'zi), n. [pL JERSEYS (-ziz)J, [< Jersey, the
ChA&nel island I, l. a soft, elastic, knitted cloth of

wool, cotton, silk, or rayon. 2. a close fitting
sweater or shirt worn by athletes, sailors, etc. 3. any
close-fitting, knitted tnjper garment.
Jersey City, a gepwoii of northeastern New Jersey,
across the Hutted froa New York City: j>op., 300,000.
Je-rusa-lem (jlwWfe3-In) f n. a city in Palestine:

pop,, 157,000 <(Rft. 1944); a holy city* it has been* at

various times under the control of the Hebrews,
Rnans, Persians, Arabs, Crusaders, Turks, and
Hfitisto: frockiiaeil by Israel as its capital (1950), but

Jdfetff eeottpled at that time with Hashemite Jordan.
Jwisalem artichoke, [altered < It, gir&sde, sunflower
< 1^* &tsre* to turn -f- sol, sun], 1. a kind of sunflowerti],

ill:with coarse hairy leaves, small flowers, and potatolike
tubers used as a vegetable. 2. such a tuber.

Jer-vis (jur'vis; Brit. jar'vis), a masculine name: see
Jarvis.

Jes-per-sen, Jens Ot-to Har-ry (yens ot'o hS'ri yes'-

per-s'n), 1860-1943; Danish linguist.

jess 0*es) n. [ME. ges; OFr. gies, ges, gets, pi; see JET
(a gush) : so called from its use in letting a hawk fly], a
strap for fastening around a falcon's leg, with a ring at
one end for attaching a leash. v.t. to fasten a jess on.
Jessa-mine (jes'a-min), [ <MFr. jessemin; see JAS-
MINE], a feminine name. n. [j-J, jasmine.
Jesse (jes/i), [L.; Gr. lessai^ Heb. yishay; meaning ?],

a masculine name: diminutive, Jess. n. in the BiUe,
the father of David: I Sam. 16.

Jes si-ca (jes'i-ka), [see JESSE], a feminine name.
Jes-sie 0es'I), a feminine name; variant of Jessica,

jest (jest),
n. IME. gesie,jeste: OFr. gestef an exploit, tale

of exploits; Lt. gesta, neut. pL pp. of gerere, to peri9rm,
carry out], 1. a mocking or bantering remark; Jibe;
taunt. 2 a joke; witticism. 3, joking; fun: ridicule.
4. something to be laughed at or joked about. 5.

[Obs.], a) a notable deed, ty a story of exploits, c) an
unfounded tale. tu. 1. to jeer; mock; banter. 2. to
be playful in speech and actions; joke. SYN. see joke,

jest-er (jes'ter), n. a person who jests j especially, a
professional fool employed by a ruler in the Middle
Ages to amuse him with antics, tricks, and jokes,

Je-su (je'zu, je'zoo, je'su, je'soo), n. [Poetic], Jesus.
Jes-u-it (jezh'55-it, jez'u-it), n. [Pr. J&suite < Mod. L.
Jesuita < L. lesus, Jesus, Jesus; + -tie* -it], 1. a mem-
ber of the Society of Jesus, a Roman Catholic religious
order founded by Ignatius Loyola in 1534: abbreviated
S.J. 2. [j-] t a crafty schemer; cunning cUssembler;
casuist: hostile term, as used by anti-Jesuits, adj* L
of the Jesuits. 2. [j-] t Jesuitic.

Jes-u-it-ic (jezh'oo-it'ik, jez'u-it'ik), adj. 1. of or like
the Jesuits or their doctrines, practices, etc. 2. [j-],

crafty; cunning; equivocal: hostile term, as used by
anti-Jesuits.

Jes-u-it-i-cal (jezh'6o-it'i-k'l, jez'u-it'i-k'l) , adj. 1.

Jesuitic. 2. [j-] t Jesuitic.
JeS'U-it'ism (jezh'oo-it-iz'm, jez'u^t-iz'm), n. 1. the
teachings or practice of the Jesuits. 2. [j-], craftiness;
duplicity; intrigue; hostile term, as used by anti-Jesuits.

Jes-u-it-ry (jezh'oo-it-ri, jez'u-it-ri), n. Jesuitism.
Jesus (je'zas), [L. lesus; Gr. I$$ous; Seb. yesku'a,
contr. of yehdshu'a, help of Jehovah < yah, Jehovah +
h&sma, to help], a masculine name. 1. the founder
of the Christian religion: 4? B.C.-29? A.IX (the birth
date is the result of later revision of the calendar) ;' often
Jesus Christ, Jesus of Nazareth: see also Christ. 2. the

r, of Ecclesiasticus, one of the books of the Apoc-

JET-PROPELLED PLANE

DIAGRAM OF JET MOTOR

jet (jet), v.L fc tu. fJETTED (-id), JETTING!, [Fr. jfttr; LL.

ject&re; L. jott&re, to throw < jacere* to throw], to spout,

gush, or shoot out in a stream, as liquid or gas. n.

[ME. jel, jctte, get; OFr. get, giet, jtct, a throw, cast,

gush, spurt < L. jactus, a throw, cast, properly pp. of

j&cere, to throw], 1. a stream of water or other liquid

suddenly emitted, as from a spout; gush. 2. a similar

stream of gas. 3. a spout or nozzle for emitting a stream
of water or gas. 4. a jet-propelled airplane: also jet

(air)plane. adj. jet-propelled.
jet (jet), n. [M1B. jete, gcet; OFr. jaiet; L. gagates; Gr.

gagates, jet < Gagas, town and river of Lycia in Asia

Minor], 1. a hard, black mineral Hke coal, a kind of

lignite: used in jewelry when polished. 2. a lustrous

black, adj. 1. made of jet. 2. black, like jet.

jet-black Oet'blak'), adj. glossy black, like jet.

Jet-pro-pelled (jet'pra-peldOr adj. driven by jet pro-
pulsion.

jetpropulsion, amethod
of propelling airplanes,
boats, and bombs by
causing gases to be
emitted under pressure
through a vent at the
rear: abbreviated JP (no
period).

jet-sam (jet'sam), n.

[OFr. jeta4s<m, getaison;
see JETTISON], L that

part of the cargo thrown
overboard to lighten a
ship in danger: dis-

tinguished from floisam.
2. such discarded cargo
washed ashore. 3. dis-

carded things.
jet stream, 1. a stream of very strong wind moving
around either of the earth's poles, usually from west
to east, at altitudes between 10,000 and 50,000 feet.

2. the stream of exhaust that trails behind a jet plane,
rocket, etc.

jet-ti-son (jet'a-s'n, jetVz'n), n. [OFr. getaison,

geUaison, a throwing, jetsam < L. jactatio, a throwing
< jactare, to throw], 1. a throwing overboard of

goods to lighten a ship, airplane, etc. in an emer-

gency. 2. jetsam, v.t. 1. to throw (goods) over-

board. 2. to throw (something) away as useless or

a burden. ^^
jet-ty (jet'i), n. [pi. JETTIES (-iz)L [ME. jettey; OFr.

jette, jetty, jutty; orig. pp. of Jeter f see JET, v.], 1. a
kind of wall built out into the water to restrain cur-

rents, protect a harbor or the end of a pier, etc. 2. a

landing pier.

jet-ty (jet'i), adj. very black, Hke jet.
lieu (zho), n. [pL JEUX (zh6)JL [Fr.], a game; diversion.

::jeu ae mots (zho'da-moO, [Fr.j, a play on words; pun.
Tjeu d'es*prit (zhp'des'preO, [Fr., lit., play of intellect],

a witticism; clever turn of phrase.
tjeune fille (zhon'fe'y') , [Fr.],

a young girl.

jjeu-nesse do-ree (zhe'nes' dS'ri/). [Fr., gilded youth],
rich, fashionable young people.
Jevons, William Stanley (jey'anz), 1835-1882; Eng-
lish political economist and logician.
Jew y'oo), 7i. [ME. Jewe, Jui, Gui; OFr. giu, jueu < L.

Judaem; Gr. loudaios; Heb. yehfidi, citizen or subject
of the tribe or kingdom of Judah.; see JUDAB], 1. a
person descended, or regarded as descended, from the
ancient Hebrews of BibHcal times* 2. a person whose
religion is Judaism, adj. Jewish: in this sense used
vulgarly, as by* anti-Semites, v.t. [j-L [Colloq.],, to

get the better of in bargaining, as by sharp practices,
or haggle with in order to get a lower price or a better

bargain (usually with down): vulgar and offensive

expression, in allusion to methods attributed to

Jewish merchants by anti-Semites. See also Hebrew.
Jew-bait-ing Goo'ba'tin), 11. persecution of Jews, as a
manifestation, of anti-Semitism.

jew-el (joo'al), n. [ME. jewel, jouel", jowel; OFr. jouej.,

joel; ML. *jocafa < L. jocmst a tiifte, joke?; see JOKE]^ 1.

a valuable ornament, often set with gems. 2. a precious
stone; gem. 3. any person or thing very dear to one.
4. a small gem or gemlike object used as one of the bear-

ings in a watch. v.,t. [jEWEirED or JEWELLED (-sld),

JEWELING or JEWELLING], to decorate or set with jewels.
jew-el-er, jew-el-ler (joo^l-pr), n- [ME. jueler; OFr.
joieleor < joel, jouel) see JEWEL], a person who maizes,
deals in, or repairs jewelry, watches, etc,.

jeW'd4er-y(joo'Ql7ri), * jewejry: Bri:t^h ^pe^ting.
jew-el-ry Qoo'ol-ri), TI. jewels c/olleeiiively. ,

jew-el-weed (joo^l-wed') ft. any of a at^ibe^ of related
plants bearing yejlow or orange-ye|lQw flpwe^g witi
three sepals and a spur, and seed pods itaa^
touch whea ripe; tottch^ma-mot. ,

Jew-ess djoo'is), n. a Je?wih -woanaa



Jewish
of severaljspecies of large fish found in warm seas,

Jew-ish (joo'ish), adj. of, belonging to, or characteristic
of the Jews: abbreviated Jew. n. popularly, Yidc&li.
Jewish calendar, a calendar used by the Jews in cal-

culating Jewish history, holidays, etc., based on the
lunar month and reckoned from 3761 B.C., the tra-
ditional date of the Creation.

Months of the Jewish Calendar
1. Tishri (30 days) 7. Nisan (30 days)
2. Cheshvan (29 or 30 days) 8. Ivor (29 days)
3. Kislev (29 or 30 days) 9. Sivan (30 days)
4. Tebet (29 days) 10. Tammuz (29 days)
5. Shebat (30 days) 11. Ab (30 days)
6. Adar (29 or 30 days) 12. EM (29 days)
N.B. About once every three years (seven times in
each nineteen years) an extra month, Veadar 129
days), falls between Adar and Nisan, as the Jewish
year has only 354 days. The first month, Tishri,
begins in late September or early October. Alter-
native names of the months are: for Tishri, Ethanim;
for Cheshvan, Marcheshvan or Bui; for Nisan, Abib;
for lyar, Zif; for Veadar, Adar Sheni. The Jewish
day is from sunset to sunset.

Jewish holidays, the holidays of the Jewish religion,

787 jim^crow
ot a ship so that the sails shift thus

;_ change tack with-
out going about. 3. fCoIloci.}, to be in^harmony, agisee*-

ment, or accord: as, oxir views don't jibe. v.t. in nau-
tical usage, to cause to jibe. n. 1. a shift of sail or
boom from one side of a ship to another. 2. a change
of course brought about by jibing. Also, in nautical
senses, spelled gibe, gybe,

jibe (fb), vJ. & v.t. |JIBKI> ($M), JIBINGJ fvar. of gibe],

1. Rosh Hashcuw, New Year (Tishri 1, 2)
2. Yom Kipjntr, Day of Atonement (Tishri 10)
3. Sukkoth, Feast of Tabernacles (Tishri 15-22)
4. Simchaih Tenth, Rejoicing in the Law (Tishri 23)
5. Htuwkkah, Feast of the Dedication, Festival of

Lights (Kislev 25~~Tebet 2)
6. Pimm, Feast of Lots (Adar 14)
7. Pesach, the Passover (Whan 15-22)
8. Lag b'Omer, 33d day from the 2d of Passover

(lyar 18)
9. Shabuoth, Feast of Weeks, Pentecost (Sivan 6, 7)

10. Tishah b'Abj, day of fasting (Ab 9), in commemora-
tion of the destruction of the Temple.

Jewish National Autonomous Region, an auton-
omous region of the R.S.F.S.R., in far eastern Siberia
north of tibe Anrar River, set aside for Jewish coloniza-
tion: area, 14,204 sq. mi.; pop,, 114,000: atlso called
Birobijan,
Jew-ry (joo'-n), n. [fl JEWRIES (-riz)l, [ME.
OFr, juerie < Ju4, du; see JEW], 1. a district L_
only or mainly by Jewsj ghetto. 2. the Jewish t_.
Tews collectively: as, American Jewry. 3. [C
Judea.
jewVharp, jews'-harp GooVharp'), n. a small
musical instrument made
of metal, held between the
teeth and played by pluck-

with the finger: it pro- j

duces twanging tones.
Jez e bel Qes/a-b'!), n. '

|Heb,], 1. in the Bible,
the wicked woman who
married Ahab, king of
Israel: I Kings 16, 19; JEW'S-HARP
II Kings 9:7-10, 30-37,
2. any woman regarded as shameless, wicked, etc.

Jez-re-el, Plain of (je&'ri-al, jez-relO, Esdraelon, a
plain 'in northern, Israel. ,'> /,<<!,

j-g* Jg* junior grade: designation of the lower rank of
lieutenant in the 0nited States Navy.!
Jhe-lum (jSlam), n* a river in sou1%3m Kashmir,
flowing into the Chenab River: length. 45Q mi
JHSLJesus: see IBS. ;

JHVJEL JHWH, see Tetra&rammaton. o

jib (jio) . n. [probi < gibbet], the projecting arm of a
crane; boom of a derrick. , r i

jib (jib), u.i. & v.t. ffiBBfem (jibd)\ JIBBING], [var. oi for-
mer gibe; cf. Dan. gtbbe], to. nautical usage, to jibe; shift :

also spelled jibfe n. ferot>; < the .y because the sail is

^easily > jibbetf'^ a^ triangular sail projecting ahead of
the foremast: see mainmast, illus. .! -

,,
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'

> cut of one's Jib, [prob. influenced by Fr. guibre, cut-

water, %ticeheldft (CollaJ,'wef afMpfearaniCftiway
of dressing.* r

" '
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.
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jib gib), at. [JIBBED (jib<^j|BBG| forotx < MEl
regibben, regiber, to kick; OFr. regibber XFV. rfe$wt$&,
to Mck back, >te obstinate^ gfbdr, to shaJbe, 0dbta0k<*{

nautical jib, jibel, 1. to stfted veifiu&'^bo go lo^a^d;
balk.' 2. to 'move, backward or sideways instead of

' ahead. ! 3. to start tow shy (at something).
'

n. [prob. <
.],, 1. a jibbing. 2. an r

--"" JA~'J- -*"' ^

to jeer; scoff (at), n. a jeer; tana*. Also spelled i

jib-head-ed (iib
/hed/

id), adj. 1. cut like a jib; triangu-
lar: said of fore-and-aft sails; hence, 2. rigged with
sails (especially the ITMM.TMJBM])' so cut.

Ji-bu*ti (je-boo'ti, je'bod
/te/>f n. Djibouti, the capital

of French Somalifemd.
Jid-da (jid'a), n- a city in Arabia, on the Red Sea* near
Mecca: pop., 40,000: also spelled Jedda-

jiff (jif),
7U iColcKi.}, a jiffy.

jif-^ (jif'i), n. [pi. JIFFIES (4z)Jr fearly 18fchHS. slang],

|CoUoq.], a very short time; instant: as, done in s,jijfy.
jig Gig), n. [merging of two words tdt. akin: a) (JUpr.

gigue < OHG. *gigan (G. dial, geigen), to move back
and forth, whence OHG. giga* G. gei&e, fiddle; ft) ON.
base of Dan. gigr soinning top, Eng. gig, carriage, boat,
top; base sense of Tx>thf "erratic movement"; IB. base
*fn-, to yawn, split open, as also in Eng. giggles: ^cC
MLG. geek, of same origin, similar senses], 1. a fast,

gay, springy sort of dance, usually in triple time. 2.

the music for such a dance. 3. any of several kinds of
fishhook, sometimes arranged in sets, having a spoon-
like part that twirls in trolling so as to attract fish.

4. any of several mechanical devices operated in a
jerky manner, as a sieve for separating ores, a pounding
machine, or a drill. 5. a device, often with metal
surfaces, used as a guide for a tool or as a template.
tu. & v.t. [JIGGED (jig<l) JIGGING], [? < OFr. gi&ier; see
the n.], 1. to dance or perform (a jig or in jig; style).
2. to move jerkily and quickly up and down or to and
fro. 3. to use a jig (on) in working or fishing.
the jig ia up, [Slang], that ends it; all chances for a
successful completion are gone: said of enterprises in-

volving risk or danger-
jig-ger Gig'Sr), n. [altered < chigoe], 1. a small tropical
flea, 2. a mite larva, or tick that burrows into the skin.
See chigoe, chigger.

jig-ger (jig er). n. 1. a person who jigs. 2. a small cup
or glass used to measure liquor, containing usually 1 1/2
fluid ounces. 3. the quantity of liquor in a jigger. 4.

any thing, device, or contraption whose name does iit
occur to one; gadget. 5. in billiards, a support or
bridge for the cue. 6. in fishing, a jig, or kind of hook.
7. in golf, a short club with an. iron head and narrow
face, used for approach shots: it is like^ aimdiron* f S.

in mechanics, any of several devices with afje^a(Ot|on
in operation, 9. in mining, a jig* or kind of sieye* 10-
in nautical usage, a) a small tackle, b) a small sail *(&,a
small boat with such a sail, d) a jigger roast. 11. in

printing, a. compositor's guide mark. 12. in radio, an
oscillation transionn^r. A

,

mast, 1. a small mast in the stern of a ship.
t nearest the stern in ta ship with four masts.
1), V.t. & IU. [jIGGIJEa^'litVf JIPGLING], [dim.

or freq. of fig, v.], to move in a succession of quick,
slight jerks: rock lightly, n. jiggMngf ovemeniv ., , ;

jig-saw Gig'sfi'). n. [jig. v. -h saw, nj, a saw with a
narrow blade set in a
feame, usedwitha^ertical
motion for- cutting: along

, wavy or irregular , lines, t ,, BMIMHBU . ,
]

>Jijiaw.
'

,>' i>, ,'
,

jigsaw puzzle, a toy con-
sisting of irregularly cut
pieces ofi pasteboard,
wood, etc- which when
"correctly fitted togetlieir
form a picture, etc.

jihad {jirlhadOv H- [Ar.^
a contest, war]fe L a
Moslem Mfey. war; ncam-

,.
. ., , r , 1(

paigtf against unbelievers of enenues o| Ismpf hefi e^
58; a ^camjpaisQi for or against an idea, etc;;, cfmsadfi.

JiU
ew. ''Cii* i i

(l

i

,

, ,1

a,t
feminime "name. n. [often j-3, 7j

yo^c^'Wbman* , 2. a sweetheartf.
, j ,

1 ',,

flt^t); iTf? dHm ifo JiU, sweet^eart^
who re36c*s (a lover cc, suitor;) aft?srjaqceti|ig
encouraging him. v.t* tOjre^eot of, cast fft/fa
'accepted.'.. lover ,or swe'&thear^

the course is changed in a
" "

, 1. rColloq.j, discomiBAliojnf-ajgajnsI; or
tion of Negroes: the current eose. T.

'

[Slang]
"

Negro: hostile term, mop seldom used in this,
-

.^t^Wf ttp(ti to; yet; <^a:

'ISB^^SwSSwi^



iams 788 Jodhpur
Gnm (aooM I), ?f to lubject to Jim-Crow practices.
Jim jams (ftn'jua') f it.^. farbitrarj cMc forma-
tion], jSangl 1, deUriom tremens. 2. a nervous fed-
ing: also caHed thejitters,
Jtafrnp (jbn'i), A. W. JIMMIES (4i}J, [dim erf Jama}, a
awit crowbar, used by burglars- to par open windows,
etc. if.t [JIMMIBD (-id), jiMMWSici to tn a jimmy on;
pry open witti a many or similar tool* Afeo icaauaj.
jlmson weed, Jim-son weed (jixaVn), (altered <
Jamtstasen weed < Jamt$tavnr Virginia), a poisonous
plant of _the nightshade family, with bad-smelling
leaves, prickly fruit, and white oc purplish, trumpet-
shaped lowers: thorn apple; stinkweed,

JIa-|fcal Oin'gdl), n. [nind. jatMl
1

^ a light, swivel-
motuated cannon or a large nmsfcet fired from a rest,
formerly used in central Asia; also jUngal, ginftall.

JiB*$te (JMj'gl), t7.f. [JINGLED f-gld57|WGLING], [ME,
gimidtw, ginglm; origin echoic), 1. to make a succes-
sion of light, ringing sounds, as small bells or bits of
metal striking togBtiwr; tinkle. 2. to have obvious,
ems& rhythm, staple repetitions of sotmd, etc., as some
poetry and music. o.L to cause to jingle. n. t. a
jingling sound. 2. a verse that jingles; jingling arrange-
ment of words or syllables.

Jta'gly {jiQ'jgli),
odfi. of or like a jingle; jingling.

Jfa*U (jir/go}, **-W JINGOES (~gpz)L [< por- by jingo
in the refrain of a patriotic British mask-ball song
(187$)], a person who boasts of his patriotism and
favors an aggressive, threatening, warlike foreign
policy; chauvinist* adf. of jingoes; jingoistic.
by Jingo! [Colloq.], a meaningless exclamation used to
indicate strong assertion, surprise, etc.

Jfa-go-Jam (jir/go-iz'm), n. the ideas, policies, actions,
etc, of jingoes.

fin'&o-i^tlc (jtij'go-is'tik), nsrf/. of jingoes or jingoism.
fink (fek), w. fScot* < name of 17thhe, dance, Fry-
Jittksl, [Scot}, to move swiftly or with sudden turns,
as in dodging a pursuer, n. 1. [Scot}, an eluding,
asbya quick, sudden turn. 2. pi. lively pranks; boister-
ous fun; horseplay: in full, usually, high jinks.
tton (joOji ra. 1* plural of Jinnf. 2T^i. jnws], popu-
lariy, a jinni.

Jln-nah, Mohammed A4

afe^ ;

flil-ail tt**). * (ft. jnw (jfe)}, [Ar., FL ^^}, in
Moslem legend, a supernatural being that can take
human or animal form and influence human affairs:
also ftnnee, jinn, goofe.

Jin rik 1 sha Gm-dk'sh0, jin-rik'sh6), f*. [Japan.; ,

a man -f- r*/y power 4-

sha, carriage], a small,
twoHwheeleo oriental

carriage with a hood,
pttBedT by one or two
men; also spelled jin-
ricksha, jinrikaha, Jin-
rickshaw.
Jin sen (jia^sen

7
), n-

Chemulpho, a seaport
of Korea: the Japanese

jin'$), 1876-1948:

|inx n,

JtNRtKISHA

r < L.

- . ,- ,-
** wryneck, bird tised in iacam-

tations and charms], [Slang}, a person 'or thing
supposed? ,

to cause bad luckj hoodoo* o4. (JINXED
G^kst)|K^Ql [Slang], to cause bad luck to.

jijpi-ja pa Iff&tHariffl, n. [Spw < Jipijapa, place in

Ecuador!, 1. a Central and South American plant
from whose leaves ptfnama hats are made. 2, a hat
made of these leavesi

jit-ney Cjit/ni), n tyfc JTTNEYS (-nte)], [a 1903; ? < Fr.
jeton, & token, ooter < jeter, to throw], [Slang], 1. a
five-centcom ; xqcftel 2. a bus or car, especially one trav-
eling a repilajr route, that carries passengers for a small
fare, omgmaay five cents.

Jitter (jit'gr), vd. [? echoic], [Slang], 1. to be nervous;
have the jitters; fidget. 2. to jitterbug.

music. 2. a person who shows enthusiasm for jazz
music, often by extravagant gestores, shouts, etc. pti.

dance in the manner of a jitterbiiigr.

* "

'<

\

'

i

fft-tpy tfitf>i), adj. [Slang], having the jitters,

jOT-jit'STi uopjjit'soo), njujitsu,^
rlu-jut-sii (jop-jit/soo, jod-joo'soo), n. jujifesu.

jlye yiv), I*. [? coinage, after jibe\, [Slang], 1. in jazz,

^krng or joking while playing; hence, 2, the jargon
,<* y*z. musicians and jazz devotees. 3. loosely, jazz.
if., I. judges. 2. justices.

Jno., John. <

> i

<M joe (jo),
n. fyl. JOES (j5z)], [Scot.], a feroethnvfc-.tn

Jo,, Joel.
Jo-ab Go'ab), |L.; Gr. Idob; Heb. yd'Sbh, Ife the* Lord
is (his) fatherL a masculine name. n. in tie? J9we; toe
commander of DavidV army, ; , ,,

Joa-chim, Jo-seph (yo'zef y^-I'kfann; Eng. _

km')*. 1S31-1907; Hungarian violinist in Germany.
Joan (Jon, jo^on. jo-an'), a feminine name: see Joanna.
Jo-an-na (jo-an'a), [ML., fern, of Joannes; see JOHN),
a feminine name: variantsT Joan, Jane, Jean, Jeanne,
Johanna; equivalents, L. & G. Johanna, D. Hanna.
Fr. Jeanne, It. Giovanna, Sp. Juana.
Joan of Arc, Saint (Irk) r (Pr. Jmnne d'Arc), 1412-
1431; French heroine; defeated the English at Orleans
(1429); bttrned at &e stake for witchcraft; canonized
in 1920: called the Maid of Orleans.
Job (job), [L.; Gr. J<5&; Heb. iyyobk* EU prob., afflicted],
a masculine name, n. in the Bible, 1. a man who en-
dured much suffering but did not lose his faith in God.
2, a book of the Qw Testament telling of him.

fob (job), n. [ME. gobb&, a lump, portion; orig., mouthful
< Celt, goo, gap, the mouth], 1. a piece of work;
definite piece of work, as in one's trade, or done by
agreement for pay. 2. anything one has to do; task:

chore; duty. 3. the thing or material being worked
on. 4. a thing done supposedly in the public interest
but actually for private gain: dishonest piece of official

business. 5. a position of employment; situation;
work. 6. [Colloq.], a criminal act or deed, as a theft,
etc. 7. [Colloq.j, any happening, affair, etc. adj.
hired or done by the job: see also lab lot. vJ. [JOBBED
{jobd), JOBBING], 1. to do odd jobs. 2, to act as a
jobber or broker. 3. to do public or official business
dishonestlv for private gain. v.L 1. to buy (goods) in

Quantity from importers or manufacturers and sell to

dealers; handle as middleman. 2. to let or sublet

(work, contracts, etc.). 3. to transact (public business)
dishonestly fox private gain. 4. to hire or let for hire,
as a horse or carriage. SYN* see position, task,
odd Jobs, miscellaneous pieces of work.
on the job, L [Colloq.], while working at one's job. 2.

[Slang], attentive to one's task or duty.
Job (JOD). n., v.t. A tu. [JOBBED (jobd), JOBBING],
[ME. jobbm, to peck; see JAB}, jab.

fob analysis, a study of a specific job, as in industry,
with; respect to ^operations and hazards involved,
qualifications required of the worker, etc.

JoD'ber (job'eV), n. La person who jobs; one who buys
goods in quantity from mantifacturers or importers and
sells them to dealers. 2. a person who works by the
job; also, one who does piecework or hack work. 3. a
person who does public or official business dishonestly
for his own gain. 4. [British], a person who deals in
stock-exchange securities: distinguished from broker.

job-ber-y (job'gr-i), n. [ < jobber], the carrying on of
public or official business dishonestly for private gain.
job lot, goods, often of various sorts, brought together
for sale as oner quantity.

Job printer, a printer who does variotis kinds of print-
ing, such as letterheads, circulars, posters, etc.

Job's comforter (jobz),*a person who aggravates one's
misery while ipcetending to comfort: see Job 4-6.

Job's-tears QoWtirzO, npL [see JOB], L a tall

grass with hard, dropllke, gray or whitish seeds. 2.
its seeds, used as a cereal in the Orient, or as beads.
Jocas-ta Go-kas'te), n. [L.; Gr. lokaste], in Greek
legend, the woman who unwittingly married her own
son, Oedipus: she killed herself when she found out.
Jocelin, Joe e line, Joc-e-lvn (jos'a-Hn, joslin),
[prob. UK. < L. jocus, a jest, trifle], a feminine name.

Jock-ey G'ok'i), n. \pL JOCKEYS (4z)J, [ < Jocky* Jockiet

northern Eng. and Scot, form of Jacky, dim. of Jack,
masculine name}, a person whose job is to ride a
horse in a race. v.t. & v.L [JOCKEYED (-id), JOCKEYING],
1. to ride (a horse) in a race. 2. to cheat; swindle. 3.
to maneuver for position or advantage.
jock o jCiok'o), n. IFr., earlier engeco < ncheko t the native
name inW. Africa], 1. a (^kopanzee. 2. any monkey,

jock-strap (jok'strap
7
), n. [Jocfc, male genital organs <

Jockf Scot, form of Jack (see JACK, nickname); -f

ponj by male athletes: also called athletic supporter*
jo-cose (joVteoV),, osd/. fL. joeom <jocu$f a joke, iest],

Jo-coa-i-ty Qo-kos'a-ti), n. iTtne quality or state of
being joeose. 2. fL JOCOSITIES (4te)] t a jocose action
orrematk.

Joc-u-lar Cjok'yoo4e>>, od/. [L, jbmtaris < jocm, a
joke,, jesti 1. joking; humorous; fttt of fun. 2. said
'9 a joke. -SW. see 1

-

wttflpi' ,
t

'

,

Joe^'lar.I.ty (ji^yoo-laT/i^^ n. 1. the quality or
state of being j"

rt ' "

joculaff action
Jocund (jok'<
LL. jocundwsj
< jwwe, t

.jest],

- "



jodhpirrs 789 joint
jodh-pprs (jod'pe'rz, jod'pSrz), n.pl. [after Jodkpmr,
state in India], riding breeches made loose and full
above the knees and closefitting below them.
joe (jo), n. [Scot.], a jo.

Jo-el (jo'sl), P>.; 6r. /; Heb. yo'cZ, lit, the Lord is

God], a masculine name, n. in the Bible, 1. an ancient
Hebrew prophet, probably of the 5th century B.C. 2.
the book of his preachings, in the Old Testament: ab-
breviated Jo.

joe-pye weed (jo'pl'), [? < the name of an Indian
doctor said to have used the plant as medicine], any of
three kinds of eupatorium, a tall plant of the composite
familv, with clusters of pink or purplish flowers.

jo-ey (jo'i), n. [Australian native name,.?o&], {Australian},
1. a young kangaroo. 2, any young animal,

Jof-fre. Jo-seph Jacques Gesaire (zhS'zef' zhak
sa'z&r zhn'frT* 1852-1&31 ; French general: commander
in chief of the French and Allied armies, World War I.

jog (Jog). v.t. [JOGGED (jogd), JOGGING], [ME, joggen;
prob. or echoic origin, after shog], 1. to give a little

shake, shove, or jerk to, 2. to nudge. 3. to shake up
or revive (a person's memory). IM. 1. to move along
at a slow, steady, jolting pace or trot. 2. to go on in a
steady, slow, heavy manner (with on or along), m.

[< the v.], 1. a little shake, shove, or nudge. 2. a
slow

t steady, jolting motion or trot: also jog trot*

log (jog), n. [var. ofjag], a projecting or notched part,
especially one at right angles, in a surface or line: as, a
jog in the wall, tuf* [JOGGED G'ogd), JOGGING], to form
or make a jog: as, turn left where the road jogs.

jog-gle (jog'l), .t & vd. [JOGGLED (-'Id), TOGGLING],
[freq, of

tog], to shake or jolt slightly, n. a joggling.
jog-gle (jog'l), n. {? < log, a projection}, 1. a joint
made between two surfaces of wood, stone, etc. by
cutting a notch in one and making a projection in the
other to fit into it. 2. a notch or projection for such a
joint. vJ. [JOGGLED (-'Id), JOGGLING], [ < the J, to
fasten or join by joggles.
joggle post, 1. a post made of pieces joined by joggles.
2. a post with shoulders to receive the feet of struts*

jog trot, 1. a slow, steady trot. 2. a routine, monoto-
nous* or leisurely way of doing something.
Jo han-na (jo-han'a), a feminine name: see Joanna.
jo-han-nes (jo-han'esz), n. {$1 JOHANNES], [Mod, I*. <
John V of Portugal; see JOHN], a Portuguese gold
coin of the 18th and 19th centuries, worth about $9.00.
Jo han-nes-burg (jo-han'is-burg', yo-han'is-burgO, n. a
city in the Transvaal, Union of South Africa: pop.,
519,000: gold-mining center.
John (|on), [ML. Johannes* Joannes; Gr. lownZs; Heb.
yo^ianan-, contr, < yehSfy&nan, lit. tne Lord is gracious],
a masculine name : diminutives, Jadfe, Johnny; fenHnine,
Jam, Jean, J&anne, Joan, Joanna Johanna; equiva-
lents, Fr. Jean, G. Johann, Johaimes* Huns, It. Gl-
ovanni, PoL Jan, Russ. Ivan, Sp* Juan. n. 1. in the
Bible, a) a Christian apostle, credited with having
written the Gospel of Saint John, the three Epistlesuof
John, and the Book of Revelation: called tike Mwngetist
and the Divine, b) the fourth book of the New Testa-
ment. t) any of the three Epistles of John, d) John
the Baptist. 2. son of Henry II; 1167P-1216; king of
England (1199-121^) ; forced by his barons to sign the
Magna Charta (1215), Abbreviated Jno*

John (ion), n. [Sang], a toilet.

John IIL 1624^1696; king of Poland (1674-1696).
John XXIII, 1881-

; Pope (1958- ).

John, Augustus Edwin (jon), 1878-
; English painter.

John Barleycorn, [see BARLEYCORN], a personification
of corn liquor, malt liquor, etc.

John Bull (bool), England, or an Englishman, per-
sonified. ,

,

John Doe (do), [see DOE], a fictitious name used in
leaal papers* etc. for that of a person who? Is flot known.
John Do*ry (dSr'L do'riX (L JOHN DORYS (-&, -riz)],

[John -f dory, tie fish], an edible salt-water fish with a
yellow-ringed black spot on each sidle of its flat body:
also spelled John Doree. i

John Han-cock (han'kok), {CoUoq.l, a person's
signature: so called! because John Hancock's signature
on the Declaration of Independence is bold andlegible.
Johnnie, John ny (joa'i), amasculine name: see John.
ju [i JOHNNIES (-tfc)J , Ji&lamg^ 1 . fcf. JACK (nickname) J,

any man or boy., 2, afomoancly.
johnny-cake (lom'i-fcalt^, #. faltered < Shmme^cak^,
kind of (bread made by Sfeawnee .Indians^ a kand of
cosrn bread baked on a griddle-

fit, 1C any early
Jo

Johnny-jump-up fiqn
spring violet. 2, the wild

JoiiStt*ii3MJ^
ready 'find at hwtwi
a pwspm who fy J^
John of Gaunt (gnt),

.

ke of Lancaster, 1340-1399;

Johnson, James Wei-don (wd'd'n), 1871-1938; Amer-
ican writer and dirfomat.

Johnson, Samuel, 170^-1 7S4; English writer, critic,
and lexicographer; known as Dr. Jolmsan.
Johnson City, a city in northeastern Tennessee: pop.,
28,000.

*

John son ese (jon's'n-SsO* ^ 1. tne literary style of
Samuel Johnson. 2. a Eteiary style more or less Hke
Johnsons, heavy, pompons, erudite, etc.: generally a

derogatory term.
John-so-ni-an (jon-so'ni-aii), cdf. 1. of or like Saxatiel

Johnson or his writings. 2. full of Johnsonese, n* 1*

an imitator or admirer of JohnsoiL 2. a person who
makes a special stody of Johnson and his work.
John ston, Albert Sidney (jo^'stan, joa's'n), 1S03-
18^2; Confederate general.

Johnston, Joseph Eggleston, 1807-1891; Confederate
jgeneral.
Johns-town (jonz'totmO* n. a city in southwestern
Pennsylvania, on the Conemaogh River: pofx* 63*0w:
a disastrous aood occurred there in 1889.
John the Baptist, in the Bible, the forerunner and
baptizer of Jesu: he was killed by Herod: Matt. 3.
Jo hore (ja-hdrO ?

a native state of the Federation of
Malaya, at the tip of the Malay Peninsula; area* 7,330
sq. mL; pop., 779,000,

Jjoie de vl-vre (zhwa'ds-ve'vr'), [Fr.J, Joy of living;
zestful enjoyment of life.

join Goin), v,L {ME. joynen, jmgnm; OFr. joindre,
juindre < L. jungere, to bind together, yoke), 1. to
place together; bring together; connect; fasten; com-
bine. 2, to make into one; unite: as, join forces, jovw
people in marriage. 3. to become a part or member of;
enter into association with: as, he/0t#tf a labor union.
4. to go to and combine with: as, the path joins the
highway. 5. to enter into the company of; accompany:
as, join me in a walk, join us soon. 6. to go and take
one's proper ;place in: as, a soldier must join his regi-
ment when his leave is over. 7. [Colloq.l to adjoin.
8. ia, geometry, to connect with a straight line or curve.

vL^ ! to come together; meet. 2, to enter into as-
sociation. 3. to participate (in a conversation, singing,
etc.). n. [ < tfoe if.]. 1. a joining or being joinet2.
& place of joining; as, a seam in a coat is a joiti.
S^in battle, to start fighting or competing.
SYN.-^f^a is t&e general term implying a bringing or comxog
together of two or more things and may suggest direct contact,
affiliation, etc.; combine implies a mingling together of ihiagjs,
often with a loss of distinction of elements that completely
merge with^one another (to combine mflk and \vater); unite
implies a joining or combining of things to form a single whole
(the United States); connect implies attadwnent by some
fastening or relationship (roads connected by a bridge, thie

duties connected wit a job) ; link stresses firmness of a coo-
nection (linked together in a common cause); associate im-
plies a joining with another or others as a compaakot, partner,
etc. and^,in extended use, suggests ajbgical co

^ - - * "

the auxia (Jfco associate Freud's nkaie with
consolidate implies a merger of distinct ;

into a single whole for restaltfn^ 'comjpact
ciency, etc. (to consdidait one*s wbCa^^-A
detach, '

join-der GouaMeV), n. IPr. yom$ref a tise of inf. as n.;
see JOIN], 1. a joining; ?ict of meeting or coming to-

gether. 2. in Zow, a) a joining of causes. &) a joining of

parties as co-plaintifiEs or c<b-aefejndaats c] a tiniting on
facts or procedtim d) an accepnng of an issue offered.

join-er (joia
/
eV) r

4 fftfB. jmnmr; OPr. joignour <
joindre; see JOIN], 1. a person or thing that jfoins. 2.

a carpenter, especially one who finishes interior wood-
work* as doors, molding* stairs, etc. 3. [Colloq,],
a person given to joixautg various organizations.

join*ei>y (join'Sr-i), nv 1. the work, trade, or skill of a
joiner. 2, tiie tbaiags made by a joiner.
joint (joint), ik [MIM OPr. joint, joinct; L. junctus, pp.
afangeret to |oin, yoke], 1. a place or part where two
things or ^arts axe joined. 2. the way in which two
thinpfs are joined at such a part. 3. one of the parts or
sections of a ioibaJbed whole,. 4. a large cut of meat with
the bone still in it, as for a roast, 5. in anatomy, M) a
place or part where two bones or corresponding stirae-

tures^are Joined, usually so that they can move. &) the
way in which they are joined. 6. in botany, a point
where a branch or leaf grows out of the stein, fc in
geology* a fissure in a rode mass, without displacement
of strata. 8. [Slang], a saloon, cheap restaurant, etc.
9. [Slang], any house, building, etc. fid/. |OIV. fomt,
jowifa, pp. vtlaindre; see JOIN], K joined as to time;
concurrent. 2. common to two or more persons, oV-
ernments, etc. as to ownership or actioma asr a jpfat
deidaration, joint property* ^: snaring wit^i somebne
else: as, & joint owner, v.t. 1. to fasten together by a
joint or joints* 2^ to giy la joint or joints to, 3. toicttt

(meat) into joints; separate ai the joints.
out of joint, 1. mot pi jlac^ at the joint; dMdcaliedl^

'

'
'
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\

, 6ven, Mre, over; is, bite; lot, go\ hdrn, t6Sl, look; oil, out: i
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joint account 790 Joseph
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joint account, a bank account in the name of two or
more persons* each of whom may withdraw lands.

joint committee, a committee with members from both
houses of a legislative body, or Iron two or mere

t-ed (ipm'tid), adj. having joints.

joint-er (join'ter), it. 1. a person or machine that

joints, 2. a long plane used in dressing boards. 3. a

triangular device with an edge, fastened to a plow
beam, 4. a beat Iron bar for holding stones together.

foinfrlsr (jointli), ofp. in a joint manner; together.

joint resolution, a resolution passed by both houses
of a bicameral legislature: it has the force of an act
if signed by the cfief executive or passed over his veto.

jotuf-reas Coin'tris), n a woman with a jointure.
joint return, a single income tax return filed by a
married coupe, combining their individual incomes.

joint stock, stock or capital held in a common fund.

joint-stock company (joint'stok') , a business firm

with a jabot stock, owned by the stockholders in shares
which each may sell or transfer independently.

join ture (joln'chgr), n [ME.: OPr.; L. /nnctt&a, a join-

ing < jmnxere; see jomj, 1. [Ob.], a Joining. 2. in law.

M) an arrangement by which a husband settles property
on his wife for her use after his death, b) the projperty
thus settled; widow's portion, c) [Obs.], the holding of

pftjpcrty jointly.

joint-weed (joint'wed'}, n. a plant of the buckwheat
family, with threac*Kk leaves, jointed stems, and
clusters of small, white flowers.

J*jfrat'Worm Ooint'wurmOt n. any of the larvae of vari-

003 small flies, which produce gall-like swellings in
the joints of grain stems.

Join-vile. Jean de (zhaV da a&wwtW). I224?-1317;
French historian.

j|k (foist}, n, [ME. giste, gystet a joist, beam; QFr,
ft&t a beo, cottch, beam <

to He < L. iac&tt to
any of the parallel

*
J

ttyt hoU -nfr, the

Jo-kai, Mau-rus (mou'roos
-t904i Hun-

RJOOIBQAKK

LJUI. j\sitwjif a,

- .- - 1. anything
said or done to arouse /wwc
laughter; funny anecdote; JOISTS

amusing trick played on someone. 2. something not
meant to be taken seriously: thing done or said in
tea. 3. & person or thing to be laughed at, not to be
taken seriously, lu. [TOKED (jokt), JOKING]* [< the
*. or L* joean, to jokej, 1. to make jokes; saj or do

meant to be taken seriously, v.t. to make fun of;
make (a person) the object of jokes or teasing.
no Joke, a serious matter.

5yN. fokc is the simple, basic word for" anything said or
done in fun or to excite laughter and may apply to remarks,
anecdotes, pranks, etc.; jest, the more formal equivalent, usu-
ally is applied to^joking language and suggests banter or light,

good-natured ridicule;; <juip and sally suggest a smart, neatly
turned jest; & witticism is a witty or amusingly clever saying
or remark; wisecrack, a slang term, applies to 'a witty remark
that is flippant or facetious,

jok-er (jok'er), n, 1. a person who jokes* 2. a hidden
or cunningly wooded provision put into a law, legal
document* etc. to nmk it different from what it seems
to be; hence, 3. any hidden, unsuspected difficulty, 4,
an extra playing card, used in some games to represent
the highest trump or any card the holder desires^
Jok ja kar-ta (jok'ya-kar'ta), n. a city in central Java:
pop., 136,500: also spelled Djokjakarta, Jokyakarta.

jole (jol), n. a jowl. ,
{

'

,
, ,,

JO'li-et noli-et', jo'liret^ joM-e*')* '*- * c^T &* north-
eastern Illinois: pop., 52,000.

Jo-li-et, Louis Oo^i-et', jo'U-ebf? Fr; zh&'lire'), 1645-
1700; French-Canadian explorer ol the Mississippi:
also spelled Jolllet. 4 n A ', i ;

Jo-liot-CuTie, Fr6-d6-ric (fra'dS^rek' driMtfteft'itt)'
(bom Frederit Joliot}, 1900-1958; husband oi IrZne;
French chemist; shared Nobel prize in. chemistry. 1935,
with his wife, >

,

. u,.-,
'

J

Jolloit-Gurie, I-rdne (e'ren'), 1897-1956; daughter of
Pierre said Marie Curie,- French chemist: see Joliot-
Curie, Frederic,

jol U er (joFi-Sr), n. [Colloq,]f a person who jollies
, , ,

jol li fi ca tion (jolVfr-ka'shon), n. [Colloq.], a jollify-
ing: merrymaking; refveL

JollMy (joKs-flO, v.t. A vJ. [JOLLIFIED (4U
FYINGJ, [Colloq.], to make or be jolly or merry:

IoMMy OoF'l-i) , adv. in a joUy manner.
jolli-ness OWi-ni?), n. jollity.*; >

, t L , .,,.,'.=,,

joHi.ty,(joK3-ti), n- [ME. & O'Fx.jotile^jolwefa <
see JOLLY], 1, the quality or state of beingioJly;

gaiety. 2. U>L JOLLITIES (-ttz)J t IBiitishJ, a jolly occa-

. ^ OFr. joli, jol*/, joyful, merry; prob. < Gmc.
base of FK&?}, 1, full of nigh spirits and good humor;
merry; gay; convivial 2. iCouoq.3, enjoyable; pleas-
ant. aav. [British Colloq.], very: altogether, v.t.

& va. {JOLLIED (-id), JOLLYING}, fColloqJ, 1. to try
to make (a person) feel good or agreeable by coaxing,
flattering, joking, etc. (often with along). X to make
fun of (someone) . n. [British Slang], a British marine.

joMy-boat (jol'i-bdV), n* [prob. < D. jotte or Dan.
JoUet yawlj, a ship's small boat: also lolly boat, Jolly.

Jol-ly Rog-er (jol'i roj'er), [idly + Roger, pirate flag <
the proper name Roger], a black flag with white skull

and crossbonesv emblem of piracy.
Jo-lo (h&'lo''}, n. the largest island of the Sulu Archi-

lippine Islands: area, 326 sq. mi; pop.,

a sudden jerk, bump, or shake, as from a blow; hence,
2. a shock or surprise: as, the news gave us all a jolt.

jol-ty (jol'ti), adj. jolting; bumpy.
Jo-nah (jc/ns), [L. Jonas; Gr. Idnas; Heb. yonak, lit.,

a dove], a matscuHne name: variant, Jonas, n. 1. in the

Bible, a Hebrew prophet: thrown overboard in a storm
sent because he had disobeyed God, he was swallowed

by a big fish, but three days later was cast up on the
shore unharmed. 2. a book of the Old Testament
telling Jonah's story. 3. any person said to bring bad
luckjust by being present: from the fact that Jonah
brought bad luck to the sailors.

Jo nas (jo'nasj, n. Jonah: form used in the Douay Bible.

Jon-a-than (jonVthan), [Heb. ydnathan, contr. <
yehonathan, lit., the Lord has given], a mascnlfoe- name.
n. 1. in the Bible, Saul's oldest son, a close friend of
David: I Sam. 18-20. 2. a late fall variety of apple.

Jones, Daniel (jonz), 1881- ; English phonetician.
Jones, Henry Arthur. 1851-1929; English dramatist.

Jones, In-i-go^in'i-goO, 1573-1652; English architect
and stage cfesigner.

Jones, JohnPauL (born John Paul), 1747-1792;
American naval officer in the Revolutionary War,
born in Scotland.

jon-gleur (jo^'gKr; Fr. zhoVgjlelr'), n. [Ft.; see JUG-
GLER}, a wandering minstrel in medieval France and
England, who entertained by reciting or singing.

jon-quil (jog'kwil, jon/kwil), n. |Fr. jongwlle; Sp.

junyuillo, dim. atjwnco, a reed; L. juncus, a rushj, 1. a
vanety of narcissus resembling a daffodil, with small,

fragrant, yettow or white flowers and long, slender
leaves. 2. its bulb or flower.

Jon-son, Ben (ben jon's'n), 1573M637; English dram-
atist and poet.

Jop-lin O'oplin), n. a city in southwestern Missouri:
pop^ 39,000.
Jop pa (jop's), n. Tafia: the ancient name.
Jor-daens, Ja-cob (yafkop yor^dans), 1593-1678;
Flemish painter.

Jor-dan nbr'd'n), n. 1. a river in Palestine, flowing into
the Dead Sea: length, 200 mi. 2. an Arab kingdom in
the Near East, east of Israel: its territory west of the
Jordan Rivet was acquired in 1950: British mandate
(1921-1946): area, a 37,000 sq. mL? pop., 1,333*000;
capital, Amman: official name Hashemite (Kingdom o/)
JiorSaw: former names, Trans-Jordan,, TroMsjordama.

jor dan (idr'd'n), n. [ME. jmdan < name Jordan,
Jowdaml [Obs. or Dial.], a chamber pot.

Jpr dan, David Starr (star jSr'd'n), 1851-1931; Amer-
, ican educator and naturalist.
Jordan almond, [altered, after tike proper name Jordan,
< ME. jardyne almaunck; prob, < OFr. jardin}
garden; hence, a garden ^cultivated) almowd], a variety
of large Spanish almond much used in confections.

Jo-rum (jc^rani, jSr'am), n. [prob. < Joram (II Sam., , . .

)r buyer d silver vessefe]; 1. a;large drimmg bowl
^'e^amoumt ^1 iQtior that 'it holds* ,,

, ,

Joseph (j5feaQ, [II Jo^ph^ Jo&epkw; Gri
Hefe yfisipM* lit,i .may^he adtd] a masculine
dmDiiM"vres, Jot Joe$ feniintafe,, Josephs, Jwe
equivalents, L. Josepfws* t It, Gmmp^e, Sp. Jose. n.
m'tik&>>$i{Ue*, li onef,'Oi ((|abWs(;sons wfie- was soM,;
into, staireryi'Jit" Igypt -|>F" his 1

jeal-oiasl^brothftrs^hbtit
became a high

1

official ^J^e^ Geib &V,$HtiU' , 2. the
htisband of Jfay,. arotito -M^Jes^r |tefet^ iilftnl6^.

jo-seph tof'Zd% nut f. <,Jc^^fe;{proiE'in: alliasW to- the

Jo-se-phine

variant, Josepha.
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josh (josh), v.t. & v.L [said to merge joke and bosh],

[Slang], to ridicule in a good-humored way; tease

jokingly; banter.
Josh-u-a (josh'oo-a), [Heb. yehoshu'a, lit., help of

Jehovah], a masculine name: diminutive, Josh. n. in

the Bible, 1. Moses* successor, and leader of the
Israelites into the Promised Land. 2. a book of the
Old Testament telling about him. Abbreviated Josh.

Jo-si-ah (jo-sl'a), [Heb. ydshlyah, lit., the Lord sup-
ports], a masculine name. n. in the Bible, a king of

Judah in the 7th century B.C.: II Kings 22, 23.

Jo-si-as (jo-sl'as), a masculine name: see Josiah.

joss O'os), n. [Pid. En.; var. of Port, deos, L. dens, a

god], a figure of a Chinese god; Chinese idol.

joss house, a Chinese temple.
joss stick, a thin stick of dried paste made of fragrant
wood dust, burned by the Chinese as incense.

jostle (jos'l), v.t. & v.i. [JOSTLED (-Id), JOSTLING],
[earlier justle, freq. < ME. justen; see JOUST], to bump
or push, as in a crowd; elbow or shove roughly, n. a

jostling; rough bump or shove.
Jo8*u-e (jos'u-e') n. Joshua: form used in the Douay
Bible.

jot (jot), n, fL. iota; Gr. idta, i, the smallest letter, very
small thing], a very small or trifling amount: as, she
doesn't care &jot for him. v.t. [JOTTED (-id), JOTTING],
[prob. < the nj, to make a brief note of (usually with
down)*
Jo tunn, Jo-tun (yfi'toon, yo'toon), n. [ON. jotunn], in
Norse mythology, a giant.
Jo tunn (yo'toon), n. a Jotunn.
Jo*tunn*neiin, Jo-tun-heim (y6'toon-ham% yo'toon-
ham') n. [ON. jotunheimar, n. pL], in Norse mythology,
the home of the giants, at the northwestern edge of the
world: also Jotunnheimr, Jotunnheim.

joule (joul, jool), n. [after J.P. Joule], in physics, a unit
of work or energy equal to 10,000,000 ergs; practically,
the energy expended in one second by a current of one
ampere at a potential of one volt: abbreviated J (no
period).

Joule, James Prescott (joul), 1818-1889; English
physicist.
jounce (jouns), v.t. A vd. [JOUNCED (jounst), JOUNCING],
[prob. dial. var. of jauncet altered form of jaunt], to

shake, jolt, or bounce, as in riding, n. a bounce or jolt.

jour., 1. journal. 2. journeyman.
jour-nal (jur'n'l). n. [OFr. journal, jornal, jurnal; L.

diurnalis, daily < dies, day], 1. a daily record of

happenings. 2. a diary. 3. a record of the transactions
of a legislature, committee, club, etc. 4. a ship's log
book. 5. a daily newspaper; hence, 6. any newspaper
or periodical; magazine; 7. in bookkeeping, a) a day-
book. &) a book of original entry, used, in the double-

entry system, for recording all transactions with an
indication of the special accounts to which they belong.
8. [orig. Scot,], in mechanics, the part of a rotatory
axle or shaft that turns in a bearing: see crankshaft,
illus.

journal box, in mechanics, .La bearing for a journal.
2. a casing or housing for a journal.

jour-nal-ese (jur'n'1-eV, jurnl-esOt n. a style of writing
and diction characteristic of many newspapers, mag-
azines, etc.; facile style, with hackneyed expressions
and effects.

jour-nal-ism (jur'n'1-iz'm), n, [Fr. joumalisme < jour-
nal; see JOURNAL], 1. the work of gathering news for,

writing for, editing, or directing, the publication of a

'newspaper or other periodical. 2. journalistic writing.
3. newspapers and magazines collectively.

jour nal-ist (jGr'n'l-ist), n. 1, a persqn whose occupa-
tion is journalism; reporter, editor, etc. of a newspaper
or other periodical. 2. a person who keeps a diary.
jour nal is tic Q^'&Wtfk), adj. of or characteristic

of journalism or journalists., . . v
.

^ .

jour-naMs-ti-carly (jur'nl-is'ti-kl-i), adv. 1. in a

journalistic manner. 2. from the standpoint of jour-
nalism. *

1

jour-nal-ize Qar'nl^O. *<* * vd* ^URNALIZBD (-Izd^,'

to enter (records) in a journal, as in

jour^Vlpr'ni), n. {pi JOUHNEYSi (-nia)], [MEW<?r*^
/orney; OFr. journee.jornee; LL* *idtu*nala, day's jour-

ney, day's work < L. diurnus, daily < dies, day], a

traveling from one place to another; tpp. v4. [Jouii-

NEYKD (-nid), JOURNEYING], to go on a trip; travel.

$YN. see.i^ip,
r

- " r "

jour-ney-man (juV'ni-mon), n. [pi. JOURNEYMEN
|-i^n)J,,[a^aic.;<c?if^ <%5f'ft^ork -f man], 1. orig-

inally, a worker lor a, daily wager. 2.
_
formerly, a

worker wh@ had served :hia aMjrentipeship and t^hus

Qualified himself to work at his trade. 3* now, a
'"

' ' * *

"a trade, pistwistied from
. Abbreviated Jour.

kwork pf a journeyman.
jflBk d*/>t/c^ ^Vc^* OPr.

jouste < jouster; see the .J, 1. a combat or mock corn-

oat with lances, between two knights on horseback. 2.

fL a tournament. X |ME. justen, justim; OPr. juster,

poster, jouster; LL. jttxtare, to approach, tilt < L. juxta,
close to], to engage in a joiist. Also just.
Jove OovX n. T < L Joms, genit. of JupUer, Jupiter],

[Poetic], Jupiter (in both senses).

by Jove! an exclamation expressing astonishment, em-
phasis, etc.

jo-vi-al Go'vi-9l). ad/. [Fr.; LLv Jomalis, of Jupiter < L.

Jons; see JOVE], 1. of Jove, the god or the planet.
2. full of hearty, playful good humor; genial and gay;
jolly: from the astrological notion that people born
under the influence of the planet Jupiter are joyfuL
jo-vi-aH-ty (jo'vi-alVti), n. [Fr. jvmalite; see JOVIAL],
1. the quality or state of being jovial* 2. &L JOVIAL-
ITIES (-tiz) J, a jovial act or remark.

-* ,
-

lator of Plato, Tteicydides, and Aristotle.

jowl (joul, jdl), n. [ME. chaul, chattel; influenced by
jowe (see JAW) ; AS. ceafl, jaw, cheek], 1. a jawbone or

jaw, especially the lower jaw with the chin and cheeks.
2. the cheek.

fowl (joul, jol)f n. [ME. chol, cholle; AS. ceolc, throat

(G. kekle)], 1. the fleshy, hanging part under the lower

jaw. 2. a) the dewlap of cattle, b) the wattle of fowl
3. the head and adjacent parts of a fish.

joy (joi), n. [ME. joye, joie; OPr. joie, joye; LL. gaudia
< L. gaudium, joyj, 1. a very glad feeling; hap|wness;
great pleasure; delight. 2. anything causing this feel-

ing. 3. the expression of this feeling. lu. to be full of

joy; rejoice, v.t. 1. to make joyful; gladden. 2.

[Archaic], to enjoy. SYN. see pleasure.
joy-ance (joi'dns), n. [Archaic], joy; rejoicing.

Joyce (jois), [ < older Jocosa; L. jacpsa, fern, ot/ocosus,
merry < $ocus, jest, trifle], a feminine name.
Joyce, James (jois). 1882-1941 ; Irish novelist and poet.

joy-fui Goi'folX adj. l.^full of joy. 2._feeling, express-
ing, or cat

joy-oil w
happy; gay: gfad. -^-SYN. see happy.
joy-ride (roi'ridO. * [Colloq.], to take a joy nde.

joy ride, [CoUoq.], an automobile ride merely for pleas-

ure, often with reckless speed, rowdy behavior, etc.

joy stick, [Slang], the control stick of an airplane.
JP. jet propulsion.
J.P., Justice of the Peace.

Ji^j|T
junior.

Ju-an^e" Fu ca Strait (joo'sn da fu'ka), a strait be-

tween Washington and Vancouver Island: length,
100 mL
Juan Fer nan dez Islands (hwan fer-nanMeth; Eng.
joo'an fir-nan'dez), two islands in the South Pacific,

about 500 mi. west of, and belonging to, Chile: area,

TO s. 2DoL i
'
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'
9iiMH(i Pa-Wo (be-ne't6* pa'bld hwa'res),"" ""

rican statesman,; president of Mexico

..j^-1867, in erfe; 167T1872). . .

. n. stiver in eastern Afnca, flowing into
r-5-*

gth, 1,000 mi: also spelled Giuba.
< Bantu; ? back-formation <
Negro dance, characterized by
4by clapping the hands.*" J

igHri the Bible, one of

-or inventor of musical
instruments: Gen. 4:19-21.

Pradesh state,

Ju-be(joo'bi),
command: so

i., 124,000.
iperative of L. jubere, to bid,

v ,
a orayer that begins Jute,

spoken from this gallery], a loft or gallery over the
rood screen in a cnurch.

, ...
ju-bi-lance (joo'b'1-ans), n. jubilant feeling; rejoicing.

]u bi-lant (joo'b'1-ont), adj. fL. jubilans, p^:. ofJuli-
lore; see JUBILATED .], joyful and tnumphant; elated.

Ju bi la te (joo'ba-la'te, joo'bd-m'tS), n. f< imperative
of L, iub&we; see JUBILATE, vj, 1. in the &p,U& the
100th Psalm (99th uj the Vulgate and Bouay versions).
2. the third Sunday after Easter: so caled because the
Introit for the day begins Jubilate.

Ju-bMate (joo'bl-atO, v.i. [JUBILATED (-id), JUBILAT-
m]. [ < L.Jubilatus, pp. otjubMare, to shout for joy <
jubilum, wud shout], to rejoice, as in triumph; exult.

ju"bi-la-iion
2. a

L-u-0*15*11;, it. 1. a jubilating; re-

celebration, as of victory.

~ypt.jubile; LL. jubtlaeds; pr.
a ram, ram's horn used as a
sabbatical year; influenced by
fl f in Jewish histdry, a !

^-

, bare, cftr; ten, Sven, h6re, ovSr; Is, bite; lot, g6, httrn, tOTl, look; oil, out; u
h, leisui^: qT ring; a for a in ago, e in agtnL i in sanity, o in comply, u in

, Wt, <
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long celebration held every fifty years in which all

bondmen were freed, mortgaged lands were restored to
tbo original ownem and land was kft fallow: Lev.
2S:&~17. 2, a fiftieth or twenty-fifth anttiwrmry, or a
crfefcwatkm of till*. 3. m time or occasion of rejoicing.
4- fafallatktt; rejoicing. 5. in the Romsn Grttoiti

Ctarcfcr a year of pfeniry indulgence or remission of

pnoinaeat for sin, on certain conditions: ordinary
es occtir every twenty-five years.
1. jadges. Judith,

wYjtK^dS'aa)* */ * Judean.
Judah (jfltftte), IHeb. yehMkih, lit,, praised (by the

Loi}Jf a masculine name: diminutive, Jude; feminine,
Jmmh. n. in the Bttfe 1. one of Jacob's sons. 2. the
tribe descended from him, strongest of the twelve
tribes of Israel. 3. the Mngdom in the southern part of

undent Palestine formed By the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin after they broke with the other ten tribes:

I Kings 11:31, 12:17-21.

Ju da ic (j65-da'ik), mdj. [L. Jmdaic&s; Gr. loudaikos <
ImiMtw; see JEW}, 1. of Judah. 2. of the Jews, their

cttttare, etc.; Jewish. 3. of Judaism.
Jn-da-tem OSo'di-iz'm), n. (LL. Jndaismus; Gr. lou-

dwsmos < lowdaios; see JEW], 1. the Jewish religion,

2. ofosenranee of Jewish customs, ceretuonies, rules, etc.

JfH-Ai-ize ftoo'di-iz'), vJ. [JUDAIZBD C-Izd'), JUDAIZING],
UU Jnd&lmre; Gr. londmzein < loudaios; see JEW], to

conform to Jewish customs, beliefs, etc. v.L to bring
into conformity with Judaism.
Ju das (jdo'das), n. [LL.j Gr. Joiwto; Heb. ^fiiiAaA,
fudahL 1. Judas Iscariot, the disciple who betrayed

Jesus for pay : Matt. 26: 14, 48. 2. a person who behaves
like Judas Iscariot; betrayer* 3. Jude, the apostle, 4.

a brother of Jesus and James: Mark 6:3, Matt. 13:55.

Ju das, Saint (jooAfes), see Jude.
Judas Maccabaeus, see Maccabaeus, Judas.

Judas tree, [so called because Judas Iscariot is said to
have hanged himself on one], any of a number of re-

lated shrubs or tpees of tbe pea. family, with cksfcersi of

rose-pink or purplish flowers; redbud. ,

,

Jude (j6od), ft masculine name: see Judah. TT. in the
Bible, 1. a Christian apostle and saint: also called

JMv fa* bttriot) ; John 14:22, Lulce 0*t3-l& 2- a
table ofthe New Testament, the Etoistle of Judei 3. its

atjtltor* perhaps the Judas called Jesus' brother. See
Judas.

Ju-de a (Jdo-de's), n. a part of southern Palestine that
was under Roman
rule: also spelled
Judaea.
Judean (J6o-de>sm),
adj. [L. Judatus; see

Jw|f 1, of Judea
or its people. 2.

Jewish. n* 1. a
native of Judea. 2.

-c - 1***[ME.&
O*R, jnge < Lw iJe, ,

a judge < fus. law +
ditere, to say, declare] ,

1. an elected or ap-
pointed public official

with authority to
hear and' decide cases
in a cotut of law?
abbreviated J. 2, a
person designated to
determine toe winner; *

'

settle a controversy, etc. 3. a person;quaMed togwean
opinion or decide on the relative worth of ahylbli^:
as, a good judge of masib, a poor judge of books. 4.

in Jewish Mstory, any of the governing leaders of
t&e Israelites before the time of thekingss;

a" J~
ruled for over four centuries after Joshua died.

yd. (JUDGED (jujd), JUDGING^ [ME^ juggen;
juger < L. judicare, tk> judge, declare the law <

see the *.], 1. to hear and pass judgment on (^
or cases) in a court of law. 2* to determine the winner
of (a contest); settle (a controversy). 3. to decree.
4. to form an idea or opinion about (any matter).
5. to criticize or censure. 6; to ttiink or suppose.
7. in Jewish history, to govern* *

SYN. judge is applied to erne wfccvby the aaitfeority vested
in him or by expertness of knowledge, ia qualified to settle a
controversy or decide on the relative merit of things (a judge
of a beauty contest) ; arbiter emphasizes the authontativeness
of decision of one whose judgment in a particidar matter is

considered indisputable (an arbiter ofthe social graces) ; referee
and umpire both apply to a person to whom, anything is

referred for decision or settlement" (a referee M baiMTt|pfcv)
and, in sports, to officials charged with the regulation of a
contest, ruling on the plays in game, etc; (a referee 301 boxing,
basketball, etc., an umpire in baseball, cricket, etc.). See also
Infer.

judge advocate, [fL JUDGE ADVOCAarBsfc a military
legal officer; especially, an officer designated to act
as prosecutor at a court-martial: abbreviated JuA,

JUDEA

OPr.

judge-made (juj'madOt # nwde by judges or by
their decisions taken as precedent.

Judg-es (juj'iz), n.^1. [construed as sing. I, a book of

the Old Testament teMng the history of the Jews from
the death of Josbaa to the birth of Samuel: abbrevi-
ated Judg., Jud.
judge ship (JufsMp), n. the position, functions, or

term of office of a judge,
judgmatic Qui-mat'ik), od [< judge + -malic as
in do%motM], iColloq.], discerning; judicious,

judg-ment (juj'msnt), n. [ME. jugement; OPr. juge-

mmt; LL. jud&omentum < L. judicare; see JUDGE, .},

1. a judging; deciding. 2. a legal decision; order or

sentence given by a judge or law court. 3. a debt re-

sulting from a court order, 4, a misfortune looked on
as a punishment from God. 5. an opinion or estimate.

6. criticism or censure. 7. the ability to come to opin-
ions of things; power of comparing ana deciding; under-

standing; good sense. 8. in tbe Bible, justice; right. 9.

0"-], in theology, a) God's final sentence as judge of all

things, b) the time of this: often called the Last Judg-
ment. Also spelled judgement.
judgment day, Judgment Day, in theology, the day
of God's final judgment of all people; end or the world.

ju-di-ca-ble (jo5Mi-ks-bl), adj. [LL. judicabilis <
L. jndicatns, pp. of judicwe; see JUDGE, v.], 1. that
can be judged. 2. Mable to be judged.

ju-di-ca-tlve (joo'di-ka'tiv, joo'di-ks-tiv), adj. FL.

judieatm, pp. djudicoxe (see JUDGE, IT.); -f ^we}, judg-
ing; judicial.

ju-dl-ca-to-iy (joo'di-k^tdr'i, jod'di-ka-to'ri), adj. [LL.
judicatarius <L judicatuSj pp. oiyudicaye; see JUDGE,

fJL judging ; having to do wita admniistermg justice, n.

I#L JUDICATORIBS (-iz, -m>], [LL. jwdicatorium; see the

adj.], 1. a court of law: tribunal 2. the system of

aocninistration of justice; law courts collectively.

ju-di-ca ture (jdo'di-te^chSr), n. [Fr.; ML. judicatwra
< L, judicwe; see JUDGE, .], 1. the administering of

justice. 2. the position, functions, or legal power of a

judge. 3. the extent of legal power of a judge or court
oflaw; TtaisdictioiX. 4. a cottrt of law. 5. judges or

courts of law collectively.

ju-di-cial G6o~dish/al), odf/. [K judicialis < judex; see

JUDGE], 1. of judges, law courts* or their functions.
2. allowed, enforced, or set by order of a judge or law
court. 3. administering justice. 4. like or befitting a

judge; hence, 5, fair; unbiased; carefully considering
the facts, arguments, etc., and reasoning to a decision.

ju-di'd-ar-y (joo-disli'i-er'i, joo-dish'eT-i), ad?/. [L.

judiciarius < judicium, judgment, court of justice <
jndex; see JUDGE], of judges^ law wurts, or tneir func-
tions. n. [jw. JUDICIARIES (-iz)j, 1. the part of govern-
ment whose work is the* aidankustration of justice;
system of law courts. 2. judges collectively.

ju-di-clous (jdo-dish'as), adj. [Fr. judicieux < L.

judicium, judgment <judex: see JUDGE], having, apply-
ing, or snowing sound >judgment; wise and careful.

SYN. see wise.
Ju-dith (joo'dith), [L.; Gr. loudith; Heb. yehudhlth,
woman of Judah, Hi., praised (by the Lord)], a feminine
name: diminutive, Judy. n. 1. a book or tihe Apocry-
pha and the Dottay Bible. 2. tfae Jewish wofnan told
about in this book, who saved her people by killing the
Assyrian general Holofernes. Abbreviated Jud*
fu-do (iWdo), n. ju|itsu*

' '

Ju-dy (joo'di) , a feminine name: see Judith, n. Punch's
wife in the puppet show Punch and Judy.
Jug Qug), flu [echoic], a sound meant to imitate a
nightingale's note. v IJUGGED CJtigd); TUGGING], tp
make a nightingale's sound or a sound
Jug (jog), n. [

corresponds to
glass, or metal . .....

small opening and a
[JUGGED Qugd),
coork to a jugi ' 13

*

designating

r a pet form of Judith or Joan;'

<Job] t 1, an.
-

for liquids, usi__.

"e>
r 2. [Slang], a

, 1- to put Into a
to jalL

alis <Jugum^ a
the side of the face,

|

ju gate (jpo'git, j5&&i),'adf. [L. jugatus, fp. ofwgare,
to^yokev* ebiinecfe < ^w^^ a yoke], 1. ia biology,

Jug-ger-naut Oug^-ffiot'^/''.!!'. [altered < fend*' Jagan-
n&th; Sans. Ja^an5//ki, lord of the world <jagat,

god yisimu, whqse idot'it is sajfi^.sp'ekeited Ms <wox-

relmous rites fehlto ttfal^jti^^
wheSbiand weres)'C^'

fcJ '-l ' L "J<l " ''' * "" .-'- - ^--rr

J~j, aitfj^tffl'flfe that-
sacrifice^ 3. Joftens

juggle (ju^lj,.^*.'
1

''

loss up' a

knives, ete.>. 2. to
(a thing or a
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continuously in the air. n. 1. an act of Juggling. 2. a
clever trick or deception.
ju gler (jug^r), n. 1. a person who juggles; expert in
tricks of sleight of hand. 2. a person who practices
trickery to deceive or cheat.

SU.G.IXJJ.II *-** JJ*M*VA .*.. 10, i.i*ja*xti, y VJLC;CJJ tiuiJ,.

ju-glan-da-ceous Ooo'glan-da'shas), adj. [ < Mod, L,
Juglandaceae, walnut family < L. juglans, walnut], in
botany, of the walnut family.

Ju-go-slav, Ju-go-Slav (u'go-slaV, u'go-skv'), n* &
adj. Yugoslav.

Ju-go sla-vi-a, Ju go-Sla-vl-a (u'go-sla'vis), n. Yugo-
slavia.

Ju-go-sla-vi-an (u'go-sla'vi-an), adj. & n. Yugoslavian.
Ju-go slav-ic (u'go-slav'ik), adj. Yugoslavic.
jug-u-lar (jtififyoo-lSr, joo'gyoo-le'r), adj. [Mod. L. jug-
ularis < L.jugulum, collarbone, neck, throat, dim. of

jugum, a yoke], 1. of the neck or throat. 2. of a jugu-
lar vein. 3. in zoology, of or having ventral fins in front
of the pectoral, under the throat, n. a jugular vein.

jugular vein, either of two large veins in the neck
carrying blood back from the head to the heart.

ju-gu-Iate Goo'gyoo-lat'), v.t. (JUGULATED (-id), JUGU-
LATING], [L. jugulatus, pp. of jugulars < jugutum; see

JUGULAR], 1. to cut the throat of or strangle; hence,
2. in medicine, to halt (a disease) by severe measures.

Ju-gur-tlia (ioo-gur'tha), n, a king of Numidia (113-
104 B.C.); Hved ?-l04 B.C.

juice (joos), fr. [ME. juts, juce, jus; OFr. jus; L. jus,
broth, soup* juiceJ 1. the liquid part of a plant, fruit,
or vegetable. 2. a liquid in or from animal tissue: as,

gastric juice, meat juice. 3. the essence of anything.
4. [Slang], electricity, 5. [Slang], gasoline, oil, or any
omer liquid that supplies power. v.t [JUICED (joost),

julcnroj JColloq.]t to extract juice from,

juic-My G*oo'sl-i) adv. in a juicy manner.
mic-i-ness Qoo'si-nis), n. the quality of being juicv.

juic-y (joo'si), adj. [JUICIER (-si-er), JUICIEST (-si-ist)],
1. full of juice; containing much juice. 2. full of
interest, as a jfoke or story; piquant; Evely; racy; spicy.

wrestling in which the strength and weight of an op-
ponent are used against him by means of anatomical
knowledge and the principle of leverage: also jujutsu,
jiujitsu, fiujutsu, judo.

ju*ju (joo'joo), m [W. Afr.; ? < Fr. joujou, a toy], 1.

a magic charm or fetish used by some "West African
tribes. 2. its magic. 3. a taboo connected with its use.

jujube (joo'joob), n. [Fr; ML, jnjuba < L. zizyphwn;
Gr. mzyphon < Per. zlzamn}, 1. the edible* datetelce

fruit of any of a number of trees and shrubs of the buck-
thorn family growing in warm cHmates. 2. a iree or
shrub bearing this fruit. 3. a jeUy made from this fruit.

4. a lozenge of gelatinous candy flavored with or like

this fruit;
- '_!_'_

ju-jut-su (iqo-jit'soo, joo-jpot'soo),
n. jujitsu.

juke box yook),, [Negro Gnllah jooh-nsouse, roadhouse;
orig., house of prostitution; akin to W. Afr. dmug* dssog,

dsugu], [Colloq.], an electric phonograph u'sed in some
restaurants, saloons, etc., operated by dropping a coin
in a slot and pushing a button to choose the record.

Jukes, the (jooks), the fictitious name o/a New York
family whose case history over several generations,
compiled by 19^-century sociologists* shows an
abnormally high incidence of poverty, disease, crimi-

nality, eta: a similar study ,was made of a New Jersey
family (fictitious name, the Kallikaks).

Jul., Julyv ,

' '

julep (Joolap), n. |Fr,; Ar. julab; Per. gnlab, julep,
rose water/; gal* rose + ab, water],* La cool drink
containing aromatic herbs.' 2. a cold drink made of

whisky or brandy flavored with sugar and fresh mint;
also mint julep. $j 'a, mixture tof water with sirup or

sugar for administering medicine.
>

i

Jul-ia (jool'ya), |DU, fern, of JuUus; see luLiusl a lemi-
nine name: djmiihtiifeivei JuMefc; lequivaiefzts* Pr* &? G.
Julie, It. Giulia* '{<',,-' t t ,1, , '., ,

Jul ian ,

(jwlfyan*) , |LL Julianns < Julius ; see JULIUS) ,

a mascuBne name : diminutive, ^wZg,' fendnine, Juliana;
equivalents, Fr. Julien t It. Giulmno. re. (ffla/vws
Claudius Julianus)* aepjbew of ,Com$aMine the

tifreatf.
Roman

,
statesman aiid general; -empejW of Ronle

(361-363 A.D.); lived! 331^363 A.D.: ,cEed Julian
"'

(D.
born. 190^,!,:born. 190^,!,: ^A \o ^'^u''^ v^iji.

1

"!;-! "';( v^ ^^ ^'it
1

',^*,
Julian Alps, a range of the Alps, 'between Italy and
ykfeo&la,v^ao liigiiest pea^*mg|K?J9^4^ ^,; >

,
?^ ^ .

!

days and every fourth year Geap year) had 366 days:
the months were the same as in the Gregorian or New
Style calendar now used,

ju li enne (joo'li-en'; Pr. zhulyenO, w. [Pr.; named
after /ttl**, a French caterer of Boston], a clear soup
contaiiaiiig vegetables cut into strips or bits. adj. in
cooking, cut into strips: said of vegetables.

Ju-H*et (iooFyat, jJGo'B-0fc, jool-ef), [Fr. Juliette, dim.
< L. Julia], a feminine name; see Julia, n. the heroine
of Shakespeare's tragedy Romeo and Juliet: see Romeo.

Juliet cap, a girl's small cap, worn usually on the back
of the head.

Jul-ius (jool'yas), [L,, name of a Roman gensj, a mascu-
line name: diminutive, Jule; feminine, Julia; equiva-
lents, Fr. Jules, It. Giulio, Sp. Jnlw.
Julius Caesar, see Caesar, Julius.
Jullundur (jul'^-dSr n. a cit

pop., 169,000.

, .

n. a city in Punjab, India:
., ,

Ju-Iy Goo-KO, n. \pt. JULIES (-EzOI [Anglo-Pr. Julie;
L. Julius < mensis Juliust the month of*Julms (Caesar)],
the seventh month of the year, having 31 days: abbre-
viated Jul., JL, Jy.
jum-ble (jum'bl), n. [prob. OFr. jumel, gemel CBr.

jumeau), twin; see GIMBAL], a kind ofcooky shaped Eke
a ring: also spelled jumbal.
jum-ble (jum'bl), y.t. [TUMBLED ^-bld) t TUMM^ING],
[portmanteau merging of jump with tumble, fwmUe,
etc.], 1. to mix in a confused, disorderly heap. 2. to
contuse mentally, tu. to be tumbled, n- L a confused
mixture or heap. 2. a muddle. SYN. see confusion.
jum-bo (jum'bd), n. \pL TUMBOS Gboz)], [aftef Jumbo,
the famous elephant exhibited by P. T. Baraum; prob.
< mumbo jumbo], a large, clumsy person, ainmal, or
thing; unusually large thing of its kind. adj. very
large; larger than usual of its kind: sometimes used as
a trade classification of size, as of olives.
Jum-na (jum'na), n. a river in northern India, joining
the Ganges at Allahabad: length, 850 mi.
jump Gump), v.L [? It. loanword (16th c.) < orig. Gmc.
source; cf. North It. teww^a, Dan. gumpe (G. dial.

gumpen) < gump, buttocks], 1. to move oneself sud-
denly from the ground, etc. by using the leg muscles;
leap; spring. 2. to be moved with a jerk; bob; bounce.
3. to start in sudden surprise. 4. to pass suddenly
from one tiling or topic to another. 5. to rise suddenly:
as, prices have jumped. 6. in checkers, to move a
piece over an opponent's piece, thus capturing it,

v.t. 1. to leap over. 2. to cause to leap: as, "bejium$ed
his horse over the^ fence. 3, a) to leajp upon; spring
aboard, b} to leap from (a -moving train, etc.)- 4w to
cause (prices, etc.) to rise. 5. to break in continu-
ity of action, as a motion-picture iaoaage* because of

faulty alicsCKniejiifei of the fUnn. < 6. [Slangl, to flrttatjfcf stiitf-

denly. 7.[Slang], to leave suddenly; ilee: asv

jumped town. 8. in bridge* to raise (a partner's bid)
or, in contract, t make an unnecessarily high bid
in (a partner's suit). 9* in checkers, to capture (an
opponent's) pie^). 10. in journalism* to continue (a
story) on another page. it. 1. a jumping; leap; bound;
spring. 2, a distance jumped^ & a thing to be jumped
over. 4. a sudden transition. 5. a sudden rise, as in
prices. 6. a sadden, nervous stajrt or jerk ; twitch: hence,
7. PL [SlangJ, diorea; also* delirium tremens (usually

e). 8. in athletics, a contest in jumping: as, the

mp, the broad jump* 9, in checkers, a move by
an oppoaeat'^piece iscaptured. 10. mjournaUsm^

a line tellwigi.oM wibai page a story is continued, adj.

designatis^ br ol as1^1e ol jaz music characterized by
the constant mechanical repetition of short riffs and a

strong, steady beat.

get (or have) the jump on, [Slang}, to get (or have) an
earlier start than and thus have an advantage over.

jump a claim, to seize mining rights or land claimed
by someone else.

jump at, 1. to reach, (a conclusion) hastily, without
careful consideration. 2, to accept hastily and eagerly.
jump bail, tQ forfeit one's bail by ninning away.i
J*nnp off, [Military Slangt to start an attack^

, jlump'On; [SlangL to scold; censwe.
, ,

,

jump the ftun, [Slang], 1. to begin a race before the

signal has been given; hence, 2. to begin anything
[i
before the proper tinie. ^

lump the track* to go suddenly off the rails.;

om the Ivwaps, [Colloq.], busily moving about; busy.
jump ball, in basketball, a ball tossed y p^e* referee

, two opposing players,* as, m,beginning or re-

play* ^
'

> \ j t

' '

/"

i m bridge, a bid that; is Mgher thaa is- nec-
increase the* previous, bid.

(jum'per) n^ 1:, a pefon^ or thing |bhat jumps,
." a felnd- of sled. 3, a;^irat<pi pawL 4.^a sEpiit wj#e to

dose a break in, or cut oiat parti ol* a circuit. 5
. or boy who d$liYe& pacleageQ if<pm a ^eliyery
,6. in minyjt a .boring .toof that, isr operate4 wiw an
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jump er (jura'pir), n. ( < earlier dM.jmmp, short coat;

prpb. < Pr. j^ff. Jj*; Sp,
aljuba, Moorish garment; AT.
ml jmb^fk; oi, the -f j*5Wbf

loose outer garment], 1. a
loose jaclcet or bloose, worn by
workmen and sailors to protect
clothing. (

2. & sleeveless dress
for wearing over a blouse or
sweater. 3. a hooded fur

jacket. 4. pi. rompers.
jump-My (jum'pl-i), adv. in a

jurnp-i ness (jurr/pi-nis), n. the
quality or state of being jumpy.
jumping bean, the seed of any
of several

t
related Mexican

plants, which is caused to

jump and roll about by the
movements of a moth larva
inside it.

jumping, jack, a child's toy
consisting of a little jointed JUMPER
figure made to jump or dance
about by pulling a string or pushing an attached stick.

jump-ing-off place (jum'pirj-df), 1. any isolated or
remote place regarded as the outmost limit of civili-
zation or of the civiHzed world. 2. the extreme limits
erf one's ability to cope with a situation: as, they had
reached the jumping-off place in their marriage.
jump spark, a spark produced by the jumping of an
electric current across a space between permanently
fixed poles, as in the ignition system of some engines.
jump-y (jum'pi), od;. [JUMPIER (-pi-Sr), JUMPIEST
(-pi-ist)J, 1. moving in jumps, jerks, or abrupt varia-
tions. 2. easily made nervous; apprehensive.
Jim., LJune. 2, Junior.
jun ca ceous (jurj-ka'shs), adj. [ < Mod. L. Junca-
cme* the rush family < L. juncus, a rush], in botany, of
tins nxs^t family.

' Cfirj'k5) n. Ipl. JONCOS (-koz)], [prob. < Sp.
, a nesh; L* jmncms, a rush], any of a number of

__ksQXk j&oclies found from the Arctic regions to Cen-
tral America; snowbird.
fw&ttak (Jaiik'sfaafl}, n. |L. junctfo < jungere, to join],
L a jciniag or being joined. 2. a place or point of join-
ing cwr crossing, as of highways or railroads : abbreviated
|ct.> June*
fwneture (junk'cheY), n. [L. juncima, < jungere, to
join], 1. a joining or being joined. 2. a point or line
of joining or connection; joint, as of two bones, or
seam. 3. a point of time. 4. a particular or critical
moment in the development of events; crisis. 5. a
state cf^affairs,
June (joon), a feminine name: see Junius. m [Pr.
join; L. Junius < mensis Junius, the month of Junius
(a Roman family name)], the sixth month of the year,
having 30_days: abbreviated Je. f Ju. Jun.
Ju neau (joo'no), n. the capital of Alaska, on the south-
eastern coast: pop., 5,700.

June-ber-ry Goon'ber'i, joon'ber-i), TU Ipl JUNBBBRRIES
(-125)1 L any of a number of related plants of the rose
family, with white flowers, purple-black berries, and
leaves usually covered with white, wooly hairs; shad-
bush; shadblow. 2, its fruit,
June btig, 1. any of several large, brownish beetles of
the cockchafer group, found in the northern United
States: they begin to appear in early Juae. 2. the
figeater, a large, green beetle of the southern United
States. Also called June beetle.

Jung. Carl Gus tav (karl goos'tSf yoorj), 1875- ; Swiss
.

ung-frail (yoon'frou'), n. a mountain of the Bernese

, jungle

with dense growth o7trees, tall^egeWtionrvines, etc.,

typically in tropical regions, and inhabited by predatory
animals. 2. any thick, tangled growth, 3. [Slang], a
hoboes' camp.

^J

jungle fever, a severe malarial fever.
jungle fowl, any of several game birds native to Ma-
laysia and India, having combs and throat wattles: the
red Indian species is regarded as the ancestor of the
present-day domestic fowl.

Jung ly ttun'gli), adj. .covered with, or like, a jungle.
Jun-ior Qoonfygr), adj. [L., contr. of juvenior, compar.
of juvcnts, young], 1. the younger: written Jr. after
the name of a son who bears the same name as his
father: opposed to senior. 2. of more recent position
or lower status: as, a junior partner, a junior lien. 3.
of later date.

f
4. made up of younger members. 5. re-

lating to a third-year student or class in a high school
or college, n. 1. a younger person. 2. a person of
lower standing or rank. 3. a member of a third-year
class in a high school or college. Abbreviated jr., jun.
one's junior, a person younger than oneself.

junior college, a school giving training in only the
first one or two years of the standard college course.

JUNK

junior high school, a school intermediate between
elementary school and senior high school: it usually
has the seventh, eighth, andjiinth grades.

jun-ior-i-ty (joon-vor'a-ti, joon-yors-ti), n. the quality
or state of being junior, as in age or rank.
Junior League, any of the local branches of the
Association of the Junior Leagues of America, Inc.

(founded 1921), the members of which are young
women of leisure and the upper social class organized
to engage in volunteer welfare work.
Junior Leaguer, a member of a Junior League.
ju-ni-per Ooo'ns-per), n. [L. juniperm], 1. a small
evergreen shrub or tree of the pine family, with scale-

like foliage and berrylike cones that yield an oil used
for medicinal and other purposes. 2. any of several
similar trees that bear cones.
Jun-ius (joon'yss, jcx/ni-ss), [L., name oijla Roman
gens], a masculine name: feminine, June. n. the

pseudonym of the unknown writer of a series of public
letters (1768-1772) criticizing the policies of the
British ministry.
junk (jurjk), n. [in 15th-c. nautical language, worthless

rope; ? < Port.

junco, a reed, rush;
L. juncus, a rush],
1. old cable or

rope used for mak-
ing oakum, mats,
etc. 2. old metal,
glass, paper, rags,
etc. 3. a piece or
chunk. 4.[Colloq.J,
useless stuff

\
trash ;

rubbish. 5. wnau~
tical usage, hard
salted meat, v.L
[Colloq.], to throw
away as worthless;
discard; scrap.
junk (rank), n.

[Sp. & Port, junco
< Malay dgcng], a Chinese flat-bottomed ship with
battened sails.

Jun-ker, jun-ker (yoor/ker), n. [G. < MHG. June
herre, young nobleman; OHG. jung, young + herro,
lord, orig. compar. of her, august, venerable, orig. old,
gray], 1. a member of the privileged land-owning
class in Germany; Prussian aristocrat. 2. formerly, a
member of a reactionary political party in Prussia,
made up of aristocrats seeking to keep their privileged
position, adj. of or like the Junkers.

jun-ket (jur/kit), n. [formerly also jnncatc < It.

giuncata, a sweetmeat, cream cheese < L. juncus, a
rush: so called because originally brought to market in
rush baskets], 1 . curds with cream. 2. milk sweetened,
flavored, and thickened into curd with rennet. 3. a
feast or picnic. 4. an excursion for pleasure. 5. an
excursion paid for out of public funds. v.L to go on a
junket or excursion* especially one paid for out of
public funds. v.L to entertain, as on a junket
junk-man (jurjk'man'),, n. [pL JUNKMEN (-men

7
)], a

dealer in old metal, glass, paper, rags, etc.

junk-yard (jurjk'yardO, it. a place where old metal,
paper, etc. is kept, sorted, and sold.
Ju-no (joo'no), w. [L.], 1. in Roman mythology, the
goddess of marriage, Jupiter's wife and queen of the
gods: identified with the Greek Hera. 2. [pL JUNOS
(-noz)], a stately, regal woman. .

Ju no esque (joo'no-eskO , adj. stately and regal like
Juno.
}un-ta (jun'ts), n. [Sp. <
of jungere, to

join], 1.

ticularly a Spanish or 1

administrative body. 2. a junto.
jun-to (jun'to), n. |>L JUNTOS (-tSz)], [altered form of
junta], a group of politioal intriguers; faction; cabal,
JTu-pi-ter (joo'p-ter), n. [I/.; orig. a vocativeJ5< bases
of Jom$

f Jove & patfr, father],, I. in Roman mythology,
the god 'rating over all ottaf gods and all people: identi-
fied with the Greek Zeus. 2. the largest planet in the
solar system and the fifth in distance from the sun:
diameter, 87,000 mi.; period of revolution, 11.86 yrs.:
symbol, 01.

Jupiter PlU'Vi-tra (ploo'vi-es), flU, lit,, Jupiter who
brings rain; pluvms, rainy^ < pleura, to rain], Jupiter
regarded as the giver of rain.,

jupon (joo'pon, joo-pon'^Frt zlku-ponO, it, |0Fr. <
jupe; obs. ft, giuppa (later giubbatyp Ar. jubbafy, outer
garment with long sleeves!, a jacket or tunic formerly
worn over or under armor: also? itppffl.

'

Ju-ra (joor's), n. the Jurassic period or rocks^
ju-ra (joofrs), n. [L.], plural

1 ol Jn%. law.
ju ral (joor'al) , adj. J< L.jksrjuris, rigit, law j 4? ~>al], 1.
of law : legtaL 2. relating to rights 'and dtctiea t ;

Jura Mountains, a mountain range between Switzer-
land and Prance: highest peak, 5*654 ft.

jurant (joor'ant), adj. lUjwaws, ppr^ of jmare^ to
swear < jns; see JURAL],, in Imv* taking aatfii swfeanngl

' h. a person who takes oath. ,

'

;, ,. , ,/ \ ! vi sV; ,

'
'

-/
,

jun-ta (jun'ts), n. [Sp. < L. junctat fern, oijunctus^ pp.
. an assemblv or council; par-
Latin-Amencan legislative or
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Ju-ras-sic Gco-ras'ik)* <*# fPr- jwassigm < Jura],
designating ^or of the second period of the Mesozosc
Era, immediately following the Triassic and preceding
the Cretaceous, characterized by the dominance ol
dinosaurs and the appearance of flying reptiles and
birds.
the Jurassic, the Jurassic Period or its rocks: see
geology, chart.

ju-rat Gocc'at), n. [Fr. < LL. juraius, lit., one sworn <
L. juratus, pp. of jurore, to swear], 1. [Obs. except in
historical usage], a person legally sworn. 2. a municipal
officer or magistrate in certain French towns and the
Channel Islands. 3. [ < L. juratum, neut. pp. otjurore,
to swear], in law, a statement added to an affidavit,
telling when and before whom (also, in British usage,
where) the affidavit was made,

ju-ra-to-ry (joor
/
a-t$r'i, joor'a-to'ri), adj. [LL. jura-

torius < L. jurator, sworn witness < jurare, to swear],
in law, of or expressed in an oath.

IjU're di*vi-no Goo*ri di-vi'nq), [L.], by divine law.

Ijii-re hu-ma*no Goo'ri hu-nra'no), [L.J, by human law.

Ju-rel (hoo-relO n. [Sp.], any of a number of edible
fishes of warm seas, having typically narrow bodies and
widely forked tails.

ju-rid*ic Gocwid'ik}, adj. juridical.

ju-rid-i-cal Goo-rid'i-k'l), adj. [L. juridicus < jus, juris,
right, law + dicere, to jpoint out, declare; -f -at], of

judicial proceedings, jurisprudence, or law.

juridical days, the days on which courts are in session.

jij-iiS'Con-suit (joor'is-ksn-sult^, joor'is-kon'sult), n.

[L. jurisconsultus, lawyer; jus, juris, law + consultus;
see CONSULT], a jurist: abbreviated J.G.

ju-ris-dic-tion yopr'is-dik'shsn), n. JL. Jurisdictio,
juris dictio, administration of the law: just ffuris, right,
law .4-

dictio < dicere, to^speak, declare], 1. the ad-
ministering of justice; authority or legal power to hear
and decide cases. 2. authority or power in general. 3.

the range of authority. 4. the territorial range of

authority. 5. a law court or system of law courts.
SYN. see power.

ju-ri8-dic*tion-al Gocc'is-dik'shsn-'l) , adj. of juris-
diction.

jU'ris-pru-dcnce Goor'is-proo'd'ns), n. [L. jurispru-
dentia; jus, juris, right, law + prudentia, a foreseeing,
knowledge, skill], 1. the science or philosophy of lawi,.

2. a system of laws. 3. a part or division of law.

ju-ris-pru-dent (joor'is-proo'd'nt), n. [Fr. < juris-
prudence; see JURISPRUDENCE], a student of jurispru-
dence; jurist, adj. skilled in the law.

ju-ris-pru-den-tial Goor'is-proo-den'shal), adj. of juris-

prudence.
ju-rist (joon/ist), ,n. [Fr. juriste; ML. jurist* < L. jus,

juris, right, law], an expert in law; scholar or writer
in the field of law.

ju*ris*tic Goo-ris'tik), adj.
of jurists or jurisprudence;

having to do with lawj legaL

Ju*ri8*ti;cal4y Goo-ris'ti-k;'J-i), adv. in a juristic manner.
ju-ror (joor'er), n. [ME. jurour; OFr. jureur, jureor <
L. jurator, taker of an oath < furore, to swear], a mem-
ber of a jury or jury panel; juryman.
Ju-ru-& (zhoo'rocha'^ w. a river in western Brazil, flow-

pp. of L. Curare, to take an oath* swear < jus, juris,

law], 1. a group of people sworn to hear the evidence
and inquire into the facts in a law case,, and to gfrefe
decision hi accordance with their findings. 2. a group
of people, often' experts* selected to decide the* w|iets
and award the prizes in a competition or contest.

,,

<>

ju*ry Goor'i), adj. 11 < OFr. ajurie, relief < L. adyutqre,
to nelto: see ApjUTANTw for ^einporary or emergency cute

on a ship: as. '& jury-mast* , , ,

ju-ry-man

upight: as* a just maa. S. deserwed; merited: as, a
just rebuke. 4. legally right; lawful; rightful. 5. fight;
proper. 6. well-founaed: as, a, just suspicion. 7. cor-
rect; true. 8. aocor&tet eqcact, adv. L exactly; pre-
cisely: as, just one o'clock. 2. almost exactly. 3. only;
no more than : as, juMa, simple soul. 4. by a very little ;

barely: as, he just missed the train. 5. a very short
time ago : as, she hasjust left. 6. [CoHoqJ quite ; really :

as, it's just beautifuL SYN. see fair, upright.
lust now* a moment ago.
just the *ame, fColkxiJ, nevertheless.

just (jtestJL n. & vd. Jottst.

jus-tice (jus'tis), w. [MB. jns^se; OFr. justice; L. jus-
ttiia < jnstus; see JUSE odj.l, 1. the quaKty of being
righteous, 2. impartiaHty; laimess. 3. the quality of
being right or correct. 4. sound reason: rigafefalness;
validity. 5. reward or peaalfey as deserved : just deserts.
6. the use of authority and power to uphold what is

right, just, or lawful. 7. tie administration of
t
law:

procedure of a law omirt. 8. a judge: abbreviated
jus., just., j. 9. a jttstfce of the peace,
bring to justice, to cause (a wrongdoer) to be tried in
court and duly punished.
do justice to, 1. to treat fitly or fairly. 2. to treat with
due appreciation; enjoy properly.
do oneself justice, 1. to do s<mething in a manner
worthy of one's abilities. 2. to be fair to oneself.

justice of the peace, a magistrate with jurisdiction over
a small district or part of a county, authorized to decide
minor cases, commit persons to trial in a higher cottrt,
perform marriages, etc.: abbreviated Jf.P.

jus-tice-ship (jus'tis^shl^O* n. the position, functions,
or term of office of a justice.

jus-ti ci a-ble (jus-tish'i-o-bl), adj. [OFr. < justice; see
JUSTICE], 1. Hable for trial in court. 2. subject to
court jurisdiction.

jus*ti-ci*ar Gus-tish'i-er), n. a justiciary*
jus-ti-ci-ar-y Gus-tish'i-er'i), n. [pi. JUSTICIARIES (4z)],
[ML. justitiarius < L. iustitia; see JUSTICE], 1. in
English history, the chief political and judicial officer
under the Norman and early Plantagenet kings. 2. an
officer of jrustice, especially a judge of a superior court.
3. the jurisdiction of a justiciar. adj. relating to the
administration of justice or the office of a judge*

-ty^Qus'to-fiVbil'a-ti), n. the quality or

l

r. < justifier; see
fended as correct.

. ^ . justifiable man-
ner; with good reason.

jnii8**o*fi*ca,*tion (^as^ts-fi-kS'shsn), n. [Fr.* LL* JMJH^-

$icaMo f
< /ustijficre; see msfrxFYj* 1. a jistifyfeg or

being justified. 2. a fact that "justifies or vindicates. 3.
in priwtm& the adjustment or type by pi^er sf^ciag.

justification by faith, in theology, the act by which
a sinner is freed through faith from the penalty of Ids
sin and is accepted by God as righteous or worthy of
being saved. ,

*

j

Jus^tf'fi'Ca-tiMty (jtas-tiPfl^lra-tQr/i* juts-tif'a-ko-to'ri,

jtts
/ta

:
li-ka/

ts-ri) f adf* fLL. * j&stific&tus, justified <
justificare (see JUSTIFY); -f -cry}, jttstirying; serving to
uphold or vindicate.

jus-ti-fi-er OusftQ-f^'^^ a. a persom or thing that jus-
tifies, .

i

jus-ti-fy Gus'ta-fiOj.v.*- tjus^EnEi> (-fid').' JUSTIFYING],

(ME. ausjtijfcn^ CSV. juMfieri LL. justiftcare, to act

justly toward, justify , < l^justus, jtist + -fwwre <
facere, to do, make], 1. to show to be just, right* or in.

f7i|jh reason. 2. to free from blame; declare
; aqqpit; absolve* 3. to supply good or lawful

%for; warrant. <4. in ,printing, to adjust (type)
by spacing^ so that the lines will be o| tl^e, correct

lengtn. v.L 1. in law, a) to show an adequate reason
for something done. 6) to prove qualified as surety. 2.m prmtingv^ fit; be; in line or flush, as type. ,

,
i

*

Jus-tin Gus'tin); 0L. Jmtinus < Justus; see jusrL a
masculine nftn^^^VflrfBii^t iJustf4$; leminine,. ^w^^Wfl. ^.'-i-. ^,-

jQgjj^fy ^TJ^J Chuistiaii apologist:

^jms-^H'no), \Lf , fern, of Justinuvfi see JUSTIN],
__je. name: variant, Justine 4 , .

<

s

, ^_,|-|aii I G^SrtiB.'i-9n), 483-5(55 A.D. ; ^Byzantine
emperor (527-565 A.D.); known for the Justinian

the codification of the Roman law by his jurists:

o $us, with gravy.
. t fe or the! law.

2. a legal principle,
us ca-no-ni-cum
8 ci-vi-le Gtts si-vi

di vi num (jus
s gentium

" *

natural law.i

rand,

,

1. in a just manner

Jus-tus (jus'tas), a masculine name :

P
.

.

-, 4i>'"> ,^>
j

'i

er. 2. rightly
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jut* . ii. {B. In4 jiwlo; Sans, jufa matted hair,

, , -lot faatr*
fibrous roots], 1.

a strong, glossy

making burlap,
sacks, floats, rope,
etc. 2. either of
two East Indian
plantsfromwhich
tins fiber is ob-
tained, adj. of

Jute.

f/. of the Jutes.
Jut land (jut>-
bnd), 11. the pen-
insula of north-
ern Europe which
forms the main-
land of E^enmark :

Danish name, JUTE
I'Jy^and; a naval plant (5-10 ft. high); branch; flower
battle between
the Germans and the British was fought in the Skager-
rakf a strait near Jutland* in 1916.

fut-ty (jutl), ft. 1$. TUTTIES (-iz)], [prob, a form of

jetty, influenced by fut], FObs.}, 1. a orojectingpart, as
of a waD 2. a pier; mole; jetty. v.u & v.t. Tubs.}, to

jproject; overhang.
Ju venal (jdo'va-nl), n. (Dectmus Jnnius Juvenalts),
Roman ss&kal poet; lived 60?~14Q? A.0.

iH-ve-ucs-cence (joS'va-nes^ns), n. [< juvenescent]* a
becoming voting or youthful.

ju-ve-nes cent Qo5'va-nes
r
nt), adj. ^L.juvenescens, ppr.

of juwncscerei to become young < jiwenis, youngj, be-

coming youag: growing_jouthral.
ju-ven-He (joo'vs^n'l, joo'va-nil'), adj. [L. imenilis <
juvenis, youngj, 1. young; youthful; immature. 2. of,

characteristic of, or suitable for children or young
persons, n. 1. a young person; child. 2. an actor
who takes youthful roles, 3. a book for children.
Abbreviated jtiv. SYN. see young.

juvenile court, a law court for cases involving children
under a fixed age.
ju-TO-niM-a GSo'v^niFi-9, joo'va-nil'y^, n.pl. (L.
neut. pi. of jmfeniUs; see JUVENILE], writings, paint-
ings, etc. done in childhood or youtn.

fu-ve-niM'ty (joo'ya-nil'a-ti), n.
\fl. JUVENILITIES

(-tiz)J, 1. the quality or state of being juvenile. 2. a
childish action, manner? or characteristic. 3. juveniles
coHectivelv,

jux-ta- (juks'ta), [ < IL.faxta, near, beside]^ a combining
form meaning near, beside", close by, as in juxtaposition.

jux ta-pose Quks'ts-pdzO, v.t, [JUXTAPOSED (-pozdO,
JUXTAPOSING], [juxta- 4- pose. r.J, to put side by side;

place close together.
|ux-ta-po*si-tion (juks'ts-ps-zish'sn), n. [Fr.; L. juxta,
near to + Fr. position; see POSITION^ 1. a putting side

by side or close together. 2. the position of being side

by side or close together.
Jf.W.V.. Jewish War Veterans (of the United States).

Jy., July.
Jyl-land (yullSn), n. Jutland; the Danish name.

K
K, k (kS), n.

Iff. K's, k's, Ks, ks (kSz)], 1. the eleventh
letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek kappa,
a borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table.
2. the sound of K or k, normally an unvoiced, back-
tongue stop consonant, IPA [k]: when used as the
first letter of a word and followed by n f it is tisually
not ^ronotiBced (e*g. f knee* fertl/e). 3. a type or im-
pression for K or k. 4. a symbol for the eleventh in
a sequence or group (or the tenth if J is omitted).
adf. 1. of K or k, 2. eleventh in a sequence or group
(or temth if J is omitted).K (ka), n. 1. an object shaped like K. 2. a Roman nu-
meral1 for 250: with a superior bar (IT), 250,000. 3, m
assaying, the symbol for carat. 4. kalium, [Mod. LJ,
in ckemisfry, ike symbol for potassium. 5. in mathe-
matics t a symbol for constant. 6. in weieorology, a
symbol for oinrohts. ad}, shaped Hke K.
K, 1. knit. 2. in chessf king,
K., k., 1. karat (carat). 2. kilo. 3. kilogram. 4. king.
5. knight. 6. kq^eok; kopeeks. 7. kronai; Icronor.
8. krone; kronen; kroner, 9. in electricity, capacity.
10. in nautical usage, knot.

K2, the Godwin Austen, a mountain in India.
fca (ka), n. [Egypt.}, m ancient Egyptian reUgwn, the
soul, regarded as dwelling in a person's bodjr of in
an image and continuing after death.
Kaa-ba (ka*t>9, ka'a-bk), n. [Ar. fca'b&hi Bt., square
building < ktfti, a cube], the sacred Moslem shrine
at ^Mecca, toward which believers turn when praying:
it is a small stone structure in the court of tfie great
moso.ue and contains a black stone supposedly given
to Abraham by the angel Gabriel: also spelled Caaba,
kab (kab), n. a cab (measure).
kab a la, kabbala (kab*94a> ko-ba^b), n. cabal*.
Ka bar di no-Bal kar Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic (ka'bar-dS'noVbal-kfir*), a division of the
R.S.F.S.R., in the Caucasus: area, 4,747 sq. mi; pop.,
377,000; capital, Nalchik.
ka-bobs (kd-bobz*)* n.pl. cabobs.
Ka-bul (ka*

/
bool) n. the capital of Afghanistan: oot.,

c 120^000 *

Kabyle (kd-bflO, n. [Fr. < Ar. qaba'il, pi. of qaM^n],
1. a member of the Algerian or Tunisian Berber tribes.
2. the Berfere* dialect o'tlte Kabyles, belonging to^he
Hami^Mc fam% of languages.

' '

kad-dishXkad'ish), n. [Aram, qaddtsk, holy], in Judaism,
,
a hymn in praise; of God, recited as a mourners' prayer.
Ka-desh (k^desli), n. an ancient city in Syria,
ka-di (ka'df, ka'da), n. a cadi.

Kaf fir (kaf'Sr), n, [Ar. kafir, infidel < kafara, to be
skeptical about religion], 1. a South African Bantu.
2. the language of the Kaffirs. 3. a Kafir.

kaf-fir (kaf'e'r), n. [< Kaffir], any of a group of grain
sorghums grown in dry regions for grain and fodder:
also kaffir corn.
Kaf fra^Ha (ks-frir'f-s), n. the region of the Kaffirs,
in eastern Cape Province, Union of South Africa.
Ka*fir (kSf'Sr, kafSr), n. [Ar. M>; see KAFFIR], 1. a
member of an Indo-Iranian people of Kafiristan. 2. a
non-Moslem: term of contempt used by Moslems.
3. a Kaffir.

ka-flr (kS'fSr, kaf%-), n. kaffir.
Ka-fl-ri-stan (kS

f
fi-n^stSnO, n. a mountainous region

in i^astern Afghanistan, south of the Hindu !&|sh
Mountains.
Kafka, Frsrar (frants kaf^ka), 1883-1924? Austrian
novelist and poet.

fcaf tan (kafton, kaf'tan'). n. a caftan.
Ka ga wa, To yo hi ko (t^yd-hE'k^kS'ga-wa'O, 1888- ;

Japanese writer and siocial reformer.
ka go (kS'gS), n. fjapan.], a Japanese palanquin: it is

darned on a pole over the shoulders of two bearers.
Ka go shi ma (ka'gd-she'ma), n. a city on the southern
coast of Kyushu, Japan: pop,, J 70,000 (est. 1947).
Kato test (kah), [after R, L Kttfm (1887- ,)/ Am.
immunologist, who developed it], a modified form of
the Wassermann te^t for tjie diagnosis of sy^hHis.
Kahoola-we (ka^ido-la

r
we>, n. one of tire Hawaiian

Islands, southwest gf Maui: area, 45 sq. mi.: see

.^watta^I^ands, m_p. ^
> a waterfall in central
ft; _

^

-
i'

*'

ol Honan province

.

ON; keimrit etc, < 'L.

Roman emperor^;
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MD. keiscr & G. kaiser (in 17th c.)], emperor: the
title [K-] of a) the {rulers of the Holy Roman Empire,
962-1806. 6} the ralers of Austria, 1804-1918. c) the
raters of Germany, 1871-1918.
Kaiser, Henry J. (ki'zer), 1882- ; American indus-
trialist,

Kai-sers-lau-tern (krzers-lou'te'rn), n. a city in south-
western Germany: pop., 63,000.
kaka (ka'ke), n. [Maori; echoic of the bird's cry}, a
New Zealand parrot having an olive-brown body with
markings of various other colors.

kakapo (k'ka-poO, n. [Maori; kaka. parrot + po>
night], the nocturnal parrot of New Zealand, having a
green body with brown and yellow markings.
kake mo-no (ka'ke-mft'no"), n. [Japan.; kake, to hang
+ mono* thing], a Japaaese hanging or scroll made
of silk or paper with an inscription or picture on it and
a roller at the bottom.

ka*ki (ka'ke), n. \$L KAKIS (-kez)], [Japan.], 1. the
Japanese persimmon, or date plum, an Asiatic tree of
the ebony family. 2. its edible fruit.

kal., kalends.
ka-la-a-zar (ka

/
la-a^zar/, ka'la-az'er), n. [Hind, kola-

azar, lit., black disease}, an infectious disease caused
by a protozoan parasite and characterized by

t
an en-

larged spleen and liver, irregular fever, anemia, etc. ;

also called black fever, visceral leishmaniasis*
Ka la ha-ri (kala-ha'ri), n. a desert plateau hi Bech-
uanaland, southern Africa: area, c. 400,000 sq. mi.
Kal-a ma-zoo (ka!Vma-2ioo') n* a city in southwestern
Michigan: pop., 57,000.

Ka-lat Ck9-lat'), n. 1. a native state of Baluchistan:
area, 73,275 so. mi,: pop., 342,000. 2. its capital (also
the capital of Baluchistan States).
Kalb, Johann, see De Kalb, Johann.
kale (kal), n. [Scot, kale, kail, var. of cole], 1. a hardy,
nonheading cabbage with loose, spreading, curled
leaves; cole or colewort. 2, [Scot.], a) any cabbage
or greens. 6) a broth made of cabbage or other greens.
3. [Slang], money; especially, paper money.

ka-lei-do-scope (kQ-li'da-skopI, n. [< Gr. kotos,
beautiful + eidos, form; -f -scope}, 1. a tubelike
instrument containing loose bits of colored glass re-

flected by mirrors so tnat various symmetrical patterns
appear as the instrument is rotated. 2. anything that
constantly changes, as in color and pattern.
ka lei-do-scop-ic (kd-li'da-skop'ik), adj. 1. of a ka-
leidoscope. 2. constantly changing, as in pattern.

ka-lei-do-scop-i'CaMy (ks-E'dg-skop'i-k'l-i)* <tdv* in a
kaleidoscopic manner.

kal-en-dar (kal'an-der), n. a calendar.
kal-ends (kal'sndz), n.pl. calends: abbreviated kal.
Ka leva-la (kali-vSIa), n. [Finn.; kalev, heroic $
-la, abode, hence, lit., land of heroes], a Finnish epic
poem in unrhymed trochaic verse, compiled by Buas
Lonnrot from the oral transmission of folklore and

Lology and first published in 1835." 'x

'Scot.], a vegetable garden;
en: see kailyard.
district of Chahar province,

_jle-ycd (kal'yard'),
especially, a cabbage
Kal-gan (kal'ganO,
Inner MongoHai pop.. 2,036,000.

kal-i (kal'i, kali), n. [Ar. qally; see ALKALI], the glass-
wort; saltwort: when burned it yields soda ash.
Ka-li-da-sa (ka'li-da'sli), n. Hindu poet and dramatist;
fl. 5th century A.D, *

ka-ltf (kalif, kat'if), a. a caHpiu
Ka linin (ksUe'nin), n^ 1. a region of the R.S.F.S.R.,

Ka-li nin, Mi-kha il I-va no-vich (me'r --
vich ka-lefnin), 1875-1946; Russian statesman; presi-
dent of the Soviet Union (1923-1946).
Ka lin in-grad (M4e'nin-graV), n. a city in western
U.S.S.R. : former capital of East Prussia: pop. r 316,0@0:
former, German name* Jfadnigsberg*

kaliph (kalif, kal'if), a. a caliph.
Ka-lisz (kalish), n* a city m central Poland: pofC
48,000 (1946).
Kallikaks, the (kal'a-kaks

7

) , see Jukes, the.
Kal-mar (kal'mar), n. a seaport in southeastern
Sweden: pop.. 24,000 (1946).
kalmi-a (kal'mJ^o), it. FMod. I/., after Peter Kalm
(171571779), Swe< botsmistf, any of a group of Korth
American evecgr^ea sfcrubs of the heath family, as
the motintam larel> toftfa. flowers of while OF rose.

Kalmuck (kal'muk), n. [Turk: ^WM^'Ht:; thatpaft
(of the tribe) remaining (at home|,/rate. pf>.

of kalmak,
to remain], 1. a member of a group ofMongol peoplesi-._*^ -i >.^ ,.

ie Kaljj^^ A^St^'^^rf'niortbM*
Altaic, western Mongolia language

almylu"'!'
' (

'
*

<

*
"

/

'

'

\

'

'

-^

Soviet Socialist Republic;
R.S.F,S.^, TOOL 'tfae

iqi.:

ka long (kalorj), ft. JJav. kalon], a large, long-muzzled,
fruit-eating tmfc of Malaysia and near-by regions.
kal-pak (kal'pak), . & calpac.
lcal*sso*iiijaie (kal'ss-inin'* kal'sa^nin), n.&t^ calcimine.
Ka-ma (ka'm) f n. [Seas, kima, desire, love, god of

love], in Hindu mythology, the god of love.
Ka ma (ka'ma), . a river lowing from the Ural
mountain region of the R.S.F.&R. into the Volga:
length, 1,100 mi.
ka-ma la (ks-mala, kamVfo), n* fSamJ, 1. a powder
obtained from an East Indian tree, used as the base
of an orange-red dye for silk and wool. 2. the tree.
Kam chat-ka (kam-chat'ka; Rttss. kam-cMt'ka), n.
a peninsula in northeastern Siberia, between the Sea
of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea: length, c. 800 mi.;
area, c. 105,000 sq. mi,
kame (kam), n. {north Brit. dial. var. of comb, coomb],
a hill or short, high ridge of stratified glacial material.
JKa-me-rad fka'ma-ratO, n. ipL KAMERADEN (-rad

r
n)J,

FG.], comrade: a German soldiers* cry of surrender.
Kame run (kamVrdoa'; G. ka'ma-rdonO, n. Ca-
meroun or Cameroons: the German name.
tka-mi-ka-ze (ka'mi-ka'zi), n. [Japan., lit,,

wind < kami* (Shinto) god or goddess -f-

wind], 1. a suicide attack by a Jap
pilot in World War II. 2.

"

such an attack.
kam-seen (kam-senO, **

kam-sin (kam'sin), n. a khamsin.
Kan., Kansas.
Kan aka (ka-nak'a, kanVks), n. paw., mani 1, a
Hawaiian. 2. a native of the South Sea Islands.
Ka-na-ra (kun'a-ra; Eng. ka-na'ra), au a region in
western and southern India: area, c. 8,000 sq. mi.; also
spelled Canara.
Ka-na-rese (ka'na-rez'), adL of Kanara, its people,
or their languajge* n. 1. \pl. KANARESE], any ol a
group of Dravidian people living chiefly in Kanara.
2. their language, a dialect belonging to the Dravidian
family of languages. Also spelled Canarese.
Ka-na-za-wa (ka'na-za'wa)^ n. a city on the western
coast of Honshu, Japan: pop., 231,000 (esL 1947).
Kan chen-jun-ga, Mount (kan'chQn-joonfe). a moun-
tain of the Himalayas, on the Nepal-Sikkim border:
height, 28,146 ft.: also Kinchinjtma.
Kan da bar (ksn-da-harO, n* a city in southeastern
Afghanistan: pop., 60,000.
Kandy (kan'di, kSn'di), n. a city in central Ceylon:
pop., 52,000: site of famous Buddhist temples.
kan garoo (karj'ga-roo'), n. [#. KANGAROOS (-r6oV),
KANGAROO; see PLURAL, 11, D, 1], Jprob. < former
native Australia-ij name in Queensland], any of a group
of leaping, plant-eating mammals native to Australia
and neighboring islands, with short forelegs, strong,
large hind legs, and a long, thick tail: the female lias
a pouch, or marsupium, in front, in which she carries
her young

1

.
'

'
< i

'

'

-

kangaroo court, {said to be so named because its

justice progresses oy leaps an$ feottadsl, fCdfcqiJ, fts'

unauthorized, irregular- court^ uaiafiy disregairo^ng
normal legal procedure, as an irregular court in a
frontier region or a mock court mfc tip by prison
inmates.
kangaroo rat, 1. a small Australian marsupial some-
what resembling a rat. 2- any of various smaH mouse-
like rodents Hving in desert regions ol the United
States and Mexico.
Kan-ka-kee (karj'ko-bSOt it. a city in northeastern
Illinois: pop., 26,000.
Ka-no (ka/n5), n. a city in northern Nigeria: pop.,
90,000 (1945).
Kan-san (kan'zan), adj. of Kansas, n. a native or
inhabitant of Kansas.
Kan-sas (kan'zas), n. 1. ft Middle Western State of
the United States: area; 82,2^6 scj,. mi.; pop., 1,905,000;
capital, Topeka: abbreviated Kan., Kans., Kas.:nick*
nained Sunflower State. 2. a river nowing from north-
eastern Kansas into the Missouri at Kansas City:
len^li, 16*9 mi
Kansas City, 1. a city in western Missouri, a thfe

Missouri River: pop., 453,000. 2. a city in Kaiisas,
on the Missouri and Kansas Rivers, opposite Kansas
^ity, Missouri: pop., 130,000.

(kan'sSo*; Chin, gan'soo1
), n. a province of

- Lj"
China: area, 159,934 sq. mi.t pop.,

i. 4t\A*9\. ^i_1 T .^1.^ , ., ,

'

,
i

__jOCO (est. 1947); capital, Lanchow.
Kant, Im-nia'nuel (i-ma'noo-el kSntj Bng. fcamt),
I^^-l&04^ German philosopher.

kan-tar (kan-tar'), [Ar. qiiMfo <
ecsmtaining? five < qttwtus, a 'fifth; s^
Egyptian weight e<iual to 99.05 pounds: it <

to tne hundredweight.
*

Kant i an. (kanti-9n), od/, o ^Kaat o
7i. a follower of Kant or Kantianism.

Kant-i-an-ism (kan'ti-8n-iz'm) , n. the

t( g5,f f^u' tQ9ft look; oil, '<M4:

* i in sanity, o'im com^^W
-.'ichj'lch, G. doch. See pp. 'x-x
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Kamt, who held that the content of knowledge cones
a fWfcerori firom sense perception, but that its form is

determined by a priori categories of the mind: he also
declared that God, freedom, and immortality cannot
foe denied and must necessarily be presupposed, al-

thoogdbi they cannot be proved^
KADB^*IMKI jOtJuot i35*tn) n* Kantianisni.

Kan-tor, Mac-Kin-lay (mo-kinli kan'ter), 1904-;
American writer.

fca-o*li*ifflg {kS'o-li-anOt n. [Chin., lit., tall grain], any
of a group of grain-bearing sorghums of eastern Asia:
some are now grown in the United States.
ka o lin, ka-o-line (ka'a-Hn), . [Fr.; Chin., lit., high
kill: name of the hill where it was found], a fine white
clay used in making porcelain, as a filler in textiles,

paper, rubber, etc., and in medicine.
ica-o-ilia-fte (kaolin-it '), n. in mineralogy, hvdnma
ateniatmi silicate, the main constituent of kaolin.
JKa pell meis ter (kS-pel'mis'tSr), n. ipL KAFMX-
MEiSTKRl fG., lit., chapel master < kapdle, chapel
Ihence the choir or orchestra in a court chapel) -f
meister, a master], the conductor of a choir or orchestra.
kaph (kaf, k&)> n. [Heb.], the eleventh letter of the
Hebrew alphabet (3, "1), corresponding to English K,
k: see alphabet, table.

ka-pok (ka'pok), n. {Malay kapoql the silky fibers
around the seeds of the tropical silk-cotton tree
(kapok tree), used for stuffing pillows, mattresses,
etc.: also called Java cotton.

kap pa (kap'a), n. [Gr.J, the tenth letter of the Greek
alphabet (K, *), corresponding to English K, k: it often
apj>ears as c in BngSsh words derived from Greek,
as in eenter t cosmetic: see alphabet, table.

ka-put (ks-pdW; G. ka-poot') adj. [via soldiers'

slang < G. kaput, lost, spoiled, done for], [CoGoq.],
i-ninea, destroyed, defeated, etc.
Ka ra-chi 0c0-rfi'cbi) t n. the capital of the Dominion
of Pakistan, on the Arabian Sea: pop.. 264,000.
Ka rafu-to (ka/ra-fdo/t6), n. 1. Sakhalin Island: the
Japanese nauaev 2, the southern part I tMs island:

jroa 13,935 q. aaL; 5pr, 339,000.
ffc a city in central

* . 1. a member of
a Turkfc people tevin in the Uzbek S.S.R. 2. the
language of mis people.
Kara-Kalpak Autonomous Soviet Socialist Re-
public, tpart of the Uzbek S.S.R., in central Asia: area,
^9,631 sq. nai; pop., 111,500; capital, Turtkul.
Ka-ra-ko-ram (kS'rl-ko'ram), n. a mountain range in
northern India, near the Sinkiang border: highest
peak, Godwin Austen, 28,250 ft.: also called Mustagk.
kar akul (kar'a-ksl), n. [< Kara Kul, lit., black lake,
lake in Bokhara], 1. a sheep of central Asia. 2. the
loosely curled, usually black fur made from the fleece
oi its newborn lambs. Also spelled caracul, karakule.

Ka-ra Kum (ka-ra> kdomO, a desert in western Asia,
cfeiefly in the Turkmen &S.R. : also spelled Qara Owmw
%*a Sea

(kafrS), am am, of the Arctic Ocean, between
N^aya Zemlya and western Siberia.

kar^at (Scar'at), n. a carat: abbreviated K,, k.

Mf^^Qcfrfero*, ksHrg'y^), n a former autonomous
republic of the R.S.F.S.R.: see Karelo-Finnish S.S.R.
Ka-re4l-4m (k9-re

/li-9n ka-reKysn),,^. of Karelia,
its

people, etc. flu 1. a member of a branch of the
Finnish eof>le Jiving in Karelia and eastern Finland
2. the BiTroish dialect of the Kareliam

Karelian Isthmus, an isthmus in the U.aS.R., be-
tween Lake Ladoga and the Gulf of Finland.

Ka;re4o-Fin-|ii8ii Soviet Socialist Republic (fen
relo-fin'ish), a republic of the U.S.S.R., east of jfo-
:Uind, composed of Karelia and territory ceded by
Finland in 1940: area, 69,720 sq. ml: pop., 90aOOO*
capital, Petroaairodski
Kar*en (kar'9n), ja leminine nanae: see Catherine,

far-lo-w Var-y (kar'l^rvi vl'ri). Karlsbad.
Karis-bad (IdWsfbatj Bog. kariz'bad), n. a town in
northwestern Bohena Czechoslovakia^ foawyusrfoff its
hot springs: pop., 47,000 (est 1947) 3 also .spdfed
Carlsbad; Czech name* Karlmiy Vary., :

Karls-ruh.e (karls'roo'o; Eog. karlz^oo'o), n^ the
capital of Baden, Germany: pop., 176,000 (est. t J946).
^'55?. (kar'ms, kCir'niQ), n. fSans., a deed, act], 1, in
Buddhism & Hinduism* the totality of a peisort
actions in one of the successive states of his existfeace
thought of as determmirlg his fate in the n^t; hence
2. loosely, fate; destiny. , , i

Kar-nak
(kfir'nak), n. a village on the Nfe Egypt: ,

site ol ancient Thebes: see Egypt, map,
^'^SSfi %?T

-ro Cka-roo', ka-rwOr n.
foSoV)]," Kottctotot; } < karusa, dry,
Ainca, a dry tableland.
the Great Karroo, the karroo in Gape Colony* 350 mites'
bng, 40 to 80 miles wide, and 2,000 to ^000 feet

kar-y-o-plasm (kar'i-a-plaz*m) n. [k&ryo- -f- -plasm],
nuclear protoplasm: distingtiished from cytoplasm.

kar-y-o-some (kar^i-o-som'}, H. Ikaryo- + ^ome (body)],
in Mohgy, 1. an aggregation of chromatin in a resting
nucleus. 2. a chromosome. 3. the nucleus of a cell.

kar-y-o-tin (kar'i-o'tin), n. {karyo- + chromalw}, in
biology, chromatin, the stainabla substance of the cell
nucleus: also spelled caryotln.

Kas., Kansas.
Kasbah (kSz'ba), n. the native quarter of Algiers:
also spelled Casbah.

ka-sher (ka'sher), adj. & n. kosher, v.t. (also Heb.
ka-shtr"), to make or declare kosher: also kosher.
Kash-gar Qcish'garO, n. a city in western Sinkiang
province, China: pop., 80,000: also called Shufn.
Kash-mir (kash-meYOp n. a state of northern India:
area, 82,258 so;, mi.

5 pop., 4,022,000; capital, Srinagar:
control of this region is^ disputed by Pakistan: also

spelled Cashmere: name in full, Jammu and Kashmir.
Kash-mir-i (kash-meVi), n. 1. the Indie, Indo-Euro-
pean language of the Kashmirians. 2. \pL KASHMIRI],
a Kashmirian.
Kash-mir-i-an (kash-m6r'i-on), adj. of Kashmir, its

t^ople, their language, or culture, n. a native or
inhabitant of Kashmir.

Kas-sel (kas'al), n. the capital of Hesse-Nassau,
Germany: pop., 134,000 (est. 1946): also spelled Cassel.

kat-a- (kat'a), cata-: also, before a vowel, kat~.
ka taba-sis (ks-tab'a-sis), n* [pi. KATABASES (-sez')],
[Gr. < kaiabainein, to go down; kata-, down + bainetn,
to go], 1. literally, a going down; hence, 2. [K-] the
retreat to the sea made by the Greek mercenaries who
followed Cvrus against Artaxerxes, as described by
Xenophon in the Anabasis, 3, any similar retreat.

ka-tab-o-lism (ks-tat/a-Hz'm), n. catabolism.
Ka-tab-din, Mount (ko-tS'din) , the highest mountain
in Maine: height, 5,268 ft.

Kate (kat), a feminine name: see Catherine.
Kath-a-rine, Kath er-ine (kath'er-in, kath'rin), a
feminine name: diminutives, Kate, Kay, Kit, Kitty:
also Kathrym see Catherine.

ka-thar-sis (ks-thar'sis), n. catharsis.
Kath-leen (kathlen, kath-len'), [Ir.], a feminine name:
see Catherine.
kath-ode (kath'od), n. a cathode: abbreviated ka.
Kath-ryn (kath'rin), a feminine name: see Katherine.
kat-i-on (katl'an), n. a cation.
Katmai (kat'mi') r n. 1. a national park in the
Aleutiaii Ranjge, southwestern Alaska. 2. an active
volcano in this park: height, 6,970 ft.

Kat-man du (kat'man-doo'), n. the capital of Nepal:
pop., 109,000.

*

Ka-to-wi-ce (ka
/
t6^-ve/tse), n. a city in southern

Poland: pop., 128,000 (1946) : German name, KaUowite.
Kat-rine, Loch (kat'rin; Scot, kat'rin), a lake in
central Scotland, celebrated in Scott's Lady of the
Lake: length, 8 mi.
Kat te gat (kat'i-gat'), n. an arm of the North Sea,
between Sweden and Denmark: width, 40-70 mi
Kat-to-witz (ka/tS-vits), n. Katowice.
ka-ty-did (ka'ti-didOt n. any of several large, green,
tree insects resembling and related to the grasshopper:
so called from the shrill sound made by the males
Ka-uai (ka'6o-a'e), n. one of the HawaMan Islands
northwest of Oahu: area, 555 sq. mi.: pop., 36,000.Kauf man, George S. (kei'man), 1889- ; Amerifcan
playwright.
Kau-nas (kou'nas), n. a citym the I^rthuanian S.S.R.:
pop., 152;000: Russian name, KomoJ

kai-ri, kaw-ry (koufri),
nu {Maori]; I; a teH :Bme

tree of New Zealand. 21 it$ wood. 3, a resin (town
resin, kauri gum) from this; tree, used in varnish. :

<

ka'TO (ka'va), n. {Maori kawa, Kt. bittes], |. eitfeer of

gp> slrub3. of be peeper Iatmly, growing in the South
Sea Islands. 2. an mtoxicating drink made from the
roots of either of titese. , , ,-" ^.,,1 r
katvato^a, 1

fjcf^a4ta'vt), l

ra. karn. > ," ,

'

,^' f \>

K^'Vir Desert (kQ-v&rO, a large desert in north central
Iran: Fwsiaa.'a^me^ DmM^Kd^r^ >
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in boxing, a knockout. Often written K.O., KO, k.o.

Kay se-ri fld'se-reO, n. a city in central Turkey: pop*,
58,000 (1945): ancient name, Caesarta.
Ka-zak, Ka-zakh Oca-zakO. n* a member of a Kirghiz
people living chiefly in the Kazak S.S.R.
Kazak Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic of the
U.S.S.R., in western Asia: area, 1,059,700 sq. mi;
pop., 6,146,000; capital, Alma-Ata.
Ka zak stan (ka'zak-stn') * the Kazak S.S.R.
Ka-zan (ka-zan'; Russ. ka-zan'y

f

), n. the capital of
the Tatar A.S.S.R., on the Volga: pop., 402,000.
Kaz-bek, Mount (kaz-bekO, a volcanic mountain of
the Caucasus, U.S.S.R.: height, 16,547 ft.

ka-zoo (ka-zooO n. [arbitrary or echoic], a toy musical
instrument consisting of a small tube containing a
membrane or piece of paper that vibrates and produces
a buzzing sound when one hums into the tube.

K.B., 1. King's Bench. 2. Knight Bachelor. 3. Knight
of the Bath.

K.B.E., Knight Commander of the British Empire.
K.t koruna.
kc kilocycle; kilocycles.
]C.C 1. King's Counsel. 2. Knight Commander. 3.

Knight (orKnights) of Columbus.
K.C.B., Knight Commander of the Bath.
K.D., in commerce, knocked down (not assembled).
ke*a (ka'a, ke'a), n. [Maori], a large, green, mountain
parrot of New Zealand, which kills sheep by tearing
at their backs to eat the fat there.

Kean, Edmund, 1787-1833; English actor.

Kear-ny (kar'ni)f n. a city in New Jersey, across the
Passaic from Newark: pop., 40,000.

Keats, John (kets), 1795-1821; English poet.
keb-buck, keb-bock (keb'sk), n. [Gael, ceapag, a
cheese, wheel], [Scot. & Irish Dial.], a cheese.

Keble, John (keVl), 1792-1866; English clergyman
and poet; a founder of the Oxford Movement.
Kech-ua (kech'wa), TO. Quechua.
Kech-uan (kech'wsn), adj. & n. Quechuan.
keck (kek), v4. [echoic], 1. to retch or heave, as if

about to vomit. 2. to feel or show great disgust.
Kecskemet (kech'ke-mat'), n. a city in central

Hungary: pop., 84,000.
Ke-dah (ka'da), n. a native state of the Malayan
Union: area, 3,660 sq. mi.; pop., 485,000.

ked-dah (ked'g), n. (Hind, kheda], an elephant trap:
also spelled khedah.
kedge (kei), n. [earlier also cagger, kaggyng anker;
hence prob. form of cadge, var. of catch, in the sense
"that which catches"], a light anchor, used especially
in warping a ship or freeing it when ashore: also

kedge anchor, v.t. [KEDGED (kejd), KEDGING], to
warp or pull (a ship) along by means of a rope fastened
to an anchor dropped at some distance. IM. 1. to
move a ship by kedging. 2. to move by being kedged.
Ke dron (ke'dron), n. a little ravine east of Jerusalem :

formerly a stream flowing into the Dead Sea: II Sam.
15:23: also Kidron.

keek (kek), tu. [ME. kiken; prob. < MD. or MLG.
kiken], [Scot. & North Eng. Dial.], to peep: spy.

keel (kei), n. [ME. kele < ON. fe/flr (prob. influenced
in sense by L. carina, a keel, hull); IE. base *geu-L
bent, rounded, curved (with reference to the curved
stem of a ship's keel)], 1. the chief timber or steel

piece extending along the entire length of the bottom
of a boat or ship and supporting the frame; hence,
2. [Poetic}, a ship. 3. anything resembling a ship's
keel 4. the assembly of beams, girders, etc. at the
bottom of a rigid or semirigid airship to prevent
sagging or buckling. 5. in otology, a ridgelike part.
v.t. 1. to furnish with a keet 2. to turn (a ship)
over on its side; turn up the keel of. 10. to turn

up the keel.
keel over, [Cplloq.J, 1. to turn over; turn upside down;
upset; capsize. 2. to fall over suddenly, as in a faint.

on an even keel, 1. in an upright, level position, with-
out dipping to either side, 2* with an even, smooth,
steady motion.

keel (kef)* it. [ME. kele < MD. Mel or MLG, kei; akin
to AS. ceol, ship of burthen, ON. faWj, 1, a flat-

bottomed ship; especially, a low^ flat-bottomed coal

barge or lighter, used on the Tyne. 2. a barge load
of coal; hence, 3. a British unit of weight for coal,

equal to 21.2 long tons. ^
keel (kei), X [ME. kelen; AS. celam (akin to G.
kiihlen) < base of col; see COOL}, [Gbsi or Dial.), to
cool (a hot liquid)? by stirring, skimming, etc.

keel (kei), n. [prob. < Ir. or Gael, 4Z, ruddtej, a red
stain used for markkg lumbejf; etc.; ruddle* ;

;

keel-haul (keFh61'), v.t. [D. Mdfraimf fe*M, keel +
kalm, to haiiQ, * to kaul ( persoa) fou|^ me
water under the keel of a ship from one 'side to the
otfaeri a former method of punishment :or tortuse.

2.1 to scotdfwrkbulfiei'ljarsjily. ,
,

" ' h
'

'

Kee ling Islands (ke'Hri), the Cocos

keel son (kei's'n, kelVn), a. [prob. < Sw. kolsvin; kol,
& keel 4- svin, swine], a longitudinal beam or set of
timbers or metal plates fastened over and along a
stp

f

s keel to add structural strength: also kelson*
keen (ken), adj. {MB. kene; AS. cene, wise, learned;
akin to G. ftifat, bold; IB. base *!-, to know, under-
stand, in the sense "knowing, expert," the material
senses spring from the basic notion "capable"], 1.

having a sharp edge or point; that can cut well: as, a
keen knife, a keen edge. 2. sharp; cutting; piercing:
as, keen appetite, keen wind. 3. very sensitive; very
perceptive; penetrating; acute: as, keen eyes, a keen

intelligence. 4. sharp-witted; mentally acute; shrewd.
5. eager; enthusiastic; much interested. 6. intense;
strong: vivid; pungent. 7. [Slang}, good; eacoelteit: a
generalized term of approval. SIN. see eager, sharp,
keen (ken), n. [Ir. caoine < caoinim, I waif|.JIrisfiJt a
wailing for the dead; dirge. v.t. A tfJ. |IrMi& to
lament or wail for (the dead). SYW. see cry.

keep (kep), v.t. [KEPT (kept), KEEPING], [HE. kepen;
AS. cepan, to behold, watch out for, lay hold of; ? akin,
via *kd$fant to ON. kdpa, to stiffen, gape, MLG.
kapen, to gape, stare at, AS. capian up, to look tip

at; ? IE. base *|o6-f to look at or for], 1. to observe
or pay regard to; specifically, 0) to observe with dae or

prescribed acts, ceremonies, etc. ; celebrate or soJemn&e:
as, they kept the Sabbath. &) to fulfill (a promise, etc.).

c) [Archaic], to show observance by regularly attending
(church, etc.). 2. to take care of, or have and take
care of; specifically, a) to protect; guard; defend. 5) to
look after; watch over: tend, c) to raise (livestock),
rf) to maintain in good order or condition; preserve.
e} to supply with food, shelter, etc.; provide for;

support. /) to supply with food or lodging for pay:
as, she keeps boarders, g) to have or maintain in ones
service or for one's use: as, they keepf servants. It) to
set down regularly in writing; maintain (a continuous
written report or record): as, he keeps an account of
sales in the store, *) to make regular entries in; mam-
tain a continuous record of transactions, accounts,
or happenings in: as, businessmen keep books, she keefs
a diary, f) to carry on; conduct; manage. 3. to main-
tain, or cause to stay or continue, in a specified con-
dition, position, etc.: as, keep your engine running.
4. to have or hold; specincally, a) to have or hold for

future use or for a long time, b) to have usually in
stock for sale. 5. to have or hold and not let go;
specifically, a) to hold in custody; prevent from
escaping. 6) to prevent from leaving; detain, c) to
hold back; restrain: as, the rain kept us from going
out. d) to withhold, e) to conceal; not tell (a secret,

etc.). 7) to continue to have or hold; not lose or give
up. g) to stay in r at; not leave (a path, course, or

place). uJ. 1. to stay or continue in a specified
condition, position, etc. 2. to continue; g
severe (often with on) : as, keep on talking,
oneself back; refrain: as, she^ can't keep ft

us. 4. to stay in good condition; not become |

sour, stale, etc.; last, 5. [CoHoqA to
session: as, will school keep aH day? d ^ Vill,

reside: live; stay. it. 1. originally, care, charge, or

custody. 2. ff) the strongest, innermost part or central
tower of a medieval castle; donjon. &) a stronghold;
fort; castle. 3. [Rare}, a keeping or being kept. 4.

what is needed to keep a person or animal; food and
shelter; support; livelmooa.
for keepa* [Colloq.], 1. with the agreement that the
winner wm keep what he wins. 2. permanently.
keep in with, [Collpo;.], to remain on good terms with.

keep to oneself, 1. to avoid the company of others.

2. to treat (information, etc.) as confidential; not teH.

keep up, 1. to maintain in good order or condition.
2. to continue: not stop or end. 3. to maintain the

pace; not lag behind, 4. to remain informed about
(with on or with).

SYN. keep, a general word of broad application, in its

simplest sense implies njefely a continuing to have or hold;

retain, a more forimal equivalent, often stresses the^ possibility

of loss or seizure (he has managed to retain most of his fortune) ;

withhold implies a keeping or holding back and connotes
refusal to release (to withhold mformation) ; reserve implies a
keeping or holding back for some time or for- some future use

(is t3iis table reserved for us?). See also celebrate. ANT.
relinquish, release.

keep er Ofcep'er), n* a person .or thing .that keepsc
specifically, a) a guard, as of prisoners, animals, etc. o)

a guardian or protector, c) a custodian; caretaker;

5) "[British], a gamekeeper, e) any of several devices

for keeping something in place; lock nut, clasp, etc.

/) something that keeps, or lasts (well or poorly).
keep-ing (keVirj), n. 1. observance (of a rule, holiday,
promise, etc.). 2. care; custody; charge. 3. main-
tenance or means of maintenance; keep. 4. the
condition in which something is kept. 5. retention.

6. reservation for fatee use; preservation. 7. agree-

r; Is, bite; lot, g6, h6rn, tOTl, look;
* "

i in sanity, o in
"



keepsake 800 keratogenous
xnent; conformity: as* in kipping with his character.

keep-take (klf/siik'), ft. something kept, or to be kept,
icr tb sake of, or in memory of, tho giver; memento.
Keewm-tln Cke-wS'tin), ft district of Northwest
Territorieiv Canada, oo Hudson Bay: area, 228460
mtf. mi iHot/. in wfecy* designating or of the older of

two strict of rocks of the Archaean system: cf. Law-
rentian.
tfe Kaewatiii. the Keewatin series of rocks.

feet (kif), n* fcoUoq. form of AT. fto*/, weil-bein$] 1, a

drowsy, dreamy condition, produced by smoking nar-
cotics. 2. Indian hemp or other narcotic smoked to

produce this.

Keg, (keg), n. fvar. of Brit. dial. cadge < ME. <*;
ON, -taffp w wi&ff*r

t wine barrel (cf. Sw. & Norw.
*U* keg); IE. base *|of(*)-. |fflk}-, branch, stake],
1. a small Daxrel, usually one holding less than ten

gallons: abbreviated kft. (*. 6* pi.). 2. a unit of

weight for nails, equal to 100 pounds.
keg-ler (kegHSr), n. [G. < ke&l, (nlne)pin, (ten)pin],

[CoHoq.f, person who bowls; bowler.
Ite!-jo QcI'joO, n- Seoul; the Japanese name.
keir (ktr), n. a kier.

Keith (keth), [Scot. < Gael, base meaning "the wind**],
a masculine name.
Keith, Sir Arthur (keth), 1866; Scottish anthropolo-
gist in England.
keitloa (kItlG-3, kat15-9), n. [Sechuana kgettvia\, a
large, black, two-horned rhinoceros of southern Afnca.
Ke Ian-tan (ks-lan'tanO , n. a native state of the
Federation of Malaya: area, 5,720 sq. mi.; pop., 394,000.

fcel-p (kel'ep), n [native name in Guatemala], a Central
American stinging ant that feeds on insects.

Keller, Helen Adams (kel'gr), 1880- ; American
writer and lecturer; blind and deaf from infancy, she
was taught to speak and read.

Kel-logg; F*ank Billings (bil'irjz kel'ag, kel'og),
1&50-I937: American statesman and diplomat.

ke loid a&touD, . |Pr. fe^oiefe, cMknde < Gr. chele,

titttb'ti daw; 4 -0*<*I a fibrous tumor arising from
'

ve tjsBtufe of the skin, generally an, excessive
t d scalr; tfaste: also spelled chelold.

^pto), it {HE. <mp o*lM 1. any of various^ coktse* btwn seaweeds. 2f. ashes of seaweed,
loon which iodine Is obtained.

tttfe tel-py C1cel'pi) n. f#J, KELPIES
(-piz)], [Scot.],

fe, GSswie fmm>ref a water spirit, supposed to take the
form cc a horse and drown people or warn them that

they wSH be drowned.
kel-son (kel's'n), n. a keelson.
Kelt (kelt), it. a Celt.
"

-ter (kel'tSr), n. jColloq.1, Miter.
Tcel'tik), adj\ & n. Celtic.

Kel-vin ftkel'vin), [< Eng. surname], a masculine name.
Kelvin, first Baron (kel'vin), (William Thomson),
1824-1907; British physicist and rAathematician.

Kelvin scale, faftei: Baron Kelvin]? in physics, a s^cale

of temperatttre measured in degrees centigrade from
e zero, -273.18C.
A-ta-turk, Mus ta fa (moosrta-IS' ke-mal'

(Mustafa Kemal}, 18^1-1938; Turkish
and political leader; president or Turkey

.

le, Fanny (kem'bl),, (Ftancts Anne KembU),
-S93: Bngtish actress.

Kemble, Joliii PlitUp, 1757-1823; uncle of Fanny;

Kempls, Thomas a, see Thomas ^ Kempis.
ken (tan^f, v*t. [KEI^NIEB (kend), KENNING), [ME.
kennen; AS, tennan, lit., to cause to know < *kannjan
< base of a (see CAN) ; akin to G. kennen, to know],
1. (Scot.L

4

tQ %ow 2 P [Arcloaicl, to see; look at;
descry. 3. [Airchaic or DialrJ,

to recognize. *i. [Scot.],
to know (of or about). n, [abbrev. < earlier kenning
< the J.J, 1. [RareJ, range of vision qr sight. 2.

mental perception or recognition; ran&e of knowledge.
Ken.. Kentucky.
kench (kench), n.Jalso kinch; ?v*

t of Brit. dfal.

canch], a box cc bin in which fish or skfns are salted.
Ken-dal ^reen (ken'dl), 1. a coarse, jgreem wooden
cloth, originally woven and dyed at Kendal, West-
morland, England. 2. its color. Also Kendal. /

Ken il worth (ken'l-wurth')* n. an urban district in
Warwickshire, England: site of a ruined castle.
Ken-ne-bec (ken's-bek'). n. a river in Maine, (flowing
southward to the Atlantic: length, 164 mi.
ken nel (ken'l), n. [ME. kmel, kendl; OFr. *ken*l;
LL. canile < L. conis> a dog}, 1. a doghouse. 2. often
pi. a place where dogs are bred or kept. 3. a pack of

dogs. v.t. [KENNELED or KENNELLED (-Id), KEN-
NELING or KENNELLING], to place or keep in a kenneL
,tw. to Uve or take shelter in a kennel.
ken-nel (ken'l), n. [ME. canel; OFr. cand> chandt a
channel}, an open drain or sewer; gutter. ,

ken-nel (ken'l), n. [Obs.], cannel. > ,

Ken nel ly-Heavi side layer (ken
f
l-i-hev'i-sid')r [after

A: E. K&wmlly (i361r-1939) Ana. electrical ,eijgineer &
Oliver Heavistde (1850-1925), Eng. phy
ionized layer of tne upper atmosphere',

mated as being from 30 to 200 miles above the earth's
surface and believed to reflect radio waves so that

they travel parallel to the earth's surface: also Heav-
iside layer: cf. ionosphere.
Ken-ne-saw Mountain (ken'^-s^') P^ ^i north-
western Georgia: height, 1,80V ft.: scene of a Civil

War battle.
Ken-neth (ken'ith), [Scot.; Gael. Caioneach, lit.,

handsotneL a masculine name: diminutive, Ken.

kenning (ken'in), n. [ME.; see KEN], 1. [Scot.],

a) knowledge or recognition, d) a small or recognizable

quantity. 2. [< ON. kmnungor, pi., lit., symbols],
in early Germanic poetry, a nietaplwrical name for

something (e.g., sea-stead for ship}: in Anglo-Saxon
most kennings are compounds { they are called true

kmnimgs when neither element n a true name for the

object, half-kennings when one element is.

Ken-ny method (or treatment), (ken'i), [after
Elizabeth Kenny (1886-1952), Australian nurse who
developed it], a method of treating poliomyelitis by
relaxing ana stimulating the affected muscles with
hot applications, etc., and then bringing the muscles
back into use by moving them and helping the patient
to learn again how to co-ordinate them.

ke-no (ke'no), n. [prob. < Fr. quine, five winners <
L. quini, five each < quinque, five], a gambling game
resembling lotto.

Keno sha (ki-no'sho), n. a city in southeastern Wis-
consin, on Lake Michigan: pop., 54,000.
kenosis (ki-no'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. kenosis, an
emptying < k&ws* empty], in theology, Jesus' humbling
himself by taking on the form of man.
Ken-sing-ton (ken'zirj-tsn), H. a borough in the western

part of London: pop., 181,000.
Kent (kent), n. La former Anglo-Saxon kingdom.
2. a county of southeastern England: pop,, 1,243,000
(est. 1945): county seat, Maidstone. ,

Kent-ish (ken'tish), adj. of Kent or its people, n,

the dialect of Kent, especially in its Anglo-Saxon
and Middle English stages of development.

kent-ledge (kentlij), n, [Fr. ynintelage < quintal (see

QUINTAL; -f* -E| (see -AGE)], pug iron used as permanent
ballast in a ship.
Ken-tuck-i-an (kan-tuk'i-n, ken-tukfi-on) , adj. of

Kentucky, n. a native cc inhabitant of Kentucky.
Ken-tuck-y (kan-tuk'i, ken-tuk'i), n. 1, an East Cen-
tral State of the United States: area, 40,395 sq. mi.;
pop., 2,945,000; capital, Frankfort: abbreviated Ky.,
Ken.: nicknamed Bluegrass Stoic, 2. a river in Ken-
tucky, flowing northwest into the Ohio: length, 259 mi.

Kentucky coffee tree, a large North American tree
with brown, curved pods containing seeds sometimes
used as a substitute for coffee.

Kentucky colonel, an unofficial honorary title com-
monly conferred in Kentucky.
Kentucky Der-by (dur'bi or, in imitation of the &til.

$ron., dar'bi), an annual horse race run at Churchill
Downs in Louisville, Kentucky. >

Ken-ya (ken'^-a, ken'ys), iu a British colony and pro-
tectorate in east central Africa, on. the Indian Ocean:
area, 224,960 sq. mi.; pop., 4,200,000 (est. 1947);
capital, Nairobi.

Kenya,. Mount, a mountain in central Kenya, Africa:

height, 17,040 ft.

Ken-yon, John Samuel (ken'yan), 1874-1959; Ameri-
,can educator and phonetician.
Ke-o-kuk (keYa-kuk'), n. a city in southeastern Iowa,
on the Mississippi; pop., 16,000.
Keos (ke

7
$s), n. one ol the Cyckdes Islands, in the

Aegean: area, 67 sou mi.: also called Zea.
Ke phal leni-a (ke'fa-li-ne'a), n. Cephalonia,. one of

the Ionian Islands: the Gi;eek name,
kep-i (kep'i), n. [Pr. kepi; G. dial, k&ppi, dim. of kappe,
a cap], a cap with, a flat,, round to$ and, stiff visor,
worn by French soldiers/.

Kep-ler, Jo-hannes (yo-ha'oQS kep'lir), 1571-1430;
German as*rncJier and mathematician;.

kept (kept), past tense and past participle of keep.
JKejr-aiy El (el ker^ik), it* a city in. Jordan; near the
'Bead Sea,

'
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ke-ramic (ki-uam'ildi adj^tia&sauae, t

k ), kerato-;
ker-a-tec-to-my (kerVtek,
Mie surgical wa^oval of part or aE
keratin (keAf-dn), u.
substance loiscg

.

( th porjiea.
an altpnd
o hair, jaails,
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ke-rat-i-nous
& kesatjm: ;h

of the-,'cornea,
,

horn], a combining
horny tis$m as m>,
keratotomy. Also, before,a 1
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keratoid 801 key
keratoid (ker'a-toid'}, adj. [Or. keratoMis; see
KERATO- & -OID], hornlike; horny.

ker-a-to-plas-ty (kerVto-plas'ti), n, |#. KBRATOFLAS-
TIBS (-tiz)i, [ker&to- + -plasty], the surgical operation
of grafting new cornea! tissue onto an ye.
ker-a-toe (ker's-tos'), n. [kerafr- + -ovc), a homy sub-
stance in the skeleton of some sponges and other
invertebrates: keratode. adj* of or like keratose,

ker-a-to-sis (kerVto'sis), n, [Mod% L. < kerat- -f

-osis], 1. a Iiorny growth of the skin, as a wart. 2.

any disease characterized by horny growths.

ker-at-ot-o-my (kerVtot'o-mi), n. \Rerato- 4- -tomyl,
surgical incision of the cornea.
kerb (kurb), n. curb (of a pavement): British spelling.
Kerch (kerch), n. a seaport in the Crimea, U.S.S.R.,
on Kerch Strait: pop., 104,000.

ker-chief (kur'cmf), n. [ME. kerckef, cowrchef; OPr.
coweehef, couwechef < cowir, to cover + chef, chief,
the head], 1. a piece of cloth, usually square, worn
over the head or around the neck. 2. a handkerchief.

ker-chiefed, ker-chieft (kur'chift), adj. wearing a
kerchief; covered with a kerchief.

Kerch Strait, a narrow strait connecting the Black
Sea and the Sea of Azov.

Ke-ren-sky, A-le-ksan-dr Fe-o-do-ro-vich (alyek-san'-
dr' fyo"'aa-r6/vich kye-ryen'ski; Eng. ks-ren'ski),
1881- ; Russian Social Democratic statesman in the
United States; prime minister of Russia (July-Nov-
ember 1917); overthrown by Bolshevik Revolution
(November, 1917).

kerf (kfirf, kSrf), n. [ME. kerf, knrf, kirf; AS. cyrf

(akin to ON. kurfr, a cutting, chip) < pp. base of

ceorfan* to cut, carve; see CARVE], 1. a cutting or cat;

especially, a cut or notch made by an axr saw, etc.

mast, forward erf the madder post, toward the stem;
distinguished from jMwI.
Ketch-i kan Ckech

/i-kw') n. a seajKJrt in soot^western
Alaska: pop., 4,700,
ketch-wp (kech'ap), n. IMalay fUckvp, taste < Chin.

a sane for mmt, fisii, etc., especially a

, 1,400 sq.

y-ra ^er/keHrSO/ ^ Corfu: the Greek name.
Ker-man ^Qcfir^niSn, Ker-manO, n* a city in eastern

Iran; pom, SOvW (1^42).
Ker-man-shah fker/mlnrshaO, n. a city in western
Iran: pop., S9>W (194^).,

ker-mes (ktb/iDiSz)* n. jf& kermes; AT. & Per. g*rm*s;
see CRIMSON!, 1. the dried bodies of the females of

certaia scale insects foetid: m Mediterranean regions.
2. a red dye made frbw tose bodies. 3, the oak

oafy on wMch these insects are found.
ker-mess (knr'mis), n. [D. kermis, orig.

*f
-

kerh' ktrkr a church -f mis* Mass; orig.

r__I to the amtuat celebration of the feast day of
' local patron aintr then to fairs or carnivals held

on the same day], 1. an annual outdoor fair or car-

nival, held in the Netherlands,. Belgium, etc. 2. in

the United States, a somewhat similar fair or enter-

tainment held indoors, usually for charity. Also

spelled kirmess.
kera (kurn), n.JPr. came, projecting angle, hinge <
dial, form of O$r. chame, a hinge, corner, edge < L.

cardof cardims* a hinge], that part of the face of a
letter of type which projects beyond the body. v.t. to

make (type) with a kern; put a kem on (type).
kern, kerae (kurn), n. (ME. < Ir. ceatkarn* band of

soldiers, solcMerL 1. [Archaic]^ a medieval. Irish or

Scottish foot soldier aimed with light weapons. 2. an
Irish peasant.

Kera, Jerome David (kurn), 1885-1945; American
composer.
kernel (kfci'n'lj, n. [ME. kernel, kirnel,' wfrnel, etc.;

AS. cyrnel < base of corn, seed (see CORN) -f -^, dim.

suffix], 1. a grain or seed, as of com* wheat, etc.

2. the inner, softer part of a nut, fruit stone, e*ci 3j

the central, most important part of something; core;
essence. v*t. [KBRNELED or KB^NSEXED* (-n'ldji KBR-
NELING or KERNELLING], to enclose as a kernel.

ker-o-sene (ker'artsen^ kerVsen'), ft* (Or.
kSros, wax;

-H t-efae}, a "Chan oil disjtafied 1 from petroleum, eoal, eta,
used in lamps, ,stoves>?eic.; coals 'oil; also, espeda^y fa

sciefitific and inditsferkl/'tisage, spdted'
1- ^-^

Ker-ry (ker'i}
- ......^-*^-

in Munster
KBRRJKS (-k^ rf

cattle, originally, from* thfe counts. ,

kersey (kur'zi), n.\pl. KBRSMBS (4ai41; fME;

villages in, Stsffolk/ England], a coarsev B^
wooXeo cloitlu lisumy ribfeed and with a aottop. warp.

ker-seyrteieicie! (kur/m-mirO, '*
faljheiceat

; srfter keqsey <
casmmrelf, cassimere,, a ioe, twMed wotee:ctoth.

kes?trel ^sesftol)^ i .n. *|ME; c$$rf

d$ OPr. cressereUe,

i esin feverla the air agamsttthei wind; windhover.
I Isa^d toloeivar. of Hfa-vj cmhe <

J -^L\ , in, thie sense **to htiat^'; cf.

p;t%ged',saffiimp,' y^sel'-wiA.'a"

r and a relatively tall mizzen-

,

(ker'i), n. 1. a eotpdtf of southwestern Ireland,
nster provincer |>op* 134^0 1^1946)^ <2. $L
ES (-iz)l, aliyof at breed, m vsmatl^ blaek datev

"

nvn*9Mjrjt a, omu.vs J.VB MW** ABBE** -*w, Wg,vMpi,r
tibkk sauce (foiwto ktfatmp) made of tomatoes flavored

with onion, salt, sugar, and spice: also catsup, catchup,
ke-ten (keten), n. ketene.
ke tene (ke^ten). n. j***- -f -***#$* 1* colorless gas,

HsCrCQ, with a penetrating odor: it combines with
water to form acetic acid, 2, any of a series of related

organic compottncls of which ketene is toe simplest.
ke-to- (ke*to, kS'te), a combining form meanmg ke$on$*

of ketones, as in ke$@gem$i$: also, before a vowel, ket-.

ke-to-gen e-sls (ke'te-jen'a-as), n. fJfe^o- + -gmf&ml
the formation of ketoaes, such as acetone, in the oooy.

ke-to-gen ic (kS'ta-jen'ik), *dj. convertible into ketaMS*
ke-tone (ke'ton), n. |G. ketom, arbitrary var. of Fr.

acetone; see ACBTONB), an organic chemical conipotHKi
containing the divalent carboayl group. CO, in combi-
nation with two hydrocarbon radicals: when these
radicals are alike, the ketone is called simpfo, when
unlike, mixed,
ketone body, any of three related substances, mdudrng
acetone, important m human metabolism: also called
acetone body.

ke-ton-ic (ki-ton'ik), adj. of or like ketooea
ke-taiiu*ri*ft (ke'to-nyoor'i-a), n. IMod. LJ, the

presence of ketone bodies in the urine.

ke-to-sis (ki-to'sis), n. [Mod. L. < ketr + -ostel a
condition in which there is excessive formatioii of

ketones in the body, oxurring as a complication of

diabetes melHttts, etc.

ket-tle (ket'l), n. |ME. ketel, keMett; AS. ce$el; alcfa to
G. kessel (Goth. katBs} : prob. a loan word < L* emtw-ws^
dim. of catinus, container for food], 1. a metal con-
tainer for boiling liqtdds, etc. 2. a teakettle. 3, a
kettledrum. 4. in geology, a deep hollow with no
outlet, resulting from glacial action: also kettle hofe
kettle of fifth, a difficult or embarrassing situation.

ket-tle-drum (ket'l-drumO. a dram conSistmg of
a hollow hemisphere of copper
or brass and a parchment top
that can be tightened or loosened,
to change the pitch; timpano.

kettle hole, in geology, a kettle.

kev-el (kev'l), n. [ME. keuil,

kyuil; uNorm.Pr. kevitte; L. da-
wcula, small key (in LL., a bar,

boljt tor a dlocc), dim. of davis,

keyL a cleat or pejg for fastening
the; fieavy lines 01 a ship.

--ffit (kev'mL [Ir. Caomghin:
_ 1^- oemgent lit,, comely birth],
a masculine name, i

Kew OfciS), n. a vi%ge in Sttrrey,

England: pop., 4,400^ sttbturb of

London and site of botanical

gardens.
key (ke), n. M. KEYS CkSz|l
[MB. keye* kav, keige* eta; AS..

cmge; akin to OPtts* ke*9 Mia*
to secure, gterd; i^ot known ou^
side Anglo^FriSw ;tnemod. prontmu
is north Brit, diaLJ, 1. m teuton**

men*, usually c& metel, ifoi

aa4 witis tocking* 'or'tialoci

several iHstaruments cv,w&$a%&-.--
! or suggesting this in form or .

ally, a) a device to turn a bolt, etc.: as, a. skate key,
a vatcti key. 6) a pin* bolt^ wedge, ddtter, or similar

define put into a hole or sspace to lock or hoftd parts

together, c) sometJbing that Completes or holds together
the parts* of another thing* as tiie keystone f am
acejh or that part of itie fjr&t coai of plaster whicH

passes between the laths and forms a secure base for

tefer coats, aj aiay of a set of levers, or the disks,

buttons, etc, cwaecfced to them, pressed dowa ,i

op^mting a piaao, accordion, clarmet, t

linotype, eta 0). device for opening or

electric circuit. /) a small metal piece for fasteoing a
wteel, pulley^ etc* to a shaft. 3. something *i

as Hke a key in opening or dosing a way,' r

or coaceatng, etc.; specifically, a) a (|>lace so

as to give access to or control of a region: ass, Vicksburg
wsis tlie key to the lower Mississippi 6) a thing that

eacslalnsior solves sometMng else^ as a book of answejcsv
tibe ea^planations on ia.map, tl^e code to a system of

pronunciation, etc. c} a controlling or essential person
or^lMng* 4. tome of voice; pitch; hence, 5. tone or

sttrle^oFthomght or expuessioQ: as, he wrote and spoke
in a chee^M Jfe^- 6. in botany, a key- .fruit*

> n/.'in

music, a),[Obs.L the keynotef
of a scale* &) a, isystemtcd

related noites,ioi itones .

'

'
'
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certain note (keynote, tank) and forming a given scale;

tomaHty, c) me main tonality of a composition, adj.

controlling; essential; important: as, he has a key
position in the department, v.t. {KEYED (ked), KEY-
BIG), 1. to fasten or lock with a key or wedge. 2. to
ftarnwi with a key; specifically., a) to put the keystone
in (an arch), b) to provide with an explanatory key.
3* to regulate the tone or pitch of. 4. to bring into

harmony, as in style of expression,
key up, 1. to raise the key of; hence, 2. to bring into a
state of nervous tension, as in anticipation,

key (ke), n. |J*J. KKTS (ka)], fSp. cayo; sp. influenced by
key (instrument) & key (quay) j, a reef or low island.

Key, Francis Scott (ke), 1780-1843; American lawyer;
wrote "The Star-Smoked Banner."
key-board (ke^bdrdC kPbocd'}, n. the row or rows of

keys of a jmano, typewriter, linotype, etc.

keyed (ked), adj. 1. having keys, as some musical
inatrmnents. 2. fastened or reinforced with a key,
3. pitched in a specified key. 4. made with a keystone.
key fruit, a dry, winged fruit, as of the maple, ash,
or sycamore, containing the seed or seeds; samara,

key-hole (ke'hol'), n. an opening (in a lock) into
wnich a key is inserted.

Key Lar-^o (laVgo), a large island in the Florida

Keys, off the coast of southeastem Florida.

Keynes, John Maynard (kanz), 1st Baron Keynes;
1$&3-1946; English economist and author.

key-note (ke'not'), n. 1. the lowest, bask note or
tone of a musical scale, or key; tonic. 2. the basic
idea or ruling principle, as of a speech, policy, etc. v.t.

to give the keynote of (a political platform, etc.).

key-not-er (ke'not'er), n. a person who delivers a key-
note speech, as at a political convention.
keynote speech, a speech, as at the convention of a
political party, that sets forth the main line of policy.
key punch, a machine, operated from a keyboard, that
records data by punching holes in cards that can then

__
be fed into machines for sorting, accounting, etc.

ring for holding keys.
maun (her'nian M'sr-lin; Eng.

. 138071946; German philosopher,
in music, one or more sharps or flats

, 5 clef on the staff to indicate the key.
key-stone IkeTstonO, n. 1. the central, topmost stone
or piece of an arch, which
holds the others in place;
hence, 2. that one of a
number of associated parts
or things that supports or
holds together the others;
main part or principle.
Keystone State, Pennsyl-
vania: so called from its

central geographical^ po-
sition among the thirteen

original colonies.

key-way (ke'wiOt n. 1. a
groove or slot cut in a
shaft, hub, etc. to hold a
key (metal piece to fasten a wheel or pulley to the
shaft)-, 2, the keyhole in a locl^ worked by a flat key.
Key West, 1. the westernmost island in the Florida
Keys, 2. a seaport on this island: pop,, 22,000,

kg*. 1. keg- kegs. 2., kilogram; kilograms.
K.O., Knignt of the Garter,
Khabarovsk Territory (kha'-M'r&fsk), a territory of
the R.S.F.S.R., in eastern Siberia, extending from
Manchwia to the Arctic Ocean: area, 901,000 sq. mi;
pop,, 1,431,000; capital, Khabarovsk (pop., 199,000):
also called Far Eastern Region.
Khai bar, Khal-ber (H'ber), it. the Khyber Pass.
Kha kass Autonomous Region (kha-kaV), a division
of the R.S,F,S,R., in south central Siberia: area,
19,161 sq. mi.; pop., 284,000: capital, Abakan.
kha ki (kak'i, ka'kij, adj. [Hind, khaki, dusty, dust-
colored < Per. khak, dust, earth], 1. dull yellowish-
brown. 2. made of khaki cloth, n. \ph KHAKIS (-kiz)],
1. a dull yellowish brown. 2. strong, twilled wool or,

especially, cotton cloth of this color, used for military
uniforms. 3. often pi. a khaki uniform or uniforms.
kha lif (ka'lif, kal'iff, it. a caliph.
Khal-ki-di-ke (khal'ke^e'ke), n. Chalcidice, Greece.
kham-seen (kam-senO, n* a khamsin.
khamsin (kam'sin, kam-sen') f n. [Ar. Khamstn <
khamsun, fifty], a hot south wind that blows in Egypt
from late March until early May (about 50 days).
khan (kan, kan), n. JTurki khan, lord, prince; of
Tatar origin], 1. a title given to Genghis Khan and
his successors, who ruled over Turkish, Tatar, and
Mongol tribes and dominated most of Asia during
the Middle Ages, 2. a title given to various officials
and dignitaries in Central Asia, Iran, Afghanistan, etc.
khan (kan, kan), n. [ME.; Ar. khan], in Turkey and
other Eastern countries, a public inn; caravansacyi <

khan-ate (kan'at, kan'at), n. 1. a region ruled by a
khan. 2. the position, authority, or tenure of a khan.
Kha-nia (khan-ya'; Eng. ka-ne'a), n. Canea, a ofty
in Crete: the Greek name.
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Khrush-chev, Ni-ki-ta Ser-gey-e-vich (ni-ke'ta syer-
khrdos'chyot: Eng. kroos'chev), 1894- ;

khaph (khSf, khAf), n. [Heb.l, a variant of the eleventh
letter Qtaph) of the Hebrew alphabet (D, *]), correspond-
ing to Scottish ch, as in loch: see alphabet, table.

Khar-kov (khir^k$f; Eng, kaVkdf, klr'kov), n. a city
in the Ukrainian S.SJEL: pop., 833,000.
Khar toum, Khar-turn (kar-todmOi n. the capital of
the Sudan, on the Nile: pop., 83,000.
"

pyam. Omar, see Omar Khayyam.
i*ah (ked'0), n. a keddah.

khe-dive (ka-devO* n. [Pr. m&we; Turk. Midi*; Per.
khidtw, kkadtw, prince, ruler], the title of the Turkish
viceroys of Egypt, from 1867 to 1914.
Kher-son (kher-sonOr n- a city in the Ukrainian S.S.R.,
on the lower Dnepr; pop., 97,000.
kheth (kheth, khes), n. the eighth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet (n) a velar fricative equivalent to Scottish
ch, as in loch: also spelled cheth: see alphabet, table.
Khi-os (khe'Ss; Eng, ki'os), n. Chios: Greek name.
Khi va (khe?va; Eng. ke'vs), n. La former khanate
in western Asia: now in the U.S.S.R. 2. a city in the
Uzbek S.S.R.: pop., 24,000.
Khmer (k'mer), n.J< the Khmer name], 1. one of a
native people of Cambodia: they had a highly de-

veloped civilization in the Middle Ages. 2. their lau-

Jsee
Mon-Khmer.

(kond), 7i. [< Dravidian name], a member of a
.p of Dravidian tribes of east central India.

, tan (kho'tanO, n. a city in southwestern Sinkiang
province, China: tK)p., 30,000: also called Hotien.

"Ithrush-chev, M-ki-ta
ga'ye-vich khroos'chyoj. , iiB . ^
oremier of theJJ.S.S.R. (1958- ).

Khu-fu (kcK/foo), n. Cheops, an ancient king of Egypt.
Khu-zis-tan (khowzis-tanO, n. a district of Iran, on the
Persian Gulf: area, 38,500 sq. mi.; pop., 450,000.
Khy ber Pass Qd'ber), a mountain pass between India
and Afghanistan:
length, c. 33 mi.: also

spelled Khaibar,
Khaiber.

Ki., Kings (book of the
Old Testament).

Kiang-si (kyarj'se
7

;

Chin, jyarj'se'), n. a
province of south-
eastern China: area,
67,300 sq. mi.; pop.,
12,472,000 (est.l94rf);
capital, Nanchang.
Kiang-su (kyan'soo';
Chin. jyan'sooO, n. a

j

province on the coast
of eastern China : area,
39,100 sq. mi.; pop.,
36,469,000 (est. 1947): capital, Nanking.
Kiao chow (kyou'chou': Chin, jyou'jo'), n. a district
of Shantung province, China: area, 200 sq. mi.

kib butz (ki-boots'), n* [pi. KIBBUTZIM (ke'boo-tsemO],
[HebJ, a collective farm settlement in Israel.

kibe (kib), n. [ME.; prob. < W. dbi, dbwst, chilblains],
a chapped or ulcerated chilblain, especially on the heel.

ki bei (ke'baO, n. [pi KIBEI, KIBEIS (-baz')], [Japan.],
(also K-], a native American citizen born of immigrant
Japanese parents but educated largely in Japan:
distinguished from issei, nisei*

kib-itz (kib'its), va. [Colloq.1, to act as a kibitzer.
kib itz er (kit/it-sgr), n, {Yid. < colloq. G. kiebitzen,
to look on (at cards) < kiebitz, orig.. plover, meddle-
some onlooker}, [Colloq.I 1. an onlooker at a card
game, especially one who volunteers advice; hence,
2. a giver of unwanted advice; meddler.

kib lah (kib^a), n. [Ar. qiUah, something placed op-
posite < qabala, to be opposite}, the point toward which
Moslems turn when praying, the location of the black
stone at Mecca: see kaaba.
kibosh (ki'bosh, ki-bosh'), n. (earlier also hyebosH.
kybosk, prob. < Yid.; ? ult. < prov. G. kaib < MHG.
kwbe* carrion; influenced in Eng. by association with
bosh], [Slang], nonsensemow usually in put the kibosh on,
to put an end to: squelch; veto.
kid (kik), vj. [M&.Tsiken, kykem flate 14th c.); ? <
or akin to ON, kik, to bend at taie knee, hikw, to
bend from the knees; ? IB. base *gei~, to bend], 1.
to strike out with the foot or feet, as in anger, or in
swimming, soccer, etc. 2. to spring back suddenly,
as a gun when fired; recoil 3. FGoUoq.}, to object
strongly^complain; .grumble. v.L 1. to strike or
shove suddenly with the foot or feet- 2. to drive or
move (a baH, etc.) by striking with th'fe foot. 3. to

n. 1. c) a blow with the foot, &)< the act of doing this.
2. a sudden recoil, as of a gun wbefefiro& 1 3. fColoq..],
an 9bjecMon; complaint. 4. fCldq.J, 4 a;&1imtds*tag
or intoxicating effect, especially of alcoholic liquor.W pleasurable excitement? tjjr^lt. ,-'5: $tt fooljb^ -

a) a
kickuig of the baE. b) ,tae kicked, balS) : ^fee distance
tittat it travelsi. d) one's; terii 1

aft teolan 5
)
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kick around tor about), [CoHoq.}, 1. to treat roughly,
2. to move from place to place. 3. to go about un-
noticed or neglected. 4. to think about or discuss*

fciek back, 1. [CoUoq.L to recoil suddenly and in an un-
expected way. ^2. JSlangt ) to give back (stolen
goods), b} to give back (part of money received as
pay, commission, etc.), often as a remit of coercion
or a previous understanding.

kick in, [Slang], 1. to pay (one's share). 2, to die.
kick off, L to put a football into play with a kkkoff.
2. [Slang], to die.

kick out, 1. [CoJloq.J, to get rid of: eject; dismiss.
2. in football, to make a kick out ol bounds*
kick up, 1. to raise by kicking. 2. [Slang], to make or
cause (trouble, confusion, etc.).

kick (kik), n. [prob. < pree. kick; ? with reminiscence
of basic sense via dial.], an indentation at the bottom

kil-Ain (ki^slciB
1
), m. l^ttw fraoi the skin ol yoig

goats, used fa* gloves, shoes, etc.

kief (kef) ? n. kef.
Kiel (kel), n. seaport and capital of Schleswig-Holsieiii,
Cksrmany, co the Kiel CtaqU: rap,, 213,6W(est. 19*S).

K.iel Oanal, a sMp canal in (Swniany, oonnecfe^f the

Jsorth Sea with the Baltic: length, 61 mi.
city in wtttliwes*eni Poland:Kiel ce (kyeKtse), n. a cit

pop., 50,000 (1944).
kler (k^r), n. [prob. < (:ler ^r), n." [prcb. < ON. k*r. tub, transmitted
orally via northwestern Brifc
doth fee
Kler ke-gaard. Scwee
g5rO, 1815-1855; Damsfe
Ide-^-

dial.], a large vat to hold

lived in northern Illinois and s^mtnern Wisconsin. 2.

the AlgonQuian language of the Kickapoos.
kick-back (kik^kO, n. I.

[Colloq.}, a sharp, violent
reaction. 2. [Slang], a) a giving back of stolen goods.
&) a giving back ot part of money received as payment,
commission, etc., often as a result of coercion or a
previous understanding, c) the money so returned.

kick-off (kik/6f) n. in football, a place kick from the
forty-yard line of the kicking team, that puts the baU
into play at the beginning of each half or after a
touchdown.
kick-shaw (kik'shdO, n. [properly kickshaws < FT.

quelque chose, something], 1. a fancy food or dish;
delicacy; tidbit. 2. a trinket; trifle; gewgaw.

kick-shaws (kik'sh6z') t n. a kickshaw.
kick-up (Mk'upO, n. rColloq.], a fttss: row.
kid (kid), n. THE. Me; prob. < An^lo-N.: cf. ON.
kith, Dan. & Sw. kid: akin to G. kitee; the Gmc. base
may be echoic of the animal's bleatf, 1. a young
goat or, occasionally, antelope. 2. its flesh, used as a
food. 3. leather made from the skin of young goats,
used for gloves, shoes, etc. 4. pi. gloves or shoes made
of this leather. 5. [Colloq.], a) a child. 6) any young
person. 6. [Slangl a hoax. adj. 1. made of kidskin,
2. [CoUoq.f, younger: as, my kid sister. v.L & vd.

[KIDDED (-id), KTDWNG!, 1. to give birth to (a kid
or kids): said of goats or antelopes. 2. [Slang], a) to

try to make (a person) believe what is not true; de-

ceive; fool; delude; hoax. &) to tease or ridicule play-
fully with jokes, banter, misleading talk, etc.

kid (kid), n. [? var. of kit (tub)}, a small wooden tub in
which rations were formerly served to sailors.

Kidd, Captain (kid), (Wflliamt

&), 1645^-1701;
Scottish iprivateer and pirate; hanged.

kid-der (kid'er), n. [Slang], a person who kits, r

deceives, teases, etc.

Kidderminster (Md^-min'steV), it* a Mndjof nv
graih of reversible carpet, cciginally made at KJaieir-

minstefl England.
Jdd^dy, kid-die (ted

1
!), rt. fyl. KIDDIES (-iz)], [dim: of

kid (child)]; LColo^.J, a clild.

kid gloves, soft, smooth gloves made of kidskm.
handle with kid gloves, [Colloq.], to handle or treat

with cafe, tact, etc.

kid-nap (kid'nap), v4. [KIDNAPED or KIDNAPPED
(-napt), KIDNAPING or KIDNAPPING!, [Md< child -H nafa
dial. var. of nti&, to snatch], 1. to steal (a cfcfflcf.

2. io seize and held or carry off (a person) against
his will, b^ force or frati(!, often for ransom.

kid-nap-er, kid-nap-per (kid^nap'Sr), fa a person who
kidnaps.

"
' '* ' "

kid ney fkid%i), n. \pL KIDNEYS (-ni)], fME. Udmei <
kiden-< ? gemii pli tit Md

ke'zl-goorO,
fiiat -f- guhr, sur, earthy sediment < garen, to ferment],
diatomite.

n. falter D. O. K$&erf 0*
scientist], hydrous magnesium sulfate, MgSOrHiO.
Kiev Ocl'yef; Engr^ev^, ke'ev), n. the cartel of
the Ukrainian S.S.R., on the Dnepr; pop., 846,000.
kike (Mk), n. [? extension of -(s)ky or -&)* ending of
names ol some Eastern European Jews; for other hy-
potheses see H. L. Mencken, Am. Lang. SuppL /, pp.
613-6161, [Slang], a Jew: vntear, offensive term of oo-
tility and contempt;, as used by anti-Semites.

kll.. kilometer: kilometers.
Ki lau e-a (kelott-i's), n. %e active crater of Manna
Loa, on the island of Hawaii: width, 2 mi

Kil-dare (kil-dfer'), n. a county of eastern Ireland, Lein-
ster pravince:JX>P., 65,000 (1943).
ldl-dr-kln (kiPder-kin), n. [MB. kylderkm; altered <
MD. kinderkin, quarter tun; prob. < Pr. #wli*ff$ (see
QfUiNTAL) 4- D. -ftf*, ,-kin], 1. a cask; iaH baarel.
2. an old Sngfesh Hotiid measure ecpial to 18 gallons.

kil erg ^dl'^rgO. *>{< k&o- -f ^*I i pkysics, a unit
of work, equal to 1,000 ergs.

Kil-i-maii ja-ro, Mount (kil'i-man-ja'ro), a volcanic
mountain in northern Tanganyika Terrttccy, Africa:

hdght, 19,321 ft,

KU-ken-ny (kil-ken'i), n. 1. a county of southern
Ireland, Leinster iwtmnce: pop., 6S.OOO (1943). 2. its

county seat: pop., 10,000.
kffl (kil), 94. [ME. Jbdlew, Mien, Mien; prob. < AS.
*cytumf special late phonetic dbvdopment of cwellan,
to kill (see QUELL), with IP- rounding of the vowel
and assimilation of &], 1. to cause the death of; pttt
to death; slay. 2. a) to destroy the vital or active

qualities of. #) to destroy: put an end to; ruin. 3. to

prevent the passage of (legislation); defeat or veto.
4. to spend (time) on matters of little or no importance.
5. to cause (an engine, etc.) to stopP 6. to prevent
publication of: as, the editor MUd me story. 7. 'to

spoil the effect of; destroy by contrast: said of colors,
etc. 8. [Colloq.], to overcome, as with laugfeter or
ebarrassment. 9. in printing, to mark as not to be

d; score out; cancel 10. in tenms* to return tte
with sttdb force lihat rfc cannot be

* "' "

b.'^vX l.to;d^tof Me, 2, te f *^5 ,

these plants kill easilv. n. * 1. the act of killing.
2. an 1

f^rop^ or at|i|tf.4'
"'

' '

"

in ,t,;pft kin, %."j^es
2 . present at i

Is the general word in this list, '
*

any wayad mav be applied to i

the

of
________

of G. eV)
'a pro of
in

'

-

cav
separate water and w^te
products of* metabolism
From the blood and excrete ,

" -" " '

afpedfiMHy
of a politically important person by someone

.ted to io this; execute denotes a killing in

.h a legally imposed sentence; dispatch sag-
by direct action, such as stabbing or shooting,
s speed or promptness.

kffli (kfi);'"te [D. Ml; MD. me: ? akin to ON. kffl,

inlet], a stream; channel; creek: used especially In

iplace names. i ^
'

'

Ml*ir^ny ^14111^^)^ 7^ a town in southwestern Ire-

land: pop., 5,300.
Killarney, Lakes of, three lakes near Killarney, Ire-

land: the largest is Lough Leane.
kill dee (kuW), n. t$. KUXDHES (-deV) mLKom;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1], a killdeer. i ,- <

iffl^deer (kiFd^r), . {^i; KILLDEBRS (erar) KILL-

DBBR; ^ee PLURAL, n, i>, i], [echoic of its cryl^ a small,

North American wading bird of the plover* family.
kill-er (kil'Sr), n. 1. a person, animaL iof thing that

one that kills habitiiatf. 2; a killer

__ whale, a fierce dolphin that bmrfes in large packs
i and preys on < large fish, seals, and : whales. . <

kil lick (Jdl'ik)* Jit {New, England dial,l; a small anchor;
^offeen*

Jan" !ashorfiwdysedi': itffih a -stonei,
rotn a" stone

used for an anchor: also kiUock.
Bb^eialuft >4lita a.J
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kinesthesia

d: site of a battle

, -wj. i**. of kwl* L causing,

deetfc: destructive; deadly 2. ^amting;
3, (ddtoq.1. very attractive, 4. fCoOog.),

y viry cooucal, n. 1. slaughter; murder.

IV sttdden great profit or soccem

jtm-jvy v,KU
f
joi*)* *?

a person who destroys or lessens

otto- people's enjoynwnt*
killock (kl'ak), n. a kifliek, ^ k

Kil-mar nock Ocil-mar'mk>, n. a city in southwestern

Scotland: pop!, 41,000 (1946)*

^^^^ Joyce (kif'mer}, 18S6-1918; American poet.
l 1*.21<M\ ** f\,fR Imtlvfp* Jful't&f ' fl.l$A fevUd* XX S<>L join/* H iJKiA* HyafCf fran*w, *%* "jp

*j*'t
**

eyit; L *it* cookstove, kitchen (cfg. cuu-

HAY>J a furnace or oven for drying, tmrning, ot

baking MffBietb3ng as bricks* grain, or lime* vc*

to drv. burn, or bake in a kiln. . . M

fcflba-dvg QriFdri'. kiln'driOf * to dry in a kiln.

tewlated 'form],

*

1* a "kilc^ram. 2. a kilometer.

kll-o- (MI'S, kS'a), [Fr. < Gr. cWw, thousand^ a

wnibining form used in the metric system, meaning
me fhommnd, as in kilogram, kMowaU.

kilo., 1. kilogram. 2. kilometer.

kil-o-cal-o-rie (kil'a-kal'Sr-i), n. [see KILO* & CALORIE],

the amount of heat needed to raise the
f
temperature

of one kilogram of water one degree centigrade; 1,000

Kin chin-jun ga, Mount (km'chm-joon'ga). Mount

dB-ocy-cIe (kiFo-snel), n. 1. 1,000 cycles. 2. 1,000

cvdes per second: used in nidio to
express

the frecraeocy

of dbc&onaagnetkj waves. Abbreviated kc. (!?$*)
'sSwfernsjp^ss?^%& fe
ST^fto MOO^gr^ns (2.2(M6

pounds): abbrevi-----.
, n. a unit of energy or work, being tJie^amount

needed to raise one kilogram one meter: it is equal

see
lfrM<C-oSi& LKBEl a unit of capacity, equal to 1,000

one cubic meter &6<U7 gallons, or 1.308

; abbreviated fcBoL,

-

o
to 1,000 merters (3,280.8 feet, or

: abbreviated kfL
2 to^ Wo., kUoou

k-o metric (HlVmet'pk), orff. 1. of a kilometer.

2. marklog* or measured in, kilometers.

', ka'a-w6t')i a unit of electancal

abbreviated kw.
, equal to 1,000 watts: a
itt-hour (kilVwot'our',&JU*V*TTfcV*""**/** ^JO.** W-TTWV W* , iMiO- w "-- Ti_

'
I. V

unit of electrical energy or work, equal to that done

by one kilowatt acting for one hour: abbreviated

kwli., K.W.H., kw-h, kw-hr (no period).

mt dolt), v.t. [ME. (northern) kilte; prob. < ON.

KILT

>t.l to tuck
up (often wrfch

n. a short, pleated
, the knees, worn
Scottish Highlands.

v n. [CoHoq.1, good
condition; proper order: also kelter:

now always -preceded by in or out r*
1

kilt-ing W^t\) 9 n. [km, v* -,

flat pleatsV eaca folded so as to
cover the one before it.

Kim ber-ley CkirfbeV-H), n. a city
in Cape Piovince, Union of South
Africa: pop., 4W00: large diamond
mines are located near by.

ki-mo-no (ks-mo'na, ki-mo'no), n.

[pi. KIMONOS (-moss, -noz)] [Japan.],
1. a loose outer garment with short,
wide sleeves and a sash, worn by
both men and women in Japan, 2. a woman's loose

dressing gown like this.

kin (kin), n. [ME. &m km, kemne); AS. cyna; akin
to D. kunne, Goth. Jbn*f, etc.; IE. base *%en-* to pro-
duce, as also in L. genus (cf. GENUS, GENERATE, etc,),

Eng. kind], 1. relatives; family; kinsfolk; kindred.
2. Jamily relationship; connection by birth orv some-
times, by marriage, adj. related, as by blood; kindred.
near of kin, closely related.
of kin, related.

*!dn (kin), [ME.; prob. < MD. -ken, -fcijfft, dinx suffix;
akin to G. -chen], a suffix meaning little, added to nouns
to form the diminutive, as in lambkin, manikin,
Kin-a-ba-lu, Mount (kia'a-baloo), a mountain In
British North Borneo: height, Ur45t ftaO <

kin aes-the si a (kin^s-the'zha, kin'is-the'zhi-9), n.
kinesthesia. '. <-, , ^\ \

kin aes thesis (kin'is-the'sis), n.
kinaes thetic (kin'is-thet'ik), adj.
Kin-car-dine (kin-kar'din), n. a county on the eastern
coast of Scotland: pop., 28,000 (est. 1946); county
seat, Stonehaven.

1MB. ky& km&.kmie; AS.

of cy** (see KIN); IE, extended base
*I^-,

seen

also in L. sens, ^fl*s, famBy (cf. GB^S, GENTILE,

GENH.B)}, 1. {Rare or Archaic], a) origin.. &) nature.

c) manner; way. 2. a natural group.or division; race:

as, the rodent kind. 3. sort; variety; class, adj.

[MB. kind*, kfnde* kunde; AS. gewwte* cymd*l 1.

Sympathetic, fnendfv, gentle, tenderhearted, generous,

etc? 2. cordial: as, kind regards. 3. [Obs.], a) natural;

native. &) rightful, c) weU-bom- .

^ter oni'a ^r it*) kind, [Archaic], m agreement with

one's (or its) nature; with one's .(or its) natural group.

in kind, 1. in goods or produce instead of money. 2.

with something like that received; in the same way.
Mod of* [CoibqJ, somewhat; rather; almost.

o^lSiLTofthe same kind; aHke. 2. of poor quality;

makeshift; mediocre: as, entertainment cf a tend.

Sm Jctod implies tfa* possession of sympathetic or generous

qualities, eitber habitually or specifically, or is applied to

actionTmanifcstiiig ttose (he is kind only to his mother, your

tend mmarks,>- kindly ustmlly implies a characteristic nature

ST^n^S^oTnSd
y
by^cli qualities (his AM*? old

SS^bea^Stests a mild or kindly nature and is apphed

espedilly toT^ac>us superior frbemgn employer); benevo-^ implies a charitable or altruistic inclination to do good

(his betmoUnt interest in orphans). See also type. ANT. un-

Mnd, unfeeling, cruel.

kln-der-gar-teii (kin'deT-gSr't
1

n) . ,n. [G.,ht., garden of

chndrenHwder, genit. pi. of ^mt, child (see KIND,

.) + sarUn, garden], a school or class for young
children* usually four to six yeara old, that develops

basic skills and social behavior by games, exercises,

toys, simple handicraft, etc.

kin-der-gMt-ner, n-er-ar.ai.er m
ner), nTl. a kindergarten teacher. 2. a child who
attends kmdergarten. ...
kind heart ed Ck^d'har'tid). adj. having or resulting

from a kind heart; sympathetic: generous; kindly.

kin-die (kin'dl), v*t. (kmLEJ> (-did), KINDI.INGJ, [ME.
UndUn: frea. of ON, kynda, to set on fire], 1. to set

on fire; ignite. 2. to Eght (a fire), X to arouse or excite

(interest, feelings, etc.). 4 to cause to light up;
make bright. ^. 1. to catch fire; start burning.

2 to become aroused or excited. 3. to light up; be-

come bright: as, her eyes kindled withJoy.
kin-die (Bn'dl), vtl. & 0X [KINDLED (-did), KINDLING],

[ME. Mndlm. cundlen; see KIND, .], [Dial.], to give

birth to (young). % .

kind-less Qdndlls), 4/V I. [Poetic], lacking kind-

ness. 2. K)bs.J, lacking natural feeling; unnatural.

kind'li-nesa (Mndli-nis), n. 1. the quality of being

kindly. 2. a kindly act.

kin-dling (kin'dlkj), n. [MB.: see KJNDLE (ignite)],

1. bits of wood or other easily Bghted material for

starting a fire. 2, the act of one who kindles.

kind-ly (Mnd'Ii), adj. {KINDLIER (-li-%), KINDLIEST

(-H-ist)], [ME. cynddich; AS. cynddfc, natural <
cynde; see KIND), 1. kind; gr^ciows; bento;benevolent.
2. agreeable; pleasant; genial: as, a fcwdly, chmate.

3. [Archaic], natural; native; innate, adv. 1. in a kind,

gracious manner. 2 agreeably.-'favorably, a. please:

as, kindly shut the door. 4. [ObsJ, naturally; now only
in take kindly to. $YN see kind.

take kindly ta, to be naturally attracted to.

kind-nes* (kind'nis), n. (ME. kyndene$s\* 1. the state,

duality, or habit of being kindl 2. kind act or treat-

ment. 3. [Rare], kind feeling; affection; good will

kin-dred (kui'dri^)* n \& intrusive -d~ < ME.

, of cow < AS, cy,

.1, cows ; cattle.
;

1. of motion in the

by marriage; lamny reiauonmupj Kinsiuy, ^. icmuivca

or family; Ion; kinsfolk. & resemblance in <iuahties;

likeness, adj. 1* related by birtii or common origin.

2. of like nature or qualities; similar: as, they are

Hndred spirits. STN. see related,

klne (kin), nM. [archaic dou%B
pi. of + -ftA lAfdhafci ofcjmkin-e mat-ic (kin

/d-niat/ik) f mfc
abstract. 2. of kinei^atics.
kin-e-mat-1 cal (kinVmat
kin-e-maMca
sing.], ![< Gr. ,vr ,, .,
move; -t - that branch
motion in the abstract,

-

or mass* -

' l!

'

'

kin e-mat'O l -^r_ x

grafO* n. a cinenmtfteaoh.
kin e scope (Mn'^sKopOj n. jV^^^-
form of cathode-ray receiving tube used _,,,.-.-
it has a luminescent screen at one end, oil

,wJaic%; fhe
images are reproduced: a " *-

*_a.^ r^ jjt^. _ i /1_i /i- i.1.

,

thiat deals with
reference to the force

d. L.
the sensation
,arts, of ,|lie

in muscles,



kinesthesis 805 kink
kin-es-the-sis (kin'is^the'sis), ft.

kin-es thet ic (kin'is.tliet'ik) f ocf/. of kin,

ki-net-ic (ki-net'ik, kl-net'ik), ato |Gr. kineiikos <
kinein, to move], of or resulting from motion.
kinetic energy, that energy of a body which results
from its motion: it is equal to half the product of its

mass and the square of its velocity ( ~r- ): opposed to
potential energy.

\ * x

ki-net-ics (ki-net'iks, kl-net'iks), n~fl. [construed as
sing.], [< kinetic], the science that deals with the motion
of masses in relation to the forces acting on them.

kinetic theory, the theory that the minute particles
of all matter are in constant motion and that tie
temperature of a substance is dependent on the velocity
of mis motion, increased motion being aosompanied
by increased temperature: according to the kinetic
theory of gases, the elasticity, diffusion, pressure, and
other physical properties of a gas are due to the rapid
motion in straight lines of its molecules, to their
impacts against each other and the walls of the con-
tainer, to weak cohesive forces between molecules, etc.

kl-ne;to- (ki-ne'to, ki-net'a), [< Gr. kin&to$w movable
< kinein, to move], a combining form meaning moving,
motion, as in kinetograph.
kine-to graph (ki-ne'ta-graf', ki-net'a-graf). n. [ki-
neto- + -graph], a motion-picture camera.

kin-folk (kin'fok'). n.pL [Dial.], kinsfolk.

king (kin), n. [ME. kynge; AS. cyning < base of cynn
(see KIN) 4- -ing, patronymic suffix; akin to D. koning,
ON. konungr, etc.; proli basic sense, either "head of
a kin" or Mson of noble kin"], 1. a male ruler of a
nation or state usually called a kingdom; male sover-
eign, limited or absolute; monarch. 2. a man who is

supreme or highlj successful in some field: as, an oil

king. 3. something supreme in its class. 4. in card
games, a playuig card with a conventionalized picture
of a king on it. 5. in checkers, a piece that has moved
across the board to the opponent's base and been
crowned, so that it can move both forward and back-
ward. 6. in chess, the chief piece, which can move
one square in any direction: the game is ended when
either player's king is checkmated. Abbreviated K,
K., k, adj. chief (in size, importance, etc.) : often in
combination.
King, William Lyon Mac-ken-zie (ms-ken'zi), 1874-
1950; Canadian statesman and economist; prime minis-
ter (1921-June 1926; Sept. 1926-1930; 1935-1948).

", apple, a large winter apple with red stripes.
; Arthur, a real or legendary king of Britain: see
iur.

king-bird (kin'burd'). n. any of several American birds
called tyrant flycatchers, especially a species known
as the bee bird or common kingbird.

king-bolt Qdn'boltO. n. a vertical bolt connecting the
front axle of a wagon, etc., or the truck of a railroad
car, with the body; kingpin: it acts as a pivot when
the vehicle turns.

King Charles spaniel, a small English spaniel with
long, silky fur, usually black and tan, and drooping
ears: so called because made fashionable by Charles II.

King chow fu (kin'chou-foq'; Chin. jinyo'fodO. IB. a
city in Hupeh province, China* on the Yangtze River:
pop., 334,000.
king cobra, a large, poisonous make native to India.

king crab, a horseshoe crab.

king-craft (kiij'kraft', ki^'traft'), n. the art of ruting
as a monarch: royal statecraft.

king:cup (kii/kupO. n. 1. a buttercup. 2. a marsh
marigold..
king-dom (kir/dsm), n. [ME.; AS. cynedom, cyningdom;
see KING & -DOM], 1. a government or country headed
by a king or queen; monorcfcv: abbreviated km. 2. a
realm; domain: as, the kingdom of poetry. & onei of
the three great divisions into which all natural objects
have been classified (the animal, vegetable, and mineral

kingdoms). 4. (Archaic], the position, .rank* or power
of >a i king*1 5. the spisfcual resins 'o* > GrooV \

>

kingdom come, [<^t|jy iingdoffi come,*' jn the trom
r
s

Prayer]* the next world: the fyereafter; heaven* ,

king-fish (kit)'fish0, n. 1. [pi. KINGFISH, KINGFISHES
(-iz) ; see FISH], any of several large food fishes found

* ^ --**-
,qr Ifecxfic' coast* j

fncl$<|ing t|te
the opah, and the pintado. 2.

wr|ec|ged head or cfte^ator of some
lody, place, etc.

. [ojg (ME.) kmg'sjjsher;
jy of,a large family of bujds,

eudd having a
rl
liirge, crested

beak
'

and 'a shorib" tail: many

metrical ro-
of various other

Bible, & revised English translation pubHshed fa
with the authorization ol King James I.

King Lear (IeY), 1. a famous tragedy by Shakespeare
(1606?). 2. the main character of this play, a legendary
British Mae who divides his kingdom between his two
older daughters, Goneril and Regan, and disinherits
his yoiingestr Cordelia, Goneril and Regan prove

;
wicket! and ungrateful, driving Lear insane by their

mistreatment; when Cordelia tries to rescue him she
is caught and hanged* and Lear dies of grief.

king-let (kajlit), JL. [see -LET| 1. a petty* mranportant
king, as of a small, country. 2. Buy of several small,
greenish songbirds with bright-colored crowns, as the
golden-crowned kinglet and the mlw'-crowaed kinglet.

kinjg U ness (ki^li-nis), n. the qahty or conditioa of
being kingly.

klni-ly <km/
H), ad>". [KINGLEES (-H-Sr), K-m&Lmsj: (-H-

istj], iME.Jf ot like, or fit for a lrT!g or kings; royal;
regal; noble, adv. [Archaicl in the manner of a king.
king-of-arms (kkj'ar-anaz^ n, in Grea* Britaifflv any
of the chief officers who decide questions ol heraldry:
also king of arms.

king of beasts, the Boo.
king of the forest, the oak.
king-pin (kir)'pin'), n* 1. a kingbolt 2. Uie pin at
the apex (or the one in the center) in bowling, tenpins,
etc. 3. [CoUoq.], the main or essential person or thing.
king post, in carpentry, a vertical supporting post
between the apex of a tri-

angular truss and the base,
or tie beam, as at the ridge
of a roof.

Kings (kiqz), n.pl. 1. the
two books (I Kings, II
Kings) in the OM Testament
which give the history of the
reigns of the Jewish kings
after David. 2. lour books
in the Roman Catholic Old
Testament (D0uay Version)
which include I & II Samuel
and I & II Kiags (of the Protesfcmt Version). Abbre-
viated KL
King's (or Queen's) Bench (kii)z), [so called because
the sovereign used to sit there on a raised bench], a
former court of record and the highest court of common
law in England; King's Bench Division of the High
Court of Justice; abbreviated K.B.

King's (or Queen's) Counsel, a senior member of the
bar in England, appointed to his honorary office by
the Crown on the Lord Chancellor's nominalaoii:
abbreviated K.C.

king's (or queen's) English, the, standard (especially
British) English; accepted English, usage in speech or
writing: so called from tfce notion of rotral sanbtldn.nv .

queen's) evidence, im En$isM toU ****'

KINGPOST

king's evil, [after ML. regms morbus], scrofula: so
catted from the old notion t&at a m^a tottch could
cure it.

king-ship fkirj/ship), n fsee -SHIP]* 1. the position,
rank, dignity, or dominion of a king. 2. the rule of

_it. S, majesty: a title

referring to a king.
L*J, of greater than nor-

idergy-

_ . American playwright,
harmless snake found in the

a king; monarchical j

sometones. used '*
king-size i

mal size: as, a >

king-sized
Kings ley, C
man, poet and u
Kingsley, Sidney, 1906-
king snake, a large, hai -^

southern United States: it eats mice, rats, and hasards

and kills other snakes.

king's ransom, a large sum of money.
Kings-ton (kmz^tam, Hi/stan), n. 1. seaport and
capital of Jamaica: pop^ 109,000 (1943). 2. a city
in Ontario, Canada, at the outlet of Lake Ontario into

the St. Lawrance; pop., 29,000. 3 a city in southern
New York, on the Hudson River: pop., 29,000. 4. a

city in eastern Bennsylyania: pop., 21,000, t ^

KJbogs'ton-up-oii-HulI (^inz'ron-a-pon'hul', kto'stsan-

o-poa'hulO, n. HulL a seaport in eastern '.

king truss, in carpentry, a truss, or bra<

to support a roof, framed with a long po
king-wood (Mij'woodO, n. 1. a hard,, 1-^ ,Tr-^.--.

violetmtinted wood from a certain tree tihat grows, in

Brazil. 2, the tree.
,

kink (kink), n. fcrob. < D. or Sw. kink, twist or curl

in a rope; akin to G. kink, ult, to ON^ kSbna* td penil
at the knees; cl Kiq^l, 1. a sliprt twisty etui* ,or bew
in a tiiread* rope, hair, wke, etc. -2. ,a pan|lul muscle

spasm or cramp ia, tfee nec&* ^ack, eUfe, ; mck. S, <

mental twistjqaieernol^on; wh|m; crotchet j;e^^-
4*-1>

6) a quirk; peciilIfMJiby* (^t A v^ to, Itwi

'
i liji'Vl J .1 M i

li '''If ,'t 'i , ", >

"

'

t u . 'i

cqqj;, fl

* -

, G. doch. See pp. x-
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kin-ka jou (kfe'ka-joo'O. **, P?r. qmncojon; Sp.
t. *JMJto* <

(about 3 ft,

long including tail)

Port:
,..

native BrazSiaii (Tup
aaiBeli, a flesh-eating

South America, somewhat
Ike m raccoon, with soft,

y^owish-brown fur, large
eyes, and a long pre-
hensile tail: lives in trees
and moves about at night.

kink-i-ness (kirs'ki-nis), n.
the quality or state of being kinky.
kink-y (kir/ki), adj. [KINKIER (-ki-Sr), KINKIEST (-ki-

ist)] full of kinks; tightly curled: as. kinky hair.

kin-ni-ki nick, kin-nPkin-nic Jkin/i-ka-nikO. n. [Am.
Bid. (Algonquian), lit., that which is mixed], a mixture,

commonly of dried sumac leaves
^
and bark, formerly

smoked by certain American Indians.
ki-no (kS'ndV n. E< W. African (Mandingo) native

name], a dark-red or reddish-brown gum obtained
from certain tropical u

trees, used chiefly in tanning
and as an astringent in medicine: also kino gum.
KJn-ross Ocin-roV), n. L Kinrossshire. 2. the county
seat of Kjnrossshire: pop., 2,400.

Kin-ross-sliire (kin-rds'shir, kin-rd'shir) t n. a county
of cemtral Scotland: pop., 7,000.
Kin aey, Alfred Charles (kin'zi), 1894-1956; American

zoologist; prepared statistical surveys of human sexual

behaviorm the United States.

kins-folk Odnz'fokO, n.pl. [< ten + folk, after kins-

man], relatives: family; kin; kindred.

kinship (kffl'ship), n. [see KIN & -SHIP], 1. family
lefetioSship. 2* relationship; dose connection.
kins-man Qsmafm&n), n. [#J. KINSMEN (-man)], [ME.
kynmsmm, etc.; kpimes-, gen% sing* of kynm (see

<|OK) -|- man], a relative; especiaffl?fr * male reJatava

klnS'Woiii'ui (kinz'woom'dn) , -it- iPl' KINSWOMEN
(-wiini'kQJ, [see KINSMAJ?}, a female relative.

kl-osk (M-osV"; also, for 2, lerosk), ft. pV. kiosque <
Turk. ^^jW^j^vmon < Per. Mskk, palace], 1. in

Ttfffcey and IretA^ a summerhouse or pavilion of

open, coastractioii, 2. a somewhat similar small struc-
'

ture open at one or more sides, used as a newsstand,
" *

U- covering for the entrance to a subway^ etc.

,,. n. fearlier kippe; prob. < D. kip, kijp (in

i)]t i. the untanned hide of a calf, lamb, or

other young or small animal. 2. a set of such hides.

kip (kip), n. [corresponds in sense with MLG. kiffe,

hovel, in form with Dan. kippe, low alehouse], 1.

[Slang], a) a rooming house. 6) a lodging or bed there.

c) any bed. 2. [ObsTj, a brothel.

Kipling, Rudyard (rud'yird Mt/Hij>, 1865-1936:
British poet, short-story writer, and novelist; received"* "

*: prize in literature, 1907.

(kip'Sr), v.t. [? < the **.], to cure (herring,

etc.) by cleaning, salting, and drying or

,_.-.._- rj. n. [ME. kypre; AS. cypera], 1. a male
samon or sea trout during or shortly after the spawning
season: at this time, the male salmon grows a hook
of carriage, (dialectally called a kip) on its lower jaw,
used in Mating! 2. a kippered herring, salmon^ etc.

Bsfa*^h.^ioff* CStis^t&v Jvo*Dcrt (goos ta* roM^ert kerxi -

Kir-ghiz (Mr-gfez^), Hi'|oatnw 'naaner said to be after a
legendary chief of the samp nanaej, 1.

p " w~
KIRGHIZES (-!ss)l, a member* of a- Wont,,,-
in west central Asia. 2. their TurBo-IMar 1 ^ _
Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Republic; a republic of the
U.S.S.R., in south central Asia: area^ 75,950 sQ^xnl;
pop., 1,533,000; capital, Frunze, >

'
!

Ki-rin (ke'rinO, n. 1. a J)rovince of central MancMfria,:
area, 105,000 sq. mi.; pop., 6,465,000 (est. 1947), 2.

its capital, on the Sungari River: pop.* 174,000. (

kirk (kurk; Scot, kirk), n. [Scot.; ME. kwke <: AS.
circe (influenced by the cognate ON. kirfyja); see

CHURCH], [Scot. & North Eng.], a church.
the K%k* the (Presbyterian) Church of Scotland: so

Kirk-cud-brignt (ker-koo'bri), n. 1. Kirkcudbright-
shire. 2* its county seat: pop., 2,300.

Kirk-cud-bright-shire (ke'r-kop'bri-shir')* *?
a county

of southwestern Scotland* on Solway Firth: pop.,
30,400; county seat, Kirkcudbright.
kirk-man (kurk'man), it. [pL KIRKMEN (-man)], [kirk +
man], 1. [Scot.], a church member or clergyman.
2. a member or supporter of the (Presbyterian) uhurph
of Scotland. ''','

klr-mess (kGr'mis), n. a kermia.
kirn (kfirn; Scot. awo'kirn)% fi^ P.var. of cftuirn; from
the use bf a chumful of cream is^t the feast], in Scot-

'

land, 1. a feast to celebrate the end of the harvest;
harvest home. 2. the last sheal of

'" ' *

Kl-rov (kS'f^f), n. 1: a regipii'
east central European Riissla.

86,000: formerly called Tj
"

Ki-rov-o-grad (ke'ro'-vft-gradO, -

Ukrainian S.S.R.: pop., 91,000; formerly
city in the central

.. formerly called

Elisamtgr&d, Zinom&rsk,
kitsch (kdrsh), n. kirschwasser.
kirsch-was ser (keYsh'vas'eV), n. [G. < kvrsche* cherry
-f wasser, water], an alcoholic drink distilled from the
fermented Juice of black cherries,

kir-tie (kur'tl), n. [ME. kirtel, etc.; AS. cyrtd; prob.
< L. curtus, short + -el, dim. suffix; akin to ON.
kyrtittl, [Archaic], 1. a man's tunic or coat. 2. a
woman's dress or skirt.

Ki-shi-nev (kish'i-nef; Russ. ki-shi-nydfO n. the

capital of the Moldavian S.S.R.: pop., 114,000:
Romanian name, Chi$infai. .

Kis-ka (kis'ka), n. one of the western Aleutian Islands.

Kis4ev, Kis-lew (kis^lef), n. [Heb.J, the third month
of the Jewish year: see Jewish calendar.

kis-mat Oriz'mat, kis'mQt), n. kismet.

kis-met (kiz'met, kis'met), n. [Turk, qiswet; Ar.

(7isma#, a portion, lot, fate < qasama, to divide], fate;

destiny.
kiss (kis), v.t. & iu. [ME. kyssen, kissen; AS. cyssan <
Gmc. *kuss-, base of AS. coss, a kiss; akin to G.

kftssen; IE. base *qu-T *qu$~, found also by some authori-

ties in Sans. cuSati, sucks], 1. to give a kiss to (a

person, a thing, or one another) ; touch or caress with
the lips. 2. to touch lightly or gently, n. [ME. kisse

< the ., replacing cosse < AS. coss], 1. a touch or

caress with the lips, often with some pressure and
suction, as an act of affection, desire, greeting, etc.

2. a light, gentle touch or slight contact, as of billiard

balls in motion. 3. a) any of various candies. 6) a
baked confection of egg white and powdered sugar,

kiss er (kis'Sr), n. 1. a person who kisses. 2. [Slang],

a) the mouth or lips. &) the face.

kissing bug, any of various poisonous, bloodsucking
insects that bite the face, lips, etc.

kist (kist), n- [ME. kist> kiste; ON. Usta: L. eista;

see CHEST], [Chiefly Scot. & North Eng. Dial.], a chest,

box, or locker, as for holding money.
kist (kist), n. a cist.

Kist-na (kist'ns), n. a river in southern India, flowing
eastward into the Bay of Bengal: length, 800 mi.

Kit (kit), 1. a masculine name: see Christopher. 2.

a feminine name: see Catherine.
kit (kit), n. [ME. kyt; prob. < MD. Jfete, container
made of hooped staves: cf. KID], 1. a small wooden tub
or bucket for holding fish, butter, etc. 2. 0) a soldier*s

equipment, exclusive of arms: now calico pack. #)

personal equipment, especially as packed for travel.

c) a set of tools or implements, d) equipment for some
particular activity, sport, etc. 3. a box, bag, or other
container for carrying such equipment or tools. 4.

[Colloq.], a set; lofo collection.

the whole kit and caboodle, [ColloqJ, the whole lot;

everybody or everything.
kit (kit), fi. a kitten.
kit (kit), n. [Early Mod. Eng.; prob. abbrev. < cithcera

or one of its derivative forms], [Rare], a small violin.

kitch-en (kich'on), n. [ME. kychene; AS. cycene < LL.
cucma < L. coquina < coquere, to cook], L a room or

place for the preparation and cooking of food. 2 the

cooking department; cuisine. 3. a portable outfit for

cooking: as, an army field kitchen.

kitch-en-er (kich'en^-erOv n. 1. a person whp works in
or has charge of a kitchen, especially in a monastery.
2. [British], a stove or range for cooking.

-
''

Kitch e ner of Khartoum (kic^'an-eY), first Earl,

(fforff&o Herbert Kitchener), 1850^1916; British states-
man and. field marshal.
kitch-en ette, kitch-en-et (kicli'sn-et'), n; a small,
( compact kitchen or part of a room arranged as a
Mtdtteiai, as in some apartments.

kitcfoeii. garden, a garden in which vegetables and,
sometimes, fruit are ferown, usually for home use.

kitch-en-maid (kich'an-madO, it* a domestic worker
whoi helps the cook.

"

kitchen midden, [after Dan. kokkenmodding], a mound
of shells, animal bofies,

* and other refuse > such as
often marks the location of a prehistoric settlement:
also mldd'eM. '!.,

(

'

'

vi s<
<
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kitchen police, 1. soldiers detailed to assist the cooks
in an army kitchen. 2. this duty. AbJ^eviatecf
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kith (kith), n. [ME.; AS. cyth, earlier cytMm: prob. <
base of cuth, known

\
see UNCOUTH], fArchaic], friends,

acquaintances, or neighbors: now only in kith and km.
kith and kin, friends, acquaintances, and relatives:
now often restricted to mean only relatives, or kin.

kit-ten (kif'n), n. [ME. kitoun; OPr. cUtonn, var. of
chaton, dim. of chat; see CAT], a young cat: occasionally
applied to the young of some other small animals.
v.i. & v.t. to give birth to (kittens).

kit-ten-ish (kif'n-ish), adj. like a kitten; playful;
frisky; often, playfully coy.

kit-ti-wake (kit'i-wak'), n. [pi. KITTIWAKES (-waksO,
KITTIWAKE; see PLURAL, n, D,
any f

of several sea gulls of the
<7l>1], [echoic of its cry]

. -., .
. ----------- Arctic and North At

lantic, having a short or rudimentary hind toe.
kit-tie (kit/'l), v.t. [KITTLED (-Id), KITTLING], [Late
ME. kytylle; Late AS. citelian < ON. kitla; akin to
G. kitzeln; prob. echoic in origin], [Scot.], 1. to tickle.
2. to puzzle, adj. [Scot, or Obs.], ticklish; hard to
deal with; troublesome; skittish.

Kit-tredge, George Ly-man (H'man kit'rij), 1860-
1941 ; American educator, scholar, and author.

Kit-ty fkifi), a feminine name: see Catherine.
kit-ty (kit'i), n. [pL KITTIES (-iz)], 1. a kitten. 2. a
pet name for a cat of any age.

kit-ty (kit'i), n. [pi. KITTIES (-iz)], [as if < kit (tub) -f
-y; orig. in sense of "jail"], 1. the stakes or pool in
a poker game. 2. money pooled by card players, etc.
for some particular purpose, as to pay for the cards.
3. in certain card games, an extra hand or part of a
hand, dealt to the table, etc.

kit-ty-cor-nered (kit'i-k6r'neYd), adj. & adv. eater-
cornered: also kitty-corner.
Kitty Hawk, a place in northeastern North Carolina
where the first controlled and sustained airplane flight
was made by Orville and Wilbur Wright in 1903.

Kiung-chow (kyoon'chou'; Chin. jyoorj'joO n. a sea-
port in China, on Hainan Island: pop., 46,000.
Kiu shu (ku'shoo'), n. Kyushu.
ki-va (ke'va), n. [Hopi], in a Pueblo Indian dwelling,
a large room used for religious and other purposes.
Ki-wa-ni-an (ks-wa'ni-sn, kp-wd'ni-an) , n. a member
of a Kiwanis Club. adj. of Kiwanis Clubs or Kiwanians!.
Ki-wa-nis (ks-wa'nis, ka-w6'nis), n. [< Am. Ind.
keewanis, to make (oneself) known], an international

group of clubs of business and professional men,
organized at Detroit in 1915 for civic service, the
promotion of ideals of fair dealing, fellowship, etc.

kl-wi (ke'wi), n. [pi. KIWIS (-wiz)], [Maori: echoic of
its cry],

the apteryx, a bird 01 New Zealand.
Kiz-il Ir-mak (kiz'il ir-mak'), a river flowing through
central Turkey into the Black Sea: length, 600 mi.

Kiz-il Kum (kiz'il koom), a desert in the Asiatic
U.S.S.R., east of Lake Aral: also spelled Kyzil Kum,
Qizil Qum.
Kjolen (cholsn), n. a mountain range in northern
Norway and Sweden: highest peak, 6,965 ft.

K.K.K., KKK, Ku Klux Klan.
kl., kiloliter; kiloliters.

Kla gen-furt (kla/gsn-foort'), n. a city in southwestern
Austria: pop., 66,000 (1947).
Klam-ath (klam'sth), n. a river in southern Oregon
and northern California, flowing into the Pacific:

length, 275 mi.
Klamath Falls, a city in southwestern Oregon: pop.,
16,000.
Klan (klan), n. 1. the Ku Klux Klan, 2. any of its

chapters.
Klans-man (klanz'niQn), n. [pi KLANSMEN (-man)], a
member of the Ku Klux: Klan.
Klau-sen-burg (klou'zan-boorkh'). Cluj, a city in

Transylvania: the German name.
klea gle (kle'g'l), n. [? Han + eagle], an oflicial in the
Ku Klux Klan.
Kle her, Jean Bap-tfete (zhan'ba'test'kla'bar'), 1753-
1800; French general. '

Klebs-Ldftler bacillus (klete'lef/lSr)) [after Edwin
Klebs (1834-1913) & Priedrich L&ffier (MS3-19I5), G.
bacteriologists who identified itj, the bacillus that
causes diphtheria.

Klee, Paul (kle), 1879-1940: Swiss? abstract painter.
kleen-ex (klea^eks), n. a small.piece of soft, absorbent

paper tissue, used as a handkerchief, to clean the
face of cosmetics, etc. : a trade-mark (Kleenex).

kleig light (kleg), a k^g light.

klepht (kle?ft), n. [Mod. Gr. WeplMs, robber: Gr.

klepfes, thief] , 1 . a member of the (SreeM paltriot bands
who held out in tie mountains after thfe Turkish

conquest of Greece. 21 a brigand. i

klep to ma ni a (Mep(ta-ma'ni-), iti CMod. L. < Gr.

kteptVs, thiefs -f WIW$M$, an abntormafc J>ersistent mi-
amfee or tendency 'toOsteal.

klep to ma ni ac (klep't$~mS'ai-ak'),
'

a person who
' ' '

"'
' ''

''"*" "
l)i l|1

'

1

1 "' *

the inventors], a very bright, hot arc light used to Egfal;

motion-picture sets: also spelled kleig.
Kline test (kiln), [after Benjamin S. Kline, Am. pa-
thologist by whom it was developed], a modified form
of the Kahn test for the diagnosis of syphilis.

Klingsor (klir/z&r, klir/zor), n. {G.J, ni Wagner
f

s

Parsifal, a magician who is the main enemy of the

Knights of theHoly Grail.

klieg

'

the broer A. and J.

__ mountain antelope of southern and eastern

Africa, somewhat like the chamois.
Klon-dike (klon'dik), n. 1. a region in eastern Alaska
and western Yukon Territory, Canada, celebrated for

its gold fields. 2. a river in this region, flowing west
to the Yukon River.

Jkloof (kldof), n. [D. < Mootcw, to cleave; akin to Eng.
cleave], in South Africa, a deep, narrow valley ;JOTge.

Klop-stock, Frie-drich Gott*Heb (frS'dnH gotlep
kliSp'shtdk), l724r-lS03: German poet* . . _

klys-tron (klis'tron, kli'stran)-, n. [Gr. Ktys- (as in oy-
ster} ; + elecfrwt], an electron tube, tised in teievisioii,

etc., for converting a stream of electrons mto ultra

high-frequency waves which It transmits as a pencil-
like radio beam.
km., 1. kilometer; kilometers. 2. kingdom.
kn., 1. krona; kronor. 2. krone; kronen; kroner.
knack (nak), n. [ME. knak, sharp blow; prob. echoic
in origin], 1. a) a trick; device. } a clever expedient
or way of doing something. 2. ability to do something
easily; particular skill: dexterity. 3. [RareJ, a knick-
knack; trinket; trifle. SYN. see talent.

knack-er (nak'gr), n. [Early Mod. Eng., harness maker;
? < knack in the sense "knack maker" (cf. knack, 1 a
or 3)], 1. in England, a person who buys and slaughters
worn-out horses and sells their flesh as dog*s meat,
etc. 2. a person who buys and wrecks old houses,
etc. and sells their materials.

adj. [< ME. knag, a knot; prob. <knag-gy (nag'i), adj. [< ME. knag,
ON. (3. LG. knagge) ; + -y], knotty;
knap (nap), v.t. & v.L [KNAPPED (napt), KNAPPING],
[MScot.; of direct echoic origin or < MLG, or MD.
fenappen, of echoic origin], [Dial.], 1. to knock, rap,
or snap. 2. to break or shape (stones or flints) by a

quick, hard blow. 3. to bite sharply; snap; nibble.

n. [Dial], a sudden blow or stroke; rap.

knap (nap), n. [ME.; AS. cnxp, cnxpp, top, knob,
button], "[Chiefly Dial.], the top of a Mil; summit
knap-sack (nap'sak

7
), n. [0. Jmapzak < kmappen, to

snap, eat + safe, a sack], a leather or canvas oag or

case for carrying equipment or supplies on the back:
used by soldiers, hikers, etc.

knap-weed (nap'wed'). [earlier knopttwed; see KNOP
& WEED], a weed of the composite famEy, with knob-
like heads of light-purple flowers,

knar (nar), n. [ME. knwrre; prob. < MLG- or MD.
(cf. LG. knarre* D. knar, a stumpr knob* knot)], a
knot in wood; especially, a bark-covered protuberance
on a tree trunk or root.

knarred (nard), adj. full of knars.

knave (nav), n. [ME. knaue; AS. cnafa, boy, male
child (cf. sense 3) ; akin to G. knabe; IE. base *gw*&-,
*gnobh~, a stick, peg, piece of wood (cf. G. dial, knabe

in this sense); for sense development cf. LAD], 1.

[Archaic], a} a serving boy or male servant; hence,

6) a man of humble birth or status. 2. a dishonest,
deceitful 5
a playing
knav*er*v * .- --

havior or^act characteristic of a knave;' rascality;

dishonesty. 2. [Obs.], roguishness; mischievous quality.
knav-ish (nav'ish), adj. like or characteristic of a

knave; especially, dishonest; tricky.
knead (ned), v.f. [ME. kneden; AS. cnedan; akin to

G. kneten; IE. base *gnet-, to press together, etc.],

1. to mix and work into a plastic mass by folding over,

pressing, and squeezing, usually with the hands: said

of dough, clay, etc, 2. to press, rub, or squeeze with
the hands; massage. 3. to make by kneading.

>

knee (ne), n. [ME. tone, etc.; AS. cneow; akm to G.

knie; IE. base *8ewew-, seen also in Sans. }6nn^ Gr.

gonw, L. genu, a knee], 1. a) the joint between the

thigh and the lower part of the human leg. *) the
front part of the leg about this joint, 2. a joint re-

garde^d as corresppnding or similar to the human kaiee,

as in the hind limb of a vertebrate, m the foreHmb of

a hoofed,' four-footed animal (carpal jcMQ, or the
tarsal joint of a bird. 3. anything resembling or

suggesting a knee, especially a bent Tciiee, as & bent

piece of w6od used.as d. brate. 4. the part of a stocking,
. firouser leg, etc. covering the knee, v.t. [KNEED (ned!),

KNEEING], 1. to hit or toiaich with the knee. 2; in

carpentry^ to fasten wtf&fa imqe or knees (sense 3).

bring to one's knees, 'to .force* to submit or git*e m,i

^;r ., 4 ]W tOTf^pok; oiLou^m.fe,
'i'fy samfyi b ia comply, ti k Joans,;
. Uki ldi G. (i6ch. See pp. ^ii.

1
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knee action, a type of suspension for the front wheels
of an automobile, that permits their independent
vertical movement.
knee breeches, breeches reaching to the knees or just
below them.
knee-cap (neTkapO, n. 1. the patella, a movable bone
at the front of the human knee; kneepan. 2. a pro-
tective covering or padding for the knee.

knee-deep (ne'depO* cdj. 1* sunk to the knees: as,

they sfcooa knee-deep in water. 2. so deep as to reach
to the knees, as water.

knee-high (ne
/hi/) # so high or tall as to reach to

the knees.
knee-hole (ne^hoF). n* a space for the knees in a
desk, etc,

kneel (nel), vJ. (KNELT (nelt) or KNEELED (neld),

KNEELING], [ME. xnden, etc.; AS. cneowlian < cneow;
see KNEE|, to bend or rest on one's knee or knees.

knee-pad (ne'pad'). n. a protective pad worn around
the knee, as by basketball players.
knee-pan (ne

/
pan'), n. the kneecap; patella.

knee-plece (ne'peV), n* a piece of armor to protect
the knee: see armor, iHus.
knee-sprung (ne'sprur/), adj. having the knees bent
forward as a result of a shortening of the flexor tendons:
said of a horse.

knell (nel), iu% [ME. knyllen & (with echoic vowel
change) kneUen; AS. cnyUan; akin to MHG. (er)knetten;
prob. echoicj, 1. to ring in a slow, solemn way; toll.

2. to sound ominously or mournfully, v.t. 1. to call

or announce by or as by a knell. 2. [Obs.J, to ring
or toll (a bell), n. 1. the sound of a bell, especially of a
bell rung slowly, as at a funeral. 2. an omen of death,
extinction, failure, etc. 3. a mournful sound.

knelt (nelt), alternative past tense and past participle
of kneel.

Knes-set (knes'et), n, [Heb.], the unicameral legislature
of (modern) Israel,

knew (noo, nu), past tense of know.
Knickerbocker (nik'er-bok'erX n. [< Diedrich
Knickerbocker, fictitious D. attmor or WasMngton
living's History of New Yovk (f&OSOJ, 1. a descendant

( cl to* eaj^r. Dutch sewers of New .York; hence,
f Yorker. 3. k-} pi* slx>rt, loose trousers

in at or |ust below the knees; knickers, as
_ ^i by Dutch settlers of New York.

knick-ers (mk'erz), n.jtf. 1. knickerbockers. 2. a
btoomeiiike undergarment worn by women or girls.
knick-knack (nik'nak'), n. [redupl. 9f knack], a small
ornamental article or contrivance; gimcrack; trinket:
also spelled nlcknack.

knife (nff), n. [pi KNIVES (nivz)], [ME. knif, kniue;
AS. cnif; akin to G. kneif, MD. cniff, etc. (Gmc. word
borrowed, with intrusive vowel, in Fr. canif); IE.
*gn^eibk (as also in Lith. gnaibist & pinching) < base
**-, to press together, pinch, etc.], 1. a cutting
instrument with one or more sharp-edged blades, often
|X>tnted* set in a handle. 2. a cutting blade, as in a
machine* v.t. [KNIFED (nift), KNIFING], 1. to cut or
stab with a knife. 2. [Colloq.], to use underhand
methods in order to hurt, defeat, or betray.
under the knife, [Colloq.], undergoing surgery.

knife-edge (nlf'ejO, n. 1, the edge of a knife. 2. any
very siharp edge. 3. a metal wedge whose fine edge
serves as the fulcrum for a scale beam, pendulum, etc.

knife switch, an electrical switch in which the hinged,
kaifelijce contact blade is pressed down between the
contact dips.
knight (nit), n. tME. kniht; AS. cnikt, cneokt, boy,
retainer; akin to G. kncckt, lad, servant; 1$. base
*gnegh~ < *Kcn- as in knife; for sense cf. KNAVE, LAD],
1. in the Middle Ages, a) a military servant o| the
king

B
or other feudal superior; tenant holding, land on

condition that he serve his superior as a mounted
man-at-arms, b) later, a man, usually one, of J%h
birth, who after serving as page and squire was formaBy
raised to honorable military rank by tilie king or otner
qualified lord and pledged to chivalrous conduct. 23n
Great Britain, a man Who for some achievement or
service to his country is given honorary norinereotitaiyrank next below a baronet, entitling him to use S$r
before his given name. 3. an ancient Roman, Athenian,
etc, whose status is regarded as equivalent to that of
a knight. 4. a member of any order or society that
officially calls its members knights. 5. [PoeticK 0) a
lady s devoted champion or attendant. 6) a devoted
follower of some cause, person, etc. 6. in chess, a
piece shaped like a horse's head: in a single move it is
advanced one square, whether occupied or unoccupied,
in any vertical or hori2ontal direction, and then one
square diagonally, coming to rest on a different color
front that

t
on, which it started. Abbreviated K.. k.,K*1 f*~i rAf"i/"H^ *i 4-r*. *-..-. 1,^ /_ _\ _ t J__<_j_

^
.

knight-er-rant&t'ePant), it. [pi KNIPHTS-ERRANT],
1. a medieval knight wandering in search of adventures,
especially those in which to redress wrorigs or snow

his prowess, 2. a chivalrous or quixotic person.
knight-er-rant-rv (nit'er'sn-tri), n. \pL KNIGHT-ER-
RANTRIES (-trix){, the behavior, character, or action
of a knightrerrant; quixotic behavior or act.

knight-hood (mt'hood), n, [see -HOOI>], 1. the rank or
status of a knight. 2. the profession or vocation of a
knight. 3. kruSitliness. 4. knights collectively.

knight-li-nesa (nltli-nis), n. the quality of being like
a knight; chivalry.

knteht-ly (nitli)^ adj. 1. of, characteristic of, like,
or Befitting ^a knight; chivalrous, brave^ etc. 2. con-
sisting of knights, adv. [Archaic], in a knightly manner.
Knights of Columbus, an international fraternal and
benevolent society of Roman Catholic men, founded
in 1882: abbreviated K. of C., K.C. (sing. &* pi.}.

Knights of Pythias, a secret fraternal society, founded
in 1864: abbreviated K. of P. f K.P. (sing. fir* pi.}.

Knight Templar, [pi. KNIGHTS TEMPLARS for 1,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR for 2], 1. a member of a military
and religious order established among the Crusaders
early in the 12th century to protect pilgrims to the
Holy Land: it was suppressed in 1312. 2. a member
of a certain order of Masons. Abbreviated K.T.

knit (nit), v.L [KNITTED (-id) or KNIT, KNITTING], [ME.
knitten; AS. cnyttan (Gmc. *knuttjan} < base of
cnotta (see KNOT); akin to G. knittten}, 1. to make
(cloth or a piece of clothing) by looping together yarn
or thread by means of special needles: abbreviated
K (no period). 2. to form into cloth in this way
instead of by weaving. 3. to fasten together closely
and firmly; unite, 4. to draw (the brows) together;
contract in wrinkles. 5. [Archaic & Dial.], to tie or
fasten in or with a knot. iu. 1. to make cloth or a
piece of clothing by looping together yarn or thread.
2. to be fastened together closely and firmly; grow
together, as a broken bone. 3. to become drawn to-

gether in wrinkles: as, his brows knit in thought.
knit-ting (nit'irj), n- 1. the action of a person or
thing that knits. 2. knitted work.
knitting needle, an eyeless, usually long, needle of
metal, bone, etar with a blunt point at one or both
ends* used in pairs* etc. in knitting by hand.
knives (mvs&) n. plural of knife,
knob (nob), n. [ME. knobbe; prob. < MLG, knobbe,
a knot, knob, bud, etc.; IE. *gn-eu-bh < base *gen-t

to press together; cf, KNEAD], 1* a rounded lump or
protuberance. 2. a handle, usually round, of a door,
drawer, etc. 3. a rounded hill or mountain; knoll.
knobbed faobd), adj. having a knob or knobs.
knpb-bv (nob'i), ad/. [KNOBBIER (-i-er), KNOBBIEST
(4-ist)], 1. covered with knobs. 2. like a knob.

knob-ker-rie (nob'ker'i), n. [S. Afr. D. knopkeriet

knopkirie < D. knobbe, knob + Hottentot kirri, kerri,
a club, stick], a short club with a knobbed end, used
by^ some South African tribes as a throwing and
striking weapon.

knob-stick (nob'stik/), n. a knobkerrie.
knock (nok), iu. [ME. knokken; AS. cnocian, cnucian;
akin to ON. knoka, AS. cnycled, bent, crooked; IE.
*gn-eu-$ (as also in knuckle) < base *gen~% to press
together; basic sense "to hit with the knuckles of the
clenched fist"], 1. to strike a blow or blows with the
fist or some hard object; especially, to rap on a door.
2. to bump; collide; clash. 3. to make a thumping,
pounding, or rattling noise: said of an engine, etc.
4. [Colloq.], to find fault: criticize adversely. 5. in
gin rummy, to end a deal by exposing one's hand and
showing a surplus of not more than ten points in un-
matched cards, v.f, 1. to hit; strike. 2. to hit so as
to cause to faU (with down or off}. 3. to make by
mtting or striking: as, he knocked* hole in the screen.
4. [Colloq.], to find fault with; criticize adversely.
n. 1. a knocking. 2. a hit; slmrp or resounding: blow;
rap, as on a door. 3. a thumping or rattling noise in an
engine, etc., as because ol faulty .combustion. 4.
[CoUoq.], an adverse criticism. rSYN. see strike,
knock about (or around), [Colloq;], 1. to wander-*-'-

r/oani. 2. to treat roughly., ;

bfRptt,, lv toj take apart for convenience in ship-
2. to indicate the sale of (an article) at an auc-
i,fty!+ tfowiof the auctioneer'shammer.

-tV%' ! fCojIooJ*; aX to stop working, ft) to leate
(worfcO. 2, [C^ioq Ji to

outlet, 3. [Colloq,], to

kiiock.out, L in fe#*ff^, ^'deifeat^n opponent) b
C

y
knocking ton te%e,!grouii4 ty Jgat' h .cannot ;risea

n*gfflpa*x
2, ^fS^^^nscio^s'or

knock out of the I

against (amopp
knock together,
knock up,

"

2, [Slang
knock-a bout (nokV-
yacht .with a

,

lniafesaIVia (

,

keel, but no bowsprit. aaj j,^*uut
2. made or suitabte

,
for laaockuMi ;

knock-down (nok^doui
'N ^^^

t down; overwhelming^

-*o;jdo;
1

malce.
so mater Mts
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apart: as, a knockdown table, n. I. a knocking
down; felling. 2. a blow, stroke, etc. that knocks
one down. 3. [Slang], an introduction (to a person).
knocked down, in commerce, not assembled; said of
furniture, etc.: abbreviated K.D.
knock-er (nok'er), n. a person or thing that knocks;
specifically, a\ a small metal ring, hammer, etc. at-
tached by a hinge to a door, for use in knocking fr
admittance. 6) [Colloq.], a faultfinder.
knock-knee (noK'ne'), n. 1. a condition in which the
legs bend inward so that the knees knock together or
touch each other in walking. 2. pi, such knees.
knock-kneed (nok'ned'), &dj. having knock-knee.
knock-out (nok'ouf), adj. that knocks out: said of a
blow, etc. n. 1. a knocking out or being knocked out.
2. a blow that knocks out; blow that causes a boxer
to fall and fail to resume the fight before the referee
has counted ten: cf. technical knockout. 3. [Slang],
a person or thing that is very attractive or striking.
Abbreviated (in boxing) K.O., KO, k.o.

knockout drops, [Slang], a drag put into a drink to
cause the drinker to become stupefied or unconscious.

knoll (nol), n. [ME.; AS. cnoll; akin to G. knollen,
lump, clod; IE. base as in knot], a hillock; mound.
knop (nop), n. [ME. knopfe, knappe; prob. < ON.
knafpr or MD. cnoppe; akin to knob], a knob; espe-
cially, a knoblike architectural ornament.
Knossos (nos'ss), n. the chief city of ancient Crete:
also Cnossus, Gnossus.
knot (not), n. [ME. knotte; AS. cnotta (cf. KNIT); akin
to D. knot, G. knoten, etc.; IE. *gn-eu-t < base *gen-,
to press together; cf. KNOB, KNEAD], 1. a lump or
knob in a thread, cord, etc., formed by passing one
free end through a loop and drawing it tight, or by a
tangle drawn

>
tight. 2. a fastening made by inter-

twining or tying together pieces of string, cord, rope,
etc. 3. an ornamental bow of ribbon or twist of

braid; cockade; epaulet. 4. a small group or cluster.
5. something that ties or fastens closely or intricately;
bond of union; especially, the bond of marriage. 6. a
problem; difficulty; entanglement. 7. a knotlxke part;
node or lump: as, a knot sometimes forms in a tense
muscle; specifically, a) a hard lump on a tree where
a branch grows out. b) a cross section of such a lump,
appearing as cross-grained in a board or log. c) a joint
on a plant stem where leaves grow out. d) a fungous
disease of trees, in which abnormal protuberances
appear. 8. in nautical usage, a) a division of the log
line, by which a ship's rate of speed is measured;
hence, 6) a unit of speed of one nautical mile (6,076.10
feet) an hour: as, the ship can easily make a speed of
10 knots: abbreviated K., k. c) loosely, a naiatical

mile, v.t. [KNOTTED (-id), KNOTTING], 1. to tie,

fasten, or intertwine in or with a knot or knots; make
a knot or knots in. 2. to tie or unite closely or in-

tricately; entangle. 3. to make (fringe) by tying
knots, v.i. 1. to form a knot or knots; become
entangled. 2. to make knots for fringe.

knot; 7. harness bitch; 8* reef knot; 9. granny knot;
10. bowline knot; 11. bowline on a bight; 12. bowHne
with a bight; 13. prokmge knot; 14. clove hitch;
15. round turn and two naif hitches; 16. nirmiag
bowline; 17. side knot: IS, slipknot: 19. fisherman's
bend: 20. catVpaw; 21. single BlackwaH hitch: 22.
double Bkckwal hitch; 23. steddffig-sail tack bend;
24. magpaus hitch; 25. sheepshank; 26. half hitch over
pin; 27. rolling hitch; 28. studding-sail halyard bend;
29. timber hitch; 30. timber hitch and a half hitch;
31. surgeon's knot; 32. anchor knot; 33. long splice;
34. surgeon's knot; 35. sheet bend; 36. trefoil Jcnot;
37. throat seizing; 38. outside clinch; 39. inside clinch;
40. double sheet bend; 41. Englishman's tie; 42.

single carrick bend; 43. doable canick bend; 44.

single bowknot; 45. double bowknot.

knot
(not}, n. [rare ME. knotte; also (i7th c.) gnat; ?

analogical sp. r after prec. knot, for partly assimilated
-], a small, red-breasted sandpiper that breeds in

arctic regions and then migrates.
knot-grass {not'gras', not'grls'), n. 1. a common
weed with jointed or knotty steins. 2. oat grass or
any of various similar grasses with bent stems.

knot-hole (nofhol'}, n. a hole in a board, etc, where
a knot has fallen out.

knot*ted (not'id), adj. 1. tied or fastened in or with
a knot or knots. 2. having or full of knots. 3. tangled;
intricate. 4. puzzling; knotty.

knot-ter (not'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that ties
knots. 2. a remover of knots.
knot ti ness (not'i-nis), n. the quality of being knotty,
knot*ting (not'in) n. fringe made of knotted threads.
knot-ty (not'i), adj. [KNOTTIER (4-er) KNOTTIEST
(4-isttJ, [ME.], 1. having or full of knots; Jcnotted:
as, a knotty board. 2. 1

as, a knoitiy problem.
1 to solve or explain; puzzling:

knot-weed (noi'wed')* **. 1- knapweed. 2. knotgrass.
knout (nout), n. [Russ* kmnt; prob. < Sw. knutr &
knot], a leather whip formerly tised in Russia to
flog criminals, v.t. to flog with a knout.
know (no), v.t. [KNEW (nod, mi), KNOWN (ndn), KNOW-
ING], [MB. knowen; AS. -cncewm; akin to OHG. '-n&kan;
IE. base *%ene~, *t<w5-, to know, apprehend, seen ato
in L. gno-scere, to know, Gr. (gt)gno~$kein, etc.; cf.

CAN, KEN, GNOMON, GNOSTIC, etc.], 1. to have a clear

perception or understanding of; be sore of or well
informed about: as, we know the facts. 2, to be aware
or cognkant of; have perceived or learned: as* he
knew that we were home. 3. to have a firm mental
grasp of; have securely in the memory: as* the actor
knows his lines, 4. to be acquainted or familiar with.
5. to have understanding of or skiH in as a result of

study or experience: as, she knows music. 6. to recog-
nize: as, I'd know that face anywhere, 7. to recognize
as distinct; distinguish: as, it's not always easy to
know right from wrong. S. in BibUcal &* kfol vsat*,
to have sexual intercottrse with, voL 1. to have
knowledge. 2. to be sure, informed, or aware,
in theknow, [Coloq.], havingccfinldeii1i

know-a-ble (no'a-bl), adj. that can be
know-all (nW)f J .fColloq-L a kflow4.

.l, knowledge of hww
-

> [ppr. of know], 1, having
ion, 2. shrewd: clever; worldly-

^ sirowd understanding or possession
mformation: as, a knowing look.

,

-

of secret or
4,

~

know
2, with

know-it-all

, adv. 1. in a knowing manner,
what one is doing; on purpose,

. /), adj. [Colloq.], pretending or
..much about almost everything* n.

>w~it-all person.
kihow&'eige ,&aL*i$. n. [MEX knoweleche, knowlege, ac-

knowledgment, contession; Late AS. cnawl^c < cnawan
(see KNOW;); prob. via *cnawleccian, to acknowledge,
sedti ia -Barfy Jtfljl. cnawlechien], 1. the act, fact, or
state of losowfe^g; specifically, a) acquaintance or

familiarity (witfe a fact, place, etc.). by > awareness.

c) tmderstandinig. 2. acquaintance with facts; range
of information, awareness, or understariding. 3. all

that has been perceived or grasped by the mind;
learning; enlightenment. 4. the body of facts acctmaia-

lated by mankind. 5. [Archaic], sexiSai it*rcttrset

generally precededjpDy carnal. Sttf. see iufoiOTia^toji*

to (the best of) one's knowledge, asfara^ One:knows;
within tfhe range of one's mformaticteL ! 1

/
6

knowl-edge-a-ble {nol'ij-d-b*!),' adj. f'Collpq.j;, naving
or showing knowledge or intefUgeiice.

, ,

known (non), past participle f KI|OW. v^'s
^

'

,,;^ *

know-noth-ing (nio^mith?if)),
l

*fl(* f
-i; an ignorant

person; ignoramus. 2. an agnostic. 3. [EL^N4,
nieurber ^of-a ,se:cret *&*$& 9 fe Attt^ouAkeclwith, a

:
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of keeping out of governmental office anyone not a
native-born American: so called because members
professed ignorance of the party's activities.
known quantity, an algebraic quantity whose value
is given: usually represented by a, b, etc.

Knox, John (noks)_, 1505-1572; Scottish Protestant
preacher and religious reformer.
Rnox-ville (noks'vil), n. a city in eastern Tennessee,
on the Tennessee River; pop., 124,000.

knt. knight.
knuckle (nuk'l), n, [ME. knokyl; prob. < LG.; cf.

MLG. knokel, dim. of knoke, bone; AS., however, has
the cognate cnycled, bent (see KNOCK); basic sense
"bent, clenched ; IE. *gn-eu-% < base *gen-, to press
together; cf. KNOB, KNOT, etc.], 1. a) a joint of the
finger; especially, any of the joints connecting the
fingers to the rest of the hand, b) the rounded knob
formed by the bones at such a joint. 2. the knee or
hock joint and near-by parts of a pig or other animal,
used as food. 3. something resembling a knuckle, as
the joint of a hinge. 4. pi. a knuckle-duster. 5. in

shipbuilding, an angular fitting of timbers rather than
a continuously curved one. v.i. [KNUCKLED (-'Id),

KNUCKLING], to rest the knuckles on the ground in

shooting a marble (often with down), v.t. to strike,

press, or touch with the knuckles,
knuckle down, 1. to work energetically; apply oneself

seriously. 2. to yield: give in: also knuckle under.
knuckle ball, in baseball, a slow ball pitched with the
two middle fingers tucked under and pressing against
the top of the ball.

knuck-le-bone (nuk'1-bon')* n. 1. any bone of a
human knuckle. 2. a) an animars limb bone with a
rounded knob at the joint end. b) the knob. 3. pL
an old game played with the knucklebones of sheep.

knuck-le-dust er (nuk'l-dus'tgr), n. linked metal
rings or a metal bar with holes for the fingers, worn
for rough fighting: now usually brass knuckles.
knuckle joint, 1, any articulation, or point of move-
ment, between two bones forming a knuckle. 2. a
hinged joint formed by a projection between two others.
knur (nur)* n. [ME. knorret Jmwre; prob. < MD. or
MLG.j, a knot, as on the trunk or branch of a tree.

knurl (nilrl), n. [as if dim. of knur: prob. phonetic
TOT. of gnarl suggested by the parallel assimilations
of ~, Jbt-j, 1. a knot, knob, nodule, etc. 2. a ridge
or any of a series of small beads or ridges on a metal
surface, as on the edge of a coin or nut.

*

3. [Scot.],
a short, thickset person, v.t. to make knurls on the
edge of; mill.

knurl-y (nur'li), adj. [KNURLIER (-li-gr), KNURLIEST
(-li-ist)], full of knurls, as wood; gnarled.
Knut II (k'noot), see Canute II.

KO (ka'50, v.t. [KO'D (-od'), KO'iNG], [Slang], in
boxing, to knock out. n. \pl. KO's (-6z')], [Slang],
in boxing, a knockout. Also kayo, K.O., k.o.

ko-a (ko's), n. [Haw.], a Hawaiian acacia tree valued
for its wood, used in building and cabinetmaking, and
its bark, used in tanning.

ko-a-la (ko-a'ls), TK [<
(
the native name in Australia],

an Australiantree-dwelling
animal with thick, gray
fur and large, tufted ears,
which carries its young in
a pouch: it is about two
feet long and looks some-
what like a small bear.

Elo-be (ko-'be'; Eng. ko'bi),
n. a city on the southern
coast of Honshu, Japan:

607,000 (est. 1947).
Kd'ben-havn (ko'p'a-
houn') n. Copenhagen:
the Danish name.
Koblenz (ko'blents), n.
Coblenz, a city in Ger-
many : theGermanspelling.

ko-bold (ko'bold, ko'bold),
n. [G.], in German folklore,
I. a helpful or mischievous
sp.rite in households;
brownie. 2. a gnome in
mines and other under-

xkucji, jcvoDerr (kok; G. N~~ 0/

k8kh), 1843-1910; German bacteriologist and physician*
received Nobel prize in physiology, 1905.
Ko dak (ko'dak), n. [arbitrary formation], a small,
portable camera for taking photographs on a roll of
film: a trade-mark.

ko-di-ak bear (ko'di-ak'), a large, brown bear found
on Kodiak Island: it can attain a weight of 1,500
pounds.

Ko-di-ak Island (ko'di-ak'), an island off the south-
western coast of Alaska, considered part of Alaska:
pop., 2,100.

Kp-dok (ko'dok), n. a town in the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, on the White Nile: formerly cajled Fashoda

ko-el (ko'al), n. [Hind. < Sans, kokila; origin echoic),

KOHLRABI

any of various cuckoos found in India, the East
Indies, and Australia.

K. of CL, Knight (or Knights) of Columbus.
Koff-ka. Kurt (koort kdf'kfi), 1886-1941; German
psychologist in America.
K. of P., Knight (or Knights) of Pythias.
Ko hel eth (ko-hel'ith), n. |Heb. qoheleth; see ECCLESI-
ASTES], in the Bible, 1. the book of Ecclesiastes. 2.

Solomon: so called in this book.
Koh-i-noor, Koh-i-nur, Koh-i-noor (ko'i-noor',
ko'i-noor'), n. [Per. koh^-nur, Ut., mountain of light],
a famous large Indian diamond, now one of the British
crown jewels.
kohl (kql), n. [Ar. kuhl; cf. ALCOHOL], a cosmetic
preparation, usually powdered antimony sulfide, used
in certain Eastern countries to darken the eyelids.

kohl-ra-bi (kol'ra'bi, kol'ra'bi), n. [pi KOHLRABIES
(-biz)], [G. < It. cawli
rape, pi. of cavolo rapa,
cole rape- cf. COLE (kale)
& RAPE (herb)], a kind of

cabbage with an edible,
bulbous stem that looks
somewhat like a turnip.

koi-ne, Koi-ne (koi-na',

koi'ni), n. [Gr. (He) koine

Cdialektos), (the) common
(dialect)], the language
used throughout the Greek
world, from Syria to Gaul,
during the Hellenistic and
Roman periods: its spoken
form consisted of colloquial
Attic, supplemented by nu-
merous Ionic words and
some borrowings from other dialects: the New Testa-
ment is written in the koine.
Ko-kand (k64canf), n. a city in eastern Uzbek S.S.R.:
pop., 85,000.
KO'ko-mo (ko'ka-mo'), n. a city in central Indiana:
pop., 39,00u.
Ko-ko Nor (ko/ko'ndr'), 1. a lake in northeastern
Chinghai province, China: area, 2,200 sq. mi. 2.

Chinghai, a province of China.

kok-sa-gyz (kok'sa-gez'), n. [Russ. < Turk, kok, a
root H-jSast Turk, sagiz, rubber, gum], a dandelion
grown in parts of the Soviet Union for the rubber
obtained from its roots.

ko-la (kola), n. [see COLA], 1. the kola nut. 2. the
tree that it grows on. 3. an extract or stimulant
made from kola nuts. Also spelled cola,
kola nut, the brown, bitter nut of either of two tropical
trees: it contains some caffeine and theobromine and
is used in making certain soft drinks.

Ko-la Peninsula (kS'la), a peninsula in northwestern
U.S.S.R., between the White and Barents Seas.

Kol-ha-pur and Deccan States (kollia-poor'), former-
ly, a gjoup of individual Indian states: area, 10,870 sq,
mi. : since 1948, a part of Bombay province.
Koli-ma (ko-li-ma

7
). n. Kolyma.

ko-lin-sky (ka-lin'ski, ko-lin'ski), n. [Russ. kolinski <
Kola, district in north Russia Known for fine minks],
1. any of several minks of Asia. 2. the golden-brown
fur of such a mink, sometimes dyed to look like sable.
kolkhoz (kol-khfcz'), n. [Russ. fcoJlektivnoe, collective
4- Mozafetvo, household, farm], a collective farm in
the Soviet Union: also spelled kolhoz, kolkhos.
Koln (kbln), n. Cologne, a city in Germany: German
name.

Kql Nid-re (kol nid'ro; Heb. k61' ne-dra'), [Heb. kdl
nidhrS, lit,, all our vows (opening words of the prayer)],
1. the prayer of atonement recited in Jewish syna-

fogues
at the opening of the Yom Krppur eve services.

, the traditional music to which this is sung.
Ko-ly-ma (ko-li-maOr n. a river in eastern Siberia,
flowing into the Arctic: length, 1,100 mi"
Kolyma Range, a range of the Stanovoi Mountains,
in eastern Siberia.

I

Ko-mi Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
(ko'mi), a division of the R.S.F..S.R., in the northwest
Urals: area, 145,221 sq. mi.; pop., 335,000; capital,
Syktyvkar,
Kom in-tern (kom'in-turn', koo/m-turn'), n. [G.] f

the
Comintern.
Kon-go (kor/g5), n. the Congo.
K6-nig^ratz (ka'ntH-grets'), n. a city in northern
Bohemia, Czechoslovakia, on the Eloe:;pop., 17,800:
also called Sadowa: the Prussians* defeated? the Aus-
trians in a battle near here (I860).

Ko-nigs-berg (ko'niHs-berkV; Kjg.
7i. Kaliningrad; the former, Germap. name

Kp-no-ye, Fu mi ma ro (foo'mMna'r^ ,96
' J^^68 statesman; premier (1937-

59,000 (1945):
'also spelled Roni*!

*$^^F- (- 1^ Wi.c^
koo-doo (koo'doo),
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kook-a-four-ra (kook'a-bur's, kook'a-bur'a}, n, |<
native name in Australia], a large kingfisher of Acb-
tralia and New Guinea: also called laughing jackass.

koo-ra-jong (koo'ro-jorj
/
) a kurrajong.

Koord (kurd, koord), n. a Kurd,
Koo-te-nay, Koo-te-nal (koo't'n-50* n. 1. a lake
in British Columbia, Canada: area, 221 sq. mi. 2. a
river flowing through Montana, Idaho, and British
Columbia, into this lake: length, 400 mi. 3. f#l
KOOTENAY, KOOTENAIL a small group of Indian tribes

living in Montana, Idaho, and British Columbia.
4. their language. Also spelled Kutenai, Kuteaay.
|kop (kop), n. [S. Afr. D. < D. kop, a head], in South
Africa, a hill or mountain.

ko-peck, ko*pek (ko'pek), n. [Russ. kopeika < kopyc,
a lance], a small Russian coin of bronze or copper
(originally silver), equal to 1/100 ruble: abbreviated

k., kop.: also spelled copeck.
koph (k6f), n. [Heb. qoph], the nineteenth letter of the
Hebrew alphabet (p), corresponding to English K, k:

also spelled qoph: see alphabet, table.

Ikop-je (kop'i;, n. [S. Afr. D., dim. of kop; see KOP],
InlSouth Africa, a small hill; hillock.

kor (k6r, kor), n. [Heb. fcor, lit., round vessel], an old

Hebrew measure of capacity; homer.
Ko-ran (ko-ran', ko'ran), n. [Ar. qur'an, Ht., book,
reading, recitation < gora'a, to read], the sacred book
of the Moslems, written in Arabic: its contents are

reported revelations made to Mohammed by Allah.

Kor-do-ian (k6r'do-fan'), n. a province of central

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan: formerly a country: area,

147,100 sq. ml; pop., c. 1,233,000; capital, El Obeid.

Ko-re-a (ko-re'a, k6-re?d), n. a country southeast of

Manchuria and west of

Japan: area, 85,228 sq.

mi.; pop., 27,200,000
(est. 1946): occupied by
Japan (1910-1945):
since 1948 divided into

two republics: capitals,

Seoul (Soutl^), Pyong-
yang (North) : Japanese
name, Chosen*, war be-
tween North and South

(June, 1950) with the
UN supporting South
Korea: truce signed

Quly, 1953).
Ko-re-an (ko-re'sn, ko-

re'an), adj. of Korea, its

people, their language,
or culture, n. 1% a na-
tive of Korea. 2. the

language of the Koreans.
Korea Strait, the strait

between Japan and Ko-
rea, connecting the Sea
of JTapan with the Yel-
low Sea.

KOREA
*M\

. 1953)
*

ko ru na (kfr*5oDa), n. ftL KOJLUNY C-ni), KOIKJN

kos, k6s),n. one of the Dodecanese -_-_-
cos), n. [Hind. < Sans, fcr&a, lit., a shout],
in India; a measure of distance whose
in different localities from 1.5 tc* 3 mpes.

iusko, Thaddews Okos
/i-us'ko:

'.got,;,
chSSsh'ka). Todws* cai r;
hero, statesman, and general; servM in the American

army during, the American Revolution.
4 ..

KbsauskoTMoiJat, a mountain of
gie

'

Australian

Alps, southern New South Wales: height,
7352

,

ft.

ko-Shier (ko'sher), ttdj. [Heb, k8sh&, fit, nght, pop|],
1. in Judaism, ^) clean or fit io eat ^- -*-

<!ietar5r laVs. Lev. 11.

as, k kosher Michel. 2.

food. v.t. (kpsh'^:), to
(

orchestral conductor in
Kov-no (k^v7^), n. Kaunas: the Russian name.
Kow-loon (koa'i&ottO n. 1. a peninsula opposite
Hong Kong island: it is part of the British colony of

Hong Kong, 2, a city on this peninsula: pop., 350,000.
kow-tow (konfaxi't WXtooOt a. fChin, JsWoit, lit.,

knock headj, the act of kneeling and touching the

ground with tibe forehead to rfkoir mat deference,
submissive reject, homage, etc.: a Chinese form of
salutation to a superior, tu. 1. to make a kowtow;
hence, 2. to show submissive respect (to & person)*
KP, K.P., kitchen pole.
Kr, in chemistry, krypton.
kr., 1. kreutzer. 2. krona; kroner, 3. krone; kronen.
4. kroner.
Kra, Isthmus of (kra), a narrow strip of land between
Thailand and the Malay Peninsula.

kraal (kral), n. [B. Afr. D., YiHage* pea, endoswe:
prob. < Port. otJTuJ, pen for catuel* 1. a village of
South African natives, surrounded by a stockad lor

protection. 2. a fenced endosune for cattle or sheep
in South Africa; pen. .*. to shut up in a kraal.

Krafft-E-bing, Baron Rlch-ard von (riH'art fn
kraft'S'bm), 1S40-1902: German neurologist.

kraft (krafli. krSft), n. fG., strength}, stroi^r wrai^iing
paper, visually brown, made from sulfate pulp: also
kraft papr.

krait (knt), n. [Hind* karait], a very poisonous snake
of India.
Kra-ka tao (kra'ka-toaO* w. an island in Indonesia,
between Java and Sumatra.
kra-ken (kra'k^, kri'k'n), n* INorw.}, a legendary
sea monster of northern seas.
Kra-kow (kraHco. krak'ou; Pol. kra^koof), m Cracow,
a city in Poland: the Polish name.

Kras-no-dar (kras'n^-darO, n. the capital of Krasnodar
Territory: pop., 204,000: former name( Efe^erlwo^nr.
Krasnodar Territory, a division of the R.&F.S.R,, in
the north Caucasus: pop., 3,173,000.
Rras-no-yarsk (kras'no-yarskO. n. a city in southern
Krasnoyarsk Territory, on the Yenisei River: pop.,
190,000.

Krasnoyarsk Territory, a division of the R.S.F.S,R.,
extending from the southern border of Siberia to lite

Arctic: popit 1,940,000.
K ration, a united States Army field ration consisting
of a small can of meat or cheese, hard crackers, pow-
dered beverage, confection, and a few cigarettes,

compactly boxed so as to be protected from moisture,
gas, etc.: three boxes constitute one day's ration.

Kre-feld-Ur-din gen (km'felt-ur'c^-gan}, n. a 1

the Rhine Province, Germany; pop., IW" 1

1946): also Kxefel<l Onefe!<L

Kreis-ler, iritz (nits kris/lSr)* 1S75*- ^
violinist and composer In Ainericav *

Krem-en-chug (tasm-en-idiook').^lt.
; a cSty in the

central Ukrainian S.S.R., on 1fie BttCTrijipg., 90.000.
krem-lin (kremlin), n. |Pr. < Russ. Kr^mjt m Russia,
the citadel of a city.
like Kremlin, 1. the citaclef of Moscow, which houses
the government offices of the

;
Soviet Union; hence,

2. the government of the Soviet Union.
Rre-te (kre^ti), n. Crete: the Greek name.
kreut-zer, kreu zer (kroifse^r), it. [G, kremer < kreu*,
a cross: s6 calfed because the coin had the figure of a
cross on it}, & former copper coin of Germany and
Austria, valued at about naif a cent: abbreviated kr.

Kreym-borg, Alfred (krSm'b&rg), 18S3- ; American

I; Eng. krig), n. [G.], war.

^creyspSlO, n. [G. Knefsspfel; kriegs (jgenit.

war) -f- yp*e*r game], a game for teaching or

; miEtary tactics by the use of smaH figures

troops, tanks,, etc. moved about on a
> or representation of the terrain.

i OcrSai'hild: G. fcr&n'Mlt), n. [G.: MHG.
< Gmc. '*^rfm-, a mask, face, visor (cf.

*hm-, battle], in the Nibdungenlied, tiie

Ofiied: after he was killed aH her brother's

coniniand, she married "Efczsek (AttHa), king 'of toe
Huns, and with his help avenged the murder.
krim-mer (krim^r), n. [^. < ITHfw, Crimea], a g^.yih
fur similar to astrakhan, made from the peps of

Crimean lambs: also spelled crimmer. ^

ferfe (ixes), n. a creese, a Malay daton
t

'
:

Krish-na Ooish^na), n. [San& Krsna], an. important
Hindu go^; an incarnatidn of Vtshntt, second god pf
the BEkrasii traiity.

' ' u^.
,

"

Krlsh-na-ism (krish'no-iz'm). n. the worship or cult
of Biislma.

* " '

' >l
"' *' "'

l

'

|lu "
1

'
'

'

Kriss Krin-gle Qans krijn'g vr .-. r . .^, _--, ^.v
Christ Vl^uC^aL of ftft^'cbfld)* ^nta Qaus.

!Eri-voi R6^.(kri^f *%0; a^ ** **& central

LtyEsC"""*'
'
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[Sm < Lv &rotw; see CROWN (coin)!, the monetary
unit and m silver coin of Sweden, valued at about
19 cents in 1950: abbreviated kr. IL lu, km, (rim . 6*

J>f.); ttbo caled erovft.
iono-ne Obro'na), ft* {$k KRONEN C-rjn)l fG. < L.

cofotm; see CROWH (coin}}, L a fonoe* German gold
coin* worth ten marks (c. |2.38). 2. the former
monetary unit or a silver coin of Austria, worth about
twenty cents. Abbreviated kr. &., k.t kn. ($t?tjt. fe*

^.). Abo called crown.
krone (kr6%e), a W. KRONER (-ner)l, {Dan, < L.

corona; see CEOWN (coin)], the monetary unit and a
silver coin of Denmark or Norway, valued at about
14 cents in 1950; abbreviated kr., K., k., kn. (sing.
&* pi.) : also called crown,
Kron-stadt QotarthtfttO. a fortified port in the
northern European U.S.S.R., on an island in the
Gulf of PjjjJRiKti near LcningrBd.
Kron stadt (kron'sht&t), n. Bra^ov: the German name.
krooti {kroon), n. W. KROONS (krdonz), KROONI
(kroo'nl)], |Estonian Kron; see KRONA}, the monetary
unit of Estonia, equivalent to the krona of Sweden.
Kro potkln, Prince Ptr A4e-kse-ye-vich (p>;$'-
tr* a'lyek-fiyS'd-vich kr$-p$t'kin; Eng. kra-pot'kin),
1&42-1921 ; "Russian anarchist.

Kru-ger, Paul (kroo'gSr), (Stephanus Johannes Paulus
Krnger), 1825-1904; Dutch South African statesman;
president of Transvaal (1883-1900): called Oam Paul.

Kru-gers-dorp (kroo'gSrz-dorp
7
), n* a city in the

Transvaal, Union of South Africa: pop., 55,000 (1946).
kruHer (krul'Sr), n* a cruller*

Krupp, Alfred (krap; G. kroop), 1812-1&87; German
armaments manufacturer.

kryp-ton (krip'ton), n. [Mod. L, < Gr. krypton, neut.
of tsryptos, hidden < fayptein* to hide}, a rare chemical
element, an inert gas present in very small quantities
in air: symbol, Kr: at. wt., 83.7; at. no,, 36.

Kshat-ri-ya (kshat'ri-ya), n. [Sans* fejafriy < ksatra,

rule], among the Hindus, a member of the military
caste, second of the four great castes*

Kt, in chess, knight.
kt., carat.

ByL I. Xatefat of tlie (Order of the) Thistle, 2.

JKaMcbfe {-OK* Ajaigbtfi) Templar.
Kuala Lum-pur (kwa1 loom-poorO, a city in the
Matey Peninsula: capital of the Federation of Malaya:
pop., 136,000.
Ku-ban (koo-bin'y*). n. a river in the Caucasus,
U.S.S.R., flowing into the Sea of Azov: length, 550 mi.
Ku-ban-go River (koo-ban'go) , a river in South Africa,
flowing Tram central Angola to Bechuanaland: length,
1,000 mL: also called Okavango.
Ku be Ilk, Jan jyan kcx/ba-Hk), 18SO-1940; Bohemian-
Httngarian violinist.

Ku-blal Khan (koo'bll kanO, 1216?-1294; grandson
of Genghis Khan; Mongol emperor (1259-1294);
founder of the Mongol dynasty in China.
ku-chen (koo^dian), n. [G., cake; see CAKE], a kind of
German coffeecake, made of yeast dough covered with
sugar and spices, and often containing raisins, nuts,
etc,

ku dos (ku'dos), n. [Gr. kydos, glory, fame], fColloq.],
credit for an achievement; glory; fame; prestige.
ku-du (koo'doo), n. [pi. KUDUS (-dooz), KXIDU; see
PLURAL, n, D it [Hottentot], a lar^e, grayish-Drown
African antelo$>e with white markings: also spelled
koodoo.
Kufic M'fik)r adf. [< Kufa (Ar. al-Ky/oh), town
on the Euphrates, south of Babylon + ~ic] t desagnatmg
or of an early Arabic alphabet used in a region south
of Babylon: also spelled Cufic.

Kui-by-shev (kwe'bi-shef'), n. 1. a region of
R.S.P.S.R., in east central European Russia; p,
2,768,000. 2, its capital, on the Volga; pop., 390,0
formerly called S&mcera*
Ku-Klux, Ku-klux (ku^luksOt ra. [< Gr.

the

, t [<
circle (cf. CYOLE), after circle in names of various; seccet
organizations sympathetic to the Confederacy j(4g.
Knights of the Golden Circle)], 1. the Ku Ktttx Man.
2. a member of the Ku Klux Klan,
Ku J^lux Klan (ku'kluks'klan'), [for Ku-Klux Clan:
sp.^ altered for alliteration], 1, a secret society of
white men founded in the Southern States after the
Civil W ar to re-establish and maintain white supremacy.
2. a secret society organized in Atlanta, Georgia* in
1915 as "the Invisible Empire, Knights of the Kia
Klux Klan": it is anti-Negro, anti-Semitic, anti-
Catholic, etc., and uses terrorist methods. Abbreviated
..

Ku Klux Klan ner (klan'Sr), a member of the Ku
KJnx Klan.

ku-lak (koo-lakO, n. |[Russ., Ht, fist, hence, tight-
,
wad < Estonian], a well-to-do fanner in Russia who
profited from the labor of poorer peasants: tjie, kulaks
as .a

1

class opposed Soviet policies, especially the
collectivization of the land.
JKul tur (kool-itoor'), n> [G.L civilization; social organi-
sation; especially, the highly systematiise^. social
orgsanization of Hohenzollern or Nazi Germany: n

, , .

ampf (kooI-tuw'kampfOt l^ /
ktdtwr (see

*f kampf, a battlel the straggle between the

usually ironic in application* with reference to chau-
vinism, militarism, terrorism, etc.

Kul"tur*kaj3ap
" " "

KULTUR) -f- <-.,_.,, ._.^M,- ... ..

Roman Catholic Church and the German government
from 1873 to 1887, mainly over the government's
efforts to control education, civil marriage, church

appointments, etc.

Ku-lun (kdoloon'), n. Ulan Bator Khoto, capital of

the Mongolian Republic: the Chinese name.
Ku-ma-mo-to (koo'ml-mS'tS), n. a city on the western
coast of Kyushu, Japan: pop., 246,000 (est. 1947).
Ku-mas i (koo-mas'i), n. a city in Ashanti, Ghana: pop.,
78,000.

ku-miss (koo'mis), n. {G.; Russ. knmis < Tatar
kumis], 1. mare's or camel's milk fermented (or
distilled) and used as a drink by Tatar nomads of
Asia. 2. a similar drink made from cow's milk, used
in certain special diets. Also spelled koumis, koumiss,
koumysa.
Kum-ka-lesi (kdorn^ka-le'si), n. a town in Asiatic

Turkey, at the western end of the Dardanelles.
kiim-mel (k3m'*I; G. kum'01), n, [G.; OHG. kumil,
kumin; L. cnminwm; see CUMIN}, a liqueur flavored
with caraway seeds, anise, cumin, etc.

kum-mer-bund (kum'e'r-bund')* n. a cummerbund.
kum-quat (kum/kwot), n. [< dial pronun. of Chin.
ckin^ckfc, lit., golden orange], 1. an orange-colored,
oval fruit about the size of a small plum, with a sour

ptdp and a sweet rind, used in preserves and confections.
2. the tree that it grows on. Also spelled cumquat.
Kun, B&la (balS koon), 1885- ; Hungarian Com-
munist leader.

Kun-dry (koon'dri), n. [G.], in Wagner's Parsifal, a
woman doomed to eternal punishment because she had
laughed at Jesus carrymg the Cross,

Kung Fu-tse (koon'fomtsuO* see Confucius,
Kun-lun Mountains (koonloon'), mountain ranges
between Tibet and Sinkiang, extending to central
China: highest peaks, over 20,000 ft.

Kun-ming (kooo'mirj')* w. the capital of Yunnan
province, in southern China; pop., 45,000: former
name, Yttmum*
kunz ite (koontsfft), n. [after George F. Kunz (1856-
1932), Am. gem expert; + ^] a transparent variety of

spodumene, occurnng in Hlac crystals used as a gem.
Kuo-min-tang (kwoncnin-tarj'; Chin. gwo'min'dlrjO,
n. [Chin. Jmo^ iiation(alist) + win, people('s) -f- tang,

party}, naiionalst political party of China, organized
and formed chiefly by Sun Yat-sen in 1911 and after-

ward controlled and led by Chiang Kai-shek: see
China,
Ku-ra CkooHraO* n a river flowing through northeastern

Turkey and Azerbaijan S.S.R. into the Caspian Sea:

length, 825 ml
kur;bash (koor'bash), n. [Turk, qirb&ch], a leather

whip founerly used in Turkey, Egypt, etc. for punishing
offenders, w.f. to flog with a kurbash.
Kurd (kurd, koord), n. [Turk. & ArJ, any Of a nomadic
Moslem people living chiefly in Kurdistan and the
southern Caucasus.
Kurd ish (kur'dish, koor'dish), adj. of the Kurds,
their language, culture, etc. n. the Iranian language
of the Kurds.

Kur-di-stan (kur'di-stan', koor'di-stan')* n. 1. a
region in southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and
northwestern Iran inhabited chiefly by Kurds. 2. any
of various rugs made by Kurds, especially in Iran.
Ku-re (koo'reT, ra. a city on the southwestern coast of
Honshu, Japan: pop., 186,000 (est 1947).
Kurg (koorg), n. Coorg.
Ku-file Islands (koo^H, koo-relO, one of the chains
of islands, north of Hokkaido, between Japan and
Kamchatka: ceded to the U.S.S.R. in 1945: area,
6*150 sq. mi.Japanese name, Chishima.

Kur-land (koar^and), n. a Ionner Russian province,
on t^ie Baltic Sea: n6w a part of the Latvian S.S.R.:
also Spelled Caurlan^.

traliaj, any of ^veraT Australian %eej^' and slirubs of
the mallow family^ wMcli yield $Dete ti^ed by the
natives lor weaving nets, tnats, 0t^: ps^o koorajong,

1. a region of the JL.S.P.S3R.., in
Russia-, pop., 3,197,000, 2- its

Kursk (Morsk
south central
capital: po$>,, 120,.
Kush (kusm/n. Cush.
Rush it ic (

Ku tenai,
Ku-tu-zov, Ml

'^^ifAvP *
fOT'tartiOr

n.
I-la-ri^o-iio^vii

5'af6t),;l _.

marshal; defeated Napoleon,at Snipfe^k'Ku wait (koo-witO
toraf

Kuwait.'

Kuyp, 4
Kuz netsk B
in south,

J
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kvass, kvas (kvas, kvas), n. [Russ. keas], a Russian
fermented dnnk like sour beer, made from, rye, barley,
rye bread, etc. : also spelled quass.

fcw., kilowatt.

Kwang-chow fkwar/cho'; Chin. gwSr/jo
1
), n- Canton*

China: the Chinese name.
Kwang-cho-wan (kwar/cho'waii': Chin. gwar/jo'wan1

},
n. a territory on the coast of Kwangtung province,
China, leased to France (1898-1945) : area, 325 sq. mi;
pop., 250,000; chief city. Fort Bayard: official name,
Chankiang.
Kwang-si (kwar/se7 ; Chin. gwarj'seO, n. a province of
southern China: area, 80,972 sq. mi.; pop., 14,603,000
(est. 1947); capital. Nanning.

Kwang-tung (kwar/toor/; Chin, gwarj'doon^), n. a
province of southern China, on the South China Sea:
area, 90,247 sq. mi; pop., 27,736,000 (est, 1947);
capital, Canton.
Kwan-tung (kwan'toor/; Chin. gwan'door>0, n. a

1945).
ovince

, , . , ., ,,
(est. 1947); capital, Kweiyang. 2. a city in eastern
Szechwan province, China, on the Yangtze River:
also called Fengkich.
Kweihwa cheng (kwa'hwa'churj'; Chin. gwS'hwa'-
_jurjO n. Kweihwating.
Kwei-hwa-ting (kwa'fiwa'tir/; Chin, gwa/hwaftin')
n. a city in northern Shansi province, China: pop.,
100,000.

Kwei-lin Ocwa'UV; Chin, gwalin'). n. a city in southern
China, Kwangsi -province: pop., 100,000.

Kwei-ysmg (kwa/yar/; Chin, gwa'yar/)* ft. the capital
of Kweichow province, China: pop*, 117,000.

kwh., K.W.H., kw-h, kw-hr, kilowatt-hour.

Ky., Kentucky.
ky-ack (kl'ak), n. [?], in the western United States,

a paeksack swung on either side of a packsaddle.
ky-ak (ki'ak), it. a kayak.
ky-a-nite (kl'a-nit'), m. eyanJte*
ky-an-fae Clei

f
-i*Ii% .** (KTAKHED (-uizdO, KYAN-

IBNC), {after J. H- ICjws Cw4-ISa* Ir. Inventor of
the process), to make (wood) iwtstant to decay by
treatment with a aofatioa of corrosive sublimate.

Kyd, Thomas (kid), 1559-1594; Bagtlsii dramatist.

ky-mo graph (kiton-graf, Idfae-gritf*)* li- {< Gr.

Rjmt* a wave; 4- "graph], an apfwmtus coaling of a
rolatfeg Arum for reccoing waweMke morons* yan-
ations, or modulations, such as totuctilar contractions,
the pulse, etc.: also cymograph.

ky-mo-graph-ic (H'm-graPik} nrfj* of or recorded

by a kymqgraph.
Kym-rlc {kini'nk), ad}. & n. Cjrimc; Welsh.
Kytn-iy, Kyro-ri (kim'ti), n. m. KYMRY or KITMRI,
KYMRIES (-riz)I, Cwnrj; tie Welsh.

Kyo^ta, Kio-to (kyoW)* n* a city in sontfcwTi Hoosbow
Japan: pop., 1,000,000 (est 1947).
ky-phos (ki'fos}, it. |Gr. kypitos, a temp, himclilr tibe

hump in the spine f a humpback.
ky-pho-sis (kl-fe'ms), n. |Mod. L.; Gr. ky^o^is <
kyphos, humpback^, beat], abnormal carvattire of
the spme resulting in a hump; humpback,

ky-phot-ic (kl-fot%), adj. of or haraw kyptiosta
Kyr-i-e e-Ief-soo (kir

/i-'
>

0-!afi-*s*n) f fLL.: Gr, Kyrie
elfii5(m Lord, have mercy (upon us)), 1. a one pcayer
of the Orthodox Eastern Chttreh. 2. n) a part of ttie

Roman Catholic service after the kitroit in tha ilass.

b) the music for this. 3. a response in the Andean
service of Holy Commtinion.
Kjpthc-ra Jke'the-rS*), m Cerigo Island: Greek naiae*

Kyu-shu (ku'shoo') n. ome of the elands foiming
Japan: area, 14,719 sq. mi.; pop., 9,646,000; chief

city, Nagasaki: also spelled Kiushu.
Kyz-il Kum (kiz'il koom). Kial Kum.

L
L, 1 (el), n. Ml. Us, 1's, Ls, la (elz)l, 1. the twelfth letter

of the Bngjish alphabet: from the Greek lambda* a
borrowing Irom tfie Phoenician: see alphabet, taUe.
2. the sound of Lr or 1: in English* it Is normally a
voiced alveolar continuant formed by the tongue apex,
IPA fll; ia many wpiw I preceding f, k, m, and v is

silent (e.g., Half, dal*, ct$m, and ^afo); in most varieties

of American speech, final and preconsonantal I (e.g,,

feel, field) has the cavity friction, and hence the sonority,
associated with vowels. 3. a type or impression for

L or 1. 4. a symbol for the twelfth (or the eleventh if

J is omitted) hi a sequence or group, adf. 1. of L
or 1. 2. twelfth (or eleventh if J is orartfced) in a

sequence or group. . .

L (el), rt. 1. an object shai^ed h|ce L; especially, an
extension of a house or building that gives the whole
a shape resembling L. 2. a Roman numeral for 50:

with a superior bar (E), 5QrOO(K 3. in gwdmy, the

symbol for longitude. 4, in physicsy Wm symbol for
latent heat, adj* shaped like L. '

L (el), n. [for el, short for dhoied]* in certain American
cities, an elevated railroad: also spdfcd ei;

L- liaison: followed by a number tp desjenajte a specific

model of United Bfcates Army airplane designed for

reconnaissance and liaison work,

L., L, 1. lady. 2., lake. 3. land. 4. latitude. 5, law.

6. leaf. 7. league. 8. left. 9. leagtk, W. liberal.

1L [L,], Ubm2 pcxundi
'

Hfatff potmdfe-
' 12i kceattafea

13 iM ix i fine. 14. link. 15^ fea; Ura I6t liter;

litersT 17. bem i 18, lodge. 19. lord. 2a low.

Dial, on^clialci 6M lookl:
e

'

OP .eBOhaMat'
1

. i

'

>
,

'
, . ftf.

an /exdamatloji '.ol , g .
.

la (J&>, i' Fsaid to be < iAfL^w^ tf a, Laim
see QAMUTJ, in fft^i;, a syllabi r^eseiilamg the

tone ^T
't^e"'d^t6r4o cai%: teew solfeggio.

^

V -

,

I/a, 'Sail ^ACTW^SW^' lanthanum, i

f

'

f

;;';
'

,

'* >

'

South Africa* a temporary camp within an encarcKng
barricade of wagons, etc. v.t* to fcarm into a laager.
tu. to canap in a laager. Also spelled lager.

lab (lab), n. [Colloq.}, a laboratory.
Lab., 1. Laborite. 2. Labrador.
lat>- 1. labial, 2. labiate. 3. laboratory.
La-ban Oat>an), n. [Heb. labh&n* lit., white], in tfoe

MUe, the father of Rachel and Leah; Gen- 29:16.

lab a rum (labVram), n. [pi LABARA (-rg)], \LL.;
Gr. lab&ron}* the royal cavalry standard carried before

the Roman emperors ia war, especially that first

carried by Ccaastantkiev the first etnperou? to adopt
Christianity: it usually bore the first two letters (XP)
of the Greek Kkristos (Christ).

lab-danum (laKds-nam), n- [ML.; L. ladtmum,
kd&mm; Gr. ladanon, ledtmon < iedow, mastic; Ax.

ladan; Per. Ittrfat*}, a dark resin obtained from certain

varieties of the Fockrose: also ladanum.
La-be (B'be), n. the Blbe: the Czech name.
lab e faction (labVfak'shan), n. [< K labe/actiM,

pp. of tojbejoGerei to cause to totter < labare* to to^tor +
facere* to toake], a weakening, ruining, etc.; downfall;

_ .

, 1MB.; OFr., a rag, sMp* talftar <
, a rag, shred], 1. a narrow baw of dotn,

etci; filet. 2, a narrow striu of ribbon a*feache4 tQ a
document to hold the seal 3. a, card* afcfip o| paper,
etcx marked and attached to an obieet to mdic^te
its aatwe^ oonteats, ownership, destroatton;, ete^ ^4. a

descrip&TO word or/ phrase applied to a person, group,
theory, ie^c. as a convenient geuwa%ed \classiiicatiQnv
w (trcfaitectur6, a projecticfe .inoldng over a door,

r, etc. 6, in heraldry, a horizontal bar. with
dependent points, fern, the <?oat of armSi of an

eldfesi smi* u.6 [LAB^LEB ^r feAsguup (-bld> LA-
BELING or LABELLINGJ,, 1. to attach a label toj mark
uroth, a label, a. to classfe as; elall; name; descnbe> ,

la belter, labeMer yifa'lJ&i.m. e person who labels."
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LABIATE COROLLA
i (of nettle)

the corolla of an orchid, usually larger than the other
two petals* and often spurred.

la bi a (ia'bi-o), n. plural of labiwm.
labial aa'bi-ol), adj. [ML. labialis < L. IMum, a
lip; see LEP], L of the labia, or lips. 2. in phonetics,
formed mainly with the lips: said especially of b, m,
and ** n. 1. an or^an pipe whose tone is produced
by the action of an air current against a liphke edge.
2. a labial sound. Abbreviated lab.

la-bi-al-ism (la'bi-sl-iz'm), . L the quality of being
labial. 2* the tendency to labialize sounds; especially,
a speech defect characterized by this.

la-bi al-i za-tion (la'bi-^l-i-za'shsm, 7a'bi-al-I-za'sh3tt) f

it. a labializing or being labialized.
la-bi-alixe Oa'bi-9l-iz') v*t* [LABIALIZED (4zdO *-A-

BIALIZING], pMal + -*1, in phonetics, 1, to pronounce
(a sound or sounds) by using the lip, sometimes
excessively. 2. to round (a vowel).

labia ma-jo-ra (ma-jo'rs), [L. lit., greater lips], the
outer folds of skin on either side of the vulva.

labia ml-no-ra (mi-no'ra}, [L., lit., lesser lips], the folds
of mucous membrane within the labia majora.

ia-bi ate (la'bi-at', la/bi-it), adj. [Mod. L. labiatus <
L. labium, a lip; see LIP], 1 . formed
or functioning like a lip. 2. having
a

li|> or lips; lipped. 3. in botany,
having the calyx or corolla so
divided that one part overlaps the
other like a lip: abbreviated lab.

La-biche, Eu-g&ne Ma-rin (o'~
zhen' mi'raw" li'beshO, 1815-
188#: French comic dramatist,

la bile (la'bl, la'bil), adj. [L. labilis

< lafoi* to slip, faUJ, 1. Hable to
change! unstable i as, certain chem-
ical compounds are labile. 2. in

dectrotherapy, passing over or
gliding across: said of the appli-
cation of an electric current by
passing an electrode over the diseased part.

la-H-o- (la'bi-o), [< L. labium; see up], a combining
form meaning me lips, the Ujbs and, as in labiodental.
labioden tal (iS'bl-o-den'tt), adj\ [labio- J- dental],
ia phonetics, formed by placing the lower lip against
tfae upper teeth and forcing the breath through them:
said of/ and c. n. a labiodental sound.

la-bi-ona sal
(ia'bi-o^na'z'l), adj. [labio- + nasal], in

phonetics, formed with the lips but having nasal
resonance: said of m. n. a labionasal sound.

Ia-bi-o-ye-lar (la'bi-o-veler), adj. [labio- + velar], in
Phonetics, formed by rounding and half closing the
lips and placing the back of the tongue against or
near the velum, or soft palate: said of w. n. a labi-
ovelar sound.

la-bi-um (laThi-am), n. [pi. LABIA (-)], [L. t a lip; see
LIP], a Hp or liplike organ; especially, a) pi. the outer
folds of skin (labia majora} or the inner folds of mucous
membranfe (IMa minora) of the -srulva. b) the lower,
Eplike part of the corolla of certain flowers, c) the
lower lip of an insect.

la bor fli'belr), n. (ME. labour; OFr. labom, labor? L.
labor, labor, hardship, pain], I, physical or inental
exertion: work; toil. 2. a specific task: f>iece of work.
3. a) all wage-earning workers: distinguished from
capital or management, b) all manual workers whose
work is characterized largely by physical exertion:
distinguished from White-collar or professional workers.
4. the work accomplished or the part played in society
by all workers.

^
5. in medicine, the process of child-

birthj parturition; especially, the muscular con-
tractions of giving birth. v.i. [ME. laboren; OPr,
laborer; L. laborare < the n.], 1. to work; toil. 2. to
work hard; exert oneself to get or do something;
strive. 3. a) to iriove slowly and with difficulty; as,
the 9ld car labored up the haft. &)' to pitch and roll

heavily: as, the ship labored in the rough sea. 4. to
undergo, and stcffea* the pains of, childbirth, v.t.

[earlier elabour < Fr. ^laborer; see ELABORATE], to
spend too much time and effort on; develop ia too
great detail: as, do not labor the point. SYN* see work.
labor under, to be subjected to* or suffer from: as, he is

laboring under a false impression.
Labor and Socialist International, an association
formed in Hamburg in 1923 by

' ja merging of the
Second International and the Vienna International.

labora-tory (lab'ra-tfir'i,
-

Iab'p*-fc6'ii), n. [PI: LAB-
ORATORIES (-iz, -iriz)], [ML. laboraioriwn < I,. Taborare;
see LABOR, v.i.], 1. a room or building for scientific

experimentation or research. 2. a place for preparing
chemicals, drugs, eta adj. of or performed in, or as
in, a laboratory. Abbreviated lab.
Labor Day, in most States of the United States,, the
first Monday in September, set aside as a legal? ^oliday
in-. honor of labor: ' v

. >u*tt K, (j

',

labored (ja^bSrd), adj. [pp. of labor, v.t.], made or
done with great enort; not effortless and natural.

la bor er (IS^bSr-Sr), n, [ME;; OFr. lajjoreor, laborer <v
laborer; see LABOR, f.], a person who labors: especially,
a wage-earning worker, skilled or semiskilled, whose

work is characterized largely by physical exertion.
la-bo-ri-ous (te-b&r

f
i-*s, la-bo'ri-os), adj. {ME.; OFr.

laborios; L. laboriosns < labor, labor], 1. involving or

calling tor much hard work; difficult. 2. industrious;
hard-working. SYN. see hard.

Ia-bor-ite (ta
7bSr-itO ?

n. 1. a member or supporter of
a labor party. 2. [L-] a member or supporter of the
British Labor Party: abbreviated Lab.

labor of love, [after I Thess. 1 :3] P work that one enjoys
doing.

Jla-bor om-ni-a vin-cit (la'bdr om'ni-o vin'sit), [L.],
labor conquers all.

labor party, 1. a political party organized to protect
and further the rights of workers, or professing to do
so. 2. [L- P-], such a party in Great Britain: British

spelling, Labour Party.
la-bor-aav-ing (la'beY-sav'irj), adj. lessening the amount
of work required: as, labor-saving appliances.

labor union, an association of workers to promote
and protect the welfare, interests, and rights of its

members, primarily by collective bargaining.
la-bour (la'bSr), n., v.t. & v.L labor: British spelling.
la-bra (la

/
brs, lab'rs), n. plural of labrum.

Lab ra dor (Iab'r9-d6r0 n. 1. a peninsula in north-
eastern North America, between the Atlantic and
Hudson Bay: area, c. 530,000 s-q. mi. 2. the eastern

part of this peninsula, constituting part of Newfound-
land: area, 112,400 sq. mi.; pop., 5,000 (est. 1947).
Abbreviated Lab.
Labrador Current, an icy arctic current flowing
southward past Labrador and Newfoundland.

lab-ra-dor-ite (lat/nj-ddr-it', lab'rs-dorlt), n. [after

Labrador, where excellent specimens have been found],
a variety of feldspar showing a play of colors.

la-bret (la'bret), n. [dim. of L. labrum, a lip; see LIP],
an ornament of wood, bone, etc. worn (by some primi-
tive tribes) in a hole pierced through the lip.

lab-roid (lab'roid), adj* [< Mod. L. Labrus, type genus
of the family Labridae < L. labrus, labros, kind of

fish; -f -oid], belonging to a large group of sea fishes

related to the sea perches, including the wrasses
and parrot fishes, n. a fish of this group.
la-brum (la'brsm, lab'ram), n. \pl. LABRA (-bra, -rs)],

[L.; see LIP], a lip or liplike edge; especially, in zoology,

a)
the upper or front lip of insects and other arthropods.

b) the outer edge of a univalve shell.

La Bru-y&re, Jean de (zhaw do la bru'yarO, 1645-1696;
French essayist and moralist.

La-bu-an (la-bSo-an'), n. a British island north of
Borneo: area, 29 sq. mi.; pop. r 8,000.
la-bur-num (Is-bur'nam), n. [L.], any of a group of

small trees and shrubs of the pea family, with three-

part leaves and drooping clusters of yellow flowers,

lab-y-rintn (laVs-rintb/), n. [L. labyrinthus; Gr. laby-
rinthos], 1. an intricate
structure or enclosure con-
taining a series of winding
passages hard to follow
without losing one's way;
maze: 2. [L-], in Greek
legmd, such a structure
built by Daedalus for King
Minos of Crete, to house the
Minotaur. 3. a compli-
cated, perplexing arrange-
ment, course of anairs* etc.
4. in anatomy, the inner ear: ee ear.

lab-y-rin-thi-an (labVrin'thi-an), ad/, labyrinthine.
lab*y*rin*thic (lab'a-rin'thik). adj. labyrinthine.
lab y-rin thine (labVrm'thin), adj. 1. of or consti1

tutlng; a labyrinth. 2. Ike a labyrinth; intricate;
complicated; puzaling.

lac Qak) n. [Hind, l&kh; Sans, laksha]. a resinous
substance formed Oja certain trees in southern Asia by
a variety of scale insect?

1 whea melted, strained, and
rehardened, it forms shellac.

lac (lak), a. Cffindu lakh; Sans, laksha, *a mark, sign,
tendred tboasaad|^ in India, lv the.smm of 100,0001
Said specifically of rupees (written R& 1,00,000: sums
of one lac or over are written with a comma after the
number of lacs), 2. any indefinitely large number;
Also spelled, lakfe. '' r I

, -,
. >

, /

Lac-ca^dive Islajatds^dak^&vOiia group of islands off
the* southwest c>ast of India,* bdonging to

LABYRINTH

provinces areal M 8C. mi.; popi, l6
lac-co-lite (lak'84it'), n. a laccolith. ,. - ,4
la^c4Wi. Ji

(ilak'^lith), '^tK-'Gr. 'Mfo&f* castenn; 4-
4ith], an irremilaE^itcjraaation -of ignfeous rock) M^ruded
betweeri the layer sediinentary roclj soiaato cause
them to bulge upwaaD'cl

'

:
,

>

1

1

-

^

lace GSs), n. [M0- las; OFr. Jm, to,* L^ ta$a>eu$, a
noose, snare, trap], 1. a string,, ribbon, etc.
draw together and fasten the parts 01 a

fl

efe; , 'by' .-being"
>6\awn 'tliroikigli

1

eyelets;] jidr?

2. ,an ornamental baMd olgd 4bf sihw/lofrtria
unifbrms* hats, etc. 3^ a fee netting or openwork

.,Bfeg%o6 tinea; tton,
'

v desiignsu,
1

, 4. a dasih, of
, tctojiee, tea^ 'etcC
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the ends of (a garment, shoe, etc.) together and fasten
with a lace. 2. to compress the waist of by lacing a cor-
set, etc. (often with up}. 3. to weave together; inter-
twine, 4. to decorate with lace. 5. to streak, as with
color. 6. to thrash; whip. 7. to add a dash of alcoholic

liquor to (a beverage). v.i. to be fastened with a lace:

as, she wants shoes that lace.

lace into, [Colloq.], 1. to attack physically; assail.

2. to attack verbally criticize sharply; scold.
Lac-e dae-mon (las'a-de'msn), n. ancient Sparta.
Lac-e dae-mo-ni an (las's-di-mo'ni-an), adj. A n.

Spartan.
lace pillow, a pillow held in the lap or on the knees
and used as a support for lace being made by hand.

lac-er-a-ble (las'Sr-a-b'l), adj. that can be lacerated.
lac-er-ate (las'a-rat'), v.t. [LACERATED (-id), LACER-
ATING], [< L. laceratus, pp. of laterare, to tear < later,

lacerated], 1 . to tear jaggedly ; mangle (something soft,
as flesh). 2, to wound or hurt (one's feelings, etc.) ; dis-
tress. adj. (las'er-it), 1, torn; mangled. 2. in botany,
having jagged edges: said of a leaf.

lac-er-a*tion (las'a-ra/shan), n. 1. a lacerating. 2. the
result of lacerating; jagged tear or wound.

la-cer-ti-an (la-sur'shi-an), adj. & n. lacertilian.

la-cer-til-I-an (las'gr-til'i-an), adj. [< Mod. L. LacertUia,
name of the division < L. lacertus, lacerta, a lizard; -f

-fltt], belonging to a group of reptiles comprising the
ordinary lizards, geckos, chameleons, etc. n. any
reptile of this group.

lace*wing (las'wir/), n. any of a large group of insects
with four delicate, gauzy wings.
lace-work (las'wurk')t n. 1. lace. 2. any openwork
decoration like lace.

La Chaise, Fran>coi8 d'Aiz de (fran'swa' deks' dd
la shezQ. 1624-1709; French Jesuit; confessor to
Louis XIV.
laches (lach'iz), n. [ME. lacchesse, lachesse; OFr.
laschesse < lasche, lax, negligent < laschier, to slack;
LL. *lascare, for *laxicare < L. laxare < laxus, lax],
in law, failure to do the required thing at the proper
time (e.g., inexcusable delay in forwarding a claim).
Lach-e-sis (lak'a-sis), n. [L. < Gr. lachesis, lit., lot <
lanchanein, to obtain by lot or fate, happen], in Greek
6* Roman mythology* that one of the three Fates who
determines the length of the thread of life.

lach-ry-mal (lak'ra-m'l), adj. [ML. lacrimalis, lachry-
malis < L. lacrima, a tear], of, for, or producing tears.

n. 1. any of a number of small vases found in ancient
Roman sepulchers, popularly supposed to have been
a receptacle for the tears of mourners; lachrymatory.
2. pi. the lachrymal glands, which produce tears. Also

spelled lacrimal.

lach-ry-ma-tor (lak'ra-ma't&r), n. [< L. lacrima^ a

tear; + -ator], a substance that irritates the eyes and
produces tears, as tear gas: also spelled lacrimator.

lach-ry-ma-to-ry (Iak'ra-m9~t6r'i, lak'ra-ma-to'ri), n.

[pi. LACHRYMATORIES (-iss, ~riz)J, [ML. lacrimatorium,
neut. of \lacrimatorius, of tears < lacrima, a tear], a

lachrymal vase. adj. of, causing, or producing tears.

Also spelled lacrtmatory.
lachrymose (lak'ra-mos

7

), adj. [L. lacrimosus <
lacrima, a tear], 1. inclined to shed many tears;
mournful. 2. causing to cry and shed tears; sad.

Also spelled lacrin&ote.

lac-i-ly (lls'9-li), adv. in a lacy manner or pattern.
lac i ness (las'i-nis), n. a lacy quality or state.

lac-ing (las'iij), n. 1. the act of a person who laces.

2, a thrashing. 3. a cord or lace, as a shoelace. 4. gold
or silver braid used to trim a uniform, etc.

la-cin-i-ate (Is-sin'i-af, la-sin'i-it), adj. [< L. lacinia,

a flap ; + -ate], 1. having a fringe; fringed. 2. cut deep-
ly into narrow, jagged segments: said of a leaf.

la-cin-i-at-ed (lo-sin'i-a'tid), adj. laciniate.

lack (lak), n. [Early ME. lac; prob. < MLGM MD.
lak, lack; IE. base as in slack, lax], 1. the fact or

condition of not having enough; shortage; deficiency.
2. the fact or condition of not having any; complete
absence. 3. the thing that is lacking or needed. vL
[ME. lacen, lakyn; prob. < MD. laketi, to be wanting,
with sense influence <C the n:], I. to 'be wanting or

missing; show a deficiency. Z. a) to be short (with

of or in), b) to be in need. v.t. L to be deficient in or

entirely without. 2. to want; need.
'

;

'

supply the lack, to provide Vitk whatever is
needed.

SYN. lack implies an absence or insufficiency of sbmething
essential or desired (she lacks experience); want (in this; sense,

chiefly British) and wed stres^ ibe targency of supplying what
is lacMng (this nmtler needs, or

require em^haisizes even more
'

noting that what is needed is ii

great powers of concentration).-^

lack a dal si cal
(altered <

tnaineffiate attention);
imperative need, con-

(his work requires

adj. [< lackadaisy
lack of interest or

< alackaday],

lactescence

[Archak], an exclainatim of regret, sorrow, pity, etc.

Lacka wan-na (lakVwa'n, lak'a-wo'na), n. a city
in western New York, near Lake Erie: pop., 28,000.
lack er Oak'Sr}, n. A v.L fObsJ, lacquer.
lack*ey (lak'i), n* [pi. LACKBYS (-iz)1, [Fr. laquais, a
lackey, soldier; Sp. tacayo* a lackey, footman; 7 < AT.

al~kaid, the captainJ, 1. a male servant of low rank,
usually in some sort of livery or uniform. 2. a follower
who has no win of his own; toady. vt. * VJ. to serve
as a lackey. Formerly, also spelled lacquey.

lack-luster, lack his tre (laklus'telr), adj. lacking
brightness; dull: as, lackluster eyes. n. {RareJ, absence
of brightness; dullness.

La-co-ni-a (la-ko'ni-), n. an ancient country m south-
eastern Peloponnesus: capital, Sparta: see Greece, map.
La-co-ni-an (te-ko'ni-sn), adj. of Laconia, Its people,
or their culture; Spartan, n. a native or inhabitant
of Laconia; Spartan.

la-con-ic (la-kon'ik), adj. [L. Laconicm; Gr. Lakonikos,
Laconian < Lakon, a Laconian, Spartan}, expressing
much in few words; pithy: concise. SKV, see concise-

la-con-i-cal-ly (la-kon'i-k
v
l-i, la-kon'ik-li), adv. in a

laconic manner; in few words; concisely.
la-con-i-cism (la-kon's-siz'm), n. laconism.
lac-o-nism (lak'a-niz'm), n. |Gr. Lakonismos < Lak-
dnizein, to imitate the LaconiansJ, 1. brevity, of

speech or expression. 2. a laconic speech or expression.
La Co-ra-fia (la kc^roo'nya), Corunna: Spanish name.
lac-quer (lak'Sr). n. [Fr. & Port, lacrt < loco, gum
lac < Hind, lakh: see LAC (resin)], 1. a clear varnish

consisting of shellac or gum resins dissolved in alcohol
and other quick-drying solvents, with or without nitro-

cellulose: pigments may be added to lacquers to form
lacquer enamels. 2. a resinous varnish ootained from
certain trees in China and Japan, used to give a
hard, smooth, highly polished finish to wood. 3. a
decorative article or articles made of wood and coated
with this lacquer, v.t. to coat with lacquer. Formerly,
also spelled lacker.

lac-quey (lak'i), n., v.t. A v.i. [Obs.], lackey.
lac-ri-mal (lak'r

* "

x___yra-m'l), adj. An.
lac-ri-ma-tor (lak'ra-ma'tgr) r n. a lachrymator.
lac-ri-ma-to-ry (Iak'ra-ma-t6r'i, lak'ra-ma-to'n), adj.
A n. [pi. LACRIMATORIES (-iz, -riz)], lachrymatory.

lac-ri-mose (lak'ra-mos'), adj. lachrymose.
la-crosse (Ia-kr6s' la-krosO. n. [Fr. la crosse; Zo, the +
crosse, a crutch, hockey
stick, cross), a ball game in
which two teams of ten men
each, using long-handled,
webbed rackets, try to ad-
vancethe ball acrossthefield
into the opponents* aoal:
the game was first played
by North American Indians.
La Crosse (la kr6s', la krosO ,

a city in western Wisconsin,
on the Mississippi: pop,,
47,000.

lact-, lacto-.

lac-tarn (lak'tam), n. [tact-

one. + atmnoj, any of a
group of organic cyclic com-
pounds containing the -NH- ,

CO- group in the ring, formed by the elimination

of water from the amino and carboxyl groups; inner

anhydride of an amino acid.

lac tarene (lak'ta-renOr n. [< L. lactarius, adj.; see

LACTARY], a preparation of casein or milk curds, used
in calico printing to set the colors.

lac tarine (la&'ta-riii, lak'ta-ren'). n. lactarene.
m

lac.ta-ry (lak'ta^ri), adj. [L. lactanus < lac, Uctos,

milkl, of or for rnilk. n. [pi. LACTARIES (-nz)], a dairy.

lac-tase (lak'tas), n. [lact- + diastole],
t
an enzyme,

present in certain yeasts and in the intestines of

animals, which splits lactose into glucose and galactose.

lac-tate (lak'tat), v.i. [LACTATED (-id), LACTATING],

[< L. lactatus, pp. of laptare < lac, lactos, milk], 1. to

secrete milk. 2. to suckle young, n. any salt or ester

of lactic acid.

LACROSSE

lac ta tion"(lak-ta'shan), n. [< pp. of L. lactare: see

prec.], 1. the secretion of milk by a matnrnary gland.
2. the period during which milk is secreted. 3. the

suckling of young.
lac-te-af (lakHi-alf, adj. [< L. lactws, milky < lac,

tactis, milk; + -ol], 1. of or like milk; milky. 2. con-

taining or carrying chyle, the milky fluid that is a

product of digestion, n. any of the lymphatic vessels

that take up this flu|d from the small intestine and
carry it to the thoracic duct.

lac te ous (lak'ti-as), ad}. [< L. lactens (see LACTEAL);
-f -ous], milky; like riiilk. ^ 9

lactescence (lak-tes''ns), n, [< L, lactescent; see

LACTESCENT], 1. the act or process of becoming milky.
2. milkinessi 3. tfce flow of a milky fluid or sap from

fat, ipe, bate, cSry ieji, liven, bre, QVelr; Is, bfte; lot, g5i hdrn, t5Bl, look; otf outj^. _*. I..- -, ^.
-j in ago, e in agent, * |n pamty, q in cornply, u u

"' """ "
~, x, xi*
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certain plants when they are gashed or wounded.

lactes-cency (tak-tes'an-si), n. lactescence.
lac tea cent (!ak-tes'*nt), adj. [L, lactescms, ppr. of

Uctestxrt* to turn into milk < kwtett*; see LACTATE],
1, becoming milky. 2. milky. 3. secreting or forming
milk, or a milky fluid. .

lac-tic (lak'tik), <w*;. [Joe*- -f -&], 1. of or obtained
from nnlk. 2. designating or of a clear, sirupy acid,

CHtCHOHCOOH, farmed by the fermentation of

lactose when milk sours, or produced from sucrose and
some other carbohydrates by the action of certain

microorganisms. .

lac-tif-er-ous (lak-tif'Sr-os) <wf/. [LL. torf*/<er < L* toe,

lactfs, milk -f- /<frr* to bear; 4- -o$], yielding or con-

veying milk.
lac-to- Oak'to, lak'to), [< L. toe, tocfw, milk], a con>
bining form meaning: 1. milk, as in lactoscope. 2* in

chemistry, lactic or lactate, as in lactone. Also, before

a vowel, lact"

lac-to ba-cil lus (lak'to-bo-sil'ss). n. [Mod. L.: lacto-

f bacillus], any of a group of bacteria that ferment
milk, carbohydrates, etc. to produce lactic add.

lac-to flavin (lak'to-fla'vin), n- [lacto- + flavin}*

riboflavin; vitamin B*.
lac-tom-e ter (lak-tom'o-ter), n. [lacto- -f -meter}, an
instrument for determining the specific gravity, and
hence the richness, of milk.

lac*tone (lak'ton), n. [lact- + -one), any of a group of

organic compounds formed by the elimination of a
molecule of water from the -OH and -CQOH groups
of a molecule of a hydroxy acid.

lac-to-pro-te-ld (tak'to-pro'te-id), n. a lactoprotem.

l&oto-pro-te-in (lak'to-pro'te-in, lak'to-pro'ten), n.

[lotto- + protein}, any of the proteins found in- milk.

lac-to-scope (Lak'to-skop/), n. [tocto- + -scope], an
ittstrttment for determining the amount of cream in

tmTTc by the difference in opacity of the two fluids.

lac-tose Oak'tos), n- [lact- 4- -ose], a white, crystalline

sugar, CuHdOu, found in milk and prepared by
evaporation' of me whey and the subsequent crystalli-

zation of the sugar: used In infant foods, etc.: also

S^ 1

M,ko^4re),TJspafiLtaPass,in!theAndes.
(te-Wna). n. [pi. LACUNAS (-no), LACUNAE
., ditch, hole, pool < lams; see LAKE (water)],

I: a Space where something has been omitted or has
come out; gapj hiatus. 2. in anatomy & biology,
a space or cavity: specifically, any of the very small
cavities in bone that are filled with bone cells,

la-cu-nal (la-ku'nT), adj. lacunar.
la-cu-nar (te-ku'ner), adj. of or having a lacuna or
lacunae, n. \jfl. LACUNARS (-nerz), LACUNARIA (lak'yoo-

nfir'i-)], |L. < lacuna], in architecture, a ceiling made
up of sunken panels.

lac u-nar-y Aak^yoo-ner/i), adj. lacunar.
la-cu-nose (Is-ku'nos), adj. [L. lacunosus], full of

lacunae.
la-cus-trine (la-kus'trin), ad}. {< &. lacus, lake], 1. of
a lake or lakes. 2. found m or on lakes.

lac-y (Sas'i). adj. [LACIER (-i-er), LACIEST (-i-ist)], 1. of

lace^ 2. Eke lace; having a delicate open pattern,
buf "Q&ti), n. [MB. ladde; Late AS. -ladda, byname &
place-name element; prob. < ON.; akin to Goth.
-lauths (jn juggalauths, young man < liudan, to grow},
AS. 4eS& 0n name Sumerled, kt, summer sprout, shoot) ;

prob. basfe sense "young sprout"), 1. a boy; young
man. 2. a man of any age: familiar term.
lad-a-num (lad'a-nsm), 71* [L.], labdanum.
lad-dr'(Udrar>, n. [ME. laddre, Uddre; AS. hlsed(d)er;
akin to G. kiter; IE. base *Zt-, to incline, lean, seen
also in incline, decline, climax, lean, etc.], 1. a frame-
work consisting* of two parallel sidepiecfis connected
by rungs, or narrow crosspieces, on which a person
steps in climbing up or down. 2. anything by means
of which a person climbs or rises: as, the ladder of
success.
ladder-back chair ftad'Sr-bak') & chair with a back
consisting of two upright posts connected by horizontal
slats.

ladder stitch, an embroidery stitch with parallel cross-
bars in a ladderlike design.

lad-die (lad'i), n, [Scot., dim, of tod], [Chiefly Scot.],
a lad.

lade (lad), v.t. & v.L [LADED (-id), LADEN (-'n) or
LADED, LADING], [ME. ladey,; AS. kladan; al^ln to G.
laden: IE. base *qldr, to set 4wnv lay plaoei as also
in OSlav. klasti-, to load & 'Eng. ladle], 1. to load.
2. to dip or draw out (water/, etc.) wii^h a ladle; bail;
ladle. Also laden.

;

lad-en (lad
/r
n) f alternative past participle of lade. , adj.

1. loaded. 2. burdened; afflicted: as, laden ^wim pain.
lad-en aad''n), v.t. & v.i. to lade. ,

la-di-da (la'di-da'), adj. [imitation of

rjopularized through music halls <c. l,870
characterized by affectation; foppish, n.
afifectedr foppish person, inter], an exclam
derision at? affectation foppishness, etc

r Alsp
Ja-de-da. ,,,\ ,

' /',,,', ',.

Ladio (lef-denOt n. [Rhaeto-Ronianlc <

Latin], 1. a group of Romance dialects spoken in

southeastern Switzerland and contiguous regions of

northern Italy and the Tyrol; Rhaeto-Romanic;
Romansh: they form a distinct Romance language.
2. a native of these regions who speaks this dialect.

lad ing (ISd'irj), n. fLate ME.; see LADE], 1. a loading.
2. a load; cargo; freight.
Ladino (la-deno; Sp. la-^e'nS), n. [pL LADINOS

wise, cunning, learned, lit.,(-noz; Sp. -n6s)}, [Sp., - _, .

Latin < U Latinus], 1. the mixed Spanish and
Hebrew dialect spoken by Sephardic Jews in Turkey
and some other countries. 2.Jn Spanish America, a

person of mixed blood; mestizo.

ladle (la'd'l), n. [ME. ladel; AS. tota, a ladle <
hladan, to draw water; see LADE &

-LE],
a long-handled,

cupUke spoon for dipping out liquids, v.t. [LADLED
(-did), LADLING], 1. to dip out with or as with a
ladle. 2. to lift out and carry in a ladle.

la*dle-ful (la'd'l-fool'J,
n. &Z. LADLEFULS (-foolz')j, as

much as a ladle wffl hold.
w ,

La-do ga, Lake (la'd$-ga), a lake in the Karelo-Finnish

S.SJEU near Leningrad: area, 7,000 sq. mi.

la-drone (la-dronO* n. [Sp. ladron < L. latro, hired

servant, mercenary soldier, freebooter], a robber; ban-
dit: used with reference to Spanish-speaking regions.

^

La-drone Islands (la-dron') the Marianas Islands, in

the Pacific: the former name.
la-dron-ism (lo-dron'iz'm), n. [see LADRONE & -ISM],

in the Philippines, organized banditry.

la-dy (ia'di), n. [pL LADIES (-diz)], [ME. laved*, levedy;
AS. hlxfdige, lady, mistress < hlaf, loaf 4- -dtge <
base of dsege, (bread) kneader; see DOUGH], 1. the
mistress of a household: now obsolete except in the

phrase the lady of the house. 2. a woman who has the

rights, rule, or authority of a lord. 3. a woman of

good breeding or some social position: corresponding
to gentleman. 4. any woman: used in polite reference

or [pi.]* in addressing a group of women. 5. a woman
loved by a man; sweetheart. 6. a wife. 7. [L-], the

Virgin Mary (usually with Our). 8. [L-] in the British

Empire, the title of respect given to a marchioness,
countess, viscountess, or baroness, to the daughter of

a duke, marquis, or earl, or to the wife of a baronet,

knight, or holder of a courtesy title of Lord. adj.
1. female: as, a lady barber. 2. of or suitable for a lady
or ladies. Abbreviated L., 1. SYN see woman." "

n. [short for Our Lady's bird,'

wealthy, charitable lady in

Faxquhar's comedy The Beaux' Stratagem (1707);
hence, 2. any; charitable woman.

la-dy-bug ([la'di-bug'). n. any of certain small, roundish
beetles with spotted backs, often brightly colored:
both larvae and adults feed on insect pests and their

eggs: also ladybird, lady beetle,

Lady chapel, a chapel, as in a cathedral or parish
church, dedicated to. toe Virgin Mary: it is usually
built east of the high altar.

Lady Day, the churchfestival on March 25 commemo-
rating the angel Gabriel's announcement to Mary that
she was to $ive birth to Jesus; Annunciation Day: in

England it is now the spring quarter day; originally,
the term was applied to any of various days celebrated
in honor of the Virgin Mary.

la dy fin get Ga?di-firj'ger) f n. a cooky made of sponge-
cake dough and shaped somewhat like a finger: also

lady's-finger.
lady in waiting, a woman attending, or waiting upon,
a queen or princess. ,

lady-killer (la'di-kiTer), .JSkngrf, a man to whom
women are supposed, to be irresistibly attracted.

la dy kin aa'dl-kin), n- (lady + -kin], a little lady.
la-dy like $a'di-Kk') r fldi. like, characteristic of, or
suitable for a lady; refined; weU-bred. SYN. see female.

la-dy-love (la'di-luvOv n. a sweetheart.
Lady of the Lake, in Arthurian legend, Vivian, mistress

to or ofa woman ^mving the title of Lady:
aways j^receded by your 01 her. Abbreviated Lp.

la-dy-slip-per (rn'o^-sEl/c?f), li. a lady's-slipper.
lady's (or ladies') man, a man very fond of the
company of women and! very attentive and gallant

la-dyVsllp-per ffift$j^ffifc jiJ ???><!$' HS$aia ^d
la-dy's-smock v ,

variety of cresss also
la dyVtrac*es (Iffi'd'

la-dy's-tress-es (la'-

native orchids,
~ f

spirally on
~~"11

La-er^s (

l.mGfeeh _ 7

sppare a ffaun$et,
lae*vp- OS'vq>

'

ISfW)',
lia Wttg^'iJor"'

*

. , ,,>
; n. lady's-feressesu

) , , ^ fany. -offMvg^c,
|srhite , flowers airan^ed



Lafayette 817 lam
can painter, writer, and worker in stained glass.

La-fa-yette (laf'i-yet'), n. a city in western Indiana:

pop., 36,000.

La-fa-yette, Marquis de (da la'fi-yet', laf'i-yet': FT.
la'fa'yet'), (Marie Joseph Paul Yves Rock Gilbert
du Motier), 1757-1834; French statesman and general;
served as volunteer in the Continental army in the
American Revolution.
La FoHette, Robert Marion (b fol'it), 1855-1925;
American statesman and Progressive political leader;
United States senator (1906-1925).
La Fon-taine, Jean de (zhan da 14'fow'ten'; Eng.
la fon-tan'), 1621-1695; French poet and fabulist.

lag (lag), v.L [LAGGED (lagd), LAGGING], [prob. special-
ized form of lack, v.t. t with variant final consonant;
cf. MDan. lakke, to go slowly (of same origin)], 1. to
fall behind; move slowlv; loiter; linger. 2. in billiards,
to strike the cue ball with the cue so that it rebounds
from the end rail and returns toward the head rail:

done to decide the order
^
of play, the winner being the

player whose stroke brings the ball nearest to the
head rail. 3. in marbles, to toss one's shooting marble,
or taw, toward a line marked on the ground (lag line)
in order to decide the order^of play. n. 1. a falling
behind or being retarded in motion, development,
etc. 2. the amount of such falling behind. 3. in

billiards & marbles, a lagging. 4. in electricity, the
delay in the phase of current peak behind the corre-

sponding voltage peakjn an alternating-current circuit.

5. in physiology, the time interval between a stimulus
and the response.

lag (lag), n. iprob. < Anglo-N.; cf. ON. logg, rim of a
tub, Sw. lagg, barrel stave; IE. base *leu~, to cut off,

as also in L. lucre, to cleanse, purge, solvere (*soluere),
to loosen (cf. SOLVE, SOLUTION)], 1. a barrel stave.
2. any of the narrow strips of insulating material used
for covering boilers, cylinders, etc. v.t. [LAGGED (lagd),
LAGGING], to cover with lags.

lag (lag), v.t. [LAGGED (lagd), LAGGING], [? < prec. lag
via thieves' slang], [Slang], 1. to send to penal servi-

tude or transport as a criminal. 2. to arrest* n.

[Slang], 1. a person transported or sentenced to penal
servitude; convict. 2. a term of transportation or

penal servitude.

lag-an (lag'an), n. [ML. & OFr. lagan; prob. < base
of ON, leggja, to He, lag^ cf, LAW], in maritime law,

goods cast overboard, as m a storm, but with a buoy
attached to identify the owner: also ligan, lagend.

lag bolt, a bolt with a square head.

Lag b'6-mer (lag' bo'mgr), [Heb. lag b'dmer, 33d
(day) of the omer (the count of 49 days from the
second day of Passover to the first day of Shabuoth)],
a Jewish holiday; see Jewish holidays.

lag-end (lag'ond), n. lagan.
larger (la/ggr), n. a laager.

la-ger beer (la'ggr, l&'ger), [G. lager bier, lit., store

beer; lager, storehouse (cf, LAIR) + bier, beer], a beer,

originally made in Germany, which is aged for several

months after it has been brewed; also lager-

La-ger46f, Selena (sel'ma Ia'ggr4df), 1858-1940;
Swedish novelist; received Nobel prize in literature,

1909.

lag-gard (lag'Srd), n. [< lag (to loiter) 4- -wrdl, a slow

person, especially one Who is always falling behind;
loiterer, adj. backward; slow; hanging back,

lag ger (lag'er), n. a person or thing tlmt lags.
'

^

lag-ging (Tag'irj), n. [< lag (barrel stave) + -**Jr
1. the strips of wood or other nonconducting material

with which a boiler, cylinder, WaH, etc. is covered.

2. the act of covering with lags. 3. an open frame
woodwork to support an arch while it is being built.

lagniappe, la-gnappe (Ian-yap'^ lan'yarp), n. TCfeole

< Fr la, "the -f- StK $apd, lagniappe < Peruv; (Qtilech-

uan) yapa], [Dial]; a small present given to^a customer
with a purcnase,

'
i( l

'

lag-o-morph (tag'a-m^rTJ,
'

-morph], any of-a group of
ized by two pairs otu|>per
as the rabbits,' hards, and;

la-goon (b-goon'), n [<
Itfcwhe; .see"i*GUN&], - 'I.'- a

1 steBow la%e or

especially one connected with* a Mi^er bo6}y of water.

2. the -area' Of waiter/' enclosed fcfr ^^'Cfeoafai-^cofal^teefi
or atoll. 3. an area df ' st^alfow sMt^ separated
from- the sea 'by saiafLVdifthes.

'

'Also Sp
'

'

lto 'Islands* u

[< Gr. fo^V
t mamm eliairacter-

^ one betiiad the otibdry
'

'

^ ,

& It. Iwguna; L.

La Guar di a, Fi o rel-lo Henry (feVrel'o b gwSr
/-

di-), 1S82-1947; American political leader and govern-
ment official.

la-gune (b-goon/)* t* & lagoon,
La-hore (l9-hdr

/
; la-horO, n. the capital of Punjab,

Pakistan: pop., 850,006 (1951).
Lai-bach (K'baMi), n, Ljttbljana; the German name.
la-lc (la'ik), adj. flLL. laicns: Gr. loUfew < too*, the
people], ofthe laity: secular; lay. n. a layman.

la i cal (la'i-kT), adj. laic.

lai-cize (laVslzO. -<- [LAJCIZEB (-slzdO. LAICIZING],
[laic + -Ise], to cause to oe lay (nonclerical); oj^n (an
office or position) to laymen; sectilaiize,

laid (lad), past tense and past participle 01 lay.
laid up, 1 . a) stored away, b) dismantled and out of

use, as a ship. 2. [Cottoq.], so ill or injured as to be
confined or disabled.

laid paper, paper having evenly spaced parallel lues
watermarked in it.

Iain (Ian), past participle of Me (to recline).
lair (lar), n. [ME. lew, leyre; AS. teger, lit., lying place*
hence bed, couch, etc. < Gmc. base (*leg-) of licgan,
to He (see LIE); akin to MD* Uger, Eng* leaguer, lager*

etc.], a bed or resting place, especially of a wild animal;
den. lu. to go to, rest in, or have a lair. tf.f. 1. to
place in or provide with a lair. 2. to serve as a lair for.

laird (mrd), n. [Scot, form of lord; MScot. lard!, in
Scotland, a landowner, especially a wealthy one.

lais-sez-faire (les'a-far*), adj. of or based on laissez
faire.

lais-sez faire Ges'I far*), [Pr., let (people) do (as they
please)], noninterference; letting Ijeople do as they
please; especially, noninterference in matters of eco-
nomics and business; letting the owners of indtistry
and business fix the rules of competition, the conditions
of labor, etc. as they please, without governmental
regulation or control: also laisaer faire Qies'a-fSr

/
).

la-i-ty (la's-ti), n. \pl. LAITIES (-tiz)], [< lay, adj.],
1. all the people not included among the clergy; lay-
men collectively. _

2. all the people not belonging to

any given profession.
La-ius (la'yas), n. [L.; Gr. Laios], in Greek legend* a
king of Thebes and the father of Oedipus: see Oedlpua.
lake (lak), n. [ME. lak, laake, etc.; merging of AS.
lacu, a stream, pool, pond (IE. base *teg-, to drip,
trickle, flow slowly': cf. LACK) with OPr. lac (K latms,

basin, tank, Bond; IE. base *lagu~, water in a depre^
sion, as also in Olr. lodt; cf. LOCH)], 1. an inland body
of waiter, usually fresh w&ter, formed by glaciers, river

drainage, etc. t lamer than a pool or pond: abbreviated
L., 1. 2. a pool of oil or other liquid. 3; a place where
a river widens out greatly.

lake (lak). n. fsee LAC (resin)!, 1. a daifc-ired foment
prepared from cochineal. 2. its color. 3i ail; 'Xosbiaibte

coloring compound precipitated from a sotetjlon of a
dye by adding a metallic salt, whidb acts as a mjordamt :

used m the application of certain dyes to cloth;

Lake Charles, a city in southwestern Louisiana: pop.,
41,000.
Lake District (or Country), a section of mountain
and lake country in the counties of Cumberland,
Westmorland, ana Lancashire. England.
lake dweller, an inhabitant of a lake dwelling.
lake dwelling, a dwelling buHt on wooden pfles rising
above the surface of a lake; especially, such a struc-
ture built in prehistoric times.
lake herring, a variety of cisco of the Great Lakes.
Lake-hurst (lak'hurstO, n. a town in central New
Jersey: pop., 800: site of a U.S. Naval Air Station.
Lake-land (lakland), n. a city in central Florida:

pop. r 31,000.
Lake of the Woods, a lake in southern Canada arid

Minnesota: area, 1,850 sq. mi.: a summer resort.

Lake poets, the English poets Wordsworth^ Coleridge,
and Southey, who lived' in the Lake District.

Lake Success, a village on Long Island, New York:
early site, of mieetings of the United Nations.
lake trout, any of several varieties of trout and salmon
found in lakes; especially, the hamaycush of tfhe

Lagoon Islands, the Elto 'Islands* u /
;

;"
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;] ", ; ;

Lagos flli'kos, largos),/, wi tibei'oapAWf oftMfcen*.
1 o

tfaS 'Gu''%r ^Guinea":
1

'pbfrvT t74,!00i :<(
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La-lo, E-dou-ard Vic-tor ^i-tolne (S'dWar'
aw'tw^' ia'loO,, im-1892: Fren^conmosl^.' 1 h^;*v,So -*S*i,rA XflXfra^ AftnXV ^TSnurttarH' ''

lakh <lak), n. a lac (one hundred thousand).; ,
,

lak-y Clak'i^ adj'. '6f or like a lake.
,

l! '

,

,

lak-y Qf&fv;
1

adj. df the color of tne pigment lalde;

specifically, in medicine* designating blood in
t

wMch
tfie red coibuscles; 'have been* partiaS^ destroyed.
LaMan (laFori), adf. IScot.], of tne Lowlainds of Scot;
latodL n. the dialect of the towlands. ;

lal-la-tlon (la-la'shan), n- 1< P^P- of L. laUare, to sing
^ Wfebyl, tfie pronunciation of r so that it sounds
Hke ' ' '

'

'

' "''



lam 818 lamina

to thrash, beat, flog, lit., to lame; see LAME!,

{SlangI, to beat; thrash; flog.
lam (lam), n. [? < prec. lam; cf. slang BEAT ITJ, [Stoog],

headlong Eight, usually to escape punishment for a
crime, lu, [LAMMED (lamd), LAMMING], [Slang}, to

flee* escape.
on th* lam, [Slang], in headlong flight.

take It <m the lam, (Slang}, to make a getaway; escape.

Lam., Lamentations. t .

la-ma (la'ma), n. [Tibetan Wa*# F a chief, high priest],

a Buddhist priest or monk in Tibet, Mongolia, and
the extreme western part of China: cf. Dalai Lama.
La-ma-ism (la'ma^iz'm), n. the religious system of the

lamas, a form of Buddhism characterized by elaborate

ritual and strxmg hierarchal organization.
Lama-is tic fla'ma-is'tik), adj. of Lamaism or its

followers.

La-marck, Chevalier de (da la'm&rk'; Eng, la-mark'),
(Jean Baptist* Pierre Antoine de Monet), 1744-1829;
French naturalist: see Lamarckism.

La-marck-i-an (te-mar'ki-Qn), adj. of Lamarck or La-
marckism. n. an adherent of Lamarckism.
La-marck-ism (la-mark'iz'm), n. the theory of organic
evolution advanced by Lamarck; theory that acquired
characteristics can be inherited; see acquired charac-

teristic.

La-mar-tine, Al-phonae Ma-rie Lou-is de Prat de
(al'fows' mar

re' Iwe da pra' ds la'mar'ten'), 1790-1869;
French poet. , . .

,

la-ma-ser-y (la'ma-ser'i), n. \fL LAMASERIES (-iz)]

[Pr. lamaserie], a monastery of lamas,
lamb (lam), n. [ME. lam(b); AS. lamb; akin to G.
lamm (OHG. lamb) ; IE. *t-on-bho-s, var. of *el~n~bko-s

< base *el~, horned animal, seen also in elk, dona],
1. a young sheep. 2. the flesh of a yotmg sheep, used
as food. 3. lambskin. 4. a gentle or innocent person,

particularly a child, 5. a person easily tricked or out-

witted, as an inexperienced speculator. t;*i* to give
birth: said of a ewe.
like a lamb, 1. with gentleness or mildness; timidly.
2. innocent and easily tricked.

th Lamb, Jesus.Labr Charles (lam), 1775-1834; English essayist,

poet, aad critic; pen name, Elia.

Lamb, Maxy Ann, 1764-1847; sister of Charles; co-

atithor wjth him of TaUs from Shakespeare.
lam bast (lam-basf), v.t. [Dial.], to lambaste.
lam-baste (Jam-bast'), v.t. [LAMBASTED (-id), LAM-
BASTING], Ham (to beat) H- baste], [Slang], 1. to beat

soundly: thrash. 2, to scold or denounce severely.
lamb-da (lam'ds), n. [Gr. < Phoen.; cf. Heb. lamedh],
the eleventh letter of the Greek alphabet (A, X),

perfectly < lambda, lambda], lallation.

lamb-doid (lam'doid), adj. [Gr. lambdoeides; see
LAMBDA & -on>l, shaped like the Greek lambda (A);
specifically, in anatomy, designating the suture that
connects the occipital and the parietal bones of the
skull.
lamb-doi-dal (lam-doi'd'l), adj. lambdoid.
lam-ben-cv (lam/ban-si), n. 1. the fact, quality, or
state of being lambent. 2. [pi. LAMBENCIES (-312)],

something lambent.
lam-bent (lam'bant), adj. [L. lambens t ppr. of lambere,
to lick, lap], 1. playing lightly over a surface without
burning it; flickering: said of a flame, etc. 2. giving
off a soft radiance. 3. playing lightly and gracefully
over a subject: said of wit humor, etc.
Lam-bert (lam'bert), [Fr.; G, Lambert, Lambrecht;
OHG. Lambreht, Landberht < lant, land + beraht,

bright; hence, lit., brightness (of the) country, or ?

illustrious with land (possessions)], a masculine name,,
lam-bert flam'bert) , n. [after Johann Heinrich Lambert
(172817/7), G. jphysicist, astronomer, and mathe-
matician], the C.G.S. unit of brightness, equal to the
brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface that radiates
or reflects light at the rate of one lumen per square
centimeter.
Lam beth (lam'bath), n. a borough of London: pop.,

Lambeth Palace, the official London residence of the
archbishops of Canterbury since 1197.
lamb-kin (lam/kin), n. a little lamb: sometimes applied
to a child or young person as a term of affection.

lamb-like (lam'KkO, adj. like, or having qualities
attributed to, a lamb; gentle, nieek, innocent, etc.
Lamb of God, Jesus: so called by analogy with the
paschal lamb: John 1:29,36.

lam-bre-<iuin (lam'bgr-kin, lam'br^kin), n. [Pr.; LX
lamperkin; lamper, a veil + -kin. 4dn], a drapery
hanging from a shelf or covering the tipper part of a
window or doorway.
lamb-skin (lam'skin'), it. t. the skin of a lamb,
especially with the fleece left on it,

> 2. leather or
parchment made from the skin of a lamb,
lamb's wool, 1. the wool of lambs. 2. a cloth made
from this.

lame (lam), od[/. [ME. lam, lame; AS. lama; akin to

G. lahm; IE. base *lem~, to break ; cf . LAM J, 1 . crippled ;

disabled; especially, having an injured leg or foot;

unable to use a Hmb or limbs properly. 2. stiff and
very painful: as, a lame back. 3. poor; halting; un-

convincing; ineffectual: as, a lame excuse. v.t. & tu".

[LAMED (lamd), LAMING], to make or become lame.

lame (lam; Fr. lam), n. [Fr. < L. lamina, lamna; see

LAMINA], 1. a thin plate, usually of metal. 2. pi. the

thin, overlapping metal plates in a piece of armor.

la-m (la-maO n. [Fr., laminated < lame, metal plate

or sheet, metallic thread or wire, esp. of gold or silver;

see prec. entry], a cloth made of ^metal threads, espe-

cially of gold or silver, sometimes interwoven with silk,

wool, or cotton.

la-medh, la-med tta'mid), n. [Heb., lit., a whip or

club], the twelfth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (?),

corresponding to English L, 1; see alphabet, table.

lame duck, 1. a disabled, inefficient, ineffectual, or

helpless person or thing. 2. a speculator, especially
on the stock exchange, who is unable to fulfill his

obligations. 3. a member of a legislative body, es-

pecially (formerly) of Congress, whose term extends

beyond the time of the election at which he was not
re-elected. . - .

Lame Duck Amendment, the Twentieth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States: it eliminated

the short Congressional session (Lame Duck Session)

following the November elections.

lamella (b-mel'a), n. [pi. LAMELLAE (-e), LAMELLAS
(-3z)], [L., dim. of lamina; see LAMINA], 1. a thin

plate, scale, leaf, or layer, as of bone or animal tissue.

2. a platelike part or organ; especially, any of the

vertical, platelike parts (gills) on the underside of the

cap of a mushroom, or agaric.
lameMar (b-mel'er, lam's-lSr), adj. lamellate.

lam-el-late (lam'a-lat', la-mel'at), aaj. [LL. lamellatus],

having, consisting of, arranged in, or resembling a
lamella or lamellae.

. lamellate.

r

meaning of,

, . , as in lamd-
liform, lamellibranch.

la-mel-li-branch (b-mel'i-brankO, n. [< Mod. L.
Lamellibranchia, name of the class; see LAMELLI- &
BRANCHIA], any of a group of mollusks, including the
clams, oysters, etc., with platelike gills and compressed
bodies enclosed in bivalve shells.

la-mel li-bran-chi-ate (la-mel'i-braij'ki-at', la-mel'i-

brarj'ki-it), adj. [Mod. L. lamellibranchiatus], of the
lamellibranchs. n* a lamellibranch.
la-meMi-com Od-mel'i-k6m

/
), adj. [Mod. L. lamel-

licomis < lamelli- + L. cornu, a horn], 1. ending in
flattened plates: said of the antennae of some beetles.
2. having such antennae: said of a large group of

beetles, including the cockchafers and scarabs, n. a
lamellicorn beetle.

la-mel-li-form Qa-md'i-fSrmO, adj. having the form
of a lamella; platelike or scalelike.

la melH rostral (b-meri-ros'tral), adj. [< Mod. L.
lamellirostris; see LAMELLI- & ROSTRAL], of a group of
water birds, as ducks, geese, and swans, with fringes
of lamellae on each side of the tongue and bill

la-melli-ros-trate Ga-mel'i-ros'trat), adj. lamellirostral.
la-mel-lose (b-mel'os, lam'a-los'), adj. lamellate.
la ment (jla-ment'), 0-i. [Fr. lamenier; L. lamentari <
lamentum, a mourning, wailing], to feel or express
deep sorrow; mourn; grieve, v.t. 1. to feel or express
deep sorrow for; mourn or grieve for. 2. to regret
deeply, n. 1. an outward expression of sorrow; lamen-
tation; wail, f 2. a literary or musical composition, as an
elegy or dirge, mourning some loss or calamity.

lam-en-ta ble (lam'an-ta-bl), adj. [ME.; L. lamen-
tabilis], 1. to be lamented; grievous; deplorable; dis-

tressing. 2. expressing sorrow; mournful. 3. of poor
quality; wretched: as, a lamentable piece of acting.

lam-en-ta-bly (lam'an-ta-bli), adv. in a lamentable
manner; so as to be lamentable.
lam en ta tion (lam'sn-ta'shdn), n. a lamenting; out-
ward expression of grief; wailing.
Lamentations, a book of the Old Testament attributed
to Jeremiah: abbreviated Lam.
la-ment-ed (t^npien/tid), adj. [pp. of lament], mourned
fo^r: usually said of someone dead.

la mi a 0a'mi-9), n. [MB. lamya; ,. lamia; Gr. lamia;
akin to lamos, abyss; basic notion "gaping mout1|"],
1. in Greek 6^ Roman mythology, one of a class of man-
devouring monsters; represented with a woman's head
aM breasts and a serpent's body, supposed to lure
children in order to suck their blood; hence, 2. a
vampire; female demon; sorceress. ^

la mi a-ceous (la'miii'sljas). tf [< Mod. JU Lamivm,
genus of herbs < I*, lamium, dea^aapt^l-

*--
< Ibase of lamia, lamia; -f ~aceous], of .^
of plants, mainly aromatic herbs and shrubs, j

mint, rosemary, and bergamot.
"

^P^'^a OamVng), n. ^ MMI
(-noz)] f 0L. thin piece of metal or
men, & spreading out < base *stela~, to spread], 1. a
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thin flake, scale, or layer, as of metal, animal tissue,
etc. 2. the flat, expanded part of a leaf; blade, as
distinguished from the stem.

lam-i-na-ble (lamVno-bl), adj. that can be formed or
pressed into a lamina or separated into laminae.
lam-i-nal (lam'a-n'l), adj. laminate.
lam-I-nar (lam'^nerj, adj. laminate.
lam-i-na-ri-a-ceous (lamVnar'i-a'shas), adj. [< Mod.
L. Laminaria, family of brown algae ( < L. lamina;
see LAMINA); -f -aceous], of a group of brown algae
containing many giant kelps and seaweeds.
lam-i-nate (lam'a-naV; for adj.. usually lam's-ntt), v.t.

[LAMINATED (-id), LAMINATING], [< Mod. L. laminatus
< L. lamina; see LAMINA], 1. to form or press into a
thin sheet or layer. 2. to sejxarate into thin sheets
or layers. 3. to cover with thin layers. 4. to make
by building up in layers, as plywood. 9.1. to split
into thin layers, oa/- laminated; composed of or
arranged in thin sheets or layers.

lam-i-na-tion (lam'a-na'shan), n. 1. a laminating or
being laminated. 2. a laminated structure; something
built up in layers, 3. a lamina: thin layer; ply.

lam-i-ni-tis (lamVni'tis), n. [Mod. L.; see -iris], an
inflajnmation of laminae, especially in a horse's hoof.
lam-i-noae (lam'a-nos

7
)* adj. laminate.

lam-i-nous (lam'a-nos), adj. laminate.
Lam-mas (lam'ss), n. [ME. lammasse; AS. hlamm&sse,
for hlafmxsse, lit., loaf mass* bread feastj hlaf, loaf -f-

mxsse, mass, festival], 1. a harvest festival formerly
held in England on the first day of August, when
bread baked from the first crop of wheat was con-
secrated at Mass; hence, 2. a Roman Catholic festival

(also observed on August 1) to commemorate St.
Peter's deliverance from prison.
Lam-mas-tide Qam'as-tid')* n. the season or period
of Lammas.
lam-mer gei er, lam-mer gey er (lam'Sr-gt'er) , n. [G.
lammergeter; lammer, pi. of lamm, lamb -f geter,

vulture], a large, fierce European and Asiatic bird of
the vulture family, with grayish-black plumage streaked
with white: also called bearded vulture.

lam-mer-geir (lam'er-girO. ** a lammergeier.
lamp (lamp), n. [ME. & OFr. lampe; L. lampas; Gr.

lampas < lampem, to shine], 1. a container with a
wick for burning oil. alcohol, etc. to produce light or

wick is often enclosed in a glass tube, orheat: the
chimney, to protect the flame. 2. any device for

producing light or therapeutic rays, as a gas jet,
electric light, or sun-ray lamp. 3. a source of knowledge
or wisdom* 4. [Rare or Poetic], the sun, moon, a star,

etc. 5. pi. [Slang], the eyes. v.t. [Slang], to look at.

lam-pas (lam'pss), n.
(Fr.; OFr. lampas, throat; ?

akin to lamper, to guzzle (nasalized form of lafer, to

lap)], an inflammatory disease of horses, In which the
roof of the mouth becomes swollen: also lampers.
lam-pas (lani'pas)* n. [Fr.Jv an ornamentally designed
cloth, especially, a silk cloth like damask.
lamp-black (taittp'blaV)* \^mft f black),

fine soot

produced by the incomplete combustion of tars, OMS,
and other forms 'of carbon: used as ajpkmemX
Lam pe du sa C^'pe-doo'za), n. an Italian island in

the Mediterranean between Malta and Tunisia.

lamper eel (lam'jpir), fdial. tamper, var, of lamprey],
a lamprey.

'

lam-pers (lam'pSrz), n. lampas (the disease).

lam-pi on (lam'pi-on), n, [Fr.; It. tamp*ow>< lamp,
a lamp; L. lampas; see LAMP], a small oil lamp, usually
with a coloarei glass chimney, for decorative outdoor
illumination^

'
'

''
'

-

'

,

*

lamp-light (lami/lit'}, n. light given off by a lamp.
lamp-H&ht-er (latnp^'%), n. 1. a person whose work
is lighting and extinguishing gas street lamps. 2. a
roll of paper, wood splinter, etc. used to light lamps.

lam-peon flani%oo*n'), n. |Fr. lampm < lampons* let

us drink (refrain in a drinking song) < lamptr, to

Sriiik; fc utjraKS (disease)], a^eceM strongly satacal
diculing someone.
of a*to attacjc or ridicule by fafee

"'"' "''"' ^"'"'"' !l

IsMp. '

%
- s >?

lamprey
"" ^ s

Lanark
seat of .anarkshire:

n. 1. 2. tbe cxwnty

Lan-ark-shlre (lan'erk-snirO. n. a county of south
central Scotland: pop., 1*593*000 (esfc. 1946); cotmty
seat, Lanark.

la nate Qs'nit), ad/. |L. tem&tms* woolly < lana, wool],
having a woolly or

_
hairy covering: said especially of

the leaves of certain plants.
Lan-ca-shire (larj'ka-shtr'), n. a county on the north-
western coast of England: pop., 4,584,000 (est. 1945);
county seat* Lancaster.
Lan cas-ter (lanlca-ster; also, for 3 & 4, lan/kas/

tgr)
n. 1. the rufeng family of England (139^-1461):
founded by Henry IV. 2. seaport and county seat of
Lancashire, England: pop., 51,000 (est. 1946). 3. a
city in southeastern Pennsylvania: pop., 64,000. 4.

a city in southern Ohio: pop., 24,00.
Lan-cas-tri-an (larj-kas'tn-sn), adj. 1. of the English
royal house of Lancaster. 2. from Lancaster or Lan-
cashire, n. 1. a member or follower of the house of

Lancaster^ especially in the Wars of the Roses, 2. a
native or inhabitant of Lancaster OF Lancashire.
lance (lans, lans), n. [ME. lawnce* lance; Oft?.;. L.
lancea, light spear,_lance, orig., Spanish lance < Celt.

cognate of Eng. fling (IE. base *plaq~t to hit, strike;
cf. FLAW, a squafi)}, 1. a thrusting weapon consisting
of a long wooden shaft with a sharp metal spearhead"
2. a soldier, especially a cavalry soldier, armed with
a lance; lancer. 3. any sharp instrument resembling
a lance, as a fish spear. 4. a lancet, v.t* {LANCED
(lanst, lanst), LANCING], i. to attack or pierce with a
lance. 2* to cut open with a lancet.

lance (lans, lans), n. a launce.
lance corporal, [after obs. lance-ptsade; OFr. lance-

pessade; It. lancia spezzata, lit., broken lance], in the
JBritisk Army, a private acting temporarily as a corporal,
without the extra pay.

. ._ amphioxus.
Lan ce*lot (lan'sa-lotf, lan'so-fot), n. [Fr., double dim.
< Lance < OHG. Lawso < lant, land], in Ar&wrian
legend, the bravest and most celebrated of the Knights
of the Round Table: he was Guinevere's lover.

lan-ce-o-late (lan
;
si-s-lit, lan'si-3-lat'), adj. [LL. Ian-

ceolalus < lanceola, dim.; see LANCE (spear)}, narrow
and tapering like the head of a lance: said of certain
leaves: see leaf, illus.

lanc-er (lan'sgr, lan'ser), n. [Fr. lancier], a soldier,

especially a cavalry soldier, armed with a lance,
lane-era (lan'sSrz, ISn'sSrz), n.pL [construed as sing,],

[< lancer], 1. a form of 19th-century square dance,
or quadrille. 2. music for this. Also spelled lanciera.

lance sergeant, In the British Army, a corporal acting
temporarily as a sergeant, without the extra pay.
Ian cet (lan'sit, Mn'sit), n, [ME. lawwety^ '$i^ Or.
lancette, dim. of lance; see LANCE (spear)], 1. a small,

pointed surgical knife, usually two-edged. 2. a lancet
arch or window, <

< ^ '
-

'

\
^^ "<''"'

lancet arch, a narrow, sharply pointed arch. %

lan-cet-ed (lan'sa-tid, lan's^- '

'

or Windows. -

'

>'
'

lancetwindow, a narrow, sharp-
ly pointed wiwlow without trac-

ery, set in a lancet arch.
lance-wood (lans'wood', * lans'- <

wood'), n. 1. a tough, elastic

wood used for lance shafts, fish-

ing rods, etc. 2. any of various
tropical American trees yielding
tMsfwood.
Lan-chow 0in/cho/) n. the cap-
ital of Kansu province, China,
em the Yellow River: pop.,
369,000i

lan-clers (lan'serz, lan'sSrz), n.#. [construed as sing.],
lancersv.'

'
i

' <
' " '''

lan-ci-form (lan'so-fdrmOt adj. [< lance
,

narrow ondjpointed, like the head of a lattcet/e!

Ian ci nate flan^sd-nay). * [LANCINAT^> (-i4)i, r

JCI^ATING], [< L lancinatus, pp. of lan^m&rej t6H <

< lacer, mcerated], to pierce or tear: especially fiSgttra-

tively, as, he was lancinated with pain. ,

Ian c(na tion (lan'so-na'shan), ft. [< lancinate -f -ion],
a oiei'clQig" pain. ?

'*
'

'

t''^' ? ''' '
'

1

'" 1
'

land), n. [ME.: AS. r akin to G. *%i^f IB, base
-, unoccupied land, heath, steppe, seen also in

laim, hieatih (whence Fr. Wmf^ tofoo*), ^. Man,
onu^usure, yard, eta], 1. the solid part of the earth's
surface: distinguished from sea. 2. a specific part of

the earth's surface: as, the land of the Seminoles;
hence, 3. a) a country, region, etc. b) the inhabitants
of such an area; nation's people. 4. ground' or soil

in terms of its quality, location, etc.: as, rich land,

LANCET ARCH
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high land. 5. ground considered as property; estate:

as, land is a good investment. 6. pi. specific holdings
in land* 7. rural regions as distinguished from urban
regions: as, let us go back to the land. S. that part
of a grooved surface which is not indented, as any of
tfae radges between the grooves in the bore of a rale.

9. the Lord: a euphemism, as in the phrase for land's
sake! 10. in economics, natural resources: abbreviated
1*., L 9,1. (landtn, londen < the .; replacing AS.
lendan < *land-jan], 1. to put, or cause to go, on shore
from a ship. 2. to bring into: as, this train will la*4
yoa in Denver tomorrow morning. 3, to cause to
enter or become confined in a particular place: as,

this fight landed them both in jail. 4. to set (an
aircraft) down on land or water. 5. to draw success-

fully onto land or into a boat; catch: as, he lands the
fish which she hooks, 6, [Colloq.l, to get, win, or
secure: as^he landed a job. 7. {CoHoq.J, to deliver (a
Mow), v.i. 1, to leave a ship and go on shore; dis-

embark. 2. to come to a port or to shore: said of a
ship. 3. to arrive at a specified place; end up. 4. to

alight or come to rest, as after a flight* jump, or fall.

make land, to see or reach the shore.
-land (land, land), a combining form meaning: 1. &
kind or quality of land, as in grassland, highland. 2. a
particular territory or country, as in England. 3. figura-
tively, a place having a (specified) character or qualityt

as in doudland.
Ian-dau (lan'do, lan'dou), n. [< Landau, German
town where made), 1. a four-wheeled covered carriage
with the top in two sections, either of which can be
lowered independently. 2. a former style of auto-
mobile with a somewhat similar top.
Ian dau let, Ian dau-lette (lan'dd-let')* n. 1. a small
landau. 2. a former style of small automobile, with
a top whose back could be folded down,
tend Dunk, a bank that finances transactions in real
estate.
land breeze, a breeze blowing seaward from the land.
land-ed (Ian/did), adj. 1. owning land: as, landed
gentry- 2. consisting of, or having the nature of,
land or real estate: as, a landed estate.
land fall (land'fcM'), n. (land + fall (a happening)],
1. a sighting of land from a ship at sea. 2. the land

. sighted. 3. a l^nid&ng by ship or airplane.
land-grab-ber (land'grab'er), n. a person who gets
possession of land unfairly or fraudulently.
land-grant (land'granf, land'grant'), adj. designating
any of a number of colleges and universities originally

gjveo federal land on condition that they offer instruc-
tion in agriculture and the mechanical arts: they are
now supported by the individual States with supple-
mentary funds from the Federal government.
land grant, an appropriation of public land by the
government for a State college, railroad, etc.

land-grave (land'graV}, n. [G. landgraf; land, land
4- qraf, a county 1. m medieval Germany, a count
having jurisdiction over a specified territory. 2. later,
the title of any of certain German princes.

land-gra-vi-ate (land-gra'vi-it), n. the rank, territory,
or authority of a landgrave or landgravine.
land gra-vine (land'gr^ven'), * [&7lmd&ajm or D.
landjjWmmk ! the wife of a landgrave. 2. a woman
having the rank of a landgrave in her own right.

land-hold-er (land'hol'dSr), n. an owner or occupant

land-hoid-lng (land'hol'dirj), ad;, owning or occupying
land. n. the act of owning or occupying land.

land'lng (lairain}, n. [ME. londyng; see LAND & -ING],
1. the act of coming to shore or of going or putting
ashore. 2. the place where a ship is unloaded or
loaded. 3, a platform at the end of a flight of stairs.
4. tife act of alighting, or coming to the ground, as
after a night, jump, or fall.

landing field, a field provided with a smooth surface
to enable airplanes to land and take off easily.
landing gear, the undercarriage of an aircraft, including
wheels, pontoons, etc., for support on land ojc water:
see airplane, illus.

j

landing net, a small, baglike net attached to a long
handle, for taking a hooked fish from the water.
landing stage, a pier or platfoim, often a floating
platform, on which persons and goods can be unloaded
from a ship.
Landls, Ken-e-saw Moun-tatn (ken'a-sft' moun't'n
lan'dis), 1866-1944: American jurist; commissioner of
professional baseball (1920-1944).
landlady (land'la'di), n. [pi. LANDLADIES (-dk)j,

Jorig. parallel with landlord], 1. a woman who leases
land, Louses, etc. to others. 2. a woman who keeps
a rooming house, inn, etc.

tLandler (lentlSr), n. [G. l&ndUr < dial an<& tipper
Austria, dim. < land, land], 1. an Austrian country
dance in slow rhythm and triple time* 3 4 music for
thlS I ,i 'i

"
'

nftf^ \

land-less (landlis), adj. not owning land.
land locked

(landlokt'), adj. 1. entire^ or almost
entirely surrounded by land, as a bay pr a cpumtry.
2. cut off from the sea and confined to fresh water by

a geographical barrier: said of certain fishes: as, the
landlocked salmon.
land lop er (landlo'peV), n. [D. landlooper < land,
land + loapen, to run (akin to Uap)}, a person who
wanders about the country: vagabond.

land-lord (landlord
7
), n. [ME. londdorde; AS. land-

hlaford; see LAND & LORD; cf. LANDLADY], 1. a man
who leases land, houses, etc. to others. 2, a man
who keeps a rooming house, inn, etc.

land lord-ism (land'lord'iz'm), n. the principles and
practices of landlords collectively; especially, the eco-

nomic system under which land is privately owned
and rented to tenants.

land-loup-er (landlouper, landloop'Sr), n. [Dial, or

Archaic], a landloper.
land lub-ber (landlub'er), n. [land -f lubber], a person
who has had little experience at sea, and is therefore

awkward aboard a ship: a sailor's term of contempt.
land man (land'man), n. [pi. LANDMKN (-man)], a man
who lives, works, or serves on land.
land-mark (land'mark')f n. 1. any fixed object used
to mark the boundary of a piece of land. 2. any
prominent feature of the landscape, as a tree or house,

marking a particular locality, 3. an event considered
as a high point or turning point of a period.
land measure, 1. a system of square measure for

finding the area of a piece of land. 2. any unit of

measurement in such a system, as an acre, hectare, etc.

land mine, an explosive charge hidden under the
surface of the ground and discharged by the pressure
of troops or vehicles upon it.

Land of Beulah, see Beulah.
land office, a government office that handles and
records the sales and transfers of public lands.

land-of-fice business (land'df'is), [with reference to
Western U. S. land offices in the 19th c.] [Colloq.], a
booming business.
Land of Nod (nod), 1. in the Bible, the country to
which Cain journeyed after slaying Abel: Gen. 4:16.
2. sleep.
Land of Promise, 1. in the Bible, Canaan, promised
by God to Abraham and his descendants: Gen. 15:18,

17:8; hence, 2. [1- p~], a place where one expects to

improve his lot. Also Promised Land*
Land of the Midnight Sun, Norway,
Land of the Rising Sun, Japan.
Landor, Walter Sav-age (sav'ij lan'der, lan'dftr),
1775-1864; EngHsh writer.

land-own-er (land/on
/
Sr), n. a person who owns land.

land-own er ship Qand'on'gr-ship'), n. [see -SHIP], the
state of being a landowner.

land-own-ing (land'oViij), adj. 1. owning land. 2. of
landowners or landownership. n. landownership.
land patent, a legal document granting ownership of
a piece of public land.

land plaster, finely ground gypsum, used as a fertilizer.

land-poor fland'poorO, adf. owning land, often much
land,, but poor because of high taxes, etc.
land power, 1. military strength on land. 2. a nation
having great military strength on land.
land scape (land'skai/)* n. |17th-c* art borrowing (cf.
EASEL, LAY FIGURE) < D. landschap; land, land 4-
-schap, -ship; earlier also landskip; akin to AS. land-
sape (landsceaf), G. landschaft], 1. a picture repre-
senting a section of natural, inland scenery, as of
prairie, woodland, mountains, etc. 2. the branch of
painting, photography, etc. dealing with such pictures.
3. an expanse of natural scenery seen by the eye in
one view. v.t. [LANDSCAPED (-skapf), LANDSCAPING],
to change the natural features of (a plot of ground) so
as to make it more attractive, as by adding lawns,
trees, bushes, etc. v.i. to work as a landscape architect
or gardener*
landscape architect, a person skilled in landscape
architecture,

landscape architecture, ttw art of changing the
natural scesaery of * place q as to pfoduee the most
attractive or dtesiptbie .effect.' ,

'

landscape gardener, a person skilled in landscape
gardening,
landscape gardening, the art or work of placing or
arranging lawns* tceesf bushes, etc. on a plot pf ground
to make it more attractive.

land^scap 1st
^^(Itod'skap^st),

n. apakter of laadscapes,
Land-seer, Sir Edwin Henry (fand'seV), 1802-187J:
EnfiBshi painter of animal pictures.
Land's End, & cape, at the southwestemmost point of

sr .

land-slide Oaq4WV) v n. 1. the sliding p| a mass of
loosened rocks or earth down a hillside or slppe
2. the mass of 'loosened material sliding 4ow*i. ,3,,aii

overwl^lming miajonty of votes for one candidate or
party, m an election. 4. any ^

(senses
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Land-stei-ner, Karl (land'sti'ngr; G. lant'shtan'Sr),
1868-1943; American pathologist, immtmologist, and
bacteriologist, born in Austria; received Nobel prize in

physiology, 1930.
Lands*ting, Lands-thing (lans'tir/), n. [Dan. < land

(poss. lands}* land + thing, parliament], formerly, the
upper house of the Danish Parliament: see Rigsdag.
Land-sturm (lant'shtoorm'), n. [G., lit., land-storm;
orig. Swiss G., after Fr. levee en masse], 1. in Germany
and, later, other countries, a general levy in time of
war of men under sixty not already in the armed serv-
ices or in the reserve, as for home defense. 2. the force
so called out or subject to such levy.
JLand-tag (lant'takh'), n. [G.; land, land + tag,

day, day of meeting, hence meeting, council; see DAY;
cf. DIET (assembly)], formerly, the legislative assembly
of a German state, especially of Prussia.
land-ward (land'werd), adv. toward the land. adj.
situated or facing toward the land.
land-wards (land'we'rdz), adv. landward.
Land-wehr (lant'var'), n. [G.; land, country + wehr,
defense < wehren, to defend], in Germany, and later,
other countries, the military reserve of trained men.
land wind, a wind blowing seaward from the land.
lane (Ian), n. [MB.; AS. lanu, lane; akin to D. loan;
IE. base *eld-, to be in motion, go], 1. a narrow way
between hedges, walls, buildings, etc.; narrow country
road or city street. 2. any narrow way, as an opening
in a crowd of people. 3. a oath or course designated,
for reasons of safety, for ships, aircraft, automobiles,
etc. 4. a path or course marked off for each contestant
in a race, etc.

Lang, Andrew (Ian), 1844-1912; Scottish writer.

lang., language.
Langerhans islands (or islets), see islands of Lang-
erhans.

Lang-land, William (lar/land), 1332P-1400?; English

T ^lauf (larjlouf), n. [G.; lang, long -f lauf, a
course < laufen, to run], in skiing, a cross-country run.

Jlang-lauf-er (larj'loi'fgr), n. [G.; see LANGLAUF], in

skiing, a participant in a cross-country run.

Lang-ley, Samuel Pier-pont (peVpont lan'H), 1834-
1906; American physicist, astronomer, and inventor;
pioneer in airplane construction.

Lang-muir, Irving (lar/myoor), 1881-1957; U.S. chem-
ist; received Nobel prize in chemistry, 1932.

langrage, lan-gridge (lan'grij), ^n. [? for earlier

langrel, after cartridge; cf. Scot. dial, langrel, lankvj,
a type of irregularly shaped shot formerly used in

naval battles to damage the enemy's rigging and sails.

lan-grel (lar/grsl), n. langrage.
lang-syne (lar/sin'; occas. lar/zin'), adv. [Scot.; lang,

long -f- syne, since], [Scot.], long since; long ago. n.

[Scot.], the long ago; bygone days. Also lang syne.
Lang-try, Lily (lan'tri), (Mrs. Edward Langtry, Lady
Hugo Gerald de Bathe), 1852-1929; English actress,

lan-guage (larj'gwij), n. [MB. & OFr. langage < langue,

tongue < L. lingua, tongue, language; altered (by
association with lingere, to lick) < OL. dingua < IE.

*dn%hwa, seen also in AS. tunge; cf. TONGUB], 1. a) the

expression or communication of thottghts and feelings

by means of vocal sounds, and combinations of such
sounds, to which meaning is attributed; human speech.
&) the ability to express or communicate by this means.
c) the vocal sounds so tised, or the written symbols
for them. 2. any means of expressing or communi-
cating, as gestures, signs, animal sounds, etc- 3. all

the vocal sounds, words, and the ways of combining
them common to a particular nation, tribe, or other

group: as, the English language. 4. a) the particular
form or manner of selecting and combining words
characteristic of a person, group, etc.; form, styfe* or

kind of expression in words: as, the language of poetry.
6) the particular words and phrases of a professiom,
group, etc.: as the language of the army. 5. the

study of language in general or of some paftictilar

Langue-doc (lawg'dok')', n. a former province of south-
ern Prance, between the

Pyrenees and the Loire
River: capital, Toulouses.

Jlangue d\>c (J/a^d^k;')^rT*
lit., language of oc

,J ;'|rom characteristic

Wise of oc for affinnation
, contrast 1

v^:y|
;

:

-

gnage of oH (OPr, oil, yes < LL. hoc ttli < L. hoc, this
+ itte, that): from cliaraeteristic use of oil (Pr. oni)
for affirmation; cf* precj, a group of French dialects
spoken in most of ceofcraE and northern Fiance in the
Middle A,ges: it is the OM French from which modern
Fmich is derived.

Ian guet, lan-guette (lan^gwet), n. [ME.: Late OFr.,
dim. of langue < L, lingua, tongue], a thing or part
resembling the tongue in shape or use.

lan-guid Oar/gwid), adj. [< Fr, or L.; Fr* l&ngttide;
L. languidus < languore, to be faint or listless]* 1. with-
out vigor or vitality; droc^iing; weak. 2. without

indifferent. 3. sluggish; dull;interest or spirit; list

slow.

languish {lar/gwish),
L. fonguescere

vj. |ME. lan&tisJten; OFr.
< lamgvere, to be weaiy lan-

guish], I. to lose vigor or vitality; fail in health;
become weak; droop. 2. to live under unfavorable or
dispiriting conditions; continue in a state of smffewn&:
as, he languished in poverty many yearn 3. to become
slack or dull; lose intensity. 4. to suffer with longing;
pine. 5. to put on an air of sentimental tenderness or
wistful melancholy..
Ian guish-ing (lar/gwish-in), adj. [ppr, of la
that languishes; specifically, a) becoming weak;

'Tl
11

*-:^^'^'^
.., .Jr'l ; ,:^'.'i'ffi"'''i'

drooping, b) lingering. ) slow; not intense^ afy
(

^mua
longing, e) tender; sentimental; wistfully asmoacotis.

lan-guish-ment (lar^'gwish-mant), n. 1 a l

2. the state of being weak or drooping.
guishing look, expression, or feeling.
lan-guor (laTj'gSr), n. [ME. langonr; OFr. langueur; L.
languor < languere, to be weary], 1. a lack of vigor
or vitality; weakness. 2. a lack of interest or spirit;
listlessness; indifference. 3. tenderness of OOQ or
feeling. 4. a lack of or luU in activity; sluggisfaaess:
dullness. 5. heaviness; oppressiveness; stillness: tisea
with reference to the atmosphere. SYN. see lethargy.
Ian guor ous (larj'ggr-os), adj. I. characterized by or
feeling languor; languid. 2. caiMng or tending to
cause languor.
lan-gur (lurj-goor/), n. [Hind, langur; Sans. l&mg&Un,
lit,, having a tail]r &ny of a large grotty of monkeys
of southeastern Asia, with a very long tail, bushy eye-
brows, and a chin tuft.

lan-i- (lan'i), [< L. lana* wool], a combining form
meaning wool.
lan-iard (lan'yerd), n. a lanyard.
la-ni-ar-y (la^i-er'i^ lan'i-er'i), adj. [L. laniarius, of
a butcher < lanius, a butcher; of Etruscan origin],
adapted for tearing; canine: said of teeth, n. a canine
tooth.

Lanier, Sidney (b-neV), 1842-1881; American poet.
la-nif-er-ous (fe-nif'er-os) , adj. [L. lanifer (< lana,
wool 4- ferre. to bear) ; -f -o^3 ( bearing wool oar fime
hairs resembling wool; fleecy.
la-ni-er-ous (le-ntj^er-Qs), adj. fL. lawiger (< lm,
wool-r- gerere, to bear, cany, wear); 4- ~0A laniferous.

lan-i tal (lan'i-tl), n. [It. lana << L. lana}, wool +
Italia, Italy]* a synthetic fabric resembling wool, made
originally in Italy from casein.
lank (laijk), fldju |ME.; AS. kltmc; basic sense

t4
fiexible" ;

IE. base *qleng-, to bead, seea also in G. lenken, to bend,
OHG. (h}lancat hip], 1. loa^ and slender; lean. 2.

straight- and flat; not early: said of hair.

lank-i*ly (lan'ks-li), adv. in a lanky form.
lank i-ness (larj'ki-nis)^ n. a lanky quality or state.

lanky (laij'ki), odf/* ILANKIER (4d-er), LANKIEST
(-ki-ist)L {lank + -y], awkwardly tall and lean or

long and slender. SYN. see lan.
lan-ner (lan'Sr), ti* [Pr. lanier; LL. *lanarius for L.

laniarius; see LANIARY], a falcon of southern and
eastern Europe; especially, the female of this falcon,
used in falconry.

lan-ner-et (lan'gr-et') n. [Fr. l<merett dim.], the male
of the laener: it is smaller than the female.

lan-o-lin Qan^Jin), n. [< L. lana, wool 4- olemn* oil:

+ -*wj, a latty substance obtained from wool and used
as a base for ointments, cosmetics, etc.

lan-o-line (Jam'g-lin, lan'^lenOt n. lanolin,
la-nose 0-a^nos), adj. [L. lanosus < lana, wool], woolly.
lans-downe (lana/doun), n. [? < Lansdown* town in

England, or the title Earl of Lansdowtmt], a finely
woven silk and wool dress fabric.

Lan-sing (lan'siij), n. the capital of Michigan: pop.,
92,000.

'

,

Lansing, Robert (lan'suj), 1864-1928: American
statesman and diplomat; secretary of state (19151920) .

lans-que-net (lans<kanetO n. ffir.; G. landskmoM,
foot soldier < land* country +' twechti, servant (see
!ENicaiT)v with Fr. intrusive vowelji 1. a Getnian
mercenary foot soldier of the 16th awi 17th centtraes.
2l a card game of German origin. -,'

lan-ta na oran-ta'na, laOfta'asX n* [Mod. L,* vibitrntmi],
; any of a gfoispf of shnibby plants resetnbHiig^verbeiia*

> growing in tropical and subtropical America, j ' "'!<
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Ism-tern flan'tgm), n. [ME. & Fr. tenUrw; L. lantern*;
Gr. Jowjjilr < l&mpein, to shine},
L a transparent case fee holding
a Itebft and protecting it from
wind anil weather : it usually has
a handle on its framework so

that it ean be carried. 2. the
room containing the lamp at the

top of a lighthouse. 3. an open
stracttire on the roof of a btaldr

ing or in the upper part of a
tower or the like, to admit Eght
and air. 4 a magic lantern.
lantern fly, any of a group of

large, twightly colored South
American insects having a long
head with a hollow part.for-
merly stwposed to give off light,
lantern jmw, {from resemblance
to the early lantern with
long sides of thin, concave

horn], 1. a projecting lower jaw. 2. pi. long, thin

jaws that give the face a lean appearance.
Ian tern-jawed (ian'te*rn-j640, # [see prec.], having
long, thin jaws and sunken cheeks.
lantern pinion, an old type of gearwheel consisting
of two circular disks connected by projecting bars.

lantern slide, a photographic slide for projection, as,

originally, by a magic lantern.

lantern wheel, a lantern pinion.
lan-thanide series (lan'tha-md'), (< lanthanum, first

in the series}, the rare-earth metals.

lan-tha-num (lan'tho-nam), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. lan-

thanein, to be concealed], a silvery, lustrous metallic

chemical element of the rare-earth group: symbol, La;
at. wt., 13S.92: at. no., 57.

lant-horn (lan'tern), n. faltered < lantern after horn,

material once used for the sides), [Archaic}, a lantern.

Lan*tsang (lan'tsanO* t&e Mekong; Chinese name.
lanu gi-nose (Ja-noo'ji-nos', to-nu'JMws

7
), adj. lanu-

'jEPUCMttL
'

'

. . _

la-nu-gi-nous (te-odl^i-nas, kHafi'jt-nas) , adj. [L. la-

ItaMib '< li^wa down < lown, wool], covered with
, sdt hair or down; downy.
"po C^^^^fi^t kwnu'go), n. [L*, down < lana,

a thick, soft, downy growth; especially, the

soft, downy hair covering the human fetus.

Ian yard (lan'yerd), n. [ME. lanyer; Fr. lantiere? OFr.
fosniere < lame, noose; altered after yard (spar)], 1.

a short rope or cord used on board ship for holding or

fastening something. 2. a cord used by sailors to hang
a knife around the neck, 3. a cord with attached hook,
for firing certain types of cannon. Also spelled laniard.

La-o (ia'o), TO. a member of a Bmddhist Siamese (Thai)

people living in Laos, French Indo-China.
/, ~-

*^ m a ^ty jn northwestern !zon, in

the HiiHppines: pop., 42,000,
Laoc-oon (la-ok'a-won', la-ol/o-onO, n. fL,; Gr.

Laokodn], 1. in Greek legend, a priest of Troy who,
with his two sons, was destroyed b)r two huge sea

serpents after he had warned th Trojans against the
wooden horse. 2. a sculpture in the Vatican, represent-
ing Liocoon and his sons in the coils of the serpents.

La-od-i-ce-a (la'97ds-se', la-od'9-se'a), n. the city of

Latakia: the ancient name.
La-od-i-ce-an (la'a-da-se'an, la-od'a-se'sn), cd/ 1. of

Laodicea- 2; indifferent or Imkewarm m religion, as
the early Christians of that city: Rev. 3:14-16* 3.

lacking strong feeling on any subject; indifferent;
lukewarm, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Laodieea.
2. a person who is Laodicean.

La-om-e-don (la-om's-donO, n* [L.: Gr. Laomeddn}, in

Greek legend, father of Priam and founder of Troy.
La-os (la'os), n.a statemnorthwestern Indo-China:pdp.,
1,500,000; area, 89,320iso;; mi.; capital, Vientiane.

Lao-tse (lou'dm^t ** Chniese philosopher and moralist;
604-53f B.C.: founder of Taoism: also spelled Lao-tzu.

lap (lap), n. [ME, lappe; AS. tepptt, lappa, fold or

hanging part of a garment* skini etc.; akin to G.
lappen; IE. base*te&> etc;* to hfang down, i hang loosely,
seen also in L. laM (< *to&-), to fall, sink, l.

(see LAPSE)], 1. the loose? lower part of a garment,
which may be doubled or folded over? skirt of a coat
or gown. 2. the front part of the skirt when*held up
to Form a hollow place in which things can be carried.
3: a) Ihe front part from the!waist,m tShe knees,Cut
person in a sitting position. ft) the part of the clothing
covering this. 4. anything hollow Ike a lap: as. Hie
ia'<of a green valley. 5. that m which a person or

thing rests or is cared, for, sheltered, or coddled. 6. a
part extending over another parljr overlapping part.
7. a) such extension; overlapping, o) amount or place

i- of'this. -8. ia,lurri or loop, as of a rope arottmi post,
9. 'a revolving disk for cutting and polishing glass,

gems, etc. 10. one complete circuit of a race track,
in a race consisting of more than one. 11, a '""

v~t. DuppffD (Japt), !LAP?ING], [ME. happen"<,_
1. to fold (w^ or of*). 2. to wrap; enfold. 3* to 3

in or as in the lapj envelop: as, he was lapped in lusaary*

4. to place partly upon something else: as, you must
lap the second board over the first. 5, to lie partly

upon: as, the second board laps the first. 6. to cut
or polish with a lap, as glass or gems. 7. to get a
lap ahead of (an opponent) in a race. v.L 1. to

be folded: as, rough edges must lap under. 2. to He

partly tipoo something or upon one another; overlap.
3. to project beyond something in space, or extend
beyond something in time (with ow).
to the lap of luxury, surrounded by luxury.
in t& lap of th gods, beyond human control or power.

lap (lap), vd. & v.L [LAPPED (lapt), LAPPING], [ME.
lapen, lappen (the latter prob. via OFr. < Gmc.) ; AS.
lapian; akin to MD. lapen; IE. echoic base *ldb-, to

lick loudly, seen also in L. (nasalized) lambere, to

lick (cf. LAMBENT)], 1. to drink (a liquid) by dipping
it up with the tongue in the manner of a dog. 2. to

move or strike gently with a light, f
splashing sound

such as a dog makes in lapping: said of waves, etc.

n. 1. a lapping. 2. the sound of lapping. 3. some-

thing that is, or is intended to be, lapped up.

lap up, 1. to take up (liquid or liquid food) by lapping.
2. [Colloq.], to eat or drink greedily; hence, 3.

[Couoq.j, to take in eagerly.

lap-a-ro- (lap'a-re), [< Gr. lapara, the flank], a com-
bining form meaning the flank, the abdominal wall, as

in laparotomy: also, before a vowel, lapar-.

lap*a'rot-o*my (lap's-rot'a-mi), n.
If

I. LAPAROTOMIES
(-miz)J, [laparo- + -towy], a surgical incision into the
abdomen at the flanks or, less precisely, at any point.
La Paz (la pas'), the actual seat of government of

Bolivia, near Lake Titicaca (the nominal capital is

Sucre): pop., 301,000 (est. 1943).

lap-board (tat/bord', lap'bord'), n. a flat board placed
on or over the lap and used as a table.

lap dissolve, in motion pictures,
a dissolving view in

which a new scene is blended hi with a scene being
faded out, as by lapping two expostires on one film.

lap dog. any pet dog small enough to be held in the lap.

la-pel vfe-pelO w* [dim. of lap (a fold)], the front part
of a coat, jacket, etc., folded back
on the chest and forming a contin-
uation of the collar,

lap-ful (lap'foolO* n, as much as a
lap can hold.

lap i dar-y (lapVder'i), n.\pL LAP-
IDARIES (-iz)J, [ME. lapiaarie; L.

lapidarius < lapis, a stone], 1. a
workman who cuts, polishes, and
engraves precious stones. 2, an
expert in precious stones^ collector

of or dealer in gems. adj. I. of or
connected with the art of cutting
and engraving precious stones.
2. engraved on stone.

lap-1-date flap'd-dat'), v.L [LAP-
IDATED (-id), LAPIDATING], [< L.
lapidatus, pp. of lapidare, to stone
< lapist a stone], 1. to throw
stones at. 2. to stone to death.

Iap4-da-tion (lap'sKla'shan), *n. a lapidating.
la-pid i fi ca tion (b-pid's-fi-ka'shan) , n. a lapidifying
or being lapidified.

la pid ily (la-pidVfl'), v.L & v.l [LAPIDIFIED (-fidO,
LAPIDIFYING], [Fr. lapidifier; ML. lapidificare < L.

lapis, lapidiis, a stone + facere, to make], to turn into
stone: petrify..

LAPELS

a\i\M4XSj jjjt-ui.jj.jr*
'

la-piHus (la-piFas), n. [pi. LAPILLI (-i)], [L., dim. of

lais, a stonelr,, a small, glassy igneous rock about the
of a walnut, ejected from a volcano.

lapis, a stone], a
size c

"

lap-in
, .

in; Fn la/pawO> [Fr., rabbit], rabbit fur,

dyed in imitation of more valuable skins.
pis> lap'is), n. [pi. LAPIDES (lap'a-diz')jr

a stone; used chiefly in Latin eacpressiona
laz-u-ll Oa-P'is la^yoo-EO, [Mod. L.; L. lapis,

a stone + ML^ lamdi, genifc o iowta, azure < Ar.
l&zawar&; see AWFR^J, 1. am arore-blue, ojpaque, semi-
preciotts stona a mixtee of varioiis minerals. 2. its

color. ?
'

',
< -

,'
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'
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J
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v.L to jom by a lap joints

piece or part,er-
j. ia, ac>rthem Norway,
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broad heads, high cheekbones, flat noses, and other
Mongoloid characteristics: before 1900 they were com-
pletely nomadic. 2. their Finno-Ugric language.

lap-per Qap'Sr), n. a person or thing that laps.

lap-pet (lap'it), n. [dim. of lap (a fold)], 1. a small,
loose flap or fold of a garment. 2. any fleshy or mem-
branous part hanging loosely or in a fold, as the
dewlap of a cow, the lobe of the ear, etc.

lap robe, a heavy blanket, fur covering, etc. laid over
the lap and knees for warmth when riding in an
automobile, watching outdoor sports, etc.

laps-a-ble (lap'ss-bl), adj. liable to lapse: also spelled

lapse (laps), n. [Late ME.; L. lapsus, a fall, pp. of labi,

to slip, fall; cf. COLLAPSE, RELAPSE], 1. a slip of the

tongue, pen, or memory; small error; fault. 2, a
falling away from a moral standard

j
moral slip. 3. a

falling or slipping into a lower condition. 4. a falling

into ruin. 5. a gliding or passing away, as of time or

of anything continuously flowing. 6. in law, a} the

termination or forfeiture of a right or privilege through
disuse or through failure to meet stated obligations
within a stated time. V) the failure of a bequest to

take effect because of the death of the person who
was intended to receive it. v.i, [LAPSED (lapst),

LAPSING], [L. lapsare < labi}, 1. to slip or fall; es-

pecially, to slip into a specified m
state: as, he lapsed

into unconsciousness. 2. to slip or deviate from
virtue; fall back into former unregenerate ways. 3. to

pass away; elapse. 4. to become forfeit or void because
of the holder's failure to pay his premium at the

stipulated time: said of an insurance policy. 5. in

law, to pass to another proprietor by reason of negli-

gence or death.

lapse rate, the rate of decrease of atmospheric temper-
ature witn increase of altitude.

laps-ible (lap'ss-b'l), adj. lapsable.

lapstrake (lap'strak'). adj. [lap (a fold) + stroke],

having an outer shell constructed of planks over-

lapping and riveted together; clinker-built: said of a

boat. n. a boat so constructed.

lap-streak (lap'strek'). adj. & n. lapstrake.

ilap-sus (lap'sas), n. [L.], a slip; error; lapse.

Jlap-sus lin-guae (lap'sas krj'gwe), [L.], a slip of the

Jlap-sus me-mo-rl-ae (lap'sas me-mo'ri-eOt IM, a slip

of the memory. .......
Lap-tev Sea (lap'tef), the Nordenskjold Sea.

La-pu-ta (te-pu'ts), n. in Swift's Gulliver's Travels, a

flying island inhabited ^by impractical, visionary phi-

losophers, who do various absurd things.

lap-wing (lap'wirj'), n. [ME. lapwinge, lapwtnk; AS.

hleapewince < hleapan. to leap + wince (prob. <
wincan, to totter): prob. so called from its irregular

flight; cf. Fris. liap, lapwing; the form -wing is due to

folk etym.], an Old World crested plover noted for its

irregular, wavering flight: also called pewit.
lar (lar), n. singular of lares.

Lar a mie (lar'a-mi), n. a city in southeastern Wyoming:
pop., 15,000. .

Laramle Range, a mountain range in southeastern

Wyoming: highest point, Laramie Peak, 9,020 ft.

lar-ioard (lar'be'rd, lar'bSrd', lar'bordO, n.
, [ME.

laddeborde, Ut., prob. lading side < AS. hladan, to

lade + bord, side; so. influenced by starboard], the

left-hand side of a ship when facing the front end, or

bow; port. adj. & adv. on or toward this side. Now
largely replaced by port and left~rudder because of

possible confusion in sound with starboard.

lar-cener (lar'se-neV), n. a person guilty of larceny.

lar-ce-nist (lar'sQ-nist), n. a larcener.
.

larcenous (lar'sa-nas), adj. 1. of, or having the

nature of, larceny, 2. guilty of larceny. .

lar-ce-ny (lar'sa-ni), n. fol. LARCENIES (-niz)], [OJV.
larrecin; L. latrocinium < lafrocmart, to rob, plunder
< latro, freebooter, mercenary soldier, robber], in law,

the unlawful taking away of another s property with-

out his consent and with the intention of depriving
him of it; theft: see also grand larceny, petit larceny.

SYN. see theft.
'

I

larch {larch), n. [G. larcHe; L. Ian*], 1. any of a

of trees of the pine family, found throughout the

northern hemisphere, bearing cones and needleUke

leaves that are shed annually. 2. the tough wood of

this tree. .

lard OSrd), ft.*[ME,; OFr.; L. lardm*,landum, bacon

fat, lard: akia to Gr, larwos. fattened, fat, L> largus,

large], tne fat oi hogs, melted down and clarified;

especially, the inner abdominal fat,

smear witt lajalor other fat; grease.qouccu 'WAV** Ai

o^.'vi.,v* VVJM*-* *"' orii^Tv' , Vtv It
' *

'1 5-.,

poultry) withWts oftfrcon orjat |o?rk
before cookmg.

3. toe^h;gawh;-interlard: as,ills speech was larded

.
, ,,1. tp-ooyer

or

2. to staff (meat or

for bacon; ML. lardtermm < L. terdum, lard], 1. a

place where the food stifrplles of a household are kept;
pantry. 2. a household's supply of food; provisions.

Lardner, Ring (rirj lard'ngr), (Ringgold Wilmer
Lardner), 18&5-4933; American humorist and writer.

lard ofl, an oil made from lard, used as a lubricant
and lighting fluid.

lar don (llr'cfon), n. [Fr. < lard; see LARD], & strip of

bacon or pork used to lard meat.
lar-doon Qar-doonO, n. a lardon.

lard-y (iar'di), adj. [LARDIER (-di-r), LARDIEST (-di-

ist)J, 1. containing or covered with lard. 2. like lard.

La-re-do fla-ra'do), n. a city in southern Texas, on
the Rio Grande: pop., 52,000. , p, , f

la-res flr/ez, la'rez), n.fl. [sing. LAR (lar)J, [L., i>L of

lar; ct. LARVA], in ancient Rome, gttardian spirits;

especially, the deified spirits of ancestors, who watched
over and -protected the households of their descendants.

lares and penates, 1. the household gods of the
ancient Romans: see lares, penates. 2. toe treasured

belongings of a family or household,

Jlar-gan-do (Iar-gan'd6), adj. & adv. [ItJ, in mus%cf

gradually slower and louder: a direction to the per-
former.

large (larj), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. largusl 1. [Archaic
or Rare], liberal; generous. 2. big; great; sjwjcifically,

a) taking up much space; bulky, o) enclosing much
space; spacious: as, a large office, c) of great extent or
amount: as, a large sum of money. 3. big as compared
with others of its kind; of more than usual size, extent,
or amount. 4. comprehensive; far-reaching: as, he
has large views on the subject. 5. operating on a big
scale: as, a large manufacturer. 6. in nautical usage,
fair or favorable: said of a wind. adv. 1. in a lac$e
way; so as to be large: as, do not write so large. 2. in

nautical usage, with a favoring wind. n. liberty: now
only in the following phrase,
at large, 1. free; not confined; not in jail. 2. fully; in

complete detail. 3. in general; taken altogether. 4.

representing an entire State or other district rather
than only one of its subdivisions: as, a congressman
at large.

SYN. large, big, and great are often interchangeable in

meaning of more than usual size, extent, etc. (a large, big, or

great tree), but in strict discrimination, large is tised with
reference to dimensions or quantity (a large studio, amount,
etc.), big, to bulk, weight, or extent (a big baby, 6*g business),

and great, to size or extent that is impressive, imposing, sur-

prising, etc. (a great river, success, etc.). -ANT. small, Ettle.

large-heart-ed (lari'har'tid), adj. generous; kindly. ,

large intestine, the relatively larpe part of the in-

testines between the smaU intestine and the anus,

including tie caecum, colon, and rectum,

large-ly (larjli), adv. 1. much; in great amounts.

liberal in one's
2. for^l2. for the most part; mainly.

large-mind-ed (larj'min'did), adj.

views; tolerant; broad-minded.

large-scale (larj'ska!'). adj* 1. drawn to a large scale:

said of a map, etc. 2. of wide scope; over
m
a large

area; extensive: as, large-scale business operations.

largess, larjgesse Qai/iis, lar'jes), n. FME. & OFr.

largesse < LL.*largitia < L, largus, large], 1. generous

direction to the performer.

v storehouse

LAROHETTOS
(~oz)], a larghetto movement or passage.

largish (lar'iish), adj. rather large.
lar go (lar'go), adj. & adv. [It., large, slow < L. largus,

large], in music, slow and stately: a direction to the

performer, n. \pl. LARGOS (-goz)], a largo movement
or passage.

lar-fat Oar'i-at), n. [Sp. la reata; la, the -f reata, a

rope], 1. a rope used for tethering grazing horses,

etc. 2. a lasso, v.t. to tie or catch with a lariat.

lar-ine (lar'in, la'nn), adj. (< LL. larus, a gull: Gr.

laros; + -4ne], 1. designating or of a group of sea

oirds comprising the gulls. 2. of or like a gull.

lark dark), n. [ME, lorfe*, Iao0 (cf. VJ3$^\&&>
laferce, older laswerce; akin to G. Zercfo (OHG. ZgraMa),
ON. Isevirki (Dan. lerke), etc.], 1. any of a large

group of songbirds found throughout the worldj es-

pecially, the"English skylark. 2, any of a number of

similar birds, as the wagtail, pipit, and meadow lark.

lark (lark), tu. [S. Eng. alteration (after t>rec.) of

northern dial, lake; ME. laike, to play < ON. leika &
cognate AS. lacan: akin to Goth, laikan, to hop, leap;
IE. base *leig~, *loig-, to hop, seen also in Sans, rejate,

(he) hops, quivers, etc.], [Colloq.], to play or frohc;

have a merry time. v.t. [ColloqJ, 1. to make fun of;

tease. 2. to hurdle (a fence, etc.), ^specially
on horse-

back. 1 n. [northern dial, lafa; ME, latk; AS. lac &
ON. leikr (akin to G. Uich, song, laicK spawn) < base

of ,.*.], a frolic or sp*ee; merry pranlc.

lark-spur (lark'sftkr), if. any -of a^grpup of plants, n

bkrn,
4
twl look; 9ft o^i 1

"

doch.'Sfeepp. x-xii.



La Rochefoucauld lasting

green, feathery leaves and spurred flowers of blue or,

occasionally, white or pink; delphinium.
La Roche-fou-cauld, Due Fran-coia de (fraVswa'

. 1613-i6&0; French moralist and
.

La Ro-chelle fla* rft'sheF), a seaport in western France:
pop., 49,000 (1946).
La rousse, Pierre A-tha-nase (pyar &'ta'nlz' l&'roos*)

1817-1875; French grammarian, lexicographer, and

lar-rigan (Jar'a-gan), n. [prob. of Canad. origin],
a

high, moccasin made of oiled leather, worn by lumber-
men and trappers.

lar-ri-kin (larb-kin), n. [Australian, c.1870^ said to be
< Ir. prontin. larikin' of larking; prob. fanciful coinage
< Larry, nickname for Laurence (name common among
the Irish)], a rough, disorderly person; rowdy; hoodlum.
adj. rough and disorderly.

lar-rup (tar'ap), v.t. [East Anglian dial,; prob., with
intrusive vowel, for *lerp, Harp; akin to or < IX
lorpen, to thrash), [Colloq.], to whip; flog; beat.

Lar-ry (lar'i), a masculine name: see Laurence.
lar-va (laVva), n. [pi LARVAE (-ve)], {L. larva, larua,

ghost, specter; akin to lor, household spirit], 1. an
insect in the earliest stage of development, after it is

hatched and before it is changed into a pupa; cater-

pillar, maggot, or grub. 2. the early form of any
animal that changes structorally when it becomes an
adult: as, the tadpole is the larva of the frog.

lar-val (lai/vl), ad/, 1. of or like a larva or larvae.
2, in the form of a larva.

la-ryn-gal (la-rir/gdl), adj. [larynx- + af\, produced
in the larynx.

la-ryn-geal (Id-rin'ji-al), adj. 1. of, in, of near the
larynx. 2. used for treating the larynx.

lar-yn-git-lc (lar'in-jit'ik), aaj* of or having laryngitis.

lar-yn-il-tis (lar'in-ji'tis), n* [Mod. L.; laryng- +
-tfoy], an innammation of the larynx, characterized by
a sore throat, hoarseness, and, often, a temporary loss
of voice.

la-ryn-fio- Qa-rir/go, l&-xxQ'ga) y [< Gr, larynx* latryngos,

larynxT, a combining form meaning: I. tne larynx,
a a laryngoscope. 2. laryngeal and, as in laryngo-
pharyngeal. Also, before a vowel, laryng-.

Ia-rvn-go4og-i-cal (te-riij'ga-loj'i-kl), adj. of laryn-
gology.

lar-yn-gol-o-gy Qar^n-gol'a-ji), n. \laryngo- -f- -logy],
the branch of medicine having to do with the study
and treatment of the larynx and adjacent parts.

la-ryn-go-pha-ryn-ge-al (Is-rin'go-fa-rin'ji-dl), adj. of
both the larynx and the pharynx.

la-ryn-go-scope (fo-rin'ga-skopO, n. [laryngo- + -scope],
an instrument for examining tne larynx, consisting of
mirrors attached to a rod.

la-ryn-gos-co-py (lar'iij-gos'ka-pi), n. examination of
the larynx by means of a laryngoscope.

Iar-yn-got'0-my (lar'iij-gotVmi), n. [laryngo- 4- ~totny] t

the surgical operation of cutting into the larynx,

especially to prevent suffocation in 'cases of laryngeal
obstruction.

lar-ynx (lar'irjks), n. [pi. LARYNGES O^-rin'jez), LAR-
YNXES (-iz)l, [Mod. L.; Gr. larynx, laryngos], 1. the
structure of muscle and cartilage at the upper end of
the human trachea, containing the vocal cords, and
serving as the organ of voice: seejpharynx. illus. 2. a
similar structurem other animals: in birds there is a lar-

ynx at each end of the trachea.
La Salle. Sieur Ro bert Ca-velier de (rc^'bar' k&'vQ-lya'
dal&'sal'; Eng. 10 sal'), 1643-1687; French explore/in
America.

las car (las'kgr), n- [Hind. Ioshkar, army, camp (ttsed
with sense of lashkan, belonging to the army, soldier)< Per. Ioshkar, army < AT. al-'askar, army], 1. an
East Indian sailor. 2. a low-ranking East Indian artill-
eryman in the British Army.

lasciv i ous (k-siv'j^s), adj. [ME. lascyuyous; MLi
lascwwsus < L. lascivia, wantonness < lascivus, wan-
ton], 1. characterized by or expressing lust or lewd-
ness; wanton. 2. tending to excite lustful desires.

"

tosh (lash), n. [ME. lassche; prob. merging of MLG.
lasch, flap, with OFr. laz (see LACE) & with cross
influence < OFr. fo&ftr (see LASH, to fasten)], 1. a
whip, especially the flexible striking part as distin-
guished from the handle. 2. a1

"

stroke with or as
with a whip; switch. 3,. a sharp remark, censuring,
rebuking, or ridiculing. 4. an eyelash, v.t. [ME.
laschen; .prob. < the n.], 1. to strike or drive with
or as with a lash; flog. 2. to ffinfe quickly; switch

ner tail,

t: as. the
. . violently

in words: censure, rebuke, bit ridicmle, 5. to incite
by appealing to the emotions: as, he lasM
into a frenzy of anger, tu. ff to'kn'ote
violently; switch: as, 'the KcmVtfcdr'&sW
forth. 2. to make strokes with or as w
(with at): $s, h^ lashe$ at everything that cainej

lash o<i%, 1. to strike out violent^.
'

1

2, to^

gnly or bitterly; rebuke violently.
" '

lash 0ash) f v.t. [OFr. lacKier, lacier; see LACE, .}t to
fasten or tie with a rope, etc.

lash-ing (lash'irj),
n. the act of a person or thing that

lashes; specifically, a} a whipping, b) a strong rebuke:
as. he got a tongue lashing.

lash-ing (lashln), n. 1. the act of lashing, or fastening
or tying with a rope, etc. 2. a rope, etc. so used.
Lash-io (lash'yo), n. a town in the Northern Shan
States, in east central Burma: pop., 4,600: the Burmese
terminus of the Burma Road.
Lash-kar (lush'kSr), n* a city in northern Gwalior,
India: pop., 182,000.

Las-Id, Harold Joseph (las'ki), 1893-1950; British

political scientist and Socialist leader.

Las Pal-mas (las pal'mas), a seaport in the Canary
Islands: pop., 151,000; (est. 1946).
La Spezia (IS spe'tsya), n. a seaport in northwestern
Italy, on the Ligurian Sea: pop., 106,000.

lass (las), n. [north ME. lasce, lasse; distribution in
ME. suggests N. origin & derivation < Anglo-N.
*lasqa (ON. ldsk-r, weak, idle) in the sense "not
bound"], 1. a young woman; girl. 2. a sweetheart.
3. [Scot.], a girl servant; maid.

Volcanic National Park: height, 10,453 ft.

Lassen Volcanic National Park, a national park in
the Sierra Nevada Mountains, northern California:

area, 163 sq. mi.
las-sie (las'i), n. [dim. of lass], [Scot.], 1. a young girl.

2. a sweetheart.
las si tude flas'a-tood', las'a-tud'), n. [Fr.; L. lassitude

< lassus, faint, weary], a state or feeling of being
tired or weak; weariness; languor. SYN. see lethargy.

las-so (las'o), n. \pl. LASSOS, LASSOES (-oz)L [Sp. lazo
< L. lagueus, noose, snare], a long rope or leather
thong with a sliding noose at one end, thrown over
the head or leg of a wild horse, etc. to catch it. v.t.

to catch with a lasso.
last @ast, last), adj. [alternative superlative of late], [ME.
laste, earlier latest, latst; AS. latest, superl. of tet, adj.t

late, adv.; see LATE], 1. being or coming after all others
in place; furthest from the first; hindmost. 2. a)
coming after all others in time; furthest from the
beginning; latest: final, b) only remaining. 3. most
recent; directly before the present: as, last month.
4. furthest from what is expected; least likely: as, she
was the last person that they would have suspected.
5. utmost; greatest: usually in the phrase of the last

importance. 6. coming after all others^in importance;
lowest in rank: said especially of a prize. 7. newest:

as.^the last thing in topcoats. 8. conclusive; authori-
tative: as, the last word in scientific research, adv.
[alternative superlative of late], 1. after all others in
place or time; at the end. 2. at the most recent time
or occasion. 3. finally; hi conclusion, n. 1. someone
or something which comes4 last: as, this is the last of
the apples. 2. the final or concluding part; end: as,
he remained a cynic to the last.

at last, at the end of a long time; finally.
breathe one's last, to die.

see the last of* to see for the last time; never see again.
SYN. last implies a coming after all others in a series or
sequence and connotes that nothing else follows (he was the
last one to enter) ; final implies a coming at the end so as to
terminate or conclude and connotes decisiveness (that's my
final offer); terminal applies to that which marks an end,
limit, or extremity (the terminal outpost of a settlement);
ultimate applies to a concluding point or result beyond which
it is impossible to go (his ultimate fate is death). ANT. first.

last (last, ISst), tM. [MB. lasten, lesten; AS. l&stan;
akin to G. letsten, .*., to perform, carry out, Goth.
laistjan, lit., to follow in the track of; IB1 base *teis-i
a track, spoor, seen also in L. lira, (fleisa), furrow,

. Mints* lit., off the track,, hence mad (cf. DELIRIOUS) ;

sense development: to follow to be following to go
on, continue], 1. to remain in existence or operation;
continue; go on: endum 2. to remain in good con-
dition; wear well. 3. to be enough (/or); continue
unconsumed, unspent^ etc. &YN., see continue,

last (last, last), n. [ME. laste; AS. test, a boot, test,

shoemaker's last < base of kw*, footstep, track, furrow
< same base as prec.], 1. a block or form shaped like
a person's foot, used by s^pemafcers in building* or

repairing shoes and boots. 2. a particular form or
shape of shoe. v*t. to form with a last. <

'

stick to one's last, to do OTO'S own work? attend to
one's own busfnessi

'
' " (

.

>

> >nl\ ,)/., ,
-

last (last, last), n. [ME. laste; AS. htest (akin to G.
last, OHG. Mast] < base of hladan (see. LADE); basic
sense 4

*that which is loadedi weight i as eafgo?*, a
measure or weight that varies for x

in different pjatbes>. @f
^-^

las tex Clas'tetsl m[c^ww
a fine, round rubber thread wound with c-uvuuxi, j

silk,, etc. and woven into cloth or knitted into

last-in^ (las'th),
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during; durable; permanent; as, a lasting peace, n. 1.

endurance; permanence. 2. a strong twilled cloth tssed
for shoe uppers, covering buttons, etc.

Last Judgment, in theology, 1. the final judgment of
mankind by God or Jesus, at the end of the world.
2. the time of this.

last-ly (lastli, last^i), adv. in conclusion; finally.
last offices, final rites and prayers for a dead person.
last quarter, 1. the period when the moon's apparent
shape is changing from half-moon to new moom.
2. the moon's apparent shape when this period begins

last sleep, deat
last straw, [from the last straw that broke the back
of the overburdened camel in the fable], the last of a
sequence of annoyances or troubles that results in a
breakdown, defeat, etc.

Last Supper, 1. the last supper eaten by Jesus with
his disciples before the Cracinxion, on the night of his

betrayal by Judas: cf. Lord's Supper. 2. a famous
painting by Leonardo da Vinci depicting this supper.

last word, 1. the final word or speech, regarded as
settling the argument. 2. something regarded as in-
capable of improvement. 3. [Colloq.], the very latest
style, model, development, etc.
Las Ve-gas (la's va'gos), a town in southeastern Nevada:
pop., 24,000.

lat (lat), n. [pi. LATS (lats), LATU (la'too)], [Lett. lots.

pi. lati < Latvia], former monetary unit of Latvia.
Lat., Latin.

lat., latitude.
La takia (la'ta-ke'a), n. 1. a territory of Syria, on
the Mediterranean: area, 2,800 sq. mi.; pop,, 520,000
(est. 1948). 2. its capital, a seaport: pop,, 21,400:
ancient name, Laodicea. 3. (lat's-ke's), a fine grade
of Turkish smoking tobacco; so called because pro-
duced near the port of Latakia.

latch (lach), n. [ME. lacche < laccken, to seize, catch
hold of; AS. Ixccan, laeccean], 1, a fastening for a
door or gate, especially one capable of being worked
from either side by means of a lever and consisting
of a bar that falls into a notch in a piece attached to
the doorjamb or gatepost: sometimes said of a spring
lock on a door. 2. a fastening for a window, etc.
v.t. & v.i. [< the n.], to fasten or close with a latch.
latch on to, [Slang]; to get or obtain,
on the latch, fastened by the latch but not bolted.

latch-et (lach'it), n. [ME. locket; OFr. locket, dial, van
of lacet, dim. of laz; see LACB], [Archaic], a strap co-

lace for fastening a sandal or shoe to the foot.

latch-key (lach'ke'), n* a key for drawing back or
unfastening the latch of a door, especially or an outer
door, from the outside.

latch-string (lad/strir/), n. a cord fastened to the
bar of a latch and passed through a hole' in the door
so that the latch can be raised from the outside.

late $at), adj. [LATER (lat'gr) ^ LATTER (lafer),
LATEST (lat'ist) or LAST (last, last)], JME. late, lat;
AS. last, slow, sluggish* tardy; akin to D. laot, G. loss,

slow, lazy, etc.; IE. base *leU- (< *ffi-, to neglect,
discontinue), seen also in lassitude, let, n.}, 1. happen-
ing, coming, etc. after the usual, proper, or expected
time; tardy; behindhand. 2. a) happening, being,
continuing, etc. far oa ja the day, night, year, etc.:

as, the fate afternoon, a late party. 6) happening, being,
continuing, etc. toward the end; far advanced in a
period, development, etc.: as, the late Middle Ages.
3. happening, etc, just previous to the present time;
recent: as, late years. 4. that was recently but not
now; specifically, a) recently dead. 6) recently gone
out of office, adv. [LATER, LATEST or LAST}, [ME.;
AS. < base of the adj.], 1. after the usual, proper, or

expected time; tardily. 2. at or until an advanced
time 9f the day, night, year, etc. 3. toward the end
of a given period, development, etc. : as, mammals ap-
peared late in the Mesozoic Era. 4. recently; lately: as, I

saw him as late as yesterday. - YN. see dead, tardyy
of late, lately ; recently.

lated (lat'id), adj. [Poeticf, belated.
la-teen (la-ten*), adfr {Fr. laffine, fern, of latin, Latin
(for voile latine, Latin sail)

< L. Latinus, Latin], 1.

designating or of a tri-

angular sail attached to a

long yard suspended ob-

liquely from a short mast:
used formerly by Portu-
guese explorers

! and now

2. having such a sail. n.

a vessel with' .such: assail
la-teen-ried (la-ten'-

having a la-
'

after classical Greek: term applied chiefly to the written
language seen in patristic writings and texts from the
early Byzantine Empire* from 200-300 A.IX to about
600 A.D.: abbreviated I-ate Gr.
Late Latin, the Latin language of the period after
classical Latin, seen chiefly in late Western Roman
Empire and patristic writings from 200-300 A.D. to
about 600 A.D.: abbreviated IJU, L.Lat,; cf. Low Latin.

late-ly (latfK), adv. [see LATE & -LY], recently; daring a
recent period; a short white ago."

(lat'n-si), n. the quality or condition ofla-ten cy ,

being latent.
la-tent S't*nt), d& OL fafens, jypr. of latere, to Be
hiea or cxmceaJbd* terk}, 1. lying hidden and un-
developed within a person or thing, as a quality or
power; as yet concealed; tmrevealed. 2. in Wbtofy,
dormant but capable of normal development under the
best conditions: said of buds, spores, cocoons, etc.
3, in law, not appearing on the face of a thing; hidden:
as, a latent ambiguity.SYN. latent applies to that which exists bat is as yet con-
cealed or unreyealed (his latent ability) ; potential apples to
that which exists in an undeveloped state but which can be
brought to development in the normal course of events (a
Potential concert ptamst); dormant suggests a lack of visible
activity, as of something asteep (a dormant volcano); quiescent
implies a stopping of activity, usually onto temporal^ (tlie
raging sea had become quUsctnt). ANT. actfvB, actual,
operative.
latent heat, additional heat required to change the
state of a substance from solid to liquid at its melting
point, or from liquid to gas at its boiling point, after
the temperature of the substance has reached either
of tliese points.

latent period, 1. the interval in the course of a disease
between the time of the infection and the first appear-
ance of the symptoms; incubation period. 2. the
interval between a stimulus and its response.
later (lat'gr), adj. alternative comparative of late.
adv. [comparative of late], at a later time; after some
time; subsequently.
later cm, subsequently.

lat er al Oat'er-Ql), ad}. [L. laterally < lotus, lateris, a
side], I. of, at, from* or toward the side; sideways:
as, }ateral movement. 2. descended from a brother
or sister of a^person: as, the lateral branch of a family.
3. in phonetics, formed in such a manner that tne
breath-can escape along the side or sides of the tongue,
as Ettjgish L a.' 1. anything located, done, etc., to
the side; lateral part, growth, branch, etcv % in
footfoatt, a lateral pass. 3. in mming, a drift off ix> the
side of and parallel to a main drift. 4. in phonetics,
a lateral sound.

;

lat-eraMy (lat'er-al-i), adv. in a lateral manner; es-

pecially, a) in a lateral direction; sideways; b) from a
lateral branch (of a family, etc.).

lateral pass, in football, a short pass parallel to the
goal line or in a slightly backward direction: distin-

guished from fofwara $as$.
Lat-er-an (lat'gr-sn), n. [< L. Lateranus, pi. Lateral,
name of a Roman family (the Plautii Laterani} whose
palace once occupied tne same site], 1. the church
of St. John Lateran, the cathedral chttrch of the Poj>e
as bishop of Rome. 2. the palace adjoining this
church: it is now a musettm. adj. of this church or

palace: specifically, designating or of certain CathoEc
general councils held there in 1123, 1139, 1179, 121S,
and 1512-1517.

lat erite (lat'Sr-It')> n. [L. later, brick, tile; + -ite],
in geology, a red, porous deposit containing large
amounts of aluminum and ferric hydroxides, formed
by the decomposition of certain rocks.

la tes-cence (te-tes''ns), n. [< late&cent], the quality or
condition of becoming latent.

la-tea-cent fb-tes''nt), adj. [L. latescens, ppr. of la-

tescere, to lie hidden < latere, to lurk, lie hidden],
becoming latent, or hidden. >',**'

lat-est (lat'ist), adj. & adv. [alternative superlative of

late], 1. most recent; newest. 2. [Archaic & Foetid,,
last.

at the latest, no later than (the time specified),
tSe latest, the most recent thing, development r<<eta.

la-tex (la'teks), n. [LATEXES (-tek-siz), ( STICKS Clat
j'3-

sezf
)] (L- latex, laticis, a fluid, liquid; f

Ga, lotax, a,

drop, wine lees; IB. base *lat-, wet, as also in Mir. Mth,
beer], a milky liquid in certain plants and $rfeeti as the
rubber 1^ee, milkweed, and poppy: theflbaSiaof vamu&
commercial products, notably robber. ^ (

lath (lath, lath), n. [pL LATHS faflm, iaAs)l [ME.
lathtb^, tott; the former < AS, *l^t(l^) -< Gmc.
*laththo-, as also in OHp. lam; tlh,e latter <: AS.Ja?
< Gmc. Watts, as also in ON* laW*; IE.;; base ^Za^.

lath, seen also in W. lla^,:wMda;may have influenced
the 1st MB, tym^&flra^&e&'&e ASt forms],
of the
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lattices or nailed to two-by-fours, rafters, etc. as a
groundwork for plastering, tiling, etc, 2. %ht sheet
metal "with holes (or wire cloth) designed for similar
uses* 3. lathing, v.t. to cover with laths.
lathe (lH&) f n. [ME. t turning lathe* supporting stand;
prob, < MD. lade
in the same senses

(whence also Dan,
dremlad, turning
lathe): IB. base as
in lath; the final

4h may be from
lath, since lathes
were formerly ac-
tuated by spring
laths}, 1. a ma-
chine for shaping
an article of wood,

DIAGRAM OF ENGINEER'S LATHE

metal, etc. by 0) change-speed box; (2) studs-^ -

irn- ciirrying change gears; (3) head-

a ey tl fead screw; (12) clamps Tor

g tool;in turning (13) cross slide;

.,_.,. (14) saddle; (15) center: (16) loose

|,tortai* headstock; (17) wheel, for adjust-
', (19) tray for

tt&/Jk'8ri n catching turnings; (20) apron hold-

[MR M*
**jcon|ol levers; e21/saft giving

washing soda or automatic feeds

sx>ap;akin to ON.
lauthr, washing soda, foam; IE. *lou-tro < base *lou-,

wash, seen also in L. lavare, lavere, to wash, bathe (cf.

LAVB, LAVATORY)], 1. the foam or froth formed by
soap and water. 2. foamy sweat, as that on a race
horse. v.t. 1. to cover with lather. 2. [Collect.], to flog

soundly, vd. to form or become covered with lather.

lath-er-y (laC&'eir-i), adj. made of, covered with, or

capable of forming lather.

lath-ing (latfiij, l&th'in), n. 1. laths collectively, espe-

cially when serving as a foundation for plastering, etc.;

fattnvork. 2, the putting up^ of laths on walls, etc.

lath-work (fatia'wurk', Mh'wurk'), n. lathing.

lath-y (lathi, lath'i), adj. [LATHIER (-i-Sr), LATHIEST
(4-)J, like a lath; tall and thin.

lat-1-ces (Jat'o-sez'), n. alternative plural of latex.

lat-i-cif-er-ous QatVsif'Sr-os) , adj. [see LATEX &
-FEROUS], producing, containing, or secreting latex.

lati-fundium (latVfun'di-am), n. [pi LATIPUNDIA

(-9)], [L. < latus, broad + fundus, estate], a large
landed estate, as in ancient Rome.

Lat-i*mer, Hugh (lat'a-mgr), 1485?~1555; English
Protestant churchman and religious reformer; burned
at the stake.

Lat-in (laf'n), adj. [L, Latfotus < Latium, Latium (in
which Rome was included)], 1. of ancient Latium or
Its people. 2. of ancient Rome or its people. 3. of or
in the language of ancient Latium and ancient Rome.
4. designating or of the languages derived from Latin,
the peoples who speak them, their countries, cultures,
etc. 5. of the Roman CathoHc Church, especially as

distinguished from the Orthodox Eastern Church, n.
1. a native or inhabitant of ancient Latium or ancient
Rome. 2. the Italic language of ancient Latium and
ancient Rome: see also Old Latin, Late Latin, Low
Latin, Medieval Latin, Modern Latin. 3. a person, as
a Spaniard or an Italian, whose language is derived from
Latin. 4, a Roman Catholic: so called especially by
Eastern Christians. Abbreviated L., Lat.

Latin America, the countries tin North America,
South America, Central America, and the West Indies
where Spanish, Portuguese, and French are spoken:
all of the Western Hemisphere excluding the United
States and its possessions, Canada, and the British

possessions.
Lat-in-A-mer-i-can (lafn-a-mei/i-k'n), adj. of Latin
America, its people, or their culture.
Latin American, a native or inhabitant of a Latin-
American country.

Lat-in-ate (lat''n-at'), adj. of or derived from Latin.
Latin Church, that part of the Catholic Church which
adheres to the Latin Rite; Roman CathoHc Church.

Latin cross, a plain, right-angle cross whose lowest
>f the other three.
: Latin.

_____ . ______ , - _______T_, . --. a Latin idiom or expression,
used in another language.

Lat-in-1st (laf'n-ist), n. a scholar in Latin.
La-tin-i'ty (la-tin'a-ti), n. (L. latmitas]\ the manner of

speaking or writing Latin; use of Latin.
Lat-in iza tion (lat/'n-s-za'shan, Iat"n4-fca'shan), n.
a Latinizing or being Latinized.

Lat-in-ize (iafn-iz
7
), v.t. [LATINIZED (-izd9, LATBT-

I2ING], [LL. latinizare, to translate .into Lirtfei < t.
Latinus, Latin], 1. to translate into Latin. 2. to give
Latin form or characteristics, to. 3. to tra^slite^^te^,
into the Latin alphabet; Romanize. 4. to make con-
form to the rites, practices, etc. of the Roman Catholic i)

PARALLELS SHOWING
LATITUDE

. Church. v.i. to use Latin expressions, forms, etc.

Latin Quarter, [transl. of Fr. Quartier Latin], a section

of Paris, south of the Seine, where many artists and
students live.

Latin Rite, 1. the Latin liturgies used in the Latin
Church, 2. the Latin Church.

lat ish Oafish), adj. & adv. somewhat late.

iat-i-tude (lat'a-tood', latVtudO, n. [ME.; OPr.; L.
latitude < *otet wide], 1.

[Rare}, breadth; width. 2.

extent: scope; range of ap-
plicability. 3. freedom
from narrow restrictions;
allowed freedom of opin-
ion, conduct, or action.

4. a region considered with
reference to its distance
north or south of the equa-
tor: as, in this latitude we
rarely see the northern
lights. 5. in astronomy, the
angular distance of a heav-
enly body from the plane
in which the earth moves
around the sun. 6. in

geography, angular dis-

tance, measured in degrees,
north or south from the

equator: as, the ship gave its position as forty degrees
north latitude. Cf. longitude. Abbreviated L. t 1., lat.

lat i-tu-di nal (latVtoo'd'n-sl, lat's-tu'd'n-ol), adj. of

latitude.
lat i tu-di nar i an (lat'a-tdo'd'n-ar'i-an, latVtu'd'n-
ar'i-sn), adj. [< L. latitude (see LATITUDE); + -arian],
liberal in one's views; permitting free thought, especi-
ally in religious matters; very tolerant of the differing
opinions of others, n. 1. a person who is very liberal

in his views and, in religion, cares little about particular
creeds and forms. 2. any of a group of AngHcan
churchmen of the 17th century who favored freedom of

belief and were not opposed to varying forms of

worship or doctrine.
lat-i-tU'di-nar-i-an-ism (lat'a-too'd'n-a^'i-an-iz'm, lat'-

o-tu'd'n-a'r'i-an-iz'm) , n. [latitudinarian + -i$m] t broad-
ness and tolerance, especially in religion; liberal in-

terpretation of doctrines, creeds, etc.
La ti um (la'shi-om), n. an ancient country in central
Italy, southeast of Rome.

La to-na (la-to'na, la-to'-

na), n. [L.J, in Roman my-
thology, the mother of

Apollo and Diana: identi-
fied with the Greek Leto,

la-tri-a (la-tri'a), n. [LL.;
Gr. latreia, service, wor-
ship < latreuein, to serve,
worship < lafris, hired
servant], in the Roman
Catholic Church, that wor-
ship which is due to God
alone,

la-trine (la^enO. n. [Fr.;
L. latrina, contr. of lava-

trina, bath < lavare, to
wash; see LATHER], a toi-

let, or privy, for the use of
a large number of people, as in a camp, barracks, etc.

-la-try (la-tri), [Gr, -latreia < latreia; see LATRIA], a com-
bining form meaning worship of or excessive devotion to,

as in idolatry.
lat-ten (lat''n), n. [ME. laton, latoun; OPr. laton,
laiton; prob. < MHG. laUet thin plate, lath; see LATH],
l f brass or a brasslike alloy harnmered into thin sheets,
formerly used for making church vessels. 2. any
metal, especially tin, in thin sheets.

lat-ter (lat'Sr), adj. [alternative comparative of late],

[ME. lattre; AS. Ixttra, compar. of last: it represents
the orig. compar, form; later is a new formation],
1. a} later; more recemt* fe) nearer the end or close:
as, in the latter part of the year. 2. last mentioned
of two: opposed to former; often used absolutely (with
the).

lat-ter-day (laJi/er-da'), adj. of recent or present time;
modern,
Lat ter-day Saint (lat'eY-da'), a Mormon: abbreviated<> n o f&\' IA/ ^

lat-ter% ^t'eV-li), adv. latelyj!
of late; recently.

lattermost aat%4m5st'), adj. last in succession;
farthest toward the i?^ar-

lattice 0at'isX ( f*,,G49. Zotis;. QFfc
,

Zottfe < latte <
MHG. lofte, a lath; see LATH], 1. an openw^ork struc-
ture of crossed

stgrif>s
or barj of woo4i metal, etc.,

used as a screen, support, etc. 2. something resembling
or suggesting such a structufe^ as a Ujeral^sfe bearing
of crossed vertical and horizontal bars, 3- a; wiiwtow,
door, gate, etc. screened by such, a structure. v*t*

[LATT/ICKP. (-ist), LfTnci^al, 4r to arrange
'

lattice; make,a, lattice of. 2^ to fjirri|sh ox qo
,/%' lattice nqr,,

'

'

"
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lat'tice-work (lat'is-wurk')* n. 1. a lattice, 2. lattices

collectively; trelliswork.

lat-tic-ing (lat'is-irj), n. 1. the act of making, or

furnishing with, a lattice or latticework. 2. a lattice

or latticework.
la-til (la'too), n. alternative plural of lat..

at'Vi-a (lat'vi-s), n. a country in northeastern Europe
annexed as the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic in

August, 1940.

Lat'Vi-an Qat'vi-an), adj. 1. of Latvia or its people;
Lettish. 2. of the group of Baltic dialects spoken in

Latvia, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Latvia.
2. the Lettish language: with Lithuanian and Old
Prussian it represents the Baltic branch of the Indo-
European family of languages.
Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic of the
U.S.S.R., on the Baltic Sea: area, 24,700 sq. mi.;

pop., 1,951,000; capital, Riga.
laud (16d), n. [ME. & OFr. laude; L. laus, laudis,

glory, praise], 1. praise. 2. any song or hymn of

praise. 3. pL a) [often L-], an early morning church
service that includes the singing of psalms of praise
to God. 6) [L-], in the Roman Catholic Church* the
service of dawn which constitutes the second (or,

when said together with matins, the first) of the
canonical hours. v*t. [ME. lauden; L. laudare < the
w.l, to praise; extol. SYN. see praise.

Laud, William (16d), 1573-1645; English clergyman;
archbishop of Canterbury: executed for treason.

laud-a-bil-i-ty (16d'a-bil'a-ti), n. [L. laudabilitas < laud-

abttis], the quality of being laudable; praiseworthiness.
laud*a-ble (16d'8-bl), adj. [L. laudabilis], I. worthy
of being lauded ; praiseworthy ; commendable. 2. [Obs. j,

in medicine, such as indicates an improving condition;
healthy: said of pus.

laud-a-bly (ISd's-bli), adv. in a laudable manner.
laud-a-num (16d''n-am, Iftd'narn), n. [altered use (by
Paracelsus) of ML. var. of L. ladanum; Gr. ledanon,
resinous juice from the shrub ledon, mastic; Per.

ladan]> 1. formerly, any of various preparations con-

taining opium. 2. a solution of opium in alcohol;
tincture of opium.
lau-da-tion (16-da'shsn) , n. [L. laudatio], a lauding or

being lauded; praise; commendation.
laud-a-tive (16d'a-tiv), adj. [L. laudatiyus], laudatory.

laud-a-to-ry (lad'a-toVi, Idd'o-to'ri), adf. [LL. laud-

atorius < L. laudare; see LAUD], expressing praise;

eulogistic; commendatory.
Lau-der, Sir Harry (16'der), (Harry MacLennan),
1870-1950; Scottish comedian, singer, and song writer.

Lau en burg (lou^n-berg), n. a former duchy of

Denmark, now a part of Schleswig-Holstein: see

Holstein, map.
laugh (laf, laf), v.i. [ME. laughen, lahtin, etc.; AS.
hleahhan; akin to G. lachen (OHG. hlahhan); IE. base

*qleg-, etc., to cry out, sound, seen also in clangor],

1. to make the characterisftic sounds of the voice

and fmovements of the features and body thiat express
mirth, amusement, ridicule, etc. 2. to feel or suggest

joyousness; appear bright and gay. v.t. I. to express
or say with laughter. 2. to bring about, effect, or

influence by means of laughter: as, she laughed the

chil4 &to a better humor, n. 1. the act or sound of

lauding. 2. anything that prpvoke$ or* is fit to pro-
voke laughter^ , , ,

have the last laugh, to wia after apparent defeat and
discomfiture.

laugh at, 1. to be amused by. 2. to make fun of : ridi-

cule; deride. 3. to be indifferent to or contemptuous
of; disregard,

'

'
'

-
'

laugh away, to get rid of (something ttnpleasant or

embarrassing) by laughter.
laugh down, to sEence or suppress by;laughing.
laugh in one's sleeve, to laugh sectetly or -inwardly.

laugh oft, to scorn, avoid, or reject by; faugfrtarjoir am-
' i icule. *

,

i

'

' '
'

'*
'

'

<
4

'

*
5 f

laugh out of (or on) the other (or wrongs) 4Ufe of tfoe

.1 oputi^'toichaiagefroaa ioy to sopjow^ mm'
ment to annoyanfee^ 'etc.,

'

i \ > .
"

"

, no laughing, vtotxsfi .a matter thafais ,

laugh-ing (laf'iij, laf'iij), adj. 1. that laughs; showing
amusement or happine by laughter: as, a laughing
face. 2. causing laughter: as, a laughing matter.

laughing gas, nitrous oxide, NaO, used as an anesthetic,

especially in dentistry: so caBed from the reaction of

laughter and exhilaration that inhaling it may produce.
laughing jackass, an Australian kingfisher with a

___ _ _ ___ _ . __ __ _ t person
or thing'made tne object of ridicule.

laugh-ter (laf'ter, l&f'tgr), n. [ME. lakter, lauhter; AS.
hleahtor (akin to G. gelachter) < base of hUahhan
(see LAUGH) -}- suffix -tor (Gmc. *-lro-; cf. SLAUGHTER)],
1. the action of laughing or the sound resulting:. 2. a
matter for or cause of laughter.
launce (lans, lans), n. [ME. launce, lance, lance^ see

LANCE], any of a small group of sea fishes with a pointed
snout and a long, slender body, found in American
coastal waters: also sand launce: also spelled lance,
launch (16nch, linch), v.t. [ME. lanchen, lannckm;
OPr. lanchier, lander < lance; see LANCE], 1. to hurl,

discharge, or send off (a weapon, blow, etc.). 2. to
send forth with some force: as, the catapult launched
the plane into the air. 3. to cause (a newly built

vessel) to slide from the land into the water; set
afloat. 4. to set in operation; start: as, the anor
launched an attack. 5. to start (a person) on soawcei

course or career, va. 1. to put to sea (often with
out or forth). 2. to start on some new course or enter-

prise. 3. to throw oneself (into) with vigor; rush;
plunge : as, she launched into a tirade, n. the movement
of a vessel in sliding from the land into water.
launch out, 1. to put to sea. 2. to begin something
new. 3. to be reckless in action or thought.

launch (ISnch, lanch), n. [Sp. or Port, lancha; prob. <
Malay lanca? three-masted boat < lancar, speedy,
quick], 1. the largest boat carried by a warship.
2. a large, open motorboat.
launching pad (or platform), the platform from which
a rocket, guided misstkv etc. is launched or fired.

laun-der QSn'der, lam'dSr), n. [ME, lavender, washer-
woman; UFr. lanandier; I/L. lamndarius, masc,, la&-

andaria t fern., washer < L. lamre* to wash; see LATHER],
a water trough, especially one used in mining for

washing dirt from the ore. v.t. to wash (clothes,

etc.) ; wash and iron. vi. 1. to withstand washing; as,

this fabric launders well. 2, to do laundry.
laun dress (Iftn'dris, lin'dris), ^ a woman whose work*
is washing clothes, ironing, etc.; washerwoman. ,

laun-dry Qdn'dri, lan/dri), n. \$l. LAUNDRIES (-dm)),
[ME. & OFr. lavenderie? L. lavandaxm], 1. a laun^erli!j!8:f

2. a place where laundering is done. 3. clothes, etc.,

ready for, at, or returned from such a place,
laun-dry-man (16*n'dri-man, laWdri-man;, n. [pi. LAUif-
DRYMEN (im.Qn)] a roan, who works in or for a laamdry,
especially one who collects and delivers clothes* ,fce.

for laundering service.

. ..

Lau ra (^6'ra) , [It. ? ptojb. < L. lawrus, laurel], a j

name: variants, Lnrmd^, Lorinda, <

'

lau-ra-ceous QfaSfdaaflu adL l<> Mod*
laurel family, (< L. fcirtnw/laarei; + r?aca4i 4:

x>f "the laurel family of arpmatic ,
trees aja.(| shmbs,

including the laurel, avocado, 'aufcnfl&' mttvmQT,, etc.

lau re ate (ld%i-it? ifw -
t WicfrStfX WM [ME^ lament ;

L. lauremtug < Jwewv laucel tree < laurm, laurel],
1. woven of sprigs o laiurebisaid o a crown or wreath.
2. crowned with a laurel wreath as a uiark) of honor
or distinction. 3. worthy, of honor; distinguished;

pre-eminent, esp^ciafy ampng poets, n. 1. a person
crowned with laurel. 2. a poet laureate, v.r. JJLAU-
RBATBD (-Si)> LAWHEATiNGj, 1. to honor or confer
distinction upoa !by>ccownmg with laurel. 2., to ap-

point tb tie poet laureateship. :

lau re ate ship -(lo'jfi-it-shipO, n. [see -SHIP], l.,the

iposftbpoa of poet , laureate. 2. the time during whiQh
a poet holds this position. ^,-jteu^ (16'sal, lar/af), n. [ME. lorer, laurer* lorel: OFr.
laurier* loner; L. lavrus], 1. any of a group ol evjec-

greem^trees or shrubs, native to southern Europe a.nd

widely cultivated in the United States, with .largje.

glossy, aromatic leaves, gareenish^yellow flowers, aM
black betries: also called bay m&* 2, the, foliage 'pf

this 'tree, especially as woven intp , wjeatfes such, as

those used by the ancient Greeks ^6 crowii, the victors

in various contests; hence, 3. pi. a) fame; honor.

i|>) victory. 4. any of various trees an?L'S^rubf
s re-

sembling the true laurel, as? the >azaleas, rhododendrons,
mountain laurel, etc. vJt. [LAtJRE3LD or LAUR^XLKB

! (nrald. -&ld), LAURELING oc LAURELLING]* 1. to crown
with laurel; hence* i2. torhonor.
,look to Qn^a |Mnte|4 *o beware of haying qne s
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reat on oratf* laurels, to be satisfied with what one has
akemdy achieved or accomplished.

Lau renee (koVaas, Hr'ans), [L. Laurewlius; prob. <
taws, kurel (or ^ < Laitrtntus, town in Latium)],
a i&ASctiiiiae name; diminutiw. Lorry; variant, JLasrmw;
feminine, &mtr&; equivalents, Fr, l^mr&tt, G. Lwm&> It.

& Sp. Lorenzo: also spelled Lawrence.
Laia-rca-cin, Marie (ma're"' lo'rlw'swi'), 1885-1956;
French painter.

Lau-ren-ti-an (Id-ren'shi-on, Utaen'shaa), adj. [< L.
LaMrmtins. Lawrence; -f -wt}, 1. of or connected
with the St. Lawrence River, 2 in feototy, desig-
nating or of the younger of two series of rocks of the
Archaean system: cf. Keewatln.
cite Laurentian, the Laurentian series of rocks.

Laurentiaik Mountains, a mountain range in Canada,
between Hwiaoa Bay and the St. Lawrence River.
Laurier, Ssr WMIiid (IS'ri-a', la'ri-a'), 1841-1919;
Canadian statesman; prime minister (1896-191 1).

Latt-rfn-da 0,6-rin'da), a feminine name: see Laura.
lau-rus-tine (IS'ros-tm), n. [Mod. L. laatmstinus < L.
laums, laurel

t
+ tinus, the laurustine], a tall evergreen

shrub grown in the Mediterranean regions of Europe
for its fragrant, white or pinkish flowers.
Lau-sarnie (15-zan

f
; Fr. lo'zanO* Jt a city in western

Switzerland, near Lake Geneva: pop., 93,000.
itecw De-o (16s de'o), [L,], praise (be) to God.
Lau-wine (Wwin; G. iou-ve'na), n a Lawine.
la-va (lS

7v, lav's), n. [It. < lawrv; L. lavare, to wash;
see LATHER], 1. melted rock issuing from a volcano.
2. such rock when solidified by cooling.

la-va-bo (la-vStx*), n. [fL LAVABOES (-boz)], [L,, 1
will wash; see LATHER], Jsometimes L-l, in the Roman
Catholic ChurcJi, 1. the ritual of washing the celebrant's
hands after the offertory, accompanied by the repe-
tition of verses 6-12 of Psalm 25 (26 in the Authorized
and Revised Versions), beginning with lambo: a similar
ritual is used in some Episcopal churches. 2. these
verses* 3. a) the washbowl or basin ussed. fy in mon-
asteries, the room containing tim&v 4. the small towel
for drying the celebrant's hands.
lav-age (jtatfj; Pr. la'v&zhO, w- (F*. < l<u&; L. Imare,
. to wash: see LATHER], 1. a warning. 2. in medicine,
t the washing out of an organ, especially the stomach
or intestinal tract.
I^wL Pierre (py&r fc'vftl'; Bng. te-val'), 1883-1945;
Kreaca politician; premier and minister of foreign
affairs (1931-1932; 1935-1936); executed for treason.

la-va-la-va (IS'va"4a''va), n. [Samoanj, a calico loincloth
or waistcloth worn by Samoans and other South Sea
islanders,

lav-a-liere. lav-a-lier (lav'4r'), n. [Pr. lavaUifre, kind
of tie < Duchesse de La Valliere (1644-1710), mistress
of Louis XIV], an ornament hanging from a chain,
worn around the neck.

In-vaNier OavVl&r'; Pr. te'valyaV), n. [Fr.J, a
lavaliere.

la-va-tion (la-va'shon), n. [L. lawtio < lamrv* to wash;
see LATHER], 1. a washing. 2. water for washing.

lav-a-ttMry (lavVtcc'i, lav*a~to'ri), m, \pl. LAVATORIES
(_fo^ *&}], |LL. lavatorium < L., laww, to wash; see
LATHER], 1, a bowl or basin for washing the face and
hands, 2. a room equipped with such a basin or basins :

now often a euphemism for toilet. 3. in ecclesiastical

usage, the ritual washing of the celebrant's, hands at
the offertory: cf. lavabo.

lave (l&vl v.t* A v4. [LAVED 03vd), LAVWQ], |MEh

Iwm; Owr. tor: L. lavare (see LATHER) ; prob. merged
with law (to dip)], [Poetic], 1. to wash; bathe* 2. to
flow along or against.

lave (lav), .t. [LAVED (lavd), LAVING]. [ME. Imm; AS,
lafian; prob. < L. locate; see prec.], to dip or pour
with or as with a ladle.

lave (laV), n. [AS. laf; see LEAVE (to let remain)],
[Scot.], what is left over; the remainder.

lav en der (lav'an-der), n. [ME.; Anglo-Pr. Itwendm;
ML. livendula, lavendula (.whence G. lavandel, Fr.
lavande, etc.); associated with L. lavare, to wash (cf.

LAVE, .), from use as bath perfume, but prob. of
diiferent origin; ? < L, litetre, to be bluish, or Uvidus,
blue (cf. LIVID)], 1. any of a group of fragrant Euro-
pean plants of the mint family, having spikes of pale-
purplish flowers and yielding am aromatic oil (oil of
lavender). 2. the dried flowers* leaves* and stalks of
this plant, used to fill sachets and; to perfume clothes,
linens, etc. 3. a pale purple, the color of the flowers
of ttds plant, adj. pale-purple, ujk to perfume with
lavender.
lavender water, a perfume or toilet water made from
flowers of the lavender plant.

la-ver (la'vgr), n. [ME. lover, lavour; OFr. faveoir,
lavur; L. lavatorium < lavare, to wash; see LATHER],
1. [Archaic], a large basin to wash in; especially, the
brass basin of the ancient Jewish Templei
the priests washed their hands and feet. 2.
that cleanses spiritually; especially, the water
baptism or the font containing this.

la-ver (la'vSr), n. [L., water plant], any
large, edible, purple seaweeds.

Isv-er-ock (lav'gr-ok, lav'rak), n. [Late ME. Imeroc,
var. of laverke; see LARK], [Archaic or Scot.], the lark.
La vin-i-a (b-vin'i-o, ia-vtn'ya), [L.J, a feminine name.
lav ish (lav'ish), adj. [orig. n. < OFr. lamsst, lamcki,
torrent of rain; Pr. lavati; L. lamtio; see LAVATBON],
1. very generous or liberal in giving or spending, often
extravagantly so; prodigal. 2. more than enough;
very abundant; unstinted: as, Itmsh entertainment.
v.L to give or spend generously or liberally: as, he
lavished his love on the child. SYN* see profuse.

Lavoisier, An-tolne Lau-rent (aVtw&n' lo'rau'

la'vwi'zya'), 1743-1794; French chemist; founder of
modern chemistry; died on the guillotine.
law (16), n. [ME. lawe, laghe; Late AS. lagu, < Anglo-N".
*lagn (ON. l8g), pi. of lag, something laid down or
settled < base of Eng. lie, lay (IE. base *legh~) ; not
connected with L. lex (< IE. base *te|-, to bring
together, collect) but influenced in various senses by
this word, L. jus (cf. JUSTICE), & Pr. loi; for sense
development cf. G. gesetz, Eng. doom, & L. statutum
(cf. STATUTE) : the Norse word replaced the native AS.
x (akin to G. ehe, marriage)], I. all the rules of
conduct established and enforced by the authority,
legislation, or custom of a given community or other
group: as, a basic tenet of English law. 2. any one
of such rules. 3. the condition existing when obedience
to such rules is general: as, they have established law
and order. 4. the branch of knowledge dealing with
such rules: jurisprudence. 5. the system of courts in
which such rules are referred to in defending one's
rights, securing justice, etc.: as, they had to resort to
law to settle the matter. 6. all such rules having to
do with a particular sphere of human activity: as,
business law. 7. in England, common law, as dis-

tinguished from equity. 8. the profession of lawyers,
judges, etc. (often with the). 9. knowledge of the law
(sense 1): as, his law is sound. 10. a) a sequence of
events in nature or in human activities that has been
observed to occur with unvarying uniformity under
the same conditions: often law of nature. 6) the formu-
lation in words of such a sequence: as, the law of

gravitation, the law of diminishing returns. 11. any
rule or principle expected to be observed: as the
laws of health, a law of grammar. 12. inherent tend-
ency; instinct: as, the law of self-preservation. 13. in
ecclesiastical usage, a) a divine conimandment. b) all
divine commandments collectively. 14. in mathematics,
a general principle to which all applicable cases must
conform: as, the laws of exponents. 15. [Chiefly
British], in sports, an allowance in distance or time,
as in a race; handicap. Abbreviated L., L
go to law, to take a problem or dispute to a law court
for settlement,

lay down the law, 1. to give explicit orders in an au-
thoritative manner. 2. to give a scolding (to).

read law, to study to become a lawyer.
the Law, 1. the Mosaic code, or the part of the Old
Testament containing it; hence, 2. the Old Testa-
ment. 3.

p-], [Colloq.], a policeman, or the police.
$YN. law, in its specific application, implies prescription
and enforcement by a ruling authority (the law of the land); a
rule may not be authoritatively enforced, but it is generally
observed in the interests of order, uniformity, etc. (the rules of
golf); regulation refers to a rule of a group or organization,
enforced by authority (military regulation^; a statute is a
law enacted by a legislative body; an ordinance is a local,
generally mianic^pal, few; a canon is, strictly, a law of a church,
but the term is also used of any rule or principle regarded as
tni or in conformity with, good usage (the canons of taste).
See also theory.

law-a-bid-infi (ISVbid'ii)), adj. obeying the law;
abiding by the law.
law-book (Id'bookOf n. a book containing or discussing
laws; especially, such a book used as a textbook for
Stedents. ,of lawt

Jwv-fareakw (loVbrak^er), n. one who violates the law.

law-breajk-tog ad'brak^), n. violation of the law.
,

,

courts a 'com* for the ' adwiMsteation of justice
under the law; judicial tribunal,
lawful GWli tid^i 1. In coofanpitir with the prin-
ciples of the law; permitted by lawvas, a lawful act:

f
66^^!^ *85 2)* ^ xecegiimeci by few; just: as,
lawful dfefots. ^i??zyi see legal.

introduces, OJF

people;, la

; n. a perston who draws up,
a codte of laws for"a

1

nation or
'"

' ' "

labma; see
lawless (16
the authority o aw: as, si la^
conformity with law ; illegals as>
3. not obeying the law; unruly; ,-- ''

I, [G. <; LL.

not regulated by
-- JL~ Z not in

;
ipractices.

of

to ffiake laws,; especially, a
*.

'

n!
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law merchant, all the rules and usages originating in
the customs of merchants and now applied to dealings
in trade and commerce.
lawn (16n), n. [ME. & OFr. launde, heath < Bret.
lann, territory, country; akin to W. llan, open space;
IE. base as in land], 1. land covered with grass kept
closely mown, especially in front of or around a house.
2. [Archaic], an open space in a forest; glade.
lawn (15n), n. [earlier laune lynen, for Loon linen <
Laon, city in Prance, where made], a fine, sheer cloth
of linen or cotton, used for handkerchiefs, blouses,
curtains, etc.

lawn mower, a hand-propelled or power-driven machine
for cutting the grass of a lawn, typically with spiral
steel blades rotating on a horizontal bar set between
wheels.
lawn tennis, see tennis.

lawn-y (16n'i), adj. 1. [Rare], having many lawns.
2. resembling a lawn.

lawn-y (IQn'i), adj. of or like lawn (cloth).Law of Moses, the first five books of the Old Testament
(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy) ;

Pentateuch: Torah.
law of nations, international law.
law of the Medes and Persians, unchangeable law.
Law-fence (ISr'ans, lar'sns), a masculine name: see
Laurence, n. 1. a city in northeastern Massachusetts,
on the Merrimack River: pop., 80,000. 2. a city in
eastern Kansas: pop., 23,000.
Lawrence, Saint, 3d century A.D.; Christian martyr.
Law*rence, D. H. (16r>ons, lar'ans), (David Herbert
Lawrence), 1885-1930; English novelist and poet.
Lawrence. T. E.f (Thomas Edward Lawrence; name
legally changed, 1927, to Thomas Edward Shaw),
1888-1935; British archaeologist, army officer, ad-
venturer, and writer: called Lawrence of Arabia.
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, 1769-1830; English portrait
painter.
law-suit 0-6'soot', 16'sut'), n a suit at law or in equity;
case presented before a civil court for decision.

law-yer (16'ye>), n. [ME. lawyere; see LAW & -ran], a
person who has been trained in the law, especially one
whose profession is advising others in matters of law
or representing them in lawsuits: abbreviated law.
SYN. lawyer is the general term for a person trained in the
law and authorized to advise or represent others in legal
matters; counselor and its British equivalent, barrister,
refer to a lawyer who conducts cases in court; attorney,
generally, and its British, equivalent, solicitor, always, refer

to a lawyer legally empowered to act for a client, as in drawing
up a contract or will, settling property, etc.; counsel, often

equivalent to counselor, is frequently used collectively for a

group of counselors.

lax (laks), adj. [ME.; L. laxus; IE. base *($)leg- t *(s)Ug~,
to be loose, lax, seen also in languid, languish* slack,

lease], 1. a) loose; emptying easily: said of the bowels.

b) having lax bowels. 2. slack; of a loose texture;
not rigid or tight. 3. not strict or exactj careless: as,

lax morals, 4. in botany, loose; open: said of a flower
cluster. 5. in phonetics, pronounced with the jaw and
tongue relatively relaxed: said! of certain vowels, as
e in met, i in hill. n. a lax vowel. SYN. see remiss.

lax-a-tion (lak-sa'shan), it. [ME. laxacion; L. laxatio],
the act or process of making or being made lax.

lax-a live (lak'saMtiv), adj. [ME. & Late OFr. laxatif;
L. laxativus], tending to make lax; specifically, making
the bowels loose and relieving constipation, n. any
laxative medicine; mild cathartic, SYN. see physic.

lax-i-ty (iak'ss-ti), n. [Pr. laxitt; L. laxitas], the quality
or condition of being lax.

lay (II), v.t. [LAID (ISd), LAYING], [ME. leyen t leien; new
formation < 3d pers. sing, of earlier leggen; AS. lecgan,

lit., to make Me (akin to Goth, lagjan, G. legen) < p.t.

base of AS. licgan, to lie; cf. LIE (recline)}, 1. to cause
to come down or fall with force; knock down, as from
an erect position: as, he laid his opponent low with
one punch. 2. to causse to lie; place or put so as to be
in a resting or recumbent position; deposit (with on
or in): as, lay the pencil on t&e table. 3. a) to put
down in the correct position for a specific purpose, as

bricks, carpeting, etc. 6) to cause to be situated in a
Dartictdar place or condition: as, the scene is la*jl in

France. 4, to place; put; set: of something abstract,

as, he lays great emphasis on accuracy. t
S. to prpduce

and deposit (an egg qr eggs) : said of a bird, etc. 6. a)
to cause to stosia3

1o*'3wfet as. My the dust, b) to

allay, suppress, overcome; or appeases as, this laid

the jgiijDsty Msvdo^ts^eite laid* i^ to press or smooth
down: as; she-loii itihe-nap of the doth. 8. to bet

(a specified sum, etc.)* & to Impose (a tax, penalty,
etc.). ']&, to *wirk y<M*t; dtevisei as, lay your plans

tlw !feo prepare (a table) for a meal; set
"'

'kbeay, etc. 1

* 12. to 'advance, present,
jftf "qjta&Q . to the p^^perty* 13. to

attribute; ascribe; charge; impute: as, the murder was

laid to Jones. 14. a) to form (the strands of a rope)
by twisting yarn. 2) to form (a rope) by arranging and
twisting the strands. 15. {Slang}, to have sexual inter-
course with. J 1. to lay an egg or eggs. 2. to bet;
wager. 3. to lie: recline: substandard usage. 4. to
apply oneself with energy: as, the sailors lay to their
oars. 5. in nautical usage, to station oneself in a
required or specified f^ositlon: as, they lay aft. n.
1. the way or position in w&ich something is situated
or arranged: as, the lay of the land. 2. a sliare in tbe
profits ^of some enterprise, especially of a whaling
expedition. 3. the direction or amount of twist of
the strands of a rope, cable, etcv

lay about (one), 1 . to deliver blows on aH sides; strike
out in every direction. 2. to act energetically.

lay a course, 1. in mantfcal mage, to proceed in a cer-
tain direction without tacking; hence, 2. to make
plans to do something.

lay aside, 1. to put to one side; lay out of the way.
2. to save; lay away,

lay away, 1. to set aside for future use: save. 2. to
set (merchandise) aside for future delivery, 3. to
bury (usually in the passive).

lay before, to present to for consideration.
lay by, to save; lay away.
lay down, 1. to sacrifice or give up (one's life). 2. to
assert or declare. 3. to bet; wager. 4. to store away,
as wine in a cellar.

lay (faat) by the heels, 1. to put in chains or fetters;
imprison. 2. to deprive of freedom of movement.

lay for, [Colloq.], to be waiting to attack.
lay in, to get and store away.
lay into, [Slang], 1, to attack and hit repeatedly;
beat. 2. to attack with words; scold.

lay it on, {CoHoq.], 1. to exaggerate. 2. to flatter;
give effusive compliments.

lay off. 1. to put aside, as a garment. 2. to discharge
(employees),,especially temporarily. 3. to mark off
the boundaries of* 4. [Slang], a) to cease. 6) to
stop criticizing, teasing, etc.

lay on, 1. to spread on. 2. to attack with force; strike
repeatedly.

lay oneself open, to expose oneself to attack, blame,
etc.

lay oneself out, [Colloq.], to try very hard.
lay open, 1. to open up; cut open. 2. to expose.
lay out, 1. to spend. 2. to arrange according to a
plan. 3. to spread out (clothes, equipment, etc.)
ready for wear, inspection, etc. 4. to make (a
dead body) ready for burial; hence, 5. [Slangl to
knock down or make unconscious.

lay over, to stop a while in a place before coa^teniatg^
journey, ; :

lay to, 1. to attribute to; credit to or blaaae on, 2. &>
apply oneself with vigor. 3% in namPiaal naow, *) to
check the motion of a ship and cause it to become
stationary, d) to, lie more or less stationary witfe tSie
bow to the wind: said of a ship,

lay up, 1 . to store for futsure use; hoard, 2. fco disable ;

confine to bed or the sickroom, 3. to put (a ship)
in dock, as for repairs.

lay Oa), past tense of Me (to recline).
lay (la), adj* (MB. & OPr. M; L, laicus; Gr. laikos <
loos, the people], 1. of the laity, or ordinary people,
as distinguished from the clergy, 2. not belonging to
or connected with a given profession; nonprofessional:
as, no lay reader wSl understand this medical text.

lay (la), iu [MB. & OPr. lai; prob. < Gnac. word repre-
sented by AS. lac, play, sport & OHG. leich (G. leiche),
song, melody (see LARK, to play)], 1. a short poem,
especially a narrative poem, for singing: originally
appHed to a short narrative poem for pertormance fey
a minstrel and with a story drawn from Arthurian or
Breton tradition. 2. [now partly from supposed con-
nection with G. lied, song], [Archaic or Poetic], a
song or melody.
Lay-a-mon (lara-man, la/ya-man), n. English priest
and poet; fl. c. 1200; author of the Middle English
verse chronicle Brut: also Lawman (form preferred by
most modern scholars as showing the literal meaning
of the name, spelled Laghamon in Early ME., later

Laweman).
lay brother, 1. a member of a monastery who has
token vows and wears a distinctive habit but is not
in holy orders: lay brothers are generally employed
in manual labor. 2. a layman.
lay day, [short or delay day], 1. in commerce* any of
the days allowed for 'loading or unloading a skip with-
out payment of extra charge. 2. in nautical u&a^e,
any of the days that a ship is delayed; in port.

lay er (la'Sr), ify 1, a person or thing that lays. 2. a
single thickness, coat, fold, or stratum. 3. a shoot or

twig (of ^living plant) bent 'clown, and partly covered
with earth so that it may take root. < v.t. A v.i. to

grow
'

l
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'
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lay-er-a&e (la'er-ij), n. [see -AGE], the growing of plants
by layering.

layer cake, a cake baked in two or more layers, which
are placed one on the other, usually with icing, etc.

in between,
tayr*itt& (la'er-in), n. {layer, v. -f -mg], a method of

growing plants and shrub by bending a shoot or twig
and covering it with earth until it has rooted.

Isor-ette (ia-etO* n. [Fr., dim. of laie, packing box,

drawer; PL laeye; MD. lade, a chest, trunk < Gmc.
*hlatho-, container < base of Eng. lade (to load), G.

laden], a complete outfit for a newborn baby, including
clothes, bedding, and accessories.

lay figure, [earlier layman; D. leeman < MD. led,

Emb, joint + man, man], 1. an artist's jointed model
of the human form, on which drapery is arranged to

get the proper effect. 2. a mere puppet; figurehead.

lay-man (la'man), n. [pL LAYMEN (-man)], [lay (of the

laity) + man], 1. a member of the laity; person not a

clergyman. 2. a person not belonging to or skilled

in a given profession: as, this medical textbook is

not for the layman.
lay-off (13'af), n. [< phr. lay off], 1. a putting out
of work or being put out of work, especially temporarily.
2. the period of such unemployment.

lay of the land, 1. the way the land is situated;

arrangement of the terrain. 2. the existing state or

disposition of affairs. Also lie of the land.

lay-out (la'out'), n. 1. the act of laying something
out. 2. the manner in which anything is laid out;
arrangement; specifically, the i>lan or make-up of a
newspaper, book, page, advertisement, etc. 3. the

thing laid out. 4. an outfit or set, as of tools,

lay-o-ver (la'o'ver), n [< phr. lay over], a stopping
for a while in some place during a journey; as, we had
a two-hour layover at Ogden.

la-zar (la'zer, faz'er), u. JME. lazar, lazer; OPr. lazar;
ML. laxarns, leper < L. Lazarns; Gr. Lazaros, Lazarus,

beggar spoken of in Luke 16:19-31 < Heb. el'azar;

seeltAZARUs], [Rare], an impoverished, diseased beggar,
especially a leper.

laz a-ret, laz a rette (lazVret') , n. [Fr. lazaret < It.],

a lazaretto.
last-a-ret-to (lazVret'S), n. [pi. LAZARETTOS (-oz)j,

[It.; Venetian la&areto, mazareto < Venetian church of

Santa Madonna di Naisaret, used as a plague hospital
dtintarthe 15tih c,; initial t- by analogy with lazssaro,

tepee; see LAZAR), 1. a public hospital for poor people
having contagious diseases, especially for lepers. 2. a
building or ship used as a quarantine station. 3. in

certain ships, a space between decks, used for storing
provisions.

Laz-a-rus (laz'g-ras), (L.; Gr. Lazaros < Heb. d'azar,
lit., God has helped; cf. LAZAR, ELEAZAR), a masculine
name. n. 1. in the Bible, a) the brother of Mary
and Martha, raised from the dead by Jesus: John 11.

&) the diseased beggar in Jesus' parable of the rich
man and the beggar: Luke 16:19-31; hence. 2. [often
1^1; any horribly diseased beggar, especially a leper.

Laz-a-rus, Emma (laz'a-ras), 1849-1887; American
poet and essayist.

laze (laz), vd. [LAZED (iazd), LAZING], [back-formatioa
< lam}, to be lazy or idle; loaf. v.t to spend (time,
ete) in idleness (often, with away).

La-zear, Jesse William. (la-zeV), 1866^1900; American
physician; known for his work on yellow fever.

la*zi-ly (ESVl-i), adv. in a lazy manner.
la-zi-ness (la'a^nds), W. a lazy quality or state.
lazuli, see lapis lazuli.

laz-u-Iite (laz'yoo-uV), n. |< ML. lazulum, azure; +
-ite], a glassy, azure-blue mineral, hydrous aluminum
phosphate, with varying amounts *of iron and magnesi-
um.

la-zy (la'zi),, adj. [LAZIER (-zi-Sr), LAZIEST (-zi-isty,
[Early Mod. Eng.; prob. < MLGVor MD.; cf. MLG.
lasich, slack, loose; for IE. base see LAT], 1. not, , . ,

eager or willing tor work or exert oneself i

slothful. 2. slow and keawy; sluggish: ast a ilam
A,_ , ,._ Ji__ . ------_ ------motion. 3. tending tor cause laziness: as, a lazy d

la-zy-bones (la'zi-bonz'), n. (CoEoq.J, a lazy person.
Lazy Susan, a large revolving tray for Jood^

,

,

< *

lazy tongs, a device consisting of a series of joiited bars
crossing each other: it can be *

extended to pick up small
objects at a slight distance
from the person using it.

laz za rone (laz's-ro'na), n.
hi. LAZZARONI (-ni)] t [It. <
lazzaro, leper; see LAZAR], any
of a class of homeless beggars
formerly common on the streets of Naples.O1K [L.], libra, pound; librae, pounds.

., 1. Lit(t)erarum Baccalaureus, [L.], Bachelor of

Letters; Bachelor of Literature. 2. Local Board,
L bar (or beam), a steel bar or beam made JB the
shape of an L.

Ibs., pounds.
L/C, 1/c, letter of credit. ,

L.C., 1. Library of Congress. 2. Lower Canada.

LAZY TONGS

Lc.f 1. left center (of the stage). 2. loco citato, [L.],
in the place cited. 3. in typography, lower case.

L.G.D., l.c.d., lowest (or least) common denominator.
L.C.F., Lc.f., lowest (or least) common factor.

LCL Landing Craft, Infantry.
L.CX. l.c.1., in commerce* less than carload lot.

L.C.M., l.c.m., lowest (or least) common multiple.
LD, LJ>., Low Dutch.
Ld., 1, Limited. 2. Lord.

Ldp., Lordship.
L.D.S., 1. Latter-day Saints. 2. Licentiate in Dental

-le rl), an old suffix of various origins and meanings:
1. [ME. n. suffix -el, 4e; AS. -ol, -ul. -el], a) small, as
in tcide. V) a person that does (something specified), as
in beadle, c) a thing used for doing (something specified),
as in girdle, handle. 2. [ME. adj. suffix -el < AS. -oij,

having a tendency toward, as in brittle, ficJde. 3. [ME.
v. suffix 4en; AS. -lian], used with a frequentative
force, as in babble, prattle, 4. [ME. n. suffix -d <
OFr. -el (see MANTLE), -attle (see BATTLE), or -etile

(see BOTTLE)}, various other meanings.
le., in football, left end.
lea (le), n. [ME. ley.lee; AS. leah, orig., open ground
in a wood; akin to D. 4oo (in Waterloo, etc.), G. -loht

grove; IE. base *leuq-, light, shine, seen also in L.
lucns, grove, orig., clearing, glade, lux, light, lucere,
to shine (cf. LUCID)], [Chiefly Poetic], a meadow,
grassy field, or pasture; grassland.

lea (le), n. [? taken as sing. < leas < OFr. lesse, laisse;
see LEASH], a measure of yarn varying from 80 to 300
yards, according to the kind of yarn (usually &0 yards
for wool, 120 yards for silk and cotton, 300 yards for

linen).
lea., 1. league. 2. leather. 3. leave.
leach (lech), v.t. [prob. < AS. leccan, to water, irrigate
< same base as Tacu, a stream, pond; see LAKE (body
of water)], 1. to cause (a liquid) to filter down through
some material. 2. to subject to the washing action of
a filtering liquid: as, wood ashes are leached to extract

lye. 3. to extract (a soluble substance) from some
material by causing water to filter down through the
material: as, lye is leached from wood ashes, zu.
1. to lose soluble matter as a result of the filtering

through of water: as, this soil has leached badly. 2. to
dissolve and be washed away: as, much of the mineral
content of this soil has leached out. n. 1. a leaching.
2. a sievelike container used in leaching. 3. the
substance through which a liquid is leached.

leach-y (lech'i), adj. [leach + -y], porous, as soil.

Lea-cock, Stephen Butler (JeTkok), 1869-1944;
Canadian political economist, humorist, and educator.

lead (led), v.t. [LED (led), LEADING], [ME. leden; AS.
Isedan, caus. of lithan, to travel, go; akin to G. leiten],

1. to show the way to, or direct the course of, by going
before or along with; conduct; guide. 2. to guide, or
cause to follow one, by physical contact, holding the
hand, pulling a rope, etc.: as, he led the horse by the
bridle. 3. to show (the way, etc.) by traveling a
course or path: as, lead the way I

^
4. to show the way

to; mark the way for: as, the lights led me to the
shore. 5. to guide the course or direction of (water,
steam, rope, etc.); conduct in a certain direction,
channel, eftc. 6. a) to guide by persuasion; induce to
a course of action or thought; direct by influence: as, a
teacher leads his pupils to think clearly. 6) to cause;
prompt: as, his troubles led him to drink. 7. to be the
head of; specifically, a) to act as chief officer of;
command the operations of (a military unit). 6) to*

direct the operations of (an expedition, etc.). c) to
direct, conduct, or serve as the leader or conductor of*

(an orchestra, ballet, etc.). 8, to be, the first or fore-
most among; be at the head of: as, she, leads the class.
9. to live; spend; pass: as, he leads a strenuous life.

10., to cause to live or spend: as, she leads him. a dog's
life. 11. to begin or open, 12. ia card games, to
begin the play with (a card or suit) ; lay down as the
irs* /jaud or suit of a hand or round, 13u in hunting,

to] aim a rifle, etc. just ahead of (a moving target).
vJL 1. to show

v
the way by going before or along;

act as; guide; guide; conduct. 2. to submit to being
led? be tractable. 3. to be or form a way; tend in a
,ceMto air^c^feion,; go (with fa.&om, wdm, etc.); 4. to
bring as

s
a result (with, to) ; as, one? thing led to anothe^.

S^ to b$ fesl, duel* ot feead; ^ct a leaden 6?. to begin.
7, m Mfety to"%ik^ a firjsit'blow f6iMoae designed to

'
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'
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b) a wire or cable ^carrying current to or from a piece
of apparatus. 9. jin the theater, a) the principal role*

or a leading role, in a play or other production. 6) the
actor or actress who plays such a role. 1 0. injournalism,
the opening paragraph of a news story>f containing
all the essential facts of the story. 11. in mining* a
stratum of ore in an old river bed; lode. 12. in nautical

usage, the course of a rope. adj. acting as leader:
as, the lead horse, SYN* see guide.
lead off, to begin.
lead on, 1. to conduct further. 2. to encourage to
continue; lure.

lead one a chase (or dance], to cause a person trouble
by luring him into a vain pursuit.

lead out, 1. to begin. 2. to take a partner to begin
dancing.

lead up to, to prepare the way for.

lead (led), n. [ME. lede; AS. lead; akin to D. hod,
G. lot, plummetj^prob. Celt% word (cf. Mir. luiade,

lead) borrowed in Gmc. with basic sense "easily
melted"], 1. a heavy, soft, malleable, bluish-gray
metallic chemical element used for piping and in
numerous alloys and compounds: symbol, Pb; at. wt.,

207.21; at. no., 82. 2. anything made of this metal;
specifically, a) a weight for sounding depths at sea,
etc.: it is attached to a line and tossed over the side

of the ship, b) usually in pi. any of the strips of lead
used to hold, the individual panes in ornamental
windows, c) pi. [British], sheets of lead used for covering
a roof, d) in printing, a thin strip of type metal inserted
to increase the space between lines of type. 3. bullets,

4. a thin stick of graphite, used in pencils, adj. made
of or containing lead. v.t. 1. to cover, line, weight,
or fasten with lead or leads. 2. in ceramics, to glaze
(pottery) with a glaze made primarily of lead. 3. in

printing, to increase the space between (lines of type)
by inserting thin strips of type metal, tu. to become
covered with lead.
heave the lead, to take soundings, or depth measure-
ments, in the sea.

lead acetate, a poisonous, colorless, crystalline com-
pound, Pb(CsH*Oa)r3HaO, <

used as a mordant in

dyeing, and in making varnishes; sugar of lead.

lead arsenate, a very poisonous, colorless, crystalline

compound, Pb3(AsO4)j, used as an insecticide.

lead-en (led'*n), adj. 1. made of lead, 2. having
the inert heaviness of lead; hard to move or lift. 3.

sluggish; dull; heavy in action, feeling, etc. 4. de-

pressed; dispirited; gloomy. 5. of a dull gray.
lead-er (led'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that leads;

directing, commanding, or guiding heaa, as of a group
or activity. 2. a horse harnessed before all others in the

same hitch or as one of the two horses in the foremost

span. 3. a pipe for carrying water, etc, 4. a tendon*
5. a featured article of trade, especially one offered at

an attractively low price. 6. in fishing, a short piece
of catgut, etc. often used to attach the hook, lure.

etc. to the fishline proper. 7. in journalism, one of

the main editorials or articles, as M a newspaper, 8, in

music, d) a conductor, especially $ie conductor of a
dance band. b) the main performe^ in an mstrumen^al
or vocal section, generally given the solo passages.
9, in nautical usage, a wooden block or metal piece
with holes in it for leading lines to their proper places.
101 pL in printing, dots, dashes, etc. in a line, used to

direct the eye across the page, as in a table of contents.

lead-er^hip aed'Sr-ship*), n. [see -sap],
1. the

position
or guidance of a leader. 2. the ability to

lead-in (led'in') n the wire leading from the aerial

to a radio receiver or transmitter.
.

lead-in (led'in'), ttdj. leading in: as, a leafan wire or

tole for a radia

leading (led'iij), n. 1. a jeering^ *

article, a principal editorial or

leading edge, 1* in aeronautics, the front edge of a

t>rot>effer blade or airfoil. 2. in nautical usage, that

of the sail which first encounters the wind.'
_

leading light, 1. a light used,to guide ships into andB "*- f - ~* *

Vof1&e most importanf
f

, 4j
t'i

"|

.'in such a way asjfd.

lead-off Hed'ofOt *** a beginning; especially, in certain

sports, the first blow, play, or turn.

lead-off (led'df0, adj. mat leads off, or begins.
lead pencil (led), a pencil consisting of a slender stick

of graphite encased in wood* etc.; common pencil.
lead poisoning, an acute or chronic poisoning caused

by the absorption of lead or any of its salts into the

body: it may result in anemia, constipation, colic,

paralysis, or muscular cramps, ,

leads-mam (ledz'msn), n. [pi LEADSMEN (-msa)], in

nautical usage, a man who heaves a lead to take sound-

lealhtet-ra-eth-yl (tet'ra-eth'sl), tetraethyl lead.

lead time (led), in manufacturing, the period of time

required from the decision to make a product to the

beginning of actual production.
lead-y fled'i), adj. resembling lead: leaden,
leaf (let), n. \pl. LEAVES (levz)], (ME. Me; AS. leaf;

akin to D. loo/. G. laub; IE. base *Uub(H)-t to peel
off, pull off, etc., seen also in Litfa. lupu, to skin, pare
off], 1. any of the Oat, thin, expanded organs, ttsually
green, growing from the stem or twig of a plant; it

usually consists of a broad blade, a petiole, or stalk,
and stipules: see LEAF FORMS, p. 832. 2. in poptdar
usage, a) the blade of a leaf, b) a petal: as, a tulip leaf.

3. leaves collectively: as, a consignment of choice
tobacco leaf, 4. a sheet of paper, especially as part of

a book, with a page on each side. 5. a) a very tain
sheet of metal; lamina. 6) such sheets collectively: as,

a frame covered with gold leaf. 6. a) a hinged section
of a table top, forming an extension when raised into

place, b) a boarel inserted into a table top to increase
its surface. 7. a flat, hinged or movable part of a
folding door, shutter, etc, 8. one of a number o metal
strip laid one upon another to make a leaf spring.
Abbreviated L., 1, t>.* to put forth or bear leaves;
leave (often with out), v.t. to turn the pages of (a

book, etc.), as in looking through it quickly (often
with through) .

in leaf, having leaves grown; with foliage.
take a leaf from one** book, to follow one's example.
turn over a new leaf, to make a new start.

leaf-age (lef'ij), n. [leaf + -age], leaves collectively;

leaf Fat, fat built up in flakes ox layers around the

kidneys of a pig.
leaf hopper, an insect that leaps from one plant to
another, sucking the juices and causing destruction.

leaf-i ness (lef'i-nis), n* the state of being leafy.
leaf lardi lard made from leaf fat,

leaf-less (leflis), adj. having no leaves. ,';

leaf-let (li^Ht), n. [leaf + 4e?j, 1. one of the dtvMons
of a compound leal. 2. a small or young leaf, 3, a
separate sheet of printed matter, often fowled. |wa,t not
stitched: folder: as, propaganda leaflets.

leaf mold, a rich soil consisting largely of decayed
leaves.

leaf spring, a spring built up of curved strips of metal:
see

1

spring, tilus/i '

.

'\

'*'"
'

<

leaf stalk (lef'sti^k^ n, a supds<*|ing stem by which a
leaf is attached" *o a tw^g ovjwger 'branch; petiole,

leaf-y (lef'i), adj* ILEAFIER |4lf), LEAFIEST (-i-ist)j,
1. of, covered wisfw consists^ f, or like a leaf or

leaves.; 2. having many le&vek 3. having broad
leaves s as, lettuce &nd spinach are leafy vegetables.

league {leg), n. [Mm ligg; OFr, ligue; It. Hga, lega <
legare; L. ligare, tb bind], 1. a compact or covenant
made by nations* groups^ or indrvaduals for promoting
common interests, assuring mutual protection, etc.

2. an association or alliance of individuals, groups, or

nations, formed by such a covenant, v.t. & v.i.

[LEAGUED (Kgd), LEAGUING], t form into a league.
-hSYN. see

1

affiance.
in league, associated for a common purpose; allied.
,.__ .A ^.

League of Nations.
IE. lege: OFr, legue; LI/. Ztftfaf leuca,

*-"% origin!, a measure o distance
.< times aa&d countries: i ; pnglisii-
it is usually about 3 sta^ate miles

*> nauuutu uu-u.es: abbreviatec! L., )., lea.
i

tue of Nations,, an association of nations, estab-
~.~~3d January 10, 1920, by the Versailles treaty, to

promote international co-operation and peace: it was
dissolved in April, 1946, and was succeeded by the

United Nations after World War II.
'"" " ' * "

5 LAIR],

miles:

lea-guer (le'ggr), n..{D. leger, a camp,
[Archaicl, 1. a siege;: beleaguering.

used to 1

walk;
e or

tope 'of, a scale, %;

army. 3. the canxpi ot such an army.
|to besiege. ,[

lea-guer Qe'gfeV), n. a niember of a leaa -,_ T

,f'I*eah (le>9), [HebM flfc, Ht., gazelle, wild; cowl, a

i'/ feminine name. n!?$if the Bible, the elder daughter
''

of Laban, given in marriage to Jacob after Jaeob had
served Laban seven years believing he would receive
fis*~ ' "' * '

Gen. 29:13i3a: i

I*W, look; oH, out up, .us^,

l
o in ammy, '&

! dock, SeeT&L xi-^
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Leahy, William Daniel (la'hi, la'i), 1875-1959;
American admiral and diplomat.

leak (lek), v& [ME. leken < ON. leka, to drip; akin to
AS. leccan, to water, moisten; see LEACH, LAKE!,
1. to let a fluid substance out or in accidentally* as,
the ship leaks. 2. to enter or escape accidentally from
an object or container (often with in or owl). 3. to
become known little by little, by accident, carelessness,
or treachery: as, the truth leaked out v.t. 1. to permit
(water, air, etc.) to pass accidentally in or out; allow
to leak. 2. to allow to become known: as, to leak
secrets or information, n. 1. an accidental hole or crack
that lets something out or in. 2. any means of escape
for something that ought not to be let out, lost, etc.
3. the fact of leaking; leakage. 4, a) a loss of electrical
charge through faulty insulation, b) the point where
this occurs.

leak-age (lek'ij), n, [see -AGE], 1. a leaking in or out;
leak. 2. something that leaks in or out. 3. the amount
that leaks in or out. 4. in commerce, an allowance for
a partial loss by leaking, as of liquids in shipment.

leak-i-ness (lek'i-ms), n. a leaky quality or state.
leak-y (lek'i), adj. [LEAKIER (-i-Sr), LEAKIEST (-Mst)J,
1. allowing the accidental entrance or escape of a
fluid substance; having a leak or leaks. 2. [Colloq.],
not able to keep a secret.

leal (lei), adj\ (north Brit. dial, form of loyal < OPr.
leal: L. legalis], [Archaic or Scot.], loyal; true.

^ffim
1^' w- k?A?P <lgnd) or LEANT (lent), LEANING],

}M.b. Lenen; AS. hhman, to lean,JsZaman, to cause to
lean; akin to G. lehnen; IB. base *klei-, to incline, lean
seen also in incline, decline, climax, ladder, etc.], 1. to
bend or deviate from an upright position; stand slant-
ing; incline. 2. to bend or incline the body so as to
rest part of one's weight upon or against something:
as, he leaned on the desk. 3. to rely; depend for
encouragement, advice, etc. (with upon or on). 4. to
tend: favor slightly: as, you lean toward state control
of education, v+t. 1. to cause to bend from an up-
right position: as, the storm leaned the telephone poles
over. 2. to place (something) so that it rests against
something else: as, lean the ladder against the house.
n. a bend or deviation from the upright; incline; slant.
lean over backward, [Colloq.], to counterbalance a
tendency, prejudice, etc. by an extreme effort in the
opposite direction.

opposed to fat. 2. containing little or no fat: said of
meat. 3. lacking in richness, profit, productiveness,
etc. ; meager, n. meat containing little or no fat.
SYN. lean implies a healthy, natural absence of fat or
fleshiness; spare suggests a sinewy frame without any super-
fluous flssh; lanky implies an awkward taHness and leanness,
and, often, loose-jointedness; skinny and scrawny imply ex-
treme thinness that is unattractive and indicative of a lack of
vigor; gaunt implies a bony thinness such as that caused by
a wasting away of the flesh from hunger or suffering. See also
thin. ANT. fleshy, fat, stout.
Le-ander (li-an'de'r), [L.; Gr. Leiandros, Leandros; ?

<C ledn, lion -f- aner, andros, a man], a masculine name.
n. in Greek legend, the lover of Hero: see Hero.

lean-ing (len'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that leans. 2. tendency; inclination; penchant; pre-
dilection. SYN. see inclination.

Leaning Tower of Pisa, a tower in Pisa, Italy, which
leans more than 16 feet from the perpendicular.
leant (lent), alternative past tense and past participle
of lean.

lean-to (len'too'), n, [pi. LEAN-TOS (-tooV)], I. a roof
with a single slope, its upper edge abutting a wall or
budding. 2. a shed with a one-slope? roof, the upper
end of the rafters resting against an external support,
such as trees or the wall of a building. 3. a structure,
as the wing of a building, who$e roof is a lean-to, adj.
having or characterized by such construction.
leap (Tep), v.i. [LEAPED (le>t) or LEAPT (lept,

LEAPING}, [M$ r lepen; AS, Weapon; akin
lopen (cf. LOPE), G. taufen; prob. IE. base

,

< *wou~, to bend (the legs, etc.), as also in Jiith.
slnb&oti, to hobble, limp}, 1. to move oneself suddenly
from the ground* etc. by using one's leg muscles:
jump; spring. 2. to move suddenly or swiftly:, \ ate if

by jtiteping; hound;. v.t* 1. to pass over by a jttaip.
2. to cause' or force to leap: as, he leaped his horse over
the wall. n. 1. the act of leaping; ftunpj spring. 2. the
d%tatooe covered In! a Jump. '3. a place that is, or ia to
tje leaped over ot from.' ^ a

,
sunden ftran^itiotit

lfea>. in tb ' tarkj 'an' . -act
'-that1

isf risKy heeattse "its

consequences cannot be foreseen, f
-

,

"^pogg^ 'n;, a iganie |n
*whj,c|^

s a turn ftmtping; witla. legs

leap year, a year of 366 days, occurring every fourth
year: the additional day, given to February, makes
up for the time lost annually when the approximate
365 1/4-day cycle is computed as 365 days: a leap year
is a year whose number is exactly divisible by four,
or, in the case of century years, by 400.
Lear

Q&r), n* King Lear.
Lear, Edward pr), I812-1SS8: English htamorist and
painter.

leara (l&rn), v.t [LEARNED (Kknd) or LEARNT Ofirnt),
LEARNING} [ME. lernen, to learn, teach; AS. tearnian
(akin to G. tirnen) < base of tor, learning, knowl-
edge^see LORE], 1. to get knowledge of (a subject) or
skill in (an art, trade, etc.) by study, experience, in-
struction, etc. ; get and keep in the mind. 2. to come
to know: as, I learned that he had been sick. 3. to
come to know how: as, we are learning to swim.
4. to fix in mind; memorize. 5. to acquire as a habit
or attitude: as, you have learned humility. 6. to teach:
now substandard or dialectal, v& 1. to gain knowl-
edge or skill. 2. to be informed; hear (of).
SYN.Jiesarn, as considered here, implies a finding out of
something without conscious effort (I learned of his marriage
from a friend); ascertain implies a finding out with certainty
by careful inquiry, experimentation, research, etc. (he ascer-
tained the firm s credit rating) : determine stresses intention
to establish the facts exactly, often so as to settle something
in doubt (to determine the exact denotation of a word); dis-
cover implies a finding out, by chance, exploration, etc. of
something already existing or known to others (to discover a
plot, a star, etc.) ; unearth, in its figurative sense, implies a
bringing to Eght, as by diligent search, of something that has
been concealed, lost, forgotten, etc. (to unearth old documents,
a secret, etc.).

learn ed ftur'md), adj. [orig. pp. of learn in obs. sense
of "teach ], 1. a} having or showing much learning;
well-informed; erudite. 6) having or showing ranch
learning in some special field: as, a learned doctor.
2. of scholarship and study: as, a learned society.
3. characterized by, resulting from, or requiring study
and learning.
leam-ing (iur'nirj),

n. [ME. lerning; AS. lewnung <
leornian, to learn], 1. the acquiring of knowledge or
skill. 2. acquired knowledge or skill; especially, much
knowledge in a special field, SYN. see information.
learnt (lurnt), alternative past tense and past participle
of learn.

lear-y OSr'i), adj. {CoOoq.J, leery.
leas-a-ble (les'o-bl), adj. that qan he leased.
lease (les), n. [OFr. tats, leis, lez < latesier, lesser < L.
laxare, to loosen, relax < laxus, loose; see LAX}, 1. a
contract by which one party (landlord, or lessor) gives
to another (tenant, or lessee) the use and i*>ssesslon
of lands, buildings, etc. for a specified tfme and for
fixed payments. 2. the document hi which this^ contract
is written. 3. the period of time for which such a
contract is in force: as, during his lease the propertywas well kept up. v.t. [LEASED (lest), LEASING], [OPr.
laissier, lesser], 1. to give by a lease; let. 2. to get by
a lease; take a lease on. SYN. see hire.
new lease on life, a chance to live better or more
happily because of a recovery of health, position,
money, etc.

leasehold (les'holdO, n. 1. a holding by lease. 2.
lands, buildings, etc. held by lease, adj. held by
lease.

leasehold er (leVhol'der), n a tenant who holds a
lease; lessee.

leash (lesh), n. [ME. Imshe, kse, lees; OFr. lesse; L.
laxa, fern., of laxus* loose; see LAX], 1. a cord, strap,
etc. by which a dog or other animal is held in check.
2, in hunting, a set of three, as of hounds: brace and a
hall. v+t. to attach a leash to; check as by a leash.
hold in lea^h, to control; euro; restrain.
strain at the leash, to be eager to do as one pleases
without restraint; be impatient to have freedom

leas-ing (leVin), n. [ME. lesinge; AS. leasung, falsehood
< leas, lacking, false < base of leosan, to lose; see
LOSE], [Obs.], lying; Hes; a lie.

least (lest). 063. [alternative superlative of little], [ME.
leste, lest; AS. latest, laest, superl. of Isssa, less}, 1.
smallest in size, degree, extent, importance, etc.;
slightest: as, the least movement. 2. [Dial.], smallest
or youngest: as, her least child is sick. adv. [superlative
of little], p the smallest degree, n. the smallest in size,
amount, importance, etc.

at (the) least, 1. at the very lowest figure, amount,
etc.; with no lessp 2, at any rate; in any event.

mot in the least, not at aU; not in the smallest degree.
least common multiple, the lowest number that
exactly contains each of two or more given numbers:
as, the least common multiple of 4, 5, and 10 is 20:
abbreviated L.C.M., l.c.m.

least-ways 0es,t'wa#/k adv. [< phr. at the least ways,
at least], [Chiefly Dial.], leastwise,

least-wise (lesl'wi^'X, afy* [CoUoq.J, a,t least; i
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leath-er (lel&'Sr), n. [ME. leder, letter; AS. letter-;
akin to G* leder, ON. letkr; not known outside Gmc.]
1. a material consisting of animal skin prepared for

use^ by removing the nair and tanning. 2. any of

variotis articles or parts made of this material, adj.
of or made of leather. Abbreviated lea. v.t. 1. to
cover or furnish with leather. 2. [Colloq.], to whip or
thrash with or as with a leather strap.

leath-er-back (lel&'e'r-bak'}* n. a nonedible tropical
sea turtle covered with a tough, dark-brown, leathery-

tipper shell spotted with yellow: it is the largest of

the turtle family, weighing tip to 1,500 pounds.
leath er-ette, leath eret (lel&'er-et'), n. [see -ETTE],
imitation leather made of paper or cloth.

leath-er-i-ness (lef&'e'r-i-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being leathery.
leath ern (leJfe'Srn), adj. [ME. & AS.. Utheren; cf.

BEECHEN, OAKEN], 1. made of or consisting of leather.

2. like leather.
leatherneck (le/FSr-nek

7
), n. [Slang], a United

States marine.
leath-er-old (le^'gr-oid

7
), n. imitation leather made of

chemically treated paper stock or the Hke.
leath-er-wood (le/fc'lr-wood'), n. a small American
tree with a tough, fibrous bark and tough, flexible

shoots.
leath er-y (le*Fer-i) f adj. like leather in appearance
or texture; tough and flexible.

leave (lev), v.t* (LEFT (left), LEAVING], [ME. leven; AS.

remain (G. bleibm; OHG. beltban); IE. base */<?*>, to
stick to, adhere; cf. LIVE, LIFE], 1. to cause or allow
to remain: not take away: as, the pickers left much
fruit on the trees, 2. t9 make, place, deposit, etc.,

and cause to remain behind one: as, the invaders left

a trail of destruction. 3. to have remaining after one:

as* the decease^, leaves a widow and two children.

4. to bequeatltf as^ she left- her fortune to charity.
5. to commit; entrust (witn to or up to) : as* he leaves

such deeisiotts: up to me. 6. to allow to remain un~
renKwed or unchanged: as, ten minus two leaves eight.
7. ^o reject: as, Iser is my proposal take it or leave

it* 8, to go away^ from. 9. to go away from and let

sanaaba. in a certain condition: as, I left him alone in

the building. 10. to give up; aband9n; forsake. 11. to

stop living in, working for, or belonging to. 12. [Slang],
to let: as, leave us go now. u.i. to go away, depart,
or set out: abbreviated Iv. SYN. see go.
leave in, in bridge* to let the declared suit of (one's
partner) stand by refusing to bid further.

leave off, 1. to stop; cease. 2. to stop doing, using,
or wearing.

leave one alone, not to bother 9r disturb one.
leave out, L to omit, 2. to fail to consider; ignore.

leave (lev), n. [ME. lew; AS. leaf, permission; akin to
oba, Gv laube, permission, erlauben^ to allow, permit;
IE. base *leubh-t to like, desire, seen also in L. libido

(cf. LIBIDO, LIBIDINOUS), Eng, beUevg* lief], 1. per-
missiofL 2. permission to be absent? from duty or

work; especially, in military nmge> such permission
given to officers in any- of the armed services or^to
enlisted personnel in the navy. 3. the period for which
such, permission is granted. Abbreviated lv.f lea.

beg leave, to ask permission.
, by your leave, with your permission.
on leave, absent from duty with permission.
take leave oft to say good-by to.
take one's leave, to go away; depart.

leave (lev), vJL [LEAVED (levd), LEAVING], [MR leven;
see LBAFJ, to put forth, or bear, leaves; leaf.

leaved (levd), adj. 1. in leaf. 2. having (a specified
number or kind of) leaves: usually in hyphenated
compounds, as narrow-leaved.
leav-en (lev''n), n. [ME. levain, levem; OFr. levain <
L. levamen, alleviation, mitigation; solace < levare*
to make light, relieve, raise], 1. a) a substance, such
as yeast, used to produce fermentation, especially in
dough. &) a small piece of fermenting dough put aside
for this use. 2. any influence spreading through some-
thing and working on it to bring about a gradual change;
tempering quality or thing. vrt 1. to produce fermen-
tation in by means of yeast or other fermeal; make
(dough) rise. 2. to spread through, causing a gradbal
change. * is

leav-en-ing (lev''n-in), n. 1. a causing to ferment by
leaven. 2. a thing that leavens; leaven.

I/eav-en-worth (lev''n-wurth'), n. 1. a city in north-
eastern Kansas: pop., 21,000. 2. a Federal prison
located there.

leave of absence, a leave (n. sense 2).
leaves (levz), n. plural of leaf,

leave-tak-ing (leVtak'irj) ,
n. the act of taking leave,

or saying good-by. :

leav-ing (leV'tn), n. [< leave (to cause to remain)},
1. usually in pi. a thing left; leftover; remnant. 2. pi.

leav-y Vlev'i), adj. [LBAVIER (-i-Sr),.>LBAVIBT (-i-ist)],

{Poetic], leafy.

Leb a nese (leb'a-nezO, <*# of Lebanon or its people,
n. [pi. LEBANESE], a native or inhabitant of Lebanon.

Leb-a-non (leb'a-nan), n. 1. a country in western
Asia, on the Mediterranean: area, 3,600 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,186,000 (est. 1947); capital, Beirut. 2. a city in
southeastern Pennsylvania: pop., 28,000.
Lebanon Mountains, a mountain range in Lebanon:
highest peak, Dahr el Quadib, 10,060 ft.

^Le-bens-raum (la/bons-roum
7
), n. [G.], living space;

territory for political and economic expansion: term
of German imperialism.

Le-brun, Al-bert (al'bar' la-broV), 1871-1950; French
statesman; president of France (1932-1940).

lech-er (lecn'eY), n. [ME. leckoure, lichour; OFr.
leicheor, debauchee < OHG. leccon (G. lecken), to lick;
cf. LICK], a man who indulges his sexual desires exces-

sively and without restraint; lewd, grossly sensual man.
lech-er-ous (lech/Sr-as), adj. [ME.; OFr. lecheros], given
to, characterized by, or stimulating to lechery; lustful.

lech-er-y (lech'Sr-i), n. [ME. lecherie; .OFr. lecher
;*>,

licherie < lecheor; see LECHER], unrestrained, excessive

indulgence of sexual desires; gross sensuality; lewdness.
lec-i-thin (les'a-thin), n. [< Gr. lekithos, yolk of an egg;

4- -t], a nitrogenous, fatty substance found in nerve
tissue, blood, milk, egg yolk, and some vegetables: it

is used in medicine, foods, etc.

Leck-y> William Edward Hart-pole (hart'pol' lek'i),

1838-1903; Irish essayist and historian.

Le-conte de Lisle, Charles Ma-rie (sharl' ma're'
Is-kont' do lei'), 1818-1894; French poet.
Le Cor-bU'Sier (la kSr/bu'zya/), (bom Charles Edotiard

Jeanneret), 1887; Swiss architect in France.
Le Creu-sot (la kro'zo^), a city in eastern France:
pop., 24,000 (1946).

lect., 1. lecture. 2. lecturer.
lee-tern (lek'tern), n. [ME. & OFr. lettrun; LL. lectrum
< L. lectu$r pp. of legere, to read], a reading desk in a
church; especially, such a desk from which a part of
the Scriptures is read in a church service.

lec-tion Gek'shon), n. [L. lectio < lectus; see LECTERN],
1. a reading, as found in a particular text. 2. a part
of the Scriptures read in a church service,

lec-tlon-ar-y (lek'shan-er'i), n. [pi. LECTIONARIES {-iz)l
[ML. lectionarium < L. lectio], a sequence or list ca
lections to be read in church services during the year.

lee-tor (lek'ter), n. [Late ME.; L. f reader < Uctus,
pp. of legere, to read], 1. a person who reads the
Scripture lessons in a church service. 2. a foreign
lecturer in a German, Swiss, or Scandinavian university.

lec-ture (lek'chSr), n. [ME. letture, act of reading; L.
lectura < pp. of legere, to read], 1. a) an informative
talk given before an audience, class, etc., and usually
prepared beforehand, fe) the text of such a talk. 2. a
lengthy scolding, v.i. [LECTURED (-chSrd), LECTURING],
to give a lecture or lectures, v, t. 1. to give a lecture to.

2. to scold at length. SYN. see speech,
leotiir-er flek'car-r) ? n. a person who gives lectures,
especially by profession or in connection with teaching
duties, as at a college or university: sometimes used
as an academic title for one who teaches at a college
or university but does not have the rank, or tenure of
a regular faculty member: abbreviated lect.

lec-ture-ship (lek'cneY-ship') , n. [lecture -f -shi] t the
position or rank of a lecturer.

led_ (led), past tense and past participle of lead (to

Le-da (le^ds)^ n. [L.; Gr. Leda], in Greek mythology, a
Spartan queen, wife of Tyndareus: she was the mother
of Clytemnestra (by Tyndareus) and (by Zeus, who
visited her in the form of a swan) of Helen of Troy
and Castor and Pollux.

ledge (lej), n. [ME. legge; prob. < base of leggen, to

ky^ see LAY (to put down}], 1. a shelf or shelnike
projection. 2; a) a projecting ridge of rocks, b) such
a ridge uinder the surface of the water near the .shore.
3. in mining, a layer of ore-bearing rock; vein.,

ledg-er (lej'elr), n. [earner Uger* lifgey^ligger^ iprob* <
ME. legseri:,or li&gen after ,MDt-; sen LAi": (to put 4p^).tm i (to recline) 1, 1. a Jarge flat stpne placed over, a
*omb. 2. a large hori^ojntal timber in a, scaffold.
3. [< ME:

sense "larpe yol,um^ kept in one,, place in

church"), in bookkeepmg, the boo$ so %al entry, in
whidi a record of debits, credits^ and alljj
actons is kept. 4. in ."

e* 7"* -"-J- *---

lies or remainsipxere i

,in a few expressions^ -, \,, >i *<
, , , :,

<-

,
t

>
-',

i

ledger bait, fishing bait hooked to a floating line
fastened to the bank of a stream, eta

,
f ^

ledger board; a board forming the topmost rail of a
fence, balustrade^ of tm like* ,

.

, :
t

"

\

ledger line, in ww^, a short line written above or
below the staff, for ^noifeeabeyond the -range,^t 'tjto'jajbaff.

ledger; paper, wriMng! papep fe.^sej, ^l * ''

ledger tackle, fishing tackle arranged so
lies on the bottom of the water.
ledgy Clej'i), adj. having ledges.
Lee fte), [var. oi :

r -'- f-1

lee ,(BJ, i*. [MR
D. hj, Gi lee (in sense 3) ;
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*&& warm}, 1. shelter; protection. 2. a sheltered

place, especially one on that side of anything away
from the wind. 3. in nautical usage, the side or part
of a ship, etc. farthest from the side from which the
wind blows; side or part away from the wind. adj.
1. of or on the side sheltered from the wind. 2. of or
in the direction toward which the wind is blowing:
opposed to weather.

Lee, Charles (le), 1731-1782; English-born American
general in the Revolutionary War; court-martialed
and relieved of command.

Lee, Fitz-hugh (fitslm'), 1835-1905; nephew of

Robert E.; Confederate general in the Civil War and
American major general m the Spanish-American War.

Lee, Henry, 1756-1818; American general in the
Revolutionary War; governor of Virginia (1792-1795):
called Light-Horse Harry.

Lee, Richard Henry, 1732-1794; American statesman;
signer of the Declaration of Independence.

Lee, Robert Edward, 1807-1870; son of Henry;
commander in chief of the Confederate army in the
Civil War.

lee board (le'bdrd', le'bord'), n. a large flat board or

piece of metal let down into the water on the lee side

of a sailboat to lessen its drift to that side.

leech (lech), n. [ME. leche; AS. tece; akin to OHG.
lahhi, Goth, lekeis,

magician, healer, AS.
lacnian, to heal; IE.
base disputed, but ?

*leg-, to collect, gather
together, seen also in

L. lex (see LAW) ; sense LEECH (2-4 in. long)
2 is supposedly same v ^*'

word (from use in medicine) , but AS. lyce, MB. liche,

MD. lieke suggest different word assimilated by folk

etym.j, 1. formerly, a physician. 2. any of a ntunber
of bloodsucking worms living in water or wet earth
and used in medicine, especially in former times, to

bleed patients. 3. a person who clings to another to

get some gain out of him; parasite- 4. in medicine, a
suction apparatus for drawing blood, v.t. 1. formerly,
to heal. 2. to apply leeches to; bleed with leeches.

SYN. see parasite.
leech (lech), n. [Early Mod. Eng. phonetic sp. of ME.
lich; akin to ON. lik, D. Ujk, leech line, boltrope; prob.
from international language of the sea; t>rob. lE. base

*leig-, to bind, fasten, as also in L. ligare (cr. LIGAMENT),
with reference to the roping], the free or outside edge
of a sail: distinguished from luff.

Leeds (ledz), n. a city in Yorkshire, England: pop..

482,000 (est. 1946). . ^ _ .

leek (lek), n. [ME. lek, lik; AS. leac; akin to G. lawck;

IE. base *leug-, to bend, prob. seen also

in luxuriance: so named from the flexible

leaves], a vegetable related to the onion
but of milder flavor, with a cylindrical
bulb and long, broad, succulent leaves: it

is the national emblem of Wales.
leer (ISr), n. [< ME. lere, cheekt AS. Ueori
in sense "look over ones cheek, look

askance"], a sly, sidelong look showing
ill will, lustfulness, malicious triumph,
etc. v.i. to look with a leer.

leer-y (l&r'i), adj. [prob. leer, v -f ^y]

[Cotloq.], 1. knowing. 2, wary; sus-

picious. Also spelled leary-
. x

lees (les*), ftl^. [pi. of lee (obs. m sing.);

ME; &/OFr. lie; ML. lia; Gaul. *Ugja;
akih to Qlr. Uge, a bed,, layer], dregs;

grounds^ sediment, as of ^iae.
lee shore, the shore on the lee side of a

ship; shore toward which the wind is

leet (let), ra. [ME. & Anglo-Fr. lete; ? akin LEE^E
to AS. lastjt, land division, esp. in south- ^ '

east Englandf, in England, formerly, a manorial! court

or its ittrisdiction.
'' ' ''>*'"

.

'
'

(

'''
'

'

lee tide, a Ieewsr4 tide.
';' f v' '../" ' - * _ '*
nfhfttv tiffin iBi/11

1632-1723 ;
Dutch micrpscomst a

=^.-35-73- -*. .- Jx ,

lee-ward f

de^grdi; *% nvtotfcal tisage tofe^WWH
adj. in the direction towar^ whfch the wted olows;

of the ke part ^ ****- n*^ * wfaiiwm&. <* nil the

fcje r
--^- *-*-*-

LEFT, .)> cf- MD. IwM, sky* left hand, LG. IncUer,

etc.; basic sense ''raised haaoy* with reference to ose
in greeting), 1. a) o cc dfisagQating that side of one's

body which is toward the west when one faces north,
tistially the side of the less-used hand, b) of or desig-

nating the cxjrrestxmdmg side of anything, c) closer

to the left side of a person directly before and facing
the thing mentioned or understood: as, the top left

drawer of a desk. 2. of the political left; Kberal or
radical. Opposed to right, n, 1. a\ all or part of the
left side, d) what is on the left side. 2. in boxing,

a} the left hand, b) a blow delivered with the left

hand. 3. [often L-j, in politics, a Hberal or ramcal
position, party, or group (often with M): so called

from the position of the seats occupied ia some Euro-
pean legislatures, adv. on or toward the left Mad or
side. Abbreviated L. I. SYN. see liberal.

left (left), past tense and past participle of !av (to

go away).
fcet left, [Slang], 1. to be left behind. 2. to be outdone
or frustrated/

left field, in baseball, tfce left-hand part of the outfield

(as viewed from home plate).
left-hand (leffhandO. adj. I. being on or directed
toward the left, 2. of, for. or with the left hand.
left-handed (leffhan'did), adj. 1. using the left

hand more skillfully than, and in preference to* the
right. 2. done with the left hand. 3. clumsy; awk-
ward. 4. insincere; dubious: as, a left-handed ccwupljr
ment. 5. morganatic: from the former (Custom in
which tifcie groom gave the left hand to the bride^in
the ceremony of such marriages. 6. made for use with,

the left hand. 7. turning from right to left; worked
by counterclockwise motion, adv. with the left hand:
as, he writes left-handed.

left-ism (lef'tiz
r

m) n. [see LEFT, n.}, in politics, liberal

or radical ideas or actions,
left 1st (leftist), n. in politics, a person whose political
position is liberal or radical; member of the left, adj*
in politics, liberal or radical.

left-o-ver (left/o'vgr), n. something left over, as from
a meal. adj. remaining unused, uneaten, etc.

left-wing (Jeft'wiiDO. odj. of the left wing; leftist.

left wing, [see LEFT, n. 3]+ in politics, the more liberal

or radical section of a party, group, etc.

left-y (lef'ti), n.
Ifl.

LEFTIES (-tiz)J, [Slang]; a left-

handed person: often used as a nickname.
leg (leg), n. [ME.; ON. leggr, a leg, limb: IE. base
*Te<7-, limb, seen also in L. lac-ertus, muscle, lac^erfa,

hedgehog], 1. one of the parts of the body by tpeaafc
of which men and animals stand and walk. 2. t&e
part of a garment covering the leg. 3. anyffefog t

resembles a teg in shape or use; specificall', w) a
or pole used as a support or prop. 6) one of

of a piece ol furniture, c) one of the br >>
forked or jc%xted object. 4. fee run maeWa
vessel on one tack. 5. one of the stagfesrof * fo%^f
or other course. 6. in bridge* the&&#&* of asr,
for either side. 7. in cM^ that jrnrt of'Ite ftsfd
which Ees to the left and baek of the batateH. & iai

mathematics, either of 'HUb sides of a triangle other
than its base or, in a rMit-fenfeled triangle, its hy-
potemtse. ul. '[&SGGSD^C%<D BEGGING), [CoHpq.], to
walk pr run (iisu^Uy wftih *p>)

; as we had to leig %t back.

give k leg w^ fOoltotti], ,to hero t6 mount or advaiice:
*

have not a fcj|
^> mptd iwi, [Colloo^], to have abso-

lutely 116 defense, fexicuse, of justification,
on one's kat legs, iCoKoq.J, not far from exhaustion,

death, failure, p
etc.

'

pun one's leg, fjCofloq.}, to make ftm of or fool a
persoh, by playing on his credulity,
shake a leg, [Slang], 1. to hurry. 2. to dance.
stretch one's legsi to walk, especially after* sitting a
long time.

leg., 1. legal. 2. legate, 3. legato. 4. legend. 5.

legislative. 6. legislature.

a-cf"(Sg'3-si). n- \pl. LEGACIES (-siz)], [ME. i ,

tegacie; ML. Ugatia < L. legatus; see LEGATE], 1.

money or property left to someone by a will; becjtiest.

2. anything handed down from, or as from* an ancestor
to a descendant. ,*,',",.,' i t

le-gal (leVl). &&} t^r- W&&J L. legalts < le&, legts,

law; see LAW], 1. of, based upon, or authorized by
la?w". .2:"(s

r cxjnformity with the positive rules of

law; pettnitted by law: as, a legal, act: see also
(

lwfill,

sense 2. 3. that can be enforced in a cour^ flaw:

as, legal rights: alstingtilsl)iedlrom i^Mfto&^ *% of or
1

apniScaBlef1vO'
ltewy|erst as, legal ethics. <5: in^term^ of

tfife laws 'as,/ a lewal offense. ^ 6; in theology* &) of the

Mosaic law. b) of the doctrine* of alvafe0n by fgod

iaVestiiients that savings banks anas certain otner
fiduciaries are kgaly authorized to make*
SYN. legal iojpMs& ( ifcerpl conmection or.
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J wofd, any suites! eoafonmty to the principle rather

than to the letter of the law or may broadly refer to that which
is not contrary to the law (a lawful but shady enterprise);
legitimate implies legality of a claim to a title or right (a
le&^mttU bek) or w^ordanc with what is sanctioned or ac-

cepted as lawful, reasonable, etc. (a legitimate argument); licit

Maples strict conformity to the law, especially ra trade, com-

merce^ or personal relations (licit marriage). ANT, illegal,

__..,, a kind of writing paper, varying in size
._ __ 8 1/2 by 14 inches to 13 by 16 inches, with the
fold at the top, made for use by lawyers.

le-gal-ism (leVl-iz'm), n. 1. strict, often too strict

and literal, adherence to law. 2. in theology, the
doctrine of salvation by good works.

Ie-gal-ist (le'g'l-ist), n.
,

1. a person who practices
legalism. 2. a person skilled in law.

Ie-gal is tic (Je'gl-is'tik), adj. of or characterized by

1 jaH-ty (li-galVti), n. [pi LEGALITIES (-tiz)], _. ,
ity, condition, or instance of being legal or lawful; con-

I.qtud-
. w .... _ ul; con-

2. the spirit or a characteristic offormity with the law.
the legal profession.

le gal-i-za tion (le'g'H-za'shan, le'gl-i-za'shsn), n. a
legalizing or being legalized.

le gal ize Qe'gl-IzO* v*t* {LEGALIZED (-izdO, LEGALIZING],
to make legal or lawful.
Le Gallienne, Eva (b gaPpn, Is gal-yen') 1899- ;

American actress, theatrical producer, and director.

!e-gaMy (le'gl-i), adv. 1. in a legal manner. 2. ac-

cording to law: as, he was declared legally dead.
legal reserve, the sum of money that a bank is required
by law to have for covering deposits.

legal separation,, in law, a separation of husband and
wife so that they do not live together but are not
divorced; also called judicial separation.

legal tender* money which the law requires a creditor
to accept In payment of a debt: as, dimes are legal
tender for any sum up to ten dollars,

leg-ate 0egfit) n. [ME. & OPr. fagot: L. legatus, pp. of
legaret to send as ambassador < lex, legis, law; cf.
LKEGBC (physician)], 1. an envoy or ambassador* es-

pecially one officially representing the Pope. 2. in
aacteni Rome, a} an assistant or deputy of the governor
of a province. 5) after 31 B.C., the governor of a prov-
iaee* Abbreviated left.

leg a-tee (legVteO, n. [< L. legates, pp. of legate, to
bequeath, ajipoint (see LEGATE) ; + -eej, one to whom
a legacy is bequeathed.

leg-ate-ship (leg'it-ship'), n. [see -SHIP], the position,
authority, or tenure of office of a legate.

Ieg-a-tine (leg's-tin, leg's-tinQ, adj. of a legate.
lega-tion (li-ga'shsn), n. [Fr. legation; L. legatio],
l.

ta\ the act of sending a legate on a mission, o) the
mission on which he is sent. 2. a legate and his staff
collectively, representing their government in a foreign
country and ranking just below an embassy. 3. the
building or buildings housing such a legation. 4. t&e
position or authority of such, a legation.

le ga-to GHa'to; It. le-ga'to"), adj. & adv. [It., ppi. of
leawre; Ltk Ugare, to tie, biadj, in music, in a smooth,
even style, with no noticeaole mterruptioa between
the notes: a direction to the performer: abbreviated
leg.: opposed to staccato.

l^en* Ocifciul). n. [ME. & OFr. fern*; ML. legenda.
things read, neat. pi. of L, legendus, gerundive of
Ugeret to read]. 1. [Obs.], a) a story of the life of a
saint. 9} a collection of such stories. 2. a story of
some wonderful event, handed down for generations
among a people and popularly believed to have a
historical basis,, although not verifiable: distinguished
from myth. 3. all such stories belonging to a particular
group pi people: as, a name famous in Irish legend.
4. an inscription on a coin, coat of arms, etc. 5. a
title, brief description, or key accompanying an illus-
tration or map. Abbreviated left.

leg-end-ar-y Gej'on-der'i), adj. of, based on, or presented
in a legend or legends; traditional, n. a collection of

_ saints' lives. SYN. see fictitious.

collectively.

_
,

----- ,, . [Fr. Uger
lit., light of hand; tiger < LL. *Uvariw < L. levis,

T^i ' t ^
i

***' ^' ^rom ' warn < If. manuf, haa^Jt
1. sleight of hand; tricks of a stage magician* hence,
2. trickery of any sort: deceit.

Ile-ges Qe'jez), n. plural of le.

legged (leg'id, legd), adj. having (a specified ntimber
or kind of) legs: usually in hyphenated compounds,
as long-legged, four-legged.

leg-ging (leg^rj), n. usually m pi. a covering of qanyas,
leather, etc. for protecting the leg below tie knee.

le&'gy (leg'i), adj. 1. having long legs. -,2. having ,Jbng
and awkward legs: as, a leggy colfo

'

;i ',;

Leghorn (leg'harn'; for 2 6* 5, iMcMy teg?ejrn|, ,11.

1. a city in western Italy, on the liig
135,000: Italian name. Livbrno. 2.

any of a breed of small chicken orig
in the Mediterranean region. 3. [1-], a) a patting majde

of an Italian wheat straw, cut green and bleached
when dry. 6) a wide4jrimmed hat made of this straw.

Ieg-1-biM'ty (lejVbil'a-ti), n* the quality or state of
being legible.

leg-i-ble (lej'a-bl), adj. {ME. (northern) legeable; LL.
tesibHis < legere* to read], 1. that can be read or
deciphered^ 2. that can be read or deciphered easily.

Ieg*M>ly (lej's-bli), adv. in a legible manner; so as to
be legible.

legion (le'fcn), n. [ME. & OFr. legiun; L. legio <
legeret to choose, select}, 1, in ancient Rome, a military
division varying at times from 3,000 to 6,000 foot
soldiers, with additional cavalrymen. 2. a large group
of soldiers; army, 3. a large number; multitude: as,
his honors are legion. 4. [L-], the American Legion.

leglon-ar-y (le'jan-er'i), adj. [L. legionarius], of or
constituting a legion or legions, n. [pi. LEGIONARIES
(-iz)] t a member of a legion.

legionnaire (le'jan-ar'), n. [Fr. legionnaire], 1. a
member of a legion. 2. [often L-], a member of the
American Legion.
Legion of Honor, a French honorary society, founded
in 1802 by Napoleon for recognition of distinguished
military or civil service.

Legion of Merit, a United States military decoration
given to officers, enlisted men, and soldiers of allies
lor extraordinary fidelity and essential service.

Legis., Legislature.
leg-is-late (Iej'is4at0. vd. [LEGISLATED (-id), LEGIS-
LATING], [back-formation < legislator], to make or
pass & Law or laws. u.f. to cause to become, go, etc.
by making laws.

leg is-la tion (lej'is-la'shan), n. [LL. legislatio < L.
lex, legis, law -f latio, a bringing, proposing < latus,
pp. oiferre^ to bring], 1. the act or process of making
a law or laws. 2. tine law or laws made.

legis la tive (lej'is-la'tiv), adj. 1. of legislation: as,
legislative powers, 2. having the power to make laws:
as, a legislative assembly. 3. brought about or en-
forced by legislation, n* the lawmaking branch of a
government; legislature. Abbreviated leg.

leg-is-la-tor (Laj'Ts-la'ter), n. [L. legis lator: legis, genit.
sang, of lex, law -)- lator; proposer of a law < lotus,
pp. of ferre, to bring], a member of a legislative as-
sembly; lawmaker.

leg-is-la-ture (Iej'is4a'chgr), n. [< legislator + -ure], a
body of persons given the responsibility and power
to make laws for a country or state; specifically, the
lawmaking body 9f a State, corresponding to the
Congress of the United States: abbreviated leg., Legis.

le-gist (legist), n. [Fr. ttgiste; ML, legista < iTT*,
legis, law], a person trained in the law.

legit (K-jit') m [SlangJ, the legitimate theater, drama,** \ etc. ad*. [Slang], legitimate.
E-ma'Cy (li-jit'o-me-si), n. the quality or state of
legitimate.
Nuate (H-jit'a-mit; for ., H-jit'a-matO, adj.
toptwiates, pp. of legitmare, to make lawful <

lawful < lex, legu, law}, 1. conceived or
____4 of parents legally married to each other. 2.
sanctioned by law or custom; lawful: allowed: as, a
legfaitmte claim. 3. ruling by the rights of heredity:
as, & legitimate king. 4. reasonable; logically correct:
as, a legitimate inference. 5, in the theater, a) formerly,
of; recognized Hterary merit; in conformity with certain
literary standards: as, the legitimate drama. 6) desig-
na^ing or of stage plays, as distinguished from motion
pictures, burlesque, vaudeville, etc. v*t. [LEGITIMATED
(-id), LEGITIMATING], 1. to make or declare legitimate;
hence. 2. to justify or authorize. SYN. see legal.

le-git-i-ma tion (H-jit'g-ma'shan), n. [ML. UgOmatfo],a legitimating or being legitimated.
1
^*$?

t
;fe
ma*tkje (H-jit'Q-ma-tIz'). v.U (LEGITIMATIZED

(-tesd;). LEGITIMATIZING], to legitimate.
le^t-imism (M-jitVmiz'm), n. [Fr. tegitiwime], the
pnnciples of a legitimist.

le-git-i-mist .(U-jit'Msjf>, n. [Pr- KtfMsfe], a sup-
of claims

[ty.

"~ w* 1" *
**^f*

> A** J*v ojgguft/, it. L4?f.
porter of legitimate authority or, u,^,
to monarchy based on the rights of

le git-i mi-za-tipn (lirjit^^ni^za'shsn,
shgn), n. legitimation. >.

le-git i mize (H-jit's^mfeOv 9j.

leg less Qleg'Hs),
leg-of-mut-ton
shapted somewhat;
at one end than
Le gree, Simon ,,

in Harriet Beecher ^tdWft'^*Ut$e'T^~s\,
2. any cruel or exacting master, overseer,

leg-ume (lefe'umt li^gini?)*
- ***- "

leguminis, lit., an^hinfe
legere, to gather; of, LTOS
large igrpttp of plats i

"

by teue pods enclostr
L

to store ttp nitrates,

pea femi|y, often used
h a ]Knt,f

C-mizd').***" /

adj.
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le-gu-min (li-gu'min), n. a globulin present in legumes.
le-gu-mi-nous (li-gu'mi-nss), adj. 1. of, hairing the
nature of, or bearing a legume or legumes. 2. ol the
group of plants bearing legumes, or pods, to which
peas and beans belong.

leg work, [Colloq.], walking; especially, much walking
or traveling as the necessary, but routine, part of a
job, as of a newspaper reporter, etc.

Le*h&r, Franz (frants leThar; Eng. la'hlr), 1870-1948;
Hungarian composer of operettas.
Le Ha-vre (te a'vr'; Eng. b ha'vSr), Havre, a seaport
in France: the French name.
Le-high (lelri), n. a river in eastern Pennsylvania,
flowing into the Delaware at Easton: length, 100 mi
Leh-man, Herbert Henry (le'man, la'man), 1878- ;

American banker and statesman.
Leh mann, Lil-U (Eli lawman; Eng. la'msn), (Mme.
Paul Kalisch), 1848-1929; German operatic soprano.
Lehmann, Lat-te (lot's), 1893?- ; American operatic
soprano, born in Germany.

le-hu-a (larhoii/a), n. [Haw.], 1. a tropical tree of the

myrtle family, with clusters of bright-red flowers and
hard wood: it grows in Hawaii and other Pacific
Islands. 2. its wood. 3. its flower.

led (la, la'i), n. {pi. LEIS (laz, la'iz)], [Haw.], in Hawaii,
a garland or wreath of flowers ana leaves, generally
worn about the neck.

lei (la), n. plural of ten.

Leib-nitz, Baron Gott*Med Wil-helm von (gol/fret
vil'helm fo"n K^/nits), 1646-1716; German philosopher
and mathematician.

Leicea ter (les'tSr), n. 1. Leicestershire. 2. the county
seat of Leicestershire, England: pop., 275,000 (est.

1946) . 3, any of a breed of long-wooled sheep originally

developed in Leicestershire.

Leicester, Earl of, (Robert Dudley), 1532?-158S;
English courtier; favorite of Queen Elkabeth.

Leices ter shire (les
/tgr-shir

/
), n. a county of central

England: pop., 565,000 (est. 1945); county seat,

Leicester: also Leicester.

Lei-den (K'd'n), n. a university city in the western
Netherlands: pop., 88,000 (1947): also spelled Leyden.

Leif <Jef)JON: Leifr; akin to ljufr, beloved; cf. LEEF],
a masculine name.

Leif Ericsson, see Ericsson, Leif.

Leigh (le), [< surname Leigh < ME. lei; see LKAj, a
masculine name.

Lei-la, LeMah (lei), [Ar. layla, lit., darkness; night],
a feminine name.
Lein ster (len'stSr), n. a province of eastern Ireland:

area, 7,580 sq. mi.; pop., 1,260,000 (1943).

Leip zig (Kp'sig, Kp/sik; G. Ep'tsikh), n. a city in the
state of Saxony, Germany: pop., 702,000.

leish man i as is (lish'man-i'a-sis) , n. [Mod. Lt <
Leishm&nia, name of the parasitic genus; after Qea.
Sir William Boog Leishmtm (1865^1926), Brit, apny
surgeon], any of various diseases caused by a variety
of protozoan parasite; especially, kala-azar.

leis-ter (les'tSr), n. [< ON. Ijoster < Ijosta, to strike],

a kind of fish spear, usually with three prongs^ vd.
to spear (fish) with a leister. _

lei sure (le'aher, lezh'gr), n. [ME. Iffasere, Uiser; f)Fr.
leisir < L. licere, to be permitted], free, unopened
time during which a person may indulge m jjest,

recreation, etc. adj. 1. free and unoccupied; spare:

as, leisure time. 2. having much leisure; not wording
for a living: as, the leisure class.

.
i

at leisure, 1. having free or spare time, 2. mtfe no

hurry. 3. not occupied or engaged.
<

\

at one's leisure, when one has tame or opportunity;
when it is convenient for one.

.

lei-sured (E'aherd, lezh'erd), adj. 1. having leisure.

2. without haste: leisurely. ... v *_

lei-sureli-nesa (ie?fche^1i-nis, lezh'Sr-h-ms), n. the

quality f being leisurely t freedom from haste. '

leisurely (B'zhgr-E, lezh'fe-li) , adj. characterized by
or having leisure; wit%ut haste; deliberate; slow: as,

we made a leisurely inspeditoa of the old ram. ffp.
in an unhurried manner.
Leith (Letfh), n. a former burgh in 'Scotland: MOW a

part of Edinburgh.
leit-mo-tiv, leit-mo-tif (Kt'mo-tef'), n. [G. leitmotiv <
leiten, to lead, guidie (see LEAB) + motw (sefe *iyj^}r
a short musicarphrase representing and recurring wit-a

a given eharacter, situation, or emotion in an opera:
first developed by Richaitl Wagner.

*

Le,ly, Sir Feter OWi? I>. l^W-.Tbom PieterVan <$er

Foes), 1618-1680; Dutch portrait pamter in England.
'

fv lew, de* '(see us*)
or to^er (mall or woman)

, a sweetheart

|L.; Gr. l%mm, sOTaetMng taken or received, some-
thing taken for granted, assumed premise < larnbanein,
to take, assume], a secondary proposition assumed to
be true and used in demoosfcmting the primary one.

lem-ming (lem'ii)), n. [pL LEMMINGS (-irjz), LEMMING:
see PLUEAL, II, i>, li fNorw.t any ol various small
arctic rodents resembling mice tt having short tails

and fur-covered feet.

lem-nis-cus (lem-nis^kas), n. M. LIMMISCI (-nisi)],

[Mod. L.: L., hanging ribbon; Or. ISmntekos, ribbon],
a band ol sensory nerve fibers in the central nervous

Lem-nos (lem'nos), a. a Greek island m the Aegean:
area, 175 so;, mi; pop., 25,000. ^^
lem-on (lem'an), n. [ME. lymon; Late OPr, Itmon;
Sp. limdn; AT. laimun; Per. ftmft*}. L a small* egg-
shaped, edible citrus fruit with a pale-yellow rind and
a juicy, soor palp, rich in vitamin C. 2. the small*

spiny, semitroptcal evergreen tree that it grows on.
3. [SlangJ, something or someone undesiraWe or m-
adequate. adi* 1. of the pale-yellow color of lemon
rind. 2. made with or from lemons,. 3. having a
flavor more or less like that of lemons.
lem-onade (lem'an-adO* *** PP*. limtmadek a drink
made of lemon juice, sugar, and water.
lemon drop, a small, hard, lemon-flavored candy.
lemon verbena, a Chilean shrub of the verbena family,
with wjiite flowers and whorls of narrow, lemson-
scented leaves.

lem-pi-ra (lem-pe'rS), n. [Am. Sp., after Lempvr*
native chief who resisted the Spaniards], the gold
monetary ttnit of Honduras, equal to 50 cents in 1947.
Lemu el (lem'u-^1), [Heb. temm'%* Kt., belonging to
GodJ, a masculine name: diminutive, Lem.
le-mur (le'mer), n. [< L. Umwes* ghosts, specters
(akin to Gr. lamia; see LAMIA): so called from its

nocturnal habitsl, any of a group of small mammals
related to the monkeys, with large eyes, a pointed
muzzle, and soft, woolly fur: it is found mainly in

Madagascar and is active mostly at night.
lem-u-res (km'yoo~reV)t n*#- IL.; see LEMUR), in
Roman mythology* the night-walkmg spirits of the
dead.
Le mur-i a fli-myoor'i-o), n. [Mod. L.: so called from
HaeckeTs idea that it was the original home of lezn-

uroid primates], a hypothetical continent thought by
some to have existed long ago, now supposedly covered

by the Indian Ocean.
lem-u-rine Oem'yoo-rin', lem'yoo-rin), adj. lemiaroid,
lem-u-roid (lem'yoo-roid

7
}, adj. of or Kke a lexntir or

lemurs, n. a lemur.
, . .

Le-na ^nd; ote>,/or Russ. lye/na), a femanme name:
see Helena, Magdalene, n. a river in the Yakut
A.S.S.R., eastern Siberia, flowing into Ifaa Arofic
Ocean: length, 2,800 mL

Len-a-pe (len'a-pe'), n. [pL LENAPK]T [short for ]

Lem^map^^t., real man; leni* real -f 1dm
1. a member of the Delaware? Indians. 2. th.

quian
1

language. Abo- Leni-Lenape, Lenni-Lenape.
adj. of the Leaape or their language.

lend (tend)* vJ. {LENT Q.ek), LBu^5i f< MB. lemn
witii tiphisfcoric ~d < p,t,; AS. ten&n < law. a loan;
see LOAN], 1. to let another use or have (a thing)

temporarily aad on condition that it, or the equivalent,
is to be returned* opposed to borrow. 2. to let out

(moneyj at interest, & to ffive; impart: ast a fire Unas
cheer to a room, vJL to make a loan or loans.

lend Itself (or oneself) to, to be adapted to, useful for,

or open to.

lending library, a library from which books may be

borrowed, usually for a fee.

lend-Iease (lendneV) n. in World War II, mateoat
aid in the form of airplanes, munitions, tools, food,

etc., granted to foreign countries whose defense was
deemed vital to the defense of the United States,

under theprovisions of the Lend-Lease Act of March 11,

'tadjf. authorized by or authorizing lend-lease.

LEND-LEASKD (-leStO* LEND-LEASJNG], to grant
aid) to a f reign country in accordance with

d-Lease Act.
i*En-fantf Pierre Charles (pyar sharl law'fa>tf>,

1754-1825; French engineer and architect who served

in the American Revolutionary army and drew up
plans for Washington, D.C.
length .(lerjkthv tenth), n. [MB. lengthe; AS, Ungfku

(ffafagma^ < base of long, long (see LONG) 4- -<&3

1. the /measure of how long a thing !&$* measurement
o amytmmg from end to end; the greatest; of the two
or three dimensions of anything: opposed to nwlJifife

or fowuftk 2. extent in space; distance amythiog
extends. 3. extent in time; duration. 4. a long stretch

or exteL 5, the quality, state, or fact 6f being lowg:

opposed tq shortness. 6. a piece of a certain or stanl*;
ardized length: as, a le^A f stove pipe. T. a ut, I

,,

G.
-
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competing in a race: as, bis bout won by two lengths.
&. in toiMtia ) the duration of the prcetmcmtion
of a vowel: as, the i in bride has greater length than
tte t in 6r%R &} popularly, the Qualty of a rowel.
9. to 0rao4yv syllabic quantity. Abbreviated, L* L, Jgtfe.

at full length, stretched out; completely extended.
at length, 1. after a long time; finally. 2. in or to

the whole extent; in ML
go to any length, to do whatever is necessary; scruple
at nothing.
keep at arm7a length, to act coldly toward.

length en 0enk'th%, leg'th'n), v.t. & lu. to make or

become tanger. &YN. see extend.

length-i ly (lerjk'tha-H, Ien>tha-li} adv. in a lengthy

th-i'ness (lenk'thi-nis, len'tM-nis), n. the quality
of being lengthy.
length-ways (lerjkth'wfz', lerjth'waV), adv. & adj.

lengthwise.
length-wise (taokth'wis', lerjth'wtzOf adv. & adj. in

tise direction of the length.
length-y (kijk'thi, knthi), df/* [LENGTHIER (-thi-er),

LENGTHIEST C-tM-ist)}, 1. having length; long; es-

pecially, too lomg; so long as to be tiresome: said of

speeches, writings, etc, 2. [Cottoo.], tall: of a person.
le-nt-ence (le'ni-ans, len'yans), n. leniency.
le-ni-en-cy Oe^m-an-si, len'yan-si), n. I* the quality
or condition of being lenient. 2. \pL
(-$iz)] f a lenient act.

fe-ni'Cnt (le'ni-ant, len'yant), ady. [L.
taMrc, to soften, alleviate < lente, smooth,
1. no* harsh or severe; mild; merciful; gentle; <

'2. [Archaic], softening; soothing; relaxing, *

Len-i-Len-a-pe (l
/
J4ea'a^') r W * # Lemape.

Lcn4n V. I. (lenlnj Rusa Iyen%i)f (bom Vladimir
flidfe fflwno*t), l$70-lf24; Russian revolutionary;
leader of BoMaevJlc (Contmiinist) party; directed

pevotutkm, ol IW7; 'premier of Soviet Union (1918-
1924): also Nikolai Lenin.

Lfitt4?B*fcaiK (lyem
/i-na-khae/), it, a city in the Ar-

menian &SJL, in the Transcaucasos: pop'., 68,000.

Len4n<grad (Wiurgrad': Ram. lyen/in-^rSV), n.

I, aiegioa of t$ R.S.P.S.R., in northwestern European
w!** jpopu 6v43S,(KXX 2. its capital, a seaport H
W?' IftWtakL: pop,, 3,191,000: formerly called

Ldt<iDL*ivik (!an%i4z*rja), n. the communist theories,

doctrines, poEcies, ana methods of Lenin, including
especially his theory of the dictatorship of the prole-
tariat and analysis of imperialism: a development of

Marxism.
Len-in-ist (len'm-ist), n. a follower of Lenin; believer
in Leninism, adj. of Lenin or Leninism.
Len-in ite (len'm-it'), n. & adj. Leninist.
le-nis (le'nis), adj. [L. f gentle, smooth, soft, mild], in

phonetics, weakly alternated: as, a letiis stop- n. [pL
UEsms (-nez)], a weakly articulated speech sound,
especially a stop. Opposed to fartis.
lenitive (ItenVtiv), ad!/- [Late ME.; ML. Unitvms <
L, lenituj, pp. of lenire, to solten, assuage}* 1 . softening,
soothing, lessening pain, etc. 2. formerly, acting as a
mild laxative.

^
n. anything that soothes; especially,

a lenitive medicine* >
'

,

(

lenity (len'b-ti), n. [OPr. lenttt; L. lenU& < lenis,

snaoo&v soft, mild], 1. the quality or condition of

being lenient; mildness; gentleness; mercifulness. 2.

[pi. iuENinB5S.(-'tiz)}f a lenient act. SYN, see mercy.
Len-ni-Len-a peJlen'i-lenVpeO^ ra* sirng* &j>L Leuwpe.
le-no Ge'ao) n. [Fr. linon < tin, flax; cf. LINEN], 1. a
tyne of weave in which the warp yarn^ are .paiiced'BDdl
twisted. 2. a soft, light fabric of thisi weaves.

lens (lenz), n. |L. r lentil: from the resemblance bf ai

double-convex fens to a
lentil]f 1* a piece of
glass, or other transpar-
ent substance, with two
curved surfaces, or one
plane and one curved,
regularly bringing to-
gether or spreading rays
of light passing through
it: a lens or combination
of lenses is used in op-
tical instruments to form an image; for kinds.of lenses,
see concave, convex, iHus. 2t a combination Of tfertyor
more such pieces. 3. in anatovny. a transparent,, bi-
convex body situated between the iris and the ^vitreous
humor of the eye: its function is to* 'focus upoa the
retina light rays entering the pupil; see p, Mus,
Lent (Lent), n. [ME. lenten, lento; AS. lendi*, lengten,me sprang < base of lang, long (see LONG, ttdj$: so
caUedf from the lengthening of the days in the spring;
akin to Q. lenz, spring: cognates in other* Gmc^, lan-
guages mean mrely>

4

*spring"), 1. Ae period oJE forty
!weekdays irom iAsh Wednesday to Easter; observed
in Christian churches by fasting and penitence to
coipraeniorafe Jesus' fasting in the w41<iep!Lesj& 2* sm
the Middle Ages, the peripdTfrom Martinm^ .(Movenv
ber 11) tO'.ChriStniass in full, St. Martin's tea^ ; V

'

LENS

LENS

lent (lent), past tense and past participle
-lent (lant), [L. -tewlifts, -MJ, a suffix meanin|j fwU of,

ckwiKUrised by, as in mmlmt, fraudulent, pestilent.

Jlen ta-men-te (len'tSrmen'te), adv. [It. < lento,

slow < L. tentus], in music, slowly: a direction to

the performer.
Jlen tan do (kn-tan'dft), adv. & adj. [It. < Untare, to

make slow < lento; see precj, in mnstc, slowing down

1. of, connected with, or suitable for Lent. 2. meager;
cheerless: as, Lenten fare.

len-ti eel (len'ti-ssl), n. [Pr. Unttcdk; Mod. L. len-

ticella, dim. < L. lens, lenMs. lentil] a ventilating pore
in the bark of woody plants.

len-tic-u-lar (len-iik'yoo-leT), adj. [L. knticularis <
lenticula, dim. of Ims; see LENS}, I. shaped like a
lentil or double-convex lens. 2. of a lens. 3. of the
lens of the eye. 4. in motion pictures, lenticulated.

len tic-u lat-ed (Im-tik'yco-Ia'tid), adj. I. lenticular.

2. in motion pwtwres, designating a film having micro-

scopic lenses embossed on its base side and used with
a special color filter to produce pictures in natural
cotar.

len-tig i-nous (len-tijVnas), adj. [LL. lentiginosus <

of the skin.
len-til (len't'l, len'til), n. [ME. & Pr. UntilU; L. len-

l&wlo, dim. of lens, lentis, lentai, 1. a plant of the

pea family, with small, edible seeds shaped: like double-
convex lenses. 2. the seed of this plant.
Jlen tis-si mo (len-tes'se-mo*'; Eng. len-tisVmoO, adv.
& adj. [It,, superl. of lento (< L. lentos}* slow}, in

music, very slow: a direction to the performer,
len*to (len'to), adv. & adj. [It* < L. lentus, slow], in

music, slow: a direction to the performer.
lentoid den'toid), adj. [< Lw lens, lewtis (see LENS);
-f ~oid], lensrshaped.

Fcn-voi, Ten-voy Oen'voi, lenj-voi'; Fr. law'vwaO n.

[Pr. Venvoi < le, me + envoi, a sending; see ENVOY],
1. originally, a dedication or postscript ^to a poem,
essay, or book, directing it to a specific person*s
attention. 2. a concluding stanza added to a ballade
and some other forms, customarily a direct address
to a orince, princess, lord, lady, etc, .Also enyoy,

Le-o (le'S), [L.; see LION], a masculine name: variant,
Leon; feminine, Leona. n. 1. a northern constellatsion
between Cancer and, Virgo, supposedly outlining a
lion: see constellation, chart. 2. the fifth sign of the
zodiac (), entered by the sun about July 22: see
zodiac, illus.

Leo I, Saint, 390P-461 A.D.; Pope (440-461 A.D.):
has day is April 11: called the Great.
Leo IILffSaint, 750P-816 A.D.; Pope (795-816 A.D.).

northern

,
- ..

Leo XIH, 1810-1903; Pope (1878-1903).
Leom-inster ^ in/i3':^s^') n- a city
Massachusetts: pop., 24,000,

Le-on (le'on), a masculine name: see Leo.
Le-6n (le-6n') rt* a former province of northwestern
Spain.

Le-o-na (le-o'na), a feminine, name: see Leo.
Leon ard en'erd>, [Pr. Leonard; OFr. Leonard; OHG.
*Lewenhari, Ht. r strong as a lion < lewo, Hon (< L.
Uo; see LION) -\- hart, strong, hard]* a masculine name.

Leom-ard^ William EMer<y (eFSr-i te'eid), W7W944;
American poet, scholar, and teacher.
Le o-nar-desque ^e'ornSr-deskO* ^/ of; or resembling
the style of Leonardo da Vinci. ,

Leonardo da Vinci, see Vinci, Leonardo da.
Le on ca val lo, Rug giero Cc^d-
Bug. la'sn^lcs-vilo) , 1858-191^; .

Le o-nid ftefo-id), n. IpL LB&iffiDS (-md),
(E-on'-dS

/

)lr [Pt. < L* X^>f f^y; sfeJ^ LEO &;TII>]V
any of a, shower of ni;eifeeors visiple, yearly abowk No-
vember 15, a;ppearing to ra<fiifee framitfoei conssfceUation
Leo. '

;

-

,
, , i

:

, ,

Leon Idas (leVonVdos)* :n. king of .Spartas Ived
?-480 B.C.; defeated and killed by, t^e PersW at

'

l,e*o*niiiL0 ~<5e*a--nin^)' i

l

flrifc' PMTO? & . , ,.

leoninm < leoL , jc&aracterfefec! of or
Jtifce*

a,lion.;

diminutive, ^or^s i se^' Etea6rw ,

'

r /,

Le^o-nore
(Je^o-pn^rX; !S^9Wnaf),'

" ka i"'

variant of Leonora. ,

leop-ard ^(lep^grd}'^ mU
see PLURAL, n^
OFr. leopard,
leontopardos < iedn, 'Son i'^
1. arlaaqge,, ieriQciou^ anima^ ol"thi<3 ?t*
having a tawny ,e;Qa*
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Le-o-par-di, Conte Gia co-mo
179&-1837; Italian poet.
-- *

Le-pus
stippoily ott

, , .

Leopold I, 1. 1640-1705; emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire (1658-1705). 2. 1790-1865; uncle of Victoria;
king of the Belgians (1831-1865).
Leopold II. 1. 1747-1792; son of Maria Theresa;
emperor of the Holy Roman Empire (1790-1792).
2. 1835-1909; son of Leopold I; king of the Belgians
(1865-1909) ; founder of the Congo Free State.

Leopold III, 1901-; son of AlbertT; king of the Belgians
(1934-1951): exiled, 1945-1950.

Le-o-pold-vuie (la'8'pold'va'; Eng. leVpold-vi!') n-
titie capital of the Belgian Congo, on the Congo River:
pop., 116,000.

le o-tard (le'a-tard'), n. [after Ltotard, 19th-c. French
aerial performer], a one-piece, sleeveless, tight-fitting
garment, worn by acrobats, dancers,, etc.

Le-pan-to, Gulf of (li-pan'to), the Gulf of Corinth.
Lepanto, Strait of, a narrow strait between the Ionian
Sea ana the Gulf of Corinth: site of a naval battle
(1571) in which the European powers defeated Turkey.

lep-er (lep'er), n. [ME. lepre, leprosy; OFr. lepre,

kepre; L. lepra, leprae; Gr. lepra, leprosy < lepros,
rough, scaly < lepos, a scale < lepein, to peel], a
person having leprosy*

lep-id- (lep'id), lepido-.
lep-i-do- (lep'3-do

7
), [< Gr. lepis, lepidos, a scale,

husk], a combining form meaning scaly, as in lepidolite.
le pid-o lite pr5id'9-lit', lejfWo-Kt'), n. [tepido- +
-hte], mica tnat contains lithia, commonly occurring
in scaly masses.

lep-i-dop-ter-al (lep's-dop'ter-el), adj. lepidopterous.
lep-i-dop-ter-an (lep's-dop'ter-Qn), adj. lepidopterous.
n. a lepidopterous insect.

lep-i-dop-ter-on ClepVdop't&r-on'). n. \pL LEpnx>PTERA
e)], a lepidopterous insect.

lep-i-dop-ter-ous (lep's-dop'ter-os), adj. [< Mod. L.

Lepidoptera, name of the order; see LEPIDO- & -PTEROUS],
of a large group of insects, including the butterflies

and moths, characterized by two pairs of broad,
membranous wings covered with very fine scales* often

brightly colored.

lep-i-do-si-ren (lep'a-do-si'ron), n. [lepido- -f- siren], an
eel-shaped fish found in the swamps of the Amazon.
lepidote (lepVdof), adj. [Gr, lepidotos < lepis,

lepidos, a scale], in botany, covered with flakes or
scales: scurfy.

Lep-i-dus (lep'i-dss), n. (Marcus AemUius Lepidus},
Roman triumvir; lived ?-13 B.C.

Le-pon-tine Alps (H-pon'tin). that part of the Alps
between Switzerland and Italy: highest peak. Monte
Leone, 11,684 ft. ^

lep-orid Gepte-rid), n. \pl. LEEPORIDAE (E^por/a-deOl.

[< ML. JLeporidae, name of the family <,L. lepus,

leporis, a hare^ see -ID], any o a family of animals

consisting of the hares and rabbits, adj. of this family.

lepo-ride (lep's-rid), n. [< L, lepus, leporis
-

t a harek a
cross between a European hare and European rabbit;

Belgian hare.

lep-o-rine (lep'9-rin', lep'9-rin), adj* [L. lepqnnws <
lepuj, leporis, a hare], of or like a hare or hares.

lepre-chaun (lep^rkdn'; IT* lep're-khdu/), n. (Ir.

htpracan; Oir. tuchorpan < lur little 4- corPOM, dim.

ofcorp, body < "L. corpus, body], in Irish JolBore, a

fairy In the form of a little old man, who, cam reveal

hidden treasure to anyone who catches him.

lep-ro-sa rium (lep'rg-saT'i-om), n* [Mod. L. < kprosy
-f- sanitarium], a hospital or colony for lepers.

leprose (lep'ros), adj. [LL. leprpsus; see ^EPH0u^, m
botany, scaly it scurfy. i t

lep:ro-syt ^ep
f
ra-si), n. [OFr. ^ros*c; probr < ML.

lepro^us; s^e ^E^ROU^ a cl^rbnic infectious
t
disease

that aiiack&\ 0ie skm* tissues", ,
or merges; %" .^

actserj2?feol by nodule^,,
formitiea and wasting o^ t-^"

- --
T-77

- r - -r 'iwj r/%*n

^eprous (lep'rfs}, a&ICtt
romy <L.T^,Grt ,/

;Kkel,eBro|tVv 2..

W&ie sealer sca\bsv

rparts^a^Ld^i
K.ajpf&f"-
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t of

. & hftre), a southern constellation
a hare: see constellation, chart.

^-juu^j-t^T, .Ku-Mja-tt Yw*Ie-vlcfa, (me'kM-el' ur'-

ya-vicJi lyaVmon-tof'), 1814-1841; Russian poet and
novelist. .

Jle rol est mort. tt?e le H>l rwS e' mor vev; la

rwfi), IFr.J, the king is dead, (kwg) live tiie (new) king!
Le-roy (la-rot', le'roi), |< FT. le rm, the king], a mas-
culine name,

Le-sage, A-Iafcx Re-n6 (i/laj*' ra-na' b saW), 166B-
1747: French novelist and dramatist

Les-bi-an 0e /
bt-9n) t adj. [L. Lesbms; Gr. s&*a$] t

1. of Lesbos, its people, etc. 2. 0). homosexual: only
of women, from the homosexuality attributed to

Sappho ana her followers in Lesbos, b) [Rare], erotic.

n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Lesbos, 2. a homo-
sexual woman.

Les-bi-an-ism 0ez'bi-9iws*m) n. the sexual practices
of Lesbians; homosexuality between women*

Les-bos (lez'bas, lez'bos), n. Mytilene, an island in

the Aegean: the ancient name.
Le-sche-tiz-ky, Theodore (le'slie-tits^M), 1830-1915;
Polish pianist and composer.
tlese-ma jes te (lez'ma'zhes'taO* n. [Fr.L lese majesty.
lese maj es-ty (lea' xnafis-ti), [Fr. lese-mafc$t&; L,
laesa majestas; laesa, fern, of laesus, pp. of laedere, to
hurt, injure -f- majestas, majestyl, a crape against the
sovereign; offense against a ruler's dignity as teact of

the state; treason: also leze majesty.
le-sion (le'zhdn), n. [Fr. lesion; Lv laesio < laesus, pp.
of laedere, to harm, injure], 1. an injury; hurt; damage.
2. an injury or other change of an organ or tissue of

the body tending to result in impairment or loss of
function.

Les-lie (lesli, lezli). [orig. surname, said to be < less

lee (lea), ie., smaller meadow, dell), a masculine or
feminine name.

less (les), adj. [alternative comparative of little], [ME. les,

lesse; AS. Ixs, adu.* Ixssa, adj., used as conapar. of lytel

(cf. LITTLE) ; akin to OFris. les, lessa; not found outside

Anglo-Fris. & prob. not connected with the lyt- of

AS. lytel], not so much; not so great, so many, etc.;

smaller; fewer, adv. [comparative of little], not so

much; to a' smaller extent, re. a smaller amount.
prep, with the deduction of; minus: as, total income
less earned income.
no less a person than, a person of no lower importance,
rank, etc. than.

-less (lis), [MB. 4es, -teas; AS. -leas < leas, free, loose;
cf. LOOSE, LOSE}, A suffix meaning: 1. without, T~^*
as in pitiless, valueless* 2. not ,ing, as in i

tireless. 3. not capable of being, _. ^ea\ as in
les see (les-e*), n. [OFr. lesst, jm. of 4pwr; see

j

& -BE}, a person to whom a tease is given; tt,

less-en (les'
r

n), v.t. I. to make less; decrease. 2. to

belitiie; depreciate; minimize? 'disparage, w.,to be-
come less. 6W. see decrease. ;

',

LeS'Seps, Vicomte Fer-di-iiaiid Ma-rffedfe ^er'dS'naw'
ma'xe' db le'seps

7
; Bng. les'dpsjr, 18t^-1804; French

diplomat; bulMer of t^ie Sue* Canal
less-er Oes>Sr) adj* [alternative (double) cpmmrative of

l&Oel {less f- -r; cf. parallel OFris. Ussera], smaller,

less, or less important, __ _ ,.

Lesser AmtHlesi a grottp of islands in the West Indies,

southeast of Faertcr Rico, including the Leeward
Islands* t&e Windward Islands, and the islands north
of Venezuela: see West Indies, map.

Lesser Bear, tfce constellation Ursa Minor.

Leasing, Gott-kold E-phra-im (g6fh6lt a'fra-itn

les%i) f 1729-1TSf; Gennan dramatist and critic.

lesson (les^n), n. fME. lessoun; OFr. Ucon < L.

lectio: see LEdnoN], 1. something to be learned;

specJEcally,
1o) an exercise 6r assignment that a student

is to prepare or learn wrfchin a given time; unit of

instruction. 6) the instruction given during one class

or instruction period, c) something that needs to be
learned (or the event through which if is learned) for

the sake of one's safetv, well-being, etc.; as, brer 1-

^romghthmic^l^^ a skater a lesson. <

course of tesferuction: as, music lessons. 2. a sel.

from the Bible, read as part of a church service. 3. a
. lectufe? rebujce. &f* I 1. to give a lesson or lessoafei ta
2. to rebuke; reprove.

'

eS^sor (Jes^r Ies-6irO, n. [Anglo-Fr. i< fasser; see

LEASE], a person wiio gives a lease; landlord*

les faest); eon/. [ME, leste? AS. the Ittisfa '< tfay Unto*
Kt. by, tfte less that; based on ter fcf. LESS) with thy,

'

of the defi art:], 1, :for fear that; in

nsot: as, we spokeVelEylow*^ we should
2. that: used; only altec an ey *-

denoting lear, as, I was afraid lest be should 1

" *

surname
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tbe?

vguotj;

I& base *Kt4- (< *!*-, to neglect j
leave behind, etc.),

seem also in L. tattnj (*i*d~to), tired, worn out, etc.

Ccf. LASRITUBE), Bag. JJ, losi, ete.J, 1. to leave;

foreake; abandon; now cmly in phrases lei alone, let

6e. 2, a) to give temporary use of (a house, room, etc.)
to a tenant in return for rent; rent; hire out. 6) to

ghre out (work); assign (a contract). 3. to allow or
caase to escape; cause to How or come out, as by
shedding, emitting, etc.: as, let blood. 4. to allow to

pass, come, or go, 5, to allow; permit: a) followed by
an infinitive, often without to; as, will you let me
smoke? b) with the following verb understood: as,

don't let me down. 6, to cause: usually with know
or hear, as, let me hear from you. 7. to suppose; as-

sume; regard as. When used in commands or sug-
gestions with a noun or pronoun as object, Ut serves
as an auxiliary: as, let us give generously. v. to be
rented or leased: as, this place lets for $150 a month.
let alone, 1. to refrain from bothering, disturbing,
touching, etc.; not interfere with: have nothing to do
with. 2. not to mention; much less; as, we couldn't
even hold our ground, let alone advance.

let be, to refrain^from bothering, disturbing, touching,
etc.; have nothing to do with.

let down, 1. to lower. 2. to slow up; relax; slacken.
3. to disappoint or disillusion,

let drive at, to strike a powerful blow at.

let in, to allow to come, pass, or flow in; admit.
let off, 1. to give forth, as steam. 2. to excuse from
work for

<
a short time. 3. to deal leniently with;

release with light punishment or none.
Ifet on, [Colloq.j, 1. to pretend. 2. to indicate one's
awareness of a fact (usually used in the negative).

let out, 1. to allow to flow, run, etc. away; release.
2. to give forth; emit. 3. to lease or rent out. 4.

to reveal (a secret, etc.). 5. to make a garment
larger by reducing (the seams, hem, etc.). 6.

[6olbq4 to dismiss or be dismissed, as school.
let up, 1. to slacken; relax. 2. to cease.
tot i^ tt, [Cotfog.), to ease tcp; stop deaEng harshly
Of" swwrely" witti*

imply positive consent bat more often stresses
, o pposttkm or resistance, sometimes con-
oe. kcfc of power, etc. (don't let ibis happen
and permit imply power or authority to give or

deny consent, allow connoting a refraining from the enforce-
ment of ttsual requirements (honor students were oUpured to
miss the examinations), and permit more positively suggesting
formal consent or authorization (he was permitted to 'talk to
the prisoner); suffer, now somewhat rare in this sense, is

closely synonymous with allow and may connote passive con-
sent or reluctant tolerance. See also hire.

Ut (let), v.t. [LETTED (-id), or LET* LETTING], ME*
letten; AS, lettan, lit., to make late (akin to Goth.
latjan, to delay) < base of AS. last, late; hence ult. <
same IE. base as prec. let], [Archaic}, to hinder; ob-
struct; prevent, n* 1, an obstacle; hindrance: usually
in the legal phrase without let or hindrance, 2* in
tennis, etc., an interference with the course of the
ball in some way specified in the rules, making it

necessary to play the point over again.
-let (lit)J< Fr. -el (< L, -ellus) + -ett both dim. suffixes],
a noun suffix, generally meaning small, as in ringlet,
hamlet; used in some words (e.g., anklet, armlet}
meaning small object worn a$ a band on (a specified
part of the body).

tl'e-tat. c?ftt moi Oa'ta' se' mwa'), [Fr., lit,, the
state, it is IL I am the state: a saying attributed to
Louis XIV of France,

let-down (let'doun')' it. 1. a slowing up, relaxing, or
slackening, as after great excitement, effort, etc, 2.
lOolloq. I, a disappointment or disillusionment,

1 thai (le'thsl), a<&? [L, letaUs, lethalis < letum, letlwm,
death], 1. causing death; fatal; deadly. 2. of or

suggestive of death. SYN. see fatal.
lethal chamber, 1. a room where persons may be
painlessly executed by gases. 2* a similar room for
killing dogs and cats.

le-thar-aic (Ji-thar'jik), adj. [ME. lUargik; L, lethar-
gtcus; Gr. lethargikos], 1. of or producing lethargy.
2, having lethargy; abnormally drowsy; dull; sluggish.

le-thar.gi.caMy (H-thar'ji-k'14, K-thar'jik-li), adv. in a
lethargic manner.

leth-arglze (leth'er-jlz'), v.t. [LETHARGIZEE* (-jizd').
LETHARGIZING], to make lethargic

letfa-ar-gy (leth'^r-ji),
n. \pl. LETHARGIES (-jiz)l, [ME.

letharge; OFr. Marge, lethargic; LL, lethargla; Gr.
lethargta < lethargos, forgetful < Uthe; see LETHE],
1. a) an abnormal drowsiness; great lack of energy;
inertness, b) a prolonged and unnatural sleep. 2. total
indifference; apathy.
KV. lethargy implies a dull, sluggish, state brought on by

illness, great fatigue, overeating, etc.; languor now generally
suggests an inertia or limpness that restdts from indolence, en-
ervating weather, a dreamy, tender mood, etc.; lassitude
suggests a Itstlessness or spiritlessness resultingfrom overwork,
dejection, etc.; stupor suggests a state in which the

'*-- ^"

pad senses arc deadened, as by emotional shook, a"
barcotics; torpo* implies a temporary loss of all or t
power of sensation or motion.

Le the (le'thi), n. JL. < Gr. UtitiF, forgetfulness, ob-
livion], 1. in Creek & Roman mythology, the river of

forgetiulness, flowing through Hades, whose water

produced loss of memory in those who drank of it;

hence, 2. oblivion ; forgetfulness.
Le the an (le-thi'an), <w*/. 1. of Lethe or its water.
2, causing forgetfumess or oblivion.

le-thlf-er-ous (H-thifer-os), adj. [L. letifer, lethifer <
letum, death 4- ferre, to bring], bringing destruction
and death: deadly.

Le-ti ti-a (lkish'i-9, li-tish'), [< L. laetitiat gladness <
laetus* gay, glad], a feminine name,

Le*to Oe'to), n. fGr. Leta], in Creek mythology, the
mother of Apollo and Artemis: identified by the
Romans with Latona.

$te tout en-sein-ble (la too'taw'san'bl'), [Fr.], the
whole (taken) together.

let's (lets), let us.
Lett (let), n. La member of a people living in Latvia
and adjacent Baltic regions. 2. Lettish.

Lett., Lettish.
let-ted (let'id), 1. obsolete past tense and past parti-

ciple of let (to allow). 2. alternative past tense and
past participle of let (to hinder).

let-ter (let/Si), n. [ME. lettre, letre; OFr. lettre; L.
Uttera, letter of the alphabet, (in pi.) a letter, epistle],
1. a symbol or character employed, theoretically, to

represent a speech sound: in English, many words
contain letters that are no longer pronounced. 2. a
written or printed j)ersonal or business message,
usually sent by mail in an envelope. 3. an official

document giving certain authorities or privileges. 4.

strict interpretation of the literal
m
meaning, or the

literal meaning itself; exact wording. 5. the first

letter of the name of a school or college, awarded and
worn for superior activity in sports, etc. 6. in printing,

a) a type or impression of a character of the alphabet.
b) a particular style of type. v.t. 1. to make hand-
printed letters on; mark with letters: as, the poster
was artistically lettered. 2. to set down hi hand-
printed letters: as, on the blank page he lettered his
name. vj. to make hand-printed letters : as, she learned
to letter in art school.

letters, 1. literature generally. 2. learning; knowl-
edge, especially of literature. 3. the profession of a
writer.

to tke letter, just as written or directed; precisely.
letter box, a box to hold mail being sent or delivered;
mailbox.

letter carrier, a postman: mail carrier.

lettered (let'eVd), adj. 1. able to read and write:
literate. 2. very well educated; learned. 3. inscribed
or marked with letters.

let ter gram (let'Sr-gramO. n. [letter 4- telegram], a
day letter or night letter (kind of telegram).
letterhead (let'lr-hed'), n. 1. the name, address,
etc. of a person or firm printed as a heading on a
sheet of letter pa^er. 2. a sheet of letter paper with
such a heading printed on it.

let-ter-lng (let'Sr-irj),
n. 1. the act of making letters

or of inscribing in or with letters, especially bv hand-
printing, drawing, or painting. 2. a series of letters
so made or inscribed.

letter of advice, a letter notifying the receiver of a
special fact, as that a bill of exchange has been drawn
on him or that a consignment of goods has been sent
to him.

letter of credit, a letter from a bank asking that the
holder of the letter be allowed to draw specified sums
of money from other banks or agencies, to be charged
to the account of the writer of the letter: abbreviated
L/C, 1/c (no period).

let-ter-per-fect (let'gr-pur'fikt) , adj. 1. correct in all
its letters, or in every respect. 2. knowing one's
lines, part, or lesson perfectly: said of an actor, etc.

let ter press 0et%r-pres'), rf. printed words; especially,MAM JIT-.,.-, *,4~L.~.__ _[_. J*_j. _.ir_ J .__.__ Ml...../ i*T

^ r ^ ,,, by
which an, administrator is

'

authorized to admSister
the goods or property of a dead person.

letters (or letter) of credence, a formal document
which a country's diplomatic representative carries as
his credentials to a .foreign government: alsb letters
credential.

'
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letters (or letter) of laaaro^tie, 1. brfginally, a govepa-
mental document aumooziuig an in^vidual iso make
reprisals on ;the^ sfrbj.ects' or c^titfe^s of an enemy
nation for injuries done lu^ntbjr

J

enemy tropes; hence,
2. later, a governmental aodmrient authorizing ain
individual to arm a ship anx! capture th^ me^rcii&iit
ships and property of an ,enemy nation: also letters
(or letter) of marque and reprisal.

patent), kjLletters pat erit (p , .

issued by a government to a jperson, L
to perform some act or to enjw som&
as exclusive right to am iavenmon : So'
the

'

document is not sealed: bp.t, toodt'/'Tft ^"iv
letters

'

testamentary,
r

in
'

^."'a^'-d'ocuilBal
1
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after probate of a will by the probate court or some
officer who has authority, directing the person named
as executor in the will to act in that capacity.

Let-tic (let'ik), adj. 1. designating or of a branch of
the Baltic languages, including Lettish and Lithuanian.
2. Lettish, n. the Lettic language.

Let tish (let'ish), adj. of the Letts or their language.
rt. the Baltic language of the Letts. Abbreviated L*tt.

Jlet'tre de ca-chet fiefr* da ka'sha'). [Fr.J, a sealed
letter: especially, a letter containing a royal warrant
for the imprisonment without trial of a specified
person, common in France before the Revolution,

let-tuce (let'is), n. [ME. letuse; OFr. laitute, pi. of
laitue; L. lactuca < lac, lactis, milk: so called from its
milky juice], 1. any of a number of varieties of a
plant of the composite family; especially, head lettuce
or leaf lettuce. 2. thfe crisp, green leaves of such a

%-- f' **-
-- V /Jf t-.* .~~i>**..Mgu. t AJ.V., *AUiU "X

L. /co; see LION], the monetary unit and a silver coin
of Romania; also ley.
Leu cas, Leu kas (Loo'kss, lu'kss), n, Levkas.
leu-ce-mi-a, leu-cae-mi a (loo-se'mi-s, lyoo-se'mi-o),
n. leukemia.

leu-cin (loo'sin, lu'sin), n. leucine.
leu-cine (loo'sen, lu'sin), n. [< Gr. leukos, white; +
-ine\ t an amino acid, CHuNO2, produced by the
hydrolysis of proteins by pancreatic enzymes during
digestion and by the putrefaction of nitrogenous
organic matter.

leu-cite (loo'sit, lu'sft), n. [G. leukit < Gr. leukos,
white], a white or gray mineral, KAl(SiOa)a, found in
igneous rocks.

leu-co- (loo'ko, lu'ka), [< Gr. leukos, white], a com-
bining form meaning white or colorless, as in leucocyte,
leucorrhea: also, before a vowel, leuo: words beginning
with leuc- or leuco- are now often spelled leuk- or leuko-,
as in leukemia, especially in medical and biological
usage.

leu-co-cyte (loo'ka-slt', lu'ka-sitO, n. [leuco- + -cyte],
any of the small, colorless cells in the blood, lymph,
and tissues, which move like amoebae and destroy
organisms that cause disease; white blood corpuscle.

leu-co-cyt-ic (loo'kg-sit'ik, lu'ka-sit'ik) , adj. 1. of
leucocytes. 2. having an excess of leucocytes.

leu co cy-to-sis (loo'ko-sl-to'sis, lu'ko-sl-to'sis), n.

[Mod. L. < leucocyte + -om], an increase in the number
of leucocytes in the blood: it is a normal occurrence
in digestion and during pregnancy but a pathological
condition in infections, anemia, and certain fevers.

leu-co-cy'tot-ic Qdo'ko-si-tot'ik, lu'ko-si-tot'ik), adj.
of or having leucocytosis.

leu co der-ma (loo'ka-dur'ma, lu'ks-ddr'ma), n. [Mod.
L.; see LEUCO- & -DERM], a congenital lack of pigmen-
tation in the skin, resulting in abnormal white patches,

leu co ma (loo-ko'mg, lyoo-ko'ms), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
leukdma < leukos, white], a dense, white opacity of
the cornea, caused by ulceration.

leu-co ma ine jloo-ko'nw-en', lyoo-ko'mQ^in), n. [leuco~

-f -yname as in ptomaine], any of a large group of
basic substances present in the body as normal products
of protein metabolism.

leu-co-me-lan-ic (loo'ko-mi-lan'ik, Ifl'ko-mi-lan'ik),
adj. leuoomelanous.

___
leu-co-mel-a-nous (loo'ko-mel'a-nas, lu'ko-melVnas),
adj. having a light complexion and! dark hair (and,
sometimes, dark eyes).

leu-co-plast (loo'ks-plast', lu'ka-plastOt n. [lewco- 4-

~plast]t any of the colorless granules found in the

protoplasm of vegetable cells, constituting points about
which starch forms.

leu-cor-rhe-a, leu-cor rhoe-a (loo'ka-fe'o, lu'ka-re'g),
n. [Mod. L; see LEUCO- & -RRHEA], a mofbid whitish

discharge from tne vagina and uterus, usually re-

sulting from chronic infection: also eaHed whites*

leuk-, leuko-, see leuco-.
leu-ke mi a, leu-kae-m&a (loo-k'ini-9, lyoo-k&nii-'o),
n. [Modi L.; see LEUCO- & -EM&&J* la disease of the

blood-forming tissued, characterized by an abnormal
and persistent increase in the number of leucocytes
and the amount of bone marrow, wit|i enlargement of

leu-ko pe-ni-a (loQ'ko-pe'p-9, lu'lca-pB'ni-^), it. plod.
L. < leuco* -f <SfR,,'$iwwfc,' povertfy/], al decrease in the
number pf leucocytes in the 3?14V

l^'ltio-pctaief
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lemns, rising, raising < temre, to raise), se lemre, to
rise; cf. LEVER: applied to the East, from the "rising"
of the sttnl, I. toe regions on the eastern Mediter-
ranean and the Aegean, from Greece to Egypt, in-

chiding Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine, 2, P-J, Levant
morocco, 3. P-l levanter.
Levant dollar, see dollar.
le-vant-er 03-van'tgr), n. [< Lewmt + -er], 1. a strong
wind that blows over tne Mediterranean area from
the east. 2. [L-)f a Levantine.

Le-van-tine (la-van'tin, lev'sn-tin', lev'gn-ten')* <"*/"

[Ft. lemntin], of the Levant, n. 1. a native or in-
habitant of the ^Levant. 2. a ship of the Levant.
3. [1-], [Pr. levantine: from being made in the Levantjt
a strong, twilled, black silk cloth.
Levant morocco, a fine morocco leatlier with a large,
irregular grain, used especially in bookbinding.

le-va-tor (fo-va
f
tgr). n. [pL LEVATORBS (levVtdr'ez,

lev'a-to'rez)], [Mod. L. < pp. of L. lemre, to raisej,
1. a muscle that raises a Bmb or other part of the
body. 2. a surgical instrument for lifting depressed
fragments of bone in a skull fracture.

lev-ee (lev'i), n. [Pr. len&e, fern. pp. of lever, to raise;
see LEVANT], 1. an embankment built alongside a
river to prevent high water from flooding bccdeiing
land. 2. a landing place along the bank of a river;
quay. v.t. [LEVEED (-id), LEVEEING], to build a levee
or levees along.

lev ee (lev'i, la-ve'), n. fFr, lev$ < letter, to raise, se
lever, to rise; see LEVANT], 1. a morning reception
held by a sovereign or person of high rank when
rising from bed. 2. a reception held by the President
or other high official. 3. [BritishJ, a court assembly
held in the early afternoon, attended only by men.

lev-el (lev''l), n. [ME. & OFr. leml, liml; L. libetta, dim.
of libra, a balance, level],
1. an instrument for deter-

mining whether a surface
is on an even horizontal
plane or for adjusting a
surface to such a plane: it

has a glass tube partly
filled with ether oi| alcohol
so as to leave an air bubble
that moves to the exact
center of the tube when
the mstrument is on an
even horizontal plane. 2,
a measuring of differences
in height, or altitude, with such an instrument. 3. a
horizontal plane or line; especially, such a plane tajpen
as a basis for the measurement of elevation: as^ ^e&
level. 4. a relatively flat and even area of lancf or
other surface; horizontal area. 5. the same &cAon^al
plane: as, the tops of the pictures should be on a level.

6.
^ height; altitude: as, water bo3$ more qtricHy at

this level. 7. usual or normal pdsftion; or height; as,
water seeks its level. 8. position or elevatiori considered
as one of the jplanes in a seajb of values: as, few can
rise to the level of a great man. 9- a horizontal walk or

passageway, as between tiers of seats, adj. 1. having
no part higher than any other; perfectly fiat and even;
conforming to the surface of still water. 2. conforming
to the plane of the horizon: not sloping. 3. being of the
same height or being in tne same plane; even (with).
4. even with tjie top of the container; not heaping;
as, a level teas^onruf. 5. a) equal in importance, rank,
degree, etc. *

o) equally advanced in development, c)
even or uniform in tone, color, pitch, volume, etc.
6. not having or showing sudden differences or inequal-
ities; well balanced; equable, adv. on a level line. v.t.

[LEVELED or LEVELLED (-Id), LEVELING or LEVELLING],
1. to make level; specifically, a) to make perfectly
horizontal by means of a level, b) to make even; give a
fiat, horizontal surface to (often with off), c) to equalize
in height, rank, quality, etc. (often with down or up),
d) to make even in tone, color, pitch, etc. 2. to knock
to the ground; demolish; lay low: as, the storm leveled
the tree. 3. to raise (a gun, etc.) to a level position for

firing \ hence, 4. to aim, 5, in surveymg, to determine
the differences in altitude in (a plot of ground). IMZ.

1. to apa a gun or other weapon (with tit). 2. to select
some person or thing as a target or gogLl. 3. to bring
people 'itf things to an equal rank, condition, etc. (usu-
ally'wCtlj down or up). 4. [Slang], to be frank and
honest (wUh someone).
find one's (or its) level, to reach one's proper or natu-

, r<al place according to one's qualities, capacity, etc.
Mel off, 1. to give a flat, horizontal surface? to; make
even with the surfaces immediately surrounding. 2,
in aviation, to come, or bring, to a horizontal position
just before landing-

one's level bfest; [Qoltoq.], the best one can do.

r), ftooe^M .and fffr'Cty); ,
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t to a surface that is |pa!rda to, or con-
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level crossing 842 lexicographical
forms with, the horizon; flat implies the absence to any marked
degree of ^depressions or elevations in a surface, in whatever
direction it nes; plane describes a real or imaginary surface
that is absolutely fiat and wholly contains every straight line

joining any two points lying in it; even is applied to a surface
that is uniformly level or fiat, or to a surface that m in the same
or a parallel plane with another; a smooth surface has no
roughness or projections, often as a result of wear, planing,
pofcshiag; etc.

level crossing, a place where a road crosses one or
more railroads on the same level.

lev-el-er (levn-er), n. 1. a person or thing that levels.
2, a person who wishes to abolish social inequalities.
$ IM [British], a member of a party that arose in
the army of the Long Parliament (c. 1647) and advo-
cated the leveling of all ranks and establishment of a
more democratic government. Also spelled leveller.
terr*i-bead*ed (levH-hed'id), adj. having or showing
an even temper and sound judgment; sensible.

leveHnU rod (or staff), in surveying, a graduated rod
used in determining the difference in elevation between
two points.

lev-er (lev'er, le'ver), n. [ME. lever* lemurt OPr. leveour
< lever; L. lemre, to raise

[pi. LEVITIBS (-tiz)J, {OPr.
t], 1.

.

light J, 1. a bar

used^as a TXTV. 2. in me-
chanics, a device consisting
of a bar^ turning about a
fixed point, the fulcrum,
using power or force ap*
plied at a second point to
aft or sustain a weight at
a third point. v.L 1. to
more, lift, etc. with or as
with, a lever. 2. to use as
a lever, va. to use a
lever,

Le-ver, Charles James

TYPES OF LEVER
E, energy; F, fulcrum; w
weight

}, 1806-1872; Irish novelist.

ge Qzv%:4j, le'vgr-ij), n. |see -AGE}, 1. the
action of a lever. 2. the mechanical power resulting
from this. 3. increased means of accomplishing some
purpose.
leWet ffa^fr4t} a, i[Late ME.; Anglo-Fr.; OPr.
Innflfe, dim. of kvre,, bare < L. lepus, leporis], a hare
during its first year.
Levl (w>*) {Heb. &*#, lit., joining], a masculine name:
diminutive, Let. n. in the Bible, the third son of Jacob
and Leah: Gen. 29:34: see also Levite.

lev-i-a-ble flev'i-a-b'l), adj. 1. that can be levied
upon; taxable ; assessable. 2, that can be levied.

le-via-than (Is-viVtlwn), n> [ME. leuyetban; LL.;
Heb. Imyathan], 1. in the Bible, a sea monster,
variously thought of as a reptile or a whale. 2. any-
thing huge of its kind. 3. [L-], a political treatise by
Thomas Hobbes (1651), upholding the supreme
authority of the sovereign.

Icv4-er (teyl-er), n. a person who levies taxes, etc.

10?4-gate (lev's-gatf), v.t. [LEVIGATED (-id), LEVI-
GA.TIMGJ, [< L. teofaatus* pp. of levigare, to make
smooth, polish < lemst smooth + agere, to make],
to make smooth; specifically, a) to grind to a fine,
smooth powder, o) to make a smooth, paste of; mix
thoroughly., adj. smooth or smoothed, as if polished.

lev-i-ga-tion (JevVga'shsn), n. a levigating or being
levigated.

lev-lii (leVIni, n*< [ME* levene (revived 1% Scott);
prob. representing Gmc. *lauh^ubni ,via ON. (cf.
l$vna, jUgfttning) or AS.; IE. base *leuq~, to shiner HgWt
seen also in I/. !** tttmen, light]* jArchaicJv Hghtomg.

lev i-rate (lev'g-rat'i, le'vgr-it), n. [L. levir, husbandrs
brother, brother-in-law < *daiwer (IE, *da4wer* seen
also in Sans, devfa, Gr. daSr, AS. tacor); + -ale], a
custom of the ancient Jews by which a 4ead man's
brother was obligated to marry the widow if there
were no sons: Deut. 25:5-40.

Iev-i-rat-1-cal fleVbHrafi-kl, le'va-ratfi-kl), adj. of
thelevirate.

lev-is de'viz), nM* [afterLm Strauss,, the Am. maker],
overalls; especially, bibless overalls, worn by cowboys,
reinforced at the seams, etc. with small copper rivets:
a trade-mark (Levis).

lev-t-tate (lev's-taf), vt. [LEVITATED (4d), LEVETATING],
[< L. lens, light; by analogy with &avMate], paarej,, ,

to cause to rise and float in the air. lu. to rise and
float in the air because of, or as, if because of, Hghtness
and buoyancy. ^ ,

lev-i-ta-tfon (lev'a-ta'shgn), n. 1. a levitating or being
levitated. 2. the illusion of raising: and keeping a
heavy body in the air with little or no physical support.Le vite OeMt). n. [LL. Levites; Gr. Leu&s < Heb.
lewi; see LEVI], in the Bible, any member of the tribe
of Levi, chosen to assist the Jewish priests*,

-

Le.vit.l.cal^rvit^'l), adj. fc< Ii. lJK&S; J^ ^,
1* e the Levntes.] 2. of Leviticus; or i-fe.laws. u

r

Le-vit-icws (bTvit'i^kas), n. JLL. LevMc^s (liber); Gr.
Leyitifam Mbtton)^^ the tevitfcal l?ook],; t the tjard/,
book of the 0w jesfament, containing the laws De-
lating to priests-ranld Levites: abbreviated *l^ev. Levit.

lev-i-ty (tevVti), Hm _ ___ ^ ^ _
L. lemtms < lems, light], 1. [Rare], lightness of weight;
buoyancy. 2. lightness or gaiety of disposition, con-
duct, or speech; especially, improper or unbecoming
gaiety or flippancy: lack of seriousness; frivolity.
3. fickleness; instability.
Levkas (lef-kSsO^ n. one of the Ionian Islands, off
the western coast of Greece: also Leucas, Leukas.
levo (le'vo, le'v), [< L. lavms, left < earlier *laiwos;
IE. *iaiwos (seen also in Gr. laios) < base *lei~, */&"-,
to bend, curvej, a combining form meaning: 1. on
or to tke tefL as in levoduction. 2. levorotatory. Words
beginning with lew- may also be spelled laevo-.

le-vo-duc'tion (le'vo-duk'shan), n. [< &w- -f L. ductio,
a leading < pp. of ducere, to lead], motion toward
the left, as of an eye.

le-vo^gy-rate (le'va-jl'rat), adj. [levo- -f gyrate, adj.],
turning toward the left, or counterclockwise; levo-
rotatory.

le-vo-gy-rous (le'va-ji'ras), adj. levogyrate.
le-vo*ro-ta-tion (le'vs-ro-ta'shsn), n. [lew- -f rotation],
rotation to the left; counterclockwise rotation: usually
said of the plane of polarization of light.

le-vo-ro-ta-to-ry (le'va-to't^toVi, le'vs-ro'te-to'ri), adj.

[lew -f rotatory], 1. turning or circling to the left,
in a counterclockwise direction. 2. that turns the
plane of polarized light to the left, or in a counter-
clockwise direction: said of certain crystals, etc.

Opposed to dextrorotatory.
lev-u-liot dev'yoo-lin), n. [lemdose + -in], a colorless,
starchHke carbohydrate, CeHioOs, which hydrolyzes
to form levulose.

lev-u lose (lev'yoo-losO, n. [< L. laews> left; + -Ze
-f -05: so called because levorotatory], fructose.

lev-y (lev'i), n. \pL LEVIES (-iz)J, [ME. leve(e); Late
OFr. tevfo, fern. pp. of lemr, to raise; see LEVER], 1. an
imposing and collecting of a tax or other payment.
2. the amount collected. 3. the compulsory enlistment
of personnel, as for military service. 4. a group so
enlisted, v.t. [LEVIED (-id), LEVYING], 1. to impose
(a tax, tribute, fine, etc.). 2. to enlist (troops) for
military service, usually by force. 3. to wage (war).
vJ. 1. to make a levy. 2. in law, to seize property
in order to satisfy a judgment (often with on).

levy in mass, [after Fr. levee en masse], a levy of all
men able to bear arms when their country is attacked
suddenly.
lewd (lood, lud), adf. [ME. lewed; AS. tewede, lay,
unlearned; ? borrowing < base of L. laicus (cf. LAY,
adj.) merged in form with AS. kswan, to betray],
1. indecent; lustful; unchaste; lascivious. 2. [ObsJ,
a) unlearned; ignorant. 6) base; unprincipled; vicious.
Lw-es, George Henry (lod/is, lu'is), 1817-1878;
English literary critic and writer on philosophy.

Lew-Is (loo'is, lu/is), a masculine name: diminuiives
Lew, Lewie: see Louis.

lew-Is (lop'is, lu'is), n. [? < the name Lewis; cf. BAVIT
& var. LEWISSON! an attachment for lifting heavy
stones: it consists of a dovetailed iron piece made in
sections that fit into a dovetailed opening in the stone
to be lifted: also lewisson.

Lewis, John Llewellyn, 1880- : American labor
leader; president of the C.I.O, (1935-1940) and of
the United Mine Workers of America (1920- ).

Lewis, Meri wether (mer'i-we^er), 1774-1809;
American explorer: co4eader of the Lewis and Clark
expedition (1804-1806): , . ,

*

Lewis. Sinclair, 1885-1951 j'Americam novelist; received
,
Nobel prize m literature, 1930.

f , iu io-iu jtt n. taibea: VY<; J^f .x^TWP
. chemist], an arsenical compound,

twjUALasutfr used as a blistering poison gas*
machine gun, [after the Am. Wentc** Col.

- flt4^-ftft.aui<foi> of the U.Sw.Ajwn], aa.at
<M^V<MH having a circular cartridge
L to- be held and fired by one.man:
' " ^

: rffle. t

'

'

age in

Lew-i-sohn, ^
'i-z^n, lopfi-s

literary critic,

&R^5^]^^.rj ;.'

"f

2. <rf. 'Sc.hav^g.^n^e'^fj ^SHqa^

-fa-pher

a person TOD OK&p&tes, , or1^." ' " '

lexicograph-ical
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lex-i-cog-ra-phy (lek'sa-kog'ra-fi), n. [< QT. Uxiktm,
lexicon; -f- -graphy], the act, process, art* or work of
writing or compiling a dictionary or dictionariesL
lex-i-con (lek'si-kan), n. [Gr. lexikon, neut. of lexikos,
of words < lexis, a saying, phrase, word < legein* to
say, speak], 1. a dictionary, especially of an ancient
language. 2. a special vocabulary, as of an author,
science, etc. 3. in linguistics, the total stock of mor-
phemes in a language. Abbreviated lex.

Lex-ing-ton (lek'siri-tan), n. 1. a town in eastern
Massachusetts: pop., 17,000: site of the first battle
(April 19, 1775) of the American Revolution. 2. a
city in north central Kentucky: pop., 54,000.
lex lo-ci (leks lo'si), [LJ, the law of the place.

Jlex non scrip-ta (leks non skrip'te), [L. lit., un-
written law], common law.

Jlex scrip-ta (leks skrip'to), [L., Ht., written law],
statute law.

flex ta-li-o-nis (leks tal'i-o'nis), [LJ, the law of re-
taliation.

ley fla), n. a leu.

Ley-den (li'd'n), n. Leiden.
Ley-den, Lu-cas van (lu'kas van H'd'n), (born Lucas
Hugensz), 1494-1533; Dutch painter and engraver.
Leyden jar (or vial). |< Leiden, Netherlands city
where it was invented], a
glass jar coated outside
and inside with tin foil and
having a metallic rod con-
necting with the inner lin-

ing and passing through
the lid: it acts as a con-
denser for static electricity.

Ley-te (la'ta; now often la'-

tij,
n. one of the Philip-

pine Islands, between
Samar and Cebu: area,
2,799 sq. mi.; pop.,
916,000: see Philippine
Islands, map.

Ley-ton (la't'n), n. a city
in Essex, England: pop.,
106,000 (est. 1946).

leze maj-es-ty Q.ez maj'is-
ti), lese majesty.

If., in baseball, 1. left field.

2. left fielder.

L.F., low frequency.
LG., 1. Low German. 2. Low Germanic. Also L.G.
lg., in football, left guard.
L. Ger*, 1. I^ow German. 2. Low Germanic.
LGr., 1. Late Greek. 2. Low Greek.
Igttu, length.

lg. tn, long i;on.

IJb,, in music, left hand. <

Lhasa (la'sa), n. the capital of Tibet; pop,, $0,000:
it is a Buddhist holy city.

L.H.D., Litterarum Humaniorttm Doctor, [L.I, Doctor
of the Humanities: an honorary degree,.
Lhe vinne, Jo-sef (jo'zif la-ven'), W4-1944; Russian

NEGATIVE
CHARGE

LEYJDEN JAR

l,e), fi. [arbitrary modification of la], in music, a
syllable, representing the tone intermediate between
la and ti 01 tfc diatonic scale: see solfeggio, ,

II (le), n. \pL LI], [Chin.], a {^inesejsieaswe of di^tapoe^

equal to abouib, one th?rd of a mile., t
.

LI, in chemistry, lithium. '_;/,
LJ., 1. Light* Infantry. 2. Long Island.

U-arbU-i-ty" df'arbil'arti), n. M * LIABILITIES (Tti^)J,

1. tiie state of being liable. 2.
.anything for w,hlch a

person is Mable, 3* usually in pL a debt; as, accounts

payable, surplus?,, losses, and capital sfock are liabilities

of a, cprporation; ^opposed to as$et. 4, something t|xat

works to one's disa,avantage, '

. y ^ T .

li-a ble (H'a-frl),, adj. [< Fr. tier* to bind < L. k&we,
to bmd; -f-^0?J4 1* legally bound,, as to

j^a^e
~

anyioss or damage that occurs in.
t

a
answerable; responsible., 2,^ li^ejly, t naye| ^

fcom te^; exposed %Q or wbject to as, tt
to heart attacks. 3. a) Abject tow%e ppssiL

disagreeably likely: used with the,inwove* 6) [<

Hkely:^sTfam l^bU ^be,^efe. -^N. see,"
li-ai-son, fte'a-zon': Fr; 1

'-*--* -
usae&* l

/
s-zon(. Efo-as'ni

liaison officer, a staff officer whose function is to
insure pro$er coordination between ^arts of an army,
allied armies, etc. involved in a military operation.

li-a*na (li-a'naf B-anf ) f n. (Norm. Pr. lianc < lierne,

liorne, altered (after Zir, to bind) < morne < L.
mbwrnnm* wayfaring tree; cf. VIBURNUM], any luxu-

riantly growing, woody, tropical vine that roots in
the ground and cEmbs, as around tree tnmks.

ti-ane (li-an
7
), n. liana,

I/iao (lyott), n. a river in Mandraria, flowing into the
Yellow Sea: length, 700 mi.

Liao-ning 0you'nirjO, - a province of Manchuria:
pop., 10,055,000 (est. 1945): former name, Fengtien.
Liao tung Peninsula (lyou'dooryO* a peninsnla in

southern Manchuria.
Liao yang (lyoti'yarjO. * a city in sottttorn Maadniria:
pop., 100,000.

ifax (li'gr), n. [ME. lier, leier; AS. Uo&ere, Ugert? <
base of leogan , to tell Hes -f -r; akin to OHG. Itugari],
a person who states that something is tnie w^iich: he
knows is untrue; person who tells lies,

Li-ard (H-ar
/
, le'ard), n. a river in western Canada,

flowing into the Mackenzie River: length, 550 mi
Li-as (H'as), n. [ME. lyas; OPr. Itois (Pr. Itais), kind of

limestone; ? < MHO. lei, rock], an important series

of bluish rocks, the oldest strata of the Jurassic system*
occurring principally in England.

Lib., 1. Liberal. 2. Liberia.

lib., 1. liber, [LJ, book. 2. librarian. 3. Kbrary.
li ba tion (li-ba'shan), n. fME. libacionn; L. Ilforfio <
libare, to taste, pour out], 1. the ritual of pouting
out wine or oil upon the ground, or upon a victim
for sacrifice in honor of a god. 2. the liquid poured
out. 3. an alcoholic drink: used humorously.

Li-bau (le'bou), n. a city in the Latvian S.S.R., oil file

Baltic Sea: pop., 57,000: Lettish name, Liep&ja.
li-bel Ol'b'l), n. [ME., little book; OPr.; L. libeUtts

f

Httle book, writing, lampoon, dim. of liber, a book;
see LIBRARY], 1. any written or printed statement,
or any sign, picture, or effigy, not made in the pttbtic
interest, tending to expose a person to public ridicule

or contempt or to injure his reputation in any way:
cf. slander. 2. the act of publishing such a thing.
3. anything that gives an unflattering or damaging
picture of the subject with which it is dealing. 4. in

admiralty &* ecclesiastical law, the plaintiffs written
statement of the wrongs he has suffered, v^. [LIBELED
Or LIBELLED (-bid), LIBELING Or LIBELLINOJ, 1* to
publish or make a libel against. 2. to give so* ttm-

nattering or damaging picture of; say or print* tm^
favorable or false things about. 3. in admirwli^^b*
ecclesiastical law, to bring suit against by presenting
,.!, a^^r^TziZLariil j_Ti,/,

r ' SsTS^ZZLiJjl- '

' M ,'

J,

in a

:

who Hbels.
flify. 1. of the nature

p. given to writing and
vilifying; defamatory.
")], [L|.; see LIBRARY], a
ic records, as of mort-

E.;OPr,;L. liberalis

ble for a freeman;
in the liberal arts,

etc. 2i giving freely; generous. 3.

large or plenfaMi sample; abundant: as, a Uberal

reward. 4. not restricted to the literal meaning; free

aaaid tmconfined: as, a liberal interpretation of the
Constitution. 5. tolerant of views differing from one's

own; broad-minded. 6. of democratic or republican
forms of jgovemnient,'as distinguished from monarchies,
aristocracies, etc. 7. favoring reform or progress^ as

in religion, education, etc.; specifically, favoring

political Reforms tending toward democracy ah3
personal freedom for the individual; progressive:,now
sometleies distinguished from progressive, ae conmotfcg
somewhat more conservatism. S. EL-], desifgnating r
of a political party upholding Uberal principles, es-

pecially such a party in England that! developed craoof

a cmEtion ol the wliigs and Radicals in .the rtftpst -bail*

of the |:9*h .century. 9. [Obs.], excessively free or
mdecoows in behavior; licentious, t nr* 1. a; person
fayorinfe Eberalism, 2. [L-] a niemt^er. of a liberal

I>olrtic8i party, especially ihat of Bnglana.Abbfeviated
'y,," .,-(

x< !

i

'

,

!

t . others"1 vtevra as ^el^
open-mindedness to ideas that challenge tradition, established

progressive, a-relatm -
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lice

arpn.
or mtxmm change, sp&a!ly of th social truetare; lft,

wigfarfh- ref<srriu to tha position in kgnfetans erf tt *ats

occapfeS by parties holding such vfews, twplies political bberal-

$SQTntfcrfim, The terras radlcalaad kit toqaafitly.coiino<te

\-arying degrees of disapproval as used t>y conservatives and

liberal arts, [traasL of L. nrfes liberates, lit., arts be-

fitting a freeman: so named in contrast to artes serwes,
lowiar (lit,, servile) arts, and because open to study
only by freemen (L. Zwcr); in later use understood
as "arts becoming a gentleman"], the subjects of an
academic college course, including literature, philos-

ophy, languages, history, etc., as distinguished from

professional or technical subjects; primarily cultural

studies: sometimes referred to as arts (e.g Bachelor
of Arts, as distinguished from Bachelor of Science).

liberal education, an education mainly in the liberal

arts, not necessarily preparing the student for any
specific profession,
liberalism (lib'lsr-al-iz'm, lib'ral-iz'm), n. 1. the

quality or state of being liberal, especially in pohtics
or religion. 2. liberal principles and ideals.

lib era! 1st (lib'Sr-al-ist, lib'n&l-ist), ad/, liberalistic,

it. a person who upholds the principles of liberalism.

lib er al-is-dc (lib'Sr-a-lis'tflc, Hb'ra-iis'tik), adj. of or

inclined to liberalism.
.

ttb-er-aU-ty (HbVral'a-ti), n. \pl. LIBERALITIES (-tiz)l,

[ME, & OFr. liberalite; L. liberalitas], 1. the quality
or state of being liberal; especially, generosity. 2. a

gift, etc. indicating generosity. 3. absence of narrow-
ness or prejudice in thinking; broad-mindedness.

lib er al-i za thm (Iib'e\*al4-za'shan, lib'rel-I-za'shan),

n. a liberalizing or being liberalized.

liberalize aib^a-lffc', lib'ra-Ez
7
). v.t. & 0.1. [LIB-

ERALISED (4izd')t LIBERALIZING], to make or become
SberaL

lib er ate (lif/a-ratO, v-t. [LIBERATED (-id), LIBERATING},
I < 3U liberates, pp. of libmzre, to set free, release <
wtar, cee] 1. to release from slavery, enemy occupa-
tio% etc. 2. w c&ewwsfrv, to free from combination
la a oompotted- 3. [MiEtary Stag],, to appropriate
or steal Horn an enemy or an occupied country; loot.

!&, see ftee.

Hft-crartlMi (EbVra'shan), n. [L. Uberatio], a lib-

erating or being liberated.

lib ex a tor (iib'a-ra'ter), n. (LJ, a person who liberates;

especially, one who frees his country from an enemy
or tyranny.

, n. a country on the western coast of

Africa, founded
in 1847 by freed
American Negro
slaves: area, 43,-

000 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,600,000 (est.

1947); capital,
Monrovia: ab~
breviated Mb.
Li ber i an (E-

be^**n)* <* of
Liberia, its peo-
ple* or their cul-
ture, n. a native
or inhabitant of
Liberia*

n. [< liberty 4* LIBERIA
-arian], L a
person who believes in the doctrine of the freedom
of the will. 2. a person who advocates full civil liberties.

adj\ of or upholding either of these principles.
li-ber-t, &ga-Ii-te> fra-ter-ni-te" (le'ber'ta' a'ga'le'-
ta' fra'ter'ne'ta'), jFr.], liberty, equality, fraternity:
the motto of the French Revolution of 1789.

li ber-ti cid al (li^ur'to-si'dl), adj. [< Uberticide +
-al], tending to destroy liberty.

li ber-ti cide (li-bur'to-sid'), n. [< Uberty + -tide, after
Fr. Uberticide], 1. the destruction of liberty. 2. a
destroyer of liberty, adj* destroying liberty.

lib-er-tin-age (Hb'er-tin-<ijJ, n, [see -AGE], libertinism.
lib-er-tine (lib'gr-ten', Ib'gr-tinJ, n. [ME. Uhertiyw; L.
liberlinus < libertus, freedinan < Wber, free], 1. in
ancient Rome, a person who had been freed from
slavery. 2. [prob. via Fr. libertinl, a man who leads
an unrestrained, immoral life; rake. 3. (Rare], a free-

thinker; skeptic, adj. morally unrestrained; licentious.
lib-er-tin ism (lib'gr-tin-iz'm), n. the behavior of a
libertine; licentiousness.

Ub-er-ty (lib'ef-ti), n. [pi. LIBERTIES (-tiz)J, [ME. &
OFr. Uberte; L. libertqs < liber, free], 1. freedom or

release from slavery, imprisonment, "captivity, or any
other form of arbitrary control. 2. the sttm of rights
and exemptions possessed in1 common by the peoplfe
of a community, state, etc.: see also civil liberties,
political liberty. 3. a particular right, franchise?, or
exemption from compulsion: as, he has the liberty of
coming with us. 4. usually pi. unnecessary or excessive

freedom or familiarity. 5. a place or area in which
certain privileges or immumties prevail. 6. the limits

within which a certain amount of freedom may be
exercised: as, you may have the liberty of the third

floor. 7. a) permission given to a sailor to go ashore.

b) the period of forty-eight hours or less for which
it is given. 8. in pMfasopfoy, freedom to choose; absence
of the control of necessity. SYN. see freedom.
at liberty, 1. not confined; free. 2. permitted (to do
or say something); allowed. 3. not busy or in us.
take liberties, to be too free or familiar in action or

speech.

, bond, a United States government bond
______ to help finance the costs of World War I.

liberty cap, a soft, close-fitting, visorless cap, adopted
by the French Revolutionists as a symbol of liberty.

Liberty Island, an island in New York Bay: site of the
Statue of Liberty: formerly called Bedloe's Island.

Liberty Ship, a United States merchant ship carrying
about 10,000 gross tons, built in large numbers during
World War IL

Li bia (IS'bya
1

), n. Libya: the Italian name.
H bid 1 nal (li-bid''n-9l), adj. of the libido.

H-bid-i-nous Oi-bid''n-as), adL [Fr. libidineux; L.

Ittndinosus, lubidinosus < hbtdo, lubido; see LIBIDO],
full of or characterized by lust; lewd; lascivious.

li bi do (li-bi'do, E-beMo), n. [L. libido, lubido, pleasure,
wantonness < libet, lubet, it pleases; cf. LIEF, LOVE],
1* the sexual urge or instinct. 2. in psychoanalysis,

psychic energy generally; driving force behind all

human action.
Li-bra (K'brs), n. [L., a balance, Roman pound}, 1. a

southern constellation between Virgo and Scorpio,

supposedly resembling a pair of scales in shape: see

constellation, chart. 2. the seventh sign of the zodiac

(**), entered by the sun at the autumnal equinox,
about September 23: see zodiac, illus.

li bra (HtKra; for 3, le'bra), n. [pi. LIBRAE (-brert, [L.],

1. pound: abbreviated lb. L., L (sing. 6* pi.): the
British symbol for the monetary unit () is derived
from the first letter of this word. 2. an ancient Roman
unit of weight, equal to about 12 ounces. 3. [Sp.;
cf. POUND (coin)], a former gold coin of Peru, valued
at about $4,87: now called sol.

li-brar-1-an fll-brllr'i-an), n. [L. libraries], 1. a person
in charge of a uTbrary. 2. a person trained in fibrary
science and working in a library. Abbreviated lib.

li-brar-y (E'brer'i, Ifbro-ri), n. \pL LIBRARIES (-iz,

-riz)], [ME. & QFr. librarte < librairet copyist < L.
UbrariuSt n., transcriber of books, adj., of books <
liber, a book, orig. inner bark or rind of a tree (which
was written on); IE. base *leub(h)-, to peel off, seen
also in Gr. lepem, to strip off rind, Eng. leaf, etc.],
1. a room or building where a collection of books, etc.

is ke|>t for reading or reference. 2. a) a pubKc or

private institution m charge of the care and circulation
of such a collection. 6) a commercial establishment
that rents books, 3. a collection of books, especially
a large, systematically arranged collection for reading
or reference. 4. a set or series of books issued in the
same format by a publishing house. Abbreviated lib.

Library of Congress, the large public Hbrary in

Washington, D. C., established in 1800 and rebuilt in
1815: abbreviated L.CL

li brate (H'brat), v& [LEBRATED (-id), LIBRATXNGJ, [< L.
librafus, pp. of librare, to- weigh, balance < libra, a

balance], 1. to move back and forth slowly like the
beam of a balance before it comes to rest; oscillate.
2. to boise; hover; remain balanced.

li bra-tion (li-bra'shan), n. 1. a librating; oscillating or

poising. 2. in astronomy, an actual or apparent irregu-
larity in the movement of the moon, a planet, etc.

fi-ba*tdry (B'br^tdr'i, l^'bra-to'ri), ad/. Bbrating;

n. a writer of librettos.
libret-to (h4>refo), n.

iff. LIBRETTOS (-5z), LIBRETTI
(~i)l fit., dim. of libro (<^ liber), a book;; see LIBRARY],
1, the words, or* text, ot an opera, oratorio, or other long
choral work. 2. a book containing these words.

ili'TCi Xli^ri); n. plural
J

o|< Eber.
' '

'

-
'

j " " '

]

li bri-form (E'bri-ffimaO, avfl [L, Uber, Mbri, inner bark
of a tree (se4 tiBRART)? +; ^jfofff*), Kfee feast in form or
substance; resembHrig the^ inner i bark of certain ^ees.

(HM-o, hVy^, it. I. northern Africa wfeit ofw ancient "Greek ani Rcmai^./fia^tie,
1 '*

'2. /a
in northern AiMdat, on the Ifediter^nean:

area, 679.3518 fs^x
l

iJai; pop., 1,120,000
'

'&* 1W>;
capital, fripoEPltilan nam^ Iftti.

;>

Lib-y-an Oib'i-am, l|i^yri), a<$f. of iffeya or its people.
n. 1; a native or inhabitant of Libya* 2. a> group QJL

Berber languages'of the Hatti!c'
r

^cm^i 'tooiieii!,
1 %&&

cially in ancient Libya: tfiief a^e'teo^'llfoS'yser^
tipns fotmd chiefly in Ntanfdia but also ^H scattered
localities frojm Sinai to tbe^he
Libyan Desert, alarg^de^r
Mcfe 'CKs), n; plural oflouse.

"
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license (K's'ns), n. [ME.; OPr.; L, licentia < licens,

ppr. of licere, to be permitted], 1. a formal permission
to do something; especially, authorization by law
to do some specified thing: as, license to marry, practice
medicine, hunt, etc. 2. a document indicating that
such permission has been granted. 3. a) freedom to
deviate from strict conduct, rule, or practice, generally
permitted by common consent: as, poetic license.

6) an instance of such deviation. 4. excessive, undis-
ciplined freedom, constituting an abuse of liberty.
v.t. [LICENSED (-s'nst), LICENSING], to give license or a
license to or for; permit formally. Also spelled licence.
SYN. see authorize, freedom.

li-cen*see (liVn-seOt n. a person to whom a license is

granted: also spelled Ucencee.
li-cens-er (K's'n-ser), n. a person with authority to

grant licenses: also spelled licencer.

li-cen-sor (li's'n-ser), n. in law, a licenser.

li-cen-ti-ate (ll-sen'shi-it, H-sen'shi-at'), n. [ME. li-

cenciat; ML. licentiate, pp. of licentiate, to license <
L. licentia; see LICENSE], 1. a person licensed to

practice a specified profession. 2. in certain European
universities, an academic degree between that of
bachelor and that of doctor; abbreviated L., L

li-cen-tious (H-sen'shas), adj. [Fr. licencieux; L. li-

centiosus < licentia; see LICENSE], 1. [Rare] dis-

regarding accepted rules and standards.
B

2. morally
unrestrained; dissolute; lascivious; libertine.

ili-cet (H'set), [LJ, it is allowed; it is legal,
lich (lich), n. [MB.; AS. lie; akin to G. leiche, corpse;
IE. base *lig-, figure, shape; also similar, like (cf.

LIKE)], [Scot. & ISng. DiaLl, a dead body; corpse,
li chee (le'cheO, n. alitchi.
li chen (K'kon), n. [L.; Gr. leichln < leichein, to lick],
1. any of a large group of mosslike plants, consisting
of algae and fungi growing in close association in

patches on rocks and tree trunks. 2. any of various

eruptive skin diseases.
li-chen-in (li'kan-in), n. [lichen + -in], a carbohydrate
having the same empirical formula as starch, (CHioO)n,
obtained from Iceland moss and other lichens.

li-chen-ol-o-gy (li'kan-ol'a-ji), n. the study of lichens.

li-chen-ose (K'kgn-osOr # Hchenous.
Hchen-ou8 (ll'kan-ds), adj. of, like, or covered with
lichens.

Lien-field (Kch'feldO, n. a city in central England:
birthplace of Samuel Johnson: pop., 9,000.
Hch gate, a roofed gate at the entrance to a churchyard,
where a coffin can be set down to await the arrival

of the clergyman.
licht Oikht), ad/., n.f v.i. A v.t. [Scot.J, light (in all

senses)
lie-it Qis'it), adj. [Fr. licite; L. licitus,pp. of licere, to
be permitted], permitted; lawful. SYN. see legal.

lick (lik), v.t. [ME. licken; AS. liccian; akin to G.
lecken (cf . LECHER) ; IE. base *leigh~, to lick, seen also

in Gr. leikhein, L. ligurrire, to lick, lingere, to lick

up, etc.], 1. to pass the tongue over: as, dogs lick

their wounds. 2. to bring into a certain condition by
passing the tongue over: as, the child licked his fingers
clean. 3. to pass lightly over like a tongue: as, the
flames are licking the ends of the logs. 4. [Colloq.],

a) to whip; thrash. &) to overcome (a person or thing) ;

vanquish, v.i. to move lightly and quickly, as a
flame: as, the waves licked about her feet. n. 1. the
act of licking with the tongue. 2. a small quantity.
3. a deposit of natural salt cropping out at the surface

of the earth, where animals come to lick the salt.

4. [Colloq.L a) a sharp blow. 6) a short, rapid burst of

activity, often careless, as in cleaning up, etc.; spurt
pf energy, c) a fast pace; clip; spurt of speed. 5.

[Slang], a phrase of jazz music, especially an inter-

polated ornamentation. 6. often in pi. [Slang], chance;
turn: as, I'll get my licks In later.

Mck into shape. [Colloq.], to bring into proper condi-

tion by careful, persistent work.
Uck up, to consume by or as by lk_ _ .

B&&Sijk (lik'er-ish); ddj. [< Anglo-Fr. form .

V&cheros], 1. lecherous; lustful; lewd; 2. greedy ^pr
eager, especially to eat or taste, 3.

[Ob^sJ, tempting
the appetite; appetizing. Also spelled liquorish.

lfcfc*e-ty-8plit (Kk'o-ti-splitO*, flcfv. [fanciful formation
based on lick, n. 4 A KfanflJ. at great speed. <

; i

lick-ing 0ik%), n. 1. the act of a person or titling

t^tEcks^ i. JpoEoq.], a Chipping; thrashing.

UctNmt-oe* (]^
r
sj>lt''i) 11. at servile flatterer:to

;

llc-'^rlc
1

^ fi&TCc*4 Hfc^M8?** H^'risiiDt fii'tME. i

OFr. Ucbfresse; I&, M^i^fa f altered "< L. glyci

fldweli *a^l sliorti "falipods. 2. ftfee dried; root of this
^ '"

or &eYbl^k eiptract, made from it, used>

r
licking or lapping." ~ * m of OPr.

lie*tor (Hk'ter), n. |MR U&tmr; L.; prob. < base of

ligare* to bind, in allusion to the bundles of bound
rods which he borel any of a group of minor Roman
officials who carried the fasces and went before the
chief magistrates to clear the way.
1M (Hd), n. [ME. lidd; AS* Mid (akin to G. 4id in

angenUd, eyelid) f< base seen in AS. kli&m, to cover;
IE. base **&*- to lean, dope, incline* as in lean, .,

ladder, dimax), 1. a movable cover, hinged or un-
attached, as for a box, trunk* pot, etc.; top. 2. an
eyelid. 3. [CoHoq-I, a curb or restraint: as, the police

put the lid on vice. 4. [Slang], a cap, hat* etc.

lid ded (lid'id), <H#. 1. covered with or as with a hd.
2. having (a specified kind of) eyelids: usually in

hyphenated compounds, as keai&4iaded.
Li di ce (EMi-tse; Eng. BdVsi}, n. a town in Czecho-
slovakia, near Prague: totally destroyed by the Nazis
in 1942, rebuilding started in 1946*.

lid-less (Hdlis), adj. 1. without a lid, 2. without
eyelids; hence, 3. {Poetic], watchful; not sleepin-

Li-do (le'do), n. an island resort in Italy, near Venice.
Ite (K), *f. [LAY Oa), LAIN (lan)}i

LYING
"-" x ' r*""

lekhos, bed, lokhos, lair, etc.], 1. to be or ptct oneself
in a reclining position along a relatively horizontal
surface. 2. to be in a more or less horizontal position
on some supporting surface: said of inanimate things.
3. to be or remain in a specified condition: as, his
motives lie hidden. 4. to be situated: as. Canada
lies to the north of us, 5. to extend; stretch: as, the
road lies straight across the prairie. 6. to be; exist;
be found: as, the remedy lies within yourself. 7. to
be buried or entombed. 8. [Archaic], to stay overnight
or for a short while; lodge. j>.

in tew, to be maintainable
or admissible: as, this action will not lie. n. 1. the
way in which something is situated or arranged; lay:
as, the lie of the land.7 2. an animal's lair. 3. in

golf, the relative situation of a ball with reference to
the advantage it offers the player: as a good lie,

lie down on the job, [Colloq.], to put forth less than
one's best efforts,

He in, to be in confinement for childbirth.
lie over, to stay and wait until some future time.
lie to, in nautical usage, to lie stationary with the head
to the wind: said of a ship.

lie with, [Archaic], to have sexual intercourse with.
take lying down, [Colloq.], to submit to without pro-
test r opposition.

lie (li), iu". [LIED (lid), LYING OHrj)]. [ME, Uen^ lejen,

Ugen, etc.; AS. leogan; akin to G. Iftgen (Goth. lw&a$fr
IE. base *leugh-, to tell lies], 1. a) to make a statement
that one knows is false, especially with mtint |o
deceive, b) to make such statements habittialy, 2. Jo
give a false impression; deceiv one: as, mirages Be.

v.t. to bring, put, accomplish, etc. by lying; as, he
lied himself into office, n.

4
1. a false statement or

action, especially one made with intent to deceive:
see also white lie. 2. anything that gives or is meant
to give a false impression, 3 the charge pf lying.

give the lie to, 1. to charge with telling a lie. 2. to

prove to be false; belie.

lie in one's throat, to tell a great or outrageous lie.

lie out of to get out of (trouble, etc.) by lying.
$YN^ He is the simple direct word n^aiiing to make a de-

liberately fake statement; prevaricate strictly means to qjtt>
ble or conftise the issue m order to evade the truth, but it is

loosely used as a formal or affected substitute for Me; edufvo-
cate implies tne deliberate use of ambiguity in order to deceive

or mislead; fabricate suggests the invention of a false story,

excuse, etc. intended to deceive and is, hence, sometimes used
as a somewhat softer equivalent for lie; fib implies the telling

of a falsehood about sbmetshing unimportant and is sometimes
used as a euphemism for He*

Lie* Jonas (le), 1. 1833-1908; Norwegian novelist.

2, 1880-1940; his nephew; American painter.

JLie, Tryg've Halv*dan (trig'va halv'dan le), 1896- :

Norwegian statesman; secretary-general of the United
Nations (1946-1953). . -,.

Lie-big, Baron Ju8-tua von (yoos'toos fon le'biH),

1803-1873; German chemist.

Liebknecht, Karl (karl lep'kneHt'), l7lr-1919; son
of Wilhelm; German socialist; leader of Spartacist
uprising (1919) : arrested and murdered. . ,

Liebkn^t, Wil-helm (vil'helm), 1826-1900;,German
socialist and newspaper editor.

Liech-ten stein CLeH'ten-shtiiiQ, n. a country in we^t
central Europe, between Switzerland and Austria:

area, 65 sq. mi.; pop., 11,000; capital Vaduz.
M6d (led; G. let), n. \pl. LUSDER (le'der)]. UM. a German

1

lyric1
' or 1

song.
'

>
>

-

>

'

'

,

JLie der kranz ae'der-kraatsO, . [G-., lii., garland of

songs; see prec.], 1. a group of songs. 2. /a naens

spinginp society. 3. a soft cheese liaving a
a trade-mark. f^' 1 ^ , M
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lie detector, a polygraph (sense 2) used by law enforce-
ment officials on persons suspected of not telling the
truth in connection with a crime: it records certain

bodily changes of the subject as he responds to ques-
tions: the results of such tests are usually not legally

lfeC<i$), <Kfj. [ME. left UK; AS. leaf, beloved, dear;
akin, to G. lieb; IE. base *lw&&-t to be fond of, desire;
cf. LIBEDOV LEAVE (permission), LOVE, etc.], JObs.],
1. valued; dear; beloved. 2, willing, adv. (Karej,
willingly; gladly: only in would (or had) as lief, etc.

Li-ege (H-azh'; Fr. lyezh), n* 1. a province of eastern

Belgium: pop., 964,000. 2. its capital, on the Meuse
River: pop., 156,000. Flemish name Lmik.

liege (lej), adj. 1MB. leygt, liege; OFr. liege, lige; prob.
< OfiG. ledig, free (G. Udig, not occupied), but in-

nHienced by L. ligare, to bind; in a charter of 1253 a
MHG. ledtghman glosses ML. ligius homo, liegeman],
1. m feudal l&w, a) entitled to the service and allegiance
of Ms vassals: as, a liege lord, b) bound to give service

and allegiance to the lord: as, liege subjects; hence,
2. loyali faithful, n.mfeudal law, La lord or sovereign.
2. a subject or vassal.

liege lord, a feudal lord.

liege-man (lefman), n. [pi. LIEGEMEN (-man) I, 1. a
vassal; hence, 2. a loyallollower. Also liege man.

Lieg-nitz (leg'nxts), n. a city in southwestern Poland:

formerly in Germany: pop., 24,000 (1946): Polish
name. Lignica.
H-en (len, le'on), n. IFr.; L. ligamen, a band < Ivgare,

to bind, tie], in law, a claim on the property of another
as security against the payment of a fust debt,

U*eneC'to*my (H'an-ek'te-mi), n. [L. Uen, the spleen;
-f- -ectomy], the surgical removal of the spleen: also

called splcnectomy.
li-en-ter-ic (H'on-ter'ik}, adj. of or having Bentery.
H-en-ter-y (I%n-ter'i), n. [Fr. Uenterie; Mod. L. li-

enteria; Or, leienteria. < leios, smooth -f entera, bowels],
diarrhea in whkb incompletely digested food is dis-

j (leVpaVya), n. Libau: the Lettish name*
N_ __'> n. one who lies (reclines).

li-erne 0i-umO. n* O^M s 6 LiAHAj, in architecture, a
sliort rib used in Gothic vaulting to connect the bosses
and intersections of the main ribs.

lieu fdos IS), n. [MB. Hue (in m liue of); OFr. lieu

On mt Uw de} < L. locus, place], place; stead.
in Hen of, instead of; in place of.

Lieut., Lieutenant.
Lieut. Col., Lieutenant Colonel.
Lieut. Comdr., Lieutenant Commander.
Ueu-ten-an'cy (loo-ten'sn-si, lu-ten'an-si), n. [pi. LIEU-
TENANCIES

(-siz)J, the rank, commission, status, or

authority of a lieutenant.
lieu-ten-ant (loo-ten'snt, lu-ten'snt; Brit., esp.
lef^ten'ant), n. [ME. lutenand, lutenaunt, lufte
Late OFr% < lieu, luef (see LIEU) + tenant, holding,
ppr. of tentr, to hold < L. tenere^ to hold], 1. a person
who acts for a superior, as duririg the latter's absence;
aide; ^deputy. 2. a military officer normally oom-
manding a platoon and ranking below a captain: see
also first lieutenant, second lieutenant. 3; a naval
officer ranking below a lieutenant commander and
above a lieutenant jttnior grade. Abbreviated Lieut.,
Lt. Cas a title in senses 2 & 3).

lieutenant colonel! a military officer ranking below a
colonel and above a major: abbreviated Lieut. CoL,
Lt,CoL(asatitle).
lieutenant commander, a naval officer ranking tjelow
a commander and above a lieutenant: abbreviated
Lieut. Cotndr., Lt. Comdr., Lt.-Comm. (as a title).

lieutenant general, a military officer normally com-
manding a corps and ranking below a general and
above a major general: abbreviated Lieut. Gen., Lt.
Gea. (as a title).

lieutenant governor, 1. an elected official of a State
who ranks below and substitutes for the governor in
case of the latter's absence or death. 2. in certain
countries, an official substituting for the governor
general bf a province or district. Abbreviated Lt. Gov.,
Lieut. GOT.
lieutenant junior grade, a naval officer ranking below
a lieutenant and above an ensign; abbreviated Lt. (j.g.),
Lieut. (J.&.).

i*Ce (III), n. [pi LIVES (Hvz)f, [MB. & AS. Uf; alda to
G. leib, body; sense "body" for ali Qitte?Gmc. cognates;
$>i?obi IE. base *leip-, to stick; siicfc tc^ -adhere (seen

. also in Gr. leipein, to leave, remain, JSng". leave),
whence sense development: what adheres iWhat re-
naains -body-r-life], 1. that property iof plants land
animals which makes it possible for them to take in
food, get energy from it, grow, aidant r^emsetves to
their surroundings, and reproduce theirJpaai it J

****

quality that distinguishes a living actt

from inorganic matter or tu dead brgaL- ,, ,

state of possessing this property: as, we tried *0wt:

tke drowned child tack to Iffen lf& a , ^x^'^^&y
especially a! human being; as, the cyclone ^

' " '

toll of Wes. 4 'living
x1-* -~/~ --

specified kind: as, plant life. 5. the time a person or
thing is alive, or a specific portion of such time: as,

Shakespeare's life in London. 6. one's manner of

living: as, his was a life of poverty. 7. the activities

of a given time or in a given setting, and the people
who take part in them: as, military life. 8. lives

considered together as belonging to a certain class or

type: as, low K/e. 9. a) an individual's animate exist-

ence, b) an account of this; biography. 10. the exist-

ence of the soul: as, the eternal life. 11. something
essential to the continued existence of something else:

as, freedom of speech is the life of democracy. 12. the
source of vigor or liveliness: as, she^was^the life of the

party. 13. vigor: liveliness; aininiation; vivacity.
14. the period of nourishing, usefulness, etc.; period
during which anything lasts: as, most fashions have
a short life. 15. in the fine arts, a) a lifelike quality
or appearance. &) representation from living models:
as, a class in life.

a matter of life and death, 1. something whose out-
come determines whether a person lives or dies;
hence, 2. an extremely important matter.

as large (or big) as life, life-size.

bring to Hfe, 1. to bring back to consciousness. 2. to
make lively; animate.
come to life* 1. to recover consciousness. 2. to be-
come Hvely or animated.

for dear life, to, or as if to, save one*s life; with a des-

tor life, 1 . for toe duration of one's life. 2. in order to
save one's life.

for the life of me, [Colloq.J, even though my life were
at stake on it; by any means: used in negative
expressions.
from life, from a living model.
not on your life, [Colloq.], by no means; certamly not.
see life, to have a wide variety of social experiences.
take life, to kill.

take one's own life, to commit suicide.
to the life, like the living original; exactly.
true to Hfe, corresponding to what happens or exists

in real Hfe: true to reaHty.
life belt, a me preserver in the form of a belt, worn
around a person's chest.

life-blood (EfbludO, n. l.^the blood necessary to
Hfe. 2, the vital part or animating influence of any-
thing.

life-boat (EfbotO* n* 1. a strong, seaworthy boat
kept in readiness on tlie Ashore for use in rescuing
people in danger of drowning: it is usually built with
air chambers, etc. for more puoyancy. 2. one of the
small boats carried by a ship for use in case the ship
has to be abandoned.

life buoy, a life preserver (sense 1).
life cycle, the series of changes in form undergone by
an organism in development from its earHest stage
to the recurrence of the same stage in the next gen-
eration.

life expectancy, the average number of years that an
individual of a given age may expect to Hve.

life-giv-er (llf'giv'e'r), n. a me-giving Derson or thing.
life-giv-ing (lif'giv'uij), adj* l.^that^ gives or can give
Hfe. 2. strengthening; refreshing; inspiring.

life-guard (Ilf'gard'), n. an expert swimmer employed
at bathing beaches, pools, etc. to prevent drownings.

Life Guards, [earlier also liefguard; prob, after obs. D.
lijfgarde, bodyguard; Uff, body (cf. LIFE) -fc- gar,de

(see GUARD) ], two regiments of British cavalry which
act as a bodyguard for the king an4 queen,,

life history, 1. the history of the changes undergone
by an organism in deyelopment from t^.e egg, spore,
etc. to its death as an adult. 2. one series of such

, ^changes-. <

,

t

life insurance (or assurance), insurance^ in which a

s^apulated sum is paid to the bene^ciary or bene-
ficiaries at the death of the insured^ or jbp the insured
when he reaches a specified age. ,

\
,

;eres!t (|p^property) that is pa'yablei o
a psjjson dtoucing Jfais Kfeifeime put cannot be passexi on
ter "him to another or others at his

*-**-

life-less Q5#s). adj. 1; without lite; specifically,
inanimate. 5> dead. X c*

'""* * "

life-like ttlflkO
a &/^&? picture
a real person or

life line, 1, a i

shore in order
between it and
it Hiay be clul

swept away and
which a diver is

signaling. 4[i a 1

about the base o:

to reveal facts about the
especially maritime,-'-^----

'-s.tjhe
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life net, a strong net used by firemen, etc. to catch
people jumping from a height, as to escape from a
burning building.

life ofKiley, [Slang], a Hfe of ease and pleasure.
life preserver, I. a device for saving a person from
drowning by keeping
his body afloat: it is

usually a ring or
sleeveless jacket of
canvas-covered cork.
2. a walking stick
loaded with lead, car-
ried for self-defense.

lif-er (lifer), n.

[Slang], a person sen-
tenced to imprison-
ment for life.

life-sav-er (lif'sav'-

Sr), n. 1. a person or
thing that saves
people from drown-
ing. 2. a lifeguard.
3. [Cplloq.], a person
or thing what is essen-
tial to one's work,
welfare, etc.

life-sav-ini (llf'saV-

irj) , adj. designed for
or connected with
the saving of human
life. n. the saving of
human life, especial-
ly through the pre-

: _ri -1 T
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TYPES OF LIFE PRESERVER

vention of drowning.
life-size (llf'sIzO, adj.
as big as the person
or thing represented:
said of a picture, sculpture, etc.

life-sized (Ef'sizd'). adj. life-size.

life-time pif'tim'), n. the time during which the life

of an individual lasts, adj. lasting for such a period:
as, a lifetime job.

life-work (Kf'wurk'). n. the work to which a person de-
votes his Hfe; most important work of one's life.

lift (lift), v.t. [ME. liften, leften < ON. lypta (akin to
G. lufteri) < base of AS. lyft (G. luff), air, cloud, sky;
cf. LOFT], 1. to bring up to a higher position; raise.

2. to pick up and set: as, to lift a Tbab^r down from its

high chair. 3. to hold up; support high in the air. 4. to
raise in rank, condition, dignity, spirits, etc.; bring to
a higher level; elevate; exalt. 5- to cancel (a mortgage)
by paying it off. 6. to change (a person's face) by
means of a surgical operation intended, ordinarily, to
remove wrinkles and give a more youthful appearance.
7. [Colloq.l, tb plagiarize; as, he lifted a passage from
Milton. 8. [Slang], to steal. 9. in agriculture, to
loosen and remove (seedlings) from a seed bed in

preparation for transplanting. 10. in golf, a) to hit

(a ball) unusually nigh by means of ail upward stroke,

o) to pick (a ball) up in one's hand, as from an un-
playable position. IM* 1. to exert strength in raising
or trying to raise something. 2. to rise and vanish:
be dispelled: as, the g^oom lifted. 3. to become raised
or elevated; go up. n. 1. a lifting, raising, or rising;

upward movement. 2. the amount lifted at one time.
3. a) the distan6e through which something is lifted.

V) the extent of r^se or elevation. 4. lifting power
or influence. 5. elevatipn of spirits

or mood. 6.

elevated jppsit|on t or carriage: as, the prouxj lift
of her

head. 7. a ride in the direction in which* one is going.
8. help of any Jcind, 9. a swell or rise in the
10. the means by whi,ch something is lifted;

a) any layer of leather in the freel of a shoe.
an elevator* ll. in aeronautics, tne upward puU r

suiting; froni thte
1

force of 'tfye air against an
'

passing tnrdu^li 'it.
'

'
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lift pump, a suction pump that raises a column of
liquid to the level of a spout out of which the liquid
runs of its own accord: opposed to force pump*

lij*-a-ment (Hg's-mant), n. (L. ligament-urn < ligare, to
tie, bind; cf. LEECH (of a sail)] T 1. a bond or tie serving
to connect one thing with another. 2. in anatomy, a
band of tough tissue connecting bone or holding
organs in place.

lig-a-men-tal (lig'a-men'tl), adj. of, having the nature
of, or forming a part of a ligament.

lig-a-men-ta-ry (BgVmen'te*r-i), adj. Kgamental.**
:a-men-tous (KgVmen'tas), adj. EgamentaL

li-gan (K'gan), n. a lagan.
H-gate (E'gat), vM [._-._ ,..__-,. - - [LIGATED (-id), LIGAUNG! J< L.
ligatus, pp. of ligare, to bind, tie], to tie or mad with
a ligature, as a bleeding artery.

li-$a tion (H-ga'sh^n), n. [L. hgatfo < pp. of ligare, to
bind], 1. a binding or being bound. 2. a thing tliat

binds; tie: bond; ligature.
lig-a-ture uig'a-chgr), n. [ME.; Late OPr.; LI*, ligature
< pp. of L. ligare, to bind: IE. base *Zeif-, to bind,
seen also in MLG. Zifc, a tie, MHG. geleich, joint], I, a
tyin^ or binding together. 2. a thing used in tying
or binding together; tie, bond, bandage, etc. 3. in
music, a) a curved line indicating that tine notes wMdh
it connects are to be sung or played as one phrase:
slur, d) the notes so connected. 4. in surgery

j

, a threaa
or wire used to tie up an artery, etc. 5. in writing &
printing, a) a character cxmtainang two or more letters
united, as a?, fi, jf b) a curved line connecting stfeli

letters in writing. vt. [LIGATURED (-chSrd), LIGATUR-
ING], to tie or bind together with a ligature; Hgate.

ligeance (E'pns, le'jens), n. [ME, legeaunce; OFr.
Ugeance, Ugeance < lige; see LIEGE], 1. [Archaic],
allegiance. 2. in law, the power or territory of a ruler.

light (lit), n. [ME. liht; AS. leoht; akin to G. licU; IE.
base *leuq~ t to shine, bright, seen also in I/, lucerv, to
shine, lux, lumen, light (cf. Lucro, LUMINOUS), luna,
moon (cf. LUNAR), etc.], 1. a) that which makes it

possible to see: opposed to darkness; form of radiant
energy that acts upon the retina of the eye, optic
nerve, etc., making sight possible: this energy is trans*
mitted at a velocity of about 1&6.000 males per
second by wavelike or vibrational motion. &} a form
of radiant energy similar to this, but not acting on the
normal retina, as ultraviolet and infrared radia-
tion. 2. the rate of flow of light radiation with respect
to the sense of sight: it is measured in lumens* 3. the
sensation that light stimulates in the organs of sigfat.
4. brightness; illumination: usually with reference to
a particular case. 5. the thing from which light comes;
source of light, as a lamp, the sun, etc. 6. the light
from the sun; daylight or dawn. 7. a tbttn& by: means
of which something can be started bteSngr j

^,'flfc

light for a cigarette. 8. the means by which light is
let in; window or windowpane. 9* JoiowtedgB; en-

lightenment; mental illuminations asv early writings
shed light on our past. 10. public knowledge or view:
as, every day new facts are brought to light. 11. the
way in which something is seen; appearance due to
what is presented to view; aspect: as, he put the
matter in an unfavorable light. 12. facial expression
showing a mental or emotioiial state: asv a light of
i^cognition came into his eyesc 13. a person wliose
brilliant record makes him an example for others;
outstanding figure: as, a shining light. 14. in the fine
arts, a) thie qualtv si^estive of light. 6) the part of
a picture upon wMcb light is represented as falling.

, adj. (ME. HM; A& leo&C 1. having light; not dark;
bright. 2. pale ai color; whitish.; fair. adv. [< the
adj\], palely: as, the ribbon is light bhte. v.t. [LIGHTED
(-dd) or LIT (lit), LIGHTING], | 1. to set on fire; ignite: as,
let's light a bonfire* 2. to cause to give off light: as,
she lit the lamp. 3. to give Eght to; furnish, with
light: as, lamps light tlie streets^ 4. to brighten);
animate. 5* to stow the way to by or as by gir-'

light: as, the beacon lighted the planes safely to

aljport. tM* 1. to catch fire: as, the fuse U%
at once. 2. to be lighted; brighten (usually witji up).
according to oners lights, as one's opinions, informa-
tion, or abilities may direct. ,

,

bring to light, to reveal; disclose.
, come to light, to be revealed or disclosed.
tn. tiie light of, with knowledge of| considering!
light up, 1, to make or become light. "L to make or
become bright, cheerful, etc; 3, [Colloq.1, to begpaa
smokiag (a ^igar, etc,)* tj i

, \

see the light (of day), II. to come into existence. 2.
to come to public :iJFiew. 3^ to, understand.

^
shed (or throw) light on, to give facts about; clarify.
stand in one's own light, to harm oneself or one's repu-

i tal^on, by .apting foolsfelyv tbogfetlessly, or unwisely.
'

-ke-% Jight^ toitalalce a'flwe; as.mth r
--> -

(Jit), adj. [ME, Ughte; ASn^fe (< r



ligula
< *Ugmk-, light in weight or motion (cl

i*UHG)J, 1. having little weight; not heavy.
2* having little weight for its size; of low specific
gravjfcy/, 3. below the usual or defined weight: as, a
light coin. 4. less than usual or normal in amount,
extent, intensity, force, etc.; specifically, a) falling or

with Httle force or impact: as, a /ifft blow.

ty ol less than the usual quantity or density: as, a
hgfat vote, a light rain, c) not thick, coarse, or massive;
delicate and graceful in structure: as, light tracery,
light architecture, d) not violent or intense; mild; as,
a light wind. <0 soft, muted, or muffled: as, a light

sound./) not prolonged or intense: as, light applause.
5. of little importance; not serious or profound: as,

Ugjkt conversation. 6. easy to bear; not burdensome:
as, a light tax. 7. easy to do; not difficult: as, light
work. 8. not burdened with grief or sorrow; gay;
3bapj>y; buoyant: as, light spirits. 9. flighty; frivolous;
fickle; capricious. 10. loose in morals; wanton. 11.

dizzy; giddy. 12. of an amusing or nonserious nature:
as, light entertainment, light reading. 13. containing
little alcohol: as, light wine. 14. characterized by
qualities suggestive of Httle weight; not dense, hard,
full, etc. : specifically, a) not as full as usual: moderate:
as, a 1*|*I meal, b) easy to digest, c) well leavened;
soft and spongy: as, a light cake, d) loose in consist-

ency; easily crumbled; jporous: as, light sand. 15.

moving with ease and nimbleness: as, she is light on
her feet. 16. carrying little weight: as, we shall travel
light. 17. unstressed or slighuy stressed: said of a
syllable in phonetics, prosody, etc. 18. having light
weapons, armor, equipment, etc. : as, a light tank. 19.
in meteorology, designating a condition (light air) in
which the speed of the wind is from 1 to 3 miles per hour.
adv. lightly. P.I. [LIGHTED (-id) or LIT (lit), LIGHTING],
lUEUmen; AS. lihtan, lyhtan; also aphetic for alight],
1. [Raze], to get down from a horse or vehicle; dis-
mount: alight. 2. to come to rest after traveling
through the air; as, we waited for the ducks to light.

3*.to> come by chance; happen (with on or upon). 4.
to fall or strike suddenly, as a blow.
liftht In thu Mead* 1, dkzy. 2. simple; foolish.

light tatso, fSlang], 1. to attack. 2. to scold; berate,
light out, [Slang], to depart suddenly.
make light of, to treat as trifling or unimportant;
pay little or no attention to.

light-armed (Kt'armdO, adj. bearing light weapons.
light-en Qit'*n), v.t* [ME. lihtnen < lihUn], 1. to
make light: illuminate. 2. to shed knowledge or
spiritual Hgnt on: enlighten. 3. to cause to flash in
or as in lightning (with out or forth), tw". 1. to become
Ii|jht; grow brighter. 2. to shine brightly; flash. 3, to
give off flashes of lightning.

light-en flit'*n), v.t[ME. lihtnen < lihtm], 1. a) to
make lighter in weight. &) to make less heavy; reduce
the load of. 2. to make less severe, harsh, troublesome,
etc. 3. to make more cheerful; gladden. uJ. to
become %hter in weight. -SYN* see relieve.

light-er (lifer), n* a person or thing that lights some-
thing or starts it burning: as, a cigarette lighter,

light-er (Et'gr), n. p. lichter < licht, light), a large,
, open barge used chiefly in loading or unloading larger
ships wherever shallow water jprevents these from
coming in, to the shore. v.L & w.t, to transport (goods)
in a lighter.

light-er-age flit'&r-ij), n. [see -AGE], 1, the loading or
unloading of a ship, or transportation of goods* by
means of a lighter, or barge. 2. the charge for this.

light-face (El/fls
7
)^ n. in printing, type having thin,

light lines: distinguished from standard^ boldface, extra-
bold. adj. having thin, light lines.

light-fin gered (Ht'fin'gSrdJ, adj. 1. having a light,
delicate touch. 2. sk3lful at stealing, especially by

pockets; thievish.
t-foot (Ht'foot'). adj. [Poetic], light-footed.
Lt-footed (Kt'foot'id), adj. stepping lightly and

light,

light-armed cavalry.
Harry (Kt'hdrs'), see Lee, Henry.

Wj.u^.,y, nimble of foot,
hit-hand-ed (litlian'did), adj. 1. having a
Oicate touch. 2. having little to carry.

light-head (litliedOr n. a %htheaded person.
light head ed (Ht'hed'id), adTT 1. delirious. 2. giddy;
dizzy. 3. thoughtless; flighty; frivolous.

light heart-ed aifhar'tid), adj. free from care;
light heavyweight, a boxer or wrestler who
between 161 and 175 pounds,
kt horse,
tit-Horse % /T , <f .

~ *t-horse<man (Ht'ho"rs'm9n),' n. \pL LIGHT^HORSE-
MEN (-man)}, a light-armed cavalryman.

light-house (lifhous'), n. [Early Mod. Eng., replacing
earlier pharos, phare], a tower located at some place
nnpprtant or dangerous to navigation! it has a very
bright light at the top, by which ships are guided
and warned at night. ',

;

light infantry, infantry carrying light weapons land
equipment: abbreviated L.I., Lt. Inf.

light ing (llt'irj), n. 1. a giving Hght or being Ughsted:
illumination; ignition. 2. the distribution oFBght and
shade in a painting." 3. in the theater, a) the art, prac-

tice, or manner of using and arranging lights on the
stage, b) the stage lights collectively.

Hght-ly (litli), adv. 1. with Httle weight or pressure.
2. gently. 3. to a small degree or amount: as, to spend
lightly. 4. nimbly; deftly. 5. cheerfully; merrily.
6. with indifference or neglect. 7. with Httle or fao

reason. 8. wantonly; shamelessly. 9. [Archaic], with
ease; readily.

light-mind ed (lit'mln'did), adj. flighty; thoughtless;
frivolous.

light-ness (llt'nis), n. 1. the state, quality, or intensity
cl lighting: brightness. 2. the state of being nearer
to white tnan to black; paleness; whitishness.

light-ness (llt'nis), n. 1. the state of being light, not

heavy; hence, 2. mildness, nimbleness, delicacy,
cheerfulness, lack of seriousness, etc.

light ning (lit'nin), n , [ME. lightninge < lightnen; see

LIGHTEN (to illuminate)], 1. a flash of light in the sky
caused by the discharge of atmospheric electricity
from one cloud to another or from a cloud to the earth.
2. such a discharge of electricity.

lightning arrester, a device that protects radio or
electrical equipment from lightning by causing the

discharge to be grounded.
lightning bug (or beetle), a firefly.

lightning rod, a pointed metal rod placed high on a

building, etc. anci grounded at the lower end to act
as a conductor and divert lightning from the structure.

light-oMove (lit'a-luv'), n. a woman who is wanton
or inconstant in love.

light opera, a musical play with humorous situations,
some spoken dialogue, and a happy ending; operetta.

light quantum, a unit of radiant energy equal to the

quantum; photon: its momentum is equal to the

energy divided by the velocity of light.

lights (Hts), n.pl. [ME, lihte, lihtes < liht (see LIGHT,
adj.) : so called from being lighter in weight than the
rest of the body; cf. Russ. lyogkil, light, lyogkoye,
lung & Eng. lung < same base], the lungs of animals, as

sheep, hogs, cattle, etc., used as food.

light-ship (lit'ship
7
), n. a ship moored in a place

dangerous to navigation and bearing a bright light
at the masthead to warn pilots away from the spot.

light-some Qit'sam), adj. [ME. lihtsum; see LIGHT,
adj. & -SOME], 1. nimble, buoyant, graceful, or lively.
2. lighthearted; cheerful; gay. 3. frivolous.

light-some (lit'sam), adj. [ME. lyghtesum; see -SOME],
1, giving light; luminous. 2. well-lighted; bright.

lights out, a signal, as in a military camp, etc., to

extinguish lights at bedtime.

light-struck (Et'struk'), adj. in photography, injured
or fogged by exposure to light.

light-weight (Ht'watO, n. 1. one below normal weight.
2. [Colloq.], a person of low mentality or little impor-
tance. 3. a boxer or wrestler who weighs between 127
and 135 pounds, adj. 1. light in weight. 2. of

fhtweights.
tit-wood (Kt'wood'), n. wood, especially southern
ne, which burns readily and makes a bright light.

__Jht-year (Kt'y&r') n. a unit of astronomical distance,
equal to the distance that Hght travels in one year,
approximately 6,000,000,000,000 miles.

IMn-al-oes (lui'al'oz, lig-nal'oz), n. [ME. ligne Aloes;
OPr.; L. lignum aloSs, wood of aloe], 1. the resinous
wood of the aloes tree, native to the East Indies,
burnt for its pleasant aroma. 2. aloes, the drug.
Hg-ne ous (Hg'ni-as), adj. [L. ligneus < lignum, wood],
or, or having the nature of, wood: woody.

Hg-ni- (Hg'ni), [< L. lignum, wood], a combining form
meaning wood, as in lignify: also ligno- or, before a
vowel, lign-.
Lignica (leg-ne'tsS), n. Liegnitz: the Polish name.
lig^ni-fi-ca tion (Ijg'na-fi-ka'shan), n. a lignifying.
lig-ni-fy (lig'ns-ff), .*. [LIGNIFIEP (-fid'), LIGNIFYING],
\ligni- -f -fy], to make into wood. vd. to become wood
or like wood as a result of the depositing of Hgnin in
the cell walls.

lig-nin (lig'niii), n. f%- + -tw], an brganic substance
forming the essential.-part of woody nbec.

lig-nite (lig'nlt), fi [pr.; see LIGNI- & -as), a soft,
brownish-black coal in which the textured the original
wood can still be seen: it is densea? and contains more
carbon than peat: also called brown coaL

lig-nit-ic (lig-nit'ik), adi. relating to lignite.
lig-no- (Eg'ho, Bg'na). ]%&&*"'
lig-no-ceMu-lose (l^iS-sei'yoo-ldV), n.

cellulose], any of several comblnatioiis!
cellulose: jt forms the 'essential

3

lig-nose (pg'nos), n. ign~ -f

explosive containing nlfearojg^yb _ _
lig-num vi-tae (Hgfnani vi'te), ^-
vitae, genit. of vita, life], 1. any of j

tropical American trees and shrubs,

leaves^ smaM purple f
*

greenish-brown wood.
hiiiy lig-ro-ine (Eg. r

of petroleum, used as a solvent and illuminant...*..
Tjkr ,", ,^,_ 1^1.1 'WW^Br^jSS-Til!
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ligulaite 849 lily iron

lig-u-late (lig'yoo-lat', Eg'yoo-Et), adj. 1. of or having
hgtiles. 2. shaped like a strap or bandage.

Hg.u-lat-ed Oigfyoo-la'tid), adj. Hgulate.
Hg-ule (lig'ul), n. [L. ligwa, a spoon, tongue of a shoe,
shoe strap; IE. base *lei%h~, to Eck, seen also in Mir.
liag, Cymric llwyt spoon, Eng. lick; affected by asso-
ciation with L. lingua, tongue, ligare, to bind], 1. a
strap-shaped corolla in certain composite flowers. 2.
a thin membrane attached to a leaf of grass, etc. at
the point where the blade meets the leafstalk..

Hg-ure (lig'yoor), n. [LL. li&trius; LGr. ligyrion], in
Bible, one of the twelve i>recious stones worn inthe

the breastplate of the Jewish high priest: it is believed
by some to be the yellow jacinth: Ex. 28:19.

Li-gU'ri-a (li-gyoor'i-9), n. a department of Italy,
along the northwestern coast: chief city, Genoa.

Li-gu-ri-an (li-gyoor'i-an), adj. 1. of Liguria, its

people, etc. 2. of the dialect of Italian spoken there.
n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Liguria. 2. the Li-
gurian dialect of Italian.

Ligurian Republic, a republic set up by Napoleon
in 1797 under French control: previously the RepubEc
of Genoa.

Ligurian Sea, a part of the Mediterranean, between
Corsica and northern Italy,

Li Hung-chang (le' hoor/jarj'), 1823-1901; Chinese
statesman and diplomat; prime minister (1895-4898).

lik-a-ble (Ek's-b'l), ad/, having quaEties that inspire

a;
worthy of being Eked; attractive, pleasant,

, etc. : also spelled likeable,

, k), adj. [ME. lik, lich < AS. type *lic, shortened
< gelic, similar, equal, lit., of the same form or shape;
akin to G. gleich (OHG. &lih), AS. lic t body, form
(see LICH)], 1. haying almost or exactly the same
qualities, characteristics, etc.; similar; equal: as, a
cup of sugar and a like amount of flour. 2. [Rare],
alike. 3. {Dial.], likely, adv. 1. in the manner of
one that is: as, he works like mad. 2. [Colloq.],

likely^ as, like as not, he is already there, prep.
1. similar ^to; somewhat resembling: as, she is Hke a
bird. 2. in a manner characteristic of

\ similarly to:
as, she sings like a bird. 3. in accord with the nature
of; characteristic of: as, it was not like him to forget
her birthday. 4. in the mood for; desirous of: as, I
feel like sleeping. 5. indicative or prophetic of : as, it

looks like a clear day tomorrow. Like was originally
an adjective in senses 1, 3, 4, 5, and an adverb in
sense 2, and is still considered so by conservative
grammarians, conj. [Collect.]. 1. as: as, it was just
like you said. 2. as if: as, it looks like he is signaling
to us. n. a person or thing regarded as the^equal^ or

counterpart of another or of the person or thing being
discussed: as, I have never seen the like of it. vt.

[LIKED (Ekt), LIKING], [Obs.j, to compare; Eken. v.i.

[Dial.], to come near (to doing something) : in this use
the verb is equal to the adverb almost.
and the like, and others of the same kind.
like anything (or blazes, crazy, the devil, mad, etc.),

[Colloq. or Slang], with funous energy, speed, etc.

nothing like, not at all like; completely different from.
something like, almost Eke; about.
the like (or likes) of, [CoUoq.}, any person or thing Eke.

like (Ilk), V.L DUCKED (Ekt), LIKING);, [ME. liken; AS.
lician (a^in to G. leikan) < base of lie, body, form
(cf. LIKE, adj.) ; sense development: to be of Eke form-
be like be suited tobe pleasing to], 1. [Obs.], to

please: be agreeable to: with the dative, as, it likes

me not. 2. to be so inclined; choose: as, you may leave
whenever you like. v.t. 1. to have a taiste or fondness

for; be pleased with; have a preference for; enjoy.
2. to wish: as, I should like to go there, n. pi prefer-
ences, tastes, or affections: as, we know nothing of

his likes and dislikes.
-like (Ek), [AS. -lie < gelic f see LIKE, adj., -LY], a
suffix added tq nouns: 1. to form adjectives meaning
like, characteristic of, suitable for* a$ in. dogUke, manlike,
homelike. 2. to form adVer^s meaning in the manner of.

^orcls formed with ~like are usually written as one
word, but are Iryphenated, if three I's faH together

a-ble (EkVbl), adj. Ekable.
s-li-hooa (Ek'E-hpod/). it. [ME, likUhode; see LIKELYiiK.e'11'HOoa ^uic

fu-nowa ), n* IAVAJE^ t*;w*vcw, occ JUJ.JS.JLJUX

& -HOOD], L probability. 2. sometliing that is Ekely
to happen; a probability.

like-ly Qlk'E), adj. [LIKELIER (-li-&), LIKELIEST (-E-

isV)i [ME. Ukly, "Uklicht, after AS. geti'A or cognate
ON. umgr; see tlks, adj. & -LY], 1. apparently true

to the facts; credible; probable: as* a Ukdy account
of the brawl 2. skeining as^if it wouidEappen or make

'^.tp^be expected ; 'a^'arently destined :

"
-^t at any (mZntrtfe. ^. such as will

^

br rewarding;
1

'suitable
1

: a^,
i!a

Hy
nw I^A^.TW"^^"

3 " ^ '

reasonably be expected (he's mot likdy to win); liable and apt
are loo^y or informally used as eqtdrralents of likely, bat m
strict GoscTuxttn&tiQBii IHUMW implies exposure of sttsccotiDility
to something tindesirable (he's liable to be killed jplaying with
firearms) and apt suggests a natural or habitual inclination or
tendency (such people are always apt to become frightened);
prone also suggests a propensity or predisposition to some-

thing that seems almost inevitable (he*s prone to suspect others*

motives). See alsoprofeabftew ANT. miKlcely, indisposed.
like-mind ed (llk'mln'dfd), adj. hairing the same ideas,

plans, tastes, etc.; agreeing mentally,
lik-en (Ek'*n), v.t. to represent as Hket or similar;
compare.

llke-ness (Kk'nis), n. 1. the state or quality of being
like: similarity. 2. (the same) form; shape; semblance:
as, Jujjiter appeared in the likeness of a swan. 3.

something that is like; copy; facsimile; portrait; picture.
SYN. likeness implies close correspondence in appearance,
qualities, nature, etc* (Ms remarkable likeness to his brother) ;

similarity suggests only partial correspondence (your problem
bears a certain stmttwtiy to mine) ; resemblance msualty un-
pHes correspondence hi appearance or in superficial aspects
(the resemblance, between a diamond and zircon); analogy
refers to a correspondence between attributes or circumstances
of things that are basically unlike (the^analogy between a cal-

culating machine and the human ^xcsatXL^.~~~ANT* unlikeness,
difference.

like*wise (Kk'wizO* a&v. [short for in like wise]* 1. in
the same manner. 2. also; too; moreover.
likin Qe'kenO * [Chin, li-chin < li, a Chinese weighty
coin of this weight -f- chin, money], a Chinese provincial
tax on articles being transported.

lik ing (lik'iij), n. [MB-; AS. licung < lician; see LIKE,
.}, L fondness; affection. 2. preference; taste; pleas-

ure; predilection: as, not to my liking.
11-lac (Klak), n. [OFr.; Sp.; Ar. laylak, Wok; Per. lOak,
nilak, bluish < nil* indigo; Sans, nlla, dark blue,

indigo), 1. any of a group of hardy shrubs or trees
with large clusters of tiny, fragrant flowers ranging
in color from white, through many shades of lavender,
to deep crimson. 2. the flower or flower cluster of
this pliant. 3. the pale-purple color often characteristic
of this flower, adj. of a pale-purple color.
liliaceous (m'i-a'shas), adj. [LL. liliaceus < L.
lilium, lily}, 1. of or characteristic of lilies, 2. of
the lily family, which includes many flowers and
several vegetable species, such as the onion, leek etc.

Lil-i-an (HFi-on), [prob. < L. lilhttn, lily], a feminine
name; diminutives, Lil, IMyi also spelled Lillian.

lil-ied (HFid), adj. 1. having many lilies; decorated
or covered with lilies. 2. like a lily: fair.

LUien thai, David EM (^'van-thai', Hl'yan-tIi6lO
1899^ ; American lawyer and administrator; chairman
of IT. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1947-1950,

Li-li-en-thal, Ot-to (dt'6 le^-en-tal'), 1848-1800;
German aeronautical inventor.
LiMth (hl'ith), n. [Heb. llltth; Assyr.-Bab. mm* Ht.,

of the night], 1. in early Semitic folMore* a female
demon or vampire believed to Eve In ruins and other
desolate places. 2. in medieval Jewish foMdore. the
first wife of Adam, before the creation of Eve. 3. in
medieval folklore* a witcE beHeved to menace little

children.

L!4i-uo-k*i-!a-:nJ, Ly^la Ka-me-fce-ha (ka'ma-kalaa
H-le'oo-o-ka-la'nD, 1838-1917; queen of the Hawaiian
Islands (1891-1893).

Lille (lei), i*. a dty in northern France: pop., 189,000

(1946): formerly caUpd" Lisle.

LiMi an Qil'i-9n), a feminine name: see Lilian.
lillibullero (Ul'i-bo-lSr'o), n. [< Ulli burlero: arbi-

of thetarary formationl 1. part refrain of

, ,

Travels, a land inhabited by tiny people about six

inches tall.

Lil*U-pu*tiaa (HlVpu'shan), adj, 1. of LilHput or its

people; hence, 2. tiny; very small; dwarfed, n.

1. an inhabitant of Lilljput. 2. a very small person.

Lil-ly (lil'i) , a fenainme name : see Lilian.

Iflt'CUlt), v.t. & vd. SOS. liltent lulten; prob. < echoic

base seen m lull Ldlard], to sing, speak, or play with
a light, graceful rhythm or swing, n. 1. a gay song
or tune with a light, swingy, and graceful rhythm.
2; a Hgl?** swingy, and graceful rhythm or movement.

Lil-y (Ul*i)i [dim. of Lilian or < lily], a femmine name.

Ifl-y (lil'iy, n. [pi. LELIES (4z)], [ME. & AS. Wie;\
UUpm; GT- leirion, lily),

1. an^ of a large group of

plants grown from a bulb and having typically trumpet-
shaped flowers, wh^te or colored. 2. the flower or the
bulb of any of these plants. 3. any of several plants
relatecl or similar to ,the true Ely; as, the water Z*fy.

4. the flower of any of these plants. 5. the heraldic

flelir-de-Hs, as in the royal arms of France, adj.' Hkie

a Ely, as in whiteness, deEcacy, purity, etc.
;.;

,",

a harpoon^ with a detachiable barbed ., JaeapL*
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Ifl-v-Iiv-ered JJiW-Kv^rd). adj. [after Shakespeare,

ffiy of me valley, fpl. LILIES OF THE VALLEY), [after
vulg. I* lUium conwUium in Song of Solomon], a low-
growing plant with a single, one-sided spike of very
fragrant, small, white, bell-shaped flowers.

lily pad. one of the large, fat, floating leaves of the
water lily.
Id-ma 0e%ia) n. 1. the capital of Peni: pop., 523,000,
2. (S

f
ms), a city in northwestern Ohio: pop., 50,000.

Li-ma bean (Fma), [after Lima, Peru: from being
native to tropical America], 1. a common variety of
bean plant with creamy flowers and broad pods.
2. the broad, flat, nutritious bean of this plant.
lim-acine Qim'a-sfn', H'mo-sin), adj. [< L. Umax,
limacis, a slug; + -**! of or like slugs or shell-less
snails.

limb (Km), n* [with iinhistoric -d < ME. & AS. Hm;
akin to ON. kmr, limb; IE. base *lei-, to bend, seen
also in limit; basic sense "bending, flexible**], 1. an
arm, leg, or wing. 2. a large branch of a tree. 3. any
projecting part Bke an arm or leg or forming an out-
growth or extension from a larger body. 4. a person
or thing regarded as a branch, part, agent, or repre-
sentative: as, a policeman is a hmb of the law. 5. a
naughty child, v.t. to dismember; disjoint.
out on a limb, [Colloq.], in a precarious or vulnerable
position or situation.

limb (lim), n. [Fr. limbe; L. limbus; see LIMBO], a border,
margin, or edge: specifically, a) the graduated edge
of a quadrant, 0) in astronomy, the outer edge of a
heavenly body, c) in botany, the spreading outer portion
of the corolla of certain flowers as distinguished from
the lower, tubelike part.
lim-bate (Hm'bat), adj. [LL. limbatus < limbus; see

LIMBO], having a distinct border or edging.
limbed (limd), adj. haying (a specified number or
kind of) limbs: usually in hyphenated compounds, as
crooked-limbed.
Um-ber (Em'ber), adj. [prob. < limb (bodily member}],
I. easily bent; flexible; plant. 2. able to bend the
body easily^ stipple; lithe, v.t. to make limber: as,
exercise Umbers the fingers, vd. to make oneself
Bmber: ais the dancers were limbering up.
Um-ber OmVber), n. [earlier lymor; prob. <-Fr. limoniere
< Kmon, a shaft], the two-wheeled, detachable front
part of a gun carriage, usually supporting an ammu-
nition chest, v.t. to attach the limber to (a gun car-
riage). VJL to fasten^the two parts of a gun carriage
together, as in weparing to move off (often with up).
lim-bers

(Jim'berz), n.pL [prob. < Fr. lumiere, a hole,
aperture, lit., light], in nautical usage, holes or channels
made near a ship's keel or keelson to drain water
into the pump well.
limbo (lim'bo), n. [L., abl. of limbus, edge, border
(m in Umbo, in or on the border) ; akin to Sans, lambate,
hangs down, faUs, Eng. limp], 1. in sxme Christian
theologies, a region bordering upon hell, the abode
after death of unbaptized children and righteous
people who lived before Jesus. 2. a prison or imprison-
ment.

f
3. a place or condition of neglect or oblivion

to which unwanted things or persons are relegated.
Lim-bcmrg (law'boor/; Eng. lim'berg), n. a province
of northeastern Belgium: pop., 460,000 (1947); capital,
Hasselt: also called Limburg.

Lim-burj* (Hm'Mrg), n. 1. a province of the south-
eastern Netherlands: pop., 688,000 (1947); capital,
Maastricht; 2. Limbourg.

Lim-burg er (or Limburg) cheese (ttm'ber-ger), a
soft, white brick cheese with a strong odor, orSfinallymade at Limburg (Limbourg), Belgium: also Lim-
burger.

Urn-bus (lim
/
bss) k n. [L.; see LIMBO], in botany &

zoology, a distinct border or edging.
lime aim), n. [ME. & AS. Urn; akin to G. leim; IE.
base *lei-t slimy, wet and sticky, etc., seen also in I>.

Umus, slime, AS. lam (see LOAM)], 1. [Rare], birdlime.
* 2. a white substance, calcium oxide, CaO obtained
by the action of heat on Mmestone, shells, and other
material containing calcium carbonate, and used in
making mortar and cement and in neutralizing acid
soil: also called quicklime, burnt lime, caustic lime.
v.t. [LIMED (limd), LIMMGJ], 1. to cement. 2. to
smear with birdlime. 3. to catch with or 'as with
Dirdlime. 4. to apply lime to; treat with lime, *

*

lime (hm) n. [Fr.; Sp. lima; Ax. Ztmrii.Pm. Hmm,
lemon, citron; cf. LEMON], 1. a small, lemon-shaped,
greenish-yellow fruit with a Mcy, sour pulp, rich in
vitamin C. 2. the small, thorny, semi&opical tree
tnat it grows on, originally native to southern Asia
but now widely cultivated, adj. 1. made with or of
limes. 2. having a flavor like that of limes,

T?6^11?1)' n - *< earl*er line; ME. lind; see, UNDEN],the linden tree.
lime-ade (lim'ad'), n. [lime + -ode], a drinki! Kme
juice, sugar, and. water.

lime burner, a person who burns limestone to make
lime,

' '

' '
4

Lime-house (KmliousO, n. a district in the, JEast End ,

of London, on the Thames, inhabited largely by sailors
and dock workers,

lime-kiln (Hmlcil', limldlnO. n. a furnace in which
limestone, shells, etc. are reduced to lime by burning.

lime-light (Km/lit'), n. 1. a brilliant light created by
the oxidation of lone and formerly used in theaters
to throw an intense beam of light upon a particular
part of the stage, a certain actor, etc. 2. the part of
a stage where a limelight or spotlight is cast. 3. a
prominent or conspicuous position before the public.
li-men (li'men), n. [L. limen, liminis, threshold; akin
to limus (see LIMES, LIMB, a border) : used as transl. of
G. schwelle], in psychology & physiology, the least

degree of stimulation that produces a response: also
called threshold.

Lim-er-ick (lim'&r-ik), n. 1. a county of central
Munster province, Ireland: pop., 142,000 (1943). 2. its

capital: pop. t 42,000 (1943). 3. |>], Iprob. < Ir.
refrain containing the name], a nonsense poem of five

anapestic lines, usually with the rhyme scheme aabba,
the first, second, and fifth lines having three stresses,
the third and fourth, two: the form was popularized
by Edward Lear. Example:
A flea and a fly in a flue
Were imprisoned, so what could they do?
Said the flea, "Let us fly!"
Said the fly, "Let us flee!"
So they flew through a flaw in the flue.

li-mes (H'mez), n. TL., border, boundary, limit; akin
to limus, aslant, oblique; IE. base *lei-, *lei-, seen also
in AS. Hm; see LIMB {bodily member)], f

1. originally,
a Roman frontier fortification: as, the Limes Germani-
cus protected the southern German provinces. 2. [L-],a series of German defenses built to oppose the French
Maginot line: also called Siegfried line.

lime-stone (lim'ston'), n. rock consisting mainly of
calcium carbonate, from which building stones, Hme,
etc. are made: when crystallized by heat and pressure
it becomes marble.
lime sulfur, a mixture made by boiling together
sulfur, water, and lime: used as an insecticide and
fungicide, especially in the form of a spray.
lime tree, 1. the linden or bassw9od tree. 2. the sour
or black gum tree of southern United States; tupelo.
lime twig, 1. a twig smeared with birdlime to snare
birds. 2. any kind of snare.

lime-wa-ter (lim
/
w6'teV, lim'wat'er), n. a solution of

lime in water, used to neutralize acids.

Mm-ey (Km'i), n. [from the lime juice formerly served
to the crew^on British ships to prevent scurvy], [Slang],
1. an English soldier or sailor. 2. any Englishman.A generally patronizing or contemptuous term.

li mic-o-line (K-mik's-Hn
7
), adj. [< L. limicola, mud

dweller < limus, mud + colere, to dwell; + -ine],
inhabiting the shore; specifically, designating or of a
group of wading birds that live along the shore, as
the plovers, curlews, killdeers, snipes, sandpipers, etc.
limicolous Oi-mik^-bs),, adj. [< L. Umicola (see
LtMicoLiNE) ; + ~ous], living in mud.
Hm i nal (lim'i-nl, K'mi-nl), adj. of or at the limen.
lim-it (lim'it), n. (ME & OFV. limite: L. limes,- see
LIMES], 1. the point, line, or edge where something
ends or must end; boundary or border beyond which
something ceases to be or to be possible. 2. pi. bqunds;
boundary lines. 3. tfce greatest number or amount
allowed: as, they sbon caught the limit for one" day
of trout fishing, 4. in mathematics, a fitted quantity
or value wliicn a varying quantity is regarded as
approaching indefinitely. 5. in poker, etc.. the maxi-mum amount by wlncli a bet may be raised at one
time. v.f. [ME. limiten; OPr, limUer: L. limftare], to
confine within bounds; set a limit to; restrict; curb. 4
the limit, [Colloq.], any person or thing regarded as
almost or completely unbearable

? remarkable, etc.
STcN. limit implies the prescribing of a point In space, time,
extent, etc. peyond which it is impossible or forbidden to go
(limit yotir slogan tip' 25 words) : bound implies an enclosing in

hjtmo!arfeB
or borders

;(
meadow Tx^nteA by Mis): restrict

implies a boundary tfoat completely encloses and connotes a
restraining within these bounds (the soldier was restricted to the
camp area) ; circumscribe emphasizes, more strong^ Ife -oftt
ting off or isolation* f^M ^hwxh is within,thebfy$da,,CW leafls
tlie wcumscribtdme;

f mofek); oon^ne strjesses t>e i
or hampenng of enclosing limits {confyted m j
widen, expand.

f
*
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accommodating a restricted number of passengers or
making a restricted number

^of stops, and often charg-
ing extra fare: said of a train, bus, etc. 3. exercising
governmental powers under constitutional restrictions;
not having absolute power: as, a limited monarch.
4. restricting the liability of each partner or share-
holder to the amount of his actual investment in the
business: as, a limited company, n. a limited train,
bus, etc. Abbreviated Ltd., ltd., Lim., Ld.
limited edition, a special, finely bound edition of a
book, of which only a predetermined number of copies
are printed.

lim-it ing (lim'it-irj), adj. in grammar, designating or
of any of a class of adjectives that limit or restrict
the words modified (e.g. t several, these, four, etc.).

lim-it-less (lim'it-lis), adj. without limits; unbounded;
infinite; vast.
limn (lim), v.t. [LIMNED (limd), LIMNING (Hm'ixj,
lim'nirj)], [ME. limnen, coiitr. of luminen, for enlu-
minen; OFr, enluminer; L. illuminaret to make light;
see ILLUMINE], 1. to paint or draw. 2. to portray
in words; describe. 3. [Obs.], to illuminate (manu-
scripts) .

limn-er (lim'er, lim'ne'r), n. a person who limns.
lim-nol-O'gy Jlim-nol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. limne, marsh; 4-

-logy], the scientific study of the biological, chemical,
geographical, and physical features of fresh waters,
especially lakes and ponds.
Li-moges (le'mozh'), n. 1. a city in central France:
pop., 108,000 (1946). 2. fine chinaware or porcelain
made there: also Limoges ware.
lim-onene (Um's-nen') , n. [< Mod. L. Limonum (Fr.
limon), lemon; + -ene], any of three isomeric terpenes,
CioHie, present in many plant products such as lemon
peel, orange oil, pine needles, peppermint, etc.
li-mo-nite (li'mo-nitO. n. [< Gr. leimdn, meadow; +
-tie], a yellowish-brown iron ore, 2FeaOr3HjO, re-

sponsible for the yellowish-brown color of many rocks
and of clay.

li-mo-nit-ic (K'ms^it'ik), adj. of or like limonite.
Li-mou-sin (le'moo'zaw')* n. a former province of
central France.
lim-ousine (lim'a-zeV, HmVzSi'). n. [Fr., lit., a
hood: from the costume worn in Limousin], 1. an auto-
mobile with a closed compartment seating three or more
passengers: the top is extended forward over the driver's
seat, which is open at the sides. 2. any large, luxurious
sedan, usually with back and front seats separated by a
gjlass partition.

Ump 0imp), tu. [< AS. limPan, to befall, occur (in a
specialized sense, to walk lamely); cf. AS, lemphealt,
lame, MHG. limpfen, to walk with a limp, OHG.
limfan, to befall, happen? IE. base *lemb- < *Ze&-,

etc., to hang down, be limp (cf. LAPSE, LUMP)], 1. to
walk with or as with a lame or partially disabled leg;
hehce

f
2*. to move unevenly, jerkily, or laboriously.

n. a halt or lameness in walking.

,or having lost starch or stiffness; wilted; flexible.

2. packing firmness, energy, or vigor.
limp-et (fim/pit), n. [MB. lempet; AS. lempedu; LL.

lemfredd^ limpet, lamprey; cf. LAMPREY], any of several
varieties of shellfish with a single, low, cone-shaped
shell and a thick fleshy foot, by means of which it

clings to rocks and timbers.

lim-pid (^m'pid), adj. [Fr, limpid^; L. limpidus],
';hr clear; transparent; not roiled up,
1-ty (Hjft-jpid'9~ti) f n. [Fr. limfiditg; LL, Zw-

],
the quality or s^ate ofbeing hm^pid; clearness.

'""

(Hmp'kin)^ n. [prob n limp, . + -kin: from
j , the American dourlan, a bird found in Florida,
America, and the West ^ndies.^ DJ.. n:^

^o'pq), a river in southern
Indian Ocean: length, 1.000

Mod. L.
............. asS^ahce, 63m.

Belong: 4- T^fflt
of or Ife the

t king ,,dfab. n. the

c,), a king
1

lim-y (Hm'i), adj. [LIMXER

'],, [Mod. L.;

<-Mat)J.

linchpin (linch'pinO, n. [ME. lynspin; AS. lynis-
(akin to G. ln$e) < base of linnan, to lose, desist,
alynnan, to release jwith reference to the movable
nature of the pin); IE. base as in lithe], a pin that
goes through the end of an axle outside the wheel to
keep the wheel from coming off.

Lin-coin (lirj'ksn), n. 1. the capital of Nebraska:
pop., 97,000. 2. Lincolnshire. 3. the county seat of
Lincolnshire: pop., 66,000 (est. 1946). 4. a breed of

sheep having long wool: originally from Lincoln,
England.

Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865; sixteenth president of
the United States (1861-1865); assassinated: called the
Great Emancipator.

Lincoln green, a bright-green cloth matJe at Lincoln,
England: associated especially with Sherwood Forest
and Robin Hood.

Lin-coln-shire (lin'ksn-shirO , n. a county on the eastern
coast of England: pop., 610,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Lincoln: also called Lincoln.

Lincoln's Inn, see Inn of Court.
Lind, Jenny (lind), (Mme. Otto Goldschmidf), 182O-
1887; Swedish soprano: called the Swedish Nightingale.

Lin-da (lin'da), a feminine name: see Belinda.
Lind-bergh, Charles Augustus (Mnd'blSrg), 1902- ;

American aviator; made the first nonstop solo flight
from New York to Paris (1927).

Lin-den (lin'den), n. a city in eastern New Jersey:
pop., 30,000.

lin-den (Kn'dan), it. [ME.; AS., adj. {lind ~eri),

popularized as n. via G. linden, pi. of linde; ci, LIME
(tree), LITHE], any of a group of trees with dense, heart-

shaped leaves and fragrant, yellowish flowers, widely
cultivated throughout the North Temperate Zone: the
American variety is also called basswood.

Lind-say, Va-chel (ya'chsl lin'zi, lind'zi), (Nicholas
Vachel Lindsay), 1879-1931; American poet.

line (Kn), n. [ME. line, merging AS. line, a cord, with
OFr. ligne (both < L. linea, lit., Hnen thread, n. use of
fern, of lineus, of flax < linum, flax) ; akin to G. leine,
a cord], 1. a) a cord, rope, wire, or string, b) a long,
fine, strong cord with a hook or hooks, used in fishing.
c} a cord, steel tape, etc. used in measuring or leveling.

a) often pi. a rein, especially when long. 2. a) a wire
or wires connecting stations in a telephone or telegraph
system. ft) the whole system of such wires, c) effective
contact between stations: as, hold the line, please.
3. any wire, pipe, system of pipes or wires, etc. con-
ducting fluid, electricity, etc. from one place to another.
4. a very thin threadlilce mark; specifically, a) a long,
thin mark made ^by a pencil, pen, chalk, etc. &) ^a
similar mark cut in a hard surface, c) a thin crease in
the palm or on the face. 5. a mark made on the ground
in certain sports; specifically, a) one of the straight,
narrow marks dividing a footbaH field, tennis coiirt,
etc. 6) a mark indicating a starting po&rf or a limit

nqfc to be crossed. 6. a border or boundary :
asj_

the
State line. 7%a division between condifeojisy qfeaKttes,
classes, etc.; limit; demarcation.' 8. outline; o^ontoiii

11

;'

lineament. 9. pi. conditions or qrcmn^&ances ox Me;
bcte's fate. 10. usually pi. a plan of con0truetion; :plan
of making or dorag. 11. a row or serie^ of persons or

things, especially when more or*less aHke, as in shape,
size, etc. ; specifically, a) a r;ow of writ-fen or printed
characters extending across or paiirt wa^ across a page.
6) a straight row of persons waiting in turn to buy
something, enter a room, etc. 12. agreement; con-
formity; harmony: as, he brought the troublemakers1

v into line. 13. 9, connected series of persons or tMngs
following each bth^r in time or place5 succession: as,

a line of Democratic president. 14. lineage. 15. a) a
transportation system or service consisting of regular
trips oy buses, snips, etc. between two or more points.

6) a company pperating; such a system, c) one branch,
or division of such a system: as, the main Une of ai

rajkciad. d) a single track of a railroad. 16. the course
or directiofl: anything moving takes; path: as, the line

of fire. 17. a course of conduct, actjon, explanation,
etc.: as, what was the line of his argument? *18. a
person's trade or occupation, or the things'

1 to 'deedty

in: as, his line is leather goods, 19. a stock of goods,
of a particular type considered with reference to

equality, quantity, variety, etc. 20. the field osE one%
Special Imowlecfee, interest, or ability: as, 'debating
v^as right ita his line. 21. a short letter; note, r

1

caarfi

as, drop ine a line "when you get to Portland, 22. a) a
single metrical unit consisting of a specified ntmuber of

feet ;

; verse of poetry, fy a verse w^icls m its form is
!

typical of a poet or style: aa, M^lowe's mighty Unb.
23. pi. all tbe speedhie-s ki a p^&j

f

t especially^ all the
speeches of any one character i# a play. 24^ 1/12 of
an inch. 25. in bridge, the horizontal line dividing
trick scores from honor scores: as, a game is basecj,

only on the sp^re tbe^;ttie lin*^ y& fn.Jootba}l^4 ttie
.-i-i'-f '_ k^j_'L_ i_iai S^tW ~~.-~- '?*
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852 lingerie

start of each pky or those directly opposite them;
centers, guards, tackles, ends, b) the line of scrimmage.
27, in j&&gr&pky, an imaginary circle or arc usedTor
ccmvwBiemce of division: as, the date line. 28. in
j**tamii&s, a) the path of a moving point, thought
of as having length but not breadth, whether straight
or carved.

Jj)
such a path when considered perfectly

straight, 29. in military usage, a) a formation of
ships, troops, etc, in wtiich elements are abreast of
each other; distinguished from column in which ele-
ments are one behind the other, b) the area or position
in closest contact with the enemy during combat.
e) the troops in this area, d) those troops that do the
actual fighting on the ground; combatant troops:
sometimes distinguished from staff, e) the officers in
immediate command of fighting ships. 30. in music,
any of the long parallel marks forming the staff.

Abbreviated L., 1. .*. [LINED (lind), LINING], 1. to
draw lines on oc in. 2. to bring or cause to come into
a straight row or into conformity; bring into alignment
(often with np). 3. to form a line along: as, great
elms line the streets. 4. to place objects along the
edge of; as, line the walk with flowers. vX to form
a line (usually with up).
all along the line, 1. everywhere. 2. at every turn of
events.

bring into line, to bring or cause to come into a straight
row or into conformity; bring into alignment.

part of a straigk- *,
to correspond; agree;

come into line, 1. to become part of a straight row;
straight. 2. [Colloq.], to correspond;

harmonize. 3. [Colloq.], to behave properly.

become st

draw the (or a) line, to set a limit.

get a Hue on, [Collog.J, to find out about.
hard line*, [Slang], misfortune; bad luck.
Mt the lime* 1. in football, to try to carry the ball

through tlie opposing line; hence, 2. to try boldly or
firmly to do something.
hold the line, to stand firm; not permit a breakthrough
or retreat; often used figuratively.

in line, I* in a straight row; in alignment, 2.* in har-
mony or agreement. 3. in readiness; prepared.

in line of duty, in the performance of authorized
or prescribed duty: a military term used with
reference to sickness, injury, or death of someone
resulting from no fault or neglect of his.

line *ot, in baseball* 1. to get (a hit) by batting the
foaH in a straight, nearly horizontal line. 2. to be
put out by batting a liner straight to a fielder.

line uj^ 1. to form a line. 2. to bring into a line:

hence, 3. to organize effectively, secure a pledge of
support from, etc. 4. to take a position (against a
competitor or rival).
on a line, in the same plane; level.
out of line, 1. not in a straight line; not in alignment;
hence, 2. not in agreement or conformity.

read between the lines, to discover a hidden meaning
or purpose in something written, said, or done.

toe the En, to do exactly what has been commanded.
line (Hn), vM [LINKD (lind), LINING], [ME, lynen <
1m, long fiber nax, Hnen cloth. < AS. Un < L. Iwum,
flax: linen was orig. used for lining clothes], 1, to put
a layer pc lining on the inside of. 2. to fill with money:
chiefly in line one's pockets. 3. to be used as a lining
in; as

? strong cloth lined the trunk,
line-age (Hna-ij), n. [ME. linage; OPr. lignagje <
ligne; see LINE, J, 1. direct descent from an ancestor;
hence, 2. ancestry; family.

line-age (fin'ij),, n. linage.
lin e al (lln'i-al), adj. [Fr. lineal; LL. linealis < L.
linea; see LINE, nj, 1. in the direct Une of descent
from an ancestor^ 2. hereditary. 3. of or composed
of a line or lines; linear: abbreviated lin.

lin-e-ally (lin'i-al-i), adv. by or in the direct line of
descent.

lin-e-a ment (Hr/i-o-mant) , n. [ME. liniamente < L.
lineamentum < lineate, to fashion to a straight line <
linea, a line; see LINB, n.], usually in pL 1. any of the
features of the^ face, especially with regard to its
outline. 2. a distinctive feature or characteristic.

lin-e-ar (Hn'i-eV), adj. [L. linearis], 1. of a line or
lines* 2. made of or using lines; as, linear design.
3. having length only; extended in a line. 4. in botany,
narrow and uniform in width, as the leaves of certain
willows: see leaf, illus. Abbreviated lin.

linear equation, an algebraic equation whose variable
quantity or quantities are in the first power only.
Example: a + b - 5 *= 0.

linear measure, 1. measurement of length, as dis-

tinguished from volume, weight, etc. 2. a system of
measuring length; especially, the system in which

12 inches = 1 foot
3 feet 1 yard
5 1/2 yards 1 rod

40 rods 1 furlong

of

8 furlongs (1,760 yards or 5,280 feet) - 1
Hn eate (Hn'i-it, Kn>i-atO, adj\ [L. lfneatu$t

lineare, to fashion to a straight fine < linea, a
see LINE, n.], having or marked with lines; stredl^ecL

lin-ea-tion (lm'i-a'sh?m) ,
n. [ME^ lyneacion; ., Un"

eatio], 1. a) a marking with lines, b) a system or
series of lines. 2. a dividing into lines.

line back er (Kn/bak'Sr), m. in football, any of the play-
ers stationed directly behind the line in a defensive
formation.

line-breed (lin'bredOt *** to use line breeding among.
Une breeding, the producing of desired characteristics
in animals by inbreeding through several successive
generations.

line engraving, 1. a kind of engraving in which the
effect is produced by lines of varying thickness and
nearness to each other. 2. a plate engraved in this

way, 3, a print from such a plate.
line-man (lin'man), n [pi. LINEMEN (-man)], 1. a
man who carries a surveying line, tape, or chain. 2. a
man whose work is setting up and repairing telephone
wires or other lines conducting electricity. 3. a man
whose work is inspecting railroad tracks. 4. in football,
one of the ^layers in the line; center, tackle, guard,
or end: distinguished from a back.
linen (Hn'sn), n. [see PLURAL, n, D, 3], [ME. lynnen;
AS, linen (akin to G. leineri) < lin, flax; see LINE
(to put lining in)], L yarn, thread, or cloth made of
flax. 2. articles made of linen, as tablecloths and
sheets.^ 3. similar articles made of cotton or other
cloth like linen, as shirts, underwear, etc. 4. fine sta-
tionery originally made from linen rags, adf* 1. spun
from flax: as, linen thread. 2. made of linen.

linen closet, a closet for sheets, towels, table linen,
etc.

line of battle, troops or ships in a position ready to
fight.

line of fire, 1. the course of a bullet, shell, etc. that
has been, or is to be, fired; hence, 2. a position open
to attack of any kind.

line of force, a line in a field of electrical or magnetic
force that shows the direction taken by the force at
any point.

line of vision, the straight line from the point of
clearest vision at the center of the eye to the point
upon which the vision is fixed,

lin-e-o-late (Hn'i-9-latO, adj. [< L. lineola, dim. of
linea (see LINK, w.); -f ~ate], in botany & zoology, marked
with fine, usually parallel, lines.

lin-er (Hn'er), n. 1. a person or thing that traces lines
or stripes. 2, a steamship, passenger airplane, etc. in
regular service for a specific line. 3. in baseball, a
batted ball that travels in a nearly horizontal line not
high above the ground: also called line drive.

lin-er (Kn'er), n. 1. a person who makes or attaches
Knings* 2. a lining or something which suggests a
lining by fitting inside something else: as,, a helmet
liner.

lines-man Omz'man), n. [pi. LINESMEN (-man)], I. a
lineman. 2. in football, an official who measures and
records the gains or losses in ground and determines
where the ball goes out of bounds. 3. in tennis, an
official who watches one or more lines on the court
and reports faults involving his line or lines.

line squall, the line of thunderstorms or windstorms
that marks the progress of a cold front.

line-up, Hhe-up (lin'upO n. an arrangement of
persons or things in or as in a line; specifically, a)
a group of suspected criminals lined up for inspection
and identification by the police, b) in football, baseball,
etc., the list of a team's players arranged according
to the positions they play, their order at bat, etc.

line*y (lln'i), adj* Hny.
ling QM). n. [pi LING, LINGS (Egz) ; see PLURAL, n,

*_2J_, [UE.t
lenf*, Itmge; prob. <llLG, or MIX; cf

:
earlier D,

\e; pro._. , _,. w.

(D. ling), probr~<"base of_.__. ...

Eng. long], 1. any of a large group~of edible fisi of
the cod family, found in the North Atlantic from
Greenland to Norway. 2. any of various other fishes,
especially the burbot.

_> combining tie
J to nouns, 3

1. smdtti as
i} dncklwgf uriiaripqrfant OTC

'

as in princelmg^ hireling*
-Hng (Ha), [ME. -tinge, -linges; AS. -ling, -long, -lunga
< base of long, (see LONG)], [Archaic o$ Dial.], a suffix
used to form adverbs meaning dfrect&n, extent, or
condemn, as in

J ""

lin-ga
j'gbm), in.

illic symbol used in ^i

On-ia-yen GuM fe
China Sea in Luzon

lin ger (Kr/ggr). v.l [i>uri
to delay, stay (ci -ER) <
to stay, especially through
lingered before th.e f|re, JL'tjt

though very close to deam ojr'

sarily slow in

.spend/'

Ht,, symbol], tlie
cjf &e ffindtt gp<|
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flax, linen], 1. formerly, articles made of linen. 2.
women s underwear of linen, silk, rayon, etc.

lin go (hr/go), n. [pi. LINGOES (-goz)J, [Pr. lingo, lengo;
L. lingua, tongue, language], language; especially a
dialect, jargon, or special vocabulary that one is not
familiar with: as, the lingo of medical men: a humorous
or disparaging term. SYN. see dialect,
-lings (linz), -ling (adverbial suffix).
lin gua (hij'gwa), n. \pl. LINGUAE (-gwe)J, [L.I, a tongue
or an organ resembling a tongue, as the proboscis of
a butterfly or moth.

Linz

(-man)], a link-

a. j.eiax.i.1, v^AGVijx. .oaa.uAu, o-uu. xurjsisn elements, spoken
in certain Mediterranean ports; hence, 2. any hybrid
language used for communication between dinerent
peoples, as pidgin English. 3. any mixture of dialects
similarly used: as, the East Anglian lingua franca.

lin-gual (Kri'gwal), adj. [ML. lingualis < L. lin&ia, the
tongue; see LANGUAGE], 1. of the tongue. 2. pro-
nounced by using the tongue, n, in phonetics, a
sound, or a letter representing it, pronounced by
using the tongue especially: as, I and / are linguals.

lin gui form (Iirj'gwi-f6rm'), adj. [< L. lingua, the
tongue; 4- -form], shaped like a tongue.

lin guist (Urj'gwist), n. [< L. lingua, the tongue; + -tsfl,
1. a person who can speak, read, and write several lan-
guages ; polyglot. 2. a specialist in linguistics: cf. philol-
ogist.

lin guis tic (Hn-gwis'tik), adj. 1. of language. 2. of
linguistics.

lin guis ticaMy (lirj-gwis'ti-k'1-i, lin-gwis'tik-li), adv.
as regards language or linguistics; from a linguistic
viewpoint.

linguistic form, any speech unit having meaning;
base, word, affix, phrase, sentence, etc.

lin guis tics
(lirj-gwis'tiks), n. pi. [construed as sing.],

[< linguistic], 1. the science of language, including
phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics: often
general linguistics: usually subdivided into descriptive,
historical, comparative, and geographical linguistics.
2. the study 01 the structure, development, etc. of a
particular language and of its relationship to other
languages: as, English linguistics.

linguistic stock, 1. a parent language and all the
languages and dialects derived from it. 2. aU the

mentum < L. linere, to smear], a medicated liquid to
be rubbed on the skin for soothing sore or inflamed
areas.

li-nin (ll'nm), n. [< L. linum, flax; 4- -in], 1. the achro-
matic substance constituting the netlike structure that
connects the granules of chromatin in the nucleus of
a cell. 2. a white, bitter cathartic obtained from a
variety of flax.

linking (Kn'in), n. [see LINE (to cover on the inside) &
-ING], f

1. the act of covering the inner surface of
something. 2. the material used or suitable for this

purpose; hence, 3. the contents of something.
link (link), n, [ME. links < Anglo-N.; cf. Ice. hlekkr,
Pan. lasnke. Sw. lank, in same senses; akin to (? com-
bined with) AS. hlence, link of a chain < base of

hlencan, to twist (MHG. lenken, to bend, twist); IE.
base *qleng~, to bend, etc.], , 1. aiiy of the series of

rings or loops making up a chain or chain armor.
2. a) a section of something resembling a chain: as, a
link of sausage. 6) a point or stage in a series of cir-

cumstances: as, a weak K in the evidence. 3. a
cuff link. 4. anything serving to connect or tie: as, a
link with ttie past. 5. one length in a surveyor's
chain, equal to 7.92 inches: abbreviated L., 1. 6. in
mechanics, a short connecting rod for transmitting
power or motion. v.t. to jqin together with or as with
a link or links. v.L to join; be or become connected:
as. each clue links up with tjie next. SYN. see Join.

link (link), n. [? < prec,, as being made ip links], a
torch, especially one maide of tow and pitch,

link age (Iwafc'ij), n. [see -A<JE],, 1. a linking or being
Jinked, 2. a series pr sysfeni of links; especially, a
series of connecting rods for itransmftting ppwer or
motion. 3. in ^oipgf, the <tea&agby of somte getoes to
remain together and

(

act a& M unit
(jLitykfVge grotip), in

inheritance, generally 'i&Vtibb' same' 1

c4^pmosome< with-

y* the product of a magiaejfic,iSni by the number

te-oby (M|)j^; f tii lS$ay/s bfefa&ttreet lijytotJng,
a Bc-y or man pared to carry a torc& to light tp wfcy
for people at n||^ti alsp linkman.
linkmg vewhi a verb that fu^ictioais chiefly aB a con-1^_ <__Li

y-^^ stLbjedb, a,ad a predicate comiften^ent

"^;fe ''!'.>. /..'OM.''"':

link-mail (Hnk'mswi), a. {

boy,
link motion, a valve gear that reverses the motion
in steam engines: it operates t>y a slotted bar Hnked
with the eccentric rods*

links (links), ra.M. {AS. Mime, a slope < base of link
(a ring)], 1. {Scot.], fiat or slightly rolling land,
especially along a seashore. 2. a golf coarse.
Link trainer (lirjk), fafter Edward A. Link (1904- ),
Am. inventor], aa apparatus for trainiag student air-

plane pilots under simulated conditions of flight: it

consists of a hooded cockpit containing the necessary
instruments, and is pneumatically operated on a
grounded turntable.

link-work (lijjk'wtirkO. 1- anything made in links,
as a chain. 2. a gear system operating by links.

Lin-Hth-gow (lin-lith'go), n. West Lothian, a county
of Scotland: the former name.

linn Gin) , n. the American linden or a related tree.
linn (Hn) f n. [< AS. klynn, torrent, or Gael, linne, a
pond], 1. a waterfall. 2. a pool of water, especially one
at the base of a waterfall. 3. a steep ravine.
Lin-naean, Lin nean (li-ne'an), ad/, of Linnaetts;
especially, designating or of his system of classifying
plants and animals by using a dout>le names, the
nrst word naming the genus, and the second the
species: abbreviated Linn.

Lin-nae-us, Car-o-lus (karVlas li-ne'ss), (bom Karl
von Linne), 1707-1778; Swedish botanist.

lin-net (Hn'it), n. [OPr. linette < lin, flax (L. Imwn;
cf. LINEN): so called because it feeds on the seed of
flax], a small songbird of the finch, family, found in
Europe, Asia, and Africa.
linoleic (HnVle'ik, li-noni-ik), adj. [< L. limtm,
flax + oleum, oil; 4- -4c], designating or of an unsattt-
rated fatty ^acid, CiiHa*<X found as a glyceryl ester
in linseed oil and other drying oils.

li-no-le-um (li-nofli-om), n. [< L. linum, flax -f oleum,
oil], 1, linseed oil hardened by oxidizing; hence, 2. a
hard, smooth, washable floor covering made of a
mixture of ground cork and oxidized linseed oil spread
over a burlap or canvas backing.

lin-o-type (KnVtipO, n. [< line of type},
a typesetting

machine that casts an entire line of type in one bar:
it is operated from a keyboard like that of a type-
writer: a trade-mark (Linotype), v.t* A tu*. [LINO-
TYPED (-tipt') f LINOTYPING], to set (matter) with this
machine.

Hn-o-tyi>er (En'a-tip'er), n. a person who operates a
linotype.

lin-o-typist (KnV-tfp'ist), n. a Mnotyper.
Hn-sang (lin'sari), n. [Jav. linsan, whnsan], a long-
tailed, catHke animal about the size of a weasel, fottod
in Australia and the East Indies.

lin-aeed (Hn'sedO, n- [MB. Unsed; AJ&
flax (see LINE, to put a lining in) + jrf
the seed of flax. '

<

*

linseed cake, a solid cake of linseed from which the
oil has been extracted: used to feed cattle.

Unseed meal, meal made from ground linseed cake.
linseed oil, a yellowish oil extracted from flaxseed,
and used, because of its drying qualities, in making
oil paints, printer's ink, linoleum,, etc.

lin-sey (lin'zi), n. IpL LINSEYS (-ziz)], linsey-woolsey.
lin-sey-wool-sey (iua/zi-wool'zi), lib \pl. LKSTSBY-WOOL-
SEYS

(-ziz)J, [ME. < lin, flax (see LINE, to put a lining
in) -|- wooi with jingHng snfix -^^yl, 1. a coarse clotfi
made of Hnen and wool or cotton and wool. 2. [Obs.Jt

iargon; nonsense.
".-stock Qin'stokO,

iai

lln-sYoct'Yiin'stokO, n* [altered < D. lontstok; lont,
a match, rant -h 5toJfe, a stick], a long stick formerly
used to hold a lighted match for firing a cannon.
Hnt (Hut), n. [ME. linnet, lynete, lynt; L. linteum,
Hnea cloth < Imum, flax; see LINEN], t. scraped and
softened linen formerly used as a dressing for wounds.
2. bits of thread, ravefings, or fluff from cloth or yarn.
3. the fiber surrounding the seed of iinginned cotton.

Mn-tel ffik'tl), n. [ME.; QFr.; LL. *limitettus, Untdlus
< L. lumes; see LIMES], the horizontal crosspiece over
a door^or window, carrying the weight of the stcuctttte
above it.

lint-er
((Hn'tiSr), ji. 1. a machine for removing the

short fibers which remain stuck to cotton, seeds after

ginning'. , 2. pL these fibers, used in making cotton
batting.

lint white (Imt%wjt0, n. [ME. lynkwhiMe: AS. lynetmpe*
Ht. f flaoe-plucker; M.B. form ? < AS. lynece, linnet],
the linnet.

Hnt*y (lin'ti), adj. JLINTIEE: (-^ti-Sr). LiNTKSt (-ti-jst)]*

oft likey' or
,

i

c4vere'(i .wl-^li li&t*

linjr (Hn'i), 'i$f* [msdpR (iw), LINTEST (*i4$t)l* 1. like
a Me; thin,^: marke*d wit&, or full f, lines or streaks*
Als*o speEed liney.
Linz Hints), n. a city in northern Austria, on the
Danube: pop., 1840 (eSfe. ,1948). ;, i .

(Jf
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ll-on (H'ofO. n. [M. LIONS (-9nz), LION; see PLURAL, n,
D, II [ME.; OFr.: L. leo, leonis; Gr. leon, Uontos],
1. a large, powerful mammal of the cat family, found
in Africa and southwest Asia, with a tawny coat, a
tufted tail, and, in the adult male, a shaggy mane:m foUdofe and fable the lion is considered king of the
beasts; it is also the symbol of Great Britain, 2.

a person of great courage or strength. 3. a person
who arouses great interest and is invited to many
social affairs: celebrity. 4. [L-]. a) the constellation
Leo. b) the fifth sign of the zodiac.
beard the lion in his den, to visit and defy or oppose a
person in his own home, etc.

twist the lion*3 tail, to make statements against Great
Britain.

Lion, Gulf of the, a bay of the Mediterranean, on
the southern coast of France, from Toulon to Spain.

Li o-nel (H's-nl, K's-nel'), [Fr., dim. of lion; see LION;
cf. LEO], a masculine name.

li-on-ess (E'an-is), n. [ME. lionesse; OFr. lionnesse,
fern, of lion, lion], a female lion.

H-on-et (li'an-etO, n. [OFr., dim. of lion], a small or
Eon.

(E'an-hartO, n. 1. a lionhearted perso
2. [L-J, Richard I of England, called Coeur de Lion.

; lionized.

lionizing or being lionized.
li-on-ize (K'an-ia'), v.t. [LIONIZED (~izd'), LIONIZING],
[in sense 1, < lion, 3; in sense 2, from the practice of

showing visitors the celebrities and celebrated places],
1. to treat as a celebrity^. 2. [Now Rare], to visit or
explore the interesting sights of (a place).
Boa's share, the biggest or best portion.
lip (lip), n. [ME. Uppe; AS. lippa; akin to G. Uppe
(< LG.); IE. base *kb-f prpb. r

what is licked (var.
m. *Zo6-, *lWb~, etc., to lick with gusto), prob. seen
also in L, laUum (cf. LABIAL)!, 1. either of the two
fleshy folds, ncctnaJiy pink or reddish in color, forming
theedges of the mouth and important in speech. 2. any-
thing like a tip; specificallyr a) the edge of a wound.
I) wet

, ipQjjeoteQg rim of a pitcher* cup, etc. c) the
t|kp*ece of a wind instrument, d) the cutting edge

of any of certain tools* e) in anatomy, a labium. /) in
botany, a labellum. 3. [Slang], impertinent or insolent
talk, 4. the position of the lips in playing a wind
instrument, v.t. (LIPPED (lipt), LIPPING], 1. to touch
WX& the lips; specifically, a) to kiss, b} to pjace the lips
in the proper p^osition for playing (a wind rnstrument) .

2. in golf, to hit the ball just to the edge of (the cup).
adf 1. merely spoken or superficial; not genuine,
sincere, or heartfelt: as, lip service. 2. formed with
a HP or the lips; labial: as, a lip consonant.
bite one's lips, to keep back one's anger, annoyance,
eta.

hang on the Hps of, to listen to with close attention.
keep .'* stiff upper lip, [CotLoq..], to fail to become
frightened r discouraged under difficulties.
smack one's lips* to express great satisfaction in an^
tieipatsig or remembering something pleasant.

Li-pa-ri Islands (le'pa-re'; Bng. lip'gr-i), ai group of
volcanic islands north of Sicily: area, 45 sq. mi; pop.,
14,!OCK)i

d'), adj. [< Gr. Uparos, oily <
, fatty; Hke fat.

-^ Is), n. [< Gr. lipos, fat], an enzyme
digestion by changing fats into fatty acids

Up-a-roid
Lipos, fat

H-pase
~-

that aii

and gh
lip-Id (ll'jpid, Hip'id) . n. a lipide. ,

lip-lde (li'pid, Hp'id)r n.
[Ity- -f -ide], any of a group

of organic compounds consisting of the fats and other
substances of similar properties: the^y are insoluble In
water, soluble in fat solvents and alcohol, and greasy
to the touch: also lipoid. , , ,

Li Po
(le po), ?-762 A.B.; Chinese poet.

lip o~ (lip's, Kp'a), [< Gr. lipos, farfcj,
a

meaning of or like fat, fatty as mUpol*

* Jf*** Jf
* ^ii-L/V/J, cP-OAO^ , /(.

|_i.

the decomposition of fat, as

lip-O'lyMc (lip'a-Ht'ik), adj.
decompose fats.

Hpo<-ma

that can

larea,

v .

[Mod. L.; Up- + -omoji
?a tumxbu inade up of

at tissue. i

Llp-pe (lip's), n, a division of noirthwiesterri

formerly a principality, duchy, and /repub ,

4tf9 sq- mi.; pop., 189,000; capital,! ^eteuoldh r>
lipped (lipt), adj. 1. having a lip or lips: oftejtf in
compounds, as tight-lipped. 2. having a spoutlke
projection' m the rim: said of a pitcher, <cup, '(&
3. in botany & zoology, labiate.

t
"^ t ^:^

"P-Per (%'er), n. [North Eng. & Scot.; prob* < Jmse
of iap(ot waves)], 1. a gelde ruffling mov*emo$'o|<
the surface of, the sea. 2. light spray caused by wis.

Lip-pi, Fi.lip.pi,mb (fe^lep-p^nS W'pS; Bag. lip'!,

.ter; son of Filippo.
1406P-1469; 'Florentine

^ Carmine and Fra

1889- ; American

1457?-! 504?: Florentine

Lippi, Fra Ff lip-po (fi-lei

painter: also called Fra <

Lippo Lippi.
Lipp-mann, Walter (lip'msn),
journalist and author,

lip-read (lip'red'), v.t. & v.L to recognize (a speaker's
words) by watching the movements of his lips.

Hp reader, a person skilled in lip reading.

lip reading, the art of recognizing a speaker's words
by watching the movement of his lips: it is often

taught to the deaf.

lip service, insincere expression of affection, respect,

loyalty, etc.

lip-stick (Hp'stikO, n. La small stick of rouge for

coloring the lips. 2. a similar stick of colorless pomade
for softening and protecting the lips.

liq., 1. liquid. 2. liquor.

li-quate (ll'kwat), v.t. [LIQUATED (-id), LIQUATING],
[< L. liquatus, pp. of liguare, to melt], in metallurgy,
to heat (a metal, etc.) in order to separate a fusible

substance from one less fusible.

li-qua-tion (li-kwa'shsn), n. [L. liqualio], a liquating.
liq ue-fac-tion (lik'wa-fak'shsn), n. a liquefying or

being liquefied.
lique-fi-able (lik'wg-fi'a-bl), adj. that can be liq-
uefied.

liq-uefier (lik'ws-fl'er), n. an apparatus for lique-
fying gases.

liq-ue-fy (Hk%9-fi') v.t. & v.i. [LIQUEFIED (-f!d
;

),

LIQUEFYING], [Fr. liquefier < L. liquefacere < tyuere,
to be liquid + faceret to make], to change into a liquid.
SYN. see melt,

li-ques-cence (li-kwes''ns), n. a liquescent condition.

li-ques-cent (li-kwes''nt), adj. [L. liquescens, ppr. of

liquescere, to become liquid < liquere, to be liquid],
becoming liquid; melting.

li^queur (li-kurO, n. [Fr.ji any of certain strong, sweet,
sirupy alcoholic liquors, variously flavored.

liq-uid (lik'wid), adj. [ME. & OFr. liquide; L. liquidus
< liquere, to be Hquid], 1. readily flowing; fluid.

2. clear; transparent: said especially of the air. 3.

flowing smoothly and musically: as, liquid verse.
4. readily convertible into cash. 5. nonfrictiqnal and
vowelEke: term sometimes used in nonscienttfic con-
text to describe certain consonants, especially I and r.

n. 1. a substance that, unlike a solid, flows readily
but, unlike a gas, does not tend to expand indefinitely.
2. a liquid consonant. Abbreviated liq.
SYN. liquid refers to a substance that flows readily and
assumes the form of its container but retains itsf independent
volume (water that is neither ice nor steam is a liquid) ;| fluid

applies to any substance that flows (all liquids, gases, and vis-

cous substances are fluids) . ANT. solid.

liquid air, air brought to a liquid state by being
subjected to great pressure and then cooled by its

own expansion to a temperature below the boiling
point of its constituents, nitrogen and oxygen: it is

used as a refrigerant.
liq-uid am-bar (lik'wid-am'ber), n. [< Mod. L.

Liquidambar, name ofjthe genus; see LIQUID & AMBER],
1. a variety of tree .with star-shaped leaves yielding a
fragrant balsam used Jn medicine: also called sweet gum.
2. this balsam.
liquidate Oik'wi-dat'), v.t. [LIQUIDATED (-id), LIQ-
UIDATING], [< ML. UauidafuSi pp, of Uquidare, to
make liquid or"dear < L. liquidus, liquid], 1. to settle

by agreement or legal process the amount of (in-
debtedness, damages, etc.). 2, to clear up the affairs
of (a bankrupt business firm that is closing, etc.):
settle the accounts of,, by apportioning assets and
debts. 3. to pay (a debt). 4 to convert into cjash.
5. to dispose of; get rid of, as by killing, vd. to liq-
uidate one s debts.

liq-ui da tion Oik'wi-da'shan), n* a liquidating or

being liquidated,
go Jiprto liquidation, to clpse one's business by gather-*

|n assets and settling all debts.

,.-._. A'tor (Ek/wl-da'tfr), jfc a person who liquidate^
especially one; legally in charge of Equidating a company,
estate, etc.

(
,
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liquorice 855 literally

one made by distilling, as whisky or rain* 3. in

pkarmacyt a solution of some substance in water:
abbreviated liq. v.t. [Slang], to give alcoholic Hojuoc
to (usually with up), va. [Slang], to drink alcoholic

liquor, especially in large quantities (usually with &p).
liq-uo-rice (Hk'Sr-is, lik'er-ish, lik'rish), n. licorice.

liq uor-ish (lik'gr-ish), adj. 1. lickerish. 2. fond of
liquor.

li-ra (leVa), n. [pi. LIRE (-a), LIRAS (-ez)], [It. < L.
Ubra> a balance, pound], 1. the monetary unit and a
silver coin of Italy, originally ejiual to 19.3 cents but
valued at one seventh ol a cent in 1950. 2. the mone-
tary unit and a gold coin of Turkey, valued at 36 cents
in 1950. Abbreviated L.f 1. (sing. 6* pi.).

lir-i-o-den-dron (lir'i-a-den'dran), n. [pi. LIRIODENDRA.

(-dra)], [Mod. L. Liriodendron, name of the genus <
Gr. leirion, lily + dendron, tree], any of a variety of
Asiatic and North American trees of the magnolia
family, as the tulip tree or whitewood.

lir-i-pipe (Kr'i-prp'), n. [ML. liripipium; ? altered <
LL. deri ephippiwn, cleric's caparison; cleri, genit. of

clews, dene + ephipgiwn < Gr. ephippion, saddle-
cloth}, in early academic costume, a long tail to a hood.

Lis bo a (Iezh-b6"'a) , n. Lisbon.
Lisbon (lizlDsn), n. the capital of Portugal: pop.,
709,000: Portuguese name, Lisboa.

Lisle (HI; Fr. lei), n. Lille: the former name.
lisle (111), n. [< Lisle, earlier sp, of Litte, France], 1. a
fine, hard, extra-strong cotton thread: in fun, lisle

thread. 2. a fabric, stockings, gloves, etc., knit or
woven of lisle, adj. made of lisle.

lisp (lisp), v.L [ME. lyspen, earlier wlispen; AS. -wlyspian
< wlisp, wlips, a lisping; akin to G. lispdn, MLG.
wlispen, wilspen, etc.; origin prob. echoic], 1. to
substitute the sounds (th) aad (ft) for the sounds of
5 and 2; a person who pronounces smg as though it

were thing is lisping, 2- to spe&k imperfectly or like
a child, v.*.' to utter with a lisp or in, an imperfect or
childlike way. n. 1. the act or habit of lisping.
2. the sound of lisping, or a sound Hke thi& *

$Hs pen-dens (lis pen'denz), [L.], literally, a pending
suit: with reference to the legal doctrine that a court
acquires jurisdiction over property involved in a suit.

US-some, lis-som (lis'sm), adj. [altered < lithesome],
1. supple; limber; flexible. 2. nimble; agile.

list (list), n. [ME. Hste, merging AS. liste, a hem, border
(cf. sense 2) & Anglo-Fr. liste < Gmc.; akin to G.
leiste; IE. base *leizd-j edge, border], I. a narrow strip
of cloth; especially, tne selvage cut from a wide piece
of goods. 2. a stripe of color. 3. a slender strip of
wood

?
as one cut from a board. 4. a boundary. 5. a

ridge of earth between two furrowsi ^6. [from the
idea of a narrow slip of paper], a series of names,
words, numbers, etc. set forth in order, usually in

writing; catalogue; roll. v.t. 1. to edge with a strip
or strips of cloth. 2. to arrange m stripes or bands,
3. a) to set 'forth (a series of names, words, etc.) in
order. 5) to enter in a list, directory, catalogue, etc. :

as, no such name is listed here. 4, a)
to ploW (ground)

with a lister. &) to plant (corn) witn a lister having a
seed drill attached to it. tu. 1. [Rare]; to enlist in
the armed, forces. 2. to plow with a lister.

SYN. list, tlie broadest in scope of these terms, applies to a
series of iteffMs of any kind, no matter what the arrangement or

purpose; catalogue implies methodical arrangement, usually
alphabetical, and is used of lists of articles for sale or cm exhibit*

library card files, etc. j an inventory is actitemized Us* of goods,

property, etc., especially one made annually in business; a reg-
ister is a book, eite. in which names, events, or other items are

formally or officially recorded (a register cf voters) ; as roll is an
; official Est of the members of an organization, especially as use!
for checking attendances

list (Bst),'t;.i [ME. Ustm, lustew, listen; AS, lystan <
base of lust* desire* appetite; see LUST], [Archaic],
li /to be pleasing (to someone). 2* to wish; like,; choose*

list (Mst), v.t i* K.i, [same word as preci ini basic etym.
-sense-* "to mdme^ben>d toward1

']* to tilt to one side,

as a ship. , n. a tilting or inclining to one side. ,

,

,

list (list), p.&'A vtiJlMB. listen; AS. fMysian < base of

hlystr hearing; akin to G. lausehen, diali lamtern; IE.
base *kleu-, to hear, seen also in L. cfaere, to be called;

,cfl LOIHJ], [Archaic],! to listen (to)*

Mteii fltof*&)j>v (MR listne^ Ielfc as freoy of Usten

(see prec.); AS. hlysnan (akin to MHG. lilsenen) <
m<s."'basfe *%rw-, a*:'% AS, 1 M^^hea

1

'

make a conscious effort to hear; attend
[to i;1iear^4 2i,'*Q

I

,^v4 he44l tafce
l(

a<ibice; : !

'- n. a :

listen In,
' to be a listener to a telephone

'

d''tooTO^
'

'

1
'

"II

which heaps tte earth cm both sides of the furrow: it

is sometimes OHnbined with a drill that plants seed
in. the same operation.

Lis ter, Josep&(lis?tgr) r first Baroa Lister, 1827-1912;
English surgeon; introduced antiseptk; siorgery.

Lis-ter-ism (fis'ter-k'm), n. the general principles and
practice of antisepsis and asepifac suigery*
list-ing (Hs/tirj), n. 1. the act of malting a list. 2. the
fact of oeing listed, as in a diiBCtory.

list-less (Hstlis), adj. [list (var. of te^) Hh Uss}. 1.

feeling only indiflference to what is going on about
one, as a result of illness, weariness, dejection, ftc.;
spiritless; languid. 2. characterized by such a feeling.

list price, price shown in a list or catalogue: deafens

usually receive a discount from it.

lists (Usts), n.pL [ME. listes, specialized use ol Uste,
j v i ' * * * f \ i f _fT -_i__2^, ^Jt T-.X1..

Dorder. (cf; LIST, strip of doth,
Pr. Usse (Ft. lue} in sanae

sense], 1. in the Middle Ages, a Mgk fence of stakes

enclosing the area in which a tournament was held;
hence, 2. this area itself or the tournament held there,
3. in modern usage, an arena or place of combat.
eater the Eats, to enter a contest or struggle.

Liszt, Franz (frants list), 1811-18S6; Hungarian
pianist and composer.

lit (lit), 1. alternative past tense and past participle
of light (to illuminate). 2. alternative past tense
and past participle of light (to alight).

lit (lit), n. [Lith. < Litea, Lithuanians!, formerly, the
monetary unit and a silver com of Lathiaania, valued
at about 10 cents: replaced by the ruble*

lit., 1. liter; liters. 2. literal. 3. literally. 4. literary.
5. literature.

lit-a-ny (lit'
f

n-i), n. \Pl. LITANIES (-iz)], [ME. & OFr,
letanie; LL. litania; Gr. litaneia], 1. a form of prayer
in which the clergy and the congregation take part
alternately, with recitation and response. 2. tWr a
special form of service of this kind in the Book of
Common Prayer (with the).

li-tas (le'tas), n. \pl. LITAI (-ta), LITU (-too)K a Hti

MtJB., LitJX, see Lh*.B., Litt.D.
li tchi 0g'cheO, n. [Chin, li-chih], 1. a Qimese ever-

green tree of the soapberry family, cultivated in, warm
climates for its fruit. 2. the fruit of this tree (litcM nwt)

j eaten dried or preserved^ it consists of a single seed sur-

rounded by a sweet, edible, raisinlike pulp, enclosed in
a fough, brown, papery shell. Also spelled lichee. ,

^Ete ^.t) 9 |Ft., for -tme; see -MTH}, a coml&nng form,

meaning stone, used in the names of minerals aad
rocks, as in ckry$0Ut&, crtfoUtosi also -lyte. *

li-ter Oe'tgr), T. [Sr. litre < lifroik c^. tant^f jneasrafe;
:MI* litra; Gr. litra, a pound]. thebaai&tttffe^'Capafaityjr
in the metric system, equal to 1 adMeucteoimetar or

61,025 cubic inches (1.0567 Hq
quarts): it is the volume of a
water at 4 C.: also spelled litre:

lit. (sing, & pi).
'

'

, '.
"

.

Ut-er-a-cy (Ht%r-a-si), n.the s^atet or
.Hteiate; ability, to read and write.,

Uteral ffi1/er-al) r adj. [ME,; OPi.; ^ ,

, Uteratts < L. littera* litera, a/ letter^ see LETTER], 1. of,

inwAving, or expressed by a letter or letters of the
I alphabet: as, a literal grade. 2. following or repre-

\ senting the exact words of the original: word-for-word:

, as% a literal jtranslation. 3* a) based on the actual

words in their ordinary meaning; not figurative or

.symbolical; as, jsh<W*al meaniag of ^passage* W
giving the actiaal dew>^a^,oa.f the word: said of the
senses of words, c) giving the original or earlier meaning
of a word; etymdogtcik as, the literal meaning of

ponder is weigh- "^ habliluailly interpretmg statements
f or words according to their actual denotation; prosaic;
matter-of-fact: as, a Uteral mind. S. real: not going

beyond the actual facts r accurate; unvarnished: as, the
Imral truitfc. i 6. [Colloq.], virtual: used as an intensive:

see literally. Abbreviated Ut. (in senses 2 & 3).
lit-er-aHsm 0iil/&

>

-ol'>iz
f

in)v' n. 1. the tendency pi

idtaposttScoLr'to take .words, statements, etc.? in their

Htefal sense. 2. in ark thoroughgoing realism. ,

lit-er-aliat Oif^-sl-ist), n. one given to li'lescalsm. ?.

lit-er-al is-tic gjfgtvra-Hs^tik), adj. of
f

based, on,
favorintf Bteralisnj,. ,

ttt'er-aM-ty (Mil'ar-alVta)* n-^ 1. t

, of bein^ mteraL 2. . fe>Zv LiTBatALiriES

meaning or interpretation.
liter-allze mt'Sr-a-Bz'), v.L ^L^

;i. to make literals

& r

$o interprets, according, to theilitefal

lit-er-ally Qit%-9l4) adv. ia^ar^"'
sense; specifically, a) word for w<$cd;~ '

J3?: i fe?elys _ stSj, , lapn^toe v

bove, as, he liter*
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lit-er-al-minded (Kt'Sr-sl-min'did), adj. unimagina-
tive; prosaic.

lit-er ari ness (lit'a-rer'i-nis) , n. a literary quality.

lit*er-ar*y (lit's-rer'i), adj. [L, litterarius, literanus],
1. of, having the nature of, or dealing with literature.

2. appropriate to literature: as, he has a literary stvle.

t.
a) skilled in learning and literature, b) making

terature a profession. Abbreviated lit.

lit-er ate (Iit>ir4t), adj. [ME. Utterate; L. Utteratus,

literatus < Uttera, litera, a letter; see LETTER], 1. edu-

cated; especially, able to read and write. 2. having
or showing extensive knowledge, experience, or culture.

3. of or skilled in literature. n, a literate person.
literati (HtVra'ti, litVra'ti), n.pl. [L. litterati,

literati, learned, pi. of litteratus, literatus; see LIT-

ERATE], men of letters; scholarly or learned people.

Jlit-e-ratim (lit'a-ra'tim), adv. [L. < littera, litera, a

letter; see LETTER], letter for letter; literally.

lit>er-a>ture (lit'er-a-cher, lit'ro-choor'), n, [ME. lit-

terature; OFr. (Fr. litterature}^ L. litteratura, literatura

< littera, litera, a letter; see LETTER], 1. the profession
of an author; production of writings, especially of

imaginative prose, verse, etc. 2. a) all writings in

prose or verse, especially those of an imaginative or

critical character, without regard to their excellence:

often distinguished from scientific writing, news
reporting, etc, 6) all the writings of a particular time,

country, region, etc.: as, American literature* c) all of

such writings considered as having permanent value,

excellence of form, great emotional effect, etc. <J) all

the writings dealing with a particular subject. 3. all

the compositions for a specific musical instrunient or
ensemble, 4. [Collocj.], printed matter of any kind, as

advertising, campaign leaflets, etc. Abbreviated lit*

lith filth) f [Fr. -lithe < Gr. lithos*
%
stone; cf, -LITE],

a comuinuiff form meaning stone, as in eolith, monolith.

Lith., 1. Lithuania. 2. Lithuanian.

llth., 1. lithograph. 2. lithography.
li-thae-mi-a (li-lhe'mi-a), 71. Kthemia.
li-thae-mic Qivthe'mik), adj* lithemic,

litharge (lith'arj, K-tharj'), n. [ME. & OFr, litarge;

L. lithargyrus; Gr. lithargyros, spume or foam of silver

< lithos, a stone + argyros, silver], a yellowish-red
oxide of lead, PbO, made by heating lead in a current
oi air and used in the manufacture of glass, enamel,
varnishes, paints, and insecticides,

lithe (lift), adj. [ME.: AS, lithe, soft, mild (<WintM-)\
akin to QHG. lindi; IE, base *lento-. flexible, bendable,
seen also in L, lentus, pliant, flexible, slow, Eng. lime

(the tree) <, AS. lind (cf, LINDEN); see LISSOME],
bending easily; flexible; supple; limber.

li-the mi a (li^the'mi-a) , it. I< acid, uric acid
~jr

emia], a condition in which there is an excess of uric
acid or its salts in the blood, resulting from an in-

complete metabolism of the nilwgen^containing corn-

pounds: also spelled llthaemia.
li the mic (li-the'mik), adj. of or having li

lithe-some (HWsom), adj. lithe; lissome.
lithia (lith'i-9), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. lithos, stone],
HtMum oxide, LiaO, a white, crystalline compound.
adj. containing a compound of lithium: as, Uthia water.

lith i as is (li-thl'o-sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. lithiasis <
lithos, stone], the formation of calculi, or mineral
concretions, in the body.

lithia water, a mineral water containing lithium salts,

used as a diuretic and in the treatment of rheumatism.
lith ic (lith'ik), adj. [Gr. lithikos < lithos, a stone],
1. of stone. 2. in medicine, of calculi, or uric-acid

stones, formed in the bladder.
lith-ic (Htfr'Jk), adj. in chemistry, of lithium.
-lith-ic (Et&ok), a combining fbrm meaning of a
(specified) stage in the use of stone? as in neolithic.

lith i um Oith'wMn), a. [Mod. L. < Gr. lithos, a stone],
a soft, silver-white, metallic chemical element, the
lightest known metal: symbol, Lij at, wt., 6.940;
at. no., 3.

litho- (lith's), [< Gr. liMios, a stone], a (

form meaning stone, rock, calculus, as In It

lithograph: also, before a vowel, lith-.
lith o graph (lith's-graf', Eth'a^graf'), - a print made
by lithography. v3. to make prints by this process.
v.t. to reproduce (a picture, writing, etc.) by this

process: abbreviated lith., litho:, lithog.

li-thog-ra-pher (li-thog'ra-fSr), n. a person who makes

lith o-graph-ic (HthVgmf'ik), adj. 1. of a Bthogra^b
or lithographs. 2.

*

lith o graph-i-cal
2. of, used in, or made by Ethography.

*AUMru-i$Aiaj.mjr,i'jtl (lith'a-graf^kl), <uff lithographic.
Hth-o-graph'i-caMy (lith's^graf^klpi, ht^^*^raf^ik-li),
<wfv. by lithography.

li-thog-ra-phy (Ijhthog'r^fi). n, [Utho- + ~grafih$,wiuuAJ&~M.n~jpM<M,y yja^wuuK'Atfw-AV , ** |**ww" '."y <*gjruy/S^j, 1}he
art or process of printing from a flat stone or metal
plate by a method based on the repulsion between
grease and water: the design is put on the surface
with a greasy material, ana then water and printing
ink are successively applied: the greasy parts, which

-OID], having the nature of a stone; stonelike.
li-thoi-dal (li-thoi'dlj), adj. lithoid.

H-thol-O'gy (li-thol'9-ji), n. [litho- + -logy], the scientific

study oi rocks.

lith-o-marge (Hth'a-marJOr n. [< litho- -f L, marga,
marlj, a smooth, closely packed clay, a variety of

kaolin.

lith-o-phyte (lith's-fif), n. nitfo- -phyte], 1. a
plantHlce organism, as a coral, that is atony in struc-
ture. 2. a plant that grows on rock or stone.

lith-o-pone (lith'9-pon') n- [< litho- + (?) L. fonere,
to place, put: from being put on stone as -paint], a
white pigment made by mixing barium sulfate with
zinc sulfide, used in paints, linoleum, etc.

lith-o-print (lith'a-print'), v.t. & v.L to lithograph.
n. a lithographed book.

lith-o-sphere (lith'a-sfgr'), n. [litho- + sphere], the
solid, rocky part of the earth; earth's crust: dis-

tinguished from atmosphere, hydrosphere.
lith-o-tom*ic (Hth'a-tom'ik), adj. of lithotomy.
lith-o-tcmvi-cal (lithVtom'i-k'l), adj. lithotomic.

li'thot-O'iny (li-thot's-mi), n. [LL. lithotomia; Gr. li-

thotomia; see HTHQ- & -TOMY], in surgery, the surgical
removal of a calculus, or mineral concretion, by
cutting into the bladder.

li-thot-ri-ty (H-thot'ri-ti), n. [< litho- + L. tritus,

pp. of terere, to grind, crush], the process of crushing
a calculus in the bladder into very small pieces so

that it can be eliminated in the urine.

Lithua-ni-a (Hth'oo-wa'ni-a, lith'u-an'ya), n% a

country in northeastern Europe annexed as the Lith-

native or inhabitant of Lithuania! 2. the Baltic

language of the Lithuanians, Abbreviated Lith.
t

Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic, a republic
of the U,S.S.R., on the Baltic Sea: area, 22,800 sq.

mi,; pop,, 3434,000; capital, Vilna.

lit-i-gable (Ht'i-g9-b'l), a<f/. that can be litigated, or
contested in law*

lit i gant (lit'9-gont), adj. [Fr.; L. litigants], engaged in

or inclined to litigation, n. a party to a lawsuit.

lit-i-gate (litVgaf), v.t, [LITIGATED (-id), LITIGATING],
[< L. Utigatus, pp. of litigare, to dispute, carry on a

suit < Us, litis, dispute (cf. LOATH) -f- agere, to do],
to contest in a lawsuit, lu. to carry on a lawsuit.

Ut-i-ga tion (lit'a-ga'sh^n), n. I. the act or^process of

carrying on a lawsuit; litigating. 2, a lawsuit.

Iit-i-ga-tor (Ht'a-ga'tSr), n. a person who litigates,

li-ti-gious (U-tij^s), adj. [ME.; Late OFr. litigieux;

L, Imgiosus < litigium, strife < litigare; see LITIGATE],
1, given to carrying on lawsuits; quarrelsome. 2. dis-

putable at law. 3. of lawsuits.
litmm Oit'mas), n. [Anglo-Pr, lytetnoise^ ON. ^ose,
Echen used in dyeing < Utr, color + was*, moss; cf, D.
lajmoes (< base of leken, to dnp + moes* pulp), litmus],
a purple coloring matter obtained from various lichens

and used as an acid-base indicator in chemical analysis:
it turns blue in bases and red in acids.

Htmua paper, absorbent paper treated wJthllitmus
and used as an acid-base indicator.

li-to-tes (Ifts-tezO. n. [Mod. L.; Gr. litotts^ < litp$,

smooth, simple, plain], a figure of speech in which
something is expressed by a negation of the contrary.
Examples: not a few (meaning "many"), no rare

occurrence (meaning "a frequent occurrence*') .

lirtre (Le'ter), m a liter. , ^ , . *

Litt.B., Lit(t)erarum &aecalaww$t R>J* Bachelor^of
Letters; Bachelor of Literature: also Lit.B.

Litt.D., Lit(tierarum Doctor, [LJ, Doctor of Letters;
Doctor of Literature: also Lit.0.

lit-ten (lit'
f

n), adj. [falsely assumed op. of li&t, J
[Poetic), lighted: usually in compounds,

lit-ter (Ut?er), n. [ME. liter, Utere; 0*r. Uttora; ML.
lectaria < L. lectus, a couch], 1. a framework having
long horizontal shalts near the bottom and enclosing
a couch on which a person can be carried. 2. a stretcher

for carrying the sick or wounded. 3. straw, hay
leaves, etc. used as bedding for animals, as a pro-
tective covering for plants, as scratch material for

fowl, etc. 4. tfce, young bornft at one tfane by
cat* or oifcher animal

younf at bfrwfl 5* ,.,

rubbish. 6. untidiness;
,, surface layer 9! toe- fa
are slightly c

repel water, absorb the &, Wt tlie we
abbreviated lith., Htho., lithog.
ith oid OitVoid), adj. [Grt lithoeides; see LITHO-

,, ..

(a number oryoung)a|c^i to wake wt*4l* (qtfcpv
the floor with j
careless manner.
a



little

Ht-tle (Ut/'l^of/. [LITTLER (-er, lit'ler) or LESS (les) or

also in AS. lutan, to stoop, bend (see LOUT), but 'prob.
with cross influence of IE. base *leid~, to joke, play,
seen in Goth.}eitils (ON. Utill, etc.), little], 1. small
in size; not big, large, or great. 2. small in amount,
number, or degree; not much. 3. short in duration
or distance; brief; not long. 4. small in importance
or power; as, the rights of the little man. 5. small in
force, intensity, etc.; weak. 6. trivial; trifling. 7.

lacking in breadth of vision; narrow-minded; illiberal:

as, a little mind. ,8. young: of children or animals.
Sometimes used with implications of -pleasing or en-
dearing qualities, as, bless vour little heart, adv.
[LESS (les), LEAST (lest)], 1. in a small degree: to a
slight extent; only sligntly; not much. 2. not m the
least: as, he little suspects the plot. n. 1. a small
amount, degree, etc. ; as, little will be done about it. 2. a
short time or distance. SYN. see small,
in little, on a small scale; in miniature.
little by little, by slow degrees or small amounts; grad-
ually.
make little of, to consider or treat as not very impor-
tant; pay little attention to; depreciate.
not a little, very much; very.
think little of, 1. to consider as not very important or
valuable. 2. to have no hesitancy about.

Little America, the operational base used by the
Admiral Byrd expeditions in the Antarctic.

Little Bear, the constellation Ursa Minor.
Little Corporal, Napoleon Bonaparte.
Little Dipper, a group of stars in the constellation
Ursa Minor (the Little Bear), supposed to outline a
dipper.

little finger, the finger farthest from the thumb;
smallest ringer.

Little Fox, VulDecula, a small northern constellation.
Little Horn, a river in southern Montana, flowing into
the Big Horn River: at the junction of the two rivers,
a battle (Battle of Little Big Horn, 1876) was fought
in which Custer's troops were massacred by Sioux
Indians led by Sitting Bull.

little hours, in the Roman Catholic Church, the hours
of prime, tierce, sext, and none.

Little John, in English legend, a famous member of
Robin Hood's band.

lit-tie-neck (Ht'l-nek'), l< Little Neck, Long Island],
i n. the young of the quahog, a round, thick-shelled
clam, usually eaten raw: also Httleneck dam.

little office, in the Roman Catholic Church* an office
similar to tmt sShorter than the breviary; especially,
such an office in honor of the Virgin Mary.

little people, the fairies.

Little Rock, the capital of Arkansas, on the Arkansas
lUver: oop., 101,000.

Little Russia, southwestern European Russia; the
Ukraine and regions near it.

Little Russian, Ukrainian.
little slam, fa bridge, the winning of all but one trick.
Little St. Bernard, a mountain pas in the Alps,
between France and Italy.

little theater, 1. a theater of a small community,
college, or art group, usually noncommercial and
amateur* that produces experimental or low-cost
drama. 2* experimental draipa or drama of limited
audifence appeal, as proofcticeu fey such theaters*

lit tlish (lit'Tish. lit^HsW, <tdj* rather little.

lit toral (iltVwrf), adj* fPr.t L. littoralis, lOvralis <
littn$* litust seashore, coastj, of, on, or along the shore.
n* the region along two snore,

U'tu \Urao) n. twural of jltat*
U'tyrafo ui-t$r/tik) mf/* HturMcal.
lHr<iiL*cu ai-ttr'li-kl), ad^fpr, Mtwrgtikos], of or
connected with Uturgies or public worship.

li-tur-gics (H-tur'jiks), n.pL [construed as sing.], the
science of public worship; study of liturgies.

lit*ifcr<Wt Gft%-j!ft) n. 1. a person who ttses, or
advocates the use of, a liturgy. 1. an authority on

litwttfr 'dmMI)* ff. w/urOttGigs GjfaOL FFr. liPw$e;
MI* UOTW <* Immrtia; tttfe. < Jm

c mr> people^
ergon, work], 1. prescriDed forms or ritual for
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sort of existence. 3. [agreeable to live with (often fol-

lowed by with) : said of a person. Also spelled liveable,
live (liv), vd. {LIVED (Hvd), LIVING], [ME. liven, livien;
AS. lificn, libban < base of lif (see LIFE) ; akin to G.
leben, Goth, liban, etc.], 1. to be alive; have life.

2. a) to remain alive. 6) to last; endure. 3. a) to pass
life in a specified manner: as, they lived wretchedly.
b) to regulate or conduct one's life; govern one's way
of life: as, the Spartans lived by a rigorous discipline.
4. to enjoy a full and varied life. 5. to maintain life;

support oneself; as, she lives n twenty dollars a week.
6. to feed; subsist: have as one's usual food: as, bats
live on insects ana fruit. 7, to make one's dwelling;
reside. 8. to remain in the memory of man: as, their
evil deeds live after them. 9. to remain afloat under
trying conditions: said of a ship. v.t.

p
l. to practice

or carry out in one's life: as, he lives his faith. 2. to

spend; pass: as, she lived a useful life.

live and let live, to do as one pleases and let other

people do the same; be tolerant.
live down, to live in such a way as to wipe out the
memory or shame of (some fault, misdeed, etc.).

live high, to live in luxury.
live in, in domestic service, to sleep at one's place of
work.

live out, 1. to live until the end of; last through. 2. in
domestic service, to sleep away from one's place of
work.

live through, to experience and survive; endtire;
live up to, 1. to live or act in accordance with (one's
ideals, reputation, etc.). 2. to fulfill (something ex-

pected).
live well, 1 . to live in luxury. 2 . to lead a virtuous life.

live with. 1 . to dwell with ;
be a lodger at the home of.

2. to conabit with.
live (liv), adj. [short for alive], 1. haying life; not
dead. 2. of the living state or living beings. 3. ener-

getic; wide-awake: as, the company neecjs a live

executive. 4. of immediate or present interest: ,$ a
live campaign issue. 5. still burning or glowing; as, a
Iwe spark. 6. not burned; unstruck: as, a live match.
7. unexploded: as, a live shell. 8. unused; unexpended:
as, live steam. 9. bright; vivid: as, a hve color. 10.

carrying electrical current: as, a live wire. 11, in the
native state; not quarried or mined: as, live rocks.
12. stirring or swarming with living bein|fs. 13, fresh;
pure: said of the air. 14. in mechanics* imparting
motion or power. IS. in printing, set up ready to be
printed. \
Hve a ble (HvVb'l), adj. livable,
live center, the center in the revolving spindle of frftpfflhe

or other machine on which work is turned.
-lived (Hvd; occas., by mistaken etym. t Hvd), [< Ufe

- +
-fl, a combining form used in hyphenated compounds,
meaning having (a specified kind or duration of) life or

(a specified number of) lives* as in short-lived.

llve-for-ev-er (Ev'fSr-ev'er), n. an evergreen plant that

grows by attaching itself to rocks and walls and is

much used in rock garaens.
livelihood (IVE-hood') , n. {ME. livelode; AS. liflad

(*lifgelaa). course of life; lif (see LIFE) + -lad, course

(see LODE); akin to OHG. IWeita; modern form due
to confusion with lively & "hood], means of living or of

life: subsistence.

r_ ^ ,._ lo-Ii), adv. in a lively manner.
Hve-li-ness (uVu*nis), n. the quality or condition of

being lively,
Mve load, any moving load, not constant in its appli-
cation, which a bridge or other structure carnes. in
addition to its own weight.

the ME. pnr, has been confused with live 3fe J0ttg},

long or tediously long in passing; whole; entire: as,

the livelong, day.
thre-hr (lIv^H), mf. {LIVELIER (-K^eY), LIVELIEST (-1*%._ J* V. _. -'' *

Efeljke/ 2.. fall oC life; active; _
''spirit*, exciting; animated: as, a lnoely session

council. 4. sh-owfcg or inspiring liveliness; gayj
fttl. 5. nwving quickly and Ifchtly, as a
brisk: ast )pi IMy breeze. 7. vfvid; jkeem I

lively colors. & bounding back wit&, or na
: as, a lively baH. adv. in a
*ly i!jj>E$ a bt4g fat of He

sn acsl^ivo cfr vffljorous

etc.) : animated is a
and suggests a spirited quality (an animated

...........

service: called Dnfn Liturzy in the
'

Church and Mass in the Roman

commissar for
to. tt* tfiolfcd
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Li-ven-za (le-ven'tsa), n. a riyer in northeastern Italy,

flowing from the Alps to the Adriatic; length, 70 mi.
live oak, 1. a wide-spreading, evergreen oak native
to the southeastern United States. 2. the hard wood
of this tree, used in shipbuilding and other construc-

tion.
liv-eir (liv'er), n. [ME. livers, livre; AS. lifer; akin to G.
leber; prob. < IS. *lipero$,
fat (cf. Gr. lipos), with
reference to fattened livers

as food], 1. the largest
glandular organ in verte-
brate animals, located in
the upper part of the
abdomen: it secretes bile,

has an important function
in carbohydrate, fat, and
protein metabolism, and
contains a substance essen-
tial to the normal produc-
tion of red blood cells. 2.

the flesh of this organ in

cattle, fowl, etc., used as
food. 3. a similar organ or
tissue in invertebrate ani-
mals. 4. the liver thought
of as the seat of emotion or
desire.

Hv-er (uVer) , n. a person who lives (in a specified way
or place): as, a plain liver.

liv-ei>col-ored (liv'er-kuTerd), adj. < reddish-brown to
purplish-brown.

liver extract, an extract consisting of the water-soluble,
ixonprotein constituents of fresh mammalian liver, used
in treating pernicious anemia.

liv-er-ied (Hy'eV-id), adj. wearing a Kvery,
liF-eriisli (Hv'gr-ish), adj. {CollooA 1. having a dis-

ordered liver; bilious; hence, 2. having or displaying
a our,disposition; peevish; cross.

Iri^ejf*p01 (liv'Sr-ppolO, n. a seaport in Lancashire,
'Bnmaaid; 0131 the Kiver Mersey: pop,, 752^000 (est.

STOMACH

LIVER

j0bt^ a yellowish-brown spot or patch on the
especially one caused by faulty functioning of

.

r*wort (Hv'gr-wurt'), n. [ME.; see LIVER & WORT:
led from having liver-shaped parts], 1. any of a
of green, red, purple, or yellow-brown plants,

undifterentiated as to stems and leaves: they some-
what

f
resemble the mosses, together with which they

constitute the bryophytes. 2. a hepatica.
liv-er-wurst (liv'e'r-wurst

7

),
n. [liver + G. wurst,

sausage], a sausage containing ground liver.

Ifv-er-y (Iiv'er4), n.
\fl.

LIVERIES (-iz)], [ME. livere*

.allowance of fopd, gift of clothes to a servant, thing
delivered; OFr. livree, pp. q livrer, to deliver; L.

Ufywqre, fo free], 1. an identifying wiforin such, as
,

w^is, fpr^nerly worn by feudal retainers or is now worn
by servants or those in some particular group, trade,
etCj. ;

2. the people wearing such uaaiforms. . chai-

aiqteri^tic dress pr appearance. 4, tne keeping and
feeding; of horses for a fixed qharge. 5. the keeping
or houses, vehicles, or both, for hire. 6. a livery stable.
7. in law, the le$al delivery of property, especially
landed property, into the hands of the new owner.

livery company, any of the London city companies
that grew; out of earlier trade guilds, characterized by
a distinctive dress.

llv<er-yinan (Hv'ei-i-msn), n. fyl* LIVERYMEN (-man)],
1. formerly, a liveried retainer or servant. 2. a member
of any of the London city companies. 3. a person
who owns or worlds in a livery,stable.

Every .stable, a stable,where horses and carriages can
be had for hire, or where horses are kept and fed for
a fixed charge,

lives (Hvz), n. plural of Hie.
live steam, steam thai comes .directly, from tne boilejr,
before its expansiqn in work, as distinguished fipqm
exhaust steam.

live-stock (Kv'stok'), n. domestic animals kept for
use on a farm or raised for daip an$ profit.

live wire, 1. a wire catoryiqk jan electric current.

$$ [Colloq.]. a person who is afaf an/1 energetic,

Ifv-ijfl (Uv'id), adj. [< Pr, or L.; TmMaidt; L, Imtfw,
aka to liveret to be olack and blttra jffi.jbase *($)liwey8- t

also in AS. slah, sloe, QSlav, $%^ taluml l f

:fcd by a bruise; black-ajid-btot
*

blue; lead-colored: as, Z

ti), n. a livicj quality,
adj. 1. alive; tovuig'i

vigor; in active operation or uses am a Z

3, of persons alive: a%-
^ gvusldog lorth ; flowing : as^ a

5. still spoken as ft native tongue: said of a
6. true; lifeUtoj exact: now mainly in the phrase
Mffc* mug^ ft, &) ,of life, qr tfc^ qortalptag o|

l;i
HCe;mf *1Mp% <*on,<Iiti^s ^) enough' to ipajiitam

1

a, rea^ojp.-,,

able standard of existence: as, a living wage* n.

1. the state of being alive. 2. the means of sustaining
life; livelihood: as, he must work for a living. 3. the
manner of existence: as, a higher standard of living.
4. in England, a church benefice.
the living, those that are still alive.

$YN. living and alive, the latter usually a predicate adjec-
tive, are the simple basic terms for organisms having life or ex-

istence, living figuratively connoting continued existence or

activity (a living faith) and alive, full force or vigor (prejudices

kept alive by ignorance); animate, opposed to inanimate, is

applied to living organisms as distinguished from lifeless ones
or inorganic objects; animated is applied to inanimate things
to which life or, in extended use, motion has been imparted
(animated cartoons) : vital is applied to that which is essential

to organic life (vital functions) or to the energy, force, etc. man-
ifested by living things.

living death, a life of unrelieved misery.
living picture, a tableau vivant.

living room, a room (in a home) ^
furnished with sofas,

chairs, etc., used as for conversation, reading, or enter-

taining guests, etc. : also called parlor, sitting room.

Livingston, Robert R., 1746-1813; American states-

man; helped draft the Declaration of Independence.

Liy-ing-stone, David (liv'irj-stsn), 1813-1873; Scottish

missionary and explorer in Africa.

living wage, a wage sufficient to enable a person to
maintain himself and his family in reasonable comfort.

Li-vo-ni-a (li-vo'ni-s) , n. a former province of the
Russian Empire, on the Gulf of Riga: now part of

the Latvian and Estonian republics^of the u.S.S.R.
Li-vo-ni*an (li-vo'ni-an). n. 1. a native or inhabitant
of Livonia. 2. the High Lettish Baltic dialect spoken
by some Liyonians. adj. 1. of Livonia or its people.
2. of Livonian.

Li*vor-no (le-v&r'nd), n. Leghorn, Italy.

li-vre (le'vlr; Fr. le'vr'), n. [Fr. < L. libra, a pound],
a former French money of account and a silver coin,

originally equivalent in value to a pound of silver: it

was gradually reduced in value and was replaced by
the franc: abbreviated lv. (.sing. 6V pi.).

Liv*y (liv'i), n. (Titus Livius), Roman historian; 59
B.C.-17 A.D.

Iix-iv-i-ate (lik-siv'i-at'), v.t. [LIXIVIATED (-id), LIX-
IVIATING], [see LIXIVIUM & -ATE], to leach.

lix-iv-i-a-tion (lik-siv'i-a'shsn), n. [< lixiviate], the
process of leaching.

lik-iv-i-um (lik-siv'i-9m) , n. [L. < lix, ashes, lye], a
solution obtained by lixiviation, as lye.

liz-ard (Ez'erd), n. [ME. lesarde; OFr. lesard < L.
lacertus, lacerta, lizard; cf.

LEG], 1. any of a large
group of reptiles with long
slender bodies and tails

?
a

scaly skin, and four l^gs,
sometimes merely vestigial:
most species live in hot,
dry regions, as the gecko,
horned lizard, chameleon,
and iguana. 2. loosely,
any of various similar ani-

mals, as the salamanders.
lizard fish, 1. any of a

group of brightly-colored,
tropical sea fishes with slen-

der bodies, lizardHke heads,
and large mouths. 2. in Australia; the saury,

Ljubljana ftu-btya'na"), n- a city in northwestern
Yugoslavia: pop., 6*0,000; German name, Laibach,

'11, contraction o willl op shall: as, she'U sing, J7 go.
UU, LJL., 1. Late Latin. 2, I/ow, Latin.

11., lines.

1.1., loco laudato, [L.], in the place cited.
Ua-ma (la/ms), n. M. LLAMAS (-maz), LLAMA; see

PLURAL, II, D, 1], [SO,
-

Peruy. native name), I. any
of a group of South Amer-
ican animals related to tcp
camel but smaller and.

without foutnps: it is use-d

as a beast of burden and as
a source of wool, meat, aad
milk. 2, cloth made from
the woolly hair o tps ani-

LLAMA (3 ft. high at I

* , shoulder)

LIZARD (12 in, long)

seaport in
jPiOp^ 37r00(k i

Da-no (la%5; Sp.l
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Llew-eHyn (lop-el'in), [W. Llewelyn* lit., prob., lion-

, Master of Laws,
gray], a masculine name.

Tike], a masculine name.
r.M. Legum Magister, [L.]

' "" - -
^ lit,,

^lOytl. VJ<5WAgCj j^iaTJ.** (_1O1Q. VAJ^, JLOUVJ Ayac*^, jjiibioii

statesman; prime minister (1916-1922); created Earl

Lloyd '(loid), [W.Llwyd,
Lloyd George, David (loid 1863-1945; British

of Dwyfor in 1945.

Lloyd's (loidz), n. [< Lloyd's coffeehouse, meeting
place of the original association], an association of

insurance underwriters in London formed in the early
18th century to subscribe marine insurance policies

and to publish shipping news: it now handles many
kinds of insurance.

Lloyd's Register, an annual list of the seagoing vessels

of all countries, stating their age, tonnage, classifica-

tion as to seaworthiness, etc. : it is published by Lloyd's.

L.M., 1. Licentiate in Medicine. 2. Lord Mayor.
lo (15), interj. [ME.; AS. la], look I seet: now mainly
in lo and behold/

loach (loch), n.JME. & OFr. loche < Celt.], any of a

group of small European fresh-water fishes of the carp
Family.
load (fed), n. [ME. lode; AS. lad, a course, way, journey
< base of Ixdan, to guide, direct (cf. LEAD, v.)-, in-

fluenced in sense by lade; akin to G. leite (cf. LIVELI-

HOOD)], 1. something carried or to be carried at one
time or in one trip; burden; hence, 2. a measure of

weight or quantity, varying with the type of C9n-
veyance: as, a load of wood. 3. something carried

with difficulty; specifically, a) a heavy burden or

weight. 6) a great mental or spiritual burden: as, that's

a load off my mind. 4. the weight borne up by a

structure. 5. a single charge, as of powder and oullets,

for a firearm. 6. often in pi. [Colloq.], a great amount
or quantity: as, she has loads of friends. 7. the amount
of time or work that an employee, especially a teacher,
has contracted to carry: as, thirty hours a week is a

heavy teaching load. 8. in electricity* the amount of

current supplied by a dynamo or other source of

electric power. 9. in mechanics* the amount of work
performed by an engine, etc.j specifically, the external

resistance offered to an engine by the machine that
it is operating, v.t. 1, to put something to be carried

into or upon; especially, to fill or cover with as much
as can be carried: as, they loaded the boxcars with
.wheafy 2. to put into or upon a carrier: as, they
loaded the wheat into the boxcars. 3. to weigh down
with or as with a heavy load; burden; oppress. 4. to

supply in large quantities; give much of something to:

as, they loaded him with honors. 5. to put a charge of

ammunition into (a firearm, etc.). 6. to put a roll

of film or a plate into (a camera). 7. to acid weight
to, especially so as to make one end or one side heavier:

as, he loaded the dice. 8. to add a foreign substance
to: adulterate; doctor: as, they loaded the wine. 9, to

phrase (a question or questions) in such a way that the

desired answer cannot easily be evaded. IM. 1. to put
a charge of ammunition into a firearm. 2* to receive a

charge of ammunition: as, these mortars load at the

muzzle.
get a load of, [Slang], 1. to listen to or hear. 2. to look

at or see.
have a load on, [Slang], to be intoxicated.

load
'

displacement, the displacement of a completely
loaded shto. ^ ,

'

-

, -

load-ed 0Wi<t) adj. [pp. of load], ^ carrying a load.

2. having a charge of ammunition in it. 3. welgntjea,;

8p6o&fioSByr wi$rkted on certain sides
'

s0 m to lall

with the desired sides up: said of fraudxitent dice.

4, [SlangJ, Intoxicated, 5: [SlangJ; well supplied with

load factor, fa de$sric$y, the ratio ol average load to

greatest loacj*

loading coiL a ooil placed in aa electric circuit to
'increase it kiductazic**

'

'
'

load < line, the line along the sides of a ship marking
the level to which the ship rinks wlien fully loaded.

',

; ,

,

<
,

'.
,

+ *lwt*l 1. a
oi the maeral magnetite,

attracts; 'as, ^tb'we^e force.

on the job. v.L to spend (time) idly (often with
away), n. the act of loafing.

loaf er flof'gr), n. [18th-c. Western New England dial.,

"one who owns but does not actively work his farm";
prob. < Hudson Valley D.; akin to LG. lofen, G.
laufen, to run, as in G. landlaufer (cf. LANDLOPER)],
1. a person who loafs; lounger; idler. 2. a moccasin-
like sport shoe for informal wear.
loam (16m), n. [ME. lome; AS. lam; for IE. base see

LIME], 1. a rich soil composed of clay, sand, and some
organic matter. 2. a mixture of clay, sand, and straw
used in making foundry molds, plastering, etc. 3.

popularly, any rich, dark soil. vM to fiH or cover
with loam. -

loam-y (lom'i), adj. [LOAMIBR (4-Sr), LOAMIBST (44st)],
like or consisting of loam.
loan (Ion), n. [ME. lone, lane < ON. Ian (akin to AS:
laen, lending, loan, l&nan, to lend); cf. LEND; the v. is

chiefly < the n., but ME. lanen (< ON. lana) occurs

occasionally], 1. the act of lending: as, thanks for the
loan of your pen. 2. something lent; especially, a
sum of money lent, often for a specified period and.

repayable with interest, v.t. & v.i. to lend.
loan collection, a collection of pictures, curios, etc.

lent for temporary public exhibition.
Lo-an-da (Ift-an'da), n. Luanda: former name.
loan office, 1. an office where loans are made. 2. >at

pawnshop. 3. a public office for receiving subscriptions
to government loans, as formerly established in some
States by the Revolutionary Continental government.

loan shark, [Colloq.], a person who lends money at
exorbitant or illegal rates of interest.

loan society, a group of people who pay various sums
into a fund which is then used as a source of loans
to them and, sometimes, to others.
loan word, [after G. lehnwort], a word of one language
adopted into another and naturalized. English ex-

amples: kindergarten (< German), depot (< French).
loath (loth), adj. [ME. loth(e); AS. lath, hostile, hateful,

loathsome; akin to G. lewd, sorrow (orig. adj.'); IE.
base *leit~, to detest, abhor, seen also by some authori-
ties in L. Us (< *lit-s), strife, dispute (cf. LITIGATE)],
unwilling; reluctant (usually followed by an infinitive) :

as, they were loath to depart: sometimes spelled loth.
SYN. see reluctant.

nothing loath, not reluctant (ly) ; willing(ly).*"" ' '

(lotftd), LOATKIKG;loathe v _ i), v.t. [LOATHED \HJWVLJ, i-wAim... >-.-,--

hthen, lomen; AS. tathian, to be hateful < base <of

lath; see LOATH}; to feel intense dislike, disgust, or
hatred for: abhor; detest. SYN. see hate,

loath-ful Qo^fol), adj. [Rare], loathsome, * <'"'' >*

loath ing (L5*Vig)t it* f< loathe + -ing], intense rifiatifte;

disgust, or hatred; abhorrence. SYN. see

loathly (lothli; also, formerly, lo*Mi);r <K&V<
lothlie, lothliche; AS. lathlice; see LOATH & -

unwMliiigly; reluctantly. !
''/' ,. i

}

loath-ly 0Mli), adj.ME. lotkU, lothditfof AS. lathMc;
se6 LOATHE & -LY), [Rare], loathsome*

loath some (IdWsQm), adj. [ME^ lotksum; ^?ee -SOME],
causing loathing; disgusting j at>honrent^ detestable.

loaves (iova), n. plural of loaf.

lob (lob), n. [ME. JoW# lob* (& Lobbe, pers. name),
: Ht* "heavy, hanging, thick" (of. lobbe, pollack, spider,

lobjteek, lohhding, coalfish); prob- < LG. or ON.;
akan to B.Fris., MLG. lobbe, hanging lump of flesfev

hanging lip, etc*^ IE; base nenbO-, ^eup^ to hasag
Bmply], 1. [Dial.], a big, slow, clumsy person. 2. in,

cricket, a slow underhand throw, -3. in tennis, a stroke
nxwhich tite ball is seat high into the air, usuallywiththe
intention of dropping it into the back of the opponent's
court* v.L (BOBBED ^bd), tOBBiNc], to throw, toss*
efccx slowly and in a lugh curve; send (a ball) in a
lob, vJU 1. to move heavily and clumsily (often
with alone)^ 2. <bo Idb a ball. T , , v<

lo*r fto'ber), adj. [Mod. I/. Moris], of a lobe cf
lobes; as, lobar pneumonia.^ "

flo'bSt), 04/V {Mod. L. I6batus\, haviag tr
into a iot>e or lobes.

*

I QS'ba^-tid), adj* lobate. r
lo-ba-tion (lo-ba

r
shan), n. 1. lobate formation. 2, a lobe,

lob-ber (lob'Sr), n. a person or thing that lobs.

lob-by (WWi), n. W. LOBBIES (4z)] [MU IO&IMWI, tytto;
itee IXDTO$|I> I. a naU or large anteroom';

l walMmg room
or vestibule, as of an apartment house, hotel, theater,
elc^ Z- a "'large 'hall ad!}aeen$ to 4& asstoatoly iafi of
a legislature mm open to the public. 3. a group of

lobbyists representing the mm' special interest: as, a
cotton lobby. IM. [LOBBIED (-id), LOBBYING], to act
as a lobbyist, v.t. to get or try'

1

to get legislators to
vote for (a measure) by acting as 'a lobbyist (often
irf&r
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lobe (lob), n. [Fr.; LL. lobus; Gr. lobos], a rounded
projecting part; specifically, a) the fleshy lower end
of the Iraman ear. 5) any of the main divisions of an
organ separated by fissures, etc.: as, a lobe of the
brain, lung, or liver, c) any of the rounded divisions

of the leaves of certain trees.

lo-^eC'tomy (lo-bek'ta-mi), n. [< lobe -f -ectomy], the
surgical removal of a lobe, as of the brain, etc.

lobed (lob<J), adj. having a lobe or lobes; lobate;
specifically, in botany, having lobes, or divisions, that
extend less than halfway from the margin to the
middle of the base: said of leaves.

lo belia (lo-beli-a, lo-bel'ya), n, [< Mod. L., after
Matthias deLobel (1538-1616), PI. botanist, physician
to James I], any 01 a large group of plants with long
clusters of blue, red, or white flowers.

lob-lol-ly (lob'lol'i), n. [pi. LOBLOLLIES (-iz)], [16th-c.;
prob. < lob, in basic sense "heavy, thick" -f dial.

lotty, broth, soup], 1. [Obs.l, a thick gruel. 2. [Colloq.],
a mudhole; muddy puddle. 3. a) any of various
thick-barked pines of the southern United States.

b) the wood of any of these trees: also loblolly pine.
loblolly boy, [loblolly in nautical sense of "stiff medi-
cine"], [Obs.], the attendant of a ship's doctor.

lo-bo (lo'bo), n. [Sp.; L. lupus], the large, gray timber
wolf of the western United States.

lo-bot-o-my (lo-bot'a-mi), n. [< lobe -f -tomy], a surgical
operation in which a lobe or the brain, especially the
frontal lobe of the cerebrum, is cut into or across, as
in the treatment of certain psychoses.

lob-scourse (lob'skSrs', lob'skprs')* n. lobscottse.
lob-scouse (lob'skous'), n. [lob in basic sense of "heavy,
thick" -f dial, scouse, stew], a sailor's stew of meat,
vegetables, and ship's biscuit,

lob-ster (lob'stgr), n. [pi. LOBSTERS (-stSrz), LOBSTER;
see PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [ME. lobstere* loppester; AS.
loppestre, hpustre; altered < L. locusta, locust, marine
shellfish, after A-S. loppe, spider (from the external

resemblance); cf. G. meerespinne, lit., sea spider,
lobster], 1* any of a group of edible sea crustaceans,
witJa compound; eyes,, long antennae* and five pairs of

Jeg&, the first pair of which are modified into large,

poweriiai pincers; lobsters are greenish or dark graym color when, alive, but turn bright red when boiled.
2. the flesh of this animal used as food. 3. the spiny
lobster.

lobster pot, a basketlike trap for lobsters.
lobster ther-mi-dor (thftr'nai-doV), [cf. THERMIDOR],
a dish consisting of lobster flesh, mushrooms, etc, in
a sauce, served in half of a lobster shell.

lob-u-lar (lob'yoo-lgr), adj. of or like a lobule or lobules.

lob-ule (lob'til), n. [Fr.j Mod. L. lobulus, dim.), 1. a
small lobe. 2. a subdivision of a lobe.

lob-worm (lob'wurm'), n. a lugwonn.
lo-cal (lo'k'l), adL [Fr.; LL. localis < L. locus, a place],
1. relating to place. 2. of, characteristic of, or con-
fiaed to a particular place: as, items of local interest.
3. restricted; narrow; confined: as, local outlook. 4, of
or for a particular part or specific area of the body.
5. making all stops along its run: as, a local train.
n. 1. a local train, bus, etc; 2, a newspaper item
relating to a particular C9mmunity and having interest
only to the; residents of it. 3. a chapter or branch of
a larger organization, especially of a labor union.

local color,, customs and other features characteristic
of a certain region or time, introduced into a novel,
play, etc. to supply realism.

lo cale {lo-kal'. lo-kal'), n. {Fr. local], a place; locality,
especially with reference to events or circumstances
connected with it.

local government, 1. government, of the affairs of a
town, district, etc. by the people living there. 2. the
people chosen to administer this government.

lo cal-ism (lo'k'l-iz'rn), n. 1. a way of acting or speak-
ing peculiar to one locality; local custom. 2. a word,
meaning, expression, pronunciation, etc. peculiar to
one locality. 3. attachment to a particular locality.
4. provincialism,

lo'cal-i-ty (lo-kal'o-ti), n, [pi. LOCALITIES (-t&)l [Pr.
localitt; LL. localitas; see LOCAL], 1. position with
regard to surrounding objects, landmarks, etc.: as, a
sense of locality. 2. a place; district: neighborhood.
localization (lo/kl-i-za'shan, lo'k'l-I-za'stoa), n.
a localizing or being localized.

lo-cal-ize (16'k'l-iz'), v.t. [LOCALizpi) (-md'), LOCAL-
IZING], 1. to make local; limit o? confine to a par-
ticular place, area, or locaEty. 2- tc* determine the
specific local origin of, as a tradition,

lo-cal-ly 05'k'l-i), adv. 1. in a local way; with respect
to place. 2. within a given area of areas: as, the tor-
nado did much damage locally. ,

local option, the right of determining by a vote of
the residents whether something, especially the sale
of intpatksatjna; Mqws, shall be pojarffted* festepteel,
or foiwi<i^le ,in> tiie^r locality*

Lo-car-no (lo-kar'no), n. a town in southern Switzer-
land, on Lake Maggiore: pop., 6,600: a series of
pacts w^a& ^ned^ere in 1925 by Germany
Allied nations ol world War I,

lo-cate (16'kat, lo-kat'), v.t. [LOCATED (-id), LOCATING],
[< L. locatus, pp. of locare, to place < locus, a place],
1. to mark off or designate the site of, as a mining
claim. 2. to establish in a certain place: as, his offices

are located on the third floor. 3. to discover the

position of after a search: as, he located the seat of

the trouble. 4. to show the position of: as, locate

Guam for me on this map. S. to assign to a particular

place, function, occupation, etc. v.i. [Colloq.], to
settle: as, he located in Cleveland,

lo-ca-tion (lo-ka'shan), n. [L. tocatio], I. a locating
or being located. 2. position in space; place where a
factory, house, etc. is; situation. 3. an area marked
off or designated for a specific purpose. 4. an outdoor
set, away from the studio, where scenes for a motion
picture are photographed.

loc-a-tive (lok'a-tiv), adj. [< pp. of L. locare (see

LOCATE) after L. vocatvous, vocative], in grammar,
designating or of a case expressing place at which or
in which, as in Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, etc. n. 1.

the locative case. 2. a word in the locative case.

loc. cit., loco citato, [LJ, in the place cited.

loch (lok, lokh), n. [Gael. & Olr.; for IE. base see

LAKE], [Scot,], 1. a lake. 2. an arm of the sea, es-

pecially when narrow and nearly surrounded by land.
lo chia (Lo'ki-a, lok'i-s), n* [Mod. L. < Gr. lochia,
neut. pi. of lochios, of childbirth < lochos, childbirth],
the discharge from the vagina for several weeks after

childbirth.
Loch-in-var (lok'ra-var', lokh'in-var'), n. the hero of

a ballad in Scott's Marmion, who boldly rides off

with his sweetheart just as she is about to be married
to anothejr.

lo-ci (lo'sl), n. plural of locus.
lock (lok), n. [ME. lokke; AS. loc, a bolt, bar, enclosure,
prison: akin to G. loch, a
hole, ON. lok, a lid; prob.
IE. base *leug~, to bend,
seen also in AS. lucan, to
close (cf. LEEK)], 1. a me-
chanical device furnished
with a spring and bolt, for

fastening a door, strong-
box, etc. by means of a key
or combination. 2. any-
thing that fastens some-
thing else and prevents it

from opening, turning, etc.

3. a locking together; jam.
4. an enclosed part of a
canal, waterway, etc. equipped with gates so that the
level of the water can be changed to raise or lower boats
from one level to another. 5. the mechanism of a fire-

arm used to explode the ammunition charge. 6. in

engineering, an airtight room opening into a compart-
ment where the air is under compression. 7. in wrestling,
any of several holds: as, an arm lock. v.t. 1. to fasten

(a door, trunk, etc.) by means of a lock. 2. to shut (up,
m, or out) ; confine: as, he was locked in the closet. 3. to

fit; link; intertwine: as, we locked arms. 4. to embrace
tightly. 5. to jam together so as to make immovable:
as, the gears are locked. 6. to equip (a canal, etc,) with
a lock or locks. 7. to move or pass (a ship) through a
lock. vd. I. to become locked. 2. to be capable of being
locked. 3. to intertwine or interlock; link together.
4* to close tightly and firmly: as, his jaws locked, 5. to
jam, as gears.
lock away, to store or safeguard in a locked box, con-
tainer, etc.

lock oiifc 1. to shut out by or as by locking the door
against. 2. to keep (workers) from a place of employ-
ment in an attempt to make them accept the em-
plover's terms.

lock, stock, and barrel, [Golloq.], completely.
lock up, 1. to fasten the doors of (a house, etc.) by
means of locks. 2. to enclose or store in a locked con*
tamer* 3. to put in jail,
under lock amd key, Iqcjted up: .safely puiawtty*

lock (lok), n. [ME. lokkef AS. loc (akin to 0., facke) ;

basic sense "a bend, twist": IE. base as fe*_prec. hck],L a etui of hair; zfagtet; hence, 2. pi. [Poetic], the
hair of the head. 3. a tuft of wool, <?otton* e$c.

lock age (lok'iJK ji; [$ee -J&B], t. the act of nioving a
ship from one ^ater

1

level to another by teeans of 3
lock, 2. ft* cfiacge far sucfi , service, & the con*
struction or operation I locks in a camaL etc. 4
amount of rise and fall effected by
in a canal,., 'eta/' .

,,
'

\

,

Locke,v
David &0aq gofe),, (pswdoayn> ^^^a> V,

humorist.

LOCK m CANAL

lock-er (lok'Sr)* n*
2. a chest, doset;
of
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locket (lok'it), n. [ME. loket; OPr. locquet, loguet,
dim. of loc, a latch, lock < Frank. *Jofe, akin to AS.
loc; see LOCK], a small, hinged case of gold, silver, or
other metal, for holding a picture, lock of hair, etc.:

it is usually worn suspended from a necklace.

lock-jaw (lok'jdO. n* [short for earlier locked jaw], a
form of the disease tetanus, in which the jaws become
firmly closed because of spasmodic muscular con-
traction.
lock-nut (lok'nutO n. a lock nut.
lock nut, 1. a thin nut screwed down hard on an
ordinary nut to prevent the latter from working loose.

2. a specially designed nut that locks itself when
screwed down tight.
lock-out (lok'out'), n. the refusal by an employer to
allow his employees to come in to work unless they
agree to his terms.

Lock-port (Iok'p6rt' lok'port'), n. a city in western
New York, on the New York State Barge Canal:

pojp., 25,000.
lock-smith (lok'smith') , n. a person whose work is

making or repairing locks and keys.
lock step, a method of marching in such close file that
the corresponding legs of the marchers must keep
step precisely.
lock stitch, a stitch, as by a sewing machine, in which
two threads are interlocked at short intervals.
lock-up (lok'up')t n* 1* a locking up. 2. a being
locked up, as m jail. 3. a jail.

loco (lo'ko), n. [Sp., insane, mad], 1. the locoweed.
2. loco disease, v.t. [LOCOED (-kod), LOCOING], 1. t9
poison with locoweed. 2. [Slang], to craze, adj.
[Slang], crazy: demented.

lo-co- (lo'ko, lo'ka) , [< L. locus, a place], a combining
form meaning from place to place, as in locomotive,

Jlo-co ci-ta-to 0.5'ko si-ta'to), [L.], in the place cited
or quoted: used in footnotes to refer to a previously
cited passage: abbreviated I.e., loc. dt.

loco disease, a chronic nervous disease of horses,
cattle, and sheep, caused by locoweed poisoning.
locofoco (lo'ko-fo'ko), n. [pi. LOCOFOCOS (-koz)],

[said to be from a self-lighting cigar (c. 1834), called

by the inventor Qohn Marck, of New York) a locofoco

cigar, after locomotive interpreted as "self-moving*
'

(as if loco~ m "self"); hence, loco-, "self" + It. fuoco,
fire; see LOCO- & FOCUS], 1, originally, a friction

cigar or match. 2. a) [L-l, a faction of the Democratic
Party (c. 1835), called the Equal Rights party, fc) a
member of thk faction* 3. formerly, any Democrat.
lo-co-mo-bile (lo'ka-mo'bil), adj. [loco* (cf. prec.) -f

mobile], [RareJ, movingby itsown power; self-propelling.
lo-co-mo-tion (lo'kd-mo'shan) , n. [loco- + motion],
motion, or the power of moving, from one place to
another: as, walking is a form of locomotion,
loco-mo-tive (16'ko-mo'tiv). adj. [< loco- + LL.
motwm, moving), 1. of locomotion, 2. moving or

capable of moving from one place to another; not
stationary. 3. of engines that move under their own
power: as* locomotive design, n. an engine that can
move about by its own (power; (especially, an electric,

steam, or diesel engine on wheels, designed to push
or pull a railroad train.
loco-motor (lo'ko-mo'tSr), n. [loco- 4- L. motor,

mover], a person or thing with, power of locomotion.

adj. of locomotion.
locomotor ataxia, a chronic disease of the nervous
system, usually caused by syphilis: it is characterized
at first by intense pain, and later by disturbances of

sensations, loss, of reflexes ana of muscular co-ordi-

nation, functional disorders of organs, etc.

tlo co prl-mo ci ta-to (lo'ko pri'mo si-ta'to), (L.], in

the 'place
1 first cited: abbreviated loc. primo dt.

lo-co-weed (lo'ko-wed'), n. any of a number of plants
of the pea family, with dense clusters of small flowers

resembling sweet peas: it grows on western torairies

and causes JooQ'dJieas* in sheep, horsesy or.cattle that
have eaten it.

Lo cris (lo'kris), n. & district of ancient Greece, on the
Gulf of Corinth.

loc u lar (lok
;
yoo-lgr) t adj. in botany & zoology, of.

having the nature of, or consisting of cells, or loculi.

loc-ulate Aak'vooflHK m^yoo^M'], adj. loctuar.

loc-u-lat-ed (lok'ycw>la
;
tid), adj. loculate.

'

'

Iocfn*lii8' (jbk'ypo-Mt n*'ipt. Locpti (-KOf* ^-ij
1-

lo*cum te-nens (lo'ksm te'nQnz), [L., holding the

place; /o^tfw, ace. of locus, m place 4-
jenw^,

ppr. of

person taking
'

another's place lor the time being;""
'm few a ioofcor- Of iie8*sian," "

1. a place-
- 2. t

etc. every point of

and which contains no point that does not satisfy
this condition. Abbreviated L., 1.

place in
often cited.

Jlo-cus in quo (lo'kas in kwo') P4.
which.

lo-cust (lo'kast), n. [ME. & OPr- locusfe; L. locusto;
cf. LOBSTER], 1. any^of
various large winged in-
sects related to the grass-
hoppers and crickets:
certain locusts travel in

large swarms destroying
nearly all vegetation in LOCUST (3 in. long)
their path. 2. a cicada*
3. a tree of the pulse family, common throughout the

| eastern United States; it has a compound leaf and
clusters of fragrant white flowers: also called black
locust. 4. the yellowish, exceedingly hard and durable
wood of this tree. 5. the honey locust.

lo-cu-tion (lo-ku'shsn), n. [ME. locucion; L. tocmtio, a
speaking < pp. of Zogwt, to speak], 1. a word, phrase,
or expression. 2. a particular style of speech.

loc-U'to-ry (lok'yoo-t&r'i, lok'yoo-to'ri), n. [ML. locu-
torium < L. locutor, speaker < pp. of loqui, to speak],
a room set aside for conversation, as in a monastery.

lode (lod), n. [sp. var. of load (ME. lode, AS. lad) re-

taining etym. senses "course, way," etc.], in mining,
1. a vein containing metallic ore and filling a well-
defined fissure in the rock. 2. any deposit of ore
separated from the adjoining rock.

lode-star (Idd'staV), n. [ME. lodesterre; see LODE &
STAR], 1. a star by which one directs his course: espe-
cially, the North Star. 2. a guiding ideal; model tor
imitation. Also spelled loadstar.

lode-stone (lod'ston')* n. a loadstone.

lodge (loj), n. [ME. loge, logge, hut, masons' workshop
(whence sense 2) ; OFr. loge, summerhouse, arbor (cf.

LOGE) < OHG. louba.loupa, upper roof, upper story,
hut, etc. (G. laube}; IB. base as in leaf, loft; ct. LOBBY],
1. a small house, especially one for a servant, or one
for use during a special season: as, a caretaker's lodge,

hunting lodge. 2. a) the place where members of a
local chapter of an association, especially of a secret

fraternal organization, hold their meetings* Z>) the local

chapter itself, c) a meeting of such a chapter. Ab-
breviated L., 1. 3. the den of a wild animal, paftfoti-

larly of a beaver. 4. a) the hut or tent of fan American
Indian, 6) those who live in it. v.t. [LODGED' (lojd),

LODGING], 1. to provide with a place temporary
residence; house. 2. to rent rooms to; take as a

paying guest. 3. to place or deposit for safekeeping.
4. to trtit or send into a place or position by shouting,
thrusting, etc.; place; land (with in}: as, he lodged
an arrow in the deer's back. 5. to- bring (an accusation,

complaint, etc.) before legal authorities. 6. to confer

(powers) upon (with J). 7., to beat dowa (growing
crops), as rain. v.f. 1. to live in a certain place
for a time. 2. to live (with another or in mis home) as

a paying guest. 3. to come to rest or be placed and
remain firmly fixed (with in): as, the bullet lodged

Lodge, Henry Cabot (loj), 1850-1924; American
statesman and writer; United States senator (1893-
1924).

Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph, 1851-1940; English physicist
and writer.

lodgement (loj'mant), n. lodgment.
lodg-er (loj'e'r), n. a person or thing that lodges; es-

pecially, one who lives in a rented room or rooms in

another's home.
lodg ing (lofin), . [ME. lo%gyngi see LOJ>GE, ij, 1. a

place to live in, especially temporarily; quarters. 2. pi.

a room or rooms rented in a private home,
lodging house, a rooming home.
lodg-ment (loj'mant), it, [Fr. logement], 1. a lodging
or Doing lodged* 2. a lodging place. 3. an 'Mptuara,*-

Nation of deposited material, often in the nature? of

an obstruction. 4. in mMtiary science, a foothold

gained in territory held by the enemy. Also spelled

Lo-m ($'di), n. a city in northern Italy: pop,, 31,000.
L6di (lodj Pol. 103>, n. a city in western Poland:

pop,, 559;000 (es*. W46).
lo ess (15%, los), n. [G, l&$$ < iBsen, to loosen, dissolve),

1

pained,

r-JMi*, Fr4
on'goost yo-hSn%
teriologist. :

LrO*fo*t^n I&laiius

Norwegian islands

QL mi*

extremely fertile1

,10am

ust Jo-han nea (fre'driH
1S52-I915; German bac-

15-fgft*n>,
a
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loft (toft, loft), n. [ME. lofte; Late AS. loft < ON.
loft, upper room, air, sky (akin to AS. lyft, air, sky) ;

IE. base *leu$~, *leubh~, to peel off (cf. LEAF, LEFT) ;

basic sense "roof of peeled-ott bark"], 1. a) an attic
or atticlike space, usually not partitioned off into
rooms, immediately below the roof of a house, barn,
etc. 6) any of the upper stories of a warehouse or
factory. 2. a gallery: as, the choir loft in a church.
3. in golf, a) the slope given to the face of a club to
aid in knocking the ball in a high curve, b) a stroke
that knocks the ball in a high curve, v.t. 1. to store
in a loft. 2. to provide with a loft. 3. in golf, a) to
strike (a ball) in such a way as to knock it in a nigh
curve, by to hold (a club) so that the face slants back.
V4. in golf, to knock a ball in a high curve.

loft-er (16f'tfr, lof'tr), n. a golf club with a sloping
face to aid in lofting the ball: also called lofting iron.

loft-i-ly (16f't'l-i, Id/il-i), adv. in a lofty manner.
loft-i-ness (16f'ti-nis, lof'ti-nis), n. the quality or state
of being lofty.

Lof-ting, Hugh (16f'tii)), 1886-1948; English author
and illustrator, especially of children's books.

loft ing iron (16f'tirj, lof'tiij), a lofter.

loft-y (16f'ti, lof'ti), adj. [LOFTIER (-ti-Sr), LOFTIEST
(-ti-ist)], 1. very high: as, a lofty peak in the Alps.
2. elevated; noble; sublime; grand. 3. haughty; over-
proud; arrogant. SYN. see high.

log (16g, log), n. [ME. logge; prob. < MScand. dial,
via the timber trade: akin to ON. lag (Dan. laag},
felled tree < base of lie (to recline)], 1, a section of
the trunk of a felled tree, either in its natural state or
cut up for use in building, as firewood, etc. 2. [so called
because it was orig. a quadrant of wood], a device for
measuring the speed of a ship: see also log chip, log
Itee, log reel. 3. a daily record of a ship's speed and
progress; logbook: in it are usually entered the ship's
position and any notable events of the trip. 4. a)
a record of the operating history of an aircraft or of
its engines. 6) a record of a pilot's flying time, experi-
ence, efc. 5. any record of progress, as on a journey,
MX ^an ^experiment, etc. od>. made of a log or logs.

&&, feofcfiBi) (16gd, load), LOGGING], 1. to saw (trees)
into logsj,

r 2. to cut down the trees of (a region). 3.

,
to enter in a ship's log. 4. to sail (a specified distance)
as indicated by a log. v4. to cut down trees and trans-
port the logs to a sawmill.

log- (teg, log), logo-.
log, logarithm.
log., logic.
Lo gan (16'gsn), n. 1. a city in northern Utah: pop.,
17,000. 2. a mountain of the St. Elias Range, Yukon,
Canada: height, 19,850 ft.

lo gan ber ry (15'gan-ber'i) , n. [/. LOGANBERRIES (-iz)],

[after Judge J, H. Logan, of California, who developed
it in 1881J, 1. a hybrid bramble developed from the
blackberry and the red raspberry and extensively

gown for its fruit. 2. the highly acid, purplish-red
fruit of this shrub,
Lo gans-port (Io'g9nz-p6rt', lo'gsmz-port'), n. a cityW northern Indiana: pop., 21,000.
krt**MNiic QdqV&dik, log'o-eMik), adj, [L, logaoe-
^us; Gx. logaoidikos < logos, discourse, prose -f aoide,
song: so named because the rhythm stands between
that of prose and that of poetry], having a meter of
combined dactyls* and trochees or anapests and iambics.
n* a logapedip verse.

log-a-rithm (16g's-ri*fc'm, log'a-ritft'm) , n. [Mod. L.
log&rtthmus <,Gr. logos, a word, proportion, ratio +
arithmos, number], in mathematics, the exponent of
the power to which a fixed number (the base} must
be raised in order to produce a given number (the
antilogarithm): logarithms are normally computed to
the base of 10 and are used for shortening mathe-
matical calculations: abbreviated log (no period).

log arith mic fldg'a-rp'mik, log'Q-ri*fc'mik), adj. of
a logarithm or logarithms,

log-a-rith-mi-cal-ly (l&gVri^'mi-kl-i, log's-ri^'mik-i*Y _^.
7> k means

*

(I6g
r ' '

_ book _ , __ ^ /f , . ,

I chip, a&at piece" of"wood
'

aftaohecl 'to a line and
reel and thrown into the water to measure a ship's

t rate of speed.
loge (lozh), n. [Fr.: see LODGE], any of a series of com-
partments in a theater, etc.; box.

log ger d6g'gr, log'Sr), n. 1. a, person wjiose WOR!C is

logging; lumberjack. 2. a machine for loading logs
_ on flat cars.

, 1. a stupid fellow; blockheaoL ,' 2. a long-
-_Jfd tool with a ball, or bulbTTat tibe end* used
when Mealed to melt tar/, heat liquids, etc. 3. a tropical
sea turtle with a hard shell and a large head: also
i^rt^^ead turtle, 4. a post on i

v- 1: *-

L ^harpoon Kne is turned to keep
fast,

, in disagreement; in a quarrel.

.

fc,J^A^&^&&^'on the, upper >p*nt; ccwnmon
-<--*-- ^^*

log-gia (loj'i-8, 16'jo; It. Idd'j

-jaz) t It. LOGGIE C-je)}, [It.;
see LODGE], an arcaded or
roofed gallery built into or

ejecting from the side of a
_ lding, particularly one
overlooking an open court.

log-ging (ISg'irj, fog'irj), n.
the occupation of cutting
down trees, cutting them
into logs, and transporting
them to the sawmill.

log*i-a (log'i-9), nM. [sing.
LOGION (-on')L [Gr* PL*
sayings < logos, a word],
maxims attributed to a re-

ligious leader; especially,

Jesus but not recorded in the I

logrolling
n. [pi. LOGGIAS

LOGGIA

sayings attributed to

log-ic (loj'ik), n. [ME. logike, 03?r. logique; L. logica;
Gr. logike (techne), logical (art) < logikos, of speaking
or reasoning < Zogos, a word, speech, reckoning, calcu-

lation, thought < legein, to speak], 1. the science of

correct reasoning; science which deals with the criteria

of valid thought. 2. a book dealing with this science.

3. correct reasoning; valid induction or deduction: as,

logic shows us a better course. 4. way of reasoning,
whether correct or incorrect: as, at this point our
logic was at fault. 5. the system of principles under-

lying any art or science. 6. necessary connection or

outcome, as through the working of cause and effect:

as, the logic of events. Abbreviated log.

-log-ic (loj'ik), -logical.

log-i-cal (loj'i-k'l), adj. 1. of or used in the science of

logic. 2. according to the principles of logic, or correct

reasoning. 3. necessary or to be expected because of

what has gone before; that follows as reasonable. 4. us-

ing or accustomed to use correct reasoning.
-log-i-cal (loj'i-k'l), [Grv -logikos < logikos; see LOGIC],
a suffix used to form adjectives correspondingjto nouns

being

logical positivism, a movement in philosophy con-
cerned with the unification of the sciences, especially
by an analysis of the language of science and the

consequent development of a vocabulary applicable
to all sciences: also called logical empiricism.

lo-gi-cian (16-jish'an), n. an expert in logic.
log-i-on (log'i-on

7
). n. singular of logia.

lo-gie-tic (la-ns'tik), adj. f< logistics], of logistics.

lO'gte-tic (b-jis'tik), adj. [ML. logisticus; Gr. logistikos,
skilled in calculation < logizesthai, to calculate <
logos, a word, reckoning, calculation], of calculation.
n. [Rare], the art of calculation; common arithmetic.

lo-gis tics (la-jis'tiks), n.pt. [construed as sing.], [Pr.

logistique < loger, to quarter; see LODGE], the branch
of military science having to do with moving, supply-
ing, and quartering troops.
log Hue. a graduated line attached to a log chip.

log-o- (I6g'5, log's), [< Gr. logos; see LOGIC], a com-
bining form meaning word, speech, discourse, as in
logogram: also, before a vowel, log-.

logo-gram (16g
/9-gram

/
, log's-gram'), n. [logo- +

-gram\, a letter, character, or symbol used to represent
an entire word (e.g., $ for dollar}.

Ic^p-gjww'mat'ic (ieg'8-gT9-mat'ik, log'9-grd-mat'ik),

_. n*al
fV-graf'ik),

lo*gog-ra*pliy (lo-gog'nj-fi), n. (Gr. logoir&phia; see
LOGO- & -GRAPHYt A. the use of logotypes in printing,
2, a system of longhand reporting in which several
reporters take down a few words each in succession.

log-o-griph (Idg'a-grif', log'o-grif'), n. [< logo- -f Gr,
griphos, fishing basket, riddle], L an anagram* 2. a
kind of word puzzle in which it is required to discover
^ certain word by combining tta letters of various
given words,

lo-gom a chy ao-gom'a-lci)* \&. LOGOMACHIES (-to)},
{Gr. logowachw < logos, a word -f mack*, a

" J

battle], 1. strife or contention in words
argument about worjdis, ii^itlw game of i

Logos (log'os, 16'gos) r n. feJofc^; Gr.
etc.; seeLOGicL L {$

reason,^ thougnt of as
i

of the universe
2, in Christian ,,. _,

,

the seooncV persm; the? TOaJty,

it,

or an
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rolling logs, as when a group of neighbors help to
clear off land by rolling logs into some spot for burning,
etc. 2. a) a giving of help, praise, etc. in return for help,
praise, etc. 6) in politics, mutual aid among politicians,
as by reciprocal voting for each other's bills. 3. the
sport of birling.

-logue (16g, log), [Fn;
t
L* 4ogu$; Gr, -logos < logos;

see LOGICJ, a combining form meaning a (specified
, ._ j ^ _^_ L -._ ........ ....

ag in monologue: also -log.
['wood'), n. [so called from

_____ _____________ .._ -.-w-,, 1 the hard, browni&h-red
wood of a tropical tree native to Central America
and the West Indies, used in dyeing. 2. this tree.

lo-gy (lo'gi), adj. [LOGIER (-gi-r), LOGIEST (-gi-ist)],

[? < D. log, heavy, dull], [Colloq.], dull or sluggish,
as from overeating.

-lo-gy (b-ji), [replacing earlier -logic (< Fr. -logie);
both ult. < Gr. logia < logos; see LOGIC], a combining
form meaning: L a (specified kind of) speaking, as
in eulogy. 2. science, doctrine, theory of,

as in geology.
Lo hen drin Qo'sn-grin'), n. in German legend^ a knight
of the Holy Grail, son of Parsifal: title character of an
opera (1SSO) by Richard Wagner.

loin (loin), n. [ME. loine; OFr. loigne, logne < ML.
*lumoea; L. lumbus; cf. LUMBAR], 1. usitally in pi. the
lower part of the back on either side of the backbone
between the hipbones and the ribs. 2. the front part
of the hindquarters of beef, lamb, mutton, veal, etc*

with the flank removed: see beef, illus. 3. pi. the hips
and the lower abdomen regarded as a part of the body
to be clothed or as the region of strength and pro-
creative power.
gird up one's loins, to get ready to do something diffi-

cult or strenuous.
loin-cloth (loin'kldth', loin'kloth'), n. a cloth worn
about the loins, as by some tribes in warm climates,

Loire (Iwar), n. a river in southern France, flowing
into the Bay of Biscay: length, 625 mi.

Lo'ls (15'is), [L.; Gr. Ldis], a feminine name.
loi-ter (Ipi'tSr), v.i [ME. loitren; MD. loteren], 1. to

spend time idly (often with ooqwO; linger; Dawdle.
2. to walk or move slowly and indolently, with fre-

quent stops and pauses: as, he loitered on the way.
v.t. to spend (time) idly.

SYN.~~loiter implies aimlesaness or slowness of movement and
may suggest a wasting of time in lingering or lagging {to /offer

around street corners) ; dawdle implies a wasting of time over
trifles or a frittering away of time that makes for slow progress
(to dawdle over a cup of tea) : dally suggests a spending of time
in trifling or frivolous pursuits; idle suggests habitual avoid-
ance of work, or inactivity, indolence, etc. (to idle away the

hours).

Lo-ki (lo'ki), n. [ON.], in Norse mythology, the god who
constantly created discord and mischief i he caused
the death of Balder.

loll (lol), vd. [ME, & MD. lollen], 1. to lean or lounge
about in a related or lazy manner* 2. to hang in a
relaxed manner; droop; as, their tieads lolled forward
in their sleep* v.t. to let hang loosely, as the tongue.
n* the act of lolling.

Lol land (l$l'an), n. a Danish island, south of Zealand
Island.

lol la pa-loo-za, lol la pa-loo-sa (JolVp946o%>), n.

[< f; but cf. LQLLHOP], [Slang], sopetlung very
striking or excellent: also lollypalooza, etc.

Lol lard Qol'ftrd), n. [MD* Mlaerd* lit., mtrttapsr (of

prayen, psalms) < fatten, to mumble, domf loll; cf,

LULL, LlLxL a member of a group of political and
religious reformers of 14th- and 15th-century England.
followers of John WycBffe, wkose doctripes ajriftgpf&ed
many points in the later Protestant Reformation.

lol 11 pop, lolly pop (loFi-poj/)' n. [child's word; prob.
after d&L W% the tongue -f pvpl a P^oe of hard

candy attached to the end of a small stick, eta;' also

(tam'Wrd, km/Wrd* lona'bird'K n [01^4
; EL. JtaMtfordto; ? < OHO* long,

tw* or
* iw; . Mo;

long -f- tart, a b*rtt; cf. LoWA0Yj* 1. a
inhabitant of LoJwdy. 2- a meiatser of a
tribe th* MiMfctd-in the Po VaUey* , adj. of

or th<5 litfMfcM.iww*'w .-... .. *4>

Lorn bar die 0^oM^dik. tafrfeii'dik), adj* (ML.
lomfcardtotfj, 1, ol tqw*piy or t&e Lombards.
2 of 4w wedfevml aliitfcttf4 rC# fctftheW' Italy*
S. of tJbi. Eeliaiipgptee adtffcetti

1

fa Lombardyv
LoiBoara Sttaet, 1. tfi$ street in London irocf a^iy

^to%dfttttei^
1

'^^ ^*h*
London financial matket or lnjinei* .

i ,

I^ite-liBMr^ (toinfMfHl*
l|^l!l^;T

>
]lf

w
"ttBh Sf

^Sr<^18^4 JW*^ ^ Bortiwwn

L^i4p^* ;**#*?*& of * bk^
- ^E

^---iiSe^%; tori^fa,
.

.

n. an inland c< hmqoflin* b-

tween Bali and Sumbawa: area, 1,811 sq. mi.; pop.,
600,000.

Lom-bro-si-an School (lom-bro'zi-gn), a school of

criminologists adhering to the theories and methods
of Lombrosp, who regarded the criminal as a distinct
and atavistic type of person.
Lom-bro so, Ce-sa-re (che'za-re

7
16m-bro's6), 1836-

1909; Italian criminologist and physician.
lo-ment (lo'ment), n. [L. lomentwn, bean meal < pp.
of latare, to wash: Roman women used it in a cosmetic
wash], a legume that separates at its constrictions into
one-seeded capsules when ripe.

lo men-ta ceous (lo'msn-ta'shss), adj. 1. like a
loment. 2. having loments.
lo-men-tum (lo-men'tsm), n. [L.], a loment.
Lomond, Loch (lo'msnd), a lake in west central
Scotland: area, c. 27 sq. mi.
Lon don (lun'dan), n. 1. an administrative county of

southeastern England, consisting of the City of London
and 28 metropolitan boroughs: area, 117 sq. mi; ppp.
2,601,000 (est. 1946): it is the capital of the United
Kingdom and the British Empire. 2. this county with
its suburbs (Greater London): pop., 6,785,000 (est.

1946). 3. a city in southeastern Ontario, Canada:
pop., 95,000. Abbreviated Lon., Lond.
City of London, the ancient center of the county of
London: area, 677 acres; pop., 11,000.

London, Jack, (John Griffith London), 1876-1916;
American novelist and short-story writer.

Lon-don-der-ry (lun'don-der'i) , n. a city in Northern
Ireland, on the River Foyle: pop., 45,000.

Lon-dres (lon'dres), n. [Pr., London], a medium-steed
or large cigar of cylindrical shape.

lone (Ion), adj. [< alone], 1. by oneself; alone; solitary.
2, lonesome. 3. unmarried or widowed: a humorous
usage. 4. a) standing apart from others of its kind;
isolated, b) unfrequented. &7N. see alone.

lone hand, 1. in card games, a hand played without
help from a partner. 2. a person who operates alone.
lone li-ness (lon'li-nis), n. a lonely state or quality.
lone-ly (lon'li), adj. [LONELIER (-li-er), LONELIEST
(41-ist)], [lone 4- ~ly], 1. alone; solitary. 2. a) standing
apart from others of its kind; isolated, 6) unfrequented.
3, unhappy at being alone ; longing for friends, company,
etc. 4. giving such a feeling. SYN. see alone.
lone-some (lon'sam), adj. [see LONE & -SOME], 1.

having or causing a lonely feeling. 2, unfrequented;
desolate* SYN, see alone.
lone wolf, a person who by choice plays a solitary
role in his ventures.

, _ , adj. [ME.; AS. long, lang; akin to G. long;
*(d)longho-$ (< base *del-, long), seen also in L.

longus (of. LONGITUDE)], 1. measuring much from
end to end in space or time; not short or brief. 2.

measured from end to end: as, the long dimension,
3. of a specified extent in length: as, the pa?ad was a
mile longk 4. of greater than usual or standard leag^ti,
quantity, etc, :

t
as, a long dozen, a lows game,. f

5 con-

taining many items or members: said ol a seiies. list,

etc. 6. overextended in length; hence* 7. tedious;
slow* 8. extending to what is distant in space or time;
far-reaching: as, he took a long view of the matter.
9. large: big: as, a bet at the lon% odds of 100 to L
he's taking a long chance. 10. having an abundance of

(with of or on); as, he was long on excuses. 11. in

finance, holding a large supply of a commodity t
or

stock in anticipation of a scarcity and rise in price.
12. in phonetics, a) held for a relatively long time:
said of a pronounced vowel or consonant* o) popularly,
having the quality determined by its relative back
position as compared with other vowel variants: said

of a vowel. 13. in prosody, a) requiring a relatively
long time to pronounce: said of syllables in quanti-
tative verse. 6) stressed: said of syllables in accentual
verse* adv. 1. for a long time. 2. for the duration

ol; from the beginning to the end: as, he lay awake
all night long. 3. at a much earlier or a^much later

iime tjian the time indicated; remotely: as, it happened
long ago. n. 1. in finance, a person who buys or is

on the long side of the market. 2, in phonetics &
prosody, a long vowel* consonant, or syllable*
as (or so) long as, 1. during the time 'tbat, 2. peeing
that; since. 3. provided that.

before long, soon.
the long ' and the short of. the whole story of in a
few "VoWs; gist or point of.

long (low), i>J. [MB- longm; AS, Unqian (akin to G.
lansen; to/vtfcQlu extend) < base 'of long (see Loisfe,

adjl)\ sens* < J$B. impewt me longmh, fit., to me it

seems long $ori etc.)f, to feel a ,sttong yearning;
deiwe greatly; wish-earnestly: as, we, wn& to go borne.

loiag (llrj), vf. 1MB. kmm < fon&* tP&etlc form of

As. zetang* dependent on| \. LArcwaic & Poet*e r to
be fitting w a*j^rfa,te* X* fOb4 ,to,

long., longitude.
i
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lon-ga-nim-i-ty (lor/ga-nim'o-ti), n. [LL. longanimitas
< L. longus, long -f animus, mind], patient endurance
of injuries: forbearance.

Long Beach, a city in Los Angeles County, California,
on the Pacific: pop., 244,000.
long-boat (l&ri'bot').. n. the largest boat carried on a
merchant sailing snip.
long-bow (16rj'bo') n. a bow drawn by hand and shoot-

ing a long, feathered arrow: cf. crossbow.
draw (or pull) the longbow, to exaggerate in telling

Long Branch, an ocean resort in New Jersey: pop.,

23,000.
long-doth (16r/kl6th', 16r/kloth') n. [so called because
made in long pieces], a soft cotton fabric of fine quality.

long-dis-tance (ISr/dis'tans), adj. to or from a distant

place or places: as, long-distance telephone calls.

long distance, a telephone exchange or operator that

puts through long-distance calls.

long division, the process of dividing a number by
another number containing, ordinarily, two or more
figures and of gutting the steps down in full.

long dozen, thirteen.

long-drawn (Idr/drfin'). adj. continuing for a long
or very long time; prolonged.

longe (lunj), n. [Fr., back-formation < allonge, ex-

tension < aUonger < LL. elongare; see ELONGATE],
1. a long rope fastened to a horse's head and held by
the trainer, who causes the horse to move around in

a circle. 2. the use of the longe in training horses.

v.t. [LONGED (lunjd), LONGING], to put (a horse) through
his paces, using a longe. Also spelled lunge.
lon-ge-ron (lon'jSr-sn; Pr. 16Vzh'-row')f n. [Fr,]fj a
main structural member along the length of an air-

plane body, or fuselage.

lon-gev-i-ty (lon-jev's-ti), n. [L. longaemtas < longaevus;
see LONGEVOUS], long life; great span of life.

lon-ge-vous Gon-je'vas), adj. [L. longaevus < longus,

long -j- aevum, age], [Rare], long-lived.

long-faced (16r/fast'), adj. 1. having a long face;

henee. 2. glum; disconsolate.

Long-fellow, Henry Wads-worth . (wadz'werth lor/-

feFo), 1807-1882: American poet.

long green, [Slang], paper money.
long-hair (Idr/har), adj. [Colloq.], designating or of

intellectuals or intellecttial tastes; specifically, playing
or preferring classical music rather than jazz or popular
tunes, n. [Colloq.], an intellectual; specifically, a

longhair musician. . .

long-hand (16r)'hand') n. ordinary handwriting, in

which the words are written out in full: cf. shorthand.

long-head (16g
/
hed') n. 1. a head with a cephalic

index of less than 80. 2. a person having such a

head; dolichocephalic person.

long head, much foresight; shrewdness; good sense.

long-headed, long-head*ed (16rj1ied'id), adj. 1.

having a longhead. 2. having much foresight; shrewd.

long-horn (16p
/h6*rnO , n. any of a breed of long-horned

cattle formerly raised in great numbers in the south-

western United States: also Texas lonfthorn.

long house, a communal home or council hal among
the Iroquois and other Indian tribes.

long hundredweight, the British hundredweight,
eqfual to 112 pounds. .

lon-jgi- (lon'ji), [L. < longus], a combining form meaning
long, as in langicorn.

Ion gi corn (lon'ji-koTnO, adj. [< long*- + L. cvrnu,

horn], in soolag$, having long feelers, or antennae.
n. a fongicorn teetle.

long-ing (ISr/in), n.^[long (to

desire; yearning, adj. feeling 01 _

Lon-gi-nus, Dionysius Cassius (lon-ji'nos),

2737LD.; Greek Platonic philosopher and rhetorician.

long*ish (l&n'ish), adj. somewhat long.

Long Island, an island jn New York State, between
Long Island Sound and the Atlantic: it includes

Kings, Queens; Nassau, and Suffolk Counties: area,

1,682 sq. ml; pop., 4,600,000.*: abbreviated L.I.

Long Island Sound, the arm of the Atlantic between
Connecticut and Long Island: length, 110 mi.

lon-gitude Qon'ja-toM', lon'fe-tad'), n. [ME.; L.

ton$itudo < longus, long; cf.

LONG, adj.], 1. length: now
usedhumorously. 2. angular
distance east or west on the
earth's surface, measured
ay the angle (expressed in

degrees, up to 180 in either

<$rection) which the merid-
ian passing through a par-
tic^ajar place; makes with a
stiSidara, or prime meridian,
ttsiSiBll'i^' tfafit one 'passing
through' 'Greenwich, Eng-
land, or by the difference
in tune bejween the two

yearn) + -ing], strong

the arc of the ecliptic
measured eastward from

the vernal equinox to the point where the ecliptic is

intersected by the great circle through the star,

planet, etc. and the poles of the ecliptic: also called

celestial longitude. Abbreviated long., Ion.

lon-gi-tu-di-nal (lon'ja-too'di-nl, lon'ja-tu'di-n'l), adj.
1, of or in length. 2. running lengthwise; placed
lengthwise: opposed to transverse. 3. of longitude.

long jump, the broad jump.
long-leaf, long-leaf (I6rj1sf0 n Georgia pine: also

longleaf pine, longleaf yellow pine.

long-leaved (pitch) pine (16r/levd'), a longleaf.

long-lived (16r/Hvd'; pccas. ISrjIivd,'). adj. [long +
-lived], having or tending to have a long life span or

existence.

long measure, linear measure.

long moss, a moss forming long, hanging tufts on
tree trunks and branches in southern United States.

Lon-go-bar-di (lor/gs-bar'di), n.pl [LL., pi. of Lon-

gobardus; see LOMBARD], the Lombards.
Long Parliament, the English Parliament that met
in 1640, was expelled by Cromwell in 1653, reconvened
in 1659, and was dissolved in 1660.

long pig, human flesh or a human body as food for

cannibals: from the Maori and Polynesian term.

long prim-er (prim/er), a size of type, 10 point: ab-

breviated L.P., i.p. This line is in long primer.
long-range (16i)'ranj')t adj. 1. designed to shoot over
a great distance: as, long-range guns. 2. taking the
future into consideration: as, long-range plans.

long-shore (16r/shar' t 16r/shor'), adj. [< alongshore],

existing, occurring, employed, or working along the
shore or water front, adv. along the shore.

long-shore-man (16r/sh6r'ni3n, ISn'shor'man), n. [pi.

LONGSHOREMEN (-man)], [longshore + man], a person
who works on a water front loading and unfading ships.

long shot, 1. [Colloq.], in betting, a choice that has

only a slight chance of winning and, hence, carries

great odds. 2. in motion pictures, a scene photographed
with the camera at some distance from the action.

not by a long shot, [Colloq..], absolutely not; not at all.

long-sight-ed 06rj'sit'id), adj. farsighted.

Longs Peak, (16rjz), a peak in Rocky Mountain
National Park, Colorado: height, 14,255 ft.

long-spur (ISr/spur'), n. [long -f spur], any of a group
of oirds related to the sparrows and finches and dis-

tinguished by their long hind claws: they breed in

the arctic regions and winter over a wide expanse of

the United States.

long-stand-ing (Idrj'stan'dirj), adj. having continued
for a long time.

Long-street, James (l&r/stretO, 1821-1904; Con-
federate general in the Civil War.

long-suf-fer-ance (loVsuf'Sr-gns), n. [Archaic], long-
suffering.

long-suf-fer-ing (Idn'suf'gr-in), adj. bearing injuries,

insults, trouble, etc. patiently for a_long time. n. long
and patient endurance of injuries, insults, trouble, etc.

long suit, 1. in card games, the suit in which a player
holds the most cards; hence, 2. something at which
one excels.

long ton, a unit of weight, equal to 2,240 pounds
avoirdupois: abbreviated l.t., Ig. tn.: cf. ton.

long-tongued (16tj'turjd
;
), adj. 1. having a long

tongue; hence, 2. talkative; tattling; gossipy.
long-wave (16r/wavO, adj. of, by, or for long waves.

long wave, a radio wave more than 545 meters in

length: frequencies of long waves are lower than 550
kilocycles.

long-ways (Idr/waV), adv. lengthwise.

lonjg-wind-ed (Idn'win'did), adj. 1. capable of con-
siderable exertion without gesbting out of breath. 2. a)

speaking or writing at great, often tiresome length.
b) tiresomely long: said of a speech, writing, etc.

long-wise 0.6n'wiz
/
) adv. lengthwise.

loo (loo) , it. (abbrev. of lanterloo < Fr. lanturelu, name
of the game], 1. a card game played for a pool made
tip of stakes and forfeits. 2. a stake or forfeit in the

game. v.l. to cause to pay a forfeit at loo.

Ioo4>y (tdo'bi), ib [#*. LOOBIES (*-biz)),i 1MB, kiby; prob.
akin to lo&, lubber; ? infiuenced by OPr. lubin nick-
name for a friar, said to be <L. lupiis, a wolf], a big,

clumsy fellow; loutsfamufc *' '*
>
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of the pod of a tropical gourd, used as a sponge in

bathing, etc, ''
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loo ie,Too-ey (ISo'i), n. [short for h'^ewa^], [Military

Slang], a lieutenant^ -
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look (look), v.i. [ME. lok

to OS. Idkdn, OHG. J**0j

after, look for; IR bas'*l*; t* fH^"^
lagad.W. lfygad.&ye] lf l.\to pjiWi1ifo&\

) to direct ok4 a**_,

I totry ibo see or find's
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looked his despair. 3. [Rare], to bring to a certain
condition by looking. 4. to appear as having attained
(some age): as, she scarcely looks her years, n. 1.
the act of looking; glance. 2. appearance; aspect.
3. fl [Colloq.], a) appearance: as, I don't like the
looks of things, o) personal appearance, especially of
a pleasing nature: as, she has looks and youth, inter/.
1. seel 2. pay attention 1

it looks like. Lit seems that there will be. 2. [Colloq.],
it seems as if.

look after, to take care of; watch over.
look alive, [Colloq.], to be alert; act or move quickly:
usually in the imperative.

look back, to recall the past; recollect.
look daggers, to look with anger; glare.
look down on (or upon), 1. to regard as an inferior.
2. to regard with contempt; despise,

look for, 1. to search or hunt for. 2. to expect j antici-

pate.
look forward to, to anticipate, especially eagerly.
look in (on), to pay a brief visit (to).
look into, to examine carefully; investigate.
look on, 1. to be an observer or spectator. 2. to con-
sider; regard.

look oneself, to seem in normal health, spirits, etc.
look out, to be on the watch; be careful.
look over, to examine; inspect.
look to, 1. to take care of; give attention to. 2. to
rely upon; resort to. 3. to look forward to; expect.

look up, i. to search for in a book of reference, etc.
2. [Colloq.], to pay a visit to; call on. 3. [Colloq.], to
get better; improve.

look up and down, 1. to search everywhere. 2. to
examine with an appraising eye; scrutinize.

look up to, to regard with great respect; admire.
SYN. look is the general term meaning to direct the eyes in
order to see (don't look now) ; gaze impEes a looking intently
and steadily, as in wonder, delight, or interest (to gaze at the
stars) ; to stare is to look fixedly with wide-open eyes, as in sur-

prise, curiosity, abstraction, etc. (it is rude to stare at people) ;

to gape is to stare with the mouth open in ignorant or naive
wonder or curiosity (the child stood gaping at the elephant^ ; to
glare is to stare fiercely or angrily (he glared at her for talking) ;

to peek is to take a quick, furtive look, as through a hole or
from behind a barrier, at something not supposed to be seen; to
peer is to look searchingly with the eyes narrowed (she peered
down the well). See also appearance,

look-er (look'er), n. 1. a person who looks. 2. [Slang],
a handsome person; especially, a pretty woman.

look er-on (look'Sr-on'), n. [pi. LOOKERS-ON (-grz-onOl.
an observer or spectator.

look-in (look'inO, n. 1. a hasty glance. 2. a brief
visit.

looking glass, a (glass) mirror.

look-out (look'outO. n. 1. a careful watcning for
someone or something. 2. a) a place for keeping
watch, usually one at a height affording an extensive
view, b] in nautical usage, a crow's nest, 3. a person
detailed tp watch. 4. outjpok ; prospect, 5. [Colloq.],
concern; worry: as,, $iat is none of my lookout.

Lookout Mountain, a mountain ridge in Tennessee,
Georgia, and, Alabama: highest point, 2,126 ft.: the

rof this ridge near Chattanooga, Tennessee was
site of a Cavil War battle (1863) in which the

Union forces defeated the Confederates.

look-see (look'se'), n* [Slang], a quick look; brief

loom @S5m), ft. [I^tE. lom&; AS. (ge^lomoj tool, /utensil;
connected with AS. gelome, frequent, ta basic sense
"often used thing"], 1. a machine for weaving threap
or yarn into cloth. 2. the art of weaving. 3. tike part
of an oar between the handle and the blade.

loom (loom), v.i. [earlier lome, loam; prob. < a LG.
or Scand. source via naut. language; cf. E.Fris. l&men,
Sw. loma, to come slowly (akin to E0g. lame); con-

jectured sense A
*to come slowly %wara ], to appear/*

take shape* or come i in sight indi^mctly as 1brottgh
a gw, . eaijedaJly m a la#ge> f^rtentom -or tteeateniag
form (often mm *^> a% tife peak toom&d iip helore

us; ate) wed fettalively. aa the specter of j?evoJntip

loomed ahead, n. a looming a|>pearace^ a* of lad or
a ship in tips fog.
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,' n^fosjdftqoi fw< <?N. lomm, /rof a

group of fish-eating, diving birds somewhat like ducks
but with a pofatedTw an4 a we4 QIT* fetnil plainly

loop (loop), n. [ME. loup, lope < Anglo-N. forms
corresponding to ON. hlaup, a leap, hlaupa, to run
(cf. LEAP); cf. Dan. ZoWbmde, lit., running knot;
the form loop represents a borrowed northernism or
an eastern dial, form based on Anglo-Dan,; cf. LOOSE],
1. the more or less circular figure formed by a line,

thread, wire, etc. that crosses itself. 2. anything haying
or forming this figure: as, a written I can be described

"

as a lengthened loop. 3. a sharp bend, as in a mountain
road, which almost comes back upon itself. 4. a

ring-shaped fastening or ornament: as, staples, eyelets,
and various sewing stitches are loofs. 5, in aero-

nautics, a movement in which an airplane describes
a closed curve or circle in the vertical plane: it is an
inside loop when the top of the airplane is toward
the center of the circle, and an outside loop when it

faces away from the center. 6. in electricity, a complete
circuit. 7. in physics, the part of a vibrating string,
air column, etc. between the nodes; antinode. if.&

1. to make a loop or loops in or of. 2, to wrap around
one or more times: as, loop the wire around that post.
3. to fasten with a loop or loops: as, she looped back
the draperies from the window. 4. in electricity* tp
join (conductors) so as to complete a circuit. v.i.

1. to form into a loop or loops. 2. to progress as a
measuring worm does by^ alternately straightening the
body and drawing it up into a loop. 3. in aeronautics,
to perform a loop or loops.
loop the loop, to make a vertical loop in the air, as in
an airplane or roller coaster.

the Loop, the main business, shopping, and theater
district in downtown Chicago: so called because the
elevated railway makes a loop around this area.

loop (loop), n. [ME. loupe; prob. < MD. lupen, to

peer; but cf. LOOPHOLE], [Archaic], a narrow opening
or loophole.

loop-er (loop'Sr), n. a person or thing that loops^
specifically, a) a device (on a sewing machine) for

making loops. 6) a measuring worm.
loop-hole (loop'holO. n. [loop (loophole) + hotet orig,

sense "hole in a loup" (i.e., penthouse for ventilation)!,
1. a hole or narrow slit in the wall of a fort, etc. for

looking or shooting through. 2. a means of escaping
or evading something unpleasant.

loop knot, a knot tied in a doubled rope so that a

loop extends beyond it: see knot, illus.

loop stitch, a sewingr stitch that forms connecting

loose
S

"(loos), adj. {ME. los, lous < Anglo-N.; d. OK
lauss, akin to AS. leas (see -LESS)], 1. not confined
or restrained; free; unbound, 2. not put up in a
container: as, loose* salt. 3. readily available ; ntot pat
away under lock and key: as, loose casai/ '4L-

fixmly fastened down or in: as, the leg oplo
is loose. 5, not tight; giving enough room:
clothing. 6. not compact or compactly ccin

as, a loose frame, loose soil. 7. no* restated; ir-

responsible: asv loose talk. 8. not precise or close;

inexact: as, a loose translation. 9. sexually immoral;
lewd. 10. moving! freely or excessively: as* loose

bowels, adv. loosely; in a loose manner, v.t. [LOOSED
(15ost), LOOSING], 1. 1 make loose; specifically, a) to
set free; unbind. &) to make less tight, c) to make less

compact, d) to free from restraint; make less rigid;

relax, e) to free from an obligation or responsibility;
absolve. 2. to let fly; release: as, he loosed the arrow
into the air. v4. to loose something or become loose,

break loose, 1. to free oneself by ^orce. 2. to shake off

restraint.
cast loose, to untie or unfasten; become or set free,

cut loose, 1. to break or cut from a connecting tie;

make or become unfastened. 2. to become freej es-

cape. 3. [Colloq.], to have fun in a free, unrestrained
manner.

let loose (with), to set free or give out; release* >

'

on the loose, 1. not confined or bound; tree. 2.

[Colloq,.], having fun in a free, unrestrained manner.
set (or turn) loose, to make free; release.

loose ends, [from the ends of a spliced ro]^e]r final,

relatively minor matters still to be taken care of.

loose-jointed (Idos'join'tid), ad/. 1. having l^se
Joints; hence, 2. lamber; moving freely and? flexibly.

loose-leaf (loSslef), <?/ having or designed, to have
leaves which "can easily be removed or inserted: as* a

Ioose4eaf notebook. >

;

JeofreiL'tQdfo^n), 4*< * 0-** to make ol: become loose
or looser (in various senses).

loose sentence, a sentence in which the grammatical
'form an$ essential meawingvai completd before the
end: dislangtaashjed from* pemqjfa
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of this plant with whorls of yellow flowers on fringed
petioles. 3. any of a number of related plants with
whorled leaves and spikes of purple flowers: also

purple loosestrife.
loose-tongued (loos'turjd'), adj. talking too much;
careless or irresponsible in speech.

loot (loot), ft. [Hind, lut < Sans, lunt, to rob], goods
stolen or taken by force, as from a captured enemy
citjr in wartime or by a corrupt official; plunder;
spoils, v.t. 1. to plunder; strip of everything valuable;
despoil* 2. to take or carry off as plunder. iu\ to

ige in plundering, SYN. see spoil,

(lop), v.t. [LOPPED (lopt), LOPPING], [MB. loppen;
_ate AS. *loppian (inferred < pp. adj. fappede);
prob. < ON. (c Norw. lopga)], 1. to trim (a tree, etc.)

by cutting off branches, twigs, or stems. 2. to remove
by or as by cutting off (usually with off), n. 1. the act

LOPPING], [< same base
__ hang down

loosely,
v.t

to let hang down loosely, adj. hanging down loosely.

lope (lop), v.L [LOPED (lopt), LOPING!, [ME. lopen; ON.
Hlaupa, to leap, run], to move with a long, swinging
stride, as in galloping. v,t. to cause to lope, fi. a

long, swinging striae.

lop-eared (lop'erdO, adj. having drooping or hanging
ears.

Lope de Vega, see Vega, Lope de.

lop-er (lop'er), n. a horse that lopes, especially one
whose normal gait is a lope.

lopho branch Qo'fs-brarjk', JofVbrarjk'), adj. [< Mod.
L. Lophobranchii, name of the suborder < Gr. lophos,
crest, tuft + branchion, gill], of a group of fishes,

including the pipefishes and sea horses, having gills

arranged in tufts along the branchial arches, n. a
fish of this group.

lop-pet (lop'Sr), n, a person or thing that lops, or
trims trees, etc.

lop-py (lop'i), adj. hanging down loosely; drooping.
lop sid-ed (lop'sld'id), adj. noticeably heavier, bigger,
or lower on one side; not symmetrical.

loq., [L.l, loquitur.

lo-qua-cious (Lo-kwa'shas), adj. [< L. loquax, loguacis <
loqui, to speak; + ou$], very talkative; lond of

talking. 'SYN. see talkatiye.

lo-quac-i-ty (154cwas'ati) , n, [L, loquacitas < loquax;
see LOQUACIOUS], talkativeness, especially when ex-
cessive.

lo quat (15'kwgt, lo'kwat), n. [< dial, pronun, of Chin.
lu chu, lit,, rush orange], 1. a small evergreen tree
of the rose family, native to China and Japan. 2. the
small, yellow, ecjible, plumlike fruit of this tree.

tlo qui tur (lok'wi-ter), [L.], he (or she) speaks.
Lo-rain (16-r3nO, n. a city in northern Ohio, on Lake
Erie: pop., 51,000.
Lor an, lor an (lo'r'an, lo'ran), n. [< Long Range
Navigation], a system by which a ship or aircraft
can determine its position by radar and radio signals
sent from known stations.

Lof'Ca (l&Y'kS), n. a city in southeastern Spain: pop.,

lordl (16rd), n. [MB. lorde, laverde; AS. hlaford < earlier

hlafweara; hlaf (cf. LOAF) 4* weard (cf. WARD, WARDEN) ;

basic sense "loaf keeper" (i.e., one who feeds de-
pendents); cf. AS. hlaf-seta, lit., loaf eater, hence
servant; cf. MD. brotherr (G. brotherr), lord < brot,
bread 4* kerr, master; many senses influenced by L.
dominus], 1. a person having great power and au-
thority; ruler; master. 2. the owner and head of a
feudal estate. 3. a husband: now humorous. 4. [L-],

a) God (with the except in direct address), b) Jesus
Christ (often with Our). 5. in Great Britain, a) a
nobleman holding the rank of baron, viscount, earl,
or marquis; member of the House of Lords, b) a man
who by courtesy or because of his office is given the
title of Lord, as a bishop, the son of a duke, or a
lord mayor. 6. [L-], pi. the House of Lords in the
British Parliament (usually with the). 7. [L-L in
Great Britain, the title of a lord, variously used: as
Earl of Leicester, John Doe would be called Lord
Leicester; as a baron, John, Lord Doe; as t&e son of
a marquis or duke, Lord John Doe: abbreviated L., l.f

Ld. v.i. to act like a lord; rule: chiefly in the phrase
lord it (over), to act in an overbearing, dictatorial
manner (toward), v.t. to make a lord of.

Lord Chief Justice, the highest judicial officer
England.
Lord (High) Chancellor, the highest officer of state
of Great Britain, Keeper of the GWefi Seal, privy
councilor, presiding officer of tfap.'Hotn* of Lords,
etc.j abbreviated I/.H.CX, L.C.
lord-ing (Idrd'irj) , n. 1. a petty or minor lord: lording:
usually contemptuous. 2. [Archaic], a lord; ~i.fl.
[Archaic], gentlemen; lords: a term of adores-

lord-li ness (IcYdoi-nis), n. the quality of beavfai&r.
lord-ling (16rd

/
lirj), n. a petty or minor lord: usually

contemptuous*
Iord4y (Idrdli), adj. [LORDLIER (-li*&r), ix^taasir
(-li-ist)j, of, like, characteristic of, or suitable to a

lord; specifically, a) noble; magnificent, b) haughty;
overbearing, adv. in the manner of a lord.
Lord Mayor, the title of the mayor of London and of
the mayor of any of several other English cities.

Lord of hosts, Jehovah; God.
Lord of Misrule, formerly, in England, a person
who presided over revels and games, as at Christmas.
lor-dosis (16r-do'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. lorddsis <
lordos, bent backward], forward curvature of the spine,
producing a hollow in the back.

lor-dot-ic (16r-dot'ik), adj. of or having lordosis.
Lord's day, [transl. of L. dies Dominica, Gr. ht kyriake
hemera (cf. Rev. 1:10): from being the day of the
resurrection of Christ], Sunday.

lord-ship (16rd'ship), n. [AS. hlafordscipe; see -SHIP],
1. the rank or authority of a lord; hence, 2. rule;
dominion. 3. a title used in speaking of or to a lord,

preceded by his or your. Abbreviated I/dp., Lp.
Lord's Prayer, the prayer beginning Our Father,
which Jesus taught his disciples: Matt. 6:9-13.

lords spiritual, the archbishops and bishops who are
members of the British House of Lords: distinguished
from lords temporal.

Lord's Supper, 1. the Last Supper; final supper of

Jesus with his disciples before the Crucifixion. 2.

Holy Communion; Eucharist: so called because it

commemorates the Last Supper.
lords temporal, those members of the British House
of Lords who are not clergy: distinguished front lords

spiritual.
lore (16r, lor), n. [MB. loort lore; AS. Jar, learning,
teaching; akin to G. lehre, teaching; see LEARN],
1. [Archaic}, a) a teaching or being taught; instruction.

b) something taught. 2. knowledge or learning;
specifically, all the knowledge of a particular group
or having to do with a particular subject, especially
that of a traditional nature,

lore (16r, lor), n. [L. lorum, thong], the space between
the eye and the upper edge of the bill of a bird or
between the eye and the nostril of a snake.

Lor-elei (Idr'o-li'; G. lo'rQ-H'), n. [G.]t
in German

legend, a
t
siren whose singing on a rock in the Rhine

lured sailors to shipwreck on the reefs: also Lurlei.
Lo-rentz, Hen-drik An-toon (hen'drik an'ton 15'-

rents), 1853-1928; Dutch physicist; received Nobel
prize in physics, 1902.

Lo-rerji-zo (16-ren'zo, te-ren'zo), a masculine name:
see Laurence.

Lo-ret-ta (18-ret'a, la-rette), [dim. of Laura], & feminine
name.

lor gnette (16r-nyet')t fl- [Fr, < lorgnefj to spy, Deep,
qutz < OPr. lorgne, squinting], 1. a pair of eyeglasses,
attached to a handle, 2. an opera glass similarly
mounted.
Jlor-gnon (lor'nvdw'), n. [Fr. < lor&ner; see LORGNETTE],
1. a single or double eyeglass, as a monocle or pince-
ness, 2- a lorgnette.

lo-ri-ca (lo-iilb), n. [PL LORICAE (~sS)], [L,, orig.,
corselet of thongs < lorumf a thong; akin to Gr.
eulera, reins], 1. in ancient Rome, the leather corselet,
or cuirass, worn by a Roman legionary. 2. in zoology,
a hard, protective shell or other covering.
loricate (16r'a-kaV, lor'o-kat'), adl. [L. loricatus, op.
of loricare, to harness, clothe in mau < lorica], having,
covered with, or resembling a lortca*

lor I cat ed (IdrVkS'tid. lor^-kS'tidJTad/- loricate.
lor i keet (16r'9-ket', lora-ket'), n. [< lory + parrakeet],
any of several small, brightly colored birds or the lory
family, found in Australia and the East Indies.

Lo-rin-da (16-rin'da, te-rinMa), a feminine name: see
Laura,

lo-ris (16r% 15'ris), n. [pi. LORXS], [Fr. < D. loeres, a
clown < her, a clown), either or two kindis of small,
slow-moving, Asiatic lemurs that live in trees and are
active at night,
lorn (16rn), adj. [MB.; pp. of losen, lesm, to lose (see
LOSE) ; the change of $ to r is 4ue to VeitiwKt phenom-
enon!, 1. [Obe.J, lost, ruined* or umdprna f, [Jbohaic],
forsaken, forlorn, bereft, or desolate.
Lor-na (fer'ne), [prob. of AS. origfe akin to Bng.
lorn], a feminine name.

Lor-rain, Claude (16-ran', lo-ran'; Fr. Wraw'),
Claude Gem), 1000-1682; French landscape p
Lor raine ^S^cin', 15-rSn'; Fr. Id^renOt CFrJf a feminine
name. n. a former province of northeastern France:
see Alsace-Lorraine.
Croea of Lorraine, a cross having two horizontal arms,
the lower one longer than the
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District as the site of an atomic-bomb laboratory
Los An-gel-es (16s az/gol-ss, 16s an'j'1-as, los an'ja-lezO,
a city on the southwestern coast of California: area,
442 so^ mi.; pop., 1,958,000; with suburbs, 4,339,000.

lose
(lopz),

v.t. [LOST (16st), LOSING!, [ME. losen, lesen.
merged form of AS. losian, to be lost, leosan, to lose-
influenced by loose; cf. LYSIS], 1. to bring to ruin or
destruction. 2. to become unable to find; mislay:
as, he lost his _keys. 3. to have taken from one by
negligence, accident, death, removal, separation, etc.;
suffer the loss of; be deprived of. 4. to fail to keep
(a state of mind or body, one's position, etc.) : as, he
loses his temper easily. 5. a) to fail to see, hear, or
understand: as, she did not lose a word of his lecture.
b) to fail to keep in sight, mind, or existence. 6. to
fail to have, get, take advantage of, etc.: miss: as,
he lost a good opportunity. 7. to fail to win or gain:
as, we lost the game. 8. to cause the loss of: as, his
negligence lost him his job. 9. to wander from and
not be able to find (one s way, the right track, etc.).
10. to spend unprofitably or uselessly; waste; squander:
as, we can't afford to lose any time. 11. to outdistance
in a race. 12. to engross or preoccupy: usually in
the passive, as, he was lost in reverie, lu. 1. to under-
go or suffer loss. 2. to be defeated in a contest, etc.
lose oneself, 1. to lose one's way; go astray; become
bewildered. 2. to become absorbed.

lo-sel (lo'z'l, loo'zH, loz'l), n. [ME. losel, lord < MD.;
influenced by ME. losen, lesen, to lose (cf. LOSE); cf.

MD. lose, loose conduct, lechery], [Archaic or Dial],
a worthless person, adj. [Archaic or Dial.], worthless.

loser (looz'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that loses.
2, a person who reacts to loss or defeat in a specified

way: as, a bad loser.

los-ing (looVirj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that loses. 2. pi. losses by gambling, adj. 1, that
loses: as, the losing team. 2. resulting in loss: as, a
losing proposition.

loss (16s) , n. [ME. los < pp. of losen, lesen, to lose

(cf. LOSE, LOST) ; AS. had los, ruin, dissolution < base
of leosan], 1. a losing or being lost. 2. an instance
of this, 3. the damage, trouble, disadvantage, de-
privation, etc. caused by losing something. 4. the

person, thing, or amount lost. 5. in electricity, any
reduction of voltage, current, or power between parts
of a circuit or between different circuits, due to resis-
tance of the elements. 6. in insurance, death, injury,
damage, etc. that is the basis for a valid claim for

indemnity under the terms of the jjolicy. 7. in military
usage, a) the losing of soldiers in battle by death,
injury, or capture, b) pi. soldiers lost in this way.
at a loss, puzzled: in an uncertain or perplexed state.
at a loss to, not able to; uncertain how to,

loss leader, any article that a store sells cheaply or
below cost in order to attract customers.

loss ratio, the ratio between the losses incurred and
the premiums earned by an insurance company during
a specified time.

lost (Idst), past tense and past participle of lose. adj.
1. ruined; destroyed. 2. not to be found; missing.
3. no longer held or possessed; parted with. 4. no
longer seen, heard, or known: as, a person lost in a
crowd. 5, not gained oir won; attended with defeat.
6. having wandered from the way. 7. bewildered; per-
plexed. 8. not spent profitably or usefullv; wasted.
9. spent away from one's place of work, as because of

i illness: as, he made up all his lost time.
lost to, absorbed in; engrossed in.

lost on, without effect on; failing to influence.
lost to, 1. ao longer in the possession or enjoyment of.

i
2. no longer available to. 3. having no sense of

(shame, right, etc.); insensible to.

lost cause, an undertaking or movement that has
failed or is certain to fail.

lost motion, ttie difference in the rate of motion of

driving and driven parts of a machine, due to faulty

lost trites, the ten tribes making up the kingdom of

Israel that were carried off into Assyrian captivity
about 72? B.Cf ; P Kings 17:6\
Lot (lot), n. [Heb. J<5*], in the Bible, Abraham's nephew,
who, warned by two angels, fled from the doomed
city of Sodom: his wife, who glanced back to behold
the destruction, was turned into a pillar of salt: Gen.

southern France, flowing into

lotte:AS. Mot; akin to G. los; IE.
a look, forked branch, twig, etc.,

1

(cf. CLAVICLE) ; prob. basic sense
*

jtt '^raw&glot^l, I. an object
atter by chance, a number of

in a container and then drawn or
one by one. ,'" 2. the use of such an
in determining a ma^ed **'"

men were chosen by lot. 3. the decision or choice
arrived at by this means, regarded as the verdict of
chance. 4. what a person receives as the result of
such a decision; share; hence, 5. one's portion in
life; fortune: as, her lot was not a happy one. 6. a

plot of ground; specifically, a) a subdivision of a block
in a town or city. 6) a parcel of land in a cemetery.
7. a number of persons or things regarded as a group.
8. often pi. [Colloq.], a great number or amount:
as, we saw a lot of wild ducks. 9. [CoBoq.], sort (of
person) : as, he's a bad lot. 10. in motion pictures, a
studio with the surrounding area belonging to it.

adv. a great deal; very much: as, she is a lot happier.
v.t. [LOTTED (-id), LOTTING], 1. to divide into lots.
2. [Rare], to allot. v.L to draw or cast lots. SYN. see
fate.

cast (or throw) in one's lot with, to take one's chances
in association with; share the fortunes of.

draw (or cast) lots, to decide an issue by using lots,
the lot, [Colloq.], the whole of a quantity or number.

loth (loth), adj: loath.
Lo-thar-i-o (16-thar'i-6'), n. W. LOTHARIOS (-ozOJ,
[name of ydung rake in Nicholas Rowe's play The
Fair Penitent], a gay seducer of women; rake;libertine,
Lothians, The (lo'*M-anz lo'thi-enz), a district "of
Scotland made up of three counties (East Lothian,
Midlothian, and West Lothian), south of the Firth of
Forth.

Lo-ti, Pierre (pyar' l$'te'), (pseudonym of Louis Marie
Julien Viaud), 1850-1923; French novelist.
lotion (lo'shan), n. [ME. loscion; L. lotio, totionis <
lotus, lavatus, pp. of lavare, to wash, bathej, a liquid
preparation used, as on the skin, for washing, soothing,

lo-tos (i'o'tas}, n. the lotus.
Lot-ta (lot's), a feminine name: see Charlotte.
lot-ter-y (lot'gr-i), n. \pl. LOTTERIES (-iz)], [It. lotteria

< lotto, lot < Fr. lot < Gmc. *laut; see LOT], a game of
chance, often sponsored by a civic or other organiza-
tion for the purpose of raising funds: subscribers buy
numbered chances on the prizes offered, the winning
numbers being chosen by lot.

Lot*tie. Lot-ty (lot'i), a feminine name: see Charlotte.
lot-to (lot'o), n. [It,; see LOTTERY], a game of chance
played with cards having squares numbered in rows,
no two cards being numbered aHke: counters are
used to cover the numbered squares corresponding
to the numbered disks drawn by lot from "a bag or
box and the player who first gets one row, etc. on his
card covered is the winner: see also bingo, keno, etc.

lo-tus (lo'tds), n. [L.; Or. Idtos], 1. in Greek legend,
a) the fruit eaten by the lotus-

eaters, which was supposed to
induce a dreamy languor and
forgetfulness. b) the plant ..j^,^- ,

bearing this fruit. 2. any. of -IKV*iJll!
several ^tropical water HKes,

4 LOTUS

lo^tus-eat-er (15'tQS-et'gr) , n. 1. in Greek legend, one
of the inhabitants of a land described in the Odyssey
(Bk. 9), who ate the fruit of the lotus and consequently
became indolent, dreamy, and forgetful; hence, 2,

anyone thought,of as living a life of indolence and ease,

kma (loud), adj. [ME.: AS. hlud? akin to G, lout} IE.
base *#?e^-, to hear, listen: cf. LISTEN), 1. staging
with force on the organs of hearing; of great intensity;
strongly audible: said of sound. 2. making a sound or
sounds of great intensity: as, a loud tJell. 3, noisy.
4. clamorous; emphatic; insistent: as, loud denials.
Sf [Colloq.], too vivid; showy; flashy: s, a loud pattern
in clothes. 6. [Colloq..], unrefined; vulgar, adv. in a
loud manner : loudly,
loud-en (loud''n), v.t. A v.i. to make or become loud
or fottdeir.

' '

loud-lsh (loud'ish), adj. somewhat ,loud.
loudmouthed (toud'motUM'f Ioutd%iotttht0f #.
talking in a loud, irritating voice; blatant.

loud-speak-er Cloud%jpW$r), p. In radio, etc,, a device
for converting electrical ' energy to sound and foe"'le sound Wtfee dewed volume,

ogfy, it* $&': Gml '& Oiti Mtot se
1. a lake. '< 2. an arm of the sea.
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Louis Ooo'is, loo'i; Pr. Iwe), [Fr.; OFr. Loeis; prob.
via ML* Ludovicus < OHG. Hluodowig < Gmc. base
*Wttdo~, famous (< base of loud) + *wiga~, war;
hence, lit., famous in war; in the form Lewis, some-
times an adaptation of W. Llewelyn}, a masculine name:
diminutives, Lou, Louie; feminine* Louise^ equivalents,
I*. Ludovicus, G. Ludwig, It. Luigi, Sp. Luis: also Lewis.

lou-is Qoo'i), ft. [pi LOUIS (loo%)], a louis d'or.

Louis I, 778-840 A.D.; son and successor of Charle-

magne; king of France and emperor of the Holy
Roman Empire (814-840 A.D.) : called le Dtbonnaire,
the Pious.
Louis II de Bourbon, see Condft, Prince de.

Louis IX, 1214-1270; king of France (1226-1270):
also Saint Louis. ,._.,. *

Louis XI, 1423-1483; son of Charles VII; king of

Louis^XII, 1462-1515; king of France (1498-1515):
called Father of the People,
Louis XHI, 1601-1643; king, of France (1610-1643);
acted under advice of Richelieu. .,-_, .

Louis XIV, 1638-1715; son of Louis XIII: king of

France (1643-1715); his reign encompassed a great
period of French culture: caUed the Great.

Louis XV, 1710-1774; great-grandson of Louis XIV;
king of France (1715-1774); reign marked by War
oftne Austrian Succession and Seven Years War.
Louis XVI, 1754-1793; grandson of Louis XV:

*

of France (1774-1792); reign marked by
T*-

Revolution; guillotined. -,-,. . ,

Louis XVlt 1785-1795; son of Louis XVI; titular

king of France.
Louis, XVIII, (Louis Xavier Stanislas], 1755-1824;
grandson of Louis XV and brother of Louis XVI;
king of France (1814^1815; 1815-1824).
Louis, Joe (loo'is), (born Joseph Louis Barrow),
1914- ; American prize fighter; world heavyweight
champion (1937-1949^.
Lou i sa (loo-we'za), Ut.1, a feminine name: see Louise,
lou-is d'or (loo'i dor). [Fr., gold louis: so called after

various French kings], 1. an old French gold coin
of varying value, issued through the reigns of Louis
2<CIIX-Louis XVI. 2. a later French gold coin worth
iO francs.

Lou-ise (loo-weV), [Fr., fern, of Louis], a feminine
name: diminutives, Lou, Lulu; variants, Louisa,
777/1* ^

Louise*, Lake, a small lake in Banff National Park,
Alberta, Canada: altitude, 5,670 ft.

Lou is! an a (loo'i-zi-an's, loo-we'zi-an'd), fi. a South-
ern State of the United States, on the Gulf of Mexico:
area, 48,523 sq. mi.; pop., 2,684,000; capital, Baton
Rouge: abbreviated La.

Lou-i-si-an an (16x>'i-zi-an'dn, loo-we zi-an'dn), adj. &
n. Louisianian.

Louislapa Purchase, the land bought by the United
States from
France
1803
$15,000,
it e*te
from tite
of Mexico _

Canada and
f r o nt the
Mississippi to
the Hocky
Mountains;

Lou-lsi an-i
an (16"5'i~fci-

an'i-sn, lop*
we'zi-an'i-
an), adj. of

LOUISIANA PURCHASE (1803)

Louisiana, n. a native or inhabitant of Louisiana,
Louis Napoleon, (born Charles Louis Napoleon Bona-

'

te), 1808-1873: nephew of Napoleon; as Napoleon
, emperor of France^ (1852-1870); depo

"

-^- - - - -
; Eng. loo'i fi-l<Lou-is Pni4ipp<* QwS lelep'; Eng. loo'i fi-lep'), I773r

1850; king of France (1830-1848); abdicated in
Revolution of 1848: called Rot citoyen (Citizen King).

Louis Qua-torze (ka'tftrz'), designating or of the style
of furniture, architecture, etc. of the tune of Louis
XIV of France, char^cter4z;e4 by massive, baroque
forms and lavish ornamea^tipiv
Louis Qulnze (kawz), designating or of the stvle of

furniture, architecture, etc. of $^e time of Louis XV
of France, characterized by rococo treatment with
emphasis on curved lines aad highly; decorative forms
based on shells, flowers, etc.

;

Louis Seize (ez), designating or of the style of furni-

ture, architecture, etc. of the time of Louis XVI of
France, characterized by a return to straight lines,

symmetry, and classic ornamental details.

Louis {M* ftfw), designating or of the', ftyteog
furniture, architecture, etc. of the time of Louis XIII
of FRWMP, characterized by Renaissance forais, ricti

m, moldiass, etc.
. .

flow-v^O*,**. a city in northern
io: pop*?

lounge (lounj), v& [LOUNGED (lounjd), LOUNGING],
[15th-c. Scot, dial.; ? < lungis* laggard, drowsy person
< OFr. longis < L. Longinus* supposed name of soldier

who lanced Jesus in the side, merged with L. longus],
1. to stand, move, sit, lie, etc. in a relaxed or lazy
way; loll. 2. to spend time in idleness, v.t. to spend
by lounging: as, they lounged the summer away. n. 1.

an act or time of lounging. 2. a lounging gait or stroll.

3. a room, as in a hotel, equipped with comfortable fur-

niture for lounging. 4. a couch or sofa,- especially a
backless one with a headrest at one end.

loung-er (loun'je'r), n. a person who lounges; idler.

Jloup-ga-rou (loo'ga'roo'), n. [pi. LOUPS-GAROUS (loo'-

ga'roo')], [Fr.; loup, wolf
t (L- lupus) + garou, were-

wolf; OFr. garous, garoul < Frank. *warwvulf; see

WEREWOLF], a werewolf.
lour (lour), ini. n. lower (scowl).
Lourdes (loord; Fr. loord), n. a town in southwestern
France: pop., 14,000 (1946): site of a famous shrine.

Lou*ren*O Mar-ques (lo-ren'so mar'kes; Port. Id-,

rew'soo maVkezh), the capital of Mozambique: pop.,
47,000.
louse (lousj/or v., louz), n. \pl. LICE (Hs)], [ME.; AS.
lus; akin to G. laus; IE. */#$, seen also in W. tteben,

Bret, laouen, etc.], 1. any of several small, flat, wing-
less parasitic insects, with either biting or sucking
mouth parts, that infest the hair or skin of man and
other warm-blooded animals. 2. any of various other
small insects, arachnids, and crustaceans, parasitic on

plants or animals. 3. [Slang], a person regarded as

mean, contemptible, etc. v.f. [LOUSED (louzd), LOUS-

ING], [Rare], to remove lice from; delouse.

louse up Qous), [Slang], to botch; bungle; spoil; ruin.

louse-wort (lous'wtirt'), n- [so called because sheep
feeding on the plants were said to become infested
with vermin], any of a group of plants of the figwort
family, with soft, hairy, fernlike leaves and spiked
clusters of reddish and yellowish flowers: also called

lous-i-ness (louz'i-nis) , n. the condition of being lousy.

lous-y (lou'zi), adj. [LOUSIER (-zi-er), LOUSIEST (-zi-

ist)], 1. infested with lice; hence, 2. [Slang], dirty,

disgusting, or contemptible. 3. [Slang], poor; inferior:

a generalized epithet of disapproval or condemnation.
4. [Slang], well supplied or oversupplied (with).

lout (lout), n. [prob. < or connected with ME. lawt,

a rag (for *lowa), hence akin to MLG. luder, lappet,

rag, ragged fellow ; prob. influenced by lout, to bow), a

clumsy, stupid fellow; boor, v.t* [Obs,], to treat with
contempt; flout.

lout (lout), v.i. 4 v.t. [ME. louten; AS. lutan; akin to

ON. luta; IE. base *leud~, to stoop (cf. LITTLE), seen
also in Ir. luda, little finger], [Archaic & Dial.], to
bow or curtsy; bend; stoop.

lout ish (lout'ish), adj. like or characteristic of a lout;
clumsy and stupid; boorish.

Lou-vaia (loo'van': Eng. loo-van'), n. a city in central

Belgium: pop., 3^,000 (est. 1947),
lou-ver (Itfo'ver), n. [ME. luver, lover; OFr. lover,

lovier < base of OHG. louba, loupa, upper story gallery,
upper roof, etc.; for IE. base see LEAF. LOFT], 1. in

medieval architecture, an open turret or lantern on the
roof of a building. 2. a) a window or opening in a
turret, etc. furnished with louver boards, b) a louver
board. 3. any ventilating slit, as in the side of an
automobile hood.

louver board, any of a series of sloping slats set in a
window or other

^ opening to

provide air and lignt but to
shed rainwater outward: also
louver boarding.
L'Ouverture, Toussaint, see
Touseaint L'Ouverture.

Lou-vre (loo'vra, loov, loo'vSr:
Fr. 16o'vr

r

), n. an ancient royal
palace in JParis> converted into
a museum in the 18th century:
it contains many pf the world's

the quality of being lovable.
lov-a-ble ^uv'a^bl). adj. in-

spiring love; endearu
lova-bly (luv'9-bli), adv. In a
be lovable: also spelled loveal

lov age (luv'iJ), n. [ME,
& ache) < OFr, lem^ch^,

JU ligusticum, Icjvj

' "

iicus% tigurlan, <
a European herb qf %e

LOUVER BOARDS

: manner; so as to

tfo ft

love 5tiy) n. [MS. love*
luba &, more rejnotelFr

strong affection for or a
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5. sexual passion or its gratification.

benevolent concern for mankind. 6) man's devout
attachment to God. c) the feeling of benevolence and
brotherhood that people should have for each other.
v.t. [LOVED (luvd), LOVING], 1. to feel love for. 2. to
show love for by embracing, fondling, kissing, etc. 3. to

delight in; take pleasure in: as, she loves good music.
v.f. to feel the emotion of love; be in love.
fall in love, to begin to love; feel a strong, usually
passionate, affection.

for love, as a favor or for pleasure: without payment.
for the love of, for the sake of: witn loving regard for.

in love, feeling love; enamored.
make love, to woo or embrace, kiss, etc. as lovers do.
no love lost between, no liking or affection existing be-
tween.

SYN. love implies intense fondness or deep devotion and may
apply to various relationships or objects (sexual love, brotherly
love, love of one'swork, etc.) ; affectionsuggests warm,tender feel-

ings, usually not aspowerful or deep as those impHed by love
(he has no affection for children) ;

attachment implies connec-
tion by ties of affection, attraction, devotion, etc. and may be
felt for inanimate things as well as for people (an attachment to
an old hat) ;

infatuation implies a foolish or unreasoning pas-
sion or affection, often a transient one (an elderly man's infatua-
tion for a young girl).

lovea-ble (luv'a-b'l), adj. lovable.

love-a-bly (luv'a-bli), adv. lovably.
love affair, an amorous or romantic relationship or

episode between two people not married to each other.

love apple, [cf, Pr. pomme d*amour, O. liebesaftfel;

orig. prob. folk etym. for earlier It. pomi dei Morit

lit., apples of the Moors], the tomato: former name.
love-bird (luv'burd'), n. any of various small birds
of the parrot family, originally from Africa or South
America, often kept as cage birds: so called because
mates appear to be greatly attached to each other.
love feast, 1. among the early Christians, a meal
eaten together as a symbol of affection and brother-
hood. 2. in certain modern religious denominations,
a feast or gathering imitating this. 3. any feast or

gathering characterized by friendliness and good
feeling.
love game, in tennis, a game in which the losing player
or team scores no points.

love-in-a-mist (luv'in-a-mistO. n. any of a group of

European plants of the crowfoot family, with finely
cut leaves and blue flowers.

love-in-i-dle ness Quv'in-aM'1-nis), n. the wild pansy.
love knot, a knot of ribbon, etc. that serves as a token
between lovers.

Love-lace, Richard (luvlaV), 1618-1658; English
Cavalier poet.

love-less (luvlis), adj. without love; specifically, a)

feeHng no love, o) receiving no love; unloved,
love-lies-bleed-ing (luvliz'bled'iii), n. a variety of

amaranth with drooping spikes of small, red flowers.
love-li-ness (luvli-nis) , n the quality of being lovely.

love-lock (LttvlokOi n. [cf. Fr. accroche-coeur], a lock
of hair lying apart from the rest of the hair; specifically,
such a long lock as formerly worn by courtiers.

love-lorn <Juv16rn')t adj. fsee LORN], deserted by or

pining for one's sweetheart; pining from love.

love-ly fluv'li), adj. [LOVBLIBR (4i-er), LOVBLOCST (-H-
ist)]7[ME. t&uttck; AS. tuJMc], haying those qualities
that inspire love, affection, or admiration ; specifically,

a) beautiful; exQuisite. 6) morally or spiritually at-

tractive; gracious, c) [Colloq.J, highly enjoyable: as,

a lovely party. SYN. see beautiful.

love-mak-ing (luv'mak'irj), n. the act of making love;
wooing or embracing, fondling, kissing, etc.

love match, a marriage for lore only, not for wealth,
social status, etc.

love potion, a magic drink supposed to arouse love
for a certain person in the drinker.

(iuv'eV), n. a jperson who loves; specpjealy,

two or more large handles by which it was formerly
passed from guest to ^uest at banquets: now often

given as a prize in sporting events, etc.

lov-in^-kind ness (luv'in-kmd'nis) , n. kindness or
affectionate behavior resulting from or expressing
love.
low (16), adj. [ME. lowe, loub, etc.; AS. lah (akin to
ON. lagr, MD. lage); for base see LIE (to recline) &
LAY, v.J, 1. of little height or elevation; not high or
tall. 2. depressed below the surrounding surface or
normal elevation: as, water stood in the low places.
3. of little depth; shallow: as, the river is low. 4. of
little quantity, degree, intensity, value, etc.: as, a
low cost, low pressure. 5. of less than normal height,
elevation, depth, quantity, degree, etc. 6. near the
horizon: as, the sun was low. 7. near the equator:
as, a low latitude. 8. cut so as to expose the neck or

part of the shoulders, chest, or back; d6collet: as* a
dress with a low neckline. 9. a) prostrate or dead:
as, he was laid low. b) in hiding or obscurity:" as, I

must stay low until the trial is over. 10. deep: as, a
low bow. 11. lacking energy; enfeebled; weak. , 12.

depressed in spirits; melancholy. 13. not of high
rank; humble; plebeian: as, his low origin did not
hamper him. 14. vulgar; coarse; debased; undignified.
15. poor; slight; unfavorable: as, he has a low opinion
of him. 16. not rich or nourishing; simple; plain: as,
a low diet, 17. not advanced in evolution, develop-
ment, complexity, etc.: inferior: as, a low form of

plant life. 18. relatively; recent: as, a manuscript of
a low date, 19. designating the gear ratio of a motor
vehicle, etc., producing the lowest speed t

and the
greatest power. 20. a) not well supplied with; short
of (with cm) : as, to be low oft ammunition, b) [Colloq.],
not having any or much money; short of ready cash.
21. of little intensity; not loud: said of a sound. 22.

designating or producing tones made by relatively
slow vibrations; deep in pitch. 23. in the Anglican
Church, relating to the Low Church or its doctrines.
24. in phonetics, pronounced with the tongue depressed
in the mouth: said of certain vowels, such as the a
in calm. adv. 1. in, to, or toward a low position,
direction, etc. : as, hit them low. 2. in a low manner.
3. quietly; softlv/. as, talk low so as not to disturb
the others. 4. with a deep pitch. 5. in & low rank or
humble position. 6. cheaply: as, sell high and buy
low. 7. so as to be near thehorizon or near the equator.
n. something low; specifically, a) that gear of a motor
vehicle, etc., producing the lowest speed and the
greatest power. 6) [Colloq.], a low level of accomplish-
ment: as, her performance represents a new low in

acting, c) in certain card games, the lowest trump.
<t) in certain sports, games, etc., the lowest score or

number, or the person or team having this, e) in

meteorology, a low-pressure area. Abbreviated L., 1.

SYN. see base,

lay low, 1. to cause to fall by hitting, 2. to overcome
or kill.

(

lie low, to keep oneself hidden or inconspicuous.
low (13), vd. [ME. lowen; AS, Mowan; akin to ON.
Woo, to roar; IB. base *&lr, to cry? cry out, seen also
in L. clamor, cry (cf. CL4MQR) J* to make the character-
istic sound of a cow; niqo. w< to express by lowing.
n. the characteristic sound 6f a cow.
Low Archipelago, the Tuamotu Archipelago. .

low-bom (fe^jBcB/). #* borft into a low, or humble,
rank or position.
lowboy (lo'boiO, n. a chest of drawers mounted on
-*

t, legs to about the
ht of a table: distin-

of inferior stock; poorly
born. 2. ill-mannered; vul-

gar: crude; coarse.
tow-brow (lo'brou
[Slang], alperson lac
considered, to lack
cultivated and in

a) a sweetheart, b) pi. a man and a woman In love tastes, adj. [Slang], of or
www*

with each other, c) a paramour: now usually applied for a low-brow. Usually a term of contempt or of false

only to a man. <*) a person who gtoaJt? enjoys some
(specified) thing: as, a lover of good music.

lov-er-ly (luv'Sr-li), adj. & adv. like, or in the manner
of, a lover.

love seat, a doable chair or small sofa seating two

low set, in tennis, a set in which the loser wins no

lov^ick (luy'sikO: adj. 1. so much in love as to be
. incapable of carrying on in a normal fashion. 2. ex-

of such a condition: as* a lovesick song.~
iv'irj), adj. [ppn of love], 1. feeling love;
2. expressing love: as, a loving act.

-JSt' '

i-
: E8L^.-J jOffLJaulL- ^MjJfcl **. 2Y*M Ai*.jfc jiltliL

i % jMnp^ cUBMn0 cap of stiver,, owx* witn

humility,
Low-Church (16'chfirch'), adf. of or like the Low
Church; stressing simplicity in religious observance.
Low Church, that party of the Anglican Church which
attaches little importance to rituals, sacraments, etc..

and holds to a more evangelical doctrine than the High
Church* k

low comedy, comedy that gets Its effect mainly from
action and situation, as burlesque,, farce, slapstick,
and horseplay, ratfee^
characterization; broai

low-cost (lowest'), ac
Low Countries, the
Luxemburg.

comedy.
t a low coito.

, Belgium, ,

and
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low-coim-try (lo'kun'tri), adj. of the Low Countries.

low-down (lo'doun/), n. [Slang], the pertinent facts;

especially, secret information (with the}, adj. (15'-

dounO JColloq.J, mean; contemptible; despicable.
Low-eft (lo'sl), n. a city in northeastern Massachusetts:
pop., 97.000.

Lowell, Abbott Lawrence, 1856-1943; American ed-
ucator and lawyer; president of Harvard (1909-1933).

Lowell, Amy, 1874-1925; sister of Abbott Lawrence;
American poet and critic.

Lowell, James Russell, 1819-1891; American poet,
essayist, editor, and diplomat.

low-er (lo'Sr), adj. (comparative of low], 1. in a place
or physical condition below another. 2. inferior^ in

rank, authority, dignity, etc. 3. [L-], in geology, ear]iQT:

used of a division of a period, as, Lower Devonian, n*

something below another similar thing; specifically

fColloq.j, a lower berth, v.t. 1. to let or put down: as,

he lowered the window. 2. to reduce in height, amount,
value, etc.: as, he will lower his prices. 3. to weaken
or lessen: as, a cold had lowered his resistance. 4. to
cause to be less respected: as, such acts lowered him in
our eyes. 5. to reduce (a sound) in volume or in pitch.
tw". to become lower; sink, fall, become reduced, etc.

low-er Qou'eY), v.L [ME. louren, luren; cf. G. lauern,
to lurk], 1. to scowl or frown. 2. to appear black
and threatening: as, a lowering sky or clouds, n. a
frowning or threatening look. Also lour.

Lower Alsace, the part of Alsace that is now Bas-Rhin.
Lower Austria, a province of northeastern Austria:

pop., 1,281,000 (1947).
Lower California, a peninsula in Mexico, between
the Pacific and the Gulf of California: area, 55,629
sq. mi.; pop., 130,000; capital of northern territory,

1

Mexicali; of southern territory, La Paz: Mexican
name; Baja California.
Lower Canada, Quebec, a province of Canada: the
former name: abbreviated L.C.

low-er-case (lo'gr-ltas'), <*/ in Printing, designating,
of, or in sniall letters as distinguished from capital

(upper-case) letters. t;.f. [Lowm-CASteB (-ka"st')

LOWE^-C^SING], tp set ftp in, or to change to, small

lexers.
" '

'

lower case, Prom their being kept in the lower of two
cases of type] small-letter type used in printing as
distinguished from capital letters (upper case) : abbre-
viatedl.c.

low-er^class-man (lo'Sr-klas'man), n. \pl. LOWER-
CLASSMEN (-man)], a student in either of the first two
years of a four-year course in a school or college;
freshman or sopnomore.
Lower House, [sometimes 1- h-], the popular and,
usually, larger and more representative branch of a
legislature having two branches, as the House of

Representatives of the United States Congress.
low*er'ing (lou'Sr-irj, lour'irj), adj. [ppr. of lower (to
scowl)], 1. scowling; frowning darkly. 2. dark, as
if about to rain or snow; overcast.

low-er-most (lo'Sr-njostOr of/, lowest.
Lower Silurian, in geotogy, the Ordovician.
lower world, 1. the supposed abode of the dead; hell;

Hade^s; Shebl. 2. the earth.

Lowes, John Liv-ing-ston (liv'irj-stsn loz), 1867-194:5:
American scholar, critic, and teacher.
lowest common multiple, the lowest number exactly
divisible by each of two or more numbers: abbreviated
L.G.M., l.c.m.

Lowes-toft (los^oft, Ios/t0ft), n. 1. a port on the
eastern coast of England: pop., 40,000 (est. 1946). 2.
a variety of-''^tt*:,wade tnere.

Wre'kwan-si), adj. in electricity,

.., , .

fr ^^alternating current or oscillation
witli a rejaww Jof^ ^frequency, now usually less than
10,000 cycles f fw tee&ond.
Low German^ Iv <a9f v^jbe German dialects spoken in
the northern lowlands; of Germany, the Netherlands,
etc. 6) PlattdeuWti. & that branch of the Germanic
subfamily of ttii mfld-European family of languages
which includes English, Frisian, Dutch, Flemish, Old
Saxon, Plattdeutscji, etc.: distinguished from High
German. Abbreviated LG., L.G., L.Ger.

low-grade (lo'gradO, adj. of inferior quality.
low-mud (island; also, for n., folandO, n. land that
ip below the level of the surrbunding land. adj. of
or from such a region.

t^lte Lowlands, lowlands of sotilihem and eastern Scot-
land: distinguished from me Highlands.

low lander Qo'lsn-dgr), 7i.,a natiye or injiabitant of a
lowland or of the Lowlands.
Low Latin, the Latin language fcom 200-300 AJX to
the

t
time when Latin

m disappeared as, a ver^iacujar
distinct jprom ti^e various Romance

tlanguage^; 'ajb?
breviated LL., LXat.: cf. Late Latin, MeSevSl Latin,
Vulfiar Latin.

'
''

.'",'' /',\

low li ness (Ipli-nis), n. a lowly state or _ T__
%w"ty fl5

/H) adj. [LOWLIER (4i-er), LQWLIIDSI:
1. of or staled to a low position or rank. 2.

meek. 3f low. otfv. 1, humbly; meekly, 2.
low manner, position, etc. SYN. see humble.

Low Mass, a Mass said without music and with less

ceremonialism than High Mass: it is conducted by
one priest with, usually;, only one server, or altar boy.
low-mind-ed (lo'mm'did), adj. having or showing a
coarse, vulgar mind.
low-necked (lo'nekf), adj. having a low neckline;
de'collete': said of a dress, etc.

low-pitched (lo'pichf), adj. 1. having a low tone
or alow range of tone : as, a low-pitched voice. 2. having
little pitch, or slope: said of a roof.

low-pres-sure (lo'presh/Sr), adj. having or using rela-

tively low pressure: abbreviated l.p.

low relief, bas-relief.

low-spir-it-ed (lo'spir'i-tid), adj. in low spirits; sad.
Low Sunday, the first Sunday after Easter.
low-tension (lo'ten'shsn) , adj. in electricity, having,
or carrying a current of, low potential.

low-test (To'test'), adj. having a high boiling point:
said of gasoline.
low tide, 1. the lowest level reached by the ebbing
tide. 2. the time when this point is reached. 3. the
lowest point reached by something.
low water, 1. water at its lowest level, as in a stream.
2. low tide.

low-wa-ter mark (lo'wfi'ter, lo'wat'gr), 1. a mark
showing low water. 2. the lowest point reached by
something. Abbreviated L.W.M.

lox (loks), n. [via Yid. < G. lochs, salmon; akin to
AS. leax, salmon, Tocharian laks, fish], a variety of

salty smoked salmon.
lox (loks), n. [< Ziquid oxygen], oxygen in a liquid state,
used in a fuel mixture for rockets.

lox-o-drom-ic (lok'sa-drom'ik), adj. , [< Gr. Iqxos,
oblique -f dromos, a running], having to do with sailing
on rhumb lines; of oblique sailing.

lox-o-drom-ics (lok'sa-drom'iks), n.pl [construed as

sing.], the art or practice of oblique sailing.

loy-al (loi'al), adj. [Fr.; OFr. loiat, leial < L. legalis;
see LEGAL], 1. faithful to the constituted authority
of one's country. 2. faithful to those persons, ideals,
etc. that one is under obligation to defend or support.
3. relating to or indicating loyalty. SYN* see faithful.

loy-al-ist (loi'sl-ist), n. 1. a person who is loyal;
especially, one who supports the established govern-
ment of his country during times of revolt. 2, [often

L-], in the American Revolution, a colonist who
was loyal to the British government. 3.

[L-],
in the

Spanisn Civil War, one who remained loyal to the
elected government of the Republic in opposition to
the insurrection led by Franco.

loy-al-ty (loi'ol-ti), n. [pi. LOYALTIES (-tiz)], [ME.
loyaltee, loyaulte; OFr. loialte], quality, state, or
instance of being loyal; faithfulness or faithful ad-
herence to a person, government, cause, duty, etc.

SYN. see allegiance.

Loyola, Saint Ignatius of, see Ignatius of Loyola.
loz-enge (loz'inj), n. [OFr. tosenge; prob. < Pr. lausa,
stone slab], 1. a plane figure with four equal sides and
two obtuse angles; diamond. 2. a cough drop, candy,
etc., originally in this shape.
LP, adj. [Long Playing], designating or of a phonograph
record marked with microgrooves and designed to be
played at 33 1/3 revolutions per minute, n. an LP
record: a trade-mark.

L.P., Lp., 1. long primer. 2. low pressure.
L.R., Woyd's Register.
L.SL 1. Licentiate in Surgery. 2, kinnaean Society.
3. locus sigilli, [L.] f place of the seal.

1.8.C,, IQCO supra citato, [L.], in, the^ place cited above.
L.S.D., .s.d., l.s.d., librae, solidi, denarii, (L.], pounds,
shillings, pence.
LST, iLanoUng Ship, Tanks,
Lt., Lieutenant.
It., fa football, left tackle.

'

l.t., long ton.

Lt. Col., Lieutenant Colonel.
Lt. Comdr., Lt.-Comm., Lieutenant Commander.

t General.i .

Lt. Gov,, Wettteiaaat Governor,
Lu, in chemistry, lutetium.
Lu-an-da (loo-n'da), n. seaport and capital of Angola,
Africa: pop,, 61,000; formerly cal^<| Loanfa, Sao
Paolo de Loanda.
Lu bang Islands ftolrb|n^r ^ siwl3l
in the Phuippines, near ManMa Ba^:
lubber (Jub n.
basic sense prob.
slow,
'Sailor;

,

Germany; pop.
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Lu-blin (loo'blin; Pol. lyoo'blen), n. a city in south-
eastern Poland: pop., 99,000 (1946): site of Maidenek,
a Nazi extermination camp: Russian name, Lyublin.

lu-bri-cant (loo'bri-ksnt, lu'bri-ksnt), adj. (L. lubri-

cans], reducing friction by providing a smooth film
as a covering over parts that move against each other;
lubricating, n. a substance for reducing friction in
this way, as oil or grease. Abbreviated lubric.
lubri-cate (lS5'bri-kat', lu'bri-kat')* v.t. [LUBRICATED
(-id), LUBRICATING], [< L. lubricatus, pp. of lubricare,
to make smooth or slippery < lubricus, srjiooth],
1. to make slippery or smooth. 2. to apply a lubricant
to (machinery^, etc.) in order to reduce friction in
operation. IM", to serve as a lubricant.

lu bri-ca-tion (loo'bri-ka'shsn. lu'bri-ka'shan) , n, a
lubricating or being lubricated.

lu-bri-ca-tive (loo'bri-ka'tiv, lu'bri-ka'tiv) , adj. lu-
bricating or able to lubricate.

lu-bri-ca-tor (loo'bri-ka'tgr, lu/bri-ka'ter), n. a person
or thing that lubricates; specifically, a) a lubricant.
&) an oil cup or similar device for lubricating machinery.

lu-bric-i-ty (loo-bris'a-ti, lu-brisVti), n. [pi. LUBRIC-
ITIES (-tiz)], [Fr. lubricite; LL. lubricitas], I. slipperi-
ness; smoothness; especially, effectiveness as a lubri-
cant as indicated by this quality, 2. trickiness.
3. lewdness.

lu bri cous (Id"5
/
bri-k9s, lu'bri-kos), adj. [L. lubricus],

having or_ characterized by lubricity.
Lu<can (loo'ksn, lu'kan), n* (Marcus Annaeus Lucanus) ,

Roman poet,Jporn in Spain; 39-65 A.D.
Lu-ca-ni-a (loo-kS'ni-Q, lu-ka'ni-o), n, 1. an ancient
region in southern Italy. 2. a department of southern
Italy. 3. a mountain of the St. Elias Range, in Yukon
Territory, Canada: height, 17,147 ft.

Luc-ca (look'kS), n. a city in northwestern Italy:
pop., 86,000 (1947).

luck (luk), n. [ME. luk, lukke; prqb. < B. luk, geluk< Op. *gdukki (whence G. gluch, ^>rtune, good luck);m. base *leug-t to bend (cf. LEEK, LOCK) ; basic sense
.
what bends together," hence, "what occurs, what

is fitting, lucky occurrence"], 1. the seemingly chance

luce (15osT lus).
n. [OPr. lu$> luis; L. lucius, kind of

fish], a pike (fish): especially, a full-grown pike.
lu-cen-cy 05o's

f

n-si, luVn-si), n. the quality or state
of being lucent.

down on! one's luck, in misfortune; unlucky.
In luck, fortunate; lucky.
out of luck, unfortunate; unlticky,
try one's luck, try to do something without being sure
of one s ability or of the outcome.VW luck unfortunately; unhappily.luck My (luk'l-i), adv. by or with good luck; fortu-

nately.
luck i ness (luk'i-nis), n. a lucky quality or state.
luck-less (luk'lis), nd/ having no good luck; unlucky.
Luck-now (luk'nou), n. the capital of Uttar Pradesh, a
state of northern India: pop., 387,000.

Ilt/Mr.** flulrfS^ ftfti fv vr<-t>vn. / * _\ T Tfr'TrTTrCT C 1 104'YI

2. happening or
, .. j , r*w~n<.j w4.Muj.ge. 3. onnging or
believed to bnng

t
good luck; as, a lucky coin.

SxN.~~-lucky implies a favorable or advantageous event hap-
pening by mere chance, often unexpectedly, and not as the
result of effort or merit (a lucky find, guess, etc) ; fortunate,
a more formal word, is usually used of more important or serious
matters (a fortunate choice of profession) ; providential con-
notes the intervention of God or some higher agency in bringing
about the favorable event (a providential escape firoin death) ;

nappy emphasizes the pleasure felt by the person affected by
the lucky event (marriage resulted from that happy encounter).ANT. unlucky, disastrous.

lu-cra-tive (loo'kra-tiv, lu'kra-tiv), adj. [L. lucratims
< pp. of lucrari, to gain < lucrum, gain, riches],
producing wealth or profit; profitable; remunerative:
as, a lucrative investment.

lu-cre (loo'kgr, lu'kSr), n. [ME.; QFr. < L. lucrum,
gam, riches], riches; money: now chiefly in a humor-
ously derogatory _sense, as in filthy lucre.lu-cent (loo's'nt, lu's'nt), adj. [L. lucens, ppr. of lucere, ously derogatory sense, as in filthy lucre.

to shine], 1. giving off light: snining* 2. translucent. LU'Cre-tia (loo-kre'sho, lu-kre'sha), [L fem. of Lu-
Lu-cerne (161>surn% lu-surn'; Pr. lu'sern')* n. 1, a cretius; prob. < lucrum, gain, riches], a femininejuu'trcrue ^loo-surw, m-surcr ; rr. m/senr;, n. i, a
canton of central Switzerland: pop., 207,000. 2. its

capital, on the Lake of Lucerne: pop,, 55,000: German
name, Luzern.

lu-cerne, lu-cern (16"o-surn', lu-surn'), n. [Fr. luzerne
< OFr. luiserne, light, luminous object (< L, lucema,
a lamp < lucere, to shine): ? so named because the
seed has a glowing appearance], alfalfa: the common
name in Australia and New Zealand.
Lucerne, Lake of, a lake in central Switzerland: area,
44 sq. mi.

lu-ces Hoo'sez, lu'sez), n. alternative plural of lux.
Lu cia (loo'sha, lu'sha), [It.; L.; see Lucius, LUCY], a
feminine name.

Lucia, Saint, see Lucy, Saint.
Luclan (loo'shn. lush&n), [L. Lucfanust lit., of

Lucius], a masculine name: equivalent, Fr* Lucien.
n. Greek satirist: 2d century A.D.

Lucian, Saint, ?-290 A.D.; Roman Christian martyr;
missionary in Gaul: his day is January 7.
lucid (loo'sid, lu'sid), adj. [L. lucidus < lucere, to
shine; cf. LIGHT], i. [Poeticl bright;; shining. 2.

transparent. 3. sane; mentally sound. 4. clear;
readily understood; as, a lucid talk. 5. clearheaded;
rational: as, a lucid thinker.
luclda (I55'iip40, Ki'si-do) t

[Mod. L. < L, lucidu (sttlla),
the brightest star in a constella

lu-cid-i-ty (l65-idVti,
state of being lucid.

Lucl'fer Qoo'so-fSr, lu'sa-fSr), n. [L., Lucifer, lit.,

light-bringing < lux, lucis, light -f fare, to bear),
1. [Poetlcu tne ptoet Yen^ts when it is the morning
star. 2* Satan, especially as the leader of the revolt
of the angels before his fait 3. M *n early type of
match ignited by friction.

LUCH>AE
(star) 5 see LUCID],

,

n* the quality or

in the blood of fireflies, some sea
ks, etc. that combines with an enzyme in their

bodies to produce light.
lu cif er ous (16o-sif'er-9S, ffi

(see LUCIFER); -f -ous], 1.

vl<fiagr mental Uafht or taT1

Lu-cile, Lu cille (16o-sel',

Lu-cin-3a (165-sin'da, lu-sin'da), a feminine name: see

ao, a

lu-cite (155'slt, ili'sit), n. [< L. te, lmfot EAt; -f -tel,
a crystfti*clear syntnetic resint plastic under heat: it

Is used for airplane windshield, store fronts, light

Lvrcfua (l^shas, lu'shas), [L. </x. light], a masculine
name: feminine, Lucia, '

'
'

',

' '

name: equivalents, Fr. Lucrece, It. Lucrezia.
Lu-cre-tim (loo-kre'shds, lu-krg'shas), n. (Titus Lu-
crettus Cams), Roman poet and philosopher; 96?-55
B.C.
lucubrate QSo'kyoo-brat', lu'kyoo-brat'), v.i. [LU-
CUBRATED (-id), LUCUBRATING], f< L. lucuoratus, pp.
of lucubrare, to work by candlelight < luxt lucis,

light], 1, to work, study, or write laboriously, espe-
cially late at night. 2. to write in a scholarly manner.
lucubration Ooo'kyoo-bra'shan, lu'kyoo-brS/shan),
n [L. lucubratto], 1. a lucubrating; laborious work,
study, or writing, especially that done late at night.
2. something produced by such work, study, or wr^itrng;
especially, a learned or carefully elaborated prodtio
tion; hence, 3. often in $1. any literary composition:
humorous usage suggesting pedantry,
lucubrator (JSo'kyoo-bra^tgr, lu^kyoo-bra'tgr), n- a
person who lucubrates.
lu cu lent (loo'kyooi-ont, larkyool-ant), adf. [ME.: L.
luculentus < lux, lucis, light], I. [Rare], bright; shining.
2, clear; readily understood; lucid.
Lucullan (ISo-kul'an, Iu-kul/3n), adj. of or like
Lucullus or the banquets given by him; rich and
luxurious.
Lu culle an Qoo'ka-le'an, lu'kQ-le'an), adj. Lucullan.
Lu cul lian (loo-kul^en, lii-kuFi-an). adj. Lucullan.
Lucullus

(Jdo-kiil'os, lu-kul'as), n. (Lucius Licinius
Lucullus), Roman consul and general, proverbial for
ht wealth and luxury; HOP-57? B.C.
Lu-cy Oo5'si, lu'si), [prob. via Fr. Lucie < L, Lucia,
fem. of Lucius; see Lucius], a feminine name: variants,
Lucile, Lucille, Lucindai equivalents, It. & Sp. Lucia.
Lucy Stoner (ston'Sr), [see STONE, LUCY], a person
who ^advocates the keeping of their own names by
married women,
Lud'dlte (ludlt), n. [said to be after Ned Lud, feeble-
minded man who smashed two frames belonging to
a Leicestershire employer (c. 1779)], any of & group
of workers in England between 1811 and 1816 who
smashed new labor-saving textile machinery in protest
against reduced wages and unemployment attributed
to its introduction.
Lu dendorff. Erich Friedrich Wilhelm (a'riH
fre/driH vil'helm loo'dan-ddrf'). 1865-1937; OeruiAn

World War I.

(loo'di-kras, lu'di-kras). adj. [L. ludicms <
>lay, game], causing laughter because absurd
us; laughably absurd. *HffIN',w absurd.
E-mil Cl'mSI \StyhttL iSo^vJH: Bo&
(farvftn f?#H<i] /*-- -A _ +aa. <tt*.tt*~ r\^ \^T

in America.
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luere, to flow], syphilis.
to-et-te .(loo-et'ik, lu-et'ik), ad}. &

n. a city on the Rhine, in Rhineland-Palatinate, Ger-

many: pop., 105,000 (est. 1947).
lu-es (loo'fez, lu'ez), n. [L., a plague, discharge <

.

n. [see LUES],

%. [ME. lof, Zoo/, a leeboard; prob. (as OFr.

Jo/, G.W etc.) < OD.; akin to ON.Jotf, palm of the

hand (cf. L. afr*a, flat hand, oar blade); IB. base
- *Zo-, flat object, flat hand, seen also in OHG.
o, flat hand, rudder blade, Russ. lopata, a shovel,

feer blade, etc.], 1. a sailing close to the wind.

2 [from indicating a luff by its shaking], the forward

edge of a fore-and-aft sail. 3. [orig from location

of leeboard], the fullest part of a ship's bow. tu.

1 to turn the bow of a ship toward the wind; sail

near or nearer the wind. 2. to cause a sail to shake

by turning too close to the wind.
luff the helm, turn the bow of a ship toward the wind:

a call to the helmsman. . .

ILuft-waf-fe (looft'va'fs), n. [G. < luft, air (akin to

AS. tyft, air & ON. lopt, whence Eng. loft) + waje,
weapon (akin to Eng. weapon)], the Nazi air force

lug (lug), V.MLUGGED (lugd), LUGGING], [ME. Zturaf;
prob. < ON.; cf. Sw. bw* v to pull, lit., pull by the

hair < lugg, forelock], 1. to carry or drag (something

heavy). 2. to introduce (a topic, st9ry, etc.) without

good reason into a conversation, discourse, etc. n.

fcf. Sw. lugg, forelock], 1. [Scot.], an ear. 2. an ear-

Eke projection by which a thing is held or supported,

3. the act of lugging. 4. [Slang], money exacted for

political purposes: chiefly in put the lug an. to exact

a contribution from. 5. [Slang], a stupid fellow.

lug Qug), n. a lugsail.

lug (lug), n. [< lug, v.], a lugworm. .

LuVansk (loo-gansk'), n. Voroshilovgrad, a city m the

U.S.S.R.: the former name.

lug-ga&e (lug'ij), n. [< Jw*, v. + -<**]
* suitcases,

vSSes, trunks, etc.; baggage. 2. reddish brown or

tan* adj. designating or of such a color.
t

lug-ger Qug'Sr), n. a small vessel equipped with a

lucrsail of lugsails.

lug-sail (lug's'l, lug'sSl'). n. [prob. < lug, v., with ref-

erence to hauling sail around
the mast in changing course],
a four-cornered sail without
boom, or lower yard: it is at-

tached to an upper yard which
hangs obliquely on the mast.

hi'gu-bri-ous (lop-goo'bri-as,
lyoo-gu'bri-es), adj. [L, lugubns
< lugere, to mourn], very sad;
mournful; dismal; doleful: usu-

ally implying ridiculously ex-

cessive grief .

lug-worm (lug'wunnO, n. [lug, .

lugworm + worm], any of a group of bristly, segmented
worms that burrow in muddy sand along the shore

and are used for bait.

Lu-i-an (loo'i-sn), n. & adj. Luwian.
Luik (loik, luk), n, Lie*ge: the Flemish name.
Lu-ish 055'ish), n. & adj. Luwian.
Luke (look, luk), [L. Lucas; Gr. Loukas; prob. contr.

of Loukanos], a masculine name. n. in the .Btfete,

1. one of the four Evangelists, a physician and com-
panion of the Apostle Paul and the reputed author
of the .third book of the New Testament and the
Acts of the Apostles: he was probably a Gentile: also

Saint Luke. 2. the third book of the New Testament,
telling the story of Jesus' Itfe.

luke-warm (Iook
fw6rm/, Iuk'w8rm') adj. [< MB.

louke, leuke, tepid + warm; ME. forms < base of,

or alqjn to, LG. luk, D. leuk, tepid; IE. base *Kleu-

(< *kel- t warm), seen also in AS. hleow, warm, sheltered,

sunny (cf. LEE & dial. var. lew warm)], 1, barely warm;
moderately warm: said of liquids. 2. lacking warmth
of feeling or enthusiasm: as, he was lukewarm in hi

support of the bill.
.

lull (lul), v.t. [ME. Mien, lollen; origin echoic; cf.

LILT], L to calm or soothe by gentle sound or motion
or both: chiefly in lull ito sleep. 2. to bring (a person)
into a specified condition by soothing and reassuring
him, 3. to make less intense J Mti&ate; allay, IM.

to. become calm. n. a short peotod of quiet or of

comparative calm. ' I1
'

,

! '' '
'

hjtfaby 'CLul'9-W). n. \pl. LuiiA^fflS rtfzOJ. I

JW&P/ < lutt, v. + 5y/], 1. a s^ng fee fulBng a
to sleep I cradlesong. 2. music

' w this. 3. [ _____

go^oC nMht or gooo-by: a faxewefl. w.t. [LULLABIED
-!OTtUiXABYiNG], to lull with tar'tte with a Wlaby.

i/Jean Ba^-tlste (zha** tia't^te^
1

l&l^, (Ixam
1632-1687;

LUGSAIL

rheuma

a feminine
or thing outstanoiiig fof eoiwe

girl, a diffiddlt '(m^m^ 'fe ,^.-
n. [LL.^<lK'^f^. <M4

,

pain in the joints of the lumbar region:

backache, especially in the lower part of the back.

lum-bar (lum'ber), adj. [Mod. L. lumbaris < L. lumbus,

loin], of or near the loins, n. a lumbar nerve, artery,

vertebra, etc. .

lum'ber (lum'bSr), n. [< Lombard: ong., pawnbroker's
shop or storeroom, hence pawned articles in storage,
hence stored articles, hence lumber] ,

t
1. miscellaneous

discarded household articles, furniture, etc. stored

away or taking up room. 2. timber sawed into beams,

planks, boards, etc. of convenient sizes, v.t. 1. to

fill or obstruct with useless articles or rubbish; clutter.

2. to remove (timber) from an area; cut down (trees).

v.i. to cut down timber and saw it into lumber.
lumber (lum/bgr), v.i. [ME. lomeren < ON.; cf. Sw.

lomra, to resound, loma, to walk heavily], 1. to

move heavily, clumsily, and, often, noisily: as, the

tanks lumbered up the steep incline. 2. to rumble, n.

a rumbling sound.

lum-ber-ing (lum'ber-ii)), n. the occupation and
business of cutting trees and preparing lumber.

lum-ber-ing (lum'be'r-irj), adj.
t

1. moving heavily,

_ clumsilyt-
or noisily^

2
% r^bling. ^ _

t ^

down
______ - short,

straight coat^or'jacket of leather, wool, etc., originally
made to resemble those worn by lumberjacks.
lum-ber*inan (lum'be'r-mQn), n. \pl. LUMBERMEN
(-mon)], 1. a lumberjack (sense 1), 2. a person who
deals in lumber or timber.

lum-ber-yard (lum'bSr-yardO. a place where lumber
is kept for sale.

lum-bo- (lum'bo, lum'bs), [< L. lumbus, loin], a

combining form meaning loin or lumbar : also lumb-.
lum-bri-cal (lum/bri-k'l), adj. [Mod. L. lumbricalis],

designating or of the lumbricales.
lum-bri-ca-lis Q-tim'bri-kalis), n. \pl. LUMBRICALES
(-152)], [Mod. L. < L. lumbricus, intestinal worm,
earthworm: from the shape of the muscles], any of

four small muscles in the palm of the hand and in the
sole of the foot.
lum-bri-coid (lum'bri-koid'), adj. [< L. lumbricus,
intestinal worm, earthworm; -^ ~oid], 1. Hke an earth-

worm. 2. designating a particular variety of round-
worm, n. a parasitic roundworm that infests the
human intestine.
lu-men (loo'man, lu'mon), n. ]pl. LUMINA (-mi-no),
LUMENS (-monz)], [L., light], 1. a unit of measure
for the now of Hght, equal to the amount of flow

through a unit solid angle from a uniform point source
of one international candle. 2. in anatomy, the passage
within a tubular organ.
lu-min-al (loo'mQ-nsl, lu'ma-nal'), n. phenobarbital,
a sedative and hypnotic: a trade-mark (Lumlnal).

lu-mi-nar-y (loo'mo-ner'i, lu'ma-ner'i) , n. [pi. LUMI-
NARIES (-iz)], [OFr. luminarie; ML. luminarium for

L. luminare < lumen, luminis, light], 1. a body that

gives off Hght, such as the sun or moon. 2. a person
who feheds li^ht on some subject or enlightens man-
kind; famous intellectual.
lu minesce (loo'ma-nes', lu'rao-nesO, v.i. [LUMINBSCEP
(-nest') f LUMINESCING), [back-formation < lumi-

nescent], to be or become luminescent.
lu-mi-nes-cence (loo

/
mo-nes''ns, lu'mo-nes''ns), n.

F< L. lumen, a light; 4- -escence}, any giving off of

light caused by the absorption of radiant or corpuscular
energy and not by incandescence; any cold light.

lu-mi-nes-cent (_6o'm3-nes''nt, lu/ma-nes'^xt), adj.

[< L. lumen, a Alight: + -escent], of, exhibiting, or

capable of exhibiting luminescence..
lu-mi-nif er ous asS'ma-niJE'gr-QS, lu'mo-nif'Sr-os), adj.

[< L. lumen, a fight; + -ferous], giving off or trans-

mitting light.
lu-mi noed-ty (ISb'nw-nos^s-ti, H'mQ-nos'a^i), n. [< L.
hmmosus (see LUMINOUS) ; + ~&y\* 1- the quality or
condition of being luminous. 2. [pi. LUMINOSITIES
(-tiz)], something luminous.

lu-minous (lo^ma-nas, lu'ma-nas), adj. [ME. lumi-
nose; L. luminosus < lumen, a light; cf. LIGHT], 1.

giving off light; brigfet 2, flooded with Hght. 3.

clear; readily understood. 4. intellectually brilliant.
_.. , see bright,

luminous energy, Hght.
luminous flux, the rate of flow of Hght radiation.
lum-mox (Itun'dks), n. [also dial, lummix, lommix;

Lomax (ME. lumhalghs < lumb, a pool -4- halgh, A3.
1 halh, corner, recess, valley -f -s) and may refer to a
specific dumsiy person; cf. RIBALD], [ColkKi.JL a cfwisy

lunip Tlump) ,
n. [ME. lompe, l-umpe; prob. < Anglo-N.

of MLO.; cf. earlier Oan. loii^^j a ii^ss, lump, Sw.
dial, lump, a block, stump; IK base *ltmb- (< *leb~,
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lunule

fi soft coal in pieces ranging from the size of a goose

Sg to several times as large, adj. forming or formed

into a lump or lumps: as, lump sugar, v.t. 1. to put

together in a lump or lumps. .
2. to put together;

treat or deal with in a mass; include in one group.

3 to make lumps in. v.i. 1. to become lumpy. 2. to

move heavily and laboriously (usually with
Ljjwtf.

in the lump, in the mass or aggregate; all together.

lump (lump)
*

v.t [Early Mod. W. to look sour;

tew* in etym. sense, but influenced by echoic

^
door

lump-fish (lump'fish';,
n. [pi. LUMPFISH, L

(-izf; see FISH], [prob. so caUed from its "---T^;
a Slump, clumsily shaped fish found on both sides

of thf%forth Atlantic, with a thick greenish skm

studded with bony tubercles, or knobs: its pelvic

fins unite to form a sucker: also lumpsucker.

lump-i-iy (lump'a-H), adv. so as to form lumps.

lump'i'Hess (lump'i-nis), n. a lumpy quality or state.

lump-ish gump'ish), adj. L like a lump; hence,

ss^SKfnswa
,

1. full of lumps: as, lumpy pudding. /.

. taM; AS. ft**.;

weight and move-
ment : the lungs were
so named because of

their lightness; ct.

LIGHTS < same base],

1. either of the two

spongelike respira-

tory organs in the

thoraxofvertebrates,
that oxygenate the

blood and remove
carbon dioxide from
it. 2. any analogous

organ in inverte-

brates.
at the toi of one's

luns, m one s

SUPERIOR
'LOBE

j, wings the hind pair ot
\iJ,W3WW,M,V ******- JT-- "~ T*1"*1._

^^

specifically, fl) psle; pallid, o) re

ehflnpd 3 measured, by the moon~ .-
snapea. o.

containing silver.
, .

fused silver nitrate, used in medicine

INFERIOR

LOBES

LUNGS

.' [short for allonge; Fr attonte, Ut., a

. [pi LUNGFISH, _ - v - .

ijp olE fishes having lungs as^ well

i called mn"
"

fi* lAJtixid. Cc jce*. i" "tftw -
,

-
<.

for loincloths, scarves, turbans^.

lunate,

{ME. lundik;
1. suffering

&a&rMS!tfn*s'"-

SSKLu It-ni'shw), n. [MB. *wfla{;
V T k& the inoonl the Interval from
^tot^^M^^oaboiit2f 1/2 days;

/), nTKs. lunwwyr* ^ LX
2!f

tcied Resemblance to ttonan lungsj,

Wbii^'fermaS^:
1^?^ to^tt, 2. o/

i

?SP&1 ?^^^ ĉ ^
. 4.^ft^irvn.

^^91 by which the Itinax
- . - -*j. -^ ii

-~"oon.

^i*Ww itd*atiom of

^^s^'y^K^fs-i^p
fet!Tl ) a ^o^rnipg match, ftfa torch.

!> _J
4 AV fft-ntl. to kindle or Smoke.

iSddtf taterval, the intervalJ*J
vnico

^.aX'^rn^^orafc
S,tta|ftaj

i

lsrii.i4*S?sgsfflAte^
tiift^^-^r^'

"WW
he nature 01, a, JJWIUAO, v*;%&* .Wsxp.*'
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in the shape of a crescent, as the whitish half-moon
at the base of a fingernail.

lun-y aoon'i), adj. (LUNIER (-i-Sr), LUNIEST (-i-ist)],
& n. (pi. LUNIES (-iz)1, loony.

Lu-per-cal (loo'pSr-kaP, lu'per-k'l), n. [Rare], Lu-
percalia.
Lupercalia (loo'pgr-kali-a. lu'peVkal'y*), n-pl.

[L. < iMpercalis, of Lupercus < Lupercus < lupus,
a wolf; orig. meaning obscure], an ancient Roman
festival with fertility rites, held on February 15 in
honor of Lupercus, a pastoral god sometimes identified

'

with Faunus.
Lu-per-ca-li-an (loo'per-ka'li^n, lu'peY-kal'y9n), adj.
of or connected with the Lupercalia.
lupine (loo'pin, lu'pin), n. [ME. lupyne; L. lupinus
< htpus, a wolf; reason for name uncertain], 1. any
of a group of plants of the pea family, with long
spikes of white, rose, yellow, or blue flowers and pods
containing white, beanlike seeds, 2. the seed of this

plant, used in some parts of Europe as food.

lu-pine (loo'pin, lu'pin), adj. [L. lupinus < lupus, a
wolf], 1. of a wolf or wolves. 2. related to the wolf.
3. wolflike: fierce; ravenous.

lu-pu-lin (I6*6'pyoo-lin, lii'pyoo4in) , n. [Mod. L.
luputus, the hop, dim. of L. lupus, hop plant (ap-
parently identical with lupus, a wolf)], a resinous
powder obtained from the strobiles of hops, used in
medicine as a sedative.

Lu-pus (loo'pes, lu/pds), n.
JL.,

a wolf], a southern
constellation supposedly outlining a wolf: see con-
stellation, chart.

lu-pus (loo'pss, IQ'pds), n. [L., a wolf: from eating into
the substance; cf. CANCER], any of various skin diseases;
especially, a chronic tuberculous disease of the skin
or mucous membrane, characterized by the formation
of reddish-brown nodules.
lurch (lurch), v.t. [earlier lee-lurch < lee-larch < lee-

latch, a falling to leeward of one's course; prob. < Fr.
Idcher, to let go], to roll, pitch, or sway suddenly to
one side. n. a lurching movement; sudden rolling, pitch-
ing, etc.

lurch (lurch), v.i. [ME. lorchen; var. of lurk], [Obs.],
to remain furtively near a place; lurk. v.t. [Archaic],
1. to prevent (a Derson) irom getting his share of
something by getting ahead of him; hence, 2. to
cheat; tnck; rob. n. [Obs.], a lurching or lurking.
lurch (lurch), n. [Fr. lourche, name of a game like

backgammon; prob. < OFr. lourche, deceived, duped
< MIX lurz, left (hand), hence unlucky; akin to
MHG. Itrz, left, lurzen, to deceive], 1. in cribbage,
the condition

g
of &

t
player who fails to score a specified

number of points in losing to his opponent. 2, a game
lost in this way.
leave in the lurch, to leave in a difficult situation;
leave (a person) in trouble and needing help.

lurch-er (Ifir'chgr), n. 1. a person that lurches, or
lurks. 2. a thief; poacher. 3. [British], a crossbred
dog trained to hunt silently, used by poachers.

lur-dan, lur-dane (liir'd'n), n. [OFr. lourdm < lourd,

h^avy, dull, stupid], [Archaic or Dial.], a lazy, duU
person, adj. [Archaic or Dial.], lazy and dull,

lure floor, lyoor), n. [ME.; OFr. leurre; prob. < Gmc.;
cf. OHG. luoder, G. luder, bait], 1. a device con-
sisting of a bunch of feathers on the end of a long cord,
often baited with food: it is used in falconry to recall
the hawk. 2. anything that attracts, tempts, or
entices: attraction: as, the lure of the stage, 3. a bait,
especially an artificial one, used in fishing, v.t. [LURED
(loord, lyoord), LURING], 1. to recall (a falcon) with
a lure, i

2. to attract; tempt; entice (often with on).
SYN,^lure suggests an irresistible force, as desire, greed, curi-
osity, etc., in attracting someone, especially to sometmng harm-
ful or evil (lured on by false hopes) ; entice implies a crafty or
skillful luring (he enticed the squirrel to eat from Ms hand) ;

Inveigle suggests the use of deception or cajolery in enticing
someone (they inveigled him with false promises) ; deco;

" "

the use of deceptive appearances in luring into a trap (
birds are used to decoy wild ducks) ; beguile suggests the use of
subtly alluring devices in leading someone on (/beguiled t^her
sweet words) ; tempt suggests the influence of a powerful i

traction that tends to overcome scruples or judgment d
tempted to accept your offer); seduce implies enticement to a
wrongful or unlawful act, especially to loss of chastity.ANT. repel.

lu-rid (loor'id, lyoor'id), adj. [I/, luridus], 1. (Rare),
deathly pale. 2. glowing through a haze, as flames
enveloped by smoke. 3. 5) vivid m* harsh or shocfc

r

wayj startling; sensational, b) characterised by viol<
passion or crime: as, a lurid tale,
lurk (Kirk). v.L [ME. lurken, lorken; said to be frea.
of louren (see LOWER, to scowl); cf. Norw. lurfcv, to
sneak off], 1. to stay hidden, ready to soring out,
attack, etc,; lie In wait. 2. to be conceded? exist
secretly or unobserved, 3. to move furtively/
ilW,~Iwrk implies a waiting in concealment or in the back-
ground, especially with sinister or menacing intentions; fflrak
implies a lurking or moving about in a stealthy, sinister way,and also connotes cowardliness; sneak and slink suggest
stealthy movement to avoid being seen or heard, but sneak
more often implies an underhand or cowardly purposeand slink

suggests merely fear, guilt, etc.; prowl suggests a furtive, watch-
fulroaming about, as in searching for prey or loot.

Lur-lei (loor^K), n. Lorelei.
Lu-sa-ti-a (loo-sa'shi-9, lu-sa'sha) t n. a former region
in eastern Germany, between the Elbe and Oder
Rivers.

lus-cious (lush'as), adj. [ME. lucius, thought to be
var. of licious, aphetic form of delicious; prob. influ-
enced by lush], 1. highly gratifying to taste or smell,
especially because of a rich sweetness; delicious. 2.

delighting any of the senses. 3. sickeningly sweet or
full-flavored; cloying.
lush (lush), adj. [ME. lusch, echoic var. of lassch, soft,

flaccid; OFr. lasche, lax, loose < laschier, to loosen;
LL. *lascare < L. *laxicare < laxare, to slacken,
expand < laxus; see LAX], 1. tender and full of juice.
2. of luxuriant growth; as, lush vegetation. 3. char-
acterized by a rich growth of vegetation: as, lush
fields. 4. [Colloq.], characterized by rich and ex-

travagant ornamentation, invention, etc, often tending
to excess: as, lush writing. SYN. see profuse.
lush (lush) , n. [prob. shortened < (City of) Lushington,
name of actors club at the Harp Tavern in London,
dissolved t895], [Slang], 1. alcoholic Uquor. 2. a
drunken person, v.i. & v.t. [Slang], to drink (liquor).
Lu si-tan! a (Ipo'si-ta'ni-?, lu'si-tS'ni-9), n. 1. an
ancient region in the Iberian Peninsula, corresponding
to what is now Portugal. 2. a British ^steamship that
was torpedoed by a German submarine off Ireland
on May 7, 1915, with the loss of 1,198 lives.

lust (lust), n. [MB. luste; AS. lust, pleasure, delight,
appetite; akin to G. lust, pleasure; IE* base *las~, to
be eager, etc,, seen also in L. lascivus, playful, sportive,
etc. (cf . LASCIVIOUS) , larva, specter, ghost (cf. LARVA) ;

sexual senses only m Eng. < rendering Vulgate con-

cupiscentia carnis (I John 2:16) as lusts of the flesh],
1. a desire to gratify the senses; bodily appetite.
2. a) sexual desire, b) excessive sexual desire, especially
as seeking unrestrained gratification. 3. overmastering
desire: as, a lust

t
for power. 4. [Obs.], a) pleasure.

b) inclination, v.i. to feel an intense desire, especially
sexual desire (often with after or for).

lus-ter (lus'tgr), n. [Fr. lustre; It. lustro <
L. lustrare. to light,

-*"-- - --
l.the

'"

light; r

3. brilliant beauty or fame; distinction; glory. 4, one
of the glass pendants on a chandelier. 5. a chandelier
adorned with such pendants. 6. a substance used for
polishing. 7. a glossy dress fabric of cotton and wool
B, the reflecting quality and brilliance of the surface
of a mineral. 9. a metallic, sometimes iridescent,
appearance given to pottery by a glaze, v.t. to give
a lustrous finish or gloss to. v.i. to be or become
lustrous. Also spellea lustre.

lus-ter (lus'tgr), n. a lustrum.
lus-ter*ware (lus'tr-war'), n. highly glazed earthen-
ware decorated by the application of metallic oxides
to the glaze: also spelled lustreware.

lust-ful (lust'fal), adj. 1. filled with or characterized
by lust. 2. [Archaic], lusty.

lust i hood (lus'ti-hood'), n. [see -HOOD], [Archaic],
lustiness.

lust-Hy (lus'ta-li), adv. in a lusty manner; vigorously.
lust i ness (lus'ti-nis), n. the quality or state of being
lusty; vigor.

lus-tral aus'trol), adj. [L. lustralis < lustrum; see
LUSTRUM], 1. of, used in, or connected with ceremonial
purification. 2. of a lustrum, or five-year period.

lus-trate (lus'trat), v.t. [LUSTRATBD (-id), LUSTJUOTG],
[< L. lustratus, pp. of lustrare, to purify by means of a
propitiatory sacrifice; see LUSTRUM], to purify by
means of certain ceremonies.

lus tra tion 0us-tra'shan) , n, [L. lustratfa], a lustrating
pr being lustrated.
lus-tra-tlve (lus'tro-tiv), adj. of lustration; purifying.
lus-tre (lus/tr), n., v.t. & v.i* [LUSTRBD (4$rd), LUS-
TRiNcJIv luster.

lus tre ware (lus'tgr-war') n. lusterware.

lustrare;

,- r Ulster], "a flossy sTlk cloth; also lutestring.
lus-trous (lus'tros), adj\ having luster; shilling; bright.

lus-trum ^us'trgm), n.
tyl. LUSTRUMS (ttmnfX LUSTRA

(-t*a|] tu. orig,, prob. wlumination < IE. *Uu$$~tir0w>,
*lQuq$*trotft, iMuiniiJAtion < base *ifM- to light, shine,
seen also in AS,, Ifag, fire, flatne> 08m, ZJK.tiyJofT

^ht); cf. LIGHT], 1. m ancient Ro*n% a purification
: all tibte people, by mapus of certain c^eniwes ,jitf

every five yeam alter w$ census 2* a ive^year perM.
lust-y ftus'ti), adj. ILU$TI% (-<$%>, 1-WtfHST (4*4j&)),

i; robuA
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LUTE

lute (loot, liit), n. [ME.; OPr. Iciit; Sp. laud; Ar. al'ud,
lit., the wood], an old

stringed instrument re-

lated to the guitar, with a

body shaped like half of a

pear and six to thirteen

strings stretched along the
fretted neck, which is often

bent to form a sharp angle.
lute (loot, Hit), n. [OFr. lut;

L. lutum, mud, clay <
lucre, to wash], a clayey
cement used for making
the joints of pipes airtight
and as a sealing agent gen-
erally, v.t. [LUTED (-id), LUTING], to seal with lute.

lu-te-cl-um (loo-te'shi-am, lu-te'shi-sm), n. lutetium:

the former spelling.
lu-te-nist (loof'n-ist, luf'n-ist), n. a lutanist.

lu-te-o (loo'ti-o, lu'ti-a), [< "L. luteus; see LUTEOUS],
a combining form meaning yellow or yellowish, as in

luteolin.

lu-te-o-lin (Io6'ti-4in, lu'ti-9-lin) , n. JPr. luteoline <
Mod. L. (Reseda) luteola, lit., yellowish (reseda): L.

luteolus, yellowish, dim. of luteus, yellow], a yellow
crystalline compound, CuHioOa, used for dyeing cloth.

hi'te-ous (loo'ti-as, lu'ti-as), adj. [L. luteus, golden-
yellow < lutum, weed used in dyeing yellow], orange-
yellow or reddish-yellow.

lute-string (loot'strir/, lut'strV). n. [altered (after
lute & stnnti < lustring], lustring.

Lu-te-tia (loo-te'shs, lu-tS'shg). n. Pans: the ancient

name.
lu'te-ti-iim (loo-te"'shi-9m, lu-te'shi-am), n. [Mod. L. <
L, Lutetia, city in Gaul (now Paris)], a metallic chemical
element of the rare-earth group: symbol, Lu; at. wt,,

174.99; at. no., 71: formerly spelled lutecium.
Lu-ther (loo'ther, lu'the>), [G.; OfiG. Chlothar,

Hludher < Gmc. base *hluda~, famous (akin to loud) -f

OHG. hari, army, host; hence, Ht famous fighter], a
masculine name: equivalents, Fr. Lothaire, It. Lotario.

Lu-ther, Marti* (loo'ther, lu'ther), 1483-1546;
German theologian; leader of the German Reformation;
translated Ola and New Testaments into German.

Lu-ther-an (!6"o'theV-an, lu/ther-an), adj. 1. of Martin
Luther. 2. of the Protestant denomination founded

by Luther, or of its doctrines, etc. n. a member of

the Lutheran Church. Abbreviated Luth.
Lu-ther-an-ism (16"6'the'r-9n-iz

f

m, Ki'thSr-an-iz'm), n.

the beliefs and practices of the Lutheran Church.
lu them (loo'thSrn, lu'th&rn), n. [? altered < Fr. lu-

earns], a aormer window.
hit-Ing (loot'irj, iCtt'Jn), n. lute (cement),
lut-ist flSot'ist, lut'ist), n. 1. a lute player. 2. a
maker of lutes.

Lu-vi-an (lo^vi-on), n. A adj. Luwian,
Lu-wi-an (155'i-on), n. [< the native name], an extinct
Anatolic language of the Indo-Hittite language family,
recorded in scanty inscriptions discovered in Asia
Minor; It is now regarded as closely related to cunei-
form and hieroglyphic Hittite. adj. of this language.
Also Lilian, JLuTiim,, l/uish, etc.

lux (liil<S7n. l$l- LUXBS (-IB), LUCES (153'sSz, ra's5z)J,

[L,, Eglii; oi. LIGHT], a unit of illumination, equal to

one lumen per square meter or the illumination of a
surface tinfomly one meter distant from a point
source of one .international candle.

to-ate (mk'sftt), v*f. [LUXATED (-id) .LUXATING), [< L.

luxatus, pp. of luxare, to dislocate < luxus, dislocated;
Gr. loxos, slanting], to put (a joint) cut of position;
dislocate.

lux-a-tion ftak-sS'slian), it. [LL, luxatw < tuxare; see

LUXATE], a dislocating or being dislocated.

luxe (looks* Itiks; Fr. Uttot),
n. [Fr.: L. Ittxus? see

LUXURY], special quality; Tidiness; elegances usually

Luxem-bourg (JbJk^sosn-Wirg'; Fj% ltk
/

sait'b65r'),
n.

La province of scwAeasten Belgium: area, 1,706

ini; pop., 213,000 (19*7); capital, Arfctt. 2.

Luxembourg Palace, a foraw palace in, ParM now
used as the assembly place of the Senate of France.

^ter^^a^mXto^s G. bok^m-boorkhO,
I. a grand duchy In western Europe, bounded by
' -* and France?" **i 999 *!

.*
' 56,6its : 'Capitals pop.*
'

'

,600.

--: socialist!

uprising (1919);' arrested and

(lug-zhoor'i-an-si, luk-shoor'i-sn-si), n.

luxuriance. .

lux-u*ri-ant (lug-zhooi/i-snt, luk-shoor'i-ant), adj. [L.

luxurians, ppr. of luxuriare; see LUXURIATE], 1.

[Rare], very productive; fertile: as, luxuriant soil.

2. growing with vigor and in great abundance; lush;

teeming. 3. characterized by rich and extravagant
ornamentation, invention, etc., often tending to excess:

as, a luxuriant imagination. SYN. see profuse.
hix-u-ri-ate (lug-zhoor'i-at' f luk-shoor'i-atO , IM". [LUX-
URIATED (-id), LUXURIATING], [< L. luxuriaius, pp.
of luxuriare, to be too fruitful* be rank < luxurta;
see LUXURY], 1. to grow with vigor and in great
abundance. 2. to live in great luxury- 3. to take

great pleasure; revel (with in).
lux-u-ri-a-tioii (lug-zhoor'i-a'shan, luk-shoori-a'shan),
n. a luxuriating.

lux-u-ri-ous (lug-zhoor
f
i-ss, luk-shoori-9sj# adj* [ME.;

OFr. luxurius; L. luxuripsus], 1. fond of or indulging
in luxury. 2. constituting or contributing to luxury;
splendid, rich, comfortable. eta^-^KV. see sensuous.

lux-u*ry (luk'sha-ri; occas. lug'zha-ri), n. \pl. LUXURIES
(-riz)], [ME. & OFr. luxurie; L. luxuria < luxus.

extravagance, luxury], 1. the use and enjoyment of

the best and most costly things that offer the most
physical comfort and satisfaction. 2. anything con-
tributing to such enjoyment, usually something con-
sidered unnecessary to life and health, 3. a) the unr
usual intellectual or emotional pleasure derived from
some specified thing: as, she can't do without the
luxury of tears. 6) something producing this pleasure*
Lu-zern (loo-tsern') , n. Lucerne: the German name.
Lu-zon (loo-zonO, n. the main island of the Philippine
Islands: area, 40,814 sq. mi.; pop., 7,375,000; chief

city, Manila: see Philippine Islands, map.
lv., 1. leave; leaves. 2. livre; livres.

Lvov (Iv6t), n. Lw6w: the Russian name.
t

Lw6w (Ivoof) , n. a city in the western Ukrainian 8.S.R. :

formerly in Poland: pop., 318,000: German name,
Lemberg; Russian name, Lvov.

LWS., Late West Saxon.
LXX, Septuagint.
-ly (H), [ME. 4y, 4ich, -liche; AS.

-lie],
an adjective-

forming suffix meaning: 1. tike, characteristic of,

suitable to, as in fatherly, manly. 2. happening (once)

every (specified period of time), as in hourly, monthly.

-ly (ft, [MB. -ly, 4ich, -liche; AS. -lice < 4ic], an adverb-

forming suffix meaning: 1. in (a specified) manner,
to (a specified) extent or direction, in or at (a specified)
time or place, as in harshly, outwardly, hourly. 2. in

the (specified) order of sequence, as in secondly, thirdly.

ly-caiitlirope (H'kan-throp', K-kan'throp). n, [Or.

lykanthr^pos < lykos, a wolf 4- anthr&pos, a man],
1. a person having lycanthropy. 2, a werewolf.

Iy-can'throp4c fll^kan-tlirop'ik), adj. of lycantnrc^y.
ly-can-thro-py Oi-kanAthr'-pi), n. [Gr. tykajnthrdpip;
see LYCANTHROPB],

'

1. a form of mental disorder in

which the patient imagines himself to fce a wHL

2. %& folklore, the power tb transform oneself or another
into a wolf by tfae^use of magic. ,

Ly-f*on (H-kS
1

!!),
n. JL.; Gr, Lyk&on (cf. Gr; lykos,

a wolf)]* in Greek mythology, a king of Arcadia who
was turned into a wolf biy 2feus because lie tested the

divinity of the disguised god by offering him human
flesh as food.

LyC'a'0*nfra (Ek'S-S'ni-a) r n. an ancient province of

central Asia Minor.
My-c^e (le'saOi n. [Fr. < L. lyctum; see LYCEUM], in

Jraanee, a secoaiaary' school maintained by the governr
meat for Breparlag students for a university.

ly-ce-um (K-se'om, E'Si-om)j n. [L.: Gr. Lykeion, the

JLyceum: so called from the neighboring temple of

Apoll&n Lykeios], 1. [L*] the grove at Athens where
Aristotle taught, 2. a lecture hall. 3. an organization

providing public lectures, concerts, etc. 4. a lycee.

lydh. gate (Hch), a lich gate.

lychnis (lik'nis), n. (L.\ Gr. lychnis], any of a large

group of plants of the pink family, with red* pniktir
wMte powers.

Ly^dl-a (Hsh'i-s), n an ancient country in somtliein

Asia Minor. '

' '
'

' f

.

Lyc-l-an (Hsh'i-an) , adj. of Lycia, its people, or. their
abitant o

,

language, n. 1. a native or inhab
.

of Lycia.
2. th^ language of the Lycians, proba1)ly dkaa to
ctuieifbrm Hittite.

( " '

'

.

OiHca-podO. n. [< Mod. L.
yuwd, any of a group, of erect or Creeping,

flowerless, evergreen plants wlili sealeiike leaves: also

Ir-ico^dl'Ujm "Oinca-po^diJanaJv n. TMbcl. U < fGr.

j^fava wofi; 4- -fodimtn so named Deo^is^ the foot
resembles a dawi a lyc^podi

" '

'
i1

'

Lycur-gua (H-ktygos),, i'
centwyB.C.

' "
,;

4%) t , % f* leHMk
-

(
te Kwfe,
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'
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isonest.
), present participle of lie (to recline),

rig-in'), n. confinement in childbirth, adj.

4te^ first mate and tested
u
at Lydd], a powerful ex-

plosive containing picric acid, used in shells.

Lyd-gate, JcSnOl<rgSt't lid'git), 1370?-1451?; English

poet ana translator. ,. _ _ .

Lyd-i-a (Udl-9), [L.; Gr. Lydia, fern, of Lydtos, Lydian],
a feminine name. n. an ancient country in western
Asia Minor: capital, Sardis.

Lyd ian (Ed'i-an), adj. 1. of Lydia, its people, or

their language. 2. a) soft; gentle; effeminate. 6)

voluptuous: sensual, n. 1. a native or inhabitant

of Lydia. 2. their language, probably Anatolic.

lye (II), n. [ME. lige, lihe, lege, leiht etc.; AS. leag;

akin to G. lauge; IE. base *Zotf~, to wash, seen also

in L. lavare, lavere, to wash (cf. LAVE, LAVATORY); see

LATHER], 1. originally, a strong, alkaline solution

obtained by leaching wood ashes, 2. any strongly
alkaline substance. Lye is used in cleaning and in

making soap. 3. any substance obtained by leaching.

Ly ellTSir fiharles (ll'al), 1797-1875; British geologist.

ly-mg (E'ig), present participle of He (to tell lies).

adj. false; not truthful, n. the telling of a lie or lies.

SYN. see dishonest.

lying (K'ii

of or for childbirth: as, a lying-in hospital.

Lyle (HI), [< Brit, place name & surname], a masculine
name.

Lyl-y, John (Ifl'i), 1554?-1<506; English author and
dramatist*, see euphuism.
Ly man QI'man), [< Brit, surname], a masculine name.

lymph (Emf), n. [L. lympha, var. of lumpha,lumpa
< Gr. nymphe; see NYMPH], 1. [Poetic or Obs.l, a
spring ot clear water. 2. a clear, yellowish, alkaline

nuidiound in the lymphatic vessels of the body; it

resembles blood plasma but contains only colorless

corpuscles. 3. any of various colorless liquids similar

to this; especially, the clear liquid given off from
inflamed body tissue.

lymph-i lympho-. .. , . ** **^ \

lym-phad-e-ni'tls (lim-fad a-nl'tis, lim'fa-da-nl'tis), n.

[Mod. L.: lymph^ + aden- 4* -***$]* inflamimation of

the lymph glands.
lym-phan gial (Urn-fan'ji-el), */ l< &W0*- .+ Gr.

angeton, vessel', 4- -all of the lymphatic vessels.

lym-phan-gi-i-tis (lim-fan'ji-i'tis), n. lymphangitis.
lym-phan-^i-o- (Um-fan'ii-a), a combining form mean-
ing ^ympha-ngial: also, before a vowel, lymphangi-.
lym-plian gi-tis (lim'fan-ji'tis), n. [Mod. L.; lymphangi-
+ -Sis], inflammation of the lymphatic vessels.

lym-phiat*lc (lim-fat'ik), adj. [< lymph, after L. lym-
phaUcus, distracted, panic-stricken, frenzied, transl.

of Gr. nymphoUptos, caught by nymphs; cf. LYMPH],
1, of, containing, or conveying lymph. 2. of, or caused

by improper functioning of, the lymph glands. 3.

sluggish; without energy: a sluggish condition was
formerly thought to be due to too much lymph in

the body. n. a lymphatic vessel.

lymphatic gland, a lymph gland.
lym-pha-to- (lim'fa-to, lim'fd-ta), a combining form
meaning lymphatic, as in lymphatolysis.

Iym-pha-tol-y-sl8 (Hm
/
f9-tol''% -'4; s) f ir. [lymphato* +

-Zy5w], the destruction of lymphatic tissue.

lymph gland, any of the many glandlike structures

lying in groups along the course of the lymphatic
vessels and producing lymphocytes: also lymph node.

lym-pho- (lun'fo, lim/fa), a combining form meaning
of lymph or the lymphatics, as in lymphocyte: also,

before a vowel, lymph-.
lyna^pliO'Cvte (lim'fa-sitO, n. [lympho- + -cyte] t a

variety or colorless corpuscle formed in the tissue of
the lymph glands and passed from the lymph into

Iym'pho<cytci-l8 (lim'f^sM'sis), n. [Mod. L.; see

-osis], a condition characterised by an abnormal in-

crease in the number of lymphocytes in the blood.

lymph-old (lim'foid), adj. [lymph- -f -o*rf], of or like

lymph or the tissue of the lymph glands.
lyn-ce-an (tin-se'9n); adj [< L. tynceus (< Gr. lynkeios
< lynx, lynx); + -an], of or like a lynx; especia^,
having the keenness of sight attributed to the lynx.
lynch (linch), v.t. [< lynch law), to kill (an accused
person) by mob action and without lawful trial, as

by hanging, usually in defiance of local authority.
Judge Lynch, lynch law personified.

Lynch-burg (linch'bgrg), n. a city in central Virginia,
on the James River: pop., 48,000.

1. any of a group of wild
cats found throughout
the northern hemisphere
and characterized oy a
ruff on each side of the
face, long legs, a short
tail, long,tuftedears, and
keen vision: the North
American species are the
Canada lynxandthe Bay
lynx, or bobcat. 2. the

long, silky, tawny fur of

the lynx, sometimes
dyed black. 3. [L-]

a
northern constellation

lyrist

pL LYNXES (-iz), LYNX; see PLURAL, n,
*. lynx],"

ild-

LYNX (3 ft. long)

lynch law, [fbrmerly 's law; ? after CJoL Charles
Lynch (1736-1796), Virginia magistrate who du
the Revolution harassed and illegally pu*tf

-

iets; or ? after Capt. William Lync&A^ _._. ,,

justice of Fittsylvania county court in vkgiiui^ who
because of the unsettled conditions during tjiejRevolu-
tion assumed for the county courts Jiamm<mon over
criminal offenses normally tried at the court in Williams-

lying between Auriga and Ursa Major.
lynx-eyed (linksldO, adj. having very keen sight.

Lyon (lyon), n. a city in southeastern France, on the
Rhone: pop., 461,000 (1946) : English name, Lyons.

Ly-on-nais, Ly-o-nais (le'6'ne'), n. a former province
of east central
France. '"'

' "' ' i Mmmm
ly-on-nalse
(HVnaz'; Fr.
u*/^*/\ V^ri

fern, of

Lyonnais, of

Lyon], pre-
pared with
finely sliced

onions; espe-
cially, desig-
nating pota-
toes prepared
with fried
onions.

Ly-on-nesse
OlVnes'), n.

[OFr.Leowois,
earlier

t
Loon-

ois, orig. Lo*
thian, former

LYONNAIS
,

division of Scotland], in Arthurian legend, a region m
southwest England, apparently near Cornwall, sup-
posed to have sunk beneath the sea.

Ly-ons (H'anz), n. Lyon: the English name.
Ly-ra (li'ra), n. [L.; Gr. Lyra; see LYRB], a northern
constellation lying between Hercules and Cygnus,
supposedly resembling the harp of Orpheus in outline:

it contains the star Vega: see constellation, chart.

ly-rate (H'rSt), adj. [Mod. L. lyratus], shaped like 01

suggestive 01 a lyre.

ly-rat-ed (K'ra-tid), adj. lyrate.

lyre (lir), n. [L. lyra; Gr. lyra; proK < IE. base */-,
*/aw-, seen also in L. laus, laudis,

praise, AS. leothian, to sing], a
small stringed instrument of the

harp family, used by the ancient
Greeks to accompany singers
and reciters.

lyre-bird (Hr'burd'). n. any of
several species of Australian
songbirds: the long tail feathers
of the males resemble a lyre
when spread.

lyr-ic (lir'ik), adj. [< Fr. or L.;
TPr. lyrimei L. lyncus; Gr. lyr-

ikos]f 1. of a lyre. 2. suitable
for singing, as to the accompani-
ment of a lyre; songlike; specifi-
cally, designating poetry or a LYRB
poem expressing the gpet's per-
sonal emotion or sentiment rather than telling of ex-
ternal events: sonnets, elegies, odes, hymns, etc. are
lyric poems. 3. writing or having written lyric poetry.
4. in music, a) characterized by a relatively high, com-
pass and a lahtf fieadblfe quality; as, a voice of lyric
quality, b) having such a voice: as, a lyric tenor.
Opposed to dramatic, n. 1. a lyric poem. 2. usually
pi. the words of a $ong as ds^ngi4aji,^fiomtfe^n^usi^

lyr i cal (lir^irkt), afij.
- L lyric, ^expressing feelings

of enthusiasm* etc. w. strong, emotional language: as,
he became lyrwal in his account of the performance.

lyr-i-cism 0!r^6k*m), TO. ly ;lyric gjiaBty, styH pr
diaracter: as^^elleys^ lynctsm* 2. emotional and
poetic expression of enthusiasm, etc*

lyr-ldst ffir'Mist), n. a writer of
lyrics for

lyr-i-co-
form

,
, ,

. .
, ,

, f< 1L. lyrfcus], a
and.

adL

n. a city in northeastern Massachusetts, on ,J
chusetts Bay: pop., 100,000.
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Ly-san-der (li-san'der), n. Spartan admiral and general;
1-395 B.C.

-lyse (Kz). -lyze.
ly-si- (li'si, lis'i), [Gr. lysi~, lys- < lysis; seeLYSis], a com-
bining form meaning freeing, relieving, loosening, dissolv-

ing, as m lysimeter: also, before a vowel, lys-.

Ly-sim-a-chus (K-sim's-kas), n. Macedonian general:
lived 361-281 B.C.; king of Thrace.

ly-sim-e-ter (E-sim'a-ter), n. [lysi* -f -meter], a device
for determining the solubility of substances.

ly-sin (K'sin), n. [< Gr. lysis (see LYSIS) ; -f -In], 1. any
antibody dissolving bacteria, blood corpuscles, etc.
2. lysine.

ly-sine (K'sen, li'sm), n. [lys- + -in], an amino acid,
CeHuNiOj, obtained synthetically or by the hydrolysis
of certain proteins in digestion.

Ly-sip-pus (li-sip'as), n, Greek sculptor; 4th century
B.C.

ly-sis (li'sis), n. [Mod. L,; Gr. lysis, a loosening <
lyein, to loose; IE. base *lu-, *leu~, to cut, loosen, seen
also in L. lucre, to release (from debt), Eng. lose, etc.],
1. the gradual and successful ending of a disease.
2. the process of cell destruction through the action
of specific lysins.

-lysis, [< Gr. lysis; see LYSIS], a C9mbining form
meaning a loosing, dissolution, dissolving, destruction,
as in catalysis, paralysis.

ly sol (li'sol, H's61) , n. [ < Gr, lysis (see LYSIS) ; + -ol],

a brown liquid mixture of soap and cresol, used as
an antiseptic and disinfectant: a trade-mark (Lysol).

lys-ao-plio-bi-a (Ks'o-fo'bi-a), n. [< Gr. lyssa, rabies;
+ -phobia], an abnormal fear of becoming insane.

-lyte pit), [< Gr. lytos; see LYSIS], a combining form
meaning a substance subjected to a process of decompo-
sition (indicated by the corresponding noun in -lysis),
as in hydrolyte.

-fyte (lit), -Hte.

lyt-ic (lit'ik) , adj. [see -LYTIC], 1. of a lysin. 2. of or

causing lysis.

-lyt-ic (lit'ik), [Gr. 4ytikos < tytikos, able to loose;
see LYSIS], 1. a suffix used to form adjectives corre-

sponding to nouns ending in -lysis, as in catalytic,

liydrolytic. 2. in biochemistry, a suffix meaning under-
going hydrolysis by enzymes.

lyt-ta (Ufa), n. {pi. LYTTAB (-5)], [L,, worm said ibo

grow under the tongues of dogs and. to cause
< Gr. lytta, lyssa, madness], a band of car
along the underside of the tongue of dogs
other flesh-eating animals.

Lyt-ton (Ht'an), see Bulwer-Lytton.
Lyu-blin (lyoo'bKn), n. Lublin: the Russian name, ,"

-lyze (Hz), TFr. -lyser < nouns ending in 4ysis -h -#%
inf, ending], a combining form used to form ver%s
corresponding to nouns ending in -lysis* as in paralyze,
electrolyze: also spelled -lyae.

M
M, m (em), n. [pi. M's; m's, Ms, ms (emz)], 1. the
thirteenth letter of the English alphabet, from the
Greek mu, derived ultimately from the Phoenician:
see alphabet, table. 2, the sound of M or m: in English,
it is usually a voiced bilabial nasal, IPA [m]. 3. a

type or impression for M or m. 4. a symbol for the
thirteenth in a sequence or group (or the twelfth if J
is omitted). 5. in printing, an em. adj. 1. of M or
ra. 2. thirteenth (or twelfth if J is omitted) in a
sequence or group.M (em), n. 1. an object shaped like M. 2. a Roman
numeral for 1,000: with a superior bar (M), 1,000,000.
3. in chemistry, the symbol for an element in electrolysis.
4. in electricity, the symbol for mutual inductance (in

henrys). 5. in logic? the symbol for the middle term of a
syllogism, adj. shaped like M.
m-, in chemistry, meta-.
M'-, (ma, mi), Mac-, as in M'Coy.
M., 1. Manitoba. 2. Marshal. 3. Master. 4. Medi-
eval. 5. Monday. 6. [pi. MM.], Monsieur.
M.t m., 1. majesty. 2. male. 3. manual 4. mark (a

coin). 5. marquis. 6. married. 7, masculine. 8. med-
icine. 9. medium. 10. meridian. 11. meridits, [L.],

n<xxi*mw.A.M.>PMs
12. meter; meters. 13mMdb.

14. mile; miles. 15. mill; mills. 16. minim. 17. minute;
minutes. 1& momth. 19. moon. 20. morning. 21.

mountain. 22. in dentistry$ a) molar. 6) mouth. 23, in

mathematics, modulus. 24. in mechanics, mass.
ma (mS; dial, often m6), n. [Colloq.]> mamma; mother.
Ma* in chemistry> mastiriumy .

MX, 1. Magisitr Ar^am, [L,I Master of

A.M* 2, Mmtary Academy. 3. Moimtawi
ma'am (mam, mini; unstressed mam, 'm), n. [C
madam: used in direct address.

Maat (mSs). n. the Meuse; tbse Dutch name, .

,

Maas txlcht (mJU'trMt), m. a citv in the Netherlands,
on tlie Ktaas River? pop., 75,000 (1947): also.^pei|Bd
Maeetricht.
Mab (mab), n. Queen Mab.

ma-cabre (ma-kS'bro, m-kS'beV} f ocf/. [Fir.; OPr.

(danse) Macabrt, (dance) of death, p^ob. altered <f,
Maccabeus, Maccabee; said to be the name of a char-
acter in a moraKty play], gruesome; grim and horrible^
ghastly. SYN. see ghastly.
ma-ca-co (ma-ka'ko), n. \pl. MACACOS (-koz)l, [Fort.|
Braz, (Tupi) macaco, macacal 1, any of several Africa^
and Asiatic lemurs; especially, the black lemur. 2>.

[< African (Congo) native name], a rnacaqvr
mac-ad am (ma-kad'am), n. [after John L. 1

(1756-1836), Scot, engineer who jnvente^ th$
1. small broken stones, used in making re

,

macadamize. 2. a road imade with, layers
mac-ad-amize (ma-kad'am-iz'), v.t. [MACAJDA

road)

a 1 feminine name: diminutive,

N ,1 MACADAMIZING], 1. to make (a j. , _, _

successive layers of small broken stones (macadam")
a dry earth roadbed, often with tar or aspwt X w

binding. 2. to repair or cover (a road) b3r tMs/proce&$.
Ma-ca-o (m9-kou', ms-ka'o), n. 1. an island at the
mouth 'of the Canton Riverj China, opposite Hoag
Kong. 2. a seaport on this island. 3. a Portuguese
colony including Macao Island and two near-by islands ;

area, 6 sq. mi.; pop., 374.700: Portuguese name,.Afac4w,

ma-caque (m^-kakO, ^ (Fr. ; Fort, macaco; .see MACACO],
any of a large group of short-tailed monkeys of Asia,
Africa, and the East Indies.
maca ro nl (mak'a-ro'ni), n. Ipl MACARONIS, MACARO-
NIES (-niz)], [It. maccaroni, maccheroni, pi. of maccher&qe

, < LGr. makaria. fopd composed of proth and pajiey
groats, in Gr., bliss .(semantic development obscttrejf.<
makar, blessed], 1. long, thin, hollow tubes made pf

dried flour paste, to be cooked and used as food. 2._an
18th-century English dandy who affected foreign
mannerisms and fashions. Also spelled maccaroni. ,

mac-a-ron-ic (mak'a-ron'ik), ad/. [Fr. macaronique r

It. maccaronico < maccaroni, Irfc.j macaronlt i.. m-^

volving or characterized by a mixture of Jtemguajg^s;'
especially, designating or of burlesque verse in, wijMsh,
real or coined words from two or more languages are
mixed, or vernacular words of a modern language or
,

tgeg are g^en L^tin case endings and mixed with

SSm of a medley; nmeddtunWed; n.
'

1. us^ym
pi. macaronic verse. 2. [Obs.j, a jumble; medley. Also

Jfpeied maccaronlc.,
.

jt ,

'

J

f

mac a ron-i-cal yDoa)c'<M$ri4cl) #/ macaronic. ,

,

,

'
' " ' " "" % H- V&* macaron <

iMjJj^
egg wni^

1

'Ccusiied almonds <>i? lisocpn^i,, and susar.
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Mac-Ar-thur, Douglas (mak-ar'ther), 1880- ; Ameri-
,
can general: commander in chief of Allied forces in the
southwest Pacific, World War II.

Ma-cas-sar (mo-kas'Sr), n. 1. a city on the southwest-
ern coast of Celebes, in the Netherlands Indies: pop.,
85,000. 2. a member of a Malay tribe living in the

region of Macassar. 3. the language of this tribe. Also
spelled Makassar.
Macassar, Strait of, the strait between Borneo and
Celebes: site of a naval battle between the Allies and
the Japanese, January, 1942.
Ma-ca-u (mo-ka'oo), n. Macao: the Portuguese name.
Ma*cau-lay, Thomas Bab-ing ton (bab'in-tan ma-ko"7-

E), first Baron Macaulay, 180CM.859; English historian,

essayist, poet, and statesman,
ma-caw (ms-kdO, n. [Port, macao; prob. < the Braz.
native name], any of a group of large, bright-colored,
harsh-voiced parrots of Central and South America.
Mac-beth (mok-beth', mak-beth'), n. 1. a famous
tragedy by Shakespeare (1606?). 2. the main char-
acter of this play, who, urged by his ruthlessly am-
bitious wife, murders his king, Duncan, and becomes
king himself, but is finally killed by the patriot Macduff.

Mace., Maccabees.
Mac-ca-bae-us, Judas (mak'o-be'os), 2nd century
B.C.; Jewish military leader of the successful Jewish
revolt against the Syrians.
Mac-ca-be an (mak'a-be'an), adj. of Judas Maccabaeus
or the Maccabees.

Mac-ca-bees (mak'o-beV), **#* [LL. Machabqei, pi. of

Machabaeus, surname of Judas; Gr. Makkabaios; prob,
< Aram, maqqdbd, hammer: hence, lit., the hammerer,
prob, because of his zealous attacks against the Syrians],
1. a family of Jewish patriots who headed a successful
revolt against Antiochus IV of Syria (175-164 B.C.).
2. in the Bible, two books of the Old Testament
Apocrypha that tell of this revolt: called Machabees
in the Douay Version: abbreviated Mace., Mac.
mac-ca-boy (mak'd^i

7
), n. \r. macouba; S$. macuba

< Macouba, district in Martinique where it is made],
a kind of snuff, usually perfumed: also spelled mac-
coboy.

tnac-ca-ro-ni (makVro'ni), n. 'macaroni (both senses).
mac-ca-ro-nic (mak'a-ron'ik), adj. macaronic.
Mac-Don-aid, James Ram-say (ram'zi mok-don'ald),
1866-1937; British statesman and Labor leader; prime
niimstdr (1924: 1929-1935).
Mac-Dow-ell, Edward Alexander (mgk-dou'dl), 1861-
1908; American composer and pianist.
mace (mas), n. [ME.; OFr. < IX. *mattea, a club], 1. a
heavy, armor-breaking club with a metal head, often

spiked, used in the Middle Ages. 2. any similar

weapon. 3. a staff used as a symbol of authority by
certain officials. 4. a person who carries a mace. 5. a
light, flat-headed stick formerly used in billiards instead
of a cue, for certain types of shots.
mace (mas), n. [ME., assumed as sing, of mads, mace;
OFr. macis; L. macir; Gr. maker, spicy bark from
India], a soice, usually ground, made from the dried

outer covermg of the nutmeg.
mace-bear-er (mas'bar

/
er), n, a person who carries a

mace in ceremonial processions.
ma-ce-doine (mas'a-dwaV: Fr. ma'sIMwan'}, n. [Fr. f

orig.,*Mnd of parsley; OFr. (perresiY) macidoine; L.

(petrosetinori) macedonicum, lit., Macedonian (parsley) 1,

1. a mixture of vegetables or fruits served as a salad,
cocktail, etc., often in jelly. 2. a medley.
Mac-e-don (mas'o-don'), n. ancient Macedonia.
Mac-e-do-nl-a (mas'o-do'ni-a), n. 1. an ancient king-
dom norfth of Greece: now part of Greece, Bulgaria,
and Yugoslavia? see Roman Empire, map. 2. a district
of northern Greece. Abbreviated Maced.

Mac-e-do-ni-an (jnas's-do'ni-an), adj. of Macedonia; its

people, their language, etc. n. 1. a native or inhab-
itant of Macedonia. 2. the ancient Indo-European
language of the Macedonians, akin either to Greek or
to illyrian. Abbreviated Maced.
Ma ce-I6 (mS'sS-yo*); a seaport in eastern Brazil:

pop., 80,000.
mac-er (mas'gr), n. [ME. macere; OFr. mossier; see
MACS (club) & -ER[, a mace-bearer; specifically, in
Scotland, an official in a law court.

mac-er-ate (mas'd-ratO, v.t. [MACERATED (-id), MACER-
ATING], [< L, maceratus, pp. of macerare, to make soft
or tender, weaken, harass; akin to Gr. massein, to
kneadl 1. a) to soften by soaking fo liquid for some
time. 0) to separate the parts <>f by soalcingj specifically,
to soften (food) in the digestivfe system. 2. to cause to

* waste $way or grow thin. 3. to torment, vJL to
tindergo maceration; waste away? groty thin.

mac-er-at-er, mac era-tor (mas/H%$p>, ',*u 'a person
or thing that macerates; specifically aotevicefor tfom-

verting fibrous matter into pulp, as in making paper.
mac-er-a-tion (mas'a-ra'shan), n. [L. maceratio], a
macerating or being macerated.

'

'

'

'' '
rt

,

tf
f
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mach*. 1. machine. 2. machinery. 3. TOftcMfiffftv

Madia-do, Gerardo (he-rar^A$ ma-cha'^), 1871-
1939; Cuba statelmiBto; president of O*ba (tW^lffJL *

Jma chere (m^ *sMrO , [Fr.], my dear (girl or wonStfol.

MACHETE

machete (ma-cha'ta, ms-shet', ma-shet'i), n, [Sp.,
dim. of macho, an ax,
hammer < L. marculus,
dim. of marcus, hammer],
a large, heavy-bladed knife
used as a tool for cutting
sugar cane, etc., or as a
weapon, in Central and South America, etc.

Mach-i-a-vel-li, Nic-co-lo (ne'kfc-ld' ma'kya-velfle;
Bng. mak'i^-vel'i, mak'ya-vel'i), 1469-1527; Italian

(Florentine) statesman and writer on government.
Mach4-a-vei-U-an, Mach-i-a-veM-an (mak'i-9-veri-^n,
mak'ys-vel'yQn), adj. 1. of Machiavelli. 2. of, like,

or characterized by his political principles and proposed
methods of craftiness and duplicity; crafty, deceitful,
etc. n. a follower of such principles and methods.

Mach-i-a-vel lism (mak'i-a-vel'iz'm, mak'ys-vel'iz'm),
n. the political principles and methods of craftiness

and duplicity advocated by Machiavelli.
ma-chi co-late (ma-chik'a-laV), v.t. [MACHICOLATED
(-id), MACHICOLATING], [< ML. machicolatus, pp. of

machicolare < MPr. machicoler < Pr. machacol, bal-

cony < macar, to beat + col, neck: from the dropping
of stones, etc.], to put machicolations in (a parapet, etc.) .

ma-chic-o-la-tion (ma-chik'a-la'shQn), n. [< machico*

late], 1. an opening in the floor of a projecting gallery
or parapet, between the supports or corbels, or in the
roof over an entrance, through which hot liquids, heavy
stones, etc. could be dropped by the defenders of a
fortress. 2. a gallery, parapet, etc. with such openings.
mach i nate (mak'a-nat'), v.i. & v.t. [MACHINATED (-id),

MACHINATING], [< L. machinatus, pp. of machinari, to

devise, plan, plot < machina; see MACHINE], to devise,

plan, or plot artfully, especially with evil intent.

mach-i-na-tion (mak'a-na'shan), n. [L. machinatio],
L [Rare], a machinating; plotting; scheming. 2. usually
in pi. an artful or secret plot, scheme, or intrigue,

especially one with evil intent. SYN. see plot.
mach-ina tor (mak's-na'tSr), n. [L.; see MACHINATE],
a plotter; schemer; intriguer.
ma-chine (mg-shenO, n. [Fr.; L. machina; Gr. mechane,
a machine, engine, device < mlchos, a contrivance],
1. [Rare or Archaic], a structure or built-up fabric of

any kind; specifically, the human or animal frame.
2. a) a vehicle, as, formerly, a carriage, cart, etc. 6) a
vehicle operated mechanically^ specifically, an auto-
mobile. 3. a structure consisting of a framework and
various fixed and moving parts, For doing some kind of

work; mechanism: as, a sewing machine. 4. a person
or organization regarded as acting like a machine, with-
out thought or will. 5. a) the members of a political

party or group who control policy and confer patronage.
b) the party organization generally, 6. a device or appa-
ratus, as in the ancient theater, for producing stage
effects: see deus ex machina; hence, 7. a literary
device for dramatic presentation, as a supernatural
agent or agency introduced into a poem. 8. m mechan-
ics, a device that transmits, or changes the appli-
cation of, energy: the lever, wheel, and screw are called

simple machines, adj. 1. of a machine or machines.
2. made or done by machinery; hence, 3. standardized;
stereotyped, v.t. [MACHINED (-shend'), MACHINING], to
make, shape, etc. by machinery. Abbreviated mach.
machine bolt, a bolt or screw with a square or hex-

agonal head and no threads on the upper parts. >

ma-chine-gun (ma-shen'gun'), v.t. (MACHINE-GUNNED
(-gund')t MACHINE-GUNNING], to fire at with, or hit by
fire from, a machine gun. .

machine gun, an automatic gun, usually mounted and
with a cooling apparatus, firing a rapid and continuous
stream of bullets fed into it by a belt, clip, or disk.
ma-chine-made (mo-shen'mad'), adj. made by or as

iby machinery, not by hand.
ma-chm-er-y (mo-shen^Sr4m9-shen'ri), n. M. MACHIN-
ERIES (-iz, -riz)] 1. machines collectively. 2. the
working parts of a machine. 3. any combination; of

things or persons by which something is kept in action
or a desired result is obtained: as, the machinery of

govenament* Abbreviated macfe. ,

' -', <

machine screw, a machine bolt: see screw, illus.

machine shop, a workshop, factory, or part of a factory
for making or repairing machines or machine parts.ma chine-tool (mo-shentoolO,, adj. of, for, or by a
machine tool. \

>
>

'

v r 1

'

<

'

machine tool, an automatic or semiautomatic power-
driven too]; as an electric lathe, 'drill, or planer: machine
'tools are used in making machines or, machine parts.
ma-chln-ist (mo-shen'ist), n. ' 1. a person who makes
or repairs

'

machinery. 2. a , worker skilled in vusing
machine tools, 3. ta worker who operates a machine.
Mach (number) (mak), [after Ernst Ma^/i (1838-1916),
Austrian physicist] in aerodynamics, a number repre-
senting the! ratio of th~

- f -^-* -* -* - - :^
speed of 3pun<$ in tfoe \

ma-chree (ms-kre', ;

croidhe (Olr. aide],

v

: struggle,



macintosh
879 madcap

macintosh (mak'in-tosh'), n. a mackintosh.
Mack en sen, Au-gust von (ou'goost f8n mak'sn-zsn),
1849-1945; German field marshal in World War I.
Mac-ken zie (ma-ken'zi), n. 1. a river in northwestern
Canada, flowing into the Beaufort Sea: length, 2,500
mi. 2. a district of Northwest Territories, Canada:
area, 527,490 sq. mi.

mack-er-el (mak'er-al), n. 1$. MACKEREL, MACKERELS
(-alz); see PLURAL, u, D, 2], [OFr. makerel, maquerel (Fr.
maquereau); ML. macarelltts], 1. an edible fish of the
North Atlantic, with a greenish, blue-striped back and
a silvery belly. 2. any of various other related fishes.
mackerel sky, a sky covered with rows of small, fleecy
clouds, suggesting the streaks on a mackerel's back.

Mack-i-nac, Strait of (mak'3-n6'), the strait connecting
Lake Huron and Lake Michigan: width, 4 mi.
Mackinac Island, a small island in the Strait of Mack-
inac: it is a State park of Michigan.Mackinaw (makVn6'), adj. [Canad. Fr. Mackinac <
Mvchthmackinac, Mackinac Island < Am. Ind.
(Onbway) m^tchimakinak, large turtle], of or from
Mackinac Island, formerly a center of trade with
the Indians of the Northwest, n. [m-], 1. a Mackinaw
blanket. 2. a Mackinaw coat. 3. a Mackinaw boat
Mackinaw blanket, a thick woolen blanket, often
woven in bars of bright colors, much used by Indians,
lumbermen, etc. in the American Northwest.
Mackinaw boat, a rowboat or sailboat with a flat
bottom, sharp bow, and square or pointed stern, used
on and around the upper Great Lakes.
Mackinaw coat, a short, double-breasted coat made of
heavy woolen cloth, often plaid.
Mackinaw trout, the namaycush.
mack-in-tosh (mak'in-tosb/), n. [after Charles Macin-
tosh (1766-1843), the Scot, inventor], L a waterproof
outer coat: raincoat. 2. the fabric used for this, made
waterproof by cementing layers of cloth with rubber.
mack-le (mak/f

l), n. [Fr. macule; L. macula, a spot,
stain], in printing, 1. a blot or blur. 2. a blurred
sheet. v.t. & IM". [MACKLKD (-'Id), MACKLING], in print-
ing, to blot; blur; print blurred or double.
ma-cle (mak''l), n. [Fr.; OFr. masde; ML. mascula,
mesh of a net, metal plate in a coat of mail < L. macula,
a spot, stain], 1. a twin crystal, as of a diamond. 2. a
dark spot in certain minerals.
Mac-Leish, Archibald (msk-leW), 1892-

; American
poet.
Mac leod, John James Rick ard (rik'ard mak-loud')
1876-1935; Scottish physiologist; co-discoverer of in-
sulin; shared Nobel prize in medicine, 1923.
Mac Ma hon, Ma rie Ed-me Pa-trice Mau rice de
(ma'rg' ed'ma pa'treV mS'reV da mak'ma'oV) Count,
Duke of Magenta, 1808-1893; French marshal and
statesman; president of France (1873-1879).
Mac MiMan, Donald Bax-ter (baks'tgr mak-mil'an,
mak-mil'sn), 1874-

; American explorer of the Arctic.
Mac mil Ian, (Maurice) Harold (mQk-mil'an), 1894- ;

British prime minister (1957- ).

MacMon-nies, Frederick William (mdk-mon'iz),
1863-1937; American sculptor.

Ma-con (ma'kQn, mS'kon), n. a city in central Georgia:
pop., 70,000.
Mac pher son, James (mak-fur'ssn) , 1736-1796; Scot-
tish poet: see Ossian.
Mac-quar-ie (m8*kw6r'v m^kwaVi), n. a river in
southeastern Australia, flowing into the Darling River:
length, 750 mi.
mac ra-m (mak'rQ^ma'), n. [Turk, maqramah, napkin,
towel < Ar. miqramah, a vail, a coarse fringe or lace
of thread or cord, knotted in designs, used te decorat-

ing furniture, etc. : also macramS lace.

Mac-ready, William Charles (mak-re'di), 1793-1873;
English actor.
mac-ro- (mak'tfo, xnak/ra), [< Or. maferos, long], a com-
bining form meaning long (in extent or dilation), lar$e,
enlarged or elongated (in a specified part), as in macro-
cosm: 50, before a vowel, macr-: opposed to micro-.

alo-tis.
'

'

'

f

mac-ro-ceph-a-lous (mak'ra-sef'a-bs), adj. of or having
acrocepnaly

itoac'ro^cpli*a'ly (mak'r^-sef'a4i) , n. [macro- + cephal-
4* ~y} E condition, in which .the head dtr cranial capacity
is aoiaoim&Hy large; opposed to microcephaly.
mac-ro-cosm (mak'ro-koz'm) f 71. [Fr. macrocosme; see
MACRO- & COSMOS], ''the great world; the universe:

o-pposed to microcosm.
mac-ro-cos-mic (mak're-koz'mik), adj. o! or Eke' the

mac-ro-cyst (mak'rs-sist'), n. [macro- -f -cyst], a large
or enlarged cyst; especially, in botany, & large reproduc-

t anemia.
;

mac ro-dome (mak'ra-dSmO, n. [macro- + dome], in

crystallography, a dome with its planes parallel to the
longer lateral axis.
mac-ro'dont (mak'rs-dont'), adj* having large teeth.
ma-cro ga-mete (mak'ro-ga-meV, mak'rQ-gam/et) , n.

[macro- + gamete], the larger of two conjugating cells
or spores, usually considered to be female.
mac-ro graph (mak'ra-graf', mak'ra-grafO* n. [macro-
4- -graph], a drawing or photograph of an object as
seen with little or no magnification.
ma-crog-ra-^hy (mQ-kro^'ra-fl), n. [macro- + -graphy],
1. examination o! an object with the naked eye instead
of with a microscope: opposed to micrography. 2. large
handwriting, often a sign of nervous disorder.
ma-cron (ma'krsn, mak'ron), n. [Gr. makron, neut. of
makros, long], a short, straight mark (~) placed hori-
zontally over a vowel to indicate that it is long or is to
be pronounced in a certain way.
maoro-phys-ics (mak'ra-fiz'iks), n. [macro- -f- physics],
the branch of physics that deals with masses large
enough to be directly observed and measured.
mac-rp-scop-ic (mak'ro-skop'ik), adj. [macro- +
-scopfc], visible to the naked eye: -opposed to micro-
scopic.

mac-ro-spo-ran-gi-um (mak'ro-spa-ran'ji-sm), n. [pi.
MACROSPORANGIA (-a)], a megasporangium.
mac-ro-spore (mak'ra-spfir', mak'rs-sporO, n. [macro-

-f- spore], 1. a large spore. 2. a megaspore.
ma-cru*ral (ma-kroor'sl), adj. [Mod. L Macmra, name
of the suborder (< macr- + Gr. oura, tail); + -al] t of a
group of ten-legged, stalk-eyed crustaceans, comprising
the lobsters, prawns, shrimps, etc.
ma cm-ran (ma-kroor'gn), n. a macrural animal, adj.
macrural.
mac-u-la (mak'yoo-b), n. [pL MACULAE (4e')], [L., a
spot, stain, etc.], a spot, stain, blotch, etc.; especially,
a) a discolored spot on the skin. 5) a spot on the sun.
mac-u-lar (mak'yoo-lgr), adj. 1. of or constituting a
macula. 2. characterized by maculae.
mac u late (mak'yoo-lat'j for adj., mak'yoo-lit), v.t.

[MACULATED (-id), MACULATING], [< L. maculatus, pp.
of maculare, to spot, speckle < macula, a spot, stain],
to spot; stain; blemish: defile, adj. 1. spotted;
blotched; hence, 2. denied; impure.
macu-lation (mak'yoo-la'shan), n. [LL. maculatio;
see MACULATE] , 1 . a spotting. 2. a sjpot ; stain ; blemish.
3. the pattern of spots on an animal or plant.
mac ule (mak'ul), n. [Pr.] r a mactda or mackle. v.t. &
v.i. [MACULED (-uld), MACULING], to mackle; blur.
mad (mad), adj. [MADDER (-er), MADDEST (-ist)], [ME.
madde, medde (aphetic form) < AS. gem&dd, gem&ded,
pp. of (ge)maedan, to make mad, drive mad; akian to
Goth, gamaiths, crippled, OS. gimld, fooli^i; IB. "base
*mait'-, to cut down < *mai-, to hew, cut off: prob.
sense development: castrated, crippled mentally de-

ficient], 1. mentally ill; insane; cra^y. 2, frenzied;
wildly excited; frantic: as, mad with fear- 3. showing
or resulting from lack^ of reason; fpoHali and rash;

senseless^ unwise. 4. blindly and foolishly enthusiastic
or fond; infatuated: as, she's mad about him. 5,, wildly
gay: hilarious. 6. having rabies: as, a mad dog. 7.

[Colioq,], angry; enraged; wrathful; furious (often with
of), v.t & v.i. [MADDED (-id), MADDING], [Rare], to
madden.
have a mad on, [Colloq.J, to be angry.
Hk0 mad, 1. in t"k& manner of a madman. 2. with
furious energy, speed, enthusiasm, etc.
mad as a hatter (or March: hare), completely crazy.

Mad-a-gas can (mad'Q-gas^kan) , adj. of Madagascar or
its people, n. a native or inhabitant of Madagascar.Mad a-gas-car (mad'a-gas^kSr), n. a French island off

the southeastern coast of Africa:
area, 228,589 sq. mi.; pop,,
4,295,000 (est. 1947); capital,
Tananarive.
mad-am (mad'9m) , n. \pl, MADAMS
(-m&) f for It *ti&kally MESDAMES
(ma-dam'; .Fr. ma'dam'V), [Fr.
madame, orig. ma dame; L. mea
domina, my lady], 1. a woman;
lady : a polite title used in speak-
ing to or of a woman: often
ma'am. " 2. the mistress of a
household. 3. a woman in charge
of a brothel. Abbreviated Mdm.,
MadL,^ Madm.

'

MADAGASCAR
mad^ame (mad'9m; Fr, ma'dani 1

')^

n. [pi. MESDAMES (mi-dim'; Fr. ma'd&mOl. [Fir-;

MADAM], a married womaa: Freuclh title eqttivalejife
to J^fr5.; generaly used of all foreign married women,
in Ameripan and British usage: abbreviated

~ -

Mdme,
'

!

Ma da ria ga, Sal't5a-dor lie (sSl'vt-tltolr' l^e
ll$6- 9 SloNMriMbt writer and diplosaat,' ' " - - - ^ gg, |wi



madd.en 880 Magdalena
adj.a reckless, impulsive person, especially a girl,

reckless and impulsive.
mad-den (mad/'n), v.t. & v.i. to make or become mad;
make or became insane, angry, or wildly excited.

mad-der (mad'er), n. [ME. mader; AS. msedere, mxddre;
akin to ON. mathra, Norw. modra, etc.; IE. base
*modhro-, dye plant], 1. any of a number of related

plants that yield medicines and dyes; especially, a
vine with small, yellow flowers and berries. 2. a) the
red root of this plant, b) a red dye made from this:

the term is also applied to a synthetic coal-tar dye,
alizarin. 3. bright red; crimson.
mad-der (mad'er) , adj. comparative of mad.
mad-ding (mad'irj), adj. [RareJ, 1. raving; frenzied: as,

"the madding crowd." 2. maddening; making mad.
mad-dish (mad'ish), adj. somewhat mad.

s

made (mad), past tense and past participle of make.
adj. 1. constructed; shaped; formed: as, a well-made

play. 2. produced artificially; not natural: as, made
ground. 3. invented; contrived: as, a made word. 4.

specially prepared: as, a made dish. 5. sure of success

or fortune; successful: as, a made man.
Ma-deir a (mo-deY's; Port, ma-de're), n. 1. a group of

five Portuguese islands, off the coast of Morocco: area,
314 sq. ml; pop., 228,000; capital, Funchal. 2. the
chief island of this group. 3. a river in Brazil, flowing
into the Amazon: length, c. 2,000 mi, 4. [alsom-J, a
strong white wine made on the island of Madeira.
Mad-e-line (mad'e-lm', mad'l-in), a feminine name:
see Magdalene.
ma-de-moi selle (mad'a-ma-zel'; popularly, often mam'-
zel'; Fr. mad'mwa'zel'), n. [Fr. pi. MESDEMOISELLES
(mad'mwa/zel')]. [Fr.; ma, my + demoiselle, young
lady; see DAMSEL], an unmarried woman or girl: French
title equivalent to Miss: abbreviated Mile., Mdlle.
Ma de-ro, Fran cis co In-da-le-cio (fran-ses'kd en'da-

le'syo* ma-de'r6*) 1873-1913; Mexican revolutionist
and statesman; president of Mexico (1911-1913).
made-to-or-der (mad/t9-6r/dSr), adj. made to conform
to the* customer's specifications or measurements;
ciistoriMnade: opposed t9 ready-made.
made-up (mad'up'), adj. 1. put together; arranged:
asj * made-up page of type. 2. invented; fabricated;
false: as, a made-up story. 3. with cosmetics applied.
Madge (maj). a feminine name: see Margaret, Margery*
mad-house (madlious'), n. 1. a place of confinement
for the mentally ill; insane asylum; hence, 2. any
place of turmoil, noise, and confusion.

Mad-hya Bha-rat (mud'hys bu'rut), a state in west
central India: area, 46,353 sq. mi.; pop., 7,150,000
(est. 1950) ; capital, Indore.

Mad-hya Pra-desh (mud'hya pra'desh), a state of
central India: area, 130,324 sq. nai.; pop., 19,648,000
(est. 1950); capital, Nagpur: former name, Central
Provinces and JBerar.
Mad-i-son (mad'i-s'n), n. the capital of Wisconsin:
pop., 96,000.
Madison, James, 1751-1836; fourth president of the
United States (1809-1817).
mad4y (mad'E), adv. 1. insanely, 2. wildly; furiously.
3. foolishly.
Madm., Madam.
maotnita (mad'man', mad'mon), n.

\fl.
MADMEN

(-men', -men)], a demented person; lunatic; maniac.
mad-ness (mad'nis), n. 1. dementia; insanity; lunacy.
2. great anger; fury- 3. great folly; 4. wild excitement
or enthusiasm. 5. rabies.
Ma-doe-ra (mlWoo'ra), n. Madura, an island in the
Netherlands Indies: the Dutch spelling.
Ma-don-na (moron's) r n. [It., my lady; ma, my (L.
mea) + donna, lady (L. domina, fern, of dominus, lord;
see DOMINATE)]. 1. [m-], a former Italian title for a
woman, equivalent to madam. 2. a) Mary, mother of
Jesus. 6) a j^cfare or statue of Mary.
Ma-dras (morctras', ma-drasO, n. 1. a state of south-
eastern India:; area, 127,768 sq. mi.; pop., 49440*000
(est. 1950); 2. its capital, on the Bay of Bengal: pop.,
647,000.
ma dras (mad'ras, ms^drasf, m^draV), **. [< Madras,
India], 1. a fine, firm cotton cloth, usually striped,
used for shirts, dresses, etc. 2. a durable silk cloth,

usually striped. 3. a figured cotton or rayon clotlj in
leno weave, used for draperies. 4, a large, bright-
colored kerchief of silk or cotton. - iodfjLmade of madras.
Madras States, a former agency of $ritish India, in-

cluding the native states of Travaneore^ Cochin, and
Pudukottai: area, 10,334 sq. mi i ', i

Ima-dre (ma'dre), n. [Sp,] r mother.Ma dre de Dios (ma'dre de' dyfts*)* a rifer ill south-
eastern Peru and northwestern Bottvia* Sowing; into
the Beni: length, 900 mi.
mad-re pore (mad'ri-pdr', mad'ri~por'), n. [Fr.
pore: It. madrepora, lit., mother-stane

'

production) < madre (< L. mater), motfe'^ &
pore (or Gr. pfros, soft stone)], any of
usually branching, which form coral
in tropical seas. ,

Ma-drfd (m9-diid': Sp. -,
in the central part: pop., 1,171,600 (est.

mad ri-gal (mad'ri-gl), n. [It. madrigale, mandrigale;
prob. parallel with madregal, feverfew, a perennial
herb < LL. (herba) matricalis, feverfew < mairicalis,
of the womb (see MATRIX); form affected by asso-

ciation with It. mandra, nock (< L. mandra, stall,

herd < Gr. mandra, fold, stable), as if
4

'pastoral song";
prob. orig. sense "invented song"], 1. a short poem,
usually a love poem, which can be set to music. 2. a
contrapuntal song with parts for several voices,

sung without accompaniment, popular in the 15th,
16th, and 17th centuries. 3. loosely, any song, espe-
cially a part song.

mad-ri-gal'ist (mad'ri-g'1-ist), n. 1. a composer of

madrigals. 2. a singer of madrigals.
ma-dro-iia (ms-dro'nys), n. [< madrono, the Sp. name],
1. an evergreen found on the Pacific coast of North
America. 2. its edible red berry: also madrona apple.
ma-dro-fio (ms-dro'nyo), n. a madrona.
Madura (ma-d5o'ra), n. an island of Indonesia,
northeast of Java: area, 1,726 sq. mi.; pop., 1,954,000:
Dutch spelling, Madoera.
Mad u ra (maj'oo-rs), n. a city in southern India: pop.,
182,000.

ma-du-ro (m9-door'o), adj. [Sp., mature < L. maturus],
dark and strong: said of cigars.
mad-wo-man (mad'woom sn), n. \pl. MADWOMEN
(-wim'sn)), a demented, or insane, woman.
mad-wort (mad;wurtO, n. [mad -f wori (plant): so
named because supposed remedy for rabies], any of a

group of plants or shrubs of the mustard family, with

grayish leaves and small, pale flowers; alyssunu
Mae (ma), a feminine name: see Mary.
Mae-an-der (mi-an'de'r), n. the Menderes River (sense

1) : the ancient name: also spelled Meander.
Mae-ce-nas (mi-se'nss), n. 1. (Gains Cilnius Maecenas),
Roman statesman and patron of literature, friend of

Horace and Virgil; 70?-8 B.C. 2. any wealthy,
generous patron, especially of literature or art.

maelstrom (mal'strsm), n. [Early Mod. D. (now
maalsturoom) < malen, to grind, whirl round + stroom, a

stream; first applied by 16th-c. D. geographers], 1.

[M-], a famous and dangerous whirlpool off the west
coast of Norway; hence, 2. any large or violent whirl-

pool. 3. a violently confused, turbulent, or dangerously
agitated state of mind, emotions, affairs, etc.

mae-nad (me'nad), n. [pi. MAENADS (-nadz), MAENADES
(men'9-dez')], [L. Maenas, Maenadis; Gr. mainas,
mainados < matnesthai, to rave], 1. in Greek &* Roman
mylhp

j
o&y, a nymph who attended Dionysus; female

participant in the cult of Bacchus; bacchante; hence,
2. a frewzled or raging woman. Also spelled menad.
mae-nad-ic (mi-nad'ik), adj. of, like, or characteristic
of a maenad.

Jma-es-to-so (ma'es-td'sd), adj. & adv. [It,], in music,
with majesty or dignity: a direction to the performer.
Maes-tricht (mas'triHt), n. Maastricht.
ma-es tro (nus'tro, ma^es'trS), n (pi. MAESTROS (-troz),
MAESTRI (-tri)], [It.; L. magister, a master], a master
in any art; especially, a great composer, conductor, or
teacher of music.
Mae-ter linck, Count Maurice (ma'tSr-Krjk', met%-
lirjk

7

)* 1862-1949; Belgian dramatist, poet, and essay-
ist; awarded Nobel prize in literature, 1911.

,

.

Mae West (ma west), [after Mae West, shapely Ameri-
can actress]* an inflated life preserver vest worn by
aviators downed at sea.

Maf-e-king> (maf'a-kir/). n. a town in the northern part
of the Union of South Africa: pop., 3,000: it was be*-

sieged during the Boer War (1899-190Q). ,

maf fia, mafia (mS'fi-aO. n. [It^maffia], 1. in Sicily,

popular hostility to law and government, 2. [M-], an
alleged secret society of SWiaaa or Italians in the
United States and other countries, for purposes of
vengeance, reprisal! and blackmail: Black Ijand.
Jma foi Ocna' fwa?),*|PrJf 1; literally^ my faith; hence,
2. my goodnessl

'

1. magasB 3. magnitude.
n a sea|*oit'itt'sou'

-. __-^ n: pop., 25,000: southern-
mpst city in tfoe, world: former name, Pttfite;4r*Mtt.
mag-a-zine (magVzeV, mag's-zeV), n. Wr^ magosOn;
Ojte, magamn; It. magamino; Ar* f^oWWft* |* rf
mm^san, a storehouse; granarr < kkamma, to $to*euj>],
1. a place of storage, as a warehouse, storehouse, or
niipwy supply , dietooi. 2* a s|>aqe In wbifoi ^
are 4^^' ? * bwding or room

r

ia. a fort, 'or a r^

of a warspip. 3. a supply
' ^

rifle i

f pstol ', iteiroi; wwi .

space jn a camerd from wMch the plates I

i are led*' or the patrt ^ a
'"' ' ' '

' '"
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Colombia, flowing into the Caribbean; length, 950 mi.
Mag-da-lene (mag'da-len'), [LL.; Gr. Magdalene, Et.,
of Magdala < Magdala, town on the Sea of Galilee],
a feminine name: variants, Magdalen, Madeline; dimin-
utive, Lena, n, 1. (also mag'cb-le'ni), Mary Magda-
lene (preceded by the): Luke 8:2 (identified with the
repentant woman in Luke 7:37). 2. [m-], a) a reformed
and repentant prostitute. &) a reformatory for prosti-
tutes. 3. (modlin), Magdalene College, Cambridge.
Mag-da le-ni an (mag'do-Te'ni-sn), adj. [Fr. magdalm-
ien, after La Madeleine, in west central France, where
many of the artifacts were found], designating or of a
late period of the Old Stone Age, characterized by
cave art and tools of polished stone and bone.
the Magdalenian, the Magdalenian period.

Mag de burg (mag'do-burg'; G. mag'da-boorkh') , n. a
city in the province of Saxony, Germany: pop., 306,000.
mage (maj), n. [Fr.; L. magus; see MAGIJ, [Archaic], a
magician; wizard.
Ma gel-Ian, Ferdinand (ma-jel'an), 1480P-1521: Por-
tuguese navigator; discoverer of the Strait of Magellan
and the Philippine Islands.

Magellan. Strait of. a strait between the South Ameri-
can mainland and Tierra del Fuego: length, 370 mi.
Magellan-ic (majVlan'ik), adj. having to do with
Ferdinand Magellan.
Magellanic cloud, [after Ferdinand Magellan], in as-
tronomy, 1. either of two large, cloudHke phenomena
containing star clusters, in the Milky Way in the south-
ern hemisphere. 2. a dark area in the Milky Way,
near the Southern Cross.

magen ta (ma-jen'ts), n. [< Magenta, town in
so called because discovered about the time (
of the battle fought there], 1. fuchsin, a purplish-real
aniline dye. 2. purplish red. adj. purplish-red.
Mag-gie (mag'i), a feminine name: see Margaret.
Mag-glore, Lake (ma-j8r'i; It. mad-j6're), a lake in
Switzerland and northwestern Italy: area, 82 sq. mi.
mag-got (mag'at), n. [ME, magotte; prob. < earlier
mathek, flesh worm (< ON. mathkr or AS. matha, a
worm, maggot; cf. MAWKISH) after Magot, form of

Margaret], 1, a wormlike insect larva, as the legless
larva of the housefly: maggots are usually found in
filth and decaying matter. 2. an odd notion; whim.
mag'got-y (mag'at-i), adj. 1, full of maggots* 2. full
of odd notions OB whims.

Ma-gi (ma'jf), n.pl. king. MAGUS (ma/gus)]. [L., pi. of

magics; Gr, magos; OPer, magu, member of a priestly
castevmagiciaaj, 1. the priestly caste in ancient Media
and Persia, supposedly liavmg occult powers. 2. in
the Bible, the wise men fromthe East (in later tradition,
three in ntimber) who came bearing gifts to the infant
Jesus: Matt. 2:1-13.

Ma gi an (ma^sm), n. 1. one of the Magi. 2. aft ad-
herent of the Magi, 3. [m-]r a magician; wizard, adj.
1. of the Magi. f. [m*-], [Rare], magical
mag-ic (inaj'ik), n: [ME. magike; OFr,. maghme; LL,
magica (ars)\ L. magice; Gr. magike (tedvn&l, magic
(art) , sorcery < magikos^ of the Magi j see MAGIJ. 1. tine

pretended art of producing effects or con1bllin# events
by channs, spells, and rituals supposed to govern cer-
tain natural or sujpernatural forces; sorcery; witch-
craft. 2. any mysterious, seemingly inexplicable, or

extraordinary power or Mtuence: as, the t^o$*V of love.
3. the art of produces

1

baEln# effect^ or ffiusions by
sleigjjt of hand, concealed apparatosi !eic. ti/l'ifj.

magtcus; Gr. magikcts], 1. of, proo,ticed "by? used In, or

using magic, 2. producing extra/drdin^ry
1

result, as if

by magic or supenmtural means.
SYN.'-magic is tlie ge&eraTtetm for any of ttie supposed arts
of proditeiis& martmtt effects by saperakttcral oi occult power
and is figtzpsttivoiy a,pjMo<J t?o &y 63cttabrd^nia^,'8eckjM|ii^ly inex-

plicable power; sorcery implies magic ia which spells are cast
or cfawrttis axe usedti twaaHy fjor n IjEnnfttl Of r siiMjrtw purjpbse ;

witchcraft (of women) and wizardry (of men) imply the pos-
session of suppinmtHlral poiw by^ compaet iwMi evil

spirits,
witchcraft figuratively suggesting the use of womanly wiles,

^wi^diy?wa^ .n,.,,,

mag-i-cal (maj'i-kl) t adj. magic (especially in sense 2) :

tiflfid ,preacaiivi^<>f iwl as attributively, < whereas

tna-gi-cian , (ms-jish/an),
> n. [ME. & OFr. magicien\a.n

potfonw ftkjfia&fXfa magic! {jmsse li

magic lantern, a^wfecil iwtatt^ *ttb aa ar*inw-

1. a member of
tttwr Malay

the eastern frontier of Prance, built before World War
II: though considered impregnable, it failed to prevent
invasion by the Nazi armies.

mag-iste*ri-al (maj'is-teVi-sl),, adj. [ML. magisterialis
< XL. magisterius < L. magister, a master], 1. of or
suitable for a magistrate or master. 2. autlxoritative.
3. domineering; pompous. SYN. see masterful.
ma-is*tra-cy (maj'is-tra-si), n. \pL MAGISTRACIES
(-sizj] r 1. the position, office, function, or term of a
magistrate. 2. magistrates collectively. 3. the district
under a magistrate; magistrate's jurisdiction.
mag is-tral (maj'isrtrsl), adj. [L. magistraUsL 1. mag-
isterial; authoritative or imperious. 2. guiding; main :

as, a magistral line in fortification. 3. in pharmacy,
prepared for a particular case: said of a prescription:
opposed to officinal, n. in fortification, a magistral line.

mag is-trate (maj'is-trat', maj'is-trit), n. [ME,: L.
magistrates < magisterj see MASTER], 1. a civil officer

empowered to administer and enforce the law: the
President of the United States is sometimes called, the
first (or chief) magistrate. 2, a minor official with certain
limited judicial and executive powers, as a justice of
the peace or judge of a police court.
mag-ma (mag'ma), n. [pi MAGMAS (-moz), MAGMATA
(-ma-tQ)], [L.; Gr. magma < massein, to knead], 1. a
thin paste composed of crude mixed mineral or organic
matter. 2. in geology, ri^lten rock deep in the earth,
from which igneous rock is formed. 3. in pharmacy, a
suspension of precipitated matter in a watery substance.
mag mat ic (mag-mat'ik), adj. of, like, or produced by
magma.
Mag na Char-la, Mag-na Car-ta (mag'ns kaVtd)i
IML., lit., great charter], 1. the great charter that
King John of England was forced by the English barons
to grant at Runnymede, June 15, 1215: it guaranteed
certain civil and political liberties to the English people.
2. any basic constitution that guarantees civil and
political liberties.

Jmag na cum lau-de (mag'no kum 16'di, mag'nsl koom
lou'de),^']. wi^ ^rea

'

t praise: phrase used to signify
graduation with high honors from a university or
college: cf. cum laude, summa cum laude.
mag-na-nim i-ty (mag'na-nim'Q-ti), n. 1. the quality
or state of being magnanimous. 2. [pL MAGNANIMITIES
(-tiz)j, &. magnanimous act.

mag-nan-i-mous (mag-nan'a-mas), adj. [L. magnan-
imus < magnus, great 4- animus, mind, soul]^ noble in
mind; higjh-souledj generous ia overlooking mjury or
insult; rising above pettiness or meanness.
mag-nate (mag'nat), n. [ME.;LL. magnas.pl, magnates,
great man, nobleman < L. magnus, great], 1. a very
important or influential person in any field of ao

* "

especially in a large business. 2. formerly, in Hu_
and Poland, a member of the upper branch of the J

mag-nesia (mag-nS'shdv mag-ne'zlra), u. |MB.-; >MX^ <
Gr, Magnesia lithos, stone of Majgnesaa '^disteict in
Thessaly)], 1, magnesium oxide, MgO;t it 'white; taste-
less powder, used as a mild laxative iaid 'antaecd, and
as an insulating substance, in fi3?ebriofcr etc; 2. hy-
drated magnesium carbonate, also used as a laxative.
mag-ne-sian (mag^-ne'shsn, mag-ne'zhsn), adj. of or
containing magnesium. *

miag'iiie'fidc (mag-ne'sik), adj. of or containing magne-
sium or one of its compounds.
mag-ne-site (mag'na-srt'), n. native magnesium car-
bonate, MgCOj, a mineral occurring usually in white,
compact masses, but sometimes granular or crystalline:

,u^df for furnace linings: etc.

ma ne si urn (mag-nS'shi-am, mag-ne'zM-om), n."
*> < magnesia], a light, silver-white metallic

, e|ament, malleable and ductile: used in mak-
several a^oys and, because it burns with a toot, white
% in phoitograpjiic flash bulbs, incendiary bombs,
. symbol.

1 Mg: at. wt., 24.32: at. no., 12.

wet (magfnfc), it. [ME. & OFr. magnete; L. magnes,"
<; Iftr. MagnZtis lithos

l
stone of Magnesia

in Tiliessaiy) ]y 1. any piece of iron^ jSteelv or,
aeMw (loadstone) that has the pvoperfey

.. w .,
on oft steel,

>
etc. i

t
this property

'

ugteg?? be
present or artificially induced, as by passing

,
,c durrent ^rough a coil of wire mappea

mag-net-ic (mag-net
r
iky, adj. 1. having the properties

of a magnet : as, magnetic iron. 2. of, producing, caused
by, or operated by magnetism. 3* of the atws oaaa-
netism: as, the magnetic meridian, 4. that can be
magnetized. '5', powerfully attractive : said of a- person,
personality, etc*

1

6. mesmeric. Abbreviated mag. ;>
<

>

noag-net-i-cal ly (mag-net'i-k'1-i, mag-net'ik-li), adv.

magnetk: axis, the straight Ime joining the two i
of a magnet: if the magnet is freely suspended, the

an

^^^w^^m^^
r/w-n;zhv leisure,;D , nm

;^

t^itffiWWiSiKl ich; kh, G. doch.
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magnetic compass, an instrument for indicating geo-
graphical directions by the action of the earth's mag-
netic field

C;n a bar magnet (magnetic needle) suspended
so as to swing freely on a pivot.
magnetic course, an airplane's course reckoned from
the magnetic north.
magnetic equator, the aclinic line, an imaginary line
around the earth near the equator, where the magnetic
needle does not dip.
magnetic field, the space occupied by magnetic lines
of force; space around a magnet in which the magnetic
force exerted is appreciable.
magnetic flux, the total flow of magnetism or mag-
netic lines of force through a magnetic circuit.

magnetic force, the force with which a magnet attracts

(or repels) a piece of iron or steel.

magnetic induction, the power of a magnet to induce
magnetism in a piece of iron, steel, etc. brought into its

magnetic field.

magnetic meridian, that circle of the celestial sphere
which passes through the zenith and the Magnetic
Poles.

magnetic mine, a naval mine designed to explode when
the metal hull of a ship passing near it deflects a
magnetic needle, closing an electric circuit and thus
detonating the charge.
magnetic needle, a slender bar of magnetized steel
which, when mounted so as to swing freely on a pivot,
will point along the line of the magnetic meridian to-
ward the Magnetic Poles, approximately north and
south: it is the essential part of a magnetic compass.
magnetic north, the direction toward which a mag-
netic needle points: in most places it is not true north.
magnetic pickup, a pickup, often used in electric

phonographs, in which the varying movements of the
needle produce corresponding variations in electrical
output to the amplifier through an arrangement of a
magnet and coils: distinguished from crystal pickup.
magnetic pole, 1. either pole of a magnet, where the
magnetic fines of force seem to be concentrated. 2.

[M- P-J, either point on the earth's surface toward which
the needle of a magnetic compass points; the North
and 'South Magnetic Poles do not precisely coincide
with the geographical poles.
mag net-ics (mag-net'iks), n.ph [construed as sing.],
the branch of physics dealing with magnets and mag-
netic phenomena.
magnetic storm, a noticeable disturbance of the earth's
magnetism.
mag-net'isn^mag'no-tiz'm), n. 1. the property, qual-
ity, or condition of being magnetic: as, a loadstone has
magnetism. 2. the force to which this is due. 3, the
branch of physics dealing with magnets and magnetic
phenomena: magnetics. 4. power to attract; personal
charm or allure. 5. mesmerism. Abbreviated mag.
mag netite (mag'na-tit')% , n. IG. magnetit; see MAGNET
& -ITE], a black iron oxide, PeaOi, an important iron
ore; called loadstone when magnetic.
mag-net iz a ble (mag'na*tiz

y
0-b'l), adj. that can be

magnetized.
mag-net-i-za-tion (mag'na-ti-za'shsn, mag'n0-ti-za'-
shsn), n. a magnetizing or being magnetized
mag-net-ize (mag'nQ-tlzO, v.t. [MAGNETIZED (-tlzd'),

MAGNETIZING], 1. to make into a magnet; give mag-
netic properties to (steel, iron, etc.). 2. to attract or
charm (a person) : often with a suggestion of sense 3.
3. [KareJ, to mesmerize. v.i to become magnetic

mag.ne-tq (mag-ne'to), n.
r " --*..--

dynamo in which one or
more permanent magnets
produce the magneticleld;
especially, a small machine
of this sort connected with
and run by an internal-
combustion engine, used
to generate the electric
current providing a spark
for the ignition: in full,
magnetoelectric machine:
also magnetogenerator.
magneto- (mag-ne'to,
mag-net'), Jsee MAGNET],
a combiningform meaning:
1. magnetism, magnetic
force, as in\ magnetoelecfric. 2. magmetoekctric.
mag ne to-dy na mo (mag-ne'ti^di'na-mo', maj
di'jMHno'), n, a dynamo -wfcjb permanent field n

MAGNETO

mag-nat'a-

adj, of or
produced by magnets.

,

characterized by electricity

^~ >, *, *k-trisVti), it "dectricitv "produc^cf bytne
relative movement of electric conductors and maanetas.magne togen era tor (mae^e'toV^faH'
neFo-jen'a-rl'ter), n. a magneto,

.e.ter
(mag'na-tora'o-teir), n.

instrument for

(abbreviated m.m.f.) that gives rise to magnetic flux
mag ne to-scope (mag-ne'ta-skop', mag-net'9-skopO,
n. [magneto- + -scope], an instrument for detecting
magnetic force.

mag-ne-tron (mag'no-tron'), n. [magnet + electron], a
vacuum tube in which the flow of ions from the heated
cathode to the anode is controlled by a magnetic field

externally applied and perpendicular to the electric
field by which they are propelled: used to produce very
short radio waves.
mag-ni- (mag'ni), [< L. magnus, great, big], a combining
form meaning great, big, large, as in magnificent, mag-
niloquence; also, in zoology, long.
mag ni fie (mag-nif'ik), adj. [Fr. magnifique; L. mag-
nificus], [Archaic], 1. magnificent. 2. imposing in
size, dignity, etc.
4. eulogistic.

mag-nit i-cal (mag-nif'i-k'l). adj. [Archaic], e

Mag-nif-i-cat (mag-nif'i-kar), n. [L.T, 1. a) the 1

of the Virgin Mary in Luke 1:46-55, beginning .

nificat anima mea Dominum, "My soul cfoth ma
the Lord." 5) any musical setting for this. 2. Tm-J,
any song, poem, or hymn of praise.
mag-nifi ca tion (mag/na-fi-ka'shan), n. [LL. magni-
ficatio], 1. a magnifying or being magnified. 2. the
power of magnifying. 3. a magnified image, model,
or representation.
mag-nif-i-cence (mag-nif'a-s'ns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L.
magnificentia < magnificus, noble < magnus, great +
facere, to do], richness and splendor, as of furnishings,
color, dress, etc.; stately or imposing beauty;
grandeur.
mag-nif-i cent (mag-nif'o-s'nt), adj. [OFr.; LL. mag-
nificens; see MAGNIFICENCE], 1. splendid; stately;
imposingly beautiful; grand; rich or sumptuous, as in
construction, decoration, etc. 2. exalted: said of ideas,
etc., and also of some former rulers, as, Lorenzo the
Magnificent. SYN. see grand,
ma^nifi-co (mag-nif'a-ko'). n. [pi. MAGNIFICOES
(-koz')j, [It. < L. magnificus; see MAGNIFICENCE], 1. a
nobleman of ancient Venice; hence, 2. a person of
high rank or great importance.
mag-ni-fi-er (mag'n9n'eV), n. 1. a person who mag-
mnes.

4
2. a thing that magnifies; specifically, a lens or

combination of lenses for magnifying.
mag-ni-fy (mag'na-fl'). v.t. (MAGNIFIED (-fid'), MAG-
NIFYING], [MB. magnifien; OFr. magnifier; L. magni-
ficare < magnus, great -f facere, to make], 1. [Rare],
to make greater in size, status, or importance; enlarge.
2, to cause (a person or thing) to seem greater, more
important, etc. than is really so; exaggerate: as, she
magnified her sufferings in telling about them. 3. to
cause to seem larger than is really so; increase the
apparent size of (an object), especially by means of a
lens or lenses, 4. [Archaic], to glorify; praise; extol.
v.i. to have t&e power of increasing the apparent size
of an object: as, telescopes and microscopes magnify,
magnifying glass, a lens or combination of lenses that
increases the apparent size of an object seen through it.

mag-nil-o<quence (mag-nil'a-kw^ns), n. [L. mpgnilo-
quentia], magniloquent quality, style, or expression.
tnag-nil'O^quent (mag-nil^kw^ni?), adj. [< L. mt
great -f- loquens, ppr. of loqui, to speak]. 1.

pompous, or grandiose in speech or style of <

2. boastful; bombastic; talking big,

Mag;ni to gorsk (magW&g5rsk\ n. a city on the
Ural River, in western Siberia, U.S.S.F..: pop., 146,000.
magni-tude (mag'n9-*tood'f mag'na-tSd'J, jnt [L, mag-
nitude < magnus, great), 1. greatness; specificity, a)
at size.

j>)
of extent, c) of importance or influence, a)

[Qbs.1, of character, 2. a) size or measurable quantity:
as, the magnitude of a velocity. W Importance or in-
fluence. 3. in astronomy, a) any of the classes into
which fixed stars are arranged according to degree of
brightness wilii reference to the poleatar as the stand-
ard: the brightest star$ are of the first magnitude-
stars just visible to the unaided eye are of the sixth
magnitude. 0) a number expressing brightness. 4. in
mathemamw, a number given to a quantity* for pur-
poses of comparison with other quantities of the game
class. Abbreviated mag.
ol the firat magnitude, of the greatest importance.

mag no-li-a (jnag~n6'h%^ naagHoBl'yd), % [Mod. L, <
Pierre Magnol (1638-1715), Fr. botanist! 1 any of a
group of trees or siarubs with lame, fragrant flower* of
white, pink, or purple. 2, the tower.
mag no H a-ceous (^g-nS'M-S'shos). adj. of the mag-
nolia family of trees and shrubs.
mag num (mag'nam),, n 0U magnum, . aeut. ifog. of
mm^rns, great; cf. also earler mvimtm *-i-~4,i,i.
sense], 1. a bottle holding two quarts, us
liquor. 2. the amount tfrat sucf a

ftotj^ficii-

-

tiv), adj. Jmagneto- 4, motive], designating^ of a
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mag-mis hitch (mag'nas), [prob. < L. magnus, large],
a kind of knot: see knot, illus.

Magog, see Gog and Magog.
mag-pie (mag'pl'), n. (< Mag, dim. of Margaret + pie,
magpie; cf. Fr. margot], 1. any of a number of birds of
the crow family, related to the jays and characterized
by black-and-white coloring, a long, tapering tail, and
a habit of noisy chattering. 2. a person who chatters.
M. Agr., Master of Agriculture.
maguey (mag'wa; Sp. ma-ge'e), n. [Sp.], any of a
number of related fleshy-leaved or fiber-yielding plants
of the southwestern United States, Mexico, and Central
America, agave or related plant; especially, the century
plant; American aloe.

Ma-gus (ma'gas), n. [pi. MAGI (ma'ji)], [L.; see MAGI],
1. one of the Magi (in either sense) . 2. [m-1, a magician,
sorcerer, or ancient astrologer; especially, Simon
Magus (Acts 8:9-24),
Mag-yar (mag'yar, Hung, mftd'yar), n. [Hung.], 1. a
member of the people constituting the main ethnic
group in Hungary. 2. their Ugrian language; Hun-
garian, adj. of the Magyars, their language, or culture.

Ma-gyar or szag (mo'd'yaV-6'r'sag), n. Hungary: the
Hungarian name.
Ma ha bhara ta (ma-ha'ba'ra-to), n. [Sans. Mahabha-
rata, lit., the great story}, one of the two great epics of

India, written in Sanskrit about 200 B.C.: it combines
stories and poems with history and mythology: cf.

Ramayana.
Ma-ha-bhara-tarn (mo-ha'ba'ra-tam), n. the Maha-
bharata.
Ma-han, Alfred Thay-er (tha'gr mo-hanO, 1840-1914;
American naval officer and historian.
ma ha-ra-iah, ma ha ra ja (ma'hsj-ra'jsj Hind, ma-ha'-
ra'js), n. [Sans, maharaja; maha, great + raja, king], in
India, a sovereign prince, especially the prince of any
of the chief native states: a title higher than rajah.
ma-ha-rani, ma-ha-ra-nee (ma'ha-ra'ne; Hind, ms-
ha'ra'ne), n. [Hind, maharanl; maha, great + ram,
queen], in India, 1. the wife of a maharajah. 2. a
sovereign queen or princess of this rank in her own
right.
ma-hat-ma (md-hat'ma, ma-hat'ma), n. [Sans, mahdt-
man < maha, great + dtman, soul], in theosophy &
esoteric Buddhism, one of a class of wise and holy per-
sons supposed to have unusual powers: Mohandas
Gandhi was often called the Mahatma.
Mah-di (mS/di), n. [Ar. mahdiy, one guided aright < hada
to lead aright], a leader and prophet expected by
Moslems to appear on earth before the world ends;
Moslem Messiah: the title has been assumed by various

leaders, especially Mohammed Ahmedv who led a re-

volt in the Egyptian Sudan in 1883.
Mah-dism (ma'diz'ni), n. the doctrine of the coming of
the Mahdi
Mah-dist (ma/dist), it. JU a believer in Mahdism. 2. a
follower of a person calling himself the Mahdi.
Ma-hi-can (mo-hS'kan), n. [Am. Ind. (Algonquian), lit.,

a wolf ; eft MOHBGAN], 1. a confederacy or tnbe of

Algonqttian Indians that Hved chiefly in the upper
Hudson Valley. 2*' an Indian of this confederacy.
3. Mohegan. adj. of this confederacy. Also Mohican.
mah-jongg, mah jong (ma'jfii)', mS/

jorj') n* [< dial,

form of QOTE. .ma-ch'iao, lit., house sparrow: from the

figure on one of the tiles], a game of Chinese origin,

played,? usually by four persons, with 136 or 144 pieces
resembling dommbesy marked in suits and called tiles:

the object to to build combinations or sets by drawing,
discarding, and 'excfeuofgitog these.

MahlerVGustav iSoos/S mllSr), 1860-1911; Bohe*.

mian conductor and composer.

n* Moravski

mahl-stick (niSl'stik'* mol'stik'). n, a maitdstick. / - *

ma-hog-a-ny (m^qgra-ni, ma-h6g'9-ni)v n. {pi. MAHOG-
ANiBS^riilz}]. Cobs* Sp.mahogani < the native W.* Ind.

name; adopted (1702) by Linnaeus < Eng.], 1. a} the
hard wo6V oi. a" tropical American tree, iwusch used^fer
furnittare: it varies 'in- color from reddish brown to

y?e!10Wi
'

6) i the *tcee. i

i/'b) ogr of various woodfs* of <aim*

flar properties and fofer. asj Philippine mahogany*J>) a
> tree fain .which -sue* wood is obtained. ,! 3. reddisfe

brown. adj. l t made of mabtogany. 2. reddish-brown.
TVfa-TKoT^"^ (rr^^hcwy^it). n. Mohammed. '

! '"' ' '

Ma-hom-et-an (ma-hom'a-ten) , adj. & it. Mohammedan.
Ma-hom-et-an-ism

|

(ma-hom'a-tan-iz'm), n. Moham-

WahmmT dW. TdfT
~

'PtoSaW MMbttfetou^., -^-jr-,,,
ma hout (m^hoiit'), & $m&.mahQut, mMdtfSom.--'- "**' ' fc

-^-"^^^mea|^^^^ee l

-l%h'jBfeeIK
'

Indies, an elephant driver or

Mah-risch-Os-trau (me'rish-Ss'trou),
Ostrava: the German name.
mah-zor (makh'z&r; Heb. makh-z8r/), n. [pi. MAHZORS
(-zerz); Heb. MAHZORJM (-zoVim)], [Heb., cycle], the
Jewish prayer book that contains the liturgy for fes-

tivals and holy days: distinguished from siddur.
Maia (ma/ya, mi'g), n. [L>: Gr. Maia], 1. in Creek
mythology, the eldestand loveliest of the Heiades, mother
of Hermes by Zeus. 2. in Roman mythology, an earth
goddess, sometimes identified with the Greek Maia:
the month of May was named in her honor.
maid (mad), n. [< maiden], 1. a) a girl or young un-
married woman, b) a virgin. 2. an unmarried woman;
spinster: now old maid. 3. a girl or woman servant:
often in compounds, as barmaid, housemaid, etc.
the Maid, Joan of Arc.

Mai-da-nek (mi'do-nek'), n. a Nazi concentration
camp near Lublin, Poland: notorious as an extermina-
tion center.
maid-en (madf

'n), n. [ME. mayden, meiden; AS. m&g-
den < base of mxgeth (Gotlb magaths), maid, virgin,
magu, young man, etc.; IE. base *maghu-, youngster,
unmarried, seen also in Olr. mace, son (cr. MAC-)],
1. a) a girl or young unmarried woman. 6) a virgin. 2. a
race horse that has never won a race. 3. [M-], a device
like the guillotine, formerly used in Scotland for be-
heading criminals. 4. in cricket, an over in which no
runs are scored: in full, maiden over. adj. 1. of, char-
acteristic of, or suitable for a maiden. 2. a) unmarried.
6) virgin. 3. inexperienced; untried; unused; new;
fresh. 4. first or earliest: as, a maiden speech, a maiden
voyage. 5. a) never having won a race: as, a maiden
horse. &) for such horses: as, a maiden race.
maid-en-hair (macl/'n-harO* n, 1. any of a group of
ferns with delicate fronds and slender stalks: also
maidenhair fern. 2. the ginko: also maidenhair tree.

maid-en-head (mad''n-he<r), n. 1. [Archaic], maiden-
hood; virginity. 2. the hymen.
maid-en-hood (mad'*n-hoodO, n. [see -HOOD], the state
or time of being a maiden.
maid en-li-ness (mad''n-li-nis), n. the quality of being
maidenly.
maid en-ly (mad'*n-li), adj. 1. of a maiden or maiden-
hood. 2. like, characteristic of, or suitable for a maiden;
modest, gentle, etc. adv. in a maidenly manner.
maiden name, the surname that a woman had when
not yet married.
maiden over, a maiden (sense 4).
maid-hood (mad/

hood') n. maidenhood.
maid in waiting, \pl. MAIDS IN WAITING], an unmarried
woman, usually of noble birth, attending

- * ilL-

Maid Marian, 1 . a character in old May .

morris dances, variously a May cmeen, a _,_

as a girl, or a buffoon. 2. Robin Hood's sweetheart.
maid of honor, 1. an unmarried woman acting as
chief attendant to the bride at a wedding;'e; matron
9f honor. 2. ari unmarried wbmate;, usttafly 'dp noble
birth, attending a queen 'or princess.
Maid of Orleans, Joan of Arc.
maidservant (mSd'suV-rent), ni a girl or woman
servant.
Maid-stone (mad'stan, mad'ston'), n. the county seat
of Kent, England; pop,, 50,000 (est. 1946).
maieutic (ma-ii^tik), arfj". [Gr. maieutikos < maia.

midwife), designating or of the Socfatic method of

helping aT *per$on to Bring forth and become aware of

his latent ideas or memories.
ma-ieu-ti-cal (ma-fi'ti-k'l), adj. maieutic.

mai-gre (ml'ggr), otf/; [Fr.: see MEAGBR], not made
from flesh or its juices: said of food j>ermissible to
Roman Catholics, etc. on fast days.
mai-hem (mS'hem), n. mayhem.
mail (mal), n. [ME. & OFr. male (Fr. maUe^j OHG.
malafra, malha, wallet], 1. a) [Obs. except Scott], a
bae or piece of Baggage, b) [Archaic], a bag or packet
of letters, etc. to be transported by post. 2. a) Letters,

tapers, packages, etc. handled, transported, and <ie-

Hvered by the post office, b) letters, papers, etc. received
by, or for, a person: as, my mail is full 6f bills. 31 a

person or, especially, boat, train, etc, that transports
letters, packages, etc. 4. the system of collection,

transportation, and delivery of letters, packages, etc.;

postal system. S. the collection or delivery ol letter,

packages, etc. at a certain time: as, the morning mail
is late, adj. of mail; carrying, or used in the handling
of,i mail;, vX to send by mail; ut into a mailbox ^>r

give to the post oce for transnwssiojis f>ost* J

mall (mal), n. [ME. & OFr. maMe, maille, a link, mesh <
L. macula, a spot, mesh of a net], 1. a flexible J

armor made of small, overlapping metal rings, :

of chain, or scales. 2. any defensive armor. 3.

hard 'protective covering of some anfaials, as
. ,

mail bag (maFbag'), n. a large bag for <

'
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mailboat

mail-boat (mal'botO, n. a boat that transports mail:
also mall boat.
mall-box (mal

/boks/
) n. 1. a box or compartment into

which mail is put when delivered, as at one
f

s home. 2. a
box, as on a street corner* into which mail is put for

collection. Also mail box.
mail car, a railroad car equipped for handling mail.

mail-catch-er (mal'kach'er), n. a device for trans-

ferring bags of mail to or from a railroad train in

motion: also mail catcher-
mailed (maid), adj. covered with or clad in mad or a
maillike outer layer, as of scales.

mailed fist, the use or threat of force, as between nations.

mail-er (mal'er), n. 1. a person who mails or addresses

letters, etc. 2. a mailing machine. 3. a mailboat.

mailing machine, a machine for stamping or address-

ing letters, cards, etc,
. .

mailing tube, a pasteboard cylinder in which printed
matter or fragile objects are inserted for mailing.

mail-lot (mi-yo')f n B?r* dim. < maille, knitted ma-
terial, lit. mail: see MAIL (armor) },

1. a swimming
suit; especially, a one-piece swimming suit. 2. a gar-
ment like this, worn by gymnasts, etc.

mail-man (mal'man', mal'man), n. [pi. MAILMEN
(-men', -men)], a man whose work is carrying or de-

livering mail: postman.
mail-or-der (mal'Sr'der), adj. having to do with order-

ing and delivering goods by mail.
mail order, an order for goods to be sent by mail.
mail-order house, a business establishment that takes
mail orders and sends goods by mail.

mail-plane (mal'plan'), n. an airplane that transports
mail: also IT*all plane.
maim (mam), v.t. [ME. maime, maine; OPr. makaigner,
mayner], to deprive of the use of some necessary part
of the body; cripple; mutilate; disable, n. [ME. ma-
heym; OFr. mahaing, main], [Obs.], an injury causing
the loss or crippling of some necessary part of the
body; mutilation; disablement: see mayhem.
SYN. malm implies an injuring of a person's body so as to

deprivehim of some member or its use (maimed in an auto acci-

dent) ; to cripple is to cause to be legless, armless, or lame in any
member (crippled by rheumatism) ; to mutilate is to remove or

severely damage a part of a person or tiling essential to his or
its completeness (a speech mutilated by censors) ; mangle im-
plies mutilation or disfigurement by or as by repeated tearing,
nacking, or crushing (his arm was mangled in the press) ; to dis-
able is to make incapable of normal physical activity, as by
crippling (disabled war veterans).
Mai-mon-i-des (ml-mon'a-deV), 1135-1204: Spanish
rabbi, theologian, and philosopher: also called Moses
ben Maimon.
Main (mm; Eng. man), n. a river in northern Bavaria,
Germany, flowing westward into the Rhine: length,
305 mi.
main (man), n. [MB. mein, maine; AS. mxgen; akin to
ON. magn: IE. base as in may, might], 1. physical
strength; ibrce; power: now only in with might and
main, with all one's strength. 2* [< the adj.], tfce

principal or most important part or point: usually
in the phrase in the main, mostly, chiefly. 3. a prin-
cipal pipe, conduit, or line in a distributing system for
water, as, electricity etc. 4. a railroad trunk line.
5. [Poetic], the high, or open, sea; ocean. 6. in nautical
usage, a) mainmast 6) mainsail, 7. [Archaic], the main-
land: see Spanish main. 8. [Obs.], any broad expanse.
gdj* [< AS. mxgen- (incomp.) & ON. meginn, strong],
1. originally, strong; powerful. 2. chief in size, extent,
importance, etc.; principal; leading. 3. designating a
broad expanse of land, sea, or space. 4. of, near, or
connected with the mainmast or mainsail. 5. [British

DialJ, remarkable; considerable. 6. [Obs.], very essen-
tial, important, high in rank, etc. SYN. see chief,

by main force (or strength), by sheer or utter force
(or strength).

main (man), n. [prob. < main, adj., as in main chance},
1. in dice playing, a) a number called by a player before
he throws. 6) a throw or match, c) a stake played for.
2* in cockfighting, a match between two birds.

main clause, in a complex sentence, a clause that can-
function syntactically as a complete sentence by itself;
independent clause: distinguished from subordinate (or
dependent) clause. Example: She mil visit us & she can.
main course, the mainsail of a square-rigged vessel.
main deck, the principal deck of a vessel; specifically,
a) in a warship, the topmost deck, from stem to stern.
b) in a merchantman, the part of the upper deck
between the forecastle and the poop.
main drag, [Slang], the principal street of a city or
town.
Maine (man), n. 1. a New England State of the United
States: .area. 33,215 sq. mi.; pop., 914,000; capital,
Augusta: abbreviated Me. 2. a United States battle-
ship blown up in t&e harbor of Havana, Cafcfti *JSb-
,n*ary 15, 1898.

, ,
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Main-land (inan'land), n. 1. Pomona, the largest o
t&e -Qjfkney Islands. 2. the largest of tke, SfytfMd,,.
Islands: pop., 15.000.
main'land (iiij^^la^^V Manftend.) f ft* the principal land

MAMMA?.

or largest part of a continent, as distinguished from a
relatively small island or peninsula.
mainly (man'li), adv. I. chiefly; principally; in the
main. 2. [Archaic], a) strongly, d) very much.
main-mast (man'mast, man'mast', man'mast'), n.

the principal mast of

a vessel: in a schooner,

brig, bark, etc., the
mast second from the
bow: in a ketch or

yawl, the mast nearer
the bow.
main-sail (man's'l,
man'sal'), n. 1. in a
square-ngged vessel,
the sail set from the
main yard: also called
main course. 2. in a
fore-and-aft-rigged
vessel, the large sail

, 4 o~
set from the main- MAINMAST
mast.
main-sheet (man'sheV), fi. the sheet of a mainsail;
line controlling the angle at which a mainsail is set:

see mainmast, illus.

main-spring (man'spnrj ), n. 1. the principal spring
in a clock, watch, or other mechanism; driving spring,
by the steady uncoiling of which the mechanism is

kept going; hence, 2. the chief motive, incentive, or

impelling cause: as, profit is the mainspring of business.

main-stay (man'staOi n. 1. the stay of the mainmast;
line extending forward from the mainmast, supporting
it and holding it in position: see mainmast, illus,;

hence, 2. a chief support: as, her son is her mainstay.
main stem, [Slang], the principal street of a city or
town.
Main Street, 1. the principal street of any small town.
2. the typical inhabitants of a small town or rural

community.
main-tain (man-tan'), u.f. [ME. mainteinen; OFr. main-
tenir < L. manu tenere, to hold in the hand; manu,
abl. of manus, hand $- tenere, to hold], 1. to keep
or keep up; continue in or with; carry on. 2. a) to

keep in existence or continuance: as, food maintains life.

6) to 'keep in a certain condition or position, especially
of efficiency, good repair, etc.; preserve: as, the state
maintains the roads. 3. to keep or hold (a place, posi-
tion, eta) against attack; defend. 4. to uphold or

defend, as by argument; declare to be true; affirm:

as, he maintains his contentions. 5. to support by aid,

influence, protection, etc. 6. to support by providing
means of existence; bear the expenses of: as, he can't
maintain his family. SYN. see support.
main-te-nance (man'ta-nans), n. [ME. maintenaunce;
OPr.], 1. a maintaining or being maintained; upkeep,
support, defense, etc. 2. means of support or suste-

nance; UveBhiood: as, her job provided a mere mainte-
nance. 3. in common law, support or assistance that
a person is legally bound to give to another or others.
4. in criminal law, the act of interfering unlawfully

'

in a suit between others by helping either party, as

fry giving money, etc., to carry it on.
maintenance of membership, in, some union con-
tracts, a provision by which all employees

t
who are

already members of the union, and all who join during
the time covered by the contract, must remain members
and pay dues or be discharged by the employer.
Main-tenon, Marquise de (da majft/noW), (Francoise

d'Aubignt), 1635-1719; second wffe of Louis XIV.
main-top (mSn'top')* n. a platform at the head of the
lower section of the mainmast.
main top-gal Iant (man'ta-gal''nt, mSn'top'flal''nt), n.

the mast, sail, or yard above a ship's maintopmast.
main-top-mast (man'top'maflt), n. the section of the

mainmast above the maintop. *

main-top sail (mfn'top'sl, man'top'sal)^ n, the sail
above the mainsail on the)mainmast.
main-trav-eled, main-travelled (mSn/teay'ld), adj.
much traveled on: said of roads, eta
maiiisyard, the lower yard, on tie mainmast; yard from
which the mainsail is set. , !

Mainz (mints), n. a city in Hcta$<'<GccinBRyt<rat the
Rhine; pop., 75,000 (est* 1947) : Stench name, Mayence.
mair (mr), <idf/. [Scot.], Mote* i,

Jmai-son de san-te (ma'zoW da saVtSOt Pfo* it,
house of health.], a hospital or sanitarium, r

^ ,,,

ait-land, Frederic William (matland), 1850-1906;
English historian atod jurist* ;

t

Jmafrtre d'h^tel (m/tr* dtfteFk IFt,, EU iuwfeeir of
the house], 1. a butler or steward; major-domo. X a
hotel manager. 3. a headwaiter. 4* (with)
of melted butter, pfltafe^

"

maize (ma^) rf
t fSp, Ifkf

1. a) a kind of grain that grows i ,

b) its ears, c) Its seeds or kernels. .

r, in the "feted
' ^ '

1*8 color ,,
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ma jes-tic (ma-jes'tik), adj. having or characterized by lions], 1. to bring into being; specifically, a) to form

. . r -
,

- -*3 jr ' ~ ** iiff^j^-^fjr \j, UJJAS

law. c) a sovereign; hence, 2. [M-l a title used in
speaking to or of a sovereign, preceded by His, Her,
or Your. 3. grandeur; dignity; stateliness; nobility.
Abbreviated M., m.
Maj. Gen., Major General.

enameled, glazed, and richly colored and decorated!
2. pottery made in imitation of this.

ma-jor (ma'jeV), adj. [L., compar. of magnus, great],
1. a) greater in size, amount, number, or extent. b\
greater in importance or rank. Opposed to minor. 2. of
full legal age.^ 3. constituting the majority: said of a
part, etc. 4. in education, designating a field of study
in which a student specializes and receives his degree.
5. in logic, broader; more inclusive: see major premise,
major term. 6. in music, a) designating an interval
higher than the minor by a half tone. &) designating a
tone distant by a major interval from another tone.
c) characterized by major intervals, scales, or tones:
as, the major mode or key. d) based on the scale pattern
of the major mode: see major scale, v.i. in education,
to pursue a principal subject or field of study; specialize
(with m) : as, he will major in physics, n. 1. [ < the adj.],
a superior in some class or group. 2. [Fr. < the L. adj.],
a military officer ranking above a captain and below a
lieutenant colonel: abbreviated Maj. (as a title). 3. in
education, a) a major subject or field of study. 6) a per-
son specializing in a (specified) subject : as, he's a history
major. 4. in law, a person who has reached his majority
(full legal age). 5. in logic, a major term or premise.
6. m music, a major interval, key, mode, etc.

Majorca (mo-jor'ka), n. the largest of the Balearic
Islands; area, 1,352 sq. mi.; pop., 290,000: Spanish
name, Mallorca.
ma-jor-do-mo (mS'jer-do'mo), n. [pi. MAJOR-DOMOS
(-moz)J, [Sp. mayordomo or It. maggiordomo; ML.
major domus

(
L. major, greater, an elder + genit. of

president, b) to cause to seem: as, this portrait makes
Her an old woman. Sometimes used reflexively, as, make
yourself comfortable. 3. to prepare for use; arrange:
as, make the beds. 4. a) to amount to; add up to; form
as a total: as, four quarts make a gallon, jb) to count as;
constitute: as, this made the tenth and last of his novels.
5. to turn out to be; have, or prove to have, tlie essen-
tial qualities of: as, he will make a good doctor. 6. to
set up; establish: as, we made a rule that only members
might attend. 7. a) to get or acquire, as by one's be-
havior: as, he made many friends, d) to get by earning,
etc.: as, we all want to make money. 8. to cause the
success of: as, this lucky venture made him. 9. to
understand or regard as the meaning (of): as, what do
you make of his queer actions? 10. to estimate to be;
regard as: as, I make the distance about 500 miles.
11. a) to do or perform (the action indicated by the
object); execute; accomplish: as, she made a quick
movement. 6) to engage in; carry on: as, make war.
12. to deliver (a speech) or utter (remarks, etc.). 13. to
cause or force to: followed by an infinitive without to,
as, make the machine work, make him behave. 14. a) to
arrive at; reach: as, the ship made port. 6) to arrive at
in time: as, he made the train, c) to arrive at and do
business in: as, the salesman made six towns on this
trip. 15. a) to go; travel; traverse: as, they made the
distance in five hours, b} to go or travel at (a specified
Speed): as, my car can make 90 miles an hour. 16.

[Colloq.], to succeed in getting membership in. a posi-
tion on, the status of, recognition in, etc. : as, he made
the team, she made the headlines. 17. [Slang], to
succeed in becoming the lover of. 18. in card playing,
a} to win (tricks), b) to take a trick with (a card).
c) to name (the trump or a bid), d) to shuffle (the cards).
19. in electricity, to close (a circuit); effect (a contact).
20. in games, to score; get as a score. 21. in law, a) to
perform, execute, or sign (a will or other legal instru-

ment), b) to do (what one has bound himself to do).
To make oath is to swear in the legally prescribed form:inujvr wmi**, M. jnujvr, Beater, an ciaer -f genii;. 01 io mam oam is to swear in tne legally prescribed, lorm;

domus. house], 1. a man in charge of a great, royal, or tp make default is to fail in a prescribed or accepted
noble household; chief steward; hence, 2. a steward or duty. v.i. 1. to start (to do something) : as, she made
butler: humorous usage.
major general, [pi. MAJOR GENERALS], a military officer

normally commanding a division, and ranking above a
brigadier general and below a lieutenant general: abbre-
viated Maj. Gen., M.G. (as a title).
ma-jor4;ty (ma-jfcr/a-ti, m9-jor?9-ti) f n. {pi. MAJORITIES
HIZ)J, [Fr. majoritt; ML. majoriias < U major; see
MAJOR], 1. the greater part or larger number; more
than half of a total: opposed to minority. 2. the excess
of the larger number of votes cast for one candidate,
bill, etc, over all the rest of the votes; if candidate A
gets 100 votes, candidate B, 200, and candidate C, 350,
C has a majority of SO: cf. plurality. 3. ^he group,
party, or faction with, the larger number of votes. 4.
the mil legal age, at which one is legally no longer a
minor: as, he reached his majority at the age of 21.
5. tfce military rank or position of a major. 6. [Obs,],
the state,, quality, or fact of being greater; superiority.
Join the (great) majority, to die.

ma-jor-league (maj'er-lgg'), adj. of, in, or suitable to
a major league or leagues.
major leagues, the two main leagues of professional
baseball clubs in the United States, the National
League and the American jL/eague.

major premise, the premise (in a syllogism) that con-
tains the major term.
major scale, one of the two standard diatonic musical
scales, consisting of eight tones with half steps instead
of whole steps after the third and seventh tones: dis-

tiii^isjbtea torn minor scaU.
ijor suit, in bridge, spades or hearts: so called from

higher value in scoring.
term, the predicate of the conclusion of a syllo-

ma jus-cu-lar (mo-jus'kyoo-lSr), adj. 1. of, or having
the nature off a majuscule. 2. written in majuscules.
ma-ius-cule (md-jus*kul), it [Fr. ; L. majuscula, fem. of

majuscukts, somewhat larger, dim. < major; see MAJOR],
1. % large letter, capital or uncial, as in medieval manu-
scripts. 2. writing in which such letters are used!, adj.
irmiuscular. Cf'. i

A&Jkfi8*0&r (mL^r __

;OnW;M'M^- 1 , G matiifa; ip. la*e.**w*|-, td
etc.,

duty. v.i. 1. to start (to do something) : as, she made
to go. 2. a) to go; proceed: as, he made for the door.
#) to tend, extend, or point (to, toward, etc,). 3. to
Behave in a specified manner: with a following adjec-
five, as, make bold, make merry, etc. 4. tq cause some-
ibing to be in a specified condition: as,, maite ready,
make fast, etc. 5. to increase in depth or volume; rise
or accumulate, as tide, snow, water in a ship, etc.

ji
to mature: said, of hay, etc. Make Ik widely and var-

iously used in idiomatic phrases, many of which are
entered in this dictionary under the key word, as make
fitn of, makefaces, make good, etc. n. L the act or proc-
ess of making; especially, manulacture. 2. the amount

*

; output, especially of manufacture. 3. the way in
something is made; style; build. 4. type, sort, or

_ ___ : with reference to the maker or the place, time,
etc. of making, as, an automobile of English make. 5.

disposition; character; [nature: as, a man of this make.
<t in bridge, the declaration. 7. in electricity, the closing
of a circuit by making contact.
make a fool (or ass, etc.) of, to cause to seem a
fool (or ass, etc.).
make after, to chase or follow.
make a meal on (or of), to eat as a meal.
make as if (or as though), to behave as if.

make away with, 1. to steal. 2. to get rid of. 3. to
eat all of. 4. to kill.

make believe, to pretend; act a part.
make for, 1. to head for; go toward. 2. to charge at;
attack. 3. to tend toward; help effect.

make heavy weather, in nautical usage* to pitch and
roll, as in rough water.
make it, [Colloq.l, to do or achieve a certain thing.
make like, [Slang], to imitate; impersonate.
make off, to go away; run away.
make off with, to steal.

fnake or break, to cause the success or failure of.

make out, 1 . to see with some difficulty : descry. 2. to
understand. 3. to write out. 4. to fill out (a blank
form, etc.). 5. to show or prove to be,. 6* to try to
show, affirm, or imply to be. 7. to succeed; getm^ over, 1. to change; renovate. 2. to tr

ownership of by of aa by signing a legal
3. [ColloqJ, to be demonstrative toward, or about.

up, 1. to put together; compose; com
2. to form; constitute; 3. to Invent; create.* - '
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again after a disagreement or quarrel. 6) to settle

(an argument or differences) in a friendly manner.
8. a) to put on the required costume, cosmetics, etc.

for a role in a play, b) to gut cosmetics on. 9. to
resolve or decide (one's mind). 10. to select and
arrange type, illustrations, etc. for (a book, maga-
zine, page, etc.). 11. in education, to take again (an
examination or course that one has failed) or to take
(an examination that one has missed).

make up to, to flatter, or try to be agreeable to, in

order to become friendly or intimate with.
make with, [Slang]," to use, or do something with,
in the way indicated or implied.
on the make, 1. [Colloq.J, trying to succeed finan-

cially, socially, etc.: usually derogatory, implying
pushing behavior and neglect of other values. 2.

[Slang], trying to get a lover.
SYN. make is the general term meaning to bring into being
and may imply a producing of something physically or men-
tally; form suggests a definite contour, structure, design, etc.

in the thing made; shape suggests the imparting of a specific
form as by molding, cutting, hammering, etc. ; fashion implies
inventiveness, cleverness of design, the use of skill, etc.: con-
struct impKes a putting of parts together systematically ac-

cording to some design; manufacture implies a producing
from raw materials, now especially by machinery and on a large
scale; fabricate implies a building or manufacturing, often by
assembling standardized parts, and, in extended use, connotes
fictitious invention.
make (mak), n. [ME.; AS. gemaca (akin to G. gemach,
fitting, suitable) + cognate ON. tnaki; base as in prec.
wake]* [Obs. or British Dial.], 1. an equal; peer. 2. a
mate, companion, consort, or spouse.
make and break, a device for alternately making, or

closing, and breaking^ or opening, an electric circuit.

make-be-lieve (mak'bs-levO, n* 1. pretense; feigning.
2. a pretender, adj. pretended; feigned; sham.
make-fast (mak'fast', mak'fast'), n. a buoy, post, pile,
etc. to wliich a bqat is fastened.

make-peace (mak'pes'), n. a peacemaker.
mak-er (mSk'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that makes
(Jn various senses). 2. [M-], God* 3. [Archaic],, a
poet. ,

4. in law, the signer of a promissory note.

make-ready (mak'red'i), n. in printing, the operation
of leveling a type form by the use of overlays and
underlays to obtain a clean impression.
make shift (mak'shift'), n. a thing that will do for a
whale as a substitute; temporary expedient, adj. that
will do for a while as a substitute. SYN. see resource,

make-up (mak'up') , n. 1. the way in which something
is put together; composition; construction. 2. nature;
disposition; constitution: as, he has a stolid make-up.
3. a) the way in which an actor is costumed, painted,

- applied <

arrangement of type, illustrations, etc. in a book,
newspaper, page, etc. 6. [CoUoq.], a special test taken
bjr a student to make up for a test that he has missed or
failed to pass. adj. of or lor making up.make weight (mak'watO, n. 1. anything added to a
scale to complete the required weight, 2. an unim-
portant person or thing added to malce up some lack.

tnak-fnf (mak'irj), n. 1. the act of one that makes or
the process of being made; formation, construction,
creation, production, composition, manufacture, de-
velopment, performance, etc. 2. the cause or means of
success or advancement: as, this experience wil be the
making of him. 3. a) something made. 6) the quantitymade at one time, c) pl. earnings; profits. 4. a) often
pl. the material or equalities needed for the making or
development of sonielihmg: as, he has the maki&g(s) of
a good doctor, V) pl. [Colloq.J, tobacco and paper* for
making cigarettes.
mal- (mal), JFr.; L. m^ak- < male, badly < malus, bad,
evil], a prefix meaning batd or badly, wrong, ill, as in
malfeasance, maladjustment: also male-.

Mal., 1. Malachi.
1

2.
l

Malay: 3. Malayan.Mal a bar (mal's-baV), n, a, coastal region in south-
western India, extending inland to the Western Ghats:
also Malabar Coast.
a

*i
ac

i"

ca (ma-lak'a), n. I. a state in the Federation
of Malaya, on the west; coast of tfce Malay Peninsula:
area, 640 sq. mi.; pop., 228,000. 2, its chief city: pop.,

Malacca. Strait of, the s

Peninsula and Sumatra: wic
Malacca cane, [< Malacca (the

1 c%U
walking: stick of rattan, often mottled
malaceous (mQ-la/shas), adj. [< I/,

f ~aceou$], of the apple family of
Mala-chi (rnal'o-ki

7
), n. [Heb, mala^,^

senger], 1. a ;Hebrew prophet of the 5th
Jae last of the minor prqphefcl 2. a bo^
Testament attributed to him: abbreviated

mal-a-dhite MalVklt'), n. [Fr,; OFr.
malacne, mallow; Gr. m^lacM, mtot
called because its color is like th&t ol
native basic copper carbonate, CuC(5rSt((

between the Malay

itweight

green mineral used as an ore of copper or for ornamental
objects: it takes a high polish.

mal-a-co- (mal'a-ka), [< Gr. malakos, soft], a combining
form meaning: 1. soft, as in malacopterygian. 2. mol-
lusks, as in malacology.
mal-a-col-o-gy (mal'a-kol'a-ji), n. [malaco- + -logy], the
branch of zoology dealing with mollusks.

mal-a-cop-ter>yg-i-an (malVkop'ta-rij'i-an) f adj. [<
malacO" + Gr. pteryx, pterygos, a wing, fin], designating
or of a group of bony fishes with soft fin rays.
mal a-cos- tra-can (malVkos'tra-kan), adj. [< Mod. L.
Malacostraca, name of the subclass (< Gr. malakos-
trakos, soft-shelled < malakos, soft + ostrakon, shell);
-h -an], of a group of crustaceans comprising the lob-

sters, shrimps, crabs, etc. n. such a crustacean.
mal a-cos-tra-cous (mal'a-kos'tra-kas), adj. of or char-
acteristic of the malacostracans.
mal ad-justed (mal'a-jus^tid) , adj. poorly adjusted.
mal ad-just-ment (malVjust'mQnt), n. poor adjust-
ment, especially to the environment.
mal-ad-min-is-ter (mal'ad-minVste'r), v.t. to admin-
ister badly; conduct without efficiency or honesty.
mal ad-mm-iS'tra-tion (mal'ad-min'9-stra'shon), n.
bad administration; inefficient or corrupt conduct of

affairs, especially public affairs.

mal a-droit (mar s-droitO adj. [Fr.; see MAL- & ADROIT],
awkward; clumsy; bungling. SYN. see awkward.
mal-a-dy (mal's-di), n. \pl. MALADIES (-diz)l, [ME. &
OFr. maladie < OPr. malade, sick < L. male nabitus,
badly kept, out of condition; male, badly + kabitus,
held, pp. of habere, to hold], an ailment; disease; illness;
sickness: often used figuratively. SYN. see disease.

tma-la fi-de (ma'fo fi'di), [L.] f in bad faith; with intent
to deceive: opposed to oonajide.
Ma-la-ga teiaaa-ga'; Eng. mal'a-gs), n. 1. a seaport in
southern Spain: pop., 271,000 (est. 1946). 2. a province
of southern Spain.
Mala-ga (mal*9-g9), n. [after Malaga, Spain], 1. a
large, white, oval, firm-fleshed grape. 2. a white wine,
originally from Malaga,

Mal-a-gas-y fmal'a-gas'i), n. [pl. MALAGASY, MALA-
GASIES (-iz)], [< native name; var. of the base Madagas-
in Madagascar], 1. a native of Madagascar. 2. the
Indonesian language of the Malagasy, adj. of the
Malagasy or their language.

ma-laise (ma-laz'; Fr. ma/lez'). n. [Fr.; mal, bad +
aise, ease], a vague feeling of physical discomfort or
uneasiness, as before an illness.

ma-la-mute (ma'b-mutO, n. [< native name], a large,
strong Alaskan dog with la thick coat of gray or
black-and-white fur: also spelled malemute, malemiut.
malan-ders (maKon-dSrz), n*tft. [Late Mfi.; Fr. ma-
landres; L. malandria, blisiers or pustules on the neck,
esp. of horses], a variety of eczema about the knee of a
horse's foreleg: also spelled mallanders.
mal a pert (mal's-purt'), adj. [ME.; OFr. < mal, badly

(< L. malus, bad) + appert, var. of espert, experienced,
deft (see EXPERT); form and meaning affected by
association with apert. open, frank, bold (< L. apertus;
see APERTijite)], [Archaic], saucy; impudent; pert. n.
LArchaic], a satfcyV impudent person.
Mal a prop, ,Mral. (mal^-propi, (< malapropos],, a
character m Sheridan's play The Rivals, who makes
ridiculous blunder's in her use of words.
mal-a prop-ism (nml'9-prop-iz'm), n. [< Mrs. 'Mala-
prop], 1. ridiculous misuse of words, especially through
confusion caused by resemblance in $6tin4. 'if, anin-

l&bfeelc? + ~vr],
e i^ead. n. the^

e % 6^tei-n Sweden:"

or place; inopportune; inappropriate.
opportune or inappropriatfe manner.

ma-lar (mal&r), adj. [< I/, mala, t
oC the cheek, cheekbone, v% side of

^cheekbone: see skull, iUu$.
l? '

Mal-ar. Lake (me1/|r) f >t;a to
area, 449 s^. w. J '

'&&ifrto
ma lar i a (mo-lar'i-^), n. fjfe,

air; see MAL- & ARIA],
'

!,.',% _,T ,
au-, as from marshy ground^

1

plasma. 2, .^^
mer notion that it tvas oatised by the bad affof -

an infectious disease, generally intermittent
current, cattsed bv any of vaxiotfs protbzpa
parasitic in th^ r^a blood corpuscles and frf fr|
to man bV the^ biti of an
it is duLraefcKta&t b^ s

naa'laT*i*al' (m9H^ir^-9^,
of, or caustedby njalarla:

ma-lar-i-an (mo-1
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ffeV^Tj"^
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MALAY ARCHIPELAGO

Archipelago, and near-by islands. 2. their Indonesian

language, widely used in the Far East as a trade

language. 3. one of an oriental breed of game fowls.

adj. of the Malays, their country, language, culture,

etc. Abbreviated Mal.

Ma-lay-a (ma-la'a), n. 1. the Malay Peninsula. 2. the
Federation of Malaya.
Malaya, Federation of, an independent state in the
British Commonwealth of Nations in the Malay Penin-

sula, including the former Federated Malay States and
Unfederated Malay States and the states of Penang
and Malacca: area, 50,690 sq. mi.; pop., 5,983,000;

capital, Kuala Lumpur.
Mal-a-ya-lam (rnal'Q-ya'fom), n. [Malayalam mala-

yalam}, a Dravidian language spoken on the Malabar
Coast, southeastern India, dialectally related to Tamil.

Ma-lay-an (mg-la'on), adj. & n. Malay: abbreviated
Mal.
Malay Archipelago, a chain of islands extending from
the Malay Peninsu-
la to a point north
of eastern Austral-
ia: also called East
Indies, Indonesia,

Malaysia.
Ma-lay-o- (ma4a'o),
a combining form
meaning Malay,
Malay and.

Ma-lay-o-Pol-yne-
sian (ma-la'5-poF-
s-ne'zhan, ma-la'o-

pol'a-ne'shan), adj.
Austronesian. .

Malay Peninsula, a peninsula in southeastern Asia,

including British Malaya and part of Thailand.

Malay-sia (ma-la'zho, ma-lS'sho), n. the Malay Archi-

pelago (and, sometimes, the Malay Peninsula).

Ma-lay-sian (ma-la'zhsn ma-la'shan), adj. of Malaysia,
its peoples, or their culture, n. a native of Malaysia.

Malay States, the former Federated Malay States and
XJnfederated Malay States, on the Malay Peninsula.

Mal-colm (mal'ksm), [Celt. Maolcolm, lit., servant of

'(St.) Columba], a masculine name.
nial-con-tent (xnal'kan-tent'), adj. [Fr.; see MAL- &
CONTENT], discontented; dissatisfied; rebellious, n. a
discontented, dissatisfied, or rebellious person: applied

especially to critics of the government.
Jmal de raer feial' do mtrO [Fr.], seasickness,

Mai-den (moI'danX n. a city in Massachusetts, near
Boston: pop., 60,000.

Mai-dive Islands (mal'div), a group of islands, south-

west of India: sultanate under British protection: area,

115 so. mi.; pop., 81,950. , r ,

Jmal du pays (mal' du' pS'e'), [Fr.], homesickness.
male (mil) , adj. (ME. ;

OFr. male, masle < L. masculus,
dim. of mas, mans, a male, man; ? akin to Sans, marya,
youth, Gr. meirOx, boy], 1. designating or of the sex

that fertilizes the ovum and begets offspring: opjtosed
to female: biological symbol, <f 2. of, characteristic

of, or suitable for membess of this sex; masculine-

virile; hence, 3. strong; vigorous. 4. consisting of

men or boys. 5. in botany, a) designating or of fertihz-

ing bodies, organs, or parts: as, male gametes, b) des-

ignating plants with such organs; having stamens but
no pistil 6. in mechanics, designating or having a part

shaped to fit into a corresponding hollow part (called

female) : said of a gauge* etc. n. a male person, animal,

or plant Abbreviated MM m.
,. ^

J yflt male Is the basic term applied to members of the sex

that is biologically distinguished from the feinale sex and is used

of animals and plants as well as of human beings; maacmrae is

applied to qualities, such as strength, vigor, etc., characteristic

ot men, or to things appropriate to men; manly suggests the

noble qu&Htie$t stach a* courage, independence, etc., that otue

associates with a man who has maturity of character; man-
nish, used chiefly of women* implies imitation of the fepdt*,

dress, etc, of a mam; tfritestrom* qualities iuch as robustness,

yifipc, qnd, speclfiaaflyf.ifpnaal potency, taat belong to a i

cally mature man.
male-, mal-.

M^e^rani%e NiA-Qrl^sdeMlt
I$3~f71$ ; PrencB . m6te|>^y|ica! pb" ' ' VwtO r adj. \\?.

.

T

}, [Archaic], accurs&i

an), n, [dRr.* L, maledicUo
*

4: 4*W to speak), t a
ouxse; opposed to

;, laaving the

malefactio < pp.
; crime,

v'n*;CL,4<i>^c"
.ovQao^r^

mal-e-fac-tress (mal'a-fak'tris), n. a woman male-

malef-ic (ms-lef'ik), adj. [L- maleftcus < malefacere;
see MALEFACTOR], causing disaster; harmful; evil.

ma lef i-cence (ms-lef'a-s'ns), n. maleficent qiiality or

action; evil; mischief: harm-
ma lef-1 cent (ma-lef'a-s'nt), adj. [see MALEFIC], hann-
fnl; hurtful; evil.

maleic (ma-le'ik), adj. [< Fr. mal&que < L. malum,
apple], designating or of a white, crystalline acid,

C4H4O4, an isomer of fumaric acid, used as a dye, etc.

ma le mute, ma le miut (mala-mut'), n. a malamute.
Mal en-kov. Ge or-gi Max im-il-ian-o-vich (gye-Sr'gi
mak'se-mel-ya'n^-vich mal'yen-k6f ; Eng. maPen-kSf),
1902- ; premier of the Soviet Union (1953-1955).
Jmal en-ten-du (mal'aw'taw'du'), adj. [Fr.], misunder-
stood; poorly conceived, n. a misunderstanding.
ma-lev-o-lence (ma-lev'a-lQns), n. [L. malevolential, the

quality or state of being malevolent; malice; spiteful-

ness; ill will: opposed to benevolence. SYN* see malice.
ma lev o-lent (ma-levVtent), adj. [OFr. malivolent; L.

malevolens* maletolentis; male, evil + volens, ppr.^of
uelle, to wish], wishing evil or harm to others; having
or snowing ill will; malicious: opposed to benevolent.

mal fea-sance (mal-feVns), n. [obs. Fr. malfaisance <
malfaisant; mal, evil +faisant, ppr. offaire(L.facere') t

to do], wrongdoing or misconduct, especially in handling
public affairs: as, an official who takes graft is guilty
of malfeasance: cf. misfeasance, nonfea&ance.
malfea sant (mal-fe'z'nt), adj. & n. [Fr. malfaisant;
see MALFEASANCE], criminal
mal for-ma-tion (mal

/f6r-ma/
sh9n), n. faulty, irregular,

or abnormal formation or structure of a body or part.
mal formed (mal-fSrmd'). adj. faultily or abnormally
formed; misshapen.
imal gre lui (mal'gra'lwe'), [Fr.], in spite of oneself.

Mal herbe, Francois de (fraw^wa/ da ma'lerb'). 1555-
1628; French court poet and critic.

mal ic acid (mal'ik, ma'lik), [Fr. malique < L. malum
< Gr. melon, apple], a colorless, crystallizable acid,

C^eOtf, occurring in apples and some other fruits.

mal ice (mal'is), n. [ME.; OFr. < L. malitia < mains,
bad], 1. active ill will; desire to harm others or do
mischief; sjnte. 2. in law, evil intent

j
state of mind

shown by intention to do, or intentional doing of,

something unlawful.
malice aforethought (or prepense), a deliberate inten-
tion and plan to do something unlawful, as murder.

SYN, malice implies a deep-seated animosity that delights in

causing others to suffer or in seeing them suffer ; ill will and the
more formal malevolence imply hostile or unfriendly fejeEngs
such as dispose one to wish evil to others; spite suggests a ean
desire to hurt, annoy, or frustrate others, usually as o|spiayed
in petty, vindictive acts; rancor implies an intensely ipilter ill

will that rankles; malignity suggests extreme ana virulent

malevolence that is relentless in expressing itself
j grudge im-

plies ill will inspired by resentment over a real or imagined
grievance.
ma li-cious (ms-lish'ss), adj. ME.; OFr. malicios, ma-
licius (Fr. malicieux) < L. malitiosus < malitia], having,
showing, or caused by malice; spiteful; mtentfonally
mischievous or harmful.
ma lign (ma-lin'), v.t. [ME. maUgnen," OFr. maUgnier,
maliner, to plot, deceive; I/, malignare < malignus,
wicked, malicious < male, ill 4- base of genus, born],
to speak evil of; defame; slander; traduce, adj. 1. ma-
levolent; malicious. 2. evil; baleful: as, a malign influ-

ence. 3. very harmful; malignant. - SYN. see sinister.

ma lig nance (mo-Hgfnsns), malignancy.

ma-lignan-cy (me-lig'nan-si), n. the quality or con-
dition of being malignant.

or malicious. 3, very harmful. 4* very dangerous or

virulent; causing or nkely to cause death; not benign:
as, a canoet is a malignant turner. 5. [Ops.], malcontent;

disaffected, n. [Obs,]f a malcontent: term
the CavaHers.
[ME. malipnUet; OFr,

applied by the Roundheads to the CavaHers.

malignity (%no-lig'n9-ti)r n. [ME. malipm
maligriit$; L. malignUas; see MALIGN], 1. pers
malignity (mo-Hg'n9-ti) r ;

mali&riit$; L. malignUas; se~ **MU**IJ *. *,.,*>,
intense ill wiU or desire to harm others; great malice.

2. tne quality of being very harmful of dangerous;
malignancy, 3. [pi. MALIGNITIES (-tiz)], a malignant

, ev^nt, ^r feeling. SYN. see malice.
ae (ni0-len')j n. malines (sense 2),
ties (m&lenOr n* a c&y in north centtal Belgmnu:

pop., 60,000 (1947) : EniJish name, Mtchtin.
ma lines (me-len'; Fr. ma'lSnO* n* pPr. < M$mesw

Mechlin], 1, Mechlin (lace), 2. a thin, somewhat s6,
sflk net used in dressmakmg. etc.: also speEedmaJUtaeL

Innrm < mal QL malus), bad -f OFr. Jiemere. Istaf
haggard; prob. < Frank* foxni akfc to ME, f

^-i,] f
to prefema i bft il or otherwis w

v;i*
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reaped in oraer ix* escape omy or WQITK; SHU-K.
Ma li now ski, Bron-is-law Kas-per (br6-ne'slaf kas'-

per mali-nof'ski), 1884-1942; Polish anthropologist in

America*
mal-i-son (mal'9-z'n, mal'a-s'n), n. [ME. malisun; OFr.
maleison, maleicon < L. maledictio], [Archaic], a curse.

mal-kin (mfi'kin: occas. 3x161^111, mal'kin), n. [ME.
malkyn, mm. of Malde, Maud, itself dim. of Matilda;
cf. MAUD], [Obs. or British Dial.], 1. a slovenly or

lewd woman. 2. a mop. 3. a scarecrow. 4. [Chiefly
Scot.], a hare. 5. a cat. Also maukin, mawkixu
mall (mol; occas. mal; cf. PALL MALL), n. [van of maul,

mallet; esp. associated in 17th c. with senses < cognate
FT. mait\, 1. originally, a) a large, heavy mallet, used
in the game of pall-mall; hence, 6) the game itself.

c} a lane or alley where the game was played; hence,
2. a shaded walk or public promenade.
mall (m61), n. & v.t. maul.
mal-lan-ders (mal'on-dirz), n.pl. malanders.
mal-lard (mal'erd), n. [pi. MALLARDS (-erdz), MALLARD;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME.; OFr. malart, mallart <
*maslart < masle; see MALE], 1. a) the male, or drake,
of the common wild duck, b) [Obs.], any drake. 2. the
common wild duck (male or female), from which the
domestic duck is descended: the male has a green or
bluish-black head and a band of white around tne neck.

Mal-lar-mS, St&phane (sta'fan' ma'lar'ma'), 1842-

1898; French symbolist poet.
mal-le-a-bil-i-ty (mal'i-a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or con-
dition of being malleable.
mal-le-a-ble (mal'i-s-b'l), adj. [ME. mallidbU; OFr. <
L. maUeare; see MALLEATE], 1. that can be hammered,
pounded, or pressed into various shapes without break-

nig or returning to its original shape: said of metals.
2. yielding: amenable; adaptable. SYN. see pliable.
malleable iron, 1. cast iron made from a kind of pig
iron by a special process of long heating at a high tem-
perature: it is especially strong and malleable: also

malleable pig iron. 2. wrought or forged iron.

mal-le-ate toal/
i-t'), v.t. [MALLEATED, (-id), MALLE-

ACaastelt 1< L. malleatus, pp. of malleare, to beat with
a foainmer < malleus, a hammer], to shape into a leaf

t>y pounding.
(mal'i), n. [native(mal'i), n. [native name in Australia], 1. any

of several species of Australian eucalyptus. 2. in

Australia, a dense thicket formed by such plants.
malle-muck (mal'i-muk'), n. [D. mallemok < mal,
foolish + mok, a gull], any of several large ocean birds,
as the petrel, fulmar, or albatross.
mal-le o-lar (ma-le's-lSr), adj. of a malleolus.
mal-le-o-lus (ma-le's-bs), n. [pi. MALLEOLI (-K')], [L.

malleolus, dim. of malleus, a hammer], a rounded bony
protuberance on each side of the ankle joint.
mal-let (mal'it), n. [Fr. maillet, dimt of mail; see MAUL],
1. a kind of hammer, usually with a heavy wooden
head and a short handle, for driving a chisel, etc. 2. a)

' a long-handled hammer with a cylindrical wooden head,
used in playing croquet, b) a similar but lighter instru-
ment used in playing polo. ;

nW-le-ps (mari-as), n. [pi. MALLEJ (-10], [L., a hammer],
the largest and outermost of the three small bones of

tity$ middle ear, shaped somewhat like a fianimer: also
called hamnier.

AfflJ-jKHtrC*i (mal-yor*
/
ka), n. Majorca: the Spanish name.

mal'Jjcm (mal'o), n. [ME. malewe, malwe; AS. mealuwe
yi/. ,fa^a (whence also G. malve, Fr. mauve, etc.);

cf, MAUVE], .I* any of a family of plants, including the
hollyhock, cotton, marsh mallow, and ofcra, typicafly
with large, showy flowers and a sticky juice in t^eir
stems, ledves, ana roots. 2. any of a certain genus of

plants in this family; especially, the wild mallow, a
plan^ with purpjish, pink, or white flowers and hairy
leaves and stents,. ,',

mallow rose, 1.. any of several mallows with large pink
or white flowers. 2. tfrfe flower. Also rose mallow.
malm (mam), n.JMB.; AS. mealmt sand; for the base

see^MEAL (ground grain) ], J. a soft
? crumbly, grayisfy-

white limestone. 2. [British Dial.], a soff?, chalky loam
found in southern England: marl.
Malmes bur y, William of (mtoz'ber'i, mam^'b^-i),
109S ?- 1 143 : English historian.
Malm 6 (malm'o; Bng. mal'mo). n. a seaport in south-
ern Sweden: pop., 131,000 (e^t. 1948).
malm-sey (mam'zi), n. [ME. malm^gy; M,
< Gr. Monembasia, Monem^asiaf

dr |^alvasiaf

town on the coast of L/aconia, Greece, lormbrly itoted
for exporting wine], 1. a strdng, fuJUflavbred, swe^t
white wine, 2. the grape from wl^bfo tibis Is made^

mal-nu-tri don (mal'noo-trish'sn, mal4ntir1xish
r
9n), n.

^faulty or inadequate nutrition; tin^er^tjrisiu^ent re-

swtnig from insuflicient food, imptope^r diet, et&
mal-oc clu-sion (malVkloS'ztyaSi); n. in ''tfdJo^;
faulty occlusion. ;

f|

'M
'*|

mal-o-dor (malTo'dSr). n. a bad odorj sijenxab. ''

mal-o-dor-ous (mal-o'delS^s), adj. haviajgr a %a {oiot ;

stinking, SYN. see stinking.Ma lone, Edmond, (rn9-16nO
l

174I-4812| Iri^bseltolaiF^
editor ot Shakespeare's works.

ma-Io-nlc kci<i (ma-lon'ik, ma-lo'nik), fFr. molonigml, a

colorless, crystalline,, dibasic acid, CHa(COjH)a, ob-
tained from malic acid by oxidation.

Mal-o-ry, Sir Thomas (mal'a-ri), fl. 1470; English
writer and translator; compiler of the final version of
Morte d'Arthur, Arthurian tales translated from French.

Mal-pi-ghi, Mar-cel-lo (mar-chel^ mal-pe'ge), 1628-
1694; Italian physiologist and anatomist.

mal-pigh-i-a-ceous (mal-pig'i-a'shQs), adj. [< Mod. L.

Malpighiaceae, name of tne family (after Marcello
Malpighi) ; 4- -ous], of a family of tropical plants with
leaves set oppositely and red or yellow flowers.
Mal pteh-i-an (mal-pig'i-en), adj. of or discovered by
Marcello Malpighi.
Malptehian body (or corpuscle), 1. any nodule of

lymphatic tissue in the spleen. 2. any of a number of

small masses of blood vessels (Malpighian tufts) in the
kidney, enclosed by a capsule that is an enlargement
of the end of a tubule through which urine passes.
Malpighian layer, the soft, lowest layer of the epi-
dermis, from wnich the other layers are derived.

Malpighian tubes (or vessels), a group of small,
tubular glands that open into the hind part of the
alimentary canal in most insects.

Malpighian tuft, see Malpighian body.
mal'po-si-tion^mal'pQ-zisn'gn),^. faulty or abnormal
position, especially of the fetus in the uterus.

mal-prac-tice (mal-prak'tis), n. 1. injurious or un-
professional treatment or culpable neglect of a patient
by a physician or surgeon. 2. misconduct or improper
practice in any professional or official position.
Mal-raux, An-dr6 (aVdra/ marro'), 1895- ; French
novelist.
malt (mSlt), n. [ME. malte; AS. mealt; akin to G. malz;
IE. *mel-d, prob., what is softened, ground down, etc.

(< base *we/-, to grind down), seen also in L. mollis,
soft, yielding, Eng. melt, smelt, etc.], 1. barley or
other grain softened by soaking in water until it sprouts
and then kiln-dried, for brewing and distilling certain
alcoholic liquors. 2. such liquor; beer, ale, etc. adj.
made with malt v.t. 1. to change (barley, etc.) into
malt or something maltlike. 2. to treat ^or prepare
(milk, etc.) with malt or malt extract. v.i. 1. to be
changed into^malt or something maltlike. 2.

t
to change

barley, etc. into malt; germinate grain artificially m
order to change the starch into a sugar.
Mal ta (m61'ta), n. 1. a British island in the Medi-
terranean, south of

Sicily. 2. a British
colonv consisting of

this island and two
others: area, 122 sq.
mi. ; pop., 269,000; chief

city, Valletta.
Malta fever, [so named
because prevalent in
Malta and, other Medi-
terranean areas], un-
dulant fever: also called
Mediterranean fever.
malt-ase (niSl'tas), n.

[malt+f -ase] tanenzyme,
occurring in animals,
plants, bacteria, etc.,

that changes maltose
into dextrose.
malted milk. 1. a powdered preparation of dried

muk and malted cereals. 2, a drink made by r4fcdng
this with milk and, usually, ifee cream and flavoring,
Mal tese (moTtezO, adj. J. ofWta, its inhabitants
their language, etc. 2. of tjxe medieval Knighta of

Malta, n. I. fyl. MALTEteJ r a native or inhabitant of

Malta. 2. the language spoken in Malta, a mixture of

Arabic and Italian. 3*. a Knight of Malta. 4, a
Maltese cat or dog. i

Maltese cat, a variety of domestic cat wiibh bluish^

gray fur.

Maltese cross, [so called from its use as an emblem by
the medieval iKniglhts of Malta], a cross whose arms
look like arrowheads pointinf 'inward: see^ cross, illus,

Maltese dog, a variety of small spaniel with long, silky,
white hair, originated in fyf^ta. ,

malt extrac't, a sticky, sugj^i^^^nce (ol^inWd torn
malt soaked in "faateir: it IB tjwj 'ste,"'a medicinal food.
mal-tha (mal'tjia), ,

ri
, {/. t^r. yw$tfw\ jnatofb of imi

between petroletfin tod asjjbaMt% ccttslrteaeyi 3.|any
of several nydjroeiazboti 'i
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Mal thus,
,
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gli^h clergyman* aad

j

theory that >Wa$ pQfr&Mfafa^ tite
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maltreat manageability
tatory sugar, CisH*Oii, obtained by the action of the
diastase of malt on starch; malt sugar.
mal*treat (mal-treV), v.t* [Fr. maltraiter; see MAL- &
TREAT], to treat roughly, unkindly, or brutally; abuse.
mal-treat-ment (mal-treVmant) , n. rough, unkind, or
brutal treatment; abuse; mistreatment.
maltster (mdlt'ster), n. one who makes or sells malt,
malt sugar, maltose.

malfry (mdl'ti), adj. 1. of, like, or containing malt,
2. fond of malt liquor. 3. [Slang], drunk.
mal'va-ceous (mal-va'shss), adj. [< L. malva, mallow;
+ -aceous], of the mallow family of plants.

mal-va si-a (mal'vg-se'Q) , n. [It.; see MALMSEY], 1. the

grape from which malmsey is made. 2. malmsey.
mal va si-an (mal'vs-se'sn), adj. of malvasia.
Mal-vern Hill (mal'vgra), a plateau near Richmond,
Virginia: site of a battle (1862) of the Civil War.
mal ver-sa-tion (mal'ver-sa'shsn), n, [Fr. < malverser,
to commit malpractices < L. male* badly 4- versari, to
turn, occupy oneself], corrupt conduct or fraudulent

practices in public office or other position of trust.

malvoisie (mal'voi-zi, mal'vo-zi), n. [Fr.], [Archaic],
malmsey (wine or grape).
ma-ma (ma'ms; now less freq. nia-ma'), n. mamma;
mother.
mam-ba (mam'bQ), n. [Zulu im-amba], any of several

poisonous snakes of southern Africa, related to the
cobras but not hooded; especially, a common green or
black snake of this sort.

mamb-o (mam'bo), n. [Am. Sp.; musicians' slang term
equivalent to "riff"], 1. a rhythmic musical form, of

Cuban Negro origin, in 4/4 syncopated time and with
a heavy accent on the second and fourth beats. 2. an
American ballroom dance to such music. v.i. to dance
the mambo.
Mam-e-luke (mam'a-look

7
, mam'o-luk'), n. [Fr. ma-

meluk; Ar. mamluk, slave, lit., one possessed < malaka,
to possess], 1. a member of a military force, originally
made up of slaves, that seized power in Egypt in about
1250, ruled there until 1517, and remained powerful
until destroyed in 1811. 2. [m-], in Moslem countries,
a slave: sometimes figurative.

ma-mey (ma'-rna', ma-me') n* a mammee.
mam-ma (ma'mo; now less freq. ma-ma'), n. [like L.

mamma, mother, Sans, ma, Gr. mamme < baby talk;

sp. prob. afiected by association with next entry],
mother: a child's word, corresponding to papa for

father: also mama, ma, mom, maw, etc.

mam-ma (mam's), n. [pi. MAMMAE (-)], [AS.: L.,

breast; associated with mamma, mother, but prob. <
IE *mandma < base *mand*, to suck, breast, *mad~,
to be moist* drip seen also in Gr. mastps, breast, L.

madere, to flow], a gland for secreting milk, present in

the female of all mammals; mammary gland: in the

male it is usiially rudimentary and does not function.

mam-mal (mam'sl), n. [< Mammalia], any of a group
of vertebrates the females of which have milk-tsecreting

Mam-ma-li-a (ma-m'liraj n.pl [Mod, L. < LL. mam-
malts, of the breasts < L. mamma; see MAMMA (milk

gland;], in zoology, mammals as a class.

mam-ma-li-an (ma-ma'li-sn), adj. of a mammal or

mammals, n. a mammal.
mam-mal-o-gy (ma^mal'^ji), n. the branch of zoology

dealing with mammals.
mam-ma-ry (mam's^ri), adj. designating OP of the

&gillk-6Cfffttuig glands; of the mammae.
, .

mam-mee (mlt-ma', ma-mS'X n [Sp- mamey < Tamoy,
1. any of three tropical American trees with large,

edible, yellow or brown fruit; marmalade tree (mam-
mm sd$tfa, mammee Colorado), mammee apple tree, or

sapodiua* 2. the frtiit., Also spefied mamey.
mant'isiet (inam'it), n. a mammet.
mam-mif-er-ous (maf-mif'ST-as)* tfrf/. [see -FERGUS],

leaving mammal* or breasts.

m&xn^^^m&^M^ it.^ MAMMHXAE (-e)J, (L.

mamMitta, aim. oi wwpwvatbieafb, teat],,
a nipple.

mam-mll-lar-y (mam'a-ler i), adj. [L. mamulans], of

mam-mil'late (mamVlatO, adj. 1. having mammillae,
or aijjijte* ' 2. hafMsd ike a nipple*

"
, i ^ i

QMUBAteoak.' '(m^oaa^Jk^ ^c<lb- *1C ecwoic base mam-,

to> 4- i^rodfel
1

t
.

1 oc, tea/
1 iato

^ WL*

curving upward: remains have been found in North
America, Europe, and Asia. adj. very big; huge; gi-

gantic; enormous. SYN. see enormous.
Mammoth Cave National Park, a national park in

southwestern Kentucky, containing enormous caverns
and underground rivers: area, 78 sq. mi.
mam my (mam'i), n. [pi. MAMMIES (-iz)], [dial. var. of

mamma (mother)], 1. mamma; mother: a child's word.
2. a Negro woman who takes care of white children

or is an old family servant: so used especially in the
southern States.
Ma-mo-r6 (ma'md-reQ, n. a river in Bolivia, joining
the Beni to form, the Madeira: length, 1,200 mi.
man (man), n. \pl. MEN (men)], [ME.; AS. mann; akin
to G. mann, Goth, manna, etc.; prob. IB. base *men-,
to think, seen also in L. mens, mind (cf. MENTAL),
mentio (cf. MENTION), monere, to admonish (cf. MON-
ITOR, etc.), commentus (cf. COMMENT), etc;.; hence,
basic sense "the one that thinks"], 1. a human being;
person, whether male or female. 2. the human race;
mankind: used without tht or a. 3. a] an adult male
human being, b] sometimes, a boy, 4. 0) an adult
male servant, follower, attendanl, or subordinate. 6)

1 a
male employee; workman: aSj the employer talked to
the men. c} usually in pi. a soldier, sailor, etc. ; especially,
one of the rank and file: as, oncers and men. d) [Ar-
chaic], a vassal. 5. a) a husband: as, they are man aM
wife, b) a lover. 6. a j>erson with qualities co&vBn-
tionally regarded as mamy, such as strength, courage,
etc. 7. manly qualities; virility. . 8. a player on a team
9. one of the pieces used in chess^ checkers, etc. 10.' in

nautical usage, a ship: used in compounds, as mrtw-of-

war, merchantman. Man is also used as a term of address.
v.t. [MANNED (mand), MANNING], 1. to furnisa with
men for work, defense, etc.: as, they manned the ship.
2. to take assigned places in, on, or at for work oar d-
fense: as, man the guns! 3. to strengthen; brace; fortify;
nerve i as, he manned himself for the ordeal. 4. in fal-

conry, to tame or accustom (a hawk) to the presence of

men. interj. [Slang], an exclamation of pleasure, sur-

prise, etc. adj. male.
as a (or one) man, in unison; unanimously.
be oneT own man, 1. to be free and independent:
2. to be in full control of one's powers, senses, etc.

'

man and boy, first as a boy and then as a man.
,

to a man, with no one a an exception; every one. -,

-man (man, man) , a combining form meaning man or

person; specifically, a) a member of a (specified) na&on,
as in Frenchman, b) a person engaged in a (specified)
kind of work, as in laundryman. c) a person operating n
(specified) device, as in motorman. J *

Man., 1. Manila (paper). 2. Manitoba. !

;

Man]'lsle of* one of tjae British Isles, between IfbiAenx
Ireland ani England:
area, 221, sq.- ml; pop.,
51,000; capital, Douglas:

abbre%,te<i I.M., I.O.M%
ma-na (ma'na), n. [native

Polynesian term], the im-

pe^ojnalsupernatural forde

t$ widen certain primitive'
Beopfes attribute good
rewpifie, magical powers;
etc. >

man about town, a man
who spends much time ip,

fashionable restaurants,

clbs; bars, etc. .

j

f " '
.

'

man'a'Cle (tnan'Q-kr.!)^'^***"
''>* " "

[MB. & OFr. manme; l>. manicula, dim. of manus,

hand], usnaily in $fc: 1. a Itandcuff; fetter or shackle

for the hand; hence, '2^ any restraint, v.t. [MANACLED
(-kid), MANACLING];' 1 to put handcuff^ on; fetftear;

2. to restrain; hamper. SYN. see hamper.
i

manage (man'ii), w-fc [MANAGED (-ijd), MANAGINFGI
'- '

; WL. *manidiare < L. manus, ^**

de, or wort (a vehicle, boat, etc.). 3. to 'hare

irge of
; direct; conduct; administer: as, smemawofte

the loiisetoltl 4 [Rare], to toandle or use (money,

supplies, eta) carefully. 5. to get 0* |>erson) to do
what ope- wishes, especially by skill, tact, flattery,

etc.; make docile or submissive* to* controL fa to

bring about by contriving; pontaive; succeed m ao-

compMbingi often used ironicaty; a r 1 ma*&8eA,v>
n^i'kie mess f it. v& 1* to? conduct oa: idirecti .attaim;

earry OB busMess. 2. to contrive to get along> succeed

M '

handling matters. 1 n* iHt- mawg&$^ mam&fiair;
infliteaeedljy ii. m$naig#$^^efe'MJwr^GBl [AirGhaicj r

' 1,

manege. 2. managen^eati, ^Sm* "'see ^oaducst.
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man>ae-a-ble (man'ij-9-b'l), adj. that can be managed;
controllable, tractable, contrivable, etc.

man-age-a-bly (man'ij-a-bli), adv. so as to be man-
ageable,
man-aged currency (man'ijd), currency whose buying
power is arbitrarily stabilized, as by varying the gold
value of the basic monetary unit, to control price
fluctuations.

man-ageixient (man'ij-mant), n* 1. a) the act, art, or

manner of managing, or handling, controlling, directing,

etc. 6) a being managed. 2. skfliful managing; careful,

tactful treatment. 3. skill in managing; executive

ability. 4. a) the person or persons managing a busi-

ness, institution, etc. : as, labor and management failed

to agree on wages, fc) such persons collectively, regarded
as a distinct social group with special interests, char-

acteristic economic views, etc.

man-ag er (man'ij-Sr), n. 1. a person who manages;
especially, a person who manages a business, institu-

tion, etc.: abbreviated Mgr. 2. a person who manages
affairs or expenditures, as of a household, skillfully and
carefully.
man-ag-er-ess (man'ij-Sr-is, rnan'ij-ris; Brit, man'ij-
gr-esOt n. [Chiefly British], a woman manager.
man-a ge rial (man's-j&r'i-ol), adj. 1. of, like, or char-
acteristic of a manager. 2, of management.
man-ag-er-ship (man'y-Sr-sbipOt w. [see -SHIP], the
' position, authority, or duties of a manager.
Ma-na gua (ma-na'gwa) n. 1. a lake in western

Nicaragua: length, 38 mi; width, 16 mi. 2. the capital
of Nicaragua, on this lake: pop., 132,000 (est. 1945).
man-a-kin (man'a-kin), n. [see MANIKIN], 1. any of

various small birds ot Central and South America,
mostly brightly colored. 2. a manikin*
Jma-fia-na (ma-nya'na), n, [Sp.], tomorrow, adv. I.

tomorrow. 2. at some indefinite time in the future.
Ma-na-oa (ma-nous')* w a city in north central Brazil,

on the Amazon: poo., 94,000: also spelled Manaus.
Ma-nas-sas (ma-nas'as), n* a town in northeastern
Virginia, near Bull Run: site of the two battles of

Bull Run (1861 and 1862), in which the Union forces
were defeated by the Confederates.
Ma-nas-seh (ms-nas'a), n. [Heb. mena^eh, lit., causing
to forget], in the Bible, 1. the eldest son of Joseph.
2. one of the twelve tribes of Israel, said to be descended
from him. 3. a king of Judah in the 7th century B.C. :

II Kings 21:1-18.
,man-at-arms (man'st-armz'). n. [pi. MEN-AT-ARMS

(men'at-armz')], 1. .a soldier, 2. a heavily armed
cavalryman in a medieval army.
man-a tee (man'a-te'), n. [Sp. manatl < native (Carib)
name], any of several large,
plant-eating aquatic mammals
living in shallow tropical waters

, near the coasts of North and
SouthAmerica andWestAfrica,
having flippers and a broad,
fiat, rounded tail; sea cow.
Ma-nans (ma-nous'), n. Ma-
naos, ,- - -

vel-ins, ma-nav-il-ins
.av'l-inz), i?.M. for ma-
ilings < naval slang ma~

narvel, to steal small stores;
ult. origin unknown]) [Slang],
in w&mcal usage, leftovers;
odds and ends.
Manchea-ter (man'ches'tgr,
man'chis-tSr), n. 1. a city and canal port in Lanca-
shire, England: pop., 669,000 (est. 1946) : a textile 'man-
ufacturing center. 2. a city in southern New Hamp-
shire, on the Merrimack River: pop., 83,000. 3. a city
in north central Connecticut :jpop.t 34,000.
man chet (man'chit), n. [ME. manchete; use of ME.
maine (in same sense) & Caxton's fprm maynchej
suggest derivation < OFr. paindemaine (L. panis
dominicus}, lit., lord's breadj,I[Archaic or British Dial.],
1. white bread made of the finest wheat flour. 2. a roll

or small loaf of such bread.
man-child (man'chHd'), n. [pi. MAN-CHILDREN (~chil'-

drsn)], a male child: boy.
man-chi-neel (man'chi-nelO. n. [Fr. mancenitte; Sp.
manzanillo < manzana, a^ple < L. (mala} matiana,
(apples) of Matius < Mattus, name of a Roman gens
ana of the author of a manual on cookery], 1. a
tropical American tree with poisonous, yellowish-green,
applelike fruit and milky juice. 2. its wood.
Man-elm, Man-choo (inan-choo', man'ch63), n.

[Manchu, Ht., pure], 1. a member of a Mongolian
people of Manchuria: the Manchus conquered China
in 1643-1644 and set up a dynasty tliatijuled until 1912.
2. the Ttingus language of the Manchus,. oqf, of Man-
churia, the Manchus, their language, etc.

Man-chu-kuo, Man-chpu-kuo (man'ch6^-kwo', man-
choo'kwo; Chin. man'jo'kwoO, n a former state jn
eastern Asia, including Manchuria, Jehol province* and
part of Chahar, set up by Japan in 1932, aboWsfaed i

1945 as )a result of World War II; area, 4<K),OOFsxi.
mi; pop., c. 30^000,000; abbreviated Manch.

MANATEE
(about 13 ft. long)

Man-chu-ri-a (man-choor'i-a), w. a region in China, on
the Yellow
Sea,originally
made up of

the provinces
of KSrin, Hei-
lungkiang,
and Liaoning,
divided into

nineprovinces
in 1945: area,
c. 364,000 sq.
mi.; pop., 38-
184,000 (est.
1947):capital,
Mukden: ab-
breviated
Manch*
Man- chu -fl-

an (m a n -

choor'i-an),
adj. of Man-
churia or its

people, n* a
native or in-

habitant Of MANCHURIA
Manchuria.

man-ci-ple (man'si-p'l), n. [OFr. manciple, mancipe;
L. mancipium < manceps, buyer, contractor < manus,
a hand + base of capere, to take], a steward or buyer
of provisions, as for an English college, a monastery, etc.

Man-cu-ni-an (man-ku'm-9n), adj. [< ML. Mancu-
nium, Manchester], of Manchester, England, n. a
native or inhabitant of Manchester, England.
-man-cy (man'si), [OFr. or LL.; OFr. mancie; LL.
-mantia* < Gr. manteta. divination], a combining form
meaning divination, as in necromancy, chiromancy.
Man-dae-an (man-de'sn), n. & adj. Mandean.
Man-da-lay (man/d9-la', man'dg-lSO, n. a city in
central Burma, on the Irrawaddy River: pop., 148,000.
man da-mus (man-da'mss), n. [L., we command; 1st

pers. pi., pres. indie., of mandare, to command], in tow,
a wnt, or written order, requiring that a specified

thing be done, issued by a higher court to a lower
one, or to a corporation, city, official, etc.: originally,
in England, it was a writ of royal prerogative, v.t, [Col-
loq,], to serve with or command by such a writ.

Man-dan (man'dan), ft. [pi. MANDAN, MANDANS (-danz)],
1. a member of a tribe of Siouan Indians who lived in
the Missouri River Valley. 2. their language, adj. of
or developed by the Mandan: as, Mandan corn.
man-da-rin (man'd9-rin), n. [Port, mandarim < Malay
mantrl, minister of state < Hind. manWi < Sans.
mantrin, counselor < mantra, counsel; IE. base *men-t

to think; cf. MAN], 1. a high official of China under
the Empire: the nine classes of mandarin were dis^

tinguished from one another by a certain kind of

jeweled button worn on the cap. 2. [M-], the dialect
of Chinese spoken by officials and the educated classes;
official or main dialect of Chinese. 3. a) a small, sweet
orange with a loose rind; tangerine, 6) the tree that it

grows on. c) any of several related trees, 4. a deep-
orange dye. 5. a) a long, brocaded Chinese coat with
loose sleeves, worn by mandarins. 6) a woman's evening
coat like this: also mandarin coat.
mandarin duck, a bright-colored, crested Asiatic duck.
man-da-tar-y (man'da-ter'i), n. [pi. MANDATARIES (-iz)],

[LL. mandatarius], 1. [Rare], a person to whom a
mandate has been given. 2. a country to which a
mandate has been given. Also mandatory.
man-date (man'dat; also, for w., man'dit), n. [L. man-
datum, neut. pp. of mandare, Ht., to put into one's hand,
command, entrust < manus, a hand + Pp. of dare, to
give], 1. an authoritative order or command, espe-
cially a written one. 2. a) formerly, a commission
from, the League of Nations to a country (called the
mandatary) to administer some region, colony, etc. 6)
the area so administered: cf. trusteeship, trust terri-

tory. 3. the wishes of constituents expressed to
a representative, legislature, etc. as an order, or re-

garded as an order. 4. in law, a) an order from a
higher court or official to a lower one; a mandate on
remission is a mandate from an appellate court to the
lower court, communicating its decision in a case
appealed, fe) in cawm law, a papal rescript, especially
one having to do with preferment to a benefice, c} in
English law, a bailment of personal property with no
consideration, d] in Roman law, & commission or con-
tract by which, a person undertakes to do something
for another, without recompense but with indemnity
against loss, e) any contract of agency; i>.<. [MANDATED
(-id), MANDATING], to assign <a region, etxx) as a
mandate. <
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man da-tor (man-da'ter), n. [L.], one that gives a
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over some territory; being a mandatary, n. a mandatary.
Man-de-an (rnan-de'an), n. [< Mandean mandayya, lit.,

having knowledge (used as transl. of Gr. gnostikoi,
Gnostics) < manda, knowledge; + -aw], 1. a member
of an ancient Gnostic sect (Christians of St. John),
still extant in southern Iraq. 2. the Eastern Aramaic
dialect used in Mandean writings: it was spoken along
the Euphrates from the 7th to the 9th centuries A.D.
adj. 1. of the Mandeans, their doctrines, etc. 2. of
Mandean. Also spelled Mandaean.

Man-de-ville, Bernard (man'ds-viT), 1670?-! 733;
English satirical writer and philosopher, born in the
Netherlands.

Mandeville, Sir John, fictitious British author of a
14th-century book of travels, originally written in
French, probably by John de Bourgogne, a physician
who died at Lidge in 1372.
man-di-ble (man'do-b'l), n. [OFr.; LL. mandibula <
mandibulum, a jaw < L. mandere, to chew], the jaw,
especially the lower jaw, or any part corresponding to
this; specifically, a) either part of a bird's beak. &)
either of the pair of outermost, biting jaws of an insect
or other arthropod.

raan-dlb-u-la (rnan-dib'yoo-lo), n.[LL.], the mandible.
man-dib-u-lar (man-dib/yoo-lSr), adj. of or like a
mandible, n. the mandible; lower jawbone.
man-dib-u-late (man-dib'yoo-lit), adj. 1. having a
mandible or mandibles, as some insects. 2. adapted
for chewing, n. a mandibulate insect.

Mari-din-ga (man-dir/ga), n. & adj. Mandingo.
Man-din-gan (man-aiq'gsn), adj. of the Mandingos or
their language, n. Mandingo.
Man-din-go (man-din 'go), n. [pi. MANDINGOS, MAN-
DINGOES (-goz)j, [< tne native name], 1. a member of
a group of Negro peoples of western Africa. 2. a lan-

guage or dialect spoken by the Mandingos. adj. of the
Mandingos or Mandingo. Also Mandinga.
man do-Tin (man'd'1-in', man'da-lin'), n. [Fr. man-
doline; It. tnandolino, dim.
of mandola, mandora < LL.
pandura, kind of lute; Or.

pandoura\, a musical instru-
ment with eight, ten, or
twelve metal strings, usually
paired, stretched over a
deep, rounded sound box:
it is played with a plectrum,
which is moved rapidly back
and forth to give a tremolo
effect.

man-drag-o-ra (man-drag'a-
ra), n. mandrake.
man-drake (man'drak), n. MANDOLIN
[ME. mondrake, altered by
tolk etym. (after man + drake, dragon) < mandrag(gle;
AS. mandragora; LL. mandragora; L. mandragoras;
Gr. mandragoras], 1. a poisonous plant of the night-
shade family, found in Mediterranean regions: it has
a short stem* purple or white flowers, amd a thick
root, often forked, used in medicine for its narcotic
and emetic properties. 2. the root,, formerly thought
to resemble tjie tenan shape. 3. the May apple.
Wfaj^4ireL ,m^cwWt (man'dral), n. [earlier manderil;
prob. <; Fr, mandrin], 1. a tight-fitting jaaetal spindle
or bar, often

t
cone-shaped, inserted infeo something to

hold it while it is being machined or turned on a lathe,
etc. 2. a metal rod or par used as a core around which
metal, glass, etc, is cast, molded, or shaped, as in

forging* or wire is wound. 3. a 4omi tfcat metalwork
is pressed" against in spinning.
man-drill (man'dril), n. [man + drill (baboon)],, a
large, fierce, strong baboon of western Africa: the
male has blue and scarlet patches on the face and rump.
man-du-cate (man'jdo-kat'), u.& [MANDUCATED (-id),

MANDUGATXNG), [< L. manducatus, ppv of manducare;
see MANGER], [Rarel to ctiewj masticate,
mane (main), n. [MB. mane, maane; AS. manu; akin to
G. makne (with unexplained vowel); IB. base *mono^ t

neck, seem also in L. monile, a collar, necklace, mane,
A& mem, necklace], 1. fae long hair growing from
the top or aides of the neck of certain animals, as the

horse, Dtson, lion, etc. 2^ long, thick fetunati hair.

man-eat-er (man'et'gr), n. 1 . a cannibal & an ani-

mal that eats, likes to eat, or is thought to eat, human
flesh: specifically, o) a certain shark of tropical waters.

6) a lion, tigerr etc, with a taste f r lutainan flesh.

maned (mand), flc//. having a mane. '",.'' ,-<
f

t -r

ma-nege, ma-nege (ma-nezh', mo-nazh'), ". [Fr. < It.

maneggio; see MANAGE], ', 1. the art of riding and training
'

( -

2,-' the paces > and
'

exercises of a

_

bB&'W training torses and
'

$
216?-276$ A*B.;

*mqni-t anger; inferred basic sense "the angry ones"],
1. in ancient Roman religion, the souls of the dead,
especially of dead ancestors, regarded as gods. 2.

[construed as sing. OF pi.], the soul or shade of some
dead person.

Ma-net, fi-dou-ard (a'dwar' ma'ne'; Eng. ma-na'),
1832-1883; French impressionist painter.
ma neu-ver (mo-noo'ver, ma-nu'ver), n. [Fr. manoeuvre
< LL. manuopera < L, manu operate, to work by hand
< manus, a hand + opera, pi. of opus, a^work], 1. a
planned and controlled tactical or strategic movement
of troops, warships, etc. 2. pi. large-scale practice
movements and exercises of troops, warships, etc. under
conditions resembling those of combat. 3. any move-
ment or procedure intended as a skillful or shrewd
step toward some objective; stratagem; artifice; scheme:
as

t
the child tried various maneuvers to get his own way,

tu. & v. t. 1. to perform or cause to perform a maneuver
or maneuvers. 2. to manage or plan skillfully or shrewd-
ly; manipulate or scheme. 3. to move, get, put, make,
compel, etc. (a person or thing) by some stratagem or
scheme: as, he maneuvered his way to victory, she ma-
neuvered herself out of an embarrassing position. Also
spelled manoeuvre. SYN. see trick.

ma-neuver-a-bil-I-ty (ms-noo'veV-a-bilVti, ms-nu'-
vir-a-bil'a-ti), n* the quality or state of being maneu-
verable.
ma-neu-ver-a-ble (ma-noo'ver-a-b'l, ms-nu'vSr-a-b'l),
adj. that can be maneuvered.
man Friday, 1. in Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, the hero's
devoted servant: so named because rescued from can-
nibals on a Friday; hence, 2. a loyal and devoted or
servile follower or servant.
man-ful (man'fal), adj. manly; brave, resolute, etc.
man ga-nate (maij'ga-natQ, n* a salt of manganic acid:
as, potassium manganate, .

man-ga-nese (marj'go-nes', mar/go-nez'), n. [Fr. man-
ganese; It. manganese; by metathesis < ML. magnesia;
see MAGNESIA], a grayish-white metallic chemical
element, usually hard and brittle, which rusts like iron
but is not magnetic: it is used in the manufacture, of

alloys of iron, aluminum, and copper: symbol, Mn; at.

wt., 54,93; at. no., 25.

manganese bronze, 1. a bronze-colored dye. 2. an
alloy of copper and zinc strengthened with a small
percentage of manganese.
manganese spar, rhodonite.

manganese steel, a hard, malleable and ductile steel

containing 12 to 14 per cent of manganese.
man-gan-ic (man-gan'ik, maij-gan'ik), adj. 1. des-

ignating or of chemical comDOunds in whicH manganese
has a higher valence than in the corresponding man-
ganous compounds. 2. designating or of an acid,

H*MnOi, existing Only as salts, the manganatest- i (t ;
,

man-ga-niii (marj'gd-nin), n. [< manganese + -in], an
alloy consisting mainly ot copper with somf manganese
and nickel: it is used in electrical heating elements,
rheostats, etc.

man-ga-nite fmap'jjp-nit'),
n. 1. hydrous manganese

trioxide, MnsOa-BuO, a steel-gray or black, crystalline
mineral with a metallic luster. 2. any of a series of
salts that may be considered as derivatives of mangan-
us acid* the hydroxide of tetravalent manganese.

man-gan-ous (mari'gg-nas, man-gan'as, nian-gan'as),
adj. designating or of chemical compounds in which
manganese has a lower valence than in the correspond-
ing manganic compounds. ^

mange (mSnf), fiTlME. mahjewe; OFr. mangeuel man-
me, an iteh, eat|ag < manjuer, mangier (Fr. manger) ;

Lt manducare; t$GQ MANGER^ any of various skin diseases
of domestic aniqials, and occasionally of man, espe-
cially one caused by a parasitic unite and character-
ized by a loss of hair.

man-gel-wur-zel (inaij'g'kwHrVl, naarj'gl-wurt's'1). '.

[G. < mangoldwunsel; mangold, beet -f wurzel, a rootLia

variety of large beet, used as food for cattle, especially
in Europe: also mangel. !

'

man-ger (man'jSr) , n. [ME. ; OFr. mangeoire, mangeure
<C Lu *manducatoriat feeding trough < pp, of L. man-
Aucaref to eat < mandere, to chew], a box or ^trough |to

hold hay, etc. for hprses or cattle to eat.

man-gi-ly (man'ji-li), a<fi;* in a mangy manner.
^

man-gl-ness (man'ji-nis), n* the quality or condition of

being mangy.
mangle (ma^'g'l), v.t. [MANGLED (-g'ld), MANGLING],
[Anglo-Fr. mangier, mahangler, Irea^ dt OFir. mehaigner,
to aim; see MAJM], 1. to mutilate ,or disfigure by
repeatedly and roughly cutting, tearing, hacking, or
crashing- lacerate and bruise badly: as, the body was
mangled beyond recognition, 2, t& $potl; botch; mar;
garble: as, tke text was. ,tfww|W. -htfw: see malm.
man-gle (man'g'l), it* [D. mangel < mangelen, to mangle
< MD. mange, a mangle; $1% mamamganv; LL. 1

orig. _
sh (in deceptive

-----------,
Gr. manganon,
deceiving; IE. base

coeur;
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fashion), seen also in Mir. meng, deceit, craft, L. mango,
dealer who falsifies his wares; prob. nazalized form of
IE. base *mag-; see MAKE], a machine for pressing and
smoothing cloth, especially sheets and other flat pieces,
between rollers, v.t. [MANGLED (-g'ld), MANGLING], to

press in a mangle.
man gler (marj'gler), n. a person or thing that mangles,
or mutilates.
man gler (man'gler), n. a person who presses sheets,
etc. in a mangle.
mango (mar/go), n. [pi MANGOES, MANGOS (-goz)],

[Port, manga; Malay manga < Tamil man-kay; man,
mango tree -f kay, fruit], 1. a yellow-red, oblong
tropical fruit with a thick rind, somewhat acid and
juicy pulp, and a hard stone: it is eaten when ripe, or

preserved or pickled when unripe. 2. the tree that it

grows on. 3. pickled muskmelon or cucumber.
man-go-nel (rnar/gs-nelO, n. [OFr., dim. < LL. man-
ganum; see MANGLE (machine)], an obsolete military
apparatus for hurling heavy stones and other missiles.

mango-steen (mar/gs-sten'), n. [Malay mangustan],
1. an edible Bast Indian fruit somewhat like an orange,
with a thick, reddish-brown rind and sweet, white,

juicy, segmented pulp. 2. the tree that it grows on,

man-grove (mar/grov), n. [< Port, -mangle or Sp.
mangle < the W. Ind. (Taino) name; sp. influenced by
Eng. grove; earlier forms, mangrowe, mangrove], any of
a group of tropical trees or shrubs growing in swampy
ground along river banks, with branches that spread
and jsend down roots, thus forming more trunks and

L.

MANGIEST (-J1-

, -ittg; or caused
nange. 2. shabby and filthy; sordid; squalid.

3. mean and low; despicable.
by

manhandle (manlian'dl, man'han'd'l), v.t. [MAN-
HANDLED (-did), MANHANDLING], 1. [Rare], to move
or do by human strength only, without mechanical
aids. 2. to handle roughly.
Man-hat-tan (man-hat'on), n. 1. an island between
the Hudson and East rivers, forming part of ,New
York City: length, 13 mi.; greatest width, 2 1/4 mi.;
area, with small near-by islands, 22 sq. mi.: also

Manhattan Island. 2. a borough of New York City
'consisting of this island: pop., 1,937,000. Manhattan
contains the chief business district, theatrical center,
etc. of New York City. 3. any member of a tribe of

Algonquian Indians who lived on Manhattan Island.
4. a cocktail made of whisky and vermouth, usually
with a dash of bitters and a maraschino cherry.
Manhattan District, a division of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, established in 1942, which pro-
duced the atomic bomb.
man-hole (man'hol'), n. a hole through which a man
can get into a sewer, pipe, conduit, etc. for repair work
or inspection.
man-hood (manliood), n. [see -HOOD], 1. the state or
time of being a man (human being or, especially, adult
male human being). 2. manly character or qualities;
virility; courage, resolution, etc, 3. men collectively.
man-hour (man'our'), n. a unit of work, equal to that
done by one man in one hour.
man-hunt (man1iunt') n. a hunt for a man, especially
for a fugitive: also man hunt.
ma-ni-a (ma'ni-s), n. [ME.j L.; Gr. mama, madness <
mainesthai, to rage], 1. wild or violent insanity; spe-
cifically, the manic phase of manic-depressive psycfio-
sis, characterized generally by abnormal excitability,

exaggerated feelings of well-being, flight of ideas, ex-
cessive activity, etc. 2. an excessive, persistent enthu-
siasm, liking, craving, or interest; obsession; craze: as,
a mania for C9llecting stamps.
SYN. mania in its basic sense (see definition above) describes
the phase of maniodepre^sive psychosis that is distinguished
from melancholia; delirium demotes a temporary state of ex-
treme mental disturbance (marked by restlessness, incoherence,
and hallucinations) that occurs during fevers, in alcoholic pay
chosis, etc.; frenzy, not used technically in psychiatry, inr 1! ~

extreme emotional Agitation in which self-control is lost; 1

teria is applied in psychiatry to certain psychogenic disci .

characterized by ejsdt^bllityF anxiety, sensory and motor c^
turbances, and the involuntary simulation or blindness, deaf-
ness, etc. In extended use, mania suggests a craze for some-
thing (a mania for dancing), delirium, rapturous excitement
(a delirium ot jov^andjiysteria^ an outburst

of wild, uncdn-

form
disorder or

manic state, as in kleptomania! ~2.tm excessive, persistent
enthusiasm> craving, or likmgfor, okseswton with, or craze

,for (a specified thing), as in bibtiomanfa.
ma nl ac (rnS'ni-akO, adj. {ML. maniacu*}, of, having,
or ShQwmfir mania; wildly insane; raving, n. a wMly
or violently insane person; madman; iSttnatie.

-tna*nl-ab (mS'ni-akO, a combining form used to torn
adjectives and .nouns (referring to person) *6i cofr-

responding nouns ending in -mania, as in kteptomamac.
tna-ni-a-cal (mQ-al's-k'l], adj* of having, or s&owinfif
mania; wildly insane: raving,man ic (naan'ik, mS'nik), adj. in psychiatry, L hav-

ing or characterized by mania. 2. of or like mania.

man-ic-de-pres-siye (man'ik-di-pres'iv, ma'nik-di-

pres'iv), adj. designating, of, or having a psychosis
characterized by alternating periods of mania and mel-
ancholia, or mental depression, n. a person who has
this psychosis.
Man-iche-an, Man-i-chae-an (manVke'an), n. an
adherent of Manicheism; Manichee. adj. of the Mani-
cheans or Manicheism.
Man-i-che-an-lsm, Man4-chae-an-ism (man'a-ke'an-
iz'm), n. Manicheism.
Man-1-chee (man'o-ke'), n. [Late ME.], a Manichean.
Man-i-che-ism, Man-i-chae-ism (man'a-ke'iz'm), n. a

religious philosophy taught from the 3d century to the
7th century A.D. by the Persian Manes, or Manicheus,
and his followers, combining Zoroastrian, Gnostic
Christian, and pagan elements, and based on the doc-
trine of the two contending principles of good (Hght,
God, the soul) and evil (darkness, Satan, the body).
Man-i'CJne-us, Man-1-chae-us (man'a-ke'as), n. Manes
(Persian prophet).
man-i-cure (man's-kyoor'), n. [Fr. < L. manus, a hand
4- cura, care], 1. the care of the hands; especially,

trimming, polishing, etc. of the fingernails. 2. [Rare], a
manicurist, v.t. & v.i. [MANICURED (-kyoord'), MANI-
CURING], to take care of (the hands and fingernails);
do the work of a manicurist for (a person or persons).
man-i-cur-ist (man'g-kyoor'ist), n. a person, usually a
woman, whose work is manicuring.
man-i-fest (man's-fest'), adj. [ME.; OFr. manifeste; L,

manifestus, earlier manufestus, lit., struck by the hand,
near at hand, palpable, evident < manus, a hand +
base akin to -fendere, to strike], apparent to the senses,

especially that of sight, or to the mind; evident;
obvious; clear; plain; patent, v.t. 1. to make clear or

evident; show plainly; reveal; evince. 2. to prove; be
evidence of. 3. a) to enter in a ship's manifest, b) to
show the manifest of (cargo), v.i. to appear to the

senses; show itself, n. 1. a) an itemized list of a ship's

cargo, telling the place of lading, destination, etc., to be
shown to customs officials, b) a waybill of lading. 2.

perishable goods carried by fast freight. 3. [Obs.],

a) a manifestation. &) a manifesto. SYN. see evident.
man-i-fes-tant (man'a-fes'tgnt), n. a person who takes
part in a manifestation, or public demonstration.
man-i-fes-ta-tion (man'a-fes-ta'shon), n. [L. manifesta-

tio), I. a manifesting or being manifested. 2. some-
thing that manifests; as, his silence was a manifestation
of cowardice. 3. a public demonstration, as by a gov-
ernment, party, etc., for political effect.

Manifest Destiny, the 19th-century doctrine that it

is the destiny or the Anglo-Saxon nations, especially
of the United States, to dominate the entire Western
Hemisphere.
man-i-fes to (man'a-fes'to), n. [pi. MANIFESTOES (-tqz)],
[It. < L. manifestus], a public declaration of motives
and intentions by a government or by a person or group
regarded as having some public importance.
man-i-fold (man'a-fSldO, adj. [ME, manifold, manifald;
AS. man^gfeald; see MANY
& -FOLD], L having many
and various forms, fea-

tures, parts, etc. : as, man*
ifold wisdom. 2. of many
sorts'; many and varied;
multifariouB: used with a plural noun, as, manifold
duties. 3. being sueh in many and various ways or
for many reasons: as, a manifold villain. 4. comprising,
consisting of, or operating several units or parts of
one kind: said of certain devices, n. "1. what is

manifold. 2. any of many copies made by manifolding.
3. a pipe or tupe with at least one inlet and two or
more outlets, for connecting one pipe with others,
as, in an automobile* for conducting exhausts from
each cylinder into a single exhaust pipe. v.t. 1. to
make manifold; multiply. 2. to make more than one
copy ofi as, she will manifold the letter with carbon
paper. ~~SYN. '^see nwny.
man-i-fold-er (man'a-fol'dlbr)^ n. a person or thing
that manifolds; specifically, a machine for making
copies of documents, etc.
man i-hot (maia'irhotO* n, [Mod. L.; Fr. < Bmz. (Tupi)
mandioca], any of a group of tropical American plants
found mainly in Brazil; including the cassava, or
manioc; from which tapioca is ototairied, and others
that yield a kind: of rubDer.
man i kin (man'g-kin), rt. [D. manneken < man, man 4-
dim. suffix -ken\ \ . a littleman; dw4rf* 2; an gaaatorap
ical model of the human bodyf iaaHy with movable
and detachable parts, used in .medical 1

f^cfeoolSr
1 etc.

3. a Ti^i-fliTO^ttfa'. Also spelledmanakin, xnaxuiikin.
Ma nil a (md-nil'Q), n. 1. the principal dw- andIoraw
oaj^taj of the Phffippne Islands* Q& Lte6n&
623,000: ee 1&ttom, Qilt$w ',<2.

hemp, i) .Mai^'tepep B^&
rope, d) a land of cigar made in Manila. Sometimes

iled
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Manila hemp 893
manometer

Manila hemp, a strong fiber from the leafstalk of a

Philippine tree related to the .banana; abaca: it is used

for making rope, paper, etc.

Manila paper, a strong, brownish wrapping paper,

originally made of Manila hemp, now of various fibers.

Manila rope, strong rope made of Manila hemp*
Ma-nil-la (ma-nil's), n. Manila.

ma-nil-la (ma-nil'a), n. [< Fr. & Sp.; Fr. manille; Sp.
malilla (cartd) < malillo, dim. of malo, bad (I/, mains)},

in ombre, quadrille, and some other card games, the

second-highest trump: also manllle (ma-nil').

man in the street, the average man: ordinary person.

man-i-oc (man'i-ok', ma'ni-ok'), n. [Fr. < Braz. (Tupi)
mandioca; cf. MANIHOT], 1. a cassava, a tropical plant
with edible starchy roots. 2. the starch from these

roots, used in making bread and tapioca..

legion; one third of a cohort, consisting of either 60

or 120 men. 2. a silk band worn hanging over the

left forearm as a eucharistic vestment.
. , . ,

ma-nip u-lar (ma-nip'yoo-ler), adj. [L. mampulans],
1. of a maniple (in the ancient Roman army). 2. of

manipulation, n. a soldier of a maniple.
ma-nfi) u-late (mo-nip'yoo-lat'), v.t. [MANIPULATED
(4d), MANIPULATING], [back-formation < manipulation],
1. to work or operate with or as with the hand or hands;
handle or use, especially with skill: as, the pilot of an

airplane must manipulate various controls. 2. to man-

age or control artfully or by shrewd use of influence,

especially in an unfair or fraudulent way: as, the

political boss manipulated the voting. 3. to change or

falsify (figures, accounts, etc.) for one's own purposes
or profit; juggle: rig; specifically, to cause (prices of

stocks, etc.) to fall or rise, as by wash sales, etc. SYN.

ma-nip-u-la-tion (mo-nip'yoo-la'shan), n. [Fr.; as if <
L. *manipulatio < pp. of *manipulare < manipulus;
see MANIPLE, MANIPULATE], 1. a handling or being

handled; especially, skillful handling or operation. 1,

artful management or control, as by shrewd use of in-

fluence, especially in an unfair or fraudulent way. 3.

change or falsification (of figures, prices, etc.) for one's

own purposes or profit. .. , - .

ma-nip-ii-lat-lve (ms-nip'yoo-la'tiv), adj. of or done by
manipulation.
ma-nJp-U'la-tor (ms-nip'yoo-lS'tSr), n. a person or

thing that manipulates.
ma-ntp-u-la-to-ry (ma-njp'yoo-b-t$r'i, mo-mp'yoo-te-

to'ri), adj. manipulative.
Man i pur (mun'i-poor'), n. a state of eastern India:

area. p20 sq. mi?; pop:, 512,000 (art. 1950); capital,

Imphat

which the Romans defeated Antiochus the Great.

man i to (manVt5') n* [Am. Ind. (Massachusetts)
mantito* he is a gpdj, in Algonqwton Indian

>
religwn, a

spirit or force underlying the world and life, under-

stood as a nature spirit ofboth good- and evil influence:

also manltou, manitu. . . _.s

Man4-to*ba (manVtfba, man'o-tS-baO, n, 1. a prov-

ince of south central Canada: area,^246,512 sq. mi.;

pop., 777,000; capital, Winnipeg: abbreviated Man.,

Mcate, M.. i a lake in southern Manitoba: area,

Man-i-to*ban (man'0-t5'bon)/ adj. of Manitoba, n. a

native or inhabitant of Manito^. mn^n
manitou, mani-tu^(man'9-tooOj

n. a nianito.

Man-i-tou-lin Island (manVtSo'lin)* a Canadian

island to Lake Huron, south of Ontario, Canada:

,^ (man^wokO, n. a city in cental

, on Lake Michigan: pop., 27,000.
'

' "-
<K; alfo, and for Z tiway* manf-
A nKiNi>l* I. all human beings;

"2. all human mates; the male se.

a man; masculine.
the quality or stttfee of being

I, MANLIEST (-H-

(raly regarded as

wu bavej vWe; strong, resolutfe,

fee a man; masculine; as, manly

provded for the Israelites in the wilderness: Ex. 16:

14-36. 2. anything thought of as hke this; any needed

sustenance that seems miraculously supplied, com-
*

forting words, spiritual food, etc. 3. a sweet, gummy
juice obtained from certain European ash trees, used

Mann Act (man), lafter Tames Robert Mann (1856-

1922), U.S. Congressman^ an act of Congress.CMe,
1910) prohibiting the interstate transportation of

women for immoral purposes (wk*** slavery),

man-ne-quin (man'a-kin), n. [Fr. < D. manneftenj
see

MANIKIN], 1. a model of the human body, used by
tailors, window dressers, artists, etc. 2. a woman whose

work is exhibiting new clothes in stores, etc. by wearing
them. _ T -r

man-ner (man^r), n. [ME. manere; OFr. manwre; LL.

*manaria < L. manuarius, of the hand < wyus,
a

hand], 1. a way or method of doing something; way
in which something is done or happens; mode or fasnipn
of procedure. 2. a) a way of acting; personal behavior

or bearing: as, his manner showed his anger, o) dis-

tinguished bearing or behavior: as, she has manner.

3. a usual way of acting; customary behavior; hapit:

as, it is his manner to be sarcastic. 4. pL a) ways of

social life; prevailing social conditions or customs: as,

a comedy of manners. &) ways of social behavior; de-

portment, especially with reference to polite conven-

tions: as, good manners, bad manners, c) polite ways
of social behavior; deportment conforming with polite

conventions: as, the child really has manners. 5. a)

characteristic style or method in art, music, literature,

etc. b) mannerism. 6. [Archaic or Literary], 0) kind;

sort: as, what manner ot man is he? b) kinds; sorts: as,

all manner of things. SYN. see bearing, method,

by all manner of means, of course; sureiv.

by no manner of means, in no way; definitely not.
f

in a manner of speaking, so to speak; in a certain

sense or way. ,

to the manner born, 1. accustomed from birth to the

way or usage spoken of. 2. naturally fitted* tor a

certain thing. .

man nered (man'Srd). adj. 1. having manners of a

specified sort: as, m~mannered, vreXL-vtannered. 2.

affected: as, a mannered literary style.

Man ner heim, Baron Carl Gii8>taf E-naM vonJkaif
goos'taf e'mil fon man'gr-hSm'; Eng. man'Sr-him'),
f 67-1951; Finnish field marshal and statesman.

man-ner-ism (man'Sr-iz'm), n 1. excessive use 01

some distinctive, often affected, manner or style in art,

literature, speech, or behavior. 2. a peculiarity of

manner in behavior, speech, etc. SYN. see pose,
man ner ist (man'gr-ist), n. a person characterized by
mannerism; especially, an artist or wrfter whose work
shows a persistent or excessive adherence to some st^le

man ner less (man'er-lis), adj. lacking good manners;

impolite; unmannerly. .

'

' '

man ner li ness (man'er-lif-nis), n- the <paEty or 8tte
of being mannerly.
man ner ly (man'Sr-H), adj. having or showing good
manners; well-behaved; pofite. adv. politely. .

Mann heim (man'hlm; 0. mSnlitoi), n. a city m
northern Baden, Germany, on the Rhine: pop., 216,000

man ni kin (man'a-kin), n. a manikin.
mannish (man'ish), adj. characteristic of, like, or

imitating a maiii masculine. SYN. see male,

man nite (manlt), n. [< manna + -fa\ mannitol.

man-nit-ic (ma-airik), adj. of or obtained from man-

man-ni-tol (man'9-tol', manVtol'), n. [< mannitie +
-oflv a colorless, crys*allin alcohol, C6Hi(OH), occur-

ring in various plants and animals, as the flowering

ash, sponges, etc.

man-nose (man'os), n. [wcwwitol -f -osej, a sugar,

CHi*O, formed by the oxidation of mannitol..
ma-noeu-vre (m9-ndo

/veV, ma-nu'vSr), n., v.i. & tr*i

IMANOBJUVRED (-vgrd). MANOEUVRING], maneuver.

Man of Destiny, Napoleon I: self-applied term. ;

Man of Galilee, Jesus, . , . A w
man of God, 1. a holy man; saint, hermit> etc. 2* a

clemyman; minister, priest, rabbi, etc.

Man of Sorrows, Jesus: cf. Isa. 53:3.

man of the world, a man familiar with and tolerant of

various sorts of people and their
wayj; oi?M*wta.

man-of-war fman'sv-wdr', manVwwO, n. tyL Mg-
OF-WAR (menWwer', menVwoV)], [see MAN, , ICfl,

an armed naval vessel: warship.
m^n-of-war ted (or iiawk) . a fitete baA _ '

ma-nom-e-ter (m9-nom'o-tSr), w. [Fri man&mem < i^r.

^anosr rare + Fr. -ff^^t -meterl, i- an tatarumnM.

Soally a U-shaped tube, fot measuring the pressure
of gases ot vapors. 2. an instrument for rne l*atrttw

blood pressure by measuring the.presstro of 005^3
aw^ oessary to equa&je -fee tension in the blood ^

. , . ,,*,..,
'

. .' -. "> L,t- ' >-'- .*.'.'...-'.
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MANSARD ROOF

man on horseback, a military man with such influence
and power over the r>eople as to threaten the current

regime or administration.
man-or (man'er), n. [ME. maner; OPr. manoir <
manoir, mancir, to stay, dwell < L. manere, to remain],
1. in England, a) in feudal times, the district over which
a lord held authority, subject to the jurisdiction of has

court; land belonging to a lord and partly divided

among his peasants in return for rent of some kind, or
land reserved by him for his own use. b) more recently,
a landed estate, usually with a main residence, the
owner of which still holds some feudal rights over the
land.

t
2. in the United States during colonial times, a

district granted as a manor and leased to tenants at a
set rental. 3. [Obs.], a) a mansion, b) the main residence
on an estate, c) a lord's mansion with its land.
manor house, the house of the lord of a manor.
ma-no-ri-al (xno-ndr'i-el, ma-no'ri-al), adj. of, like, or

constituting a manor.
man-pow-er (man'pou'er), n. 1. power furnished by
human physical strength. 2. the normal rate at which
a man is able to work, equal to 1/10 horsepower. 3. the
collective strength, ability to work, or availability for
work of the people in any given area, nation, etc. Also
man power.
man-rope (man'rojpO. n. a rope serving as a handrail
along a gangway, ladder, etc.
man-sard (man'sard), n. [after Francois Mansard
(1598-1666), Fr. architect,
who revived the use of such
roofs: they had been in use
about 100 years earlier], 1. a
roof with two slopes on each
of the four sides, the lower
steeper than the upper: also
mansard roof. 2. a garret;
attic; story under such a roof.
manse (mans) , n. [ML. mansus
(or mansum, mansa), a
dwelling < pp. of L. manere,
to remain, dwell; cf. MANOR],
1. a parsonage; residence of a minister, especially a
Scottish, Ifaesbyterian minister. 2. [Obs.], a) a mansion.
ft) enough land to support a family.
man-ser-vant (man'sur'vdnt), n. [fl MENSERVANTS
(taea'suVvonts)], a male servant: also man servant.

Mansfield (manz'feld', mans'feld'), n. 1. a city in
north central Ohio: pop., 43,000. 2. a city in Netting*-
hamshire, England: pop., 50,000 (est. 1946). 3, the
highest peak of the Green Mountains, in northern
Vermont: height, 4,393 ft.: in full, Mount Mansfield.

Man8<field, Katherine (mans'feld', manz'feld'), (pseu-
donym of Kathleen Beauchamp, Mrs. John Middleton
Murry), 1888-1923; English short-story writer.
Mansfield, Richard, 1857-1907; English actor in
America.
mansion (man'shan), n. {ME.; OFr.; L. mans^o, a
sojourn, dwelling < pp. of manere, to remain, dwell;
cf. MANSE, MANOR], 1. formerly, a manor house; hence,
2. a large, imposing house i stately residence, & [Obs.l
a stay; sojourn* 4. [Archaic], a) a dwelling place, b)
usually pi. .[Chiefly British], an Apartment house* , 5.

in astrology, a) a house. 6) one of the 28 parts of the
moon's course occupied on successive days.
man-sized (man'sizdO* adj. [Colloq.], of a ske 'fit te a
man; large; big, r
man slaugh-ter (man'slS'ter), n. the killing of a human
being by another; especially, such killing when/ia*-
lawful but without malice: see also murder, homicide,
man-slay*er (man'sla'eV), n. a person who commits
homicide or manslaughter.
man-stop-ping (man^stop'tt)), adj. designating a pistol
or nfle bullet which, because of its especially great force
on impact will stop a man's advance.
man-sue-tude (matn'swi-tSod'i man'swi-tud'), n. [L.
mansuetudo < pp. of mansutscere, to tame < manus, a
hand -f suescere, to accustom], genibleness; tameness.
man-ta (man'te; Spi man'ta), n. fSp. < IX. mantum* a
cloak; back-formation < mantellum; see MANTLE], I;
coarse cotton cloth used for cheap shawls capes, etc. in
Latin

m
America 2. a shawl mete, etc. ade of this,

3. a kind of horse blanket or dpth for covering a pack-
animal's load. 4. [ObsJ, a mantelet 5, zoology, a

< very large ray; devilfish: also manta ray.
man-teau (man'to; Fr. miif'td'), fr 'j#. MANIB
(-toz), Pr. MANTBAUX (-t6'U Ofo < QFn mantel;
MANTLE], 1. a) a woman's cloak oc mantle, b)
mantle. 2. [Obs.], a rnantua* or woman's loose
Man-tegna, An-dre-a (an-drefS mfiiiHie%^)>
1506; Italian painter and engraves?. *

man tel (mam>t'l), it. [see MANTLE], 1. the facing f

stone, marble, etc. about a fireplace. Including pro-
jecting shelf or slab above it. 2. the shelf or slab.
man-telet (man't'l-ef, mantlit), n* [OP!r. <&L -of

mantel; see MANTLE], 1. a short rnWk cape
2. a movable or stationary protective aheltef
especially, a) a movable roof or screen Ic^j
war to protect besiegers from the enemy*
proof shield or screen, as about a gun to promt)tps

MANTILLA

gun crew, c) a bulletproof enclosure for observation in

target shooting. Also (for 2) mantlet.
Man-tell, Robert Bruce (man-tel'), 1854-1928; Scot-
tish actor in America.
man tel-let-ta (man'ta-let'a) , n. [It., dim < mantello;
see MANTLE], a sleeveless vestment worn by cardinals,
bishops, etc. of the Roman Catholic Church.
man-tel-piece (man'tl-pes'), n. a mantel (sense 2).
man-tel*tree (man't'1-tre'), n. 1. a beam, stone, or
arch above the opening of a fireplace, supporting the
masonry above. 2. [Archaic], a mantelpiece.
man-tic (man'tik), adj. [Gr. mantikos < mantis, seer,

soothsayer; see MANTIS], of, or having powers of, divi-

nation; prophetic.
-man-tic (man'tik), [< Gr. mantikos; see MANTIC], a
combining form used to form adjectives corresponding
to nouns ending in -mancy, as
in necromantic.
mantilla (man-til'a), n. [Sp.,
dim. of manta; see MANTA],
1. a woman's veil or scarf
worn overthe hairand shoulders,
as in Spain, Mexico, etc. 2.

a short mantle, cape, or cloak.
man tis (man'tis), n. \pL MAN-
TISES (-iz), MANTES (-tez)],

[Mod. L. ; Gr. mantis, prophet,
seer, kind of insect; IE. base
*men-t to think; see MAN], any
of various related insects that
hold their forelegs folded as if

praying, and feed on other
insects: often praying mantis.
mantis crab (or shrimp), a
squilla.
man-tis-sa (man-tis'a), n. [L., (useless) addition, make-
weight; ? < Etruscan], the decimal part of a logarithm:
so called because added to
the integral part (called the

characteristic).
man-tie (man'tl), n. [ME.
mantel, mentel < AS. mentel
& OFr. mantel; both < L.

mantellum,
,
mantelum, a

cloth, napkin, cloak, man-
tle; origin obscure], 1. a
loose, sleeveless cloak or

eape; hence, 2. anything
that cloaks, envelops, covers, or conceals: as, hidden
under the mantle of night. 3. a small hood or cap,
usually cylindrical, of a meshwork substance, such as
a thorium or cerium compound, which^ when placed
over a flame becomes whiterhot and gives off light.
4. the outer covering of a wall. 5. the outer wall and
casing of a blast furnace, above the hiearth. 6. a

covering of clay put over a wax model so as to form
a mold when the wax is melted out, 7. a mantel.
8. in anatomy, the cortex of the cerebrum. 9, in

geology, the soil, sand, and other loose material cover-
ing the solid bedrock of the earth. 1JX in zoology,
a) the membranous flap or folds of the body wall of
a mollusk or similar organism, containing glands that
secrete a shell-forming fluid, b} the soft outer body
wall of a tunicate or barnacle, c) the back and folded
wings of a bird. v*t. [MANTLEB (-tld), MANTLING],
1. to cover with a mantle. 2. to cover; envelop; cloak;
conceal. v.i. 1. to be or become covered, CMS a surface
with scum or froth. 2. to form a covering ; spread-
like a mantle, as a blush over the face. 3. to blush or
flush: as, her cheeks mantled at the praise. 4. in fal-
conry, a) to spread first one wing, %en the ot&ef, over
the outstretched legs: said of a perched hawk, b) to
spread out: said of the wings.

*

,

mant-let (mantlit), n. a mantelet. *
^Mantova (mSn'tcWs'), M. Mantua: the ttaliai Wme.

Man-tu-a (man'choo-a, man'too-a) , n. a city in i
"

Italy: birthplace of Virgil: pp. t 54^00 r--^h

man-tu-a (man'choo-a, man'too-9), Jif.

. manteau, a mantle; sp. influenced I

mantle or loose gown or cloak form
Man-tu-an (man'chqo-an, man't
n. a native or inhabitant of Ma
the Mantuan, Virgil.

man-u-al (man'u-dl), adj.
manualis < manus, a hand: I]

to *mi}tost seen fa ON* & AS. i ., . ~.
a hand or the hands; made, done,
the hands. 2. of the nature of a 1

3. in law, in actual possession, n.
t

use, as a gui4e referem^ isfel

'

on an <

MANTIS
(2.5-3 in, long)

of arms. Abbreviated man., M., m.
man-u-al-ly (man'u-o-li), adv.

'

i^iStfa^,
.WWM



Manuel
hilt, haft < manus, a hand], a handlelike structure*
process, or part; especially, the uppermost of the three
bony segments constituting the sternum, or breastbone.
Man-u-el (man'u-Ql, man'u-el'), a masculine name: see
Emmanuel.
manuf ., manufac., 1. manufacture. 2. manufacturer.
3. manufacturing.
man-u-fac-to-ry (man'yoo-fak'ter-i), n. [pi. MANUFAC-
TORIES (-iz)], [< manufacture, after factory], a factory.
man-u-fac-ture (man'yoo-fak'chgr), n. [Fr.; ML. man-
ufactura; L. manu, abL of manus, a hand 4- L. factura,
a making < factus, pp. of facere, to make], 1. the
making of goods and articles by hand or, especially, by
machinery, often on a large scale and with division of
labor, 2. anything so made; manufactured product.
3. the making of something in any way, especially when
regarded as merely mechanical, v.t. [MANUFACTURED
(-cheVd), MANUFACTURING], 1. to make by hand or,

especially by machinery, often on a large scale and
with division of labor. 2. to work (wool, steel, etc.)
into usable form. 3. to produce (art, literature, etc.)
in a way; regarded as mechanical, 4. to make up (ex-
cuses, evidence, etc.) ; invent; fabricate; concoct. Abbre-
viated mfr., manuf., manufac. SYN. see make.
man-u-fac-tur er (man'yoo-fak'chSr-gr), n. a person
in the business of manufacturing; especially, a factory
owner: abbreviated mfr., manuf., manufac.
man u-mis sion (man'yoo-mish'an) , n. [L. manumissio
< pp. of manumittere: see MANUMIT], a freeing or being
freed from slavery; liberation; emancipation.
man-umit (man'yoo-mit'v v.t. [MANUMITTED (-id),
MANUMITTING], [L. manumtttere, lit., to let go from the
hand, free; manu, abl. of menus, a hand + mittere, to
send], to free from slavery; liberate (a slave, serf, etc.).manure (ma-nypor', md-noor'), v,t. [MANURED
(-nyoord', -noord'), MANURING], [ME. manouren, orig.,
to farm (land); Anglo-Pr. maynoberer; OFr. manouv-
rer, to cultivate, lit. to work with the hands; see
MANEUVER], to put manure on or into; fertilize (soil).
n. [< the v.], animal excrement or other substance put
on or into the soil to fertilize it.

ma nua (ml'nas). n, [pi. MANUS], [L.], 1. the terminal
part of the forelimb of a vertebrate, as the hand of a
person or the forefoot of a four-legged animal, 2. in
Roman law, the authority of a husband over his wife.

man-u-script (man'yoo-skript'), adj. [L. manu scriptus,
written by hand; manu, abl. of manus, a hand 4-

scriftus, pp. of scriberc, to write], written by hand or
with a typewriter, not printed, n. [ML. manuscriptum
< L, manu striftus], 1. a book or document written
by hand, especially before the invention of printing:
see codex. 2. a written or typewritten document or
paper, especially an author's copy of his workr as sub-
mitted to an editor or publisher. Abbreviated Ms.,m8.
Ma-mi tius, Aldus (61'dos or al'das ma-nu'shi-as),
(born Teobaldo Mannuccf), 1450-1515; Italian printer;
inventor of italic type: cf. Aldine.
man-ward (man'wera), adj. & adv. toward man; in
relation to man.
man-wards (man'wSrdz), adv. manward.
man-wise (man'wlz'), adv. [see -WISE], as a man would
do; like a man.
Manx (marjks), adj. [for Mansk < ON. manskr < Man-,
inflectional base of Mpn, Isle of Man < Celtic name;
cf. MW. Manau, GIT? Manu], of the Isle of Mam, Its

people, or their language, n. the Gaelic language spoken
on the Isle of Man, now almost extinct,
the Manx, the people of the Isle of Man.

manx cat, Manx cat, a variety of domestic cat with a
rudimentafy tail.

Manx-man (maijks'man), n. [pi. MANXMEN (-man)], a
Isle of

,

],

895 maraca
variety (manifold problems) or, in modifying a singular noun,
great complexity in the component parts of the whole (her man-
ifold sorrow) ; multifarious adds the connotation of great di*

ests);

native or inhabitant of the I

man-y (men'i), adj. [MORE (m6r, m5r), MOST
[ME. rneni, mam, moni; AS. manig, rnxn
akin to G. manck (OHO, manag); IE. base
etc., many, richly, seen also in Sans. magk~,
1. consisting of some large, indefinite number (of per-
sons or things); numerous. 2. relatively numerous
(preceded bt ay, too, etc.). n* a large number (of

persons or things), pron* many parsons or things.
Many a (or an* aw>mer) followea by a singular noun
or pronoun is equivalent to many followed ey the cor-

resfHMiiImg plural (e,g,, many a man hap tried).
a1

good many, [construed as pL], a relatively large
nuteber (of jmrjopB or things).
a great many, [construed as

pi.], an extremely large
nutaber (of

:

perjon or tfetoc).
be one too many for, to defeat; overwhelm.

'

*'

'

the many, 1 . the majority of people. 2. the people;
'

'
r

, (many children, excuses, bacteria, etc.).

formal equivalent for many, sometimes
* CPUJr

^1 manifold adds the DOW****,* **t

versity, or even incongruity, in the variety (multifarious inter-

ests) ; innumerable implies a number too great to count and
is often used hyperbolically (innumerable instances of his kind-
ness). ANT. few.
man-y plies (men'i-pHz'), n. [many, adj. +

t pL of ply
(a fold.)], the third stomach of a cud-chewing animal;
omasum.
man-y-sid-ed (men'i-sld'id), adf/. 1. having many sides
or faces. 2. having many possibilities, qualities, in-

terests, or accomplishments: as, a many-stded woman.
Man-za-ntHo (man'sa-ne'yd), n. a seaport in southern
Cuba: pop., 66,000.

man-za-ni-ta (man'za-nS'ta), n. [Sp. dim. of manzana,
apple; see MANCHINEEL], any of several evergreen shrubs
or small trees of the western United States.
Man zoni, Ales sandro (a'les-sSn'drd

mean
_ w _. __________ , a

member of a brown-skinned people native to New
Zealand, of Polynesian origin. 2. their Polynesian
language, adj, of the Maoris, their language, etc.

Mao Tse-tung (ma's dzu'doorjO, 18?3- ; Chinese
Communist leader; chairman of Chinese People's
Republic (1949- ).
map (map), n. [OPr. mappe, in mappemcmde; ML.
mappa (mundi), map (of the world) : L. mappa, napkin,
cloth (on which maps were painted)], 1. a drawing or
other representation, usually on a Sat surface, of all
or part of the earth's surface, ordinarily showing
countries, bodies of water, cities, mountains, etc. 2. a
similar representation of part of the sky, showing the
relative position of the stars, planets, etc. 3. any
maplike representation or delineation. 4. [Slang], the
face. v.t. [MAPPED (mapt), MAPPING], 1. to make a
map or maps of; represent or chart on or as on a map.
2. to arrange or plan in detail (often with out) : as, he
mapped out his working time, 3. to survey or explore
for the purpose of making a map.
put on the map, [Colloq.], to make well known.

Map, Walter (map), 1140P-1209?; Welsh writer.

Mapes, Walter (maps, mS'pez,) Walter Map: Latinized
name.
ma-ple (ma'p'l), n. [ME. mapil; AS. mapel (treow),
maple (tree)], 1. any of a large group of trees with
dry, two-winged fruits and opposite leaves, grown for
wood, sap, or shade. 2. the nard, close-grained, light-
colored wood of such a tree, used for furniture, flooring,
etc f 3. the reddish-yellow or yellowish color of tfie
finished wood. 4. the flavor of maple sirup or of the
sugar made from this. adj. 1. of or made of maple.
2, flavored with maple.
maple sirup, sirup made by boiling down the sap of a
certain variety of maple,
maple sugar, sugar made by boiling down maple sirup.
maqui (ma'ke), n. [Sp. < Chilean (Arouean) name],
an ornamental evergreen shrub of Chile: its bark gives
a fiber used for stringing native musical instruments,
and its purple berries are made into a medicinal wine.
maquis (ma-ke'; also, for 2, Fr. ma'keO, n. [Pr, < It.

macchia, a thicket, orig. a spot < L. macula* a spot,

stain], 1. a zone of shrubby plants, chiefly evergreens,
nd the Mediterr
itives, guerrilla fighters, etc.;

, . -, i. MAQVIS (-k')L a French
guerrilla fighter against the Nazis in World War II;
member of the military branch of the French under-
ground movement (French Forces of the Interior),
mar (mar), v.t. (MARRED (mard), MARRING], [ME.
m$rrent marren; AS, merran, mierran, to hinder, spoil,

impair; akin to D. marren^ to tie up; IE. base *mer-,
to rub, rub off, seen ajso in L, mortarium, mortar (cf.

MORTAR), Eng. marble}* to injure or damage so as to
make imperfect, less attractive, etc,; sgoil; impair; dis-

figure. n. something that mars; an injury or blemish.
Mar., March.
mar., 1. marine. 2._maritime. 3. married
mar-a-bou (mar'9-booOt n. [Fr.; Port, mardbute; Ar.

murabit, hermit], 1. any ot several large storks, espe-
cially one of a kind found in Africa, 2. the adjutant, a
bird of India.

,

3. soft feathers from the wing coverts
and tail of the marabou, used in millinery. 4. a delicate.
white raw silk that can be dyed even though the natural
gum has not been taken out. ^
mar a bout (mar'9-b6"5tO n, [Fr.: Fort, marabnto; Ar.
murQbtt, hermit], 1, a Moslem hermit or holy man,
especially among the Berbers and Moors* 2- the tomb
or shrine of such a man. 3. marabou.
ma-ra-ca (ms-ra'ka; Port, ma-ra'ka), n. [Port, maracd

tfee Braas, native namelt a percussion instnimeat conr"
of a drle4 ,gow4 or a gour4-^haped rattle wpi

growing in the area around the Mediterranean, known
as a hiding place for fugitiv
hence, 2. foften M-1, [pi.
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Maracaibo (mar'a-kl'bo; Sp. mar'a-kl'bo'), n. 1, a
seaport in western Venezuela: pop., 1 13,000. 2. a lake
formed by an extension of the Gulf of Maracaibo: area,
6,300 sg. mi.
Maracaibo, Gulf of, an arm of the Caribbean, off

western Venezuela.
Mar-a-can-da (marVkan'da), n* Samarkand, a city in
central Asia: the ancient name.
Ma-ra-j6 (ma-ra-zhfiO, an island between the estuaries
of the Amazon and Par4 Rivers, Brazil: area, 16,000
sq. mi.
mar-a-nath-a (mar'o-nath'a), n. [ME. < Araniv maran
ofha, the Lord has come, or O Lord, come], an invoca-
tion to the Lord, sometimes regarded as forming, with
the preceding anathema (in I Cor. 16:22), an intensified

curse or malediction.
Ma-ra-fion (ma'ra-nySnO, n. a river in Peru that joins
the Ucayali to form the Amazon: sometimes called the

Upper Amazon: length, 750 ml
marasca (ms-raslb), n. [It.; see MARASCHINO], a
wild cherry from which maraschino is made: the fruit

is small, black, and bitter.
rnar-a-schl-no (mar'a-ske'no), n. [It. < marasca, ama-
rasca, kind of cherry < amaro (L. amarus), bitter], a
strong, sweet liqueur or cordial made from the fer-

mented juice of the marasca.
maraschino cherries, cherries in a sirup flavored with
maraschino.
ma-ras-mic (mg-raz'mik), adj. of or having marasmus.
ma-ras-mus (ma-raz'mas), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. marasmos,
a wasting away < marainein, to put out, quench,
cause to waste away], a condition of progressive emaci-
ation, especially in children; wasting away of the body.
Ma-rat, Jean Paul (zhaw p61 ma'raOt 1743-1793; one
of the leaders of the French Revolution; assassinated
by Charlotte Corday.
Mara-tha frna-ra'to), n. [Marathi Maratha (Hind.
Marhata); Sans. Maharasjra, lit., great country], a
member of a people of Bombay state, in south central
India: also Mahratta.
Ma ra thi (mWa'ti, ma-rat'i), n* the Indie language of
the Marathas: also Mahrattl.
Mara-thon (marathon'), n. 1. an ancient Greek
village on t&e eastern coast of Attica. 2. a plain near
bpi'lftel of a battle (490 B.C.), in which the Athenians
under Miltiades defeated the Persians under Darius.
mar a-thon (mar'a-thon', mar'a-than), n. 1. a foot
race of 26 miles, 385 yards, run over an open course:
so called in allusion to the story of the Greek runner
who went from Marathon to Athens to tell of the
victory over the Persians (490 B.C.), and then dropped
dead. 2. any long-distance or endurance contest: as a
dance marathon.
ma-raud (ma-rdd'), vJ. [Fr. marauder < maraud, vaga-
bond; OFr. marault; prob. < pers. name Marault <
OHG. Mari-wald, lit., fame-wielder], to rove in search
of plunder; make raids, v.t, to raid; plunder; pillage.
fit a marauding; raid; foray.
mar a vedi (marVva'di), n. [Sp. < Ar. Murabitln, name
of a Moorish dynasty at C6rdoba (1086-1147) <
muraUl; see MARABOUT], 1. a gold coin used by the
Moorsm Spain in the llth and 12tib centuries. 2. an
obsolete Spanish copper coin worth about 1/3 cent.
mar-hie (mar'b'l), n. [ME. & OFr. marble, marbre < L.
marmor; Gr. marmartis* white glistening stone, orig.
stone; boulder, hard ob|ect (meaning affected by asso-
ciation with marmairein, to shine); IE. base *wr-, to
rub; cf. MAR], 1. a hard, crystalline or granular, meta-
morphic limestone, white or variously colored and
sometimes streaked or mottled, which can take a hijgh
polish: it is muchused in building and sculpture. 2. a
piece or slab of this stone, used as a monument, in-
scribed record, etc. 3. anything resembling or sug-
gesting marbte in hardness, smoothness, coldness, color-
ation

f
etc. 4. a little ball of stone, glass, or clay,

used in games. 5. fl a) [construed as sing.}, a children's
game in which a marble is propelled by the thumb to
hit other marbles, usually to drive them out of a marked
circle, b) a group of sculptures in marble. 6. a marbled
pattern; marbling. a<ff. I. made or consisting of
marble. 2. like marble in some way; hard, cold, smooth,
white, etc., or streake^ mottted, etc. v.t. [MARBLED
(-bid), MARBLING], to make (paper, book edges, etc.)
look mottled or streaked like triarble^

marc (mark; Fr. mar), n. [Fr.; prob. < marcher, to
tread, trample, march, press, etc.; see MARCH (to walk)],
L refuse of grapes, seeds, fruits, etc. after pressing.
2. a brandy distilled from this. 3. any insoluble
matter left after treating a substance with a solvent.
Marc An-to-ny (mark an'ts-ni), see Antonius, Marcus.
mar-ca-site (mar'ka-sit'), n. [Fr. marcassite; ML. mar-
casita; Ar. marqashlta], 1. formerly, crystallized iron

pyrites, used in the 18th century for ornaments. 2. a
piece of this, especially as an ornament. 3. iron di-

sulfide, FeSs, a mineral resembling iron pyrites.
Mar-eel (mar-sel'), a masculine name: see Marcellus.
mar-eel (mar-selO, n. [after M. Marcel, 19th-c. Fr.
hairdresser], a series of even waves or tiers put in the
hair: also marcel wave. v.t. [MARCELLED (-seld')f MAR-
CELLING], to put such waves in (hair).
Mar-eel la (mar-sel'o), [L.], a feminine name: see Mar-
cellus.

Mar-cellus (mar-sel'os), [L., dim. 9f Marcus], a mascu-
line name: variant, Marcel; feminine, Marcella. n.

(Marcus Claudius Marcellus), Roman general and
statesman; lived 268P-208 B.C.
maT'Ces-cent (mar-ses''nt), adj. [L. marcescens, ppr. of
marcescere, to wither, decay < marcere, to wither], in

botany, withering but not railing off. n. a plant with
marcescent parts.
March (march), n. [ME.; OFr. march, mars; L. Martius
(mensis), (month) of Mars < Mars, Mars],, the third
month of the year, having 31 days: abbreviated Mar.
March (marH), n. the Morava River, in Czechoslo-
vakia: the German name.
march (march), v.L [Fr. marcher (cf. MARC) < LL.
*marcare, to trample < L. marcus, a hammer], 1. to
walk with regular, steady steps of equal length,
usually in a group or military formation. 2. to walk in
a grave, stately way. 3. to go or advance steadily j

progress or proceed regularly, v.t. 1. to cause (troops,
etc.) to march. 2. to cause or force to go. n. La
marching. 2. a regular forward movement; steady ad-
vance; progress: as, the march of events. 3. a regular,
steady step or pace. 4. the distance covered in a period
of marching: as, a day's march. 5. a long, tiring walk.
6. a piece of music for marching.
on the march, marching.
steal a march on, to get an advantage over without
being perceived.

march: (march), n [ME. & Late OFr. marche < Gmc.
base of mark (OHG. marca, etc.)], 1. a boundary,
border, or frontier, as of a country. 2. a borderland,
especially one disputed between countries* v.i. [Rare],
to border.
the Marches, 1. the borderlands between England and
Scotland, or between England and Wales. 2. Le
Marche; the English name.

March., Marchioness.
Mar-che, I/e (le mar'ke), a former department of central
Italy, on the Adriatic.

JMar-chen (m&r'H?n), n. [pi. MARCHBN], [G.], a story;
tale; especially, a fairy tale or folk tale.
march-er (mar/chSr), n. a personwho marches* or walks
with regular, steady steps, *

march-er (mar'cher), n. 1. a person who lives in a
march, or borderland. 2* an of&cer governing or de-
fending a border or borderland.
Jmar-che-8a (fnar-ke'za), f*. tpl MARCifB^B (-ze)L [It],
the wife or widow of a marcnese; Italian marchioness.
Jmar-chese (mar-ke'ze), ji. {ft. MARCHES* Q-ze)], [It.;
see MARQUIS]{

an Italian nobleman ranking just above
a count and just below a prince; marjuis* ,

Mar-chesh-van (mar-khesh'van), n. [Heb.], Cheshvan:
see Jewish calendar.
March hare, a hare in breeding time, proverbially re-

garded as an example of madness.
,

marching orders, orders to nwch. go, or leave.
mar chion ess (mar'sfeam^is, intVshs-nesO, fi [ML.
marchiomssa, marcionissa, fern, of marchio* prefect of
tte parches; see MARCS (boiler) ], l f the wife or widow
of a macqw, 2. a lady wh&ty rank tin, ne^ own rjgjht
equals that of a marquis. Abbreviated March. See also

nircli1anxiOt f
ffc- lwr$h (border) -f land],

marble cake, a cake made of light and dark batter
mixed to give a streaked, marbleBce appearance.Marble head (mSr'bl-hed^), ft a, resort town on the
coast of Massachusetts: pop., il,(H)0,

mar-ble-ize (mSr'b
r

l-izO v.t^ [itAj^ufeitt) 'flzd'O MAR-
BLEIZING], to make, color, fitpa&i,

H

O^ 'fllamk ia imitation
of marble. i
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mar-bling (mSr'blirj), n.
'

1." ilbe
!j

"aji
staining or veJning fike marble. 2. a ME
or mottled appearance Hke that of 'I

*

binding, the decoration of paper,
*

marblelike patterns.
mar bly (mlr'bliX adj. Hke naarble; <?id, to
Mar-biirg (mSj/bmrg; G. mSr'boorfcli)^ fi'a <

ern Germany: pop., 28,000.

borderlt
march pane (inarch'pln'k n. [3tt t

, oomfecttonf earlier, tls^ sniall ^^^
? P%^32L <S^?^ ^ W* ^..

^ona with- ^be figure of CWs^
throne, one tenth <
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897 Max! A. S. S. R.

Mar-cus (mar'kas), [L.
variant, Mark; f<

%
.,. . -, < Mars], a masculine name:

, :emimne, Marda.
Mar-cus Au-re-li-us (mar'kssd-re'li-as), (Marcus Aure-
lius Antoninus) , 121-180 A.D.; Roman statesman and
Stoic philosopher; emperor of Rome (161-180 A.D.).

Mar-cy, Mount (mar'si), a mountain of the Adiron-

v*_ >* . ~ -, ~.~-~*~~,j , VMV MVWV UMIJT VSVJLVU.V* JU/^JJ.1*. It iO O. UaY
of merrymaking and carnival in New Orleans, Paris,
and some other cities.

Mar-duk (mar'dook), n. [Bab.J, the chief god of the
ancient Babylonian religion, originally a local sun god
mare talr), n. [ME, mare, mere; AS. mere, fern? of
mearh\ akin to G. motors, jade; inferred IE. base *marko-
horse, seen otherwise only in Celt. (Ir. marc, W. march,

-, ~.~, *. ,,*v, v, v,,t J.UA.O, OCC J.YUUCB, \ii*.K.e;J,
.a dark area on the moon's surface, formerly

supposed to be a sea.
mare (mar) n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. dial, mahr, ON.
mar, etc.; for IE. base see MAR; OPr. mare, seen in Pr.
cauchemar, nightmare, is < Gmc.], [Obs.], the spirit or
gobhn formerly believed to produce nightmares
Jma-re clau-sum (mar'i kld'som), [L., closed sea], a
sea under the jurisdiction of a single nation and not
open to all others.
Mare Island (mftr), an island in San Pablo Bay, north-
ern California: site of a IT S. navy yard and arsenal.
Jma-re li bemm (maVi li'bSr-Qm), [L., free sea], a sea
open to all nations.
ma-rem ma (mo-rem'o), n. [pi MAREMME (aaa-rem/i)],
Fit. < L. maritimus; see MARITIME;], low, unhealthy, but
fertile marshy land near the sea, especially in Italy.Ma ren go (ma-rer/go), n. a village in Piedmont, north-
western Italy, where Napoleons army defeated the
Austnans in 1800.
Jma-re nos-trum (maT'i nos'tram), [L.] f our sea:
Roman name for the Mediterranean.
mare's-nest faite/nest'), n. something supposed to be
a wonderful discovery but turning out to be a hoax or
a delusion: earlier called horse-nest.
mare s-tail (mte'tal

7

). n. 1. long, narrow formations
cirrus cloud somewhat like a horse's tail in shape,

.supposed to be a sign of bad weather. 2. a water plant
with^tiny flowers and narrow, hairlike leaves growing
in thick whorls around the slender, erect stems, 3. the
horsetail, a plant with jointed, hollow stems.
marg., 1. margin. 2. marginal.
Mar ga ret (mar'grit, mar'ga-rit), [OPr. Margarete < L.
marganta, a pearl; Gr. margarines < margaron, a pearl;
of Oriental origin], a feminine name: diminutives,
Greta, Madge, Maggie, Marge, Meg, Peg, Pegg
mnts, Margery, Margot, Marjory; eqtdvalenis, Pr.
Marguerite, G. Margarete, Oretcken, It. Margherita, Sp.
Margarita,
Margaret of Anjou, 1430-1482: queen of Henry VI
of I&gland (1445-1461; 1470-14$!J.

Margaret of Navarre, 1402-1S49; queen of Navarre
(1544-1549) ; writer and poet; author of the Heptamtron:
also Margaret of Angoul6me.
Margaret of Valols, 1553-1615; queen of Henry IV of
Prance (1589-1599) : also called Queen Margot.
mar gar ic (mir-gar^ifc, xnifr-gaVik), adj. fPr. marga-
rique < Gr. margaron, a pearl (see MARGARET) : so called
from tlie pearly luster of its crystaM designating a
white* crystalline fatty acid, CwHwCO H, obtained
from lichens or synthetically.
mar-ga-rin (maVio-rin; occas. maVgs-rin), n."(Fr. mar-
garine < marganque? see MARGARIC], 1. a fatty com-
pound found in certain animal and vegetable oils, con-
sisting of a mixture of sibearin and palmitic 2. the
fflyceride of amifaric acid 3.

^margarine.

rfidO; li. |Pr. r or%^ a jnisfcaken use*of the" chemical
term (see MARGARIN), from the belief that margaric
acid was contained in all fats and oils], a blend of
refined, edible vegetable oil ormeat fat or both., churned
wfm cultured skim milk to the consistency of butter
and generally fortified with a minimum of 9,000 U.S.P.
units of vitamin A per pound: it is used like butter:

n. [ME. ; Oft*; L. ,w, *,,*,
* w ** -

""iSijW
-----^ ,., 2. tiny,

beadfike design in glassy

and summer 'resort

mOMliL' '
- -

maracajd < Braz.
cat of Central and
smaller.

i^ent (maVjont), n. [< margin, with unhistoric -t],

aic], 1. a margin. 2. marginal comment in a book.
ar^ger-y (mai/jer-i), [OPr. Margerie < L. margarita;

see MARGARET], a feminine name: also spelled Marjorie.
mar-gin (mar'jin), n. [ME. margine; L. margo, marginis],
1. a Dorder; edge; bnnk; Verge: as, the margin of the
pond. 2. the blank space around the printed or written
area on a page or sheet. 3. a limit. 4. an amount of

money, supplies, etc. reserved or allowed beyond what
is needed; extra amount for contingencies or emer-

: as, we allow a margin of $3o a month in our
5.budget. 5% provision for increase, addition, or ad-

vance, 6. in business, a) the difference between the
cost and the selling price of merchandise, stocks, etc
b) money or collateral deposited with a broker to insure
him against loss on contracts which he undertakes for
the actual buyer or seller of stocks, etc. c) speculation
in which the broker advances part of the money, with
reservations to protect him against loss, and the buyer
deposits the rest, taking the profit and loss on fluctua-
tions in value, d) & customer's equity if his account is

closed at the prevailing prices. 7. in economics, a) the
minimum return, below which activities are not profit-
able enough to be continued, b) the difference between
selling price and C9st of production. 8. in psychology,
the fringe of consciousness, v.t. [L. marginare], 1* to
provide with a margin; be a margin to: border. 2. to
enter, place, or summarize in the margin of a page or
sheet. 3. in business, a) to deposit a margin upon.^) to
hold by depositing or adding to a margin upon. AbDre**
viated marg. SYN. see border.
mar gin-al (mar'ji-n'l), adj. [Mpd. L. margmalis]. 1.

written or printed in the margin of a page or sheet.
2. of or constituting a margin. 3. at, on. or close to the

margin. 4. in economics, designating land capable of
providing an economic return at existing prices but so
low in productivity that it tends to remain unused
until better land is very scarce. Abbreviated marg.
mar-gi-na-li a (mar'ja-na'U-o, mar'jo-nal'ya), n.pL
[Mod. L. < marginaks, marginal], marginal notes.
marginal utility, in economics, the minirnum degree
of utility, below which activity is not profitable enough
to be continued.
mar-gin-ate (mar'ja-natO, v.t. [MARGINATED (-id), MAR-
GINATING], [< L. marginatus, pp. of marginare]f to pro-
vide with a margin, adj. {also mar'ja-nit), having a
distinct margin.
mar-gin-at ed (maVjo-nat'id), adj. marginate.
mar-gin-a-tion (mar'jo-na'snan), n. a marginating or
being marginated.
Mar-got (mar'go, mar'g9t), [Pr.], a feminine name: see
Margaret.
mar-gra-vate fmaVgra-vat'), n. margraviate. *

mar-grave (mar'grav), n. [MD. markgrave < MHG.
marcgratoe < mark (see MARCH, boundary), a march,
border -f graf, a count, earl (cf. REEVE, SHERIFF)],
1. originally, a military governor of a march, or border
province, in Germany. 2* tjhe hereditary title o certain
princes of the Holy Kot^an Empire or Germany.
mar-gra-vi ate (mar-gra'vi-it), n.,fas if < ML. *mar-
grtmate], the territory ruled over tw a margrave.
mar-gra-vlne ^naar'^ra-venOi n. [IJ. markgravin, fern,
of markgraafl, the wife of a margrave.

Mar-gue-rite (mSr'ga-retOr [see next entry], a feminine
name*
mar-gue-rlte (maVgs-retO. n. [Pr., a pearl, daisy; see
; MARGARET], 1. a daisir with a yellow center and white
petals; oxeye daisy or common garden daisy. 2. any
of several chrysanthemums with a single flower.
Ma-ria (nua-n'o, moHrefe^ a feminine name: see Mary.
tma-ri-agede con-ve nance (ana'ryazh' do kov'nans')
[Pr.], a marriage of convenience; marriage entered into
from calculated* self-interest or expediency.
Mar4 an (mar'i-an), [var. of Marion but spelled as if

< Mary + Ann, Anne, Anna], a feminine name: var-
iants, Marianne, Marianna. adj. 1. of the Virgin
Mary. 2. of Queen Mary of England. 3. ol Maw^

, Queen of Scots, ft* 1. a worshiper or devotee of the
virgin Mary. 2. a follower or defender of Mary,
Queen of;Scots, <

> $<>
.

i
,,i

I(la/ict*ai|:a8 Islands (mS're^a'nSs), a chain of islands in
the Pacific, east of the Philippines: area, c. 450 sq. mi.;
pop., 48,000: (except Guam; formerly a Japanese! man-
date, now wider United States trusteeship: also called
Ladrone Islands, Ladrones. f

,

Mar-i-anne (ma:r'i-an') , a feminine name: see Marian,
n. a personification of the Prench Republic, as on coins.

Maria Theresa, 1717-1780; queen of Hungary and
Bohemia (1740-1780); archduchess of Austria and
wife of- Prance I, of toe Boly-Eotaan Ecapbe^ mother
of Marie, Antoinette. <,'',/'., ,'.,.,
Ma-ri Autonomous Soviet Socialist
toS're), a divWon^ the |L^.Fv^lL,_iijfce
vcifi

* " "'"'"



Marie mark

MARIMBA

Ma*rie (ma-re7) , a feminine name; see Mary. n. queen
of Romania (1914-1927); lived 1875-1938.
Marie An toi-nette (an'twe-net' an'ta-net'; Fr. ma're'
aw'tw^'net'), 1755-1793: wife of Louis XVI; queen of
Prance (1774-1792); guillotined.
Marie Byrd Land (bfird'), a region in Antarctica,
southeast of the Ross Sea.
Marie deMS-di-ds (ma're' d9 ma'de'ses'), 1573-1642;
second wife of Henry IV; queen consort of France
(1600-1610); queen regent (1610-1617): also Maria de'
Medici.
Ma-rie Ga-lante (ma're' ga'lawt'), a French island of
the Leeward group, in the West Indies: area, 60 sq. mi. ;

pop., 30,000.
Marie Louise, 1791-1847; second, wife of Napoleon I.

Mar-i'et*ta (mar'i-etfd), a feminine name: see Mary,
n. a town in southeastern Ohio, on the Ohio River:
pop., 16,000: first settlement (1788) in the Northwest
Territory.
mar-i-gold (mar'i-gold'), n. [< Mary (prob. the Virgin
Mary) + gold], 1. any of several plants of the com-
posite family, with red, yellow, or orange flowers, 2.

the flower 01 any of these plants.
ma ri jua na, ma-ri-hua-na (mar'i-wa'ns, ma'ri-hwa

1

'-

n)> n- [Am. Sp. marihuana*, mariguana; ? native word
blended with pers. name Maria Juana, Mary Jane],
1. the hemp plant. 2. a narcotic obtained from its dried
leaves and flowers, smoked in cigarettes by addicts.

Mar-Myn (mar'a-lin), a feminine name: see Mary.
ma-rim*ba (ma-rirft'ba), n. [< Afr. (Bantu) marimba,
malimba, pi. of limbat kind
of musical instrument], a
musical instrument somewhat
like a xylophone, consisting
of a series of hard wooden
bars, usually with resonators
beneath, played by being
struck with, small hammers.
ma-rina (ma-re'nQ), n. [It. &
Sp., seacost < L. marinus; see

MARINE] a small harbor or
boat basin providing dockage,
supplies,, and services For
small pleasure craft.
mar-i-nade (marVnad')* n*

[Fr. < Sp. marinada < marinarf to pickle in brine <
marino < L. marinus; see MARINE], 1. vinegar or wine,
usually spiced, in which meats.

1 and fish are pickled. 2.

meat or fish pickled in this. v.t. (mar'a-nad'), [MAR-
INADED (-id), MARINADING], to marinate.
mar-i-nate (marVnat'), vt. [MARINATED (-id), MAR-
INATING], [< marinade -f -ate], 1. to soak (meat or

fish) in marinade; steep in brine. 2. to let (salad
ingredients, etc.) steep in oil and vinegar.
Marin-du que (ma'rin-dSd'ke), n. one of the Philip-
pine Islands, south of Luzon: area, 356 aq. ml: pop.,
57,000.
marine (ma-ren^r adf. [ME. maryn(e); Late OPr.
marin; L. marinus < mare

t
the sea; see MARK (sea)], 1 .

of the sea or ocean; inhabiting, found in, or formed by
the sea. 2. a) of navigation on the sea; nautical, b) of
naval affairs; naval, c) of shipping by sea; maritime.
3. used, or to be used, at sea: as, a marine engine. 4.

trained for service at sea, etc., as certain troops. 5. of
such troops; of the marines, n. 1. one of a class of

troops trained for service at sea, etc.; specifically,
[often M-], a member of the Marine Corps. 2, naval
or merchant ships collectively; seagoing ships of a

nation; fleet: as, the merchant marine. 3* in some
countries, the department of government in charge of
naval affairs. 4. a picture of a ship or sea scene.
Marine Corps, a branch of the United States armed
forces, established by the Continental Congress in
1775, equipped and trained for land, sea, and aerial
combat: the Commandant of the Marine Corps is re-

sponsible to the Secretary of the Navy.
mar-i-ner (mar'^pL&r), n. [ME. marinere; Anglo-Pr.
mariner (OPr. marimer) ; ML. marinarius < L, marinus;
see MARINE], a sailor; seaman.

Mar-i-ol-a-try (maVi-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. Maria, Mary;
-f- 4atry], worship of the Virgin Mary, regarded as
carried to an idolatrous extreme: opprobrious term,

Mar-i-on (mir'i-on), [Pn; cf* MARIONETTE]* 1. a mas-
culine name. 2. a feminine name: see Mary, n* 1, a
city in central Ohio: pop., 34,000. 2, a city in central
Indiana: pop., 30,000.

Marion, Francis. 1732?-!795; American general in the
Revolutionary War: called the Swtonp Worn.
mari-o-nette (mar'i-a-netO n* pV*. dim, of Marion;
or ? <*mariolette, dim, of mar&fte, a doll figurine (orig.,
of the Virgin Mary), dim. ot Marie; see MARYjya puppet
or Httie jointed doll moved by stefagp >'Of wires, often
on a miniature stage.
Mar i po-sa lily (or tulip) (mar'a-po'so, marVpo'za),
[Sp. mariposa, butterfly; from the appeafaifcee 41 tie
blossoms], 1, any of a group of t>lants of the lily
family, found in the western United States and' Mexico,
with twlit>Hke flowers of white, red, yellow* or TOM.
2. the flower of any of these plants.

mar-ish (mar'isn), n. [ME. mareis; OPr. marais; see
MORASS, MARSH], [Archaic, Poetic, or Dial.], a marsh;
swamp, adj. [Archaic, Poetic, or Dial.], marshy.

Mar-ist (rnHr'ist), adj. in the Roman Catholic Church, 1.

of or dedicated to the Virgin Mary. 2. of the So-
ciety of Mary (Marist Fathers), a congregation of
missionary priests founded in 1824, or the Little
Brothers of Mary (Marist Brothers of the Schools), an
institute of teaching brothers founded in 1817. n.
a member of either of these groups.

Ma-ri-tain, Jacques (zhak ma're'taw'). 1882-
; French

philosopher and diplomat.
mar-i tal (marVtl), ad/1 [L. maritalis < maritus, mar-
ried, a husband], 1. of a husband. 2. of marriage;
matrimonial; connubial.
mar-i time (mar'a-tlm/), adj* [Fr.; L. maritimus < mare,
the sea], 1. on, near, or living near the sea; as, mari-
time provinces, a maritime people. 2. of the sea in
relation to navigation, shipping, etc. : as, maritime law.
3. characteristic of sailors; nautical. Abbreviated mar.
Maritime Alps, a range of the Alps in northwestern
Italy and southeastern France.
Maritime Provinces, the Canadian provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island.

Ma-ri-u-pol (ma'ri-oo'pdl), n. a city in the Ukrainian
S.S.R., on the Sea of Azov: pop., 222,000.

Mar-i-us, Gai-us (ga'yas or gi'os mar'i-Qs), 155?-86
B.C.; Roman general and statesman; consul.
mar-jo-ram (mar'j&r-om), n. [ME. majoran; OFr.
major'ane; ML. majorana; prob. ult. < L. amdracus,
marjoram; Gr, amarakos], any of a number of plants of
the mint family; especially, a^ fragrant plant (sweet
marjoram) used for flavoring in cooking.
Mar-jo-He, Mar-jo-ry (mar'jSr-i), a feminine name: see

Margaret: also spelled Margery.
Mark (mark), a masculine name: see Marcus, n, in the
Bible, 1. one of the four Evangelists (John Mark),
the reputed author of the second book of the New
Testament: also Saint Mark. 2. the second book of
the New Testament, telling the story of Jesus' life.

Mark (mark), n. [Q. marke, a label, brand], a name for a
model of tank, or other weapon, machine, etc., used by
the Germans in World War II: the Mark VI (called the
Tiger) was a heavy tank carrying an 88mm, gun.
mark (mark), n. [ME. merke, marke; AS. mearc, orig.,
boundary* hence boundary sign, hence sign, etc. (cf.

MARCH, boundary) ; akin to G. mark, boundary, bound-
ary stone, landmark, etc., marke, a token, mark; IE.
base *mare&-, seen also in L. margo, an edge, border
(cf. MARGIN); basic idea either "extending" or "visible
boundary"], 1, a visible trace or impression on a
surface, as a line, dot, spot, stain, scratch, blemish,
mar, bruise, dent, etc.; distinctive feature produced by
drawing, coloring, stamping, etc. 2. a sign, symbol, or

indication; specifically, a) a printed or written sign or
stroke: as, punctuation marks, b) a brand, label, seal,
or tag put on an article to show tne owner, maker, etc. :

as, a trade-marfc, c) a sign or indication of some quality,
character, etc.: as, politeness and consideration for
others are marks of a good upbringing, d) a letter or

figure used in schools, etc. to show quality of work or

behavior; grade; rating: as, a mark of B in history, e) a
cross or other sign made on a document as a substitute
for a signature by a person unable to write* 3. a stand-
ard of quality, proficiency, propriety, etc*: as, this
novel doesn't come up to the mark, 4. importance;
distinction ; eminence : as. a man of mark. $ * impression ;

influence: as, good teachers leave their mark on their
students. 6. a visible object of known position, serving
as a guide or point of reference: a*, the tower was a
mark for fliers. 7 a Hne dot, notch, etc, used to indi-
cate position, as on a graduated scale. 8. a) an object
aimed at; target. &) an object desired or worked for;
end; aim; goal 9* an observing; a taking notice; heed.
1CK |Archalc}, a) a botwxdary, bor4r,t

or borderland;
march, b) among Germanic peoples in earlier times,
land held or worked in common by A conimunity.
1 1. in nautical usage, a) one of the knots, bits of leather,
or colored cloth placed at intervals on a sounding line
to indicate depths in fathoms, b) the Plimsoll mark.
12. in sports, afy the starting line of a race, b) tke jack
in the game of bowls, v.t. 1. to put or make a mack
or marks on. 2. to identify or designtA by oj?

as by
a mark or marks: as, his abilities marked him for suc-
cess, 3v to tfaoe, nWce^ or-puoaiicf by or as by marks;
draw, write* e*c 4. t>Aw of inafoate by a murk
or marks*

A
5. to show plainly; manifest; make clear

or perceptible: as, bt|V raite marked jfeter

my words, 8. to give &
teacher marked the
tacts on"

p'" w*"

iu. 1.

note.
beside the

^wnvj^t^mi, TT^^
z.

"

hit
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in one's attempt. 2. tp be accurate; be right.
make one's mark, to achieve success or fame.
mark down, 1 . to make a note of; write down; record.
2. to mark for sale at a reduced jwrice.

mark off (or out), to mark the limits of: demarcate.
'

mark out for, to select for or note as selected for.

mark time, 1. to keep time while at a halt by lifting

the feet alternately as if marching. 2. to suspend
progress for a time, as while awaiting developments.
3. to perform the motions of action without really

getting anything done.

mark up, I. to coyer with marks. 2. to mark for sale

at an increased price, 3, to add overhead and profit
to the cost of in order to arrive at the selling price.
miss the mark, 1. to fail in achieving one's aim: be
unsuccessful in one's attempt. 2. to be inaccurate.

save the mark! an exclamation of humorous astonish-

ment, irony, contempt, etc.: originally used with ref-

erence to skillful marksmanship, later applied iron-

ically to unskillful.

wide of the mark, 1. not striking the point aimed
at. 2. not to the point; irrelevant.

mark (mark), n. [ME. marke: AS. marc; prob. < LL.
marca; ult. etymon may be Gmc. < prec.j, 1. an old

European unit of weight for gold and silver, equal to
about eight ounces. 2. a coin or money of account,

originally equivalent in value to about eight ounces of

silver; specifically, a) an obsolete Scottish silver coin
worth 13 shillings, 4 pence, d) a silver coin and the gold

monetary unit of the old German Empire, valued at

23.8 cents: it was superseded in 1924 by the reichsmark:
see also Deutachemark, Oatmark. 3. a markka.
Abbreviated M., m., ink.

Mark An-tony (mark an'ta-ni), see Antonius, Marcus.
mark-down (ma*rk'doun'), n. 1. a marking for sale

at a reduced price. 2. the. amount of reduction in price.
marked (markt), adj. 1. having a mark or marks:
as, marked cards. 2. singled out to be watched or

looted for as an object of suspicion, hostility, etc.: as,

a marked man. 3. nqticeable; obvious; appreciable;
distinct; conspicuous: as, a marked change in behavior.

mark-ed-ly (mar7kid~li), adv. in a marked manner;
noticeably; obviously; appreciably.
mark-er (maVker), n. a person or thing that marks;
specifically, a) a person who keeps score in a game.
Z) a device for keeping score, c) a device for marking
lines, as on a tennis court, d) a bookmark. e) a memorial
tablet or gravestone, /) a milestone or similar sign.

mar-kct (taaVkit), n. [MB.; Late AS,; ONorm. Fr. <
L. mercatus, %rade, market place, pp. of mercari, to
trade < merx, mercis, wares, mepcnandise], 1. a) a

gathering of people for buying and selling things, espe-

cially provisions or livestock. 6) the people gathered.
c) the time pi such a gathering. 2, an open space or a

building where goods are shown for sale, usually with
stalls of booths for the various dealers: also market
place. 3. a store or shop for the sale of provisions: as^
a meat market, 4. a region in which goods can be
bought and; sold; place where there is a demand for

goods: as, the Latin-American market. 5. a) buying
and selKng: trade in goods, stocks, eta: as, an active

market, b) trade in a specified commodity: as, the wheat
market, c) a plao where such trade is earned on. a) the

grouto of people associated in such trade. 6. opportu-
nity to sell, o* demand (for goods or services) s as,

industry has a good markvt for its prodttcts duringboom
times. 7. opportunity to buy, Or supply (of goods or

services) : as , industry has a good labor market during
a depression? S. market price or market valiie, Abbre^
viated mkt. v.t. 1. to send or take to market. 2. to

offers for sale. 3. to sell Ji 1. to deal in a market;
buy or sell 2. tp bay provisions,
at the market, at the price prevailing when the cus-

tomer's order (fc* stocks, etc.) Is executed.
be In the market for, to be seeking to buy.
be on the market, to be offered for sale.

buyer's market, a state of trade favorable to the

buyfcr (relatively feeavy supply and low pMces).
iwit on

1

tft* market, to 'oiler for sale.' ' '

'

seller* market,, a state of trade favorable to the seller

^rektively heavy demand a*M$'high prices) u

mar.kc*^bfe4<tgr (JoiayMt^bSl'a^). n. ti quality or

condition of being marketable. '

<
,

'

,

inark****fclfe te|Vklt-t%rt.) adj+ 1. ^bat can be sold;
ilt for sale.

'

2. of buying or selling: as, marketable value.

market order, an order to buy or sell goods, stock,
etc, at the current market price, - . v >

;

'

'"

market place, see market, ., 2. >r
^

'

market price, the price that a commodity brings when
market; prevailing price. . >

-' f '

sfifcta* a commodity can be ex-
. market: distin-
"

sold in' "

Markham, Mount, a mountain in Antarctica: height.
15,100 ft.

mark-ing (mar'kii)), n. 1. the act of making a mark or
marks. 2. a mark or marks. 3. the arrangement of

'

marks; characteristic coloring, as of a plant or animal.
mark ka (mark'ka), n. [#. MARKKAA (-k)], [Finn. <
Sw. mark; see MARK (money)], the monetary unit and
a nickeled bronze (formerly silver) coin of Finland,
worth about 2/5 cent in 1949.
marks-man (marks'man), n.

(pi.
MARKSMEN (-man)],

1. a person who shoots, especially one who shoots weu.
2. in the United States Army, a) the lowest of the three

ratings of proficiency of a rifleman: see also sharp-
shooter, expert. 6) a soldier with this rating.
marks man-ship (marks'maii-j5hip

/
), n. [see -SHIP], 1.

skill in shooting. 2. the condition of being a marksman.
mark-up (mark'up'), n. 1. a marking for sale at an
increased price. 2. the amount of increase in prices
3. the amount added to the cost tp cover overhead, and
profit in arriving at the selling price.
marl (marl), n. [ME. & OFr. marie; LL. margUa (whence
G. mergel), dim. of L. marga, marl; ? < Celt, (so PHny)],
1. a crumbly soil consisting mainly of clay, sand, and
calcium carbonate, used as a fertilizer and In making
cement or bricks. 2. any soft, crumbly stratum.
3. [Poetic], earth, v.t, to cover or fertilize with marl.
marl (marl), v.t* [D. marten < marren, to bind], to
bind or wind (rope, etc.) with marline, taking a hitch
at each turn.
mar-la-ceous (mar-la'shas), adj. of or like marl: marly.
Marl-bor-ough (marKbeV-o, mari'bSr-a; Brit, m&'ber-e,
m61'bro), Duke of, (John Churchill), 1650-1722? Eng-
lish general and statesman; defeated the French at
Blenheim (1704).
mar-lin (mar'lin), n. [< marlinespike: from the shape],
1. any of several large, slender deep-sea fishes related
to the sailfish and spearfish. 2. a spearfish.
mar-line (mar'lin), n. [D. marlijn < marren, to tie +
Zt/tt, a line; prob. confused with marling (< marren -j-

-tt)],(
a small cord of two loosely twisted strands, used

for winding around the ends of ropes or cables to
prevent fraying: also marling.
mar-line-spike, mar-lin-spike (marlin-spik

7
), n. a

pointed iron instrument for separating the strands of
a rope in splicing or marling: also marlingsplke,
mar ling (mSrlirj), n a marline.

mar-ling-spike (mar'luj-spikO, n. a marlinespike.
marl-ite (marl'it), n. a variety of marl that resists the
action of the air.

Mar-lowe, Christopher (marlo), 1564-1503; English
dramatist and poet.
Marlowe, Julia, (born Sarah Frances Frost; Mrs. & J5T.

Sothern) f 1866-1950; American actress, born in Eng-
land.

'

- '

i
^

marl-y (mar'li), adj. [MARLIER (-H-Sr), MARLIEST (-H-

ist)], 1. of or like marl 2. containing or full of marl
mar-ma-lade (mar'ma-lad'), n. fOFr. marmetodei Port.

marmelada, ong., confection of quinces < marmelo,
quince < L. melimelum < Gr. melimelon, sweet apple;
meli, honey + melon, apple], a jamlike preserve made
by boiling the pulp and, usually, the sliced-up rinds of

oranges or some other fruits with sugar. ,

marmalade tree, a tropical American evergreen tree,

bearing a plumHke fruit used for preserving: also
called sapodilla, mammee, sapota, mammee Colorado.

Mar-ma-ra, Sea of (maVmo-ro), a sea between Asiatic
and European Turkey, connected with the Black Sea
by the Bosporus and with the Mediterranean by the
Dardanelles: also Marmora': see Bosporus, map.

Mar-mo-la-da (mar'md-la'dS), n. the highest peak of
the Dolomites, Italyt height, c, 11,000 ft
Mar-mo-la-ta (mar'md-lfi'ta), n* Marmolada.
Mar-mo-ra, Sea of (mar'ma-ro, mar-mfir'a, mar-mo'ra),
the Sea of Marmara^
mar^mo-re-al (mir-in6r'i"*al, mar-mo'ri-al), adj. [< L.
marmoreus < mWrmor, marble; + -a/], 1. of marble.
2. like marble; cold, white, smooth, hard, etc.

mar-mo-re-an (mar-m6r'i-9n, mar-mo'ri-on), adj. mar-
moreal.
mar-mo-set (mar'mQ-zet'), ft. [Late ME.; OPr. mar-
mouset, grotesque figure; jcob. ult. < Gr. mormG, mor-
mons* bogey for chfldrenjL one of yariotts very small
monkeys ol South and Central America, with tjblcik,

soft, brightly colored fiiri.tjrue marmoset or tamarin.
mar-naot (mar'mst), n. [Fr. marmotte < earlier mar-
mottaine; prob. < L. mus montanus, mountain mouse],
any of a group of small, thick-bodied, gnawing or bur-

rowing rodents wittt coarse tur andk a short, busb^ taii
as the ground hog, woodchuck, or prairie dog.
Marne (minx) , n. a river in northeastern Prance, flowing
into the Seine at Paris: length, 310 mi: in two battles

of the Marne (September7l914, and July, 1918) the
Allies checked German offensives.
Ma-roc (noa/rckO, ** Morocco; iwe Bueach nww. , ,

r

ma-roon (ma-roonO, n. 4 adj. [Fr. marron, chestnut,

r. doch. See pp. x-x
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chestnut color

___<
It. marrone], dark brownish red.

ma-roon (ma-roan') n. [Fr. marron < Sp. cimarron,
wild, unruly], 1 . in the West Indies and Dutch Guiana,
a) originally, a fugitive Negro slave, b) a descendant of
such slaves. 2. [Rare], a marooned person, v.t. 1. to

put (a person) ashore in
%
some desolate place, as a

desert island, and leave him there: pirates sometimes
marooned people as a punishment. 2. to leave aban-
doned, isolated, or helpless. v.i. 1. in the southern
United States, to camp out or picnic for several days.
2. to loiter or loaf.

Ma-ros (ma'r6*sh), 71. Mures: the Hungarian name.
mar-plot (mar'plot'), h. a person or, sometimes, a thing
that mars or spoils some plan by officious interference,

Marq., L Marquess. 2. Marquis.
Mar-quand, J. P. (mar-kwand'J, (John Phillips Mar-
quand), 1893- ; American novelist.

marque (mark), n. [Fr., mark, stamj), imprint: Pr,

marca, seizure, reprisal < marcar, to seize as a pledge
< marc, token of pledge < Gmc.; see MARK (a trace)],

reprisal: obsolete except in letters of marque.
mar-quee (mar-ke') * n. [false sing. < Fr. marquise, mis-
understood as pi.: so called because regarded as a
shelter for a marquise or marchioness], 1. [Brit.].
a large tent with open sides, especially one used for
some outdoor entertainment. 2. a rooflike structure or

awning projecting over an entrance, as to a theater.

Mar-que-san (mar-ka'son), n. 1. one of the aboriginal
pec-pie of the Marquesas, Islands, 2, their Polynesian
language, adf* 1. of the Marquesas Islands or their

people. 2. of Marquesan.
Marque sas Islands (mar-ka'sas), a group of French
islands in the South Pacific: area, 480 sq. mi.; pop.,
2,400.

mar-quess (mar'kwis), n. a marquis: abbreviated Marq.
mar-que-try, mar-que-te-rie (maVko-tri), n, [Fr. mar-
queterie < marqueter , to spot, inlay < marque, a mark ;

cf. MARK (a trace)], decorative inlaid work of wood,
ivory, metal, etc;, used in furniture and flooring.
Mar quette, Jacques (zhak mar-ket'), 1637-1675;
French Jesuit missionary and explorer; explored part
of the Mississippi River: called Pere Marquette.
mar quia (mar^kwis; Fr. mar'ke'), n. [ME., markis; OFr,
marckis (later marquis) < ML. marchensis, prefect of a
frontier town < marca; see MARCH (border)], in some
countries of Europe, a nobleman ranking above an earl
or count and below a duke: used also in England as a
title of courtesy for the eldest son of a duke who is also
a marquis: abbreviated M., m. t Marq.

Mar-quis, Don (mar'kwis), (Donald Robert Perry Mar-
quis), 1878-1937; American humorist and journalist.

mar-quis-ate (mar'kwiz-it) , n. the status, rank, or,
sometimes, territory of a marquis or a margrave.
mar-quise (mar-kez'j Fr. mar'kez'), n. [Fr., fern, of

marquis], 1. a) the wife or widow of a marduis. 6) a
lady whose rank in her own right equals that of a
marquis. Not used of a British lady of this rank, who
is called marchioness. 2. a marquee. 3. a) a ring with
jewels set in the shape of a pointed oval, b) a jewel or
ring setting of this shape.
mar qui sette (mar'ki-zef, mar'kwwset'), n. [dim, of
Fr. marquise, awning, marquise], a thin, lightweight
fabric of cotton, silk, rayon, or nylon with square, open
meshes, used for curtains, dresses, etc,
Mar rakech, Mar-ra kesh (ma-ra'kesh), n. one of the
traditional capitals of the sultanate of Morocco: pop,,
190,000: also called Morocco.

Mar-ra-iM> (me-ra'no), n. [pi. MARRAN^S (-noz)}, [Sp.,
lit., swine (expression of contempt) < Ar. muharram,
forbidden thing; or ? < Heb. mw'e, appearance -f
Sp. ending), [also m-], in the Spanish Inquisition, a Jew
who professed to accept Christianity in order to escape
persecution.
marriage (mar'ij), n. [ME. mariage; OEr. < marier;
see MARRY], 1. the state of being married; relation
between husband and wife; married life; wedlock; mat-
rimony. 2. the act of marrying; wedding. 3. the rite
or form used in marrying. 4. any close or intimate
union. 5. in pinochle, etc., the king and queen of a suit.
SFN. marriage refers to the state of, or relation between, a
roan and woman who have become huaband and wife or to the
ceremony marking this union: matrimony, a formal word,
applies specifically to the reHgious sacrament of marriage and
stresses the rights and obligations of the marriage state (the
bonds of holy matrimony) ; wedlock now* applied specifically to
marriage as a legal relationship (a chM born out of vtedWck);
wedding refers specifically to the n^rrjage ceremony and con-
notes festivities of one sort or another; nuptials is a highly
formal, sometimes affected, term* implying an elaborate cere-
mony, pomp, etc.

mar riage a bil-i ty (mar'ij-a-bil'^ti), n, the quality or
state of being marriageable.mar riage a ble (mar'ii-o-bl), adj. L old enough to
getmamed, 2. suitable for marriage, as one's age.

niar-irflea (nwr'id), adj. [pp. of marry]} 1, living toswfejber
as husband and wife; joined in wedlock. 2* having a
hustband or wile. 3. of marriage or married pecpfe;
connubial; conjugal 4. closely or mt&natefy joined.
Abbreviated M* nuf mar.

mar-rier (mar'i-er), n. a person who marries.
mar ron (mar'on; Fr. ma'row') ,

n. [Fr. ;
It. marrone,

chestnut; cf. MAROON (dark red)], 1. a large, sweet
European chestnut, often used in confectionery. 2. the
color of its shell. 3. a paper shell used to make an
explosive noise. 4. pi. (mar'anz ;

Fr. ma'ro') , chestnuts
preserved in vanilla sirup.

Jmar-rons gla ces (ma'rott'gla/sa''), [Fr.], marrons in

sirup or glazed with sugar: candied chestnuts.
mar-row (mar'o), n. [Mis. maro, merowe, etc.; AS.
mearg, mearh; akin to G. mark, marrow; IE. base
*mozgho-, marrow, brains, seen also in Sans, majjfrn-,
marrow], 1, the soft, vascular, fatty tissue that fills

the cavities of most bones: the spinal marrow is 'the

spinal cord. 2. the innermost, essential, or choicest

part; pith. 3. vitality. 4. [British], vegetable marrow.
mar-row-bone (mar'o-bon'), n. 1. a bone containing
marrow: also marrow bone. 2, pi. a) the knees:
humorous usage, b) crossbones.
mar-row-fat (maro-fat'), n. a variety of large, rich

pea: also marrowfat pea, marrow pea*
marrow squash, any variety of oblong squash with
a hard, smooth rind.

mar-row-y (mar'o-wi), adj. containing or full of marrow.
Mar ru-e cos (mar'oo-e

/k6>s), n. Morocco: Spanishname.
mar*ry (mar'i), v.f. (MARRIED (-id), MARRYING], [ME.
marien; OFr. marier < L, maritare < maritus, a hus-
band, married; IE, *merjo, young man], l.^to join as
husband and wife; unite in wedlock. 2. to join (a man)
to a woman as her husband, or (a woman) to a man as
his wife. 3. to take as husband or wife; take in mar-
riage. 4. to give in marriage (often with off) : said of a

parent or guardian. 5. to join closely or intimately;
unite, v.i, 1. to get married; take a husband or wife.
2. to enter into a close or intimate relationship; unite.

mar-ry (mar'i), interj. [euphemistic respelling of (the
Virgin) Mary], [Archaic or Dial.], an exclamation of

surprise, anger, etc., sometimes a mere intensive.

Mar-ry-at, Frederick (mar'i-ot, mar'i-at')i 1792-1848;
British naval captain and novelist.
Mars (marz), n, (L.; prob. < IE. base as in mar]. 1. in
Roman mythology, the god of war: identified with the
Greek Ares. 2. war. 3. a planet of the solar system,
fourth in distance from the sun, notable for its red
light: diameter, c. 4,230 mi; diurnal rotation, 24 hrs,,
37 min.; year, 686.9 days; symbol, cf - 4. in alchemy,
iron.

Mars, Marse (mars), n. Master: approximate phonetic
spelling of the word as used by Negroes during slavery.

Mar-sa-la (mar-sS'la), n, [< Marsala, seaport in western
Sicily), a light, sweet white wine originally from Sicily.
Mar seil-laise (naar'sa-laa/; Fr. mar'se'yez'), m [Fr,, lit.,

of Marseilles; from being first sung by Marseilles volun-
teers!, the national anthem of France, composed by
Rouget de Lisle in 1792 during the French Revolution.
Mar seille (mar'se'y'j/or 2 t mar-sal'), n. 1. Marseilles.
2, [m-], marseilles.
Mar seilles (mar-saW), n. La seaport in southeastern
France, on the Mediterranean: pop., 636\000 (1946):
French name, Marseille. 2. [m-1, a thick, strong,
figured or striped 9

cotton cloth with a raised weave,
somewhat resembling pique, used for bedspreads, etc. :

it was originally made in Marseilles.
marsh (marsh), n. [ME. mersch, etc.; AS. mtrsc, merisc;
akin to MLG. mersch. marsch (whence G. marsch)',
IE. base *www*-t sea; cf, MARK (sea), MARINE, etc.], a
tract of low, wet, soft land; swamp; bog; morass: ten.
Marsh, Reginald (marsh), 1898- : American painter.
Marshal (mar'shaD, [< marshal? ,], a masculine name.
mar shal (mar'shel), n. [MB. marescal; OFr, mareschal,
marescal; OHG. marahscalh, lit, horse servant (whence
ML. marescalcus, mariscalus); marah, marhaf horse
(akin to AS. mearh, horse) -f- scdlfr, servant; cf. Fr.

marfahal-ferrant* farrier], 1. originally, a groom or,

later, a master of the horse in a medieval royal house-
hold. 2. a high official of a royal household or court, as
in medieval times* in charge of miElry affairs, cere-
monies, eta 3. $ military commander; specifically, a) a
field marshal, b) in various foreign armies, a general
officer of the highest rank, c) in the British Army, a
commander of a specified branch: as, an air mortal.
4. an official in charge of ceremonies, processions, rank
and order, etc. : as, the marshal of a parade arranges
the order of march. 5. in the united States, an officer
of various kinds; specifically, a} a Federal officer ap-
pointed ty> a MdjcMl oisfnct to carry out court <:

"

and perform functions like those of a sheriff, b) a i

officer of the law in some citiest 4 the hea$ of
or fire .fcportotapt w soroe -c|Ues,

'

V.t. [MARSHALL Of
or MAJ*$Aix
etc.) in order;
for the battla
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Mar-shall (mar'shal), rt. the Micronesian language of

the natives of the Marshall Islands.

Mar-shall, George Cat-lett (kat'lit mar'shal), 1880-
1959; American general and statesman; chief of staff,

United States Army, World War II; secretary of state

(1947-1949).
Marshall, John, 1755-1835; American jurist; chief

justice, United States Supreme Court (1801-1835).
Marshall Islands, a group of coral atolls in the North
Pacific, east of the Caroline Islands: area, 16C sq. mi.;
pop., 10,500; chief island, Jaluit: formerly a Japanese
mandate, now under United States trusteeship.
Mar-shal-sea (mar'shsl-se'), n. [ME. marschalcie

, OFr.
mareschancie; see MARSHAL, n.]> 1. a court, abolished
in 1849, formerly held in London by or for the knight
marshal. 2. a prison in Southwark, London, for

debtors, etc., abolished in 1842.

mar-shal-ship (mar'shgl-ship'), n. [see -SHIP], mar-
shalcy.
marsh elder, 1. any of a group of shrubs of the rag-
weed family, growing in salt marshes. 2. the guelder-rose.
marsh as, methane, CH<, a colorless^ odorless, in-

flammable gas formed from decomposing vegetable
matter, as in marshes.
marsh hawk, a large American hawk that lives in

marshes and preys on frogs, mice, snakes, etc.

marsh hen, any of several birds; especially, a) the
American coot. 0) a kind of rail, found in marshy land
along the Atlantic coast of America.
marsh i ness (mar'shi-nis), n the quality or state of

being marshy.
marsh-mallow (marsh'mal'o), n. 1. originally* a con-
fection made from the root of the marsh mallow. 2. a

soft, spongy candy made of sugar, starch, corn sirup,
and gelatin, coated with powdered sugar.
marsh mallow, a plant of the mallow family, with
large, pink flowers, growing in marshes: the root is

used in medicine and confectionery.
marsh marigold, a plant of the crowfoot family, with
bright-yellow flowers, growing in swamps; cowslip,
marsh-y (mar'shi), ad/. [MARSHIER (-shi-er), MARSHIEST
(-shi-ist)], 1. of, consisting of, or containing a marsh
or marshes. 2. like .a marsh; soft and wet; boggy;
swampy. 3, growing in mafshes.
Mar ston, John (mar'stan), 1575?-!634; English dram-
atist and satirist.

Marston Moor, a place in Yorkshire, northern England:
site of a battle (July, 1644) in which the Royalist forces
were routed by the jJarHamentary army.
mar-su pi-al (mar-soo'pi-al, mar-su'pi-al), adj. L of or

like a marsupium, or pouch. 2. of a group of lower
mammals that lack a placenta an4 have an external
abdominal pouch containing the teats: the prematurely
born offspring is placed witma the pouch by the mother
immediately after birth, to Complete its development.
n. an animal of this kind, as a kangaroo, bandicoot,

opossum, wombat, etc^ t ,

mar-su-pi-um (mar-soo'pi-Qin, mar-su'pi-am), n. y>J.

MARSUPIA (-9)], [L,; Or. marsypion, dim. of marsypos, a

pouch, bag], 1. a fold of skm on the abdomen of the

female of certain lower mammals (marsupials), forming
a pouch in which the young are carried and complete
their development, feeding from the mammary glands
which it encloses. 2. a structure Uke this, in, some
crustaceans, fishes, etc,

mart (mart), n. [D. markt], 1, a market; trading
center; as, Chicago is the largest mart of the Middle
West. 2. [Obs ], a) a fair. 6) buying and selling; trade;

bargaining* c) a bargain;*

Mar-taban, Gulf of Cmar't^-ban').^ part of the Bay
of Bengal, on the southern coast of Burma.
Mar-tdC Charles (mar-telf), ^9?-7|l A'^'^S^;
father of Charlemagne; ruler of % Franks^ (715-741

A.IX); defeated tjie
Moslems at Tours in 732 A,D.,

thus checking thow invasion oi
p
Burope*

Mar*ttt'}o tower (ma'r-tel'o)* Elk marietta? a hammer
(used for morlMa, a tower <; Mprt4tp,in Corsica, where

0uoh a tower was- attackad.by te$%fleefc x 1794)],

a circular foci of masonry, formerly puijyt on coa$ts to

protect against invaders; al*p jnartetto. n.

mar ten Cmw'ftt), n* \fl MARTE^ (-t'nx), MARTEN;
see PLURAL, Il B, IT*

(ME. nwtrm; OPr, w-
trine, adj. < marfre, mar-
ten], i Wol several

when hot steel is suddenly chilled by cold water.
Mar-tha (mar'tha), [LI/.; Gr.; Aram. Martha, lit.,

lady], a feminine name: diminutive, Matty; equivalents,
Fr. Maythe, It. & Sp. Maria, n. 1. in the Bible,
sister of Lazarus and Mary, and a friend of Jesus:
she was rebuked by Jesus for doing housework while
he talked with Mary: Luke 10:40: hence, 2. a woman
who does the housework and looks after practical
affairs.

Martha's Vineyard, an island off the southeastern
coast of Massachusetts, south of Cape Cod: summer
resort: area, c. 100 sq. mi; pop., c. 5,500.
Mar-tial (mar'shsl), n. (Marcus Valerius Martialis),
Roman epigrammatist; 1st century A,D.
martial (mar'shal), adj. [Fr.; L. martialis, of Mars;
see MARS], 1. of or suitable for war: as, martial songs.
2. warlike; brave; soldierly. 3. of the army, navy, or

military life; military: as, court tttartial: opposed to

civil, civilian. 4. [Archaic], of or like iron. 5. [M-J* m
astrology, under the dire influence of Mars.
SYN. martial refers to anything connected with or charac-
teristic of war or armies, connoting especially pomp, disdpHae,
etc. (martial music, martial law); warlike stresses the belEcose
or aggressive nature or temperament that leads to war or results

from preparations for war (a warlike nation) ; military applies
to anything having to do with armies or soldiers (military uni-

forms, police, etc.). ANT. peacelike, pacifist.

martial law, temporary rule by the military authorities
over the civilian population, as in an area of military
operations in time of war, or when civil authority has
broken down: distinguished from military l&w.

Mar-ti-an (mar'shsn), adj. [L. Martius], of Mars (god
or planet), n. a hypothetical inhabitant of the planet
Mars.

Mar-tin (mar't'n), [Fr.; L. Martinus < Mars, Martis
(see MARS); hence, lit., warlike], a masculine name.
mar-tin (mar't'n), n. [Fr,j prob. < masc. name Mar-
tin], 1. any of various birds of the swallow family,
as the purple martin, sand martin, house martin, etc.

2. a bird like a martin, as a chimney swift,

Martin, Saint, 315?-399? A.D.; bishop of Tours: cf.

Martimxia s.

Mar-tin, Homer Dodge (doj mar't'n), 1836-1897;
American landscape painter.

Mar-ti-neau, Harriet (mar'ti-no'), 1802-1876; English
writer.

Martineau, James, 1805-1900; brother of Harriet;

English theologian and writer.

Mar-ti-neMi, Gio-van-ni (j6-van'ne mar'te-nelle; Eng.
maVt'n-el'i), 1885- ; American tenor, born in Italy.

mar-ti-net (mar't'n-et', mar't'n-et'), n. [after Martinet,
I7th-c, Fr. general & drillmaster], 1. a very; strict

military disciplinarian. 2. any very strict disciplin-

arian or stickler for rigid regulations.
mar-tin-gal (mar't'n-gal'), n, a martingale.
mar-tin'gale (mar't'n-gaT), n. [Fr.; Pr. martengalo,

martegalo, apparently lem. of martengo, martego, in-

habitant of Martigues, miserly , person; but cf. Sp.
atmdrtaga, a check, rein < ArJ, J,, the forked strap of a
horse's harness passing from the, noseband to the girth
between the forelegs, to keep the horse from rearing or

throwing back its head, 2. a) a lower stay for the jib

boom or flying jib boom of a sailing vessel, to bear the

strain of the head stays.
"

6) a short si>ar extending

straight down from the end of the bowsprit: also called

dolphw striker. 3. any system of trying to make up
one's losses in previous bets by doubling or otherwise

increasing the amount bet.
mar tini (mfr-ti'ni), n. \pl. MARTINIS (-niz)], [< Mar-
Hni arid Rossi, firm that makes vermouth], [also M-],
a cocktail made of gin and dry vermouth, usually
served with an olive or ,a twist of lemon peel.
Mar ti nique (mar't'n-eV) n. a French island of the

Windward group, in the West Indies; area, 385 sq. mi.;

pop., 262,000 (est. 1947); capital, Fort-de-France.
Martinmas (mSr't'n-n&ae), n. foee -MAS], Saint Mar-
tin's day, a church festival held on November 11.

mart-let (mart'lit), n. [Fr. martelet < martinet, dim, of

martini 1. a martin. 2. in heraldry, a representation
of a t>irct without feet, used as a crest or bearing.

mar-tyr (mar'tSr), n- [ME. martir; AS,; IX.; Gr.

martyr, martys, a witness], 1, a person who chpo&es to

suffer or die rather than give up his wwi or Ju prin-

ciples; person tortured or killed becaugfe 6C hi$ beliefs.

2 T
a person who suffers great pain o,r m^ery for a long

time. v.t. 1. to put to death or torturt for adherence
to a belief. 2. to torture ; make stiller grewy ; persecute.
<n<Qi''^r

i

-d,otJOL (mSr^t?r-Q,^m) ji > i, wi6* state of being
^marttr. 2. the death or st^rMixigs'of a. martyr. ,3.

;-contmued r^"'
"
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nar*tyr-ol-o>gy (mar'ter-ol'a-ji). n. [pi. MARTYROI
{-jiz)J, [ML. martyrologium; LGr. martyrologia

. MARTYROLOGIES
_ . \artyrologion; see

: &. -LOGYJ, 1. a list of martyrs. 2. a historical
account of religious martyrs, especially Christian
martyrs. 3. such accounts collectively. 4. the branch
of ecclesiastical history dealing with the lives of

martyrs.
mar-tyr-y (mar'tSr-i), n. [pi. MARTYRIES (-iz)], [ML.
martyrium; Gr. martyrion], a shrine built in memory of
a martyr.
mar-vel (mar'v'l), n. [ME. mervaile; OFr. merveille, a
wonder < L. mirabilia, wonderful things, neut. pi. of

mirabilis, wonderful < mirari, to wonder at, admire],
1. a wonderful or astonishing thing: prodigy or miracle.
2. [Archaic], astonishment. v.i. (MARVELED or MAR-
VELLED (-V Id), MARVELING Or MARVELLING], to become
full of wonder; be astonished or surprised, v.t. to won-
der at or about (followed by a clause) .

Mar-veil, Andrew (mar'v'l), 1621-1678; English poet.
mar-vel-of-Pe-ru (marVl-sv-pa-rooO* n. the four-
o'clock (a plant).

mar-vel-ous, mar-vel-lous (niar'v'l-ss), adj. [ME.
merveilous; OFr. merveillos < merveille; see MARVEL],
L causing wonder; surprising, astonishing, or extraor-

dinary. 2. so extraordinary as to be improbable, in-

credible, or miraculous. 3. [Colloq.], fine; splendid: a
generalized term of approval.
Mar-vin (mar'v'n), [prob. ult. < Gmc. *mari, sea +
*winiz, friend; cf. G. Marvin], a masculine name.
Mar-war (mar'war), n. Jodhpur, a state of India.

Marx, Karl (marks), 1818-1883; German revolutionary
leader and socialist, writer on political economy, phi-
losophy, etc.

Marx-i-an (mark'si-an), adj. & n. Marxist.
Marx-i-an-ism (mark'si-sn-iz'm), n. Marxism.
Marx-ism (mark'siz'm), n. the system of thought de-

veloped by Karl Marx, his co-worker Friedrich Engels,
and their followers: see socialism, communism, dia-
lectical materialism.
Marxist ([mark'sist), adj. 1. of Karl Marx. 2. of,
characteristic of, or in accord with Marxism, n. a
follower of Karl Marx; believer or expert in Marxism.

Mar-y (mar'i), [ME. Marie; AS. Maria, Marie; L.

]$aria; Gr. Maria, Mariam < Heb. Miryam or Aram.
Maryam, Et., rebellion], a feminine name: diminutives,
Jfoe, Marietta, May, Molly, Moll, Polly; variants,
Maria, Marie, Marilyn, Marion, Miriam, Maureen;
equivalents, Fr. Marie, Marion, G., It., & Sp. Maria,
Pol. Marya. n. [pi. MARYS, MARIES (-iz)], 1. in the
Bible, a) the mother of Jesus: Matt. 1:18-25: often
referred to as the (Blessed) Virgin Mary, Saint Mary.
b) the sister of Martha and Lazarus: Luke 10:38-42.
c) Mary Magdalene. 2. in pidgin English, a woman.
3. (Princess Victoria Mary of Teck), wife of George
V; 1867-1953; queen of England (1910-1936). 4. (Vic-
toria Alexandra Alice Mary), daughter of George V;
1897- ; Princess Royal of England.
Mary I, (Mary Tudor), 1516-1558; daughter of Henry
VIII and Catherine of Aragon; queen of England
(1553-1558) and wife of Philip if of Spain: called
Bloody Mary.
Mary II. 1062-1694: daughter of James II; queen of
England (1689-1694), ruling jointly with her husband,
WiDiamlll.
Mar-y land (maT'i-bnd), n. an Eastern State of the
United States: area, 10,577 sq. mi.; pop., 2,343,000;
capital, Annapolis: abbreviated Md.
Mary Magdalene, in the Bible, a woman out of whom
Jesus cast seven devils: Luke 8:2: usually identified
with the repentant woman whom Jesus forgave: Luke
7:37 ff.

Mary, Queen of Scots, (Mary Stuart), 1542-1587;
Queen of Scotland (1542-156*7) ; beheaded.
Mary Tudor, Mary I.

mar-zi-pan (mSr'zi-pan'), n. marchpane.
-mas miss), a combining form for Mass, meanirig a
(specified) festival or celebration, as in Christmas.

mas., masculine.
Ma-sa-ryk, To ma Gar rigue (t&'mash ga-reV ina'sa-
rik), 1850-1937; CzechoslovaMan statesman; first pres-
ident of Czechoslovakia (1918-1935).

'

Mas ba-te (mas-ba'te), n, one of the Philippine Islands,
west of Samar: area, 1,2551 sq. mi.; pop., f45,000.

masc., masculine.
Mas ca gni, Pie-tro (pye'trd mSs-ka'nye), 1363-1945;
Italian composer of operas.

mas-cara (mas-kar'a), n. [Sp. inascara, a mask < Ar.
maskharah, buffoon], a cosmetic? preparation, usually
black, dark-blue, or dark-brow^ fpi* coloring the eye-
lashes an(J eyebrows, v.L [MASCAJUKD (-tar'ad).
CARAINGJ. to put mascara on. r

ina^cle (ma^VD, n. [OFr.; see M^CLB], J., anv \

many sxoajl, diamond-shaped steel plities, Jinkfea* t<

gether'io make up a kind of armor tised jin ne *""'

century. 2. in heraldry, a diamond-shaped figure ^

a diamond-shaped opening: also called' lozenge
mas-cot (mWkot nias'kst), n. [Fr. mascot ^ ,..
mascot, dim. of maspo, sorcerer, tit:, a mask; in pop.
use < La Mastotte (1880), operetta by the Fr. composer

Audran], any person, ^
animal, or thing supposed to

bring good luck by being present.
mas-cu-line (mas'kyoo-lin), adj. [ME. & OFr. masculin;
L. masculinus < masculus, male < mas, male], 1. male;
of mentor boys. 2. having qualities regarded as char-
acteristic of men and boys, as strength, vigor, etc.;
manly; virile. 3. suitable for or characteristic of a man.
4. mannish: said of women. 5. in grammar, designating
or of the gender of words denoting or referring to males
or things originally regarded as male: it corresponds to
an Indo-European active gender as contrasted with a
nonactive gender seen now as feminine and neuter.
n. 1. a\ that which is male, b) a man or boy. 2. a) the
masculine gender, b) a word or form in this gender.
Abbreviated masc., mas., m. t M. SYN. see male.
masculine rhyme, a rhyme of only a single stressed

syllable; single rhyme (e.g. t enjoy, destroy): distin-

guished from feminine rhyme.
mas-cu-lm-i-ty (mas'kyoo-lin'g-ti), n. the quality or
state of being masculine.

Mase-field, John (mas'feld', maz'feld'), 1878-
; Eng-

lish poet and dramatist; poet laureate (1930- ).

mash (mash), n. [ME. masche-; AS. masc-, in mascwyrt,
mashwort, infused malt; akin to G. meisch, maisch,
crushed grapes, infused malt; IE. base *meigh-, to
urinate, seen also in L. mingere, mictus (see MICTU-
RATE) ; basic sense "sprinkled ], 1. crushed or ground
malt or meal soaked in hot water for making wort, used
in brewing beer. 2. a mixture of bran, meal, etc. in
warm water, for feeding horses, cattle, etc. 3. any
soft mixture or mass. v.L [ME. maschen < the n.],
1. to mix (crushed malt, etc.) in hot water for making
wort. 2. to change into a soft or uniform mass by
beating, crushing, etc. 3. [Earlier Slang], to try to at-
tract the amorous attention of; flirt with or ogle. v.i.

[Earlier Slang], to flirt or ogle.
Masharbrum, Masherbrum (mush'er-broom'), n.
a peak of the Himalayas, northern Kashmir, India:
he&ht, 25,670 ft.

masn-er (mash'er), n. a person or thing that mashes;
specifically, a) a device for mashing vegetables, fruit,
etc. b) [Slang], a man who annoys women not ac-
quainted with him. by attempting familiarities.

mash-ie, mash-y (mash'i), n. [pi. MASHIES (-iz)l, f? <
Fr. massue, a club < LL. *mattiuca; prob. of Celt.

origin], an iron-headed golf club of medium loft, for
making shots of medium length: now usually called
number 5 iron: see golf dub, illus.

mashie niblick, an iron-headed golf club with more loft
than a mashie but less than a niblick, for making
approach shots: now usually called number 7 iron.

Mas-i-nis-sa (mas'a-nis'a), n. a Numidian king who
fought as a Roman ally against Hannibal; lived 238?-
149 B.C.: also spelled Massinlsaa.
mas jid (mus'jid), w. [Ar see MOSQUE], a mosque;
Moslem place of worship: also spelled muajld.
mask (mask,

(mask), n. [Fr, masque < It. maschera,
mascara, a miask < Ar. maskharah, buffoon], 1. a cov-
ering for the face or part of the face, to conceal or dis-

guise the identity. 2. anything that conceals or dis-

guises: as, a mask of snow on the ground. 3. a party,
carnival, etc. where masks are worn; masquerade:
often spelled masque. 4. a person wearing a mask:
masker. 5. a likeness of a person's face, or face and
neck; specifically, a) a sculptured or molded likeness
of the face: as, a death mask is a cast of the face made
soon after death, b) a grotesque or comic representation
of a face, worn to amuse or frighten, as at Halloween;
false face, c) a sculptured head or fa^ often jgrotesque,
used as an ornament on a btylding", gargoyle/ etc. rf)
a figure of a head worn on $ie stage by an ancient Greek
or Roman actor to identify a character and amplify the
voice. 6. a protective covering for the face or head; as a
wire screen, metal shield, or respirator (gas mask) . 7. the
face orhead of a fox, dpg, etc., 8. something serving to con-
ceal artillery, military operations, etc. from observation;
piece of camouflage. 9. an opaque border used tb cover
unwanted parts of a photograph or to alter its shape.
10. a masque (senses 2 & 3). It. m zoology, a maskhlce
formation about tihe head, as the enlarged lower lip
of a dragonfly larva, v.t. 1. tv conceal or cover with or
as with a mask. 2. to conceal or disguise. lU. to put on

as for a 1

miaMluefada ]

n. amuskellunge,

,
---------- 3, mootany, mask-

tfc m zoology, having maskKke
, as some pupae.
ted ball, a ball at which masks and fancy costumes

are worn. '

'

*
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<

'

mask er (nmsfker. maVk&r), ,n. a person'* '
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writer in whose stories it is described], 1. the getting
of sexual pleasure from being dominated, mistreated,
or hurt physically or otherwise by one's partner; hence,
2. the getting of pleasure from being dominated, mis-
treated, or hurt in some way. Cf. sadism.
mas-ocn-ist (maz'o-kist; now often mas'a-kist), n. a
person characterized by masochism.
mas-och-is'tic (mazVkis'tik; now often masVkis'tik),
adj. of or characterized by masochism.
mas-och'is-ti-caHy (masra-kis'ti-k'l-ijttow often mas'9-
kis'tik-li), adv. in a masochistic manner,
ma-son (ma's'n), n. [MB.; OFr. masson, macon; ML.
matio, macio; ? < Frank. *mattjo (akin to Sans, matya,
club) ; see MATTOCK], 1. a person whose work is building
with stone, brick, etc, 2. a stonecutter, 3. [M-], a
Freemason, v.t, to build of or reinforce with masonry.
mason bee, a solitary bee that builds its nest of clay.

sand, mud, etc.

Mason City, a city in north central Iowa: pop., 28,000.

Mason-Dix-on line (ma's'n-dik's'n), the boundary
between Pennsylvania and Maryland, surveyed by
Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon from 1763 to

1767: regarded as the line of demarcation between
the North and the South: also Mason and Dixon' a line.

Ma*8on*ic, ma-son-ic (ma-son'ik), adj. of Masons
(Freemasons) or Masonry (Freemasonry).
ma son ite (ma's'n-it'). n. [after W. H. Mason (1877- ),

Am. engineer], a kind of fiberboard made from pressed
wood fibers, used as building material, insulation,

etc. : a trade-mark (Masonite).
Mason Jar, a glass jar with a screw top of metal or

for home canning or preserving: patented in 1857

John L. Mason of New York.
ma-son-ry (mS's'n-ri), n. \pl. MASONRIES (-riz)] f [ME.
masonerie; Fr. maQonnerie < macon; see MASON], 1. the
trade or art of a mason. 2. something built by a mason
or masons, of stone, brick, etc.; brickwork or stone-

work. 3. [usually M-], Freemasonry; specifically, a) the

principles of the society of Freemasons. 6) Freemasons
collectively.
Ma so ra, Ma-so-rah (ms-sS'ra), n. [Mod. Heb. masdrah,

tradition; Heb. m&sdreth], 1. all the accumulated

Jewish tradition concerning the correct Hebrew text

of the Old Testament. 2. the marginal notes of Old
Testament scripts embodying this tradition, compiled
in the 10th century A.D.
Masorete (mas'a-rSt'). n. [< Heb. m&sdreth], any of

the 10th-century Jewish scribes who compiled the
Masora: also Masorlte.
Mas o-ret ic (masVret'ik), adj. of the Masora or the

Mas o ret i cal (mas'a-ret'i-k'l), adj. Masoretic.

Mas'0-iite (masVrif), n. a Masorete.

Mas-qat (mus-kSf). n. Muscat: the Arabian name.
masque (mask, mitsk). n. [see MASK], 1. a masquerade;
masked ball. 2. a form of dramatic entertainment

popular among the aristocracy in England during the

16th and 17tli centuries, usually based on a mythical
or allegorical theme, and with the dialogue subordinated
to lavish costumes, scenery, music, dancing, etc. : orig-

inally it contained no dialogue. 3. a dramatic com-

position written for such an entertainment, usually in

verse. Also spelled mask.
masquerade (mas'ka-rSd', mls'ka-rSd'). n. [altered

(after masque) < Fr. mascarade < $$>. mfoearada
mascara) or It. mwcherata (< maschera): see MASK,

MASCARA], 1. a ball or party at which masks and fancy
costumes are worn. 1 a costume for such a ball or

party. 3. a) a diflguise or false show. ft) a living; or

acting under false pretenses, vA. [MASQUERADED (-id),

MASQUBHADIN], 1. to take p*wt in a masquerade.
2. to live or act tinder false |>retense8t gof

about dis-

guised. v*t. to cover with a mask or disguise.

Mass, mass (mas, mis), ft. [ME. masse; AS. mmsse,

messl; IX. mtma, dismissal < U wsm, pp, of mfttere,

to dismiss < the words 0ty
mfsso s* (go, you are

dismissed), addressed to the congregationw we priest

toward the dad of >tft Mnribl I. * eWpagon
or

service of th Bucharest, a sacrmmwat of
the Roman

Catholic Church, consisting of a series orj^rayers ana
ceremonies! the term i* also used in some Bf^i As^Hcan
chturdant, JWf& Mass i

crfefcrajed
with incense ad

music, the priaffc being aWtd b^r a dmcoii ^|wb-
deaconj Low Haw is odMNfefced fr>y one p4c^Nwithout
mxa$>md. w'Httl<* ottaMwr. 2. a onuM' setting

for certain parts of ttfejMrrfc* Seealfeo M*c* *.

mass (asj> n. 1MB, &<QiRft ; 1^wm ^.^^i
mass <Gr* HMHK taAoor. !]* i a qiuanto of

of. ie&^ dm mA mm,

7. in jhysics, the quantity of matter in a body as meas-
ured in its relation to inertia: mass is determined for

a given body by dividing the weight of the body by the

acceleration due to gravity: see matter, n., 2. ad}. 1.

of a large number of things; large-scale: as, mass pro-
duction. 2. of, characteristic of, or for the masses; as,

mass education. v.t* & v4 to gather or assemble into

a mass. Abbreviated Mv m. SYN. see bulk.
In the mass, collectively; as a whole.
the masses, the common people; the working people;
lower classes in the social order: opposed to the classes.

Mas sachu sett (masVchoo'sit), n. [Am. Ind. (Massa-
chusett) Massa-afcbu-es-et, lit., at the big hill (used
as a place name) < massa, big -f wadchu, hill + ;^.
dim. suffix -f -et, locative suffix], 1. a member of a

large tribe of Algonquian Indians who lived around
Massachusetts Bay. 2. their language.
Mas sa-chu-setts (mas's-choo'sits), n. 1. a New
England State of the United States: area. 8,257 sq.

mi,; pop., 4,691,000; capital, Boston: nicknamed Bay
State: abbreviated Mass. 2. Massachusett (sense 2).

Massachusetts Bay, a bay on the eastern coast of

Massachusetts: length, 50 mi,; width, 25 mi.
mas-sa-cre (mas'a-kSr}, n, [Fr.; OFr. macacre, macecle,

butchery, snarnbles; origin obscure; ? < ma$he-col, to
butcher < macher, to smash -f- col (L. collum), the
neck], 1. the indiscriminate, merciless killing of a
number of human beings or, sometimes, animals; whole-
sale slaughter. 2. [Slang], an overwhelming defeat, as
in sports, v.t. [MASSACRED (-kerd), MASSACRING], 1. to

kill (many people or animals) indiscriminately and merci-
lessly; slaughter wholesale. 2. [Slang], to defeat over-

whelmingly. SYN. see slaughter.
maS'Sage (ma-sazhO, n. [Fr. < masser, to massage <
Port, amassar, to Knead < massa, a lump; L. massa;
see MASS), a rubbing, kneading, etc. of part of the body,
usually with the hands, as to stimulate circulation and
make muscles or joints supple, v. t. [MASSAGED (-sazhd') ,

MASSAGING], to give a massage to.

mas sag er (md-saWer), n. a person who massages.
mas sag-ist (ma-sazh'ist), n. a massager.
mas sa-sau ga (mas'a-sd'go), n. [< Misstesauga, Ojib-

way name of river and Indian tribe in Ontario], a

variety of small rattlesnake found in dry regions of

the southern United States.

Mas-sa-soit (ma$'d~soit') n. American Indian chief of

Massachusetts, known as a friend of the Pilgrims;
lived 1580?-! 661; father of King Philip.
Mas sa-ua, Mas-sa-wa (mUs-saTwa), n. a seaport in

Eritrea, on the Red Sea: pop., 12,000.
mass defect, in physics, the amount by which toe mass
of the nucleus of an atom is less than the stim of the
masses of the particles of which the nucleus is consti-

tuted: cf, packing effect.

mas'8& (ma-sa') [Fr., pp. of masser. to make a masse
shot < masse, billiard cue, lit, mace], a stroke 'm bil-

liards made by hitting the cue ball on the side with the

cue held perpendicularly or almost so, usually so as to

make the ball move in a curve around one of the object
balls: also mass6 shot.

Massena, Andr (a^'drS' naa.'si'na') , Prince d'Ess-

ling, 1758-1817; French marshal wder Napoleon I.

Mas se net, Jules E^mlle Fre*d6-irlc (zhtil a'mel' fra'-

dS'rek' mas'ne'; Eng. mas'a-na'), 1842-1912; French
composer.
masseter (ma-sS'tSr), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. masmr, a

chewer < ma*a$tka4, to chew]t either of a pair of large
muscles in the angle of the lower jaw, which raise the

jaw in chewing, etc.
mas-seur (ma^slLr'; ?r. rn& ser'), n. [Fr. < masser; see

MASSAGE], a man whose work is massaging.
masseuse (pMkSOOJz'; Fr. ma'soV), n. [Fr., feni. of

masswr], a woman whose work is massaging,
mas-ei-cot (mas'irkotOt n, [Fr.; It. marzacotto; Sp.
mezacote < Ar. shook qjM* Coptic alum; see COPTIC], a

yellow oxide of lead, PoO, produced by heating lead

ia air to just above the melting point, used as a pig-
ment and in the production of red lead.

mas slf (mas'if; l*r. *Q&'*>&1%
n. [Fr., la*.,

splidl*
see

MASSIVE], in geology, 1. the dominant, central xnass^of
a mountain ridge, more or less defined by lengthwise
or crosswise valleys. 2. a diastropwc block o; we
earth's crust that is isolated by boundary fault* and
has shifted as a whole,

. .

Mas-sil Ion (nia$''l-?n), n. a city in novtheasifcerti Ohio:
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solid, not hollow or plated: said of articles made of

gold or silver. 3. large and imposing or impressive;
of considerable magnitude. 4. in qeology, a) homo-
geneous in structure, without stratification, foliati9n,
etc. : as, massive rock formations. 6) occurring in thick
beds* without -minor joints and lamination: said of some
stratified rocks. 5. in mineralogy, irregular in form,
though occasionally crystalline in internal structure.
SYN. see heavy.

mass meeting, a large public meeting to hear speakers,
discuss public affairs, demonstrate public approval or

disapproval, etc.
mass number, in atomic & nuclear physics, the whole
number by which the fundamental unit of mass, 1.6603
X 10"24 gram (almost the mass of a proton, the nucleus
of a hydrogen atom), is multiplied to find the approxi-
mate mass of the nucleus of an atom: it is equal to
the sum of the numbers of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus and is always at least twice as great as the
atomic number, except in the case of hydrogen and a
certain rare isotope of helium.
mas-so-ther-a-py (mas'o-ther'e-pi), n. [< massage -f
therapy], the treatment of disease by massage.
mass production, the production or manufacture of

goods in large quantities, especially by machinery and
division of labor,

mass-y (mas'i), adj. [MASSIER (-i-Sr), MASSIEST (-i-ist)],

[Archaic or Poetic], massive; solid, weighty, bulky, etc.
mast (mast, mast), n. [ME. maste; AS. mxst; akin to G.
mast; IE. *mazdo-s, a pole, rod, seen also in L. malus,
mast (< *madus with Sabine I for d), IT. maide, a
stick], 1. a tall spar, sometimes in sections, rising
vertically from the keel or deck of a vessel and used
to support the sails, yards, etc.: modern masts are
often hollow structures made of wooden strips, tubular

steel^ extruded aluminum, etc. 2. a specified section
of this: as, the topmast. 3. any vertical pole, as in a
crane or derrick. 4. the foremast. 5. [M-], in the
United States Navy, a summary session held by an
officer to impose discipline and hear complaints, v.t.

to put a mast or masts on.
Ijefoie tjtoe mast, 1. in the sailors' quarters on a shit),
forward of the foreniast, as distinguished from the
officers' quarters aft; hence, 2. as a common sailor;
as an unlicensed seaman.

mast (mast, mast), n. [ME. maste; AS. m&st; akin to G.
mast; IB. base *mad-, moist, dripping (with fat, etc.),
seen also in Gr. maz5s, mastos, a breast (cf. MASTOID) &
Eng. meat], beechnuts, acorns, chestnuts, etc., espe-
cially as food for hogs.

mast-, masto-.
mas ta-ba, mas ta bah (rnas'ta-ba), n. [Ar. matfabah],
an oblong structure with
a flat roof and sloping
sides, built over the
opening of a mtimmy
chamber or burial pit in
ancient Egypt and used
as a tomb or mortuary
chapel.

mas-tec-to-my (mas-tek'-
ts-mi), n. [mast- + -ec-

tomyl, the surgical re-
moval of a breast.
mas ter (mas'tSr, mas'tgr), n. [ME. maistre < AS.
m&gester, magister & OFr. maistre; both < L. magister,
a master^ chief, leader; orig., double1 comparative <
base of L. magnm, great; IE. base *tae|-, great, seen
also in Gr. megas, large (cf. MEGALO-)), 1. a man
who rules others or has control, authority, or power
over something; specifically, a) a man who is head of
a household or institution. 0) an employer, c) an
owner of an animal or slave, a) the captain of a mer-
chant ship, e) a victor: as, he proved to be the master
of the other runners in the race, f) [Chiefly British], a
male ^schoolteacher or tutor. #) a person whose teach-
ings in religion, philosophy, etc. one follows or pro-
fesses to follow; hence, h) [M-], Jesus Christ (with
our, the, etc.). 2, something regarded as havMfe
control, power, etc. : as, love is his master. .3. a person
very skilled and able ip, some work, profession, science,
etc.; expert; specifically, a) a skSled workman or
craftsman qualified to follow his trade independently
6) an artist regarded as great 4. a work by such an
artist: as, this painting is an old master, 5. [M-i a
title variously applied to a) originally, a man of high
rank: hence, b) later, any man or yotfth: now super-
seded by the variant Mister, usually written Mr.
C) a boy regarded as too younfe to be addressed as
Mr. a)

r
a man who heads Some Institution, group,

activity, or place: as, Master of the Foxhounds, *)&
Scotland, the heir apparent of a viscbttnt or baron.
/) a person holding a certain degree from a college or
university, denoting completion of a prescribed course
of graduate study in some field and ranteog above
that of Bachelor and below that of Doctor: as, Master
of Arts, 6. a metal matrix or mold made from tte
original recording and tise4 to produce phonograph
records in quantity. 7. in law, any of several court

MASTABA

officers appointed to assist the judge by hearing
evidence, reporting on certain matters, etc.: as, a
master in chancery. Abbreviated^ M. qdf. 1. being
master.

_
2. of a master. 3. chief; principal; main;

controlling; specifically, designating a mechanism or
contrivance that controls others or sets a standard
or norm: as, a master switch, a master test sheet.
v*t. 1. to become master of; subdue, control, conquer,
or defeat. 2. to rule or govern as master. 3. to become
an expert in (an art, science, etc.).
mas-ter-at-arms (mas'tSr-st-armz', mas'ter-st-armz'),
n. \pl. MASTBRS-AT-ARMS], a naval i>etty officer re-

sponsible for keeping order, maintaining discipline,
taking charge of prisoners, etc. on a warship: the rating
no longer exists in the United States Navy.
master builder, 1. a person skilled in, or in charge
of, building; especially, an architect: often figurative.
2. a building contractor.
mas-ter-dom (mas'tgr-dam, mas'te'r-dam), n. mastery.
mas ter ful (mas'ter-fal, mas'teY-fal), adj. 1. fond of
acting the part of a master ; arbitrary ; imperious. 2 . hav-
ing or showing the ability of a master; expert; skillful.

SYN. masterful implies such strength of personality as en-
ables one to impose his will on others (a masterful orchestral
conductor); domineering implies the arrogant, tyrannical
manner of one who openly tries to dominate another (a dom-
ineering mother) ; imperious suggests the arbitrary ruling of
an emperor, but connotes less arrogance than domineering (the
imperious old dean of the college) ; magisterial, while not sug-
gesting an assumption of arbitrary powers, implies an excessive
use or display of such inherent powers as a magistrate might
have (he dismissed me with a magisterial air).
master hand, 1. an expert. 2, great ability or skill.

master key, a key for opening more than one of a set
of locks.
mas terU-ness (mas'tSr-H-nis, mas'tSr-li-nis), n. the
quality or state of being masterly.

mas-ter-ly (mas'tgr-li, mas'ter-K)i adj. showing the
ability or skill of a master; expert: as, he did a masterly
job. adv. in a masterly manner.
master mason, 1. a skilled mason: expert worker in
brick or stone. 2. [often M-* M-Jf

a Freemason of the
third degree. Abbreviated MJM.
master mechanic, a skilled mechanic, especially one
serving as foreman: abbreviated MM.
mas-ter-mind (mas'tgr-mind', mas'tSr-mind')t n.
[master + mind], a person of great intelligence, espe-
cially one with the ability to plan or direct a group
project, v.t. to be the mastermind of (a project, etc.).
Master of Arts, 1. a degree given by a college or
university to a person who has completed a prescribed
course of graduate study in the humanities, social
sciences, etc.: it ranks above the degree of Bachelor
and below that of Doctor. 2. a person who has this
degree. Abbreviated MJL, A.M.
master of ceremonies, 1. a person who supervises a
ceremony. 2. a person who presides over an entertain-
ment, as on a radio broadcast or in a night club, intro-
ducing. the speakers or -performers, filling in the inter-
vals with jokes, etc. Abbreviated M.C., sn*.
Master of Science, 1. a degree given by a college or
university to a person, who has completed a prescribed
course of graduate study in science rather, than the
humanities: it ranks above ttoe degree oi Bachelor
and below that of Doctor, 2. a person who has this
degree. Abbreviated M.S.. M,Sc.

mas-ter-piece (mas'tSrrp^, maVl^r-peY), p. [after G.
meKterst&Gk], 1. a thing made or done with easterly
skjU; great

work of art or craftsmanship; chef-d'oeuvre.
2. the

greatest work made or done by a person or group.
Ma^ters^ Edgar Lee (mas'terz, n^'1te)7&69?!9^;American poet and novelist

, (

master sergeant, in the United States armed forces, a
noncommissioned officer of the highest rank; i tibie

Army, fee rank mst above sergeant first class; in the
Marine porps and 4ur Force, the rank just above tecfi-

JW7 Personnel with . the
'M J#k ****** hold,, the

. '[see

job;, control;
'0r tqiaq of office of a

ay ntasfter|rf
a^iton* 'morov,

or i

flffr*^
^;&.*\^W!fa
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famous, 4, the act of mastering (an art, science, etc.).
mast-head (mastlied', masfhed'), n. 1. the top part
of a ship's mast, especially of the lower mast. 2. a
sailor stationed in a crow's-nest near the masthead as a
lookout. 3. that part of a newspaper or magazine
stating the publishers, owners, and editors, the location
of the business, advertising, and editorial offices, etc.
v.t, 1. to send (a sailor) to the masthead as a punish-
ment. 2. to hoist to or display at the masthead.
mas-tic (mas'tik), n. [ME. mastik; OFr. mastic; LL.
mastichum, earlier mastiche; L. mastiche; Gr. mastiche;
cf. MASTICATE], 1. a yellowish resin obtained from
a small Mediterranean evergreen tree, used as an
astringent and in making varnish, chewing gum, in-
cense, etc. 2. the tree: often mastic tree. 3. a liquor
flavored with mastic. 4, any of various quick-drying,
pasty cements used for cementing tiles to a wall, etc.
mas ti-cate (mas'ta-kat'), v.t. [MASTICATED (-id), MAS-
TICATING], [< LL. masticatus, pp. of masticare, to chew;
Gr. mastichan, to grind the teeth, gnash < mastax, a
mouth, morsel; IE. base *menth~, to chew, mouth, seen
also in L, mandere, to chew, Eng. mouth], 1. to chew up.
2. to grind, cut, or knead (rubber, etc.) to a pulp.
mas tl ca-tion (mas'ts-ka'shan), n. [LL. masticatio], a
masticating or being masticated.
mas-ti-ca-tor (mas'ta-ka'tSr), n. a person or thing that
masticates; specifically, a) a person or animal that
chews, b) an organ for chewing, c) a machine for crush-
ing, grinding, or cutting something into small pieces.
mas-ti-ca-to-ry (mas'ti-ka~t6r'i, mas'ti-ka-to'ri), adj. of
or for mastication; specifically, adapted for chewing.
n. \pl. MASTICATORIES (-iz, -riz)], any substance chewed
to increase saliva flow.
mas-tiff (mas'tif, mas'tif), n. [ME. mastif, mestif;
OPr. mastin < LL.
*mansuetinus < L. man-
suetus, tarne; confused
in OPr. with mestif, a
mongrel < L. mixtus,
mixed; see MIX], any of a-

breed of large, powerful,
smooth-coated dog with
hanging lips and droop-
ing ears, formerly used
forhuntingand aswatch-
dogs.

mas-ti-tis (mas-ti'tis),
n, [maslf -f -itis], in-

flammation of the breast,
or mammary gland.
mas-to- (mas'to, mas'ta), [< Gr. mastos, the breast],
a combining form meaning of or like a breast, or mam-
mary gland, as in mastodon: also, before a vowel, mast-.

mas-to-don (mas'ta-don'). n* [Mod. L. < Gr. mastos,
a breast -f odous, odontos, a tooth: so called from the

nipplelike processes on the molars], any of various

large, extinct animals resembEag the elephant but
larger, and differing from it and the mammoth mainly
in the structure <if lie molars.
mas-toid (mas'toid), adj. [Gr, mastoeidls < mastps, a
breast -f- eidos, form], 1. shaped like a breast or nipple.
2. designating. oC, or near a projection of the temporal
bone behind the ear. n. 1. the mastoid projections see

skull, illus. 2. [Colloq.J. mastoiditis,
mas-told eoto my (mas^toid-ek't9-rat}, it.

f

the surgical removal of part or all of a masttnd.
mas toidi tis (mas*toi<!-i'tis) n. inflammation of the
mastoid.
mas tur-bate (mas'ter-bSt'), v.t. [MASTURBATED (-id),

MASTURBATING), to engage in masturbation.
mas-tur-ba-tion (marteV^jS'shan), n. [L. masiwbatoo
< mastwrbatMs, pp. of mms^rban], genital self-excita-

(tion, usually by manipulation; autCHarotism: also called

wlf*0bu$e, onanism.
mas tur ba tor (mas'te^Wtir), n. a person who
masturbates, ^Ma su ren (ma^o^ron), f*.

1

Masurja* the German name.
Masu-ri-a (mo^oot^f '^ ' a Jre&ton- in northeastern

Poland* formerly in Bail Prussia.
ma-su-ri-um teMote'H!& m9-syoor*i-m); n. [Mod.
L; < Matfwria, wner6 ta* *6cted), 'a

1

name^vem to

clittnteal -element '43, sv&lsedly discovered' w colum-

bite/gadoHnfte, et&i ttL'IftS: symbol,; Mabel, teisliae-

tivtaL '

!
' '"'' ' ''

mat (mat), n. [MM -a**i*f AS. matt, mwW; HL. matte

(whence also" (K 'wc
M

e*e,)i 1. a flttfc, coarse -iabnc

made of <

wp'V'ejn.
1 or platted j$siBX&i fPtetaw, ropCi, ruwes

-eta;. ma ^mS''m CTOoi^'^^wAigL
1

' l."a flece f tW&
'0ffcea corrugated

MASTIFF (30 in. high at
shoulder)

under ia vase,
t a table. 4, a

densely interwoven or felted, or growing in a thick
tangle: as, a mat of hair. 6. in nautical usage, a) a thick
web of rope yarn, used to protect rigging from wear, b) a
web or pad used as a bumper or to plug large leaks in a
hull. v.t. [MATTED (-id), MATTING], 1. to cover with or
as with a mat or mats. 2. to interweave, felt, or tangle
together into a thick mass. v.i. to be interwoven,
felted, or tangled together into a thick mass.
mat (mat), adj. [Fr. < OFr. mat, overcome, defeated,
exhausted < Ar. mat; see CHECKMATE], not glossy or
shiny j lusterless: dull: said of a surface, finish, or color.
n. [Fr.], 4. a dull surface or finish, often roughened:
also spelled matte. 2. a border, as of dull gilt or white
cardboard, put around a picture, either as the frame or,

usually, between the picture and the frame, 3. in

printing, a matrix, v.t. [MATTED (-id), MATTING], to
produce a dull surface or finish on (metal, glass, etc,)-
Mat a be-le (mat's-be'li), n. [pi. MATABELE, MATABELES
(-Hz)], [< Zulu name, lit., vanishing (or hidden) people;
from "hiding" behind large oxhide shields in battle],
a member of a Zulu tribe driven out of the Transvaal
by the Boers in 1837.
Mat-a-be-le-land (mat'a-beli-landO, n. a district of
Southern Rhodesia, Africa, under British control: the
Matabele settled there after 1837.

mat-a-dor (mat's-dSr'), n. [Sp., lit., killer < matar, to
kill < mate, checkmate; see CHECKMATE], 1. a bull-

fighter whose specialty is killing the bull with a STyqrd
thrust at the end of a bullfight after performing a series
of formalized actions with a cape to anger and tire the
animal. 2. one of the three principal cards in the games
of ombre and quadrille.
Ma-ta moros (ma'ta-md'rds; Eng. mafa-mdi/as), u.
a seaport in northeastern Mexico, on the Rio Grande
opposite Brownsville, Texas: pop., 16,000 (1940).
Mat-a-nus-ka (mat'a-nooVkQ), n. a valley m. southern
Alaska, under development as an agricultural region
since 1935 by homesteaders.
Ma-tan-zas (ms-tan'zss; Am. Sp. ma-tan'sas), n. a sea-

port in northwestern Cuba: pop., 73,000.
Ma-ta-pan. Gape (mat'a-pan

7
), a promontory in the

southern Peloponnesus, Greece.
match (mach), n. [ME. macche: OFr. mesche (Fr. w<#<j),
wick of a candle, match; prob. < L. myxa, wick of a

candle; Gr. myxa, nozzle of a lamp], f. originally, a
wick or cord prepared to burn at a uniform rate, used
for firing guns or explosives. 2. a slender piece of wood,
cardboard, waxed cord, etc. tipped with a composition
that catches nre by friction, sometimes only on a

specially prepared surface. 3. [Obs.l, a slip of paper,
splinter ol wood, etc. dipped in sulfur so that it catt

be ignited with a spark, lor lighting candles, lamps, etc.

match (mach), n. (ME. macche; AS. gemxcca, one suijted
to another, mate < base of motion, to mspce, form (see

MAKE, v. & .); sense development: wftfrt fy
gether what is suitable, (for, puttirj-

* t1u ~

1. any person or thing equal or

some way; specifically^ a), a''j

able to cope with pr oppose t

power, size, etc.; peer. ?>), ^ cotii$<

c) either of two corresponding thw _
of a pair. 2. two or more persons or

together in appearance, , size, or other ^
as, her purse and shoes were a ood match.
or game involving two or moe contestants. 4. a) an

agreement to marry or matb. b) a marriage or mating:
as, she made a good mwtch. 5. a person regarded as a
suitable or possible mate, v.t. 1. to join in marriage;
get a (suitable) match for; mate. 2. a) formerlyi to

meet as an antagonist; hence, 6) to compete with suc-

cessfully. 3. to put in opposition (with); pit (against).
4. to be equal, similar, suitable, or corresponding to m
some way: as, his lobks i^atch his character. 5. to make,
show, produce, or get a competitor, counterpart, or

equivalent to: as, I want to match this cloth. 6: to

suit or fit (one thing) to another. 7. to fit (things)
together; make similar or corresponding. 8. to com-
t&re, 9. a) to flip or reveal (coins) as a form of gam-
bling or to decide sometjiing contested, the winner befeg
determined by the combination of faces thus exposed.,

6) to match coins with (another person), i*sually petting
that the same faces will be exposed. v.i. I. to get

married; mate. 2. to be equal, similar, suitable, or

corresponding in some way.
match-board (mach/b5rd', mach/bSr4 ), n. any of a
number of identical thin boards with a tongue formed
along one edge and a groove cut along the other so that

tfee tongue of one ca?i be fitted into the groove of the

next, as in making floors or ceilings.

(mach/l>6k?0- a small box for holding

matched (macnt), * = *- - ,-
formed along onset Peto and, a groove cut

;p4ft*ft asBome'fefapfc^i',^^,match less (machlis), adj. having no equal;
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MATCHLOCK MUSKET
(1660-1684)

match-lock (mach'Iok'), n. 1. an old type of gunlock
in which the charge of

powder was ignited by
a slow match (of wick-
ing or cord) , 2. a musket
with such a gunlock.
match-mak er (mach'-
mak'Sr), n. a person who
makes matches (for

burning).
match-maker (mach'mak'e'r), n. 1. a person who
arranges a marriage or marriages for others, or tries

to do so by scheming. 2. a person who arranges wres-

tling matches, prize Bghts, etc.

match-mak-ing (mach'mak'in), n. the work or business

of making matches (for burning).
match-mak-ing (mach'mak'iij), n. 1. the act or

practice of arranging or trying to arrange marriages.
2. the arranging of wrestling matches, prize fights, etc.

match-mark (mach'mark
7
) n. a mark put on machine

parts to distinguish them as an aid in assembling.
v.t. to put such a mark on.

match play, 1. play in a match, as in tennis, etc. 2. m
golf, a form of competitive play in which the score is

calculated by counting holes won rather than strokes

taken: distinguished from medal play.
match point, the final point needed to win the match,
as in tennis.
match-Wood (mach'wood') , n. 1. wood for making
matches. 2. very small pieces; splinters.
mate (mat), n. [ME.,* prob. < MLG. mate, a companion,
< gemate < ge-, together 4- mat, meat, food; cf. COM-
PANION], 1. a companion, comrade, or fellow worker:
often used in compounds, as classmate, and, among
sailors, British workingmen, etc., as a familiar form of

address. 2. one of a pair, especially of a matched pair.
3. a) a husband or wife; spouse, fc) the male or female
of animals paired for propagation. 4. [Archaic], an
eqtial; fit associate. 5, in nautical usage, a) an officer

of a merchant ship, ranking below the captain. 6) an
assistant. 6. in the United States Navy, any of various

petty officers: as, a boatswain's mate. v.t. &v.i. [MATED
(-Id), MATING], 1. to join as a pair; couple. 2. to join as

mates; couple in marriage or sexual union.

mate (mat), n. t interj., v.t. [MATED (-id), MATING],
checkmate.
ma-te, ma-te (mS'ta, mafa^n. [Sp. < Peruv. (Quech-
ua) matit calabash: so called in allusion to the gourd or
calabash in which it is steeped], 1 . a kind of tea made
from the dried leaves of a certain South American
plant. 2. the plant, a Brazilian holly. 3. the leaves of
this plant. Also called Paraguay tea.

mat-e-lote (mat'a-lof), n. [Fr. < matelot, sailor], stewed
fish in a sauce of wine, oil, onions, mushrooms, etc.

mat-e-lotte (mat'a-lot'), n. matelote.

Ma-te-os, A-dol-fo L6-pez (I-doTfc* 16'peS ma-te'$s),
1910- ; president of Mexico, 1953- .

ma-ter (mS'tSr, mf'tSr), n. [L., mother], 1. [Chiefly
British Colloq.], mother: often preceded by the. 2. in

anatomy, either of two membranes (pia mater and dura
mater) forming, with the arachnoid, a covering for the
brain and spinal cord.

}ma ter do-lo-ro sa (ma'tSr do'la-ro'sa), [L.], sorrowful
mother: a name given to the Virgin Mary.

ma-ter-fa-mil-i as (ma'teV-fa-mil'i-as), n. [L.], the
mother of a family; woman head of a household.
ma-te rial (ma-teY'i-al), adj. [LL, materialis < L.

materia, matter, stuff, wood], 1. of matter; of sub-
stance; relating to or consisting of what occupies space;
physical: as, a material object t

material forces. 2. a) of
the body or bodily needs, satisfactions, etc. ; corporeal,
sensual, or sensuous; as, material pleasures, b) of or
fond of comfort, pleasure, wealth, etc. rather than
spiritual values; worldly: as, material success. 3. im-
portant, essential, or pertinent (to the matter under
discussion). 4. in law, important enough to affect the
outcome of a case, the validity of a legal instrument,
etc. 5. in philosophy, of tibus matter of reasoning, as
distinguished from tne formal element, n. 1. what
a thing is, or may be, made of; elements, parts, or
constituents: as, raw material, 2, ideas, notes, ob-
servations, sketches, etc. that may be worked up or
elaborated ; data. 3. cloth or other fabric, 4.fpI. tools,
implements, articles, etc. needed to make or do some-
thing: as, writing materials.
$y]X"-"materIal is applied to anything that is formed of mat-
ter and has substance (.material objects, possessions, etc.) ; phys-
ical applies either to .material things as they are perceivable by
the senses or to forces that are ^em^fically measurable (the
physical world, the physicalproperties of sOtccra.); corporeal ap-
plies only to such material objects as have fyoouy form and are
tangible (corporeal property) ; sensible is gpe6ttcally applied to
anything that can be known through th se&ees mtber torn
through the intellect

opposed to idealism. 6) the doctrine that comfort,

pleasure, and wealth are the only or highest goals or

values. 2. the tendency to be more concerned with
material than with spiritual goals or values.

ma-te-ri-al-ist (ma-t^r'i-al-ist) , n. 1. a person who
believes in materialism (sense 1). 2. a person char-

acterized by materialism (sense 2). adj. of materialism
or materialists (esp. in sense 1).

ma-te-ri-al-is'tic (ma~te"r'i-a4is'tik), adj* 1. of mate-
rialism or materialists (esp. in sense 2). 2. character-

ized by materialism; concerned with worldly goals.

ma-te-ri'aHs-ti-cal-ly (ma-tSri-a-lis'ti-k'1-i, ma-teri-a-

lis'tik-li), adv. 1. in a materialist or materialistic man-
ner. 2. from the viewpoint of materialism.

ma-te-ri-al-i-ty (ma-te"r'i~al'a-ti), n. 1. the state or

quality of being material, or physical. 2. matter; sub-
stance. 3. [pi. MATERIALITIES (-tiz)], something mate-

rial; body.
ma-te-ri-aH-asi-tion (ma-teVi-al-i-za'shan, ma-ter'i-al-

i-za'shan), n. a materializing or being materialized.

ma-te-rial-ize (ma-te"r'i-a-TizO, v.t. [MATERIALIZED
(-HzdO, MATERIALIZING], 1. to give material form or

characteristics to; represent in material form. 2. to

make (a spirit, etc.) appear in bodily form. 3. to make
materialistic. v.i. 1. to become fact; develop into

something real or tangible; be realized: as, this project
never materialized. 2. to take on, or appear in, bodily
form: said of spirits, etc.

ma-te-ii-aHy (ma-tr'i*al-i), adv. 1. with regard to the

matter, substance, or content, and not the form. 2.

with regard to material objects, interests, etc.; physi-

cally. 3. to a great extent; substantially; considerably.
ma-te-ri-a med-i-ca (ma-ter'i-a med'i-ka), [ML.; L.

materia, matter, material + medica, fern, of medicus,
medical], 1. the drugs and other remedial^ substances
used in medicine. 2. the branch of medical science

that deals with such substances, their uses, etc.

ma-te-ri-el, mat6-ri-el (ma-tar'i-el'; Fr. ma'ta'ryel') ,

n. [Pr. materiel,
1 see MATERIAL], 1. materials and tools

necessary to any work, enterprise, etc.; specifically,

weapons, equipment, supplies, etc. of armed forces:

distinguished from personnel. 2. nonexpendable weap-
ons, equipment, etc. of armed forces: distinguished
from supplies.
ma-ter nal (ma-tur'n'l), adj. [Fr. maternel < L. maternus
< mater, a mother], 1. of, like, or characteristic

t
of a

mother or motherhood; motherly. 2. derived, received,
or inherited from a mother. 3. on the mother's side

of the family: as, maternal grandparents.
ma-ter-nal-ize (ma-tur'na-liz') , v.t. to make maternal.

ma-ter-ni'ty (ma-tur'na-ti), n. [pi. MATERNITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. maternitt; ML. maternitas < L. maternus; see

MATERNAL], 1. the state of being a mother; mother-
hood, 2. the character or qualities of a mother; xnother-

Hness. adj. for prospective mothers; for pregnant
women : as, a maternity dress.

maternity hospital, a hospital for women giving birth
and for the care of newborn babies; lying-in hospital.

mate-y (ma'ti), adj. [mate (companion) 4- -y], [British

Collqq^ friendly; companionable; chummy. 71*

[British Colloq.], a companion; chum.
math (math) t n [Colloq.], mathematics.
math-e-mat-ic (mathVmat'ik), adj. [Rare], mathe-
matical. n. [RareJ, mathematics.
math e-mat i-cal (mathVmat'i-kl), adj. [< L, math-
ematicus; Gr. mathSmatikos, inclinea to learn, mathe-
matical < mathema, what is learned < manthanein, to

learn; -f -al], 1. of, having the nature of, or con-
cerned with mathematics; hera.ce, 2. rigorously exact,
precise, accurate, etc. Abbreviated math.
mathematical logic, a modern type of formal^ logic
using special symbols that can be handled according to
exact principles: also called symbolic logic.

math-e-mat-i-caMy (math'a-mat'i-kl-if mathVinat'-
ik-li), adv* 1. by or according: to mathematics. 2. in a
mathematical manner; with rigorous precision,
math e-ma d-cian (matVa-sna^ti&h'an), n. P)4$f motifa*

ematfcipn; Lftts QFr. m&iheiMfcien]* an epiapeft or
specialist in mathematics: abbreviated; math*
math e-mat ics (matJhVmat'iks), n.^. [oonstrt^ed as

sing.J, [see MATHEMATICAL & -jcs], the group of sciences
(including arithmetic^ geometry, algebra, calculus, e,tcf )

deeilwig witfc quantities, magnitudes, and forms, and
their relationships, attributes, etc,, by the use of num-
bers and symbols. Abbreviated math,
Math er, Cot-ton (kot>'n m^FSr) r 1663-172&; Au^eri-
caa clergyman a^d writer.
Mather, Increase (fo'kre>) 1^30-^023; father of
CoMon; Amencaa clergyniaa and

ma-te-ri-al-ism (m^-t&r'i-al-iz'm), n. L ia _________,

a) the doctrine tjmt matter is the only reality; obd
everything in the world, including thought, wif,
feeling, can be explained only ia terms of

tMIMs; OHG.
kiUia, battle} hewe,
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lauds. 6) in the Anglican Church, the order for, or the
service of, public morning prayer: often spelled matting
in British usage. 2. [Poetic], a morning song, especially
of birds, adj. 1. of matins. 2. of morning.
mat-in-al (mafin-l), adj. 1. of or at matins. 2. of or.
in the morning.
mati-nee, mat-i-nee (mat"n-a', mat''n-a'), n. [Fr.
matinee < matin, naming; see MATIN], a reception or
entertainment held in the daytime; especially, a per-
formance, as of a play, held in the afternoon.
matinee idol, an actor whose looks and manner make
him popular with women theatergoers.
mat-ing (mat'in), n. [see MATE (to join)], a pairing or
matching, adj. of or for mating: as, the mating season.
Ma

:
tisse, Hen ri (aVre' xna'tes'), 1869-1954; French

painter.
mat-rass (mat'ros), n. [Fr. matras < matras, kind of
arrow, blunt borer < Gaul, mataris, javelin], I. a glass
container with a rounded body and a long neck, for-
merly used in distilling, etc. 2. a slender, hard glass
tube used in blowpipe analysis. Also spelled mattrass.
ma- tri- (ma'tri, mat'ri), [< L. mater, matris, a mother],
a combining form meaning mother, as in matriarch.
matriarch (ma'tri-ark'), n. [matri- + -arch as in
patriarch], a

t
mother who rules her family or tribe;

specifically, in sociology, a woman holding a position
analogous to that of a patriarch.
ma tri ar chal (ma'tri-Sr'kl), adj. 1. of, or having the
nature of, a matriarch or matriarchy. 2. fit for a
matriarch,
ma tri arch ate (ma'tri-ar'kit), n. 1. a family, tribe,
etc. ruled by a matriarch. 2. a matriarchal govern-
ment or system.
ma-tri-ar-chic (ma'tri-ar'kik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a matriarchy; matriarchal.
ma-trl-arch-y (ma/tri-ar'ki), n. {pi. MATRIARCHIES
(-kiz)J, [see MATRIARCH], 1. a form of social organiza-
tion in which the mother is recognized as the head of
the family or tribe, descent and kinship being traced
through the mother instead of the father. 2. govern-
ment by women.
matrices (ma'tro-sez', mat'ra-sez'), n. alternative
plural of matrix.
ma tri eld al (ma'tro-sid'l, mat'ro-sid'l), adj. of, like,

o? having the nature of, matricide or a matricide.
ma tri-cide (ma'tra-sld', mat're-sid'), n. [L. matri"
cidium < mater, mother + caedere, to kill], 1. the act
of killing one's mother; murder of a woman by her
child 2. [L. matricida], a person who kills his mother.
ma trie u lant (ma-trik'yoo-bnt), n. a person matric-
ulating or applying for matriculation.
ma-tric-u-late (mQ-trik'yoo-laV; for n. t ma-trik'yoo-
lit), V.t. & V3. [MATRICULATED (-id), MATRICULATING],
[< ML., matriculatus, pp. of matriculare, to register <.
LL. matricula, dim. of matrix; see MATRIX], to enroll,

especially as a student or candidate for a degree in a
college or university, n. a person so enrolled.

ma-trlc-u-la-tion fma-trik'yoo-lS'shon), n. a matricu-
lating or being matriculated. <

ma-tric-u-la-tor (ms-trik'yoo-la't&r), n. a matriculant.
ma-tri-lin-e-al (inl'tro-lin'i-ol, mat'rs-lin'i-el), adj.
[matri- -f lineal], designating or of descent, kinship, or
M L _' i__ !L. t

"
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mat-ri-mo-ni-al ly (mat'ra-mo'ai^M), adv. 1. by or
as regards ma.tnm.ony. 2. according to the rules or
customs of matrimony.

'

'

mat-ri-mo-ny (tnat'ra-nio'ni), ft, [pL MATRIMONTDES

(-niz)],, [MK & OFr. matrimoine; L, matrimonmut <
mater, mairis, a mother], 1. the act of marrying; rffce

oi* sacrament $ marriage. 2. the state of being hus-
band and wife. ,

3. married life. 4. a) a card game
witty, any numj^er oi players. 6) a combination, of tbe
Idng and queen df trump, as in tHs game. ~~-SYW* see

iaiie.

.

MATRtKBS (4z>Jt [LL., -trom|> f public
breedjoog animal < stem of *r, a

y. the' womb f tttert&f hta^^ -fc

within and from wl^ch, ^oinetliing
Develops; specifically, a) the

^-rai fossa, ^etc. is emctsed or
the impression left in such rock when
"

is remoVed ft) a dfe or mold for
a nietal plate, Dually of <

'"*

''

widow, especially one who has had children or is not
very young. 2. a woman superintendent or manager
of the domestic arrangements of a hospital, prison, or
other institution. 3. a woman attendant^ or ^guard in

charge of women or children, as in an institution.

ma-tron-age (ma'tran-ij, mat'rsn-ij), n. [see -AGE],
1. matrons collectively. 2. the state of being a matron.
3. matronly care or supervision*
ma-tron-ize (ma'tran-iz', mat'ran-izOf v*t+ (MATRON-
IZBD (-izd'), MATRONIZING], 1. to make matronly. 2.

to chaperon. v.i. to become a matron.
ma-tron-li-ness (ma'tran-K-nis), n. the quality or state
of being matronly.
ma-tron-ly (ma'tran-li), adj. of, characteristic of, like,
or suitable for a matron; dignified, sedate, staid, etc.
adv. in a matronly manner.
matron of honor, a married woman acting as chief
attendant to the bride at a wedding: cf . maid of honor.
mat-ro-nym-ic (mat'ra-nim'ik), aaj. metronymic.
Ma-tsu-oka, Yo-su-ke (yo'soo-ke' ma'tsop-o'ka'),
1880-1946; Japanese statesman; foreign minister of

Japan (1940-1941).
Matt., Matthew.
matte (mat), n. [Fr. < dial, mate, a lump; prob, ult. <
L. matta, mat of rushes; see MAT (floor covering)],
an impure mixture of sulftdes that is produced in

smelting the sulfide ores Jof copper, nickel, lead, etc.

matte (mat), n. a mat (dull finish).
mat-tea (mat'id), adj. 1. closely tangled together in a
dense mass: as, matted hair. 2. covered with a dense^

growth. 3. covered with or enclosed in matting or mats.
mat*ted (mat'id), adj. having a mat (dull finish).
mat ter (mat'gr), n. [ME. matere, matiere: OFr. mmtiere,
matere (Fr. matiere) ; L. materia, material, stuff, wood],
1. what a thing is made of; constituent substance or
material. 2, what all (material) things are made of;
whatever occupies space and is perceptible to the senses
in some way: in modern physics, matter and energy
are regarded as equivalents, mutually convertible
according to Einstein's formula, E me2

(i.e., energy
equals mass multiplied by the square of the velocity
ofKght) ;

in dualistic thinking, matter is regarded as the
opposite of mind, spirit, etc. 3. any specifie4 sort of
substance: as, coloring matter. 4. material of thought
or expression; what is spoken or written, regarde4 as
distinct from how it is spoken or written; content, as

distinguished from manner, style, or form. 5. an
amount or quantity, usually indefinite: as, a matter of
a few days, 6. a) something that is the subject of dis-
cussion, concern, action, etc. ; thing or affair: as, / a
matter of course, a matter of fact, business matjk^s.
b) cause, occasion, or grounds: as, no laughing matter.
7. a) an important affair; thing of some mlpmemt or
significance. 6) importance; moment; significance: as,
its of no matter. 8. a disagreeable state of , affairs;

trouble; difficulty (with the) ; as, what's tie matter?
9. documents, letters, etc. sent, or to be sent, by mail;
mail: as, second-class matter. 10. pus. 11. in Philosophy,
that which has yet to take on form; unditterentiated
substance of reality OJT experience^ 12. in printing, a)
material set up, or to be set up, in type; copy, b) type
set tip. vi. 1. to be of importance or consequence;
signify: as, does it really matter what I think? 2. to
form and discharge pus; suppurate; maturate.
as a matter of fact, in fact; in actuality; really.
for that matter, in regard to that ; as far as that is con-
cerned: also for the matter of that,
no matter, 1. it is of no importance. 2. regardless of.

Mat-ter-horn (mat%-h6im/5 n. a mountain of the
Pennine Alps, between Switzerland and Italy: height,
14,780 ft.: also called Mont Ceruin.
mat-ter-of-course (mat'Sr-avtko*rs', mat'e'r-av-kSrs'),
adj* 1. coining as a natural or logical occurrence in the

course of events; to be expected; routine. 2. taking
things as a matter of course.
matter of course, a thing to be expected as a natural
or logical occurrence in the course of events.
mat ter-of-fact (mat'er^v-fakt'), adj. sticking strictly
to facts; Mteral, unimaginative, practical, prosaic, etc.

matter of opinion, something about which there can
be more tlaanone opinion; debatable question ,* <

Mat thew (math'u), [ME. & OFr. Mathtu; IX. Mat*
thaeus; Of. Matthaios, Matthias, contr. < Mattathias;
Heb. mattlthyah, lit., gift of God], a masculine name;
diminutive, Matty); variant, Matthias: equivalents, Fr.
Mathieu, G. & Sw. Matthaus, It. Matteo, Sp. Mateo.
n. in the Bible, 1. one of the four ' Evangelists, , a
customs collector Who was a believer in Jesus and was
chosen as one of the twelve apostles; also SaintMatthew.
2. tlie first book of the New Testament, telMmg of Jesus"***"

ierifoe4 to Matthew. Abbreviated Matt?
tew (of) Paris, 1200?-!259; English monk and

. &Ql?T.matrone; "L.matrona
a mai-ried womkn; wife or
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Mat-thi-as (ma-thi'&s), a masculine name: see Matthew,
n. in the Bible, one of the apostles, chosen by lot to

replace Judas Iscariot.
mat-ting (mat'ip), n* 1. a woven fabric of fiber, as
straw or hemp, for mats, floor covering, wrapping, etc.

2. mats collectively. 3. the making of mats.
mat ting (mat'irj), n. [see MAT (dull finish)], 1. the

production of a dull surface or finish on metal, glass,
etc. 2. this surface or finish. 3. a mat, or border.
mat-tins (mat'inz), n*pL matins: Anglican spelling.

mat-took (mat'ak), n. [ME. mattok; AS. mattuc; IE.
base *mat-t implement for hack-
ing, cutting, etc., seen also in L.

mateola, mallet, whence Eng. mace],

a tool for loosening the soil, digging
up and cutting roots, etc.: it is

like a pickax but has a flat, adz-

shaped blade on one or both sides.

Mat-to GJTOS-SO (ma/toq grcVsoo),
a state of western Brazil, border-

ing Bolivia and Paraguay: area,
532,210 sq. mi.; pop., 499,000 (est.

1948); capital, Cuyaba.
mat-told (mat/oid), n. [It. mat-
toide < matto, mad < L. mattus,
intoxicated < Per. mat (via LL.); TYPES OF MATTOCK
see CHECKMATE], [Now Rare], a A> pick mattock;
person of unbalanced mmd verging B| cutter mattoclc
on insanity.
mat-trass (mat'ras), n. a matrass.
mat- tress (mat'ris), n. [ME. & OFr. materas; It. mate-
rasso < Ar. matrah, place where something is thrown
or laid, cushion], 1. a casing of strong cloth or other
fabric filled with cotton, hair, foam rubber, etc., often

quilted or tufted at intervals, and used on or as a bed:
some mattresses (called innerspring mattresses) are
made with wire springs inside. 2. a mass or mat of
interwoven, brushwood, poles, etc. used to protect an
embankment or dike from erosion, etc.
maturate (mach'oo-raf, mat'yoo-rat'), v.i. [MATU-
RATED (-id), MATURATING], [< L. maturatus, pp. of

maturare; see MATURE], 1, to suppurate; discharge
pus. 2. to ripen; mature.
mat-u ra-tion (mach'oo-ra'shani mat'yoo-ra'shon), n.

[Fir.; L. maturatio < pp. of maturare; see MATURE],
1. the formation or discharge of pus; suppuration. 2. a
ripening or maturing. 3. in biology, the final stages in
the development of gametes in which the normal num-
ber of chromosomes is reduced by half: see meiosis.
ma-ture (ma-tyoor', ms-toor'; now often ma-choor'),
adj. [L. maturus, seasonable, ripe, mature], 1. full-

grown, as plants or animals; ripe, as fruits; fully devel-
oped, as a person, a mind, etc. 2. fully or highly devel-
oped, perfected, worked out, considered, etc.: as, a
mature scheme. 3. of a state of full development: as, a
person of mature age. 4. due; payable: said of a note,
bond, etc. 5. in geology, having reached maximum
development and accentuation of form, or maximum
vigor and efficiency of action: said of streams adjusted
to their surroundings, topography resulting from ero-
sion, etc. v.t. [MATURED (-tyoord', -tqccds -choord'),

, MATURING], 1. to bring to full growth or development;
cause t ripen. 2. to develop or work out fully, v.i* 1.

to become fully grown or developed: ripen. 2. to be-
come d4e: said 01 a note, etc. ~FN. see ripe.
ma-tu-ri-ty (md-tyoor's-ti, ma-toorVti; now often, mo-
choor'a-ti), n. [ME. & OPr. maturite; L. matwritas],
1. the state or quality of being mature; specifically,
a) a being fiall-grown, ripe, or fully developed. 6) a being
perfect, complete, or ready. 2. a) a becoming dtte.

b) the time at which a note, etc. becomes due. 3. {pi.
MATURITIES (-ti2)J, a mature act, trait, etc.

ma-tu-ti-nal (ma-tu'ti-n'l, rna-too'ti-nl), adj. (L. ma-
tutinalis < matutinus, of morning < Matutav goddess
of morning; cf. MATIN], of or in the morning; early.
matz-os (mat'sos, mat'sas), n.#, mateoth.
rnatz oth (mat'soth, mat'sos), n.pL [sing. MATSO (-s6,
-sa)] f [Heb. matstsdth, pi of matsteah, unKavened], flat,
thin pieces of unleavened bread, eaten by Jews during
the Passover,
Mau-beuge (mo'bSzh7), n. a city in
France: pop., 21,000 (1946).maud (mSd), n. [? < the name Mamll 1. a
plaid, worn by shepherds in southern
shawl, wrap, or rug made of saeh plait
Maud, Maude (mod), a feminine name: see Matilda.
maed-lin (m6d'lm), adj. [< Maw&in, Magdalene; MJB.
Mauddeyne; OFr. Mqdeleme: McsdaJme was often
represented with eyes red from weepiu^f, i. fooiiifoly
and tearfully or weakly sentimental, 2, tpaxfoUy sen-
timental from too much drink. -HtfJflV. eee^aBttecnftnl.
Maugham, William Somer-set (sum'er-set

7
m6m),

1874- ; English writer and dramatist,
mau gre, mau ger (nagger), pre}>* [Ml-
OFr. maugr^ m&lgre, lit., with displeas

jrlr pleaswej see MAL- & AGKEE). fArchaicLMaul (fiou/|), n. one of the Hawaiian Isj^:
west of Hawaii: area, 728 sq.
mau-kin (m6/kin) n. [Scot.J, a

maul (m61), n. [Early Mod. Eng. phonetic sp. of ME.
malle; OPr. maile; L. malleus, a hammer; cf. MALL,
MALLET], 1. a very heavy hammer or mallet, often of

wood, for driving stakes, wedges, etc. 2. [Archaic],
a) a mace, b") a wooden club. v*t. [ME. mallen; OFr.
mailler < the n,], 1. to injure by beating or tearing;
bruise or lacerate. 2. to handle roughly or clumsily;
manhandle; paw. 3. to split (rails, stumps, etc.) with
a maul and wedge. Also mall. SYN* see beat.
maul-er (rodl'er), n. 1. a person or thing that mauls.
2. [Slangl a boxer or wrestler.
Maul main (moul-man' ? m61-man'), n. Moulmein.
maul-stick (mdl'stikO. n. [D. maalstok < malen, to

paint -h stok, a stick], a l9ng, light stick used by
painters as a rest for steadying the brush hand while
at work: also mahlstick.
Mau Mau (mou' mou'), [pi MAU MAU, MAU MAUS
(rnouz'*)], a member of a secret society of natives in

Kenya, British East Africa, organized c. 1951 to fight

against white rule: both the movement and its sup-
pression marked by terrorism and violence,

t

Mau-mee (m6-me', m6'me') n. a river flowing from
northeastern Indiana into Lake Erie at Toledo, Ohio:

length, 175 mi.
mau met (mS'mit), n. [contr. < Mahomet], 1. [Obs.],
an idol: from the notion that Moslems worshiped
Mohammed as a god. 2. [British Dial], a) a doll or

puppet, b) a guy. Also mamraet.
maun (man, m6n), v*L [MScqt. mane < ON. man,
pres. t. of munu, shall, will, lit. intend], [Scot.], must/
Mau-na Ke-a (mou'na ka'a), an extinct volcano on the
island of Hawaii: height, 13,825 ft.

Mau-na Lo a (mou'na lo'a), an active volcano in

Hawaii National Park, on the island of Hawaii: height,
13,675 ft.: see Hawaiian Islands, map.
maund (mond), n. [Hind. & Per. man; Sans, mana;
prob. < Sem.], a 'unit of weight used in India, Turkey,
Iran, etc., varying from somewhat less than 20 to
somewhat more than 160 pounds avoirdupois.
maun-der (mdn'der), tu. [Early Mod. Eng. mander,
maunder, to grumble, growl; prob. freq^of ops. maund,
to beg (slang form < Fr. g^mander; said to be < OPr,
caimand, beggar) ; sense prob. influenced by meander],
1. to move or act in a dreamy, vague, aimless way. 2.

to talk in an incoherent, rambling way: drivel.

Maundy Thursday (mSn'di), [ME. mande; OFr.
mande < L. mandatum; see MANDATE: from the use of
mandatum at the beginning of the prayer for washing
the feet, commemorating Jesus' washing of the disci-

ples' feet: John 13:5, 34], the Thursday ^bef
ore Easter,

ino'pQ-sant') , (Henri Rene Albert Guy de Maufassqnt},
1&50-1&93; French writer of short stories and novels.

Mau-reen (mcWeV), [Ir, Mairin, dim, of Maire, Mary;
see MARY!, a feminine name,
Mau-re-ta-ni a (n^r'a-ta'nks), n. 1. an ancient king-
1

dom, and later a Roman province, in northwestern
Africa; see Roman Empire, map. 2. Mauritania.
Mau-riac, Fran cois (frS/&wa

/ md'ryali
"

French, novelist and dramatist; received N<
literature; 1952.
Mau-rice (mfir'i^, mar'is; Fr. m^'resO. [Pr.; LL, Map-
ritius < Maurusf a MoorJ, a masculine nan^: variant,
Morris; equivalents, G. Moritzf It. Mawizio, S&. Mau-
ricio. n- elector of Saxony; lived 1521-1553.
Maurice of Nassau, Prince of Orange j 1567-1625;
Dutch statesman and military leader.
Mau ri ta ni a (mcVa-ta/ni-s) , n. L a colony in French
West Africa, on the Atlantic: area, 323,310 so. mi,: pop,,
547,000; capital, Port Etienne. 2. Mauretania.
Mau ri ti us (m6-rish'i-es), n. a British island m, the
Indian Ocean, east of Madagascar: area, 720 sq. ml,:
pop., 430,000 (est. 1947) ; capital, Port Louis,

(

Mau rote, Andre (aVdra' mo^rwaOr (pseuoonyin of

EmMe Salomon Wtthelm Jferw>&) t 1885- ; Frencfe bi-

apher, critic, and novelist.
m-ser (mou'zgr), n. [after P. P. __rT

ij, iavenfcorL {s<aaie*inief n>-Jt a h|gli-pow<
magazine rile or pistol: a trade-mark.
mau-so le an (m67

&9-p'an) f adj. of or like a mausoleum.
mau-eo-leum (mS'sa-le'dm), n. [pi. MAUSOLEUMS

me tomb 'Of Ma*j,solU$s.f ki^f of Caria, at Hftl^arn^roff ;

See Seven Wonders of the World. 2, a'lfl-^^^-"
posing tomb: humorously applied to any large
or room refiardded as Hfte^ duel* a,'

from the re^mibiii^ce ol tH4 color to tEai oC tie
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mavourneen 909 Mayon
ma-vour-neen, ma-vour-nin (ma-voor'nen, mo-vdr'-
nen), n. [Ir. mo muirnln], my darling.
tnaw (m6), n. [ME. maive, maugh; AS. mage, mage;
akin to G. magen, stomach; IE. base *maq-, prob.,
skin bag, seen also in W. megin, bellows], 1. a) orig-
inally, the stomach or its cavity. 6) the stomach of an
animal; specifically, the fourth stomach of a cud-chew-
ing animal. 2. the craw or crop of a bird. 3. the air

bladder of a fish. 4. the throat, gullet, jaws, or oral

cavity (of some voracious animals).
maw (m6). n. [Dial.], ma; mamma: mother.
maw-kin (m6f

kin), n. [Oos.J, a malkin.
mawk-ish (m6k'ish), adj. [lit., maggoty < ME. mawke
(< ON. mathkr), maggot; + -ish; cf. MAGGOT], 1.

nauseating; sickening: having a sickly, insipid flavor.
2. sentimental in a weak, sickly, insipid way. SYN. see
sentimental.
Ma v, son, Sir Douglas (m6's'n), 1882- ; British geolo-
gist and explorer of Antarctica.
Max (maks), a masculine name: see Maximilian.
max., maximum.
maxil la (mak-sil'a), n. \pl MAXILLAE (-5)], [L., dim.;
akin to mala, a jaw], 1. in vertebrates, a jaw or jaw-
bone, especially the upper one. 2. hi most arthropods,
as insects, crabs, etc., either of a pair of accessory
jaws or appendages just behind the mandibles.
max-iMar-y (mak'sa-ler'i, mak-sil'a-ri), adj. [L. max*
ittaris), designating, of, or near the jaw or jawbone,
especially the upper one; relating to a maxilla or max-
illae. n. [pi. MAXILLARIES (-iz, -riz)], a maxilla; max-
illary bone: see skull, illus.

max-il;lo- (mak-sil's), a combining form for maxilla,

meaning of the maxilla and. *

max-im (mak'sim), n. [ME. & Late OPr. maxime < L.
maxima (propositio) , the greatest (premise); fern, of

maximus, greatest, superl. of magnus, great], a con-
cisely expressed principle or rule of conduct, or a state-
ment of a general truth; precept. SYN. see saying.
Max-im, Sir JMram Stevens (mak'sim), 1840-1916;
American engineer and inventor of the Maxim gun;
became a British subject.
Max-im, Hudson, 1853-1927; brother of Hiram Stevens;
American engineer and inventor of explosives.
max-i-ma (mak'sa-ms) , it* alternative plural of max-
imum.
max i-mal (mak'ss-m'l), <zd/, highest or greatest pos-
sible; of or constituting a maximum.
Max i-mal 1st (mak'ss-ml-ist), n. [maximal -f- -ist; cf.

BOLSHEVIK], 1. a member of the left wing of the

(former) Russian Social Revolutionaries. 2. a Bol-
shevik (sense 1). Opposed to Minimalist,
Maxim gun, a single-barreled, water-cooled machine
gun in which the recoil of one shot is used to fire the
next one: invented by H. S. Maxim.
Max i mil-ian (mak'sa-mil'ysn, mak's9-mil'i-9n), [said

(by Camden) to have been devised by Frederick III
from names of two Romans he admired, 0. Pabius
Maximus (cf. MAXIMUM) and Scipio Aemilianus]* a
masculine name: diminutive* Max. n* (Ferdinand
Maximilian Joseph), archduke of Austria; emperor
of Mexico (1864-1867); lived 1832-1867; executed.
Maximilian L 1459*4519; emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire (1493-1519).
Maximilian II, 1527-1576; emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire (1564-1576).
maxlmite (mak'so-mit'), n. [after Hudson Maxim,
the inventor], a higfo explosive made with picnc acid,

formerly much used in amotf~piercing projectiles,

maxi-mize (mak'^walzO, v.t. [MAXIMIZED (srafod'),

MAXIMIZING], to increase to tike maximum; raise to the

highest possible degrees enlarge, intensify, etc. as much
as possible.
max i mum (nmk'sa-mam), n. [pi MAXIMUMS (-mamz),
MAXIMA (-m)], [L., neut. of maxlmm, superl of magnus,
greatl 1. the greatest quantity, number, or degree

possible or permissible. 2. the highest degree or point

(of a varying quantity, as temperature) reached or

recorded; upper Emit of ywmtion, 3* in astronomy,

a) the moment of greatest brManee of a variable star.

b) the star's inagmitttde at tote mmm. / 1-

greatest or highest possible, permissible, or reached.

2. of* marking, or settin a maximum or oiaximums.

Opposed to minimum*
Max Ine (mai

,

intemationai unit
through one square
field with an intensil

j James C.

.___.,. the C.G.a and
flux, equal to the flux
normal to a magnetic

(mensis') Mains,
^s of increase <
month of the
2.

ities of May Day. fef. to gather flowers^ in the spring.

May (ma), [contr. of Mary, Margaret; often associated
with the name of the month], a feminine name.
may (ma), v. [past tense MIGHT (m!t) ; archaic 2d pers.

sing. MAYEST (ma'ist) or MAYST (mast); no other forms
now in use], [ME. mai, mei; akin to G. mag, Goth,
magan, lit., to be physically capable of doing; IE. base

*magh-, to be able, seen also in main, might, Gr. mekhos,
means (cf. MECHANIC)!, an auxiliary preceding an (ex-

pressed or implied) infinitive (without to) and express-

ing: I. originally, ability or power: now generally
replaced by can. 2. possibility or likelihood: as, it

may rain. 3. permission or chance: as, you may go: see

also can. 4. contingency, as in clauses of
. purpose,

result, concession, or condition: as, he is telling us so
that we may be forewarned. 5. wish, hope, or prayer:
used in exclamations and apostrophes, as, may he gol
SYN. see can.

may (ma), n. [ME. may, mey; prob. merging AS. mxg,
kinswoman, woman & cognate Anglo-N. form of ON.
maer, girl, maiden; see MAIDEN], [Archaic], a maiden.

May, Cape, the southernmost point of New Jersey, on
Delaware Bay.
Ma-ya (ma'yo), n. [< native name], 1. a member of a
race of Indians who formerly lived in southeastern
Mexico and Central America and are still found in

Yucatan, British Honduras, and northern. Guatemala:
the Mayas had a highly developed civilization when
discovered by Europeans early in the 16th century.
2. a) their Mayan language, b) one of the two branches
of the Mayan family of languages, ad/, of the Mayas
or Maya; Mayan.
Ma-ya (ma'ya), n. [Sans, maya], 1. the Hindu goddess
Devi, or Sakti, consort of Siva. 2. in Hindu philosophy,
illusion, often personified as a woman.

Ma-ya-giiez (ma'ya-gwesO, n. a seaport in Puerto Rico:

pop., 76,000. ^ ,

Ma-y:Ja^yan (ma'ydn), adj. 1. designating or of a Central
American Indian linguistic family including the language
of the Mayas and consisting of twenty-seven languages
divided into two branches, the Maya and the Huastek.
2. Maya. n. 1. a Mayan Indian. 2. the Mayan lin-

guistic family.
May apple, 1. a North American plant with shield-

shaped leaves and a single large, white, cttplike flower.

2. its edible, yellow, lemon-shaped fruit.

may-be (ma'bi, ma'be), adv* [ME. (for it may be)],

perhaps; possibly. ,
_ _

May-day (ma'da'), it. [< Fr. m'aidez, help me], the

international radiotelepnonic signal for help, used by-

ships and aircraft in distress.

May Day, May 1 : as a traditional spring festival, often

celebrated by dancing, crowning a May queen, etc.:

as a more recent international labor holiday (of
American origin), observe4 in many countries by
parades, demonstrations, etc.

Ma-yence (ma'yaws'), n. Mainz: the French name.

may-eat (m'ist) archaic second person singular of may:
used with thou. ,,.,,*,
May-fair (mS'ffir'). n. [after an annual fair held there

(prior to 1708) in May], a fashionable residential

district of the West $nd, London.

May-flow-er (m&'flou'e'r), n. 1. any of various plants
that flower in May or early spring; especially, a) in the
United States, the trailing arbutus, any of several

anemones, etc. b) in England, the hawthorn, cowslip,
marsh marigold, etc. 2. the ship on which the Pilgrims
came to America (1620). ,

May fly, 1, a delicate, slender insect with large fore-

wings and small hind wings: it has a long life in the

nymph stage but a very short one in the adult stage.

2. an angler's artificial fly made to resemble this insect.

3. in England, a caddis fly.

may-hap (mf/hap', mS'hap')t adv. [< it may hap(pen)],

[Archaife], perhaps: maybe; perchance. .

may nap-pen (ma^hap^'n), adv. [Archaic], mayhap.
may hem (ma'hem, m'9m), n. {see MAIM}, in law, the

offense of maiming a perspn; act of mtentaonally

mutilating a person's body or injuring it so as to deprive
him of some part or function that fie needs to defend
or take care of himself: also spelled maihem.
May ing (mS'if)), n. the celebration of May Day, as by
ffathenng flowers, dancing, etc. m _
Mannar! (ma'nerd, mS'nard), [ME.; Anglo-Fr.
Mafowrd? OHG. Maganhard < magan, power, strength

stjroiig, hard], a masculine name.
(nta'rit, mant), may not.

a maritime county of Connaught
p^ . .

o, Charles Horace (mSf6), 1S65-4930; American

brother of Charts Horam.
. .

Ma-yon (mS-y^aO. * aa active volcsano in



mayonnaise 910 meager
may-on-naise (ma'a-naz', ma/9-naz') n. [Fr., earlier

mahonnaise, apparently fern, of mahonais, of Mahon,
Minorca; reason for name unknown], 1. a creamy
salad dressing or sauce made by beating together egg
yolks, olive oil, lemon juice or vinegar, and seasoning.
2. a dish, of meat or fish made with this.

Boay-or (ma/er, mar), n* [ME. & OFr. maire < L. major,
compar. of magmis, great], the chief administrative
official of a city, town, or other municipality.
may-or-al-ty (ma'e'r-sl-ti, mar'ol-ti), n. [pi MAYORAL-
TIES (-tiz)J, [ME. mairalte; OPr. mairalte], the office

or term of office of a mayor.
Ma-yotte (ma/yoV), n. one of the Comoro Islands:

area, 140 sq. mi.; pop., 17,000.

May-pole (ma'polO n. a high pole wreathed with

flowers, streamers, etc., around which merrymakers
dance on May Day.
may-i>op (ma'pop'), n. [altered < maracock; Am, Ind.

(Virginian) maracock, tut. < Tupi maracujd], 1. the
small, yellow, edible fruit of a passionflower growing
in the southern United States. 2. the plant itself.

May queen, a girl chosen to be queen of the merry-
makers on May Day and crowned with flowers.

mayst (mast), archaic second person singular of may:
used with thou.

May-tide (ma'tid'), n. [see TIDE, n.], the month of May.
May-time (ma'tim'), n. the month of May.
may tree, [British], the hawthorn.
may-weed (ma'wed/), n. [for maidweed < *maythe-weed
< AS. magothe, stinking camomile (prob. akin to

mxgeth, maiden) ; + weed], a bad-smelling weed of the

composite family, with daisylike flowers of white and
yellow: also called stinking camomile.

May wine, [after the month of May, when the woodruff
blossoms], white wine flavored with woodruff and
slices of pineapple and orange.
May-wood (ma'woqd'). n. a city (officially a village) in
northeastern Illinois, near Chicago: pop., 27,000.
maz-ard (maz'erd), n. [prob. altered < mazer], [Obs.],
1. a mazer. 2. a) the head or skull. 6) the face.

Ma-za-rin, Jules (zhul ma/za'raw'; Eng. maz'a-rin),
(GiuUo Mazarini), Cardinal, 1602-1661; French states-
man, and prelate, born in Italy.
Maz-da (maz'da), n* [after Avestan mazda; see ORMAZD:
chosen because it suggested the light-giving firmament],
[sometimes m-] f a trade-mark of electric light tbulbs

conforming to certain standards.

Maz-da-ism, Maz de-ism (maz'do-iz'm), n. [< Avest-
an mazda (see ORMAZD) ; + -ism], Zoroastrianism.
maze (maz), v.t. (MAZED (mazd), MAZING], [ME. masen,
to confuse, puzzle < AS. *ma$ian < amazian (see
AMAZE) & pp. amasod, puzzled, confused], [Archaic],
1. to stupefy; daze. 2. to confuse; bewilder, n. 1. a
confusing, intricate network of winding pathways;
labyrinth. 2. a state of confusion or bewilderment.
ma-zer (ma'zeY), n. [ME. maser; OPr. masere, maple
wood < Gmc.; cf. ON. mosurr, maple), a large drinking
bowl or goblet, originally of a hard wood, probably
maple, later of metal: also mazard.

ma*zi-ly (ma/z'l-i), adv. in a mazy manner.
ma-zi-ness (ma/zi-nis), n. a mazy quality or state.

ma-zur-ka, ma-zour-ka (mo-zftr'ko, ma-zoor'ka), n.

[PoL mazurka, woman from Mazovia (province of

Poland)], 1, a Hvely Polish dance like the polka. 2.

music for this, generally in 3/4 or 3/8 time.

ma*zy (ma'zi), adj. [MAZIER (-zi-Sr), MAZIEST (-zi-ist)],
Eke a maze; intricately winding; bewildering.
maz-zard (maz'grd), n. [earlier mazer (cf. MAZER):
apparently from the hardness and knotty appearance
of the wood], a small, sweet wild cherry, used as a
rootstook for cultivated varieties.

Jmazzeltov (ma'zl-tov'; Yid. ma^l-tot'), interj.
[Yid. < Heb. mazal, luck + t6v. good], good luck: an
expression of congratulation: also mazzel toy.

Maz-zi-ni, Giu-sep-peGo^zep'pernat-tse'ne, mad-dze'-
ne), 180i$~1872: Italian patriot and revolutionist.

M.B.. 1. Med&cinae Maccalaureus, [L,], Bac&elor of
Medicine. 2. Musicae Baccalaureus, [L.], Bachelor of
Music.

M.B.A., Master of Business. Administration*
M.B.S., MBS. Mutual Broadcasting System,
M.B.S., M,B.Sc., Master of Business Science.

Me-, Me- (mak, mak, ma), .Mac-.
M.C., 1. Master Commandant. 2. Master of Cere-
monies. 3. Medical Corps, 4. Member of Congress.
5. Member of Council, o. Military Cross*Me A doo, WilUam Gibbs (gibz a%VdcoOv 1863-
1941 ; American lawyer and statesman; secretary of lite

treasury (1913-1918).
Mc-Car-thy Ism (ma-kar'thi^m), m laftes J. Mc-
Carthy, U. S. senator (1946-1957), to whom such
practices were attributed] , the use of indiscriminate,
often unfounded, accusations, sensa^oiiallsiii, inquisi-
torial investigative methods, etc., ostensibly
pression of communism,
Me Clel Ian, George Brln ton (brin't'n
1826-1885; union general in the Civil War*
Me Cor mack, John (mo-k6r'mak),
can tenor, born in Ireland.

Mc-Cor-mick, Cyrus Hall (ma-k6r'mik), 1809-1884;
American inventor of the reaping machine.

Mc-Coy, the (real) (mo-koiO, [said to be from adver-
tisements of prize fights stating that a celebrated boxer
named McCoy would participate, not an inferior boxer
of the same name], [Slang], the genuine person or thing;
the real thing, not a substitute.

Mc-Dou-gall, William (npk-doo'gl). 1871-1938;
American psychologist, born in England.

Mc-Dow-elf, Irvin (ur'yin msk-dou'sl), 1818-1885;
Union general in the Civil War.
MoGuffey, WilUam Holmes (ma-guf'i), 1800-1873;
American educator: editor of McGuffey's Readers.
Mc-In-tosh (mak'in-tosh'), n. [after John Mclntosh,
Ontario, who discovered and cultivated it (1796)], a

late-maturing variety of red apple- also Mclntosh Red.

Mc-Kees-port (m9-kez'p6rt, mo-kez'port), n. a city in
southwestern Pennsylvania: pop., 51,000.

Mc-Kin-ley, William (ms-kin/li), 1843-1901; twenty-
fifth president of the United States (1897-1901) ; assas-
sinated in his second term.

McKinley, Mount, a mountain of the Alaska Range,
south central Alaska: height, 20,300 ft.: highest peak
in North America.

M.C.L., Master of Civil Law.
Mc-Mas-ter, John Bach fbak mok-mas'teY, mok-
mas'tgr), 1852-1932; American historian.

Mc-Rey-nolds, James Clark (mQk-ren'ldz), 1862-
1946; associate justice, United States Supreme Court
(1914-1941).

M.C.S., Master of Commercial Science.

MD., Middle Dutch.
MdA Maryland.
M/D, m/d, month's date (i.e., months after date).
M.D., 1. Medical Department. 2. Medicinae Doctor,
[L.I Doctor of Medicine.
M-day (em'da'), n. [mobilization day], the day on which
the War Department orders active mobilization for war.

Mdlle., [pi, MDLLBS.], Mademoiselle.
Mdm., [pi. MDMS.], Madam.
Mdme., [pi. MDMES.], Madame.
M.D.S., Master of Dental Surgery.
mdse., merchandise.
me (me; unstressed mi), pron. [ME.; AS.; akin to G.
mich, ace., mir, dat. ; IE. base *me-, seen also in L. me,
ace., mi(hi), dat.], the objective case of I: also used
colloquially as a predicate complement with a linking
verb (e.g., that's me).
Me, methyl
ME., Middle English.
Me., Maine.
M.E., 1. Mechanical Engineer. 2. Methodist Episcopal.
3. Middle English. 4. Military Engineer. 5. Mining
Engineer. 6. Most Excellent
Jme-a cul-pa (me'a kul'pa), [L.], (by) my fault; I am
to blame.
mead (mSd), n. [ME. mede; AS. meodu; akin to G. met;
IE. base *medhu-, honey, seen also in Sans, m&dku],
1. an alcoholic liquor made of fermented honey, malt,
yeast, spices, and water. 2. formerly, a soft drink made
of sarsaparilla sirup and carbonated water.
mead (med), n. [ME, mede < AS. mxd, nom. case of
base seen in meadow], [Poetic], a meadow.
Mead, Lake (med), a lake in the Colorado River, formed
by Hoover Dam: area, 200 sq. mi.
Mead, Margaret, 1901- ; American" anthropologist.
Meade, George Gordon (med), 1815-1872; Union
general in the Civil War.
meadow (med'6), n* [ME. medwe, medewe < AS.
mxdwe, obHque case of mxd (cf. MEAD, meadow) ; Gmc.
base *maBdwa~; rjrob. IE. base as in mow], 1. a piece of
grassland, especially one whose grass is grown for use
as hay. 2. low, level grassland near a stream, lake, etc.
meadow bird, a bobolink.
meadow lark, [pL MEWQW LARKS, MEADOW LARK; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], any of a number of related North
American songbirds, inoluding the southern meadow lark,
which is brownish or gpiyfeh above with'black markings
on a yellow breast,'$$ the emiern meadow lark and
western meadow lark, %&t& of wnida have a yellow breast
and are about as large as the robin.
meadow rue, any of a group of plants of the crowfoot
family, with leaves like l&ose of rue.
mead ow sweet (rned'o'-swe'tO, ft. 1. any of a group of
plants of the irdse family; especially^ a s&rufo wSto tfiidc
clusters of smalt* jfept]ant fiowets of wliite or pink.
2. any plant of a related group.
mead-ow-y (medfd"4 iaea^-wl) f tf/ 1. of oar Eke a
meadow. 2. fulj of

mea-ger,
megre, m .. ., _
leanj emad^ted : ^2. pooirj wade^tes;"* fiill ^ rich.'

t|r^-pftss and,



meal 911 measurably
amount but does not necessarily connote great hardship (to live
on spare rations) ; sparse applies to a scanty quantity that is

thinly distributed over a wide area (his sparse hair). ANT.
ample, abundant, plentiful,

meal (mel), n. [ME. mele; AS. mxl, a measure, fixed
time, meal; akin to G. malt time, mMt meal; IE. base
*ml-, to measure (prob. in extension *metlom with
sense "time for assembling']) seen also in L. metiri, to
measure, whence mensa t dining table, mensura, measure
(cf. MENSURATION, MEASURE)], 1. any of the times,

especially the customary times, for eating; breakfast,
lunch* dinner, etc. 2. the food served or eaten at one
time.
meal (mel), n. [ME. mele; AS. melu; akin to G. mehl; IE.
base *mel-, to grind, seen also in L. molere, to grind (cf.

MOLAR), molina (cf. MILL)], 1. any edible grain, or
the edible part of any gram, coarsely ground and un-
bolted: as, corn meal. 2. any substance similarly
ground or powdered.
-meal (mel), [ME. -mele; AS. -maelum < masl, measure,
time (see MEAL, food) { adv. dat. -um; basic sense
"measure (taken at a time)"), a suffix used to form
adverbs meaning amount done or used at one time; ob-
solete except in piecemeal.
uiealies (mel'iz), n.pl. [sing__- _,. . - _ MEAUE, MEALY (-1)], [<
S. Afr. p. milje < Port, milho, millet, in milho grande,
etc., maize], in South Africa, 1. maize; Indian corn.
2. sing, an ear of maize.
meal i ness (mel'i-nis), n. a mealy quality or state.

meal ticket, 1. a ticket, card, etc. entitling the owner
or bearer to a specified value in meals at the res-

taurant where it was bought; hence, 2. [Slang], a
person, job, etc. depended on as a means of livelihood.
meal-time (mel'tim'). n. the usual time for serving or
< eating a meal,
meal worm, the wormlike larva of any of various
beetles, which infests granaries and bakeries, destroying
flour, meal, etc.

meal-y (mel'i), adj. [MEALIER (-i-er). MEALIEST (-i-ist)],
1. like meal; powdery, dry, soft, etc. 2. of or con-
taining meal. 3. sprinkled or covered with meal. 4.

spotty or flecked: said of color, etc. 5. pale; floury in

color. 6. mealy-mouthed,
tneal-y (mel'i), n. alternative singular of mealies.

meal-y-mouthed (mel'i-mou^d'. mel'i-moutht'), adj.
not outspoken or blunt; not willing to state the facts
in simple, direct words; euphemistic and insincere.
mean (men), v.t. [MEANT (ment), MEANING], [ME.
menen; AS. ma&nan; akin to G. meinen, to have in mind,
have as opinion; IE. base *main: , to be of opinion, etc, ;

prob, < *m%i~nat estimate, opinion < *m^-, to measure
(cf, MEAL, food)], 1. to have in mind; intend; purpose:
as, he means to go. 2. to intend to express, signify! r

indicate: as, just what do you mean? 3. to signify:
denote; convey; import: as, the German word "ja
means "yes." 4. to effect; bring about: as, moneymeans
happiness, v.i. 1. to have a purpose or intention in
mind; chiefly in mean well, to have good intentions.
2. to have a (specified) degree of importance, effect, or
influence: as, money means little to me, *$YN. ee in-
tend.
mean well by, to have good intentions' or friendly,

helpful feelings, toward.
mean (men), adj. [MB. mene, common, hence mean;
AS. (ge)maBne; akin to G. gemein, plentiful, common,
vulgar: IB. base *mei-, to change, exchange, barter,
seen also in L. cowmunis (< OL, comrnoin*) t whence
Eng, common, commune, commmnaL etcj, 1. low in

quality or grade; poor; inferior, 2, low in social status
or rank; of humjSle origin or antecedents. 3. low in

dignity; unlmposing. 4. of slight value, importance, or

consequence; paltry* 5. poor in appearance: shabby:
as, a mean appearance, 6. ignoble; base; small-minded;
petty. 7. stagy; miserly; penurious, 8. bad-tempered;
vicious; unmanageable: said of a horse, etc. 9. [CoEoq.],
a) pettily or contemptibly selfish, bad-tempered, ois-

agreeable, malicious, etc. 6) humiliated or ashamed.
c} in poor liialth; not well: % indisposed, 10, [Slang],

a) hard to cope wJw; dmoit:' aa he throws a mean
curve, o) skafftit; weft. ~r~SYN* see bas,
mean (men), adj* [MB. mm&; QFr. meien (Fr. wfoyen);
L. meaicvnm < mMmf middle], 1. halfway between
extremes; in a middle or intermediate position as to

place> time, quwntityt quaBtyt kind* valu^ degree, etc.

2. me4ktm: .avespagB;, n^ddlwgK m. 1. what is between
extremes; mtermeoiate state, Qfuality, eowrse> OP pro-
cedi*ri; bowse, 2, mo4eratio; avoidance of extremes
or excess. 3. the middle tain of a syllogism. < 4. in

<*) a quijptiftr wit% a value intermediate
*' ' '' J" J " ~
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by the nuteber pf these quantities. &) the

ttApA "^f^^ '* .Jfe^^
1^*^'' 'pc^ortaoiau .^| Ufa

60" oi' iH ^iMMcl^ * ^ r

called the geometric mean. See also means. SYN. see

average.
Mean-der (mi-an'der;, n. the Menderes River (sense
1): the ancient name: also spelled Maeander.
me an-der (mi-an'der), n. [L. maeander; Gr. maiandros
< Maiandros, the Meander (noted for its winding
course); cf. MAUNDER], 1. often in pL a winding, con-
volution, or winding course, as of a stream, 2. an orna-
mental pattern of winding or crisscrossing lines. 3. an
aimless wandering; rambling. i;.i. 1. to take a winding
or tortuous course: said of a stream. 2. to wander
aimlessly or idly; ramble, v.f. to make or traverse by
meandering. SYN. see roam.
mean distance, the arithmetical mean of the greatest
and least distances in the orbit of a planet from the sun,

equal to half the major axis of the orbit.
me-an-drous (mi-an'drss), adj. [see MEANDER, n.],

winding; tortuous.
mean ing (men'in), n, 1. what is meant; what is in-

tended to be, or in fact is, signified, indicated, referred
to, or understood: signification, purport, import, sense,
or significance: as, the meaning of a word. 2. [Archaic],
intention; purpose, adj. 1. that has meaning; signifi-

cant; expressive. 2. intending; having purpose.
SYN. meaning is the general word for what is intended to
be expressed or understood by something (the meaning of a
sentence) ; sense, in this connection, refers especially to any of

the various meanings conveyed by a word or phrase (this word
has several slang senses) ; import refers to the total implication
of something said or done, including the subtle connotations (I
didn't get tne full import of his remark) ; purport refers to the
general meaning, or gist, of something (what was the purport of

her letter?) ; signification is applied especially to the meaning
conventionally understood by a sign, symbol, character, etc.

(the signification of the ace of spades in fortune telling) ; signifi-
cance refers to the subtle, hidden implications of something as

distinguished from its openly expressed meaning (his "nol" had
a special significance for us).

mean-ing ful (men'in-fl), adj. full of meaning; having
significance.
mean-ing-less (men'irj-lis), adj. having no meaning;
without significance; senseless.

mean latitude, middle latitude.
mean-ness (men'nis), n. 1. the quality or state of

being mean, low, base, etc. 2. a mean act.

means (menz), n.j&J. [< mean, n.], 1. [construed as

sing, or pi.], that oy which something is done or ob-

tained; agency: as, this is a means to an end. 2. re-

sources; property; riches: as, her means are adequate.
by all means, 1. without fail. 2. of course; certainly.

by any means, in any way possible; at all; somehow.
by means of, by using; with the aid of; through.
by no (manner of) means, not at all; in no way.
means to an end, a method of getting or accomplishing
what one wants.

mean solar time, mean time.

means- test, in Great Britain, the test of financial re-

sources that an unemployed person must undergo when
his unemployment insurance payments stop, to deter-

mine his eligibility for payments from other funds.
mean sun, in astronomy, a hypothetical sun thought of

as moving uniformly around the celestial equator: a
concept used as an aid in calculating time.

meant (ment), past tens and past participle of mean.
mean*time (men'timO'i adv* L in or during the inter-

vening time. 2. at the same time. n. the intervening
time. Also meanwhile.
mean time, time measured by

t
the mean sun and there-

fore having exactly equal divisions: abbreviated M.T.:
also mean solar time.
mean while (men'hwilO, adv. & n. meantime,
Mean-y, George (men'i), 1894- : American labor

leader; president of the AFL-CIQ (1955- )

meas., measure,
mea-sled (meVld), adj. infected with measles (larval

tapeworms).
mea-sles (me'zlz), n.pl. [construed as sing, m senses

1 & 2ol [ME. maseles, pi. of masel, measle, spot; in-

fluenced by mesel (< OFr.), leper < L, misellus, wretch
< miser, wretched, miserable], 1, a) an acute, infec-

tious, communicable virus disease, charactewed by a
skin eruption, high fever, nasal catarrh, etc., and
occurring most frequently in childhood. 0) any of

various similar but milder diseases; eepeciaHy, German
measles. 2. a) a disease of cattle and hogs caused by
tapeworm larvae in the flesh. 6) these larvae,

men-sly (ni&sli), adj. 1. infected with measles (the

disease). 2. containing larval tapeworms: said of

3. [ColloqJ, contemptibly slight, worthless, or

quant

'I-ty (mezh'er-e-bil's-ti), n. the state or

quaEty of o&tag measurable.
meas ur-a-ble (rnezh'e'r-a-bl), ad*j\ [MI& & OFr.
oblm* thn*t can be jaewured.
meas ur a bly (mezh^r-9-bH), adv. t a

!gie or



measure
meas-ure (mezh'eV), n. [ME. &
mensura < mensus, pp. of metiri,
to measure; cf. MEAL (food)], t

1.

the extent, dimensions, capacity,
etc. of anything, especially as
determined by a standard. 2. the
act or process of determining
extent, dimensions, etc.: meas-
urement. 3. a) a standard for

determining extent, dimensions,
etc.; unit of measurement, as an

912 Medhlin

OFr. mesure;

MEASURE

(sense 15a)

inch, yard, or bushel. 6) any standard of valuation,

comparison, judgment, etc.; criterion. 4. a system of
measurement: as, dry measure, board measure. 5. an
instrument for measuring, or a container of standard
capacity: as, a quart measure. 6. a definite quantity
measured out or thought of as measured. 7. a) an
extent or degree not to be exceeded: as, remain within
measure, b) a reasonable limit: as, grieved beyond
measure. 8. (certain) proportion, quantity, or degree:
as, in large measure. 9. a procedure; course of action;
step: as, take measures to stop him. 10. a legislative

enactment; statute: law. 11. a) rhythm in verse;
meter. 6) a metrical unit; foot of verse. 12. a dance
or dance movement, especially if slow or stately.
13. $1. in geology, related beds or strata, as of coal.

14. m mathematics, a divisor that leaves no remainder.
15. in music, a) the notes or rests, or both, contained
between two vertical lines on the staff, subdividing a
part of a composition into equal groups of beats;
bar. b) musical time or rhythm: see also mode. 16. in

printing, the width of a column or page. v.t. [MEASURED
(-erd), MEASURING], [ME. mesuren; OFr. mesurer; LL.
mensurare, to measure < the L. .], 1. to find out or
estimate the extent, dimensions, etc. of, especially by
a standard. 2. to get, take, set apart, or mark off

by measuring (often with off or out). 3. to estimate
by comparison; judge; appraise: as, he measured his
foe. 4. to bring into comparison or rivalry (against} :

as, 1*11 measure my talent against his. 5. to be a
measure of: as, a clock measures time. 6. to adjust
or proportion by a standard: as, measure your speech
by your listeners' reactions. 7. to go over or through;
traverse as if measuring. v.i. 1. to find out or esti-
mate extent, dimensions, etc.

; get or take measure-
ments. 2. to be of a specified dimension, quantity,
etc. when measured. 3. to allow of measurement.
Abbreviated meas.
beyond measure, so much as not to be measurable;
exceedingly; extremely.
in a measure, to some extent; somewhat.
made to measure, made to fit one's own measure-
ments; custom-made: said of clothes.
measure one's length, to fall, lie, or be thrown down
at full length.
measure out, to give out or allot by measuring,
measure swords, 1. to duel with swords. 2. to duel,
fight, or contend.
measure up to, to come up to; meet (expectations, a
standard, etc.).

take measures, to take action; do things to accom-
plish a purpose.

take one's measure, to make an estimate or judgment
of one's ability, character, etc.

tread a measure, to dance.
measured (mezh'Srd), adj. [pp. of measure], 1. de-
termined* ascertained, or proportioned by a standard.
2. a) regular, steady, or uniform, b) steady, slow, and
deliberate: as, lie walked with measured tread. 3. a)
rhythmical b) metrical. 4. calculated, restrained, and
deliberate; careful and guarded: said of speech, etc.
meas ure less (mezh'gr-Hs), adj. too large to be meas-
urable; vast; immense; unlimited.
meas-ure ment (rnezh'er-msnt) , n. 1. a measuring or
being measured; mensuration. 2. a) extent, quantity,
or size as determined by measuring, d) usuaUy in pi.a dimension: as, a person's measurements are the size
of his waist, chest, hips, etc. 3. a system or way of
measuring or measures.
meas-ur er (mezh'ir-gr), n. 1. a person who measures,
especially in an official position, 2, a gauge, container,
or other device for measuring. 3. a measuring worm.
measuring worm, the caterpillar larva of any geom-
etrid moth: it moves
byalternatelyadvancing
the front end. of its body
and bringing the rear
end forward to form a
loop: also called looper.
meat (mSt), n. [ME. &
, AS. mete: akin to Goth.
mats': IB. base *mad-j[
to be moist, trickle;
seen also in mast (beech-
nuts, etc.)], 1. food; especially, soli loo^ as ycffis-

tinguishea from drink: now archaic or dialectal except
in meat and drink, 2. the flesh of animals used as

food; usually, the flesh of mammals, as distinguished
fish and fowl. 3* the edible part: as, the meat

MEASURING WORM

gn
Me

of a nut. 4. the substance, meaning, or gist: as, the
meat of a story. 5. a meal; especially, dinner: now
obsolete except in at meat, before meat, etc. 6. one's

quarry. 7. ISlang], something that one especially
enjoys or is skillful at: as, golf's my meat.
meat-i-ness (meVi-nis), n. a meaty quality or state.

meat-less (metlis), aaj. 1. having no meat or food.
2. when no meat is to be eaten: as, a meatless day.
meat-man (meVman'), n. \pl. MEATMEN (-men')], a
man who sells meat ; butcher.
me-a-tus (mi-a'tas), n. [pi. MEATUSES (-iz), MEATUS],
[L., a passage, pp. of meare, to go, pass], a natural

passage or duct in the body, or its opening; foramen.
meat-y (meVi), adj. [MEATIER (-i-Sr), MEATIEST (-i-ist)j,
1. of, or having the flavor or quality of, meat. 2. like
meat. 3. a) full of meat, b) stout; heavy. 4. full of sub-
stance; thought-provoking; pithy.
Mec-ca (mek'a), n. 1. one of the capitals of Saudi
Arabia: pop., 220,000 (est. 1948): birthplace of Mo-
harnmed and hence a holy city of Islam, to which
Moslems make pilgrimages: also spelled Mekka. 2.

[often m-], a) any place visited by many people, b) any
place that one yearns to go to. c) anything that one
:reatly desires or tries to achieve.
ec-can (mek'sn), adj. of Mecca, n. a native or in-

habitant of Mecca.
tnech., 1. mechanical. 2. mechanics. 3. mechanism.
me-chan-ic (ma-kan'ik), adj. [L. mechanicus; Gr. me-
chanikos < mZchane, a machine, contrivance; cf. MAY,
v.] t [Archaic], 1. of or involving manual labor or skill.

2. performing manual labor. 3. mechanical, n. 1. a
worker skilled in using tools or making, operating, and
repairing machines. 2. [Archaic], a) an artisan; handi-
craftsman. V) a low, vulgar fellow.
me-chan-i-cal (ma-kan'i-kl), adj. 1. having to do with
machinery or tools. 2. produced or operated by ma-
chinery or a mechanism. 3. of, in accordance with, or
using the principles and terminology of, the science of
mechanics. 4. machinelikej automatic, as if from force
of habit; lacking spontaneity, expression, intelligence,
etc.: as, her acting is mechanical. 5. [Archaic], a) of
manual labor. 6) of manual laborers; of the artisan
class, c) base or vulgar. Abbreviated mech.
mechanical drawing, a drawing made with the use of
T squares, scales, compasses, etc.

me-cnan-i-cal-ly (ma-kan'i-k'1-i, ms-kan'ik-li), adv.
1. in a mechanical manner. 2. in regard to mechanical
features. 3. toward mechanics: as, he is mechanically
inclined.
mech-a-ni-cian (mek's-nish'sn), it. a person skilled in
the theory, design, operation, or care of machinery.
me chan-ics (ma-kan'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing, m
senses 1, 2, and, usually, 3], [see MECHANIC], 1. the
branch of physics that deals with motion and the
phenomena of the action of forces on bodies; see also

kinetics, kinematics, dynamics, statics. 2. theoretical
and practical knowledge of the design, construction,
operation, and care of machinery. 3. the mechanical
aspect; technical part: as, the mechanics of writing.
Abbreviated mech.
mech-a-nlsm (mek'a-mVm), n. [Mod. L. mechanismus
< Gr. mechan$, a machine, contrivance], 1. the work-
ing parts or arrangement of parts of a machine; works:
as, the mechanism of a clock. 2. a) a system whose
parts work together like those of a machine: as, the
mechanism of the universe. 6) any system or means for

doing something; physical or mental process or proc-
esses, whether conscious or unconscious, by which
some result is produced; machinery: as, his boasting is

a defense mechanism. 3. the mechanical aspect; tech-
nical part. 4. the theory or doctrine that all the phe-
nomena of the universe, particularly life, can ulti-

mately be explained in terms of physics and chemistry,
and that the difference between the organic and the
inorganic is only in degree: opposed to mtalism. Abbre-
viated mech.
mech-a nist (mefc'a-nist), n. 1. a proon who believes
in mechanism (sens 4). 2*' a jweohaaidan.
mech-a-nis-tic (mekVws^);<'itdf^ 1, of or charac-
teristic of mechanism (sense 4) or mechanists. 2. of
mechanics or mechanical concepts.
mech-a-nia-ti-caMy .(TO3cVnwti4:

rH mek'a-nis'tik-
li), adv. in a mechanistic manner.
mech-a-ni-za-tion (melc^o^ni-a^'s,
shan) , i it* 1. a mechanizing or being; mechanized. 2. 1$ie

degree or extent of tMs.
mech-a-nize (mekVnla/). *& IMECHANISEB^) (*n&dO
MBCHANizEN"Jr 1 to naalce mechanical 2; to do or
iterate by machinery, not by hand. 3u to bring aibout

the 'tope of machinejrym (an mdJuetoV 0te.)* 4, 'to equip
(an army, etc.) with motor ^MeSr tanks, eM^ro-
peled gun, etc., so as

1

to/teBeato'iiwt^r and (sferj&g
power.

^

. .,,..,.._
2. fcfio* laoe
lined by a thread: also M
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Mecklen-burg (mek'kn-boorkh'; Eng. meklin-burg'),
n. a division of northern Germany: formerly a kingdom
and duchy: area, 6,197 sq. ml; pop., 911,000; capital,
Schwerin,
med., 1. medical. 2. medicine. 3. medieval. 4. medium.
M.Ed., Master of Education.
med-al (med'l), n. [Fr. medaille; It. medaglia; LL.
*metallea

t
< L. metallum, metal], a small, flat piece of

metal with a design or inscription stamped or in-
scribed on it, made to commemorate some event, or
awarded for some distinguished action, merit, etc.
v.t. [MBDALED or MEDALLED (-'Id), MEDALING or MEDAL-
LING], to honor or decorate with a medal.
med-al-ist (med''l-ist), n. 1. a person who designs or
makes medals. 2. a person who has been awarded a
medal. 3. in golf, the winner at medal play. Abbre-
viated med. Also spelled medallist.
me-dallic (ma-dank), adj. 1, of or like a medal.
2. shown on a medal.
me-dal-lion (mo-dal'yon), n. [Fr. medaillon; It. medagli-
one < medaglia; see MEDAL], 1. a large medal. 2. an
oval or circular design, portrait, relief carving, etc.

resembling a medal in shape: medallions are sometimes
used as a decorative form in carpets, textiles, and lace.
Medal of Honor, the Congressional Medal of Honor.
medal play, in golf, a form of competitive play in which
the score is calculated by counting the total number of
strokes taken to play the designated number of holes:

distinguished from match play.
Me-dan (me-daV) n, a city on the northeastern coast
of Sumatra: pop., 76,500.
med-die (medrl), v.i. [MEDDLED (-Id), MEDDLING], [ME.
medlen,' OFr. medler, mesler, to mix, hence "mix in,"
meddle; LL. *misculare < L. miscere, to mix], 1. to
concern oneself with or take part in other people's
affairs without being asked or needed; interfere (tn or

with). 2. to tamper (with). 3. [Obs.], a) to mix;
mingle. 6) to fight; contend.
med-dler (med'ler), n, a person who meddles; busybody.
med-dle-some (med''l-som), adj. meddling or inclined
to meddle; interfering. SYN. see curious.
Mede (med), n. [L.^Medus, pi. Medi; Gr. Medos, pi.

Medoi], a native or inhabitant of Media.
Mede a (mi-de's), n. [L.; Gr. Medeia], in Greek legend,
a sorceress who helped Jason get tne Golden Fleece
and, later, when deserted by him, killed her rival and
her own children, burned down her palace, and fled

to Athens: the subject of several classical tragedies.
Me-deHm (me'de-yen', me'//ze-yen'), n. a city in

northwestern Colombia: ppp. r 220,000 (est. 1945).
Med-ford (med'fSrd), n. a city in eastern Massachusetts,
near Boston: pop., 66,000.
me di- (me'dijj medio-.
Me-di-a (rnSMi-o), n* an ancient country in the part
of Asia that is i^ow northwestern Iran.
me di-a (mg'di-oh n. alternative plural of medium.
me-di-a fee^di-9). n. [pi MEDIAE (-')], [Mod. L.

f
fern.

< L. meaius, middle], 1. in anatomy, the middle coat
of the wall of an artery. 2, in phonetics, formerly, a
voiced stop.
medl-a-cy (mS'di-e-sl), n. 1. the state of quality of

being mediate. 2. mediation.
me di-ae-val (me'di-S'-vl, med'i-eVl), adj* medieval,

me-di-al (me'di-ol), adi. JLL. medialis<'L. medics, mid-

dle], 1. of or in the middle; neither beginning nor end-

ing: median. 2. ntearer the median plane or axis of a

body or part: opposed to lateral. 3. a) of an average or

mean. 6) average; ordinary, n. 1. a) a medial letter.

6) a form (of a letter) used medially. 2. in
phonetics,

any of various voiced stops (6, d, g) considered as inter-

mediate in sound between surds Q>, t. k) and aspirates

(Sp, b, Ar. dh, G. eh) : term now seldom used.

me di al ly (mS'dW-i), adv. in a medial position.
Me di-an (mS'di-on), adj. of Media, its people (the

Medes), thw Iranian language (Medic), or their

culture, rf.
1 a Mede.

me di-an (mS'dl-onl,, o , ,

middle]; 't inld<pe;
r

iSil5er^ie<i|te.
2. 4 designating the plane

mediant (me'di-snt), n. [It. mediante < LL. me-
dians, ppr. of mediare; see MEDIATE], the third tone

of a musical scale, halfway between the tonic and the
dominant.
me di-as-ti-num (me'di-as-ti'ndm), n. \pl. MEDIASTINA

(-na)I, [Mod. L. < ML. mediastinus, in the middle <
L. medius, middle], 1. a membranous partition be-

tween two cavities of the body, especially that sepa-

rating the lungs or the two pleura! sacs. 2. the space
between the pleura! sacs, containing the heart and
other chest viscera except the lungs. .

ine-dl ate (me'di-af; for adj., me'di-it), tu. [MEDIATED

(-id), MEDIATING], [< LL. mediatus, pp. of mediare, to

divide in the middle < L. medius, middle], 1. to be in

an intermediate position or location. 2. to be an

* intermediary or conciliator between persons or sides,
-

v.t. 1. to settle by mediation; bring about by inter-

<

'

vention. 2. to be the medium for bringing about (a

result), conveying (an object), communicating (infor-

mation), etc. adj. 1. intermediate or intervening.

2. dependent on, acting by, or connected through some

intervening agency; related indirectly: opposed to

immediate. SYN. see interpose.
medi a-tion (me'di-a'shon), n. [Late ME. mediacioun;

OFr. mediation; LL. mediatipl 1. a mediating; inter-

cession or friendly intervention, usually by consent or

invitation, for settling differences between persons,

nations, etc. 2. the state of being mediated.

me-dl-a-tive (me'di-'tiv), adj. I. mediating. 2. of

mediation. , ,,,

me-di a-tiie (me'di-9-tiz') v.t. (MEDIATIZED (-tor),

MEDIATIZING], [ < Fr. or G.; Fr. mediatiser
s (< mmat

see MEDIATE) ; or G. mediatisieren < Fr.], 3 . in merman}
under the Holy Roman Empire, to reduce (a prince or

state) from the status of an immediate vassal of tlae

Empire to that of a mediate vassal; hence, 2. later, to

annex a smaller state to a larger one, leaving the ruler

his title and some authority. 3. to make mediate.
vd. to mediate,

me-di-a-tor (me'di-a'teV), n. [ME. & OFr. mcdiatour;
LL.], a person, nation, etc. tliat mediates; intercessor.

me-di-a-to-ri-al /me'di-a-tftr'i-al, me'di-0-to'ri-9l), adj.

mediating; mediatory.
me-di-a-to-ry (ine'di-0-t6r'i, mef

di-9-to'ri), adj. of, or

having the nature of, a mediator or mediation.
Med-ic (med'ik), n. [cf. MEDIC (a plant)], the language
of the ancient Medes, regarded by some scholars as
identical with Avestan; Median.
med-ic (med'ik), n. [Colloq.J, 1. a physician or surgeon.
2. a medical student or intern. 3. a member of a

military medical corps, especially one who gives first

aid in combat.
med-ic (med'ik). n. [L. medica; Gr. mZdikZ (poo),
Median (grass), kind of clover from Media < Medikos,
of Media], any of a number of cloverlike plants with

purple or yellow flowers
^especially,

alfalfa.

can be cured, healed, or relieved by mescal
med-i-cal (med'i-k'l), adj. [Fr. mtdical; IX, v^.~ .

L. medicus, physician; akin to meaerL to hal, Avestan
in-mad-f healer, physician; prp

1

^. IE. Basse *med-, to

measure, consider, reflect, s^en al^so in L. meditari (cf.

MEDITATE), AS. metan, to measure], 1. of or connected
with medicine^ or the practice or study of medicine.
2. [Rare], medicinal. Abbreviated med.
medical examiner. 1. a coroner or similar public
olficer. 2. a physician, who examines applicants for

fife Insurance.
medical jurisprudence, the branch of medicine dealing
with the application of medical knowledge to questions
ol criminal an4 civil law.

med4-cal-ly (med'i-k'H med'ik-li), adv. 1. by med-
icine. 2. from the viewpoint of medicine.

; (ms^dik'Q-mant, med'i-kQ-raant), n. pU
J, a medicine; substance for curing, heal-

or relieving pain.
icate (mec^i-katO, v.t. [MEDICATED (-id). MEDI-

CA,TINGL [< L. medicatus, pp. of medicari, to heal], %. to
tifeai with medicine. 2. to a^ply a medicinal substance

to; tincture or impregnate with, medicine,
meci-i ca tion (med'i-ka'shon), n. 1. a jnedicatw or

being medicated. 2. a medicament.
med-i ca tive (med'i-l^t'tiv'), adj. 1, of, or tyntofa the
nature of, medication. 2. medicinal:

"

ted4cfe-an (med'9-se'bn, ined'i-claS't ..,,,.

MetMcms (< It. Medici); + -a) of or <

%e Medici.
t

(med's-die'ilt. me'd^-oheOi n. nam^ of 4 rh,
I family of Florence, Italy, in the ITOL ,wu"

centuries, celebrated as Bankers, rulers pf
and patrons q art wd Hteratttre.
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banker, statesman, and patron of art and literature;
head of the Florentine Republic: called Cosimo the
Elder. 2. (Cosimo />, 1519-1574; duke of Florence;
first grand duke of Tuscany: called Cosimo the Great.
Also Cosmo de* Medici.
Medici, Giu lio de* (jo1y6 de), see Clement VII.

Medici, Lorenzo de' (IS-ren'tsS de), 1449-1492;
prince of Florence, statesman, poet, scholar, and patron
of art and literature: called Lorenzo the Magnificent.
Medici, Maria de', see Marie de Mdids.
me-dic-i-na-ble (ma-dis

/
'n*o-b'l) t adj. [Archaic], me-

dicinal.
me die i nal (ms-dis''^'!), adj. [ME. medycinal; OFr.;
L. medicinalis}, of, or having the properties of, medicine;
curing, healing, or relieving.

me-dic-i-nal-ly (ma-dis''n-*l-i), adv. as or by medicine.
med-i-cine (med'o-s'n), n. [ME. medycine; OFr. mede-
cine; L. medicina < medicus; see MEDICAL], 1. the
science and art of diagnosing, treating, curing, and pre-
venting disease, relieving pain, and improving and
preserving health. 2. the branch of this science and
art that makes use of drugs, diet, etc., as distinguished
especially from surgery and obstetrics. 3. fl) any drug
or other substance used in treating disease, healing, or

relieving pain, b) JObs.], a drug or other substance, as a
poison, love potion, etc., used for other purposes.
4. among North American Indians, a) any object,
spell, rite, etc. supposed to have natural or super-
natural powers as a remedy, preventive, protection,
etc. 6) magical power or rite. 5. [Obs.], a medicine man.
v.t. [MEDICINED (-s'nd), MEDICINING], to give medicine
to; treat medicinally. Abbreviated M., m., med.
take one's medicine, to endure punishment, etc.

medicine ball, a large, heavy, leather-covered ball,
tossed from one person to another for physical exercise.
Medicine Bow Range, a mountain range in southern
Wyoming and northern Colorado.
medicine dance, among North American Indians, etc.,
a ritual dance to drive out disease or make magic.
medicine man, among North American Indians, etc.,
a man supposed to have supernatural powers of curing
disease and controlling spirits; shaman: magician.
med-ico (med'i-koO, n. W. MEDICOS (-koz

7
)], [It.; L.

medicus; see MEDICAL], [Colloq.], 1. a physician or
surgeon; doctor. 2. a medical student.
med-i-co- (med'i-koOt a combining form meaning:
1. medical. 2. medical and.
me di e val (me'di-e'v'l, med'i-e'vl), adj. [< L. medius,
middle + aevum, age], of, like, characteristic of, or

suggestive of the Middle Ages: abbreviated M., med.:
also spelled mediaeval.
Medieval Greek, the Greek language as it was used in
the Middle Ages, from about 700 A.D. to about 1500:
also called Mtddle Greek: abbreviated MGr.

me-di-e-val-ism ^me'di-IVl-iz'm, med'i-eVl-iz'm), n.
1. the spirit, beliefs, habits of thought, customs, etc. of
the Middle Ages. 2. devotion to or acceptance of
medieval beliefs, habits, customs, etc. 3. a belief,
habit of thought, custom, etc. characteristic of or sur-

viving from the Middle Ages.
me di e val 1st (me.'di-e'y'Cist, med'i-e'v'1-ist), n. 1. a
student of or specialist in medieval history, literature,
art, etc. 2. a person devoted to medieval customs,
habits of thought, etc.

Medieval Latin, the Latin language as it was used
throughout Europe in the Middle Ages, from about
700 A.D. to about 1500, characterized by many
Latinized borrowings from other languages: also called
Middle Latin: abbreviated ML., M.L.

Me-di-na (me-dS'nS. ma-de'na), n. a city in Hejaz,
Saudi Arabia: pop., 40,000 (est. 1948): site .of Mo-

me di o ere (nie'di-o'kgr, me'di-S'kSr), ad/. [Pr. 1

ocre; JL. mediocris < medium, middle 4- ocris, a p,
of middle quality, neither very good nor very
ordinary; commonplace; average.

me-di'Oc-ri-ty (me"
r
di~ok'ra-ti), n. M. MEDIOCRITIES

(-tiz)j, 1. the quality or state of being mediocre. 2.

mediocre ability; or attainment. 3. a person of mediocre
abilities or attainments.

Medit., Mediterranean.
medi tate (med'a-tat

7
), v.t. [MEDITATED (-id), MEDI-

TATING], [< L. meditatus, pp. of meditari, to meditate;
for base see MEDICAL], 1. [Rare], to think about; con-
template. 2. to plan; intend; purpose, tu. to t

deeply and continuously; reflect; ponder; muse.
see ponder.
med-i ta-tion (med'a-ta'shan), n. 1. act of meditating;
deep, continued thought; reflection. 2. solemri reflec-
tion on sacred matters as a devotional act.
med I ta tive (med'a-ta'tiv), adj. 1. meditating or in-
j,clined to meditate. 2. indicating meditation^ SYN.
see pensive. |

med i ta tor (med'a-tS'tgr), n. a person who meditates.
Med-i-ter ra-ne an (medVte-ra'm-dn), adj. [< L. i

tfarraneus < medius, middle -j- terra, land], 1.
'

a) far from the coast; inland: said of land, b)

or almost surrounded, by land; landlocked: said of

water. 2. of the Mediterranean Sea or near-by regions.
3. of Mediterranean peoples. 4. in ethnology, desig-

nating or of one of the three main divisions of the

Caucasian, or white, race: term used to denote typically

long-headed, short, olive-skinned peoples living around
the Mediterranean Sea, including ancient Iberian,

Ligurian, Pelasgian, and Hamitic peoples and their

descendants, n. 1. the Mediterranean Sea. 2. a
person who lives in a region near this sea. 3. a member
of the Mediterranean division of the Caucasian race.

Abbreviated Medit.
Mediterranean fever, undulant fever.

Mediterranean Sea, a large sea surrounded by Europe,
Africa, and Asia: area, 1,145,000 sq. mi.
me-di-um (me'di-om), n. [pi. MEDIUMS (-mz), MEDIA
(-9)] [L., the middle, neut. of medius, middle], 1. a)

something intermediate. b) a middle state or degree;
mean. 2. an intervening thing through which a force

acts or an effect is produced: as, the ether is a supposed
medium for radio waves. 3. any means, agency, or

instrumentality: as, radio is a medium of communica-
tion. 4. any surrounding or pervading substance in

which bodies exist or move; hence, 5. environment.
6. a sterilized nutritive substance, as agar, for culti-

vating bacteria, viruses, etc. 7. a person through whom
communications are supposedly sent to the living from
the spirits of the dead. 8. any material used for ex-

pression or delineation in art: as, this sculptor's favorite
medium is stone. 9. a liquid mixed with pigments to

give fluency. 10. a size of writing paper (19 x 24
inches) or printing paper (18 x 23 inches), adj. in a
middle position; intermediate in quantity, quality,
place, size, or degree. Abbreviated M. f m., med.
me-di-um is-tic (me'di-9-mis'tik), adj. of or like a
medium (sense 7).
medium of exchange, anything used as money; cur-

rency, checks, etc.

medium-sized (me'di-sm-sizd'), adj. of a medium
size; neither large nor small.
med lar (med'lSr), n. [ME. medler: OFr. medler, meslier
< mesle, mesple, nesle, the fruit; L. mespila, mespilus,
mespilum; Gr. mespilon, mespite], 1. a small tree or
the rose family, growing in Europe and Asia. 2. its

small, brown, applelike fruit, hard and bitter when ripe
and eaten only when partly decayed.
medley (med'H), n. {pi. MEDLEYS (-Hz)], [ME. medle;
OPr. medlee, meslee, a mixing, properly fern, of medle,
mesle, pp. of medler, mesler; see MEDDLE], 1. a mixture
of things not usually placed together; heterogeneous
assortment or collection; hodgepodge. 2. a) a musical
composition made up of passages, usually incongruous
passages, from various other compositions, b) a group
of dance tunes, etc. arranged for playing as a contin-
uous whole. 3. [Archaic], a melee, adj. 1. mixed;
made up of heterogeneous parts. 2. [Obs.], motley.
medley race, 1. a relay race in which each contestant
must cover a different distance. 2* a swimming race
in which a different stroke must be used for each
length of the pool.
Me-doc (me'dokOt n. 1. a grape-growing district of
southwestern Prance. 2. (Eng. ma'dok, mi-dok')t a
red wine made there: also Medoc.
me dul la (mi-dul'o), n.

\fl. MEDULLAE (-)], [L.. the
marrow], f. in anatomy, a) the marrow of bones. 6) the
medulla oblongata: see brain, illus. c) the inner sub-
stance of an organ, as of the kidney, adrenal gland,
etc. 2. in botany, the spongy center of the steins of
certain plants; pith.
medulla ob Ion ga ta (oblo^-gS'to), [Mod. L., oblong
medulla], the widening continuation 01 the spinal cord
forming the lowest part of the brain and containing
vital nerve centers for the control of breathing, circu-
lation, etc.
med ul lar y (med'a-ler% mi-dtiFr-i), adj. [LL. medul-
Jam], of, like, or consisting of tlie meduua or the med-
ulla oblongata*
medullary ray, 1. in matomw, fjfefufaifl ol the kidney
tubules into the cotfieal sqjbstamce, 1 in botany,
strands of parenchymatou^ tissue eadwding from; the
pith and separating the vascular/ bundles ha the stems
of certain plants ^dicotyledons ajpd gyinmospenns),
medullary sheath, 1. hi anatomy, myelin. 2. in
botany, a ring of primary xyiem ar<iui4 the pith of
some stems.

with a medullary au
Me-du-sa (ma-doo'sa,
Gr. Medousa, lit., guoxxuttiij
one of the three Gorgoni, a
hair and a gaze that tamed
looked at her: she was

- " '

head to Athena. 2.

MEDUSAE (-ser -}] ^^
me-du-san (ms-doo's'n', m^-du/z''
or jellyfish, n. a medusa^ ojrme du-soid (ms-doo'soid,
dusa, or Jellyfish, it. a
nydrozoan*

Greek
with,

stone anyone
who



meed Meistersinger
meed (med)4

, n. [ME. mede; AS. med, a recompense,
reward; akin to G. miete, pay, rent, etc.; IE. base
*mizdho-

f
, reward, pay, seen also in Sans, mlahd-, prize],

1. [Poetic], a merited recompense or reward! 2. [Obs.j,
a) a gift, b) a bribe, c) merit: worth.
meek (mek), adj. [ME. meke (earlier meoc) < ON.
miukr, pliant, gentle; IE. base *meuq-, *meug~, slimy,
slippery, seen also in L. mucus, slime (cf. MUCOUS,
MUCILAGE, etc.), Eng. muck], 1. patient and mild;
not inclined to anger or resentment. 2. a) tamely sub-
missive; easily imposed on. 6) too submissive; spineless;
spiritless. 3. [Obs.], gentle or kind. SYN. see humble.
Meer, Jan van der (van' van' dgr mar'), 1. 1628-1691 ;

Dutch painter. 2. 1656-1705; his son; Dutch painter.
meerschaum (mlr'sham, me*r'sh6m'), n. [G., lit., sea
foam; meer, sea -f* schaum, foam; said to be after Per.

kef-i-darya: from the foamy appearance; ? after Fr.

(pipe) d'ecume de mer, for (pipe) de Kummer, Kummer's
pipe], 1. a soft, white, claylike, heat-resistant mineral,
a hydrous magnesium silicate, H^MgaSijOio, used for,

tobacco pipes, etc.; sepiolite. 2. a pipe made of this.

Mee-rut (me'ret), n. a city in Uttar Pradesh, in northern
India: pop., 137,000.
Meer van Delft, Jan van der, see Vermeer, Jan.
meet (met), v.L [MET (met), MEETING], [ME. meten; AS.
metan < base or mot, a coming together, meeting; see

MOOT], 1. to come upon; come across; encounter (a
person). 2. to come face to face with or up to (a person
or thing moving from a different direction); confront.
3. to be present at the arrival of: as, he met the bus.
4. to come into contact, connection, or conjunction
with: as, her hand met his face in a resounding slap.
5. a) to come into the presence or company of. o) to be
introduced to; get acquainted with, c) to keep an ap-
pointment or engagement with. 6. a) to encounter in
or as in battle; fight with, fc) to face: as, he met angry
words with a laugh, c) to oppose; refute; deal with
effectively: as, we can meet this objection. 7. to ex-

perience: as, their plan will meet disaster. 8. to come
within the perception of (the eye, ear, etc.). 9. a) to

C9mply with; satisfy (a demand, etc.). 6) to pay (a
bill, etc.). v.i. 1. to come together, as from different

directions. 2. to come into contact, connection, or

conjunction. 3. to become acquainted; be introduced.
4. to be opposed in or as in battle; fight ^

contend. 5. to
be united^ 6. to assemble. 7. [Archaic], a) to agree.

6) to conflict, n. 1. a meeting, gathering, or assem-
bling, as for a sporting event; as, a track meet. 2. the

people who meet or assemble, f3. the place of meeting.
meet with, 1. to experience. 2. to receive. 3. to come
upon or across; encounter.

meet (mSt), adj. [ME. mete < AS. (ge)mxte, fitting,
made to fit; akin to G. gemdss, commensurable; IE.
base *m?-, to measure; see MEAL (food)], suitable; appro-
priate; proper; fitting: as, it is meet tnat you should go.

meet-ing (met'irj), n. [see MEET, v.], 1. a coming to-

gether of persons or things. 2. an assembly; gathering
of people, especially to discuss or decide on matters,
3. an assembly or place of assembly for purposes of

worship, as among the Friends, or Quakers. 4. a point
of contact or intersection; junction. 5. a hostile en-

counter; duel. Abbreviated mtg.
meet-ing house (met'irj-hous'), n. a building used for

public worship; church: applied in British usage only
to dissenting churches, usually disparagingly except of

Friends, or Quakers*
meet'ly (meW), adv. [see MEET, adj. & -LY], 1. suitably;

appropriately; properly. 2. (Obs.T, moderately.
meg-a- (nieg'9), [Gr. mega- < megas, great, mighty], a
combining form meaning: 1. large, great, powerful, as
in megaphone. 2. (with reference to metnc measure-

ment, electrical units, etc.) a million times, a million of

(the specified mnit), as kn megacycle. Also, before a

vowel, meg-.
meg a cephalic (meg'a-so-fal'ik), adj. [mega- + ce-

phalic], 1. having a large head. 2. in craniometry,

Saving a cranial capacity greater tl^an the average
(about 1,500 cubic centimeter^). Cf. i

meg a ceph-a-lous (xnegVeef 4es), adj.

meg a cy cle (meg^-srkl), IL in physics, one,

cycles.
*
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meg a-ga-mete (megVga-met
7
, megVgam'et),

megaton, %$e
I. large, great, t

^^;;$^**> r..
* :**.

(large-ird of

meg-a lo-ce-phal-ic (megVlo-so-fal'ik), adj. of or hav-

ing megalocephaly; megacephalic.
meg-a lo-ceph a lous (megVlo-sef's-bs), adj. megalo-
cephalic.
meg a lo-ceph a-ly (meg'o-lo-sef'a-li), n. [Mod. L. meg-
alocephalia < megalo- -f Gr. kephale, a head], a con-
dition in which the head is unusually large.

meg-a-lo-ma-ni-a (meg'a-ld-ma'ni-d), n. [Mod. L.;

megalo- + mania], 1. a mental disorder characterized

by delusions of grandeur, wealtli, power, etc. 2. a

passion for, or for doing, big things j nence, 3. a tend-

ency to exaggerate.
meg a lo ma td-ac (megVb-ma'ni-ak) , adj. of or hav-

ing megalomania, n. a person who has megalomania.
mega-lo-saur (meg's-la-sdr

7
), n. [Mod. L. megalo-

saums; megalo- + -saurus], any of an extinct group
of huge, flesh-eating dinosaurs of the Jurassic Period.

meg-a-lo-saii'ii-an (meg^-ls-sdr'i-sn), adj. of the meg-
alosaurs. . n. a megalosaur.
meg-a phone (meg'o-fon'), n. [mega- + -phone], a

large, funnel-shaped device for increasing the volume
of voice sounds or other sounds, or sending them in a
desired direction, v.t. & u.u [MEGAPHONED (-fond

7
).

MEGAPHONING], to magnify or direct (sounds) through
or as through a megaphone.
mega-pod (megVpooY), adj. [mega- -

-pod,
footed, n. a large-footed, mound-building
Australia and the Malay Archipelago.
Meg a-ra (meg'a-ro), n. the capital of Megaris.
Meg-a-ris (meg's-ns), n. a district of ancient Greece,
on the Isthmus of Corinth.

meg a spo-ran-gi-um (meg's-sps-ran'ji-em), h. {pi,

MEGASPORANGIA (-0)], [Mod. L.; mega- + sporangium],
a sporangium, or spore case, containing only mega-
spores, as in some ferns; macrosporangium.
meg-a-spore (meg'a-spdr', meg'a-spor'), n. [mega- +
spore], a large asexual sgore produced by some seed

plants and ferns, which gives rise to a female gametb-
phyte or prothallium, as the embryo sac in a seed plant:
also called macrosPore.

meg-a-spo*ro*phyil (meg's-spdr'o-fil, megVspo'rQ-fil),
n. a sporophyll producing only megasporangia.

me-gass, me-gasse (ma-gas', ni9-gasO, n. [var. of

bagasse], bagasse; crushed sugar cane or beet.

meg-a-there (meg's-th^r
7

), n. a megatherium.
meg-a*the-ri-um (meg'Q-thSr'i-am), n. [Mod. L. <
mega- + Gr. therion, beast], any of an extinct group of

very large, slothlike, plant-eating animals, classified as

edentates, whose remains have been found in the
Pleistocene of America.
meg-a-ton (meg's-tunO. n. bnega- + ton], the explosive
force of a million tons of TNT: a unit for measuring
the power of thermonuclear weapons.
Me-gid-do (ma-gid'6), n. an ancient city in north
Palestine, near Nazareth: probably the Biblical Ar-

mageddon.
me-gilp (ms-gilpO , n. [?<a surname in Me- or Mac-}, a
mixture of linseed, oil with mastic varnish or turjpentine,

etc., used in oil paints: also magilp, megUph, etc.

me-gilph (rns-m^.^). n. megilj). ^

meg'Onm imeg'om'), n* one million ohms.
me-grim (me'grim), fi ,^ate MB, mig
migraine; see MiGRAittell 1. a severe be
on only one side, with nausea; m
fancy, or fad. 3. pi. a) low spirits;
in horses and cattle: also called
He-he-met A-U (kne-met/ W).
Egypt (1805^1848): a&o

Mei'ji (rna'jeO,

Alt
it. ffafcan.;'

1

Bt.; enlightened peacej,
the reign name of tie, emperor Mutsuhito of Japan
^868-1912).

MeU-hac, Hen-rjl (Sw're' me'yakO, 1831-1897; French
playwright.
mein-ie, mem y (ml'm), n. (ME. meignee.meme.etc.i
OFr. meisniee, mesnie, maisnie; see MENIAL], 1. [ObsJ,
feudal retainers or attendants, collectively; retinue or

household. 2. [Scot.], a crowd; throng; multitude.
Mein Kampf (min'kampfO, [G., my battle], a book
written by Adolf Hitler while in prison (1924), telling

his political beliefs, theories, etc. and outlining a plan
for the domination of Europe by Germany.
mei o sis (mi-o

;
sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. meidsis < meioun,

to make smaller < meidn, less], 1. %e prpce^s of

nuclear division in germ cells, in which wci number of

chromosomes is reduced firotn. the diploid, or dbuble,
number found in somatic cells to the haploid, or

halved, number found in gametes: also called matura-

tion, refaction: distinguished &om mitosis. 2. litotes.

mei-ot-ic (mi-ot
f
ik), adj. of meiosis,

Meis-sen (nu'san), n a city in Saxony, Germany, on
the Elbe: pop., 42,000: noted for its porcelain.-----

Jean Louis Er-nest (zh&n Iwe er'nest'

t551, look; oil,"
-. b in comply,
r, doch. See pp

1, out: up, ftse, fflr; &et; Joy; yet; dhuudto;
ty, w in focus;

*
as m. able (Sfp 1) ; JPr^ Ml; *

)p, i-xii. t foreign;
*
hypothetical; <dertwt
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of one of the guilds, mainly of workingmen, organi2ed
in the chief German cities in the 14th, 15th, and
16th centuries for the purpose of cultivating music
and poetry: they were successors of the minnesingers.
M&ji'CO (melii-ko*'). rt* Mexico; the Spanish spelling.
Mek-ka (mek'a), n. Mecca.
Mek-nes (mek'nes), n. a walled city in French Morocco,
one of the traditional capitals of the sultanate: pop.,
75,000.
Me-kong (ma'kor)'). n a river flowing through Tibet
and southwestern China into the South China Sea:
it forms the boundary between French Indo-China
and Thailand: length, 2,600 mi.: Chinese name,
Lantsang.
mel (mel), n. [L.; IE. *melit, seen also in Gr. meli,

honey, melissa, a bee, AS. mekdeaw, mttdeaw, nectar
(cf. MILDEW)], honey, especially in the pure, clarified

form used in pharmacy,
mel-an-, melano-.
mel-an-cho 11 a (mel'an-koli-a), n. [LL.; see MELAN-
CHOLY], a mental disorder characterized by extreme
depression of spirits, brooding, and glo9miness.
mel-an-chp li-ac (mel'an-koli-ak'), adj< of or having
melancholia, n. a person who has melancholia.
mel-an-chol-ic (meran-kol'ik), adj. [ME. melancolike;
OFr. melancolique: LL. mehncholicus], 1. [Now Rare],
melancholy. 2. of, like, or having melancholia.
mel an-chol-i-cal-ly (mel'an-kol'i-k'l-i, mel'an-kol'ik-
li), adv. in a melancholy manner.

I. [pi. MELANCHOLIES
t*e. LL. melancholia; Gr.

-riuwxTHtiujwuk *** 77c*uo 7/*c*u7*u), black -i- chole, bile, gall],
1. [Obs.] f a) originally, black bile, one of the four chief

humors, or boduy fluids, of obsolete physiology: it was
thought to come from tne spleen or kidneys and cause
gloominess, irritability, or depression, b) the condition
of having, or the disorder supposed to result from hav-
ing, too much black bile, c} melancholia, 2. a) sadness
and depression of spirits. b) a tendency to be sad,
gloomy, or depressed. 3. pensiveness; sad, sober
musing, adj. 1, sad and depressed; gloomy. 2. a)
causing sadness, gloom, or depression. 0} lamentable;
deplorable. 3. pensive; sadly or soberly musing.
4. [Qbs.], having the disorder of melancholy or melan-
cholia. SYN. see sad,

Melanch-thon, Phllipp (ma-!ank'than),
Schwarzert), 1497-1560; German theologian; a
of the Lutheran Reformation: also spelled Melancthon.
Mela-nesia (meTa-ne'aha, mel'a-ne'sha), n. [< Gr.
melas, black + nesos,
island; prob. from the
appearanceof theislands
from the sea], a group
of islands in the South
Pacific, extending from
the Admiralty to the
Fiji Islands,
Mela-nesian fmel'a*
ne'zhan, mel'a-ne'shan),
adj. of Melanesia, its peo-
ple, or their languages.
n. 1. a member of the
dark-skinned native
people of Melanesia. 2,
their Austronesian Ian*'

guages and dialects*

(melange (ma'Umzh'), n. [Fr. < mtler, to mix; see
MEDDLE], a mixture; medley; h

"

melan-ic (ma-lan'lk), ad/, of,

having melanism or melanosis.
mel-anln (mel'a-nin), n. [melan- -J- -in], a brownish-
black pigment found in skin, hair, and other animal
tissues.
mel-a-nism (mel'a-niz'm), n. [melan- +^ -ism], I, ab-
normal development of dark pigmentation in the skin,
hair, feathers, etc,: opposed to albinism. 2. darkness
of skint hair, eyes, etc., resulting from a high degree of
pigmentation.
mela-nlte (mel'a-mV). n. [melan- + Jtel a black
variety of garnet.
mel-a-no- (mel'a-no, niel'a-na). t< Gr. melas, melanos,
black], a combining form meaning black, very dark: also,
before a vowel, melan-,

Mel-a-noch-ro-i (mel'a-nok'ro-IOt fypl. [Mod. I* <
melano- + Gr. dchros, pale], members of the Cauca-
sian race having dark hair and a light complexion.Mel a noch roid (mel'a-nok'roid), adj. of or like the
Melanochroi,

mel-a-noid (meKa-noidO, adj. 1. pigmettfeed black or
dark, 2. of or like melanosis.
mel a-no-ma (mera-no'ma), n.J>Z. MELANOMATA (-ma-
ta), MELANOMAS (-maz)], [Mod. El < Gt, melas* melanos.
Diaclc; -f- -oma\ t a tumor whose cells contain melanin
mel a no sis (mel'a-nS'sis), n. [Gr. m&anM&* % W
coming black < melanoustkai, to become blac& <; melas,
melanos, black], the abnormal production and deposi-
tion of melanin in the body tissues.

mel-a-not-lc (mel'a-not'ik), adj. of, having; or having
the nature of, melanosis. --.*

tnel-a-nous (mel'a-nas), ad}, [melan- 4- -ows], having
black or dark skin and hair: opposed to xanthous.
mel an-tha-ceous (mel'on-tha'shas), adj. [< Mod. L.

Melanthaceae, name of the family < Gr. melas, melanos,
black + anthos, flower; + -aceous], of a family of niono-

cotyledonous plants related to the lily but bulbless.

mel a phyre (melVfir'); n. [Pr. < Gr. melas, black +
Fr. porphyre, porphyry], an igneous porphyritic rock
with a dark groundmass.
Mel-ba, Dame Nellie (mel'bs), (Mrs. Helen Mitchell

Armstrong), 1861?-1931; Australian soprano.
Melba toast, [after Dame Nellie Melba], sHghtly stale

bread sliced thin and toasted until brown and crisp.
Mel-bourne (mel'bSrn), n. the capital of Victoria,
Australia: pop., 1,227,000 (est. 1947).
Melbourne, second Viscount, (William Lamb), 1779-

1848; English statesman: prime minister (1834; 1835-

1841) ; adviser to Queen Victoria.

Mel chior, Lau ritz (lou'rits melOcydr), 1890- ;

Danish tenor in America.
Mel-chiz-e-dek, Mel-chis-e-dec (mel-kiz'a-dek'), n.

[Heb. malki-tsedheq, lit., king of righteousness], in the

Bible, the priest and king of Salem who blessed Abra-
ham: Gen. 14:18.
meld (meld), v.t. A tu. [G. melden, to announce], in

pinochle, etc., to declare (a combination of cards in one*s

hand) for inclusion in one's score, n. 1. a melding.
2. a combination of cards melded or to be melded.
3. the score made by melding.
meld (meld), v.t. & v.i. [merging of melt & weld], to

blend; merge; unite.
Mel eager (mel'i-a'jer), n. [L.; Gr. Meleagros], in

Greek legend, one of the Argonauts, the son of Althea,
queen of Calydon: he killed the Calydonian boar and,
in a quarrel over its head and hide, which he had given
to Atalanta, killed his maternal uncles, whereupon his

mother caused his death by burning a log that she
had removed from the fire at his birth because it was
foretold that when it was consumed he would die.

melee, m&lee (ma-la', ma'la. mel'a), n. [Fr. melte <
OFr. meslee; see MEDLEY], a confused, general hand-
to-hand fight between groups or among combatants.
me-li-a-ceous (me'li-a'shas), ac?>. [< Mod. L. Meliaceae,
the mahogany family < Or. melia, ash tree], of the

mahogany family of tropical trees and shrubs.
mel-ic (mel'ik), adj. [Gr. mdikos < melos, song], 1. of

song or poetry. 2. meant to be sung; lyric. Applied

MELANESIA

MV/J. * r*v t. \AAiGij. 4r*\jv j. r* ^VJkJi. rrtcfrrvr, ju. in*Hnmvi>Mi , vj,

melilGton, melildtos, kind of clover; melt, honey 4- Idtos,

lotus], any ofagroup of sweet-smelling, cloverlike plants.
mel-i-nite (mePi-nit'), n, [Fr. miUmte < Gr. melinos,
quince-yellow < melon, quince, apple: from its color], a
powerful explosive like lyddite, made by combining
picric acid with guncotton.
mel-iora-ble (mel'yo-ra-b'l). adj. that can be melio-
rated.
mel-io-rate (mel'yo-ratO, v.t. A v.i. [MELIORATED (-id),

MELIORATING], [< LL. mdioratus, pp. of meliorare, to
make better < L. melior, better], to make or become
better; improve; ameliorate.
mel-ioTa-don <mel'ya-rS'ahan), n. 1. a meliorating or
being meliorated; improvement. 2. in linguistics, a
change of meaning for the better. Opposed to pejoration.

-rS'tiv), adj. meliorating or tend-
in linguistics to words whose

mel-io-ra-tlve (mel'
. < mtler, to mix; see ing^to meliorate: applied in linguistics to words whose
hodgepodge. basic meaning has been changed for the better (e.g.,
f, characteristic of, or marshal, knight, steward), n. a meliorative word or

rative.

a'ter), n. a person or thing that
. Opposed to

Mo ra-tor
meliorates.
mel-iorism (mel'yo-riz'm), n* [L. melior, better; 4-

-ism], 1. the belief that the world naturally tends to
get better and, especially, that it can be made better
by human effort. 2. the betterment of society by im-
proving people's health, living conditions, etc.

tnel-io-riat
"*"

adj. of meH_ . ......________________

mel tor I ty tme>y6r'a-ti^ mH-yor'9*ti) t n. the quality
or condition of being better; superiority.
Me.U8-a Cn^lis'a), [Gf, UeUma, lit. a beel, a fern-
mine name.
Mel i to pel toRl'i-td'pdBr n. a c|ty to tht southern

. 7WOO.
', var, of

to

tTkramian a.
mell (mel), v.t.

mesUr; see MB
mingle; mix. 2.

'

mel uf er ous (

honey; -|- -ous],
mellifluence
mellifluous.

me^Itf.lu.en4mellifluous.
, , t , ,

mellif-lu-oua (ma-lifloo-asX

icon banker;



mellow 917 memento mori
mel-low (mel'o), adj. [ME. melwe* ripej prob. < AS.
melu. (see MEAL, ground grain) & hence akin to FL
meluw, soft, mellow; influenced in sense by AS. merit
(ME. merewe), soft, tender], 1. soft, sweet, and juicy
because ripe; said of fruit. 2. full-flavored; matured;
not acid or bitter: said of wine, etc. 3. full, rich, soft,
and pure; not harsh: said of sound, light, color, weather,
etc. 4. moist and rich; loamy: said of soil. 5. softened
and made gentle, understanding, and sympathetic by
age and experience. 6. [Colloq.], a) genial; jovial.
b) somewhat drunk; tipsy. 7. [Slang], good; excellent.
v.t. & w.i. to make or become mellow. SYN. see ripe.
melo-de-on (ma-lo'di-an). n. [pseudo-Gr. form <
melody; cf. ACCORDION], 1. a small keyboard organ in
which the tones are produced by drawing air through
metal reeds by means of a bellows operated by pedals:
it is much like a harmonium. 2. a kind of accordion.
me-lo-di-a (mg-lo'di-g), n. [LL.; see MELODY], an 8-foot
organ stop with wooden pipes and a flutelike tone;
stopped diapason.
me-lod-icme-lod-Ic (mo-lod'ik), adj. [Fr. melodique; LL. melodi-
ous}, 1. of, or having the nature of, melody. 2. melo-
dious.

me-lod-i-caMy (mo-lod'i-k'l-i, ma-lod'ik-li), adv. 1. in
a melodic manner. 2. as regards melody. 3. by
melody.
melod-ics (mo-lod'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], the
branch of musical science dealing with the pnnciples
and construction of melody ana the pitch of tones.
tnelodi-ous (mo-lo'di-as), adj. [OFr. mehdieus], 1.

containing or producing melody. 2. pleasing to hear;
sounding sweet; tuneful.
mel-O'dist (mera-dist), n. a singer or composer of
melodies.
melo-dize (melVdiz'), v.t. [MELODIZED (-dlzd') MEL-
ODIZING], 1. to make melodious. 2. to set to melody.
v.i. to make melody: compose melodies.
mel'O-dra-ma (mel'a-dra'ma, mel'a-dram'o), n. [Fr.
melodrame < Gr. melos, a song -h drama, drama],
1. originally, a sensational or romantic stage play with
interspersed songs and an orchestral accompaniment.
2. now, a drama with sensational, romantic, often
violent action, extravagant emotions, and, generally, a

happy ending. 3. any sensational, extravagantly
emotional action, utterance, etc.
mel o dra mat-ic (mel'a-dra-xnat'ik), adj. of, charac-
teristic of, like, or fit for melodrama; sensational,
violent, and extravagantly emotional.
mel o-dra-mat ic al-ly (mel's-drs-mat'i-kl-i, mel'a-
drs-mat'ik-li), adv. in a melodramatic manner.
mel-o-dra-mat-ics (mel's-dra-mat/iks), n*pL melo-
dramatic behavior.
mel o dy (mel'o-di), n. \pL MELODIES (-diz)], [ME. &
OFr. melodie; LL. melodia; Gr. mel5idia < melos, song
+ aeidein, to sing], 1. a) pleasing sounds or arrange-
ment of sounds in sequence. &) musical quality, as in
the arrangement of words. 2. in music, a) a sequence
of single tones, usually in the same key or mode, to

produce a rhythmic whole; often, a tune, air, or song.
b) the element of form having to do witn the .arrange-
ment of single tones, in sequence: distinguished from
harmony, c) the leading part, or voice, a harmonic
composition; the air. 3. a poem composed to be sung.
iSKv.' melody refers to the rhythmic arrangement of tones m
sequence to express a musical idea; air, in strict application,
refers to the principal, or leading, melody of a harmonized com-
position, but it is sometimes used as an equivalent of tune,
which is the popular term for any easily remembered melody
that identifies a song, dance, etc.

mel old (mel'oid), n. [< Mod. L. Meloidae, name of the
family < meloe, oil beetle], a blister beetle or other
insect of the same family, adj. of such insects.

mel-olon-thine (mel's-lon'thln, melVlon'thin), adj.

[< Gr. mZlolonthe", cockchafer; + 4ne], of a subfamily of

beetles including the cockchafers, June bugs, and rose

bugs. n. any beetle of this: subfamily.
mel-on (mel'ki), n. [ME,; OFr.; LL. melo f melonis, for

L* melopepo; Gr. mlopep&n, apple-shaped melon;
mllont apple -I- pepdn, melon], 1. any of several large,

juicy, manyfseeded fruits of certain trailing plants of

the gourd famEy, as the watermelon, muskmelon,
cantaloupe, and honeydew melon. 2. any of these

plants. 3. [Slang], profits, winnings, political spoils,

or the like, fo* distribution among stockholders, eta:

chiefly in cut a me$on* to distribute such profits, etc.

Me-los (me'los). Hi. one of the Cyclades Islands, in the
Aeiean: area, 5? sq. mi; pop., 5,000: Italian name,
M&o.

'

Melpom:
ene (iarf:pota

r
e-ne> ft. [u; Gr. Melpomene

< melpein, to sing], in Greek mythology, the Muse of

. 1. a village in southeastern
j of i Cistercian abbey. 2. a city
etts, near Boston: pop., 27,000,
, [MELTED (-id), MELTING; archaic

PI>. MOLTEN (mdWn)] [ME. meUen; AS. meUan* v.i..

mieltan, v.t*; IE. base *md*d- (< *mel-, to grind; cf.

MEAL, ground grain), seen also in IX mcllis, soft (cf.

MOLLIFY)], 1. to change from a solid to a liquid state,

generally by heat. 2. to dissolve; disintegrate. 3. to
disappear or cause to disappear gradually (often with
away). ^4. to merge gradually^blend: as, the sea seems
to -melt into the sky at the horizon, 5, to soften; make
or become gentle and tender: as, her grief mdted our
hearts, n. 1. a melting or being melted. 2. something
melted. 3. the quantity melted at one operation or
during one periojd. 4. a charge put into a furnace or
crucible for melting.
SYN. melt implies the bringing; of a substance from its solid
to its liquid state, usually by heat (to ntdt butter) dissolve re-

fers specifically to the reduction of a solid to a liquid, by placing
it in another liquid so that its particles are evenly distributed

among those of the solvent (to dissolve sugar in water) ; liquefy
is the general term meaning to change to a liquid state and may
be applied to gases as well as solids: thaw implies the reducing
of a frozen substance to its normal liquid, or to a semiEqttio,
state by raising its temperature (the ice has thawed). ANT.
solidify, freeze.

melt-age^mel'tij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the act of melting.
2. the thing or quantity resulting from melting.
melting point, the temperature at which a specified
solid becomes liquid: abbreviated M.P., m.p.
melting pot, 1. a container in which metals or other
substances are melted; crucible. 2. a country, place,
etc. in which immigrants of various nationalities and
races are assimilated.
mel ton (mel't'n), n. [< Mellon Mowbray in Leicester-
shire, England], a heavy woolen cloth with a smooth
surface and a short nap, used for overcoats.
Me-lun geon (ma-lun'jan), n. I? < Fr. mtlangt, mixed:
see MELANGE], a member of a dark-skinned people of
mixed Caucasian, Negro, and Indian stock, inhabiting
the Tennessee mountains.

Melville, Herman (mel'vil), 1819-1891; American
novelist and poet.
Melville Island, 1. an island in Northwest Territories,
Canada, north of Victoria Island: area, 16,164 sq. mi.
2. an island in Northern Territory, Australia: area,
2,400 sq. mi.

Melville Peninsula, a peninsula in Northwest Terri-

tories, Canada, opposite Baffin Island: length, 250 mi.
Mel-vin (mel'vin), [ult. prob. < AS. mad, mxthel, council
+ wine, friend, protector], a masculine name.
mem (mem), n. [Heb. mlm, lit., water; see M], the
thirteenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (D, 0),
corresponding to English M, m: see alphabet, table.

mem., 1. member. 2. memento, [L.J,
remember. 3.

memoir. 4. memorandum; memoranda. 5. memorial.
mem-ber (mem'bSr), n. [ME. & OFr. membre; L. mem-
hrum], 1. a) a leg, arm, or other part or organ of a
human or animal body. 5) a part of a plant considered
with regard to structure or position rather than func-
tion. 2. 0) a distinct part or element of a whole, as of a
mathematical equation, a sentence, a syllogism, a series,
a building, a bridge, etc. 5) a i>art or division in a
system of classification: as, species are members of a
genus. 3. a person belonging to some association,

society, community, party, etc. 4. [M-], o) a Member
of Congress, in the House of Representatives. &) a
Member of Parliament, in the House of Commons.
Abbreviated M^, mem.
mem-ber ship (mem'bSr-ship')t n. [see -SHIP], 1. the
state of being, or status as, a member. 2. members
collectively, as of an organization, 3. the number of

members.
tnem-bra-na-ceous (mem'brs-na'shas), adj. [LL. mem-
branaceus], membranous.
mem-brane (mem'bran), n. [L. membrana, membrane,
fine skin, parchment < membrum, member: prob. from
sense "coating of limb"], a thin, soft, pliable sheet^or
layer, especially of animal or vegetable tissue, serving
as a covering or lining, as for an organ or part.
membrane bone, a bone developed in a connective
tissue membrane rather than in cartilage.

mem-bra-nous (mem'brQ-nQs, menvbrS'nos), adj. (Fr.
membraneu*], 4. of, having the nature of, or like

membrane. 2. characterized by the forming of a mem-
brane: said of some diseases.
Me mel (ma'malr Eng. raem'al), n. 1. a territory of

western Lithuanian B. S. R,: area, 940 sq. mi,; -pop.,

148,000, 2. a seaport in this territory: pop., 47,000.
3. the Niemen River: the Qermannanje,
me-men to (rni-men'to), it. [pi. MEMENTOS, MEMENTOES
(-toz)J, [L., imperative of meminisse, to remember],
1. [M-J, in the Roman GatbQlic Chwrch* either of two
prayers in the Canon of the Mass, one for the Hving
and one for the dead^ beginning "Memento.'* 2. any-
thing serving as a reminder, warding, or souvenir.

Jme-men-to mo-ri (rni-men'ta m^'riV, [L., remember
that you must die], any reminder of death, as a skulL

; oa out: up, M, MM
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Mem ling, Hans (hans rnemlirj), 1430?-1495; Flemish
painter: also Memlinc (mem'lirjk).
Mem-non (mem/non), n. [L.; Gr. Memnon], 1. in

Greek legend, an Ethiopian king killed by Achilles in

the Trojan War and made immortal by Zeus. 2. a
gigantic statue of an Egyptian king at Thebes, Egypt,
said to have emitted a musical sound at sunrise.

mem o (meni'6), n. \$L MEMOS (-Sz)], [Colloq.], a memo-
randum.
mem-oir (mem'war), n. [Fr. memoire, masc., a memo-
randum, memoir; fern., memory < L. memoria, mem-
ory], 1. a biography or biographical notice. 2. a report
or record of a scholarly investigation or scientific study;

monojgraph. 3. pi a) a report or record of happenings
that is based on the writer's personal observation and
knowledge or special information: as, memoirs of the
French Revolution. &) an autobiography or autobio-

graphical record, c) a record of the transactions of a
learned society. Abbreviated mem.
mem-o-ra-biM-a (mem'eY-a-bil'i-a), n.pl. [sing. MEM-
ORABELE (mem'a-rab'g-le')], [L., neut. pi. of memora-
bilis, memorable], things worth remembering or re-

cording; noteworthy matters or events.

mem-o-ra-bil-i-ty (mem'eY-s-bil's-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being memorable.
mem-o-ra-ble (mem'er-a-bl), adj. [L. memorabilis],
worth remembering; notable; remarkable.
mem-o-ra-bly (mem'Sr-a-bli), adv. in a memorable
manner.
mem-o-ran-dum (mem's-ran'dsm), n. [pi. MEMORAN-
DUMS (-dsmz), MEMORANDA (-do)], [L., neut. of memo-
randa, to be remembered, gerundive of memorare, to

remember], 1. a) a short note written to help one
remember something or remind ^one to do_ something.
b) a record of events or observations, especially one for

future use. 2. an informal written communication, as
from one department to another in a business office.

3. in business, a statement, made by the consignor, of
the goods and terms of a consignment sent with the

privilege of return. 4. in diplomacy, a summary or
outline of a subject under discussion, reasons for or

against some action, etc. 5. in law, a short written
statement of the terms of an agreement, contract, or
transaction. Abbreviated mem. (sing. &* $1.),

me-mo-ri-al (m9-m6r'i-8l, ms-mo'ri-sl), adj. [Late ME.;
OFr.; L. memorialis < memoria; see MEMORY], 1,

serving to help people remember some person or event;
commemorative. 2. of memory, n. 1. anything
meant to help people remember some person or event,
as a statue, holiday, etc. 2. an informal diplomatic
paper. 3. a statement of facts, often with a petition
that something be done, sent to a government, official,
etc. Abbreviated mem.
Memorial Day, a day designated in the United States
for honoring dead members of the armed forces;
Decoration Day: in most States a legal holiday, falling
on May 30; in Southern States, April 26, May 10, or
June 3.

me-mo-ri-al-ist (ma-mdr'i-^l-ist, ma-mo'ri-9l-ist), n.
1. a person who draws up, signs, or presents a memorial.
2. a writer of memoirs.
me mo-ri-al ize (ma-mSr'i-Q-Ha/, mo-mo'ii-a-llz'), v.t.

[MEMORIALIZED (-Kzd'), MEMORIALIZING], 1. to com-
memorate. 2. to present a memorial to; petition.

mem-o-ri-za-tion (mem'@r-a-za/shsn, mem'eV-i-za/-
shon), n. a memorizing or being memorized.
memorize (niemVrizO, v.t. [MEMORIZED (-rizd'),
MEMORIZING], to commit to memory; learn by heart.

mem-o-ry (mem'Sr-i), n. \pl. MEMORIES (-iz)]. [ME. &
OFr. memorie; L. memoria < memor, mindful, remem-
bering], 1. the power, act, or process of remembering.
2. the total of what one remembers^ 3. a person, thing,
happening, or act remembered. 4. the length of time
over which

< remembering extends: as, not within the
memory of living men has this happened. 5. commemo-
ration or remembrance: as, in memory of his fatter.
6. fame after death; posthumous reputation: as, a tman
of notorious memory. 7. [Obs.], a memorial,
5r

y2y.r-memory refers specifically to the ability or power for
retaining or reviving in the mind past thoughts, images, ideas,
etc. (I m losing my memory) ; remembrance applies to the act
or process of having such events or things come to mind again
(the painful remembrance of his childhood); recollection im-
plies the voluntary and detailed remembering of a half-forgotten
event (his recollection of the campaign is not too clear) ; remi-
niscence implies the pensive or mstfttl recollection of long-
past, usually pleasurable, events, or the narration of these (he
entertained us with reminiscences of his childhood). ANT. for-
getfulness, oblivion.

Mem-phi-an (mem'fi-an), adj. 1. of ancient Memphis,
Egypt- hence, 2. Egyptian.
Memphis (mem'fis), n. 1. an ancient city in Egypt,
near the mouth of the Nile: former capital of Egypt:
see Bftypt, map. 2. a city in southwestern Tennessee,,
on the Mississippi: pop., 394,000.
Mem-pure-ma*jtog, Lake (mem'frima'gog), a lake In
Vermont and Canada: length, 35 mi.; width, 2-*5 mL
mem-sahib (mem'slt'ib), n. [Anglo-Ind.; mem to
ting, ma'am -f Ar, s&hib, a master], in India, lady

1

;

mistress: applied to a Europeanwoman by servants, etc.

men (men), n. plural of man.
men-ace (men'is), n. [ME. manasce, manace; OFr.
manace; L. minacia < minax, minacis, projecting,
threatening < minari, to threaten], 1. a threat or

threatening. 2. anything threatening harm or evil.

v.t. & v.i. [MENACED (-ist), MENACING], to threaten.
SYN. see threaten.

me-nad (me'nad), n. a maenad.
me-nage, me-nage (ma-nazh', ma-nazh'), n. [ME.
maynage; OFr. manaige, etc. (Pr. menage} < LL.
*mansionaticum, domain < L. mansio, a house, man-
sion], 1. a household; domestic establishment. 2. the

management of a household; housekeeping.
me-nag-er-ie (mo-naj'Sr-i, ms-nazh'er-i), n. [Pr. me-
nagerie < manage; see MENAGE], 1. a collection of wild
or strange animals kept in cages or enclosures for
exhibition. 2. a place where such animals are kept.
Men-ai Strait (menl), a channel off the northwestern
coast of Wales, separating Anglesey from the mainland.
Me-nam (me-nam') n. the principal river in Thailand,
flowing into the Gulf of Siam: length, 750 mi.
Me-nan-der (mi-nan'deY), n. Greek comic poet and
dramatist; lived 343P-291? B.C.

Men-ci-us (men'shi-ss), n. (Meng-tse), Chinese philoso-

pher and teacher of Confucianism; 372P-289? B.C.
Men-cken, H. L. (merj'k'n), (Henry Louis

t Mencken),
1880- ; American writer, editor, and critic.

mend (mend), v.t. [ME. menden' see AMEND], 1. to

repair (something broken or worn); remove
t
defects in

(something faulty); restore to good condition; make
whole. 2. to make better; improve; reform; set right:
as, mend your manners. ^3, to atone for: make ^amends
for: now only in least said, soonest mended. v.i. to get
better; improve, especially in health, n. 1. a mending;
improvement. 2. a mended place, as on a garment.
on the mend, improving, especially in health.

SYN. mend is the general word implying a making whole
again something that has been broken, torn, etc. (to mend a toy,
dress, etc.); repair, often equivalent to mend, is preferred
when the object is a relatively complex one that has become
damaged or decayed through use, age, exhaustion, etc. (to repair
an automobile, radio, etc.) ; patch and darn imply the mending
of a hole, tear, etc., the former by inserting or applying a piece
of similar material (to patch a coat, a tire tube, etc.), the latter

by sewing a network of stitches across the gap (to darn a sock).
men-da-cious (men-da'shas), adj. [< L. mendax, men-
dads,' + -ous]. lying; untruthful; false.

men-aac*i-ty (men-das's-ti), n. \pl. MENDACITIES (-tiz)],

[LL. mendacitas < L. mendax], 1. the quality or state
of being mendacious. 2. a lie; falsehood.
Men-del, Gre-gor Jo-hann (gra'gdr yo'han men'dsl),
1822-1884; Austrian monk and ootanist; founder of

genetics: see Mendel's laws.
Men-de le ev, Dmi-tri I-va-rio-vlcli (d'me'tri i-va'nd"-
vich men'dye-lya'ef; Eng. men'da-la'ef), 1834-1907;
Russian chemist: also spelled Mendelyeev, etc.
Mendeleev's law, in chemistry, the periodic law.
men-dele vi-um (men'dQ-le'vi-am), n. a radioactive
chemical element produced by bombarding einsteinium
with alpha particles having a high energy level: symbol,
Mv; at. wt, 256 (?) ; at. no., 101.

Men-de-li-an (men-de'E-Qn), adj. 1. of Gregor Mendel.
2. of, or inherited according to, Mendel's laws.
Men-de-li-an-ism (men-de'H-an-iz'm), n, Mendelism,
Men-del ism (men'dl-iz'm), a. the theory of heredity
formulated by Gregor MendeL
Mendel's laws, the three principles of hereditary phe-
nomena discovered and formulated by Gregor Mendel:
1) the law of independent unit characters, which states
that characters, or characteristics, as height, color, etc.,
are inherited separately as units. 2) the law of segre-
gation, which states that body cells and primordial
germ cells contain pairs of such unit characters and
that when gametes are produced, each gamete receives
only one member of each such pair. 3) the law of dom-
inance^ which states that in every ^dividual there is a
pair of determining factors (see genes) for each unit
character, o* from each parent; if these factors are
different, (heterozygous), one character (the dominant)
appears act the orgaaismv the other (the recessive) being
latent; the recessive c&aracter can appear in the organ-
ism only when the dominant 19 absent. Hence in all
cross-bred, generations tw& characters are shown in
varying comblnatiom each
proportion of the total

Men-dels-sohn, - Fe^lix
men'dl-s'n, men'dO-sSnO, (J
detesohn-Barmoldyjt I809-4W7;
conductor; grandson of Moses, i

Mendelssohn, Mo-ses
fathear of Felix; Germa
Men-de-res (menMeyresfyj if. j, a fivei

1

flowing Into the Aegean : length, 240 mi.
Meander. < 2. a river in Asia

'

Dardanelles; length 60 ml 1

;

in a definite
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cantis, ppr. of mendicare, to beg < mendicus, needy],
L begging; asking for alms: as, mendicant friars. 2.

of or characteristic of a beggar, n. 1. a beggar;
person who begs for alms. 2. a mendicant friar.

men*dic-i-ty (men-dis'a-ti), n. [Fr. mendidte; L. men'
dicitas], mendicancy.
Men-do-ci-no, Gape (men da~se'no), a cape in northern
California: the most westerly point in the State.
Men-do-za (men-do'sa; Eng. men-do'za), n. a city in
western Argentina: pop., 104,000 test. 1943).
Men-e-la-us (men'o-H'^s), n. [L.; Gr. Menelaos], in
Greek legend, a king of Sparta, son of Atreus, brother
of Agamemnon, and husband of Helen.

Men-e-lik II (men'a-lik'), 1844-1913; emperor of

Abyssinia (1889-1910).
Jme-ne, me-ne, tek-el, u-phar-sin (me'ni me'ni tek'l
u-far'sin), tAram.], numbered, numbered, weighed,
(and) divided: in the Bible, the writing on the wall,

interpreted by Daniel to mean that God had weighed
Belshazzar and his kingdom, found them wanting, and
would destroy them: Dan. 5:25.

Me-nen-dez de Avi4es, Pe-dro (pe'f/trd me-nen'deth
the S've'-les'), 1519-1574; Spanish seafarer and ex-

plorer; founded St. Augustine, Florida, in 1565.
Me-nes (me'nez), n. founder of 1st dynasty of Egypt;
fl. c. 3400 B.C.
men-folk (men'f5k')t n.pl. [Dial.], men: also menfolks.
Meng-tse (merj'tsS'; Chin, mun'dzu'), n. Mencius.
Meng tze (men'tse'j Chin. murj'dzu'), n. a city in

Yunnan province, China: pop., 193,000.
men harden (men-hS'd'n), n. [< Am. Ind. (Narra-
gansett), lit., they fertilize: cf. Algonquian munnawhat,
fertilizer], a sea fish of the herring family, common
along the Atlantic coast from New England south-
ward: it is used for bait or for making oil and fertilizer.

menhir (men'hir), n. [Fr.; Bret, men, stone + hir,

long], a tall stone, usually rough, standing upright
(either as part of .a circle or row, or alone), erected

household < L. mansfo; see MANSION], 1. of or fit for

servants; hence, 2. servile; low; mean. n. 1. a domestic
servant. 2. a servile, low person. SYN. see servile.

me nin ge al (ma-mWji-91), adj. of the meninges,
me-nin ges (ma-nin'jez), n.pl. [Mod. L. < Gr. mtninx,
meningos, a membrane], the three membranes that

envelop the brain and the spinal cord; dura mater,
arachnoid, and pia mater.
men in git ic (men'in-jit'ik), ad/, of or having men-
ingitis.
men in gi tie (men'in-ji'tis), iu [Mod. L.; see MBNINGBS
& ITIS], inflammation of the meninges, especially as the
result of infection by bacteria or viruses: the three

principal forms are spinal, cerebral, and cerebrospmal.
me nin go coc-cus (mo-nin'g54cok'as), n. [pi. MENINGO-
cocci fkok's!)), the bacterium causing cerebrospinal

meningitis. .

me-niS'Ciw (mi-nk'kas), n. [pi MBNISCUSES (-iz), ME-
NISCI (-xuVi)], [Mod. L,; Gr. mt
niskos, dim. of mini, the moon],
1, a crescent or crescent-shaped
thing. 2. a lens convex on one
side and concave on the other.

3. in physics, the curved upper
surface of a column of liquid: as
a result of capillarity it is convex
when the walls of the container
are dry, concave when they are

ma'shss), adj.[< Mod. L. Meni* . convex raaenis-
< (k mini* the moon cV $ me^ry;

B, concave me-
niscus of water

spermamae < Gr. min$f the moon
f sperma, seed; -f <ousL desig-

nating or of the mooaseed family

woody plants ^and hert?s wftjh altema^ leaves and
small flowers, yielding narcotic and tede substances,

Men-non-ite (men'Qw-ltO* n. [after Menno Sunons

0492-1559), a leader], a member of wi ev^elic^l
Protestant Christian sect founded m Fnesland in the

leth century and still ewsttog ia the United States

and Bmrope; Manonite oppose the taWng of oaths,

infant baptten, nAtary service, and the aeceptaoe
of ptibli office, imd favor plain <icess and plamTiving.
lme-no fawftit), 'tfut [it* < I* iw*wmy]# in mmsfo* les.

menolo gy (ini^ol^A, n. $L MBNCMDOCS^ES Wi)],
[Mod. L. mwtologium; $te Gr. minologiowf Gr. min,

month 4- logos, an account . < legem, to speak], 1; a

vdfftojtiw&y^^

the ages of 45 and 50, or the period dunng which this*

occurs: female climacteric, or change of hfe.

Me-nor-ca (me-ndr'ka), n, Minorca: Spanish spelling.

men-or-rha-gi-a (men'a-ra^ji-a), n* [< Gr. men, iricnos,

month; + <*rhagia\t excessive menstrual flow,

Me not ti, Gian-Car lo Q*&kayi5 me-npt'i) 1911- ;

American composer and dramatist, born in Italy.
men-sal (men's'l), adj. [LL. mensalis < L. mensa, a
table; cf. MEAT], of or used at the table.

men-sal (men's'l), adj. [< L. mtnsis, month; + -a4\,

monthly.
men-ses (men'sez), n*pl* [L., pL of mensis, month], the

periodic flow of blood from the uterus, discharged
through the genital tract: it normally occurs in women
about every four weeks, from puberty to menopause.
Men-she vik, men she-vik (men'sha-yik'). n. \pl. MEN-

minoniyj, l. a) ongmaiiy, a memoir 01 TUB minority
faction (Mensheviki) of the Social Democratic Party
of Russia, who fought the more radical majority faction

(Bolsheviki) from 1903 on. ft) after November, 1917, a
member of a political group of similar views, which
opposed the policies, actions, and methods of the
Soviet government and the Communist (Bolshevik)
Party. 2. a person who has Menshevik views and
traits: hostile term as appHed by Communists, adj. of
or characteristic of the Mensheviks or Menshevism.
Men-she vism, men-she*vism (men'sha-viz'm), n. the
policies and practices of the Mensheviks.
Men-she yist, men she vist (men'sha-vist). n. A adj.
Menshevik.
tmena sa-na in cor po-re sa-no (menz sa'na in korpo*
ri sa'no), [LJ, a sound mind in a sound body.
menatru al (men'stro5-9l), adj. [MB. menstruaU; L.
menstrualis < menstruus, monthly < mensis, month],
1. of the menses. 2, in astronomy, monthly.
men stru ate (men'stroo-St')* vf. [MENSTRUATED (-id),

MENSTRUATING], [< L. menstruatus, pp. of menstruare, to
menstruate < menstruus; see MENSTRUAL], to have a
discharge of the menses.
men-stru-a-tion (men'strdo-a'shan), n. [see prec.J, the

discharge of the menses, or the period when this occurs.

men-stru-ous (men'strooas), adj. [L. menstruus, of a
month < mensts, month],_of or having the menses.
men-stru-um (men'stroo-9m), n. [pL MBNSTRUUMS
(-gmz), MENSTRUA (-0)], [neut. of L. menstruus, monthly
< mensis, month: so called from an alchemistic meta-

phor], a solvent; liquid that dissolves a solid.

men-sur a-bil-i-ty (men'shSr-s-bil'^ti). n. the quality
or state of being mensurable.
men-sur-able (men'shSr^-b'l), adj. [LL, mensurabUis
< mensurare; see MENSURATION], 1. that can be
measured; measurable. 2. in music, having fixed

rhythm and measure.
men-sural (men'shSr-al), adj. [ML. mensuralis], 1. of

measure. 2. in music, mensurable.
men-sti ra-tion (men'sho-ri'shan, mem'soo-rS'shon) ,

n.

[LL. mensuratio < mensuratus, pp. of mensurare, to
measure < L. mensura, measure; for base see MEAL
(food)], 1. the act, process, or art of measuring. 2. the
branch of mathematics dealing with the determination
of length, area, or volume,
men-sura-tive (men'sliwra'tiv), adj. for measuring.
r.ment (mont, mint), [Fr.; L. Amentum], a noun-forming
stdfix added to verbs, vejro stems, or, rarely, adjectives,

meaning: 1. a result or product of ing, as in

improvement, pavement 2. a meows, agency, or instru*

ment for ing,, as in adornment, escapement. 3. the

act, fact, process, or art of ing, as in measurement,
movement. 4. the state, condition, fact, or degree of being

, ed, as in disappointment. Final y after a conso-
nant becomes i before -went, as in embodiment,
men*tal (men'tl), adj. [MB.; Late OFr.; LL. mmtalis
< L. mens, mentis, t&e mind; for base see MAN], 1. of

or for the mind or intellect: as, mental oowers, mental

a|4s 2. done by, or cartied on in, the mind (i.e., with-
out using written symbols): as, mental arithmetic, 3.

diseased in mind; mentally ill: as, a mental patient.
4. for the mentally ill: as, a mental hospital
men tal (men'tl), adj. [< L. mentum, the eta; *f *afl.

of the chin.
mental age, an individual's degree of mental develop-
ment measured in terms of the ctemolo$ioat a of the

average individual of corresponding mental ability.

mental deficiency, lack of some mental faction of

factions jpresentj.in the norwal individual! pouip^taJ
subnormauty of inteUJgcwicej
messy it ranges from idiocy to
mental healing, the treatment

I feeb3fi*punded-

or disorders
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mental reservation, a qualification (of a statement)
that one makes to himself but does not express.
men-tha-ceous (men-tha'shas), adj. [< L. mentha,
mint; ;+ -aceous], designating or of a group of plants of
the mint family, including spearmint and peppermint.
rnen-thene (men'then), n. [< menthol + -ene}, a color-

less, oily hydrocarbon, CioHw, derived from oil of

peppermint or from menthol by dehydration.
men-thol (men'thol, men'thol, men'thdl), n. [G. < L.

mentha, mint + -ol, -ol (sense 1)], a white, waxy, crys-
talline alcohol, CioHifiOH, obtained from oil of pepper-
mint and used in medicine and perfumery,
men-tho-lat-ed (men'ths-la'tid), adj. containing men-
thol; treated or impregnated with menthol.
men-tion (men'shen), n. [ME. mention; OFr. mention;
L. mentio < stem of mens, mentis, the mind; for base
see MAN], a brief, often incidental, reference (to) or
statement (about) a mentioning, v.t. to refer to or

speak about briefly or incidentally; specify, as by name.
make mention of, to mention.
not to mention, without even mentioning.

Men-ton (man'toV), n. a resort in southeastern France,
on the Mediterranean: pop., 23,000.
Men-to-no (men-t6'ne), n. Menton: the Italian name.
men-tor (men'tSr), n. [Gr. Mentor, lit., adviser], 1,

[M-L in Greek legend, the loyal friend and wise adviser
of Odysseus (Ulysses), and teacher and guardian of

Odysseus* son, Telemachus. 2. a wise, loyal adviser.
men u (men'u, ma'nu; Fr. ma-nil'), n. IfI. MENUS (-uz,

-nuz; Fr. -mi/)], [Fr., small, detailed < I/, minutus; see

MINUTE, adj.], 1. a detailed list of the foods served at a
meal; bill of fare. 2. the foods served.
Menu bin, Ye-hu-di (yo-hooMi men'u-in), 1917- ;

American violinist.

me-ow, me-ou (mi-ou', myou) t n. [echoic],, the char-
acteristic vocal sound made by a cat. v.i. to make
this sound. Also miaow, mew, etc.

Me-phis-to (mi-fis'to), n. Mephistopheles.
Me-phis-to-phe-le-an (mef'is-tQ-fe'H-sn, ms-fis'to-fe'-

li-sn, mef's-stof'a-le'an), adj. 1. of Mephistopheles.
2. Kke Mephistopheles; fiendish, diabolical, crafty,
malevolent, sardonic, etc. Also Mephistophelian.
Meph-i-stoph e-les (mef'a-stof'a-leV), n. [G.: of ob-
scure origin; earlier written also Mtphostophiles (as if

< Or. ml, not -f *phosto, assumed form of Faust +" "
s, loving), Mephotophiles (as if < Gr. ml + phds,
is; light + philos) ; &lso said to be < Heb. mephiz,
oyer -f tophel, liar; neither these nor various other

derivations have adequate support], 1. in medieval
legend, a devil to whom Faust, or Faustus, sold his
soul for riches and power: a leading character in
Goethe's Faust, Marlowe's Dr. Faustus, Gounod's opera
Faust, etc. 2. a crafty, powerful, malevolent devil;
diabolical person. Also Mephlato.Me phis-to-phe li an (meris-ta-fe'K-an^ ma-fis'to-fe'-

K-an), adj. Mephistophelean*
me phit ic

(me-fit'ik) , adj. 1. of or caused by mephitis.
2. a) bad-smelling. 6) poisonous; noxious.

mephi-tis (me-n'tis), n. [L.], 1. a harmful, bad-
smelling vapor coming out of the earth, as the exhala-
tion from decomposing organic matter or poisonous
gas from a mine. 2. a bad smell: stench.

meir., 1. meridian. 2. meridional
mer can-tile (imVkan-til, murlcan-til')* <"*/. [Fr.; It.

< mercante, a merchant; L. mercans; see MERCHANT],
1. of or characteristic^ of merchants or trade; commer-
cial. 2. of mercantilism. Abbreviated mere.

mercantile agency, an establishment that gathers and
provides for clients mfonnatipn about the credit rating,
financial status* etc. of individuals and firms.
mercantile paper, checks, promissory motes, bills of

exchange, and other negotiable paper used in business:
also caned commercial paper.
mer-can-til-ism (mlir'kan^til-iz'm, mur^gn-tS-iz'm)^
n. La) the doctrine or policy that the economic'
interests of the nation as a whole are more important
than those of individuals or parts of the nation, that a
balance of exports over imports, with a consequent
accumulation of btiiiofv is desirable, and that industry,
agriculture, and conuperce should be directed toward
this objective: it arose in Europe with the decline of
feudalism. 6) the practice of this policy. Also mercantile
system. 2. commercialism.
mercantilist (mur'kannfciMst, mucfkan*tll-ist), n* a
person who believes in and advocates mercantilism.
mercap tan (mer-kap'tanl), n. [G. < MLt, mercnrwm
captans, lit., seizing mercury < K mwpwrws (see
MERCURY) + captans, ppr. of ewptare, to seize}, amy 0f
a class of chemical compounds analogous to the alcohols
and characterized by the substitttfeimi .& >ato2to ice
oxygen in the OH radical: also caUe^fel.mer cap-tide (meV-kap'tid). n. a metalic satt d a
mercaptan, characterized by the substitution ; D| a
metal for the hydrogen in the SH rmdicai i } I {

mercap to (mSr-kap't5) f n. [< mercajWml t|te,>-
valent radical SH.

Mcar-ca-tor. Ger bar dus 0&r-har'da$ mSr-kaftgr; Ft,
mer-ki'tdr), [Lalanized from Gerhard

''

kremer & L, mercatw mean "dealer"],
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mer-cu rial ize (mer-kyoor'i-a-Ez'), v.t. [MERCURIAL-
IZED (-Kzd'),.MERCURIALIZING], i. to make mercurial.
2. to treat with mercury or a compound of mercury.
mer-cu ric (mer-kyoor'ik), adj. of or containing mer-
cury, especially with a valence of two.
mercuric chloride, a very poisonous, white, crystalline
compound, HgClt, used in engraving and as an anti-
septic: also called corrosive sublimate, bichloride of mer-
cury, mercury chloride.
mercuric oxide, a poisonous red powder, HgO, used
as a chemical reagent and in the manufacture of
pigment, cosmetics, and polishing compounds.
mer-cu ro chrome (mer-kyoor'a-krom'), n. [see MER-
CURY & -CHROME], I. a red, crystalline dye, CMH 80-
Br2NajHg. 2. an aqueous solution of this, used as an
antiseptic. A trade-mark (Mercurochrome),
mer cu rous (mgr-kyoor'as, mur'kyoo-ras), adj. of or
containing mercury, especially with a valence of one.

Mer-cu-iy (murreyoo-rl), n. [L. Mercuriust Mercury;
prob. < base of merx, merchandise],
1. in Roman mythology, the messen-
ger of the gods, god of commerce,
manual skill, eloquence, cleverness,
travel, and thievery: identified with
the Greek Hermes. 2. the small-
est planet in the solar system
and the nearest to the sun: diameter,
c. 3,000 mi.; diurnal rotation and
year, 88 days; symbol, 8.
mer-cu-ry (mur'kyoo-ri), n. [pi. MER-
CURIES

(-riz)], [< Mercury], 1. a
heavy, silver-white metallic chem-
ical element, liquid at ordinary
temperatures, which sometimes oc-
curs in a free state but usually
in combination with sulfur; quick-
silver: it is used in thermometers,
air pumps, dentistry, pharmacy, MERCURY
etc.: symbol, Hg; at. wt., 200.61;

*""**
at. no., 80, 2. the mercury column in a thermometer
or barometer. 3. a messenger or guide. 4. a European
plant with edible stems used like asparagus and leaves
used like spinach: one variety (dog's mercury} is

poisonous.
mercury chloride, mercuric chloride.
mer m*ry-vapor lamp (mur'kyoo-ri-va'pSr), a glass
tube or bialb in which an electric discharge passes
through mercury vapor, causing it to give off a bluish-
green light rich in ultraviolet and actinic rays
Mer-cu-ti-o (me'r-ku'shi-o', mer-ku'sho), n. in Shake-
speare's Romeo and Juliet, a gay, witty, brave young
nobleman, a friend of Romeo.
mercy (mflr'si), n. \pl. MERCIES (-siz)], [ME. merci;
OFr. merci; L. merces, mercedis, hire, payment, reward
(m LL., mercy, pity, favor); akin to merx, mercis,
wares], 1. a refraining from harming or punishing
offenders, enemies, persons in one's power, etc.; kind-
ness in excess of what may be expected or demanded by
fairness; forbearance and compassion. 2. a disposition
to forgive, pity, or be kind. 3. the power to forgive or
be kind; clemency; as, throw yourself on Ms mercy.
4. kind or compassionate treatment; relief of suffering.
5. a fortunate thing; thing to be grateful for: blessing:
as, it's a mercy he's still aKye. interj, a mild exclama-
tion expressing surprise, annoyance, emphasis, etc.
at the mercy of, completely in the power bf.

SYN.~~mercy implies a kindness or forbearance, as in punish-
ing offenders, in excess of what maybe detnanded by fairness,
or it may connote kindness and sympathy to those in distress;
clemency refers to a tendency toward mercy in one whose duty
it is to punish offenders ; lenity usually implies excessive mercy
or n^daess toward offenders where greater strictness might be
preferable; charity, in tljis connection, impEes a kindly under-
standing and tolerance in judging others, -ANT. severity,
cruelty.

mercy killing, euthanasia.

mercy, seat, 1. in ancient Jewish ritual, the gold
the Ark of

w
the Covenanjb, wMc\ wjas

,<a year with the falood of .sacrjUciaJ*

icxjl as the resting, .place of CJ^QV-*'

2. the tfa^oi^ cc Gpdt .gar Christ.

>&fow*L pRpc <4ri)L[< 0%. or-JU;
WJK? iptqr; Ji* merus. unmixed, pure] 1. tfng npiore
or ptoer 1?han; only (as said tp be) :, as, he's a m*ne boy.
2. [Obs.], unmixed; pure; unqualified; absolute.
mere (m&r), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. mecr, sea; IB.
base ^mmfyt *motfir^ sea* seem also in L. mare (cf.

MATOW>i Arciaic, feie^c. ,or BrKisli Dial], 1. <*) the
sea. 6) an arm of the sea, ^2. a lake or pond. 3. a marsh.

iB/tiase .-as in wimral,

r -.,,a^b<wndarv.' .

j

a part; cf. MERIT], a com-

,

covering
sprinkled
animals a
Ex. 25;|7;

mjsrfc (

Ofr. *

,

,1*

sea.
mere

Mer-e-dith, George (mer'a-dith), 1828-1909; English
novelist and poet.

Meredith, Owen (pseudonym of Edward Robert Bulwer-
LyUon), 1831-1891; English statesman and poet.
mere-ly (meVH), adv. [mere, adj. + -ly], 1. no more
than; and nothing else; only. 2. [Obs.], purely; wholly.

mer-e-tri-cious (merVtrish'ss), adj. [L. meretricms <
merefrix, meretricis, a prostitute < mereri* to serve for

hire],. 1. originally, of, Hke, or characteristic of a
prostitute; hence, 2. alluring by false, showy charms;
speciously attractive; flashy; tawdry.
mer gan-ser (mer-gan'ser), n. [pi. MERGANSERS (-serz),
MERGANSER; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Mod. L. < L. mergus,
diver (bird) + &nser, goose], any of several large, fish-

eating, diving ducks with a long, slender, toothed beak
hooked at the tii> and, usually, a crested head.-
merge (murj), lu. & v.t. [MERGED (miirjd), MERGING],
[L mergeret to di^, plunge, immerse, sink], to lose or
cause to lose identity by being absorbed, swallowed up,
or combined; unite indktinguishably. SYN. see mix.
mer-gence (mfti/jgns), n. a merging or being merged.
merg-er (mur'jSr), n. I. a merging; specifically, a) the
combination of several companies, corporations, etc,
im one, as by issuing stock of the controlling corpora-
tion to replace the greater part of that of the others,
o) the absorption of one estate, interest, obligation,
contract, etc. in another, or of a lesser offense in a
greater. 2. a person or thing that merges.
M6-ri-da (me'rg-da'), n. the capital of the state of
Yucatan, Mexico: pop., 99,000.

Mer-i-den (mer'a-d'n), n. a city in central Connecticut:
pop., 44,000.

Me-ri-di-an (ms-rid'i-an), n. a city in eastern Missis-
sippi: pop., 42,000.
merid-i-an (mQ-rid'i-an), adj. [Late ME.; OFr. me-
ridien; L. meridianus, of

noon, southern < meridies, NORTH POLE
noon, the south < older
medidies < medius, middle
+ dies, day], 1. of or at
noon or, especially, of the
position or power of the
sun at noon. 2. of
or passing through the
highest point in the daily
course of any heavenly
body. 3. of or along a
meridian. 4. of or at the
highest point of prosperity,
splendor, power, etc. 5.

[KareJ, southern, n. 1.

the highest apparent point
reached by a heavenly
body in its course. 2. a)
the highest point of power, prosperity, splendor, etc.:

zenith; apex; elimination, b) the middle period of
one's life, regarded as the highest point of health,

vig9r, etc.; prime. 3 [Obs.], noon. 4. in ds^ommty,
an imaginary great circle of the celestial sphere pass-
ing through the poles of the heavens and the zenith
and Anadir of any given point, and cutting the equator
at right angles. 5. in geography, o) a great circle of
the eajrth passing through the geographical poles and
any given point on the earth's surface. Jj the haK f

such a circle between the poles, c) any of the lines of
longitude running north and south on a globe or
map, representing such a circle or half circle. 6. a) a
place 9r situation with its own distinctive character.
b) distinctive character. Abbreviated M., m., mer.

me-rid i-o nal (ma-rid'i-9-nl), adj. (Late ME.; OFr.;
LL. meridionalis < L. meridianus; see MERIDIAN],
1. southern; southerly. 2. of or characteristic of the
south or people living in the south (of Europe, espe-

cially Prance). 3. of or like a meridian, n. [often M-],
an inhabitant of the south (of Europe, especially
France). Abbreviated mer.
me-rid4kO'iiaMy (ma-rid'i-a-n'1-i), adv. 1. north and
south. 2. in the direction of the poles (of a

Me-ri mee, Pros-per d?ro*s'paV mSWina'),
French novelist, essayist, and historian,

me-ringue (ma-rar/) n. [Fr.; G. meringe, Hti cake f

Mehrinfen (in Germany)], 1. egg whites fceaten
stiff and mixed with sugar, often browned in the oven
and used as a covering for pies, cakes, etc. 2. a small
cake inade of this, often filled with fruit, eta

cfte-ri'oo (m-re"'n5), IK [pL MERINOS (^n5,
roving from pasture to pasture < ntefino^ inspect
skeepwalks

t shepherd, royaljudge < ML^ major
head of a village, steward < L. major, greater! 1.

of a hardy breed sheep with long, fine, salcy wool,
cjfiginaUy foopi Spain. 2. the wool 3. a fine, soft yarn
made from this wool, used to make stockings, landdr-
wear, etc. 4. a soft, thin woolen cloth made of this
wool or of ,cwe!W^i.ike ft ' ad/, demgimting i;q?'iat
this sheep, wool, yarn; or cljotli.



Merionethshire 922 mesKwork
Meri on eth shire (mer'i-on'ith-shir'), n. a county of

Wales: pop., 43,000.
mer-i-stem (mer'i-stemOr n. [< Gr. meristos, divided <
merizein* to divide < meros, a part + -em(a), n. suffix;
cL MERIT], undifferentiated plant tissue in the process
of formation, consisting of cells actively growing and
dividing* as at the tips of roots and stems.
mer48te'inat-ic (mer'i-sti-mat'ik), adj. of meristem.
mer-it (mer'it), n [ME.; OFr. merite; L. meritum <
meritns, pp. of mereret mereri, to deserve, earn; akin to

Gr. meros, a part, moire, lot], 1. sometimes pi. the

state, fact, or quality of deserving well or, sometimes,
iU; desert. 2. worthyvalue; excellence. 3. something
deserving reward, praise, or gratitude^ 4. a reward or

honor given for praiseworthy qualities or conduct;
mark, bao!ge, etc. awarded for excellence* 5. pi. actual

qualities or facts, good or bad: as, decide the question
on its merits, v.t. to deserve; b worthy of.

mer it-ed (mer'it-id), adf. [j>p. of merit], deserved.
mer-i-to-ri-ous (merVt6r'i-9s, mer'a-to'ri-as), adj.

[ME.; L. meritorius, bringing in money < merittts; see

MERIT], having merit; deserving reward, praise, etc.

merit system, a system of hiring and promoting people
to civil service positions on the basis of merit as deter-
mined by competitive examinations.
merl, merle (murl), n. [OFr. merle,- L. merula, merulus],
[Archaic or Poetic], the European blackbird.
Merle (mfirl), [Fr.; prob* < merle, blackbird; see MBRL],
a masculine name*
Mer-lin (mSr'linj, [ML. Merlinus; W. Myrrdfn, Merd-
dvn; Brythonic *Mori-dUnon < *mori, sea -|- Primitive
Celt. *dunom, hill, fortified hill, fort; hence, lit., sea-hill

or sea-fortress], a masculine name. n. in medieval

legend, a magician and seer, helper of King Arthur.
mer-lin (mur'Kn), n. [ME. merlton; OFr. emerillon,

esmerillon, dim. of esmeril, merlin < OHG. smirl, mer-
lin], 1. a small European falcon. 2. a related and
similar American bird, the pigeon-hawk.
merlon (mfir'ten), n. [Fr.; It. merlone < merlo, a
battlement], the splid part of a battlement or parapet,
between two openings, or embrasures.
mer-maid (mur'mad'), n. [ME. mermayde; see MERE
(sea) & MAID], 1. a legendary sea creature with the
head and trunk of a beautiful woman and the tail of a
fish. 2. a girl or woman who swims well.

Mermaid Tavern, a tavern in London, England,
famous as the place where Ben Jonson, Shakespeare,
and other Elizabethan writers used to gather.
mer-man (mur'man'), n. [pi. MERMEN (-men')], [ME.
mereman: cf. MERMAID], 1. a legendary sea creature
with the head and trunk of a man and the tail of a fish.

2. a man or boy who swims well.
mer o-blas tic (mer'a-blas'tik), adj. [< Gr. merost part;
+ -blast + -*cj, in embryology , designating or of ova
'that undergo only partial segmentation.
Mer^o-8 (mer'6-e'), n. a ruined city on the Nile: ancient
capital of Ethiopa.
-mer-ous (mer-ss), [< Gr. meros, a part]* a suffix that
means having (a specified number or kind of) parts,
partite, as in trimerous (often written 3-merous).

Mer-o-vin-gi-an (merVvin'ji-on, mer'a-vin'jan), adj.

(Fr. Mtrovingien < ML. Merovingi, descendants of
Merovaeus, (Latinized name of) a legendary Prankish
king], designating or of the Prankish line of kings who
reigned in Gaul (ancient France) from c. 500 to 752
A.D.: the line was founded by Clovis I. n. a king of
this line.

mer-o-zo-ite (merVzolt). n. [< Gr. meros, part; +
sporoeoa + -ite), any of a form of spore produced in the
asexual stage in the reproduction of certain protozoa,
as the malaria parasite.

mer-ri-ly (merVli), adv. in a merry manner.
Mer-ri-mac (merVmak'), n. 1. the first armored
warship, a United States frigate equipped by the
Confederates with iron armor and used to narass
Union shipping until engaged in battle (March 9, 1862)
at Hampton Roads by the Monitor, a Union ironclad;
Confederate name, Virginia. 2, the Merrimack.
Mer ri-mack (merVmak'), n. a river in New Hamp-
shire and Massachusetts, flowing into the Atlantic:
length, 110 mi.
mer ri-ment (xner'i-ment), n. 1. merrymaking; gaiety
and fun; mirth; hilarity. 2. [Obs.], something that
amuses or entertains, ;&YN, see mirth.
merri-ness (mer'i-nis) ( n. a merry quality or state.

mer-ry (mer'i), adj. [MERRIER (44s). MERRIEST (4-ist)J,
[ME. (South Eastern) merit; AS. myrge; akin to
OHG. mur&L short; IE. base *mrelhu~> *mr$hu~,
short, seen also in L. brevis, short (cf. BRIEF); basic
seme Blasting a short time, seeming brief'], 1, full of
fun and laughter; lively and cheerful; gay; mirthful
2. festive: as, the merry month of May. 3. pbrcfiaM,
a) pleasant, b) amusing, c) facetious. J?N. 9m bwpf.
make merry, to be full of laughter and gaiety; be
hilarious or festive.

mer-ry-an-drew (mer'i-an'drSo), n* {merry 4-
given name: said to be after Andrew Boorde,
author of jest books in the time of Henry
buffoon; clown.

mer-ry-go-round (mer'i-g5-round') n. 1* a circular,

revolving platform with wooden animals and seats on
it, used at carnivals, amusement parks, etc. : it is turned
by machinery, usually to music; carrousel. 2. a whirl;
swift round, as of social life or business affairs.

mer ry-mak er (mer'i-mak'er), n* a person taking part
in merrymaking*
mer-ry mak ing (mer'i-mak'iij), n. 1. a making merry,
laughing, and having fun; conviviality; festivity. 2. a
cheerful festival or entertainment, adj. taking part
in merrymaking; gay and festive.

mer-ry-thought (mer'i-thdt'), n. [< the supppsed
granting of a wish to the person winning the wishbone
contest; cf. WISHBONE], the wishbone.

Mer-sey (mur'zi), n. a river in northwest central Eng-
land, flowing into the Irish Sea: length, 70 mi.: its

long estuary forms Liverpool harbor.
mer-thio late (mer-thi's-laV), n. [< sodium ethyl-
wmjuri-^iosalicyZate], a red or colorless liquid (sodium
ethyl-mercuri-thiosalicytate), used as an antiseptic and
germicide: it contains over 49 per cent of mercury in

organic combination: a trade-mark (Merthiolate).
Mer*vyn (mur'vin), [prob. var. of Marvin], a masculine
name.
Mer-wyn (mttr'win). a masculine name: see Mervyn.
mes- (mes), meso-.
me-sa (ml'so), n. [Sp. < L. mensa, a table], a small,

high plateau or flat tableland with steep sides and,
often, a layer of rock covering it.

mesalliance (ma-zal'i-dns;Fr. ma'za'lvSws'). n. [Fr.],
a marriage with a person of lower social status.

Me-sa Ver-de National Park (ma'sa vftr'da, ma'so
vttrd'; Am. Sp. me'sa ver'de), a national park in

southwestern Colorado, containing prehistoric cliff

dwellings: area, 80 sq. mi.
mes cal (mes-kal'), n. [Sp. mescal; Nahuatl mexcalli],
1. a colorless alcoholic liquor made from pulque or the
fermented juice of an agave. 2. a pulque agave or
other plant from which this liquor is made. 3. a small,
spineless cactus with rounded stems, whose buttonlike
tops (mescal buttons) C9ntain a narcotic and are chewed
by the Indians for their stimulating effect.

mes-ca-line (mes/kg-len'. mes
/
ka4inj, n. [mescal + -twe],

a white, crystalline alkaloid, CuHnOsN, obtained from
mescal buttons: it has narcotic properties and causes
color hallucinations and convulsions: also mezcalinc.
mes dames (ma-dam'; Fr. ma'dam'), n.pL [Fr., lit.,

my ladies], plural of madame, madam, (sense 1), or
Mrs.: abbreviated Mmea.
Jmes-de-moi-selles (mad'mwa'zel'), n.pl. [Fr., lit., my
young ladies], plural of mademoiselle: abbreviated
Miles.
me seems (me-semz'). impersonal v. [past tense ME-
SEEMED (-semd')J, [Archaic], it seems to me: also
meseemeth.
mes-en ceph a Ion (mes'en-sef'o-lon'), n. [Mod. L.;
mes- -f encephalon], the middle part of the brain;
midbrain.
mes-en-chyme (mes'en-kim) n. [< is- ^ Mod. L.

-enchyma, suffix denoting a type of cell tissue, as in

parenchyma], in embryology, that part of the mesoderm
from which the connective tissues, cartilage, bone,
blood, heart, and lymphatic vessels are derived.
mes-en ter ic (mes"n*ter'ik), adj. of the mei^ntery,
mes en-ter i tls (mes-^n'teWtis), n. [see -His], inflam-
mation of the mesentery.
mes-en-ter on (mes-en'ter-onOt %tff MSKNTH;RA (-0)],

[Mod. L.
;
mes- -f- enieron], the middle part of the body

cavity of an embryo, from which the alimentary canal,
liver, pancreas, etc. develop; it is lined with endoderrn.

mes-en-ter-y (mes''n-ter'i), n. \pl. MESENTERIES (-iz)j,

[ML. mesenterium; Gr. mesenterion < mesos, middle +
enteron, intestine], a supporting membrane Or mem-
branes enfolding some internal organ and attaching it

to either the body wall or another organ; especially, a
part of the peritoneum enfolding most of the small
intestine and attaching it to the rear wall of the ab-
dominal cavity.
mesh (mesh), it.

[earlier meash, meish; prob. < MB.
maesche; but the* AS. cogtiate*mm (for *i*c), whence
dial, mash, aWay nave merged with the HD. word; IE.
base *mezg-, to knit, entwine, as also in Lith. mezgu, to
Icnit together^ 1 amy of the opeti space* of a i*et,

screen, sieve, 'etc. t a 50-mesh screen is one with 50 such
open space per linear inch. 2. pi. the threads, -cords,
etc. forming these openings, 3. a net or network. 4.

anything that entangles, snares, or entraps. 5. the
engagement of the teeth of gears, v.t. A v.L 1. to
entangle or become entangled. 2. to engage gf become
engaged: said of gears or
in xnesht in gear i

Me shach (mf'shak) n. . ,

one of the three captives who came out of the blazing
ulously unharmed: Dan. 3. -:'
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meshakh], to the Bible,



meshy 923 messenger
mesn-y (mesh'i), adj. formed, or consisting, of meshes.
me si-al (me'zi-al, mes'i-sl), adj. [< Gr. mesos, middle; 4-

-ial], of, in, toward, or along the middle; middle; median;
especially, designating or of a median plane or line.

me-si-al-ly (me'zi-al-i, mes'i-sl-i), adv. in a mesial posi-
tion: in or toward the middle.

me-sit-y-lene (mi-sit'9-len', mes'i-ts-lenO, n. [mesityl

(< Gr. mesites, mediator < mesos, middle: -h -yZ): -f-

-ene], a colorless, aromatic hydrocarbon, CeHXCHsK
found in coal tar or made by distillation of a mixture
of sulfuric acid and acetone.
mes-mer-ic (mes-mer'ik, mez-mer'ik), adj. of or caused

by mesmerism; hypnotic.
mes-mer-i-caMy (mes-mer'i-k'1-i, mez-xner'ik-li), adv.
in a mesmeric mannerj hypnotically.
mes-mer-ism (mes'mer-iz'm, mez'mSr-iz'm), n. [after
P. A. Mesmer (1734-1815), G. physician], hypnotism.
mes-mer-ist (mes'mr-ist, mez'nie'r-ist), n. a person
who mesmerizes; hypnotist.
mes-mer-ize (mes'mo-riz', mez'ma-riz'), v.t* [MESMER-
IZED (-rizdO, MESMERIZING], to hypnotize.
mesn-al-ty (men'al-ti), n. [Legal Fr. mesnalte, menalte],
in law, the estate or condition of a mesne lord.

mesne (men), adj. [Legal Fr. form of Anglo-Fr. meen <
OFr. meien; see MEAN (intermediate)], in law, middle;
intermediate; intervening: mesne profits are profits

accruing between the illegal ejection of a tenant and
his reinstatement in possession of the property.
mesne lord, a feudal lord holding land from a superior.
mes-o- (mes'o, mes's; occas. me'so, me'sa), [< Gr. mesos,

middle], a combining form meaning: 1. in the middle,

intermediate, as in mesocarp. 1. in anatomy, a) a mes-

entery, as in mesogastrium. b) a middle connective part.
Also, before a vowel, mes-.
meso blast (mes'a-blasf), n. [meso- + -blast], the
middle germ layer of an embryo; mesoderm.
mes-o-bias-tic (mes'a-blas'tik), adj. of or derived from
the mesoblast; mesodermal.
mes-o-carp (mes'a-karp'), n. [meso- + -carp], the middle

layer of a pericarp.
mes-o-ce-pnaHc (mes'o-so-fal'ik), adj. [meso- -h ce-

phalic], 1. having a medium cranial capacity. 2. hav-

ing a head form intermediate between brachycephalic
and dolichocephalic; having a cephalic index of from
76 to 81: category used in some systems of cranial

measurement. 3. of the mesocephalon.
mes o ceph-a-lon (mes'o-sef's-lon'), n [Mod. L.;wwo-

-|- cephalon (< Gr. kephale), a head], tne pons Varolii,

an organ connecting the cerebrum, cerebellum, and
medulla oblongata.

mes-o-crat-ic (mesVkrat'ik), adj. [< meso- + Gr.

kratein, to rule; -f -ic], in geology, containing light and
dark mineral constituents in almost equal proportions,
the dark slightly exceeding the light.

mes-o-derm (mes'a-durar), n. \meso- -jr. -derm], the
middle germ layer of an embryo, from which the muscu-
lar, vascular, and connective tissues develop; mesoblast.
mes o-der-mal (mesVdur'm'l), adj. of or derived from
the mesoderm*
mes-o-gas-tri-um (mes's-gas'tri-am), n. [Mod. L. <
meso- 4- Gr, gasifa, belly], 1. either mesentery of the

stomach of an embryo. 2. the region of the abdomen
about the navel.

mes-og-nath-ic (mes'og-nath'ik), adj. mesognathous.
me sofi-na-thous (mi-sog'na-thQs) , adj. [meso- + ~gna-

thous], 1. having medium-sized, slightly projecting

jaws, 2. having a gnathic index of from 98 to 103.

mes-O'inor-phlc (mes'a-mdr'fik), adj. [meso- + -mor-

jthic], 1. of a state intermediate between the liquid
and the crystalline. 2. fm^oderm + -morphic], des-

ignating or of the muscular or athletic physical type,
characterized by predominance of the structures devel-

oped from the mesodermal layer of the embryo fre.

muscle, bone, and connective tissue): distinguished
from ectomorplilc* endomorphic.
meson (xnes'on, mS'son), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. mtson,

middle, neut. of mesos], the mesial plane.
mes-on (me^on, iie%), n. [Or. me^Gw, gen^t. pi of

me$3, middle note], tyipHsic, loosely, a tetrachord. '

mes-on (mes'on, %kS%on), n. [mesotron], an unstable

|>article, first obstirvei fe cosmic rays r having a nla&s

between that of the electron and the proton.
mes o-neph-ros (imes^nne^i-Qs), n. (I^'bdi L,; meso- -f

Gr nepfSro&,
> Wdneyl ti^i excretory or^aa serving as

the Idiamey of 4 a vcarisbrate emibryo: it is a long tube

ly% b^fe^eeto *e 'fefatetap* w& metaafephros, and,

in tbe Rinnan Biafe, t^wps imto tito epididynns and
vas delearens: also c*iled WolMm bofly.

-
'f ^fWB the soft

a 'leal, between the

lowest*

'

mes o plast (mes's-pIastO, n. [meso- + -plast], in biol-

ogy, the nucleus of a cell.

Mes-O'po-ta-mi-a (mesVpa-ta'mi-a), n. 1. an ancient

country in
southwestern
Asia, between
the Tigris and
Euphrate s

rivers. 2. Iraq:
the former
name.
Mes-o-po-ta-
mi-an (nies'-

a-ps-ta'mi-
sn), adj. of

Mesopotamia,
its people, or
their culture.
n. a native of

Mesopotamia.
mes-o-the li-

um
m (mesV

the'li-sm), n. MESOPOTAMIA
[Mod. L.;m&?- . .

o- + epithelium], 1. epithelium of mesodermal origin.
2. a layer of mesodermal cells lining the serous cavities.

mes-o-tho-raoic (mes's-thd-ras'ik, mesVtho-ras'ik),
adj. of the mesothorax.
mes-o tho-rax (mes'a-thSr'aks, mesVtho'raks), n, the
middle one of the three segments of an insect's thorax.

mes o-tho-ri-um (mes's-th&r'i-am, mez'a-thq'ri-sm), n.

[Mod. L.; meso- + thorium], 1. a radioactive isotope
of radium, formed from thorium: also mesothorium 1.

2. a radioactive isotope of actinium, formed from
this isotope: also mesothorium 2. Symbol, Ms-Th,
MsTh (no periods). . .

mes-o-tron (mes'a-tron'), n* [Mod. L.; meso- + electron],

a meson.
Mes-o-zo ic (mes'a-zo'ik), adj. [meso- + zo- + -tc],

des-

ignating or of the geological era after the Paleozoic and
before the Cenozoic, comprising the Triassic, Jurassic,
and Cretaceous periods.
the Mesozoic, the Mesozoic Era or its rocks: see geol-

ogy, chart.
mes quite, mes-quit (mes-kef, mes'ket), n. [Sp. mez-

quite < Nahuatl mizquitl], 1. a spiny tree or shrub of

the pea family, growing in the southwestern United

States and in Mexico and other parts of Latin America:
its sugary, beanlike pods are eaten by cattle : also honey
mesquite. 2. a similar related plant with edible, spiral

pods; screwbean: also screw-pod mesquite.
mess (mes), n. [ME. & OFr. mes; L. missus, a course

(at a meal), ong. pp. of mittere, to send, put], JL a

portion or quantity of food for a meal or dishi 2. a

portion of soft or semiliquid food, as potridge. 3. un-

appetizing food; disagreeable concoction. 4. a group
of people who regularly have their meals together, as

in the army or navy. 5. a) the meal eaten by such a

group. 6) tie place where it is eaten. 6. a disorderly

or confused collection or mass of things: iumble; hodge-

podge. 7. a state of embarrassment, trouble, or difficulty ;

muddle: as, he got himself into a mess. 8. a disorderly,

untidy, or dirty state of things, y.t.
1. to supply

meals to. 2. to make a mess of; specifically, a) to make
dirty, soiled, or untidy. &) to bungle; muddle; botch.

Often with up. 3. [Obs. or Dial], to serve or divide

(food). IM. 1. to eat as one of a mess (sense 4). 2.

to make a mess. 3. t putter or meddle.
mess arouBd (or about), to be busy in a desultory

way, without getting anything done; putter around.

mea-sage (mes'ij), n. [ME.; OFr.; ML. missaticum <
pp. of L. mittere, to send], 1. any communication,
written or oral, sent between .persons. 2, a formal,

official communication, written or oral: as, the Presi-

dent's message to Congress. 3. the errand or function

of a messenger. 4. an inspired or important communi-
cation, as of a prophet, poet, or philosopher.

message center, in military usage, that agency of a
command post by which all messages relating to toe

post are received for processing and transmission.

Mes-sa-lina, Valeria (mesVli'na), ?-48 A.D.; third

wife of the Roman emperor Claudius; notorious for her

loose life; executed. .

mes-sa-line (mesVlen', mes'a-len'). n. [Fr.], a thin, soft,

lustrous twilled silk cloth. ..

mes sei fineurs (mes en-yurz
f
; Fr. xna se nyer'), n.

plural ormonseigneur. ;

'

.

Mes-se-ne (me-tse'ni), n. 1. an ancient city in me
southwestern Peloponnesus. 2. Messina: ancient name.
mes sen ger (mes^n-jSr), n. [ME. messagerj OFr. mes-

sagier (see MESSAGE); the -w- is unhastonc (dt. PAS-

SBNGER)], 1. a) a person who carries a message or

goes on an errand; &) a person whfose work is demyeripg
telegrajjis, official ^is^ches, etc* 2.

-*--' ^

harfing'er; ;"



mess hall 924
mess hall, a room or building where a group, as of
soldiers or sailors, regularly have their meals.

Mes*si-ati (ma-sl'o), n. [used by the Geneva translators

a560) for LL. Messias & ME. Messie; both (ME. via
OPr. < LL.) < Gr. Messias; Aram, meshtha, Heb.
mdshlah, lit., anointed], 1. in Judaism, the promised
and expected deliverer of the Jews. 2. in Christianity,
Jesusv regarded as this deliverer, and hence called we
Christ. 3. [m-], any expected savior or liberator of
a people, country, etc. Also Messlas.
mes-si-ah-ship (ma-si'a-shipO, n. [see -SHIP], 1. the
fact or state of being a messiah. 2. the work or function
of a messiah.
Mes si-an ic (mes'i-an'ik), adj. 1. of the Messiah. 2.

[m-], of, like, or characteristic of a messiah.
Mes-si-as (mo-si'as), n. [LL.], the Messiah.
JMes-si-dor (me'se'dftrO, n. [Fr. < L. messis, a harvest
+ Gr. doron, gift}, the tenth month (June 19-July 18)
of the French. Revolutionary Calendar, adopted by the
First Republic in 1793.
mes-sieurs (mes'erz; Fr. ma'syoO, n. plural of mon-
sieur: abbreviated MM.: see also Messrs.
mess-i-ly (mes'3-li), adv. in a messy manner.
Mes-si-na (ma-se'ns, me-se'ns), n. a seaport in north-
eastern Sicily: pop., 214,000 (1947) : it was destroyed
by an earthquake and tidal wave in 1908: ancient
name, Messene.
Messina, Strait of, the strait between Sicily and Italy:
width, 2 1/2-12 ml
mess-i-ness (mes'i-nis), n. messy quality or state.
mess jacket, a man's close-fitting, waist-length jacket,
usually white, for semiformal wear in warm weather.
mess kit; the compactly arranged metal plates and
eating utensils earned by a soldier or camper for use
in the field: also mesa ftear.
mess-mate (mes'mat/), n. [mess (meal) -f mate (com-
panion)], a person with whom one regularly has meals*
as in the army or navy.
Messrs, (mes'erz), Messieurs: now used chiefly as the
plural of Mr.
mes-sua&e (mes'wij), n. [Anglo-Fr. mesuage; prob.
altered < mesnage; see MENAGE], in law, a dwelling
house with its outbuildings and adjacent land.

mess-y (mes'i), adj. [MESSIER (-i-er), MESSIEST (-i-ist)],

in, like, or characterized by a mess; untidy, disordered,
dirty, etc.
mes-tee (mes-teOt . [altered < mestizo], a mustee.
mes-ti-za (mes-te'za), n. a woman or girl mestizo.
mes-tizo (mes-te'zo), n. Ipl. MESTIZOS, MESTIZOES
(-zoz)], [Sp. < LL, misticius, mixticius, of mixed race <
L. mixtus, pp. of miscere, to mix], a person of mixed
parentage; especially, in the western United States and
in Latin American countries, the offspring of a Spaniard
or Portuguese and an American Indian.

Mes-tro-vil, I*van (e'van mesh'tr&vich), 1883- ; Yugo-
slav sculptor in the United States.
met (met), past tense and past participle of meet.
met., 1. metaphor. 2. metaphysical. 3. metropolitan.
met a- (met/a), [< Gr. meta, along with, after, between,
among; akin to G. mit, Eng. mid- (as in midwife}],
a prefix meaning: 1. changed tn position orform, altered,

transposed, as in metamorphosis, metathesis: equivalent
to trans*. 2. after, as in metaphysics: sometimes, as in
medical terms, equivalent to post-. 3. behind, hinder,
at the back,, as in metathorax: in anatomical terms, equiv-
alent to dorso-, 4. [< supposed analogy to metaphysics],
beyond, higher, transcending, as in metafsychosis. 5 in

chemistry, a) a polymer of, as in metaldehyde. b) a deriva-
tive of, as in metaprotein. c) an acid containing less water
combined with the anhydride than other acids of the same
nonmetallic element, as in metaphosphoric. d) character-
ized by substitutions in the 1, 3 position in the benzene
ring: abbreviated m-. Also, before a vowel, met-.
met-a bol-ic (metVbol'ik), adj. [Gr. metabolikos], I. of,

involving, characterised by, or resulting from metab-
olism. 2. of or undergoing metamorphosis or trans-
formation,
metabolism (taa-tab'a-Ha'm), n. [< Gr. metabole,
change < meta, beyond -f ballein, to throw; + -ism],
1. ,the chemical and physical processes continuously
going on in living organisms and cells, comprising those
by which assimilated food is built up (anabolism) into
protoplasm and those by which protoplasm is used and
broken down (catabolism) into simpler substances or
waste matter, with the release of energy for all vital
processes* 2. metamorphosis (of insects).
me-tab o lite fma-tab'a-Kt'). f|* amy substance pro-
duced by metabolism.
me tab o llze (ms-tab'9-Ez/), 04, A _
(-Ezd') METABOLIZING], to change by metabohsm.
met a car-pal (metVkaVp'l). da}* of tfoe metacarpus.
n. any of the bones of the metacarpus.

met-a-car-pus (metVkar'pos), n. \pl. METACARPI (-pi),
METACARPUSES (-iz)J, [Mod L. (for metawpwm < Gf.
metakarpion; see META- & CARPUS]* 1. the part of the
han4 especially the five bones, between, the wrist oo4
the fingers: see skeleton* illus. 2* the corresponding
part of an animal's forelimb, between the carpus and
the phalanges.

met-a-cen ter, met-a-cen-tre
sender), n. [Fr. metacentre;
see META- & CENTER], that
point hi a floating body at
which a vertical line drawn
through its center of buoy-
ancy when it is upright
meets the vertical line

drawn through its center of

buoyancy when it is tipped;
center of gravity of the un-
submerged part of a floating
body: for stability the meta-
center must be above the
center of gravity.
met-a-cen-tric (met'a-sen'-
trik), adj. of or near the
metacenter.
met a-chro-ma-tism (met'd-
kro'ma-tiz'm), n. [< meta-

metallurgist
(met'a^sen'ter, metV

METACENTER

c, center of gravity; A,
center of buoyancy of a
floating body; B, center
of buoyancy when body
is tipped; M, metacenter
at point of intersection
of verticals MA and MB

+ Gr. chroma, chrdmatos, color; + 'ism], a change of

color, especially as a result of a change in temperature.
met-a-cy-mene (met'a-si'men), n. one of three isomeric
forms of cymene, a hydrocarbon derivative of benzene.
met a-ga-lac-tic (metVgs-lak'tik), adj. of the meta-

galaxy.
met-a*gal'ax-y (metVgal'ak-si), n. in astronomy, the
entire material universe; system comprising the gal-
axies, nebulae, etc.

met age (met'ij), n. [mete, v. + -age], 1. official measure-
ment of contents or weight of coal, grain, etc. 2. the

charge for this.

met-a gen-e-sis (met'H"en'a-sis) r
n, [Mod. L.; meta-

-j-

-genesis]; in biology, reproduction in which there is

alternation of generations.
me tag na-thous (mi-tag'na-thas), adj. [meta- + *&na~

thous], having the points of the mandibles crossed:
said of certain birds.
metal (met'

1

!), n. [MB.; OPr.; L. metallum, metal,
mine, quarry; Gr. metallon, mine, quarry], 1. a) any
of a class of chemical elements, as iron, gold, aluminum,
etc., generally characterized by ductility, malleability,
luster, and conductivity of heat and electricity: these
elements form bases with the hydroxyl radical an4 can
replace the hydrogen of an acid to form a salt, b) an
alloy of such elements, as brass, bronze, etc. 2. any
substance consisting of metal. 3. material; substance;
stuff. 4. molten cast iron. 5. molten material for mak-
ing glassware or pottery. 6. [British], broken stone,
cinders, etc. used m making roads, ballasting roadbeds,
etc. 7. in heraldry, either of the tinctures gold (or) and
silver (argent). 8. in the navy, the weight of shells that
the guns of a warship can shoot at one time. 9. in

printing, a) type metal, b) composed type, adj, made
of metal. v4, IMETALED or METALLED (-Id), METALING
or METALLING], to cover or supply with metal
metal., 1. metallurgical 2. metallurgy.
met al iat (mef'1-ist), n. 1. a person who works in
metals. 2. an advocate of the use of metallic instead
of paper money. Also spelled metallist.

met-al-ize (met''lrizO* v.t. [METALIZED (-izd'), METAL-
IZING], 1. to treat, cover, or impregnate with metal or
a compound of metal. 2. to change into metal. Also
spelled metallize.
me tal lie (ma-tal'ik), adj. [L. metallicus; Gr. metallikps],
1. of, or having the nature of, metal. 2. containing,
yielding, or producing metal, 3. like, characteristic of,

or suggestive of metal; as, a metallic sound.
me-taHi-caMy (jna-tal'i-k'H ma-t^'ik-fi), adv. 1. by
means of metal or a metal. 2. with reference to the
constituent metal: as. metallically pure.
metallic soap, a soaplike substance made by combining
the salts of lead, aluminum, and some other metals
with fatty acids: it is used in making paint, cloth, etc.

met al-lif-er-ous (met''l-if'er-3), adj. [L, metallifer <
metallum, metal + ferre, to bear; + -ous], containing,
yielding, or producing metal or ore*
met*al fine 5**et'l-in met'l-in'^r adj. 1. metallic* 2
containing metal or metallic salts.

met al-list (met^l-ist), n, a metalist.
met al lize (met''l-iz

r

). v*t* [METALLIZED (-IzdO, METAL-
LIZING], to metalize.

metal; +,-^
physical pr<

by the use <

of printing
plates instead of
metalloid
2. aneleme,
of metals, as

appearance. 2. of, or to
me tal lo ther-a

"-
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met-al-lur-gy (met''l-ur'ji), n. [Mod. L. metatturgia <
Gr. metallourgos, working in metals or mines < metallon,
metal, mine + -ergos, working], the art or science of

separating metals from their ores and preparing them
for use, by smelting, refining, etc. : abbreviated metal.
met-al-work (met''l-wurk') n. 1. things made out of
metal. 2. the making of such things.
met-al-work-tog (met'l-wur'kirj), n. the act or process
of making things out of metal, adj. of, for, or engaged
in metalworking.
rnet-a-mer (met'a-mer), n. [< meta- 4- Gr. meros, a
part], any o! two or more chemical compounds belong-
ing to the same general class and having identical pro-
portions of the same elements and the same molecular
weight, but different chemical properties.
me tarn er al (ms-tam'Sr-sl), adj. metameric.
met a-mere (met's-mer'), n. [meta- + -mere], any of a
longitudinal series of similar segments making up the
body of a worm, crayfish, etc. ; somite.
metameric (met'o-mer'ik), adj, 1. in chemistry,
being a metamer. 2. in zoology, a) of or formed of
metameres. b) of metamerism.
me tarn er ism (ms-tam'gr-iz'm), n. 1. in chemistry,
the condition of being metameric. 2. in zoology, the
condition of being made up of metameres,
met a-mor phic (metVmor'fik), adj. of, characterized
by, causing, or formed by metamorphism or metamor-
phosis.
met a-mor-phism (met'a-mfir'fiz'm), n. 1. metamor-
phosis: change of form. 2. change in the structure
of rocks under pressure, heat, chemical action, etc,,
which makes limestone into marble, granite into
gneiss, etc.

tnet-a-mor-phose (met'a~m6r'foz, met'a-mdr'fos), v.t.

& i;.f. [METAMORPHOSED (-fozd, -fost), METAMORPHOS-
ING], [Fr. m&tamorphoser], to change in form or nature;
transform; subject to or undergo metamorphosis,
SYN, see transform.
met-a-mor-pho-sis (met'9-m6r'f9-sis, met'9-m6r-fo'-
sis), n.

tyl. METAMORPHOSES (-sez', -sez)], [L.; Gr. meta-
morphosis < metamorphoun, to transform, transfigure <
meta, over + morphS, form, shape], 1, a) change of

form, shape, structure, or substance; transformation,
especially by magic or sorcery, b) tne form resulting
from such change, 2, a marked or complete change of

character, appearance, condition, etc. 3. in biology,
a change in form, structure, or function as a result of

development: specifically, a) the physical transforma-
tion, more op less sudden, undergone by various animals
during development after the embryonic state, as of
the larva of an insect to the pupa ana the pupa to the
adult, or the tadpole to tne frog, b) the development of

plant organs, originally similar in morphology, into
different forms as a result of adaptation to different

functions. c\ the change of form constantly going on
in living cells and tissues, 4. in medicine, a morbid
change of form of some tissues or parts.
met a mor phous (metVmor'fas), adj. metamorphic.
met-a-neph-ros (metVnef'ros), n. [Mod. L.; meia- +
Gr. nephros, kidney], the excretory organ lying behind
the mesonephros m an embryo, which in TO'ftTHfPft1g

develops into the permanent kidney.
metapn., 1. metaphor. 2. metaphysics.
met-a-phase (met's-fSz'), n* [meta- -f- phase], in biology,
the stage in mitosis, after the prophase and before the

anaphase, during which the split chromosomes are

arranged along the equatorial plane of the spindle.
met a phor (met'a-feY, met'a-fSr'), n- JFr. mftaphove;
I* memphora; Gr. metaphora < metapherein, to r-

over; meta, over -f pherein, to carry], a figure of i

in which one thing *s tkened to another, oifferei

by being spoJcen of as if it wej?e that other;*
L which a word or phrase ordinarily and

one thing is applied to another [e.g.,__ _, T_J, "WW world's 'a stage"): distin-

guished from simile; abbreviated met., metaph.
mix metaphors, to use twc^OT;m<^emconwtent meta-
i^Jlprs in a single ejp$eiIi)n ;(e*g, tws sftptxo. of pro|8t

met a-phrast (met's-frasf), n* [Gr. metaphrastes,\ see

METAPHRASE], a person who puts a piece of writing
into another literary form, as prose into verse,
met a-phras-tic (metVfras'tik), adj, having the nature
of a metaphrase; literal in translation.

met-a-phys-ic (metVfiz'ik), n. L metaphysics. 2.

[ObsJ, a metaphysician, adj. [Rare], metaphysical.
met a phys i-cal (met'a-fiz'i-kl), aaj, I, of, or having
the nature of, metaphysics; of the nature of being or
essential reality. 2. very abstract, abstruse, or subtle:

often used derogatorily of reasoning. 3, based on ab-
stract reasoning. 4. beyond the physical or material;

incorporeal, supernatural, or transcendental. 5. fond
of or skilled in metaphysics, 6, designating or of the
school of early 17th-century English poets, including
especially John Donne, George Herbert, Richard
Crashaw, and Abraham Cowley, whose verse is char-
acterized by very subtle, highly intellectualized image-
ry, sometimes deliberately fantastic and far-fetched:
term first so used by Samuel Johnson. Abbreviated met.

met-a-phys-i-caMy (metVfiz'i-k'1-i, met'a-nVik-H) ,

adv. 1. m a metaphysical manner. 2. by, or from the
viewpoint of, metaphysics.
metaphysician (metVfd-ziah'an), n. [Fr. rntta-

physicien], a person skilled in metaphysics.
met-a physics (metVnViks), n*pl. {construed as sing.],

[earlier metaphysic < ML. metaphysica, neut. pi.; Gr.
meta ta physika, after the physics 6n reference to
Aristotle's works following the Phystcs, which dealt
with external nature) ]j

1. the branch of philosophy
that deals with first principles and seeks to explain the
nature of being or reality (ontology) and of the origin
and structure of the world (cosmology): it is closely
associated with a theory of knowledge (efistemology) .

2, speculative philosophy in general. 3. the theory or

principles (of some branch of knowledge) . C popularly,

any very subtle, perplexing, or difficult reasoning.
5. [Archaic], occult lore. Abbreviated met., metapb.
met-a-plasm (met's-plaz'm), n* [L. metaplasnws; Gr.
metamasmos < meta, over, beyond -f plassein, to form,

mold], 1. that part of the contents of a cell which
consists of lifeless, nonprotoplasmlc matter, as certain
inclusions of fatty granules or carbohydrates. 2. a
change in a word by adding, leaving out, or transposing
letters or syllables.
met-a-plas-mic (met'a-plaz'mik), adj. of or character-
ized by metaplasm.
met-a pro-tern (met

f
a-pr5'te-in, niet's-pro'ten)* nf any

of a group of substances produced by the action of

acids or alkalis on proteins.
met'a-psy-dtiol'O'gy (met'a-sl-kol'a-ji), n. specula-
tion about the origin, structure, function, eta of the
mind and about the relation between the mental fad
the physical, regarde4 as j^^femental io
me-ta-psy-chO'Sl8 CmetVsi-lc5'lfl) ft.

META- & PSYCHOSIS], action or influence T ,,_4
___....

that occurs without any known physical medium or

agency.
met-a-so-ma-tism (met'e-so'ma-tiz'm), n. metasoma-
tosis.

met-a eo-ma-tO'Sia (met'o-so'ms-to'sis), n. (Mod. L. <
meta- *H Qr- $$wi, s$mato*, body],, the change of one
rock or mineral Into another of a different kind.

5 tas ta sis (ma-tas'ta-sis). n. [pi. METASTASES (-sez')],*
a passing brer, transition; Or* metastasis < me-

wai, to place in another way, change < meta,

.__ f Mstenai, to place], 1. CRard, change of form
or matter; transformation. 2. in biology, metabolism.
3. in medicine, the shifting of disease from one part or

organ of the body to another unrelated to it, as oy the
transfer of pathogenic organisms or of the cells of a
malignant tumor. 4, in rhetoric, an abrupt transition

from one subject to another,
me tas tasize (me-tas'ta-^w ), vj. [MBTASTASIZBD
(-slzd'), METASTASIZING], In medicine, to spread to some
6ther part or parts of the body by metastasis.
met a-etat-ic (met'a-stat'ik), adj. of, having the nature
of, or caused f>y metastasis,
meta tar sal (met's-tar's'l), adj. of the metatarsus.
fa any of the bones of the metatarsus.
met a-tar BUS (metVtaVsas), n. ipl METATARSI (-si)],

[Mod, L, ; see META- A'TAKSPS], I. the part of the foot,

especially the five bones, between the ankle and toes:

see skeleton, illus. 2. a) the corresponding part of an
animal's hind limb, between the tarsus and phalanges. -

fc) the bone between the tibia and the phalanges in
a bird's leg,
metathesis (ma-tath'a-sis), n. [pi. METATHESES
(-sez')]. ILL. ; Gr. metathesis, transposition, a going over
< metoMhenai, to put over, transpose; meta, over +
tithenai, to place], transposition or interchange;
specifically, a) the transposition of letters or sounds m

d, or the result of t*5; m <w^ developed fo-om

.le En^sh mw w >*&*&*#&< b) to ^ffm>
' '

nterchange of elements or radicals between i
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pounds, as when two compounds react with each other
to form two new compounds.
met a-thet-ic (metVfchet'ik), adj. of or by metathesis.
met-a thet-i cal (metVthet'i-k'D, ad/, metathetic.
met-a-tho-rac-ic (metVth&'-ras'ik, met's-tho-ras'ik),
adj. of the metathorax.
met-a-thorax (met'a-thSr'aks, inet'o-tho'raks), n.

\pL METATHORAXES (-iz), METATHORACES (-th6r'9-Sez',

-tho'ra-sez')], [Mod. L.], the hindmost segment of the
thorax of an insect. P

Me-tax-as, Jo-an-nes (y6"-an'yis me'tak-sas'; Eng. mi-

tak'sas), 1871-1941; Greek general and statesman.
met-a-xy lem (met'o-zilem), n. [meta- + xylem], the
outer part, and last to be formed, of the primary
xylem, or woody tissue of a plant, consisting of thick-
walled cells.

Met-a-zo-a (met'a-zo'a), n.pl. [Mod. L. < meta- + Gr.

zdion, animal], the large zoological division made up of
all animals whose bodies, originating from a single cell,

are composed of many cells: distinguished from Protozoa.
met a-zo-an (metVzo'sn), adj. of or characteristic of

the Metazoa. n. one of the Metazoa.
met-a-zo-ic (met'a-zo'ik), adj. metazoan.
Metch.ni-koff, 6-lie (SIS' mech'ne'kSF; Russ. myech'-
ni-k$f), (Hya Ilich Mechnikov), 1845-1916; Russian
biologist ana physiologist in France; received Nobel
prize in physiology, 1908.
mete (met), v.t. [METED (-id), METING], [ME. meten; AS.
metan; akin to G. messen; IE. base *med-, to measure,
seen also in L. meditari (cf. MEDICAL), modus (cf.

MODE), Gr. metron (cf. METER, rhythm)], 1. to allot;

distribute; apportion (usually with out). 2. [Archaic
or Poetic], to measure, n. [< the .], [Obs.], measure.
mete (met), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. meta, boundary, goal,

prig, column; IE. base *mei-t- t a post, stake, seen also
in ON. meithr, a tree, Mir. methos, boundary mark;
cf. MERE (boundary)], 1. a boundary; limit. 2. a
boundary mark or hne.
met-em-pir-ic (met'em-pir'ik), n. 1. metempuics.
2. an adiherent of metempirics. adj. metempirical.
metempirical (met'em-pir

/
i-k'l), adj. 1. of met-

empirics. 2. beyond the knowledge obtained from
experience; transcendental.
met-empirics (met'em-pir'iks), n.pL [construed as

sing.], [< met- -f empiric + -ics}, the study or philosojphy
of tmngs regarded as beyond the knowledge obtained
from experience but having some rplationship to this;
sometimes, transcendental philosopny.

met-em-psy-cho-sis (met'am-sl-ko'sis, mi-temp'si-ko'-
sis), n. [pi. METEMPSYCHOSES (-sez)], [LL.; Gr. metem-
psychosis < metempsychoun < meta, over -f empsychoun,
to put a soul into < en, in -f psyche, soul, life], the
passing of the soul at death into another body, either
human or animal; transmigration of souls.
met-en ce phal-ic (met'en-sa-fal'ik), adj. of the met-
encephalon.
met en ceph a Ion (met'en-sef's-lon'), n. [pi. METEN-
CEPHALA (-b)], JMod. L.; met- + encephalon}, 1. that
part of the brain of an embryo from which the pons
and cerebellum are derived. 2. that part of the brain
consisting of the pons and cerebellum. Cf . liindbrain.
me-te-or (me'ti-gr), n. [ML. meteorum; Gr. metedron,
pL metedra, things in the air < metedros, lifted up, in
air < mefa, beyond -f eora, a hovering in the air (akin
to aeirein, to lift up)], 1. a meteoroid entering the
atmosphere of the earth from outer space at very
great speed and thus made white-hot aad visible by
friction with the airj shooting star. 2. any meteoroid
or meteorite. 3. in meteorology, any atmospheric
phenomenon, as hail, a rainbow, etc.

meteor., 1. meteorological. 2. meteorology. ^
meteoric (me'ti-dr'ik, me'ti-or'ik), ed^T [ML. mete-
oricus; also < meteor + -ic], 1. atmospheric or iqieteor-
ological: as, hai is a meteoric phenomenon. 21 of a
mete9r or meteors. 3. Hke a meteor; momentarily
dazzling or brilliatit, flashing, or swift.

stone that has fallen upon the earth from outer spate;
fallen meteor. 2. loosely, a meteor or meteoroid.

me-te-or-it-ic (me'ti-9-nt'ik), adj. of a meteorite or
meteorites.
me te or o graph (me'ti-gr-9-graF, me"'ti-6r'9-grtf'), n.

[Fr. metforographe; see METEOR & -GRAPH], an apparatus
for automatically recording various w^eatner conditions,
as moisture, temperature, etc., at thfi,same time.
me te or old (me'ti-gr-oid') n. any of the many small,
sohd bodies traveling through outer space, wHch be-
come meteors when they enter the earth's atmosphere.me te or o logic (me'ti-gr-a-loj'ik, me'ti-drVloj'lk),
adj. meteorological
me te or-q log i-cal (me'ti-eV-9-loj'i-k'l me'tarOrWoi'-
i-k

f

l), adj. I. of the atmosphere or atmospheric phe-
nomena; of weather or climate. 2. oi meteorology.
Abbreviated meteor., meteorol.
me te or o log i cal ly (me^ti-Sr-9-loj'i-k'H mS'ti^rV
loj'ik-li), adv. 1, by or according to meteorology. 2.
in meteorological respects.

me-te-or-ol-o-gist (me'ti-Q-rol'9-jist), n. a person
trained in meteorology.
me-te-or-ol-o-gy (me

/
ti-a-rol'o-ji), n. [Gr. meteorologia;

see METEOR & -LOGY], the science of the atmosphere and
atmospheric phenomena; study of weather and climate:
abbreviated meteor., meteorol.
me-ter (me'ter), n. [ME. & OFr. metre (Pr. metre); L.
metrum; Gr. metron, measure], 1. a) rhythm in verse;
measured, patterned arrangement of syllables, primar-
ily according to stress and length: see also foot (sense

8). 6) the specific rhythm as determined by the pre-
vailing foot and the number of feet in the line: as,
iambic meter, c) the specific rhythmic pattern of a
stanza as determined by the kind and number of lines.

2. rhythm in music; especially, the division into meas-
ures, or bars, having a uniform number of beats; pattern
of strong and weak beats in a measure: as, 4/4 meter
is also called common time. 3. [Pr. metre], tne basic
unit of length in the metric system, equal to 39.37
inches: it was meant to be, and virtually is, one ten-

millionth part of the distance along a meridian from
the equator to the pole: abbreviated M., m. (sing. 6* pi.}.

Also spelled metre.
me ter (me'tgr), n. [<mete (to measure)], 1. a person
who measures; especially, an official who measures
commodities. 2. an instrument or apparatus for

measuring; especially, an apparatus for measuring and
recording the quantity or rate of flow of gas, electricity,
or water passing through it. v.t* to measure or record
with a meter or meters.
-me-ter (me'ter, mi-te'r), [Pr. -metre or Mod. L. -metrum,

^ both < Gr. metron, a measure], a suffix meaning: 1. a
device for measuring (a specified thing), as in thermom-

eter, barometer. 2. a) (a specified number of) meters,
as in kilometer, b) (a specified fraction of) a meter,
as in centimeter. 3. having (a specified number of)
metrical feet, as in pentameter.
me ter-age (me'tSr-ij). n. [meter (instrument) + ~age],

1. measurement. 2. tne charge for measurement.
Meth., Methodist.
meth-ac-ry-late (meth-ak'ra-latO, n. a salt or ester of

methacrylic acid.

methacrylate resin, any of several plastic substances
" ----"- --

-r esters of^methacrylic acid.

from
camomile or made synthetically.
meth-a-don (meth'a-don'), n. [< 6 diwe^ylamino-4,
4^iphenyl-3-hei)tanone 4- arbitrary -on],

a synthetic
compound used in medicine as an analgesic more potent
than morphine and less rapidly habit-forming: a trade-
mark (Methadon).
meth ane (meth'an), n. [< methyl + -ane], a colorless,

odorless, inflammable gaseous hydrocarbon, CH*,
present in natural gas ancfformed by the decomposition
of vegetable matter, as in marshes, or produced arti-

ficially: it is used as a fuel and for illumination.
methane series, a series of saturated hydrocarbons
of the open-chain type, having the general formula

meth a-nol (meth'a-nol', meth'a-nolQ, n. [< methane +
-oZ (alcohol)], a colorless, volatile, inflammable, poison-
ous liquid, CHOH, obtained by the destructive dis-

tillation of wood and used in organic synthesis, as a
fuel, and in the manufacture of formaldehyde, smoke-
less powders, paints, etc. : also called wood alcohol.

me-theg-Lun (mo-theg'lin), n. [W. meddyglyn < meddyg,
healing (< L. medicus; see MEDICAI:; -f llyn, juice,

liquor], an alcoholic liquor made, of fermented honey.
met-he-mo-glo-bin, met-hae-mo-glo bin (met-he'ma-
glo'bin, met-hem's-glo'bin), n* fw^~ 4" h(a)emoglobin],
a brownish, crystalline substance formed in tfye blood
by the oxidation of hemoglobin, as by the action of
certain drugs or in the decomposition of the Wopd.
me'the-na>min (mo-the'n^min), n methenamtle.
Tne'the-fifr'tniTie (mo-thS'na-men', m,9-the'n9

f< metjteme (<C methyl + ~ene) + aminel, hexani
, CHt)N4, a product of the r

tic, in "vulcanizing rubber, etc-

, impersonal v. [past ,|<etise

%.,*f thmketh; AS. m$ thyncth;
met mevto^iae +,<>OTB^ Jlseeaw < ikyncan, ip seem).

< metOt, after +
thing

, d
etc.

or
ideas
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applies to a distinctive, often personal, procedure or course (her
manner of speech) ; mode refers to a customary, established, or
usual method or manner /their mode of dress) ; way is a simple,
common, but less explicit synonym for any of the preceding
words (a way of talking, preparing something, etc.): fashion,
also a general term, often emphasizes currency of mode (it is the
fashion to wear bright colors) ; system, in this comparison, im-
plies a carefully developed, relatively complex method (a system
of government).
me-thod-ic (ms-thod'ik), adj. methodical.
ine.thod-i.cal (mo-thod'i-kl), adj. [< LL. methodicus;
Gr. methodtkos; + -all characterized by method- order-
ly; systematic. SYN. see orderly.
me thod-i cal-ly (mo-thod'i-kl-itma-thod'ik-li), adv.m
a methodical manner.
Meth-od-ism (meth'ad-iz'm), n. 1. the doctrines
organization, and way of worship of the Methodists.
2. [m-], excessive adherence to systematic procedure.
Method ist (meth'ad-ist), n. 1. a member of any
branch of a Protestant Christian denomination that
developed from the evangelistic teachings and work
of John and Charles Wesley, George Whitefield, and
others in the first half of the 18th century: so called
from the methodical study and worship practiced by
the ;founders in their "Holy Club" at Oxford Univer-
sity, England (1729). 2. [m-], [Rare], an adherent of
method, adj. of or characteristic of the Methodists or
Methodism. Abbreviated Meth. Cf. Wesleyan.
Meth od is tic (meth's-dis'tik), adj. Methodist.
meth-od-ize (meth's-diz'), v.t. [METHODIZED (-<_
METHODIZING], to make methodical; systematize.
meth-od-o-log i-cal (meth'ad-s-loj'i-k'l), adj. of meth-
odology.
meth-od ology (meth'a-dol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. methodos,
method; -f -logy], 1. the science of method, or orderly
arrangement; specifically, the branch of logic concerned
with the application of the principles of reasoning to
scientific and philosophical inquiry. 2. a system of
methods, as in any particular science.
me-thought (mi-thSt'), [Archaic], past tense of me-
thinks.
Me thu-en (mi-thu'in), n. a city in northeastern Massa-
chusetts: pop., 24,000.
Methuselah (ma-thoo'z'1-9, ma-thu'z'l-s), n. [Heb.
methitshelafa lit., ? man of the dart], 1. in the Bible,
one of the patriarchs, said to have lived 969 years;
Gen. 5:27; hence, 2. a very old man.
meth-yl (meth'ol), n. [Fr. methyle (or G. methyl), back-
formation < m&thylene (or G. methyleri)'} see METHYL-
ENE], the monovalent hydrocarbon radical CHi, found
only in combination, as in methyl alcohol: abbreviated
Me (no period).
methyl acetate, a colorless, volatile, inflammable
liquid, CsHeOf, that smells like apples: it is a methyl
ester of acetic acid and is used as a solvent and in
flavoring extracts.
meth yl al (meth'a-lal', meth'a-lal'), n. [Fr. mtthylal <
m&thyle, methyl -f alcool, alcohol], a colorless, volatile,
inflammable liquid, CH*(OCH)a, that smells like
chloroform: it is produced by the incomplete oxidation
of methanol and used as a solvent, anesthetic, etc.

methyl alcohol, methanol.
methyl a mine (meth'ai-9-men', meth'el-am'in), n.
[methyl -f- amine], a colorless, inflammable gas, CHiNHi,
that smells like ammonia: it is prepared synthetically
or by the distillation of wood, bone, etc.
meth yl ate (meth'a-laf), n. a compound derived from
methyl alcohol, in which the hydroxyl hydrogen is

replaced by a metal, v.t. [METHYLATED (-id), METHYL-
ATING], 1. to mix with methyl alcohol, often in order
to make the resulting mixture undriakable. 2. to coca-
bine with methyl.
methylated spirit (or spirits), ethyl alcohol made
unfit to drink Dy the addition, of metnanol, or methyl
alcohol; denatured alcohol.

methyl benzene, toluene.

methyl chloride, agas, CHtCl, wHfch when compressed
becomes a sweet, colorless liquid wttio! an etheriike smell;
it is used as a refrigerant and local anesthetic.

methylene (meth'a-lenO* n. [Fr,f jiwhylene < Gr.
methy, wine -f hylS, wood; Qrig. u^eM;W| e|tp|jess the idea
of "wood spirit." "wood alcohol*! ^;| "the bivalent
hydrocarbon radical CHi, found qm^lfc combination.
2. [Rare], tnethanolt

"

i, '''!!'
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methylene blue, a bluish-gr^e^i aiifcf #ye, CwHwNt-
ClS'SHaQ, u^ea as a Bacteriological ^aia, ftn antidote
in cyanide poisoning, etc. i

'*

methylic (methFik, m,?-lM'!k), ttdjl of, derived
from, or containing methyl
me ticulosl ty (ma-tik'yoo-la^-ti), n. tlw quality or
stat^ of be^ig rn^culomme dc u lous ^o|sk'yoo-.la9)t adf* P^P. myMcykupj L.
meticulosus, fearful < metus, fear}, extremely or ex-

cessively ^e^\j|feom4 <|cWls,j smi^foxisf finical,

m^-tier (ma-tyaO* * [Pr; OFr. mestier; L. ministerium;
see MINISTRY], a trade, profession, or occupation;
especially, the work that one is particularly suited for.

me"-tif (ma-tefO, n* Ipl. METIFS (-tefs') METIS C-tesO],
[Fr. < L. misticius < miscere, to mix; cf. MESTIZO], a
person of mixed blood; especially, a person one of
whose parents was French and the other North Ameri-
can Indian: also spelled metifif.
me-tol (me'tol, me'tol), ji. [< wwihyl-amino-cresoZ-sul-
fate], a white, soluble powder, CzHsON, used in its

hydrosaKate as a photographic developer; a trade-
mark (Metol).
Me-ton*ic cycle (ma-ton'ik), [after Melon* Athenian
astronomer in the 5th century B.C.], in astronomy, a
period of about 19 years (almost 235 lunar revolutions)
at the end of which the new moon reappears on the
same day as at the beginning of the cycle.
met-o-nym (met's-nim), n. a word used in metonymy,
as a substitute for another.
met'O-nym-ic (metVnim'ik), adj. metonymical.
met-o-nym-i-cal (met'o-nim'i-kl), adj. 1. of, or having
the nature of, metonymy. 2. using or used in meton-
ymy.
me-ton-y-my (ma-ton'a-mi), n. {pi. METONYMIES (-miss)],
ILL. metonymia; Gr. metonymia < meta, change +
onoma, onyma* name], use of the name of one thing for
that of another associated with or suggested by it Te.g.,
"the White House has decided" for "the President has
decided ) : abbreviated meton. : cf. synecdoche.met o-pe (metVpe', met'op), n. [L. metopa; Gr. metope< metat between + ope, an opening, hole in frieze for
beam], any of the square areas, whether plain or deco-
rated, between triglyphs in a Doric frieze.
me-top-ic (mi-topfk), adj. [< Gr. metopon, forehead; +
-tc], of the forehead; frontal.

me*tral*gi<a (mi-tral'ji-a), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. metra,
uterus; + *algiak pain in the uterus.
metra-zol (met'ra-zol', met'ra-zor), n. [G. penta-
meftrylenet&trazol], a drug, CeHioN4, used to stimulate
circulation and respiration and in the treatment of
some mental illnesses; a trade-mark (Metrazol).
me-tre (me'tSr), n. meter: chiefly British spelling
met-ric (met'rik), adj. [L. metricus; Gr. metrikos <
metron, measure], 1. of, involving, or used in measure-
ment. 2. [Fr. metrique], a} of the meter (unit of length).
b) designating or of the system of measurement based
on the meter and the gram: see metric aystem. 3.
metrical.
metrical (met'ri-kl), adj. 1. of or composed in
meter or verse. 2. of, involving, or used in measure-
ment* metric.

met-ri-cally (met'ri-kl-i, met'rik-li), adv. 1. in a
metrical manner. 2. in metrical respects.
metric hundredweight, 50 kilograms.
me-trician (me-trish'an), n. [ME. (after physician);
cf, Fr. meturicien], an expert or specialist in metrics
(sense 1): metrist.

met-rics (met'riksj, n*pl. [construed as sing, in senses
1 & 3], 1. the science or art of writing in meter. 2.
metrical characteristic^ and details (of a poem, etc.).
3. in mathematics, the theory of measurement.
metric system, a decimal system of weights and
measures in which the gram (.0022046 pound), the
meter (39.37 inches), and the liter (61.025 cubic inches)
are the basic units of weight, length, and capacity,
respectively: most names for the various other units
are formed by the addition of the following prefixes
to these three terms (but see also are, atere) :

deca- or deka- (ten), as, 1 decameter - 10 meters
hecto- (one hundred), as* 1 hectometer ** 100 meters
kilo* (one thousand), as, 1 kilometer 1,000 meters
deti- (one tenth), as, 1 decimeter 1/10 meter
centi: (one hundredth), as, 1 centimeter 1/100 meter
milli- (one thousandth), as, 1 millimeter 1/1000 meter

Other prefixes sometimes used are myria- (ten thou-
sand), mega- (one million), and micro- (one millionth).
metric ton, a measure of weight equal to 1,000 kilo-

grams or 2,204.62 pounds (.984 long ton or 1.1023
short tons) : abbreviated M.T.

met-ri-fy (met'ra-flO, v.t. ft v.L [METRIFIED (-fid'),
METRIFYING], to put into or write in meter; versify.
metrist (met'rist, me/J

trist), n. [ML. metrista], 1. a
person who writes in meter; writer of verse. 2. an
expert or specialist in metrics (sense 1) ; metrician.

me-tri-tl8 (mHri'tis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. metra. uterus;
+ -*%} miUrnjnation of the uterus.

Met-ro, met-ro (me'trS), n. [short for Metropolitan
Railway, m London], an underground railway,

cities : stibwayf

o, met'r4), [< Gr. metron, measure], a
measure, as i

[< Gr. initya, uterus <
meaning utepm,
a vowel, iptetrr.

'
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meMro-log-i-cal (met'ra-loj'i-k'l), adj. of metrology.

me-trol-o-gy (mi-trol'a-ji), n. [metro- (measure) +
-logy], 1. the science of weights and measures. 2.

\pL METROLOGIES (-jiz)], a system of weights and
measures. ^ N

met-ro-nome (met'ra-nomO, n. [< metro- (measure);
-f Gr. nomos, law], a clock-
work device with an inverted

pendulum that beats time at
a rate determined by the

position of a sliding weight on
the pendulum: it is used es-

pecially to help a person majn-
tain regular tempo in practicing
on the piano, etc. : abbreviated
met., M*

met-ro-nom-ic (met'rs-nom'ik) ,

adj. of or Hke a metronome.
me-tro-nym-ic (me'trs-nim/ik,
met'ro-mm'ik), adj. [Gr. me-

tronymikos < meter, a mother
-f- onoma, onyma, a name], of

or derived from the name of

the mother or a female ancestor.
n. a metronymic name. Cf. METRONOME

in^t^p o& (m9-trop''l-is), n. \j>l METROPOLISES C-iz)],

[L.; Gr. metropolis < meter, a mother + pohs, a state,

city], 1. the main city, often the capital, of a country,

state, or region. 2. any, large city or center of popula-
tion, culture, etc, 3. in ancient Greece, the mother

city or state of a colony. 4. the seat, or see, of a metro-

politan bishop ;main diocese of an ecdesiasticalprovince.

met-ro-poH-tan (met'ra-polVt'n), adj. [LL. metro-

politanus], 1. of or constituting a metropolis (senses
1 & 2). 2. designating or of a metropolitan (sense 2)

or metropolis (sense 15. n * a P61^011 who Hves< in

and knows a metropolis (senses 1 & 2) or one who has

the characteristic attitudes and manners of such a

person 2, a) an archbishop having authority over the

bishops of a church province. &) in the Orthodox Eastern

Chnrck, a bishop ranking iust below Patriarch. 3. in

ancient Greece, a citizen of a metropolis (sense 3). Ab-
breviated met., metrop.
me-troir-rha-gi*a (me'tra-ra'ji-o, merr9-ra'ji-9), n.

[Mod. L. < Gr. metra, uterus; + -rrhagia], nonmen-
strual bleeding from the uterus.

-metry, (Gr. -metria < metron, measure; cf. METE (to

measure)], a terminal combining form meaning the

process, art, or science of measuring, as in anthropometry.
Met-ter-nich, Kle-mens Wen-zelNe-po-mukLo-thar,
Prince von (kla'mens ven'tssl ria'pS-mook lo'tar fSn

met'eY-niH; Eng. met'Sr-nik), 1773-1859; Austrian
statesman and diplomat; chancellor of state (1809-
1848).
met-de (met'l), n. [var. of metal, used figuratively],

quality of character or temperament; especially, high
quality of character; spirit; courage; ardor.

on one'a mettle, routed or prepared to do one's best.

met-tied (met'ld), adj. mettlesome.
mettlesome (met'l-som), adj. [see -SOME], full of

mettle; spirited; ardent, brave, etc.

Metz (mets), li. a fortified city in northeastern France,
on the Moselle River: pop., 70,000 (1946).
Meuse (moz; Eng. muz), n. a river in northeastern

France, Belgium, and the Netherlands, flowing into

the North Sea: length, 575 mi.: Butch name, Maas.
mew (mu), n. [ME. & OFr. mue < muer, to change,
molt < L. mutare, to change], 1. a cage, as for hawks
while molting. 2. a secret place or den, 3. [Obs.], a
place of conanenaent. See also mews. v.t. 1. [< the

n.], to confine in or as in a cage; shut up or conceal

(often with up). 2. [< OFr. muter}, a) [Archaic], to
shed or change (feathers); molt. 6) [Obs.l to cast

(horns) : said of a stag. iu. [Archaic], to molt.
mew (mu), n. [echoic], the characteristic vocal sound
made by a cat. v.L to make this sound. Also meow,
miaow, etc.

,mew (mu), n. [ME. mewe* AS. mxw; akin to G. m&we
(< LG.); echoic of the bird's cry], a sea gull or o$xer
gull: also mew gull.
mewl (mul), lu. [freq. of mew (to make the sound of a
cat)], to cry weakly, Hke a baby; whimper or whine.
mews (muz), n.pl. [usually construed as sing.J, [< mew
(a cage)], 1. the royal stables in JLondon, built on tfre
site where the royal hawks were mewed; hence, 2.

stables grouped around a court or along an alley,
Mex.. 1. Mexican. 2. Mexico.
Mexican (mek'si-kan), adj. of Mexico, its people,
their language, or their culture, n. 1. a native, or
inhabitant 01 Mexico. 2. Nahuatl. Abbreviated Mex.
Mexican bean beetle, a species of spotted ladybug thai;
eats the leaves and pods of bean plants.
Mexican hairless, any of a [breed of small dog native
to Mexico, hairless except for the end of the tail and a
patch on the head.
Mexican War, a war between the United States and
Mexico (1846-1848), settled by the Treaty of Guada-
lupe Hidalgo,

Mex-i-co (mek'si-ko')* n. 1- a country in North
America, south of the United States: area. 760,290

sq. mi.; pop., 23,876,000 (est. 1948); capital, Mexico

City. 2. a state of southern Mexico: area, 8,267 sq.

mi.; pop., 1,146,000; capital, Toluca: abbreviated Mex.
3. Mexico City. Mexican spelling, Mexico; Spanish

Mexico, *Gulf of, a gulf of the Atlantic, east of Mexico
and south of the United States: area, c. 716,000 sq. mi.

Mexico City, the capital of the Republic of Mexico
and of the "Federal District: pop., 1,448,000; officially

Mey-er-becr, Giacomo (ja'kd-md'mi'gr-b^r'; Eng.
ml'er-bSrO, (born Jakob Liebmann Beer), 1791-1864;
German composer.

Mey-er-hof, Ot-to (6V6 mi'Sr-hof), 1884-
;
German

physiologist: received Nobel prize in physiology, 1922.

Meyn-elL Alice (men"l, ma'nl), 1847P-1922; English

poet and. essayist.
mez-ca-line (mez'ks-len', mez'ka-lin), n. mescaline.

me-zere-on (mi-ze'ri-an), n. [ML.; Ar..& Per. mdza-

riyun], 1. a small European shrub with clusters of

fragrant, purplish flowers. 2. mezereum (sense 2).

me-ze-re-um (mi-ze'ri-am), n. [Mod. L.],
t
l. mezereon.

2. the dried bark of mezereon, used in liniments and
in the treatment of some diseases.

ism, a piece of parchment
texts from Deuteronomy (6:4-9 & 11:13-21) in 22 lines

and on the other side with the name of God (Shaddai),
rolled and put into a case and attached to the doorpost
of the house, as commanded in the Biblical passages.
mez-za-nine (mez'a-nen', mez's-nin), n.

f [Fr.; It.

mezzanino < mezzano, middle < L. medianus; see

MEDIAN], 1. a low-ceilinged story between two main
stories in a building, usually immediately above the

ground floor and sometimes in the form of a balcony
projecting only partly over the floor below it: also

mezzanine floor (or story). 2. in some theaters, the

first few rows of the balcony, separated from the others

by an aisle.

mez-zo (met'so, med'zo, rnez'o), adj. [It.; L. medius,
middle, half], in music, medium; moderate; half. adv.
in music, moderately; somewhat. Abbreviated M., m.

mez-zo-re-lie-vo (met'so-ri-le'vo, med'zo-ri-le'vo, mez'-

o-ri-le'vo), n. [PL MEZZO-RELIEVOS (-voz)J, [It. mezzo

rilievo; mezzo <L. medius, middle, half + nlievo, relief],

sculpture in which the figures project halfway from
the background; half relief.

Jmez-zo-ri-Ue-vo (med'dzd-re-lye'vo), n. [pi. MEZZI-
RILIEVI (med'dze-re-lye've)], [It.], mezzo-relievo.

mez-zo-so-pra-no (met'so-s9-pran'5, med'so-sa-pra'no,
mez'5-so-pran'o), n. [pi. MEZZO-SOPRANOS (-oz, -noz),
MEZZO-SOPRANI (4, -ui)], [It.], 1. a voice or part be-
tween soprano and contralto. 2, a singer with such a
voice, adj. designating or of such a voice, part, or

singer.
mez-zo-tint (met'sa-tint', med'za-tint', mez'a-tintOt n.

[It. mezzotinto; see MEZZO & TINT], \. a method of

engraving on a copper or steel plate by scraping or

polishing parts of a roughened surface so that an
impression of light and shade can be produced. 2. an

enprraving or print so produced, v.f. to engrave by
this method-

ic..!^*, Middle French.
mf., 1. in music, mezzo forte. 2. microfarad, 3. milli-

farad.

M.F.A., Master of Fine Arts.

mfd., 1. manufactured. 2. \$l. MMFDS.], microfarads.

MKr., Middle i'i L ______

mlr. [pi. MFRS.], 1. manufacture. 2. manufacturer.
Mg, in chemistry, magnesium,

milligram; milligrams.
\TMicidle Gaelic.

1. Medieval Greek. 2. fiddle Greek.
Mgr., 1. MapiageV* 2. iltfonseigneur. 3. Monsignor.
4^ Mon^fenore.

,
l ,
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MJBU Medal of Honor.
MHG., M.H.G., Middle 3

mho (mo), n. [pkm
electrical conductance.
M.HJt.. Member of the Hou.se \

ntl
t (nie),

n. [M, m
t
music, a i

third tone 01 'tne oJiatonlc SCJE

mi.. 1. mile : miles. 2. mill; mill!

M.L, 1. Mfetary Mtel%ence
-Mi*am,''i (mi am i, mi^am 9) ,

MIAMI, MIAMIS fiz," -^z)J, a v.

of AlgonQuian Indians wfio nwjg,
Indiana and' near-by ''tbgipn^i als,d MH^
city on the 'southeastern coa$jt of I""

pop., 247.000. 3. k riv6r
8

southward into the 0!o; kjofft
Miami.

'
'

Miami Beach, a'clfe in

kward), the unit of

Repire^xtatiyes.
liable representing the

see solfeggio.
1 3. minute. 4 minor*
i. Mounted Unfantry.



miasma
929 micrography

posed to arise from decomposing animal or vegetable
matter, swamps, etc. and infect the air, especially at
night: such vapor was once thought to cause malaria
mi as-mal (ml-az'm'l, mi-az'm'l), adj. of, producing, or
caused by miasma; noxious; pestilential.
mi as-mat-ic (ml'az-mat'ik), adj. miasmal.
mi-as-mic (mi-az'mik, mi-az'mik), adj. miasmal.
mi-aul (mi-ol', mi-our), n. & v.i. meow; mew
mib (mib), n. [altered < marble], [Dial.], 1. a marble.
2. pi. the game of marbles.
mi-ca (mi'ks), n. [L,, a crumb, grain, particle; influenced
by micare, to shine, glitter], any of a group of minerals
(complex silicates) that crystallize in thin, somewhat
flexible, easily separated layers, translucent or trans-
parent: mica is resistant to heat and electricity, and
when transparent is often called isinglass,
mi-ca-ce ous (nu-ka'shas), adj. [see -ACEOUS], of, con-
taining, characteristic of, or like mica.
Micah (mi'ka), [Heb. mikha(yah), lit., who is like
(God); cf. MICHAEL], a masculine name. n. 1. a
Hebrew prophet of the 8th century B.C. 2. a book
of the Old Testament. Also, in the Douay Bible,
Micheas. Abbreviated Mic.
Mi-cawber, Wilkins (mi-k6'ber), a character in
Dickens' David Copperfield who has very little money
but much, optimism, and is always sure that "some-
thing will turn up."
mice (mis), n. plural of mouse.
mi eel la (mi-sel's, mi-sel's). n. [pi. MICELLAE (-e)L a
micelle.
mi celle, mi-cell (mi-sel'), n. [Mod. L. micella, dim. <
L. mica, a grain, crumb, morsel], 1. a hypothetical
structural unit of an organized body. 2. the structural
unit of jgel-forming colloids, made up of complex mol-
ecules: it can change in size without changing chemi-
cally and may have crystalline properties.

Mich., 1. Michaelmas, 2. Micnigan.
Michael .(mi'k'i) , [LL. ; Gr. Michael; Heb. mikha'fl,
lit., who is like God; cf. MICAH], a masculine name:
diminutives, Mike, Micky; equivalents, Pr. Michel,
It. Michele, Sp. Miguel n. 1. son of Carol II; 1921- ;

king of Romania (1927-1930; 1940-1947); abdicated.
2. in the Bible, the archangel who, with an army of
loyal angels, victoriously warred with the rebel angel

'

Lucifer: Rev. 12:7-9.

Mich-aeJ-mas (mik"knos), a. [see -MAS], the feast of
the archangel Michael, celebrated September 29: in
England, a quarter day: also Michaelmas Day.
Michaelmas daisy, any of various asters, wild or
cultivated.
mlche (mich), vJL [ME. mychen; OFr. muchier (Fr.

musser) < Gaul. *mukyare, to hide; akin to Mir.
muchatm, I conceal; IE^ base *m&g- to spy upon, seen
also in G. meuchel- (in comp.}, secret], [Obs. or British
Dial.], 1. to pilfer. 2. to skulk. 3. to play truant.
Mi che as (ml-ke'as), n. Micah: Douay Bible form,
Mi-chelanae4o (ma'kl-an'jVlo'. mik'l-an'jo45'), n.
(Michelangelo Buonarroti), Italian painter, sculptor,
architect, and poet; 1475-1564,
MI che let, Jules (aMl' mesh'leO, 1798-1874; French
historian,
Michel son, Albert Abraham (mi'k'1-ssn), 1852-
1931; American physicist, born in Germany; received
Nobel prize in physics, 1907.
Michi-gan (mish'o-gan), n. 1. a Middle Western
State of the United States; area, 58,216 sq. mi; pop.,
6,372,000: capital, Lansing; abbreviated Mick.: nick-
named Wolverine State. 2. one of the Great Lakes,
between Michigan and Wisconsin c area, 22,400 sq. mi.:
usually Lake Michigan.

, City, a city in Indiana, on Lake Michigan:
popv
Mich-i--i-gan-der (rnish's-gan'der), n. amative or inhab-
itant of Michigan,

Mic|i'ittfsaii'it (iwd^^rg9B-|t') f
ii* a Michigander.

Mick (mik), n. J< Michael, taken as typicailrish name],
[Slang], an Irishman: hostile or contemptuous term.

naick-ey ^nati, Mlcfccy Finn, (njljs/i fin*)-! [Slang]; a
drink of liquor to whiqi a powerful narcotic or purga-
tive has been added, given to an unsuspecting person;
also mickey, Mickey.

'
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Mic kie wlcz, A dam (a'dam mits-kye'vich), 1798-
'

'

adj. t adv., n. [ME* .

iced; !

-

3by , catenate - OM. '

"** "

"iCM&C, MjtCMA.CS (rinaks)],

5) exceptionally little, abnormally small, as in micro-

cephalic. 2. enlarging what is small, as in microscope,
microphone. 3. relation to microscopes, microscopic,
as in microchemistry. 4. in the metric system, etc.,
one millionth part of (a specified unit), as in microsram,
microfarad. Also, before a vowel, micr-.
mi-cro anal y sis (mi'kro-a-nal's-sis), n. the chemical
analysis and identification of very small quantities.

mi-cro-bar-o graph (mi
/kro-bar/

9-graf
/

, ml'kro-bar'a-

grar), n. a barograph for recording very small changes
in atmospheric pressure.
mi-crobe (mi/krob), n. [Fr. < Gr. mikros, small +
-bios, .life], a very minute living thing, whether plant
or animal; microorganism; especially, any of the bac-
teria that cause disease; germ. *&.

*

mi-cro-bi-al (mi-kro'bi-gl), adj. microbic.
mi-cro-bic (mi-kro'bik, mi-krob'ik), adj. of or caused
by a microbe or microbes.
mi-cro bicide (mi-kro'ba-sid'), n. [< microbe + -tide],
anything that kills microbes.

mi*cro*bi-ol-o-&y (mi'kro-bi-ol'a-ji). n. the branch of
biology that deals with microorganisms.
mi-cro-ce-phaMc (mi'kro-sa-faPik), adj. microcephal-
ous.

mi-cro-ceph a lous (ml'kra-sef'a-tes), adj. of or having
microcephaly.
micro cepha ly (mi'kra-sef'a-li), n. [micro- -f cephal-
f -y], a condition in which the head or cranial capacity
is abnormally small: opposed to macrocephaly.mi cro-chem-is try (mrkrq-kem'is-tri), n. the chem-
istry of microscopic quantities or objects.
mi-cro-cU-ma-tology (mi'kro-kli'ma-tolVji), n. the
study of climate and its characteristics in a small area.
mi-cro cUne (ml'krs-klin') , n. [< micro- -f Gr. klinein,

to, incline], a grayish, yellowish, greenish, or reddish
mineral of the feldspar family, potassium aluminum
silicate, KAlSijOa, having a glassy luster and perfect
cleavage; it occurs in igneous rocks.
mi-cro'coc-cus (ml'krs-kok'os), n. \pL MICROCOCCI
(4o>k's!)J, (Mod. L.; micro- + -coccus], any of a group
of spherical or egg-shaped bacteria that occur in irreg-
ular masses or plates and feed on dead or living matter.
mi-cro cosm (mi'kra-koz'm), n. a little world; min-
iature universe; specifically, a) man regarded as a
miniature or epitome of the world, V) a community,
village, etc. regarded as a miniature or epitome of the
world. Opposed to macrocosm.
mi-cro-cos mic (mi'kra-koz'mik), ad?;. 1. of, being, or
Eke a microcosm. 2, designating a white, crystalline
salt, sodiumammonium hydrogenphosphat, Ka(NEU)-
HPOr4HsO, used as a reagent in blowpipe analysis, in
testing for metallic oxides, etc.: it was originally /

obtained from human urine.
mi cro-cos mi cal (mi'kra-koz'mi-kl), adj. micro-
cosmic, i

mi cro crys tal line (mi'kro-kris'tl-in, ml'kro-kris't'l-
inO, adj. having crystalline structure that can be seen
only with a microscope.
ml'CTO'Cyte (ml'kro-sit'), n. [micro- + -cyte], an abnor-
mally small red blood corpuscle, occurring especially
in certain types of anemia,
micro-detector (mi'kro-di-tek'tSr), n. [micro- +
detector], an instrument for detecting very small a-
mounts of, or minute changes in, an electric current.
mi cro-dis-sec tion (mfkro-di-sek'shon), n. dissection
of tissue, eto, under the microscope.
micro-dont (mi'kra-dontO, adj. [micr- + -odont],
having very small teeth, n. a microdont individual.
micro-farad (mi'kro-far'od), n. one millionth of a
farad: abbreviated mf.,, mfd.
mi cro-film (milcra-fiknO. 1. film on which docu-
ments, printed pages, etc, are photographed in a re-
duced size foe convenience in storage and transporta-
tion: enlarged prints can be made from such film, or
the film can be viewed directly with the help of a
special optical apparatus. 1. a reproduction on rnicro-
fflm. 3. loosely, a microphotograph (sense 3). 0t. &
i;.i. to photograph on microfilm.
mi cro-ga-mete toi'kro-gg-meV, ml'kra-gam/St), n.
the smaller, usually the male, of a pair of conjugating
gametes.
mi-cro gram, micro-gramme (nn'kra-igranuO, n. one
millionth of a gram: symbol, ftg (no period),
HwhctGrgram (nii'kjra-gramO. n. a micrograph (sense 2).
mi-cro graph (mi'kro-graf', mi'kr^-^P), n. [micro- 4*

t an apparatus for doing extremely small
awing* QC engraving. 2. a photograph or

_
* an object at seer* Itocmgh a microscope.

3 aj^ apparatus by whielu through the mvwient$ of^
t mwements can be record^ in

mi*crog-i
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1. the description or study of microscopic objects.
2. the art or practice of writing in tiny characters.
micro-groove (mi'kra-groovO, n. 1. a very narrow
needle groove, as in a long-playing phonograph record,
allowing more matter to be recorded on a record than
does the ordinary, wider groove. 2. a record having
such narrow grooves. A trade-mark (MicrogrooYe).
mi'crol-o-gy (ml-krol'a-ji)* n. [Gr. mikrologia; see
MICRO- & -LOGY], the discussion or study of trivial
matters or petty differences.
mi-crom-e-ter (mi-krom'a-tSr), n. [Pr. micrometre; see
MICRO* & -METER], 1. an instrument for measuring
very small distances, angles, diameters, etc., used on a
telescope or microscope. 2. micrometer calipers.
micrometer calipers (or caliper), calipers with a
micrometer screw, for ex-
tremelyaccuratemeasure-
ment.
micrometer screw, a
finely threaded screw of
definite pitch, with a head
graduated to show how
much the screw has
been Amoved in or out:
used in micrometers, etc.

togivefinemeasurements,
sometimes to .0001 of
an inch*

mi-crom-e-try(m!-krom'-
o-tri), n* measurement
by means of micrometers.
mi-cro mil-li-meter,
ml-cro-miMi-me-tre
(mi'kro-milVme'ter), n.
1. one millionth of a
millimeter; one billionth
of a meter. 2. a milli-
micron. 3. in biology &
chemistry, a micron. Sym-
bol, m/*, (no period).
mi-cron (mi'kron), n.

[pL MICRONS (-kronz),
MICRA (-kn)I, [Mod. L.
< Gr. mikron, neut. of
mikros, small, minute],
1. one millionth of a
meter; one thousandth
of a millimeter; symbol,
p (no period). 2. in

physical chemistry, a par-
ticle having a diameter
between .01 and .0001
millimeter. Also spelled
mikron.
Mlcro-ne-sla (mi'kra-ne'zha, mi'kra-ne'sha), n. the
groups of islands in the Pacific north of the equator and
east of the Philippines.
Micronesian (mi'kra-ne'zhan, mi'kra-ne'shon), adj.
of Micronesia, its people, their languages, or their cul-
ture, it. 1. a native of Micronesia, which is inhabited
by peoples of mixed Melanesian, Polynesian, and Ma-'
layan stock. 2. any of the Austronesian languages
spoken in Micronesia.

mi-cro-or-gan-ism. mi'crO'6r'gan*i8in, ml-cro-or-
ganism (tm'kro-Sr'gsn-iz'm) , n. any microscopic or
ultramicroscopic animal or vegetable organism; espe-
cially, any of the bacteria, protozoa, viruses, etc.
microphone (mi'krs-fon/) , n. [micro- + -phone], an
instrument for intensifying weak sounds or trans-
mitting sounds by transforming sound waves electro-
magnetically into variations of an electric current:
microphones are used in telephony, radio, etc.
mi-crophonic (mi'kra-fon'ik), adj. of, having the
nature of, or like a microphone.

mi-cro-pho to-graph (ml
f
kr9-f5'ta-graf't mi'kra-fo'ta-

graf ) , n. J . a very small photograph, usually requiring
enlargement to bring out the details. 2.' a photographtaken through a microscope: usually photomicrograph.
3. an enlarged photograph printed from a microfilm.

ml-cro-phyte (mi'kra-fitO, [micro- + -phyte], any
microscopically small plant, usually a parasitic one.
micro'phytic (mi'kra-fit'ik), adj. ot, or having the
nature of, a microphyte.

mi-crojprint /ml'krQ-printO, n. a microphotograph of
printed or written matter so gwatlyfreduced that it can
be read only through a magnifying device

mi'cro-py-lar {mi'krdnpiler), adj* ofr or having the
nature of, a rmcropyle.
mi-CTO-pyte (ml'kra-ipnO, n. [Fr. < Gr. mikros. faU +
pyl$*

t gate, opening], 1. in botany, a) a very small
opening in the outer coats of an ovule, througn which
the pollen tube penetrates, b) the corresponding open-
ing in the developed seed. i. in zoology, a vSy small
opening in the vitelline membrane of an ovum, throtsgh
which spermatozoa can enter.

^^
ml'cro.py.rom-e.ter (mi'kro-pI-romVtSfy, n. ffuwo- +
pyrommerl, an optical instrument for determining tenar
perature, etc. ofminute bodies giving off Hght or heat.

micros., microscopy. .
,
*

mi cro scope (mi'kra-skopOt n. [Mod. L. microscopium*
see MICRO- & -SCOPE], an

EYEPIECE

MICROMETER CALIPERS

A, used for measuring inside

dimensions; B, used for

measuring outside dimen-
sions
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instrument consisting es-

sentially ^of a lens or
combination of lenses,
for making very small
objects, as microorgan-
isms, look larger so that
they can be seen and
studied: see also electron
microscope.

mi-crq scop-lc (mi'kra-
skop'ik), adj. 1. so small
as to be invisible or ob-
scure except through a
microscope; extremely
small; minute. 2. of,

with, or as with a micro-
scope. 3. like or sug-
gestive of a microscope;
searching; minutely ob-
serving.

mi-cro'scop-i-cal (mi'kra-skop'i-kl), adj. microscopic.
mi-cro-scop-i-caMy (ml'kra-skop'i-k'l-i, ml'kra-skop'-
ik-li), adv. 1. by using a microscope. 2. in careful
detail, as if with a microscope; exactly, minutely, and
searchingly. 3. so as to be microscopic; extremely:
as, microscopically small.
micros co pist (mi-kros'ka-pist, ml'kra-sko'rjist), n. a
person who uses, or is expert in using, a microscope.

mi-cros-co-py (mi-kros'ks-pi, ml'kra-sko'pi), n. the use
of a microscope; investigation by means of a micro-
scope. Abbreviated micros.
mi-cro seism (mi'kra-siz'm, mi'kra-sis'm), n. [< micro-
-f Gr. seismos, earthquake], a very slight tremor or
quivering of the earth's crust.
mi-cro-some (mi'kra-som'), n. [micro- + -some (body)],
any^ of the minute granules in the protoplasm of an
active cell.

mi cro spo-ran-gi urn (mi'kro-sp^ran'ji-Qm), ft. \pl.
MICROSPORANGIA (-a)], a sporangium that contains or

produces microspores, as the pollen sac of the anther
in seed plants.
mi-cro-spore (ml'krs-spdr', mi'krQ-sporOf n. a small,
asexually produced spore from which a male gameto*
phyte develops, as a pollen grain in a seed plant.
mi-cro spo-rophyll (mi'kra-sparVfil, mi'krs-spo'r*
nl) , n. a sporophyll that produces microsporangia.

v

mi cro stom-a-tous (ml'kra-stom'a-tas, mi'kra-sto'ma-
tos), adj. [micro- -|- -stomatous], having a small mouth.
mi-cros-to-mous (ml-kros'ta-mss), adj. microstom-
atous.
micro tome (ml'kra-tom'), n. [micro- + -tome], an
instrument for cutting thin sections of tissue, etc. for
study under the microscope.mi cro torn ic (mTkra-tom'ik), adj. of microtomy or
the microtome.
mi-crot'O-my (ml-krotVmi), n. the art of preparing
sections for study under the microscope, as by the use
of the microtome.
mi-cro wave (ml'kra-wavO, n. an extremely short
electromagnetic wave; wave less than ten meters, or
especially less than one meter, in length.

mic-tn-rate fmjk'choo-rat'), vd. [MICTURATED (-id),
MICTURATTNGI, [see MICTURITION & -ATE], to urinate.
mlc-tu ri-tion (mik'choo-rish'an), n. [< mictwtius, pp.
of.L. mtcturire, to desire to urinate < mingere, to
urinate; + -o], 1. the act of urinating. 2. formerly,
abnormal frequency of urination.
mid (midX adj. [superL MIDMOST], [ME. myd; AS. midd-;
akin to Goth, mwjis; IB. base *medhjo-, middle, seen
also inL. medius (cf. MEDIUM, MEDIA;, Gr. mesos- (cf.
MESO-)], 1. middle. 2. in phonetics, pronounced with
tne tongue in a position (approximately midway be-
tween high and low: said of certain vowels, as the a in

?Jw ?
r ?>,^ n'

[Archaic], the middle.
mid, 'mid (mid), prep. [Poetic], amid.
mid- (nud) a combining form meaning midWe or middle
pan of, as in midbrain, mid-Atlantic.

mid., 1 middle. 2. midshipman.
Mi-das (ml'das), n. [L.; Gr. Mid^l in Greek legend, a
teng of^Phrygia tp^whom Dionysus granted the power
of turning everything that he touched into gold: when
even his food and his daughter turned to gold, Midas
begged to haje the power takeaa back.

"Su "AS'^S'^f (^'st-lan'tik), . the mi(Ml part of
the Atlantic Ocean.
mid-brain (mid/Drn/

) n. the mesencephalon
mtd-chan-nk (mid'diJa''l>, ^^SS^ert of a
channel. i^

mid con-ti nent
of a continent.
mid-day (midW), it. [MI
middle part of fb

ft. the middle part



middle midmost
mid-die (mid'l), adj. [ME. & AS. middel; akin to G.
mittel; .see MID & -LE], 1. halfway between two given
points, times, etc.; equally distant from either end,
side, etc.; in the center

;_
mean. 2. intermediate; in

between; intervening. 3. in Greek grammar, designating
or of a voice of the verb, passive in form, in which the
subject is represented as acting reflexively. 4. [M-], in
geology, designating a division of a period or a formation
between those called Upper and Lower. 5. [M-], in
linguistics, designating a stage in language development
intermediate between those called Old and Modern: as,
Middle English. 6. in logic, designating a term that
appears in both premises of a syllogism but not in the
conclusion. 7. in phonetics, medial, n. 1. a point or
part halfway between extremes; central point, part,
time, etc. 2. something intermediate. 3. the middle
part of the body; waist. 4. in Greek grammar, the
middle voice. 5. in logic, a middle term. v.t. & v.i.

[MIDDLED (-'Id), MIDDLING], 1. to put in the middle.
2. to fold (a rope, etc.) in the middle; double. Abbre-
viated M., m., mid.
SYN. middle refers to the point or part equally distant from
either or all sides or extremities and may apply to space, time,
etc. (the middle of the stage, the day, etc.) ; center more pre-
cisely stresses the point equidistant from the bounding lines or
surfaces of any plane or solid figure (the center of a circle, globe,
etc.) and is sometimes used figuratively (the center of town, a
trade center)-, midst, usually used in prepositional phrases,
denotes a middle part that is completely surrounded by persons
or things or a middle point in some action (in the midst of a
crowd, one's work, etc.).
middle age, the time of life between youth and old
age: now usually applied to the years from about 40
to about 60.
mid die-aged (mid'

f

l-a5d'), adj. in, of, characteristic of,
or suitable for middle age.
Middle Ages, the period of European history between
ancient and modern times, c. 500 A.D.-1450 A.D.
Middle America, the part of Latin America south of
the United States and north of South America.
Middle Atlantic States, New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania.
mid dle-break-er (nudH-brak'er), n. a kind of plow
that throws up the sod equally in both directions from
the furrow by means of an added moldboard; lister.
mid die bust-er (imd'l-bus'te'r), n. a middlebreaker.
middle C, 1. the musical note on the first ledger line
below the treble staff and the first above the bass
staff. 2, the corresponding tone or key.
mid-dle-class (mid/1-klas', mid'l-klSs'), adj. of or
characteristic of the middle class: see also bourgeois.
middle class, the social class between the aristocracy
or very wealthy and the working class, or proletariat:
owners of small businesses, professional and white-
collar workers, well-to-do farmers, etc. are generally
included in the middle class: see also bourgeoisie.
Middle Congo, a French colony in French Equatorial
Africa: area, 166,069 sq. mi.; pop., 747,000; capital,
Brazzaville.
middle distance, the space between the foreground
and the background in a picture.
middle ear, the tympanum: see ear.
Middle East, 1, the area including Iraq, Iran, Afghan-
istan, and, sometimes* India, Tibet, and Burma. 2.

[British], the Near East (sense 1), excluding the
Balkans. Cl Near East.
Middle Empire, the Middle Kingdom (sense 1).

Middle English, the English language as written and
spoken between about 1125 and about 1475: it is char-
acterized by the loss of Anglo-Saxon inflectional end-
ings, the emergence of a syntax based on word order, a
revision of the Anglo-Saxon pronoun system, great
diversity of dialectal spellings, extensive vocabulary
borrowings from Latin. I'Venchit^

and Low German

Kast Aai^PbttwJ dialect^ used in and around London, as a
written language for $ie whole osf England fe 1375-
1475); ,aS^yla;te<i

l

MB.,M.E.'

, _ ^ i of tie highlands
of south and central Germany as it was written and
spoken between about 1100 and abowt 1500; in the

development of German, it represents a stage analogous
' to that of

, Middle English: abbreviated MHG., M.H.G.
Middle Irish, the Irish language as it developed in the

' '

Middle Aces: abbreviated Mir. ,

, a kingdom of
,

ancient ._ f

k its capital at Heracleopolis aa
i, Middle Empire.

'

2. pa?ansL
I mm focitysp

f

Chinese Empire,
the eighteen

Middle Low German, the Germanic language of the
northwest European lowlands, chiefly between the
Rhine and the Elbe, as written and spoken between
about 1100 and about 1450: abbreviated MLG., M.L.G.
middle-man (mid''l-manO n.

[pi.
MIDDLEMEN (-men

7
)].

1. a trader who buys commodities from the producer
and sells them to the retailer or, sometimes, directly
to the consumer. 2. a go-between; intermediary. 3.
the interlocutor in a minstrel show.

, mid-dle-most (mid'l-most'), adj. midmost.
middle passage, the passage across the Atlantic from
West Africa to the West Indies or America: route of
the former slave trade.

Middlesbrough (mid''lz-br9), n. a city in north-
eastern England: pop,, 140,000 (est. 1946).

,

Mid die sex (mid'
f

l-seks'), n. 1. a county of England,
containing the northwest section of London: pop.,
2,058,000. 2. a county in eastern Massachusetts: site
of the first battle of the Revolutionary War.
mid-die-sized (mid'1-slzd'). adj. of medium size.
Middle States, those eastern States between the New
England States and the South: New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland.
Middle Temple, one of two groups of buildings occupied
by the Inns of Court in London, England: the other
is the Inner Temple.
Mid-die-ton, Thomas (mid'l-tgn) , 1570?-1627; Eng-
lish dramatist.

Mid-die*town (mid'1-toun
7
), n. 1. a city in central

Connecticut: pop., 30,000. 2. a city in southeastern
New York: pop., 23,000. 3. a city in southwestern
Ohio: pop., 34,000.

mid-die-weight (mid'1-wat'), n. 1. one of average
weight. 2. a boxer or wrestler who weighs between
148 and 160 pounds, adj. df middleweights.

Middle West, middle west, that part of the United
States between the Rocky Mountains and the Alle-
gheny Mountains, north of the Ohio River and the
southern borders of Kansas and Missouri : also Midwest.
mid'dling /midlirj), adj. [< mid, adj. + -ling], of middle
size, quality, grade, state, etc.; medium; ordinary;
mediocre, adv. [Colloq.], fairly; moderately; some-
what, n. [< mid, n. + -ling], 1. pork or bacon from
between the ham and the shoulder. 2. pi, products of
medium quality, grade, si&e, or price. 3. pi. particles
of coarsely ground wheat mixed with bran, valued for
their high gluten content.
mid-djr (xmd'i), n. [pi MIDDIES (-iz)] t 1. [Colloq.], a
midshipman. 2. a middy blouse.

middy Mouse, a loose, hip-length blouse with a sailor

collar, worn by women and children.
Mid gard (mid'gardO, n. [ON. mithgarthr < milkr, mid
f gartkr, yard, house], in Norse mythology, the earth,
regarded as midway between heaven and hell and en-
girdled by a huge serpent: also Mithgarthr, Mid&arth.
Mid-garth (miaVgar^O, n. Midgard.
midge (mij), n. [ME. migge; AS. mycg; akin t G.
miicke; IE. base *mu~> a fly, gnat, seen also in L. musica,
a fly], 1. any very small gnat or gnatlike insect. 2. a
very small person; midget.
midg et (mij'it), n. [dim, of midge], 1. a very small
person. 2. anything very small of its kind. adj.
very small of its kind; miniature. ~SYN. see dwarf.

mid-gut (mid'gut'), the middle part of the alimen-
tary canal in vertebrate embryos: the ileum and je-
junum develop from it.

JMi di (me'deO, . fFr., south, lit. midday; mi-, half
(< L. medium, middle) -f di (L, dies), day], southern
France.
Mid i-an-ite (naid'i-on-ltO, n. [< Heb. midhy&n, name
of a son of Abraham (Gen. 25:2): + -ite], in the Bible,
a member of a nomadic tribe of Arabs that fought the
Israelites: Ex. 2:15-22, Numb. 31, Judg. 6-8.

mld-i-ron (mid'i'ern), n. [mtdU -f iron], in golf, a club
with a steel or iron head and little loft, used for fairway
shots of medium distance: now usually called number 2
iron: see golf club, Ulus.
inid'land (midl9nd), n. 1. the middle region of a
country; interior, & [M-]

t>
the dialects ol English

spoken OT formerly spoken in the Midlands: tfaey^ are
divided into eastern and western groups, adj. 1. in or
of the midland; inland. 2. [M-J, of the Midlands.
the Midlands, the middle counties of England.

mid-leg (mid'leg'), n. 1. the middle of the leg. 2. One
of the taiddle, or second, pair of legs of an insect, adv.
to the middle of the leg.
Mid-lo-thi-an (mid-15'mi-9n), n. a c6unty of south-
eastern Scotland: pop., 563,000 (est. 1946) ; county seat,

mid-most (mid'most'), adj. [ME. mydmest (with
-most for *me$t < 17th e* onward) ; AS* midmest <
*^iddji^no, in the middle -h stififiac -4st (see -EST)],
exactly in the middle, or nearest the middle; middle-
most.
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mid-night (mid'nit'), n. 1. the middle of the night:
twelve o'clock at night. 2. deep darkness, adj. 1. of
or at midnight. 2. like or suggestive of midnight;
very dark: as, midnight blue.
burn the midnight oil, to study or work very late at
night.

midnight sun, the sun visible at midnight in the
arctic or antarcticjegions during the summer.
mid-noon (mid'noon'). n. [Rare], noon; midday.
Mid-rash (mid'rash, mid'rash), n. [pL MIDRASHIM (mid-
ra'shim), MIDRASHOTH (mid-ra'shoth}], [Heb., expla-
nation], any of the Jewish commentaries and explana-
tory notes on the Scriptures, written between the be-

ginning of the Exile and c. 1200 A.D.: cf. Haggada.
mid-rib (mid'rib'), n. the central vein, or rib, of a leaf,

usually running from the stem to the apex.
mid riff (mid'rif), n. [ME. mydrif; AS. midhrif < midd
(see MID) + hrif, belly (akin to OHG. href, body) <
IE. base *qrep~, body, seen also

^
in L. corpus (cf .

CORPSE)], 1. the diaphragm; partition of muscles and
tendons between the chest cavity and the abdominal
cavity. 2. the middle part of the body, between the
abdomen and the chest, adj. designating or of a gar-
ment that bares this part.
mid-ship (mid'ship'), adj. of the middle of a ship.
midshipman (mid'ship'mQn), n. [pi, MIDSHIPMEN
(-man)], [for amidshipmen, so called from being amid-
ships when on duty], 1. a student in training for the
rank of ensign in the United States Navy, especially
at

f
the Naval Academy at Annapolis. 2. a junior

British naval officer ranking between naval cadet and
sublieutenant. 3. formerly, one of a class of ship's
boys assigned to British naval vessels to be trained
as officers. Abbreviated mid.
mid ship mite (mid'ship'mlt), n. a midshipman: a
sailors' numerous alteration.
mid-ships (mid'shipsOt adv. amidships.
midst (midst, mitst), n. [ME. midest; merging of
middes, mides, genit. of mid, with unhistoric -t <
middest, super! of mid], the middle; central part: now
mainly in phrases. SYN. see middle.
in our (or your, their) midst, among, or in the midst
of, us (or you, them).

in the midst of, 1. in the middle of; surrounded by.
2. in the course of; during.

midst, 'midst (midst, mitst), prep, [poetic], in the
midst of; amidst; amid.
mid-stream (mid'strem'), n. the middle of a stream.
mid-summer (mid'sum'Sr), n. 1. the middle of
summer. 2. popularly, the time of the summer solstice,
about June 21. adj. of, in, or like midsummer.
Midsummer Nighrs Dream, A, a comedy (c. 15%)
by Shakespeare.
mid-term (mid'turm'), adj. occurring in the middle of
the term. n. often in pi. [Colloq.], a midterm examina-
tion, as in a college course.

mid-Vic-to-ri-an (mid'vik-t8r
/i-n, mid'vik-to'ri-an),

adj. 1. of, like, or characteristic of the middle part of
Queen Victoria's reign in Great Britain (c. 1850-1890)
or the culture, morals, or art of this period in Britain
and the United States; hence, 2, old-fashioned, prud-
ish, morally strict, stuffy, etc, n. La person who
lived during this period. 2. a person of mid-Victorian
ideas, manners, attitudes, etc.

of the way or distance, b) a middle way or course. 2.
that part of a fair or exposition where side shows and
other amusements are located, adj. & adv. in the
middle of the way or distance; halfway.
Midway Islands, a froup of islands in the North Pacific,
part of the Hawaiian group, about halfway between
the United States and the Philippines: area, 28 sq.
mi.; pop., 440: an air and naval base.
mid-week (mid'wekO, n. 1. the middle of the week.
2. [M-], Wednesday; so called by the Friends (Quakers).
adj. in the middle of the week.
mid week ly (mid'wek'li), adj. midweek, adv. in the
middle of the week.
Mid-west (mid'wesf), n. the Middle West. adj. Mid-
western.
Mid-west-em (mid'wes'tgrn), adj. of, in, or char-
acteristic of the Middle West; Middle Western.

Mid-west-ern-er (mid'wes'ter-ne'r), n. a native or in-
habitant of the Middle West; Middle Westerner.

mine, look, air, whence also G. mime], way of carrying
and conducting oneself; manner. SYN. see bearing.
miff (mif), n. [prob. orig. cry of disgust; cf. G. muffen, to
sulk], [Colloq.], a trivial quarrel or fit of the sulks*
tiff or huff. v.t. & v.i. [Colloq.], to offend or take
offense; out or be out of humor.
mig-gle (mig'l), n. [dim. of dial. mig. a marble], [Dial.],
1. a playing marble. 2. pi. the game of marbles.
might (nut), v. [ME. & AS. mihte], 1. past tense of
may. 2. an auxiliary with present or tuture sense,
generally equivalent to may in meaning and use, ex-

pressing especially a shade of doubt or a smaller degree
of possibility (e.g., it might rain) or permission (e.g.,
might I go?).
might (nut), n. [ME. mighte; AS. mihtf maht; akin to
G. macht; IE. base *magh~. *wagA-, to be able, be
capable of; cf. MAY, v., MAIN (strength)], great strength,
power, force, or vigor. SYN. see strength.
with might and main, with strength and vigor.

might-My (mit''l-i), adv. 1. in a mighty manner;
strongly; powerfully. 2. very much; to a great degree.
might-i-ness (mit'i-nis) , n. the quality or state of being
mighty.
might-y (mit'i) , adj. [MIGHTIER (-i-Sr) , MIGHTIEST (-i-ist) ],

1. having might; powerful; strong. 2. great; remarka-
bly large, extensive, etc. adv. [Colloq.], very; extremely.

mi-gnon (min'yon; Fr. me'nyon'), adj. [fem. MIGNONNE
(min'yQn; Fr. me'ny6n')], [Fr., for OFr. mignot, dainty

, . , .

mignon; see MIGNON], 1. a plant with wedge-shaped
leaves, and spikes of small, fragrant, greenish-white
flowers. 2. any of a number of plants related to this.

ini graine (ml/gran, mi-gran'), n. [Fr.; LL. hemicrania;
Gr. hemikrania < h$mi~, halt + kranion, skull], a type
of periodically returning headache, usually limited to
one side of the head and often accompanied by vertigo,
nausea, etc.

mi-grant (mi'^rant), adj. [L. migrans, ppr. of migrare],
migrating; migratory, n. a person, bird, or other
animal that migrates.
migrate (rm'grat), v.L {MIGRATED (-id), MIGRATING],
[<L. migratus, pp. of mtgrare, to move from one place
to another, change], 1. to move from one place to
another; especially, to leave one's country and settle in
another. 2. to move from one region to another with
the change in seasons, as many birds and some fishes.
SYN. migrate denotes a moving from one region or country
to another and may imply, of people, intention to settle in a
new land, or, of animals, a periodical movement influenced by
climate, food supply, etc.; emigrate and immigrate are used
only of people, emigrate specifically denoting the leaving of a
country to settle in another, and immigrate, the coming into
the new country.

one or more atoms from one position in the molecule
to another. 6) the movement of ions toward one elec-
trode or the other, under the influence of electro-
motive force.

ml-gra-tor (mi'gra-te'r), n. a person or animal that
migrates; specifically, a migratory bird.
mi-gra-to-ry (mi'grs-toVi, mi'gra-tS'ri), adj. 1. mi-
grating; characterized by migration. 2. of migration.
3. roving; wandering; nomadic.
mifca do

(mi-ka'doj, n. [pi. MIKADOS (~d5z)l, [Japan.,
lit., exalted gate (i.e., of the Imperial palace); mi,
exalted

-jr kado, gate, door], [often M-], the emperor of

Japan: title used by non-Japanese.
mike (mlk), n. [Slang], a microphone.mi kron (ml'kron), n. a micron.
mil (mil), n.

JL. mille,, thousand], 1. a unit of length,
equal to .001 of an inch (25.4001 microns)^ usea in

measuring the diameter of wire. 2. a mimlter; cubic
centimeter. 3. a monetary unit or coin of Israel, equal
to

:
001 of the Israeli pound. 4. in military mage, a) a
&& ^S?

e teBwnt for artillery fre, equalto
1/6400 of the circumference of a circle: in full, artillery
mil. b) less frequently, a unit equal to 1.018 artillery
mils: in full, infantry tnJDU

mil., 1. military. 2. militia,
mi-la-dy, mi-la-di (mi-15'oS), in,

fPr. < Bog. iw^ lady],an English noblewomtaii or geiitiewomaiirCottOTieiital
term used in speak&jg to or of such a womauL

mil-age (mH/y). n. mSnge.

mid-wife'ry (mid'wif'Sr-i,
a midwife; obstetrics.
mid-win-ter (mid'win'tSr), n. 1. the middle of tfoe
winter. 2. popularly, the time of the winter solstice,
about December 22. adj. of, in, or like midwinter
midyear (mid'ye*'), adj. occurring in the middle of
the (calendar or academic) year. n. often in pi
[Colloq.], a midyear examination, as at college.mien (mm), n. [short for demean: associated with $V.

Mi-la-no
"
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mild (mild), adj. [ME. & AS. milde; akin to G. mild;
IE. *mel-dh (cf. L. mollis, soft < *moldwis) < base
*weZ-, to rub, grind, triturate, seen also in melt, malt, etc.
basic sense "softened or weakened by or as by rub-
bing"], 1. gentle or kind in disposition, action, or
effect; not severe, harsh, bitter, etc.; not extreme in
any way; moderate; temperate: as, a mild nature. 2.

having a soft, pleasant taste or flavor; not strong, sour,
bitter, biting, or sharp: said of tobacco, cheese, etc. 3.

designating steel that is tough but malleable and
contains only a small percentage of carbon, SYN. see
soft.

mild-en (mil'd'n), v.t. & tu. to make or become mild
or milder.
mil-dew (mil'doo

7
, mil'duOi n. [ME. mildewe, meldewe;

AS. meledeaw, mildeaw; akin to G. (folk etym.) mehl-
thau; lit. meaning, "honeydew" < Gmc. base *melith,
honey + base of AS. deaw, dew], 1. any fungus that
attacks various plants or appears on organic matter,
paper, leather, etc., especially when exposed to damp,
resulting in a thin, furry, whitish coating or discolora-
tion. 2. any such coating or discoloration; mold. 3.

any plant disease caused by such a fungus, v.f. & v.i.

to affect or be affected with mildew.
mil-dew-y (mil'doo 'i, mil'du'i), adj. 1. mildewed.
2. like, or having the nature of, mildew.

mild-ly (mildli), adv. 1. in a mild manner. 2. to a
mild extent; somewhat.
ta put it mildly, to state it with restraint.

Mil-dred (mil'drid), [AS. Myldthryth < milde, mild +
thryth, power, strength], a feminine name; diminutives,
Mil, Millie, Milly.
mile (mil), n.

[fl.
MILBS (mHz), dial. MILE], [ME.; AS.

mil, pi. mila, mile; L. milia, millia, pl._of mille, thousand,
in imlia passuum, thousand paces, mile], a unit of linear

measure, equal to 1,760 yards (5,280 feet or 1,609,35
meters), used in the United States, Great Britain, etc.:

in full, statute mile: it is derived from an ancient
Roman measure of 1,000 paces (c. 1,620 yards). The
geographical (or nautical, sea, or air) mile Is 1/60 of one
degree of the earth's equator, by international agree-
ment (1954), 6.076.10333 feet. Abbreviated mi., M. f m.
mile-age (mll'ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. an allowance for

traveling expenses at a specified amount per mile.
2. aggregate distance in miles or total number of miles
traveled or covered. 3. expense or charge per mile,
as for travel or the use of railroad freight cars. 4. a
mileage book. Also spelled milage,
mileage book, a book of detachable coupons or tickets

(mileage tickets), each entitling a person to transporta-
tion for a stated number of miles.

mile-post (mll'post'), n. a signpost showing the distance
in miles to or from a specified place,
mil-er (mll'Sr), n. one trained to race a mile.
Miles (milz), [OFr. Miles, Uilon < OHG. Jtffo], a
masculine name.
JmHes glo-ri-o-sus (mi'lez glo'ri-o'sas), [L.], a brag-
gart, swashbuckling soldier: the title character in

Plautus* comedv.
Milesian (ma-le'zhan, ms-le'shan), adj. of Miletus.
n. a native or inhabitant of Miletus.

Mi-le'8ian (ma-le'zhan, ma-le'shan), ad/. [< Milcsius

(Latinized form of Jr. mUeadh, hero, champion; ult, <
L. miles, militis, a soldier), legendary Spanish king
whose sons reputedly conquered Ireland c. 1300 B.C. ;

+ -an], Irish* n. 1. a legendary ancestor of the Irish.

2. an Irishman.
mile-stone (mil'ston'), n. La stone or pillar set up
to show tfce distance in miles to or from a specified

place. 2. a significant or important event in themstory
or career of a person* the human race, etc,

MHe-tus (mf-lS'tos), n. an ancient Greek city in western
Asia Mi&or. no^in ruins.
mil foil SnirfoilOt H [ME.; OFr.; t. millefolium; mdle*
thousand +foUum, leaf: from the finely drvided leaves],

the yarrow, a plant of tfce composite family.
Mil-lord Bto*vO (mjl'flrd MVn), a seaport in south-
western Waj
Mil baud,

K
com]
mill
L, ...,.,

suiting

10,000,
"ryts1

'

French

u. r* n-vj, n* [Mod. L. ; properly fern* of

see MILIARY], an acute skin disease re-

inflammation of the sweat glands and
_ by small white or red papules or vesicles:

also called &tewy fa** fort rash, ^ _ . ,

mjH*aivy (M>l-er\ mfl'y^ri), orf/. [L. m^rim <
wlet], 1. like a rpmh seed or seeds, 2. m
cteracteiized or accompanied fry papules or

of mllet seeds,

, a form of tuberculosis in which
sj^ead %oug:h the bipod stream
of

1

tofej^on to o$ter parts of tfee

OFr. mi (< L. medius), middle + lien (< L. locus) , a

place], surroundings; environment.
milit., military.
mil-i-tan-cy (mil'i-ton-si), n. the state or quality of

being militant: fighting spirit, attitude, or policy.
mil -i-tant (mil'i-tsnt), adj. [L. militans, ppr. ofmilitare,
to serve as a soldier < miles, militis* a soldier], 1.

fighting. 2. ready and willing to fight; warlike; com-
bative, n. a militant person. SYN. see aggressive.
mil-i-tar-Hy (mil'o-ter'a-H), adv.

t
1. in a military man-

ner. 2. from a military standpoint.
mil*! ta-rism (mil'i-ta-riz'm), n. [Fr. miUtarisme}^ 1.

military spirit; ideals and attitudes of professional
soldiers. 2. the glorification or prevalence of such a
spirit, ideals, etc. in a nation, or the predominance of
the military caste in government. 3. the policy of

maintaining strong armed forces and being ready and
willing to use them; aggressive preparedness.
mil i ta-rist (mil'i-ta-rist), n. 1. a person who supports
or advocates militarism. 2. an expert or specialist in
war and military affairs.

mil-i-ta-ris-tic fmil'i-td-ns'tik), adj. of, characteristic
of, or characterized by militarism.

mil-i-ta-ris-ti-caMy (miri-ta-ris'ti-k'l-i, mil'i-ta-ris'-

tik-li), adv. in a militaristic manner.
mil i ta-ri-za-tion (mil'i-ta-ri-za'shsn, xnil'i-ta-ri-za'-

shan), n. a militarizing or being militarized.
militarize (mil'i-ts-rizO. v.t. [MILITARIZED (-rizd')

MILITARIZING], 1. to make military; equip and prepare
for war. 2. to fill with militarism; make warlike.

mil-i-tar-y (milVter'i), adj. [Fr. militaire; L. milUaris
< miles, mtlitis, a soldier], 1. of, characteristic of, for,
fit for, or done by soldiers or the armed forces, 2. of,

for, or fit for war, 3. of the army: distinguished from
naval, n. soldiers collectively; the army; troops (with
the) : as, the military took control of the government.
Abbreviated mil., milit. SYN. see martial.

military attach^, an army officer attached to his
nation^ embassy or legation in a foreign country^.
military intelligence, 1. any information of military
value to a nation. 2. the military department or
branch whose

4
work is getting, analyzing, and using

such information. Abbreviated M.I.
military law, the

s
branch of law concerned with the

government and discipline of the armed forces, whether
in time of war or in time of peace.
military police, troops assigned to carry on police
duties for the army: abbreviated MP, M.P.

mil-i-tate (mil'e-tat') , v.i. [MILITATED (-id), MILITATING],
[< L. militatus, pj>. of militare, to be a soldier; see

MILITANT], 1. originally, to serve as a soldier; fight

(against) : hence, 2. to be directed (against) ; operate
or work (against or, rarely, for] : said of facts, evidence,
actions, etc., as, his youth militated against him.

mi-li-tia (ma-lish'a), n. (L. t military service, soldiery <
miles, militis, a soldier], 1. a) originally, any military
force. 6) later, any army composed of citizens rather
than professional soldiers, called out in time of emer-
gency. 2. in the United States, all able-bodied male
citizens between 18 and 45 years old who are not
already members of the regular armed forces: members
of the National Guard, Organized Reserve Corps
(Army and Air), and the Naval and Marine Reserves
constitute the organized militia; all others, the un-
organized militia. Abbreviated mil.
mHi-tia-tnan (ma-lishVmdn), n. [pi. MILITIAMEN
(-nx0n)f], a member of the militia.

mil-l'Um (mM-am), n.
\fl. MILIA (-o)J, [L., millet], a

small, whitish nodule of the skin, somewhat like a
millet seed, resulting from retention of the secretion of

a sebaceous gland.
milk (milk), n.[MB. m$lke,melk; AS. meolc, mile; akin
to G. milch / IE. base *w<j?tjK to stroke, press out, wipe
off, hence to milk (an animal), seen also in L. mulgere,
to milk (cf. EMULSION)], 1. a white or yellowish liquid
sec^ete^ oy the mammary glands of female mammals
for suckling their young; especially, pow's milk, 2. any
%Uid like tty& a$ the juice of various plants, trees, or
fruits (e.g., coconut milk), or any of various emulsions.
v.t. 1. a) to draw or press milk from trie mammary
glands of (a cow; etc,), b) tp draw (milk). 2. to draw
\rntf) or draiii on;; extract as if l?y milking, 3. to drain
off or extract money, ideas, strength etc. ftfom as if

by milking,; esipioit* 4* to extract juice, sap, venom,
to. from. 5; to mftr OM; gnformatioii, etcj, as If by

#.f 1, togfrctimfe. 2. to draw milk,l..^L ^^, ^J- *- -,
gpjpyy |^ ^^^0^1; 80X06*
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milkfish 934
milliliter

the first secretion of milk in the breasts after child-

birth: it is caused by infection. 2. a somewhat similar

condition often occurring in dairy cows shortly after

calving, characterized by paralysis, etc.

milk-fish (milk'fishO, Ipl- MILKFISH, MTLKFISHES

(-iz) ; see FISH], a large, silvery, herringlike sea fish.

milk-i-ness (mil'ki-nis), n. a milky quality or state.

milk ing (mil'kirj), n. 1. the act of one that milks.

2. the quantity ot milk drawn at one time.
milk leg, a condition characterized by painful swelling
of the legs, caused by inflammation and clotting of the

femoral veins: so called because it occurs most often

during lactation after childbirth.
milk-livered (rnilk'HVerd), adj. timid; cowardly.
milk-maid (milk'mad'), n. a^girl or woman who milks
cows or works in a dairy; dairymaid.
milk-man (rnilk'man'). n.

\fl.
MILKMEN (-men

7
)], a

man who sells or delivers milk.
milk of human kindness, natural feelings of sym-
pathy, generosity, etc.

milk of magnesia, a milky-white fluid, a suspension
of magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)j, in water, used as

a laxative and antacid.
milk shake, a drink made of milk, flavoring, and,

usually, ice cream, mixed or shaken until frothy.
milk-shed (milk'shed'), n. [milk + -shed as in water-

shed], all the dairy farm areas supplying milk for a

given city.
milk sickness, a rare disease, formerly common in the
western United States, caused by drinking the milk or

eating the milk products or flesh of cattle that have
eaten any of various poisonous weeds.
milk snake, a small, harmless snake, gray with black-
rimmed markings, related to the king snake: also called

milk adder, house snake.

milk-sop (milk'sop'), n. an unmanly man or boy;
mollycoddle- sissy.
milk sugar, lactose, a sugar obtained from milk.
milk tooth, any of the temporary, first set of teeth in a

young child or other mammal: also called baby tooth.

milk vetch, a nlant that supposedly increases the se-

cretion of milk in goats that eat it.

milk-weed (milk'wed')T n. 1. any of a group of plants
with a milky juice, or latex. 2. any of various plants
resembling or related to these.
milk-white (milk'hwitO, adj. white as milk.
milk-wort (milk'wurt'), n. any of a group of plants
with showy flowers of various colors, including the

orange milkwort of the southeastern United States: so
called from the former notion that they increase the
secretion of milk in nursing women.
milk-y (mil'ki), adj. [MILKIER (-ki-gr), MILKIEST (-ki-

ist)]f 1. like milk; especially, white as milk. 2. of,

containing, or yielding milk. 3. timid, meek, etc.

Milky Way, a broad, faintly luminous band seen across
the sky at night, consisting of innumerable stars and
nebulae so distant as to be indistinguishable without a
telescope; the Galaxy.
mill (mil), n. [ME. myln, mille; AS. mylen, myln < LL.
molina < mola, millstone (whence mplere, to grind; cf.

MOLAR)], 1. a building with machinery for grinding
grain into flour or meal. 2. a machine for grinding
grain. 3. a machine for grinding or pulverizing any
solid material: as, a coffee mill. 4. a machine for grind-

ing or crushing fruits or vegetables to press put the
juice: as, a cider mill. 5. any of various machines for

stamping, shaping, polishing, or dressing metal surfaces,

coins, eta, dr formaking something by some action done
again and again. 6. a building or group of buildings
with machinery for manufacturing something; factory:
as, a textile mill. 7. a roller of hardened steel with a
raised design on it, for making a die or printing plate
by pressure. 8. a milling cutter. 9. a raised edge,
ridged surface, etc. made by nulling. 10. [< the .],

[Slang], a fist fight; pugilistic encounter. vt* 1. to
grind, work, form, polish, etc. by, in, or as in a mUL
2. to raise and ridge the edge of (a coin), as a safeguard
against wear and clipping. 3, to beat or whip (choco-
late, etc.) to a froth. 4. to put (cattle) into circular
motion. 5. [Slang], to beat with or as with the fists;
thrash. v.i. 1. to move slowly in a circle, as cattle or
a confused crowd (often with aroamd). 2. [Slang], to

fight with the fists; box.
through the mill, [Colloq.], through a hard, painful,
instructive experience, training, test, etc.

mill (mil), n. [for L. millesimus, thousand < w*^
thousand; cf. CENT], one tenth of a cent; $.001; a
monetary unit used in calculating bttt not a$ a coin:
abbreviated mi., M., m. (sing. 6* pi).

Mill, James (mo), 1773-1836; Scottish historian,
utilitarian philosopher, and political economist.

^ John Stuart, 1806-1873; son of James; English
c and political economist,
: John Everett (mirlaOr 1829-4896; ]

y, Bdtosi St Vincent (mi-ISO, 1?92~1950;
ican poet. '

'

<

mill-board (tnfl'bfadV miFb^rdO* a fjeavy,

pasteboard used in bookbinding, etc.

mill-cake (mil'kak
1
). n. the residue left after the oil

has been pressed from linseed. .

mill-dam (mil'damO, n. 1. a dam btult across a stream
to raise its level enough to provide water power for

turning a mill wheel. 2. a millpond.
milled (mild), adj. 1. ground, cut, worked, etc. by or

in a mill. 2. having the edges raised and ridged or

grooved, as a coin. .

mil-le-nar i an (mil'a-nar'i-on), adj. [< LL. millenanus,

containing a thousand < L. milleni, a thousand each <
mille, thousand; + -an], of a thousand, years; of the

millennium, n. a person who believes in the coming
of the millennium,
mil-le-nar-y (mil'o-ner'i), adj. [see MILLENARIAN], 1. of

or consisting of a thousand, especially a thousand years.

2 of the millennium or millenarians. n. [pi. MILLE-
NARIES (-iz)], 1. a thousand. 2. a thousand years;
millennium. 3. a thousandth anniversary. 4. a mil-

lenarian.
mil len-ni-al (mi-len'i-sl), adj. 1. of a thousand years.

2. of, suggestive of, or fit for the millennium.
mil-len-ni-um (mi-len'i-Qin), n. \pl. MILLENNIUMS

(-amz), MILLENNIA (-s)], [Mod. L. < L. mille, thousand

4- annus, year], 1. a period of a thousand years. 2.

in theology, the period of a thousand years during which
Satan will be bound and Christ will reigji on earth

(with the] : Rev. 20:1-5; hence, 3. any period of great

happiness, peace, prosperity, etc. ; imagined golden age.

mil-lepede (mil'o-ped'), n. [L. millepeda < mille,

thousand + pest pedis> a footj. a wormlike arthropod

(myriapod) with two pairs of legs on each of most of

its segments: also millipede, milliped.

mtt-le-pore (mil'a-poV, milVpor'), n. [Fr. millepore <
mille, thousand 4- pore, a ppre], any of a group of

hydrozoans that form branching or leaflike masses of

coral with many very small openings on the surface.

mill-er (mil'Sr), n. [MJE. mylnere, mulnere], 1. a person
who owns or operates a mill, especially a flour mill.

2. a) a milling machine. &) a tool to be used in such a
machine. 3. any of various moths with wings that

look dusty or powdered, suggesting a miller's clothes.

Mil-let, Arthur (mil'Sr), 1915- ; American dramatist.

Miller, Joa-quin (wa-ken'), (pseudonym of Cincin-
hiatus Heine Miller'), 1841-1913; American poet.

Miller. Joe (jo), 1684-1738; English stage comedian:
Joe Miller's Jest-book (1739), a book of jokes attributed
to him, was published after his death.
Mille rand, Al-ex-an-dre (alek'saw'dr' mel'raV),
1859-1943; French statesman: president (1920-1924).

Mill er-ite (mil'gr-it'), n. a follower of William Miller

(1782-1849), an American preacher who prophesied
that the end of the world and the second coming of

Christ would occur in 1843.
mill-erdte (mil'Sr-it'), n. [after W. H. Miller, mineral-

ogist at Cambridge University; + -4te], native nickel

sulfide, NiS, a brassy-yellow, crystalline mineral.
mill er's-thumb (niu'eVz-thum'), n. 1. any of several

small fresh-water fishes with spiny fins and a broad,
flat head. 2. in England, any of various small birds.

mil-les-i mal (mi-les'i-m'l), adj. [L. millesimus < mille,

thousand], 1. thousandth. 2. of or consisting of

thousandths, n. a thousandth.
mil-let (mil'it), n. [see PLURAL, n, D, 3], [Fr., dim. of

mil < L. milium, millet], 1. a) a cereal grass whose
small grain is used for food in Europe and Asia, b) the

grain. 2. any of several other similar grasses or their

seed, as Italian millet, pearl millet, etc. Millet is used
for hay in both the United States and Burojbe.

Mil-let, Jean Fran-cpis (zha%' fraWswa' meV; Eng.
mi-laO, 1814-1875; French painter.

mll-li- (mil'i, mil'a), [< L. mille, thousand], a combining
form meaning: 1. one thousandth part of (a specified

uait), as in millimeter, 2, one thousand, as in millifold.
mil li-am-pere (min-an/p^r), n, one thousandth of an
ampere*
milliard (mfl'y&rd, mil'yard), n. [Fr. < Pr. miltwr*
thousand (associated in Ft. with mwef thousand) <
L. mMiarwp, conteiwg ft ttaasand < mwe, t^oiisajid],
[British], one thousand millions: buHon.
mil liar y (mil'i-er'i, mil'i-ej-4) f <wf>JpL mWfariws; see

MILLIARD], of the ancient Roman mile, or 1,000 paces.
IL \pl. MILLIAIUBS (4s) J, an ancient Roman nilestone.
inM-bar Cwtt'a-W&OrV [<:' mW~ + Gr,
a unit of xneauire.
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litre], one thousandth of a liter (1,000027 cubic centi-
meters or .06102 cubic inch) : abbreviated ml.
mil-li-me-ter, mil-li-me-tre (mil'a-me'tgr), n. [Fr.
millimetre], one thousandth of a meter (.03937 inch):
abbreviated mm. .(*&. & pi.)*

mil-li'ini-cron (mil'a-mi'kron) , n. one thousandth of a
micron, one millionth of a millimeter, or ten angstroms:
a unit of length for measuring waves of light, etc.:

symbol, m/j (no period).
mil-line (mirlinO, n. [< million + line], 1. a unit of
measurement equal to a one-column agate line (of an
advertisement) in one million copies of some publi-
cation. 2. the cost per milline of an advertisement.
milliner (mil'a-ner), rt. [< Milaner, inhabitant of
Milan, importer of silks, ribbons, etc, from Milan],
1. a person who designs, makes, trims, or sells women's
hats, headdresses, etc. 2. [Obs.], a dealer in ribbons,
lace, gloves, etc., especially those imported from Milan.

mil-li-ner-y (mil'a-ner'i, mil'g-nSr-i) , n. [< milliner],
1. women's hats, headdresses, etc. 2. the work or
business of making or selling women's hats, etc.

mill-ing (mil'ir))^ R, [< miU, v.], 1. the process or
business of grinding grain into flour or meal. 2. the
grinding, cutting^, working, or manufacturing of metal,
cloth, etc. in a mill. 3. the process of raising and ridging
the edge of a coin, etc. 4. the ridging thus produced;
milled edge or surface. 5. a slow, circular motion of or
as of a herd of cattle. 6. [Slang], a beating; thrashing,
milling machine, a power tool for cutting and grinding
metal parts.
mil-lion (mil'yan), n. [Late ME.; OPr.; It. milione
(orig. millione) < mille (L. milk), thousand], 1. a
thousand thousands; 1,000,000. 2. a million (unspeci-
fied but understood) monetary units, as dollars, pounds,
francs, etc. : as, he nas made a million. 3. an indefinite
but very large number; very many. adj. 1. one thou-
sand thousand. 2. very many.
the million, the common people; the masses.

mil-lion-aire (mil'ysn-ar'), n. [Fr. millionnaire], 1. a
person whose wealth comes to at least a million dollars,

pounds, francs, etc. 2. a very wealthy person. Also
spelled millionnaire.
mil lion fold (mil'ysn-fold') , adj. & adv. [see -FOLD], a
million times as much or as many,
mil-lionth (mil'yonth), adj. 1. coming last in a series

of a million. 2. designating ansr of the million equal
parts of something, n. 1. the millionth one of a series.

2. any of the million equal parts of something.
mil-li-ped (milVped'), n. a millepede,
mil-li-pede (mil'a-peo

7
),

n. a millepede.
mil-li-volt (mil'a-volt';. n. one thousandth of a volt.

mill-pond (mil'pond')t n. a pond formed by a miUdam,
from which water flows for driving a mill wheel.
mill-race (mil'ras'), n. 1. the current of water that
drives a mill wheel. 2. the channel in which it runs.
mill-run (mil'run'), n. La millrace. 2. a quantity of

ore whose quality or mineral content is tested by
milling. 3* the mineral obtained by such testing.
null-run (jam'rijji'). adj. just as it comes out of the
rain: ordinary; average ; also run-of-tibe-mill.
Mills bomb (or grenade) (mite), [after Sir Wm. Mills

(1856-1932) , BdE inventor], a highly explosive hand
grenade weighing about 11/2 pounds.
mill-stone (mil'stSn'), n. 1. either of a pair of large,

flat, round stones used for grinding grain or other sub-
stances. 2* stone used for these, usually a hard sand-
stone or conglomerate. 3. a heavy burden; Matt. 18:6.

4. something that grinds, pulverizes, or crushes.
mill-stream (mil'strem'). n. the water flowing in a
millrace.
mill wheel, the wheel, usually a water wheel, that
drives the machinery in a mill.

mill-work (mil'wfirk'), n. 1. objects made in a mill;

especially^ aoorfr windpws, eta made in a planing mill.

2, work done JWL a ' mill.
mill*wrlght (ml'rltO* n. [see WRIGHT, wj, 1. a person
who desjgnsL ptilklSf <w installs, mills or their machinery.
2. a worker'who installs, attends, or repairs the shafting,

belting., and 'oro^i'islia^hinery in1 & mill.

Milne, A. A. ^jM7(M^Atem^der MUne), 1882-1956;
Bftgwh pla$^TOgmi novelist, and writer of children's

books.
Mi lo (milo), a masculine name. n. a famous ancient
Greek atWete. c $m BTC.

Mi-lo to&ntto, ft* Helbta th Kalian name.
mi-lo (mlloj, n. f< Bantu (Sesuto) mm$\, a sorghum

, grown as a dry-land forage crop in

), I* WF. < Eng. my lordl? an English
or gewfclewanr Contineatal term used in

: a man* '

), n. [< Caspar Wtymtoas^
s 0p* in a comic strip by H. T. Webster- '"t lOLKBor)* any tjantd,

mil-reis (mil'ras
7
), n. {pi. MELREIS], [Port, mil reis, lit.,

a thousand reis], 1. a former Brazilian monetary unit
and silver coin, equivalent to 1,000 reis: superseded
in 1942 by the cruzeiro. 2. a former Portuguese mone-
tary unit and gold coin: superseded in 1911 by the
escudo. Also reis.

milt (milt), n. [ME. milte; AS. milte, multi; akin to
G. milz; prob. IE. base *mel-d, to rub down, grind,
weaken; cf. MELT, MILD], 1. the reproductive glands
of male fishes, especially when filled with cerrn cells

and the milky fluid containing them. 2. sucn cells and
fluid; fish sperm, adj. breeding: said of male fishes.

v.t. to fertilize (fish roe) with milt.
milt (milt), n. [ME. & AS. milte; akin to G. milz; base
as in prec. milti prob. with reference to the supposed
digestive function!, the spleen.

milt-er (mil'ter), n. 1. a male fish, especially in breed-
ing time. 2. its milt.

Mil-ti-a-des (mil-ta'a-deV), n. Athenian general; fl. c.

500 B.C.; defeated Persia at Marathon in 490 B.C.
Mil-ton (mil't'n), [< surname or place name Milton,
of two sources: AS. Middel-tun, lit., Middletown; or
AS.

t
Mylen-tun, lit., Mill town], a masculine name;

diminutives, Milt, Millie.

Mil-ton, John (mil't'n), 1608-1674; English poet.
Mil'to-nl*an (mil-to'ni-an), adj. Miltonic.

Mil-tpn-ic (mil-ton'ik), adj. 1. of John Milton or his

writings. 2. like or characteristic of Milton or his

writings: solemn, elevated, majestic, etc.
Milwaukee (mil-w6'ki), n. a city in southeastern
Wisconsin, on Lake Michigan: pop., 633,000.
mim (mim), adj. [echoic of pursing lips; cf. MUM],
[British Dial.], demure; primly quiet or sny.
mime (mim), n. [L. mimus; Gr. mimos, imitator, actor],
1. a) an ancient Greek or Roman farce, in which people
and events were mimicked and burlesqued. &) dialogue
for this. 2. a modern play of this kind. 3. an actor
in such a farce. 4. a clown, jester,

t
buffoon, or mimic.

v.t. [MIMED (mimdj, MIMING], to imitate, mimic, or act
out as a mime. v.i. to act as a mime; play a part with
gestures and actions, but usually without words.
inim-e-o graph (mim'i-9-graf, mim'i-o-grafO* n. [< Gr.
mimeisihai, to imitate; + -srafh], a machine for making
copies of written or typewritten matier or drawings
by means of a stencil cut on a typewriter or with a
stylus: formerly a trade-mark (Mimeograph), v.t.

1. to make copies of on such a machine. 2. to make
(copies) on such a machine.

mi-me-sis (mi-me'sis, mi-me'sis), n. [Mod, L.; Gr.
mimesis, imitation (cf. Aristotle's usage in Poetics) <
mimes, imitator], imitation; specifically, $ in ort &
literature, imitation or representation, especially of

human speech, behavior, etc. 6) in biology* mimicry,
mi-met-ic (mi-met/ik, mi-met'ik), ad}. [Gr. mimetikos <
wimeisthai, to imitate], 1. imitative; of or character-
ized by imitation. 2, make-believe; mimic. 3. of or
characterized by mimicry.
mim-ic (mim'ik), adj. [L. mimicus; Gr. mimikos <
mimos, a mime], 1. imitative; inclined to copy. 2. of,

or having the nature of, mimicry or imitation. 3. make-
believe; simulated: mock: as, mimic battles, n. a
person or thing that imitates; especially, an actor
skilled in mimicry, v.t. [MIMICKED (-ikt), MIMICKING],
1. to imitate in speech or action, as in ridicule. 2. to

copy closely; imitate accurately. 3. to resemble
closely; have or take on the appearance of: as, some
animals mimic objects in their environment. SYN. see
imitate.
mim i cal (mim'i-lcl), adj. [Rare], mimic.
mim-ick-er (mim'ik-r), n. a mimic.
mjto'ic-ry (mim'ik-ri), n. [pi* MIMICRIES .(-riz)], 1.

the practice, art, instance^ or way of mimicking. 2.

close resemblance of one organism to another or to some
object in its environment, as of some insects to the
leaves or twigs of plants.
Mi-mir (me'mir), n. [ON. Mtmir], in Norse mythology,
a giant guarding the spring of wisdom at the root of
the tree xggdrasill,
mi-mo-sa (mi-mo'sa, rni-mo'za), n. [Mod. L. < L.

mimus; see MIME: prob. so called from the apparent
mimicry of animal fife], any of a large group of trees,

shrubs* and herbs of the pea family, growing in warm
regions and usually haying bipinnate leaves, and heads
or spikes of small wfoite, yellow* or pink flowers: the

min.. 1. mineralogicaL 2. mineralogy. 3. miniai;
minims. 4. minimum, S. mining. <L minister, 7.

minor. 8. minntei minutes*
mi-na (mi'na), n. [pk MINA (e), MH*AS (-n)] f [L. <
Gr. mna; of Sem. originf cf. MAUOTJ! a varying wait of

weight and money used m ancient Greece, Egypt, etc.,

generally equal to 1/60 Meat or 100 drachmas.
mi-na, mi-nah (mi'na), n. a myna. -,

-
,*,, ,.
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mi-na-cious (nn-na'shas), adj. [< L. minax, minacis;
+ -ous], menacing; threatening.

mi-nac-i-ty (mi-nas'a-ti), n. the quality of being
minacious, or menacing.
min-a-ret (min's-ret', min'9-ret'), n. [Sp. minorete;
Tturk. manarat^ < AT. manarah,
lamp, lighthouse, minaret <
minor, candlestick, lighthouse
< base of nar, fire], a high,
slender tower attached to a
Moslem mosque, with one or
more projecting balconies,
from which a muezzin, or

crier, calls the people to

prayer.
Mi-nas , Basin (mi'nos), an
eastern arm of the Bay of

Fundy, Nova Scotia.
Mi-nas de Ri-o-tin-to (me'nas
de re'6"-teWt6), a city in south-
western Spain, famous for its

copper mines: pop., 10,00(X
Mi-nas Ge-raes (me'nd zhi-

ris'), a state of east central
Brazil: area, 221,894 sq. mi.;

pop., 7,985,000 (est. 1948);

capital, Bello Horizonte.
min*a*to-ri-al (min'a-tfiri-al,
minVto'ri-sl), adj. minatory.
mln-a-to-ry (minVtfcr'i, min'a-

MINARET

to'ri), adj. [OFr. minatoire; IX. minatorius < pp. of

L. minari, to threaten], menacing; threatening.
mince (mins), v.t. [MINCED (nainst), MINCING], [ME.
mincen; OFr. minder (Fr, mincer) ; LL. *minutiare < L.

minutus, small; cf. MINUTE, adj.], 1. to cut up or chop
tip (meat, etc.) into very small pieces; hash. 2. to sub-

divide minutely. 3. to express or do with affected

elegance or daintiness. 4. to lessen the force of ; weaken,
as by euphemism: as, I minced no words, v.f. 1. to

speak or behave with affected elegance or daintiness.

2. to walk with short steps or in an affected, dainty
manner, it, mincemeat (both senses).
not mince matters, to speak frankly and bluntly.

mince-meat (mins'met')* n. [< minced meat], 1. a
mixture of chopped apples, spices, suet, raisins, and
(now rarely) meat, used as a pie filling. 2. [Obs.J,

minced meat; meat chopped up into very small pieces.
make mincemeat of, 1. to chop into small pieces; cut

to shreds; hence, 2. to defeat or refute completely.
mince pie, a pie with a filling of mincemeat.

mine-ing (min'sin), adj. [ppr. of mince], 1. affectedly

elegant or dainty: of a person or his speech, manner,
etc, 2. characterized by short steps or affected dainti-

ness: as, a mincing walk.
mind (mind), n. [ME, mind, mynd, etc; AS. (ge)mynd,
memory; IE. base *men-, to think; cf. MAN, MENTALJ,
1. memory; recollection or remembrance: as. this

brings to mind another story. 2. a) what one
athinks;

opinion: as, speak your mtnd. b) what one intends,
wishes, or wills; purpose or desire: as, I have a (good)
mind to go. 3. a) that which thinks, perceives, feels,

wills, etc.; seat or subject of consciousness, b) the

thinking and perceiving part of consciousness; intellect

or intelligence, c) all of an individual's conscious ex-

periences, d) the conscious and the unconscious to-

gether as a unit; psyche. 4. the intellect in its normal
state; reason; sanity: as he has lost his mind. 5. a

person having intelligence or regarded as an intellect:

as, the great minds of the century. 6. way, state, or
direction of thinking and feeling: as, the reactionary
mind. 7. in philosophy, consciousness as an element
in reality: contrasted with matter. 8. in religion, a)
a Mass in memory of a dead person: a month's mind is

such a Mass one month after death. b) [M-l God:
in full, Divine Mind: so called in Christian Science.
v.t. 1. to direct one's mind to: specifically, a) to per-
ceive; observe; notice; note. &) to pay attention to;

heed; hence, c) to obey: as, the dog mtnds his master.

d) to attend to; apply oneself to (a task, etc.). e) to

tend; take care of; watch over; look after: as, mind the

baby. /) to be careful about; watch out for: as, mind
those rickety stairs. 2. a) to care about; feel concern
about. b) to object to; dislike: as, I don't mind the cold,

3. [Dial.], to remember: sometimes used refiexively. 4.

[Dial.], to intend; purpose. 5. [Dial, or Archaic], to re-

mind. iu. 1. to pay attention; give heed. 2. to be
obedient. 3. to be careful; watch out. 4. a) to care; feel

concern, b) to object.
bear in mind, to remember.
be in one's right mind, to be mentally well; be sane.
be of one mind, to have the same opinion- agree*
be of two minds, to be undecided or irresolute;

be out of one's mind, 1. to be mentally ill; be insane.

2. to be frantic (with worry, grief, etc.).
call to mind, 1. to remember. 2. to be a reminder of.

change one's mind, 1. to change one's opinion. 2. to
change am'a intention, purpose* or witu .

, <* ,
'

,' ,

give A person a piece of one's mind, to tell a person
plainly one's disapproval of him; rebuke; scold.

have a (good or great) mind to, to feel (strongly) in-

clined or disposed to.
.

have half a mind to, to be somewhat inclined or dis-

posed to.

have in mind, 1. to remember. 2. to think of. 3. to

intend; purpose.
keep in mind, to remember.
keep one's mind on, to pay attention to.

know one's mind, to know one's real thoughts, feel-

ings, desires, or intentions.

make up one's mind, to form a definite opinion or de-

cision; resolve.

meeting of minds, an agreement.
never mind, d,on't concern yourself; it doesn t matter,

on one's mind, 1. occupying one's thoughts. 2. wor-

rying one.

pass out of mind, to be forgotten.
put in mind, to remind.
set one's mind on, to be determined on or determin-

edly desirous of.

speak one's mind, to say plainly what one thinks. *

take one's mind off, to stop one from thinking about;
turn one's attention from.

to one's mind, in one's opinion.
Min da na o (min'da-nouO, n. the southernmost large
island of the Philippine islands: area, 36,906 sq. mi.;

pop., 1,828,000; chief city, Zamboanga: see Philippine
Isl&nds, map.
mind-ed (mln'did), adj. 1. having a (specified kind

of) mind: used in hyphenated compounds, as high-

minded. 2. having a mind to; inclined; disposed.
mind-ful (mind'fel), adj. having in mind; aware, heed-

ful, or careful (of): as, I am mindful of the danger.
mind-less (mlnd'lis), aaj. 1. lacking a mind; without

intelligence or intellect ; senseless. 2 . taking no thought ;

unmindful; heedless or careless (of).

Min do ro (min-do'ro), n. one of the Philippine Islands,

south of Luzon: area, 3,794 sq. mi.; pop., 117,000: see

Philippine Islands, map.
mind reader, a person who apparently guesses another s

thoughts, or professes to be able to perceive them
without apparent means of communication.
mind's eye, the imagination.
mine (min), pron. [ME.; AS. min t genit. sing, of ic, I;

akin to G. mein; base as in me; cf. MY], that or those

belonging to me: the absolute form of my, used without
a following noun, often after of, as, a friend 9f mine,
that book is mine, mine are better, possessive pro-
nominal adj. [Mainly Archaic & Poetic], my: formerly
used before a word beginning with a vowel or h (e.g.
mine eyes, mine honor), now used after a noun in

direct address (e.g., daughter mine).
mine (min), n. [ME.; Late OFr., prob. < the v.\ many
authorities consider tne

HEAD
FRAMfj

CONTACT
FIRING PINS

ult. source to be Celtic

(cf. Ir. meint vein of

metal, metallic ore <
IE. *wat-, to hew, hew
off)],

1. a large exca-
vation made in the
earth, from which to
extract metallic ores,

coal, precious stones,
salt, or certain other
minerals: distinguished
from quarry. 2. the sur-
face buildings, shafts,
elevators, etc. of such
an excavation. 3. a
deposit of ore, coal, COAL MINK
etc. 4. anygreatsource
of supply: as, a mine^ of in-

formation. 5. a kind of
firework that explodes in
the air and scatters a
number of smaller fireworks.
6. in military science, a) a
tunneldugunderanenemy's
trench, fort, etc., especially
one in which an explosive
is placed to destroy ^

the
enemy or its fortifications.

b) an explosive charge in a
container, buried in the
ground fordestroyingenemy
objects on land, or placed
in the sea for destroying enemy ships: it can be set
off by direct contact, by a time toe. or Jby magnetic
or 'chemical action,

-,

7, in zooio^y, the burrow of an
insect

1

v.i. [MINED >

(mind), MINING], [ME. ' minen;
OPf. miner], 1. to dig a txga*; spedltaallm a) to
dig oresv coal* etc. from Ae-eafilt

1

$J to WaMtnle*
an enemy installation^ '

2L,
1

toe* <

on land or in water,
'

v.t.
"'

1, o) to i

for ores, coal, etc, 5) to^C
earth. 2. to ffiff a; tsujjjBel under

'

-(

, 3* to- deotroyv of y"'

mine or mines. ,4 to undermine or
;

secret methods, plotting, etc.
'

'

t MINK (contact explosive)
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mine detector, an electromagnetic device for locating
the position of buried explosive mines.
mine field, an area on land or in water where explosive
mines have been set.

mine-lay^er (mln'la'eY), n. a ship especially equipped
to lay explosive mines in the water.
min-er (mln'er), n. [ME. & OPr. minour], 1. a person
whose work is digging coal, ore, etc. in a mine. 2. a
soldier who digs or la^s military mines.

min-er-al (min'Sr-al, min'rsl), n. [OFr.; ML. minerals,
neut. of mineralis, mineral < minera, a mine < LL.
*mina, a mine; see MINE, .], 1. an inorganic substance

occurring naturally in the earth and having a consistent
and distinctive set of physical properties (e.g., color,
hardness, and crystalline structure) and a composition
that can be expressed by a chemical formula: sometimes
applied to similar substances of organic origin, as coal.

2. any naturally occurring substance that is neither

vegetable nor animal, adj. 1. of, having the nature of,

consisting of, or containing a mineral or minerals. 2.

impregnated with minerals: as, mineral water.
mineral.. 1. mineralogical. 2, mineralogy.
min-er-al-i-za-tion

t (min'eY-sl-i-za'shan, min'ral-i-za'-

shsn), n. a mineralizing or being mineralized.
min-er-al-ize (min'Sr-a-liz', min're-lizOt v.t. [MINERAL-
IZED (-KzdO, MINERALIZING], 1. to convert (a metal)
into an ore: as, exposure to air mineralizes iron into
iron oxide. 2. to convert (organic matter) into a min-
eral; petrify. 3. to impregnate (water, etc.) with min-
erals. v.L to search for or collect minerals for study.

min-er-al-iz-er (min'er-o-Hz'r, rnin'ra-Kz'Sr), n, 1. an
element, as arsenic, that combines chemically with a
metal to form an ore. 2. a highly volatile substance
that helps in the crystallization of minerals.
mineral jelly, petroleum jelly.

min-er-a-log-i-cal (min'gr-a-loj'i-kl, min'ro-loj'i-k'l) ,

adj. of mineralogy: abbreviated mineral., min.
mln-er-al o-gist (min'Sr-al'a-jist, rnin'Sr-al'a-jist), n. an
expert or specialist in mineralogy.

min-er-al-o-gy (min'er-al'a-ji, min'e'r-al'a-ji), n. [<
mineral + -logy], 1. the science of minerals : abbreviated
mineral., min. 2. [J. MINERALOGIES (-jiz)], a book or
article about minerals.
mineral oil, any oil of mineral origin; specifically, a)

petroleum, b) any of various colorless, tasteless oils de-
rived from petroleum and used as a laxative.
mineral pitch, natural asphalt.
mineral spring, any spring of natural mineral water.
mineral tar, a black, semisolid bitumen between
petroleum and asphalt in consistency; maltha.
mineral water, water naturally or artificially impreg-
nated with mineral salts or gases; especially, any such
water considered to have medicinal values.
mineral wax, ozocerite.
mineral worn, a fibrous material made from melted
slag and used as wall insulation in buildings.
Mi-ner-va (mi-mlr'va), [L.; said to be < base of tnens,
mentisj mind (see MAN), but prpb. of Etruscan origin],

a feminine name, n. the ancient Roman goddess of

wisdom, technical skill, and invention: identified with
the Greek Athena,
mi-ne stro-ne (minVstro'ni; It. me'ne-strft'ne), n. [It.;

< minestra, soup < minestvare; L. minisfrare; see

MINISTER, IP,], a thick vegetable sottp containing vermi-

celli, barley, eta in a meat broth.

mine weeperr 1. a ship equippedfor destroying enemy
mines at sea. 2* a heavy roller attached to The front of

a military tank for exploding land mines.
mine thrower, any of various trench mortars for

throwing hagb^eacptosive shells.

min-e-ver (min'a-v&r), IL miniver.

Ming (irdsfl),
n. [Chin,, Ht., luminous), a Chinese dynasty

that rtdea from 1368 to 1644, noted for the artistic

works, especially porcelains, Deduced during its rule.

adj. oi this dywsty; as, a Mvng vase.
min gle (miaj'gl)* V-**WNGLBI> tgld), MINGONG^ [ME.
mmgalen* freq. of mm&en; A&

f mengan to mix; cf,

MQNGRjsavl to wb& txaget^e^^cooipin^ blend; compound.
U& 1. to be d toe^ofiae a&vacfy blended, ete. 2. to join,

traite, or take part with. others^^lW. see mix.
Mi-nho (mS'nyoo), n. a nver in Spam and Portugal,

flowing 'wo* me Atlantic: lerigth* a WO mis Spanish
lling, Mltto-.' ',

'

'

,

,

> -

-how (min'toSOj Poodkow, ^oity in China.
^- minfl^iir), n* [Fr.; It*

< I* mimare, to rubricate,
La small painting or

mascrij>t. ;
2. a)

done on ivory.

min-i-atur-ize (rnin'i-a-cher-iz', min'i-chSr-iz'), v.t.

[MINIATURIZED (-izd'), MmiAiURiziNo], to make (in-
dustrial and military devices) smaller and more com-
pact, as by using transistors instead of electron tubes.

Min-i-e" ball (min'i-a, min'i; Pr. me'nyS'). [after C. E.
Minti (1814-1879), Pr. inventor], a cone-shaped rifle

bullet with a cavity in its base, which expanded, when
fired, to fit the rifling in the bore: used in 19th century.

min-i-fy (min's-fl'), v.t. [MINIFIED (-fid'), MINIFYING],
[< L. minor, less; + ~(i)fy], to make or make seem
smaller or less important: opposed to magnify.
min-i-kin (min'i-kin), n. [MD. minneken, minnekijn,
dim. of minne, love: cf. MINNESINGER, -KIN], 1. [Obs.],
a darling. 2. [Rare], anything very small and delicate.

adj. 1. [Obs.1, diminutive. 2. affected or mincing.
mm-im (min'im)* n. [ME. mynym (in sense 3); L.

minimus, least, superl. of minor; see MINOR], 1. the
smallest liquid measure, equal to 1/60 fluid dram, or
about a drop: abbreviated M., m, min. (sing, fir* fL).
2. anything very small; tiny portion. 3. in music* a
half note (<j). 4. in penmanship, a single downstrpke,
as at the end of the letter d. adj. smallest; tiniest.

min-i-ma (min'a-ms), n. alternative plural of mini-
mum.
min-i-mal (min'9-m'l), adj* smallest or least possible.
Min-i-mal-ist (min'a-ml-ist), n. [minimal + -4st: cf.

MENSHEVIK], 1. a member of the right wing of the
(former) Russian Social Revolutionaries. 2. a Meri-
shevik (sense 1). Opposed to Maximalist.

min-i'mi'Jta'tion (min'a-mi-za'shan,
n. a minimizing or being minimized.
min-imize (nim's-nuV), v.t. [MINIMIZED (-r

MINIMIZING], 1. to reduce to a minimum; decrease to
the least possible amount, degree, etc. 2. to estimate
or make appear to be of the least possible amount,
Value, or importance. SYN. see disparage.
min-i-miz-er (min's-miz'Sr), n. a personwho minimizes;
especially, one who tries to make religious or philosoph-
ical problems appear easily explained.
min-i-mum (min'o-mam), n. [pL, MINIMUMS (-msmz),

neut. of minimus, least], L the
min-
MINIMA (-m)].
smallest quantity, number, or degree possible or per-
missible. 2. the lowest degree or point (of a varying
quantity, as temperature) reached or recprded; lower
limit of variation, adj. 1. smallest possible, permis-
sible, or reached. 2. of, marking, or setting a imnimum
or minimum^ Abbreviated min. Opposed to maximum.
minimum Wage, 1. a wage established by contract
or by law as

g
the lowest that may be paid to employees

doing a specified type of work. 2. a living wage.
min-ing (min'irj), n. 1. the act, jnrocess, or work of

removing ores, coal, etc. from a mine. 2. the act or

process of laying explosive mines. Abbreviated min.
min-ion (min'ysn), n* [Fr. mignon, favorite, darling;
cf. MIGNON], 1. a favorite, especially one who is a
fawning, servile follower: term o contempt^ 2.

[Obs.], a mistress; paramour. 3, in printing, a size of

type, 7 point. The main text of this (Hctionary is set in

minion, adj. [Rare], delicate, dainty, efe.

minion of the law, a policeman. , ,

min-ish (min'ish), v.t. & v4*lMB.m"fywschen, menusch-
en; r. menuser, o esen, me sma: .

-

tiare < L. minutus; see MINUTE, adj.], [Archaic]^ to

make or become less, .smaller, inferior, etc. ;
diminish.

minis ter (min'is-tSr), n. [ME. & OPr. ministre,- L,

minister, an attendant, servant (after magister, master;
cf. MASTER) < base of minor, less], 1. a person acting
for another as his agent and;carryMag out his orders or

designs: specifically, a} a person appointed by the
head of a government to take charge of some depart-
ment of state. 6) a diplomatic officer sent to a foreign
nation to represent Hs government, and ranking below
an ambassador, c) anyone authorized to carry out the

spiritual functions of a church, conduct worship, ad-
minister the sacraments, preach, etc.; clergyman;
pastor. 2. any person or thing thought of as serving
as the agent of some power, force, etc.: as, a minister

of evil. v.t. [MB. ministry; OFr. ministrer; L. mwis-
ftwi), 1. [Archaic], to supply; provide. 2. to adminis-

ter, as 9, sacrament. IM. 1. to serve; act as an agent.,
2, to give help; fill wants; especially, to serve as a aurse.

min-is-teri-al (min'is-ttr'i-ol), adj. [Fr. ministerial;

HL. mwisteriaUs], 1. of ministry, a minister, or min-
isters collectively. 2. serving as a minister, or agent;

|
suboro%ate- 3. having the nature of or characteristic

of tiie administrative functions of government; execja-

tive. 4. being a cause; instrumental
min-ie-te ri afist (nw'is*tSr>i-9l4st), n. a supporter of

,

. MJ small.

using film of 35

government ministry in v
plenipotentiary, Etf. MINISTERS

yj; a diplomatic representative with full

authority to negotiate, .

ualn-ifirtraiit (min%Hbrm-^ _-^- ^^ --.----

see MINISTER, i?J, sowing as a minister; ministe
'. n. & person who ministers, or serves.
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mill-is-tra-tton (min'k-tra'shan), n. [ME. ministration;
L. ministratio < pp. of ministrare; see MINISTER, t/.J,

1. the act of serving as a minister or clergyman; per-
formance of pastoral duties. 2, service; help.
min-is-tra-tive (min'is-tra'tiy), adj. [< L. ministratus,

pp.; + *4ire], ministering; giving help or service.

mill-is-try (mm'ts/-tri), n. [pi. MINISTRIES (-triz)], [ME.
mynysterie; L. ministerium < minister; see MINISTER],
1. the act of ministering, or serving; ministration^ 2.

the office, function, or service of a minister of religion.

3. ministers collectively; the clergy. 4. a) the depart-
ment tinder a minister of government. b} the term of

office of such a minister, c) such ministers collectively.

5. in certain European countries, a-} a branch of govern-
ment headed by a minister, b) its building or buildings.

min-i-track (min'i-trak'), n. a system used to track the

path of a satellite in orbit by signals received from
miniature transmitters in the satellite.

. f

mini-urn (min'i-9m), n. [L.; of Iberian origin; cf.

Basque arminea], 1. vermilion (the color). 2. red

oxide of lead, PbaO*: also called red lead.

min-i-ver (min's-ySr), n. [ME. menynere; OFr. menu
ver, menu vair, miniver; menu (< L. minutus}, small 4-

ver, vairt kind of fur < L. varius, variegated], 1. in

medieval times, a kind of white or gray fur used for

trimming garments. 2. any fine white fur; especially,
the white winter fur of the ermine. Also spelled minever.
mink (mink), n. [pi. MINKS (minks), MINK; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [Late ME. minke
< Scand.; cf. Sw. menk],
I. a mammal somewhat
like a large weasel, living
in water part of the time '

and found in the cooler
latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere, 2. its valu-
able fur, soft, thick, brown,
and lustrous. MINK (2 ft. long)
Minn., Minnesota.
Min*ne*ap*o-lis (min'i-aj/'l-is), n, a city in eastern

Minnesota, on the Mississippi: pop., 517,000.
Minne-ha-ha (min'i-ha/ha), n. the Indian girl who
becomes the wife of Hiawatha in Longfellow's The

Song of Hiawatha.
min-ne-sing-er (min'i-sirj'er), n. [G.; minne, love, ong.
memory (akin to Eng. mind} + singe?; singer; cf.

MINIKIN}, any of a number of German lyric poets
and singers of the 12th to the 14th centuries, corre-

sponding to the minstrels or troubadours.
Min ne-so ta (min'i-so'ts), n. a Middle Western State
of the United States, adjoining the Canadian border:

area, 84,068 sq. mi.; pop., 2,982,000; capital, St.

Pattl: abbreviated Minn.
Min-ne-sO'tan (min'i-so'tan), adj. of Minnesota, n. a
native or inhabitant of Minnesota.
Min-ne-wit, Peter (min'u-it, min'a-wit), see Minuit.
Minnie (min'i), [dim. of WUhelmina, Mary or var. of

G. Minne, Minna < MHO. minne; see MINNESINGER],
a feminine name.
minnow (min'o), n. \$l. MINNOWS (~oz), MINNOW; see

PLURAL, n, B. 1}, [ME. menaiD, small fish; prob. merging
AS. myne (akin to OHG, munewa] with OFr. menu (<
L. mwutus), small], 1. any of various species of very
small fresh-water fish of the carp family, ttsed commonly
as bait. 2. any very small fish like these.

min-ny (min'i), n. $>L MINNIES (-iz)}, [Dial, or Colloq.],
a minnow.

Mi-fio (me%5*#), n. the Minho: the Spanish spelling.
Mi-no-an (taM&'on), adj. [< Minos + -an], designating
or of an advanced prehistoric culture that flourished
in Crete from about 3000 to 1100 B.C.
mi-nor (ml'neV), adj. [ME. mynor, menor; L,l, 1. a)
lesser in size, amount, number, or extent. 6) lesser in

importance or rank: opposed to major. 2. under full

legal age
t
(usually twenty-one years). t

3. constituting
the minority: said of a part, etc. 4. in a minor key;
sad; melancholy; plaintive. 5. iii education, designating
a field of study in which a student specializjes, but to a
lesser degree than in his major. 6. m logic, narrower;
less inclusive: see minor term, minor premise. 7. in

music, a) designating an interval less than the cor-

responding major interval by a half tone, ft) designating*
a tone distant by a minor Interval from another tone.

c) characterized by minor intervals, scales, or tones:
as, the minor mode, d) based on the scale pattern of the
tninor mode: see minor scale, v.i. to specialize to a
secondary degree in some subject or field, of study (with
in} i as, he will minor in chemistry, nt* 1. a person
under full legal age, who has not yet acquired all civil

rights. 2. in education, a minor sttbfec* or field of

study. 3. in logic, a minor term or premise. 4. in

music, a minor interval, key, mode, etc,
Mi-nor-ca (mi-n6r'ks), n. 1. one of tiie Balearic
Islands, east of 'Majorca: area, 271 aty: mLs pop.,
43,000: Spanish spelling, Menorca. 2. any of a breed
of latge chickens with black, white, or buff feathers,

Mi-nor-lte (ml'na-rit'). n. (minor, adj, 4- -#' so named;
because they regarded themselves as of humbler nk
than members of other orders), a Franciscan friar.

mi-nori-ty (ma-n6r
/
a-ti, mi-nor's-ti), n. [pi. MINORITIES

(-tiz)], [Fr. minority < mineur (L. minor), less], 1. the
lesser part or smaller number; less than half of a total:

opposed to majority. 2. a racial, religious, national, or

political group smaller than and
f differing from the

larger, controlling group of which it is a part. 3. the

period or condition of being under full legal age.

mi-nor-Ieague (mi'ner-leg
7
), adj. of, in, or suitable

to a minor league or leagues.
minor league, any of the leagues of professional base-

ball clubs, etc. other than the major leagues.
minor mode, in music, the arrangement of tones in

accordance with the intervals of the minor scale, as

the basic tonal material of a composition: often asso-

ciated, in the Occident, with a^melancholy mood.
minor premise, the premise (in a syllogism) that con-

tains the minor term.
minor scale, one of the two standard diatonic scales,

consisting of eight tones, with half steps instead of

whole steps a} after the second and seventh tones in

ascending and after the sixth and third tones in de-

scending (melodic minor scale}, or b} after the second,

fifth, and seventh tones in ascending and after the

eighth, sixth, and third tones in descending (harmonic
minor scale} : distinguished from major scale.

minor suit, in bridge, diamonds or clubs: so called from
their lower value in scoring.
minor term, the subject of the conclusion of a syllogism.
Mi-nos (mi'nas, rm'nos), n. [Gr. Minds], in Greek mythol-

ogy, 1. a king of Crete, son of Zeus by Europa, who
after he died became one of the three judges of the

dead in the lower world, with Aeacus and Rhadaman-
thus. 2. his grandson, for whom Daedalus built the

labyrinth in Crete: see Minotaur. ^ T
Mi-not (mi'not), n. a city in northern North Dakota:

pop., 22,000.
Min-O'taur (min'a-t&rOt n. [ME. Minotaure; L. Mm-
otaurus; Gr. Mindtauros; prob. <
Minds, Minos + tauros, a bull], in

Greek mythology, a monster with
the body of a man and the head of

a bull (in some versions, with the
body of a bull and head of a man),
confined by Minos in a labyrinth
built by Daedalus, and annually
fed seven youths and seven maidens
from Athens, until killed by Theseus.
Minsk (minsk; Russ. mensk), n.

the capital of theByelorussian S. S.R. :

pop., 239,000,
min-ster (min'ster), n. [ME. mynstre,
munster, mensfre; AS. mynster: LL.
monasterium,' see MONASTERY], 1.

the church of a monastery. 2. any of

various large churches or cathedrals:

-minster occurs in some English place
names, as Westminster, Axminster.
min 8trel (min'stral), n. [ME. menestral; OFr. menestrel;
LL. ministerialis, servant, jester, singer < L. minister;
see MINISTER], 1. any of a class of lyric poets and sing-
ers of the Middle Ages, who traveled from place to

place singing and reciting, usually to the accompani-
ment of a harp or lute. 2. [Poetic], a poet; singer;
musician. 3. a performer in a minstrel show.
minstrel show, [< the Christy Minstrels, the first

troupe organized (c. 1860, by George Christy of New-

York) to perform such shows in we U.S.], a comic
variety show presented by a company of performers in

blackface, who sing songs, tell jofces, etc.

min-strel sy (min'strsl-sl), n. [pi. MINSTRELSIES (-siz)l,

[ME. & Anglo-Fr. menestralcie; OFr. menestralsie],
1. the art or occupation of a minstrel 2, a group of

minstrels. 3. a collection of minstrels' ballads or songs.
mint (mint), n. [MR minte, mynt; AS. mynet, mynit,
coin < L. moneta, place for coining money < Moneta,
surname of Juno, in whose temple at Rome money was
coined < pp. of monere, to warn; cf. MONEY], 1. a

place where Baoaey fe coined by authority of the gov-
ernment. 2. a seduce of apfmrento unlimited supply;
large amount: as, a mini of ideas. 3, a source of manu-
facture or invention, adj. new r in its original con-

dition, as if freshly noinlied: as, a postage stamp in

mint condition. v.L 1. to coin or stamp ottt (money).
2. to invent or create; fabricate,
mint (mint), n. [MB. & AS, mmte; L. menu, mentfax;
Gr. mintha], t. any of various aromatic plants whose
leaves are tided for flavoring and in medicine: as,

spearmint aad pepperwtn*. 2. a piece of candy or

chewing gttm flavored with wxA*
mint age (min'tij), m [see -AGE], 1. the act or process
of minting money. 2. Hsft'SQift of invw^tes or making.
3. money produced in a mint, 4. a fee

1

paid to a mint for

coining, 5. the stamp impressed on a coin. ,

mint Jwfept a fiwAed dAafeicaneMmr.Gf ^ito' Qf
brandy, sugar, and mint leaves in a tall glass packed
with hipped ice. ,

- , :

j

, ,
,

. .
-

-

mint 0*nce,a saue for .meal* maraitfly Iamb*, co%
tisting c chopped wit tea^'vpdfpfv <M'
min-u end (min'u-endO, n. [L. minuendus, to I

MINOTAUR
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ished, gerundive of minuere; see MINUTE, adj.] t in
arithmetic, the number or quantity from which another
(the subtrahend) is to be subtracted.

tnin-u-et (min'u-ef), n. [Fr. menuet < menu (< L.
minutus), small: from the small steps taken], 1. a slow,
stately dance for groups of couples, introduced in France
in the 17th century. 2. the music for this, in 3/4 time:

.

minus (mi'nss), prep^fL,, neut. sing, of minor, less],
1. less; reduced by the subtraction of: as, four minus
two. 2. [091109.], without; lacking: as, minus a finger.

adj. 1. indicating or involving subtraction: as, a minus
--feign. 2. negative: as, a minus quantity. 3. somewhat

less than: as, a grade of A minus, n. 1. a minus sign.
2. a negative quantity.
minus-cular (mi-nus'kyoo-lr), adj. minuscule,
mi-nus-ciile (mi-nus'kul), n. [Fr.; L. minusculus, rather
small, dim. < minor, less], 1. a small cursive script
developed from the uncial and used in medieval manu-
scripts: distinguished from majuscule. 2. a letter in
this script; hence, 3. any small, or lower-case, letter.

adj. 1. of, in, like, or having the nature of, minuscules;
hence, 2. very small; tiny; minute.
minus sign, in mathematics, a sign (-), indicating sub-
traction or negative quantity: opposed to plus sign (+).
min ute (min'it), n. [ME. minut; via OFr. < ML.
minuta < L. minutus; see MINUTE, adj.; cf. MINNOW,
MINUET], 1. the sixtieth part of any of certain units;
specifically, a) 1/60 of an hour; sixty seconds,

b) 1/60
of a degree of an arc; sixty seconds: indicated by the
symbol ('). 2. a very short period of time; moment;
instant. 3. a specific point in time. 4. a note or

memorandum; specifically, pL an official record of
what was said and done at a meeting, convention, etc.

Abbreviated M., m., ml. t min. (sing. 6* pi.), v.t,

JMINUTED (-id),
<
MINUTING], 1. to time to the minute.

2. to make a minute, or memorandum, of; record.
the minute (that), just as soon as.

up to the minute, in the latest style, fashion, etc.

mi-nute (ml-noot', mi-nut'), adj. [ME.; L. minutus,
little, small, pp. of minuere, to lessen, diminish < minor,
less], 1. very small; tiny, 2. of little importance or

significance; petty; trifling. 3. of, characterized by, or
attentive to tiny details; exact; precise. SYN, see
small.
minute gun, a cannon firing at intervals of a minute,
as a distress signal, or as part of a funeral ceremony,
minute hand, the long hand of a clock or watch, which
indicates the minutes and moves around the dial once
every hour.

min-ute-ly (min'it-li), adj. 1. occurring at intervals

of a niinute. 2% occurring 'very often or continually.
adv. 1. every minute, 2. often or continually.

mi'nute-Iy (mwapoVE, mi-mrt/K), adv. in a minute
manner dr m minute detail.
min-uteman (minlt-malO' n - W- MINUTEMEN
(-men

7
)J any of the members of the American! citizen

army at the ttoe of the Revolution who volunteered
to be ready for military service at a minute's notice.

mi-nute-ness (nii-noot'nis, mi-nut'nis), n. [minute, adj.

+ -ness], i. extreme smallness. 2. precise attention
to detail; exactness*
min-ute steak (min'it), a small steak, often cubed,
that can be cooked quickly.
minu-tiae (rm-nu'shWe'), npt. [sfng. MINUTIA (-)],

[L.. pL of mtnutia. smallness < minutus; see MINUTE,
adj.], small or relatively unimportant details.

minx (minks), w. [Early Mod. Bag. < LG.: cf. LG.
minsk, person, impudent woman; akin to G. mensch

(OHG. manisc < man, man)), a pert, saucy girl or

young woman.
MI o cene (miVslnO, *# (< 9*- w^Sn, less -f kainos,

recent], designating or ofw third ej>oeh of the Tertiary
Period in the Oemoasolc Bra> characterked by the de-

velopment of large mountain ranges. :

the Miocene, the Miocene Epoch or its rocks: see

geology, chart.
mi o-sis (j^-5'as), n. 1. metosfa 2, myosts,
mi-ot-ic (ml-ot^ik)v fl$f v Oieiotie, 2. myotie. n. a

Mi^que Ion (mak'a-lon'; IV, mSldoV} f
'. a French

Lsland off the southern coast of Newfoundland: area,

83 s% nit; poi*b. SOQ,
'

T
'

"
' "

j; Jfepsfe, formerly,' a village

mir-a-cle (mirVkl), iu [ME. myracle; OFr.; L. mira-
culum < mirart, to wonder at < mirus* wonderful; cf.

ADMIRE], 1. an event or action that apparently contra-
dicts known scientific laws and is hence thought to be
due to supernatural causes, especially to an act of God.
2. a remarkable event or thing: marveL 3. a wonderful

example: as, he is a miracle or fortitude. 4. a miracle

play.
miracle man, 1. a man who professes, or is believed,

to perform miracles. 2. [Colloq.], a man who does

something that supposedly could not be done.

miracle play, [after ML. miractdum], 1. any of a class

of medieval religious dramas based on miracles worked
by the saints. 2. in medieval England, a mystery play.

mi-rac-U'lous (mi-rak'yoo-lss), adj. [Fr. miraculeux;
ML. miraculosus < L. miraculum], 1. having the
nature of a miracle; supernatural. 2. like a miracle;

wonderful; marvelous. 3. able to work miracles.

Mi-ra-flo-res (me'ra-fld'res), n.pL locks near the
Pacific end of the Panama Canal. >

mi-rage (mi-razh'), n. [Fr. < (se) mirer, to be reflected;
LL. mirare t to look at], an optical illusion caused by the
reflection of light through layers of air of different

temperatures and densities, by which a ship, oasis in the

desert, etc. appears to be very near and, often, upside
down: often used figuratively of something that falsely

appears to be real. SYN. see delusion.
Mi ran da (ma-ran'da), [L., fern, of mirandus, strange,
wonderful < mirari, to marvel at], a feminine name.
mire (mir), n. [ME.* ON. myrr, myri; for base see MOSS],
1 . an area of wet, soggy ground ; bog. 2. deep mud ; wet,

soggy earth; slush. v.L [MIRED (mird), MIRING], 1. to
cause to get stuck in mire. 2. to soil or splatter with
mud or dirt. v.i. to sink or stick in mud.
Mir-i-am (mir'i-om), [Heb. miryam], a feminine name:
see Mary. n. in the Bible, the sister of Moses and
Aaron: Ex. 15:20.
mir i-ness (mlr'i-nis), n. a miry quality or condition.

mirk (murk), n. murk.
mirk-y (miir'ki), adj. [MIRKIER (-ki-er), MHIKIEST (-ki-

ist)], murky.
mir-ror (mir'e'r), it. [ME. mirour; OFr. mireor, mirour <
LL. mirare, to loot at; L. mirari, to wonder at; cf.

ADMIRE], 1. a smooth surface that reflects the images
of objects; especially, a piece of glass coated on the
reverse side-with silver, etc.; looking glass^ 2. anything
that gives a true representation or description. 3. some-
thing to be imitated or emulated; model 4. [Archaic],
a crystal used by fortunetellers, sorcerers, etc. v.t. to

reflect, as in a mirror; give or show a likeness of,

mirth (murth), n. [MB. myrthe; AS. imrigtn,

myrth, pleasure, joy < base of mirig, myrtg* 1

(see MERRY) + -th], joyfulness, gaiety, or merriment,
especially when characterized by laughter or hilarity.
SYN. mirth implies gaiety, gladness, or great amusement,,

especially as expressed by laughter; glee implies exultant and
demonstrative joy or it may suggest maEciotis delight over an-

other's misfortunes; Jollity and merriment imply exuberant
mirth or joy and usually suggest convivial merrymaking; hi-

larity implies boisterous merriment and sometimes suggests an
excessively noisy display of higb spirits. ANT. sadness, melan-

mirthful ^(ffifirtMfol), adj. full of, expressing, or

causing mirth; merry.
mirth less (murth'fis), adj. without mirth; humorless;
cheerless; sad; melancholy.
mfr-y (mir'i), adj. [MIRIER (-i-er), MIRIEST (-i-ist)],

1. full of, or having the nature of, mire; boggy; swampy.
2, covered or spattered with mire; muddy; dirty.

mir-za (mtr'za), n. [Per. mtrza, contr. < mZrz&dah <
m%r, prince (< AT. am$r, ruler) + zad, born], a Persian
title of honor placed after the name of a royal prince
or before the name of a high official, scholar, etc.

mis- (mis), [MB. & AS. mis-; akin to G. miss-, Goth.
missa*; base as in miss, v.; also (in words of French

' * ^

< MB. & OFr. mes- < L. minus, less], a prefix
wrong, wrongly, bad, badly, as in misplace,

ict, misadventure.
min- (mis), miso-.
mis ad ven-ture (mis'dd-ven'cher), n. [MB. & OFr.
mesaventure; see MIS- & ADVENTURE], an unlucky acci-

dent; mishap; bad luck: mischance.
tnis-ad-vise (mis'ad-v!^'), v*t. to advise wrongly.
mis-al-li-ance (mis'o-H'gns), n. [after Fr. misalliance],
an improper alliance; espectaEy, an unsuitable marriage.
mls-aHt CcnisViO, IJ..MMJSAIXIED (?

*

to aly unsuitably or i
^-1~

mis-an thrope <

(inis'd!
^

.

.
.

. _
a'man], a person who Sates or distrusts

throp-ic (m^'sn-wro^iJs), adj. of> haying
'

nature of, dr Hfce a n^sanwOT^ -r^5
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mis-an thro-pist (mis-aa'thrQ-pist), n. a misanthrope.
mis-an-thro-py (mis-an'thr-pi), n. [Or. misanthrdpia],
the feelings or actions of a misanthrope; hatred or
distrustoTall people.

-tion
.

mis-an pli-ca-tion (mis'ap-la-ka'shan), n. a
applying or being misapplied.
mla-ap-ply (mis

/
9-pli

/
) v.t. [MISAPPLIED (-pHd') MIS-

APPLYING], 1. to use badly, incorrectly, or uselessly:

as, he misapplies his energies. 2. to apply dishonestly
or illegally: as, he misapplied the company's money.

mis-ap-pre-hend (nus'ap-ri-hendO. * to fail to appre-
hend correctly; misunderstand.

mis-ap-pre-hen-eion (mis'ap-ri-hen'shan), n. a misap-

mis-ap-pro-pri-ate (mis'a-pro'pri-atO v.t. to. appro-
priate to a bad, incorrect, or dishonest use; misapply.
mis ap pro pri a-tion (misVpro'pri-a'shan), n. a mis-

appropriating.
mis-ar-range (mis'a-ranjO. v.t. to arrange wrongly or

improperly.
mis-become (mis'bi-kumO, v.t. [MISBECAME (-kam').
MISBECOME, MISBECOMING], to be unbecoming to; be
unsuitable or unfit for.

mis*be-got (mis'bi-got') , adi. misbegotten.
mis-be got-ten (mis'bi-got' n), adj. wrongly or unlaw-
fully begotten; specifically, born out of wedlock; ille-

gitimate; bastard: also misbegot.
mis-behave (mis'bi-haV). u-** to behave wrongly.
v.t. to conduct (oneself) improperly.
mis be hav ior (mis'bi-hav'ye'r), n.

.

wrong or improper

, false, or unorthodox
behavior.
mis-be lief (mis'bd-IefO..

.

"
belief or opinion, especially inre.

mis-believe (mis'bo-leV), v.i. to believe wrongly; hold

wrong, false, or unorthodox beliefs or opinions, espe-
cially in religion, v.t. {Rare], to disbelieve.
mis-be Hev-er (mis'bo-lev'e'r), n. a person considered to
hold a .wrong, false, or unorthodox belief, especially
in religion.
mis-brand (mis-brand') v.t* to brand or label improp-
erly or falsely.

misc., 1. miscellaneous. 2. miscellany.
mis calcu late (mis-kal'kyoo-Hr),. v.t. & 0.1. to cal-

culate incorrectly; miscount or misjudge.
mis cal-cu la-tion (mis'kal-kyoo-la'shan), n. a mis-

calculating; error in figuring or judging. ^
mis-call (mis-kfil'). v.t. 1. to call by a wrong name;
misname. 2. [Obs, or British Dial,], to revile; abuse.

mis-car-riage (mis-kar'ij), n. 1. failure to reach a
proper end; mismanagement. 2. failure of mail, freight,
etc. to reach its destination. 3. the premature birth
of a fetus, so that it does not live; abortion.

mis-car-ty (mis-kar'i), lu. [MISCARRIED (-id), MISCAR-
RYING], 1. a) to go wrong; fail: said of a plan, project,
etc. 6) to go astray; fail to arrive: said of mail, freight,
etc. 2. a) to give birth orematurely to a fetus, so that
it does not live, 6) [Obs.l, to be born prematurely.

mis-cast (mis-kasf, mis-kast'), v.t. [MISCAST, MISCAST-
ING], 1. to cast (an actor) for a role not suited to him.
2. to cast (a play) with actors unsuited to their roles.

mis-ce-ge-na-tion (mis'i-jg-na'shgn), n [< L. miscere,
to mix + genus, race; -f- -ation], marriage or interbreed-

ing between members of different races, especially, in
the United States, between whites ana Negroes.

mis-cel-la ne a (mis'l-S'ni-9), n.pl. [often construed as

sing.], [L.; see MISCELLANY], a collection of various
kinds, especially of literary works; miscellany.

mis-cel-la ne-ous (mis"l-a'ni-3s), adj. [L. miscellaneus
< miscellus, mixed < miscere, to mix)* 1. consisting or
formed of various kinds; varied; mixed: as, a box of
miscellaneous candies. 2. having various qualities,
abilities, etc, ; many-sided. Abbreviated miac.
mis eel-la ny (mis'*i-S'ni), n. [pi. MISCELLANIES (-niz)],
[< Fr. or L.; Fr. miscellanee < L. miscellanea, neut. pi
of miscellaneus; see MISCELLANEOUS], 1. a collection
of various kinds, especially of literary works. 2. often
pl. a book made up of such a coEection. Abbreviated
misc.
mischance (mis-chans', mis-Chans') f n. [MB. mes-
ckeance; OFr. meschance, meseheance; see Mis- &
CHANCE], an unlucky accident; bad luck; misadventure.
mis-chief (mis'chif), n. [MB. meschef; OFr. mescMef,
meschef < meschever, to come to grief < me$* (see MIS-)
;f chief, end, head (see CHiEf)], 1. harm, damage^ or
injury, especially that done by a petsda. 2. a cause or
source of harm, damage, or anndvan^c; specifically,
a) action or conduct that causes damage or troubfe.
b) a person causing damage or annoyance, 3. a tend-
ency or disposition to annoy or vex with plavful tricks.
4. a) a troublesome or annoying act: prank; playful,
vexing trick, d) playful, harmleBs spirits; gay teasing.
mis chief-maker (mis'chif-mSk'ir), n. a person who
causes mischief; especially, one who causes quarrels* or
hard feelings by gossiping or tale-bearing.
mis chief-mak ing (mis'chif-mak'in), adj. causingnh
chief; troublesome; annoying, n. the action of a mis-
chief-maker*
mis chie-vous (mte'chi-vos). adj. [Anglo-Fr, & OFr.

1. 0ftttta|f mischief; specifically, a) in-

jurious; harmful, b) prankish; teasing; full of tricks.

2. inclined to annoy or vex with playful tricks; naughty:
said especially of a child.

miS'Ci-bil-i-ty (misVbil'a-ti), n. the state or quality of

being miscible.
mis-dole (misVbl), adj. [< L. miscere, to mix; +
-ible], that can be mixed or easily mixed.

mis'Col-or (mis-kuKSr), v.t. 1. to give a wrong color

to; hence, 2, to give a false account of^misrepresent.
mis-con-ceive (mis'kan-seV), v.t. & v.t. to conceive

wrongly; interpret incorrectly; misunderstand.
mis-con-cep-tion (mis'kon-sep'shdn), n. a^ miscon-

ceiving; wrong interpretation; misunderstanding.
mis-con-duct (mis'kdn-dukf; for n., mis-kon'dukt),
v.t. 1. to manage badly or dishonestly. 1

2. to conduct
(oneself) improperly, n. 1. bad or dishonest man-
agement; specifically, malfeasance. 2. improper be-

havior; specifically, adultery or fornication.
mis con-struc-tion (mis'ken-struk'shsn), n. a mis-

construing; incorrect interpretation; misunderstanding.
mis-con-strue (mis'kan-stroo', mis-kon'stroo), v.t. to

construe wrongly; misinterpret; misunderstand.
mis-count (mis-kount'; also, for n. f mis'kount'), v.t. &
v.i. to count incorrectly; miscalculate, n. an incorrect

count, as of votes in an election.

mis-cre-ance (mis'kri-ons), n. [ME.: OFr.; cf. MIS-

CREANT], [Archaic], wrong or false belief or faith.

mia-cre-an-cy (mis'kri-en^si), n. [Archaic], 1. the con-
dition of a miscreant; wickedness. 2. miscreance.

mis-cre-ant (mis'kri-ant), adj. [ME. misereaunt, mis-
creant;f QJ*T. mescreani, unbelieving; mes- (see MIS-) +
creant, ppr. of creire (L. credere), to believe], 1. villain-

ous; evil. 2. [Archaic], unbelieving; heretical: infidel.

n. 1. an evil person; criminal; villain. 2. [Archaic], an
unbeliever; heretic; infidel.

mifi-cre-ate (mis'kri-at') v.t. A v.i. to create amiss;
form badly, adj. [Archaic], miscreated.
mis-cre-at-ed (mis'kri-at'id), adj. badly or unnaturally
formed; misshapen.
mis-cue (mis-ku'), n. 1. in billiards, a shot spoiled by
the cue's slipping off the ball; hence, 2. [Colloq.], a

mistake; error, v.i. 1. to make a miscue. 2. in the
theater, to miss one's cue or to answer the wrong cue.
mis-date (mis-daf), v.t. to put a wrong date on (a
document, letter, etc.) or assign a wrong date to (an
event) ;

date incorrectly, n. a wrong date.
mis-deal (mis-del'), v.t. A lu. [MISDEALT (-deltO. MIS-
DEALING], to deal (playing cards) wrongly, n. a wrong
deal.
mis deed (mis-dedO. " a wrong or wicked act; crime,
sin, etc.

mis de-mean (mis'di-men'X v.t. A v.i. \mis- -f demean],
[Rare], to conduct (oneself) badly; misbehave.
mis de-mean-ant (mis'di-mSn'ant), n, L a person who
lias misbehaved. 2. in law, a person guilty or convicted
of a misdemeanor.
mis de mean or (mis'di-men'Sr), n. [mis- -f demeanor],
1. [Rare], a misbehaving. 2. in taw, any minor offense,
as the breaking of a municipal ordinance, for which
statute provides a lesser punishment than for a felony:
the penalty is usually a fine or imprisonment for a
short time in a local jail, workhouse, etc. British spell-
ing, misdemeanour.
misdi-rect (mis'do-rekt', mis'dJ-rekt^. v.t. to direct

wrongly or badly; specifically, a) to aim (a blow, etc.)
badly, b) to address (a letter) incorrectly, c) to give in-
correct instructions to.

misdirec tion (mis'do-fek'sliaii, mis'dl-rek'slian), n.
a misdirecting.
mis-do (mis-dooOt v.t. [MIBDED (-did*). MISDONB (-dun').
MISDOING], {ME. misdoen; AS. mtsdon], to do wrongly;
bungle. 04. [Obs.], to do evil.

mis-do-ing (mis-doo^in), n. [see MISDO],
'

mis-doubt (mis-douf), v.t. [Archaic], 1. to Hav^i doubt
or suspicion about; distrust. 2. to fear. vJ. U
to have doubts, n. [Archaic], suspidon; doubt.
mise (mez, niiz), n, fAnglo-Fr.; OFr., a putting, placing
(of expenses, etc.) < m*st pp* of mettre, to put, lay; L.
mittere, to send], 1. origimany* an agreement or pact,
2. m law, the issue in a wnt of right.

mis-ease (tois-iV). * [ME. misese; see MIS- & EASE],
[Archaic]^ 1. discomfort; distress. 2* poverty.

mis-em-ploy taiis
/
em-ploi') v.t, to employ, or use,

wrongly or baaly; misuse.
tmlee en sc^ne (me' zan' sen'), [Fr.], 1. the staging of
a play, including f&e setting,
actors, etc.; hence, 2. gener
miser (mi'zfeV), n. CL. t wwfe ,

less], 1. a greedy, stingy person who hoards money lor

ite,9^pake*.ev$ 6 Up easpejise of hi own eomfort,

mis er-a ble
able; L. miserabilis,
to pity], L in a
uctnaj^py. 2. causing
as, miserable weather,
adequate, etc.: a
disapproval. 4,
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miserable manner,
tensive.

2. [Colloq.], very: a general in-

ginning, "Have mercy upon me, O God." 2. a musical
setting for this. 3, [m-], a misericord (sense 1).

mis-er-i-cord, mls-er-1-corde (miz'er-i-kdrd', mi-zer'i-
k6rd'), ? [ME.; OFr.; L. misericordia < base of miser-
eri, to pity + cors, cordis, heart], 1. formerly, a relaxa-
tion of the strict observance of a rule or rules in a
monastery; hence, 2. a dining room in a monastery
set aside for those who had received such relaxation
from fasting. 3. a narrow ledge on the underside of a
hinged seat in the choir of a monastic chapel: when
turned up, the seat permitted one to relax while stand-
ing. 4. a slender dagger used in the Middle Ages for
giving the death stroke (coup de grace) to a mortally
wounded knight.
mi ser li ness (mi'zSr-li-nis), n. the quality or state of
being miserly.
mi ser ly (mi'zer-K), adj. like or characteristic of a
miser; greedy and stingy. SYN. see stingy.
mis-er y (miz'&>i), n. (pi MISERIES (-iz)]7[ME. & OFr.
mtserte; L. miseria < miser, wretched, etc.; see MISER],
1. a condition of great wretchedness or suffering, be-
cause of pain, poverty, etc. ; distress. 2. a cause of such
suffering; pain, ache, poverty, squalor, etc. 3. [Dial.], a
pain (in some part ofthe body).
mis ee ti-mate (mis-es'ta-mat'; for ., mis-es'to-mit),
v.t. to estimate incorrectly, n, an incorrect estimate.
misfeasance (mis-fe'z'ns), % [OFr. mesfaisance <
mesfatre, to misdo; see MIS- & FEASANCE], in law, wrong-
doing: specifically, the doing of a lawful act in an un-
lawful manner, so that there is an infringement on the
rights of another or others: distinguished from mal-
feasance, nonfeasance.
mis fea sor (mis-fe^gr), n. in law, a person guilty of
misfeasance.

mis-fire (mis-fir'), vd. [mis- 4- fire* v.], 1. to fail to
ignite properly or at the right time: said of an internal-
combustion engine. 2. to fail to go off, or be dis-
charged: said of a firearm, n. a misfiring.

mis-fit (mis-fit'; for n. 3, mis'fit'). v.t A v.i. to fail to
fit properly; be too large, too small, etc. for (someone
or something), ft. 1. the act or condition of mis-
fitting. 2. anything that misfits, as a badly fitting
garment. 3. a person not suited to his position,
status, etc.; maladjusted person,
mis-for-tune (mis-for'chon), n. 1. bad luck: ill fortune;
trouble; adversity. 2. an instance of this; unlucky
accident; mishap; mischance. ^SYN. see affliction.

mis-give (mis-giv'), v.t. [MISGAVE (-gaV), MISGIVEN
(-giv''n), MISGIVING], [mis* -f gwel to cause fear, doubt,
or suspicion in: said usually of the heart, mind, con-
science, etc., as, his heart misgave Mm. t* to feel
fear, doubt, suspicion, etc.
mis

giy-ing (mis-giv'jn), n. (see prec.], often in PL a
disturbed feeling of war, doubt, apprehension, etc.
SYN. see qualm.
mis gov-ern (mis-guv'ern), v.t. to govern, administer,
or manage badly.
mis-gov-ern-ment (mis-guv'Srn-mant. mis-guv'Sr-
msnt),t

n. a mj
misguid-ance
mis-guide

' *

error or ir.

guid-ed

l-ance (mis-gid'ans), it. a misguiding.
Le /mis-gid'), v.t. to guide wrongly; lead into
misconduct : mislead.

or
mis-han-dle
rou
mis

_ 'id), <ufy. bp. of misguide], led, into
by error or misconduct; misled,

(mis-han'd'l), vt. to liandle badly or
roughly; abuse, maltreat, or mismanage.
nis hap (mis

r
ha,_?7niis-hapOf n* [ME,; prob. alter OFr.

mescheance, mischance]* 1. pad luck; adversity; mis-
fortune. 2. an instance of this; unlucky accident*
Mish a waka (mfshVwfi'ks), n. a city in northern
Indiana: pop., 33,000.

mis-bear (mis-hSr'), v.t. A vd. to hear incorrectly or

poorly.
'

mish-maah /mish'mash'\, .ft* Jredt^Iol mash}, a hodge-

. MlSHNAYOTH
^ ___ ______ _,,_ ^ _, ,

. , r
_F (oral) instruc-

tion, ^< 'fieb sJidnah, to repeat, (later) to learn, teach],
1. we first part bf tifae Talmud, (x>ntaininr traditional"

^urai oroiaances (fcobfetfj),

i200AJP. 2.afiyoftb*se
__,__,_ __jions of

1

compiled By the rabbis .

^Trpretations. 3._the
jva4c

'J

i-nlc

.

, of a rabbi.

mis-in-for-ma-tion (mis'in-fer-ma'shan), n. false or
misleading information.

misinterpret (mis'm-tuVprit). v.t. to interpret
wrongly; understand or explain incorrectly.
mis-in ter pre ta tion (mis'in-tur'pri-ta'shen), n. wrong
interpretation; incorrect understanding or explanation.
mis-join-der (mis-join'dgr), n. in /aw, the introduction
into a court action of parties or causes not properly
belonging to that action.

mis-Judge (mis-juj'), v.t. A vd. to judge wrongly or
unfairly.

miS'judg-ment, misjudge-ment (mis-juj'mant), n.

wrong or unfair judgment.
mis-lay (mis-la'), v.t. [MISLAID (-lad'), MISLAYING], {see
MIS- & LAY, v.l, 1. to put in a place aiterward forgotten
or not easily^ found. 2. to misplace (sense 1).
mis-lead (mis-ledO, v.t. (MISLED (-led), MISLEADING],
1. to lead in a wrong direction; lead astray. 2. to lead
into error (of judgment) ; deceive or delude. 3. to lead
into wrongdoing; influence badly. SYN. see deceive.
mis-lead ing (mis-led'irj), adf. that misleads.
mis-like (mis-lik'), v.t. (MISLIKED (-HktO, MISLIKING],
1. to displease. 2. to be displeased at; dislike, n. dis-
like; disapproval.
mis-man-age (mis-man'ij), v.t. A vd. to manage or
administer badly or dishonestly.
mis-man-age-ment (mis-man'ij-mant), n. bad man-
agement.
mis-match (mis-mach'), v.t. to match badly or un-
suitably, especially in marriage, n. a bad match.
mis-mate (mis-mat7

), v.t. A vd. to mate badly or un-
suitably. *

mis-name (mis-nam'), v.t. to call by a wrong name.
misno-mer (mis-no'mSr), n. [ME. misnoumer; OPr.
mesnomer, mesnommer* inf. used as n.; me$-t mis- 4-

nomer, nommer (L. nominare), to name; cf. NOMINATE],
1. a) the act of applying a wrong name or epithet to
some person or thing. 6) such a name or epithet. 2. an
error in naming a person or place in a legal document.

mis-o- (mis'6), JGr. miso- < misein, to hate], a combin-
ing form meaning hatred or hating, as in misogyny: also,
before a vowel, mis-.
mi sog a mist (mi-sog'9-mist), it. [< misogamy -f -**$*],

a person who hates marriage,
mi-800 a mv (mi-sog'o-mi), n. [< miso- + Gr. gamos,
marriage], hatred of marriage.
misogy-nist (mi-soj'o-nist), n. {see MISOGYNY], a per-
son, especially a man, who hates women.
mi Bog y-nous (mi-soj'a-nas), adj. of or characterized

by misogyny.
mi-sog-y-iiy (mi-sojVni), n. [Gr. msogynia < mteem,
to hate -f gyne, woman], hatred of women.
mi sol-o-gist (mi-sol'a-jist), it. a person characterized
by misology.
mi-sol ogy (mi-solVji), n. [Gr. misologia; see MISO- &
-LOGY], hatred of argument, debate, or reasoning.
mis o ne-ism (mis

/
6-ne'k'm) n. fit. mteonetemo < Gr.

miso- < misein, to hate 4- neos, new 4- It -$smot -ism],
hatred of innovation or change,

mis-pick-el (mis/pik'
>

l) f n. fS; var, of earEer mispW],
arsenopyrite.
mis-place (mis-plaV), v.t. 1. to put in a wrong place.
2. to bestow (one's trustj affection, etc.) on an unsuit-
able or undeserving object. 3. [Colloq.]. to mislay
(sense 1).

mis-place-ment (mis-plas'mant), n. a misplacing or
being misplaced.
mis-play (mis-pKOt vM A vd. to play wrongly or badly,
as in games or sports, it. a wrong or bad play.
mis-plead (mis-pled'), v.t. A v"f. [MISPLKD (-pled'),
MISPLEADING], to plead incorrectly.
mis-plead-ing (mis-pled'ip). n. in law, an incorrect
pleading or error in pleading, as a misstatement of a
cause of action.

mis-print (mis-print'; also, for n., mis'printO, v.t. to
print incorrectly, ft* an error in printing.
mis-prise (mis-priz')_ v.t. [MISPRISED (-prizd'), MIS-
PRISING], to misprize.

mis-pri^ion (mis-prizh^n), n. [ME,; 0% mespresion
< pp. of mesprendre, to take wrongly; UL. *mwu$pre-

J'hendere; L. minus, less + prehendere, to take; see PRE-
rHSNSILB],. 1. misconduct or neglect of duty, especially
by a public official. 2. [ArchaicjTa mistake.

m^prision of felony (or fa-eason) , in common law, the
offense of concealing knowledge of a felony (or treason)
bv one who has not participated or assisted in it.

- . .,..-. mes^mer < mes~ (see M4 4- LL.
pretiare, to value < L. prelium, a price], to despise or
undervalue.
mis-pro-nounce (mis'pr9-nounfi/). v.t. A vd. to pro-
nounce incorrectly; give (a word or words) a pronunci-
ation different from any of the accepted standard pro-
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mispronouncing or being mispronounced. 2. a mispro-
nounced word.

mls*<|uo-ta'tiori (mis'kwo-ta/shQn), n. 1. a misquoting
or being misquoted, 2. something misquoted.
mis-quote (mis-kwotO, v.t. & v.i. to quote incorrectly.
mis-read (mis-redO, v.t. & v.i. [MISREAD (-red'), MIS-
READING (-red'irj)], to read wrongly, especially so as
to misinterpret or misunderstand.
mis-re-mem-ber (mis'ri-mem'be'r), v.t. & v.L 1. to
make an error in remembering. 2. [Dial.], to forget.

mis-re present (mis'rep-ri-zent'), v.t. to represent
falsely; give an untrue or misleading idea of.

mis-rep-re-sen-ta-tioii (mis'rep-ri-zen-ta'shan), n. 1. a
misrepresenting or being misrepresented. 2. a false or
incorrect account, explanation, etc.

mis-rule (mis-roolOi v.t. to rule badly or unjustly j mis-

govern. n. 1. misgovernment, 2. disorder or riot.

miss (mis), v.t. [ME. missen; AS. missan, to^miss, fail

to hit, escape the notice of; akin to G. missen; IE.
base *meit(h)~t to change, exchange, as also in L, mutare,
to change (cf, MUTATE, MUTUAL, MIS-)], i. to fail to
hit or land on (something aimed at). 2. to fail to meet,
reach, attain, catch, accomplish, see, hear, perceive,
etc. 3. to overlook; let (an opportunity, etc.) go by.
4. to escape; avoid: as, he just missed being struck.
5. to fail or forget to do, keep, have, be present at, etc. :

as, he missed class yesterday. 6. to notice the absence
or loss of: as, he suddenly missed his watch. 7, to feel

or regret the absence or loss of; want: as, he misses his
friends, v.i. 1. to fail to hit something aimed at: go
wide of the mark. 2. to fail to be successful. 3. [Ar-
chaic], to fail to obtain, receive, etc. (with of or in) , n. a
failure to hit, meet, obtain, see, etc.

a miss is as good as a mile, missing by a narrow mar-
gin, is as conclusive as missing by a wide one.

miss (mis), n. [pL MISSES (-MS)], [contr. of mistress],
1. a) [M-], a title used in speaking to or of an unmarried
woman or girl, placed before the name: as, Miss Smith,
the Misses Smith. 6) a title used in speaking to an
mntBarried^ woman or girl, used without the name. 2. a
yorog.tnamarried woman or

^irl: now usually humorous
or in trade jargon, as, coats in misses' sizes,

Miss., Mississippi.
miss., 1. mission. 2. missionary.
mis-sal (mis''!), n. [ME. missale, messel; ML. missale,
neut. of missalis, of mass < LL. missa, Mass], 1. in the
Roman Catholic Church, a book containing all the
prayers necessary for celebrating Mass throughout the
year; hence, 2. any book of prayers or devotions.

mis-say (mis-sa'),/.*. & v.i. [MISSAID (-sedO, MISSAYING],
[Chiefly Archaic], 1. to say or speak wrongly, 2. to
speak evil (of); vilify; abuse: slander.
mis sel (mis'l), n. [< ME. & AS. mistel, mistletoe], a
variety of large European thrush that eats mistletoe
berries: also missel thrush.
mis-shape (mis-shap'), v.t. [MISSHAPED-; (-sMp^O* MIS-
SHAPED or archaic MISSHAPEN (-'n) , MISSHAPING], to
shape badly; deform; misform.
mis shap en (mis-shap'

F

n) r adj. [ME. mistchapen; see
prec.L badly shaped: deformed ; misformed;
missile (mis''l), adj. [L. missilis < missus, pp. of
mittere, to send, throw], 1. that can be, or is, tlirown
or shot,' as,from a gun: as, a grenade is a missile weapon.
& [Rare], throwing or shooting missiles, n. a weapon
or other object, as a bullet, spear, etc., designed to be
thrown or shot.

miss-ing (mis'irj), adj. [miss, v. + -ing]> absent; lost;
lacking; specifically, absent after combat, but not
definitely known to be dead or taken prisoner; said of
militaryjpessoiiiiel,
missing link, something necessary for filHng in or com-
pleting a series; specifically, a hypothetical form of
animal believed to have existed in the evolutionary
process intermediate between man and the anthropoid
apes.
mis sion (mish'sn), n. [L. missio, a sending, sending
away < missus, pp. of mittere, to send], 1. a sending
out or being sent out with authority to perform a
special d.uty; specifically, a) the sending ottt of persons
by a religious organization to preach, teach, or prose-
lyte. b) the sending out of persons to a foreign govern-
ment to conduct negotiations. 2. a) a group of persons
sent by a church to spread its religion, especially in a
foreign land. 6) its organization, headquarters, or pl^ce
of residence, 3. a group of f>ersons sent to a foreign
government to conduct negotiations; diplomatic dele-

gation; embassy. 4. the special duty or function on
which someone is sent as a messenger or representative;
erramcL 5. the special task or purpose for which a
person is apparently destined in life; calling: as, he
considered it his mission to educate the ignorant. 6.

any charitable or educational organiasalioji tor dping
welfare work for the needy of a city or district* ft a

", special religious exercises, sepaou^ eto* |r
qg* 84 a district without a ehweh^oM
by the pastor or priest of a jaear-by -

ajaized missionary work, especially fov ,

XO. im miU^ary ttswge, a specific ces^
'

daily, a single combat night by an airplane or group of

airplanes, adj. of a mission or missions; specifically,
of or characteristic of the early Spanish missions in the
southwestern United States, v.t. 1. to send on a
mission. 2. to establish a religious mission in (a dis-

trict) or among (a people). Abbreviated miss.

mis-sion-ar-y (mish'sn-eri), adj. [mission + -ary], of or
characteristic of religious missions or missionaries.
n. {pi. MISSIONARIES (-12)], a person sent on a mission;
specifically, a person sent out by his church to preach,
teach, and proselyte in a foreign country, especially
in one considered heathen. Abbreviated miss.

Missionary Ridge, a ridge in Georgia and Tennessee,
near Chattanooga: site of a Civil War battle (1863).
mis-sion er (mish'en-eY), n. a missionary, especially one
who conducts the mission of a parish.
mission furniture, a type of heavy, dark furniture
with simple, square lines, in imitation of furniture
found in the Spanish missions of California.

mis-sis (mis'az), n. [altered < mistress, Mrs.], [Colloq.
or Dial.], 1. a wife: used with a personal pronoun or
the, as, the missis does all the shopping. 2. the mis-
tress of a household (with the). Also spelled missus.
Mis sis sip-pi (mis's-sip'i), n. 1. a river in the United
States, flowing from northern Minnesota through ten
States to the Gulf of Mexico: length, 2,560 mi.: called
the Father of Waters. 2. a Southern State of the United
States, on the Gulf of Mexico: area, 47,716 sq. mi.j
pop., 2,179,000; capital, Jackson: abbreviated Miss.
Mis sis-sip pi-an (misVsip'i-an), adj. 1. of the Mis-
sissippi River. 2. of the State of Mississippi. 3. desig-
nating or of the first coal-forming period of the Paleo-
zoic Era in North Atperica, characterized also by the
first appearance of reptiles, n. a native or inhabitant of

Mississippi.
the Mississlppian, the Mississippian Period or its

rocks: see geology, chart.
mis-sive (mis'iv), adj. [Pr.; ML. missivus < L. missus,
pp. of mittere, to send], [Archaic or Rare], sent or in-
tended to be sent: as, a missive letter, n. a letter or
message.
Mis-so lon-ghi (misVlSrj'gi), n. a town on the Gulf of
Patras, Greece: pop., 9,300.

Mis-sou-la (mi-zoolo), n. a city in western Montana:
pop., 22,000.

Mis-sour-i (mi-zoor'i; locally, also mi-zoor'a), n. [< Am.
Ind. (Illinois') E,mis$owita, lit., people wno dwell on
the Big Mud.dy (the Missouri River), hence Missouri
tribe], 1. {pi. MISSOURI], a member of a tribe of Siouan
Indians that lived in northern Missouri, 2. a Middle
Western State of the United States: area, 69,674 sq.
mi; pop., 3,955,000; capital, Jefferson City: abbre-
viated Mo. 3. a river flowing southeastward from
Montana to the Mississippi: length, 2,475 mi.: length
from1 its headwaters to the Gulf of Mexico, 4,240 mi.
from Missouri, [Slang], not easily convinced; skeptical
until shown definite proof.

Mis-sour-i;an (mi-zoor'i-sn), adj. of Missouri, n. a
native or inhabitant of Missouri.

mis-speak (mis-spek'), v.t. & v.i. [MISSPOKE (-spok'),
MISSPOKEN (-spoVn), MISSPEAKING], to speak or say
incorrectly.

mis-spell (mis-spelO, v.t. & v.i. [MISSPELLED (-speldO
or MISSPELT (-speltO, MISSPELLING], to spell incorrectly.
mis spell in

(mis-spel'irj), n. incorrect spelling.
mis-spend (mis-spend') v v.t. [MISSPENT (-spent'), MIS-
SPENDING], to spend improperly or wastefully.
mis-state (mis-staf), v.t. to state incorrectly or falsely,
mis-state-ment (mis-^tat'mant), n. an incorrect or
false statement j misrepresentation.
mis-step (mis-step'), n* I* a wrong or awkward step.
2. a mistake in conduct,' faux pas,

mis-sus (mis'az), n. [Colloq. or DiaLL missis.
miss-y (mis'i), n. [l. MISSIES (iz)j, [Qolloq.], mjss:
diminutive form, used in speaking to or of a young girl
mist (mist), n [M$.; AS

;
, darknes^ mist: common

Gnic.; prob. IE. base ^meigh-, to make blink, be dim
(via GuM^J^wto-)],, l. ^ kre map of water vapor^,._ * ^-L--,^ ,.J3,... ., .*.
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mistaken
943 mitis casting

ON. mistaka, to take wrongly: see MIS- & TAKE], 1. to
understand or perceive wrongly; interpret or estimate
incorrectly: as, you mistake his real motives* 2. to
take (someone or something) to be another: recognke
or identify , incorrectly: as, he mistook me for my
brother. IM. to make a mistake, n. a fault in under-
standing, perception, interpretation, etc,: blunder:
error; imsunderstanding. SYN. see error,
and
i8'ta

having CBF f f f

pretation, etc.: said of persons. 2.1ncorrectriisunder-
stood; erroneous: said of ideas, etc.
mis ter (mis'ter) , n. [weakened form of master], 1. [M-],
a title used in speaking to or of a man, placed before
the name or title of office and usually written Mr.: as,
Mr. Stein, Mr. Secretary. 2. in military usage, the
official title of address for a) a warrant officer in the
army, fc) a cadet in the U. S. Military Academy, c)
a naval officer below the rank of commander. 3.

[Colloq.j, sir: as, what time is it, misterf
mist-flower (mist'flou'er), n. any of a group of tall

plants with composite flowers of blue or violet.
Mis-ti (mes'te)* n* a volcanic mountain of the Andes,
in southern Peru: height, 19,200 ft.

mist'My (mis'ts-li), adv. in a misty manner; foggily.
mis-time (mis-txm'), v.t. 1. to time wrongly; do or
say at an inappropriate time. 2. to judge incorrectly
the time of.

mis ti ness (mis'tl-nis), n. a misty quality or state.
mis-tie-toe (mis'l-to')> n. [AS. misteltan; misiel, mistle-
toe + tan, a twig; cf. MISSBL], 1. any of various para-
sitic evergreen plants with small yellowish-green leaves,
yellowish flowers, and waxy white berries, growing on
the branches of certain trees. 2. a sprig of such a plant,
hung as a Christmas decoration: men are by custom
privileged to kiss women standing under it.

mis-took (mis-took'), past tense and obsolete past
participle of mistake.
mis tral (mis'trsl), n> [Pr.; Pr. lit., master-wind < L.
magistrahs < magister, a master], a cold, dry, north
wind that blows over the Mediterranean coast of
France and near-by regions.
Mis tral, Fre-de-ric (fra'da'rek' mes'tral'), 1830-1914;
French Provencal poet; received Nobel prize in
literature, 1904.
mistranslate (mis'trans-laV, mis-tranzlat), v.t. to
translate incorrectly.
mistranslation (mis'trans-la'shan, mia'tranz-la'-
shan), n. an incorrect translation.

mis-treat (mis-trSt'). v.t. to treat wrongly or badly.
mis tress (mis'tris), n. [ME. & OFr. maistresse, fern,
of maistre; see MASTER], 1. a woman who rules others
or has control, authority, or power over something;
specifically, a) a woman who is head of a household or
institution, 6) a woman owner of an animal or slave.

c) [Chiefly British], a woman schoolteacher. 2. [some-
tunes M-J, something regarded as feminine that has
control, power, etc.: as, England was Mistress of the
seas. 3. a woman who has sexual intercourse with and,
often, is supported by a man for a more or less ex-
tended period of time without being married to him;
paramour. 4. [Archaic], a sweetheart. 5. [M-], former-
ly, a title used in speaking to or of a woman* pre-
fixed to the name: now replaced by Mrs. or Miss,
mis tri-al (mis-tri'al), n. In law, a trial made void be-
cause of an error in the proceedings, or because the
jury cannot reach a verdict,
mis-trust (mis-trust'), ft. lack of trust or confidence;
suspicion, v.t. A v*L to have no trust or confidence in

(someone or something) : doubt.
mis-tmst-ful (mis-trust'fsl), adj. lacking trust or con-
fidence: full of doubt or suspicion.
mist y (mis'ti), adj. [MISTIER (-ti-er), MISTIEST (-ti-ist)l,

[ME. misti; AS. mistig], 1. of, or having the nature of,

mist. 2, characterized by or covered with mist.
3. blurred or dimmed, as by mist; obscure; vague.

IT*iO'iin dftr-fltftyid (mis'un-dSr-stand'. mJb-tm'de;!?-

stand'). v.t. [MISUNDERSTOOD (-stood'), MISUNDER-
STANDING], to understand incorrectly; miscomprehend
or misinterpret.

miS'UQ^def'Stand'tiig (mis'un-dSr-stan'dii), mis-un'-

der-stan'din), n. 1, a failure to understand; mistake
of meaning or intention. 2. a quarrel; disagreement.
mis-under-stood (mis'un-dSr-stood', mis-un'dgr-

stood'), adj. L incorrectly understood. 2. not proper-
1;

s-us-afte (mis-us'ii. mis-ua'ii), n, 1. incorrect usage;
misapplication, as of words. 2. bad or harsh treatment.
mis-use (mis-Ess'; for n., niis-ts') v.t. 1. to tise incor-

'

or improperly; misapply. 2. to treat badly or

;reat; abuse, n. 1. incorrect or improper_ _, . v ^f Mmk 'bad^or fearsh treatmemt; wgpe.

9&y^ut&wfo t
1L A|*?SK!i ^ v̂ &̂"

^ 2. i& law, abuse of some privilege, liberty. 1

tronomer.
Mitch ell, Mount (mich'al), the highest mountain of
the Appalachians, in western North Carolina: height,
6,711ft.

Mitchell, Silas Weir (wer), 1829-1914; American
physician and writer,

Mitchell, William, 1879-1936; American army general;
early supporter of a strong air force.
mite (mit), n. [ME. myte; AS.; akin to OHG. m%za, a
gnat; IE. base *mai~, to cut, cut off, as also in mad],

any of a large number of turjr arachnids, many of
which live as parasites upon animals or plants, or in

prepared foods, etc.
mite (mit), n. [ME. < MD.; ult. same as prec. mite],
1. a) a very small sum of money or contribution, b) a
coin of very small value; especially, in England, half
a farthing: see Mark 12:41-44; hence, 2. a very
small creature or object.
mi-ter (ml'ter), n. [ME. & OFr. mitre; L. mtira; Gr.
mitra, a belt, fillet, headbandr tur-

ban], 1. a headdress; specifically,

a) a tall, ornamented cap with
peaks in front and back, worn by
the Pope, bishops, and abbots as a
mark of ofEce. &) the official head-
dress of the ancient Jewish high
priest, c) in ancient Greece, a head-
band worn by women. 2, the
office or rank of a bishop; bishopric.
3. a covering over the toj) of a
chimney that keeps the rain out
but permits the smoke to leave.
v.t. to invest

s
with the office of

bishop by placing a miter on. Also
spelled mitre.
ml-ter (ml'ter), n. [? < miter (head-
dress)], in carpentry, L a kind of

joint termed "by fitting together two pieces, each of
which has been beveled to a specified angle (usually
45), so that they form a corner
(usually a right angle): also miter
joint. 2. either pi the facing sur-
faces of such a joint, v.t. to fit to-

gether in a miter. Also spelled mitre.
miter box, a device used as a guide
in sawing wood at an angle for
miter joints.
miter square, a tool with two blades
set at a 45 angle or adjustable to
any angle, used to mark out angles
for miter joints.
mi*ter-wort (nu't&wurt')>

MITER

MITER JOINTS
of plants>

of the saxifrage family, with small, white or greenish
flowers and a seed pod shaped like a bishop's miter..
Mit ford, Mary Russell <mit'ferd), 1787-1855; English
novelist and playwright.

Mith-ra-ic (mith-ra'ik), adj. of Mithras or Mithraism.
Mith-ra-i-cism (mith-rafa-siz'zn), n* Mithraism.
Mith-ra-ism (mith'ra-iz'm), n. the ancient Persian
religion based on worship of Mithras.
Mith-ra-ist (mith'raVist), n. a believer in Mithraism.
Mithra-is tic (mith'ra-is^tik), adj. Mithraux
Mith-ras (mith'ras), n. [L.; Gr. Mithras; OPer. Mithra],
the ancient Persian god of light and truth, opponent of
darkness and evil: also Mithra.
mith*ri date (mith'ra-datO, n. {ML. ntithridatum; LL.
mtihridatium < Mithridaiius, of Mithridates VI, said to
have become Immune to poisons by taking them in

gradually increased doses], formerly, a substance sup-
posed to be an aatMote against all poisons.
Mith rl da tea VI foiith'rQ-da'tSz), 132?-<S3 B.C.; king
of Pontus (120-03 B.C.); called the Great.

mit-i-ga-ble (mit'i-gQ-b'l), adj. that can be mitigated.
mit-igate (mit^a-gltOi v.t. & vd. {MmGATijD (44),
MITIGATING], [ME. mytti&aten < L. mitigotus, pp. of

mitigare, to make mild, soft, or tender < miiis, mild,
soft + agere, to drive, do], to make or become milder,
less severe, less rigorous* or less painful^ moderate.

mit-i-ga-tion (mitVga'shon), it. I. a mitigating or

being mitigated. 2. anything that mitigates.
mit i ga-tive (rnltVga?tW> adj. [LL. w&ta&wsL miti-

gating or tending to mitigate, n. something that miti-

gates, as a drug that lessens pain,
mit-i'ga-tor (mit'a-ga'tgr), n. a person or thing that

mitigates.
miti ga to ry (mit'9-g9-t6r'i mit'd-^^'p), adj. UU
mitigat&rius], mitigative.
mi-tis casting (taii'tis, mentis), |< L. mitis, soft],

1. a method of making malleable iron castings from a
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mitosis 944 mobbish

mixture of wrought iron and aluminum. 2. a casting
made in this way.

mi-to-sis (mi-to'sis, mi-to'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. mitos,

thread; + -osis], in biology, the indirect, and more com-
mon, method of cell division, in which the nuclear
chromatin is formed into a long thread which in turn
breaks into segments (chromosomes) that are split

lengthwise: the halves come together in two sets, each
set forming the nucleus for a new cell: see also prophase,
metaphaae, anaphase, telophase.

mi-tot-ic (mi-tot'ik, mi-tot'ik), adj. of mitosis.
mi

:
tot

;i-cal4y (mi-tot'i-k'1-i, mI-tot'ik-K) f adv. by
mitosis.

Jmi-trail leur (me'tra'yer'), n. [Fr. < mitrailler, to fire

grapeshot < mitraille, grapeshot, small missiles, orig.
small coins < OFr. mitre, mite, small coin; cf. MITE
(small sum)], 1. a) a soldier who operated a mitrail-

leuse, b) a machine gunner. 2. a mitrailleuse.

Jmi-traiMeuse (me'tra'yoz'). n. [Fr.; see MITRAILLBUR],
1. an obsolete, breach-loading machine gun with a
cluster of barrels which were fired simultaneously or
in rapid succession. 2. any machine gun.

mi-tral (ml'trsl), ad/. [Fr.; Mod. L. mitralis], of or like
a miter or the mitral valve.
mitral valve, the valve between the left auricle and
left ventricle of the heart.
mi-tre (mi'ter), n. & v.t. [MITRED (-tgrd), MITRING],
miter.
mits-vah (mits'va, mits'v6), n. \pl. MTTSVOTH (-voth)L
amitzvah.
mitt (mit), n. [abbrev. of mitten], I. a glove, often of
lace or net, covering the forearm, hand, and sometimes
part of the fingers. 2. a mitten. 3. [Slang], a hand.
4. in sports, a) a glove padded on the palm and fingers
for protection and worn by baseball players in the field.

b) usually in til. a padded mitten worniby boxers.
mit-ten (mit^n), n. [ME. myteyne; OFr. mitaine; ex-
tension, of mite in the same sense; ? < LL. mi, pet
name for a kitten], 1. a glove with a thumb but no
separately divided fingers. 2. a mitt (senses 1 & 46).
get the mitten, [Colloq.l, to be rejected as a lover.

give the mitten to, [Colloq J, to reject as a lover.
mit-ti-miis (xnit'i-mas), n. (L., we send], 1. in law, a

t or writ for putting into prison a person con-
dime. 2. dismissal, as from office,

(mits'va, mits'v6), n. [pi. MITZVOTH (-voth)],
mitsw&h], in Judaism, 1. a commandment or

precept, as in the Bible or from a rabbi. 2. an act
fulfilling such a command or

v
the spirit of such com-

mands: as, an act of charity is a mitzvah. Also spelled
mitsvah.
mix (miks), v.t. [MIXED or MIXT (mikst), MIXING], [prob,
back-formation < mixt, mixed, taken as pp. ; Fr. mixte;
L. mixttcs, pp. of miscere, to mix], 1. to put or blend
together in a single mass, collection, or compound. 2. to
make by putting ingredients together: as, she's mixing
a cake* 3. to join; combine: as, we try to mine work and
play. 4. to cause to join or associate: as, they mixed
the boys with the girls in our school. 5; to crossbreed.
flifc 1. tb _be mixed or capable of being mixed; be
blended; mingle. 2. to associate or get along together.
n. 1. a mixing or being mixed. 2. a muddle; state of
confusion. 3. a prepared blend of various ingredients;
mixture. 4. a beverage, usually carbonated, as soda
or ginger ale, for mixing with alcoholic liquor.
mix up, 1. to mix thoroughly; mingle together. 2. to
confuse; specifically, a) to cause confusion in, b) to
mistake for another (with with}. 3. to involve or
implicate (in some matter).

SYN. mix implies a combining of things so that the resulting
substance is uniform in composition, whether or not the sepa-
rate elements can be distinguished (to mix paints): mingle
usually implies that the separate elements can be distinguished

(mingled feelings of joy and sorrow) : blend implies a mixing of
different varieties to produce a desired quality (a blended tea,
whisky, etc.) or the mingling of different dements to form, a
harmonious whole (a novel blending fact and fiction) ; merge
stresses the loss of distinction of elements by combination or
may suggest the total absorption of one thing in another (the
companies merged to form a large corporation) ; coalesce implies
a union or growing together of things into a single Dddy or mass
(the factions coalesced into a party of opposition); fuse means
to unite by melting together and stresses the indissoluble nature
of the union.
mixed (mikst), adj. [earlier m&t; see MIX], 1. joined or
mingled in a single mass or compound; blended. 2u
made up of different or incongruous parts, elements,
classes, races, etc. 3. consisting of or involving tooth
sexes: as, a mixed class, mixed company. 4. confused;
muddled. 5. in phonetics, central: said of vowels.
mixed marriage, marriage between persons of different
religions or races.
mixed number, a number consisting of a whole number
and a fraction, as 3 2/3.

mix-er (mik'ser), n. I. a person or thing that mixes;
specifically, a) a person with reference tolbis ability to

r along with others: as, he is a good (or bad) mixer.
,
a kitchen apparatus for mixing or Dealing foods.

2. [Slang], a social gathering for getting people ac-
quainted: with one another.

mixt (mikst), alternative past tense and past participle
of mix.
mix-ture (miks'cher), n [Late ME.; OFr.; L. mixtura <
mixtus; see MIX], 1. a mixing or being mixed. 2. some-
thing mixed, as a cloth made of differently colored
threads. 3. in chemistry, a substance containing two or
more elements: distinguished from compound in that
the constituents are not in fixed proportions and do not
lose their individual characteristics. Abbreviated mixt.

mix-up (miks'up')i n. 1. confusion; tangle. 2. [Colloq.],

miz-zen, mlz-en (nnVn), adj. [Late ME. meseyn; OFr.
misaine; It. mezzana, fern, of mezzano, middle < L.

medianus; see MEDIAN], of the mizzenmast. n. 1. a
fore-and-aft sail set on the mizzenmast: see mainmast,
illus. 2. a mizzenmast.
miz-zen-mast, miz-en-mast (imVn-msst, miz''n-

mast', mia^n-mast'), n. [see MIZZEN], the mast closest

to the stern in a ship with two or three masts: see

mainmast, illus.

miz-zle (miz''l), v.t, & v.f. [MIZZLED (-Id), MIZZLING],

[Late ME. miselle; prob. < a LG. source: cf. D. dial.

miezelen, LG. miseln: for base see MIST], [Obs. or Dial.],
to rain in a fine mist; drizzle, n. [Obs. or Dial.], a

misty rain; drizzle.
mk. [pi. MKS.], mark.
mkt., market.
ML., 1. Medieval Latin. 2. Middle Latin.

ml., 1. mail. 2. milliHter; milHHters.

MX., 1. Medieval Latin. 2. Middle Latin.

M.L.A., Modern Language Association.

MLG., M.L.G., Middle Low German.
Mile., [pi. MIXES.], Mademoiselle.
M.L.S., Master of Library Science.

MM., 1. Their Majesties. 2. Messieurs.

mm., 1. milliat [L.]f thousands. 2. millimeter; milli-

meters.
M.M., 1. Master Mason. 2. Master Mechanic.
Mme., [pi. MMES.], Madame.
M.M.E., 1. Master of Mechanical Engineering. 2.

Master of Mining Engineering.
m.m.f., magnetomotive force.

mmfds., microfarads.
Mn, in chemistry, manganese. t

M.N.AJS., Member of the NationalAcademy of Sciences.

mne-mon-ic (ni-mon'ik), adj. [Gr. mnZmonikos <
mnemdn, mindful < mnasthai, to remember], 1. help-
ing, or meant to help, the memory. 2. of mnemonics
or memory.
mne mon-ica (ni-mon'iks), rt.pl. [see prec.], 1. [con-
strued as sing.], the science or art of improving the
memory, as by the use of certain formulas. 2. formulas
or other aids to help in remembering.

Mne-tnoe-y-ne (ni-mos'a-ne', ne-moz's-ne'), n. [L.: Gr.

mnemosyne, memory < mnasthai, to remember], in
Greek mythology, the goddess of memory and mother
(by Zeus) of the Muses.

Mngr., 1. Monseigneur. 2. Monsignor.
mo (mo), [< ending of X*. abl. forms of ordinals, after

prep, in, as in duodecimo (< duodecimus, twelfth)], a
suffix added to numerals or words representing num-
erals, meaning having (a specified number of) leaves as
a result offolding a sheet ofpaper, as in 12mo, duodecimo,
or twelvemo.

Mo, in chemistry, molybdenum.
Mo., 1. Missouri. 2. Monday.
mo., 1. money order. 2. [pi. MOS.], month.
M.O., 1. Medical Officer. 2. money order.
mo-a (mo^), n. [< native (Maori) name], any of an
extinct group of very large, flightless birds of New
Zealand, related to the ostrich*
Mo ab (mo'ab), n. [Heb. md'abh], in the Bible, 1. a son
of Lot: Gen. 19:37. 2. an ancient kingdom east and
south of the Dead Sea: see Judea, map.Mo ab ite (mo'ob^t'), JMB.; I* MoaUtw tat, <
Heb.], in the Bible, a native or inhabitant of Moab:
Gen. 19 :37. adi. of Moab or the Moabites.
Mo ab it ish <?mo>9b4t%h) f adj. Moabite*
moan (mon), n. [MB. won*; prob. < base of AS. mstnen,
to complain], 1. [Rare], a complaint ; lamentation. 2. a
low, mournful sound of sorrow or pain, 3. any sound
like this; as,- the moan of the wind. IM. 1..' to; utter a
moan or moans. 2. to complain, lament, grieve, etc.
v.t. 1. to say with a moan, 2. to complain about;
bewail : as, fotmoemd'lBfaidfa, r+-i$YN* see cry.' * : ^/ >

moat (mit); n. [ME. & OPr. mote.-prob. < Gmc, motta,
heap of earth], a deep, broad ditch dug around a

, fortress or castle, awl often filled with water, for 'pro-
tection against mvasloa. 4&'1b'SKmmd itf&L or as
withamoat." ', i"; - '. u\ ? 7, . ^>><>
mob (mob), n. [< L. mobile (l^^p^yto^
3. the masses; common

[MOBBED (mobd),
attack. 2. to crowd
in
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mob-cap (mob'kap'), n. [< MD. mop, woman's cap: +
cap], formerly, a woman's full, loose cap, often tied
under the chin, worn indoors.
Mo-bile .(mo-bel'), n. a city in Alabama, on Mobile Bay:
pop., 127,000.

y

""tJfiS t?.^ *$#> and fr ad
j- S. and n. usually,

mo'bel), adj. [Fr.; L., neut. ofmobilis, movable < movere,
to move], 1. movable. 2. very fluid, as mercury. 3.
snowing emotional changes by changes in expression*
as, mobile features. 4. in military usage, capable of beingmoved or transported quickly and with relative ease:
as, an armored battalion is a mobile unit. 5. desig-
nating a form of abstract sculpture which aims to
depict movement, i.e., kinetic rather than static
rhythms, as by an arrangement of thin forms, rings,
^rods, etc. suspended in mid-air by fine wires, n. a
piece of mobile sculpture.
Mo-bile Bay (mp'bel), a part of the Gulf of Mexico, ex-
tending 35 mi. into southwestern Alabama.

mo-bil-1-ty (mo-bil'a-ti), n* [Pr. mobility L. mobilitas],
the quality or state of being mobile.
mo bil i za-tion (mo'bl-i-za'shgn, mpVl-I-za'shgn), n.
[Fr. mobilisation}, a mobilizing or being mobilized.
mobilize (mo'b'Hz'), v.t. [MOBILIZED (-Izd'), MOBIL-
IZING], [Fr. mobilises < mobile], 1. a\ to make mobile,
or movable. 0) to put into motion, circulation, or use.
2. to make (armed forces or a nation) ready for war*
3. to organize and make ready for use. vd. to become
organized and ready, as for war.
mob-oc-ra-cy (mob-ok'ra-si), n. [pi. MOBOCRACIES (-siz)],

[
< mob -f -cracy (after democracy, etc.) ], 1. rule or dom-
ination by a mob. 2. the mob as ruler.
mob-ster (mob'ster), n. [Slang], a member of a criminal
mob; gangster.
moccasin (mok'a-s'n), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian) ;

cf. Narragansett mokussin, Massachusett mohkisson],
1. originally, a heelless slipper of soft, flexible leather,
worn by North American Indians. 2. any slipper more
or less like this. 3. a poisonous snake of the south-
eastern United States; especially, the water moccasin.
moccasin flower, a variety of pink or yellow orchid
shaped like a slipper.Mo cha (mo'ks), n. 1. a seaport in Yemen, Arabia, on
the Red Sea: pop., c. 5,000, 2. [m-J, a variety of coffee
grown originally in Arabia. 3. [m-], fColloq.], any coffee.
4. [m-J, a soft, velvety leather made from the pelts of
certain Arabian goats, and used especially for gloves.
adj. [m-], flavored with coffee or coffee and chocolate.
mo chl-la (mo-chels), n. [Sp., knapsack], formerly, a
leather covering for a saddle.
mock (mok), v.t. [ME. mokken; OFr. mocquer, moquer,
to mock], 1. to hold up to scorn or contempt; ridicule.
2. to imitate or mimic, as in fun or derision; burlesque.
3. to lead on and disappoint; deceive: as, the weather
mocked him. 4. to defy and make futile; defeat: as, the
strong fortress mocked the invaders. tu to show or
express scorn, ridicule, or contempt; jeer (often with.

at), n. 1. an act of mocking \ jibe; sneer. 2. a person
or thing receiving or deserving ridicule or derision.
3. an imitation; counter!eit< adj. sham ; false; imitation.
SYN^ see imitate, ridicule.

mock er-y (paofc'ef-i), n. \pl. MOCKERIES (-iz)L 1, a
mocking (in vaiious senses). 2. a person or thing re-

1

ceiving or deserving ridicule or derision. 3* a false,

derisive, or impertinent imitation; travesty; burlesque.
4. vain effort; disappointment; futility.
mock-he-ro-ic (moklii-ro'ik), adj. mocking, or bur-
lesquing, heroic manner, action, or character, n. a
mock-heroic literary work.
mock-ing-bird (mok'irj-burd'), n. a small bird of the
thrush family, found in the southern United States and
^aract>erized t?y it$ practice of imitating the calls of
other birds.

mode orange, a shrub with fragrant white flowers re*

sembling those of the orange; syringa. i

mock turtle soup, a soup made from calf's head, veal,

etc., spiced so as to taste like green turtle soup.

mock-up (jBokAip'), ft. [ww ,pX3'+ up(<sl. t
S

a scale 'uio^WL usually a f^itl-^^^ repttc' rim-

cardboard,; canvas* etc*, of a structure, apparatus, ojr

weapon, used for in&tractaoaal purposes* to test the

design* of,, in mili*acy -use, as faomy to -draw enemy
fp5r from a v
1. moderate.

mo-daM-ty (mo^dalVti), n. [pi. MODALITIES ,

[ML. modalitas], the fact, state, or quality of being
modal; specifically, in logic, the qualification in a prop-
osition affirming or denying possibility, impossibility,
necessity, contingency, etc.
mode (mod), n. [ME. motde (prob. via OFr.) < L.
modus; in sense 2, Fr. < LJ, 1. a manner or way of
acting, doing, or being; method or form. 2. customary
usage, or current fashion or style, as in manners or
dress. 3. in grammar, mood. 4. in logic, a) modality
c>r the form of a proposition with reference to its

modality. &) any of the various forms of valid syllo-
gisms, as determined by, the quantity and quality of
their constituent propositions, 5. in metaphysics, the
form, or way of being^, of something, as apart from its
substance. 6. in music, a) any of the various forms in
which the octave was arranged in classical Greek and
medieval church music, according to certain fixed inter-
vals between the tones. &) either of the two forms of
octave arrangement in modern music (major mode and
minor mode). 7. in petrography, the actual mineral
composition of a rock. S. in statistics, the value, nttm-
ber, etc. that occurs most frequently in a given series.
SYN. see fashion, method*

mod-el (mod''l), n. [Fr. module; It. modeUo, dim. of
modo < L. modus; see MODE], 1. a) a small copy or
mutation of an existing object, as a ship, building, etc.,
made to scale, b) a preliminary representation of some-
thing, serving as the plan from which the final, usually
larger, object is to be constructed, c) a piece of sctdpttire
in wax or clay from which a finished work in bronze,
marble, etc. is to be made. 2. a person or thing con-
sidered as a standard of excellence to be imitated. 3. a
style or design: as, last year's model of automobile.
4. a) a person who poses for an artist or photographer.
b) a person, especially a woman, employed to dis-

play clothes by wearing them; mannequin, adj. serv-
ing as a model, pattern, or standard of excellence.
V.t. [MODELED Or MODELLED (-'Id), MODELING Or MODEL-
LING), 1. a) to make a model of. b) to plan, form, or
design after a model, c) to make conform to a standard
of excellence: as, he modeled his behavior on that of
his father. 2. to display (a dress, etc.) by wearing.
iu. 1. to make a model or models: as, she models in
clay. 2. to serve as a model (sense 4). 3. in painting,
drawing, etc., to take on a three-dimensional appear-
ance as a result of contrast in lighting and color.
SYN, model refers to a representation made to be copied or,
more generally, to any person or thing to be followed OP Itojs
tated because of his or its excellence, worth, etc.; example sug-4
gests that which is presented as a sample, or that which sets a'

precedent for imitation, whether good or bad; a pattern is a
model, guide, plan, etc. to be strictly followed; paradigm is
common now only in its grammatical sense, of an example of a
declension or conjugation, giving aU the inflectioiial forms of a
word ; archetype applies to ,the, original pattern serving as the
model for all later things of the same toql; standard refers to
something established for use as a rule or a basis of comparison
in judging quaKty, etc.

"

mod eler, mod-eMer (mod^l-eV), h. a person who
models: especially, one who makes models m clay, etc.
mod-el Ing, mod el-ling (mooTl-rfc), mod^irj), n. 1. the
act or art of making a model, especially of making a
pattern in some plastic material to be copied in stone
or metal. 2. form; snape: as, the modeling of one's
features. 3. employment as a model (sense 4). 4. in
Painting, drawing, e^ci, the indication of three dimen-
sions by means of contrast in %hting and color.
Mo de na (mftMe-nii

7
), n. a city in northern Italy: pop,,

moci er ate (mod'Sr-itJ for v., mod'a-rStO, adj. [ME.
moderat; L. moderatus, pp. of moderate, to keep within
bounds, restrain < modus; see MODE], 1. within
reasonable limits^ avoiding excesses or extremes; tem-
perate. 2. mildi calm; gentle; not violent: as, moderate
weather. 3. of medium quaKty; mediocre; as*
skills, n. a person, holding moderate views or
in politics or religion. Abbreviated mod. v.t.
ATED (-id), MODERATING], 1. to cause to DecoW l^oij-
erate; make less extreme, violent, etc.;

* J '

preside over (a meeting, etc.), 0JL ,___
moderate. 2. to serve as a moderator? preside.
SYN. moderate and temperate are oftexi interchangeable
in denoting a staying within reasonable limits, ftwt In strict'dls1

'

crMnatioiL, moderate implies merely an atnenee of excesses

esKteeme^ while temperate suggests deliberate sefte-raXfcafat
demands* a temen&* *eiply)*-i'ANT. excessive, ex*

I'll
*t 4. a mo4erating, or

jtMm bounds^ 2, f ap|damce of excesses or *

,.ab8encp of, violence;
In moderation, to a moderate egree; wito

moa-e-ra-to (mod^-rltf^S^^.a. A ad^'lt.]r1
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moderator], a person or thing that moderates; specifi-

cally, a) a person who presides at a town meeting,
debate, etc. o) the presiding officer at a synod or general
assembly of the Presbyterian Church, c) in nuclear

physics, a substance, as graphite or heavy water, used
to slow down the neutrons in a reactor.
mod-er-a-tor-ship (mcxlVra'tgr-ship'), n. [see -SHIP],
the position, office, or duties of a moderator.
mod-em (mod'ern), adj. [Fr. moderne; LL. modernus <
L. modo, just now, orig. abL of modus,* see MODE], 1. of

or characteristic of the present or recent times; not
ancient: often used to designate certain contemporary
tendencies and schools of art, music, literature, etc., as,

modern architecture and furniture are characterized by
functionalism and lack of extraneous ornamentation:
see TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE, p. 77. 2. up-to-date;
not old-fashioned, antiquated, or obsolete. 3. [often

M-] designating a language, or the form of a language,
in current use. n. 1. a person living in modern times;
hence, 2. a person having modern ideas, beliefs, stand-

ards, etc. 3. in printing, a style of type face charac-
terized by heavy down strokes contrasting with narrow
cross strokes. Abbreviated mod. SYN. see new.
Modem English, the English language since about
1500: cf. Early Modem English.
Modern Greek, the Greek language as spoken and
written in Greece since about 1500,
Modern Hebrew, Hebrew as spoken and written after

Biblical times; especially, Hebrew as the language of
modern Israel.

modern history, the history of the world since the
fall of Constantinople (1453).
mod-ern-ism (mod'ern-iz'm), n. l.

f
a) modern usage,

practice, or thought; sympathy with modern ideas.

&) an instance of this; modern idiom, practice, or usage.
2. [M-], in Christianity, any of various movements
attempting to redefine Biblical and Christian dogma
and teachings in the light of modern science: con-
demned in the Roman Catholic Church by Pope Pius
X in 1907 as a negation of faith.

mod-ern-ist (mod/ern-ist), n. 1. a person who follows
or is sympathetic to modern ideas and methods. 2.

[M-], a follower of Modernism.
mod ern-is-tic (mpd'grn-i&'tik), adj. 1. of or charac-
teristic of modernism or modernists. 2. modem: used
especially to designate certain contemporary tendencies
and schools of art, music, etc., often in a somewhat de-

rogatory sense. SYN. see new.
moSd'ern-iS'tic-al'ly (nwd'ern-is'ti-k'l-i, mod Srn-is'tik-

li), adv. in a modernistic manner.
mo-der-ni-ty (mo-dur'na-ti, mo-dur'ns-ti), n. 1. the
state or quality of being modern. 2. [pL MODERNITIES
(-tiz)J, something modern.

mod-ern-i-za-tion
t
(mod'Srn-i-za'shsn, mod'ern-I-za'-

shan), n. a modernizing or being modernized,
mod-em-ize (mod'Srn-izOj v.t. [MODERNIZED (-iz40
MODERNIZING], [Fr. moderntser], to make modern; cause
to conform to present-day practice, standards, or taste.
v.i. to adopt modern ways; become modern.
Modern Latin, the Latin that has come into use since
the Renaissance, or about 1500, chiefly in scientific
literature: it has words formed from Latin and Greek:
abbreviated Mod. L. : also called New Latin, Neo-Latin.
mod-eat (mod'ist), adj. [Fr. modeste; L. modestus <
modus; see MODE], 1. having or showing a moderate
or humble opinion of one's own value, abilities, achieve-
ments, etc,; unassuming. 2. not forward; sny or re-

served : as, modest behavior. 3. behaving according to a
standard of what is proper or decorous: decent; pure;
now, especially, not displaying one's body. 4. showing
or caused by moderation; not extreme: as, a modest
request. 5. quiet and humble in appearance, style, etc. :

as, a modest home. SYN. see chaste, humble, hy.

mod-es-ty (mod'is-ti), n. [Fr. modestie; L. moaestiaL
the quanty or state of being modest; specifically, a)

behavior, b) lack of excesses or
pretensions; moderation, c) decency; decorum.
Mod. Gr., Modern Greek.
Mod. Heb., Modern Hebrew-
mod-i-cum (mod'i-kdm), it. [Late HE.; L,, neut. of
modicus, moderate], a small amount or portion; bit.
mod i-fi a-ble (modVfl'o-b'l), adj. that can be modified.
modifica tion (mod'a-fi-ka'shen), n. f< Fr. or L.;
Fr, modification; it. modificaUo < pp. of modificare], a
modifying or being modified; specifically, a) a partial
or slight change in form. V) a product of such a change:
as, this automobile is a modification of last year's
model, c) a slight reduction; moderation, a*) a qualifica-
tion or limitation of meaning, e) in biology, a change in
an organism caused by its environment and not inher-
itable* /) in linguistics, a change in the form of a
morpherne within a construction.

mod-i-fi-ca-to-ry (mod'a-fi-kl'ta-ri), adj. [see MODI-
FICATION & -ORY], modifying or tending to modify.

mod-i-fl-er fmod'a-rrer), n. a person or thing that mod-
ifies; especially, a word, phrase, or clause that Hrnits?
the meaning of another word or phrase: as, adjectives
and adverbs are modifiers.
mod i fy (mod'9-f!0 #.& [MODIFIED (~fidO MODIFYING].

[ME. modifien; L. modificare, modificari, to limit,

regulate < modus, measure + facere, to make], 1. to

change slightly or partially in character, form, etc. 2.

to limit or reduce slightly; moderate: ^as, the judge
modified her penalty. 3. in grammar, to limit or restrict

in meaning; qualify: as, "large" modifies "house" in

large house. 4. in linguistics, to change (a vowel) by
umlaut. IM*. to be modified. SYN. see change.
Modi-gliani, A-me-de-o (a'me-de'6" mo-'de-lya'ne),
1884-1920; Italian painter in France,
modillion (mo-dil'ysn), n. [It. modiglione; LL.
*mutilio; L. mutulus, modillion], in architecture, an
ornamental block or bracket placed under a projecting
cornice, especially in the Corinthian order.

mo di-o-lua (mo-di'a-fos), n. {pi. MODIOLI (-11') ], [Mod.
L., dim. of L. modius, measure for grain], the central

bony axis of the cochlea of the ear.

mod-ish (mod'ish), adj. in the current mode; in the
latest style; fashionable; stylish.
modiste (mo-desf), n. [Fr. < mode; see MODE], a
woman who makes or deals in fashionable clothes,
hats, etc. for women.
Mo dies ka, He le-na (he-la'no mfr-jes'ka; Eng. ma-
jes'ka), (Countess Chlapowski), 1840-1909; Tolish
actress in America.
Mod. L., Modern Latin.
Mod. Pr., Modern Provencal.
Mo-dred (mo'drid), n. in Arthurian legend, the treach-
erous nephew of King Arthur: they killed each other
in battle: also Mordred.
mod-u-lar (moj'oo-ler), adj. [Mod. L. modularis], of

a module or modulus.
mod-ulate (moj'oo-lSt')* v.t. [MODULATED (-id), MOD-
ULATING], [< L. modulatus, pp. of modulari, to regulate,
measure off, arrange < modulus, dim. of modus; see

MODE], 1. to regulate, adjust, or adapt. 2. to vary the

pitch, intensity, etc. of (the voice). 3. to sing; intone

(a song). 4. in music, to cause to shift to another
key. 5. in radio, to vary the frequency of (a radio

wave, etc.), as by superimposing another, lower fre-

quency. v.i. I. in music, to shift from one key to
another by the transitional use of a chord common to
both. 2. in radio, to produce modulation.
mod-U'la-tion (moj'oo-la'shsn), n. [ME. modulacioun;
L. modulatio], 1. a modulating or being modulated;
specifically, a) in music, a shifting from one key to
another by the transitional use of a chord common to
both, b) in radio, a variation in the frequency of a radio
wave in accordance with some other impulse. 2. in

linguistics, the loss of stress and weakening or shorten-

ing of the phonetic form of a word when it is used purely
as an auxiliary or transitional word. Example: I've been
going as contrasted with I have friends.

mod-u-la-tor (moj'oo-la'tSr), it.
[L.J,

a person or thing
that modulates; specifically, in radio, a vacuum tube
used to produce modulation.
mod me (moj'pol, moj'ul), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. module;
L. modulus, dim. of modus; see MODE], 1. a standard
or unit of measurement, especially of flowing water.
2. in architecture, the length of some part, used as a
unit of measurement; especially, the diameter, or half
the diameter, of the base of a column shaft, used to
determine the proportions of a building.
mod-ulus (mo;j'oo49s), n. {pi. MODULI (-11')], [L.; see

MODULE], in physics, a positive number or quantity
expressing the measure of a function, force, or effect,
as of elasticity, resistance, etc., especially in relation
to a basic unit or to some other factor or factors: symbol,
/*, M: abbreviated mod.
pno-dus O'pe-ran-di (mo'des opVranMI), [L.I, manner
of working; way of doing or making; procedure.
tmo-dus vi-ven-di (mo'das vi-ven'di), [L.], 1. manner
of living; hence, 2. a temporary agreement in a dispute
pending final settlement; compromise.

Moe-si-a (me'shi-o), n. a Roman province between the
Danube River and the Balkan Mountains;
Moe so-Goth, Moe so-goth (me%6^goth')i n. a member
of a Gothic tribe that Eved in Moeia (q. 300 A,D.).Moe so-Goth ic, Moe so oth ic (mS'so-goth'ik), adj.
of the Moeso-Goths or their language, it. the language
of the Moeso-Goths, as preserved in the translation of
the Bible by Bishor) Dlfilas (c. 350 A.0.)j Gothic.
mo fette, mof fette (m5-fetO, ft. (Fr. < it. mnffare, to
be moldy < G. mu/, mold], In geology, 1. a leakage of
carbon dioxide and other gases from a hole or fissure
in the earth, rnarkingf the last stage in volcanic ac-
tivity. 2, such a hw or fisstre,

Mo-ga-di-scio (rh^gS-de^sfeol, n. seaport and
of Italian Scrnafflamov Arrica: pop., 55,000,

Mog-a*dor (mog^
a seaport in

theM
a

, of
desccftodanta 2.

person, especially one
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a land of steam locomotive for
mohair (mo'har'), n. [altered (after

; heavy trains.
,v ~ ~- \*"w ".sw. /, *. Lew.uci.cu. va-jLtcr nair) < earlier
moekaire;Jt moccataro < AT. mukhayyar: cf. MOIRE],
1. the hair, of the Angora goat. 2. a fabric made of
this;, especially, a glossy, tough, napped cloth. 3. a
fabric with mohair pile on a cotton or wool backing,
used in upholstery. 4. a mohair garment, adj. made
of or upholstered with mohair.
Mo-ham-med, (mo-ham'id), n. [Ar. Muhammed, lit.,
praised], Arabian prophet; 570-632 A.D.; founder of
the Moslem religion: also Mahomet, Muhammad.Mohammed II 1430-1481; sultan of Turkey (1451-
1481); captured Constantinople (1453).Mohammed AH, see Mehemet Alt
Mo-ham-med-an (mo-hamVdan), adj. of Mohammed
or the Moslem rehgion. n. a follower of Mohammed-
believer m the Moslem religion. Abbreviated Moham.
Also Muhammadan, Muhammedan.Mo ham med

:
an-ism (mo-ham'o-dan-iz'm), n. the

Moslem religion, founded by Mohammed about 612
A.D.; Islam.
Mo-ha-ve (mo-ha'vi), n. [< Am. Ind.; cf. Yuman
hamok, three + avi, mountain], a member of a tribe
of^ Yuman ^

Indians that lived around the Colorado
River, adj. of this people. Also spelled Mojave.Mohave Desert, Mojave Desert.
Mo-hawk (mo1i3k), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian); cf.

Narragansett mohowauuck, Kt., they eat animate things,
hence man-eaters: orig. so named by enemy tribes],
1. \pl. MOHAWK, MOHAWKS (-hdks)], a member of a
tribe of Iroquoian Indians that lived in the Mohawk
Valley, New York; see Five Nations. 2. a river in
central New York, flowing eastward into the Hudson:
length, 148 mi. adj. of the Mohawk.
Mo-he-gan (mo-he'gsn), n. [Am. Ind. (Algonquian), lit.,
a wolf

; cf. MAHICAN], 1. a member of a Mahican tribe
of Algonquian Indians that lived in Connecticut, along
the Thames River. 2, Mahican. adj. of the Mohegans.
Mo-hi-can (mo-he'kan). n. & adj. Mahican.
Mo-hock (moliok, mo'h6k), n. [var. of Mohawk], 1.

any of a gang of elegant rakes and ruffians who com-
mitted outrages at night in the streets of London in the
18th century. 2. [Obs.], Mohawk.
Mohs scale (moz), [after Priedrich Mohs (1773-1839),
G. mineralogist who devised it], in mineralogy, a scale
used to indicate relative hardness, arranged in 10
ascending degrees (1, talc; 2, gypsum; 3, calcite; 4,
fluonte: 5, apatite; 6, feldspar; 7, quartz; 8, topaz;
9, sapphire: 10, diamond).
mo-hur (mo'h&O, n. [Hind, muhur, muhr; Per. muhr,
a seal : akin to Sans. mudr&, a seal], a former gold coin
of India, equal to 15 rupees,moi dore (moi'd6r, moi'dor), n. [Port, moeda d'ouro,
lit., coin of gold < L. moneta, money + aurum, gold], a
former gold coin of Portugal or Brazil.
moi-e-ty (raoi'^ti), n. [^.MOIETIES (-tiz)], [ME. & OPr.
moite (Fr. moiUe} ; I* medietas < medius, middle], 1. a
half. 2. an indefinite share or part. 3. in anthropology,
either of two primary subdivisions in some tribes.
moil (moil), vd [MB. moiUen, to moisten, make wet <
OPr. moilUer < L, mottis, soft : hence, basic sense "to
work in the wet or wet ground"], to toil; drudge, n. 1.

drudgery; hard work. 2. confusioniturmoil.
moire (mwSr, mwoY, mdr, mor), n. [Pr., watered silk<
Eng. mohair], a fabac, especially silk, having a watered,
or wary, pattern.

$moi-r6 (nwa'ra'; Eng. mwlwra', mo'raO, adj. [Pr., pp.
of motrer, to water < moire; see MOIRE], having a
watered, or wavy, pattern, n. 1. a watered pattern
pressed into cloth, etc. with engraved rollers. 2. moire.
moist (moist), adj. [ME. & OPr, moiste < L, mwidw,
moldy < mucus, mucus], 1. damp; slightly wet. 2.

Bujweravse of the presence of Equid: as, a moist sound.
'STN. see wet.

mois-ten (mois'.'n), ML & v4* to make or become moist.
n&Qis-tnz* (wws'cha:), . [ME^; OPr. moisiewr <

-'-*-
see MOIST], watw oi: ottar liquid causing* 'a

. VTO _ .i>#1 . & ffl^.M'ojIpve. ,''

Mojave QeMrt^' a, desert ^-southern California.:' also

spelled Mohave Desert. ;,,., , ,

Kvuslitv Japftii! fopw 110,00^ (e^ 19lk7).
moke (mok), n. [prob. < pers. name Moke, applied
as 'pet name to the donkey], [Slang],

'

1. a donkey;

mo-lar (moler), adj. [L. molaris* a mill < mote, mill-
stone; cf. MILL], 1. used for or capable of grind-
ing. 2. designating or of a tooth or teeth adapted for
grinding, n. a molar tooth: in man there are twelve
molars, three on each side of each jaw, behind the bi-
cuspids; see tooth, illus. Abbreviated M., m.
molar (moler), adj. [< L. moles* mass; -f -ar], 1. in
chemistry, molal; specifically, designating a solution
containing one mol of solute per liter of solvent.
2. in physics, of a body (of matter) as a whole: opposed
to molecular, atomic.
molasses (ma-las'iz), n. \$l. MOLASSES], [< Port.
melafo < LL. mellaceum, must < L. mellaceus, re-
sembling honey < mel, honey], any of various thick,
dark-colored sirups, especially that produced during
the refining of sugar: cf. treacle.
mold (mold), n. [ME. mold, moolde; OFr. molle, L.
modulus; see MODULE], 1. a pattern, hollow form, or
matrix for giving a certain shape or form to somethingm a plastic or molten state. 2. a frame, shaped core,
etc. on or around which something is modeled. 3. a
pattern after which something is formed; model 4.

something formed or shaped in or on, or as if in or on, a
mold. 5. a) the form or shape given by a mold. 5) form
or shape in general. 6. distinctive character or nature.
7. in architecture, a] a molding, b) a group of moldings.
v.t. 1. to make or shape in or on, or as if in or on, a
mold. 2. to work into a certain fprm or shape; shape.
3. to ornament by or with molding. 4. in founding, to
make a mold of or from in order to make a casting.
Also spelled mould.
mold (mold), n. [ME. moul, mowlde, mold, mildew; sp.
prob. influenced by molde, earth], 1. a downy or furry
growth on the surface of organic matter, caused by
fungi, esjpecially in the presence of dampness or decay.
2. any fungus producing such a growth, v.t. & vd.
[prob. < pp. of ME. moulen, to become moldy; IE. base
*meuq-t slimy, as also in L. mucus (cf. MUCUS)], to make
or become moldy. Also spelled mould.
mold (mold), n. [ME. & AS. molde, dust, ground, earth;
akin to Goth, mulda; IE. base *mel~, to rub away, grind,
as also in L. molere, to grind (cf. MOLAR) & Eng. mean,
l.

f
loose, soft, easily worked soil, especially when rich

with decayed animal or vegetable matter and good for
growing plants. 2. the material that a thing is made of;
matter. 3. [Archaic or Poetic], earth. Also spelled mould.Moldau (mol'dou), n. a river flowing northward
through Czechoslovakia into the Elbe: length, 270
mi.: Czech name, Vltava.

Mol'da*vi*a (mol-da'vi-9, mol-daV'ya), n. a former
principality and district of Romania, now a paut of
the Moldavian S.S.R.
Molda-vi an Soviet Socialist Republic (rnol-da"%i-
sn, mol-dav'ysn), a republic of the U.S.S.R, in^otitih-
west European Russia, on the Black Sea: formed (Aug-
ust, 1940) from the former Moldavian A.S.S.R. (in the
Ukraine) and Bessarabia: area, 13,680 sq. mi.: POD.,
2,321,000; capital, Kishinev, i

mold-board (mold'bard', naSloTbord'), n. [mold (soil)
4- hoard], a curved plate of iron attached to a plowshare,
for turning over tne soil: also spelled mouldboard.
mold er (mol'dgr), v.i. [freq. of obs. mold, v., to molder;
see MOLD (sou) & -ER], to crumble into dust; decay;
waste away (often with away'), v.t. to cause to molder.
Also spelled moulder. SWN. see decay.
mold er (naol'dSr), it. Imold (to form) -}- -er\, 1. a person
or thing that molds or makes molds. 2. in ftwttting,
one of a set of electrotyped plates used for making
duplicate electrotypes. Also spelled moulder.
mold i-ness (mol'di-nis), n. moldy quality or state.

mold-ing (mql'dirj), n. 1. the act or process of a person
or thing tnat molds; shaping,
2. something molded. 3. a)
any of varioias ornamental
contours given to cornices,

jambs, etc. 5) a cornice or
other sJhaped member of wood,
ftoiie, etc.t either sunk or pro-
jecting, used for ornament on
a stoiace or angle of a struc-
ture. 4. a shaped strip of

wood, etc., as around the
upper part of the walls of
room, used for ornameBt or as
a support frpm, wluJch to hang
pictures. Also spelled mould-

-

board on

(-di-Ss,
[mold (furry
with mold.

1, covered or
as from age or
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MOLE (7 in. long)

mole (mol), n. [ME. & AS. mal; akin to Goth, mail;
IE. base *mei~, *mai- t to spot], a small, congenital spot
on the human skin, usually dark-colored and slightly
raised, often hairy: especially, a pigmentary nevus.
mole (mol), n. [ME, molle; akin to or < MD. mol;
prob. < same base as mold
(soil)], any of a number of

small, burrowing, ^
insect-

eating mammals with very
small eyes and ears, broad
forefeet, and soft fur: moles
live mainly underground.
mole (mol), n. [Fr. mole <
L. moles, a mass, dam,
mole], 1. a barrier of stone, etc. built m the water to

protect from the force of the waves, as a breakwater.
2. a harbor or anchorage so formed or protected.
mole (mol), n. a mol.
mole (mol), n. [Fr. mole; L. mold, false conception,
millstone, cake], a fleshy mass or swelling in the

uterus, formed by a degenerated or maldeveloped ovum.
Mo-lech (mo'lek), n. Moloch (senses 1 & 2).
mo-lec-u-lar (ma-lek'yoo-ler), adj. [Mod. L. molectdaris],

of, consisting of,
_ produced by, or existing between

molecules: abbreviated mol.
molecular film, a film or layer (of a substance) one
molecule thick: also called monolayer.
molecular weight, the relative average weight of a
molecule of a substance, expressed by a number in a
scale on which the weight of the oxygen atom is repre-
sented by 16: abbreviated mol. wt.
mole-cule (mol's-kul'), n. [Fr. moltcule; Mod. L.

molecula, dim. < L. moles, a mass], 1. the smallest

particle of an element or compound that can exist in

the free state and still retain the characteristics of the
element or compound: the molecules of elements con-
sist of one atom or two or more similar atoms; those of

compounds consist of two or more different atoms. 2. a

gram molecule. 3, a small particle. Abbreviated tnol.

mole-hill (mol'hil'), n. a small ridge or mound of

earth, formed by a burrowing mole.
make a mountain out of a molehill, to regard a trivial

difficulty as a great one.
mole skin (tnol'skinO, n. 1. the soft, dark-gray skin
of the inole, used as fur. 2. a strong, twilled cotton
fabric with a soft nap, used for work clothes, etc.

3. pL trousers made of this fabric.

mo-lest (ma-lest'), v.t. [ME. molesten; OFr. molester;
L. molestare < molestus, troublesome < moUs, a burden,
etc.], to annoy, interfere with, or meddle with so as to
trouble or harm, or with intent to trouble or harm.
mo-les-ta tion (mo'les-ta'shsn, mol'as-ta'shsn), n.

lived 1622-1673.
Mo-line (mp-len'). n. a city in northern IlHnois, on the

Mississippi: pop., 37,000.
Moll (mol), a feminine name: see Mary. n. [usually

m-J, [Slang], 1. a gangster's mistress. 2. a prostitute.
mol-lah (mol'a), n. a mullah.
mol-les-cence (ms-les^ns), n. [< mollescent], a soft^

ening or tendency to soften.
mol les-cent (ma-les''nt), adj* [L. mottescens, ppr* of

mollescere, to soften < moUere, to be soft < mdLUs,
soft, flexible], softening or tending to soften.

mol-li-fi ca-tion (mol'o-fi-ka/shon), n. a mollifying or
being mollified.

mol-U-fi-er (mol'&fi'Sr), n a person or thing that
mollifies.

moMi-fy (niol'a-fiO. v.t. [MOLLIFIED (-fid'). MOLLIFY*
ING], [ME. molifien; Late OFr. mollifier; LL. mollificare,
to soften < L. molUs, soft + facere, to make]r

1. to
soothe; pacify; appease, 2. to make less intense,
severe, or violent. iSYN. see pacify.
moMusc (mol'ssk). n. a mollusk.
MoHus-ca (ma-lus'k*), n.pl [Mod. I/. < neut. pi. of L.
molluscus; see MOLL^K], a large group (phylum) of
invertebrates comprising the oysters, clams* mussels,
snails, slugs, squids, octopi, whelks, etc., characterised
by a soft, unsegmented body enclosed, in most instances,
partly or wholly in a calcareous shell of one or more
pieces, and having gills, a foot, and a mantle*
moHus-can (mQ-Yus'kan), ad/, of a mdtlusk or niol-
lusks. n. a mollusk.
mol lus-coid (ma-lus'koid), adj. of or like a mollusk
or moUusks; specifically, designating or of a group pf
animals comprising the bracmopods and bryozoans,
n. a molluscoid animal.
mol lus-col dal (mol'Qs-koi'd'l), adj. molluscoid.
moMus-com (ma-lus'kas), adj. moEuscan.,
mollusk (mol'ask), n. [Fr. mollusgne < TL moUmcm,
soft (as a thin-shelled nut) < moltis, soft], any of tlie
Mollusca: also spelled mollusc.

Mol-ly (mol'i), a feminine name; see Mary.
moMy (mol'i), n. [pL MOLLIES (-iz)J, [< Mod. L. Molv
liensta, genus name < P. N, Mollim (1758-1350), Fn
statesman], any of various brightly colored tropical
fishes, often kept in aquariums.

moMy-cod-dle (mol'i-kod"l), n. [< Molly, dim. of

Mary + coddle}, a man or boy used to being coddled,
or protected, pampered, etc.; milksop, v.i. [MOLLY-
CODDLED (-'Id), MOLLYCODDLING], to pamper; coddle.

Molly Ma-guires (ma-gwirzO, [so called because mem-
bers were sometimes disguised as women], 1. a secret

society organized in Ireland in 1843 to prevent evictions

by terrorizing agents of landlords. 2. a former secret

society of Irish-American minersin easternJPennsylvania
(c. 1865-1875), which opposed oppressive industrial

and social conditions, sometimes with physical force.

Mol-nar, Fe renc (fe'rents m61'nar), 1878-1952; Hun-
garian dramatist and novelist.

Moloch (mo'lok), n. [L. (Vulgate); Gr. (Septuagint)
Moloch; Heb. mdlokh, mdlekh < mSlekh, a king], 1. in

the Bible, a god of the ancient Phoenicians and Am-
monites, to whom children were sacrificed by burning.
2. anything regarded as demanding terrible sacrifice.

Also Molech. 3. [m-J, a spiny Australian lizard.

Mo-lo-kai (mo'lo-kiOt w- one of the Hawaiian Islands,
northwest of Maui: area, 260 sq. mi,; pop., 5,000: site

of a leper colony: see Hawaiian Islands, map.
Mo-lo-tov (mS'lo^-tot), n. 1. a region of the U.S.S.R.
in western Siberia: pop., 2,082,000. 2. its capital, on
the Kama River: pop., 255,000. Formerly called Perm.

Mo-lo-tov, Vya-che-slav Mi-khaMo-vich (vya'chi-slaf
mi-khi'ld-vich m6"'lS-tol), 1890- ;

Soviet statesman;
minister of foreign affairs (1939-1949; 1953-1956).
Molotov cocktail, [after V. M. Molotov], [Slang], a
bottle filled with gasoline, etc. and wrapped in a
saturated rag, ignited and hurled as an antitank

grenade, as by Soviet forces in World War II.

molt (molt), v.L [ME, mouten; AS. (be)mutiant to ex-

change < L. mutare, to change; with unhistoric I after

words like fault}, to cast oif or shed the hair, outer
skin, horns, or feathers at certain intervals, prior to

replacement of the castofE parts by a new growth: said
of certain animals, as reptiles, birds, etc. v.t. to shed
and replace by molting, n. 1. the act or process of

molting. 2. the parts so shed. Also spelled moult.

mol;ten (mol't'n), archaic past participle of melt.

adj. 1. melted or liquefied by heat. 2. made by being
melted and cast in a mold.
Molt-ke, Hel-muth Jo hail nes Lud wig yon (hel'-
moot yo-hS'nos lootMkh f6*n molt'ko), Count, 1848-
1916; nephew of the following: German general.

Moltke, Helmuth Karl Bern-hard von (karl bern'-

hSrt), Count, 1800-1891: German field marshal.
tmol-to (mol'to"), adv. [It. < L. multum, much], in
music, very; much: used in musical directions.

Molucca Islands (mo-luk'a), a group of islands of

Indonesia, between Celebes and New Guinea: area,
30,168 sq. mi.; pop., 893,000: also called Spice Islands.
Mo-luccas (mo-lulc'sz), n.pl. the Molucca Islands.
mol. wt., molecular weight.
mo'ly (mo'li), n. [L.; Gr. mdly], 1. a mythical herb of

magic powers: in Homer's Odyssey, given by Hermes to
him from Circe^ incantation. 2. aOdysseus to protect h

European wild garlic..

mol-y (mol'i), n. [Colloq,], molybdenum.mo lyb date (ms-lib'dat), n. a salt of molybdic acid.

mo-lyb de nite (mo-lib'dg-nit', mol'ib-de'nlt), n. native
molybdenum sulfide, MoSa, a scaly or foliated, lead-

gray mineral, the chief ore of molybdenum.
mo-lyb de-num (mQ-lIb'ds-nsm, mol/

ib-dS/nam), n.

[Mod. L.; altered < L. molybdaena, lead, galena; Gr.

molybdaina < molybdos, lead], a lustrous, brittle* silver-
white metallic chemical element, used in alloys, wind-
ings for electrical resistance furnaces, points for spark
plugs, etc,: symbol, Mo; at. wt. f 95.95; at. no., 42.

mo-lyb'dic (m9~lib'dik), adj. designating or of chemical
compounds in which molybdenum has a higher valence
than in the corresponding molybdous compounds,mo lyb dous (m9-lib'd$s), adj. desijgnating or of chem-
ical compounds in which molybdenum has a lower
valence than in the corresponding molybdic compounds.mom (mom), n. [Colloq.), mother.Mom ba sa (mom-bas'a, niorn-b&'si), n. a seaport in
Kenya colony, Africa: pop., 57rOOO.
moment (mS'msnt), n. [MB.s L. mommMtn* move-
ment, impulse, brief space oi time, importance <
mommm^m < movere, to move], 1. an jbdefinitely
brief period of time; instant. 2. a definite point in time
or in a series of eveats* 3. in^portaaace; cottsequeuco:
as, business of great moment,. 4. in mechanics, a) the
tendency to cause rotation about a point ov axis* #) a
measure of tibia tendency, c) the product of a (specified)
foro, xnw, volume^ eta amd its prpidiotdwr distance

frpi' tss axis, ftiterum, or pkfteu 5. in Mitwophy, any
of the constituent elements of a cawjwx entity; mo-
mentum, SYN. see ii^poet^n^e,
tbe mom^itv too pre^it or tfae %amd|atto ftitux%

ffMWMff4^ b&1>m^H&
adv. 1. for a short time. '

;
2. from instant to instant;

* 1
1

'
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mo'inent-ly (mo'mant-li), adv. 1. from instant to
instant; every moment. 2. instantly. 3. for a single
instant.
mo-men-tous (mo-men'tos), adj. of great moment; very
important: as, a momentous decision.
mo-men tous ly (mo-men'tas-li), adv. with momentous
influence or results.

mo men-turn (mo-men'tam), n. \pL MOMENTUMS
(-tamz), MOMENTA (~ta)], [L.; see MOMENT], 1. the
impetus of a moving object. 2. in mechanics, the quan-
tity of motion of a moving object, equal to the product
of its mass and its velocity. 3. a moment (sense 5).
Momm-sen, The-o-dor (ta/6"-d6rm6m'z9n: Eng. mom'-
s'n, mom'z'n), 1817-1903; German historian and
philologist; received Nobel prize in literature, 1902.
Mo-mus (mo'mas), n. [L.; Gr. < momos, blame, ridicule],
1. in Greek mythology, the god of mockery and censure;
hence, 2. a faultfinder.
Mon (mon), n. one of the Mon-Khmer languages.
mon- (mon), mono-.
Mon., 1. Monastery. 2. Monday. 3. Monsignor.
mon., 1. monastery. 2. monetary.
Mo-na (rno'na), [< Ir. Muadhnait, dim, of muadh,
noble], a feminine name.
mon-achal (mon'9-k'l), adj. [ML. monachalis < LL.
monachus; see MONK], monastic.
mon-a-chism (mon'Q-kiz'm), n. [< L. monachus (see
MONK) ; + -ism], monasticism.
mon ac-id (mon-as'id), adj & n. monoacid.
Mon-a-co (mon's-ko/), n. a principality on the Medi-
terranean, geographically in
southeastern Prance: area,
1/2 sq. mi.; pop., 24,000:
Monte Carlo is in Monaco.
mon-ad (mon'ad, mo'nad),
n. [LL. monas, monadis; Gr.
monas, monados, a unit,
unity < monos, alone], 1. a
unit; something simple and
indivisible. 2. in biology,
any simple, single-celled
organism; specifically, a
type of single-celled, flagel-
late, ameboid organism. 3.

in chemistry, an atom, ele-

ment, or radical with a valence of one. 4. in philosophy,
an entity or elementary being thought of as a micro-
cosm or ultimate unit. adj. of, consisting of, or having
the nature of, a monad or monads.
mon a-del-phous (mon'a-del'fas), adj. [< mon- + Gr.

adelphos, brother; + -ous], in botany, 1. having the
stamens united by their filaments into one set or bundle,
as some plants. 2. united in this way: said of stamens.
mo-nad-ic (mo-nad'ik), adj. of or like a monad.
mo-nad i-cal (mQ-nad'i-k'l), adj. monadic.
mon-ad ism (rnon'ad-iz'm, mo'nad-iz'm), n. in phUos~
ophy, the theory that the universe consists of monads.
mo-nad-nock (mo-nad'nok), n. [after Mt. Monadnock,
N.H.], in geology, a single remnant of a former highland,
which rises as an isolated rock mass above a plain.

Mon-a-ghan (mon^g^n; Ir. mion'a-khsn), n. 1. a
county of northeastern Ireland; pop., 58,000. 2. its

county seat.
Mo-na Li-sa (mo'no WZQ P mon'a le'za), a famous por-
trait of a faintly smiling woman, by Leonardo da Vinci:
also called La Gtocmda.
mo-nan drous (ma-nan'dres), adj. [Gr. monandros,
having one husband; see MON- & -ANDROUS], 1, having
only one husband at a time. 2. of or characterized by
monandry. 3. in botany, a) having only one stamen,
as some flowers, b) having monandrous flowers.

mo-nan-dry (ma-nan'dri), n. the state or practice of

having only one husband at a time: distinguished
from polyandry.mo-nan-thoue (mo-nan'thds), adj. [< mon~ f Gr.

anthos, a flower; 4- -ow], In botany, having only one
flower, as some plants.
mon-arch (nionlVk), iu [Late MB.; LL. monarckar&r.
monarches < monarch ruling alone < monos, alone +
archein, to rale], 1. the single or sole ruler of a state,

2. the hereditary (often constitutional) head of a state;

king or emperor. 3. a person or thing that surpasses
others of the saiiae 1da4. 4. a species of large, mir~-"

s

butterfly of
'

Nortfc America, having reddish-l

black-edged wintfs: the larvae feed on rmlkweed.
laO'iMtr-ottal (rnQ-nar/Wl), adj. of, like, suitable for, or

cnaracterietic of a naonarclj; #oval; regal.

MONACO

n. [si ; __ __ __ __ _ ^ MON-
ARCHY, -AN, i -iml/ttoB doctrine of ""several "Christian

9ec% in tne 2d andM eefltwpfato that the Three Persons
of t&e TVtefty;*** i^^eswtioi^

or -one Ood, single in

lim^l^lKl.;-
11 '""' ''

qvr: Is, MW: lot, gQ, .lifcm, tout* ioolc; ofL
otfctf

i

i In 0j&
'

in cum*, i J mntty, tt toKtpfa* ^
kit ti/Br. Atcj H, O, i6h; Ib, G. dodbu See pp.' x-x

mo-nar-chi-cal (ma-nar'ki-k'l), adj. 1. of, character-
istic of, or like a monarch or monarchy. 2. character-
ized by or favoring a monarchy.
mo-nar-chi-caHy (mo-naVki-kl-i, mo-naVkik-K), adv.
in a monarchic manner; royally.
mon-arch-ism (mon'er-kiz'm), n. [Fr. monarchisme,]
monarchical principles or the advocacy of these.
mon-arch-ist (mon'gr-kist), n. an advocate or supporter
of monarchy, adj. monarchistic.

mon-arch-ls-tic (mon'^r-kis'tik), adj. of monarchism
or monarchists.
mon-arch-y (mon'Sr-ki), n. [pL MONARCHIES (-kiz)],

[ME. monarchic; L. monarchia; Gr. monarMa < mon-
eychos; see MONARCH], 1. [Rare], rule by only one
person. 2. a government or state headed by a king,
queen, or emperor: called absolute (or despotic) when
there is no limitation on the monarch's power, constitu-

tional (or limited) when there is such limitation.
mo-nar-da (ma-nar'da), n. [Mod. L., after N. Monardes,
16th-c. Sp. botanist and physician], ^

any ^of
a group of

aromatic plants of the mint family, including the
horsemint, Oswego tea, and the wild bergamot, char-
acterized by toothed leaves and large, showy flowers.
mon-as (mon'ss, mo'nss), n. [pi. MONADES (mon'9-deV)],
[LL.], a monad.

mon-as-te-ri-al (mon's-steVi-sl), adj. [ME.; LL. mon-
asterialis], of a monastery or monastic life; monastic.

mon-as-ter-y (mon'as-ter'i), n. [pi. MONASTERIES (-iz)],

[ME. mpnasterie; LL. monasterium < Gr. monasterion <
monazein, to be alone < monos, alone, sole, single], 1. a
place of residence occupied by a group of people, espe-
cially monks, who have retired from the world under
religious vows. 2. those living in such a place. Abbre-
viated Mon., mon. SYN. see cloister.

mo-nas-tic (ma-nas'tik) , adj. [Pr. monastique; ML.
monasticus; Gr. monastikos < monazein; see MONAS-
TERY], 1. of or characteristic of monasteries. 2. of or
characteristic of monks or nuns or their way of life;

ascetic; self-denying, n. a monk.
mo-nas-ti-cal (ma-nas'ti-k'l), adj. monastic.
mo-nas-ti-cism (ms-nas'ta-siz'm), n. the monastic
system, state, or way of life.

Mon-as tir (mc^'na-st^r') , n. Bitolj, Yugoslavia.
mon-a-tom-ic (monVtom'ik), adj. [mon- -f- atomic],
1. a) consisting of one atom: said of a molecule, b)

having one atom in the molecule. 2. having one free
valence: said of an atom or atomic group. 3. having a
valence of one; monad.
mon-au ral (mon-6'rol) , adj. [mon- -1- aural}, designating
or of sound reproduction in which only one source of
sound is used, giving a monophonic effect.
mon-ax-ial (mon-ak'si-sl), adj. I. having only one
axis; uniaxial. 2. developing flowers on the primary
axis or along a single axis.

mon-a-zite (mon'a-zit'), n. [G. monazit < Gr. monamin,
to be alone < monosv alone; -f- G. -**, -ite: o name4
because of its isolated crystals], a brown or bnaMBij9h<-
red native phosphate of the cenum metals.

Monck, George (munk). see Monk, George.Mon-day (mun'di), n. [ME. Mone(n)dai; AS. mon(an)-
dasg, moon's day; monan, genit. of mona, the moon +
dseg, day; rendering LL. Lunae dies], the second day
of the week: abbreviated Mon., Mo.
Imonde (rnowd), n. [Fr.], the world; people; society.
jmon Dieu (rnow'dyoO* iFr.], my God: often used as
an interjection.
mo-ne-cious (ma-ne'shas, mo-ne'shos), adj. monoecious.
Mo-nel metal (mo-nel') r [after Ambrose MoneU (d.

1921), Am, manufacturer], an alloy of nickel, copper,
iron, manganese, silicon, and carbon, very resistant to
corrosion: used for screens, cooking ware, acid-resist-

ing equipment, etc.: a trade-mark: also spelled MoneU.
Mo-net, Claude (klod mfi'ne': Eng. mo-na

1

'), 1840-
1926; French impressionist painter.

mon-e-tar-i'ly (mon/Q-terVh, mun's-ter'a-H), adv. in

regard to monetary matters.
mone-tar-y (mon'a-ter'i, mun'a-ter'i), adj. [L. mom-
tfwiw, of a mint < moneta, a mint; see MINT (place for

coining money)], 1. of the coinage or currency of a
country. 2, of money; pecuniary. Abbreviated mon.
*~~SYN. see financial.
m,on*e*tif"3sa*tioii, (mon 9-ti"*za sinon, mtin Q-tn-zjoyi shsn),
n. a monetizing or being monetized.
mon-etize (mon'o-tiz', mun'^^tizO, v.t. [MONETIZED
(-tizdOt MONETIZING], [< L. moneta, a mint, money;
-f -fee], 1. to coin into money. 2. to legalize as money.
mon-ey (rnun'i), n. f^i. MONEYS, MONIES (4^)], [ME.
moneie, moneie; OFr. moneie, mmnoie < L. moneta, a
mint; see MINT (place for coining money}), 1. a) stand-
ard pieces of gold, silver, copper, nickel, etc., stamped
by government authority and used as a medium of

exchange an4 measure of value; coin or coins; ateo
called hard money, b) any paper note issued by a

i

eminent or an attlshorkea bank and used in the r

way; bank ndW; BP&: fclsb called paper mon^ 2
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substance or article used as money, as bank notes,

checks, etc. 3. any definite or indefinite sum of money.
4. property; possessions; wealth. 5. any form or

denomination of legally current money. 6. a money of

account. 7. pL sums of money: now used chiefly in law.

for one*s money, [Colloq.], for one's choice; in one's

opinion.
In the money, [Slang], 1. among the winners, as in a

contest, race, etc. 2. prosperous; wealthy; successful.

make money, to gain profits; become wealthy.
put money into, to invest money in.

put money <m, to bet on.
. , -.

mon-ey-bag (mun'i-bag') n. 1. a bag for holding

money. 2. pi. [Colloq.], a) wealth; riches. 6) [construed
as sing.], a rich person.
mon-ey-chang-er (mun'i-chanje'r), n. 1. a person
whose business is to exchange money, usually of

different countries, at a set rate. 2. a machine holding
stacked coins for making change quickly.
mon-eyed (mun'id), adj. 1. having much money; rich;

wealtny. 2. consisting of, derived from, or representing
money: as, the moneyed interests oppose this bill.

mon-ey-er (mun'i-e'r), n. [ME. moneyour; OFr. monoier;
L. monetarius, mint master, orig. of a mint < moneta,
a mint; see MINT (place for coining money)], [Obs.],
1. a banker or capitalist. 2. a coiner of money.

mon-ey-lend-er (mun'i-len'dfr), n. a person whose
business is lending money at interest.

mon-ey~mak-er (mun'i-mak'gr) , n. 1. a person
successful at acquiring money. 2. something that

produces monetary gain, as a lucrative business.

mon-ey-mak-ing (mun'i-mak'ii)), n. 1. the gaining of

money; acquisition of wealth, 2. the coining of

money; minting, adj. 1. profitable; lucrative. 2. en-

gaged in money-making.
money of account, a monetary denomination used in

keeping accounts, etc., especially one not issued as a
coin (e.g., the United States mill).

money order, an order for the payment of a specified
sum of money, as one issued for a fee at one post office

or bank and payable at another: abbreviated mo., M.O.
tnon-ey-wort (mun'i-wurt/), n. {money -f wort^ after
the Mod. L. name Nummularia], a European creeping
plant with yellow flowers and roundish leaves.

mon-ger (murj'gSr), n. [ME. mongere, mangere; AS.
,man&ere < mangian, to trade, traffic; cf. ON. mangari,
L. mango, trader], [Chiefly British], a dealer or trader
(in a specified commodity) : usually in compounds, as

fishmonger; sometimes used figuratively and derog-
atorily, as in scandalmonger.
Mon-gol (moij'gQl, moq'gol, mor/gol), adj. [Mongol; cf.

MOGUL], Mongolian, n. 1. a native of Mongolia,
Inner Mongolia, or the Buryat Mongol A.S.S.R. 2. a
member of the Mongolian race. 3. any of the Mon-
golian languages.
Mongol., Mongolian.
Mongol Empire, the vast 13th-century empire of

Genghis Khan, from the Dnepr to the Pacific.

Mon-go-li a (morj-goli-o, mon-gol'yo), n. a region in
central Asia, consisting of the Mongolian People's
Republic and Inner Mongolia.

Mon-go-li-an (morj-go'E-on, mon-gSl'ysn), adj. 1. of

Mongolia, its people, or their culture. 2. designating
or of one of the three principal races of mankind,
including most of the peoples of Asia, the Eskimos,
North American Indians, etc., who are generally
characterized by yellowish skins, straight black hair,
slanting eyes, etc. 3. designating or of a subfamily
of Altaic languages spoken by the Mongols, and prob-
ably related to the Turkic and Tungusic languages.
Abbreviated Mongol. 4. in medicine, having Mongol-
ism. n. 1. a native of Mongolia. 2. a member of the
Mongolian race. 3. any of the Mongolian languages.

Mongolian idiocy, Mongolism.
Mongolian (or Mongoloid) idiot, a person having
Mongolism.

Mongolian People's Republic, a country in central
Asia: area, 600,000 sq. mi; pop., 850,000; capital,
Ulan Bator Khoto: formerly cafled Outer Mongolia.

Mon-gol-ic (mon-gol'ikf mon-gol'ik), adj. Mongolian
(senses 1, 2, 3). n. any of the Mongolian languages.

Mon-gol-ism (mon'gal-iz'm), n. a type of congenital
mental deficiency, accompanied with a flattened fore-
head, slanting eyes set closely together, etc.

Mon-gol-oid (nroxj'gol-oidO, adi. 1. of or character-
istic of the natives of Mongolia. 2, of, having the
nature of, or resembling the members of 1*b,e Mongolian
race, n- a member of the Mongolian race* ,

mongoose, mon goos (moij'goo, mupfgoos), n.

MO^GOOSBS ("iz)\, [Marathi mangilsl a __________
eating animal of India, known for its ability to kfll

rats, poisonous snakes, etc.
mon grel (muag'grdl, mon'grol), ft. [MB,
base of AS. mengan t to mix -f dim,

cockerel^ 1. an animal or plant prod

'mongst, mongst (muijst, murjkst), prep. [Poetic],

amongst.
Mon-i-ca (mon'i-ka), [LL.; ? < L. monere, to warn], a
feminine name.
mon-ick-er (mon'i-keY), n, a moniker.
Mon-i-er-Williams, Sir Mon-i-er (mun'i-er mun'i-eV-

wil'yamz), 1819-1899; English Sanskrit scholar.

mon-i ker (mon'i-ker), n. [said to be < Shelta via
thieves' slang], 1. an initial or other mark of identi-

fication used by a tramp. 2. [Slang], a person's name
or nickname. Also spelled monicker.
mo nil i form (mo-nilVfdrm'), adj. [< L. monile, neck-

lace; +. -form; cf. Pr. monitiforme], shaped somewhat
like a string of beads; specifically, in botany & zoology,

consisting of, or having, a series of alternating swellings
and constrictions, as some stems and roots.

mon-ish (mon'ish), v.t. [Archaic], to admonish.
mon-ism (mon'iz m, mo'niz'm), n, [Mod. L. monismus
< Gr. monos, single, alone], in philosophy, 1. the doc-
trine that there is only one ultimate substance or prin-

ciple, whether mind (idealism), matter (materialism), or

some third thing that is the basis^ of both. 2. the
doctrine that reality is an organic whole without

independent parts. Cf. dualism, pluralism.
mon-ist (mon'ist, mo'nist), n. a believer in monism.
mo-nis-tic (mo-nis'tik), adi. of monism.
mo-nis-ti-cal (mo-nis'ti-k'l), adj. monistic.
mo-ni-tion (mo-nish'an), n. [ME. monicioun; OFr.;
L. monitio < pp. of monere, to warn], 1. admonition;
warning; caution. 2. an official or legal notice; specif-

ically, a formal notice from a bishop requiring that an
ecclesiastical offense be amended. 3. in law, a summons
to appear and answer in a suit or to contempt charges.
mon-i tor (mon'a-te'r), n. [L. < pp. of monere, to warn],
1. [Rare], a person who advises, warns, or cautions.
2. in some schools, a student chosen to help keep
order, record attendance, etc. 3. something that
reminds or warns. 4. any of several species of large,

flesh-eating lizards of Africa, southern Asia, and Aus*
tralia: so called from the notion that they warn of the

presence of crocodiles. 5. formerly, an armored war-
ship, or ironclad, with a low freeboard, low flat deck,
and heavy guns fitted in one or more revolving turrets;
specifically, [M-], the first ship of this kind, the Union
ironclad that fought a similar Confederate shii>, the
Merrimac, March 9, 1862: so named by the designer.
6. a mounting for a nozzle so arranged that a stream
of water can te played in any direction desired, as in

hydraulic mining or fire fighting. 7. in radio& television,

a) a receiver for reproducing transmission without
interfering with it, used for checking on the operation
of a transmitter with regard to quality, deviation from
assigned bands, material transmitted, etc. b) a high-
fidelity loudspeaker in the control room of a broad-
casting studio, used for checking the quality of the

i transmission, v.t. & v.i. 1. to watch or check on (a
, person or thing) as a monitor, 2. in radio & television,
to receive or check on (transmission, a transmittert

etc.) with or as with a monitor.
mon-i-to-ri-al (mon

/
9--t6r/i<-9l, monVto'ri-al), odf/, 1. of

a monitor or using a monitor or monitors. 2. monitory.
mon-i-tor-ship (monVter-shipO, n. [see -SHIP], the
position, function, or period of service, of a monitor
(sense 1 or 2).

mon-i'to-ry (mon'Q-t6r'i, monVto'ri), adj. (Late ME.;
L. monitorius

f
< monitor; see MONITOR], giving or con-

taining monition
\ admonishing, n. \pL MONITORIES

(-iz, -nz)], a monitory letter, as from a bishop.
monk (munk), n. [ME. munec; AS. munuc < LL.
monachus; Late Gr. monachps* one who lives alone <
Gr. monos, alone], 1. c>riginally* a man who retired
from the world and Hved in solitary self-denial for

religious reaspns. 2. a man who joins a religious order
living in retirement according to a rule and under
vows of poverty, obedience, and chastity: cf. friar.

Monk, George (murjk), first Duke of Albemarle, 1608-
1670; British general; feelpM Chanee II regain tibe

English throne: also spelled Monck.
monk-er y (mtugk^-ijr n. \pt MONKMUTO (-iz) J, 1. a)
the way of fife,^ condition, behavior* e*c. o monks.
b) pi, monastic practices or beliefs. Generally a term of
hostility or contempt. 2. a monastery.
mon-key totuplci), n.]pL MOPPW? Wmjj [Early Mod.
Eng. ;jwot>, < MLG. Momke* name appW Itti tnei beast
epic Meynw$ tke:ffo, to thata M' Marian Ae Ape;
apparently assorted with jUS^ mvnnik, mom id.

MONK); afem to 8pw & Port wmtQ^ $, m&'-fa. d&
suwLxJ, 1. .anSjr of tibue pjr^ikittesi (wwi -Jbwghiwt > ccoies? i

cally, .amy,^" the 'f^alf^ -tW-talWi wwibejrs* _of

ing of different breeds or varieties; especial
this kind. 2. anything produced by the
incongruous thing,
or character. Often

W as
we cross-
a dog of

pfcug^ of
. of mixed breed, race, ox%im,f

derogatively.
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monkey bread, 1. the acid, gourd-shaped fruit of the
baobab tree, eaten by monkeys. 2. the tree.

monkey business. [Slang], foolish, mischievous, or
deceitful tricks or behavior.

monkey flower, any of a group of plants with spotted
flowers having a corolla whose appearance suggests a
gape or grimace; especially, the scarlet monkey flower.

mon-key-ish (mun'ki-ish), ad/, of, like, or character-
istic of a monkey; foolish, mischievous, etc*

monkey jacket, [from the resemblance to coats worn
by trained monkeys], [Colloq.], a short, tight jacket,
as that formerly worn by sailors.

mon key pot (mun'ki-pqt'), n. 1. the large, woody
seed vessel of any of various South American trees: so
called from its urnlike shape. 2. any of these trees.

monkey puzzle, a tall Soutn American coniferous tree
with stiff pointed leaves, edible nuts, and hard wood.
mon key-shine (mun'ki-shinOf n. usually in pi. [Slang],
a mischievous or playful trick, joke, or prank.
monkey suit, [see MONKEY JACKET], [Slang], 1. a
uniform. 2. a man's dress suit.

monkey wrench, a wrench with a movable jaw,
adjuste4 by a screw to fit various sizes of nuts, etc.;

see wrench, illus.

Mon-Khmer (mon'kmer'), adj. designating or of a

group of languages spoken mainly in Indo-China,
including Mon and Khmer.
monk-hood (muijk'hood'). n. [see -HOOD], 1. the con-
dition or profession of a monk. 2. monks collectively.
monk-ish (munk'ish), adj. of, like, or characteristic of
a monk or monks: often used in hostility or contempt.
monk's cloth, 1. originally, a worsted cloth used for
monks' garments. 2. now, a heavy cotton cloth with a
basket weave, used for drapes, etc.

monks-hood (murjks'hoodO, n. the aconite plant.
Mon mouth (mon'math), n. l.

t
Monmouthshire. 2.

the county seat of Monmouthshire: pop., 5,000. 3. a
county in eastern New Jersey: scene of a battle (1778)
of the Revolutionary "War*

Monmouth, Duke of, (James Scott) t 1649-1685; sup-
posed illegitimate son of Charles II; led an insurrection

against James II; executed: called the Protestant Duke.
Mon-mouth-shire (mon'msth-shir'). n. a county of

England, along the southeast border of Wales: pop.,
402,000; county seat, Monmouth.
mon-o- (mon'o, mon's), [Or. mono- < monos, single,

alone], a prefix meaning: 1. one, clone, single, as in

monodinic. 2, containing, one atom or one group (of
a specified element), as in monochloride. 3. [< mono-
molecular], having a thickness of one molecule, as in

monolayer. Also, before a vowel, mon-.
mon-o-ac-id (mon'o-as'id), adj. monoacidic. n, [Rare],
an acid having only one replaceable hydrogen atom per
molecule.
mon-o-a-cid-ic (mon'o-a-sid/ik), adj. 1. designating a
base or alcohol one molecular weight of which can
react with only one equivalent weight of an acid, or

that has one hydroxyl group capable of replacing one
acid hydrogen atom. 2. having only one acid hydrogen
atom per molecule.
mon-o-a-tom-ic (mon'o-a-tom'ik), adj. consisting of

one atom: said of a molecule.
mon-o-bas-ic (monVba'sik), adj. 1. in chemistry, a)

designating an acid the molecule of wluch contains one

,hydrogen atom replaceable by a metal or positive
radical or capable of reacting with the hydroxyl group.

b) designating a compound in which a metal or positive
radical has replaced one acid hydrogen atom. 2. in

IMogy, based on only one species; monotypk: said of

a genus.
mon-o-carp (mon'a-karp'); n. a monocarpic plant.

,

moH'O'Car'el'lar'y (monVkar'ps-leri), adj. consist-

ing of a single carpel.
mon-o-car pic (mon'a-ktr'pik), adj. {< mono-

-j*
Gr.

karpos> fruit; + -*4 bearing /nut <only once, and then

mon-o cha-si-al i'zhi-al, monVfcS'zi-al), adj.non-o-cna-si-ai ^mon'Q-wznir*, mon wjta- aa-w;, */
of or characterized by a monochasium or monocjiasia.
non*O'Cna*8l'iini {mon'o-ka'zhi-om, mon's-ka'zi-sin),

C MONOCHASIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < iop- H- Gr.

?f division], a flover cluster in whicji only a
*-

is produced on the map axas.

le ftnon a-felfirld, mon 9-Klo
f
nd), n. a

1

atom per iwolecule.contau .

monO'Chord (mon' monocorde < ML.
_^^, f MON<Jr & CHORDj,

"an acoustical instrument consisting of a wooden

sounding t>oac wish a> s|nie .ctnne and a nipvable
*. ,-^r-?^ a gra^ttfttel scafci * is.tased to o>

Jnlieprvals mathematicaUy by di-
1 '

k parts wl^ose, iilb^itiDns

r Jiannony;
x

mon-o-chro-ic (mon'a-kro'ik), adj. [< Gr. monochroos;

-j- 4c], of one color; monochromatic.
mon-o-chro-mat-ic (monVkro-mat'ik), adj. [< Gr.

monochromaios; see MONOCHROME], 1. of or having one
color. 2. of or producing light of one wave length.

mon-o-chrome (mc^'a-krom'J, n. [Fr.; Gr. mpnochro-
mos, of one color < monos, single -f- chroma, color], 1. a

painting or drawing in one color or different shades

of one color. 2. the art or process of making these.

mon-o chro-mic (mon'a-kro'mik), adj. [< monochrome

+ -ic], in one color.

mon-o*chrO'ini*cal (mon'a-kro'mi-kl), adj. mono-
chromic.
mon o chrom-iat (mon'a-krom'ist), it. a maker of

monochromes.
mon-o-cle (mon's-k'l), ft. [Pr. < LL. monoculus, one-

eyed < Gr. monos, single -f L. oculus> eye], an eyeglass
for one eye.
mon-o-cled (mon'o-k'ld), adj. wearing a monocle.
mon-o-cli-nal (mon'a-kli'n'l), adj. in geology, 1. dipping
in one direction: said of strata, or rock layers. 2. of

strata dipping in the same direction, n. a monocline.
mon-O'Cline ^nonVklin'). n. [< mono- + Gr. Idinein,

to incline], in geology, a monoclinal rock fold or structure.

mon-o-clin-ic (monVklin'ik), adj. [see MONOCLINE],
designating or of crystallization characterized by three

axes of unequal length, two of which intersect obliquely
and are perpendicular to the third.

mon-o-cli-nous (monVkli'nss), adj\ [Mod. L. mono-
clinus < mono- + Gr. kline, a bed, couch], 1. having
the stamens and pistils in the same flower. 2. having
both stamens and pistils, as some flowery.

mon'O*cot-y4e-don (mon
/
a-kot

/f
l-S'd'n) , it. in botany,

a plant with only one cotyledon; specifically, any
plant belonging to that one of the two subclasses of

seed plants which is characterized by embryos with

only one cotyledon, as lilies, orchids, palms, etc.

mon-o-cot-y4e-don-ous (mon 9-kot l-e'd'n-os, mon's-
kot/

'l-ed/'n-9s), adj. having only one cotyledon; be-

longing to the subclass of monocotyledons.
mo-noc-ra-cy (mo-nok'ra-si), n. [pi. MONOCRACIES
(-siz)], [mono- + -cracy], government by one person;
autocracy.
mon-o-crat (mon'a-krat ), n. a person^who believes in

monocracy or monarchy: term applied by Thomas
Jefferson c. 1790 to pro-English Federalists in the war
between England and France.
mo-noc-u-lar (ms-nok'yoo-le'r), adj. [< LL, monocwus
(see MONOCLE) ; 4- -ar], 1. having only one eye. 2. of,

or for use by, only one eye.
mon-o-cul-ture (monVkul'chgr), n. [mono^ + culture],

the raising of only one crop or product without using
the land for other purposes.
mon-o-cyte (mon's-sit

7
), n. [mono- + -fyt?]*

a large,

nongranular white blood cell with a relatively small,

kidney-shaped nucleus.
,

mon*o*dac'ty4ou8 (mon'o-dak't'l-ros), adj. [Gr. mono-
daktylos < monos, single + daktylos, a finger], having
only one finger, toe, or daw: also monodactyl.
mo-nod-ic (mo-nod'ikj, adj. [Gr. mondidikos], of, or

having the nature of, monody.
mo-nod-i-cal (m9-nod'i-kl), adj. monodic.
mon-o-dist (monVdist), u. a writer or singer of monody.
mon o dra-ma (mon'9-dra'ma, mon'g-dram'a), n. dra-

ma acted, or written to be acted, by only one performer.

mon-O'dy CoaonVd.i) t n. [pi. MONODIES (-aiz)l, [LL.
monoMa; Gr. monduUa < monoidos, singing alone <
monos. single* alone + aeidevn. to sing]. 1. in ancient

Greek literature, an ode sung by a single voice, as in a

tragedy; lyric sob, generally a lament or dirge; hence,
2. a poem in which the poet mourns another's death:

cf. elegy, threnody. 3. a monotonous sound or
t
tone,

as of waves. 4. in music, a) a style of composition in

which one part, or voice, predominates* and the others
serve as accompaniment; nomqphqny, as distinguished
from polyphony, b) a composition in this style.

mo-no-clous (ma-ne'shas, mo-ne'sh9s), adj. [< mon-
4- Gr. oikos, a house; + -totw], 1. in biology, having
both male and female reproductive organs m t|je same
individual; hermaphroditic. 2. in botany, having the

stamens and pistils in separate flowers on the same

mon*o
mo*] _ ,

tices or advocates monogamy.
prac-

mo nog a-mous (ma-nog'a-mas), adj. [LL. monogamus;
Gr moHogantos], L practicing or advocating monog-
amy. 2. of monogamy*
mo-nog-a-my (ma-nog'd-mi), n. tFr. monogamie; J^>.

monogamia; Gr* monogamia < monos, single -f gamps,
marriage], 1. the practice or state of being married
io only one person at a time: opposed to bigamy,
amy. 2. [Rare], marriage only once during Me :

to digamy, deuterogamy. 3. in zoology, the
having only one mate.

,

>
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mon-o-gen-e sis (mon's-jen's-sis), n. [Mod. L.; see
MONO- & GENESIS], 1. the (hypothetical){descent of all

living organisms from a single original organism: op-
posed to polygenesis. 2. monogenism. 3.

f
asexual repro-

duction, as by budding or spore formation. 4. direct

development of an ovum into an organism like the
parent, without metamorphosis. Also monogeny.
mon-o-ge-net-ic (monVji-net'ik), adj. 1. of, char-
acterized by, or involving monogenesis. 2. having only
one generation in the life cycle, or no intervening asexual
generations, as certain worms. 3. in geology, produced
by one formative process, as a mountain range.^

moti'O-gen'ic (mon'9-jen'ik), adj. 1. having a single
origin; monogenetic. 2. in zoology, reproducing in only
one way.
mo-nog-e-nism (ms-noj'a-niz'm), n. [mono- 4- -# +
-4sm], the doctrine that all human beings have de-
scended from a single ancestor or pair of ancestors.

mo-nog-e-ny (ms-noi's-ni), n. monogenesis.
mon-o-gram (mon/9-gram

/
), n. [LL. monogramma;

Late Gr. monogrammon; see MONO- & -GRAM], a char-
acter or figure made UJD of two or more letters, often
initials of a name, combined in a single designreused on
writing paper, ornaments, clothing, etc.

mon-o gram-mat ic (monVgra-mat'ik), adj. of or
like a monogram.
mon-o-grapn (mon's-graf, mon'o-graf') , n. [mono- -f

-graphi, 1. a book, article, or paper written about a
particular subject. 2. originally, a treatise on a single
genus, species, etc. of plant or animal.

mo-nog-ra-pher (m9-nog'ra-fr), n. a writer of a mono-
graph or monographs.
mon-o graph-ic (mon'0-graf'ik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a monograph.
mo-nog-y-nous (ma-noj's-nss), adj. of or characterized
by monogyny.
mo-nqg*y-ny (ms-noj'a-m), n. [mono- -j- -gyny], the
practice or state of being married to only one woman at
a time: opposed to polygyny.mon o hy drate (mon's-hl'drat), n. a hydrate con-
taining one gram molecular weight of water per gram

* Molecular weight of the combining element or radical.

mon^o-hy-dric (mon's-hi'drik), adj. [mono- + -hydric],
1- having one hydroxyl group: as, monohydric alcohol.
2. having one atom of replaceable hydrogen.
mo-noi-cous (ms-noi'kgs), adj. monoecious.
mo-nol-a-ter (ms-nol'a-ter), n. a person who practices
monolatry.
mo-nol-a-try (ms-nol's-tri), n. [< mono- + Gr. latreia,

worship], the worship of only one god, where several
are believed to exist: distinguished from monotheism.
mon-o-lith (mon'a-lith'), n. [Pr. monolithe; L. mono-
lithus; Gr. monolithos, made of one stone < monos,
single + lithos, stone], 1. a single large block or piece
of stone, as in architecture or sculpture. 2. something
made of a single block of stone, as an obelisk.
mon-o-lith-ic (monVlith'ik), adj. 1. of, having the
nature of, or like a monolith; hence, 2. massively
solid, single, and uniform.
mon-o-log-ic (mon'a-loj'ik), adj. of, having the nature
of, or like a monologue.

mon-o-log-i-cal (mon's-loj'i-k'l), adj. monologic.
mon-o-log-ist (mon'a-lftg'ist, xnon'9-log'ist, ma-nol'o-
jist), n. a nionologuist.
mono-logue (mon'a-16g', mon'a-log'), n. [Fr. < Gr.

monplogos, speaking alone < monos, single, alone +
legein, to speak], 1. a long speech by one speaker,
sometimes one monopolizing the conversation. 2. a
poem or other composition in which one person is

represented as speaking alone. 3. a part of a play in
which one character speaks alone; somoquy. 4. a *play

or^ playlet for one actor. 5. a type of dramatic enter-
tainment by one speaker only. Also spelled monolog.
mon-o logu-ist (mon'a-lSg'ist, mon'a-log'ist), n. a per-
son who delivers, or performs in, monologues.

mo-nol-O'gy (mo-nolVji), n. [pi. MONOLOGUES (-jiz)],

[Gr. monologia], 1. the act or habit of soliloquizing. 2.

[Qbs.j, a monologue.mon o-ma-ni-a (mon'Q-ma'ni-o), n. [Mo<t L.; see
MONO* & MANIA], 1. an excessive interest in or en-
thusiasm for some one thing; craze. 2. a mental
disorder characterized by irrationality on one subject.

mon'O-ma-ni-ac (mon
/9-mS'nd-ak/

), n a monontarii-
acal person.

mon-o-ma-ni-a-cal (mon'o^ms-ni'a-kl), adj. of, having
the nature of, or characterized by motfomteia.
mo-nom er-ous (mo-nom'Sr^), adj. [< Gr. monomerZs,
single monos, alone, only -f meiros, q, part); + -ousl
having one member in each whorl: sm<i of lowers.
mon-o me tal lie (mon'o-ms-tal'ik); adf. 1. of, con-
taining, or using one metaL 2. of or based oa moiko-
metalHsiru
mon-o-met-al-lism (monVmet'l-fe'ni), n. 4. the use
of only o&e metal, usually gold or silver, a& tie iibfietary
standard, 2. the doctrine or policies aip^brtrafe"this.
mon-o-met-aMist (mon's-niet'l-ist), n. a person who
believes in or advocates monometallism. * *

mo-no-mi-al (mo-ao'mi-Ql), adj. [< woo-t afte* 6f
nomial], 1. in algebra, consisting of orfy toe

2. in biology, consisting of only one word: said of a
name. n. a monomial expression, quantity, or name.

mon-o-mo-leC'U-lar (mon'o-ma-lek'yoo-ler), adj. 1. of
a single molecule. 2. designating or of a layer one
molecule thick.

moiTo-mor-phic (mon'a-m^r'fik), adj. [mono- + -mor-

$hic], 1. having only one form. 2. having the same
or an essentially similar type of structure.

mon-o-mor-phous (mon's-mSr'fas), adj. monomorphic.
Mo-non-ga-he-la (ma-nori'gg-he'la), n, a river flowing
northward from West Virginia through southwestern
Pennsylvania and joining the Allegheny at Pittsburgh
to form the Ohio: length, SOOjni.

mon-o-nu-cle-o-sis (mon's-noo'kli-o'sis, monVnu/kli-
6;

sis), n. 1. the presence in the blood of an excessive
number of cells having a single nucleus. 2. a disease

(infectious mononudeosis) resulting from this, character-
ized by fever and enlargement of the Ivmph nodes.

mon-o-pet-al-ous (mon'a-pet'1-os) T adj. in botany, 1.

having only one -petal. 2. gamopetalous.
mon-o-pho-bi-a (mon'a-fo'bi-^), n. [Mod. L.; mono- +
-phobia], an abnormal fear of being^ alone.

mon-O'phoii'ic (mon'o-fon'ik), adj. 1. of, <pr having
the nature of, monopsony. 2. designating or of sound
reproduction using a single channel to carry and repro-
duce sounds through one or more loudspeakers: cf.

stereophonic.
mo-noph-o-ny (ma-nof'a-ni), n. Jwowo + -phony), 1.

music having a single melody without accompaniment
or harmonizing parts: distinguished from homophony,
polyphony. 2. monody.
mon-oph-thong (mon'sf-thSi)', mon^f-thoi)

7

). n. [Gr.

monophthongos, of or with one sound < monos, single +
phthongos, a sound, voice], 1. a single, simple vowel
sound. 2. a combination of two letters representing a
single vowel sound, as ea in leaf; vowel digraph.

mon'Oph'thon-gal (mon'sf-thoij'g'l, mon^f-thoq'g'l),
adj. of, or having the nature of, a monophthong.

mon-o-phy-let-ic (mon'a-fl-let'ik), adj. [see MONO- &
PHYLETIC], 1. of a single stock. 2. developed from a
single ancestral type.
mon-o-phyMous (mon'o-fil'as), adj. [Gr. monophyllos <
monos, single 4- phyllon, a leaf],, in botany, having or

consisting of only one leaf.

Mo-noph-y-site^ma-nofQ-sitOt n. [LGr. monophysites
< Gr. monos, single + physis, nature], a person who
believes that Christ had but one nature, or^a composite
nature of both the human and the divine, a tenet
held by members of the Coptic and some other churches.

Mon-o-phv-sit-ic (mon'9-n-sit'ik), adj. of, or holding
the doctrine of, the Monophysites.
mon-o-plane (mon'9-plan') n. an airplane with only
one main supporting surface,
or pair of wings.
mon-o ple-gi-a (mon'a-ple'ji-s),
n. [Mod. Lv < mono- -f Gr.
plege, a stroke], paralysis of a
single limb or part of the body.
mon-o-pleg ic (mon's-plej'ik,
nion'a-ple'j'ik) , adj. of or

having monoplegia.
mon-0-podte (mon>9-pod'), W-
[LL. monopodius; Gr. *monopod4os, for monopous <
monos, single + pous, podos, a foot], having only one
foot. n. 1. a monopode creature; specifically, a mem-
ber of a fabled race ofmonopode men. 2. a monopodium.mon opo dial (monVpo'di-ol), adj. of; having the
nature of, or characterized by a monopodium.
man*opo-di-iim (mon'o-^po'di-am), n* [fl. MONOPODIA
(^)L [Mod. L.; see MONO- & -PODIUM], in botany, a
single main axis that continues to extend at the abex
in its original Hne of growth, giving off lateral branches
or axes : also monopode. <

mo-nop-olism (mo^nop'o-liz'm), it. the system' or ex^-

istence of monopolies, or the practice of monopolists.
mo-nop-o-list (mo-nopna-Bst), n. 1. a person who has
a monopoly. 2. a pjerson who favors br
monopoly, adj. monopolistic.
mo-nop o-lls-tic (mo-nopVlis'tik),
oly, monopolies, or monopolists.
having a monopoly.
mo-nop-o-li-za-tion (m^-nopVli-oa,
zS'shdn), n. 'a monopolizing or being mono
mo-nop-o-lize

1. of monop-
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SYN. monopoly'applies to the exclusive control of a com-
modity, etc., as denned above; a trust is a combination of cor-
porations, organized for the purpose of gaining a monopoly, in
which stock is turned over to trustees who issue stock certifi-
cates to the stockholders: trusts are now illegal in the United
States; cartel, the European term for a trust, now usually im-
plies an international trust; a syndicate is now usually a group
of bankers, corporations, etc. organized to buy large blocks of
securities, afterwards selling them in small parcels to the public
at a profit; a corner is a temporary speculative monopoly of
some stock or commodity for the purpose of raising the price.
mon-o-rail (mon'9-raT), n. 1. a single rail serving as a
track for trucks or cars suspended from it or balanced
on it. 2. a railway with such a track.
mon-o sac-cha ride (mon'a-sak'o-rid', monVsak'a-
nd), n. [mono- + saccharide], a carbohydrate not de-
composable by hydrolysis; simple sugar, as glucose
fructose, etc.

mon-o-sep al-ous (monVsepH-as), adj. in botany 1
gamosepalous. 2. having only one sepal.
mon-o-spermal (mon'o-sur'ml), adj. monospermous.
mon-o-sper mous (mon'o-spurmas), adj. [mono- -f
-spermous], in botany, having only one seed.mono etich (mon'g-stik'), n. [LL. monostichum; Gr.
monoshchon < monos, single t

+ stickos, a Hne, verse],
1. a poem or epigram consisting of one metrical Hne.
2. one line of poetry; a verse.
mon-o-stome (mon'a-stom'), adj. monostomous.
mo-nos-to-mous (ms-nos'to-mss), adj. [mono- -f-

-stomous], having one mouth, stoma, or pore.
mo-nos>tro-phe (mo-nos'tra-n, mon's-strof), n. [< Gr.
monostrophos; see MONO- & STROPHE], a poem in which
aU the stanzas have the same metrical form.
mon o stroph-ic (monVstrof'ik), adj. [Gr. mono-
strophikos], of, or having the nature of, a monostrophe.mon-o sty lous (monVstl'bs), adj. in botany, having
only one style,

monosyMab-ic (inon'a-si-lab'ik), adj. [ML. mono-
syllabicus], 1. having only one syllable: said of words.
2. consisting of monosyllables. 3. using, or speaking
in, monosyllables.
monosyl-lab-ically (monVsi-lab'i-kl-i, mon's-si-
lab'ik-h), adv. in or with monosyllables,
mon-o-syl-la-bism (mon'Q-sil'a-biz'm), n. 1. a mono-
syllabic character. 2. the use of monosyllables.
mon-o syl la-ble (mon'a-sira-bl) , n. a word of one
syllable, as cat.

mon o-the ism (mon'a-the-iz'm), n. [mono- 4- theism],
the doctrine or beHef that there is only one God.
mon o the 1st (mon'a-the'ist), n. a person who beHeves
that there is only one God. adj. monotheistic.
mon o-the-is-tic (mon'a-the-is'tik), adj. of or adheriag
to monotheism.
mon o-the-ls-ti-cal (monVthe-is'ti-k'l), adj. mono-
theistic.

mon-o-tint
(mon'a-tint'), n, monochrome.

mon-o-tone (monVtSn'), n. [Mod. L. monotonus; see

MONOTONOUS), 1. uninterrupted repetition of the same
tone; utterance f successive syllables or wwls without
change of pitch or key. 2. monotony or sameness of
tone, style, manner, color, etc. 3. a single, unchanging
tone, 4. recitation, chanting, or singing in such a tone,
5. a person who sings in such a tone. adj. monotonous.
mo-not-o-noua (ma-notVnas), adj. [Gr. monotonos; see
MONO-, TONE, & ~ou$], 1. going on in the same tone
without variation. 2. having Httle or no variation or
variety. 3. tiresome because unvarying.
mo-not-o-ny (me-not'a-ni), n. [Gr. monownia; seeprec.],
1. sameness of tone or pitch, or continuance of the
same tone without variation, 2. lack of variation or

variety. 3. tiresome sameness; wearisome uniformity.
mon-o-trem-a-tous (monVtrernVtos, monVtr'ma-
tes), adj. of the monotremes.
mon-o-treme (mon'o-tre"m') n. [< Mod. L. Mono-
tremata < Gr. monos, single 4- trSma-, a

hole], any of
the lowest order of hmmmals, consisting of tne duck-
bill and the echidnas: it lays eggs and has a single open-
ing for the digestive, urinary,* and jjenital organs.

mon-o-trich-ic (mon'o-trik'uc), flcf/Tmonptrichons.
mo-not-ri chous (mdHaot'ri-k9S>j M/. {< morto- 4 ]

'Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair; 4- -ic], having a single flagellum
at one end, as some bacteria.

mon-o-type (nion'9-p')l ft. [mono- 4-

Molo^, tpe only type of its group, as a i__

constituting a genus. 2. a) in printing,
pair of machines lor casting and setting
separate characters on individual bod:

1
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mon-o-va-lence (mon'a-va'lsms), n. the quaHty or state
of being monovalent.

mon-a-va-len-cy (monVvalan-si), n. monovalence.
man-o-va-lent (mon'd-valsiit)* adj. 1. in bacteriology,
capable of resisting one strain of a given species of

disease-producing organism because the right anti-
bodies or antigens are present. 2. in -chemistry, a)
having a valence of one, b) univalent.
mon-ox-ide (mon-ok'sid, m9-nok'sid), n. an oxide with
one atom of oxygen in each molecule.
Mon-roe (msn-roO. ** a. city in northern Louisiana:
pop., 38,000.
Mon-roe, James (msn-roO* 1758-1831; fifth president
of the United States (1817-1825).
Monroe Doctrine, the doctrine, essentially stated by
President Monroe in a message to Congress (December,
1823), that the United States would regard as an un-
friendly act any attempt by a European nation to
interfere in the affairs of the American cotintries or
increase its possessions on the American continents.
Mon-ro-vi-a (mon-ro'vi-a), n. seaport and capital of
Liberia. Africa: pop., 10,000.
Mons (mows), n. a city in southwestern Belgium:
pop., 26,000 (est. 1947).
mons (monz), n. [L., mountain, mount, hill], the moas
trcibis or mons veneris,

Mons., Monsieur.
Mon-sei gneur, mon-sei-gneur (mon'sen-yur'; Fr.
mo-w'se'nyer'), n. \pL MESSEIGNEUHS (mes'en-yurz'; Fr.

ma'se'nyer')], (Fr., Ht., my lord; mon, my -f seigneur,
lord < L. senior, older], 1. a French title of honor
given to persons of high birth or rank, as princes, or to
important church officers, as bishops, cardinals, etc.
2. a person with this title. Abbreviated Mgr., Monsig.
mon-sieur (ma-syur'; Fr. ma-syo7

), n. [pi. MESSIEURS
(rnes'grz: Fr. mS'syo')], [Fr., lit., my lord (see SIRE):
orig. applied to men of high position], a man; gentleman:
French title [M-], equivalent to Mr. or Sir: abbreviated
M., Mons.
Mon-si-gnor, mon-si-gnor (mon-sen'ySr; It. mfcn'se-
nyftrO, n.

\fl.
MONSIGNORS (-ygrz); It. MONSIGNORI

(mdn'se-nyq're)], [It., Ht.
: my lord; cf. MONSBIGNEUR],

1. a title given to certain dignitaries of the Roman
Catholic Church. 2. a person who has this title. Abbre-
viated Mngr., Mon., Monsig., Msgr.
Jmon si-gno-re (mfin'se-nyS're), n. [pi. MONSIGNORI
(-re)], [It.], monsignor: abbreviated Mgr., Msgr.
monsoon (mon-soonO, n. [MD. monssoen; Port.
moncao; AT. mausim, a time, a season], 1. a seasonal
wind of the Indian Ocean and southern Asia, blowing
from the southwest from April to October, and from
the northeast during the rest of the year. 2: tlte season
during which this wind blows from tlie 'southwest,
characterized by heavy rains. 3. any wind that Re-
verses its direction seasonally or blows cor^tent^y be-
tween land and adjacent water.
mons pu-bis (pu'bis), [see MONS & FUBE^L the fleshy,
rounded elevation, covered with ptiblc

'

hair, at the
lower part of a man's abdomen.
monster (mpn'stgr), n. [MB. & OFr, m^nstre < L.
monstrum, divine portent of misfortune, monster <
monere, to admonish, warn], 1. any plant or animal of
abnormal shape or striicture, as one greatly malformed
or lacking some parts; monstrosity. 2, any imaginary
creature part human and part animal in form, as a
centaur, or made up of the parts of two or more different

animals, as a unicorn. 3. something monstrous. 4. a
person so cruel, wicked, depraved, etc. as to horrify
others. 5. any huge animal or thing. 6. in. pathology ,

a malformed fetus, especially one with an excess or
deficiency of limbs or parts; teratism. adj. huge;
enormous; monstrous,
monstrance (mon'strens), n. [ME. mustrounce, mun-
strauncej OFr. < ML. monstrantia < L. monstrafe* to
show], in the Roman Ccttholic Church, a receptacle in
wnich the consecrated Host is exposed for adoration.
monstrosi-ty (mon-strosVti), n. [LL. monsirositas],

'

1. the state or quaHty of being monstrous. 2, \pl.
MONSTROSITIES (-#z)l a monstrous thing or creature.
mon-atrous (mon'strss), adj. [I/ate ME.; OFr. Mn~
streux; L. monstrosus, monstruosus < monstrum; see
MONSTER], 1. abnormally or prodigiously large; huge;
enormous* 2. very unnatural or abnormal m shape,

[ type, or character. 3. having the character or appear-
ance of a monsterl 4. horrible; hideous; shocking'. 5.

Md,eously wrong oj evil; atrocious. adv+ [Colloq., Now
Rare], very; extremely. SJTN. see outrageous. ,

mons veneris (ven'ef-is^ fL., lit., mount of Ve^us],
the fleshy, roi^ji<le^ elevation, covered witli pubic hair,
a* the lower','pait of ^ wonlsan's abdomen.

'
'

montage (n%on-^Ii:
f

, mfiiMvlnf), fii PPV., a motc^iang,
setting together < monitor, to mount; see MOUNT, i

j[l., a) the art, or raocess of making a r
T1 *

^t^^^^^Lj^i^g *^sj....-
.
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of different pictures or parts of pictures and arranging
these, as by superimposing one on another* so that they
form a blended, whole while remaining distinct. 6) a
picture so made. 2. in motion pictures, a) the process
of producing a rapid sequence of very short scenes to
show a rapid succession of associated ideas or mental
images, or a sequence in which images, as of objects,
are shown as whirling or flashing rabidly into focus.

b} a part of a motion picture in which this is used.

c) the process of cutting and arranging the film. 3. in

radio, a sequence in which voices or sounds break in

on one another or blend to suggest confusion, intro-

spection, etc.

Mon-ta-gu, Lady Mary Wort-ley (wttrt'li mon'to-gu'),
(born Mary Pierrepont), 1689-1762; English author.

Mon-ta*gue (mon'ts-gu'j, n. in Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet, Romeo's family name.
Mon taigne, Mi-chel Ey-quem de (rne'shel' e'kem' da
mon'tenV ; Eng. mon-tanO* 1533-1592; French essayist.
Mon tan-a (mon-tan'a), n. a Western State of the
United States, bordering Canada: area, 147,138 sq. mi.;
pop,, 591,000; capital, Helena: abbreviated Mont.
Mon-tan-an (mon-tan'on), adj* of Montana, n. a
native or inhabitant of Montana.
mon*tan wax (mon'tan), (< L. montanus, of a mountain
4- wax], a brown or whitish hydrocarbon wax extracted
from lignite and peat, and used in making candles,
polishes, phonograph records, etc.

Mon-tauk Point (mon-t6k' mon't6k') the eastern-
most point of Long Island, New York.
Mont Blanc (mon blan'; Eng. mont blank), a moun-
tain in eastern France, on the Italian border: height,
15,781 ft.: highest peak of the Alps: Italian name,
Monte Bianco.
Mont-calm (mStt'kalm'; Eng. mont-kam'), n. (Louis
Joseph* Marquis de Montcalm de Saint-Verari), French
field marshal; 1712-1759; defeated by the British led

by Wolfe at Quebec (1759).
Mont Ger-vin (mow' ser'vanO, the Matterhorn.
Mont-clair (mont-kl&r') , n. a city in northeastern New
Jersey: pop.. 44,000.

tioaont-de-pie te frnoVda-pya'ta'), n. \pl MONTS-DE-
PIBT& JmoV-)]. [?r.; It., mont* di pieta, charitable

bank, lit. mount of pity], a public pawnshop, author-
ized and controlled by the government, for lending
money to the poor at a low rate of interest.

mon-te (mon'ti, mon'ta), n. [Sp. monte, lit., mountain,
hence heap of cards (left after players have their

shares) ; L. mons, montis, mountain], a gambling game
of Spanish origin, played with a special deck of forty
cards, in which the players bet against a banker on the
color of cards to be turned up from the deck.
Mon-te Car-lo (mon'ti karOo"; It. m&i'te kar'l$), a
town in Monaco: gambling resort: pop., 11,000.
mon-teith (rnon-teW), n. [said to be named after the
inventor], a large bowl for punch, etc., usually of silver,

with a brim from which glasses and ladles are hung.
Mon-te*ne-grin (mon'to-ne'gprin), adj. of Montenegro
or its people, n. a native or inhabitant of Montenegro.
Mon-te-ne-$ro (mon'ta-ne'gro: It, m$n/

te-ne'gr6
fc

), n.

a former kingdom north oi Albania, now a federated

republic of Yugoslavia: area, 5,345 sq, mi
Mon-te-rey (mon'ts-raO, n. a town on the coast of
central California: pop., 16,000: former capital of
California (until 1847).

mon-te-ro (mon-t&r'o; Sp. mon-te/rfc), n. \AL MONTBROS
(<-oz; Sp. -rds)], [< Sp, montera < monte., nill], a round
cap with a flap* formerly worn by Spanish huntsmen.

Mon/ter-rey fmon'to-ra'; Mex. mon'ter-ra'), n. the
capital of Nuevo Le*on, Mexico, in the northeastern
part: pop., 186,000.

Mon-tes-pan. Marquise de (d mow'tes'paV; Eng.
mon'tes-pan'), (Fmncpise Atkentfis Rochechouan),
1641-1707; mistress of Louis XIV of France.

Mon-tes quieu (mo'tesA
kyo/

: Eng. mon'tas-ku', mon'-
tes-ku'). n. (Charles Louis de Secondat, Baron de la
Bride et de Montesquieu}, French jurist and philo-
sophical writer on history and government; Kved
1689-1755.

Mon-tes-so ri, Maria (mon'to-so'r'i, mon'te-so'ri; It.

moVtes-'s6're), 1870-1952; Italian educator.
Montessori method (or system), a system of training
and teaching young children, devised in 1907 by Maria
Montessori, which emphasizes training of the senses
and aims at self-education through guidjng rather than
controlling the child's activity,

Mon-te-ver-di, Claudio (klou'dyfc tnfcn'te-v&r'dg),
15671-1643; Italian composer.

Mou-te-vid-e-o (mon'tg-vi-dS'o, monr
t^vid'i-o'; Sp.

mon'te-ve-tfb'o*),, it seaport and capital of Uruguay,
on. the Plata River: pop., 770,000 (esi 1941),Mon te zu ma n (mon'ta-z^o'mi), |4&OM520; last
Aztec emperor of Mexico (1502-1520) j conquered by

Mont-fort, Si mon de (do mont'ftft; Jfc;. ^'mow' do
m6Vf#r') 1. 1160?-! 2 18; French crusader;. 2. (J&arl
of Leicester), 1208F-1265; IBS son; Bngfisn statesman,
and soldier.

Mont-fiom-er-y (mont-gum'eVL inan-'gOT/rJ), it* 1. ifee

capital of Alabama, on the Alabama River: pop.,
105,000. 2. Montgomeryshire. 3. the county seat of
Montgomeryshire.

Mont-gom-er-yv Sir Bernard Law (16 mont-gum'er-i,
msn-gum/ii), 1887- ; British field marshal; commander
of British ground forces, World War II,

Mpnt;gom*er-y-8nire (mont-gum'gr-i-shir'; man-gum'-
ri-shir), n. a county of Wales: pop., 48,000: county
seat, Montgomery.
month (munth), it. [ME. moneth; AS. monath < the
base of mona, the moon (see MOON & -TH) ; akin to G.
monat and parallel in formation to L. ntensis, month
t
(cf. MENSAL)], 1. any 9f the main parts (in the Gregor-
ian calendar, twelve) into which the calendar year is

divided: also calendar month. 2. a) the time from
any day of one month to the corresponding day of the
next. &) a period of four weeks or 30 days. 3. the period
of a complete revolution of the moon with reference
to some fixed point (in full, lunar month); especially,
the period from one new moon to the next (in full,

synodic month): equivalent to 29 days, 12 hours, 44
minutes and 2.7 -f- seconds. 4, one^twelfth of the solar

year (in full, solar month). Abbreviated M., m., mo.
month after month, every month.
month by month, each month.
month in, month out, every month.

month-ly (munth'li), adj. 1. continuing or lasting for
a month. 2. done, happening, appearing, payable, etc.

once a month, or every month: as, a monthly magazine.
3, of a month, or each month. 4. of the menses, n.

[pi. MONTHLIES (4iz)], 1. a periodical published once
a month. 2. pL the menses, adv. once a month;
every month.
Mon-ticeMo (mon'ta-sel'o; occas. motx'ta-chel'o), n.
the home of Thomas Jefferson, three miles from
Charlottesville, Virginia.

mon-ti-cule (mon'ti-kul').. n. [Fr,; LL. monticulus. dim.
of mons, montis, mountain], 1. a small mountain or
hill. 2. a secondary cone ot a volcano.
Mont-mar tre (mow'mar'tr'), n. a section of the north-
ern part of Paris, famous for its caf& and night life.

Mont-pel ier (mont-pel'ySr), n. the capital of Vermont:
pop., 9,000.

Mont-pel-lier (mow'pel'ya'), n. a city in southern
France: pop., 93,000 (1946).

Mont-re-al (mont'ri-61', munt'ri-610 n. a city in
southern Quebec, Canada, on an island in the St.
Lawrence: pop., 1,022,000 (with suburbs, 1,395,000),
Mont-rose (mont-roz'), first Marquis of, (James
Graham), 1612-1650; Scottish supporter of Charles I;
executed.
Mont ser rat (mont'sa-rat'), n. l.a British island of
the Leeward group, in the West Indies: area, 32 sq.
mi. ; pop., 14,000. 2. a mountain in northeastern Spain:
height, 4,058 ft, : site of a monastery,
Mont St, Mi-chel (mon' saw' me'shelO, a small island
off the northwestern coast of France, noted for its

fortress and abbey: also Mont-Saint-Michel, Mont
Saint Michel.
mon u ment (mon'yoo-mont), n. [ME. moniment; OFr.;
L. monumentum < monere t to remind, warn], 1. some-
thing set up to keep alive the memory of a person or
event, as a tablet, statue, pillar, building, etc. 2. a
structure stu-viving from a former period. 3. a writing
or the like serving as a memorial. 4. a work, produc-
tion, etc. of enduring value or significance: as, monu-
ments of learning. 5. a stone shaft or other object
set in the earth to mark a boundary. 6* [Obs,], a tomb;
sepulcher. 7. [Obs.], a statue; effigy,mon u men tal (mon'yoo-men'tl), ad/. [L. mtmumen-
talis], 1. of, suitable for, or serving as a monument or
monuments. 2. like a monument; massive, enduring-
etc. 3. historically notable, important, or of lasting val,
ue: as, a monumental book. 4. great; colossal: as, mon-
umental ineptitude. 5. in art, larger than life-size.
mon-u men tal ize (mon'yoo-men'tl-w/), v*L [MOWJ-
MBNTALIZED (-MO* MON^BklENTALIZINGj, to make a
lasting memorial or record of, as by a moaument,
mon-y (uion'p, adl A n. [Scot, & N. teng. DjalJ, many.
-mony (mo'ni), [< Fr. or L*; Fr. -monn, -morne*
L. -mania, monium], a suffix used to form noun$ tfeat
mean a resulting ikvn$, conmionf or statey as in 44H-
mony t sanctimony: it is sometimes equivalent to -went.

Mon-a^
(mdn'tsa, n. a city in northern Italy: pop.,

monzonite fexon'za-nftO, n. [G, wmonit < Ht.
Monzont (in Tyro^, wfeere it occurs -j- -4|, -Mr an
igneous rock containing orthoclase and plagioclase
fel<kpar jn nearly eouat amounts and, iometiin8,
biotite in small quantities.-^-
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mood (mood), n. [ME. mode, mood; AS, mod, mind,
soul, courage; akm to G. mut, mental disposition,
spirit, courage; IE. base *we-, etc., to strive strongly,
be energetic, prob. seen also in L. mos, moris, custom,
customary behavior (c, MORAL)], 1. a particular state
of mind or feeling; humor, or temper. 2. pi. fits of
morose, sullen, or uncertain temper. 3. [Obs.], anger.
SYN. mood is the broadest of these terms referring to a tem-
porary state of mind and emphasizes the constraining or per-
vading quality of the feeling (she's in a merry mood} \ humor
emphasizes the variability or capriciousness of the mood (he
wept and laughed as his humor moved him) ; temper, in this
comparison, applies to a mood characterized oy a single, strong
emotion, especially that of anger (my, he's in a nasty temper^ ;

yein stresses the transient nature of the mood (if I may speak
in a striousvein for a moment).
mood (mood), n. [< mode, influenced by prec. mood},
1. in grammar, a) in many languages, that aspect of
verbs which has to do with the speaker's attitude
toward the action or state expressed, indicating whether
this is regarded as a fact (indicative mood), as a matter
of supposal, desire, possibility, etc. (subjunctive mood),
as a command (imperative mood), etc.: mood is shown
by inflection, as in Latin and Greek, or by auxiliaries,
as English may, might, should, or by both. &) a set of
forms expressing this aspect, c) any such form. Also
mode. 2. in logic, mode.
mood-Hy (moodH-i), adv. in a moody manner.
moodi-ness (mood'i-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being moody,
mopd-y (mood'i), adj. [MOODIER (4-er), MOODIEST (-i-

ist)j, 1. subject to or characterized by gloomy, sullen
moods or changes of mood. 2. resulting from or indi-

cating such a mood. 3. gloomy; sullen; depressed.
Mood y, Dwight Ly man (li'msn mood'i), 1837r1899;
American evangelist.
Moody, WilliamVaughan (v6n), 1869-1910; American
poet, dramatist, and educator.
moon (moon), n. [ME. mone; AS. mona (cf. MONTH);
akin to Goth, mena; IE. base *me~, to measure; prob.
basic sense "that measures (time)"], 1. the heavenly
body that revolves around the earth once about every
29 1/2 days and accompanies it in its yearly revolution
about the sun, reflecting the sun's light; the, moon's
diameter is about 2,160 miles, its mean distance from
the earth is .about 238,857 miles, and its mean density
is 0.60. 2, this body as it appears during a particular
lunar month or period of time, or at a particular time
of the month: the new moon (the moon when in con-
junction with the sun) becomes visible as a narrow
crescent; the half-moon (the moon when half of its
disk is inumitiated) is visible as a half circle; the full
moon (the moon when its entire disk is illuminated)
is visible as a circle

j
and the old, (or waning) moon is

the moon at any time after ,it has been full. 3. a
month; especially, a lunar month. 4, moonlight. 5,

anything shaped like the moon (ie., orb or crescent).

p. any planetary satellite, Abbreviated M., m. tu.
[from the notion of behaving as if moonstruck], to
wander or gaze about in an idle, listless, ojr abstracted
manner, v.t. to pass (time) in. mooning,
moon-beam (moon'bem'), n. a ray of moonlight.
moon-blind (moon.'blindO. odf, having moon blindness,
moon blindness, 1. night bfindness: formerly attrib-
uted to the effects of moonlight, 2, a diseasem torses,
of undetermined cause, characterized by recurrent in-
flammation of the eyes and, eventually, blindness.
moon-calf (moon'kaf, moon'kaf'), [from the notion
of being influenced by the moon: cf, LXJNAXIC], 1. a
congenital idiot; born fool. 2. [Obs.], a monstrosity,
mooned (in65nd), adj. 1. shaped like the moon; round
or crescent. 2. marked or decorated with moon-shape^
s%ns or devices.

Moo-ney.Tom (rnoS'ni), (Thomas J. Zechariah Mooney) ;

1882 ?>-i942; American labor leader, convicted of par-
ticipation in the bombing of a Preparedness Day
parade in, San Francisco, 1916; pardoned and freed
irom pri^om in 1939.

'

'

'

^' '

'<> '<

moon-eye (moonl')* n. 1. *a& eye of a frpm.&fffeoted
with moon blindness 2. moon blindness,

' '

'

moon-eyed (moom^), adj. 1. moon~blin<t 2. Irving
the eyes wide opemy as

1 from f&igfct
1

or wonder* -

'

moon-faced (molia^aW). adj* feanwaij'a rpttttit fece.

moon-fish (mo^n'fishOf ** fat. MOCW^SB, MooJtrarmBS
tti 1, atar of a riumb^*
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moon-light (moonlitO* n. the Bght of the moon. adj.
1. of moonlight. 2. moonlit. 3. done or occurring by
moonlight, or at night.
moon-light-ing (moOT/Kt'irj), n. [from the usual night
hours or such second jobs], the practice of holding a
second regular job in addition to one's main job,
moon-lit (moon/lit), adj. Kghted by the moon.
moon-rise (rnoon'riz'), n. the rising or time of rising
of the moon above the horizon.
moon-seed (moon'sedO, n* any of a number of related
plants with crescent-shaped seeds, heart-shaped leaves,
and greenish-fellow flowers.
moon-set (moon'sei/)* n. the setting or time of setting
of the moon below the horizon.
moon-shine (moon'shinO, n. 1. moonlight; hence,
2. foolish or empty talk, notions, plans, etc.

; nonsense.
3. [Coliocj.], whisky, etc. unlawfully made or smuggled.
moon shin-er (moon/shin'er), n. [Colloq.], 1. a person
who makes alcoholic liquor -unlawfully. 2. a person
engaged in some unlawful trade at night.
moon-shin-y (moon'shin'i), adj. 1. moonlit. 2. like
or suggestive of moonlight; hence, 3. unreal, unsub-
stantial, visionary, foolish, etc.
moon-stone (moon'ston'), n. a milky-white, trans-
lucent feldspar with a pearly luster, used as a gem.
moon-stricken (moon'strik'sn), adj. moonstruck.
moon-struck (moon'struk')* adj. disordered in mind
or otherwise harmfully affected, supposedly by the

a bunch of grapes. 2. the honesty, a plant with large,
purple flowers and sernitransparent poos,
moon-y (moon'i), adj. [nopNiER (-i-er), MOONIEST (-i-
ist)J, 1. of OT characteristic of the moon. 2. like the
moon, especially in shape: round or crescent-shaped.
3. moonlit. 4. like moonlight. 5. mooning; listless.
Moor (moor), n. [ME. More; OPr. More, Maure; L.
Maurtts, a Moor, Mauritaman; Gr. Manros], L a
member of a Moslem people of mixed Arab and Berber
descent living in northwestern Africa. 2. a member of
a group of this people that invaded and occupied Spain
in the 8th century A.D.
moor (moor), n. [ME. more; AS. mor, wasteland; akin
to G. moor (< LG.); IE. base *mori- or *mari-, sea,
as also in L. mare, sea, Eng. marsh, etc.; basic sense
"swampy coast land"], [British], 1. a tract of open
wasteland, especially in the British Isles, usually cov-
ered with heather and often marshy or peaty; heath.
2. a tract of land with game preserves.

npor^Cmoor), v.t. [Early Mod. Eng.; prob. < AS.
*manan (implied in maerels, mooring rojpe)j akin to
MD. maren], 1. to hold (a ship, etc.) in place by cables
or chains fastened on shore, or by anchors, etc. 2. to
cause to be held in place; secure, v.i. 1. to moor a
ship, etc. 2. to be secured by cables, chains', etc.

moorage (moor'ij), n* [see -AGE], 1. a mooring or
being moored. 2. a place for mooring. 3. a charge for
the use of such a place.

;

<

moor cock, [British], the? male moorfowl, or red grouse.
Moore, George (moor, m6ry mSr), 1852-1933; Irish
novelist, dramatist, and critic.

Moore, Thomas, 1779*rl&52; Irish rJoet.
moor-fowl faioor'foulO, n. [British], the red grouse,
moor hen, [British], 1. the female moorfowl, or red
grouse, 2. the common European galliuule.
moor-ing (mooa/in) ; n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that moors. 2, often in pi. the lines, cables, etc. by
which this is $bn<5. 3. pi. a place where a ship, etc. is or
can be moor^i; moorage.
mooring mast (or tower) f a mast (or tower) to which
an airship is or can be moored.
Moor ish (moor'ish), adj. 1. of the Moors, their cul-
ture, etc. 2. in the style of the Moors: said of areM-
tecture, etc.

/

) , n, [British], a moor (sense 1),

/), n. any of a group o low,
ing in moors or bogs.

L MOOSE], [< Am. I$TT (A%on~
isett moos, lit,, eats off), 1. the

animal ,of the deer family, native to the North-
ern United State? and Canada: the male has huge
palmate antlers. 2. the European elk.
Moose head Lake (moosliedO, a lake in west central
Maine; area, 120 so. mi.
moot (mSot), n. [MjB. mote; A3- mot. gemot, a meeting,
assembly; Ip. base **&-, *jnW-, etc., to encounter;
bf. MjOjft^.J,' 1. an early Bnglis% assembly of freemen
to admmtstejr justice, decide community proDlemSr etc.
2, a discttssion or argument, e^peMally of a hypotheticalky case, as in a l^w

T
schooL adl. subject tolor opem for

'discussion or, 4e1^'fce; ^batable^, v.L 1. to defet^ or
discuss. 2. to propose Or, bring ii|) for d3&cu$sioix oy ae-
bate. 3. jtafcn,, to arg^e.oc plea^ ,(a caae,

'

'

, .

moor-land (tii6
moor-wort (mo
ever/green _sh,rUbiS

(moos), n, , [<
;

cf. Massachtisett moos, lit,, eats
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moot court, a mock court in which hypothetical cases

are tried, as to give law students practice.

mop (mop), n. [Early Mod. Eng, mappe; nautical term,

prob. < Walloon mappe < L. mappa, napkin], 1. a
bundle of loose rags, yarns, a sponge, etc. bound to

the end of a stick, as for washing floors. 2. anything re-

sembling or suggestive of this, as a thick head of hair.

v.t* [MOPPED (mopt), MOPPING], to wash, rub, wipe, or

remove with or as with a mop (sometimes with up).

mop the floor with, [Slang], to defeat decisively.

mop up, 1. [Colloq.], to finish, 2. in mtlttary usage,
to clear out isolated or scattered remnants of beaten

enemy forces from (a town, battle area, etc.).

mop (mop), n. & vd. [MOPPED (mopt), MOPPING], [<
dial. phr. mop and mow, in which both words seem
to symbolize the Hp puckerings of a grimace], grimace.

mop-board (mop'b&rd', mop'bord'), n. a board at the

base of the walls of a room: baseboard.

mope (mop), tu. [MOPED (moot), MOPING], [prob. of

same origin as mop (grimace)], to be gloomy, dull,

apathetic, and dispirited, n. 1. a person who mopes
or is inclined to mope. 2. pi. low spirits.

mopish (mop'ish), adj. inclined to mope; gloomy.

mop-pet (mop'it), n. [dim. of ME. moppe, rag doll;

prob. <,L. mappa, a napkin, towel; cf. MOP (cleaning
implement)], [Archaic or Humorous], a uttle child or

young girl: a term of affection.

mo quette (mo-kef), n. [Fr.], a kind of carpet or

upholstery fabric with a thick, soft, napped surface.

Mo-qul (mo'ke), n. a MokL
Mor*, Morocco.
mo-ra (m6r', mo'ra), n. [pi. MORAB (-e -re), MORAS
(-as, -rsz)], [L. mara, delay], in prosody, the unit of

metrical time, equal to the ordinary short syllable,

usually indicated by a breve (

w
).

mo-ra-ceous (md-ra'shss, mo-ra'shas), adj. [< Mod. L.

Moraceae, name of the family < L. morus, mulberry
tree; -j- -ous], in botany, of the mulberry family.
Mo rad a*bad (mo'ra-da-bSd'), a city in the United
Provinces, northern India: pop., 111,000.
mo-raine (ma-ran

1
, mo-ran'), n. [Fr. < dial.; cf. Pr.

mourenne < mourre, projecting rock], a mass of rocks,

gravel, sand, etc. carried or deposited by a glacier,

either along its side (lateral moraine) or at its lower
end (terminal moraine).
moral (mdr'al, mor'al), adj. [ME. morale; L. moralis,
of manners or customs < mos, moris, pi. mores, manners,
morals; cf. MOOD], 1. relating to, dealing with, or

capable of making the distinction between, right and
wrong in conduct. 2. relating to, serving to teach, or
in accordance with, the principles of right and wrong.
3. good or right in conduct or character; often, specifi-

cally, virtuous in sexual conduct: opposed to immoral.
4. based on general observation of people, etc. rather
than on what is demonstrable: as, moral evidence.
5. designating support, etc. that involves approval and
sympathy without action. 6. being virtually such
because of its effect on thoughts, attitudes, etc., or
because of its general results: as, a moral victory.
7. based on strong probability: as, a moral certainty.
n. 1. a moral implication or moral lesson taught by
a fable, event, etc. 2. a maxim. 3. fl. principles,
standards, or habits with respect to nght or wrong
in conduct; ethics. 4. [Rare], (ma-rat') r morale.
SYN. moral implies conformity with the generally accepted
standards of goodness or tightness in conduct or character,
sometimes, specifically, in sexual conduct (a moral woman):
ethical implies conformity with an elaborated, ideal code of
moral principles, sometimes, specifically, with the code of a par-
ticular profession (an ethical lawyer) ; virtuous implies a mor-
ally excellent character, connoting justice, integrity, and often,
specifically, chastity; righteous implies a being morally blame-
less or justifiable (righteous anger),' ANT. immoral,
mo-rale (ma-raF, m6-ral') n. [Fr., fern, of moral; see
MORAL], 1. moral or mental condition with respect
to courage, discipline, confidence, enthusiasm, willing-
ness to endure hardship, etc. 2. [Rare], morality.
moral hazard, risk^ (to an insurance company) arising
from the possible disnonesty of the insured,
mor-al-ism (mdr'sl-iz'm, mor'al-iz'm). ft. 1. moral
teaching; moralizing. 2. a moral maam. 3. belief in
or practice of a system of ethics apart from religion.
moral 1st (m6r'al-ist, mor'al-ist), n. 1. a teacher of
or writer on morals; person who moralizes. 2. a person
who lives virtuously, often without reliance on religion.mor al is tic (mfcr'a-Hs'tik, mor'a-lis'tik) , adj. 1. mor-
alizing. 2. of moralism or moralists.
mo*raH-ty (m6-ral'9-ti, ma-ral'a-ti), n. \pl MORALITIES
(-tiz)l, [ME. moralitee; L. moralitas < moralis}^ L
moral quality or character; lightness or wrongness,
as of an action. 2. the character of being in accord
with the principles or standards of tight conduct; zjg^t
conduct: often, specifically, virtue in sexual conduct
3. principles of right and wrong in conduct: ethics,
4. moral instruction or lesson. 5, a

mor-aM-za-tion (mdr'sl-i-za'shan, mor'ol-i-za'shan), n.

a moralizing or being moralized. .

moraHze (m6r'a-K&', morVKz'). v.t. [MORALIZED
(-fizd

7

), MORALIZING], ftPf- moraliser; LL. moralizare <
L. moralis], to think* write, or speak about matters of

right and wrong, v.t. L a) to interpret or explain in

terms of right and wrong, o) to point out the moral in

or draw a moral from. 2. to improve the morals of.

mor aMy (mfcr'al-i, mor'al-i), adv, L in .a moral man-
ner; virtuously. 2. from a moral viewpoint; as regards
morals. 3. virtually; practically.
moral philosophy, ethics.

morass (m6-ras'f m9-ras', mo-ras'), [I>. moeras, a

marsh, fen; earlier marasch: OFr. maresc < Frank.

marisk, a swamp; akin to Eng. marsh; cf. MOOR, n.],

a tract of low, soft, watery ground: bog: marsh; swamp:
sometimes used figuratively of a difficult, troublesome,
or perplexing state of affairs.

.

mor-a-to-ri-um (mQr'a-tfir'i-am, mors-to/n-am), n.

[pi. MORATORIUMS (-smz), MORATORIA (*)], [Mod. L,,

neut. of LL, moratorium, delaying < L. morari, to

delay < mora, a delay], 1. a legal authorization,

usually by a law passed in an emergency, to delay

payment of money due, as by a bank or debtor nation.

2. the effective period of such an authorization.

mor-a-to-ry (m6rVt6r'i, morVto'ri), adj. [LL. mora-

torius; see MORATORIUM], in law, delaying \ postponing;
especially, designating or of a law authorizing a mora-
torium. _
Mo-ra-va (mo"'ra-va*), n. 1. a river in Moravia, Czecho-

slovakia, flowing into the Danube and forming part
of the boundary between Czechoslovakia and Austria:

length, 180 mi.: German name, March. 2. a river in

eastern Yugoslavia, flowing into the Danube: length,
c. 100 mi. 3. Moravia.
Mo-ra-vi-a (m6-ra'vi-3, mo-ra'vi-a), n. a former orov-
mce of Austria: now a part of Czechoslovakia: Czech
name, Morava; German name, Mahren.
Mo-ra-vi-an (md-ra'vi-an, mo-rS'vi-sn), ca/. 1. of

Moravia, its people, etc. 2. of the Moravians (reli-

gious sect), n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Moravia. 2.

the Czech dialect of Moravia. 3. a member of a Prot-
estant sect founded in Moravia c. 1722 by disciples of

John Huss: also called (Renewed Church of the) United

Brethren, Unity of the Brethren, Moraman Brethren,

Mo rav ska Os-tra-va (md'raf-ska oVtra-va'), n. a city
in northern Moravia, Czechoslovakia: pop., 125,000:
German name, Mfthrisch-Ostrau.

Mor-ay (mtir'i; Scot. mur'S), n. a county on the coast
of northeastern Scotland: pop., 44,000 (est. 1946);
county seat, Elgin. Formerly called Elgin.

mo-ray (m6r'a f mo-raO n. [Port, moreia; L. muraena,
kind of fish], any of a number of related eels of warm
seas, characterized by brilliant coloring and voracious
behavior, found especially among coral reefs: the
Mediterranean moray is valued as a food fish.

mor-bid (mo'r'bid), adj. [L. morUdus, sickly, diseased <
morbus, disease], 1. of, having, or caused by disease;
unhealthy; diseased. 2. resulting from or as from a
diseased state of mind; especially,lmving or showing an
unwholesonie tendency to dwell on gruesome or gloomy
matters: hence, 3. gruesome; grisly; horrible: as, the
morbid details of a story. 4. of diseased parts; patho-
logical: as, morbid anatomy.
mor-bid'i-ty (mdr-bid'e-ti), n. tpl. MORBIDITIES (-tiz)],

1. state, Duality or instance ot being morbid. 2. the
rate of disease or proportion of diseased persons in a
given locality, nation, etc.
mor-bif ic (mo*r~bif'ik), adj. [Fr. morbifiaue < LL. mor-

bificare, to produce disease < L. morous, disease +
facere, to make], causing or leading to disease.
mor-bif-i-cal (m6r-bif

/
i-kl) l adj. morbific.

mor-billi (mor-bill), n.pl [ML., pi. of morUllus, dim.
of L* morbus, disease], measles.

Jmor-ceau (rnftr'soO. n. [pi MQRCEAUX (-sSO], JFr.],
1. a morsel; bit; fragment. 2- a short composition,
passage* or excerpt, as of poetry or music,
rrmr da cious (mSr-dS/sh), adj. [< mordacity 4- ous],
biting, sharp, acrid, or caustic.

mor-aac-i'ty (m6r-dasVti), n. [Fr. mordacite; L. mor-
dacitas < mordax* biting (akin to mordere, to bite)], the
quality of being biting, sharp, acrid, or caustic,

mor-dan-cy (mor'd'n-si), n. the quality of being mor-
dant: mordacity,mor dant (mdr^fnt), adj* [ME, mpwrdant < OFr, pp.
of mordre (L. mordere), to |bite|, i. biting, ct^ttlnsg,

caustic, or sarcastic^ as speech, wife* etc. 2. corrosive.
3. acting to fix colors in dyeing, etc. it I, a substance
used in dyeing to &K the coloring matter! as a metallic

compound that combtjses wwi te organic; dye "too form
an insoluble colored compound, or lake, in the fiber of
the fabric. ,2, an add or otfcer corrosive. stit>fttaee
used in etching to bii;e lines* em into a

treat^or

morality play, any of a class of allegorical dramas of the
15th and 16th centuries, the characters of which were
personifications of abstractions, as Everyman, Vice,
Virtue, etc,: also morality.
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MORDENTS

mor-dent (m6r'd'nt), n. [G.; It. mordente. ppr. of
mordere (L. mordere)* to bite],
in music, a trill made by a
rapid alternation of a princi-
pal tone with a supplement-
ary tone a half step below it:

in a single (or short} mordent
the supplementary tone oc-
curs once, in a double (or
long) mordent, more than
once; in an inverted mordent,
or pralltriller, the supple-
mentary tone is a half step
above the principal tone.

Mor-do-vi-an Autonomous Soviet Socialist Repuh-
lic (mdr-do'vi-an), a division of the R.S.P.S.R. in east
central European Russia: area, 9,843 sq. mi *

-DOD
1,249,000; capital, Saransk.

' F P"

Mor-dred (m6r>drid), n. Modred.
more (rnor, mor), adj. [super!. MOST (most)], [ME.; AS.
mara, greater, used as compar. of mtcel, big, much (cf.
MUCH) ; akin to Goth, maiza; IE. base *me~, *mo-, big],
1. greater in amount, quantity, or degree: used as the
comparative of much. 2. greater in number: used as
the comparative of many. 3. additional; further: as,
there is more tea. it. 1. a greater amount, quantity,

,

or degree. 2. [construed as pi.}, a) a greater number
(of persons or things) : as, more of us are going, b) a
greater number of persons. 3. something additional
or further: as, more cannot be said. 4. something of
greater importance, adv. [superl. MOST], [< the above,
replacing earlier mo (AS. ma) < IE. positive *me-ro~s,
*mo-ro-s < *me-, *md-], 1. in or to a greater degree
or extent; used with many adjectives and adverbs (reg-
ularly with those of three or more syllables) to form
the comparative degree: as, more satisfying, more in-
tensely. 2. in addition; further; again; longer.
more and more, 1, to an increasing degree; increas-

t

s

ingly. 2. a constantly increasing amount, quantity,
degree, or number (of persons or a specified thing).
more or less, 1. to some extent. 2. approximately

More, Hannah (m6r, mor), 1745-1833; English writer
of religious books and tracts.

More, Paul Elmer, 1864-1937; American essayist,
critic* and editor.

More, Sir Thomas, 1478-1535; English statesman and
author; lord chancellor of England (1529-1532);
executed; canonized in 1935: also Saint Thomas More.
Mo-re-a (m6-re'a, mo-re's), n. a peninsula in southern
Greece: former name, the Peloponnesus.

Mo-reau, Jean Vic-tor (zhaV vek'toV m$'ro'), 1763-
1813; French general, opposed to Napoleon.
moreen (ma-ren'), n. [prob. < moire -f -een as in
velveteen, etc.], a stout fabric of wool or cotton, or of
cotton and wool, silk, or mohair, usually having a wa-
tered finish: used for drapes, upholstery, etc.
morel (ma-reK), n [Fr f mortlle; D. morilje; prob, <
OHG. morhila, dim. of

morha>moraha, carrot;
cf. ME, more, a root],

any of a group of small,
edible mushrooms.
mo rel (ma-relO, n, [ME.
& OFr. morele (Fr, mo-
relle) ; LL. maurella, kind
of plant], any of several
kinds of nightshade;
especially, the black
nightshade.
morel-lo (ma-rel'o), n.

[Fl. marelle, contr. <
amarelle; It. amarello,
dim. of amaro (< L,

amarus), bitter], a culti-

vated, cherry with dajyk-
red skin ana juioe.

Mor-gan, Daniel (m6r'gan), 1736-1802; American
general in the Revolutionary War.
Morgan, Sir Henry, 1635?~1688; Welsh buccaneer.
Morgan, John Hunt, 1826-1864; Confederate general
in the Civil War.
Morgan, John Pier-pont (peY'pont), 1. 1837-1913;
American financier and art collector, 2. 1867-1943;
his son; American financier.

Morgan, Thomas Hunt, 1866-1946; American zool-
ogist; received Nobel prize in physiology, 1933.

mor-ga-nat-ic (moj'ga-nat'ik), adj. [Mod. L. morganat-
icus^ < ML. (matrimonium ad) morganaticam < morga-
naticum; altered < OHG. morgengeba, morning gift,
gift given on the day after marriage (in lieu of any
share m the husband's property)], designating or of a
form of marriage in which a man of high rank marries
a woman of inferior social status with the stipulation
that, although the children, if any, will be legitimate,
neither they nor the wife may lay claim to his rank
or property.
mor-ga-nat-i-caMy (m6r'g3-nat>i-k'l-i, m6r'ga-nat/ik-
li), adv. in or by a morganatic marriage.
mor'gan-ic (m6r-gan'ik), adj. [Rare], morganatic.
mor-gan-ite (mor'gan-it'), n. [after J. P. Morgan], a
transparent, rose-colored variety of beryl, used as a gem.
Morgan le Fay (moj'gan la faO, [OFr. Morgain la fee,
lit., Morgan the fairy; of Celt, origin], in Arthurian
legend, the fairy half sistergof Kong Arthur, usually
shown as doing him harm at every opportunity; in
other legends, a fairy who lives in a lake among great
treasures: also Morgain le Fay, (Fata) Morgana.
Mor-gan-town (mer'gan-toun'), n. a town in northern
West Virginia: pop., 25,000.
mor-gen (m6r'sm), n.

\$l. MORGEN, MORGENS (-gonz)J,
[< D. & G., lit., morning, hence area plowed in one
morning], 1. a land measure formerly used in the
Netherlands and its possessions, and still used in South
Africa, equal to about 2 acres. 2. a land measure for-
merly used in Prussia, Denmark, and Norway, equal
to about 2/3 acre.

Mor-gen-thau, Henry, Jr. (m6r'g9n-th6') 1891- ;

American statesman; secretary of the treasury (1934r-
1 94:5) .

morgue (m6rg), n. [Fr. r orig., name of a building in
Pans used for this^ purpose], 1. a place where the
bodies of accident victims and unknown persons found
dead are kept prior to identification and disposal.
2. in journalism, a) the reference library of back
numbers, photographs, clippings, etc. kept by a news-
paper, magazine, etc. Z>) the room in which this is kept.
mor-i-hund (mor'a-bund', mor'o-band), adj. [L. mwi-
bundus, dying < mori, to die], 1. dying. 2. coming
to an end; being terminated.
mo-ri-on (moVi-on', jno'ri-on'), n. [OFr.; Sp. morrion <
morra, crown of the head], a hatHke, crested helmet
without beaver or visor and with a curved brim eoinjpag
to a peak in front and in back, worn in the 16th and
17th centuries.

mo-ri-on (m6r'i-on't mo'ri-on/
) n. [misreading of L.

mormorion (in early editions of Pliny)], a variety of
quartz, dark-brown to black in color.

Mo-ris-co (m^-ris'ko), adj. [Sp, < Moro, Moor], Moor-
ish, n. [pi. MORISCOS, MORISCOES (-koz)], a Moor;
especially, one of the Moors of Spain.

- . been
said; besides; further: likewise; also,
mores (mp're^ m$re$), n.pL [sing. MOS (mos)), [L.,

cmatomsj, folkways that are considered conducive to
the welfare of spciety an4 so, through general observ-
ance, develop the force of law, often becoming part ol
the formal legal code.

Mo-resque (rao-resk'. mo-reskOt W [^f.; It. more$co
< Moro^ a Moorl Moorish: said of aecoration, etc.
it. I4WW% styl& of decoration oc architecture^ cmar-

oy witrioote ^facery. bright octes, gilt, etc.
1

Fay CmdrgSo, | faT, mor'ggn)^ Morgaa le

, lit,, sea dweller], a masculine
Morgan (1747-179% New--" 1

_,_, __ emperor when they
entered the arena.

Mor-ley, Christopher Dar ling ton (dar'lirj-t'n m6r'-
K), 1890-1957; American novelist, poet, and essayist.
Morley, John, Viscount Morlejr of Blackburn, 1838-^
1923; English statesman and writer,
Mor-mon ([m6r'rn9n), n, a member of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (commonly called
the Mormon Church}, founded in the United States
in 1830 by Joseph Smith: among its holy books is

the Book of Mormon, supposedly an account (by
an alleged prophet of the 4th century A,D., ijiamed
Mormon) ofa record of some ancient American peoples,
written on plates of gold, and found and translated by
Joseph Smith* adj* of ttxe Mormons or their religion.Mor mon-ism (mdr'msn-i&'in), n. the religious system
of the Mormons.
morn (mOra), n. [ME. morne, morwen; AS. morne, dat.
of morgen, moriiing], [Poetic], morning.
Mor-nay, Fhi-Uppe de (f^'JSSp' da moT'na'), Seigneur
du Plessis-Marly, 154P-1623; French Protestant leader,
writer, and statesman: also Dupleasis-Mornay.
morn-ing (m.Sr'nin), n. [J4B morwemnge (by analogy
with evening) < AS. v^orgen, morning; akin to Q.
margen; IE. base *mer(9)q^ glimmer, twinkle], 1. the
finrb or early part of thfo 4ay* from midnight, or espe-

, look
1

; ol, ovrtt; up, ftserfftr; ftet: loy; yet; dbim
Q i, comply, j& foots;

'

at in obw (aVl); Ihr.

doch. See pp. x^xii.
1

1 Corejgwj * hyf)otWicai} <coewy t
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suited to, or <

morn-ing-
"

MORNING-GLORIES v ._, ___,.,, _ ...

heart-shaped leaves and trumpet-shaped flowers of

lavender, blue, pink, or white. 2. any of a number of

plants related or similar to this.

morning sickness, nausea and vomiting occurring in

the morning during the first months of pregnancy.
morning star, 1. a planet, especially Venus, visible

in the eastern sky before sunrise. 2. a plant with

yellow flowers, native to California.

Mo-ro (m6r'o, mo'ro), n. \fL MOROS (-oz, -roz)], [Sp., a

Moor], 1. a member of a group ^
of Moslem Malay

tribes living in the southern Philippines. 2. their

Malay language; Magindanao. adj. of the Moros or

Magindanao.
Mo-roc-can (nia-rok'an), adj. of Morocco or its people.
n. a native or inhabitant of Morocco.

Monroe-Co (m9-rok'o), n. 1. an independent sultanate
of northwestern Africa: until 1956 it was divided into
the French zone, the Spanish zone, and Tangier: area,

174,471; pop., 9,669,000; capital, Rabat: French
name, Maroc; Spanish name, Marruecos: abbreviated
Mor. 2. Marrakech. 3. [m-j, a) a fine, soft leather

made, originally in Morocco, from goatskins tanned with
sumac. 6) any imitation of this. Also morocco leather.
tno-ron (mSr'on, mo'ron), n. [Gr. moron, neut. of

moros, foolish], 1. a mentally deficient person with an
intelligence quotient ranging from 50 to 75; person
mentally equal or inferior to a child between eight and
twelve years old: moron is the highest classification of

mental deficiency, above imbecile and idiot. 2. loosely,
a very foolish or stupid person.
mo-ron-ic (m6-ron'ik, mo-ron'ik), adj. of, character-
istic of, or like a moron.
mo-ron-ism (m6r'on-iz'm, mo'ron-iz'm), n. moronity.
mo-rott-i-ty (m6-ronVti, mo-ron'a-ti), n. the state or

quality of being moronic.
mo*ro8e (nxo-ros'), adj. [L. morosus, peevish, fretful,

fastidious < mos, moris 1 manner], gloomy, sullen,

sourly, etc, -+SYN. see sullen.

^mxjarjm (pi&rf), [< Gr. morphZ, form], a combining
lornpt meaning one having a (specified) form, as in

fimMlomdrph: used to form nouns generally correspond-
i ? ing to adjectives ending in -morphic, Amorphous.
mor-pheme (m6r'fem), n. [< Or. morphi, form; +
-erne as in phoneme], in linguistics, any word or part of
a word, as an affix or combining form, that conveys
meaning, cannot be further divided into smaller ^ele-
ments conveying meaning, and usually^ occurs in various
contexts with relatively stable meaning.
Mor-pheus (m6r'fi-ss, m6r'fus), n. [ME.; L.; Gr.

Morpheus < morphe, form: from the forms seen in

dreams], in Greek mythology, the god of dreams, son
of the god of sleep.

mor-phi-a (m6r'fi-9), n. [Mod. L,], morphine.
-mor-phic (m6r'fik), [< Gr. morph$, form; -f -4c], a

combining form meaning having a (specified) form or
shape* as in anthropomorphic', also -morphous.
mor-phin (m6r'fin), n. morphine.
mor-phine (m6r'fen), n, [G, morphin or Fr. morphine <
L. Morpheus; see MORPHEUS & -INE], a bitter, white,
crystalline alkaloid, CuHiaOsN-HaO, derived from
opium and used to induce sleep and relieve pain.
morphinism (m6r'fin~iz'm) , n. 1. a diseased con-
dition resulting from the habitual use of morphine.
2. addiction to the use of morphine.
mor-pho-gen e sis (m&r'fa-jen'Q-sis), n. [Gr. marpht,
form; + -genesis], the structural changes during the
development of an organism.
mor pho log ic (m6rfa-loj'ik), adj. morphological.mor pho log i-cal (m6r'fd-loj'i-kl), adj. of morphology
or form; structural.

mor-phol-o-fiy (mdr-fol's-ji), n, [< Gr. morphg. form;+ -togy], 1. the branch of biology that deals with
the form and structure of animals and plants, without
regard to function. 2. the branch of linguistics that
deals with the internal structure and forms of words:
with syntax, it forms a basic division of grammar.
3. any scientific study of form and structure, as in
physical geography, etc. 4. a) form and structure, as
of an organism, regarded as a whole. 6) morphological
features collectively, as of a language. Abbreviated
morph., morphol.
morpho-sis (m6r-f5'sis), n. M. MORPHOSES , (-sea)],
[Mod. L.; Gr. morphtists* fomr < n&orphown, to form],
the mode of formation or dev^lopriieiit of an organism
or any of its parts.
-mor-phous (mdr'fss), [Gr. -morpkds? < morphi, form),
a combining form equivalent to ^

Mor-ris (mdr'is, mor'fe), [var. of M
name; diminutives, Morrie, Morry*
morris (m6r%, mor%"), adj. [easier towm ,

designating or of an old folk dance'fonwfy ccwolc*m
England, especially on May Day, in *ftfdk

r

tumes were worn, often those associated
acters in the. Robin Hood legwd* n. tm

Mor-rls, Gouverneur (guv'gr-n!^ m6r
1752-1 81 o; American statesman and lawyer.

Morris, Robert, 1734-1806; American patriot and
financier.

Morris, William, 1834-1896; English poet, artist,
craftsman, and socialist.

Morris chair, [after William Morris, its inventor], a
large armchair with an adjustable back and removable
cushions.
mor-ro (mor'o; Sp. moY'ro"), n. [pL MORROS (-oz; Sp.
-r6s)], [Sp.], a rounded hill, bluff, or point of land.
mor-row (mor'o, m6r'6), n. [ME. morwe, morwen < AS.
morgen, morning; see MORNING], [Archaic or Poetic],
1. morning. 2. the following day; the next day; hence,
3. the time just after some particular event.
Mors (mSrz), n. [L.], in Roman mythology, death re-

garded as a god: identified with the Greek Thanatos.
Morse (m6rs), adj. [after Samuel F. B. Morse, the in-

ventor], 1. designating or of a code, or alphabet, con-

sisting of a system of dots, dashes, and spaces, or sounds
corresponding to these, used to represent letters, numer-
als, etc. in telegraphy, signaling, and the like. 2. loosely,
of any similar code. n. the Morse code.

Morse, Samuel Fin-ley Breese (fin'li brez m6rs), 1791-

1872; American inventor of the telegraph.
mor-sel (mdr'sl), n. [ME.; OFr. morsel, moreel, dim.
of mors; L. morsum, a bite, piece < pp. of mordere, to

bite], 1. a small bite, mouthful, or portion of food;
hence, 2. a small piece or amount; bit. 3. a tasty
dish. v.t. to divide into or distribute in small portions.
mort (mdrt), n. [ME.; OFr.j L. mors, mortis, death],
1. [Obs.], death. 2. in hunting, a note sounded on a
horn to anounce the killing of the quarry.
mort (m6rt), n. [? < mortal, used as intens.], [British

Dial.], a great quantity or number.
mor-toil (m6r'tl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. mortalis < mors,
mortis, death], 1. that must eventually die: opposed
to immortal. 2. of man as a being who must eventually
die. 3, of this world. 4. of death. 5. causing death;
deadly; fatal. 6. causing death of the soul: said of sin:

distinguished from venial. 7. to the death: as, mortal
combat. 8. implacable: as, a mortal enemy. 9. dire;
grievous: as, mortal terror. 10. [Colloq.l, a) extreme;
very great, b) very long and tedious, c) conceivable;
possible: as, it's no mortal good to anyone, n. a being
who must eventually die; especially, a human being;
person, adv. [Dial.], extremely. SYN. see fatal.

mor-tal-i-ty (mdr-tal'a-ti), n. [ME. & OFr. mortalite;
L. mortalitas < mortalis, mortal], 1. the nature of man,
as having eventually to die: mortal nature. 2. death
on a large scale, as from disease or war. 3. a) the

proportion of deaths to the population of a region,
nation, etc.; death rate. &) the proportion of deaths
from a particular disease, 4. human beings collectively;
mankind. 5. [Obs.], death.
mortality table, a statistical table, based on a sample
group of the

a population,
t
stating the percentage of

people who live to any given age.
mor-taMy (mdr'tl-i), adv. in a mortal manner; espe-
cially, a) so as to kill; fatally. 6) grievously, c) very.
mor-tar (m&r'tSr), n. [ME. mortere < AS. mortere &
OFr. mortier < L. mprtarium, ves-
sel or trough in which things are
pounded or mixed], 1. a very hard
bowl in which softer substances are
ground or pounded to a powder
with

p
a pestle; t

hence, 2. any
mskiihine in which materials are

ground orpounded. 3. ,[Fr. mortier] ,

a short-barreled cannon with a
low muzzle velocity, which throws
shells in a high trajectory. 4.

any of various similar devices,
for shooting HfeHnes, flares, etc.
5. [ME. morter; Late OFr. mortier;
L. mortorww, a mixture of sand
and limei: so called ffrom the vessel in which itwas made],
a mixture of cement or Bme with sand and wa1r, used
between bricks or stones in, building, or as plaster.
vt. to plaster or bind together with mortaar.
mor tar board (m6r't&-fo&rd'( m6r/

te1r-b5fdO. * * a
square board with a handle beneath, on which mortar
is carried by masons. 2. an academic cap with a
sQuare, flat, horizjontal top, worn at cociSQien.'Oemsen'bs,
etc, in schools aad collages*
mortgage (m&r'mjj), it. [ME.; OBV. morgage, mort
$age, lit., dead pledge; mort, defwl 4- 0o&* a pi
in lawf 1. the pfedglnf of w^perty to a tttodtt

sepunty'for th payment ^of a, debt. 2. ^'-'dwd by
wfeich this pledge is nuade, 3* the clalta of 'ibe

r

) by a mortgage 2- to put a$ o
on: a& to mor<|af

'w fttttt*
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mor-ti-fi-ca-tion (mfir'ta-fi-ka'shsn), n. [ME. mortifi-
cacioun; LL. mortificatio < pp. or morttficare]^ 1. a
mortifying or being mortified; specifically, a) the control
of physical desires and passions by self-denial, fasting*
etc. b) shame, humiliation, chagrin, etc.; loss of self-

respect. c} in medicine, the death or decay of one part
of the body while the rest is alive; gangrene. 2. some-
thing causing shame, humiliation, etc.

mor-ti-fi-er (m6r'to-fi'e'r), n. a person or thing that
mortifies.

mor-ti-fy (m&r'te-f!'). v.t. [MORTIFIED (-fid'), MORTI-
FYING], [MB. mortifien; OFr. mortifier; LL. mortificare,
to kill, destroy < L. mors, mortis, death -f facere, to
make], 1. to punish (one's body) or control (one's
physical desires and passions) by self-denial, fasting,
etc., as a means of religious or ascetic discipline. 2. to
cause to feel shame, humiliation, chagrin, etc.; destroy
the self-respect of. 3. in medicine* to cause (the tissues

or.a part of the body) to decay or become gangrenous.
v.i. 1. to practice mortification (sense la). 2. in

medicine, to decay or become gangrenous.
Mor-ti-tner (m6r'te-mer), [< Norm, surname <
place name], a masculine name: diminutive, Mort.
mor-tise (moVtis"), n. [ME. mortays; Late OFr. wor-
taise, a mortise; Ar. murtazza, joined,
fixed in], a notch, hole, or space cut*
as in a piece of wood, to receive a pro-
jecting part (tenon) shaped to fit.

v, t. [MORTISED (-tist) , MORTISING], 1.

to join securely; fasten securely, espe-
cially with a mortise and tenon. 2.

to cut a hole or mortise in. Also
spelled mortice.
mort-main (m6rt'man), n. [Anglo*
Fr. morte mayn; OFr. mortemain;
ML. mortua manus, lit., dead hand;
fern, of L. mortuus, pp. of mori, to
die + manus, hand], in law, 1. a
transfer of lands or houses to a cor-

porate body, such as a school or

church, for perpetual ownership. 2. such ownership.
Mor-ton (mor't n), [< the surname and place name
Morton < AS. Mor-tun; mor, a swamp, moor + tun,
a town], a masculine name.
Mor ton, William Thomas Green (mdr't'n), 1819-

1&68; American dentist; introduced use of ether for
anesthesia.

mor-tu-ar-y (na&r'choo-eri), n.
[fl. MORTUARIES (-iz)],

[ME. mortuarie (in sense 2); M.L. mortuarium < LL.
mortuarius* of the dead < L. mortuus, dead], 1. a
place where dead bodies are kept before burial or
cremation, as a morgue. 2. formerly, a) a gift left by a
dying person to his parish priest. 6) a similar gift left by
a pnest to his superior, adj. 1. of the burial of the
dead. 2. of or connected with death,
mor-u-la (mor'yoo-^mor'oo-fo), n. [#J. MORULAE (4e')]i

[Mod. L., dim. of morum, mulberryj, a solid mass of

cells, somewhat like a mulberry in shape, formed by
an ovum in the early stages of embryonic development.

mor-u-lar (mor'yoo-lSr, mor'oo-lgr) , adj. of, having the
nature of, or characterized by a morula.
mos (mos), n. singular of mores.
mo8. months.
Mo-sa-ic (m5-za'ik), adj. [Mod. L, Mosaicus], of Moses
or the writings, laws, etc. attributed to him.
mo-sa-lc (mS-za'ik), n. [ME. musycke; OFr. mosaic^;
It. mosaico, musatco; Ml. mosaicus, musaicus < Gr,
mousetos, belonging to the Muses, artistic < Mousa, a

Muse], 1. the process of making pictures or designs
by inlaying small bits of coloredT stone, glass, etc. in

mortar. 2. inlaid work made by this process. 3. a

picture or design so made. 4. anything resembling
this, as, a number of aerial photographs pieced to-

gether to show a, continuous area> 5. in botany, any of

the virus diseases tfrat caijse wrinkling or mottling o$
leaves. 6, we photosensitive plate in a television cam-
era, v.t. [MOSAICKED (~ikt), MOSAICKING], 1. to make
by or as by mosaic. 2. to decorate with mosaica f
mosaic gold, 1. a yellow, crystalline powder, stannic
sulfide, SnS, used as a pigment. 2. ormolu.

mo-sa-i-cist tmo-zSV6^* * a Person who designs,
makes, or $eU mosaic^. ^

Mosaic law, the ancient law of the Hebrews, ascribed
to Moses and contained mainly in the first five books
of t&e Old Testament, tEeJPentoteuch.
mos-chate (mos'kSt, mos'kit), ad& < Mod. L. mos-
chatus < ML. moschus, musk], having the smell of

musk; musky.
mos cha tel (mos'ka-tel', mo^d-ler), n. U?T. moscar
tellt; It. mosc&teHa; se^ MUSCATEL a siiiaU plan^ having"

Ji-wJiite flowec? witl 4 wu^icy s^ieu.

^ (too^kmjM & MHdoptias. fo* f mos/k$), it.

a .4 reglos ol^e.,|ta^m, central European

MOSQUE

; camtal
I375POO:

Russian name, Moskva. 2. a town In northwestern
Idaho: pop., 11,000.

Mo-sel (mo'zal), n. Moselle (sense 1) : the German name.
Mo-selle (mo-zel'; Pr. mo^zeF)* it* 1. a river flowing
through northeastern France and Germany into the
Rhine: length, 315 mi.: German name, Mosel. 2. a
variety of white wine made in the valley of this river.

Mo-sea (mo'ziz, mo'zss), [L.; Gr. Md$2$; Heb. mosheh;
prob. < Egypt, mes, messu, child, son]ti

a masculine
name: diminutives. Mo, Mose* n. 1* in the Bible,

thej.eader who brought the Israelites out of slavery
pt and into the Promised Land, received the

Ten Commandments from God, and gave laws to the

people; hence, 2. a leader; lawgiver.
Moses, Anna Mary Robertson, (Grandma Moses),
1860- ; American primitive painter.
mo-sey (mo'zi), v.i [< vamose], [Slang], 1. to stroll,

amble, or shuffle along. 2. to go away; move along.
mosk (mosk), n. a mosque,
Mosk-va (mSs-kva'), n. Moscow: the Russian name.
Mos-lem (mozlem, mos'lam), n. [pi. MOSLEMS, MOS-
LEM], [Ar. muslim, true believer < aslama, to resign
oneself (to God)], an adherent of Islam, or follower of

Mohammed, adj. of Islam or the Moslems. Also
Muslem, Muslim; cf. Mohammedan.
Mos-lem-ic (moz-lem'ik, mos-lem'ik), adj. Moslem.
Mos-lem-ism (moz'lgm-iz'm, mos'lam-iz'm), n. the
religion of the Moslems: Islam; Mohammedanism.
mosque (mosk), n. [ME. moseak; Early Pr. mosgule;
It. moschea; Ar. masjid,
place of adoration, temple
< saiada, to prostrate
oneself, pray], a Moslem
temple or place of wor-
ship: also spelled mosk.
mos-qui-to (ma-ske'to),
n. [pi. MOSQUITOES, MOS-
QUITOS ^(-toz)], [Sp. &
Port., dim. of mosca, L.
musca, a fly], any of a
large group oftwo-winged
insects, the females of
which have skin-piercing mouth parts used to ex-
tract blood from animals, including man; some va-
rieties are carriers of cer-

tain diseases, as malaria
and yellow fever.

mosquito boat, a speedy
unarmored motorboat
equipped with torpedoes
and small guns: now
called PT Boat.

mosquito hawk, 1. a
nighthawk. 2. a dragon-
fly.

mosquito net, a very fine

cloth mesh or curtain for

keeping mosquitoes out
of a room, bed, etc.

moss (mds, mos), n. [ME.
ttto-s, a bog, moss; AS.
mos, a swamp; akin to G.
moos, a (bog, moss; IE.
*meu~s (as also in L.
muscus, bog & Eng. mire) CULEX MOSQUITO
< base *m<r^ wet], 1. (5/16 in. long)
a very

t
small, green,

bryophytk: plant that grows in velvety clusters on
rocks, trees, moist ground, etc. 2. a growth of these.
3. any of various similar plants, as some lichens, v.t.

to cover with a growth of moss.
moss agate, a kind of agate with mossHke markings.
moss-back (moVbak', mos'bak')* n. 1, an old fish,

shellfish, turtle, etc. that develops a greenish growth
of algae, etc. over the back. 2. [Colloq.], an old-
fashioned or very conservative person.
moss-bunk-er (m6sfburjk'er, mos'purjk'e'r). n. [altered
< P. marsbanker], the menhaden fish.

moss-grown (mos'gron', mos'gron^t adj. 1. over-

grown with moss; hence, 2. olclrfashioned; antiquated.
moss-i-ness (rndsl-nis, mos'i^nis), n. the quality or
condition of being mossy.
moss pink, a low, hardy plant with pink, white, or
lavender flowers.
moss rose, 1. a variety of rose with a roughened, mossy
stem, 2, its flower.
moss-troop-er (m8s/trooi/$r, mos'troop'Sr), n. [<
Scot, moss, a swampj, 1. any of the raiders who
infested the swampy borderland Between England and
Scotland in the 17th century. 2. a raiden marauder.

mossy (mos'i, mos'i), adj* [MOSSIER (4-er) f MOSSIEST
(-i-jst)], 1. full of or covered with moss or a mossltke;

growth. 2. as if covered with moss. 3. like moss*
most (most), a4j. [compar. MORE (m6r, mor)|, [MEL
< AS. mast* *tes, usejq, as suj^erl of w^icel, pig (c$

ov5r; Is, bite; lot, g5 T hdrn, tQ5l, look; oil, out;
't in. <m * w <wwi ** a wnity, p in comply, u

. ich; 1U, G. dpdu Sec pp. k-
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mote (mot), tu. [ME. ; AS. mot, akin to G. muss: basic

senjse;
*4
it & r^ermitted";

MUCH); akin to Goth, maists; for base see MORE], 1.

greatest in amount, quantity, or degree: used as the
superlative of much. 2. greatest in number: used as
the superlative of many. 3. in the greatest number of
instances: asr most fame is fleeting, n. 1. the greatest
amount, quantity, or degree: as, he took most of the
credit* 2. [construed as pLJ, a) the greatest number
(of persons or things) : as, most of us are going, b) the
greatest number of persons, adv. 1. [compar. MORE],
in or to the greatest degree or extent: used with many
adjectives and adverbs (regularly with those of three
or more syllables) to form the superlative degree: as,
most horrible, most quickly. 2. very (often preceded
by a) i as, a most beautiful morning. 3. [for almost],
[Colloq.], almost; nearly.
at (the) most, at the very limit; not more than.
for the most part, in most instances; mainly.
make the most of, 1 . to make the greatest use of; take
fullest advantage of. 2. to treat with the highest
regard.

-most (most) , [ME., replacing ME. & AS. -mest , formed
from two older superl. suffixes, -ma and -est], a suffix
used in forming superlatives, as foremost, hindmost.

most-ly (most'li), adv. 1. for the most part; in the
main. 2.

chiefly; principally.
Mo-sul (mo-sool'), n. a city in northern Iraq, on the
Tigris River, near the site of ancient Nineveh: pop.,
807000.

Mosz-kow-ski, Mo-ritz (mo'rits m$sh-kol'ski) , 1854-
1925: Polish composer and pianist, in France.
mot (mo; for 2, mot), n. [Fr., a word, saying, tone on a
horn < L. muttum, a grunt, muttering], 1. a witticism
01? pithy remark ;

bon mot. 2. [Archaic], a tone sounded
on a horn, bugle, etc.

moteMfmot), n. [ME.; AS. mot; cf. D. mot, sawdust,
grit], a speck of dust or other very small particle.

. mot, akin to G. muss: basic
must (AS. moste) is the p.t.

may 3. might.
mo-tel (mc?-tel

f
) n. fwotorist -f hotel], a roadside hotel

for motorists, usually consisting of private cabins.
mo-tet (mo-tetO, n. [ME.; OFr., dim. of mot, a word,
etc.; feee MOT], in music, a contrapuntal, polyphonic
*song ofi^a sacred nature, generally unaccompanied.mom (m6th, moth), n. [pi. MOTHS (m&thz, moths)],
[ME. motthe; AS. moththe; akin to G. motte; the base
is prob. that of midge], 1. any of a group of four-

winged^ chiefly night-flying insects related to the
butterflies but generally smaller, less brightly colored,
and not having the antennae clubbed. 2. tne clothes
moth, a species that lays eggs in woolens, furs, etc.:
the larvae eat holes in the material.
moth ball, a small ball of naphthalene or, sometimes,*
camphor, the fumes of which repel moths, as from
Woolens, furs, etc.

moth-eat-en (mfith'e't'n, moth'e't'n) , adj. ,
1. gnawed

away in patches by moths, as cloth; hence; 2. decayed
or decrepit & appearance ; worn out. 3. out-dated.
moth-er (mu^'gr), n. [ME. moder; AS. modor; akin to
GL mutter; IE. *mat$r, mother (whence L. mater, Or.
m$ter, etc.; cf. MATERNAL) < child's lip word ma-],
1. a w|Mnan who hais borne a child. 2. the female
parent of a plant or animal; hence, 3. tnat which
gives qirth to something, is the origin or source of

something, or nurtures in the manner of a mother.
4. a) a woman having the responsibility and authority
of a mother. 6) a woman who is the head (mother
superior) of a religious establishment. 5. an elderly
woman: used as a title of affectionate respect. 6. ttye

qualities of a mother, adj. 1. being, or being like, a
mother. 2. of or characteristic of a mother: as, mother
love. 3. derived or learned from one's mother; native:
as, mother tongue, v.t. L to be the mother of: give
birth to: often use4 figuratively. 2. to look after or
care for as a mother does. 3. to acknowledge or admit
that one is the mother, author, or originator of.
moth*er (mttf&'er), n. [prob., by folk etymology, < MD 1

.'

moeder; cf. G. mutter in same sense; see also fauDl.
1. a stringy, gummy, slimy substance formed by
bacteria in vinegar or on the surface of fermenting
liquids: also called mother of vinegar. 2. [Obs^/tJregsVMother Car-ey's chicken Qcar'iz), 1. the siormy
petrel. 2. any of various other petrels.
mother country, a motherland.
Mother Goose. 1. the imaginary narrator of a collec-
tion

^of tales (c. 1697) by Charles Perratdt. 2. the
imaginary creator of a collection of nursery rhynteS
jfirst published in London c. 1760.
moth-er-hood (mu^er-hood'). n. [see -HOOD], 1. the
State of being a mother. 2. the qualities or character
of a mother, 3. mothers collectively.
Mother Hub bard (hiiVerd), 1. the subject of an
old nursery rhyme. 2. a full loose gown for women.
mother-in-law (mu#*%-'n-lo')t n. [$L MOTttfcus^N*-
LAWJ, the mother of one's husband or wife.
moth-er-land (mttf&'eY-land'), n, 1. the country of
one's birth. 2. tfee country of one's ancestors.
moth erli ness (mttf'eVli"*iis) ?

/* * motherly qtiaKtv.mother lode, the main lode, or vein of ore, in a mine.

moth-er-ly (mu^'Sr-H), adj. of, like, or befitting a
mother; maternal, adv. in a motherly manner.
Mother of God, the Virgin Mary: title sanctioned by
the Council of Ephesus (431 A.D.).
moth-er-of-pearl (muf/t'gr-sv-purlO, n. [cf. It. madre-

ferla, obs. Fr. mere perle], the hard, pearly internal

layer of certain marine shells, as of the pearl oyster,
abalone, etc., used in the arts and in the manufacture
of pearl buttons; nacre, adj. of mother-of-pearl. f

mother of vinegar, mother (stringy substance).
Mother's Day, the second Sunday in May, a day set
aside (in the United States) in honor of mothers.
mother superior, the woman head of a convent.
mother tongue, 1. one's native language. 2. a lan-

guage in its relation to another derived from it.

mother wit, native intelligence; common sense.

moth-er-wort (muf/t'er-wurt'), n. [ME. moderwort; cf.

WORT], an herb of the mint family, with small leaves
and prickly, two-lipped flowers of purple, pink, etc.
moth-v (m6th/i, moth'i), adj. [MOTHIER (-i-Sr), MOTH-
IEST C-i-ist)], 1. infested with moths. 2. moth-eaten.
mo-til (mo-tef), n. [Fr.; see MOTIVE], a main element,
idea, feature, etc.; specifically, in art, literature, &
music, a) a main theme or subject to be elaborated on
or developed. &) a repeated figure in a design.
mo-tile (mo't'l, mo'til), adj. [< L. m&tus, pp. of movere,
to move; + -He], in biology, capable of or exhibiting
spontaneous motion.
mo-tiH-ty (mo-tilVti), n. the quality of being motile.
mo-tion (mo'shon), n. [ME, moctoun; L. motio, motionis,
a moving < motus, pp. of movere, to move], 1. the act
or process of moving; passage of a body from one' place
to another; movement, 2. the act of moving the body
or any of its parts. 3. a meaningful movement of the
hand, eyes, etc.j gesture. 4. the ability to move. 5.

an impulse; inclination: as, of one's own motion. 6. a
proposal; suggestion; especially, a proposal formally
made in an assembly or meeting. 7. in law

l
an appli-

cation to a court for a ruling, order, etc. 8. m mechan-
ics, a combination of moving parts; mechanism. 9. in

music, melodic progression, as a change from one pitch
to another in a voice part. v.i. to make a meaningful
movement of the hand, head, etc.; gesture, v.t. to
direct or command by a meaningful gesture.
in motion, moving; traveling or in operation.mo tion-less (mo'shan-lis), adj. without, or incapable

of, motion; not moving.
mo-tion-pic-ture (mo'shon-itfk'cher) , adj. of of char-
acteristic of motion pictures.
motion picture, f. a sequence of photographs or

drawings projected on a screen in such rapid succession
that they create the optical illusion (because of the
persistence of vision) ox rnoving persons and objects.
2. a play or story photographed as a motion picture.
Also called moving picture, cinema, movie.

,mo ti vate (mo'ts-vaV), v.t. tMojrcyATBD (-M). MOTI-
VATING], to provide with,, or affect as, a motive or

jnotives; incite; impel.
mo tiva-tion (mo7

ta-v'shon),
being motivated.

mo-tree (mo'tiv), n. [ME. motif,- OFr. motif, adj\ < MJ/.
motivus, moving < L. motus, pp. of moveret to move],
1. some inner drive, impulse, intention, etc. that causes
a person to do something or act in a certain wa^; in-
centive: goal. 2. in art, literature, & muqic, $, inotil
adj. [ML. motivus], 1. of, causing, or tending fc> cau^e
inotxon. 2. [Rare], of, or having the nature of7 a motive
or mptives. v.t. [MQTrvEp (-tlvji), MorrvrNGj, L to
supply a motive for; nugtivate,, , Z DRareJ to relate
(a subject) to the motif of a work of art, literature, e,tc.SYNf motive nefera to any inapttlsn, emotion, or desire tat
rnoVps orw* to action feeed was tus only motive for steading) : in-
centlve applie^ to* a stiinulits, often a. rew^ira, that eacoVfttess
or ibsjpires One to action (ke needs no incentive other than ffte
desire to be useful); inducement always refers to an outer
stifaulntf, ratter tliaa an inkier urge, that tenipls or entires one
j^ do somethingr (H money was an added Mu^me
naaiiapdse or inctentfre that pricWi one on to gre&tty
acsfaviiar^or endmanoe Cse<mr% for iifelainily waiihe spun that
drove him on). See also cause.
-nuHtJve '^o^tfo), [< motive* adj.]* a suffix meankig

motion, as in automotme, locomotive.
3

'

n, a motivating or
f

moving
' U'w

' anr power, as steam.
'1 iw>pwf anjr source ol

'

*' a tailroad,

tiff- power ol moving or
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Motley, John Lo-throp (lo'thrsp motli), 1814-1877;
American historian and diplomat.
mot-mot (mot'mot), n. [echoic of its note], any of a
group of jaylike birds of tropical and subtropical
America, related to the kingfishers and characterized

by a long tail, a serrate bill, and plumage of green,
blue, tan, and black.
mo-tor (mo'ter), n. [L., a mover < motus, pp. of movere,
to move], 1. anything that produces or imparts
motion. 2. an engine: especially, an internal-combus-
tion engine for propelling^ a vehicle. 3. a vehicle pro-
pelled by an engine; especially, a motorcar; automobile.
4. in electricity, a ^machine for converting electrical

energy into mechanical energy. 5. pi. in. finance, secur-
ities issued by automobile manufacturers, adj. 1. pro-
ducing or imparting motion. 2. of or powered by a
motor or motors: as, a motor vehicle. 3. of, by, or for
motor vehicles: as, a motor trip. 4. in physiology, des-

ignating or of a nerve carrying impulses from the
central nervous system to a muscle producing motion.
5. in psychology, of or manifested by muscular move-
ments: as, a tic is a motor neurosis, v.i. to ride in a
motor vehicle; especially, to travel by automobile.
mo-tor-bike (mo'ter-bik'), n. [Colloq.], 1. a bicycle

propelled by a motor. 2. a motorcycle.
mo-tor-boat (mo'ter-bot'), n. a boat propelled by an
internal-combustion engine or other kind of motor.
mo-tor-bus (mo'te'r-bus

7
), n. a passenger bus propelled

by a motor, usually an internal-combustion engine.
mo-tor-cade (mo'tSr-kad'), n. [motorcar -f c&valcade],
a procession of automobiles.
mo-tor-car (mo'ter-karO. n. an automobile.

mo-tor-cy-cle (mo'ter-si'k'l), n. [motor + bicycle], a
two-wheeled (or, if equipped with a sidecar, three-

wheeled) vehicle propelled by an rnteraal-combustion

engine and resembling a bicycle, but usually larger
and heavier. v.i. [MOTORCYCLED (-k'ld), MOTORCY-
CLING], to ride a motorcycle.

mo'tor-cy-clist (mo'ter-sl'klist), n. a person who rides

a motorcycle.
motor drive, an electric motor and other parts of a
mechanical system for operating a machine or machines.
mo-tor-drome (mo'tgr-droni'), n. [motor + -drome]? a
rounded track or course for automobile or motorcycle
racing or testing.
mo-tored (mo'terd), adj. having a motor or motors;
especially, having (a specified number or kind of) mo-
tors: generally used in compounds, as bimotored.

motor generator, an apparatus consisting of one or
more electric motors coupled to one or more generators,
for transforming electric currents.
mo-tor-ist (m<rter-ist) f n. a pers9n who drives an
automobile or travels by automobile; 'especially, one
who does so frequently but not as an occupation.
mo tor-i-za tion (mo'ter-i-za'shdn, mo'ter-I-za'shan),
n* a motorizing or being motorized.

mo-tor-ize (mo^ter-lz')* v.t. [MOTORIZED (-IzdO. MOTOR-
IZING], 1; io eqtii|> with motor-driven vehicles (in

place of horses and morse-drawn vehicles). 2. to equip
(vehicles!* etc.) with a.motor or motors.

mo-tor-man (mo't&r-man), n. [pL MOTORMEN (~mm)J,
1. a person, who drives an electric streetcar or electric

locomotive. 2*' a person who operates a motor,
motor mimicry, ui^ycholosy, empathy.
motor scooter, see scooter.

motor ship, a ship propelled by Diesels or other in-

ternal-combustion engines.
motor truck, a motor-driven truck for hauling loads.

Mott, Lucretia (mot), (born Lucretia Coffin), 1793-

1880; American social reformer,
motte. mott (mot), n. [prob. < Fr. motte, a clump,
hillock] [Dial.], a small grove of trees on a praine.
mot-tie (mot'l), v.t.JMOTTUKD (-Id), MOTTLING], [back-
formation < mottled}, to mark with blotches, streaks,

and spots of different colors or shades, n. I. such a
blotcJ f streak, or spot. 2. a mottled pattern or color-

ings, as of marble. '
' '

mot tied (mot/ld), mdj. [< motley + -ed]v marked wiifch

blotches OF spots of different cotas or shades.
mot-to (mot'o), n. [pi MOTTOES* MOTTOS (-oz)} [It., a

word; Vv.m&t; see MorJ, 1* a word, phrase, or sentence

inscribed on something* prefixed to a literary work, etc.,

as isxpSssfrft of or appropriate to its character. 2, a

makini adopted as,a principle af behavior. cv

& v.L to moocbu
WWT smu.war'), /i*, \iBjf. ><"inpucher^ ,,_.,.^~

muccare < muccus; see MUCUS], a 1 hand-

i t

'

Jl. PR; .seeiMOW '(grimace)], a pouting

'*i

. ~*4
^;^f(.^- T

t'&fmQ&w

'-Ions), MOUF-
tor

male has large, curving horns. 2. the wool of this

sheep. Also spelled moufflon.
mouil-16 (moo-yaO , adj. [Br., pp. of momtter, to moisten
< L. mouis, soft], in phonetics, palatalized, as Spanish
ft in calkm or French tt in file.
Imou jik (moo-zhek

7
, moo'zhik), n. a muzhik.

Mouk den (mook'den', mook'denO, n. Mukden.
mou-lage (moo-laW), n. [FrJ, 1. the science or

practice of making a mold in some plastic substance,
as plaster of Paris, of an object, footprint, etc., as in

criminological identification. 2. such a mold.
mould (mold), n., v.t. & v.i. mold (growth).
mould (mold), n. mold (soil).
mould (mold), n. & v.t. mold (form).
mould-board (mold'bSrd', mold/bord') n, a mold-
board.
mould er (mol'der), v.t. & v.i. to molder (decay),
mould-er (molMer), n. a molder.

mould-ing (mol'dirj), n. molding.
mould-y 5nol'di), adj. [MOULDIER (-di-er), MOULDIEST
(-di-ist)] t moldy.

mou-lin (moo-Ian
7
), n. [Fr., lit., a miE; LL. molimtm],

a nearly vertical shaft in a glacier, worn by a stream of

surface water falling through a crevice in the ice.

Moul-mein (mool-man'f mol-man7
, mol-manO, n. a city

in Burma, on the Gulf of Martaban: pop., 70,000: also
Maulmain.
moult (molt), n., v.i. & v.i. molt.
mound (mound), n. [prob. < MD. mond, protection;
influenced by mount, mil], 1. a heap or bank of earth,

sand, etc. built over a grave, in a f9rtification, etc.

2. a natural elevation like this; small hill. 3. any heap
or pile. 4. in baseball, the slightly^ raised area in whim
the pitcher must stand when pitching, v.t. 1. to enclose
or fortify with a mound. 2, to heap up in a mound,.
mound (mottnd), n. [Fr. monde; L. mundus* the world;
ME. had the word in the sense

* 4the earth"], a small,

golden ball, often with a cross on top, carried byva
monarch as a symbol of his sovereignty; globe.
Mound Builders, the early Indian peoples who
built the burial mounds and fortifications found in the
Middle West and the Southeast.
mount (mount), n. [ME. & AS. munt & OFr. mont, a
mount; both < L. mons, mpntis, hill, mountain], 1. a
mountain or hill: now poetic or before a proper name,
as Mount McKinley: abbreviated Mt., mt. 2. [Obs*], a
raised fortification. 3. in falmistry, any of the fleshy
raised parts on the;palm ofthe hand.
mount (mount) , vd. [ME. mounten; OFr. munter^ IX.
*montare, lit., to go uphill < L. mons* montis, hill,

mountain], 1. to climb; ascend (often with up\. 2. to
climb up on something; especially, to get on toe.back
of a horse for riding. 3. to increase ia amount : ,as, his

profits are constantly mounting, n^ 1., tti go .rap?

ascend; climb: as, she mounted the stairs. 2. a) to get
on the back of (a horse) for ridings 6) to sefc on a horse.

c) to jdimb or get up n (a>p&totan^ ,'Sjtfebl, etc.).
3,i to provide with ahorse or horses^ 4;todimb oa tor

purposes of copulation: said of the male of an animal.
5. tb place on somethfeg taised (witib?on) tas, he mounted
the statue on a pedestal ?6. to place, fix, or fasten on
or tkk the proper sttppoirtv backina, eta for the reqmred
purpose; specifically, a)> to fix (a, jewel) in a setting.

J) to fix (a specimen) n (a slide) for microscopic study.

,c) to arrange (a skeleton, deadt ajiimal* etc.) for ex-

Jiibition. 7. to rurnish Ihe necessary ostunies, settings,
etc. for producing (a^play)^ fit to put on and display

(an article of dotig) . ,9* .in military, &* naval
t

ttea&e, dj
t raise or adjust j(a gun) into proper position for use.

6) to be armed with (cannon) : as, this ship mounts six

pannoiL c) to post (a guard) ,on sentry duty. 4) to go
<^ (guard) as a sentry, n. 1. the act or manner of

mounting (a horse etc.). 2. a horse, bicycle, etc. for

mottntaing and riding. 3. the opportunity for riding
a horse, etc., especially in a race. 4. we support,
setting, etc. on or ta which something ismounted,, as the

sfapport for a cannon or microscopic slide.

moun-tain (moun't'n), n. [ME- muntaine, monteyne;
.OFr. montalgne; UU *montanea, monfano,; L. mom^
mantis, Ml, mountain^ 1; a natural raised part of t$e
earth*s surface; usually rising more o$r less, abcuptly,
and larger than a hill. 2. pL a chain, or group of $
devatioios. 3. a large pile, heapi or mjowad.

'

adj< 1. of

a1 mountain or mountains* 2. situated, living* or msed
in the mountains. 3. like a mountata; espadally,
very large.

1Abbreviated" Mt., mt^/mtm,,, M.* .no, t

the Mountain, [transl. of Br. w Montagne], the ex-

teem revoItttLcmary party of Dantosn and Robes-
pierre, which 'occupied the highest seats in the Na-
tional AssMy c* 1793. -

< ,
-

,

f '

,

'

mountain ash, any of' various small trees or shrubs
wiw clusters ofwhite fiowers and ed or oran^ berries.
mountain avem, a small evergreen plant of the rose

family, found on mountains and in arctic regions. . <

mountain cat, La cougar. 2. a bobcat. 1
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mountain chain, 1. a mountain range. 2. two or

more relatively adjacent mountain ranges.
mountain cranberry, a low creeping evergreen with

small, dark-green, shining leaves and dark-red berries.

mountain dew, [Colloq.], 1. originally,
Scotch whisky.

2* any whisky, especially when illegally distilled, as by
mountaineers.
moun-tain-eer (moun t n-esr) , n. 1. a person wno
lives in a mountainous region. 2. a mountain climber.

v.. to climb mountains, as for sport.
mountain goat, a long-haired, goatlike mammal found
in the mountains of the northwestern United States and
western Canada: also Rocky Mountain goat.
mountain laurel, an evergreen shrub with pink and
white flowers and poisonous, shiny leaves, growing in

the eastern United States.

mountain lion, the cougar; puma.
moun-tain-ous (moun't'n-as), adj. 1, having or full

of mountains. 2. having the nature of or like a

mountain; especially, very large.
mountain range, a series of connected mountains con-

sidered as a single system because of geographical
proximity or common origin.
mountain sheep, any of various wild sheep found in

mountain regions; especially, the bighorn of the Rocky
Mountains.
mountain sickness, a feeling of weakness, nausea, etc.

brought on at high altitudes by the rarefied air.

Mountain Standard Time, one of the four standard
times in the United States, corresponding to the mean
local time of the 105th meridian west of Greenwich,

England: it is seven [hours behind Greenwich time and
two hours behind Eastern Standard Time: abbreviated
"Vf ^ T
Mount-bat ten, Lord Louis (mount-bat''n), (formerly
Prince Louis Francis Battenbert), 1900- ; British

admiral in World War II.
,

Mount Desert, an island off the coast of Maine: a resort.

moun-te bank (moun'te-barjk'). n. [It, montambanco <
montare, to mount + f, on + banco, a bench], 1. a

person who mounts a bench, or platform, m a public
place and sells quack medicines, usually attracting an
audience by tricks, stories, etc. 2. any charlatan, or

quack, lu. to act as a mountebank. SYN. see quack
mount-ed (moun'tid), ad/, [pp. of mount], 1. seated on
horseback, a bicycle, etc. 2. serving on horseback: as,

mounted police. 3. set up and ready for use: as, a
mounted gun. 4. fixed on or in the proper backing,

support, setting, etc. 5. in military usage, regularly

equipped with a means of transportation, as with
horses, tanks, armored vehicles, etc.

Mount-ie (mottn'ti), n. [Colloq.], a member of the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

mount-ing (moun'tirj), n. 1. the act of a person or

thing that mounts. 2. something serving as a backing,
support, setting, etc.
Mount McKinley National Park, a national park in

Alaska, containing Mount Mclunley: area, 3,030
sq. mi.
Mount Rainier National Park, a national park in
west central Washington: area, 378 sq. mi.
Mount Robson Park, a national park in eastern
British Columbia, in the Rocky Mountains.
Mount Vernon (yCLr'non), n. 1. the home and burial

place of George Washington* on the Potomac River, in

Virginia, near Washington, D.C. 2* a city in New
York: Suburb of New York City; pop., 72,000.
mourn (mttn, m6rn), vJ. [ME. mowrnen; AS. mwrnan;
akin to Goth, maurnan, to be anxious: prob. IE. base

*(s)mer-, to remember, think of seen also in L. memor,
mindful of (cf. MEMORY, MEMORIAL)], 1. to feel or

express sorrow: lament; grieve. 2. to grieve for some-
one who has died; specifically, to manifest the con-
ventional signs of such grief, as by wearing black
clothes. 3. to make the low, continuous sound of a
dove. t>./. 1. to leel or express sorrow for (something
regrettable). 2, to grieve for (someone who has died).
3. to utter in a manner expressing sorrow.
mourn-er (m6r'nSr, mcVner), 71. 1. a person who
mourns; specifically, one who attends a funeral. 2. in
certain revivalist churches, a person who makes a
public profession of penitence.
mourners' bench, in certain revivalist churches, a
front row of seats reserved for those who ate to make
professions of penitence,
mourn ful (mSrn'fel, m6rn'fel), adj. 1, of or charae-
terized by mourning; feeling or expressing grief or
sorrow. 2. causing sorrow or depression: melancholy.
mourn-ing (mdr'mrj, m5r'nirj), n. 1. the actions or
feelings of one who mourns; specifically, the expression
of grief at someone's death. 2. black clothes, drapery,
etc., worn or displayed as a conventional sign of

grief for the dead. 3. the period during which one
mourns the dead. adj. of or expressing mourning.
mourning band, a strip of black doth or crape worn,
usually around the arm, to show mourning.
mourning cloak, any of a group of butterflies having
purplish-brown wings with a wide yellow border, found
throughout Europe and North America.

mourning dove, a small wild dove of the United States:
so called because of its cooing, regarded as mournful
mouse (mous;/or ., mouz), n. [pi. MICE (mis)], [ME.
mous; AS. mus; akin to G. maus, etc.; IE. *must a
mouse, seen also in L. mus, mouse & (from the fancied
resemblance between the movement of a mouse and
that of a muscle) musculus (cf. MUSCLE)], 1. any of

various large groups of small rodents found throughout
the world; especially, the house mouse, which infests

human dwellings. 2. a) a girl or young woman: a terra
of endearment. 6) a timid or spiritless person. 3.

[Slang], a dark, swollen bruise under the eye; black eye.
4. in nautical usage, a) a knot made on a rope to keep
a running eye or loop from slipping, b) a mousing.
v.i. [MOUSED (mouzd), MOUSING], 1. to hunt for or
catch mice; hence, 2. to seek about or search for

something busily and stealthily, v+t. 1. [Rare], to
tear or rend as a cat does a mouse. 2. to hunt for.

mouse-ear (mous'eV), n. any of various plants with
short, hairy leaves resembling the ear of a mouse, as
the forget-me-not or the hawkweed.
mous-er (mou'ze'r), n. 1. a cat, dog, etc. with reference
to its ability to catch mice: as, a good (or poor) inouser,
2. a stealthily inquisitive or prying person.
mouse-tail (mous'tal')* n. any of a group of plants of

the crowfoot family, with a slender spike resembling
the tail of a mouse.
mouse-trap (mous'trap'), n. a trap for catching mice..

mous-ey (mou'si, mou'zi), adj. mousy.
,

mous-ing (mou'zirj), n. 1. the act of hunting or

catching mice. 2. in nautical usage, a turn of yarn or

rope or a metal fastening that holds the point of a hook
firm on its shank.
Jmous que taire (moos'ko-tar'), ** P^L a musketeer:

especially, [M-], any of the French royal bodyguards of

the 17th and 18th centuries, adj. designating any of

various articles of dress somewhat resembling that of
the Mousquetaires.
mousse (moos), n* JFr., foam < L. mulsa, kind of mead
honey], any of various light frozen desserts, made from
whipped cream, white of egg, gelatin, etc., sweetened
and flavored.

Jmousse-line (moos'leV), n- {Pr.J, 1. muslin. 2. a
fine, blown glass with a lacy pattern.

{mousse-line de laine (moos'len' da len')i [Pr., Ht.,

muslin of wool], a lightweight woolen cloth, often

printed, used for dresses, etc.

Jmousae line de sole (naoos'len' do swfi,'), [Fr., lit.,

muslin of silk], a gauzelike silk or rayon cloth with
a plain weave, used for blouses, etc.

Mous-sorg sky, Mo-dest Pe-tro-vich (mo-dyesf pyi-
trfi'vich moo-sftrg'ski), 1835-1&81; Russian composer:
also spelled Mussorgaki.
mous-tache (mas-tash', mus'tash), n. a mustache.
Mous-te ri an, Mous-tie-ri an (mooVteVi-an), adj. [Pr.
mousterien: so named because remains were found at
Le Moustier, in southern France], in anthropology, des-

ignating or of a late paleolithic culture, believed to be
that of a race of Neanderthal men.
mous-y (mou'si, mou'zi), ad/, [MOUsraR (-si-gr, -zi-Sr),
MOUSIEST (-si-ist, -zi-ist)l. 1. of, characteristic of, or
like a mouse, in any of various ways; quiet, timid,
drab, etc. 2. full of or infested with mice.
mouth (mouth; for ., moutA), n* [pi MOUTHS (mou/fcz)],
[ME. ; AS. mum < *munth~ (cf. SOFT) ; akin to G. mund;
IE. base *menth-, to chew, seen also in L. mandere, to
chew (cf. MANDIBLE)], 1. the opening through which
an animal takes in food; specifically* the cavity, or the
entire structure, in the head of any of the higher
animals which contains the teeth and tongue and
through which sounds are uttered: abbreviated M.,
m. 2. a) the mouth regarded as the organ of chewing
and tasting, d) the mouth regarded as the organ of

speech. 3. a person or animal regarded as a being
needing food. 4. the lips, or the part of the face
surrounding the lips* 5* a wry expression of the* face;
grimace. 6. any opening regarded as like the mouth;
specifically, a) the part of a river, stream, etc. where
the water empties into another body of water. 6) the
opening of a container, through which It is filled or
emptied, c) the front opening in the muzzle of a fire-

arm, d) the opening between the jaws of a vise, e) the
opening between the lips of an organ, pipe. /) the open-
ing in a flute across which the player blows, v.t. L to
say; especially, to say in an affected or oratorical
manner with much movement of the mouth; declaim.
2. to take or pat into the mouth. X to caress or nib
with the mouth or lips, 4. to train (a horse) to be-
come accustomed to the bit. v.i. 1. to speak in an
affected or oratorical manner; declaim. 2. to make a
wry face by twisting the month: grimace,
down In (or at) the mouth, fCoBooJ, depressed; war
happy; discouraged. \ :

ttivft mouth to, to express in speech^ say* ,

have a big mouth, [Slang], to talk loudly, excessively,

or impudently.
mouth breed-eiv^non^i'W^'ir)* %w
erf srnaU fishes that cariy their young in th ^
-mouthed (mottfM), a combining form used in hy-
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phenated compounds, meaning having a (specified kind
of)^mouth or (specified number of) mouths.
mouth-ful (mouth'fool'). n. \pl. MOUTHFULS (-foolz')J,
1. as much as the mouth can hold. 2. as much as is

usually taken into the mouth at one time. 3. a small
amount. 4. [ColloqJ, a long word or group of words
hard to pronounce. 5. [Slang], a pertinent, important,
or correct remark: usually in say a mouthful.
mouth-i'ly (mouffc'1-i, mouth'14), adv. in a mouthy
manner.
mouth-i-ness (mou&'i-nis, mouth'i-nis) , n. the quality
or condition of being mouthy; talkativeness; bombast.
mouth organ, 1. a harmonica. 2. a Panpipe.
mouth-piece (mouth'peV), n. 1. a part placed at, or

forming, a mouth: as, the mouthpiece of a telephone,
of a pipe, of a horse's bit, etc. 2. the part of a musical
instrument held in or to the mouth. 3. a person, peri-
odical, etc, serving as a spokesman for another or
others. 4. [Slang], a lawyer who defends criminals.

mouth-y (mqu/M, mouth'i), adj. [MOUTHIER (-i-gr),

MOUTHIEST (-i-ist)], very talkative; bombastic.
mou-ton (moo'ton'), n. [Fr., sheep], the fur of any of
certain sheep, made water-repellent and dyed to
resemble any of various other furs, especially beaver.
mou-ton nee (moo'ta-naO, adj. [Fr. moutonnSe, fern,

pp. of moutonner < mention, sheep; see MUTTON], in

geology, rounded like the back of a sheep, as by glacial
action: said of rock formations.

mov-a-bil-i-ty (moov'a-bil'g-ti), n. the quality or con-
dition of being movable.
mov*a-ble (moov'o-bl), adf* 1. that can be moved from
one place to another: transportable; specifically,

in law,

designating personal property (as distinguished from
real property). 2. changing in date from one year to
the next: as, movable holidays, n. 1. something mov-
able. 2. usually pi. in law, personal property, especially
furniture. Also spelled moveable.

mova-bly (moov'o-bli), adv. so as to be movable.
move (moov), v.t. [MOVED (mooyd), MOVING], [ME.
moven; Anglo-Fr. mover; OFr. moyoir, moveir; L. movere] f

1. to change the place or oosition of; push, carry, or

pull from one place or position to another. 2. to set or

keep in motion; stir. 3. to cause or persuade (to act, do,

say, speak, etc,); prompt. 4. to arouse or stir the

emotions, passions, or sympathies of; touch the

feelings of. 5. to propose t>r suggest; especially, to

propose formally, as in a meeting. 6. to cause (the

bowels) to evacuate. 7. in commerce, to dispose of

(goods) by selling. u.i. 1. to change place or position;

r(to
some place). 2. to change oners place of residence,

to live or be active: pass one's life: as, we move in

good society. 4. to make progress; advance. 5. to take
action; begin to act. 6. a) to be, or be set, in motion. 6)
to operate in a certain fixed motion; turn, revolve, etc.:

said of machines. 7. to appeal : make {formal appEcation
(for): as, move for a new trial, 8. to be evacuated:
said of the bowels, 9. [Colloq.]; to start leaving; de-

part (often with on): as let's be moving on, 10. in

chess, checkers, etc., a)
to change the position 9f a piece.

b) to be put jn another position: said of a piece. 11.

in commerce. to be disposed, of by sale: said of goods.
n. 1. acj; 6i moving; movement. 2. one of a series of

actions toward some goal. 3. a change of residence.
4. in chess, checkers, etc., the act of moving or one's turn
to move.
get a move on, [Slang], 1. to start moving. 2. to

hurry; go faster.

on, the move, [Colloq.], moving about from place to

place,
SYN. move, tlie broadest in scope of these terms, means
merely to change froca one place or position to another (to

move, a rode, oe s foot, a house, etc.) ; remove stresses the de-

parture of the thing naoved from its original or usual place or

position (to remote one's iiatr a cause of strife, etc.) j shift em-
phasizes the change in position or location and, hence, often

cooctotes kstablity, twiest, etc. (to sk^ft in one's opinions) ;

transfer implies a ciwoilfrftoin one containeri, vehicle, owner-

shipf etc* to anotlier Cw^ faaiwferred to a cross-toim bus). See
also affect. '

'

>,
,

,
^<

move-a-ble (mSoV^bl), adfr A n. movables.

move-ment (mSSv^w^t n. tOFr,Ji 1. a moving;
spedficaByi a) an action ol a person or group. 6) an
evacuation of the bowels; also, thie matter evacuated.

c) In military & naval usage, a. change in the location
of tn>oj& awKtef etc.,, a* part of 'a maneuver. 2. a par

1-

1icuto%affp^r of of%. 3. a series- oi organlaed
actevmes t>y pe<$> trormfe c^cectedly, towara

1

,

some
goal: oftesij, cmUm the movem^mt lay those involve.a 4a it,

(

trend i^'some? ps^^mx %nere -of'

5. the

parts: as, the movement of a clock. 9. in music, a)
tempo, b) rhythm, c) any of the principal divisions
of a symphony, sonata, or other extended composition.
10. in prosody, rhythmic flow; cadence.

mov-er (moov'Sr), n. a person or thing that moves;
specifically, a person whose work or business is moving
furniture, etc. for those changing residence.
mov-le (moov'i), n. [contr. < moving picture], [Colloq.],
1. a motion picture. 2, a motion-picture theater.
the movies, [Colloq.], 1. motion pictures collectively.
2. the motion-picture industry. 3. a showing of a
motion picture: as, let's go to the movies tonight.

mov-le*go*er (moov'i-go'eY), n. [Collqq.], a person who
goes, especially often, to see motion pictures.
movie house, [Colloq.], a motion-picture theater.

mov-ing (moov'irj), adj. that moves; specifically, a)

changing, or causing to change, place or position.

6) causing motion, c) causing to act; impelling, insti-

gating, influencing, etc. d} arousing or stirring the emo-
tions or feelings; especially, arousing pathos.
5YN. moving implies a general arousing or stirring of the
emotions or feelings, sometimes, specifically, of pathos (her
moving plea for help); poignant is applied to that which is

sharply painful to the feelings (the poignant cry of a lost child) ;

affecting applies to that wnich stirs the emotions, as to tears

(the affecting scene of their reunion) ; touching is used of that
which arouses tender feelings, as of sympathy, gratitude, etc.

(her touching little gift to me) ; pathetic applies to that which
arouses pity or compassion, sometimes pity mingled with con-

tempt (his pathetic attempt at wit).

moving picture, a motion picture; photoplay.
moving staircase (or stairway) , an escalator.
mow (mo), v.t. [MOWED (mod), MOWED or MOWN (mon),
MOWING], |ME. mowen; AS. mawan; akin to G. mQhen;
IE. base *me-, *met-, to harvest, as also in L. metere,
to mow], H. to cut down (standing grass or grain) with
a sickle, scythe, lawn mower, etc. 2. to cut grass or

grain from (a lawn, field, etc.). 3. to cause to fall

Eke cut grass or grain; kill; destroy (with down):
as, we mowed down the enemy, v.t. to cut down
standing grass or grain.
mow (mou), n. [ME. mowe; AS. muga, a heap, pile;
akin to ON. mugi, a crowd, swath; IE. base *muken-,
a heap, pile], 1. a stack or heap of hay, grain, etc.,

especially in a barn. 2. the part of a barn where hay or

grain is stored: also called haymow, hayloft.

mow, mowe (mou, mo), n. & v.L [ME. mowe; OFr.
moue; MD. mouwe; cf. MOP (grimace)], [Archaic], grim-
ace.
mow-er (mo'&r), n. a oerson or thing that mows; espe-
cially, a mowing machine, reaper, orlawn mower.
mow-ing (mo'irj), n. 1. the act of cutting down
grass or grain. 2. the quantity of grass or grain moweql
in a single specified period.
mowing machine, a machine with rotating blades for
mowing grass, etc. .

mown (mon), alternative past participle of mow (to
cut down). '

< i<

mox-a (mok'so), n. [altered < Japan, mogusa, a caustic
< moe kusa, burning herbL ! a soft, downy material
prepared from the leaves of a Chinese plant and burned
on the skin as a cauterizing agent or counterirritant.
2. this plant.
Jmoy-en age (mwa'ye'naza') [Fr., Ht., middle age],
the Middle Ages,
Mo-zam-bique (mp'zom-belk/

), n. a Portuguese colony
ii| southeastern Africa, on the Mozambique Channel:

area, 297,657 sq, mi.; pop., 5,0$1,000; capital, Lourenco
Marques: also called Portuguese East Africa,

Mozambique Channel, a part of the Indian Ocean,
between eastern Africa and Madagascar.

Moz-ar-ab (mo-zar'ab), n. [Sp. mozdrabe; AT. musta'rib,
would-be Arab], any of a group of Spanish Christians
who kept their religion in a modified form during the
domination of the Moors.

Mo-zart. Wolf-gang A*ma*de-us (vclf'garjk a
j

'ma~da>/-

oos mS'tsart; occas. Anglicized to m5'z&rt), 1756-1791;
Austrian composer.

moawE0t-ta, mo-zet-ta (mo~zetf
a), n. [Jt. movzetta <

mm&a>, shortened], a short cape with a small hood,
worn over the rochet by the Pope and other high dig-

nitaijies of the Roman Catholic Church.

MP; Military Police: also M;P.
mp., mezzo piano, [It.], in music, moderately sort.

M.F., 1. Member of Parliament. 2, Methodist Prot-
estant; 3. Metropolitan Police. 4. Mounted PoKce.

MJP., m.p., melting point.
mph, rmip.li.,' miles

1

per hottr.

Mr. (mister), \pl. MESSRS, (mes'fe)], mister r used
before the name o? title ot a man: see mister.

Mrs. (mis'iz), mistress: now used as a tpte before tlje

nam'e 'of a married womanr

MS., ms., [pi. MSS.], manuscript.
"M?

S
Ttl

1. M^er'otf, Sdence.
1

2. ^a^ter of

$4 memoriae sticmyt, ffii, sacrea to me ;
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M/S, 1, in commerce, months after sight. 2. motor ship.

M.Sc., Master of Science.

MScand., Middle Scandinavian.
MScot., Middle Scottish.

Msgr., Monsignor.
M. Sgt., M/Sgt, Master Sergeant.
m'sieur (ma-syur'; Fr. ms-syo'). n. monsieur.
m.s.l., mean sea level.

M.S.T., Mountain Standard Time.

Ms-Th, MsTh, in chemistry, mesothonum. .

Mt int., {pi. MTS.], 1. mount. 2. mountain.

M.T., 1. Masoretic Text. 2. mean time. 3. metric ton.

mtg., 1. meeting. 2. mortgage.
mtn... mountain.
Mt. Rev., Most Reverend.
mu (mu, moo), n. [Gr. my], the twelfth letter of the

Greek alphabet (M, M) corresponding to English M,
m: see alphabet, table. _
much (much), adj. [MORE (m6r, mor), MOST (most)],

[ME. muche, miche < muchel, michel, large, much < AS.

myeel, large in size or quantity; IE. base *meg(k)-,
large, as also in L. magnus, magister, maiestas, Mains

(cf. MAGNtfM, MAGISTRATE, MAJESTY, MAY, etc.)], 1.

[Obs.], many in number. 2. great in quantity, amount,

degree, etc. adv. 1. to a great degree or extent: as, he
is much happier now. 2. just about; almost; nearly:

as, he is much the same as yesterday, n. 1. a great
amount or quantity: as, there is much tc* be done. 2.

something great, unusual, or important: as, is he much
of a scholar?
make much of, to treat or consider as of great import-

About Nothing, a comedy (c. 1599) by
Shakespeare.
much-ness (much'nis), n. greatness, as of quantity,

degree, etc. : magnitude.
mu-cic acid (mu'sik), [Fr. mucique < L. mucus (see, . .

MUCUS); + -ic], a colorless, crystalline acid,

(COaH)*, formed by oxidizing lactose, gums, etc.

mu*cid (mu'sid), adj. [L. mucidus < mucere, to be

moldy: akin to mucus, mucus], moldy; musty.
mu-cHage (mu'sl-ij), n. [ME. muscilage (via OFr.) <
UL. mucilago, musty juice < L. mucere, to be musty,
be moldy < mucus, mucusj, 1. any of various thick,

sticky substances found in certain plants. 2. any
watery solution of gum, glue, etc. used as an adhesive.

mu-ci lag i nous (mu'sa-laj'i-ngs), adj. [Fr. mucilag-

ineux], 1. of or like mucilage; slimy; sticky. 2. pro-
ducing or secreting mucilage. t

mu-cin (mu'sin), n. [Fr. mucine^ see MUCUS & -IN], in

biochemistry, any of various nitrogenous substances
secreted by the mucous membranes.
muck (muk)f n. [ME. muk < Anglo-N. (ON. mykt,
dung); for IE. base see MEEK], 1. moist manure. 2.

black earth containing decaying matter, used as a
fertilizer. 3. anything uncleanior degrading; dirt; filth.

v.t. 1. to fertilize with muck. 2. [CoUoq.], to dirty
with or as with muck. 3. in mining, etc., to remove
muck from.
muck-er (muk'eV), n. [prob. < G. mucker, low person <
mucken, to grumble], [British Slang], a coarse or vulgar
person, especially, one without honor; cad.
muck le (muk'l), adj'. t adv., n. [ME. mikel, mukel,
michel; cf. MUCH], [Archaic or Scot.], much: also mlckle.
muck-rake (muk'rak'). v.i. [MUCKRAKED (-rSktO,
MUCKRAKING], [so used in 1906 by Theodore Roosevelt
inj allusion to the man with the muck rake (in Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress), who was too intent upon raking
muck to consider his heavenly crown], to search for
and either charge or expose (in newspapers, etc.) cort

ruption by public officials, businessmen, etc.

muck rake, a rake for gathering or spreading muck.
muck-raker (muk'rSk'gr), n. a person, especially a
newspaper reporter, who muckrakes.
muck-worm (muk'wurm'), n. 1. a grub, or larva, that
lives and develops in muck, or manure. 2. a miser.

muck-y (muk'i), adj. [MUCKIER (-i-Sr) , MUCKIEST (4-ut)],
of or like muck ; especially, dirty, futhy, etc.
mu-co- (mu'ko, mu'ka), a combining form meaning
mucus or mucous membrane, as in mucoprotein: also,
before a vowel, muo.
mu-coid (mu'koid), n. [mwcin + -oid\t in biochemistry,
any of a group of substances resembling -mucin and
occurring in connective tissue, etc. adj. like mucus.
mu-co pro-te in (mu'ko-pro'te-in, mu'ko-prq'ten), n.

m[biocnemistry, any of a class of proteins combined with
a .carbohydrate complex.mu co-sa (mft-ko'sQ), n. [pi MUCOSAE (-si)], [Mod. L.,
fem. of L. mucosus; see MUCOUS], a mucous membrane.

mu-coe-i ty (mu-kosVti), n. the quality or condition
of being mucous.
mu-cous (mu'kas), adj. [L. mucosus, slimy < mucus,
mucus], i. of, containing, or secreting mucus. 2. like
mucus or covered with or as with mucus< slimy.
mucous membrane, a mucusHsecretinR membrane
lining body cavities and canals connecting with the
external air, as the alimentary canal and respiratory
tract.
mu-cro (mG'krS), n. \pl. MUCRONBS (mu~kr5%e)}t DU.

muffle

sharp point], in botany & zoology, a short, sharp point,

tip, or process projecting abruptly from certain parts
and organs, as at the end of a leaf.

mu-cro-nate (mu/krQ-nit, mu'kro-nat'), adj. [L. mucro-
natus], ending in a mucro, or sharp point.
mu-cro-nat-ed (mu/kra-na'tid), adj. mucronate.
mucus (mu'kas), n. [L.; IB. base ^meua-, slimy; cf.

MEEK, MUCK], the thick, slimy secretion of the mucous
membranes, that moistens and protects them.
mud (mud), n. [ME.; prob. < a LG. source; cf. LG.
mudde, mod; IE. *meut < base *meu-, wet, as also in

Eng. mother (a scum) ], 1. wet, soft, sticky earth. 2. de-

famatory remarks; libel or slander, v.t. [MUDDED (-id),

MUDDING], to cover or soil with or as with mud.
mud cat, in the Mississippi valley, a full-grown, edible

catfish.
'

mud dauber, any of a variety of wasps that build

cells of hard, caked mud for their larvae.

mud-der (mud'Sr), n. in horse racing, a horse that
runs especially well on a wet, muddy track.

mud-di-ly (mud's-li) , adv. in a muddy manner.
mud-di-ness (mud'i-nis) , n. the quality or condition of

being muddy.
mud-die (mud'l), v.t. [MUDDLED (-'Id), MUDDLING],
[< mud], 1. to mix up in a confused manner; jumble;
bungle. 2. to mix or stir (a drink, etc.). 3. to make
(water, etc.) turbid. 4. to confuse mentally; befuddle,
as with alcoholic liquor. 5. to confuse (the brain, mind,
etc.) ; befog, tu. to act or think in a confused way. n,

1. a confused or disordered condition; mess, jumble, etc.

2. mental confusion. 5KV. see confusion.
muddle through, [Chiefly British], to succeed in spite
of apparent blunders or confusion.

mud-dle-head ed (mud'l-hed'id), adj. stupid; blunder-

ing; confused.
mud-dler (mud'leY), n. a stick for stirring mixed drinks.

mud-dy (mud'i), adj. [MUDDIER (4-gr), MUDDIEST
(-i-ist)J, 1. full of or spattered with mud. 2. a) not

clear; containing sediment; cloudy: as, muddy coffee.

b) dull: as, a muddy complexion. 3. confused, obscure,
vague, etc.: as, muddy thinking, v.t. <fc i>.i. [MUDDIED
(-id), MUDDYING], to make or become muddy.

mud-fish (mud'nsh')f n. [pi. MUDFISH, MUDFISHES (-iz);

see FISH], any of various fishes that live in mud or

muddy water.
mud flat, low, muddy land that is flooded at high tide
and left uncovered at low tide.

mud-guard fmud'gard'). n.^a cover or shield over the
wheel of a bicycle, automobile, etc., to protect against
mud thrown up by the wheel.
mud hen, any of various birds that live in marshes,
as the coot, rail, gaUinule, etc.; marsh hen.
mud-hole (mud'hor), n. a hole or low place, as in a
field or road, full of mud.
mud puppy, any of various North American sala-

manders that live in mud under water, especially a
large variety with bushy external gills,

mud-sill (mud'sil'), n. the lowest timber, or sill, in the
foundation of a structure, placed in or on the ground.
mud-sUng-er (mud'slir/e'r), n. a person who engages in

mud sling-ing (mud'slin'ir)), n. the practice of making
unscrupulous, malicious attacks against an opponent,
as in a political campaign.
mud-stone (mud'ston')t n. a hardened sedimentary
rock formed from clay and similar to shale, but not
laminated.
mud turtle, any of a large group of small turtles of
North and Central America that five in muddy ponds,
streams, etc.
mu-ez-ztn (mu-ez'in), n. [Ar. mu'adhdhin, ppr. of

adhdhana, freq. of adhanaj to proclaim < udhn. an ear],
in Moslem countries, a crier in a minaret or other lofty
place who calls the people to prayer at the proper hours.
muff (muf), n. [D. mof; Walloon tnoufc,; shortened <
Fr. moufle, a mitten], 1. a cylindrical covering of fur
or other soft material into which the hands ate placed
from either end for keeping them warm. 2. a) in
baseball, etc., a failure to hold a ball when catching it;

hence, b) any bungling action, c) a bungler, v.t. & v.i,

to do (something) badly or awkwardly; specifically, in
baseball, etc., to miss (a catch) or bungle (a play).
muf'fin (muf'in), n. [< dial, mouffin. moufin; prob.
connected with OFr. mouffiet, soft, as in pain moufflet,
soft bread], 1. a quick oread made with eggs ana
baked m_ a small, cup-shaped mold, usually eaten hot.
2. a similar small bread made from djouMfei, leavened
withy*east. <

muf-fui-eer (muf'in-eVOi M* li a cpveare^ cUsin for
keeping muffins hot. 2. a container with hples in the
top for sprinkling sugar, spices, etc. on i

muf-fle (muf'l), v.t. [MUFFLED (;'ld), ]

1. to wrap up IBI a L r

hide, keep' warm, or protect:
keep (a person) from seeing or _v .

up the head. 3. to wrap or coyer
or prevent sound* 4. to deaden (a
ping, ii, [prob. < Fr. mouJU], I, a
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etc. used for muffling. 2. an oven in which pottery, etc.
can be fired without being exposed directly to the flame.
3. the fleshy bare part of the upper lip and nose of
ruminants and certain other mammals.
muf-fler (muf'ISr) , n. La scarf, shawl, etc. worn around
the throat, as for warmth. 2. any of various devices for
silencing noises, as a baffle in the exhaust pipe of an
internal-combustion engine.
muf-ti (mufti), n. [pL MUFTIS (-tiz)], [Ar., one who
gives a decisive response < afta, to judge, give a
judicial decision; sense 2 prob. < fancied resemblance
to Moslem dress of early 19th-c. dressing gown and
tasseled cap, worn by an officer off duty], 1. in Moslem
countries, an interpreter or expounder of religious
law: cf. Grand Mufti. 2. civilian clothes, especially
when worn by one who normally wears, or has long
worn, a military or other uniform.

mug (mug), n. [Early Mod. Eng. mugg: akin to Sw.
mug, D. mok, G. muck, mock, etc.; prob. < ON. via
dial.], 1. a heavy drinking cup of earthenware or
metal, usually cylindrical and with a handle, formerly
often ornamented with a human face. 2. as much
as such a cup will hold. 3. [Slang], a) the face, b)
the mouth, c) a grimace, d) a rough, uncouth person.
v.L [MUGGED (mugd), MUGGING], [Slang], 1. to photo-
graph; especially, to photograph (a criminal or suspect)
for police records. 2. to assault from behind by
strangling with an arm throwja around the neck, espe-
cially with intent to job. lu. [Slang], 1. to make a
grimace; especially, in the theater, to overact by ex-

aggerating the facial expressions. 2. to assault a person
from behind by strangling him with an arm thrown
around his neck, especially with intent to rob him.
Also spelled mugg (in sense 2, v.t. 6* .*.).

mug'ger (mug'Sr), n. [Slang], one who mugs; especially,

a)
a robber who assaults his victim from behind. 6) m

the theater, an actor who overacts, especially by ex-

aggerating the facial expressions.

mugger, mug-gar, muggur, (mug'e'r), n. [Hind.
magar; Sans, makara, sea monster], the native crocodile
of India and Malaysia, with a broad, wrinkled snout.

mug-gi-ness (mug'i-nis), n. the quality or state of

being muggy.
mug-gins (mug'inz), n. [< personal name Muggins,
associated with slang mug, simpleton, cardsharper's
dupej, 1. a variant of the game of dominoes. 2, any
of various card games in which players try to matcn
exposed cards. 3. (British], a dupe: fool.

mug-gy (mug'i), adj. [MUGGIER (-i-eV), MUGGIEST (-i-ist)],

[< base of ME. muggen, to drizzle < ON.; + -y], hot,

damp, and close: as, muggy weather.

mug-wutnp (mug'wumpO, n. [Algonquian mugquomp,
great man, chief], 1. a Republican who refused to

support the party ticket in 1884; hence, 2. any inde-

pendent, especially in politics.
Mu-ham-mad (moo-ham'od) , n. Mohammed.
Mu ham-mad an, Mu ham med an (moo-ham'sd-
9n), adj. & n. Mohammedan.
Muni-bach. Lu4*se (16o-S'z9 mul'bakh), (pseudonym
of Klara MMler Mundt), 1814-1873; German novelist.

Muir, John (myoor), 1838-1914; American naturalist

and writer, born in Scotland.
Muir Glacier (myoor), a glacier in southeastern Alaska.

mu-jik (mdo-zhefc', moo^zhik), n. a muzhik.
Muk-den (mook'den', mook'dan, mook'den'). n. the

capital of Manchuria: pop., 1,136,000; also called

Feng-Tien; also spelled Moukden.
mu lat-to (ma-lat'a myoQ-lat'o), ft. \$L MULATTOES
(-5z)] [Sp. & Port, mulato, mulatto, of mixed breed,

orig. young mule < mulo, mule; L. mulns}, 1. a person
one ol whose parents is a Negro and the other a Cauca-
sian, or white. 2. popularly, any jpersoa with mixed
Negro and Caucasian ancestry, cdj of the light-brown
color of a mulatto's skin.

mul-r

(-iz)J, [MB, mulberte, dissiinila ,

w0r&r*<* < L. morum, mulberry -f- AS. berie (see

BERRY)], j f the pur^KsJ^ed, ew>le, bejjrywlce fruit of

any of a group ol t?es whose leaves are t^sed as food
for silkworms, 2, ttotree. 3. purtjiish-red.
mulch (mulct), n [MB* mQtehf soft; akin, to G. dial.

mohfk soft; lor prob. IB. base see MOLD (earth)],
leaves, straw, car other loose material spread on the

"

lantstto prevent evaporation of water

from sofl, freezing of roots, etc. v4. to apjpjy mulch to.

.

y (rnultw'i, mul'bSr-i}, n. Ipl MULBERRIES
, mulberU, dissimilated var. ol murberie; AS.

< mwcfax, multa, a

eone) by a fine; penalize by
2. to wrtve of soame^hing, as

n, a few or faatet penalty,
'.; Olr.; L. mwlw, mule], L tfce

and a horse; especially, the off-
_ -------

'

fyarn and winding the yarn on spindles. 4. [Colloq.Jt a
stubborn person. 5. in biology, a hybrid; especially, a
sterile hybrid: said especially of the offspring of a
canary and some other finch.
mule (mul), n. [Fr.; D. muil; L. mulleus, red or purple
shoe < mullus, red mullet, kind of fish], a lounging
slipper that does not cover the heel.
mule deer, a long-eared deer of the western United
States.
mule skinner, [Colloq.], a mule driver.
mule teer (mu'b-t&rO, n. [Fr. muletier < mulet, dim.
of mule}, a mule driver.

mul-ey (mu'li, mool'i, moo'H) , adj. & n. mulley.
muley saw, [prob. < mulley, hornless], a ripsaw, with
a long, stiff blade that is not stretched in a frame but
is guided by clamps at either end.
Mul-ha-cen (moora-then'), n. a mountain in southern
Spain: the highest peak in Spain: height, 11,420 ft.

Mul-hau-sen (mul'hou'zsn), n. Mulhouse.
Mill heim an der Ruhr (mul^iim an der roorO a city
in the Rhineland, Germany: pop., 137,000.
Mul-house (mu'looz'), n. a city in eastern France, near
the Rhine: pop., 88,000 (est. 1946): German name,
Mulhausen.

mu-li-eb-ii-ty (mu'li-eb'ra-ti), n. [LL. muliebritas < L.
muliebris, womanly, womanish < mulier, a woman],
1. the condition of being a woman; womanhood. 2. the

qualities characteristic of a woman; womanliness;
femininity. Opposed to virility.
mul-ish (murish), adj. like or characteristic of a mule;
specifically, a) stubborn; obstinate. &) sterile or hybrid.
Mull (mul], n. the largest island in the Hebrides.
mull (mul), v.t. & v.i. [ME. mullen, to grind; prob. <
mul, dust; AS. myl, dust; for IE, base see MOLD (earth)],

[Colloq.], to cogitate or ponder (usually with over}.
mull (mul), v.r. [prob. < Fr. mollir, to soften < mol,
soft < L. mollis; cf. MILL], to heat, sweeten, and flavor
with spices, as beer, cider, wine, etc.

mull /mul), n. [< Hind. & Per. malmal], a thin, soft

muslin.
mul-lah, mulla (mul's, mool'a), n. [Turk., Per. &
Hind, mulla; AT. mawla, a master, sir], a Moslem teacher
or interpreter of the religious law: used as a general title

of respect for a learned man: also mollah.

mullein, muMen (mtd'in), n. [ME. & OFr. moleine <
mol, soft], any of a group of tall plants of the figwort
family, with downy leaves and spikes of variously
colored flowers.
mull-er (mul'Sr), n. [< ME. mullen, to grind; prob.
var. of mitten; cf. MILL], any of various mechanical or

hand';devices lor grinding; specifically, a flat-bottomed
pestle of stone, etc., as for grinding paints or drugs.
MuHer, Max (maks mii'lSr; Eng. muFSr, mH'Sr),
(Friedrich Max Mutter'),>

1823-1900; English philologist

MULLET; see

PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [ME. molet; OFr* mutet, dim. < L.

muUus, red mullet; cf. Gr. myttos, kind of fish], any of

a group of edible fishes found in iresh and salt waters;
specifically, a) the gray mullet, characterized by silvery
scales, a small mouth, and feeble teeth. 6) the red

mullet, characterized by reddish or golden scales and
two long chin barbels: surmullet.

muMey (mooFi, moo'H), adj. [Scot, motley; prob. <
Celt.; orig. meaning "bald"], having had the horns
removed; polled: said of cattle, n. 1. a hornless
cow. 2. [British Dial.], any cow. Also muley.
mul-li-gan (mul'i-g'n), n. [prob. < personal name
Mulligan, Milligan], [Slang], a stew made of odds and
ends of meat and vegetables, especially as prepared by
hoboes: also mulligan stew.
mul 11 ga taw-ny (mul'i-ga-t&'ni), n. [Tamil mtlagut-
awiir, pepper water], an Bast Indian soup of meat, etc.,

flavored with curry.
mul lion (mul'yan), m [prob. < OFr. moienel; L.
medianus, middle], a slen-
der vertical dividing bar
between the lights or win-
dows, screens, etc. v.t. to
furnish with or divide by
mullions.
muHock (mul'ak), n.[ME.
muUoc < mul, small par-
ticles, dust, ashes + -ock],
in Australia, the refuse
earth or rock left over in

mining.
Mul tan (mool-taV). n. a
city in West Punjab,
Pakistan: pop., 143,000.
multi- (muFti, mul'ta),

, < multus, much, many],
a combining form mean-

1. having, consisting
of or affecting many, as in

MULLIONS'
WINDOWS WITH MULLIONS

coeur;

it MVoau; *
as .w x~*il t ffrf8'{ *

Jaypoth^iteil; < derived
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multicolored. 2. more than two (or sometimes one), as

, in multilateral, multicylinder. 3. many times more than,
as in multimillionaire. Also mult-. The meanings of
the following words can be determined by combining
the meanings of their component elements:

ttmltiangiilar multinucleolar
tnulticellular multiovular
multicoil multipinnate
multicolored multipolar
multicostate multiradial
multicuspid tnultiraxnose
multicylinder multirooted
multidentate multisegmented
multifoliate multiseptate
multifoliolate multispeed
multiganglionic multispermous
multilaminate multispiculate
multilinear multispinous
multilingual multispiral
multilobate multistaminate
multilocular multistoried
multimolecular multistriate
multimotored multitubular
multinominal multivalved
multinuclear multivoiced

mul-ti*far-i-ou$ (mul't9-f&r'i-9s), adj. [L. multifarius,
manifold < multus, many], having many kinds of parts
or elements; of great variety; diverse; manifold.
SYN. see many.

multi-fid (mul'to-fid), adj. [L. multifidus < multus,
many + base of findere, to spHtJ, cut
into many divisions, or lobes, as a leaf.

mul-ti-flo rous (mul'ta-fldr'os, mul'ts-

flo'rss), adj. [multi- + -florous}, in

botany, bearing many flowers.
multifold (mul'ta-foldO, adj. [multi-
+ -fold], L doubled or folded many
times. 2. manifold.
mul ti-form (mul'ta-fSrmO, adj. [< Fr.
or L.; Fr. mul^forme; L. mulfoformis
< , multus, many + forma, a form],
having many forms, shapes, etc.

mul-tMor-mi-ty (mul'ta-far'mo-ti), n.
the .quality or condition of being

mul-ti graph (mul'ta-graf
7
, mul'ts-

graf'), n. [multi- + -graph], a type
of rotary printing machine used for

reproducing typewritten matter: a trade-mark (Multi-

nations; multipartite: as, a multilateral treaty.
mul-ti-lat-er-al'ly (mul'ti4at'er-al.-i), adv. in a multi-
lateral manner; specifically, by or with multilateral
agreement or consent.

mul-ti-mil-lion-aire (mul'ti-mil'ysn-aTO. n. a person
whose wealth amounts to several millions of dollars,
francs, pounds, etc.

mul tip a ra (mul-tip's-ra), n. [pi. MULTIPARAE (-re')],
[Mod. L. < multiparus], a woman who is bearing her
second child or has borne two or more children.

mul-tip-a rous (mul-tip'a-rss), adj. [Mod. L. multi-
parus; see MULTI- & -PAROUS], 1. of or being a multip-
ara. 2. in zoology, designating an animal that normally
bears more than one offspring at a delivery.

mul-ti par tite (mul'ti-par'tit), adj. [L. multipartitus <
multus, many -f Pars, partis, a part], 1. divided into
many parts, 2. participated in by more than two na-
tions; multilateral.

mul-ti-ped (mul'ti-ped') , adj. [L. multipes, multipedis <
multus, many 4- pes, pedis, a foot], having many feet.
Ji. [Rare], a multiped animal or insect.

mul-ti pede (muFti-ped'), adj.& n. multiped.
mul-ti-phase (mul'la-faz'), adj. having many phases;
specifically, in electricity, polyphase.

mul-ti-ple (mul'te-p'l), adj. [Fr.; LL. multiplus, for L.
multiplex, manifola < L. multus, many -f plicare, to
fold], 1. having or consisting of many parts, elements,
etc.

t ;
more than one or once; manifold. 2. in electricity,

designating or of a circuit having two or more con-
ductors connected in parallel, n. 1. in electricity, a
group of terminals so arranged that connection with
the circuit can be made at any of a number of points.
2. in mathematics, a number which 19 a product of some
specified number and another number: as, 10 is a
multiple of 5 and 2.

mul-ti-ple-choice test (muFl^'kehoisO, *n education,
an examination in which the person tested iratst select
the correct one of a number of proposed answers for
each question.
multiple factors* in genetics, a series of, two or more
independent genes considered to act as a single unit
with a cumulative effect in the transmission ofcertain
characteristics, such as size, pigmentation, etc*

multiple fruit, in botany, a collective ra&
multiple neuritis, neuritis affecting several nerves.
multiple sclerosis, a chronic disease- fe vbkk l ta Is

sclerosis in various parts of the nervous system: it is

characterized by muscular weakness, tremor, etc.

multiple star, in astronomy, three or more stars appear-

ing close together in the sky, often forming a system
with a single gravitational center: cf. binary star.

multiple voting, the voting of a person at a single
election in all districts in which he can meet the
legal qualifications, as in Great Britain before the
voting reforms of 1918.

mul-tf-plex (mul'ts-pleks), adj. [L. multiplex, manifold
< multus, many + -plex, -fold < base of flaga, surface,
region; see DUPLEX], 1. multiple; manifold. 2. des-

ignating or of a system of telegraphy or telephony in
which two or more messages can be sent simultaneously
in either or both directions over the same wire or on the
same wave. v.t. to send (messages) by multiplex
telegraphy or telephony.

mul-ti-pli-a-ble (mul'ta-pli'o-b'l), adj. that can be mul-
tiplied.

mul'ti-pli-ca-ble (mul'ta-pli-ka-b'l), adj. multipliable.
mul ti pli-cand (muTt9-pli-kandO n. [L. multiple
candus, to be multiplied, gerundive of multiplicare, to

multiply], in mathematics, the number that is, or is to
be, multiplied by another (the multiplier).
mul tipli cate (mul'ta-pli-kat'), adj. [ME.; L. multi-

plicatus, pp. of multiplicare, to multiply], multiple.
mul-ti-pli-ca-tion (mul'ta-pli-ka'shsn), n. [ME. multi-

plicacioun; OFr.; L. multiplicatio < multiplicare, to

multiply], a multiplying or being multiplied; specif-

ically, in mathematics, the process of finding the number
or quantity (product) obtained by repeating a specified
number or quantity (multiplicand) a specified number
of times (multiplier), indicated in arithmetic by the
symbol X: opposed to division.

multiplication table, a table for memorization showing
the results of multiplying each number of a series,

usually 1 to 12, by each of the numbers in succession.

mul-ti-pli'Ca-tive (mul'ta-pli-ka'tiv), adj. [ML. multi-

plicativus < L. multiplicatus, pp.; see MULTIPLY], tend-
ing to multiply or capable of multiplying.

mul'ti-plic-i-ty (mul'ta-plis'a-ti), n. [LL. multiplicitas
< L. multiplex, manifold], 1. tne quality or condition
of being manifold or various. 2. a great number.

mul-ti-pli-er (mul'fo-pH'e'r), n. 1. a person or thing
that .multiplies or increases. 2. in mathematics, the
number by which another number (the multiplicand)
is, or is to be, multiplied. 3. in physics, any device for

multiplying, or intensifying, some effect.

mul-ti-ply (mul'ta-pir), v.t. [MULTIPLIED C-plid')* MUL-
TIPLYING], [ME. multtplien; OFr, multiplier; L. mulii-

plicare < multiplex, manifold], 1. to cause to increase
in number, amount, extent, or decree. 2. in mathemat-
ics, to find the product of by multiplication. IM*. 1. to
increase in number, amount, extent, or degree; specifi-

cally, to increase by procreation. 2. in mathematics, to
perform multiplication. SYN. see increase.
mul-ti-tude (mul'ta-tood' f mul'ta-tud'), n. [ME.; OPr.;
L. multitude < multus, many, much], 1. the quality or
state of being numerous, or many, 2. a large number
of pers9ns or things, especially when gathered together
or considered as a unit; host, myriad, etc. 3. the com-
mon people (preceded by the). SYN. see crowd.
mul'ti-tu di nous (muTta-toWn^s, muTta-tu'd'n-
0s), adj. [< L. multitude, multitudinis, multitude; -f
-ous], 1. very numerous; many. 2, consisting of

many parts, elements, etc.; manifold. 3. [Rare or

Poetic], of or like a multitude; crowded.
mul ti va-lence (murti-va'tens, muUiv'o-teiwj), n. the
quality or state of being multivalent,
mul-ti-va lent tetul'ti-vllont, mul-tivVkmt), adj. in

chemistry, 1. having a valence of more than two.
2. polyvalent.
tmul-tum M par-vo (mul'tom in paVvo), [LJ, much
in Httle.
mul ture jfrnui'chear), n. [ME. mouUure, multure; OFr.
moltwe (Fr. moutmre) < ML. molitura < molere, to
gnnd; cf. MHX], formerly, a fee paid to the owner of a
mill for the privfe&e of having one's graia ground there,
usually a percentage of the grain or 01 the ground flour,mum (muni), n. |G. mumme: said to be named after
Christian Mumme, 15tii-a 0. brewer], a strong beer,mum (mum), wX [MUMMED (mtinxt), MUMMING], [prob,< MD. mommen, to mask, play* the mummer; OFr.
momer < momon, a mask; Sp- mom, a gr^aaoe], to
wear a mask of coettime in fun: specifically^ to act as a
mumtiieir at i^'-"^

1' ^ "-* '- ~ 1 -- -^-11 _ * . ,.

mum (mum),mum (mum), n.
mum (mum> f 4/A 'l||B, m>mm^^m^^e of
inadewithmel8

" "

be^lentl
*- ^

^

time : also spelled mumm.
, a cturymatil
.], mother.
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mum-hie*ty-peg (mum'b'1-ti-peg'), n. [altered <
mumble-the-peg < mumble, to bite], a boy's game in
which a jackknife must be tossed from a number of
positions so that it always lands upright with the
blade stuck in the ground, the loser originally having
to draw a peg from the ground with his teeth.
mum-bo jum-bo (mum'bo jum'bo), forig. mama
dyambo, in a Mandingo dialect], 1. [M- J-J, among cer-
tain African tribes of western Sudan, a medicine man
who is supposed to protect his people from evil and
terrorize thewomen into subjection. 2. an idol or fetish
hence, 3. any object of fear or dread. 4. meaningless
ritual, unintelligible expression, gibberish, etc.mum mer (mum'er), n. [MFr. momeur < OPr. momer;
see MUM, #,], ^1. a person who wears a mask or disguise
for fun; specifically, in England, any of the masked
and costumed persons who travel from house to house,
as at Christmas time, acting out short pantomimes;
hence, 2. humorously^, any actor.

mum-mer-y (mum'er-i), n. (pi. MUMMERIES (-iz)J, [MFr.
mommerie < OFr. momer: see MUM, .], 1. performance
by mummers. 2. any show or ceremony regarded as
pretentious or hypocritical.mum mi-fi ca tion (mumVfi-ka'sh&n), n. a mummi-
fying or being mummified.
mum-mi-fv (mum's-fi'), v.t. [MUMMIFIED (-fid'). MUM-
MIFYING], [Pr. momifier; see MUMMY & -FY], to make into
or like a mummy. 0.1. to shrivel up; dry.
mutn-my (mum'i), n. [pi. MUMMIES (-iz)l, [Fr. mumie,
momie; ML. mumia; Ar. mflmiyS, embalmed body,
mummy < mum, wax], 1. a dead body preserved by
embalming, as by the ancient Egyptians. 2. any dead
body that has been naturally well preserved. 3. any
thin, withered person regarded as looking like a mum-
my. v.t. [MUMMIED (-id), MUMMYING], to mummify.
mump (mump), v.t. & tu. [cf. D. mompelen, var. of
mommelen, to mumble], 1. [Dial.], to mumble; mutter.
2. [cf. D. mompen, to cheat; prob. akin to mompelen],
[Old Slang], a) to beg. b) to cheat.

mumps (mumps), n.pl. [construed as sing.J, [pi. of obs.
mump, a grimace: prob. from patient's appearance], an
acute communicable disease, usually of childhood,
caused by a virus and characterized by swelling of the
salivary glands, especially the parotid, or, occasionally
in adults, by inflammation of the testes, breasts, etc.

mun., municipal.
munch (munch), v.t. & v.i. [ME. munchen; echoic, prob.
after maungen (OFr. manger), to eat & crunch], to
chew vigorously, and often with a crunching sound.
Mun chau-sen, Baron (mun-ch6'z9n, mun'chou-zan),
(Karl Friedrich Hieronymus von Munchhauseri) , 1720-
1797; German adventurer and soldier; known for his
exaggerated tales of his exploits, as collected by
Rudolph Eric Raspe.Mun-cnen (mun'Hsn), n, Munich.
Mun-cie (mun'si), n. a city in eastern Indiana: pop.,
58,000.
mun-dane (mttn'dan), adj. [Fr. mondain; L. mundanus
< mundusjtworld], of the world

\ especially, worldly, as
distinguished from heavenly, spiritual, etc. SYN. see
earthly.
mun-dun-go (mun-dur/go), n. mundungus.
mun-dun-gus (mtin*dur/g9s), n. [orig. facetious use of

Sp. mondongo, trip], [Archaic], a dark tobacco with a
disagreeable smell.

mun-go (mur/g5)r n. f< Yorkshire dial.; prob, after

personal name Mun%o] f the waste of milled wool used
with cotton, etc, to make a cheap cloth; cf. shoddy.
Mu-nich (mti'nik), n the capital of Bavaria, Germany:
pop., 828,000: German name, Munchen.
Munich Pact (or Agreement) , a pact signed Septem-
ber 29, 1938, at Munich by Great Britain, France, Italy,
and Germany, which provided that Germany was to

get the Sudetenland.
mu-nic-i-pal (mu-nis'a-^l), adj. {L. municipals <
municipiumr a town subject to Rome but governed by
its own laws* < municeps, inhabitant of a free town, free
citizen < rawnta, official duties, functions -f capere, to

take), 1, a) of or characteristic of a city* town, etc, or
its local government, b) having self-government locally.
2% of the internal, as distinguished from the inter-

national* affairs oi a state or nation. Abbreviated num.
mu-nic-i-pal-ism (nfi-*ns^p

fMzf

m) 1. self-gov-
etiaefcl>y a mwicipaEty* 2. the theory that such
0ownBa0ttk should be fostered.

'

n* a supporter of

palism.
i pal-i-tmu nic i pal-i-ty (mirtni^Q-pal'a-ti) , a. {$1. MUNICI-

(*ti)}, [Fr- mmMpalM < mmmipal; L.

municipalis;see MWICIPA&J* I. a cttpv town, eta having
its own incorporated

'

government. 2. the officials

ixi.u*nic4*pdl*i*2i&
<'tioii< (mu-nis'Q-p'l-i-zS'shan, mu-nis'-

a-p'l-I-za^isn), n. a municipalizing or being munici-
palized. -;.,' >. ,, /, ",-

'

,- ,

':

mu-nic-i-pal ize (mu-nis'a^p'1-izO. v.t. [MUNICIPALIZED
(-IzdO , MUNICIPALIZING}, I. to bring under the control
or ownership of a municipality. 2, to make a munici-
pality of.

mu-nif-i cence (mu-nif'a-s'ns), n. [Fr.; L. munificentia],
qualitv, state, or instance of being munificent.
mu-nif icent (mu-nif'a-s*nt) t adj. [L. muni/hens <
munificus, bountiful < munust a gift 4- facere, to
makej, 1. very generous in giving; lavish. 2. char-
acterized by great generosity: as, a munificent reward.
mu-ni-ment (mu'ni-mont), n. [ME. munimente; OPr.;
L. munimentumt a fortification, defense, protection <
munire^ to furnish with walls, fortify), 1. a means of

protection or defense. 2. pi. in law, a document or
documents serving as evidence of title to property, etc.
mu-ni-tion (mu-nish'an), v.t. [< munitions], to provide
with munitions.
mu-ni-tions (mu-nish'anz), t n.pl* [Pr. munition; I/.

munitio, a fortifying, defending < munire,. to fortify],
military supplies : especially, weapons and ammunition.
Mun*k-csyv Mi-haly von (mi'hal'y* f$n moon'ka-chi),
(born Michael Lieb), 1844-1900; Hungarian painter.
mun-nion (mun^yan) , n. a mullion.
Mun-ro, Hector Hugh (msn-ro'). see Said.
Mun-ster (mun'stgr), n. a province of southwestern
Ireland: area, 9.316 so. mi; i>op., 942,000.

Miin-ster (mfin'stSr; Eng. min'ster), n. the capital of
Westphalia, Germany: pop., 143,000.
munt-jac, munt-jak (munt'jak), n. [< Jav. & Malay
m&njanan], any of various small, horned deer of south-
eastern Asia and the East Indies.
mu ral (myoor'al), adj. [Fr.; L. muralis, of a wall <
murus, a wall]r 1. of, on, in, or for a wall. 2. like a
wall. n. a picture, especially a large one, painted
directly on a wall (or, by extension, on a ceiling),

mu-ral-ist (myoor'sl-ist), n. a painter of murals.
Mu-ra sa-ki, Baroness (moo'ra-sa'ke), (Murasaki Shi-
kibu), 11th-century Japanese writer.

Mu-rat,"
1 Jo-a-chim (zh^'a^kem' mii'ra/; occas. Angli-

cized to mu-rat'), 1767?-181 5; marshal of France (1804-
1805) : king of Naples (1808-1815).

Mur-cl-a (mur'shi-a, mur'sha; Sp. moor'thya), n. a city
in southeastern Spain: pop,, 198,000.
murder (mur'dgr), n. [ME, & AS. morthor; akin to
Goth, maurthr; base as in L. mors, mortis, death (cf.

MORTAL)], the unlawful and malicious or premeditated
killing of one human being by another; also, any killing
done while committing some other felony, as rape or
robbery: see also homicide, manslaughter, v.t. 1. to
kill (a person) unlawfully and with malice. 2. to kill

inhumanly or barbarously, as in warfare. 3. to spoil,
mar, etc., as by giving a poor performance: as, she
murdered that song. tu". to commit murder. SYN. IdffiL

get away with murder, [Slang], to escape detection of
or punishment for a blameworthy act,
murder will out, 1. a murder or murderer will always
be revealed; hence, 2. any secret or wrongdoing will
be revealed sooner or later.

mur-der-er (mur'dSr-ef), n. a person guilty of murder.
mur-der-ess (mur'deV-is), it. a woman guilty of murder.
mur-der ous (mur'dgr-as) , adj. 1. of, having the nature
of, or characteristic of murder; brutal: as, a murderous
act. 2. capable or guilty of, or intending, murder,
Mu-re$ (moo'resh), n. a river flowing from the Car-
pathian Mountains to the Tisza River, through
Romania and Hungary: length, 400 mi.: Hungarian
name, Maros.
mu-rex (myoor'eks) , n. \pl. MURICES (-a^sSz') , MURBXBS
(-iz)], fL., the purple fish; akin to Gr. myax, sea mussel],
any of a group of whelks with rough shells, living in
tropical seas: some species secrete a purple dye.Mur frees bor-o (mur'friz-bur'o) , n. a city in Tennessee:
pop., 13 tOOO: site of a battle (1863) in the Civil War.
mu ri-ate (rnyoor'i-aV, myoor'Ht), n. {Fr. < muriatique
< L. munattcus; see MURIATIC], [Now Rare], a salt of
hydrochloric acid; chloride; especially, potassium
dnloride, used as a fertilizer.

mu-ri-at-ed (myoor/i-a'tid) , adj. [< muriate 4- -edfj.

[Now Rare], containing or treated with hydrochloric
acid or a chloride.
mu-ri-at ic acid (myoor'i-at'ik), [L. muriaticus, pickled
< muria t brine], hydrochloric acid: now only a com-
mercial term.
Mu-ri-el (myoor'i-Ql), [prob. < Celt.; cf. Ir. Muirgheal
< mmrt the sea + geal, bright], a feminine name.
Mu ril lo, Bar-to Iom6 Es te-ban (bar't6-16-me' es-

te'bSnmo^-rSlyd; Eng.myoo-ril'o), 1617-1682; Span-
ish painter,
mu-rine (myoorla, niyoor'in), adf. [L. murinns < mus,
mnriSi a mouse; akin to Eng. mouse], of the family of
rodents mcltiding the rats and mice, n* a marine rodent,
murk (murk), n. [MB. mirke (chiefly N.) < ON. myrJfer,
dark; akin to AS. mirct, dark], darkness; gloom, adj.
dark or dim. Also spelled mirk.
murk-My (mur'ka-li), adv. in a murky manner; darkly.

fat, ftpc, bAre, ctr; ten, 6ven, fcfea, ov8r; is, bite; lot, go, hdrn, tOTl, look; oil, out:
rfteij .gklMi^lwite^ to * to <?& *' *^ f?% * H"*^, .0 .-- ^'-" -

coeur; d, Fr. feu; Fr. mon; 6, Fr. coq; ii, Fr. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. e
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murk-i-ness (mfrr'ki-nis), n. murky quality or state.

nrark-y (mur'ki), adj. [MURKIER (-ki-Sr), MURKIEST
(-ki-ist)], [ME. (N. dial.) mirky], I. dark or gloomy.
2. heavy and obscure with smoke, mist, etc.: as, the

murky air. Also spelled mirky. SYN* see dark.
Mur-man Coast (moor-man') , the coast of the Kola
Peninsula, U.S.S.K., on the Arctic Ocean.
Mur-mansk (moor-mansk'), n. 1. a region in the
R.S.F.S.R., on the Kola Peninsula: pop., 291,000. 2.

its capital, an Arctic seaport: pop., 117,000.
mur*mur (mu'r'me'r), n. [OFr.: L. f a murmur, roaring
sound, muttering; echoic word.], 1. a low, indistinct,
continuous sound, as of a stream,^ far-off voices, etc.

2. a mumbled or muttered complaint. 3. in medicine,
any abnormal sound heard by auscultation of various

parts of the body: especially, such a sound in the region
of the heart, resulting from lesions of the heart valves.

v.L 1. to make a murmur. 2. to mumble or mutter a
complaint* v.L to say in a murmur.
SYN. murmur implies a contirmcms flow of words or sounds
in a low, indistinct voice and may apply to utterances of satis-

faction or dissatisfaction (he murmured words of love in her
ear) ; mutter usually suggests angry or discontented words or
sounds of this kind (to mutter curses) ; to mumble is to utter
almost inaudible or inarticulate sounds in low tones, with the
mouth nearly closed (an old woman mumbling to herself).

mur-mur-ous (mur'mer-as) , adj. characterized by or
making a murmur or murmurs.
mur-phy (mur'fi), n. [pL MURPHIES (-fiz)], [< the Irish

surname], [Slang], a potato.

Mur-phy, Frank (mur'fi), 1890-1949; American jurist;
associate justice, United States Supreme Court (1940-
1949).
mur rain (muVin), n. {ME. moreine: OFr. marine < L.
mori, to

die],
1. any of various infectious diseases of

cattle. 2. [Archaic], a pestilence; plague.
Mur-ray (mur'i), [< the surname Murray; ? < Celt.;
cf. W. mor, the sea], a masculine name.
Muj>rayw (mur'i) t n. a river in southeastern Australia,
flowing .into the Indian Ocean: length, 2,310 mi.
Mur-ray, Gilbert (mi|r/i) f 1866-191? 7; English classical
i scholar and statesman* .

Murray, Sir James Augustus Henry, 1837-1915;
^.E^gjjftsa* linguist and lexicographer, born in Scotland*
liiurmy,* Lind ley (lindli), 1745-1826; English gram-
; marian, born in America.

Murray, Philip, 1886-1952; American labor leader, born
in Scotland; president of the C.LO. (1940-1952).
murre (mur), n. [pL MURRES (murz), MURRE; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [var. of dial, marrot, morrot, marrock;
prob. of Celt, origin], 1. any bird of the guillemot
family. 2. a kind of auk.

murre-let (mfir'lit), n. (murre + -let], any of various
small sea birds found chiefly on North Pacific islands.

mur-rey (muVi), n. [ME. wwrreye; OFr. moree, a dark-
red color < L. morum, a mulberry], a purplish-fed color;
mulberry, adj. of this color.
mur-rhine (mttr'in, mur'in), adj. [L. murr(fyinus <
tniurrQi)a], of an ancient Roman semiprecious ,stone*
variously believed .4o be jade, fluorite, etc*, used for

- making vases and drinking cups,
murrhuie glass, 1. glassware believed to resemble
ancient Roman murrhine cups. 2. a delicate glassware
having embedded pieces of colored metal, glass, etc.

Mur-rum-bidg ee (mur'um-bij/i), n. a river in New
South ,Wales*. Australia, flowing westward into the
Murray Rive?: length, 1,350 mi.
mur ther (mfcrWr), n.t v.t. & v.L [Obs. or Dial.],
, murder.. > <

mips.* a. mttsetrau 2. music. 3. musical. 4. musician.
mu-sa ceous (mu-za'shas) , adj. [< Mod. L. Musaceae,
name of the family < Musa, type genus < Aru mawzah,
banana; + -ous], of the banana family of plants.
Mus. B,, Muss. Bac., Mimcae Baccalaureus, [L.|,
Bachelor of Music,
Mus ca (mus'ks)^ i$.

f

[L., a fly], a southern constellation,
supposedly outlining a fly: see constellation, chart.
mus-ca del (mus'ko-deF) , n. muscatel.mus ca dine (jnus%9-dim, mus'ka-dan') , n. [Eng. for-
mation based on Pr. muscade, fern, of muscat; see
MUSCAT], 1. a variety of grape grown in the southern
United States. 2. [Obs.L muscatel (wine).

Jmus-cae vo-li-tan-tes (mus'se vol'i-tan'tez), JL., fly-
ing flies], specks that appear to float before the eyes,
caused by defects or impcudtied in. the vitreous humor.
mus-ca rin (mus'ks-dn), iw romsoarimeu ,

f i

J

mus-ca-rtae (mus'ks-rin, mt*s'ka~re)a'), n. [< Mod. "L.

(Amantta) muscaria, fly (agaric) < L. muscarius, of

w^. <musfa> a fly]f an extremely poisoaous alkaloid,uHiONr found in certain muohuoonis, rotten, flsh, etc.
Muscat (mus-kat') n, seaport aad capital of Oman,
Arabia :j>opu, 4,200: Arabian oaag&Ljlwga*. i ,mus cat (nius'kot, mus/

kat) f n.;P%.; Pr^ ^ momio,
musk, wine, ht. r having the smell or flav
LL, wnpiM, nraak], L a variety'tftlm
grape from which muscatel is made. 2* moscafcel
Muscat and Oman, see Oman. .,

,

muscatel (mus'te-telO. n. [ME. mtm .
dim. of mttscal; see MUSCAT], 1 . a rich, sweet*wtae siadfe

from the muscat. 2. the muscat. Also muacadel.
mus-cid (mus'id), adj. [< Mod. L. Muscidae, name of
the family < L. musca, a fly], of the family of two-
winged insects that includes the common housefly, n.
a muscid insect.

mus-cle (mus'l), n. [Pr.; L. musculus, a muscle, lit,,

little mouse, dim. of mus, a mouse], 1. any of the body
organs consisting of bundles of fibers that can be con-
tracted and expanded to produce bodily movements.
2. the tissue making up such an organ. 3. muscular
strength; brawn, vd. [MUSCLED (-'Id), MUSCLING],
[CoUoq.], to make one's way by sheer strength or force

(usually with in).
mus-cle-bound (mus'l-bound'), adj. having some of

the muscles enlarged and less elastic, as from too much
exercise.
muscle sense, that sense by which muscular movement
is perceived through stimuli transmitted by nerves
whose ends lie in the muscles,

m
tendons, skin, etc.^

Muscle Shoals, former rapids in the Tennessee River,
northwestern Alabama; now a lake created by Wilson
Dam.

mus-co-va-do (mus'ka-va'do), n. [Sp. mascdbado or
Port mascavado, unrefined, of inferior quality < Sp.
mascabar, to depreciate, for menoscabar < menos (L.

minus) less + cabo (L. capuf), a head], the dark raw
sugar that remains after the molasses has been ex-

tracted from the juice of the sugar cane.
Mus-co-vlte (mus'kQ-vitO, n. a native or inhabitant of

Muscovy; Russian, adj. of Muscovy; Russian.
mus-co-vite (mus'ks-vit

7
), n. [formerly called Muscovy

glass: see -ITE], the common, lignt-colored mica,
KH2Ala(SiO4)a, used as an electrical insulator.

Mus-co-vy (mus'ks-vi), n. Russia: the ancient name.
Muscovy duck, [altered < musk duck], any of a group
of ducks commonly domesticated in tropical America,
characterized by a large crest, red wattles and by the
fact that it does not quack.
mus-cu-lar (mus'kyoo-ler) , adj. [< L. musculus (see
MUSCLE) ; -f ~ar], I. of, consisting of, or accomplished
by a muscle or muscles. 2. having well-developed or

prominent muscles; strong; brawny.
muscular dystrophy, a cnrpnic, noncontagious disease
characterized by a progressive wasting of the muscles.

miis-cii*lar-i-ty (mus'kyoo-lar'a-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being muscular.
mus-cula-ture (mus/kyoo43-chr), n. [Fr. < L. mus~
culus]^ the arrangement of the muscles of a body or of
some part of the body: muscular system.

muS'CU'lo- (mus'kyoo4o, mus'kyoo-le), [< L. musculus,
muscle], a combining form meaning muscle or the
muscles; also muscul-,
Mus. D., Mus. Doc., Mus. Dr., Musicae Doctor, [L.],
Doctor of Music.
Muse (muz), n. [Fr.: !L. musa; Gr. mousa, a Muse,
music, eloquence < IE. base *monthl; akin to OHG.
mendi, excitement, joy, OS. mendian, to rejoice], 1. in
Greek mythology, any of the nine goddesses who pre-
sided over literature arid the arts and sciences; Calliope,
Clio, Euterpe, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato, Poly-
hymnia (or Polymnia), Urania, or ThaKa; hence,
2. [m-], the spirit regarded as inspiring a poet or other
artist; source of genius or inspiration.
muse (muz), v.t.& lu. [MUSED (niuzd), MUSING], [ME.
musen; OFr. muser, to ponder, loiter, trifle; cf. AMUSE],
to think or consider deeply and at length; meditate, n.
a musing; deep meditation. 4-r-SyN. see ponder.
museful (muz'aD, adj*jwu$e -ful],

meditative.
mu-sette (nui-zetO* n. pNiE^ OFr. < musert t6 pky
music; prob. < ML*, musus, a mouth] r 1. formerly, a
variety of small Frenciy bagpipe* 2. a soft pastoral
melody* in imitation of the tunes played on this.
musette foa&, in mUUdry u$ae, a small bag of canvas
or leather for toilet articles, etc., worn suspended from
a shoulder strap ojr strapped to the back.

ncntaHuni, (mu-zi^m), n. [L.^ Gr, mouseion, place for
the Muses or for study, library < mousa, a Musej ri a
buildttig, room, etco for wegeryjaifit and esidbiting: aritas-

tic, historical, or scientific objects: abbreviated mm.
mush (mush), n* [van pf mask (ntiacture)], 1. a Itdisk

porridge made by boiling meal, especially oornmeal,m -water or milk. 2. any thick, soft, 7Ldingr mass.
3. [Colloq.], maudHn sentpnieatalaty. f

MI h
mush (mush), interj. f? attefe4 < Fr. march^ ioapef-
ative of marcher, to go l iv:e forward), Sn'.OMwa'v4
Alaska, a shout commanding sled dogs to start or to* T' . >mmmm~t,ipm*fp ^*,w>iw **Vg)S 0R OUW,'^ ' \Jt 'WW
go taster, va. to trayel qa foot over anto^v tisimlliy
wlfcha dQgisled. ,n. a ;

|ocwe^^.muHsi^'* \ '^>^ }*r

wxiUMfQ&i&^v^^ tsiiash%00pi)]
(

j^lMBfe.wawdfe-

haying a stalk capped wrthw tabc
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mush-y (mush'i), adj, [MUSHIER (-i-gr), MUSHIEST (-i-

ist)l, 1. like mush; thick, soft, and yielding. 2.

[Colloq.], sentimental in a maudlin fashion.
mu sic (mu/zik), n. [ME. musike, musyk; OFr. musique;
L. musica; Gr. mousike (techne), musical (art), orig.
an art of the Muses < mousa, a Muse], 1. the art
and science of combining vocal or instrumental sounds
or tones in varying melody, harmony, rhythm, and
timbre, especially so as to form structurally complete
and emotionally expressive compositions. 2, the
sounds or tones so arranged, or the arrangement of
these. 3. any rhythmic sequence of pleasing sounds,
as of birds

? water, etc. 4. a) a musical composition;
especially, the written or printed score of this, b) such
compositions collectively: as, the music of Brahms.
5. ability to respond to or take pleasure in music:
as, he has no music in his soul. 6. [Rare or Obs.],
a group of musical performers. Abbreviated mus.
face the music, [orig. with reference to a performer's
overcoming stage fright], [Colloq.], to accept the con-
sequences, however unpleasant.

set
mm.

performance of music
;

2. having the nature of music;
melodious or harmonious. 3. fond of, sensitive^ to, or
skilled in music. 4. set to music; accompanied by
music' as, a musical comedy, n. 1. a musical comedy.
2, [Colloq.], a musicale. Abbreviated mus.
musical comedy, a theatrical production consisting of
musical numbers, dances, and humorous or satirical

skits, centered upon some slight plot and usually
having elaborate costuming and staging.
mu-si-cale (mu'zi-kal'), n. [FrJ, a party or social

affair featuring a musical program.
music box, a mechanical musical instrument consisting
of a case containing a bar with tuned steel teeth that
are struck by pins so arranged on a revolving cylinder
as to produce a certain tune or tunes.
music hall, 1. an auditorium for musical or theatrical

productions. 2. [British], a vaudeville theater.
mu-si-cian (mu-zish'an), n. [ME, & Late OFr. musicien],
a person skilled

%
in music; especially, a professional

performer of music: abbreviated, mus.
music of the spheres, an ethereal music supposed by
Pythagoras and other early mathematicians to be pro-
duced by the movements of the heavenly bodies.
mu-si-col o gist (mu'zi-kol'a-jist) , n. an expert in

musicology.
mu'Si'Col'O'gy mu'zi-kol'a-ji), n. the systematized
study of the science, history, forms, and methods of
music.
music stand, a rack to hold, sheets of music for a per-
former.
mus-ing (muz'iij), adj* that muses; meditative; re-

flective. n, meditation; reflection; contemplation.
mus-jid (mus'jid) , n. a masjid.musk (musk), n. [ME.; OFr, muse; LL. muscus; Or.
moschos; Ar. mushk, musk, musk; Sans, mushka,
testicle, diqou of mus, a mouse], 1. a substance with a
strong, penetrating odor, obtained from a small sac

(musk ba$) under the skin of the abdomen in the niaje

mus|c; deer: used as the basis of numerous perfumes.
2. a similar substance secreted by certain other aoixnafa,* "*"

odor of any of these substances, now often created
ly. 4. the musk deer.

musl
amq

*W?J%aof thick
etq. in a
MU8-^ *

h. tpl. MUSKALLUNGB*],
4lunge.

Mpx*&* (

kellunge.
, any of a group of smaU, hornless deer of
a: tlie mate secre&es musk,

ip of Australian ducks with
_h beneath the lower jaw,
La mti^ydJke^ odor during the

.. 2 f the l$u;scovy dttclc.
'

n. [< Am. Ind. (OJibway) native
f or marsjbi formed 97 the deposit

: , v^o>b8ftub matter, mosses,

^^^___, or hollow in the earth's surface.

(piias45fgw n, a city ia Michigan, on
^ gaas IMP* 48,000.

4-lunge (mus'k^-lunjO, " [pi- MUSKELLUNGE],
aquian maskinonge; mm, great + kinonge, a pike
i. TL ^ a group of very large- fmke of the Great

i valley, valtiw as a ganie and
food fish: also maskalonge, maskanonge, etc. '. <, ".

mus-ket (mus'kit), n. [Pr. mousquet < OFr. mousket,

moscJwt; It. moschetto* musket, orig. sparrow Imwk

lrata
t
<* de

art or practice of firing muskets or other small arms.
2. a) muskets collectively^. 6) musketeers collectively.
Mus kho-ge-an (mus-ko'^-sn^ mus'ko-ge'sn), adj. des-

ignating or of a linguistic stock of North American
Indians of the southeastern United States, including
the Creek, Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Seminole tribes.
musk-mel-on (musk'mel'sn), n. [musk -h melon], 1.

any of several round or oblong fruits of the melon
family, as the cantaloupe, with a thick rind and sweet,
juicy flesh. 2. the trailing plant on which it grows.
Mus ko-gee (mus-ko'gi) , n. a city in eastern Oklahoma:
pop., 37,000.
musk ox, any of a group of hardy oxen of arctic America
and Greenland, with a long, coarse, hairy coat, large,
curved horns, and a musklike odor.
musk-rat (musk'rat'), n. [pi. MUSKJRATS (-rats') , MUSK-
RAT; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

1. a North American ro-
dent living in water and
having a glossy brown
fur, a long tail, and a
musklike odor. 2. its fur.
musk rose, a Mediterra-
nean rose with fragrant

aij.
MUSKIEST (-ki-ist)],[MUSKIER (-ki-gr),

smelling of musk.
Mus lem, Mus-lim (muzlam), n. & adj* Moslem. ,

mus-lin (muz'lin), n. [Fr. mousseline; It. mussalino <
mussolo, muslin < Mussolo (< Ar. Mosul), Mosul, city
in Iraq, where it was made], any of various fine cotton
cloths of plain weave, often dyed or printed; especially,
a heavy variety used for sheets, pillowcases, etc.
muslin delaine, delaine.
Mus. M., Musicae Magister, [L.l, Master of Music.
mus*quash (mus'kwash), n. \pl. MUSQUASHES (-iz),

MUSQUASH; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [< Am. Ind. (Algon-
quian) ; cf. Abnaki muskwessu, it is red], a muskrat.
muss (mus), n. [prob. var. of mess]* [Colloq. or Dial.],
1. a mess; disorder. 2. a squabble; row; commotion.
v*t. [Colloq. or Dial.], to make messy (often with up).
mussel (musH), n. [ME. muscle; AS. mus[c)le: IX.
muscula < L. musculus, mussel, muscle, orig. dim. of
mws, a mouse], any of various bivalve molhisks; specific-
ally, a) a salt-water variety used as food, b) a fresh?
water variety whose shell is made into buttons, eta ,

Mus set, Al fred de (al'fred' do mti'se'), (Louis Charles
Alfred de Musset), 1810-1857; French poet, dramatist,
and novelist,

Musso-lini, Be-ni to (be-ne'td moos'sd-le/ne; Eng.
moos'9-le'ni, mus'o-le'ni), 1883-^1945; Italian dictator;
Fascist prime ministerof Italy (1922-1943) ;

Mussorgski, Modest Petrovich, see Moussorgsky.
Mussulman (mus'l-msn), n. [pL MUSSULMANS
(-rnanz)], [Turk. & Per. musulm&n* a Moslem < Ar.
miislim, moslim, Moslem], a Moslem.
muss-y (mus'i), adj. [MUSSIER (4-Sr,), MUSSIEST (4-ist)],
[Colloq.], messy; disordered, untidy, rumpled, bc.

must (must), v.aux. [p.t. MUST], [ME. moste, p.t., had
to; AS. moste, p.t. of motan, may], an auxiliary used
with the infinitive of various verbs (without to) to
express: 1. compulsion, obligation, requirement, or

necessity: as, I must pay ner. 2, ^probability: as, then
you must be my cousin.

m
3. certai-nty or inevitability:

as, it must nave,rained while we were in. Must is some-
times used elEpticaUir. the verb being understood: as,
I must forth, shoot ii you must. n. something that
must be done, had, read, seen, etc.: as, this book is a
must, adj* that must be done, etc. ; necessary jessential.must (must), n. [Hind, mast, intoxicated < Per. mast],
1. a state of frenzy in animals, especially in the male
elephant, usually associated witn sexual heat . 2 . an ele-

phant in this state, adj. in must. Also spelled musth.
must (must) , n. [ME, ; AS. ; L. mustum* new wine, netit.

of mustus, new, fresh), the juice pressed from grapes
or other fruit before it has fermented; new wine.
must (must), n. [back-formation < musty], mustiness.
mus-tache (mas-tash', mus'tash), n. [Fr, moustache}
It. mostacchw, mustacchio, mustache; Gr, mystax, upper
lip, mustache < mastax, a mouth, jaws], 1. the hair on
the upper Up of men: sometimes used in the plural in
reference to the two halves of the upper lip. 2. the
hair or bristles growing about the mouth in some
animals. Also spelled moustache.
mus-ta-chio (mos-^S'sho) , n.,W, MUSiAenKOS
[< Sp. mostacho or It. mostaccio], a rnustacna
Mustafa Kemal, see Kemal Ataturk.
Mus-tagh (moos-takh'), n. Karakoram, a mountain
range in India.
mus tang (mus'tarj), n. [Sp. mesteno, earlier mestengo,
oelonging to the gas&iers wild < mesta, company ol

^g^a^iepi, rig, a group < L, mfaftus* a mingling, orig.

>ppi, of m4sc^^ to mixlt, a small wild Or Imlf^ild horse
,01 tibfr scw^wesiern plaSasr of tiie United

w
1

*
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mus-tard (mus'teYd), n. [ME. mustarde; OFr. mous-
tarde; Pr. It. mostarda, mustard < L. mustum, must:
because orig. made with a little must mixed in it],

1. any of several plants with yellow flowers and slender

pods containing round seeds. 2. the ground or pow-
dered seeds of this plant, often prepared as a paste,
used as a pungent seasoning for foods or as a counter-
irritant in medicine. 3. the color of ground mustard*
a dark yellow.
mustard gas, [from its odor, like that of ground
mustard], an oily, volatile [liquid, (CHsClCH^sS, used
in warfare as a poison gas because of its extremely
irritating, blistering, and disabling effects.

mustard oil, an oil extracted from mustard seed, used
in making soap.
mustard plaster, a paste made with powdered mustard,
spread on a cloth and applied to the skin as a counter-

irritant and rubefacient,
mus-tee (mus-te', mus'te) , n. [altered < mestizo], 1. the

offspring of a white and a quadroon; octoroon. 2. any
person of mixed ancestry.
mus-te-line (mus'ta-Kn', mus'ta-lin), adj. [L. mustehnus
< mustela, a weasel; akin to mus, a mousel designating
or of a large group of fur-bearing mammals, including
the weasel, marten, polecat, mink, wolverine, etc.

mus-ter (mus'ter), v.t. [ME. mousteren; OFr. moustrer,

mostrer, monstrer, to exhibit, show; L. monstrare* to

show < monere, to warn, admonish], 1. to assemble or

summon (troops, etc.), as for inspection, roll call, or

service. 2. to gather together and display; collect;

summon (often with up) : as, he mustered up strength.
vj. to come together or gather; specifically, to assemble
as for inspection or roll call: said of troops, etc. n.

1. a gathering t9gether or assembling, especially of

troops for inspection, roll call, service, etc. 2. the per-
sons or things assembled; assemblage. 3. the sum or

total of persons or things assembled. 4. the roll, or list,

of men in a military or naval unit: also muster roll.

SYN. see gather.
muster in (or out), to enlist in (or discharge from)
military service.

pass muster, tomeasure up to the required standard.
musth (must), n. & adj. must (frenzy).
muS'ti-ly (mus'tl-i), adv. in a musty manner.
mus ti ness (mus'ti-nis), n. a musty quality or state.

must-n't (mus'
f

nt), must not.
mus ty (mus'ti), adj. [MUSTIER (-ti-Sr), MUSTIEST (-ti-

ist)J [prob. < earlier moisty < moist], 1. having a
stale, moldy smell or taste, as an unused room, food

kept in a damp place, etc.; hence, 2. stale or trite;

antiquated: as, musty scholarship. 3, dull; apathetic.
SYN. see stinking,.

mut., 1. mutilated. 2. mutual.
mu-ta*biM-ty (mu't^bil'a-ti), n. [L. mutdbilitas], the

quality or state of being mutable.
mu-ta-ble (mu'to-b'l), adj. [ME.; L. mutabilis, change-
able < mutare, to change], 1. that can be changed.
2. tending to frequent change; inconstant; fickle.

mu-ta bly (mu'ta-bli), adv. in a mutable manner.
mu-tant (mu'tsnt), adj. [< L. mutans, ppr. of mutare,
to mutate], undergoing mutation, or changing, n. an
animal or plant with inheritable characteristics that
differ from those of the parents; sport.
mu-tate (mu'tat), v.i. A v.t. [MUTATED (-id), MUTATING],
[< L. mutatus, pp. of mutare, to change], to change;
specifically, to undergo or cause to undergo mutation.
mu-ta-tion (mu-ta'shsn), n. [ME. mutacioun; L. mu-
tatio < mutare, to change], 1. a changing or being
changed. 2. a change, as in form, nature, qualities, etc.
3. in biology, a) a sudden variation in some inheritable
characteristic of an individual animal or plant, as dis-

tinguished from a variation resulting from generations
of gradual change. 6) an individual resulting from such
variation; mutant. 4. in linguistics, umlaut.
tmu-ta-tis mu-tan-dis (mu-ta'tis mu-tan'dis), [L.],
the necessary changes having been made.
mu-ta tive (mu'tg-tiv), adj. [ML. mutativus; cf. OPr.
mwtatif], of, tending to, or characterized by mutation.
mutch (much), n. [MD. mutse; Late MHG. muttse,
miltze: MHG. almun, armu < ML. ; see AMICB], [Scot. &
British Dial.], a close-fitting linen cap worn by women
and children, as in Scotland.
mutch kin (much'kin), n. [< obs. D. mudseken, a
measure of capacity), [Scot], a measure of liquid
volume, equal to a little less than a pint.
mute (mut), adj. [ME. must (via OFr.) < LL. *mutettow,
dim. of L. mutus, dumb, silent; sp. Latinized in 16th
c.j, l. not speaking; voluntarily silent: often used
figuratively. 2. unable to speak; dumb. 3. in low,
refusing to plead when arraigned: used especially in
stand mute, to refuse to plead guilty or aot guilty. 4. in

linguistics^ a) not pronounced; silent, as the e in mouse,
b) pronounced with a complete temporary stoppage of
the breath, as the sounds of p or k: in tnis sense now
generally replaced by stopped, n, 1. tt person wko
does not speak; specifically, one who cannot speak
because deaf; deaf-mute. 2. [Obs.], a Iwed anoutnei?
at a funeral. 3. in law, a defendant who refuses to
plead when arraigned. 4. in linguistics, a) a silent

letter, b) a consonant, as p or k, formed by a complete
temporary stoppage of the breath; stop. 5. in music,
any of various devices used to soften or muffle the tone
of an instrument, as a pear-shaped block placed within
the bell of a brass instrument. v.L [MUTED (-id),

MUTING], to soften or muffle the sound of (a musical
instrument, etc.), as with a mute. -*-SKV. see voiceless.

mu-tHate (mu't'l-af), v.t. [MUTILATED (-id), MUTILAT-
ING], [< L. mutilatus, pp. otmutilare, to maim, mutilate
< mutilus, maimed], 1. to cut off or damage a limb
or other important part of (a person or animal). 2, to

damage, injure, or otherwise make imperfect, especially
by removing an essential part or parts: as, the censors
mutilated his speech. SYN. see maim.
nurd-la tkm (mu'tl-a'shsn), n. 1. a mutilating or

being mutilated. 2. the injury; resulting from this.

mu'tHa-tive (mu't'l-a'tiv), adj. that mutilates or tends
to mutilate.
mu-tHa-tor (mu't'l-a'te'r), n. a person or thing that
mutilates.
mu-ti neer (mu't'n-&r') n - [Fr. rnutinier < mutin; see

MUTINY], a person guilty of mutiny.
mu-ti-nous (mu't'n-as), adj. 1. of, engaged in, or in-

clined to mutiny. 2. like or characteristic of mutiny.
mu-ti-ny (mu't'n-i), n. {pi. MUTINIES (-iz)], [< earlier

mutine < Pr. mutmer, to rebel < OFr. mutin, meutin,
mutinous, riotous < meute, a revolt < LL. *momta t

movement < L. movere, motus, to move], revolt against
and, often, forcible resistance to constituted authority;
especially, rebellion of soldiers or sailors against their

officers. v.i. [MUTINIED (-id) , MUTINYING], to participate
in a mutiny; revolt against constituted authority.
SYN. see rebellion.

mut-ism (mut'iz'm), n. [Fr. mutisme], the condition of

being mute, especially, in psychiatry, as the result of

psychic, rather than organic, disorders.

Mu-tsu-hi'to (moo'tsoo-he'TO) , n. emperor of Japan
(1867-1912); lived 1852-1912.
mutt (mut), n. [? contr. of mutton-head], [Slang], 1. a
stupid person; blockhead. 2. a mongrel dog; cur.

mut-ter (mut'e'r), v.i. [ME. materen; of freq, echoic

formation; akin to G. muttern], I. to speak in low,
indistinct tones without much movement of the lips,
as in complaining or in speaking to oneself ; hence, 2. to
complain or grumble. 3. to make a low, Crumbling,
threatening sound, as thunder, v.t. to say in low, in-

distinct, often angry or discontented, tones, n. 1. a
muttering. 2. something muttered; especially, a
complaint or grumble. SYN. see murmur.
mut-ton (mut''n), n. [ME. moton, mouton; OFr. motion,
moton (Fr. moutonL a ram; ML. multo, sheep; prob. of
Celt, origin; cf. W. mollt* Ir. molt], 1. the flesh of

sheep used, as food; especially, the flesh of grown
sheep, as distinguished from lamb. 2. [Rare], a sheep.
mutton chop, 1. a piece cut from the rib of a sheep
for broiling or frying. 2. pi. side whiskers shaped like
mutton chops (i.e., narrow at the top, and broad and
rounded at the bottom), with a clean-shaven chin
separating the two whiskers: burnsides.
mut-ton-head (mut/fn-hedO , n. [Slang], a stupid
person; blockhead.
mut-tony (mufn-i), adj. like mutton in taste, smell,
etc.

Mut-tra (rnut'ra), n. a city in western Uttar Pradesh,
India: pop., 64,000: it is said to be the birthplace
of Krishna.
mu-tu al (mu'chSS-Ql), adj. [Fr. mutuel; LL. mutualis <
L. mutuus, mutual, reciprocal < mutare, to change,
exchange], 1. a) done, felt, etc. by each of two or more
for or toward the other or others; reciprocal: as, mutual
hate. 6) of, or having the same relationship toward,
each other or one another: as, mutual enemiea 2.

shared in common; jo^tit: as, our mntnal friend. 3. des-
ignating or of a type of insurance in which the policy-
holders elect their own directors, share m thte profits,
and agree to indemnify one another against loss* Abbre-
viated mut.
$YN. mutual may be used of an fataMfamge of fefelfaig be-
tWe^n two persons (John opd Joe are mutual en^niet) or may
imply a sharing Jointly wfth others (tthe mutual efforts of a
groidp) ; reciprocal implies a return in MswJ 6r dfegree by each
of two sides of what is given or demonstrated by the other (a
reciprocal trade* agreement)] or it may refer to any inversely
corresponding relataopwip ($k$: rectyroad fanotaonn of few ma-
chine parts) ;common simply implies a being shared by others
Of by all the members of a group (our common interests).
mu tu al ism (mu'choo-Ql-iz'm), n. in biology.symbiosis
with mutual advantage to both or all organisms in-
volved. ; ;,>

i

]
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mu ni al i ty (jnt'di0^ayi'9rtt>i iu \jjL UTOTOAMTIBS
(-tiz)J, the quality or condition oi being mutual
mu-tu alize (mu'chSS-d-itfO* tifc dl v (MxnrcWBBD
(-Izd'), MUTUALIZING] , ,

1 . to make or become mutual.
2. to organize or reorganize (a corporation) m that a
majority of shares ore held by the employees or cus-
tomers. ' >

mutual sayings bank, -a' savings bank that has no
capital, its depositors sharing in the
mu tule (

'
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a flat block projecting beneath, and supporting, the
corona of a Doric cornice.

__
Jmu-zhik, muz-jik (moo-zhek', moo'zhik), n. [Russ.J,
in czarist Russia, a peasant: also spelled moujik, mujik.
muz-zle (muz'l), n. [ME. mosel; OPr, musel, museau,
muzzle, snout; ML. musellum, dim. of musus], 1. the
projecting part of the head of a dog, horse, etc., in-

cluding the mouth, nose, and jaws; snout. 2. a device,
as of wire or straps, fastened over the mouth of an
animal to prevent its biting or eating. 3. the front end
of the barrel of a firearm, v.t. [MUZZLED (-Id), MUZ-
ZLING], 1. to out a muzzle on (an animal). 2. to pre-
vent from talking or expressing an opinion; gag.
muz-zle-load-er (muz'l-lod'er), n. any firearm loaded
through the muzzle.
muzzle velocity, the velocity of a projectile as it leaves
the muzzle of a firearm: expressed in feet per second,
with reference to the firearm.

muz-zy (muz'i), adj. [MUZZIER (-i-r), MUZZIEST (-i-ist)j,

[prob. formed after muse, bemuse, etc.], [Colloq.], con-

tused; befuddled.

Mv, in chemistry, mendelevium.
m.VM 1. market value. 2. mean variation.

MVD, M.V.D., [first letters of Russ. Ministerstw
Vnutrennikh Del, ministry of internal affairs], the state

security police, or secret service, of the Soviet Union:
a renaming in 1946 of the NKVD, which had succeeded
the Gay-Pay-Oo in 1934.
Mwe-ru (mwa'roo), n. a lake between Northern Rho-
desia and the Belgian Congo: length, 68 mi.

my (mi), pron. [ME. mi, shortened form of min used
before consonants; AS. min, of me, my, mine; cf.

MINE, ME], possessive form of I. possessive pronominal
adj. of, belonging to, or done by me: also used before
some formal titles of address: as, my lord, my dear Mr.
Brown, inter;, an exclamation of surprise, dismay,
etc. (often preceded by oh) .

my- (mi), myo-.
myal-gi-a (mi-al'ji-s), n. [my- 4- -algia], pain in a muscle
or muscles.

my-as-the-ni-a (mi'as-thefni-a), n. [my- -f asthenia], an
abnormal condition characterized chiefly by muscular
weakness or fatigue.

my'Ce-li-al (mi-seli-al), adj. of, or having the nature

of, mycelium.
my-ce41an (mi-seli-on), adj. mycelial.

my-ce-li-oid (ml-se"'li-oid'), adj. mycelial.

my-ce-li-um (mi-se'H-om), n. [Mod. L. (after epithelium)
< Gr. mykZs, a mushroom],
the thallus, or vegetative
part, of a fungus, made of

threadlike tubes.

my-ce-loid (mrsa-loid')f
adj. mycelial.
My-ce-nae (mi-se'ne), n. an
ancient Greek city in the
northeastern Peloponnesus.
My-ce-nae an (mi'si-ne^on),

adj. 1.ofMycenae, ^.desig-
nating or of the civilization

which existed in Greece,
Crete, Asia Minor, etc. from
1500 to 1100 B.C.

-my-cete (mi-sef). [< -wy-
cetes], a combining form
meaning one of a (specified)

MYCELIUM

A, germination of a spore;

B, mycelium; c, cross__ T_ _, , ^ ------------- section of a spore

group o?fungi, as scUzomycde.
Wce-ies (ml-sS'tiz), [Mod. L. < Gr. mytetes, pi. of

myJ&s, a mushroom), a combining form used in forming
the names of large groups of fungi.

my-ce'to-zoan taj^to-zo'on), adj. myxomycetous.

my-co- (ini'kS, ml'k), [< Gr, myUs, fungus], a com-

bining form meaning fungus, as in mycology: also,

before a vowel* myo-. ,

, ,

(mI'k54>ak4eY'i-0m), n. \pl. MY-

, [Mod. L.; see MYCO- .& ^ACTORIA],
of rod-shaped, Gsam^ositive bacteria,

leprosy.
'

COBACTBRIA
of a

, [myc- +
ftkngi in any part of

my-e-Hn (mi'a-lin), n. [G. < Gr. myelos, marrow], the

white, fatty substance forming a sheath about certain

nerve fibers.

my-e-llne (mi's-leV, mi'9-lin), n. myelin.
my-e-li-tis (mi's-li'tis), n [myel- + -itis], inflammation
of the spinal cord or the bone marrow.

my-e-lo- (mi'a-lo), [< Gr. myelos, marrow], a combining
form meaning the marrow or the spinal cord: also, before
a vowel, myel-.

my-e-loid (mi's-loidOi adj. {myel- 4- -oid], 1. of the

spinal cord. 2. of, like, or derived from bone marrow*
my-na, my-nah (mi'na), n. [Hind, maind], any of a

group of tropical birds of southeastern Asia related to
the starling; especially, such a bird of India that has
the ability to mimic human speech and is often kept
as a pet: also spelled mina.
Myn-heer (mrn-Mr', min-hlrO, n. [D. mijn heer, lit.,

my lord], 1. Sir; Mr,: a Dutch title of address; hence,
2. [m-], [Colloq.], a Dutchman.
my-o- (mi'o, mi's), [< Gr. mys, myos, a muscle], a
combining form meaning muscle, as in myograph: also,
before a vowel, my-,

my-o-car-di-o-graph (mi'o-kar'di-o-graf, ml'6-kar'di-

a-graf), n. [myo- + cardiograph}, an instrument for

recording the movements of the heart muscle.

my-o-car-di-tis (mi'o-kar-da'tis), n. [Mod. L.; see -msj,
inflammation of the myocardium.

my-o-car-di-um. (mi'o-kar'di-am), n. [Mod. L.; see MYO-
& CARDIO-], the muscular substance of the heart.

my-q-gte-net-ic (mi'o-js-net'ik), ad/, [myo- + genetic],

originating in or produced by a muscle or muscle tissue.

my-o-grapn (mi's-graf, mi's-grafO* n. [myo- +
t
-graph\f

an instrument for recording muscular contractions.

my-ol'O-fty (mi-ol'9-ji) , n. [Mod. L. myologia; see MYO-
& -LOGYJ, the branch of anatomy dealing with the
muscles.

my-o-ma (mi-o'ma), n. [pi. MYOMATA (-mo-ta), MYOMAS
(-maz)], [Mod. L.; see MY- & -OMA], any tumor con-

sisting of muscular tissue.

my-om-a-tous (mi-om'a-tas), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a myoma.
my-op-ath-y (mi-op'a-thi), n. [myo- + -pathy], any dis-

ease of a muscle.

my-ope (mi'Sp) , n. [Fr. ; LL. myops, Gr. myops, short^

sighted, blinking < myein, to close -f dps, an eye], a
person having myopia; nearsighted person.
my-o-pi-a (mi-o'pi-a), n. [Mod. L. < LL. :^ _ ^ ^ fc

. ...... _ js' see

MYOPE], an abnormal eye condition in which fight rays
from distant objects are focused in front of the retina
instead of on it, so that the objects are not seen dis-

tinctly; nearsightedness.
my-op-ic (mi-op'ik), adj. of or having myopia j near-
sighted.

my-o-py (mi'o-pi), n. [Fr. myopie], myopia. ,

my-o-sm (mi'o-sm), n. [< Gr. mys, myos, a muscle; 4.

-in], a soluble protein resembling globulin, present In
the tissue of the contractile muscles; its; Coagulation
into an insoluble fibrin is believed to be tn cattse of

rigor mortis.

my-o sis (ml-o'sis), n. [< Gr. myein, to close; 4- -ow]
prolonged or excessive contraction of the pupil of the
eye r resulting from disease or the tise of a drug.
my-o-sote (mi'b-sotO, n, a myosotis.

my*o-8Q'ti8 (mi'a^so'tis), n. [Mod, L* Myosotis, name
of the genus; Gr. myosotis, Ht, mouse ear < mys, myos,
a mouse + dtos, genit. of ous, an ear], any of a large
group of plants, incltiding the forget-me-not, with

Hght-greenleaves and white, blue, or pink flowers.

my-ot-ic (mf-ot'ik), adj. of, causing, or having myosis.
n. any drug causing myosis.
My-ra (mfrs) , [? < IT. Moira, Moyra], a feminine name.
My*ra (mi'rs) n. a city in ancient Lycia, Asia Minor.

myr-i'a- (iniri-9), [< Gr. myrias; ci. MYRIAD], a com-
bining form meaning: 1. many, numerous, as in

myriapod. 2. in the metric system, ten thousand, as
in myriameter.
myr'l'ad (mir'i-sd), n. [< Gc. myrias, myriados, the
number ten thousand < myrios, countless], 1. ten
thousand; hen6e, 2. any indefinitely large number.
3. a large number of persons or things, adj. of an
indefinitely large number; countless.

myr'i-a'JMKl (mir'i^-pod'), adj. [Mod. L.; see MYRIA-
-POD], having many legs; specifically, of or belonging

to a liarge grottp of arthropods having long bodies

consisting ofmany segments, each of which bears one
or move 1 pairs of jointed legs, as the millipedes and
centtpecfet. n. any; animal ol ihis group,""'^ u "~

(xmVi-ap'a-dan), adj. & n. myriapod.> *

'i-apVdes), ad/, myriapod.
^^ ^^ i-k5, mur'mi-K9), a combining
form meaaiing^S as in myrmecotogy.^^- *

(mur'mi-kQ-loJ^-kl), adj. of myr-

.-IW* ^lir'mi-kol's-iijr n. [wymeco- 4-

bj^inc^h 0f entomology dealing with ants.
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myr-me-coph-a-gous (mur/mi-kcFa-gas), adj. [< Gr.

myrniex, myrmekos, ant (akin to Eng. -mire, in pismire} ;

-phagcnts], feeding on ants.

yr-mi-don (mur'im-don', mxir'rni-dsn), n. [pi. MYR-
IDONS C-donz', -danz), MYRMIDONES (meY-mid'a-nez')],

[ME. mlrmidones < L. Myrmidones, pi.; Gr. Myrmid-
ones, the Myrmidons], 1. any of a tribe of Thessalian
warriors who, according to Greek legend, fought under
Achilles, their king, in the Trojan War. 2. [n>], an

unquestioning follower or subordinate who carries out
orders without scruple or hesitation.

my-rob-a-lan (mi-rob's-fon, mi-rob's-lsn), n. [Fr.; L.

myrobalanum; Gr. myrobalanon < myron, plant juice

(for base cf . SMEAR) + balanos, a nut], any of the dried,

astringent, prunelike fruits of various tropical trees,

containing tannin and used for dyeing and tanning,

My*ron (ml'ron), [? < Gr. myron, an ointment, perfume],
a masculine name. n. Greek sculptor; 5th century B.CX

myrrh (mur), n. [ME. mirre; AS. myrre & OFr. mirre;
both < L. myrrha, murrha, murra; Gr. myrrha; Ar.

murr, myrrh, bitter; cf. Heb. mor, myrrh], 1. a fragrant,

bitter-tasting gum resin exuded from any of several

shrubs of Arabia and eastern Africa, used in making
incense, perfume, and medicine, 2, any of the shrubs
from which this is obtained.

myr-ta-ceous (mur-ta'shss), adj. [< Mod. L. Myrtaceae,
name of the family < L. myrtus (Gr. myrtos) ; + -ous],

designating, of, or like a group of trees and shrubs, the

myrtle family, including the myrtle, eucalyptus, and
various spice-bearing trees, as the clove and allspice.

Myr'tle (mur't'l), [< myrtle, shrub], a feminine name.

myr-tle (mur't'l), n. [ME. & OFr. myrtille; ML. myr-
tillus, dim. < L. myrtus; Gr. myrtos, myrtle], 1. any
of a group of shrubs with evergreen leaves, white or

pinkish flowers, and dark, fragrant berries: in ancient

times, it was held sacred to Venus. 2. any of various
other plants; especially, the periwinkle.
my-self (mi-self', ma-self'), pron. [ME. meself, miself;
AS. me sylf; see ME & SELF], a form of the first person
singular pronoun, used: a) as an intensive: as, I went
myself. 6) as a reflexive: as, I hurt myself, c)

as a quasi-
noun meaning "my real, true, or actual self

'

(e.g., I am
not myself when I rage like that) : in this construction

my may be considered a possessive pronominal adjec-
tive and self a noun, and they may be separated: as,

my own sweet self.

My-si-a (mish'i-9), n. an ancient country in northwestern
Asia Minor.
My-sore (mi-s6r', mi-sor')* n. 1. a state of southern
India: area, 29,458 sq. ml; pop., 7,329,000 (est. 1950).
2. its capital: pop., 150,000 (est. 1941).

mys-ta-gog-lc (mis'ts-goj'ik), adj. of a mystagogue or

mystagogy.
mys-ta-gogue (mis'tQ-go'g', mis'ts-gogOt n. [Fr.; L.

mystagogus < Gr. mystagdgos < mystes, one initiated
in mysteries + agdgos, leader], a person who interprets
religious mysteries or initiates others into them.
mys-ta-gO'gy (mis'ta-go'ji), n. the teachings or doctrines
of a mystagogue.

inys-te*ri-oii8 (mis-tr'i-3s) , adj. [< L. mysterium], of,

containing, implying, or characterized oy mystery.
SYtf. mysterious is applied to that which excites curiosity,

wonder, etc. but is impossible or difficult to explain or solve (a

mysterious murder) ; that is inscrutable which is completely
mysterious and is altogether incapable of being searched out,

interpreted, or understood (the inscrutable ways of God) ; mys-
tical applies to that which is occult or esoteric in connection
with religious rites or spiritual experience.

mys-ter-y (mis'ter-i, mis'tri), n. [pi. MYSTERIES (-iz,

-triz)], [ME. mysterye; L. mystervum; Gr. mysterton,
secret worship of a deity, secret thing <my$1s> one
initiated into the mysteries < myein, to initiate into
the mysteries < myein, to shut the eyes], 1. something
unexplained, unknown, or kept secret: as, the mystery
of life. 2. a) any thing or event that remains so secret or
obscure as to excite curiosity: as, a murder mystery.
b) a novel, story, or play involving such an event.
3. the quality of being inexplicable; obscurity or secrecy:
as, an air of mystery surrounds this affair. 4. $1. secret

rites^or doctrines known only to a small, esoteric group;
specifically, in ancient Greece, religious ceremonies or
doctrines revealed only to the initiated. 5. pi. any of
the ancient cults characterized by such ceremonies: as,
the Eleusinian mysteries. 6. [? influenced by mystery,
a craft], a mystery play. 7. in Christianity, a) the
Mass. o)fa sacrament; especially, the Eucjianst, c) any
of fifteen events in the Eves of Jestis and Mary serving
as a subject for meditation during the saying of the
rosary. 8. in theology, any assumed froth tiat cannot
be comprehended by the human min4 but must be
accepted on faith.
SYN. mystery is applied to something fc^otad human
knowledge or understanding, or it merely refers BO aay
plained or seemingly inexplicable matter j

en
applies to that whose meaning is hidden by
uous allusions, and generally, to anything v^ery -

plain; a riddle is an enigma (usually in tne form 06 * oppfSoam guessing games) that involves paradoxes; a puzzle is a situ-

ation, problem, or, often, a contrivance, that <i&4qfire< 'om
ingenuity to solve or explain; conundrum is specifically ap-

plied to a riddle whose answer is a pun, and generally, to any
puzzling question or problem.

mys-ter-y (mis'ter-i), n. [pi. MYSTERIES (-KB)], [ME.
misterie, mysterie, a trade, craft; ML. misterium < L.

ministerium, office, occupation, by confusion with mys-
' " r * "^ ----^---^

mys-

mystery pi:

representation's <___________________ .

and death of Jesus: they originated in the church
liturgy but were later presented by craft guilds on
improvised platforms or wagons in market places,
etc.: cf. miracle play, morality play.

mys-tic (mis'tik), adj. [ME. mistik; L. mysticus; Gr.

mystikos, belonging to secret rites < mystes, one init-

iated], 1. of mysteries, or esoteric rites or doctrines.
2. of mystics or mysticism. 3. of obscure or occult
character or meaning: as, mystic powers. ^

4. beyond
human comprehension; mysterious or enigmatic. 5.

[Rare], mystical (sense 1). n. 1. a person initiated

into esoteric mysteries. 2. a believer in mysticism;
specifically, one who professes to undergo mystical
experiences by which he intuitively comprehends
truths beyond human understanding.

mys-tic-al (mis'ti-k'l), adj. 1. spiritually significant
or symbolic; allegorical: as, the mystical rose, a symbol
of the Virgin Mary. 2. mystic (senses 2 & 3). 3.

mysterious.
-ism], I. the
, the doctrine

that it is possible to achieve communion with God
through contemplation and love without the medium
of human reason. 2. any doctrine that asserts the

possibility of attaining knowledge of spiritual truths

through intuition acquired by fixed meditation. 3.

vague or obscure thinking or belief .|

mys-ti-fi-ca-tion (mis'ta-fi-ka'shan), n* [Pr.], a mysti-
fying or being mystified.

mys-ti-fy (mis'ts-fl'). v.t. [MYSTIFIED (-fid') MYSTIFY-
ING], [Pr. mystifier < mystique, mystic], 1. to puzzle
or perplex: especially, to bewilder deliberately; play
on the credulity of; hoax. 2. to involve in mystery, or

obscurity; make obscure or hard to understand.
myth (mith), n. [LL. mythos; Gr. mythos, a word, speech,
story, legend], 1. a traditional story of unknown au-
thorship, ostensibly; with a historical basis, but serv-

ing usually to explain some phenomenon of nature, the
origin of man, or the customs, institutions, religious
rites, etc. of a people: myths usually involve the exploits
of gods and heroes: cf. legend. 2. such stories collec-

tively; mythology. 3. any fictitious story. 4. any
imaginary person or thing spoken of as though existing.
myth-ic (mith'ik), adj. mythical.
myth-i-cal (mith'i-kl), adj. 1. of, or having the nature
of, a myth or myths. 2. existing only in a myth or myths:
as, a mythical creature. 3. imaginary or fictitious.

SYN. see fictitious.

tnyth'i-cize (mith/i-sIzOj v.t. [MYTHICIZED (-sizd'X
MYTHICIZING], to make into, or explain as, a myth.
myth-o- (mith/o, mith'a), [< Gr. mythos, myth], a com-
bining form meaning myth, as in mythology.

myth-o-log-ic (rmthVloj'ik) , adj. mythological.

myth-o4og*i-cal (mith'a-loj'i-k'l), adj. of mythology:
abbreviated myth., mythol.

my-tfool-o-gist (mi-thol'a-iist), n. 1. an expert in

mythology. 2. a writer or compiler of myths.
my-thol-o gize (mi-thol

/
9-jiz

/
) v.i. [MYTHOLQGIZED

(-jlzd
7
), MYTHOLOGIZING], [Fr. mythologiser], to relate,

explain, classify, or write about myths, v* t, to mythicize.

my-th.ol'0-gy (mi-thol'a-ji), ij* [pi. MYTHOLOGIES (-jiz)L
[ME. methologie; LL. myihologia; Gr, myihologta, a
telling of tales or legends < myihos, myth -f -logia <
legem, to speak], 1. the science or study of myths. 2. a
book of or about myths. 3. myths collectively j espe-
cially, all the myths of a specific people or about a spe-
cific being. Abbreviated mythu, mythol.
myth-o-ma ni a <jpaitfci

/o-mg/ni-) n. [Mpd L. < mytho-
+ -mania], in psychiatry, an abnormal tendency to He
or exaggerate.

rnvth-o-ooe-lc, mytlio.pe-ic (mith'o^ae'lk), adj. [<
Gr. mythopoios (< *ity#tot myth -f poiern, to make) ; +
-ic], of, or engaged in, the making of myms>
Myt-Me-ne, Myt-He-ni (miFoai'ne), n. a Greek island
in the Aegean, oft tjie.cqast of Asia Minor; $r$a 675
sq. mi: pop., l$2fOQ0: apdea^t name, Lesbos.
myx e de ma, na^^e-fe^^^ikV-de^m^a), n* (Mod.

caused by a decreased
i& ciarapteriased by
Md ^slowing down

,

L. ; see MYXO- &,ii

functioning of ta,e
a drying

com-
of physical and
mvx;0- (mik'so*
bining form meaning s
also, before a vowel,

myx-o-iny-cete
any of a class

consisting of
araiCter^stics' of both
y da^sifiod.iis'
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N, n (en), n. [pL N's, n's, Ns, ns (enz)J, 1. the four-
teenth letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek
tt, a borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet,
table. 2. the sound of N or n: normally, in English,
it is a voiced tongue-apex nasal continuant. 3. a type
or impression for N or n. 4. a symbol for the fourteenth
(or the thirteenth if J is omitted) in a sequence or

foup.
5. in printing, an en (half an em), adj. 1. of

or n. 2. fourteenth (or thirteenth if J is omitted)
in a sequence or group.
N (en), n. 1. an object shaped like N. 2. a Roman
numeral for 90: with a superior bar (N), 90,000.
3. in chemistry, the symbol for nitrogen, adj. shaped
like N.
n (en), n. 1. in mathematics, the symbol for an indefinite
number: see nth. 2. in physics, the symbol for neutron.

N., 1. National. 2. Nationalist, 3. Norse. 4. November.
N., n., 1. nail. 2. name. 3. natus, [L.], born. 4. navy.
5. neuter. 6. new. 7. nominative. 8. noon. 9.

northern. 10. noun. 11. in chemistry, normal.
N, N., n, n., North.
n., 1. nephew. 2. net. 3. note. 4. number.
na (na*, no), adv. [cf. AS. ne, not & a, ever], [Chiefly
Scot.], 1. no. 2. not: usually with auxiliary verbs,
as, wouldna. Also nae. ccmj. [Chiefly Scot.], nor.
Na natrium, [L.], in chemistry, sodium.
n/a, in banking, no account.
N.A., 1. National Academician. 2. National Academy.
3. National Army. 4. North America.

N.A.A.C.P., NAACP, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
nab (nab), v.t. [NABBED (nabd), NABBING], [< thieves'

or eaten (a felon or wrongdoer). SYN. see catch*. .

na bob (nS'bob), n. [Hind, naw&b, nav&b: Ar. nuww&b,
i. of n&'ib, deputy, viceroy], 1. a native provincial. , , .

deputy or governor of the old Mogul Empire in India;
native district ruler in India. 2. a European who has
become rich in India; hence, 3. a very rich man.
na bob-ish (nS'bob4sh), adj. of or like a nabob.
Na both (nS'both, nS'both), n. [Heb. ndbhtthj, in the
Bible, the owner of a vineyard: Jezebel had him killed

so that Ahab could seize the vineyard: I Kings 21.

NACA, N.A.G.A., National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics.
na-celle (ne-selO, n. PPr.? I^- navicella, dim. of nwis,
a ship], 1. an enclosed part in an airplane, dirigible,

or other aircraft, for noting the engine, cargo, etc.

or filtering passengers. 2. the bteket or car sus-

pended! from a balloon.
nacre (nfi'ke'r), n. |Pr.; It. nacchera; Ar* naaqarah,
small kettledrum], 1. a shellfish yielding mother-of-

pearl. 2. mother-o-peart
na-crcd (nS'kr<l), adj* 1- covered or lined with
nacre, 2. nacreous.

na"CreO!*
yielding nacre.
Na-Dene

Na-

1. of or like nacpe. 2.

3. iridescent; lustrous.

), n. a family of American Indian

nf AttiapascjKk Tteit, and Haida.

naVdga>% fir. < ROM. nademhda,

e}. a lefndbaine name.
IT (nfi'<S$rf flft'dfc)* ft, [MB.; OPr.; Ar. na&r, >

na^r a$-mint> Et., oppose to tb zn; wo^fr, opposite
4- as-santt, zenith], I. that point ol the celestial sphere

directly opposite to ft* ssemth; point directly beneath
the observer. 2. tip fc^ . pefott tfa of greatest

depression or d)0ctitott**1i*Nri*d! kunianprogrest.
& dto ISeotA Utaa 2, aot. Ate nm.

* ffif*MSeol4, nothing,
mffitifc , ^

nae vu8 (loi'vw), n. \$l NATO (-v0|, a rievus.

Gl, {of

^v |fii
fH

by continual scolding, faultfinding, complaining,
urging, etc. tu. to urge, scold, find fault, etc. con-
stantly, n. 1. the act of nagging. 2. [CoUoq.J, a
person who nags, particularly a woman.
nag (nag), n. [ME. nagge, nagghe; akin to obs, D.
negghe (3D. negge, neg); ? < nag, v., with reference to

gnawing the bridle; or ? akin to neigh], 1. a small
saddle horse; pony; sometimes, any horse. 2. a
mediocre or poor horse.

na-ga-na (na-ga'na), n. [< Zulu u(lu)^na.kane], an
infectious disease affecting horses and cattle in South
Africa: it is caused by the bite of infected tsetse flies.

Na-ga-sa-ki (na'ga-sa'ke), n. a seaport on the western
coast of Kyushu, Japan: pop., 253,000 (1940), c.

175,000 (1946): on August 9, 1945 it was largely
destroyed by an atomic bomb dropped by American
airmen: cf. Hiroshima.

nag'ger (nag'gr), n. a person who nags.

nag'gy (nag'i), adj. [NAGGIER (-i-gr), NAGGIEST (-i-ist)],

nagging.
Na-go-yB (nI'gd-ya

A
) n. a city in southern Honshu,

Japan: pop., 1,328,000 (1940); 700,000 (est. 1946).

Nag-pur (nag'poor), n. the capital of Central Provinces,
India: pop., 302,000.

Na-gy.v&rad (nM'y'-va'rSd) f n. Oradea. a city in
Romania: the Hungarian name.
Na-hua (nfi'wa), n. a member of the various North
and Central American Indian tribes of the Nahuatl
linguistic group, including the Aztecs, Toltecs, etc.

Na-nua-tl (na'wS-t'l), n. a group of Uto-Aztecan lan-

guages, spoken by various tribes of North and
Central American Indians, adj. Nahuatlan.
Na hua-tlan (na-wat'lan), adj. of the Nahuatl group
of languages, n. Nahuatl.
Na-hum (na'am, na'hum), n. [Heb. nahUm, lit.,

comfort], in the Bible, 1. a Hebrew propnet of the
7th century B.C. 2. a book of the Old Testament
containing his prophecies. Abbreviated Nah.

nai-ad (nS'ad, m'ad), n. [pi. NAIADS (-adz), NAIADES
(-9-dez')L [Fr. naiade; L. Naias, Naiadis; c. Na'ias

(pi. Nafodes) < naein, to flow], 1. in Greek 6* Roman
mythology, any of the nymphs who lived in and gave
lite to springs, fountains, rivers, and lakes. 2. a

girl or woman swimmer.
na-tf, na*3tf (nl-ef')> adj. [Pr.; see NAIVE], naive.
nail (nal), n. [ME. nane, neil; AS. nmgl; akin to G.
nagel; lE. base +onogh (*ongk~t , *nagh*< t etc.), nail,

seen also in L. unguis, fingernail, ungula, claw, hoof

(cf. XJKGUJLATE), etc.), 1. the thinf horny plate at the
eads of the fingers and, toes of man, monkeys, etc.: claw
of a bird or animal. 2, a tapered < piece of metal or

wood, commonly pointed and having a flattened head,
driven with a hammer, and used for holding pieces of

wood together,, as a peg, or for decoration. 3. an old

cloth measure, equml to 2 1/4 inches. Abbreviated N., n.

4. [Slang), a cigarette: short for coffin nail. vd. 1. to
attach or fasten together or onto something else with
nails; hence, 2, to lasten as if with nails: as, he nailed
a tent flap to the ground with a bayonet. 3. to secure,

hold, or fasten shut with nails; hence, 4. to secure;
make sure: as, he nailed the bargain. 5. to fix (the

eyes, attention, etc.) steadily on an object. 6. to dis-

cover or expose, as a lie. 7. [CoUoq.], to catch, cap-
ture, or seize. 8. [Colloq.], to intercept and detain: ft$,

nail him before he leaves,

hit the nail on the head, to do or say whatever is ex-

actly right.
nail up, I. to fasten to a wall or at some height. 2. to

fasten tightly with nails, as a door no longer used.
on the nail, [Colloq.], 1. immediately. 2. at the
exact spot or time.

nail-brush (nal'brush'). n. a small, stiff brush for

cteaijing the fingernails.
nail file', a smalFfile for trimming the fingernails.
nail-set (nal'setO, n. a tool for sinking the head of a
nail so tat it if level with, or below, the surface of

the wood: also nail set.

, fur; ftet; joy; yet; chin;
T* * fe # Vtrth p*. \"
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nain-sook (nan'sook, nan'sook), n. [Hind, nainsukh;
nain, the eye + sukh, pleasure], a thin, plain-woven,
lightweight cotton, sometimes striped.
Nairn (narn), n. 1. Nairnshire. 2. its county seat:

Nairn-shire (narn'shir), n. a county of northern
Scotland: pop., 8,300; county seat, Nairn.

Nai-ro-bi (ni-ro'bi), n. the capital of Kenya, Africa:

pop., 65,000.
na-ive, na-ive (na-evf) f adj. [Fr. f fern, of naif < L.

natiyus, natural, native], unaffectedly or, sometimes,
foolishly simple^childlike; artless; unsophisticated.
SYN. naive implies a genuine, innocent simplicity or lack of
artificiality hut sometimes ^connotes ^an almost foolish, lack
of worldly wisdom (his naive beEef in the kindness of oth-

ers); ingenuous implies a frankness or straightforwardness
that suggests the simplicity of a child (her ingenuous smile at
my discomfiture) ; artless suggests a lack of artificiality or guile
that derives from indifference to the effect one has upon others

(her artless beauty); unsophisticated, like naive, implies a
lack of worldly wisdom but connotes that this is the result

merely of a lack of experience (an unsophisticated freshman).
ANT. sophisticated, artful.

na-iVe-tl, na*ive-te (na-ev'ta', na-ev'ta), n. JEr.],
1. the quality or state of being naive; simplicity;
artlessness. 2. a naive action or remark.

NAIVETIES (-tiz)], naivete.

H..JJ.;
AS. nacod, n&cad, etc.;

G. nakot)\ IE. base *nogw-,
naked, seen also in L. nudus (< *nogwodhos or *no-
gwedhos); cf. NUDE], 1. a) completely unclothed;
bare; nude, b) uncovered; exposed: said of parts of
the body. 2. lacking clothing, means of support,
etc.; destitute. 3. without protection or defense.
4. without conventional or usual covering; specifically,
a) out of its sheath: as, a naked sword, o) without
leaves, grass, vegetation, etc. c) without furnishing,
decoration, etc.: as, a naked wall. 5. without additions,
ornaments, disguises, or embellishments; plain; stark:
as, the naked truth. 6. in law, without objective
support; lacking a necessary condition; invalid: as,
a naked"contract, 7. in zoology, without hair, scales,
feathers, shell, etc. SYN. see bare.
naked eye, the unaided eye; eye without the help of

any optical device*
Na-khi-che-van Autonomous Soviet Socialist Re-
public (na-khe'che-vanO, a division of the Azerbaijan
S.S.R f in the Transcaucasus: area, 2,277 sq, mi.;
pop,, 139,000; capital, Nakhichevan.
Nam (nam), n. the Menam, a river in Thailand.
N.A.M., NAM, National Association of Manufacturers.
Na-ma (na'ma), n. [< the native name], 1. the chief
tribe of the Hottentots. 2. a Hottentot. 3. the language
of the Hottentots: it belongs to the Hottentot-Bush-
man family and is characterized by the use of initial
click sounds and three speech tones.

nam-a-ble (nam'a-b'l), adj. 1. that can be named.
2. worthy of being mentioned; notable. Also spelled
nameable.
Na-ma Land (na'ma), Namaqua Land.
Na-man-gan (na-man-gan'), n. a city in the north-
western Uzbek S.S.R.: pop., 77,000.
Na-ma qua Land (na-ma'kwa), a region in South
West Africa, occupied by Hottentots: also Kama
Land, Great Namaqua Land.

nam-ay-cush (nam'i-kush
7
, nam'5-kush'), n. [Algon-

quian (Cree) namekus, trout; dim, of namew, a fish],
a large, light-spotted lake trout, found from Maine
to Vancouver and north to Alaska: also called Mackinaw
trout, Great Lakes trout, lake trout.

nam-by-pam by (nam'bi-pam'bi), adj. [< nickname
of Ambrose PhiUps, 18th-c. Eng. poet: so called in
ridicule of his sentimental pastorals], weakly senti-
mental; wishy-washy; without vigor; insipidly pretty
or nice. n. [pi. NAMBY-PAMBIES (-biz)], 1. namby-
pamby talk or writing. 2. a namby-pamby person.name (nam), n. (ME. name, naam; AS. nama; akin
to G, name; IE. base *enomen-, *n5men~, name, seen
also in L. nomen (cf. NOMBNJAL, NOMENCLATURE), Gr.
onoma (cf. ONOMATOPOEIA)!, I. a word or phrasfe by
which a person, thing, or class of things Is known,
called, or spoken to or of; appellation; title: abfereviated
N., n. 2. a word or words expfesskig some quality
considered characteristic or descriptive of a person or
thing; epithet: as, they called Mm mimes. 3. a) lame,
reputation, or character: as, a good name, b) good
reputation. 4. a family or clam: as, the last of myname. 5. reputation or appearance only! not reality
semblance: as, chief in name only. 6. a dSstMguished
or noted person: as, the greatest name m science.
7. in logic, a designation for a concept; term* adj.
haying a good reputation; well-known, tr.*, [NAMED
(narnd), NAMING], 1. to give a name or title to (ainy-
tJimg); entitle; style. 2. to designate, mentJoiii or
reter to (a person or object) by name. 3. to Mentiiy
fy the right name: as, He named the States of tlte
union.

(
4. to nominate or appoint (a person) to a

post,, situation, or office. 5. to set or fix; specify (auate price, etc.). 6. to speak about; mention.
<** names, to mention in an abusive manner; swear ak

in the name of, 1. in appeal or reference to. 2. by
the authority of; as the representative of.

know only by name, to be familiar with the name of
but not know personally.

to one's name, belonging to one; owned by one.
name-a-ble (nam'a-b'l), adj. namable.
name day, 1. the feast day of the saint after whom a
person is named. 2. day of baptism.
name-lees (nam'lis), adj. 1. not having a name.
2. left unnamed; anonymous: as, a rogue who shall
be nameless. 3. not publicly known; obscure. 4.

lacking a legal name; illegitimate. 5. that cannot be
named; indescribable: as, nameless dread. 6. unfit
for mention: as, nameless practices.
namely (nam'li), adv. [ME. nameliche, nameli; see
NAME & -LY], that is to say; specifically; to wit.
name-sake (nam'saV), n. [earlier name's sake], a
person with the same name as another; especially, a
person named after another.
Na-mur (na'mur'; Eng. na-moor'f na'moor), n. 1. a
province of southern Belgium. 2. its capital, on the
Meuse River: pop., 36,000.
Nan chang (nan'chai/) n. the capital of Kiangsi
province, China: pop., 206,000.
Nan-cy (naVse'; Eng. nan'si), n. a city in northeastern
France: pop., 113,000 (est. 1946).

Nati-cy (nan'si), [prob. by faulty division of mine -4-

Ancy, dim. form of ME. Annis, Agnes, confused witn
Anne; cf. ANNA], a feminine name.
Nan-da De-vi, Mount (nun'da da've), a mountain of
the Himalayas, in Uttar Pradesh, India: height.
25,645ft.
Nan*ga Par-bat, Mount (nurj'ga pGr'but). a mountain
of the Himalayas, in Kashmir, India; height, 26,620 ft

nan-keen, nan-kin (nan-ken'), n. [< Nankin(g}>
China, where first made], 1. a buff-colored, durable
cotton cloth, originally from China. 2. buff (color).
3. pi. trousers made of this cloth.
Nan-kin (nan'kin'}, n. Nanking.
Nan-king (nan'kirj'; Chin, nan'kir/), n. a city in south-
eastern China, on the Yangtze River: former capital:
pop., 1,035,000 (est. 1947).
Nan Ling (nSn'hn'), Nan Shan.
Nan-nette (nan-etO. a feminine name: see Anna.
Nan-ning (nSn'nir/; Eng. nan'nirjO, n. the capital of
Kwangsi province, China: pop., 68,000.
nan-ny (nan'i), n.

fyl. NANNIES (-iz)], [< Nan, dim.
], a '

r fc
a child's nurse.

nanny goat, [see prec.l, [CoUoq.], a female goat.
Nan-sen, Frldt-jof (frit'yof nan'san; Eng. nan's'n),
1861-1930; Norwegian arctic explorer, naturalist,
writer, and statesman.
Nan Shan (nan' shan'), a mountain range in northern
Chinghai and southern Kansu provinces, China.

Nantes (nant; Eng. nants), n. a city in western France,
on the Loire: pop., 200,000 (est. 1946).

Nantes, Edict of, a decree issued in 1598 by Henry IV
of Prance, giving political equality to the Huguenots:
it was revoked in 1685.

Nan-ti-coke (nan'ti-kok')t n. a city in eastern Pennsyl-
vania: pop., 20,000.
Nan-tuck-et (nan-tuk'it), n. an island and summer
resort off Massachusetts: area, 51 sq, ini.Naomi fna-o'mi, na-o'mi, na'o-miO, (Heb. nVomi,
lit., my delight], a feminine name. n. in ike Bible,
the mother-m-law of Ruth: Ruth 1.

na-os (na'os), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. naos], 1. a temple.
2. the inner part of a temple; cella.

. *! /"7" **-* rf-*wr'- >, -yrof*-, u*j AUW, BWLW4rUJU,

pinch (cf. NAB, NAP, n.}\ prob. basic sense "to dose
the eyes ], 1. to doze or sleep lightly for a short
time: hence, 2, to be off one's guard: as, he was
caught napping, n. a brief, light sleep; doze,

Jp>ap), n, [ME. wppe; AS, -cnoppatd, MD. &
MLG. noppe (G. noppe), Ban. nappe; IE. base as in
preeJ, L the downy or hairy surface of dotfe formed
bir wort hairs or fibers, especially when artificiallymsed by brushing, etc.; pile of velvet, etc. 2* the
downy surface of some plants, 3. the short, downy
fibers on a new wool rug which come off in early

wee^Msv
S cmtaste4 with the pile, which does not

or raisem^^faWc^ by'bwia^, etcf ?,' OMBO
p or pie*i

'

,

,,
(iii i

Cseia^es t'f I),
'

- v ^- ., ttn I ^ j|ff|plOTCi6i!U.o and a

whose aluminum salts are used in
"

ielHed gasolme' use4 ^ fiffte *$&
bombs,

Naph-ta-
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see Gen. 30:7], in the Bible, 1. a son of Jacob: Gen.
30:7, 8. 2. that one of the twelve tribes of Israel
which was named after him: Numb. 1:15, 43.

naphtha (naf'tho, nap'tha), n.
[L.: Gr. naphtha,

naphtha, bitumen < Per. naft; ct. Aram, napta <
Assyr. nqptu, petroleum], 1. an inflammable, volatile,

oily liquid* produced by the fractional distillation of

petroleum: it is the fraction that boils at 80-110 C.
and is used as a fuel, solvent, and ilhiminant. 2.

petroleum. 3. any of several inflammable, volatile

liquids produced by the distillation of coal tar, wood,
coal, and other carbonaceous materials.

naph tha lene (naf'tha-len', nap'tha-len'), n. [naphtha,
+ alcohol + -ene], a white, crystalline, aromatic hydro-
carbon, CioH, produced in the fractional distillation

of coal tar: it is used in moth repellents and in the
manufacture of certain dyes and other organic com-
pounds: also naphthalin, naphthaline.
naph thai ic (naf-thal'ik, nap-thal'ik), adj. of or
derived from naphthalene.
naph-tha-lin (naf'tha-lin, nap'tha-lin) , n. naphthalene.
naph-tha-line (naf'tha-len', nap'tha-len'), n. naph-
thalene.

naph-thol (naf'thol, naf'thol, nap'th&l), n. [naphthalene
4- -oi (-ole)], either of two white, crystalline isomeric

compounds, CioH70H, derived from naphthalene and
used as antiseptics and in the manufacture of dyes.

naph-thous (naf'thas, nap'thas), adj. of or like naphtha.
naph-tol (naf'tol, nap'tol), n. naphthol.
Napi-er, Sir Charles James (nS'pi-er,
1782-1853; British general.

Napier, John, 1550-1617; Scottish mathematician;
inventor of logarithms.
na-pi-form (nS'pi-fdrm'), adj. [< L. napus, turnip; +
-form], large and round at the top, tapering sharply
below; turnip-shaped: said of roots.

nap-kin (nap'kin), n. [ME. nap(j>)ckyn(n), dim. (via

MD.) < OFr. nap^e, cloth, tablecloth < L. mafpa,
cloth, napkin; cf. MAP], 1. a small piece of cloth or

paper, usually square, used at table for protecting the
clothes and wiping the fingers or lips; serviette. 2. a
small towel. 3. [Chiefly British], a baby's diaper.
4. see sanitary napkin. 5. [Obs. exc. Scot.], a pocket
handkerchief.
Na-ples (nS'p'lz), n. a city in Italy, on the Bay of

Naples: pop., 970,000 (est, 1947): Italian name,

Naples, Bay of, an inlet of the Tyrrhenian Sea, on
the southwestern coast of Italy.

napo-leon (na-poli-an, na-pol'yan), n. [after Napo-
leon], I. a former gold coin of France, equivalent to
20 francs, with a portrait of Napoleon I (or III) on
it. 2. a) a card game, b) a bid in this game by which
a player agrees to take all five tricks. Often shortened
to nap. 3. a French pastry with a cream filling.

Napoleon I (na-po'li-an, na-pol'yan), (Napolton
Bonaparte), 1769-1821: emperor of the French (1804-
1S15); extended French Empire by military victories;

defeated at Waterloo (1815) : called the Little Corporal.

Napoleon H, (Francois Charles Joseph Bonaparte, due
de Rtichstadt), 1811-1832; son of Napoleon I; titular

emperor of France.

Napoleon III, see Louis Napoleow.
Na po le on ic (na-p5li-on'ik), ad), of, characteristic

of, or like Napoleon I, his campaigns, jpenod, etc.

Na po 11 (na-'p&lS'). Naples: the Italian name.

nap-per (nap'eV), n. a person who naps or is in the

habit of taking naps.
"

nap-per (nap^er), n. an instrument or machine tor

putting a nap on cloth.f "* r,_ ,.___,* _ r^ NAPPIES (.iz)], [prob.*~ '(); cf.NAPB),
. **..v ,.,

l with sloping

sides, used for"serving "or cooking food.

nap-py (nap'i), adj. having or covered with nap;

hairy or downy. ... \i

(nap'i), adj. ferob. < nappy (hairy, downy)],
H 7

sady; strongi said of ale. 2. slightly
.

)t n. a person who practices
S^na pra-path (naj

naprapathy.
na-prap-a-thy (na*pra-i>'^ji), n. [< ^ .

correction; 4- &!&& a twn of teeatoent based on
the theory that disease symptoms are due to strained

or contracted l&nients and disorders of tme con-

nective tissue ami can be cured>y massage,
Nar-bad-a (nur-bud'a*), n. a river in central India,

flowing westward into the Arabian Sea: length, 800

mi: aSso^e

nar-cis-sism (nar-sis'iz'm), n. [G. Narzissismus; see

NARCISSUS & -ISM], 1. self-love; excessive interest in

one's own appearance, comfort, importance, abilities,

etc. 2. in psychoanalysis, arrest at or regression to
the first stage of sexual development, in which the
self is an object of sexual pleasure.

nar-cis-sist (nar-sis'ist), n. a person characterized by

nar cis-sis tic (nar'ss-sis'tik), adj. of or characterized

Nar-cis-8U8 (nar-sis'ss), n. [L.; Gr. Narkissos), 1. in

Greek mythology, a beautiful youth for unrequited love

of whom Echo died: Nemesis in punishment caused
him to pine away for love of his own reflection in a

spring and changed him into the narcissus. 2. Jn-],

[pi. NARCISSUSES (-iz), NARCISSI (-I)], [L.j Gr. narktssos

< narke, stupor: in reference to the sedative effect], any
of a number of related bulb plants with smooth leaves
and clusters of white, yellow, or orange flowers.

liar-cist (nar'sist), n. a narcissist.

nar-co-lep-sy (narks-lep'si), n. [< Gr. narke (see

NARCOTIC); + -lefsyl* a condition of frequent and
uncontrollable desire for sleep; paroxysmal sleep.

nar-co-lep-tic (nar'ko-lep'tik), adj. of or having nar-

colepsy.
'

nar-co-ma-ni-a (naVka-ma'ni-a), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

narki (see NARCOTIC); + -mama], 1. an abnormal
craving to gain relief from pain through the use of

drugs. 2. mental derangement resulting from the
excessive use of alcohol.

nar-co-sis (nar-ko'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. nark&sts], a
condition of deep unconsciousness caused by a narcotic.

nar-co-syn-the-sis (naVko-sin'tha-sis), n. [< Gr. narke

(see NARCOTIC); -H synthesis], a method of treating a
neurosis by working with a patient while he is under
the influence of a narcotic, as pentothal sodium.
nar-cotic (nar-kot'ik), adj. (MB. narcotike; OFr.

narcotique,' Gr. narkotikos < narkoun, to benumb <
narkt, numbness, stupor; IE. base *(s)narq-, to turn,
twist < *Cs)wer-, to turn, wind, seen also in snare,

narrow], 1. of, like, or capable of producing narcosis.

2. for treating narcotism, n, 1. any drug that induces

profound sleep, lethargy, and relief of pain : it is usually
an opiate. 2. a person addicted to narcotics. 3. any-
thing that causes drowsiness, lethargy, etc.

nar-co-tism (nSr'ka-tiz'm), n. 1. tne condition in-

duced by a narcotic; narcosis. 2. a method or in-

fluence producing narcosis. 3. addiction to narcotics.

nar-co-tfza-tion (naVks-ti-zS'shan, nar'ka-ti-za'shan),
n. a narcotizing or being narcotized.

narco-tize (nar'ko-tiz'). < [NARCOTIZED (-tizd'),

NARCOTIZING], to
t
subject to a narcotic; stupefy;

produce narcotism in.

nard (naVd). n. [ME. & OFr. narde; L. nardus; Gr.

nardos; Heb. nerd; Per. narden,- Sans, nalada, lit.,

perfume-giving; nala, fragrance -f d&9 giving], L any
of several plants with heart-shaped leaves* small

greenish-white flowers, and reddish Denies : spikenard.
2. an ointment made from the roots of these plants.
na res (nJUr'gz), n*pl. [sing. NARIS (4s)], [L.], the nasal

passages; especially, the nostrils;

Na-rev (na'ref), n. Narew: the Russian spelling.
Na-rew (n^'m), n. a Driver in northeastern Poland,
flowing into the Bug River: length, 2fO mi.

narghile (nar'g9-5, nar'g4a').
'

[Turk. & Per.

n&r&leh < Per. nargil, coconut tree; prob. < Sans.

narikera, coconut: so called because orig. made of

coconut shell], an Oriental pipe with a long, flexible

tube so arranged that it draws the smoke through
water in a vase or bowl and cools it; hookah: also

Spelled narglle, narjjileh.
nar-i-al (nftr'i-sl), adj. of the nares.

narine (nltr'in, ntr'in), adj. narial. ___..,-. .

nark (nark), n. [< Gypsy n&k, a nose], [British Slang],
an iniormer; stool pigeon, v.i. to act as a nark.
Nar-ra gan sett (nar^s-gan'sit), it. \pl. NARRAGANSBTT,
NARRAGANSETTS (-sits)], [Algonquian, lit., on a small

cape], a member oi an extinct tribe of Algonquian
Indians who lived Wound Narragansett Bay. ad;.

of this tribe.
, , . , . . ^.

Narragansett Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic, extending
into Rhode Island: length, c. 28 mi.
nar-rate (na-raf, nar'at), v.t. & v,i. [NARRATED (-id),

NARRATING], [< L. narratus, pp. of narrare* to tell],

1. to tell (a story) in writing or speech. 2. to give an
account of (happenings, etc.J.

~~SYN- see tell.

nar-ra-tion (na^ra'shan), n. [ME. narfacton; Late OFr.;
L. narratio], 1. the act or process oi narrating; telling

a story or giving an account of happenings, etc., in

writing or speech. 2. a story or account; narrative.

3. writing or speaking that narrates, as mstory.

biography, and fiction: conventionally distinguished
from argumentation, description, exposition.
narra tive (narVtiv), ad}. [L. narratwus], 1. cf. or

having the nature of, narration; in story form* 2,

L, tC0a,'tookf oil, otit;
o in etimpfo,

docfc. See pp, x-C
fftr; i
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occupied or concerned with narration: as, a narrative

poet. n. La story; account; tale. 2. the ^art or

practice of relating stories or accounts; narration.

SYN. see story. . , x

nar-ra-tor, nar-rat*er (na-ra'ter; now often nar'a-ter),

n. [L. < narratus; see NARRATE], 1. a person who
relates a story or account, 2. a person who reads

descriptive or narrative passages between the speeches
or scenes of a play, radio show, etc.

nar-row (nar'o), adj. [ME. narwe; AS. nearu; akin to

MD. nare, OS. naru; IE. base *(s)ner~, to turn, wind,
seen also in Gr. narke, stupor (cf. NARCOTIC); basic

sense "twisted up"], 1. small in width as compared
to length; especially, less wide than is customary or

expected; not wide. 2. limited in meaning, size,

amount, extent: as, a narrow majority. 3. limited in

outlook; without breadth of view or generosity; not

liberal ; prejudiced. 4. close ; careful ; minute ; thorough:
as, a narrow inspection. 5. with limited margin; with

barely enough space, time, etc.; barely successful: as,

a narrow escape. 6. limited in means; with hardly

enough to live on: as, narrow circumstances. 7. in

phonetics, tense: said of the tongue. v.i. to decrease

in width; contract: as, the river narrows, v.t. to

decrease or limit (something) in width, extent, or

scope; restrict: as, he narrowed the argument, n. 1. a

narrow part or place; especially, a narrow part of a val-

ley, mountain pass, road, etc. 2. usually pL a narrow

passage, as between two bodies of water; strait.

The Narrows, 1. the strait between Staten Island

and Long Island, New York: least width, 1 1/4 mi.

2. the narrowest part of the Dardanelles, c. 3/4 mi.

nar-row-gauge (nar'o-gaj'), adj. 1. for or having a

narrow gauge. 2. [Colloq.], narrow-minded.
narrow gauge, 1. a width (between the rails) of less

than 56 1/2 inches (standard gauge). 2. a railroad

having such a gauge. 3. a locomotive or car for such
a railroad.
nar-row-mind-ed (nar'o-min'did), adj. limited in out-

look; not liberal; bigoted: prejudiced.
nar-thex (nar'theks), n. [I/.; Gr. narthex, giant fennel

(in LGr. also narthex) : from a supposed resemblance
of the architectural part to the hollow, reedUke stem],
1. a) in ancient Christian churches, a porch at the

west end for penitents and others not admitted to

the churcih itself. &) later, a vestibule within the church,
for the same purpose. 2. any church vestibule leading
to the nave.

Nar-va>ez, Pan-fi-lo de (pam'fe-16" the nar-va'eth),

1480P-1528; Spanish soldier and conqueror in America.
nar-wal (nar'wal) , n. a narwhal.
narwhal (nar'wsl, nar'hwal), n. [prob. < D. narwal or

Dan. & Sw. narhval;
modified after whale; ap-
parently < ON. nahvalr,
said to be < nar, corpse
+ hvalr, a whale (with
reference to the whitish

underside)], an arctic cetacean valued for its oil and
ivory; sea unicorn: the male has a long, spiral tusk

extending from the upper jaw.
nar whale (nar'hwal), n. a narwhal.

nar-y (nlr'i), adj. [altered < ne'er a, never a], [Dial. &
Colloq.], not any; no (with a or an) : as, nary a doubt.

NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
na-sal (naVl), adj. [Mod. L. nasalis < L. nasus, a

nose; see NOSE], 1. of the nose. 2. produced by
stopping all or part of the breath in the mouth and
permitting it to pass through the nose, as the sounds
of m, n, ng (rj), and the French nasalized vowels.
3. characterized by such production of sounds: as, a
nasal voice, n. La nasal sound or a letter repre-

senting such a sound. 2. in anatomy, a bone or plate
of the nose. 3. [ME.; OFr. nasal, nasel < L. nasus],
the protective nosepiece of a helmet.

nasal index, 1. in cephalometry, the ratio of the

greatest breadth of the nose to its greatest, height.
2. in craniometry, the ratio of the greatest breadth of

the nasal aperture (of the skuH/ to its greatest height.
na-sal-i-ty (na-zal's-ti). n. the quality of being nasal.
na-sal-i-za-tion (naVH-za'shascu naVl-I-za'sfoan), n.

1. a nasalizing or being nasalized. 2. the result of na-

na-sal-ize (na'z'1-iz'), va. [NASALIZED (-izd
7
), NASALIZ-

ING], to permit all or part of the breath to pass through
the nose in pronouncing certain sounds, especially
sounds not nasals; talk through the nose. 9*f. to

pronounce with a nasal sound.
Nas-by, Pe-tro-le-urn V. (pi-trolanom naz'bi), see Locke,
David Ross.
nas-cence (nas'

f

ns, n&'s'ns), n,i nascency*
nas cen-cy (nas''n-si, na'sn-si), n. flU nascenMa <
nascens; see NASCENT], the process of being brought
into being, formed, or started^ twtti. I .,?

nas-cent Tnas/'nt, nS's'nt), adj. (Hu wssot&j .per. 'oi

nasci, to be bora], 1. coming into being; tjeix}
hence, 2. beginning to form, start, grow* Of c

said of ideas, cultures, etc. 3. in chemistry* sJ

or of the state of an element just released from a

NARWHAL (15-20 ft. long)

compound and having unusual chemical activity

because atoms of the element have not combined to

form molecules: as, nascent chlorine.

nascent state (or condition), 1. the earliest state

of development. 2. in chemistry, the earliest state of

an element at liberation from a compound.
nase-ber-ry (naVber'i, naz'bSr~i), n. [pi. NASEBERRIES

(-iz)], [Sp. nispero, medlar tree, nespero,, medlar; L.

mespilus; see MEDLAR], 1, a variety of West Indian
tree. 2. its edible fruit: also called sapodtlla (plum).

Nase-by (naz'bi), n. a parish in Northamptonshire,
England; site of a Royalist defeat (1645).

Nashe, Thomas (nash), 1567-1601; English satirist,

dramatist, and novelist: also swelled Nash.

Nash*u-a (nash'oo-9), n. a city in southern New
Hampshire, on the Merrimack River: pop., 35,000.

Nash-ville (nash'vil), n. the capital of Tennessee, on
the Cumberland River: pop., 173,000.

na-si-al (na'zi-sl), adj. of the nasion.

na-si-on (na'zi-on'), " [Mod. L. < nasus, nose], in

craniometry, the point in the skull at which the suture

between the two nasal bones meets the suture between
these and the frontal bone.
naso- (na'zo), [< L. nasus; see NOSE], a combining
form meaning: 1, nose, nasaL 2. nasal and, as in

nasofrontal.
na-so-fron-tal (na'zo-frun'tl), adj. of the nose and
the frontal bone.

na-sO'phar-ynx (na zo-far'irjks), n. the part of the

pharynx lying directly behind the nasal passages and
above the soft palate.
Nas-sau (nas'6), n. 1. the capital of the Bahama
Islands, on New Providence Island: pop., 17,000.

2. a former duchy in western Germany: now in Hesse.

3. the ruling family of the Netherlands since 1815.

Nassau Mountains, a mountain range in Netherlands
New Guinea: highest peak, Mt. Carstensz, 16,404 ft.

Nas-ser, Ga-mal Ab-del (ga-mal'ab'dalna'ser), 1918 ;

Egyptian president ofthe UnitedArab Republic (1958- ) .

Nast, Thomas (nast), 1840-1902; American carica-

turist and illustrator, bom in Germany.
nas-tic (nas'tik), adj. [< Gr. nastos, pressed close; -f

-ic], designating, of, or exhibiting a characteristic re-

action of plants by which an inequality of cellular

growth or pressure on one side of the axis results in a

change in the form or position of the axis.

-nas-tic (nas'tik), a combining form meaning nastic
' by some (specified) means or in some (specified) direction.

nas-ti-ly (nas'tl-i), adv. in a nasty manner.
nas-ti-ness (nas'ti-nis), n. 1. the quality or condition
of being nasty. 2. a nasty act, word, expression, etc.

na-stur-tium (na-stur'shom) , n. [L., kind of cress <
*nasitortium, ht. f nose-twist < nasus, nose + pp. of

torquere, to turn, twist: from the pungent odor of the

plant], 1. any of a number of related plants with

shield-shaped leaves and funnel-shaped red, orange,
or yellow flowers. 2. the flower of this plant.

nas-ty (nas'ti), adj. [NASTIER (-ti-Sr), NASTIEST (-ti-

ist)], [ME. nasty, nasky, naxty; ? < or akin to D.
nestig, dirty; or ? < ON.; cf. Sw. dial, naskug, foul], 1.

filthy; foul. 2, offensive in taste or smell; nauseating.
3. morally offensive; obscene. 4. very unpleasant;
objectionable: as, nasty weather. 5. mean; malicious;
ill-humored: as, a nasty temper. 6. very harmful or

troublesome; dangerous: as, a nasty bruise.

-nas-ty (nas'ti), a combining form used to form nouns
corresponding to adjectives ending in -nastic.

nat., 1. national. 2. native. 3. natural. 4. naturalist.
5. natus, [L.L born.
Natal (ns-tal', n9-talO n. a province of the Union
of South Africa, on the Indian Ocean: area, 35,284
sq. mi.; pop., 2,052,000; capital, Pietermaritzburg.
na tal (na'rl), adj. [L, natalis < natus, pp. of nasci,
to be born; IE. base *fe**-, to bring forth; cf. GBNUS),
1. of or connected with one's birth, 2. [Poetic], native.
Nat a lie (nat''l-i), [Fr.; LL. Natalia < L. natalis (dies),
natal (day) name given to children born on Chxiptoutt
Dayl a feminine name.

na-taM*ty (nS-talVti), n [Fr. malit& < L. nwtalis;
see NATAL, ad$}, 1. [Rare] , oirtli. 2* birm rate.

na-tant (na't'nt), adj. [L, naians, ppr. of w*tor<?, to
swim], swimming or floatuagi especially /fiontisif om
water: as, the natant leaves oi water lilles

na-ta-tion (na-ta/shan), n. [L. natatio < pp. of natare,
to swim],, the ac$ or art of i

"

na-ta-to-ri-al (j

tatory.
na-ta-to-ri-um
NATATORJUMS (-9mz) NATATORIA
torius}, a swimming pooify

<

na*t!ai'tiO"i^
p

(n^l^twrjL i

t&mts < I* *Mtto^rf aw
acterized by* or adapt
Natch-ez (ixacJa'iz), % .

an extinct tribe, of , Musi
in soa,t^westefit Mil

n^t**
*

southwestern
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Na-than (na'than), [Heb. nathan, lit., gift], a masculine
name: diminutives, Nat, Nate. n. in the Bible, a

prophet who rebuked David for the death of Uriah:
II Sam. 12:1-14.

Na-than, George Jean (na'thsn), 1882-1958; American
dramatic critic, writer, and editor.

Na-than*a-el (na-than'yal, n9-than'i-al) , [LL.; Gr.

Nathanael; Heb. nethan'el, lit., gift of God], a masculine
name: diminutive, Nat: also spelled Nathaniel, n. in

the Bible, one of the disciples of Jesus: John 1:45-51.

nathe-less (nathlis, nathlis), adv. [ME. natheles; AS.
nathel&s, etc.; na, never + the (for thy, instrumental
case of def. art.) + Ixs* less], [Archaic], nevertheless.

prep. [Archaic], notwithstanding.
nath-less (nath'lis), adv. & prep. [Archaic], natheless.

na-tion (na'shsn), n. JME. & OFr. nacion < L. natio

< natus, pp. of nasct, to be born], 1. a stable, his-

torically developed community of people with a

territory, economic life, distinctive culture,
^
and

language in common. 2. the people of a territory

united under a single government; country; state.

3. a) a people or tribe, b) a tribe of North American
Indians belonging to a confederation: as, the Six

Nations, c) the territory of such a tribe.

the nations, 1. in the Bible, the non-Jewish nations;
the Gentiles. 2. [Poetic], all the peoples of the earth.

Na-tion, Cany (na'shsn), (born Carry Amelia Moore},
1846-1911; American agitator for temperance: first

name often wrongly spelled Carrie.

na tion-al (nash'an-'l), adj. [Fr.], 1. of a nation or

the nation; affecting the nation as a whole. 2. strongly
devoted to one's nation or its interests; patriotic.
n. 1. a person who belongs to a certain nation by
birth or naturalization. 2. loosely, a fellow citizen.

Abbreviated natl., nat., N. SYN. see citizen.

national bank, 1. a bank that manages and controls

the finances of a nation. 2. in the United States, a
bank chartered by the Federal government and under
certain controls by the Federal Reserve System, of

which it is a member: national banks formerly issued

bank notes secured by government bonds.
National Guard, in the United States, that part of

the militia consisting of the property organized,

equipped, and trained forces of the individual States,

supported in part by the Federal government: it

becomes a definite component of the Army of the

United States when called into active Federal service.

National Guard of the United States, those members
and units of the National Guard who have been
accorded Federal recognition as a component part of

the Army of the United States.

national income, the total income of a nation, in-

cluding all profits, rents, interest, wages, salaries, etc.,

during a specified period, usually a year.
na-tion-al-ism (nash'an-'l-iz'm), n. 1. a) devotion to

one's nation; patriotism, b) excessive, narrow, or

jingoist patriotism; chauvinism. 2. the doctrine that

national interests, security, etc. are more important
than international considerations: opposed to inter-

nationalism, 3. national quality or character; na-

tionality. 4. a national idipm, trait, or custom. 5.

the desire for or advocacy of national independence.
6. the policy of nationalizing all industry.

na-tion-aMst (nash^n-l-jst), n. a person ^ho believes

in or advocates nationalism- adj. of nationalism or

nationalists. Abbreviated Nat., N.
,

na-tion-al-is-tic (nash'sn-'l-is'tik), adj. nationalist.

na-tioit-al-is-ti*<ial'ly (nash'an-l-is'ti-k'H nash'on-'l-

is'tik-H), adv. in a nationalistic manner.
na-don-al-i-ty (nashVnalVti), n. [fl NATIONALITIES

(-tiz)], 1. national miality or character. 2. the
condition or fapfe >*$ belon^to to a nation by birth or

naturalization !

3. the co/idittbn or fact of being a
nation- , 'i tt JviftiGiba Of natioiml ^roup.

n. a ationauzing orf"bong nationalized.

(4ape (naSi'n-'l-iz
/

)il^ [NATIONALIZED (-M/)
"

I|NOJ,
'

4-
'

,tp
' spafe 1

,

national
r

in character.

;r owpMbfy oaf-^on'trol of laixq!, resources,
eto* to , f^e ''.'matron. 3. to make in^o a

nation.
<v

na-tion ally (aash'an^HK adv* 1. so as to affect the
whole nation; tlaroughout the nation. 2. as a nation.
national monument, a natural geographic feature or

-^ty site, as- a' moVatain, canyofr,
'

fo'ri, etc,', (

miim-
L a^d pfe^eired bjr the national ^ove^uneW; for

< L. nativus < natus, pp. of nasd, to be born], 1. in-

born; innate; not acquired. 2. belonging to a locality

or country by birth, production, or growth; indigenous:
as, a native Bostonian, native industry, nattve plants.
3. a) related to one as the place of ones birth: as,

one
f

s native land, b) belonging to one because of the

place of one's birth: as, one's native language. 4. as

found in nature; natural; not refined, adorned, or

altered by man. 5. occurring in a pure state in nature:

as, native gold. 6. of or characteristic of the in-

habitants of any given region. 7. of,
,
characteristic

of, or belonging to primitive or uncivilized peoples,
particularly nonwhites, living in their place of origin:

as, native customs in Borneo, n. 1. a person born
or thing produced in the place^ or C9untry indicated.

2. a) an original or indigenous inhabitant of a region,
as distinguished from an invader, explorer, colonist,

etc. b) an indigenous plant or animal. 3. a permanent
resident, as distinguished from a temporary resident

or visitor. 4. in astrology, a person born under a
certain sign. Abbreviated nat.

go native, to adopt a primitive mode of life.

SYN. native applies to a person or thing born or originating
in a certain place or country (a native Italian, native fruits) ;

in-

digenous, which also suggests natural origin m a particular

region, is applied to races or species rather than to individuals

(the potato is indigenous to South America) ; aboriginal applies
to the earliest known inhabitants (or, rarely, animals or plants)
of a region (the Indians are the aboriginal Americans); en-

demic, applied especially to plants and diseases, implies preval-
ence in or restriction to a particular region (typhus is endemic in

various countries.) See also citizen. ANT. alien, foreign.

na-tive-bora (na'tiv-b6rn'), adj. born in a specified

place or country.
na tiv ism (na'tiv-iz'm), n. 1. the practice or policy
of favoring native-born citizens as against immigrants.
2. in philosophy, the doctrine of innate ideas.

na-tiv-i-ty (ns-tivVti, na-tiv'a-ti), n. [PL NATIVITIES

(-tiz)], [ME. natiuite; OFr. nativite; LL. nativitas <
L. nativus; see NATIVE], 1. birth. 2. the conditions

accompanying birth. 3. the horoscope for one's birth.

the Nativity, 1. the birth of Jesus. 2. a representa-
tion of this. 3. Christmas Day.

natl., national.
NATO (na'to), North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
na tri um (na'tri-am), n. [Mod. L. < Fr.; see NATRON],
sodium: symbol, Na (no period).

nat-ro-lite (nafro-lit', na'tra-Ht'), n. [< natron -f 4ite],

a hydrous silicate of sodium and aluminum, NaaO'-
Al2O-3SiOr2HiO.
na tron (na'tron), n. [Fr.; Sp. natron; Ar. nalyni*
nitron; see NITRE), hydrated sodium carbonate, NaaGOs'-
lOEUO, a mineral occurring in salt lakes ort mixed
with other substances, in deposits.

nat'ti-ly (nat'l-i), adv. in a natty manner.
nat-ti-ness (nat'i-nis), n. natty quality or condition.

nat-ty (nat'i), adj. [NATTIER (-i^er), FATTIEST '

(44stJJ,

[? < neat, adj.], trim and smart in appearance or dress.

nat'U-ral (nach'Sr-ol), adj. [ME. naturel; OFr.; L.

naturalis, by birth, according to naturesJ, 1. of, forming
a part of, or arising from nature; in accordance with
what is found or expected in nature. 2. produced or

existing in nature; real; not artificial or manufactured.
3. dealing with nature: as, a natural science. 4. a) in

a state provided by nature, without man-made changes:

wild; uncultivated. 6) unenlightened: primitive. <
5, of

the physical world as distinguished from the spiritual
world. 6. a) present by virtue of nature; innate; not

acquired: as, natural abilities, b) having certahi

qualities, abilities, etc. innately: as, a natural comedian,
f. innately felt to be right; based on instinctive moral

feeling: as, natural rights. 8. true to nature; realistic

in appearance; lifelike : as, a natural likeness. 9. normal
for a given person or thing; in the ordinary course of

events : as, a natural outcome. 10. customarily expected
or uncritically accepted: as, a natural courtesy. 11.

free from affectation or restraint; at ease. 12. il-

legitimate: as, a natural child. 13. in mathematics, a)

designating or of an integer or any number referred

to 1 as the base, b) designating or of an actual number
as distinguished from a logarithm: as, a natural sine,

cosine, etc. 14. in music, a) without flats or sharps,
as the key of C major. &) modified in pitch by the

sign (I?). <?) neither sharped nor flatted, n. 1. a person
without normal intelligence; fool; idiot. 2. [Colloq.],
a person who is or seems to be naturally, expert.

3. [Colloq.], a thuig that is, or promises to be, immedi-

ately and remarkably successful. 4. in music, a) the

sito 00 f used to remove the effect of a preceding
sharp or flat witlwn the measure in which it occurs: in

ML natiwml sign, b) the-note so changed, c) a white
r
key on ajJiano. Abbreviated nat. 5rN. see normal.

Natural Bridge, a natural bridge over Cedar Creek
in west central, Virginia: height, 215 ft.; spaa, ^ijk
Natural Brl^i^St l

Pw<>ee natural 'bridges ijx so%



natural gas
eastern Utah, the largest having a span of 261 ft.

natural gas, a mixture of gaseous hydrocarbons,
chiefly methane, occurring naturally in the earth in
certain places, from which it is piped to cities, etc.,
to be used as a fuel.
natural history, 1. formerly, zoology, botany,
mineralogy, geology, and other subjects dealing with
the animal, vegetable, and mineral world. 2. the

study of these subjects, especially of animal and plant
life, in a popular, nontechnical manner.

nat-u-ral-ism (nach'er-sl-iz'm), n. 1. action or thought
based on natural desires or instincts. 2. in literature,

painting, etc., a) faithful adherence to nature; realism;

specifically, the variety of realism based on the prin-
ciples and, methods of a group of 19th-century writers,

including fimile Zola, Gustave Flaubert, and Guy de
Maupassant, who believed that the writer or artist
should apply scientific objectivity and precision in
his observation and treatment of life, without ideal-

izing, imposing value judgments, or avoiding, what is

regarded as repulsive. &) the quality resulting from
the use of such realism. 3. in philosophy, the belief
that the natural world is the whole of reality and that
there is no supernatural _

or spiritual creation, value,
control, or significance: it holds that scientific laws
can explain all phenomena. 4. in religion, the doctrine
that religion does not depend on supernatural experi-
ence, divine revelation, etc., and that all religious
truth may be derived from the natural world.
nat ural-ist (nach'Sr-al-ist), n. [Pr. naturaliste], 1. a
person who studies nature, especially by direct ob-
servation of animals and plants. 2. a person who
believes in or practices naturalism in art, literature,

philosophy, or religion. Abbreviated nat.
nat u rails-tie (nach'Sr-o-lis'tik), adj. 1. of natural
history or naturalists. 2. of or characterized by
naturalism in art, literature, philosophy, or religion.
3. in accordance with, or in imitation of, nature.

nat-u-ral-1-za-tion (nach'Sr-al-i-za'shsn, nach'gr-al-i-

za'shsn), n. a naturalizing or being naturalized.
nat-u-raMze (nach'Sr-o-Ez'). .t. [NATURALIZED (-Hzd'),
NATURALIZING], [Fr. naturaliser < naturel; see> NATURAL],
1, to confer the rights of citizenship upon (an alien).
2. to adopt and make common (a custom, word, etc.)
from another locality. 3. to adapt (a plant or animal)
to an environment not native; acclimate. 4. to explain
(occurrences) by natural law, rejecting supernatural
influence. 5, to make natural or less artificial; free
from conventionality, v.i. 1. to become naturalized,
or as if native. 2. to study nature.

natural law, 1. rules of conduct supposedly inherent
in the relations between human beings and discoverable
by reason; law based upon man's innate moral sense:
contrasted with statute law, common law. 2. a law of
nature: see law (sense 10). 3. the laws of nature,
collectively.

nat-u-ral ly (nach'Sr-ol-i) , adv. 1. in a natural manner.
2. by nature; innately. 3. as one might expect; of
course.
natural philosophy, 1. the study of nature generally,
or of the entire physical universe. 2, physics.

natural resources, those actual and potential forms
of wealth supplied by nature, as coal, oil, waterpower,
arable land, etc.
natural science, 1. the systematized knowledge of
nature and the physical world, including zoology,
botany, chemistry, physics, geology, etc, ,2. any of
these branches of knowledge. Also science*
natural selection, in evolution, the process by which
those individuals (of a species) with characteristics
that help them to become adapted to their specific
environment tend to survive (survival of the fittest)
and transmit their characteristics, while those less
able to become adapted tend to die out, so that in
the course of generations there is a progressive tendency
in the species to a greater degree of adaptation: see
also Darwinian theory.na ture (nl'cher), nf [MB.} O!Pr; L. natura < natus,
born, produced, pp. of nasci, to be born: cf. NATAL,
adj.], 1. the essential character of a thing; quality
or qualities that make something what it is; essence.
2. inborn character; innate disposition; inherent tend-
encies of a person. 3. the vital functions, forces, and
activities of the organs; often euphemistic. 4. kind;
sortj type: as, things of that nalwe, S. any or all of
the instincts, desires, appetites, drives, etc. of a person.
6. the sum total of all things in time and space: the
entire physical universe. 7. [sometimes N-], the
power, force, principle, etc. that seems to regulate
this; often personified. 8. the primitive state ofman.
9. natural scenery, including the plants and animals
that are part of it, 10. in religion, the state of man
unredeemed by grace. $YN* see iype
by nature, naturally; inherently.
In a state of nature, l.ccmplet^ naked. 2, not cul-
tivated or turned; wild. 3. uncmBflea.

of (or In) th nature of, having the essential character
of; like,

-na-tured (na'chgrd), a combining form used to form

978 Navarre

hyphenated compounds meaning having or showing a
(specified kind of) nature, disposition, or temperament,
as good-natured.
nature study, the study of plant and animal life by
direct observation, especially in a popular, non-
technical manner.
nature worship, 1. worship of natural forces as gods.
2, poetic love for nature.

na-tur-op*a*thy (na'ch&'-op'a-thi),, n. [< L. natura,
nature; 4- -pathy], a system of treating diseases, largely
employing natural agencies, such as air, sunshine, etc.,
and rejecting the use of drugs and medicines.

Nau-cra-tia (n8'kra-tis), n. an ancient Greek city in
the Nile delta, Egypt.
naught (n6t), n. [ME. nauht; AS. nawiht; na (see
NA, NO) + wiht (see WIGHT, WIT)], 1. nothing. 2. in
arithmetic, the figure zero (0). See also nought, adj.
[Archaic or Obsjt

1. worthless; useless. 2. wicked;
evil. adv. [Obs.], in no degree; not in the least.

set at naught, to defy; scorn.

naught-My (nd't'l-i), adv. in a naughty manner,
naugh-ti-nesa (n6'ti-nis), n, quality, state, or instance
of being naughty.
naugh-ty (n6'ti), adj. [NAUGHTIER (-ti-Sr), NAUGHTIEST
(-ti-ist)J, [ME. naugtt; see NAUGHT, adj. & -y], 1.

[Obs.], wicked; bad; evil. 2. not behaving properly;
mischievous; disobedient: usually of children or their
behavior. 3. showing lack of decorum; improper;
indelicate; obscene. SYN. see bad.
nau-ma-cni-a (no-ma'ki-a), n. [pi. NAUMACHIAS (~az),
NAUMACHIAB (-e')L [L-J Gr. naumachia < naus, ship +
mache, battle], 1. in ancient Rome, a mock sea fight.
2. a place constructed for this.

nau ma-chy (nd'md-ki), n. [pi. NAUMACHIES (-kiz)], a
naumachia.
nauplius (nd'pli-os), n. \pl, NAUPLII 6-IOL [L., kind
of shellfish; Or. nauplios, Kind of shellfish said to sail
in its shell as in a ship < naus, ship -f pleiein, to
sail], _the first, or larval, stage in the development of
certain crustaceans.
Na-u-ru (na-oo'roo), n. a British island in Micronesia,
in the Pacific: area, 8 sq. mi.; pop., 3,400: former
name, Pleasant Island.
nau se a (n&'sho, n6'shi-a, nS'zi-a, nd'zha, n&'si-o), n.
[L.; Gr. nausia, nautia, seasickness < naus, a ship],
1. a feeling of sickness at the stomach, with an impulse
to vomit. 2. any stomach disorder causing this feeling,
as seasickness. 3. disgust; loathing,

nau-se-ate (nfi'shi-atC n6'zi-at', n6'zhi-at', n6'si-at'),
v.t. [NAUSEATED (-id), NAUSEATING], [< L. nauseatus,
pp. of nauseare, to be seasick; see NAUSEA], 1. to
cause to feel nausea; make sick. 2. [Rare], to feel
nausea at; loathe, v.i. to feel nausea; become sick.
nau-seous (nd'shss, n&'shi-os, nfi'zi-os, nd'zhas, n6'-
si~as), adj. [L. nauseosus], causing nausea; specifically,
a) sickening, b} disgusting.

Nau-sic-a-a (no-sik'a-a, nou-sik'i-o), n. in Homer's
Odyssey, King AlcinouVs daughter, who discovered the
shipwrecked Ulysses and brought Mm to her father,
from whom he received safe passage to Ithaca.
nautch (n6ch), n. [Hind, nac; Prakrit nacca; Sans.
Wftya, dancing < nrt, to dance], in India, a performance
by professional dancing girls (nautch gins).
nautical (n6'ti*k'l), c3/. [Fr. nautique; L. nauticus
GT. nautikos < nautts, sailor, seaman < naus, a i
of sailors, ships, or navigation: abbreviated naut.

nautical mile, a unit oflinear measure for ships and
aircraft, equal to 1/60 of a degree, or about 6,076 ft,
mm-tilusi (n6'tn-9s). n. fyi. NAUTILUSES (-iz), NAUTILI
(-1 )], [L.; Gr,
nautilos, sailor,
nautilus < naus,
a ship], 1. any
of a group of

tropical mollusks
with a many-
chambered, spiral
shell, having a
pearly interior:
also pearly nau-
tilus. 2. the paper

navjf^T* naval. 2.
W***'* NAUTILUS (8 in. l<mg)

navigable. 3. navigation. 4. navy.
Nav-a-ho, Nav-a-jp (navVh6') f it tpl, NAVAHOS,
NAVAJOS 6-h5zO j NAVAHOBS, NAVAjoBsT-h^OJ, (< Sp.

Apache^ de Navajd < Am. Ind. CTewa) Nwah#, lit,

great fields, name of the Tewa pueblo near wMch
the Spaniards first met Navahos], a member of a
tribe of Athapascan Indians now living on a reserva-
tion in Arizona, New Meroo andJJSSL
na val .(naVl), a$j. f< Rr. or I*,) Jr. i^uol^I^ ?
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nave near

nave (nav), n. [OPr. < L. navis, a ship], that part of
a church which is between the side aisles and extends
from the chancel to the principal entrance* forming
the main part of the building.
nave (nav), n. [ME.; AS. nafu; akin to G. nabe; for
base see NAVEL], the hub of a wheel.
na-vel (na'vl), n. [ME.; AS. nafela; akin to G. nabel;
IE. base *enebh-, *ombh-, *n5bh-, etc., navel, seen also
in L. umbilicus, Eng. nave (hub)], 1. the small scar,
usually a depression in the middle of the abdomen,
marking the place where the umbilical cord was
attached to the fetus; umbilicus. 2. a similar point
or depression centrally located on something or in
some place.
navel orange, a seedless orange having at its apex a
depression Hke a navel, containing a small, undeveloped
secondary fruit.

nav-i-cert (nav'i-surt'), n. [<mgation certificate], a
document issued by a nation at war, declaring that
a ship of a friendly or neutral nation carries no contra-
band and authorizing it to move through the bellig-
erent's blockade.

navic-u-lar (na-vik'yoo-leT), adj. [LL. navicularis <
L. navicula, dim. of navis, a ship], shaped like a boat:
said especially of certain bones, n. any of various
boat-shaped bones; especially, a) the outer bone of
the first row of carpal bones in the wrist. 6) a bone on
the inner side of the human foot, in front of the ankle-
bone.

na*vic-ii'la*re (na-vik'yoo-lar'i), n. a navicular.

nav'i'ga-bil-i-ty (nav'i-ga-bil's-ti), n. the quality or
state of being navigable.
nav-i-gable (nav'i-ga-b'l), adj. [L. navigabilis < navi*

gare; see NAVIGATE], 1. wide or deep enough, or
free enough from obstructions, to be traveled on by*
ships: as, a navigable river. 2. that can be steered,
or directed: as, a navigable balloon. Abbreviated nav.

nav-i-gate (nav'g-gat'), v.L [NAVIGATED (-id), NAVI-
GATING], [< L. navigatus, pp. of navigare, to sail <
navis, a ship + agere, to lead, go], 1. to travel by ship.
2. to steer, or direct, a ship or aircraft, v.t. 1. to
travel through, on, or over (land, air, sea, etc.) in a
boat or aircraft. 2. to steer, or direct (a ship or air-

craft). 3, to plot the course for (a ship or aircraft).

nav-i-ga-tion (nav'a-ga'shan), n. [L. navigatio], the
act or practice of navigating; especially, the science
of locating the position ana plotting the course of

ships and aircraft: abbreviated nav., navig.
nav-i-ga-tor (nav'a-gS'tSr), n. [L.], 1. a person who
navigates; especially, one skilled or employed in

navigation, either of a ship or an aircraft: abbreviated
navig. 2. [British], a navvy.
Navigators Islands, Samoa: the former name.

nav-yy (nav'i), n. [pi. NAVVIES (~iz)] f [abbrev. of

navigator], [British], an unskilled laborer, as on canals,

roads, etc.

na-vy (na'vi), n.
\fl.

NAVIES (-viz)], [ME. & OPr.
navte; LL. navia (for L. navis, a ship)). 1. [Archaic
or Poetic], a fleet of ships. 2. all the warships of a
nation. 3. [often N-], a) the entire sea force of a
nation, including vessels* officers, men, stores, yards,
etc. b) the governmental department in charge of

this. 4, navy blue* Abbreviated N,, n., nav.

navy bean, [from common use in the U.S. Navy]?
a

small, white bean related to the kidney bean, dried
for use as a food.

navy blue, [from, the color of the Brit, naval uniform],
very dark blue*

Navy Cross, a decoration awarded by the United
States Navy for conspicuous heroism or service in

war.
navy yard, a dockyard for building and repairing
naval ships^ storing naval supplies, etc,

na wab (pa^dbO, n. [Hind,. navSb,' see NABOB], in

India, L a native ruler under the Mogul government.
2. [N~]> a titfe of courtesy, especially for a Moslem
pgrtotoe* 3* a rich, AngJ.oIndian who has retired; nabob.

Nax-os (nakfso^; Gr. aSk'sts)* a* tja0 largest o0 %e
Cyclades Islands, in the Aegean; area, 171 sq. mi.;

pop,, 17,000. *
nay ubtSj* adv* [MB, nai, nei; ON- nei < ne, not 4-

WTwVftAL L [ArcJaaid. no* ?. not that only,

bujt also: tised to ieny a statement mildly or to mtro-
diaoe an amoEiQABfe* a* I will permit,, fo^, encourage nt.

n.,
- 1. 'a refosal OF 4epiaL 2f a negative vote or voter.

3. a
'

jp^at^viB. answer. '
i(

<

v say (someone) nuy to-refuse wj
Naz-a-rene Qw'awr. ,. K
IX. N&mrmwt? O*. ;^^ar^mL of JSrawptt or

1 14a is^v% w.pjabttiiat ot N2^DU,
' 2; 'any! sajBoacMSJC of

i who kept the

in northern Palestine, where Jesus lived as a child.

Naz-a-rite (naz'a-rlt'), n. [LL. Nazaraeus; Gr. Naz-
eraios, for Heb. nSs&r < nat&ar, to separate, consecrate],
1. among the ancient Hebrews, a person who volun-
tarily assumed certain strict religious vows, such as

abstaining from wine, not cutting his hair, etc.: as,
Samson was a Nazarite. 2. [Rare], a Nazarene. Also

spelled Nazirite.
Na-zl (na'tsi, na'tsi, na/zi), adj. [G., contr. of party
name, J^ ^0118^802*^^^ "6 Deutsche Arbeiterpartei],
designating, of, or characteristic of the German
fascist political party (National Socialist German
Workers

f
Party, abbrev. NSDAP), founded in 1919

and abolished in 1945: under Hitler this party seized
control of Germany in 1933, systematically eliminated
opposition, and put into effect its program of national-
ism, racism, rearmament, aggression, etc. n* 1. a
member of this party. 2. [often n-J, a supporter or
follower of this party: fascist.

Na-zi-fy (na'tsi-E', na'tsi-fi'), v.t. [NAZIFIBD (-fid'),

NAZIFYING], to place tinder Nazi control or influence;
cause to be Nazi or like the Nazis: also nazify.
Na-zi-ism (na'tsi-iz'm, na'tsi-iz'm), n. Nazism.
Na-zim-o-va, Al-la (al'a na-zimVvo), 1879-1945;
Russian actress in America.

na-zir (na'zir), n. [Ar. nazir, overseer], in India, etc.,

any of various officials.

Naz-i-rite (naz/a-rlt') n. a Nazarite.
Na-zism (na'ts^'m, na'tsiz'mj, n. the philosophy, aims,
or characteristics of the Nazi Party; German fascism.
Nb, in chemistry, niobium.
N.B., 1. New Brunswick. 2. North Britain.

N.B., n.b., nota bene, [L.I, note well.

N.B.C., NBC, National Broadcasting Company.
NbE, north by east.

NbW, north by west,
NX!., 1. New Caledonia. 2. North Carolina.

N.G.O., noncommissioned officer.

Nd, in chemistry, neodymium.
NJO., n.d., no date.

N.D., N. Dak., North Dakota.
ne-

jfce), nep-.
Ne, in chemistry, neon.
NE. N.E., n.e., northeast.

N.E, 1. Naval Engineer. 2. New England. 3. North-
eastern (postal district).

N.E.A.. National Education Association.
Neal <nel), [ME. Nel, Neel, Nele; proK < IT. Niul
(Gael. Niatt) < niadh, a champion], a masculine name:
also spelled Neil.
Ne-an-der-thal (ni-an'dSr-tal'; now often
th61': G. na-an'dgr-talO, adj.

[G., lit., Neander valley (G.
thai, tal, valley; akin to Eng.
dale) i named in honor of

Joachim Neander (1650-
1680), G. hymn writer], 1.

designating, of, or from a val-

ley in the Rhine Province,
Germany. 2. designating or

of a race of early man of the

paleolithic period, whose skel-

etal remains were first found
in this valley.
neap

NEANDERTHAL HEAD
(reconstructed)

eap (nei>), adj. [ME. neep;
ST nep- in n&pfloa, neap tide;

probw Gmc. base *ndpi-,
scarcely touching:, seen also

in Norw. dial, n&pen, scarcely touching, n&pen, hardly
enough, n&pa^ naspa, iiardly to disturb], designating the
tide occurring just after the first and third quarters of

the lunar monm: at these times the difference between
high and low tides is smallest, n. neap tide.

neap (nep), n. [prob. < ON.; cf. Norw. dial. ne4p t

forked jpole], [Dial.], the tongue of a wagon drawn by
two animals.

Neapol i tan (nSVpol'a-t'n) , adj. [L. Neapolitanus <
NmpoUs, Naples; Gr. Neapolis, lit., new town), of

Naples. n.i a native or inhabitant of Naples.
Neapolitan ice cream, brick ice cream containing
several flavors in layers, usually chocolate, strawberry,
and vanilla,

[

near (n6r), adv. [ME. nere, neer; AS. neatr. cofflapar. of

mah, adv., nig^ (see NIGH) ; akin to G. n&her], 1. at a

relatively snort distance in space or time: asf summer
is drawing nmp* 2?. relatively close in degree; almost:

as, you are n$a? rjght: now usually nearly. 3, closely;

inwuatelif, 4* in a stingy manner; tArirtily.
9

adj.

I, dose in d|j^taD/o6 or time; not far. 2. close in re-

Ikt^oBshiR; akin. 3. close in feelings^ desires, etc.;

fc|os in fiieo^dsliip; intimate. 4. close in degree; narrow:
as, a near escape. 5. on t^e left side: said of animals,

es, etc., as^ the near horse, 6* snort or quick;
: as, he took tfee neat way. 7. stingy; niggardly,

; approximating: as, near beef.



near'by
prep, at a relatively short distance from in space,
time, degree, etc.; close to. v.t. & v.i. to come or
draw near (to) ; approach. Abbreviated nr.
near at hand, very close in time or space.

near-by, near-by (neT'bi'), adj. & adv. near; close at
hand.
near by, near; close at hand; close to: used adverbially
or prepositionally.

Ne-arC'tic (ne-ark'tik), adj. [ne- + arctic], designating
the arctic and north temperate parts of North America:
used in classifying some giants and animals according
to geographical distribution.
Near East, 1. variously, the countries near or east
of the eastern Mediterranean, including southwestern
Asia (Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, etc.) and, sometimes, the Balkans and Egypt.
2. [British], the Balkans; especially, the lower Balkans.
CL Middle East.

Nearer Tibet, the eastern part of Tibet, forming
Chinghai and Sikang provinces of China.
near-hand (n&r'hand'), adj. [Scot. & British Dial.],
close at hand; near-by, adv. (Scot. & British Dial.],
1. near-by. 2. nearly; almost.

near-ly (n&r'li), adv. [near + 4y], 1. almost; not quite;
all but: as, I'm nearly finished. 2. closely; intimately:
as, they are nearly related. 3. parsimoniously.

near miss, in military usage* a shell, aerial bomb, etc.

that does not score a direct hit on the target but
comes close enough to inflict some damage.

near-sight-ed (nSr'sit'id), adj. seeing only near objects
distinctly; myopic.
neat (net), adj. [Fr. net < L. nitidus, shining, elegant,
smart, trim < nitere, to shine], 1. unmixed with
anytibiag; pure; undiluted: said especially of liquor
drunk without a mixer or chaser. 2. [Rare], free of
deductions: net. 3. a) trim; tidy; clean. 6) character-
ized by tidiness; skillful and precise: as, a neat worker.
4. well proportioned; shapely. 5. cleverly or smartly
phrased or done; adroit.

SYN. neat suggests cleanness and orderliness and, hence,
connotes a lack of superfluous or confusing details (a neat house,
design, etc.); tidy emphasizes painstaking, orderly arrange-
ment rather than cleanliness (a tidy closet) ; trim adds to the
sense of neat connotations of smartness, dapperness, good pro-
portion, etc. (a trim figure, ship, etc.). ANT, slovenly, sloppy.
neat (net), n. [pi. NEAT], [ME. nete, neet; AS. neat
(akin to ON. naut, D. noof) < base of neotan, to enjoy,
possess; basic sense "what is possessed"], [Obs.], an
animal of the ox family; cow, steer, etc.

'neath, neath (neth, neth), prep. [Poetic], beneath.
neat-herd (neVhurd'), n. [ME. netherd; see NEAT
(animal) & HERD (herdsman)], a cowherd.

neatVfoot oil (nets'foof) , a light-yellow oil obtained
by

9 boiling the feet and shinbones of cattle, used
mainly as a dressing for leather.
neb (neb), n. [MB. nebbe; AS. nebb; akin to MD.
nebbe, ON. nef. etc.; Gmc. base *neff~], 1. a) the bill,
or beak, of a bird, b) the snout of an animal; hence,
2. the nose or mouth of a person. 3. the projecting
end or point of anything; nib; tip.

Neb,* Nebraska.
NEbE, northeast by east.
Ne bihn (neb'i-em'j Heb. ns-ve'im), n.pl [Heb.
nebi'im, pi. of nabt, prophet], in the Old Testament,
the books of the Prophets.
NEbN, northeast by north,
Ne-bo, Mount (nje'bo), in the Bible, the mountain
(summit of Mount Pisgah) from which Moses saw the
Promised Land: Deut. 34:1-4.

Ne-bras ka (ns-bras'ka), n. a Middle Western State
of the United States: area, 77*237 sq. ml; pop.,
1,326,000; capital, Lincoln: abbreviated Neb., Nebr.

Ne-bras kan (ns-bras'kan), adj. of Nebraska, n. a
native or inhabitant of Nebraska.
Ne bu chad-nez-zar (neb'yoo-kad-nea/gr, nebVkad-
nez'dr), n. [Assyr.-Bab. nabu-kudurri-utsw, Kt., Nebo,
defend the boundary], fl. 6th century B.C.: Chaldean
king of Babylon (cX34?-562? B.C.) who conquered
Jerusalem and destroyed the Temple: Dan. 1-4, II
Kings 24.

Neb-u-chad-rez-zar (neb'yoo-kad-rez'gr, nebVked-
rez'gr), n. [Heb. nebhiikhadhre'tstsar], Nebuchadnezzar.

neb.u-la (neb'yoo-te), n. [pi. NBBTJLAK (4S'), NEBULAS
(-l9z)J, [L.; IE. base *nebh-, moist, vatoor. cloud, seen
also in Gr. nepheU, cloud, AS. mfol, mist, darkness
(cf. NIBBLUNG & G. nebel, mist), Avestan nabah-, air,
sky], t

1. any of several light, misty, cloudlike patches
seen in the night sky, consisting of groups of stars
too tar away to be seen singly, or of masses of gaseous
matter. 2. in medicine, a) a small, cloudy opacity
on the cornea, b) a cloudiness in the urine, c) an oily
preparation used as a spray.

neb-u-lar (neb'yoo-lgr), adj. of a nebula or nebulae.
nebular hypothesis, the theory that the solar system
was once a nebula which condensed to form tne sun
and planets.

neb-u-li-za-tion (neb'yoo-lo-S'slaon, neb'yoo-EMBg'.
shan). n. a nebulizing or being nebulized.
neb u lize (neb'yoo-uV), v.i. IWBBWISSBD MlzdO,

3o neck

ULIZING], [< L. nebula, mist (see NEBULA) ; + -tee], 1. to
reduce (a liquid) to a fine spray. 2. to spray; (a diseased
or injured surface) with a medicated liquid.

neb-u-lose (neb'yoo-los
7
), adj. nebulous.

neb-u*losi*ty (neb'yoo-los'9-ti), n. [Fr. nbulosite; LL.
nebulositas], 1. the quality or condition of being
nebulous. 2. [pi. NEBULOSITIES (-tiz)], a nebula.

neb-u-lous (neb'yoo-las), adj. [ME. nebulus; L. neb-
ulosus], 1. of or like a nebula or nebulae. 2. cloudy;
misty; indistinct; hence, 3. unclear; vague; indefinite.

nec-es-sar-i-an (nes's-sar'i^n), n. & adj. necessitarian.

nec-es-sar-Hy (nes'a-serVli, nesVsar'9-li), adv. 1.

because of necessity; by or of necessity: as, that is

not necessarily so. 2. as a necessary result.

nec-es-sary (nes'a-ser'i), adj. [ME.; L. necessarius <
necesse, unavoidable, necessary < ne-,

f
not + cedere,

to give way], 1. that cannot be dispensed with;
essentialj indispensable^ as, water is necessary to life.

2. resulting from necessity; inevitable. 3. that must
be done; mandatory; not voluntary; required. 4.

inherent in the situation: undeniable; unavoidable
from the premises. 5. [Archaic], rendering some
essential and intimate service, n. [pi. NECESSARIES
(-iz)l 1. often in pi. a necessary thing; thing essential
to life, some purpose, etc. 2. [Dial.], a privy or water
closet; toilet. 3. pi. in law, those things essential to
maintaining an incompetent or dependent in comfort
and well-being. SYN. see essential.

ne-ces-si-tar-i-an (na-ses's-taVi-sn) , n. a person who
believes in necessitarianism, adj. of or like necessi-
tarianism. Also necessarian.

ne-ceS'Si-tar-i-an-ism (na-ses'a-tar'i-on-iz'm), n. the
theory that every event is determined by causal

^necessity and that the action of the human will is

not free, but is caused by previous actions and experi-
ences.

ne-ces si-tate (na-ses'a-tatO, v.t. [NECESSITATED (-id),

NECESSITATING], [< ML. necessitate, pp. of neces-
sitare < L. necessitas, necessity], 1. to make (some-
thing) necessary or unavoidable; involve or imply as
a logical outcome. 2. to compel: require; force:
usually in passive, as, I am necessitated to act alone.

ne-ces-si-tous (n^ses'Q-tas), adj. [Fr. necessiteux; see
NECESSITY & -ous], in great need; destitute; needy.

ne-ces-si'ty (no-ses'a-ti), n. [pi. NECESSITIES (-tiz)],

[ME, necesstte (cf. Fr. necessite)', L. necessitas <
necesse; see NECESSARY], 1.

t
the power of natural

law that cannot be other than it is; natural causation;
physical compulsion placed on man by nature; fate.
2. anything that is inevitable, unavoidable, etc. as a
result of natural law; that which is necessary in natural
sequence: as, death ^is a necessity to life. 3. the com-
pulsion or constraint of man-made circumstances,
habit, custom, law, etc.; logical or moral conditions
making certain actions inevitable or obligatory, 4.
what is required by this social or legal compulsion;
that which is necessary in logical or moral sequence:
as, a passport is a necessity. 5. great or imperative
need: as, call me in case of

necessity. 6. often in pi.
something that cannot be done without; necessary.
7. the state or quality of being necessary. 8. want;
poverty; needinesa. <-SYN. see need,
of necessity, necessarily; inevitably.

neck (nek), n. [ME. nekke: AS. hnecca; akin to G.
nacken? Gmc. *hanak~; IE. base *keng~, peg, hook (cf.
HANG)

;
for v.t. 2 & v.i., cf. AS. healsgebedda, beloved

bedfellow, healsm&geth, beloved maid < heals (G.
hals), the neck], 1. that part of man or animal joining
the head to the body, including the part of the back-
bone between the skull and the shoulders; hence,
2. a narrow part between the head or end and the
body or base of any object: as, the neck of a violin,
neck of a goblet. 3. that part of a garment which
covers, encircles, or is nearest the neck, 4. the narrow-
est part of any object, considered to be Hke a neck;
specifically, a) a narrow strip of land. 6) tto^ narrowest
part of an organ: as* the neck of the femur, neck of a
tootfa. <?) tlie narrowest or tapering part of a bottle,
vase, etc. d) a strait or clianneL 5v in geology, a column
of molten rock tfrat has hardened in the passage
connecting a volcanic crater with the underground
source of the lava and has been exposed later by
weathering, v.t* 1, to kill (a fowl) by breaking its
neck. 2. (Slangjv to kiss and caress in makingkjve:
c. pet. tu. [SlangL to engage in such k>vewmaSng. >

SYN. see caress.

ftet It 141 the iMcfc, (Slangf, to be swearety reprimanded
or punished. >

|J
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neckband 981 needle point
neck-band (nek/band

7

), n* 1. a band worn around
the neck. 2. the part of a garment that encircles the
neck; especially, the part to which the collar is fastened.

neck-cloth (nek'kl&th')t n. a scarf for the neck;
neckerchief; cravat.

Nec-ker, Jacques (zhak ne'kar'; Eng. nek'Sr), 1732-
1804; father of Madame de Stael; French statesman;
minister of finance (1776-1781; 1788-1790).

neck-er-chief (nek'er-chif), n. [neck -f- kerchief], a
handkerchief or scarf worn around the neck.
neck-ing (nek'in), n. [see NECK, trj, 1. in architecture,

any small molding around the top of a column below
the capital. 2. [Slang], the act of kissing and caressing
in making love.

neck-lace (neklis), n. [neck + lace (string)], a string
or chain of gold, silver, jewels, wood, shells, etc.,

worn around the neck as an ornament.
neck-let (neklit), n. 1. a closely fitting band of fur
or cloth worn around the neck. 2. a necklace.

neck-piece (nek'pes'), n. 1. a decorative scarf, often
of fur, worn around the neck. 2. the part of a garment
closest to the neck. 3. a piece of armor for the neck.

neck-tie (nek'ti'). n. 1. a band, usually narrowest
in the middle and widening at one or both ends, to
be worn around the neck, usually under a collar and
tied in a bow, knotted, or looped in front; cravat: often
tie. 2. a bow fastened in front of the neck.

necktie party, [Slang], a hanging, especially in lynching,
neck-wear (nek'war

7
), n. articles worn about the neck;

especially, neckties, scarfs, and collars.

nec-ro- (nek'ro, nek'ra), [< Gr. nekros, dead body], a
combining form meaning death, corpse, dead tissue,

as in necrology: also, before a vowel, ncr-.
nec-ro-bi-o-sis (nek'ra-bi'a-sis), ft. [Mod. L.; necro-

+ -biosis], the process of decay and death of body cells.

ne-crol'a'try (ne-krol's-tri), n. [< necro- -f -latry], wor-

ship of, or excessive reverence for, the dead.

nec-ro-log-i-cal (nek'ra-loj'i-kl), adj. of or like a
necrology.

ne-crol'O-gist (ne-krol'a-iist) r n. a writer of necrologies.

ne'crol-O'iy (ne-krol'a-ji), n. [pi. NECROLOGIES (-312?)],

[necro- + -logy], 1. a list or register of people who
have died in a certain time or place, as that in a
newspaper. 2. a death notice: obituary.
neoro-man-cer (nek'ra-man's&r), n. [ME. nigroman-
ciere; OFr. nigromanceur < nigromance; see NEC-
ROMANCY], 1. a person who claims to foretell the
future through alleged communication with the dead.
2. a conjurer; wizard; sorcerer.

nec-ro-man-cy (nek'ro-man'si), n. [MB. nigromancie;
OFr. nigromance; ML. nigromantia (altered by asso-

ciation with L. niger, black) < L. necromantia; Gr.
nekromanteia < nekros, corpse -f manteia, divination],
1, the art claiming to foretell the future by alleged
communication with the dead. 2. black magic.

nec-ro'inan-tic (nek'ra-man'tik), adj. [LL. necro*

manticus], of, like, used in, or done by necromancy.
nec-ro-phiM-a (nek'rg-fil'i-s), n. [Mod. L.] necroph-
ilism.

ne-croph-Hism (ae-krof's-liz'm), n. [< necro- -f Gr.

philos, loving; + 'ism], an abnormal attraction, es-

pecially an erotic attraction, to corpses; necrophilia.
necTO-pho-bi-a (nek'ro-fo'bi-d), it. [necro- -phobia].
an abnormal fear of death or of dead bodies.

ne-crop*o4i8 (ne-krop'o-Hs), n. [pi. NECROPOLISES (-iz),

NECROPOLEIS (-Hs')]T [Or. nekropolis < nekros, dead

body + polis, city], a
t
cemetery, especially one be-

longing to an ancient city, .

nec-rop'Sy (nek'rop-si), ft. [pL NECROPSIES (^siz)\ t

[< necr- + Gr. opsis, sight; + -yj, am autopsy; ex-

amination of a dead body.
ne-croS'CO-py (ne-kros'ko-pi), n. a necropsy.
ne-crose (ne-kros' nek'ros), v.t. [NECROSED (-krost'.

-r3$t), NECROSING), to make necrotic. v.i. to be or

become necrotic* ... r
_ , .

ne-cro-sis (ne-kro'sis), n. \pl NECROSES (~sez)], [Mod,
I/.; Gr. mkrSsis < nekromt, to make dead, mortify <
ne^os, dead body], 1. the death or decay of tissue

in a part of the body, as a bofite: it is the result of

loss of blood supply* burning, and other severe injuries.

2. in botany, gradual decay of trees or plants.
necrot4c (ne-krot'ik), adj. of or undergoing necrosis.

ne*crot-o*my (ne-krot'a-mi), n. [pL NECROTOMIES

0-mb)], [necro- -f -tomyl I. the dissection of corpses.

2 tfeo surgical; removal of dead bone,

necS feek'tSr), n. [L.; Gr. nektar < base of necros,

dead, dW body 4- -tar. who overcomes (akin to

Sans* taraa, fee overcomes); hence, ^eathrovercpmrng:
so named because the drink was held to confer im-

nektareos], 1. producing nectar. 2. like nectar;
sweet; delicious.
neotard-al (nek-ta^i-ol), cdf/. of, or having the nature
of, a nectary.
nee tar ine (nek'to-rin', nek'to-renO. J< nectar], a
kind of peach that has a smooth skin without down.

nec-ta-ry (nek'ta-ri), n. [pL NECTARIES (-riz)], [Mod. L.

nectarium], 1. an organ or part (of a flower) that
secretes nectar. 2. either of a pair of abdominal
tubes in aphids, for sucking nectar from flowers.

Ned (ned), [by faulty division of mine Ed], a masculine
name: see Edgar, Edmund, Edward.
N.EJX, NED, New English Dictionary (Oxford English
Dictionary) .

nee, nee (na), adj. [Fr., fern, of nt, pp. of native < L.

nasci, to be born], born: used to introduce the maiden
name of a married woman, as, Mrs. Helen Jones, nee
Smith.

need (ned), n. [ME. nede; AS. nead, neod, nied, ned'
akin to G. not (Goth, nauths); IE. *n9U-ti < base

*nru-, to collapse with weariness, seen also in Goth.
naus, corpse], 1. necessity; compulsion; obligation:
as, there is no need to worry now. 2. a lack ofsome-
thing useful, required, or desired; call or demand for

the presence, possession, etc. of something: as, I feel

the need of a long rest. 3. something useful, required,
or desired that is lacking; want; requirement: as, what
are his daily needs? 4. a) a condition in which there
is a deficiency of something; time or situation of

difficulty; condition requiring relief or supply: as, a
'friend in need, b) a condition of poverty; state of

extreme want. v.L to have need of; want. Need is often
used as an auxiliary, either unmflected and followed by
an infinitive without to, or inflected and followed by an
infinitive with to, meaning "to be obliged, must": as^he
need not come, he needs to be careful. v.i. 1. [Archaic],
to be necessary: chiefly in impersonal constructions, as,

it needs not. 2. to be in need. See also needs.
have need to, to be compelled or require^ to; must.
If need b, if it is required; if the occasion demands.
SYN. need refers to an urgent requirement of something
essential or desirable that is lacking; necessity, a more formal

word, suggests an imperative need for something indispensable
but lacks the emotional connotations of need (they are in need

of food, food is a necessity for all living things) ; exigency refers

to a necessity created by some emergency, crisis, or compelling
circumstances (the exigencies created by the flood) ; requisite

applies to something that is indispensable to a particular end or

goal (a sense of rhythm is a requisite in a dancer) . See also lack.

need-ful (ned/fal), adj. 1. necessary; needed; required.
2. [Archaic], characterized by great need or distress;

need i ness (ned'i-nis), n. the quality or state of being
needy; poverty; indigence; want.

nee-die (ne'dl), n. [ME. nedlet nedel; AS. nmdl; akin
to G. nadel: IE. base *($)-, *(s)n$i~, to sew, spin,
seen also in L. neve, to spin & Eng. snood], 1. a) a small,
slender piece of steel with a sparp point at one end and
a hole for thread at the other, used for sewing by hand.

6) a similar implement with a hole for thread near the

pointed end, used especially on sewing machines.

2. a) a slender rod of steel, bone, wood, etc. with a hook
at one end, used for crocheting. 6) a similar rod, usually

larger and without a hook, used hi knitting. 3. the

short, pointed piece of metal, often tipped as with

diamond, that moves in the grooves of a phonograph
record and transmits vibrations. 4. a) the magnetized

pointer of a compass, b) the indicator or pointer of a

speedometer or other gauge. S. the thmf short,

pointed leaf of such trees as the pine, spruce, etc.

6. the thin rod which, when moved, opens or closes a

passage in a valve and permits close adjustment. 7. the

sharp? very slender metal tube at the end of a hypo-
dermic syringe. 8. an electric needle.

.
9. any object

roughly resembling a needle or its point in shape, as the

. o , , . . . .

to provoke into doing something; goad; prod. J)
to

tease or heckle. 3. [Slang], to strengthen by adding
alcohol: as, they needled the beer, v.i.l. to work with a

needle. 2. to form needles in crystallization.

nee-dle-fish (ne'dl-fish'), n. \pl. NEEDLEFISH, NEEDLE-

FISHES (-iz); see FISH], 1. any of a group of long,

pipelike, voracious marine fishes with a pointed snout

ana many sharp teeth, somewhat resembhng the

in many flowers, used by
.Tney*
7 adj. like nectar.

0, <ff, JL.,, mctarms; Gr.

n-O, n. [pi. NEEDLEFULS (-foolz)],

the length of thread conveniently used in a needle

i&dto-potat (ne'dl:point'), V- ^^^Jjg?
made on a pattern with a needle instead of a bobbin.

needle point, 1. an embroidery of woolen threads

upon canvas, used as a covering in upholstery. 2.

needle-point lace.



needle shower Negro
needle shower, a shower bath in which the water is

sprayed out in fine jets.
need-less (nedlis), adj. not needed; unnecessary.
needle valve, a type of valve in which a long, cone-

shaped plug instead of a disk controls the flow of fluid:

used especially on high-pressure gas cylinders.
nee*dle-wom-an (ne'dl-woom'sn), n. [pi. NEEDLE-
WOMEN (-wim/in)j, a woman who does needlework;
especially, a seamstress.

nee-dle-work Jne'dl-wurk'), n. work done with a
needle: embroidery; sewing.
need-n*t (ned''nt), need not.
needs (nedz), adv. [ME. nedes; AS. nedes, nvdes < nied

(see NEED) + -$, genit. & adv. sufEx], of necessity;
necessarily (with must)', as, he must needs obey.
need*y (ned'i), adj. [NEEDIER (-i-eY), NEEDIEST (4-ist)],

in, or characterized by, need; not having enough to
live on; very poor; destitute; indigent.
neep (nep), n. [ME.; AS. n&p < L. napus], [Scot. &
British Dial.], a turnip.

ne'er (nr), adv. [Poetic], never.
ne'er-do-well (nar'doo-wel'), n. a person who never
does anything of value* person who cannot make a
living, get along, etc. adj. worthless; good-for-nothing.

ne-far-ious (m-far'i-os), adj. [L. nefarius < nefas,
crime, wron^; ne~, not + fas, lawful], very wicked;
villainous; iniquitous. SYN. see vicious.
Ne-fud Desert (ne-food'), a desert in north central
Saudi Arabia: also called Red Desert.

ne-gate (ni-gaf, ne'gat), v.t. [NEGATED (-id), NEGATING],
[< L. negatus; see NEGATION], 1. to deny the existence
or truth of. 2. to make ineffective. SYN. see nullify.

ne-ga*tion (ni-ga'shan), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. negation;
L. negatio < negatus, pp. of negare, to deny < ne-,

*weg-, not + aio, I sayj, 1. act or instance of denying:
negative answer; denial. 2. the lack or qpp9site of
some positive character or quality, as annihilation, de-
struction, etc. 3. something negative; nonentity.

neg-a*tive <neg's-tiv), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. negatif;
L. negativus < negatus; see NEGATION], 1. containing,
expressing, or implying a denial or refusal; saying "no :

opposed to affirmative. 2. opposite to something C9n-
siaered as positive; specifically, a) lacking in positive
character or quality; lacking evidence, affirmation,
etc.; having the effect of diminishing, depriving, or

denying: as, a negative personality.
r

&) not demonstrat-
ing or proving the presence or existence of symptoms,
bacteria, etc. 3. in logic, denying the subject or

predicate of a proposition. 4. in mathematics, desig-
nating a quantity less than zero, or one to be subtracted :

minus. 5. in photography, reversing the relation or

light and shade of the original subject. 6. in physics,
of negative electricity, n. 1. a word, term, or phrase
that denies, rejects, or refuses (e.g. t no, not, by no
means). 2. a statement of denial, refusal, or rejection.
3. the point of view that denies or attacks the positive
or affirmative: as, the negative won the debate. 4. the
right of veto. 5, the plate in a voltaic battery where
the lower potential is; negative plate or pole. 6. in
mathematics, a quantity less than zero, or one to be
subtracted; minus quantity. 7. in photography, an
exposed and developed photographic film or plate on
which light and shadow are the reverse of what they
are in the positive printed from this. Abbreviated
neg. v.t. [NEGATIVED (-tivd), NEGATIVING], 1. to
refuse; reject; veto (a candidate, motion, or bill).
2. to deny; contradict. 3. to prove false; disprove.
4. to counteract; neutralize.
In the negative, 1. in refusal or denial of a plan, sug-
gestion, etc. 2. with a denial or negative answer.

negative electricity, 1. electricity made by friction
on resin or wax, as distinct from that made on glass,
2. electricity appearing at the pole of the plate having
the lower potential in a voltaic cell.

negative sign, in mathematics, the sign (-), used to
indicate a negative quantity.

neg-a-tiv-ism (neg'g-tiv-iz'ni), n. 1. in philosophy, any
system of thought opposed to pbsftivisnj; doctrine
characterized not by approval and acceptance, but by
doubt and question, as agnosticism or skepticism.
2. in psychology, an attitude characterized by ignoring,
or opposing suggestions or orders from others, most
often maniiesteoT in children.

nefi-a*tiv-ist (neg'a-tiv-ist), n. a believer in negativism.
adj. of negativism or negativists.
neg a-tiv*is>tic (negVti-vis'tik), adj. negatMst.
nj^-a-tiv-i'ty (neg'a-tivVti), n. the quaSty or con-
dition of being negative.

neg*a-to-ry (neg's-tdr'i, neg'a-tS'ri), adj. [LI>. nega-
tortus], negative: constituting or expressing negation.
nega-tron (ne^a-tron'), n. [nega&ve + etmtron],
[Rare], m chemistry & physics, an electeon.

Ne-geb (neg'eb), n. Negev. ;

Ne*&ev (ne^'evj, n. a region in. southern Iqntf&',o4<:par-
tially reclaimed desert. > u V

neg'lect (ni-glekf), v.t [< L. neglectus,
neglegere, not to heed, De regardless of ' <
-\~ ^egere, to gather], 1. to ignoi*e oc ^sc
thing) : as, we neglect modern art. 2. not wen*

attend to (something) sufficiently or properly; slight;
treat as unimportant: as, he neglected his clothes. 3. to
fail to carry out (an expected or required action)
through carelessness or by intention; leave undone, n.
1. a neglecting. 2. lack of sufficient or proper care;
negligence; disregard. 3. the state of being neglected.
SYN. neglect implies a failure to carry out some expected or
required action, either through carelessness or by intention (I

neglected to wind the clock) ; omit, in this connection, implies a

neglecting through oversight, absorption, etc. (she should not
omit to visit the Louvre) ; overlook suggests a failure to see or
to take action, either inadvertently or indulgently (I'll overlook

your errors this time) ; disregard implies inattention or neglect,
usually intentional (she always disregards his wishes) ; ignore
suggests a deliberate disregarding, sometimes through stubborn
refusal to face the facts (but you ignore the necessity for action) ;

slight implies a disregarding or neglecting in an indifferent or
disdainful way (he ^seems to slight the newer writers) ; forget,
in this connection, implies an intentional disregarding or omit-

ting (after his election he forgot the wishes of the voters).

neg-lect-er, neg*lect-or (ni-glek'ter), n. a person who
neglects.

neg-lect-ful (ni-glekt'fsi) , adj. characterized by neglect;
heedless; negligent (often with o/). SYN. see remiss.

Jne-gli-ge (na'gle'zha/; Eng. neg'H-zha') n. & adj.

[Fr.J, negligee.
'li-zha', negli-zha

7
). n. [Fr. negligee,

to neglect; L. negligere;
, . loosely fitting dressing

gown, usually decorative and of a soft, flowing material.
2. any informal, careless, or incomplete attire, adj.
carelessly or incompletely dressed.

negligence (negli-jans), n. [ME. neglygence, nec-

ligens; OFr.; L. negligentia], L the quality or con-
dition of being negligent; specifically, a) habitual
failure to do the required thing, &) carelessness in
manner or appearance; indifference. 2. an instance of
such failure, carelessness, or indifference. 3. in law,
failure to use a reasonable amount of care when such
failure results in injury to another.

neg-li-gent (negli-jsnt), adj. [ME. necligent, etc. <
OFr. or L.; OFr. negligent; L. negligent* ppr. of neg-
ligere; see NEGLECT], 1. habitually failing to do the
required thing; neglectful. 2. careless, lax, inattentive,
or indifferent. SYN. see remiss.

neg-U-gi-biM-ty (neg/li-ja-bil'd-ti), n. the quality or
state of being negligible.

neg-li'gi-ble (neg'li-jg-bl), adj. [< L. negligere (see
NEGLECT) ; + -ible], that can be neglected or disregarded
because small, unimportant, etc.; trifling.

neg li-gi-bly (neg'li-ja-bli) , adv. in a negligible manner;
so as to be negligible.

ne-go-tia-bil-i-ty (ni-go'shi-9-buVti, ni-go'sha-bil'o-ti),
n. the state or quality of being negotiable.

ne-go-ti-a-ble (ni-go'shi-s-b'l, m-go'shs-b'l), adj. that
can be negotiated; specifically, a) transferable to a
third person: said ot promissory notes, checks, etc.

b) that can be gassed, crossed, surmounted, etc.

ne-go-ti-ate (ni-go'sm-at'), tu. [NEGOTIATED (-id),
NEGOTIATING], [< L. negotiatus, pp. of negotiart, to
carry on business < negotium, business < nec- r not
-^ otium, ease], to confer, bargain, or discuss with a
view to reaching agreement, v.t. 1. to make arrange-
ments for, settle, or conclude (a business transaction,
treaty, etc.). 2. to transfer, assign, 9r sell (negotiable
paper). 3. [CoilogJ, to succeed in crossing, sur-

mounting, accomphsning, etc.

ne-go-ti-a-tion (ni^go'shi-a'shan), n, [L. negotiatio], a
negotiating; specifically, often in pL, a conferring, dis-

cussing, or bargaining to reach agreement, as in
business transactions or state matters.

ne-go-ti-a-tor (ni-go'shi-S'tSr), n. [L.], a person who
negotiates.

Ne-gress (ne'gris), n. [Fr. negresse, fern, of nigro, a
Negro], [sometimes n-], a Negro woman or girl; often
. j. __ _

dpntemptuous term:
n. \pk NEGRILLOS (-5s)], [Sp.,
see INFBGRO], an African JPygmy

or 'Busfepiaii.
'

,
,

N6Hj^r >$MVi9^bi*l8w sem'b^lan') a native state
of the Federaiion of 'Malayan area* 2,50 sq, mi.; pop.,
286,000; capital, Serembak VP

Ne-grtt4c ^i-grit'ik), adj, [sometimes i of or like
Negroes or Negritos*

Ne-fd-tp (ni^re'to), n. \fl NEGRITOS^ H
(-toz)], [Sp., dun. of mgro, black; see ^ttng&oL >

of any or yarious ^romps of dwacfisfi,
^- *

living in the East
Ne-gro (ne'3l:m. w . _

negro, black, black pe^osa < L. wf^er, blatcki i.f a) a
itoember .of the doiw^b fe|stefc race of 4^ca^ t E"

1

chiefly a the
of any of the , .

Hottentot, etc.

adj.
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Negroid (ne'groid), adj. [sometimes n-], of, like, or
characteristic of the Negro or Negroes, n. [sometimes
n-], a member of any dominantly Negro people.

Ne-gro-phil (ne'gra-fil), n. [sometimes n-j, a NegrophUe.
Ne-gro-phile (ne'gre-ffl', ne'grg-fil), n. [Negro + -phUe],
[sometimes n-], a person who admires, likes, or cham-
pions Negroes, their culture, etc.: often used con*
temptudusly by Negrophobes.

Ne-gro*jphobe (ne'gra-f5b'), n. [Negro + -phobe],
[sometimes n-], a person who hates or fears Negroes.

Ne-gro-pho-bl-a (ne'gra-fo'bi-a), n, [Negro + -phobia],
[sometimes n-], hatred or fear of Negroes.

Neg-ro-pon-te (neg'ro'-po'n'te), n. Ewoia, a Greek
island in the Aegean: the Italian name.

Ne-gros (na'gros; Sp. ne'gr6*s), n. one of the Philippine
Islands, between Panay and Cebu: area, 4,903 sq.
mi.; pop., 1,219,000.

Ne*gus (ne'gss), n. [Amharic negus, king], the title of
the ruler of Ethiopia.

ne-gus (ne'gas), n. [after Col* Francis Negus (d. 1732),
who first made it], a beverage of hot water, wine, and
lemon juice, sweetened and spiced.
Ne he-mi ah (neVmi'a), n. [Heb. nefremy&h, lit.,

comfort of Jan (God)), m the Bible, 1. a Hebrew
leader of about the 5th century B.C. 2. a book of
the Old Testament about his work. Abbreviated Neh.
Nehe-mi-as (ne'a-ml'as), n. Nehemiah: form used in
the Douay Bible.

Neh-.ru, Ja wahar lal ftVwS'he'r-lal' na'rdo), 1889- ;

Hindu leader of the National Congress Party in

India; prime minister of India (1947- ).

neigh (na), v.i. [ME. neyen, nayen; A3. hnxgan; akin
to MD. neyen; echoic], to utter the loud, characteristic

cry of a horse: whinny, n. this cry; a whinny.
neigh-bor (na'bSr), n. [ME. neighbour, nyebour, etc,;
AS. neahgebur < neah t nigh (see NIGH) + *gebur, free-

holder, peasant, farmer (cf. BOOR, BOER) ; akin to G.
nachbar (MHG. nachbur), etc.], 1. a person who
lives near another. 2. a person or thing situated near
another. 3. a fellow man: as, love thy neighbor. 4.

any person: used as a term of direct address, adj.

near-by; adjacent, v.t. 1. to live or be situated near

(someone or something). 2. {Rare], to bring near or
into close association with. v.i 1, to Hve or be
situated near-by. 2. to have friendly relations ; asso-
ciate on friendly terms (often followed by with). British

spelling, neighbour.
neigh-bor-hood (na'bgr-hood'), n. [see -HOOD], 1.

[Rare], friendly relations, as of neighbors; neighbor-
liness. 2. the state or quality of being neighbors.
3. a community, region, area, or territory, especially
with regard to some characteristic: as, they; live in

an attractive neighborhood. 4. the people living near
one another; community.
in the neighborhood of, [Colloq.l, 1. near; close to (a

place). 2. about; approximately; roughly.
neigh-bor-ing (na'bSr-in), adj. [ppr. of neighbor], near-

by; adjacent; close together; in the same region. SYN.
see adjacent.

neigh-bor-li-ness (na'bSr-H-nis), n. the quality or
condition of being neighborly.

neigh-bor-ly (nS'blr-li), adj. like, .characteristic of, or

appropriate to neighbors; kind, friendly, sociable, etc.

Neil (nel)* a masculine name: see Neal.

Neil-son,William Allan (nel'sgn) , 1869-1946 ; American
educator, writer, and editor, born in Scotland; president
of Smith College (1917-1939).

nei ther (ne^fcer, afaftfr), adj. [ME. naither, neyther,

etc.; altered (after eyther, either; see EITHER) < nauther,

nother, etc. < AS. na-hwasther, lit., not whether (cf.

NA, NO, WHETHER), not either of two], not one or the
other of two; not either: as, use neither hand. pron.
not one or the other (of two); not either: as* neither

of the reasons is adequate, coiy. 1. not either: the

first element of the pair of correlatives neither. . .nor,

implying negation of both parts of the statement:

as, lean netiher go nor stay. 2. nor vet; and. . .not:

asf he doesn't smoke, neither does he drink, adv.

[Dial, or GoUoq.), any more than the other; also

(following negative expressions) : as, if she won't go,

IwaoL't neither. , ,, . . .

Nejd Coeefad), n. an inland state of Sattdi Arabia: area,

c. 170.000 sq. mi,; pop- 3,000,000; capital, Riyadh,
nek-toil (nSc'ton), TO! [Mod, L.; Gr. mktdn, <aeut.

t
of

nektos, swimming], all the minute organisms swimming
in large, mnnbeis on or near the surface of the sea,

Nell (nel), a feminine name: see Helen, Eleanor.

Nellie, Nel*ly(nel% a feminine name: see Helen,
Eleanor.
Nel-son (nel's'n), f< the surname Nelson; ME. Nel

(see N&A&); *f wmt
a mascuine name. n. a river in

Manitoba, iowjng in*o H^son Bay: lentf^ 390 mi.

net-son (nelVn); 7iI<5 personal name Nelson], a hold

admiral; victor over Napoleon at Trafalgar (1805).
ne-lum-bo (ni-lum'bo), n* [Mod. L. < Singhalese
nelumbu], any of a group of water lilies with blue-

green leaves and flowers of white to dark red.
Newman (nye'man), n. the Niemen: the Russian name.
nenva tel-minth (nemVtel'ininth), m a nemathel-
minth.
nem*a*thel*minth (nem's-thel'minth), n. [ncmat- +
helminth], any of a large group of round, unsegmented
worms, as the nematodes.
nem-a-to- (nem'a-to), [< Gr. nZrna, nZmatps, what is

spun, thread], a combining form meaning thread,

threadlike, as in nematocyst: also, before a vowel, nemat-.
nem-a-to*cy8t (nem'a-to-sistO* n. \nemato* + -cyst],

any of the stinging cells of certain hydrozoans, as
the jellyfish, containing a threadlike sting.

nem*a-to*cy8-tic (nenrg-to-sis'tik), adj. of, like, or

forming a nematocyst,
nem-a tode (nem'a-todO* adj. [< Mod. L. Nematoda,
name of the group < Nematoidea < nemato- 4- *ode],

designating or of a group of worms with long, cylin-
drical, unsegmented bodies, as the hookworm, pin-
worm, etc. n. a worm of this group.
Nem-bu-tal (nem'byoo-t61', nem'byoo-ta!

7
)* n. [No,

(sodium) + ethyl + methyl + butyl + barbitoZ],
pentobarbital sodium, used in medicine as a sedative,
hypnotic, and analgesic: a trade-mark.
Nemea (ne'mi-9)> n. a valley in ancient Argolis, in
southeastern Greece*
Ne-me-an (ni-me'9n ne'mi-sn), adj. of Neniea.
Nemean games, an ancient Greek festival held every
other year at Nemea, consisting chiefly of athletic
and musical contests.
Nemean lion, in Greek mythology, a fierce lion killed

by Hercules in the course of his twelve labors.

nemer-te-an, ne-nxer-ti-an (ni-miir'ti-an), adj. [<
Mod* L. Nemertea, name of the group < Gr. Nlmertls,
name of a sea nymph < nemertes, unerring], belonging
to a group of brightly colored marine worms living
in coastal mud or sand, fi* a worm of this group.

nem-er-tin-e-an (nem'e'r-tin'i-9n), adj. & n nemertean.
Nem-e-sis (nem'o-sis), n. [L.; Gr. Nemesis < nemein,
to distribute, deal out],

1
1. in Greek mythology, the

goddess of retributive justice, or vengeance. 2.

[usually n], [pl> NBMESES (-sessO]t a) just punishment;
retribution. 6) one who imposes retribution.

Jne-mi-ne con-tra-di-cen-te (nem'a-ng' kon'tro-di-

sen'ti), [L.], (with) no one contradicting; hence, unan-
imously: abbreviated nem. con.

Jne-mi-ne dis-sen-ti-en-te (nem's-ne' di-sen'shi-en'ti),
[L.I, (with) no one dissenting; hence, unanimously:
abbreviated nem. dies.

Ne mu-nas (nye'moo-nSs'), n* the Niemen: the Lithu-
anian name.

N.Eng,, 1. New England. 2. North England.
neo- (ne'o, ne'd), [< Gr. neos, new, recent, young], a
combining form meaning: 1. [sometimes N-L new,
recent, latest, as in Neo-Catholic, neodassic,

f
2. [N-],

in geology, the chronologically last subdivision of a
period, as in Neocene. Also ne-.
ne o-ar8-phen*am'in (nS'6-Srs'fen-am'in), n. neoars-

phenatnine.
ne-o-ars-phen-a-mine (ne'6-ara'fen-a-men', ne'o-Srs'-

fen-am'in), n. a sodium compound of arsphenamine,
used instead of arsphenamine because it is less toxic
and more soluble: also called Neosalvarsan.

Ne-o-Cath'O-Uc (ne'6-kathVHk, ne'o-kath'lik),
1. designating or of a group in the Anglican. Chu
that tends toward Roman Catholic doctrine and
practice. 2. l France, designating or of a group of
liberal Catholics opposed to the religious supremacy
of the Pope. n. a member of either of these groups.

Ne-O'cene (ne^sen'). adj. [< no- *f Gr* kainps, new],
designating or of the latter epoch of the Tertiary,
including the Miocene and the Pliocene, when mam-
mals underwent their greatest development and
manlike types appeared.
the Neocene, the Neocene Epoch or its rocks.

ne-o-clas-sic (ne'o-klas'ik) , ad>. designating or of a
revival of classic style and form in art, literature, etc.,
as in England from c. 1660 to c. I740i

ne-o-claa-si-cal (ne'6-klas'i-kl), ad/ neoclassic.
Ne-o-Dar-win-ism (ne'o-daVwin-izm), n* a biological
theory which maintains that natural selection is the
main factor in

t
the evolution of animals and plants*

and denies the inheritance of acquired characteristics.

ne-o-dym-i-um (ne'o-dim'i-om) , n. [Mod. L. < weo- +
didymium], a metallic chemical element of the rare-
eartji group: symbol, Nd: at. wt., 144.27; at. no., 60.

Ne-o-gae-a (ne'a-je'9), it. (Mod* L, < eo- + Gr. gaia.

earth] the Neotropical area of the earth, considered
as one of the primary realms.
Neo-Hebraic (ne'5-he-bra'ik), n & adj. Modem
Hebrew*

ne-o im-pres-sion-iflm (ne'S-im-presh'en-iz'm), it* a
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late 19th-century theory and practice of painting,
based on a strict scientific application of impres-
sionist techniques, especially pointilHsm.
Ne-o-La-marck-ism fne'o-te-mark'iz'm), n. a theory
of inheritance based on a modification and extension
of Lamarckism, essentially maintaining the principle
that acquired characters can be inherited, but ad-

mitting the importance of natural selection.

Ne-o-Lat-in (ne'o-lat''n), n. Modern Latin.
ne-olith (ne'9-lith'), n* a neolithic tool.

ne-o-lith-ic (ne'9-lith'ik), adj. [neo- + -lith + -ic],

designating or of the later part of the Stone Age (in
the Old World), during which man developed polished
stone tools and. weapons, raised cattle, etc.

ne-o-lo&i-cal (ne'9-loj'i-k'l), adj. of or characterized

by neology or (a) neologism.
ne-ol-o-gism (ne-ol'9-jiz'm), n. [Fr. nevlogisme; see

NEO-, -LOGY & -ISM], 1. a new word or a new meaning
for an established word. 2. the use of new words or

of new meanings for established words.

neol-o-gist (ne-ol'9-jist), n. [Fr. neologiste], a person
who invents, or makes a practice of using, neologisms.

ne*ol*o*gistic (ne-ol'9-jis'tik), adj. of or characterized

by neologism.
ne-ol-o-gis-ti-cal (ne-ol's-jis'ti-k'l), adj. neologistic.

ne-ol-o-gize (ne-ol'9-uz'), lu. [NEOLOGIZED (-jizd'),

NEOLOGIZING], [Fr. neologiser; see NEO-, -LOGY & -IZE],
to invent, or make a practice of using, new words or
new meanings for established words.

ne-ol-o-fty (ne-ol/a-ji), n. [pi. NEOLOGIES (-jiz)], [Fr.

neologies neologism.
ne-o-my-dn. GieVmi'sin)^ n. [< neo- + Gr. mykes,
fungus; + -in], an antibiotic drug similar to streptomy-
cin, used in-the treatment of various skin and eye infec-

tions and certain systemic infections, and as an intesti-

nal antiseptic.
ne-on (ne'on), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. neon, nout. of neos,

new], a rare, colorless, and inert gaseous chemical
element, found in the earth's atmosphere: symbol,
Ne; at. wt., 20.183; at. no., 10.

neon lamp, a glass tube filled with neon, which ionizes

and glows when an electric current is sent through it.

nc-o-phytc (ne'9-flf), n. [LL. neophytus; Gr. neophytos,
newly planted < neos, new 4- phytos < phyein, to

produce, grow], 1. a new convert; especially, a newly
baptized member of the early Christian Church. 2. a
newly ofdained priest or new member of a convent.
3. any beginner: novice. SYN. see amateur.

ne-o-plasm (ne'a-plaz'm), n. [neo- + -plasm], any ab-
normal growth of tissue; tumor, etc.

ne-o-plas-tic (ne'9-plas'tik), adj. of a neoplasm or

neoplasty.
ne-o-plas ti-cism (ne'o-plas'td-siz'm) , n. [neo- -f

plastic + -ism], an early 20th-century school of ab-
stract painting, characterized by nonsymmetrical geo-
metric figures.

ne-o-plas-ty (ne'a-plas'ti), n. [neo- + -plasty], the use
of plastic surgery to restore a destroyed or mutilated

part of the body.
Ne-o-pla-to-iu'sm, Ne-o-Pla-to-nism (ne'o-pla't'n-

iz'mj, n. a school of philosophy, founded at Alexandria
in tne 3d century A.D., that tried to combine the
doctrines of Plato and some other Greekphilosophers
with the

f
ethical concepts common to, Jud-aism and

Christianity, and with me mysticism of the Near Bast.

ne-o-prene (ne'g-prenO n. [neo- 4- chloro^ewe], a
synthetic rubber produced by the polymerization of a
chlorine derivative of acetylene: it is highly resistant
to oil, heat, light, and oxidation.

Ne-o-sal-var-san (ne'5-sal'vSr-san), n. [neo- + sal-

varsan], neoarsphenamine: a trade-mark.

Ne-o-Schq-las-ti-cism (ne'o-skg-las'tg-siz'm), n. a
philosophical system based on scholasticism but in-

corporating new elements, particularly emphasis on
research, to make it applicable to contemporary life.

ne-o-style (ne'g-stil')* n. [neo- + style], a type of

cyclostyle for multiple reproduction of a writing,
drawing, etc. v.t. [NBOSTYLEP (-stUdO. NEOSTYLING],
to reproduce by means of a neostyle.

ne-o-ter-lc (ne's-ter'ik), adj. [LL. neotericus: Gr. ne~
dlerikos < nedteros, compar. of neos, young], recent;

newj newly invented, n. a modern person; one ac-

cepting new ideas and practices,
Ne-o-trop-ic (ne'a-trop'ik), adj. Neotropical.

Ne*o;troi>-i'Cal (ne*Vtrop'i-kl), adj. [neo- + tro

designating or of that region of the New Wor
tending southward from the Tropic of Cancer.

BC'C-yt'ter-bi-um (ne'o-i-tur'bi-am), n. ytterbium.
Ne-o-aso-ic (ne'o-zo'ik), adj. [< neo- + Gr.-' lt+it-**'p*?'-+or of the periad in-

:~
2. Cenozoic:

-*<;], in geology, 1. __

eluding the Mesozoic and
former name.
NEP, Nep, nep, (nep), n. New Economic B6Me|r.
Ne'pal (m-pdlOf n. a cotmtry in the Hunalay* Monar
tains, between India and Tibet; area, 54,000 sq. mi.;
pop., 5,(500,000: capital, Katmandu.
Nep a-lese (nepVisas')* <*dj* of Nepal, xto pecwfer O5r

their culture. .
\fl. NEPALESB], a native of Nepal

nepn*the (ni-pen'thi), n. [L, < Gari nepenthes* m-

moving sorrow < ne-, not + penthos, sorrow, grief],
1. a drug supposed by the ancient Greeks to cause for-

getftdness of sorrow. 2. anything causing this state.

ne-pen-the-an (ni-pen'thi-an) , adj. of, or having the
nature of, nepenthe: causing forgetfulness.

lie-pen-thes (ni-pen'thez), n. nepenthe.
neph-e-line (nef's-lin), n. [Fr. nepheline), nephelite.

neph-e-lin-ite (nef'9-lin-it'), n. [< nepheline + -ite], a
dark, granular volcanic rock composed of nephelite
and pyroxene.

neph-e-lite (nefVlit'), n. [< Gr. nefhett* a cloud (see

NEBULA); -f -ite], a silicate of aluminum, sodium, and
potassium, found inmany igneous rocks : also nepheline.

neph-e-lom-e-ter (nef'9-lom'a-tgr), n. [< Gr. nephele,
a cloud; + -meter], an apparatus for measuring the
concentration of a suspension, as of bacteria or some
chemical substance in solution, by comparing the

brightness of light passed through it with that passed

brother or sister, b) the son of one's brother-in-law or

sister-in-law. 2. an illegitimate son, as of a medieval

prelate: a euphemism. 3. [Obs.], a grandson.
neph-o- (nerd, nef'a), [< Gr. nephos, cloud], a combin-

ing form meaning cloud, clouds, as in nephology.

neph-o-gram (nef's-gram
7
), n. [nepho- + -gram], a

photograph of a cloud.

ne-phol-o-gy (ni-fol'9-ji), n. [nepho- 4- -logy], the
branch otmeteorology dealing with clouds.

nepho scope (nefa-skop'), n. [nepho- -f -scope], an
instrument for determining the altitude of a cloud
and the direction and velocity of its drift.

nephr-, nephro-.

ne-phral-gl-a (ne-fral'ji-o), n. [nephr- -1- -algia], pain
in the kidneys,
ne-phrec-to-my (ne-frek'ta-mi), n. [pi. NEPHREC-
TOMIES (-miz)J, [nephr- + -ectomy], surgical removal
of a kidney.
nephric (nef'rik), adj. of or near the kidneys.
nephridial (ne-frid'i-sl) , adj. of a nephridium.
ne-phrid-i-um (ne-frid'i-sm), n. [pi NEPHRIDIA

(-9)],

[Mod. L.; Gr. nephridion, dim. of nephros, kidney],
1, the waste-discharging organ of some invertebrates,
as worms, mollusks, etc. 2. the waste-discharging
organ of vertebrate embryos; embryonic tube from
which the kidney is developed.
neph-rism (nef'riz'm), n. [nephr- + "ism), the abnormal
condition caused by chronic kidney disease.

neph-rite (nef'rlt), n. [G. nephrit; Gr. nephrites, of the
kidneys < nephros, kidneyf, the less valuable of the
two varieties of jade, compact in structure and varying
in color from white to dark green: it was formerly
worn as a supposed remedy for kidney ailments.

ne-phfit-ic (ne-frit'ik), adj. [LL. nephriticus; Gr.
nephritikos < nephros, kidneyj, 1. of a kidney or the
kidneys; renal. 2. of or having nephritis.

ne-phritis (ne-fri'tis), n. [LL.: Gr. nephritis; see
NEPHRO- & -ITIS],

t
an acute or chronic disease of the

kidnevs, characterized by inflammation, degeneration,
fibrosis, etc. : certain types are called Bright

1

s disease,

neph-ro- (nef'ro, nef'ra), [< Gr. nephros, kidney], a
combining form meaning kidney or nephric ana, as
in nephrotomy: also, before a vowel, nephr-.
ne-phrot-o-my (ne-frot'g-mi), n.

\fl.
NEPHROTOMIES

(-miz)], [nephro- + -tomy], surgical incision into the
kidney, as for removing a renal calculus.

Jne plus ul-tra (ne plus ul'tra), [L. t lit., no more
beyond], 1. the furthest limit or highest point of

perfection. 2. (go) no further.

Ne*pos, Cornelius (ne'pos, nep'os), 1st century B.C.;
Roman historian,.

nep-o-tism (nep^tiz'm), n. [Fr. nipotisme; It. nep-
ohsmo < L. nepos, nepotist grandson, nephew 4- -ism:
from favoritism shown to *

'nephews" by medieval
prelates], favoritism sfaown to relatives, especially in

appointment to desirable positions.
ttep-o-tlst (nef/9-twfe) f n ome who practices nepotism.
Neptune (ne$rt6dn> n^^choln), it* [MB,; L. Nep-
tunus], 1. in Roman mythology, the god of the sea:
identified with the Greek Poseidon. 2, the sea per-
sonified. 3. the third largest planet in the solar
system and tiib& eighth In , distance from the sun:
manitelieiv 33,000 mi.; period f revolutioa, 164f9 ym;
symbol, 7. Abbcevmted N^w
Nep-tu-ni-an (nep-t^5'ni-*oni, mep^chioo^ni^i)', adj. .<!.

of the sea god weptme^ 2^ of the jdatoet \ ^ptone.
3. [often n-], in geology, formerly, designating or of
water-formed strata, u

nep-tu-ni-um (nep-too'ni-om, nep-chSo'ni-am), n. a
chemical elemen"! ijMJO^uciMi 1

"
'by wwAwA^B^ :^WVK^

atoms with i neutrons: if does not occur naturally on
earth: symboL No

'

Ner bud da for-

< Nereus,
.one of

Greek mythology ,
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Nernst, Wal-ther Her-mann (val'ter her'man nernst),
1864-1941; German physicist and chemist.

Ne-ro (nr'o), (Nero Claudius Caesar Drusus Germanicus),
n. emperor of Rome (54-68 A.D.); lived 37 A.D.-
68 A.D. : notoriously cruel and depraved.

ner-o-li (nar's-li), n. [Fr. neroli; It. neroli, nerolo; said
to be from name of the discoverer, an Italian princess],
an oil distilled from orange flowers and used in per-
fumery: also neroli oil.

Ne-ro-ni-an (ni-ro'ni-sn) , adj. [L. Neronianus], 1. of
or connected with Nero or his reign. 2. like or char-
acteristic of Nero; cruel, depraved, despotic, etc.

nery-ate (nuVvat), adj. in botany, having nerves, or
veins.

ner-va-tion (nur-va'shsn), n. [< nerve + -ation], the
arrangement of nerves, or veins, in a leaf or insect's

wing; venation; neuration.
nerve (nurv), n. [ME. nerfe; OFr. nerf; L. nervus],
1. originally, a sinew or tendon: now poetic except
in strain every nerve. 2. any of the cordlike fibers
or bundles of fibers connecting the body organs with
the central nervous system (the brain and the spinal
cord) and parts of ^the nervous system with each
other, and carrying impulses to and from the brain
or a nerve center. 3. emotional control; coolness in

danger; courage: as, a man
f
of nerve. 4. strength;

energy; vigor. 5. [Colloq.l, impudent boldnessj au-

dacity; brazenness. 6. in ootany & zoology, a nb or
vein m a leaf or insect's wing; nervure. v.t. [NERVED
(nurvd) , NERVING], to give strength or courage to.

SYN. see temerity.
get on one's nerves, [Colloq.], to make one irritable or

exasperated.
nerve oneself, to collect one's energies or courage for
an effort.

nerves, 1. the nervous system regarded as indicating
health, courage, endurance, etc. 2. a) nervousness,

fe) an attack of this; hysteria.
strain every nerve, to try as hard as possible.

nerve block, a method of anesthesia by stopping the

passage of impulses through a particular nerve.
nerve cell, a cell which with its processes forms the
structural and functional
unit of the nervous system ;

especially, a cell of the

gray matter of the brain or

of a ganglion; neuron.
nerve center, any group of

nerve cells^ that Function

together in controlling
some specific sense or bod-
ily activity, as breathing.
nerve fiber, any of the
threadlike elements mak-
ing up a nerve: it is the
main process of a nerve cell and conducts the impulses.

nerve-less (nurvlis), adj. 1. without strength, vigor,

force, or courage ; weak ; inert ; unnerved. 2 . in anatomy,
botany & zoology, having no nerve or nerves.

nerve-rack-ing, nerve-wrack-ing (nuVv'rak'irj), adj.

very trying to one's patience or equanimity; causing
irritation or exasperation.
nervine (mVven, nurVvin), adj. [Mod. L. nermnus <
L. nervus}, 1. of the nerves. 2. affecting, especially

soothing or calming, the nerves, n. a medicine supposed
to soothe or calm the nervesj nerve tonic.

nerv-ing (nuVvip), n. in veterinary medicine, the re-

moval of part of a nerve trunk, as when it is chronically
inflamed.

ner-vo8'!-ty (nur-vos'a-ti), n. [L. nervositas, strength],
the state of being, or a tendency to be, abnormally
nervous.
nerv-ous (mlr'vas), adj. [ME. neruous; L. nervosus],
1. originally, strong; sinewy. 2. vigorous in expression;
animated. 3. of the nerves. 4. made up of or con-
x--- i--

nerves. 5. characterized by or haying a dis-

, sliate of the nerves. 6. characterized by or

,
.

r emotional tension, restlessness, agitation, etc.

nervous prostration, neurasthenia.
nervous system, all we nerve ^cells

and nervous tissues

in an organism, including, in t^e vertebrates, the

brain, sial cor& ganglia, nerves, and nerve centers :

It cbrorainates anxl controls responses to stimuli and

. -URE], a

NERVIEST
2.

NERVE CELL

, dlbdi. Sfefc pp. ac-xii. j foreign; * h

of nescire, to be ignorant of; <?-, not + scire, to know],
1. ignorant. 2. agnostic.

ness (nes), n. [ME. nesse, nasse < AS. nxs & ON.
nes; akin to AS. nosu, nose (cf. NOSE, NASAL)], a
promontory; headland: now chiefly in place names,
as Inverness.
-ness (nis, nas), [ME. -nesse, ^nisse; AS. -nes(s'), -nis(s');
akin to O. -niss, Goth, -nassus (for -assus, with n- <
end of the base of weak verbs ending in -atjan)], a
noun-forming suffix meaning: 1. condition, quality or
state of

t
being, as in greatness, sadness, togetherness. 2 . a

single instance of such a condition, quality, or state,

Nesselrode (nes'1-rod'), n. [after Cotint K. R.
Nesselrode], a mixture of preserved fruits, chopped
nuts, etc., used in ice cream, pudding, or the like.

Nesselrode, Count Karl Robert (nesl-rod'; Russ.
nyes'sil-rfc'dye), 1780-1862; Russian statesman of
German descent; imperial chancellor (1844).

Nes-sus (nes'as), n. [L.; Gr. Nessos], in Greek legend, a
centaur killed with a poisoned arrow by Herctiles for

trying to carry off his wife Deianira: a shirt that she
steeped in Nessus' blood as a love charm caused the
death of Hercules.

nest (nest), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. nest,- IE. *nizdos
< base *ni~, down + *sed~, to sit, as also in L. nidus
(cf. NIDUS)], 1. the structure made or the place chosen
by birds for laying their eggs and sheltering their

young. 2. the place used by turtles, hornets, fish,

etc, for spawning or breeding. 3. a cosy or snug place
to live or rest; retreat. 4. a) a resort, haunt, or den:
especially in an unfavorable sense. 6) the people who
frequent such a place: as, a nest of criminals. 5. a
brood, swarm, or colony of birds, insects, etc. 6. a
set or series of similar things, each fitting within the
one next larger. v.i. I. to build or live in a nest. 2. to
hunt for birds' nests: usually in the present participle.
v.t. 1. to make a nest for. 2. to place or settle in or as
in a nest.

Jn'est-ce pas? (nes'pa'), [Fr., lit., is it not?], isn't

that so?
nest egg, 1. an artificial or real egg left in a nest to
indluce a hen to lay more eggs; hence, 2. money, etc,

put aside as a reserve or to establish a fund.
nes*tie (nes'l), v4. [NESTLED (-Id), NESTLING], [ME.
nestlen, nesthen; AS. nestlian; see NEST & -LE], 1.

[Rare], to nest. 2. to settle down comfortably and
snugly. 3. to draw or press close for comfort or in
affection. 4, to lie sheltered or partly hidden, as a
house among trees, v.t. 1. to rest or press (a baby,
one's head, etc.) in a snug, affectionate manner. 2. to
settle or house as in a nest; shelter.

ma-tier (nes'l-Sr, neslSr), n. 1. a person or thing
that nestles. 2. a nestling.

nest-ling (nest'lin, neslirj), n. [ME. (akin to- G.
nestling, nestling); see NEST & -LING], 1. a young
bird not yet ready to leave the nest. 2. a baby.

Nes-tor (nes'tSr), [L.; Gr. Nestdr], a masculine name.
n. l: in Greek legend, a wise old counselor who fought
with, the Greeks at Troy; h,ence, 2. a wise old man.

Nes-to-rl-an (nes-t6r'i-gn; nes-to'ri-Qn), n. [< LL.], a
follower of Nestorius; believer in Nestorianism. adj.
of or accepting the teachings of Nestorius.

Ne8to*ri*an-i8ni (nes-tftr'i-an-iz'm, nes-to'ri-$n-iz'm),
n. the doctrine of Nestorius (declared heretical in 431

A.D.) that divinity and humanity existed as two
distinct natures in Jesus and were not unified into a

single personality.
Nes-to-ri-us (nes-t6r'i-9S,, pes-to'ri-as), n. Synan prelate;
?-c. 451 A;D.; smtriarbh of Constantinople (428-431
A.D.) ; banished for heresy.
net (net), n. [MB.; AS. nett; akin to G. netz (Goth.
nati); IE. base *ned-, to twist together, seen also m
L. nodus, a knot (cf. NODE, NODULE)], 1. a fabric

made from string, cord, etc., loosely knotted or woven
in an openwork pattern and used to trap or snare

birds, fish, etc. 2. anything that catches or entraps;
trap; snare. 3. any of various meshed fabrics used to

hold, protect, or mark off something: as, a hair net,

tennis net. 4. a fine, meshed, lacelike cloth of cotton
or silk. S. a network. 6. in tennis, etc., a ball hit

into the net. v.t. [NETTED (-id), NETTING], 1. to make
into net or a net. 2. to make with net. 3. to trap
or snare with or as with a net. 4, to protect, shelter,

or enclose with or as with a net. 5. in tennis, to drive

(the ball) into the net. v.i. to make nets or network.

adj. 1. of or like net. 2. caught in a net; netted.
net (net), oaf. [Fr., clean, cleax, pure; see NEAT, adj.],

left over after certain deductions or allowances have
tjeen made, as for expenses, weight of containers or

w^ste materials, nonessential considerations, etc. n.

a net amount, profit, weight, price, result, etc. Ab-

previated n. v.t. [NETTED (-id), NETTING], to get or

bring in as a net; gain.
nether (n*%), odj. (ME. nethere: AS. neothera,

a, e^c,; aldn to G. nicder; IE. base **J-f
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(as also in L. nidus, nest; cf. NEST) + compar. suffix;
cf. Sans, nitaram], 1. lying, or thought of as lying,
below the earth's surface: as, the nether world. 2.

lower or under: as, nether garments.
Neth-er-land er (ne&'&r-lan'dSr, ne&'gr-ten-d&r), n. a
native or inhabitant of the Netherlands.
Neth-er-lands (ne/fc'er4sndz), n. a country in western
Europe, on the North Sea: area, 12,712 sq. mi.; pop.,
8,829,000; commercial capital, Amsterdam; political
capital, The Hague: abbreviated Neth.: also called
Holland.
Netherlands Antilles, an island territory in the West
Indies belonging to the Netherlands, comprising three
islands off the coast of Venezuela (including Curacao
and Aruba) and three of the Leeward Islands: total

area, 403 sq. mi.; pop., 176,000; capital, Willemstad.
Netherlands Guiana, Surinam, a Netherlands colony.
Netherlands Indies, formerly, islands in the East
Indies belonging to the Netherlands: also called Dutch
East Indies: see Indonesia.

Netherlands New Guinea, the western part of the
island of New Guinea, belonging to the Netherlands:
also called Dutch New Guinea.
neth er most (neta'Sr-most', netfz'gr-msst), adj. [ME.
nethermest; see NETHER & -MOST], lowest; farthest down.
neth-er*ward (ne*A'e'r-we"rd), adv. in a downward
course, or direction.
nether world, the world of the dead or of punishment
after death; nell.

Ne/thou, Pic de (peV da na'too'), Pico de Aneto,
highest mountain in the Pyrenees: the French name,

Net-tie, Net*ty (net'i), a feminine name: see Antoinette,
Henrietta, Jeannette.

net-ting (net'irj), n. 1. the act or process of making
nets or fishing with them. 2. netted material.

netting knot, a sheet bend: see knot, illus.

net-tie (net'l), n. [ME. netle, netel; AS. netele; akin
to G. nessel; IE. base *ned-, to twist together, seen
also in net: from the use of such plants as a source of

spinning fiber], any of a number of related weeds with
stinging hairs, v.t. [NETTLED (-Id), NETTLING], 1. to
sting with or as with nettles; hence, 2. to irritate;
annoy; vex. SYN. see Irritate.

nettle rash, an allergic skin condition characterized
by itching, burning, stinging, and the formation of
smooth, usually red patches, or wheals; hives; urticaria.
net ton, a short ton.
net-work (net'wurk'), n. [net (knotted fabric) + work],
1. any arrangement or fabric of parallel wires, threads,
etc. crossed at regular intervals by others fastened
to them so as to leave open spaces; netting; mesh.
2. a thing resembling this in some way; specifically,
a) a system of crossed roads, canals, etc. o) in radio &
television, a chain of transmitting

t
stations controlled

and operated as a unit. 3. the making of nets or netted
fabric, adj. broadcast simultaneously over all or most
of the stations of a network.

Neu-cha-tel. Lake of (no'sha/tel'), a lake in western
Switzerland: area. 85 sq. mi.

Neuf-cha-tel (noo'shs-tel', nu'sha-teF ; Fr. no'ska'tel'),
n. [after Neufchatel, town in northern Prance], a soft,
white cheese prepared from sweet milk with or without
cream: also Neufchatel cheese.

NeuiMy (no'ye'). n. a city in France, near Paris: pop.,
57,000.
neuk (nuk), n* [Sept.], a nook; corner.

neume, neum (noom, num), n. [Fr. neume; ML. neuma
< Gr, pneuma, breath: so
named from being orig. a
group of notes sung to a I

final syllable for the dura-
tion of the breath], in A
music, I. any of a set of
signs used in the Middle . .

Ages in written church A, long; B, breve; c, serai-

music to indicate melody, breve; D, double long; E,

manner of performance, minim
etc. 2. the tone or group of tones indicated by these.
Neu pest (noi'pesht '), n. ujpest: the German name.
neur-, neuro-.
neu ral (noor'ol, nyoor'al), adj. [neur- -f -o/J, of a
nerve, nerves, or the nervous system.

neu-ralgia (noo-ral'ja, nyoo-ral'ja), n. [Mod. L.;
neur- 4- -atgia], 1. a pain in a nerve or nerves; severe
pain along the course of a nerve or in its area of dis-
tribution. 2. the condition characterised by such pain.

neu-ral-gic (noo-ral'jik, nyoo-ral'jik), adj. of or having
neuralgia.

neu-ras the-ni a (noor'as-tlie'ni-3, nyoor'es-the'ni-d),
n. (Mod. L. < neur" -f Gr. astheneia, weakness],
1. formerly, weakness or exhaustion of the nervous
system, as from excessive expenditure of
nervous prostration. 2. a type of neurosis,
t|Mi result of emotional conflicts, cliaractferip-^

fatijgue, depression, worry, and, often, localizecj
without apparent objective causes.

neu-ras then-ic (noor'as-tjien'ik, nyoor
f
a

adj. of or having neurasthenia. n a
person.

NEUMES

neu-ra-tion (noo-ra'shan, nyoo-ra'shan), n. [neur- 4-

-ation], nervation.
neu-reoto-my (noo-rek'ta-mi, nyoo-rek'ta-rni), n. [pi.
NEURECTOMIES (-miz)], [neur- + -ectomy], surgical
removal of a nerve or part of a nerve.
neu-rHem-ma (noor'i-lem'a, nyoor'i-lem'a), n* [Mod.
L.; altered (after Gr. lemma, skin, peel) < neurilema
< Gr. neuron, nerve -f eilema, a covering], the thin
outer sjhieath covering a nerve fiber.

neu-ritic (noo-rit'ik, nyoo-rit'ik), adj. of or having
neuritis.

neu-ri-tis (noo-ri'tis, nyoo-ri'tis), n. [Mod. L.; neur-
4- -iti$]. inflammation of a nerve or nerves, charac-
terized by pain and muscle tenderness and accompanied
by ^ changes in sensory and motor activity in the
region of the affected nerve.
neu-ro- (noor'o, ny^oor'a), [< Gr, neuron, sinew], a com-
bining form meaning of a nerve, nerves, or the nervous
system, as in neuropath: also, before a vowel, neur-.

neu-ro-blast (noor'9-blast', nyoor's-blast'), n. [neuro-
-f -blast], any of the embryonic cells from which the
nerve cells develop.

neu-ro-coele (npor'a-sel', nyoor'a-sel'), n. [neuro- -f
-coele], the cavity of the cerebrospinal system, con-
sisting of the ventricles of the brain and the central
canal of the spinal cord, regarded as a unit: also spelled
neurocele.

neurogli-a (noo-rog'li-a, nyoo-rog'li-s), n, [Mod. L.;
neuro- + -glia (< Gr. glia, glue), suffix denoting glue-
like or fine fibrillar tissue], tne connective tissue,

C9nsisting of a special type of branched cells, that
binds together and supports the nerve tissue of the
central nervous system,

neu-ro log ical (noor'a-loj'i-k'l, nyoor's-loj'i-kl), adj.
of or in neurology.

neu-rol-o-gist (npo-rol'a-jist, nyoo-rol'a-jist), n. an
expert or specialist in neurology.

neu-rol-o-gy (noo-rol'9-jij nyoo-rol'a-ji), n. [neuro- +
-logy], the branch of medicine dealing with the nervous
system, its structure, and its diseases.

neu-rol-y-sis (nco-roKa-sis, nyco-rolVsis), n. [Mod. L.;
cf . NEURO- & -LYSIS], destruction of nerve tissue.
neu-ro-ma (noo-ro'rno, nycoro'ma), n. [pi, NEUROMAS
(-moz), NEUROMATA (-ma-ta)], [Mod. L.; neur- + -oma],
a tumor derived from nervous tissue, consisting of
nerve cells and fibers.
neu-ron (noor'ori, nyoor'on), IL {Mod. L.; Gr. neuron,
nerve], the structural and functional unit of the
nervous system, consisting of the nerve cell body and
all its processes, as the dendrites and axon: see nerve
cell, illus.

neu-rone (noor'on, nyoor'on), n. a neuron.
neu-ron-ic (noo-ron'ik, nyoo-ron'ik), adj. of a neuron
or neurons.

neuropath (noorVpath', nyoorVpath'). n. [< neu*
ropathic (person)], [Rare], 1. a person having a tend-
ency to neurosis. 2. a neuropathist.
neuro path ic (noorVpath'ik, nyoor'a-path'ik), adj.
of or having neuropathy, n. a neuropathic person.neu rop-a-thist (noq-ropVthist, nyoo-rop'a-thist), n.
[< neuropathy + -ist], a doctor who specializes in
nervous diseases; neurologist.
neu ro pa thol o gy (noor'o-po-thol'Q-ji, nyoor'o-p9-
thoKs-ji) , n. the pathology of the nervous system" and
its parts; branch of medicine dealing with, diseases
of the nervous system.

neu-rop-a-thy (noc^rop'a-thi, nyoo-ropVthi), n. [neuro-
f- -Pathy], any disease or disorder of the nervous
system.
neu ro phys-i-ol-o y (noor'o^'i-ol'a-ji, nyoor'o-fiz'i-
oFa-ji), ii* the physiology of the nervous system.

neu-ro*p8y-chi-atry (noor'p-sl-ki'a-tri, nyoor'S-si-ki'a-
tri), n. the branch of medicine dealing with disorders
of both the psyche, or mind, and tie nervous system.

neu-ro-psy-cho-sis (noor'o-si-ko'sis, nyoor'o-si-ko'sis),
n.

m lpL NEUROPSYCHOSES (-sea)], a psyciosis; distia-
guistied from psychoneurosis.

^'ffW^ frwo^op^tfcHQo, nvoo-rop't&r-an) f adj.
L< Mod. L. Neuroptera, name of the order (< neuro- -f
Gr. pteron, a feather, wing) ; + -an] f of tlie neuropterous
insects, n. a neuropterous insect; nfitwopteron.
neurppteroid (noo-rop't&r-oid', ayoo-rop'tSr-oidO ,

adj. like a neuropterous insect.

neurop teron (noo-rop'ter-on', nyoo-rop
r
tKr-onO, n

a neuropterous insect; neuropteran.
neiiTOp.terou (noo-roj/t^r-^9, nyob-r^t^-?^,, adj.
[< Mod. L. Nenroptwa (see NBiimQPTB^ta1

) ;
i -otf| f

of a group of insects mtk four mwl^ran6ws wings,
transparent except for a laeelBce fjc^nework of ribs,
as the ant lion.

NEUROSES
, JMod. L. <
a functional disorder cf
of various psycMc,
tyy special co

" "

obsessions, phu,.
tationsr fwda as

cf'ljfie
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both in form and prognosis than a psychosis: also
psychoneurosis.

neu-rot-ic (noo-rot'ik, nyoo-rot'ik), adj. I. of, char-
acteristic of, or having a neurosis. 2. neural, n. 1 a
neurotic person. 2. [Obs.], a drug that acts on the
nervous system.

neu-rot-o-my (noo-rot's-mi, nyoo-rot'a-mi), n. [pi.
NEUROTOMIES (-miz)], [neuro- -f -tomy], surgical cutting,
or severing, of a nerve, as for relieving pain.
Neu-satz (noi^ats'), n. Novi Sad: the German name.
Neu-stri-a {noo'stn-a, nu'stri-9), n. the western part
of the empire of the Franks, now included in northern
and northwestern France.

neut., neuter.
neu-ter (noo'tSr, nu'ter), adj. [Late ME. < Pr. or L.;
Fr. neutre; L. neuter, neither; ne-, not + uter, either;
cf. NEITHER], 1. [Archaic], neutral. 2. in biology,
a) having no sexual organs; asexual. 6) having un-
developed or imperfect sexual organs in the adult, as
the worker bee. 3. in grammar, a) designating or of
one of the three genders of many highly inflected
languages: most words of this gender designate or
refer to things that are neither male nor female. 6)
neither active nor passive; intransitive: said of verbs.
n. 1. a castrated animal. 2. [Archaic], a neutral
person or group^. 3. in biology, a plant or animal
lacking, or having undeveloped, sexual organs. 4.
in grammar, a) the neuter gender. 6) a neuter word.
neu tral (noo'tral, nu'trel), adj. [L. neutralis < neuter;
see NEUTER], 1. a) not taking part in either side of
a quarrel. 6) not taking part in a war; giving no
active aid to any belligerent. 2. of, belonging to, or
characteristic of a nation not taking part in a war.
3. belonging to neither of two classes; in a middle
position between extremes; not one thing or the other*
indifferent. 4. a) having little or no decided color;
not vivid.

4 &) free from mixture of other colors. 5. in
botany, without stamens or pistils, 6. in chemistry,
giving neither acid nor alkaline reaction. 7. in electricity,
neither negative nor positive; uncharged. 8, in
phonetics, reduced in quality, especially through lack
of stress, so as to become (o) or (i): said of vowels,
as, a in about. 9. in zoology, neuter, n. 1. a nation
not taking part in a war; neutral power. 2. a neutral
person or a citizen of a neutral country. 3. a neutral
color. 4. in mechanics, a disengaged position of gears;
the position of gears when they do not transmit power
from the engine to the operating parts.
neu-traM'ty (noo-tral'o-ti, nu-traPa-ti). n. 1. the qual-
ity

f>
state, or character of being neutral. 2. the status,

policy, or attitude of a nation not participating directly
or indirectly in a war between other nations. 3. neutral
status, as of a seaport in wartime.
neu tral-i-za-tion (noo'trQH-za'shgti, nu'tral-I-za'shan),
n. a neutralizing or being neutralised.

neutralize (jaoc-'tro-Hz', nt'tra-liz'), v.t. [NEUTRAL-
IZED (-Had'), NEtrxRALiziNG], [Fr. neutraliserl 1. to
declare (a territory, nation, etc.) neutral; declare open
to all nations and inviolable from attack; exempt
from war or military operations. 2. to make in-

effective; paralyze, destroy, or counteract the effec-

tiveness, force, disposition, etc. of. 3. in chemistry, to
destroy the distinctive or active properties of: as,
an alkaH neutralizes an acid. 4. in electricity, to make
electrically neutral.

neu-tret-to (n6"o-tret'6, nu-tret'o), n. [pi. NEUTRETTQS
(~Bz;)], [< neutron + It. dim. suffix -etto (cf. -ET)], a
neutral meson transformed from a t)ositive meson
that has collided with a neutron, or ffom a negative
meson that has collided with a proton,

neu'tri'no (noo-tre'no, nu-tre'no), TK [iz. NEUTRINOS
(^ioz)], [< X. neuter (cf. NEUTRON) 4- It. suffix -*wo,

-inej, in physics, a hypothetical neutral particle smaller
than a neutron.

*

neu-tro'dyne (tiffiMto-dStf , nu'tra-dlnO, <*<*/ [neutro-
(< neufral) -f-, dyne], in radio t ^designating or of a
h^^frejg^eiLcy'

1

'amplifying circuit that has a small

p^^^fer to netttrawe the instability between the
input

1

an.6! ojitptrc
circuits, n. such a circuit.

neu-tron (noo'tron, nS/tron), n. [< neural -f -on as
in electron^ one of the

atp)ai: neutrons are unebarge4 atad.

mass as protons:
^ L -* *

........-'-

particles: o| an
A" ~~ 3^~ i- j- %~

capital,
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nev-er (nev'Sr), adv* [ME. naefre; AS. n&fre; net not -j-

qfre. ever; see EVER], 1. not ever; at no time. 2. not
at all; by no chance; in no case; under no conditions.

nev-er-more (nev
/er-m6r/, nev'Sr-morO, adv. never

again; at no future time.
nev-er-the-less (nev'er-f&a-lesO, adv. none the less; in
spite of that; however.

Nev-11, Nevtte, Nev-ilL Nev-flle (nev'l, nev^il), C<
Norman surname Nevtt, Neville < Neuvitte, town in
Normandy (lit., new city)], a masculine name.

Nev-in, Ethelbert Wood-bridge (wood'brij' nev'in),
1862-1901; American composer.

Nev-fe (nev'is, ne'vis), n. a British island of the Lee-
ward group, West Indies: area, SO sq. mi.; pop., 14,000.
ne-void (ne'void), adf. of or like a nevus: also spelled
naevoid.

ne-vus (ne'vas), n. [pi. NEVI (-vi)] t [L. naeous < base
*gna-, seen also in genus, gnatus (ct. GENUS)], a colored
spot on the skin, usually congenital; birthmark or
mole: also spelled naevus.
new (noo, nu), adj. [ME. newe; AS. niwe; akin to G.
neu; IE. *newo$, *newiosr new, seen also in L. novus,
new, etc. (cf. NOVEL, NOVICE), Gr. neos (cf. NEO-)]f

1. never existing before; appearing, thought of, de-
veloped, made, produced, etc. for the first time.
2. a) existing before, but known or discovered for the
first time: as, a new planet. 6) recently observed,
experienced, manifested, etc.; different: as, this is a
new aspect of your personality, c] strange; unfamiliar;
foreign. 3. not yet familiar or accustomed; inexperi-
enced; as, he is new to the work. 4. a) designating
the more or most recent of two or more things of the
same class, though both may be old: as, New York
6) taking the place of what has existed; recently
appointed, acquired, etc.: as, a new teacher. 5. re-
cently grown; fresh: as, new potatoes. 6. not worn
out; not used up; not previously used. 7. modern;
recent; fashionable; recently current. 8. more; ad-
ditional. 9. beginning again; starting as a repetition
of a cycle, series, etc.; making another start: as, the
new moon. 10. having just come; having just reached
a position, rank, place, etc.: as, a new arrival. 11.
refreshed in spirits, health, etc.: as, a new man. 12.
[N-], modern: in use since the Middle Ages: said of
languages. Abbreviated N., n. n. something new.
adv. I. again. 2. newly; recently.
SYN. new is applied to that which has never existed before
or which has only just come into being, possession, use, etc. (a
ww^coat, teacher, etc.); fresh implies such newness tjmt the
original appearance, quality, vigor, etc. have not been affected
by time or use (fresh eggs, a fresh start) ; novel implies a new-
ness that is strikingly unusual or strange (a nood idea, combina-
tion, etc.) ; modern and modernistic apply to thai which is
of the present time, as distinguished from earHeir periods, an4
connotes up-to-dateness, the latter word, sometimes, with de-
rogatory implications; original is used of that which is not
only new but is also the first of its krad (an original plan,
melody, etc.)^ ANT. old.

New Albany, a city in southern Indiana, on the Ohio:
pop., 29,000.
New Amsterdam, a Dutch colonial town on Man-
hattan Island: it later became New York City.
New-ark (ndo'eVk, nu'Srk), n. L a city in northeastern
New Jersey: pop., 438,000. 2. a city in central Ohio:

pop., 34,000.
New Bedford, a seaport in southeastern Massachusetts:
pop., 109,000.
New-bolt, Sir Henry John (noo'bolf, nu'bolt'),
1938; BngHsh_ poet and naval historian,

new-born (noo'b6rn/r nfi/bSmO* w' [ME.; akin to
MD. nieboren]f 1. Jrece^tly bora; jfcgrt bom. 2. reborn.
New Britain, 1. an island iii the Bismarck Archi-
pelago: area, 14,SOO sq. txrL; pop., 82,000; chief city,
Rabaul. 2. a city in central Connecticut: pop., 74,000.
New Brunswick, 1. a province of Canada, on the
southeastern coast: area, 27,985 sq. mi.; pop., 516,000;
capital, Predericton: abbreviated N.B. 2. a city in
central New Jersey: pop., 39,000.
New<burg (noo'berg, nu/bSrg), adj. served in a specially
preparegl sauce: see & la Newbtu-g.
New-burgh (noo'bSrg, nu.'be'rg), n. a city in south-
eastern New York, on the Hudson: pop., 32,000.
New Caledonia, 1. a French island in Melanesia, in
the Coral Sea: area, 6,296 sq. mi.; pop. f 57,000;
capital, Noumea. >

2. a French colony including New
Caledonia an,d, adjacent islands. Abbreviate^ N.CL
New Castile, a former province of central Spain:
Spanish name, Castilla la Nueva*

New-cas-tle (n^o'kas'l, nG'kayi), n. the county seat
of Northumberland, England: pop., 291,000.
carry coals to Newcastle, 1. to take things to a place
where they are plentiful or are not needed: Newcastle
was an early export center for coal. 2. to waste
time or effort.

New Castle, a dty in western Pennsylvania: pop,,
4^,000.
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Newcastlempon'Tyne newspaper
New-caa-tle-u-pon-Tyne (noo'kas'l-a-pon'tin', nu'-

kayi-3-pon.'tinOt n* Newcastle.
New Church, New Jerusalem Church: abbreviated N.C.
New-chwang (ndo^hwar// nu'chwarjOt Yingkow,
a city in southern Manchuria.

new-com-er (noo'kum'e'r, nu/kum'eX), n* a person who
has come recently; recent arrival.

New Deal, 1, the economic and political principles
and policies adopted by President Franklin D. Roose-
velt and his associates to advance the economic and
social welfare of the American people. 2. the Roosevelt
administration.
New Dealer, a supporter or advocate of the New Deal.
New Delhi, the capital of India, adjacent to Delhi:

pop.. 522,000 (1941).
New Economic Policy, the policy of restoring certain
features of capitalist economy, such as private trade
in commodities and private manufacture of certain

foods,
instituted as a temporary expedient by the

oviet government under Lenin in 1921 and gradually
liquidated with the advance of socialization: also

NEP, Nep, nep.
New Egyptian, the Hamitic language of the Copts;
Coptic,

new-el (nSo'l, nu/Ql), n. [OPr. nuel, nouel < LL.
nucalis, like a nut < "L. nux, nucis, nut], 1. the central

upright pillar around which the steps of a winding
staircase turn. 2. the post at the top or bottom of a

flight of stairs, supporting the handrail: also newel
post.
New England, [the name occurs on Italian maps
antedating Captain John Smith, its reputed originator],
the six northeastern States of the United States;
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut: abbreviated N.Eng.,
New Eng.
New England aster, a variety of aster that grows in

the eastern part of North America, having a purplish
flower.
New England boiled dinner, a dish consisting of

meat, usually beef, and whole potatoes, onions, carrots,

etc., cooked together,
New Englander, a native or inhabitant of New England.
New English, [term popularized by Henry Sweet after

G. neuhochdeutsch, New High German, etc.], Modern
English, as distinguished from Early Modern English,
Middle English, and Old English (Anglo-Saxon),

newfan-gled (noo'far/g'ld, nu'farj'gld), adj. (ME.
newefangd; newe, new -f -fangel < base of AS. /on,
to take; cf. FANG], 1. new; novel; newly done, made,
etc. 2. tending toward the recent, different, or novel;
fond of new theories, etc. A contemptuous term.

new-fash-ioned (noo'fash'end, nu'fash'and), adj. 1.
'

recently come into fashion. 2. made in a new and
different form or style.

New Forest, a forest district and national park in

Hampshire, England: area, 145 sg, mi.
New-found-land (noo'fend4and', mi/fond-fond; officially

nu-found'land'). n. 1. an island off the eastern coast
of Canada: area, 42,734 sq. mi. 2. a province of
Canada comprising Newfoundland and Labrador: area,
155,364 sq. mi.; pop., 361,000; capital, St. John's.
Abbreviated NM., Newf.,_N.F,
New-found-land dog (noo-found'bnd, nu-found'temd),
any of a North American breed of large, usually black,
shaggy-haired dogs of above average inteUigen.ee,
New found-land-er (noo-fotrndlannlgr, nu-foundlan-
der), n. a native or inhabitant of Newfoundland.
New France, a French territory 1609-1763) in North
America, including Canada and the Mississippi Valley.
New-gate (nop'gat', nu'gatOi a former prison in

London, England: it was destroyed in 1902.
New Georgia, one of the Solomon Islands; part of

the Australian Territory of New Guinea.
New Granada, 1. Panama and Colombia when owned
by Spain, 2. the former Spanish possessions in north-
western South America and Central America, including
New Granada, Ecuador, and Venezuela.
New Guinea, a large island in the Bast Indies, north
of Australia: divided between the Netherlands and
Australia: area, 312,329 sq. ml; pop.t 902,000: ab-
breviated N.G.^aiso called Papua.
New Guinea, Territory of, an Australian territory

including North Eastern New Guinea, the Bismarck
Archipelago, Bougainville, Buka, scgul smaller adjacent
islands of the Solomons: area, 93,000 sq. mi.; pop.,
673,000; capital, Rabaul.
New Hampshire, a New England State of the United
States: area, 9,304 sq. mi.; pop,, ^?60p; capital,
Concord: abbreviated N.H. ,

,

New Haven, a city in southern Connecticut, on Long
Island Sound: pop,, 163,000.
New Hebrides, a group of Melanesian islands in the
South Pacific, under the joint control <J^^^'"'
Prance: area, 5,700 sq. mi.; pop., 43,0
Vila: abbreviated N.Heb.
New High German, see German, High German.
New Ireland, an island in the Bismarck Archipelago:
area, 3,800 sq. mi.; pop., 38,000,

neW'ish (noo'ish, nu'istO, adj. somewhat new.
New Jersey, an Eastern State of the United States-
area, 7,836 sq. mi.; pop,, 4,835,000; capital, Trenton:
abbreviated N.J.
New Jer-sey-lte (jur'zi~ir)t a native or inhabitant
of New Jersey.
New Jerusalem, 1. in the Bible, the Holy City of
Heaven: Rev. 22:2. 2. heaven.
New Jerusalem Church, the church that holds to
the doctrines taught by Emarmel Swedenborg: the
members are usually called Swederiborgians.
New Kensington, a city in western Pennsylvania:
pop., 25,000.
New Latin, Modern Latin: abbreviated NL., NX.
New London, a city in southeastern Connecticut: pop.,
30,000: site of the United States Coast Guard Academy.

new-ly (nooli, nuli), adv. I. recently; lately. 2. anew;
afresh.

new-ly-wed (noo'li~wed', nu1i~wed'), n. a recently
married person.
New-man, John Henry (noo'man, nu'msn), Cardinal
Newman, 1801-1890: English theologian and writer.

New-mar-ket (noo'rnar'kit, nu'mar'kit), n. a city in

Cambridgeshire, southeastern England; pop., 19,000:

many horse races are held near by.
newmar ket (noo'mar'kit, nu'mar'kit), n, (< New-
market, where orig. worn], 1. a long, close-fitting coat:
also Newmarket coat. 2. a kind of card game.
New Mexican, 1. of New Mexico. 2. a native or

inhabitant of New Mexico.
New Mexico, a Southwestern State of the United
States, on the Mexican border: area, 121,666 sq. mi.;
pop., 681,000; capital, Santa Fe: abbreviated N. Mex.,
N.M., New M.
new moon, 1. that phase of the moon when it is

between the earth ana the sun, with the dark side of

its disk toward the earth: it appears as a thin crescent

curving toward the right. 2. the time of the new moon.
new-mown (noo'mon', nu'mon'), adj. freshly mown;
just cut: said of hay or grass.
New Netherland, a former Dutch colony (1613-1664)
in North America, later comprising the British colonies
of New York, New Jersey, and Delaware,
New Order, the fascist political and economic system
that the Nazis set up in Germany and tried to establish

throughout Europe.
New Or-le-ans (r1i-snz; esp. formerly, 6r4enz'; esp.
Southern, firlanz), a city in southeastern Louisiana,
on the Mississippi: pop., 567,000: site of an unsuccessful
attack (1815) by the British after the War of 1812.

New-port (noo'po'rt', nu'portO, n. 1. a resort town
in southern Rhode Island, on Narragansett Bay: pop.,
32,000. 2. a city in Kentucky, on the Ohio, opposite
Cincinnati: pop., 31,000. 3. a city in southwestern
England: pop., 96,000.
Newport News, a city and naval base in Virginia, at
the mouth of the James River: pop., 42,000.
New Ro-chelle (rs~sliel') a city in New York, north
of New York Uty: pop., 60,000.
news (nooz, nuz), n.pl [construed as sing,], [MB.
newes t novelties (pi. of newef a4j.)*t after OFr. noveles

(Fr. nouvelles) or ML. nova, pi of novum> what is new;
see NEW], 1. new information about anything; infor-
mation previously unknown: as, that's news to me.
2. recent happenings, especially those broadcast over
the radio, printed in a newspaper, etc. 3. reports of
such events, collectively. 4. a newspaper.

news-boy (nooz'boi', auVboiO* n. a ooy who sells or
delivers newspapers.

news-cast (nooz'kast', nuz'kast'), n. [news + broad-
cast], a radio broadcast of news reports, v.t* & v*i.

to broadcast (news).
news cast-er (nooz'kas'teV. nuz'kSs'tgr), n. a person
who broadcasts mews reports; radio news reporter.
news deal er (nooz'del'Sr, nuz'deT&r), n, a person who**

aperSj magazines, etc.

an isIandsT a group of islands in the
, in title Arctic Ocean, north of eastern ^.be^da,

_ Jer (nd^zlerer, nuyiet%r), 11* 1, a bu&etin
issued a> regular intervals to subscribers, containing
recent ne%k particularly political and ecpnomic, and
often IndUjfJIaig laterprelatJrOns and predictions* 2. any
similar ijepori issiiea by a 'firm, goveiiiinetrfcal agency,
eta

,
to toji employees or tte j^bHc informed of

pertinent matters. ,

' '

news*man (noozman , nuznidn), Jt. o^K* NB'WSMBN
(-men

7
, -m^itt^L

"
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SMOOTH NEWT
(3-6 in. long)

or weekly, containing news, opinions* advertisements,
and other items of general interest. 2. newsprint.

news-print (nooz'print', nuVprint'), n. a cheap, thin

paper made mainly from wood pulp and used for

newspapers, etc. ,

news-reel (nooz'rel', nuz'rel')* n. a motion picture
showing events of current interest.

news room, 1. a room in a newspaper office containing
the desks of reporters, copy editors, etc., where the
news is written and edited: sometimes called city
room. 2

4>
a similar room for preparing news in a radio

or television station.

news-stand (nooz'stand', nuz'stand') n. a stand at
which newspapers, magazines, etc. are sold: also

[British], news stall.

New Style, the method of reckoning time in accordance
with the Gregorian calendar; abbreviated N.S.
news-wor*thy (ndoz'wur'JM, nuz'wur'tfn), ad/, having
the qualities of news; timely, important, and inter-

esting.
news-y (nooa'i, nuz'i), adj. [NEWSIER (-i-er), NEWSIEST
(-i-istj], [Cplloq.L containing much news. n. [pi.

NEWSIES (-iz)], [Colloq.j, a newsboy,
newt (noot, nut), n. [ME. neuke, for eute, by syllabic

merging < an eute; AS. _

efete; see EFT, .], any
"

j-
"
ff "

of various small sala-
J

manders that can Eve
both onland and in water :

also called eft, triton.

New Testament, 1. in
Christian theology, the
promises of God to man
that are embodied in the
life and teachings of Jesus. 2, the part of the Bible
that contains the life and teachings of Jesus and his

followers, including the four Gospels, the Acts of the
Apostles, the Epistles, and the Revelation of Saint

John. Abbreviated NT., N.T.
New Thought, a modern religious philosophy empha-
sizing the power of the mind over the body and its

ills: also called Higher Thought, Practical Christianity.
New-ton (noo't'n, nu't'n), J< surname Newton <
common Eng. place name Newton < AS. neowa tun,
new town], a masculine name, n. a city in Massa-
chusetts, near Boston: pop,, 81,000,
New-ton, Sir Isaac (noo't'n, nu't'n), 1642-1727;
English mathematician and philosopher; formulated
the binomial theorem, the laws of gravity and motion,
and the element of differential calculus.

Newtonian (nSo-to'ni-sn, nu-to'ni-en), ad/, of or

agreeing with Sir Isaac Newton or his discoveries
and theories, n* an advocate of Newton's theories.
new-world (noo'wurld', nu'wurld'), adj- of or from
the New World.
New World, the Western Hemisphere.
new year, 1. the year just about to begin or just

begun (usually with the). 2. the first day or days of
the new year (with the or a) : as, a fine new year: also

New Year's.
New Year'a Day. January 1, the first day of a calendar

year, usually celebrated as a legal holiday: also New
Year's* '

;

New Year's Eve, the evening before New Year's Day.
New York, 1. an Eastern Sljate of the United States:

area, 49,576 sq. mi.; pop., 14,830,000; capital,
Albany. 2. the largest city in the United States,
in southeastern New York State, at the mouth, of

the Hudson: area, 309 sq. ml; pop., 7,835,000: divided

into five boroughs (the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan,
Queens, Richmond) : often New York City (abbreviated
N,Y.CL)s also called Greater New York, as oistiiiguished
from the metropolitan area of New York, which includes
all the region within a 40-mile radius of City Hall

(area, 2,514 sq. ini.; pop., 10,901,400). Abbreviated
N y
New* York Bay, a inlet of the Atlantic, south of

Ne^York-er (yoVker), a (native or inhabitant of New
York (State or, especially, City). .

New York State Barge Canal* 1. the New York
State carnal system; total length, 525 mi. 2. the canal

from Buffalo, oil Lake Erie, to Troy, on the Hudson:
tengtfe, 363 mi: orfeiaally caled Br* <MW#*,

New Zea-J*ma (z&tatd), a %tish dominion made up
of two laige aad several small islands m t%e Paci%j,
southeast oi Au|ralia; total farea, 103,934 sq, mt.;

jpvr i.8*(XOOO Ceft^'19^); capital* Wellgto: fib-

eviated N.2.,

akin to G. nachst (OHG. nahist-)], nearest; just before
or after in time, space, degree, or rank; immediately
preceding or following, adv.

^
1. in the time, place,

degree, or rank nearest, or immediately preceding
or following, 2. on the first subsequent occasion; as,
when next we meet. Prep, beside; nearest to: as, sit

next the tree. n. the one immediately following.
fcet next to, [Slang], to ingratiate oneself with; become
friendly or intimate with.

next door (to), in or at the next house, building, etc.

(adjacent to).
next-door (neks'd6r'f neksMor7

). adj in or at the
next house, building, etc,
next friend, in law, a person who, though

1

not legally
a guardian, acts for another legally unable to act
for himself.

next of kin, 1. a person's nearest relative or relatives.

2. in law, a} the blood relatives who may be entitled
to share in the estate of a person who dies without a
will, b) sometimes, the nearest relative by blood as
defined in the law of the various States.

nex-us (nek'sas), n. [pi. NEXUSES (-iz), NEXUS], [L <
pp. of nectere, to bind; cf. ANNEX], 1. a connection,
tie, or link between individuals of a group, members
of a series, etc. 2. the group or series connec|ted.

Ney, Mi-chel (me'shel' na), Due d'Elchingen^ Prince
de La Moskova, 1769-1815; French soldier; marshal
of Prance during Napoleon's reign; executed.
Nez Per-ce (na

A
par'sa'; Eng. nez' purs'), n- ipl- NEZ

PERCYS (paVsa'; Eng. pur'siz)], [Fr., lit., pierced nose:
from the practice of several western tribes (but not
of this tribe) of piercing the nose for insertion of a
shtell ornament], a member of a tribe of North American
Indians who lived in Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.

N.F., 1. Newfoundland. 2. Norman French.
N.F., n/f, in banking, no funds.

Nfd., Newfoundland.
N.G., 1. National Guard. 2. New Guinea.
N.G,, n.g., [Slang], no good.
Ngan-hui (n'gan'hwiOt n. Anhwei, a province of China.
NGr., N.Gr., New Greek.
N.H., New Hampshire.
N.Heb., New Hebrides.

NHG., N.H.G., New High German.
Ni, in chemistry, nickel.
N Jt., Northern Ireland.
ni-a cin (ni'a-s'n), n. [*coianic flk;id + -*] nicotinic
acid.

Ni-ag-ara (m-^g'ra, ni-ag'a-ro), n. a river between
New York and Ontario, Canada, flowing from Lake
Erie into Lake Ontario: length, 36 mi.

Niagara Falls, 1. the waterfall of the Niagara River,
between New York and Ontario, Canada: it is divided
into two great falls, Horseshoe, or Canadian, Falls

(height, 158 ft.) and American Falls (height, 167 ft.).
2. a city in New York, near Niagara Fal^s: pop.,
91,000. 3. a city in Ontario, Canada, near Niagara
Falls: -pop., 19,000.
nib (nib), n* [yar. of neb], 1 the bill or beak of a
bird. 2. a) originally, the soKt and sharpened end of
a quiU pen; hence, 6) the pomt of a pen, or the entire

pen, meant to be inserted in a holder. 3. the projecting
end of anything: pomt: sharp prong, 4, the short

grip handles on the shaft of a scythe. 5. pi. crushed
coffee or cocoa beans, v.t. [NIBBED (nibd), NIBBING),
1. originally, to sharpen and split the end of (a quill)
to make a pe*i. 2, to mend (a pen point). 3. to put
a point on (a pen).

nib-ble (nibH), M- [NIBBLEP (-Id), NIBBLING], [prob.
< Late MD- or MIG, nibbelen or base of ntj> t v. -f

freq. suffix, -fo], 1. to eat (food) with quick bites,

taking only a small amount at a time, as a mouse
does. 2. to continue to bite (food) with small bites,

gently and intermittently: as, a fish nibbles the bait.

v.i. 1. to take only small bites; bite cautiously or

gently (usually with, at}. 2. to show ^little interest

in food by taking only small bites intermittently
(usually with at), ft, 1. a small bite, morsel, or

quantity* 2. aofr'qr instance of nibbling.
Nl-be lung (ne'oe-loor/; sometimes Anglicized to mV-
'1-oorj'). n* [&] *n Norse mythology, 1. any of a race of

dwarts, the children of the mist, who owned a magic
ring and a hoard of gold, taken from them by Siegfried.
2 f any of Siegfried's followers, 3. any of the Burguudian
kings in the Nibelungenlieet.

-loo|)'an4et'; sometimes Angli-
, n. pj,, song of the Nibelungs],

. German epic poem by an unknown
ia the jfirst decade of the 13th century
two main legends of the Burgundian

>TOre in torn ummately baseid on various
of legenids: Wagner's cycle of operas,

, fa based chiefly on Norse

Ni-be-

< D. kne$pel*8 < kneppel

Tl^^ t(J51, look; ok O|||; iP,' <ise, ftoj.get;Joy; yet;

<Mw i JW *w%, o in co^ty,
l! In /foots; as ui able (a'bl);

*
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knuppel, a club (akin to G. knebel): golf shows D.
influences], a heavy, iron-headed golf club with much
loft, used in sand and for short shots in which the
ball must be stopped quickly;: now usually called

number 8 iron: see golf club, illus.

nibs (nibz), n. [earlier also his nabs; ? var. of Brit.

slang nob (wealthy, highly placed person)], [Colloq.],
a person of importance or authority (with hts): caia

especially of self-important persons.
Ni-cae a (ni-se'o), n. 1. an ancient city in Bithyma,
near the Sea of Marmara: at an important church
council held here in 325 A.D. the Nicene Creed was
formulated: EngKsh name, Nice. 2. Nice (city in

France) : the ancient name.
Ni-cae-an (ni-se'9n), adj. Nicene.

,

Nic-a-ra-gua (nikVra'gws), n. a country in Central

America, on the Caribbean and Pacific: area, 49,500

sq. mi.; pop., 1,380,000; capital, Managua: abbreviated

Nicar.
Nicaragua, Lake, a lake in southwestern Nicaragua:
area, 3,089 sq. mi.

Nic-a-ra-guan (nik'a-ra'gwan), adj. of Nicaragua, its

people, or their culture, n. a native or inhabitant of

Nicaragua.
nic-colfte (nik's-Kt'), n. [< Mod. L. niccolum (see

NICKEL) : + -ite], a pale-red native arsenide of nickel,

NiAs: also called copper nickel.

Nice (nes), n. 1. a seaport and resort in southeastern

France, on the Mediterranean: pop., 203,000: ancient

name, Nicaea. 2. (nis), Nicaea: the English name.
nice (nis), adj. [NICER (-r), NICEST (-ist)], [ME,,
foolish; OFr. nice, niche, nisce, stupid, foolish < L.

nescius, ignorant, not knowing < nesctre, to be ignorant;
ne-, not + sdre, to know], 1. difficult to please j

very
careful ; fastidious : refined. 2. delicate ; precise ; minute ;

discriminative; subtle: as, a nice distinction. 3. calling

for delicacy, accuracy, or precision in handling, dis-

crimination, or adjustment; calling for great care,

tact, etc.: as, a nice problem. 4. a) able to make fine

or delicate distinctions; delicately skillful; finely dis-

criminating, b) minutely accurate, as an instrument.

well-mannered; reserved, e} in good taste, f) good;
excellent. A generalized term of approval, having very
wide application. 7. [Obs.], a) ignorant; foolish.

6) wanton, c) coy: shy. SYN. see dainty.
.

nice*ly (nisli), adv. 1. in an attractive or pleasing
manner. 2. exactly; precisely. 3. satisfactorily.

Ni-cene (ni-sen', ni'sen'), adj. of Nicaea.
Nicene Council, 1. the church council that met at

Nicaea in 325 A.D. to condemn Arianism and adopt
the Nicene Creed. 2. the church council that met
in 787 A.D. to restore images, pass disciplinary meas-

Nicene Greed, a confession of faith for Christians,

originally adopted at the first Nicene Council (325

A.B.): it was later expanded at the Council of Con-
stantinople (381 A.D.) and in this form is accepted
by the Orthodox Eastern Church; the Roman Catholic

Church uses a form containing one extra clause, and
various Protestant denominations have accepted
modifications of this.

foolishness. 6) coyness; modesty, c} excessive elegance.

d) scrupulosity, e) precision; accuracy^ miniatesness;

exactness, as of discrimination or perception. /) fas-

tidiousness; refinement; delicacy of taste. , 2.'tjhe

quality of calling for delicacy, accuracy, or precision
in handling, discrimination, or adjustment, 3. any-
thing involving or calling for delicacy, accuracy, or

precision: subtle or minute detail, distinction, etc,

4. something choice, dainty, or elegant.
to a nicety, to a precise degree; exactly.

niche (nich), n. (Ff, < OFr, nichier, to nest; ^L,
*nidicare < L. nidus, a nest;
see NEST], 1. a recess or
hollow in a wall, usually in-

tended for a statue, bust, or
vase. 2. a place or position
particularly suitable for the

person or thing in it. v.t.

[NICHED (nicht), 4 NICHING),
i?o place in or as in a niche.

Nicfi-o-las (mV'l-as), [ME.;
OFr. Nicolas; L. Nicolaus;
Gr. Nikolaos < nike, victory
+ loos* the people],, a mas-
culine name: diminutive,
Nick; equivalents, L. Nico-
laus, Fr. & Sp. Nicolas, G.
Nikolaus, It. Niccolo; also

spelled Nicolas,
Nicholas I, (Nikolai Paulo-

vich), 1796-1855; czar of Russia (1825-1855):

Nicholas I, Saint, 800P-867 A.D.; Pope (858-867 A.D.) 5

excommunicated Photius, patriarch of Constantinople,
causing a schism between the Roman and Byzantine
churches: his day is November 13.

Nicholas II. (Nikolai Aleksandrovich), 1868-1918; czar
of Russia (1894-1917); forced to abdicate; executed.

Nicholas V. 1397?-1455; Pope (1447-1455).
Nicholas, Saint, P-342 A.D.; bishop of Myra; patron
saint of Russia and of young people, sailors, etc.:

his day is December 6: cf. Santa Claus.

Jnicht wahr? (niHt var'), [G., lit., not true?], isn't

that so?
Nic-l-as (nish'i-Qs), n. Athenian statesman and general;
?~413 B.C.; defeated at Syracuse; executed.

Nick (nik), a masculine name: see Nicholas, n. the

Devil; Satan: usually Old Nick.
nick (nik), v.t. [prob. < MLG. knicken (akin to ON.
kneikja t to squeeze, pinch) ; IE. base *gneig- < *gen-,

to squeeze together (cf. KNIGHT, KNOT, KNIT, etc.)],

1. to make a nick or nicks in. 2. to score or tally by
means of notches. 3. t cut through or into. 4. to

strike or catch at the exact or proper time; hit, guess,

grasp, etc. exactly. 5. [Slang], a) to catch off guard.

b) to trick; cheat; defraud. 6. [British Slang], to

arrest; nab. n. [< the
v.\,

1. a small notch or slit;

especially, a small cut, indention, or chip on the

edge or surface of wood, metal, china, etc. 2. any of

certain winning throws or casts in a garms of dice.

3. a channel cut in the bottom of a printing type.
4. a tally or record kept by notching something,
in the nick of time, at the critical moment.

nick-el (nik'l), n. [Sw.; contr. < kopparnickel < G.

kupfernickel, copper nickel; kupfer, copper -f- nickel,

demon (assumed to be contr. of Nikolaus, Nick, but

prob. akin to G. nix; see NICK, devil) : so called because
in spite of its copperlike appearance the ore contained
no copper], 1. a hard, silver-white, malleable metallic

chemical element, used extensively in alloys and
for plating because of its resistance to oxidation:

s_ymbol, NT: at. wt., 58.69; at. no., 28. 2. a United
States or Canadian coin made of an alloy of nickel
and copper and equal to five cents, v.t. to plate with
nickel.
nick el ic (nik''l-ik), adj. of or containing nickel,

especially trivalent nickel.
nick-el-if-er-ous (nik'l-if'er-os), adj. [< nickel +
-ferous], containing nickel: said of ore, etc.

nick-el-o-de-on (nik'l-o'di-on), n. [nickel -j-
odeon (< Pr.

od&ori), odeum], 1. formerly a motion-picture theater,

variety show, etc. where admission was five cents.

2. a player piano or phonograph which can be operated
by tne insertion of a nickel in a slot.

nick-el-ous (nik'l-os), adj* containing nickel, especially
bivalent nickel.

nickel-plate (nik'1-plaf) , v.t. to plate with nickel

by electrolysis, etc.

nickel plate, a thin layer of nickel placed by electrolysis
on objects made of other metal, to improve the finish
and prevent rust.

nickel silver, a hard, tough, ductile, malleable, sUver-
white alloy composed essentially of nickel, copper,
and zinc: used in the manufacture of tableware,
electric-resistance wire, etc. : also called German silver,

nickel steel, a steel alloy made, harder and tougher
than ordinary steel by the addition of smal amounts
of nickel.

nick-er (nik'Sr), n. [nick, v. + er], a person or thing
that nicks (esp. in sense 4); specifically, any of a

group of 18th-century English t
rowdies who broke

windows by throwing copper coins.
nick-er (nik'er), n. A v.i. rarob. var. of nicker, neigjher,

freq. of neigh; cf. LG. gmckern], [Chiefly British Dial.],
1. neigh, 2. laugh; snickfrr.

nick-nack (nik'nak') , n. a knickknack.
nick-name (nik*aam'}, n. [by syllabic merging < an
ekeWame; ME. ekena^ie, surname; see EKB & NAJ^JW; cf,

Nfi^pji ll an additional or siibstitute^nanie given io a
pefsloii, plajje, or thing: usually descriptive ansd'^ven

etc. 2.' aTamfliar form of a proper name, as "PtpeSdy"
for "I^ederiek/' ^'Dtfftey" for

r
*Da-vi4" ete. v.t. L

to give a nickname to; call by a specified nickname.

rbficfy A |FOjii> of islands in
uthwest of Burma: part of

,,^ M''<Nifcolmt'' Islands: 'area,

IfMt^'lMWwlMMf:
1

'
'

f "

name : see
'

Nicholas.

NiC'0-bar
the Bay df
the state of
635 sq. ml ;

nic-o-tin (nik'
nic-o tin am ide ,

a white crystalline
of nidotinic acid, ti

nic o tine
W,' 3wv
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nic-o-tin-ic acid (nik'a-tin'ik), a white, odorless,
crystalline substance, CeHsOaN, found in protein
foods like lean meat, eggs, whole-grain cereals, etc.
and prepared synthetically by the oxidation of nicotine:
it is a member of the vitamin B complex and is used
in the treatment ^of pellagra: also called niacin.

nic-o-tin-ism
^
(nik'g-ten'iz'm, nik'o-tin-iz

f

m) f n. a
diseased condition caused by the ingestion of nicotine,
as from tobacco; nicotine poisoning.

nic-tate (nik'tat), v.i. [NICTATED (-id), NICTATING], to
nictitate.

nictating membrane, a nictitating membrane.
nic-ta-tion (nik-ta'snsn), n. nictitation.

Nic-the-roy (nik'te-roi'), n. a city in Brazil, across
the bay from Rio de Janeiro: pop,, 138,000: also
Niteroi.

nic-ti-tate (nik'to-taV), v.L [NICTITATED (-id), NIC-
TITATING], [< ML. nictitatus, pp. of nictitare, freq. < L.
nictare, to wink, blink < nicere, to beckon], to wink
or blink rapidly, as birds and animals with a nictitating
membrane: also nictate.

nictitating membrane, a transparent third eyelid
hinged at the inner side or lower lid of the eye of
various animals, serving to keep the eye clean and
moist: also nictating membrane.
nictitation (nik'ta-ta'shan), n. a nictitating: also
nictation.
Ni da ros (ne'da-ros')t n. Trondheim, a city in Norway:
the former name.

nid-der-ing, nid-er-ing (nid'Sr-irj), n. [popularized by-
Scott (Ivanhoe, XLIII) < error in printed text (1596)
of William of Malmesbury, for ME. nithing (< ON.
nithingr}, mean person, coward], [Archaic], coward;
wretch, adj. [Archaic], base; cowardly.
nide (nid), n. \< L. nidus, a nest], a nest or brood of

pheasants. IM. [NIDED (-id), HIDING], [Rare], to nest.
nid-i-ficate (nid'a-fi-kat'), tu. [NIDIFICATED (-id),

NIDIFICATING], [< L. nidijicatus, pp. of nidificate; see

NIDIFY], to build a nest; nidify.
nid i-fi ca-tion (nid'a-fi-ka'shan) , n. [see precj, the
act of building a nest; nesting.

nid-i-fy (nid'a-fl'), vd. [NIDIFIED (-fid'), NIDIFYING],
[L. mdificare < nidus, a nest + facere, to make; ci.

----- ----------- __, ----------- ..... i which
insects or spiders deposit their eggs. 2. a breeding
place; specifically, a) a place where spores or seeds
are developed, ft) a source of infection or disease.

Nie-buhr, Barthold Ge-org (bar'tolt ga-oYkh' ne'-

boor), 1776-1831; German statesman and historian.
niece (nes), n. [ME. nece; OFr, niect, niepce; LL.
neptia < L. neptis, granddaughter, niece; akin to

nepos, nephew; cf. NEPOTISM], 1. the daughter of

one's brother or sister. 2. the daughter of one's
brother-in-law or sister-in-law. 3. an illegitimate

daughter, as of a medieval prelate: a euphemism.
^

ni-el-list (ni-el'ist), n. a person who works with niello.

ni-el-lo (ni-el'6), n. [pi. NIELLI (-i), NIELLOS (-02)], [It.;
ult. < L. nigellus, somewhat black, dark < mger,
black], 1. any of a number of alloys of sulfur with
silver, lead, copper, etc., characterized by a deep-black
color and used to decorate objects of other metals by
means of inlay, 2, the process of decorating witn
niello. 3. something decorated in this way. v.f. to

decorate with niello.

Nie men (ne'man; Pol. nye'men), n. a river in Bye-
lorussia and Lithuania, flowing into the Baltic Sea:

length, 500 mi.: Lithuanian name, Nemunas; Russian
name, Neman, Nyeman; German name, Meme{.
Nierstein-er (neT'stm-ex; G. neT'shtm-er), n. [G. <
Nierstein, place in Germany, where it was made], a
variety of white Rhine wine.
Nie tzsche, Frie drich Wil helm (fre'driH vil'helm

ne'chQ), 1844-1900: German philosopher,
Nie tzsche-an (ne'cni-an), adj. of Nietzsche or his

philosophy: see superman, n. a follower of Nietzsche,.

nieve (neV), n. [Mfi. neve; ON. hnefil [Archaic or Scot.

& British Dial], a fist or hand.
nif fer (nif'Sr), v. & n. [freq. formation < ME. neve;

see NIEVE], [Scot.], exchange; barter; trade.

Ni fl heim, Nifel heim (niv^'l-hamO* [ON. Jft/*-

heiinv; of. NIBELUNG), in Norse nwthology, the regions
of dirkness and, cold, or realm of the dead,; hell.

NI fl-hetaf (nivn-ham/er), n. Niflheini.
.

ntf-ty (niFti), adj. [NI?TIBR (-ti-er), J^FTIRST (-ti-*st)l,

[orig. theatrical slang; prol>. < mam^faent], [Slang],

; a?tfaactive, smart, stylish, enjoyable,, etc.: a generalized
term of approval, n. [Slang], a

t
qleve^ re

Nt-flr ner, ')* n> L,a river_ -

,

Jl*eft 499,410

T -^-
fc

--.

Colony i

mi,; . p^p^

tectorate in west central Africa, on the Gulf of Guinea:
area, 372,599 sq. mi.; pop., 20,642,000; capital, Lagos.

Ni-ge-ri-an (nl-jer'i-gn), adj. of Nigeria, its people, or
their culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Nigeria.

nig-gard (nig'Srd), n. [ME. negarde; prob. < Norm.
Fr. : the base, prob. < ON,, seems to be akin to Norw.
dial, knika, gnikka r to rub.jpinch, be mean or niggardly
(cf. NIGGLE); for prob. IE. base see NICK (cut)], a
stingy person; miser, adj. stingy: miserly.

nig-gard-li-ness (nig'Srd-li-nis), n. the quality or state

nig-gara-ly (nig'Srd-li), adj. 1. like or characteristic
of a niggard; stingy; miserly. 2. small, few, or scanty,
as if given oy a niggard: as, a niggardly sum, adv.
in the manner of a niggard; stingily. SYN. see stingy.

nig-ger (nig*&r), n. [earlier neger\ Pr. nigre; Sp. negro;
see NEGRO], t. a Negro. 2. a member of any dark-
skinned people. A vulgar, offensive term of hostility
and contempt, as used by Negrophobes.

nig-gle (nig''!), vd. [NIGGLED (-'Id), NIGGLING], [North
Brit, dial.; prob. < ON.; as if < base of niggard 4- -k,

freq. suffix; cf. Norw. nigla in same sense], to work
fussily; pay too much attention to details; putter.
nigh (ni), adv. [ME. neih, nyh, etc.; AS. neh, neah;
akin to G. nahe; prob. < IE. prefix *an-, *an5-, *no-, up
to, toward + base *oqw~* to see (cf. EYE, OCULIST);
basic sense "turned toward, looking toward"; cf.

NEAR, NEXT], [Chiefly Archaic or Dial.], 1. near in

time, place, etc. 2. nearly; almost, adj. [NIGHER
(-er), NIGHEST (-ist) or, older, NEXT (nekst)], {Chiefly
Archaic or Dial.], 1. near; close. 2. direct or short.
3. on the left: said of animals, vehicles, etc. 4. par-
simonious, prep. [Chiefly Archaic or Dial.], near;
near to. iu. & v.t. [Archaic], to draw near; approach.
night (nit),

n. [ME. nyht; AS. niht, neaht; akin to G.
nacht; IE. base *noqt-, night, seen also in L. nox t

noctis (cf. NOCTURNAL)], 1. a) the period from sunset
to sunrise. &) the period of actual darkness after

sunset and before sunrise. 2. the darkness of this

period; hence, 3. any period or condition of darkness
or gloom; specifically, a) a period of intellectual or
moral degeneration. 6) a time of grief, c) death, adj.
of or for the night.
make a night of it, to celebrate all or most of night.
night and day, continuously or continually.

night blindness, imperfect vision in the dark or in
dim light; nyctalopia: a sign of vitamin A deficiency.

night-bloom-ing cereus (nlfbloom'iij), any of various
kinds of cactus, especially one with large, white flowers
that open at night.
night-cap (nlt'kapOt n. 1. a cap worn in beet to

protect the head from cold. 2. [Colloq.J, an alcoholic
drink taken just before going to bed.

night clothes, clothes to be worn in bed, as pajamas.
night club, a place of entertainment open at night
for eating, drinking, qtc., often having a floor show.

night crawler, a large earthworm that comes out of
the earth at night; nightwalker.
night-dress (nit'dresO. n. *1. a nightgown. 2. night
clothes.

night-fall (nit'fdlO. n. the close of the day; early eve-

ning; dusk.
night-gown (nlt'goun'). n. 1. a 19030 gown, usually
long, worn in bed by women or children. 2. a night-
shirt. 3. [Obsj, a dressing gown.
night-hawk (nit

/h6kO n. 1. any of a group of night
birds related to the whippoorwill, with brown, mottled
feathers and a broad, deeply cleft bill; goatsucker.
2. the European nightjar. 3. a night owl (sense 2).

night heron, any of various herons most active at

night or twilight.
night-in-galeHSuV'n-gaK, nit'irj-galO, re. [ME. mhtyn-
gale, for earlier nihtegale; AS, nehtgale, nihtegale, etc.

(akin to G. nachtigall) < niht, night + base of galan,
to sing], any of various small European thrushes with
a russet back and burl to white underparts: it is

characterized by the varied, melodious singing of the
male especially at night during the breeding season.

Night in gale, Florence (nlfn-gal', nit%)-gaP), 1820-

1^10; English nurse in the Crimean War; regarded
as the founder of modern nursing.

night-jar (nifjar'), n. [night 4- jeer, .: so called from
the whirring noise made by the male], the European
goatsucker; nighthawk.
night iajfcitj a kind of door latch opened on the outside

by a key^ and on the inside by a knob.
night lett^c, a telegram with a minimum charge for

fifty words or fewer, sent at night to be delivered the

neptjt morning, and cheaper than a regular telegram:
oUstingujlsli''!;; from day letter.

night light, a sniaU, dim light kept burning all night,
as,* in the %alls of rooming nouses, etc.

nigJi&long(, (nlt'ldr/), adj. lasting the entire night,
adv. during the entire night.

night ly (nttOi), adj. 1. of, like, or characteristic o!

; oil, out; up, use, fOrj.get: Joy;

"#*'**.? '
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the night. 2. done or occurring every night, adv.

1. at night. 2. every night.
night-mare (nit'm^rOr n. [ME. nthtmare; niht, night
+ mare, demon (< AS. mara)\ akin to G. dial, mahr,
incubus], 1. formerly, an evil spirit that was believed

to haunt and suffocate sleeping people. 2. a frightening
dream, often accompanied by a sensation of oppression
and helplessness. 3. any experience like a nightmare
hi its frightening or oppressing aspects.
night-mar-ish (mt'mar'ish), adj. like a nightmare.
night owl, 1. an owl that is active almost exclusively
at night. 2. a person who works at night or otherwise

stays up late.

night raven, [Poetic], any of various birds, especially
the night heron, that are most active at night.

night-rid-er (nlt'ii'der), n, in the southern United

States, any of a band of masked mounted men who
perform lawless acts of violence and terror at night,

generally to intimidate, punish, etc.

night robe, a nightgown.
nights (nits), adv. [Colloq. or Dial.], at or by night.

night school, a school held in the evening for people,
usually adults, unable to attend by dav.

night-shade (nit'shad'), n. [ME.; AS. nihtscada, lit.,

shade, or shadow, of night: with reference to narcotic

qualities], any of a group of flowering plants related

to the potato and tomato; especially, any of various

poisonous varieties, including the belladonna (deadly

nightshade) and the henbane.
night-shirt (nlt'shurt')t n- a loose, shirtlike garment
reaching to the knees, worn in bed by men or boys.

night soil, [from being collected at night], excrement
removed from a cesspool or privy and used as fertilizer.

night-spot (mt'spot'), n. [Colloq.], a night club.

night stick, a long, heavy club carried by a policeman,
lecially at night.
tit-tide (nlt'tidO, n, [Poetic], nighttime.

_ tit-time (nit/tim'). n* the period of darkness from
sunset to sunrise.

night-walk-er (n!t'w6k'gr) n. 1. a large earthworm
that comes out of the earth at night j night crawler.

2, [Rare], a person who goes about at night, as a
thief', prostitute, etc. ,

.

night watch, 1. a watching or guarding during the

night. 2. the person or persons doing such guarding.
3. the time of their guarding. 4. usually in pi, any
pjf the periods into which the night was formerly
divided for such guarding.
night watchman, a watchman hired for duty at night.

night-wear (nit'wir'), n. night clothes.

night-y (nit'y, n. [pi. NIGHTIES (-iz)J, a nightgown or

nightshirt: a diminutive.

ni-gres-cence (m-gres'*ns) , n. [< nigrescent], 1. the

process of becoming black. 2. blackness, especially
of the skin, hair, or eyes.

mgres-cent (ni-gres''nt), adj. [L. nigrescens, ppr. of

nigrescere, to grow black < mger, black] becoming
or tending to become black.

n|&-ri'fy (nig'ro-fi'). v.t. [NIGRIFIED (~ffdO NIGRIFYING!,

pET. nignficare < niger, black + facere, to make],
to make black.

nig-ri-tude (nig'ra-tdod', nig'rQ-tud'), n. [L. nigritudo
< niger, black], 1. blackness. 2. something black.

Jni-hil (na'hil), n. [L., contr. < nikilum < *nekilum;
ne-, not + hilum, little thing, trifle], 1. nothing.
2, a thing of slight value or importance; a mere nothing.
nihilism (nl'9-liz/m), n. [< L. nihit (see NraiL); +
-ism], 1. in philosophy, a) the denial of the existence
of any basis for knowledge or truth. 6) the general
rejection of customary beliefs in morality, religion*
etc. : also ethical nihilism. 2. in politics, a) the doctrine
that all social, political, and economic institutions
must be completely destroyed in order to make way
for new institutions; specifically, b) [N-J, a movement
in Russia (c. 1860-1917) which advocated such revolu-

tionary reform and attempted to carry it out through
the use of some terrorism and assassination; hence,
3. loosely, any violent revolutionary movement in-

volving some use of terrorism. ,

* <h

ni-hil-ist (ni'9-list), n. 1. an advocate of atoy form
of philosophical or political nihilism. 2. [N-J, for-

merly, any adherent of Nihilism,
ni-hiMS'tic (m'a-lis'tik), adji of or chaiactacMa' of
nihilism or nihilists. , \

nl'hiM-ty (m-hil'a-ti), n. [ML. nihilitas], nottoingnew^
Ni-hon (ne'hon'), n. Japan: original Japanese native;

Ni-i-ga ta (ne'e-ga't), n. a city on ti^e western tootett

of Honshu, Japan: pop., 151,000.
NM-ha-u (ne'e-M'oo), n. one of the Hife^ian Islands,
west of K.auai: area, 72 sq. rni.;

NI-j!n8ky Vas-lav (vas-laF ni

jin'ski), 1S90-1950; Russian ballet

Nij me-gen (ni'ma-gon; D. nf'mS-
the eastern Netherlands; pop., 107,0
called Nyimregen.

!l

Ni-ke (ni'kS), n. [Gr, Nite], in Greek mythology, t tibo

wingea goaaess of victory: identified by tie I&onv
ans with Victoria* 2. the goddess Athena as giver
of victory. 3. a United States Army guided missile

launched from the ground, capable of automatically
steering a course to strike attacking enemy aircraft.

Ni-ko-laev (ne'kft-la'yef), n. a city in the Ukrainian
S.S.R., on the Bug River: pop., 167,000: formerly
called Vernoleninsk.
nil (nil), n. [L. t contr. of nihil; see NIHIL], nothing.
Jnil de-spe-ran-dum (ml des'pa-ran'dam), [L.], nothing
should be despaired of; never despair.

Nile (nil) , n. a river in eastern Africa, flowing through
Egypt into the Mediterranean: length, 4,000 mi,

Nile-green (nil'gren'), adj. of Nile green.
Nile green, yellowish green.

nil-gal, nilghai (nil'gf), n. [pi NILGAIS, NILGHAIS
(-giz), NILGAI, NILGHAI; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Hind.
& Per. nilgaw, lit., blue cow < Per. nil, blue + g&w,

cow], any of a group of large, slate-blue antelopes of

India: also nylghai, nylghau.
nil-gau, nil-ghau (nil'g6), n. [pi. NILGAUS, NILGHAUS
(-gdz), NILGAU, NILGHAU; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], a nilgai.

nill (nil), v.t. & v.L [ME. nille; AS. nylle, nelle (1st

pers. sing., pres. indie.) < ne, not -f~ wille t to willL

[Archaic], not to will (something); refuse: as, will I

nill I: see also willy-nilly.
Jnil ni-si bo-num (nil m'sl bo'nam), [L.j, nothing but
good: see de mortuis nil nisi bonum.
Ni-lom-e-ter (ni-lom'a-tgr), n. [Gr. Neilometrion <
Neilos, the Nile + metron, measure], an instrument
for measuring the rise of the Nile during flood time:
it consists of a graduated pillar with a water chamber.
NMot-ic (nl-lot'ik), adj. [L. Niloticus; Gr. NeilQtikos <
Neilos, the Nile], 1. of the Nile or the Nile Valley.
2. designating or of the Sudanese Negroes who live

in the valley of the White Nile.

NMus (m'hs), n. the Nile: the Roman name.
nim (nim), v.t. [NAM (nam, nam) or NIMMED (nimd),
NOMEN (no'man) or NOME (nom), NIMMING], [ME.
nimen; AS. niman; akin to G. nehmen, to take],
[Obs.J, 1. to take. 2. to steal; filch.

nimble (nim'b'l), adj. [NIMBLER (-bier), NIMBLEST
(-blist)], [with intrusive -6- (cf. THIMBLE) < ME.
nimmd; AS. numol < niman, to take, seize (cf. NIM) ;

basic sense "capable of taking," etc.], 1. mentally
quick; quick-witted; alert: as, a nimble xnind. 2. show-
ing mental quickness: as, a nimble reply. 3. moving or

acting quickly and lightly. 5KV. see agile.

nim-bly (nim'bli), adv. in a nimble manner; agilely,
nim-bo-stra-tus (nim'bo-stra'tQs) , n. [nimbo* (< L.

nimbus, black rain cloud; see NIMBUS) + stratus), a

low, gray cloud layer that covers the sky and brings
rain or snow.
nimbus (nim'bQs), n. [pi. NIMBUSES (4z), NIMBI (-b!)],

[L., violent rain, black rain cloud, nimbus; IE. base
*enebh-, *nebh-, *embh~, moist, water, vapor, seen also
in L. nebula (cf. NEBULA)], 1. a bright cloud supposedly
surrounding gods or goddesses when they appeared
on earth; hence, 2. an aura of splendor about any
person or thing. 3. a halo or bright disk surrounding
the heads of divinities, saints, and sovereigns on
pictures, medals, etc. 4. a nimbo-stratus.
Nimes (nem), n. a city in southern Prance: pop.,
104,000 (1946).

ni-mi-e-ty (ni-mi's-ti), n. [L. nimietas < nimius, adj.,

nimis, adv., too much], excess; redundancy.
nint'i-ny-pini'i'ny (nim'9-ni-pim'a-ni), adj. [imitative
of mincing speech], fussily dainty or refined; mincing,

Nim'itz. Chester William (nim'its), 1885- ; American
admiral in command of united States Pacific fleet,

World War II.

In'im-porte (naw'portO, [Fr.], it doesn't matter.
Nim-rod (nim'rod), n. [Meo. nimrddh], L in the Bible,
the son of Cush, referred to as a mighty hunter:
Gem. 10:8-9; hence f 2. a hunter.

nin-corn poop (nin'ksm-p^ap'f mr/k^m-pd'op'), n *

[earlier alo mcompoop; earlV forms disprove deriv. <
non compos men$$; t < Nick -f D. tyocp, a fool (so

Weekley)), a stupii silly person; fool; simpleton.
nine (nra), adj. [MB. nyen t etc.; AS. nigon; indirectly
akin to G. n&tm; IB. venewvn, etc., nine, seen al^o in

L. novem, nine (cf. NOVEMBER), nonust ninth (cf.

NOON); IE. form < extension of base *newo-, new
(cf. NEW), indicating a new* division of thte nttmeral

system commencing wi1& 9], tcyfealthg one more ttian

eight, n. 1. the cardinal number between eight and
^ 9; IX 2. any group of nine #e*sonf or;

" *

all team* & & plating <

*

and nine spots of its i

Muses. ;
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nineteen
993 nitric acid

nine teen (nin'tenO, */ [AS. nigontyne; see NINE &
-TEEN], nine more than ten. n. the cardinal number
between eighteen and twenty; 19: XIX.
nineteenth (mn'tenth') , adj. [ME. nyntenthe; AS.
nigonteotha; see NINE & TENTH], 1 . preceded by eighteen
others in a series; 19th. 2. designating any of the
nineteen equal parts of something, n. 1. the one
following the eighteenth. 2. any of the nineteen equal
parts of something; 1/19.
nineteenth hole, [Colloq.], any place, such as the
locker room or bar of a clubhouse, where golfers meet
for drinks and conviviality after playing a round of

tnne-ti-eth (nin'ti-ith), adj. [ME. nyntithe; see NINETY
& -TH], 1. preceded by eighty-nine others in a series;
90th. 2. designating any of the ninety equal parts
of something, n. 1 . the one following the eighty-ninth.
2. any of the ninety equal parts of something; 1/90.

nine-ty (mn'ti), adj. (ME. nigmty; AS. nigontig; see
NINE & -TY (tens)], nine times ten. n. \pL NINETIES
(-tiz)], the cardinal number between eighty-nine and
ninety-one; 90; XC (or LXXXX).
the nineties, the years from ninety through ninety-
nine (of a century or a person's age).

Nin-e-yeh (nin's-va), n. a city in ancient Assyria, on
the Tigris, near modem Mosul: Latin name, Ninus.
Ning-po (nir/po'), n. a city in Chekiang province,
China: pop., 219,000.

Ning-sia (nir/sya'), n. 1. a province of Inner Mongolia:
area, 112,831 sq. mi.; pop., 1,023,000. 2. its capital:
pop,, 20,000.

nin-ny (nin'i), n. [pi. NINNIES (-iz)], [prob. by syllabic
merging and contr. of an innocent], a fool; dolt.
ninth (ninth), adj. [ME. ninthe; AS. nigonthe; see
NINE &, -TH], 1. preceded by eight others in a series;
9th. 2. designating any of the nine equal parts of

something, n. 1. the one following the eighth.
2. any of the nine equal parts of something; 1/9. 3. in
music, a) an interval in pitch of an octave and a
second, b) the tone at the upper limit of such an interval.

c) the combination of this tone and of the tone at the
lower limit of such an interval, written or sounded
together.
ninth chord, in music, a chord consisting of the third,
fifth, seventh, and ninth above the root.

ninth-ly (nmth'H), adv. in the ninth place.
Ni-nus (ni'nss), n. Nineveh; the Latin name.
Nio-be (ni'o-bi), n. [L. Nioba, Niobe: Gr. Niobe], in
Greek mythology, a mother whose children were slain

by Artemis and Apollo when she boastfully compared
herself to their nwther, Leto: the weeping Niobe was
changed by Zeus into a stone from which tears con-
tinued to flow.
Ni-o-be-an (ni'a-be'an), adj. of or like Niobe.
ni-o-bi-um (m-o'bi-om), n. [Mod. L. < L. Niobe,
Niobe, daughter of Tantalus: from association with
tantalum; see TANTALUM], a rare metallic chemical
element with properties hke those of tantalum: sym-
bol, Nb; at. wt., 92,91; at. no., 41: formerly also
called columbium.

Nl-o-brar*a (niVbrar's), n. a river in eastern Wyoming
and northern Nebraska, flowing eastward into the
Missouri: length, 450 mi.

,

Nip (nip), n. & adj. [Slang], Nipponese; Japanese:
usually contemptuous,
nip (nip), v.t. [NIPPED (nipt), NIPPING], [ME. nippen;
prob, < MLG. nippen or ON. hnippa; akin to nib-

m nibble; IE. base *gneib~ < *qen-, to scratch, rub],
1. to catch, pinch, or squeeze between two surfaces,

points, or edges; tmch; bite. 2. to sever (shoots, etc.)

fey pinching or cupping with a tool. 3. to check the
growth or development of. 4. to have a painful or

injurious effect on: said of cold, as, frost nipped the

plants 5. (Slang}, a) to snatch. 6) to steal. IM.

L to give a nip or nips* 2. Jpritish Colloq.], to move
quickly or nimbty (with of, away, along^ etc.). n.

1. the act of nipping; pinch; bite. 2. a piece nipped
off; small bit. 3. a stinging quality, as in cold or

frosty air. 4 stinging cold,; frost, 5. a stinging rer

mark. 6 a tang in caeese.

nip and tuck, so dose, even, or critical as to leave the
outcome in doubt; keckm& seek.

nip in the bud, to check (something) at the start.

nip foip), n. [prob. Router. < nipperkm < D. nippert/e,
fOT Iteors < base of) nippen, to sip,--""*- - '

%.*. A tuf.

nip-per (mp'er), n. 1. anything that nips, or pinches.
2. pi. any of various tools for grasping or severing wire,
etc., as pliers, pincers, or forceps. 3. any of certain

organs of animals, used in biting, grasping, holding,
'fically, a} an incisor tooth of a horse, b) the
claw of a crab. 4. [British. Colloq.], a small
tf. [Slang], a) handcuffs, b) leg irons,

'nip'irj), adj. 1. that nips, or pinches. 2.

, biting: nippy. 3. sarcastic.

nip-pie (nip'l), n. [earlier neble; prob. dim. of neb],
1. the small protuberance on a breast or udder,
through which the milk passes in suckling the young;
teat; pap: it is rudimentary in the male. 2. a rubber
cap with a^teatlike part, for a baby's feeding bottle.
3. any projection, part, or thing resembling a nipple
in shape or function; specifically, a) a threaded piece
of pipe at the end of a water line, to which is fastened
a nozzle, faucet, etc. &) a short piece of pipe with both
ends threaded, c) a small projection on glass or metal.
Nip-pon (nip'on, ni-pon')f n. Japan: Japanese name.
Nip-pon-ese (nip'a-nez'), adj. & n. frZ. NIPPONESE],
[< Nippon], Japanese.

Nip-pur (ni-poorO, n. a city in ancient Mesopotamia.
nip-i>y (nip'i), adj. [NIPPIER (-i-er), NIPPIEST (-i-ist)],
1. nipping or tending to nip, or pinch; sharp; biting.
2. [British Colloq.], quick; active; nimble.
NIRA, N.I.R.A., National Industrial Recovery Act.
nir-va-na (neV-van's, nir-va'na), n. [Sans, nirvana <
niruaS,, to blow], 1. in Hinduism, a blowing out, or
extinction, of the flame of life: reunion with Brahma.
2. in Buddhism, the state of perfect blessedness achieved
by the extinction of individual existence and by the
absorption of the soul into the supreme spirit, or by
the extinction of all desires and passions.

Ni-san (ni'san, nis'sn; Heb. ni-san') n. [Heb. nis8n}+
the seventh month of the Jewish year: see Jewish
calendar.

ni-sei (ne'sa'), n. [pi. NISEI, NISEIS (-site')], [Japan.,
lit., second generation], [also N-], a native American
citizen born of immigrant Japanese parents and
educated in the United States: distinguished from
issei, kibei.

Ni-aha-pur (ne'sha-poor', ne'sha-boorO , n. a town in
northeastern Iran: birthplace of Omar Khayyam.

ni-sl (ni'si), con/. [L.], unless: used in law after decree,
order, etc. to indicate that it shall take permanent
effect at a specified time unless cause is shown why
it should not, or unless it is changed by further pro-
ceedings,

nisi pri-us (pri'ss), [L,, unless before: used oiig. in a
writ directing a sheriff to summon a jury to West-
minster on a certain date "unless before that date
the trial had been held in his own county], in, law,
a civil action tried in a court of record before a judge
and jury: abbreviated N.P., n.p.

Nis sen hut (nis''n), [after P. N. Nissen (}87l- ),
engineer in the Canadian Army], a prefabricated
shelter of corrugated metal shaped like a

f cylinder
cut vertically in two and resting onL its flat' surface:
it was first used by the British Army in "Woxl4 War II :

see also Quonset hut.
NiS'tru (ne'stroo), n. the Dnestr: the Romanian name.
ni-sus (nl'sas), n. [pi. NISUS], [L. < nisus, pp. of niti,

to strive], effort;- endeavor; impulse; striving.
nit (nit), n. [MB. nitte, neie; AS, hnUu; akin to O.
nisse, niss; IB. base *qpnid~, *qnid~, etc., louse, nit;

prob. < *ff-, to scratch), 1. the egg of a louse or
similar insect. 2. the young insect.

ni-ter (nl'ter), n. [Pr. nitre; L. nitrum; Gr. nitron,
native soda, natron; Heb. nether; prob. < Egypt.'" ' "'

sajt found1. potassium nitrate, a crystalline
in nature and used as a preservative, in making gun-
powder, etc. ; saltpeter. 2. sodium nitrate, a crystalline

salt, used as a fertilizer, etc.; Chile saltpeter. Also

spelled nitre.
Nl-te-roi (ne'te-roiO, n- Nictheroy.
ni-ton (ni'ton), n. [Mod. L. < L. nitere, to shine; +
-on as in argon}* radon, a radioactive chemical element:

symbol, Nt: former name.
nitT-, nitro-.
nitrate (nf'trat, ni'trit), n. [< nitre 4- -ate; cf. Fr.

nitrate], 1. a salt or ester of nitric acid. 2. potassium
nitrate or sodium nitrate, used as a fertilizer, v.t.

[NITRATED (-id), NITRATING], to treat or combine with
. nitric acid or a nitrate; make into a nitrate.

nitra-tlon (na-trS'shan) , n. the process of nitrating;
especially, the introduction of the NO* group into an
organic compound.

ni-tre (ni'tgr), * niter.

Ul-tfic Oaiftrpc), adj. [Fr. nitrique; see NITR.O- &
-icjj

L of or containing nitrogen. 2. designating or of

pounds in which nitrogen has a higher valenq?
, in tfee ^corresponding nitrous compounds.

. acid; a cotoflesa, .fuming acid. HNOa, that,la

dy'corrfjswe: it, is prepared by the action
oC'ft^



nitric bacteria 994 nob
furic acid on nitrates and by the oxidation of am-
monia: also called aqua fortis.
nitric bacteria, see nitrobacteria.
nitric oxide, a colorless gas, NO, prepared by the
action of nitric acid on copper, etc.

ni'trid (m'trid), n. a nitride.

ni-tride (ni'tnd, ni'trid), n. [nitr- -f -ide}, a compound
of nitrogen with a more positive element, as phospho-
rus, boron, or a metal.

ni-tri'fi-ca-tion (ni'trs-fi-ka'shan) , n. a nitrifying.
ni-tri-fi-er (ni'trQ-fi'er), n. anything that nitrifies;

especially, soil bacteria that oxidize ammonium salts

into nitrites and nitrates.

ni-tri-fy (m'tra-fi') , * [NITRIFIED (-fid') NITRIFYING],
[Fr. nitrifier; see NITER & -FY], 1. to combine with

nitrogen or nitrogen compounds. 2. to impregnate
(soil, etc.) with nitrates. 3. to cause the oxidation of

(ammonium salts, etc ) to nitrites and nitrates, as by
the action of soil bacteria, etc.

ni-tril (ni'tril), n. a nitrile.

ni-trile (ni'tril m'trel, ni'tril), n. [< nitrogen + -He,
n. suffix used in chem.], an organic cyanide of an
alkyl group, yielding the corresponding acid and
ammonia on hydrolysis.

ni-trite (ni'trlt), n. [nitr- + -ite; cf. Fr. nitrite], a salt

or ester of nitrous acid.
ni-tro (m'tro), adj. [see NITRO-], 1. designating certain

compounds containing nitrogen and produced by the
action of nitric or nitrous acid. 2. designating the
NO 2 radical or compounds in which one or more NOs
radicals have replaced atoms of hydrogen.

ni'tro- (m'tro, nl'tra), [< L. nitrum; Gr. nitron; see

NITER], a combining form used to indicate: 1. the

presence of nitrogen^ compounds made by the action of
nitric or nitrous acid ana other substances, as in nitro-

cellulose. 2, the presence ^
of the NOi radical, as in

nitrobenzene. 3. niter, as in nitrobacteria. Also, before
a vowel, nitr-.

ni*tTO"bac-teri-a (m'tro-bak-teY'i-a) , n.pl. [Mod. L.;
nitro- 4- bacteria], bacteria in the soil that oxidize
ammonia compounds into nitrites (nitrous bacteria],
or nitrites into nitrates (nitric bacteria).

nl-tro-ben-zene (ni'tra-ben'zen), n. a poisonous yellow
liquid, CeH&NOs, prepared by treating benzene with
nitric acid, used in making dyes, perfumes, etc.

ni-tro*ceHu-lose, ni-tro-cel-lu-lose (m'tra-sel'yoo-
los') n. an amorphous yellow substance obtained by
treating cellulose in the form of cotton or wood fiber
with nitric acid, used in making explosives, photo-
graphic films, lacquers, etc.

;
cellulose nitrate.

ni-tro-chlo-ro-form (m'tra-klor'a-f^rm', m'tra-klo'rs-
f6rm'), n. chloropicrm.

ni-tro-gen (m'tra-jon) , n. [Pr. nitrogtne; see NITRO- &
-GEN], a colorless, tasteless, odorless gaseous chemical
element forming nearly four fifths of the atmosphere:
it is a component of all living things: symbol N;
at. wt., 14.008; at. no., 7.

nitrogen cycle, the
t
cycle of processes by which at-

mospheric nitrogen is converted by natural agencies
into compounds used by plants and animals in the
formation of proteins, and is eventually returned to
its original state.

nitrogen fixation, 1. the conversion of atmospheric
nitrogen into nitrates by soil bacteria (nitrogen fixers) ,

found in the nodules of certain legumes. 2. the con-
version of free nitrogen into nitrogenous compounds of
commercial value by any of various processes.

ni-tro-gen-fix-ing (m'trs-jan-fik'sirj), adj. capable of

nitrogen fixation: said of nitrobacteria, etc.
ni trogenlze (m-troj'a-niz', ni'trs-jan-iz') f v.L [NI-
TROGENIZED (-mzd', rlzd'), NiTROGENiziNGJ, to com-
bine or impregnate with nitrogen or its compounds.

ni-trog-e-nous (ni-troj'9-nss) , adj. of or containing
nitrogen or nitrogen compounds.

ni-tro-glyc-er-in, ni-tro<glyc-er-ine (m'trg-glis'gr-m) ,

n. a thick, pale-yellow, explosive oil, CaHsCNOa)*,
prepared by treating glycerin with a mixture of nitric
and ^sulfuric acids; glyceryl trinitrate: it is used in
medicine and as an ingredient of dynamite.

ni-tro;hy-dro-chlor-ic acid (m'trs-hi'dra-kldr'ik, m'-
tra-hrdra-klo'rik) , a mixture of one part of concen-
trated nitric acid with three parts of concentrated
hydrochloric acid, used as a solvent for gold and
platinum: also called aqua regia.

ni-troMc (m-trol'ik), adj. [< nuro- .4-
-ol + -ic], desig-

nating or of any ot a series of acids formed by the
action of nitrous acid on nitroparaffin and containing
the CHa-NOs group.

ni-trom-e-ter (m-tron/s-ter) , n* [nitro* -f- -meter], an
apparatus for measuring the amount of nitrogen, or
certain of its compounds, in a substance.

nl-trO'par'af-fin (m'tra-par'a-fin), n. a nitrogen com-
pound derived from any member of the metharie, or
paraffin, series of hydrocarbons and containing an
NO* group in place of one of the hydrogen atoms
normally present in the hydrocarbon.

itj-tros-aitvln (m'trds-am/m)* n. a Eitrosamine.
ni'tr08-a*mlne (ni'trSs-a-men', nf1a?5*sm%) n. [<
nttro&o- + amine], any of a aeries of organic compounds

and containing the divalent

designating

G. nicht,

derived from amines
-N-NO radical.

ni-tro-so (ni-tro'so), adj. [see NITROSO-]
or containing the NO radical, or group.

ni-tro-so- (ni-tro'so, m-tro'sa), [< L. nitrosus, full of
natron < nitrum; see NITER], a combining form used
to indicate the presence of the NO radical.

ni-tro-syl (ni-tro'sil, m'tra-seV, ni'tra-sil'), n. [< ni-
troso- 4" -yl], the nitroso radical, or group.

ni-trous (ni'tras), adj. [L. nitrosus; see NITRO- & -ous],
1. of, like, or containing niter. 2. designating or of

compounds in which nitrogen has a lower valence than
in the corresponding nitric compounds.

nitrous acid, an acid, HNO 2 , known only in solution:
it forms salts called nitrites.

nitrous bacteria, see nitrobacteria.
nitrous oxide, a colorless gas, NaO, used as an anes-
thetic: also called laughing gas.

nit-ty (nit'i), adj. full of nits.

nit-wit (nit'wif), " [nit (< G. dial, foi

not) or nit (louse) -f- wit], a stupid person.
Ni-u-e (ne-oo'a), n. an island in the South Pacific, east
of Tonga, belonging to New Zealand: area, 100 sq.
mi.: also called Savage Island.

ni-val (ni'v'l), adj. [L. nivalis < nix, nivis, snow], of,

or growing under, snow.
niv-e-ous (mv'i-as), adj. [L. nneus, snowy < nix, nivis,

snow], snowy; snowlike.
Ni-ver-nais (ne'var'ne') , n. a former province of central
France.

JNi-ydse (ne'vo7/), x
n. [Fr. < L. niwsus, snowy < nix,

nivis, snow; cf. NEVEJ, the fourth month (December
21-January 19) of the French Revolutionary Calendar.

nix (niks), n. [pi. NIXES (-iz); G. NIXE (nik'sa)], [G,
nix, masc., nixe, fern.; OHG. nihhus, sea beast, nic-
chussa, water sprite, goblin; akin to AS. nicor, water
sprite, ON. nykr, fabulous water-being < Gmc. *nik~,
*nikwu<>-, water spirit; IE. base *neigw- t to wash], in
Germanic mythology, a water sprite or water fairy, usu-
ally srnall and of human or partly human form.

nix (niks), adv. [G. nichts], [Slang:], 1. nothing, 2. no.
3. not at all. interj. an exclamation meaning: 1. stop!
2. I forbid, refuse, disagree, etc.

nixie (nik'si), n. [G. nixe], a female nix.

Nixon, Richard M. (nik's'n), 1913- ; vice-president of
the United States (1953- ) .

Ni-zam (ni-zam/, m-zam'), n. [Hind. & Per. nizam; Ar.
nizam, to order, arrange < na$ama, to govern]*, 1. the
title of the native ruler in Hyderabad, India. 2. [n-],

[pL NIZAM], a soldier in the Turkish regular army.
Nizh-ni Nov-go-rod (nezh'ni n6Vg$-ro"t) , Gorki, a city
in the central European U.S.S.R.: the former name,

N.J., New Jersey,
Njord (nyerd), n. Njorth.
Njorth (ny6rth), n. [ON. Njdrthr], in Norse mythology,
a Vanir, the father of Frey and Freya.
NKVD, N.K.V.D., [first letters of Russ, Narodnii
Kommissariat Vnutrennikh 'Del, people's commissariat
of internal affairs], the MVD (from 1934 to 1946).

NL., NX., New
t
latin (Modern Latin).

n.l., 1. in printing, new line. _2. non licit, [L.] it is

not lawful. 3. non liquet, [L.j, it is not clear.

N. Lat., N. lat., north latitude.

NLRB, N.L.R.B., National Labor Relations Board.
N.M., New Mexico: also N. Mex,
N.M.U., NMU, National Maritime Union.
NNE, N.N.E., n.n.e., north-northeast.
NNW, N.N.W., n.n.w., north-northwest.
no (no), adv. [ME.; AS. wet < ne a, lit., not ever (see
AYE, ever)], 1. [Scot, or Rare], not: as, whether or no.
2. not in any degree; not at all; as, he is no worse.
3. nay; not so: the opposite of yes, used to deny,
refuse, or disagree, adj. [ME., form of non, none (cf.

NONE) used only before a consonant; AS. nan < ne
an, lit., not one (cf. ONE)], not any; not a; not one:
as, he is no fool, n. [PL NOBS (noz)], 1. an utterance
of no? refusal or denial. 2. a negative vote or a person
voting in the negative;
no (no), n. [pi. NO], [Japan, no], a type of Japanese
play with a highly stylised plot, almost no stage
accessories, elaborate costuming, and much singing
and dancing: also iw>-$aku* njofi.

No, in chemistry, riobelium.
No., 1. Noah, 2. north, 3, northern.
No., no., 1. number. 2. nwmevo, PU} by number.
No-achl-an (n5-f'ki-0n) adf/. L of Noah or bis
time; hence, 2. ancient: antkitie,

No-acn-ic (nd-ak'ik), adh Nowhiw.
No ach i cal (n5ak'i-k*t) ? adf*

' Noachiaa*
No-ah (no'a), [Heb. npaft, lit.*, rest* comfort), a
name. n. in the Bible? tta mtiiwsh ooim
God to build the ark om *fam he to fanuly, a
of every kind of <?reatmWv;^^w^ 4to P|oip4i
5:2S-10. Abbiwiatdd Mra*,:.,^",; -,>

'

t / /

nob (nob), n. [later fontn ol ^o&i 1, 4 kjjwa&.'

[SlaaigrJ, the head* 3. i
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nob (nob), n. f? contr. < nabob; cf. NIBS], [Slang], a
person of wealth and high social status.

no-ball (no'bdl'), n. in cricket, a ball that has not been
bowled in the manner specified by the rules.

nob*ble (nob'l), v.t. [NOBBLED (-'Id), NOBBLING],
[? freq. of nab], [British Slang], 1. to disable or harm
(a horse) tb keep it from winning a race, as by drugging,
etc. 2. a) to win (a race or other contest) by bribery
or other underhand methods, b) to win over by bribery.
3. to cheat; steal; swindle; bribe.

nob-by (nob'i), adj. [NOBBIER (-i-er), NOBBIEST (-i-ist)],

[< nob (wealthy person)], [Slang], 1. of or for nobs;
stylish; fashionable. 2. excellent; first-rate.

No-bel, Al-fred Bern-hard fal'fred bar'nard no-bel'),
1833-1896; Swedish industrialist, philanthropist, and
inventor of dynamite; established Nobel prizes.
no-bel-i-um (no-bel'i-sm) , n. [after Nobel Institute in

Stockholm, where discovered], a radioactive chemical
element produced by the nuclear bombardment of

curium: symbol, No; at. wt., 255(?); at. no., 102.

Nobel prizes, the five annual prizes amounting to nearly
$40,000 eacn, given by the Nobel Foundation for

distinction in physics, chemistry, medicine, and
literature, and for the promotion of peace.

no-bil'i-ar-y (no-bil'i-er'i, no-bil'yer-i), adj. [Pr, o-

biliarie; see NOBLE & -ARY], of nobles or nobility.

no-bll-i-ty (no-bil'a-ti), n. \$l. NOBILITIES .(-tiz)], [ME.
nobylyte; OFr. noblete, nobilite; L. nobilitas], 1. the

quality or state of being noble. 2. high station or
rank in society, especially when accompanied by a
title. 3. the class of people of noble rank; in Great
Britain, the peerage (usually with the).

no-ble (no'b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. nobilis, lit., well-

known < base of (g)noscere, to know; see KNOW],
1, famous, illustrious, or renowned; haying eminence,

dignity, fame, etc. 2. having or snowing high moral

qualities or ideals; characterized by or characteristic

of greatness of character; lofty.
3. having excellent

qualities. 4. grand; stately; splendid; magnificent: as,

a noble view. 5. of nigh rank, title, or birth; of ancient

lineage; aristocratic. 6. not corroding or deteriorating

rapidly; precious; pure: said of metals, especially gold,
silver, etc.: distinguished from base, n. 1. a person
having hereditary rank or title; nobleman; peer. 2. a
former gold coin of England, equal (until 1461) to

6 shillings, 8 pence. 3. [Slang], a leader of men hired

to break a strike.

noble fir, a variety of very large fir that grows in the
western United States.
no ble-man (no'bl-rnan), n. [pi, NOBLEMEN (-man)], a
member of the nobility; peer; titled person.

no-blesse (no-bles'), n. [ME. noblesse, noblesce; OFr.
noblesce, noblece; ML. nobilitia], 1. noble birth or

status. 2. the nobility; aristocrats collectively.

Jnoblesse oblige (nobles' S'blezh'; Eng. no-bles'

6-blezh'), [Fr. f Tit., nobility obliges], people of high
birth or social position should behave nobly toward
others: said sometimes of the rich in regard to charity.

no-ble-wom-an (no'bl-woom'an), n* [pi. NOBLEWOMEN
(-wim'in)L a woman member of the nobility; peeress.

nO'bly (nS'bH), adv. 1. with noble courage or spirit;

gallantly. 2. a) idealistically; loftily. &) excellently;

splendidly. 3. of titled birth; of the peerage.

nO'bod-y (no'booVi, nS'bod'i), pron. not any person;
not anybody; no one. n. [pL ^BODIES (-fo)], a person
of no influence, authority, or importance.

no-cent (no's'nt), adj. [Late ME. < L. nocem, ppr.
of nocere, to harm], fObs. or Rare}* 1. causing harm or

injury; hurtful. 2, guilty.
nO'Ci-*!8-8O*ci'a-tion (no'si-9-so'si-a*sh9n f

no SI
:
Q-SO -

shi-a'shan), n, [< L. nocere, to hurt; + association], a

discharge of nervous energy as the result of trauma
or pain, manifested as shock or profound exhaustion.
node (nok), n. [ME. nocke: prob. < ON.? cf. Sw. dial.

nofefe^Tnotclxj, 1. a notch for holding! the string at

either end of a bow. 2, a similar notch in the end of

an arrow, for the insertion of the bowstring, v.tf.

l."tQ'ioekk*,a notc|i w (a bow or atoow). 2. to set

(an arrow) into the bowstring^

suffer-
lker.

btifi^iiii i

'

'

'

OTX%oi;-tam^
+ amu$arff to,

'

w^lfc; 4-

name of the family < L. noctua, night owl < wo,
noctis, night], any of a large group of moths which
fly at night, including most of those flying into lighted
houses, as the cutworm moth, dagger moth, etc.:

their larvae are very destructive, adj. of this group.
noc-tule (nok'chool), n. [Fr., after It. nottola, a bat <
L, nox, noctis, night], a variety of large brown bat of

Europe and the British Isles.

noc-turn (nok'tern), n. [ME. & OFr. nocturne^ ML.
nocturna < L. nocturnus; see NOCTURNAL], 1. in the
Orthodox Eastern & Roman Catholic churches, any of

the three divisions of the office of Matins; early

morning service between midnight and daybreak. 2.

in music, a nocturne.
noc-tur-nal (nok-tur'nl) , adj. [LL. nocturnalis < L.
nocturnus < nox, noctis, night; cf. NIGHT], 1. of the

night. 2. functioning at night; active during the

night. 3. having blossoms that open at night, as the
moonflower. 4. done or happening in the night.
nocturne (nok'tern, nok-turn7

), n. [Fr. < L. noc-

turnus,' see NOCTURNAL], 1. in art, a painting of a
night scene. 2. in music, a composition^of a romantic
or dreamy character thought appropriate to night.
noc-u ous (nok'u-ss), adj. [L. nocuus < nocere, to do
hurt to], harmful; poisonous; noxious.
nod (nod), v.i. [NODDED (-id), NODDING], [ME. nodden,
prob. in basic sense "to shake the head ; akin to G.
notten, to move about, OHG. hnotdn, to shake (also
AS. hnossian, to knock) ; IE. *qeneudh < base *qen- t

to scratch, rub, etc. (cf. NAP, NIP)], 1. to bend the
head forward slightly and raise it again quickly, as
a sign of agreement, greeting, command, acknowledg-
ment, or invitation. 2. to say "yes" by doing this^

3. to allow the head to fall forward involuntarily
because of drowsiness; be very sleepy; hence, 4. to
be inattentive; be careless; make a slip: as, even
Homer nods. 5. to sway back and forth or up and
down, as the tops of trees, flowers, plumes, etc. vt.
1. to bend (the head) forward slightly and raise it

again quickly. 2. to signify (assent, approval, agree-
ment, etc.) by doing this. n. 1. a nodding, as of the

head, treetops, etc. 2. a sign of affirmation, assent,
etc. : as, he gave my plans the nod. 3. [N-], the imagin-
ary realm of sleep and dreams: usually land of Nod.
nod-al (no'd'l), adj. of or like a node or nodes.
nod-der (nod'eV), n. a person or thing that nods.
nod-ding acquaintance (nod'irj), 1. a slight, not
intimate, acquaintance with a person or thing. 2. a
person whom one knows slightly.

nod-die (nod''!), n. [ME. nodle; prob. extension of
earlier nolle, influenced by nodden, to nod], [Cotloq.],
the head; pate: a humorous term.
noddy (nod'i), n. [pi. NODDIES (-iz)J, [? < nod], 1. a
fool; simpleton. 2. any of several kinds of tame tropi-
cal sea birds, easily caught and so considered, stupid.
node (nod), n. [L. nodus; cf. KNOT], 1. a dilemma or

complication, as of a story
or play. 2. a knot; knob;
sw&in?. 3, a point of qon-
centration; central point.
4. in anatomy, a protuber-
ance: knotty, localized

swelling. 5. in astronomy,

a) either point at which
the orbit of a planet inter- N f nodes formed when vi-

sects the apparent patH of brating string is stopped
the sun. b) either point at at intervals along its

' wkicji the orbit of a satellite length; L, lopps between
intersects the plane of the nodes
orbit of its planet. <J. in

botany, that part of a stem from which a leaf starts to

grow; joint of a stem, 7. in geometry, the point where a
continuous curve crosses or meets itself. 8. in physics,
the point, line, or surface of a vibrating object, as a

string, whete there is comparatively no vibration.
nod-i-cal (nod'i-kl, no'di-k'l), adj. in astronomy, of

the nodes. , ,',-.
no-dose (no'dos,

1

nS-dos'), adj. [L. noaosus], having
nodes; knotty: said of toots, etc.

nO^dos-i-ty (no-tfos's-ti), n. [L. nodositas], 1. the state

or quality of fceing fuU oi nodes: knottiness or knob-
biness. 2. W. NODOSITIES (-tiz)l, a knot; knob.

^ tne form of* a nodule or nodules.
nodule (nofffSl, nodTul), n. [L. nodulus, dim. of

ta$ a 'knot}, 1. a small knot or irregular, rounded
!

2. in anatomy, a small node. 3. in botany, a
r/ Joint on a stem or root.

[no|'do4oy ? ^od'yoo-lSsO* adj. having

.'yoo-bs) , adj* nodtilose.^
L, a knot], complication;

,, as in a play or sioryv
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nominative

No-el (no'al), lOPr. Nouel, Noel, lit., natal; see NATALIE],
a masculine or feminine name.

.

no-el, no*el (no-el', no'el), n. [< Fr. nott, replacing

ME. nowd; OFr. novel, nouel < L. natalis, pertaining
to birth, a birthday < natus, born], 1. an expression
of joy used in Christmas carols. 2. a Christmas carol.

3. [N-], Christmas. ^
no e-sis (no-e'sis), n. [Gr, ndests < noetn, to perceive

< nous, the mind], 1. comprehension by operation
of the intellect alone. 2. cognition.

no-et-ic (no-et'ik), adj. [&. w&ikos .< notsts; tee

NOESIS], 1. of, or existing or originating m, the intellect.

2. interested in intellectual activity, n. an intellectual

, n. fprob. Early Mod. Eng. form of ME.
knagge In the same sense; ? < base of knock], 1, a

wooden pin or block set in a wall, for nails, etc. 2. a

log of wood supporting a mine roof. v.t. [NOGGED
(nogd), HOGGING], 1. to build brickwork within a

frame of wood. 2. to hold or fasten with wooden

), n. f< East Anglian dial.], I. [British],

a Kind of strong ale. 2. eggnog.
o-gaku (nora'ga'koo), n. no (Japanese drama).no-gaku (nora'ga'ko, .

nog-gin (nog'in), n. forob. < nog .(ale)],
1. a small

cup or mug. 2. one fourth of a pint: a measure for

ale or liquor. 3. [Colloq.], the head.
.

nog*glnglnog
/
irj),

n. [< nog, .], [British], brick masonry
used to fill up the spaces of a wooden frame.

No-gu-chi, Hfde-yo (hi'de-yo' nq-goo'chi), 1876-1928;

Japanese bacteriologist in America.
noh (no), n. no (Japanese drama).
no-how (noliou

7
), adv. in no manner; not at all:

generally regarded as substandard.
noil (noil), n. [< SW. Yorkshire dial.; ? < Walloon

Fr.], 1. a short piece or knot of wool combed from
the long staple. 2. shreds of wool, hair, or silk.

noise (noiz), n. [ME.: OFr.; prob. < L. nausea (see

NAUSEA)], 1. a) loud shouting; clamor; din. &) any
loud, discordant, or disagreeable sound or sounds.

2. a) sound: as, the noise of the rain. V) an unexpected
or unusual sound : as, do you hear that noise? 3. [Obs.j,

bad report; rumor; scandal. 4. in radio, acoustics,

etc., any sound that interferes with the sound impulse
being communicated, v.t. [NOISED (noizd), NOISING],
to spread about (a report, rumor, etc.). v.i. l.

t
to

talk much or loudly. 2. to make noise or a noise.

SYN. noise is the general word for any loud, unmusical, or

disagreeable sound; dta refers to a loud, prolonged, deafening

sound, painful to the ears (the din of the steeple bells); uproar
applies to a loud, confused sound, as of shouting, laughing, etc.,

and connotes commotion or disturbance (his remarks threw the

audience into an uproar} ; clamor suggests loud, continued, ex-

cited shouting, as in protest or demand (the clamor of an
aroused people); hubbub implies the confused mingling of

many voices (the hubbub of a subway station) : racket refers to

a loud, clattering combination of noises regarded as annoyingly
excessive (he couldn't work for the racket next door). See also

sound. ANT. quiet.

noise-less (noizlis), adj. 1. without noise; very quiet;
silent. 2. with much less noise than is expected: as, a
noiseless streetcar, typewriter, etc. SYN* see still.

noise-mak-er (noiz'mak'e'r), n. a person or thing that
makes noise; specifically, a horn, cowbell, etc. used for

making noise in celebration, as on New Year's Eve,
nois-i-ly (noiz's-K), adv. in a noisy manner.
nois-iness (noiz'i-nis), n. the quality of being noisy.
noi-some (noi'ssm), adj. [ME. noyesum; see ANNOY &
-SOME], 1. injurious to health; noxious; harmful.
2. foul-smelling; offensive. SYN. see stinking.
noisy (noiz'i), adj. [NOISIER (-i-eY), NOISIEST (-i-ist)],

1. making, or accompanied by, noise. 2. making more
sound than is expected or customary. 3. full or noise;
clamorous; turbulent: as, the noisy city.

{no-lens volens (no'lenz volenz), [L.], unwilling (or)

willing; whether or not one wishes to; wuly-nilly.

Jno-li me tan-ge're (no'K me tan'js-ri), [L., lit., touch
me not], 1. a warning against meddling. 2. a painting
showing Jesus appearing to Marv Magdalene after
his resurrection: from the Latin form of his caution
to her: John 20:17. 3. any of several plants whose
rip.e seed cases burst when touched. 4. any of several
skin diseases characterized by ulcers.

Jnol-le pros equi (nol'i pros'i-kwi'), JL., to be un-
willing to prosecute], in low, 1. formal notice by the
prosecutor that prosecution in a criminal case will be
partly OT entirely ended. 2. similar formal notice by
the plaintiff in a civil suit. Abbreviate4 noL pros.
$m'lo con-ten-de-re (nolo kan-ten'da-rf), [L., I do
not wish to contest (it)}, in law, a plea by tae defendant
in a criminal case declaring that he will not make a
defense, but not admitting guilt: also nolo.

nol-pros (aol'pros'). v.t. [NOL-PROSSBD (-prosi/), NQL-
PROSSING), [< abbrev. of nolle prosegmL to aw^don
(all or part of a suit) by entering a nolle prosequi on
the court records.

nom., nominative.
no-ma (no'in), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. nom$t lit,, a feeding]^
a severe ulcerous condition of the mouth* oxx?urring

especially in young children, as after debilitating
disease, and usually resulting in gangrene.
no-mad (no'mad, nom'ad), n. [L. nomas; Gr. nomas,
nomados, living on pasturage < nemein, to distribute,

feed, pasture], 1. a member of a tribe, nation, or race

having no permanent home, but moving about con-

stantly in search of food, pasture, etc. 2. any person
who changes his residence frequently; wanderer, adj.

nomadic; wandering. ...... ,.,

no mad ic (no-mad'ik), adj. of, characteristic of, or like

nomads or their way of life, ~?SYN. see itinerant.

no-mad-i-caMy (no-mad'i-k'1-i, no-mad'ik-h), adv. in

a nomadic manner.
.

nomad-ism (no'mad-iz'm, nom'ad-izm), n. the state

of being nomadic.
no man's land, 1. a piece of land, usually wasteland,
to which no one has a recognized title. 2. the area

on a battlefield separating the combatants.
nom-arch (nom'ark), n. [Gr. nomarches < nomos,

province -I- archein, to rule], the governor of a nome
or nomarchy.
nomarch-y (nom'ar-ki), n. [pi. NOMARCHIES (-kiz)],

[Gr nomarchia], a province of modern Greece; nome.
nom-bles (num'b'lz), fug. [Archaic], numbles.
nom bril (nom'bril), n. [Fr., the navel, for OFr. lombrtl

< LL. *umbiliculus, dim. < L. umbilicus, navel], the

point on an escutcheon just below the true center and
above the center of the base: navel point.

Jnom de guerre (non' da g&r'), [Fr., Iit. f a war name],
a pseudonym.
nom de plume (nom' da ploom'; Fr. non' da pltim'),

[Eng. expression formed< Fr.], a pen name; pseudonym.
SYN. see pseudonym.

Nome (nom), n. a mining town near Cape Nome,
Alaska: pop., 1,560. .

nome (nom;, n. [Gr. nomos < nemein, to divide], 1. a

province of ancient Egypt. 2. a nomarchy.
Nome, Cape, a cape on Seward Peninsula, western

no-men-cla-tor (no'man-kla'ter), n. [L. < nomen (see

NOMINAL) + calator, caller, crier < pp. of calare, to

call], 1. in ancient Rome, a person who announced
the names of guests or assigned them places at dinner.

2. an announcer of names, as at a reception. 3. a

person who invents names for, or assigns them to,

things, as in scientific classification.

no-men-cla-ture (no'man-kla'cher), n. [L. nomen-
datura; see NOMBNCLATOR], the system of names used
in a branch of learning or activity, for the parts of a
mechanism or device, or by some person or group,
nom-i-nal (nom'Q-nl), adj. [ME. nominalle; L. nomi-
nalis, of a name < nomen, name; for IE. base see

NAME], 1. of, consisting of, having the nature of, or

giving a name or names. 2. of or having to do with
a noun or nouns. 3. in name only, not in fact; as, the
nominal leader, 4. very small compared to expec-
tations; slight; as, a nominal fee, n. in linguistics, a
nounlike word: nouns, adjectives, and pronouns are
called nominals: distinguished from verbal.

nom-i-nal-ism (nom'8-nl-iz
t

m) f fit [Fr. nominalisme;
see NOMINAL & -ISM], a doctrine of the late Middle
Ages that all universal or abstract terms are mere
necessities of thought or conveniences of language
and therefore exist as names only and have no realities

corresponding to them: opposed to (medieval) realism.

nom-i-nal-ist (nomVnl-ist), n. a person who believes

in nominalism, adj. nominalistic.
nonri-nal-is-tic (nom'a-n'1-is'tik), adj. of nominalism
or the nominalists.

nominally fnom'd-n'H), adv. 1. in a nominal way;
in name. 2. by name.
nominal value, stated or par value, as for a stock
certificate: distinguished from actual or market value.

nominal wages, wages stated in terms of money paid,
not in terms of purchasing power: distinguished from
real wages.
nominate (nomVnftO, v.t. [NOMINATED (4d) NOMI-
NATING], [< I/, nominatus, pj>. of nominare* to name <
nomen; see NOMINAL], 1. originally, to name, call, or

designate. 2. to name or appoint (a person) to an
office or position. 3. to name (a person) as a candidate
for election or appointment; propose for office.

nom-i-na-tion (nom'a-na'shdn), n* [ME., a naming or

calling by name; L. nommatio < pp. of nominare; see

NOMINATE], 1. the naming or appointing of a person
to an office. 2; the naining of a person as a candidate
for election or a^jpocntment to an office. 3. wie state
of being chosen or named for office, or as a candidate.
nominative (nom/i^4iy; for adj. 1 ,6? 2, usually

nom'sMaS'tiv), adjji. |MK n&menatyf; Late OFr.
nominaiif; I/. nommatmt$v belonging to ,a name ^ ]

of nominate; see Hoi^ATOf .1*
to a position or oiJG5.ce?'' 'dStwi4,".,_,-~.

2. having the name of a person on it:

will. 3. in grammar, designating or ol

subject of a finite verb and Ipe
i; wr

predicate nouns or a^eciives* apd
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word in this case. Abbreviated nom., nomin., N. r n.
nom-i-na-tor (nom'a-na'teY) , n. one who nominates.
nom-i-nee (nomVne'). n. [< nominate -j- -ee], a person
who is nominated, especially a candidate for election.
no-mism (no'miz'm), n. [< Gr. nomos, law; + -ism],
legalism in religion; basing of conduct upon adherence
to a law or holy scripture.
no-mis-tic (no-mis'tik), adj. of or based on nomism.
no-mog-ra-phy (no-mog'ra-n), n. [Gr. nomographia <
nomos, law + graphein, to write], 1. the art of drafting
laws. 2. a treatise on law or on the drafting of laws.

no-mol-o-gy (no-inol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. nomos, law; +
-logy], 1. the^ science of law and lawmaking. 2. the
branch of a science, as of psychology, that investigates
and formulates the principles governing its phenomena.

nom-o-thet-ic (nom/s-thet'ik), adj. [Gr. nomothetikos
< nomothetes, lawgiver < nomos, law + tithenai, to
make, assign], 1. giving or enacting laws. 2. based
on law. 3. of a science of general or universal laws.

nom-o*thet-i-cal (nom'a-thet'i-k'l) , adj. nomothetic.
No-mu-ra, Ki chi sa-bu ro (ke'che-sa'boo-rS' nS'moo-
ra'), 1877- ; Japanese admiral; ambassador to the
United States (1940-1941).
-nomy, [Gr. -nomia < nomos, law], a combining form
meaning the systematized knowledge of, as in astronomy.
non- (non), [< %

L. non, not], a prefix meaning not, used
to give a negative force, especially to nouns, adjectives,
and adverbs, as in nonresident: non- is less emphatic
than in- and -, which often give a word an opposite
meaning (e.g., non-American, un-American)*, a hyphen
may be used after non- and is generally used when
the base word begins with a capital letter. The list

below includes the more common compounds formed
with non- that do not have special meanings; they
will be understood if not is used before the meaning
of the base word.

non-age (non'ij, no'nij) , n. [ME. & Anglo-Fr. nounage;
OFr. nonage; see NON- & AGE], 1. in law, the state
of being xinder the lawful age for doing certain things,
as making contracts, marrying, etc.; usually, the
state of being under twenty-one. 2. the period of

immaturity; early stage.

non;a-ge-nar4-an (non'a-ji-ntr'i-an, no'nQ-ji-n&r'i-sn),
adj. [L. nonagenarius < nonageni, ninety each <
nonaginta, ninety], ninety years old, or between the
ages of ninety and one hundred, n. a person of this

age.
non-ag-gres-sion pact (non'a-gresh'an), an agreement
between two nations in which each guarantees not
to aggress against the other, usually for a specified
period of years.

non-a-gon (non'9-gon') , n. [< L. nonus, ninth + Gr.

gonia, an angle], a plane figure having nine angles
and nine sides.
nonce (nons), n. [ME, (for the) nones, formed by
syllabic merging < (for then) ones, lit., the once, in
which then (earlier than, etc.) is the dat. sing, of the
def. art.; cf. NICKNAME], the present use, occasion,
or time; time being: chiefly in for the nonce.
nonce word, a word coined and used for a single
occasion.

non-cha-lance (non'sha-lans, non'sha-lansOt n. [Fr.]t

the state or quality of being nonchalant. SYN. see

equanimity.
non-cha-lant (non'shs-lant, non'sha-lant') adj. [Pr. <
non (L. non), not + chaloir, to care for < L. calere, to be
warm or ardent], 1. without warmth or enthusiasm;
not showing interest. 2. showing cool lack of concern;
casually indifferent. - SYN. see cool.
non-com (non'kom/), n. [Colloq.], a noncommissioned
officer.

non-com-bat-ant (non-kom'ba-tant, non-kum'ba-tant),
n. 1. a civilian in wartime. 2. a member of the
armed forces whose activities do not include actual
combat, as a chaplain, adj. 1. not involving combat.
2. of noncombatants.
non-com mis-sioned officer (non'ka-mish'and), an
enlisted person in the armed forces appointed by a
proper authority to any of the ranks above private
first class and below warrant officer: abbreviated
N.C.O.: distinguished from commissioned officer.

non-com-mit'tal (non'ka-mrt/'l), ad/, not committing
one to any point of view or course of action; not
revealing one's position or purpose.

non-com-pli-ance (non'kQm-pli'ons), n. failure to
comply; refusal to yield, agree, etc.; obstinance.
{non com-poa men-tis (non kom'pQS men'tis), [L.],
in law, not of sound mind; mentally incapable of

handling one's own affairs: often non compos.
non-con due-tor (non'kan-duk'tgr), n. a substance
that does not readily transmit certain forms of energy,
as sound, heat, and, especially, electricity.

non-con-form-ist (non'lbn-fdr'mist), n. a person who
does not act in harmony with the practices and doc-
trines of an established church; especially, [N-], a
Protestant in England who is not a member of the
Anglican Church; Dissenter.

non-con-form4-ty (non'kan-fdr'ma-ti), n. 1. failure
or refusal to act in conformity with generally accepted
beliefs and practices; especially, [N-], refusal to accept
the doctrines or follow the practices of the Anglican
Church. 2. the doctrines and rites of Nonconformists.

nonabsorbent
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non-co-op-er-a-tion (non'ko-opVra'shan), n. 1.

failure to work together or act jointly; refusal to work
in unison with a person, group, or organization. 2.

refusal to perform civic duties, pay taxes, etc.: often
used to protest against a government, as by Gandhi
formerly against the British government in India.

non-de-script (non'di-script'), ad/. [< "L. non, not -f

descriptus, described], so lacking in recognizable
character or qualities as to belong to no definite class
or type; hard to classify or describe, n. a nondescript
person or thing,

non-dis-junc-tion (non'dis-jurjk'shan), n. in biology,
the failure of paired chromosomes to pass to separate
cells in mitosis.
none (nun), pron. [ME. none, non; AS. nan < nef

not + an, one; see NO & ONE], 1. no one; not anyone:
as, none but Jack can do it. 2. no persons or things;
not any: usually used with a plural verb, as, there
are none on the table, n. not any (of) ; no part ; nothing :

as, I want none of it. adv. in no way: not at all: as,
he is none the stronger for it. adj. [Obs.], not any:
used before a vowel, as, of none effect.

none the less, nevertheless; notwithstanding.
non-e-go (non-e'go, non-eg'o), n. [fL NONEGOS (-goz,

-oz)], 1. anything or everything that is not the self;

hence, 2. the external world.
non-en*ti-ty (non-en'ta-ti), n. [pi. NONENTITIES (-tiz)],
i 1. the state of not existing. 2. something without
existence. 3. a person considered of little importance;
person having little influence or individuality.
nones (nonz), n.pl. [ME. < L. nonae < nonus, ninth <
novem, nine; cf. NINE], 1. in the ancient Roman

calendar, the ninth day before the ides of a month*
the seventh of March, May, July, and October, anci
the fifth of the other months. 2. (< none, sing.; AS.
non; see NOON], in the early Christian Church, the
fifth of the seven canonical hours, coming at the
ninth hour of the day, or about 3:00 P.M. 3. the
service of this hour, now usually recited somewhat
earlier than 3:00 P.M.

non-es-sen-tial (non'i-sen'shal), adj. not essential; of
relatively no importance; unnecessary, n. a non-
essential person or thing.
none-such (nun'such')f n. 1. a person or thing un-
rivaled or unequaled; something or someone unique;
paragon. 2. a variety of apple. Also spelled nonsuch.

non-ex-ist-ence (non'ig-zis'tans), n. 1. the condition
of not existing. 2. something that does not exist.

non-fea-sance (non-fe'z'ns), n. in law, failure to do
what duty requires to be done: distinguished from
malfeasance, misfeasance.

no-nil-lion (no-nil'yan), n. [Fr. < L. nonus, ninth -f
Fr. million}^ 1. in the United States and France, the
number represented by 1 followed by 30 zeros. 2. in
Great Britain and Germany, the number represented
by 1 followed by 54 zeros, adj. amounting to one
nonillion in number.
non in due tive (non'in-duk'tiy), ad/, in electricity,
not inductive: as, a noninductive resistance.

non-in-ter ven-tion (non'in-ter-yen'shan) , n. refusal
or failure to intervene; a refraining from interference;
especially, a refraining by one nation from interference
in the affairs of another.

non-join-der (non-join'der), n. in law, the failure of

non-co-operative
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a plaintiff to include in his suit some person or cause
of action that should have been included.

non-ju-ror (non-joor'gr), n. a person who refuses to
take an oath of allegiance to his ruler or government:
specifically, [N-], any of the clergymen of the Church
of England who refused to take such an oath at the
accession of William and Mary in 1689.
non-met-al (non-met'l, non'met'l), n. any of those
elements lacking the characteristics of a metal: spe-
cifically, any of the electronegative elements (e.g ,

oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, .fluorine) whose oxides are
not basic.
nonmor-al (non-m6r'ol, non-mor'gl), adj. not con-
nected m any way with morality or ethical concepts*
not moral and not immoral; amoral.
non-ni-trog-e-nous (non'ni-troj'i-nas), adj. having no
nitrogen.
non ob-jec-tive (non'ob-jek'tiv), adj. nonrepresenta-
tional.

Jnon ob stan-te (non ob-stan'ti) f [L. < non, not +
obstans, obstantis, ppr. of obstare; see OBSTACLE: from
use in medieval legal clauses permitting (to the king)
certain actions notwithstanding statutes to the con-
trary], notwithstanding; despite (a law, decision, etc.).
nonpareili (non'pa-rel

7
), adj. [Fr.; wow, not + pareil,

equal < JUL. pariculus, dim. of par , equal], unequaled;
unrivaled; peerless, n. 1. someone or something un-
equaled or unrivaled. 2. the painted bunting. 3. [Pr.
nonpareille], in printing, a size of type between agate
and minion; 6 point. This line is in nonpareil.
non-parlous (non-par'as), adj. [non- + -porous], having
borne no children.
non par tic i pat ing (non'pgr-tisVpat'in, non'par-
tis'9-pat it)) f a<y. not participating; especially, in
insurance, not giving the right to participate in the
dividends from the profits or surplus of the company.

non-par*tisan, non-par*tizan (non-par'ta-z'n) adj.
not partisan; especially, not controlled or influenced
by, or supporting, any single political party.
non-plus ^non-plus', non'plus), n. [L. non, not

-j-

plus, more, further], a condition of perplexity in which
one is unable to go, speak, or act further. v,t. [NON-
PLUSED Or NONPLUSSED (-plust', -plust), NONPLUSING
or NONPLUSSING], to cause to be in a aonplus.
SYN. see puzzle.
Jnon poa eumua (non pos'u-mas), [LJ, we cannot:

used to signify the impossibility of doing something
specified.
non-pro duc-tive (non'pra-duk'tiv), adj. not produc-
tive; specifically, a) not resulting in the production
of the goods sought or the realization of the effects
expected: as, a nonproductive plan. 6) nt directly
related to the production of goods: as, clerks, salesmen,
etc. are nonproductive personnel.

non-prof-it (non-profit), adj. not intending or intended
to earn a profit: as, a nonprofit organization.
non-pros (non'pros'), v.t. [NON-PROSSED (-prosf), NON-
PROSSING], to enter a judgment of non proseqmtur
against (a plaintiff or his suit).
Jnon pro se qui tur (non pro-sek'wi-ter), [L. f he does
not prosecute], in law, a judgment entered against a
plaintiff who fails to appear at the court proceedings
of his suit: abbreviated non pros.
non rep re sen-ta tion-al (non'rep-ri-zen-ta'shan-'l) ,

adj. not representational; specifically, designating or
of art that does not attempt to represent in recognizable
form any object in nature; abstract; noaobjective.
non-res i-dence (non-rez's-dsns), n. the fact or con-
dition of being nonresident.

non-res-i-dent (non-rez's-dant), adj. not residing in
a specified place; especially, having one's home in
some locality other than where one works, attends
school, etc. n. La person whose permanent home
is not where he is staying. 2. a person who lives
away from the locality of his business, school, etc.
non re sist ance (non'ri-zis'tans). n. the fact of not
resisting; especially, the policy or practice of sub-
mitting to force or arbitrary authority without op-
position or retaliation.
non re sist ant (non'ri-zis'tant), adj. not resistant;
submitting to force or arbitrary authority, n. 1.
a person who believes that force and violence should
not be used to oppose arbitrary authority, however
unjust. 2. a person who refuses to use force even
to defend himself.

non-re-straint (non'ri-strantO, n. the absence of
restraint; especially, in psychiatry, the management
of psychotic persons without the use of a strait jacket
or other physical restraint.

non-re-strie-five (non'ri-strik'tiv), adj, in grammar,
designating a clause, phrase, or word felt as not
essential to the sense, or purely descriptive, and hence

non-Latin
nonlegal
nonlicensed
nonlimiting
nonliquefying
nonliquidating
nonliterary
nonliturglcal
nonlocal
nonluminoua
nonluetroua
non-Lutheran
nonmagnetic
non-Magyar
nonmaintenance
non-Malay
nonmalignant
nonmalleable
nonmarital
nonmaritlme
nonmarriageable
nonmarrying
nonmartial
nonmaterial
nonmaterialistlc
nonmaternal
nonmathematical
nonmatrimonial
nonmechanical
nonmechaniatic
nonmedicinal ,

nonmelodious
nonmember
nonmercantile
nonmetallic
nonmetaphyslcal
nonmetropolitan
nonmigratory
nonmilltfimt ,

<

nonmilitary <

nomnimetic j

nonminoral
nonministerial ,'

nonmischievoua
nonmobile

'

fll ,
,

non-Mohammedan
non-Mongolian

'

,

'

*
i\

non-Mormon
nonmortal
non-Moslem
nonmotile
nonmunicipal
nonmuscular
nonmystical
nonmythical
nonnational
nonnative
nonnatural
nonnautical
nonnaval
nonnavigable
nonnecessity

, nonnegotiable
non-Negro
nonneutral
non-Norse
nonnitrogenoua
nonnucleated
nonnutrltioua
nonnutritive
nonobedience
nonobligatory
nonobseryance
nonobservant
nonobstructive
nonoccupational
nonoccurrence
nonodorous
nonofftdfll
nonoperadve
nonoptional
nonorlental
non* Oriental
nonorthodox
nonoxidizing
nonoxygenated
nonpadfic
nonpagan
nonpalatal
nonpalatalizatlon
nonpapal
nonpapiat
nonparallel
nonparaaitic
nonparental (

nonparishioner
nonparliamentary
nonparochial
nonparticipatlon
nonpartiaanahlp
nonpaying
nonpayment
nonpensionable
nonperceptual
nonperforated
nonperformance
nonperforming
nonperiodical
nonperishing
nonpermanent
nonpermeable
nonpermlsaible
nonperpendlcular
nonperaecution
nonperaistent
nonphiloaophlcal
nonphysical
nonphysiological
nonplaatic
nonplauaible
nonpoetic
nonpoiaonoua
nonpolarizable
non-Polish
nonpolitical
nonporoua
non-Portuguese
nonpredatory
nonpredlctable
nonpreferential
nonprejudicial
nonprepoaitional
non*Presbyterian
nonprescripdve
nonpreservative
nonpresidential
nonprevalent
nonprleatly
nonproducer
nonprofesional
nonprofesaorial
nonproficient
nonprofiteering

nonprogresftive
nonprohibitive
nonprolific
nonprophetic
nonproportional
nonproprietary
nonproacriptive
nonprotective
non-Proteatant
non-Pruaaian
nonpaychic
nonpuncturable
nonpunishable
nonpurulent
nonracial

nonradiating
nonradical
nonratable
nonrational
nonreactive
nonreallty
nonreceiving
nonreciprocal
nonreciprocatmg
nonrecognition
nonrecoverable
nonrecurring
nonrefillable

nonrefueling
nonregenerating
nonregimented
nonregiatered
nonregiatrable
nonreigning
nonrelative
nonreligioua
nonremisaion
nonremunerative
nonrenewable
nonrepayable
nonrepentance
nonreprehenaible
nonrepreaentative
nonreproductive
nonrwldential
nonresldxial

nonrestrlcted
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usually set off by commas (e.g., John, who is six feet

tall* is younger than Bill): opposed t9 restrictive.

non-sec-tar-i an (non'selc-tarl-an), adj. not sectarian;
not confined to or affiliated with any specific religion.
non-sense (non'sens, non's9ns), n. [wow- + sense],

I* words or actions that convey an absurd meaning
or fto meaning at all. 2. things of relatively no im-
portance or value; trivialities. 3. impudent, foolish,
or evasive behavior, interj. how foolish! how absurd 1: an
exclamation of impatience, contradiction, contempt,
efcc\

non-sen-si-cal (non-sen'si-k'l), adj. unintelligible, fool-

ish, silly, absurd, etc.

Jnon se-qul-tur (non sek'wi-tSr), [L., lit., it does not
follow], in logic, a conclusion or inference which does
not follow from the premises or evidence upon which
it is based: abbreviated non seq.
non-skid (non'skid^t adj. having the tread so con-
structed as to reduce skidding: said of a tire, etc.

non-stop (non'stop')i adj. & adv. without a stop.
non-stri-at-ed (non'strl'a-tid), adj. not striated; with-
out stripes, as certain muscle tissues.

non-such (nun'such'), n. nonesuch.
non-suit (non'soot', non'sut'), n. (ME. noun suyt;
Anglo-Fr. nonsute; see NON- & SUIT], in law, 1. origi-

nally, the ending of a lawsuit by u
the voluntary with-

drawal of the plaintiff. 2. a judgment against a
plaintiff because of his failure to establish that he
has a valid case or to produce adequate evidence.
v.t. to bring a nonsuit against (a plaintiff or his case).

non-sup-port (non'sa-p6rt
;
, non'ss-port') , n. failure

to provide for a legal dependent.
{non trop-po (n6n trfrp'po"), [It.], in music, not too
much; moderately: a direction to the performert as in

allegro non troppo, fast, but not too fast.

non-un-ion (non-un'yan), n. failure to mend 9r unite:
said of a broken bone. adj. 1. not belonging to a
labor union. 2. not made or serviced by union workers
or under conditions required by a labor union. 3.

refusing to recognize, or sign a contract with, a labor
union.
non-un-ion-ism (non-un'ysn-iz'm), n. theories and
practices of those who oppose or refuse to accept
labor unions.
non-un-ion-ist (non-un'yan-ist), n. 1. a believer in
nonunionism. 2. a person who is not a member of a
labor union.

non-vot-er (non-vot'Sr), n. a person who does not
vote or is not permitted to vote.

noo-dle (noo'd'l), n. [? < noddy, noddle, etc. (with oo
<fool}], 1. a simpleton; fool. 2. [Slang], the head.

noo-dle (noo'd'l), n, [G. nudel, macaroni], a flat, narrow
strip of dry dough, usually containing egg and served
in soup, etc.

nook (nook), n. [ME. (chiefly Northern) nok; akin to
Norw. nakke, nokket a hook, ON. hnekkja, to hem in,
drive back, AS. Hnecca, the neck (see NECK); despite
Scand. parallels, the prob. etymon is AS. hnoc, orig.

< same base; prob. IE. base *qneg- < *qen~, to squeeze
together, pinch, nip (cf. NUT)], L a corner, especially
of a room. 2. a small recess or secluded spot; retreat.
noon (noon), n. [AS. non, orig., the ninth^hour (by
the Roman method, reckoning from sunrise; hence
about 3:00 P.M.); L. nona (hora), ninth (hour); see

NONES, etym. & senses 2, 3], 1. twelve o'clock in the
daytime; midday: abbreviated N.t n. 2. the highest
point or culmination; time of greatest power, etc. : as, in
the noon of his life. 3. [Rare or Poetic], a) midnight:
now only in noon of night. 6) the position of the moon at
this time. adj. of or occurring at noon (midday).
noon-day (noon'da'), n. & adj. noon (midday).
no-one (n5'wun' no'&n), pron. no one.

no one, no person; not anybody; nobody.
noon-ing (noon'irj), n. [Archaic or Dial.], 1. noon.
2. a stop at midday for rest or food. 3. a meal or
refreshment at noon.
noon-tide (noon'tid')r n. noon (midday).
noon-time (noon'tim')* n. & adj. noon (midday),
noose (noos), n. [Pr. nous < L. nodus; cf. KNOT! 1. a
loop formed in a rope, cord, etc. by means of a slip
knot so that the loop tightens as the rope is pulled:
often used figuratively with reference to death by
hanging. 2. anything that restricts one's freedom;
tie, bond, snare, trap, etc. v.t. [NOOSED (noost),
NOOSING], 1. to catch or hold in or as in a noose;
trap, ensnare, etc. 2. to form a noose in or of (a rope,
cord, etc.). 3. [Rare], to execute by hanging.

no-pal (no'pal), n. [Sp.; Nahuatl nopalli], 1. any of
a group of cactuses, formerly raised as a plant on
which to breed cochineal insects. 2. the prickly pear.

no-par (no'par'), adj. having no stated par value: as, a
no-par certificate of stock.

nope (nop), adv. [Slang], no: a negative reply.
nor (n6r; unstressed ner), con/. [MB., contr. of nother;
akin to OFris. noer; see NEITHER], and not; and not
either: usually as the second of the correlatives neither
. . .nor, implying negation of both parts of the state-

ment, as, I can neither go nor stay; occasionally used in

poetry or rhetoric: a) without the preceding neither;

as, he doesn't smoke, nor does he drink, b) substituting
for neither as the first in a pair of negative correlatives:

as, nor flood nor fire.

nor (n6r), con/. [Northern ME.], [Dial.], than.
nor% nor, north: used especially in compounds, as
in nor

1

western.

Nor., L Norman. 2. North. 3. Norway. 4. Norwegian.
No-ra (n6r'9, no'rs), [Ir., contr. of Honora, Eleanor,
Leonora], a feminine name: see Eleanor. Leonora.

Nor-dau, Max Simon (n6r'dou), (Max Stmon Sudfeld),
1849-1923; German physician, miscellaneous writer,
and Zionist leader, born in Hungary.

Nor-den-skjold Sea (noor'dsn^shuld';, an arm of the
Arctic Ocean, between the Taimyr Peninsula and the
New Siberian Islands: also called Laptev Sea,

Nord-hau-sen (nort'hou'zan), n. 1. a city in south
central Prussia, Germany: pop., 38,000. 2. a Nazi

nonretentlve
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concentration camp m this city: notorious as an
extermination center.

Nor-dic (nor'dik), adj. [ML. Nordicus < G. or Pr
nord> north; see NORTH], in ethnology, designating or
of one of the three mam divisions of the Caucasian,
or white, race: term used to denote typically long-
headed, tall, blond peoples of northern Europe, as the
Scandinavians, n. a member of the Nordic division
of the Caucasian race.

Nord-kyn, Gape (ndr'kun'), a cape in northern Norway:
it is the northernmost part of the mainland of Europe
Nor-fplk (n6r'fak), n. 1. a seaport in southeastern
Virginia, on the James River: pop., 214,000. 2. a
county on the eastern coast of England: pop., 502,000;
county seat, Norwich,
Norfolk Island, an Australian island, 930 mi. north-
east of Sydney: area, 13 1/2 sq. mi.: pop., 1,000.
Norfolk jacket, a loose-fitting, single-breasted, belted

jacket with a pocket on each side and box pleats in
front and back: also Norfolk coat.

Nor-ge Cn6rfg8j, n. Norway: the Norwegian name.
no-ri a (no'ri-9), n. [Sp. < Ar. na'&rak], a water wheel
with buckets at its circum-
ference, used in Spain and
the Orient to raise and dis-

charge water.
Nor-i-cum (nor'i-kam), n.
a Roman province south
of the Danube, in the region
of modern Austria.
norm (n6rm), n. [L. norma t

carpenter's square, rule,
for *gnorima; ult. < IE,
base *gene-, *&n6-, to
recognize, know, seen also
in Eng. know], a standard, NORIA
model, or pattern for a
group; especially, such a standard of achievement as
represented by the median or average achievement
of a large group. SYN. see average.
Norm., Norman.
Nor-ma (ndr'ma), [< L. norma; see NORM], a feminine
name. n. a southern constellation: see constellation,
chart.
nor-mal (ndr'ml), adj. [L. normalis < norma, a rule,

etc.; see NORM], 1. conforming with or constituting
an accepted standard, model, or pattern; especially,
corresponding to the median or average of a large
group in type, appearance, achievement, function,
development, etc.; natural; standard; regular, 2. in

biology, a) not immunized or otherwise exposed to an
infectious agent: as, a normal animal, 5) happening
naturally. 3. in chemistry, a) designating or of a salt
formed by

t
replacing all the replaceable hydrogen of

an acid with a metal or metals. 6) designating or of
a solution which contains an amount of the dissolved
substance chemically equivalent to one gram-atomic
weight of hydrogen per fiter of solution, c) designating
or of a fatty hydrocarbon, the chain of which is con-
tinuous, rather than branched, in which no carbon
atom is united cEfectty jbo more than two others.
Abbreviated N. ,'EU 4. in economics, designating a
price for a comniodity approximately equal tp the
highest cost of production. 5. in mathematics, per-
pendicular; at right angjes. 6. in psychology} average
in intelligence or emotional stability, n. 1. anything
normal. 2. the usual state, amount, degree, etc.;

especially, the median or average. 3. in ma$fiematic$,&
perpendicular; especially^ a perpendicular to a line tan-
gent to a curve, at its point of tangency.
$JW.~norinal implies conformity with the established* norm
or standard tor its kind (normal intelligence) ; regular implies
conformity with the prescribed rule or accepted pattern for it?
kind (the regular working 'day) ; typical applies to that v?bfoh

ha$ the representative characteristics of its type or cl^ss (a typi-
cal southern town) ; natural implies behavior, operation, etc.

that conforms with, the nature or innate character of the person
or thing (a naturctl cofflLGdiati) ; iwual applies to that which COE^
forms to the common or ordinary use or occurrence (the usual

price) |
avcrag.er in this connection, implies conformity with

what is regarded as normal or ordinary (the average man).
ANT. abnormal, unusual.

nor-mal-cy (n6r'm*l-sfl n. the fact or iconcfatipn, of

being normal; normality.
nor-mal-i-ty (^iHWlVti), n^ noapialey. ^

,, f ,, t

nor-tnal-ize tafe'ia'b5^)

'

*>< [NORM^BI> (4$d').
WM^ittHc4 to intake 'normal; bring Into, conformity
witji

1

a^sfeaaaaj^'ipalto "", T

nor-mal-ly (nfafm,'l**i) t
* adv* 1.' im" a, fxpHl mianwex.

2. unider nornial curcumstances; ordinarily*''
nbrmdle], a'abStool for
> tjeeome1 teachers.

.

.ri a

Nor-man (adr'man), f< AS. Northman, OHG. Norde-
mann, lit., Northman], a masculine name: diminutive,
Norm. n. [ME.; OPr. Normant (Pr. Normand), pi.

Normans, Normanz < early ON.; cf. Dan. Normand,
ON. Northmathr, Northman], 1. any of the Northmen
who occupied Normandy in the 10th century A.D.
2. a descendant of the Normans and French who
conquered England in 1066. 3. Norman French. 4. a
native or inhabitant of Normandy. 5. the modern
French dialect of Normandy, adj. 1. of Normandy,
the Normans, their language, or culture. 2. designating
or of the Romanesque style of architecture as it

flourished in Normandy and, after the Norman
Conquest,' as developed in England: characterized by
massive construction, round arches^over recessed doors
and windows, and carving. Abbreviated Norm., Nor.
Norman Conquest, the conquest of England by the
Normans under William the Conqueror in 1066.
Nor-man-dy (nSr'man-di), n. 1, a former province of
France, on the English
Channel: capital,
Rouen. 2. a district
on the northern coast
of France, between
Dieppe and Mont St.
Michel.
Nor-man-esque (n6r

/-

mon-esk') , adj. in the

,<fcNW

style of the Normans.
Nor-man-French
(ndr'man-french') ,

adj. 1. of or using
Norman French. 2.

ofthe Norman-French
people, n. Norman
French.
Norman French, 1.

the French ""of the NORMANDY
Normans or Norman-
dy, as spoken in England by the Norman conquerors;
Anglo-French: it was not imposed on the English as
an official language at the Conquest, but gained legal
and administrative currency after the accession of
Eleanor of Aquitaine as queen (1152). 2. the later
form of this language used as the legal jargon of

England until the late 17th century; Law French.
Nor man ize (ndr'msn-iz'), v.L & v.t. [NORMANIZED
(-izd'), NORMALIZING], to make or become Norman
in style, character, language, customs, law, etc.
nor-ma-tive (n6r'mo-tiv), adj. 1. of or establishing a
norm, or standard. 2. having to do with usage norms:
as, normative grammar.
Norn (n6rn), n. [ON. norn; IE. base *(s)ner~, *(s)nur-,
to snarl, mutter, seen also in Eng. sneer, Norw. dial.

norna, to warn, give secret tidings], in Norse mythology,
any of the three goddesses, Urth (the Past), Verthanai
(the Present), ana Skuld (the Future), who determined
the destiny of gods and men.

Nor-ris. Frank (ndr'is, nor'is), (Benjamin Franklin
Norris), 1870-1902; American novelist and journalist.

Norris, George William, 1861-1944; American states-

man; United States senator from Nebraska (1913-1943).
Norris, Kathleen, 1880- ; American novelist.
Nor*riS'town (n6r'is-toun' f nor'isytoun') r

n. a c$y in
Pennsylvania, near Philadelphia: p&p., 38,000.

Norr-ko"-ping (ndr'cho'pin), n. a city in i

Sweden: pop., 82,000 (1948).
Norse (n6rs), adj. [prolj, < IX Jtfotirscn, a I,,
var. pr Noordsch? noord, north, + ~$ck, -isl], t, ^
navian. 2. West Scandinavian (Norwegian, Icelandic,
and Faroese). n. 1. the Scandinavian gfoup of

languages. 2. the West Scandinavian group of lan-

guages. Abbreviated N.
ttoe Norse, 1 . the Scandinavians. 2 . the West ScaMi-
navians.

Norse*man (n^rs'manj), n.
\fl, NORSEMEN (-man)], a

member of the ancient Scandinavian people ; Nortlmian .

north (n8rth), n. [M$.; AS.; akin to D. riodrd, ;G.

nord; IE. base *4iS beneath, below: said to be so
caUea from being to the lerfc of worshipers praying to
the EastJ, 1. the direction to the right or a person
facing the sunset ; direction of the NortK Pole from any
other point on the, earth's surface: the needle of a
compass points to the magnetic north pole rather than
to the geographic pole. 2. the point on a compass at
0* or 360% cGrectly opposite south. 3. a region or
district in or toward this direction. 4. [often N-],
the northern part of the earth, especially the arctic

regions. 5. [Poetic], the north windL adj. 1. in, of,

to, toward, or facing the north. 2. from the north:
as, a north whid. 3. [N-], designating the northern
part of a continent, country, etc. : as, North America,
JtforthJndia. adv

t
in or toward the north ; in a northerly

direction. Abbreviated N, N., n, n.. Nor., No.
the North, that part of the United States which is

j trotfl*
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bounded on the south by Maryland, the Ohio River,
and Missouri; States opposed to the Confederacy in
the Civil War.

North, Frederick, 1732-1792, second Earl of Guilford,
eighth Baron North; English statesman; prime minister
of England (1770-1782).
North Adams, a city in northwestern Massachusetts:

pop,, 21,000.
'orth America, the northern continent in the Western
Hemisphere: area, 8,500,000 sq. mi.; pop., 184,000,000:
abbreviated N.A.
North American, 1. of North America or its people.
2. a native or inhabitant of North America.
North-amp-ton (nftr-thamp'tsn), n. 1. Northamp-
tonshire. 2. the county seat of Northamptonshire,
England: pop., 97,000. 3. a city in western Massa-
chusetts: pop., 29,000.

North-amp-ton-shire fndr-thamp'tsn-shir'), n. a
county of central England: pop., 318,000; county
seat, Northampton.
North Australia, Northern Territory, Australia.
North Borneo. British North Borneo.
north-bound (north'bound'). adj. bound north; going
northward.
north hy east, the direction, or the point on a mariner's
compass, halfway between due north and north-
northeast; 11 15' east of due north: abbreviated NbE
(no period).

north by west, the direction, or the point on a mariner's
compass, halfway between due north and north-
northwest: Jl 15' west of due north: abbreviated NbW
(no period).

North Gape, a cape on an island in Norway: it is the
northernmost part of Europe, except for an island
northwest of it.

North Carolina, a Southern State of the United
States: area, 52,712 sq. mi.; pop., 4,062,000; capital,
Raleigh: abbreviated N.G.
North Carolinian, 1. of North Carolina. 2. a native
or inhabitant of North Carolina.
North Channel, the narrow channel between Northern
Ireland and Scotland.

North-cliffe, Viscount (n6rth'klif), (Alfred Charles
William Harmsworth), 1865-1922; English newspaper
publisher, born in Ireland.

N,orth Dakota, a Middle Western State of the United
States: area, 70,665 sq. mi.; pop., 620,000; capital,
Bismarck: abbreviated N. Dak., N.D.
North Da-ko-tan (ds-ko'tan), 1. of North Dakota.
2. a native or inhabitant of North Dakota.

north-east (n6rth'est'; in nautical usage, nSr-est'), n.
1. the direction, or the point on a mariner's compass,
halfway between north and east; 45 east of due
north. 2. a region or district in or toward this direction.
adj. 1. in, of, to, toward, or facing the northeast.
2. from the northeast, as a wind. adv. in, toward,
or from the northeast. Abbreviated NE, N.E., n.e.
the Northeast, the northeastern part of the United
States, especially New England, but sometimes in-

cluding New York City and its environs.
northeast by east, the direction, or the point on a
mariner's compass, halfway between northeast and
east-northeast; 11 15' east of northeast: abbreviated
NEbE (no period).

northeast oy north, the direction, or the point on a
mariner's compass, halfway between northeast and
north-northeast; 11 15' north of northeast: abbreviated
NEbN (no period).
north-easter (nCrth'eVtgr; in nautical usage, n6r-
es'ter) , n. a storm or strong wind from the northeast.

north-east-er-ly (ndrth'es'ter-li; * nautical usage, n6r-
es'ter-h), adj. & adv. 1. in or toward the northeast.
2, from the northeast: as, a northeasterly wind.

north-east-ern (nCrth'eVtgrn; in nautical usage, n6r-
es'teVn), adj. 1. in, of, or toward the northeast.
2. from the northeast: as, a northeastern wind. 3. [N-J,
of or characteristic of the Northeast or New England.
North Eastern New Guinea, the northeastern part
of New Guinea: part of the Australian Territory of
New Guinea: area, 69,700 sq. mi.; pop., 433,470.

Northeast Passage, a water route from the Atlantic
to the Pacific through the seas north of Europe and
Asia.
northeastward (n6rth'est'we'rd; in nautical usage,
n6r-est'werd), adv. & adj. toward the northeast, n.
a northeastward direction, point, or region.

north'east-ward-ly (ndrtntst'wgrd-li; in nautical
usage, ndr-est'werd-li), adj. <ft adv. 1. toward the
northeast, 2. from the northeast, as a wind.

north*east*wards (ndrth'est'werdz; in nautical usage,
nor-eWwerdz"), adv. northeastward.

north-er (ndr//A8r), n. a storm or strong wind from the
north; especially, such a wind in the area about the
Gulf of Mexico.

north-er-ly (ndrWr-H), adj. 1. in, of, or toward the
north. 2. from the north: as, a northerly wind, adv*
1* toward the north, 2. from the north.

north ern (narWrn), adj. {ME. northrm; AS. northern],
1. m, of, toward, or lacing the north* 2. from tte

north: as, a northern wind. 3. [N-], of or characteristic
of the North, n. a northerner. Abbreviated N., n.,
No., north.

Northern Cross, the northern constellation Cygnus,
the brighter stars of which form a cross.

Northern Crown, the constellation Corona Borealis.
Northern Dvina, a river in northern European Russia,
flowing into the White Sea: length, 1,100 mi.

north-er-ner (n6r'//ier-nSr; ndr'wan-er), 71. 1. a native
or inhabitant of the north. 2. [N-], a native or in-
habitant of the northern part of the United States.
Northern Hemisphere, that half of the earth north
of the equator.
Northern Ireland, a division of the United Kingdom,
in northeastern Ireland: it consists of the major part
of the former province of Ulster: area, 5,237 sq. mi.;
pop., 1,295,000; capital, Belfast: abbreviated N.L
northern lights, the aurora borealis.

north-ern-most (n6r'#*ern-most') , adj. farthest north.
Northern Rhodesia, a British colony in South Africa:
area, 287,950 sq. mi.; pop., 1,382,000; capital, Lusaka.
Northern Sporades, a group of Greek islands in the

Aegean, east of Thessaly, Greece.
Northern Spy, a yellowish-red winter apple.
Northern Territories, a region in northern Ghana: it

was a British protectorate in the Gold Coast from 1901
to 1957: area, 38,045 sq. mi.; pop., 1,077,000.
Northern Territory, a territory of northern Australia:
area, 523,620 sq. mi.; pop., 8,850; capital, Darwin:
abbreviated N.T.: also called North Australia.
North Holland, a province of the northwestern
Netherlands, on the North Sea: area, 1,058 sq. mi.;
pop., 1,666,360; capital, Haarlem.

north*big (nor'thirj, n6r'JMrj), n. 1. in astronomy, the
distance in degrees that a heavenly body is north of
the celestial equator; northern declination. 2. in

navigation, the variation in latitude toward the north
from the last reckoning of position.
North Island, the northern of the two chief islands of
New Zealand: area, 44,281 sq. mi.

north-land (nSrth'land, n6rth'land'),, n. 1. the
northern region of a country; land in the north.
2. [N-], [Poetic], a) the northern part of the earth.
6) the Scandinavian Peninsula.
north-land-er (n6rth'fond-er, noTth/land'er), n. a
native or inhabitant of the northland.
North Little Rock, a city in central Arkansas, on the
Arkansas River: pop., 42,000.
North-man (n6rth'm3n), n. [pi. NORTHMEN (-man)],
1. a Norseman. 2. a native or inhabitant of northern
Europe.

north-north-east (n6rth'n6rtu'est'; in nautical usage,
n6r'n6r-est') , n. the direction, or the point on a
mariner's compass, halfway between due north and
northeast; 22 30' east of due north, adj. & adv.
1. in or toward this direction. 2. from this direction,
as a wind. Abbreviated NNE, N.N.E., n.n.e.
north-north-west (n6rth'n6rth'west'; in nautical
usage, n&r'noY-west') , n. the direction, or the point
on a mariner's compass, halfway between due north
and northwest; 22 30' west of due north, adj. & adv.
1. in or toward this direction. 2. from this direction,
as a wind. Abbreviated NNW, N.N.W., n.n.w.
North Ossetian Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic, a division of the R.S.F.S.R., in the Caucasus:
area, 2,393 sq, mi.; pop., 346,000; capital, Ordzhoni-
kidze.
North Platte, a river in Colorado, Wyoming, and
Nebraska, joining the South Platte to form the Hatte:
length, 618 mi.
North Pole, the northern end of the earth's axis:
its zenith (called the north pole of the heavens) is slightly
more than 1 from Polaris, the North Star.
North Riding, a division of Yorkshire, England: pop.,
473,000.
North River, an estuary of the Hudson, between New
York City and New Jersey.
North Sea, an arm of the Atlantic r between Great
Britain on the west and Norway and Denmark on
the east: length, c. 600 mi.: also called German Ocean,
North Star, Polaris, the bright star almost directly
above the northern end of the earth's axis: polestar.
North Ton-a wan da (tonVw&n'da), a city m western
New York: pop., 25,000.

North-um-ber land (no^-thuni'b&vlaad), n. the north-
ernmost county of England: pop.* 764,000; county
seat, Newcastle: abbreviated Northum., Northumb.
North-um-bri-a (n6r-thum'bri-o) iu a former Anglo-
Saxon kingdom of northeastern England, ncwth of
the River Humber.
North-urn bri an (n6r4hum'bri-n)i, a$
umbria, its people, or their dialect* 2* <

land, its* people, or
inhabitant of Nortfm
of Northumbiia. 3. 'a

umberlawl 4. the dialect of
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north-ward-ly (nSrth'we'rd-li; in nautical usage,
n6r'/feerd-K), adj. & adv. 1. toward the north. 2. from
the north: as, a northwardly wind.

north-wards (n6rth'werdz), adv. northward.
north-west (north/west'; in nautical usage, ndr-west'),
n. 1. the direction, or the point on a mariner's compass,
halfway between north and west; 45 west of due
north. 2. a district or region in or toward this di-

rection, adj. 1. in, of, toward, or facing the north-
west. 2. from the northwest: as, a northwest wind.
adv. in, toward, or from the northwest. Abbreviated
NW, N.W., n.w.
the Northwest, 1. the northwestern part of the
United States when its western boundary was the

Mississippi. 2. the northwestern part of the United
States, especially Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.
3. the northwestern part of Canada.

northwest by north, the direction, or the point on a
mariner's compass, halfway between northwest and
north-northwest; 11 15' north of northwest: abbrevi-
ated NWbN (no period).
northwest by west, the direction, or the point on a
mariner's compass, halfway between northwest and
west-northwest; 11 15' west of northwest: abbreviated
NWbW (no period).

north-west-er (n6rth'wes'ter; in nautical usage, n8r-

wes'tSr), n. a storm or strong wind from the northwest.
north-west-er-ly (n&rth'wes'ter-li; in nautical usage,

n6r-wes'ter-li), adj. & adv. 1. in or toward the north-
west. 2. from the northwest: as, a northwesterly wind.
north-west-ern (n6rth'wes'tern; in nautical usage,

n6r-wes'trn),, adj. 1. in, of, or toward the northwest.
2. from the northwest: as, a northwestern wind. 3. [N-],
of or characteristic of the Northwest. Abbreviated
NW, N.W., n.w.
North-West Frontier Agencies and Tribal Areas,
a group of native agencies and tribal areas of British

India: since 1947, part of Pakistan.
North-West Frontier Province, a province of north-
western Pakistan: area, 39,270 sq. mi.j pop., 3,038,000;

capital, Peshawar.
Northwest Passage, a water route from the Atlantic
to the Pacific through the northern coastal waters of

North America.
Northwest Territories, a division of northern Canada,
subdivided into the Districts of Mackenzie, Keewatin,
and Franklin: area, 1,304,903 sq. mi.; pop., 16,000:
abbreviated N.W.T. ^ , ^ .

Northwest Territory, a region north of the Ohio,
between Pennsylvania and the Mississippi, ceded

(1783) by England to the United States: it now forms
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and

part of Minnesota.
north-west-ward (n6rth'west

;werd; in nauttcal usage,

n6r-west'werd), adv. & adj. toward the northwest.

n. a northwestward direction, point, or region.
north-west-ward-ly (n&rth'westVerd-Bj in nautical

usage, ndr-west'werd-H), adj. & adv. 1. toward the

northwest. 2. from the northwest, as a wind.

north*west'wards (ndrth'west'wSrds; in nautical usage,

ndr-west'wSrdz), adv. northwestward.

Nor-ton, Thomas (n6r't'n), 1532r-1584; EngHsh poet
and playwright.
Norw., 1. Norway. 2; Norwegian.
Nor-walk (ndr'wfik), it. a city in southwestern Con-
necticut: pop.t 49,000.

Nor-way (n&r'wa'), n. a country in northern Europe,
in the western part of the Scandinavian Peninsula:

area, 124,556 sa, mi? pop., 3,154,000 (esifc. 1948);

capital, Oslo: abbreviated Norw., Nor.: Norwegian
name, Norge. .

'

.

Norway rat. the common brown rat^ which is larger

than the black English rat!

Nor-we-gian (ndr-wi'jan), adj* [ML. Norwegta, Nor-

vegia, Norway (< OR Norvegr < north?, north +?vegr,

way)* 4. u0|ij, of Norway, its people, -thear language,
or culture, n. 1. at native* 'otr Inhabitant of Norway.
2, the Sc^Cllnavian

'

lansjniag'e <&
,"$}*

Norwegians, in

D'aiaisjj, m^Jwflw^J 'duri^^be la_t<5 Mfajdle Agesf
but

of tbjp language (f^Ss^ta^} foasfSd ,0$, Norwegian

Norwegian jSea, tie part Sf the 'Atlantic between

t county 'ea?t, of

....'its, ca*J]
'

), a city In eastern

seen also in Sans. nas&Mthe nose, lit., pair of nostrils,

L. nasus, etc.; cf. NASAL], 1. the part of the face

between the mouth and the eyes, having two openings
for breathing and smelling. 2. the part that corre-

sponds to this in animals; snout; muzzle. 3. the

sense of smell; hence, 4. a) scent, &) power of tracking
or perceiving by or as if by scent. 5, anything re-

foremost

informer.""!?.?."(NOSED ?n<5zd) f

"

NOSING], 1. to' discover

or perceive by or as if by the sense of smell; scent.

2. to touch or rub with the nose. 3. to make or push
(a way, etc.) with the front forward: as, the ship
nosed its way into the harbor. 4. to defeat by a

very small margin (with out). v.i. 1. to smell;

sniff. 2. to pry inquisitively. 3. to advance: move
forward. 4. [British Slang], to act as a spy or informer.

by a nose, 1. in horse racing, etc., by the length of the

animal's nose; hence, 2. by a very small margin.
count noses, to count the number of people present,

voting, etc.
. .

cut off one's nose to spite one's face, to injure one s

own interests in a fit of anger, resentment, etc.

follow one's nose, to go straight forward.
lead by the nose, to dominate completely.
look down one's nose at, [Colloq.], to be disdainful of.

nose over, to turn over on its nose: said of an airplane
on the ground.
on the nose, [Slang], 1. in racing, that (a specified

horse, etc.) will finish first. 2. precisely; exactly.

pay through the nose, to pay an unreasonable price.

poke one's nose into, to interfere with; pry into.

put one's nose out of joint, 1. to replace one in an-

other's affection, regard, etc. 2. to ruin one's plans,

hopes, etc.
turn up one's nose at, to sneer at; scorn.

under one's (very) nose, in plain view.
nose bag, a canvas bag for holding feed for a horse,

etc., hung over the animaTs head.
nose-band (noz'band'). n. that part of a bridle or

halter which passes over the animal's nose.

nose-bleed (noz'bled'),. n. a bleeding from the nose;
nasal hemorrhage; epistaxis.

nose-dive (noz'aiv'), v.i. [NOSE-DIVED (-dlvdOt NOSE-

DIVING], to make a nose dive.

nose dive, 1. a swift, steep downward plunge of an

airplane, with the nose toward the earth; hence, 2.

any sudden, sharp drop.

nose-gay (noz'ga'), n. [nose + gay (in. obs. sense of

"gay object, bright flower")], a bunch of flowers; small

bouQuet.
nose-piece (noz'peV), n. 1. that part of a helme/t

which covers and protects the nose. 2. a noseband.
3. anything like a nose in form or position, as the
nozzie of a hose or lower end of a niicijoscope,. 4,

loosely, the bridge of a pair of glasses.,

nose ring, 1. a metal ring passed ,throtijg^ tfce^ose of

an animal for leading it about. 2. a ring of ofap,ar
metal worn in the nose as an ornament. \

nosey (noz'i), adj. [HOSIERS (4-Sr), NOSIEST (-st)j,

nosing (noz'in), ft. [< nose, n. + -mg] t 1. the pro-

jecting edge of a step; that part of the tread which
extends Deyond the riser, 2. a strip, as of metal, for

protecting this edge from wear. 3. any projection
Hke a stair nosing.

nos-o- (no'so, nos'a), [< Gr. nosos, disease], a com-

binifflsg form loaeanJng disease, as in nosology: also,
--* *- - vowel. rf!o-.

"'

, ,

'

ph$ (nS-sog'rs-Jfi), n. [noso- + ~gra$hy\, the
&c description of diseases.

, .,-i-cal (nos^-loj'i-k'l), adj. of or in nosology,

nosology (no-sol'a-ji) , n. [Mod. L. nosologm: see

NOSO- & -LOGY], 1. the classification of diseases. 2. the

branch of medicite dealing with this.

nostalgia &os-tal'ja> nos-tal^i-a), n. [Mod. L. <
Gr. nostos, a return; 4- -algw], 1. homesickness;
a longing to go back to one's home, home town, or

homeland; hence, 2. a longing for something far

away or long ago.
nos-talkie (nos-tal'jik), adj. of, having, er causing

nos-toc (nos'tok), n. [Mod. L.; coined by Paracelsus],

any of a group of a&ae paving blue-green cells sur-

rounded by a stiff, jellvHke substance.
nos to log ic (nos'td-lofik), # of nostology.,

nos tol o gy (nos-tol'o-ji), nt [< Gr. nostos, a return;

+ -k>fyl thp scientific study of old age in man and
'

i.

nos to mania (jaos'to-niSfni-Q), n. l< wp^telgia .4-

-jntfifo], in psychiatry, excessive or abnormal nostalgia.
Nos tra da mus (nos'tra^di'mos). n. (Michel de Notre-

dmte) French astrologer; lived 1503-1566.

l), n. [MB. nostril, nosdhirl; AS.
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thyrl < nos, for nosu, the nose + thyrel, a. hole <
thurh, through; see NOSE & THROUGH], either of the

external openings o the nose.

nos trum (nos'trsm), n. [pi. NOSTRUMS (-tramz)], [L.,

neut. of noster, ours: so called from the seller s calling

it "our" remedy], 1. a) a medicine prepared by the

person selling or recommending it. 6) a quack medicine.

c} a patent medicine. 2. a favorite remedy, as a pet
plan or scheme for solving some social or political

problem; panacea. , . s , . . ^
nos-y (noz'i), adj. [NOSIER (-i-er), NOSIEST (-i-ist)j,

[< nose -f -y], [Colloq.], given to prying; inquisitive:

also spelled nosey.
not (not), fldu. [ME. not, unstressed form of noht,

nought, naught,- see NOUGHT], in no manner, to .no

degree, etc.: a particle of negation, or word expressing
the idea of no, often implying refusal, affirmation of

the opposite, etc.; sometimes used elhptically (e.g.,

whether you like it or not).

4jiu*-u WMO VUU-M* b^ni), [L.], note well; take par-
ticular notice: abbreviated N.B., n.b.

no-tabiH-ty (no'ts-bil'a-ti), n. 1. [pi. .
NOTABILITIES

(-tiz)], a person who is notable or prominent. 2. the

quality 01 being notable.

no ta-ble (no'to-b'l; /or a#. 2, ofco not's-bl), adj.

[ME.; OFr.; L. notabilis < notare, to mark, note <
woto, a mark], 1. worthy of notice; remarkable;

striking; distinguished; eminent. 2. [Dial.], industrious,

capable, or efficient in housekeeping: said of women.
n. 1. a person of distinction; famous or well-known

person. 2. [N-], formerly, in France, any of the persons
of authority, rank, etc. summoned by the king as a

deliberative assembly in emergencies.

no-ta-bly (no'ta-bli), adv. I. in a notable manner.

2. to a notable degree. ,

no-tar-i-al (no-tar
f
i-al), adj. 1. of or characteristic of

a notary. 2. drawn up or executed by a notary.

nota-rize (no'ta-riz'). v.t. [NOTARIZED (-nzd'), NO-

TARIZING], to certify or attest (a document) as a

nota-ry (no'ter-i), n. [pi. NOTARIES (-iz)], [ME. no-

tarye; OFr. notaire; L. notarius < notare, to note], an

official authorized to certify, or attest documents,

take depositions and affidavits, etc.

notary public, [pi. NOTARIES PUBLIC], a notary: ab-

breviated N.P., n.p. . 1

no*ta-tion (no-ta'shan), n. JL. notaUo < notare, to note],

1, the use of a system of signs or symbols to represent

words, phrases, numbers, quantities, etc. 2. any such

system of signs or symbols, as in arithmetic, algebra,

music, etc. 3. a noting. 4. a note; annotation.

no-ta-tion-al (no-ta'shan-'l) , adj. of notation.

notch (noch), n. [prob. by syllabic merging of MB.
an oche; OFr. oche, osche, a notch < oschier, to notch],

1. a V-shaped cut in an edge or across a surface.

2. a narrow pass with steep sides; defile
j gap. 3.

[Colloq.l, a step; grade; degree; peg: as, his average

dropped a notch, v.t. 1. to cut a notch or notches

in. 2. to record or tally, as by means of notches.

note (n5t), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. nota, a mark, sign,

character, letter < notus,

pp. of noscere, to know <
gnoscere; for IE. base see

KNOW], 1. a mark of some ^
quality, condition, or fact;

^*

distinguishing or charac- A
teristic feature: as, a note

of sadness. 2. importance,
distinction, or eminence:
as, a person of note. 3. any
sign or character, other
than a letter, ^sed in

writing or printing (e.g.,
? ! *f. 4. a) a brief

statement of a_ fact, ex-

perience, etc. written down
for review, as an aid to

memory, or to inform
someone else; memoran-
dum, b) pL a record of

experiences, etc.: as, the -; "7"~ *
notes of a journey. 5. a A, whole note ;B, half notes;
comment, explanation, or c, quarter notes; D, eighth

elucidation, as at the foot notes: E, sixteenth notes;

of a page; annotation. *> thirty-second notes; G,

6. notice; heed; observa- sixty-fourth notes; H, dou-

tion: as, please take note ble notes

of this. 7. any of certain types of correspondence, as a
short informal letter or q, formal diplomatic or other

official communication. 8. any of certain commercial

papers, some of which are negotiable, relating to the

owing of debts or payment of money: as, a promissory
note, a bank note. 9. a cry; call; sound. 10* the

cry or call of a bird. 11. a signal or intimatJom: as,

a note of admonition. 12. {Archaic or Poetic]* a

melody, tune, or song. 13. m music, a) t
a tone of

definite pitch, as made by a voice or musical instru-

ment. 6) a symbol for a tone, indicating the duration

i
I

\
O \

H

MUSICAL NOTES

by its form and the pitch by its position on the staff.

c\ a key of a piano or similar musical instrument.

Abbreviated n. v.t. [NOTED (-id), NOTING], 1. to pay
close attention to; heed; notice; observe. 2. to set down
in writing; make a note of. 3. to mention particularly.

4 to denote, signify, or indicate. 5. to annotate. 6.

to write down in or supply with musical notes.

compare notes, to exchange views; discuss.

strike the right note, to say, write, or do what is spe-

cially suitable.

take notes, to put facts, events, conversations, etc. in

writing for later reference.
.

note-book (not'book'). n. 1. a book m which notes,

or memorandums, are kept. 2. a record book for

registering promissory notes. _ .. . . , ,

not-ed (not'id), adj. [pp. of note], distinguished; well-

known; renowned; eminent. SYN. see famous.

note-less (not'lis), adj. I. not noted; unnoticed; un-

distinguished. 2. unmusical; voiceless.

note 01 hand, a promissory note.

note paper, paper for writing notes, (letters).

note-wor-tbi-ly (not'wur'^a-li), adv. in a noteworthy
manner; so as to be noteworthy.

note-wor-thi-ness (not'wur'f/h-nis), n. the quality or

condition of being noteworthy. ,...,.
note-wor-thy (not'wur'fM), adj. worthy of note;

deserving notice; outstanding; remarkable; notable.

noth'ing (nuth'irj), n. [ME.; AS. na thing, nan thing],

1. no thing; not anything; nought: opposed to any-
thing, something. 2. a) lack of existence; nonexistence;

nothingness. 6) insignificance; unimportance. 3. a

thing that does not exist. 4. a) something of
m
little

or no value, seriousness, importance, etc.; triviality.

6) a person considered of no value or importance. 5.

in mathematics, lack of any quantity either plus or

minus; zero. adv. not at all; in no manner or degree.
for nothing, 1. free; at no cost. 2. in vain; uselessly.

3. without reason. .

make nothing of, 1. to treat as of little importance.
2. to fail to understand. 3. to fail to use or do.

nothing but, only; nothing other than.

nothing doing, [Colloq.], 1. no: used as a refusal of a

request to do something. 2. no result, accomplish-
ment, etc. : an exclamation of disappointment.
nothing less than, no less than; just the same as:

also nothing short of.

think nothing of, to regard as unimportant, easy, etc.

noth-ing-ness (nuth/irj-nis), n. 1. the quality or con-

dition of being nothing; lack of existence; extinction.

2. lack of value or worth; uselessness; insignificance.
3. unconsciousness. 4. anything that is nonexistent,

worthless, insignificant, etc.

no-tice (no'tis), n. [Fr.; L. notitia < notus; see NOTE],
1. information, announcement,, or warning; especially,
formal announcement or warning, as in a newspaper:
as, a legal notice. 2. a short article about a work of

art, book, play, etc. 3. a written or printed sign

giving some public information, warning, or rule.

4. a) the act of observing; attention; regard; heed;
cognizance, b) courteous attention; civmty. 5. a
formal announcement or warning of intention to end
an agreement, relation, or contract at a certain time:

as, the tenant gave notice, v.t. [NOTICED (-tist),

NOTICING], 1. a) to mention; refer to; comment on.

6) to review briefly. 2. a) to regard; observe; $ay
attention to. &) to be courteous, civil, or responsive
to. 3. [Rare], to serve with a notice; give formal

warning tp. SYN. see discern.

serve notice, to give formal warning or information, as

of intentions; announce.
take notice, to take cognizance; become aware; pay
attention; observe.

no-tice-a-ble (no'tis-9-bl), adf. 1. easily seen; con-

spicuous. 2. worth noticing; significant.
SYN, noticeable is applied to that which must iaevitably be
noticed (a noticeable coolness in bis manner) ; remarkable ap-

plies to that which is noticeable because it is unusual or excep-
tional (rfmarka^Ul^&n^y); prominent refers t?o that which
Kteraily or figuratively staiads out from its backgrott&d (a prom-
inent nose, a prominent author); an outstanding person or

thing is remarkable as compared with, others of its Mud. (an out-

standing sculptor); conspicuous applies to that which is so
obvious or manifest as to jbe Inimediately perceptible (conspicu-
ous gallantry) ; striking is used of something so out of the or-

dinary that it leaves a sharp impression on the mind (a striking

epigram).
no-tlce*a-bly (no'tis-a-bB), adv. 1. in a noticeable
manner. 2. to a noticeable degree.

no-ti-ft-ca-tion (n5'td-fi-WslttijiT, n. [< notify], 1. a
notifying or being abtifieA 2L tfae notice given or
received. 3. the letter, form, etc. used to convey
such a notice.

no-ti-fi-er (no^ta-fl'lr), it. a /#Qti r thing that
notifies. '

'

' '

'

i

'

'
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no-ti'fy (nS'ta-flO, w
;
4. fNQTWBP (-flo?)v

[MB. *00to; OF*, mm&; L.

wro) *f facere, to maifcej, 1. to
arnxmwce to.

1

2. (Chiew
announce; ma&e Known,

, ,. .

" '

X" j'
1

SYN. notify implies a sending of a formal notice imparting
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required or pertinent information (notify me when you are
ready) ; inform implies a making aware of something by giving
knowledge of it (he informed me of your decision to join us) ;

acquaint suggests a making familiar with something hitherto
unknown to one (she acquainted me with her problems); ap-
prise implies a notifying someone of something that has par-
ticular interest for him (I have apprised him of your arrival).

notion (no'shsn), n. [OFr.; L. notio < notus, pn. of

noscere; see NOTE], 1. a) a mental image; general idea.

b) a vague thought. 2. a belief; opinion; view. 3. a
desire; inclination; whim. 4. an intention: as, I have
no notion of going yet. 5. pi. small, useful articles, as
needles, thread, etc., sold in a store. SYN. see idea.
no tion al (no'shan-1), adj. 1. of, expressing, or con-
sisting of notions, or concepts. 2. imaginary; not
actual: as, a notional value of one's own skills. 3.

having visionary ideas; given to whims; fanciful. 4.

in grammar, a) having full lexical, as ]distinguished from
relational, meaning, b) of the meaning expressed by a
linguistic form. 5. in semantics, presentive.

no-tp- (no'to, no'te), [< Gr. noton, the back], a com-
bining form meaning the back, dorsum, as in notechord:
also, before a vowel, not-.

txo-to-chord (no't9-k6rdO, n. [note- -f chord], 1. a
rod-shaped, elastic structure of cells forming the
primitive supporting axis of the body in the lowest
vertebrates. 2. a similar structure in the embryonic
stages of higher vertebrates, which later develops into
the backbone.
No to gae-a (no'ta-je'a), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. notos, the
south -I- gaia, earth, land], a primary zoological region
of the earth's land area, including Australia, New
Zealand, and the Neotropical regions.

No-to-gae-an, Nb-to-ge-an (no'ta-je'an), adf;. of or
from Notogaea.

no-to-ri-e-ty (no'ta-ri'o-ti), n. [pi, NOTORIETIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. notonete; ML. nptorietas < notorius], 1. trie

quality or state of being notorious. 2. a prominent
or well-known person.

no'to-ri-oua (no-t6r'i-as, no-to'ri-as), adj. [ML. no-
torius < L. notus, pp. of noscere; see NOTE), 1. [Rare],
well-known ; publicly discussed. 2. widely but unfavor-
ably known or talked about. SYN. see famous.

no-tor-nis (no-t6r'nis), n. [Mod. L, < Gr. notos, the
south -f ornis, bird], any of a rare or extinct group of

nonliving birds related to the coot and rail, Formerly
found in New Zealand.

No-tre Dame (no'tra dSm'; Fr. nSV dam'). [Fr.],
1. Our Lady (Mary, mother of Jesus). 2. a famous
early Gothic cathedral in Paris: in full* Notre Dame
de Paris.

no-trump (no'trump'). adj. 1. without trumps. 2.

in bridge, designating or of a bid to play with no suit

being trumps, n. 1, a bid in bridge to play with no
suit being trumps. 2. the hand so played,

Not-ting-ham (not'irj-am), n. 1, Nottinghamshire.
2. the county seat of Nottinghamshire: pop., 278,000.

Not-ting-ham shire (not'irj-am-shirO* n* a county of

central England: pop., 749,000; county seat, Not-
tingham.
no tun gu late (np-tun'gyoo-lat'). adj. [< Mod, L.

Notungulata, name of the order; see NQTO- & UNGU-
LATB], of an extinct order of plant-eating mammals.

not-with-stand-ing (not'withfStan'dirj, not'witi^stan'-

dirj), prep, in spite of: as, they traveled on, notwith-

standing the storm, adv. all the same; nevertheless:

as, they will do it. notwithstanding, con/, in spite of

the fact that; although.

Novgorod

.

nou-gat (noa'got, noo'ga), n. [Fr.; Pr, nogat <
nuga, nut < L. nux, nut], a confection of sugar paste
with almonds or other nuts.

nought (n&t), n. JME. nouht, etc.; AS. nowiht, novtuht

< ne, not + awiht, awiht, aught (cf . AUGHT) ; akin to

OHG. neowity (G, nicht, not}; cf, NOT], 1. nothing.
2. a person or thing considered of no value. 3. in wruh-
metic* the figure zero (0). adj. worthless; useless.

adv* [Arcliaicu in no way: not at aty. ^ ta

Nou-m^-a (noo'nia^SO* ** tfe capital of New Caledonia:

pop., 11,100.
nou-me-nal (noo'mi^nl^noti'nu-nl). adj< in, philosophy,
of noumena or the noumenpn.

nou-me-nal ism (jioo'n^-nlHz'm, nau'mi-n>iz/m), n.

the doctrine maintaining the existence of nownma.
nou-me-non (nSd'ttu-nonV non'mi-nan^), a, [pi. icou*

ME*?A (~n9)l, [Gr. nooumenon, neut. of nooumenos> p#r.
pass; of Wfiw* to perceive < ww, the nainqL m. &qntwn
ph&fasophy, an oWecfe unclecatood by mt^led:ual
in^itkin, without th^ aid of the senses: opposed to

noun (notin), n. [MB. wyntnt; OFr. noun, ntin t

< i* wx>i, a, nftmet in gramme, 1. any of a
of ^ords riaming or denoting a pefson,"

noun-al (noun'l), adj. of or like a noun. n. a nominal,
nour-ish (nur'ish), v.t. [ME. norischen, norisen < OFr.
nurir> nurrir t norrir < L. nutrire; see NURSE], 1. to
feed or sustain (any plant or animal) with substances
necessary to life and growth. 2. to stimulate; foster;
develop; support (a feeling, attitude, habit, etq.).

nour-ish ing (nur'ish-irj), adj. [ppr. of nourish], nu-
tritious; contributing to health or growth.
nour-ish-ment (nur'ish-m^ntj, n. [OFr. norissement,

nourissement], 1. a nourishing or being nourished.
2. something that nourishes; food; nutriment.
nous (noos, nous), 12. [Gr. nous, noos], in philosophy,
mind; understanding; reason; intellect.

Jnou*veau riche (noo'vo' resh'), [#. NOUVBAUX RICHES
(noo'vo' resh')], [Fr., newly rich], a person who has

only recently become rich: often implying tasteless

ostentation, lack of culture, etc.
Inou-veau-tS (noo'vo'ta'), n. [Fr.], a novelty.
Jnou velles (noo'vel'), n.pl. IFr.j, news.
Nov., November.
nov.f novelist.
no-va (no'va), n. [pi. NOVAS (-voz), NOVAE (-ve)J, [L,,
nova (stella) , new (star) < novus, new], in astronomy, a
star that suddenly increases greatly in brilliance and
then gradually grows fainter.

nO'Vac-u-Hte (no-vak'yoo-Ht'), n. [< L. novacula,
razor; -f -ite], a hard, extremely fine-grained siliceous
rock, supposedly sedimentary in origin: it is used for
whetstones.

No-va-ra (no'-va'ra), n. a city in northwestern Italy:
pop., 71,000 (est. 1947).

No-va Sco-tia (no'va sko'sha), a peninsular maritime
province of southeastern Canada: area, 21,068 sq. mi.;
pop., 643,000; capital, Halifax: abbreviated N.S.; for-

merly called Acadia.
Nova Sco'tian (sko'shsn), 1. of Nova Scotia, its

people, or their culture. 2. a native or inhabitant of

Nova Scotia.
no-va-tion (no-va'shan), n [L. novatio < noyare, to
make new < novus, new], in law, the substitution of a
new obligation for an old one: any obligation may
be legally terminated by novation.

NO'va-ya Zem-lya (no^va-ya zem'lya). two large
islands in the European U.S.S.R,, in tae Arctic Ocean:
area, 36,000 sq. mi.

nov-el (nov'l), adj. [OFr. novel, nouvel < L, noveUus,
dim. ot novus, new; akin to Gr. neos, new; cf. NEW],
new; recent; strange; unusual, n. [Fr. nottveller short
story, or It. novetta; both < L. novella, neut. pi. of

novellus (see the adj.) ; hence, orig., new things, news],
1. usually in pi. a novella. 2. a relatively long fictional

prose narrative with a more or less complex, plot or

pattern of events, about human beings, their feelings*,

thoughts, actions, etc.: cf. romance, novelette, short
story. 3. the type or form of literature represented
by such narratives (with the), 4. usually in pL in
Roman law, a new law or decree, specifically -one
made by Justinian supplementary to the Justinian
Code. SYN. see new.

nov-el-ette (novVlet')* n. a sfaort novel (usually c.

30,000-50,000 words).
nov-el-ist (nov'1-ist), n. a person who writes novels,
novelis-tic (nov'l-is'tik), adf, of, characteristic of,

or like novels.
novelization (noy"l-i-zS'shdn, nov"R-zS'shon), n,

a novelizing or being novelized.
nov-elize (nov'*!-^'), W [NOVELIZED (-Izd'). NOV-
ELIZING], $o give the form or characteristics of a novel
to; make into or like a novei
Jnovella (nd-vel'la"), n, \pl< NOVBLLB (no-ve!1e)J r

[it,; see NOVEL, n.\ a short prose narrative, usually
witn a moral and often satiric, as any of the tales m
Boccaccio's Decameron.

nov-el-ty (nov'l-ti), n. [pi. WVELTIKS (-tiz) I, [ME),
nowlte; OFr. novelet^; L. novellitas], 1. the quality of

being novel; newness; freshness. 2. something new,
fresh, or unusual; change: innovation. 3. usually in

pi. a small, often cheap, cleverly made article, usually
for play or adornment.
No-vein/ber (^o-vein'bSr), n. [L, November or No-
vembris (mensis), ninth (month) of the ancient Roman
year ,< novem, nine], the eleventh month of the year,

having 30 days: abbreviated Nov., N.
no-ve-na

'-- ~JS ' x ~ rjkl Mm *~ f

used; sub-
' '

tation of prayers and the practicing of devotions during
a nine-day period, usually for some special religious

purpose.
no-ver cal (no-vur'k'l), adf. [L. nov&rcalis < noverca,

a stepmotheA ot W^ 9* befitting a stepmother.
od toov'ga-rod'; Russ. n^r'g^-r5tO n. a

city in the northwestern R.S.F.S.R.: P9p.. 33,000:
an inmortant political and commercial ceiater during
t&e Middle Ages; fppney capital of Rtissia.
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nov-ice (nov'is), n. [ME. novis; OFr. novice; L. novicius,
new, fresh < novus, new], 1. a person on probation in
a religious group or order before taking the final

vows; neophyte. 2. a recent convert; specifically,
a recent convert to Christianity. 3. a person new
to a particular occupation, activity, etc.; apprentice;
beginner; tyro. $YN. see amateur.
No-vi Sad (no^vi sad')r a city in northeastern Yugo-
slavia, on the Danube: pop., 64,000: German name,
Neusatz,

no-vi-ti-ate, no*vi'd-ate (n5-vish'i-it, no-vish'i-St') , n.

[Fr. noviciat; ML. novitiatus], I. the period of pro-
bation of a novice in a religious order. 2. the state or

period of being a novice. 3. a novice. 4. the housing
and training quarters of religious novices.

no-vo-cain, no-vo-caine (no'va-kSn
7

), n. [novo- (< L.
novus, new) -

cocaine], an alkaloid compound re-

sembling cocaine but less toxic and irritant, used
as a local anesthetic; procaine : a trade-mark(Novocain).

No-vo-ros-siisk (n6"'v6-r6-sesk
/
) , a city in the south-

eastern R.S.F.S.R., on the Black Sea: pop., 95,000.
No*vo-si-birsk (n6"'v6

t

-si-brsk') n. 1. a territory of
the U.S.S.R., in western Siberia: pop., 4,023,000. 2. its

capital, on the Ob River: pop., 406,000.
now (nou), adv. [ME. nou, nu: AS. nu (form in all

Gmc. languages); IE. base *nu-, as also in L. nunc
(< *numce), numt etc.], 1. d) at the present time; at
this moment, fc) at once. 2. at the time referred to:

then; next: usually in narrative, as, now a series of

catastrophes occurred. 3. at a time very close to the
present; specifically, a) very recently; not long ago
(withjust) : as, he left just now. b) very soon (often
with just} i as, they are leaving just now, 4. given the
situation; with things as they are: as, now we'll never
know what happened. Now is often used without any
definite meaning, especially to introduce or emphasize:
as, come now, dont be absurd, con/, since; seeing
that: as, now (that) the rain has come, we won't starve.
n. the present time, interj. an exclamation expressing
warning, reproach, etc.
now and then, occasionally: also now and again.

now*a-4ays (nou'o-daV) , adv. [ME. nou adaies, now on
dayes < now -i- ow + day 4- -s adv. suffix], in these

datyef at the present time, it, the present time.
no*way (np'wa'), adv. in no mariner; by no means;
not at

allj nowise.
no*waVs (nS'wazO, adv. noway.
now-el (no-el', no'el), n. [Archaic], noel.
no-where (noliwar'), adv. [ME. nowher; AS. nahwxr],
not in, at, or to any place; not anywhere.
be (or get) nowhere, to have no success; fail.

nowhere near, not nearly; not by a wide margin.
no-wheres (no'hwaTz'), adv. [Dial.], nowhere.
no-whith-er (no'hwifVer) , adv. [ME. nowhider; AS.
nahwider], in, at, or to no place; nowhere.

no-wise (no'wiz'). adv. in no manner; noway.
nowt (nout), n.pl. [sing. NOWT], [ME.; ON. naut,
cattle: akin to AS. neat; cf. NEAT (cattle)], [Scot. &
British Dial.], cattle: oxen.
Nox (noks), ri. [L.], in Roman mythology, the goddess
of night: identified with the Greek Nyx.

noxious (nok'shos), adj. [L. noxius < noxa, injury,
hurt < nocere, to hurt, injure], harmful to health or
morals; unwholesome. ~SYN. see pernicious.
no yade (nwS-ySd'), n. [Fr. < rtoyer, to drown < L.
necare, to kill (in LL., to drown)], a mass execution
of persons by drowning, as Jpracticed at Nantes,
France, during the Reign of Terror (1794).

Noyes, Alfred (noiz), 1880-1958; English poet.
nozzle (noz'l), n. [dim. of nose], 1. the small mputh-
piece or spout of a hose, pipe, teakettle, pair of bellows,
etc. 2. [Slang], the nose; snout.
NP, neuropsychiatric.
Np. in chemistry, neptunium.
NJr., n.p., 1. new paragraph
protest. 4. Notary Public.

nr., near.

NRA, N.R.A., National I
N.S., 1. National Society, 2.

'

^ Style. 4. Nova Scotia.
'

5. Nui

2. nisi prius. 3. no

Administration.
"ew Series. 3. New

,
. , . ismatic Society.

in banking, not sufficient funds: also N.S.F.
., National Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals.
RS.P.C.C., National Society for tfce Prevention of
Cruelty to Children.

N.S.W., New South Wales.
-n t, a contracted and enclitic form of not* as In aren't.
Nt. in chemistry, niton.

NT., N.T., New Testament.
N.T.t Northern Territory.
nth (enth), ad/. 1. expressing the ordinal eauivalea*
to n: hence, 2. of the indefinitely lare or tattdQl
quantity represented by n.
to the nth degree (or power), 1. to an inde&ite de-
gree or

^wer, 2, to an extreme.

nu (n5o, B), n* [Or, ny]? the tHrfceenlfe letfeer 1 of t3be
Greek alphabet (N, r), correspondW"lx> Birfm W.
n; see alphal>et, table,

' ^^^
.

nu ance (noo-ans', nu'ans), n. [Fr. < nuer, to shade
< nue; L. nubes, a cloud], a slight or delicate variation
in tone, color, meaning, etc. ; shade of difference.
nub (nub), n. [var. of knub, for knob], 1. a knob; lump.
2. [Colloq.], the point of a story, etc.; gist.
Nu-ba (noo'ba), n.

\fl. t for 1 & 2, NUBA], 1. a Nubian.
2. a member of a Negro tribe in the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, related to the Nubians. 3. the language of
the Nuba.
nub-bin (nub'in), n. [dim. of nub], 1. a small lump.
2. a small or imperfect ear of Indian corn. 3. an
undeveloped fruit.

nub-ble (nub
/r
l). n. [dim. of nub], a small knob or lump.

nub-bly (nub'H), adj. [NUBBLIER (-H-Sr), NUBBLIEST
(4i-ist)], full of, or in the form of, nubbles: knobby.

nub-by (nub'i), adj. covered with small nubs; nubbly
said especially of a fabric with a rough, knotted weave.

Nu-bi-a (noo'bi-s, nu/bi-a), n. a former kingdom of

northeastern Africa, between the Red Sea and the
Sahara Desert: now part of Egypt and the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan.

nu-bi a (nqo'bi-9, nu'bi-s), n. [< L. nubes, a cloud], a
woman's light, fleecy wrap, worn over the head and
shoulders. __

Nu-bi-an (noo'bi-an, mi'bi-an), adj. of Nubia, its people,
or their language, n. 1. a member of a Negroid people
of Nubia. 2. the language of the Nubians.
Nubian Desert, a desert in the northeastern Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan.

nu-bile (noo'b'l, mVbil), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. nubile;
Hi, nubilis < nubere, to veil oneself, marry], marriage-
able: said of women, with reference to their age or

physical development.
nu-biM-ty (noo-bil'9-ti, nu-bil'o-ti), n. the state of

being nubile.
nu-bi-lous (noo'b'1-as, nu'bil-ss), adj. [LL. nubilosus,
cloudy, for L. nubilus < nubes, a cloud], 1. cloudy;
misty; foggy. 2. obscure; indefinite.
nu-ceMar (nyoo-sel'Sr), adj. of a nucellus or nucelli.
nu-cel-lus myo9~sel'9s), n. [^NUCELLI (-1)], [Mod. L.
< L. nucella, dim. of nux, nucis, nut], the central part
of an ovule, containing the embryo sac.
nu-cha (nu/ka), n. [pi. NUCHAE (-ke)L [ME.; ML,; Ar
nukha', spinal marrow], the nape of the neck.
nu-chal (nu'k'l), adj. of or connected with the nucha.
nu-ci- (nu'si), [< L. nux, nucis, nut], a combining
form meaning nut, as in nuciferous.

nu-cif-er-ous (nyoo-sif'Sr-os) , adj. [nuci- + -ferous],
bearing nuts.

nu-cle-ar (noo'kli-@r, nu'kli-Sr), adj. of, like, or forming
a nucleus.
nuclear fission, the splitting of the nuclei of atoms,
accompanied by conversion of part of the mass into
energy : the principle of the atomic bomb.
nuclear fusion, the fusion of atomic nuclei, as of heavy
hydrogen or tritium, into a nucleus of heavier mass, as
of helium, with a resultant loss in the combined mass,
which is converted into energy: the principle of the
hydrogen bomb.
nuclear physics, the branch of physics dealing with
the structure of atomic nuclei and the energies in-
volved in nuclear changes.
nucle-ate (noo'kli-it, nu'kli-StO, adj. [L. nudeatus,
having a kernel], having a nucleus. V*t. (nSS'kli-It',
nu'kK-at'), [NUCLEATED (-id), NUCLEATING!, [< L. nu-
cleatus, pp. of nucleare, to become like a kernel <
nucleus: see NUCLEUS], to form into or around a nucleus.
v4. to form a nucleus.

nu-cle-a tion (nSS'kli-S'shsn, nu'kli-S'shon), n. a nu-
cleating or being nucleated.

nu-cle-i (noo'kli-!
7
, ml'kli-i')' n. plural of nucleus.

nu cle ic actd (noo-klS'ik, nuVkle'ik), any of a group
of acids occurring in organic nuclear material ana
consisting of a combination of phosphoric acid with
a carbohydrate and a base.

riu^deitn (noo'kli-in, nu^kli-in), n. [< nucleus -f -ft*],

any of a group of colorless, amorphous protein sub-
stancee fotiad m aH cell nuclei aad coasistiitg of nucleic
acids com^btaed with a base.
nucleolar 6x55-kleVI?rr ftt-kl5'o-15r) f adj. of, or
having the nature of, a nucleolus.
nu cle o late &c^ldfe'o-Jit, nti-HS'Q-HtOr adf. mide-
olated. !

nucleolated
having a nttc

nu-cle-ole (n'W^6lA
, ^fkl&olOv n. a nucfeblus."""

CL;OU: (*H
body,

^ w <^nai, 'of
1

nMtn&t4${ a VWM. __

spherical found In the_ntieieS"of'~^c^t

or neutronnu-dfrcxn 1

faooTkB-oa, nlfkli-aa) f it. a
in the nucleus of an atony. u
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mik), adj. of, constituting, or like nucleoplasm.

nu-cle-o-pro'te-in (noo'kli-p-bro'te-in, nu'kli-6-pro'-
ten), n. [< nucleus + protein}, any of a class of com-
pound proteins found in the nuclei of plant and animal
cells, consisting of a simple protein combined with
a nuclein and either a pentose or a hexose
nucleus (noo'kli-as, nu'kli-as), n. [pi NUCLEI (-1'),
NUCLEUSES (-iz)], [L., a nut, kernel, fruit stone, for
*nuculeu$, dim. < nux, nucis, nut], 1. a thing or part
forming the center, around which other parts or things
are grouped or collected. 2. anything serving as a
center of growth or development: as, the nucleus of
an art collection. 3. in anatomy, a group of nerve
cells in the brain or spinal column. 4. in astronomy,
the bright central part of the head of a comet. 5. in
biology, the central, spherical or egg-shaped mass of
protoplasm present in most plant and animal cells
and necessary to such functions as growth, repro-
duction, etc. 6. in botany, a) a nucellus. b) the kernel
of a nut or seed, c) the central point in a starch grain.
7. in chemistry & physics, the central part of an atom,
the fundamental particles of which are the proton
and neutron: it carries a positive charge and con-
stitutes almost all of the mass of the atom. 8. in
organic chemistry, a fundamental, stable arrangement
of atoms (e.g., the benzene ring) that may occur in
many compounds by atomic substitution without
structural change.
nude (nood, nud), adj. [L. nudus, naked < *nogwodos
< IE. base *nQgwo-dho-; cf. NAKED], 1. naked; bare;
unclothed; uncovered. 2. in law, without considera-
tion: said of contracts, etc. n. [obs. Fr. nud < L.
nudus, naked], a nude figure, especially as represented
in painting, sculpture, etc. SYN. see bare.
the nude, 1. the nude human figure. 2. the repre-
sentation of this in art. 3. a nude condition.

nudge (nuj), v.t. [NUDGED (nujd), NUDGING], [Eng.
dial, nidge (to strike sharp blows, shake, etc.) suggests
that this and nudge are both < an AS. *nycgan (trans-
mitted via dial.) ; akin to MLG. nucken, to shake the
head, nuck, nucke, sudden shove; IE. base *neu*, to
give a push, shove, seen also in L. nuere, to nod,
nutare, to rock, shake, etc., & prob. in Norw. dial.

nugga, nyggja, to push, jostle], to push gently, especially
with the elbow, in order to get attention, hint slyly, etc.
n. a gentlepush with the elbow, tc.; jog.

nu-di- (noo'di, nu'di), [< L. nudus], a combining form
meaning nude, bare, as in nudibranchiate.
nu-dl bran-chi-ate (noo'di-brarj'ki-it, nu'di-brarj'ki-
at'), n. [< Mod. L. Nudibranchiata, name of the
suborder; see NUDI- & BRANCHIATE], any of a variety
of mollusks lacking both a shell and true gills.
nu-di caul (noo'di-kol', nu'di-k&l'), adj* in botany,
having stems without leaves.
nu-di-cau lous (noo'di-k6lQS, nu'di-k6'tes), adj. nu-
dicaul.
nud-ism (nood'iz'm, nud'iz'm), n. the practice or cult
of going nude for hygienic reasons.
nud 1st (nood'ist, nud?ist), n. a person who believes
in or practices nudism, adj. of nudism or nudists.

nu-dl-ty (n6"od'o-ti, nud'a-ti), n. [< Fr. or L,; Fr.
nuditt; L. nuditas], I. the state, quality, or fact of

being nude; nakedness. 2. [pi. NUDITIES (-tiz)], any-
thing nude.
Nu-e-cea fnoo-S'sSs), n. a river in southern Texas,
flowing into the Gulf of Mexico: length, c. 310 mi.

Nue-yo Le-on (nwe'vo* le~6n'), a state of northeastern
Mexico: area, 25,134 sq. mi.; pop., 525,000; capital,
Monterrey.

nu-ga-to-ry (noo'ga-t^r'i, nu'ga-to'ri), adj. [L. nuga-
tortus < nugari, to trifle], 1. trifling; worthless, 2.
not operative; ineffectual; invalid.

Hug-get (nug'it), n. [prob. dim. of Ens. dial, nug, a
lump), a lump; especially, a lump of native gold.

nui-sance (noo's'ris, nu's'ns), n. [ME. nusance; OFr.
< nuisir, noisir < "L. nocere, to annoy], an act, con-
dition, thing, or person causing trouble, annoyance,
or inconvenience.
nuisance tax, a tax considered a nuisance because it

is paid in very small amounts by the consumer.
null (nul), adj. (< Fr. or L.; Fr. md; L. nullus, not
any, none < ne+, not -f ullus, any, dim. of unus, one],
1. without legal force; not binding; void; invalid.
2. amounting to nought; nil. 3. of no value, effect,
of Consequence; insignificant.
mull $nd roid> without legal force; invalid.

nuMah (ntil'a), n. [Hind, nala, brook, ravine^ in India,
etc.. 1. a gully? ravinfe. 2. a watercourse.

nuMi-fi ca-tion (nulVfi-kS'saan) , ft. [IA. nuUiJwaMo],
lj'8 nullifying or being nullified. 2. in Uwted States
history, tjie refusal of ft State to recognisse or enforce
wlmia ite territory any act of Congress1 toeld to fee an

nul-li-fi-er (nul'^fi'Sr), n. a person or thing that
nullifies.

nul-li-jfy (nul'a-flO, v.t. [NULLIFIED (-fid'), NULLI-
FYING], [LL. nulhficare < L. nullus, none + facere,
to make], 1. to make legally null^ make void; annul.
2, to make valueless or useless; bring to nothing.
SYN. to nullify is literally to bring to nought, as by depriving
of effectiveness, validity, etc. (the bad weather nituijied what-
ever advantage we'd had); invalidate and void specifically
imply a depriving of legal force or authority (to invalidate, or
void, a contract) ; negate implies a bringing to a state of nonex-
iatence, as by destroying or denying (good negates evil).

millipa-ra (ns-lip'eY-a), n. \pl. NULLIPARAE (-e')],
[Mod. L. < L. nullus, none (see NULL) + parere, to
bring forth, bear], in obstetrics, a woman wno has never
given birth to a child.

nul-lip a-rous (ng-lIp'eY-as), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a nullipara; barren.
null! pore (nul'i-pSr', nul'i-por'), n. [< L. nullus,
none (see NULL) + porus, a pore], a red-spored, lime-
secreting seaweed.
miMi-ty (nul'o-ti), n. [Fr. nullitt; ML. nullitas], 1.

the state, quality, or fact of being null. 2. [pL NUL-
LITIES (-tiz)], anything that is null.

Num., Numbers, the fourth book of the Old Testament,
num., 1. number. 2. numeral; numerals.
Numan-tia (noo-man'shi-a, nu-man'shi-s), n. an
ancient city in northern Spain: beseiged and captured
by Scipio the Younger (134 B.C.).
numb (num), adj. [< MIL nomer nomen, numen, pp.
of nimen, to take; with unhistoric -6 (cf. THUMB)],
1. weakened in or deprived of the power of feeling or
moving; benumbed; deadened; insensible: as, numb
with cold, numb with grief. 2. having the nature of
numbness, as a feeling, v.t. to make numb.
number (num'bSr), n. [ME. & OFr. nombre < L.
numerus; IE. base *m-, to distribute, seen also in
Gr. nemein, to divide, distribute], 1. a symbol or
word, or a group of either of these, showing how many
or what place in a sequence: 1, 2, 3, 13, 23, 123 (one,
two, three, thirteen, twenty-three, one hundred and
twenty-three) are called cardinal numbers; 1st, 2d,
3d, 4th, 24th, 100th, 124th (first, second, third, fourth,
twenty-fourth, one hundredth, one hundred and
twenty-fourth) are called ordinal numbers. The symbol
(#) is often used with a definite numeral, as in desig-
nating grade, size, rank, position, etc. See also Arabic
numerals, Roman numerals, integer, fraction, decimal,
mined number. 2. pi. arithmetic. 3. the sum of any
collection of persons or things; amount of units; total;
aggregate. 4. a collection of persons or things; company;
assemblage. 5. a) also pi. a certain, usually a con-
siderable, company or collection; many. 6) pi. nu-
merical superiority. 6. quantity, as consisting of
units. 7. one of a series or grou^ that is numbered
or thought of as numbered; specifically, a) a single
issue of a periodical: as, the June number of a magazine.
6) a single or distinct part of a program of entertain-

ment; any of a sequence of songs, skits, etc. 8.

[Colloq.], a person or thing singled out: as, this hat is

a smart number: see also opposite number. 9. in

grammar, a) a difference of word form to show whether
one or more than one person or thing is meant, b} the
form itself. See dual, plural, singular, 10. in music,
a) pi. measures. 6) rhythm. 11. in poetry, a) pi.
metrical feet, verses, or verse. 6) metrical rhythm.

! Abbreviated No., no., num., n. v.t. 1. to total the
number of persons or things in ; count : enumerate, 2 * to

give a number to; designate by number. 3. to include
as one of a group, class, collection, etc. 4. to fix or limit
the number or the duration of: as, Ms days are num-
bered. 5. to have or comprise in number. 6. to add up
to; total; equal. 7. [ObsJ, to allot or appoint. v.L 1. to
toxal ; count ; enumerate. 2. to benumbered ;

be included.
a number of, an unspecified number of; several or

many.
beyond number, too numerous to be counted.
get one's number, [Slang], to discover one's true char-
acter or motives,

have one* number on it, [Slang], to be assumed to
have been marked by fate for the person whom it

kills: said of a bullet, etc.

one's number is up, [Slang], one's time to die, suffer,
etc. has arrived;

the numbers, numbers pool.
without number, too numerous to be^ counted;

num-ber-less (num'ber-lis), adj. 1. without number;
countless. 2. without a number or numbers*
number one, [Colloq.], 1. oneself. 2. the first, usually
the very best, quajity or grade. ,

Num-bera feini^Sir^X ^&* " Construed i, as ^ steari

[transl. of Gr. Arithmoi (cf. ARITHMETIC) : so named
from containing the census of the Hebrews after the

Exodus], the four* book af tto OW Tei^neW;:
abbreviated Numb., Num. M h

, look; oil out;
x, o m comply, 11 m f r

fat; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t
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numbers pool (or game, racket)/ an illegal lottery
in which people place small bets on the order of certain

numbers, usually the last three, in sojne tabulation of

game scores, financial reports, etc. published in the
daily newspapers: also called policy game.
numb-fish

(num'fish'J), n. \pL NUMBFISH, NUMBFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], a fisn that can give numbing shocks

by means of its electric organs: electric ray.
nunvbles (num'b'lz), n.pL [ME. noumbles; OPr.
numbles, nombles; by dissimilation < L. lumbulus,
dim. of lumbus, loin], [Archaic], the heart, lungs, liver,

etc. of a deer, etc., used for food: also spelled nomblee:
cf. humble pic.
mi-men (nu'men), n. \pl. NUMINA (-mi-no) J, (L.,

akin to -wuere, to nod;t
cf. NUDGE], in Roman mythology*

a presiding spirit; divinity.
nu-mer-a-ble (noo'mer-a-b'l, nu'mSr-9-bl), adj. [L.

numerabilis], that can be numbered or counted.
nu-mer-al (noo'mgr-gl, nu'merral), adj. [LL. numerates
< L. numerus; see NUMBER], of, expressing, or de-

noting number or numbers, n, 1. a figure, letter,
or word, or a group of any of these, expressing a
number: see Arabic numerals, Roman numerals.
2. pi. the numerals of the year of graduation of one's

nu*mer*ar-,,
numerarius], of a number or numbers.
nu-mer-ate (noo'ms-raf, nu'ms-ratO. v.t. [NUMER-
ATED (-id), NUMERATING), [< L. numeratus, pp. of

numerare; see NUMBER], L to count; enumerate.
2. to read (a number or numbers expressed in figures).

nu-mer-a-tion (noo'ma-ra'shon, nu'ma-ra'shQn), n.

[ME. numeracioun; L. numeratio < numerare; see

NUMBER], 1. a numbering or counting \
calculation.

2. a system of numbering or of reading numbers
expressed in figures: see billion, trillion, quadrillion,
etc. for differences in these as between the French
system of numeration (used also in the United States)
and the English system (used also in Germany).

nu-mer-a-tor (noo'ms-ra'ter, nu'ms-ra'tSr), n. [LL. <
numerare; see NUMBER], 1. that term of a fraction
which shows how many of the specified i>arts of a
unit are taken: in common fractions, it is written
above the line; in decimal fractions, it is written to
the right of the decimal point. 2. a person or thing
tfcat numbers.

nu-mer-tc (noo-mer'ik, nu-mer'ik), adj. [Fr. numerique
< L. numerus, a number], numerical.

nu-mer-i-cal (noo-mer'i-k 1, nu-mer'i-k'l), adj. 1. of,

or having the nature of, number. 2. in or by numbers.
3. denoting (a) number. 4. expressed by a number or
numbers, not by a letter or letters. 5. in mathematics,
designating or of value or magnitude regardless of

sign: as, the numerical value of -3 is smaller than
that of -7.

nu-mer-i-cal-ly (noo-mer'i-lcl-i, nu-mer'ik-li), adv. in
a numerical manner; by or with respect to numbers.

nu-mer-ol'O'gy (noo'ma-rol'a-ji, nu'ma-rol'a-ji), n.

[< L. numerus, a number; -f- -logy], a system of oc-
cultism built around numbers, especially those giving
',b8x$h dates,, those which are the sum of the letters

$fc ;"ne?
? name, etc.; divination by numbers.

jptytaft&roua (nSo'm&r-as, nu'mer-9s), adj. [L. numer-
osu$i <^mtmerus, a number], 1. consisting of many
persons or tilings, 2. very many. SYN. see many.
Numidi-a (nooVmid'i-a, nu-mid'i-a), n. an ancient
kingdom* ansA'lafer a Roman province, on the northern
coast of Africa.
Nu-midian (nio-niid'i-dn, nu-mid'ipdn), adj. of
Numidia, its (people, or their language* n. La
native or inhabitant of Numidia. 2. the HamMc
language of the Numidians.
Numidian crane, the demoiselle, a variety 9f crane.
numis., numism., 1. numismatic. 2. numismatics.
numismat-ic (noo'miz-mat'ik, nu'rais-mat'ik) , adj.
[Fr. numismatique < L. nmmpma. a coin < Gr. nomismat

a coin, lit. what is sanctioed by law < nomfaein, to
sanction < nomos, law, custom], 1. of coins or medals
or both. 2. of numismatics or numismatists.
nu mis mat-i cal (noo'miz-nlat'i-kl, nu'mis-mat'i-
k'l), adj. numismatic.
nu mis-mat ics (noo'npz-naat'iks, mt'misr-mat'iks),
n.pl. [construed as sing.], [< numismatic], the study
or collection of coins and medals*

nu-mis-ma-tist (noo-miz'ma-tist, nu-mis'ma-tist), n.
[Fr. numismatists

;
see NUMISMATIC];,.; a specialist in

or collector of coins and medals.
nu mis ma tol o y (noo-miz'm^toFj^jfe. nft-auVma-
tol'a-ji), n. numismatics. f

num-mu-lar (num'yoo-lSr), adj. [L, nmnmidwrw <
nummulus, dim. of nummus, a coin! ia medfowe.
1. coin*-shaped. 2. piled UP like a roll of o0as; said
of agglutinating red blood cells. 3 j, ?

num*mu-lite (num'yoo-HtO, n I< It <m&nmm* ,,a

coin; + -lite], any of a group of nearly eztinct oner
celled animals with a somewhat coin-shaped sj
nummulit-ic (nwn'yoo-lit'ik), adj. oontaming
consisting of nummulites.

num-skull (num'skul')f n. [< numb + skull], a stupid
person; dolt; blockhead; dunce.
Nun (noon), n. the chief mouth of the Niger River.

nun (nun) , n. [ME. nunnet nonne; AS. nunne < LL.
nonna, nun, child's nurse, old lady; like Gr. nanna,
aunt, Sans, nana, mother, ult. < baby talk; cf. MAMMA,
PAPA], 1. a woman devoted to a religious life; es-

pecially, a member of a convent under vows, as of

chastity, obedience, and poverty. 2. any of various
birds, as the pigeon.
nun (noon, noon), n. [Heb. nun, lit., fish], the fourteenth
letter of the Hebrew alphabet (3|), corresponding to

English N, n: see alphabet, table.

Nunc Di-mit-tis (nunk di-mit'is), [L., now thou lettest

depart: first words of the L. version], the song of

Simeon, sung as a hymn or canticle in various liturgies:
Luke 2:29-32. 2. fn- d-], a] departure or farewell,

especially from life. &) permission to depart} dismissal.

nun*ci*a-ture (nun'shi-a-cheY), n. [It. nunztatura], the
office or term of office of a nuncio.
mm-cio (nun'shi-o'). n. [pi NUNCIOS (-oz')L [It.

nuncio, nunzio < L. nunaus, nuntius, messenger; ?

contr. < *noventius < nevus, new + vemre, to come],
the permanent official representative of the Pope to
a foreign government; papal ambassador.

nun-cle (nur/k'l), n. [by syllabic merging of mine
(or an) uncle], [Dial.], uncle.

nun-cu-pa*tive (nur/kyoo-pa'tiv, nun-ku'ps-tiv), adj.

[LL. nuncupativus, so-called, nominal < L. nuncupare,
to call by name, name before witnesses as one's heir <
nomen, a name 4- capere, to take], oral, not written:
said especially of wills.

nun-na-tion (nun-a'shsn), n. [Mod. L, nunnatto < Ar.
nun, the letter n; cf. NUN (Heb. letter)], the addition
of final n to words in which it does not historically
occur, as in the declension of certain Arabic nouns.

nun-ner-y (nun'er-i), n. [pi NUNNERIES (-iz)], [ME. &
OFr, nounerie], a community of nuns and the building
or buildings in which they live; convent. SYN. see
cloister.

nun's yelling, a soft, loosely woven, untwilled woolen
material, used for veils, light dresses, etc.

nup-tial (nup'shal, nup'chal), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr.

nuptial; L. nuptialis < nuptiae, marriage < nuptus,
pp. of nubere, to marry], of marriage or a wedding.
n. pi. a wedding; marriage ceremony.

Nu-rem-berg (nyoor'sm-burg', noor'am-biirg ), n. a

city in Bavaria, Germany: pop., 431,000: site of trials

(1945-1946) of Nazis accused of war crimes.

Ntira-berg (nur^n-berkh'), n. Nuremberg: German
name.
nurse (nurs), n. [ME. norice, nurice; OFr. norice,

nurrice; LL. nutricia, a nurse, governess < L. nutricius,
that suckles or nourishes < nuirix, nutricis, wet nurse,
nurse < nutrire, to nourish, feed; IE. base *sneu~,
*sndu~, to trickle, seen also in Sans, snauti, she drips,

gives milk, Gr. naein, to flow], 1. a woman who
suckles a child not her own: now usually wet nurse.
2. a woman hired to take full care of another's young
child or children. 3. a person trained to take care
of the sick, injured, or aged, assist surgeons, etc.

4. a person or thing that nourishes, fosters, protects,
or develops someone or something. 5. in zoology, a

sexually incomplete worker bee or ant that cares for
the young, v.t* [NURSED (nurst), NURSING], 1. to
suckle (an infant) : be wet nurse tor. 2. to take care
of (a child or children), 3f, to tend (the sick, injured,
or aged). 4. to take special care or; nourish, foster,

develop, or cherish: as, she's nursing her anger, 5, to

treat; try to cure: as, he is nursing a cold* 6. a) to
use, operate, or handle cautiously or carefully, so as
to avoid injury, pain, exhaustion, etc. : as, he's nursing
his injured leg. 5) to drink slowly, so as to conserve;
as, she nursed her highball, 7. to* clasp; hold carefully;
fondle. 8. in billiards, to keep (the balls) close together
for a series of caroms, v.i. 1. to be suckled; feed at
the breast. 2. to suckle a child. 3. to serve as a nurse.

nurse-ling (nurslirj), n. a nursling.
nurse-maid (nurs'mad') . n. a girl or woman hired to
take care of a child or children.

nurs-er^y (nur's^?4t nur&fri), n. (pi. NURSERIES (-iz,

-riz)], [ME. norcery; see NURSE], 1. a) an infant's
bedroom. 6) a room or apartment in a home, set aside
for the children as a pjayrooni, study, dining room,
etc. c) specially equipped quarters,, as in a meajer^ or

store, where parents may tenpuporj^ly leai^e children
with trafned attendants while* tfeey saop> ete. 4) a
nursery school 2. a place wheiw yoang[ tree$ or ofter
plants are raised for experimental purposes, for trans-

planting, or for sale. 3. anything that nourishes,
protects, dejve^ppSv or losiei. <
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nursing bottle 1009 nylon
nurs-ing bottle (nur'sip), a bottle with a detachable
rubber nipple, for feeding liquids to babies.

nursing home, [Chiefly British], a small private
hospital, especially one for convalescents.

nurs-ling (nurslirj), n. 1. a young baby still being
nursed, 2. anything that is being carefully tended
or cared for. Also spelled nurseling.
miivture (nur'cheY), n. [ME. nuriture; OPr. narreture,
nourture; LI/, nutritura < L. nufrire, to nourish; see

NURSE], 1. anything that nourishes; food; nutriment.
2. the act or process of raising or promoting the de-

velopment of; training; rearing; upbringing* 3. in

sociology, all the environmental factors, collectively,
to which the individual is subjected from conception
onward, as distinguished from his nature, or heredity.
v.t. [NURTURED (-che'rd), NURTURING], 1. to feed or

nounsh; maintain; foster. 2. to raise or promote the
development of; train; educate: rear.

nut (nut), n. [ME. nuttef note; AS. hnutu; akin to G.
nuss; IB. base *gneu~, little lumpish object (< *qen-t

to squeeze together), seen also in L. nux, nucis, nut
(cf. NUX VOMICA)], 1. the dry, one^seeded fruit of

any of various trees or bushes, consisting of a kernel,
often edible, in a hard and woody or tough and leath-

ery shell, more or less separable from the seed it-

self: walnuts, pecans, chestnuts, acorns, etc. are all

nuts. 2, the kernel, or meat, of such a fruit. 3. loosely,
any hard-shelled fruit that will keep more or less

indefinitely: peanuts, almonds, and cashews are often
called nuts, 4. a person, problem, or thing difficult to
understand or handle. 5. a small block, usually of

metal, with a threaded hole through the center, for

screwing onto a bolt, etc. 6. [Slang], a) the head.

6) usually in pi. a testicle. 7. [Slang], a queer, foolish,
or demented person; eccentric. 8. a) a ridge of wood,
ebony, etc. at the top of the fingerboard of a string^!
instrument, over which the strings pass, d) the small
knob at the end of a violin bow, for tightening or

loosening the hairs. See also nuts. v.i. [NUTTED
(-id), NUTTING], to hunt for or gather nuts.

hard (or tough) nut to crack, 1. any problem, task,
etc. that is difficult to solve or do. 2. a person who
cannot be persuaded or convinced easily.

off one*s nut, [Slang],, insane; crazy.
nu-tant (noo't'nt, nu't'nt), adj. [L. nutans, ppr. of

nutare, to nod], with the top bent downward; drooping;
nodding: said of plants.
nu ta-tion (noo-ta'shsn, mt-ta'shan), n. [L. nutatio <
nutare, to nod], 1. the act or an instance of nodding
the head. 2. in astronomy, a slight vibratory movement
of the earth's axis. 3. in botany, a slight rotatory
movement in the stem of a growing plant, due to the

varying rates of growth in the parts of the stem.
nut-brown (nut'broun'), adj. dark-brown, ttke some
ripe nuts,.
nut crack er (nut'krak'&r), n. 1. sometimes pi. an
instrument for cracking the shells of nuts, usually

consisting of two hinged metal levers, between which
the nut is squeezed. 2. a) a white-spotted, dark-
brown European bird of the crow family, that feeds

on nuts. 6) a similar bird of western North America,
with grayish plumage, c) a nuthatch.

nut-gall (nut'g61') n. a small, nut-shaped gall on the
oak and other trees.

nut-hatch (nutliachO , it. [ME. notehach, nuttehache,

etc.: the 2d element is akin to hack], any of various

small, nut-eating birds related to the creepers and
titmice, having a sharp beak and a short tail

.

nut let (nutlit), n. 1. a small nut or nutlike fruit.

2. the pit, or stone, of a cherry, peach, plum, etc.

Nut-ley (nut'li), n. a city in northeastern New Jersey:

pop., 27,000.
nut meat (nut'met'), n. the kernel of a nut, especially

nut-meg (tiuVmeg), n. [ME. notemuge, nutmuge (partial

traasl. of OFr. nots mugue)
< nut, nut + OFr. mugue,
musk < L. muscus, *nusk],
1. the fcard, aromatic kernel
of the seed of an East
Indian tree: it is grated
and used as a spice. 2.

t&6>'tree itself.

nut pick (nu?fe'pikO ?
WV a

, sharp instrument for

keraek of
'

ppr. of nutrire, to nourish], nutritious; nourishing, n.

anything nutritious.
nu-triment (noo'tra-msnt, nu'tro-mant), n. [L. nu-
trimentum < nutrire, to nourish], 1. anything that

nourishes; food. 2. anything that promotes growth
or development. . , . _ , .

nu-tri-men-tal (noo'tra-men't'I, nu'tra-men't 1), adj.

having or providing nutriment; nutritious.

nu-tri-tion (noo-trish'an, nu-trish'sn), n. {< L. nutrtre,

to nourish; see NURSE], L a nourishing or being
nourished; especially, the series of processes by which
an organism takes in and assimilates food for pro-

moting growth and replacing worn or injured tissues.

2. anything that nourishes; nourishment; food.

nu-tri-tion-al (noo-trish'sm-% nu-trish'aa-1), adj. of

nutrition.
'

nu-tri-tion-ist (noo-trish'sn-ist, nu-trish'an-ist), n. a

specialist in the problems of nutrition.

nu'tri-tious (noo-trish'ss, mi-trish'as), adj. |L. nu-

fricius; see NURSE], nourishing; promoting growth and
repairing tissues of the body.

nu-tri-tive (noo'tra-tiv, nu'trs-tiv), ad]. [ME. nutrt-

tif; OFr. nutritif; ML. nutritims], 1. having, to do
with nutrition. 2. promoting nutrition; nutritious.

nuts (nuts), adj. [see NUT, 6, 7], [Slang], crazy; foolish.

inter}. [Slang), an exclamation of disgust, scorn, dis-

appointment, disapproval, refusal, etc.

be nut* about, [Slang], 1. to be greatly in love with.

2. to like very much; be very enthusiastic about.
nuts to (someone or something)!, [Slang], an exclama-
tion indicating anger or disappointment at, disap-

proval or refusal of, etc. (someone or something).
nut-shell (nut'shel'). n. the shell enclosing the kernel
of a nut.

. . .

In a nutshell, m brief or concise form; m a few words.
ntit-ter (nut'Sr), n. a person who gathers nuts.

nut-ti-ness (nut'i-nis), n. 1. the quality or state of

being nutty. 2. a nutty flavor or consistency.
nut ting (tmt'in), n. the act or process of gathering
or hunting for nuts,

nut-ty (nut'i), adj. [NUTTIER (-i-Sr), NUTTIEST (-i-ist)],

1. containing or producing many nuts. 2. having a
nutlike flavor. 3. [Slang], a) enthusiastic, often to

excess, b) queer, foolish, demented, etc.

nux vom-i-ca (nuks' vom'i-ka), [ML. < L. nux, nut
(cf. NUT) 4- vomere, to vomit], 1. the poisonous, disk-

like seed of an Asiatic tree, containing strychnine.
2. the tree itself. 3. a medicine made from the seed,

used as a heart stimulant. '_
nuz zle (nuz''l), v.t* [NUZZLED (-Id), NUZZLING], {MB.
noselen; see NOSE, -LE, -EN], 1. to push against or

rub with the nose, snout, muzzle, etc. 2. to root up
with the nose or snout: said of a

pigr*
etc.

push or rub with the nose, etc. against or i

thing. 2. to lie close; nestle; Snuggle.
*

NW,"N.W., n.w., 1. northwest. 2. nor
N.W., North Wales.
NWbN, northwest by north.

NWbW, northwest by west.

N.W.T., Northwest Territories (Canada).
N*Y New York.
NYA', N.Y.A., National Youth Administration.

Nya-sa (nya'sa, m-as'o), n. a lake in southeastern

Africa, bordering on Nyasaland: length, 350 mi.;

width, 45 mi.: area, 14,000 sq. mi. : also spelled Nrassa.

Nyasaland (nya'sa-land', m-as'9-land'), n. a Bntisa
protectorate in southeastern Africa: area, 47,949-sq.

mi.; pop., 1,686,000; capital, Zomba, '

N.Y.C, 1. New York Central. -2. New York City,

nyc-ta-gl-na'Ceous (nik'ta-ji^ni'shas), adj. [< Mod. I>.

Nyctago, old name of the genus (< Gr. nyx, nyktos,
night); -I- -aceous]* belonging to the four-o clock

family of plants.
'

nycta4O'pl-a (nik'td-lo'pi-o), n. ILL. < Gr. nyktalGps
< nyx, nyktos, night + alaos, bund + fys, the eye],

night blindness, .

''

...
nyc-tl- (nik'ti), [< Gr. ny, nyktos, night], a combining
form meaning of or at night, as in nyctitropic:, also

nycto- and, before a vowel, nyct-.

yc-ti-trop-ic (nik'ti-trop'ik) , adj. [n

changing position at night: said ot the l

(nik-tifr9-piz
f

m) , n. the tendency of

the leaves of certain plants, to be nyctitropic,

nyc-to- (nik'to, nak'to), nycti-. ,
,

nycrto^Eo-bi-a (iiik't3-f5n)i-3), m fny<^ + -phobia],
an unnsatutal or excessive fear of wkmes^ or night.

N^ E^ar Wilson (m), (called BiUNye); 1850-1896;
American hiimorist,,

Nye-man (n
nylfthai (pal
PLURAL,, ii, D, 11,

nyl ghau
see PLURAL, Ut Dv

ny-lon (ni^on

,

n. Nieman: the Russian name.
see

,
,

cf. RAYON],



nymph. 1010 oat

1. a highly elastic, very strong, synthetic material
derived from coal, water, and air, and made into

thread, bristles, sheets, etc. 2. pi. stockings made
of this.

nymph (nimf), n. [ME. nimphe; OFr. nymphe, nimphe;
L. nympha; Gr. nymphs], 1. in Greek & Roman
mythology, any of a group of minor nature goddesses,

represented as beautiful maidens living in rivers,

motmtains, trees, etc. 2. a) a lovely young woman.
&) a young woman; maiden: literary or playful usage.
3. in entomology , a) the young of an insect without

complete metamorphosis. 5) a pupa.
nym-pha (nim'fa), n. [pi. NYMPHAE (-fe)J, [L.J, 1. a

nymph (sense 3a). 2. pi. the labia minora.

nym-phae-a-ceous (nim'fi-a'shas), adj. [< L. nym-
phaea, water lily; Gr. nymphaia < nymphaios, of

nymphs; + -aceous], belonging to the water-lily family

nymph ai (nim'f'l), adj. [L. nymphalis], of or like a

nymph or nymphs.
nym-pha-lid (nim'fa-lid) , n. [< Mod. L. Nymphalidae,
name of the family < Nymphalis, name of the type
genus < Gr. nymphe, nymph], any of a group of butter-

flies with very short forelegs, adj. of this group.

nym-phe-an (nim-fe'an), adj. nymphal.
nym-pho-lep-si-a (nim'fa-lep'si-a), n. nympholepsy.

frenzy that was Deiievea to seize any man wnu IOOKCQ

at a nymph. 2. a violent emotional state, especially

that believed to result from desire for some unattain-

able ideal.

nym-pho-lept (nim'fa-lepf). n. a person who has

nym-pho-lep'tic (nim'f9-lep'tik) , adj. of or having

nym-pho-ma-'ni-a (nim'fa-ma'ni-9), n. [Mod, L. <
Gr. nymphe, bride; + -mania], excessive and uncon-
trollable sexual desire in a woman: cf. satyriasis.

nym-pho-ma-ni-ac (nim'fa-ma'ni-ak'). adj. of, char-

acteristic of, or having nymphomania. n. a woman
having nymphomania.
Nym-we-gen (nim'va-gQn), n. Nijmegen,
nys*tag-mic (nis-tag'mik) , adj. of, like, or charac-

terized by nystagmus.
nys-tag-mus (nis-tag'mgs) , n. [Mod. L.; Gr. nystagmos,
drowsiness < nystazein, to be sleepy], an involuntary

rapid movement of the eyeball, usually from side to

Nyx'(niks), n. [Gr.], in Greek mythology, the goddess
of night.

N.Z., N. Zeal., New Zealand.

o
Q> o (o), n. [pi. O's, o's, Os, os, oes (oz)], 1. the fifteenth

letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek omega
(long o) and omicron (short o), both borrowed from the
Phoenician: see alphabet, table. 2. a sound of or o:

in English, the mid back vowel, IPA [o] of cold, or

its equivalent diphthong [ou]: the low central or low
back vowel, IPA [a] or [a] of hot; and the low back
vowel, IPA [o] of wrong. 3. a type or impression

_

for

O or o. 4. the numeral zero; a cipher. 5. an object

shaped like or o. 6. a symbol for the fifteenth (or
the fourteenth if J is omitted) in a sequence or group.
7. in physics, the symbol for ohm. adj. 1. of or o.

2. circular or oval in shape. 3. fifteenth (or fourteenth
if J is omitted) in a sequence or group.
O (Jo), interj. an exclamation variously used: 1. in

direct address: as, God, save us! 2. to express
surprise, fear, wonder, pt

ain, etc.: now usually oh.

3. at the end of a line in some ballads and songs.
n. [pi. O's (oz)], any instance of this exclamation.
and oh are now sometimes used interchangeably.

o* (5; unstressed a), prep, an abbreviated form of:

1. of, as in o'clock. 2. [Archaic or Dial.], on.

O' (5), [Ir. 5, descendant], a prefix of some Irish sur-

names, meaning a descendant of, as in O'Reilly.

o-, in chemistry, ortho-.

o-, OD-: used before m, as in omit.

O, 1. in chemistry, oxygen. 2. in linguistics, Old, as

in OFr. 3. in mathematics, a medieval Roman numeral
for 11: with a superior bar (0), 11,000.

O., 1. Ocean. 2. October. 3. Ohio. 4. Ontario.
5. Oregon.

O., o., 1. octarius, [L.], in pharmacy , a pint. 2. octavo.
3. old.

o. 1. off. 2. only. 3. order. 4. in baseball, outs, or

put-outs.
oaf (of), n. [pi. OAFS (ofs), OAVES (ovz)], (earlier auf,

ouphe < ON. alfr, elf; cf. ELF], 1. originally, a change-
ling; child supposedly substituted by elves tor a normal
child; hence, 2. a misshapen or idiotic child. 3. a

stupid, clumsy fellow; lout.
oaf-ish (of'ish), adj. like or characteristic of an oaf.

O a-hu (o-a'hoo), n. the chief island of the Hawaiian
Islands: area, 604 sq. mi.; pop., 258,000; chief city,
Honolulu: see Hawaiian Islands, map.
oak (6k), n. [see PLURAL, n, D, 3], [ME. oke; AS. ac;
akin to G. etche; IE. base *aig-, oak, prob. seen also
in L. aesculus (< *aig'Selos), mountain oak], L any
of a number of large hardwood trees and bushes
bearing nuts called acorns. 2. the wood. 3. any of
various plants resembling these trees: frs, poison oak.
4. a wreath of oak leave, S. woodwork, fwrnittirer
etc. made of oak. 6. [British University Skogj, a
door, usually of oak. adj. of oak; oaken*
sport one's oak, /British University Slang], to shut
one's door as a sign that one does not want visitors.

oak apple (or gall), an applelike gall on oak trees.

oak-en (ok'an), adj. made of the wood of the oak.
Oak-land (ok'lsnd), n. a city in western California,
on San Francisco Bay: pop., 381,000.
Oak Leaf Cluster, a bronze decoration consisting of
a small cluster of oak leaves and acorns, awarded to
the holder of a United States military decoration for

any further award of the same medal.

Oakley, Annie, see Annie Oakley.
Oak Park, a city (legally, a village) in northeastern
Illinois: suburb of Chicago: pop., 63,000.
Oak Ridge, a city in eastern Tennessee, near Ejioxville:
a center of atomic research: pop., 30,000,
oa-kum (o'ksm), n. [ME. okonie; AS. acumba, xcemba,
tow, oakum < a-, away, out H- camb, a comb < base
of cemban, to comb (cf. COMB, UNKEMPT); lit., what
is combed out), loose, stringy, hemp fiber got by taking
apart old ropes: used in packing the seams of boats.
oar (dr, or), n. [ME. ore; AS. ar; akin to ON. ar; prob.
IE. *ojes t shaft, seen also in Czech oje ? rod], 1, a long
wooden pole with a broad, thin blade at one end, used
in rowing or, sometimes, in steering a boat. 2, a person
who uses an oar; rower, v.t. & v.i. to row,
put one's oar in, to be meddlesome; interfere.^
rest on one' a oars, to stop one's work or efforts in order
to rest,

OAr., Old Arabic.
oared (6rd, ord), adj. equipped with oars; often used
in hyphenated compounds, meaning equipped with (a
specified number of) oars, as two-oared.

oar-fish (dr'fish', orfisb/)* n. [pi. OARFISH, >OARFISB;ES
(4z) : see FISH), any of a group of large, long deep-
sea nshes, having long fins with flattened ends.

oar less (dr^lis^ or'\is) t adj. 1. having no- oars: said of
a bot. 2. not stirred or rippled by oars.

oar-lock (dr'lok/, oi/Jol:')* n. a device, often U-shaped,
for ^o!4ing the oaf In place in rowing or steering;
rowlocrk.

oars-man (te'man, ore'man), n. [pi. OAHSMRN O
a man who rows; especially, aa expert at rowing.

oars man-ship (6r3s%itt-ship', ojrzi'maa-shipO*
man

-fr ~$h$j+w aaft, o r or skill at, roWiog. ;

oar-y (6r^, or*i), '<fd/. Blfce an oar in shape OfJunction.
o a sis (o-I%ts 'tya-sfe), n. [pi QASW (-sez ^eV)! $L>;
Gr. dasis, fertile spot; orig. Coptic}* a fartitet place in
a desertt due to "toe presence of water,

oast (ost), n. [ME. ost; AS. as*; Gmc. **&? !IL base
*aidh~, to burn, seen also in L. aeste a heat, glow,
aestas, stunmer (cf. EsriVAriii

1 a kiln for dryfn$ '&$pfl
malt ? or tobacco. /^ > W;t

,

\
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,
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oat (ot), n. [ME. ote; AS. ak; not found in other Gmc.
languages; IE. base *oid-, to swell, seen also in Russ.~- 1-*f- '"

pL a) a hardy cereal grass,

pass. 2," any ' of various
,
related : grasses;



oatcake ion object
the wild oat. 3. [Obs. or Poetic], a simple musical
pipe made of an oat stalk.
feel one's oats, [Slang], 1. to be in high spirits; be
frisky. 2. to feel and act important.

oat-cake (ot'kak'}, n. a thin, flat, hard cake made of
oatmeal.
oat en (ofn), ad?;, of or made of oats, oatmeal, or oat
straw.

Gates, Titus (ots), 1649-1705; English conspirator
who fabricated the Popish Plot, a supposed Roman
Catholic plot (1678) to massacre Protestants, burn
London, and kill the king; convicted of perjury but
later pardoned.
oat grass, any of various catlike grasses; especially,
any wild oat.
oath (oth), n. [pi. OATHS (othz, oths)], [ME. oth; AS.
ath; akin to G. eid; IE. base *-, to go; basic sense
*'a going to fulfill a promise" \

cf. L. ire t to go, iter,

a journey (cf. ITINERARY), imtium, a beginning (cf.

INITIAL), etc. < the same base!, 1. a) a ritualistic

declaration, based on an appeal to God or to some
revered person or object, that one will speak the
truth, keep a promise, remain faithful, etc. 6) the
pattern of words or ritual form used in making such
a declaration, c) the thing promised or declared in
this way. 2. the irreverent or profane use of the name
of God or of a sacred thing to express anger or empha-
size a statement. 3. a swearword; curse.
take oath, to promise or declare by making an oath;
swear solemnly.

oatmeal (St'nielO, n. 1. oats crushed into meal or

flakes; rolled or ground oats. 2. a porridge made
from such oats.
Oa xa ca (wa-ha'ka), n. 1. a state of southern Mexico,
on the Pacific: area, 36,371 sq. mi; pop., 1,193,000.
2. its capital: pop., 34,000.
Ob (ob), n. a river in western Siberia, flowing into
the Gulf of Ob: length, 3,200 mi.
Ob, Gulf of, an arm of the Arctic Ocean, in north-
western Siberia: length, c. 600 mi.
ob- (ob, ab, 5b), [< L. ob, prepj, a prefix meaning:
1. to, toward, before, as in object. 2. opposed to, against,
as in obnoxious. 3, ufon, over, as in obfuscate. 4.

completely, totally, as in obsolete. 5, inversely, op-
positely, as in objurgate. In words of Latin origin,
06- assimilates to oc- before c, as in occur; of" before

/, as in offer; and o- before p, as in oppress; it becomes
o- before m, as in omit.
ob 1. [LJ, obiit. 2. obiter, [L.], in passing. 3. oboe.

O.K., 1., Benedictine Order. 2. obstetrics,

O-ba-dl-ah (5'ba-di'a), [LL.; Heb. 'Sbadhyah, lit.,

servant of the Lord], a masculine name. Ji. in the
Bible, 1. one of the minor Hebrew prophets. 2. a
book of the Old Testament containing his prophecies.
Abbreviated Ob., Obad.
obbliga to (obOi-ga'to), adf. [It., Ht,, obliged; L.

obligates, pp;
1""

of obligdre; see OBLIGE], in music, not
to be left, out j indispensable: said of an accompaniment
that has its own character and importance and is

necessary to the proper performance of a piece: ab-
breviated Obb. n. [pi. OBBLIGATOS (-toz), OBBLIGATI
(-ti)]. a musical accompaniment, especially one of

this kind. Also spelled obligato.
ob-cor-date (ob'kfir'dSt), adj. [06- + cordate], in botany,
heart-shaped and joined to the stem at the apex: said

of certain leaves.

obdt., obedient.

oD-du-ra-cy (ob'doo-ra-si, ob'dyoo-ra-si), n. the quality
or state of being obdurate.
obdu-rate (ob'doo-rit, obMyoo-rit), adj. [MB.; L.

obdurate, pp. of obdurare, to harden; ad-, intens. -f

durare, to harden < durus, hard], 1. not easily moved
to pity or sympathy; hardhearted. 2. hardened and
imrepewtaag; impenitent. 3. not giving in readily;

stubbomjobstinate; inflexible. SYN. see inflexible.

o be ah (5^bw), n. [of W. Afr. origin], 1. [often O&
a form of witchcraft or magic practiced by some
Nefroeft ia AMca, and formerly also i tttqe West
InoSes. 2. a talisman or fetish Jised in sucn witch-
craft Also obi.

o-be di ence (Wdwms, opbeTdifens), ibtTMB.; OB?.;
L. obeduntfa < obtdiensl 1. the state or fact of being
obedient; doing what is ordered; submission. 2. in

the Roman CathoUt Chwch, a) the Church's
diction. #) all those who submit to this jurisdiction.

o be dlent (84>S>6%ttt, 04>#<ti-8i*t), M (MB,: .L.
obediens. ppr. of obedire; see OBEY], obeyfef or willing

ty obeys lfee$*;'< towt&bld; abbreviated oMit.
"

Jlm.-obdtnt su^esta 4 giving to ti the ds&m or Wf^o-
tiona of^ to witttiBor control fca VMKM dhM)? <$&

a temperament that 'submits 1

easily to control or that

of character that allows one to yield meekly to another's request
or demand (army life had made hfop compliant) ; amenable sug-
gests such amiability or desire to be agreeable as would lead one
to submit readily (he is amenable to discipline). ANT. diso-

bedient, refractory.
o-bei-sance (o-ba's'ns, S-bSVns), n, [ME. obeisaunce;
OFr. obeissance < obeissant, ppr. of ooeir, to obey; cf.

OBEY], 1. a gesture of respect or reverence, such as
a bow, curtsy, etc. 2. the attitude shown by this;

homage; deference: as, they did obeisance to him.
o-bei-sant (o-baVnt, o-be's'nt), adf. showing or doing
obeisance; respectful.
obelisk (ob'l-isk

7
), n. [L. obeliscus; Gr. obeliskos,

dim. of obelos; see OBELUS], 1. a tall, four-sided stone

pillar tapering^ toward its pyramidal top: it often
has hieroglyphics on it, 2. an obelus.
ob elize (ob'l-Iz'), v.t. [OBELIZED (-izdO. OBELIZING],
[Gr. obelizein], to mark with an obelus.

ob-e-lus (ob'l-QS), n. [pi. OBELI (-!')], [ME.; LL.; Gr.

obelos, a needle, spit], 1. a mark (- or *) used in

ancient manuscripts to indicate questionable passages
or readings. 2. in typography, a reference^mark (f),

used to indicate footnotes, etc.; dagger; obelisk.

Ober-am-mer-gau (o'ber-am'&r-gou', S'bir-am'eV-

gou'), n. a town in southern Bavaria, Germany, where
the Passion play is normally presented every ten years:
pop., 2,000.
O-ber-hau-sen (o'bSr-houVn), n, a city in the Rhine
Province, Germany: pop., 174,000 (est. 1946).
O-ber-land (o'ber-lantO, n. a mountainous district in
central Switzerland.
O-ber-on (o'ba-ron', o'be'r-an), n. [Pr.; OFr. Auberon
< Gmc. base of elf, oaf], in early folklore, the king of

fairyland and husband of Titania.
o-bese (o-beV)* adj. [L. obesus, pp. of obedere, to devoiir;
ob- (see OB-) + edere, to eat], very fat; stout; corpulent.

o-bes-i-ty (o-beVa-ti, 6-bes's-ti), n. [Fr. obtsitS; L.

obesitas], the Duality or state of being obese.

o*bey (o-ba', s-baOr v.t. [ME. obeien; OFr. obeir; L.

obedire, to obey; OL. oboedire < ob- (see OB-) + audire,
to hear], 1. to carry; out the instructions or orders of.

2. to carry out (an instruction, order, etc.). 3. to be
guided by; submit to the control of: as, obey your
common sense. v.i, to be obedient.

ob-fus cate (ob-fus'kSt, ob'fss-kat') , v.t. [OBFUSCATED
(-id), OBFUSCATING], [< L. obfuscatus, pp. of obfuscare,

ofuscare, to darken < o&- (see OB-) + fuscare, to
obscure <fuscus, dark], 1. to darken; obscure; hence,
2. to confuse; stupefy; bewilder.

ob'fus-ca-tion (ob'fus-ka'shgn), n. 1. an op
or being obfuscated. 2. something that ,60

o-bi (o'bi), n. obeah.
o-bi (o'bi), n. (Japan.], a broad sash

?anese w^bmen b

Di-it), [L.J, he (or
back, worn by

$ob-i-it (ob'i-ft,
breviated ob.

0-bit (o'bit, oVit), n. [ME. obite; Of.: L.

death < pp. of obire^ to go down, fall,, die; ,

OB-) + ire, to go; cf. OATH], an obituary.
ob-i-ter die-turn (ob'i-tSr dik'tm), \pl. OBITER DICTA

obitus,-

(see

,

(-to)], [L.], 1. an i^cider^tal opinion expressed by a

judge, having no bekring up^on the case m question,
hence not binding., 2. any incidental remark.

o-bit-u-air-y (o-bicli'oo-er'i, 3~bich'6o-er'i) f n. {pi. o-

BITUARIES (-iz)], [ML. obituarius < L. obitus; see

OBIT], a notice ot someone's death, as in a news-

paper, usually with a short biography of the deceased.

adj. of or recording a death or deaths.

obj., 1. object. 2. objection. 3. objective.
object (ob^ikt; for v., ab-jekt', ob-;ekt'), n. [ME.;
Ml/, oojectum, something thrown in the way; L.

oWectus, a casting before, that which appears, orig.

pp. of objicere < o&- (see OB-) + jacere, to throw],
1. a thing that can be seen or touched; matenal thing.
2. a) a person or thing to which action, thought, or

feeling is directed. 6) [Colloq.], a person or thing that

excites pity o? ridicule. 3. what is aimed at; purpose;
ertd; goal. 4. in grammar, a noun or substantive that

(Erectly or indirectly receives the action of a verb, or

one that is governed by a preposition. In "Give me
the book," book is the direct object and me is the indirect

object. Abbreviated, ob|. 5. in philosophy, t
anything

that can be known or perceived by the mmd. v.c.

1. formerly,, a) to oppose. 6) to thrust in; interpose.

c) to eamose, ty t bring forward as a reason,
%
instance,

etc.; adduce. 2, to put forward in opposition; state

by wky of objection: as, it was objected that the new
tax la-Wr was tanfair to property owners. v.i. 1. to

put forward MI objection or objection; eater a protest;

b4<cmfMS>sed. 2. to feel or express d^faOTMroyai
or <nslike.

jf^l^bbfo&< imalies oppoaWtoii tp something beeai*e of
J

di8Hke or (E&mvB, a <M&* toher meddlitxgh prott
the mtkin^ol ^ron, fowiml, ftea wntten ob



object. IOI2 obnoxious

he is wrong or blameworthy (he remonstrated against her hostile

attitude); expostulate suggests strong, earnest pleading or ar-

gument to change another's views or actions (I expostulated
with him about his self-sacrifice);.demur implies the raising of

objections or the taking of exception so as to delay action (I de-

tnurred at her proposal to dine out). See also Intention. ANT.
agree, consent, acquiesce.

object** objective.
object ball, in billiards & pool, the ball that the player
aims to hit with the cue ball, or any ball that may be
hit by the cue balL

object glass, an objective (sense 4).

ob-jec-ti-fv (ob-jek'ta-fi', ob-jek't9:fi'). v.t. [OBJEC-
TIFIED (-fid'), OBJECTIFYING], [< object + f-fy], to give
objective form to: make objective; materialize.

ob-jee-tion (sb-jek'shan, ob-jek'shan), n. [ME. ob-

jections; LL. objectio < pp. of objicere; see OBJECT],
1. a feeling or expression of opposition, disapproval,
or dislike, 2. a cause for objecting; reason for opposing,

disapproving, or disliking. Abbreviated obj.

ob-jec-tion-a-ble (eb-jek'shan-a-b'l, ob-jek'shan-a-bl).
adj. 1. open to objection. 2. disagreeable; offensive.

ob-jec-tion*a*bly (eb-jek'shsn-db-li, ob-jek'shn-9b4i).
adv. in an objectionable manner; so as to be objec-
tionable.

ob'jec-tive (ob-jek'tiy, ob-jek'tly), adj. [ML. objec-

tivus], 1. of or haying to do with a known or per-
ceived object as distinguished from something existing

only in tlie mind of the subject, or person thinking:
hence, 2. being, or regarded as being, independent of

the mind; real; actual. 3. determined by and empha-
sizing the features and characteristics of the object,
or thing 4ealt with, rather than the thoughts, feelings,
etc. of the artist, writer, or speaker: as, an objective
description, painting; etc.; hence, 4. without bias or

prejudice; detached; impersonal. 5, being the aim
or goal: as, an objective point. 6. in grammar, desig-

nating or of the case of an object pf a preposition or

transitive, verfx 7. in medicine, designating or of a

symptom, or condition perceptible to others besides the

^patient, n. I. anything external to or independent
of the mind; something objective; reality. 2, some-
thing aimed at or striven for. 3. in grammar, a) the
objective case. 6) a word in this case* 4. in optics*
the lens or lenses nearest to the object observed, in a
microscope, telescope, etc.: see microscope, iUus. Ab-
breviated obj., object. SYN. see fair, intention.

ob-jec-tiv-ism (ab-Jek'tiv-jz'm, ob-jek'tiv-iz'rn), n. 1*

any of various philosophical doctrines that stress the
objective reality of all that is known or perceived*
2. the use of objective methods in art or literature.

ob-jec-tiV'i'ty (ob'jek-tiv'g-ti), n, 1. the state or
quality of being objective. 2. objective reality.

object-less (ob^ikt-Hs). adj* 1. haying no object, or

purpose; aimless. 2. having no visible, or concrete
object: as, an objectless stretch of land.

object lesson, an actual or practical demonstration
or exemplification of some principle.

ob*jec*tor (ab-jek'teY, ob-jek'tSr), n- a person who
objects.

tob-jet d'aft (6Vzhe'dar') \fl OBJETS D'ART (6V-
zhe? dar')] [?*,, lit., object o! art], a relatively small

. , F _ ,,
___ -.___.-__,, fc

-~ ~^~
r i i*" , '1^'* f "* Ti

ob- (see OB-) 4- jwrgare, to chide), to chide vehemently;
upbraid sharply; rebuke; berate.
ob jur-ga-tion (ob'jSr-ga'shon), n. an objurgating.
ob-jur-ga*to*ry (ob-jtir'ga-tdr'i, ob-jftr'g^to'ri), <?/

[L. objurgatortus], objurgating or tending to objurgate.
obi., l. oblique. 2. oblong.
ob-lan-ce-o-late (ob-lari'si-a-lit, ob-lan'si-s-lat'), adj.
[ob- 4- lanceolate}, lance-shaped, with the broad end
at the top; said of a leaf.

oblate (ob'lat, ob-lat'). adj. [ML. oblatus, offered,
thrust forward (in Lr,, pp. of cfferre; && OFFER)]* 1.

dedicated to a religious or monastic life. 2. [Mod. I/.

oblattis; ob- (see OB-) -f -latys a in prolatus (see ?JM>
LATE): from being thrust forward at? the equatotj,
in geometry, flattened at the poles; as, an oblate spheroid.
n. a person dedicated to a religious or monastic, life.

ob-la-tion (pb-la'shan, gb-la'shsn), it. [ME. oUacioun;
OFr.; L. oblatio, an offering < oblaius; see QBLATEJL
1. an offering of a sacrifice, thanksgiving, etc. to Ooa
or a god. 2. the thing or things offered; ffpecially,
the bread and wine of the Eucharist.

ob-la.to-ry (ob'la~t6r'i, ob'la-tS'ri), at*/* of at* oblation.

ob-li-gate (ob'fo-gSf; for adj., ob'b*et), v.t. (OBLI-
GATED (-id), OBLIGATING], [< L. owgatws, pp. Q
dbUgaare: see OBLIGE], to bind by a contract paromime,
sense of duty, etc.: put under obligation, adj. [ME.
< L. obligates]* 1. bound; obliged* 2. in biology,
limited to a certain condition of life, as a parasite.

ft-ga-tion

(ob^-gS'sJiQn). ^. (M^. o&UfwJbte
r.; I/. obUgatio] f L an obligating or be!n^oDllitecU
tibe contract, promise* moral responsfbjjlty, etfc.

ding one. 3 a duty imposed legally or socially;

thing,wat one Js bound fo^do as a result of a 00^00^
promise* moral responsibility. etc, 4. t^te binding

power of a contract, promise, moral responsibility,
etc. 5. a) the condition or fact of, being indebted to

another for a favor or service received, b) a favor or

service. 6. in law, a) an agreement by which the

obligor is bound under penalty of law to make payment
or perform services for the benefit of the obligee,

&) the bond, contract, or other written document setting
forth the terms of this agreement. SYN. see duty.

ob-li-ga-to (ob'li-ga'to), adj. & n. [pi. OBLIGATOS (-toz),
OBLIGATI (-ti)], obbligato.

ob-lig-a-tor-i-ly fc-blig's-tdr'a-K, ob'lig-a-to'ra-h), adv.
in an obligatory manner.

ob-lig-a-tor-y (a-blig'a-t6r'i, ob'li-gs-to'ri), adj. [Late
ME.; LL. obligatorily], 1. legally or morally binding;
constituting, or having the nature of, an obligation

required. 2. in biology, obligate.
o blige (^blrj^o-bKjO. v.t. [OBLIGED (-blijdO, OBLIGING],
[ME. obligen; OFr. obligier; L. obligare, to bind, oblige;
ob- (see OB-) + ligare, to bind], 1. to compel by moral,

legal, or physical force; constrain. 2. to make indebted
for a favor or kindness done; do a favor for.

obligee (ob'li-jSO* n. [< oblige -f -ee], 1. a person
obliged to do something for another: opposed to

obliger. 2. in law, a person to whom another is bound
by contract: opposed to obligor.

o-blig er (g-blij'gr, o-blij'eT), n. a person who obliges.

O'blig-ing (a-bllj'irj, o-blij'irj), adj. [ppr. of oblige],

ready to do favors; help
;.

- SYN. see amiable.

K'vw. rcP-uj.il cz, u~ujuj ci/ in

j-ing (a-blij'irj, o-blij'irj),

1. [Rare], obligatory. 2. read}
courteous; accommodating. -5*.
obligor (obli-gfir', ob'li-g6r'), n. [< oblige + -or], in

law, a person who binds himself to another by contract:

opposed to obligee.

ob-Hque (s-blek'; esp. in military use, o-blikO, adj.

[L,, obliquus < ob- (see OB-) -j~ liquis, awry], 1. having
a slanting position or direction; neither perpendicular
nor horizontal; not level or upright; inclined. 2. not

straight to the point; not straightforward; indirect;

hence, 3. evasive, disingenuous, underhana, etc. 4.

indirectly aimed at or attained, as results^ etc. 5. in

anatomy, designating or of any of certain muscles

obliquely placed and attached. 6. in botany* having
the sides unequal, as some leaves. 7. in grammar,
designating or of any case except the nominative and
the vocative (and sometimes the accusative).** 8. in

rhetoric, indirect: said of discourse, v.i. [OBLIQUED
(-blew, -blikt') OBLIQUING], 1. to veer from the

perpendicular; slant. 2. in military usage, to change
the original direction of march by approximately 45

degrees. Abbreviated obi.

oblique angle, any angle other than right angle;
acute or obtuse angle. _

oblique sailing, a ship's move-
ment m sailing on a course
that forms an oblique angle
with the meridian.

ob-liq-ui-tous (Q-blik'wa^tes),
adj. characterized by or having
obliquity.

ob-Uq-ul-ty (o-blik'ws-ti), n.-,
OBLIQUE ANGLES (ABC,

state or quality ofbeing oblique. *, BC* DBS, EBN,
2. a turning aside fronj moral NBC *BT, etc.)

conduct or sound thinking, 3. in astronomy, the
angle between the planes of the earth's equator and
orbit. 4. in mathematics, a) deviation of a line or

plane from the perpendicular or parallel. 6) the degree
f this.

ob-Ht-erate (Q-blit'a-rat'), v.t. (OBLITERATED (-id),
OBLITERATING], [< L, obliterate* pp. of obliterare, to
blot out < ob- (see OB-) -f litera, a letter]. 1 , to blot out,
leaving no traces; erase; efface, 2. to do away with as
if by effacing; destroy. >SYN. see erase.

ob-lit-er-a-tion (Q-kUtVrf'shsn), n. {L, obMforatio], an
obliterating or being obliterated.

ob'lit>ei>a'tive (Q-bht'9-rI'tiv), adj. obHtemting or

tending to obliterate.
ob'llt er-a-tor (o^li&W&'t&r), n. [LL.J, a person, or

thing i^iat obliterates.
ob-Hv-ion (a-bliv'i-Qn), n. [ME.; OFr.j L. oUimo <
ciblfoisci* to lojRget], 1. a forgetting or having forgotten;
forgeraulness. 2. the condition or fact of being for-

gotten. 3. official mrtrlookiHf of offenses; pardoku
ob-liv-i-ous
liviosus <
mindM
Ob'long
long; ob-

iccfr. (MB. wliuyous; L. o&-

; see OBLIVION],

of par ito). ^. cawng
B.

un-

mther

longer
n, an o

obL )

(-kwiz)],

2. ill repute, disgrace,
' or in-



oboe 1013 obsolete

\

danger < ob- (see OB-) + noxa, a harm, hurt < base
of nocere, to hurt], 1. very unpleasant: objectionable;
offensive. 2. [Archaic], a) exposed or liable to injury,
evil, or harm, b) liable to punishment; censurable.
3. in law, answerable; responsible. SYN. see hateful,
o-boe (o'bo, o'boi), n. [It.; Fr. hautbois; see HAUTBOY],
1. a double-reed wood-wind
instrument having a range of

nearly three octaves and a
high, penetrating, melancholy
tone. 2. an organ stop pro-
ducing an oboelike sound.
Abbreviated ob.

o-bo-ist (o'bo-ist), n. a person
who plays an oboe.
ob ol (ob''l), n. an obolus.
ob-o-lus (ob'

f

l-9s), n. [pi. OBOLI
(-i

7

)], [L.; Gr. obolosl 1. in
ancient Greece, a) a coin valued
at 1/6 drachma. &) a weight
equal to 11 1/4 grains, 2. any
of several small coins formerly OBOE
current in Europe.

ob-o-vate (ob-o'vat), adj. inversely ovate; having the
shape of the longitudinal section of an egg, with the
broad end at the top, as some leaves: see leaf, illus.

ob-O'Void (ob-o'void), adj. [ob- -j- ovoid], egg-shaped,
with the broad end at the top : said of some fruits, etc.

O-bre g6n, Al-va*ro (al'va-r6" 6'bre-gftn'), 18&0-1928;
Mexican soldier; president of Mexico (1920-1924).

Obs., obs., 1. obsolete. 2. observatory.
ob-scene (ob-sen', ab-sen'), adj. [Fr. obscene; L. ob-

scenus, obscaenus < obs-, van of ob- (see OB-) + caenum,
filth], 1. offensive to modesty or decency; lewd. 2. dis-

gusting; filthy; repulsive. SYN. see coarse.

ob-scen-i-ty (ob-sen'a-ti, ob-sS'na-ti), n. [Fr. obscenite;
L. obscenitas], 1. the state or quality of being obscene.
2. [pi. OBSCENITIES (-tiz)], something obscene, as

language, conduct, a remark, an expression, an act, etc.

ob-scur-ant (ab-skyoor'ant, ob-skyoor'ant) , n. [< L.
obscurans], a person or thing that obscures, especially
one that tends to prevent human progress and en-

lightenment, adj. of or constituting an obscurant.
ob-scur-ant-ism (ab-skyoor'on-tiz'm, ob-skyoor'an-
tiz'm) n. the principles or practice of an obscurant;
opposition to human progress and enlightenment.

ob-scur-ant-ist (ab-skyoor'an-tist, ob^-skyoor'an-tist),
n. a person who advocates obscurantism, adj. of or
like obscurantism or an obscurantist.

ob'8cu-ra-tlon (qb'skyoo-ra'shon), n. [L. obscwatio], an
obscuring or being obscured.
ob-scure (ab-skyoor'. ob-skyoor'), adj. [ME.; OBY.
obscur; L. obscurus, lit., covered over < base seen in

Eng. shower, sky, etc.], 1. dim; dark; murky; gloomy:
as. an obscure corner of the room. 2, not easily per-
ceived; specifically, a) not dear or distinct; faint or
undefined: as, an obscure figure or sound. 6) not easily

understood; vague; cryptic; ambiguous: as, an obscure

explanation, c) in an inconspicuous position; hidden;
hence, 3* not well known; not famous: as, an obscure

scientist, v.t. [OBSCURED (-skyoord'), OBSCURING],
[L. obscurare < the adj.], I. to make obscure; specifi-

cally, a) to darken; make dim. b) to conceal from
view; hide, c) k> make less conspicuous; overshadow:
as, his success obscured his failures, d) to make less

intelligible: confuse: as, his testimony obscured the
issue. 2. in phonetics, to decrease the quality of (a

vowel) to a more or less neutral sound, as that of

(a) or . n. [Rare], obscurity.
SYN.ODtcur* applies to that which is perceived with diffi-

culty either because it is concealed or veiled or because of ob-

tuseneas in the perceiver (his reasons remain ob$(we)\ vague
implies such a lack of pretiseness or exactness as to be indistinct

or unclear (a vague idea) ; enigmatic and cm>tlc are used of

that which baffles or perplexes, the latter word implying de%
erate intention to pM (hit enigmatic behavior: a cryptic

warning); ambiftuoua apples to t^at which piWes because

it allows of more than one Itttfec^retetioii (^a (wMgutois title) ;

equivocal is used of spmetWlif M^fetiOpis <?hat is dAjberately
used to misle^ or confuse (an ^uivoc&l answer).'ANT. dear,

ob scu ri*ty (ob-skyoor'a-ti, ob-skyoor'9-ti),
n* 1. the

quality or condition of being obscure. 2. [pi. OBSCURI-
TIES (-tiz)k an obscure person or thingi
obse crate (ob'si-krit'), v.t. [O^SBCKATB^ (-td), OB-

" ~

I/* obsecratits, pp.
'

obsecrare* to

iunds) < 06-
saeert holy],

|

for ,...

ob-se-cra
L. obsecratio
a supplication
in the li^t^HQgr'

serve or obey; overly submissive; fawning. 2. [Now
Rare], compliant; devoted; dutiful. SYN, see servile.

obse-quy (ob'si-kwi), n. [pL OBSEQUIES (-kwiz)],
[ME.; OFr. obseques; ML. obsequiae, by confusion
with exsequiae, funeral < L. obseguiwm, complaisance],
usually in pi. a funeral rite or ceremony.

ob-serv-able (ab-zOr'vo-b'l, ob-zui^vd-b'l), adj. [L. ob-

servabilis], 1. that can be observed; specifically, fl)

visible; discernible; noticeable, ty that can be kept
or celebrated: as, Lincoln's birthday is an obserwbk
holiday. 2. that should or must be observed; specifi-

cally, a) deserving of attention; noteworthy, b) that
must be kept or celebrated,

ob-serv-a-bly (sb-zur'vQ-bli), adv. so as to be observable.
ob-serv-ance (ab-zur'vons, ob-zur'vsns), n. [ME. 06-

servaunce; OFr. observance; L. observanHaL 1. the
act or practice of observing, or keeping a law, duty,
custom, rule, etc. 2. a customary act, rite, ceremony,
etc. 3. observation. 4. [Archaic], respectful attention;
deference. 5. in the Roman Catholic Church, a) the
rule or constitution to be observed by a religious
order, b) an order observing such a rule.

ob-serv-ant (ab-zur'vant, ob-zur'vsnt), adj. [Fr., ppr.
of observer; see OBSERVE], 1. strict in observing, or

keeping, a law, custom, duty, rule, etc. (often with of) :

as, observant of the rules of etiquette. 2, paying
careful attention; keenly watchful. 3. perceptive or
alert, n. [O-L in the Roman Catholic Church, any
member of a Franciscan order strictly observing the
original rules, especially that of poverty.

ob-ser-va tlon (ob'zSr-ya'shan), n. [ME. obsemacioun;
L. observatio], I. originally, observance, as of laws,
customs, etc. 2. a) the act, practice, or power of

noticing. 6) something noticed. 3. the fact of being
seen or noticed: as, let's try to avoid observation.
4. a) the act or practice of noting and recording facts
and events, as tor some scientific study. 6) the data
so noted and recorded. 5. a comment or remark based
on something observed. 6. in navigation, a) the act of

determining the altitude of the sun, a star, etc., in
order to find the ship's position at sea. b) the result
obtained, adj. for observing. SYN. see remark.

ob-ser-va-tion-al (ob'zeV-va'shan-'l), adj. of or based
on observation rather than experimentation.

observation car, a railway car at the end of a train
with extra-large windows or, formerly, an open platform
at the rear, for viewing the scenery along the route.

observation post, an advanced military position from
which movements of the enemy can he observed,
artillery fire directed, etc.; abbreviated OP. O.P.

ob'Serv-a-to-ry (9b-zur'vd-t6r'i, ob-zur'va-to'ri), n. \pl.
OBSERVATORIES (-iz, -riz)], [Fr. observotoire}, 1. a
building equipped for scientific observation, especially
for astronomical or meteorological research. 2. any
building or place providing an extensive view of tke
surrounding terrain. Abbreviated Obs., obs. , ,

ob-serve (atwriirv', ob-zurv'), v.t. [OBSERVED! (-dir^^O*
OBSERVING], [ME. observen; OFr, observer; L. obser-uare,
to watch, note: ob- (see OB-) -f servare, to keep or

hold], 1. to adhere to, follow, keep, or abide by (a
law, custom, duty, rule^ etc.). 2. to celebrate or keep
(a holiday, etc.) awarding to custom. 3. a) to notice
or perceive (something). 6) to pay special attention
to. 4. to say or mention casually; remark. 5. to exam-
ine scientifically, v.i. I. to take notice. 2. to com-
ment or remark (on or upon). 3. to act as an observer.
SYN. see celebrate, discern.

ob-serv-er (ab-zur'ver, ob-zur'veV), n. a person who
observes something; specifically, a) a member of an
aircraft crew whose job is to keep a lookout for the

enemy and, often, to operate a machine gun. &).a
soldier manning an observation post, c) an unofficial

Delegate to an assembly, convention, etc., sent only to

observe and report the proceedings.
ob-sess (ab-ses', ob-ses') v.t. [< L. obsessus, pp. of

obsidere, to besiege, < 06- (see OB-) 4- sedere, to sit], to

1. originally, the act 3 an evil spirit in possessing or

ruling a person. 2. a) t&e fact or state ol being ob-
sessed wfth an idea, desire, emotion* etc. 6) such an
idea* desire, emotion, eta

'

',

.

obsessive (sb-ses'iy, ob-ses'iy), q$. of, haying the
nature of^or causmg an obsession, or obsessions.

ob-sid-i-an (9b*sid'i-on ob-sid'irfw, n. [L. obsidtanus.

% faulty reading of obs&mus in PBny, who claimed it

was discovered, by a person -named Obsfus],
a dark, hard,

glassy volcanic rock, usually having the same composi-
tion as volcanic granite,
obsolescence (oVsa4es''ns)r n. {< obsolescent!, the

process or state of becoming obsolete.

ob-so-les cent (ob'894es''nt) adj. [L. obsolescent], be-

obsolete; passing out of general use, etc.

[L. obsoletus, pp.



obstacle 1014 occasion

lescere, to go out of use < ob~ (see OB-) + solere, to
become accustomed], 1. no longer in use or practice;
discarded; distinguished from archaic. 2. no longer
in fashion; out of date; passe*: as, obsolete guns. 3. in

biology, rudimentary 9r poorly developed as compared
with its counterpart in other individuals of a related

species, the opposite sex, etc.: said of an organ or the
Eke. Abbreviated Obs., obs. SYN. see old.

ob-sta-cle (ob'sti-kl), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. obstaculum,
obstacle < obstare, to withstand; ob- (see OB-) -f

starc, to stand], anything that gets in the way or

hinders; impediment; obstruction; hindrance.
SYN. obstacle is used of anything which literally or figura-

tively stands in the way of one's progress (her father's opposi-
tion remained their only obstacle) ; impediment applies to any-
thing that delays or retards progress by interfering with the
normal action (a speech impediment}; obstruction refers to

anything that blocks progress or some activity as if by stopping
up a passage (your interference is an obstruction of justice) ;

hindrance applies to anything that thwarts progress by hold-

ing back or delaying (lack of supplies is the greatest hindrance
to my experiment'); barrier applies to any apparently insur-
mountable obstacle that prevents progress or keeps separate
and apart (language differences are often a barrier to under-

obstacle race, a race in which the runners must sur-
mount obstacles, such as fences, ditches, etc.

ob8tet-ric (ob-stet'rik, ab-stet'rik), adj. [Mod. L.

obstetricus, for L. obstetricius, belonging to a midwife <
obstetrix, midwife, lit. she who stands before < 06-
Csee OB-} + stare, to stand], of childbirth or obstetrics.
ob stet-ri-cal (ob-stet'ri-kl, ab-stet'ri-k'l) , adj. ob-
stetric: abbreviated obstet.

ob-ste-tri-cian (ob'ste-trish'an), n. a doctor who
specializes in obstetrics: abbreviated obrtet.

ob-stet-rics (ob-stet'riks, ab-stet'riks), n.J>l. [construed
as sing.], [< obstetric], the branch of medicine concerned
with the care and treatment of women during preg-
nancy, childbirth, and the period immediately following:
abbreviated O.B., obstet.

obstl-na-cy (ob'sti-na-si), n. [ME. obstinacie; LL.
obsttnatio], 1. the state or quality of being obstinate;
specifically, a) stubbornness, o) resistance to treatment;
persistence, as of a disease. 2. [pi. OBSTINACIES (-siz)],
an obstinate act, attitude, etc.

obstl-nate (ob'sti-nit), adj. [ME.; L. obstinatus, pp.
of obstinare, to set one's mind firmly on, resolve on <

,'tb stand against, oppose; 06- (see OB-) -f stare,
to stand:}, 1. unreasonably determined to have one's
own way; n9t yielding to reason or plea; stubborn;
dogged; mulish. 2. resisting remedy or treatment:
as, an obstinate fever. 3. not easily subdued, ended, etc.

SYN. see stubborn.
ob-sti-pant (ob'sti-pant), n. in medicine, any substance
that causes obstipation.

ob-sti-pa tion (ob'sti-:pa'shan), n. [L. obstipatio], in

medicine, severe constipation.
ob-strep-er-ous (ab-strep'&r-as, ob-strep'&r-as), adj. [L.
obstreperus < obstrefere, to roar at; 06- (see OB-) +
strepere, to roar], noisy, boisterous, or unruly, especially
in resisting or opposing. SYN. see vociferous.
ob struct (ab-strukf, ob-strukt'), y.t. [< L. obstruct**,
pp. of obstruere, to block up, build against; 06- (see
OB-) -f struere, to pile up], 1. to block r stop up
(a passage) with obstacles or impediments; dam; bar.
2. to hinder (progress, an activity, etc.); impede;
check. 3. a) to get in the way of; cut off (an object)
from view. 6) to block (the view). SYN. see hinder.
ob struc-tion (ab-struk'shan, ob-struk'shen), n. 1. an
obstructing or being obstructed. 2. anything that ob-
structs; hindrance. SYN. see obstacle.
ob struc-tion-iam (ab-struk'shan-iz'm, ob-struk'shan-
iz'm), n. the action or policy of an obstructionist.
ob struc-tion-ist (ab-struk'shan-ist, ob-struk'shan-ist),
n. anyone who obstructs progress; especially, a member
of a legislative group who hinders the passage of
legislation by various technical maneuvers, aaj. of
obstructionists or obstructionism.

ob*8trac-tfve (ab-struk'tfv,, ob-struk'tiv), adj. ob-
structing or tending to obstruct.

ob-stru-ent (ob'str55-ant), adj. [L. obsfrums, ppr. of
obstruere, to block up], obstructing; especially, blocking
up a natural passage of the body, n; something, as
a kidney stone, that blocks a passage of the body.

ob-tain (ab-tn', ob-tSn'). v.t.iM^. obtenem obtemen;
OFr. ,obtenir; L. obtinere, to obtain, acquire, prevail,
maintain < ob- (see OB-) -f tendere, to hold], 1. to get
possession of, especially bytrying ; procure. 2. [Archaiel,
to arrive at: reach; achieve. u.i. 1. to be in force
or in general usage; be established; prevail: as, peace
will obtain* 2. [Archaic], to succeed. -^SYN. see get.
obtain able (ab-tan'a-b'l, ob-tanVbl), df/. capable
of being obtained.

ob-taln-ment (ab-tan'mant, ob-tSn'mant),
an obtaining. -

-
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obtect-ed (ob-tek'tid), adj. [< L. Qtotcta*j>jw&
obtegere, to cover over; ob~ (see OB-) + tegerc, to oovej?!
enclosed !n or covered with a hard outer AcE: mm
of the pupae of cettaia taseets. I

obtest (ob-tesF, abwtestO, v*t. [L. oMufartgr *frr .fc*

OBTUSE ANGLES
(ABE, DBE, CBE)

OB-) -f testari, to witness < testis, a witness], 1. to

beg for; beseech; supplicate. 2. to call to witness.
ob-tes-ta-tion (ob'tes-ta'shan), n. an obtesting.
ob-trude (ab-trood', ob-troodO, v.t. [OBTRUDED (-id).

OBTRUDING], [L. obtrudere; ob- (see OB-) + trudere, to

thrust], 1. to thrust forward; push out; eject. 2. to
offer or force (oneself, one's opinions, etc.) upon 'others

without being asked or wanted, vd. to obtrude oneself

(on or upon). SYN. see Intrude^
OD-tru-eion (ab-trSo'zhan, ob-troo'zhan), n. [LL. ob-

trusio], 1. an obtruding. 2. something obtruded.
ob-tru-sive (ab-tro5'siv, ob-tro5'siv), adj. [L. obtrusus],
1. inclined to obtrude. 2. obtruding itself.

ob-tund (ob-tund', ab-tund')t v.t. [ME. obtunden; "L.

obtundere, to strike at or upon, blunt; ob- (see OB-) -f

tundere, to strike], to make blunt or dull; take the

edge off; make less acute; deaden.
obturate (ob'tyoo-rat'). v.t. [OBTURATED (-id), OB-

TURATING], [< L. obturatus, pp. of obturare, to stop
up], 1. to close (an opening); stop up; obstruct.
2. to close (a gun breech; so as to keep gas from es-

caping when the gun is fired.

ob*tu-ra-tion (ob'tyoo-ra'shan), n. an obturating or

being obturated.
ob-tu-ra-tor (ob'tyoo-ra'teY), n. [Mod. L. < L. 06-

turare; see OBTURATE], a thing that stops or closes an
opening or passage; specifically, a) a device on a gun
breech to prevent the escape of gas on firing, b) in

surgery, a plate for closing a cleft palate or other
abnormal opening.

ob-tuae (ab-toos', ob-tus'), adj. [L. obtusus, blunted,
dull, pp. of obtundere; see OB-
TUND], 1 . not sharp or pointed ;

blunt. 2. greater than 90 de-

grees: said of an angle. 3.

slow to understand or per-
ceive; insensitive. 4. not pro-
ducing a sharp impression;
not acute; dull, as pain, etc.

SYN. see dull.

ob'tu-si- (ab-too'si, ob-tu'si),
a combining form meaning
obtuse, as in obtusipennate.
obtu si-pen nate (ab-too'si-pen'at, ob-tu/si-pen'at),
adj. [obtusi- + Pennate], having obtuse wings.

ob-verse (ab-vurs'j also, 6* for n. always, ob'vgrs), adj.
[L. obversus, pp. of obvertere, to turn toward; oo- (see
OB-) -f veriere, to turn], 1. turned toward the observer:
opposed to reverse. 2. narrower at the base than at
the top: as, an obverse leaf. 3. forming a counterpart.
n. 1. the side, as of a coin or medal, bearing the main
design: opposed to reverse. 2. the front or main
surface of anything. 3. a counterpart. 4. in logic,
the negative counterpart of an affirmative proposition,
or the affirmative counterpart of a negative: as. "no
one is infallible" is the obverse of "everyone is fallible,"
ob ver-sion (ab-vtr'shan, ob-vur'zhan), n. [LL. ob-
versio < L. obversus; see OBVERSE], 1. an obverting.
2. in logic, inference of the obverse.

ob-vert (ab-vtrt', ob-vurt'),
t
v.t. [L. obvertere: see

OBVERSE], 1. to turn the main surface or a different
surface of (a thing) toward. 2. in logic, to state the
obverse of (a proposition).
ob vl-ate (ob'vi-at

7
), v.t. [OBVIATED (4d), OBVIATING],

[< L. obviatus, pp. of obviare, to prevent < obvius; see
OBVIOUS], to do away with or prevent by effective meas-
ures; make unnecessary. SYN. see prevent.
ob-vi-a tion (ob'vi-I'shan), n. an obviating.
ob-vi ous (ob'vi-as), adj. [L. obvius, in the way, meeting;
sefe OB- & VIA], I. easy to see or understand; plain;
evident. 2, [Obs.], standing or lying in the way. 5?YN.
see evident.

ob-vo-lpte Cob'va-loot', oVvsHlut'), adj. [L. obvolutus,
pp. of QbtioW&e, to wrap Ground; ob- (see OB-) -f
volvere, to roIL havmg overlappiiig margins: said of
leaves or petals*
ob-vo-lu-tfw (bb^T|6pfshanf Qb'yarlf'shan), n. th|e
condition of being obvolule> s

obvp4ii*tive(ob^a46o'tiy, ob'va^^tiv), adj. obvolute.
oc- (ok, ak, ok), ob-: used before c, as in occur.
Oc., oc., ocean,
o^c., opere citato, [L.I, in t|ie work cited.
oc-a-ri-na (ok(a^e7na>f n, [It,, dm. of oca, a goose;
L. auca, a goose: so called 1-1 i

from its shape], a small,
'simple wind < ' 'instrunieiit'

shaped Hke a swfeet potato
and usuaEy inade of ; terra
eottay with finge^p holes amd
a mouthpiece: it ' produces
soft, iiolfew tones.

dramatist, , ^
of, see Ockham, William of.
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occasional 1015
octlocratic

fact, event, or state of affairs that is the immediate
cause of something: as, a mere chance meeting was
the occasion of the renewal of their friendship. 3. a)
a happening; occurrence. 6) ^the time at which some-
thing happens; particular time;: as, on the occasion
of our last meeting. f

4. a special time or event. 5.

need arising from circumstances. 6, L a) [Obs.],

needs; requirements. 6) [Archaic], affairs; "business.

v.t. to be the occasion of; ^ive occasion to; cause.
on occasion, once in a while: sometimes; occasionally.
rise to the occasion, to do whatever suddenly becomes
necessary; meet an emergency.
take occasion, to use an opportunity (to do some-
thing) ;

choose a favorable time.
oc-ca-sion-al (a-ka'zhan-l), adj. 1. occurring on a

particular occasion. 2. of or for a special occasion.

3. acting only on special occasions. 4. of irregular

occurrence; happening now and then; infrequent^. 5.

designating chairs, tables, etc. intended for occasional

or auxiliary use. Abbreviated occas.

oc-ca-sion-aHsm (a-ka'zhan-1-iz'm), n, in Cartesian

philosophy, the doctrine that the interaction of mind
and body is occasioned by God through His producing
activities in one corresponding to those in the other.

oc-ca-sion-aMy (a-ka'zhan-'l-i), adv. now and then;
sometimes: on occasion: abbreviated occas.

oc<ci-dent (ok'so-dsnt), n. [ME. < L. occidens, direction

of the setting sun < occidere, to fall, set; cf. ORIENT],
1. [Poetic], the west. 2. [0-], the countries west of

Asia; specifically, a) formerly, Europe. fc) now, also,

the Western Hemisphere. Opposed to orient, Orient.

oc-ci-den-tal (ok'sa-den'tl), adj. [ME. occidentale],

1. western. 2. [0-], of the Occident, its people, or

their culture; Western, n. [usually 0-], a native of

the Occident, or a member of a people native to that

region. Opposed to oriental, Oriental*

Oc-ci-den-tal-ism (ok'sg-den't'1-iz'm) , n. the spirit,

character, culture, customs, etc. of the Occident.

Oc-ci'den-taHze (ok'sa-den'tl-iz') , v.t. [OCCIDENTAL-
IZED (-izd'), OCCIDENTALIZING], to make Occidental

in spirit, cnaracter, culture, customs, etc.

oc-cip-i-tal (ok-sip'a-t'l), adj. [ML. occipitalis], of the

occiput or the occipital bone. n. the occipital bone.

occipital bone, the bone that forms the back part of

the skull: see skull, illus.
.

oc-cip'i-to- (ok-sip'9-to, ok-sip
f
d-to) , a combining form

meaning occipital and.

oc-ci-put (ok'si-puf), n. [pL OCCIPITA (ok-sipVta)],

[L. < ob- (see OB-) -f caput, head], the back part of

the skull or head,
occlude fo-klood', o-klood'), v.t. [OCCLUDED (-id),

OCCLUDING], [L. occludere < 06- (see OB-) + daudere,
to shut], 1. to close, shut, or block (a passage). 2. to

prevent the passage of (something) by closing; shut

in or out, 3. in chemistry, to absorb (a gas or liquid) :

as, palladium occludes hydrogen. v.i. in dentistry, to

meet with the cusps fitting close together: said of the

upper and lower teeth.

oc clu sion (a-kloo'zhan, o-kloo'zhan), n. [< L. occltisus],

an occluding or being occluded.
.

oc-clu-sive (a-kloo'siv, o-kloo'siv), adj. occluding or

tending to occlude.
oc-cult (9-kult' t ok'ult), adj. [L. occultus, concealed,

p. of occulere, to cover over], 1. hidden; concealed.

. secret; esoteric. 3. beyond human understanding;

mysterious. 4. designating or of certain mystic arts

or studies, such as magic, alchemy, astrology, etc.

v.t. & v.i. to hide or become hidden from view; specifi-

cally, in astronomy, to hide by occupation.
the occult, the occult arts or studies, .

oc-cul-ta-tion (ok'ul-ta'shan), n. [ME. occultacioun;

L. occultatio. a hiding < occultus; see OCCULT], 1. con-

cealment; disappearance. 2. in astronomy, the dis-

appearance of one heavenly body behind another,

oc cult ism (o-kul'tiz'm, ok'al-tiz'm) , n. 1. belief m
occult forces and powers. 2. the study or practice 01

occult arts. Abbreviated occult.

occupan-cy (ok'yoo-psn-si), n. \pL OCCUPANCIES

(-siz)L [< occupant 1. a) an occupying; a taking or

keeping in possession. 6) the period during which a

house, etc. is occupied. 2. in law, the taking possession

of a previously unowned object, thus establishing

oc^cu'pant (pk'yoo-pont), n. (< Fr. or L.; Fr. occupant;

L Qccupansl, 1. a person who occupies, 2. a person

who QGQW^B a title to anything by occupancy. .^vL <*AJ^-
(pk'vQp-pa'shan), n. [ME. occupacwn:"^ -*

1: ia occupying or being occupied.
of -engages,

one
1

^ time; business;

\dj. of occupation

a disease conimonly acquired
iar occupation: ^r

- *"' 4-

p miners.

occupational therapy, the treatment of mental and

physical ailments by work designed to divert the

mind or to correct a particular physical detect.

oc-cu-pi-er (ok'yoo-pfer), n. a person who occupies.

oc'di-py (ok'yoo-pl'), v.t. [OCCUPIED (-pid'), OCCUPYING],

[ME. occupien; OFr. occuper; L. occupare, to take

possession of, possess < ob- (see OB-) -f capere, to seize],

1. to take possession of by settlement or seizure. 2. to

hold possession of by tenure; specifically, a) to dwell in.

b) to hold (a position or office). 3. to take up or fill tip

(space, time, etc.). 4. to employ, busy, or engage (one-

self, one's attention, mind, etc.).

occur (s-kurO, IM. [OCCURRED (-kurdO, OCCURRING],

[L. occurrere, to run, come up to, meet < od- (see

OB-) + currere, to run], 1. to be or be met with;
exist: as, fish occur in most waters. 2. to present

itself; come to mind: as, it never occurred to him
to call. 3. to take place; happen. SYN. see happen.
oc-cur-rence (a-kur'sns), n. 1. the act or fact of occur-

ring. 2. something that occurs; event; incident.
SYN. occurrence is the general word for anything that hap-

pens or takes place (an unforeseen occurrence) ; an event is an
occurrence of relative significance, especially one growing out

o earlier happenings or conditions (the events that followed the

surrender); an incident is an occurrence of relatively minor

significance, often one connected with a more important event

(the award was just another incident in his career) ; an episode
is a distinct event that is complete in itself hut forms part of a

larger event or is one of a series of events (an episode of his chila-

hood) ;
a circumstance is an event that is either incidental to,

or a determining factor of, another event (the circumstances sur-

rounding my decision). ^
oc-cur-rent fe-kur'snt), adj. [Fr.; L. occurrens, pprj,

[Rare], occurring, n. [Obs.], something that occurs.

o-cean (o'shsn), n. [ME. occean; L. oceanus, outer

sea (in contrast with the Mediterranean); Gr. okeanos],

1. the great body of salt water that covers more than
two thirds of the surface of the earth. 2. any of its

five principal geographical divisions: the Atlantic,

Pacific, Indian, Arctic, and Antarctic oceans. 3. any
great expanse or quantity. Abbreviated O., Oc., oc.

O-ce-an-i-a (o'shi-an'i-a), n. tne islands in the Pacific,

including Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia, and
sometimes New Zealand, Australia, and the Malay
Archipelago: also Oceanica.
O-ce-an-i-an (o'shi-an'i-snX adj. of Oceania or its

peoples, n. a native of Oceania.
b-ce*an-ic (S'shi-an'ik), adj. 1. of, living in, or produced
by the ocean. 2. like the ocean; vast.

O-ce-an-i-ca (o'shi-an'i-ka)/ n. Oceania.

O-ce-an-id (o-se'a-nid) , n. [Gr. Okeanis, Okeanidos],

in Greek mythology, one of the three thousand ocean

nymphs, daughters of Oceanus and Tethys.

o*ce*a*nog'ra-phex (o'shi-a-nog'rs-fer, o shsn-og'rs-ier),

n. a student of or specialist in oceanography.
o-ce-a-no-graph-ic (o'shi-gn^-graf'ik, o'shsn-a-graFik),

adj. of or connected with oceanographv.
o*ce-a-nog-ra-phy (o'shi-8-nog'ra-fi, o'shan-og'raHfi),, n.

[< ocean -h -graphy], the branch of geography dealing

with the ocean: abbreviated oceanog.

O ce an us (5-se'an-as), n. [L.; Gr. Okeanos; cf. OCEAN],

in Greek mythology, 1. a Titan who was god of the

sea before Poseidon and father of the Oceamds. 2. the

great outer stream supposedly encircling the earth.
_ .~! <, t-X. A1/%W\ nAJ f\f *-n nr<alll1Q nr nf.ftlll.
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o eel lar (o-sel'gr) , adj. of an ocel r
-

oc-el-late (os's-laf, o-sel'it), adj., ocellated.

oc el lat ed (os'a4a'tid, o-sel'a-tid), adj. [L. ocellatus <
ocellus, little eve], 1. like an ocellus. 2. having an
ocellus or ocelli. 3. spotted.
ocella tion (osVla'shan), n. 1. the condition of

oculus, an eye, . a sma eye; especiay, ,

or rudimentary, eye of certain invertebrates, as dis-

tinguished from the compound eye of an insect. 2. an

eyelike spot, as on a peacock's feathers.

o-ce-lot (5'89-lot
7

, os's-lat), n. [^.OCELOTS (-lots',

-tote), OCELOT; see PLURAL, ,..!]. Jfr.j
contra by

Button < Mex. tlalocelotl < tlalh, a field + ocelotl,

iaffuarl, a large cat of North and South Amenca,
with a yellow or gray hide marked with black spots.

OCelt., Old Celtic.

o cher (o'kgr), n. [ME. ocra < L. ochra-^ Gr.ochra <
dchros, pale, pale-yellow; mod. form via. Fr. ocre\,

1 an earthy clay containing iron ore, usually yellow
or reddish brown in color: used as a pigment in paints.

2. the color of ocher; especially, dark yellow, v.t. to

color or mark with ocher. Also spelled odba-e.

o cher ous (o'ker-as), adj\ like or containing ocber.

ocfo.loora-cy (ok4ok'r9-si) , n. [Fr. ochlocraUe; Or.

ochlol&atia <ochlo$, a mob, populace -f kratos f strengtn,

rule], government by the mob; mob rule.

och'lo-crat (ok'te-krat') ,
n. [see OCHLOCRACY], a

member of or believer in an ochlocracy.

och-10'Crat-Ic (okas-kraVik), adj. of, like, or advocating

ochlocracy.

,ifab, hfecfe 'QV^I is,! bftfe;
'

'

; lott gO, iiorn, tttl, look; oil, outj up, use, Mr; ,ftet;Joy;
yet; cfcfa; i^;j

ii*i I in sanity, o in comply, u in focus: \as w^l^1
)/ ?jj^t'

?STfr iS- kh, O. doch. See pp. x-xii. $ foreign;
* hypothetical; < dw&a from.
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och one (g-khon'). interj. [Scot. & Irish], alas I

o-chre (o'k&r), n. & v.t. [OCHRED (-kSrd) f OCHRING],
ocher.

o-chre-ous (o'kgr-QS, o'kri-ss), adj. ocherotts.
o-chroid (o'kroid), adj. [Gr. ochroeides, pale, like ocher
< dckros* pale, pale-yellow -f eidos, a form], resembling
ocher; of a dark-yellow color.

Ochs, Adolph. Simon (oks), 1858-1935; American
newspaper publisher.
-ock fek), [ME. ~o&; AS. -pc, -uc, dim.], a suffix used

originally to form the diminutive, as in hillock: it

has lost its meaning in such words as buttock, tussock,

Ockham, William of (ok'am), 1300?-1349?; English
scholastic philosopher: also spelled Occam.
o'clock (s-klok', o-klok'). of or according to the clock.

O'Con-neil, Daniel (o-kon'l), 1775-1847; Irish na-
tionalist.

Q'Con-nor, Thomas Pow-er (pou'Sr o-kon'Sr), 1848-
1929; Irish journalist and nationalist politician.

o co til-lo (o'ks-tel'yo; Sp. ft'kS-te'yft), n. [pi OCOTILLOS
(-yoz; Sp. -y6s)], [Sp. dim. of ocote, Mexican pine <
Nahuatl ocoti], a spiny desert plant with scarlet flowers.

oc-re-a (ok'ri-a, o'kri-a), n. [pi. OCREAE (-')], [L., a
legging, greave], 1, in botany, a tubelike covering
around some stems. 2. in zoology, a sheath.

oc-re-ate (ok'ri-it, 5'kri-atO. adj. having an ocrea or
ocreae; sheathed.

oct-, 1. octa-. 2. octo-.

Oct., October.
oct., octavo.
oc-ta- (ok'fca), [Gr. okta- < oktd; cf. EIGHT], a combining
form meaning eight* as in octagon : also octo-, oct-.
octachord (pk'ta-kfod'), n* [LL. octachordus; Gr.
oktachordos, eight-stringed < oktd, eight -f chorde, a
string], in music, 1. a series of eight tones; especially,
an octave of the diatonic scale. 2. a musical instrument
with, eight strings.
oc tad (ok'tad), tu [Gr. oktas, oktados

t
< oktd", eight],

L a series or group t
of eight. 2. in chemistry, an

element, atom, or radical with a valence of eight.
oc-ta-gon (ok'to-goa', ok'to-gan), n. [L. octagonos; Gr.
o&foigowos, eighth-cornered < okta-f eight +'gdnia, an
.angle]* a platfe>figure with eight angles and eight sides,
oc-tag-o-nal (ok-tag'a-nl) , adj. of, or having the form
of, an octagon..

oc-tag-o-nal-Iy (ok-tag'o-nft-i), adv. in the form of an

octa hedral (ok'to-he'dral), adj. of, or having the
form of, an octahedron.

oc-ta-he drite (ok'te-he'drit), n. [< LL. octaedros (<
Gr. oktaedros; see OCTAHEDRON); -f- -ite], titanium
dioxide, TiOa, occurring in octahedral crystals.
octahedron (ok'to-he'dren) , n. [pL OCTAHEDRONS
(-dranz), OCTAHEDRA (-dro)], [Gr.
oktaedron; see OCTA- & -HEDRON],
a solid figure with eight plane
surfaces.
oc-tam-er-ism (ok-tam'Sr-iz'm), n,
the state of being octamerous.

oc tam-er-ous (ok'tarn'eY-as), adj.
[octa- -j- -merous], having eight
parts in each whorl: said of
flowers: also written 8-merous.

oc-tam-e-ter (pk-tam'o-tSr). n. OCTAHEDRON
[LL. f having eight feet; Gr. ofc-

tametros; see OCTA- & -METER], "a line of verse with
eight metrical feet., adj. containing eight metrical feet.

oc-tan (ok'tan), adj. [< L. octo, eight; + -an], occurring
every eighth day (counting both days of occurrence).
n. an octan fever, etc.

oc tane (ok'tan), n. [oct- + -ane], an oily hydrocarbon,
Cs-Hwt occurring in petroleum, or any of a group of
isomers of this substance.
octane number (or rating), a number representing
the antiknock properties of a gasoline, etc., de-
termined by the percentage of 2-2-4-trimethylpentane
that must be mixed with w-heptane to produce the
knocking quality of the fuel being tested : the higher
the number, tfce greater the antiknock properties.oc tan gle (ok'tan-g'l) f n. [oct" + angle], an octagon.oc-tan gu-lar (ok-tar/gyoo-lgr), adj\ having eight
angles.
Oc-tans (ok'tanz), n. [Mod. L.; see OCTANT], a southern
constellation: see constellation, chart.

oc-tant (ok'tant), n. [LL. octans, eighth part < octo,
eighty 1. an eighth of a circle; 45 angle or arc.
2. an instrument Eke the sextant, fpr measuring angles.
3iv in astronomy, the position of one heavenly bodywhen it is 45* distant from another. 4. in mathe*
mafacs, any of the eight parts into which a space is
divided by three planes intersecting at a single point
anq. at right angles to one another.

oc-tarch.y (ok'tr-ki), n. [pi. OCTARCHIES (-kk)J,
LOO- -f- -arckyh ! government by efght intep. \

2* a
group of eight governments or kingdoms; sometimes
applied to the Heptarchy of Anglo-Saxon England:
see heptarchy. ,

********

oc-ta-yal (ok-tSV% ok^ti-vl), adj. of or in aa octavte
or octaves.

oc-tave (ok'tav; also, and in music usually, ok'tiv), n,

[ME.; L. octavus, eighth < octo, eight}, 1. a) the
eighth day following a church festival, counting the
festival day as the first, b) the entire period between
the festival and this day. 2. a group of eight lines
of verse; especially, the first eight lines of the Italian
sonnet: also called octet. 3. any group of eight. 4. in

fencing, a position of thrust or parry in which the
hand is rotated with the palm up. 5. in music, a) the
eighth full tone above a given tone, having twice as
many vibrations per second, or below a given tone,
having half as many vibrations per second. 6) the
interval of eight diatonic degrees between a tone and
either of its octaves, c} the series of tones contained
within this interval, or the keys of an instrument
producing such a series, d) a tone and either of its

octaves sounded together, e) an organ stop producing
tones an octave above those ordinarily produced by
the keys struck.

t
adj. 1. consisting of eight, or an

octave. 2. in music, producing tones an octave higher:
as, an octave key.
Oc-ta-via (ok-ta'vi-s), [L., fern, of Octavius], a feminine
name, n. the wife of Mark Antony; ?-ll B.C.
Oc*ta-vi-an (ok-ta'vi-an), n. see Augustus.
Oc-ta-vi-us (ok-ta'vi-as}, [L. < octavus, eighth], a
masculine name: feminine, Octavia.
oc-ta-vo (ok-ta'vo, ok-ta'vo), n. [pi. OCTAVOS (-voz)],
[< L. in octavo, in eight; in, in + octavo, abl. of octavus,
eighth], 1. the page size of a book made up of printer's
sheets folded into eight leaves, each leaf being from
5 by 8 inches to 6 by 9 1/2 inches. 2. a book consisting
of pages of this size: also called eightvo, and written
Svo or 5. adj. consisting of pages of this size. Ab-
breviated (X, o., oct.

oc-ten-ni-al (ok-ten'i-al), adj. [< LL. octennium, period
of eight years (< L. octo, eight + annus, year) ; -f -al],
1. happening every eight years. 2. lasting for eight
years.
oc-ten-ni-aMy (ok-ten'i-sl-i), adv. every eight years.
oc-tet, oc-tette (ok-tef), n. J< L. octo, eight; + due/],
1. any group of eight; especially, an octave (sense 2).
2. in music, a)

a composition for eight voices or eight
instruments, o) the eight performers of this.

oc-til-lion (ok-til'ysn), n. [Fr. < L. octo, eight + Fr.
million], 1. in the United States and France, the
number represented by 1 followed by 27 zeros. 2. in
Great Britain and Germany, the number represented
by 1 followed by 48 zeros, adj. amounting to one
octillion in number.

oc-to- (ok'to, 9k-to', ok'ts), [Gr. oktd- < oktd; cf.

EIGHT], a combining form meaning eight, as in octopod:
also octa- and, before a vowel, oct-.
Oc-to-her (ok-to'be'r), n. [ME.; AS.; L. < octo, eight:
it was the eighth month of the early Roman calendar],
1. the tenth month of the year, having 31 days: abbre-
viated Oct., O. 2. [British], ale brewed in October.
October Revolution, the Russian revolution of
November, 1917 (October, Old Style), in which the
Kerensky government was overthrown by workers,
peasants, soldiers, and saibrs led by the Bolsheviks,
or Communists r under Lenin, and the Soviet govern-
ment was set up: see also Russian Revolution.
oc-tojdec-i-mo (ok'to~des'a-mo') n. \$l. OCTODECIMOS
(-moz')], [< L. in octodecimo, in eighteen; in, in -f
octodecimo, abl. of octodecimus, eighteenth], 1. the
page size of a book made up of printer's sheets folded
into eighteen leaves, each leaf being approximately
4 by 6 1/3 inches. 2, a bopk consisting of pages of
this size: also called eighteenmo, and written Umo or
Jftf . adj. consisting of pages of ttus size.

oc-to genar-i an (ok'ta-ji-naVi-gn), adj. [L. octoge-
nartus < octogeni, eighty each < octoginta, eighty],
eighty years old, or between the ages of eighty and
ninety, n. a person of this age.

oc-tog-e-nar-y (ok-tojVner'i), adj. & n. [pi. OCTOG-
ENARIES (-iz)], JRareJ, octogenarian.

oc-to-nar-y (qk^to-ner'D, adj. [L. octonarius, of eight],
of 9r consisting of eight or groups of eight, n. fpt
OCTO^AfciES (~iz)], 1. a group of eight; ogdoad. 2.
in prosody, a stanza of eight fines; octave.

cc-to-pod1 (ok'te-podO, n. [octo-

-f- -*oflf any animalf

wxth eight limbs; specifically, the octopus.
oc.to-pus (ok't9-pas), n. [pi. OCTOPUSES (4s), ocxo-
POKES (ok-top'a-deV),
OCTOPI (-pi')J, [Mod, L.;
GT.oktopous, eigh!>footed j

oktd, eight + pous, podos,
a foot], 1 any . of a,

group of mpllusks. having
a sort, saclike body, a
large head with a moutii
on the undersurface, and
eight arms covered witfo
suckera, 2. anything
supposedly like an octo-

$: especially, an organ*j* ___ T_l*j.t- <_*.'_ ^r _ .. i *. .

reach out in a powefful
and influential manner.
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oc-to-roon (ok'ta-roon'), n. [octo- + quadroon], a
person with one Negro and seven white great-grand-
parents; offspring ot a white and a quadroon.

oc-to-syl-lab'ic (ok'ta-si-lab'ik) , adj. 1. containing
eight syllables, as a line of verse. 2. containing lines
of eight^ syllables. m

n, ^an ^octosyllabic line or verse.
word of

,._ , [pi. OCTROIS (-troiz;
Fr. -trwa')], [Fr. < octroyer, for earlier ottroyer, otreier,
to grant; LL. auctorizare < auctor; see AUTHOR], 1. a
tax on certain goods entering a town. 2. the place
where this tax is collected. 3. the official or officials

collecting this tax.

oc-tu-ple (ok'too-pl, ok'tyoo-p'l), adj. [L. octuplus <
octo, eight -4- plicare, to fold], 1. eightfold. 2. con-
sisting of eight parts, n. something eight times as
great as something else. v.t. [OCTUPLED (-p'ld),
OCTUPLING], to multiply by eight.

oc-u-lar (ok'yoo-ler) , adj. [L. ocularis < oculus, the
eye], 1. of, for, or like the eye. 2. by eyesight: as,
an ocular demonstration, n. the lens or lenses con-
stituting the eyepiece of an optical instrument.

oc-u-list (ok'yoo-list), n. [Fr. oculiste < L. oculus, the
eye], a physician specializing in the treatment of ab-
normalities and diseases of the eye; ophthalmologist.

oc-irlo- (ok'yoo-lo, ok'yop-le), [< L. oculus, the eye],
a combining form meaning the eye: also, before a
vowel, ocul-.
oc-u4o-mo*tor (ok'voo-lo-mo'ter), adj. [oculo- + motor],
moving the eyeball; specifically, designating the third
pair or cranial nerves, arising in the midbrain and
supplying four of the six muscles that move each
eyeball.

OCym., Old Cymric.
Od, 'Od (od), interj. [often o-], [Archaic], a euphemism
for God, used in oaths, etc.: also spelled Odd.
od (od), n. [pi. OD], [G.; arbitrary formation], a theo-
retical force formerly supposed by some to exist in
nature and manifest itself in such pheaomena as
hypnotism, magnetism, light, etc.: also odyL odyle.
O.D., 1. Doctor of Optometry. 2. Old Dutch: also
OD. 3. overdraft. 4. overdrawn. 5. Officer of the Day.

O.D., o.d., 1. olive drab. 2. outside diameter.
o-da-Hsque, odalisk (o'da-lisk'), n. [Fr. odalisque <
Turk, ddaliq, chambermaid < ddah, chamber -f -Hq,
suffix expressing function], a female slave or concubine
in an Oriental harem.
ODan., Old Danish.
Odd (od), interj. [often o-], Od.
odd (od), adj. [MB. odde; ON. odda-, combining form
< oadi, point of land, triangle, hence (from the third

angle) odd number; akin to AS. ord, a point], 1.

being one of a pair of which the other is missing: as,
an odd glove. 2. having a remainder of one when
divided by two; not even: said of numbers; hence,
3. characterized by an odd number: as, an odd month.
4. additional to a whole mentioned in round numbers;
left over after taking a round number: as, a library
of 5,000 and odd books, odd change, 5. with a rela-

tively small amount or number over that specified:
as, thirty odd years ago. 6. additional to what is

usual, regular, habitual, accounted for, etc.; extra;
occasional; incidental: as, odd jobs. 7. being one or
more of a set, series, or group separated from the
others: as* a few odd volumes of Dickens. 8. a) not
usual or ordinary^
n. an odd, o

a) a stroke , .

b) [British], a stroke taken from a player's total score

for a hole, to give him odds. <SYN. see strange.
Odd Fellow, a member of the Independent Order of

Odd Fellows, a fraternal and benevolent secret; society,

originated in England in the 18th century*
odd-ish (od'ish), adj. somewhat odd; ratner queer,

odd-i-ty (od'a-ti), n. 1. the state or quality of being

odd; queerness; peculiarity; strangeness. 2, [pL
ODDITIES (-ti&)], an odd person or thing,

odd-ment (od'mant) ,
n. [odd + -<mmt], 1. something

left over; scrap: remant, 2. pi. in frwting, parts of

a book, as the title page, etc., not included in the text.

odd-pin-nate (qd'pin'&t}, adj. in botanyv pinnate with
an odd, or single^ terminal leaflet: see leaf, iHus,

odds (odfc), n.pL poiWlimes construed as sing.l,

[< 0do), 1. unequal tata&si inequalities. 2. [Rare],

a^esrWce
!

''Or amount' of wfference, 3 difference in

favor'of, <%*'.
4. advantage
riartiWTOWT

a^iie^lc||lWcQS In :

at o^d%

to be sung. 2. in modern tise, a lyric poem, rhymed
or unrhymed, usually addressed to some person or
thing and characterized by lofty feeling, elaborate
form, and dignified style, but sometimes simple in
form and style: see also Pindaric.
-ode (od), [< Gr. hodos, path, way], a suffix meaning
way, path, as in anode, cathode.
-ode (od), [Gr. -odes, -5de$ < -6-, ending of base or
thematic vowel + -eidgs, like, having the same form],
a suffix meaning like or something like, as in phyttode.
O dense (o'Jfesn-sa'), n. a seaport on Fyn Island,
Denmark: pop., 92,000 (1945).

O-der (o'der), n. a river in Czechoslovakia and Poland,
forming part of the boundary between Poland and Ger-
many, flowing into the Baltic Sea: length, c. 550 mi.
O des sa (o-des'o, a-des'a), n. a city in the Ukrainian
S.S.R., on the Black Sea: pop., (504,000.

o de um (o-de'am), n. [pL ODEUMS (-amz), ODEA (-)],
[L.; Gr. dideion < dide"; see ODE], 1. in ancient Greece
and Rome, a roofed building for musical performances;
hence, 2. a modern concert hall.
od*ic (od'ik), adj. of or forming an ode.
od-ic (od'ik, od'ik), adj. of or connected with od.
O-din (o'din), n. [Dan.; ON. Odinn; cf. EDDA, WEDNES-
DAY], m Norse mythology, the supreme deity, god of
art, culture, war, and the dead: identified with the Teu-
tonic Woden: also Otbin.

o-di ous (o'di-as), adj. [MB.; OFr. odieus; L. odiosus <
odium, hatred], hateful; disgusting; offensive. SYN.
see hateful.
o-di-um (o'di-sm), n. [L. odium, hatred, ill will < odi,
I hate], 1. a) hatred. 6) the state, quality, or fact of

being hated. 2. the disgrace or infamy brought on
by hateful action; opprobrium. SYN. see disgrace.
O-do-a-cer (o'do-a'ser), n. first barbarian ruler of Italy
(476-493 A.D.); lived 434?-493 A.D.: also Odovacar.

o-do-graph (o'da-graf, o'ds-graf'), n. [< Gr. hodos,
way; -f -graph], 1. a device that records the distance
traveled by a vehicle or a pedestrian. 2. a device
that records the number, length, and rapidity of steps
taken by a person walking.
o-dom-e-ter (6-dom'a-ter), n. JGr. hodometros < hodos,
way + metron, a measure], an instrument for measuring
the distance traveled by a vehicle.

odont-, odonto-.
-o-dont (a-donf), [< Gr. odon, odontos* a tooth], a
combining form meaning tooth, as in macrodont.

odon-talgia (o'don-tal'ji-a, od'on-taj'ji-a), n. [Gr.
odontalgia; see ODONTO- & -ALGIA], toothache.
b-dont-o- (5-don't5, o-don'ts), |^<

Gr. odon, odontos, a

tooth], a combining form meaning tooth or teeth, as in

odontoblast, odontology: also, before a vowel,
- J - ^

o-don-to-blast (o-don'tQ-blast')f n- [fdonlo- +
one of the layers of connective tissue cells forminigj
outer surface of the pulp of a tooth; thgse cejl^ secrete
a substance which develops into dentyae.

o-don-to-blas-tic (6-don'ts-blas'tik), adj. pf an odon-
toblast.

o-don-to-glos-sum (o-dbn'ta-glQS'ani), ti. [Mod. 1^. <
odonto- + Gr. gldssa, a tomgjie], any of a group of

tropical American orchids witn large flowers.
o don-to graph (p-don'to-^raf', 6-don'ta-graf') n.

[odonto- + -graph], 1. an instrument for laying out
or marking gear teeth. 2. an Instrument for recording
irregularities of surface of tooth enamel.
odon-toid (o-don'toid), adj. [Gr. odontoei^s; see

ODONTO- & -OID], 1. tpothlike. 2. designating or of

a toothlike process, called the odontoid peg or pi

projecting from the secpn^l vertebra of the
on which the top vertebra moves and rotates,

o-doa-to-loS-l-cal ^-d^n^-loj'i-kl), adj. 6f or con-
nected with odontology.

o-don-tol-o-gy (o'do^-t^IVJi, pd'on-tol'a-ji), .n. [0-

donto- + -logy], the s6ttfnc0 dealing with the structure,

growtjj, and ais4as^s,c# .the tec^h; dentistry.
o don toph o-ral (O'Q^^ vr*0 ^<^/ of 8-a odon-
tophoir@. , ',

,

'

i

'

-'

o-doii-to-pliore (5-doxx't3-f6r
r
, o-don'ta-for'). n. [o*

donto- + -phore], 1. the ril?bonlike tongue of certain
motlusks having minute teeth; radtila. 2, a, structure,

usually protrusible, supporting the^radula.

neck,

,

^ against the other
; ; advantage.

in #ro~
'

' ' '

adj., of or like an oaontpr^Jiore.

o^d,on-tophi*o-rous (o'don-tpf'Sr-^s), adf. having an
odontopTpjore.

o-dioi: (5'd&r)', n. [ME. yfa pPr. < L.J r 1. that charac-

t;!eristic of a siibstaice'which makes It perceptible to

tfr$ tepsp of sn>eft; any si4ett, pleasant or unpleasant;
fragrance; aronia. 2. a per^una^. SJFN. see eniell.

W in bad (or iil) odor ,to Jaavja a poor reputation;
*

fSi ?ti' ill* t*<s>irwi+iA*
" "

*
' '

&it&*ipito:'QU* Co'dd-rlf'Sr9s), adj. [MB. odoryftrom;
ST odorifer < odor, odor 4- f&ne, to bear], giving ott

in odor, especially a ^cugrant pdor.
o-dorless (o'd^:4is), ,a<&\ having no, odor,.

ffcse^ffir; ftet; joy; yet; ehiu,; thAi^
as ft, able (rbl); Ft., bA|,;j

j
* hypothetical;
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adj. having an odor; especially,

sweet-smelling; fragrant.
o-dour (o'der), n. odor: British spelling.
O-do-va-car (o'do-va'ker), n. Odoacer.
-o-dus (a-dos), [Mod. L.; Gr. -pdous < odon, odontos,

tooth], a combining form meaning having teeth, toothed.

od-yl, od-yle (od'il, od'il), n. [< od -f Gr. hyle, matter],

-o-dyii'i'a (s-din'i-9, a-di'ni-3), JGr. -qdynia < odyne,
a pain], a combining form meaning pain in (a specified

organ or part), as in osteodynia.

Od-ys-se-an (od'i-se'an) , adj. of or like the (or an)

Odyssey.
O-dys-seus (o-dis'us, o-dis'i-as), n. [Gr. Odysseus], the
hero of the Odyssey, a king of Ithaca and one of the
Greek leaders in the Trojan War; Ulysses.

Od-ys-sey (od's-si), n. [L. Odyssea; Gr. Odysseia],
1. an ancient Greek epic poem describing the wanderings
of Odysseus during the ten years after the fall of

Troy: it is generally attributed to Homer. 2. [some-
times o-], [pi. ODYSSEYS (-sez')], any extended wander-

ing or journey.
oe- (i), e-: most words beginning with oe- are now more
commonly written with -.

OE., O.E., Old English (Anglo-Saxon).
O.E., o.e., omissions excepted.
oeC'U-men-i'Cal (ek'yoo-men'i-k'l, e'kyoo-men'i-k'l),
adi. ecumenical.
O.EJX, OED, ^Oxford English Dictionary.

in UTCG/G JfCfiO/*!*, ULIG OUJU VJX j^o,.LU,v3 0.4.AVJ. jv<*c*ah><*, *x.*i*s

and queen of Thebes, who, abandoned by his parents
at birth because of the prophecy of an oracle, was
raised by the king of Corinth, eventually returned to

Thebes* and unwittingly killed his father and married

his mother: subject of a tragedy by Sophocles.

Oedipus complex, in psychoanalysis, the unconscious

tendency of a child to be attached to the parent of

the opposite sex and hostile toward the other parent:
its persistence in adult life results in neurotic disorders:

someldmes/ Restricted to a son's attachment, the term
Electro, cowpt^x being used for a daughter's.

toeH-de-boeuf (o'y'-da-bof) f **. [pi- OEDLS-DE-BOEUF

(oV-ds-bof)], [Fr,, lit., eye of an ox, btuTs-eye], a

round or oval window.
JoeMade (6'yadO. n. [Fr. < oetl, an eye < L. oculus],

an amorous or furting glance; ogle.
oe-no-log-i-cal (e'ns-loj'i-k'l) , adj. of or by oenology.
oe-nol-o-gy (e-nol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. oinos, wine; + -logy],

the knowledge or study of wines.

oenomel (e'na-mel'), n. [LL. oenomelt (later also

oenomelum) ;
Gr. oinomeli < oinos, wine + meli, honey],

1. a beverage of wine and honey, drunk by the ancient
Greeks. 2.1Poetic], strong, sweet speech, etc.

Oe-no*ne (e-no'ni), n. [L.; Gr. Oinpne], in Greek myth-
ology, a nymph who became the wife of Paris and was
deserted by him for Helen of Troy.

o'er (6r, or), prep. & adv. [Poetic], over.

oer-sted (ur'sted), n. [after Hans Christian Oersted

(1777-1851), Dan. physicist], 1. formerly, the C.G.S.
unit of magnetic reluctance. 2. the CXG.S. unit of mag-
netic intensity.
Oe-sel (u'zol), n. an Estonian island in the Gulf of

Riga: area, 1,010 sq.
mi.

oe-soplva-gus (i-sof's-gss), n. esophagus.
oes-trin (es'trin, es'trin), n. .estrin.
oes-trous (es'tras, es'trss), adj. estrous.
oes-trum (es'tram, es'tram), n. estrum.
oes-trus (es'tras, es'tras), n. estrus.

Joeu-vres (6'vr') nM [Fr.], works, as of literature.
of (uv, ov: unstressed ov), prep. [ME.; AS., unstressed
var, of af, xf, away (from); akin to G. ab; IE. base

*apo-t from, away from, as also in L. ab (cf. AB-), Gr.

apo-, etc.], 1. from: specifically, a) derived or coming
from: as, of good family, men of Ohio. b) resulting
from; caused by; through: as, he died of starvation.

c) at a distance from; ,apart from: as, a mile east of
the river, d) proceeding as a product from; by: as, the
stories o/Poe. e) deprived, relieved, or separated from:
as, cured of his disease, robbed of his money, f) from
the whole, or total number, constituting: as, he gave
of his time, one of his brothers, g) made from; using
(a specified substance) as the material: as, a house
of wood, made of plastic. 2. belonging to: as, the
leaves of the book, the square root of a number.

t
3. a)

having; possessing: as, a man of property, b) containing:
as , a bag of peanuts. 4. that is

; having the designation ;

specified as: as, the State of Utah, a height of six feet.

5. with (something specified) as object, goal, etc.: as,
a reader of books. 6. having as a distinguishing
quality or attribute; characterized by: as, a man of
honor, a period of plenty. 7. having to do with;
relating to; pertaining to; with reference to; con-
cerning; about: as, don't think harshly of xw& 8y set
aside for; dedicated to: as, a week of festivities. 9. a)
during; as, of recent years, b) on (a, specified time):
as, he came of a Saturday* 10, before: used in telling
time, as, twenty of twelve. Of is also used in various

idiomatic expressions (e.g., of course), many of which
are entered in this dictionary under the key words.

of- (6f, of, of), ob-: used before /, as in offer.

OF., O.F., Old French.
off (6f), adv. [a Late ME. variant

^
spelling of of, later

generalized for all occurrences of o/in stressed positions;

off is thus merely of stressed], 1. so as to be away,
at a distance, to a side, etc. : as, he moved off toward
the door. 2. so as to be no longer on, attached, united,

in contact, etc.: as, he took off his coat, he tore a

sheettojf. 3. (a specified distance) away: a) in space:

as, the road is 200 yards off. 6) in time: as, my vacation
is only two weeks off. 4. a) so as to be no longer in

operation, function, continuance, etc,: as, he turned
the motor off. b) to the point of completion or ex-

haustion: as, drink it off. 5. so as to be less, smaller,

fewer, etc.: as, the number of customers dropped off.

6. away from one's work or usual activity: as, let's

take the week off. prep. 1. (so as to be) no longer

(or not) on, attached, united, etc. : as, it rolled off the

table, the car is off the road. 2. from the substance
of ; on: as, he lived off the fat of the land. 3. coming
or branching out from: as, an alley off Main Street.

4. free or relieved from : as, off duty. 5. not up to the

usual level, standard, etc. of: as, badly off one's game.
6. [Colloq.], no longer using, engaging in, supporting,

etc.; abstaining from: as, ne's off liquor for life. 7.

in nautical usage, away from (snore}: as, a mile off

shore, adj. 1. not on, attached, united, etc.: as,

his hat is off. 2. not in operation, function, con-

tinuance, etc.: as, the motor is off. 3. gone away;
on the way: as, the children are off to school. 4. less,

smaller, fewer, etc.: as, profits are off this year. 5.

away from work, etc.; absent: as, the office force is

off today. 6. not up to the usual level, standard, etc.:

as, an off season. 7. more remote; further: as, on
the off chance, off side. 8. on the right: said of a
horse in double "harness, etc. 9, in (specified) cir-

cumstances: as, they are well off.
1
10. wrong \

in error:

as, you are off in your calculations^. H. in cricket,

designating the side of the field facing the batsman.
12. in nautical usage, toward the sea; seaward, n.

1. the fact or condition of being off: as. I've had my
offs and ons. 2. in cricket, the off side, interj. go
away I stay away 1 Off is also used in various idi9matic
expressions, many of which are entered in this dic-

tionary under the key words. Abbreviated o.

be (or take) off, to go away; depart.
off and on, now and then; intermittently.
off with, put off! take offl remove I

off with you! go awayl depart 1

oil., 1. office. 2. officer. 3. official. 4. officinal.

offal (6f'l, of1), n. [ME. ofall, lit., off-fall], 1. [con-
strued as sing, or pi.], waste parts; especially, the en-

trails, etc. of a butchered animal. 2. refuse; garbage.
off-beat (6f'betO n. in music, any of the beats 9a
measure that have weak, or secondary, accents, adj. 1.

in jazz, having the strong, or primary, accent on the
second and fourth beats in 4/4 time: as, offbeat rhythm.
2. [Colloq.], not conforming to the usual pattern or

trend; unconventional, unusual, strange, etc.

off-cast, off-cast (6f'kast' f 6f'kastO, adj. & n, castoff.

off-chance (6f'chans/, 6f'chans;

)f n. a very slight
chance; remote possibility.

off-col-or (df'kul'Sr), adj. 1. varying from the usual,
standard, or required color. 2. not quite proper; in
rather poor taste; risque^ as, an of-color joke.
Of-fen-bach (Sf'sn-bakh'). n. a city in Hesse, Germany:
pop., 81,000.
Of-fen-bach, Jacques (zhak fcf'en'baV; G. ot'an-

bSkhO, 1819-1880; French composer of operettas,
born in Germany.

of*fend fe~fend') v.i. [ME. offenden; OFr. offendre; L.

offendere, to strike against < ob- (see QB-) + OL.
fendere, to hit, thrust], 1. to break moral laws or

religious commandments; commit an offense. 2. to
create resentment, anger, or displeasure; give offense.
v.t. 1. to hurt the feelings of; cause to feel resentful,

angry, or displeased; insult. 2. to be displeasing to

(the taste, sense, etc.).
^

3. [Obs.], a) to transgress;
violate, b) to cause to sin,
SYN* offend implies a causing displeasure or resentoeiit in

another, intentionally or unintentionally, by wounding his feel-

ings or by a breatoli of his sense of propriety (he will be offended
if he Is not invited) ; affront implies open, and deliberate disre-

spect or offense (to affront one s modesty) ; inault implies an
affront so insolent or contemptuously rude as to cause deep
humiliation and rcsswtitteii't? Che &n$u$6d vo& feiy jcOsii^ttatiiiB tifcuit

I had lied) ; outrage implies an extreme offense against one's
sense of right, justice, propriety, etc. (he WES outraged by the
offer of a bribe).
offense (a-fensO, n. [M$.; OF*.; L qffemaj, L an
offending; specifically, .<*)

the act oC byealqipg the law;
sin; crime; transgression, b) the act of creating re-

sentment, hurt leelingps, ulspfeiais^ciiei
'

e^L' \<' 2., tiie

condition of being* offwwlwl,, oSj^^ftlly <^"fe$|jb^jf iturt,

resentful, or angry; umbrage. 'I
'' 3.

r

something
' that

causes sinning or wrowgdoijjigf^
1

'

'

4fa

"

soito^tti

r

causes resentment, anger, etc. 5. the act of
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or assaulting; aggression. 6. the person, team, army,
etc. that is attacking. Also spelled offence,
give offense, to offend; auger, insult, displease, etc.
take offense, to become offended; feel hurt, resentful,
angry, etc.

SYN. offense implies displeased or hurt feelings as the result
of a slight, insult, etc. (don't take offense at my criticism) ; re-
sentment adds implications of indignation, a brooding over an
injury, and ill will toward the offender (a resentment (cherished
for days) ; umbrage implies offense or resentment at being
slighted or having one's pride hurt (he took umbrage at the tone
of her letter) ; pique suggests a passing feeling of ruffled pride,
usually over a petty matter; displeasure may describe a feeling
varying from dissatisfaction or disapproval to anger and indig-
nation.

of-fenseless (a-fens'lis), adj. I. not offending. 2.
lacking or incapable 01 offense.

of-tensive (a-fen'siv), adj. [ML. qffensiws < L.
offensa; see OFFENSE], 1. attacking. 2. of or for
attack. 3. unpleasant, as to the senses; disgusting*
revolting; repugnant: as, an offensive odor. 4. causing
resentment, anger, etc. ; insulting, n. attitude, position,
or operation of attack (often with the).

of-fer (6f'er, of'er), v.t. [ME. offrien; AS. offrian; L.
offerre < ob~ (see OB-) + ferre, to bring], 1. to present
to God 9r a god in an act of worship (often with up) :

as, he will offer prayers, they are offering up sacrifices.
2. to present for approval or acceptance; proffer;
tender: as, I offered my services. 3. to present for
consideration; suggest; propose: as, she offered a plan.
4. to indicate intention or; threaten or attempt: as,
he offered to strike me, they offered resistance. 5. to
bid (a jprice, etc.). yd. 1. to make a presentation
or sacrifice in worship. 2. to occur; present itself:

as, opportunity offered, n. 1. the act of offering.
2. something offered; presentation, proposal, sug-
gestion, bid, etc. 3. in law, a proposal the acceptance
of which constitutes a contract.
SYN. offer is the general term meaning to hold out before one
for acceptance or refusal (to offer money, help, etc.) ; proffer, a
literary term, is usually used of something intangible (she ac-

cepted the proffered assistance) ; tender is a formal or polite
synonym (to tender one's thanks, resignation, etc.) and is spe-
cifically applied to something offered in payment of an obliga-
tion; present often adds to offer the idea of outward show,
formality, or ceremony (to present a petition to Congress, to
present a new play}.
of fer ing (dPSr-irj, Qf'Sr-irj), n. 1. the act of making an
offer.

1
2. something offered; specifically, a) a gift or con-

tribution, b) presentation in worship; oblation.

of-fer-to-ry (6f'Sr-t6r'i, of'Sr-to'ri), n. [pi. OFFERTORIES
(-iz, -riz)l, [ME, oferiprie; OFr. offertoire; LL. offer-
torium, place for offerings], 1. that part of the Mass
or Holy Communion during which the unconsecrated
bread and wine of the Eucharist are offered to God:
in the Anglican Church, Bairns are collected at this
time. 2. tlie prayers recited or hymn sung at this
time. 3. the alms collected at this time; hence, 4.

any money collected at a church, service.
off-hand (ofhandOt adv. without prior preparation
or study; at once; extemporaneously, ad/* 1. said
or done offhand; extemporary; unpremeditated; hence,
2, casual* curt, informal, brusque, etc.

off hand-ed (6fhan'did), adj. offhand.
of-fice (6f'isf of'is), n. [ME. offiz, etc.; OFr.; L. offidwrn;
prob. < opits,

a work + facere, to make], 1. something
performed or intended to be performed for another;
(specified kind of) service: as, this was 4pae through
Ms good (or ill) offices* 2. a function or duty assigned
to someone, especially as an essential part or his work

sr position. 3. a position of authority or trust, es-

pecially in a government, corporaitionr etc.: as. the

office of president, 4. any of the branches of the
united States Government ranking next below the
departments : as, the Printing Office. 5. a) the building,
room, or series of rooms i which the affairs of a
business, professional person, branch of government,
etc. are carried on. 6) all the people worMngin such
a place; staff, c) all the administrative officers or
executives of a business, etc. 6. pi. the rooms or
buildings of a house or estate in wEw the servants

cafry outfc tfceir ,dtJJfciesf 7; a religions <p? social ceremony
or rite: specifically, a) the daily service of the Roman
Catholic breviary: also called Divine Office, b) the
Morning * Bvmtog prayer of the Anglican Church^
c) the service of Holy Communion, d) prayers or rites

any special purpose: as, the Office of the Dead.
ferw^feediol^,^^ ,.

ft 1* boy ip&ed to ,to ,the small tastes ia an officp-"" ' " '

WRr. 'f'isrhol'dii?}* , m. a person,.,-._i_- .
(

elected or appointed to an office or position of authority
in a government* business, institution, social club,
etc. 2. a policeman or constable. 3. a person ap-
pointed to a position of authority^ in the armed forces
of a country, especially one holding a commission or
rank; commissioned officer. 4. the captain or any of
the mates of a ship. 5. in certain honorary societies,
a member holding one of the higher grades. Abbreviated
off. v.t. 1. to provide with officers. 2. to command;
direct; manage.

officer of the day, in military usage, the officer in
over-all charge of the interior guard and security of
his garrison for any given day: abbreviated O.D.

officer of the guard, in military usage, an officer de-
tailed under the officer of the day to be in immediate
command of the interior guard of a garrison: ab-
breviated O.G.

office seeker, a person who tries to get himself ap-
pointed to public office.

of-fi-cial (a-fish'al), adj. [ME.; OFr.; LL. officiate],
1. of or holding an office, or position of authority.
2. coming from the proper authority; authorized: as,
an official reprimand. 3. befitting a person of author-

ity m his capacity as an officer; formal: ceremonious.
4. in pharmacy, contained in the current pharmacopoeia;
authorized for use in medicine, n. a person holding
office, especially public office, Abbreviated off.

of-fi-cial-dom (a-fish'gl-dsm) , n. 1. officials collec-

tively. 2. excessive adherence
f
to official routine;

officialism. 3. the domain or position of officials.

official family, the cabinet of the President of the
United States: a journalistic term.

of-fi-cial-ism (a-fish'ol-iz'm), n. 1, the characteristic
practices and behavior of officials; especially,, excessive
adherence to official routine and regulations; red tape*
2. officials collectively; officialdom.

of-fi-cial-ly (a-fish'sl-i), adv. in an official manner or
capacity.

of-fi-ci-ant (9-fish'i-snt), n. [< ML. ofltiians], an
officiating priest, minister, etc.

of-fi-ci-ar-y (a-fish'i-er'i), n. \pl> OFFICIATES (-iz)].

[ML. ojficiarius], a group of officials, adj. connected
with or resulting from the holding of an office,

of-fi-ci-ate (o-fisn'i-St'), v.i. [OFFICIATED (-id). OFFI-
CIATING], [ML. officiate], 1. to perform the duties of
an office; act as an officer. 2. to perform the functions
of a priest, minister, etc.; conduct a religious service.

of*fi*ci*a'tion (a-fish'i-a'shan) , n. the act of officiating.
of'fi-ci-a-tor (a-fish'i-a'ter), n. a person who officiates._M a _ a ^__t /L _: ,i\ ._jj t^rr ~jc.~* __ y< L.

worker
,
_ _, ._ _, _ nd kept

in stock in a pharmacy: said of drugs, etc. it. an
officinal drug or preparation. Abbreviated off.

of fi-cious (o-fish'ss), adj. [< Fr. or L,: Br. o$cieu;
L. officiosus < officium, office], 1, [Obs*J# ready/ to
serve; obliging. 2. offering unnecessary , at^d tin-
wanted advice or services ; meoijlesoii
unofficial: informal: as, an officious

of-fing (firin), ft [< of], l^tbe distant part ^ ,

sfea visible frou^ the shore. 2. distance, .or position
at a distance, from the shore.
in the offing, 1. barely visible from shore. 2. far but
in sight. 3. at some vague future time.

off-ish (of'ish), adj. [Colloq.], inclined to remain aloof.
off print (oi'print

7
), n. a separate reprint of an article

etc. that first appeared.In a magazine or other larger
.publication, v.i, to reprint (an excerpt, etc.) separately.
off-scour-ing (df'skour'irj), n. usually pi. something
scoured off; garbage; rubbish; refuse; filth*

off set (df'set'; for ?., 6f-setO, n. 1. something that is

set off* or has S|?ung or developed, from something
else; offshoot; eartensiioai; branch; spur. 2, anything
that balances, counteracts, or compensates for some-
thing else; compensation. 3. in architecture, a le<|ge
or recess formed in a wall by a reduction in its thick-
ness above. 4. in botany, a side shoot that takes
rpot and starts a new plant. 5. in electricity, a branch
off a main power line; 6. in mechanics, a curve or
bend in a metal bar, pipe, etc. to permit it to pass
an obstruction. 7. in Printing, a) offset printing.
6) an impression made oy this process, c) an ink
smudge transferred from a freshly printed sheet to
the one next to it. 8. in surveying, a short distance
measured at right angles from the main line to help
in computing the area of an irregular plot of ground.
v.t. [OFFSET, OFFSETTHTOJ, i. to balance, complement,
counteract, compensate tor, etc. 2. to make an offset
in. 3. in printwi . ) to make (an impression) by
offset printing, i 5) to smudge with an offset. v.l
1. to come out or develop as an offset. 2. in printing,
'

, make an offset.
'

'

: printing, a printing process in which the inked
ession is first made' on a rubber-covered roHer,

then transferred to paper*

chin;8
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off-shoot (6f'shootO, n. anything that branches off, or
derives from, a main source; specifically, a shoot or
stem growing laterally from the main stem of a plant.

off-shore (6f'sh6r
/
, 6rshorO, adj. 1. moving off or

away from the shore. 2. situated or in operation at
some distance from shore, adv. away or far from the

shore; seaward.
off'Side (6f'sid')t adj. in certain sports, not in the proper
position for play; specifically, in football, over the
line of scrimmage or otherwise ahead of the ball

before the play^ has properly begun, and hence subject
to penalty: said of a player* team, or play. n. an
offside play. Also off side.

off'Spring {6f'sprir/) n. [sometimes construed as pi.],

[ME. & AS. ofspring: see OFF & SPRING], 1. a child

or children; descendant or descendants: progeny;
issue: as, John is my only offspring, she has six off-

spring. 2. a product, outcome, or result.

off-stage (6f'staj
/
), n. that part of a stage not visible

to the audience, adj. in or from the off-stage: as,

an off-stage whisper, adv* to the off-stage: as, he went
off-stage.

off-white (dfhwitO, adj. of an off shade of white;
especially, grayish-white.
O'Fla-her-ty, Li-am (Le'om o-fla'hSr-ti), 1896- ;

Irish novelist and short-story writer.

OFr., Old French.
OFris., Old Frisian.

with
times; .

oft*en*times y*,- -* .- , ------ ,,. ---- -------

oft-times (fif'timz', dft'timz') , adv. [Archaic or Poetic],
often.
OG. Old German.
O.G., 1. Officer of the Guard. 2. in philately, original

gum.
O ga sa wa ra Ji-ma (o'-ga'sa-wa'ra je'ma), the Bonin
Islands 'in the Pacific: the Japanese name.
Og-den (pg"cbn, 6g'dsn), n* a city in northern Utah:

pop., 57,600.
og-do-ad (og^do-ad'), n. [< Gr, ogdoas < okffi, eight

(via .)], 1. the number eight. 2. any group or

series of eight.
o-gee (6-je', o'je"), n. [ME. (pi.) oggez; OFr. ogive,

augive; cf. OGIVE], 1. a molding having an S-shaped
curve in profile. 2. any S-shaped curve or line. 3.

an ogee arch.

ogee arch, a pointed arch formed with the curve of

an ogee on each side.

O-gfl-vie, John (o'g'l-vi), 1797-
1867; Scottish lexicographer.

o-gi-val (o-ji'vl), adj. 1. of, or

having the form of, an ogive.
2, characterized by ogives.

o-give .(o'jiv, o-jiv'), n. [Fr.J, 1.

the diagonal rib or groin of a
Gothic vault. 2. a pointed, or

Gothic, arch.

o-gle (o'gl)f IM. & v.t. [OGLED
(-gld), OGLING], [prob. < LG.
oegeln < oog, the eye], to keep

OGEE ARCH

looking (at) with fondness or desire; make eyes (at).
n. an ogling look. v

Oglethorpe, James Edward (o'g'l-th6rp') , 1696-
1785; English^general; founder of the colony oi Georgia.
Og-pu (og'poo), n. [Russ. < Otdelenie Gosudarstvemii
Foliticheskoi t/pravi, Special Government Political

Administration], formerly, the state security police,
or secret service, of the Soviet Union, succeeding the
Cheka in 1922, and now abolished: also called Gay-
Pay-Oo. G.P.U.: see MVD.

O'gre (o'gl'r), n. [Fr.; first used in Perrault's fairy tales
& prob. coined by him], 1. in fairy tales and folklore,
a man-eating monster or giant. 2. a hideous, coarse,
or cruel man.

o-gre ish (5'gSr4sh), adj. like or characteristic of an
ogre.

o-gress (5'gris). n. a female ogre,
o-grish (6'grish), adj. ogreish.
O-gyg-i-a (o-jij'i-s), n. [L.; Gr. Ogyifol, in Homer's
Odyssey* the^ island of the^ sea nymph Calypso.
oh (o), interj. an exclamation expressing surprise, fear,
wonder, pain, etc. n. \$L on's r OHS (oz)], any instance
of this exclamation. See also O. ,

O. Henry, see Henry, O.
OHG. O.H.G., Old High German.
O hi o (64tf'S), n. 1. a Middle Western State of the
United States: area, 41,222 sq. mi.; pop., 7,947,000;
capital, Columbus: abbreviated O.: nicknamed Buck-
eye State. 2. a river formed by the jtqtobfita of the
Momongahela and the Allegheny at JPft

flowing southwestward into the Mississippi:
981 ml
Q-hi-o-an (o-hf'0-w9n), adj. of Ohio. TI. a native or
inhabitant of Ohio,
ohm (dm), it. [alter Georg S. Ohm], the unit of elec-

trical resistance, equal to the resistance of a circuit

in which an electromotive force of one volt maintains
a current of one ampere: symbol, O (no period).

Ohm, Georg Simon (ga-fcrkh' ze'mo"n 6m), 1787-

1854; German physicist.

ohm-age (om'ij), n. {ohm + -age], the electrical re-

sistance of a conductor, expressed in ohms.
ohm-ic (om'ik), adj. 1, of the ohm. 2. measured in

ohms.
ohmme-ter (om'me'tSr), n. [ohm t

+ -meter], an instru-

ment for measuring electrical resistance in ohms.

O.H.M.S., On His (or Her) Majesty's Service.

Ohm's law, a law, formulated by Ohm, which states

that the intensity of a constant electrical current in

a circuit is directly proportional to the electromotive

force and inversely proportional to the resistance.

o-ho (o-ho') r inter/. [ME. phr. o hoi; cf. 0, OH], an
exclamation expressing surprise, taunting, etc.

Oh-re (oV'zhe), n. a river in northern Bohemia, Czecho-

slovakia, flowing into the Elbe: length, 190 mi.:

German name, Eger.
-old (oid), [Gr. *o~eides; -o-, termination of prec.
element + -eides, -oid < eidos, a form, shape], a suffix

meaning like, resembling, as in anthropoid, celluloid.

-oi-de-a (oi'di-o), [Mod. L.; see -OID], a combining form
used in zoology to form the names of classes or super-
families.

oil (oil), n. [ME. oik (also, earlier oK); OPr. oik, oilk;
L. oleum, oil], 1. any of various kinds, of greasy,
combustible substances obtained from ^animal, vege-
table, and mineral matter: oils are liquid at ordinary
temperatures and soluble in certain organic solvents,
as ether, but not in water. 2. petroleum. 3. any of

various substances having the consistency of oil. 4.

an oil color. 5. an oil painting. 6. [Colloq.], flattery.
v.t. 1. to smear, lubricate, or supply ^with oil. 2.

to bribe, y.i. to turn into oil by melting, adj. of,

from, like, or yielding oil, or having to do with the

production or use of oil.

pour oil on troubled waters, to settle quarrels, differ-

ences, etc. by calm, soothing methods.
strike oil, 1. to discover oil

ing a shaft for it. 2.

er oil under the ground by drill-

. to become suddenly wealthy.
oll-hird (oil'burdO, n. the guacharp, a bird of South
America, from which an ouy fat is extracted.

oil cake, a cake or mass of crushed linseed, rapeseed,
cottonseed, etc. from which the oil has been extracted:
it is used as feed for cattle and as a fertilizer.

oil-can (oil'kanO. n. a can for holding oil, especially
one with a spout, used for lubricating machinery, etc.

OH City, a city in northwestern Pennsylvania: pop.,
20,000.

oil-cloth (oil'kldth') , n. cloth made waterproof by
being coaled with paint or treated with oil,, used for

covering tables, shelves, etc.

oil color, a color or paint made by grinding a pigment
in oil, often linseed oil.

oil cup (oil'kup'), n. a cylindrical container (in a

machine) for holding oil and releasing it gradually as

lubrication for the moving parts.
oil-er (oil'Sr) , n. 1 . a person or thing that oils machinery,
engines, etc. 2. an oilcan. 3. a snip for transporting
oil; tanker. 4, [Colloa.J, an oilskin coat.

oil field, a place where oil deposits of value are found.
oil-Hy (oil'o-K), adv. in an oily manner.
oil i ness (oil'i-nis), n. an oily quality or condition.
oil of turpentine, a colorless, volatile oil distilled

from the oleoresin of any of several trees, as the
terebinth, pine, fir, etc., used in paints, varnishes,
and disinfectants, in pharmacy, etc.: also turpentine,
spirits of turpentine.

oil of vitriol, {so called because green vitriol was its

source], sulfunc acid.
oil painting, 1. a picture painted in oil colors. 2. the
art of painting in oil colors.

oil-pa per (oil'pa'per), re. paper made transparent and
waterproof by treatment with oil*

Oil RrVers, 1. the rivers of the Niger Delta. 2. the
region surrounding these rivers*;formerly a British
protectorate, now a part of Nigeria.

oil-skin (oil'skinO* n. 1., cloth made waterproof by
treatment with ofi. 2. often in pi. & garment made
of this.

oilstone (od'stSn'). n. a whetstone treated; with ibil.

oil well, a well bctfed through layers of rock, etc. to
a supply of pe*taroleum, ,

*

oil-y (oiFi), adj. [oiMm (44fe), omjESt (-Mst)], L of,

like, consisting of, or containing oil. 2. covered with
oil; fat; greasy. 3. too smooth; slippery; unctuous.
oint-ment (oint'mant), it. [ME. & OFr. oigncmcnt;
LL. *unguimentum, for L. unguentum (see UNGUENT) :

the -I- in Eng. results from association with obs. v.

tint, to anoint], a fatty sbs*mc$ apolpi to -feft skb
fee healing or .Cosmetic

jjtwi Urn ^pagai
Oi-rot Autonomo

. <>,

a division of
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the R.S.F.S.R., in south central Siberia: area, 35,936
sq. mi.; pop., 170,000; capital, Oirot-Tura.
Oise (waz), n. a river in Belgium and France, flowing
into the Seine: length, 186 mi.
OItv Old Italian.

O;jib-wa (o-jib'wa), adj. & n. [pi. OJIBWA, OTIBWAS
(-waz)J, Ojibway.
O-ub-way (o:jibVa), n. [pi. OJIBWAY, OJIBWAYS (-waz)],
[Am. Ind. dial, ojibway, to roast till puckered (< ojib,
to pucker ^f- uo-way t to roast): from the puckered
seam on their moccasins], 1. a Chippewa, member of a
tribe of Algonquian Indians. 2. their language, adj.
of this tribe.

O.K., OK, (o'ka'; for the v., o'ka'), adj., adv., interj.
long. U.S. colloq.; first used in name of Democratic
O.K. Club (earliest recorded meeting March 24, 1840),
in which O.K. is abbrev. of Old Kinderhook, name of
the native village of Martin Van Buren, whom the
Club supported for a 2d term (cf. Saturday Review of
Literature, July 19, 1941, pp. 3-10; also H. L. Mencken,- - - -

p . 269-279)

dorse. Also spelled okay.
O-ka (d-ka') , n. a river in the central European U.S.S.R.,
flowing northeastward into the Volga: length, 950 mi.
o-ka (p'ks), n. [It. oc(c)a; Turk, dqah; Ar. uqiyah; Gr.
oungw (L. undo); see OUNCE (unit of weight)], in
Turkey, Egypt, Bulgaria, etc., a unit of weight, equal
to 2 3/4 pounds, or of liquid measure, equal to 11/3
quarts: also oke.

o ka-pi (5-ka'pi), n. [pi. OKAPIS (-piz), OKAPI; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [native Afr. name], an Airican animal
related to the giraffe, but having a short neck.
O-ka-van-go River (o'ka-var/go), the Kabango River,
o-kay (o'ka': for the ., o'ka'), adj., adv., interj., n.,

i/. t. [Colloq. J, O.K..

O-ka-ya-ma (6"'ka-ya'ma) , n. a city on the southwest
coast of Honshu, Japan: pop., 141,000 (est. 1947).
oke (ok), n. an oka.
O-kee-cho-bee. Lake (o'ki-cho'bi), a lake in south
central Florida: length, 40 mi.; width, 25 mi.: see
Everglades, map.
O'Keeffe, Georgia (p-kef), 1887- ; American painter.
O'Kel-ley, Sean Thomas (sh6n o-kel'i), 1883- ;

Irish political leader; president of Ireland (1945- )

O-khotsk, Sea of (o-kotsk'; Russ. $-kh6tsk'), an arm
of the Pacific, east of Siberia: area, 590,000 sq. mi.:
average depth, c. 10,500 ft.

O-kie (o'ki), n. [< Oklahoma], a migratory agricultural
worker, especially one forced to migrate from Oklahoma
or other parts of the dust bowl through drought,
farm foreclosure, etc., in the late 1930's.
O-ki-na-wa (o'ki-na'wa), n. one of the Ryukyu Islands,
in the North Pacific, between Formosa and Kyushu:
captured by American forces (1945) in World War II.
Oklahoma (o'kb-ho'ma) , n. a Southern State of
the United States: area, 69.919 s<i. mi.; pop., 2,233,000;
capital, Oklahoma City: abbreviated Okla.
Oklahoma City, the capital of Oklahoma: pop.,
242,000.
O klaho man (o'kla-ho'man) , adj. of Oklahoma, n.
a native or inhabitant of Oklahoma.

o-kra (o'kre), n. [< W. Afr. (Tshi) name, nkruman],
1. a tall plant with sticky
green pods, used in soups,
stews, etc. 2. the pod or

pods of this plant. 3. a
soup, stew, etc, made from
these pods. Also called

gumbo.
-ol (51, ol), [in sense 1 <
alcoho/; in sense 2 < L.
oleum, oil], a suffix used
in chemistry to mean:,
1. an alcohol or phenol*
as in menthol, thymol. 2.

-ole.

OL., OX., Old Latin.^l_X T /^1^ -*1._.rx
'.yuy

OKRA (with pods)

.

* 995P-1030; king of
1000); subject ol manf

Olaf ft, Saint, (QM Mar
Norway (1016-1028): Latin form, Olws*

8laf
V, 1903"- : feu** of Norway (1957- ).

land (ol&jad'}, n a Swedish island in tfce Baltic
Sea: area, 519 sq. mi.; pop., 27,000.

Ola-u (o45'es), s^e Ola* IL ,

(Hrcott;, Cfiaujmr (orfast), (Cftancellor Jpfan Qkati),

1860-1932; American actor and tenor.
t" * ~ "

r) or ^D (eFderl O
)], old;

"grown**], 1. having lived or been in existence for a
long time; aged. 2. of or characteristic of aged j>eople;
mature in judgment, etc.; wise. 3. of a certain age
or duration: as, he was five years old. 4. made or
produced some time ago; not new. 5. having been
in use for a long time; worn out by age or use; shabby.
6. former; quondam. 7. long practiced; experienced:
as, an old hand. 8. belonging to the remote past;
having existed long ago; ancient or medieval: as, an
old civilization. 9. dating from or connected with
some period before the present; of long standing: as,
an old tradition. 10. designating the earlier or earliest
of two or more: as, the Old Testament. 11. [Colloq.],
dear: a familiar term of affection or cordiality, as,
old boy. 12. [Colloq.], good; fine; excellent: as, a
gay old time. n. 1. time long past; yore: as, days
of old. 2. old people. Abbreviated O, O. o.
<$> YN. old implies a having been in existence or use for a rela-

tively long time (old shoes, old civilizations); ancient specific-
ally implies reference to times long past (ancient history) ; an-
tique is applied to that which dates from ancient times, or,
more commonly, from a former period (antique furniture) ; an-
tiquated is used to describe that which has become old-fash-
ioned or outdated (antiquated notions of decorum) ; archaic, in
this connection, applies to that which is marked by the charac-
teristics of an earlier period (an archaic iron fence surrounded
the house) ; obsolete is applied to that which has fallea into dis-

use or is out of date (obsolete weapons). ANT. new, modern.
old age, the advanced years of human life, when
strength and vigor decline: cf. middle age.
Old Arabic, Arabic in its oldest stage, chiefly as
recorded in Northern Arabian inscriptions from the
1st century A.D. to the 6th, and in inscriptions of
Mecca from 328 A.D. on: abbreviated OAr.
Old Bai-ley (bali), formerly, the criminal court of
London.
Old Castile, a former province of central Spain:
Spanish name, Castilla la Vieja.
Old Catholic, a member of a religious sect organized
by Roman Catholics who, in 1870, refused to accept
the doctrine of papal infallibility: abbreviated O.C.
Old Celtic, all the branches of the Celtic language
as supposedly spoken at the close of the 4th century
A.D.: abbreviated OCelt.
Old Church Slavic, see Old Slavic.
old country* the country from which an immigrant
came: said especially of a country in Europe.
Old Cymric, Cymric in its oldest stage: abbreviated
OCym.
Old Danish, the Danish language in its oldest recorded
stage, as found in literary remains from the 13th
century A.D., as conjectured from loan words in
Middle English, and as preserved in certain Norman
place names: abbreviated ODan.
Old Delhi, capital of Delhi province, India: see Delhi.
Old Dominion, Virginia.
Old Dutch, the Dutch language in its oldest stage:
it is actually recorded only on fragmentary relics,
but may be reconstructed irom Middle Dutch and
from loan words in neighboring languages: cf. Old
Low Prankish: abbreviated O0-, OJX

old-en (ol'd'n), adj. [ME., inflected form of old],

[Poetic], old; ancient; of old, or of former times.

Ol-denburg (ol'd'n-burg'; G. ol'dan-boorkh') r n.
1. a division of northwestern Germany: formerly a
duchy: area, 2,083 sq. mi. : pop., 582,000. 2. its capital:
pop., 107,000 (est. 194$.

OldT English, 1. the "West Germanic, Low German
language of the Anglo-Saxons; language spoken in
England from the Sth century ^AJX until shortly
after the Norman Cpuquest (1066); Anglo-Saxon: ab-
breviated OE., O.fe. 2. a style of black letter.

old-fash ioned (old'fa'sh^d), adj. styled, or done in
accordance with, 9r favoring, the methods, manners,
or ideas of past times; out-of-date; antiquated; out-
moded,
Old Fashioned, an feed cocktail containing whisky,
a dash of soda, bitters, sweetening, and fruit.

old-fo-gy, old-fo-gey (old'fo'gi), adj. oW-fog^iah.
old fogy, old fojfeyt a ^person who is old-fashioned or
overly conservative in ideas ancj actions.

old-fo-gy-ish, old-fo-gey-ish (old'fo'gi-ish), adj. of,
like, characteristic of, or suitable for an old fogy.
Old French, the French language as spoken from, the
9th century A.D. until Modern French developed in
the loth century: abbreviated OFr., OF., O.F.
Old prisian, a West Germanic language spoken from
tljie tlth century A.D. to the 16th, closely related to
Ajoglor-Saxon and Old Saxon: the oldest documents
date from the 13th ceatury: abbreviated OFria.
Old Glory, the flag of the United States,

014 gold, a soft, yellowish, metallic color.
Old Guard, [transl. of Fr. VieilU Garde: so named in
.contrast to the Young ptiard, formed in 1810], 1.

lij>erial guard, organized by . Napoleon I in
,

i, tfl51, look; oil, out;, up, ase, fttr;
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2. any old group of defenders of a cause. 3. the con-
servative element of a grou, party, etc.

Old-ham (51'dam), n. a city in Lancashire, England:
pop., 118,000 (est. 1946).
old hand, a person with much skill or experience.
Old Harry, the Devil; Satan.
old nat, [Slang], old-fashioned: used predicatively.
Old Hickory, Andrew Jackson.
Old High German, the German language as spoken
in southern Germany from the 8th century A.D. to
the 12th: it is the basis of literary Middle High German:
abbreviated OHG., O.H.G.
Old Icelandic, 1. Old Norse as spoken and written
in Iceland. 2. loosely, Old Norse.
Old Ionic, a type of Greek spoken from the 7th to
the 4th century B.C.
Old Irish, the Gaelic Celtic of Ireland as spoken from
the 8th century A.D. to the 12th: it is recorded in
many inscriptions and glosses, and in a long homily:
abbreviated Olr.
Old I-ron-sides fttem-fftdz'), the United States frigate
Constitution, active in the War of 1812.

old-ish (old'ish), adj. somewhat old.

Old Italian, the Italian language in its oldest stage,
as recorded from 964 A.D. onward: abbreviated Olt.

old lady, [Slang], 1. one's mother. 2. one's wife.
Old Latin, the Latin language from about the 6th
to the 1st century B.C.: a late form appears in the
comedies of Plautus: abbreviated OL., OX.

old-line (oldlin'), adj. 1. with an old, well-established
history. 2. following tradition in action, thought,
etc.; conservative.
Old Low Frankish, the language of the Pranks of
the lower Rhine, the ancestor of Dutch, Flemish,
etc.: cf. Old Dutch.
Old Low German, the language of northern Germany
and the Netherlands from the 8th century A.D. to
the 12th, the ancestor of Modern Low German: ab-
breviated OLG., O.L.G.
old maid, 1. a woman who is unmarried and seems

, likely^to remain so. 2. a prim, prudish, fussy person.
3. a simple card game in which the players draw cards
from

t
one another's nands to match pairs.

old-maid-ish (old'mad'ish), adj. characteristic of or
, suitable for an old maid; prim, prudish, fussy, etc.
bid man, [Slang], 1. one's father. 2. one's husband.
,

3v any man in a position of authority, as the head
of a business concern, captain of a vessel, military
commander, etc. 4. old Mr. -

: used with reference
to an elderly man, or to distinguish the father from
the son. Also used as a term of address, as to a friend.
Old Man of the Sea, 1. in the Arabian Nights, an
old man who clung to the back of Sinbad for many
days and nights; hence, 2. any person or thing hard
to shake off or get rid of.

old master, 1. any of the great European painters
before the 18th century. 2, a painting by any of these.

old moon, the phase of the moon in which it appears
as a crescent curving toward the left ; last quarter.
Old Nick, [usually assumed to be contr. < Nicholas,
but probp < Gmc. ^w*- water sprite, goblin; see
NI3L n., NUQKBLJ, the Devil; Satan: see Nick.
Old Norman French, Norman French; Anglo-French:
abbreviated ONorm.Fr.
Old Norse, the language spoken in Norway, Denmark,
and Iceland from the 8th century A.D. to t^he 14th,
recorded In the sagas, in the Elder Edda, and in the
skaldic poetry: abbreviated ON., O.N.: also called
Old Icelandic.
Old North French, the dialectal forms of Old French
spoken in northern France: abbreviated ONFr.
Old Northwest, the Northwest Territory.
Old Orchard Beach, ,a seaside resort town in southern
Maine: pop., 5,000,
Old Persian, the oldest form of Persian, preserved
in stone inscriptions dating from the 7th to the 4th
century B.C.: abbreviated OPer.
Old Prussian, a Baltic language spoken from the
13th century A.H to 'the early 18th.

old-rose (old'roV), adj. of old rose.
old rose, a grayish or purplish red.
Old Saxon, a Low Germanic dialect once common in
part of northern Germany, known chiefly from manu-
scripts of the 9th and 10th centuries A.D.: its chief
literary monument is the Beliand (

4

*savior"). a poem
composed about 830 A.D.: abbreviated OS., O.S?

ola school, a group of people who cling to traditional
or conservative ideas, methods, etc.: abbreviated O.S.
Old Serbian, an old Bulgarian dialect that developed
about the 10th century A.D., the ancestor of modem
Serbian: abbreviated OSerb.
Old Slavic, Slavic in its oldest stage, as
by Bible translations and other church __
recorded in the Bulgarian dialect of SalotofM'&"the
second half of l&e 9th century A.D.: as ,<W C^rch

it is still used in the Orthodox litaWies In
king countries: abbreviated OSlmvt

Old South, the^utl^efo^Se^ivil War.

Old Spanish, the Spanish language as spoken from
the 12th century A.D. to the 16th, first recorded in
a document dated 1145: abbreviated OSp.

old squaw, a sea duck common to northern regions.
old-ster (old'ster), n. [ColloqJ, a person who is no
longer a youngster; old or elderly person.
old-style (old'stil'), adj. in or according to old style.
old style, 1. in typography, an old style of type, modern
varieties of which are in popular use: abbreviated
O.S., O/S, o/s. 2. [O- S-], the old method of reckoning
time according to the Julian calendar, which was off
one day every 128 years.
Old Testament, [see TESTAMENT, 2], the first of the
two general divisions of the Bible, containing the
history of the Hebrews, the Mosaic law, the writings
of the prophets, the Psalms, etc.: abbreviated O.T.,
OT., OT (no period).
Old Teutonic, Germanic: the former name: abbreviated
O Teut.
old-time (old'timO. &" of, like, or characteristic of

past times.
old-tinver (old'tim'Sr), n. [Colloq.], 1. a person who
has been a resident, employee, member, etc. for a long
time. 2. a person who is old-fashioned.

old-wife (olo/wifO, n.
]fl.

OLDWIVES (-wivz')L 1. an
old woman. 2. an old squaw. 3. a) any of several
related fishes of the herring family, including the
alewife and menhaden. 6) any of several species of

triggerfishes found near the West Indies.

old wives' tale, a silly story or superstitious belief

such as might be passed around by gossipy old women.
old-wom-an-ish (old'woom'an-ish) , adj. like, charac-
teristic of, or suitable for an old woman; fussy.
old-world (old'wurld'), adj., 1. of or belonging to the
ancient world. 2. characteristic of or belonging to
former times. 3. of the Old World.
Old World, the Eastern Hemisphere; the world of

Europe, Asia, and Africa: opposed to New World.
-ole (51), [< L. oleum, oil], a suffix used in chemistry:
1. to indicate a closed-chain compound with five

members, as in pyrrole. 2. to form the names of
certain aldehydes and ethers, as in anethole. Also -ol.

o-le-a-ceous (oli-a'shss), adj. [< Mod. L. oleaceae,
olive trees < L. olea, olive tree], designating or be<-

longing to the olive family of trees and shrubs, which
includes the ash, lilac, forsythia, etc.

oleaginous (o'li-aj'i-nas), adj. [Pr. oleagineux; L.
oleagtnus < olea, the olive], oily; greasy; unctuous.
O-le-an (oli-an'). n. a city in southwestern New York:
pop., 23,000.
o-le-an-der (oli-an'de'r), n. [ML. ; earlier also lorandrum;
? altered < L. rhododendron], a poisonous evergreen
shrub with fragrant flowers of white, pink, or red.
o-leas ter (oli-as't&r), n. [ME. oliasier; L. < olea,
olive tree], a southern European shrub resembling the
wild olive, having fragrant, yellow flowers and olive-
like fruit.

o-le-ate (51i-StO, n. a salt or ester of oleic acid.
o-lec-ra-non (5-lek'ra-non', oli-krS'nan), n. [Mod. L.;
Gr. dlekrwnon (for dlenokronori) < Slent, the elbow -f

kranion, the head], the part of the ulna projecting
behind the elbow joint.

o-le-fin (ola-fin), n. [< Pr. olefiant < L. oleum, an
,
oil -f- -ficare (< facere), to make], any of a series of
unsaturated open-chain hydrocarbons containing one
double bond and corresponding in composition to we
general forkiula CnH*n: similar compounds containing
more than one double bond are called diolefins, in-
olefins, etc.

o^taev^arfo, o'b-fen^. n* olefin.

o4e^lq (5-le'ik, d^Mc), adj. [< L. oleum, an oil; 4- -4c],

of or obtained from oil.

oleic fecftd* aji Ofty acid, CnHuCQOH, present in the
form of the glyceryl ester in most animal and vegetable
fats and oils, used in making soap, ointments, etc.

o-le-ln 0*E-ii|k n. [Pr. oUine < L. oleum, an oil], 1. a
liqu!<! fl^ye^oe of oleic acid, present in olive oil and
certain other oils and fats. 2. the liquid part of any
fat, as distinguished from the solid part.

o*Ieo (o
/li-o

/
7. n. oleomargarine.

o-le-o- (51i-9, oli-5), [L. < oleum, an oil], a combining
form meaning oil, olein, or oleic, as in oleomargarine.
o-le-o-graph (Sli-o-graf, Sli-Qrgrlf'). n. loleo- -f
-graph], 1. a chromolithograph made in imitation of
an oil painting. 2. the outline, or form, assumed by
a drop of oil placed on the surface of water!

ole^ogrmph-ic (5'H-o-graf'ik), adj. ol or like an oleo-

graph or oleography.
o-le-og-ra-phy ^-liH^ra-^)* 'ft*

1

li,
1

tt- or^ &t process
of makir^ oleographs. 2. the process of identifying
an oil 07 fa bteqgrajph. T^^T' - ?<>^^
o le o mar ga rin

'
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in various plants. 2. a prepared mixture of an essential
oil containing resin in solution.

oleo strut, a shock-absorbing strut on airplanes, con-
sisting of a telescopic cylinder containing oil

ol-fac-tion (ol-fak'shon; now often ol-fak'shan), n.
[< L. olfacere; see OLFACTORY], 1. the sense of smell
2. the act of smelling.

ol-fac-to-ry (ol-fak'ter-i, ol-fak'ter-i), adj. [< L. ol-
factus, pp. of olfacere, to smell < olere, to have a smell
+ facere, to make], of the sense of smell, n. [pi
OLFACTORIES (-iz)], usually in pi. 1, an organ of smell!
2. the sense of smell.

OLG., O.L.G., Old Low German.
Ol-ga (ol'gp, 61'gs), [Russ.; ? < Oleg, holy, or < N.
Helga, holy], a feminine name.
0-litva-num (o-lib's-ngm), n. [ME.; ML. < L. libanum
< Gr. Ubanos, frankincense], a gum resin used as an
incense and medicine; frankincense.

ol igarch (ol'i-jgarkp,
n. [Gr. oligarch**], any of the

rulers of an oligarchy.
oligarchic (oFi-gar'kik) , adj. [Gr. oligarchies], of,
constituting, or advocating an oligarchy.

oli gar chi-cal (ol'i-gar'ki-k'lj, adj. oligarchic.
oH-garch-y (ol'i-gaVki), n. [pi. OLIGARCHIES (-kiz)],
[Gr. oligarchia; see OLIGO- & -ARCHY], 1. a form of
government in which the ruling power belongs to a
few persons. 2. a state governed in this way. 3. the
persons ruling such a state.
li go- (ol'i-g5), [Gr. oligo- < oligos, small], a com-
bining form meaning few, scant, smatt, a deficiency of,
as in oligocythemia: also, before a vowel, olig-.
01 i go-cene (ol'ig-o-sen'), adj. [< oligo- + Gr. kainos,
new, recent], designating or of the second epoch of the
Tertiary Period in the Cenozoic Era, characterized
by the development of the higher mammals.
the Oligocene, the Oligocene Epoch or its rocks: see
geology, chart.

ol-i-go-cnae-tous (ori-go-ke'tas), adj. [< oligo- -f Gr.
chaitZ, hair; 4- -ous], designating or of any member
of a groui> of hermaphroditic worms, as the earth-
worm, having a segmented body and no distinct head.

oli-go-clase (ol'i-go-klas'), n. [< oligo- + Gr. klasis,
a fracture < klan, to break], a crystalline variety of
feldspar, containing both sodium and calcium.

old-go-cy-the-mi-a (ol'i-go-sl-the'mi-a), n. [Mod, L. <
oligo- 4-^Gr. kytos, a hollow -f haima, blood], a form
of anemia characterized by a deficiency of red cor*

puscles in the blood: also spelled oligocythaemia.
ol-i-gu-re-sis (ol'i-gyoo-re'sis) , n. oliguria.

ol-i-gu-ri-a (ori-gyoor'i-a), n. [Mod. L.; see OLIGO- &
-URIA], a condition characterized by an abnormally
small amount of urine secretion and a greatly decreased
frequency of urination.

o-li-o (oli-oOt n. [pi. OLIOS (-5V)], [< Sp. olla; see*

at a

*

OLLA], 1. a highly spiced stew of meat and vegetables;
olla. 2. a medley; sundry assortment; miscellany,

ol-i-va-ceous (ol'i-va'shss), adj. [Mod. L. olivaceus], of. .

or like the olive, especially in color; olive-green.
oM-var-y (ol'o-ver'i), adj. [L. olivarius]* in anatomy,
1. shaped like an olive. 2. designating or of either
of two oval bodies protruding from the sides of the
medulla oblongata.
OMve (ol'iv), [OPr.; It. Olivia < L. oliva, an olive],
a feminine name: variant, Olivia.
oMve (ol'iv), n. [ME.; OFr.jL. oliva, an olive], 1. an
evergreen tree o! southern Europe and the Near East,
with leathery leaves, yellow flowers, and an edible
fruit. 2. the small, oval fruit of this tree, eaten green
or ripe as a relish, or pressed to extract olive oil.

3. the wood of this tree. 4. an olive branch or wreath.
5. the dull, yellowish-green color of the unripe olive
fruit, adj. 1. of the olive. 2. a\ olive-colored. b)

having a dark complexion tinged with this color.
olive branch, 1. the branch of the olive tree, tradition-

ally a symbol of peace: hence, 2. any peace offering.
ol-ive-drab (ol'iv-drab'), adj. of olive drab.
olive drab, l t any of various shades of greenish brown,
much ttseot as a camouflage color in the armed forces.
2. woolen cloth, dyed tliis color and used for uniforms
by the United States Army: distinguished from khaki.
3. pi. a uniform of this cloth. Abbreviated O.D., o.d,

olive green,, the color of the unripe olive.

o-liv-en-ite (o-liy'an-it', ol'i-van-itOr n. [G. olivenerz,
olive ore; -j- -tfd a native copper arsenate, CuO-
AsiQrfitOv usually of oHve green.

olive oil, a HghVyellow oil pressed JTQUI ripe olives,
used in cooking, salad dressings, liniments, soap, etc.

Ol-i'Ver (oiVvSr), [Fr. Oliviex; form assimilated to
OFr. aZiwr, olive teee < L olivarius? but prob. <

. aljStar, Jit., el-army < alf, eM 4- hari, a host,
a rn^cufee name* n* one of Charlemagne's
peers, a fnend of Roland: see Roland.

Olives* Mount of, a hilly ridge east of Jerusalem.
014 vet, Moim^ (d^yei(),

t& Mount of OMves,
feminine name,:

oM-vine (olVven', olVvinO* n. [< olive + -ine], a
silicate of magnesium and iron, (MgFe)iSiO4. existing" -

as green crystals in many rocks ana used as
, . ..

-ysolite.
, large-mouthed

, -^ America. 2. a
___ghly spiced stew of meat and vegetables.

ol*la-po-dri-da (ol'a-p^dre'do: Sp. 61'ya-pd-^re'^a),
n. [Sp., lit., rotten pot; olla (L. olla), pot -f- podrida
(L. putridus}, rotten], 1. an olla (stew). 2. any
assortment, medley, or miscellany: olio.
Ol-mUtz (ol'miits), n. Olomouc: tne German name.
ol-o-gy (ol'a-ji), n. [pi. OLOGIES (-jiz)] t [properly a
sumx < Gr. logos, description, with -o- of prec. element],
a branch of learning; science: a humorous usage.
Ol-o-mouc (ftn^-motsO, n. a city in Moravia, Czecho-
slovakia: pop., 59,000 (est. 1947).
O-lym-pi-a (o-Hm'pi-a, Q-lim'pi-Q), [L.; Gr. Olympia,
fern, or Olymfios, lit., of Olympus], a feminine name,
n. 1. a plain in ancient Elis, Greece : site of the Olympic
games: see ^Greece, map. ^2. Jbhe capital of Washington,

d'), n. [Fr. olym-
,---- .^ --T---tf

---- t -w ----.- - Olympia, district
in ancient Elis where the Olympic games were held <
Olympos, Mt. Olympus; in ME. olympias], I. in ancient
Greece, any of the four-year periods ^between Olympic
games : used by the Greeks in computing time. 2. a cel-
ebration of the modern Olympic games.
O-lym-pi-an (o-lim'pi-9n, o-fim/pi-on), n. [LL.; Gr.
Olympics], 1. in Greek mythology, any of the twelve
maior gods who were supposed to live on the slopes
of Mount Olympus. 2. a native of Olympia. 3. any
participant in the ancient or modern Olympic games.
adj. 1. of Olympia or Mount Olympus. 2. like an
Olympian od; exalted; celestial; godlike; majestic.
3. designating or of the Olympic games of ancient
Greece.

O-lym-pic (p-lim'pik, g-lim'pik), adj. [L. Olympicus;
Gr. Otympikos], Olympian, n. 1. an Olympic game.
2. pi. the Olympic games (preceded by the}.

Olympic games, 1. in ancient Greece, a festival con-
sisting of various contests in athletics, jjoetry, and
music, held every four years at Olympia in honor of
Zeus: also called Olympian games. 2. an international
athletic competition of modern times, patterned after
this festival and generally held every four years at
some city chosen for this event: the competition, first

held at Athens in 1896, includes track and field events,
swimming, fencing, team games, etc.

Olympic Mountains, a part of the Coast Range, in
western Washington: highest peak, Mount Olympus.
Olympic National Park, a national park in western
Washington, around Mount Olympus: area, 1,305

sq. mi.
Olym-pus (p-lim'pas, a-lim'pss), n, 1. a mountain
in northern Greece: height, 9,793 ft.: in Greek mythology,
the home of the gods. 2. heaven; the sky.

Olympus, Mount, 1. Olympus. 2. the highest peak
of the Olympic MTotintains, in northwestern Washing-
ton: height, 8,150 ft.

O-lyn-thus (o-lin'thos), n. a city in ancient Greece,
on the Chalcidice Peninsula.

Om., Ostmark.
O.M., Order of Merit (British).
-o-ma (o'ma), [Gr* -dmal, a suffix meaning morbid
growth, tumor, as in lympnoma, sarcoma.
O-ma-ha (o'ma-h6V o'ma-ha') , n. 1. a city in eastern
Nebraska, on the Missouri: pop., 247,000. 2. a
member of a tribe ol Siouan Indians wno migrated
from the Ohio River Valley to northeastern Nebraska.
Oman (o-man'), n. a country in southeastern Arabia:
area, 82,000 sq. mi.; pop., 500,000; capital, Muscat:
also called Muscat and Oman,
Oman, Gulf of, an arm of the Arabian Sea, between
Iran and Arabia.
O mar Kfaay-yam (o'mar ki-yamf

, 6'mSr kl-yarnOt
P-1123; Persian poet; author of the Rubdiyfrt; see also
FltzGerald, Edward.
o-ma-sum (o-mS's9m), n. \pL OMASA (-sa)], [L., paunch],
the third division in the stomach of a cud-chewing
animal, as the cow: also called psalterium, manyplies:
see ruminant, illus.

O'lnay-yad (p-ml'ad), n. an Ommiad.
om-ber, om-bre (om'bSr), n. [Fr. ombre; Sp. hombre;
L. homo, a man], 1. a card game of Spanish origin,
played with, forty cards by three players: popular in

England in the 17th and 18th centuries. 2. the player
attempting to win the pool in this game.
Om-dur-man (om'door-man') , n. a city on the Nile,

opposite Khartoum, in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan:
pop., 116,000.
o-me ga (o-meg'a, o-m'ga, o'mi-ga), n. [Gr. o 4- mega,

at; lit., great, long o]. 1. the twenty-fourth and
l letter of the Greek alphabet (Q, w), corresponding

; Is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, tflfcl, look; oil, out; up, Use, fur; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
gott e i%o|gwJ, * in sanity, o in comply, u m focus;

*
as in abu (a'bl);

"
Fr.>

; kli, G. dochu See pp. x-xn. foreign; *h.yothetical; <



omelet 1024 once

to English long O, o: see alphabet, table. 2. the last

(of any series) ;
end.

ome-let, ome-lette (omlit, om's-let), n. [Fr. ome-

lette, earlier omelette; by metathesis < alemette <
alemette < L. lamella, small plate; see LAMELLA], a

dish consisting of eggs beaten up, often with milk or

water, and cooked in a frying pan.
o-men (o'man), n. [L., earlier osmen; ? akin to Gr.

oiomai, I have a foreboding], a thing or happening
supposed to foretell a future (good or evil) event;

sign; portent; augury, v.t* to be an omen of; presage;

augur.
o-men-tal (o-men'tl), adj. of the omentum.

G-men-turn (o-men'tam), n. [pL OMENTA (-ta)], [L.],

a free fold of peritoneum connecting the stomach to

the other visceral organs and supporting blood vessels,

nerves, and lymphatics.
omer (p'me'r), n. [Heb. 'dmer], an ancient Hebrew
dry measure equal to about 3.7 quarts.

om-i-cronu om-i-kron Com'i-kron', o'mi-kron'), n.

[Gr. o mikron, Ht., small o; cf. MICRO-], the fifteenth

letter of the Greek alphabet (O, o), corresponding
to English short 0, p: see alphabet, table.

om-i nous (om's-nss), adj. [L. ominosus], of or serving

as an omen; especially, haying the character of an
evil omen; threatening; sinister; menacing.
SYN. ominous implies a threatening character but does not

necessarily connote a disastrous outcome (his request was met

by an ominous silence) ; portentous literally implies a foreshad-

owing, especially of evil, but is now more often used of that

wnicn arouses awe or amazement because of its prodigious or

nmrvebus character (a portentous event) ; fateful may imply a

fatal character or control by fate, but is now usually applied to

that which is of momentous or decisive significance (a fateful

truce conference) ; foreboding implies a portent or presenti-

ment of something evil or harmful (a. foreboding anxiety).

o-mis-si-ble (o-mis'a-b'l), adj. that can be omitted.

o-mis-sion (o-mish/an), n. [ME. omissioun; LL.

omissio], 1. an omitting or being omitted. 2. any-

thing omitted.
o-mis-sive (o-mis'iv), adj. [< L. omissus, pp. of omtttere;

" "

failing to do or include; omitting.

~~mit') * [OMITTED (-id), OMITTING], [ME.
, L. ommere < ob~ (see OB~) + mtitore. to

' send], 1. to fail to include; leave out. 2. to fail to

do; neglfect. SYtf. see neglect.
cm-ma-tid4-al (oniVtid'i-al), adj. of an oinmatidium.

o^iMte-tid-i-um (om/d-tid'i-am), n. [pL OMMATIDIA

W)J, [Mod; L,, dim. < Gr. omma, ommatos, the eye],

one of the elements forming the compound eye of an

insect, etc., each element corresponding to a simple

eye, or ocellus.

om-mat'O-phore (a-mat'9-fo*r' 9-mat'a-for'), n. [< Gr.

omma, ommatos, the eye; + -phore], a movable stalk

to which the eye is attached, as m the mud puppy,
snail, lobster, etc.

om-ma-toph-o*rous (orn'o-tof'Sr-Qs), adj. having an

ommatophore.
Om-mi-ad (o-mi'ad), n. \pl. OMMIADS (-adz), OM-
MIADES (-a-deV)], f< Omayya, great-grandfather of

the first caliph in the dynasty], any of a dynasty of

Moslem caliphs who ruled in Damascus from 661 to

750 A.D., or of a closely related branch ruling in Spain
from 756 to 1031 A.D.

.

cm-Hi- (om'ni, om'ns), [L. < omms, all], a combining
form meaning all, everywhere, as in omniscient.

Jom-ni-a vin-cit a^mor (om'ni-9 vin'sit a'm&r), [L.1,

love overcomes all (things) ; a quotation from Virgil.

om-ni-bus (om'ni-bus', om'ns-bss), n. \pl. OMNIBUSES
(-&)], [B:.; L., for aU, dat. pi. of omnis, all], 1. a

large motor coach that can carry many passengers,

generally following a regular route; bus. 2. a book
containing a collection 01 stories, essays, i>oems, etc.,

'

aU written by the same author or bearing on the
same subject, adj. providing for many things at once;

having many purposes or uses.

omnibus bfll, a legislative bill containing many
miscellaneous provisions, appropriations, etc.

om ni far-i-ous (om'ni-far'i-os), adj. VL. omnifarius, of

all sorts < omms, all + -fanus < fari, to speak],! of

all kinds, varieties, or forms.
om-nif-er-ous (om-nif'Sr^s), adj. [< L. omnifer <
omnis9 all +. ferre, to bear; + -ous], producing all

kinds, or varieties.
'

om-nif-ic (om-nif'ik) , adj. [ML. omnificus < L. omnts,
all + facere, to make], all-creating.

cm-nip otence (om-mp's-tons), n- [Fr.; LL. omni-
rtenua], 1. the state or quality of being omnipotent."""

1, God.
potent (om-riip'0-t9nt), adf. (!^E.; OFr.^ L.

omnipotent < omnis, all + potent, able; powerful],

having unlimited power or authority; all-powerful.
the Omnipotent, God.

om-ni-pres ence (om'ni-pres5''ns), |L; [Mlk
praesentia], the state or quality of btei^ iM^i
om-ni pres-ent (orn'm-prez''^), adf* [ML.

'

praesens < L. omnis, alf+ praesens, presmt],
in aU places at the same time.
SYN. omnipresent, strictly applicable only to the Deity In

its implication of presence in all places at the same time, is

loosely used of anything that is always present within a given

sphere (the omnipresent spirit of competition in business) ; ubiq-
uitous implies a being present, or seeming to be present, every-
where but not always at the same time or place (the trillium is

a ubiquitous spring wildflower).

om-nis*cience (om-nish'sns), n* 1. the state or

quality of being omniscient. 2. [O-], God.
om-nis-clent (om-nish'ant), adj. j^Mod. L. ommsciens
< L. omnis, all + sciens, ppr. of sctre, to know], having
infinite knowledge; knowing all things.
the Omniscient, God.

om-ni-um-i|atlrer*uiti (om'ni-am-gam'er-sm), n. [L.

omnium, aU + Latinized form of Eng. gather], a mis-

cellaneous collection of persons or things.

om-niv-o-rous (om-niv'er-as), adj. [L. omnivorus <
omnis, all + vorare, to devour],

1, eating any sort of

food, especially both animal and vegetable food.

2. taking in everything indiscriminately, as with the

intellect: as, an omnivorous reader.
t

o-mo-pha-gi-a (o'ma-fa'ji-s), n. [Gr. Smophagia <
omos t T&W + phageint to eat], the eating of raw flesh.

o-mo-phag-ic (o'me-faj'ik) , adj. omophagous.

omoph-a-gist (o-mof's-jist), n. [see OMOPHAGOUS &
-IST], an eater of raw flesh.

omopha-gous (o-mof's-gss), adj. [Gr. dmophagos <
omos, raw + phagein, to eat], eating raw flesh.

omphal-, omphalo-. . .

Onvpha4e (oox'fa-lSO, " [L.; Gr. Omphale], m Greek

mythology, a queen of Lydia in whose service Hercules,

dressed as a woman, spun wool and performed other

womanly tasks for three years to appease the gods.

om-pha-lo- (om'fa-lo, om'fo-fc), [< Gr. omphalosv the

navel], a combining form meaning the navel, umbilicus;

also, before a vowel, omphal-. .

Omsk (fonsk), n. 1. a region of the U.S.S.R., in

northwestern Siberia: pop., 2,367,000. 2. its capital,

on the Irtish River: pop., 281,000.

On (on), n. Heliopolis, in Egypt: the Biblical name.

on (on, 6n), prep. [MR; AS. cm, an: akin to G. an;
basic Gmc. senses "in contact with, in motion to-

ward"; IE. *an, *and, prob. meaning "obliquely
toward, slanting toward, .as also in Gr%

ana (cf.

ANA-)], 1. upon; in a position above, but in contact

with and supported by. 2. in contact with (any surface

regardless of position). 3. near to; by: as, a cottage
on the lake, seated on my right. 4. at the time of:

as, on entering, on the first of the month. 5. indicating
the ground or basis of: as, on authority, on purpose.
6. connected [with; engaged in: as, on the faculty

board, on a tnp. 7. in a condition or state of: as, on

parole. 8. as a result of: as, he made a profit ow the

sale. 9. toward; in the direction of: as, the light

shone on us. 10. through the use of: as, to live on
bread and water. 11. concerning or about: as, an

essay on war. 12. [Colloq.], chargeable to; at the ex-

pense of: as, a drink on the house, adv. 1. in or

into a situation or position of contacting, being sup-

ported by, or covering: as, put your shoes on. 2. in a

direction to or toward: as, he looked on. 3. in ad-

vance; forward; ahead: as, move on.
t

4. lastingly;
continuously: as, she sang o. 5. into ^operation,
performance, or action; as, switch on the light, adj.
1. in action, operation, or occurrence: as, the play is

on, the light is on. 2. near or nearer. 3, in cricket,

designating that side of the field, or of the wicket,
where the batsman stands, n. 1. the fact or state

of being on. 2. in cricket, the on side.

and so on, and more like the preceding; and so forth.

have something on one, [Colloq.], to be in possession
of unfavorable evidence against one.

on and off, not continuously; intermittently.
on and on, continuously; at griBat length.
on to, [Slang], aware of; cognizant of*

ON., O.NV Old Norse.
cn-a-ger (onVjer), n, \pl. ONAGRI (-griO, ONAGERS
W8r)]f [MB.; L. < Gr, onasros, wild ass < ontis,

ass + agrtos, wild], 1. the ^3d ass of Central Asia.

2. a catapult for throwing stones, used in ancient

and medieval warfare.

ona-graceous (onVgrS'shes), adj. [< Mod. L. Ono-

graceae, name of the family (< L. onagra, fern, of

onager; see ONAGER); + -owr], of or belonging to the

evenmg-piimrose family of plants,
nan-ism (5'nan-iz'm), m. [< Onm Gen. 38:9)],
1. withdrawal in coition before ejaoalataoti. 2. xn$s-

turbation.
'

'
'
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onee'over
1025 ontogenetic

once in a while, now and then; occasionally.
once or twice, not often; a few times.
once upon a time, a long time ago.

once-o-ver (wuns'o'vSr), n. [Slang], a quick, compre-
hensive look or examination; swiftly appraising glance

on-col-0-gy (orj-kol's-ji), n. [< Gr. onkos, a mass;
bulk; -f- -fogy], the study of tumors.
on-com-ing (on'kum'ig), adj. coming nearer in position
or time; approaching, n. an approach.
on-ding (on'dirj), n. [on, adv. + dial, ding, to drive],
[Scot.], a heavy fall of snow or rain.

Jon dit (ott'de'), [Pr.], 1. they say; it is said; hence,
2. a bit of gossip; common report: often on-dit.

on-do gram (on'da-gram')* n. the record made on an
ondograph.

on-do-graph (on'ds-graf, on'da-graf), n. (< Pr. onde
(< L. undo), a wave; + -graph], in electricity, an in-
strument that records wave forms, as in alternating
currents.

on-dom-e-ter
j (on-dom'o-tSr), n. [see ONDOGRAPH &

-METER], an instrument for measuring the frequency
of an alternating current or radio earner wave.
one (wun), adj. [ME. oon, one' AS. an; akin to G.
ein (Goth. ain-s}\ IE. *oi-nos (as also in L. unus;
cf . UNIT) <

4
a prefixed pronominal stem meaning

"the, this, this one"], 1. being a single thing or unit;
not two or more. 2. characterized by unity; forming
a whole; united; undivided: as, with one accord!
3. designating a person or thing as contrasted with
or opposed to another: as, from one end of town to
the other. 4. designating a single person or thing that
is not clearly defined; some or any; a certain: as,
one day last week. 5. single in kind; the same. n.
1. the number expressing unity or designating a single
unit: it is the lowest cardinal number and the first
used in counting a series, etc. ; 1 ; I. 2. a single person
or thing, pron. 1. a certain person or thing; some
person or thing. 2. any person or thing; anybody or

anything. 3. the same person or thing.
all one, 1. united or agreed. 2. of no importance.
at one, of the same opinion; in accord.
make one, 1. to be a member of a group, part, etc.;

join or take part in something. 2. to unite (a couple)
in marriage.
one and all, everybody.
one another, each person or thing the other: said of
an action^ relation, etc. reciprocally involving more
than two individuals.
one by one, individually in succession.

-one (on), [Gr. -o>2, used to signify a female descendant
of], a suffix used in chemistry, meaning a ketone, as
in acetone, butanone.

one-bag-ger (wun'bag'er), n. [Slang], a one-base hit.

one-base hit (wun'bas'), in baseball, & hit by which
the batter can reach first base without benefit of an
error: also called single.

O-ne-ga (o-ne'go; Russ. frnye'ga), n. 1. a river in
the northwestern ILS.S.R., flowing into Onega Bay.
2. a lake located chiefly in the Karelo-Finnish S.S.R.:

area, 3,764 sq. mi.
Onega Bay, an arm of the White Sea, extending into
the northwestern ILS.S.R.
one-horse (wun^&tsO. adj. 1. drawn by or using a

single horse. 2. [Colloq .], having little importance;
limited in resources, scope, etc.; petty; inferior.

O nei da (a-nFd9), n. \pl. ONEIDA, ONEIDAS Wtez)], (<
Am. Ind. (Iroquois) Qn&niMte], a member of a tribe. . ,

of Iroquoian Indians who Hved near Oneida Lake.
Oneida Lake, a lake near Syracuse, New York : length,
22 mi.; width, 6 mi.

O'Neill, Eugene (o-nelOt (Eugene Gladstone O'Neill),

1888-1953; American dramatist.
o-nei ro-crit-ic (oMnl'ra-krit'ik), n. [< Gr. onetro-

kritikos, concerning the interpretation of dreams <
oneiros, a dream + kritikos, critical; see CRITIC], a

person who interprets dreams.
o-nei-ro-crlt-i-cal (o-ni'ra-krit'l-kl), adj. of, or having
the power of, an onefrocritie. ,

,

'

o-nei-ro-man-cy (6^nt'ra-man;si), n. [< Gr. onetros, a

4reant; -f. -mancyl, the art claiming to foretell the
future by the Interpretation of dreams.
one ness (wttn'nis), n 1. the qtiaEty or state of beiftg

one; singleness; tinrfcy, 2^ tmity of mind, feeling, or

purpose, 3, santenes&; identity.
'

'

bp^wflit stand (wun'bfi/), a single mght performance
of 'a^JSow, lecture, etc,; at & feryen two.

'QflCff JMEf* (h)6iiefpus; QFr.
<

Oilftjh
'a foadL 1. tedensome;

'

or emphasizes the seventy of the hardship itself (oppressive
weather, an oppressive king) ; exacting suggests the making of

great demands 01; the attention, skill, care, etc. (an exacting
supervisor, exacting work).

one-self (wun'self', wunz'self'), pron* a person's own
self; himself or herself: also one's self,

be oneself, 1. to function physically and mentally as
one normally does. 2. to oe natural or sincere.

by oneself, alone; unaccompanied; withdrawn.
come to oneself, 1. to recover one's senses. 2. to re-
cover one's capacity for sound judgment.

one-sid-ed (wun'sld'id) , adj. 1. on, having, or in-

volving only one side. 2. larger or more developed
on one side; leaning to one^ side. J3. ^favoring one
side; uneven or unfair; partial; prejudiced.
one-step (wun'step'), n. 1. a ballroom dance char-
acterized by quick walking steps in 2/4 time. 2.

music for this dance. v.L to dance the one-step.
one-time (wun'tlm'), adj. at some past time; former.
one-track (wun'trakO* adj. 1. having a single track.
2. [Colloq.], able to deal with only one thing at a time;
limited in scope: as, a one-track mind.
one-way (wun'waOf adj. moving, or providing for

movement, in one direction only: as, a one-way street.

ONFr., Old North French.
on-ion (un'ysn) , n. [ME. ; OFr. oignon; L. unio, unionis,
unity, hence single 9nion, pearl < unus, one], 1. a
plant of the lily family, having an edible bulb with a
strong, sharp smell and taste.

m
2. the bulb of this

plant, formed of close, concentric layers of tissue.

on-ion-skin (un'von-skinO , n. 1. the thin, translucent
outer coating of an

e onion; hence, 2. a tough, thin,
translucent paper with a glossy surface,

on*look*er (onlook^), n. a person who looks on;
spectator.

on-look-ing (on'look'irj), adj. watching but not taking
part; looking on. n. the act of looking on.

on-ly (on'li), adj. [ME. onli, onlich; AS. anlic; an,
OIie 4. .He, -ly), 1. alone of its or their kind \ by itself

or by themselves; sole. 2. alone in its or their superi-
ority; best; finest, adv. and no other; and no (or

nothing) more; singly; solely; merely^ exclusively.

stresses the

on-o mat o-poe-ia , . .. ._._.._,,
n. [LL.: Gr. onomatopoiia < onoma, onomatos, a name
4- poiem, to make], 1. the formation of a word by
imitating the natural sound associated with the

object or action involved {e.g., tinkle, buzz, chickadee,
etc.). 2. a word formed in this way. 3. the use of
such words, as in poetry or rhetoric.

on-o-mat-o-poe-ic (on'9-mat'd-pe'ik), adj. of, haying
the nature of, or like onomatopoeia: see also echoic.

on-o-mat-o-po-et-ic (onVmat's-po-et'Ik), 4tp^
T

ono-
matopoeic.

on-o-mat-o-poi-et-ic (on'a-mat'arpoi-et'ik),
matopoetic.
On on-da ga (on'Qn-dd'go, onWda'go), n- $$>L ON-
ONDAGA, ONONDAGAS (-gsz)l, [< Am. Ind, (Iroquois)
Ononta'ge\ lit., on top of the hill (narne of t^e chief

Onondaga village)], a member of a tribe of Iroquoian
Indians who lived near Onondaga Lake.
Onondaga Lake, a salt lake near Syracuse, New
York: length, 5 mi; width, 1 mi.

ONorm.Fr., Old Norman French.
on-rush (on'rush')f n. a headlong dash forward;
strong onward flow.
on-set (on/set'), n. 1. an attack; assault. 2. a setting
out: beginning; start.

on-shore (on'shOr', or/shor'), adj. 1, moving onto or

toward the shore. 2. situated or operating on land:

as, an onshore patrol, adv. toward the shore; landward.
on-side (on'sidy), odj. & adv. m football, hockey, etc.,

in the proper position for play, according to the rules.

on slaught (on'sl6f), n. Iprob. < D. annslag < slagen,
to strike; modified after words like draught, slaughter,
etc.; early forms anslacht, anslaight exist], a violent,

intense attack.
On tar 1 an (on~tar'i-on),.ad[/. of Ontario. . a, native
or inhabitant of Ontario. .

On-tar-i-o (on-tir'i-oO, n. 1. the smallest of the
Great Lakes, between J^ew York and Ontario, Canada:
area, 7,540 sq. mi. 2. a province of south central

Canada, on the Great Lakes: area, 412,582 sq. mi.;
pop., 4.598,000; capital, Toronto* Abbreviated Ont. f O.
on-to (on'too, on'ta), prep. I. to and upon; to a
position on. 2. [Slang]; aware of; cognizant of: as,

rather is onto you andj?t>ur excuses. Also on to.

OBbto-
p (onto, on'tQ), {w. aw, ontos, ppr. of einai, to

be], a ccwtnjiining form nieaning being, existence, as in

ontology, ontogenesis.
on-to-gen-e-sis (on'to-jen'a-sis), n. {onto* + Gr. genesis,

tfetieration], ontogeny.
on-to-ge net-ic (on'to-j^efik), adj. of ontogeny.

.,, ^,._, tCol, !<>ok; oil, out: *

* in sanity, o in comply, u to
r. left* kh, G. dock See pp.

p, tise
t fOr; ^efc: Iby; yet; ^ribas

fbof
' as ip <&k ^'bl); Ftv

T
*
hypothetical;
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ontog*e*ny (on-toj'a-ni), n. [onto- + -geny], the life

cycle of a single organism; biological development of
^tne individual: distinguished from phylogeny.
on-to-logd-cal (on'ta-loj'i-k'I), adj. of ontology.
ontological argument, in metaphysics, an a priori
argument for the existence of God, based upon the

widespread existence of the idea of God.
on-tol-o-gism (on-tol's-jiz'm), n. [see ONTOLOGY &
-ISM], the philosophical doctrine that the knowledge
of God is immediate and intuitive, and that all other

knowledge is dependent upon this.

on-tol-o-gy (on-tol'a-ji) , n. [Mod. L. ontologia,' see

ONTO- & -LOGY], the branch of metaphysics dealing
with the nature of being or reality: ci. phenomenol-
ogy-
o-nus (o'nss), n. [L., a load, burden; IE. base *enps-
or *onos-, seen also in Sans. &nas, freight cart], anything
burdensome; task; responsibility.
Jo nus pro-ban-di (o'nas pro-ban'di), [L., lit., burden
of proving], the burden of proof.
en-ward (on'werd), adv. [ME.; see ON & -WARD],
toward or at a position or point ahead in space or

time; forward, adj. moving or directed onward or

ahead; advancing: as, an onward trend.
on*wards (on'werdz), adv. onward,
on-yx (on'iks, o'niks), n. [ME. & OFr. oniche; L.;
Gr. onyx, the nail: the color of the gem resembles
that of the nail], a variety of agate with alternate

layers of color, used as a semiprecious stone, especially
in making cameos.

0-6- (p'a), [< Gr. Gion, an egg], a combining form
meaning egg or ovum, as in odgenesis, odlogy.
o d-cyte (o'a-sit'), n. [od- + -cyte], in embryology, 1. an
egg that has not yet undergone maturation. 2. in
certain protozoans, an immature female gamete.
oo dies (oo'dlz), n.pl. [said to be dial, form of huddle],
[Slang], a great amount; very many.
o-Gg-a-mous (o-og's-mas) f> adj. Jod- -f -gamous], in

biology, having reproductive cells that are sexually
differentiated; heterogamous.

o-ti-gen-e-sis (5'a-jen'o-sis),
n. [06- -f --genesis], in

biology, the process by winch the ovum is formed in

preparation for its fertilization and development.
o-6-go-ni-um (o'a-go'ni-sm), n. [pi, OO'GONIA (-9),

OOGONTUMS (-oniz)l, [Mod. L., dim. < o5- + Gr. gonos,

offi^dnjdf 1. the female reproductive organ in thallo-

pnytic plants, consisting of a large cell in which the

eggs (oospheres) are developed. 2. in embryology, any
oi the cells from which the oocytes derive.

o-a-lite (5'o-litO. n. [Fr. odlithe; see oo*- & -LITE], a
Umestone composed of many small grains of carbonate
of lime cemented together like fish eggs in a layer of

sedimentary rock.
o-a*lit-ic (o'b-Ht'ik), adj. of oolite.

o-6'log-ical (o'a-loj'i-k'p, adj. of oology.

O'61'p-gy (o-ol'a-ji), n. [od- -f -logy], that branch of

ornithology concerned with the study of birds' eggs.
co-long (ooldij, oo'lon), n. [Chin. dial, form of wu~
lung, ut., black dragon], a Chinese variety of black
tea that is partly fermented before being dried.

oo-miac, oo-mi-ak (oo'mi-ak'), n. an umiak.
Oom Paul (53m po'ool), see Kruaer, Paul,
oomph (oomf), n. [echoic of involuntary expression
of approval], [Slang], 1. sex appeal. 2. vigor; energy.

o-0-pnore (o'a-fdr , 5'-for')i n. [o5- 4- -phore], an
oophyte.

o-6-pho-rec-to-my (S'o-fa-rek'to-mi), n. [odphor- -f

-ectomy], the surgical removal of one or both ovaries.

o-O-pho-ri-tis (5Vfo-ri'tis), n. [Mod. L. < odphor- +"
P], inflammation of an ovary or the ovaries.

o-tipn-o-ro- (5-of'a-ra), [< Moa. L. odphoron, ovary <
Gr. Oion t an egg + -pharos, bearing], a combining form
meaning ovary or ovaries: also, before a vowel, odphor-.
o 6phyte (SVfif), n. [ofi- f -phyte], in plants under-
going alternation of generations, as terns, mosses, etc.,
that generation in which the reproductive organs are
developed.

o-6\8perm (SVspftrm')t n. [q5- H- Gr. sperma, a seed],
1. in botany, an oospore. 2. in zoology, a zygote.

o-tt sphere (5Vsf$r') f n. [otf- + sphere], any of the
unfertilized eggs that develop in the female reproductive
organ of a thallophytic plant.
o spore (o's-spfir'), n. [od- -h spore], an oosphere after
it has been fertilized.

ord-tfce-ca (SVthe'ka), n. \pl. odtHECAE (-se)l, [Mod.
L. < ofi- + Gr. theke, a case], the egg case of certain
moUusks and insects.
ooze (ooz), n. [ME. wose, wos; AS. wost sap, juice;
akin to MLG. wose, scum; IE. base *wes*, wet; mean-
ing influenced by AS. wase, mire, dirt], 1, an infusion
of oak bark, sumac, etc., used in tanning leather.
2. [< the v.], a) an oozing; gentle flow, b) something
that oozes, tu, [OOZED (oozd), oozmc], 1. $o flow or
leak out slowly, as through very small holes. 2* to give
forth moisture, as through pores, 3. to escape or disap-
pear imperceptibly: as, nis desire to go oozed away7 it.
to givejorth, or exude (a fluid).
ooze (ooz), n. [ME. wose, wase; AS. wasc; IE. base

-, to flow away], 1. soft mud or sHme; espec|a%,

the deep layers of sediment at the bottom of a lake,
ocean, etc. 2. an area of muddy ground; bog; marsh.

oo-zi-ly (oo'zl-i), adv. in an oozy manner.
oo-zi-ness (oo'zi-nis), n. an oozy quality or state.

oo-zy (oo'zi), adj. [OOZIER (-zi-er), OOZIEST (-zi-ist)],

oozing; giving forth moisture.

oo-zy (oo'zi), adj. [OOZIER (-zi-er), OOZIEST (-zi-ist)].
full of or like ooze; slimy.
op- (op, sp), ob-: used before p, as in oppose.
OP, O.P., observation post.
op., 1. opera.

* 2. operation. 3. opposite. 4. opus.
0.P., o.p., 1. out of print. 2, overproof. 3. in philately,

overprint.
OPA, O.P.A., Office of Price Administration.

o-pac'1-ty (o-pas's-ti) , n. [Fr. opacite; L. opacitas <
opacus, shady], 1. the state or quality of being opaque.
2. [pi. OPACITIES (-tiz)], something opaque.
o-pah (o'ps), n. [W. Afr. uba], a very large, brightly
spotted, silvery fish of the Atlantic Ocean.

o-pal (o'pl), n. [L. opalus, opal; Gr. opalios, opallios;
Sans, upala, precious stone], any of a large group of

glassy, translucent silicas of various colors, capable of

refracting light and then reflecting it in a play of

colors: some varieties, used as semiprecious stones,
include the common opal, with a generally milky
appearance, the black opal, with a very dark-green
background, and the fire opal, with flamelike colors.

o-pal-esce (o'po-les'), iu. [OPALESCED (-lest'), OPAL-

ESCING], [opal -J- -esce], to show a play of colors like

that oi the opal.
o-pal-es cence (6'pa-les''ns), n. the quality of being
opalescent.

o-pal es-cent (o'pa-les''nt), adj. \opal + Descent],
showing a play of colors like that of the opal; iridescent.

o-pal-ine (5'p 1-in, o'p'l-in'), adj. [opal -j- -ine], of or
luce opal. n. a translucent, milky vanety of glass.

o-paque (o-pak', o-pak'), adj. [ME. opake; L. opacus,
shady], 1. not letting light pass through; not trans-

parent. 2. not reflecting light; not shining or lustrous;
dull or dark. 3. not allowing electricity, heat, etc.

to pass through. 4. hard to understand; obscure.
5. slow in understanding; obtuse, n. 1. anything
opaque. 2. in photography, an opaque liquid used in

blocking out parts of a negative.

E. base see UP (of which open is a semantic extension)],
1. in a state which permits entrance or exit; not closed,
covered, clogged, or shut: as, open eyes, open doors.
2. in a state which permits freedom of view or passage;
not enclosed, fenced in, sheltered, screened, etc.; un-
obstructed; clear; as, an open field. 3. unsealed; un-
wrapped. 4. a) not covered over: without covering,
top, etc.: as, an open boat,

b) liable to attack, etc.;

unprotected. 5. spread out; unfolded; unclosed;
expanded: as, an open book. 6. having spaces between;
having gaps, holes, interstices, etc.: as, open ranks.
7. free from ice: as, the lake is open in May. 8. free
from frost: as, an open winter. 9. free to be entered,
used, competed in, shared, visited, etc. by all: as,
an open meeting or tournament. 10. free to be argued
or contested; not settled or decided : as, an open question.
11. a) free from prejudice or bigotry; not closed to
new ideas, etc.: as, an open mind, 6) liberal; generous.
12. a) free from restrictions: as, an open season. 6) free
from effective regulation witn respect to drinking,
gambling, etc.: as, the city is wide open. 13. in force
or operation: as, an open account. 14. a) not already
taken, occupied, or engaged; not filled: as, the job
is still open, o) free to be accepted or rejected. 15. not
closed against access; accessible; available. 16. not
hidden or secret; generally known; public: as, an open
quarrel. 17. frank; candid; direct; honest: as, an open
manner. 18. in music, a) not stopped by the finger:
said of a string. &) not closed at the top: said of an
organ pi$e. c) produced by an open string or pipe, or,
in wind instruments, brasses, etc., without a slide or
key: said of a tone?, 19. in nautical usage, not hazy
or foggy; clear. 20. in phonetics, a) pronounced with
the tongue as low as possible; low: said of a vowel.
6) pronounced^ with the organs of speech not in close
contact; fricative: said of a consonant, c) ending in a
vowel or diphthong: said ql a syllable. 21. in printing,
designating or of a, style of type the letters of which
are cast in outline, v.t. 1. to make or cause to be
open (senses 1, 2, 3); unclose; unfasten: as, open the
door. 2. to make an opening or openings in: as, the
doctor opened the abscess. 3. t<? mate spaces between;
make less compact; sjpre^d but: expand: as, the
soldiers opened their nup&g. 4. to unclose y unfold;
unroll: as, he opened tie boojk* 5^ to mate available
for uset comj)toiont

t
' '"
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.
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etc.: as, he opened a new night club. 10. to undo,
recall, set aside (a judgment, settlement, etc.), so as
to leave the matter open to further action. v.i. 1. to
become open. 2. to spread out; expand; unroll; un-
fold. 3. to become free from prejudice, etc.; become
liberal and generous. 4. to become revealed, dis-
closed, etc.; come into view. 5. to be or act as an
opening; give access. 6. to begin; start. 7. to start op-
erating, going, etc. SYN. see frank,
open out, 1. to make or become extended or larger.
2. to develop. 3. to disclose to view; reveal.
open to, 1. glad or willing to receive, discuss, etc.
2. liable to; subject to. 3. available to or for.

open up, 1. to make or become open. 2. to spread
out; unfold. 3. to start; begin. 4. [Colloq.], to speak
freely or with great feeling.
the open, 1. any open, unobstructed space on land or
water. 2. an unenclosed area; the outdoors. 3. pub-
lic knowledge. 4. in golf, a) any tournament open to
both professionals and amateurs, b] [0-], an open
tournament played annually in the u nited States to
decide the national championship: properly called the
National Open.

o-pen-air (o'p'n-ar'), adj. outdoor.
open air, out of doors.

o-pen-and-shut (o'p'n-'n-shuf), adj. that can be
clearly and easily determined or decided; simple;
obvious: as, an open-and-shut case.

open chain, a molecular formation in which the chain
of elements does not form a ring.
open city, a city which is a military objective but is

completely ^demilitarized and left open to enemy
occupation in order to gain immunity, under inter-
national law. from bombardment and attack.
o-pen-door (o'p'n-d6r'f o'p'n-dor'), adj. designating
or of the policy or principle of the open door.
open door, 1. unrestricted admission. 2. free and
equal opportunity for aU nations to trade with a given
nation, without any restrictive terms,
o pen er (o'p'n-Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that opens.
2. any of several devices for opening bottles, cans,
etc. 3. the first game in a series.

o-pen-eyed (o'p'n-id'), adj. 1. having the eyes open
or wide-open; awake, aware, watchful, discerning,
amazed, etc. 2, done with the eyes open.
open-faced (o'p'n-fast'), adj. 1. with the face un-
covered. 2. having a frank, honest face.

o-pen-hand-ed (o'p'n-han'did), adj. generous.
open hand knot, a loop knot: see knot, illus.

o-pen-heart-ed (o'p'n-hEr'tid), adj. 1. not reserved;
frank; candid. 2. kindly; generous.
o-pen-hearth (o'p'n-harthO. adj. 1. designating a
furnace with a
wide, saucer-

shaped hearth
and a low roof,
used in making
steel, 2. using
a furnace of
this kind: as,
the open-hearth
process.
open house,
I, a house that
extends hospi-
tality to all

who wish to
come. 2. an
occasion when
a school, insti-

tution, etc. is

open to visitors

for von-*
and op
tion of
ties.

OPEN-HEARTH FURNACE
A, air valve; B, B, reversing valves;
w, chimnev; c, c, ports to chimney;
E, gas mam valve; H, Dearth; R, s,

u, v, regenerators

keep open house, to be ready to entertain guests at all

o-pen-ing (5'p'n4rj) f n, [MB. openyng], 1. a becoming
open or causing to be open. 2. an open place or part;
hole: gap; af>erture> 3. a clearing in the midst of a
wowed area. 4. oj beginning; firsst part; commence-
ment.

fc)
start of operations; formal beginning. 5. a

favorable efeanee or occasion; opportunity. 6. an un-
filled position, or office for which a person' is" wanted.
7. m chess, checkers, etc., the 1 series of moves at the

"

1 a ganiebi "<<>'<' . i

"
>'.

'

"
' ^ '"

'a letter written as to
1

' a specific person,
in attack, criticism, etc., but published for

'n-min'did), adj. having a mind
Si. JL~~M*, -*~.l~~J:~.~. i,_ <-~ j . J

o-pen-ness (o'p'n-nis), n the quality or condition of
being open; specifically, a) absence ofsecrecy. &) frank-
ness; forthiightness. c) absence of prejudice or bigotry. ]

open season, any of various ntuia.t periods during
'

which it is legal to kill or capture certain specified
game, wild fowl, or fish.

open secret, something supposed to be secret but known
to almost everyone.
open sesame, 1. magic words spoken to open the
door of the robbers' den in the story of Ali Baba in
the Arabian Nights; hence, 2. any unfailing means of

gaining admission, etc., as a password.
open shop, 1. a factory, business, etc. operating tinder
the system of employing workers without regard to
whether or not they are members of a union, or,

especially, not knowingly employing any union
members, ^and following an antiunion policy. 2. this

system. Distinguished from dosed shop, union shopf etc.

open stock, merchandise sold in sets, the individual
pieces of which are kept in stock in quantity so that
replacements or additions are always available.

o-penwork (o'p'n-wftrk') n. ornamental work, as in

cloth, metal, etc., with openings in the material.
OPer., Old Persian. i

op-er-a (op'er-s), n* [It. < L. ofera, a work, labor],
l.

a
a play having all or most of its text set to music,

with arias, recitatives, choruses, duets, trios, etc. sung
to orchestral accompaniment, usually characterized ,

by elaborate costuming, scenery, and choreography:
see grand opera, comic opera, light opera. 2. the
branch of art represented by such plays. 3. the
score, libretto, or performance

t
of such a play. 4. a

theater in which operas are given. Abbreviated op.
op-er-a (op'Sr-a), n. plural of opus.
op-er-a-ble (op'er-a-bl) , adj. [< L. operari, to work; 4-

-able], 1. practicable. 2. that can be treated by a
surgical operation.

Jo-ne-ra bouffe (fc'pa'ra/ boof'; Eng. op'eV- boof).
[Fr.J, comic opera, especially if farcical.

Jo-pe-ra co*mique (ft'pa'ra' kft'mek'), [Fr,, Kt., comic
opera], French opera with spoken dialogue: it may or

may not be comic.
opera glasses, a small binocular telescope used at the
opera, in theaters, etc.

opera hat, a man's tall, collapsible silk hat.

opera house, a theater chiefly for the performance of

operas.
op-er-ant (op'Sr-ant), adj. [< L. operans, ppr. of operari;
see OPERATE], operating, or producing an effect or
effects, n. a person or thing that operates.

op-er-ate (op'o-raf), v.i. [OPERATED (-id), OPERATING],
[< L. oferatus, tp. of operari, to work < opus, operis,
a work], 1. to be in action so as to produce an effect;

act; work. 2. to bring about a desired or appropriate
effect ; have a certain influence. 3. to carry on strategic

^
military movements (usually with againsf)^ 4: ito

- perform a surgical operation. V.L 1. to wog^irfftttft
as an effect. 2. to put or keep in actkml; cotaijfefcl

f

op-er-at-Ic (opVrat'ik), adj.[< opera, after dramatic],
of or like tne opera.

"

op-er-at-i-cal-ly (opVrat'i-kl-i, opVrafik-E), adv. in
an operatic manner.

op-er-a-tion (opVra'shan), ft. [MBt, operacion; OFr.;
L. operatio], jt.

the act, process, or method of operating,
2. tine conditipn of being in action or at work. 3. the
power to act*i force

j
influence. 4. si process or action

that is part 61 a series in some work. 5. a) axrjr move-
ment or serfetf of movements made in carrying out
strategic military plans: hence, b) any specific plan or

project: as, the atomic bomb test at Bikini was called

Operation Crossroads. 6. any surgical procedure
performed witpl or without the aid, of instruments,
usually to remedy a physical ailment or defect, 7. in

mathematics? an^ process involving a change or trans-
formation in la quantity : as, the operations of addition,
subtraction, etc. Abbreviated opt
In operation, 1. in the act or process of making, work-
ing, etc. I,, haying an influence or effect; in force.

op-er-a^tive (bp'a-ra'tiv, op^Sr-9-tiv), adj. [Fr. operatif;
Li!/, operatives], 1. capable of, characterized by, or
in operation. 2. accompUshing what is desired;
effective; efficieni, 3. connected with physical work
or mechanical action. 4. in surgery, of or resulting
from a surgical operation, n. 1. a worker, especially
one employed or skilled in some sort of industrial
twork. 2. a detective.

op-er-a-tor (opVrS'teV), n. OXJ, a person who operates;
specifically, a) a person who effects something: agent.
6) a person who works some machine: as, a telephone
operator, c) a person who performs surgical qperatioiis.
d) a person engaged in financial, commercial, or in-

dustrial operations; owner or manager of a mine,
railroad, factory, etc.

o-per-cu lar (S-pur'lqroo-lSr), adj. of, or having the
nature of, an operculum.

; lot, g6, horn, tool, look; oil, out; up. Use, fur; fcet; joy: yet: chin; she; thin,

r^Mt f i mnito, o in comply, u ia fcuws;
* as Si abU (a'bl); Fr.

'. lob; kh, G. docih. See pp. x-xii. t fomga; * hypothetical; <
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o-per-cu late (o-pftr'kyoo-Kt, o-pur'kyoo-lat'), adj. [L.
operculatus], having an operculum.

o-per-cu-lat-ed (o-pur'kyoo-la'tid), adj. operculate.
o-per-cu-lum (o-pur'kyoo-fom), n. [pi. OPERCULA (-la),
OPERCULUMS (-temz)], [L. < operire, to close, shut],
any of various covering flaps or Hdlike structures in

plants and animals; specifically, a) the bony covering
protecting the gills of fishes. 6) in many gastropods,
the horny plate serving to close the shell when the
animal is retracted, c) the lid of the spore cases in
mosses, d) the lid of a pitcher-shaped leaf.

Jo-pe-re ci-ta-to (op'a-ri si-ta'to), [L.], in the work
cited, or quoted: abbreviated op. dt., o.c.

op er et-ta (oj/Q-ret's), n [It., dim, of opera], a short,
amusing musical play.

op-er-ose (op's-ros'), adj. [L. qperosus < opera, a
service, pains, work], 1. done with or requiring much
toil. 2. very busy; industrious.
O phelia (6-fel'ya, s-fel'ys), [prob, < Gr. ophelia, a
help, succor], a feminine name. n. in Shakespeare's
Hamlet, Polonius's daughter, in love with Hamlet.

oph-i cleide (of'i-klid'), n. [Pr. ophicUide < Gr. ophis,
serpent + Kids, a key], an early brass-wind instrument
consisting of a long tube doubled back on itself, with
keys for fingering.

o-phid ian (o-fid'i-an), n. [< Mod. L. Ophidia, name
of the order (< Gr. ophis, a snake); -f -an], any of a
large group of reptiles that includes all the snakes,
or serpents, adj. of or like a snake, or serpent.

oph-i-ol-a-try (of'i-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. ophis, a snake; +
-latry], the worship of serpents.

oph-i-ol-o-gy (of'i-ol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. ophis. a snake; +
-logy], the branch of zoology dealing with snakes.

>pfiif (o'fSr), n. [Heb. dphir], in the Bible, a land rich

ixfgold-T king's '9:28, 10:lf, 22:48.

oph-ite (of'It, o'fit), n. [L. ophites; Gr. ophites (lithos),
snake (stone) < ophis, a snake], a green, mottled rock.

O'pbit-ic (o-nt'ik), adj. of or like ophite: consisting of

feldspar crystals in a matrix of augite.

pph-iu-chua (of'i-u'kss, o'fi-u'kos), n. [L.; Gr. oph-
touchos, lit., holding a serpent], a northern constella-
tion: see constellation, chart.

oplitlialm.. ophthalmology.
), n. [ME.

j .

thal-ml-a (of-thal'rni-d), n. [ME. obtalmia; LL.;
. ophthalmia < ophthalmos, the eye], a severe in-

flammation involving the eyeball or the conjunctiva,
oph-thal-mic (of-thal'mik), adj. [L. ophthalmicus ; Gr.

ofyhthalmikos < ophthalmos, the eye], 1. of or connected
with the eyes. 2. having ophthalmia.

oph-thal mi tis (of'thal-mi'tis) , n. ophthalmia.
oph-thal-mo- (oi-thal'mo, pf-thal'mg), [< Gr. oph-
thalmos, the eye], a combining form meaning the eye
or eyes, as in ophthalmoscope: also, before a vowel,
ophthalm-.

oph-thal-mo-log-i cal (of-thal'ma-loj'i-k'l), adj. of

ophthalmology.
oph-thal-mol-o-gist (of'thal-mol'a-jist), n. a specialist
in ophthalmology.

oph-thal-mol-o-gy (of'thal-mol'a-ji), n. (ophthalmo- -f

-logy], the branch of medicine dealing with the struc-
ture, functions, and diseases of the eye,

oph-thal-mo-scope (of-thal'ma-skopO. n. [ophthalmo-
4. -scope), an instrument used
to examine the interior of the
eye: it consists of a perforated
mirror arranged to reflect light
from a small bulb into the eye.

oph-thal-mo-scop-ic (of-thal'-
ma-skop'ik), adj. of the oph-
thalmoscope or ophthalmos-
copy.

oph-thal-mos-co-py (of'thal-
mos'k9-pi), n. the examination
of the interior of the eye with
the ophthalmoscope.

-o-pi-a (o'pi-a), [Gr. -dpia <
dps, dpos, an eye], a combining
form meaning a (specified kind
of) eye defect, as in diplopia:
also -opy.
opiate {6'pi-it, o'pi-at'), n.
[ML. opiatus; see OPIUM], 1.

any medicine containing opium or any of its deriva-
tives, and acting as a sedative and narcotic. 2. any-
thing tending to quiet or soothe, adj. 1. containing
opium. 2. bringing sleep, quiet, or ease; narcotic. vJ.
(o'pi-at

7
), [OPIATED (-id), OPIATING],, [Rare], 1. to

treat with an opiate. 2. to dull; deaden.
opine (6-p!nO, v.t. & v.i. [OPINED (-pmdO, OPINING],
[Fr optner; L. opinari, to think], to hold or express

'

(an opimon); think; suppose: now usually humorous.
opinion (a-pin'yQn), n. [MB. opmioim; OFr.; L.
optnto < optnari, to think], 1. a Belief uot based on
absolute certainty or positive knowledge oat om what
seems true, valid, or probable to one's ow*i nriad;
what

f
one thinks; judgment. 2. an evaluation, im-

pression* or estimation of the quality or worth of a
person or thing. 3. the formal judgment of an, experton a matter in which his advice is sought. 4. in law,

OPHTHALMOSCOPE

the formal statement by a judge, etc. of the law bearing
on a case.
SYN. opinion applies to a conclusion or judgment which,
while it remains open to dispute, seems true or probable to one's
own mind (it's my opinion that he'll agree) ; belief refers to the
mental acceptance of an idea or conclusion, often a doctrine or

dogma proposed to one for acceptance (religious beliefs); a
view is an opinion affected by one's personal manner of looking
at things (she gave us her views on life) ; a conviction is a strong
belief about whose truth one has no doubts (I have a conviction

of his innocence) ; sentiment refers to an opinion that is the
result of deliberation but is colored with emotion; persuasion
refers to a strong belief that is unshakeable because one wishes
to believe in its truth.

o-pin-ion-at-ed (s-pin'von-a tid), adj. holding un-

reasonably or obstinately to one's own opinions. B

o-pin4on-a-tive (a-pin'yan-a/tiy), adj. 1. of opinion;
consisting in opinion. 2. opinionated.

op-is-thog*na-thous (op'is-thog'na-thos), adj. [< Gr.

opisthen, behind; + -gnathous], having receding jaws:
opposed to prognathous.
o-pi-um (o'pi-am), n. [L.; Gr. ofion < opos, vegetable
juice], a narcotic drug prepared from the juice of the

unripe seed capsules of the opium poppy: it contains
such alkaloids as morphine, codeine, and papaverine,
and is used as an intoxicant and medicinally to relieve

pain and produce sleep.

o-pi-um-ism (o'pi-om-iz'm), n. 1. opium addiction.
2. the condition resulting from this.

opium poppy, a plant with grayish-green leaves and
large wnite or purple flowers, the source of opium.

op-o-del-doc (op'o-del'dok), n. [said to have been
coined by Paracelsus: prob. < Gr. ^opos, a juice], a

soap liniment, especially one containing camphor.

O-por-to (o-p6r'to), n. a seaport in northern Portugal:
pop., 262,000: Portuguese name, Porto.

o-pos-sum (a-pos'am), n. \pl. OPOSSUMS (-amz), OPOS-

SUM; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[N. Am. Ind., lit., white
beast], a small, tree-dwelling
mammal, the female of which
carries its young in^

a

pouch: it is active at night
and pretends to be dead
when trapped: also possum.
opossum shrimp, a shrimp-
Juke crustacean, the female
of which carries her eggs in
a pouch between the legs.

opp.) 1. opposed. 2 f opposite.
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8 OPOSSUM (15 in.

lips Oppenheim), 186*6^1946; English novelist.

oppidan (op'i-aan), adj. [L. oppidanus < oppidum,
city, town], of a town; urban, n. 1. a person living
in a town. 2. at Eton College in England, a student
who boards in town,

op-pi-late (op's-laf), v.t. [OPPILATED (-id), OPPILATING],
f< L. oppilatus, pp. of oppilare, to stop up < 06-

(see OB-) 4- pilare, to ram down < pilum, pestle], to
block or obstruct, as the pores, bowels, etc.

op-pi-la-tfoo, (opVla'shsn) , n* an oppilating or being
oppilated.

op'po-nepci'Cy (9-po'nan-si), n. opposition; resistance.

op-po-nent (a-po'nant), adj. [< L. opponens, ppr. of

opponere < 06- (see OB-) -f ponere, to set, put, place,
thrust against], 1. opposite, as in position. 2. op-
posing; adverse; antagonistic. 3. in anatomy, bringing
parts into opposition: said of a muscle, n. a person
who opposes; person against one in a fight, game,
debate, argument, etc.; adversary.
SYN. opponent, an unemotional word, refers to anyone who
is opposed to one, as in a fight, game,. debate, etc.; antagonist
implies more active opposition, especially in a struggle for con-
trol or power; adversary usually suggests actual hostility in the
conflict; enemy may imply actual hatred in the opponent and
a desire to injure, or it may simply refer to any member of -the

opposing group, nation, etc., whether or not there is personal
animosity or hostility involved; foe, now a somewhat literary
synonym for enemy, connotes more active hostility. -.ANT.

ally, confederate.

op-por-tune (op'&>toon'r op%r-tunO. adj. [ME.; L.
opportunus, lit,, at or before the port < ob- (see OB-)
+ Portus, a port, halrboTy t^venj, 1; right for the
purpose; fitting in regard to circumstances : said pf
time. 2. happening or done at the right time; season-
able; weU-ttmed; tSaely. * SYN. see timely^
op-por-tun-ism (op'&r46on'iz'm, op'er-tGn%'m)r ft.

[< opportune, after 3?r. opportttmsme]^ the policy or
habit of adapting one's actions, thoughts, and utter-
ances to circumstances, as in polices, in order to
further one's immediate iix*ere&t8 wii^ottt regard foe
basic principles or

op-por tun-ist (
'

person who praoi
opportunistic (oo'fr^RHs^^^
adj. .of an opportunist or opportunism.
op.p0r*t^^ (^^^^^^^^^^m fi

f

tunite; L. opportunity <
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a combination of circumstances favorable for the
purpose; fit time; good chance or occasion.
op-pos-a-biM-ty (a-poz'g-bilVti), n. the quality or
condition of being opposable.

op-pos-a-ble (a-pozVbl), adj. 1. that can be opposed.
2. that can be placed opposite something else.

op-pose (a-poz'), v.t. [OPPOSED (-pozdO, OPPOSING],
[ME. opposen; OFr. opposer < poser; see POSE, .J,

1. to set against $ place opposite, in balance or contrast.
2. to resist; withstand; contend -with in speech or
action. v.i. to bring opposition: as, I choose to oppose.
SYN. oppose implies offensive action taken against some-
thing that^threatens or interferes with one; resist implies de-
fensive action taken against something that is already in active

opposition to one (one opposes legislative action under consider-
ation, one resists a measure already passed by refusing to com-
ply with it); withstand usually implies resistance that suc-
cessfully thwarts or frustrates the attack (can they withstand
the new onslaught?). ANT. submit, succumb, comply.
opposite (opVzit), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. oppositus,
pp. of opponere; see OPPONENT], 1. opposed to. 2.
set against; in a contrary position or direction (often
with to). 3. characterized by hostility or resistance.
4. extremely different; exactly contrary; antithetical.
5. in botany, a) growing in pairs, but separated by a
stem, b) having one part before another, as a stamen
in front of a petal, n. anything opposed, adv. on
opposing sides; in opposite positions; specifically, in
the theater, in a complementary role (of the opposite
sex) to: as, he played opposite her. prep, fronting;
across from. Abbreviated opp., op.
SYN. opposite is applied to things that are symmetrically
opposed in position, direction, etc. (they sat at opposite ends of
the table) ; contrary adds to this connotations of conflict or

antagonism (they hold contrary views); antithetic(al) implies
diametrical opposition so that the contrasted things are as far

apart or as different as is possible (our interests are completely
antithetical) ; reverse applies to that which moves or faces in the
opposite direction (the reverse side of a fabric) ; antonymous is

used specifically of words that are so opposed in meaning that
each contradicts, reverses, or negates the other (good and bad
are antonymous terms). ANT. same, identical, like.

opposite number, a person having a position, rank,
etc. comparable with that of another in a different

place, organization, or situation.

Tpo
si tion (op'a-zish'an), n. [ME. opposicioun; OFr.;

oppositio < oppositus, pp. of opponere; see OPPOSITE],
1. an opposing or being oppdsed. 2. resistance; contra-
diction; contrast; hostility. 3. anything that opposes.
4. [sometimes 0-J, a minority political party seizing
as a check on the party in power. 5. in astrology &
astronomy, the position of two heavenly bodies when
their longitudes differ by 180; especially, such position
of a planet with respect to the sun. 6. in iaw> the
refusal of a creditor to assent to a debtor's release
under the bankruptcy law. 7. in logic, the relation
of exclusion or inclusion which exists between propo-
sitions having the same subject and predicate but
differing in quality, quantity, or both.

op press (a-presOt v.t. [ME. oppressen; ,OFr. ofpresser;
ML. oppressare < L. oppressus, pp. of oppnmere, to
press against < ob- (see OB-) + primere, to press],
1. to weigh heavily on the mind, spirits, or senses of:

He heavily on; burden. 2. to keep down by the cruel

or unjust use of power or authority; burden with
harsh, rigorous impositions; tyrannize over. 3. [Obs.],

<0 to crush; trample down. &) to overpower; subdue.
SYN. see wrong.

op pres sion (s-presh'an) , n. 1. an oppressing or being
oppressed. 2. a thing that oppresses. 3% a feeling of

being weighed down; physical or mental distress.

op-pres-sive (9-pres'iv), adj. [ML. oppressivus < L.

oppressus; see OPPRESS], 1. hard to put up with;
burdensome. 2. cruelly overbearing j tyrannical. 3.

weighing heavily on the mind, spirits, or senses;

causing physical or mental distress. SYN. see onerous.

op pres sor (a-pres'Sr) , n- 1MB. oppressour < Anglo-
Fr.l, a person who oppresses.

op-pro*bri-ou8 (d-pro'brires), adj. [ME.; LL. oppro~
brtosuf]* 1 . expressing opprobrium; abusive

\ disrespect-
ful, 2. deserving opprobrium; disgraceful; infamous,

op-pro-brl-um (o-pro'bri-am), n. [L. < opprobrare, to

reproach < ob- (see OB-) + probrum, a disgrace],
1. the disgrace at%dked to shameful conduct or status;

scorn; reproach; infamy. 2. anything bringing shame
<r disgrace'.

11

f

op pugn (a^punO. fMME. opptygnm; L, qppugnare <
ob- (see OB-) + pwgna>M < pugna, a fight], to oppose
with argument; reason against; criticize adversely;
call ta . Question; ,ctr-overt. ,

oppug-nan-cy (^ptigfoata-si). n. the quafoty or state

of being oppugnant.
op pug-nant (^pu^nsnt), *?/ & oPPw&WWf PP.J

; antagonistic; opposing.

mythology, the wife of Saturn and goddess of the
harvest: identified with the Greek Khea.
OPS, O.P.S., Office of Price Stabilization.

-op-sis (oo/sis), [Gr. -opsis < opsis, a sight, appearance],
a combining form meaning sight or view* as in synopsis.

op-son-ic (op-son'ik), adf/* of, or having the effect of,

opsonin.
opsonic index, the ratio of the number of bacteria
destroyed by phagocytes in an individual's blood
serum to the number destroyed in a normal blood
serum.

op-son-i-fi ca-tion (op-sonVfi:ka'shdn), it* the act*

process, or result of opsonifying.
op-son-i-fy (op-son'Q-flO. v.t. [OPSONIFIBB (-fid'), OP-
SONIFYING!, to make bacteria more liable to destruc-
tion by phagocytes: said of opsonins.

op-so-nin (op'so-nin), n. [< Gr. opsSnein, to buy food,
cater < opson, meat, fish, food eaten with bread; a-,

together with + *pson, food, bread; akin to psdmos,
mouthful], a substance in the blood which acts on
bacteria,, making them more liable to destruction by

Ops <

>

,

>
>

/ ,,.,
'strength,-, 4cja,es]v in' i$oman

op-so-nize (op'sa-mzO. v.t. [OPSONIZED (-nizd
7
)* OP-

SONIZING], to form opsonins in.

opt (opt), v.i. [Pr. opter; L. optare], to make a choice.

opt., 1. optative. 2. optician. 3. optics. 4. optional.
op-ta-tive (op'-te-tiv), adj. [Fr. optatif; LL. optatims <
optare, to desire], 1. expressing wish or desire. 2.

d-esignating or of the grammatical mood in Greek,
etc. which expresses wish or desire, n. I. the optative
mood. 2. a verb in this mood. Abbreviated opt.
op-tic (op'tik), adj. [Fr. optique;^ ML. opticus; Gr.
optikos < base op, seen in opsomai, I shall see], of the
eye or sense of sight, n. [Colloq.J, an eye,

op-ti-cal (op'ti-kl), adj. 1. of or connected with the
sense of sight; visual: ocular. 2. of the relation between
light and vision. 3. having to do with optics. 4. made
to give help in seeing: as, optical instruments,

optical activity,, the ability of certain substances to
rotate the plane of polarization when transmitting
polarized lignt.

optic axis, in a crystal not having the same prorjerties
in all directions with regard to light, the direction or
directions, along which there is no double refraction.

op*ti-cian (op-tish'on), n. [Fr. opticien], a person who
makes or selia eyeglasses- and 9ther optical instruments.

optic nerves, the second pair of cranial nerves; the
nerves of sight, connecting the retina of the eye with
the brain: see eye* illus.

op-tics (op'tiks), n.pL [construed as sing.]. [< optfcj,
the branch of physics dealing with the nature^ and
properties of light and vision: abbreviated 'opt,

optic thalamus, a mass of gray matter Ipcated a* the
base of the brain on either side, funictioning ask a
visual center.

op ti mism (op'tg-miz'm), n. [fr., optivtisme < L.

optimus, best], 1. in philosophy, a) the doctrine of

Leibnitz that the existing world is the best possible.

6) the doctrine or belief that good ultimately prevails
over evil. 2. the tendency to take the most nopeful
view of matters or to expect the best outcome in any
circumstances; practice of looking; on the bright side

of things: opposed to pessimism.
op-ti-mist (op'ts-mist), n. a person who believes in

or is given to optimism. .

op-ti-mis-tic (op't3-mis
r
tik), adj. of or characterized

by optimism;, hopeful; sanguinev
op-ti-inis-ti-cal-ly (op'ta-mis'ti-k'1-i, op'to-mis

f
ti|c-^),

adv. in an optimistic manner.
op-ti-mize (op't^-mizO-* ^ |"- ^
TIJMIZING], to be given to optimism,
with optimism.
op-timum (op'tQ-msm), n. \pl. OPTD^UMS (-mamz),
OPTIMA (-ma)] [L.^ netit. of optimus, best], 1. the best
or most favorable degree, condition, amount, etc.

2. in biology^ the amount of heat, light, moisijure,

food, etc, most favorable for growth and reproduction.
adj. best; most favorable*

option (op'shan), n. [?r.; L. optio < optare, to wish,

desire], 1. a choosing; choice. 2. the power, right,
or liberty of choosing. 3, something that is or can be
chosen. 4. tlie right, acquired for a consideration,
to buy or sell something at a fixed price within a

specified time. SYN. see choice,

op-tion-al (op'sh^n-l), adj. left to one s option; open
to choice; not compulsory; elective: abbreviated opt.

op-tion-aHy (op'shan-l-i), adv. by optipn, orjfchoice,

op tom-e-ter (op-tom'd-tgy), n t [see OPTIC & -METER].
an instrument tot measuring the range and power of

vision and determining tie focal lengths of lense*

necessary to correct nwmghtedness or fars,^chtedness.

optometrist (op-tom'^trist), J, a specialist in

optometry: see also ophthalmologist, oculist;, optician.

op-tom e try (op-tom'9-tri), n f [see OPTIC & -MBTRYJ.
I. measurement of t^

(-mJzdOt ,0?-
v.t. to consider

Ml, look; oil, out: up, use, fur; t; Joy; yet;

y, o in comply, u in focus; '.as to 4&k (S'bl);
B. doch. See pp. x-a^ii. t forei^j

* h^othetical:
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2. examination of the eyes (without the use of drugs
or medicine) for nearsightedness, farsightedness, etc.,

and the fitting of glasses to correct these defects;

work of an optometrist. .

op-ulence (op'yoo-lsns), n. [L. opulentia < opulens;

see OPULENT], 1. wealth; riches. 2. abundance.

op-u-len-cy (op'yoo-bn-si), n. opulence.

2. abun-

aant: proruse; luxuriant. o xr*. sec -"
.

o-tmn-tia (o-pun'shi-s), n. [Mod. L. < Opus city in

Locris, Greece, where such plants were plentiful], any
of a large group of cactus plants with red, purple, or

yellow flowers and fleshy or dry berries; prickly pear.

o-ptis (o'pss), n. [pi. OPERA (op'Sr-a); now also OPUSES

(-iz)l, [L., a work], a work; composition: the term

when applied to a musical composition is followed by
a number showing its place in order of composition or

publication among the works of the composer: ab-

O-tms-ciue ^-pus'kul), n. [Fr.; L. opusculum, dim. of

dj&ws, a work], a small or trivial work or composition.

a Lake, in Maine],

w
L red-spotted, dark-

blue body.
or (6r; unstressed Sr), con/. [ME., in form a contr. of

other, auther, either, but actually < AS. oththe (in

Other. . .oththe, either. . .or)], a co-ordinating conjunc-
tion introducing an alternative; specifically, a) intro-

ducing the second of two choices: as, 111 oner nun
beer or wine. 6) introducing any of the choices m a

series, but usually used only before the last: as, apples,

(or) pears, (or) peaches, or plums, c) introducing a

synonymous word or phrase: as, botany, or the science

of plants, d) introducing the second of two choices

when the first is introduced by either or whether:

as either go or stay, whether to go or stay, e) in poetry,
''

sometimes substituted for either as the first correlative:

as,
uor in the heart or in the head.'*

or (j&r) fom. & /T^i E* AS * 5r ' var* * a?r ere;

dt tth&H [Archaic or iDialJ, before; ere.

or",(&!L n. {&,; I* aurui$, goldj, in heraldry, gold or

edin engraving by small dots powdered

Vta-i 7ryW , ou^uc'of varied origins: 1. [ME.
-vy; OFr, -own -or, -witf; L. -or, -ator], as

ttotm-forming
Suffix meaning a person or thing that, as in inventor,

juror, tractor. 2. [MB. & OFr. -our; L,. -orj, a notin-

forming sumx meaning quality or coHdiMon, as m
horror, error, favor: in ^British usage, often -our.

Or.,, 1. Oregon. 2. Oriental.

o.r., owner's risk.

Jo-ra (6'ra), n. plural of os (a mouth).
orach, or-ache (6r'ach, or'sch), n. [ME. oragei Anglo-

, JFr. oradte; OFr. arroohe; altered < L. atriplex, orach], a

garden plant with red or green leaves, sometimes used
as a vegetable.

ora",cle (or's-kl, or'i-kl), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. oraculum,

divine announcement, oracle, prophecy < orare, to

kpeak, pray, beseech, entreat < os, arts, the mouth],
1. among the ancient Greeks and^Roman^ wp place
where pr medium by which deities were coteulted.

2. the revelation or response of a medium or priest.

3. a) any person or agency believed to be in, communi-
cation witii a deity; hence, 6) any person of great

knowledge^ c} opinion or statements of 'such a person.
4 the holy of holies of the ancient Jewish Temple: I

Kings 6:16, 19-23. 5. pi. the Scriptures.
o-raou-lar (o-rak'yoo-le'r, o-rak'yoo-l&r), adj. 1. of,

or having the nature of, an oracle. 2. very wise;

prophetic; mysterious.
O-ra-de-a ($-rao?ya) n. a city in northwestern Romania:
pop., 93,000 (est. 1945) : German name, Grosswardein;

Hungarian name, Nagyvarad.
o-ral (fir'sl, o'ral), adj. [*$,

L, os, orts, the mouth], 1.

uttered by the mouth; spoken. 2. of speech; using
speech. 3. of, at, or near th,e mouth. ^

4. m phonetics,

having mouth resonance only: distinguished from
nasal. 5. in zoology, on or of the same side as the

mouth, n. an oral examination* as in a university.

SYN. oral refers to that which is spoken, as distinguished

from that which is written or otherwise communicated (an oral

promise, request, etc.) : verbal, though sometime? synonymous
with oral, m strict discrimination refers to anything using
words, either written or oral, to communicate an i^ea or feeling

(a verbal image, caricature, etc.).

o*ral*ly (6r'a-H, B're-li), adv. [<

or spoken words. 2. by tne ^

O-ran (5-ran't Pr. t^
/T&nr), n. a city la niortnj

Algeria, on the Mediterranean: pop., 195,000.

o*rang (3-rarjO n* an orangutan. / > r

Or-ange (oV^nJ, br'inj; also for 3
n.

'

1, ai city in New Jersey, near
38,000. 2. a river in the union o^ ,

flqwing westward into the Atlantic: lengtja* -, r

3. a former principality of western Ettropet
part of sctheastem France. 4. a town IB

eastern Frances site of Roman ruins.

lu by speech,

orange (6r'snj, or'inj)* n. [ME. & OFr. orenge; Pr.

aurania (with sp. influenced by L. aurum, gold &
loss of initial n through faulty separation of art. une)

< Sp. naranja; AT. naranj; Per. wanwtg], 1. a reddish-

yellow, round fruit of the citrus family, with a sweet,

juicy pulp. 2. the evergreen tree producing this fruit,

having white, fragrant blossoms. 3. any of several

shrubs resembling this tree. 4. reddish yellow, adj.

1. of an orange or oranges. .
2 reddish-yellow.

orangeade (or'snj-ad', or'inj-Sd'), n : tpr' se
.
e P^9&

& -ADE], a drink made of orange juice mixed with

water and sugar, usually iced.

Orange Free State, a province of the Union ot bquth
Africa: area, 49,647 sq. mi.; pop., 800,000; capital

Bloemfontein: formerly a Boer republics

(185^-1900)
and then a British colony (Orange River Colony,

1900-1910): abbreviated O.F.S.. .

Orange-ism (6r'9nj-iz'ni, or'inj-iz m), n. the principles

and practices of the Orangemen.
Orange-man (dr'snj-man, or^ni-mon),

n. [#. ORANGE-
MEN (-man)], [named after William III of England,
Prince of Orange], a member of a secret society or-

ganized in northern Ireland in 1795 to support Protes-

tantism. . . j. 1 -KT

Orange Mountains, a mountain raope in central New
Guinea; highest peak, Mt. Wilhelmma 15,580 ft.

orange pekoe, a black tea grown in Ceylon and India:

or^ange-ry (6r'9nj-ri, or'inj-ri), n. [pi. ORANGERIES

(-riz)T [Fr. orangerie < oranger, orange tree < orange ,

a place where orange trees are grown: usually with

reference to a hothouse or other sheltered place used

for this purpose in cooler climates.
,

orange stick, a pointed stick of orangewood, used in

manicuring. . ,.
or-ange-wood (6r'gnj-wood' f or'inj-woodO, n. the

wood of the orange tree, used in woodwork, etc.

adj. of orangewood.
orangoutang (5-raij'oo-tarjO, n. an orangutan.

o-rang-u-tan (o-rarj'oo-tan'), n. [Malay oran utan,

wild man, lit., man
of the forest; oran,
man + utan, forest:

first applied to the*

ape by Europeans],
a manlike ape with

hair, very long arms,
small ears, and a
hairless face: it is

smallerthanthegorilla
and is found only in
the jungles of Borneo
and Sumatra: often ORANGUTAN (4-5 ft. high)

c?m pro no-bis (o'ra pro no^is), [L.], pray for us:

in the Roman Catholic liturgy, a plea to the Virgin

Mary.
o-rate (6r'at, o-raf), v.i. & v.t. [ORATED (-id), ORATINC?],

[<' oration], to make (an oration); say (something) in

a ppmpou^ or bombastic manner: a humorously de-

u"n-u,fu vw-* **o., o-ra'shsn), n. [ME. (Scot)
oracipne; I;, oratio < orare, to sjpeakj, a formal public

speech, especially one given in connection with a

ceremony, anniversary, etc. SYN. see speech.
or-a*tor (6rVtSr, or's-ter), n. [ME. oratour; QFr.
orateur: L. orator], 1. a person who delivers an oration.

2. a skilled, eloquent public speaker. 3. in law, a
petitioner; plaintiff.

OT-a-tori-cal (6rVt6r'i-kl, orf

9-to'ri-^l), adj. 1. of or

characteristic of orators or oratory; in the manner of

an orator or oratoryT 2. gi^en to oratory.
or-a-to-ri'O (Or'a-tdr'i-d

7
, or'a^o'ri-dO, n.lpl. ORATORIOS

(-oz03, [It., Ht., small chapel (< LL. oratorium; see

ORATORY, 2) : music so called from the performance of

such compositions at the oratory of Saint ^hpp Neri
in Rome], a long, dranoatic musical coanpowfciom*

usually on a religious themef consisting of arias,

recitatives, <Juets, trios, choruses, etc. sung to orchestral

accompaniment: it is presented without stag action;

scenery, or costumes. .

or-a-tO'iy w'a-w'i, or'9-t5
f
ri) , ft* \$L ORAfORfias (-i,

-riz)], , tmm , oratorfof |^ ora^riaL 1, tip art -of'an

orator; skiw or eloojuesric iaowtwc speakili* 2* [MB.

orator],

'

a Mdl < io&qpd& especiilLy, <* 'for
11

' private
prayer. 3. [CH,

> fa' tb*^ JtofpMfr CWb^'Cpwrwk.
1 '*

religious society of secular priests, founded by Saint

Philip Neri in 1564: alao <*&*& Fathers of ike Oratory,
Oratorians. ,",,?.
orb (6rb), n. l<f Fr.

'

or |k; , 1Br^' i

^rl^;v ll

i

jb/<

1. a sphere; globe. SJ <

as tije sun,



orbicular 1031 ord.er arms
circle. 8. in astrology, the sphere of influence of a
planet, star, or house, v.t. 1. to form into a sphere
or circle. 2. [Poetic}, to enclose or encircle. v.i.

1. to move in an orbit. 2. [Poetic], to take on the
shape of an orb.

or-bic-u-lar (6r-bik'yoo4er), adj. [ME. orUculer; LL.
orbicularis < L. orbiculus, dim. of orbis, a circle], 1. in
the form of an orb; spherical or circular. 2. in botany,
round and flat, as a leaf: see leaf, illus.

or-bic-u-late (6r-bik'yoo-lit, or-bik'yoo-lat') , adj. [L.
orbiculatus], orbicular.

cavity containing the eye; eye socket. 2. the path
taken by a heavenly body during its periodic revolution
around another body. 3. the range of one's experience
or activity; ordinary course of life. 4. in zoology, the
skin around the eye of a bird. v.t. & v.i. to put or go in
an orbit (sense 2), as an artificial satellite.

or-bit-al (6r
;
bit-'l), adj. of or in an orbit.

orbital index, the ratio between the length and the
greatest height of the orbit of the eye,
orb-y (6r'bi), adj. 1. of, or having the form of, an
orb. 2. revolving as an orb.
ore (6rk), n. [Fr. orque; L. orca, kind of whale], 1. the
grampus, or killer whale. 2. any dolphin whale re-

sembling the grampus.
O.R.C., 1. Officers' Reserve Corps. 2. Order of the
Red Cross.

or-ce-in (6r'si-in), n. [< ortin], a brownish-red, crystal-
line coloring matter, CasHwOyNz, obtained by treating
orcinol with ammonia and oxygen.

orch., orchestra.
or-chal (6r'kal), n. orchil.
or-chard (Sr'cherd), n. [ME.; AS. orceard, ortgeard;
ort (? < ML. ortus, for L. hortus), a garden + geard
(see YARD, enclosure)], 1. an area of land, generally
enclosed, devoted to the cultivation of fruit trees,
nut trees, etc. 2. such trees, collectively.

or-chard-ist (Sr'cherd-ist), n. a person skilled or

engaged in the cultivation of orchards.
or-ches-tra (dr'kis-tra), n. [L.; Gr. orchestra < or-

cheisthai, to dance; IE. base *ergh-, extension of *er- t

swift movement, rise abruptly, seen also in Sans.

rghayati, he trembles or is agitated, L. oriri, to rise],
1. in ancient Greek theaters, the semicircular space
in front of the stage, used by; the chorus. 2. in modern
theaters, the narrow space in front of and below the
stage, where the musicians sit: also called orchestra

pit. 3. a) the section of seats near the pit on the
main floor of a theater. &) the main floor of a theater.
4. a) a group of musicians playing together; especially,
a symphony orchestra, b) the instruments of such a
group. Abbreviated orch.

or-clies'tral (6r-kes'trsl) , adj. of, for, or by an orchestra.
or ches-trate (6r'kis-trat'), v.t, & v.i. [ORCHESTRATED
(-id), ORCHESTRATING], to compose or arrange (music)
for an orchestra.

or-ches'tra-tioci (6r'kis-tra'shon) , n. arrangement of

music for an orchestra: instrumentation.
or-ches-tri-na (oVkis-tre/no) , n. an orchestrion.
or-ches-tri-on (dr-kes'tri-sn), n. a large, mechanical
music box, somewhat like a barrel organ, that produces
an effect imitative of that of an orchestra.

or-chi- (6r'ki), orchido-.
or-chid (6r'kid), n. [< L. *orchid~, falsely assumed
stem of orchis; see ORCHIS] l.^any of a number of

related plants having flowers with three petals, two
regularly shaped and the third (the lip) enlarged and
irregular in form. 2. the flower of such

t
a plant; es-

pecially, any of the brightly colored tropical varieties

cultivated tor wear by women and regarded as a

symbol of luxury. 3, a light bluish red. adj. light
bluish-red.

or-chi-da-ceous (oVki-da^shos), adj. [< Mod. L.
Orchidaceae (see ORCHID); + -ous], 1. of the orchid

family. 2. like an orchid in showiness, beauty, etc.

or-chi'do- (drki^do, dr'ki-da), [< Gr. *orchidos, falsely
assumed genit. of orchis, testicle), a combining ^form
meaning: 1. testicle, as in orchidotomy. 2. orchid, as

in orchidology. Also orchi- and, before a vowel, orchid-.

or-chid^olTO-gy (oY'ki-doFs-ji), n. \orchido- + -logy],

the branch o horticulture dealing with orchids.

or-chi-dot-o*rny (6r'ki-dot's-mi) r n. [orchido- + -tomy],

surgery on the; testicles.

or*c6il (dr*kilf Sc'cMl), n. [OPr, orcheil, orchel; see

ARCHIL), aucbii, a pwpie dye or the Echen from which
it is obtained: also orchal.

or-chis'.(prtcis)* - pU; Gr^ orchis, testicle:, from the

shape of to roots), aa wshid; specifically, a variety
wMt small owrplish or wjMte. flowers growing in spikes.

n. [< It. orcello, archil
a colorless,, caimtaline

compound, CeHrCH3(OH)t, obtained from aloes, some
lichens, etc., used as a medicine or in making dyes.
Oi>cus (6r'k9s), n. [L.], in Roman mythology, 1. the
lower world; Hades. 2. Pluto; Dis.

ord., 1. ordained. 2. order. 3. ordinal. 4. ordinance.
5. ordinary. 6. ordnance.

or-dain (dr-dan
7
), v.t. [ME. ordeinen; OFr. ordener; L.

ordinare, to order < ordo, ordinis, an order], 1. origi-

nally, to put in order; arrange; prepare. 2. to appoint;
decree; order; establish; enact. 3. to appoint or admit
to the Christian ministry. 4. to qualify (a man) as a
rabbi.
or-deal (6r-del', 6r-de'al, 6r'del), n. [ME. ordal; AS.
ordal t ordel (akin to G. urteil, judgment) < or-, out +
dsel (see DEAL), what is dealt: the prevailing sense
seems to be due to adoption of the L. ordela, itself a
borrowing of the Gmc. word], 1. an ancient method
of trial in which the accused was exposed to physical
dangers, which were supposed to be harmless to him
if he was innocent. 2. any difficult, painful, or trying
experience: severe trial.

or-der (6r'aer), n. [ME. & OFr. ordre; L. ordo, ordinis,
straight row, regular series], 1. social position; rank
in the community. 2. a state of peace and serenity;
observance of the law; orderly conduct. 3. the se-

quence or arrangement of things or events; series:

succession. 4. a fixed or definite plan; system; law of

arrangement. 5. a group or class set off from others
bjr some trait

91- quality. 6. o) a group of men con-
stituting a military or monastic brotherhood: as,
the Order of Knights Templars, the Franciscan Order.

6) an organized group of persons united by common
interests or for social purposes, often in the form of
a secret organization or lodge: as, the Order of the
Eastern Star. 7. a) a group of persons distinguished
by having received a certain award or citation, as for

outstanding service to & state: as, the Order of the
Purple Heart. 6) the insignia or badge of such a group.
8. a state or condition in which everything is irf its

right place and functioning properly. 9. condition or
state in general: as, the motor was in very poor order.

10. a command, direction, or instruction, usually backed
by authority. 11. a class; kind; sort; group determined
by distinction or uniqueness: as, sentiments of a high
order, 12. an established method or system, as of
conduct or action in meetings, worship, court, etc.

13. a) a request or commission to make or supply
something: as, have you received my order for boots?
b) the goods so made or supplied: as, I delivered her

grocery order, c) a single portion of some food, as
served in a public eating place: as, I'll have an order
of cole slaw. 14. in architecture, a) any

a
of several

classical styles of structure, determined chiefly by the

type of column: see Doric, Ionic, etc. b) a style of

building. 15. in finance, written instructions to j>ay
money or surrender property. 16. in law, a decision
of a court or judge, usually not a final judgment, 17.

in mathematics, the degree or stage of complexity of

a sum or figure. 18. in military science, a) pi. commands
or announcements issued by the War

^ Department
or by military commanders. &) the position of a rifle

following the command order arms. 19. in scientific

classification, a group in botany or zoology next larger
than the family and smaller than the class. 20. in

theology, a) one of the nine classifications or grades of

angels. 6) any rank or grade in the Christian clergy.

c} pi. the position of ordained minister: as, he took

holy orders, d) the ceremony of ordaining a minister.

Abbreviated O., ord. v.t. 1. to put or keep in order;

organize; arrange. 2. to instruct (another) to do some-

thing; command. 3. to request (something to be sup-
plied) : as, order the groceries. 4. in theology, to ordain.

v.i. 1, to give a command. 2. to request that some-

thing be supplied. SYN. see command.
by order, in observance of an order given by someone.
call to order, 1. to request to be quiet and busy at

work. 2. to start (a meeting). . .

in order, 1. in proper sequence or position. 2. in good
condition. 3. in accordance with the rules, as of a

meeting. 4. appropriate to the occasion; suitable.

in order that, so that; to the end that.

in order to, for the purpose of; as a means to; to,

in short order, in a short time; without delay; quickly.
on order, ordered, or requested, but not yet supplied.
on the order of, somewhat resembling; similar to.

out of order, 1. out of proper sequence or position.
2. not in operation; in poor condition. 3. not in ac-

cordance with the rules, as of a ^meeting. 4. not

appropriate to the occasion; not suitable.

to order, in accordance with the specifications made by
the purchaser.

order arms, in military usage, 1. to bring the rifle

to an upright position with its butt on me ground
beside the right foot, and remain al; attention, 2. a
command to do this.



orderliness orgamcism
or-der-li-ness (fcr'der-li-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being orderly.

or-der-ly (oVde'r-li), adj. 1. neat; tidy; well-arranged.
2. well-behaved; law-abiding; peaceable. 3. having
to do with the transmission ol military orders, n.

[pi. ORDERLIES (4iz)] f 1. a soldier assigned to an
officer for carrying messages, performing personal
services, etc. 2. a male hospital attendant.
SYN. orderly implies freedom from disorder or confusion as

by observing a proper arrangement, a set rule, etc. (an orderly

desk, crowd, meeting, etc.); methodical implies a following
closely and regularly a definite procedure that is carefully

planned in detail (a methodical investigation, worker, etc.);

systematic often adds the implications of thoroughness and
elaborateness and stresses the over-all purpose, design, pattern,
etc. (a systematic suppression of the opposition, etc.) ANT.
disorderly, haphazard, chaotic.

Order of the Garter, the highest order of British

knighthood, instituted about 1344 by Edward III.

Order of the Purple Heart, a United States military
order of soldiers wounded in action: ^instituted^ by
George Washington as a medal of merit and revived
in its present form in 1932.

or-di-nal (6r'd'n-9l, 6r'di-n'l), adj. [ME. ordynal, con-

foirning to order; LL. ordinalis < L. ordo, ordinis, an
order], 1. expressing order or succession, specifically
of a number m a series: the ordinal numbers &r& first,

second, third, etc., or 1st, 2d, 3d. etc.: distinguished
from cardinal. 2. of an order of animals or plants.
n. 1. an ordinal number. 2. [often O-], a book of

prescribed forms used in church services or certain
church ceremonies. Abbreviated ord.

or-di-nance (6r'di-nsns), n. [ME. ordenaunce; OFr.
ordenance < ordener; see ORDAIN], 1. a direction or
command of an authoritative nature. 2. a custom
or practice established by usage or authority. 3. an
established religious rite; specifically, the Communion.
4. in law, a statute enacted by the legislative depart-
ment of a city government. Abbreviated ord.

or-di-ftar44y C&r'd'n-er'a-li, dr'do-nar'a-H), adv. usually;
a rule.

ts (6r^d'n-er'i-nis), n. the quality or con-
of being ordinary.

f*y (&r*6!'n-er
/
i), n. [^.ORDINARIES (-iz)], [ME.

. .. fe; "L, orWinarius < ordo, an order], 1. an official

of qkttrch or court whose power or jurisdiction is origi-
nal and not that of a deputy.

B
2. a book containing the

form or order for divine service. 3. a set meal served
from day to day at the same price. 4. a tavern. 5. a
prison chaplain. 6. an early type of bicycle having
wheels of different size. 7. in heraldry, any one of the
major devices used as heraldic distinctions, adj. 1 . cus-
tomary; usual; regular; normal. 2. familiar; unexcep-
tional; common. Abbreviated ord. SYN. see common.
in, ordinary, in regular, permanent service.
out of the ordinary, unusual; extraordinary.

ordinary seaman, 1. a sailor of less experience than,
and ranking below, an able-bodied seaman. 2. for-
merly, in the United States Navy, a seaman second class.
or-di-nate (6r'd'n-it', 6r'd'n-it), n. [ME. ordynat; L.
ordi-natus, well-ordered, ordained,
pp. of ordinare, to order, arrange
< ordo, ordinis, an order], in
mathematics^ one of two lines
used in fixing a point on a
geometric graph.

or-di-na-tion (&"r'd9-na'shan) , n.

[ME. ordiftacioun; L. ordinatio <
ordinare,' see ORDINATE], 1, an
ordaining or being ordained. 2.

admission to the Christian
ministry. ORDINATE
ord-nance (Srd'nsns), n. [contr. ME or YO, ordinate
< ordinance, in restricted mean- of point M; OE or
ing], 1. artillery, 2. a) all YM, abscissa of M;
weapons and ammunition used NN, axis of terdi-

in warfare, 6) any; equipment nates; DD, axis of
or supplies used in servicing abscissas
weapons. Abbreviated ord., ordn.
SYN. see law.

Jor-do (6r'do), n. [pi. ORDINES (-di-nez')L [L-, order],
1. order; arrangement, 2. [0-], in the Roman Catholic
Church, an annual calendar wat gives directions for
each day's Mass and 1

Office.
or don nance (dr'dQ-nans; Pr. 6yd$'nSs>), n. (Pr.;
cf. ORDINANCE], 1. the proper dr orderly arrangement
of p"arts, as in a painting, literary composition, etc.
2. in France and other European countries, an ordi-
nance, law, or decree,
Or-do-vician '(oVda-vish'on), adj. \< L, Ordovices,
Roman name for ancient Celtic tribe in Wales],
deviating or of the period of the Paleozoic Era
inwnecuately "following the Cambrian and preceding
the SilurisQn, characterized by an abundance of infrerte-
brate life and, in rock strata, by deposits of Itaedtae,
lead, and zinc.
the Ordovidan, the Ordovician Period or its rockstj
geology, chart*

or-dure (6r'jgr, 6r'dyoor), n. [ME.; OFr. <

L. honidus, horrid], dung; filth; manure; excrement.
Or-dzho-ni-kid-ze (oY'joVni-ked'ze) , n. 1. the capital
of the North Ossetian A.S.S.R., in the Caucasus:
pop., 127,000: formerly called Vladikavkaz. 2. a city
in the eastern Ukrainian S.S.R.: pop., 88,000.

ore (6r, or), n. [ME. or; AS. ar, brass, copper, identified
with ora, unwrought metal; hence, the form is from the
former, the meaning from the latter], 1. any natural
combination of minerals, especially one from which
a metal or metals can be profitably extracted. 2. a
natural substance from which a nonmetallic material,
such as sulfur, can be extracted.

o-re-ad (6r'i-ad\ o'ri-ad'), n. [Gr. oreias, oreiados <
oros, mountain], in Greek mythology, a mountain nymph.

o-rec-tic (o-rek'tik), adj. [Gr. orektikos < orektos,
stretched out < oregein, to stretch out for, reach, desire],
in philosophy, of or characterized by appetite or desire.

o-re-ga-no (o-re'gs-no')* n. [Sp
p
. oregano}, any of a num-

ber of plants of the mint family, the fragrant leaves of

which are used for seasoning.
Or-e-gon (8r'i-gon', or'i-gsn), n. a Northwestern
State of the United States: area, 96,981 sq. mi.; pop.,
1,521,000; capital, Salem: abbreviated Oreg., Ore.,
Or., O.: nicknamed Beaver State.

Oregon fir, the Douglas fir: also Oregon pine.

Oregon grape, 1. a North American evergreen shrub
having clusters of small, blue berries: it is the state
flower of Oregon. 2. its berry.
Or-e-go-ni-an (fir'i-go'ni-an, qr'i-go'ni-an), adj. of

Oregon, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Oregon.
2. a member of a linguistic family of American Indians
who lived in the northwestern United States.

Oregon Trail, a former route extending northwest
about 2,000 miles, from the Mississippi to the Columbia
River in Oregon: it was used by pioneers (c. 1804-1850).

Or-el (o-rel': Russ. or~y61') n. 1. a region of the
R.S.F.S.R., in central European Russia: pop., 3,482,000.
2. its capital: pop., 111,000.
Or-en-burg (oren-boorkb/), n. Chkalov, a city in

European Russia: the former name.
O-res-tes (6-res'tez, o-res'tez), n. [L.; Gr. Orestes <
oros, mountain], in Greek mythology, son of Agamem-
non and Clytemnestra, who, with the aid of his sister

Electra, avenged the murder of his father by killing
his mother and her lover Aegisthus.
O re sund (o'rs-soon'). The Sound: Danish and Swedish
name.

org., 1. organic. 2. organization. 3. organized.
or-gan (6r'g9n), n. [ME. organe; both OPr. organe &
AS. organa < L. organum
< Gr. organon, an in-

strument, implement,
engine], 1. a large
wind instrument con-
sisting of various sets
of pipes which, as they
are opened by their

corresponding keys on
the keyboard, allow

passage to a column of

compressed air that
causes sound by vi-
bration. 2. any of
several other musical
instruments resembling
this instrument. 3. in
animals and .plants, a
part composed of several tissues and adapted to the
performance of a specific function or functions. 4, a
means or instrument for the performance of some
action. 5. a means of communicating ideas or opinions,
as a periodical.

or-gan-dy. organdie (6Vg9n-di) , n. [pi ORGANDIES
(-diz)], [Fr. organdi; prob. < altered name of a Chinese
town or locality], a very sheer, stiff

t lightweight cotton
material, used for blouses, tc. adj. made or organdy.
organ grinder, a person who makes a laving by playing
a barrel organ in the street.

or-gan-ic (oV-^an'ik), adj. [L. organicm; GT- organikos],
1. of or having to do with an 9rgan. 2, inherent;
inborn; constitutional. 3. organized; systematically
arranged. 4. a) designating or of any chemical com-
pound containing carbon: some of the .simple com-
pounds of carbon, as carbon dioxide, ar frequently
classified as inorganic compounds. &} desigjiawg or of
the branch of chemistry deaUbtg witb carbon com-
pounds, 5. of, having the characteristics ff or derived
from living ripanisiais., <S*i in ^tow, ,ftfedftental:< as,
the organic law of the United States is tfee C0aatitmtion.
7. in medicine, prodtucaBg ori inyo3jvas ^Maftfoa in Jtfee

structure of ad organ: opposed |o fim^Amai. 8; in

FIFE ORGAN

tionshii) of
t

parts, similar .
fcpi ,*

Abbreviated -oecC- t ni\ i"' f'/lili
>*

or-gan-i cal ly
an organic

visible structural

or-gan icism



organism I033 originality
the theory that each bodily organ has its own con-
stitution. b) the theory that all disease is caused by
organic lesions, c) the theory that the bodily organs
determine all symptoms. 2. in philosophy, the theory
of biology that an organism's own dynamic system
constitutes life: opposed to mechanism, vitalism.
or gan ;

ism (dr'gsn-iz'm), n. 1. any living thing. 2
anything resembling a living thing in its complexity
of structure or functions.

or-gan-ist (ar'gsn-ist)., n. [< organ, after Fr. organist*],one who plays, or is skilled at playing, the organ
or-gan-iz-a-ble (6r'gan-iz'g-b'l), adj. that can be
organized.

. , 8r'g0n~i-za'shan), n.
[ME. orgamzacion; ML. organizatio], 1. an organizing
or

; being organized. 2. organic structure; manner of
being organized. 3. an organism. 4. any unified,
consolidated group of elements; systematized whole;
especially, a body of persons organized for some
specific purpose, as a club, union, or society. 5. the
administrative personnel or executive structure of a
business. 6. all the functionaries, committees, etc. of a
political party. Abbreviated org.

or-gan-ize (6r'g8n-iz'), v.t. [ORGANIZED (-IzdO, OR-
GANIZING], [ME. organyzen; ML. organizare < L.
organum], 1. to provide with an organic structure;
systematize. 2. to arrange; establish; institute; bring
into being. 3. a) to enlist in, or cause to form, a
labor union, b) to enlist the employees of (an industry,
store, etc,) in a labor union. IM. 1. to become organic
or organized. 2. to form or join a labor union
or gan iz er (Cr'gan-iz'eT), n. a person who organizes;
specifically, a labor-union official whose work is en-
listing and orienting members.
organ loft, the gallery, as in a church, for the organ.
or-ga-no- (6r'ga-no), [< Gr. organon, organ], a com-
bining form meaning organ or organic, as in organog-
raphy.
organo gen-e-sis (6r'gs-no-jenVsis), n. [Mod. L.; see
ORGANO- & -GENESIS], in biology, the origin and de-
velopment of organs.
or-ga;HOg*a'phy J^r'go-nog'rs-fi), n. [organo- + -graphy],
a scientific description of plant or animal organs.

or ga nol o gy (dr'ga-nolVji), n. [organo- + -logy], that
branch of science dealing with the form, structure,
development, and functions of animal organs.

or ga non (gr'gsa-non').
n. [pi. ORGANA (-na), ORGANONS

(-nonz )J, [Gr.J, 1. a method, means, or agency for
communicating knowledge. 2. in philosophy, a system
used in investigation.

or ga no-ther a peu tics (6r'ga-no-therVpu'tiks), n.pl.
[construed as sing.], organotherapy.

or ga*no-ther-a py (6r'g9-no-ther'8-pi), n. [organo- +
therapy] t the treatment of disease with extracts of
animal organs, as of the glands of internal secretion.
organ pipe, 1. one of the pipes in a pipe organ. 2.

something resembling this.

or-ga-num (dr'ga-nam), n. [pi. ORGANUMS (-ngmz),
ORGANA (-no)), [L.; Gr. organon. a tool}, 1. an organon.
2. in music, an early type of two-part harmony in
which, the voices are separated by an interval of a
fourth or fifth.

or-gasm (6r'gaz'm), n. [Fr. orgasme; 'Gr. orgasmos <
organ, to swell with moisture, lust; akin to Sans.
urja* violence, vigor, sap], a frenzy; great excitement;
especially, the climax or culmination of a sexual act.

or geat (fcr'zhat; Fr. oVzha'), n. [Fr.; Pr. orjat < ordi,
orge, barley < L. hordeum], a sirup or beverage made
of barley water flavored with almonds or orange
flowers.

or-gi-as'tlc (6r'ji-as'tik), adj. [Gr. or$iastiko$ < or-
giastes < orgiazein, to celebrate orgies; see ORGY],
having to do with or resembling an

or-gy (6r'ji), n. [pi. ORGIES (-jiz)), [earlier chiefly in
pl r ; Fr. orgies; L. orgia, pi.; Gr. orgia, pi.* secret rites,
secret worship; akin to ergon, a work; for IE. base
see WORK], 1. usually in pi. in ancient Greece and
Rome, feasting and wild ^celebration in worship of
certain gods. 2. any wild, riotous merrymaking. 3. an
overindulgence in any activity: as, an orgy of work.

or-i-bi (dra-bi), n. (S.Afr.D. < Nama arab], any of
several species of African pygmy antelopes distin-

guished by a long tuft of hair growing from each knee.
0*4 (ot'i-91, o'n-9l)v n. [M$,; OFr. ortol; ML, oriolum.
porch, gallery], a large window built out from a wall

'

and^ resting on a bracket or a corbel; large bay window.
or-l-ent (6ri~ont, 0'fi-dnt; for n.ako, and for , tuw-
ally* oir'Mnt', c^prentOt n- [MK OFr* < L. oriens;
see 'the' adj.L 1. ffbetic], the east, 2, [O-l, a) the** '

* y *^e **& I^ast;' eastern Asia. Opposed to
3. a) the quality that determines a

r.
1

6) a nearf of iMgh:qjaaEty. adj. RU
irisffifr sw% Pw. of lorir?; to.'ar^se;

, j^fcosie^^
?; precious ; originally of pearls, now 1

more general. 3. [Chiefly Poetic], rising, as the sun.
v~t. [Fr. orienter < the adj.], 1. to cause to turn to
or face the east. 2. a) to set, as a map, in agreement
with the points of the compass; hence, b) figuratively,
to adjust or adapt to a particular situation (often
used reflexively). 3. to show or establish relationship
with others by placing or arranging in a certain manner.
tu. 1. to turn to or face the east. 2." to become
adjusted to a situation.

or-i-en-tal (6r'i-en'tl, o'ri-en'tl), adj. [ME. oriental^},
1. eastern. 2. [0*1, of the Orient, its people, or thefr
culture; Eastern, n. [usually O-], a native of the
Orient or a member of a people native to that region.
Opposed to occidental, Occidental. Abbreviated Or.
Orientalism (6r'i-en't'l-iz'm, o'ri-en'tl-iz'm). n.
[oriental + -ism], [sometimes o-], 1. any trait, quality,
mannerism, etc. usually associated with people of the
East. 2. study of Eastern culture.
O-ri-en-taMst (6r'i-en'tl-ist, o'ri-en't'1-ist), n. [oriental
+ -ist], [sometimes o-], a student of Eastern culture.

O-ri-en-tal-ize (6"r'i-en't'l-Iz', o'ri-en'tl-iz'), v.t. & v.i.

[ORIENTALIZED (-IzdO, ORIENTALIZING], [sometimes o-],
to make or become Oriental in character.
Oriental rug, any of various kinds of handmade rugs
made in the Orient: also Oriental carpet.

o-ri en-tate (6r'i-en-tat' f o'ri-en'tat), v.t. [ORIENTATED
(-id), ORIENTATING], [orient + -ate, after Fr. orienter],
to orient. v.L 1. to face east, or in any specified
direction. 2. to adjust to a situation.

o-ri en-ta-tion (Sr'i-en-ta'shsn, o'ri-en-ta'shen), n. 1.
an orienting or being oriented. 2. a) position with
relation to the points of the compass, b) the planning
of church architecture so that the altar is in the east
end.

1
3. familiarization with and adaptation to a

situation or environment; specifically, in psychology,
interpretation of the environment as to time, space,
objects, and persons. 4. in zoology, the homing faculty
or instinct of certain animals.

O-rien-te (6*-ryen'te), n. a province of eastern Cuba:
area, 14,211 sq. mi.; pop., 1,143,000: capital, Santiago
de Cuba: former name, Santiago de Cuba.

or-i-ficc (6r'a-fis, or's-fis), n. [Fr.; LL. orificium < L.
ost oris, a mouth + facere, to make], an opening;
mouth or outlet of a tube, cavity, etc.; vent.
oriflamme (Qr's-flam

7
, or'a-flam7

), n. [Fr.; OFr. or-

ieflambe < L. aurea flamma < aurum, gold + fiamma,
a flame], 1. the ancient royal standard of France, a
red silk banner split at one end to form flame-shaped
streamers, used as the early French kings military
ensign. 2. any battle standard.

orig. t 1. origin. 2. original. 3. originally.
or i gan (dr'i-gsn, or'i-gan), n. [ME. origanefL&te OFr.;
L, origanum,- Gr. origanon, lit., mountain brightness],
marjoram; especially, wild marjoram.
Or i gen (6r'i-jan, or'g-jen'), n. (Origenes Adamantms),
Chnstian theologian, teacher, and writer, bom in
Alexandria; lived 185?-254? A.D.

OT-i-gin (6r'8-jin, or's-jin), n. [Fr. origine; L* origo,
originis < ornri, to rise], 1. a coming into existence
or use; beginning. 2. parentage; birth; Hneage. 3.
that in which something has its beginning; source;
root; cause. 4. in anatomy, the less movable of the
two points of attachment of a muscle, usually the
end attached tp tjte more rigid part of the skeleton:
opposed to mrc^o^ Abbreviated orig.
SYN.-~-origin mapptt^d to that frpm which a person or thing
has its very begmmnpf Jtahe origin of a word) ; source is applied
to the point or place from which, something arises, comes, or
develops (the sun is our source of energy) ; beginning is the
basic general term for a starting point or place (the begin-
ning of a quarrel) ; inception is specifically applied to the be-
ginning of an undertaking, organization, etc. (smith headed the
business from its inception) ;

root suggests an origin so deep and
basic as to be the ultimate cause from which something stems
(to go to the root of the matter) .

o-rig inal (a-rij'g-nl), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. originalis <
origo; see ORIGIN}, 1. having to do with an origin;
initial; first; earhest. 2. never having occurred or
existed before^ not copied; fresh; new; novel. 3.

capable of or gjiven to inventing or creating something
new, or thinking or acting in an independent, indi-
vidual, fresh way. 4. coming from someone as the
originator, maker, author, etc. 5. being that or those
from which reproductions, copies, etc. have been made.
n. [Fr. < the adj.], 1. a pristine form or primary
type that has given rise to varieties. 2. an original
work, as of art or Eterature, in contradistinction to
any reproduction, copy, etc. 3. the person or thing
represented in a painting or the like. 4. a person of
original mind, character, or behavior. 5. an eccentric
person* 6. [Archaic], an originator. Abbreviated orlg.
SYN.. see new.

o rig-inaM-ty fc-rijWai'o-ti), n. [Fr. origfnaKtfl,
the quality or condition of being original. 2.
ORIGINALITIES (-tij&)], anything onginaL

1.

she; thin.
r. b&l? .**.



originally 1034 orpkan

pray
O-ris

o-rig*i-na!4y (s-rij's-n'l-i), adv. 1. with reference to

origin, or beginning. 2. at or from the beginning;
initially. 3. in the first place; chiefly. 4. in an original,

independent, or novel manner. Abbreviated orig.

original sin, a tendency to sin and depravity which,
in Christian theology, is held to be inherent in man-
kind as a direct result of Adam's sin of rebellion and
which, in Roman Catholicism, is held to have resulted
in the loss of sanctifying grace.

o-rig-i-nate (s-rijVnat'), v.t. [ORIGINATED (-id), ORIG-

INATING], [origin + -ate], to bring into being; especially,
to create (something original) ; invent. v.z. to come
into being; begin; start. SYN. see rise.

o-rijH-na-tion (9-rrjVna'sh9n), n. [LL. originatio], 1.

an originating or being originated. 2. origin.

o-rig-i-na-tive (s-rij's-na'tiv) , adj. able to originate;
inventive; creative,

o-ng-i-na-tor (9-rij's-na'ter) , n. a person or thing that

originates something.
o-ri-na-sal (6r'i-na'zl, o'ri-naVl), adj. [< L. os, oris,

a mouth; + nasal], in phonetics, pronounced with the
nasal passage open to the breath, n. an orinasal

sound, as a French nasalized vowel
O-ri-no-co (6r'a-no'ko, o'ri-no'ko), n. a river in Vene-
zuela, flowing into the Atlantic: length, 1,600 mi.

o*ri-ole (6r'i-ol', o'ri-ol'), n. [OPr. oriol; ML. oriolus;
L. aureolus, dim. of aureus, golden < aurum, gold],
1. any of a group of chiefly yellow and black birds,

including the golden oriole, found from Europe to

Australia. 2. any of a group of American birds,

including the Baltimore oriole, related to the starlings
and characterized by bright-orange (or yellow) and
black plumage and hanging nests. _
Ori-on (S-rl'sn), n. [ME.; L.; Gr. Orion, mythological
hunter, handsomest of 'his race], 1. in Greek 6* Roman
mythology, a hunter whom Diana loved but accidentally
killed: he was placed in the heavens by her as a con-
stellation. 2. in astronomy, an equatorial constella-

tion near Taurus, containing the first-magnitude
stars Rigel and Betelgeuse: see constellation, chart.

Oris-ka-ny (o-rris'ka-ni), n. a village in central New
York, on the Mohawk River: site of a battle (1777)
of the Revolutionary "War.
orison (6r'i-z*ji, or'i-z'n), n, [ME. oreisun; OFr.
oreison; L. oratio < orare, to pray], usually in pi, a
>rayer.
ris sa {o-ris'a), ft. a state of eastern India, on the

Bay of Bengal: area, 59,869 sq, mi.; pop., 13,765,000
(est. 1950) ; capital, Bhubaneshwar.

Ori-za-ba (6're-sa/ba), n. La volcanic mountain in
southeastern Mexico: height, 18,701 ft.: also called

Citlaltepetl. 2. a city near this mountain: pop., 48,000.
Ork-ney Islands (Srk'ni), a group of islands north of

Scotland, forming Orkney
County of Scotland: area,
376 sq. mi.; pop., 22,000;
county seat, Kirkwall.
Or Ian-do (6r-lan'do), [It.],

a masculine name: see
Roland. n. a city in
central Florida: pop.,
52,000.

r

Or-lan-do, Vit*tq-rio
E-manue le (vet-td'ryS
e'ma-nwe'le oY-l^n'd 6* ;

Eng. dr-lan'do), I860-
1952; Italian statesman
and jurist ;premier of Italy
(1917-1919).

orle (6rl), n. [Fr.; OFr.
ourle,

f
urle, dim. < L. ora, margin, border], in heraldry,

the inner border on an escutcheon, following the
outline of the edge of the shield.

Or-16-a-nais (dr'la'a'ne'), n. a former province of
north central France.

Or-le-an-ist (6r'li-9n-ist), n. a supporter of the house of
Orleans' claim to the French throne through the Duke
of Orleans, a younger brother of Louis XIV.

Or-16-ans Ofo'la'an'; Eng. 6r1i-9nz), n. a city in
north central France, on the Loire River: pop., 70,000
(1946) : site of a battle (1429) of the Hundred Years'
War, in which Joan of Arc saved the city, besieged
by the English, and secured French independence.
Qrlfans, Louis Philippe Joseph d^ (Iwe' fe'lep'
zhft'zef da), Due d'Or!6ans, 1747-1793: French political
leader.

or-Ion (dr'lon), n. a synthetic acrylic fiber somewHat
similar to nylon, or a fabric made from this fiber: a
trade-mark (Orion),

or-lop (6r1op), n. [D, overloop < over, over + loopen,
to run: so called because it covers the hold), the lowest
deck of a ship, especially of a warship;
Or mazd (6r'mazd), n. [Per. Ormazd; OPer. Awrama*da;
Zend Ahuro-Mazdao, wise lord], the supreme deity
and creator of the world, in the Zoroastrian, or ancient
Persian, religion: also spelled Qrmuzd; cf. Ahriman.

or-mer (or'mir), n . [Fr. dial. (Channel Islands)
ormier: altered < oreUte de mer, ear of the sea:
from the shape], an abalone shell; ear shell.

ORKNEY ISLANDS

or-mo-lu (6r'm94oo') n. [Fr. or moulu; or, gold +
moulu

{
pp. of moudre < L. molere, to grind], 1. an

imitation gold consisting of an alloy of copper and
tin, used in making ornaments, moldings, inexpensive
jewelry, etc. 2. imitation gold leaf.

Or-muz, Strait of (6r'rnuz), the Strait of Hormuz,
connecting the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman.
or-na-ment (dr'ns-msnt; for 13., 6r'ns-mentO, n. [ME.
ournement; OFr. ornement; L. ornamentum < ornare,
to adorn], 1. anything serving to adorn; decoration;
embellishment; hence, 2. a person whose character or
talent adds luster to his surroundings, society, etc.

3. an adorning or being adorned; ornamentation. 4.

mere external display. 5. in ecclesiastical usage, an
adjunct, accessory, or article of equipment. 6. in

music, a tone or tones used to embellish a principal
melodic tone. v.t. to decorate; beautify; furnish with
ornaments or be an ornament to. SYN. see adorn.

or-na-men-tal (6r'n9-men't'l), adj. serving as an or-

nament; decorative, n. something ornamental; specifi-

cally, a plant or shrub grown for its decorative effect.

or-na-men-ta-tion (6r'na-men-ta
/
sh9n) , n. 1. an or-

namented condition or appearance. 2. an ornamenting
or being ornamented. 3. ornaments collectively;
decoration.

or-nate (6r-naf), adj. [ME.; L. ornatus, pp. of ornare,
to adorn], 1. heavily ornamented: overadorned. 2.

flowery; showy; unnatural: said of literary style.

or-ner-y (6r'neY-i), adj*. [altered < ordinary], [Chiefly
Dial.], 1. having an ugly or mean disposition. 2. ob-
stinate. 3. base; low. 4. ordinary.

or-ms (6r'nis), n. [Gr. ornis], all the birds of a certain

region; avifauna.

ornith., 1. ornithological. 2. ornithology.
or-nith-ic (6r-nith'ik). adj". [Gr, ornithikos < ornis,

ornithos, bird], of or characteristic of birds.

or-ni-thin (or'na-thin) , n. ornithine.
or-ni-thine (6r'n9-then', 6r'n9-thin), n. [< Gr. ornis,

ornithos, bird; + -ine] t an amino acid, CsHuOiN*,
found in the urine and excrement of birds.

or-ni-tho- (6r
/ni-tho, 6r'ni-thg), [< Gr. ornis, ornithos,

bird], a combining form meaning a bird or birds, as
in ornithology: also, before a vowel, ornith-.

or'ni'thoid (or'n9-thoid') , adj". [ornith- 4- -otd], like a
bird in appearance or structure.

or-ni-tho-log'i-cal (&r'ni~th9-loj'i-k'l), adj". having to
do with ornithology: abbreviated ornith., ornithol.

or-ni-thol'O-gy (6rni-thol'g-ji) , n. [Mod. L. ornithol-

ogia < Gr. ornithologos; see ORNITHO- & -LOGY], the
branch of zoology dealing with birds: abbreviated
ornith., ornithol.

or-ni-tho-pod (6r'ni-th9-pod', 6r-ni'th9-pod')t adj". [or-
nitho- -h -pod], of a group of dinosaurs that walked
upright on digitigrade hind feet. n. such a dinosaur.

or-ni-thop-ter (or'ni-thop'tSr), n. an orthopter.
or-ni'thO'rhyn-chus (6r'nl-tho-rir/k9s), n. [< ornitho-

+ Gr. rhpnchos, bill, snout], a duckbill, or platypus.
o*ro- (8r'o, pr'9), [< Gr. oros, mountain], a combining
form meaning mountain, as in orography.

or-O'ban-cha-ceous (drVbarj-ka'shas), adj". [< Mod.
L. Orobanchaceae, name of the family (< L. orobanche,

broornrape); -f- ~ous], of the broomrape family of

leafless parasitic plants.
or-o-gen-e-sis (Sr'a-jen'Q-sis), n. orogeny.
o-rog-e-ny (S-roj'g-ni), n. [oro~ -f -geny], the formation
of mountains, especially through a disturbance in the
earth's crust. i

or'O-graph-ic (dr'o-graf'ik), adj. of ^orography.
:al (6r9-graf'ik'i), adj". orographic.vji-v^i.apJui*jifvwA \VJA vt-gio,*.- A". 4-/t uuy. vi ugi o>pui^.

o-rog-ra*phy (6-rog'rQ-fl)^ n. [o^o- + -graphy], the
branch of physical geography dealing with mountains.

o-ro-ide (S'ro-id', o'rS4d), n. [Fr. or (L. aurum), gold
+ Gr. e^dos, a form], an alloy, mainly of copper, tin,
and zinc, resembling gold, used in inexpensive jewelry.
orolog i-cal (6r

A

9-loj'i-k'l), adj. of orology.

O'tol-o-gy (6-rol'9-ji) , n. [oro- + -logy], the study of

mountains.
o-rom-et-ec (6-rom'9-tr) , n. [oro- -f- -meter], a barometric
instrument indicating distances above sea level, for

measuring the altitudes of mountains,
or-O'met-ric (orVmet'rik), adj*. 1. of or for the
measurement of the altitudes of mountains, 2. of an
orometer.
O-ron-tes (p-ron'tez) t n. a river in northwestern
Syria, flowing from the Lebanon Valley intb the
Mediterranean: length, c. 250 rmi.

O-ro'Si-us, Pan-Ilia (pdlas 8"ro'zhi-9%) f fl. 5th century
A.D.; Spanish theologian a&4 historian.

O'rO'tund (6r'9-"biind o^ro-tundO *"dj*. f<C L. ore

rotundfy, lit., with a round mo'uth < os, orw?, a mputh
+ rotwMkts, round, snuooMiJ, 1, full; mellow; resonant;
clear; Strong: said of the voice. 2. showy; bombastic;~ ~

npotis: said of a style of speaking or wt?~ ~

1883-1949; Mexican paiwter,

Or-pen.. Sir WitMain Newn-liapa Howtaftod (jw'^-r
'
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), n. ELL. rfifegMM/'
child whose father and mother are



orphanage I03S
applied to a child who has lost only one parent by
death, adj. 1. being an orphan. 2. of or for orphans:
as, an orphan home. v.t. to cause to become an orphan;
bereave of parents or a parent.
orphan-age (6r'fon-ij), n. jsee -AGE], 1. the condition
ofbeing an orphan. 2. an institution for orphans. 3.

orphans collectively.
or-jphan-hood (6r'fan-hoodO, n. [see -HOOD], the state
of being an orphan.
Or-phe-an (6r-fe'an), adj. of or like Orpheus or his
music; melodious; charming; bewitching.
Or-pheus (dr'fi-Qs, or'fus), n. [L.; Gr. Orpheus], in
Greek mythology, a musician whose magic ability on
the lyre affected beasts and even rocks and trees:
when his wife Eurydice died, he obtained her release
from the underworld on the condition that he would
not look at her until they had reached the upper
world, but he failed of his purpose at the last moment:
the subject of operas by Monteverde, Gluck, etc.

Or-phic (6r'fik), adj. [L. Orphicus; Gr. Orphikos],
1. of or characteristic of Orpheus or the mystic doc-
trines and rites in worship of Dionysus ascribed to
him. 2. like the music attributed to Orpheus; en-
trancing, 3. [also o-], mystic; occult; oracular.
Or phism (Or'fiz'm), n. the rites and religion ascribed
to Orpheus as founder.

or-phrey (6r'fri), n. [ME. orferey, falsely assumed as
sing, ot OFr. orfreis < L. aurum., gold $* Phrygius,
Phrygian], a richly embroidered decorative band on
the front of some ecclesiastical robes.

or-pi-ment (dx'pi-mant), n. [ME. orpemente; OFr.; L.

auripigmentum, pigment of gold], native arsenic tri-

sulfide, AssSi, having a lemon-yellow color and a
resinous luster: it is used as a pigment.

or-pine, or*pin (6r'pin), n. [Fr. orpin; shortened <
orpiment (see ORPIMENT; : orig. used of a yellow-flowered

plant], any of a number of related plants with fleshy
leaves and stems, and white or purple flowers.

Orping-ton (6r'pig-tan), n. [after Orpington, village
in Kent, England], any of a breed of heavy, full-

bodied chickens having black, white, buff, or blue

plumage, single combs, and featherless legs.
or-ra (Sr'Q^ adj. [Scot, dial.; prob. < Gael.], [Scot.],
odd (occasional, extra).

or-rer-y (or'e'r-i, or'gr-i), n. \pl. ORRERIES (-iz)], [so
called after Charles Boyle, Earl of Orrery, for whom
one was^ made], a mechanical apparatus which illus-

trates with bans of various sizes the relative motions
and positions of the bodies in the solar system: also
called planetarium.

or*ris, or*rice (6r'is, or'is), n. [prob. altered < MIt.
ireos < L. iris, iris], a plant of the iris family, having
fragrant roots used in perfumes and medicines.

or-rls-root (6r'is-root', or'is-root') , n. the rootstock of

the orris: used, when pulverized, in perfumery or as a
powder to whiten the hair in stage make-up.
Or-son (SrVn), [< Fr. ourson, dim. of ours, a bear

( < L. ursus) ; Eng. sp. after It. orso, a bear], a masculine
name.

ort (6rt), n. [prob. < Early Mod. D. oor-aete, remains
of food, lit., out-eat], usually in pL [Dial, or Obs,], a
scrap or fragment of food left from a meal.

Orte-gal, Cape (dr'te^gSlOf a headland, in north-
western Spain.

Or-te-ga y Gas-set, Jo-Be" (h6*-se' 6"r-te'ga S gSs'set),
1883-1955; Spanish author ?and philosopher.

Or-thi-con (6r'thi-konO, n. [orth(o)~ + Iconoscope], an
improved television pickup

' * "

Iconoscope: a trade-mark.
or.tho-, (br'tho, 6r'thQ), [<
combining form meaning: 1. ..... , ^
as in orwodontia, orthognathous. 2. right angle, as in

orthorhombic, 3. proper, correct, standard, as in or-

thography. 4, in chemistry, a)
that acid (of a group

containing the same nonmetalltc element) which has the

largest number of 0f groups per atom of the nonmetal,
as in orthpphosptypric. b) Characterized by substitutions

in the 1* 2 position in fhe Benzene ring. Abbreviated
o- (no period), 5. in medicine, correction of deformities*
as in orthopedics. Also, before a vowel, orth-.

or-tho-ce-phal-ic (6~r'tb^-s9-fal'ilc) ( xwjg. [ortho- +
-cephalic], 1. Havjtpr a skull wfe^ h&rht is 70 to
75 per cent of its length 2, -oavMg a skull midway
t. _j_a *. _ . _*. Jl ...^'tLTlraiT t^_ jti jt _*i~iT- _1 lu'u T. .' - a,crt

orthopedics

developed from 'the

, . orthos, straight], a
1. straight, regular, upright,

or-tho-clas-tic (dr'tha-klas'tik), adj. [< ortho- + Gr.
klastos, broken < klan, to break; + -ic], having cleav-
ages at right angles, as orthoclase.

or-tho-cy-mene (er'ths-si'men), n. one of the three
isomeric forms of cymene.
or-tho-don-tl a (ftr'tha-don'shs, 6r'th0-don'sM-9) t n.

[Mod. L.; see ORTH-, ^ODONT & -IA], the branch of

dentistry concerned with correcting and preventing
' 1Cities of the teeth so as to bring about proper

or-tho-don-tic (ftr'tha-don'tik), adj. of or lor ortho-
dontia.

or-thp don tist (Sr'thg-don'tist), n. a dentist specializ-
ing in orthodontia.
or-tho-dox (oT'tha-doks'), adj. [< Fr. or LL.; Fr.

orthodoxe; LL. orthodoxus; Gr. orthodoxos < orthos,
correct -f- doxa, opinion < dokein, to think], I. con-
forming to the^usual beliefs or established doctrines,
especially in^ religion; proper, correct, or conventional:
as, orthodox ideas: opposed to heterodox. 2. confornaing
to the Christian faith as formulated in the early
ecumenical creeds and confessions. 3. [O-L desig-
nating or of any of the churches comprised in the
Orthodox Eastern Church.
Orthodox Eastern Church, the dominant Christian
church in eastern Europe, western Asia, and northern
Africa: originally it consisted of the four patriarchates
of the Eastern Roman Empire that broke with the
Roman See in 1054; now it includes the churches that
recognize the primacy of the patriarchs of Constanti-
nople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, as well
as the autonomous churches of the Soviet Union,
Greece, Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, etc., all of
which agree in matters of dogma, ritual, and liturgy,
and deny the supreme authority of the Pope: also
called Eastern Church, Orthodox Church, and less

properly, Greek (Orthodox) Church.
or-tno-dox-y (dr'tho-dok'si), n. \pl. ORTHODOXIES
(-siz)}, [Gr. orthodoxia], quality, practice, or instance
of being orthodox; orthodox belief, character, etc.

or-tho-ep-ic (6r'tho-ep'ik), adj. of orthoepy.
or-tho-6-pist (6r-tho'i-pist, 6r'tho-i-pist), n. a student
of or expert in orthoepy.

or-tho-e-py (6r-tho'i-pi, 6r'tho-i-pi), n. [Gr. orthoe-peia
< orthos, right -f- epos, a word], 1. the branch of

grammar dealing with pronunciation; phonology. 2.

the customary pronunciation of educated people;
standard pronunciation.
or-thog-a-mous (6r-thog'9-mas), adj. of or reproducing
by ortnogamy.
or-thog-a-my; (dr'thog'a-mi), n. [ortho- + "gamy],
self-fertilization, as in some plants or animals.

or-tho-gen-e-sis (Sr'ths-jen'a-sis), n. [Mod. L.; see
ORTHO- & -GENESIS], 1. in biology, progressive evolution
in a certain direction, seen in successive generations
and leading toward a definitely new form; determinate
evolution. 2. in sociology, the theory that: every
culture or society follows the same fixed course of

evolution, uninfluenced by differing environmental
factors.

or-tho-ge-net-ic (6r'tho-jVnet'ik) , adj. of or by or-

thogenesis.
or-thog*nath-ic (dr'thog-nath'ik), adj* orthognathous,
or-thog-na-thism (6r-thog'n8-thiz'm), n. the condition
of being orthognathous.

or thog-na-thous (Sr-thog'nQ-thas), adj. [ortho- +
-gnathbus], 1. having the jaws straight or in Ij&e,
with the lower jaw neither projecting nor receduig.
2. designating a skull with the forehead and lower
jaw in line.

or thog-q nal (8r-thog'9-n'l), adj. [< Fr. brthogone (LLt

orthogonium, neut. of orthogonius < Gr., orthog/5nios,
rectangular < orthos, right + gonia, an angle) ; -j- -aQ,
having to <Io with rigKt angles; rectangular.
or-thog*ra*pher (Sr-tnog'i^fer), ru a person
in orthography; exoert .speller.

or-tho-graph-ic (QrthQ^graf'ijc) , adj. ^ of

raphy. %. characterizeaT t>y correct speflin

geof^etry, of right angles and iperpendicular
fl

or-tho-graph-i-cal (ortna-igraf^kl), yd/. icatfL^-^-^^
orthographic projection, in geometry & architecture,
a projection in which the projeptiog un^es? are p

- -

dicular to ^the plane of projection,
or-thog-ra-phy (fir-thog'ra^fi), h. \$L o

' * -N '

[OFr. ortographu ; L. orthograph
m .,.

_.rj; ,
se^ o^txpcOf , A

-flistAiPHYJ,!
'

.It eor^ecf; i

2. any^tyle 05 w4^^'tepei|ng,
<
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or tho-pe-dist, pr-tho-pae-dist (6r'tha-pe'dist), n. an
expert or specialist in orthopedics.

or-tho-pe-dy (6r'tha-pe'di), n. [Fr. orthopedie; see OR-

THOPEDIC], orthopedics.
or-tho-phos-phor-ic acid (6r'tho-fos-f6r'ik, 6r'tho-

fos~for*ik), [ortho- + phosphoric], a clear, colorless,

simpy Kquia or a colorless crystalline acid, HaPO*.

produced from phosphorus or phosphate rock and
used in the manufacture of fertilizers, textiles, etc.

or-tho-psy-chi-a-try (6r'tho-si-ki'a-tri), n. [ortho- +
psychiatry], the study and treatment of disorders of

behavior and personality, with emphasis on prevention.

or-thop-ter (dr-thop'tSr) , n. [Fr. orthoptere < Gr.

orthos, straight + pteron, a wing], a type of aircraft

designed to be propelled by wing flapping, never

proved practical: also ornithopter.

or-thop-ter-an (6r-thop'teV-3n), adj. orthopterous. n.

an orthopteron.
or-thop-ter-on (6r-thop'ter~on'), n. [pi. ORTHOPTERA
(-9)], IMod. L. < ortho- + Gr.. pteron, feather, wing],

any of an order of insects, including cockroaches,

crickets, grasshoppers, etc., having biting mouth parts
and narrow, hard forewings that cover longitudinally
folded, membranous hind wings.
or-thop*ter'OUS (6r-thop'ter-as), adj. of an orthopteron
or the orthoptera.

or-thop-tic (6r-thop'tik), adj. [orth- + optic], correcting
any oxviations of the visual axis of the eye.

orthoptic exercises, the exercising of weakened eye
muscles by the use of prisms to strengthen them and
overcome any deviation.

or-tlio-rhom-bic (6r'tha-rom'bik) , adj. [ortho- -f- rhom-
bic], with the three axes unequal and at right angles
to one another: said of a type of crystallization.

or-tho*8cope (8r'tha-skop'). n. [ortho- -f -scope], an
instrument containing a layer 9f water which is held
in contact with the eye, allowing an examination of

the ulterior of the eye without the distortion due to

corneal refraction.
or-tho acop-ic (oVtha-skop'ik), adj. [< ortho- + Gr.

skopein, to view; -f -ic], giving a true flat image with-
out distortion,

or-thos tl chous (6r-thos'ti-kas), adj. characterized by
or arranged, in orthostichies.

or thostichy (6r-thos'ti-ki) n. [pi. ORTHOSTICHIES
(~kfe)J, [< ortho- + Gr. stichos, a row; + -y], a vertical

arrangement of leaves or flowers on a stem.

or-t%o-trop*ic (dr'tha-trop'ik), adj. in botany, desig-
nating, ofi or showing vertical growth.
or thot-ro plsm (dr-thot'ra-piz'm), n. [ortho- 4- -tro-

pism], in botany, growth, or a tendency to grow, in a
vertical direction or position.

or-thot-ro-txms (6r-thot'ro-p9s) , adj [ortho- 4- -tro-

pous], m,botany, growing straight: said of a nucellus.
Ort-ler Range (Srtler), a range of the Eastern Alps,
in northern Italy: highest peak (Ortler), 12,800 ft.

or-to-Ian ^r'ta-lsn), n. [Fr.; Pr It. ortolana, gardener,
ortolan; L. hortulanus, dim. of hortus, a garden: so
named from its frequenting gardens], 1. an Old
World bunting, prized as a table delicacy. 2. the
bobolink. _3. the sora.
O-ro-ro fft-roo'rd), n. a city in western Bolivia: pop.,
60,000 (est. 1946) : a former capital,

Or-ville (6r'vil), [Fr. < identical place name], a mas-
culine name.

-o-ry (6Vi;/or 2, also* er-i), 1. [ME. -orie; OFr. -oire;
L. -orius, -oria, -orium], an adjective-forming suffix

meaning of, having the nature of, as in hortatory, com-
tpendatory. 2. [ME. -orie; OFr. -oire, -orie; L. -orium],
a noun-forming suffix meaning a place or thing for,
as in refectory, directpry,

oryx (forties, o'riks, or'iks), n. [pi. ORYXES (-iz),

ORYX; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME. orix ; ML.; L., gazelle;
Gr. oryx < oryssein, to dig: so called from its pointed
horns], any or a group ofJorge African antelopes with
long, straight horns projecting backward; gemsbok.

Jos (os), n. \pl. OSSA_ (osfsjL [L.J, a bone.

os (6s),' n. [pi. OSAR (o'skr)], *[Sw. as, n
a gravel mound or ridge formed by a j

Os, in chemistry, osmium.
0/S, o/s, Old Style.
OS., O.S., Old Saxon.
O.S,, 1, Old School. 2. Old Series. 3. Old Style.
4. ordinary seaman.

o.s., out of stock,
O sage (o-saj', 6'saj), n. [Am. Ind. (Osage) Wazhazhe,
war people],^ 1. a member of a tribe of Siouan Indians
who migrated from the Ohio River Valley to the
Osage River in Missouri. 2. their Siouan language,
closely allied to Omaha. 3. a river in Kansas and
Missouri, flowing into the Missouri: length, 500 rni.

O-sage orange (p'saj'), 1. a spiny tree with orange-
colored wood, used for hedges, etc. 2;. itty igreenish-
yeHow, orangelike, inedible fruit. '- i

;

O saka (d'sa-ka; Eng. o-sa'ko), n. a city cm the south-
ern coast of Honshu, Japan: pop., 1,559,000 (est. 1947).

Os-born, Henry Fafc-field (far'feld oz'bera), htfa
1935; American paleontologist.

PL a^ar],

; esker.

Os borne, Thomas Mott (mot oz'bern), 1859-1926;
American prison reformer.
Os can (os'kan), n. [L. Oscus, pi. Osci; 4- -an], 1. a
member of an ancient people who lived in Campania,
Italy. 2. the Italic language of the Oscans. adj. of

the Oscans or their language.
Os car (os'ker), [AS. Osgar < os, a god + gar, a spear],
a masculine name. n. [Slang}, any of the statuettes

awarded annually in the United States for outstanding
contributions to the motion-picture industry.
Osce o la (os'i-ola), n. American Indian chief, leader

of the Seminoles; lived 1804?-1838.
os-cil-late (os's-laf), v.i. [OSCILLATED (-id), OSCILLAT-

ING], [< L. oscillatus, pp. of oscillare, to swing <
oscillum, a swing, lit. a little face or mask hung to

a tree and swaying with the wind, dim. of 05, a mouth,
face], 1. to swing to and fro. 2. to be indecisive in

purpose or opinion; vacillate, 3. in physics, to vary
between maximum and minimum values, as an electric

current, v.t. to cause to oscillate. SYN. see swing.
oscillation (osVla'shpn) , n. [L. oscillatio], .

1. an

oscillating. 2. fluctuation; instability; variation. 3.

in electricity, variation between maximum and minimum
values, as of current or voltage. 4. in physics, a single

swing of an oscillating object between the two ex-

tremes of its arc.

os-cil-la-tor (os'a-la'teY), n. 1. a person or thing that

oscillates. 2. in electricity, an apparatus producing
oscillations, as a radio-frequency generator.

os-cilla-to-ry (os'a-b-tSr'i, os'3-l9-to
7
ri), adj. oscillating.

os-cillo-graph (s-sil'Q-graf, os'i-b-grafO, n. [< L. os-

cillare, to swing; + -graph], an instrument which

registers oscillations of an electric current and photo-

graphically records the variation.

o-scil lo-scope (a-sil'a-skop')* n. [< L. oscillare, to

swing (cf. OSCILLATE) ; + -sco$e], a type of oscillograph
that visually records an electrical wave on a fluorescent

screen, as of a cathode ray tube.
os cine (os'in, osln), adj. [< Mod. L. Oscmes, name
of the group < L. oscen, oscinis, singing bird], desig-

nating a special group of perching birds, as the finches,

shrikes, larks, buntings, etc., with highly developed
vocal organs a^id certain other structures in common:
some do not sing. n. a bird of this group.

os-ci-tan-cy (os'i-ton-si) , n. [< L. osdtans, ppr. of

oscitare, to yawn; os, a mouth + citare, to move],
drowsiness; apathy; stupor; dullness.

Osco-U;m-l>ii*an (os'ko-um'bri-an), adj. designating
or of the group of Italic languages comprising Oscan
and Umbnan.
osculant (os'kyoo-bnt) , adj. [L. osculans, ppr, of

osculari; see OSCULATE], 1. kissing; hence, 2. touching;
connecting. 3. in biology, intermediate; linking;
shared: said of a characteristic common to two or

more groups.
os cu-lar (os'kyoo-lSr), adj. [L, osculum (see OSCULATE) :

4- -ar], 1. of the mouth or kissing. 2. in biology, of

an osculum.
os cu late (os'kyoo-latO, v.t. A v.i, [OSCULATED C

:
id

OSCULATING]* [L. osculari, to kiss < osculum, litt

mouth, kiss, dim. of os, a mouth), 1. to kiss.
1
2. to

touch closely. 3. in biology, to have (characteristics)
in common. 4. in mathematics, to .*touch, as two
curves, at three or more points.

os cula-tion (os'kyoo-la'shan), n. [L. osculatio], 1. a

kissing or being kissed. 2. a kiss. 3. a close contact.
4. in mathematics, a contact between osculating curves,
etc.

os-cU'la-tO'iy (os'kyoo-Ia-t&r'u os'kyoo-te-to'ri), adj.

osculating.
osculum (os'kyoo-tem), n. [pi. OSCULA (-la)], [!(.,

dim. of 05, a mouth], 1. any of the openings for out-
flowing currents of water in sponges, 2, any of the
suckers on the head of a tapeworm.
-ose (6s), [Fr. < glucose; see GLUCOSE), a suffix meaning:
1. a carbohydrate, as in cellulose, sucrose. 2, the product

votein hydrolysis, as in proteo$e.^ rT
*r.

; L. -osus], a suffix meanikig full of, having
s of, tike, as in bellicose, morose.

, Old Serbian.
, Order of Saint Francis.

Oshkosh (oslj/kosh), n. a city in eastern Wisconsin,
on Lake Winnebago: pop., 41,000.

o*6ier (o'zher), n. [ME. osiere; OFr.; ML. au$aria,
bed of willows], any of a number of related willows
whose wood is used for baskets aiid furniture. .

Osiris (S-s!
f
r^s), n. (L.; Gh Osiris < Egypt, 4$~qr

or Us-dr],
4
the ancient Egypxian goct of m,e fewer

world and judge of tfce dead, Imsband and bf^thec of
Isis.

'
' f

' '

-o-sls
(JS'sis) , [L. ; Gr. -o$is]t a suffix meaning: I. state,

condition, action, as in osmosis. 2* an abnormal or

diseased condition, as in M -- - f

-08-1-ty (osVtD
'*-'"

cf. -qsE, -rnplf
a

to adjectives
OSaav., Old

'

* -

Sir

and writer.
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Oslo (oslo, ozlo; Norw. oosloo), n. the capital of
Norwav, on Oslo Fjord: pop., 289,000 (est. 1946):
formerly called Christiania*
Oslo Fjord, an arm of the Skagerrak: length, 80 mi.Os-man (oz'man, os'man; Turk, os-man'), n. founder
of the Ottoman empire; Kved 1259-1326: called the
Conqueror: Arabic name, Othman.
Os-man-li (oz-man'li, os-man'H), n. [Turk. < Osman;
Ar. Uthman. Osman (Eng. Ottoman)], 1. [pi. Os-
MANLIS (-liz)j, an Ottoman Turk. 2. the language
of the Ottoman Turks, adj. Ottoman.

os mic (oz'mik, os'mik), adj. designating or of chemical
compounds m which osmium has a higher valence
than in the corresponding osmious compounds.
osmi-ous (oz'mi-as, os'mi-ss), adj. designating or of
chemical compounds in which osmium has a lower
valence than in the corresponding osmic compounds.
os-mir-i-di-um (oz'ms-rid'i-om, os'mQ-rid'i-am), n.
[osmium j- iridium], a very hard native alloy of iridium
and osmium with a small amount of various other
metals of the platinum group, used especially in pen
points: also called iridosmine, iridosmium.osmium (oz'mi-sm, os'mi-gm), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
osme,

^
odor: so called from the odor of one of its oxides],

a bluish-white, amorphous, metallic chemical element
of the platinum group: it occurs in the form of an
alloy with platinum and iridium: symbol, Os; at. wt
190.2; at. no., 76.

os mose
(pz'mos, os'mos), v.i. [OSMOSED (-most), os-

MOSING], [< osmosis], to undergo osmosis.
os-mo-sis (oz-mo'sis, os-mo'sis), n. [Mod. L.; ult. <
Gr. osmos, impulse < dthein, to gush], 1. the tendency
of a fluid to pass through a semipermeable membrane,
as the wall ofa living cell, into a solution of higher con-
centration, so as to equalize concentrations on both
sides of the membrane. 2. the diffusion of fluids
through a membrane or porous partition.

os-mot-ic (oz-mot'ik, os-mot'ik), adj. of osmosis.
os-mot-i-caMy (oz-mot'i-k'1-i, os-mot'ik-li), adv. by
or according to osmosis.
os-mund (os'mand, oz'mand), n. [ME. osmunde; via
Anglo-Fr. < ML. osmunda], any of a number of
related flowering ferns.
Os-na-brGck (Ss'na-bruk'; Eng. oz'ns-brook') , n. a city
in Hanover, Germany: pop., 94,000.
osnaburg (oz'na-burg'), n. [after Osnaburg (Osna-
briick), Germany], a type of coarse, heavy cloth,
originally of linen and now of cotton, used in making
sacks, work clothes, etc.

OSp., Old Spanish.
os-prey (os'pri), n. [pi. OSPREYS (-priz)], [Late ME.
ospray < L. osifraga, osprey, lit., the bone-breaker <
os, a bone + frangere, to break: the name was ap-
parently first applied to another bird of prey], a
large bird of prey of the hawk family, which feeds
solely on fish and. is an excellent diver: the plumage
is glossy-brown on top, and the underparts are white
with a brown band across the breast: also called
Ash hawk, ossifrage.

O.S.S., OSS, Office of Strategic Services.
Os-sa (os'a), n. JL.; Gr. Ossa], a mountain in north-
eastern Greece: height, c. 6,400 ft.: in Greek mythology,
the Titans, in their futile attempt to reach and attack
the gods in heaven, piled Ossa on Pelion and both on
Olympus.

Jos-sa (os's), n. plural of os (bone).
os-se-in (os'i-in), n. [< L. osseus, bony < os, a bone; -f
-in], in biochemistry, the organic basis of bone, the part
left after the mineral matter is dissolved in duute
acids.

os-se-ous (os'i~9s), adj. [L. osseus < os, a bone], com-
posed of, containing, or like bone; bony.

Os-set (os'et), n. one of a people who live in the Cau-
casus, tl.S.S.R.

Os-se-tia (o-se'sho^ Russ. o-set'i-o), n. a region in the
Caucasus, U.S.S.R.: see North Ossetian A.S.S.R.,
South Ossetian Autonomous Region.
Os se tian (o-se'srnan, o-set'i-Qn), adj. I. of the Ossets;
2. of Ossetia. n. an Osset.
Os set ic (o-set'ik), adj. Ossetian. n. the Iranian
language of the Ossets,
Os sian (osh'sn,, os'i-@n), n. [Gael. OisHH, dfei. of &s,
a fawn], in Gaelic folklore, a bard and hero of the 3d
centtiry A.D. 1

: James
1

' Macphersoij. tpublis$ied pieces. .

of Avthmic pfose (1761^1765) which he daiitoed wefe
his wanMatioiis qf Q^sian^s poetry front old GaeHcf' 1

><

.

Os si an Ic (os'i-aai^k, <^f
^mfik) f Mj. of or like the

stippdsed tta^latiixns ;of Osate by Jatttes; Macpherson;
jfedstic.' * ;

'

'

*

I/, oss^wlwn, dim. of os. a

^ especially,
cavity

ft* Wi-et'slci), 1889-

1938; German pacifist and writer; awarded Nobel
peace prize, 1935.

os-sif er-ous (o-sif'e'r-os), adj. [< L. os, ossis, a bone;
-I- -ferous], containing bones, as a geologic deposit.

os-si-fi-ca-tion (osVfi-ka'shsn), n. 1. an ossifying or
being ossified. 2. any bone strttctttre. 3. the path-
ological or abnormal conversion of soft tissue into
bone.

os-si-frage (os'a-frij), n. [L. ossifraga, ossifragus, sea
eagle, osprey < ossifragus, bone-breaking < os, ossis,
a bone -h frangere, to break], either of two hawks,
the European lammergeier or the osprey.

os-si-fy (os'g-fT), v.t. & v.i. [OSSIFIED (-fid'), OSSIFYING],
[< L. os, ossis, a bone; -f- -/y] 1- in physiology, to
change or develop into bone; hence, 2. to settle or
fix rigidly in a practice, custom, etc.

Os-si-ning (os'a-nirj), n. a town in southeastern New
York, on the Hudson: pop., 16,000: site of Sing Sing,
State prison.

os-su-ar-y (os'u-er'i, osh'u-er'i), n. [pi. OSSUARIES
(-iz)], [LL. ossuarium < ossuarius, of or for bones <
L. os, ossis, a bone], a container, as an urn, vault,
etc., for the bones of the dead.

oa-te-al (os'ti-al), adj. [< Gr. osteon, a bone; -f- -oZJ,

osseous; bony.
os-te-i-tis (os'ti-i'tis), n. f< Gr. osteon, a bone; -f -itis],
an inflammation of the bone or bony tissue.
Ost-end (os-tend'), n. a seaport and summer resort
in northwestern Belgium: pop., 50,000 (est. 1947).

08'ten-si-biM-ty (os-ten'sa-bil'a-ti) , n. the state or
quality of being ostensible.

os-ten-si-ble (os-ten'ss-bl), adj. [Fr.; LL. *ostensibitis
< L. ostendere, to show < ob(s)-, against + tendere, to
stretch], apparent; seeming; professed.

os-ten-si-bly (os-ten'ss-bli), adv. in an ostensible
manner; apparently.

os-ten-sive (os;ten'siv), adj. [ML. osUnsivus], 1. os-
tensible ; exhibiting ; revealing. 2 . in logic, characterized
by proof through broad principle.

os-ten-ta-tion (os'tsn-ta'shan), n. [ME. ostentacioun;
L. ostentatio < ostentare < ostendere; see OSTENSIBLE],
outright display; showiness; boastful exhibition.

O8'ten*ta-tious (os'tsn-ta'shss) , adj. characterized by
or given to ostentation; showy; pretentious.

os-te-o-
^
(os'ti-o, os'ti-s), [< Gr. osteon, a bone], a

combining form meaning a bone or bones, as in osteopath:
also, before a vowel, oate-.

os-te-o-blast (os'ti-Q-blast') , n. [osteo- + -blast], any
cell which develops into bone or secretes substances
producing bony tissue.

os-te oc la sis (os'ti-okls-sis), n. [Mod. L. < oste&- -f
Gr. klasis, a breaking < klan, to break], 1. ftfce break-
ing of a bone to correct a deformity; especially, sucii
breaking of a bone badly healed after a previous
fracture. 2. the breaking down and absorption of
bony tissue.

, ,

os-te-o-clast (os'ti-9-klast') , n. [< osteo- + Qr. fclfotos,
broken < klan, to break], 1. any of the large multfi-
nuclear cells in developing bone which absorb bony
tissue, thus forming certain hollow parts in tjie bone,
as canals and marrow cavities. 2. an instrument
used to perform osteoclasis.
os te oid Cos'ti-oid'), adj. [oste- + -oid], like bone.
os-te-o-log i-cal (os'ti-a^lo/i-kl), adj. of osteology.
O8-te-ol-o*gy (os'ti-ol'a-ji), n. [Mod. L.; see OSTEO- &
-LOGY], the study of the bones of vertebrates.

os-te o-ma (os'ti-o'ms), n. [pi. OSTEOMAS (-nasz), os-
TEOMATA (-m9-ta)], [Mod. L.; see OSTEO- & -OMA,], a
tumor composed of bony tissue. ', >;

oS'te-o-my-e-H-tis (os'ti-o-mi^-H'tis), n. [osteo~ -f wy-
elitis], inflammation of the bone marrow.

os-te o path (os'ti-a-path'), n. a person who practices
osteopathy.

os-te-o-path-Ic (os'ti-9-path'ik), adj. of or based on
osteopathy.

os teop a thist (os'ti-op'a-thist) , n. L an osteopath.
2. a believer in osteopathy.

os-te-op-a-thy (os'ti-ojp'9-thi), n, [osteo- <+ -pathy], a
theory and system of treating ailments based on the
belief that they generally result from the pressure of

displaced Ibones on nerves, etc. and are curable by
manipulation.

os-te-o-phyte (os'ti-s-fit'), n. [osteo- + -phyte], in
medicine, a small bony, outgrowth.

os-te-O'pliyt-ic (os'ti-9-fit'ik), adj. of, or having the
nature or, an osteophyte.

O8;te>p-pla8-tic (os'ti-9-plas'tik), adj. [< osteoplasty -f

4c] 9 in surgery, of or based on the replacement of bone.

os-te'O'plaS'ty (os'ti-a-^las'ti), n. [osteo- Hh -plasty],
in surgery, Done grafting*
osteo tome (os'ti-9-4om

T
), n. [osteo- + -tome], a

surgical instrument for cutting or dividing bone.
os-te-ot'O'iny (os'ti-ot's-mi), n. [pi. ^

OSTEOTOMIES
(-miz)], [osteo~ -f -tomy], surgical operation of dividing
a bone or cutting out a piece of bone.

Iflft 1pWfev%& ^Ir^ o^r; is, bite; lot, g<5, h6rn, tool, look; oil, out; up, Ose, fUr; get; joy; yet; chin; fa; thin,
B^i'^i

1

*'' 'tfa(fL* tor a in <M<X e in agent, i in sanity, o in comply, u m focus;
f

as in able (i/b'1); Fr. bAl; i. Fr.

.; Fr. mow; o, Fr. ooq; tt, Fr. dtic; H, G. ich; kh f G. doch. See pp. x-xii. I foreign;
*
hypothetical; < drrwed from.
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Os ter-reich (os'ter-riHO* n. Austria: German name.
Os-tia (os'ti-s; It. 6Vtya), n. a city at the mouth of
the Tiber, Italy: the ancient port of Rome.
Os ti-ak (os'ti-ak'). n. Ostyak.
os-ti*ar-y (os'ti-eri), n. [pi. OSTIARIES (-iz)], [L. os-

tiarius < ostium, door, entrance], 1. a person who
guards an entrance, usually of a church. 2. in the
Roman Catholic Church, a) the lowest of the minor
orders. 6) a member of this order.

Jos-ti-na-to (oVte-na'td), n, [pi. OSTINATOS (-t6"s)],

[It., lit., obstinate], in music, a short melodic phrase
constantly repeated by the same voice or instrument
and in the same pitch.

os*ti'04ar (os'ti-s-ler, os-tl'g-lSr), adj. of an ostiole.

os-ti-ole (os'ti-ol'), .
n. [L. ostiolum, dim, of ostium,

door], a small opening or orifice, as a pore.
ost4er (oslSr), n. [ME. osterlere, var. of hostelere, with
phonetic omission of mute h], a hostler; stableman.
Ostmark (ftst'markO, n. [pi. OSTMARK: Eng. Osr-
MARKS (-marks')], the monetary unit of the Soviet
zone of occupation in Germany, valued at 7.5 cents
in 1948: abbreviated Om.

os-to-sis (os-to'sis), n. [Mod. L.; see OSTEO- & -osis],
the formation of bone.
Ost-preus-sen (dst'proi'son), n. East Prussia, Germany:
the German name.

os-tra-cism (os'trd-siz'm), n. [Mod. L. ostracismus; Gr.
ostrakismos < ostrakizein; see OSTRACIZE], 1. in ancient
Greece, the temporary banishment or a citizen by
popular vote: ballots were cast on shells or potsherds.
2. a rejection or exclusion by general consent, as from
society.

os-tra-cize (os'tro-sizO, v.t. [OSTRACIZED (-sizdO, OS-
TRACIZING], [Gr. ostrakizein < ostrakon, a shell, pot-
sherd], to banish, bar, shut out, etc. by ostracism.
SYN. see banish.

08-trich (&s'trich, os'trich), n. [pi. OSTRICHES (-iz),
OSTRICH; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME. ostrice; OFr.
ostrusce, ostruche; LI/, avistruthius < L. avis, bird -f
struthio (Gr. strouthidn), ostrich], 1. a large, swift-

running Bird of Africa and the Near East, belonging
to the largest and most powerful species of birds:
it has a long neck, very long legs with two toes on
each foot, and small, useless wings; the white tail and
winfe feathers of the male are used in millinery and as

trimming. 2. a smaller South American bird related
to this species and having three toes; rhea.

Os-tro-goth (os'tra-goth') f n. [LL. Ostrogothus < ostro-

(prob. < OHG. ostar), east 4- Gothus; see GOTH], an
East Goth; especially, a member of the tribe which
conquered Italy in the 5th century A.D.
O^tro-goth-ic (os'tra-goth'ik), adj. of the Ostrogoths.
Ostwald, Wilhelm (villielm ost'valt), 1853-1932;
German chemist; received Nobel prize in chemistry,
1909.

Os-ty-ak (os'ti-ak'), n. 1. a member of a Finno-XJgric
people living in western Siberia. 2. the Ugric language
of the Ostyaks. Also spelled Ostlak.
Os-wald, Os wold (oz'wald, oz'w&ld), [AS. Osweald <
os, a god -f weald, power], a masculine name.
Os-we-go (os-we'go), n. a city in New York, on Lake
Ontario: pop., 23,000.
Oswego tea, 1. a plant of the mint family, with red
flowers and lance-shaped, saw-edged leaves. 2. the
tea brewed from its leaves.
O6-wie-cim (dsh-vyaw'tsim), n. Auschwitz: city and
Nazi concentration camp in Poland: the Polish name.

ot-v oto*.

O.T., OT, OT., Old Testament.
O-ta-hei-te (

(o't9-he'ti), n. Tahiti: the former name.
o-talgia (o-tal'ji-s), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. dtalgia; see
OTO- & -ALGIA.L an earache; pain in the ear.
O'ta-ru (6"'ta-ro50, n. a city on the western coast of
Hokkaido, Japani pop., 165,000 (est. 1947).
|O tem-po-ra! O mores! (o tem'per-9 o mo'rez),
[L.], O the times! O the customs I: a quotation from
Cicero.

OTeut., Old Teutonic.
O thel lo (9-thel'q, o-thel'S), n.

[It.],
a tragedy (1604?)

by Shakespeare in which the title character,' a noble
Moor, made madly jealous by the villainous lago,
kills his faithful and loving wife, Desdemona: subject
of operas by Rossini (1816) and Verdi (18&7).

oth-er (u^'er), adj. [ME.: AS. < ^author; akin to G.
and*, Goth, anthar; IE. base *ono- < **o-, tfeat one],
1. a) being the remaining one of two or more: as, the
other foot, b) being the remaining ones of several:
used before a plural noun, as, his other books are
better than this. 2. different or distinct, foom that or
those referred to or implied: as, any other girl, 3.

different in nature or kind: as, I wouldnH want ii
other than it is. 4. further or additional: as, h^ has
no other coat. 5. former: as, other times had their
own customs, pron. I. the other one; as, each loved
the other. 2. another or some other person or tfilng:
as, how many others are there? adv. otherwise^
differently: as, he can't do other than go. , ,,,>,,,

erary other, every second; every alternate.
of all others, above all others.

the other day (or night, etc.), not long ago; recently.
oth-er-guess (uto'Sr-gesOt adj. [var. of dial othergates,
otherwise], [Obs.], of another kind; different, adv.
[Obs.], in another way; differently: otherwise.

oth-er-where (utfi'e'r-hwItrO, adv. (Archaic or Dial.],
in or to another place; elsewhere.

oth-er-while (uJfc'lr-hwil'), adv. [Archaic or Dial.], at
some other time or times.
oth-er whiles (u*fc'e'r-hwIlz

/

) adv. [Archaic or Dial.],
otherwhile.

oth-er*wise (u^'Sr-wizO, adv. [ME. othre wise; AS.
on othre wisan], 1. in another manner; differently:
as, she believed otherwise. 2. in all other points or

respects: as, he is otherwise intelligent^ 3. in other
circumstances, adj. in another condition; different:

as, his answer could not be otherwise.

other world, the world of the dead, or the supposed
world after death.

oth-er-world-li-ness (utf&'er-wurld'K-nis), n. the quality
or state of being otherworldly.

oth-er-world-ly (uf/t'e'r-wurld'h), adj. being apart from
material or earthly interests; spiritual or concerned
with life in a future world.
O-thin (o'*Ain). n. Odin.
Oth man (oth'man, oth'man), n. 1. [pi. OTHMANS
(-manz, -manz)], an Ottoman. 2. (Ar. ooth-man'),
Osman.
O-tho I (o'tho), Otto L
o-tic (o'tik, ot'ik), adj. [Gr. otikos < ous, dtos, ear], of

or connected with the ear.

*ot-ic (ot'ik), [Gr. -otikos], a suffix used to form adjec-
tives corresponding to nouns ending in -osis, meaning:
1. of or affected with, as in sclerotic. 2. producing, as
in narcotic.

O'ti-ose (6'shi-os', o'ti-osO, adj. (L. otiosus^ < otium,

leisure], 1. at leisure; idle; indolent. 2. ineffective;

futile; sterile. 3. useless; superfluous. SYN. see vain.

o-ti-os-i'ty (o'shi-os'a-ti, o'ti-os'd-ti), n. [L. otiositas],
the state or condition of being otiose.

o-ti tis (o-ti'tis), n. [Mod. L.; see OTO- & -ms], in-

flammation of the ear.

otitis media. TJfifla.TnTna.tinn of the middle ear.

o-to- (6't5, o^te), [< Gr. ous, dtos, the ear], a combining
form meaning the ear, as in otology, otoscope: also,
before a vowel, ot-,

o-to-cyst (o'ta-sist')f n. \pto- + -cyst], a small cavity
containing fluid and otoliths, believed to serve as a
balancing or hearing organ in invertebrates.

o-to-lar-yn-golo*gy (o'ta-lar'irj-gol's-ji), n. the branch
or practice of medicine combining the fields of laryn-
gology and otology.

0-tO'fith (o'to-lithO, n. [oto- + -lith]f a tiny bonelike
particle or stony platehke structure in the internal
ear of vertebrates and in the otocyst of invertebrates.

o-tol-o-gist (o-tol'a-jist), n. a specialist in otology.

o*tp4og*i-cal (6'td-loj'i-kl), adj. of or having to do
with otology*

o-tol*p-tgy fo-tol'a-ji),
n. {oto- -J- -lo$y\ f the branch of

medicine dealing with the ear and its diseases.

o-to-scope (o'ta-skop'), n. [oto- + -scope], 1. an
instrument for examining tne tympanic membrane
and external canal of the ear. 2. a type of stethoscope
for auscultating the middle ear.
O-trail-to, Strait of (o-tran'to; It. d-tran'to"), the
strait between Albania and Italy: width, 44 mi.

ot-ta-va ri-ma (a-ta'va re'ma; It. fttrta'va re'ma), [It.;
see OCTAVE at RHYME!, a stanza of eight lines with ths
rhyme scheme abababcc: the Italian form nas eleven
syllables in a line, the English, ten or eleven,
Ot-ta-wa (otVwa, ot'8-wa'J. n. [Canad. Fr. Otaua <
Am. Ind. (Algonquian) ; cf. Cree ataweu, tradwL 1* a
member of a iaibe of Algonquian Indians thai Hved
near the Ottawa River; formerly called Algonquin.
2. a river in Canada* between Ontario and Quebec,
flowing into the St. Lawrence River: length, 685 mi.
3. the capital of Canada, in eastern Ontario: pop.,
202,000 (with subiur^s>232rpa(|, k *

ot-ter (ot'Sr), n. \pL OTTERS (-), o

,

mammals related to the weasel and mink, with webbed
feet used in swimming and, a long, slightly flattened
tail. 2. the short, thick, lustrous fur of this animal
Ot-to (ot<5)* [OHQ. Olicy 0<fb < W**, *ipn; ako c^ontr.
for compounds containing Od-, Ot- (of same origin)
as first element], a masculine name.
Otto 1, 912-973
,and emiperor
A.D.): called the Great:
Ot-to man
Ottompnus
Turkisli;
Turk, especially one
f Qsman; Othopoari, 2^

,

seat wffc&out a^-"
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Ottoman Empire, the empire (c. 1300-1919) of the
Turks in south-
eastern Europe,
southwesternAsia,
and northeastern
Africa: capital,
Constantinople:
also called Turkish
Empire.
O t t u m w a
(o-tum'wa), n. a
city in southern
Iowa, on the Des
Moines River:
pop., 34,000.
Ot-way, Thomas
(ot'wa), 1652-

i
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L- p nSlish OTTOMAN EMPIRE
dramatist.
Ouach-i*ta (wash'i-t6', w8sh'i-t6'), n. a river in Ar-
kansas, flowing into the Red River in Louisiana:
length, 545 mi.: also spelled Washlta.
oua-na-niche (wa'na-nesh'), n. [/. OUANANICHE],
[Canad. Fr. < Am. Ind. (Algonquian) wananish], a
fresh-water salmon, related to the Atlantic salmon,
found from New York to Labrador.
Ou-ban-gui (oo'baVge'), n. the Ubangi, a river in
Africa: the French spelling.
Ou-ban gui-Cha ri (oo'ban'ge'sha're'), n. Ubangi-
Shari, a French colony in Africa: the French spelling.

OU'bli-ette (oo'bli-etOt n. [Fr. < oublier to forget], a
concealed dungeon having a trap door in the ceiling
as its only opening.
ouch (ouch), interj. {cf. G. autsch], an exclamation
expressing sudden pain.
ouch (ouch), n. [ME. anouche, a nouche; OFr. nousche,
collar, necklace < Gmc.], [Archaic], a clasp or buckle;
specifically, an ornamental brooch, especially when
set with precious stones, v.t* [Archaic], to ornament
with or as with ouches.
Oudh (oud), n. a part of Uttar Pradesh, in northern
India.

ought (6t), v. aux. [orig., p.t. of owe; ME. aughte; AS.
ahte, pp. of agan, to owe, possess], an auxiliary used
with the infinitives of various verbs to express: 1.

obligation or duty: as, he ought to pay his debts. 2.

desirability: as, you ought to eat more slowly. 3.

expectancy or probability: as, I ought to be through
by Monday. Past time is expressed by combining
ought with the perfect infinitive of the verb being
used: as, I ought to have told you.
ought (6t), n. anything whatever; aught, adv. to
any degree; in any way; at all; aught.
ought (ot), n. a nought; cipher; zero.

tpui (we), adv. [Fr.], yes.
Oui-da (we'da), n. (pseudonym of Marie Louise de la

Ramee), EngHsh novelist and writer of children's

stories; 1839-1968.
oui'ja (we'js), n.

[Fr. oui, yes + G. /a, yes], a device
consisting of a planchette
and a board bearing the

alphabet and various other

symbols, used in spiritual-
istic stances, etc., supposed-
ly to convey and record

messages from the spirits:
a trade-mark (Ouija).
ounce (ouns), n. [ME. unce,

ounce; OFr. once; L. uncia,
a twelfth, twelfth part of

a toot or pound, orig.,
OUIJA BOARD

unit; akin to X, unus, one], 1. a unit of weight equal
to 1/16 pound avoirdupois, or 1/12 pound troy. 2. any
small amount: as, an ounce of care. 3. a fluid ounce.
Abbreviated oz. (smg. &* pi.).

ounce (ouns), n. [ME. once, unce; OFr. I'once, lonce;
L!A *luncea < L. lynx; see LYNX], the rarely seen
snow leopard of the mountains of Central Asia and
Siberia; it has woolly, gray-white , fur marked with
black.
ouphe (ouf,j56f), n. [yar. of

oaf],
an elf j^goblin.

'ME. f<

,

our (our; often ar), pron. PME. ure; AS. ure, earwer

user, genit. of m (see us) ; akin to G. unserl possessive
form of we. possessive pronominal adj. o& belonging
to, or done by us.
ou-ra-rl (55-r^re), n. [Brass, native name], curare.

Our Lady, the virgin Mary.
OUTS (ourz; often irz), pwn* [ME, ures; ure (cf. OUR)
-f genit. -Alienee, in form* a (iouWe poss$ssivel, that

or tjhose belonging "to us; the absolute form of our,

without a Mlowing aouB, often after of, as, a
~: of vim, iskat book is ours, oms are better.

pvom a form corresponding to
, dfssf , tupr , as. 1 m -

royal prwlamatns, of one

'"person; cf. we (for 1). ,
- "

\

>

'
i

ourselves (our-selvz
f
; often ar-selvzO, prom [Late ME.

ure selves, for Midland ure seluen, replacing us selven,
lit., us selves], a form of the first person plural pronoun,
used: a) as an intensive: as, we went ourselves, b) as a
reflexive: as, we hurt ourselves, c} as a quasi-noun
meaning **our real, true, or actual selves" (e.g., we
are not ourselves when we rage like that): in this
construction our may be considered a possessive pro-
nominal adjective and selves a noun, and they may
be separated: as, our own sweet selves,

-ous (as), [ME.; OFr. -ous, -as; L. -osus], an adjective-
forming suffix meaning: 1. having, futt of, characterized

by, as in pious, 2. in chemistry, having a- lower valence
than isjndicated by the sujfyx -ic, as in nitrous.
Ouse (ooz), n. 1. a river in northern England, flowing
into the River Humber: length, c. 60 mi. 2. a river
in east central England, flowing into the North Sea:
length, c. 160 mi.: also Great Ouae. 3. a river in
southeastern England, flowing into the English
Channel: length, 30 mi.

ou-sel (oo'z'l), n. the ouzel.
oust (oust), y*t. [Anglo-Fr. ouster; OFr. ouster, osier

(Fr. oter); said to be < L. ostare, to obstruct < 06-,

against + stare, to stand], to force out; expel; drive
out; dispossess; eject. SYN. see eject.

oust-er (ous'te'r), n. [Anglp-Fr., inf. used as n.; see

OUST], 1. a person or thing that ousts. 2. in law,
an ousting or being ousted, especially from real property,
usually by illegal means.
out (out), adv. [ME. out, ut; AS. ut; akin to G. aus;
IE. base *ud-, up, up away, etc., seen also in L. usque]*
I. a) away from, forth from, or removed from a place,
position, or situation: as, out of the house. 6) away
from home, c} on strike. 2. into or in the open air:

as,
4
come out and play. 3. into or in existence or

activity: as, disease broke out. 4. a) to a conclusion
or result: as, argue it out. 6) completely, fully, or to
the point of exhaustion: as, tired out, dry out. 5. into

sight or notice: as, the moon came out] hence, 6. a)
into or in circulation: as, the firm put out a new line
of shoes, b) into or in^ society: as, this girl has just
come out. 7. from existence, operation, or activity:
as, fade out, burn out, die out. 8. forcefully; aloud:
as, sing out, speak out. 9. beyond a regular or normal
surface, condition, or position: as, stand out, eke out,

lengthen out. 10. away from the interior, center, or
midst: as, spread out, reach out, branch out: sometimes
implying sharing or dividing, as, deal out, sort out.

II. from one state, as of composure, harmony, or
agreement, into another, as of annoyance, discord, or

disagreement: as, I felt put out about it, friends may
fall out. 12. into or in disuse, retirement, or discard:
as, new cars went out for the duration. 13. from a
number, group, or stock: as, pick out. 14, [Qplloq,],
out on or along: as, out our way. 15. [Slang], into or
in unconsciousness: as, he passed out. 16, in baseball,

etc., in a manner producing an out: as, he struck out.

adj. 1. external: usually in combination, as in outpost,

outfield, outlying. 2. irregular: said of sizes of clothes,
etc. 3. beyond regular limits. 4. outlying. 5. away
from work, class, etc.: as, out because of sickness.
6. bared because p torn clothing, etc.: as, out at the
elbow. 7. deviating from what is accurate or right:
as, out in my estimates. 8. having suffered a financial
loss: as, out five dollars. 9. not in effective use, opera-
tion, etc. 10. lacking enough practice: as, his hand
is out. 11. in disagreement; at variance. 12. in

baseball, a) not at bat- fielding. 6) failing to get on a
base. prep. 1. forth from: usually after from. 2. on
the outside of: as, out this window, n. 1. something
that is out. 2, [Slang], a way out; means of avoiding;
excuse. 3, in baseball, a) a failure to get on a base:
retirement of a batter or of a player who has reached
base, b) pi. the players on the team not batting. 4. pi.
in politics, the party not in office. 5. in printing, a)
the omission of a word or words. 6) the word or words
omitted. 6. in tennis, a return that lands outside the
court. v.i. to go out; come out. v.t* to put out.
interj. get out I begone I

all out, [ColloqJ, completely; wholeheartedly.
at (or on) the outs, [Cqlloq.], on unfriendly terms.
out and away, by far; without comparison.
out and out, completely; thoroughly.
out for, making a determined effort to get or do.
out from under, [Colloq.j, away from difficulty or

danger.
out of, 1. from inside of. 2. from the number of.

3. past the boundaries or scope of; beyond. 4. from
(material, etc.) : as, buildings made

<
out of stone.

5.
t
because of: as, out o/^spite. 6. given birth by:

said of animals. 7. not in possession of: as, out of
money. 8. so as to deprive or be deprived of: as,
cheat out of money.

out to, making a determined effort to.
out- (out), [< out], a combining form meaning: 1.

_, . ; chin; she; thin,
in 0fo, e in agent, t in mnity, o in comply, u in focite;

'
as m w>U (&nDl); Fr. balj 8, Fr.

T|i Ar: coq; tt, J&r. due-, B, d. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
* hypothetical; < de*rvd

, ovSr; is, bite; lot, go, hdrn, toSl, look; oil, out; up, use, for; get; joy; yet;
t in factis;

'
as in vbU (W
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situated at or comingfrom a point away, outside, external,
as in outbuilding, outpatient. 2. going away or forth,
outward, as m^outbound, outcast. 3. better, greater, or
more than, as in outrun, outdo, outsell.

out-age (out'ij), n. [out- -f -age], an interruption;
accidental suspension of operation: as, the power
company reported an outage lasting two hours.
out-and-out (oufn-ouf), adj. complete; thorough.
out-balance (out-bal'ans), v.L to be greater than in

weight, value, etc.

out-bid (out-bid
7
), v.L [for prin. pts. see BID], to bid

more than (someone else).
out-board (out'bSrd', out'bord'), adj. situated near
or located on the outer surface of a water craft, adv.
in a direction away from the center of a craft.

outboard motor, a portable gasoline engine, attached
to a small craft for the purpose of propelling it.

outbound (out'bound') , adj. outward bound.
out-brave (out-braV), v.L [OUTBRAVED (-bravd'),
OUTBRAVING], 1. to overcome through bravery. 2.

to defy.
out-break (out'brak')* n. a breaking out; sudden oc-

currence, as of disease, looting, anger, etc.

out-breed (out-bred'), v.L & v.i. [OUTBRED (-bred'),

OUTBREEDING], to practice, or subject to, outbreeding,
out-breed-ing (out'bred'ir)), n. 1. the

^
breeding of

unrelated stocks or individuals. 2. in sociology,
a marrying out of the family or tribe because of a
taboo against marriage of persons related by blood.

out-build-ing (out'bil'dirj), n. a structure, as a garage
or barn, separate from the house or main building.

out-burst (out'burst'), n. an outbreak; outpouring.
out-cast (out'kasf, out'kast'), adj. [Rare], driven
out; rejected, n. 1. a person or thing cast out or

rejected; hence, 2. a worthless or degraded person.
out-caste (out'kast', out'kast'), n. in India, a person
expelled from his caste.

out-class (put-klas', out-klas'), v.L to surpass by a
wide margin.
out-come (out'kum'), n. [Early ME. utcome], result;
consequence; aftermath. SYN. see effect.

outv

croj> J(out'krop';/oy v., out-crop'), n. the emergence
of a mineral from the earth so as to be exposed on the
surface of the ground. v.i. [OUTCROPPED (-kropf),
OUTCROPPING], to emerge from the earth in this way.
tot-cry (out'kriO, n. [pi OUTCRIES (-kriz')l, 1. a
'crying out: hence, 2. a strong protest or objection.
out-curve (out'kurv'), n. in baseball, a pitch curving
away or out from the batter.

out-dat-ed (out-dat'id), adj. 1, old-fashioned. 2. no
longer popular.

out-dis-tance (out-dis'tsns), v.t. [OUTDISTANCED (-tonst),
OUTDISTANCING], 1. to leave behind in a race; hence,
2. to get ahead of in any competition; outstrip.

cut-do (out-doo'), v.t. [OUTDID (-did')* OUTDONE (-dun'),
OUTDOING], to exceed; surpass. SYN. see excel,
outdo oneself, 1. to do something better than one
ever did before, or believed himself capable of
doing. 2. to make a supreme effort,

outdoor (out'd6r' ? out'dor), adL 1. being outside
of a building or shelter; oj>en-air. 2. having to do
With those activities of an institution, as a hospital,
whifch are carried on outside its premises.

out-doors (put'dSrz', out'dorz7 ; for n., out-d6rz',
out-doo'), ctff- in or into the open; outside a building
or shelter, n. 1. any area or place outside a building
or shelter. 2. the outdoor world.

out-er (out'Sr), adj. [ME. outter; new form < out +
-er, replacing uttere < AS. uterra (cf. UTTER)], 1.

located farther from a certain point or place than
something else; external; nearer the outside. 2.

relatively far out or far removed: as, the outer regions:
opposed to inner, n. 1. that part of a target outside
the rings. 2. a shot hitting this part.
Outer Mongolia, the Mongolian People's Republic:
the former name,

out-er-most (out'Sr-moW, out'er-niost), adj. & adv.
in a position farthest from the inside or center.

out-face (out-fas'), v.t. [OUTFACED (-fast'), OUTFACING],
l.^to stare down (another person); overcome or subdue
with a look or stare; frence, 2. to defy or resist,

out'fall (out'f61') n. the outlet of a river, sewer, etc.
out-field (puffeld'), n. 1. distant or outlying farm-
land. 2. in baseball, a) the playing area beyond the
four lines connecting the bases, b) the outfielders
collectively. 3. in cricket, the part of the field farthest
from the batsman. Distinguished from infield.

out-field er (out'fla'dgr), fl- in baseball & cricket, a
*
'ayer whose position is in the outfield: distinguished

out-fit (ouffit), n. L a) a set of articles for fitting
out, or equipping, 6) the equipment used in any craft
or activity; paraphernalia: as, a carpeater's outfit,
camping quifit, 2. a group of people associate^ ,ia ome
undertaking or activity; especially, a mflj^ry tonit
3, a fitting out: equipping. v.L [OUTFITTBD (-id),
OUTFITTING], to fit out; equip. SYN. me futfjattb,

out'fit'ter (out'fit'Sr), n. a person who furnishes, sells,
or makes outfits.

out-flank (out-flank'), v.L 1. to maneuver into a
position on the flank, or side, of (a body of enemy
troops) ; go beyond or turn the flank of; hence, 2. to

thwart; outwit.
out-flow (out'flo'), n. 1. the act of flowing out. 2. a)
that which flows out. 6) the amount flowing out.

out-foot (out-foot'), v.L 1. to walk, run, etc. faster
or farther than. 2, to sail faster than (another):
said of a ship.

out-gen*er-al (out-jen'er-sl), v.L [OUTGENERALED or
OUTGENERALLED (-aid), OUTGENERALING Or OUTGEN-
ERALUNG], to surpass in leadership or management.

out-go (out-go'; for n., out'go'). v.L [OUTWENT (-went'),
OUTGONE (~g6n'), OUTGOING], to exceed in progress;
go beyond; surpass, n. \pL OUTGOES (-goz )], 1. a
going out. 2. that which goes or is paid oxit; outflow
or expenditure: opposed to income.

out-go-ing (out'go'irj), adj. 1. going out; leaving. 2.

expansive; sociable; gregarious: as, an outgoing^ person-
ality, n. 1. the act of going out. 2. something that
goes out; especially, usually in pL, an outlay.
out-group (out'groop') , n. all the people not belonging
to a specific in-group.
out-grow (out-gro'), v.L [OUTGREW (-groo'), OUT-
GROWN (-gron'), OUTGROWING], 1. to

t
exceed in

growing. 2. to lose or get rid of by becoming mature:
as, he outgrew his credulity. 3. to grow too large for.

out-growth (out'groth'), n. 1. a growing out. 2.

a result; consequence; development. 3. an offshoot,

out-guess (out-ges'), v.L to outwit.
out-haul (oufh61') n. in nautical usage, a rope used
to haul the corners of a sail out to the end of a boom.
out-Her-od (out-her'ad), v.L 1. to be more violent
or cruel than (Herod): Hamlet's reference to the
usual characterization of Herod in the old mystery
plays; hence, 2. to surpass, as in excess.

out-house (out'hous'), n. a building separate from
but located near any main building or dwelling;
specifically, an outdoor latrine; privy.

out-ing (out'in), n. [out + -ing], 1. a pleasure trip
or holiday spent outdoors or away from home. 2. an
airing; walk in the open air. adj. used on or suitable
for such a trip: as, outing equipment.
outing flannel, a warm cotton fabric in a plain or
twill weave with a nap on both sides.

out-land (out'land'), n. [ME,; AS. utlond], I. the

outlying part of an estate. 2. [Archaic or Poetic], a
foreign land. adj. (also outland), 1. outlying. 2.

[Archaic or Poetic], foreign.
out*land*er (out'lan'd&r), n. [out -f land -f -er, after
D. uillander, foreigner], a foreigner; alien; stranger.

out-land-ish (out-lan'dish) , ad;". [ME. utlandisch; AS.
tttlandisc; see our, LAND, -ISH], 1. strange; alien.
2. peculiar; fantastic; bizarre; barbarous, 3. remote;
out-of-the-wav. SYN. see strange.

out-last (out-last', out-lastO. v.L 1. to endure longer
than. 2. to outlive. SYN. see outlive.

out-law (out16') n. [ME. ullage; AS. utlaga; ON.
utlagi, lit., outlawed; see OUT LAW], 1. originally,
a person declared by a court of law to be depnved o

legal rights and protection, generally for the com-
mission of some crime: the killing of such a person was
not a legal offense. 2. a habitual or notorious criminal ;

fugitive from the law, 3. a fierce or uncontrollable
animal. v.L I. originally; to declare to be an outlaw.
2. in the United States, to remove the legal force of

(contracts, etc.). 3. to declare unlawful or illegal.

out*lawry (out16'ri) r
n. [pi. OUTLAWRIES ,(-nz)], 1.

an outlawing or being outlawed. 2. the state or
condition of being an outlaw; hence, 3, disregard or
defiance of the law.

out-lay (outla'j/or the r., out-la'), n* 1. a spending
(of money). 2. money, or amount of money, spent.
v.L [OUTLAID (-lad'), OUTLAYING], to spend (money).

out-let (outlet'), n. 1, a passage or vent for letting
something out; hence, 2. a means of expression: as,
an outlet For the emotions. 3. in commerce, a) a market
for goods. 6) a store, agency, etc. that sells the goods
of a specific manufacturer or wholesaler. 4. in dec-
tricity, any point in a wiring system at which current
may be taken for consumption.

out-ii-er (putli'e'r), n. any |>erson or thing that Ee%
dwells, exists, etc. away from tlie main body w expected
place; specifically, a) a person who resides away from
his place of work or business. b>) a person who is

excluded, or excludes himself* from sooae groto; out*-
sider. c} in geology, a mass of rock aafc- some 'distance
from the mala formatton as the reW* of tro wearjag
away of the imtmdiate rck- :

,>'>*< \
<

out-line (outlin')* tiu
j

!.i a i^fil^iliro;
1

line 'boiiidiog
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undetailed geoml.piiiL-.,,,
consisting ot a systematic
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draw a profile of? .._
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contour, specifically applied to the configuration of a land
mass, in extension stresses the shape of an object or mass as de-
termined by its outline (the soft contour of her waist) ; profile
is used of the outline or contour of the face in a side view or of
the outline of any object as it is seen against a background (the
profile of the trees against the sky) ; silhouette applies to a
profile portrait, especially of the head and usually in solid black,
or it may be used of any dark shape seen against a light back-
ground (the silhouette of

fc
a house against the moonlight). See also

form.
out-live (out-livO, v.t. to live or endure longer than;
survive or outlast.
$YN. outlive, outlast, and survive all imply a continuing
to exist longer than others or after a specified occasion, outlive
stressing one's power to endure, as in competition with others
or in overcoming a difficulty (to outlive one's enemies, a dis-

grace, etc.), outlast, a remaining existent for a longer time (to
outlast one's usefulness), and survive, a remaining alive after
another's death (two sons survive the deceased) or after a peril-
ous incident (they survived the tornado).
out-look (outlook'), n- 1. a place for watching or
looking out. 2. the view from such a place. 3. the
act of looking out. 4. viewpoint; mental view. 5.

expectation; prospect; probable result.

out-ly-ing (out'li'in), adj. relatively far out from a
certain point or center; out of the midst; remote.
out-man (out-man'), v.t. [OUTMANNED (-mand'), OUT-
MANNING], 1. to surpass in number of men; outnumber.
2. to outdo in manliness.

out-ma-neu-ver, out-ma-noeu-vre (out'ma-nop'ver),
v.t. to maneuver with better effect than; outwit.
out-match (out-mach'), v.t. to be superior to; outdo.
out-mod-ed (out-mod'id), adj. no longer in fashion or
accepted; obsolete.
out-most (out'mostO, adi. [ME.; altered form of

utmost, refashioned on outl, most remote; outermost.
out-num-ber (out-num'ber), v.t. to be more numerous
than.
out-of-date (out'av-dat', out'a-datOt adj. not current;
obsolete; old-fashioned.
out-of-door (out'av-d6r't out'a-dor'), adj. open-air;
outdoor.

out-of-doors (out'9V-d6rz' f out'a-dorz'), adj. out-of-
door, n. & adv. outdoors.

out-of-the-way (out'sv-Jte-wa"', outV*te-waO adj.
1. not near a frequented road or populous place;
secluded. 2. unusual. 3. not conventional or proper.
out pa tient (out'pa'shant), n. a patient who receives
treatment at a hospital without being an inmate.

out-play (out-pla'), v.t. to play better than.
out-point (out-pomf), v.t. 1. to score more points
than. 2. in nautical usage, to get into a position
closer to the wind than (another vessel).

out-post (out'post
7
), n. 1. in military science, a) a

small group stationed at a distance from the main
force in order to prevent an enemy surprise attack.
b) the place or station occupied by such a group.
2. a settlement on the border of a country 01 frontier.

out-pour (out'pdr', out'por
7
; for the t>., out-pdr', out-

por'), n* a pouring out. v.t. & v.i. to pour out.

out*put (out'popt
7
), it. 1. the total quantity of any

product manufactured or produced, especially over a
given period of time. 2. iti mechanics, the amount of

power or energy produced by a machine, etc.

out-rage (out*raj
/
)t n (MB.; OPr. oultrage; H/.

*ultragium < L. ultra, oeyond], 1. an extremely
vicious or violent act. 2. a deep insult or offense.
3. any serious breach of legal or moral codes, v.t.

[OUTRAGED (-rSjdO, OUTRAGING], 1. to commit an
outrage upon or subject to outrage. 2. to rape. SYN.
see offend.

out-ra-geous (out-ra'jds), adj. [ME.; OPr. outrageus <
outrage, oultrage; see OUTRAGE], 1. having the nature
of, involving, or doing great injury or wrong. 2. ex-

ceeding all bounds of decency 01 reasonableness; very
offensive or shocking. 3. violent in action or disposition.
51TV, outrafteous applies to that which so exceeds all bounds
of right, morality, decency, etc. as to be intolerable (an o/-
ragfous insult); flagrant implies a glaringly bad or openly evil

character in persons or their acts (a jtogrmt sinner, a flagrant

violation) ; monstrous and atrocious are applied to that which
is extremely or flhnchMgr wrong, bad, evfl, cruel, etc. (a mow*
strous vice, lie* etc^,ar0$oj cruelty, nwnneis, etc.); helnoua

ss as to arouse the strongest
crime).

n. iFr.; ct3
r, to

;
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OUTRIGGER

the sea; foreign countries, adv. beyond the sea.
out-ride (out-ridO* v.t. [OUTRODE (-rod'), OUTRIDDEN
(-rid'*n), OUTRIDING], to surpass or outstrip in riding.

out-rid-er (out'rid'er), n. 1. an attendant on horse-
back who rides out ahead of or beside a carriage on
the highway. 2. a person who rides out or forth.

out-rig-ger (out'rig'er), n. 1. any temporary support
extending out from the
main structure. 2. in
nautical usage, a) any
of a variety of frame-
works extended beyond
the rail of a ship for
various purposes. 6) a
brace holding an oar-
lock out from the side
of a boat, to give the
rower more leverage, c)
a timber rigged out from
the side of native canoes
to prevent tipping, d) a
canoe of this type. 3.

a projection for supporting the lesser airfoils of an
airplane.
out-right (out'rit';/or adv., out'nt'), adj. 1. without
reservation: downright. 2. straightforward. 3. com-
plete; total; whole, adv. 1. entirely; wholly, 2.

without reservation; openly. 3, at once. 4. [Obs.],
straight ahead,

out-root (out-root', out-root') , v.t. 1. to uproot. 2.

to wipe out; destroy; eradicate.
out-run (out-run'), v.t. j[for prin. pts. see RUN], 1. to
run faster, longer, or better than. 2. to exceed. 3. to

escape (a pursuer) by or as by running.
out-run-ner (out'run'er), n. 1. a person or thing that
runs out. 2. an attendant running alongside or in
front of a carriage. 3. the leader ot a team of dogs.

out-sell (out-selO, v.t. [OUTSOLD (-sold'), OUTSELLING],
1. to seu more easily or readily than. 2. to sell in

greater volume than. 3. to have a higher price than.
out-set (out'set') n. 1. a setting out, 2. a beginning.
outshine (out-shin'), v.t. [OUTSHONE (-shonO, OUT-
SHINING], 1. to shine brighter or longer tnan (another).
2. to surpass; excel, vd. to shine forth.

out-shoot (out-shoot'; for n., out'shoot'), v.t. [OUTSHOT
(-shot'), OUTSHOOTING], 1. to shoot more effectively
than. 2. to shoot out. v.t. to shoot out; protrude.
n. 1. a shooting or being shot out. 2. that which
shoots out, or protrudes. 3. in baseball, a pitch curving
away or out from the batter,

out-side (out'sid'; for prep., usually out-sid'), n* 1,

the exterior; outer side or surface. 2. the unenclosed
portion of anything partly enclosed. 3. a) that part
of an object which can be seen; hence, b) that which
is obvious or superficial. 4. the most; absolute limit

(with the) . adj. 1. outer; having to do with, r located
on, the outside. 2. originating, coming <

t ttwto# or
situated beyond the limits of a given boM&hty or
classification: as, the club would accept no outside

help. 3. extreme: as, an outside estimate. 4. mere;
slight: as, an outside chance, adv. 1. extemajUy;
on the exterior. 2. to or toward the exterior, 3;

beyond certain limits. 4. in or into the open air.

prep. 1. on or to the outer side of. 2. outside the
limits of. 3. [Colloq.J, except.
at the outside, at, the most: at the absolute limit.

outside of, I. outside. 2. [Colloq.], other than; with
the exception of,

out eid-er (out-sid'er), n. 1. one who is outside, ,OT

not included; especially, one not a member of or in

sympathy with a given group; aHen. 2. a horse which
has little chance of winning a given race.

out sister, a nun who manages the affairs of her order
outside the convent.

usual standard; odd size; e^peciaEy, an
large: size. 2. a garment of such a size.

out-skirt (out'skurt')r n, usuaMy in pi. a part or

district remote from th,e center or midst, as of a city.
out-smart (out-smart/) t v*t. [ColloqJ, to overcome by
cunning or cleverness; outwit.

out-soar (out~s6r', out-sSr'). v.t. to soar beyond or
i higher than.
out-span (outrspanOt v.t.&v.i. [OUTSPANNED (-spandO.
OUTSIPANNING], {S.AfrD, uitspannen; D. uit, out,

away from 4- ipatmen, to drag, stretch], in South
jlVfrica, to unyoke or unharness (animals), n. the
act or place of outspanning.
out-speak (out-spSkO, v.t. IOUTSPOKE (-spok'), our-
SPOKW (-spo'k'n), OUTSPEAKING], 1. to speak better,
more lowdly, or more forcibly than. 2. to say boldly
or candidly. v4* to speak out boldly or candidly*

out-spo-ken (wt'spo'kan), adj. 1. unrestrained in

05, hdrm, t6ol, look; oH, oitt^ up, use, fflr; ^et;Joy; yet
j
chm; s

i i wntoy, in comply* ^foc^; \ arf w o&fc Wbl); Fr; t

. ich; kb, G. dioch. & pp. x-xh. % foreign;
* hypothetical; < d[e

she; ^m
< d[ewed
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speech; frank; candid. 2. spoken boldly or candidly.
SYN. see frank.

out-spread (out-spred'; also for adj., and for n. usually,
out'spred')* v.t. & vd. [OUTSPREAD (-spred'), OUT-
SPREADING], to spread out; extend; expand, n. a
spreading out; extension: expansion, adj. 1. ex-

tended; expanded. 2. diffused.
out-stand (out-stand

7
) ,

t
v.i. [OUTSTOOD (-stood') , OUT-

STANDING], 1. to project; stand out plainly. 2, in
nautical usage, to leave port; sail out to sea. v.t.

1, to withstand. 2. to endure or stay beyond.
out-standing (put'stan'dirj), adj. 1. projecting. 2.

prominent; distinguished; conspicuous. 3. unfulfilled;

unpaid; unsettled. 4. resisting. SYN. see noticeable.
out-stare (out-star'), v.t. 1. to outdo in 'staring;
stare down. 2. to gaze at steadily without blinking.

out-stay (out-sta'), v.t. to stay longer than or beyond.
out-stretch (out-strech'), v.t. 1. to stretch out; ex-

tend; expand. 2. to stretch beyond.
out-strip (out-strip'), v.t. [OUTSTRIPPED (-stripf),
OUTSTRIPPING], 1. to go at a faster pace than; pass
or leave behind; get ahead of. 2. to excel; surpass.

out-stroke (out'strok
7

), n. a stroke outward, as when
an engine's piston goes out toward the crankshaft.

out-talk (out-t6k'), v.t- to talk more skillfully, loudly,
or forcibly than; surpass in talking.

out-turn (out'turn'). n. the total quantity turned out,
or produced, over a given period of time; output.

out-vote (out-vot'), v.t. [OUTVOTED (-id), OUTVOTING],
to defeat or surpass in voting.

out-ward (out'weYd), adj. [ME, outeward;AS. uteweard <
ut, out -f -weard, -ward], 1. having to do with the
outside or exterior; outer; hence, 2. obvious; ob-
servable; visible. 3. away^ from the interior; to or
toward the outside. 4. having to do with the physical
or the body as opposed to the mind or spirit. 5. con-
cerning the surface only; superficial, adv. 1. ex-

ternally; on the outside. 2. away from the interior
or from port; toward the outside. 3. visibly; openly;
publicly, n, 1. the outward part; exterior. 2. the
material or external world, 3. outward form or

appearance.
out-ward ly (out'wSrd-li), adv. 1. toward or on the
outside. 2. in regard to external appearance or action.
out-wards (out'werdz), adv. [outward + adv. genit.
-()$!, dutward.
out-wear (out-war'), v.t. [OUTWORE (-w6r', -w6r'),
OUTWORN (-wfirn', -worn'), OUTWEARING], 1. to wear
out; use up. 2. to be more lasting than; outlast. 3.

to outgrow or outlive. 4. to exhaust, as in strength.
outweigh (out-wa'), v.t. 1. to weigh more than.
1. to be more important, valuable, etc. than.

out-wit (out-wit'), v.t, [OUTWITTED (-id), OUTWITTING],
1. to overcome, or get the better of, by cunning or

*upere, over, above, an old compar. (seen also in L.

super) on the base of *wo, up], 1. in, at, or to a

position up from; higher than; above: as, the branch
hung over the house. 2. so as to cover or close: as,

they boarded over the window. 3. while occupied or

engaged in: as, we'll discuss it over our dinner. 4,

upon; upon the surface of: as, she spread the frosting
over the cake. 5. upon, as an effect or influence: as,
he cast a spell over the group. 6. above in authority,
position, power, etc, : as, he will preside over the meeting.
7. in a course leading along or across, or above and
to the other side of: as, fly over the lake; hence, 8.

on the other side of: as, a city over the border. 9.

here and there in, or through all parts of: as, over the
whole state, 10. during; through: as, the dictionary
was in production over a period of several years.
11. more than, or above in degree, amount, number,
etc.: as, it cost over five dollars. 12. up to and in-

cluding; until after: as, stay over Easter. 13. in

preference to. 14. concerning; aboutj regarding.
adv. 1. a) above, across, or to the other side, b) across
the brim or edge. 2. more; in excess; beyond: as, they
were gone three hours or over. 3. completely; covering
the entire area: as, the wound healed over. 4. through;
from start to finish: as, he took out his ntoney and
counted it over. 5. a) from an upright position: as,

the tree fell over. 6) upside down; into an inverted
position: as, they turned the plank over. 6. again;
another time: as, go back and do it over. 7. at or on
the other side, as of an intervening space, or at an
unspecified distance but in a specified direction or

place: as, over in England, over by the park. 8. from
one side, belief, viewpoint, etc. to another: as, the
party's new policy won him over. 9. from one person,
etc. to another: as, make your property over to her,

adj. 4
1. upper, outer, superior, excessive, or extra:

often in combination, as in overcoat, overseer, oversupply.
2. finished; done with; past: as, the game is over.

3. having reached the other side; having got across.
4. [Colloq.], having a surplus: as, he is three h9urs
over for the week. n. 1. something in addition:
excess; surplus. 2. in cricket, a) the set number 01

balls bowled during a single turn at one end of the
wicket, d) 4

the period of time during which this takes
place. 3. in military usage, a shot that hits or explodes
beyond the target, v.t. A v.i. [Poetic], to pass above
and across.
all over, 1, on or in every part (of). 2. throughout.
3. finished; ended: also all over with,

over again, again; another time; anew.
over against, opposite to or in contrast with.
over all, over the whole extent; from end to end.
over and above, in addition to; more than; besides.

1. to overcome, or get the better of, by cunning or over and over (again), repeatedly;time after time,
cleverness. 2 [Archaic], to be more intelligent than. over there, [Colloq.], in Europe: World War I ex-
out-work (out'wurk

7

; for v., out-wurk'), n. In military pression.
usage, a lesser trench or fortification built out beyond
the main defenses, v.t. 1. to work better, faster,
or harder than. 2. to work out to completion.

ou-zel (6W1), n. [ME. & AS. osle < *amsla; akin to
OKG. amsala (G. amsel) ; IE. base *ames-, aphetisked
in L. merula], 1. the European blackbird. 2. any of
several thrushes or related birds, Also spelled ousel.

o-va (o'vs>), n. plural of ovum.
o-val

(6'yl), adj. [Fr. oval, oval* < L. ovum, an egg],
1. egg-shaped. 2. resembling an egg in shape; elEp-, _* - - ~

, ,
--- -- p >- voo *** w****|f W*AAU-

soidal. n. anything shaped hke an egg or an ellipse,
o-var i-an (o-var'i-an) , adj. of an ovary,
o-var-i-pt'O-my (o-var'i-ot'a-mi) , n, [OVARIOTOMIES
(-miz)j, [see -TOMY], 1. a surgical operation on an
ovary. 2. the surgical removal of an ovary.

O'Va-ri-tis (o'va-ri'tis), n. [see -ITIS], inflammation of
an ovary.

0-va-ry (o'vgr-i), n. [pi OVARIES
(-is)], [Mod. L. ovarium

< L. ovum, an egg], 1. in anatomy & zoology, the female
reproductive gland, in which the ova are formed.
2, m botany, the enlarged hollow part of the pistil in
angiosperms, containing ovules.

o vate (o'vat), adj. [L. ovatus < ovum, an egg), 1. egg-
shaped. 2. in botany, a) having the shape of the
longitudinal section or an egg. b) having such a shapewith the broader end at the base, as some leaves:
see leaf, illus.

o va tlon (o-va'shsn), n. [L. ovatio < ovare, to celebrate
a triumph], 1. in ancient Rome, a lesser ceremonial
tribute to a hero whose deeds were not great enough
to justify a full triumph. 2. an enthusiastic outburst
of applause or an enthusiastic public welcome.

oy-en (uv^n), n. [ME.; AS. ofen; aldta to G* ofen;
IE. base *<w-, cooking vessel, seen also in L. aulla,
oUa (cf. OLLA PODRIDA)], a compartment or receptacle
tor heating, baking, or drying by means of heat.

ov-en-bird (uv'an-burdO* n. L any of a group of
South American passerine birds that bwM^^"-
chambered, dome-shaped, ovenKke nest from
2. a North American warbler that builda a
nest on the ground. ,^>

over
(o"'varj, prefr [ME. & AS, ofer, over, above,

upon, beside, beyond; akin to G. frrt ober; IB.

pression.
o-ver- ^o/ver), a combining form meaning: 1. above
in position, upper, superior, eminent, as in overhead,
overbearing, overlord, 2. excessive, too much, beyond
the normal, as in overrate, oversell, oversleep. 3. passing
across or beyond, as in overshoot, overpassf

overrun.
4. causing a change from the original position to one
lower, as in overset, overweigh, overwhelm. The list

below includes the more common compounds formed
with over- that do not have special meanings; they
will be understood if too much or excessively is used
with the meaning of the base word.

overactive overfond
overambitloua overgeneroua
overanxious overgreedy
overattentlve overhasty
overbusy overindulge
overcareful overmeasure
overcarelesa ovemegUient
overcaution overobedient
overcautious overpopulate
overconscientious overpreci^e
overconservative overrellftious
overconaiderate oversensitive
overcook oversentimental
overcritical overspedalize
overeager overatlmulate
overemotional overstretch

overexercise

overexpanslou
overexpoirore

o-ver-a-bun-dance (o'

oversufficieftt

OVCfflUSpiciOUft
ovcrtirc

an abundance;
o ver act
overage
standard* ,

overage (!3Mk4ft 9 'fi |pn#w,'*
' a of

"

______
'dans), n. more than
en

'

, W.* *4uto 'exaggeration.
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1043 overhear

often with the front extending tip over the breast,
and usually of some strong cotton cloth, worn over
other clothing as a protection against dirt and wear.
2. sing. [British], a smock or loose-fitting housedress.

o-ver-arch (o'vgr-arch') v.t. & va. to form an arch
over (something).

o-ver-awe (o'vgr-6') < [OVERAWED (-6d') OVER-
AWING], to overcome or subdue by inspiring awe.

o-ver-bal-ance (o'vSr-bal'ans), v.L [OVERBALANCED
(-anst), OVERBALANCING], 1. to weigh more than.
2. to throw off balance, n. something that outweighs
or overbalances.

O'ver-bear (o'v5r-ba"r'), v.t. [for jprin. pts. see BEAR],
1. to press or bear down by weight or physical power.
2. to dominate, domineer over, overrule, or subdue.
i;.i. to be too fruitful; bear to excess.

o-ver-bear-ing (o'vgr-bar'iij), adj. disregardingthewishes
of others; arrogant: domineering. SYN. see proud,
o-ver-bid (o'veV-bid')* v.t. & v.i.\foT prin. pts. see BID],
1. to outbid (another person). 2. to bid more than
the worth of (a thing). n. (6'ver-bid'), a higher or
excessive bid.

o-ver-bite (6'vgr-blt'), n. faulty occlusion of the teeth
in which the upper incisors and canines project over
the lower to an abnormal extent.
o-ver-blow (o'vSr-blo'). v.t. [for prin. pts. see BLOW],
1. to blow across, away, or down. 2, to cover with
something blown, as sand.

o-ver-blown (o'vgr-blon'), adj. 1. past the stage of
full bloom. 2. blown down or over.

o-ver'board (o'vSr-b&rd', o'ver-bord'), adv. [ME. over

borde; AS. ofer bord; cf. OVER & BOARD], 1. over a
ship's side. 2. from a ship into the water.

o-ver-bold (o'v&r-b5ld'j, adj. too bold; rash.
o-ver-build (o'vgr-bild') v.t. [for prin. pts. see BUILD],
1. to build over or on top of. 2. to build too elaborately.
3. to erect too many buildings in or on (an area).

o-ver-bur-den (6'vSr-bttr'd'n; for n., o'vSr-bur'd'n),
v.t. to burden oppressively; weigh down. n. some-
thing that overburdens.

o-ver-Duy (o'ver-bi'), v.t. & v.i. [OVERBOUGHT (-bfif),
OVERBUYING], to buy more than is needed or justified
by ability to pay.
o-ver-cap-i-taMze (o'yer-kap'o-t'l-iz'), v.t. 1. to capi-
talize beyond what is warranted by the state of the
business, etc. ; furnish too much capital for or over-
estimate the capital value of. 2. to set the nominal
value of the capital of (a corporation) higher than
is lawful or justifiable.

o-ver-cast (6'vgr-kast', o'ver-kSst'; for v. 1 & 2,
6'vSr-kast/, 5 /vSr-kast/

),
n. 1. a covering, especially

of clouds. 2. an arch in a mine, supporting an over-
head passage. 3. in fishing, a cast made to a point
beyond the one intended, adj. 1. covered over;
coated. 2. cloudy; dark: said of the sky or weather.
3. in sewing, made with overcasting, v.t. [OVER-
CAST, OVERCASTING], 1. a) to overspread. 6) to over-

cloud; darken. 2. w fishing, to cast beyond the point
intended. 3. in sewing, to sew over (an edge) with
long, loose stitches so as to prevent raveling.
over charge (o'vrfe

cha'rj
/

; for n., 6'ver-chirjO v.t.

1. to charge too high a price for; charge too mmh for.

2. to overload or fill too ML 3. to exaggerate, n.
1. an excessive charge. 2, a load that is too full or

heavy. Abbreviated o/c (no period).
over check (5'vSr-ohek

7

),
n. a checkrein that is

passed over the head and between the ears of a horse;

over clothes (o'vgr-kloz', S'Vgr-klo//^0. n*pl outer

garments worn over the usual clothing.
o-ver-cloud (o'veY-kloudOi v.t. 1. to darken or cover
over with clouds; obscure; dim. 2. to make gloomy,
angry, etc. in appearance: as, despair overclouded his

face. v.t. to become cloudy, gloomy, etc.

o*ver-coat (o'vSr-kot'). n. a coat worn over the usual

clothing for warmth; topcoat or greatcoat.
o-vercome (5'vSr-kurnOr v.t. [OVERCAME (-kam') f

OVERCOME, OVERCOMING), [MB. overcomen? AS. ofer-

cuman], 1 . to get the better of in competition, strtiggle,

etc.; conquer. 2. to master, suppress, prevail over,

surmount, or overwhelm: as, overcome obstacles, be
overcome by r!efi $: [Archaic], to spread over or over-
run, v.i. to bevictorious : win. * SYN. see conquer.
o-ver-com-pen-sa-tloti (o'vSr-kom'pan-sa'shan), n. in

psychoanalysis, an intensified and exaggerated striving
to compensate for a strong feeling;, as of inferiority.

o*Ver*cdn-ii*dettt (S've^kon^fo-dorit), adj. confident

without good reason; too < confident/

O'Ver*crdp (BMfr-lcrop*), v.t. [OVERCROPPED or occas.

OFT (JsTQp^l OVERCROPPED to deplete the
of (land} fey overprtHWction of

o-ver-do (o'vSr-doo
7
), v.t. [OVERDID (-did'), OVERDONE

(-dun*), OVERDOING], 1. to do too much, or to excess.
2. to spoil the effect of by exaggeration: as, she overdid
her apology. 3. to cook too long; overcook. 4. to
overwork; exhaust; tire. v.i. to do too much.

o-ver dose (o'vgr-dos'; for ir., o'vSr-dos*), n. too large
a dose. v.t. to dose to excess.

o*ver*draft, ov6r-draiifilit (o'vSr-draft', o'vSr-draft'),
n. 1. a withdrawal otmoney from a bank in excess
of the amount credited to the drawer. 2. the amount
withdrawn in excess. Abbreviated O.D. 3, a draft,
or current of air, passed over a fire, as in a furnace,
or passing down through a kiln.

o-ver*draw (o'ver-dr&O* v.t. [OVERDREW (-drooO. OVER-
DRAWN (-dr6nO, OVERDRAWING], 1. to spoil the effect
of by exaggeration; pverdow 2. to draw on in excess
of the amount credited to the drawer. 3. to draw
(a bow, etc.) too far or too much.

o-ver-dress (o'ver-dres') v.t. & v.i. to dress extrava-
gantly or beyond the call of good taste or the occasion.

o-ver-drive (o'ver-driv
/

) n. a gear that at a certain
speed automatically reduces an engine's power output
without reducing its driving speed: used to lessen
fuel consumption and engine wear.
overdue (o'ver-doo', oVgr-du'), adj. 1. past the
time for payment. 2. delayed beyond the time set
for arrival or occurrence. SYN. see tardy.

o-ver-dye (o'vr-dIO v.t. 1. to subject too long to
the dyeing processj make too dark a color. 2. to dye
over (a color previously dyed).

over-eat (o'ver-eV), v4. [for prin. pts. see EAT], to
eat too much.
over es-ti mate (5'vSr-es'to-mat

7
: for ., usually

S'ver-es'tQ-mit), v.t. to set too high an estimate on
or for. n. an estimate that is too high.

o-ver-ex-ert (o'vSr-ig-zurt')f v.t. & yd. to exert too
much or too long (often used reflexively).
o ver ex pose (o'vSr-ik-spoz'). v.t. to expose too much
or too long.

o-ver-flow (o'ver-flo'; for n., o'vSr-floO, v.t. 1. to
flow or spread over or across; flood. 2. to flow over
the brim or edge of. 3. to cause to overflow; fill beyond
capacity. i?.f. 1. to flow or spread beyond, the limits;
run over. 2. to be more than full or complete; be
superabundant, n. 1. an overflowing or being over-
flowed. 2. the amount that overflows; quantity or
number in excess; superabundance. 3. an outlet; vent
for overflowing liquids.

O'Ver-gar-ment (o'vgr-gar'mant) , n. an outer garment.
o-ver-glaze (o'ver-glaz

7
; for ., o'vSr-glazOt **. in ce-

ramics, 1. a second glaze applied over the first. 2. a
decoration applied over a glaze, v.t. to cover with a
glaze or overglaze; glaze over.

over-grow (o'vSr-groO* v.t. [OVERGREW (-grd0, OVER-
GROWN (-gr5n') OVERGROWING], 1. to overspread
with growth or foliage; grow over so as to cover.
2; to grow too large for5 outgrowi v.L li'to gfcojir tfoo

large or too fast. 2^ to grow beyond normal* site.

foliage. 2. grown excessively or beyond normal size.

o-ver-hand (5'vSr-handf ; for od., also o'vr-handO
adj. 1. descending; down from above: as, an overhand
gesture. 2. performed with the hand raised above
the elbow or the arm above the shoulder: as, an
overhand pitch. 3, designating or of a style of sewing,
or a seam, in which the stitches are passed over two
edges to sew them together, adv. in an overhand
manner, v.t. to sew overhand, n. in sports, skill or

style in performing or delivering overhand strokes.
Overhand knot, a kind of knot: see knot, illus. M

o-ver-hang (o'ver-harj'; for n., o'vSr-har/)* v.t. [OVER-
HUNG (-hur/) OVERHANGING], 1. to hang over or
above; project beyond; hence, 2. to impend; threaten.
3. to decorate with hangings. v.L to hang over; pro-
ject or jut out over something, n. 1. the projection
of one thing over or beyond another. 2. the amount
of such projection. 3. in architecture, a projection of
one part of a structure over another. 4; in aeronautics,
one half the difference in span of two main airfoils.

o-ver haul (o'vgr-hol' ; for **., o'vSr-h61') , v.t. 1. to haul
over, as for examination; hence, 2. a) to examine thor-

oughly and cheek for needed repairs. &) to make the

repairs, adjustments, etc. needed to restore (a motor,
etc.) to good; working order. 3. to gaim on, catch up
wita, or overtake, n. an overhauling; thorough exami-
nation or restoration to good worMng order.
o-ver-head (S^Sr-ihed;'; for adv, S^vSr>hed') d[f 1.

located or operating above the level of the head.
2. in the sky. 3. on a higher level, with reference to
related objects: as, the machine had an overhead dnve.
4. having to do with the overhead of a business.
n. the general, continuing costs involved in running
a business, as of fuel, maintenance, breakage, rent,
etc. adv. aloft; above ^6 level of the head.

o-ver-hear (o'ver-h&cO, V%t* [OVERHEARD (-nurd*), <
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overheat 1044 oversKoot

HEARING], to hear (something spoken or a speaker)
without the speaker's knowledge or intention.

o-ver-heat (5'vSr-het'), v.t. to make too hot.

o-ver-in-dul-gence (o'v&r-m-dul'jans), n. excessive in-

dulgence. __
o-ver-is-sue (6'ver-ish'oo, 6'vSr-ish'u), n. an issue, as
of bonds or stocks, that exceeds authorization, credit

limits, etc.

o-ver-joy (o'vSr-joi'), v.t. to give great joy to; delight.
o-verlad-en (6'vSr-iSd'

f

n), adj. having too heavy a
load; overloaded; overburdened.

o-ver-land (o'vSr-landOt adv. & adj. by, on, or across
land.

o-ver-lap (o'ver-lap'; for n.> o'vSr-lap') v.t. & y.i.
1. to lap over; lie upon and extend beyond (something
or each other). 2. to extend over part of (a period of

time, sphere of activity, etc.); coincide in part (with).
n. 1. an overlapping. 2. a part that overlaps. 3.

the amount or extent of overlapping. 4. the place
of overlapping.

o-ver-lay (o'vgr-la'; for n., o'vSr-la'), v.t. [OVERLAID
(-lad'), OVERLAYING], 1. to lay or spread over. 2.

to cover or overspread, as with a decorative layer of

something. 3. to put too much upon; weigh down;
burden; oppress. 4. in printing, to place an overlay
upon. n. 1. anything laid over another thing; cover-

ing. 2. a decorative layer or the like, applied in

overlaying: 3. in printing, a sheet of paper fastened
on the printing surface of a press to make a heavier
impression. 4. [Scot.], a cravat.

over-leap (6'vSr-lep'), v.t. 1. to leap over or across.
2. to omit; pass over; ignore. 3. to leap farther than.
4. to overreach (oneself) by leaping too far.

o-ver-lie (o'ver-li'), v.t. [for prin. pts, see LIE], 1. to lie

on or over. 2. to stifle or smother by lying on.
O'Ter-live (o'ygr-liv/), v.t. to live

t longer than; outlive,
v.t. to continue living or existing; endure; survive.
over load (o'vgr-lod'j for n., S'vgr-lod'), v.t. to put
too great a load upon. n. too great a load.

o-ver-long (o'vgr46rj')t adj. A adv. too long.
o-ver-look (o'vSr-look' ; for ., o'veV-look'). v.t. 1. to
look at from above. 2. to give a view of from above.
3. to rise above; overtop. 4. a) to look over or beyond
and not see. b) to ignore; neglect; hence, 5. to pass
over indulgently j excuse. 6. to inspect; look over.
7. to oversee; supervise; manage. 8, to bewitch by
looking at* n. 1. a height from which to survey sur-

roundings. 2. the view from such a height. 3. a
viewing or surveying. SYN. see neglect.
over-lord (o'vSr-16rd

7

), n- a lord ranking over other
lords, esjpecially in the feudal system.

o-ver/ly (o'ver-li), adv. [ME. overly, ouerliche; cf. ON.
ofrligr], too or too much; excessively.
o-ver-man (o'vgr-man; for n. 3, o'vSr-man'; for .,

o'ver-man'), n. [pi. OVERMEN (-man; for 3, -men')],
1. a man above others in power or authority: leader;
foreman. 2. an arbitrator; referee. 3. [transl. of G.;
cf. UBERMENSCH], a superman, v.t. [OVERMANNED
(inland'), OVERMANNING], to supply with more men
than necessary.
o ver-mas-ter (o'vSr-mas'te'r, o'vSr-m&s'tgr), v.t. [MB.
overmaistren], to overcome; conquer; subdue.

o-vet-match (o'v&r-machOt vd. to more than match;
exceed; surpass.
o-ver-much (5'v&Mnuch')i adj. A adv. too much. n.
too great a quantity; excessive amount.
o ver-nlce (o'ver-nisOt adj. too nice; too fastidious,
precise, etc.

o-ver-night (o'ver-nlf), adv. 1. during or through
the night. 2. on or during the previous evening.
adj. 1. done, happening, or lasting during the night.
2. of the previous evening. 3. of or for only one night:
as, an overnight guest 4. of or for a short journey or
visit: as, an overnight bag. n. (6'vgr-nit'), the previous
evening.
o ver-pasa (5'ver-pas', o'vejr-pas'; for ., o'vgr-pas',
o'ver-paV), n. a bridge or other passageway over or
across a road, railway, etc. v.t. 1. to pass over, across,
or through. 2. to surpass; exceed; outdo. 3. to over-
look; ignore. 4. to transgress.

0*ver-i>ay (6'vgr-pa'), v.t. A vJ. 1. to pay too much,
or more than (the due or proper amount) , 2. to pay
too much to (someone),
o ver peo pled (o'vgr-pe'pold), *</. filled with too
many people.
o ver per suade (5'vgr-pSr-swSd'), v.t. to win over by
persuading; especially, to persuade (someone) against
his natural inclinations.

over<pl*iy (o'ver-plS'). v.t. 1. to overact or overdo.
2* in card games, to overestimate the strength of (one's

3. In to hithand) and be defeated as a result.

(the ball) beyond the flag or green.
o-ver-plus (5'vSr-plusO* n. [ME. o.
(< L. plus), more; prob. after Late OFr.
SURPLUS], 1. an amount left over; surplus.
great an amount: excess.

0-W'pow-r (5'vlr-p0u'&), 9*. 1. to make helpless;
subdue; overwhelm. 2. to famish with too nnm
power: as, the rnotorboat was overpowered.

pluse
$; c.
2. too

o-ver-pow-er-ing (o'ver-pou'e'r-irj), adj. that over-
powers; overwhelming.

o-ver-print (o'vr-print'; for n., o'v&r-print'), v.t. to

print over or on top of (a previously printed surface).
n. 1. anything overprinted. 2. a) anything officially

printed over the original design on a stamp. 6) a
stamp so overprinted: abbreviated O.P., o.p.

O'Ver-pro-duce (o've'r-prs-doos', o'vSr-pra-dus'), v.t. &
v.i. to produce in a quantity that is too great or that
exceeds demand.
o-ver-pro-duction (o'vSr-pra-duk'shQn), n. 1. the
production of more than is necessary

.^
2. the pro-

duction of more goods than the public will or can
buy at the market price.

o-ver-proof (o'vSr-proof') , adj. containing more alcohol
than proof spirit does: abbreviated O.P., o.p.

o-ver-rate (o'v&r-raf), v.t. to rate, assess, or estimate
too highly.
o-ver-reach (6'vSr-rech'), v.t. 1. to reach or stretch

beyond or above; extend beyond. 2. figuratively,
to extend beyond in time. 3. to spread over and
cover. 4. to reach too far for and miss. 5. to cheat;
outdo by cunning. v.i. 1. to reach too far. 2. to
cheat. 3. to reach or stretch beyond or above some-
thing. 4. to strike the forefoot with the hind foot:
said of hoofed animals.
overreach oneself, 1. to fail because of trying to do
more than one can. 2. to fail because of being too
crafty or eager.

o-ver-re-fined (5'vSr-ri-find'). adj. too refined.
over-ride (6'ver-rid') , v.t. [OVERRODE (-rod'), OVER-
RIDDEN (-nd^n), OVERRIDING], 1. to ride over. 2. to

trample down. 3. to suppress, oppress, or domineer
over. 4. to disregard; nullify: as, he overrode their

pleas. 5. to fatigue (a horse, etc.) by riding too long.
6. to pass or extend over. 7. in surgery, to overlap.
o-verrlpe (o'vgr-rip'), adj. too ripe.
o-ver-rme (o'vSr-roor). v.t. 1. to set aside or decide
against by virtue of higher authority; rule out; annul:
as, the major overruled the captain's order. 2. to
have influence over or prevail over.
O'ver-rtm (6'vSr-run'; for n., o'veV-runOi v.t. [OVERRAN
(-ran'), OVERRUN, OVERRUNNING], 1. to run or spread
out over so as to cover: as, the flooded river overran
the valley. 2. to spread over with a harmful result:
infest or swarm over, as vermin, or rove over and
ravage, as an invading army. 3. to spread swiftly
throughout, as ideas

?
a fad, etc. 4. to run or extend

beyond (certain limits): as, the program overran its

schedule. 5. [Archaic], to outrun, o. in printing, to
rearrange (lines of type, columns, or pages) by shifting
words or letters from one line to another. v.i. 1. to
overflow. 2. to run over or beyond certain limits.
n. 1. an overrunning. 2. the amount that overruns,
or by which something overruns.

o-ver-score (o'veY-sk6r', 6'vSr-skor'j/or n., S'ver-sk6r',
o'ver-skor') v.t. [OVERSCORED (-skdrd', -skord'), OVER-
SCORING], 1. to put a line above (a word, sentence,
etc.). 2. to mark lines through, n, a line over or
through a word, sentence, etc.
o-ver sea (6'ver-seO adj. A adv. overseas,
o-ver-seas (6've>-sez'), adv. abroad: over or beyond the
sea, adj. 1. foreign; having to do with foreign countries.
2. from beyond the sea. 3. over or across the sea.

overseas cap, a small, soft cap without a visor or
brim, worn DV U. S. forces since World War I.

o-ver-see (o'ver-seO, v.t* [OVERSAW (-sd'), OVERSEEN
(-sen'), OVERSEEING], [MB, owrsene; AS. ofcrseon], I.

to watch over and manage; supervise; superintend.
2. to survey: watch. 3. [DbeJ, to examine; inspect.

o-ver-se er (o'veV-se'eV), n* 1. one who watches over
and directs the work of others; supervisor. 2. in
England, a parish official: in full, overseer of the poor.

O'vcr-sell (6
7
ver-sel') v.t. {OVERSOLD (-sdld'), OVER-

SELLING], 1. to sell more than oaa be supplied. 2. to
sell to an excessive degree.
o ver set (o'vSr-set': for n., 5VeV*et'), v.L [OVERSET,
ovBRSETtmo], 1 to overcome or upset* 2. to over-
turn or overthrow. 3. to set too great an amount of

(type or copy), or too much type tor (a given space).
IM to overturn; tip over. n. an overturning.

o-ver
;
0w (S'ver-sd', S\gr-so>), X [to pri. pts. see

SEW], to sew together (two pieces of material} by
passing small* dose stitches over their coinciding
edges: overhand.
o-ver-shade (o'vSr-shad'), v.t. [OVERSHADED (-id),
OVERSHADING], to overshadow.

o-ver shad ow {&vto^h&&'%), v.t. 1. to east a sliadow
over 5 hence, 2. to darken; obscure; dim* 3. to loom
ewer, dominate, or be more wgal&aat or Important
than }w oomparison.

o-ver-sfiine
'ver-shm')/ 9J& lovvmaa

i, to shine over or; up^a. ,

,

rubber or fabria worn
protection

t. to
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2. to go farther than (an intended or normal limit) ;

exceed, 3. to cause (a thing) to go beyond a proper
limit. v.i. to shoot or go too far.

over-shot (o'ver-shot'), adj. 1. with the upper part
or half extending past the
lower: as, an overshot jaw.
2. driven by water flowing
onto the upper part: as, an
overshot water wheel.

o-ver-side (o'vSr-sid'), adv.
over the side, as of a ship.
adj. (o'vgr-sid'), r

1-'"1- *

or working over the
as a dredge.
over sight (o'vSr-sif), n. 1.

a superintendence; super-
vision. 2. an overlooking;
failure to see or notice;
hence, 3. an unintentional, OVERSHOT
careless mistake or omission.

OVERSHOT

over-size (o'ver-siz'; for n., o'ver-siz'). adj. 1. too
large. 2. outsize; larger than the normal or usual.
n. an outsize: size larger than regular sizes.

o-ver-skirt (o'ver-skurt'), n. an outer skirt.

ewer-sleep (o'vgr-slep'), v.t. [OVERSLEPT (-slept'),
OVERSLEEPING], to sleep longer than (the intended
time). v.i. to sleep too long.

o-ver-soul (6'ver-splO. n. the spirit which inspires and
motivates all living things: a concept in the tran-
scendentalist philosophy of Emerson and others.

o-ver-epend (o'vSr-spend'), v.t. [OVERSPENT (-spent')
OVERSPENDING], 1. [Rare], to use till worn out;
exhaust. 2. to spend more than. lu. to spend more
than one can afford.

o-ver-spread (o'vgr-spred'), v.t. & v.i. [OVERSPREAD,
OVERSPREADING], to spread over or cover over.

o-ver-state (o'ver-staf) , v.t. [OVERSTATED (-id), OVER-
STATING], to give an extravagant or magnified account
of (facts, truth, etc.); exaggerate.
over state ment (o'ygr-stat'mant) , n. an extravagant
statement; exaggeration.

O'ver-stay (o'ver-sta'), v.t. to stay beyond the time,
duration, or limits of.

o-ver-step (5'veY-step'),^ v.t. [for pjrin. pts. see STEP],
to' go beyond: usually in a figurative application.

o-ver-stock (o'ver-stok'; for n., 6'ver-stok') v.t. to
stock more of than can be readily used. n. too large
a stock.

o-ver-strain (o'ver-strSn') v.t. to put under very great
strain; overwork. v.i. to exert great effort.

O'Ver-stride (o'v&r-strid'), v.t. [for piin. pts. see STRIDE],
1. to stride across or over; go beyond. 2. to outdo;
surpass. 3. to bestride.

over-strung (o'v&r-strur/), adj. too highly strung;
tense; jittery.

o-ver stud-y (o'vgr-stud'i), v.t. A v.i. to study too hard
or too much. n. too much study.

o-ver stuff (o'vSr-stuf) , v.t. 1. to stuff with too much
of something. 2. to upholster (furniture) with deep
stuffing.

o-ver-sub-scribe (p'vlr-sab-skrjb'), v.t. & v.i. to sub-
scribe for more (of) than is available or asked.

o-ver sup-ply (5'veV-S9-pH') v.t. to supply in excess,
n. too great a supply.

o-vert (o'vSrtt o-vmrt'), adj. [ME. overtc; OPr. overt,

pp. of ovrir, to open; L. aperire, to open], 1. open;
public; observable. 2. in law, done outwardly, without
attempt at concealment and with evident intent.
ver take (6'vSr-taV), v.t. [OVERTOOK (-took'), OVER-
TAKEN (-tak''n), OVERTAKING], 1. to catch up with.
2. to come upon unexpectedly or suddenly.

o-ver task (6'ver-task', o'vSr-task'), v.t. to impose too
great or heavy a task or tasks upon.

o-ver-tax (o'ver-taks'), v.t. 1. to tax too heavily. 2.

to make excessive demands on.
o-ver-the-count-er (5'vfM&9-koun't&:) , adj. L sold

directly to buyer* ratter than through an exchange,
as stocks and bonds. 2. sold or carried on in retail

stores rather than by entail: as, over~Hhe~counter sales.

o-ver-throw (oVe^-thro'^/or n., o^vr-thro')f v.t. [OVBR-
THREW (-thrOO'), OVERTHROWN (-thron'), OVERTHROW-
ING], i. to throw or turn over; upset. 2. to overcome;
conquer; end. n. 1, an oyerthrowing or being over-
thrown^ 2. destruction; ruin; end* 5 YN. see conquer.

o-ver time (o'vSr-tlm' ; for ., o^reV-tfmO* *** 1. tame
beyond the established limit, especially beyond the

regular number of working Hours. 2. pay for such time.
3. in $porf$f am extra time period added to the game
to decide a tie. adj. & adtv* of, for, or during a period
of overtime. Abbreviated o.t. v.t. IOVERJIMBB (-ttmd'J ,

OVERTIMING], to exceed the proper Hmit in timing (a

photographic exposure, etc.).
o-ver tone (p'ySr-toaO* ^ ftraasL of G, o&^Jbff, cofctr*

1 < oberpartialton, upper partial tone],
' 1. any of the

higher tones which faintly accompany the fundamental

tone produced by a musical instrument, created by the
vibration of small sections of the string or air column;
upper partial; harmonic. 2. pL implications; associ-

ations; suggestions: as, a reply full of overtones.
o-ver-top (o'ver-top'). v.t. [OVERTOPPED (-topf), OVER-
TOPPING], 1. to rise beyond or above. 2. to exceed
in height; tower over. 3. to excel; surpass.

o-ver-trade (o'vgr-trad'), vd. to trade beyond one's
means of paying for or selling goods bought.

o-ver-train (o'ver-tranO, v.t. & IM. to train too long
or too hard.

o-ver-trick (o'vgr-trik')t n. in card games, a trick taken
in excess of the number bid or needed to win the game.

o-ver-trump (o'ver-trump'), v.t. & v.i. in card games,
to trump with a higher card than has been played.

o-ver-ture (o'vgr-cher), n. [ME., an opening; OFr. <
ovrir; see OVERT], 1. an introductory proposal or

offer; indication of willingness to negotiate. 2. a) a
musical introduction to an opera or other large musical
work, d) an independent orchestral composition of

varying form. 3. in Presbyterian churchesr a) the
submitting of a proposal or a question, as of doctrine,

by the highest church court to the presbyteries for
consideration preceding formal decision. ^6) the pro-
posal or question submitted. 4. an introductory
section, as of a poem.
o-ver-tum (oVSr-turn'; for n. t o'vSr-tiirn')* v.t. 1. to
turn or throw over; upset, 2. to conquer; defeat;
ruin. v.i. to turn or tip over; capsize, n. an over-

turning or being overturned. SYN. see upset.
o-ver-use (o'vSr-us'), n. too much use. v.t. (o'vgr-uV)f
to use too much, too long, etc.

o-ver-val-ue (o'vgr-val'u), v.t. to value too highly.
o-ver-watch (o'vSr-wacn', o'vSr-wdch'), v.L 1. to
watch over. 2. to watch to the point of weariness.

o-ver-wear (o'vSr-war'), v.t. [for prm. pts. see WEAR],
1. to wear until no longer fit for use. 2. to outgrow.

o-ver-wea-ry (o'vgr-w&r'i), adj. too weary; exhausted.
v.t. [OVERWEARIED (-id), OVERWEARYING], to make
overweary; tire out.

o-ver-ween-ing (o'vgr-wen'irj) , adj. [ME. oferweninge,
ppr. of oferwenen; AS. oferwenan; ofer, over -f vuenan,
to hope], arrogant; excessively proud; conceited.

o-ver-weigh (o'v&r-wa'), v.t. 1. to outweigh. 2. to

burden; oppress: weigh down.
o-ver-weight (6'vSr-wat'; for adj. & ., o'vSr-wat') ,

it. 1. more weight than is needed or allowed; extra
or surplus weight. 2. a greater amount of importance

ofer, over + whelmen, to turn], 1. to pour down upon
and cover over or bury beneath. 2. to make helpless;

overcome; crush; overpower. 3. [Obs.], to overthrow.
o-ver whelm-ing (o'vSr-hwel'mirj); adj. that over-
whelms.

'

'

'

,
'

*
' '

'

o-yer-wind (o'vSr-wind'), v.t. to wind too Ian or too

tightly, as a winch,
o ver work (5'vSr-wurk'; for n. 2* o'vSr-w$rk')* m*.
to work or use to excess: as, he overworked the horse,

she overworks (that excuse, v.i. to work too hard or

too long. n. 1. work that is severe or burdensome.

(something) over other writing. 6) to write over (other

writing). 2. to write too much, or in too flowery or

labored a style, about (some subject). ;_
o-ver-wrought (6'vSr-r6t'), adj. 1. overworked; fa-

tigued; hence, 2. nervous; strained; excited. 3. with
the surface adorned. 4. too elaborate; ornate.

o-vi- (6'vi), [< L. ovum, an e^g], a combining form
meaning egg or ovum, as in oviduct, oviform.
Ov-id (ov'id), n. (Publius Ovidius Now), Roman poet;
lived 43 B.C.-17? A.D.

ov-i-duct (o'vi-duktOt n. [Mod. L. oviductus; see ovi-

& DUCT], a duct or tube through which the ova pass
from the ovary to the uterus or to the outside.

O-vie-do (6-vye'^d), n. a city in northwestern Spain:

pop., 78,000. , .

o*vff-er'OU8 (o-vif'eV-as) , adj. [on- + -ferous], in anatomy
& zoology, oearing, producing, or carrying ova.

o*vi-form (o'vi-f6rm') # tow- -|- -form], egg-shaped.
o-vliie (6'vin, 6'vin), adj. [LL. oviitiu& < L. ovts, sheep;
akin to Gr. 0*5; tor IB. base see EWE], oft Hke, or

having the nature of, sheep.
o vip ara (5-vip'Sr-a), n.pl. {Mod. L. < L. owparus;
see OVIPAROUS], the egg-laying animals.

.

o-vi'par-i*ty (o'vi-par'a-ti), n. the quality or condition
of being oviparous.

o-vip-a-rous (5-vip'Sr-as), adj. [Lr. oviparus < ovum,
an egg 4* parere, to produce], 1. producing eggs which
hatch after leaving the body of the femafe. 2. desig-

nating or of this type of reproduction. Opposed to

viviparous.
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o vipoa it (o'vi-poz>it), iu. [< ow- + L* positus, pp.
of fonere, to place], to deposit or lay eggs: usually
said of insects having an ovipositor.

o-vi'po-si'tion (o'vi-pa-zish'gn), n. the act of depositing
eggs, as with an ovipositor.
ovi*po-itor (o'vi-poz'i-tSr), n. [ovi- + L. fositor, one
who places < Ponere, to place], 1. a special organ of
insects for depositing eggs in a suitable place, usually
situated at the end of the abdomen. 2. an extension
of the genital orifice of a fish.

o-vi-sac (o'yi-sak'), n. [ovi- + sac] r 1. an egg capsule
or case; ootheca. 2. an egg receptacle. 3. a Graafian
follicle.

O'Void (o'void), adj. [ovi~ 4- -owfl, egg-shaped; oviform.
n. anything of ovoid form.

o-vo-lo (o'ys-150, n. [pi. OVOLI (-le')]> [obs. It. (now
uovolo), dim, of ovo < L. ovum, an egg], a convex
molding, usually a quarter section of a circle; quarter
round: see molding, illus.

o-vo-vi-vip-a-rous (o'vo-vi-vip'Sr-gs), adj. [< L. ovum,
art egg -f viviparous], designating various animals
which produce hard-shelled eggs that are hatched
within the female's body, as some reptiles and fishes.

o-vu-lar (o'vyoo-leY) , adj. [Mod. L. ovularis < ovulum;
see OVIELE], like or having to do with an ovule or ovum.

o*vn*lar-y (o'vyoo-ler'i) , adj. ovular.
o-vu-late (o'vyoo-lat'; for adj., 6'vyoo-lit), v.i. fovu-
LATED (-id), OVULATING], [< ovule -f -ate], to discharge
ova from the ovary; produce ova. aaj. having an
ovule or ovules.

o-vu'la-tiqii (o'vyoo-la'shan), n. [< ovule -f- -ation],
the physiological process by which a mature ovum
escapes from a ruptured Graafian follicle.

'vule (5'vul) t n. iFr.; Mod. L. ovulum, dim. < L.
ovum], 1. in zoology, the immature ovum while still

in the Graafian follicle: any small egg. 2. in Many,
that part of a plant wrnch develops into a seed.
ovum (o'vam), n* [pL OVA (o'va)], [L., an egg], in
biology; an egg^lemale germ cell which, generally only
after fertilization* develops into a new member of
the same species.

Old 'Welsh, -
> .

,

(o^ >04*. (OWED (pd), obs. OUGHT (6t); OWING],
, <wv when; AS. awn* to own, possess, have;
to Gothx&wn (OHG. eigan; cL Or. eigen, own);

(
',. base *Zik- t to have as one's own, be able; >e.

OUGHT], 1. tc* have an obligation to pay; be indented
to the amount of. 2. to be morally obligated to: as,
I owe him my thanks. 3. to have or cherish (a certain
feeling) toward another; bear: as, he owed iU will.
4. to be indebted to for the existence of. 5. [Obs.],
to own; have. IM. to be in debt.
Ow-en (o'in, o'wan), [W. < Owein, earlier Ewein <
Celt. *Esu~ganyos; akin to Gr. Eugenics; see EUGENE],
a masculine name.
Ow-en, Robert (o'in, o'wsn), 1771-1858; British indus-
trialist and socialist.

Owen, Wilfred, 1893-1918; English poet.
O'Wem-bor-o (6'inz-bftr'o), n. a city in northwestern
Kentucky, on the Ohio: pop., 34,000.
Qw-en-Stan-ley (o'in-stanll), n. a mountain range
in northeastern New Guinea: highest peak, Mount
Victoria, 13,121 ft.

OWI, Office of War Information.
owing (o'in), adj. [ME. owynge], 1. that owes, 2.
due; unpaid: as, there are three dollars owing.
owing to, resulting from; caused by; on account of-

owl (oul), n. [ME. & AS. ule; akin to G. eule < echoic
base seen also in L. ulula

f owl, ululara, to howl? cf.

HOWL], any of a group of night birds of prey found
throughout the world, distinguished by a large head,
eyes surrounded by stiff-feathered disks, a short
hooked beak, feathered legs with sharp talons^ and
soft plumage which permits noiseless night: applied
figuratively to a person of nocturnal habits, solemn
appearance, etc.

owl-et (oul'it), n. 1. any young or small owl. 2. a
certain small European owL

owl-ten (ottHsh), adj. like or characteristic of an owl
owl 8-clo-ver (oulz'klo'ver), n. a plant of the figwort
family, with spikes of red or purple tubelike flowers.own (on), adj. [ME. oweni agen; AS. agen, pp. of
agan, to possess; cf.- OWK! belonging, relating, or
peculiar to oneself or itself: used to strengthen a
preceding possessive, as, he wants Ms own book, he
prefers his own doctor, n. that which belongs to one-
self: as, that is his own, he came into his mei Fin on
my own. v.t. 1. to possess; hold as personal property;
have. 2. to admit; recognize; acknowledge, tu. to
confess (with to). SYN. see acknowledge/ have,
come into one's own, to receive what properly belongs
to one, especially acclaim or recognition^

hold one'a own, to maintain one's place or condition in
spite of -attack, criticism, illness, etc. V.r

'*

''<
,

of one's own, belonging strictly to oneself*
on one's own, [CoHoq.J, by one'a own efforts,; ott
on 6 own resources, TesponsibiKty, eta

own-er
(8n/er) n; a person who owns; proprietor. ,iown er ship (^a/gr-sliip

/
), n. (see -SHIP], ,t w , Se atafo

V OXBOV

YOKE WITH OXBOWS

or fact of being an owner. 2. legal right of possession;
lawful title (to something); proprietorship.
ox (oks), n. \pl. OXEN (ok's'n), rarely ox; see PLURAL,
H, D, 1], [ME. ; AS. oxa; akin to G.^ ochse; IE. base
*wegw- t ugw-, wet, to make wet (with sense of the
male impregnating the female)], 1. loosely, any animal
of the bovine family* 2. a castrated bull.

ox-, oxy~.
Ox., Oxford.
ox-a- (ok'ss), [var. < oxy-], in chemistry, a prefix indi-

cating the presence of oxygen, especially as replacing
carbon in a ring.
ox a late (ok'ss-lat'), n. [Fr.; see OXALIC & -A.TE], a
salt or ester of oxalic acid.

ox-al-ic (ok-sal'ik), adj. [Fr. oxalique; L. oxalis; Gr.
oxalis, sorrel < osys, acid], 1. having to do with or
derived from the oxalis. 2. designating or of a
colorless, poisonous, crystalline acid, (COOH),
found in oxalis and other plants or prepared syntheti-
cally: used in dyeing, bleaching, etc.

ox-a-lis (pk'sa-lis), n. [L., garden sorrel; Gr. oxalis <
oxys, acid, sour], any of a number of related plants
with cloverlike leaves and flowers of white, red, etc.
ox-azin (ok

/
S8-zin), n. oxazine.

ox-azine (ok'sa-zen', ok'ss-zin), n. [oxygen + azine],
any of six compounds having a composition correspond-
ing to the formula C^sNO and composed of molecules
which contain four atoms of carbon and one atom
each of oxygen and nitrogen united in a ring structure.
ox-blood (oks

/blud/
) n, a deep red color.

ox-bow (oks'bo
7

). n. [ME. oxboue], 1. the U-shaped
part of an ox yoke which
passes under and around
the neck of the animal.
2. a crescent-shaped bend
in a riverj hence, 3. the
land within such a bend.

ox-en (ok's'n), n. plural
of ox.

ox-eye (okslQ, n. [ME.
oxie], any of a number
ofrelateddaisylikeplants.

ox-eyed (oks'id'), adj.
with eyes large and fuU like those of an ox.

oxeye daisy, a daisylike plant with flowers of yellow
rays around a brown disk; black-eyed Susan.
Ox-ford (oks'fgrd), n. 1. Oxfordshire. 2. the county
seat of Oxfordshire: pop., 103,000 (est. 1946): home
of Oxford University. Abbreviated Ox., Orf.

ox-ford (oks'fSrd), n. [after Oxford], [sometimes 0-], 1.

a type of low shoe laced over the instep: also oxford
shoe. 2. a type of cotton cloth witn a basketlike
weave, used for men's shirts, etc. : also oxford cloth.
Oxford gray, a, very dark gray, approaching black.
Oxford group movement, a religious movement
started about 1921 by the Reverend Frank Buchman
and based on early, or primitive, Christianity, em-
phasizing the fellowship of man and God, and the
importance of confession: also called Buchmanism.
Oxford movement, a movement begun at Oxford
University in 1833 by certain Anglican clergymen t
bring Catholic doctrine and ritual into the Anglican
Church in opposition to the liberal movement inl reli-

gion: see Tractarianlsm.
Ox-ford-ahire (oks'ferd-shir'), n. a county of south
central England: pop., 245,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Oxford: also called Oxford, Oxon.

ox heart (okslmrtO, n. 1. a large cherry shaped Hke
a heart. 2. a kind of cabbage.

ox-id (ok'sid), n* oxide.
ox-i-dase (ok'sa-dSs', ok's9-daz')> n. [o*Mze 4- -ase],
any of ka (group of enzymes which act as oxidizing
agents.

oxi-da-tion (ok'sQ-dS'shan), n. [Fr, < oxide; see
OXIDE], 1. the union of a substance with oxygen.
2. the process of increasing the positive valence or
of decreasing the negative valence of an element or
ion. 3. the process by which electrons are removed
from atoms or ions., Cf. reduction.

ox-i-da tive (ok'sa-dfi'tivj, ad/, of or characterized by
oxidation; able to oxidize.

ox-ide (pk'sfd^ ok'sid) {
n. [Fn < Gr. oxys, acid, sour 4-

Jr. actde, aeidj, a binary oonnpound of oxyge with
some otter efementi or with a radical: ^also <wdd*

ox-i diz a ble
JofctojflBiVbT). adj. thatcm be <mdked

ox-idize
r<ok%a^feO^ ,^f tosowaro (-dbdO, OBO-

wmtG]> [< M* +> 4M$ 1- to unite, with oxygen.
2. tomcreitse ( t<mot|p "tmlemce or teareaue the

a. to- *eraove
ax awtdtod.

^ **mxf bfcwace that -oaad
or causes another to oxidize; oxidizing

ox-jm (okto), n, '

ox ime ^ok
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ox-Hp (oks'hp'), n. [AS. oxanslyppe; oxan, genit. of
oxa (see ox) + slyppe, dropping; cf. COWSLIP], a plant
of the primrose family, having yellow flowers.
Ox-on (ok'son), n. Oxfordshire.
Oxon., 1. Oxonia, [L.], Oxford. 2. Oxoniensis, [L.],
of Oxford.

. Ox-o-ni-an (ok-so'ni-on) , adj. [< ML. Oxonia. Oxford],
of Oxford (England) or Oxford University, n. 1. a
student or alumnus of Oxford University. 2. a native
or inhabitant of Oxford, England.

ox-peck-er (oks'pek'er), n. any of a group of African
starlings that feed on the parasitic larvae found on
the hide of oxen.

ox- tail (oks'tal'), n. the tail of an ox, especially when
skinned and used to make a soup.

ox-ter (ok'stgr), n. [Late ME. oxtere; AS. ohsta; akin
to G. achsel, shoulder; IE. base *ages-, as also in L.
axis (cf. AXIS), axilla, shoulder; cf. AXLE, AISLE].
[Scot. & British Dial.], the armpit.

ox-tongue (oks'tur/), n. any of a number of related
plants with rough, tongue-shaped leaves.
Ox-us (ok'sos), n. the Amu Darya, a river in western
Asia: the ancient name, still used.
ox-y- (ok'si), [< oxygen], a combining form meaning
a) containing oxygen: also, before a vowel, ox-, b) con-
taining the hydroxyl radical: in this sense hydroxy- is

preferred.
ox-y- (ok'si, ok'sa), [< Gr. oxys, sharp, acid], a com-
bining form meaning sharp, pointed, acute, or acid,
as in oxycephalic, oxymoron, oxygen.

ox-y-a-cet-y-lene (ok'si-s-set'1-en'), adj. [oxy- (oxygen)
+ acetylene], of or using a mixture of oxygen and
acetylene.
oxyacetylene torch, a blowpipe in which the oxy-
acetylene name produced is much hotter than an
oxyhydrogen flame, used for cutting and welding steel:
also oxyacetylene blowpipe.

ox-y-ac-id (ok'si-as'id), n. an acid containing oxygen.
ox-y-cal-ci-um light (ok'si-kal'si-orn), [oxy- (oxygen)
+ calcium], a light produced by white-hot lime.

ox-y-ce-phal-ic (ok'si-sa-fal'ik), adj. [oxy- (sharp) +
cephalic], designating or having a skull coming to a
more or less cone-shaped point on top.

ox-y-gen (ok'si-J9n), n. [Fr. oxygene; see OXY- (acid)
& -GEN], a colorless, odorless, tasteless, gaseous chemical
element, the most abundant of all elements: it occurs
free in the atmosphere, forming one fifth of its volume,
and in combination in water, sandstone, limestone,
etc.; it is very active, being able to combine with
nearly all other elements, and is essential to life

processes and to combustion: symbol, O; at. wt.,

16.000; at. no., 8.

oxygen acid, an acid that contains oxygen; oxyacid.
ox-y-gen-ate (ok'si-jVnat'), v.t. [OXYGENATED (-id),

OXYGENATING], [< Pr. oxygener], to mix, treat, or
combine with oxygen; oxidize.

ox-y-gen-a-tion (ok'si-js-na'shsn) , n. a mixing or

being mixed with oxygen; oxidation.

ox-y-gen*ize (ok'si-jVmzO. v.t. OXYGENIZED (-nizd'),

OXYGENIZING], to 9xygenate; oxidize.

oxygen tent, a boxlike enclosure supplied with oxygen,
in which a patient is

kept to facilitate his

breathing: used chiefly
in cases

m
of pneumonia

and cardiac disease;

ox-y-hem-o-glo-bin (ok'-
si-he'ma-glo'bin), n.

[oxy- (oxygen) + hemo-

globin], a substance found
in the arterial blood,
formed in the lungs by
the loose union of hemo-
globin with oxygen, which is thus carried to the body
tissues.

ox-y-hy-dro-gen (ok'st-hi'dra-jan), adj. [oxy- (oxygen)
-f hydrogen], of or using a mixture of oxygen and
hydrogen, n, oxynydrogen gas.

oxynydro^en torch (or blowpipe), a blowpipe which
burns a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen at a very high

OXYGEN TENT

OXY-
temperature, used for cutting and welding steel.

ox-y-mo*ron (ok'si-mSi/on, ok'sMno'ron) , n. [pi.

MORA (-9)], [Mod. L.; 'Or, oxymoron < oxys. sharp +
moros, fooMu dull],

a figure of speech in which opposite
or contradictory ideas or terms are combined (e.g.,

'

thunderous silence, sweet sorrow).
ox y-salt (ok'si-sdlr), IK, any salt of an oxyacid.

oxy-sulfide (ok's-std'ld, ok'si-suMd), w. a com-

pound formed of an element or positive radical with
oxygen and sulfur, in which oxygen may be thought
of as replacing a part of the sulfur.

ox-y-to-cic (ok'si-to'sik, ok'si-tos'ik), adj. [< Gr.

oxytokion, medicine for speeding childbirth; + -ic],

in medicine, promoting or hastening the process of

childbirth by stimulating the contractions of the

involuntary muscles of the uterus, n. an oxytocic
medicine.

ox-y-to-cin (ok'si-to'sin, ok'si-tos'in), n. [< Gr. oxys,
quick, sharp + tokos, birth; + -in], one of the hormones
of the posterior pituitary gland, serving to increase
the contractions of the uterus during childbirth and
to prevent or stop bleeding afterward.

ox-y-tone (ok'si-ton') , adj. [Gr. oxytonos < oxys, sharp
4- tonos, a tone], with an acute accent on the last

syllable, n* an oxytone word.
o-yer (o/ye'r, oi'er), n. [ME.; Anglo-Fr., inf. used as n.;*
L. audire, to hear], a copy of a bond or other instrument
that is the subject of a suit, given to the opposite
party instead of being read aloud, as formerly.
oyer and ter-mi-ner (tur'nu-ner), [Archaic], a hearing
and determining; used in the United States to designate
the higher criminal courts.

o-yez, o-yes (o'yes, o'yez), interj. [ME.j Anglo-Fr.,
hear ye < oyer; see OYER], hear ye! attention!; usually
cried out three times by officials to command silence

before a proclamation is made. n. a cry of oyez.
oys-ter (ois'ter), n. [ME. & OFr. oistre; L. ostrea,

ostretim; Gr. ostreon, oyster: akin to osteon, a bone,
ostrakon, hard shell of a shellfish], 1. any of a roup
of marine mollusks with an irregularly shaped hinged
shell, found especially on the bottom of the sea and
widely used as food. 2. any of numerous similar bi-

valve mollusks, as the scallop, pearl oyster, etc. 3.

the oyster-shaped bit of meat contained in a depression
on each side of the pelvic bone of a fowl. Applied
figuratively to a taciturn person or to a thing from
which profit or advantage can be extracted.

oyster bed, a place on the ocean floor naturally suited

to, or artificially prepared for, the breeding and culti-

vation of oysters.
oyster catcher, any of several species of wading birds
of the plover family, with a strong, wedge-shaped
beak and stout legs.

oyster crab, any of a group of crabs that live as com-
mensals in the gill cavities of oysters,

oyster cracker, a small, round soda cracker eaten with
oyster stews, etc.

oyster farm, a place where oyster beds are maintained.
oys-ter-man (ois'ter-man), n. [pi. OYSTERMEN (-man)],

1. a person who gathers, sells, or raises oysters. 2. a
vessel used in gathering oysters,

oyster plant, 1. salsify. 2. the sea lungwort,
oyster rake, a rake with a long handle and curved teeth
tor gathering in oysters from shallow waters.

oys-ter-root (ois'ter-root
7

, qis'ter-rootO, n. salsify]./

oyster stew, a dish consisting of whole oyster^, 4 a
soup of heated milk or cream, butter, and sea^Dihg.

oyster white, a very light gray, with a creas^. or

yellowish cast. ; ,.,/<

oz., [pL oz., ozs.], ounce. , v
O-zark Mountains (o'zark), a low mountain range in
southwestern Missouri, northwestern Arkansas ajnd
northeastern Oklahoma: also Ozarks. ^

o-zo-ce-rite (o-zo'ka-rit', 9-zo'so-rit') , n. [G. ozokwft <
Gr. ozein, to smell + keros, wax], a mineral warn used
in making candles, electrical insulation, etc,

o-zone (o'zon, o-zon'), n. [Fr. < Gr. ozein , tp smell],
1. a blue gas, OB, with a penetrating odor; it is an
allotropic form of oxygen, formed usually by a silent

electrical discharge in air, and is used as an oxidizing,

deodorizing, and bleaching agent and in the purification
of water, 2. [Slang], pure air. '

o-zon-ic (o-zon'ik, o-zo'nik), adj. containing or having
to do with ozone.
ozonic ether, a solution of ethylic ether, hydrogen
peroxide, and alcohol, used as an antiseptic.
o zo-nid (o'zo-nid), n. an ozonide. ,

o zo nide (6'zo-nid
7

). n. any of a series of compounds
of ozone. 1 ,

O'ZO-nif-er*ous (o'zo-nif'er-as), adj. [< o&me + -f&rM$] t

having or containing ether. ,>

o-zo-nize (o'za-mV). v.t. [OZONIZED (-n!zd') OZONIZING],
1. to change (oxygen) into ozone. 2. ta treat or

impregnate with ozone. i
,

o-zo-nous (S'za-nss), adj. ozooic.

ozs., ounces*
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P, p (pe). n. [pL P's, p's, Ps, ps (pez)], 1. the sixteenth

letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek pi, a

borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table.

2. the sound of P or p: normally in English, a voiceless

Hp stop consonant: p is silent before n in words of

Greek origin. 3. a type or impression for P or p. 4. a

symbol for the sixteenth in a sequence or group (or

the fifteenth if J is omitted), adj. 1. of P or p. 2.

sixteenth (or fifteenth if J is omitted) in a sequence or

group.
mind 0116*8 p'a and q>, to be careful of one's words
and actions.

P (pe) n. 1. an object shaped like P. 2. a Roman
numeral for 400 : with a superior bar (P) , 400,000. 3. in

genetics, the symbol for parental generation. 4. in

chemistry, the symbol for phosphorus. 5. in mechanics,
the symbol for: a) power, b) pressure.

P, in chess, pawn.
P-, pursuit: followed by a number to designate a specific

model of United States Air Force fighter airplane.

p-, in chemistry, para-.

P., p., 1. pastor. 2. post. 3. power. 4. president.

5. pressure. 6. priest. 7. prince.

p., L \pl. PP.], page. 2. part. 3. participle. 4. past,

ay. 6. per. 7. pint. 8. pipe. 9. pitcher. 10.

11. population. 12, pro. 13. in music, piano.

chemistry, protactinium.

ga (pa; dial., often p6*), n. [Colloq.], father; papa.

PJ&, 1. Passenger Agent. 2. Post Adjutant. 3. Pur-

chasingAgent. 4. [Slang], a) press agent. 6) prosecuting
attorney, c) public address (system).

p,a.t 1; participial adjective. 2. per annum.
pab-u-lum (paVyoo-lam), n. [L.], food; sustenance.

1

Pac^ Pacific.

pa^c?a (pafkg, pak'o), n. [Port. & Sp. < Tupi pfaa], any
f a number of related short-tailed or tailless rodents

of South and Central America, with spotted brown fur

and hooflike toes.

pace (pis), n. [ME.; OFr. pas; L. passus, a step, lit., a
stretching out of the leg in walking < pp. of pandere,
t(y stretch out], 1. a step in walking, running, etc.;

stride. 2. a conventional measure of length, ^approxi-
mately the distance covered in a step or stride: it is

generally estimated at 2 1/2 feet, or sometimes in meas-
uring, 3 feet or 3.3 feet (1/5 of a rod). The regulation
pace of the United States Army is 30 inches, or 36
'inches for double time. The Roman pace, measured
froin 'the neel of one foot to the heel of the same foot
i the next stride, was 5 Roman feet, or 58.1 inches: it

is now knowti! as a geometric face, about 5 feet. 3. the
rate of speed in walking, running, etc. ; hence, 4. a) rate
of movement, progress, development, etc. 6) an equal
rate or sfreea: as, try to keep pace with me. 5. a par-
ticular Way of walking, running, etc. (of a person or

animal); gait; walk. 6. a gait of a morse in which
both legs on the same side are raised together, r.f.

(PACED (past), PACING], 1. to walk or stride back and
forth across. 2. to measure by paces. 3. to train, de-

velop, or guide the pace of (a horse). 4. to set the pace
for (a runner, horse, etc.). vJL 1. to walk with slow
or regular steps. 2. to raise both legs on the same side
at the same time in moving: said of a horse.

put one through his paces, to test one's abilities,

accomplishments, capabilities, etc.

set the pace, 1. to go at a speed that others try to

equal, as in a race; hence, 2. to do or be something
for others to emulate.

paced (past), adj. 1. having a specified pace: used in

hyphenated compounds, as fast-paced. 2. measured by
paces or pacing. 3. in horse racmg, having its pace set

oy a pacemaker.
pace-mak-er (paVmS'ker), n. a runner, horse, auto-
mobile, etc. that sets the pace for others, as in a race.

pace-mak-ing (pas'mS'kin), n. a setting of a pace, as
by a runner, horse, etc.

pac-er (pa'ser), n. 1. a horse whose normal gait is a
pace* 2. a pacemaker*
pa-cha fpQ-sM', pash/9, p&'sha). m a pasha.
pa-cha-Hc (po-shMik), n. a pashalik.
pa-chi si (pa-che'zi, pi-che'zl), n. JHind. pacisi
twenty-five: so named from the highest throw}, 1. in

India, a game for four players in which the moves of

the pieces around a board are determined by the throw-

ing of cowrie shells. 2. in England and the United

States, a similar game in which dice replace the shells:

also parcheesi, parches!, parchisl.

Pach-mann, Vlad-i-mir de (vla-de'mir dye pakh'man),
1848-1933; Russian pianist.

pach-ouli (pach'oo-li, po-chooli), n. patchouli. t

Pa-chu-ca (pa-choo'ka), n. a city in east central Mexico:

pop., 53,000. , , ^
pach-y derm (pak's-durm') , n. [Fr. pachyderme; Gr.

pachydermos, thick-skinned. < pachys, thick + derma.
a skin], 1. any of certain large, thick-skinned, hoofed

animals, as the elephant, rhinoceros, and hippopotamus,
formerly classified together; hence, 2. a thick-skinned,

insensitive, stolid person.
pach-y-der-ma-tous (pak's-dur'ma-tos), adj. 1. of,

or having the nature of, a pachyderm. 2. thick-skinned ;

insensitive to criticism, insult, etc.
%

pach-y-der-mous (pak'a-dur'mas), adj. pachyderma-
tous.

pach-y-san-dra (pak'i-san'dra), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

pachys, thick; + -androus], any of various dense-grow-
ing plants, mainly evergreen, used as a ground cover.

pac-i-fi-a-ble (pas'a-fl's-b'l), adj. that can be pacified,

Pa-cif-ic (ps-sif'ik), n. [see next entry; so called by
Magellan because of its tranquil appearance], the

largest of the earth's oceans, between Asia and the

American continents; area, 63,750,000 sq. mi. adj.
1. designating, of, in, on, or near this ocean. 2. on,

along, or near the Pacific Coast of the United States.

Abbreviated Pac., Pacif.

pa-cif-ic (p9-sif'ik), adj. [Fr. pacifigue; L. pacificus <
pacijicare; see PACIFY], 1. making or tending to make
peace; appeasing; conciliatory. 2. of a peaceful nature
or disposition; not warlike: mild; tranquil; calm.

'

pa-cif'i-cal (pd-sif'i-k'l), ad;, pacific.

pa-cif-i-cate (pa-sif'i-kat') v.t. [PACIFICATED (-id), PA-

CIFICATING], f< L- facificatus], to pacify.

paC'i-fi'Ca'tion (pas'a-fi-ka'shan), n. [Fr.; L. paaficatw],
a pacifying or being pacified.

pa>cif'i-ca-tor (pQ-sif'i-ka'tSr, pas'9-fi-ki'tSr), n. a
person who pacifies; peacemaker.

pa'df-i-ca-to-ry (pa-sff'i-ka-t&r'i, pa-sif'i-ka-to'ri) , adj.

tending to pacify, or make peace; conciliatory. y
pa cif i cism (pa-sifVsiz'm) , n. pacifism.

x<

ipa-ci-fi'CO (pa*-se'fe-k6*0 n. \pl PACIFJCOS (-k6V)],

[Sp,], a peaceful person: nonresister; specifically, a

Cuban or Filipino who submitted to Spanish rule.

Pacific Standard Time, one of the four standard times

in the United States, corresponding to the mean local

time pi the 120th meridian west of Greenwich, England:
it '&' eight ftotus behind Greenwich time and three
behind Eastern Standard Time: abbreviated P,S.T.

pac<i*fi"er (pas'a-fi'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that

pacifies. 2. a nipple ,or teething ring for babies.

pac-i-fism (pas's-fiz'm), n. [< pacific + -ism], op-
.positipn to all war and armed nostUi^y; belief that
national pr mterhational disputes siioula be settled by
peaceful means rather than oy fojcce or war.

pac-i-fist (pasVtjs't)i li,, fii person who advocates
pacifism; one opposed to war or the use of force,

pac-i-fis-tic (pas'a-fis'tik), adj. of pacifism or pacifists.

pacify (pas'arfiO, v.t. [PACIIB (-EdO PACIFYING],
[Fr. pacifier; L. pacijicare < Pap* pacis, peace + fqcere,
to make], 1. to make peaceful or calm; appease; tran-

quilize. 2. to establish or secure peace in (a nation, etc.).

SYN. iwdfy 'implies a njakiwg <iaet ad |^ceM 1

has become noisy or d|^r4erly (^J
pease suggests a pacifying by g

mauds of (to appease one's hunff
of wounded feelings or an all

ments failed to mxMify her) ; i

hostile^or angry attitude ta a i

cote an. offended colleas

<3 a
or avoicae <m (to ^2o

ite imlies an aUaying or

forestalling ol hostile ^ _,

propitiate a deity); conciliate
concession, persuasion, etc. in an

^i^^^
'via
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pacco, IT. pac, ML. $accu$, etc.)]. 1. a large bundle of
things wrapped or tied up for carrying, as on the back
of an animal; load; burden; bale. 2. a number of
similar or related persons or things; specifically, a) a
number; group; collection: as, a pack of lies. b) a
package of a standard number: as, a pack of cigarettes.
c) a set of playing cards, usually 52; deck, d) a set of
hunting hounds, e) a number of wild animals living
together: as, a pack ol wolves. /) a united group; gang.
3. a mass of floating pieces of ice driven together.
4. a) treatment by wrapping a patient in blankets or
sheets that are wet or dry and hot or cold. &) the blan-
kets or sheets used, c) a folded towel or cloth filled with
crushed ice: also ice pack. 5. any of various cosmetic
pastes applied to the skin and left to dry. 6. the amount
of food put in cans, etc. in a season or year. v.t. 1. to
make a pack, or bundle, of. 2. a) to put together
compactly in a box, trunk, etc. for carrying or storing.
&) to fill (a box, trunk, etc.) for carrying or storing:
as, he packed his bags. 3. a) to put (food) in cans,
boxes, etc. for preservation or sale. b) to put food in

(cans, boxes, etc.) for preservation or sale. 4. a) to
crowd; fill closely; cram: as, the audience packed the
hall. 6) to crowd (people) together; press together.
5. to fill in or surround tightly for protection, preven-
tion of leaks, etc. : as, pack a joint. 6. to press, together
firmly: as, packed earth. 7. to load (an animal) with a
pack; hence, 8. to cany (goods, equipment, etc.) in or
as in a pack : said of an animal. 9. to carry or wear as
part of one's regular clothing, equipment, etc.: as, he
packs a gun. 10. to wrap in a pack (sense 4&). 11.
to send (off): as, they packed him off to school. 12.

[Slang], to deliver or be able to deliver (a blow, punch,
etc.) with force. v.i. 1. to make up packs. 2. to put
one s clothes, belongings, etc. into luggage for a trip:
as, are you going to pack tonight? 3. to press, crowd,
or throng together in a small space. 4. to admit of

being folded compactly, put in a container, etc.: as,
this suit packs well. 5. to settle into a compact or
solid mass. 6. to go away in haste (sometimes with
off}, adj. 1. a) used in packing. 6) suitable for pack-
ing. 2. formed in a pack or packs. 3. used for cany-
ing packs, loads, etc. SYN. see bundle, group.
send packing, to dismiss (a person) without delay.

pack (pak), v.i. [< prec. pack, v.t.], to choose or arrange
(a jury, committee, etc.) in such a way as to get desired
decisions, results, etc.

pack-age (pak'ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the act or process
of packing. 2. a wrapped or boxed thing or group of

things; parcel. 3. a box, case, etc. in which things are

packed, v.t. [PACKAGED (-ijd), PACKAGIHG], to wrap or

box, as for selling, carrying, etc. SYN. see bundle.

package store, a retail store where alcoholic beverages
are sold by the bottle to be drunk off the premises.
pack animal, an animal used for carrying packs or loads.

pak-er (pak'e'r), n. a person or thing that packs;
specifically, a) a person who packs goods for preserva-
tion, transportation, or sale. 6) a person who owns
or manages a packing house.
pack-et (pak'it), n. [Anglo-Fr. pacguet, dim, of ME.
pakke; see PACK], 1. a small package or parcel. 2. a
packet boat. Abbreviated pkt. v.i. to make up into
or wrap in a packet.
packet Doat, [so called from orig. carrying mail; cf. FT.

pa&uebot], a boat that travels a regular route between
ports, as along a coast or on a river, carrying passengers,
freight, and mail.

pack horse, 1. a horse used to cany packs, luggage,
etc.; hence, 2. a drudge.
pack-ing (pak'irj), n. 1. the act or process of a person
or thing that packs; specifically, a) me canning of

meats, traits, or vegetables. 6) in medicme* the fiflimg

of a wound or cavity with gauze, etc. to permit drainage
and prevent closure. 2. any material used in packing,
as a fibrous substance placed around valves to make
them watertight, etc.

packing box (or case) , a large wooden box for storing
or shipping goods; rate.

packing meet, in physics, the loss of mass in the
nucleus of an atom attributed to the loss of energy
resulting in the btiilding up of the nucleus from its

component parts. :

packing house, & place where meats, and sometimes
fruits, vegetables, ete., are prepared for future sale, by
processing*! canning, packaging, etc.

pack-man (pak/moniL n. IpL PACKMEN f-man)], a man
wko carries a packiot goods for sale; peddler.
pack .jmt, a- kind I - North* American raft tl^at catnes

paddy

pack sack (i^ai'>r'i ;ia ;tird|i^ sacfe- of canvas or

leather, usually carried strapped on the shoulders. >>

pack sad die (pak'sad'l) , n. a saddle .designed to sup-

ti^'to^pKT^f^^^ ,

"
' *

pack train, a train, or procession, of pack animals.

pact (pakt), n. [ME.; OFr. pacte; L. pactum, neut. of

pactus, pp. of paciscere, to agree < pax* pacis, peace], a
compact, covenant, or agreement.
pad (pad), n. [chiefly echoic, but influenced by pad (to

travel)], the dull sound made by a footstep or staff

on the ground.
pad (pad), n. [prob. var. of pod* and* like that word <
a LG. source; prob. IE. base *6w- f *Mw*-t to blow out
(as the cheeks), seen also in bud, obs. pad, a toad, etc.],

1. a soft, stuffed saddle. 2. anything made of or stuffed
with soft material and used to fill hollow spaces or to

protect from friction, jarring, blows, etc.; cushion or

something like a cusnion: as, a shoulder pad. 3. the
foot or footprint of certain animals, as the wolf, fox,
etc. 4. the cushionlike part of the foot of some animals,
birds, and insects, 5. the floating leaf of a water
plant, as the water lily. 6. a number of sheets of

paper for writing or drawing, fastened along one
edge; tablet. 7. an absorbent cushion soaked with ink
for inking a rubber stamp. 8. the leather cushion that
lines the valves of certain wind instruments, v.t*

[PADDED (-id), PADDING], 1. to stuff, cover, or line

with soft material. 2. to lengthen (a speech or piece of

writing) by inserting unnecessary or irrelevant ma-
terial. 3. to fill (an expense account, etc.) with fraudu-
lent or invented entries.

pad (pad), v.i. [PADDED (-id), PADDING], [< pad (path);
cf. LG. padden], 1. to travel on foot; walk; tramp.
2. to walk or run with a soft, almost soundless, step.

pad (pad), n. [D. pad, path], 1. a horse with an easy,
slow pace. 2. [Rare], a highwayman; foot

[British Slang or Dial.] a path; road; way.
Pa-dang (pa-<!arjO, n. a city on the western coast of

Sumatra, Netherlands Indies: pop., 52,000.

padded cell, a cell, or room, lined with heavy, soft
material for the confinement of violently deranged
patients or prisoners.
pad-ding (pad'irj), n. 1. the action of a person who
pads. 2. any soft material used to pad, ,

as cotton,
felt, etc. 3. material, often unnecessary or irrelevant,
inserted in a speech, writing, etc. to make it longer.

Pad-ding-ton (pad'irj-tsn), n. a borough of London:
pop., 145,000.

pad-die (pad
7
!), n. [ME. padell, small spade; prob. var.

of patel, shallow pan (< L. patella}, with medial voic-

ing; the form pattel actually exists], 1. a relatively-
short oar with a wide blade at one end or both en$s;
used, without an oarlock, to propel a canoe. 2. any of

various implements shaped like this; specifically, a) a
metal tool for stirring iron in a furnace. 6) a sr#all, flat
wooden instrument for working butter, stirring clay,
etc. c) a wooden device used in washing clothes* bv,

hand, d) a flat, wooden stick for administering punish-
ment by beating, 3. any of the propelling boards in a
water wheel or paddle wheel, lu. [PADDLED ^14)
PADDLING], 1. to propel a canoe, etc. by means, of

a paddle. 2. to row slowly and gently, v.t. L to

propel (a canoe, etc.) by means of a paddle or paddles.
2. to punish by beating with or as with a paddle; s|panlc.
3. to stir, work, etc. with a paddK . ,,

paddle one's own canoe, to depend entirely on one-

self; be self-reliant. r

pad-die (pad'l), u.i. [PADDLED (-Id), PADDLING], {prob.

freq. < pad, v.i.], 1. to walk or move the feet in

shallow water; wade; dabble. 2. to toy or play idly,

as with the fingers (with in, on, with, or about). 3. to

walk like a small child; toddle.

paddle box, a case often enclosing the tipper part of

a paddle wheel on a, boat.

pad-dle-fish (pad/1-fisV), n. {pi. PADDLEFISH, PADDLE-
FISHES (-iz) ;

see FISH], a large fish of the Mississippi,
with a snout that looks somewhat like a paddle*

pad-dler (padler), n. a person or thing that ps

paddle wheel, a wheel with boards, or paddles, i

its circumference for pro-
pelling a steamboat.

pad-dock foad'ak), n.

1MB. paddoke < padde
(AS. pad, frog, toad)

"

~ock; cf. PAD (cushir-
1. [Obs. or Scot.], a
2. [Obs.L a toad.

[phonetic alteration

AS.; peawuc, enckx,^ T

(dial fiarrock) % ci ffAjp), 1, a small field or enclosure
tatear a stable, in whieh horses are exercised. 2. an
enclosure near a race track., where horses are assembled
foejfbre a race. /

< 3, in Australia, an enclosed piece of land.

\v.t. to shut in ,a paddock^
rad*dy (pad/i), n* [pi. PADDIES (-iz)], [< Padraig, IT.

form ol JPatrick, after Saint Patnck], [Slang], an Irish-

imau,i a nickname.
pad-dy (pad'i), n. [pi. PADDIES (-iz)], [Malay Pad*l> 1,

PADDLE WHEEL

chin; the; thin,

; FT. Ml; ILfft,
; < derived from.
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rice in the husk, growing or gathered. 2. rice in general.
3. loosely, a rice field.

paddy wagon, ^ [prob.. < Paddy (an Irishman); cf.

PADDYWHACK], [Slang], a patrol wagon.
paddy-whack (pad'i-hwak'), n. [< Paddy + whack;
orig., Irishman; cf. "get one's Irish up"], 1. [British
Dial.], a rage; temper. 2. [Colloq.], a beating.

Pa-de-rew-ski, I gnace Jan (e'nyas' yan pa'de-ref'ski;
Eng. padVref'ski), 1860-1941; Polish pianist, com-
poser, and statesman; prime minister of Poland (1919).

pa-di-shah (pa'di-sha') , n. [Per. padshah < pati, master
+ shah, shah], 1. a great king; emperor. 2. [often P-],

a) the shah of Iran. b) formerly, the sultan of Turkey.
c) formerly, the British sovereign as emperor of India.

padlock (pad'lok'), n. [ME. padlocke; ? < padde, toad,

frog, because of the shape], a removable lock with a

hinged or pivoted link to be passed through a staple,

chain, or eye, v.t. 1. to fasten with or as with a pad-
lock. 2. to close (a building) against entrance.

pad nag (pad'nag'), n. [< pad, to pace + -nag], an
easygoing, ambling nag.

Pa-do-va (pa'do"-va), n. Padua: the Italian name.
pa-dre (pa'dri; It. pa'dre; Sp. pa'dre), n. [pi. PADRES
(~riz; Sp. -fares); It. PADRI (-dre)], [Sp.; It.; Port. < L.

pater, a father], 1. father: the title ol a priest in Italy,

Spain, Portugal, and Latin America. 2. [Military
Slang], a chaplain.

pa-drone (ps-dro'ni; It. pa-dro'ne), n. [pi. PADRONI
(-ne)], [It.; L. patronus, patron], 1. patron; master;
boss. 2. in Italy, a) a master of a Mediterranean

trading ship, b) a person who employs street musicians,
child beggars, etc. c) an innkeeper. 3. a contractor
for Italian laborers in America.
Pad-u-a (paj'oo-9, pad'u-s), n. a city in northeastern

Italy: pop., 163,000 (est. 1947): Italian name, Padova.

pad-u-a-soy (paj'oo-9-soi'), n. [altered (after Padua,
Italy) < Fr. pou-de-soie, earlier poudesoy], 1. a corded
silk cloth used extensively in tne 18th century. 2. a

garment made of this. adj. made of paduaspy.
Padii*caii (pa-doo'kd, pa-dulra), n. a city in western
Kentucky, on the Ohio: pop., 32,000.
Pa-dus (pa'das), n. the Po River: the ancient name.
pae-an (pe'on), n. [L.; Gr. paian, hymn < Paian,
ApolloJ, 1. in ancient Greece, a hymn of thanksgiving
to the gods, especially to Apollo; hence, 2. a song of

joy, triumph, etc. Also spelled pean.
pae-do- '(pe'da, ped'a), pedo-.

pae on (pe'sn), n. [L.; Gr. (Attic) pai6n; see PAEAN), in
Greek & Latin prosody, a foot of three short syllables
and one long syllable occurring in any order.
Paes turn (pes'tam), n. an ancient Greek city in south-
ern Italy: modern name, Pesto.

< fagus, country], 1. a) formerly, a person who was
not a Christian, b) now, a person who is not a Christian,

fyfoslem, or Jew; heathen. 2. a person who has no re-

ligion, adj. 1. of pagans or paganism; not Christian,
Moslem, or Jewish. 2. not religious; heathen.
5YN. pagan and heathen are both applied to one who is

neither Jewish, Christian, nor Moslem by one who is, but pagan
specifically refers to one of the ancient polytheistic peoples, such
as the Greeks and Romans, and heathen is applied to any of
the peoples regarded as uncivilized idolaters; gentile (often
Gentile) is applied to one who is not a Jew, or among Mormons,
to one who is not a Mormon,
pa-gan-dom (pa'gan-dom) , n. 1. all pagans. 2. a place
or all the places inhabited by pagans.

Pa-ga-ni-ni, Ni-co-15 (ne'k6M6' pa'ga-ne'ne; Eng. pag'-^ _T%*_J\ 4 TO1 4 O A f\ . Tj.^1" _ __J_1' i J. __J -_____

pa-gan ish
,

pa-gan-ism
pagan. 2. pagan beliefs,' customs, and attitudes.

pa-gan-ize (pa'gan-iz'), v.t. & v.i. [PAGANIZED (-izd'),

PAGANIZING], [Fr. paganiser], to make or become pagan.
page (paj), n. [Fr.; L. fa^gma, a page < base of pangere,
to fasten], I. a) one side of a leaf of a book, newspaper,
letter, etc. 6) the printing or writing on such a leaf.
Often loosely applied (in sense a) to the entire leaf.
Abbreviated p. 2. often pi. a record; writing: as, the
pages of history. 3. an episode; event or series of
events that might fill a page; as, a colorful page in his
life. 4. in printing, the type set for printing a page,
v.t. [PAGED (pajd), PAGING], to number the pages of.

page (paj), n. (ME.: OFr.; It.paggio: ML. pagfas; ? <
Gr. paidtqn, dim. of paist paiaos, child], 1. formerly, a
boy training for knighthood, who acted as an attend-
ant on a knight. _

2. a) a boy attendant or servant,
especially one serving a person of hifffa rank, as in court

;

hence, #) a title of various officers ol a royal household.
3, a boy, often in uniform, who runs errands, carries
messages, etc., as in a hotel or office building. 4. an
attendant in Congress or a legislature, v.t. [PAGED
pljd), PAGING], I. to attend as a page. 2. to try to

find, summon, or notify (a person) by calling his name,
as a hotel page does. v.i. to serve as a page.

Page, Thomas Nelson (pSj), 1853-022; An^srfcan
novelist and diplomat.

Page, Walter Hines (hmz), 1855-1918; American dip-
lomat, writer, and editor.

pag-eant (paj'ant), n. [MB. pagine, pagend, pagent,
scaffold for scenic exhibitions, also the exhibitions
themselves; Anglo-L. pagina.; prob. < base of L. pangere,
to fix], I

1

, a) originally, an individual scene in a medie-
val mystery play, b) [Anglo-L. paganus], any of a
series of movable outdoor platforms on which a mystery
play was performed. 2. a spectacular exhibition,
elaborate parade, etc., as a procession with floats,
3. an outdoor^ drama celebrating a historical event or

presenting, with local actors, the history of a com-
munity. 4. empty pomp or display; mere show.

pag-eant-ry (paj'gn-tri), n. [pi. PAGEANTRIES (-triz)],
1. pageants collectively. 2. grand spectacle; gorgeous
display. 3. empty show or display^.

pag-i-nal (paj'p-nl), adj. [LL. paginalis], 1. of a page
or pages; consisting of pages. 2. page for page.
pag-inate (paj'a-natO , v.t. [PAGINATED (-id), PAGI-
NATING], to number the pages of (a book, etc.) ; page.
pag i-na tion (paj'o-na'shsn), n. 1. the act of num-
bering the pages of a book, etc. 2. the marks, figures,
etc. with which pages are numbered.

>
3. the arrange-

ment and number of pages, as noted in a catalogue.
pag-od (pag'ad, pa-god'), n. [Archaic], a pagoda.
pagoda (pa-goMo), n. [Port, pagode; prob. < Per.
butkadah, house of idols;
but, idol + kadah, house,
dwelling; ? influenced by
Tamil pagavadi, temple
< Sans, bhagavatt, divine,

deity], in India, China,
Japan, and the Far East,
a temple in the form of
a pyramidal tower of sev-
eral stories, commonly
built over a sacred relic

or as a work of devotion.

Pa-go Pa-go (par/o pSrj'-
0, pS'go pa'go), the main
seaport of American Sa-
moa, on Tutuila Island:
also called Pango Pangq.
pagu-ri-an (pa-gyoor'i-
an), adj. [< L. pagurus,
kind of crab ; Or. pagouros
<

m
base of pagos, hard PAGODA

object
m
4- oura, tail; +

-tan], in zoology, of a family of crustaceans including
the hermit crab. n. a member of this family.
pa-gu rid (pa-gyopr'id, pag'yoo-rid) , n. a pagurian.
pah (pa, pa, pa),, infer;, an exclamation of disgust, con-
tempt, or disbelief.

Pa-hang (pa-hSr/), n. a state of the Federation of
Malaya: area, 13,820 sq. mi.; pop., 213,000,

Pah-la-vi (pa'b-ve'), n. [Per. < OPer. Parthava, Parthia],
an Iranian language spoken and written in Persia from
about the 3d to the 10th century A.D. ; Middle Persian:
the name is often restricted to the literary language of
the Zoroastrian books, written c. 224-651 A.D., one
form of which (HuzvariSn) writes Semitic words with
Iranian inflections: also Pehlevl.

pah-la-vi fipaia-vS'j, n. \pl. PAHLAVI]. [Pers., belonging
to Riza Khan Pattavi, Shah of Persia], a gold coin of
Iran, equivalent to 20 rials.

paid (pad), past tense and past participle of pay. adj.
1. receiving pay; hired: as. a paid advisor. 2. a) given
in payment, as money (also with out), b) discharged-
settled, as a debt (also with up). Abbreviated IN*.

pail (pal), n. ]ME paile < AS. pxgd, small measure,
wine vessel & OFr. paile, paele; L. patella, a pan],
1. a container made of wood, metal, etc., cylindrical or
almost cymxdncal in shape, usually with a handle,
for holding liquids, etc. ; bucket. 2 a pailful.
panful (pal'foolO, n. [^. PAILFULS (-fools')]. a much
as a pail will hold.

pail-lasse (pal-yas', pal'yas), n. [Fr.: It. pagUaccio: LL.
paleaceum < L. palea, straw, cnatt], a mattzess filled
with straw, sawdust, etc. : also spelled palliasse,
paiHette (pal-yef), n. [Fr., dim. of paiUe, straw < L.
Palea], 1. a piece of metal or foil used in enamel
painting. 2. a small disk of shiny metal used in deco-
rating women's dresses, etc. : spangle.
pain (pan), n. [ME. peme; OFr, peme, poiw; L. poena,
penalty, punishment; Gr. point, penalty], 1, orig&ly,
penalty* 2. the sensations one feelswhen hurt, mentally
or

physjcall/, especially distress* suffeting, greatanxiety,
angiush, grief, etc.; opposed to phaswe* 3, a sensation
of hurting, or strong discomfort, aigometrot olttobody,
caused by an injury, disease, or functional disorder,
and

tmnsmitted^ttroiigli ba nervous system, 4. pi.
the labor of cfal(!bt!L 5.& grett caw or effort: as,
he took pains with
cause to staffer; hprt;

1

on (or^iipott* mdttr),
suffering (death, pu
reqinwment, ar4 r

to caw^ t^Sn to;
t

;

'i \\
'

<\ \
,' ,

<

;

' n

ft^tebStear of
unless a specked'
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Paine, Thomas, 1737-1809; American Revolutionary
patriot, writer, and political thinker, born in England.
pained (pand), adj. [pp. of pain], 1. hurt or distressed;
having the feelirigs hurt; offended. 2. showing hurt
feelings or resentment: as, a pained expression.

pain-ful (pan'fol), adj. 1. causing pain; hurting; dis-
tressing. 2. full of or suffering with pain; aching: as, a

and diffii

relieves pain';* especially, any patented~tonicT niedicinel
pain-less (^Snlis), adj. 1. free from or without pain.
2. not causing or involving pain: ai, painless childbirth.

pains-tak-ing (pSnz'tak'iij) , n. the act of taking pains;
great care or diligence, adj. 1. taking pains; very
careful; diligent. 2. characterized by great care.

paint (pant), v.t. [ME. feinten < OPr. peint, pp. of

peindre; L. pingere, to paint], 1. a) to make (a picture,
design, etc.) in colors by means of pigments, brushes,
etc. &) to depict or portray with paints; represent in
colors: as, he pamted a landscape. 2. to describe
colorfully or vividly; picture in words for the mind.
3. to cover or decorate with paint; color: as, he painted
the walls; hence, 4. to decorate with or as with colors,
cosmetics, etc.; adorn; beautify. 5. a) to apply (a
medicine, etc.) like paint. 6) to treat in this way, as a
wound. v.i. 1. tp practice the art of painting pictures.
2. to use cosmetics, n. 1. a) a mixture of colored
pigment with oil, water, etc., in liquid or paste form,
applied as with a brush, roller, or spray gun. and used
for protective covering or coloring of a surface or for
making pictures on canvas, paper, etc. 6) dry or solid

pigment ^ hence, 2. a dried coat of paint: as, this

paint chips off. 3. coloring matter, such as lipstick,
rouge, etc,

t
used to ornament or beautify the face or

body. 4. in the theater, grease paint.
paint out, to cover up with or as with a coat of paint.

paint-brush (pant'brushO, n. 1. a brush used for
applying paint. 2. the painted cup, a plant.
paint-ed (pan'tid), adj. Tpp. of paint], 1. represented
in colors as a picture, likeness, etc. 2. coated with
paint. 3. pretended; feigned. 4. highly colored.

painted bunting, a brightly colored variety of finch
found in the southern United States.

painted cup. any of several American plants of the
figwort family, having brilliantly colored bracts and
inconspicuous flowers.
Painted Desert, a desert plateau in north central
Arizona, east of the Little Colorado River.

paint-ex
1

(pan'tSr), n. 1. an artist who paints pictures.
2. a person whose work is covering surfaces, as walls,
with paint.

paint-er (pSn'tSr), n. [Early Mod. Eng. peyntour: OPr.
pentour; ult. < L. pendere, to hang], a rope attached to
the bow of a boat for tying it to a wharf, mooring, etc.

paint-er (pln'ter). n. [var. of panther; via FT. panthere],
[Dial.], the America^ panther, a large wildcat; cougar,

painter's colic, a form of lead poisoning characterized
by intense abdominal pains: also called lead colic.

paint-ing (pSn'tin), n. 1 the act or occupation of
covering surfaces with paint. 2. a) the act, art, or occu-
pation of picturing scenes, objects, persons, etc. in paint.
by a picture in paint, as an oil, water color* etc.

paint-y (pgn'ti), adj. [PAINTIER (-ti-ir), PAINTIKST (4i-
ist)], L of, tateared, or covered with paint. 2. having
more Jpajnt than necessary: said of a pictttre.

pair (p^r)
. n. \pl PAIRS (pte) ; sometimes* after a number,

PAIR]), [ME. vawe, peir; OFr. paire; L. paria r neut, pi.
of par? equal), 1. two similar or corresponding things
joined^ associated, or used together: a, a pair of gloves.
2. a single thing made up of two corresponding! parts
that must be ued together; as, a pair of pants, 3. two
persons or animals; specifically, a) a niarned or engaged
couple, by two mated animals, c) any two people con-
sidwad af having something in common: as, a pdjr of
rascals, a) a brace; span: tt, & pair of horses. ) 'two
members of opposing parties In a fegislative body wfto
agree to withhold ttoiir 'vo%-cm a ,glTw question;
afeo, thia agreooMat, 4, twoplftyiag cards of the sanie
denomination* 5.Tfw* orMal.|f a^t or flight :i

"

only in a fraOr of sktfw, a ^-
K| -* ^-^ !"*----<

v~L 1. to make a pair o

nm^ching, joining, grot|^ngf n^fpfe^
1

t,

palatinate
pheasants, hounds, etc.) ; yoke applies to a pair of animals har-
nessed together for pulHng (a yoke of oxen) ; span is used espe-
cially of a pair of horses harnessed together.

pair-oar (pHr'&r', jp&r'orO, n. a boat to be rowed by
two persons who sit one behind the other, each using
one oar. adj. of such a boat.

Pais-ley (pazli), n. a city in Scotland, near Glasgow:
pop.. 92.000 (est. 1946).

pais-ley (paz'li), a<#. [after Paisley, Scotland], 1. [also
P-], designating a shawl of soft wool, having an elab-
orate, colorful pattern, originally made in Paisley,
Scotland. 2. designating cloth having the character-
istic pattern of such a shawl. 3, made of such cloth
or having the characteristic pattern of such cloth, n.
I. paisley cloth. 2. a paisley shawl.

Pai-ute Qpi-iit'), n. [orig. used of Corn Creek tribe in

Utah], a member of a tnbe of Uto-Aztecan Indians that
lived in Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and California.
pa jamas (pa-jam'az, p9-ja'maz), n.pL [Hind, paj&ma,
paijama < Per, pai, a leg + jamah, garment], 1. in the
Orient, a pair of loose silk or cotton trousers. 2. a
loosely fitting sleeping or lounging suit consisting of
jacket (or blouse) and trousers of silk, cotton, etc.
Also spelled pyjamas.

Pa-ki-stan (pa'ki-stan', pak'i-stan'), n. a dominion of
the British Commonwealth of Nations, in northwestern
and northeastern India: it was formed in 1947 and is

predominantly Moslem: area, c. 300,000 sq. mi.; pop.,
c. 73,321,000 (est. 1948): see also India.

pal (pal), n. [Eng. Gypsy, brother, mate (for pral, in
dial, on European continent) < Sans, bhratr, brother;
see BROTHER], [Colloq.], an intimate friend;" comrade;
chum. v.i. [PALLED (paid), PALLING], [Colloq.], 1. to
associate as pals. 2. to be or become a pal with another.

Pal., Palestine.

pal., 1. paleography. 2. paleontology.
pal.ace (pal'is), n. (ME. & OPr. Palais; L. palatium <
Palattum, one of the seven hills of Rome, where Augus-
tus lived], 1. the official residence of a king, emperor,
bishop, etc. 2. any large, magnificent house or build-
ing. 3. a large, ornate place 01 entertainment.
Pa la cio Val ds, AT man-do (iir-man'dd pa-lS'thyd
val-des'), 1853-1938; Spanish novelist.

paiaxnyo

paLa-dln (pal'9-din), n.
(Pr.; It. paladino; L. palatinus.

officer of a palace < palatium; see PALACE], 1. any 01
the twelve peers, or douzepers, of Charlemagne's
court; hence, 2. a knight; heroic champion.

pa-lae-o- (pg'E-o; occas. pal'i-o), paleo-.
palaes tra (pa-les'tra), n. tpl. PALAESTRAE C-tre). PA-
LAESTRAS (-traz)], [L.; Gr. palaistra < paLaiem, to
wrestle], 1. in ancient Greece, a public place for
exercise in wrestling and athletics. 2. a) a wrestling
school,

fe)
a gymnasium. Also spelled palestra.

pal an-quin, pal-an-keen (pal^n-ken'), n. [Port, pal-
anquim; Jav. p%lan$ki; Sans, palyanka, paryanka], in the
Orient, a covered Utter, usually for one person, carried
by poles on the shoulders of two or more men.
pal at ability (pal'i-to-bilVti), n. the quality of being
palatable. .

^^
palat-able (pal'i-t9-b1), adj. [< palate + able]* 1.

pleasant to the taste
; savory ; tasty ; Jieaoeer 2. pleasing

to the mind; agreeable.

palatably (pal'i-to-bli), flrff. so as to be paiatablei
pala tal (pal^-t'l), adj. (Pr. < L. palatom, palatej,
L of the palate, 2. in 4>noneiie

t pronounced with the
front of the tongue raised against or near the hard
palate: said of consonants, as ch in German ich or ym JSngHsh young: the term is now often extended to
inckide consonants produced by raising the main body
of the tongue toward the palate (e.g., ch in chitt) and
also front vowels, n. a palatal sound,

pal a-tal i za tlon (paFi-t
f

U-zS'sh9n, pal'i-t'H-zS'-
shon), n. a palatalizing or being palatalized.

. _ _.,_ ,

,

.~pair Is used of two similar things that are associated
in tm* I0c
tfe of, two

lo^A MM, tatt, look; ott. out

PALATALIZING], in -phonetics, to pronounce as a
sound; specifically, to change (a nonpalatal sound) into
a palatal sound: as, the / m nature is now invariably
palatalized to ch.

palate (pd'it),ii*.,[MB. & OFr. palat; L. palaMm],
1. the roof of the mouth, consisting of a hard bony
forward part (the hard palate) and a soft fleshy back
part (&$ jqfl palaMi or fdwm)* 2. taste or sense of
tastei tto* palate was incorrectly thought to be the
organ of taste; hence, 3. intellectual taste; liking.
pa la tial te^fe'shsD, adj. [< L. palatium, palace], L
of, suitable for, or like a palace; hence, 2. large and
ornate; magnificent: stately.
pa lat 1 nate (p-lat'

r

n-it't p4at'
f

ii4t) t n. 1. the terri-

tory ruled by a palatine. 2, the office of a palatine. 3.

l!>4 & native or inhabitant of the PalatmiLt*.
the (Rhine) Palatinate, a district west of the Rhine.
formerly a state of the German empire, f*dmiEisterJ
by Bavaria from 183? until 1945, when it was incor-
porated into a newly formed state
Falatln&te) : German name, Pfaln.

*xiL i f<w

Vr.
<
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pal a-tine (pal'a-tin', pal'a-tin), ad/- [ME.; L. pal-
atinus < palatium, palace], 1. of a palace. 2. having royal

privileges: as, a count palatine. 3. of or belonging to a

count, earl, or county palatine. 4. [P-], of the Palatinate.

n. 1. an officer of an imperial palace; hence, 2. ^a
medieval vassal lord having the rights of royalty in

his own territory, or palatinate. 3. a fur piece cover-

ing the shoulders. 4. [P-], one of the seven hills

on which Rome was built. 5. [P-], a native or in-

habitant of the Palatinate.

pal a-tine (pal's-tin', pal'a-tin), adj. [Fr. Palatin; see

PALATE & -INE], in anatomy, having to do with the

palate, n. in anatomy, either of the two bones forming
the hard palate.

Pa-la-u Islands (pa-lou'), a group of islands in the

Pacific, between Mindanao and the Caroline Islands:

area, 175 sq. mi.; pop., 8,000: also called Pelew.

pa-lav-er (pQ-lav'er) , n. [Port, palawa, a word
;
L. para-

bola* a speech, comparison; cf. PARABOLA], 1. a con-

ference, especially among or with African tribes, 2.

talk ; especially, idle chatter. 3. flattery ; cajolery. IM. to

talk glibly or flatteringly. v.L to flattery wheedle.
Fa4a-wan (pa-la'wan), n. one of the Philippine Islands,

IT* _ _i i . _ * r i\f\ I . .*. A A f\f\f\

pallid;*wan. 2. faint; dim; lacking intensity or bril-

liance: said of color, light, etc.; hence, 3. feeble; weak;
faint: as, a pale imitation. v.i. [PALED (paid), PALING],
1. to turn or become pale; lose color; hence, 2. to dim;
lessen in importance, significance, etc.: as, my work
paled beside his. v.t. to make pale.
SYN. pale, in this comparison the least connotative qf these

words, implies merely an unnatural whiteness or colorlessness,

often temporary, of the complexion; pallid suggests a paleness

resulting from exhaustion, famtness, emotional^strain, etc.; wan
suggests the paleness resulting from an emaciating illness ,

ashen

implies the grayish paleness of the skin as in death ; livid refers

to a grayish-blue complexion, as of one in great rage or fear.

ANTf ruddy, rosy.

pale (pal]

pointed ;

,

used in fences; picket. _. ^

boundary; ne^rictpn: now chiefly figurative, as, out-

sife lS paU of me law% 3* ft territory or district en-

clo&ed .mthin bounds. 4. fax heraldry', a vertical third

of the field; an ordinary. . ,

the (English) Pale, a district in eastern Ireland,

around Dublin, included in the Angevin Empire
of Henry II, and later regarded as English.

pale- (pali; occas. pal'i), paleo-: words beginning with

pale- are also spelled palae-.

pa lea (pa'li-9), n. [pi. PALEAE (-50 ] t^., chaff], in

botany, 1. a chaffy bract or scale; especially, a bract
at the base of a floret of a composite flower. 2. the

upper, or inner, bract enclosing the flower in grasses.

pa-Ie-a-ceous (pa'li-a/shss), adj. in botany, having, con-

sisting of, or resembling paleae.

pa-le-eth-no-log-ic (pa'K-eth'nQ-loj'ik) , adj. paleeth-
nological.

pa-le-eth-no-log-i-cal (pa'H-etVna-loj'i-k'l), adj. of pa-
leethnology.

pa-le^eth-nol-o-gy (pa'li-eth-nol'o-ji) , n. [pale- + eth-

nology], the study of prehistoric races of man.
pale-face (pal'fasO, n. a white person; a term alleged
to have been first used by North American Indians.
Pa lem-bang (pa'lem-barjO. n, a city in southeastern
Sumatra: pop., 108,000.

Pa-len-que (pa-ler/ka), n. a village in. northern Chiapas
state, Mexico: site of notable ancient rains.

pa-le-o- (pa'H-o; occas. pal'i-o), [< Gr, palaios, ancient],
a combining form meaning: 1. ancient, historically

early, or prehistoric, as in Paleozoic. 1, primitive, as in

paleolithic. 3. paleontological, as in paUowology. Also,
before vowels, pale-. Words beginning with paleo- are
also spelled palaeo-.
pa le-o-bo-tan-ic (pa'H-o-bs-tan'ik) , adj. of paleo-
botany.
pa le-o bo-tan-i-cal (pali-6-ba-tan'i-k'l), adj. paleo-
botanic.

pa-le-O'bot-a-ny (pa'H-o-botVxii), n. [Paleo- + botany],
the study of fossil plants: abbreviated paleob., paleobot.

Pa-le-o-cene (pa'li-a-sen'), adj. [< paleo- -f- Gr. kainos,
recent], in some geological classifications, designating
or of an epoch preceding the Eocene in the Tertiary
Period.
the Paleocene, the Paleocene poch or its rocks.

pa-ie-ofj-ra-pher (pa'li-og'rs-f&r), n. a student of or

specialist in paleography.
pa-leo-graph ic (tja'li-a-graf'ik), adj. of paleography.
pa4e'O-graph-i*cal (pi'li-9-graf'i-k*!), adj* paleographic.
pa-le*og-raphy (p&'li-og'ra-fi), n. \$aleo- + ~grapfay],
1. ancient writing or forms of writing, collectively. 2.

the study of describing or deciphering amcient writings,
manuscripts, etc. Abbreviated pal., ^aleog.

'

,
^ /

pa le-o-lith OpSli-9-lithO. n. [paleo- + 4&k], a pwojitive
stone tool. \ >

pa-le'O-Hth-ic (pl^i-a-lith'ik), adj. [pal^h ^ 4ithw],
designating or of the period of the Ston A&e

the eolithic and the neolithic, or its culture, character-
ized by the use of stone tools.

paleolithic man, in anthropology, any of the types of

man of the paleolithic period, including Cro-Magnon,
Heidelberg, and Neanderthal man.

pa-le-on-to-graph-ic (pa/li-on'to-graf'ik), adj. paleon-
tographical.
pa4e-on-to*graph-I-cal (pa'U-on'ts-graf'i-k'l), adj. of

paleontography.
pale-on-tog-ra-phy (pa'li-on-tog'ra-fi), n. [< paleo- +
Gr. on, ontos, a being; + -graphy], the description of

fossils,

pa-le-on-to-log-ic (pa'li-on'ta-loj'ik), adj. paleonto-

logical.

pale-on-to-log-i-cal (pa'li-on'tQ-loj'i-k'l), adj. of pa-
leontology.

study of plant and animal fossils. 2. a treatise on this

subject. Abbreviated pal., paleon., paleont., paleontol.
Pa-le-o-zo-ic (pa'li-s-zo'ik), adj. [paleo- + zo- + -ic],

I, designating or of the era between the Proterozoic

and the Mesozoic, characterized by the development
of fish, and sea plants, the first amphibians, land plants,

and reptiles, and later by temperature extremes which

destroyed many of these: coal, oil, and many fossils

were produced at this time. 2. of the rocks of this era.

the Paleozoic, the Paleozoic Era or its rocks: see geol-

ogy, chart.

pa-le-o-zo-o-log-i-cal (pa'li-o-zo's-loj'i-k'l), adj. of pa-
leozoology.

pa-le-O'ZO'Ol-O'gy (pa'K-o-zo-ol'a-ji), n. [paleo- + zool-

ogy], the branch of paleontology that deals with fossil

animals.
Pa-Ier-mo (pa-lur'mo; It. pa-ler'm6*) T n. a seaport in

northern Sicily: pop., 454,000 (est. 1947).
Pal-es-tine (paros-tin'), n. 1. a territory on the eastern

coast of the Mediterranean, the country of the Jews
in Biblical times. 2. part of this territory, exclusive

of Trans-Jordan and parts in Syria, under a British

mandate after World War I: area, 10,157 sq. mi.;

pop., 1,900,000; capital, Jerusalem: divided into sepa-
rate independent Arab and Jewish states by action of

the United Nations in 1947: cf. Israel: Biblical name,
Canaan; also called Holy Land. Abbreviated Pal.

Pal-es-tin-i-an (pal'as-tin'i-an, pal'as-tin'ysn) ,
^
adj. of

Palestine or its people, n. a native or inhabitant of

Palestine.

pales tra (pa-les'tra), n. [pi. PALESTRAE (-tre), PALES-
TRAS (-traz)], a palaestra.

Pal-es-tri-na, Gio-van-ni (jS-van'ne pa'les-tre'na; Eng.
pal's-stre'na), 1526?-!594; Italian composer of re-

ligious music.

pal-e<tot CpalVto', pal'to), n. [Fr.; OFr. Palletoc

(whence MB. paltok)], 1. an overcoat; greatcoat. 2. a
loose jacket worn bywomen and children.

pal-ette (pal'it), n. [Fr., dim, of pale, a shovel; L. pala
a spade, shovel], 1. a thin,
oval or oblong board with a
hole at one end, for the thumb,
on which an artist arranges
and mixes his paints: also pal-
let; hence, 2. the colors used
by a particular artist or for a

particular painting.
palette knife, a thin, flexible,

steel blade with a blunt edge
and a wooden handle, used by
artists to mix oil colors and
clean the palette.

pal-frey (pdl'fri), 71. \fi. PAL-
FREYS (-friz)], [ME. & OFir,

pafefrei; UL. pawfredus, ;

freaus < paraveredus,
post horse < Gr. para, \

~jr
L/. ver&dtu.s, post horse <

Oaut. *vor$dos; akin to W.
"

,

wwdd, horse), [Archaic], a
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paling IQ53 Palm Beach

ning back < palm, a^ain + dramein, to run], a word,
verse, or sentence which reads the same backward or
forward (e.g., "madam"; "able was I ere I saw Elba.").

pal-ing (paairj), n. 1. the action of making a fence of

pales; fencing. 2. a fence made of pales. 3. pales col-

lectively; material for fencing. 4. a strip of wood used
in making a fence; pale.

pal-in-gen-e-sia (parin-jenVsis) , n. [Mod. L. < Gr.

palin, again + genesis, generation, birth], 1. birth over

again; regeneration. 2. the doctrine of successive re-

births; metempsychosis. 3. that phase in the develop-
ment of an individual plant or animal which repeats
the evolutional history^ of the group to which it belongs:
opposed to cenogenesis. 4. the change in form and
structure of an insect during its development; meta-
morphosis. 5. [Obs.], spontaneous generation.

pal-i-node Cpal'a-nod'), n. [MFr. palinod; LL. palinodia;
Gr. palinwdia < palin, again + oide, song; see ODE],
1. an ode or poem written to retract something said

in a previous poem; hence, 2. a retraction.

pal-i-sade (para-sad')* n. [Fr, palissade; Pr. palisada <
palisa, a pale; L. palus, a stake], 1. any one of a row
of large pointed stakes set in the ground to form a
fence used for fortification or defense. 2. a fence of

such stakes. 3. pi, a line of very steep cliffs, usually
along a river. v*t. to fortify or defend with a palisade.
the Palisades, the line of steep cliffs in New Jersey
on the west shore of the Hudson: length, c. 20 mi.

palish (pal'ish), adj. somewhat pale.

pall (p61), v.L [PALLED (p61d), PALLING], [ME. fallen,
for appalten, to appall], to satiate; weary; disgust.
v.i. 01. to become cloying, insipid, boring, wearisome,
etc. 2. to become cloyed or satiated.

pall (p61), n. [ME. pal; AS. P%ll; L. pallium, a cover

(akin to palla, a robe, mantle)], 1. a black, purple, or
white piece of velvet, etc. used to cover a cofln, hearse,
or tomb. 2. a dark or gloomy covering: as, $.pall of

t
smoke. 3. [Obs.], a rich cloth or coverlet. 4. [Obs.], a
cloak or mantle. 5, in Christian churches, a) a piece of

cloth, or cardboard covered with cloth, used to cover
the chalice, ft) an altar cloth. v.L [PALLED (pftld),

PALLING], to cover with or as with a pall.
Palla-dian (pa-la'di-on), adj. [< L. Palladius (<
Pallas")] + -aw], 1. of Pallas Athena, Greek goddess
of wisdom; hence, 2. of wisdom or learning.

Pal-la di-an (ps-la'di-an), adj. of or in the classical

Roman style of Andrea Palladio.

paMacMc (p9-lad'ik, pa-la'dik), adj* designating or of

chemical compounds containing palladium with a
valence of four.

PaMa-dio, An-dre-a (an-dre'a pal-la'dyd), 1518-1580;
Italian architect.

Pal-la dium (ps-la'di-am), n. [pi. PALLADIA (-a)], [L.;
Gr, palladion, sacred statue or image < Pallas], 1, in

ancient Greece and Rome, any statue of the Greek
goddess Pallas Athena; specifically, the statue in Troy
on the preservation of which the safety of the city was
supposed to depend j hence, 2. [p-] f any safeguard, as
or a city or institution. 3. [p-J, an object or principle
upon which the safety of something is dependent.
pal-la di-um {p^-la'di-am), n, [Mod. U < Pallas, the
asteroid < Gr. Pallas, the goddess], a rare, silvery-

white,, dttctito, malleable, metallic chemical element of

the platiwtt group; it is used as a catalyst, or in alloys
with gold, silver* and other metals: symbol, Pd; at. wt.,

106.7; at. no^ 46. ,

paHa-dous (pa-la'dos, pal's-dss), adj. designating or
of chemical compounds containing palladium with
a valence of two.

Pal*las (pal'as), it. [L.; Gr. Folios], 1. in Greek my-
thology, a name for Athena, the goddess of wisdom:
also Pallas Athena. 2. one of the asteroids, or small

planets, between Jupiter and Mars.
pall bear er (pdPWgr), n. Ipatt (cloth) f ftr*%* for-

merly, one wno held the edges of the pall], one of the

persons who attend the coffin at a funeral.

pallet (pal'it), n. [Fr, fatette; see PALETTE], t a
wooden tod ccwisstmg of a flat bla4e with a handle;
especially, such a tool used by fitters for smoothing
and rounding, 2, a painter's palette 3. a low, port-
able platform, usually doublerfaoed, on which materials
are stacked; for storage or transportation, as. in a TW&~
house, 4* &1 ' bookbinding, a tool for pmifag iati^vv on
the binding c a book* 5. in mmhanfas* a paft'?0 a
machine that changes back-and-fortjb xao$iw .to cir-

cular lajo-felfc or vice versa, by engaging the teetjii of a
p*wl; click; especially, any of aw clicks

ftpewnt of a clock or watch,, which
tjy M&mtag one tooth of a ratchet

ofw pendulum or turn .of me

vertical stripe on an escutcheon, half as wide as a pale.

paMette (pal'it), n. [Fr. palette; see PALETTE], a plate
in the armpit of a suit of armor.

pal-liasse (pal-yas', pal'yas), n. a paillasse.

pal-li ate (pal'i-af), v.t. [PALLIATED (-id), PALLIATING],
[< L. palliatus, cloaked < pallium, a cloak], 1. to
lessen the pain or severity of without curing; alleviate;
ease. 2. to make (a crime, offense, etc.) appear less

serious than it is; excuse; extenuate.
palli-ation (pal'i-a'shan), n. [Fr.; ML. palliaiw, a
cloaking], 1. a palliating. 2. a thing that palliates.

pal-li-a-tive (pal'i-a'tiv, pal'i-a-tiv) , adL serving or
tending 1 to palliate; specifically, a) alleviating. &)

excusing; extenuating, n. a thing that palliates.

paMi>a-tor (pal'i-a/ter), n. a person who palliates.

pal-lid (pal'id), adj. [L. pallidus < pallere, to become
pale], faint in color; pale; wan. SxN. see pale,

palli-um (pal'i-amj, n. [pi. PALLIUMS (-amz), PALLIA
(~s)J, [L., a cloak, mantle], 1. in ancient Greece^, a
large, oblong mantle worn by men: also called himation.
2. in anatomy, the cortex of the cerebrum. 3. in the
Roman Catholic Church, a circular white wool band
with pendants, worn over the shoulders at certain times
by archbishops. 4. in zoology, the soft layer of tissue
next to the shell in mollusks and brachiopods; mantle.
pall-mall (pel'mel'), n. [obs. Fr. palemail; It. palla-
maglio; Patta, var. of balla, ball 4- maglio (L. maleus),
a mallet], 1. an old game in which a boxwood ball was
struck by a mallet through an iron ring hung at the end
of an alley. 2. the alley in which it was played.

Pall Hall (pel mel, pal mal), a London street, noted for
its clubs, built on the site of an old pall-mall alley.

paMor (pal'eV), n. [L, < base of pallere, to be pale; for
IE. base see FALLOW (yellow)], lack of color; unnatural
paleness, as of the face.

palm (pam), n. [ME. palme; AS. palm; L. paltna: so
namea because the fronded leaf
somewhat resembles the palm
of the hand], 1, any of several
kinds of tropical or subtropical
trees having a tall branchless
trunk with a bunch of huge
leaves at the top. 2. a leaf of

this tree carried or worn as a

symbol of victory, triumph,
joy, etc.; hence, 3. victory;
triumph. 4. a representation
of a palm leaf or frond given
in lieu of a

4
second award of

the same military decoration,
as of the croix de guerre.
bear (or carr^ off) the palm,
to be the winner; take the
prize; be supreme.
yield the palm to, t

PALM
(60-.80 ft, high)

"edge the' superiority of; admit to defeat by.
palm (parn), n. [ME. & OFr. paume; L. pakw, palm
of the hand: the mod. spelling is Latinized], 1. the
inner part or surface of the hand between the fingers
and wrist, 2. the part of a glove, etc. t&at covers the
palm. 3. the broad, flat part ojf an antler, as of a moose,
deert etc. 4. a unit of measure equal to either the
width of the hand (3 to 4 incjae^) or its length (7 to 9

inches), S. any broad, flat part at the end of an arm,
handle, etc., as the blade of an oar. 6. a metal disk
used by sailmakers over the palm of the hand to j^ush
a needle through canvas, v-r. 1. to hide (something)
in the palm or about the hand, as a coin in a sleight-
of-hand trick. 2, to touch wl$h the palm.
grease the palm of, to bribe,
have an itching palm, [Colloq.], to desire money

<

4 Cfr, 4*0* < **%
ftrw ube<| or pwfctress?

palm on, to pas off by fraud or deceit,
Pal ma (pal'ma) , n. 1. a city on Majorca, capital o| tjie

Balearic Islands, Spain: pop.*, 93,000: also caued Jftitm
de Mallorca, 2. one of the Canary Islands; area, 280

sq. mi. ; capital, Santa Cruz de la Palnaa> i

pal ma ceous (pal-nia'shaa) , adj. [< Mod. L. Pakna^a^
palms], of or Ifke a palm tree*

, ',,'',

'

,

>

Pal ma de Mal4or-ca (pSl'aia* cte niaVlyoV%lt) t Palma.
palmar (pal'rnef)* adj/. [L. Palmarisl o r 2m* or, corre-

sponding to the palm of t% ^ad.
palmary (rmViyyiwi), *4*Vlp- fafaariiBl 'bearing or

worthy to bear the pato: ipr^emlnep.^; victorious,

pal-mate .(pal'ioat, palTO% ipdj. Jlk p$ma$u$ < palma,
the palm), $naieid fke ^ ha4 wn& ifee fingers spread;
specliLcally, a) m ootany, natin^ veins or lobes radiating
frm a ootumon ceetei: said 5f some leaves: see leaf,

fflus. I) in zoology* web-footed, as many water birds.

pofapfttted (pal'ma-tia), adj. palmate.
pal ma tlon (pal-ma'shsn), n. 1. the state or quality
of being palmate; palmate formation^or structure. 2. a

_part or division ofa palmate formation.
ralm Beach, ajtown in southeastern Flonda: a winter
ocean resort: pop,, 4,000,



Palm Beach cloth 1054 Pamplona
Palm Beach doth, a lightweight cotton and mohair
fabric used for men's summer suits: a trade-mark.

palm-er (pam'er), n. [ME. palmere; Anglo-Fr. palmer,

paumer; OFr. paumier, palmier; ML, palmarius < L.

palma, the palm], 1. a pilgrim who carried a palm leaf

as a sign that he had been to the Holy Land; hence,

2. anv Dilsrim. 3. a palmer worm.
Palm4r, George Herbert (pam'er), 1842-1933; Amer-
ican educator and author. .

Palmer Peninsula, a peninsula of Antarctica, south

of South America.
Palm-er-ston (parn'Sr-stsn), third Viscount, (Henry
John Temple), 1784-1865; English statesman; prime
minister (1855-1858; 1859-1865).
palmer worm, 1. any of a number of wandering cat-

erpillars harmful to plants. 2. the larva of a small

North American moth, destructive to apple leaves.

pal-met-to (pal-met'o), n. \pl. PALMETTOS, PALMETTOES
(-oz)l, [Sp. palmito, dim. < L. palma, the palm], any of

several small palm trees with fan-shaped leaves, as the

dwarf fan palm of southern Europe and North Africa

or the cabbage palm of the southeastern United States.

palm-ist (pam'ist), n. [back-formation < palmistry],

a person who practices palmistry, .

palm-Is-try (pam'is-tri), n. [ME. paumestrie; prob.
contr. < paume, the palm + maistrie, mastery], the

pretended art of telling a person's character or fortune

by the lines and marks of the palm of his hand.

pal-mi-tate (pal'ma-tat'), n. a salt or ester of palmitic

pal-mit-ic (pal-mit'ik), adj. [Fr. palmitique < L. palma,
the palm], designating or of a colorless, crystalline

fatty acid, CHa(CHa) uCOaH, found uncombined in

palm oil and as the glyceryl ester in other vegetable
and animal fats and oils.

palm oil and, many other fats: It is the glyceryl ester of

palmitic ac|dL
r

.

palm Ijeai, tfa$ leaf of a palm tree, especially of one
of iPbfeiB&lmeitos, used to make fans, hats, etc.

pftuS^Mft a $ejtow or reddish fat obtained from the

finS ei several kinds of palms, especially the West
Afriean oil palm, used in making soap t<

candles, etc.

rating .,

salem, when palm branches were strewn before him.

palm y (pam'i), adj. [PALMIER (-i-gr), PALMIEST (4-ist)],

1. abounding in or shaded by palm trees. 2. of or

like a palm or palms. 3. bearing or worthy to bear
the palm; triumphant; hence, 4. nourishing; pros-
perous; successful: as, palmy days.

Jral-my*ra (pal-mi'ra), n. an ancient city in Syria.

pal-my-ra (pal-mi'ra), n. [Port, palmeira < L. Palma,
the palm : sp. affected by false association with Palmyra,
city in Syria], a kind of palm tree, grown in India and
Ceylon, having large rounded leaves that are shaped
like a fan and are used to make matting, hats, etc.:

also palmyra palm, palmyra tree.

Palmyra Island, an atoll in the central Pacific, be-

longing to the United States: used as an air base.
Pal-o Al-to (pal'o al'to), a city in California, near San
Prancispo: pop.. 25,000.

palo-mi-no (pal'a-me'no), n. [Am. Sp. (for Sp. polo-

mitto), dim. of paloma, pigeon, dove; LL. palumbus,
for L. palumbes, ringdove; hence, orig. applied to
horses of a dovelike color],

k
a brownish-gray or golden

horse that has a silvery-white or ivory mane and tail.

paloo-ka (pa-loo'ko), n. [coined by Jack Conway
(died 1928), one-time baseball player, and later writer
for Variety], [Slang], in sports, an incompetent or easily
defeated player.

Pa-los (polo's), n. a town in southwestern Spain: port
where Columbus embarked on his first western voyage.

palp (palp), n. a palpus.
pal-pa-blM-ty (pal'po-biFa-ti), n. a palpable quality.
pal-pa-ble (palV-b'l), adj. [MB.; XL. palpa^ilis < L.

palpare. to touch], 1. that can be touched, felt, or

handled; tangible. 2. easily perceived by the senses;
audible, recognizable, perceptible, noticeable, etc.;
hence, 3. clear to the mind; obvious; evident; plain.
SYN. see evident, perceptible,

pal-pa-bly (pal'po-bli), adv. in a palpable manner;
specifically, o) obviously. 6) to the toucn.

pal-pate (pal'pat), v.t. [PALPATED (-id), PALPATING],
[< L. falpatus, pp. of palfare, to touch], to examine by
touching, as for medical diagnosis*

pal-pate (pal'pat), adj. [< palpus -f -ate], having a
palpus or palpi.'

il-pa'shsn), n. [L. palpatio], a palpating
ited; medical examination by touching.
Fpo-bral), adj. [LL. palpebriMs < #irf-
of the eyelids.
n. plural of palpus.

, adj. [Fr.; L, palpitam],

_ l-pe*l
peora* eyelid!

paj.pf (pai'p-"
pal-pl-tant i

bing; tremt
pal-pi tate

TATING], [< L. palpitatus, pp. of palptiare, freq. of

palpare, to feel, stroke], 1. to beat rapidly or flutter,

as the heart. 2. to throb; quiver; tremble.

pal-pi-ta-tion (pal'pQ-ta'shgn), n. [L. palpitatio], 1. a
rapid, often irregular, beating of the heart from func-

tional disorder, emotion, etc. 2. a trembling; palpi-

tating; quivering; throbbing. ,..,..,,--
pal-pus (pal'pss), n. \pl. PALPI (-pi)], [Mod. L. < L.

palpus, the soft palm of the hand], in zoology, a jointed

organ or feeler for touching or tasting, attached to the

mouth of insects, lobsters, some worms, etc.

pals-grave (p&lz'graV, palz'grav'), n. [D. paltsgrave <
palts (< L. palatium), palace + graaf, count; akin to

G. pfalzgraf], formerly, in Germany, a count palatine.

pals-gra-vine (pftlz'grs-ven', palz'gra-ven
7
), n. the

wife or widow of a palsgrave.

pal sied (p61'zid), adj. [pp. of falsy], 1. having palsy;

paralysis in any part of the body, sometimes accom-

panied with involuntary tremors, v.t. [PALSIED (-aid),

PALSYING], 1. to afflict with palsy; paralyze; hence,
2. to make powerless or helpless, as with fear.

pal ter (pSl'tSr), u.i.[freq. formation < dial, palt, rag,

piece otcloth (< a LG. source); the word prob. arose

with reference to haggling over cloth prices], 1. to

talk or act insincerely; deal crookedly; prevaricate.
2. to trifle; treat facts, decisions, etc. lightly or care-

lessly. 3. to quibble, as in bargaining.
pal-trMy (p61'tr0-li), adv. in a paltry ms
*" _ t ^ a __^. /_*ij 5 _;_\ _ J.l.~ ^.^nl.'4-fr ,

palte, a rag; cf. PALTER], trifling; insignificant; practi-

cally worthless; contemptible; petty. SYN. see petty.

pa-lu-dal (pa-loo'd'l, pal'yoo-dl), adj. [< L. palus,

paludis, marsh], 1. of a marsh or marshes; marshy.
2. in medicine, caused by a marsh; malarial, as fever.

pal-u-dim (pal'yoo-diz, n. [< L. palus, paludts,

marsh; 4- -ism], m medicine, malaria.

aFi),
a.ni), ad. r. pa < pa, a sae; see PALE

(stake)], in heraldry, divided into four or more vertical

pal-y
pal-y

, ,

adj. [Poetic], palish.
adj. [Pr. paU < pal, a stake; see PALE

stripes, or pales, of equal width, in alternating colors:

said of the field of an escutcheon.

pam (pam), n. [< Fr. pamphile < Gr. Pamfhilos (proper

name), lit., beloved of all < pan. all + phtlos, beloved],
in card playing, 1. the jack of clubs, as in the game of

loo. 2. a game like napoleon in which the jack of

clubs is the highest trump.
pam., pamphlet.
Pam e-la (pam'a-lo), [apparently coined by Sir Philip

Sidney for a character in his Arcadia (1590)], a fem-
inine name.
Pa-mir (pa-meV), n. Galcha, the Iranian language of

the Parmri.
Pa-mir-i (pa-m6r'i), n. \pl. PAMHU], a Galcha, one of a

people living in the Pamirs.
Pa-mirs (pa-meYzO, n.pL a mountain system and high
tableland in the Tadzhik S.S.R.: highest known peak,
Muztagh Ata, across the border of Sinkiang, 24,388 ft.

Pam-li-co Sound (pamli-koOt a channel between the
coast and islands off North Carolina: length, 80 mi.

pam pas (pam'pQz; for adj., pam'pos; Sp. pSm'pa's),
n.pl. [Sp., pi. ofpampa < Quechua pampa, plain, field],

the extensive treeless plains of Argentina and some
other parts of South America, adj. of the pampas.
pampas grass, a very tall, bluish-green South American
grass with long, silky, silvery-white panicles, or plumes.
pam-pe-an (pam'pi-on, pam-pe'anX adj. of the pampas
or their Indian natives, n. an Indian who Eves in

Pam-pe-lu na (pam'pe-loo'na'), n. Pamplona?the former
name.
pam-per (pam'p&r), v.t. [ME. pampren; prob. < a LG.
source; c W.P1. pampren in the same sense; Pampen,
to cram, also occurs in ME.J, JU originally, to feed too

much; gratify to excess
f glut. 2. to be overindulgent

with : give too many privileges to ; coddle ; as* he pampers
the child. SYN. see Indulge,
pam-pe-ro (pSm^p&r'o," S;p. pSrn-pe'ro), n. [pZ. PAMPEROS

cold wind that blows from the AnJes across^he Somw
American pampas.
pam-phlet (pam'flit) , n. [ME, paunflet, pamjilet, pam-
flet; OFr. Pamphilet, familiar name of % popular ML.
poem Pamphilus, seu de Amore], 1. a small, thin, un-
bound boolc made up of s^ieeis of paper stapled or
stitched together and usually having a paper cover.
2. a treatise published in this form, usually as an f

wkomifr *\*+ ^i^urMA 4*f*r*llk*i j uf ''

jTiA.i"iutm'i.,i". lMtl^Aiba4 fA
" ' ' ' '

mem/ on some topic ox currenv utLbeTcau x\

npli^ ]

.

** [PALPITATED (-id), PAUK*

pam-
of pamphlets, tu. ^ to write or .

Pam-phyM-a (pam-fil'i-9), n. an

pop..
P
75.000^T\946) : former name,
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PAN

Pan (pan), n. [L.; Gr. Pan], in Greek mythology, a god
of fields, forests, wild animals,
flocks, and shepherds, represented
with the legs (and sometimes
horns and ears) of a goat: identi-
fied by the Romans with Faunas.
pan (pan), n. [ME. & AS. panne;
akin to G. pfanne: said to be
early loan word < LL. panna <
L. patina, a pan; cf. PATINA,
PATELLA], 1. any of many kinds
of dishes, usually broad, shallow,
without a cover, and made of

metal, and used for domestic
purposes: often in combination,
as, a frying pan, saucepan, dish-

pan, etc. 2. any object or part
of an apparatus shaped like a
pan; specifically^, 0) an open con-
tainer for washing out gold, tin,
etc. from gravel or the like, in

mining. 6) either receptacle in a

pair of scales, c) a container for

heating, evaporating, etc. 3. the amount a pan will

hold; panful. 4. a hollow, natural depression in the
ground. 5. a layer of hard soil, impervious to water:
hardpan. 6. a small ice floe. 7. the part of the flint-
lock that held the firing powder in old guns and pistols.
8. [Slang], a face. v.t. [PANNED (pand), PANNING],
1. to cook in a pan. 2. [Colloq.], to give an unfavorable
criticism of : as, thejcritic panned the play. 3, in mining,
a) to wash (gravel, etc.) in a pan, as for separating
gold. 6) to separate {gold, etc.) from gravel by washing
in a pan* IM. in mining, 1. to wash gravel in a pan,
searching for gold. 2. to yield gold in this process.
pan out, 1. in mining, to yield gold, as gravel, a mine,
etc. 2. [Colloq.], to turn out (in some way); tran-
spire, 3. [Colloq.], to turn out well; succeed.

pan (pan), n. [Hind, pan; Sans, parna* a leaf, feather],
1. a leaf of the betel palm. 2. a substance made of
this leaf, chewed to increase the flow of saliva.

pan (pan), v.t. & vd. [PANNED (pand), PANNING], Jabbrev.
< panorama], to move (a motion-picture camera) in
order to get a panoramic effect or to follow a moving
object.
pan- (pan), [< Gr. pan, neut. of pas, all, every, uni-
versalj, a combining form meaning: 1. att, as in pan-
chromatic, pantheism. 2. [P-] a) oft comprisingf em-
bracing, or common to all or every, as in Pan-American.
b) (belief in) the co-operation* unity* or union of all

members of (a specified nationality, race, church, etc.) ,

as in Pan-Americanism. In sense 2, usually followed
by a hyphen, as in the following words:

Pan-Asiatic Pan-Islam
Pan-European Pan-Slavic
Pan-Germanic Pan-Slav!am

Pan., Panama*
panacea (panVse'a), n. (L.; Gr, fanakeia < pan,
all 4- akeisthai, to cure], a supposed remedy, cure, or
medicine for all diseases or ills; ctire*all.

panache (pa-nash', p9-nSsh') n. {Pr.i ft* pennachio;
L. pmna, a feather], a plume of leathers; especially,
such a plume on a helmet.
pa-na-da (pe-naVdsfy p^nS'cfo), n. [Sp. < K, panis,
bread], a dish made of bread or crackers boiled to a
pulp and flavored.
Pan a ma (pan/a-mi', panVmdO. n* 1, a republic of
Central America, on the Isthmus of Panama: area,
32,001 sq mi.; pop., 729,000 (est 1947). 2. its capital;
seaport on the Gulf of Panama; pop, 123,000,
Panama, Gulf (or Bay) of, an arm of the Pacific, on
the southern coast of Panama.
Panama, Isthmus of, a strip of land connecting North
and South America: 31 mi across its narrowest point:
former name, Isthmm of Darien.
Panama Canal, a ship canal across the Isthmus of

Panam% ooiinecting tfie Atlantic and Pacific Oceans:
length, 50.7 mi.: see Central America, map.
Panama Carnal Zone, see Canal Zone.
Panama hat, [after Panama (city), once f main dis-

tributing center], 1. a fine, Tiano>pfa|tw hat made

Z select leaves of a Central and South American
tree. 2, any similar straw hat.
ma-ni-an (panVma'ni-an, pan'a-m&n'yjm), adf.

of Panama, n. a native or inhabitant of Panama.
P^A-ja^I-cam; <jfa'g*^+taify* m. of'Worth

, and Central America, collec-

pf their poQjpiiiMK* >

(

>

"
'

,

,

Itvof JW(T tji$0*7 PC pofto 'cl. pQBtpat 'wd dcoaftmte
lutual social and cultural understanding,

ational alliance, etc, among the nations of North,

ization of the twenty-one American republics, estab-
lished to develop closer co-operation among them:
abbreviated P.A.U.
Pan a mint Mountains (pan'a-minr). a mountain
range in eastern California, forming the western rim of
Death Valley.
Pa-nay (pa-nI

A
; Eng. p3-nl') n. one of the Philippine

Islands, between Mindoro and Negros: area, 4,44s sq.

mi.;.pop., 1,292,000; chief city, Ifoilo: see Philippine
Islands, map.
pan-cake (pan'kaV, par/kak'), n* 1. a thin, flat cake
of batter fried on a griddle or in a pan; griddlecake;
also called flapjack. 2. a landing in which the airplane
in a horizontal position drops almost vertically to the

ground, after leveling off fugher than for a normal
landing, tu. & v.t. (PANCAKED (-kakt'), PANCAKING],
to make or cause fan airplane) to make such a landing.
pan chro-mat-ic (pan'kro-mat'ik), adj. [pan- -f chro-

matic], sensitive to light of all colors: as, panchromatic
film.

pan chro-ma-tism (p-an-kro'ma-tiz'm) , n. the condition
of being panchromatic.

pan-crat-ic (pan-krat
;
ik) f adj. of the pancratium or

pancratia.
pan-era-ti-um (pan-kra'shi-om), n. [pi. PANCRATIA
(-shi-9)], [L.; Gr. pankraOon < pan, all + kratos,
strength], in ancient Greece and Rome, an athletic
contest combining boxing and wrestling. .

pan-cre-aa (pan'kri-as, par/kri-ss), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
Pankreas; pan, all + kreas,

flesh], a large, elongated
gland situated behind the
stomach and secreting a

digestive juice (pancreatic
jmce) into the small in-

testine: groups of differ-

entiated cells (islands of
Langerhans) in the gland
produce the hormone in-

sulin: the pancreas of ani-

mals, used as food, is also
called sweetbread.

pan-cre-at'lc (pan'krkat'ik, pan'kri-at'ik), adj. of or
secreted from the pancreas.
pancreatic juice, the clear, alkaline juice secreted by
the pancreas into the small intestine, where its con-
stituent enzymes act on food passed down from the
stomach.

pan-cre-a-tin (pan'kri-o-tin, pai/kri-o-tin), n. 1. any
of the pancreatic enzymes or a mixture of these. 2, a
commercial preparation of pancreas extract from cattle
or hogs, used as an aid to digestion.

pan-cre-a-to- (pan'kri-9*.tof pan'kri-s-to), a combining
form meaning of the pancreas, as in Pancreatotomy
also, before a vowel, pancreat-

pan-cre-a'tot'O-my (pan'kri-a-totVmi, paj^kri^tot'-
9-mi), n* Ipl PANCREATOTOMIWS fanis)], BiwgJcal in-
cision of the pancreas.
panda (pan'da), n. (< the native (? Nepal) name],
1

:
a small, red-

dish-brown ani-
mal, resembling
the raccoon, na-
tive to the Hima-
layas. 2. awhite-
and-black, bear-
like animal of
Asia: also called
giant panda,
pan da nus '

PANCREAS

fficialinternational organ-

L.; Malay.
dan], a varie
Asiatic shrublike tree of tb*
Pan da-ru8 (pan

/
a^-f8)t it flu; Gr. JPaita^wLoike of

the leaders of tne Lyeisin jn the Trojan War; in

medieval romance^ and in Boccaccio, Chaucer, an4
Shakespeare, he acts as the go-between who arranges
the ni^ee^ing o* TCVollus, auwi Cressida, aupid, is offen
representea as Cressida's uncle: see, also Creaslda,
TmUi>.
Pan-de-an (pan-de'on). adj. (< Pan], of Pan.
Pandean pipes, a Panpipe,
paxi'dftct (pjin'dekt), jn P*r. pandtcte; L. pandectae,
p^t9id$c&&$ r> Or* ^(MW$wfe$?ti lit., aH-receiving ^ Pan^ all

f dtektstWi fco cont^b, receive], 1. [P], pL a digest
of Roinan civil law In fifty books, compiled for the

emperor JtW0nian In the 6th century A.D.: also called
the Digest. 2. often pi, any complete body of laws;
legal code. 3. any complete or comprehensive digest,

pan-dem-ic (pan-dem'ik), adj. [< LL. pandtmus: Gr.
pandSmos; pan. all -f dSmos. the people), of all the
people; prevalent over a whole area, country, etc.;
universal ; general: specifically, epidemic over a large
region* ssua of a di<iew.

I

. kfe

M^ mi* toakj oiL owtj a ti% fflr;

mply, n m /Mm;sanity, o m comply, n m /Mm
; ft, O. dooh. Bit pp. x-xif. i Ic

dhtoi,^i
; Fr, bAi;
; < dttiv^l
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Pan-de-mo-ni um (pan'di-mo'ni-am) , n. [Mod. L. <
pan- + Gr. daimon, demon], 1. the abode of all

demons: in Paradise Lost it is the palace built under
1 Satan's orders as the capital of Hellj hence, 2. hell.

3. [p-], any place or scene of wild disorder, noise, or

confusion. 4. [p-], wild disorder, noise, or confusion.

pan-der (pan'dr), n. [< Pandarus (ME. Pandare)],
1. a go-between in a sexual intrigue; procurer; pimp.
2. a person who provides the means of helping to satisfy
the ambitions, vices, etc. of another, v.t. [Archaic], to

be a pander for. tu*. to act as a pander (with to).

pan-dit (pun'dit; pan'dit is a sp. pronun.), n. [var. of

pundit], in India, a learned man; scholar: used [P-] as

a title of respect.
P. and L., P. & L., profit and loss.

Pan-do-ra (pan-doVs, pan-do'rs) , n. [L. ; Gr. Pandora <
pan, all + doron, a gift], in Greek mythology, the first

mortal woman, sent by Zeus as a punishment to man-
kind for the theft of fire by Prometheus: Zeus gave^her
a box which she opened, letting out all human ills into

the world (or, in a later version, letting all human
blessings escape and be lost, leaving only hope).
pan-do-ra (pan-d6r'a, pan-do/re) ,,

n. [It. ;
see BANDORE],

a bandore, ancient stringed instrument.

pan-dore (pan-d6r', pan'dor), n. a bandore^
pan-dour (pan'door), n. [Pr.; G. & Croatian pandur,
constable ;1V1L. banderius, one who follows a banner;
see BANNER], 1. a member of a force of Croatian
soldiers organized in 1741 to quell frontier brigands
and used in the Austrian army to fight the Turks:
noted for their brutality. 2. any brutal soldier.

pan-dow-dy (pan-dou'di), n. [pi. PANDOWDIES (-diz)],

[< pan: 2d element is said to be equivalent to -doulde
in obs. Somersetshire dial, word, pandoulde], deep-dish
apple pie or pudding, having a top crust only.
pandu-rate (pan'doo-rat', pan'dyoo-rit), adj. [< L.

pandura, stringed instrument; -j-
-ate], pandunform.

pan*du-rf-form (pan-door's-fSmr, pan-dyoor's-fdrm'),
adj. [< LL. pandura (see BANDORE) ; + -form], in botany,
shaped somewhat like a violin, as some leaves.

pan-dy (pan'di), n. \pl, PANDIES (-diz)], [L. pande, open
(your fyand)t imperative of pandere, to extend, open,
stretdb:'tta.tj, [Scot.], a stroke on the palm of the hand

. a strap or cane, as a punishment. v.L [PANDIED
J

">ot.l, to punish in this way.
w .

,. n- [Mlfi;; OFr. pane, "panne,- L. pannus,
piece of blein], 1. a piece or division, especially if

flat and rectangular, 2. a fiat side, or fape, of some-
thing that has several sides, as of a nut, b'oMiead, cut
diamond, etc. 3. a) a single division of a window, etc.,

consisting of a sheet of glass in a frame, b) the sheet of

glass or a substitute. 4. a panel, as of a door, wall, etc.

pan-e-gyr-ic (pan'g-jir'ik), n. [Fr. pantgyrique; L. pan-
egyricus; Gr. panegyris, public meeting < pant all +
ageirein, to bring together], 1. a formal speech or
writing praising a person or event; hence, 2. superla-
tive praise; eulogy; laudation. SYN. see tribute.

pan-e-gyr-i*cal (pan's-jir'i-k'l), adj. of, or having the
nature of, panegyric or a panegyric; praising; eulogistic.

pan-e-gyr-ist (pan'a-jir'ist, pan'a-jir'ist) , n. a person
who writes or speaks panegyrics; eulogist; encomiast.

pan-e-gy-rize (pan^ji-rizO, v.t. & v.L [PANEGYRIZED
(-rizd/}, PANEGYRISING], [(jr. pan$gyrizein < pqnttgyris],
to write or speak a panegyric {on) ; eulogize.
pan el (pan'l), n. {ME.; OFr.; ML. panttellus, dim* <
L. pamnww* pioce 01 cloth], 1. a) o, piece bf cloth placed
under a s&qgGtyp; saddle miing. b) a soft saddle. 2, a
sectiosot or divisioi^ of a wall, veiling, or other surface;
specifically, a) a section of a fence or railing between
two posts, b) a flat piece of material, as wooofor xueGal,
usually rectangular, forming a part of the surface of a
wall, door, cabinet, etc., and usually set off from the
surrounding surface by being raised, recessed, framed,
etc. c) a compartment or pane of a window, d) an in-
sulated board, or flat surface, for instruments or
controls, as of an electric circuit, airplane, etc. 3. a) a
thin board used for oil painting, b) a -painting on such
aboard, c) any picture very much longer than it is
wide. 4. a list or group of persons selected for a spe-
cific purpose, as judging, discussing, etc. 5. in aero-
nautics, a) one complete seqtion of a wing, b) m dir-
igibles, the quadrilateral area bounded by two adjacent
longerons and transverses. 6. in dressmaking, a length-

duty, b) later, the list itself, c} the jurors as a Whole.
8. in mining, a compartment of a mine. v.f. [pANftLKD
Or PANELLED (-

f

ld), PANELING Or PANELLING^ 1. to
cover, provide, fit. or decorate with panels. 2. a law.
to impanel (a fury). 3. in Scottish law, to indict.
panel discussion, a discussion carried oat* by a selected
group of speakers before an audience,

pan-el ing, pan-el ling (pan'1-irj), n. t.'ti
a person who panels. 2. panels coUectiveJhr;
panels in a wan, etc.

pan-el 1st (psn'1-ist), n. 1. * participant tot'& panel
f

<S&/'
'

cussion. 2. in radio & Mwision, a person wild selves oil
a panel, as on a quiz program,

pan-e-tel-a, pan-e-tel-la (panVtel'a), n. [Sp.], a long,
slender cigar.

pan fish, any small fish that can be fried whole m a pan.
pan-fry (pan'frT), v.t. to fry in a shallow skillet or

frying pan, with fat.

pang (parj), n* [altered < ME. prong, prang, itself prob.
special use of prong, a point], a sudden, sharp, and
brief pain, physical or emotional; spasm of distress.

pan-gen-e-sis (pan-jen'o-sis), n. [Mod. L.; pan- -f

-genesis], an abandoned theory advanced by Darwin
that each unit or cell of the body throws oft very minute
particles (gemmules) into the blood which circulate

freely and undergo division and are collected in the

reproductive cells; thus each part of the body is repre-
sented in the germ cell through these gemmules, which
are regarded as the units of hereditary transmission.

pan-ge-net-Ic (pan'ja-net'ik), adj. of pangenesis.
Pan-Ger*man (pan'jur'man) , adj. of or haying to do
with all Germans as a group or Pan-Germanism, n. an
advocate of Pan-Germanism.

Pan-Ger*inan-i8ni (pan'jur'mon-iz'm), n the theory
of, or a movement toward,

4
the political unification of

all German peoples, especially by annexing to the
German state all near-by territories inhabited by
German-speaking peoples.
pan go lln (parj-go'lin), n. [Malay p^ngulin, roller <
gulin, to roll], anv of a number of related, toothless,

scaly mammals of Asia and Africa, able to roll into a
ball when attacked: also called scaly anteater.

Pang-o Pang-o (parj'6 par/o), Pago Pago.
pan-ban-die (pan'han'dl), n. 1. the handle of a pan;
hence, 2. [often P-], a strip of land resembling the
handle of a pan, as the northern extension of the
state of Texas between Oklahoma and New Mexico.

pan-han-dle (pan'han'd'l), v.t. & v.L [PANHANDLED
(-did), PANHANDLING], [prob. < panhandler], [Slang],
to beg, especially on the streets,

pan han-dler (pan'han'dler), n. [pan (dish) + handler],
[Slang], a beggar.
Panhandle State, West Virginia.
Pan-heMen-ic (pan'ha-len'ik), adj. 1. of all the Greek
peoples. 2. of Panhellenism. 3. of all Greek-letter
fraternities and sororities.
Pan hel len ism (pan-hel''n-iz'm), n. [see PAN-, HEL-
LENE, -ISM], formerly, the theory of, or a movement
toward, the political unification of all the Greek peoples.
pan-ic (pan'ik), n. [ME. panyk; L. panicum, kind of

millet], any of several related grasses, as millet, used as
fodder: also panic grass.
pan-ic (pan'ik), adj. [Fr. panique; Gr. panikos, of Pan
< Pan, Pan], L literally, of Pan; hence, 2. of sudden
fear, as supposedly inspired by him. 3. Jhaving the
nature of, or showing or resulting from, panic* n. 1. a
sudden, unreasoning, hysterical fear, often spreading
quickly. 2. a widespread fear of the collapse of the
financial system, resulting in unreasoned attempts to
turn property into cash, withdraw money, etc. 3.

[Slang], a person or thing considered extremely humor-
ous or entertaining, v.t. [PANICKED (~ikt), PANICKING],
1. to affect with panic, 2. [Slang], to delight; win
laughter and applause from. SYN. see fear.

panlck-y (panok-i), adj. 1. having the nature of, or
showing or resulting from, panic, 2

r
Gable or susceptible

to panic; Hable to be in a panic.
pan-i-cle (pan'i-k'l), n. [L. Pqnicuta, tuft on plants,
panicle, dim. of pdmns, a swelling,
ear of millet; GT, plnos, thread
wound on the bobbin in a shuttle],
a loose, irregularly branched
flower cluster; compound raceme.
pan-ic-strick-en (pan'ik-strik^ri),
adj. stricken with panic; ba<Sy
frightened; hysterical and out of
control from fear.

pan-ic-struck (pan'ik-strtikOt
panic-stricken.

pa-nic-u-late
nik'yoo4it) ?

latus], growing br arranged jn pan-
icles.

' ' " r

adj. paniculate*
pa-nic-u-late-
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n. [ME. & OFr. panier;

I. a

pan-mer . . _

L. panarium, breadbasket <
panis, bread], 1. a large bas-

ket: specifically, a) a wicker
basket for carrying loads on
the back, fc) either one of a

pair of baskets hung across
the back of a mule, horse, etc.

for carrying market produce.
2. a) a framework, as of

whalebone, wire, etc., used to

puff out a skirt at the hips.

5) a skirt extended or puffed
at the hips to give the effect

of a pannier. PANNIERS
pan-Hi-kin (pan'a-kin), n. [dim. of pan (dish)],
small pan. 2. a metal cup.

Pan-no-ni-a (pa-no'ni-a) , n. an ancient Roman province,
between the Danube and Sava Rivers*

pa-no-cha (pa-no'chs), n. [Sp. < L. panucula, panictda;
see PANICLE], 1. a coarse sugar made in Mexico. 2. a
candy, resembling fudge, made of brown sugar, milk,
butter, and, sometimes, nuts. Also penuche, penuchi.

oa-no-che (ps-no'chi) , n. panocha.* .-* . j*/ * _4> ji\ j.r __

~panoplia < pan, aH + hopla, arms], 1. a complete
suit of armor; hence, 2. any complete or magnificent
covering or array.

pan-op-tic (pan-op'tik), adj. [pan- + optic], including
in one view everything within sight.

pan-o-ra-ma (pan'a-ram'a, panVra'ma), n. [< pan- +
Gr. horama, a view < h&ran, to see], 1. a) a picture or

series of pictures of a landscape, historical event, etc.

presented on a continuous surface encircling the spec-

tator; cyclorama. b) a picture unrolled before the

spectator in such a way as to give the impression of a
continuous view. 2. an unlimited view in all directions.

3. a comprehensive survey of a subject. 4. a continuous
series of scenes or events; constantly changing scene.

pan-o-ram-ic (panVram'ik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a panorama; specifically, a) presenting an
unlimited view in all directions. 6) passing before the

eyes in a continuous picture or series of pictures.

pan-o-ranvi'CaHy (panVram'i-kl-i, pan'a-ram/ik-li),
adv. in a panoramic manner; as a panorama.
panoramic sight, a kind of periscope gun sight that

provides a greatly enlarged field of view.

pa-nou-chi (po-noo'chi), n. panocha.
Pan-pipe (pan'pip')* n. a primitive musical instrument
made of a row of reeds or tubes of graduated lengths
bound together lengthwise and played by blowing across

the top, open ends: also called Pandean pipes, Panpipes,
Pan's pipes, syrinx.
Pan-SlaV'ism (pan'slav'iz'm), n. a theory of, or move-
ment toward, the political unification of all Slavic

peoples.r .. -r- _.

* ^r w--------- v ^,
wise (< pan, all 4- sophia, wisdom); + **sm], pretension
to universal wisdom or knowledge.
pan-so-phy (pan'sa-fi), n. [< Gr. pansophos, all-wise <
pan, all + sotyfaia, wisdom], 1, universal knowledge or

, ,

2. a system or work embracing aE knowledge.
s, a Panpipe.

zi), n* W* PANSIES (-212?)], [Fr. pensie, a

wisdom.
Pan's pii
nan'SV C

thought < penser', to 'think], Va "small plant of the

violet family, with flat, broad, velvety petals in many
colors: also called heartsease. 2. [Slang], an effeminate

man or male homosexual: contemptuous term.

pant (pant), tu. [ME. pantyn; prob. shortened < OFr.

panimsier < LL. *phanias*are, to suffer from a night-
mare < L. phanta$ia> nightmare, fantasy],, 1. to

breathe rapidly and heavily; gasp for breath, as from

running fast, 2. to throb; pulsate; beat rapitot a&4he
heart. 3. to gasp with desire; yearn eagefh? (with jpr
or after) . 4. to pve off s*eam, smoke, etc, in lowpw%
as an engine, v.t to utter hunieclly and bre^wlessty:

gasp out (often with out or form) , < n* 1 any of a se^rk

of rapid, heavy breaths* as from exertion; TOp; |. *
ttob or pttteation, as of tfe* heart 3, a-paf of

Pan tag ru el foan-tag'rc^el; ,F, p&ff.wg
iby]

pantaloon], 1. long, loose drawers frilled at the ankle
and showing beneath the skirt, worn by women during
the middle of the 19th century. 2. detachable ruffles

for the legs of drawers.

pan-ta-loon (pan'ta-loon'), n. [Fr. pantalon: It. panta-
lone, name of a character in an Italian comedy* from the
Venetian patron saint Pantotone or Pantaleon: said also

of the garment worn by this character], 1. [P-], a) a
stock character in an old Italian comedy, usually a
slender, foolish old man wearing tight trousers which
extended to the feet; hence, 6) a similar figure in modern
pantomime, the butt of the clown's jokes. 2, pi. a) for-

merly, tight trousers fastened below the calf or strapped
under the boots; trousers and hose in one garment.
6) later, any trousers: see pants.
pan-technicon (pan-tek'm-kon', pan-tek'ni-kon), n.

[< pan- + Gr. technikon, neut. adj., of the arts <
techne, art], [British], 1. originally, a bazaar where
all kinds of things were sold. 2. a storage warehouse.
3. a furniture van: also pantechnicon van.

Pan-tel-le-ri-a (pan-tel'le-re'a), n. an Italian island be-
tween Sicily and Tunisia: area, 32 sq. mi.; pop., 9,800:
ancient name, Cosyra.
Pan-Teu-ton-ism (pan'too't'n-iz'm, parrtu't'n-iz'm),
n. Pan-Germanism.
pan the ism (pan'the-iz'm), n. [pan- + theism], 1. the
doctrine or belief that God is not a personality, but
that all laws, forces, manifestations, etc. of the self-

existing universe are God; belief that God is everything
and everything is God. 2. the worship of all gods.

pan-the-ist (pan'the-ist), n. a believer m pantheism.
pan-the-is-tic (pan'the-is'tik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, pantheism or pantheists.

pan-the-is-ti-cal (pan'the-is'ti-k'l), adj. pantheistic.

pan-the-on (pan'the-on', pan'thi-sn, pan-the'an), n.

[ME. Panteon; L.; Gr. pantheion < pan, all + theos, a
god], 1. a temple for all the gods; especially, [P-], a

temple built by Agrippa in Rome in 27 B.C., and re-

built in the 2d century A.D. by Hadrian: used since

609 A.D. as a Christian church (Santa Maria Rotunda).
2. all the gods of a people. 3. [often P-], a building in

which the famous dead persons of agnation are en-
tombed or commemorated, as Westminster Abbey in

England or the church of Sainte-Genevieve in Pans.

pan-ther (pan'thgr), n. \pl. PANTHERS (-thSrz), PANTHER;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME. pantere; L. panthera; Gr.

panther], 1. a puma; cougar; mountain lion. 2. a

leopard, especially one of dark color. 3. a jaguar.

pan-ther-ess (pan'ther-is) , n. a female panther.
pan-ties (pan'tiz), n.pl. women's or children's short

underpants .

pan-tile (pan'til'). n. [pan (dish) + tite], a roofing tile

having an S curve, laid

with the large curve of one
tile overlapping the small
curve of the next.

pan-to- (pan'to, pan'ta),

[< Gr. pantos, genit. 4
Ol

pan; see PAN-], a combin-
ing form meaning all or

every, as in pantograph,
pantoscope: also, before a
vowel, cant-.

pan tone, pan-tof-fle
(pan'ta-f1, pan-tof'l, pan^
too'f1), n. [Fr. Pantoujle;
It. Pantofola: MGr. panto*
phellQs, whole cork < Gr.

pantos (see PANTO;) +
pheUos, a corkj, a slipper,

pan-to-graph (pan'to* PANTILE
graf, pan't9*ffi$r), n,

M>anto~ -h "fflaph], 1. a mechanical device for irepro*

ducing a map, drawing, etc. on the same or a different

scale, 'Consi^iwR of 1 a framework of joip-ted rods in

a roughly paraSeloffram form. 2. any similar frame-

work, a* an mWicuWb arm for a telephone, a. tewy
on an electric locomotive, etc.**-

pantomime (pan't9-mim') n. [Fr.; L. pmtommus;
Gr. pawtoin4mpj < pas, pantos, au

-j-
minm, a mimicj,

1. in ancfpnt Rome, a) an actor who played his part
by ge$turef*and action without words. V) a drama played
in aofe^>E an4 , gestures to tlie accompanimeat ofwords

tha cnocuf or music, 2. any drama played
,. words* using action and gestures only. 3.

or gegtares wpibut words as a means of expres-
. Myfcjbnd f

; a
type

of mtertainment presented

act,

pftffl't -- - , ,

oCt ofl^ivfig i& jttftux* of, pantomimer
pan-to-mim-iat (pan'to-mim'ist), n. an actor in a
pmtowime^ fi 'JL ^^ r_ t ^

SINGLE'TltE

to express or

), adj. [L,
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form of photographic lens having a very wide angle.

pan to-scop ic (^an'ta-skop'ik), adj.f [< panto +
scope + -ftf], having a wide range of view.

pan-to-then-ic acid (pan'ta-then'ik), a B-complex vi-

tamin, CHnOsN, widely distributed in animal and

plant tissues and prepared synthetically/, thought to

be essential for cell growth and helpful in preventing
gray hair.

pan-toum (pan-toom'), n. [Fr.; Malay ponton],* verse

form made up of quatrains rhyming ababt bcbc, caca,

etc.: a European imitation of the Malayan pantun.

pan-try (pan'tri), n. \pl. PANTRIES (-triz)], [ME. & OFr.

paneterie; ML, panetaria < L. pants, bread], 1. a small

room or closet off the kitchen, where cooking ingre-

dients and utensils, china, etc. are kept. 2. a small

room between the kitchen and dining room for serving

meals and storing tableware: also called butler's pantry.

pants (pants), n.pl. [abbrev, of pantaloons], 1. an outer

garment extending from the waist to the knees or

ankles and divided into separate coverings for the legs:

more formally called trousers. 2. drawers or panties.

pan-tun (pan-toon'), n. [Malay], a Malayan verse form,

consisting of rhymed quatrains: see also pantoum.
pan-ty-waist (pan'ti-wast'), n. L originally, a child s

two-piece undergarment that buttoned together at tne

waist; hence, 2. [Slang], a person considered as like a

d's

pa, paw,
pa;

w*wr &vu, *^MI>*^ ** w" -.-j ,-__o , ^_.- ^ 'T
- - .

worker], the gay, cowardly companion of Pantagruel
in Rabelais' Gargantua and Pantagruel.

Panza, Sancho, see Sancho Panza.

pan-zer (pan'zer; G. pan'tsgr), adj. [G., armor; MHG.
panzier; OFr. pander < It. panda, belly; L. pantex; cf.

PAUNCH], armored: as, a panzer division.
.

Pao-ting (bou'tii)'), n. a city in Hopeh province, north-

eastern China: pop., 100,000.

pap (pap), n. [ME. pappe < ON.; cf. Sw. papp, pappe],
1. [Arihaic], a nipple or teat. 2. something shaped
lake a nipple. . , .

pap (pap), n. [? < I/, pappq, papa, infant's cry for

foodL 1. any soft or semiliquid food for babies or in-

valids. 2. any mash, paste, or pulp. 3. political

patronage? money or favors from public office.

pail>a (pa'pa; now less freq,, pa-pa'), n. [like Fr & L.
"

^.poppas < baby talk; cf. MAMMA], father: a

wrd, correspondiig to mamma for mother; also

pop* etc.

pS'pa-si) , n. {pi. PAPACIES (-siz) ], [ME. papacie;

^^atia, papacy < papa, pope, bishop], 1. the

position, authority, or rank of the Pope. 2. the jeriod
of time during which a pope rules. 3. the succession of

popes; popes collectively. 4. [also PwJ, the government
of the Roman Catholic Church, headed by the Pope.
papa-in (pa-pa'in, pl'p9-in), t

n. {papaya +.-*], a

protein-^sputtmg enzyme obtained from the juice of

unripe papaya and used as an aid to digestion.

pa-pal (pa>p'l), adj. [ME.; OFr. < ML.
1. of the Pope. 2. of the papacy. 3.

Catholic Church.
Papal States, the lands in central and north central

Italy tfeat were ruled by the Pope until 1870: also

called States of the Church.

pa pav-er-a-ceoua (pa-pavVrS'shas), adj. [< Mod. L.

Papaveraceae, name of the family (< L. papaver,
poppy) ; 4- -oof]* in botany, of the poppy family.

pa-pav-er-ln (jw-pav'Sr-in, p9*pa'veivin), n. papaverine.
pa-pav-er-ine (pa-pav'a-ren', po-pS'veV4m), n. [L. pa-
paver, poppy; 4- -ine], a white, crystalline alkaloid,

CioHaiNQ*, derived from opium and used in medicine
to relax muscles in spasms and as a local anesthetic.

pa-paw (p6'p6% pa-p60, n. [Sp. papaya (fruit), papayo
(tree) < Carib name], 1. a papaya. 2. a) a tree of the
custard apple family, growing in the central and south-
ern United States and having an oblong, yellowish,
edible fruit with many seeds. 6) its fruit. Also pawpaw*
pa-pa-ya (po-pa'ya), n. [Sp., fruit of the papaw], 1. a
tropical tree of America,
Hawaii, and the Philippines,
resembling a palm, having a
bunch of Targe leaves at the
top, and bearing a large, ob-

long, yellowish-orange fruit

like a melon. 2. its fruit,
eaten raw or cooked, and al-

so valued for its juice.

Pa-pee-te (pa'pi-a'ta), n. a
'

i Tahiti: capital ofseaport on _____
the Society Islands and
French Oceania: pop., 8,500.

pa per (pS'pSr), n. [ME. pa-
pire; OFr. papier; L. papy-*
rus; GT. papyrps, Egyptian
reed, from trie inner bark of

wnich a kind of writing paper
was made in ancient E^ypt],
1. a thin flexible material in
sheets or leaves, made from
rags, wood pulp, or other

fibrous material and used to write or print on, wrap,
decorate, etc. 2. a single piece, sheet, or leaf of paper.

3. a printed or written sheet or piece of paper; writing;

specifically, a) an official document, b) an essay,

monograph, or dissertation, as read before a learned

society, published in a scholarly journal, etc. c) a

written examination, report, theme, etc, 4. a) checks,

promissory notes, bills of exchange, and other negotiable

papers used in business: also commercial paper, b)

paper money. 5. a newspaper. 6. a small wrapper or

card of paper, usually including its contents: as, a paper
of pins. 7. wallpaper. 8. any material like paper, as

papyrus. 9. 0) a free pass or passes to a theater, etc.

b) the people admitted by free passes. 10. pi. a) docu-

ments proving the identity of a person; credentials.

6) a collection of documents, letters, writings, etc.,

especially of one person: as, the Lincoln papers. Abbre-

viated pap. adj. 1. of paper; made of paper. 2. like

paper; thin. 3. existing only in written or printed form;
theoretical ; spurious : as, paper profits, v.t. I. to cover

with paper, especially wallpaper. 2. to write down
on paper; describe in writing. 3. to wrap or enclose

in imper. 4. [Slang], to help to fill (a theater, etc.)

by issuing free passes. .

on paper, 1. in written or printed form. 2. m theory.

pa-per-back (pa'per-bak'), n. a book bound in paper,
instead of leather, cardboard, .etc.

paper hirch, the North American birch with white or

ash-colored, paperHke bark: also called white birch.

pa-per-hoy (pa'per-boi')f n. a boy or man who sells or

delivers newspapers.
paper cutter, 1. a paper knife. 2. a machine used to

cut and trim paper to required dimensions.

paper hanger, a person whose work is to cover walls

with wallpaper.
paper hangings, wallpaper.
paper knife, a dull, narrow knife of metal, wood, ivory,

etc., used to cut folded paper, as sealed envelopes or

the uncut pages of books: also called paper cutter.

paper money, noninterest-bearing notes issued by a

government or its banks, circulating as a substitute for

metallic money: as, a dollar bill is paper money.
paper nautilus, an eight-armed mollusk related to the

octopus: the female has a thin paperHke shell in which
the young develop.
pa per-weight (pa'p&>wat') , n. any small, heavy object
to oe placed on papers to keep them from being blown
away or otherwise scattered.

paper work, the keeping of records, filing of reports, etc.

that is incidental to some work or task: as, a teacher
must spend several hours a day on paper work.

pa-per-y (pS'pSr-i), adL like paper, as in consistency.

pap e-terie (pap'a-tri; Fr. pap'tre'), n. [Fr. < papetier,

paper-maker, stationer < papier; see PAPER], a box for

jpaper and other writing materials.
Pa phi-an (pa'fi-sn), adj. 1. of Paphos. 2, erotic.

Paph-la-go-ni a (parb-<go'm-9), n. an ancient country
and Roman province in Asia Minor, on the Black Sea.

Pa-phos (pa'fos) , n. an ancient city in Cyprus.
Ipa-pier coM6 (pa'pya' kfc'15'), {pi PAPIERS COLLES
C-pyS' -IS')], [Fr., lit., pasted paper; see COLLAGE], a
kind of collage in which the pasted objects are grouped
for pattern rather than for symboHsm.
pa-pier-ma-ch6 (pS'per-ma-sha'; Fr. pa'pyS'ma'sha') ,

nlFr. papier, paper + macM, pp. of macher (L masti-

care), to chew], a material made of paper pulp mixed
with rosin, oil, etc., that can be molded into various

objects when moist, adj. made of papier-m&che*.
pa-pil-i-o-na-ceous (pa-pil'i-o-na/shas), adj. [< L. pa-
pifio* butterfly (akin to AS. fi/ealde)] -f ^aceous], in

botany, shaped like a butterfly, as certain flowers.

pa-pil-la (m-pil'g), n. {pi. PAPILLAE (-5)1, [L., dim, of

papula, pimple], 1. a) any small nippMike projection
or process of connective tissue, as the small elevations
at the root of a developing tooth, hair, feather, etc. or
the many and variously shaped elevations on the sur-
face of th$ tongue, b) the nipple. 2* in botany; a tiny,
protrudigr cell.

pap-04ar*y (pap'Q-ler'i pa-pil'eW) , adj. 1 . of, of having
the nature of, a papilla. 2. provided with, consisting
of, or affecting papillae.

pap-il-lo-ma Qjap^-ld'm), n. {pi, PAPILLOMATA (-ma-
tt;, pA$H4,oiAS (-n,oz)] [Modpu < fapiUa 4- -oma],
a tumor of the skin or mucous membrane, consisting
of a thickened and enlarged papilla or group of pa-
pillae, as a corn or wart. '<

'

\

pa-piMon
'

(^^p%4ofa^; Fr* p&'pJfyoW), n.. 1

ifFr., a
butterfly: from the shape of the ears], any of a breed
of toy spapiels one-

tape-, ha er^cfe, firipogeci amp.
pap-ll-lose (pap%46V), adj. covered with or having
many papillae.

bone
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pa-pist (pa'pist), n. [Pr. papiste; ML. Papista < L.
papa; see POPE], 1. a person who believes in papal
supremacy. 2. a Roman Catholic, adj. Roman
Catholic. A hostile term.

beliefs and practices of the Roman Catholic Church:
hostile term.

pa-poose (pa-poos'), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian)
papoos], a North American Indian baby.
pap-pose (pap'os), adj. in botany, provided or covered
with pappus, or downy chaff.

pap'pous (pap'es), ad;, pappose.
pap-pus (pap'ss), n. [pi. PAPPI (-1)], [Mod. L.; Gr.
pappos, old man, grandfather, hence substance re-

sembling gray hairs], in botany, a downy or feathery
tuft of chaff or bristles on certain fruits, especially of
the composite family, as on the seeds of the dandelion.
pap-py (pap'i), n. [Dial, or Colloq.], papa; father.

pap-py (pap'i), adj. [< pap (soft food) + -y], Hke pap;
soft; mushy.

pap-ri-ka, pap-ri-ca (pa-pre'k8, pap'ri-ka), n. [G.;
Hung.; Gr. peperi, a pepper], 1. the fruit of the cap-
sicum or various other pepper plants. 2. a mild, red
condiment ground from it.

Pap'U-a (ga'poo-a; Eng, pap'u-9), n. 1. New Guinea,
an island in the East Indies. 2. the Territory of Papua.
Papua, Territory of, an Australian territory including
the southeastern part of New Guinea and near-by
islands: area, 90,540 sq. mi.; pop., 300,000 (est. 1947);
capital, Port Moresby: also called British New Guinea.

Pap-u^an (pap'u-an), adj. (Malay, lit., frizzled, from
the characteristic hair], of Papua, its people, or their

languages, n. 1. a member of a Negroid people
living in New Guinea and near-by islands. 2. a
member of any of the dark-skinned peoples of Oceania.
3. any of a number of languages spoken in New Guinea,
New Caledonia, and elsewhere in the Southwest
Pacific. 4. the Papuan family of languages.

pap-u-lar (pap'yoo-le'r), adj. of, or having the nature
of, a papule.

pap-ule (pap'ul), n. [L., akin to papilla, nipple < IE.
base seen also in Lettisn pampt, to swell, Sans. pippaU,
berry; cf. PEPPER), a small, usually inflammatory,
elevation of the skin; pimple,

pap*y-ra-ceou8 (pap'o-ra'shss), adj. [< L. papyrus (see

PAPER); + -aceous], like paper; papery.
pa-py-rus (ps-pi'rps), n. [pi. PAPYRI (-ri), PAPYRUSES
(-iz)], [ME. papirus; L,; see

PAPER], 1. a variety of tall

water plant of the sedge family,
formerly abundant in the Nile
region of Egvpt, 2. a^writing
material made from this plane

'

by the ancient Egyptians,
Greeks, and Romans, by soak-

ing, pressing, and drying thin
slices of its pith laid crosswise.
3. any ancient document or

manuscript on papyrus.
par (par), n. [L., an equal], 1.

the established or recognized
value of the money of one
country in terms of the money
of another country, based on
the same metal as standard of
value. 2. an equal or common
status, standing, footing, level,
etc. (with on or upon) : as, he is

on a par with his associates in

ability. 3. the average or nor-
mal state, condition, degree,
etc. : as. his work is above par. 4, in commerce, the
nominal, or face, value of stocks, bonds, etc.; as, a
stock is at Par when it can be sold for its face value.
5. in golf, the number of strokes established as an
expert score for any given hole or for a whole course.
adj. 1. of or at par, 2. average; normal.

par-, para- (beside, etc.).

par., 1. [pi. PARS.}, paragraph. 2. parallel 3. [pi.

PARENS.], parenthesis. 4. parMi.
Pa-r (pa-r&O, n. 1, the southern esttiary of the
Amazon, also forming the estuary of the Tocantins
Biver: length, 200 mi. 2, a state of northern Brazil:
area, 443JS9 so, ml; poi,, 1,094,00^ (est. 1948).
3, Bdfau its oawtal 4, Pari ruWw.

pm/rm fort', !$} it. fTta*. & Pert, fink, a piece!
1. a Turkish copper coin equal to 1/40 piaster,

'

2. a
small Yugoslavian coin equal to 1 /100 dinar. '

.*.. ~ . "W
.^ta^ae^^

PAPYRUS
(3-12 ft high)

used especially to designate a derivative of benzene in
which two atoms or radicals are substituted in positions
directly opposite each other in the ring, as in paradi-
chlorobenzene: abbreviated p- (no period). 3. in medi-
cine, a) in a secondary or accessory capacity. b) function-
ally disordered^ abnormal, as in farafunctional. c) like or

resembling, as m-faracholera. Also par-.

par-a- (par's), [Fr. < It. para, imperative of parare,
to ward off; L. parare, to prepare], a combining form
meaning: 1. a thing thai protects from, as in parachute,

parapet. 2. using a parachute, as in paratroop.
Para.) Paraguay.
par-a-a-mi-no-ben-zo-ic acid (parVo-me'no-ben-zo'ik,
par's-am'i-no-ben-zo'ik), [para- + amino- + benzoic],
a yellowish crystalline compound, C^E^NO*, considered
a member of the vitamin B complex, present in yeast
and commercially prepared: a deficiency of this factor
causes prematurely gray hair.

par-a-blast (par'a-blast') , n. [para- (beside, etc.) +
-blast], in embryology, me nutritive yolk of a mero-
blastic ovum: distinguished from archiblast.

par-a-blas-tic (par's-blas'tik), adj. of a parablast.

par-a-ble (par'o-b'l) , n. [OFr. parabole; L. parabola; Gr.
ParaboU < paraballein, to throw beside, compare; para-,
beside 4- ballein, to throw; cf. PARABOLA], 1. a short,

simple story from which a moral Iess9n may be drawn:
it is usually an allegory. 2. [Archaic], an obscure or

enigmatic saying.
pa-rab-o-la (pa-rab'g-b) , n. [pi. PARABOLAS (-loz)],

[Mod.L.; Gr. parabole < para-,
beside -f- ballein, to throw: so
called from its axis being par-
allel to the side of the cone], in

geometry, a plane curve, the

path, or locus, of a moving
point that remains equally
distant from a fixed point
(focus) and from a fixed straight
line (directrix)', curve formed
by the intersection of a cone
with a plane parallel to its side.

par-a-bol-ic &ar'a-bol'ik) , adj.

[IX. parabolicus], of, in the
lorm of, or expressed by a par-
able; allegorical.

par-a-bol-ic (parVbol'ik) , adj.
of or like a parabola.

par*a-boM-cal (par'a-bql'i-k'l),
adj. parabolic; allegorical.

par-a-boM*cal-iy (par'd-bol'i-

k'l-i,parVbol'ik-li),adi;. 1. in

parables. 2. by means of pa-
rabolas.

pa-rab-o lize (pa-rab'a-Kz') , v.t

[PARABOLIZED (-Kzd'), PARAB-
OLIZING], 1 . to tell in a parable
or parables. 2. to make parabolic in shape.

pa-rab-o lold (pa-rabVloid') n. the surface or solid
formed by a parabola revolving around its axis*

pa-rab-o-loi-dal (pa-rab'o-loi'dl), adj. of, or in the
form of, a paraboloid.

Par-a-cel-sus, PhMip pus Au-re o lus (fi-lip'Qs 6-re;3-

Iss par'0-sel'S9s) , (born Theopkrastus JBombastus von

Hohenheim), 1493?-1541; German physician and al-

chemist, born in Switzerland.

par-a-chute (par'e-^hSSt'), n. [Pr*; para- (see PARA-,

PARABOLA
A, focus; AX, axis; PR,
directrix; P 1

, Pa
, P3

,

points on the parab-
ola; P'Y8 - P8A, P^ -
P2A, P lYl - p!A

protecting) + chute, a fall], 1. a large cloth contrivance
shaped like an umbrella when expanded, and used to
retard the falling speed of a person or thing drop
from an airplane, etc.: it is generally carried fo
in a pack, from wtiich it is released by a rip cord
or other device. 2. something shaped like or naving
the effect of a parachute. 3. in zoology, a fold of skin
between the fore and hind limbs of flying squirrels,

flying Hoards, etc., enabling them to glide through the
r; patagium. v.t. [PARACHTJTED (465 ,

drop by a pataolmte. vd. to descend by means of
air;
to drop by a
a parachute.
para-chuMst (par

/
0-^i63t'ist) r ft. a person who de-

scends by paracmite*
par-aclcte (pair's"^')* . fOFr, paraalet; LL. para-
deius: Gr. paYaMMos < parakalein; para** to + kalein,
to call), 1* an advocate; intercessor; pleader. 2. [P-J
in CkftsOawfyf tlxe Holy Spirit, considered as com-
fortefr intercessor, or advocate.

por*fl,<fiy|iKfiKM '(p-ar^-sfmen), n* {para* (beside, etc.) -f

cymme], 'a doloness liquid, CioHu,, insoluble in water;
made from oils of eucalyptus, cumin, tnynie, etc and
sed as a solvent: see cy

cation,

pa-rade (po-riaOt [Fr,, show, display, military parade.
etc.; %>. parade, a parade, place for the exercise of

twiopt < IX pararet to set or place in order* to prepare],
1; oftentatiotis or pompous display, 2. *) a military
display or assembly; review of troops. &) a plc where
troops assemble regularly for parade; parvte ground.

rr , a; g f
m, ; , t: up, AM, fttr; M; toy; yet;

a In
1

ago, $ m agent, i In sanity, o In comply, n in focus;
f
as & able fi'h 1>; Fr* Ml; % rv*

4; Clr. dfew; H, G. ichj kh, 6, docli. 8^ pp. x-xif. I forela? *
hypotlnftto!*. < TOW *
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3. any organized procession or march, as for display.

4. a) a public walk or promenade, b) persons prome-
nading; strollers, v.t. [PARADED (-id), PARADING], 1. to

bring together (troops, etc.) for inspection or display.

2. to march or walk through, as for display: as, the

band paraded the streets. 3. t9 make a display of;

show off: as, he always parades his knowledge. v.i. 1.

to march in a parade or procession. 2. to walk about

ostentatiously; show off. .3.
to assemble in military

formation for review or display.

on parade, on display.

parade rest, in military usage, 1. a formal position of

rest distinguished by its prescribed stance from the

informal position
of at ease. 2. the command to

,

TjarVdi-klo'rs-ben-zen'), n. [para- (beside, etc.) + at-

4- chloro- + benzene], a white crystalline compound,
CsILCh, used as an insecticide, deodorant, etc.

par-adigm (par'a-dim, parVdim'). n. [Fr. paradigme;
LL paradigms; Gr. paradeigma; para-, beside 4- detgma,

example < deiknynai, to show], 1. a pattern, example,
or model. 2. in grammar, an example of a declension

or conjugation, giving all the inflectional forms of a

word. SYN. see model. .

par a dig mat-ic (par's-dig-mat'ik) , adj. of, or having

_..aac.

paradisaical (par'0-di-sa'i-k'l) , adj. paradisiacal.

par-a-dise (par'a-cLis'),
" [ME. & OFr. paradts; L.

paradisus; Gr. paradeisos, a garden < Per.; cf. Ayestan
pairidaeza, circular enclosure: pain, around (akin to

Gr. peri) + daeza, a wall (akin to Gr. teichos, wall,

Engi dough)}, 1. JP-], the garden of Eden. .2. heaven.

3 a) any place ot great beauty and perfection. 6) any

place or condition of great happiness.

par-a-dis-i-ac (par'a-dis'i-ak'), adj. [L. paradisiacus; Gr.

paradeisiakos], of or like paradise or a paradise.

par-a-dl si-a cal (par's-di-si'a-k 1) , adj. paradisiac.

embankmenT'oF'eartrrat~the "back edge of

for protection against gunfire from the rear.

par a-dox (par'g-doks') , n. [Fr. paradoxe; L. paradoxum;
Gr. p&radoxon, neut. of paradoxes, paradoxical < para-,

beyond -f doxa, opinion < dokein, to think, suppose!,
1. [Rare], a statement contrary to common belief.

2. a statement that seems contradictory, unbelievable,

or absurd but that may actually be .true in fact. 3. a

statement that is self-contradictory in fact and, hence,

false. 4. a) something inconsistent with common ex-

perience or having contradictory qualities, b) a person
who is inconsistent or contradictory in character or

par-a-dox-i-cal (parWok'si-k'l), adj. 1. of, having the

nature of, or expressing a paradox or paradoxes, 2.

fond of using paradoxes. .

par aes-the-si-a (par'es-the'zho, par es-the'zhi-9), n.

paresthesia.
par-af-fin (par'o-fin) , n. [G. < L. parum, too little 4-

affinis, akin: from its resistance to chemical reagents],
1. a white, waxy solid substance consisting of a mixture
of hydrocarbons: it is obtained chiefly from the dis-

tillation of petroleum and is used for making candles,

sealing preserving jars, waterproofing paper, etc. 2. in

chemistry, any member of the methane series, the

group of hydrocarbons haying the general formula
CnHan+a. v.t. to coat or impregnate with paraffin.

par-af-fine (par'a-fin, par'0-fenO. n. & v.t. [PARAFFINED
(-find, -finer). PARAFFINING], paraffin.

paraffin series, in chemistry, the methane series of

hydrocarbons: see. methane series.

-. - para-
the" formation of minerals In

close contact, with a resulting interlocking of their

crystals, as in granite, marble, etc.

par a genetic (par's-js-net'ik), adj. of or resulting
from paragenesis.
para-goge (par'o-go'ji) , n. [L.; Gr. paragdge, drawing
out < paragein, to draw out < para-, beyond 4- agew,
to lead], in grammar, the adding of a letter or syllable
to the end of a word, either functionally, as in drowned,
or unnecessarily, as in substandard drowneded.

par-a-gog-ic (par'a-goj'ik), adj. of, having the nature

of, or forming a paragoge.
par-a-gon (par's-gon', parVgon), n. [OFr.; It. paragone,
touchstone < Gr. parakonaein, to test with a whet-
stone < para-, against + akone', whetstone], I. a

model or pattern of perfection or excellence. 2. a

perfect diamond weighing a hundred carats or more.
3, in printing* a sisse of type, 20-point. vt. 1. [Poetic],
to put side by side; compare, z. {Poeticl to be equal
to; match, 3. [Obs.], to surpass. 4. fobs.], to set

forth as a paragon.
pa rag o nite (pa-ragVnlt'), n. [< Gr. paragtfa, pot, of

paragein, to mislead < para-* beside -f- &&em* tole^d;

parallel
d from comm
potassium.

>ar-aUraph (par'o-graf', para-grai ;, n. [Fr. para-

papte'LL. paragraphs; Gr. paragraphe, marginal

note <para~, Beyond, beside +
^aphetn,to

write],
JL

a

distinct section or subdivision of a chapter, letter, etc.,

usually dealing with a particular point:
it tt always

bISn on a new line and is often indented:.abbreviated

para par? 2. a mark ( 1 or ?) used chiefly by proof-

readers to indicate^^a^^^^^VUffS^readers to indicate me Deginning ui 3^ r3 *tET?n
or paragraph, or a sign marking material referred to

elsewhere 3 a brief article, item, or note in a news-

paper or magazine, v.t. 1. to treat in a paragraph or

paragraphs. 2. to separate or arrange in paragraphs.

v.i. to write paragraphs, especially for a newspaper,

oar-a-graph-er (par'a-graf'Sr, pars-grater;, n. a

writer of paragraphs, as for newspaper editorials.

para-graph-i-a (par'a-graf'i-s),
n. [Mod. L. < para-

(beside, etc.) + Gr. graphein, to write], a mental dis-

order, generally due to cerebral injury, characterized

by the unintentional omission, transposition, or in-

^4K>^>$,^t or femiag a

,ssure$^*b ^. pwgsf.
Par-a-guay (par's-gwa', par's-gwi'; Sp. pa-ra-gwiM, n.

1. a country in central South America: area, 151,570

sq. mi; pp^, l&im^W&W&*^
aj-jui \y**i V-BTS* , f

_ __^__y, its people, or culture.

P^aguay tea^^'a beverage made from the leaves of

a South American plant. 2. this plant. Also called

par-a'keet (par'a-keV), n. [OFr. paroquet (prob. <
perrot) : see PARROT], any of certain small, slender par-

rots with long, tapering tails: also parrakeet, parroket,

n. [par- + aldehyde], a

colorless liquid, (CH 8CHO), produced by the polymer-
ization of formaldehyde, having a strong, nauseating
smell and used in medicine as a hypnotic and sedative.

par-a-leip-sis (parVttp'sis), n. [Gr,.paraleifsis,^omission
< para-, beyond 4- leipein, to leave], m rhetoric, a

device in which a point is stressed by suggesting that

it is too obvious or well-known to mention, as in the

phrase, "not to mention trie expense involved.

par-a lep sis (par'a-lep'sis) , n. paraleipsis.

par a-lip sis (par'9-lip'sis) , n. paraieipsis.

par-aMac-tic (par^-fak'tik), adj. of a parallax. .

par-aHax (par^-laks') , n. [Fr. parallaxe; Gr. parallaxes

< parallassein, to vary, de-

cline, wander < para-, be-

yond + allassein, to

change], 1. the apparent
change in the position of

an object resulting from PARALLAX
the change in the direction p star; R pdnt on earth

'

s
or position from which it surface'. Af center of the
is viewed. 2. the amount earth ^ le RPA paranax
or angular degree of such ' c

-.*
change; specifically, in astronomy* the apparent differ-

ence in the position of a heavenly body with reference
to some point on the surface or the earth and some
other point, as the center

t
of the earth (diurnal, or

geocentric, parallax) or a point on the sun (annual, or

heliocenmCf parallax) : the parallax of an object may be
used in determining its distance from the observer.

par al lei (par'9-lel') *dj* [Fr. pavallele; L. parallelus;
Gr. parallMos < para-, side by side + alltlos, one
another < allos, other], 1. extending in the same
direction and at the same distance apart at every point,
so as never to meet, as lines, planes, etc.: in modern
nm-Budidian geometry, such lines and planes are con-
sidered to meet at infinity. 2, having parallel parts
or movements, as some machines, tools, etc. 3. closely
similar or corresponding, as in purpose, tendency, time,
or essential parts. 4. in music, having consistently
equal intervals in pitch, as two parts of harmony, a
series of cnords, etc. n. 1. something parallel to some-
thing else, as a line or surface. 2. any person or thing
essentially the same as, or closely similar or correspond-
ing to, something else; counterpart & the condition of

being parallel; conformity in essential points. 4, any
comparison showing the existence! of wnilanty or like-

ness. 5. any of tne imaginary lines parallel to the

equator and representing degreef of latitude on the
earth's surface; hence, 6. such a line drawn on a map
or globe. 7, in electricityy a hookup of lights, cells, etc, in.

which all positive pole or terminals
""* "

one conductor and all negatives in at

multiple circuit* 8* in miUlary science, a
one of a series, running parallel to

position. 9. pi. in prfa&pgt a ste 01)
~

referred to in a
<KT PAJRALLH

,

'
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parallel bars 1061 paraselene
6) to make parallel to each other. 2. to be parallel
with; extend parallel to: as, the highway parallels the
river. 3. to compare (things, ideas, etc.) in order to
show similarity or likeness. 4. to find a counterpart
for; match. 5. to be a counterpart for; match; equal.

parallel bars, two bars parallel to each other and set

horizontally on ad-
justable upright
posts: used in gym-
nastics.

par-al-lel-e-pi-ped
(par'g-lel'a-pi'pid,
par'o-lel'o-pip>id),
n. [< Gr. parallelos,
parallel + epifedos,
on the ground, on a
level with it, plane,
superficial < epi,

upon 4- pedon, the ground], a solid with six faces, each
of which is a parallelogram.

par-al-lel-e-pip'e-don (par'a-lel'a-pip'a-donOt n. a par-

PARALLEL BARS

par-aMel-ism (par/a-lel-iz'm), n, [Gr. parallelismos],
1. the state of being parallel. 2. close resemblance:
similarity. 3. in philosophy, the theory that mind and
matter, though independent, function together in a
parallel, but without an interactive causal relationship.

parallel of latitude, parallel (senses 5 & 6).

par-aHel-o gram (par'o-lel's-gramOi n. [Fr. paralUlo-
gramme; L. parallelogrammum; Gr. -

paramiogrammon < parallelos, par- /

allel -f gramme, stroke in writing < /

graphein. to write], a plane figure /

witn four sides, having the oppo- /
site sides parallel and equal.

mus; Gr, paralogismos < paralogizesthqi, to reason il-

logically; para-, beyond -f- logizestbai, to reason <
logos, a discourse, reason], reasoning contrary to the
rules of logic; faulty reasoning.

pa-ral-o-gis-tic (pa-ralVjis'tik), adj. of or by a paralo-
gism; faulty in logic.

pa-ral'O-gize (ra-raVa-jizO Vi1** PARALOGIZED (-jizd'),
PARALOGIZING! [Gr. paralogizestbai; see PARALOGISM],
tp reason falsely or mogically,
pa ral-y-sis Jpa-ral'a-sis) , n. [pL PARALYSES (-sez')L [L.;
Gr. paralysis < paralyein, to loosen, dissolve, or weaken
at the side; para-, beside 4- lyein, to loose), I. (partial
or complete) loss of the power of motion or sensation,
especially voluntary motion, in some part or all of the
body, as the result of injury to the nervous system or to
some muscular mechanism. 2. a condition of helpless
inactivity; crippling of activities.

par-a-lyt-lc (par's-lit'ik), adj. [OFr. paralytique; L.

paralyticus; Gr. paralytikos)* 1. of, or having the
nature of, paralysis* 2, haying or subject to paralysis.
n. a person having paralysis.

'

par a-lyze (parVKz
7
), v.t. [PARALYZED (-Hzd/), PARA-

LYZING], [Fr. paralyser], 1. to cause paralysis in; make
paralytic. 2. to bring into a condition of helpless
inactivity; make ineffective or powerless, SYN. see
shock.

par a mag net (parVmag'nit), n. any paramagnetic
substance or thing.

par-a mag-net Ic (par'a-mag-net'ik) , adj. having a mag-
netic permeability greater than unity ; having a capacity
for magnetization greater than that of a vacuum.

par-a-mag-net-ism (par'a-mag'na:tiz'm), n* the quality
or condition of being paramagnetic.

Par-a-mar-I-bo (par'a-mar'i-boO, n. seaport and capital
of Surinam: pop.. 61,000 (1944).
par a-mat-ta (parVmat'o), n. [after jPawmatta, Aus-
tralia], a soft, lightweight dress fabric of wool and
cotton or* formerly, wool and silk: also spelled parra-
matta.

par-a-me-cl-um (par'o-me'shi-am, par'a-me'si-am), it.

Ipl. PARAMECIA (-9)J t [Mod. L.? UT. jfrfflfflHtllte, OVaJJ,
any of a number of related 9ne-celled, elongated ani-
mals having a large mouth In a fold at tne side and
moving by XYMMMCIS of ciKa.

pa-ram-e-ter (po-ram'a-tlr), n* [Mod. L. parametrum <
Gr. para-, beside -f- metron, a measure], in mathematics,
a quantity or constant whose value varies with the
circumstances of its application, as tne radius Hne of a

group of concentric circles* which varies with the circle

under cxinfiderj^tljon.

pa-ra-mo (par'a-mp; Sp. pa'ra-md'). n. [pL PARAMOS

name* any high, Darren plain. In tfie ONjudub. Am0j|cic8*n

par-a-mor-phic (parVmdr'fik). adj. of or by para*

, w _
morpte. a

by which some minerals undergo a change in physical
character without change of their chemical composition.

par-a-mount (par's-mount') , adj [OFr. paramont; par
(L. per), by + &mont> a mont (< L. ad montem, to the

hill), uphill], ranking higher than any other, as in

power or importance; chief; supreme, n. a person
having supreme power. SYN, see dominant.

par-a-mount-cy ^par'a-mount'si), n. the quality or con-

dition of being paramount.
par-a-mour (par'a-moor'), n. [< ME. OFr. phr. par
amour, with love; par (L. per), by + amour (L. amor),
love; orig. in love par amour, sexual love as distinct

from other kinds of love], L a man's mistress or a
woman's lover. 2. [Archaic or Poetic], a sweetheart.
Pa-ra-na (par'a-na'; Sp. pa'ra-na'), n. a river in Brazil

and Argentina, flowing into the Plata River; it forms
the southeastern boundary of Paraguay: length, 2,450
mi.

par a neph ric (parVnef'rik) , adj. 1. located near the

kidney. 2. of a paranephros.
par-a-neph-ros (par's-nef'ros), n. [Mod. L.; para-
(beside, etc.) H- Gr. nephros, kidney], an adrenal gland.

pa-rang (pa-ran ') n. [Malay], a heavy sheath knife
used by the Malays as a tool and weapon.

par-a-noe-a (par'a-ne'a) , n. paranoia.
paranoia (par'a-noi'a) , n. [Mod. L.; Gr. paranoia <
para-, beside + nous, the mind], in psychiatry, a mental
disorder characterized by systematized delusions, as of

grandeur or, especially, persecution.
par-anoiac (par's-noi'ak), n. a person having para-
noia, adj. of, like, or having paranoia.

par>a noid (par'a-noid'), adj. of or like paranoia.
par-a nymph (par'a-nimf), n. [LL. pvranymphus; Gr.

paranymphos < para-, beside + nympM, bride], 1. in
ancient Greece, a) a friend of the bridegroom who
escorted him when he went to take his bride home. 6) a
bridesmaid who escorted the bride to the bridegroom.
2. a best man or bridesmaid at a wedding.
parapet (parVpit, parVpet'), n. [Fr.; It.parapetto <
parare, to guard -f petto, breast < L. pectus], 1. a wall
or bank used to screen troops from frontal enemy fire,

sometimes placed along the top of a rampart. 2. a
wall or railing to protect people from falling, as on a
balcony or bndge.

par-a pet-ed (par'a-pit-id, par'a-pet'id), adj. having a

parapet or parapets.
par-aph (par

f
9f) f n (ME. parafe; OFr. paraphe; ML.

paraphus, contr. < LL. paragraphus; see PARAGRAPH],
a flourish made after a signature, originally as a

safeguard against forgery.
par-a phernall-a (parVf&r-nS'H-a, parVfa-nSl'ya),
n.pl, iML., short for paraphernalia bona. wife's own
goods < LL. paraphema < Gr. parapherna, what a
bride has over and above her dower < para** beyond 4-

phernS, a dowry, portion < pherein, tp bear, bring],
1. personal belongings, 2. any collection of articles,

usually things used in some activity; equipment; appa-
ratus; trappings; gear. 3. in law, lonuerly* property
or possessions (other than dower) given over to the
control, but not complete possession, of a wife.

par a phrase (par'a-fraz'), n. [Fr.; L. faraphrasis; Gr.

paraphrasis < paraphrazcin, to say In other words:

para-, beyond -f phraxein, to tell], 1 a rewording of

the thought or meaning expressed in something that
has been said or written before. 2. the use or process
of paraphrase as an educational or literary method*
w.t, & v.L [PARAPHRASED (-frSzdO. PARAPHRASING), to

express in a paraphrase, SYN. see translation.

par-a phrast fparo-frast'). n. a person who paraphrases.
par-a phras-tic (par'o-fras'tik), adj. [ML. paraphras-
ttcus; Or. paraphrastifosl, 1. of, having the nature of,

or forming a paraphrase, 2. using pamphmse.
par-a-phraa'ti-caMy (par^-fras'ti-k'l-i, par a-fras'tik-

li), adv. in a paraphrastic manner; so as to paraphrase.
pa raph y sis (p9-raf'd-is) f n. \$L PARAPKYSES (-si&yl
[Mod. L.; Para- (betide, etc.) 4- Or. physis, a gr,owtEJ,
a sterile, threadlike part found witn the spore-bearing
organs of some ferns and mosses,

par a pie gi a (parVplI'ji-o), n. [Mod. L,; Gr, par&~
pllgia, a stroke at one side < paraplZssein.tQ strike at
the side; parar, beside -f pU&sein* to strike! motor and
sensory paralysis of the entire lower half 01 the body.

par-a-pleg-lc (par'o-plej'ik, paro-plS'jik), adL of or

having paraplegia, ft. a person having paraplegia.

par a-psy-chol-o-gy (par'a-si-koFa-ji), ft* [para- (beade,
etc.) + p^choloiy], the atudy that investigates the

psychological aspect of apparently supernatural phe-
nomena as telepathy, clairvoyance, apparitions, etc.

par-a-quet (para-kef), n. a parakeet.
Para rubber, crude rubber obtained from several South
American trees.

par a sang (ipiur'a-Bar/), n. IL. parasanga; Or. para*
swn&s < OPer.; cf. l*er. farmnil, an ancient Per^an
measure of length, equal to about 3 1/2 mile*.

par-a ee-lene (par'a-si-le'ai), n. [pi PARASELKNAK

Mrn, t51 t look; all out: up. OM, fflrr*t: ioy: sNt ; dUa j**rMB.
I in santty* o in comply, n k focus;

* * in nM* (I'bl); FrvbiJL Ff*

. Soh; Wi, ft <loch. Bmw* x-*H. I ^g! * hypotbtl1 5 < <3toS^I bom.
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(-ne)L [Mod. L. < para- (beside, etc.) -f- Gr. selene, the

moon], a bright moonlike spot on a lunar halo.

par-a-shah (par'a-sha', par'shft), n. [L PARASHOTH
(-shoth')L [Heb. parashah], a lesson read from the five

books of the Mosaic law, or Pentateuch, as part of the

Jewish synagogue service on the Sabbath and holidays.

par-a-site (parVsit') , n. [Pr.; L. parasitus; Gr. para-

sitos, one who eats beside or at the table of another,

parasite, toady; para-, beside + sites, food], 1. in

ancient Greece, a) a person who flattered and amused
his host in return for free meals. &) a priest's helper

who feasted with the priests after sacrificial ntes. 2. a

person who lives at the expense of another or others

without making any useful contribution or return;

hanger-on. 3. in biology, a plant or animal that lives
'

on or within another organism, from which it derives

sustenance or protection without making compensation.
SYN. parasite refers to one who derives advantage or sus-

tenance from another and gives nothing in return; a sycophant
is one who seeks advantage or favor from the wealthy or power-
ful by flattery, fawning, etc.; toady suggests the servility and

snobbery of one who seeks familiarity with those whom he re-

gards as his superiors; hanger-on is applied to anyone regarded

contemptuously for his close adherence to and dependence on

another; leech is applied to a parasite who clings closely to

par-a-sit-ic (parVsit'ik), adj. [L. parasiticus; Gr. para-

sitikos], 1. of or like a parasite; living at the expense
of others. 2. caused by parasites, as a disease.

par-a-sit-i-cal (parVsit'i-k'l), adj. parasitic.

par-a-slH-caMy (parVsit'i-k'1-i, par'a-sit'ik-li), adv.

in the manner of a parasite.

par-a sit-i-cide (par'Q-sit'8-sid'), adj. [< parasite -f

-ride], that destroys parasites, n. anything used to

destroy parasites.
par a-sit-ism (par'a-sit-izm), n. 1. the state or con-

dition of being a parasite. 2. the habits of a parasite.

3. in medicine, a) the condition of being infested with

parasites. &) 'any of various diseases, as of the skin,

caused by parasites.

par-a sol (par's-s&l', parVsolO, n. [Pr.; It. parasole <
parare, to ward, off 4- sole (L. sol), the sun], a light

ttmbreia carried by women as a sunshade.

pa*as-ti-ciiy (pa-ras'ta-ki), n. \pl PARASTICHIES (-kiz)],

^C #ora- (beside, etc.) -f Or. sttchos, a row] ?
a secondary

spiral in leaf or scale arrangement on an axis, stem, etc.,

as on a pine cone.

par-a-sym-pa-thet-ic (para-sim'pQ-thet'ik), adj. \para-
(beside, etc.) + sympathetic], in anatomy & physiology,
designating or of that part of the autonoxmc nervous

system whose nerves originate in the midbrain, the

hindbrain, and the sacral region of the spinal cord and
whose functions include the constriction of the pupils
of the eyes, the slowing of the heartbeat, and the stimu-

lation of certain digestive glands: cf. sympathetic,

par-a-syn-ap-sis (par'a-si-nap'sis),
n. [Mod. L.; para-

(beside, etc.) + synapsis], the conjunction of chromo-
somes side by side.

par-a-syn-the-sls (par'9-sin'tha-sis) , n. [Mod. L.; Gr.

parasynthesis; see PARA- (beside, etc.) & SYNTHESIS],
in linguistics, the process of forming words by both
derivation and composition (e,g., big-hearted < big
heart + -ed, not < big + hearted). ,,,.,.

par-a-ayn-thetdc (par'a-sin-thet'ik), adj. of or formed
by parasynthesis.

par-a-tae
jtic (par'a-tak'tik), adj. of or constituting

parataxis.
par-a tac-tical (par's-tak'ti-kl), adj. paratactic,

par-a tax-is (pafVtak'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Or. parataxis,
a placing beside < para-, beside + tasseiUj to place],
the placing of related clauses, etc. in a series without
the use of connecting words (e.g., *'I came, I saw, I

conquered."}: opposed to hypotaxis,

par-a-thy-roid (par'a-thi'roid), adj. \para- (beside, etc.)

4- thyroid], 1. situated alongside or near the thyroid
gland. 2. designating or of any of four small, oval

glands located on or embedded in the thyroid gland:
they secrete a hormone that increases the calcium con-
tent of the blood, n. a parathyroid gland.

paiva-troop-er (par's-troop'Sr), n. a soldier in the

paratroops.
par-a-troops (par'a-trSops'), n.pl. a unit of infantry
soldiers trained and equipped to land behind enemy
lines from airplanes by means of parachutes.

par-aty-phoid (par'a-ti'foid), adj\ jpara- + typhoid],

designating, of, or causing an infectious disease closely

resembling typhoid fever but usually m&qes: and caused
by a different bacillus, n. paratyphoid feve^r.

par-a-vane (par'a-vSnOt n. \para~ (beside* iatc
4)
+ vane]

1. one of a pair of large, torpedcnshaped
under water on either side of a ship and
sharp teeth for cutting the moorings
mines, allowing them to float and be destroyed. 21 a
similar device loaded with explosives for attacking stib-

merged submarines.
'

'
' '

Jl>ar a-yi*oii (par a'vy50 DPr Ht. t by attplaae], toy
air mail.

;

par-boil (par'boil'), v.t. [ME. parbotlen; OFr. par-

boullir; par (L. per}, through, thoroughly + boulhr

(L. bullire), to boil: Mod. Eng. meaning influenced by
association of par- with part], 1. to boil until partly

cooked: usually in preparation for roasting, etc. 2. to

make uncomfortably hot; overheat.

par-buck-le (par'buk"!), n. [Early Mod. Eng. par-

bunkel, altered after buck-

le], 1. a sling for a log,

barrel, etc., made by pass-

ing a doubled rope around
the object and pulling the

rope ends through the

loop. 2. a device con-

sisting of a doubled rope,
the middle of which is

attached at a given height
and the ends passed
around either side of a

cylindrical object which
may then be raised or

lowered by hauling in or

paying out the rope ends.

v.t [PARBUCKLED (-'Id),
PARBUCKLING], to raise or
lower by using a par- PARBUCKLE
buckle. A, for lifting; B, for rolling
Par-cae (par'se), n.#.

' * f

[ME.; L., pi. of Parca, one 'of the Fates < parere, to

produce], in Roman mythology, the three Fates.

par-eel (par'sl) , n. [ME. & OFr. parcelle; LL. particella,

for L. particular see PARTICLE], 1. a small, wrapped
bundle; package. 2. a quantity or a collection of items

put up for sale: as, a parcel of books. 3. a group or

collection; pack; bunch: as, a parcel of fools. 4. a

piece, as of land, usually a specific part of a large

acreage or estate. 5. a portion or part; especially, an

inseparable or essential part: now only in part and

parcel v.t. [PARCELED or PARCELLED (-s'ld), PARCELING
or PARCELLING], 1. to separate into parts and distrib-

ute; apportion (with out}. 2. to make up in or as a

parcel. 3. in nautical usage, to wrap in canvas strips.

adj. & adv. part; partly. SYN. see bundle,

par-cel-ing, par-ceMing (par'sl-in), n. 1. a separating
into parts and distributing. 2. in nautical usage, canvas

strips, usually covered with tar, wrapped around a rope
to protect it.

parcel post, that branch of the post office which carries

and delivers parcels: abbreviated P.P., p.p.

par*ce*nar-y (par'sQ-ner'i), n. [Anglo-Fr, farcenerie;
OFr. parconerie < parconier; see PARCENER], inheritance

by two or more persons; partnership in inheritance.

par-ce-ner (par'ss-nSr), n. {ME.; Anglo-Fr. parcenier;
OFr. parconnier; ML. parttonarius, contr. of partition-
arius < L. partitio; see PARTITION], one of two or more
persons sharing an inheritance; joint heir.

parch (parch), v.t. [ME. perchen, parchen, contr. of

perischen (see PERISH)], 1. to expose to great heat so

as to dry or roast slightly, as corn, peas, etc. 2. to dry
up with heat; make hot and dry; hence, 3. to make
very thirsty. 4. to dry up and shrivel with cold. v.i.

to become very dry and, usually, hot.

par-cheesi, par-che-sl, parchi-si (par-che'zi), n.

pachisi,
parchment (parch'mant), n. [ME, perchemw: OFr.

parchemin; ML. *particaminum (altered through asso-

ciation with OFr. parche, parchment < LL. parthica
pdlis, lit., Parthian leather) < LL. (charta) Perga-
menum, (paper) of Pergarnum (now Bergamaj. city in

Asia Minor, where it was used as a substitute for

papyrus], 1. the skin of an animal, msttaHy a sfieeg or

foat,
prepared as a surface ^for -writing or painting.

a sheet of parchment used in this way; document or

manuscript on parchment. 3. an imitation of this
material used for lampsfxades, etc. 4. a fine paper
having a texture resembling parchment.

'

pard (par^d) n. [ME. pard^OWr. ; L. p&rdnsf Gir. i

[Archaic or Poeticf, a leopard cf panther.
pard (pard), n. Jcontr. oc fardner, altered <
[Slang], a partner; companion.

par-die, par-di (par-d^). advi & filter}. [MB.
OFr. par d$ (Ft. parWeu), by Godfl, f*

--*-*-*

indeed: also swelled pardy.
par-don (par'a'n), tr.t. ,(QFff fey$owty, fordonef; LL.
perdonare; L.^*s h^giir <|iifte

4- doi^r to give],
1. to release (a person) from punishment; not
for crimes or oiffensep* 2* to cf
for (an

1

offense) : loiMve.'
'

'

fa J* to( ep&sB
'

or \ ^ _ ,

ton), fojr some ;

n6,or 'fWK ''

w&cwrt&sy, *to, S) to
rlook (a discoftrtesy,"e^J,

'

n.
"
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donaire], 1. historically, a person authorized by the
Roman Catholic Church to grant or sell ecclesiastical

pardons, or indulgences. 2, a person who pardons.
par-dy (par-de'), adv. & interj. pardie.

pare (par), v.t* [PARED (prd) PARING], [ME. pairen;
Late OFr. parer, to prepare, trim, pare; L. parare, to

prepare], L to cut or trim away the rind, skin, cover-

ing, rough surface* etc. of; shave; peel. 2. to cut or
trim away (rind, skin, covering, rough, surface, etc.) of

anything. 3. to reduce gradually; make less, as savings.
PaT, Am-broise (aVbrwaz' pa'rS'), 1517P-1590;
French surgeon.

pa-re-cious (pa-re'shas), adj. paroecious.

par-e-gor*ic (par'9-g6rik, par'a-goi/ik), adj. [LL. pare-
goricus; Gr. paregorikos < paregoros, exhorting, miti-

gating < para", beside 4- agora, assembly], soothing or

lessening pain. n. a medicine that soothes or lessens

pain; specifically, a camphorated tincture of opium,
used in cough mixtures and to relieve diarrhea.

pa-rei*ra bra-va (pa-rar's bra'va, bra'vQ), [Port. $ar-
reira brava, wild vine; parreira, vine + brava, wild],

the root of a South American plant, used as a diuretic

and tonic: also pareira.

paren., parenthesis,

pa-ren'Chyma (ps-rer/ki-ma), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. paren-
chyma, anything poured in beside < para-, beside -f

enchyma, infusion < enchein, to pour in; n-, in +
chein, to pour], 1. in anatomy > the essential or func-
tional tissue of an organ, as distinguished from its

connective tissue, etc, 2. in botany, a soft tissue of

roundish, thin-walled cells in a plant stem or the pulp
of fruits. 3. in zoology, the endoplasm of a protozoan.

par-en-chym^a-tous (par'erj4dm/a-t3s), adj. of, or

having the nature of, parenchyma.
par-ent (p&r'snt), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. parens, parent

(orig. ppr. of parere, to beget") ], 1. a father or mother.
2. any animal, organism, or plant in relation to another
which it has produced. 3. any cause or source.

par-ent-age (par'ant-ij), n. [see *AGB], 1. descent or

derivation from parents or ancestors; family; birth;

origin. 2. parenthood.
pa-ren-tal (ps-ren't'l), adj. [L. parentalis], 1. of or

characteristic of a parent or rmrents. 2. constituting
the source or origin of something. 3. in biology* of or

designating the generation in which fertilization pro-
duces hybrids: symbol, P (no period).

par-en-teral (par-en'ter-al), adj. [< par- -f Gr. <e-

teron* intestine; 4- -0J], not intestinal; by some way
other than through the digestive tract, as intravenous
or intramuscular.

pa ren-the-sls (po-ren'tha-sis), n. [pi PARENTHESES
(~seV)3f [ML.; Gr. farenthesis < parentUnenai, to put
beside < para-, beside + entitkenai, to insert], 1. an
additional word, clause, etc, placed as an explanation or

comment within an already complete sentence; in

writing or printing it is usually marke4 off by curved
lines, dashes, or commas. 2. usually inpL either or

both of the curved lines ( ) used to mark off parenthetic
words, etc, or to enclose mathematical quantities^that
are to be treated as a single quantity. 3. an episode
or incident, often an irrelevant one; interlude. Abbre-

pa-ren-thje'sfcfce (pWen'tha-saz'), v.t. ^PARENTHESIZED
(-siadO. PARENTHESIZING]. 1. a) to insert (a word,
phrase, etc.) as a parenthesis, o) to put into paren-
theses (sense 2). 2. to place a parenthesis within: as,

he parenthesized the rule with his own comment.
par-en-theMc (par'an-thet'ik), adj. parenthetical.

par-en thet-ical (par'an-thet'i-k'l), adj. [ML. parwt-
tbeUcus], 1.

<j) of, or having the nature of, & parenthesis.
6) marked ott or placed within parentheses; hence, 2.

giving qualifying information or explanation. 3. using
or containing parentheses,
par-en thet i-cal ly (pa^o^-thet'i-kl-l, par'an-tnet'ik-

li) , adv. in a parenthetical mariner; as a parenthesis.
par-ent-hood {par'ont-hood')* n. (see -HOQI>], the fact

or state of being a parent; relation or authority of a
parent.
pare sis foo-tS'sU, parVsis), n. [Mod, L.; Gr. paresis
< paruna** to relax], 1. partial paralysis. 2. a disease
of the brain caused by syphilis of me central nervous
system and characterized by Inflammation of the

nwunges, mental and emotional instab^ty* paralytic
attacks, etc.: usually general paresis: also called gen-
eral paralysis: abbreviated G.P., g.p.

pares-the si a (pares-th&'zna* pftf^tftrshtaj^ n.

[Mod. L. < Gr. para-, beside -f 4htms*$ sensation),
in medicine^ abnormal sensation, a3 of burning, prick-
ling, etc. on the skin: also spelled paraestheala.

'

par-ea-thet-lc (par'es-thet'ik), adj. of or having par-
esthesia,

pa-ret tc (po-ret'ik, pa-re'tik), adj. of, resulting from,
or having paresis, n* a person having paresis.
Pa re to, Vil-fre do (vel-fra'd pa-ra'tfi), 1848-1923;
Italian economist and sociologist in Switzerland.

,

par ex-ceMence (par ek'sa-lans'; Fr. par' ek'se'laws') ,

[Fr., lit., by way of excellence], in the greatest degree of

excellence; beyond comparison; pre-eminently.

Jpar exem-ple (par' eg'zaw'pl*), [Fr.], 1. for example;
for instance, 2, really 1 well I: exclamation of surprise.

par-fait (par-fa')* n. [Fr- perfect], 1. a dessert made of

rich cream, eggs, sirup, etc. frozen together and served
in a tall, narrow glass. 2. a dessert of ice, cream with
crushed fruit or siru.p, served in a similar glass.

par-fleche (par'flesh*, par-flesh'), n. [Canad. Fr.], 1. a
rawhide with the Jhair removed by soaking it in water
and lye. 2. something made of this, as a case or shield

par-get (pEr'jit), v.t. [TARGETED or FARGETTED (-id),

PARGETING or PARGETTING], [ME. pargeten;, OFr. par-
geter, parJeter; par, all over f- Jeter, to throw], to put
plaster on, especially in a decorative way. fi. 1 . plaster
or any similar wall coating. 2. ornamental plasterwork
on

r walls^ or ceilings, 3. a kind of plaster used for

lining chimneys.
parget-ing, par-get-ting (par'jit-ix)), n. [ME.], 1.

ornamental plasterwork on walls or ceilings. 2. plaster-
work on the inside of chimneys.

par-he-li-a-cal (par'hi-li'a-k'l), adj. parhelic.
par-fee-iic (par-fie'lik, par-hel'ik) , adj. of or like a par-
helion or parhelia.
parhelic circle, a bright circular band or halo that
appears to intersect the sun in a plane parallel to the
horizon: also parhelic ring.
par-he-li-on (par-he'li-an, par-hel'yan), n. {pi, PARHELIA
(-9, -ya)l, [L. parelion; Gr. parHion < para-, beside -f

nelios, tne sun], a bright spot of light sometimes seen
on the ring of a solar halo; mock sun; sun dog.

jmr-i- (par'i), [< L. par, paris], a combining form used
in botany and zoology to mean equal, as in faripinnate.

pa-ri ah (po-ri'a, par'i-9, pa'ri-a), n. ITarail paraiyan,
drummer < parai, a drum: the pariah was a hereditary
drumbeater], 1. a member of one of the oppressed
social castes in the former caste system of India. 2. any
outcast; someone despised or rejected by others.

Par-i-an (3Dflr'i-on), aaj. 1. of Paros. 2. a) designating
a fine, white marble found in Paros. 6) like this marble.
n. 1. a native or inhabitant^of Paros. 2. a fine, white
porcelain that resembles Parian marble.

Pa-ri-cU'tin (pa-re-koo-tenO, n. a volcanic mountain in
west central Mexico: height, 8,200 ft.: the youngest
mountain on earth, it first erupted on Feb. 20, 1943,

pa-ri es (par'i-eV). n. [pi PARIETES (pa-ri'a-teV)], [L., a
wall], usually in pi. in biology, a wall, as of a hollow,

organ, cavity, cell, etc.

pa-ri-e-tal (pa-ri'a-tl), adL [^T.parUtal; LL. Pjwietaljs
< paries\ parietis, a waUu

m
I, [Kare], living within, or

having to do with life within, a college. 2. in anatomy,
of the parietes, or walls, of a hollow organ, cavity,
cell, etc.; especially, designating either of the two bones
between the frontal and occipital bones, forming part
of the top and sides of the skull: see skull, illus. 3. in

botany, attached to the wall of the ovary, as the placenta
in some plants.

parietal lobe, the part of each hemisph,ere of the brain
between the frontal and the occipital lobes.

B

pa-ri-e-to- (p^-ri'a-to, ps-ri'Q-ta;, a combining form
meaning parietal and, as in parielcm&stoid.
par-i-mu-tu-el (par'i~rau*choo-l) n, fFr,, Ht. mutual
stakes or bets], 1. a system of betting on races in

which those backing the winners divide, in proportion
to their wagers, the total amount bet, after a per-
centage has been taken by tne agency conducting the
betting. 2. a machine used in registering such bets.

par-ing (p&r'irj), n. La cutting away or trimming off of

a rini skin, covering, rough surface, etc. 2. a thin

piece or strip pared oft, as of the skin of a potato.

Jpa-ri pas-ail ypar'i pas'u, ptr'i pas'oo), [L.], 1. with
equal pace; with equal speed, 2. in equal proportion.
3. at tne same time.

par i pinnate (parVpin'at), adj. [part- 4- pinnate],
in botany, having an equal number of leaves on either

side of the stem.
Par-is d>ar%), n. DU; Gr. Pom], in Greek Uitnd* a son
of Priam, king of Troy; his kidnaping of Helen, wife of
Men&Wift. loasurod the Trojan War,

ts : Fr. P&'r&O, ^ ^^i^al of Prance, on the
, 2,725,000 (1946) : ancient name, Lutetia.

Par-is
Setae: 'opM --- -..,.., , ,

Paris, Matthew, see Matthew Paris.

Paris Commune, see commune.
Paris green, (alter PariSj France* where once manu-
factured], a poisonous, bngjhfc-green powder made from
arsenic trioxide and cupric acetate and used as an
insecticide and pigment..

par-ish (jparialb.;, IL IMlE. parissche, a*Qscke; OFr,
LL. parochia, for parotcia;
diocese < ^ara- f beside -f

yt a Britisli church district

parosse,
G*, par
oikosl dwelling], 1,l elling],
with its own church, under the charge of one clergyman;
kence, 2. a district of British local civil government*
often identical with the original church pansh. 3. a) an

; t I0r

I^ 3fe*

t

4 in ,
j in t . . .

. doch. See pp. x-at

;; Joy; M; cWn; dHi*!*,
Ms (rbljj Fr, yW; Tfr.
,'pothetical; < derived trom.* hypothetieai
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administrative district of various churches, especially
a part of a diocese, under the charge of a priest or

minister. &) the members of the congregation of any
church, without regard to the territory in which they
live; congregation, c) the territory in which the members
of a congregation live. 4. a civil division in Louisiana,

corresponding to a county. 5. the people of a parish

(senses 1, 2, 3a, 4). Abbreviated par. .

pa-rish-ion-er (pQ-rish'an-er), n. [ME. panshton < OPr.

paroissien < paroiche; -f -er], a member of a parish.

parish register, a book for recording every baptism,
marriage, and death of the members of a parish.

Fa-ri sian (pg-rizh'an), adj. of or like Paris, its people,
or culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Pans.

par-i-ty (par'a-ti), n. [Fr. pariU; L. paritas < par,

equal], 1. the state or condition of being the same in

power, value, rank, etc.; equality. 2. resemblance:

similarity. 3. the equivalent in value of a sum of

money expressed in terms of another country's currency.
4* equality of value at a given ratio between different

kinds of money, commodities, etc.
.

par-i-ty (par's-ti), n. [< L. parere, to bear; + -ttyl m
medicine, the state or fact of having borne offspring.

park (park), n. [ME. & OPr. pare; ML. parricus < a
Gmc. equivalent of AS. pearroc (dial. parrocK)-, cf.

PADDOCK}, 1. in English law, an enclosed area of land,
held by authority of the kin or by prescription,
stocked and preserved for hunting; hence, 2. an area
of land containing pasture, woods, lakes, etc., sur-

rounding a large country house or private estate. 3. an
area of public land; specifically, a) an area in or near a

city, usually laid out with walks, drives, playgrounds,
etc., for public recreation. 6) an open square in a city,

with benches, trees, etc. c) a large area known for its

natural scenery and preserved for public recreation by
a state or national government. 4. a level, open area

surrounded by mountains or forest. 5. a space set

aside for leaving vehicles temporarily. 6. in miMary
usage, a) an area set aside for vehicles, supplies, and
other equipment, ft) things kept in such an area: as, a

park of tanks. Abbreviated pk. v.t. 1. to enclose m
or as in a park. 2. to place or arrange (military equip-
ment) in a park. 3. to leave (a venicle) in a certain

place temporarily, 4. to maneuver (a vehicle) into a
space; where it can be left temporarily; hence, 5.

[Stangl, to put or leave in a particular place; deposit.
vd. to park a vehicle.

Park, Mungo (mur/go park), 1771-1806; Scottish

explorer in Africa.

par-ka (par'ks), n. [Aleutian], a fur jacket or heavy,
long, woolen shirt, often lined with pile or fleece, with
an attached hood for protecting the head from the cold.
Park Avenue, a wealthy residential street in New
York City, regarded as a symbol of high society,
fashion, etc.
Par ker, Sir Gilbert (par'kSr), (Horatio Gilbert Parker),
1862-1932; Canadian novelist.

Parker, Theodore, 1810-1860; American clergyman
and antislavery reformer.
Parkers-burg (par'k&rz-bftrgO, n. a city in West
Virginia, on the Ohio River: pop., 30,000.

parking meter, a coin-operated timing device installed
near a parking space for indicating the length of time
that a parked velticle has occupied that space.
parking ticket, a police summons given for violating
regulations concerning the parking of vehicles.
Par-kin-son's disease (par'kin-s nz), [after James
Parkinson (1755-1824), English physician who first

described itf, shaking palsy. *

Park-man, Francis (pSrk'man), 1823-1893; American
historian.
Park Range, a mountain range of the Rocky Mountain
system, in northern Colorado.

park-way (park'wa/), n. a broad roadway bordered or
divided with plantings of trees, bushes, and grass.

Parl., 1. Parliament. 2. Parliamentary.
parl-ance (par'fons), n. [OFr. < parler, to speak], 1.

conversation; speech; especially, parley or debate. 2. a
style or manner of speaking or writing; language; idiom;
phraseology: as, military or newspaper parlance.

par-lay (par'H, par~l'), v.t. <fc v.t. [Pr. & It. parvlf <
paro, an equal], 1. to bet (an original wager plus its

winnings) on another race, contest, etc. 2. to exploit
(an asset) successfully: as, he parlayed his voice into
fame. n. a bet or series of bets made by parlaying.
parley (pSrli), tu. [< Fr. parUe, pp., or parlez, im-
perative, of parler, to speak: LL. parabolare, to speak
< L. parabola; see PARABLE], to have a conference or
discussion, especially with an enemy; confer, n. [#J.
PARLEYS ("lissj), a talk or conference for the purpose of
discussing a specific matter or of settling a dispute, as
a military conference with an enemy, under a temporary
truce, for discussing terms,

par-lia merit (parla-mgnt), n. [MB. & OFr. patient< parler> to speak], 1. an official or formal ccm|erce
or council, usually concerned with government |J or
public affairs.

1

2, p?-} the national les&1^%0% ol <

Great Britain; it is composed of the Hotsese ol Qswraoos
(elected) and the House of Lords (mostly bredf*ry).

3. [P-], any of several similar bodies in Countries of the

British Empire and in other countries. 4. any of

several high courts of justice in France before 1789.

par-lia>men-tar-l-an (par'b-men-tar'i-an), n. 1. [P-J,

a supporter of the Long Parliament in opposition to

Charles I of England; Roundhead. 2. a person skilled

in parliamentary rules, practice, or debate.

par-lia-men-ta-ry (par'la-men'tQ-ri), adj. 1. of or like

a parliament. 2. decreed or established by a parliament.
3. conforming to the customs and rules of a parliament
or other public assembly. 4. having or governed by a

parliament. Abbreviated Part.

par-lor (parler), n. [ME. parlour; OFr. parleor; ML.
parlatoriwn < parlare, to speak], 1. a) originally, a
room set aside for the entertainment of guests; tormal

sitting room, b) now, any living room. 2. a small,

semiprivate sitting room separate from the main
lounges in a hotel, inn, etc. 3. a) originally, a business

establishment elegantly furnished to resemble a private

sitting room: as, an ice-cream parlor. &) now, a shop
or business establishment, often with some special

equipment or furnishings f9r personal services: as, a

beauty parlor. British spelling, parlour. ,

parlor car, a railroad car for daytime travel, having
comfortable individual chairs: it is more luxurious

and expensive than a coach.

par-lor-maid (par'ler-mad'), n. a maid who serves at

table, answers the door, etc,

par-Ions (parlas), adj. [ME. perlous, parlous; contr. of

perilous}, [Chiefly Archaic], 1. perilous; dangerous;
risky 2. dangerously clever; cunning, mischievous,

shrewd, etc. adv. [Chiefly Archaic], extremely; very,
Par-ma (par'ma, par'mg), n. 1. a city in northern

Italy: pop,, 122,000. 2. a former duchy of Italy. f

Par-men-i-des (par-menVdez') , n. Greek Eleatic

philosopher; fl, 5th century B.C.
Par-me-san (par'ma-zan'), adj. [Fr. parmesan; It. par-
megiano < Parma, city in Italy], of or from Parma,
Italy, n. Parmesan cheese,
Parmesan cheese, a dry, hard, yellow Italian cheese

made from skim milk and usually grated for use as a

flavoring, as with spaghetti.
Par-na-hy-ha, Par-na-hi-ba (par'na-e'ba), n. a river

in northeastern Brazil, flowing into the Atlantic:

length, 850 mi.
Parnassian (par-nas'i-an), ad/. [L. Parnasiusf Par-
nassius < Parnasus, Parnassus; Gr. Parnasos], 1. of

Mount Parnassus or the Parnassians. 2. of the art

of poetry, n, [Fr. parnassien], a member of a school

of late 19th-century French poets: their first collection

(1866) was titled Le Parnasse contemporain.
Parnassus (par-nas'ss) , n. [L.; Gr. Parnasos, later

Parnassos], f. a mountain in southern Greece: height,
8,070 ft.: in ancient times it was sacred to Apollo and
the Muses; hence, 2. a) poetry or poets collectively.

fy any center of poetic or artistic activity. 3. formerly,
a common title for collections of poetry.

Parnell, Charles Stewart (parVl, par-nel') 1846-

1891; Irish statesman and nationalist leader.

pa-rochl-al (pa-ro'ki-sl), adj. [ME. perochiele; OFr.;
ML. parochialis < parochia; see PARISH]* 1* of or in a
parish or parishes. 2. restricted to a small area or

scope; narrow; limited; provincial.

pa-ro-chi-al-lsm (ps-ro'ki-ol-iz'm), /t the quality or
condition of being parochial; narrowness of thought,
interest, or activity; provincialism.
parochial school, a school supported and controlled

by a church.
par o dist (par'a-dist), n. a writer of parodies.
par o-dy (par'a-cji), n. [pi. PARODIES (-diz)], [Pr< parodie;
L. parodia; Gr. pardidia, counter song < para-, beside

-f 8id$i songL 1. literary or musical composition
imitating the characteristic style of some other work or
of a writer or composer, but treating a serious subject
in a nonsensical manner, as in ridicule. 2. a poor or
weak in^ta;fcfoft, u*t.

'

(PARODIED (-did), PARODYING],
to inifce a' parody of. -5KV. see 'Caricature.

pa-roe;clou* feorjre^sfeQS), dj. [< para- (beside, etc.) +
Gr. opkict* a hou^ej -f; nwi^J, in ooumyt h.avin|: the male
and female organs ;Sb th^ satoe flower cluster: also

parecious, paroicous.
pa roi cous terroi^s),, adj. oa^oeJcioas. '

"

pa-role (pa-ror), Ji. [Br., a wordi? j

lt. jwrdld; LI/. $av(t>*
bola, & parable, speech, ybrdJC 1- wor/^ 6f honor j prom-
ise; especiaEy, mer

psroroSse of'a1 mKwr^ "^ iij ^ -"-

if release^ from captivffey ^ giv^a, tie. _ _ ,. ,.

he will meet r^^trJenients; niiJde by his 'capfor;
a promise tq takfe no furtliet parii in the feM
the condition; of beiffij on parole* 3. a releitse I

prison, given to a i&isoner befbre

pired, on condition of future good fre&avior i'

tence SB 'not set
'

i

1

'

>

vision of a' t^r^Ie
1

>oaic4. '* 'the
"

grantedl by sttdb wros^'clr^^pte
5. in w^ry u^e, a special password used as a check
on the countersign lee more complete identification.
v.t. [PAROLED (-roldO, PAROLING], to release (a prisoner)

'.q9Wh9k!t,
'

_'
'

'

'

'.

'"
, '^V-' .^J'^^^^M^V^*
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pa-rol-ee (pa-ro'le') n. [< parole + -ee], a person who
has been released from prison on parole.

par-o*nO'ma-si-a (par'a-no-ma/zha, par'a-no-ma'zhi-a),
n. [L.; Gr. paranomasia; para-, beside 4- onomasia,
naming < onomazein, to name < onoma, a name], 1. a
pun. 2. the act or practice of punning.
par-o-no mas-tic (par'a-no-mas'tik), adj. of or by
paronomasia.
par-o-nym (par'a-nim), n. [< Gr. para-, beside +
onoma, a name], a paronymous word.
pa-ron-y-moua (pa-ron'a-mas), adj. [Gr. pardnymos <
para-, beside + onyma, a name; + ~ous]> 1. derived
from the same root; cognate: said of words (e.g., differ
and defer). 2. differing in spelling, origin, and meaning,
but pronounced alike (e.g., pair, pare, and pear).
par-o-quet (par'a-ket') , n. a parakeet.
Far-os (par'os; Gr. pa/r6s), n. an island of Greece in the
Aegean Sea, known for its fine, white marble: area, 80
sq. mi.; pop., 7,700.

pa-ro-tic (pa-rot'ik, pa-ro'tik), adj. [Mod. L. paroticus
< Gr. para-, beside + ous, dtos, ear], situated near the
ear.

pa-rot-id (pa-rot'id), adj. [< Fr, or L.; Fr. parotide; L.
parotis; Gr. pardtis, a tumor near the ear < para-,
beside + ous, dtos, ear], situated near or beside the ear;

especially, designating or of either of the salivary
glands situated below and in front of each ear. n. a
parotid gland.

par-o-tit-ic (par'a-tit'ik), adj. of or having parotitis,
or the mumps.

par-o-ti-tis (par'a-ti'tis), n. [see -ms], inflammation of
the parotid gland; especially, the mumps.
pa-ro-toid (pa-ro'toid), adj. [parotid -|- old], in zoology,

designating or of skin glands forming warty growths
near the ear in some frogs, toads, and related animals.
n. a parotoid gland.

-par-ous (pgr'as), [L. ~parus < Parere, to bring forth,

bear], a combining form meaning bringing forth, pro-
ducing, bearing, as in viviparous.
par-ox-ysm (par'ak-siz'm) , n. [Fr. paroxysme; ML. par-
oxysmus; Gr. paroxysmos < paroxynein, to excite,

sharpen < para-, beyond, in excess -f oxynein, to

sharpen < oxys, sharp], 1. a sudden attack, or intensi-
fication of the symptoms, of a disease, usually recurring
periodically. 2. a sudden convulsion or outburst, as of

laughter, rage, sneezing, etc.: fit; spasm.
par ox-ys-mal (par'ak-siz'ml), adj. of, like, having, or
characterized by a paroxysm or paroxysms.

par-ox-y-tone (par-ok'sa-ton')t n. [Mod,L. paroxytonus;
Gr. paroxytonos; para-, beside 4- oxytonos, having the
acute accent < oxys, sharp -f- tonos, a tone, sound],
in Greek grammar, a word naving an acute accent on
the next to the last syllable, adj. accented in this way.
par-quet (par-ka', par-ket') , n. [Fr., dim. of pare, a

park], 1. the main floor of a theater, especially that
part from the orchestra to the parquet circle: usually
called orchestra. 2. a flooring of parquetry, v.t. [PAR-
QUETED (-kad', -ket'id), PARQUETING], 1. to use par-
quetry to make (a floor, etc.). 2. to decorate the floor
of (a room) with parquetry.
parquet circle, the part of a theater beneath the balcony
and behind the parquet on the main floor: also called
orchestra circle.

par-quet-ry (parlrit-ri), n. [Fr. parqueterie; see PAR-
QUET], inlaid woodwork in geometric forms, usually in
different colors: used especially in flooring.

parr (par), n. [pi. PARRS (parz), PARR; see PLURAJU n
p, 1], [? a Scot. dial, word], 1. a young salmon before
it enters salt water. 2. the young of certain other fish.

Parr, Catherine (pir), 1512HL548; sixth wife of Henry

par ra keet (parVkSt'), n. a parakeet.
parra-mat-ta (par'a-mat'a), it. paramatta.
Far-ran, Thomas (par'an) , 1892- :Americas physician;
surgeon general of the united States Pubhc Health
Service (1936-1948).

parrel, par-ral (par'al), n. [MB. perdl; vor. of parail <
aparail, equipment; cf. OFr. parail in the same sense],
in nautical usage, a loop of rope, chain, etc. or a metal
collar used to fasten a yard to a mast
parricidal (parVmd'l), adj. [L. pwrwidalis]* of or

guilty of paracide*
par-ri-cide (paa/a-sidOt n* [Fr.; I/. #m0<$a < parri-
(? < pater), father + caefare* to ttuit'CK. PATRICIWJ],
L a person who murders either or both of his parents
or someone else who stands to hfei in a somewhat
similar relationship. 2. the act of a parricide.

ParirlagrtiMai VeimojtE Lpnl (p<

American educator and literary <

Par rish, Mai field (maks'feld ;

ican painter and illustrator.

par-ro ket, par ro-quet (parA* _ .., ,^- '" 1C
1) n^/^rolftwoD. <*&'&*>$

i, any ofa nttmoer of relasfced
1

oirdi mth
'rightly colored feathers, and feet

having two toes pointing forward and two backward:
some parrots can imitate sounds and learn to repeat
words. 2. a person who mechanically repeats the words
or acts of others without fully understanding what he
does or says, v.t* to repeat or imitate without under-
standing.

parrot fever, psittacosis.

parrot fish, any of a number of related brightly colored
fishes found in warm seas, with parrotlike jaws and a
spoon-shaped body.

par-ry (par'i), v*t. [PARRIED (-id), PARRYING], [< a form
of Fr. parer; It. parare, to ward off; L. parare, to

prepare, keep off], 1. to ward off; deflect, as a blow.
2. to evade; avoid answering, as a question, etc, v.i.

to make a parry or evasion, n. \i)L PARRIES (-iz)], 1. a

warding off or a turning aside of an attack, blow, etc.,

as in fencing. 2. an evasion; evasive reply.

Par-ry, Sir William Edward (par'i), 1790-1855; Eng-
lish arctic explorer.
parse (pars), v.t. [PARSED (parst), PARSING], [< L. pars,
a part, in Quae pars orationis? What part of speech?],
1. to break (a sentence) down into parts, explaining
the grammatical form, function, and interrelation of
each part. 2. to describe the form, part of speech,
and function of (a word) in a sentence.

par-sec (par'sek'), n. [parallax + second], a unit of
measure of astronomical distance, equal to 3.26 light
years, or 19,200,000,000,000 miles: also called secpar.

Par-see, Par-si (par'se, par-se'). n.
[Per. Parsi, a Persian

< Pars, Persia], a member of a oroastrian religious
sect in India descended from a group

t

of Persian refugees
who fled from the Moslem persecutions of the 7th and
8th centuries.

Par-see-ism, Par-si-ism (par'se-iz'm, par-se'iz'm), n.
the Zoroastrian religion of the Parsees.

Par-si-fal (par'si-fal^par'sa-fl), n. [G.| MHG. Parzival;
OFr. Perceval; cf. PERCIVAU, the title character in

Wagner's music drama (1882) of the knights of the
Holy Grail: he gets from Klingsor a magic spear with
which he heals the wound of Amfortas.

par-si-mp-ni-ous (par'sa-mo'ni-ss), adj. characterized
by parsimony; miserly; close. SYN. see stingy.

par-si*mo-ny (par'sa-mo'ni), n. [ME. pardmony; L.

parsimonia, parcimonia < farcere, to spare], a tendency
to be overcareful in spending; unreasonable economy;
stinginess; extreme frugality.

parsley (pars'li), n, [ME. perseli f persil < AS. petersilie

& OFr. persil, both < LL. petrosilium; "L. petroselinum;
Gr. petroselinon, rock parsley < petros, a rock -f- selinon,

parsley], a plant with greenish-yellow flowers and curled
leaves used to flavor or garnish some foods.

pars-nip (pars'nip), n. [ME. pasnepe, altered by asso-
ciation with nepe, turnip; OFr. pasnaie; L. pastinaca <
pastinare, tb dig up < pastinum, two-forlced dibble],
1. a plant with yellow flowers and a long, thick, sweet,
white root used as a vegetable. 2. the root.

par-son (par's'n), n. [ME. person*; see PERSON], 1. a
clergyman or minister in charge of a parish. 2. [CollpqJ,
any clergyman or minister.

par-son-age (par's'n-ij), n. [ME. personage; OFr.
sonage; see PERSON & -AGE], 1. the dwelling provi
by a church for the use of its parson, or minister.
2. in English ecclesiastical law, the land or income pro-
vided by a parish for its parson.
part (part), n. [ME. part, parte; L. pars, partis: IE.
base *er-, to sell, hand over in sale, as also in L.

parere (cf. PARE), comparare (cf. COMPARE), etc.], 1. a
portion or division of a whole; specifically, a) any of

several egttal portions, quantities, numbers, pieces, etc.

of which something is composed or into which it can be
divided: as, an hour is the twenty-fourth fart of a day.
6) an essential element or constituent; integral portion
which can be separated: as, an automobile pan. c) a
portion detached our eut from a whole; fragment; ptece.

a) a certain amount but not all: as, he lost part ol jus
fortune. ) a certain amount or section regarded *f ;g

separate division: as,, which part of the book c
1

like best? f) a segment or organ of the body
'

and animals, g) a division of a Etecasry ifo!^ ',
mathematics, an aliquot part. 2. a portion assigned or

given; share: specifically, a) something a person must
do; business'; duty: as, we do our part, b) interest;
concern: as, ft was no part of his to Interfere!* c) visually

pi. talent; ability: as, a man ot parts, d) a character in
a drama; theatrical role. ) the words, actions, etc. of a
character in a play. /} inmrn^ tliescore for a particular
voice or instrument In a concerted piece; also, any of

the voices or instrumenta in a musical ensemble.
, 3. ' a region; area; especially, usually fl. a portion
of a coti^ry?

:<Hwct; fliiarter: as, he left these parts.
> 4. one of the different sides or parties in a transaction.

dlaptjie*', eofJJoLi e%vl;f a* *k dividing line formed
by 'Qombiiiiwje aalf In opposite directions. v.tf [MB.
patrten; 0?r, partir; L, fartire, to divide, separate <
the n.], 1. to break or divide into separate parts. 2.

t; chin; tto; tbte*

); Fr.
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to comb (the hair) in opposite directions so as to
leave a dividing line. 3. to break up (a connection or

. relationship) by separating the people or parties in-

volved; hence, 4. to separate (two or more persons or

things); break or hold apart; put asunder. 5. to sep-
arate in the mind; distinguish, as two theories. 6. to

separate (substances) as by a chemical process, 7,

[Archaic], to distribute; share; apportion. 8. in nautical
usage, to break or incur the breaking of (a hawser,
chain, etc.). v.i. 1. to break or divide into two or
more pieces; shift apart. 2. to separate and go different

ways, as branches of a river. 3. to separate; go away
from each other; cease associating, 4. to go away;
leave; depart. 5. to die. adj. less than a whole; as, part
interest, adv. partly; in part, Abbreviated p.
for on's part, so far as one is concerned,
for the most part, in the greatest part or to the great-
est extent; mostly; generally.

in good part, good-naturedly; without offense.
in part, to a certain extent or degree; partly.
on the part of one, 1. as far as one is concerned. 2, by
or coming from one. Also on one's part,

part and parcel, an essential or necessary part: used
emphatically.

part from, to depart or separate from; leave.
part with, to give up; let go; relinquish.
play a part, 1. to behave unnaturally in an attempt to
deceive. 2. to participate or share: also take part,

take one's part, to support one in a struggle or dis-

agreement; side with one.
SYN. part is the general word for any of the components of a
whole (a part of one's life); a portion is specifically a part
allotted to someone or something (his portion of the work) ; a
piece is either a part separated from the whole (a piece of pie)
or a single standardized unit of a collection (a piece of statuary) ;

a division is a part formed, by cutting* partitioning, classifying,
etc, (the fine arts division of a library); section is equivalent to
division but usually connotes a smaller part (a section of a
bookcase); segment implies a part separated along natural
Maes of division (a segment of a tangerine) ; a fraction is strictly
a part contained by the whole an integral number of times, but
&samafty ft connotes an insignificant part (he received only a
fraction of the benefits) ; a fragment is a relatively small part
separated by or as by breaking (a fragment of rock). See also
separate. ANT. whole.

part., 1. ^participial. 2. participle, 3. particular.
part, adj., participial adjective.
par*take (par-tak'), lu. [PARTOOK (-took'), PARTAKEN
(-tak

r
n), PARTAKING], [back-formation < partaker,

contr. of part taker, used to translate L. particeps <
pars, partis, a part -f capere, to take], 1, to take part
in an activity; participate. 2. to take a portion: eat
or drink something, especially in company with others.
v.t. [Rare], to take or have a part or snare in, as a meal,
responsibility, etc. SYN. see share,
partake of, 1. a) to take or have a share in, as a meal.
b) to take; take of

j
take some of. 2. to have or show

a trace or suggestion of; have some of the qualities
or nature of.

par-tan (par'tan), n. [Scot. & British Dial.J, a crab.
part-ed (par'tid), adj.. 1. divided; separated; split.
2. [Archaic], dead. 3. m botany, divided almost to the
base, as some leaves.

par-terre (par-tarO, n. [Pr.; par, on + terre (L. terra),
earth], 1. an ornamental garden area in which the
flower beds and paths form a pattern. 2, the part of
a theater beneath the balcony and behind the parquet*
parquet circle: also called orchestra circle.

par-the-no-gen-e-sis (par'tha-no-jen's-sis) , n. [Mod.L.< Gr. parthenos, maiden, virgin f genesis, originL repro-
duction by the development of an unfertilized ovum,
seed, or spore, as in certain polyzoans, insects, algae,
etc.: artificial parthenogenesis is the development of
an ovum stimulated by chemical or mechanical means.

par-the-no-fie-neMc (par'tha-no-jVnet'ik), adj. of, re-
producing by, or produced by parthenogenesis.

Par-the-non (par'tha-non', par'tha-nsn), n. [L.; Gr.
Parthenon < Parthenon a virgin (i.e., Athena)], the
Done temple of Athena built (5th century B.C.) on the
Acropolis ra Athens: sculpture is attributed to Phidias.

Par-dien.0 pe (par-thenVpeO, n. [L.; Gr. P&rihempe],m Greek mythology, the siren who threw herself into
the sea after her songs failed to lure Ulysses into a
shipwreck.

Par-thc-nosXpar'thg-nosO, n. [< Gr. Parthenos. a vir-
gin], a virgin: an epithet of several Greek goddesses,
especially of Athena.

Par-tW-a (pfir'thi-sj), ft. an ancient kingdom southeast
of the? Caspian Sea.

Par*tm.a!i (par'thi-sn), ad/, of Parthia, its people, or
caiture. n* a native or inhabitant of Paithia.
Parthian shot, any hostile gesture or remarlc made in
leaving; parting shot: Parthian cavalrymen usually
shot at the enemy while retreating or pretending to
retruat.

par-tin!
L. pars,

partial fractions, the fractions into which a given
fraction may be separated and whosej sum equals

the given fraction: as, ^- and ~ are the partial frac-

tions of T-^-*
2xy

par-ti-al-i-ty (par'shi-al's-ti, p&r-shal'a-ti), n. [ME.
parcialitee; OFr. partialite}, 1. the state or quality of
being partial; bias; tendency to favor unfairly. 2. par-
ticular fondness; strong liking. SYN. see prejudice.

par*tial*ly (par'shal-i), adv. 1. with partiality or bias;
in a manner showing prejudice. 2. not completely or
totaUy; in part; partly.

partial tone, in acoustics & music, any of the pure,
or harmonic, tones forming a complex tone.

par ti ble (par'ta-b'l) , adj. [LL. partibilis < partiri, to
divide < pars, partis, a part], that can be divided,
separated, or parted; divisible.

Jpar-ti-ceps cri-mi-nis (par'ti-seps' krim'i-nis), [L.], a
partner in crime; accomplice.

partic-i-pance (par-tis'o-pons, per-tis'a-pans) , n. par-
ticipation.

par-tic-i-pan-cy (par-tis'a-psn-si, pSr-tis'a-pon-si), n.

participance.
par-tic-i-pant (par-tis'a-pant, p&r-tis's^psnt), adj. [L.
participant, ppr. of participare], jparticipating. n. a
person who participates or shares in something.

par-tic i pate (par-tis'a-pat
7
, pgr-tis'o-pat'), v.i. [PAR-

TICIPATED (-id), PARTICIPATING], [< L. participatus, pp.
of participare < pars, partis, a part 4- cafere, to take],
to have or take a part or share with others (in some
activity, enterprise, etc.) ; partake, v.t. [Rare], to have
or take a part or share in. SYN. see share,

par tic i-pa tion (par-tis'a-pa'shan, jper-tis'a-pa'shsn),
n. a participating; act or fact of sharing or partaking,

par-tic-i-pa-tor (par-tis'a-pa'tSr, pgr-tisVpa'tSr), n. a
person who participates.
par ticipi al (par

?
t9-sip'i-al, par'ta-sip'yal), adj. [L.

participialis], ot, based on, or having the nature and
use of a participle, n. a verbal derivative (as a gerund
or infinitive) used as a noun or adjective. Abbreviated
part,

par-ti-cip i-aHy (par't9-sip'i-al-i f par'ta-sip'yal-i), adv.
as a participle; with participial function.

par-tf-ci-ple (par'ts-si-p'l), n. [ME.; OPr. pariicipe,
participle; L. participium < particeps, participating,
partaking < pars, partis, a part + capere, to take: so
named from participating in the nature of both verb& adjective], a word derived from a verb and having
the qualities of both verb and adjective: a participle
may be active (e.g., I am asking) or passive (e.g,, I am
asked) and is referred to as having tense (e.g., present
askmg; past, ashed; perfect, having asked) but does not
indicate time except in relation to its context. Parti-
ciples aroused: a) in various verb forms, b) as adjectives
(e.g. }

a club used in golf; a car rushing downhill), c) in
absolute constructions, modifying a whole sentence
(.g... generally speaking, these principles can be ac-

ted). In any of these functions a participle may
s an object or be modified by an adverb. The present

participle is sometimes used with adverbial force (e.ff
raving mad). Abbreviated p., part,

par-ti-cle (par'ti-k'l), n. [ME. partyde; OPr. parteul(e}\L. parhcida, dim. of pars, partis, a part], 1. an ex-
tremely small piece; toy fragment; slightest trace;
speek: as, a dust particle, not a particle of truth. 2. a
small, individual section of written matter; clause;
article in a document. 3. in grammar, a) a snort and
mdeclmajble part of speech, as an artidev preposition,
conjunction or interjection, b) a prefix or sumx. 4 in
physics, a piece of matter so small as to be considered
without magnitude though having inertia and the
force of attraction, 5. $a the R&mw Catholic Church,a small piece .of the consecrated Host or any of the
small Hosts given in a lay communion.
par ti-col pred (paVti-fcul'Srd), adj* [bairti- < Fr. parM*
see PARTY], 1 . having different colors in different Darts'
2 lerifvmmfnrr *w,4.* j** * *1X&*_^ i .. j . . . *"; **"

di'

[ME. particuler;'^. particutier; ^gu. pasmwwatr*
particnla; see PARTICLE), L of or belcwgtng to a
definite person, part, group, or ttdag; mt g
distinct; peculiar to vnsL

f
2. *part Som, any

aotewqrliiy; pedals
--* - - - - -

tta*3r'

4. dealing with part*
satisfied wifcli

^"'"*

par-tlal (pSr'stol), adj. [ME. partial; IX.U PW$, prtw, a part), 1 favoring one pwfon* j

etc, more than another; biased; prejud&ia i

extremely ^*v^*,
logic, designating a \^~^^w T*I
its predicate to a part of, bttt not to
-^-tj limited ^^^tea^oa to part""

consider^ li

idious; hr4
which

<
g

other
dwose
SnMd i

3JX.
SJmot
eiiw
'STK
denies

mgt or
partial to, fo

s only a part: not own
[ of; having a lacing for.
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a particular proposition. Abbreviated part. SYN. see
dainty, item, single, special.
in particular, particularly; especially.

par-tic-u-lar-ism (pr-tik/yoo-l&>iz'm, par-tik'yoo-ler-
iz'm), n. 1. the theological doctrine that redemption
is possible only for certain individuals. 2. undivided
adnerence or devotion to one particular party, system,
interest, etc. 3. the policy of allowing each member or
state in a federation to function independently without
regard for the whole.

par-tic-u-lar-i-ty (per-tik'yoo-lar'a-ti, par-tik'yoo-lar'-
s-ti), n.

\fl. PARTICULARITIES (-tiz)], [Fr. particularity;
LL. particularitas], 1. the state, quality, or fact of
being particular; specifically, a) individuality; char-
acteristic quality: opposed to generality, universality.
fy the quality of being detailed or minute, as a descrip-
tion. c) attention to detail; minute exactness; pains-
taking care, d) the quality of being fastidious or hard
to please. 2. something particular; specifically, a) an
individual trait or characteristic; peculiarity, as of

par-

particularized.
par-tic-u-lar-ize (per-tik'yoo-ler-iz', par-tik'yoo4er-iz'),
V.t. ^PARTICULARIZED (-Izd'), PARTICULARIZING], [Fr.
particulariser], to state or name individually or in
detail; itemize. iu. to give particulars or details.

par-tic-u4ar*ly (pgr-tik'yoo-lgr-li, par-tik'yoo-lSr-H),
adv. 1. so as to bejparticular; in detail. 2. especially;
unusually: extraordinarily. Abbreviated part.
parting; (pSr'tin), adj. [ppr. of part], 1. dividing;
separating. 2. departing; hence, 3. dying. 4. given,
spoken, done, etc. at parting, n. 1. a breaking, di-

viding, or separating. 2. a place of division or sep-
aration; dividing point or line. ^3. something that
separates or divides. 4, a separation of two or more
persons; leavetaking. 5. a departure: hence, 6. death.
parting strip, a thin strip of wood, metal, etc. for
separating adjoining parts of a structure.

pris (par'te' pre'). [Fr.], preconceived opinion.
par-tiean (par'ta-as'n), n. [Fr.; It. partigiano < parte
< L. pars, partis: see PART], 1. a person who takes the
part of or strongly supports a side, a party, or another
person: often said of an unreasoning, emotional ad-
herent. 2, a member of a group of irregular troops
engaged in guerrilla fighting, often behind enemy lines.

adj* 1. of,like, or characteristic of a partisan; hence,
2. blindly or unreasonably devoted. 3. of or having
to do with partisans or their type of fighting. Also
spelled partizan. SYN. see follower.

par-ti-ean (par'ta-z'n), n. (OFr, partizane, partisane; It.

Partesana, partigiana; prop. < pertugiare, to pierce (or
7 n. use of fern, of partigiano; see prec.n, a variety of

pike or halberd used by infantry in the 16th and 17th
centuries.

par-ti-san-ship (par'ta-z'n-ship'). n. [partisan + -ship],
1. the strong supporting or endorsement of a side,
party, eta 2. a strong, often unreasoning, attachment;
blind loyalty.

partite (pSr'tlt). <wf/. [L. partitus, pp. of partire, to
part], parted; having divisions; divided into parts:
often in compounds, as tripartite.

par-ti-tion (plr-tish'an. pgr-tish'sm), n. [ME. parti-

dpune; L, partUio], 1. a parting or being parted;
division into parts; separation; apportionment. 2.

ething that separates or divides, as an interior
dividing one room from another. 3. a part or

section; portion; compartment. 4. in law, the process
of dividing property and giving separate title to those
who previously had joint title. 5, in logic, the separa-
tion of a class into its elements or parts: a method of

analysis. 6. in mathematics, division, v.t. 1. to divide
into part or shares; apportion. 2. to set off or divide
by a partition.
par ti tive (ptr%a-tiv) f #. [Pr. partiHf; L. partUus;
see PARTITE), 1. used in setting off or separating;
making a division, 2, in grammar, restricting to or
involving only a part of a whole, n. a partitive word
or form ^g,jfiwf *eww? <*w).

par-ti-zan (par'to-z'n), n. A adj. partisan (adherent)*
part-let (partlit), n. [earlier pallet, patelet; OFr. pate-
lette, band of stuff, orig., dim. of pate, a paw], a covering
for the neck and upper chest, often ruffled or em-
broidered: popular in Hie 16th century.
partly (partli), odu. in some measure or degree; in

takes part <V
another or others;
'Of two or

either of two persons dancing together, d) either? <or

any one of the players on the same side or team, espe-
cially one of two playing on the same side against two
others, as in bridge. 2. in nautical usage, one of the
reinforcing timbers used to support a mast or other
upright and to strengthen the deck at the point where
the mast, etc. enters, v.t. 1. to join (others) together
as partners. 2. to join with (another) as a partner;
be or provide a partner for.

part-ner-ship (part'ner-ship'), n. [see -SHIP], 1. the
state of being a partner; participation. 2. the relation-

ship of partners; joint interest; association. 3. d) an
association of two ormore people who contribute money
or property to carry on a joint business and who share
profits or losses in certain proportion. 6) a contract by
which such an association is created, c) the people so
associated.

part of speech, in grammar, 1. any of the traditional
form classes comprising the words of a language, to
which a word is assigned according to its function (e.g.,
in Latin grammar, noun, verb, pronoun, adjective,
adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection). 2.

any word considered as belonging to one of these
classes,

par-took (par-took'), past tense of partake.
par-tridge (par'trij) , n. [pi. PARTRIDGES (-iz) , PARTRIDGE;
see PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [ME. partriche, pertriche; OFr.
pertris, perdriz, earlier perdiz; L. perdix: Gr. perdix),
any of a number of game birds resembling domestic
fowls, as the ruffed grouse, pheasant, quail, etc.

par'tridge-ber-ry (par'trii-ber'i), n. [pi. PARTRIDGE-
BERRIES (-iz)l, 1. a trailing evergreen with rounded
leaves, pinkish flowers, and red berries. 2. its berry*
3. the wintergreen.

part song, a homophonic song for several voices,
usually three or more, singing in harmony, generally
without accompaniment.
part-time (part'tim'), adj. for, during, or by part time:
as, part-time work.

part time, a part of the normal or customary time.
par-tu-ri-ent (par-tyoor'i-snt, par-toor'i-ont) , adj. [L.
parturiens, ppr. of parturire, to be in labor < parere,
to bring forthj, 1. giving birth or about to give birth to
young. 2. of childbirth, or parturition. 3. on the point
of coming forth with a discovery, idea, etc.

par-tu-rien-cy (par-tyoor'i-sn-si, par-tpor'i-on-si), n.
the quality or condition of being parturient.

par-tu-ri-fa-cient (par-tyoor'i-fl'shant, par-toor'i-fa"'-
shont), adj. [< L. parturire (see PARTURIENT); 4- -/a-
cient], inducing or easing labor in childbirth, n. a par-
turifacient medicine.

par-tu-ri tion (par'chop-rish'on, par'tyoo-rish'an), n.

[L. parturitio < parturire; see PARTURIENT], the act of

giving birth; act of bringing forth young; childbirth.

par-ty (par'ti), n. [pL PARTIES (-tiz)], [ME. & OFr.
partt, partie < Partir, to divide; L. partiri < pars,
partis, a part), L a group of people working together
to establish, promote, or gain acceptance for, some kind
of government cause, or theory which they he"

"

common; especially, an organized political group ^

tries to elect
its^ candidates to office. 2. tfie pol___T

practice of forming and supporting such groups. 3. a
group of persons acting together; specifically, d) a
group sent out on a task or mission: as. a surveying
party, b)

a group meeting together socially to accom-
plish a task: as, a quilting Party, c) a group assembled
lor amusement or recreation: as, the fishing party
arrived earl/, 4. a gathering for social entertainment or
the entertainment itself, often of a specific nature: as,
a card party, cocktail Party. 5. a person who partici-
pates or is concerned in an action, proceeding, plan,
etc. (often with to) : as, IH not be a party to tne atfair.
6. either of the persons or sides concerned in a legal
matter. 7, fColIoq,], a person: often used facetiously.

par-ty-col'Ored (ptrti-kul'era), adj. parti-colored.

party line, 1. a line marking the boundary between
adjoining properties owned by two parties (sense d).
2. a single circuit connecting two or more telephone
users with the exchange. 3. usually in pL a political
tenet regarded as a line, or boundary, beyond which a
political party or Its members are not supposed to go:
as, party lines are strictly drawn on this issue* 4. the
line of policy followed by a political party* especially a
Communist party.

party man, a faithful supporter of a political party.
party politics, political acts and principles directed
toward tne interest of one political party or Its

mempers without reference to the common good.
wall, a wall separating and common to two

_ ngs or properties: each owner has a partial right
in its use.

(p0*foor
f
; Fr. pa'rurO* n. [ME. parttrti* pay<mr$

< L, jtafatwa: the Mod. word is reborrowed <
. a number of pieces of jewelry, as earrings, brace-
and necklace, intended to be worn as a set.

; chin; she; thl?i.

; ft. Ml? i. Fr.
; < dmved frurn.
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par value, the value of a stock, bond, etc. fixed at the
time of its issue; face value; abbreviated p.v.

par ve nu (par'vo-noo', par'va-nu') n, [Fr., pp. of

parvenir; L. parvenire, to arrive], a person who has

suddenly acquired wealth or power, especially one who
fails to conform to the established forms, customs, and
habits of the class into which he has risen; person con-

sidered an upstart, adj. 1. being a parvenu. 2. like

or characteristic of a parvenu.
par-vis (par'vis), n. [ME.; OFr. parevis; L. paradtsum,
lit., Paradise, name of the court before St. Peter's in

Rome], 1. an enclosed court or yard in front of a

building, especially a church. 2. a portico or single

line of columns in front of a church.

par-vo-lin (par'va-lin), n. parvoline.

par-vo-Hne (par'vo-len', par'vs-lin), n. [< L. parvus,

small, after Eng. quinoline: so named because of its

low volatility], any of the isomeric, liquid, basic com-

pounds, CsHiaN, derived from pyridine and found in

decaying fish or meat. .

tpas (pa), n. [Fr.; L. passus, a step], 1. the right to

precede; precedence. 2. a step or series of steps m
dancing. 3. a dance, as in pas de deux.

Pas-a-de-na (pas'a-de'ns) , n. a city in California, near

nent, opinion, or sentence;
upon the case. 16. to be

; Eng. pas'k'!), 1623-1662;
French mathematician and philosopher.
Pasch (pask), n. [MB. paske, pasche; OFr. pasqne,

pasche; LL. paseha; LGr. paseha < Heb. pesaJi, usually

interpreted "passage," as if < p&$,ah, to pass over,

but prob. < base akin to Assyr. pd$a%u, to propitiate],

[Chiefly Archaic], 1. the Passover. 2. Easter.

pas-cha! (pas'k'l), adj. [ME. pascaU; Late OFr. pascal;

LL. paschalis < L. paseha; see PASCH], 1. of or con-

nected with the Passover. 2. of or connected with

Easter.
paschal flower, a pasqueflower. .

paschal lamb, 1. in ancient times, the lamb slain and
eaten at the Passover. 2. [P- L-], in the Christian

Church, a) Jesus, ft) any of several symbolic represen-
tations of Jesus, as Agnus Dei.

.

Pas de Cal-ais (pa' da ka'le'), the Strait of Dover: the

French name.
tpas de deux (pa' do do'), [Fr.] f in ballet, a dance or

figure for two performers. .

paah (pash), v.L & v.i. [ME. passchen, prob. echoic

after smash, dash, bash, etc.; but cf. Sw. pasha; see

DASH], [Obs. or Dial.], to hurl or be hurled violently
so as to break or smash; dash, n* [Obs. or Dial.], a

smashing blow.
pash (pash), n. [prob. < pash, v., with reference to

blows on the head], [Obs. or British Dial.], the head.

pa sha (pa-sha"', pash'o, pa'shs), n. [Turk, pasha, basha;

prob. < bash, a head], in Turkey, 1. a title of rank or

honor placed after the name. 2. a high civil or military
official. Also spelled pacha.
pa sha-lik, pa-sha-lic (po-shalik), n. [Turk. QZshalik;
pash& + -lik, suffix of condition], the jurisdiction of or

area governed by a pasha: also spelled pachalic.

Pash-to (push/to), n. Pushtu, language of Afghanistan.
Pa siph a g (pa-sif'a-e') , n. [L.; Gr. Pasiphajt],

in Greek

mythology, the wife of Minos and mother of the Mino-
taur by a white bull belonging to Minos.

pasque'flow*er (pask'flou'er), n. [earlier passeflower;
Fr. passefleur < passer, to surpass 4- Jleur, a flower,

altered after Fr. pasque; see PASCH], any of a number of

related plants withliairy leaves and blue or purplish
flowers shaped like cups: also paschal flower.

to attach satirical verses], a satire or sarcastic squib
posted in a public place; larrjppon. v.t. [PASQJUINADED
(-id), PASQUINADING], to criticize or ridicule with such

satire; lampoon.
pass (pas, pas), n. [ME.fas; see PACE], a narrow passage*
opening, or way through, especially between mountains;
gap; defile.

pass (pas, pas),, v.i. [PASSED (past, pS*$t), PASSED w,
rare, PAST (past, pa*st), PASSING], [ME. passen; OFr.
passer; LL. *pa$sare < L. passtts, a step], 1. to go;
move; move forward; proceed. 2. to extend; lead: as,
the road passes around the hill. 3. to go from perton
to person; circulate; be handed on from one to another.
4. to #o shift, or be conveyed from one place, loim*
condition, circumstance, possession, etc. to another*
5. to be spoken or exchanged between persons, as

greetings. 6. a) to cease; come to an end: as, the fever

passed. b) to go away; depart; hence, 7. to die. & to

go DV; move by or past; hence, 9. to slip by or elapse:
as, tne hour bossed quickly. 10. to get or make a way
(with through or by)* 1L to go, take place,

or be
accepted without question, dispute, or challenge; hence,
12. to go through the necessary stages and be sanc-
tioned, ratified, or approved by some authority, 00 a
legislative body. 13. to go through a trial, tort, or
examination successfully; satisfy given retirement*
or standards. 14. to napoen; take place; occur; as,

what passed in my absence? 15. a) to sit in tagtieftt or

judgment. b) to give a jud
decide: as, the jury passed upon .

,
. __

rendered or pronounced: as, the judgment passed

against us. 17. in card games to decline a chance to

bid, play a round, etc.; skip a bid or round of play.
18. in sports, to make a pass. v.t. 1. to go by, beyond,
past, over, or through; specifically, a) to leave behind:
as, we have passed her house. 6) [Archaic], to cross;
traverse, c) to undergo, d) to go by without noticing;
disregard; hence, e) to omit the payment of (a regular
dividend). /) to go through (a trial, test, course, exam-
ination, etc.) successfully; satisfy the requirements or

standards of. g) to go beyond or above the powers or

limits of; surpass; excel. 2. to cause or allow to go,
move, or proceed; specifically^ a) to send; dispatch.

b) to cause to move in a certain way; direct the move-
ment of: as, he passed his hand through his hair, c) to

guide into position: as, he passed the rope around the

stake, d) to cause to go through, or penetrate. e) to

cause to move past: as, the troops were passed in re-

view. /) to cause or allow (a person or thing) to get by
an obstacle, obstruction, etc. g) to cause or allow to

progress by stages; ratify; sanction; enact; approve.
h) to cause or allow to go through an examination, test,

etc. successfully, i) to allow to go by, or elapse; spend:
as, we passed a pleasant hour. 3) to discharge or expel
from the bowels, bladder, etc.; excrete; void, k) in

baseball, to walk (a batter). 3. to cause to move from

place to place or person to person; transport; transmit;
hand on; specifically, a) to hand to another: as, please

pass the salt. &) to cause (money, etc.) to circulate: as,

he tried to pass a bad check, c) to hand, throw, or hit

(a ball, etc.) from one player to another, d) to hit a
tennis ball past (an opponent) so as to score a point.
4. [Rare], to pledge. 5. to pronounce, give, or utter,

as an opinion or judgment. 6". to manipulate (cards,

etc.) or trick (a person), as by sleight of hand. n. [Fr.

passe < passer (see the .) ; influenced by the Eng. .],

1. an act of passing; passage. 2. the successful comple-
tion of a scholastic course or examination, often with-

out securing honors. 3. a mark, etc, indicating this.

4. condition; situation: as, a strange pass. 5. a) a
ticket, certificate, etc. giving, permission, or authoriza-
tion to come or go freely or without charge, b) a written

leave of absence for a orief period, given to a soldier.

6. a motion of the hands that is meant to deceive, as in

card tricks or magic; sleight of hand. 7. a motion, or

stroke of the hand, as in mesmerism or hypnotism.
8. [Slang], an attempt to embrace, caress, or kiss, often

an improper or overfamiliar one. 9. ia card games, a

declining or refusal of a chance to bid or play a round,
etc. 10. in sports, a) an intentional transfer of tne ball,

puck, etc. to another player during play. 6) a lunge or

thrust made in fencing, c) a walk in baseball,

a pretty pass, [ColloqJ, a difficult, unfortunate, or

critical situation; extremity.
bring to pass, to cause to come about or happen.
come to pass, to come about or happen.
make a pass at, L to attempt to strike. 2. [Slang],
to make an attempt to caress, embrace, or kiss, often
an improper or overfamiliar attempt.

pass away, 1. to come to an end; cease; hence, 2. to

die. 3. to spend (time, etc.).

pass current, 1. to have a certain accepted value, as

money. 2. to be common; circulate, as a rumor.
pass for, to be accepted or looked upon as; usually
said of an imitation or counterfeit.

pass off, 1 . to come to an end ; cease. 2. to take pace;
go through, as a transaction^ 3. to be accepted or

cause to be accepted as genuine, true, etc., especially

by using deceit.

pass one's Hps, 1, to be eaten or drunk by one. 2, to
be said by one.

pass out, [Slang], to become unconscious; faint*

pass over, to disregard; ignore; omit.

pass through, to experience or undergo, as the differ-

ent phases of an illness.

pass up, [Slang], to reject, refuse, or let go, as an op-
portunity.

pass,, 1. passenger. 2. passive* 3. passim.
passable (tmsVbl. pfcfe-b'l). a*. IMJS.i OFr. <

1 . that can be passed, traveled over, or crossed,
can be circulated; genuine, as com.

enough for the purpose; moderate; adequate; fair. 4.

that can be enacted, as a proposed law*

pass a bly (pas'o-bli, pasVbli) , adv. so as to be passable;
fairly; moderately.

pasa-a-cagl-la (pasVkll'ya; It. pas'sa-ka'l'ya), n,

[pseudo- It. <
'

Sp. pasacalle < pasar* to pass -f calls,

streets], 1. formerly. a slow, stately Italian dance

3* a musical form based on this dance, characterized

by 3/4 tartar ftd oemwim gpal bap,
l

-

^

pas-sade (po-sSdO, n. [Fr.; Pr. ^ds^ada (It. ^as^aiff);
see PASS & -ADE] , in horsemanship, the movement of a
boron tntekwirtl amMl fofipiMn^ cww wie 8i3Wi# cssttPPiei

"

p3S*8d*ciO (p^-sli'dd), H- ffli. PASSA.DOS, PASSAE^^I ("dOZJjv

[altered < Fr. passade < ItT^saffl or Pr. ^owada,
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both < pp. of LL. passare, to pass], in fencing, a
thrust or lunge with one foot advanced.

pas-sage (pas'ij), n. [ME.; OFr. < passer], 1. the act
of passing; specifically, a) movement from one place to
another; migration: as, birds of passage. 6) change or
progress from one process or condition to another;
transition, c) the enactment of a law by a legislative
body. 2. permission, right, or a chance to pass. 3. a
journey by water; voyage; crossing. 4. a) passenger
accommodations on a ship. 6) the charge for this. 5. a
way or means of passing; specifically, a) a road; path;
opening. b) a hall or corridor that is an entrance or
exit or onto which several rooms open; passageway.
6. that which happens or takes place between persons;
interchange, as of blows or vows. 7. a portion of some-
thing spoken or written : as, a passage from The Tempest.
8. in medicine, a bowel movement. 9. in music t a) a run
consisting of the tones of a scale or chord, b} a short
section of a composition, vd. [PASSAGED (-ijd), PASSAG-
ING], 1. to make a passage, or voyage; journey. 2. to
take part in a fight or quarrel.

pas-sage-way (pas'ij-wa'). n. a narrow way for passage,
as a hall, corridor, or alley; passage.
Pas sa-ic (p9-sa'ik, pa-sa'ik), n. 1. a river in north-
eastern New Jersey, flowing into Newark Bay: length,
100 mi. 2. a city on this river: pop. t 58,000.

Pas-sa-ma-quod-dy Bay (pas's-ma-kwod'i) , n. an arm
of the Atlantic between Maine and New Brunswick,
Canada.

pas-sant (pas'ont), adj. [ME. (only in sense "excelling,
passing") < OPr. passant < passer, to pass], in heraldry,
walking toward the (viewer's) left side of the shield
with the right forepaw raised: said of an animal.

pass-book (pas'book', paVbookOt n* 1. a bankbook.
2. a customer's record in which a merchant or dealer
records items bought on credit.

pass degree, [Chiefly British], a scholastic degree indi-

cating that the receiver has satisfied graduation re-

quirements, but without any special distinction.

pas se (pa-sa' t pas'S; Fr. pa'sa'), d)" [Fr.], past; out
of date: old-fashioned.

passed (past, past), adj. [see PASS, tJ, 1. having satis-

fied some requirement, as for promotion; qualified.
2. left unpaid, as a dividend.

passed ball, in baseball, a pitch that gets by the catcher
when he could be expected to catch it, and allows a
man on base to advance to another base.

passementerie (pas-men'tri; Fr. pas'man'tre"'). n.

[Fr. < passement t lace], trimming made of gimp, cord,
beads, braid, etc.

passen ger (pas''n-jSr) , n. [ME. & OFr, passager <
passage (see PASSAGE) ; the n is intrusive, as in messen-
ger], 1. [Rare], a person passing by or through, usually
on foot. 2. a person traveling in a train, bus* boat, etc.,

especially a person having no part in the operation of
the conveyance. Abbreviated past.
passenger pigeon, an extinct variety of North Ameri-
can pigeon with a narrow_jtail longer than its wings,
passe par-tout (nas paV-too': Fr. paV Mr'tSoO. [Fr.

pass everywhere], 1, originally, that which passes or
allows passage everywhere, 2. a passkey or master
key. 3, a mat used in mounting pictures, 4. a picture
mounting in which glass, picture, backing* and often
a mat are bound together, as by strips of gummed
paper aloi

Jpasse-pie

similar to the minuet but faster in tempo: now some-
times a movement in ballet. 2, the music for this.

pass-er-by (pa&'gr-W, pas%-b!0f n. [pt. PASSERS-BY
(-8rz-bi

f
) j, a person .who passes by,

pas-ser-ine (pas'Sr-in, pas'er-in'), fld/* [L* pass&rinus <
passer, a sparrow], of a group of small or medium-sized,
perching songbirds having grasping feet with the first

toe directed backward: more than half of all birds

belong to this group, n. a bird of this group.
Jpas seul (pa

7

sol'), [Fr. t lit., solo dance], a (ballet)
oance performed by one person.

pas-si-bil-i-ty teas'g-bilVti) , n. a passible quality,
pas-si-ble (pas'a-b'l), adj. [ME.], that can feel or suffer;
sensible,

pas-si flo raceous (pas'i-fto-ra'shos), adj. [< Mod L.

Passijloracfae, name of the family (< L. p&ksfof passion
+ /o^> Joris, aSwet) ; -t- -o^t of the jpassfoafiower
family.
Jpassiin (pa^'im) ado* B^fL throwghottt; in various parts
(of a

^ "*" ' -*-*--- - -^ m - -

pats
beyond, past, over", or tnrouj
time; short-lived: fleeting;

* & lasting only a short

very. u. 1. the act of a person or thing that passes.
2. a means or place of passing, 3. [Poetic], death,
in passing, casually; incidentally.

passing bell, a bell tolled to indicate a death.

passing note, in music, a note that is not part of the
harmonic scheme, but is introduced for ornamentation
or to make the movement from one tone or chord to
another smoother.

paa-sion (pasn'an), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL. passto < L.

passus, pp. of pati* to endure, suffer], 1. originally,
suffering or agony, as of a martyr. 2. [P-] a) the
agony and sufferings of Jesus during the Crucifixion or

during the period following the Last Supper, b) any of
the gospel descriptions of this, c] an artistic representa-
tion of this. 3. the state or power of receiving or

being affected by outside influences; condition of being
acted upon: opposed to action. 4. a) any one of the
emotions, as nate, grief, love, fear, joy, etc. b) pi.
all of

t
these emotions. 5. extreme, compelling emo-

tion; intense emotional drive or excitement ; specif-
ically, a) great anger; rage; fury. &) enthusiasm or
fondness, as for music, c} strong love or affection, d)
sexual drive or desire; lust. 6. the object of any strong
desire or fondness.
SYN. passion usually implies a strong emotion that has an
overpowering or compelling effect (his passions overcame his
reason) , fervor and ardor both imply emotion of burning in-

tensity, fervor suggesting & constant glow o feeling (religious
fervor)* and ardor, a restless, flamelike emotion (the ardors of
youth); enthusiasm implies strongly favorable feelings for an
object or cause and usually suggests eagerness in the pursuit of

something (his enthusiasm for golf) ;
zeal implies intense enthu-

siasm for an object or cause, usually as displayed in vigorous
and untiring activity in its support (inflamed with a zeal for
reform). See also feeling.

pas sion al (pash'^n-'T), ad/, of, characterized by, or due
to passion, n. a book describing the sufferings of saints
and martyrs: usually read during their festivals.

pas-sion-ate (pash'on-it), adj. [ML. passionate], 1.

having or showing strong feelings; capable of or sus-
ceptible to passion. 2. easily angered; hot-tempered.
3. resulting from, expressing, or tending to arouse
strong feeling; ardent; intense; impassioned: as, a
passionate speech. 4. lustful; amorous, 5. strong;
vehement : said of an emotion.
SYN. passionate implies strong or violent emotion, often of
an impetuous kind (a passionate rage) ; impassioned suggests
an expression of emotion that is deeply and sincerely felt (an
impassioned plea for tolerance) ; ardent and fervent suggest a
fiery or glowing feeling of eagerness, enthusiasm, devotion, etc*

(an ardent pursuit of knowledge, a, fervent prayer) j
fervid dififerc

from fervent in often suggesting an outburst of intense feeling
that is at a fever pitch (a vengetulL/*rw"dI hatred).

pas akm-flow-er (pasVon-nou'er), n. any of a number
of related plants with white, red, purple, or orange
flowers and yellow, egglike fruit: so called because
parts of the flower are supposed to resemble Jesus'
wounds, crown of thorns, etc.

passion fruit, the pale-yellow, usually small, edible
fruit of the passionflower.

pas*sipn*iess (pash'an-lis), adj. free from passion or
emotion; impassive; calm.
Passion play, a religious play representing the Passion
of Jesus, as the one given every ten years at Oberam-
mergau, Bavaria.
Passion Sunday, (cf. PASSION, 2a], the fifth Sunday in
Lent, two weeks before Easter Sunday.

Passion Week. 1 . the week begjning on Passion Sunday.
2. formerly, the week before faster; Holy Week.

pas-sive (pas'iv), adj. [L. passivus < passus, pp. of patir

to suffer] , 1 . influenced or acted upon without exerting
influence or acting in return; inactive, but acted upon.
2. offering no opposition or resistance; submissive;
yielding; patient, 3. taking no part; inactive; Inert.
4. in chemistry, inert. 5. in grammar, indicating that
the subject is the receiver (object) of the action tl

verb denotes (e,g. f in "the tree was struck by lightning,
"

was strnck is said to be in the passive voice). 6. in lorn

& /w<iwc<?, noninterest-bearin^, as certain bonds, shares,
etc. 7. in medicine, designating certain abnormal con-
ditions in wtiidi there isTowered activity and reaction.
n. 1. usually pi. a passive thing, qtialty, trait, etc.
2. in grwmnw, a) tJie passive votoft. 6) a verb in this
voice, Abbreviated pass. SYN. see Inactive.

passive immunity, immunity to a disease acquired by
injecting into the blood stream swum from an indi-
vidual who has acquired active immunity by recovering
from the. disease,

passive resistance, opposition offered to a law, tax, or
goveminwt by refusal to comply or obey or by sucfa

3. casual; nonviolent acts as voluntary fasting.
pas-siv-tem (pas'iv-iz

f

m), n. 1. a passive quality or
character. 2. the principle of or belief in being passim

pas-siv-i-ty (pa-siv'd-ti), n. the state or quality of being
passive; inaction; submissiveness.

pass key (pa$Wt pts'k')t n- t a key that wffl

. looJq OIL
OtttjJitD

, o in complyt w fa
,

Ldoduf
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every one of a group of locks, as those of a certain

building; master key. 2. any private key.
Pass-o-ver (pas'o'ver, pas'o'ver), n. [pass + over, used
to transl. Heb. pesafy; see PASCH], 1. a Jewish holiday
(Pesach) commemorating the deliverance of the ancient
Hebrews from slavery in Egypt: Ex. 12: see Jewish
holidays. 2. [p-1, formerly, the paschal lamb.

pass-port d>as'p6rt' f pas'port'). n. [Fr. passeport, safe-

conduct, orig., permission to leave a port or sail into it

< passer (see PASS) + port, a port], 1. a government
document granting permission to a citizen to travel in
certain specified foreign countries and certifying his

identity and citizenship: it entitles the bearer to the
protection of his own country and that of the countries
visited. 2. a safe-conduct. 3. a government document
permitting a vessel to leave port and requesting per-
mission for it to enter and leave certain foreign ports.
4. anything that enables a person to be accepted, ad-
mitted, or successful.

pas-sus (pastas), n. [pi. PASSUS, PASSUSES (-iz)j, [L., a
step; see PACE], a part or section of a poem or story.

pass-word (pas'wurd', password'), n. a secret word or

phrase used by the members of a military unit, etc.
to identify themselves, as in passing a guard.

Pas-sy, Paul dou-ard (pol a'dwar' pa'se'), 1859-
1940; French phonetician; principal originator of the
International Phonetic Alphabet.

past (past, past), past participle of pass. adj. 1. gone
by; ended; over: as, his worries were past. 2. of a
former time; bygone. 3. immediately preceding; just
gone by: as, the past week, 4. having served formerly:
as, a past chairman. 5. in grammar, indicating a time or
condition gone by or an action completed or in progress
at a former time. n. 1. the history, former life, or

experiences of a person, group, or institution: often
used, with the indefinite article, to indicate a hidden
or questionable past, as the actress was found to have
a past. 2. in grammar, a) the past tense, d) a verb
form in thisftense. prep. 1. beyond in time; later than.
2. beyond in space: farther on than. 3. beyond in
amount r degree. 4. beyond the extent, power, limits,

scope, etc; of: as, it's past belief, adv. to and beyond a
point in time or space; by; so as to pass. Abbreviated p.
the past, something that has gone before; past time,
state, or happenings.

paste (pst), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL. pasta; Gr. paste, mess
of barley porridge < passein, to sprinkle], 1. dough
used in making rich pastry. 2. any of various sort,
moist, smooth-textured substances: as, tooth paste,
shoe paste. 3. a foodstuff, pounded or ground until
fine and made creamy, soft, etc.: as, almond paste.
4. a jellylike candy. 5. a mixture of flour or starch,
water, and occasionally alum, resin, etc., used as an
adhesive for light materials, as paper or gold leaf.
6. the moistened clay used in manufacturing pottery
and porcelain. 7. a) a hard, brilliant glass containing
oxide of lead: used in making artificial gems. 6) such
a gem or gems. 8. [Slang], a blow, or punch, as with
the fist. v+t. [PASTED (-id), PASTING], 1. to fasten or
make adhere, with or as with paste. 2. to cover with
pasted material: as, he pasted the window with paper*
3. [Slang], to hit; beat; punch.

paste-board (pasfbdrd', past'bord'), n. 1. a stiff

adj. 1. of or Hke pasteboard; hence, 2, flimsy: sham.
pastel (pas'tel), n. [Fr.; Pr.; LL. *pastellum; see the
next entry], ^, a plant whose leaves yield a blue dye.
2. this aye. Also called woad.

pas-tel (pas-tel', pas'tel), n. (Fr.; It. pastello; LL. *pas-
tellum, dim, of pasta, a paste], 1. a) ground coloring
matter mixed with gum and, formed into a crayon.
$) a crayon so made. 2. a picture drawn with such
crayons. 3. drawing with, pastels as an art form or
medium. 4. a light, brief prose work, 5. a soft, paleshade of some color, adj. 1. soft and pale; said of
colors. 2. of pastel.

pafl'teHst, pas tel list (pas'teMst, pas-tel'ist), n* an
artist who draws with pastels.

past er (pas'ter), n. 1. a person or thing that pastes.
2. a slip of gummed paper used to paste on or over
something,

pas-tern (pas'tSra), n. [ME. pasfron: OFr. pasiwron '*<

pasture, tether for cattle; fL.
* ,

-

pestoria, a tether < L. pas-
iorius, pastoral < Pastor; see
PASTOR], the part of a horse's
foot between the fetlock
the hoof.

Pasteur, Lou is awepaVteV;
Eng. pas~turO, 1822-1895;
French chemist and bacteri-
ologist.
pas teur lam (pas't&r-is'm), n.
the theories or methods of
Louis Pasteup specifically,
aj pastettrimt*03X W tie'
Pastetir treatment for rabies,

'

FETLOCK

fASYERN

pas-teur-1-za-tion (pas'tgr-i-za'shan, pas'cher-I-za'-
shan), n. [< pasteurize (Pasteur -f ~ize) + -ation], a
method of destroying disease-producing bacteria, and
checking the activity of fermentative bacteria, in milk,
beer, etc. by exposing the liquid to a temperature of
H2-145 F. for thirty minutes.

pas teur-ize (pas'ter-iz', pas'cheT-iz') v.t* [PASTEURIZED
(-IzdO, PASTEURIZING], 1. to subject (milk, beer, etc.)
to pasteurization. 2. to give the Pasteur treatment to.

Pasteur treatment, a method of preventing certain
diseases, especially rabies, by successive inoculations
with the specific virus in increasing strength: first used
by Louis Pasteur.

Jpas-tic-cio (pas-tet'ch$) , n. [pi. PASTICCI (-che)], [It.;
ML. pasticius; LL. *pa$ticius, composed of paste <
pasta, a paste], a literary, artistic, or musical compo-
sition made up of bits from various sources; pot-
pourri: medley.

pas-ticne (pas-tesh', pas-tesh')..n.JFr.; It. pasticcio], a
pasticcio, especially one done in imitation or ridicule
of the style of another artist.

pas-til (pas'til), n. pastille.

pas-tille (pas-tel'). n. [Fr.; L. pastillus, little roll,

lozenge < pascere, to feed], 1. a small tablet or lozenge
containing medicine, flavoring, etc. 2. a pellet of aro-
matic paste, burned for fumigating or deodorizing.
3. pastel for crayons. 4. a crayon of pastel.

pas-time (pas'tim', pas'tim') , n. [ < pass -f time, transl.
of Fr. passe-temps], a way of spending spare time;
anything done for amusement, recreation, or diversion.

past-i-ness (pas'ti-nis), n. a pasty state or quality.
past master, 1. a person who formerly held the position
of master, as in^a lodge or club. 2. a person who has
had long experience in some occupation, art, etc.;

expert. Abbreviated P.M.
Pas-to (pSs'tft), n. La city in southwestern Colombia:
pop., 60,000 (1945). 2. a volcano near this city:
height, 13,990 ft,

pas-tor (pas'tSr, pas'ter) ;
n. [MB. pastour; OFr.; L. <

pascere, to feed], 1. originally, a shepherd; hence, 2. a
clergyman or priest in charge of a church or congrega-
tion. Abbreviated P., p.

pas-to ral (pas'ter-sl, pas'tSr-ol), adj. [ME. pastoralle;
L. pastorahs < pastor, a shepherd], 1. of shepherds or
their work, way of life, etc. 2. of or portraying rural
life, especially a conventionalized form of rustic life

among shepherds, dairymaids, etc. 3. of pastoral
literature or a pastoral. 4. characteristic of pleasant
rural life; peaceful, simple, and natural. 5. of a pastor
or his duties, n. 1. a piece of literature dealing with life

in the country; especially, a poem, play, etc. treating
the rustic lives and loves of shepherds in a convention-
alized, artificial manner. 2. such writing as a literary
form. 3. a pastoral picture or scene. 4. a book treating
of the functions of a pastor. S. a letter from a pastor
to his congregation or from a bishop to his clergy.
6. a crosier. 7. in music, a pastorale. SYN. see rural,

pas-to-ra-le (pas'to-rali; It. pas'td-ra'le), n. [pi. PAS-
TORALES (4iz), PASTORALI (-!)], [It,), in muste, I. a
composition in simple and idyllic style suggesting rural
scenes. 2. a composition, as an opera or cantata, with
a rural theme or subject.

pas-to-ral ism (pas'tSr-ol-iz'm, pfis'tSr-al-iz'm), n. pas-
toral character or style.
pas to-ral 1st (pas'ter-ol-ist, pSs'ter-ol-ist), n. a writer
of pastorals.

pastoral staff, a crosier.

pas-tor-ate (pas'ter-it, pSs'tSr-it), n. 1. the position,
rank, or duties of a pastor. 2. a pastor'6 tern} of office
with one church or parish. 3. a) a group ofjpasiors serv-

ing one locality. 6) pastors collectively.
pas-to-ri-um (pas-toyi-om, pas-t5'ri-om), n. [Mod. L.
< L, pastorius, of a shepherd < pastor, a shepherd], in
the southern united States, a parsonage.

pas-tor-ship (pas'ter-ship% pSs'ter-sWpO, n. [see
-SHIP], a pastorate.

post participle, a participle used usually with an aux-
iliary to indicate a time or state gone by or an action
completed in the past (e.g, in "me garden has; grown
well because it has been properly tended," grown and
tended are past participles) : abbreviated pp., past, part.,
jpjp., p.p.
past perfect, i grammar, L expressing action com-
pleted before a given or implied! time; pluperfect (e.g.,
In "he ^ad^ locked tfhe 4oor before he left, had locked
*-! past perfect): 2. *;**, ;

" ' ' ' " '
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pasture (pas'chgr, pas'cher), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL.

pastura < L. pascere, to feed], 1. grass or other growing
plants used as food by grazing animals, 2. ground
suitable for grazing, or a field, plot, etc* set aside for

this. v.t. [PASTURED (-chSrd), PASTURING], 1. to put
(cattle, etc,) out to graze in a pasture. 2. to grae or

feed on (grass, etc.). 3. to provide with pasture: said

of land. v.i. to feed on growing grass or herbage.

pas tur-er (pas'chgr~gr, paa'chSr-e'r) , n. a person who
pastures cattle, etc.

. .

past>y (paVti), adj. IPASTIER (-ti-er), PASTIEST (-ti-ist)j,

of or like paste in colorj>r texture.

paf (pat)/ adj., [prob. < 'pat' -v.], "i. apt; timely; "op-

portune. 2. exactly suitable: as, a pat hand in poker.
adv. aptly; perfectly; suitably.
have (or know) pat [Colloq.l, to know thoroughly.
stand pat, (Colloq.], 1. tojrefuse to turn aside from
an opinion, course of action, etc, 2. in poker, to

draw no further cards, but play the hand as dealt.

pat (pat), n. [ME. patte; prob. echoic], 1. a quick,

gentle tap, touch, or stroke with the hand or other flat

surface. 2. a sound made by this. 3. a small lump or

mass, as of butter. v.L [PATTED (-id), PATTING], J. a)

to tap. touch, or stroke quickly or gently, especially
with the hand as in affection, sympathy, or encourage-
ment. 6) to tap or stroke lightly with a flat surface.

2. to give a certain shape to, as mud, by patting. v.i. to

make a patting sound, as in running.

pat., 1. patent. 2. patented. 3. pattern.

pat-a-cake (pat'a-kak') , n. 1. the opening words of a

nursery rhyme. 2. a game played by clapping the

hands in rhythm to this rhyme. Also patty-cake.

pa tag! urn (pa-ta'ji-am) ,
n. [pi. PATAGIA (-a)], {Mod.

L.; L., gold edging of a tunic, border; Gr. patageton],

1. a fold of skin between the fore and hind limbs of

flying squirrels, flying lizards, etc., enabUng them to

glide through the air. 2. a fold of skin between the

shoulder and fore part of a bird's wing.

Pat-a-go-nl-a (para-go'ni-a, pat'o-gSn'ya) , n. a region
In southern Argentina and
Chile.

Pat-a go-nlan (p&tVgo';
nl-an nut/a-crnr*'\ranV adi.

PATAGONIA

, pat'o-gon'yQn), .

of Patagonia, its people, or

their culture, n. amember
of a tribe of very tall

South American Indians
that live in Patagonia.
patch (pach), n* [MB.
pacche; prob. var, of <&*,
apiece < OFr. pieche (FT,

piece; cf. PIECE) ; for form,
cf. MATCH], ! a Piec6

*

material applied to cover
or mend a hole or tear or
to strengthen a weak spot.
2. a dressing appUed to a
wound or sore. 3, a pad or shield worn over an injured
eye. 4. a little piece of black paper, cloth, etc., put on
a woman's face, back, etc. to emphasize the beauty or
whiteness of her skin; beauty spot. 5. a surface area

differing from its surroundings In nature or appearance;
as, patches of blue sky. 6, a small plot of ground: as, a
potato patch, 7, a small piece of any material; scrap;
bit; remnant, v.t 1, to put a j>atch CMC patches on. 2,

'

for. 3, to fora, or make by the use of

t, 4. to produce or briag together
or hurriedly; piece tofetjier (often

'). TSfM. see mend.
to in end; make right; settle, as

to serve as a ,

patches, as \
rotujhly,
with up or toi

patch tip, to
differences or a

Pat*, ), 1389-
'

patchy."

patch ou 11, JF ~*

.
f ^

so as to be patcfey ; in patches.
n. tto pt&te or qt&Jft?

ist)], 1. a) made up of or characterized by patches.

6) forming or like patches. 2. giving the effect of

patches; not consistent or uniform in quality; irregular.

patd., patented. ...... ^
pate (pat), n. {ME.; prob. orig. upih,emistic (like Fr.

tete, G. kopf, etc.) ; ? < or associated with L* patina

(cf. PAlEN)J 1. the head. 2. the top of the head.

3. intelligence. A humorous or derogatory term.

Jpate (pat), n. [Fr.], paste; especially, tbe clay paste
used in making pottery or porcelain.

Jpfl'te" (pa'tfiO, n. [Fr.J, 1. a pie or pasty. 2, a meat
paste. . .

-pat*ed (pat'id), a combining form meamjig having a

(specified kind of) pate, or head, as in bald-pated.

Ipa-tS de foie gras (pa'ta' ds fwa' gra
7
)* [Fr-] a paste

made of the livers of fattened geese.

pa-tella (pg-tel'o), n. [pi. PATELLAS (-oz), PATELLAE
(-e)3 [L-t dim. of patina, a pan < patert, to be open],
1. a small, shallow pan. 2. in anatomy, the kneecap : see

skeleton, illus. 3. in botany fy zoology, any panlike

pa tel lar (pa-tel'Sr), adj. in anatomy, of the patella.

patellar reflex, in medicine, a reflex kick wim extension

of the leg at the knee, produced by sharply tapping the
tendon below the patella: it is a normal reaction in

health: also called knee jerk. .

pa-teMate (pi-tel'itf pa-tel'St), adj, having or like a

pa\el-!i-form (po-tel'a-ffinn')* adj. [< 'paleUa +.-/om],
1. having the form of a flattened cone. 2. having the

shape of a limpet shell.
.

pat-en (paf'n), n. [ME. & OFr. pate**; L. patww. a

pan < patere, to be open], 1. a metal plate or dish;

especially, the plate holding the bread in the Eucharist*

2. a thin, flat piece of nietal; disk. Also patln, patina,

pa ten cy (pa't'n-si), u. 1. the state or quality of being

patent, or obvious. 2. ia medicine, the state of being

open or unobstructed, .

pat ent (patent; also, es$. Brit., pa't'nt; fwaty- 2, 3,

6- 4, usually pa't'nt), adj. {ME.; partly < OFr., partly
< L. patens < patere, to be open], 1. that can

f
be

examined by the public: said of a docuinmt firaiitiajg

some right* as, formerly* a commission to hold public
office. 2. open to all; generally accessible or available, 3.

obvious; plain ; evident. 4. unobstructed, 5, ) protected
by a document (letters patent) granting exclusive right
to the production, use, sale, and profit of an invention,

process, etc. b) having received such a document, as

an inventor. 6. new, unusual* practical, individual,

etc.: as, a patent method of lighting a fire. 7. of

high quality: said of flour* 8. ia botany & soolo&y,

spreading out or open; patulous. n 1. a 4octinaent

open to public examination and granting a certain cigfet

or privilege; letters patent; especially, a docuipejak
granting the monopoly right to produce, use, seJl, or

get profit from an invention, process, etc. for a certain

number of years, 2, a) the right so granted, b) th

thing protected by such a raaht; patented article or

process, 3. laad or title to Taad granted by letters

patent. 4. any exclusive right, title, or Bcemse!: as,

she had no patent on charm. v.L 1. {Rare] to grant a
patent to orlor. 2. to secure exclusive right tp progwce,
use, and seU (an invention or process) uy a patent;
get a patent for. Abbreviated |mt.

patentee (pat"n-te*0 n. a person who has been

granted a patent, m t rt

patent leather, leather having a hard, glossy, tasualry

black fiobh*. made by m process fosnteiy pafented.
pa tent ly (pS't'nt-H, patf'nt-li), adv. in a patent man-
iier; eieaHyT <*yi*ftuily, evide^.c^ealy, etc.

patent medicine, a trade-marked medical preparation

mtoftUy cosiil^iiiing secret imgredtests or infede By secret

Patent Oflteei an office in Hie Detfafftaemt of Cotnmerce
whick a^nidbljets 'the patent amd trade-amrk
abbreviated Pat. Off.

ft* a per< or &r<*

ly the right to aa
'ft. IL^: for cognate*

Brttki Colfoq,],
1SI9-18H;
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. in a

country, group of employees, etc. in a manner suggest-

ing a father's relationship with his children.

pa-ter-nal-is-tic (pa-tur'n'1-is'tik), adj. of or charac-

terized by paternalism. .
.

pa*ter-nal-is-tl-cal-ly (pa-tur'nl-is'ti-k'l-i, pa-tur'n 1-

is'tik-li) , adv. in a paternalistic manner; by paternalism.

pa-ter-ni-ty (pa-tur'na-ti), n. [Fr paf&*M; LL.$ater-
nitas < L, paternus, paternal], 1. the state of being a

father; fatherhood. 2. male parentage; paternal origin.

3. origin or authorship in general.
M'ter-iios-ter (pa'tgr-nos'ter, pat'gr-nos'ter), n. [MB.;
L our father]; 1. the LoroVs Prayer, especially in

Latin; often Pater Noster. 2. every eleventh bead ot a

rosary on which this prayer is said. 3. a rosary. 4.

any muttered prayer or incantation.

Pat-er-son (pat'er-s'n), n. a city in northeastern JNew

Jersey: pop., 139,000.

path (path, path), n. [ME.; AS. pxth; akin to u. fad;

thought to be orig, an Iranic loan word < 1&. base

*1>enth-, to step, go (as also in L. pons, bridge, etc.) ;
ct.

Avestan path-], 1. a track or way worn by footsteps;

trail 2. a walk or way for the use of people on foot,

as in a park or garden. 3. a line of movement; course

taken : as, the path of the meteor. 4. a course or manner
of conduct or procedure.

path., 1. pathological. 2. pathology.
fa-than (pa-tan', pst-han'), n. [Hind. Pathan < Afghan
Pgstana, pi. of P'estun, an Afghani, a member of a

Moslem, Indo-Iranian people of Afghanistan.

pa-thet-ic (pa-thet'ik), adj.[UL. pathettcus; Gr. fathet-
ikos < pathos, suffering), 1. expressing, arousing, or

intended to arouse pity, sorrow, sympathy, etc.; pititul;

2 of the feelings or emotions. SYN. see moving,

pa'.thet-i-cal (ps-thet'i-kl), adj. [Rare] pathetic.

pa-thet;I<cai-ly (pa-thet'i-k'1-i, p9-thet'ik4i), adv.

pathetic manner.
pathetic fallacy, the literary device of portraying in-

animate nature as having human feelings and character.

Examples: "the angry sea," "a stubborn door.

pathfinder (path'fin'der, path'fin'dgr) , n. one, who
makes a ^ath or way where none had existed, as in an

unkaowa Region, wilderness, etc.

-path-ia Qpath'i-s), -pathy. . .

-path ic (path'ik), [see -PATHY & -ic], a combining form

used'to form adjectives corresponding to nouns ending
' id -Pathy, as in osteopathic, psychopathic.

pathless (path'lis, path'lis), adj. without a path or

track; untrodden. .

path o- (path'o, path'&), [< Gr, ^^/io^ < pathevn, to suf-

fer], a combining form meaning suffering, disease, feel-

ing, as in pathology: also, before a vowel, path-,

path o-gen (pathVjen), n. \patho- + -sen]* any micro-

organism or virus that can cause disease,

path-o-gene (path'a-jen/) f n. a pathogen.
path-O'gene-8i8 (pathVjen'9-sis), n. [Mod. L.; see

PATHO- & -GENESIS], the production or development of

a disease.

path-o-ge-taet'ic (path'p-js-net'ik), adj. of or cattsing

pathogenesis; pathogenic.
path-o-gen-ic (path'a-jen'ik)^ adj. pathogenetic.

pa-thog*e-ny (i>a-thoj'o-ni), n. pathogenesis.

path o-log ic (path'a-loj'ik), adj. pathological.

path o log-i cal (path'a-loj'i-kl), adj. 1. of pathc
of or concerned with diseases. 2. due to or invo
disease. Abbreviated path., pathol.

path-o-log-i-cal-ly (path'a-loj'i-k'l-i, pathVloj'ik-li),
adv. of or with jeference to pathology, ,

pa thol o-gist (Jpo-thol'9-jist), n. a specialist in pathd-
ogy. ', , .

,

pa tholo-gy (pa>-tliolVji) , n. [Fr, pathologic; ModX.
pathologia; see *ATikO- & -LOGY], 1, t&$ ,%anch pf
medicine .that deals, with the nature of disease, espe-
cially with the structural and functional change^ caused

by disease. 2. {^ PATHOLOGIES (-J&)]* aC t% con-
ditions, processes,?, pp r;e$utts of a particular disease.
Abbreviated path., pathol.
pa-thos (pa'thos), n^ [Gf. patfas, suffering, i <|pease
feeling < base of pathein, paschein, to suffer, feel],
1. [Rare], suffering. 2. the quality in something eqsr

perienced or observed which arouses feelings of pity,
sorrow, sympathy, or compaissioiL^ 3. the persoiwtl or
emotional element in, art: opposed to eihos,

SYN. pathos names that guality*, w a-rfca! ^tualAcm
"

literary or artistic work, which, evokes sympathy and a^i^
sorrow or pity; bathos applies to a false or overdone pi
that is absurd in its effect; poignancy implies an emot
quality that is keenly felt, often to the* pojnt of being sni

painful.

pathway (patfo'wa
7
, path'waO n. a patlu

-pa-thy (p0~tM) [< Gr. pathos, suffering), a combining
form meaning feeling, suffering, disease, treatment of
disease, as in antipathy, osteopathy: also -r**

U1"
f>< *-..<.1 /'^^H-f.'iXAUS 4-T*A. An*!34a1 ,'M|F IS
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or fact of being patient; specifically, a) the will or

ability to wait or endure without complaint. 6) steadi-

ness, endurance, or perseverance in performing a task.

2. [Chiefly British], any of a number of card games,
usually for one player; solitaire.

t

SYN. patience implies the bearing of suffering, provocation,

delay, tediousness, etc. with calmness and sell-control (her pa-
tience with children) ;

endurance stresses the capacity to bear

suffering or hardship (Job's endurance of his afflictions) ; forti-

tude suggests the resolute endurance that results from firm,

sustained courage (the fortitude of the pioneers) ; forbearance

implies restraint under provocation or a refraining from retalia-

tion for a wrong (he acted withforbearance toward the hecklers) ;

stoicism suggests such endurance of suffering without flinching

as to indicate an almost austere indifference to pain or pleasure.

ANT. impatience. ^^
pa-tiont (pa'shant), adj. [ME. &-OPr. pactent; L.

patiens, patient, ppr. of pati, to suiter], 1. bearing or

enduring pain, trouble, etc. without complaining, losing

self-control, making a disturbance, etc. 2. refusing to

be provoked or angered, as by an insult; forbearing;
tolerant. 3. calmly tolerating delay, confusion, in-

efficiency, etc.; able to wait calmly. 4. showing or

characterized by patience: as, a patient face. .5. steady;

diligent; persevering, as a worker. 6. [Rare], receiving

action; passive, n. 1. a person receiving care or

treatment; especially, a person under the
m
care of a

doctor. 2. a person who receives action or is affected.

patient of, 1. capable of bearing (fatigue, thirst, etc.).

2. admitting of or having (a particular meaning),

pat-in (paf'n), n. apaten. rr

pat-i-na (pat'i-na), n. \pL PATINAE (-ne')L [L.], a paten.

patina (paf'n-a), n. [< It. (? via Fr. patine); orig.,

tarnish (on a metal plate); cf. PATEN], 1. a fine crust

or film on ,bronze or copper: it is usually green or

greenish-blue and is formed by natural oxidation: it

is valued as being ornamental. 2. any thin coating
or color change resulting from age, as on old wood.

pat ine (paf'n). n. a paten.

pa-ti-0 (pa'ti-o
7
, paths'; Sp. pa'ty6), n. [pi PATIOS

(-02'; Sp. -tyos)], [Sp.; prob. < L. patere, to lie open],
1. a courtyard or inner area open to the sky: common in

Spanish and Spanish-American architecture. 2. a

terrace (sense 4). . _
Pat-ictt0i?e Clo^em-try (kuv'sn-tn pat'mor, pat'mor),

(Coveitlry jparsqy Pighton Patmore) , 1823-1896; English
poet.
Pat-mos (ptt'm% Eng. pat'mas), n. a Greek island

in the Aegean* area, 22 sq. mi.
; pop,, 3,000[:

cf . Rev.. 1 :9.

Pat-ma (put't>,jt'n9), n. the capital of Bihar province,
India, on the Gattes: pop., 160,000.

Pat. Off., Patent Or
pat'ois (patVliV. pa'twa'), n. [pi. PATOIS (patfwSz;
Fr. pa'twa')], PT.], 1. a form of a language differing

e ._, T^J accepted standard, as a provincial
or local djafcb. 2, in linguistics, the blend of a pro-
vincial dialect with a standard form of a language.

pat. pend., patent pending.
'

Pa-traa (pa-traY), n. a seaport in Greece, on the north-

western Peloponnesus: pop., 61,000.

Patras, Gull of, an arm of the Ionian Sea, between the

western Peloponnesus and the mainland of Greece, con-

necting with the Gulf of Corinth,

pat-rl- (pat'rg, pat'ri), [L.; Gr, patri- < patfr, father], a

combining form meaning father, as in patrimony.
pa-tri-arch (btftri-EfcO, n. [MB. & OPr. patriarche;
LL. patriarcha < Gr. patriarchs < patrta, family <
pat$r, father -4- drchein, to rulfe], J. the father and
ruler of a family or txi^e, as one of the founder^ of the

ancient Hebrew faraffies: in the Bible, Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob and Jacob's twelve sons were patriarchs* 2. a

person regarded as. the fottnder or father of a colonj, re-

ligion, business, et^c, 3. a) a bishop in the early Christian

Church, especially
1 a bishop of Rome, Constantinople,

Alexandria, Antioch, or Jerusalem^ 6) i the Jf^

Catholic Church, a bishop who holds me fcignest i

after the Pope, in the hierarchy oMfoa **-***"
' '

% wlt!^ juris$fotion are tb ?Q$
, {Test; tiiOe of Constantinow ,

and Jerusalem: those ^the ^ielkite, $/***
Armenian, QtWdean Churches, etc. cr ML

J ' *

e hMiest ranking bishop
-' T' ii *

Jerusalem,

of

,,,.

pa tience
,

patientia <
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Pa-tri-cia (pa-trish's), [L., fern, of patricius; see PAT-
RICK], a feminine name: diminutive, Pat.

pa-tri-cian (pa-trish'on) , adj. [ME. patrician; OFr.
patricien: L. patricius, of the rank of the patricians <
patres, pi. of pater, father], 1. of or characteristic of

patricians. 2. noble; aristocratic, n. [L. patricius <
the adj.]* 1. in ancient Rome, a) originally, a member
of any of the ancient Roman citizen families. 6) later, a
member of the nobility: opposed to plebeian, c) a mem-
ber of a class of

t
honorary nobility of the later Empire.

d) a chief administrator in the Roman provinces in
Africa and Italy. 2. a person of high rank in some
medieval Italian republics and in certain Free Cities
of the German Empire. 3. any person of high social

rank; aristocrat.

pa-tri-ci-ate (ps-tnsh'i-it, ps-trish'i-at') , n. [ML. patri-
ciatus < L. patricius}, 1. the rank or position of a
patrician. 2. the patrician class; aristocracy.

pat-ri-ci-dal (pat'rs-si'dl), adj. f
of, like, or having

the nature of, patricide or a patricide.

pat-ri-cide (pat'ro-sid'), n. [< L. pater, father; + -tide

(killing)], 1. the act ot killing one's own father; murder
of a man by his child. 2. [< L. pater, father; + -tide

(killer)], a person who kills his own father.

Pat-rick (pat'rik), [L. patricius, a patrician], a mascu-
line name: diminutives, Paddy, 'Pat: feminine, Patricia.

Patrick, Saint, 389?~461? A.D.; British bishoj) who
converted the Irish to Christianity; patron saint of

Ireland: his day is March 17. '

pa-tri'lin-e-al (pa'tra-Hn'i-sl, pat'ra-lin'i-gl) , adj. [pqtri-
-h lineal], designating or of descent, kinship, or deriva-
tion through the father instead of the mother.

pat-ri'ino-jii*al (pat'ra-mo'ni^l), adj. [LL. patrimo-
nialis], of a patrimony; hereditary.

pat-ri-mo-ny (pat'ra-mo'ui) , n. [pi. PATRIMONIES (-niz)],

[ME. patrimoigne; OFr. patrimoine; L. patrimomum <
pater, father], 1. property inherited from one's father
or ancestors. 2. property; endowed to an institution,
as a church. 3. anything inherited, as a trait or char-
acter. SYN. see heritage.

pa-tri-ot (pa'tri-ot, pa'tri-ot'; esp. Brit, pat'ri-at), n.

[Fr. patriote; LL. patriata, fellow countryman; Gr.

patridtes < patris. fatherland], a person who loves and
loyally or zealously supports his own country.

pa-tri-ot-ic (pa'tri-ot'ik; esf. Brit, pat'ri-ot'ik), adj.

[Fr. patriotique; LL. fatriotuus], 1. having or showing
the qualities and feelings of & patriot. 2. characteristic

of or suitable to a patriot; inspired by patriotism.

pa-tri-ot-i-caHy (pa'tri-ot'i-kl-i; esp. iBrit. pat'ri-ot'-

ik-li) , adv. in a patriotic manner.
pa*tri'0t-i8m (pa'tri-at-iz'm; esp. Brit, pat'ri-at-iz'rn), n.

[patriot + -ism], love and loyal or zealous support^ of
one's own country, especially in all matters involving
other countries; nationalism.

Patriots' Day, April 19, a legal holiday in Maine and
Massachusetts commemorating the battles of Lexing-
ton and Concord (1775).

pa-tris-tic (ps-tris'tik), adj. [< L. patres, pi. of pater,
father: + -istic], of the early leaders, or fathers, of the
Christian Church or the writings and doctrines attrib-

uted to them.
pa tris-ti-cal (p0-tris'ti-kl) adj. patristic.
Pa tro clus (pa-trS'klQs), n. [L.; Gar. PafroJdos], fa Greek
legend, a Greek warrior and friend of Achiltes in the
Trojan War: while wearing Achilles* armor he was
mistaken for him aiid slain by Hector. / <

pa-trol (pa-te8K). vd. A v& [FATEOIXBD {^ferSldO, PA-

TROLLING], [Ft. patiromtter, altered < patouiller^ to

paddle, puddle, patrol (prob. < paMe, a paw* toot)], to
make a regular and repeated circuit of (an area, town.
camp, etc.) in guarding or inspecting: as, an armed
guard is pafrolUnz the area, m |Fr. pm^ouille < the

.], 1. a patrolling. 2, a person or persons patrolling.
3. a group of ships, airplanes, etc. used in guarding or

ga*hermg information, about the enemy* 4. a grouf of

'dfelbt boy oootett, <i<mstitttiang a stibdivMon of a troop.
p&tvoMer (pe^arQtffc), n, a person Who patroUL
pa-trol man (pa-trormsn), n. [pi. PATROLMEN (-man)].
a man who patrols; especially, a policeman assigned
to make a circuit of a certain area. '.

"
" '

patrol wagon, a small, enclosed truck used by the
police

1

itt'traa^portini'pwcHiers. , ,''<'' *
|l

>*\

pa tron (pS'twi)* *'IMB; Mron. p&wnrGShtsp&m,
patrun; L. patronus < pater, father],

'

1. a person cor-

responding & mx rt^ecte to a toxbun ftrotoofeort
benefactor. 2. a person empowered with the granting
'Of' an English church benefice. 3. a patron saint.
4. a) a person, usually a wealthy and influential one, who
:flpoMK*fca8di te*t* i'mf 1P^W^ iwwjr* cAc*? as,
the book was dedicated to the author's patron, b) a
champion ; advoca|e i stippOsFfeer. *

' 5. a re^iiMr oustoBterv

freed hi slav^e bat stiU reta^ed a cer^^ p&t^rnal

patronagium], 1. a) the function or status of a jpatron.
o) support, favor, encouragement, sponsorship, etc.

given by a patron. 2. the power to grant an English
church benefice. 3. good will, favor, courtesy, etc.

shown to people considered inferior; condescension,
4. a) patrons collectively; clientele. 6) business; trade;
custom. 5. the power to appoint to office or grant
other favors, especially political ones. 6. offices or

other favors distributed through this power.
pa-tron-al (pa'tran-1, pat'ran-'l), adj. [Fr.; LL. patron-
alis], of or characteristic of a patron or patron saint;

protective; guardian.
pa-tron-ess (pa'tren-is, pat'ran-is) , n. [ME. patronesse;
ML. patronissa], a woman patron, especially one who
sponsors or supports some activity, as the opera.

pa-tron-ize (pa'tra-mz/, pat'ra-nlz'), v.t. [PATRONIZED
(-nizd')r PATRONIZING], 1. to act as a patron toward;
sponsor; support; protect. 2. to show favor or kindness
to in a condescending manner. 3. to be a regular
customer of (a store, etc,) ; give one's trade to.

patron saint, a saint looked upon as the special guard-
ian of a person, place, or institution.

pat-ro*nym*ic (pat'ro-nim'ik) , adj. [LL. patronymicus;
Gr. patrdnymikps < pater, father -f onoma, ony-ma* a
name], 1. derived from the name of a father or an-
cestor. 2. showing such descent: as, a patronymic
suffix, n. 1. a name showing descent from a given
person as by the addition of a prefix or suffix (e.g.,
Stevenson, son of Steven, O'Brien, descendant of Bnen).
2. a family name; surname.

pa-troon (p9-troon
;
), n. [D., protector < Fr. patron; see

PATRON] , 1. a person who held a
<
large estate with

manorial rights m return for founding a colony under
the old Dutch governments of New York and New
Jersey. 2. [Fr. patron], [Obs.], a patron,

(pat'n)i n. [ME. pat,ten; OFr. patin* a clog.
1. a thick wooden sandal

pat-ten ----- ... .

patten < patte, a paw, foot], ________________________________

mounted on an iron support and worn in wet weather.
2, a wooden shoe or overshoe.

pat-ter (pat'er), v.i. [freq. of pat, to tap gently], 1. to
make a patter. 2. to move so as to make a Batter, y. t.

to cause to patter, n. a series of light, rapid taps: as,
the patter of rain on dry leaves.

pat-ter (pat'&r), v.t. & v.i. [ME. patteren < pater,
in paternoster, as pronounced in rapid and mechanical
recitation], to speak or mumble rapidly or glibly;
recite mechanically or thoughtlessly, as prayers, n. 1.

language peculiar to a group, class, etc., and not
generally understood by outsiders; cant; jargon. 2.

the glib, rapid speech of salesmen, circus barkers,
magicians, etc. 3. [Colloq.], idle, meaningless chatter,

pat-ter (pat'er), n. a person or thing that pats.
pat-tern (pat'ern), n. JME. & OFr. patron, patron,
hence something to be imitated, pattern; see PAXRQN],
1. a person or thing so ideal as to be worthy of imitation
or copying. 2. a model, guide, plan, eta iased in making
things. 3. the full-scale model used' in making a sand
mold for casting metal. 4. something representing >a

class or type; example; sample. 5-,an arrajagemient of

form; disposition of parts or elements; 4es%n'or deco-
ration: as, wallpaper patterns, the pa^ern of a novel.
6. definite direction, tendency^ or characteristics: as,
behavior patterns. 7. a) grouping or dietiib^tion, as of
a number of bullets fired at a mirk. &) a diagram ahowr
ing such' distribution. 8 ufficien.t material forj^aikkig
a garment, v.t. 1. to make or do (something) in imita-
tion of a model or pattern (witlj on^ upon, or after). 2,

to supply with a pattern r deqign; put a pattern mfc
Abbreviated pat.---^m^ew&L
pat-tern-mak-er (pat'eYn-maVer), n. a person who
makes patterns, especially patterns for molds: also

pattern maker. >
'

'

patter song, a musical comedy song with a simple tune
and comiclyrias sung witlx great rapidity.

Pat-ti, A-cMI-m (E^do-^nTplt'tt* Bng. l pat/i) f (Bor-
oness Cederstrom) 1843-1919; Italian operatic soprano,
born i Sfiaio. ,

>
<

'

Fat-tci, Jt,f Georfte Smith (paf'nK 1085^1945;
Amerieaaa (tenetal in World War IL > i-,-,

pat^ty (pari) n*\pL PATTIES (-to)I [Fr. (&?* pAtfi| t

1, a small pie, , 2, a small,' flat cake of ground meat,
fish. to, mmally fried.

'

3, any dik-Jped piece of
food.

pat-ty-cake (pat'i^kakO, n* pat-a-cake.
patty pan, a pan used for baking patties (sense 1).

pit-ti4ofs, (wk'oo-l9)"a4/* [L. pafulm < pater f to
be opemj, m wtoi^f standing opem, or spreading,
Pau (po), n. a city in southwestern France: pop., 46,000

tpau-cis iprbi ^pWs vHKbto) [L4 in a few wwte.
|m*ci^r' (p6

;
-t!) f it. |< Fr. or 1*; Fr* pamM; L,

paucitas < paucus, fewl, 1. fewness; sinau number.

. Faster) , E Roman nraittc
gens, prob* < or akin to pMtlus, small}.

h6rn, tflOl, look; Oil. out; up, tise. tTr;
iWHito, o in complyt

,5 kh, O. cknsh* SGIJ pp.

out; up, tee, tfr; tet; |oyt ytt; cttifi; *h*; tlliii,

V w is ftMUt;
* m uWc (a'b'b; Fr, Mis ft, rr,

.*-*. Ifeiwignj * bypoihcucal; < 4tvwl huift.



Panl 1074 paxwax
a masculine name: feminine, Paula, Pauline; equiv-
alents, L. Paulus, It. Paolo, Sp. Pablo.

Paul, Saint, ?-67? A.D.; a Jew of Tarsus, apostle of

Christianity to the Gentiles; author of the Pauline
Epistles: his day is January 25 : originally called Saul,
Paul I, (Paid Petrovich). 1754-1801; son of Catherine
the Great and Peter III; emperor of Russia (1796-1801).
Paul III, (Alessandro Farnesc), 1468-1549; Italian
church official: Pope (1534-1549).
Pau-la (p61a), [G, or LL., fern, of L. Paulus, Paul], a
feminine name.
Paul-Bon COUT, Joseph (zhs'zef pol'bott'koor') ,

1873- ; French statesman^premier (1932-1933).
Paul Bun-yan (bun'ysn), in American legend, a giant
lumberjack who, with the help of his blue ox, Babe,
performed various superhuman feats.

paul-dron (p&l/drsn), n. [OPr. espauleron < espaule, the
shoulder (Fr. tpaule); see EPAULET], a piece of plate
armor to protect the shoulder: see armor, illus.

Pau-line (p6-len') t [L. < Paulinus, belonging to a
Paulus; see PAUL], a feminine name.
Paul-ine (p611n, pol'en), adj. of or characteristic of the
Apostle Paul, his writings, or doctrines.
Paulist (pdl'ist), n. 1. in India, a Jesuit. 2. a Roman
Catholic priest belonging to the Missionary Society of
St. Paul the Apostle, founded in New York in 1858.

pau-low-ni-a (p64o'ni-9), n. [after Anna Pavlowa, Russ.

princess], any of various Asiatic trees with large, heart-
shaped leaves and large clusters of violet flowers.

L. pantex, panticis, belly], 1. the abdomen, or belly;
especially, a large, protruding belly; potbelly. 2. the
first and largest stomach of a cud-chewing animal.
paunch-i-ness (p6n'chi-nis), n. the state or quality of

being paunchy.
paunchy (p6n'chi), adj. having a large, protruding
belly.
pau per (pft'pSr), n. [L,, poor person], 1. a person who
lives on charity, especially on tax-supported charity.
2, any person wno is extremely poor.
pau per-lsm (p&'per-iz'm), n. 1, the condition of being
a pauper* 2. paupers collectively.

pau-per-i-za-tion (pd'per-i-zS'shon, p6'pgr-i~z5'sh9n),
fit apauperMngr or oeing pauperized.

pau-per-ize (p6'pr4zO v.t. [PAUPERIZED (-izd'), FAU-
PERTZING], to make & pauper of.

Pau-sa-ni-us (povt&'ni-os), n. Greek traveler, geog-
rapher, and chronicler j 2d century A.D.
pause (p6z), n. [Fr.; L. pausaj Gr. pausis, a stopping <
fauein, to bring to an end, stop]* 1, a short period of
inaction: temporary stop, break, or rest, as in speaking
or reading. 2. hesitations interruption; delay: as,

pursuit without pause. 3. a) a stop or break in speak-
ing or reading to clarify meaning. 6) any mark of
punctuation indicating this. 4. in music, a sign (c/
or o) placed above or below a note or rest thai is to
be prolonged. 5. in prosody, a rhythm break or caesura.
v*i. [PAUSED (pdzd), PAUSING], 1. to make a pause; be
temporarily inactive : stop ; hesitate. 2. to dwell or lin-

ger (with on or upon) : as, to pause on a point.
give one pause, to make one hesitant or uncertain,

pav-an (pvfn), n. [Pr. pavane; Sp. pavana < pavo,
peaeqck; L. paws], 1. a slow, stately court dance of
Spanish or Italian origin, performed by couples. 2. the
mu^io for this. Also pavane, pavln.
pav-ane (pav'on; Fr, pa'van'). n. a pavan.
pave (pay), v.t. [AD (plvd), PAVING], [ME. pmten:
OFr. paver,- LL. *pavare, for L. pavfoe, to ram, beafc:
akin to Lith. piauM, to cut, L. putare, to cut], 1- to
cover over the surface of (a road, etc.), as with con-
crete, asphalt, brick, etc.. 2. to be the top surface or
covering of. 3. to cover closely or thickly: stud ; overlay.
pave the way (for), to prepare the way $or) ; facilitate
the introduction (of).

fta-v6 (pa'va'). n. [Fr., orig. pp. of paver: see PAVE],
1. pavement. 2. a setting ol jewelry in which the gems
are placed close together so that no metal shows.
pavement (pav'mant), n. [MB.; OFr.; L. parimenttm< pavtre, to beat down], 1 . a paved surface or covering,
as of concrete, brick, etc, 2. a paved street or road.
3. tne material used m paving.

pav-er (paVeV), n. 1. a person or tiling tliat strata
2, a paving stone, etc.

Fa-via (pa^ve'l), w. a city In northern Italy: pop., 64,000
t. 1947) : ancient Lombard capital -(est,

pair-id _
fearful; afr;

pa>vlMoii (p^vil'yan), n. [ME.
L. paptlio, butterfly, also tent

, ad/.[L. pavidus < pavere, to be ajraid},
tjnud.

, ,

large tent, usually with a
or part of a building
etc., wat a f

lavUon; OFr. <

.

:rom its shape)],

Hding used foFentertainment, exhibits!
* or park: often open^ur and Jiigfely oraa^

a building jutting out from the main%a^and often
ornamented. 4* any of tta aM*rto or connected parts
of a group of related bttU&ngft, m ol a hospital or
sanitarium. 5, the am&sle ol th ear

*..*"**"" **

brilliant-cut gem. between the girdle and the culet,
v.t. to furnish with or shelter in or as in a pavilion.

pav-in (pav''n), n, a pavan.
pav ing (pav'irj), n. 1. a pavement. 2. material for a
pavement.

pav-ior, pav-lour (pav'ySr), n. [altered < ME. pavier
(cf. LAWYER)], a paver.

pav is (pav'is), n. [OFr. pavais (T*T. favois) ; It. paoese
< Pama, Italy, where first made], in medieval times,
a large shield for protecting the entire body.

Pav-lov, I-van Pe-tro-vidi (i-yan' pye-tr6'vich paV-
16f), 1849-1936; Russian physiologist; received Nobel
prize in physiology, 1904.

Pav-lo-va, An-na (an'a pav'lo-ya; sometimes Anglicized
to pav-lo'va), 1885-1931; Russian ballet dancer.

Pa-vo (pa'vo), n. [L., peacock], a constellation near the
southern pole: see constellation, chart.

pav-o-nine (pav'a-nm
7

, pav'9-nin), adj. [L. pavoninus <
pavo, peacock], 1. of or resembling a peacock. 2.

rainbowlike in color, as a peacock's tail; iridescent.

paw (p6), n. [ME. paue; OFr. poue, poe; prob. < Gmc.
*pauta, a paw; cf. G. pfote], 1, the foot of a four-footed
animal having claws. 2. iCollpq.], a hand. v.t. * IM.
1. to touch, dig, strike, etc. with the paws or feet: as,
the wild horse pawed the air. 2. to handle clumsily,
roughly, or overintimately; maul.
paw (p6), n. [Dial.], pa; papa; father.

pawk-y (p6
/
ki), adj. [PAWKIER (-ki-gr), PAWKIEST (-ki-

ist)l, [Scot. & British Dial.], cunning; shrewd; cratty.
pawl (p61), n. [? < Fr. tpaide, a shoulder; or ? < D. pal,
pawl, stake, pole],
a mechanical de-
vice allowing ro-
tation in only
one direction : one PAWL
type consists of
a hinged tongue,
the tip of which
engages the
notches of a cog-
wheel, prevent-
ing B

backward
motion.
pawn (p6n), n.

[OFr. pan, pant:
akin to D. pand,
G.pfand;thought
by some to be
borrowed < the
Gmc. word & akin to penny, by others to be < L.
Pannus, piece of cloth (OFr. pan) with specialized sense
< D, or G.] f 1. anything given as security, as for a
debt, performance of an action, etc.; pledge; guaranty.
2. a hostage. 3. the state of being pledged: as, his
ring was in pawn. 4. the act of pawning, v.t. 1. to
give as security; put in pawn. 2. to stake, wager, or
risk: as, he pawned his honor. $YN. see pledge.
para (pdn), n. [ME. foun: OFr. peon; LL. pedo, foot
soldier < L. pest pedts, a foot], L a chessman of the
lowest value: it can be moved only forward and but
one square at a time (or two squares on the first

move), but it captures with a diagonal moved symbol,
P. 2. a person subject to the will of another; tool.
pawn age (pfln'ij), n. [see -AGE], a pawning or being
pawned.
pawn bro ker (p6n'bT6T!cer), n. \fawn (pledged prop-
erty) + broker], a person licensed to loan money at a
legally specified rate of interest on personal property
left withW as security.
pawn bro-king (p6n'bro'kirj) n. the business of a pawn-
broker.

Pawnee (p&*i$') n. [said to be < Pawnee pariki, ho*n,
with reference to the custom of dressing the forelock to
resemble a horn], 1. [pi. PAWNEE, PAWNBBS (iq&OI, a
member of a confederacy of North American Plains
Indians of Caddoan linguistic stock, fowRjearly living in
the valley of the Platte River, Nebraska, aid ow in
northern Oklahoma, 2. their language, adj. ol thif
tn.be or their language*
pawn er

(p6n'|r) t n. a person wtio pawns something.
pawfi-or (pon'er) * n. a pawner.
pawn shop (pdn'shop'), n. a pawubrolceir's shop.

PAWL
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pay 1075 peach
a strong, elastic ligament in the back of the neck in

many mammals, serving to support the head.

pay (pa), v.t. [PAID or 065. (except in phrase pay out,
sense 2) PAYED (pad), PAYING], [ME. paten, payen, to

pay, satisfy; OFr. paier, paer; L. pacare, to pacify <
pax, pads, peace], 1. to give to (a person) what is

due, as for goods received, services rendered, etc.; re-

munerate; recompense. 2. to make return or recom-
pense for; repair, as, she paid kindness with evil.

3. to give (what is due or owed) in return, as for goods
or services. 4. to discharge

t
or settle (a debt, obligation,

etc.) by giving^ something in return. 5. a] to
giyfe or

offer (a compliment, respects, attention, etc.). si) to
make (a visit, call,

a etc.). 6. to yield as a recompense
or return: as

(>
this job pays fifty dollars a week. 7. to

give satisfaction or be profitable to: as, it will pay you
to read the book. IM. 1. to give due or adequate
compensation; make payment. 2. to be profitable.
n. 1. a paying or being paid: said of wages, hire, etc.

2. compensation, especially money, for goods, services,
etc. ; wages or salary. 3. anything, good or evil, given
or done in return. 4^ a person regarded from the
standpoint of his financial credit or willingness to^pay.
adj. 1. rich enough in minerals, etc. to make mining
profitable: as, pay gravel. 2. having a mechanism
that can be operated by depositing a specified coin
or coins, as a telephone or public toilet.

In the pay of, employed and paid by.
pay as you go, to pay expenses as they arise.

pay back, to repay.
pay down, 1. tojpay in cash. 2. to pay (part of the

purchase price of an article) at the time of purchase:
used in installment buying.
pay for, 1. to suffer or undergo punishment because
of. 2, to atone or make amends for.

pay off, 1. to pay all that is owed on (a debt, etc.) or
to (a person, as in discharging from employment).
2. to take revenge on (a wrongdoer) or for (a wrong
done). 3. to yield full recompense or return, for
either good or evil. 4. in nautical usage, to cause or
allow the bow of (a vessel) to veer to leeward.
pay one's way, to pay one's share of the expenses.
pay out, 1. to give out (money, etc.) ; expend. 2. to
let out (a rope, cable, etc.).

pay up, to pay in full or on time.

SYN. pay is the simple, direct word meaning to give money,
etc. due for services rendered, goods received, etc.; compen-
sate implies a return, whether monetary or not, thought of as

equivalent to the service given, the effort expended, or the loss

sustained (he could never oe compensated for the loss of his son) ;

remunerate stresses the idea of payment for a service rendered,
but it often also carries an implication of reward (a bumper
crop remunerated the farmer for his labors) ; to reimburse is to

pay back what has been expended (the salesman was reimbursed
for his traveling expenses) ; to indemnify is to pay for what has
been lost or damaged (they were indemnified for the war de-

struction) ; repay implies a paying back of money given to one
or it may refer to a doing or giving of anything in requital (how
can I repay you for your kindness?) ; recompense stresses the
idea of compensation or requital. See also wage,

pay (pS) v.t. [PAYED (pad), PAYING),JONorm.Fr. peier
< L. picare, to cover with pitch < pix, picis t pitch], to
coat with tar, etc. in order to make waterproof.
pay-a ble (pa'a-b'l), adj. 1. that can be paid. 2. that
is to be paid (on a specified date) ;

due. 3. that is or
can be profitable, as a mine or business venture.

pay-day (pa'dS'), n- the day on which wages are paid.

pay dirt, soil, gravel, ore, etc: rich enough in minerals
to make mining profitable.

pay-ee (p-S') f n * ^e P^son to whom a check, note,

money, etc. is payable.
pay-er (pS'lr), n. the person who pays or is to pay.
pay'load (pSlMO. **. 1, a cargo, or the part of a cargo,
producing income: also pay load 2. a) the war head of

a ballistic missile, th$ instruments of an artificial satel-

lite1

, etc., along with the compartment or final stag
carrying mese. d) the weight of such a load or of the
load ana its container.

pay mas-ter (pt'mas'tSr, pS'mto'tfr), n. the official

in charge of paying wagts to employees* Abbreviated

pay-meat (pS'nwtt), n [ME. & OFr. pbiemmt}. 1, A
paying or bdng paid. 2. 9otn0thing that is paid. 3;

penalty or reward Abbreviated pattm't, iwy
f
t, pyt

Payne, John Howard (pfin)* 1791-1852; American
actor and playwright j wrote

*
Hoine, Sweet

pay*nim (pa'nim), it* [ME. paintm? OPr.

Mo

amount due to each. 2. the total amount needed for
this for a given period.

payt., pay't, payment.
Pb, plumbum, [L.], in chemistry, lead.

P.B., 1. Pharmacopoeia Britannica, [LJ, British Phar-
macopoeia. 2. Prayer Book.
PBX, F.B.X., [private frranch exchange], a telephone
system operating within one building, company, etc.,

usually having outside telephone lines.

pc., 1. piece. 2. prices.
P/C, p/c, 1. petty cash. 2. prices current.

P.O., 1. Past Commander. 2. Police Constable. 3.

Post Commander. 4. Privy Council (or Councilor).

p.c., 1. per cent. 2. postal card. 3. post card.

pet., per cent.

Pd, in chemistry, palladium.
pd., paid.
P.D., 1. Police Department. 2. postal district. 3.

potential difference. 4. per diem: also p.d.
Pd.B.f Bachelor of Pedagogy.
PdJX, Doctor of Pedagogy.
Pd.M., Master of Pedagogy...,
P.D.Q. (pe'de'ku'), pretty damn

uickly or immediately.
[Slang],

quic
pe (pa), n. pen.
P.E., 1. Presiding Elder.
estant Episcopal,

2. probable error. 3. Prot-

pea (pe), n. \pl. PEAS, or archaic or Brit, dial PEASE
(pez)j, [back-formation < ME. Pese, pees, a pea, taken
as sing. ; AS. pise; LL. pisa < L. fisa, pi. of pisum, a

pea; Gr. pison, a pea], 1. a climbing plant with white
or pinkish flowers and green seed pods. 2. its small,
round seed, used as a vegetable. 3. any of a number
of related plants.
as like as two peas, exactly alike.

pea bean, a small, nearly round variety of white bean.

Pea-bod-y (pe'bod'i, pe'bsd-i), n. a city in northeastern
Massachusetts: pop., 23,000.

Pea-bod-y, George (pe'bod'i, pe'bgd-i), 1795-1869;
American merchant and banker in England.
pea-bod-y bird (pe'bod'i), [said to be so named after

Peabody Glen, New Hampshire; but cf. Brit, pea bird,

the wryneck], the white-throated sparrow.
peace (pes), n. [ME. pees, pais; OFr, pais; L. pax,
pacis < base of pangere, to fix (cf. PACT) ; the native
word was frith] t 1. freedom from war or civil strife.

2. a treaty or agreement to end war. 3. freedom from
public disturbance or disorder; public security; law
and order. 4. freedom from disagreement or quarrels;

harmony; concord. 5. an undisturbed state of mind;
absence of mental conflict; serenity. 6. calm; quiet;

tranquillity. IM*. [PEACED (pest) , PEACING], [Obs. except
in imperative], to be or become silent or quiet.
at peace, 1. free from war. 2. quiet; in repose,
hold (or keep) one's peace, to be silent; keep quiet.
keep the peace, to avoid or prevent violation of law
and goocforder. i

make one's peace with, to effect a reconciliation with.
make peace, to end hostilities, settle arguments, etc.

peace a-ble (pes'9-b'l), adj. [ME. peisibU;f
OFr. poisifoU],

1. fond of, inclined toward, or promoting peace; not

quarrelsome. 2. at peace; peaceful.

peace-a-bly (pes'a-bli), adv. in a peaceable manner.

peace conference, a conference for the purpose of end-

ing a war or for seeking ways to establish lasting peace.

peace-ful (pes'fol), adj. 1. not quarrelsome; peaceable.
2. characterised by peace; free from disturbance or

disorder; calm; quiet; tranquil. 3. of or characteristic
of a time of peace. ~$YN, see calm,

peace mak-er (pes'mSk'Sr), n. on who makes peace, as

by settling the disagreement^ Or quarrels of others,

peace-mak-ing (pes'maVirj), it. the action of making
peace, adj. that makes peace.
peace offering, 1. an offering or sacrifice in thanks-

giving to God. 2. an offering made to maintain or

bring about peace.
peace officer, an officer entrusted with maintaining
law and order, as a sheriff* constable, or, policeman.
peace pipe, a ceremonial pip smoked fjy American
Indians 'as- part of a peace conference; calumet.

Peace River, a river in British Columbia and Alberta,
flowing into the Slave River: foogt&t IvOSO mi

peace*wane (p^s'tlrn'), n. a'ttane of peace, ad/, of or
characteristic of fuch a time.

peach, (pfeiOf. t|. [MB. ptcfa; QPr. pesche; LL. persica <
L* Persmfflft (mamm), Persian (apple) ] 1. a small tree

with lanae-snapfd leaves, pink lowers, and round,
v fruit, with a fu^zy skin and a
2. its fruit. 3. the orange-yellow
4. ISlang], any person or thing

off. 1. of the peach. 2. orange-yeljw.
w.<. [ME. apvchen; via Anglo-Fr. < OFr.

IMPEACH), 10fos,|* to name in

v.i. {Slang), to give evidence
; turn informer.

^ ftfen, MM, look; Oil, out: up, One. fOr; tet; loy; /et; chtn; tt; tMn,
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PEACOCK (body, 20 in. tall)

i person. v.i. to be vain; strut.

B (pe'kok'), 1785-1866; English

peach-blow (peWblo'), it. {peach + blow (blossom)],
1. a delicate, purplish-pink color. 2. a porcelain glaze
of this color.

peach brandy, brandy distilled from fermented peach

peach-i-nees (pe'chi-nis), n. the quality of being peachy.

peach-y (pe'chi), adj. [PEACHIER (-chi-eY), PEACHIEST

(-chHst)l, 1. peacmike, as in color or texture. 2.

[Slang], fine, excellent, beautiful, etc.

pea-cock (pe'kok'), n. [pi. PEACOCKS (-koks') PEACOCK;
see PLURAL, ii D,

1], [ME. pacok;
pa, peacock (<
AS. pawa, pea;
L. pavo) + cok, a

cock], L any of

a number of large
related birds, es-

pecially the male
with a crest and a

longtailwhichhas
rainbow - colored,

eyelike spots and
can spread out
like a fan: con-
ventionally re-

garded as a sym- f*
bol of vanity. 2. a vain

]

Pea-cock, Tnomas Love i

pe^cock-b?ue
e

(pe'kok-bloo'), adj. greenish-blue.

peacock blue, a greenish blue.

pea cock ish (pe'kokfish), adj. like or characteristic of

a peacock; vain; inclined to strut.

peacock ore, bornite, a copper ore.

pea-cock-y/pe'kok'i), adj. 1. colored like a peacock.

pea^wlVI'foul'), n. \pl PEAFOWLS (-foulz') PEAFOWL;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1], a peacock or peahen.

pea& peage (peg), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian)

(w*to^m}peage, (white) string], wampum.
pea-green (pe'grenOt adj. light yellowish-green.

-

n, a.light yellowish green.pea icrceii, a, iiKin* yoAwjwiowu ftAv*^**'. , -

pea-hen (pe'hen'), n. the female of the geacock.
pea jacket, [1st element prob. < D. pu, coarse, thick

^Loth, warm jacket], a short coat of heavy woolen

cloth, worn by sailors. .-. * ^ A
peak (pek), v.i. [prob. < peak, n., with idea of emaciated

appearance], to become sickly; fade or waste away;

peak
P
(pek), n. [var. of pike ((peak, summit)], 1. a

tapering part that projects; pointed end or top, as of a

cap, roof, etc. 2. part of the hairhne coming to a point
on a person's forehead; widow's peak. 3. [Rare], a

promontory. *. the crest or summit of a hill or moun-
tain ending in a point. 5. a mountain with such a

pointed summit. 6. the highest or utmost point of

anything; height: maximum: as, the peak of produc-
tion* 7. in electricity, the maximum value of a vary-

ing quantity during a specified period. 8. in nautical

usage, fl) the top rear corner of a fore-and-aft (gaff)

sail. 6) the narrowed part of the hull, front or rear.

Abbreviated pk. v.t. & IM. to bring or come to a
vertical position; tilt up, as a sail yard or spar. SYN.
see summit.

peaked (pekt, pek'id), adj. having or ending in a peak;
pointed.
peak ed (pSk'id), adj. Kfeak (to shrink), or peak, nj,

having sharp features ; thin and drawn, as from illness.

peal (pel), n. [ME. pele, shortened < afele, appeal; see

APPEAL], 1. the loud ringing of a bell or set of bells.

2. the ringing of changes on a set of bells. 3. a set of

matched bells; chime; carillon. 4. any loud, prolonged
sound, as of gunfire, thunder, laughter, etc. IM. & v.t.

;

(w*if's9n %
pel), 1741-1827;

American portrait painter, especially of George
Washington. v

<

pe-an (pe'an), n. a paean.
"

pea-nut (pe'nutO. n, 1. a vine pf the pea farawyv with
yellow flowers and brittle

pods ripening underground
and containing edible seeds.
2, the pod or its seed.

peanut butter, a paste or
spread made by grinding
roasted peanuts.

pear (par), n. [ME. pete;
AS. pere, $eru; LL. pera,
pira < L. pira, pi. of ptrum,
pear], 1. a tree with glossy
leaves, white flowers, and
greenish-yellow fruit. 2. the
soft, juicy fruit, round at
the Base and narrowing
toward the stem. PEANUT PLANT

Pearl ,(purl), K P*wll (*-2 ft. high)
feminine name.

pearl (purl), n. [ME. & OFr,

< L. perua, kind of shellfish, lit., a,ham: so called from
the shape], 1. a smooth, hard, usually white or bluish-

gray, abnormal growth of various, usually roundish,

shapes, formed around a parasitic worm or other

foreign body within the shell of some oysters and
certain other mollusks: it is used as a gem. 2. mother-

of-pearl. 3. anything pearllike in size, shape, color,

beauty, value, etc. 4. the color of pearl, a bluish-

gray. 5. in printing, a size of type, 5 point v.t.

L to adorn or cover with pearls or pearllike drops.

2. to make like a pearl in shajse or color. IM. to fish for

pearl-bearing mollusks, especially oysters, adj. 1. of,

Eke, or having pearls. 2. like a pearl m shape or color.

cast pearls before winc, to present something of great

interest or value to someone incapable of appreciating
it.

pearl (purl), v.t. & tu., n. purl.

pearl ash (purl'ash'), n. a refined potash, potassium

pearl barley, barley seed rubbed to a rounded granular

shape. -.

pearl diver (or fisher), a person who dives for pearl-

bearing mollusks. .

pearl-gray (purl'gra'), adj. pale bluish-gray.

Pearl flavor?an mlet on^e southern coast of Oahu,
Hawaii, near Honolulu: site of the United States

naval base attacked by Japan, December 7, 1941: see

Hawaiian Islands, map.
pearl i ness (pur'li-nis) , n. a pearly quality or state.

pearl Ite (purl'it), n. 1. perfite. 2. an alloy of carbon

and iron used in making steel and cast iron.
t

pearl millet, a tall cereal and forage grass having pearly

white seeds. .*... . *
Pearl River, 1. a river in central Mississippi, flowing

into the Gulf of Mexico: length, 490 mi. 2. a nver

forming a gulf between Canton, China, and the South

China Sea: also called Canton River: Chinese name,
Chu-Kiang. . ,. v , ..

pearl-y (purli), adj. [PEARLIER (-li-Sr),
PEARLIEST (4i-

ist)], 1. of or like a pearl, as in color or luster. 2.

adorned or covered with pearls or mother-of-pearl.

pearly nautilus, a sea mollusk having a spiral cham-
bered shell with a pearly lining.

pear-main (par'man), n. [ME. parmayn; OFr. parmatn,
lit., Parman < Parma, Italy], a variety of apple.

peart (p&t, purt), ad/. [Dial], 1. pert; lively. 2. clever.

Peary, Robert Edwin (p%'i)i T
1856-4920; American

arctic explorer; discovered the North Pole (1909).

peas-ant (pez''nt), n. [Anglo-Fr. paisant; OFr. parent,

pdisenc < pats, pays, country; LL. pagensis < pagus,

district, province; cf. PAGAN], 1. in Europe, a worker
who farms the land; agricultural worker; farmer;
rustic. 2. [Obs.], a person considered inferior.

peasant proprietor, a peasant who owns land.

peas-ant-ry (pez''n-tri), n. 1. peasants collectively.

2. a peasant's rank or condition.

peas-cod (peVkod'), n. a peasecod.

pease (pez), n. [see PEA], 1.
[pi.

PEASES
(-jj),

PEASEN

(-')] [Obs.], a pea. 2. archaic or British dialectal

plural of pea.
pease-cod (peVkod'). n. [ME. pesecod; cf. PEASE &
COD], the pod of thejiea plant.

pea-shoot-er (pe'shoot'eV), n. a toy consisting of a tube

through which dried peas, etc. are blown,

pea soup, 1. a heavy soup made from dried peas.
2. [SlangJ, a dense, yellowish fog. .

peat (pit), n. [ME. pete; ML. peia. piece of turf ; prob.

speciSissed var. of petia. a piece (cf. PIECE) < Celt.],

1. partly decayed, moisture-absorbing plant matter
found in ancient bogs and swamps, used as a plant
covering or fuel. 2, a dried block of this used as fuel.

peat moss, 1. a certain moss found especially in the

peat of northern Europe. 2. a peat bog.
peaty (pit'i), adj. {PBATIER (-i-Sr), PEATIEST (-i-ist)],

of, like, or having the odor of peat.

pea-vey (pe'vi), n. {PL PEAVEYS (-viz)], [after J9seph
Pemey* its inventor], a heavy wooden lever with a

pointed metal tip and a hinged hook near the end:
used by lumbermen in handling logs.

pea*vy (pe'vi), n {pi. PEAVIES (-viz)], a peavey,

(stan), pofol-(stw') t pebble (stone); ? orig. of echoic

origin], f. a small stone worn smooth and round, as

by the action of water. 2. clear, transparent quartz" * "
3 f a surface grain of pebbly
,,codw<i on leather, paper,
PEBBLING], to stamp (leather)

,,U> sttrfaoe*

IT), PEBBLIEST (-H-

having a pebble

it.or a lens made
appearance,
etc. X JPE
so as to produce f

pebble leather, leal

peb'bly (pet/B), adj.
ist)l, 1. having many
surface or

Celled nutT
smooth shell.
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pec-ca*ble (pek's-b'l), adj. [OFr.; ML. peccdbUis < L.
peccare, to sin], liable to or capable of sin.

peC'Ca-dil-lo (pek'a-dil'o), n, \pL PECCADILLOES, PECCA-
DILLOS (-62)], ||Sp,,jIim.

< pecado; L. peccatum, a sin <

peccare,

pec-cant (pek'ant), adj. [CT Peccdns, &pr~<&'p7ccare. to
i sin], 1. sinful; sinning. 2. breaking or disregarding a
rule or practice; faulty. 3. [OFr.], causing disease.

pec-ca-ry (pek'a-ri), n. [pi. PECCARIES (-riz), PECCARY;
see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Sp. pecari < Carib (dial.) pakird],
any of a number of related grayish, piglike animals of

tropical America, with sharp tusks and porklike flesh.

Jpec-ca/vi (pe-ka'vi, pe-kS've), [L.], I have sinned, n.

\pl. PECCAVIS (-viz, -vez)], a confession of sin or of guilt.
Pe-cho-ia (pe-chora; Kuss. pye-chc'ra), n, a river in
the northeastern European U.S.S.R., flowing into the
Barents Seai length, 975 mi.

peck (pek), 0.1* [ME. pecken, var. of pikken* to pick
(cf. PICK) in specialized senses], 1. to strike with a
pointed object, as with a beak. 2. to make by doing
this: as, the bird pecked a hole in the bread. 3. to pick
up with the beak; get by pecking. u.i. to make
strokes with a pointed object, as a beak. n. 1. a
stroke so made, as with the beak. 2. a mark made by
pecking, 3. [Colloq.), a quick, casual kiss.

peck at, 1. to make a pecking motion at. 2. [ColloqJ,
to eat very little of; eat carefully or sparingly.
3. [Colloq.], to criticize or find fault with constantly.

peck (pek), n. [MB. pekke; Anglo-Fr. pek, chiefly of
oats for horses; prob. akin to pic- in FT. picotin, a peck;
thought by some to be < pick, v.t.], 1, a unit of dry
measure equal to 1/4 bushel or eight quarts. 2. any
container with a capacity of one peck. Abbreviated
pk. 3. [Colloq.], a large amount, as of trouble.

peck-er (pek'Sr), n. La person or thing that pecks:
specifically, a woodpecker. 2. a pointed object used
in pecking; pick. 3. [British Slang], courage; pluck.
pecking order (pek'in), [transl. < G., a hierarchy
among birds, as hens, in which the most aggressive
pecks, and the least

g
aggressive is

m pecked by, all the
others], social organization in which status is deter-

mined by aggressive awareness of rank, income, etc.

Peck-sniff-i an (pek-snif'i-Qn), adj. (after Pecksniff,
unctuous hyjjocnte in Dickens' Martin Chuzzlewt],
hypocritical: insincere; falsely moralistic.

Pe cos (pS'kos, pS'kQs), n. a river in New Mexico and
Texas, flowing into tne Rio Grande: length, 735 mi.
Pe-coa Bill (pS'kos bil') in American legend* the
original cowboy, who performed such superhuman feats
as digging the Rio Grande.

Pecs Men), n. a city in southwestern Hungary: pop.,
70,000: German name, Filnfkirchen,

pec-tase Cpek'tas), n. [< pectin + ~ase]> an enzyme
in fruits that converts pectin into pectic acid.

pec-tate (pek'tat), n. a salt or ester of pectic acid.

pec*ten (Bek'tanj, n. [pL PBCTINBS (-to^neV)}, PU
pecten, a comb, kind oFsheUfish < pedere* to comb],
in zoology, a comblike tissue around the transparent,
jellylike part of the eye in many birds and reptiles,

pec-tic (pek'tik), adj. [Gr. j

congealed < pignynai, to i

from pectin.
pectic acid, an add of the methyl ester groups of

pectins, CnHwQif, insoluble in water.

pec*tin (pek'tin), n. (< Gr. p&tos (see PECTIC); + -4n], a
water soluble carbohydrate, a mixed polysaccharide ob-
tained fron* certain ripe fruits, which yields a gel that is

the basis of fruit jellies,

pec-ti-nate (pek'ta-nat'), adj. [L. pectinatus, pp. of

pectinare, to comb < pecten, a comb], having toothlike

projections like those on a comb.
pec-tl-nat ed (pek'ta-nS'tid). adj. pectinate.
pec-ti-na-tlon (pek'to-^ia'shan), n* (see PECTINATE &
-ION], 1. an interlocking or being fitted together, as
the teeth of two combs, Z. a comblike part.

pec-to-ral (pek'tQ-w), adj. (< Fr. or L.; Fr* pectoral;
L. pectoralts < pcctus, pectorts, breast], 1. of or located
in or on the breast or chest. 2. of or used in treating
diseasei of the chest on lungs. 3* worn on the chest or
breast. 4. influenced by or resulting from personal

feelings; subjective, n* [OFr.; L. pcctorale]. I. some-
thing worn on the breast, as an ornamental plate.
2, a pectoral medicine. 3. a pectoral fin or muscle.
pectoral arch (or girdle), in anatomy b^soology, the

bony or cartilaginous structure to which the forelimba

pector&l fin either of a pair of fins just
head of a sBo* ooj^ej^poiidBSB to

pectoral sandpiper, a yarlety o| mmM^ei wlft a

uu, many uuua vuu i^pbucKi*
>ektikos, congealing < fZktos,
be], of, containing, or derived

unripe fruits: the ripening process converts it into

pectin.
pecu-late (pek'yoo-laf), v.t* & v,i. [PECULATED (-id),

PECULATING], [< L. peculates, pp. of peculari, to em-
bezzle < peculium, private property < pecu$, cattle],
to steal or misuse (money, or property entrusted to
one's care, especially public funds) ; embezzle.

pec*u-la*tion (pek'yoo-Ja'shan), n. tne act of peculating;
embezzlement. '

pec-u-la-tor (pek'yoo-la'te'r), n. [L.], a person who
peculates; embezzler.

pe-cul-iar (pi-kul'ySr), adj. [obs. Fr. peculier; L. pecu+
liaris < peculium; see PECULATE], 1. of only one
person, thing, group, country, etc.; distinctive; exclu-
sive. 2. particular; unique; special: as, a peculiar talent
for distorting the truth. 3. out of the ordinary; queer;
odd; strange, n. 1. something belonging to one only,
as a privilege. 2. a church or parish under a jurisdiction
other than that of the diocese in which it is located.
SYN. see strange.

pe-cu'li-ar-i-ty (pi-ku'li-ar'a-ti, p
(
i-kul'yar'o-ti), n. 1.

the quality or condition of being peculiar. f
2. [pi.

PECULIARITIES (-tiz)], something that is peculiar, as a
trait or habit.

peculiar people, 1. in the Bible, the Jews, considered
as Jehovah's own people: Deut. 26:18. 2. the followers
of any of several Christian creeds.

pe-cu>liurq (pi-ku'li-om), n. [LJ, 1. in Roman law,
property given to a slave, wife, or child to hold as his

own; hence, 2. a private property or possession,
pe-cu ni ar-i-ly (pi-ku'ni-er'a-li) , adv. in a pecuniary
manner; with respect or regard to money.

pe-cu-ni-ar-y (pi-ku'ni-er'i), adj. [L, pecuniarius <
fecunia, money < pecus, cattle; cf. PECULATE], 1. of or
involving money. 2 . involving a money penalty, or fine :

as, a pecuniary offense. SYN. see financial.

ped- med), 1. pedo-. 2. pedi-.
-ped (ped), -pede.
ped., L pedal. 2. pedestal.
ped-a-gog (ped'a-gog', ped'a-
ped-a-gog-ic (ped'o-goj'ik), __

paidagogos; see PEDAGOGUE],
teachers or of teaching.

, . n. a pedagogue.
Ij. [Gr. paidagdgikos <
of or characteristic of

.

ped-a-gog-i-cal (ped'9-goj'i-k'l), adj. pedagogic.
ped-a-gog-i-cal-ly (ped'o-goj'i-K'l-i, ped'o-goj'lk-H), adv.
1. in a pedagogic manner. 2. by means of or according

(pedVgoj'iks) , n.pL [construed as sing.],

n. 1.

ped-a-gog 1

pedagogy.
ped-a-gog ism (ped'o-gog-Iz'm, ped'a-gftg-iz'm)
the characteristics, practices, beliefs, etc. of a pedagogue,
especially of a pedantic one. 2. the state of being a
pedagogue.
ped-a gogue (ped'a-gog', ped'8-g6g')i n. [ME. pedagpge;
OFr.; L. paedagogus; Gr. paiaagdgos < pafa,

--'

child *f agein, to lead], a teacher; especially, a ]

dogmatic teacher.

ped-a gogu-lsm (ped'a-gog-iz'm, ped'd-g6g-iz'm), n,
pedagogism.
ped-a-go-gy (pedVgo'ji, ped'd-goj'i), n. [Pr. ptdasogfo;
Gr. paidagdgia; see PEDAGOGUE], 1. tne profession or
function of a teacher; teaching. 2. the art or science of

teaching; especially, instruction in teaching methods.
ped al (ped'T: also, for oAj. 1, pS'dl), adj. [L. pedalis <
PCS, pedis, a lootl, 1, of the foot or feet. 2. of or op-
erated by a pedal or pedals, n. [Fr. ptdale; It. ptdalc;
L. pedahs; see the adj.], a lever operated by the foot,
used in transmitting motion, as in a bicycle or sewing
machine, or in changing the tone or volume of a musical
instrument, as an organ or harp: abbreviated ped.
v.t. A IM. [PEDALED or PEDALLED (-'Id), PEDALING or

PEDALLING], to move or operate by a pedal or pedals;
use the pedals (of).
pedal fer (pi-dal'fSr), n. [Gr. pedon. ground + L.
aJumen (see ALUMINUM), -f /crrum, iron (metal)], soil

containing alumina and. iron oia.de and lacking a layer
of calcium and magnesium carbonates; usually found
in areas having an annual rainfall of 25 indies or more.
pedal point, in music, a single continuous tone, usually
in the bass* held against tiie chanfflpji fig

trousers for women or girls,

figures or liar-

monies of the other p
pedal pushers, kneofl
uped cViginally for bic

ped-ant (ped' at), n* [Fr. ptdanJt pedant, schoolmaster;
It. pedante, prob.[contr. < ped&gogantc < L. patdagogans.
ppr. of paedagogarc* to educate; see PEDAGOGUE], 1. a
person who lays tinneoessary stress on m,inor or trivial

" '

of leainingTdisplaying a scholarship lacking; in
t or sense of proportion. 2. a narrow-minded
who insists on exact adherence to a tet of ar-

,
------ rules. 3. [Obs.], a schoolmaster,

pe-dan*tic (pi-dan'tik), adj. of, like, or characteristic
of a pedant or pedanwry .

pe-dan tl cal ly (pi-dan'ti-k'1-i, pi-dan'tik-li), adv. in a
pedantic manner.

lo^t;A w*ts p^ Ose, for; i

if WfW to Attw;
*
a *

dbch. See pp. x~xit.
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ped-ant*ry (ped'
f

n-tri), n. [Fr. pWant&rie; It. pedanteria
< pedante; see PEDANT], 1. the qualities, character-

istics, practices, beliefs, etc. of a pedant; display of

narrow-minded and trivial scholarship or arbitrary
adherence to rules and forms. 2. \pl. PEDANTRIES

(-triz)], a pedantic act or expression,

ped-ate (ped'at), adj. [L. pedatus < pes, pedis, a foot],

1. having feet. 2. footlike. 3. in botany, in a fanlike
ped-ate
1. having . .

arrangement with subdivided leaves.

pe-da-ti- (pi-dat'i, pi-da'ti), a combining form meaning
pedately, as in pedatijld. .

pe-dat-i-fid (pi-dat'o-fid, pi-da'ts-fid), adj. \pedatt~ +
-fid], in botany, cleft pedately.

peddle (pedH), zu. [PEDDLED (-Id), PEDDLING], [back-
formation < peddler], 1. to go from place to place
selling small articles. 2. [var. of piddle], to spend
time on trifles; piddle; dally, v.t. 1. to carry from

place to place and oner for sale. 2. to deal in or

dispense, especially in small amounts, as, narcotics,

gossip, etc.

ped-dler (pedlgr), n. [ME. pedlare, pedlere, prob. <
peddare, peddler < ped f peade, a basket, via. dim.

pedle], a person who peddles: also spelled pedlar.

ped-dier-y (pedlSr-i), n. 1. the business or trade of

a peddler. 2. the goods or wares sold by a peddler.
Also spelled pedlary.
ped-dlmg (pedlirj), adj. [< peddle + -ing: associated

in meaning with piddling], busy with trifles; trifling;

-pede (ped), [< L. pes, $edis, a foot], a combining form
meaning foot orfeet, as in centipede: also -ped.

ped-erast (ped's-rast', peMa-rast'), n. a man who
practices pederasty.
ped-erasty (ped'a-ras'ti, pe'da-ras'ti), n. [Mod.L.
paederastia; Gr. paiderastia < paiderastls, lover of boys
< pais, paidos, boy + eraM, to love], a form of sodomy
between men, especially as practiced by a man with a

boy: also spelled paederasty.
ped-es tal (ped'is-tl), n. [Fr. pi&destal; It. piedestallo,

piedisiallo < pit (L. pes, pedis], a foot + di, of + stal

(OHG. staT), a rest, place], 1. the foot or bottom
support of a column, pillar, vase, lamp, statue, etc. 2.

any foundation, base, support, etc. Abbreviated ped.
v.t. [PEDESTALED or PEDESTALLED (-tld), PEDESTALING
ck- PEDESTALLING], to place on or furnish with a pedestal.

put (or act) on a pedestal, to regard with great or

excessive admiration: idolize.

pe des tri-an (po-des'tri-on) , adj. [< L. pedester < pes,

pedis, a foot], 1. going or done on foot; walking. 2.

lacking interest or imagination; prosaic; dull, as a
literary style, etc. n. one who goes on foot: walker.

pe-des-tri-an4sm (ps-des'tri-an-iz'm),
n. 1. the prac-

tice of walking, as for exercise. 2. a pedestrian quality,

literary style, etc.

ped-i- (ped'i), [< L. pes, pedis, a foot], a combining
form meaning foot or feet, as in pedicure; also, before a
vowel, ped-.
pe di at ric (prdi-at'rik, ped'i-at'rik), adj. [see PEDO-
* -IATRIC], of pediatrics.

pe-di-a-tri-cian {pe'di-a^trish/an, ped'i-^trish'Qn), n. a
specialist in pediatrics.

pe-di at-rics (pe'di-at'riks, ped'i-at'riks), n.pl. [ccn-
strued as sing.], [< pediatric], the branch of medicine
dealing with the development and care of infants and
children, and with the treatment of their diseases.

pe-di-at rist (pe'di-at'rist, ped'i-at'rist), n. a pediatri-
cian.

ped-i-cel (ped'i-sl), n. [< Mod.L. pedicellus, dim. of
L. fediculus, dim. of pes, pedis, a foot], in botany &
zoology, a small, stalkhke structure; peduncle.

ped-I-ceHar (ped'i-sel'gr), adj. of or like a pedicel.

ped-i-ceMate (ped'i-s'1-it, ped'i-s'l-at') adj. having or
----------^ " *-r a pedicel.

,_ J-fde (ped'i-k'l), n. [L. pediculus], a pedicel.
pe-dlc-u-lar (pj-dik'yoo-ler), adj. [L. pedicularis <
pediculus, dim. of #e<foy, a louse], 1. of lice. 2. infested
with lice; lousy,
pe die u late (pi-diVyoo-Ht, pi-dfk'yoc^llt'), adj. [< L.
Pediculus (see PEDICEL) ; + -#*]> belonging to a group of
fishes having pectoral fins attached to an armlike base,
n. a fish of this group.

pe-dlc u lo sis (pi-dik'yoo-15'sis), n. [< L. Pediculus (see
PJDDICULAR) ; + -o$is\ infestation wim lice.

pe-dic-u-lous^pi-dikVoo-lss), adj. [L. pediculosus; see

PKDICULAR], infested with lice; lousy.
ped-1-cure (ped'i-kyoor'). n. [Pr. pedicure < L. pes,
p&ffis, a foot 4- cura, care], 1. a chiropodist. 2.

chiropody, 3. [bjr analogy with manicure], popularly,
a cleaning, trimming, ana polishing of the toenails.

ped-1-form (ped%f6rmO <# [<**- + -form], foot-

shaped.
n. [ME, pedegru, pc de grc, etc.;

...ape 8 fo^ol < I* fes, foot & ^w,
the lines in the genealogical tree],
record of ancestryi family tree.

3; a' i?ec0rae<! 'cr loaowi*

PEDIMENT

ig, as
:ore a

ped-i-ment (ped's-msnt) , n. [altered < earlier periment

(alteration of pyramid) by
association with L. pes,

pedis, a foot], 1. a low-

pitched gable on the front
of some buildings in the
Grecian style of architec-
ture. 2. any similar tri-

angular piece used in deco-

rating, as over a doorway,
fireplace, etc.

ped-i-men-tal(ped'a-men'-
t'l), adj. 1. of, or having the nature of, a pediment.
2. having the shape of a pediment.
pedimented (ped'a-men'tid, ped'a-mon-tid), adj.

having a pediment.
pedlar (pedlgr) , n. a peddler. .

pe-do- (pe'do, pe'ds), J< Gr. pats, patdos, a child], a

combining form meaning chnd, children, ojsprtn,
in pedobaptism: also spelled paedo-: also, befo

pe*do-bap-tism (pe'do-bap'tiz'm), n. [pedo- + baptism],

baptism of children.

pe-do-don-ti-a (pe'da-don'sho), n. [ped- + -oaont -f

-ia], the branch of dentistry concerned with the care

pedo.graph (pedVgraf', ped'o-graf'), n.. [< Gr. pedon,
the ground; + -graph], an instrument which records the

topography of the ground covered by a person carrying
it while walking.

pe-dol-o-gy (pi-dol'a-ji), n. [pedo- + -logy], the sys-

tematic study of the behavior and development of

children.

pe-dom-e-ter (pi-dom'a-ter), n. [Pr. pedomttre < L. pes,

pedis, a foot -f Gr. metron, a measure], an instrument

which measures approximately distance covered in

walking by recording the number of steps taken,

pedro Tpe'dro), n* [Sp. Pedro, Peter; LL. Petrus; see

PETER], in card games, 1. a variety of seven-up in

which the five of trumps counts five. 2. the five of

pe dun cle Opi-dur/k'l), n. [Mod.L. pedunculus, dim.

of L. Pes, peats, a foot], 1. a flower stalk. 2. in anatomy,
a stalklike bundle of nerve fibers connecting various

parts of the brain, 3. in zoology, a slender, stalklike

part, as between the abdomen and middle section of

an insect; pedicel.
peduncular (pi-dug

;
kyoo-ler) f adj. of or like a

peduncle.
pe dun cu-late (pi-dur/kyoo-lit, pi-durj'kyoo-latOt adj.

growing on or having a peduncle.
pe dun cu-lat-ed (pi-dun'kyoo-la'tid), adj. pedun-
culate.
Pee bles (pe'b'lz), n. 1. a county of southern Scotland:

pop., 14,500 (est. 1946): also Peebleaahire, Tweeddale.
2. its county seat: pop., 6,000.

Pee-bles-ehire (pe^'b^-shk'), n. Peebles.
Pee Dee (pe* de'), a river flowing through North and
South Carolina: length, 415 mi.: also called Yadkin
(in North Carolina).

peek (pek). v.i. [Early Mod. Eng. phonetic sp. < ME.
piken, prob. var. of Mken, to peer, influenced by Pmeeff

etc.], to glance or peer quickly and furtively, ^especially
through an opening or from behind something. n a
glance or look: peep. SYN. see look.

peek-aboo (pek'a-booO ^ a child's game in which
someone hides his face, as behind his hands, and then

suddenly reveals it, calling "peekaboo 1"

peel (pel), v.t. [ME. belen; OPr. pelert, to strip, pare;
L. pUare, to make bald < pilus, a hair], 1. to cut or
trim away the rind, skin, covering* surface, etc. of;

pare. 2. to cut or trim away (rind, skin, covering,
surface, etc.) of anything, vd. 1. to shed skin or the
outer surface; become bare. 2. to come off; as, sun-
burned skin often peels. 3. [Slang] r

to undress* it*

the rind or sfrfn of fruit, SYN. see skin.

keep one's eyes peeled, [Colloq.], to keep alert or on
the watch.

peel off, in aviation, to veer away from a flight forma-
tion in order to make a dive at a target or to land.

peel (pel), n. [ME. & OPr. pele; L. pala, a spade], a
long shovellike tool used by bakers fee moving bread
into and out of the ovens.

peel (pel), it. [MB. & OPtJ>4, a fort, stake; L. palus- see
PALE (a stake)], a fortified house or tower 01 a type built
on the Scottish border during the 16th century.

Peel, Sir Robert* (bet), 1788-1850; English statesman;
prime minister ofTSjgland (183^1835; 1841-1846%

Peele, George (pit), 1558?-1597?; English dramatist.

ped 1 gree (ped'?

<OPr.#l
'

a crane: so
1. a list of
2. descent; UL.,
Hue of descent,

; minister of England i

, , George (pel), ISS&fc
_, ^

peeler (peW), ra. [aftor ^r Rofcert JP^ who-_.
organized Irish constabulary], [Obs. Irish & British

Slang], a policeman. '<
J

-

i
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peel tog (pel'ii)), 'lit anything peeled ofiE, as an apple
skin. '
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peen (pen), n. [prob. via dial. < ON.; cf. Norw. ^>ajnn,
sharpened end of a hammer, Sw. pxna, to beat out,

jtaXlb |it of tft* iieaa &*lfr^jq&^,toi
i as, a 'idg.'

" '

"' e.t,to banmwc,
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peep (pep), n. [prob. suggested by rhyme with jeep (see

JEEP) and by dim. quality of sound made by small

birds and chicks], [Military Slang], a jeep
t (sense 1) : the

more common name in some military units.

peep (pep), IM. [MB. pepen; prob. echoic formation],

1 to make the short, high-pitched cry of a young bird

or chick; chirp; cheep. 2. to speak in a small, weak
voice, as from fear. n. a short, high-pitched sound
like that made by a young bird; chirp; cheep.^

peep (pep), v.i. [ME. pepen; prob. symbolistic forma-

tion after earlier keken (kikeri), to peep; cf* PEEK], 1. to

look through a small opening or from a place of hiding;

hence, 2. to peer slyly or secretly; take a hasty, furtive

look. 3. to come into view; show or appear gradually or

partially, as though from hiding: as, stars peeped

through clouds, v.t. to cause to appear or protrude.

n. 1. a brief hasty look or restricted view; secret or

furtive glimpse or glance. 2. the first appearance;
crack, as of dawn. 3. an opening to peep through. t

peep-er (pep'er), n. 1. a person who peeps or pries.

2. [Slang], an eye.

peep-er (pep'&r), n. 1. a person or thing that peeps,

cheeps, chirps, etc. 2, any of several species of frogs.

peep-hole (pep'hol') , n. a hole to peep through.

Peeping Tom, 1. in English legend, the Coventry
tailor who was struck blind after peeping at Lady
Godiva. 2. [p- T-j, a person who gets pleasure, espe-

cially sexual pleasure, from watching others from a

place of concealment.
t 4

peep show, a device containing a pictured scene or

group of objects and a small opening, often with a

magnifying lens, through which they may be viewed.

peep sight, a rear sight for a firearm, usually consisting

of an adjustable disk with a small opening in the center

through which the front sight and target are lined up.

peer (pSr), n. [ME. ptir, peer; QFr. per, pair; L. par,

an equal], 1. a person or thing of the same rank, value,

Quality, ability, etc.; equal; specifically, an equal before

the law. 2. a noble; especially, a British duke, marquis,
earl, viscount, or baron. v,t. 1. to match or equal. 2.

to make a nobleman of.
. .

peer of the realm, any of the class of British peers
entitled to a seat in the House of Lords.

peer (pr), IM. [prob. contr. < appear], 1. to look

closely and searchingly, as in trying to see more

clearly. 2. [Poetic), to appear. 3. to come out or

show slightly; come partly into sight. SYN. see look,

peer-age (pr>ij) f n. [see -AGK], 1. all the peers of

a particular country. 2. the rank or dignity of a

peer, 3. a book or list of peers with their lineage.

peer-ess (p&r'is), n. 1* the wife of a peer. 2, a woman
having the rank of peer in her own right.

peer-less (p&r'Us), cdj. without equal; unrivaled.

peet-weet (pSt'wif), n. [echoic], the spotted sandpiper.

peeve (pe"v), v.t> & v.L (PEEVED (pevd), PEEVING], [back-
formation < peevish], [Colloq.j, to make or become

peevish or bad-tempered, ft. [Colloq.j, an object ot

dislike; annoyance. ~SYN* see irritate.

peeved (pevd), adj. [pp. of peewl irritated; annoyed.

pee-vish (pev'ish), adj. [ME. pevwhe < ?], 1. irntabie;

fretful; cross; hard to please. 2. showing ill humor or

impatience, as a glance or remark*
pee*wee (pS'wS'). n* (said to be < Am.Ind. (Ma*sa-

cmisett) pewe, little), lCottoq.J a person or thing that

is unusually smalt
peg (peg), n. 1MB, pem; P**oK < LO. sowf cl B.

p*& wooden plug; IB. base **&-, staff, as also in L.

laculum, stick (df. BACILLUS)], 1. a short, usually

tapering or pointed pteot us<sd to hold carte tqpfthqr
or to close an opening, as in a barrel* 2. & projecting

pin or bolt usid to hang things on, fasten ropes to,

mark degrees of mfeasu^eimetit or 'the score in a game,
etc. 3. any of the pins wnicto hold* and art utqd in

regulating the tension of, the strings of a violin or other

stringed Sotfiaiain^ntt' 8 violin* ffltas. 4* thft <iiis
4ftrir'lft

between pegs; ia% 5. a tap or degree* 4 a
,

or prong for tearing,, nooking, *to* 7. [C
foot or teg* ait tejrfci ktrnMOff his jfw.
a tooth; 9w IBritiflfi}* an ateohcte dnak, ufe~r T-~
and soda. .*. (HM*QBB (pd), moowo), L to nit

a ptg or pegs 3ato>6 *& wtoa, secure* mark, tc.

2. to mark* as scsoie or diatom wrtfe pegs* 3* ,to

tain the prlc* of* at a flEodkjMr wmiktiop or by
^yw^ and itlte taeb;. S. |C^*o^, t teowi as,

to 3i'. -tiaibali to wt bas*. 'M* , 1, to Work,

progress, to. steadfty and perWtl^{ as, ,^* away at

Gr. Pegasos], 1. in Greek mythology, a winged horse

which sprang from the body of Medusa at her death:

a stamp of his hoof caused Hippocrene, the fountain

of the Muses, to issue from Mount Helicon
;

hence,

2 poetic inspiration. 3. a northern constellation near

the vernal equinox: see conetdlattoii,

Doara usea, lor scuirpiK *u ^iiuwB\r* vj w.* V , %
terial, or a piece of this, perforated with rows of holes,

for arranging pegs or hooks to hold displays, tools, etc. :

a trade*mark (Peg-Board).
Peg-gy (p6g'i) a feminine name: see Margaret.

peg leg, [Colloq.], 1. a wooden leg. 2. a person with a

wooden leg. .

peg-ma-tite (peg'ma-tit') , n. [< Gr. pegma, framework;
+ -tie: so called from closeness of texture],

<

1. a very
coarse igneous rock, usually granitic, containing large
crystals of quartz, feldspar, and mioa, usually found in

fissures and cracks of other rocks. 2* graphic granite.

peg-top (peg'top'), adj. pear-shaped like a peg top;

especially, designating trousers that are full at the

hips and narrow at the cuffs.

peg top, 1. a child's spinning toy having a pear-shaped
body with a metal tip ; top. 2. pi, peg-top trousers.

peh (pa), n. [Heb. peh, lit., mouth], the seventeenth
letter of the Hebrew alphabet (B. B), corresponding
to English P, p: see alphabet, table: also spelled pe.

Peh-le-vi (pa'b-ve'), n. Pahlavi.

PJE.L, Prince Edward Island,

peignoir (pan-war', pan/war), n. [Pr. ^
< pwgner, to

COTTlb <^ t^>aifnvtj> T . fhAfiffivt n rrvm
"

Pel pinj
Peip'S* tijaiw

~ si j ii* j. ^i^JiAij. UAJ.W j-iwww****.** *

Pel-pus (pi'poos), n. a lake between the Estonian

S.S:R. and the Leningrad region, U.S.S.R.: area, 1,350

sq. mi. : Estonian name, Peipsi; Russian name, Chudskoe.
Pei-rae-tis (pi-re'os), n. Piraeus.

Pei-rai'evs (pe
r
re-efs') n. Piraeus: the Greek name.

Peirce. Charles San-ders (san'dSrz purs), 1839-1914;
American mathematician, philosopher, and logician.

pe-jo-ra-tlon (pe'ja-ra'shon, pej'a-ra'shQn), n. (see

PEJORATIVE], 1. a worsening. 2. in HngtMstocs> a change
of meaning for the worse. Opposed to melioration.

pe-jo-ra-tive (pS'jVrS'tiv, pej'a-ra'tiv, pi-^r'9-tiv) , adj.

[ < L. pejoratus, pp. of pejorare, to make worse < pejor*

worse], making or becoming worse; disparaging: appHed
in linguistics to words whose basic meaning has baen

changed lor the worse (e.g. , silly, creim) . n. a pejorative
word or form. Opposed to meliorative

pek-an (pek^n), n. [Canad.Fr. < Am.Ind. (Alfon-
quian) name; cf. Abnaki pekane]. 1. a North American
animal of the weasel family, with blackish fur above
and brown or gray below. 2. its fur.

.

Pekin (pe'kinO, n. 1, Peking: a former variant. 2.

(pg'kin), a town in central Illinois: pop,, 22JOOO.

pekin <pe'kin'), n,^,.IPV, pekin S^^^^^^

UK i/IH5 WUAilOaW *'OVi**'*W *-v*jt/**wj>.<. jj^jjr., -, w,"-j- VpBw.

1947): former name (1928-1949), P*#***i see Chim.
Peking duck, a large, white domesticated duck of a

breed originating in China: also Peking*
Pe-king-ese (pe'kin-ez'), adj. of Peking or its people.
n. (pi PKKINpffSBJ,
1, a native or inhab-
itant of Peking,
China: abbreviated
Pek. 2. the Chinese
dialect of Poking, 3.

a small dog with

lonf.silky hair, pro*
trumng eym, wort
legs, ana apug noses

o^^nSl^ brtd in k\mn^^^^^ m .
-

;

China. Also Pekln- PEKINGESE (8 in. high at shoulder)

Peking man, a type of primitive man of about 475,000

BCTwhose fossil remains were found near Pwag,
Ctoft in 1929,

pe-koe (fNS'kd"; Brit* pek'SX P** [<
lit., white down: so called from pmK PICK

lW <SU 'lv% th* dcpm OB tfanral a Wuwfi t -^--
;

in Oajrlon and India* mad from th (nniiU wwvw



io8o Pen.

pe-lag-ic (po-laj'ik), ad;. [L. pelagicus; Gr. pdagikos <
pelagos, the sea], of the ocean surface or the open sea,
especially as distinguished from coastal waters.

pel-ar-gon-ic (peTar-gon'ik, peTar-go'nik), adj. 1. of
or obtained from a pelargonium. 2. designating or of

,
a monobasic organic acid, CHj(CH*)7COaH, extracted
from the leaves of a pelargonium,
pel ar-go-nl-um (perSr-go'ni-am), n* [Mod.L. < Gr.
pelargos, stork], any of ,a number of related plants with

deeply cut leaves and variously colored flowers;
geranium.
Pe las-gi (pi-laz'ji), n.pl. a prehistoric people believed
to have lived in Greece, Asia* Minor, and the Aegean
Islands.

Pe-las-gian (pi-laz'ji-an), adj. of the Pelasgi. n. one
of the JPelasgi.

Pe-las-gic (pi-laat'jik), adj. Pelasgian.
Pe*lee, Mount (po-laQ, a volcanic mountain on Marti-
nique Island, in the West Indies: height, 4,430 ft.

pel-ermine (pelVren/), n. [Fr. pelerine < pelerin, a pil-
grim: L. Peregrinus; see PILGRIM], a woman's cape,
usually of fur, tapering to long points in the front.
Pe-leus (peFy^oos, pe1i-9s), n. in Greek legendt a king
of the Myrmidons, father of Achilles.
Pe lew Islands (pe-loo'), Palau Islands.

pelf (pelf), n. TME.; Anglo-Fr. *pelfe, adduced <
ONorm.Fr. pevfe < base seen in OFr. pelfre, a plunder;
cf. PILFER], 1. [Rare], ill-gotten gains; booty. 2.

mere money or wealth: a term of contempt.
Pe-li-as (pe'li-ss, pel'i-as) , n. in Greek mythology, a king
of Thessaly: he was the uncle and guardian of Jason,
whom he sent in search of the Golden Fleece.

pel-i-can (pel'i-ksn), n. [ME. & AS. pellicane; LL. peli-
canus; Gr. pelekan, a
pelican, apparently
< felekys, an ax (in
reference to the
shape of the bill)],

any of a number of

lar^e, related water
birds with complete-
ly webbed feet and a
distensible pouch
which hangsfromthe

> lower bill and serves
to fecoop up fish.

Pelides (Pi-K'dez),
n. [L.; Gr. Peleides],
1. any male descend-
ant of Peleus; specif-

ically, 2. Achilles.
Pe-li'On (pe^li-en), n.
amountain in eastern
Thessaly, Greece: height, 5,300 ft.: see Ossa.

pe-Hsse (ps-les'), n. [Fr.; ML. pellicia (vestis) < L.
pelltcws, made of skins < pdlis, a skin], a long cloak
or outer coat, especially one made or lined with fur.

pelite (pelit), n. [< Gr. pelos, earth, clay; + -ite], any
sedimentary rock, as shale* composed of minute par-
ticles of clay, mud, etc.

pel
;
la-gra (po-ll'gr, pa-lag'raj),

n. [It, < pdle (L.
pelws}, the skin -f agra, hard., or -ara < Gr. agra,
seizure}, a chronic disease caused by a deficiency of
nicotimc acid in the diet and characterized by gastro-
intestinal disturbances, skin eruptions, and nervous

_disprders: it is endemic in some parts of the world."
(ps-la'grin, pa-lag'rin), n. a person who has

(pa-la'gras, pa-lag'ras), adj. of or having

T ~i$ . n. [ME. & OFr. pelote; ML. pilota, pdota,
dim* oTL. pda, a ball; cf. PHLOTA], 1. a little ball or
rouaded mam as I day, paper, medicine, etc. 2. a
crude projectile of stone, etc., as used in a catapult or
early cannon, a a bullet. 4. a smaU lead shot. v.t.
I. to make peuets of. 2. $o shoot or hit with pellets.

pel li cle (peH-k
f

l>, n: p/. jmicula, dim. of pelUs, skin],a thin, skmlike substance, as a membrane, or tiie scum
on a liquid.

pel lie u lar (ps-Kk'yoo-leV), adj. of, or ia the forni of,
a .pellicle.

pefli.to.ry (pel'9-t6r'i, pelVto'ri), n. [pi. . *

C-iz, -m)]t [ME. peletre, altered < OFr. paritoir* ^^, r-

tatre; L. parietaria < parieiarius, of walls < paries,
paneitsf a, wall], 1. any of a number of related cHmbing
plants of the nettle family. 2. a plant of the composite
family whose root is used in medicine as a sedative,
etc, : in full, pellitory of Spain.

pell-mell, pell-mell (pel'melO, adv. {Fr* pilt-mtle; OFr.
pesle mesle, redupL < me$lert to mix], 1 ig a> jtonDled,
confused mass or manner; without order w method
2. in wild disorderly haste; with reckless speed; head-
long.

(

adj. I. jumbled; confused; disoftteriyy '2- head-
long. '/ a Jwi?ibl^: confusion; disorder.

' ^ .

-

'

'

'

pel lu cid (^BoW), adj. [L, pdlncidus;
intema.

"t*
*M
jjf w%jw] P |. trauparciii '%'

'

simple' in style^TasT'a #eZ/^^ explan^S ^m^e

PELICAN (5 ft. long)

.

(pe-lo'to; Sp. pe-16'ta), n. [Sp., lit., a ball: see

], a Spanish game somewhat like handball,

pel-lu-cid4-ty (peroo-sid'o-ti), n. the quality or con-
dition of being pellucid.
Pelopidas (pi-lop^-das), n. a general of Thebes;
died 364 B.C.

Pel-p-pon-ne-sian (pel'a-po-ne'shsn, perQ-pa-ne'zhan),
adj. of the Peloponnesus or its people, n. a native or
inhabitant of the Peloponnesus.
Peloponnesian War, a war between Athens and Sparta
(431-^04 B.C.) ending with the victory of Sparta.

Pel-o-pon-ne-8U8,Pel-o-ponL-ne-808 (pel'a-pa-ne'sas), n.
the peninsula of southern Greece: seat of early Myce-
naean civilization and of Sparta: see Greece, map.

Pe-lops (pelops), n. [L.; Gr. Pelops < pelos, dark -f-

ops, an eye], in Greek mythology, the son of Tantalus:
served up to the gods as food by his father and later
restored to life by them.
pelo-ria (pi46r'i-9, pi-lo'ri-a), n. [Mod.L. < Gr.
peldros, monstrous < peldr, monster], an abnormal regu-
larity of form in a flower that is normally irregular.

pe-loric (pi-16r'ik, pi-16'rik), adj. of or constituting
peloria.

pe-lo ta
PELLET,
played in a walled court with a hard ball aiid a long,
curved wicker basket strapped to the arm: in Spanish
America, called jai-alai.

pelt (pelt), v.t. [ME. pelten; prob. var. of pulten, pilten,

pdten, to thrust, hasten < L. pultare, freq. of pillare,
to drive; cf. n. 2], 1. to throw things at; strike with
or as with missiles. 2. to beat or pound heavily and
repeatedly. 3. to throw or cast (missiles). u*i. 1. to
beat or strike heavily or steadily, as hard rain. 2. to
rush or hurry, n. 1. the act of pelting; blow. 2. speed;
tilt: as, running at full pelt.

pelt (pelt), n. [ME.; prob. back:forniation < OPr.
peleterie; see PELTRY], 1. the skin of a fur-bearing
animal, especially when prepared for tanning. 2. an
animal skin used as a garment. 3. the human skin:
a humorous usage. SYN. see skin.

pel tast (peFtast), n. [L. peltasta; Gr. feltasUs < pelte,

light shield], in ancient Greece, a soldier carrying a
light shield.

pel-tate (pel'tat), adj. [< L. pelta (< Gr. pdte)> light
shield; + -ate], having a stalk attached to the center
of the lower surface: said of a leaf: see leaf, illus.

pelt-ing (pel'tirj}, adj. [prob. < obs. pelt, to haggle; cf.

PALTRY], [Archaic), mean; miserly; paltry.
pelt-ry (pel'tri), n. \pl: PELTRIES C-triz)], [ME.; OPr.
peleterie < peletier, lurrier < pel (L. pellts), a skin],
1. pelts, or fur-bearing skins, collectively, 2. a pelt.

pel-vie (pel'vik), adj. of or situated near the pelvis.
pel-vis (pel'vis), n. \pl. PELVES (-vez)], [L., a basin], in
anatomy & zoology, any basinlike or funnel-shaped
structure; specifically, a) the basinlike cavity formed
by the ring of bone in the posterior part of the trunk
in many vertebrates: in man, it is formed by the ilium.
ischium, pubis, and sacrum, supporting the spinal
column and resting upon the legs, b) these bones
collectively: also pelvic arch (or girdle), c) the funnel-
shaped part of the kidney leadinginto the ureter.
Pem-ba (pen/ba), n. an island oaJTanganyika Terri-

shire. 2. its"county seat! pop,, 12,'dOO.
Pern-broke-shire (pem'brook-shir', penVbrok-shar'), n.
a county of southwestern Wales: pop., 87,000; county
seat, Pembroke.
pern-mi can, pemi-can (pem'i-kon), n. [< Am.Ind.
(Cree) pemiRkdn, fat meat < pfaniy, fat], L dried lean
meat, pounded into a paste with fat and preserved
in the form of pressed cakes. 2. dried beef, raisins,
suet, and sugar prepared as a concentrated food, as
for explorers.
pern phi gus (pem'fi-g96, pem-li'gas), n. [Mo4L. < Gr.
pemphtx, pempMgast bubble], a olsisase characterized by
tfce ronnaw>n of watery bHters on the skin.
yem (pea), n.[MK.;AS.^ftii;forIB.baseseermL l.a
smaU vard or enclosure for domestic animals. 2. the
a.nimals so confined. 3* any small encloures as, a play
pen for babies. v4. '[PBMNBD (jpend) or PENT (pent),
p^ENKXNoL t6ieonfeie or lendose'to or as- in. a pen*

peajpm), n, [ME. pernm; OFr. peme, pene. a pen,feather < L. pema* feather < *p$m; IE. base
> fly, %o, seen also in GT. petomai, 1 fly, Eng.

, 1. oriffina%,m bevy miffiw lealte'W'nmea
to a split point, wed for wriwg wife talc, 2. pow,mr ot various dewfont jsm& in wrltin or-drawfng with
ink, usually with a half-tubular metal point spUt into
two nibs: see also bail point pen. -,

3. tlte metal point

ment of writingj hemt,
1
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P.E.R io8i penicillium
P.E.N., International Association of Poets, Playwrights,
Editors, Essayists, and Novelists.

pe-nal (pe'nl), adj. [ME.; L. poenalis <poena, punish-
ment], 1. of, for, or constituting punishment, especi-
ally legal punishment. 2. specifying or prescribing
punishment: as, a penal code. 3. making a person
liable to punishment, as an offense.

penal code, a body^ of law dealing with various crimes
or offenses and their legal penalties.

pe-naM;za-tion (pe'nl-i-za'shsn, pen'1-i-za'shan), n. a
penalizing or being penalized.

pe-nal-ize (pe'n'Kz', pen'l-iz') , v.t . [PENALIZED (-izd') ,

PENALIZING], 1. to make punishable; set a penalty
for, as an offense. 2. to impose a penalty on; specifi-
cally, to subject to a, handicap, as in a contest, as
penalty for tne infraction of a rule.

penal servitude, imprisonment, usually at hard labor:
the legal punishment for conviction or certain crimes.

pen-al-ty (pen'l-ti), n. [pi. PENALTIES (-tiz)l, [ML.
foenalitas < L. poenalis], 1. a punishment nxed by
law, as for a crime or breach of contract. 2. the dis-

advantage, suffering, handicap, etc. imposed upon an.

offender, as a fine or forfeit. 3. any unfortunate con-
sequence or result of an act or condition.

pen-ance (pen'sns), n. [ME,; OFr. penance, peneance;
L. paenitentia, poenitentia < paenitens; see PENITENT],
1. a) a sacrament of the Roman Catholic Church in-
volving the confession of sin, repentance, and sub-
mission to penalties imposed, followed by absolution
by a priest. 6) the penalty or penalties so imposed.
2. any voluntary suffering or rjunishment to show
repentance for a sin or wrongdoing, v.t. [PENANCED
(-anst), PENANCING], to impose a penance on.

Pe-nang (pi-narj'), n. 1. an island northwest of the
Malay Peninsula: area, 110 sq. mi.; pop., 240,000.
2. Georgetown, a seaport on this island. 3. a state of
the Federation of Malaya, including this island and
part of the Malay Peninsula: area, 290 sq. mi.; pop.,
399,000.
pena-tes (pi-nS'tez), n.pl. [L.; prob. akin to penus,
inner part of temple of Vesta < base *pen-, seen also
in penes, near, penetrare, to enter], the household gods
of the ancient Romans: see lares.

pence (pens), n. [ME. Pens, contr. of Penies, pi. of peny,
penmg; see PENNY], [British], plural of penny: used
also in compounds, as twopence: abbreviated d.

pen-eel (pen'sl), n. [ME.; Anglo-Fr., contr. < OFr.
penoncel, dim. of penon, a pennon], [Archaic], a small
pennon, or narrow flag.

pen-chant (pen'chgnt: FT. paVshaV), n. [Fr. < pencher,
to incline; LL. *pendicare < L. fendere, to hang], a
strong liking or fondness; inclination; taste.

pen-cil (pen'sl), n. [ME. pencel; OFr. pincel; L, peni-
cillus, a orush < peniculus, dim. of penis, a tail: mod.
sense & form of pencil have been influenced by pen
(writing instrument)], 1, originally, an artist's brush,
especially a small, fine one. 2. the style or abiHty of a
given artist. 3. a pointed, rod^shaped instrument of
wood, metal, etc. with a center or core of graphite or
crayon, used for marking, writing, and drawing. 4.

something shaped or used like a pencil; specifically, a)
a small cosmetic stick for toucmog up the eyebrows.
&) a stick of some medicated substance; OB* a styptic
pencil, 5. a series of lines or rays coming to or spread-
ing out from a point, v.t. [PBNCILBD or PENCILLED
(-s*14) PENCILINQ or PENCILLING], 1. to mark, write,
or draw with or as with a pencil. 2. to we a pencil on.

penciler, penciller (pen'sl-Sr), n. a person who
pencils.
pend (j>end), v4. [Fr, pmdre; L. pmdere* to hang]* 1* to
await judgment or decision. 2. [Dial.], to depend.
pend-ant (pen'dant), w, [ME.; OFr., ppt. of jmnr* ,<
L. pender$f to hang], 1 . a hanging object, as an earring,
used as an ornament or decoration. 2. tb* stem ana
ring of a pocket watch. 3* one of a pair; match or

panuleL 4 anything hanging, m the pull chain om a
lamp. 5. in arckifaetwe, a decorative piece pu$,pmad
from a ceiling or roof; used especially m Ootfaio areni-

pa<i*aC3r (pen'^aa-si),, *4 the state or condition of
being pendent or

pend-ent (pem^Ofi
xrar. of p&fqrjt to hans] I

2. overhanging.

^ Ifeft

out the course or process of; during. 2. while awaiting;
until: as, pending his arrival.

pen-drag-on (pen-drag'on), n. [W. pen, head -f dragon,
dragon symbol, war standard, hence leader], supreme
chief or leader: a title used in ancient Britain.

pen-du-lous (pen'joo-lss), adj. [L. pendulus < pendere,
to hang], 1. hanging freely or loosely without a rigid
attachment; hence, 2. swinging.
pen-du-lum (pen'joo-lam, pen'dl-am), n. [pi. PENDU-
LUMS (-Ismz, -amz)], [Mod. L. < L. pendulus; see

PENDULOUS], a body hung from a fixed point in such a
way that it can swing freely to and fro tinder the
combined forces of gravity and momentum: often
used in regulating the movement of clocks.

Pe-nei-os (pe'ne-o's': Eng. pi-ne'as), n. Salambria, a
river in Greece: the Modern Greek name.

Pe-nel-O'pe (ps-nel's-pi), [L.; Gr. Penelope, Penelopeia],
a feminine name. n. the faithful wife of Ulysses:
during his absence she was courted by many suitors,
who were asked to wait until she had woven a certain
garment : she was able to delay its completion, since each
night she secretly unraveled that day's work.

pe-ne-plain, pe-ne-plane (pe'na-plan'), n. [L. pene,
paene, almost; + plain, n.], land worn down by erosion
almost to a level plain.

pen-e'tra-biM*ty (pen'i-tra-bil's-ti) , n. the quality or
condition of being penetrable.

pen-e-tra-ble (pen'i-trs-bl), adj. [ME.; L. penetrabitis],
that can be penetrated.

pen-e-tra-bly (pen'i-tra-bli), adv. so as to be penetrable.
pen-e-tra-li-a (penVtra'li-a) , n.pL [L., neut. pi, of

penetralis, penetrating, inward], 1. the innermost parts,
as of a temple. 2. things kept private or secret.

pen-e-trant (pen'a-trant), adj. fPr. penetrant; L. pene-
trans, ppr, of penetrare], sharp; acute; penetrating.

pen-e-tratc (pen'a-trat'), v.t. [PENETRATED (-id), PEN-
ETRATING], [< L. penetratus, pp. of penetrare, to pierce
into, penetrate < base of penitus, inward + *trare, in
intrare, to go into], 1. to find or force a way into or
through; enter by piercing. 2. to have an effect

throughout; spread through; permeate. 3. to affect
or move deeply; imbue. 4. to grasp mentally; under-
stand. y.i 1, to make a way into and through some-
thing; pierce. 2, to have a marked effect on the mind.

pen-e-trat-ing (penVtrat'irj), adj. 1. that can pene-
trate; sharp; piercing: as, a penetrating sound or smell.
2, that has entered deeply: as, a penetrating wound.
3. showing keenness of mind; acute; discerning.

pen-e-tra-tion (penVtra'shan) , n. [LL. penetratio] f 1. a

penetrating. 2. the depth to which a projectile sinks
into a target. 3. the extension of the influence of a
country over a weaker one by means of commercial
investments, loans, strong diplomatic posts, etc. 4.

keenness of mind; discernment; insight.
pen-e-tractive (pen'a-tra'tiv), adj. penetrating,
pen-e-tron (pen'a-tron') , n. [Mod.L. < penetrate +
elecJrcw], a meson.
Pe-ne-m (pi-ne'as), n. Salambria: the ancient 3

pe^-gd (pen'goO , ,n. Ipl. PENGO, F
- - -

the former monetary unit of

August 1, 1946 and replaced by the! ,.

penguin (pen'gwin, pen'gwin), n. [in early accounts
attributed to

uWelsh, .filher-
!| r "'

'

men," but prob. applied by
Bret, fishermen in the New-
foundland seas; cf, W. pen,
Head, -f gwyn, white, Bret, pen
gouin, wnite head: th6 great
auk has white spots near its

eyes], 1. [Obs,], the great arfc.
2. any of a numpe^r of r^elaw4
flightless birds found! in ttie

Southern Hemisphere, having
webbed feet and paddltlike ffip-

pers for Swimming and diving.
pen-hold-er (penti^delr); n. I,

tke handle or holder ftatt> which
a pen point fits. 2. a container
or raofc for a jpa or pens.
pn4cil (pw&H8il) n. [< 'L.

pmicillus* paintbrush; cf. PEN-
C&l* in botany & molog
small to^ "

a painter's
'

#*ft$IjWi (^Iwswm); +'-iiei,~avlKg~a'pemcil or
penicils, >

>3ifWpl*Ilte -(pwi'^-^l'in), w. a powerful antibiotic
substance obtained from 'Certain penicilliums and used
*- **--

tmtwtAat am prevention of some infections

Hi ability to inMbit growth of certain bacteria,

stl'i^rja), n [Pi* PENICILLIUMS
,T^M-U*JUW. v"^*

1

)]* [Mod.L, < TL. penfaittMut (scs

.T . ,^ f t so named because of the tuxtUke ends m tho

comdiophoresl, any of a group of fungi growing M
out: u
t n ln

. 8 pp x-xil* $ lorgn

; ^t; Joy; 2Tl; Wi *fyl tym dMn (ft%; Pf, Wttj tr
;
* hypottwOuat; < fkoou



peninsi ila 1082 pens:ive

green mold on stale bread, ripening cheese, decaying

fruit,, etc. : penicillin is derived from some species.

pen-in^ la Cpo-nir/ss-l*, p^nin'syoo-te) , ir, [L. PM*
nmstM* < power almost -f- msula, an isle], 1. a fend

area almost entirely surrounded by water and connected

with the mainland by an isthmtts. 2. any land area

pj^jecting out into the water. Abbreviated Pen., pen.

tjen-in-su-lar (pa-nin'sa-lfir, ps-nin'syoo-ler), ad]. 1. of

or forming a peninsula. 2. like a peninsula.

oenis (pe^nis), n. tpl. PENES (-nea), PBNISES (-iz}J, fk.,

orie a tail], the male organ of sexual intercourse: in

mammals it is also the organ through which urine is

(pen'a-tans), n. (MB.; OFr.; L. penitentfo.

oenteKti*],to state of being penitent ^repentance.
YN penitence implies sorrow over having smsed or dene

wongi repentance implies fut realization of erne's stm or

wonls aTa wiK to chamge one's ways: ccmtxitton urmhes a

Sx mishing sorrow for one's sins (theologically, as mooted
by-Tlove of God and a sense of his naercy) mth a true pwpose

of amendment; compunction implies a pricking of the corn-

science and therefore smggests a sharp >ut passing feelmg of

uneasiness about wrongdoing; remorse implies a deep and tw-

tuririK sense of guilt; regret may refer to sorrow over any un-

fortunate occurrence as well as over a fault or act of ones own.

pen-i-tent (pen'9-taot). ad;, FME. pemtoimt; QFr.; L.

paenitens, poenitens, ppr. of J&wtere, poeniteve, to

reoentll sorry or ashamed for having done wrong ana

witting to atone; repentant, n, 1. a penitent person.

2 in the Roman Catholic Church, a person undergoing

Pennsylvania Dutdi, 1. the descendants of early

German immigrants to Pennsylvania. 2. their German
dialect. Also called Pennsylvania German.

Penn-syl-va-ni-an (pen'sl-van'yan, pen's l-va'ni-an),

adj. 1 of Pennsylvania. 2. designating or of the

second coal^forming period of the Paleozoic Era in

North America, n. a native or inhabitant of Fenn-

S
?he

a
pennsylvaniati, the Pennsylvanian Period or its

rocks: see geology, chart.
m

pen-ny (pen'i), n. \pl. PENNIES (-iz); for 1 (esp. collec-

tive), PENCE (pens)], [ME. peny, pemng; AS. penig,

Dminr akin to G. pfennig; Gmc. forms suggest base

form *panding < *p(md-> base of * + -ing, as in

fariktog, shilling, etcI
Mi
L a Bntisfi bronze coin equal

to one twelfth of a shilling: abbreviated d. 2. a cent

(U.S. or Canadian). 3. a sum of money: as, a pretty

tiennv. Abbreviated p.

a pretty penny, [Colloq.J, a large sum of money.
turn an honest penny, to earn money fairly and hon-

. U. [ML, penitential
^

-penny (pen'i; esp. Brit., ps-ni), a combining form

meaning costing (a specified number of) ***** as m
sixpenny: formerly applied to nails to incficate the cost

per hundred, but now simplyta measure of their length.

pen-ny^a-lhie (pen'i-9-lmO , adj. 1. receiving a penny
per line of writing; i.e,, having alow rate of pay; hence,

2. of inferior quality; cheap: said of writing.

pen-ny-a-lin-er (pen'i-o-Hn'er), n. a writer paid at a

low rate, especially a hack writer.

penny ante, a game of poker m which the ante is

men.-, <?/. [ML. *****
liaritts < L. paenitentia; see PENAJSTCE], 1. of or for

penance. 2. used in punishing, disciplining, and re-

forming: as, a penitentiary device. 3, that makes one

liable to imprisonment in a penitentiary, n, [pi. PEN-

iTONTURms (-riz)L 1. [ML. penitentiary < the adj.],

a prison; e&peciaEy, a State or Federal prison for persons

coveted of serious crimes. 2. [ML. penitenttanus <
the adi I in the Roman Catholic Church, a) an office or

headed by a cardinal (the grand penitentiary)

g with matters of penance, confession, ais-

absolution, etc. ft) an officer empowered to

penknife
small pocketkiufe: o^dll pens.

... \* (-man)l 1. a per-

son employed to write or copy; scnbe, ?. a person

skilled m penmanship. 3. an author*
,

...

pen-man-ship (pen'man-ship') , it. [P&nman 4- -stop],

1. handwriting considered as an art or skill. 2. a style

(pen), 1644-1718; English Quaker;
founder of Pennsylvania. t

Penn. Penna., Pennsylvania. r>r .....

pen-nil (pen'a), n, tyl. PENNAE (-e)], [L,; see PEN (auill)L

any of the feathers forming the general outer covering,

or contour, of a bird. . t ^
pen name, a name used by an author tn place of his

true name: nom de plume. SYN. see pseudonym.
pen-nant foen'snt), n. [< pennon; influenced by

pendantl oCauv long, narrow, usually triangu^r flag,

as used for naval signaling, a school banner, etc, 2,any
such $ag symboli2ing a championship, ajs in baseball.

pen-nate (pen'St), adj. [L, pennatus* winged <
quill, wing], in botany, pinnate.
pen nat-ed (pen'a-tid), ctd)', pennate.
Pen nell, Joseph (pen''l), 1857-1926; American
and book illustrator.. ,*,. ^ s

pen-ni (pen'i)* n. ]fl. FRKNU (-9) 1, [Finn, < Q. femM;
see PENNY), a Finnish com equal to 1/100 inark^a.

pen-ni- (pen'i), [< L. penm (see PEN, qufll)J, a combin-

ing form meaning feather, fettthwltke* as in

Mod.pen-norm pen-rm, a* . ,-
& -FORM], like a feather, as in appearance or sferwtwe.

pen-ni less (pen'i-lis), adj. wrfchont even a peoiny;

Pen-nine Alps (pen'in, penlnX a rang of
t^e,

between Switzerland and northwestern Italy: Mgtoest

point, Monte Rosa, 15,196 ft. -

Pennine Chain, a range,of English halls and moanlawy
extending from the Peak of DerbVjshire

in ^ moi
[ to the Cheviot Hills of the Scottish Border in the mwfcti.

dien'an), n. [ME, & OPr. penon? L. pmw* a
1. a long, narrow, triangular or gwaHow-tailea

. as an ensign by a knight or regiment of

2, any flag or pennant. 3. a pimon; wing.

__ _ 'Yani'fi (pen'sl-van^y, pen's'l-vS'ni-), i* an
"Eastern" State of the United States: area, 45,333 sq.

nil,; pop., t0,49ap00? cspltal, Harrtebwg: nickriamea

Keyswne Sta&; aDDreroted Fa., Fenn., Pwma. _

of the Pennsylvspiit iputwsh or their lanfittage.
1

2. des-

ignating or of style of ftjjnHqre; etc. cfearacterisBed l?y

carved or painted decorations of flowers, fottltt, etc.

pennreaush Colloq.], a cheap book or

magazine containing stories of crime, terror, the super-

ora"roil), n. [altered < earlier pulyol

wal 'Anglo-Pi
-

puliol real; OFr. poliol, poultol (< L.

puleginm, neabane) + real, roiaZ, royal], 1. a hairy
t ields.

wise (pen'i^wiz'), adj. careful or thrifty in

d to small matters. ,.,.,
nny-wise and pound-foolish, careful or thrifty in

small matters but careless or wasteful in major ones.

pen-ny-wort (pen'i-wurt'), n. [MB,.penywort; see PENNY
& WORT!, any of various plants with small round leaves,

growing in crevices of rocks and walls or in marshy

pm (pen'i-wurth'), n. 1. the amount that

can be bought for one penny. 2. the value of something

bought, with regard to the price paid: as, a good penny-
worm, 3. a small amount. .

Pe nob scot (pi-nob'skot) , n. [< Am.Ind. (Algonquian) ;

cf. penaubsket. it flows on stones, fenabskat, plenty

stonesl, 1. a nver in central Maine, flowing southward

to the Atlantic: length, 300 mi. 2. a member of a

tribe of Algonquian Indians living around this nver

and its bay. adj. of the Penobscots.

Penobscot Bay, an inlet at the mouth of the Penobscot

River: length, 30 mi.
<v

pe-no-log-i-cal (pS'na-loj'a-k'D, adj. of penology.

pe nol o gy (p5-nolVjl), n. [Or. Poini (L, poena, ptm-
ishment); + 4osy], the study of the reformation and

rehabilitation of criminals and of the management of

prisons: abbreviated |>nol: also spelled poenology.
Pen sa co la (pem'sa-kS'b), n. a seaport in northwestern

Pensacoia feyf an arin of the Gulf of Mexico, in north-

e (penJsf), adj. [L. pensflis
< pmdere, to hang],

. hanging. 2. having or building a hanging nest, as

he Baltimore oriole.

pon'si-on', Pr,
'

.

pen-sion (pen'shan; for n. 3 , ,

if. [MB. pmstomn; OFr.; L. pensio, & paying < pendere,

to we%h, pay], I. a payment, not
^ wages,

mad reg-

tilarly to a person (or to his family} who has fulfilled

certain conditions of service, reached a oertmia age, etc.:

as, a soldier's pension, old-age ^^low. 2. a regular

payment, not a fee, given to artists, etc, by their

patrons or benefactors; subsidy. 3. in Prance and other

Continental countries, a boarding school or boarding-
house. >< to grant a pension to.

pension off, to dismiss ftwa
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often of sad or melancholy things. 2. expressing deep
thoughtfulness, often with some sadness.
SYN. pensive suggests a dreamy, often somewhat sad or
melancholy concentration of thought (the {tensive look in her
eye); contemplative implies intent concentration of thought
as on. some abstract matter, often connoting this as a habitual

practice (a contemplative scholar); reflective suggests an or-

derly, often analytical turning over in the mind with the aim of

reaching some definite understanding (after a reflective pause he
answered) ; meditative, on the other hand, implies a quiet and
sustained musing, but with no definite intention of understand-
ing or reaching a conclusion (a meditative walk in the cloister).

pen-stock (pen'stok'), n. {pen (enclosure) + stock], 1, a

fte
or sluice used in controlling the flow of water,

a tube or trough for carrying water to a water wheel.

pent (pent), alternative past tense and past participle
of pen (to shut-in), 007. held or kept in; confined;
penned (often with up).

Pent., Pentecost.

pen-ta- (pen'ts), [Gr. penta- < pente, five (see FIVE)]
combining form meaning Jive, as in pentamerous: al

before a vowel, pent-.

pen-ta-cle (pen'ta-kl), n. [MFr.; ML.tientaculum <
Gr. penta-, five -f- L. -culum, dim. suffix], a symbol,
usually a five-pointed star, formerly used in magic.

pen*tad (pen'tad), n. [Gr. pentas, pentados < pente,
five], 1. the number five. 2. a series or group of five.

3. a five-year period. 4. in chemistry, an element or
radical with a valence of five.

pen-ta-dac-tyl (pen'ta-dak'til), adj. [< penta" + Gr.
daktylos, a finger], having five fingers or toes on each
hand or foot.

pen-ta-gon (pen'to-gon'), n. [LL. Pentagonium; Gr,

pentagonpn < penta-, five
-j- gonia, an angle], a plane

figure with five angles and five sides.

the Pentagon, the pentagonal building in Arlington,
Virginia in which the offices of the National Military
Establishment are located.

pen-tag-o-nal (pen-tag'o-nl) , adj. of, or having the
form of, a pentagon.

pentagram (pen'ta-gram'), n. [Gr. pentagrammon,
neut. of pentagrammos, having five lines; see PENTA- &
-GRAM], 1. a pentacle. 2. any figure of five lines.

pen-ta-he-dral (pen'ta-he'dral), adj. of, or having the
form of, a pentahedron.
pen-ta-he-dron (pen'ta-he'dran), n. [pi, PENTAHEDRONS
(-drsnz), PENTAHEDRA (-dra)], [Mod. L.; see PENTA- &
-HEDRON], a solid figure with five plane surfaces.

pen-tam-er-ism (pen-tani'er-iz'm), n. the condition of

being pentamerous.
pen tam-er ous (pen-tam/eY-as) , adj. [penta- + -merow],
in "botany & zoology, made up of five parts or divisions:
also written 5-merous.
pen tarn e-ter (pen-tam'o-ter), n. [L.; Gr. pentametros;
see PENTA- & METER (rhythm)], 1. a line of verse con-
taining five metrical feet or measures; especially,
English iambic pentameter. Example :

"Y6u b!6cks, | yoV
st6nes | you worse |

than s6nse 1 less things." 2. verse

consisting of pentameters; heroic verse, adj. having
five metrical feet or measures.
pen-tone (pen'tSn), n. \pent- + -awe], any of three
known isoineric* colorless hydrocarbons, CiHu, of the
methane series, occurring in petroleum,, etc.: two of
these occur as liquids and the other as a gas, under
ordinary conditions.

pen-tan-$u-lar (pen-tari'gyoo-lSr), adj. [pent- -f angu-
lar], having five angles. ,

pen-tarch-y <pm'ttr4:i)f n. ipL PENTARCHIES GkizJk
[Gr. pentarchia; see PENTA- & -ARCHT], 1. a federation
of five states, each under an individual leader or ruler.
2. government by five rulers.

pen-ta stich (pen'te-stikO, n. [Gr. pentastichos; pent**,
five -f sticnoSi a verse], a poem or stanza of five lines.

Pen-ta teuch (pen'ta-tSSk
7
, pen'to-tukO. (&L. &**"

tatcuehus; Gr. pentateuchos, composed of five books;
penta-, five f tcuchos, an implement, book], the first five

books of the Old Testament,
pen-tath-lon (pen-tawfon, pen-tathlon), n. [Gr. <
fantar, five + atftkn, a contest}, an atiWetic contmt in
which each contestant takes part in five events (broad
jump, javelin throw, 200-meter dash, discus throw, and
1500-meter run) : the winner is the contestant receiving
the highest total of points*

pen-ta-ton-lc (pen'to-ton'ik), adj. [see PENTA- & TONIC],
designating or of a musical scale hitving only five tonesl

pen-ta-va-lent (pen'to-valant, pen-tav'a-font), adj. 1.

having a valence of five. 2. having five valences. Also,

Pentecostalis]* Fof or taking place during Pentecost.
Fen-teM-cus (pen-tel'i-kss), n. a mountain near Athens,
Greece, known for its fine marble: height, 3,640 ft.

pent-house (pent'housO, n. [altered < pentice; ME.
pentis, penthouse; OPr. apentis; ML. appenditium <
LrL. appendicium, lit., an appendage < X. appendere;
see APPEND], 1. a small structure, especially one with
a sloping roof, attached to a larger building. 2, a sloping
roof extending out from a wall or building. 3. a house
or apartment built on the roof of a building. 4. any-
thing like a penthouse, as a canopy or awning.
pen-to-bar-bl-tal sodium (pen'ta-bar'bi-tol

7
, pen'to-

bar'bi-tal'), n. [pento- for penta- (because of methyl-
butyl five-carbon group) -f oaroital], the soluble sodium
salt of ethyl (1-methylbutyl) barbituric acid, used in
medicine as a sedative, hypnotic, and analgesic: cf.

NembutaL
pen-to-san (pen'te-san'), n. [< pentose + -an], any of a
group of plant carbohydrates which form pentoses
upon undergoing hydrolysis.
pen-to-sane (pen'ta-san') , n. pentosan.
pen-tose (pen/tos). n. {pent- 4- -ose\, any of a group of
monosaccharides having a composition corresponding
to the formula CsHioOs.
pen-to-thai sodium (pen'ta-thar) , [penlo- for penta-
(because of methylbutyl five-carbon group) + #nobar-r
biturate + -al (as in veronal, barbital)], a drug, sodium
ethyl-(l-methylbutyl)-thiobarbiturate,>

injected intra-

venously as an anesthetic and hypnotic; a trade-mark
(Pentothal Sodium).

pent-ste-mon (pent-ste'msn), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. penta-*
five + stemdn, warp ; see STAMEN], any of a number of
related plants with clusters of white, red, blue, or purple
flowers; beardtongue.
pent-up (pent'up'), adj. held in check; curbed; con-
fined: as, pent-up .emotion.
pe-nu-che, pe-nu-chi (ps-noo'chi) , a. panocha.
pe-nuch-le, pe-nuck-le (pe'nuk"l), n. pinochle.
pe-nult (pe'nult, pi-nult'), n. [L. paenultima < paene,
almost + ultima, fern, of ultimus, last], the one next to
the last: specifically, the second last syllable in a word.
pe-nul-ti-mate (pi-nul'te-mit), adj. [< L. paenultimus,
after ultimate],, 1. next to the last. 2. of the penult.
n. the penult.
pe-num-bra (pi-num'bra), n. [pi. PENUMBRAE (-bre)
PENUMBRAS (-br9Z)] f

[ModX, < L. paene, al- EAtm
most H- umbra, shade],
1. the partly lighted area
surroundingthe complete
shadow of a body, as
the moon, in full eclipse.
2. a partly lighted area
around any area of full

shadow, as of a sunspot.
pe-num-bral (pi-num'- PENUMBRA
brsl), adj. of or like a penumbra.
pe-nu-ri-oue (pa-nyoor'i-os, po-noor'i-os), adj. [ML.
penuriosus < L. penuria, penury], 1. unwilling to part
with money or possessions; mean; miserly; stingy.
2, poorly supplied; scanty; barren SYN* see stingy.

pen-u-ry (pen'yoo-ri), n. [ME. pennury; L penuria.
want, scarcityj, lack of money or property; extreme
poverty; destitution. 5nv. see poverty.

Pe-nu-tl-an (pa-noS'ti-on, jpd-noo'shdn), n. a conjec-
tured family of western North American Indian fan-

Pen-za (pen'zS), n. 1. a region of the R.S.F.S.R., in
central European Russia: pop., 1,709,000. 2. t its

capital: pop., 157,000.
Pen-zance (pen-zans'). n. a seaport in Cornwall,
England; pop., 19,000.

pe on (pS'an), n. [< Sp, pefa or fin sense 2) Port.
;

both < ML. pedo, peaonis, foot soldier < L. P<t9r \

a foot; see PAWN!, 1. in Latin America, <*} & i

of the laboring class. 6) formerly, a person fc

work off a debt or to perform penal servitude, 2.

India, a) a foot soldier, b) a native policeman, c) , am
attendant or fo

age (pg'an-ij) , it* [see -AGE]. 1 . the condition of a
peon- 2* me system by whksh Debtors or 1

are held in servitude to labor for their creditors or for

persons who lease their services from the state.
' -r

oSTn. {pL PWWBS (-n)I|m t$on* <
3
;Ojrr* |w9mr"bptii < L* ppqpnia; Gr

gods; so called from its former medicinal use], 1. any
,<g ^a|ef cr,related tittnto.wpfWgft pink, white*

. wlf or aornvvWWF ,iower^ X ,tibt[tower. .

B.
. . populus* nation.

In $%$>$* the common peopleu
(-p'bs)}, a) att the persons of a racial,

1, religious, or linguistic group; nation, race,

specifically, all the members of a group having

: o Use, fOr? get; Joy; yt; chin; ,

f, in <aw#iy, i* fat ibexst
* aa inM Cl'bl); Fr. bilt % Fr

f, dock, ttee pp. x-xii. t forei^; * hypothtical ; < derived from.
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in common traditional, historical, or cultural ties, as
distinct from racial or political unity: as, the Jewish
people. 2, the persons belonging to a certain place,
community, or class: as, the people of Cleveland,

people of wealth. 3. the members of a group under the

leadership, influence, or control of a particular person
or body, as a number of servants, royal subjects, etc.

4. the members of a person's class, set, race, tribe, etc.

as, the miner spoke for his people. 5. one's family;
relatives; ancestry. 6. persons without wealth, influ-

ence, privilege, or distinction; populace. 7. the citizens
or electorate of a state. 8. persons considered in-

definitely: as, I don't care what people say. 9. [pi.

PEOPLES (-p"lz)3, a tribe or kind, as of animals; group of

creatures: as, the ant People* fairies are the little people.
10. human beings, as distinct from other animals.
v.t. [PEOPLED (-p'ld), PEOPLING], [Fr. peupler < the

n.], to fill with or as with people; populate; stock.

people's front, popular front.

People's party, an American political party (1891-
1904) advocating free coinage ofgold and silver, public
ownership of utilities, an income tax, and support of
labor ana agriculture ; its members were called Populists.

Pe-or-i*a (pi-6r'i-a, pi-o'ri-o), n. a city in central Illinois,

on the Illinois River: pop,, 112,000.

pep (pep), n. [< pepper}, [Slang], energy; briskness;
vigor; spirit, v.t. [PEPPED (pept), PEPPING], [Slang], to
fill with oep: invigorate: encourage (with up).
Pep in the Short (pep'in), 7l4?-768 A.D.; father of

Charlemagne: king of the Franks (751-768 A.D.).
pep-los (pep'los), n. [Gr. peplos], a large shawl or scarf
worn draped about the body by women in ancient
Greece: also spelled peplus.
pep-lum (pep'lam), n. [pL PEPLUMS (-bmz), PEPLA (-la)].

[L. < Gr. peplos; see PEP-
LOS], 1. a peplos. 2. a
flounce or short, flared
skirt attached at the
waist of a dress, blouse,
coat, etc., and extending
around the hips.

pe-pq (pe'po), n. [L., large
species of melon],

t
any

fleshy gourd fruit with a
hard rind and many seeds,
as the melon, squash, etc.

pepper (pep'er), n. [see
PLURAL, |I, 0, 31, [ME.
peper; AS. ptoor; t. Piper;
Gr. peperi; of Oriental or-

igin; cf. Sans, pippali, pep-
percorn], 1. a) any of a
number of related tropical
shrubs of the capsicum
family, especially a variety
with a many-seeded, red
or green, sweet or hot
fruit. 6) the fruit. 2. a)
a pungent condiment pre-
pared from any of a group
of plants: black pepfer is

ground from the dried berries; while pepper consists
of the dried seeds with the coatings removed, b) any
of these plants, 3. cayenne; red pepper, v.t. 1. to
sprinkle or flavor with ground pepper. 2. to sprinkle
freely or thickly. 3. to Shower or pelt with many
small objects: as, the lawn was peppered with hail-
stones, 4. to beat or thrash.
pep per-and-salt (pep'eVn-s61t>), adj. consisting of a
fine weave or mixture of black with white, so as to
appear grayish; said of cloth.
pep per box (pep'gr-boks'), .n. a small container with
holes in the top, used in sprinkling pepper on food.
pepper-corn (pep'eY-k0m') , n. [Mfe, peppercorn f AS.
ptporcorn], 1. the dried berry of the black pepjper:
formerly used in a nominal payment of rent; hence,
2. something insignificant or laining.
pep per-grass (pep'&r-gras', pej/er~grEsOt n. a plant
with white or greenish flowers formed like a cixtes;
garden cress: the leaves are used, in salads*
pepper idge (pep'gr-ij), n. [var. of Brit, dial pipper-
idge, the barberry], the black gum tree; tupelo.

pep-per-i-ness (pep'eY-i-nis), n. a peppery quality.
pep-per-mint (pep'eY-mint'), n. 1. a plant of the mint
family, with lance-shaped leaves and pink flowers.
2. the pungent oil it yields, used for flavoring. & a
candy or lozenge flavored with this on.

1. a pepperbox. 2. a West Indian stew
and meat or fish, flavored with cassava

. per& etc. 3. a thick, hotly seasoned stew
of ifeletabM* dAiplings, trijfc, and other &eat. 4. a
foup of meat ami vegetables flavored with hot spices.

pepfrir tree4
- (or shrub), a tree with loose-hanging

branches, clusters of yellow flowers, and reddish berries.

PEPLUM

PEPLUM

3. hot-tempered; easily ajagmd
pp*py (pert). <# iMCKpSb

[Slang], full of pep, or energy; brisk
\ vigorous; spirited.

pep-sin (pep'sin), u. [G. < Gr. pepsis, digestion < pep-
tetn, to digest], 1. an enzyme secreted in the stomach,
aiding in the digestion of proteins by splitting them
into the less complex proteoses and peptones. 2. an
extract of pepsin from the stomachs of calves, sheep,
etc., used as a medicine in aiding digestion.

pep-sin-ate (pep'sin-at') v.t. [pEPSiNATED B (-id), PEP-

SINATING], to treat, mix, or infuse with pepsin, as milk.

,, n. [< $epsm + -sen], a
the gastric glands of the

stomach, from which pepsin is produced by the action

of hydrochloric acid.

pep-tic (pep'tik), adj. [Gr, peptikos < peptein, to digest],
1. of or aiding digestion. 2. that can digest. 3. of,

like, or caused by pepsin or other digestive secretions:

as, a peptic ulcer, n. anything that aids digestion.

pep-tid (pep'tid), n.peptide. .

pep-tide (^p'tid, pep'tid), n. [peptone + -tde], a com-
bination of amino acids lormed by the linkage of the
ammo groups of some of the acids with the carboxyl
groups of others.

pep-tize (pep'tiz), v.t. & IM. [PEPTIZED t-tizd), PEP-

TIZING], [peptone + -tze], to change into a colloid, usually

through the action of an added chemical; especially,

to change (a sol) into a gel.

pep-tone (pep'ton), n.fG. pepton: Gt. pepton, neut. d
peptos, digested], any ofa group of soluble and diffusible

simple proteins formed by the action of pepsin on al-

buminous substances, as in the process of digestion.

pep*ton*ic (pep-ton'ik), adj. of, like, or constituting a

peptone.
pep-to-ni-za-tion (pep'ta-ni-za'shon, pep'to-m-zS'shsn) ,

n. a peptonizing or being peptonized.
pep-to<nlze (pep'to-n!zO v.t. [PEPTONIZED (-nizd'),

PEPTONIZING], 1. to change (proteins) into peptones.
2. to subject to the action of pepsin or other protein-

converting agents.
Pepys, Samuel (peps; occas. peps, pep'is), 1633-1703;
English diarist and government official.

Pe-quot (pe'kwot), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian)
Paquatauog, destroyers], a member of a tnbe of Al-

gonquian Indians that settled in Connecticut, adj. of

this tribe.

per (pur; unstressed pSr), prep. [L.], 1. through; by;
by means of. 2. for each: for every: as, fifty cents per
yard, the fare per mile. Abbreviated p.

per- (pur; unstressed per), [< L. per, through], a prefix

meaning: 1. through, throughout, away, as in perceive,

percolate. 2. thoroughly^ completely, very, as in persuade,
3. in chemistry, containing (a specified element or radi-

cal) in its maximum, or a relatively high, valence, as in

Perchlorate.

Fer., 1. Persia. 2. Persian.

per., 1. period. 2. person.
Per-a (pai'S), n. the modern section of Istanbul, Turkey:
also called Beyoglu.

per-ac-id (puras'id), n. an acid containing a larger

proportion of oxygen than other acids containing the
same elements, as perboric add, perchloric acid, etc.

per-ad-ven-ture (pur'od-ven'cher), adv. [MB. perauen-
ture; OPr. par'aventure; par (L. per), by + avertture, a
chance, adventure], [Archaic], 1. perhaps; possibly;
maybe: as, peradventure it will rain. 2. by chance: as,

it, peradvenmre, he comes, n. [Archaic], chance; ques*
tion; doubt: as, we shall win without peradventure,

Pef-ae-a (po-re*^), n. aa ancient division of Palestine,

beyond tne Jordan.
Pe-rak (pS'rak'; Malay pfi'rS). n. a native state of the
Federation of Malaya; area, 7,980 sq, mi.; pop,, 954,000.

per am-bu-late (pgr-am'byoo-Ht'). v.t. fpsjuJMBXTtAT^D
(-id), PERAMBULATING], t< L. perambulatusj pp. of

perambulare: per, through 4- ambulare, to walK], 1. to
walk through, over, around, etc., especially in examin-
ing or inspecting. 2. to walk round in order to fix the

boundary of (a forest, etc.). p.f. to walk or move
about; stroll.

per-am bu la tion (peV-am'byoo4&'8h9tt) Hi a peram-
bulating or that which is perambulated.

per-am-bu-la-tor (peV-am'byoo-il'tir), it. 1. a person
who perambulates. 2. a wheeled mstrttmemt tiiat

measures the distance over which it is rolled: used by
surveyors. 3.[CJiiefiypriMsh),ababycaTiiafef orbuggy.

), adj. of
per an-nurn

plr borate

f f#4f* 4* SoH]
hypothetical acid, HBOj, whoso salts, the per

borates, are formed by the action of hydroge"'

,

,], by the year; annually:

( n. a salt of #er*

per-
idep

per-cale {pir-k', pHr-tal^i n>(9r. <
closely woven cotton 1

eloth, wd for
>Iliie (ptr',

cloth, usually with a glazed or
for linings.
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.

-n'tij), n. [see -AGE], 1. a given rate

every Hundred ; hence, 2. any number

per ca-pi-ta (pSr kap'a-ta), [L., lit., by heads], for each

person.
per-ceiv-a-ble (pSr-se'vs-bl), adj. that can be perceived.

percelv-a*bly (pSr-se'va-bli), adv. in a perceivable
manner.

per-ceive (pSr-sev'), v.t. & v.i. [PERCEIVED (-sever), PER-

CEIVING], [ME. perceyven < (via OFr.) L. percipere. to

take hold of, feel, comprehend < pert through + capere,
to take], 1. to grasp mentally; take note (of): recog-
nize: observe. 2. to become aware (of) through sight,

hearing, touch, taste, or smell. SYN. see discern.

per-cent (pgr-sent
r
). n. per cent.

per cent, [L. per centum], per hundred; by the hundred;
in, to, or for every hundred: as, a 20 per cent casualty-
rate means that 20 in every 100 were casualties: symbol,
%. n. 1. [Colloq.], percentage. 2. pi. bonds, govern-
ment securities, etc. bearing regular interest of a

(stated) per cent: as, the three per cents. Abbreviated

p.c., pet., pr ct.

per cent., per centum.

per-cent-age
Or proportion in every JUU.UVJJ.GU.I ucj.jx,c, A. any jj.iuij.uei

or amount, as of interest, tax, etc., stated in per cent.

3. part; portion; share: as, only a small percentage of

i the people came. 4. [Colloq.], use; advantage; profit:

as, there's no percentage in worry.

per cen-tile (pgr-sen'til, pSr-sen'til), n. [per cent +
4U\, in statistics , 1. any of the values in a series

dividing the distribution of the individuals in the

series into one hundred groups of equal frequency,
2. any of these groups, adj. of a percentile or division

into percentiles.

per ecu-turn (pSr sen'tam) , [L.], by the hundred: abbre-

viated per cent.: symbol, %.
percept (pur'sept), n. [< L. perception < percfycre, to

percerve], a recognizable sensation or impression re-

ceived by the mind through the senses; something

perceivtl-blM-ty (pgr~sep't9-bil'9-ti), n. the state or

quality of being perceptible.

per-cep-tible (pgr-sep>t3-b'l), adj. [LL, perceptibilis <
pp. of L. percipere], that can be perceived.

5y^, perceptible is applied to anything that can be appre-
hended by the senses but often connotes tnat the thing is just

barely visible, audible, etc. (a perceptible smell of coffee); nen-

sfble applies to that which can clearly be perceived (a sensible

difference in their size) : palpable refers to anything that can

be perceived by or as by the sense of touch (a palpable fog);

tangible applies to that which can be grasped, either with the

hand or the mind (tangible property, iaeas, etc.) ; appreciable
is used of that which is sufficiently perceptible to be measured,

estimated, etc. or to have significance (an appreciable amount).
AtfT. imperceptible. .

per-cep-ti-bly (p&r-sep'ta-bli), od in a perceptible
manner; so as to be perceptible.

per-cep-tion (pSr-sep'shon), n. [< OFr. & L.; OFr.

perception; L. perceptio < pp. of percipere,' see PER-

CEIVE], 1. consciousness; awareness. 2. the awareness

of objects or other data through the medium of the

senses. 3. the process or faculty of perceiving. 4. the

result of this; knowledge, etc. gained oy perceiving. 5.

insight or intuition, as of an abstract quality.

percep-tlon*al (pSr-sep'shon-l), wf/. of or constituting

perception.
per-cep-tive (p&r-sep'tiv) , adj. [< L. perceptus; + .-],
1. of jperoeptw>n-

2. capable of perceiving; especially,

perceiving readily.

per*cep'tiv-i-ty (pur'septivVti), n. the state of being

(peV-sep'chod-Ql), <*/ of or Involving

perception.
Per-ce-val (pur'sa-v'l), a masculine name: see Perdval.

n. Percivaie. .

perch (pttrch), it. \pl PERCH, PERCHES HI) ; see pimAL,
n, D, 2j f [MB, & OFr. percke; L. **w; Or* perk <
pwknos, dark-colored], I. any of a number of related

small, spiny-fiimed, fresJhL"Water food fishes, 2. any of

a nttriiber of similar, often marine, fishes.

perch (pgrch), n. [MB. & OFr* perche; L. pwmct, a

pole, staff], 1. a hodasontal pole provided as a roost for

birds. 2. anything, as a branca or vire, upoa wmch a

bird rests; hence, 3, any resting place or position,

especially a high or insecure one. 4. a measure of

length, equal to 5 1/2 yards; rod. 5. a memr of area,

equal to^O 1/4 square yards. 6. a cubic wiaawre for

stone, usually equal to 24 3/4 cub*c feet, 7. a pole

connecting the front and hind gear of a spring car-

riage, io. [Fr. r*fc*d t0 alight and rwfeoQ of as on a

pexcfc* v*t* to place or set on or as on a pwchu
per*chance (pSr-chans', pSr-chans'), adv. {MB* par

CEi ^) *>y -r ^ow^

Per-che-ron (pur'chs-ron' pur'sha-ron'). n. [Fr. < Le
Perche, district of France], any of a breed of large, fast-

f trotting draft horses: also Percheroji
Norman.

per-chlo-rate (pgr-klSr'at, pgr-klo'rat), n. a salt of

perchloric acid. ,., ,,*-.. \ r i

per-chlo-ric acid (pgr-kl6r'ik, per-klo'nk), \per~ +
-"-tic], a colorless, liquid acid, HCKX, with a higher

jen content for the same weight of chlorine than

per-chlo^rid (pgr-H6r'id, pgr-klo'rid), n. perchloride.

per-chlo-rtde IpeY-kierld, per-klo'rid), n. a chloride

in which the proportion of chlorine is relatively mgn
as compared with other chlorides of the ^same element.

per-cip-i-ence (pgr-sip'i-sns), n. [< percipient], the act

or power of perceiving: perception. f t

per-cip-i-en-cy (per-sip'i-9n-si), n. percipience.

per-cip4-ent (pgr-sip'f-gnt), adj. [L. percipient,

percipere; see PERCEIVE], perceiving, especially

or readily, n. a person who perceives.
Perci-val (pur'ss-v'l), [OFr. Perceval; prob. <pcrce val,

pierce valley; apparently coined by Chre'tien ae Troves

(12th c.)], a masculine name: diminutive, Percy, n*

Percivaie. Also spelled Perceval. .!.*
Per-ci-vale (pur'sa-v'l), n. [see prec. entry], a knight of

King Arthiir's Round Table: he was one of the few to

glimpse the Holy Grail. . _.

per coid (p^r'koid), adj. [< L. perca, a perch; + -old],

belonging to a group including the perches and related

fishes, n. a fish of this group.
per-col-de-an (pgr-koi'di-an), adj. percoid.

percolate (pur'ko-lat'), v.t. [PERCOLATED (-id), PER-

COLATING], [< L. percolatnst pp. of percolare, to stram;

per, through + colare, to strain], 1, to pass (a liquid)

gradually through small spaces or a porous substance;

filter. 2. to drain or ooze through (a porous substance);,

permeate. 3. to brew (coffee) in a percolator. v.i.

to pass or oofce through a porous substance* n. a

Hquid product of percolation. .

per co la tion (pur'ka-la'shQn), it. act of percolating.

per-co-la-tor (pfir'ka-la'tSr), n. 1. a thing that per-

colates. 2, a kind of coffeepot inwhichthe boilingwater

repeatedly bubbles up through a tube and filters back
to the bottom through the coffee grounds, which are

held in a perforated container.

per con-tra (pSr kon'tra), [L.], on the contrarv

per-cuss (p&>kusO, v.t. [< L. percusws, pj*/of
cutere, to strike], to rap gently and firmly, as 1

diagnosis.

per-cWsion (pgr-kush'an), n. [L. percussio <percussus;
see PERCUSS], 1. the hitting or impact of one .body
against another, as the hammer of a firearm against a

powder cap. 2. the shock, vibration, etc. resulting frotn

this, 3. the impact of sound waves on the ear, 4. in

medicine, the striking or tapping of the .chest, back,

etc., with the fingertips so as to determine from the

sound produced the condition of any of the internal

organs. 5. percussion instruments collectively.

percussion cap, a small metal cap containing gun-

powder that explodes when struck: formerly used in

firearms to set off the main charge.

percussion instrument, a musical instrument in

which the tone is produced when some part fa struck,

as the drums, cymbals, tambotirine, triangle, belM,

xylophone, etc., and, broadly, the piano. .

per cus slve (pgr-kus'iv), adj. of or characterized by

(pftr'si), 1364WL403; English soldier:

Percy, Thomas, 1729-1811; English bishop, poet, and
collector of early Bnglih ballads. . .

Per di do, Mon te (rnCn'te per-di'*M), a mountain m
the central Pyrenees, Spain: height, 10,997 ft.: French

(pr-dS') f adv. A fn{er/%lArchaic], pardie.

per diem (pir d!%n); [L.] by the day;
per-di-tloBi (pSrdish

;
9n), n. [MB. &er-- ,

. . .

L, perWto < perditus, pp. of perdere, to lose,

1. complete and inreparable loss: ruin. 2.. int,
a) the loss of the souj or of hope for salvation; damna-
tion. b) the place or condition of dax&naw; teH?

irW per-Sue (pr-d55'. per-di-O* # iK P"d <

ttiso 'pKrdm* fern., pp. of perdre, to.lose; 1+Jerdere],
out of sight; in hiding; concealed, as in a nnhtary am-
bush. iJT {< the o4l. ; also contr . of Fr, sewtimlte perdue,

4

f W) sentry, or em/ante paps, forlorn

], a soldier osr group of soldiers on an

^
perdura-ble (p^r-door'9-bl, p^-dyoor'a-b 1) , rf/.- --,
IMBLs OFt. $ LL. perduraWs < L. Perd^ore, to harden;

pev~, toten, -f dwwe < durm, hard], extremely durable

urable manner,
(pto), fit [Fr.l,

rftr* in *

fA ..

I, father: often used after the
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surname, like English Senior, as, Dumas pfre.
the title of certain priests.

2. [P-l,

perV-grin ~(per?a-gnn) , adj. peregrine. .

per-e-gri-nate (per'a-gri-natO* v.t. [PEREGRINATED (-id),

PEREGRINATING], [< L. peregrinatus, pp. of peregn-
nari < peregrinus; see PILGRIM], to follow (a route,

etc.); travel along. iu. to journey or travel.

per-e-gri-na-tion (per'g-gri-na'shan), n. [< x*r. or JL.;

Fr. pMgrination; L. peresrinatio}, a journeyir~
traveling.
per-e-gri-na-tor (per'o-gri-na'ter), n. a person

per-e-grine (per'a-grin, per'a-grinO, adj. [ME. pere-

gryne; L. peregrinus; see PILGRIM}, foreign; traveling

or migratory, n. a large, swift falcon: also peregrine
falcon.

perei-ra bark (po-ra'ra), [< Mod.L. Pereira, former

genus name, after J. Pereira (1804-1853), Eng. medical

professor], the medicinal bark of a Brazilian tree, used
as a tonic and in reducing fever: also pereira. .

pe*ret*rine (pa-ra'ren, pa-ra'rin), n. an alkaloid,

CwHwNaO, prepared as a powder from pereira bark and
used in medicine as a tonic and to reduce fevers.

per-emp-to-rMy (pSr-emp'ter-s-li) , adv. in aperemptory
manner*
per-emp-to-ri-ness (peV-emp'ter-i-nis), n. the state or

quality of being peremptory.
per-emp-to-ry (pSr-emp'tSr-i; occas. per'smp-tor'i, per'-

dmp-to'ri), adj. [Fr. peremptoire; L. perempforius <
peremptus, pp. of perimere, to destroy < #S intens. +
emere, to take, buy], 1. in law, barring further action,

_ command. 3. intolerantly positive; dictatorial;

dogmatic; imperious: as, a peremptory manner.

per en-ni-al (po-ren'i-gl), adj. [< L. perennis, lasting

through the year < per, through + annus, a year],

1. lasting or active throughout the whole year. 2.

lasting or continuing for a long time: as, a perennial

youth. 3. returning or becoming active again and

again; perpetual. 4. having a life cycle of more than
two years: said of plants, n. a perennial plant.

per-en-ni ally (ps-ren'i-o-li), adv. in a perennial man-

ner; every year; perpetually.
perf., L jperfect, 2. perforated.

< per, fihrougn + facet"e, to make, do: mod. sp. is

I^tiniied], 1. complete in all respects; without defect

or omission; sound; flawless; hence, 2. in a condition

of complete excellence, as in skill or quality; faultless;

most excellent: sometimes used comparatively, as, to

create a more perfect union. 3. completely correct or

accurate; exact; precise: as, a perfect copy. 4. with-

out reserve or qualification; pure; utter; sheer; com-

plete: as, a perfect fool, perfect stranger. 5. m botany,

having stamens and pistils in the same flower; mono-

cjlinous. 6. in grammar, expressing or showing a state

or action completed at the time of speaking or at the

time indicated: verbs have three perfect tenses; simple

(or present) perfect, past perfect (or pluperfect), and
future perfect. 7. in music, a) designating an interval

(i.e., the fourth, fifth, or octave) whose character is

not altered by inversion, b) designating a cadence that

satisfactorily ends a composition according to the

standards of classical harmony, v.t. I. to brin* to

completion. 2. to make perfect or more nearly perfect
according to a given standard, as by training or im-

provement, n. 1. the perfect tense, 2. a verb form
in this tense. Abbreviated perf., pf

perfect cadence, in music, a cadence *n which the

dominant passes into the harmony of the tonic,

per*fect-i-btM-ty (per-fek'ts-bilVti), n. the quality or

condition of be&g perfectible.

per-fect-i-ble (pSr-fek'td-b'l) , adj. that can become, or

be made, perfect?. ; .
_. _

per-fec-tion (pgrrfek'shon), n. [ME., perfecctpun; OFr.;
L, perfectio], 1. the act or process of perfecting: as, the

perfection of the machine, took many months. 2. the

quality or condition of being perfect ; extreme degree of

excellence according to a given standard. 3. a person
or thing that is the perfect embodiment of some quality.
to perfection, completely; perfectly*

per fec tion-ism (pir-fek'shan-iz'm5* it. any doctrine

that holds that moral, religious, qr social perfection
can and should be attained in this life.

per-fec-tion-ist (pSr-fek'shsn-ist), n.
t

1. a person who
believes in a doctrine of perfectionism^ a, person
who strives for perfection. ;

per'fec tive (per-fek'tiv), adj. 1. tending to bring to

perfection. . 2, in grammar; designating an aspect of

verbs, as in Russian, expressing completion of the
action or state, n. 1. the perfective aspect^ 2. a
verb in this aspect.

per-fect-hf (pfcVnkt-HX adv. 1. so as to be perfect;

to a perfect degree. 2. completely; fully.

per fee to (per-fek't5), n. \pl PBRFBCTOS (,-toz)], w ,

perfect], a dgar of a standard shape, thick in the cent

and tapering to a point at either end.

perfect participle, the past participle: abbreviated

oerfect^hyme, a rhyme of two words or syllables

spelled or -pronounced alike but differing in meaning,
as dear and deer: also cs^Led. rich rhyme.

per-fer-vid (per-fur'vid), adj. [per-, intens. + fermd],

extremely fervid; ardent.

per-fid-i-ous (pSr-fid'i-os), a<*7* [L. perfidwsus], char-

acterized by perfidy; treacherous. 5KV. see faithless.

r-t through
liberate breaKing 01 larca: oei.ra.yaj.ui ^

per-fo-li ate (pgr-foli-it, per-fo'li-at'), adj.

+ L. folium, a leaf; + -ff^J

having a stem that seems to

pass through it: said of a leaf.

per-fo-rate (pur'fs-rat';\for adj.,

usually pur'fa-rit), v.t. & tu.

[PERFORATED (-id), PERFORAT-

ING], [< L. perforatus, pp. of

perforare; per, through + forare,

to bore], 1. to make a hole or

holes through, as by punching or

boring; pierce; penetrate. 2. to

pierce with holes in a row, as a

pattern, sheet of stamps, etc. PERFOLIATE LEAVES
adj. pierced with holes, espe- A , perfoliate (of bell-

cially with a row of holes, as to wort)
.

Bf connate
facilitate tearing. perfoliate (of wild

per'fo-rat-ed (piir'fa-rat'id), adj. neysuckle)
perforate: abbreviated perl

per-fo-ra-tion (pur'fs-ra'shan), n. 1. a perforating or

being perforated. 2. a hole or any of a senes or holes

punched or drilled, as between postage stamps on a sheet.

per-fo-ra-tive (piir'fe-ra'tiv), adj. [Fr. perforatif}, that

perforates readily. . .

per-fo-ra-tor (pttr'fs-ra'tgr), n. a person or instrument

pe^force^W, pSr-fors'),
ad^.^E.

&
OTr^ar

necessarily, n. [Rare], necessity; compulsion.

per-form (per-f6rmO, v.t. [ME. parfournen < OFr.

parfournir, to perform, consummate < far I/, per-,

intens.) + fornir, to accomplish, furnish], 1. to act

on so as to accomplish or bring to completion; execute;

do, as a task, process, etc. 2. to carry out; meet the

requirements of; fulfill, as a promise or command.
3. to give a performance of; render or enact, as a piece

of music or a dramatic role. u.i. to carry out or execute

an action or process; especially, to give a public ex-

hibition of skill, as in music, drama, magic, etc.

SYN. perform, often a mere formal equivalent for do f is

usually used of a more or less involved process rather than a

single act (to perform an experiment); execute implies a put-

ting into effect or completing that which has been planned or

ordered (to execute a law) ; accomplish suggests effort and per-

severance in carrying out a plan or purpose (to accomplish a

mission) ;
achieve implies the overcoming of obstacles in ac-

complishing something of worth or importance (to achieve a

lasting peace) ; effect also suggests the conquering of difficulties

but emphasizes what has been done to bring about the result

(his cure was effected by the use of certain drugs) ; fulfill, in

strict discrimination, implies the full realization of what is ex-

pected or demanded (to fulfil
a promise).

per-form-ance (per-for'mans), n. 1. the act of per-

forming; execution; accomplishment. 2. operation or

functioning, usually with regard to effectiveness, as of

an airplane. 3. something done or performed; deed or

feat. 4. a formal exhibition of skill or talent, as a play,
musical program, etc. ; show.

per-form-er (per-fdr'mer), n. a person who performs;
specifically, a person who takes part in a public enter-

tainment or exhibition;

perf. part., perfect participle. ... ,, r

per-fume fper-fums for n., usually pur'fum), v.t. [PER-
FUMED (-fumd') PERFXJMING], [Fr. parfumer; It. per-

fumare; L. per-, intens* + fumare, to smoke < fwnus,
smoke], to nil with a fragrant or pleasing odor: scent

with perfume, n. [Fr. parfum < the <J, 1. a pleasing
smell or odor; sweet scent, as of flowers; fragrance,
2. a substance producing a pleasing odor; especially,
a liquid extract of the scent of flowers or a substance
like this prepared synthetically. SYN. see scent.

per-fum-er (pir-furn'er), n. L a person who makes or

sells perfumes. 2. a person or tftinff that perfumes.

pertfum-er-y (pe^-funi^or4) f
w (^'PBJRJ^JMKRIBS (4z)]

a place where perftunei^.iiiaa^ov'SoM* j

per-funeto-rfcly. (pir-stogk%gr-^^liX adv. in a perftinc-
r untanner* i

'

of being perfunotory.
per-func-to-ry (per-f
< L, perfuncws, pp. of perfunf^ to

per~, mtens, -f fang*, to pertccroj*
or interest or merely as a form or

a% a peyfmctory exainiiiation* ?.

s^cltu^e; indifferent; as, a p^
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F< L.f. perfusus, pp. of ferfundere; perv through +
j re, H

to pour], 1. to sprinkle, cover over, or permeate
with or as with a liquid; suffuse. 2, to pour or spread
(a liquid, etc.) , through or over something.

per-fu-sion (per-fu/zhan), n. [L. perfusio], a perfusing
oi being perfused.

per-fu-sive (pgr-fu'siv), adj. that perfuses readily.
Per-ga-mum (pur'gs-msm), it. an ancient Greek city
in Mysia, on tne site of modern Bergama, Turkey.
Per-ga-mus (pur'gs-mas), n. Pergamum.
per-go-la (pur'gs-la), n. [It,, arbor; L. pergula, arbor <
pergere, to proceed], a tunnel-shaped structure of lattice-

work, upon which climbing plants are grown.
Per-go-le-si, Gio-van-ni Bat tis ta G'o'-van'ne baVtes'-
ta Jkr'go--le'si), 1710-1736; Italian composer.
per haps (pgr-haps', er-aps') adv. [per- + haps, pi. of

hap, chance] , 1 . possibly ; probably ; maybe : as, perhaps
we d better go. 2. by chance; perchance : as, if, perhaps,
he shouldn't come. Abbreviated perh.

pe-rl (prf
i),

n. [Per. part], 1. in Persian mythology, a
fairy or elf descended from evil angels and barred from
paradise until penance has been done. 2. any fairy-
like or elfin being.

per-i- (per'i, per'o), [Gr. peri- < peri, around], a prefix
meaning: 1. around, about, encircling, surrounding, as
in periscope. 2. near, as in perigee.

per-i-anth (per'i-anth'). n. [Fr. perianth* ; Mod. L.
perianthium < Gr. peri-, around + anthos, a flower],
the envelope of a flower, especially one in which the
calyx and corolla are indistinguishable.
per<iapt (per'i-apf), n. \pr.ptriapte; Gr. periapton <
periaptein, to fit about, tie about], an amulet.

per-i blem (per's-blem'), n. [via G. < Gr. periblema,
something that^ surrounds], in botany, the undifferen-
tiated embryonic tissue in the growing points of plant
stems and roots which develops into the cortex.

per'i-cardi-ac (per'a-kar'di-ak') , adj. pericardial.

perd-car-di-al (per'o-kar'di-Ql), adj. of the pericardium.
per-i-car-di'ds (per'i-kar-di'tis), n, [see-ras}, inflamma-
tion of the pericardium.

perd'Car-di'una. (per'a-kar'di-am) , n.
[pi. PERICARDIA

(-9)), [Mod. L.; Gr. perikardion < fenkardios, around
the heart < peri-, around + kardta, heart], the thin,
membranous sac enclosing tne heart.

pet'l-carp Cper'a-karpO,, n. [Pr. pericarpe; Mod. L. pen-
carpium; Gr, perikarpion < peri-, around + karpos, a

fruit),
in botany, the wall of a ripened ovary, sometimes

consisting of three distinct layers, the endocarp, meso-
carp, and epicarp.

per'I'Car'pi*al (per'Q-klr'pi-sl), adj. of the pericarp.
per-i-chon-dri-al (perVkonMri-al), adj. of or charac-
terized by perichondrium.
per i chon dri um (perVkon'dri-sm), n.

[pi. PERICHON-
DRIA (*)], [< peri- 4- Gr. chondros, cartilage; -f- -ium],
the membrane of white, fibrous connective tissue

covering cartilage, except at the joints,
Per icle an (perVkWw) , adj. 1. of Pericles. 2. of
the period of great intellectual achievement in Athens
(c. 495-429 B.C.), in the lifetime of Pericles,

Per-i-cles (perVklSz'), n, Athenian statesman and
general; ? -429 B.C.

per-i-cline (per'a-klin')* n* [< Gr. periklintis, sloping on
all sides < eri, around 4; klinein, to slope, incline], a
kind of albfte ottnd in white, crystalline form.

per-i-cra-ni-al (perVkrS'nJ-!), adj. of the pericranium.
per i era ni-um (per'9-krS'ni^m), n. [pi. PERICRANIA
(a)], [Mod. L. < Gr, perikrtmion, orig, neut, adj.,
aroumd the skullj 6r*, around 4- kranwn, skull),
the periosteum of tne external surface of the skull.

p0r-i-cy*cle (perVd'k'l), nJ< Gr. perikyktos, spherical;
peri^, around 4- kyMos, a ring, circltj, the outer layer
of the stele in tne root and stem of most plants.

per-i derm (per'a-dtrm'),? w- [ri- 4- ~&rm], the outer
bark and the layer of soft, growing; tissue between the
bark and the wood In plants*
pe rid i-al (pi-rid'i-ol), ad/, of or forming ttie peridium.
pe-rid-i um (pi-rid'i-), n. [pi, PBRJDIA (-)), [Mod. L.
< Gr. piridion, dim. of p9ra, leather sack, wiuietj, the
outer coat of the spote-bearing orgaii in certain rangi.
per i dot (pr'odot') n* (ME* piridod; OFr, pwiM;
reintrodueed < Pr. P$Moi in 1 7th a), a kiwi of yellowish-
green chrysolite, used as ft gem: also ailed olivine.

per i dot ic (perWot^ikk adj. of or lifce peridot.

peridotjv_a_iwre, tok^heayy'rock erf tiiejig^ecw type,'~~ ~~

L jte
"~" - .--

Mod. L. pwMtm;
around the earth <

PERIGYNOUS FLOWER
(of pear)

pe-rig-y-nous (pi-rij'a-nas), adj. [Mod. L. perigynus;
see PERI- & -GYNOUS], in

botany, 1. growing m a
ring around the pistil, as
the stamens. 2. having
stamens, etc. growing in
this way: said of a flower.

pe-rig-y-ny (pi-rij'a-ni), n.
the condition of being pe-
rigynous.

per-i he-li on (per'a-he'li-
an), n. [pi. PERIHELIA

(-a)J, [Mod. L. < Gr.
pert-, around-f helips, the

sun], that point in the
orbit of a planet or comet
nearest the sun: opposed to aphelion: see aphelion, illus.

per-il (per'al) , n. [ME. ; OPr. ; L. periculum, periclum, a
danger < base seen in experiri, to try, attempt], ex-
posure to harm or injury; risk; jeopardy, v.t. [PERILED
or PERILLED (-aid), PERILING or PERILLING], to expose to
danger; risk; imperil. SYN. see danger.

per-il-qus (per'a-las), adj. [ME.; Anglo-Fr. perillous;
L. periculosus], involving peril or risk; dangerous.

per-im-e-ter (pa-rim's-tgr) , n. [L. perimetros,' Gr. peri-
metros < peri-, around + metron, a measure], 1. the
outer boundary of a figure or area: as, a fence marked
the perimeter of the field. 2. the total length of this. 3.
an optical instrument for testing the scope of vision
and the visual powers of various parts of the retina.
SYN. see circumference.

per-i*met-ric (perVmet'rik) , adj. I. of a perimeter,
or boundary. 2. of or by a perimeter or perimetry.

per-i-met-ri-cal (per'a-met'ri-kl), adj. perimetric.
per*im-e-try (pa-rim's-tri), n. the testing of the scope
of vision by means of the perimeter.
per-i-morpn (per'a-mSrfOj n. [peri- + -morph], a
mineral of one kind enclosing one of another kind,

per-i-ne-al (per's-ne'sl) , adj. of the perineum.
per-i-neph ri-um (perVnef'ri-am) , n. [Mod. L. < peri-
-f Gr. nephros, kidney], the envelope of connective and
fatty tissue surrounding the kidney.
per-i-ne-um (perVne'sm) , n, [pi. PERINEA (-3)], [Mod.
L.: LL. perinaeon,' Gr. ferineon < peri-, around + inaS,
I discharge, I evacuate], the region of the body between
the thighs, at the outlet of the pelvis; specifically, the
small triangular region including the anus and the
vulva or the base or the penis.

per-i-neu-ri-tis (per'i-nyocKi'tis), n. [see -ITIS], in-
flammation of the perineurium.
per-i-neu-ri-um (per'a-nyoor'i-am), n. [pi. PERINEURIA
(-9)], [Mod. L, < peri" + Gr. neuron, a nerve; + -ium],
the sheath of dense connective tissue that envelops a
bundle of nerve fibers composing a peripheral nerve.
period (pr'i-ad), n. [Pr. feriode; L, $eriodus; Gr.
Periodos, a going around, cycle < Per*-, around 4- hodos,
way], 1. the interval between the successive occur-
rences of an astronomical event: as, the portion o! time
between two full moons is a period. 2, the interval
between certain happenings: as, a ten-year period of
'peace. 3. a portion of time, often indefinite, distin-
guished by the existence of certain processes, charac-
teristics, or conditions; stage: as, a period of change,
the present period. 4, any of the portions of tiqie into
which an event of fixed duration, as a game or school
day, is divided. 5. the full course or one of the stages
oi a disease. 6. the time of menstruation; tnenses.
7. an end

t
completion, or conclusion or a point of

time marking this: as, death, put a Period to mis plans.
8. in geology, a subdivision of a geological era, in which
rock strata and fossils form a definite sequence, 9. |n
grammar & rhetoric, a) a complete sentence, 6) the
natural pause, in speaking, or a mark of punctuation Q,
in writing, used to indicate the end of a ^eatence, o) toe
dot C) Following most abbreviations, JO. tn

* L

a group of measures, usually eight or sixteen,
in two pferases and forming a complete
endfng h a cadence* 11. in ph$rsic$t t
of time necessary for a regularly
make a complete cycle. 12, m
group cl two or more cola in t&e ,

of or BJce that of a certain period pf
furniture or painting. Abbreviated ^wr.$ i7NT." i*f)^rtd<l is the gfflwml term. fp$ acty* -^-y^- r .,-.-,-

, WE3,4 ra are oftwi uue4 int^cftw^f*^ tw & strict
1

1, epoch applies to the beginning of a new period
.^ _ r -Jioal chw,gw, i^ew S^V^MSIWW, c*c. and ec t to
the entire period (the steam engine marked an epoch {n trans-
portation, an erad revolution) ; age is applied to & period identi-

fied^
with ^mcDominant personality or distinctive

^S- /,L^_ A _,A.
^^.^ ^ - .- ....

nwlwd bf rAd

>4it ol periodic
[ffr* piriwUqm,* L.
occurring, appearing, or

1, ipk; ott. outt
t m*m$$^t n t

. doch. See pp. x-xij



periodic acid 1088 perk
recurring at regular intervals: as, a periodic fever.
2. occurring from time to time; intermittent. 3. of or
characterized by a period or periods: as, the periodic
motion of a planet. 4. of or characterized by periodic
sentences. SYN. see intermittent.

per*I-od4c add (pur'i-od'ik), [per- -f iodic], an oxygen
acid, HsIOe, containing iodine in its highest valence.

pe-ri cxl-i cal OpeVi-od'i-k'l), odj. 1. periodic. 2. pub-
lished at regular intervals of more than one day. 3. of

a periodical, n. a publication appearing at regular
intervals of more than one day, as a weekly magazine,

pe-riod-i-caMy (p&r'i-od'i-k'l-i, pSr'i-od'ik-li), adv. 1.

at regular intervals. 2. from time to time; recurrently.

pe*ri-o-dic4-ty (p&r'i-a-dis'a-ti), n. [pi. PERIODICITIES

(-tiz)], [Fr. periodicity < periode], 1. a tendency to
recur at regular intervals, as of some fevers; periodic
character. 2. in chemistry, the occurrence of similar

properties in elements occupying similar positions in the
periodic table. 3. in electricity, frequency.

periodic law, the principle that the physical and chem-
ical properties of the chemical elements recur period-
ically when the elements are arranged in increasing
order of their atomic numbers.

periodic sentence, a sentence in which the grammatical
form and essential meaning are not completed until
the end is reached: distinguished from loose sentence.

periodic system, the system governing the classifica-

tion of the elements: see periodic law,

periodic table, an arrangement of the chemical ele-

ments according to their atomic numbers, to exhibit
the periodic law: the vertical columns (groups) include
elements having related properties; the aligned sub-
groups (families) in these columns include elements

, having more closely related properties^ the horizontal
columns (periods) show the periodic shift in the prop-
erties of the elements: see chart on facing page.

per-i-O'dide (oSr-I'a-didO, n. an iodide in which the

proportion of iodine is relatively high as compared with
other iodides of the same element.
periodon-tal (per'i-a-don'tl), adj. [< peri- + Gr,
od&n, odontos, tooth; -f- -al], in anatomy, situated or

occurring around a tooth.

per-i-os-te-al (per'i-os'ti-al), adj. of the periosteum.
per'i-os-te-uni (per'i-os'ti-am), n. [pi. PERIOSTEA (-a)],rt^-3

L.jL. pefibsteon; Gr. periosteon; Peri-, around +
%bone] f the

t
membrane of tough, fibrous con-

issue covering all bones except at the joints.
I'tts (per'i-os-tl'tis), n. [see -ms], inflamma-

tion of the periosteum.
per*i-o-tic (per'i-5

f
tik, per'I-ot'ik), adj. F< peri- + Gr.

otikos < ous t ptos, an ear], in anatomy & zoology, sur-

rounding the inner ear; specifically, of the bony struc-
ture (periotic bone) forming ,a capsule enclosing the
labyrinth.

per-i-pa-tet-ic (per'i-pa-tet'ik), adj. [ME. parypatetik,
n.; L. peripateUcus; Gr. Peripatetikos < peripatein.to
walk about; peri-, around 4- patein, to walk], 1. [P-],
of the philosophy or the followers of Aristotle, who
walked about in the Lyceum while he was teaching.
2. i)pving from place to place { walking about; itinerant.
n. 1. [F-], a follower of Aristotle. 2. a person who
walks from place to place, SYN. see itinerant.
pe riph-er al (pa-rif'Sr-al) , adj. 1. of or forming a pe-
riphery. 2. in anatomy, outer; external; distal.

pe-riph-er ally (pa-rif'er-al-i), adv. so as to be periph-
eral,

pe-iioh-er-y (pa-rif'Sr-i), n. [pi. PERIPHERIES (-iz)] f (Fr.

peripk^rie; LL. peripheria; Gr. periphereia < peri-
phere's, moving around < peri-, around -1- ^herein, to
bear], i. a boundary line, especially that of a rounded
figure; perimeter, 2. an outside surface, especially that
of a rounded object or body. 3. surrounding space or
area; environs. 4. in anatomy, the area surrounding a
nerve ending, SYN. see circumference,
per i phrase (per'a-frSzO, n. periphrasis.
pe-riph-ra sis

(pa-rif'ra-sis), n. [pi. PERIPHRASES (-sezO],
[L.; Gr. Periphrasis < Peri-, around -f- pkrassein, to
speak], 1. the use of many words where one or a few
would dp; roundabout way of speaking; circumlocution.
2. a periphrastic expression.

per-i-phras tic (per'a-fras'tik) , adj. [Gr. peripkrastikos],
1. of, like, or expressed in periphrasis. 2 in grammar,
formed with a particle or auxiliary "verb instead of by
inflection (e.g., "she did sing" for "she sang'

r
is &pen-

Phrastic construction).
per-i phras-ti-cally (per'a-fras'ti-kl-i, per'a-fras'tik-
H) , adv. in a periphrastic manner,

per-ip-tery (pa-rip'tfr-i), n. [pi. PERIPTERIES (-iz)], (<
L. peripteros; Gr. peripteros, flying about < peri-, around
4- pteron. a feather], that area around a moving body
within which air currents are set up by the motion.
pe-rique (pa-rekOt n. [Fr., supposedly after Pierre
Chenet, WBO introduced tobacco^growing to French
colonists in Louisiana, but actually < Fr. pronun. of
pricfa vulgar for penis, so called from the sofrpe of the
dried, compacted pluttk a strong, black tobacco grown
in Louisiana: used in blending. /

per i sarc (pej/ai-sarkO* n* [< ptri* -f Qt^ *o* ,$<*rJfew?

flesh], the tough outer layer of a ayarofiRoon animal.

-scope], 1. a peri-

t^MIRROR

^REFLECTING
VIEW

PERISCOPE

per-i-scope (per'a-skop') , n. [peri-
scopic lens. 2. an opti-
cal instrument consist-

ing of a tube holding a
system of lenses with a
mirror at either end ar-

ranged so that a person
looking through the eye-
piece at one end can see
objects reflected by the
mirror at the other end:
used on submerged sub-
marines, etc.

per-i-scop*iq (per'a-
skqp'ik), adj. 1. pro-
viding clear lateral or

oblique range of view,
as certain lenses. 2. of
or by a periscope.

per-ish (per'ish), v.i.

[ME. perischen, perissen
< ppr. stem of OFr.
perir; L. perire, to go
through, perish; per-,
intens. -h tre, to go], to
be utterly destroyed or ruined; end; specifically, to die a
violent or untimely death. SYN. see die.

perish the thought! do not even consider such a
possibility!

per*Ish-a'ble (per'ish-a-b'l), adj. that may perish; liable
to spoil or deteriorate, as some foods, n. something
liable to spoil or deteriorate, especially such a food.

pe-ris-so-dac-tyl, pe-ris-so-dac-tyle (pa-ris'a-dak'til),
adj. [Mod. L. pertssodactylus < Gr. perissos, uneven
(< peri-, over) + daktylos, finger], having an uneven
number of toes on each foot as a horse, rhinoceros, etc.
n. a hoofed animal with an uneven number of toes.

per-i-stal-sis (per'a-stal'sis) , n. [pi. PERISTALSES (-sez)],

[Mod. L.; see PERISTALTIC], the rhythmic, wavelike
motion of the walls of the alimentary canal and certain
other hollow organs, consisting of alternate muscular
contractions and dilations that move the contents of
the tube onward.

per-i stal-tic (perVstal'tik) , adj. [Gr. peristaltikos <
peristellein, to surround, involve; peri-, around -}-

stellein, to place], of or characterized by peristalsis.
per-i-stome (per'a-stSm/). n. [Mod. L. peristoma <
peri- 4- Gr. stoma, a mouth], 1. in botany, the fringe
around the opening of the spore case in mosses. 2. in

zoology, the area or parts surrounding the mouth or
a mouthlike part of an organism.

per-i-sty-lar (per'a-sti'lgr), adj. of or like a peristyle.
per-i^stjrte (perVstH') n. [Fr. peristyle; L, peristylum;
Gr. peristylon < peri-, around + stylos, a column], 1. a
row of columns forming an enclosure or supporting a
roof. 2. any space or enclosure, as a court, so formed.

per-i the ci-um (perVthe'shi-om, per'a-the'si-am) , n.
[pi. PERITRECIA &)], [Mod. L. < peri- + Gn thek$, a
case, box], in certain fungi, a flaskBke case containing
the spore sacs.

per-i-to-neal, per-i-to-nae-al (per'i-ta-ne"'al), adj. of
the peritoneum.

per-i-to-ne-um, per-i-to-nae-um (per'i-ta-ne'am), n.
[pl. PERITONEA (-a)], [LL.; Gr. peritonaion < peri-,
around + teinein, to stretchj, the transparent serous
membrane lining the abdominal cavity and reflected
inward at various places to cover the visceral organs.

per-i-to-ni-tis (per'i-td-snl'tis), n. [see -ms], inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum.

perri-wig (pei/arwigO, n. [earlier perwyke, perrmh; al-
tered < Fr. perrwque; see PBRUKB), a wig.

per i winkle (pef'a-wig'kl), n. (W. perumke; AS.
peroince; "L. pervinca, periwinkle], a creeping plaat with
evergreen leaves and white or blue flower: myrtle.
per i winkle

(per'a-wiTj'k'l) r if. [AS. perwynke; prob.
confusion of earlier ptnewnck with the pnexi. WjordQ,

'

1. any of a number of small, related salt-water'am
having a thick, brown or yellowish, cone-shaped shell
with dark sj>al bands. 2. such a !|helL

falsely under oath. 2.

, , ,

having lied

risht,
while IL

, ,

to tJie point of j

or formal i

perk (ptbrk,, . .__ ,

perquer, to percm], I. to a

spiritedly (often wi^k up)^ ,

. _^ nTr Frw
or jaunty ta^jaopMinuio^ (mea w|

- 1. to lift one's head or straighten <
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perk 1090 perpetual motion
acting jaunty. 2, to become lively or animated; recover
one's spirits (with up}.
perk (pu>k), v.t. & u.i. [Colloq.], to percolate.
Per-kin, Sir WiUtam Henry (purlin), 1838-1907;
English, chemist.

Per4dns, Franks (pur'kinzh -1882- ; American soci-

H$iist; sectary of labor (1933-1945).
perk-y (pur'ki) , adj. [PERKIER (-ki-gr) , PERKIEST (-ki-ist) ],

1. spirited; aggressive. 2. brisk; gay; saucy; jaunty.
per-lite (pftrlit), n [Fr. < perle, pearl], a glassy volcanic
rock with a pearly luster: it is a form of obsidian
appearing as an aggregation of small, rounded masses.

per-lit>ic (per-lit'ik) , adj. of or like perlite.
Perm (perm), n. Molotov, Siberia: the former name.
perm-alloy (purm'al'oi), n. [permeable -f alloy], any
of various alloys of iron and nickel having a high
magnetic permeability: a trade-mark (Permalloy).
per-ma-nence (pur'mQ-nans), n. [ME.; ML. permanen-
tia], the state or quality of being permanent.
per-ma-nen-cy (pur'ma-nan-si) , n. 1. permanence.
2. [pi. PERMANCIES (-siz)], something permanent
permanent (pur'ma-nant) , adj. [ME.; OFr,; L. per-
manens, ppr. of permanere; per, through + manere, to

remain], 1. lasting or intended to last indefinitely
without change: opposed to temporary. 2. lasting a
relatively long time. n. [Colloq. ], a permanent wave.
permanent wave, a hair wave produced by use of
chemicals or heat and lasting for months.
per-man-ga nate (per-mar/ga-nat'), n. a salt of per-
manganic acid, generally dark purple.
pet-man gan-ic acid Gpur'man-gan'ik) , \per- + man-
ganic], an unstable acid, HMnCh, that is a strong
oxidizing agent in aqueous solution.

per*me-a-bil-i-ty (pur'mi-9-bilVti), n. 1. the state or

quality of being permeable. 2. the power of conducting
lines of magnetic force.

per-me-a ble (pur'smi-o-b'l), adj. [ME.; L. permeaUlis],
that can be permeated; open to passage or penetration,
especially by fluids.

per-me-ance (pftr'mi-sns) , n. 1. a permeating or being
permeated. 2. the quality of being permeable.
per-me ant (pur'mi-ant) , adj. permeating or tending to

permeate.
per-me ate (pur'mi-at'). v.t. [PERMEATED (-id), PER-
MEATING], [< L. permeatus, pp. of permeare; per.
through 4- meare, to glide, flow, pass], to pass into ana
affect every part of; penetrate and spread through: as,
water will permeate blotting paper, vd. to spread or dif-

fuse; penetrate (with through or among).
per-me-a-tion (pur'mi-a'shsn) , n. a permeating or being
permeated,

per-me-a-tiye (pui/mi-a'tiv), adj. permeating; penetra-
tive; diffusive.

tper men-gem (per men'sam), [L.], by the month,
Per-mi-an (pjirmi-an) , adj. (alter Perm, former prov-
ince of Russia], designating or of the geological period
following the Pennsvlyanian in the Paleozoic Era and
preceding the Triassic in the Mesozoic: it was character-
ized by increased reptile life, major mountain building
of the Appalachian ranges, and much glaciation, espe-
cially in the Southern Hemisphere.
the Permian, the Permian Period or its rocks: see
geology, chart.

per-mis-si-bil i-ty (pgr-rmVa-bil'a-ti), n. the state or
quality of being permissible.

per mis-si ble (pgr-misVb'l), adj. [ME. permyssyble;
OFr.; ML. permissibilis < L. permissus, pp. of per-
mittere], that can be permitted; allowable,

per-mis-si bly (pgr-mis'a-bli), adv. so as to be permis-
sible.

per-mls-sion (pgr-mish'on), n. [MB.; L, permissio <
pp. of permittere], the act of permitting; formal consent;
leave; license: as, you have my permission to go.

per-mis-sive (pSr-mis'iv), adj. ifME. permyssyue; OFr.;
permissif < pp. of L. permittere], 1. giving permission;
that permits; allowing. 2. permitted; allowable, at
one's option; not forbidden.

per-mit (peY-mit'; for n,, usually pur'mit), v.t. [PER-
MITTED (-id) , PERMITTING], [L. pcrmiUere (pp. permissus) ;

per, through + mittere, to send], 1. to allow; consent
to; tolerate: as, smoking is not permitted. 2. to give
permission to; authorize: as, he is permitted to leave.
3. to give opportunity for: as, an intermission that
permits conversation. v.i. to give opportunity or
possibility: as, I'll come if time and weather permit.
n. 1. permission. 2. a document granting permission
to do something; license; warrant. SYN. see let.

per-mit-ter (pgr-mit'Sr), n. a person who permits,
permut a-ble (per-mu'ta-b'l), adj. that can be
muted,
per mu ta-tion (pCbr'myoo-ta'shan), n. [ME. permuta-
cioun; OPr. Permutation; L. permutatto < permutare; see
PERMUTE], 1. a change; alteration; rearrangement. 2.

any one of the combinations or changes in position
possible within a group: as, the permutations of 1, 2, and
5 are 123, 132, 213, 231, 312, l.

per mute (pir-mw) v.t. (PERMUTED (-M), PBRMUTMGI,
[ME. permuten; L*. permutare, to change thoroughly;
per-, intens. + mutare, to change], L to make dff-

per-

ferent; alter. 2. to rearrange the order or sequence of.

Per-nam-bu-co (pur'nam-boo'ko; Port, per'nam-boo'-
koo) , n. Recife, a city of Brazil.

per-nicious (per-nish'as) , adj. JPr. pernicieux; L.

perniciosus < perniciest destruction < pernecare, to
kjll; Per, thoroughly + necare, to kill < nex, ntcis,

death], 1. causing injury, destruction, or ruin; fatal;
deadly. 2. [Rare], wicked; evil.

f

SYN.- pernicious applies to that which does great harm by
insidiously undermining or weakening (pernicious anemia, a
pernicious dogma) ;

baneful implies a harming by or as by poi-
soning (a baneful superstition) ; noxious refers to anything that
is injurious to physical or mental healtft (noxious fumes) ; dele-
terious implies slower, less irreparable injury to the health (the
deleterious effects of an unbalanced diet) ; detrimental implies
a causing of damage, loss, or disadvantage to something speci-
fied (his interference was detrimental to our cause) . ANT. harm-
less, innocuous.

pernicious anemia, a severe form of anemia character-
ized by a gradual reduction in the number of the red
blood cells, general weakness, gastrointestinal and
nervous disturbances, etc. : it can be successfully treated
by the administration of liver or liver extracts.

per-nick-et-y (pgr-nik'a-ti), adj. [< Scot, dial.; prob."

altered <
too

.. ._. ._.. - , , , iiowmg or
requiring extremely careful treatment. Also persnickety.

Pe-r6n, Juan Do-min-go (hwan ddVmerj'go* pe-r$n'),
1896?- ; president of Argentina, 194$~1955; deposed.

per-oneal (per'a-ne'al), adj. [Gr. perone, a pin, fibula;
f -ofl, of or near the fibula.

per-orate (perVraf), vfj. [PERORATED (-id), PERORAT-
ING), [< L. peroratus; see PERORATION], 1. to make a
speech; especially, to speak at some length; harangue.
2. to sum up or conclude a speech.

per-o-ra-tion (per'g-ra'shan) , n. [L. peroratio ^ -pvrorare
(pp. peroratus); per, through + orare, to pray, speak],
the concluding part of a speech, in which there is a
summing up and emphatic recapitulation.

per-ox-id (per-ok'sid) . n. peroxide.
per-ox-ide (pgr-ok'sid) , n. [per- -f oxide], any oxide con-
taining the Oa group m which the two atoms of oxygen
are linked by a single bond; specifically, hydrogen per-
oxide, v.t. [PEROXIDED (-id), PEROXIDING]. to bleach
with hydrogen peroxide, adj. bleached with hydrogen
peroxide: as, peroxide hair.

per pend (ptir'pand), n. [Fr. parpaing, parpain < LL.
*perpanitius < base seen also in Fr. pan (de mur), side
(of a wall)], a large stone extending through a wall
from one side to the other, used as a binder.
per-pend (pr-pend'), v.t. & v.i* [L. perpendere; per-,
mtens. + pendere, to weigh], [Archaic], to ponder,

per pen dic-u lar (pur'psn-dik'yoo-lSr), adj. [ME.:
OFr. perpendiculer: L. perpendic*
ularis < perpendtculum, plumb
line < per-, intens. + ptnaere, to
hang], 1. at right angles to a
given plane or fine. 1 exactly
upright; vertical; straight up or
down. 3. [P-l, of or designating
the third and latest style of Bog-

H *

lish Gothic architecture of the *BRPENDfCULAfe
14th, 15th, and 16th centuries, w>. perpendicular to
characterized by vertical Hties in HR
its tracery, n. 1. a device used in finding or marking
the vertical line from any point. 2. a line at right
angles to the plane of the noimoa. 3. a straight line at
rignt angles to another line or plane. 4. a perpendicular
or upright position. SYN. see vertical,

per-pen die u lar i ty (pur'poa-dik'yoo-larVti) , n. the
state or quality of being perpendicular.

per-pent (pttr'pQnt), n. a perpend.
per-pe-trate (pur'pQ-trStO, v.t. [PERPETRATED (4d),
PERpfrRATiNG], [< L. jerpetratus, pp. of perp^art <
per, thordtifhly + patrare, to effect! to d6 or perform
(something evil, criminal, or offensive); be gtdlty of;
commit (a blunder), impose (a ioax), etc.

per pe-tra tion (ptbr'po-irl'shaa), n. 1. the act of per-
petrating* 2. something perpetrated, as an offense.
perpe tra tor (pur^po-tra'teY)* n. a person who per-
petrates.

per-pet-u-a! (pr-pech'6S-ol), od/. [MB. & OFr. perpel-
uel; L. p^etouaUs < p^petu^s, constantj, 1. fasfing
or enduring forever or for an definite!y long time:
eternal; permanent 2. cmtfaising ide&dtely wiliout
interruption; unceasing; constant: as, a perpetual nuis-
ance. 3. in gardening , blooming continuously through-
out the growing season. ^aptepetualplantjespedaUy,
a vanety of peipetualnyl)ri<l ro&e.-H^N. see caijittouaL

perpetual calendar, a calendar that Is mathematically
so arranged that th* correct day of the week cam be
determined for any given date over a wide range of
years.<

^^
per pet u al ly {prspech'6TWl4> f a&v* i forever? ^^-
nally. 2. constantly: incessantly.

pernetual motion, the motion of a ImMiwttol device
which, once set in motion, would operate indefinitely
by creating its own energy,

' '

t
,

.

'
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per'pet-uate (pgr-pech'oo-af), v.t. [PERPETUATED (-id),

PERPETUATING], [< L. perpetuatus, pp. of perpetuare],
to make perpetual; cause to continue or be remembered;
preserve from oblivion.

per-pet-u*a-tion (^gr-pech'oo-a'shsn), n. [ML. perpet-

uate], a perpetuating or being perpetuated.

per-pet-u-a-tor (pgr-pech'oo-a'ter), n. a person who
perpetuates .

per-pe-tu-i-ty (pur'pg-too's-ti, pur'pa-tu'g-ti), n. [pi.

PERPETUITIES (-tiz)J, [ME. perpetmte; L. perpetuitas],

1. the state or quality of being perpetual. 2. something
perpetual, as an annuity or pension to be paid in-

definitely. 3. unlimited time; eternity. 4. in law,, a)
a limitation upon the transference of an estate: it is

valid only for a legally specified period. 6) an estate

so limited.
in perpetuity, forever,

Per-pi'gnan (per'pe'nyaV), n. a city in southern
France: pop,, 75,000 (1946).

per-plex (pgr-pleks'), v.t. [Late ME., involved; OFr.

perplexe; L. perplexus, entangled, confused, involved;

per, through + plexus, pp. of plectere, to twist, olait],

1. to make (a person) uncertain, doubtful, or hesitant;

confuse; puzzle. 2. to make intricate or complicated;
make confusing or hard to understand: as, don't perplex
the problem. SYN. see puzzle. ,,,,,,"

(pSr-pleksf), adi. [pp. of perplex], 1. full of

incertainty; puzzled. 2. hard to understand;
per-
doubt or uncertainty;
confusing.

per plex ing (pgr-plek'sirj), adj. that perplexes.

per-plex-i-ty (pgr-plek'sa-ti), n. [ME. perplexite; OFr.

perplexit^; LL. perplexitas], 1. the condition of being
2. [pi. PERPLEX-
or is perplexed,

per pro., per -procurationem, [L.], by proxy. f t

per-crui'Site (pur'kwQ-zit) , n. [ML. perquisttum < L,

perquisitus, pp. of perquirere, to search diligently for <
per-, intens. + quaerere, to seek], 1, something addi-

tional to regular profit or pay, resulting from one's

position or employment, especially something custom-

ary or expected, as a tip or gratuity. 2. something to

which a person, institution, etc. is entitled by virtue of

status, position, or character; prerogative; right: as,

the frank is a perquisite of congressmen.
Per-rault, Charles (sharl/ pe'ro'), 1628-1703; French
writer and compiler of fairy tales,

Per-rin, Jean Bap-tiste (zhaV ba'test' pe'ra0, 1870-

1942; French physicist; received Nobel prize in physics,
1926.

per-ron (per'on; Fr. pe-ron'), n, [ME. peroun; OFr.

perron < pierre; L. petra, & stone], an outside staircase,

usually extending up the slope of a terrace, as to the
front entrance ofa building.

per-ry (per'i), n. [ME. pereye; OFr. pert; LL. pera <
L. pirum, pear], a fermented drink made from pear
juice.

Per-ry, Matthew Cal-brajtn Ckal'breth per'i), 1794-

1858; brother of Oliver Hazard; American commodore:
negotiated first treaty between the United States and

.

perplexed: bewilderment; confusion. 2. [pi. PERPLEX-
ITIES (-tiz)J, something that perplexes o

Japan.
Per

.

erry. Oliver Haz-ard (haz'Sr^), 1785-1819: American
naval office*; defeated the British at the Battle of Lake
Brie (1813).

Perry. JRalpfc Barton (blr't'n), 1876-1957; American
educator and philosopher.

Pers., 1. Persia, 2. Persian.

pers., 1. person. 2. personal. 3. personally,

per salt (pur'solt'), n. a salt of a peracid.

perse (purs), adj. (MB.; OFr. pers; M. perws], grayish-
plue. n. grayish olue.

per se (pur' s'), DW. by (or in) Itself; inhe
s^kut7

),
v.t fPERSECUper-se-cute , . f

stecuriNQ), frr. persecute*; ba^-fc*matlon <, persfau-

ieur, L. persecutor < L. persequi, to pursue; per* through
4- segui, to follow], 1. to afflict or hara^ conftant|y do

as to injure or dwtress: oppress cruelly, especially for

reasons of reM^on, politics, or rtwse. Z te'1#&tdfleqr
ann^y consta^wy: as, persecuted by mofquitoes. sxff.

pS^se cu tion (pur'ss-ku'shsn), n. [MB. & OPr. >ew-
cuc$otu)n; L.

'

persecutio], a petsecjiting or belmg per^e-

pSsecutive (pttr^-kH'tiv), adj. of, tke, or

as), n. [L.;
of Zeus ax:

i (pur'sus, pur't_ _.._.,
Ethology, the son of Zeus and Danae and slayer

of Medusa: he married Andromeda after rescuing her
from a sea monster. 2. a' northern constellation be-

tween Taurus and Cassiopeia : see constellation, chart.

per-se-ver-ance (pur'sa-ve'r'ans), n. [ME,; OFr,; L.

perseverantia < perseverans, ppr. of perseverare], 1. the
act of persevering. 2. the quality of one who perseveres ;

persistence. 3. in Cahinist theology, the continuance in

grace of people elected to eternal salvation.

SYN. perseverance implies a continuing to do something in

spite of difficulties, obstacles, etc.; persistence, in a favorable

sense, implies steadfast perseverance, in an unfavorable sense,

annoyingly stubborn continuance; tenacity and pertinacity
imply firm adherence to some purpose, action, belief, etc., the

former word in a favorable sense, and the latter, -with the un-

favorable connotation of annoying obstinacy.

per-se-vere (pur'sa-vSr'), v.i. [PERSEVERED (-vrd') f

PERSEVERING], [ME. perseveren; OFr. perseverer; L. per-
severare < perseverus, very severe, strict; per-, intens. +
severus, severe, serious, grave, strict], to continue doing
something in spite or difficulty, opposition, etc.; be
steadfast in purpose; persist.

per-se-ver-ing (pur'sa-vSr'irj), adj. refusing to give up;
showing perseverance; unrelenting: persistent.

Per-shing, John Joseph (pur'shin), 1860-1948; Amer-
ican general; commander in chief of American Expe-
ditionary Forces, World War I.

Per-sia (pur'zho, pur'sho), n. I, the Persian Empire.
2. Iran, a country in western Asia: the former name:
abbreviated Per., Pers.

Per-sian (pur'zhan, pur'shan), adj. of Persia, ancient
or modern, its people, their language, or culture;
Iranian, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Persia.

f
2.

the Iranian language of the Persians: its historical

forms are Old Persian, Ayestan, and Pahlavi; the cur-
rent form is Modern Persian. Abbreviated Per., Pers.

Persian blinds, persiennes. t

Persian cat, a variety of domestic cat with long, silky
hair.
Persian Empire, an empire of southwestern Asia, from
the Indus River to the Mediterranean: it was founded
by Cyrus the Great (6th century B.C.) and destroyed
by Alexander the Great (331 B.C.).
Persian Gulf, an arm of the Arabian Sea, between
Arabia and Iran: length, 420 mi.
Persian lamb, 1. the lamb of certain Asiatic sheep.
2. its black, gray, or brown curly fleece, used for fur

coats, etc.

Persian rug (or carpet), an Oriental rug made in

Persia, having rich, soft colors in an intricate pattern.

per si car y (pur'si-ker'i), n. [pi. PBRSICARIES (4z)l

[ML. persicarius, peach tree < L. persicum, peach],
any ota group of plants of the knotweed family, char-
acterized by -jointed stems.

per-si-ennes(pur'zi~enz'; Fr. per'syenO. npL [Fr., fern,

pi. of persien, Persian], outside shutters tor windows,
having adjustable, horizontal slats like those on, Vene-
tian blinds: also Persian blinds.

persiflage (pur'si-faW), n. (Fr. < persiJUr, to banter
< L. per + Fr. sijfter,

to whistjle
{ hiss; L, siJOarc,

sibilare; ci SIBILANT], 1. a Hght, Invotous or fll

style of writing or speaking, 2. talk or writing <

kfiid; banter; raillery.

per-sim-mon (per-dxn'an), n. [< Am. Ind, ^^
quian) ; cf * Cree Posimnm, dried fruit]. 1. any of a
number of related; trees with white, cup-shaped flowers,
hard wood, and yellow or orange-red, plumlike fruit.

2. the fruit, sour aad astaingent when, green, but weet
and edible when thorcmghfer ripe.

per sist (per-sisf, pSr-zist^ uJ. [Fr. persists; I* p&^
sistere; per. through + sistere, to cause to stand]; I. to
refuse to give up, especially when faced with p$Kwtt0a
or difficulty; continue fin4y w st^dily, 2.t

J * -

iiisistently, as in repeating a question. 3* to c

exist or prevail $ eodttrd^ remain. >SYN. n

per-sist-ence (p&r-sis'taws* p&>zis'twts) f r . ,

sfatance], 1 , the act of persisting ; stubborm OK* <

continuance,, as in a chosen course or purpose *

^steat or lasting quality; resoluteness; t^aamlyw
tinuoua eadstence; enduranee, as of a bewc*wb' >

continuance ol an effect af^er the mwoval of4bM
,

.

as, persistence of vMon causw timal tepr^sloi
continue upon 1^ae retina far somc'ttaw^ ^ISWrn see

, m persist-per-sist-en-cy '(pfir-sls'toii-si
ence.

'

per-slst ent
, ppr, ol persisfare;
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long time, as some withered leaves, 5. in zoology, re-

maining for life: said of such parts which, in other
animals disappear or wither at an early stage.

per-snick-e-ty (pgr-snik'9-ti), adj. [Colloq.], pernickety.
per son (pur's'n), n. [ME. & OFr. persone; L. persona,
Ht. f face mask tisea by actors, hence a character,
person; c. IMPERSONATE, PARSON], 1. a human being,

especially as distinguished from a thing 91 lower animal;
individual man, woman, or child: as, he is a kind -person,
three persons are missing. 2. a common individual:
used in slight or contempt. 3. a) a living human body.
6) bodily form or appearance: as, she was neat and
clean about her person. 4. personality; self; being: as,
his very person is offensive. 5. in grammar, a) division
into three classes of pronouns and, in most languages,
corresponding verb forms, the use of which indicates
and is determined by the identity of the subject, thus:
the first person (I or we) is used when the subject is the
speaker; the second person (you} when the subject is

spoken to; the third person (he, she, it, or they) when
the subject is spoken of. 6) any of these three classes.
6. in law, any individual or incorporated group having
certain legal rights and responsibilities. 7. in theology,
one of the three modes of being (Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost) in the Trinity, 8. [Archaic], a role in a
play; character. Abbreviated pers., per.
in person, in the flesh; in bodily presence.

per so na (pgr-so'na), n. [pi. PERSONAE (-ne)J, [L.], 1.

person. 2. pi. the characters of a drama, novel, etc.

per-son-able (pur's'n-9-bl), adj. having an attractive
personal appearance; good-looking; handsome; comely.
per-son-age (pur's'n-ij), n. [OFr.; see -AGE], 1. a
person of importance or distinction; notable. 2. a
perspn. 3. a character in history, a play, novel, etc.
4. [Archaic], physical appearance.
Jper so-na gra*ta (per-so'na gra'ta, grlt'to), [L.], a per-
son who is acceptable; one who is always welcome.

per-son-al (tfurVn^l), ad;. [ME. personele; OFr. per-
sonel; L. fersonalis], 1. of or peculiar to a certain
person; private; individual. 2. done in person or by
oneself without the use of another person or outside
agency: as, a personal interview. 3. of the person,
*boay, or physical appearance: as, personal hygiene.
4. having to do with the character, personality, intSnate
affairs, conduct, etc. of a certain person: as, a personal
remark. 5. tending to make remarks, or be inquisitive,
'about the private affairs of others. 6. of, like, or
having the nature of a person, or rational, self-con-
scious being: as, a personal God. 7. in grammar,
indicating grammatical person, as the inflectional
endings of verbs in Latin and Greek : see also personal
pronoun. 8. in law, of or constituting personal prop-
erty. n. I. a ^local news item about a person or
persons. 2. a brief newspaper advertisement concern-
ing a personal matter. Abbreviated pera.

personal effects, personal property; intimate be-
longings.

personal equation, see equation (sense 2).

per.TOn.al^ty (pur'sa-nalVti), n. [pi. PERSONALITIES
(;ti2)], [ME. personalite; OFr. personality; ML, person-
ahtas^ < L. personalis, personal], 1. the quality or fact
of being a person. 2. the quality or fact of being a
particular person; personal identity; individuality. 3.
habitual patterns and qualities of behavior of any in-
dividual as expressed by physical and mental activities
and attitudes; distinctive individual qualities of a per-
son, considered collectively. 4. the stun of such quali-
ties as impressing or likely to impress others: as, she
has personality. 5. a person; especially a notable
person; personage. 6. usually pi. any remark, usuallyan offensive or disparaging one, aimed at or referring
to a person. SYN. see disposition.

Pf^P**11*126 (Pfcr's'n-ol-lz'), v.t. [PERSONALIZED
(-izd'), PERSONALIZING], 1. to make personal; applyto a specific person, especially to oneself: as, she per-
sonalized his general criticism of her group. 2. to per-
sonify; endow with personality. 3. to have printed
with one's name: as, personalized checks.

per son al ly (pur's'n-al-i), adv. 1. without the use of
another person or an agent; in person: as, he attended
to it personally 2. as a person: as, thottgh I dislike
nun ^personally, I admire his taste. 3. in one's own
opinion; as far as oneself is concerned: as, personally.Id rather not go. 4. as though directed at one^s
person: as, she took his remarks personally.

personal pronoun, any of a group of pronouns refer-
ring to the speaker(s), the person spoken to, or any
other person(s) or thing(s). The English personal pro-
nouns, nominative case form, are:

- ^1st pers.

t****
pers. he, she, it

(archaic ye)
, ey
any property that is movable or
land: opposed to real

-. for O
SONALITYJ, personal property!

Iper so na non gra ta

[L.], a person who is not acceptable; an unwelcome
person.
person-ate (pur's'n-af; for adj., usually pur's'n-it),
v.t. [PERSONATED (-id), PERSONATING], [< L. personatus
masked < persona; see PERSON], 1. to act or play the
part of, as in a drama or masquerade; portray, 2. to
personify, as in poetry. 3. in law, to assume the
character or identity of with intent to defraud; im-
personate, adj. having a single-petaled flower with
two lips and a projection in its throat.

persona-tion (parVn-a'shsn), n. a personating or
being personated; impersonation,

per-son-a-tive (pur's'n-a'tiy), adj. personating; espe-
cially, representing dramatically.

per-son-a-tor (pur's'n-a'ter), n. one who personates.

per-son-i-fi-ca-tipn (pgr-son'9-fi-ka'shan) , n. 1. a per-
sonifying or being personified. 2. a person or thing
thought of as representing some quality, thing, or
idea; embodiment; type; ^perfect example: as, the old
man was the very personification of evil, Cupid is the
personification of love. 3. a figure of speech in which
a thing, quality, or idea is represented as a person.

per-son-i-fi-er (pgr-son'a-fi'er) , n. a person or thing that
personifies.

per-son-i-fy (per-son'a-fiO. v.t [PERSONIFIED (-fid'),

PERSONIFYING], [Fr. personnifer < L. persona, person
+ facere, to make], 1. to think or speak of (a thing)
as having life or personality; represent as a person: as,
we personify a ship by referring to it as "she," 2. to
symbolize (an abstract idea) by a human figure, as in
art. 3. to be a .perfect example of (some quality,
thing, or idea) ; typify; embody. 4. [Rare], to personate.
per-son-nel (pur's9-nel')t n. [Fr.j see PERSONAL], per-
sons employed in any work, enterprise, service, estab-
lishment, etc.: distinguished in military usage from

LL.
materiel, adj. of or in charge of personnel.

per-spec-tive (pr-spek'tiv), adj. [ME. perspectif;
Perspectivus < L. Per*
spicere, to look through
< per, through -f spe-
cere, to look], 1. of per-
spective. 2. drawn in

perspective, n. [ML.
perspectiva < LL. per-
spectivus; see the adj.],
1. the art of picturing
objects or a scene in
such a way as to show
them as they appear to
the eye with reference
to relative distance or
depth. 2. a) the appear- PERSPECTIVE
ance of objects or scenes as determined by their relative
distance and positions. 6) the effect of relative distance
and position. 3. the relationship or proportion of the
parts of a whole, regarded from a particular stand-
point or point in time. 4. a proper evaluation with
proportional importance given to the "component
parts. 5. a picture in perspective. 6. a distant view;
vista. 7. [Obs.J, an optical instrument.

per epi ca-cious (pur'spi-ka'shos), adj. [< L. pcrspicax,
persptcacis < perspicere, to see through], 1. having
keen judgment or understanding; acutely perceptive.
2. [Archaic], having keen vision. SYN. see shrewd.

per-epi-cac-l-ty. (pflr'spi-kasVti), n. fL. persficacitas],
1 . keenness of judgment or understanding. 2. [Archaic],
keenness of sight.
perspi cu 1 ty (pur'spi-kHVti), n. [Pr, perspicuitt; L.
perspicuitas], quality of being perspicuous; lucidity.
perspicuous (per-spik't-os), adj. [L. perspicuus,
transparent < perspicere, to see through], clear in state-
ment or expression; easily understood ; lucid.
per spi-ra tlon (pur'spo-rS'shdn), n. fFrJ, 1. the act
of perspiring; sweating, 2. moisture given off in
perspiring; sweat,
perspiratory (per-spir^-tor'i,
of or causing perspiration.

per-splre (per-spirOt v.t. A v.L
PERSPIRING], [Fr, perspirer; L,
everywhere; pert through -f sp

adj.

give forth (a
pores of the skin; sweat,

[PERSPIRED
erspfaare. to breathe
rare, to breathe], to, ,

salty moisture) through the

per suad a-ble (pgr-swad'a-b'l), adj. that can be per-
suaded.

per-suade (pftp-swSdO. v.t. [PERSUADED (4<|) f PERSUAD-
ING], [Fr. persuader; L. forsuadefe; per-. Intern +
suadere, to urge], L to cause (someone) to do some-
thing, especially by reasoninfit. unrinfir. or inducement*
prevail upon, ZtoindticTr

^ .ftifcpuww^

thing; convince.
iSlW. jperawade implies an influencing of ft pefaon. to in' ac-
tion, belief, etc. by an overt appeal to nis i

'C^tcriKJTOcow&iLpW*
8)| induce suggestsa^p^^^^rM^&&**acticmw thattos decision seen^ finally to come f
was ^w^d to accept the position}; ]

, or induce
to believe some-

f

gctffa)*
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per-sua si bil-i ty (pgr-swa'sa-bil'a-ti), n. the state or
quality of being persuasible.

per-sua-si-ble (pir-swa'sa-bl), adj. [ME.; L. persua-
sibilis < persuasus, pp. of persuadere], that can be per-
suaded.

per-sua-sion (pgr-swa'zhan), n. [ME. persuacioun; L.
persuasio < pp. of persuaders], 1 . a persuading or being
persuaded. 2. power of persuading. 3. a strong belief;
conviction. 4. a particular religious belief or system or
the persons adhering to this; religion. 5. a particular
party, sect, group, etc. 6. [Colloq.], kind, sort, sex, etc.:
used humorously. SYN. see opinion.
persua-sive (pgr-swa'siv), adj. [Fr. persuasif; MI/.
persuasivus < L. persuasus, pp. of persuadere], having
the power, or tending^ to persuade, n. [Rare], some-
thing that persuades; inducement.

per-sul-fate (pur-sul'fat) ,
f

n. [per- + sulfate], a salt

containing tne SaOs radical, produced by the elec-

trolysis of a sulfate solution.

pert (purt), adj. [contr. < ME. & OFr. afert; L. apertus,
open], 1. bold or impudent in speech or behavior;
saucy; forward. 2. [Dial.], in good spirits; lively; brisk.
3. [Obs.], a\ expert; skilled. 6) clever.

pert., pertaining,
per>tam (p&r-tan'), v.i. [ME. partenen; OFr. partenir;
L. pertinere, to stretch out, reach < per-, intens. -f
tenere, to hold], 1. to belong; be connected or asso-
ciated; be a part or accessory. 2. to be appropriate or
suitable: as, the conduct that pertains to a gentleman.
3. to have reference or relevance: as, his remark did not
pertain to the question.
pertaining, to, having to do with; belonging to; of.

Perth (purth), n. 1. a county of central Scotland: pop,,
126,000 (est. 1946) : also Perthshire. 2. its county seat:

pop., 39,000 (est. 1946). 3. seaport and capital of
Western Australia: pop,, 99,000 (est. 1947).

Perth Am-boy (am'boi) , a city in eastern New Jersey,
on Raritan Bay: pop., 41,000,
Perth-shire (purth'shir), n. Perth.

per-ti-na-cious (pur'ta-na'shas), adj. [< L. pertinax,
firm < per-, intens. -f tenax, tenacts, holding fast], 1.

holding firmly to some purpose, belief, or action, often
stubbornly or obstinately. 2. hard to get rid of; un-
yielding; persistent, as an illness. SYN. see stubborn.

per'ti-nac-i'ty (puVta-nas'a-ti), n. [Fr. pertinacite], the
quality or condition of being pertinacious; stubborn
persistence; obstinacy.- SYN. see perseverance.
per ti-nence (pur't'n-^ns), n. the quality of bemg'per-
tinent or appropriate; relevance.

per<ti-iieti'Cy (pur't'n-Qn-si), n, pertinence,
per-ti-nent (pur't'n-ant), adj. [ME. pertynent; L. per-
tinens, ppr. of pertinere; see PERTAIN], of or connected
with the matter in hand; relevant; to tne point. SYN.
see relevant.

perturb (p6r-turbO. v.t. [ME. perturben; QJ*T.perturber;
L. perturbare; per-, intens. 4- turbare, to disturb <
turba, turmoil], to cause to be alarmed, agitated, or

upset; disturb or trouble greatly. SYN. see disturb.

per-tur-ba-tion (pur'tSr-bS'shon), n. [ME. perturba*
down; OFr. perturbation; L. perturbatio], 1. a perturb-
ing or being perturbed. 2. something that perturbs;
disturbance. 3, in astronomy, an irregularity in the
motion or orbit of a heavenly body caused by some
force other than that which determines its usual path.

per-tur ba tive (pur'tgr-bS'tiv), adj. [LL. perfarbatims],
tending to perturb or disturb.

per-tus-eal (pgr-ttis'l), adj. of or having pertussis, or

per-tus-sfs (per-tu&'is), n. [Mod. L.; L. per~, inteas. +
tussis, a cough), whooping cough.

Pe-ru (po-rooOt n. a country in South America, on the
Pacific: area, 482,133 sq. mi.; pop., 7,922,000 (est.

1947); capital, Lima,
Pe ru-ftia (pe-rSo'jS), n. a city in central Italy: pop.,
92,000(est:T947).

Per'U'gi-no, II (el pe'roo-JS'no"), (born JPidro Vannucci),
1446-1523?; Italian painter.
peruke (psnrSdk'), it. [Fr. perruytie; It* perrwa, par~
ruca; of. PBRIWIGU_a ing,

pe-rus-a-ble (pa-roo'za-b 1), adj. that can be perused.

pe-rus-al (p3-roo'zl), n. a perming; a careful or thor-

pe ruse (pa-rSSzO, 9,t. [PWBLUSED (-r<60W), ITOOSING],
fprob. L. per-, miens,; + * ] 1. [RareJ* to examine

, in detail; scrutinize. 2. to read carefttUy or l^oroughly;
study. 3. to read.
Pe ru-vi-an (pQ^S5'vi-an) f adj. of Pent* iti peop or
culture. IL A native or inhabitant of Peru. Abbrambed
Peruv.

'

per vade~ . ,

PERVADE], a pervading or being pervaded; diffusion.

per-va-eive (p&r-va'siv), adj. tending to pervade or
spread throughout.

per-verse (per-vursO, adj. [ME. peruers; OFr. pervers;
L. perversus, pp. of pervertere; see PERVERT}, 1. deviating
from what is considered rignt or acceptable; perverted;
hence, 2. wicked. 3. persisting in error or fault;

stubbornly contrary. 4. obstinately disobedient or
difficult; intractable. SYN. see contrary.

per-ver-sion (per-vur'zhon, pgr-vur'sh0n), n. [ME.
perversion; L. perversio < pp. of pervertere}, 1. a per-
verting or being perverted. 2. something perverted;
abnormal form. 3. any of various sexual acts or prac-
tices deviating from what is considered normal.

per-ver*si-ty (p&r-viir'sa-ti), n. [Fr. perversitt; L. per-
versitas < perversus], 1. the quality or condition of

being perverse. 2. an instance of this.

per-ver-sive (per-vur'siv), adj. [< L. perversns; + -ive[,

tending to pervert.
per-vert (pr-vurt';/orn., pur'vgrt), v.t. [ME. peruerten;
L. pervertere, to overturn, corrupt; per-, intens. +
veriere, to turn], 1. to cause to turn from what is con-
sidered right, natural, or true; misdirect; lead astray;
corrupt. 2. to turn to an improper use; misuse. 3.

to change or misapply the meaning of; misinterpret;
distort; twist. 4. to bring into a worse condition;
debase, n. a perverted person; especially, a person
who practices sexual perversions. < SYN. see debase.
per-vert-ed (pgr-vur'tid) , adj. [pD. of pervert], 1. de-
viating from what is considered right, natural, or true;
characterized by perversion; misdirected. 2. of or

1

practicing sexual perversions. 3. misinterpreted; dis-

torted; twisted.

per-vert-i-ble (p&r-vur'ta-b'l), adj. that can be per-
verted.

per-vi ous (pur'vi-as), adj. [L. pervius < pert through 4-
vta t way], 1. allowing passage through; that can be
penetrated or permeated. 2. having a mind open to
influence, argument, or suggestion.
Pe-sach (pa'sSkh), n. [Heb. pzsaji, a passing over], a
Jewish holiday, the Passover: see Jewish holidays.
pe-sade (pa-sad', pa-fcad')t n. [Fr., earlier posade; It.

posata, a halt; cf. POSE], in horsemanship, the action
of a horse in rearing, or bringing the forelegs up into
the air without moving the hindlegs.

Pes-ca-do-res (pes'kS-dd'res), n. a group of islands
in Formosa Strait, belonging to Formosa: area, SO sq.
mi.; pop., 70,000: Japanese name, Hofeo Gunto.

pe-se-ta (p9-sa'ta; Sp. pe-se'ta), n. [Sp., dim. of pesa,
a weight], a monetary unit and silver coin of Spain,
equal to 100 centimes and valued at about 9 cents in
1950.

Pe-sha-war (pe-sha/wer) , n. the capital of the North-
west Frontier Province, Pakistan: pop., 122,000.

Pe-shi-to (pe-she'to), n. [Syr. peshitio, Ut. f plain, simple],
the standard translation of the Old ana New Testa-
ments in ancient Syriac.
Pe-shit-ta (pe-shet'ta), n. Peshito.

pesky (pes'ki), adj. [PESKIER (4d-3r), PESKIEST (*ki-

ist)], [prob. var. of pesty], [Colloq.], annoying; disagree-
able; troublesome.

pe-so (pa'so; Sp. pe'so"), n. [pi. PESOS C-s5z; $p ~sos)l,

[Sp., lit., a weight; L. pensum, something weighed],
1. any of the monetary units and silver coins of certain
Latin American countries, as the peso of Mcs
valued at 10 1/2 cents in 1950, or that of Cuba, m
at one dollar in 1950. 2. a monetary unit and L ,

coin of the Philippines, valued at 50 cents in 1947.

pes-sa-ry (pes's-rij, n. [pi. PESSARIES (-rias)! [ML* pe$>

sarium; L. pessum; Gr. pessos, oval pebble}* 1 <) a
device worn in the vagina as a support for a displaced
or weak uterus. 6) a somewhat similar contraceptive
device. 2. a vaginal suppository.
pes-si-mism (pes'a-miz m), n. [L. fessimus, worst,
superl. of pejor, worse; 4- -ism], 1. a) the do

"L~f

belief that the existing world is the worst

b) the doctrine or belief that the evil in llEe 4

the good. 2. the tendency to expect mislo
worst" otittKWse in any circumstances; prac
ing om the dark side of things; opposea to ominmm*

pes-si-mist (pea'9-mist) f n. a person who Wieves in
or is given to pessimism.
pee si-mis-tic Cpes'9-mls'tik), adj* of or cliaracterized by
pessimisixi J ^pectinsj the woirt* ""^tSfYN* see cynical*

pes si-mis ti-cal ly ^os'^-mis^-k'H^ pes^Q-mis'tik-li),
adv. in a pejsin^tslbic mafDaeif*

pest ypest), n* 'PV* peste; L. tttfs, a plagtie), l.^a
i or tibtag tinti c&utes ^rouble, annoyance, dis-

.jtv ete.; nuisance
\ specifically, any destructive

i ojr owner small animal; vermin* 2, [Now B*ar0]
_ 1 epidemic disease; espfcially,

the plape,
Pea ta loz zi, Jo harm Heln rich (y^-han' hln'nH
IKMi'tJW^tjfl, 1744-1827; Swiss educational refoimw.

OfPrCfti
1

(pes'ter). vX [< obs. impestw < OPr*
orig,, to shackle the feet of a horse at pasture, <

. Wl took; oil. out: up, H8 %
sanity, a in comply, n In focus;

'
as i

i-lt t Itwi *
* deo

: fet;Joy; <pt:^
in able (&'b'l); Fr.

tarpot^tW;
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embarrass < ew- (L. in, in) + LL. pastorium* foot

shackles < L. pascere, pastus, to feed: meaning has

been influenced by pest, a plague],. 1. to a^oy con-

stantly or repeatedly with petty irritations; bother,

2. [Obs.lTo block (a space) by oyer^owdmg
pest-hole (pesfhol') n. [pest + noie\* a piace uuet

or likely to be infested with an epidemic disease.

Chouse (pesfhous'), n. [pest + house], [Archaic], a

Hospital for the isolation of people with contagious or

pes-tii-er*ous upes-- <*.-** #. [L. ^sfc/enw < *ste,

a plague + ferre, to bear], 1. a) bringing or carrymg

disease, b) infected with an epidemic disease. 2. danger-

Sts to morals or to the welfare of society; noxious; evil.

3. [Colloq.], annoying; mischievous; bothersome.

pes-tHence (pes'ta-tens), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. pesMenti.a

< jestilens; see PESTILENT], 1. any virulent or tatai

contagious disease. 2. an epidemic of such a disease;

especially, the bubonic plague; hence, 3. anything, as

a doctrine, regarded as harmful or dangerous.* ^jv^r^-T 1//,^ i^+N n/i; nv/TT?. -T. <hf.stil0ns

contagious; pestienta ey o pr
-

gious disease. 3. dangerous to morals or to the welfare

of society; pernicious. 4. annoying; troublesome.
gous sease. .

of society; pernicious. 4. annoying; troublesome.
.

tlen-tial (pes'ta-len'shal), ad;. [ME. pestolencial;

ML. pestilentialis],
1. of, causing, or likely to cause

es-
ML. pestentas, . o, cau,
pestilence or infection. 2. like or constituting a pes-

tilence; widespread and deadly. 3. pernicious; danger-

pe8-tle (pes'l, pes
7
t'l), n. [ME. & OFr. pestel; L. pis-

wUum < pinsere, pistus, to pound, beat], 1. a tool

used to pound or grind substances, as in a mortar:

see wortar, illus. 2. a heav? bar moved vertically

in pounding or stamping, as in a mill. v.t. &
t
VJL.

[piESiLED (-Id, -tld), PESTLING], to pound, grind,

crush, r mix with or as with a pestle.

P^8*to (pe'stoO, n* Paestum: the modem name.
bet (pet), n. [orig. Scot, dial.; ? connected with obs. Fr.

peton^lit., little foot, or with Fr. petit, small], 1. an

animal that is tamed or domesticated and kept as a

favorite or treated with affection. 2. a person who is

treated with particular affection or indulgence; favorite;

darling, adj. 1. kept or treated as a pet: as, a pet

duck. 2. especially liked; favorite. 3. greatest;

especial; particular: used humorously, as, my pet peeve.

tf.Z [PETTED (-id), PETTING], 1. [Rare], to treat as a

pet. 2. to stroke or pat gently; fondle; caress: as,

most dogs like to be petted. v.i. [Colloq.], to make love ;

kiss, embrace, fondle, etc. SYN.jsee caress,

pet (pet), n. [< obs. phr. to take tfwpet], a state of sulkv

peevishness or iU-humor. lu. [P^TED (-id), PETTING],

to be in a pet; sulk. %'
^

- Philippe (Sn'reT fcW pa'tawO,
1856-1951; French general; marshaTpf France (1918);

premier of French government at Vichy (1940-1944) ;

convicted of treason (1945).
pet-al (pest'l), n. [Mod. L. petalum (L., metal plate);

Gr. petalon, a leaf < petalos, outspread], any of the

component parts, or leaves, of a corolla.

-petal, [< Mod. L. -petus (< L. $etere, to seek); + -all

a combining form meaning moving toward, seeking, as

in centripetal.

pet aled, pet-alled (petHd), ad/, haying petals.

pet-al if erous (petVlif'Sr-os), adj. [< petal + ~ferous],

having petals.

pet-al ine (pet'l-in, pet'l-in'). # of petals.

pet-a-lod-ic (petVlod'ik), adj. of, like, or characterized

bv petalody.
pet-a-lo-dy (pet'a-lo'di), n. [< Gr. petalddZs, leaflike <
petalon, a leaf + eidos, a form], in botany, a change of

stamens or other organs into petals.

pet al-oid (pet'1-oidO. adj. [Mod. L. petaloideus; see

PBXAJL & -OID], resembling a petal.

pet-al ous (pet'l-s), adj. with petals. .

pe-tard (pi-tard') , n. [Fr. ltord < p&ter* to break wind,
bounce < pet; L. peditwm < peaitm, pp. of pedere,
to break wind], 1. a metal cone filled with explosives:
in ancient warfare it was fastened to walls and gates
and exploded to force an opening. 2. a kind of fire-

cracker.
hoist with one's own petard, destroyed by the very de-

vices with which one meant to destroy others; caught
in one's own trap: Mamlei, III, iv.

pet-a-sos, pet-a-8us (pet'o-sss), n. [Gr. peiasos < p$t-

annynai, to spread out], 1. a flat, wide-brimmed nat
worn in ancient Greece, 2. the winged hat of Hermes.

pet-cock (pet'kok')f n. [? < obs. pett, pet, breaking of

wind -f cock (valve)], a small faucet or valve used m
draining unwanted or excess water or air from 'pipes,

radiators, steam boilers, etc. : also pet cock.
Pe-ter (p5%Sr), [MB.; LL. Petms; Gr. Pefaos (< feiros,
a stone, petra, a rock), used as transl. of Aram. fe^M,
a rock], a masculine names diminutive, Pete; equiva-
lents, L. Petmw, Fr. Plim It. jP&f^ to.,,P**fc -

,

)L

in the J5I&H oaft- pC tfc wftojtofepltt^*^ 1

on the Sea of Galilee; ?-67 A.D.; reputed :

two books of the New Testament that bear 1

considered first pope and founder of the Christian

church: also called Simon Peter, Saint Peter. 2. either

of the two Epistles of Peter. Abbreviated Pet.

pe-ter (pe'tSr). iu. [? < name Peter, with sexual allu-

sion], [Colloq.], to become gradually smaller, weaker,
etc. and then cease or disappear (with out).

<

Peter I, L (Peter Karageorgench), 1844-1921: king of

Serbia (1903-1921). 2. (Petr Alekseyevich; called.Peter

the Great), 1672-1725} czar of Russia (1682-1725);

responsible for westernization of Russia.

Peter II, 1923- ; son of Alexander I; king of Yugoslavia

(19341941)
Peter III, (P2tr Feodorovich), 1728-1762; czar of Russia

(1762); assassinated, and succeeded by his wife,

Pe^bor-ough (pe'ter-bur'o, pftlr-bur's), n. 1. a

city in the Soke of Peterborough: pop., 47,000. 2. a

city in Ontario, Canada, near Toronto:. p.op., 22,000.

Peterborough, Soke of (sok), a division of North-

ampton county, England: pop., 58,000 (est. 1945).

Peter Pan, the title character of J. M. Bame s play

(1904), a little boy who ran away to "Never-Never
Land" and never grew up. .

Pe-ters-hurg (pe'ttrz-burg'), n. a city in southeastern

Virginia: pop.. 35,000: scene of Civil War battles.

Pe ter-sham (pe'tgr-slujm), n. [after Lord Petersham,

who set the fashion (c. 1812)], 1. a rough, heavy.
woolen cloth. 2. formerly, an overcoat made ctf this.

Peter's pence (or penny), 1. an annual tax, orMfinally

of one penny, paid to the papal see by certain English

property owners before the Reformation. 2. an annual

voluntary donation made by Catholics to the papal

treasury. Also Peter pence, Peter penny.
net i o lar (pet'i-o-ler), adj. of or attached to the petiole.

pet-i-0'late (pet'i-o-lat') , adj. [< petiole + -ate], in

botany & zoology, having a stalk or stalklike part.

pet-i-o-lat-ed (pet/i-a-la'tid), adj. petiplate.

pet-i-ole (pet'i-ol') n. [Mod. t.
petylus:

L.,, a little

foot, Httle leg, stalk, dim. < pes^ped^j, foot], 1. in

botany, the stalk to which a leaf is attached. 2. in

zoology, a slender, stalklike part, as between the abdo-

men and middle section of an
ingect:

peduncle.

pet-it (pet'i; Fr. pa-te'), adj. [ME.; OFr.; var. of petty],

of small importance; petty: now used only in law.

pe-titcT (p^tetO, ad). [Fr., fern, of petit], small and

trim in figure: said of a woman, SYN. see small.

pe-ti-tion (pa-tish'an), n. [ME. peticwun; L. peMio,

petitionis < petere, to seek, ask, make for, attack], 1. a

solemn, earnest supplication or request to a superior

or to a person or group in authority; praver; entreaty.

2. a formal writing or document embodying such a re-

quest, addressed to a specific person or group and
often signed by a number of petitioners. 3. some-

thing that is asked or entreated: as, the king was forced

to grant their petition. 4. in law, a written request or

plea in which specific court action is asked for: as, a

petition for rehearing, v.t. 1. to address a petition

to; ask formally or earnestly. 2. to ask for; solicit.

tu. to make a petition or entreaty: as, he petitioned for

stay of execution. SYN. seei appeal,

pe-tition-ar-y (ps-tish'an-er'i),
oft. L of, t

like, or

constituting a petition. 2. [Archaic], begging; sup-

pliant.
pe-ti-tion-er
Jpe*ti*ti*o
lit., a beg&utiK u-t uu.o v^u,oou*vjuij, *** ^*a'*', ***** ,.*--,r

-

assuming in the premise of an argument the con-

clusion which is to De proved. , ,

petit jury, a group of twelve citizens picked to wejgn
the evidence in and decide the issues of a trial in court:

distinguished from grand jury.
petit larceny, petty larceny. t ,

Jpetit mal fto-Ss' malO, [Fr., lit.,
watt

aijnwat],
a

relatively mSd form of epilepsy in which there, are

short attacks of unconsciousness without convtusioxis:

distinguished from grand mal.

pet-it point (pet'i), 1. any of various small stitches,

m tcttt stitch, used in embroidering' dMgxut. r****-
etc. on canvas. 2. embroidertf 'done smau J

pe tits fours (pet'i fto*, peW ffrz';
Fr. p-*i

[Bt., smal cakes < #Hto, pl of P$tM, small +
pi of four, Kt., oven < L. furnw; see Fum^]
cakes made of spongecake* etc., usually frosted,

tpe tits pois Ce?t5
f pw&O, fft-t iSw peas], greem peas.
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Peter, in allusion to St. Peter's walking on the sea; cf .

Jogger; ? < obs. D. Jocker* cneateri, a lawyer wno
handles petty cases, especially one who uses unethical

Egyptologist, and historical theorist.

pet-rl-fac-tion (pet'ra-fak'shon), n. [< petrify}* 1. a

petrifying or being petrified. 2, something petrified.

pet-ri-fac-tive (pet'rsj-fak'tiv), adj. [< petrify], tending
to cause petrifaction.

pefrri-fi-ca-tion (pet'ra-fi-kS'shan), n. petrifaction.
Petrified Forest, a national monument in east central

Arizona, containing three forests of petrified pines and
cedars.

pet-ri-fy (pet'r0-fl') v.t. [PETRIFIED (-fid'), PETRIFYING],

[Fr. petrifier < L. petra, a stone, rock (< Gr. petra} +
ja&ere, to make], 1. to replace the normal cells of

(organic matter) with silica or other mineral deposits;

change into a stony substance. 2. to make stiff or

inflexible; deaden; harden. 3. to make rigid or numb;
stupefy; stun, as with fear. tu. to change into stone

or a stony substance.
. .

Pe trine (pe'trin, pe'trin), adj. [< Peter f -me], of or

characteristic of the Apostle Peter or his teachings.

pet'to- (pet'ra), [< Gr. petra, a rock, or petros, a stone],

a combining form meaning rock or stone, as in petrog-

raphy, also, before a vowel, petr-.

pet-ro-glyph (pet'ra-glif), "
t?r- ptoroglyphe <

petra, a rock + glyphs, carving], a rock carving, <

daily a prehistoric one.

pe-trog-ly-phy (pi-trog'te-fi), n. [< petroglyph], the art

or practice of carving petroglyphs.
Pet-ro-grad (pet'ro-grad; Russ. pyet'rC-grat'), n. Lenin-

grad: the name from 1914 to 1924.
.

pe-trog-rapher (pi-trog'r^fSr), n. an expert m petrog-

raphy. m . , ,, K^ of petrography.
E'i-kl), adj. petrographic.

^ ^ r__j (pj-trog'ra-n), n. [petro- -f -graphyj, the

science dealing with the description or classification of

rocks: abbreviated petrog.

petrol (pet'rol), n. [Fr. fetrole;
ML. petroleum: see

PETROLEUM], [British], 1. gasoline. 2. [Obs.], pe-
troleum.

pet-ro-la-tum
a greasy,

'-"-

semisoiiu. *.,,<.. - - --

used as a base for ointments, in leather dressing, etc.

methods in conducting trumped-up cases,

pet-ti-fog-ger-y (pet'i-fog'gr-i, petVf6g'Sr-i), n. petti-

pet-ti5og-gtog (pet'i-fog'irj, pet'i-ffig'irj), adj. tricky
or dishonest, especially in petty matters, n. petty
dishonesty; trickery.

Gr.

espe-

mored; petulant; cross. .

pet-tl-toes (pet'i-toz') **# [orig., giblets & said to be

< Fr. #*te oie, little goose, goose giblets, understood
as petty toe], 1. pigs' feet, as an article of food. 2. feet

or toes, especially a child's.

Jpet-to (pet'tS), n. [pi. PETTI <-te)], [It.; L. pectus], the

breast.
In petto, in one's breast; in secret; not disclosed..

pet-ty (pet'i), adj. [PETTIER (4-gr), PETTIEST (-i-ist)],

[ME. peti, petit; OFr. petit; cf. PETIT], 1. relatively

worthless or unimportant: trivial; insignificant. 2.

small-scale; minor. 3. tending to make much of small

matters; narrow-minded; mean. 4. relatively low in

rank; subordinate.
SYN. petty is applied to that which is comparatively small,

minor, unimportant, etc. of its kind, or it is often used to imply
small-mindedness (petty larceny, a Petty grudge); trivial, in

strict usage, applies to that which, because it is both petty and

commonplace, is quite insignificant (a trivial remark); trifling

applies to something so small and unimportant as to be negli-

gible or of very little account (a trifling matter) ; paltry is ap-

plied to something contemptibly small or worthless (a paltry

wage) ; picayune is used of a person or thing consjaered^small,
mean, or insignificant (a picayune objection). ANT. impor-
tant, significant.

petty cash, a cash fund from which small incidental

expenses are paid^abbreviated P/C, p/c (no penod).

petty larceny, theft involving a sum smaller than that

which constitutes grand larceny: see grand larceny.

petty officer, a naval enlisted man whose rank cor-

responds to that of a noncommissioned officer in the

army: abbreviated P.O., P.O.

pet-u-lance (pech'oo-tens), n. the state or quality of

being petulant; peevishness; ill-humor.

pet u-lan-cy (pech^b-lan-si), n. petulance.

pet-u-lant (pech'oct tent), ad% [Xr.pttulant; L. petulans,

petulantis, forward, petulant < base of petere, to make
for, aim at, attack], 1. [Obs.], a) forward; immodest.

b) pert; insolen^ 2. impatient or irritable, especially
over a petty annoyance; peevish; bad-temperea.
pe tu-nia (po-tSon'ya, pe-tu'ni-o), n. [Mod. L. < Fr.

petun < Braz. pefan, tobacco], 1. any of a number of

related plants of the nightshade family, with funnel-

shaped flowers of various colors. 2. the flower.

pe tun se (pe-toon'se), n. petuntse. .

pe tun-tse, pe-tun tze (ne-toon'tse; Chin, brdun'dzu'h
n. [< Chin. pai~lwn-tze, Ht., white stone], a kind of white

yellowish"green ~w -.w.
1 *, -

^
-

m the rock strata of certain geological formations: when
fractionally distilled it yields paraffin, kerosene, ben-

zene, naphtha, fuel oil, gasoline, etc.

petroleum ether, an inflammable, volatile, liquid

hydrocarbon produced by the fractional distillation of

petroleum: it is the fraction that boils at 40-60 C.

and is used as a solvent.

petroleum jelly, petrolatum. 4 ,

pe trol-ic (pa-troPik), adj* of or produced from pe-
troleum.

pet-ro log-ic (pet'ra4oj'ik), adL of petrology..

pet ro log-i cal (pet'ra4o/i-k'l) adf. petrologic. t

pet ro-log-i-cal ly (pet'rk>ri-k i-i, pefira-lo;)

adv. in accordance with the science of petrology. tt^ra"*JMiYR"^~"t>Kn TPi

pe-trol-o-gy (pi-trol'0-Ji) f tu \$Wo- + 4ogy], le study J|**J SJfS^tJ&IP2&M
of the exposition, stouottSe, and origin of rocks: *|K^.S|?^ (P

'

}

abbreviated petrol. .

pet ro nel (pet'r-Bl), n. [Fr. PeMnal < OBV. pMfrine
(Fr. pottrine), breast, chest <U pectus, oheft: said to

be so named from being rested agains* the chest m
nring

1

)* a oarbtnelike firearm of heavy caliber, used

in the 15th to 17th centuries.

Pe*tro>tti*i% Gai us (gg'os or rt'w pl-fer5^^f)
1st

century A.D.; Roman satirist: called Arbiter Elegantiae

(Judge of Elegance) .

petro sal (pMrWl), * [< ^ petroms, rocky <
petra, a rock), 1 very hard or stony; petrous. 2. in

wamw & molnyiA or looat4 nmt the fitoiielifce

partoft^etenmcMralb(Hieof the ear. it* a petrosal bone.

pet roue (pet'ros, p5'tr9S), adj. [t, petrosw, rocky <
4m, a roojcl 1. of or like rocsk; hard: stony. 2, of or

designing tfiat part of the temporal, bone which sur-

day made of j>owdered granite and used in making
Chinese porcelain. 4 ,. ,

a pen (po '4 p6'j,[Fr.], little by bttle.

de chose (p<56V shoV). [J^-] a tnfle; thing of slight

importance*
pew (pft), n. [ME. pue; OFr. pnie, balcony, balustrade;
L. podia, jpt of podium, balcony; Or. pofton < POMS,

podos, a foot], 1. any of the rows of fixed benches
with a back, in the auditorium of a church. 2. espe-
cially formerly, any of several boxEke enclosures with
seats, in a church, for the use of a particular family, etc.

pewee (pi'wS), n. [echoic of its call], 1. the phoebe.
2. any of several other srnaH flycatchers; especifilr, tse

H]

Pet sa mo <petwa^), n* a seaport m
on- Hb Arctw Oioean.

pet ti coat (pet'i-kotO, n. [< petty
now especially, an

~" "

yonflg <fliJMre^. 2. ,,,
1 "

ny'of .lite tw^geJ of a

pu'it), n. [echoic of iti

. the phoebe; pfewee, 3. the
gull*

(pt'ter), n. [MB. peutre; OFr.
; prob. for earHer *peMre; cf. It,

alloy of in witli lead, brass, or oooptr*
grayish, silvery luster when polwhea. 2. artlde'itta4e
of pewter collectively, my* 4e of pewter.

'
'

'

pe yo te (pS^5'
l

ti; 6^ jwfrt*), n
ffj>. < Hafatffel

*

caterpillar, with reference to the down m'

1. an
on a

c5iufe ol wweo an4
buttonlike tops

4. preferred.

i the German name.
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pfennig (fen'ig; G. pfen'iH), n. [pi PFENNIGS (-igz);

G. PFENNIGS C-i-ga)], [G.; see PENNY], a minor bronze

coin of Germany, equal to 1/100 mark: abbreviated

F?orz neim (pfSrtslum), n. a city in Baden, southwest-

ern Germany: pop., 80,000.

Pg 1. Portugal. 2. Portuguese.
P.G., 1. Past Grand. 2. Postgraduate.

*H* fpl'lch'), [potential of Hydrogen], the symbol for
the logarithm of the reciprocal of the hydrogen ion

concentration, expressed in gram atoms per liter of a

solution, and used to indicate acidity QI alkalinity:

*H 7 (.0000001 gram atom of hydrogen ion per liter),

the value for pure water, is regarded as neutral; pH
values from to 7 indicate acidity and #H values from
7 to 14 indicate alkalinity. ,.,_.-
Phae dra (fe'drs), n. [L.; Gr. Phatdra], in Greek legend,

the daughter of Minos and wife of Theseus: she killed

herself and, through a suicide note, was responsible
for the death of her stepson, Hippolytus, who had

rejected her advances.
.

Phae drus (fe'dros), n. Roman writer of fables of the

Pha*?Sioii (fSVthan, fa'a-t'n). n. [L. Phaethpn;GT.
Phaethdn, lit., shining (< phaethein, to shine)], in Greek

6- Roman mythology, son of Helios, the sun god: he
borrowed his father's sun chariot and, through careless

driving, would have set the world on fire had not Zeus
struck him down with a thunderbolt.

phaeton, pha e ton (fa'a-t'n), n. [Pr. phaeton < L.

Phaethon ; seeP&A-
ETHON], 1. a light,
four-wheeled car-

riage, drawn by
either one or two
horses, with front
and back seats

and, usually, a

folding top. 2. an
open automobile
witli front and
back seats and a

furrSnedWith sicje PHAETON
curtains: pouring car.

-phage (raj), [< Gr. phagein, to eat], a combining form

meaning eating or destroying, as in xylophage.
phage dena, phage daena (faj'a-de'ns), n. [L.

phagedaenos; Gr. phagedaina < phagein, to eat], 1. a
rapidly spreading ulcer accompanied by sloughing, or
the separation ofdead tissue. 2. gangrene.
-pha-gi-a (fa'ji-o), -phagy.
pnag-o- (fag'o, fag's), [< Gr. fhagein, to eat], a com-
bining form meaning: 1. eating or destroying, as in

Phagocyte. 2. phagocyte. Also, before a vowel, phag-.
phag-o-cyte (fag's-sit

7
). n. \phago- -f -cyte], any leuco-

cyte that ingests and destroys other cells, microorgan-
isms, or other foreign matter in the blood and tissues.

phag-o-cyt'ic (fag'a-sit'ik), adj. of phagocytes or phag-
ocytosis.

phagocytlc index, the average number of bacteria in-

gested by a single leucocyte in an incubated mixture
of normal or immune serum, bacteria, and normal
leucocytes.

phag-o-cy-tO'Sls (fag'o-si-to'sis), n. [< phagocyte +
-ojw], the ingestipn and destruction by pnagocjrtes of

cells, microorganisms, arid other foreign matter in the
blood or tissues.

-pha-gous (fo-gas), [< Gr. phagein, to eat], a combining
form used to form adjectives corresponding to nouns
ending in -phage, as in xylophatgous.

-pha-gy (fo-ji), [Mod. L. -phagia < Gr. phagein, to eat],
a combining form nieaning the practice of eating (some-
thing specified), as in anthropophagy; also -phagia.

pha-lan-gal (fa-lar/g'l), adj. phalangeal.
phal-ange (fal'onj, fo-lanJO. n. [Fr- < phalanges, pi, of

phalanx], in anatomy, a phalanx.
pha lan-ge al (fg-lan'ji-el), adj. [< Mod. I/ phalmgeus;
4- -a>l]? of a phalanx or the phalanges.

phalan-ger (fg-lan'jeV), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. phalanx,
bone between two joints (of the fingers or toes); so
named because of the structure of the 2d ana 3d

. phalanges of the hind feetj, any of a number of related

small, pouched Australian animals with a long tail.

pha-lan-ges (fo-lan'jfc), n. alternative plural of pha^
lanx.

phal-an-ste-ri-an (fal'en-st^r'i-sn), adj. of or relating
tp a phalanstery, n, a member of a phalanstery.

mation of infantry in close and deep ranks with shields

joined together and spears overlapping. 2. a massed

group of individuals; compact body. 3. a group of

individuals united for a common purpose, 4. the

people forming a phalanstery. 5. [pi. PHALANGES], in

anatomy, any of the bones forming the fingers or toes:

see skeleton, illus.
r^

phalarope (fal'a-ropO. n* PP*.; M 9- L- phalaropus,
name of the type genus < Gr. phalans, coot +.#ws, a

foot] any of a number of related small swimming and

wading birds that resemble the sandpiper: the male is

less brightly colored than the female.

phal-lic (faY'ik), adj. [Gr. phallikos], 1. of the phallus.

2. of phaUicism. . .
., ,

phalli-cism (fal'a-siz'm), n. worship of the phallus as

a symbol of the male generative power. % m

phaili-cist (fal's-sist), n. a person practicing phalli-

phal iism (fal'iz
f

m), n. phallicism.
phaMist tfal'ist), n. a phallicist. At 7y i

phallus (fal'as), n. [pi. PHALLI (-1)], [L.; Gr. phallos],

1. a representation or image of the penis as the repro-

,
ductive organ, worshiped as a symbol of generative

power, as in the Dionysiac festivals of ancient Greece.

2. the penis or clitoris. 3. in psychoanalysts, the penis

during the period of infantile sexuality.

-phane (fan), [< Gr. phainein, to appear], a combining
form meaning resembling, appearing like, as in allophane.

phan-er-o-gam (fan'Sr-9-gam'), n. [Fr. phanerogame <
Gr. thaneros, visible + gamos, marriage], a flowering

plant with distinctly developed pistils and stamens:

opposed to cryptogam.
phan-er-o-gam-ic (fan'er-s-gam'ik), adj. of a phanero-

pfian-er-og-a-mous (fan'er-og's-mas), adj. [phanero-

gam + -ous], having stamens and pistils; flowenng.

phan-tasm (fan'taz'm), n. [ME. & OFr. fantasme; L.

phantasma; Gr. phantasma < phantazein, to show <
stem of phainein, to show], 1. a perception of some-

thing that has no physical reality; figment of the mind;
especially, a specter, or ghost, 2. a deceptive likeness

(of something). 3. in philosophy, a mental image of

a real person or thing. Also speEed fantasm. ,

phan tas-ma (fan-taz'ms), n. [pi. PHANTASMATA (-ma-

ta)], [L.; see PHANTASM], a phantasm (sense 1),

phan-ta8-ma-go-ri*a (ran-taz'ma-gor'i-Q, fan'taz-ma-

go'ri-o), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. phantasma, phantasm +
(prob.) agora, assembly], 1. a magic-lantern show con-

sisting of various optical illusions in which objects

rapidly change size, blend into one another, etc. 2. a

rapidly changing series of things seen or imagined, as

the figures or events of a dream.
phaii'ta8-ma-go*ri-al (fan-taz'mo-gdr'i-al, fan'taz-ma-

go'ri-al), adj. of, like, or constituting a phantasmagoria.
phan-tas-ma-gor-ic (fan-taz'ma-gdr'ik, fan'taz-nia-

gor'ik), adj. phantasmagorial.
pluan-tas-ma-go-ry (fan-taz'mo-^dr'i, fan-taz'md-gS'n) ,

n. [pi. PHANTASMAGORIES (-iz, -riiz)], a phantasmagoria.
phan-tasmal (fan-taz'ml), adj. of, like, or constitut-

ing a phantasm; illusory \ unreal; spectral.

phan-tas-mlc (fan-taz'mik), adj. phantasmal.
phantasy (fan'ta-si, fan^ta-zi), n. [pi. PHANTASIES
(-siz, -ziz)], a fantasy. f _ _

phan-tom (fan'tam), n. [MB. fantome* fantopme; OFr.

fantosme; L. phantasma; see PHANTASM], 1. sometJ^ng
that seems to appear to the sight but has no physical
existence: apparition; vision; specter, 2* something
that exists only in tiae mind; illusion* 3^ a person or

thing that is something in appearance bi*t not in fact:

as, a phantom pf a leader, 4. any mental image pi-

representation : as, the phantoms of things past. mi.
of, like, or constituting a phantom; unreal; phantasmal.
Also spelled fantom.

a

-phan-y (fa-ni), [< Or. phwnetin, to appear], a tesminal
combining form meaning app^aranm, momfetfation,
as in epiphany.

Phar., 1. phwawceutical* 2* pharmacopoeia* ,

macy, >

. i

Phar aoh (far% OCGOS, flr'fi-SOt n.JMl. 4 ^ ,to

ace.; IX, Pharao; Gr, Pwarao'; Hb Pw**$t*i
jreat house], the title of tfc* wMer ec
sometimes used as a proper name in

!lta**0h.

of

motuutfre, mcastryj, 1.

of the type planned by P. M
communal association. 3. the
of these communities.

pha-lanx (fa'laqks, fal'arjks),
PHALANGES (fd-lan'jfe)}, |]u.; - -,-,-,.^T-, _w.. .-, ,

of battle, battle array], 1. am ancient military

ancient
the Bible*
Phar a on ic
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beliefs and practices of the Pharisees. 2. [p-], pharisaic
behavior, character, principles, etc.; hypocrisy.

Phar-i-see (far'a-se'). n. [ME. pharise; AS. fariseus;
OPr. pharise; LL. Pharisaeus; Gr. pharisaios; Aram.
ptrtshaiya, pi. of perish; Heb. parush, separated <
parash, to cleave, divide, separate], 1. a member of
an ancient Jewish sect that rigidly observed the written
law, but also insisted on the validity of the oral, or
traditional, law, that had grown out of popular usage:
opposed to Sadducee. 2. Jp-J, a pharisaic person.
Pharm., 1. pharmaceutical. 2. pharmacopoeia. 3.

pharmacy.
pnar-ma-ceti-tic (far'ma-soo'tik, far'ma-su/tik), adj.

pharmaceutical.
phar-ma-ceu-ti-cal (far'ms-soo'ti-k'l, far'ma-su'ti-kl) ,

adj. [LL. pharmaceuticus; Gr. pharmakeutikos < phar-
makeuein, to practice witchcraft, use medicine <
pharmakon, a poison, medicine], 1. of pharmacy or

pharmacists. 2. of or by drugs: as, pharmaceutical cure.

Abbreviated Phar., Pharm.
phar-ma-ceu-tics (far'ms-soo'tiks, far'mg-su'tiks),
n*pl> [construed as sing.], [< LL], pharmacy (sense 1).

phar-ma-ceu-tist (far'ms-soo'tist, far'ms-su'tist), n. a
liarmacist.
ar-ma-cist (far'ma-sist), n. a person licensed to

"practice pharmacy; druggist.

phar-ma-co-log-i-cal (farms-ka-loj'i-k'l) , adj. of or by
pharmacology.
phar-ma-cofo-gist (far'ma-kora-jist), n. a specialist
in pharmacology.
phar-ma-col-o-gy (farmo-kolVji), n. [Mod. L. pharma-
cologia < Gr. pharmakon, a drug; 4- -logy], the study
of the preparation, Qualities, uses, and effects of drugs.

phar-ma-co-poe-ia (far'ma-ks-pe'a), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.

pharmakopoi'ia < pharmakon, a drug 4 poiein, to make],
1. an omcial book issued by; the proper authorities

with a list of drugs and medicines and a description of

their properties", preparation, and use. 2. a stock of

drugs. Abbreviated Phar., Pharm.
phar-ma-co-poe-ial (farma-ko-pe'al) , adj. of a pharma-
copoeia.
phar-ma-cy (far'ms-si), n. [pi. PHARMACIES (-siz)l [MB.
fermacie; OFr. farmacie: ML. pharmacia; Gr. pharma-
keia < pharmakon, a drug], 1. the art or profession
qf preparing and dispensing drugs and medicines. 2. a

place where pharmacy is practiced; drugstore. Abbre-
viated Phar., Pharm.
Pharm. D., Doctor of Pharmacy.
Pharm* M., Master of Pharmacy.
Pha*ro8 (f&r'os), n. 1. a small peninsula at Alexandria,
in northern Egypt: in ancient times it was an island
with a large lighthouse on it. 2. this lighthouse, one
of tfre Seven Wonders of the World. 3. [p-], any light-
house or marine beacon.

Phar-sa-li-a (far-sSli-a) , n. an ancient Greek district

of Thessaly, surrounding the city of Pharsalus.
Phar sa lus (far-sa'los) , n. an ancient city in Thessaly,
Greece: scene of a battle (48 B.C.) of the Roman Civil

"War, in wr
" " ~ ' ~

pha-ryn
pha-ryn-ge-i

L Caesar defeated Po
a-nW^m adj. .

I tfa-nn'jl, faFin-jI'S), adj. [< Mod, L.

pharyngei^l, ot. or in the region of, the pharynx.
phar yn gi-tis (faj'in-ji'tis), n. [Mod. L, : see -iTisJ, in-

flammation of tiie mucous membrane o^ tlie pharynx;
sore throat.

pJaaryn'go- (fe~ofr/go. twrir/ga),, [< u*v yjwrynx, pfta-

ryngos], a combining form meaning the pharynx or the

pharynx and, as in phatryngology: also, wore a vowel,
pharyng-.

phar-yn-gol o-gy (far'irj-gol'd-ji), A. tphatynjo- + -tojEy].
the branch of medicine dealing with the pharynx and
its diseases.

pha-ryn-go scope (fo-rte'ga-skopOi n, [pkaryngo- -f

W$e], an in^umerit for examining the pharynx.
^TO'goa'Co-py (lar'in-go^'ks-pi) t n* examinakon of

* -
with)

-"-

any of the ways in which something^ may be observed,
considered, or presented; aspect; side; ;oart: as, this

is but one phase of the subject. 4. in physical chemistry,
a solid, liquid, or gaseous homogeneous form existing as

a distinct part in a heterogeneous system: as, ice is a

phase of HiO. 5. the stage or progress of any cyclic

movement, as of sound or light waves, alternating
electric current, etc., with reference to a standard

position or assumed starting point. 6. in zoology, any
of the characteristic variations in color of the fur or

plumage of an animal, according to season, age, etc.

$YN. phase applies to any of the ways in which something
may be observedf, considered, or presented, and often refers to

a stage in development, in a cycle of changes* etc. (the phases of

the moon); aspect emphasizes the appearance of a thing as

seen or considered from a particular point of view (to cpnsider
a problem from all aspects) ;

facet literally or figuratively ap-
plies to any of the faces of a many-sided object (the facets of a
diamond, a personality, etc.) ; angle suggests a specific aspect
seen from a point of view sharply limited in scope, or, some-

times, an aspect seen only by a sharply acute observer (he
knows all the angles}.

-pha-si-a (fa'zh?, fa'zhi-a), [Mod. L. < Gr. phanai, to

s^eakl, a combining^form meaning a (specified) speech
disorder, as in aphasia.

pha-sis (fa'sis), n. [pi. PHASES (-sez)], [Mod. L,], a phase;
aspect; wayj stage.
-pha-sy (fe-si), -phasia.
Ph.B., Philosophiae Baccalaureus, [LJ Bachelor of

Philosophy. ^

Ph. C., Pharmaceutical Chemist.

Ph.D., Philosophiae Doctor, [L.], Doctor of Philosophy.
pheas-ant (fez''nt), n. [pL PHEASANTS (~'nts), PHEAS-
ANT; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME. & Anglo-Fr. fesant;
OPr. faisan, faisant; L. phasianus; Gr. phasianos <
Phasis, river of Asia: the birds are said to have been
numerous near its mouth], 1. any of a number of
related chickenlike game birds with a long, sweeping
tail and brilliant feathers. 2. any of a number of birds
resembling the pheasant, as the raffed grouse.
Phe-be (fe'bi), a feminine name: see Phoebe.
Phei dip pi des (fl-dip'9-dez')t n. the Athenian courier
who ran to Sparta to seek aid against the Persians
before the battle of Marathon; lived in the 5th century
B.C.: also spelled Phidippides.

phel-lo derm (fel'a-durm
7
) , n. [< Gr. phellos, a cork; +

-derm], in botany, the layer of soft, green tissue de-

veloped on the inner side of the cork from the phellogen.

phel-lo der-mal (fel'a-dur'ml), adj. of or like phello-
derm.

phello ge-net-ic (fel'a-jVnet'ik), adj. phellogenic.
phel-lo-gen-ic (fera-jen'ik), adj. of or like phdlogea.
Phelps, William Lyon tfelps), 1865-1943 jIbncScan
literary critic, author, and educator. <k

phen-, [Pr. ph&n- < Gr. phainein, to show, Same: term
first used by Laurent, 19th-c. Pr. chemist, to indicate
derivation from coal tar, a by-product in manufactur-
ing illuminating gas], a combining form meaning of or
derived from benzene, as in phenazme: also pheno-.
phe-na-caine (f'n9-kSn', fen'o-kSn'), n. [^/wwetidyl-
ocetphenetid'ne + Cocaine], a colorless, odorless, crys-
talline compound, CwHialNjOrHCl, used as a local

anesthetic, especially for the eyes: also called holoc&toe

hydrochloride.
phenac e tin, phe-nac-e-tine (fi-nas'o-tin), n. \phen-
4. acetin], a coal-tar preparation 9f white crystals or

powder, CjoIIiiOjN, used in medicine to reduce fever.

phen-a-cite (fen'-itO f
n. [< Gr. phenax, phenakos,

cheat; 4- *4ui so naniea because mistaken for quarto], a
silicate of gluciwnli it is colorless or red, yellow* or
brown with wmte swajfcs: used as a gem.
phe-nan-threne p-^iitAreTa), n. [phen* 4- awl^fac^e],
a colorless, cry?fcillwe hydrocarbon, C4Hio an isomw

in cdal tar, used in making dyesof anthracene
aio,4 otter pro

phen-a-zine-- -. ,

-ine], a yettow crystalline base,

leading from the mouth and
'

passages to the larynx
phagus.r

from

f n. phenetidine.
i
f
. fi-net'9-din), n. [phenol -f.

f any of tliree isomeric compounds,
.tbe| para 'form* -used in the maim-

. n phenetole.

/o-tsf, fw'sHtol), n. ^ool 4- -fl- +
; liquid, CiH^OCtH*, the etfayl ether of

, f@-ni^i'i-) f n. Phoenicia,

(fS'niks) , n* phoenix.
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n. [pheno- barbital], an odorless, white crystalline

powder, CuOaNaHia, used as a sedative and soporific:
also called luminal.

phe-no-cryst (fe'no-krist, fen's-krist), n. [Fr. pheno-
cryste < Gr. phainein, to show + krystaUos, crystal],

an, isolated or conspicuous crystal embedded in por-
pltyritic rock.

phe-nol (fe'ndl, fe'nol, fe'nol), n. [phen- + ~ol], 1. a
white crystalline compound, C&HUOH, produced from
coal tar, and used in making explosives, etc.: it is a
strong, corrosive poison, and its dilute aqueous solution,

commonly called carbolic acid, is used as an antiseptic.
2. any of a group of aromatic hydroxyl derivatives,
similar in structure and composition to phenol.
phe-no-late (fe'na-lat'), n. a salt of carbolic acid

(phenol in a dilute aqueous solution) : carbolate.

phe-no-lic (fi-nol'ik, fi-nolik), adj. of, derived from, or

containing phenol.
phe-no-log-i cal (fe'ns-loj'i-k'l), adj. of phenology.
phe-nol-o-gy (fi-nol'9~ii)t n. [contr. of phenomenology],
the study of natural phenomena that recur periodically,
as migration, blossoming, etc., and of their relation
to climate and changes in season.

phe-nol-phthal-ein, phe-nol-phthal-ein (fe n81-thal'-

en, fe'nol-fthal'i-in) , n. [phenol + phthalein], a white to

pale-yellow, crystalline powder, CsoHuCX, used as a
laxative, in making dyes, and as an acid-base indicator
in chemical analysis: it is red in a solution containing a
base and colorless in a solution containing an acid.

phe-nom-e-na (fi-nom'a-na), n. plural of phenomenon,
phe-nom-e-nal (fi-nom'a-n 1), adj. 1. of or constituting
a phenomenon or phenomena. 2. extremely unusuaij
extraordinary; highly remarkable. 3. in philosophy,
apparent to or perceptible by the senses.

phe-nom-e-nal-ism (fi-nom'a-n'1-iz'm), n. the phil-
osophic theory that knowledge is limited to phenom-
ena, either because there is no reality beyond phenom-
ena or because such reality is unknowable.

phe-nom-e-nal-is-tic (fi-nom'a-n'l-is'tik), adj. of or

constituting phenomenalism.
phe-nom-e-nol-o-gy (fi-nom's-nol's-ji), n. [< phenom-
enon, 4. -fogy], 1. the science dealing with phenomena
as distinct from the science of being (ontology). 2. the
branch of a science that classifies and describes its

phenomena without any attempt at explanation.
phenomenon (fi-nom'a-non'), n. [pi. PHENOMENA
(-na); also, esp. for 3 & 4, PHBNOMENONS (-nonz')L
[LL. phaenomenon; Gr. phainomenon, neut. ppr. of

phainesthai, to appear], 1. any fact, circumstance, or

experience that is apparent to the senses and that can
be scientifically described or appraised: as, an eclipse
is a phenomenon of astronomy. 2. the appearance or
observed features of something experienced as dis-

tinguished from reality or the thing in itself. 3. any-
thing that is extremely unusual; extraordinary occur-
rence, 4. [Colloq.], a person with some extraordinary
quality, aptitude, etc. : prodigy.

phe-no-type (fe'no-tip'), n. [pheno- (as in phenomenon)
+ -type], in biology, 1. a type distinguished by visible
characters rather than by ^ereditary or genetic traits.

2. all the individuals belonging to such a type, Opposed
to genotype.

phe-no-typ-ic (fe'na-tip'ik), adj. of or characteristic of
a phenotype.

phe-nox-ide (fi-nok'sld), n. phenolate.
phen-yl tfen'il, fe'nil), n. \phen~ + -yZL a monovalent
radical, CeliB, forming the basis of phenol, benzene,
aniline, and various other aromatic compounds.

phen-yl am-ine (fen'il-a-men', fe'nil-ani'in), n. [ph^nyl
+ amine], aniline.

phen-yl-ene (fen'a-len', fe'na-len'), n. [phenyl + -ene],
a divalent radical, CeEU, derived from benzene by
replacement of two hydrogen atoms.
phew (fu, fyoo: conventionalized pronun.), interj. an ex-
clamation expressing disgust, surprise, relief, etc,

phi (fl. fe) n. [Gr.], the twenty-first letter of the Greek
alphabet ($, 0), generally equivalent to English pk (f) :

'

see alphabet, table.

phial (fi'al), n. [ME. fiole: OVr. fiole, phiole; Pr.
LL. fiola; L. phiala; Gr. phiaH, broad, !

vessel], a small glass bottle; vial.
Phi Be-ta Kappa (fl ba'to kap'a, bS'ta), [< the
initial letters of the Gr. words -philosophia btou kyber-
nStls, philosophy the guide of life], an honorary society
composed of American college students of high scho-
lastic rank: founded 1776*

Phid-i an (fid'i-on), adj. of or characteristk of Phidias,
Phid i as (fid'i-ds), n. Greek sculptor; lived 5th century
j3.Q

Phi-to
phil- (

-Phil (nl),5?hue.
Phil., I.Philemon. 2. PhiHppians. 3. Philippine.
phil., philosophy.
fhil a del phi a (fil'o-del'fi-o, filVdel'fya), n. 1. a city
in southeastern Pennsylvania, on the Delaware River:
pop,, 2,065,000. 2. an ancient city in Asia Minors

Philadelphia lawyer, [Slang], a clever or shrewd-w . *, ^
-j alSBea ^he

des (fi-dip'9-dez'), n. Pheidippides.

technicalities: a somewhat opprobrious term connoting
unscrupulous behavior.

phi-Ian der (fi-lan'dgr), n. [< Gr. philandros, fond of
men < philos, loving + aner, wdros, a man: used in
fiction as a name for a lover], [Rare], a man who phi-
landers: philanderer. v.i. to engage lightly in passing
love affairs; make love insincerely: said of a man.
phi Ian der er (fi4an'd&>gr), n. a man who philanders.

phil an throp ic (fil'sn-throp'ik), adj. [Fr. phtlanthrQp-

ique], of, showing, or constituting philanthropy; char-

itable; benevolent; generous; humane.
$YN. philanthropic implies interest in the general human
welfare, especially as shown in large-scale gift? to charities, the

endowment of institutions for human advancement, etc.; hu-
manitarian implies more direct concern with, promoting the

welfare of humanity, especially through reducing pain and suf-

fering: charitable implies the giving of money or other help to

those in need; altruistic implies a putting the welfare of others
before one's own interests and therefore stresses freedom from

phil an throp i-cal (fiTon-throp'i-kl), adj. philan-

thropic.

phil-an-thro-pist (fi-lan'thrs-pist), n. a person who
practices philanthropy.
philanthropize (fi-lan'thra-piz') , v.t. [PHILANTHRO-
PIZED (-pizdO, PHiLANTHROPiziNGj, to deal with phi-

lanthropically. lu". to practice philanthropy.
phi'lan-thropy (fi-lan%ra-pi), n. [LL. philanthropia;
Gr. philanthropia < philein, to love 4- anthropos, man],
1. a desire to help mankind as indicated by acts of

charity, etc. ; love of mankind. 2.
\fl.

PHILANTHROPIES
(-piz)], something that helps mankind; philanthropic
service, act, gift, institution, etc.

phil-a-tel-ic (filVtel'ik), adj. of philately.

phi-lat-e-list (fi-latH-ist), n. a person who practices

philately; stamp collector.

philately (fi-laV'M), n. [Pr. philatflie < Gr. philos,

loving + ateleia, exemption from (further) tax (i.e. f

with postage prepaid), taken as equivalent of Fr.

franco, Eng. frank; see FRANK (to send free)], the
collection ana study of postage stamps, postmarks,
stamped envelopes, etc., usually as a hobby.

-phile (ffl, fil), [< Gr. phttos, loving], a combining form
meaning loving, liking, favorably disposed to, as in

Anglophile; also -phil.
Phi le mon (fi-le'man, fi-lS'man), [L.; Gr. Philimdn, lit.,

affectionate], a masculine name* n. 1. the Epistle to

Philemon, a book in the New Testament which was a
message from the Apostle Paul to his convert Philemon:
abbreviated Phil. 2. in Greek mythology, an old man
who, with his wife, Baucis, shared what little he had
with the disguised Zeus and Hermes.

phil-har-mondc (fil'har-mon'ik, fil'gr-monW, adj. [Pr.

philharmonique, after It. filharmonicp < Gr. philos,
loving -f harmonia, harmony], 1. loving ot devoted to
music. 2. of or by a philharmonic group or society.
n. 1. [P-], a society formed to sponsor a symphony
orchestra. 2. [P-], [Colloq.], an orchestra or concert

sponsored by such a society.
philharmonic pitch, in music, the standard pitch, in
which middle A has a frequency of 440 vibrations per
second: cf. concert pitch.
phil-heMene (fil-hel'en), n. [see PHILO- & HELLENE], a
friend or supporter of the Greeks.
philhellenic (fil^len'ik, ffl'he-lS'iilk), adj. friendly
toward or supporting the Greeks.

phil-hel-len-ism (fil-hel'an-iz'm), n. friendliness toward
or support of the Greeks,

philhellen-ist (fil-hel'an-ist, firhe-le'nist), n. a phil-
hellene.

Phil. 1.1 Philippine Islands.

-phil-i-a (fiFi-), ]< Gr. phMos, loving], a combining
form meaning: 1- tendency toward, as in hemophilia.
2. abnormal attraction to, as in coprophilia.

Phil ip (fil'sp), [L. PIMppw; Gf. PMUppost Bt., load
of horses < philos, loving 4- hippos, a horse], a mas-
culine name: diminutive, Phil: feminine, Philip
equtvafents, L. Philippus* By. PWippt, Gt

the twelve Apostles. 2. (Indian nanae, Metacomet],
son of Massasoit; P-1676; chief of the Wampanoag
Indians; led a war again^ the New Ei^aad colonists:
called King PMfo. At>brevkted PtST

Philip, Prince, 1921- ; Duke of Edinburgh and husband
of mzob^k II of England."

imf, to 'cvoD^alist
1 and deacon of tibe -early

j"K ,**

tt

__ _ T**
1 **

_ - T B.C.)
1

; <*eator of t|i'

1223; king oOVance ft:

Aug^mtwJ I, 1527-15*8; khg
sent the Ancwida

- - *- ^ ^^^
Philip IV, 1268-1314; king o
the foundations of the French

lawyerespecially one of legal Phi lip pi

Bourbon.

..
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n. an ancient city in Macedonia:



Philippinan 1099 phlebotomy
scene of two battles (42 B.C.), in which Mark Antony
and Octavius defeated Brutus and Cassius.

Phi-lip-pi-an (fi-lip'i-sn), adj. of Philippi or its people.
n. a native or inhabitant of Philippi.

PhMip-pi-ans (n-lip'i-anz), n.pl [construed as sing.],
an Epistle to the Philippians, a book of the New Testa-
ment which was a message from the Apostle Paul to
the Christians of Philippi: abbreviated Phil.

Phi-lip-pic (fi-lit/ik), n. [L PhilippicustGr.Philippikos.
belonging to Philip < Philippos, Philip], 1. any of
the orations of Demosthenes against Philip, king of
Macedon. 2. [p-] t any bitter verbal attack.
PhiMp-pine (nl'a-pen'), adj. of the Philippine Islands
or- their people: abbreviated Phil.

Philippine Islands, a group of 7,083 islands in the
Pacific, northeast of Bor-
neo, comprising a republic
(Republic of the Philip-
pines") : under the jurisdic-
tion of the United States
until 1946, and called the
Commonwealth of the
Philippines from 1935 to
1946: area, 114,830 sq.

mi.; pop., 19,964,000:
capital,, Quezon City:
abbreviated P.I., Phil. 1.

PhiHp pines (filVpenz'),
n. the Philippine Islands.

PhiMp-pop-o-lis (fil'a-

pop'a-lis), n. Plovdiv:
the Greek name.
PhMis-ti-a (fa-Hs'ti-a), n.
an ancient country on the

OCCAM

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
southern coast of Palestine.
Phi Us tine (fs-lis'tin, fil'as-ten', fil'gs-tin'), n. [ME.,
also Palestine; LL. Philistinus, usually in pi. Philistini;
Gr. philistinoi, palaistinoi; Heb. p'lishlim; akin to Eng.
Palestine], 1. a member of a non-Semitic people who
lived in southwestern Palestine from c. 1200 B.C. on:
they repeatedly warred with the Israelites for control
of the country. 2. [adapted by Matthew Arnold < G.
Philister], a person regarded as smugly narrow and con-
ventional in his views and tastes, lacking in and indif-
ferent to cultural and aesthetic values, etc. adj. 1. of
the ancient Philistines. 2. smugly conventional, lack-
ing in culture, etc.
Phi lis-tin ism (fa-lis'tin-iz'm, fil'as-tin-iz'm), n. atti-
tudes yiews, etc. characteristic of a Philistine (sense 2).

Phil-lip (fil'ap), a masculine name: see Philip.
Phillips, Stephen (fil'aps), 1868-1915; English poetic
dramatist.

Phillips, Wendell, 181 1-1884 j American abolitionist
and orator.
Phil Us (fil'is). a feminine name: see Phyllis.
phil-o- (fil'o, fil'a), [< Gr. philos, loving], a combining
form meaning loving, liking, having a predilection for,
as in philology, also, phll-.

Philoc-te-tes
(fil'ok-te'tez), n. in Greek legend, the

Greek warrior who killed Paris in the Trojan war with
one of the poisoned arrows given him by Hercules.
philodendron (fil'a-den'dran), n. [Mod, L, < Gr.
phihdendros, loving trees < j>hilo$, loving Hh dettdrqn, a
tree], any of a number of tropical American plants of the
arum family, usually climbing, with tough, leathery
leaves.

philogy-nist (fi-loj'a-nist). n. [< philogyny + 4st], a
person who loves or is fond of women.
phi log-y-noua (fi-loj'o-nos), adj\ of or like a phi-
logynist; fond of women.

phi-lot^y-ny (fi-lojVni), n. [Gr. philo
to love -H gynS, woman], love of or f

opposed to misogyny*
PhUo Ju-dae us (m 555-de's), ? B.CX- c.50 AJX:
Jewish Platonist philosopher*
pliUol:o-ger (frloY^, n. a pfaftdogfet.

t fiiio'j

< philein,
for women:

ian (filVlc Sfs-lo'jon), n* philologist.

In pW-

phiolv$a, love of
to love -f logos, a word), I, or,

love of learning an<l literature: study;
2. the study of written records, especially Hterary
tacts,jn ordef to determine tbefc authenticity, aw

*

' *

.: the carmt im Abtoviaied ieta.

gods changed Philomela into a nightingale, Procne into
a swallow, and Tereus into a hawk. 2. [Poetic], a
nightingale; philomel.
phil o-pe-na (fil'a-pe'na), n. [altered < Pr. Philippine <
G. Philippchen, little Philip < vielliebchen, lit., sweet-
heart, pop. name for the joined kernels of nuts, hence
the game played with such kernels; dim. < wel, much ^~
lieb, dear; influenced in Eng. by association with Gr.
Philos, loving & L. poena, a penalty, because of the
forfeit paid to one of the "friends" playing the game],
1. a nut with two kernels. 2. a game in which the two
kernels of a nut are shared by two people, one of whom,
if failing to fulfill a given condition, must pay a forfeit
to the other. 3. the forfeit, usually a gift.

phil-o-nro-gen-i-tive (fil'a-pro-jen'a-tiv), adj. \philo- +
progenitive], 1. productive of offspring; prolific. 2. lov-

ing offspring, especially one's own. 3. of such love.

philos., philosophy.
phMos-o-pher (fi-los'a-fgr), n. [ME. philosophre, filos~
ophe; OFr. philosophe; L. philosophus; Gr. philosophos
< philos, loving 4- sophos, wise], 1. a person who
studies or is learned in philosophy. 2. a person who
lives and thinks according to a system of philosophy.
3. a person who meets all events, whether favorable or
unfavorable, with calmness and composure. 4. [Obs.],
an alchemist, magician, etc.

philosophers
9
(or philosopher's) stone, an imaginary

substance sought for by alchemists in the belief that it
would change base metals into gold or silver.

phil-o-soph-ic (filVsof'ik), adj. [L. philosophies; Gr.
philosophikos], 1. of or according to a philosophy or a
philosopher. 2. devoted to or learned in philosophy.
3. like or suited for a philosopher: hence, 4, rational;
sensibly composed; calm, as in a difficult situation.

phil-o-soph-i-cal (nl's-sofi-kl) , ad;, philosophic.
phil o-soph-i co- (fil'a-sof'i-ko, fil's-sof'i-ka) , a 'com-
bining form meaning philosophical and.

phil-o-soph-i-co-re-li-gious (fil'a-sof'i-konra-lij'as) ,*adf.
philosophical and religious.
phHos-o phism (fi-los'a-fiz'm) , n. [Pr. philosophisme <
philosofhe], 1. false or faulty philosophy; sophistry.
2. a philosophic proposition intended to deceive.
phi los o phize (fi-los'a-flz') . tu. [PHILOSOPHIZED C-fizd') ,

PHILOSOPHIZING], to deal philosophically with abstract
matter; think or reason like a philosopher.
phMos-o-phy (fi-los'a-fi),

n. [pi PHILOSOPHIES
(-fiz)],

[ME. & OFr. philosophic; L. philosophia; Gr, philo-
sophia < fhilosophos; see PHILOSOPHER], 1. originally,
love of wisdom or knowledge. 2. a study of the proc-
esses governing thought and conduct; tjieory or inves-
tigation of the principles or laws that regulate the
universe and underlie all knowledge and reality: in-
cluded in the study are aesthetics, ethics, log&, n?teia-

ghysics,
etc. 3. the general principles or Jaws oj a

eld of knowledge, activity, etc. : as, the phiwopH^ of
economics. 4. a) a particular system of principles for
the conduct of life. &) a treatise covering such a iystem.
5. a study of human morals, character, and Behavior;
hence, o. the mental balance believed to result from
this; calmness; composure. Abbreviated phil., phllos.

-phi;iou8 (fi-las), [< Gr. fhilos, loving; -f ~ons], a com-
bining form meaning loving, lifting, as in pkotopMhw.
Phil. Spv Philippine Spanish.
phil-ter (fil'tgr), n. (Pr, philtrt; 1. phittwm; Gr, philtron
< philetn, to love], 1. a potion or charm thought io
cause a person to fall in love. 2, any magic
v.t. to charm or bewitch witfx a philter.
ph0-tre cai'tfc), n, & v.t. [PHILTRBD (-t&rd), i

philter.

phi mo sis (fi-mo'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. fhim$$i$, a
muzzling < phimos, a muzzle], I, an abnormal con-
dition in which the foreskin of the penis is so tight as to
prevent its being drawn back over the glani 2. a
similar condition of the clitoris,

Phin-e-as (nh'i-QsV [LL. Phinees; Gr. PMnees; H$b.
pln&fy&s; prob, < Egypt, pe-nefyase], a masculine .name,
paiz (fiss), n [contr. < physiognomy], [8to$rj t * ^ace ^
phle-bit-ic &i-bii'ilc), atfj* of or having pMAitis.
phle-bi-tis (firbl'tjs), n, [phlefc + -ffliTinta^ination of
a vein ,or veins.

phleb o- (fleb'o^ fle1/9) [< Gr, pkkps, Mtfoos* a vein],
a combining form meaning wsinf as in phl&botomy: also,
before a vowel, phleb-.

pl4ei>-o*ecle'roi (neb'dVskli-rS'sis). n. [phUbo -f scle-

rosis], hardening of the walls of a vein or veins,

phle hot o-mist (ni-bot'-mist) f n* a practitioner of or^-1f J
in phlebotomy,

fli-bot'9-mfzO. w.t & vL [PHLBBOT-
PHLEBOTOMIZING], to practice phle-

(on).
(fli-bot'a-mi) n. [MB. flebot&mie; OFr.

. ..,..., phUbotomia; Gr. phUbtmia < phl$p$
v a vein + faniuin, to cutj, the formerly cooomoa

act or practice of bloodlettingm a therapeutic i
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Phleg-ethon (fleg'a-thon, flefa-thon), n. [L.; Gr.
Phlegethon, orig. ppr. of phlegethein, to flame, blaze], in
Greek mythology, a river of fire in Hades.
phlegm (flem), n. [ME. & OFr. fieume; LL. phlegma,
clammy humor of the body; Gr. pnlegma, inflammation,
hence, humors caused by jtnflammation < phlegein, to

btarnjt 1. the thick, stringy mucus secreted by the
mucous glands of the respiratory tract and discharged
from the throat, as during a cold. 2. in early physiology,
that. one of the four humors of the body which was
believed to cause sluggishness or dullness; hence, 3. a)

sluggishness; apathy, b) calmness: equanimity.
phleg mat ic (fieg-mat'ik), adj. [ME. & QFr.jleumatike;
LL. phlegmaticus; Gr. phlegmatikos < phlegma; see

PHLEGM], 1. hard to rouse to action; specifically, a)

sluggish: dull; apathetic. 6) calm; cool; imperturbable.
2, [Obs.j, of, like, or producing the humor phlegm.
SYN. see Impassive.
phleg-mat i-cal (fleg-mat'i-k'l), adj. phlegmatic.
phlegm-y (flem'i), adj*. 1. of, like, containing, or char-
acterized by phlegm. 2. [Rare], phlegmatic.
phlo-em, phlo-em (flo'em), n. fG. < Gr. phloos, the
bark], the cell tissue serving as a path for the distribu-
tion of food material in a plant; bast.

phlo-gia tic (flo-iis'tik), adj". [< Gr. phlogistos, inflam-
mable], 1. of phlogiston. 2. [Obs.], fiery; flaming. 3.

in medicine, inflammatory; of inflammation.
phlo gis ton (flo-jis'tpn, flo-jis'ton), n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
Phlogistos < phlogizein, to burn, inflame < phlegein, to
I>urn], an imaginary element formerly believed to cause
combustion and to be given off by anything burning;
matter or principle of fire,

phlogopite (flog'a-pit'), n. [< Gr. Phlogdpos, fiery (<
phlox, a flame + dps, a face) ; + -ite], a kind of magne-
sium mica, usually light brown in color.

phlo-go-sia (fiVgo'sis), n. [Mod, L.; Gr. phlogdsis, burn-
ing heat < phlox, phlogos, a flame], [Now Rare], in-

flammation, especially of the skin; erysipelas.
phlo got ic (flo-got'ik), adj", [Now Rare], of or having
-Mogosis.

D-rhi-zin ftb-re'zin), n* phlorizin.
>-rid-zin Cna-rid'zin) , n. phlorizin.
ri-zin (fldr'a-zia, fla-ri'zin), n, [< Gr. phloios,

4fjf004 a bark + rhiza, a root; 4-
-in], a bitter, white,

crystalline substance, CiiHwOio, found in the root bark
of the apple, pear, plum, and cherry trees: used in
medicine as a tonic and to combat periodic fevers, as
VJL malaria.
phlox (flqks), n. [L., a flower, flame; Gr. phlox, a flame
< phlegein, to bum: from the appearance of the flowers],
any of a number of related plants with small leaves and
.clusters of red, pink, violet, blue, or white flowers.

phlyc-taena (fiik-te'na), n. {pi PHLYCTABNAE (~ne)],
a phlyctena.
pmyC'te-na (fiik-te'na), n. [pi. PHLYCTENAE (-ne)l,
[Mod. L.: Gr. phlyktaina, a blister < phlyein,>to swell],
a small blister or pustule.
-phobe (fob),,[Fr,; L. -phobus; Gr. -phobos < phobos, a
fear], a combining form, used in forming adjectives and
nouns, meaning fearing or hating, as in Francophobe.
pho bi a (fo'bi-o), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. phobos, a fear], an
irrational, excessive, and persistent tear of some par-
ticular thing or situation.

-pho'bi-a (fo/bi-a), [Gr. -phobia < phobos, a fear, flight],
a combining form meaning fear, dread, hatred, as in

claustrophobia, Anglophobia.
pho bic (f6'bik, fob'ik), adj. of, like, or constituting a
phobia.
Pho-cae-a (f6-se"'a) f n. an ancient Ionian city in Asia
Minor,

pho-cine (fo'sin, fS'sin), cdj. [< L. phoca, a seal; -f -ine],
in zoology, of or relating to the seals.
Pho ci-on (fo'shi-on', fS'shi-on), n. Athenian statesman
and general; hved 402P-317 B.C.

Pho-cis (fo'sis), n. an ancient region in central Greece,
on the Gulf of Corinth.
Phoe be (fg'bi), [L.; Gr. Phoibe", fern, of Phoibos; see
PHOEBUS], a feminine name: also spelled Phebe. n. 1.m Greek mythology, Artemis, goddess of the moon; iden-
tified by the Romans with Diana. 2. [PoeticJ, the moon.
phoe-be (fe'bi), n. [echoic; sp. influenced by Phoebe], a
small bird, one of the flycatchers, with a greenish-brown
back, light-yellow breast, and a short crest: also called

phonologic

*

bus (fg'bas), n. [ME. Phebus; L.; Gr. Phoibos,
bright one < phoibos, bright), 1. in Greek mythology,
Apollo, god of the sun. 2, [Poetic], the sun.
Phoenicia (fa-nish/o, fa-nish'i-s, fo-ni'sha), it. an
ancient kingdom on the Mediterranean in the region of
modem Syria and Palestine: also spelled Phenicia: see
Israel, map.
Phoe ni clan (fUnish'on, fo-nS'shan), adj. of Phoenicia,
its people, their language, or culture, n, 1. a native
of Phoenicia: the Phoenicians were famous as navi-
gators ana traders. 2. the extinct Norfclrwest Semitic
language of the Phoenicians, closely related to Moabite
and Hebrew. Abbreviated Phoen.
Phoenix (frnfks), n* the capital of Arfeona, on the
Salt River: pop,, 105,000,

phoe-nix (fe'niks), n. faltered (after L.) < AS. & OFr.
fenix; ML. phenix; L. phoenix; Gr. phoinix], 1. in

Egyptian mythology, a beautiful, lone bird which lived
in the Arabian desert for 500 or 600 years and then
consumed itself in fire, rising renewed from the ashes
to start another long life: it is used as a symbol of

immortality. 2. [P-], in astronomy, a southern constel-
lation: see constellation, chart. Also spelled phenix.
phon- (fon), j>hono-.
phon., phonetics.
phonate (fo'nat), y.i. [PHONATBD (-id), PHONATING],
[Gr. phone, a voice; + -ate], to utter a voiced sound;
vocalize.

pho-na-tion (fo-na'shan) , n. the act of phonating.
phon au to graph (fSn-6'ta-graf, fon-S'ts-graf') , 71.

[phon- + auto- + -graph], 1. an instrument which
makes a graphic record of the vibrations set up by
a sound. 2. a record or graph so made.
phone (fon), n. [Gr. phone, a sound, voice], any single
speech sound: a phoneme is composed of various phones.
phone (fon), n., v.t. & v.i. [PHONED (fond), PHONING],
[abbrev. of telephone], [Colloq.], telephone.
-phone (fon), [< Gr. ph&ne, a sound, voice], a combining
form meaning producing, or connected with, sound, as in

saxophone, megaphone.
phoneme (fo'nem), n. [Fr. phoneme; Gr. phdnema, a
sound < phdne, a voice], m linguistics, a class, or family,
of closely related speech sounds (phones) regarded as a
single sound and represented in phonetic transcription
by the same symb9l, as the sounds of r in bring, red,
and round: the discernible phonetic differences be-
tween such sounds are due to the modifying influence
of the adjacent sounds.

pho-ne-mic (fo-ne'mik), adj". 1. of or based on pho-
nemes: as, a phonemic analysis of the sounds of a lan-

guage. 2. of phonemics.
pno-ne-mi-cist (fo-ne'ma-sist), n* an expert in pho-
nemics,

pho-ne-mics (fo-ne'miks), n.pl. (construed as sing.], the
branch of language study dealing with the phonemic
system of a particular language.
pho-net ic (fs-net'ik, fo-net'ik), adj. [Mod. L. phonet-
icus; Gr. phdnZtikos < phonStos, to be spoken < Ph&nein,
to speak < phdnZ, a sound], 1. of speech sounds or the
production or recording of these. 2. of phonetics. 3.

conforming to pronunciation: as, phonetic spelling.
pho net i cal-ly (fg-net'i-kl-i, fo-net'ik-li) adv. in ac-
cordance with the principles of phonetics; so as to rep-
resent the sounds of speech.

pho-ne-ti cian (fo'na-tish'an), n. an expert in phonetics.
pho-net-i-ciet (fs-net'a-sist, fo-net'a-sist), n. a phone-
tist.

pho-net-ics (fa-net'iks, fo-net'iks), npl. [construed as
sing.], [see PHONETIC], 1. the branch of language study
dealing with speech sounds, their production and com-
bination, and their representationby written symbols,
2. the phonetic system of a particular language. Abbre-
viated phon., phonet.
pho ne tist

(fo'na-tist), n. [< Gr. ph6nftost to be spoken
< ph6ne, a voice; -f- -tst] t 1. a phonetician. 2. a person
who advocates or uses a system of phonetic spelling.
pho ney (fS'ni), adj". A n. [Slang], phony.
-phoni-a (fo'ni-o), -phony.
phon ic (fpn'ik, f5'nik). adj. [< Gr. phOnZ, a voice: +
-ic]+ 1. of, or having the nature of, sound; especially,
of speech sounds. 2. [Rare], voiced; sonant.
phonics (fon'iks, fo'niks), n.pl. [construed as sing.L
f< phonic], 1. the science of sound; acoustics.

[Rare], phonetics. 3. the use of elementary phonetics
in teaching beginners to read or enunciate,
pho no- (fo'no, fo'na), (< Gr. phdni, a sound, voice], a
combining form meaning sound, tone, speech, as in
phonology: also, before a vowel, phon-.
pho no gram (fo'na-gram

7

), n. \phono- + -gram], I. a
sign or symbol representing, a word, syllable, or sound,
as in shorthand, 2. [Now Rare], a phonograph record.
pho no-gram-lc, pho no gram mic (fo

7
nd-gram%) f

adj. of or by a phonogram or phonograms.
pho-no-graph gS'na-^graf^ fo'na^wOt !* IPhono* +
~grafh], an instrument that records or, especially, re-
produces sound from tracings made on a flat disk or,
formerly, a cylinder: cf. record.
pho-no graph-ic (fS'nd-gralW <V. 1, of a
graph or the sounds made fry one. 2. of i

pho-no-graph-i-caMy ^S'no-graf'i-k'l-i, w _._

li), adv. 1. in a phonographic manner. 2. by means of
a phonograph.

pho-no^-ra-phy
1. a

wrrttjen or>Aite41^p<enbit{^ ,___,_.
^^'s^^md8^^ ^ to^*i:lo ; 2J Lafty sys-

speech; especially, the its^em
Pitman (1S13-1897). 3 tjie use
recording or reproducing pound.
pho no lite ff^tW^Si

***

igneous rock consisting
nephelite: it

~f

pho-no-Ht-ic v_^

pho-no-loglc (fo';
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pho-no4og*l*cal (fo'na-loj'i-k'l), adj. of phonology; in
accordance with the principles of phonology.
pho-nol o-gist (fo-nors-jist), n. an expert in phonology;
phonemicist or phonetician.
pho-nol-o-gy (fo-nol'a-ji), n. [phono- -f ~fogy], 1. a)
phonetics. o) phonemics. c) phonetics and phonemics.
2. the study of the evolution of speech sounds, espe-
cially from one status to another within a particular
language.
pho nom-e-ter (fo-nom'a-tSr), n. [phono- + -meter], an
instrument used to measure the intensity and vibra-
tion frequency of sound.
pho-no-scope (fo'n3-skop')t n. [Phono- + -scope], an
instrument used to observe or exhibit the properties of
a sounding body; especially, such an instrument for
testing the quality of strings for musical instruments.
pho-no-type (fo'na-tlpO, n. [phono- -f -type], a phonetic
symbol or character, as used in printing.
pho-no-typ-y (fo'na-tl'pi), n. [< phonotype],-

,
- ., . ,. .. -.------ -^-j, a system of

phonetic writing, as some systems of shorthand.
pho-ny (fo'ni), adj. [PHONIER (-ni-Sr), PHONIEST (-ni-

ist)], [said to be altered < Forney, cheap jewelry <
Forney rings, brass rings made by a manufacturer
named Forney for sale by street peddlers], [Slang], not
genuine; false; counterfeit; spurious; fake; sham. n.

[PI. PHONIES (-niz)], [Slang], 1. something not genuine;
sham; fake. 2. a person who pretends to be what he is

not; charlatan; impostor. Also spelled phoney.
-pho-ny (fo'ni, fa-ni), [< Gr. phont, a sound, voice], a
combining form meaning a (specified kind of) sound, as
in cacophony: also -phonla.
-phore (fdr, for), [Mod. L. -phorus, -phorum; Gr. -pharos,
-phoron < pherein, to bear], a combining form meaning
bearer, producer, as in carpophore.
-phor-ous (fdr'as, fS'ras),TMod, L. -phorus; Gr. -phoros
< pherein, to bear], a combining form meaning bearing,

phosgene (fos'ien), n.[< Qrt.phds, a light; + -gene (for
-gen)], carbonyl chloride, COCli, a colorless gas formed
by the reaction of carbon monoxide and chlorine in the
sunlight: used in making dyes and other organic com-
pounds, and as a lung irritant in warfare.

phoa-ge-nite (fos'ia-nit'), n. [< phosgene + -ite], a
grayish mineral, PbiCljCOi, composed of carbonate and
chloride of lead, and occurring in tetragonal crystals.

phoaph-, phospho.
phospha-tase (fos'fa-tas'), n. [< phosphate -f -ase] t

any of various enzymes found in body tissues and
fluids that split the phosphate-carbohydrate compounds.
phoa-phate (fos'fat). n. [Fr.; see PHOSPHORUS & -ATE],
1. a salt or ester of phosphoric acid. 2. any substance
containing phosphates, used as a fertilizer. 3. a soft
drink made with soda water* sirup, and a few drops of

phosphoric acid.

phoaphat-ic (fos-fat'ik), ad/, of or containing phos-
phoric acid or phosphates,
phoa-pha-tlze Cfos'tQ-tiz'), v.t. [PHOSPHATIZED (-tizd'),

PHOSPHATIZING). to change into, or treat with, a phos-
phate or phosphates.

phoa-pha-tu-ri-a (fos'fQ-tyoor'i-a), n. [Hod. L.; see
PHOSPHATE * -XJRIA], an excess of phosphates in the
urine.

phoa pha-tu-rlc (fcf'fo-tyoor'ik), adj. of or character-
ized by phosphaturia.
phos phene (fos'fSn) , n. [< Gr. phtis, a light + phainein*
to show], a bright visual image produced by mechanical
stimulation of the retina, as by pressure on the eyeball
through the closed eyelids.
phoa phid (fos'fid). n, phosphide.
phoa-phide (fos'fld, fos'fid), n. a compound consisting
of tnvalent phosphorus with another element or a
radical,

phoa-phln (fos'fin), n. phosphine.
phos-phine (fos'fen, fos'fin), n. [phosph- 4- -ine], 1.
t-__j

^osphide,, PHa, a colorless, poisonous gas
jike odor. 2. a synthetic yellow dye.
:os'fit), n. [Fr.; see PHOSPH- it -ITBJ, a salt

acid.
j-u, iv^o iV), [< phosphorus], a combining
phosphorus, as in phosphoproiein: also,

hydrogen
with a
phoa-phlte
or ester of
phoa-pho-
fonn
before a ._.

phos*pao-ni
+ ammonium- -

to fr~
latedtoNH,.

of proteins
with some

phos-pho-rate (fos'fa-rat'). * [PHOSPHORATED (-id),
PHOSPHORATING], [< phosphorus + -ate], to combine or
impregnate with phosphorus.
phos phore (fos'fdr, fos'for), n. phosphor.
phos pho-reace (fos'fa-resOt vd. [PHOSPHORESCED
(-rest'), PHOSPHORESCING], [< phosphorus -f- -esce]. to
give off light without noticeable heat or combustion;
gleam or shine, as phosphorus in the dark.
phos-pho-rea-cence (fos

/
fa-res''ns) f n. [< phosphorus +

-escence), 1. the condition or property of giving off

light without noticeable heat or combustion, as shown
by phosphorus, decayed wood, etc. 2. such a light. |

phos-pho-rea-cent (fos^a-res''^), adj. showing phos-
phorescence.

phos-pho-ret-ed, phoa-pho-ret-ted (fos'fa-ret'id), adj.
combined or impregnated with phosphorus: also phos-
phureted, phosphuretted.
phos phor-lc (fos-ffir'ik, fos-for'ik, fos-fo'rik), adj. [Fr.
phosphorique], 1. of, like, or containing phosphorus,
especially with a valence of five. 2. designating any of
three oxygen acids of phosphorus, especially ortho-
phosphoric acid, HPO<, a colorless crystalline acid,
soluble in water and used as a reagent.
phos-pho-rism (fos'fo-riz'm), n. chronic phosphorus
poisoning.

phoa-jpho-rite (fos'fo-rif), n. 1. a fibrous variety of
apatite. 2. any mineral phosphate used as fertilizer.

phoa-pho-ro- (fos'fer-o, fos'feW), a combining form
meaning phosphorus or phosphorescence, as in phosphor-
oscope: also, before a vowel, phosphor-.
phos-phor-o-scope (fos-f6r'9-skop

?
, fos-forVskop') , n.

[phosphoro- 4- -scope], a device used in observing and
measuring the persistence of phosphorescence after
the source of light has been removed.
phos-pho-roua (fos'fSr-as, fos-fdr'as, fos-f5'rss), adj.
[< phosphorus + -o4 1. [Rare], phosphorescent.
2. [Fr, phosphoreux], of, like, or containing phosphorus,
especially with a valence of three. 3, designating a
white or yellowish, crystalline acid, HtPOa, that ab-
sorbs oxygen readily : used as a chemical reducing agent.
phospho-rua (fos'fSr-s) , n. [pi. PHOSPHORI (~f9-ri')] t

[Mod. L.; L. Phosphorus, morning star; Gr. phosphoros,
bringer of light < phds, a light + pherein, to bear], 1.

any phosphorescent substance or object. 2. a non-
metallic chemical element, normally a white, phospho-
rescent, waxy solid, becoming yellow when exposea to
light: it is ooisonous and unites easily with oxygen so
that it ignites spontaneously at room temperature:
when heated in sealed tubes it is converted into a red
form which is nonpoisonous, and less inflammable than
the white : when heated under a pressure of 15 ,000 atmos-
pheres it is converted into a black powder: symbol, P;
at. wt., 30.98; at. no., 15,

phoa phu-ret ed, phoa phu ret-ted (fos'fyoo^et'id),
adj. phosphoreted.
phot (fot, fot) , n. [ < Gr. phds, photos, a light], the C,G>S.
umt

B
of illumination, equal to one lumen

centimeter, or the direct illumination
uniform point source of one internati
upon a surface one centimeter distant.

phot.. 1. photograph. 2. photographer,
graphic. 4. photography.
pho tic (fo'tik), adj. [< Gr. phos, photos, a 1

, 1. of light. 2. in otology, haying to do with une enect ot
light upon, or the production of light by, organisms.

pho-tice (fo'tiks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [see PHOTIC],
the science of light.
pho to (fg'tp), n. [pi. PHOTOS (-to&)], [contr. of photo-
graph], [Colloq,], a photograph.
pho to- (fo'to, Wt), [< Gr. ptyte, phdtos, a light), a
combining form meaning: 1. of or produced by light, as
in photograph, photosynthesis. 2. of a photograph or

>y a

3. photo-

s effect of

photography, as in

pho

. .

as in photoplay, photomontage.
ic (fo^to-ak-tin'fk) , adj. [photo
uce actinic effect, as ultraviole

i (fos'fS-pro'te-in) ;
n. any of a

db the protein molecule is con
". other than

to ac tin ic (foto-ak-tin'k) , adj. [photo- -f acttoit],
that can produce actinic effect, as ultraviolet rays*

0ho;to*bi'0t'ic (fo'to-bl-ot'ik), adj. {< Photo- + Or- Wo**
Me] on biohsy, dependent upon light for eadstence.
pho-to cell (fS'ta-ser), n a photoelectric ceU.
photochemical (fS'ta-kem'o-k'l), <*df* [photo- ^
chemical], of or resulting from the chemical action of
light.

pho to chem is try (fo'tcVkem'ia-tri) , n. [photo- 4- ch*m~
tstry], i^e branch of chemistry havmg to do with the
enect of light or other radiant energy in producing
chemical accton, as in photography.
photochromy (f5'te-kro'mi), n. [< photo -f Gr.-*

0, & color), color photogmphy
chron o-ftraph 05'i-kron'

_ %
meat that
photogmphs
vals. 2, a

4- ~&*M\ * ** wfcn*-
motion* as of a fcirG, in a series of

rwart extremthr Mef, iutwr-
to taken. 3. in physics an
the exact than of an mmt

bv exposing a moving photographic plate to the tracing
of a thin beam of light ydiwi*(fwith tha vwt

fai, %btab, ftr; im^two* Mb* vn^UM If ifk
tlteftf

1 m&yfimjto,mt^^t' +
eocur; ttf f|r, feu; Fr. moit; 6, Fr. coq; . doch.

out:

pp. x- forein; hypothetical; <
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pho-to-dis-in-te-gra-tion (fo'to-dis-in'ta-grS'shan), n.

[photo- + disintegration], in physics, the breaking down
of the nucleus of an atom by the action of radiant

energy.
pho to-drama (fo'ta-dra'ma, fS'to-dram'o), n. a pho-
toplay.
pho-to-dy-nam-ics (fo'to-di-nam'iks), n.pl. [construed
as sing.], [photo- -f dynamics], I. the effect of light on
Hying organisms, as in causing phototropism. 2. the
science dealing with this.

pho-to e lee trie (fo'to-i-lek'trik), adj. \fhoto- + elec-

tric], of or having to do with the electric effects produced
by light, especially as in the emission of electrons by
certain substances when subjected to light or radiation
of suitable wave length.

photoelectric cell, any device in which light controls
the electron emission from a cathode, the electrical re-

sistance of an element, or the electromotive force pro-
duced by a cell: it is usually incorporated in an electric

circuit and used in controlling mechanical devices, as
for opening doors: also called electric eye.

pho-to-e-lec'tro-type (fo'to-i-lek'tra-tlp'), n. an electro-

type plate made by a photographic process.
photoeng., photoengraving.
pho to-en grave (fo'to-in-graV), v.t. [PHOTOENGRAVED
(-graVd'), PHOTOENGRAVING], to reproduce by the proc-
ess of photoengraving.
pho-to-en-rav-ing (fo'to-in-graVirj), n. [photo- + en-

graving], 1. a process by which photographs are repro-
duced on printing plates, especially one in which the

reproduction is in relief: opposed to photogravure. 2. a
plate so made. 3. a print from such a plate.

photo finish, 1. a race finish so close that the winner
can be determined only from a photograph of the con-
testants as they cross the finish lines; hence, 2. any
close finish of a game, competition, etc.

pho-to-flash (fo'ta-flashOt adj. 1. designating an elec-

tric bulb containing oxygen and fine aluminum foil

which when lighted gives off a single bright flash of

white light: used in photography. 2. a) of or for such
a bulb. 6) made with the aid of such a bulb. n. a
photoflash bulb or photograph,

pho-to-flood (fo'ta-flud'), ad]. 1. designating an elec-

tric bulb of low voltage which when connected to a
circuit of standard voltage burns with a sustained in-

tense light: used in photography. 2. at) of or for such a
btifb. &) made with the aid of such a bulb. n. a photo-
ftood bulb or photograph.

photog., 1. photograph. 2. photographer. 3. photo-
graphic. 4. photography.

pho-to-gel-a-tin (fo'ta-jel'a-t'n), adj. of
r designating, or

produced by a photographic process in which prints
are made from a film of hardened gelatin.

pho-to-gen (fp'ta-jen), n. [photo*- -f- -gen], a light sjolvent
or illuminating oil prepared by the distillation of
bituminous shale, coal, etc.

pho-to gene (fS'ta-jen'), n. photogen.
pho to gene (f6'ta-jen>). n. [see PHOTO- & -GEN], an
afterimage.
pho to genie (fo*'to-|en'ik) , adf. [pkoto~ 4- *>imU], 1.

[Rare], due to or produced by light. 2. artistically
suitable for being photographed, as a person. 3. in

biology, producing or giving off light: phosphorescent.
pho to gen i cal ly (f6^-jm'i-kl-i,ifo

>
ta-jen>3c*M), adv.

in a photogenic manner,
pho-to gram me try (fS'to^gramVtii). n. [pkotogmm
(var. of photograph, after telegram, etc.) -f- -m*fry]t the
art or process of surveying or mapping with the help

pho-to graph (fg'tOTgraf', fSta-grffO, n. [photo* f
-graph], a.n image or picture made by means of photog-
raphy: abbreviated phot., photog. v.t. to take a pho-
tograph of, wl 1. to practice photograph 1 to
undergo being photographed* with reference to photo-
genic qualities: as, she photographs well.

pho tog-ra-pher (f-toB?ro-fw) f it. a person who totem
photographs; especially, one whose occupation is

photography: abbreviated phot., photog. '

pho-to-graph-ic (fo'ta-graf'ik), adj. 1, ol or like a
photograph or photography: as, his photographic writ-
ing. 2, used in or maae by photography, as equipment,
records, etc. Abbreviated phot., photof
pho to graph 1 cal (fS'to-grafi-k^ ad, ,
pho to-graph i cal ly (m't-gra*n-k%i iTU**
adv. 1. in a photographic manner. 2. by a photograph
Of photographs.
pho tog-ra phy (fo-tog/ra-fi) r it. [photo- 4* -graphy], the
art or process of producing images ol objects upon a
photosensitive surface by the chemical action of light

other radiant energy: abbreviated phot. T photoft.
.

pho-to-ki-ne-sis (fo'to-ki-ne'sis, fo'to-ki-ne'sis), n.

[Mod. L.; photo- -f kinesis, motion < Gr. kintsis <
toinein, to move], in physiology, movement in response
to light.

pho-to ki net lc (fo'to-ki-net'ik), adj. of photokinesis.
pho-to-lith-o-graph (fS'ta-lith'a-grar, fo'ta-lith'a-

graf')r w. a Ethograph produced by photoengraving.
pho-to-llth-o-graph'lc (fo'ta-lith'a-graf'ik), adj. of,

like, or produced: by photolithography.
pho-to-li-thog-ra-phy (fofto-li-thog'ra-fi), n. the art or

process of making photolithographs.
pho-tol-y-sis (fo-tol'a-sis),

n. [Mod. L.; see PHOTO- &
-LYSIS], chemical decomposition due to the action of

light.

pho*to4yt-ic (fo'ta-lit'ik), adj. of photolysis.

photom., photometry.
pho-to map (fo'ta-map') n. a map made by piecing
together aerial photographs.
pho-to-me-chan-i-cal (fo'to-ma-kan'i-k'l), adj. [photo-
+ mechanical], designating or of any process by which
prints are made from photographic plates.

pho'tom-e'ter (fo-tom'a-tSr|, n. [photo- + meter\, an
instrument used in measuring the intensity of light,

especially in determining the relative intensity of dif-

ferent lights; light meter.

pho'to-met-ric (fo'ta-met'rik), adj. of or by photometry
or a photometer.

phO'to-met'ii-cal (fo'to-met'ri-k'l), adj. photometric,

phO'tom-e-try (fo-tom'o-tri), n. [Mod. L. photometria;
see PHOTO- & -METK.Y], 1. the measurement of the

intensity of light. 2. the branch of optics dealing
with this. Abbreviated photom.
pho-to-mi-cro-graph (fo'td-xm'kra-graf', f5 ta*m!'kra-

grSfO n. [photo- -f micro- -f -graph], 1. a photograph
taken through a microscope. 2. a very small photo-

f requiring enlargement to bring out the
details: usually microphoto^raph.

phO'to-mi-croi-ra-phy (f5
7
to-mi-krog'ro-fi), n, the

process of making photomicrographs,
pho to-mon tage (fs'to-mon-tlizh', f5

/
t5'a5n-tazh') , n,

montage done in photographs.
pho*to-mu-ral (fo'ta-myooral), n. a large photograph
used as a mural,
pho-ton (fo'ton), n. [< photo- + $* * ^ba electron], a
quantum of light energy, analogous to the electron.

pho-to-neU'tron (fS/ta-nSS'tron, fS'ta-nu'tron), n. a
neutron given on in the photodisintgration of an
atomic nucleus.

pho-to-off set (fS'tS-fif^set'), n. ft method of oflfset

printing in which the pictures or text are photo-
graphically transferred to a metal plate from which
inked impressions are made on the rubber roller.

pho-toph i-lous (fo-tofVtos), adj. [photo- + -philous],
in biology, thriving in light.

'

pho-to pho-hi a (fS'to-fo'l_____ ,__ _ .. ,__ - 5'bi-) n. [Mod. L.; tee PHOTO-
it -PHOBIA], 1. an abnormal fear oflight. 2. in medicine,
an abnormal sensitivity to light, especially of the eyes
as fa measles and certain eye conditions.

pho-to-play (fo'ta-pla'), n. [photo- 4* play], a play
presented in motion pictures: screen play*

pho-to-sen-fii-tive (fo'ts-sen'so-tiv), ad), reacting or
sensitive to radiant energy, especially to light,

pho-to-spec-tro-scope (fo
7
to-spek'tn)-skop') n. in in-

strument used in making a photographic record of

ipectfti,
pho to sphere (fo'ts-sfgr'), n. [photo- 4- sphere], the
white-hot envelope of gas surrounding the sun.

pho-to-8tat (fd
f
t-statO* ll^o* -f -tiloQt L a, dtvice

used in making inexpensive photographic reproductions
ol printed matter, maps, drawings, etc.: the Image is

made directly as a positive upon special paper: a trade-
mark OPfaotottftt)* 2. a reproduction or copy o k.
V.f. [PHOTOSTATIPD OC PHOT08TAtTl!l> (-

STATW Of WHOTOSTATrHTOjr tO Ittftfcft H

fey a pho*

. ..... to eyn thesis (fo't^in'tho-sis), n. {Mod, L,; M
PHOTO- it SYNTHESIS), the formation of carbohydra
in living plants from water and carbon dioxide, by
the action of sunlight on the chlorophyll.

pho-to synthet-lc (f6't5-sin-thet'ik), adj. of or by pho-
tosynthesis.

. [Mod* L,: tot *w> *
movemetiit of sn organism m rjespons@ to

photographs are
tes or rolls from

'

2. m
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ph fcon-E>ho-to;ther*a'peu-tlcs (fS'te-therVpu'tiks). n.tt.
strued as sing.], phototherapy.

phO'to-ther-a-py (fo'tQ-ther'a-pi), m [photo- 4- ihcraM
the treatment of diseasey especially of certain skin
diseases, by the use of light rays.
pho-to-ther-mki (fo'to-thur'rmk), adj. [photo- + ther-
mic], of both light and heat.
pho to-ton-Ic (fo'fo-ton'ik}, adj. of or by phototonus:
as, phototontc movement of plants.

pho-tot-o-mis tto-totVnss), n. [Mod. L.; see PHOTO-
& TONE!, in teology, the state of being responsive to or
irritated by exposure to %ht.
pho to-trop-lc (fo'ta-trop^k), adj. of or by phototro-

php-to-trop-i-cal-ly (fo'to-trop'i-kl-i, fo'ta-trop'ik-Ii),
adv. in a phototropic manner.

pho-to-type (fo/ta-tipO,
n. frhoto- + -type], l. a print-

ing block or plate upon which a photograph is repro-
duced.

B
2. the process used in producing such a block

3. a prmt from such a block.

pho-to-typ-ic tfo'to-tip'ik), adj. 1. of or like a photo-
type. 2. oy phototype,

pho.tp-ty-pog.p-ptiy (fS'tS-ti-pog'ro-fi), n, any me-
chanical fxrinting process in which photographs are re-
produced in relief for use with type.

pho-to-typ-y (fo^t9-t!p'i, f5-totVpi), n* fee ait or proc-
ess of making phototypes.
pho-to yol-ta-ic (f5'tS-vol-tS'ik) adj. [photo- + voltaic],
photoelectric.
pho to zin cog ra phy (f5't3-a?ii)-kog'ro-j8), w. [photo-
f smcographyl* the use of a dnc platem photoengraving.

phraa al (fri'as'l), adj. o! or forming a phrase or phrases.
phrase (frSz), n* [Fr.; L. phrasis, diction; Gr, phrasis <
phraze%n> to speak], 1. a manner or style of speech:
expression; phraseology, 2. a short, colorral, or forceful
expression. 3. a connected series of movements in a
formal dance. 4. in grammar, a sequence of a few
words conveying a single thought or forming a separate
part of a sentence but not containing a subject and
predicate (cf. clause); specifically, m linguistics, a
group of, two or more words that can function as a
grammatical structure (e.g., qf mine, iMng parties,
fresh mtlk). 5. in music, a short, distinct part or
passage, usually of two, four, or eMt measures. *.*. A
v,i. [PHRASED (fraza), PHRASING], 1* to express in
words or in a phrase. 2. in music, to mark off or
divide (notes) Into phrases. Abbreviated phr
phra se-o-gram (M'*-gramO n* {< phrase -f -gram].
a mark or symbol representing a phrase, as in short-
hand*

phra-ee o loji-i-cal (fra'zi-o-loT'i-k'l), adj*
* L expressing

or exprewecTiE phrasei, 2. of phraseology,
^^

deals with, orjpwy* wotik atleiittott to phraseol
2. a person fUlid at coteinc phrasefl, oatoiwowk.

phre-nol-o-glst (fre-noKHist, fri-noFo-Jist), n. a personwho practices phrenology: abbreviated phren., phrenol.
phrc-nol-o-gy (fre-nolVfi, fri-nol^ii), n. tpteeno- (in
ancient sense of 4*mmd f

O + -togy], a systern by which
an analysis of character and of the derelopment of the
faculties can allegedly be made by studying the shapeand protuberances of the sktfi: abbreviated phren.,
phrenol.

pBren-sy (frenfzi), n, \pL PBEMIES (^i*)]( 4 .t.
[PHRENSIBB

(-^id), PHRENSYDTG], frenzy.
Phi-yigtf-a (fri|'i-d) f n. an ancient country IB central
Asia Minor.
Phryg i an (frijl-on), ad/, of Phrwia, its peot^e, their
language, etc. n. La native or inhabitant
2. the Indo-Hittite language of tfee ancient rygans,
preserved only in fragmentary inscriptions: also
Thraco-Phrygian.
FHS, F.H.S.. Public Health Service.
phthal-ein (thal'en, fthal'e-in) n. [< phtkalic), any of
a group ol^synthetic dyes manufactured from phenolsand phthahc anhydride.
phthaHc acid (thal'ik, fthal'ik), foaphtfuOme 4- -ic] t

any of three isomeric acids, CH*(COH),; specfifcalry,
orthophthauc add which is produced by the oxidation
of naphthalene and is used in the manufacture of dye,
medicines, phenolphthalein, synthetic perfumes, etc.

c M>j3^. a white solid substance, CH4
-

, produced by the oxidation of naphthalene and
to make the phthalein dyes, certain synthetic

resins, and other products.
phthal-in (thal'in, fthal'm), n. I
a series of compounds produced
phthaleins.

c -f 4], any of
by the redttctaon of the

phthal-p^a.ninc (thaF5^i'o-n5n't fthal^sTVimi),
it. [< phthaltc 4- cyan* + -w*], any ol a group 01 sum-
ttietic ofganic dyes of blue or green,

phtlii.o.c0I (thiVksr, tHVkolO, n. [< phthisic 4- ~ol
*61011 a

,

' a yellow ne ptfi,nai, extracted from tubercle bacilli found In the
body and used to prevent or stop hemorrhage,
phthle ic (Wik). n. [ME. tisik; OFr.M^l* phtkis-
tea* fern, of phthfsiws; Gr. phthisikos < phthisis; see

{HTHiats], phthisis, adj. phthisical
phthls i caf

(tiz'i-k'l), adj. of or having phthisis.
phthis ick-y (tii/i-ki) t adj. phthisical,

phthisis (tH>sis f fthftfr). n. [U; Gr. phMsis. a decay< phthiefo, to waste away], a wasting away of the body
or any of its parts; espidWly, tuberculosii of the lungs;
consumption.

-pliyce-ae <'**!>.*&*'), [Mod. L. < Gr. phyhos,
seaweedj, a combining form meaning scawted, used in
forming the botanical names ol algae.
-phy-ceous (fish'as), a combining form used to form

the algae.
aerican cabinet-

t bom in Scotlaad.

PHRASEOLOGIES
me PHRASE * *onrl f

wwdi way I speakingw writing;

w)l
dtote
clictjon.

phrafl-ing (fraz'irj), n.

phrasolosry.
phrases.

- the act or manner of moking
2. * stle dfm melodic

case holding slips la.
, with sertowwe pks-

sages; one Is fastened with
leather thongs to the forehead
and ome t ^m '!m awn by
MB of orthiote Jewish falffi

during morning prayert cf.

jpiwL llil^L 2, a tei5BGteu3i<ift

3. something worn as a charm
or safeguard.

_- T Gr. phylaxis, a watching,'

wfqnf < MyteMM fo
watch, keep guard), in medi-
cine, any of the body's natural

ancient Ore
of t

phren., 1. phrenological. 2.

. of a phylum or
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bough], a feminine name.
Virgil's Eclogues; hence,
country

n. 1. a country maiden in

_ , ... . 2. [Poetic], a) any pretty
irl. ft) a sweetheart, Also spelled PhiUis.

nl'o* fil'g), [Or. phyllon, a leaf], a combining
, form meaning leaf, as in -phyllophagous: also phyll-.

phyMo-clad (fil'a-klad'), n. phylloclade.

phyllo clade (fil'a-klad') , n. [Mod. L. phyllocladium <
Gr. phyllon, a leaf 4- klados, a branch], a flattened

branch or stem functioning as a leaf.

phyMode (fil'od), n. [Fr.; Mod. L. phyllodium < Gr.

phyllodes, leafiike < phyllon, a leaf -f eidos, a form], a
flat leafstalk that functions as a leaf.

phyHoid (fil'oid), adj. [Mod. L. phylloides; see PHYLL-
& -oro], leaflike.

phyMome (fil'om), n. [Mod. L. phylloma; Gr. phylloma,
foliage < phylloun, to cover with leaves < phyllon, a

leaf], in botany, a leaf or analogous member.
phyMom-ic (n-lom/ik, fi-lo'mik), adj. of a phyllome.
phyMo-pod (fil'a-podOf n. [Mod,. L. Phyllopoda, name
of the group < Gr. phyllon , a leaf 4- ows, odos, a foot],

any of a number of related crustaceans with leaflike,

swimming feet. adj. of the phyllopods.
phyl-lop-o-dan (n-lop's-dsn), adj. & n. phyllopod.
phyl-lo-tax*is (fil's-tak'sis) , n. phyllotaxy.
phyMo-tax-y (fil'e-tak'si), n. [phyllo- + -taxy]* 1- the

arrangement of leaves on a stem. 2. the principles
of such arrangement.
-phyHous (fiPas), [see PHYLLO- & -ous], a combining
form meaning having (a specified number or kind or)

leaves, leaflets, etc., as in heterophyllous.

phyl-lox-er-a (fil'ek-fi&'o, fi-Iok'sfe-s) , n. [Mod. L. <
Gr, phyllon , a leaf + xejw, dry], any of a number of

related plant lice that attack the leaves and roots of

certain grapevines, chiefly the European variety.

phy-lo- (fi'lo, fl'b), [< Gr. phylon, phyle, tribe], a com-
bining form meaning tribe, race, phylum, etc., as in

hylogeny.
JTlQ-jen'ilO, adi. ot pnyiogeny.

y (fi-loj's-ni), n, [pi. PHYLOGENIES (-niz)],
'

* see PHYLO- & -GENY], the racial history
development of any plant or animal

(fl'lon), 7i. \pl PHYLA (-to)], [Mod. L.; Gr.
. Mbef, in Uology, a phylum.
4* (MamK 7i f/L PHYLA (-fe)], [Mod. U < Gr.
, tribe], 1. any of the broadr basic divisions of

plant or animal kingdom, 2. any of the broad,
basic divisions of the linguistic families.

-phyre (fir), [Pr. < porphyre; see PORPHYRY], a com-
bining form meaning a porphyritic rock.

phys., 1. physical. 2. physician. 3. physics. 4. physi-
ological. 5. physiology.

phys. ed., physical education.

phys-ic (fiz'ik), n. [ME. fisike; OFr. phisique, phisike;
L. physica, natural science; Gr. physike < physis,
nature < phyein, to produce], 1. [Rare], the science of

physics. 2. [Archaic], the art or science of healing;
medical science. 3. a medicine or remedy, especially
a laxative or cathartic, v.t. [PHYSICKED (-ikt), PHYS-
ICKING], 1. to dose with medicine, especially with a
cathartic; hence, 2. to cause to have a bowel mot^
ment. 3. to have a curative effect on; heal; relieve.

SYN. physic is the general word for SRytMng taipen to re-

lieve constipation, or to effect a bowel movetiW&t; iassative tod
aperient are

ipjfefiUly
used of milder physios of a kind that are

ordinarily
1 taken

l

to promote discharge from, tfafi bowels, stwb. as
mineral oil, a^tifrHGtygpfr,

certain fruit juices, eta.; fwjr&ati^e and
cathartic ap$J;y i^^tronger physics, such, as castor oil, Bpsom
salts, calomel^ ojj&t that are more drastic m their Action.

phys-i-cal Cfi^i-k'l), adj. [ME. phisicaly having to do
with medicine; ML. physicalis < L. physical see
PHYSicL 1 . of nature and all matter ; natural ; material :

opposed to spiritual, moral, mental, 2. of natural
science or natural philosophy. 3. of or accenting to
the laws of nature: as, the force of gravity is a physical
fact. 4. of or produced by the fonom of, physics.
5. of t&e body as opposed to the mind; !as, physical
exercise. AbbreviateaVphya. -5 YN. see bodily^ nartterl^,

physical chemistry, the bfanch of chemistry (leafing
with the physical properties of substances as they
relate to the chemical properties and chaages,
physical education, instruction in the exercise, care,
and hygiene of the human body; especially, a aotarse
in gymnastics, athletics, etc., asm a school or eoEeg*

physical geography, the study of the features and
iwtumol the eartlrs surface, atmosphere and cHwmte,
distiibtttion of plant and animal life, etc.

pihys^l'Cal'ly
1

(fiz'i-kl-i, fiz'ik4i) , adv. L with '

reference
to tlie laws of nature; materially. 2. with regard to
th body; corporeally.
physical science, any of the sciences that deal wifch

ca< ,
,

.
-

^

,

'

]

;
f

' /

m--,,-m .__._-.-J thWPftipy>. *js$& tsrwtt'meiit of oiw^90 iftjEii*y* 0tsc

by physical means rather than with 1 drugs, as by mas- <

sage, infrared or ultraviolet light, electrotherapy, hy-
drotherapy, heat, or exercise: also calm physiotherapy. .

phy'Si-cian (fa-zish'an), n. [ME. & OFr. fisicien < L.

physica; see PHYSIC], 1. a person licensed to practice
medicine; doctor of medicine. 2. a general medical

practitioner, as distinguished from^ a surgeon. 3. any
person or thing that heals, relieves, or comforts.

Abbreviated phys.
phys-i-cist (fiz'o-sist) , n. an expert in physics.
phys-ics (fiz'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing, in senses 1 &
2], [< physic}, 1. originally, natural science or natural

philosophy. 2. the science dealing with the properties,

changes, interaction, etc. of matter and energy: physics
is subdivided into mechanics, thermodynamics, optics,

acoustics, etc. 3. a book or treatise on this. 4. physical
properties or processes: as, the physics of flight. Ab-
breviated phys.

phys-i-o- (nz'i-6, fiz/i-a), [< Gr. physis, nature], a com-
bining form meaning nature, natural, as in physiography:
also, before a vowel, physi-.

phys-i-o-crat (fiz'i-a-krat') . n. [Fr. physwcrate; sec

PHYSIO- & -CRAT], a believer in the economic theory
that land and its products are the only true wealth and
hence the only logical sources of revenue and that
freedom of opportunity and trade and security.of person

. physiognomonicus ,

physiognomy. ..,/./.
phys-i'Og-nom-i-cal t

(fiz i-og-nom'i-k 1, nz'i-s-nom'i-

k'l), adj. physiognomic.
phys'i-og'iio-mist (fiz'i-og'na-mist, nz'i-on'a-mist), n.

[Fr. physionomiste < physionomie; see PHYSIOGNOMY],
a person who tries to judge character and mental

qualities by observing the facial features.

phyS'i-og-no-my (flz'i-og'np-mi, fiz'i-on'9~mi) n. [ME.
JisonomTe; OFr. phisonomie; ML. physonomia, phisi-
onomia < Gr. physiognontonia < physts, nature 4-

gnomon, one who knows < base of gignoskein, to know],
1. the practice of trying to judge character and mental

qualities by observation of bodily, especially facial,

features. 2. the face; facial features and expression,

especially as supp9sedly indicative of character, 3.

apparent characteristics; outward features or appear-
ance. SYN. see face.

phys-i-og'ra-pher (fiz'i-og'ra-fer), n. a specialist in

physiography. . , ,. ,., N _
adj. of physiography.

physiography.
phys'i-o-graph-ic (fiz'i-a-graf'ik), at

phys-i-o-graph-I-cal (fiz'i-9-graf'i-:

graphic.
phys-i-og-ra-phy (fiz'i-og'rs-fi),

n.
\phy$io- + -f

L a description 01 the features ana phenomena of na-
ture. 2. physical geography. Abbreviated physlog.

phys-i-o-log'ic (fiz'i-a-loj'ikj, adj. physiological.

phys-i-o4og'i'cal (fiz'i-0-loj'i-k'l) , adj. 1 . 01 physiology.
2, characteristic of or promoting normal, or healthy,

..
,

________ . __________ ,. _ i principles of physiology. 2.

$o as to be physiological.-*
--i-ol-O'gist (fiz'i-ol'9-jist), n. a specialist in phys-

(fiz'-i-ol'o-ji), n. [Fi> physiologist L. phys-
Gc. physiologia < Physis, ixaturo 4* logos, a

I,

,

, , the branch of biology dealing with the
functions and vital processes of living organisms or

their parts and organs. 2. a book or treatise on this

subject. 3. the functipns_and vital p/qcesses, collec-

tively (of an organism), PistinguishfS frorf matomy,
morphology. Abbrevmted phy. ph

" "

phys-I-o-tiher-a-py (fiz'i-o-ther'^pi
morphology. Abbrevmted phy. l(>l>ywioL" " " "

n. physical ther-

apy.
physique (fi-zik')* ^ PV.; *

constittitlon, strength, form, <

phy-so-etig'inhi
'

pli^'SO-sttg'iiiJjpLe ^_ ^^ __.^, ,

Mod. L. Physostigma, name of the genus!
Calabar beaa (< Or. phys&n, to WA*
prick, spot) : + $m$l, a colorleSvS or pinki;

alkipoidt GpiOtNi, xtraoted from tbtft C ,

used in medicine for stimulating intestinal mu
for contracting the pupils of the eyt

phy-8O6-to inous (fi-sos'ta-mas) , adj. |< Gr. physa,
bellows; -f -stomous], in o@|oX 1* having a tube con-

necting the^air bladder with the digestive tract. 2. of a

group1

c

* **~*

i^r*&- oat& s^^'K'wn
bining form meaning a plant, flora, vegetation, as
^'"---^rtmi&ifa^'L, 1

!^^^
rt ^j^j^

f
--

,-^
_^-,^. '-^^^^ff^f'^ff^''^ NtWWW^p

yiy-MM^lo i^^^^)rf^^'4i^tt
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phy-to-gen-lc (fi'to-jen'ik), adj. 1. of, or largely of,

plant origin, as peat or coal. 2. phytogenetic.
phy-tog-e-nous (fi-toj'o-ngs), adj. phytogenic.
phy-tog-e-ny (fi-tojVni), n. phytogenesis.
phy-to-ge-og-ra-phy (fi'to-ii-og'ra-fi), n, [phyto- + geog-

raphy], the geography of the distribution of plant life.

phy-tog-ra-phy (fi-tog'rQ-fi), n. [Mod. L. phytographia;
see PHYTO- & -GRAPHYJ, the branch of botany dealing
with the description of plants.

phy-to-log-ic (frts-loj'iK), adj. of or according to phy-
tology.
phy-tolog-i-cal (fi'to-lpj'i-kl), adj. phytologic.
phy-tol-o-gy (fi-tol's-ji), n. [Mod. JL. phytologia; see
PHYTO- & -LOGY], [Rare], the study of plants; botany.

(fi-tof'9-gos), adj. [phyto- + -phagous],^..y.toph-a-gous i -- ---,, -.

in zoology, eating plants; herbivorous.

pi (pi),
n. [see PIE, var. sp.], 1. a mixed, disordered

collection of printing type; hence, 2. any jumble or
mixture, v.t. [PIED (pid), PIEING], to make jumbled or

disordered; mix up, as type. Also spelled pie.

pi (pi, pe), n. [Gr.J, 1. the sixteenth letter of the Greek
alphabet (n ?r)t corresponding to English P, p: see

alphabet, table. 2. the symbol (TT) designating the
ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter:
T equals 3.141592654-.

P.I., JPhilippine Islands.
Pia-cen-za (pya'-chen'tsS), n. a city in northern Italy,
on the Po River; pop., 79,000 (est. 1947): ancient
name, Placentia.

piac-u-lar (pl-ak'yoo-lSr), adj. [L. piacnlaris < fiac-
ulum, expiatory sacrifice < Ptare, to appease, expiate],
1* expiatory; atoning. 1, calling for expiation or atone-

ment; sinful; wicked.
piaffe (pyaf), v.i. [PIAFFED (pyaft), PIAFFING], to per-
form the pianer.

piaf-fer (pyaf'Sr), n. [substantive use of Pr, piafer, to

paw the ground < Pr. piafd, to prance; of Gmc. origin],
a slow movement in horsemanship in which the animal
simultaneously raises one forefoot and the opposite
hind foot while standing in place,

pi-a ma-ter (pi'a mi'tlr), ]ML, < L., lit*, pious or

gentle mother], the vascular membrane immediately
enveloping the brain and spinal chord and surrounded
by the arachnoid and dura mater.

pi-a-nis-si-mo (p<g'Q-nis'~mo' ; It. py&-n68
/
fiHiao

>

adj.
& adv. [It., superl. of piano; see PIANO, adj. &* adv.], in

mustc, very soft: a direction to the performer; opposed
to fortissimo: abbreviated ppk jp. n. \pl. piAjsrassiwos

j-xn50i It, PIANISSIMI (-tneOJ. a passage to be per-
formed pianissimo.

pi-an-ist (pi-an%t ( pyan'ist, pe's-niat), n [Fr. piamsU;
It. pianista], a person who play the piano*

pi an o (pi-an'o, pyan'5), n. \fl* PIANOS (-5aO) [It.,

contr. < pianoforte], a large, stringed, percussion instru-
ment played from a keyboard, each key of which
operates a small, felt-covered hammer that amices and
vibrates a correspondteg steel ww: the wiref produce
tones ranging over seven octaves and are mounted on
a harp-shaped frame in a wooden case of various

pi-an-o (pi-l'rio, py&'no), aaj"& adv. [It., soft, smooth
< L. planus, plain, smooth], in music, soft: a direction

a paswajF to DC performed piano*

piano (irclb) 4* jmSTvlowuIf'*jSano: abbreviated iif.

pi as-sa-ba, pi a-sa-ba (peVsalx)), n. piasmva.
pi-as-ea-va. pi-a-sa-va (peVsU'vo), ft* [Port, piassaba <
Tupi piataba], 1, either of two Brazilian i>alms whose
leafstalks yield a stiff, coarse fiber. 2. the fiber.

' piastra* thin plate of nietal, dollar; ult, < L. emplastrum;
see PLASTEU], L (RafI, the Spanish dollar. 2. a mori-

fcy unit aiw cow of IMkay aad Bgypt.
'

, ^

Pia-ve (pyE've), rtt a sniall river in northeastern Italy.

l^w%: lt
t

--- - * -

TO ItphlTt )

, a oofwod gallery or
; veranda,
1), n [Gael, piobair-

- -\ il j-^
w*1^

..^^ dtoofcOBfii
I itnjMnyi ife|

TMsiaei
this

pi-ca

PICARDY

Pic-ar-dy (pik'Sr-di), n, a former province of northern
Prance, once a part of
Flanders.
pic-aresque (pik'3-resk'),
adj. [Sp. picaresco < pica-
ro, a rascal, prig., a Picard],
1. of or dealing with sharo-
witted vagabonds and their

roguish adventures. 2.

designating a style of fic-

tion originating in Spain
and having a roguish hero.

pic-a-roon (pik'a-roon'),
n. [Sp. picaron < picaro,
a rogue], 1. a rogue, ad-
venturer, or thieE 2. a
pirate. 3. a pirate ship, v.L to act as a pirate.
Picasso, Pablo (pa^ pe-ka'se; Eng. piJc
1881- ; Spanish painter and sculptor in France.

pic-a-yune (pik'i-un'), n. [Fr. ptcaiUon, farthing; Pr.

picaioun, picalhoun, dim. of picalho, money], 1. any
coin of small value. 2. anytning trivial or worthless.

adj. trivial; cheap; contemptible. SYN. see petty,
pic a yun-ish (pik'i-un'ish), adj. picayune.
Pic-ca-diMy (pik'a-dil'i), n. a fashionable street in

London, between Haymarket and Hyde Park Corner.
pic-ca-lil-li (pik's-lil'i), n. [prob. < pickle; formerly
also piccalillo, etc.J, a relish, originally East Indian, of

chopped vegetables, mustard, vinegar, and hot spices.
Pic card, Au guste (5'gusf pe'kar': Eng. pi-kard')
1884- ; Swiss physicist; known for balloon ascents into
the stratosphere and descents in a bathyscaphe,

Piccard, Jean F lix {zhan fa'leks'), 1884- ; American
chemist and aeronautical engineer, born in Switzerland ;

twin brother of Auguste: he also made balloon ascents.

pic-co-lo (pik'9-lo'). n* {pi- PICCOLQS (4oz')] tit., small],
a small instrument of the flute family pitched an
octave aibove the ordinary flute.

pic-co-lo'ist (pik'o-lo'ist), n. a player on the piccolo.
pice (pis), n. [Hind, paisa], a small coin of India, equal
to 1/4 of an anna.

pic e ous (pis'i-os, pi'si-os), adj< [L, picms < pmf pitchJ,

of or IQce pitch; specifically, a) inflammable, o) in

[g

zoology, black as pitch.,
pich-i-cl-a-go j^>ich'9-si-lt'go pichVei~a''go), it.

pichiciego < Guarani pichey, little armadillo + op.

c>^o (II caecus), blind], a burrowing South American
animal, related to the armadillo but smaller,

pick (pik), v.t. [var, of pitch (to throw)]7iB, wearing, to
throw (a shuttle) ; cast, fi* 1. one passage of, or the
blow that drives, the shuttle of a loom. 2. one of the
weft threads, or filling yarns*
pick (pik), n. [var. of pike (weapon))* l^ajbofwy, two-
headed metal tool used in breaking up soil, rock, etc, :

it is long, narrow, and slightly curved, and pointed at

one or both ends, with a wooden,
its center* 2, amy of several pofati,^ __ _ ,

ments for picking: usually in combination, as, icepick.
3. a small, thin piece of metal, boa ffea.**l ffl pmck-

' '

i of aj
' f ' ~

} <pic*Hi, a pridkiagj aW0tfo. ? influenced by
ON. pikka; also iafluencea by Om ^tfH^r.-to pierce;
cf. PBCJtL 1. to wreak upv pfew&* or 'dig .j> |ou^ rock,

etc.) with something '-shacplir iwated; use a. pick on,

2. to make or form, as a hole, with something pointed.
3. tf) to c&gf '|>robtj or coraiNsbi aUwWa ttm fepsgers or with

sometibing potatea & an attei>t t<> rwkom as a scab,

d) to clear so^etWngirow Mittfltk ^c.) m to way.
4. to remove by',|>Mliwg witli or as with the fingers;

specifically, to ,pJiaplc or gather (flowers, bwne f etc.).

S to 1 dr (ftcmmkm^) m this way; specifically, 4) to

prepai (a fowl) by rwwwing the feathers, b) to remove
^ imdt PQOX (a '%). 6. to- take up (food, etc*)

in

smallSft* *WW wib its bill; oeok; hence, 1 to
eat sparingly or daintily. 8, to pull apart, as fibers,

mm, *ft ,fo *0"<iiooi; select; cull. 10, to loc-k Ior

and find excuse or occasion for (a quarrel or light).

tl* top look lor.poipoiwCdfiy and fiad: at ^<?^ ws,

Si ; to pmw 1 (the strings on a guitar* tc<)* w) to

dby (a gMter, to) to this way, 13. to op*n. (a lock)
^1* a idtt*' eto. instead of a ky, e>ciaay in a

M^ity ttwooonrfM 14, to steal from (one's pocket,
litest **>< vl . 1. to at sparingly or In a fymy
nnwn*r, Z to tfcwva or pQfor. 3. to ttse a ptnk. 4 to

gather berries, flowers, etc. from the plants upon which
they grow. 5. to be picked: as, graphs fkk easily.

4 to fitto* or db,ooe >aeiaiF m a cwiwd ov w^y
m&nzier. n* 1 . thus act o* pIokMigs stfttk0 Of* Iwow with

icwtttjKtaff pctotadL 3L tito adTol efeoodmj: or ^^pf
chosen; choice. 3. the xnott dr.%irabk; be** 4. the
aOMi of a crop plcktd at OCM timt, *W*M *MN
pick and choose, to choose or select car^fuHy.
pick apart (or to pieces), 1- to ik7parate or f

-

in om>fy, u
duch. Se p. x -

ri

as in aWe <|*f
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pick at, 1. to eat small portions of, especially in a

dainty or fussy manner. 2. [Colloq.], to nag at;
find fault with. 3. to toy or meddle with; finger.

fcidfc Off, 1. to remove by picking or plucking. 2. to

Mt with a carefully aimed shot*
.

pick on, 1. to choose; select. 2. [Colloq.J, to single
out for abuse* criticism, etc.; annoy; tease.

pick one*a way, to progress slowly, choosing each move
with care, as in crossing muddy ground or in pains-

taking study.
pick out, 1. to choose; select. 2. to single out from or

recognize among a group; distinguish. 3. to make
out (meaning or sense). 4. to play (a tune) note by
note, as on a piano. . .

pick over, to examine (a number of things) item by
item; sort out.

pick tip, 1. to break up (soil, etc.) with a pick. 2. to

grasp and raise or lift; take up. 3. to get; gain; find;

learn, especially by chance or in a casual manner.

PICKAX

sight, hearing, radio reception, etc, 8. to make a
room, etc. tidy. 9. [CoUoq..], to become acquainted
with casually or informally, usually for purposes of

love-making.
pick-a-back (pikVbak')* adv. [var. of pickaptek, piek-

pack, redupl. of pack], on the shoulders or back: as, he
carried the child pickaback, adj. designating an air-

plane which is carried on the take-off by a larger air-

plane and later released in midair, Also piggyback,
pick-a-nln ny (pik'e-nin'i), n, \pL PICKANINNIES (-iz)],

[dim. < Sp. pequeno* little], a Negro baby or child i a
patronizing Or contemptuous term.

pick ax (pik'aksO. * (altered (after ttx) < ME. pik&is
OFr. picguois. pickax; prob. < pit,
a pike], a PICK with a point at
one end of the head and a chisel-

like edge at the other; mattock.
v.t. & i>.f. to use a pickax (on).

pick-axe (pik'aks'), n., v.t. & vd.

[PICKAXED (-aksf). PICKAXING],
pickax.
picked (pikt), adj. [< pick, to

pierce], 1% selected or chosen,
especially with care: as, picked
men. 2. gathered from plants
rather than from the ground, as
berries, apples, etc. 3. Worked
over with a pick or mattock.

Pick-ens, Andrew (pik'inz), 1739-
1817; American general in the
Revolutionary War,

plck-er (pik'Sr), lit a person or thing that picks; espe-
cially, a machine for picking fibers.

pick-er (pik'&r), n. [< pick* to throw], in weaving, a de-
vice that throws the shuttle through the warp.

pick'er-el (pik'gr-al, pik'rel), n. f^Z. PICKEREL, PICKERELS
(-alz, -ralz); see PLURAL, n, r>, 2], [MB. < pike (fish) +
-rel, dim. suffix], any of a number of related, fierce
freah-water fishes of the pike family, especially a small

variety with a narrow, pointed snout, projecting lower
jaw, and sharp teeth.

pickerel weed (pik'Sr-ol'-wId'. pikfrolw5dOt * any
of a number of related water plants with large, arrow-
shaped leaves and spikes of blue-violet flowers.
Pick er ing, EdwardCharles (pik'Sr-irj, pik'rii)), 1846-
1919; American physicist and astronomer.

Pickering, William Henry, 1858-1938; brother of
Edward Charles; American astronomer.

pick et (pik'it), n. fPr. pipuet, dim. of pic, a pike], 1. a
stake or slat, usually pointed, used as an upright in a
fence, a hitching post lor animals, a marker, etc. 2. a
group of soldiers or a single soldier used to guard a

body of troops from surprise attack: a picket is usually
stationed at an outpost, 3. a person, as a member of a
labor union on strike, stationed outside a factory, store,
public building, etc., often carrying a sign, to demion-
strate protest, keep strikebreakers from entering,
dissuade people from buying, etc. v.L 1. to enclose,
shut in, or protect with a picket fence or palisade. 2.

to hitch (an animal) to a picket. 3. a) to post at a
military picket, b) to guard (a body of troops) with
a picket* 4. to place pickets, or serve as a picket, at (a
factory, etc.). v.i. to serve as a picket (sense 3), |

picket fence, a fence made of upright pales or stakes.
picket line, a line or cordon of people serving as pickets.
Pick ett, George Edward (pik'it), 1825-1875; Ameri-
can Confederate general.

American motfon-picture'actress born in Canada.
pick ing (pik'irj), n. 1. the act of a person who picks.
2. usually pi. something that is or may be picked,
01* the amount of this; specifically* o) smaU scraps or
refuse that may be gleaned, b) something got by dis-
honest or unethical means! spoils ; pilfenniiES.

pick le (pik''l), it. [ME. pikil; MD. pTktl; prob, <
pikken, to prick, pro0. In sense "that which pricks, or is

piquant"], 1. any brine, vinegar, or spicy solution used

to preserve or flavor food. 2. a vegetable, specifically
cucumber, preserved in such a solution. 3. a chemical
bath used to clear metal of scale, preserve wood, etc. 4.

[Colloq.], an awkward or difficult situation; plight, v.t.

[PICKLED (-'Id), PICKLING], to treat with or preserve in a
pickle solution, SYN* see predicament.

pick-led (pik'ld), adj. [Slang], intoxicated; drunk.
pick-lock (pik'lok') n. 1. a person, especially a thief,
who picks locks. 2. an instrument for picking locks.

pick-me-up (pik'xnimp'), n. [Colloq.], an alcoholic
drink taken for quick stimulation.

pick-pock-et (pik'pok'it), ft. a person who steals from
pockets.
pickup (pik'up'), n. 1. the act of picking up, as in

fielding a rapidly rolling baseball. 2
%
the process or

power of increasing in speed; acceleration. 3. a small,
often open, truck used in collecting and delivering
parcels, etc. 4. [Colloq..], a casual or informal acquaint-
ance, as one formed for purposes of love-making. 5.

I

Colloq.], improvement; recovery, as in trade. 6.

Colloq.], ) a stimulant; bracer. 6) stimulation. 7. o)
in an electric phonograph, a device that produces
audio-frequency currents from the vibrations of the
needle moving over the record. 6) the pivoted arm
holding the needle and this device. 8. in radio &
television, a) the reception of sound or light for con-
version into electrical energy in the transmitter. 6) the

apparatus used for this, c) any place outside a studio
where a broadcast originates, d) the electrical system
connecting the program from this place to the broad-
casting station.

Pick*Wick, Mr. (Samuel) (pik'wik), the naive, benev-
olent president of the Pickwick Club in Dickens'
Pickwick Papers (1836).

Pick-wick-i-an (pik-wik'i-on), adj. 1. of or character-
istic of Mr. Pickwick or the Pickwick Club. 2 t used
with a special or esoteric sense: said of a word or phrase.

pic-nie (pik'nik), n. [Pr. piquenique} prob. redupl. <
piquer, to pick], 1. a pleasure outing at which a meal
is eaten outdoors. 2. [Slang], any pleasant experience.
v.L [PICNICKED (~nikt), PICNICKING], to hold or attend
a picnic.

pic-nlck-er (pik'nik-Sr), w. a person taking part in a
picnic,
Pi co del la Mi ran do la, Gio van nl (jS-van'ne pe'k
delOS mS-r&n'do'-la'), Count, 1463-1494; Italian human-
ist scholar.

pic o-lin (pik'o-lin), n. piicoline.

pic o-line (pikVlen', pikVlin), n. [< L. pix, ptcis,

pitch; + -ol + -ine]. any of three isomeric, colorless,

strong-smelling, liquid bases, CtHrN, found in the oil

produced by the distillation of bones and coal, and
used in medicine as a nerve sedative.

pi*cot (pS'ko'), n. [pL PICOTS <-k5z)]. [Pr., dim. of pic,
appoint, pike], any of a number ox small, threadlike
loops forming an ornamental edging on lace, ribbon,
etc. v.t. A tu. [PICOTBD (-k5d), PICOTING], to trim or

edge with such loops.
pic o tee (pikVtSOt w. fFf. pfcoti, fteotte, pp. otpkoter,
to mark with dots or pricks < ptcot; see PICOTJ, a va-
riety of carnation whose light-colored petals are
bordered with another, usually darker, color.

pic rate (pik'rat), n. a salt or ester of picric acid, usually
highly explosive.

yellow, crystalline, biker add, CiHt(kOt)iOk used* in
making dyes and explosives.

pic-rite (pik'rft), n. t^cr- -f- -*te; so named tan to
content of magnesia], a dark, heavy, igneous rock con-
sisting mostly of augite and olivine and resembling
peridotite.

pic ro- (pik'rS* pk'reh (< Or. pikrw* bitterL a com-
bining form meaning bitUr: also* before a vowel, pier-.

pic rol (pik'^ pik'rol), it. [^cr- -f -0% a odwiess,
bitter, crystalline compound, solubl
medicine as an antiseptic*
pic ro tox in

,

uble in water* used in

~ter poisonous, oryi
sembling strychnine

Pict (pikl), it.Ttate
Pictus, pp.

-' '-

Great irit'ain.
and Romans.

f twxwl"" ""*

^

ship is not .

pic to graph (pik'tG-graf', pik't^-^SfO.
n. [ < L.

(.see picvjjjiw^" ; *fc *&&itL 1* a- ptjotttni iwpwreien
idea* af in primitive writing; hieroglyph. 2.
of this kind,
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in pictures. 3. invoking or suggesting a mental image with patches or spots of two colors, especially with

piu-iurc \piK.
r

VWSLJ , ri. Lmjcr. yyt,Mre t y
< pictus, pp. of pingere, to paint], 1. an image or
likeness of an object, person, or scene produced on a
flat surface, especially by painting, drawing, or photog-
raphy. 2. a printed reproduction of any of these. 3.

anything closely resembling or strikingly typifying
something else; perfect likeness; image: as, she's the
picture other mother, that cat is the picture of laziness.
4. anything admired for beauty: as, the garden was a
picture. 5. a mental image or impression: idea. 6. a
description: as, this is a poor picture or the times.
7. all the pertinent facts or conditions of an event.
8. a tableau. 9. a motion picture, v.t. [PICTURED
(-chSrd), PICTURING], 1. to make a picture of by
painting, drawing, photographing, etc. 2. to make
visible; show clearly; reflect. 3. to describe or explain.
4. to form a mental picture or impression of; imagine.
picture gallery, a place for exhibiting pictures.

picture fiat, a woman's wide-brimmed hat with plumes,
'.flowers, etc., like those ^seen in some famous paintings.

picture show, a motion picture or motion-picture
theater.

pic-tur-esque (pik'chSr-esk'), adj. [Fr. pittoresque; It.

piltoresco < pittore t painter; L. ptctor, painter], 1. like

or suggesting a picture; specifically, a) having a wild
or natural beauty, as mountain scenery, b) pleasantly
unfamiliar or strange; quaint; informal: as. a pictur-
esque Indian village. 2. suggesting or calling up a
mental picture; striking; vivid. SxN. see graphic.
picture window, a large window, especially in a living
room, that seems to frame the outside view.

picture writing, 1. writing consisting of pictures or

figures repre-
senting ideas. *

2. the pictures 4-1
or figures so
used: picto-

grapns; hiero-

glyphs.
piC't
tion EGYPTIAN PICTURE WRITING'chSr-

, pik'-

'snsn) , n* 1. a picturizing or being piotturized.
2. something that is picturiased,

piC'tur*tee (pik'cher-iz'), v.t. [PICTURIZED (4s&d'), PIC-

TURIZING), to make into a picture, especially a motion

plc-ul (pik'ul), n. [pi PICXJL, PICULS (-ulz)J, [Jav. &
Malay pikul, a man s load < pikul, to carry on one's

back], a measure of weight tised in the Orient, equal to
100 catties: it varies between 132 and 140 pounds.

pid-dle (pld/1), vd. A v.t. [PIDDLED (-Id), PIDDLING),

[euphemistic dim. < base of pfas], 1. to dawdle or
trifle (sometimes with away): as, he piddles the time
away, 2. to urinate: child's term,

pid-dling (pidlirj), adj. useless; insignificant; trifling.

pld-dock (fid'ak), n. [< Brit, dial,; prob, < same base
as pidiU; ct Ad. puduc, a wart}, any of a number of

related burrowing mollusks with a two-valved shell.

pidg-in (pij'in), n. (Chin, pronun. of business], a
mixed language, or jargon, originally developed for

purposes of trade, toorporating the vocabulary of one
or more langnagfti WTO a very simplified fon. of the

grammatical system of one of these; pidgin English,
Beach-la-Mar, or any similar jargon: also fl$eued

~ "^ ~ L ~

pidgin English, [see prec.], a simplified form of
__

^

used by Orientals ana South Pacific natives in dea
with foreigners: there are two foravf* Cfottese pidgin
Melanesian pidgin, the former based on the syntax of

Chinese, the syntax of certain aboriginal

magpie)

"of
1

ranunder
cake filled

a)something
IT

xrcib* ^ same source

noltoj, la

jb/dLVJhJ. w* vc^J.b. v/J. J-&m \\ft-. I . jfvvivt **WM-/ ) *>M&j9 ~ "

part or fragment broken or separated from the whole.
2. a section, division, or quantity regarded as complete
in itself and distinct from the whole of which it is a

part. 3. any single thing, amount, specimen, example,
etc.; specifically, a) an artistic work or composition,, as

of music, literature, painting, drama, etc. b) an action

or its result: as, a piece of nonsense, business, etc. c) a

firearm; specifically, a rifle, d) a coin: as, a fifty-cent

piece, e) one of a set, as of silver or china, f) a.counter
or man, as used in various games ; specifically, in chess,

any man other than a pawn. 4. the quantity or size,

as of cloth or wallpaper, that is manufactured as a
unit. 5. an amount of work constituting a single job.
6. [Archaic or Dial.], an amount of time or space,

especially a small amount: bit. 7. [Archaic or Dial.],
a perspn; individual, v.t. [PIECED (pest}, PIECING],
1. to add a piece or pieces to, as in repairing or en-

larging. 2. to join or put (together) the pieces of, as in

mending; hence, 3. to join or unite, tu. [Colloq.], to
eat between meals. Abbreviated pc. SYN. see part,
a piece of one's mind, [Colloq.l, a severe reprimand or

frankly expressed, unfavorable opinion.
go to pieces, 1. to break into pieces; fall apart. 2. to
lose all self-control, morally or emotionally.

of a (or one) piece, of the same sort; consistent (with).

speak one's piece, to give vent to one's views or

opinions.
Jpifcce de r&sis-tance (pyes' d ra'zes'tSws'), [Fr.,

piece of resistance], 1. the principal dish of a meal;
hence, 2. the main item or event in a series.

piece goods, textiles made and sold in standard sizes.

piece-meal (peVmel'), adv. [ME. pecemel < fece (see

PIECE) ;f -mele (AS. -mZ), a part: the word is^a ME.
modernization 01 AS. styccemxl], 1. piece by piece; in
small amounts or degrees. 2. into pieces or parts.
adj. made or done in pieces 01 one piece at a time.

piece of eight, the obsolete Spanish and Spanish-Amer-
ican silver dollar, equal to eight reals.

plec-er (pes'Sr), n* a person whose work is to piece or^

patch, as by sewing together pieces, joining threads
in spinning, etc.

piece-work (peVwurk')t it- work paid for at a fixed

rate (piece rate) per piece of work done.

piece-work-er (pes'wur'k&r), n. a person who does

piecework.
pled (pid), adj. [ME. pyed, orig., black and white like

a magpie < pie (magpie) 1, 1, covered with patches or

spots of two or more colors; piebald; variegated. 2.

wearing a garment of this description.

Jpied-S-terre (pye'da'tarOj n- IFr. lit., foot on the

ground], a lodging, especially for a snort time.
Pied mont (pfd'mont), n. L a plateau betwetyt tfoe
Atlantic coast and the Appalachians, covering parts of

Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and
Virginia. 2. a former principalitv, ana now a depart-
ment, of northwestern Italy: cfcier city, Turin: Italian

name, Piemonte.
pied-mont (pSd'mont), adj. {< Piedmont, Italy; L,

Pedimonttum < pes, pedis, a foot + mons, montis, niotin-

tain], at the base or a mountain or mountains: as, a

piedmont stream, n. a piedmont area, plain, etc.

Pled-mon-tese (ped'mon-teV), adj. of Piedmont, Italy*
its people, or culture, n* [pt. PIEDMONTESE], a native

Pled Piper (of HameUn), 'in German legend, a musician
who rid Hamelin of its rats by leading them with his

piping to the river, where they drowned: in revenge
for not receiving & reward", ae later led the children

of the village to a mountain, where they disappeared;
the smWect of a poem by Robert Browning
Piemon te (pyeHDa$n*te5 n. Piedmont, Italy.

, n. \$e (dish) 4- ftaQ. tto rhsi-

its use in pies.
: OFr* per*,* M&. $erajj collected
) pfae, breakwater; weee^ sug-

ltts connection jmk OHO. pero boar, a word some-
Smes found In the sense "breakwater" in m LO, cog-

j, i. a heavy structm^ stipporWg the spans of a
... L. .__**__ ^ di^tinguiiSw'ed from an abutment^

one supporting the adjacent ends of two center spans
of a long mage. 2. a structure built out over the
water and supported by pillars or piles: used as a
landing place, pleasure pavilion, etc. 3. in architecture,

03 a' &ivir comma, tuwfr square, used to support
weight, as at the end of an arch, b) the part of a wall

pie*pl*i|l,t
barb; so <

from the 2

iBfcweek wfMows^or other openings.^) "a itMoirciig- - - - - -
of a waif; buttraw,

,_ _ jwst), Fm^ciKGj, [MB.

rar;
cf, FWSK, with which early form

I. to pass into or through as a jKifa*eA
nt does; pewtaratr, stab. 2. to affect atwrply
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the senses or feelings of. 3. to make a hole in or
through; perforate; bore. 4. to make^a hole), as by
boring or stabbing. 5. to force a way into or through;
break through. 6. to sound sharply through: as, a
shriek pierced the air. 7. to penetrate with the sight
or mind. v.i. to penetrate.

Pierce, Franklin (plrs), 1804-18(59; fourteenth presi-
dent pf the United States (1853-1857).

pierc ing (p$r'sirj) t adj. penetrating; sharp.
pier glass, a tall mirror such as was formerly set in the
pier, or wall section, between windows.

Pi-eri-a (pl-Sr'i-a), n. a region in ancient Macedonia.
Pi-er-i-an (pl-Sr'i-sn) , adj. 1. of Pieria, where the
Muses were worshiped. 2. of the Muses or the arts.

pi-er-i-dine (pi-er'a-dm', pi-er'9-din), adj. [< Mod. L.

Pieridinae, name of a subfamily < Pieris, type genus <
Gr. Pieris, one of the Muses], of a family of small
or medium-sized butterflies, usually white or yellow
with dark markings.

Pierre (pi-er'; Fr. pyar), [Fr.; see PETER], a masculine
name.

Pierre (i>e*r), n. the capital of South Dakota, on the
Missouri: pop., 6,000.

Pi-er-rot (pe'er-o', pe'g-ro'; Fr. pye'ro'), n. [Fr., dim.
of Pierre < L. Petrus, Peter], a comedy character having
a whitened face and wearing loose white pantaloons
and a jacket with large buttons: originally a stock

figure in French pantomime.
pier table, a low table set in the pier, or wall section,
between windows, often below a pier glass.

pl-et (pi
f
8t), n. [ME. piot < pie, magpie -f -ot, dim.

suffix], 1. the magpie. 2. the water ouzel.

JPie'ta (pya-ta'). n. [It.; L. pietas, piety], a representa-
tion in painting, sculpture, etc. of Mary, the mother,
grieving over the body of Jesus after the Crucifixion.

Pie-ter-mar-itz-burg (pg'tSr-m&r'its-bfirg') . n. the
capital of Natal province, Union of South Africa: pop.,
50,000.
pie-tism (pi'a-tiz'm), n. [G. pietismus], 1. a system
which stresses the devotional ideal in religion. 2. [P-J,
the principles and practices of the Pietists. 3. exagger-
ated pious feeling or attitude.

Pi-e-tist (pi's-tist), n. [G. < L. pietas, piety; orig. used
as a, nickname for the followers of P. J. Spener (1635-
1705), G. mystic], 1. a member of a group of Germans
who advocated a revival of the devotional ideal in the
Lutheran Church. 2. [p-] a pious person.

pi-e-tis-tic (pl'a-tis'tik) , adj. of or characterized by
pietism.

pi-e tis ti cal (pS'a-tis'ti-k'l) , adj. pietistic.
pi-e-ty (pi'a-ti), n. \pl PIETIES

(-tiz)], [MB. piete; OFr.
piete; L. pietas < piusf pious], 1. devotion to reli-

gious duties and practices. 2. loyalty and devotion
to parents, family, etc. 3. a pious act, statement, etc.
4. [Obs.], pity.

pi-e zo-e-lec-tric (pi-e'zo-i-lek'trik) , adj. of or exhib-
iting piezoelectricity.

pi-e zo-e'lec-tri-caMy (pi-e'zo-i-lek'tri-k'1-i, pi-e'zo-i-
lekf

tnk-h), adv. in a piezoelectric manner.
pi-e zo-e-lec tric-i-ty (pl-e'zo-i-lek'tris'a-ti), n. [< Gr.
ptezein, to press; + electricity], charges of electricity
induced in crystalline substances by pressure.
piezometer (pi's-zom'g-tSr), n. [< Gr. pkzein, to
press; + "meter], any of various instruments used in
measuring pressure, compressibility, etc.

pi-e zo-met-rlc (pi-e"'z3-met'rik) , adj. I . of piezometry .

2. determined by piezometry,
pl-e-zo-met-rl-cal (pi-e'za-met'ri-kl), adj. piezornetric.
pi-e-zom-e-try (piVzoin's-tri), n, [see PIEZOMETER), the
measurement of the compressibility of fluids.

piffle .(pif'l), n. |< Brit, dia^ df. PIDDLE], {Coiloq.L
anything regarded as insignificant pr nonsensical v,i.

PIFFLCNG]nCoiloq,rf"to'tafk""nonsense."'- f A -

SWINE); akin _ _
young pig: the AS. etymon is pic*-, as r

mast (food for hop)J, I, a domesticated animal with
a long, broad snout and a thick, fat body covered with
coarse bristles; swine; hog, 2. a young hog. 3. meat
from a pig; pork. 4, [CoHoa], a ^person regarded as
acting or looking like a pig; greedy or filthy person.
5. a) an oblong casting of iron or other metal pouredfrom the smelting furnace. &) any of the molds in
which these are cast, c} pig iron collectively. J.
[PIGGED <pigd). PIGGING!, i. to bear pip. 2. to Hve
like pigs (usually with #).

without sight or knowlecfee of*it in advance.
Vw bed, the sand bed into which molten iron is poured

jig-boat (pig
/
od"tOf n. [so named from rasewifoling suck-

ng.Pip when nosed against a tender!, IMawSlangLa submarine.
pK*gi6oii (py^Vn)* n. JW. PIGEONS (-nz) Ffisaoif: see

SK?*^ $ *U 3VF &*?* ^*'* <** W U*
#ffc P*Pt<W$$, chirping Bird, squab < fip&itopm
^U'L *J

a?y <rf
,
a P1***^ <* related WWs wit* a

small head, plump body, long, pointed wings,
' " '

legs; dove. 2. [Slang], a person easily deceived; dupe.
pi-geon (pij'in), n. pidgin.
pigeon breast, a deformity of the human chest occurring
in rickets, etc. and characterized by a sharply projecting
sternum like that of a pigeon.

pi geon-breast ed (pij'on-bres'tid), adj. having a pi-
geon breast.

pigeon hawk, a small variety of hawk; merlin.
pi geon heart ed (pij'sn-hartid), adj. cowardly; timid.

pi geqn-hole (pij'sn-holO* n. 1. a small recess or hole
for pigeons to nest in, usually in a compartmented box.
2. a small open compartment, as in a desk, for filing

papers, etc. v.t. [PIGEONHOLED (-hold'). PIGEONHOL-
ING], 1. to put in the pigeonhole of a desk, etc. ; hence,
2. to put aside indefinitely, with the^ intention of

ignoring; shelve. 3. to arrange systematically,
pi geon-toed (pij'sn-tod') , adj. having the toes or feet
turned in.

pi-geon-wing (pij'sn-wirjO. n. 1. a fancy dance step
performed by -jumping and striking the feet together.
2. a figure in skating, outlining a pigeon wing.

pig-fisfi (pig'fish'), n. [pL PIGFISH, PIGFISHES (~iz); see
FISH], any of a number of fishes that make a grunting
noise when taken out of water, as the grunt.

pig-ger-y (pig'er-i), n. [pL PIGGERIES (-iz)L a place where
pigs are raised; pigpen; pigsty.

pig-gin (pig'in), n. [Early Mod. Eng. < Brit, dial.:
dim. of pig in dial. & obs. sense "a pail"], a small
wooden pail with one long stave that serves as a handle.

pig-gish (pig'ish), adj. like a pig; gluttonous; filthy.~3-* *"
(pig'i), n.

\[pl. PIGGIES (-iz)J, a little pig: also

adj. piggish.
l'i-bak'), adv. & adj. 1. pickaback. 2.

designating or by means of a transportation system in
which loaded truck trailers are carried on railroad flat-
cars : in this sense, usually piggy-back.

bank, any small savings bank,
>
especially one

spelled piggie.

shaped like a pig. with a slot lor receiving coins.
pig-head-ed (pig'hed'id), adj. stubborn; obstinate.
pig iron, [from being cast into molds, or pigs], crude
iron, as it comes from the blast furnace.
pig Latin, a playful code in speaking, in which each word
is begun with its first vowel and any preceding con-
sonants are moved to the end to form a new syllable
with the vowel sound (&), as "oybay" for boy.

pig-let (pig'Kt), n. a little pig.
pig-ment (pig'msnt), n. [ME.; L. pigmentum < base
of pmgere, to paint]. 1. coloring matter, usually in
the form of an insoluble powder, mixed with oil, water,
etc. to make paints. 2. any coloring matter in the
cells and tissues of plants or animals.

pigmentary (pig'msn-ter'i), adj. of or containing
pigment.
pig men-ta-tion (pjg'man-ta'shQn), n. [pigment +
-atton], coloration in plants or animals due to the
presence of pigment in the tissue,

pig-men ted
(pig'mpn-tid) adj. having pigmentation,

Pig-my (pig'mi). adj. & n. [pL PIGMIES (-miz)], Pygmy.
pig nus (pig'nos), n* [pi. PIGNORA (-na-ro)], [LJ, in law,
a pledge; pawn,
pig-nut (pig'nutO, n. I. the thin-shelled nut of a kind
of hickory. 2. the tree it grows on. 3. the tuber of a
variety of European earthnut.
pig-pen (pi$'penO, n. a pen where pigs are confined.
pig-akin (pig^skinO, n. 1. the skin of a pig. 2. leather
made from this. 3. [Coiloq.J, a football. 4, (CoUoq.L
a saddle. ,

pi^-Stick-ing (pig'stik'irj), n. the hunting of wM boars
with spears.

Pj&*sty Cpig'atlO, n. \pl PIGSTIES (-stlzOJ. a pigpen.
pig-tail (Mg'taO, n. L tobacco in a twisted roll, 2. a
long brai(f of hair

;
hanging at the back of the head.

pig*weed (plg'wed'), n* any of a number of related
coarse plants with tettelUka heads of redd!h flowers,

pi-ka (pi'ka), n, (< B. Siberian (Tungtsic) name, peeka],
any of a ntemfoer of related animals rwemblnir

pig, found in Horth A ' j- J A ~^ - *

k), n. [^hort for tun^
on a road where a toll Is &
3. a toll road. v.f. [PHCED
move quickly (usually with
pike (plkj, n^fFr. ffy* < ptgmr, to pierce, prick <

formerly ttsediby foot* "

on a long
to pierce

KE,

, consisting
wooden shaft, v.t.

or kill with or as wit!

pike (plk), n,

[ME.^tfe for pit

weapon,
a metal spearhead

g (pSct), p
a

... .. . ... -
J

........... -.,

PUOS (pomted weapoab ct mnnsL
-waterMm with a narrow,



pikeman 1109 pillow
pike-man (pik'mon), n. [pi. PIKEMEN (-man)], a soldier

armed with a pike.

pike perch, a fish of the perch family resembling the

pike, as the walleyed pike.

pik-er (pi'k&r), n. [< dial, pike, var. of pick, in sense

"petty pilferer"], [Slang], a person who does things in

a petty or niggardly way; especially, one who gambles
or speculates in an overly cautious way.
Pikes Peak (piks), n. a mountain of the Front Range,
in central Colorado: height, 14,110 ft. : also Pike's Peak.

pike-staff (pik'staf, pik'stSf), n. [pi. PIKESTAVES
(-stavz')]. 1. the shaft of a pike. 2. a traveler's staff

with a sharp iron or steel point.
pMaf, pHaff (pi-laf), n. pilau.

pi las-ter (pi-las'tSr), n. iPr. pUastre; It. pilastro; L.

pila, a pile, column; cf, PIL-

LAR], a rectangular support
or pier treated architectur-

ally as a column, with
base, shaft, and capital.

Pi-late, Pon tlus (pon'shss,

pon'chas, or pon'ti-QS pi'-

fat), the Roman governor
of Judea (26-36? A.D.)
when Jesus was crucified.

pilau, pilaw (pi-160, n.

[Per. & Turk, plt&w], an
Oriental dish of rice boiled
with meat or fish and spiced.

pU.chard (piFch&rd), n.

[earlier pilcher; ? < ME.
pilken, pilchen, to pluck,
pick (later, to pilfer); in

Early Mod. Eng., the name
of the fish is cunningly
associated with pitcher, term
of abuse, apparently "a
pilferer*'], any of various
small related fishes of the herring family; sardine.

pil-chcr (pU'chftr), n. a pilchard*
t>il cherd (pU'cheVd), n* a pilchard*
PU-co-ma-yo foel'ko-mt'yo), n. a river flowing through
southeastern Bolivia and. Paraguay Into the Paraguay
River: length, LOCO mLs see Cameo, map,

pii (pfl), n. (MB.; OFr.; L, pila, a pillar], 1. a mass of

things neaped together; heap. 2* a heap of wood or
other combustible material on which a corpse or sacri-
fice is burned. 3* a large building or group of buildings*
4. [Colloq.], a large amount or number, 5. J Slang), a
lot of money; fortune. 6. in electricity, a) originally, a
series of alternate plates of dissimilar metals with
acid-saturated cloth or paper between them, for making
an electric current. />) any similar arrangement that
produces an electric current; battery* 7. In physics, a
device for controlling the nuclear chain reaction' in the
production of atomic energy, consisting primarily of a
latticework arrangement of uranium and some moderat-
ing material, as graphite, v.t. [PILKD (p!ld), PILING].
1. to put or set in a pile; heap tip* 2, to accumulate
(with up) * 3. to cover with a put ; load, luf* 1 to form
a pile or heap. 2. to move confusedly in a mam; crowd
(with in, out, on, o/, etc*). 3. to accumulate (with up}.
- SYN. f66 building.

pile (pll). n. [ME. pile, btrd*R down; L. pilus, a hair],
1. a rated surface on i

'

i loops on th<j body <

i to produce a toft, velvety surface, 2* any
i loop*. 3. s^f't fine hitir; down, wool, fur, etc*

PILASTER

1 . a long, heavy timber or beam driven into th
, ,.

fiomctimcs under water, to support a bridge, dock, etc.

2. any nimilar ^ipportmg n^mtH*r t as of concrete.

4 IB heraldry, ^m^^mtpm charge with '

~

30roiw^, M4m>( ' * "

into, 2. to
pHeate _
1. having a
%Wto""
piU-ated

pile-wort (pll'wurtO* n- a plant of the crowfoot family,
with yellow flowers and a grainlike underground stem.

steal.

piMer-age (pil'fgr-ij), n. [see -AGB] 1. A pilfering.
2. something pilfered.

pilgarllc (pil-gar'Hk), n. [altered < pUltd (peeled)
garlic], 1. a bald-headed man. 2. a person regarded
with contempt or pretended pity.
pilgrim (pil'grim), n. [ME. peUgrfm; OFr. *peUgrin
(later ptlerin, Pr. pelegrin) ; L. peregrinus* foreigner <
pereger, one on a journey < per, through J- ager,
country; cf. PEREGRINE], 1. a wanderer; sojourner.
2. a person who travels to a shrine or holy place.
3. [P-J, a member of the band of English Puritans who
founded Plymouth Colony in 1620.

pilgrim-age (pil'gra-mij) ,
n. [ME, piltgrimace, pdrim-

age; OFr, pelerinage < pderiner, to go on a journey <
pelerin, a pilgrim; see PILGRIM], 1. a journey made by
a pilgrim, especially to a shrine or holy place. 2.

any longjourney.
Pilgrim Fathers, the Pilgrims.
Pilgrim's Progress, a religious allegory by John Bun-
yan (1678).

pi-U (p8-lS')i " [Tag.], 1* the edible nut. somewhat
like an almond, of a tropical tree of the Philippines.
2. the tree itself.

pIM- (piFi, pl'li), [< L.J>ttus> a hair], a combining form
meaning hair, as in pihform.

pi-lif-er-ous (pi-lif'^r-as), adj. [pili- + -ferous], having
hair or hairs.

plliform (pil'9-f6rm0, fld/. [Mod. L. piliformis; see
PILI- & -FORM], in the form of a hair; hairlike.

pil-ing (pil'irj), n, 1. a supplying with piles. 2. piles
collectively. 3. a structure of piles.

pill (oil), n. [prob, MD. fille < L, pWb t dim. of pila,
a ball], 1. a small ball or pellet of medicine to be
swallowed whole. 2. anything unpleasant but un-
avoidable. 3. [Slang], a baseball,, golf ball, etc. 4,

[Slang], an unpleasant or boring person, v.t. 1. to
dose with pills. 2. to form into pills, 3. [Slang], to
blackball,

pill (pil), v.t. & lu, [MB. pilien, pillen; Late AS. pylian;
prop. < L, pilare, to make bare of hair, hence* g., to

peelj plundet, etc.; doublet of PBBL.
J,

1, [Archaic],
to pillage; plunder. 2. [Archaic or Dial,], to peel, skin,
etc, 3, [OS.], to become or cause to become bald.

pil-lage (pil'ij), n. [MB.>f7a**; Late OFr. < pitter, to
rob < same source as pill, .],

1* a plundering. 2. that
which is plundered; booty; loot, v.t, [PILLAGED (4jd)
PILLAGING], 1. to deprive of money or property by
violence; loot. 2. to take as booty or loot i& to

engage in plunder; take loot. SYN. see ravage, spoil.

pttlaf (pil%), n, (MB, & OPr, pilw; LL, pilaw < L*
pila, a column]. 1. a long, slender, vertical structure
used to support a superstructure; column. 2. such a
column standing alone as a monument. 3* anything
resembling a pillar in form or function. 4 a person who
is a main support of an institution, movement, eta v.t.

to support or brace with or as with piEam,
from pillar to post, from
appeal, etc. to another.

pillar box, [British], a mail
Pillars of Hercules, the two .

andjebel Musa, on either side

pill-box (piKboksO, It* 1. ft
"

oytibdriciLforhola*
ing pills, 2. nn en-
closed gun empkice-
ment of concrete
and steel, 3,awom>
asft Abort, fl^
drteal feat wBb a
flattop,

pill bug,, any of |
ol related

,__,___, place of
under harassment,
box.

body and a red crest,

* liiiving a pile, as certain textties.

t>r engine), a machine with a drop hammer

FSUUBCKJC (fort)

[GbdL pftom < ftall, a Hda* skin;
attached behind a saddle for an

ialy a woman. 2. an tm teat bd-
saddle <w a m0totwcldj ^^
>lTp FOMWIS (-ii*)j, JME, & OFr.
lL 1. a dwke with ho& for the head

ptty off<<tor wwa foc!y
exposed to public eeom. 2. atvy xp^nre

U *I4 ffJWlORIW^ C-ddK FHX0ET-
by placing in a pillory. 2. to uiy

, or tbuie.
.

bwowing



pillow block pmct

soft;

1. a cloth case filled with feathers, down, air, etc.,
used as a support for the head, as in sleeping. 2. any
object used as a headrest. 3. anything like a pillow or

cushion, as a pad on which certain laces are made.
4. anything that supports like a pillow, as the block
supporting the inner end of a bowsprit, v.t. 1. to
rest on or as on a pillow. 2. to be a pillow for. v.i.

to rest the head on or as on a pillow.

pillow block, a block that supports the Journal of a

shaft, spindle, etc.

pll-low'case (piKo-kas'), n. a removable cotton or linen

covering for a pillow.

pillow lace, lace made by drawing and interlacing
thread from bobbins around pins set into a pillow;
bobbin lace.

pillow sham, a decorative cover to be laid over a bed
pillow.

piMow-slip (pil'o-sKp'), n. a pillowcase.
pil-low*y (pu'6-i, pil'a-wi), adj. like a pillow;
yielding.

pi lo car-pin (pi'lo-kar'pin, pil'o-kar'pin) , n, pilocar-

pine.
pllo-car'pine (pi'lo-kar'pen, pil'o-kar'pin), n. [< Mod.
L. Pilocarpus, type genus (< Gr. pilos, felt + karpos,
a fruit); + -ine], an alkaloid, CnHieNaOa, extracted
from the leaves of the jaborandi plant and used in

medicine to stimulate sweating.
pilose (pilos), adj. [L. pilosus < pilus, a hair], covered
with hair, especially fine, soft hair.

pHoS'i'ty (pi-los's-ti) , n. [< pilose + -ity], hairiness.

pi-lot (pi'lat), n. [Fr. pilote; It.pilota; MGr. *pedotes <
Gr, pldon, an oar (in pi., ruoider)], 1. a steersman;
specifically, a person licensed to steer ships into or out
or a harbor or through difficult waters. 2. a person who
flies an airplane, airship, or balloon. 3. a guide; leader.

4 a device that guides the action of a machine or ma-
chine part. 5. a pilot light, v.t. 1. to act as a pilot of,

oh, in, or over. 2. to guide; conduct ;
lead. adj. 1 . that

serves as a guide or guiding device. 2. that serves as a
device to start operation of a larger device: as, a pilot

light. 3. that serves as a trial unit on a small scale for

experimentation or testing. SYN. see guide.

pi4ot>age (pilat-ij), n. [Fr.; see -AGE], 1. a piloting.
2. the fee paid to a pilot.

pilot balloon, a small balloon sent up to determine the
direction and velocity of the wind,

pilot biscuit (or bread), hard, unleavened biscuit used
on ships; hardtack.

pilot engine, a locomotive sent on in front to clear the
line.

pilot fish, a narrow, spiny-finned fish with a widely
forked tail, often seen swimming near sharks.

pi-lot-house (pi'bt-hous') , n. an enclosed place on the
upper deck of a ship, where the helmsman works the
steering gear.

pilot lamp, 1. an electric lamp which indicates the
location ox a switch or circuit breaker. 2. an electric

lamp placed in an electric circuit to indicate when the
current is on.

pilot light, 1. a small gas burner which is kept lighted
to rekindle a principal burner when needed; also
pilot burner. 2. a pilot lamp.

pilot plant, a small factory or manufacturing unit for

makmg experimental tests of new methods and tech-

niques of production.
pHous Cpi'los), adj. pilose.
Pil-sen (pil'z'n), n. a city in western Bohemia, Czecho-
slovakia 5 POP. , 11^000 lest. 1947): Czech name, K*dfe.

Pil sud-ski, Jo zef (yoo'zef pil-soot'ski; Bng. pll-sud'-
ski), 186^-1935; Polish statesman and general', presi-
dent of Poland (191S-1922); premier (1926-1928; 1930).

Pilt-down man (pilt'dounO, a species of prehistoric
man whose existence was presumed on th basis of bone
fragments found in ^iltdown (Sussex, England) in 1911.
These were exposed as a hoax in 1953.

pil u lar (pil'voo4ir) , ff<f> of or like a pill.

pilule (pirul), n* (Ft* i
L p$ula; ct FILL, n.l a small

BiH
Pi ma (pe'me), n. [pi, ^IMA, PIMAS (~in*)] f a member of
a tribe of Nanuatl Indians that live in the Gila and Salt
River Valleys, Arizona, adj. of this tribe,
Pima cotton, [< Pima County, Ariz.], a tough, strong,
smooth cotton grown in the southwestern United States,
and used in tire fabrics, clothes, etc.

Pi man (pe"'man), n, L one of the three branches of the
Uto-Aztecan family of languages. 2. Ipl. PJMAHS
(-sfcsnz), PIMAN], a Pima Indian, adj. 1. of Pimaa.
2. of the Pimans.

pi men to (pi-men'to*), n. [pi PIMENTOS (-tos)]
pmi*ttia; ML. pigmmtum, a spice, spiced dri
Mgmmtum, coloring matter, pigment], 1. the pimiento,
2, ic tropical tree, its berry, or the spice made from it;
allspice.

pimento cheese, a processed cheese containing pimien-

pl mien to (m-myen'td) , n. (tf, HMIKMTOS (45 [%4
see PIMENTO}, a variety of gwdea pewpt* or its sweet,
red frtfil, used as m relish, for stuMng olives, etc.;
Spanish paprika.

pim-o-la (pi-mo'b), n. [< pimiento], an olive stuffed
with pimiento.
pimp (pimp), n. [prob. < or connected with OPr.
pimper, to allure, entice (esp. by dressing smartly)], a
go-between in illicit sexual affairs; especially, a pros-
titute's agent; pander, v.i. to act as a pimp.
pim-per-nel (pim'per-nel', pim^Sr-nal) , n. [ME. pym-
pernelle; OFr. piprenelle (Fr. pimprenelle) ; ML. pipi-
nella; LL. *pipennella; L. piperinus, as if composed of

peppercorns < piper, pepper; the fruit of the pimpernel
resembles small peppercorns], a plant of the primrose
family, with red, white, or blue, starlike flowers which
close in bad weather.

pimp-ing (pim'pirj), adj. [< dial.; prob. akin to D.
pimpel, weak man, G. pimpelig, womanish], [Colloq.],
1. petty; mean. 2. sickly; puny.

pim-ple (pim'p'l), n. [ME. (pi.) pinplis, prob. a re-

patterning of the base of AS. piplian, to be pimpled
(inferred < pipligende, affected with herpes), after

dimple, etc.], any small, usually inflamed, swelling of

the skin; papule or pustule.
pirn-pled (pim'pld), adj. having pimples.

pim-jply (pirn'ph), adj. [PIMPLIER (-pli-gr), PIMPLIEST
(-ph-ist)], pimpled.

pin (pin), n. [ME. pinne; AS. ptnn; akin to G. pinne,
pin; IE. base *bend~, erect point, as also in Eng. pintle,
Mir. benn, a peak, etc.; cf. PEN (enclosure)], 1. a peg
of wood, metal, etc., used for fastening or holding things
together, as a support for hanging things, etc. 2. a
little piece of stiff wire with a pointed end and flattened
or rounded head, for fastening things together; hence,
3. something worthless or insignificant; trifle. 4, a
pointed instrument f9r holding the hair, a hat, etc. in

place. 5. a clothespin, hairpin, cotter pin, rolling pin,
etc. 6. anything like a pin in form, use, etc. 7. an
ornament or badge having a pin or clasp with which it is

fastened to the clothing. 8. usually pi. [Colloq.], the

leg. 9. in bowling, one of the wooden clubs at which
the ball is rolled. 10. in goZ/^the pole for the flag at
the hole of a green, 1 1. in music, a peg in a violin, cello,

etc., for holding a string and regulating the teasion.
12. in nautical usage, a) a tholepin. 6) any of various
pegs or bolts used in fastening the rigging, v.t. [PINNED
(pind), PINNING], 1. to fasten with or as^witn a pin.
2. to pierce with a pin. 3. to hold firmly in one place
or position. 4. [College Slang], to give one's fraternity
pin to, as an informal token 01^ betrothal.
on pins and needles, filled with anxiety; in a state of

suspense or nervous anticipation.
pin one down, to get a person to commit himself as to
his opinion, a course or action, etc.

pin (something) on one, [Colloq.], to lay the blame
of (something) on one,

pi-na (pe'nyS), n. [Sp. pineapple, orig,, pine cone; L.
pinea; see PINE], 1. the pineapple, 2, pina cloth*

pi-na-ceous (pwa5'shs), adj. [
< pine (a tree) 4- aceous],

of the pine Family of trees, including the pine, cedar,
fir, etc.

pifia cloth, [see PI$A], a fabric made of the fibers of

pineapple leaves.

pina-fore (pinVfdr', pinVfoV)* n. [pin + aforel a
sleeveless, apronMke garment worn specially by girls.

pi nas-ter (p!~nas't&r, pi-nas'te'r), n. [Fr.; L., wild pine
< pinus* a pine], a Mediterranean pine,

pin-oall (pin'bdr)* n. a game of chance played on an
inclined board, typically containing a number of holes
surrounded by numerous pins, springs, etc. and marked
with scores credited to the player if he cmusfts a number
of spring-driven balte to strike the pins or roll into
the holes,

pin boy, in bowling, a boy or man who sets tip th pins
after each frame and fetura thft balls to the bowlers,
pince-nez (pans'nl', pitw/ng

7
; Pr. paws'n&O, it. W,

PINCB-NBZ], [Fr^ nme-pincherj, eyeglsssw kept to
place by a spring gripping the bridge of th noe*
pin-cers (pki/sto), npl* [occm ofwtruftd at
[ME, pmsours, tiymsours < OFr, pind^r, to
pinch], 1, a tool with two parti pivoted to-
gether to form two handles and two Jiwro,
used in gripping or nipping things, a. in

zoology, & grasping claw, as of a crab or
lobster; chela. Also pinchers.
ptecew njtewe*t a military tawternvw in
which simultaneous flank movements are
used to converge upon an enemy force or
strowhold M$ cut off

'

jtewa m$poct ana



pinch bar pinkroot
give (out): said of a vein of ore. n. 1, a pinching:
squeeze or nip. 2. the quantity that may be grasped
between the finger m

and thumb; small amount. 3.

distress; hardship; difficulty. 4. an emergency; urgent
situation or time. 5. [Slang], a tjieft. 6. [Slang], an
arrest or raid. SYN* see steal.

pinch bar, a kind of crowbar with a pointed, projecting
end, used to roll heavy wheels, etc.

pinch-beck (pinch'bek), n, [after Christopher Pinch-
beck, Eng. jeweler who invented it c. 1725], 1. an
alloy of copper and zinc used to imitate gold in cheap
jewelry. 2. anything cheap or imitation, adj. 1.

made of pinchbeck. 2. cheap: imitation; spurious.

pinch-cock (pinch'kok'), n. [pinch + cock (valve)], any
of various clamps for compressing a tube of rubber,
etc. so as to control the flow of a fluid,

plnch-ers (pin'chSrz), n.#. pincers,

pinch-hit (pinch'hitOt y.i. [PINCH-HIT, PINCH-HITTING],
1. in basebaUf to bat in place of the regular player
when a hit is especially needed; hence, 2. to act as
a substitute in an emergency, (/or).
pinch hitter* a person who pinch-nits.

Pinck-ney. Charles Cotes-worth (k5ts'w&rth pirjk'ni),

1746-1825; American statesman and general.

pin cush-ion (pin'koosh'sn) , n. a small cushion in

which pins and needles are stuck to keep them handy
for use.

Pin-dar (pinMer), n* Greek lyric poet; 522?~443 B.C.
Pin-dar-ic (pm-dar'ik), fldf/, [L. Pmdarfcus; Gr. Pin-
darikos], L of, characteristic of, or in the style of,

Pindar. 2, elaborate or regular in metrical structure,

3. designating an ode in which the strophe and anti-

strophe have the same form, in contrast to the epode.
which has a different form. n. a Pindaric ode.

pin dling (pin'dlin), fldf/. [euphemissed var. of piffling],

[Dial,], puny; weak and undersized.
Pin-dus (pin'cks), n, a mountain range in northwestern
Greece.

pine (pin), n. [see PLURAL, n, D 31, [MB,; AS. pin; L.

pirns* pme tree], L any of varioms evergreen trees

having cones and clusters of needle-shaped loaves:

many pines are valuable for their wood ana their resin,

from which turpentine, tut, etc, are obtained. 2* the
wood of such a tree. 3. [Colloq.], a pineapple.

pine (pIn)jL * (PXNKD (plad), PINING], TMlL plnm,
pinicn; AS. pinlan, to torment < pin (L* poena), a
pain], 1. to waste (away) through grief, pain, hunger,
etc. 2. to have an intense longing or desire; yearn:
(with /or, after, or an infinitive), v-t. [Archaic], to

ish or reddish plants living on dead vegetable material
or as a parasite on roots,

pine siskin, a smalj, streaked, brown finch with yellow
markings on the wingp and tail: also pine finch,

pine tar, a viscid, blackish-brown liquid prepared by
the destructive distillation of pine wood and used in the

preparation of expectorants, disinfectants, tar paints,

rooiing materials, etc.

pine turn (pl-ne'tam), n. [pi. PINETA (-to)], [L, pine
wood], an arboretum of pine trees, etc.

pine warbler, a variety of small warbler living in the
pine forests of the eastern United States.

pln-ey (pm'i), adj. may.
pinfeath-er (pin'tetfrSr), n. an undeveloped feather
that is just emerging through the skin.

pin-fish (pin'fishO. n. IpL PINFISH, PINFISHES (-iz); see

FISH], any of various small fish of the porgy family,
having a sharp dorsal spine and found 'in the South
Atlantic along the southern coast of the United States,

pin-fold (pm'fSld'), n. [MB. pynfold, ponfolde; AS.
OUND, enclosure) + fold

^WJLMU JVf , VJWIj V* MM ***

mourn for. n, [Archaic! t<

pto<e-ai (pin'H>l), tuti* [Fr
cone < pinu$* a pine], 1,

designating or of a mau v

in the brain of all vertebra'
no known function, but is

*

mod. tense

suffering; want,
< L* ptnea, a pine
Eke a pine cone. 2.

-ped body or eland
a cranium: ft has
to be ft vestigial

pundfald; pund, a pound (cf. L , . , . .

(see FOLD, pen)], a place where stray animals are con-
fined: animal pound, v.t. to confine in a pinfold,

ping (pirj), n. Techoic], 1. the sound made by a bullet

striking something sharply. 2. the sound made by a
bullet cutting through the air. vd. A v,t to travel or
strike with a ping.
ping-pong (pirj'pog', pin'p6r/) n. Jechoic] a game
somewhat like tennis in miniature, played on a large,
rectangular table, usually indoors, with a small, hollow
celluloid ball and small, racket-shaped paddles; table
tennis: a trade-mark (Ping-pong),
pin guid (piq'gwid), adj. flu pmguis, fat], 1. fat; oily;

greasy. 2, ncn; fertile: said of soil.

pin-guid-1 ty (pirj-gmd's-ti) , n. the Quality or condition
of being pinguid.

pin;head (pin'hedO* n. 1. the head of a pin. 2. any-
thing very small or trifling. 3. a stupid or silly person.
pin-hole (pinlaol'), n. 1. a tiny hole made by or as by
a pin. 2. a hole into which a pin or peg goes.
pin ion (pin'yon), n, [Pr. pignon (in OPr,, a battlement) ;

ult, < L. pinna, a pinnacle], rt .

a small cogwheel the teeth
~~

of which nt into those of a
larger gear wheel or those of
a rack.

pin-Ion (pin'yan), n. [ME.;
OPr. pigntm; u pinna, pen-
na t a feather], 1. the end
ioittt of a bird's wing. 2, a
wing. 3. ai|y wing feather.
4. the anterior border of an
insect's wing. vt* i, to cut
off or bind the pinions of (a

bird) to toep it ten i/W 2, to bind (tta ,

3. to disable or impede by binding the arms of. ,

confine or

firtttt

somewhat re-

seniblingu

^^
occurring m the resin of the sugar

(oitk), IL ? <<$*>$$**% i* en^k^Sf'
ySaUy* ft toiBil lw. oiiffifc, *e mnk (U, wk
, JTrnj <*> JWJWif rtri^woto with %e-

, n. the fifth, or smallest, fmger: also

out-
tm t^/^i^iterilti

tf k JwSi;
* m fa m$ wwin rr mltJk5f*

i -*!i *
* <



Pinkster III2

tufted stems, stemless leaves, and red flowers with
yellow throats. 2. its root, used as a vermifuge.
Pink ster (pink'ster), n. [D. < (? via Goth.painttkustg)
Gr. pentekoste; see PENTECOST], [Dial.], Whitsuntide.

pinkster flower, a variety of azalea with pink, sweet-
smelling flowers, purplish-red at the base.

pink tea, [Colloq.], any frivolous social gathering,
especially one attended largely by women.

pink*y (pirjk'i), n. [pi. PINKIES (-iz)l, a pinkie.
pink-y (pirjk'i), [# PINKIES (-12)], a pink (shi$).
pin money, 1. an allowance of money given to a wife
for her personal use. 2, any small sum of money, as
for incidental minor expenses.
pin-na (pin'o), n. [pi. PINNAE (-e), PINNAS (-QZ)], JL,,

a
feather, projection), 1. in anatomy, the external ear;
auricle. 2. in botany, one leaflet of a group arranged in
feather fashion on a stem. 3. in zoology, a feather,

wing, fin, or similar structure.

pin-nace (pin'is), n. [Fr. pinasse; It. pinaccia; LL.
*pinacea < L. ptnus, a pine], 1. a small sailing ship for-

merly used as a tender, scout.etc. 2. a ship's boat.

pin-na-cle (pinVk'l), n. [ME. & OFr. pinacle; LL.
pinnaculum, dim. < L. pinna, a wing, pinnacle], 1. a
small turret or spire on a buttress or an angle pier.
2. a slender, pointed formation, as at the top of some
mountains; peak. 3. the highest point; culmination;
acme. v.t. [PINNACLED J-k'ld), PINNACLING], 1. to set
on a pinnacle. 2. to furnish or ornament with pinnacles.
3. to form the pinnacle of. 5Y2V. see summit.
pin-nal (pin'al) , adj. of or like a pinna.
pin-nate (pin'at, pin'it), adj. [L. pinnatus < pinna, a
feather, fin], 1. resembling a feather. 2. in botany,
with leaflets on each side of a common stem in a feather-
like arrangement: see leaf, illus.

pfn*nat<h

edF(pin'a*'tid), adj. pinnate,
ptn-nat'i- (pi-nat'i), [< L. pinnatus, pinnate], a com-
bining form meaning pimnatety, as in pinnaiind,
pin-nat-i-fid (pi-nat/i-nd), ad), [pmnati- -f -fid], having
leaves in a featherlike, arrangement, with narrow lobes
whose clefts extend more than halfway to the stem.
pin-na-tion (pi-nS'shan), n. the condition or fact of

being pinnate.
pin ner (pin'^r), n. 1. a person or thing that pins. 2. a
caplike headdress with a long, hanging flap pinned on
either side, formerly worn by women.

pin-ni-ped (pin'i-ped'), adj. [< Mod. L. Pinnipedia,
na^Le of the suborder < L. ptnnapes, pinnipes, having
winged feet < pinna, a feather, fin + pes, pedis* a foot],
1. having finlike feet or flippers. 2. belonging to a
group of aquatic animals having flippers, including the
seals and walruses, n. a pinniped animal.

pin-ni-pe-di-an (pin'i-pe'di-an), adj. A flu pinniped.
pin-nu'la (pin'yoo-b), n. [pi. PINNULAB C-le"')]! a pim-
nule.

pin-nu-lar (pin'yoo-lgr), adj. of or like a pinnule.
pin-nu-late (pin'yoo-latOt adj. having pinnules,
pin-nu-lat-ea (pin'yoo-la'tid), adj. pjraulpte.
pta-nule (pin'ul), n. [L. pinnula, cflm. of ^iw*tf, a wing,
feathefji

'

1. any of the leaflets of a pmfrate leaf. 27a
small fin or finlike part in ajuxnalp; specifically, any
of the lateral branches of the ana -of a crfcold.

pinoch-le, pi-noc-le (pe%ak'l) it. faster 'also $e~
nutfhU, Hnochle: the form of the irord wid tf& relalion
of the game to fyezique suggest Fr. origin], 1. a game
of cards for two, three* or four persons, played with a
special deck of 48 car/ck consisting of a doable d0ek of
al cutb above the eight (induding the 'Ma), t ^the
combination of tfcr queen of spaded antf

r

tae im of
diam,o^a> sjti this game. Also r

-?"

f __ mf^ , p^,. y^, ^v *r/ ** lMr' "S *tf*uwn*
ptnofhl, flcrtir made of ground com, mesqtiite beans,
etc. in the southwestern United Sfaies aM"Mei?o.

nut < L. ptnea] pb,e cone < pimnjl, a p(ae'me$t( L
any of a number (|of rdtate^ pine trees inth laiift,,

1 eohb
seeds. 2. the seed, "

*
'

' '

\ \

]

'

pin-point (pin
f
|)t>iix)t

/
), 9,& l

t to show the lotetEofi of
by sticking a pin into, af'otQi a maip; Ibenb^, 2. fwajboApr
the precise location of. n. t the poiit of a pin.
2. something trifling or ip

* '" ' "

pinpoint bombing,
"

particular objective,
pin prick (pin'prikO, n 1.

by or as by a pin.
;

2. a minor ^^ ^ _^VJ ,^.
nins and needles, paresthesia chftradBe4 by* a'8b-
gling a^td jjrickling feeling in some parlrof a body.

--^-j and toes.
'

i

'

:. pinsk) f n, a town in ByelortW^an

RUDDEfc

PINTLE

(-doz)], [Port., painted, pp. of pintar, to paint; LL.
*pinctare < *pinctus, for L. pictus, pp. of pingere, to

paint], a long, silvery food and game fish with brown
spots and a widely forked tail: it is common in the
waters surrounding iFlorida and Cuba.

pin-tail (pin'talO, n. [pi. PINTAILS (-taV), PINTAIL; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], 1. a variety of duck with a long neck,
white belly, and long, pointed, middle tail feathers.
2. a variety of grouse with a long, pointed tail.

pin-ta-no (pin-ta'no), n.
[pi.

PINTANOS (-noz)J, a bright-
ly colored fish found chiefly among coral reefs: also
called cow pilot.

pin-tie (pin't'l), n. [ME. pintil, penis; AS. pintel; for
IE. base see PIN; cf. PEN], a
pin or bolt upon which some
other part pivots or turns.

pin-to (pin'to), adj. [Sp. <
LL. *pinctus; see PINTADO],
marked with spots of two or
more colors; mottled; pie-
bald, n. [pi. PINTOS (-toz)J,
1. a ginto horse or pony. 2.

the pinto bean.
pinto bean, a kind of mottled
kidney bean found in the
southwestern United States.
Pintsch gas (pinch), [after
Richard Pintsch (1840-1919),
G. inventor of the process], a gas obtained by the de-
structive distillation of petroleum, used for lighting.
pin-up (pin'up'X adj. 1, that is or can be pinned up or
otherwise fastened to a wall: as, a pin-up lamp. 2.

[Slang], designating a girl whose sexual attractiveness
makes her a suitable subject for a picture to be dis-

played on a wall, as of a barracks, n. [Slang], a pin-up
girl, picture, etc.

pin-weed (pin'we40 n. any of a number of related
plants with thin stems and leaves, and small, purplish
or greenish flowers.

pin-wheel (pm/hwel'), n. 1. a small wheel with var-
iously colored vanes of paper, etc. pinned to a stick so
as to revolve in the wind. 2. a firework that revolves
and throws off colored lights when set off. Also pin
wheel.
pin-worm (pin'wurmO, n. a small, threadlike worm
with an unsegmented body, sometimes found as a para-
site in the human rectum.
pin wrench, a tvpe of wrench with a projecting poly-
gonal pin that fits into a corresponding hole in. a nut,
etc. so as to secure a firm hold.

tplnx-it (pirjk'sit), [L.J, he (or she) painted (it): often
placed after the artist's name on a painting; abbre-
viated pnx., pxt.

''"""'; piakster flower.

j-%), POTEST (4-ist)], L
or like pjnes. Also spelled

-z6n, Mar-tin A4on-so (mEr-tn' &46n's$ pSn-
nO, 1440F-1493; Spanish navigator with Columbus:

commanded the Pinia.
Pinzon, Vi-cente Yd fiez (vS-then'te yl'nyeth), 1460?
-1524?: bc9ther of Jdffl^fk Alonso; SpaniSa navigator
with Columbiap; cotowdeja the Nina,

pi-o-neer (pl'o-m^rO* n*FPfc pionnier; OFn ptcmfor, foot
soldiec < |>ow: see Wto^Tt ftttw (chesmnan)], L a
mwibe* of a mmry t4^ feafr precedes the main body
and

btxil<3[fi bn^gw, JTOtdi
'

trenches, etc.; military"

goes bfeforo, preparing the
r a ftcittatkt doing
miner. 9^. to act

(a w$y,

,

engineer. 2, a per^ow
way for ot&M, as

aagnmt work, 3.
as a MDwer.

i

pipus Fr.or ,.
P

'good] ^ having or ttiow-
w & the pwfcttmaot of

springing frotn actual or 1 P't*".. 3, sacred, as difttedlibed
frcro. secular or prota. 4, jArchftiic], b*m*w or
showing a sense of duty and loyalty
friends, et

(pip),
an

., ,.
a slender, %ht-colored stripe, ajxjtit th
pin, as in the fabric of some scats,

, n. [ME. pynte; OFr. Mfe
' < MB.]* a

capacity %uid or
"

4

pin-tado (pin-fci'46), PINTADOES



pipal 1113 piscary

(pip), n. [ME.; AS,; LL. *pipa < L. pipare, to

p, chirp, peep; echoic word], 1. a cyl"
" " " ' *

pi-pal (pe'pal), n. [Hind, pipal; Sans, pippala], a fig

tree of India; bo tree: also pipal tree."*** *"
LL. *-t>H>a , _. ,._. ..

. a cylindrical tube.Cneep, entry, fccp, cv-iiwiv; TVUAU.J, JL. <* v;yjLJuiuj.'Jx;U tuuc,

as of reed, straw, wood, or metal, for making musical
sounds by the vibration of an air column; specifically,

pi. d) the Panpipe. 5) the bagpipe. 2. any of the
wooden or metal tubes in an organ, that produce the
tones. 3. a) a boatswain's whistle, b) the sounding of

such a whistle to signal a ship's crew. 4. the voice in

singing. 5. often fl.
the singing voice. 6. the call,

song, or note of a bird. 7. a long tube of clay, concrete,
metal, wood, etc., for conveying water, gas, oil, or

other fluids. 8. a tubular organ or canal or the body;
especially, pi. the respiratory organs. ,9. anything
tubular in form. 10. a) a tube with a small bowl at

one end, in which tobacco, etc. is smoked, b) enough
tobacco to fill such a bowl. 11. a large cask for wine,
oil, etc., having a capacity of about two^ hogsheads, or

126 gallons. 12. this volume as a unit of measure.
13. [Slang], something regarded as easy to accomplish.
v.L [PIPED (pipt), PIPING]7 1. to play on a pipe, 2. to

utter shrill, reeav sounds or tones, 3. in metallurgy,
to develop longitudinal cavities, as steel sometimes
does in ingots and castings during solidification. 4, in

nautical usaget
to signal a ship's crew by sounding the

boatswain's pipe. v,t. 1. to play (a tune, etc.) on a

pipe. 2. to utter in a shrill, reedy voice or tone. 3. to
affect or bring to some condition by or as by piping:

as, he piped the children of Hamelin to their destruc-

tion, 4. to convey (water, gas, oil, etc.) by means of

pipes. 5. to provide with pipes. 6. to trim with piping,
as a dress. T* in nautical usage, to order or caU together
by sounding the boatswain's pipe.

pipe down, [Slang], to become quiet or quieter; stop
shouting, talking, etc.

pipe up, 1, to begin to play or sing (music). 2* to

speak up or aay in a piping voice.

pipe-clay fpip'kla'), ***** to whiten with pipe clay.

pipe clay, a white, plastic clay used for whitening,

pipe dream, fcolloq,]** a fantastic idea* vain hope, or

impossible plan such as might be produced in the mind
of an opium smoker,

pipefish (plp'fishO, n. [#. rararaK, PIPEFISHES (4z);
gee FISH I, any of a number of related loag, narrow,
bony-scaled fishes with a tubeHke snout
pipeful (p?p'fo0l') n* W PXPBFULS (-fool0] the
amount (of tobacco, etc,) put in a pipe at one time*

pipe-line (plplfn ) v*t* l. to convey by a pipe line,

2. to supply with a pipe line.

pipe line, 1* a line of ftlpet for conveying water, gas,
ow etc. 2. any channel or means whereby something
is conveyed: at, a pipe Mm of information.

pipe of pncef a peace pipe; calumet,

pipe ordim, a musical instrument with a keyboard mat
control tht flow of comprw^ air through ooe or more
sets of pipmi of varyInjK length ; cf* QY$IUI v^ed orjjsm*

plays on * pipe; Mptdftfty, a btgpiptr,
*

pny tfc* pip*, to p*y lor onri pteri or

1. playing on a pipe. 2. characterized by the music of

the "peaceful" pipe rather than of the "warlike"
drums, trumpets, etc.; hence, 3. peaceful; tranquil.
4. sounding high and shrill, adv. so as to hiss or sizzle:

as, Piping hot.

pip-It (pip'it), n. [echoic of its cry], any of a number of

small related birds with a slender bill, streaked breast,
and constantly wagging tail.

pip-kin (pip'kin), n. [dim. of pipe-, cf. -KIN], 1. a small
earthenware pot. 2. a piggin.

pip-pin (pip'in), n. [ME. pipyn; OFr. pepin, seed, pip],
1. any ofa number of varieties of apple. 2. in bofony, a
seed. 3. [Slang], a person or thing much admired.

pip-sis-se-wa (pip-sis'a-wd), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algon-
quian) ; cf. Cree pipisisikweu, lit., breaks it (i.e., gall-

stone) into fragments], any of a number of related

plants with gink or white flowers and jagged, leathery
leaves, used in medicine as a diuretic ana tonic.

pip-squeak (pip'skwek'), n. [first applied to a small

high-velocity shell used by the Germans in World War
1: apparently echoic in origin], anything or anyone
regarded as small or insignificant.

pip*y (pip'i)t adj. [PIPIER (-i-Sr), PIPIEST (4-ist)], 1.

pipelike; tubular. 2. sounding like a pipe; shrill.

piquan-cy (pe'kon-si), n. piquant quality, flavor, etc.

piquant (pe'kont), adj. [Fr., ppr. of piguer, to prick,
sting], 1. agreeably pungent or stimulating to the
taste; pleasantly sharp or biting. 2. exciting interest
or curiosity; stimulating; provocative. 3. [Archaic],
piercing or stinging; bitter, SYN, see pungent.
pique (pelc), n. [Fr. < piguer, to prick, sting], 1. re-

sentment at being slighted or disdained: ruffled pride.
2. a fit of displeasure* v.t. [PIQUED (pekt), PIQUING],
[Fr. piguer], 1. to arouse resentment in, as by slighting;

offend; ruffle the pride of. 2. to excite; arouse; pro-
voke. 3. to pride (oneself) . SYN. see offense, provoke.
pique oneself on (or upon)* to be proud of.

pi mi6 (pi~kS') n. [Fr., Pp. of piguer; to prick, sting],
a nrmly woven cotton fabric with vertical cords.

piquet (pi-ket')t n. [Fr. spade at cards; prob. dim. <
pique, a pike), a game of cards for two persons, played
with 32 cards.

pira-cy (pi
;
r9-si), n. \fl. PIRACIES (~siz)], [ML. ^*ro*la;

Gr. -beirateia < peiratSs, a pirate], 1. robbery of ships
on the high seas. 2. the unauthorized publication^
use of a copyrighted or patented work.
Pi-rae-ua (pf-rros), n* a city in Greece: seaport of

Athens: pop., 251,000: also spelled Felraeuat <^eek
name, Peiraievs*

pi-ra-gua (pi-rS'gwa, pi-rag'wa), n. [Sp.: se
L a canoe made by hollowing out a lara _^

gite, 2. a flat-bottomed* two-masted soiling t
-

j.iA r.n.i.af ftKK^&fti ro/rfh,^*i7MnKSU

"on-del'3). 1867-1936't Italian ora
I Nobel prize m literature,
a tei-rin'y), n. [Braz, Port <
fish < flro* a fish 4- wkih*, a^

taking!? bear the consequence*.
woftou* (pip'^%Jwii rf'

, a

maU but voradouf Soutli

asote 4- -i*i*l a cryjitatline compound,
in thfe treatuumt uf

' "

pi
myihotow* a Idba

Thwwia, attwcrtei
: he wms

, ftmftcl iti liuiny a
alk aiis.

aa^rttoiwte <
twig; cf. SPOOI*, of wnich
l * wa bobbin w ^pool ol apep]pf aia^l ttpicl ta

^*-sBi a feanot mae y w g oat A
2, any canoc-whaped boat.

haying * .strong Hindi He

do a
a. a 4ty i

tor te



piscatology 1114 pitch
by another: now only in common ofpiscary. 2. a place
for fishing.

pis ca to-ri al (pis'k8-t6r'i-9l, pis'ka-to'ri-sl), adj. [L.

piscaiorius < piscator, fisherman], of fishes, fishermen,
or fishing.

pis-ca-to-ry (pis
fka-t6r

/
i, pis'ka-to'ri), adj. piscatorial.

Pis-ces (pis'ez), n. [ME.; L., pi. ofpisds, a fishL 1. a
constellation south of Andromeda, supposedly re-

sembling a fish in .shape: see constellation, chart. 2.

the twelfth sign of the zodiac (X), entered by the sun
about February 21: see zodiac, illus. 3. the class of
vertebrates including the fishes,

pis-ci- (pis'!), [< L. piscis, a fish], a combining form
meaning Jisn, as in piscivorous,

pis-ci'Cul'ture (pis'i-kul'dhgr), n. \pisci- $- culture], the
breeding and rearing of fish as an art or industry.

pls-ci-na (pi-si'ns, pi-se'na) , n. {L, a tank, cistern* orig,,

fishpond < piscisf a fish], a basin with a drain, near the
altar of a church, for the disposal of water used for
sacred purposes,

pis-cine (pis'in, pis'in), adj. I< L. piscis, a fish; + -ine],
of or resembling fish.

Pis-cis Aus-tri-nus (or Aus-trails), (pis'is fts-tri'nas,

os-tra'lls), a southern constellation; see constellation,
chart.

pis-civ-o-rous (pi-siv'Sr-as), adj. Ipisci- -f -vorous], fish-

Pis-gall, Mount (p&'go), [Heb. pisgah, lit., prob., cleft),
the mountain ridge east of Jordan from which Moses
saw the PromiseoLand,
pish (pish, fish- conventionalized prqnun.)* interj. & n. an
exclamation of disgust or impatience, v.i. & v.t. to
make this exclamation (at).

Pi-sid-i-a (pi-sid^a), n. an ancient country in southern
Asia Minor: it later became a Roman province.

pi-si-form ^pi'sa-f&rmO* &dj. [< L. ffaum, pea: 4- -form],
1. resembling a pea in shape and size, 2, designating a
small round bone of the wrist.

Pi-sis-tra-tus (pS^sis'traJtos, pMs'tre-tos), HP ruler and
tyrant of Athens; lived 605-527 B.C.

pis-mire (pis'mir'), n. [ME. pissemire; pisse, urine -f

mire, ant: so named because it discharges am irritant
fluid popularly regarded as uoneL an amt.

pi-so-lite (pi'sa-Ht, pu/a^tOt * L< Or- <pison, a pea; -\~

-lite], a limestone composed of pea-shaped pebbles.
piso lit ic (pt'sa-Et'ik* piz's-Et'ik), adj. of or iike

pisolite.
piss (pis), vd. [ME. pissen; OFr. pissier; prob, of echoic
ofrigin], to urinate, v.t. to discharge as or with the
urine, ib urine. Now vulgar.

Pis-sair-rp, Ca-naMle (ka'meV peW*o'), I&31-19Q3;
French impressionist painter.

pis tachio (pis-ta'shi-no', pis-tash'i-6')t n- [$. PISTA-

pistacchio; lL

pistacium; Or.
pistakion < ^s-
tofeg. pistachio
tree], L a small
tree of the ca-
shew family. 2.

its edible, green-
ish seed (pista-
chio nut). 3. the
flavor of this
nut. 4 a light
yellow-green
color,

pis-ta reen (pis'-
td*rn/

), n.{di,
of peseta, dim. of&!& "** ("* *-* ***
silver coin of the American colonies and tip West
Indies, ad/, concerned witji petty i

' "

p8*ttt (pis'til, pis'fcl), m JSr,; L. ^ , ., _
the seed-bearing organ of a tower cowwwng of the

:tO, flrff. in to/any, having
-

having pistils but no

...

"

<pe^t'y&), n* a city in cental Italy; f>0p,,
74,000 (est. 1947).

pis tol (pls't'l), w. (Fr- & G. PistoU; Cfcecfa piSt'al. a
pipe, pistol < #w& echok word for a wasting stm4J*
a small firearm made to be held and fired with one
hand: most pistols are now either revolvers or magazine-
fed automatics. v,f* {PISTOLED or I^TCMXII> <-tl^ t

PISTOLING or PISTOLLING], to shoot with a pistol.
pis-tole u^8-t5l^ f n, {Fr lit* pistol ^ee FISTCIL): so

PISTON ROD

PISTON

pis-ton (pis't'n), n. [Fr. piston; It. pistone, piston <
pestone, a pestle < pistare,

pest&re, to beat, pound; LL.
pistwe < L. pisere, pinsere, to

pound, beat], 1. a disk 9r
short cylinder closely fitted in

a hollow cylinder and moved
back and forth by the pressure
of a fluid so as to transmit
reciprocating motion to the
piston rod attached to it, or
moved by the rod so as to
exert pressure on the fluid.

2. in -music, a sliding valve
moved in the cylinder of

a brass-wind instrument to

change the pitch.
piston ring, a split metal ring
placed around a piston to make
it fit the cylinder closely.

piston rod, a rod which moves,
or is moved by, the piston to which it is attached.

pit (pit), n. [D. ptt, pttte, kernel, pith; akin to Eng.
pitff, the hard stone, as of the plum* peach, cherry,
etc., which contains the seed, vt. IPITTED (-id),

PITTING], to remove the pit from,

pit (pit), n. [ME.; AS. fytt; ON. pytfr; L. puteus, a
well}, 1. a hole or cavity in the ground. 2. an abyss, 3.

heUL 4, a covered hole cused to trap wild animals; pit-
falL 5. any concealed danger; trap; snare. 6. an en-
closed area in which animals are kept or made to

fight: as, a bear pit. 7. a) the shaft of a coal mine.
b} the coal mine itself. B. an indentation or depression
on a part of the human body; as, an sampit. 9, a snrall

hollow in a surface; specifically, a depressed scar on
the skm as that resulting from smallpox, 10. [British],
a) the ground floor of a theater, especially the part at
the rear, b") the spectators in tibtat section. 11. the
small, often depressed, section in front of the stage
where the orchestra sits. 12. the part of the floor of
an exchange where a special branch of business is

transacted: as, the wheat pit. v.t. [PITTED (-id),

PITTING], IP to put, cast, or store in a pit 2. to make
pits in. 3. to mark with small scars: as, pitted by
smallpox 4. to set {eocks, t etc.) in ajpit to fight;
hence* 5. to"set in competition (against), v.i. to be-
come marked with pits.

pl^ta (pS'tQ), IL fSp. < Quechim fita, fine thread], any
of a number of related agave plants yielding a fiber
used in paper and cord. 2. the fiber.

pit-a-pat (pit'9-j)atO adv? [rediupl. of pat], with rapid
and strong beating; palpitatingly, n* a rapid succes-
sion of beats or taps, iu. [PITAPATTKD (-id), PITAPAT-
TING), to go pitapat: palpitate,

Pit-cairn Island (pit'karn), a British island in Polyne-
sia in the South Pacific, settled by mutineers of the
Briyfckh !Mp Bounty in

p
!70: area, 2 [sq. 4

mi.
j ipp^ 210.

1. a black, sticky iw,btanc0 formed in the dirtifiatioii
of coal tar, wood tar* petroleum, etc. and used for

waterproofing, roofing, pavements, etc. 2. any of
certain bitumens, as mineral pitch or asphaltum. 3. a
resin found in certain evergreen trees, v.t. to cover
or smear with or as with pitch.
pitch (pich)t v.t. [MB. pfochm; prob, lorn of pink, to
strike,

- - - - .*.-..-*-..
cast: fling; hurl: toss. 3. to set in order for battle:
obsolete except m pitched battle. 4. to fix or set at a
particular point, level, degree, etc, 5. in baseball, to
throw (the ball) to the batter, 1 in card &amt$, a) to
lead (a card al a certain suit), thus establishing tramp.
b) to establish (trump) thus. 7. in music, to deter-
mine or set the key ol (a ten* *o Iw^wuentt -ww

, us hay, a ball, etc. 4. to
to incline downward; dip.
bow and stern draff <

-

lixrch, as a person or
It* 1. act or manner of
3. a plunging forward;
of tto bw nmd utar
thing pitched. 5. the amount pitched. 4 a place
where a street hawker or carnival hawker sets up his

i .

determined bv th^MtTM* ***MA<MrU> ifc^^ WW" t .-,,
.

p.
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instruments; see concert pitch, philharmonic pitch.
SYN. see throw.

pitch in, [Colloq.], to set to work energetically.

pitch into, [Colloq.], to attack physically or verbally.
pitch on (or upon)* to select; decide on.

pitch-black (pich'blak'). adj. very black.

pitch-blende (pich'blend'), n. [G. pecbblende; peek,

pitch + "blende; see BLENDE], a brown to black lustrous

mineral containing uranium, radium, etc.

pitch circle, a circle touching the teeth of a gear wheel
at points where they mesh with the teeth of another

gear wheel.

pitch-dark (pichMaVk'), adj. very dark.

pitched battle (picht), a battle in which placement of

troops and the line of combat are prearranged.
.. _r -_ / "_i_ faiA _ m/rt? i^-i. . A*cv- .." _

and pouring liquids. 2. as much as a pitcher will hole.
3. in botany, a leaf, shaped somewhat like a pitcher,
which attracts insects; ascidium. Abbreviated p.

pitch-er (pieh'Sr), n. [pitch, v, -f- er\, 1. a person who
pitches; especially, in baseball, the player who pitches
the ball to the batter. 2. in golf, an iron club with the
face slanted sharply backward.
pitcher plant, any of a number of related plants with

pitcherlike leaves which attract
and trap insects.

pitch-fork (pich'fdrk'), n. a

large, long-handled fork used
for lifting and tossing hay,
straw, etc. v*t. to lift and toss

with or as with a pitchfork.

pitch-i-nesa (pich'i-nis) , n. the

quality of being pitchy.

pitch man (pich'mon), n. [pi
PITCHMEN (-man)J, [ Slang] , a

person who makes his living by
setting up small stands at car-

nivals or on city streets and
hawking novelties, jewelry, etc.

pitcli*out (pich'outOt n, in

baseball a baH pitched delib-

erately away from the plate,
as in an attempt to trap a base
rummer stealing a base,

pitch pine, any of several res-

inous pines from which pitch or turpentine !* obtained.
pitch ptp% a small metal pipe which produces a fixed
tone used as a standard in tuning an instnitotnt or
establishing the pitch for a singer,

pitch-stone teieh'stoV), n. [pitch (black aubttftaoe) -f
$t<m$, after G. ptckstti*\ t

a gtaiay, lustrous volcanic
rock with a pitchy appearance.
pitch*y (pich'i), w*/* (PITCHIER (4-lr), PITCHIEST (*ilit)},
1. full ofpitch; smeared with pitch. 2, rtttrnbling pitcn
in comtotiwicy or ftiekineii, 3, black; very dark*

plt'*oi* (pitrc-M). adj. [MB. & OFr, jfiuws; LL *piHo*
$m < 3U pitta9t piety* Qatar) pityI 1, arousing mty or
CQmpftiiott; dtmag pity. 2. (Archaic], hftvutg or
thowteg pity, *SFN. MM pittfwl,

pit-fall (pit/fdlOr n. [ME. -butfal pitfall?, etc.; 2d ele-
ment < AS, fmUt* a tvao), 1, a lightly cwtrtd pit
u@d a a trap for animals, 2. any conceuk-d danger
or trap for an tttpclteg peoa, JW, set tmp.
pith (pi^)- a. JMBT pUb: AS, ptih*-; akin to M0,

PITCHER PLANT
(2 ft. high)

tbinga, an of a boiu% ft'iither, t-u;. 3. thf en^nttal p;irt;

subtuuaot; gift. 4. itwtiftlis vigors forot. 9.1* 1. to
rwaovt w pith from C% %, to or
Mnrer th* df (iw fttiima!) la 'to kill It

or nmjot feiattaflloi* far !BpriiiMaw
f
tfe*%) it, a mmbwr of

+jSffi#0t, m ^p
af man, an ol t tic

lwtKfeiM4fJf*vm;jfAVmi

^S^

tttfb t.llisfc ?Mt*:ll 3t.l*e*tt*** fin' AiittJi,rtfJi:ffi, r^^.W

because it is sad, pathetic, etc. (the suffering of the starving
natives was -pitiful); pitiable is the preferred term when a
greater or lesser degree of contempt is mingled with commisera-
tion (the opposition shrunk to a pitiable minority); piteous
stresses the nature of the thing calling for pity rather than its

influence on the observer (piteous groans).

pitMess (pit'i-lis), adj. without pity. SYN. see cruel.

pit-man (pit'man), n. [pi. PITMEN (-man)], 1. a person
who works in a pit; especially, a coal miner. 2. [pi.
PITMANS (-m9nz)], in machinery, a connecting rod.

Pi-tot tube (pe-to'), [after Henri Pilot (1695-1771), Fr.

physicist, wno invented the original instrument], an
instrument for measuring the velocity of flow of a
fluid by differential pressure between openings at the
tip and side: it is used on airplanes to measure air speed.
pit-saw (pit's6'), n. a pit saw.
pit saw, a large saw worked by two men, one standing
on the log, the other in a pit below it.

Pitt, William (pit), 1. first Earl of Chatham, 1708-
1778; English statesman and orator: called The Great
Commoner. 2. 1759-1806; son of the above; English
statesman; prime minister (1783-1801; 1804-1806).
pittance (pit'ans), n. [ME. pitaunce; OFr. fitance,
portion of food allowed a monk; ML, $ietanUa < L.
pietas, piety J, 1. a small or barely sufficient allowance
of money. 2. a small amount or share, as of income.

pit-ted (pit'id), adj. 1. marked with pits or hollows.
2, pockmarked.

pit-ter-pat-ter (pit^r-pat'er), n. [ME. pyter-pater;
echoic], a rapid succession of light beating or tapping
sounds, adv. with a pitter-patter.

Pitts-burgh (^its'b&rg), n. a city in western Pennsyl-
vania, at the juncture of the Allegheny and Mononga-
hela Rivers: pop., 674,000.

Pitts-field (pits'feld), n. a city in western Massachur
setts: pop., 53,000.

pi'tu;i-tar-y (pi-tdo'a-ter'i, pi-tuVter'i), adj. [L. pitu*
itarius < pituita, phlegm, rheum < iE. base *!-, a
juice, sap, seen also in Gr. pitys* a juice, drink, L.
ptnus, pine], 1. of or secreting mucus. 2. of the pitui-
tary gland, 3. designating a type of body structure
characterized by large bones and abnormally long arms
and legs, believed to be caused by excessive secretion
by the pituitary gland, n. 1. the pituitary gland. 2.

any of various preparations made from extracts of
either of the lobes of the pituitary gland.

pituitary gland (or body), a small, oval endocrine
gland attached by a stalk to the base of the brain and
consisting of an anterior and a posterior lobe: it secretes
hormones influencing body growth, metabolism, etc.

pi-tu-i'tous (pi-t55'a-t98, pi-tu'o-t^s), adj. [L. pituitoms
. phlegm], of, like, or discharging mucus.*' * '" "

path/. 2. a cause for sorrow or regret.
ISD (-id), FITTING], to feel pity (for).
few* (or taJc*) pity on, to show pity or L _ ,__ .

SYN,~i>lty impliea sorrow felt lor another's suffering Of mi&-"*""""'
ft feecaw* ifce >S)-

v*t* A i>4 [PIT-

for.

fortt
. ; Is rcgardtHl as weak

1

ignoriikfit) j compassion
to help or apare (moved
inent); commiseration
pn'ssi'd filings of pity (she

tiun); sympathy, in tun <;

fssUbg a enal)le on to really
sorrow, etc. of another (h<\ al

1^; condolence ww J1 *

for a man so

commisera-

_..,,.. , T . ,, ktoship of
or even to share the

fo far sympv-
u foniml exprt'ssion of

.jpli.thy
with snoite1 in st^rrow (a letter of conddence).

pit*y*tt**tli (jplf^f^^tej, n* (Mod. L,; Gr. pityfimis
< pityrion, bran, scale], L any of various skin diseases
(Characterised bv the shedding of scaly flakes of epi-
dermis. X a skin disease of domestic animals, char-

by the fo*matic of dry scale,
*"l \orts m 1 direction in mt^ic, as

tli

p|yOt

nj,oro Quickly.
:.W. f742-ISB; Pop (1800-18f%

'

2-WSj Fope aS46-lS7)"*" ^' ' Pe (t903-t9H)*
'

, m . (lf2219l
Jt<$-1958; Pope (1939-195S;,

r

it) ft* |Fr} cl, It, piwfat pbf} t, a point,
^,w te Ott whicn something twna 2* a pinion or

,__^, od or arwmd which oaMnEhinir tent, depends,
itte.j c<*ntrai poitit. 3* a pivotinjf mov^EU.<iiit.

'

odj* piv*
otal. i/.i. to provide with, attach by, or mount on a
pivotw pivots, IM to turn on or ml on a pivot.
>iv ot al (piv'ot-'i), ad/. 1. of or acting as a pivot.
2. on which something turns or depends; cardinal.
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pi-za'ro), 1470?-! 541: Spanish conqueror of Peru.

piz*za (pet'ss), n. [It.], an Italian dish consisting of a
breadlike crust covered with a spiced preparation of

tomatoes and cheese and baked.
piz ze ria (pet'ss-re's), n. [It.], a place where pizzas
are prepared and sold.

piz z! ca to (pit's8-k'to; It. ijet'tse-ldi'to-), adj. [It, pp.
of pizzicare,to pluck, pinch], in music, plucked: a direc-

tion to performers on stringed instruments to pluck
the strings with the fingers instead of running the bow
across them. adv. in a pizzicato manner. Abbreviated

pizz. n. L the act or art of plucking the strings on a

violin, etc. 2. [pi. PIZZICATI (-te)], a note or passage
played in this way.

pk., [pi. PKS.], 1. pack. 2. park. 3. peak. 4. peck.

pkg., package; packages.
pLt 1. place. 2. plate. 3. plural.

pla-ca-biH-ty (pla'kQ-bil's-ti, plakVbil'a-ti), n. [L.

placabilitas], the quality of being placable.

placa-ble (pla'ks-b'l, plak'a-b'l), adj. [ME.; OPr.; L.

placabilis < placare, to quiet, soothe, appease, pacify],

capable of being placated; readily pacified; forgiving.

pla-ca-bly (pla'ka-bli, plak'a-bli), adv. in a placable
manner.
plaoard (plak'ard; for v., usually pla-kard'), n. [OPr.
placart, plackart; Pr. *placat < placa, plaque; see

PLAQUE], a notice for display in a public place; poster.
v.t. 1. to place placards on or in. 2. to advertise or

give notice of by means of placards. 3. to display as a

placard. v.i. to set up placards.

pla-cate fpla'kat, plak'at), v.t. [PLACATED (-id), PLA-

CATING], F< L- placatus, pp. of placare, to appease], to

quiet the anger of; appease; pacify, SYN. see pacify.

pla-ca-tion (pla-ka'shon), n. a placating; appeasement.
pla ca tlve (plS'ka-tiv, plak'9-tiv), adj. tending to pla-
cate.

pla-ca-tory (pla'ka-t6r'i, plak'a-to'ri), adj. [LL. pla-
catorius], serving or intended to placate.

place (plas), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. platea; Gr. flateiq, a
street < platys, broad), 1. a square or court in a city.
2L & short, usually narrow, street. 3. space; room. 4. a
particular area or locality; region, s. a) the part of

space oc<wpfed by a person or thing, 6) situation. 6. a
city*"town, or village, 7. a residence; dwelling; house
and growla, & a building or space devoted to a special

purpose: as, *a place of amusement. 9. a particular
spot on or- roart of the body or a surface: as, a sore

place in tte oasck. MX a particular passage or page in

a book, xaagaaiiMiit .este.'i 11, position or standing as
determined by others: <a$, hfe place in history is assured.
12. a step or point an a sequence; as- in thp first place.
13. the customary, proper, or natural positioEU time, or
character. 14. a spape used, reserved, or customarily
occupied by a person, as a seat in a theater, at a table,
etc. 15. the space or position castoiBarHy or formerly
occupied by another: as, a regent ruled in place of the
boy king. 16. (another's) situation or state: as, you
would have acted quite the same if you were jo my
place. 17. an office; employment; position. IS. oficial

position. 19. the duties of any position. 20. the
dutv or business (of a person). 21. in arithmetic, the
position of an integer, as in noting decimals: as, the
third decimal place. 22. in racing, ay a position among
the leaders, usually first, second, or third, at the finish.

6) the second position at the finish. Abbreviated pi.
v.t. (PLACED (pfest), PLACING], [Fr. placer], 1. to put
in a particular place, condition, or relation. 2. to find
employment or a position for: appoint to an office.

3. to arrange for a desired handling, treatment, or allo-
cation of: as, he plated the whole shipment, the child
was placed for adoption. 4. to repose (confidence,
trust, hope, etc*) in a person or thing, $ to identify

specifically, to finish second in a horse or dog race,
give place, L to make room. 2. to yield.
go places, [Slang}, to achieve success.
in place, 1. in toe customary, proper, or assigned
place. 2. fitting; proper; timely.
know one's place, to be conscious of one's (inferior)
position or rank in Hie and act accordingly.

out of place, 1. not in tl^e ouetomary, proper, or
assigned place. 2. not fitting proper, or timely.
put <*ne in one's place, to Eumbli a person wiio is

overstepping bounds.
take place, to come into being; happea; occur,
take the place of, to be a substitute lor.

placebo fola-se^bo), n. [pi. PLACBBQ& PLACEBOES
(-boz)l [MB.; L., I shall please], t ia the fomm
Catkohc Church, the first antiphon of the Vespers lor
the deadf beginning with the word placebo* 2, a med-
icine given merely to humor the patieat; especially, a
preparation containing no medicine but given for its
psychological effect. 1. something said or done to win
the favor of another*
place card, a small card bearing the name of a

;

place kick, in football, a kick performed while the ball

is held in place on the ground, used in kicking off or,

sometimes, in attempting to make a field goal or a

point after a touchdown.
place-man (plas'msn), n. [pi. PLACEMEN (-man)],
[Chiefly British], a person who holds a government
position or the lake: usually contemptuous.
place mat, a small mat of cloth, paper, etc. serving as
an individual table cover for each person at a meal.
place-ment (plas'mant), n. 1. a placing or being
placed. 2. the finding of employment for a person.
3. location or arrangement. 4, in football, the setting
of the ball on the ground in position for a place kick.

pla-cen-ta (pb-sen'tg), n. [pi. PLACENTAE (-te), PLA-
CENTAS

(-taz)J, [L., lit., a cake < Gr. plakounta, ace.
of plakous, a flat cake < plax, plakos, a flat object], 1.

in anatomy & zoology, a vascular organ within the
uterus, connected to the fetus by the umbilical cord: it

serves as the structure through which the fetus receives
nourishment from, and eliminates waste matter into,
the circulatory system of the mother. 2. in botany,
that part of the lining of the ovary which bears the

ovules; tissue that bears sporangia.
pla cen tal (pb-sen'tal), adj. of or having a placenta.
pla-cen-tate (plo-sen'tat), adj. having a placenta.
plac-en-ta tion (plas''n-ta'shan) f n. 1. in anatomy &
zoology, a) the formation or structure of a placenta.
d) the manner in which the placenta is attached to the
uterus. 2. in botany, the manner in which the placenta
is arranged in the ovary.

Pla-cen-tia (pb-sen'sha), n. Piacenza: the ancient name.
plac-er (plas%), n. a person who places.
plac-er (plas'Sr), n. fSp, < plaza, a place], a water-
borne or glacial deposit of gravel or sand containing
heavy ore minerals, as gold, platinum, etc., which have
been eroded from their original bedrock and concen-
trated as small particles that can be washed out.

plac-er mining (plas'&r), mining of placers (deposits)
by washing, dredging, or other hydraulic methods.

pla-cet (pla'sitj, n. [L., it pleases], a vote of assent ex-

pressed by saying placet,

plac-id (plas'id), aaj* [L.placidus < placere, to please],
undisturbed; tranquil; calm; quiet. -SYN. see calm.

pla*cid*i<ty (ijb-sidVti), n. [L. platidttas], the state or

quality of being placid.

plack et (plak'it), n. [var. of placard, in obs. sense
"breastplate, top of skirt/

1

etc.; the word placard is

recorded in this sense], 1. a slit at the top of a skirt
to make it easy to put on and take off: also placket
hole. 2, a pocket, especially in a woman's skirt, 3.

[Archaic], a petticoat.
placoid (plak'oid), adj. [< Gr. pirn, #ator, flat plate,
tablet; -f -oitf],

in zoology, of or having horay scales

consisting of a bony base and an enamel-covered, tooth-
like spine, n. a fish with such scales*

Jpla fond (pla'fcW)t n. [Fr.. earlier platfond; plat,

flat. + fond, background* bottom), 1. a decorated
ceiling. 2. a painted or carved design on a ceiling.

pla gal (pl&'g
1

!), adj. [ML. Pla&alis < plaga. plagal
mooe; MGr. plagios, Diagal <Jn Or. f oblique, slanting)
< Gr. plagos, a side], m wnstc* 1. with its keynote in
the middle of the compass, as a mode. 2. designating
a cadence with the subdotninant chord immediately
preceding the tonic chord.
plagia-rism (pla*'j-ri2'mf pU'ji-QHri^m), n, f< L,

s, kidnaper; + -&m}, 1. the act of plagiarizing,, . ,

2, an idea, passage* plot* eta that has been plagiarised.
pla &i a-rist (pls'm-rkt, jplft'-9Hritt), , n, [see PLAGIA-

.

pK'ji-o-ris'tik), of

, . A
iee WLAOiAjt4l L to take

(the ideaa, i?ritfafl r etc. of
% wriUi^s, teTlrom and

j them off as one?
s own.

.
,

at the seat that he is to occupy
(pWkikOr vJ. to make a place

crooked], a combiarag Iprm mepang Migm>^^

tfwt pMcte o? tTOw^;.^^yM^|ia.Brt6



plaguily 1117 planetarium
a nuisance; annoyance, v.t. [PLAGUED (plagd; chiefly

dial., plegd), PLAGUING], 1. to afflict with a plague.

2 to vex; harass; trouble; torment. SYN. see annoy.

pla-gui-ly (pla'gQ-li; chiefly dial, plegVli), adv. [Colloq.J,

in a plaguy manner.
pla guy (pla'gi; cW/Zy dial,, pleg'i), adj. FColloq.], an-

noying: vexatious; disagreeable, adv. [Colloq.], pla-

guily. Also spelled plaguy.
Diaice (plas), n. [pL PLAICE, PLAICES (-iz); see PLURAL,
it, D, 2], [ME. plais, plaice; OFr. plate, plaiz; LL.

platessa, flatfish; prob. < Gr. flatys, broad], any of a
number of related American and European nahes having
a flat, olive-brown body with white spots.

plaid (plad), n. [Gael, plaide, a blanket, plaid; said to

be contr. < peallaid, sheepskin], 1. a long piece of

twilled woolen cloth with a checkered or crossbarred

pattern, worn over the shoulder by Scottish High-
landers, 2. cloth with a checkered or crossbarred

pattern. 3. any pattern of this kind.

plaid ed (plad'id), adj. 1. wearing a plaid. 2. made of

plaid. 3. with a plaid pattern.

plain (plan), adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. planus, flat, level],

1. flat; level; plane. 2. free from obstructions; open;
clear: as, in plain view. 3, clearly understood; evident;
obvious: as, a plain prose style. 4. outspoken; down-

right; straightforward; as, plain talk. 5, not luxurious;

unembellished : as, a plain meal. 6. not complicated;

simple: as, plain sewing. 7. not good-looking; homely:
as, a plain face* 8. unfigured, undyed, or untwilled:

as, plain cloth. 9. not of high rank or position; such
as characterizes the common people; ordinary; as, a

plain man. it. an extent of level country, aai;. in a

plain manner; clearly. SYN, see evident.
t

the Plain, the less radical party m the French legis-

lature during the Revolution.
the Great Plains, the broad expanse of level land

stretching westward from the Mississippi Valley.
plain (plan), tu. [OFr. plaindre; L. plangere, to beat

the breast, lament], (Archaic & Dial.), to complain.
plain chant, [Fr.], plain song.

plain-clothes man (plSn'kloy, j>lln'kl5</iz')* a detec-

tive or policeman who wears civilian clothes on duty.

plain dealing, straightforward dealing with others.

Plain-field (jMEn'fila')* n* * city in central New Jersey:

pop., 42,000. - , , ,

plain-laid (pKn'Utd'). adf. made of three strands laid

together with a rigkt-handed twist; said of a rope.

plain sailing, 1. sailing; on a smooth, clear course. 2. a
smooth* clear course Faction.
Plains Indian, a, member of any of the American
Indian tribes formerly inhabiting the prairie region of

the United States: they were of various linguistic

stocks but shared certain culture traits in common,
and were characterized especially by the nomadic

following of bison herds.

plainsman teltn'mn) n. [pi PIAINSMBN (-man)], a

person who liv on the plains.
Baint of Abraham. Battle of tfa% a battle of the

French and Indiaa War. fought near Qttebec wl7S9
in which the British tmder Wolf defeated the French

under Montxsalm. _
, -.,

plain song* (tnuML of ML* MNM *fawl tftriy
' Ctafe-

*tfca churSi miislc, ftffl ed in Eomaii Catholic sad

AngHcaa iwvicei, in free rhytto and the limited

Oregoriaa scale, sung in unison without accompani-
ment; alto plain ch
plain-spo ken , adj. peaking or spoken

piece of ground, etc.). 2. to devise a scheme for doing,

making, or arranging. 3. to have in mind as a project
or purpose, v.i. to make plans.
iSIW. plan refers to any detailed method, formulated before-

hand, for doing or making something (vacation plans) ; design
stresses the final outcome of a plan and implies the use of skill

or craft, sometimes in an unfavorable sense, in executing or

arranging this (it was his design to separate us) ; project im-

plies the use of enterprise or imagination in formulating an am-
bitious or extensive plan (they've begun work on the housing

project) ; scheme, a less definite term than the preceding, often

connotes either an impractical, visionary plan or an underhand

intrigue (a scheme to embezzle the funds)*

plan* (plan), piano- (wandering).
planar i an (pU-n&r'i-sn), n. [LL. planartus, flat; L.

planus, plane, flat], any of a number of related small,

flat-bodied worms moving by means of cilia.

planch, planche (planch, planch), n, [ME. flaunche;
OFr. planche; see PLANK], [Obs. or British Dial.].

1, a plank; board. 2. a floor.

planch-et (plan'chit), n. [Fr. planchette, dim. of planche,
a plank], a disk of metal to be stamped as a coin.

plan-chette (plan-chef, plan-shet'), n. [Fr.; see prec.],
a three-cornered board, often having as one of its sup-
ports a pencil, that is supposed to spell out a message as

it moves with the fingers resting lightly on it.

Planck, Max (maks plarjk), 1858-1947; Gennan physi-

cist; formulated the quantum theory; received Nobel
prize in physics, 1918.

plane (plan), n. [ME. playn; OFr. plasne; L. (latanus:
Gr. platanos < platys, broad: so called from its broad
leaves], any of a number of related trees with large
leaves and streaky bark that sheds, as the sycamore.
plane (plSn), adj. [L. planus], 1. flat; level

j
even. 2.

in mathematics, a) lying on a surface that is a plane.

6) of such surfaces, n. La surface that wholly con-

tains every straight line joining any two points lying in

it. 2, a flat, level, or even surface. 3, a level of develop-
ment, achievement, existence, etc.: as, a low plane of

culture. 4. an airplane. 5. any airfoil; especially, a

wing of an airplane. SYN. see level.

plane (plSn), n. (Fr.; LL* plana < planare, to plane,
make level < L* pla~
nus, level, flat]. 1. a
kind of trowel used
for smoothing the sur-
face of sand, clay, etc.

2. a carpenter's tool
for leveling, smooth-
ing, or removing wood.
v.L [PLANED (pla*nd),

PLANING] ,
1 . to make

smooth or level with
or as with a plane. 2,

to remove with or as
with a plane (with off FLANK
or away), v.L 1. to
work with a plane, 2. to do the work of a plane,

plane (plin), w.i* [Fr. planer < plan, a plane: from the

position of a bird's wmga while soaring!, 1. to soar or

glide. 2. to rise partly out of the water white in motion
at a high speed, as a hydroplane does.

plane angle, an angle made by two straight lines that

He in the same plane, , A _
plane geometry, the branch of geometry dealing with

plane flgures.

plan-er (pl&n'&r), n* I* a person or thing that planes.
2. a machine that smooths or finishes the surface of

wood or metal by planing* 3. in printing, a block of

wood used to level type or In taking proom
planer tree, a small tree resembling an elm, with egg-

\

shaped leaves and A i

plan et (plan'it), . I

thSei by
sun.: the
Mercury,

.

< pktnan. to lead
of the heavenly t

d from the
y, yeaut,

& axw, any heavenly body that

sttaHght and revolves ftpoiit the
fa, tijeiir order lapom $W aa are

with
stars),
am Ju-

L, filidtum,A !<
2 . & braid uf hair,

braid. 3. to

, amu t, ,

Neptune, and Pluto; the minor planet* ftfft the asteroids,

planetoids wfcfeb move in prWtf betweeja Mats and
iter, ,4Uk 'a&vtyj&v tAfnsay foody supposed

to plotting maps to

drawing board mounted on m

pivoted orer its center.
n. W. PLANETARI-
LT< L3L ^lm<;

*olar y*tam in which,

* tib relative motioa of the

Mia earn be
s

demontratwl; ^ew.
TW for pro^cting ^e kMM ol ^e
sun , moon* planets, and atari on the inside ol * large



planetary 1118 plasmoditun
hemispherical dome by means of a large, complex
optical instrument which is revolved to show the

principal celestial motions. 3. the room or,, building
in which this is contained.

plan-e-tar-y (plan'9-ter'i), adj. [LL. planetarius], 1. of

a planet or the planets. 2. terrestrial; worldly. 3.

wandering; erratic. 4. in astrology, under the influence

of a planet. 5. in machinery, designating or
^of.

an
epicyclic train of gears in an automobile transmission.
6. in physics, moving in an orbit, like a planet.

plan-e-tes-i-mal (plan'a-tes'i-m'l), adj. [< planet + in-

finitesimal], of very small bodies in space that move in

planetary orbits, n. any of these small bodies.

planetesimal hypothesis, a hypothesis that the

planets were formed by the uniting of planetesimals
created by the tidal eruptions caused on the sun by
the passage of a star close to it.

plan-et-oid (plan'a-toid
7
). n. [planet + -oid], any of a

group of minor planets the orbits of which lie between
those of Mars and Jupiter; asteroid.

plane tree, a plane (tree) .

plan-et-strick-en (plan'it-strik"n), adj. 1. stricken

by the supposed influence of the planets; blasted;
hence, 2. panic-stricken.
plan-et-struck (plan'it-struk')* adj. planet-stricken.
planet wheel, a gear wheel that meshes with and re-

volves around another wheel in an epicyclic train,

plan-jjen-cy (plan'jan-si), n. [< L. plangens], the quality
of being plangent.

plan-gent (plan'jant), adj. [L. plangens, ppr. otplangere,
to beat], beating with a loud or deep sound, as breaking
waves, etc.

pla ni- (pla'ni, plan'i), [< L. planus, flat, level], a com-
bining form meaning plane, level, flat, as in flanimeter.
pla-nim-e-ter (pte-nim's-tSr), n. [Fr. plammetre; see

PLANI- & -METER], an instrument for measuring the
area of a regular or irregular plane figure by tracing the
perimeter of the figure.

plan-i-met ric (plan's-met'rik), adj. of or by planimetry
or a planimeter.

pla-nim-e-try (pte-nimVtri), n. [plani- + -tnetry], the
measurement of plane surfaces; plane geometry.

plan-fell (plan'ish), v.t. [< OPr. planir, to flatten < L.

planiis, smooth], to toughen, smooth, or polish (metal)
by hammering or rolling.

plan-i-sphere (plan's-sflr') , n. [OFr. planisphere; ML.
planisfhaerium; see PLANI- & SPHERE], 1. a map or

cliart tfcpt is me projection of all or part of a sphere on
a pl&pe* 2. a projection of the celestial sphere on a
planet with the zenith of the North Pole or of the South
Pole as the center.

plank (plarjk), n. [ME. & ONorm, Fr. planke; OFr.
planche; LL. planca, a board, plank], 1. a long, broad,
thick board. 2. timber cut into planks: planking. 3.

something that supports or forms a foundation. 4. any
of the articles or principles in a platform, as of a political

party, v.t. 1. to cover, lay, or furnish with planks.
2, to broil and serve on a board, as fish or steak. 3.

], to lay or set down with force or emphasis;
4. [Colfoq.l, to pay (usually with down or out).

the plank* to walk blindfold off a plank pro-
jecting over the water from the side of a ship, as the
victims of pirates were forced to do.

plank-ing (pfarjk'irj), n. 1. the act of laying planks.
2. planks iti quantity. 3. the planks of a sixucttire.

plank-sheer (plarjk'snBr')* n. in shipbuilding, a timber
extend&pk around the huu of a ship at the Hue of
junction with the deck.
plank*ton (plarjk'tan), n. [G. < Gr. planktos, wanderihg
< plazesthai, to wander], the microscopic animal and
plant life found floating or drifting in the oceain or in
bodies of fresh water, used as food by fish.

plan-ner (plan'Sr). n. a person who plans.
plan-o- (plan'o, plan7o), [< Or. pianos, wandering], a
combining form meaning wandering, as in planoblast:
also, before a vowel, plan-.

pla-no- (pls'no), [< L. planus, leyel, flat], a combining
form meaning plane, jZol, or having one side plane and
(the other as specified), as- in plano-concave.

plan-o-blast (plan's-blasf), n. \flano- (wandering) -f-

"blast], a tiny, free-swimming jellyfish; medusa form of
a hydroid.

pla-no-con-cave (plS'no-kon'kav) , ad/, having one
side plane and the other concave: see concave, illus.

pla-no-con-vex (pla'no-kon'veks), adj. having one side
plane and the other convex: see convex, illus.

pla nom-e ter (pfo-nomVt&r), n. [piano- 4- -meter], a
device, as a flat plate of iron, for gauging tne accuracy
of a plane surface.

plant (plant, plant), n. (MB. & AS. plant* ; L. planta, a
plant; prob. ult. < base of planus, level, flat (via
plantare, to level ground for sowing); senses 4, 5, 6,
7 < the

ff.J,
L a young tree, shrub, or herb, ready to

put into otter $oil for growth to maturity; a slip, cutting,
or set, 2. any living thing that cannot move voltrat&irily.
has no sense organs, and generally makes Its own food
by photosynthesis; vegetable organism, as distinguished
from an animal organism; any tree, shrub

*

3 a soft-stemmed organism of this kind, as <

from a tree or shrub. 4. the tools, machinery, fixtures,

buildings, grounds, etc. of a factory or business. 5. the

equipment, buildings, etc. used by any institution, as a
hospital, school, etc. 6. the apparatus or equipment
for a certain mechanical operation or process: as, the
power plant of a ship. 7. [Slang], a swindling scheme:
trick; trap. 8. [Slang], a person placed or thing planned
to trick, mislead, or trap. v.t. [ME. planten < AS. &
OFr. (AS. plantian, OFr. planter) ; both < L. plantare <
the n.J, 1. to put into the ground to grow. 2. to set

firmly; fix in position. 3. to fix in the mind: implant,
as an idea. 4. to establish in a specified place, as a
religion. 5. to settle; found, as a colony. 6. to furnish;
stock, as a piece of land with plants or a body of water
with fish. 7. to put a stock of (oysters, young fish, etc.)
in a body of water. 8. [Slang], to deliver (a punch,
blow, etc.) on the spot aimed at. 9. [Slang], to place
(a person or thing) in such a way as to trick, mislead,
or trap. 10. [Slang], to hide (stolen articles, etc.).
Plan tag- e-net (plan-taj's-nit), n. the ruling family; of

England (1154-1399) or anV member of this family.
plan-tain (plan'tin), n. [MB.; OFr,; L. plantago <
planta, sole of the foot: from the shape of the leaves j,

1. any of a number of related plants with leaves toward
the bottom of the stem and spikes of tiny, greenish
flowers. 2. a weed with broad, ribbed leaves.

plan-tain (plan'tin), n. [earlier t platan, plantan; Sp.
pldtano, pldntano < W.Ind. native name; form influ-

enced in Sp. by pldtano, pldntano, plane tree, and in

Eng. by plantain (a weed)J 1. a tropical plant yielding
a kind of banana. 2. its fruit.

plan-tar (plan'ter), adj. [L.plantaris < planta, sole of
the foot], of the sole of the foot.

plan-ta-tion (plan-ta'shsn), n. [L. plantatio < plantare,
to plant], 1. formerly, a colony or new settlement. 2.

an area growing cultivated crops. 3. an estate, as in
a tropical or semitropical region, cultivated by workers

living^ on it : as, a sugar plantation. 4. a large, cultivated

planting of trees: as, a rubber plantation.
plant-er (plan'tSr, plan'tSr), n. 1. the owner of a
plantation. 2. a person or machine that plants. 3. a
container, usually decorative^ for potted or unpotted
house plants. 4. a colonist; pioneer.

Planter's Punch, [prob. so called because served by
planters (plantation owners)], an alcoholic drink made
by shaking Jamaica rum, lemon or lime juice, and sugar
together with fine ice, served unstrained.

plan-ti-grade (plan'to-grad'), adj. [Fr. < L. planta,
sole -f gradi, to walk], walking on the whole sole of the
foot, as a bear, man, etc. n. a plantigrade animal,
plant louse, any of a number of related small, usually
green, sucking insects harmful to plants; aphid.
plan-u la (plan'yoo-la), n. [pL PLANULAE (4SO], [Mod.
L.; LL., little plane, dim. < L. planus, flat, plane], the
young, free-swimming larva of a coelenterate.

plan-u-lar (plan'yc-o-Ier), adj. of or like a planula.
plan u-late (pkn'yoo-lit, plan'yoo45tO, adj. planular.
plague (plak), n. {Fr.; D. plak, a di$k, plate], 1, any
thin, flat piece of metal, wood, porcelain, terra-cotta,
etc., used for ornamentation, as on a wall 2. a plate-
like brooch or pin worn as a badge or ornament.

plash (plash), n. [ME. plasche; AS. plmc; akin to MD.
& MF1. plasch, pool; prob. echoic), a pool or puddle.
plash (plash), v.t. & v.L [origin echoic; cf. FLASH, w.,

SPLASH], to splash, n. a splash.
plash (plash), v.t. [OFr. plaissfor; LL. *plecUare < L.
pleetere, to weave], 1. to bend and intertwind (branches,
stems, etc.) so as to form a hedge, 2. to make or trim
(a hwgej) in this way.

plash-y tolash'i), adj. [pLASaiER (4-ir), FLASHIEST <-i-

ist)j, rail of puddles; marshy; wet*
-pla-si-a (pla'zhs, pla'ztuU), [Mod 3U < Gr, Uas4$, a
molding < plassem, to moldj, a combining form signi-
fying change, development? as la cataplasia: also -plasis,
-plaay.
plasm (plaz'm), n. plasma.
-plarojpta'm), [<% plasma; seepuswAj, a terminal
combining form meandbog: 1. thepm mtfo$tm*w$ of an
ammal ofwsgetoM* &SL 2. pvofaMasm* m in wtoplmm.

pias-tnm (plaa/m) f *(LI*, sott^lfagA^P^ ormoMod;

somewia t
part ca

,

-plas-mlc
adjectives

form used in forming
ending 'in -plasm, as in

PLASMA. CHINA

a trade-mark
'

syat^eicwlly
(Plasmochin): also

[Mod. L,;
' - wJtib mmy uttdei



plasmolysis 1119 plateful
one-celled organisms. 2, any of various unicellular

parasites found in red blood corpuscles: one variety
causes malaria.

plas mol y-sis d>laz-mol'a-sis), n. [Mod. L.; see PLASMO-
& -LYSIS], a shrinking of the protoplasm of a cell due
to loss of water by osmosis.

plasmolyze (plaz'ma-Hz'), v*t. & v.i. [PLASMOLYZBD
(-Kzd')t PLASMOLYZING], to subject to or undergo plas-
molysis.
plas mo quin (plaz'mo-kwin), n. plasmochin.
plas mo-quine (plaz'm-kwia')t n. plasmochin.
Plassey (pla'si), n. a village in Bengal, India: scene
of a battle (1757), in which the British under Clive
defeated the French.

-plast (plast), [< GrT.
t pla$tos t formed < plassein, to

form, mold], a combining form meaning a unit of
protoplasm, as in chromoplast.
plaster (plas'tgr, pla's't&r), n. [ME.; AS. plaster (in
sense 3) & OFr. piastre (in senses 1 & 2) ; both < LL.
plastrum t

for L. emplastrum; Gr. emplastron, plaster <
emplassem, to daub over < en, on, in -f plassein, to
form, mold], 1. a pasty mixture of lime, sand, and
water, hard when dry, for coating walls, ceilings, and
partitions. 2. plaster of Paris. 3. a pasty preparation
spread on cloth and allied to the body, used medic-
inally as a curative or irritant, v.f . 1, to cover, smear,
overlay, etc. with or as with plaster. 2. to apply or affix

like a plaster: as, we plastered posters on the walls.

planter-board (plas'tr-b&rd', plHs'tgr-b5rd'), n. a thin
board formed of layers of piaster and paper, used in

building walls, partitions, etc.

plaster cast, 1, a copy or mold of a statue or other

object, cast in plaster of Paris. 2. in surgery, a rigid
cast to hold a fractured bone in place and prevent
movement, made by wrapping the limb or part with
a bandage of gauze soaked m wet plaster of Paris.

process of applying plaster*
a wall, ceiling, etc.

2. a coating of plaster on

plaster of Paris, (so called from use of gypsum from
Montmartre in Paris, Prance, in its manufacture], a

heavy white powder, calcined gypsum, which, when
mixed with water, forms a thick paste that sets quickly:
used for casts, moldings, statuary, etc,

plas-ter-y (plas'ter-i, plat>'t5r-i) , adj. like plaster.

plaa-tic (plas'tik), adj. [L. plasticus; Gr. plastikos <
plassein, to form], 1. molding or shaping matter;
formative. 2. that can be molded or shaped; nonce, 3.

impressionable; easily influenced; flexible. 4. dealing
with molding or modeling. 5* in biology, capable of

undergoing metabolic changes, 6", in medicine, a) of

or hetpful In the renewal of destroyed or injured tissue.

6) that can be so renewed. 7. in physics, capable of

continuous and permanent change of shape in any
direction without creaking apart, n 1* any of various
nonmetallic compounds, synthetically produced (usu-

ally from organic compounds by polymerization),
which can be molded into various forms and hardened
for commercial use: among t

r

names for plastics are Luate,
2, any article made of pliyttlCv

combining form meaning j* i*~fintifa~~biilipf*b
'

as

in
cytofmlfo*

2, <f --*^toy or ^l^ as m

plastic arts, any of the arts concerned with molding or

modeling, at sculpture, ceramics, etc.

plas tic ity (plas-tia'a-ti), n* the quality or state of

being plastic,

plaa-ticize (pks'ta-slx'), v.t. A vJ. [PLASTICIZKD
("tedO WJiiWiciiPdisiOlf to iiiajfifc or HNBCOOW pwMrtJcL

plai-tl-ciz-er (plaa/to-sfe'2r), n. any of various sub*
stance) added tot plastic material to keap it soft and

platJc m?mory, th tendency of certain plastics to
resume their original form when tew*

ous trade-mark
Bakelite, etc.

sae

of mail. 2. a leather breastplate worn over the chest
by fencers. 3. an ornamental, detachable trimming
tapering from the shoulders to the waist on the front
of a woman's dress. 4. a starched shirt front. 5. the
under shell of a turtle or tortoise.

-plas-ty (plas'ti), [Gr. -flastia <
i

lastos, formed <
plassem, to form], a terminal conibining form meaning:
1. the act or means offorming, growth, development, as m
genioplasty, dermatoplasty, 2. in surgery, c) plastic
surgery in which a (specified) part of the body is involved,
as in thoracoplasty. b) plastic surgery in which tissuefrom
a (specified) source is used, as in autoplasty. c) plastic

surgery for a (specified) purpose, as in kineplasty.
-pla-sy (pla'si), -plasia.

plat (plat), v.t. [PLATTED (-id), PLATTING], [ME. flatten;
var. of playten; see PLAIT], to interweave; braid; plait.
n. [Dial.], a braid; plait.

plat (plat), n. [var. of plot; influenced by ME, plat,
flat < OPr.; ult. < Gr. platys, broad], 1. a small piece
of ground. 2. a map; plan. v.t. [PLATTED (-id), PLAT-
TING], to make a map or plan of.

plat- (plat), platy-.
plat., 1, plateau. 2. platoon.
Pla-ta, Ri-o de la (re'S de 1 pla'ta), the estuary of the
Paran& and Uruguay Rivers, between Argentina and
Uruguay; length, 200 mi.: English name, River Plate.

Pla-tae a (pla-te^a), n. an ancient city in Boeotia,
Greece: scene of a battle (479 B.C.), in which the
Greeks defeated the Persians.

plat-an (plat'on) , n. a plane tree.

plate (plat), n. [ME.; OPr.; ML. platta; ult. < Gr.
platys, broad], L a smooth, flat, relatively thin piece
of any material, as metal. 2. sheet metal made by
beating, rolling, or casting. 3. one of the thin pieces or
sheets of metal used in armor. 4. armor made of these,
5. a thin flat piece of metal on which an engraving is, or
is to be, cut. 6. an impression taken from the engraved
metal, 7. loosely, a print of a woodcut, lithograph,
etc., especially when used in a book. 8. a full~page
book illustration of any kind, printed on paper of a
stock different from that which carries the text. 9.

dishes, utensils, and similar household articles of silver
or gold. 10. metal dishes, utensils, etc. that are plated,
or coated with gold or silver. 1 1 . a shallow dish, usually
circular, from which food is eaten. 12. a plateful.
13, the food in a dish; course: as, a fruit plate. 14.
food and service for an individual at a meal: as, dinner
at three dollars a plate. 15. a dishlike object passed
in churches, etc. for donations of money. 16. a thin
cut of beef from the forequarter, just below the short
ribs: see beef, illus. 17. in anatomy & zoology, a
thin layer, plate, or scale, as of bone, horny tissue* etc.;
lamina; acute. 18. in architecture, a horizontal wooden
girder that supports the trusses or ratters of a root
19. in baseball, the home base (usually a small five-

sided piece of rubber, etc., set into the ground), beside
which the batter stands and which a player must
touch after a circuit of the bases in order to score a
run. 20. in dentistry, a) that part of a set of false teeth
which fits to the mouth and holds the teeth, b} loosely, a
set of false teeth. 2 1 . in electricity, the anode, or positive
element, of an electron tube, a fiat plate or cylinder
toward which the stream of electrons flows. 22. in

photography, a sheet of glass, metal, etc. coated with a
film sensitive to light, upon which the image is formed.
23. in printing, a cast, to be printed from, made from
a mold of set type by the electrotype or stereotype
process. 24* in sports, a) a prize, originally a gold or
silver cup, given to the winner of a race or contest.

b) loosely, a contest* especially a horse race, in which
the prize Is a plate; also called plate race. v.t. [PLATED
(id), FLATTING], 1* to overlay oj coat with gold, silver,
tin, etc. 2. to cover with metal plates for protection.

;
f tp make a streotype or electrotype plate

;), Klo de la Plata,
H, [pi PLATEAUS, PLATEAUX (*t5z)] f

plastic sur&erv; surgery dealing with the repair or
restoration of injuted, deformed, or destroyed parts of

the body, especially by (wuMtttoft tissue, an akin
or bone, from other parts of from another individual,

plastic wood, a synthetic product which dries and
hardens to the consistency of Wood when exposed to
the airs used in repairing wooden articles or as a filler

devated tract of more
or IMS level land; ta-
bleland: abbreviated
plat. : applied figura- M ATWATTo
lively toTpw&l fc

Aimt

the evolution of something, aa of an individual's

learning, characterized by a relative absence of progress,
at represented by a fiat extent in a graph, etc.

plat ed (plkt'id), adj. 1. covered or protected with
plates, at of armor. X knitted of two kinds of yam,
one forming the face and the other the back. $, over-

laid 'Of
coated with a metal, especially a precious gmi' ' "

yphenated compounds, meaning
metal), as in stiver-plated.
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plate glass
plate glass, polished, clear glass in thick sheets, used
for shop windows, mirrors, etc.

plate-let (plat'lit), n. [plate + -let], any of certain round
or oval disks, one-third to one-half the size of a red
blood cell but containing no hemoglobin, found in the
blood of mammals and associated with the process of

a flat metal plate or rotating cylinder that presses the

paper against the inked type, 2. in a typewriter, the
roller against which the keys strike.

plat-er (plat'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that plates.
2. [cf. PLATE, n. 24 b], an inferior race horse.

plate rail, a shelflike molding along a wall to hold
ornamental plates, etc.

plat-form (plat'6rm'), n. [Fr. plate-forme, lit., flat

form], 1. a raised horizontal surface of wood, stone, or

metal; specifically, a) a raised stage or flooring beside
railroad tracks, streetcar tracks, etc. 6) a vestibule at

the end of a railway car, streetcar, etc. c) a raised

flooring or stage f9r performers, speakers, etc. 2. the
statement of principles and policies of a political party
or other organization, adj. 1. designating a shoe sole,

from 1/2 to 3 inches thick, usually made of cork or
wood. 2. designating a shoe with such a sole.

platform car, a railroad freight car without a roof or
raised sides; flatcar.

plat-ilia (plat''n-9, plo-te'no), n. [Mod. L.; Sp., dim. <
Plata, silver, orig. thin plate of metal], [Obs. or Rare],
platinum.

plat-ing (plat'irj), n. 1. the act or process of a person
or thing that plates. 2. an external layer of metal
plates. 3. a thin coating of gold, silver, tin, etc.

pla-tin-ic (pte-tin'ik), adj. of, like, or containing plat-
inum, especially with a valence of four.

plat'i'nif-er-ous (plat'a-nif'er-as), adj. [< platinum -f

-Jerous], yielding platinum.
plat-in-l-rld-i-um (plat

/?
n-i-rid'i-8m, plat"n-I-rid'i-am),

n [Mod. L.], a native alloy of platinum and iridium,
often containing other related metals.

plaMnize (plat''n-iz') v.L [PLATINIZED (-izd'), PLAT-
iNizBfG], to coat or combine with platinum.
plat4*nocy*an4c (plat'o-no-sl-an'ik), adj. designating
or of an acid containing platinum and the cyanogen
radical.

plat-i-no cy-a-nid (plat"a~o-al'9-nid), n. platinocyanide.
plat-i-no cy-anide (plat"n-o-sl'a-md', plat"n-o-s!V
nid) , n. a cyanide of platinum and some other element
or radical: used in photography, etc.

plat i-noid (plat''n-oid') , aoj [< platinum + -otd], re-

sembling platinum, n. 1. an allov of copper, nickel,
zinc, and tungsten, used in electrical resistance coils,
etc. 2. any of the metals of the platinum group.

plat i-no type (plafn-o-tip'), n. La process of Bruit-
ing photographs in platinum black by using a platunim
salt in the sensitizing solution or developer. 2. a print
produced by this process,

plat-i-nous (plafn-ss), adj. of, like, or containing plat-
inum, especially with a valence of two.

plat-i-num (plat''n-am), n. [Mod. L. < Sp. platina <
Plata, silver], a steel-gray, malleable, ductile metallic
chemical element, highly resistant to corrosion and
electricity: used as a chemical catalyst, for acid-proof
containers, ignition fuses, jewelry, dental equipment,
etc.: symbol, Pt; at. wt., 195.23; at. no., 78.

platinum blade, a black powder of finely divided
metallic platinum, made by reduction of platinum salts
and usea as a catalyst, as in organic synthesis.
platinum blonde, a girl or woman who has very light
pale-yellow hair.

plat 1-tude (platVtood', plat'a-tudOt n. [Fr. < platt

flat, after latitude, rectitude], 1, commonplaceness;
flatness: dullness. 2. a commonplace or trite remark,
especially one uttered as if it were fresh or original
SYN* a platitude is a trite remark or idea, especially one
uttered as if it were novel or momentous; a commonplace is

any obvious or conventional remark or idea; a truism is a state-
ment whose truth is widely known and whose utterance, there-
fore, seems superfluous; a clich6 is an expression or idea which,
though it was once fresh and forceful, has become hackneyed
and weak through frequent repetition; bromide is an informal
term for a platitude that is especially dull, tiresome, or annoy*
Ing:.

platl-tu di nize (platVt6o'd
fn4zf

, pkt'a-ta'd'n-ozO,
Vd. [PLAHTUDINKB0 (-izd')t PLATITUDINIZING], to write
or speak platitudes.

plat-i tu di nous (platVtoaAfn-as, platV-tu'd
f

n-9s),

ad/, of or like a platitude; characterized by, full of, or
ywng platitudes; trite; commonplace,

Pin-to (pIS'td"), n. Greek philosopher; lived 427-347
T* f\

Pla-tori'Ic (bte-ton'ik, plS-ton'ik), ad/. PL Platonicus;
Gr. PMfotkos < Plow** HatoJ, 1, of ox characteristic
of Plato or his philosophy, 2, Idealistic, visionary, or

Impractical & tateop-J not amorous or sensual but

P\
J

a
r

ton I
P
cal ly (pb-ton'iTii, pla-tonlk-ii), cdi;. i** &

Platonic manner.

nap play
Pla-ton-ism (pla't'n-iz'm), n. [Mod. L. platonismus], 1.

the philosophy of Plato or his school: see idealism.
2. a doctrine or saying typical of Platonic philosophy.
3. [also p-], the theory or practice of Platonic love.

Pla-to-nist (pla't'n-ist), adj. of Plato, his ideas, or his
school, n. [ML. platonista], a follower of Plato, or a
student of his philosophy.

Pla-to nize (pla't'n-iz'), v.i. [PLATONIZED (-Izd'), PLA-
TONIZING], to follow the philosophy of Plato; philoso-

phize in a Platonic manner, v.t. to make Platonic.

pla-toon (pla-t6on') n. [Fr- peloton, a ball, group, pla-
toon < pelote, a ball], 1. a military unit composed of
two or more sguads or sections, normally under the
command of a lieutenant; it is a subdivision of a com-
pany, troop, etc. 2. a group or unit like this: as, a

platoon of police. 3. in professional football, either of
the two squads (offensive and defensive) constituting a
single team. Abbreviated plat.
Platt-deutsch (plat'doich'), n. [G.; platt, lit., flat, low
4- deutsch, German; orig. < D. plat, lit., flat, plain (as
in ic segg't uw plat, I say it plainly, clearly), hence "in
the vernacular ], the Low German vernacular language
of northern Germany.

Platte (plat), n. a river in Nebraska, flowing eastward
into the Missouri: length, 310 mi.

Platte National Park (plat), a national park in south-
ern Oklahoma, containing sulfur springs.

Plat-ten-see (plat'sn-zaO, n. Balaton: the German name.
plat-ter (plat'er), n. [ME. plater < OFr. plat, flat], 1. a
large, shallow dish, usually oval, for serving food. 2.

[Slang], in baseball, the home base: also called plate.
3. [Slang], a phonograph record.

PlattS'burg (plats'berg), n. a town in northeastern New
York, on Lake Champlain: pop.. 18,000: scene of a
naval battle (1814) in the War ox 1812, in which the
Americans defeated, the British.

plat-y- (plat'i), [< Gr. platys, broad, flat], a combining
form meaning broad or flat, as in platypus: also plat-.

plat y helminth (plat
A
i-hel'minth) , n. [< platy- 4- Gr.

helmins, helminthos, a worm], any of a number of related
worms with a soft, flattish body, as a tapeworm, fluke,
etc. ; flatwonn.

plat-y-pus (platVp9s), n. ipL PLATYPUSES (4z), PLATYPI
(-pi

7
)], [Mod. L. < platy- + Gr. pous, afoot], a duckbill:

also called duckbilled platypus.
plat-yr-rhin-i-an (plat

f
9-rin'i-n)

e
, adj. [Mod. L. (laty*

rrhinus < platy- ^ Gr. rhis, rhinos, a nose], having a

broad, flat nose with the nostrils wide apart, n. a plat-
yrrhinian person, monkey, or skull

plau-dit (pWdit), n. [L. plaudite, imperative ofplaudere,
to applaud], usually in pL 1, an applauding: or round
of applause. 2. any expression of approval or praise.
Plau-en (plou'sn), n. a city in southwestern Saxony,
Germany: pop., 110,000.

plau si Ml i-ty (pl6'z9-bil'9-ti), n. a plausible quality.
plau si ble (pWSb-bl), adj. pu plausibUis < plaudere,
to applaud, dap hands], i, seemingly true, acceptable,
etc.: often implying disbelief; hence, 2. specious. 3.

seemingly honest, trustworthy, etc.: often implying
distrust, as, a plausible rogue.
SYN. plausible applies to that which at first glance appears
to be true, reasonable, valid, etc. but which may or may not be
go, although there is no connotation of deliberate deception (a

plausible argument) ; credible is used of that which is believable
because it is supported by evidence, sound logic, etc.; (a credible
account) ; specious applies to that which is superficially reason-
able, valid, etc. but is actually not so, and it connotes Intention
to deceive (a specious excuse). ANT. genuine, actual.

plau-si-bly (pl6*'zo-bli), adv. in a plausible manner,
plau-sive (pld'siv), adj. L applauding or showing
praise. 2. TObs,], plausible.
Plau-tus (pWtds), n* (Titus Macdus Plautus), Roman
writer of comedies; lived 254?-184 B.C.
play (oil), vd. [ME. tleim; AS. pU&an, pUgim, to flay,
be active; akin to G. pflegm* to take care of, be used
to: basic sense **to bestir oneself, be bus/*; IB. base
*dtygh, prob., to take up one's promise, respon^biflty,
etc.), 1. to move lightly, rapidly, or erratically; Mm:
flutter: as, sunlight plays on the waves, a smile played
on his lips. 2. to have fun; amusa oneself; take part
in a game or sport; engage in recreation. 3. to take

part^n, a game for mojiey; gamble. 4. to make love" J "" '" *

ewelestly or treat
or pcwon), 6* to

7* to give out
8. to act- in a

9, to act !n or

1^. to lend itself

woil, that
a theater,'

'_ &
parlfMaii

piavfutlly. 5. to
anyone lgtt%-; tttflb ^1^
perform on f mxmm
musical sounds; sale of an
^ecified ways as, |^% lailt
as in a drama; perfocm on
to performance: as, tfee wr

'

drama wii play. 11* 'to foe; p
on the radto etc,: as, a new" m^
12. to move freely within limits
13. to be ejected, oMbagqud^ or.

'

conttntiow^ | a fcmfw< a-

(with on, 0tr, or tflo^* , U'<
'

game or sport). 2. to
against. 3. to enter or use

test ; ^ tto coech
tometbing), often



play;
a II2I

tricks. 5. a) to bet. 6) to bet on: as, play the horsqg. 6.

to cause to move, act, operate, etc.; put into or keep
in action; wield; ply. 7. to cause; effect: as, flay
hob, play havoc. 8. to perform (music). 9. to perform
on (an instrument) ; cause to give out musical sounds.

10. to accompany or lead (a person or persons) with

music (with in, off, down, etc.). 11. to perform (a

drama or dramatic passage). 12. to act the part of:

as play lago, play the fool. 13. to pretend or imitate

for amusement: as, play soldier. 14. to give perform-
ances in: as, they played New York for a month, 15. to

eject, discharge, or direct repeatedly or continuously,
as a fountain, etc. (with on, over, or along). 16. to let

(a fish) tire itself while hooked by tugging at the line.

n. 1. action, motion, or activity, especially when free,

rapid, or light: as, the play of muscles. 2. freedom or

scope for motion or action. 3. action or
t
exercise for

amusement; recreation; sport. 4. fun; joking: as, do a

thing in play: opposed to earnest. 5. the playing of a

game, 6. the way of playing a game. 7. a maneuver,
move, or act in a game. 8. gambling. 9. a dramatic

composition or performance; drama.
in (or out of) play, in sports, m (or not in) such a
condition or position that play may legitimately be
continued: said of a ball, etc.

make a play for, [Colloq,], 1. to employ ones arts

and wiles in order to fascinate. 2. to use all one's

skill in order to obtain.
.

play at, 1. to participate m. 2. to pretend to be

engaged in. 3. to perform or work at halfheartedly.

play both ends against the middle, 1. to take chances

on alternatives in order to win something no matter
what the outcome. 2. to play off opposing factions,

etc. against one another to one's own profit.

play down, to attach little importance to; give little

publicity to; minimize.

played out, 1. finished. 2, worn out; exhausted.

3. out of date.
,

play fair, 1. to play according to the rules. 2. to be-

have honorably. , ,

plajf for time, to maneuver so as to delay an outcome,

gain a respite, tc.

play into (someone's) hands, to act m such a way as

to give the advantage to (someone).
play off, 1. to pit (a person or thing) against another.

2. to palm off. 3. In games, to break (a tie) by playing
once more. . ,

play on (or upon), to make adroit or unseruj>ulous use

of (a* person's feelings or susceptibilities) for one s

own purposes.
play one'f cards well, to uta one s resources in the most

ffectiv manner.
play out, 1. to play to the finish; wad. 2 to pay out

fiddly to take a subordinate position,ptaMttnd fiddly to tae a suornae posn,
play up, [CoUoq.I. to give prominence to; advertiw.,
play wp tof [CoUoqJ, to try to please by flattery, tc.
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pleasurably
play hook-y (hook'i), [hooky prob. < hook it, to run

away], to stay away from school without permission;
be a truant.

playplayhouse (plalious'), n. [AS. pleghus < plega, .

+ hus, a house], 1. a theater. 2. a small house for

children to play in. 3. a building used for recreation.

4. a child's toy house or doll house.

playing cards, cards used in playing various games,
arranged in decks of four suits (spades, clubs, dia-

monds, and hearts).
play-let (pla'lit), n. a short drama.

play-mate (pla'mat')t a companion m games and
recreation: playfellow.

play-off (pla'6fOt n. in games, a match played to break
a tie. i*, tea,

play on words, a pun or punning.
play-room (pla'room', pla'room'). n. a room for playing
or recreation.

play-thing (pla'thir/), n. a thing to play with; a toy.

play-time (pla'tim
7
). n. time for play or recreation.

play-wright (pla'rit
7

),
n. [see WRIGHT], a person who

writes plays; dramatist.

pla-za (plaz-9, pla'zs), n. [Sp.; L. platea; see PLACE], a

public square or market place in a city or town.

plea (pie), n. [ME. plee, plead, pleid; OFr. plai, plaid,

plait, a suit, plea; L. placitum, an opinion, determina-

tion, that which is pleasing, orig. neut. pp. of placere, to

please], 1. a statement in defense or justification; ex-

cuse. 2. an appeal; request; entreaty. 3. in law, a) a

pleading or allegation, 0) a statement made by, or on
behalf of, a defendant, either answering the charges
or showing why he should not be required to answer.

pleach (pilch), v.t. [MB. plechen; ONorm.Fr. plechier,
for OFr. plessier, maissier, to weave, plait; see PLASH
(to bend)}, to bend and interlace (branches) ; plait.

plead (ple"d), v.L [PLEADED (-id), PLEADING; colloq. or

dial p.t. & pp. PLEAD, PLED (pled)], [ME. plaiden; OFr.

plaidur < plaid; see PLEA], 1. to present a plea in a
law court; argue the case of either party; hence, 2. to

make an earnest appeal; supplicate; beg: as, plead for

mercy, v.t. 1. to discuss or defend (a law case) by
argument. 2. to declare oneself to be (guilty or not

guilty) in answer to a charge. 3. to offer as an excuse
or defense: as, plead ignorance, SYN. see appeal.

plead er (plSd'Sr), n. 1. a person who pleads in a law
court : advocate, .2. a person who entreats or intercedes.

plead ings (pM'irjz), n.pl the statements setting forth

to the court the claims or allegations of the plaintiff

and the answer of the defendant.

pleas-ance (plez'
f

ns). n. [ME. plesaunce; OFr. plateance
< plaisir, to please], 1. [Archaic], pleasure or pleas-

antry. 2, a pleasure ground or garden, usually part
of an estate.

pleas ant (plez/'nt), adj. [ME. pUstmnte; OFr. plqiwnt,
ppr, of plaisir, to please], 1. agreeable to the mind or

senses; pleasing; delightful 7. having an agreeable
manner* appearance, etc.; amiable. 3, <*) gay; merry.

b) jesting; jocular; pkyful
5XW. pleasant and pleasing both Imply the producing of an

agreeable effect upon t& mid or tease*, but th former word

ftoHM the effect produced (a pbwtani scoUe) wad the latter, the
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pleasure 1122 plethoric

pleas-tore (plezh'er), n- [ME. plesir; GFr. plesir, plaisir,

pleasure; orig inf.; see PLEASE], 1. a pleased feeling;

enjoyment; delight; satisfaction. 2. one's wish, will, or

choice: as, what is his pleasure in the matter? 3. a

thing that gives delight or satisfaction. 4. gratification

of the senses; sensual satisfaction. v,t. {PLEASURED
(-Srd), PLEASURING), [Archaic], to give pleasure to;

please. vJ* [Archaic], to take pleasure; delight.
$ YN. pleasure is the general term for an agreeable feeling of

satisfaction, ranging from a quiet sense of gratification to a r>osi-

tive sense of happiness j delight implies a high degree of obvious

pleasure, openly and enthusiastically expressed (a child s ddtgnt

with a new toy) ; joy describes a keenly felt, exuberant, often

demonstrative happiness (their joy at his sate return) ( enjoy-
ment suggests a somewhat more quiet feeling of satisfaction

with that which pleases (our enjoyment of the recital). ANT.
displeasure, sorrow, vexation.

pleasure principle, in psychoanalysts, the automatic

adjustment of the mental activity to secure pleasure,
or gratification, and avoid pain, or unpleasantness.

pleat (plet), n. [MB. pleten, var. of playten; cf. PLAIT,

PLAtJ, a flat double fold in cloth or other material, of

uniform width and pressed or stitched in place, v.t.

to lay and press (cloth) in a pleat or series of pleats.

pleat-er (plet'er), n. a person or thing that pleats;
specifically, an attachment on a sewing machine for

pleb (pieb), n. 1, a plebeian, 2. a plebe (sense 3).

plebe (pleb), n. [Fr. #*; L. plebs], 1. [Obs.J, the
Roman plebs; hence, 2. the common people of a

nation. 3. [short for plebeian], a member of the lowest,

or freshman, class at the United States Military Acad-
emy at West Point or the Naval Academy at Annapolis.

pie be-ian (pH-be'sn), n. [< L. plebeius < %lebs, plebis,

common people!, 1. a member of the ancient Roman
lower class; hence, 2. one of the common people. 3. a

vulgar, coarse person, adj. 1. of or characteristic of

the Roman lower class or the common people; hence,
2. of low rank. 3. vulgar, coarse, or common.
plebe ian ism (pli-bS'sn-iz'm), n. 1. a plebeian char-

acteristic, act* or remark. 2. plebeian quality or rnan-

pleb-i-scite (pfeb'a-sit', pleb'a-sit), n. [Fr. plebiscite; L.

plebiscitum < plebs, common people ^ scttum, decree,
neut. pp. of scire, to know], an expression of the people's
will by direct ballot of all eligible voters on a political

issue, as on choice of national sovereignty.
plebs (ptebz), n. [pL PLEBES (ple'bez)], [L.], 1. the
lower class m ancient Roman society: distinguished
from patricians. 2. the common people; the masses;

pleotog-nath (plek'tog-nath
7

). ad}. [< Mod. L. Plec
tognathi, name of the order < Or. plektos, twisted +
gnathos, a jaw], in zoology, of an order of fishes found
in warm seas, having a small mouth with powerful
jaws and bony or spiny scales, n. a fish of this order.

pleotrott (plek'tron), n. a plectrum.

plec'trum (plek'tram), n. [pi. PLECTRUMS (-tramz),
PLECTRA (-tr)], [L.; Gr. plektron, an instrument for

striking (the lyre) < ple$sein, to strike), a small, thin

piece of metal, bone, plastic, etc., used for plucking the
strings of a guitar, mandolin, etc.

pled Jipled), colloquial or dialectal past tense and past
participle of plead.

pledge (plej), n. [ME. plege; OPr, pleige; ML. plegium,
plivium < (inc. base of AS. plegtan, to play; cl. PLAY],
1. the condition of being given or held as security for
a contract, payment, etc, : as, a thing held in pledge,
2. a person or thing given or held as security, for the
performance of a contract, as guarantee of faith, etc.;

something pawned; hostage, 3. a token or earnest.
4. a drinking of one's health to express good will
or allegiance; toast. 5. a promise or agreement. 6. a
person who nas promised to become

t
a member of a

fraternity and who goes through a trial period before
being initiated, p.t. [PLEDGED (piejd), PLEDGING], Lto
present as security or guarantee, especially for the re-

payment of a loan; pawn. 2. to drink a health to; toagt.
3. to bind by a promise or agreement. 4. to promise to

join (a fraternity) ; hence, 5. to accent (someone) as a
candidate for membership in a fraternity.
take the pledge, to take a vow to stop drinking, or
never to drink, alcoholic liquor.

SYN* pledge applies to anything given as security for the
performance of an act or contract or for the payment of a debt
(she gave her a ring as a pledge} ; earnest, in current usage, ap-
plies to anything given or don as an indication, promts, or
assurance of more to follow (his early triumphs are an earnest
of his success) ; token is used of anything serving or erven as
evidence of authority, genuineness, good with, etc. (thn watch
is a token of our fijTawtude) j pawn now usually refers to aw ar-
ticle left as security for the money loaned an it by a pawn-
broker; hostage is applied to a person handed over as a pledge
for the fulfillment of certain terms or one seized and kept to
force others to comply with demands*

pledg-ee (plej'e
7
), n. a person with whom a pledge is

deposited.
ptodg*or (pkfdrO, n. a pledgor,
pledger (pltj%r)t n. a person, who pWws,
pled-*t (pk/it), it. f < ?} a imatl WIN! or wool, cotton,
or linen, used as a drewing far & wound

pledg-or (plej'or'), n. in law, a person who deposits
something

1 as security; distinguished from pledgee.

-ple-gi-a (ple'ji-a), [Gr. -plegia < pleg$, a stroke; akin

pUssein, to strike] , in medicine, a combining formto pU,
as in paraplegia.

^_. ;', pK'a-deV), n.pl* [smg. PLEIAD
(ple'ad, pl^ad)], [ME. Pliades; L.], 1. in Greek mythol-

ogy, the seven daughters of Atlas and Pleione, who were

placed by Zeus among the stars; hence, 2. in astronomy,
a large group of stars in the constellation Taurus, six

of which are visible and represent the daughters of

Atlas, the seventh being "lost" (the Lost Pleiad).
plein-air (plan'ir'), adj* Qfr- lit., open air], designating ,

or of certain schools of French impressionist painting
engaged mainly in representing effects of outdoor light
and atmosphere.

Plei'O-cene (pli'g-sen'), adj. Pliocene.

Pleis-to-cene (plis'ta-sen'), adj. [< Gr. pleistos, most +
kainos, new], designating or of the first epoch of the

Quaternary Period in the Cenozoic Era,
<
characterized

by the rise and recession of continental ice sheets and
by the appearance of man.
the Pleistocene, the Pleistocene Epoch or its rocks: see

geology, chart.

ple-na-rMy (ple'ns-ra-li, plen'a-ra-li), adv. m a plenary
manner,
ple-na-ry (ple'na-ri, plenVri), adj. [LL. plenarius; L.

plenum, full], 1. full; complete; absolute. 2. attended

by all members: said of an assembly.
plenary indulgence, in the Rowan Catholic Church, an

indulgence remitting in full the temporal punishment
incurred by a sinner.

plen-i-pO'ten-tl'ar-y (plen'i-pa-ten'shi-er'i, plen'i-pa-
ten'sha-ri), adj. [ML. plenipotentiaries < IX. pleni-

potens < L. plenus, full + potens, powerful], 1. having
or conferring full power or authority, 2. full; plenary:
said of power, etc. n. [pi, PLENIPOTENTIARIES (-iz,

-rizj) , a person given full authority to act as representa-
tive of a government; ambassador.

plenish (plen'ish), v.t. [< OPr. pleniss-, ppr. stem of

plenir, to fill < L. plenus, full], [Scot. & .Dial.}, to fill

up; furnish; stock.

pleni-tude (plen'a-tood', plen'a-tudOf n. [OPr.; L.

plenitudo < plenus, full], 1. fullness; completeness.
2. abundance; plenty.

plen-te-ous (plen'ti-as), adj. [ME. plenteus, plentevous;
OPr. plentieus, plentevous], 1. abundant; plentiful j

copious. 2. producing abundantly; fruitful. >

plen-tl-ful (plen'ti-fal), adj. 1. having or yielding
plenty. 2. sufficient; abundant.
SYN. plentiful implies a large or full supply (a plentiful sup-
ply of food) ;

abundant implies a very plentiful or very large

supply (a forest abundant in wild game) ; copious, now used

chiefly with reference to quantity produced, used, etc., implies
a rich abundance (a copious harvest, vocabulary, etc.) ; profuse
implies a giving or pouring forth abundantly or lavinnly, often
to excess (profuse in his thanks) ; ample applies to that which
is large enough to meet all demands (his savings are ample to

see him through this crisis). dUVT* scarce, scant.

plen-ty (plen'ti), n. [pi PLENTIES (-tiz)J, (ME, pUnte,
plenteth; OFr. ptentet, plente; L, plmitas < plenus, full],

1. prosperity: opulence. 2. a sufficient supply; enough.
adj. plentiful: enough; ample: generally used in the

predicate, adv. [CoIloq.J, fully; very; as, plenty good,
plenum (plS'nem), n. [pL PLENUMS (-n0mz), PLENA
(-ns)], [L., neut. of plenus, full], 1. space filled with
matter: opposed to vacuum. 2. fullness. 3 a full

assembly, m of all members of a bgislativ body. 4,

an enclosed volume of gas und greater pressure than

pk&n,

[LL* pleonesmus; Gr, pie-
n atom < pkon t neut. of

compar. of polys , much)* 1, the

swim; -f
~

use of more words tnan we necessary for th exprefiion
of an idea; redundancy. Z* aa instance of this, 3 the

redtpada^t wor^ or expression.
gl*0'Xia*tIc (pBVnas^tik) , adj. characterized by ple-
onasm; redundant,

pleonas-ti-caHy (pteVnas^ti-kl4 pl5'o-n'tik-li) ,

adv. in a pleonastic manner.
ple-o pod (pli'^-podOt n. [< Or. ple&n. ppc of plftn, to

d\* m oOK>iry one of th limbi attiichea to
i of a cru^acctao,.

iM--sdr) n. [Mod, L. pU&fosmrm <
Gr, ttitstto* oe, Ear -f swm* Hseajdl m% of an
extirict group of wrg water repttat of me Meso*oic
Era, chW5t^rijd by a sjml hMl kwtg a0ck f ftfeort

tail, aaa foter pMtdtapko nmbt: alto j$i<wi*ni$*
pie-si o-sau rus Qplrvl^ft^ai), m A jSWottur.
pies sor (j>lw%), n. [< Or. ^y^m, t^fefkel. iu mefa
icinc> a small hammer with a soft head, as of rubber,
used in pwcttswbo: also

pleth

; excess/ I. an

o* !
j



plethorically 1123 plover
[ML. plethoricus; Gr. plethdrikos], 1. too full: swollen;
hence, 2. bombastic. 3. of or characterized by pleth-
ora; having an excess of blood.

ple-thor-i-cal-ly (ple-th6r'i-kl-i, ple-thor'ik-li) f adv. in
a manner characterized by plethora.

pleura (ploor'a), n. [pi. PLEURAE (-e)], [ML. < Gr.
pleura, a rib, side], a tnin serous membrane lining each
half of the chest cavity and enveloping the lungs.
pleu-ral (ploor'sl), adj. of the pleura.

pleti-ri-sy (ploor's-si), n. [OFr. pleurisie; LL. plcurisis;
L. pleuritis; Gr. pleuritis < pleura, a rib, side], inflam-
mation of the pleura, characterized by difficult, painful
breathing, fever, and a dry cough, and often accom-
panied by the exudation of liquid into the chest cavity.

pleurisy root, 1. a plant with orange flowers; butterfly
weed. 2. its root, formerly used as a cure for pleurisy.

pleu-rit-ic (plop-rit'ik), adj. J[L. pleuriticus; Gr. pleu-
ritikos], of, indicating, or having pleurisy.

pleu-ro- (ploor'o, ploor'a), [< Gr. pleura, a rib, side],
a combining form meaning: 1. on or near the side, as
in pleurodont. 2. of or near the pleura, as in pleurotomy.
3. pleural and, as in pleuropneumonia. Also, before a
vowel, pleur-.
pleu-ro-dont (ploor'9-dont'), adj. [pleur- -f -odont], in

zoology, having teeth growing from the side of the jaw-
bone instead of from separate sockets, as some lizards.

pleu ron (ploor'on), n. [pi. PLEURA (-9)1, [Gr. pleuron, a

rib], either of the lateral plates on the thorax of an
insect.

pleu-ro-pneu-mo-ni-a (ploo'ro-n615-mo'ni-a, plo9'r5-nu-
mo'ni-9) n* \pleuro- + pneumonia], pneumonia com-
plicated by pleurisy.
pleu-rot'O-my (ploo-rot's-mi), n. \pl, PLKUROTOMIES

1. like a network. 2. complicated.
plexi glass (plek'si-glas', plek'si-glSsO, n. [< L. plexus,
a twining: + glass], a lightweight, transparent thermo-
plastic substance, used as a cockpit cover for aircraft,

etc.: a trade-mark (Plexila).
plex-im-e-ter (plek-sim'o-teV), n. in medicine, a small,
thin plate, as of ivory, placed against some part of the

body and struck with a plessor in percussion.
plex-or (plek's&r), n. a plessor.

plex us (plek'sas), n. [PL PLEXUSES (-iz), PLEXUS), JTL,
a twining, braid < plexus* pp. of plectere, to twine,
braid; akin to plicare; see PLYJ, an interwoven arrange-
ment of parts; network; specifically, in anatomy, a
network of blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, nerves,
etc.: as, the solar plexus (of nerves) in the abdomen.

pli-**biM*ty (pHVbilVti), n. a pliable qttaHty.

pli a ble (pB'e-b'l), adj. [Fr. < gifer. to bend, fold < L.

pluartj to fold, bend), 1 . eawly bent or molded; flexible.

2. easily influenced or persuaded; adaptable; tractable.

SyN, pliable and pliant both imply capability of being easily

bent, physically suggesting the suppleness of & wooden switch
Had figuratively, & yielding nature or adaptability; plastic is

used of substances, such as plaster or clay, that can be molded
into various town* wHeh *i* ntadbed t*po bi4Qing wd %-
uratively suggests as impressionable quality; ductile literally

and figuratively suggests that which caa b* finely drawn or

figuratively suggests that which can be hammered, beaten, or

sed into various shap i malleable as well as due-

pliw; wm

J^& IpteTii. &*&'&&% JMI^ a
pmtm, toloMi K to *Mto^, * lUtt or Mb
*ttyoftibtk4or

--- --*-*-- -'- -

!. adapt-

matted, diseased

bent;
. see ptoWe*

fold < I*
mg^ e|)e-

2. in wtffwi r a
ol tine hair, in which '

it

orwrts and i~^" '

fl
of plicare, to

in pleats, as a fan. ';

.n), n. [ME. />l.ctf-

l.afoldWorbeing
stratum fold.

pleon, to risk, G. pflicht, duty, pflegen, to take care of,

nourish], 1. to pledge or engage: as, plight one's troth.
2. to bind (oneself) by a promise; engage; betroth.

plight one's troth, 1. to pledge one s truth; give one's
word. 2. to make a promise of marriage.

Plim-soll mark for line), (plim'sal, plim'sol), [after
Samuel Plimsptt (1824-1898), Brit, statesman who was
instrumental in having legislation passed against over-

loading vessels], a line on the outside of British mer-
chant ships, showing the lawful submergence level: also
PUmsoil's mark (or line).

^plinth (plinth), n. [L. plinthus; Gr. plinthos, a brick,

tile], 1. the square
block at the base
of a column, ped-
estal, etc. 2. the
rectangular or cir-

cularbaseonwhich
a statue is placed.
Pliny (plin'i), n.
1. (Gaius Ptinius

Secundus) , Roman
naturalist and

L
1 PUNTJH

writer; lived 23-79
A.D.: called the
Elder. 2. (Gaius Plinius Caecilius Secundus), nephew
of the above; lived 62-113 A.D.; Roman statesman and
writer: called the Younger.

Pli-o cene (pli'a-sen') , ad;. [< Gr. pleidn, pledn, more
(see PLEONASM) + kainos, recent, new], designating or
of the last epoch of the Tertiary Period in the Cenozoic
Era, during which modern plants and animals de-

1 veloped: also spelled Pleiocene.
the Pliocene, the Pliocene Epoch or its rocks: see geol-
ogy, chart.

pll-o film (pll'9-film') n. [< pliable + film], a type of

waterproof, transparent rubber sheeting used for rain*

coats, wrapping material, etc.: a trade-mark (Pliofilm).

*plod plod), w.i. [PLODDED (4d), PLODDING], [origin prob.
echoic], 1. to walk or move heavily and laboriously;
trudge. 2. to work steadily and monotonously; drudge.
n. '

1. a plodding. 2. a heavy step, 3. the sound of this.

plod-der (plod'er), n. 1. a person who plods. 2. a dull
or stolid person.

Plo-es-ti (plo"-yesht'), n. a city in Romania, north of

Bucharest: pop., 105,000 (est. 1945).
-ploid (ploid), [< Gr. -plops , -fold; -j-

-o&l, a combining
lorm meaning of a (specified) multiple of chromosomes,
as in diploid.

sound. 2. a pit _

plo-sion (plo'zhan) , n.
[
<

of a plosive sxmnd. 2. lo<

release of breath, in the

adv. with a plop.
il, 1. the articulation

, the final stage, or sudden
.culation o| a .plosive*

plo slve (il5'siv), adj. (< explosive], designating or bi a

speech sound produced byw complete stoppage and
sudden release of the breath, as the consonants k, p,
and I when used initially, n. a plosive sound.

plot (plot), n.[ME, (& once in Late AS.), an area of

ground; f < OFr. pvlqte* dod; meaning later influenced,

prob, by complot], 1. an area marked on a surface,

usually of ground; patch,; plat, 2. a chart, diagram, or

map, as ota building, estate, eta 3 T
a secret, usually

evil, project or scheme; conspiracy. 4. the plan of action

of a play, novel, poom, $hort story, etc, v*t. [PLOTTED
, PLOTTINO), L to <|raw a pJujv chayt, or map of (a

ling, ship's couif^ etc.)' & ^> make secret plans
as, to plot $omeow* destaructiott, 3. to plan the

action of (a story, etcj, ^ in m^emaiics, a) to repre-
sent (an equation) by locating points on a graph and

joiniog thejna to fotia a cyurve* 6) to draw (te cttrve).

vJ. to jdan; 8dkom$t com^bre*
tfra^-iot b we4 of a secpe*, tiually evJL project or sdhewe
tbn detaJte ol wW0^W* mtt oarefBy worfced otit (to plot to

deprive him of his inheritance failed) ; Intrigue, implying more
cate scheming, suggests furtive, underhand numeuvenm!_ Jon strewie* *cdt and euaatttf im fdwi i^oti or

schemes fatioM to harm so*emfc $&* wto&iotb** of the

<vf0Ain) ; etm^xmay tggst a plot in wW<?b a number of peo-

ple plan and act together secretly for an unlawful or harmful

purpose ( wf^^jy to mfm'tim tkgf); cab;* suggests a

, snudl group of persons involved In a political intrigue,

Fto*t**mo (pfe-tFna^, n. Hottian philosopher born in

Igypt; HveTMS^a/<J A.D.; Neopfctonift.
plot-tage (plot'ij), n. the area of a plot of land,
*_.. ^r ^_^ A*A _

ft pon who plots; conspirator,
r ruled Into uniform small wquare;;,

W,l, plow,
city m toutJa central Bulgmia;

,jcaef PkUippopatit.
ir) t ii U^, PLOVERS (-Sr, -f



LOW 1124 plumper
PLOVER; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME.; OFr. plovier, lit.,

rain bird; LL. *pluviarius < L. pluvta, rain; reason for
name obscure] , 1. any of a number of related shore
birds of North America, having a short tail, long,
pointed wings, and, usually, brown or gray^ feathers
mixed with white. 2. any of a number of similar birds.

plow (plou), n. [ME. plou, plogh; Late AS. ploh; akin to
G. pfiug; appears late in
Gmc. languages & is prob.
borrowed < non-Indo-Euro-
pean], 1. a farm implement
used to cut, turn up, and
break up the soil; hence, 2.

any implement like this,

especially one used to remoye
snow; snowplow. 3-

JP-],
in

astronomy', a group of seven PLOW
stars in

f
the constellation

Ursa Major; the Dipper: also called Charles's Wain.
v.t. 1. to cut and turn up (soil) with a plow. 2. to
make furrows in (the earth, one's face, etc.). 3. to
make by or as if by plowing: as, he plowed his way
through the crowd. 4. to remove with a plow (with
up}. 5. to cut a way through (water): as, the ship
plows the waves. v.L 1. to till the sou with a plow;
use a plow. 2. to take plowing; be in a specified con-
dition for plowing: as, the field plows well. 3. to cut
a way (through water, snow, etc.)f as a plow does.
4. to advance laboriously; plod. Also spelled plough.
plow into, to begin work vigorously on (a job, etc.).

plow-boy (plou'boi'), n. 1. a boy who leads the horse
or horses drawing a plow. 2. a country boy.

plow-land (plou'land') , n. 1. in medieval England, an
assessment unit of land, approximately the area that
could be plowed by a team of eight oxen in a year. 2.
land being cultivated or suitable for cultivation.
plow-man (plou'man), n. \pl, PLOWMEN (-man)], 1. a
person who plows. 2. a farm worker; rustic.

plow-share (plou'shar')f n. the share, or cutting blade,
of a moldboard plow.
pluck (pluk), v.L [ME. plukken; AS. plucdan; akin to
0. pMcken; thought by some to be < LL. *piluccare
(c . It. pttufcare, to pluck) < L. pilus, hair], f. to putf
off or out; pick. 2. to drag or snatch. 3. to pull out
the feathers of (a fowl) , 4. to pull at and release quickly
with little jerking movements of the fingers, as the
strings of a musical instrument. 5. [Slang], to rob or
swindle. 6. [British Slang], to reject (a candidate) in
an examination. v.i. to pull; tug; snatch (with of).
n. 1. a pulling; tug. 2. an animal's heart, liver, and
lungs, used for food.
SYN. see fortitude.

. ea, ver, an
3. courage; spirit; fortitude. -

pluck up, to rouse one's (courage); take heart.

pluck-My (pluk'l-i), adv. in a plucky manner.

pluck-y (pluk'i), adj. [PLUCKIER (4-r), PLUCKIEST (-i-
lst

>J' J< Pluckt
n. 3 + -y], brave; spirited; resolute.

SYN. see brave.

plug (plug) , n. [MD. plugge, a bung, plug, block; akin
to G-. pflock], 1. an object used to stop up a hole, gap,
outlet, etc. 2. a) a cake of pressed tobacco. 5) a piece
of chewing tobacco. 3. an electrical device, as with
projecting prongs, to be fitted into an outlet, etc., thus
making contact or closing the circuit. 4. a spark pirn?
5, a fireplug. 6. [Slang], a plug hat. 7. [Slang], an
inferior or worthless animal or thing; especiaSy an
old, worn-out Ahorse. 8. [Slang], an advertisement,
especially one interpolated in a radio program; hence
9. [Slang], a recommendation, or boost, for someone or
something. 10. in geology, an extrusive rock which has
filled in the vent of a volcano and hardened: it is often
exposed by erosion,

~~ * r ' "

1. to

plug , ^ f , _, . ...ww- . w WBW

to cut 'and remove a small wedge from VmelonlTo test
its npeness. 4. [Slang], to shoot a bullet into. 5. [Slang!to hit .with the fist. <5. [Slam], to advertise or recom-mend insistently; hence, 7. [Slang], to advertise or pub-
licize (a song, etc.) by singing or playing frequently.
^i

1
"^ \ K?llocH* to work doggedly and laboriously;

plod. 2. [Slang], to shoot or hitYat).

^^JSS^^^.^^. deW> **fc ^
pl*x& r
speci;

dogg(

(plug'gr), n. a person or thing that plugsitr *i\ rr**-\ii<*, T >v. t._ i^^^_nr"_j ,.,**'**>",W n'
" 7 >/ol&'J" w wirag T^ias plugs:

rr
- -, [Colloq.L one who keeps steadily and

Uy at work, b) [Slang], one who advertises or

, . , PLUG*UGLIES ("Uz)l f<

rjjjt city ruffian or gangster; rowdy.

publicizes: as, a song ptugger*

plug hat [Slang], a man's high silk hat.
plug-ug'Iy (pluff'ug'H), n. $J. *LUG*UC
PLUG, v.i. 5], [Slang], a city ruffian or gangst
plum (plum), n. [MB. & AS. plume; LL. pruna; upmnnm; Or. prounon < proumnan, plvtml t any ofa number of related trees having smooth-skinned fruit
witn a Smooth pit. 2. the fruit. 3. a raisin, when used
in pudding: or cake. 4 the dark bUdon-ripd ocA/or of
some plum _S. a choice or desirable object IT

y), n.[MB.;0Pr.
"

* .

l
r
<-

"

*

plu mate (plOT'mat, plsymtt), arf/. fL.
tooloty, resembling plunag* or a fither.

3.

PLUMB

plumb (plum), n. [MB.; OFr. plom (Pr. plomb); L.
plumbum, lead Cmetal)], a lead
weight hung at the end of a line,
used to determine how deep
water is or whether a wall, etc. is

vertical: also called plumb bob.

adj. vertical; exactly perpendicu-
lar. adv. 1. in a vertical direc-
tion: straight down; directly. 2. '<" 1 ,'-t"

[Colloq.], entirely; wholly; ab-
']

:

""

solutely : as, he's plumb exhausted. -L-
v.L [ME. plumben], 1. to fall or *

sink straight down; plump. 2. to ~H
hang vertically. 3, to work with ~
lead, as a plumber. v.t 1. to -V.
test or sound with a plumb ; hence,
2. to discover the facts or con-
tents of; fathom; solve; understand. 3. to make ver-
tical. 4. to weight or seal with lead. 5. to work on
(pipes, etc.) as a plumber. SYN, see vertical,
out of plumb, not vertical: also oft plumb,

plum-bag i-nous (plum-baj'i-nas) , adj. of, lie, or con-
taining plumbago.
plum ba go (plum-ba'go), n. \pL PLUMBAGOS (-goz)],
[L. plumbago < plumbum, lead (metal)], 1. graphite.
2. a drawing made with a lead-pointed instrument.
plumb bob, the weight at the end of a plumb line.

plumbeous (plum'bi-3s), adj. [L. plumbeus < plumb-
um, lead (metal)], of, like, or containing lead; leaden.
plumb er (plum'&r), n. [ME. plomere, plummer; OFr.
flommier; L. plumbwius, lead-worker < plumbum,
lead j(metal)], a skilled worker who fits and repairs
the pipes, fixtures, etc. of gas and water systems.
plumb-er-y (plum'&>i), n.\pL PLUMBERIES (-iz)] f 1. a
plumber s workshop. 2. a plumber's work.
plum-bio (plum'bik), adj. [ < L. plumbum, lead (metal)].
1. of or containing lead, especially with a valence of
four. 2. in medicine, caused by the presence of lead,
plum bif-er ous (plum-bif'gr-as), adj. [< plumbum +
-ferous], that contains or produces lead,
plumb-Ing (plum'ii)), n. (< plumber], 1. the using of
a plumb. 2. the work or trade of a plumber, 3. the
pipes and fixtures with which a plumber works.
plum-bism (plum'bifm), n. [< L. plumbum, lead
(metal) ; -f -tsm], lead poisoning.
plumb line, a cord suspending a lead weight, or plumb,
used m sounding and in determining vertical direction,
plum-bous (plum'bss), a<#. JL. plumbosus < plumbum,
lead (metal)], of or containing lead* especially with a
valence of two,
plumb rule, a narrow board equipped with a plumb
line and bob, used by carpenters, etc.
plum-bum (plum'bam), n. [L.], lead (the metal).
plum duff, a flour pudding with raisins or currants in
it, boiled in a cloth bag.
plume (pl<56m), n. [MB.; OPr. < L. pluma, downy
part of a feather, small soft feather], L a) a feather,
especially a large and wavy one. b) a group of such
leathers. 2, an ornament made of a large feather or
feathers, or of a feathery tuft of hair, especially when
worn on a helmet, etc. as a mark of rank or distinction;
hence, 3. any token of worth or achievement; prize.
4* plumage or down. 5. something like a plume in

or %htoess: as, a plume of smoke. 6. in botany &
y, a featherlike formation or part* v.t [PLUMED
ad), PLUMING], 1. to provide, cover, or adorn with

plumes, 2. to smdoth its feathers: used refleadvely,
of a bird. 3. to pride (oneself) . 4. to preen,

plume-let (pldom'lit), n. a small plume.
plum-met Tplum'it), n. {ME. plomM: OFr. plommeL
dim. of plom: see PLUMB], 1. a weight attached to a
plumb line; plumb bob. 2. the line and bob together
|

a thing that weighs heavily. v,L to fall
' *

"

downward.
tea'i), ad?/, i. full of plumt.
^oHoq.J, good; dwirable.
WS'mos)t adj* fL. plumoms <
foathmd. 2%like a feather.

^ (pK-moa'a-tijj n tie ouaUty or state of
being plumose.

plummy
plum. 3.

plu-mose
feather)*

like a

2. to com* fe contact_^
), 3. to go or cowi
->aroo ortfaj

... L a falling,

heavily, 2. bt t

suddenly; Eeavily^
bluntly, &tf*\3&BL,

* for* .1. to:

or
a mMwith, % or

or a| at .

. colliding suddenly or
0ntr* I*, with & pl

in plain

Brit

plump er i

i or fattens;
to plump



plumper 1125 plural
plump er (plump'er), n. 1. a plumping (dropping
heavily). 2. a vote or votes for only one of several
candidates running for the same office, when two or
more may be voted for. 3. [Slang], a downright lie.

plum pudding, [orig. made with plums], 1. a rich pud-
ding made of suet, raisins, currants, etc., boiled or
steamed, as in a linen bag. 2. [British], a baked pud-
ding containing similar ingredients in a crust.

phi-mule (ploo'mul), n. [L. flumula, dim. of pluma, a
feather], 1. in botany, a littfe seed bud. 2. a small or
downy feather.
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2. Plural usually the same, but different if

referring to different kinds, species, varieties,
etc.: as, the fishes of the South Pacific:

barracuda dace pollock
barramunda duikerbok pout
barramundi duikerbuck quagga
bass eelpout reedbuck
beluga eland roach
blaubok elk roe
bleak fish (and its com- salmon
blesbok pounds, as, scad
blesbuck bluefish) scup
bontebok gar shad
boschbok gemsbok sheepshead
boshbok grayling springbok
bream grilse springbuck
brill haddock steelhead
burbot hake steenbok
bushbuck halibut steinbock
capelin holibut steinbok
carp ling torsk
cavalla mackerel trout
cavally perch tuna
cero pickerel turbot
cod pike vendace
codling plaice waterbuck
cusk pollack

3. Plural usually lacking, but given in ~(e)s
form when different kinds are referred to: as,
the many steels produced.

barley
*

iron rye
brass linen silk
coffee millet steel

copper oak tea
corn pepper wheat
fruit pine wool

4. Plural and collective singular interchange-
able: cannons, cannon, etc.

III. Forms Singular or Plural Only.
A. Singular only (or when a generalized ab-

straction): chess, clearness, fishing, information,
knowledge, luck, music, nonsense, truth, etc.

B. Plural only (even when singular in meaning).
This includes certain senses of nouns otherwise
singular: Balkans, blues (depression), bowels,
glasses, lodgings, overalls, pliers, remains (corpse),
scissors, tongs, trousers, etc.
C. Plural in form but construed as singular:
cards (game), checkers (game), measles, news, etc.
D. Nouns ending in -ics are singular when they
denote scientific subjects, as mathematics, physics,
etc., and plural when they denote activities or
qualities, as acrobatics, acoustics, etc.

IV. Latin and Greek Plurals.
A. With suffix -a and loss of singular ending:

1. Latin nouns in -urn: agendum, agend-a;
datum, dat-a; ^medium, medi-a, etc.
2. Greek nouns in -on: criterion, criteri-a;
phenomenon, phenomen-a, etc.

B. With Latin suffix -* and loss of singular
ending -us: alumnus, alumn-i; *focus,foc-i; *radius,
radi-i, etc.

C. With Latin suffix -ae and loss of singular
ending ^a: alumna, alumn-ae; ^formula, formul-ae,
etc.

D. With suffix -
(ez):

1, Latin nouns in -ex or -we change the ending
to -4c and add -es (-o-sez, -i-sez): *appew$ix,
appendices; *index, indices, etc.
2. Latin or Greek nouns in -is change -is to
-*s: analysis, analys-es; axis, ax-es, etc.

E. Miscellaneous Latin plurals: *phalanx^ phal-
ang~es; *stigma, stigma-ta, etc.

V. Foreign Plurals.
A. Hebrew: *cherub, cherub-im; *seraph, seraph-
im, etc.

B. Italian: *bandit, bandit-ti; *prima donna,
prim-e donn-e; ^dilettante, dilettant-i;

"* *

virtuosi, etc.
C. French: bijou, bijou-x; *chdteau,
"portmanteau, portmanteau-x, etc.

VL Plurals of Numbers, Letters, Signs, Words (when
thought of as things), etc. add -*s; $'s, B's, &>$,
where&s's*

plu ral-ism (ploor'Ql-iz'm), n. 1. the quality or con-
dition of existing in more than one part or form. 2.
the holding by one person of more than one office or
church benefice at the same time. 3. in philosophy,
the theory that reality is composed of a multiplicity of
ultimate beings, principles, or substances: it opposes
the position of monism that reality is ultimately one,
but affreee in denying the dualism of mind and body.
plu ral-ist foloor'aWst), n. 1. a person who holds two
or more offices or church benefices at onc. ' 2. a

i who believes in ijluralkm.*- ^*- ' " *

K*/, of pluralist* or plu-

condition of being plural or numerous
\ hence, 2. a

great number: multitude. 3. the holding of two or
more church benefices at the same time. 4. any of
the benefices so held. 5. a majority. 6. the number
of votes in an election that the leading candidate ob-
tains over his nearest rival. Abbreviated plur.

pluralize (ploor'sl-iz'} , v.t. [HLURALIZED (-izd'), PLU-
RALIZING], [Fr. Jtluraliser], to make plural; put into

plural form. v.i. to hold two or more offices or church
benefices at the eame time.

plu-raHy (t>loor'ol-i), adv. in a plural sense; so as to

express a plural.
plu-ri- (ploor's), [L. < plus, pluris, several], a combining
form meaning several or many.
plus (plus), Prep. [L., more], 1. added to: as, two plus
two equals four (2 4 2 4) : opposed to minus. 2. in-

creased by; and in addition: as, the salary plus bonuses
came to $3,000. ad?/. 1. indicating or involving addi-
tion: as, a plus sign. 2. positive: as, a plus quantity.
3. somewhat higher than: as, a grade of B plus. 4.

[Colloq.], having something added, gained, etc.: as,

I'm plus a dollar. 5. [Colloq.], and more: as, she has
personality plus, 6. in bookkeeping, credit: as, the

plus column of an account. 7. in botany, designating
or of a differentiation in physiology, found in fungi and
some other plants, which is like maleness. 8. in elec-

tricity, positive: opposed to negative. 9. in golf, a)

already counted: as, a handicap of Plus one. b) having
a handicap of (a specified number of strokes) . n. 1. a
plus sign. 2. an added or extra quantity or thing. 3.

a plus quantity^, adv. in electricity, positively.

plus fours, [orig. a tailoring term indicating added
length of material for overlap below the knee], loose
knickerbockers worn for active sports.

plush (plush), n. Fr. pluche < peluche; It. peluzzo; LL.
*piluceus < L. pilus, hair], a fabric having a soft pile
over one eighth of an inch long. adj. 1. or or made of

plush. 2. [Slang], luxurious, as in furnishings.
plush-y (plush'i), adj. [PLUSHIER (-i-e*r), PLUSHIEST

C-i-istJ],
of or like plush.

plus sign, in mathematics, the sign (4) indicating addi-
tion or positive quantity: opposed to minus sign ( ).

Plu'tarcn (ploo'tark), n. Greek biographer and moral-
ist; lived 46?-120? A.D.

Plu-to (ploo'to), n. [L.; Gr. PloutSn], 1. in Greek &
Roman mythology, the god ruling over the lower world:
also called Hades by the Greeks and Dis by the Romans.
2. the outermost planet of the solar system, discovered
in 1930, ninth in distance from the sun: diameter,
7,600 mi.; period of revolution, 248.42 yrs.; symbol, B.

plu-toc-ra-cy (pldo-tok'ro-si), n. [pi. PLUTOCRACIES
(-siz)], [Gr. ploutokratia < ploutos, wealth + Kratein, to
rule}, 1. government by the wealthy. 2. a government
or state in which the wealthy rule. 3. a group of

wealthy people who control or influence a government.
plu-to-crat (plSo'te-kratO, n. [< Gr. ploutos, wealth; 4-

-crat], 1. a member of a wealthy ruling class; hence,
2. a person whose wealth gives him control or great
influence. 3. [Colloq.), any wealthy person.

plu-to-crat'ic (ploo'to-krat'ik), adj, of, Hke, or char-

Ploutdnios], of or Hke Pluto or the infernal regions.
Plu*ton*fc (iplSS-ton'iW^arf/. [< L. Pluto, Plutonis; 4-
4c], 1. Plutonian. 2. [sometimes p-], in geology, formed
far below the earth's crust by the action of intense
heat, and then crystallized; igneous: as, Plutmic rock.
plu-to nl-um (pl55-t5'ni-om), n. [after Pluto (planet) ;

cf. NEPTXJNWM, WANitBij, a radioactive chemical ele-
ment formed by the traiusformation of nepttmiuua:
symbol, Pu; at. wt., 239; at. no., 94.

Plu-tus (ploo'tQs), n.JL.; Gr. Ploum < plontos, wealth],
in Creek mythology, tne blind god of wealth.

plu-vi alJpWyM), , rain],
rain. 2. in

geology, formed by rain,
plu vi-om e ter fi>

4- -meter], a gauge

with a pluviometer or ppvionaetry,
plu-vi o-met-ri-cal (pfe'vUHnoet'ri.kl),
metric.

plu-vi'Om-e-try tetdo'MH^Vtri), it [<'

], the

pluvia, rain;
of a rainfall,

to do

I^tivio-

f ,

plnralWv; OFr. plnr&tltti LL. pluralita$}9

(~tis)J,
I. tbo

plumoms, _
yajmary 20-*]

Calendar,
-

plu-Vi-OU8
of or
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4. bent, bias, or inclination, adj. having (a specified
number of) layers, thicknesses, or strands: usually in

hyphenated compounds, as, three-ply.

ply (pli), v.t. [PLIED (plid), PLYING], [contr. < apply],
1. to use: do work with: wield (a tool, faculty, etc.).
2. to work at (a trade) ; keep working on (with a tool,

process, etc.). 3. to address (someone) urgently and
constantly (with questions, etc.), 4. to keep supply-
ing (with presents, food, etc.). 5. to sail Back and
forth across: as, boats ply the channel. v.f. 1. to keep
busy; work (at something); apply oneself (to some-
thing). 2. to sail or travel regularly back and forth

(between places) : said of ship.s, buses, etc. 3. [Poetic],
to steer a course. 4. in navigation, to sail in a zigzag
course into the wind; tack. SYN. see handle.

Plyn&'OUth (plim'atn), n. 1. a city in Devonshire,
Kngland, on the English Channel: pop. (with Devon-
port), 212,000, 2. a town on the coast of Massachu-
setts: pop., 11,000: settled by the Pilgrims (1620).
Plymouth Brethren, a small Christian sect, founded
in 1830 at Plymouth, England: it has no formal creed
or organization, and makes the Bible its only guide.

Plymouth Colony, the colony founded by the Pilgrims
in 1620 on the shores of Massachusetts Bay.

Plymouth Rock, 1, the rock at Plymouth, Massa-
chusetts, where the Pilgrims who sailed on the May-
flower are said to have landed in 1620, 2. one of a
"breed of American chickens: the most common variety
has gray and bluish-black striped feathers.

ply-wood (pli'wood/) n. [ply (n.) + wood]* a construc-
tion material made of thin layers of wood glued and
pressed together, usually with their grains at right
angles to one another.

Plzen (pul'zen-y ') , n. Pilsen: the Czech name,
Pm, in chemistry, promethium.
pm., premium.
P.M., 1. Past Master. 2, Paymaster, 3. Police Magis-
trate, 4, Postmaster. 5 Provost Marshal,
P.M., p.m., post meridiem, [L.J,

after noon.
p.m., 5W/"Wor/ew, [L.J, after death,
P.M.G., 1. Paymaster General. 2. Postmaster General.

P/N, p.n., promissory note.

pneum., 1. pneumatic. 2. pneumatics.
pneu-ma (noo'mQ, nu'ms), n. [Or. pneuma < jbncln, to
breathe], 1, the breath of lire; soul or spirit. 2, in
Christian theology, the Holy Spirit.

pneu-mat ic (noS-mat'ik, nii-mat'Sk), d/. [L pneu-
maticm; Or, pneumatikos < pneuma, breath < pnein,
to breathe], 1, of or containing wind^ air, or gases.
2. worked by or filled with compressed air. 3* equipped
with pneumatic tires. 4, in theology, having to do with
the ipirit or soul; spiritual, S, in zoology, having hol-
lows nlled with air, as the bones of certain birds, n. I.

a pneumatic tire* 2. a vehicle with pneumatic tires.

pneu-mat-i-caHy (noo-mat/i-k'1-i, nu-mat'ik-li), adv.
in a pneumatic manner; especially , by air pressure,

pneu-miit-ics (nuo-miifikH, tiu-mat/iks) , n.pL [con-
strued a ng*l, [< pnmmaifo]* the branch or phywcs
that dealt with the properties, such as pressure, density,
etc., of air and other gates; abbreviated pneum.
pneumatic tire, a rubber tire inflated with compressed
air,

pneu-ma-to- (tt5&'me>i5* Bifm"t&)* [< Or* pnwma,
air, tplrit, breath < pn$m t to bctawej, a

in pneuma-
pneumatom-

combining form meaning ; 1. air* vapor f m ia pneuma-
tolysis. pneumatopfntre. 2. breathing, as in

paeu'inA'toI*o-gy __ _.. __ . _ _.. . , ,.

[pneumaio- + 4a|
>

y|> L w, theology, tm study or doc-
trine of spinttt or spiritual pheuumena; hcnc^, 2. In
Christian J^Foivt the doctrine of the Holy Ghost.
3 (Obf.{, jweliwQgy. ^4*

patumatlcs,
f

(Mod. L; it* fNUMAfQ~ <fc *WIL UM mturM |woos
that formff pntmmuU)lyj,ic ores luul nuiu-rals,

!Slh43lit'ik. <*'^-
.in,

pressure: :

4 ' ' - -

rmfl
paeu-ma tom-^ter
*), it*

"

XOAOt foe
out at a
lungs In

USXH! aa f ton
tropical plants.

-ma-to-th^ f ji. _
disease by the use
pneu-mec-to-my

pneu-mo ba-cil-lus (noo'mo-ba-sil'as, nu'mo-ba-sil'as),
n, [#>/. PNEUMOBACILLI (-!)], [Mod. L.; pneumo- -f

bacillus], a bacillus found in some respiratory infections,
but not regarded as the causative agent o pneumonia.
pneu-mo coccal (noo'ma-kok'al, nu'mQ-kok'al), oQj.
of or caused by pneumococci.
pneu-mo-coc cic (noo'mo-kok'sik, nu'ma-kok'sik) ,

adj. pneumoeoccal.
pneu-mo-coc-cus (noo'ms-kok'as, nu'ma4cok'9s), n.

[pi. PNEUMOCOCCI (-si)], [Mod. L.; pneumo~ + coccus], a
bacterium, occurring in a large number of strains, tnat
is the causative agent of lobar pneumonia and certain
other diseases.

pneu mo co-ni o sis (ndo'ma-kon'i-S'sis, nu/ma-kon'i-
o'sis), n. [< pneumo- -j-

Gr. konia, dust; -j- -osis], any
of various diseased conditions of the lungs characterized

by f
fibrous hardening as a result of chronic inhalation

or irritating dust particles, as by miners, etc.

pneu-mo-dy-nam ics (noo'mo-di-nam'iks, nu'mo-di-
nam'iks), n. [pneumo- + dynamics], pneumatics.
pneu-mo-gas trie (noo'ma-gas'trik, nu'niQ-gas'trik),
adj> [pneumo-^ gastric], of the lungs and istomach;
especially, designating or of the vagus nerve, n. the
vagus nerve,

pneu-mo-nec-to-my (noo'ma-nek'ts-mi, nu'mo-nek'tQ-
mi), n. [see PNEUMONO- & -ECTOMY], the surgical re-
moval of an entire lung.
pneu-mo ni-a (noo-mo'nyg, nu-mo'ni-a), n. [Mod. L.;
Gr. pneumonia < pneumon, a lung < pnein, to, breathe],
a disease of the lungs in which the tissue becomes in-
flamed, hardened, and watery: there are several types
of pneumonia, as lobar and bronchial.

pneu-mon-ic fnoo-mon'ik, nu-mon'ik), adj. [Mod. L.

pneumonicus; Gr. pneumonikos], 1. [Rare], of or affect-

ing t
f
he lungs; pulmonary. 2. of, like, or having pneu-

monia.
pneu mo-iio- (noo'ma-nS, nii'mo-no), [< Gr, pneum&n,
a lung], a combining form meaning lung or lungs, as in

pneumonophorous: also pneumo-, pneumon-.
pneu-rno no-pho-roua (noo'ma-no-fdr'as, nu'ma-no-
fo'ras), ad/, {pneumono- 4- ~phorous], having lungs.
pneu mo thorax (noS'mS-thdr'aks, nu'mo-thof

raksX
n* Ipneumo- + thorax^ the presence of air or gas in the
pleural cavity, sometimes artificially inducea for col-

lapsing and immobilizing the lung in the treatment
oftuberculosis,
Pnom-Penh (pnoom'pen'y

1

; Bng, nom'pen'). n. the
capital of Cambodia, on the Mekong River; pop,,
103,000,

pnxt., pinxit, [L.], fee (or ahe) painted it.

ro (|>5), n a river in northern Italy, flowing into the
Adriatic; length, 415 ml: ancient name, Padw.
Po.m chemistry, polonium*
P.O., p.o., 1* petty officer, 2* postal order. 3. post
office.

po-a-ceoua (pS-I'stoa), adj. [< Gr, poa, grass; *f acews],m botany, of the grass family.
pouch (poch) w.f. [OPr. pocnur, to pocket < poche* a
pouch, pocket: used because the yolk is "pocketed"
in the white], to place the unbroken contents of (an

egg) in boiling water, or in a small receptacle put over
boiling water, and cook until the white of the egg
coagulates.
pooch (pdch), *>< [$*, pocher; OFr, pochier, to tread

upon, poach into < MHG. bochm* puchen, to strike

upon, plunder < same Gmc. base as Bn^. poke (to

thftiit)] 1. to softaa* tear up, or make holes m (ground)
by stamping; trample. 2, to mix with water until

smooth, 3. to trespass on (private property), espe-

cially for hunting or fishing; heaca, 4. to hunt or

eaten (game or fish) illegally. 5. to take (aEytmog)
by unfair or illegal methods; steal. v.i. L to sink into
soft or wet earth when walking, 2. to become soggy
or full of holes when trampled; turn into mud* 3* TO
liunt or fish on another's property; trespass*

poncii-y (p6Wi) # adj. [FOACEEE (4-Hr),
it)|. [poach (to trampto) 4

fn: said of land,
. FOB, Pott Office Box.
oi*ti (pd

f
khqfi.'t*

haian; lived lSS?i617; A
to bve saved Captain Joto Smith from



pocket battleship 1128 pogo stick

ure something, 2. a little bag or pouch, now usually when
sewed into clothing, for carrying money and small
articles. 3. any cavity or enclosure which holds or can
hold something. 4. the condition of being surrounded
and hemmed in, as in a race. 5. an atmospheric current
or condition that causes an airplane to drop suddenly:
also called air pocket. 6. an open pouch at the side or

corner of a billiard or pool table. 7. in mining, a) a

cavity filled with ore, o) a small deposit of ore. 8. in

zoology, a sac or cavity in an animal's body. adj. 1.

that is or can be carried in a pocket; hence, 2. small.

v.t. 1. to put into a pocket; hence, 2. to envelop;
enclose. 3. to take dishonestly; appropriate, as money,
profits, etc. 4. to submit to or put up with (an insult,

gibe, etc.) without answering or showing anger. 5. .to
hide or suppress: as, pocket one's pride. 6. in politics,

to prevent passage of (a bill) by the pocket veto.
in one's pocket, completely under one's influence.

line one's pockets, to get or make much money.
pocket battleship, a type of small battleship of 10,000
tons displacement, carrying heavier guns than a cruiser.

pock-et-book (pok'it-book'), n. 1. a case or folder,

usually of leather, for carrying money and papers in

one's pocket; billfold. 2. a woman's purse or handbag.
pocket book, a book small enough to be carried in one s

pocket.
pocket borough, in Great Britain, a borough whose
parliamentary representation, before 1832, was con-
trolled by one family or person.

pock-et-ful (pok'it-foor), n. \pl. POCKETFULS (-foolz')L
as much as a pocket will hold.

pock-et-knife (pok'it-nif), n. [pi POCKETKNIVES
(-nivzOl* a small knife with a blade or blades folding
into the handle.

pocket money, cash for small expenses; small change.
pocket veto, the method whereby the President of the
United States can veto a bill passed by Congress and
presented to him within ten days of its adjournment
by

%
failing to sign and return the bill by the time of

adjournment.
pock-mark (pok'mark') n. a scar or pit in the skin
left by a pustule, as in smallpox.
pock-marked (pok'markt'), adj. having, or marked
with, pockmarks.
pock-y (pok'i), adj. 1. covered with pocks or pock-
marks. 2. of or like a pock. 3. of or having the pox.
Jpo-co (p$'k6; Eng. po'ko), adv. [It.], in music, some-
what: a direction to the performer, n. a little.

tpo-co a po-co (pd'kS a pft'ko" ; Eng. po'ko S po'ko) , [ItJ,
little by little; by degrees; gradually. _

po-co-cu-ran-te (po'ko-koo-ran'ti; It.pfc'kfr-koo-ran'te),
adj. [It. poco curante < poco (L. paucus) , little + curante,

ppr. of curare (L. curare), to care], caring little; in-

different; apathetic, n. a pococurante person; trifler.

po co cu-ran-te-Ism (po'ko-koo-ran/ti-iz'm), n. the
attitude or behavior of a pococurante.

po-co-cu-ran-tism (po'ko-koo-ran'tiz'm), n. pococu-
ranteism.

pod (pod), n. [Early Mod. Eng., replacing earlier cod,'

prob. < a LG. source; IE. base *bu~, *bhu~, to blow
out or up, swell, inflate; hence akin to bud, pock, poke,

etc.], 1. the seedcase of peas, beans, etc.; hence, 2. a
podlike container, as a cocoon, etc. lu. [PODDED (-id)

PODDING], 1. to bear pods. 2. to swell out into a poa.
v.t. to take (peas, etc.) out of pods; shell.

pod (pod), n. [prob. a special application of prec. pod},
a flock or school, as of birds, whales, etc. v.L [PODDED
(-id), PODDING], to herd (animals) together.

pod (pod), n. [prob. var. of pad, in same sense], in me-
chamcs, 1. the sharp groove in certain boring tools, as
the pod auger. 2. the socket for the bit in a brace.
pod (pod), [< Or. pous, podos, a foot], a combining
lorna used to form nouns and adjectives, meaning: 1*

foot, as in pleopod. 2, (one) having (a specified number
or kind of) feet, as in tripod. Also -pode.

P.O.D., 1. pay on delivery. 2. Post Office Department.
-pod-a (ps-da), in zoology

(

, plural of -pod.
po-dagra (pQ-dag'ra, podVgrs), n. [L.; Or. < pws,
podos, a foot -f agra, a seismrej, gout, especially in a foot.

po-dag-ric (pa-dag'rik), adj. of or having podagra.
-pode (pod), -pod.
po des ta (pd"-des't; It. po^de-stlO, * tit. .
L. potestas* power < potis, able], L a governor or c

magistrate of a medieval Italian town, 2. a judge or
minor official in an Italian town, 3. under Fascism, a
chief executive, or mayor, of a commune,

I-ness (poj'i-nis), n. the condition or Quality of
podgy.
(pof'i), off* [PODGIER f-i-gr), PODGIEST (4-bt)),

[vmr. of pudgy], short and thick; squat: pudgy,
po dl a trist (pMl'a-trist), n, a specialist in podiatry.
po*di-ft*trf (po-dlVtri), it, [< Or, pmst podos, foot; 4-
Jatryl, tne branch of medicine having to do with the
ci of the feet and, especially* the trmtuwtafc of foot
disorders,

podium (pa/di-tm), it* W, ODU C-t)i flU < Or,
pot!ion, dim* of pous; podos, a foot}, II low wall
servingm a pedestal or foundation, 2. a wall separating
th* from the arena in an amphitheater. I, a con-

tinuous bench projecting from the walls of a room. 4. a
raised platform for the conductor of an orchestra; dais.

5. in zoology, a structure or part serving as a foot.

-po-di-um (po'di-Qm), [Mod. L. < Gr. pous, podos, a

foot], a combining form meaning footstalk, supporting

Part, as in mono-podium.
pod'O-phyl-lin (pod/9-fil'in), n. [< Mod. L. Podophyl-
lum, name of the genus (< Gr. pous, podos, a foot -j-

phyllon, a leaf) ; + -in], a yellow cathartic resin with a
bitter taste, taken from the rootstock of the mandrake.
-pod-ous (pa-dos), [Gr. -podos < pous, podos, a foot],

a combining form signifying having (a specified number
or kind of) feet: used to form adjectives corresponding
to nouns that end in -pod or -poda.
Po-dunk (po'durjk') n. [after Podunk, Massachusetts:
of Am. Ind. origin], [Colloq.], an imaginary typical
small town in the United States: humorous usage.

podzol (pod'zol), n. [Russ., lit., ashlike], a type of

relatively infertile soil found typically in forests and

consisting of a thin, ash-colored layer overlaying a

brown, acidic humus.
Poe, Edgar Allan (po), 1809-1849; American poet,

critic, and fiction writer.

poem (po'im), n. [Fr. polme; L. poema; Gr. poiema,

anything made, poem < poiein, to make], 1. an ar-

rangement of words in verse; especially., a rhythmical
composition, sometimes rhymed, expressing^ facts, ideas,

or emotions in a style more concentrated, imaginative,
and powerful than that of ordinary speech: some poems
are Si meter, some in free verse. 2. a composition,
whether in verse or prose, having beauty of thought or

language. 3. anything beautiful in a way suggesting
a poem.

poe-nol-O'gy (pe-nol's-ji), n. penology,

po-e-sv (po'i-si, po'i-zi), n. [pi POESIES (-siz, -ziz)], [ME.
& OPr. poesie; L. poesis; Gr. points < pouin, to make],
1. [Archaic], poetry: poems generally, or the art of

writing poems. 2, [Obs.], a poem. 3. [Obs,], a motto,
4, [Obs.f a nosegay. See posy.

po-et (po'it), n, [ME. & OPr. $oete; L, poeta; Gr. poto&s,
one who makes, poet < poiein, to make], 1. a person
who writes poems or verses. 2. a person who writes or

expresses himself with imaginative power and beauty of

thought, language, etc.

SYN. poet, the general term for a writer o! goems or verses,

is sometimes used specifically to designate a writer of verse, or{

in extended use, of elevated prose, who has great powers of

imagination, intuition, and expression; rhymer, rhymester,
and versifier do not in themselves carry the special favorable

connotations of poet and, when used in contrast to it, specifi-

cally suggest a lack of true poetic ijowera; poetaster is always
a term of contempt for a writer of inferior or trashy verse.

poet., 1. poetic. 2. poetry*
poet-aster (pS'it-as'tSr), n- [Mod. L,; see POET at

-ASTER], a writer of mediocre versa; rhymester; would-
be poet. SYN. see poet,

po-et-ess (po'it-is), n. a woman }

po-et-lc (p5-et'ik), adj\ [Pr, /-* qu&; L. poeticus; Gr.m

poiitikosft * of/characteristic of, like, or fit for a poet
or poetry. 2, skilled in or fond of poetry. 3, written
in verse. 4. having the beauty, imagination, tc. of

good poetry, 5. imaginative, n. poetic*.

po-et-i-cal (pd~et'i-k'I), adj. poetic; now umd chieHy
in reference to form, whereas pmtic refers to the basic

qualities of poetry*
poetic justice, justice, as in some plays, storks, etc., in

which good is properly rewarded and evil punished;
Justice as one might wish it to be*

poetic license, a poet's or artist's right to deviate* for
artistic effect, from literal fact and strict rules of form,
grammar, etc.

po et-ica (pd
t

~et'iks>, ,$. [construed as
sing.].

I. the

part of literary criticism that hat to do witn poetry;
theory of poetry. 2. a treatise on poetry. 3. [P~] a
famous timtiae on poetic drama by Aristotle.

poet-ize (pS'lMfeOr vJ. (pOFriaw (-!F) FOwrawNOj,
[Fr. -polLiscr], to write poetry* v.t. L to make poetic.
2. to express, or de&l with, & poetry,

poet laureate, [pL POETS LAURKATB, POET LAUREATES],
L the court poet of England, appointed by the mon-
arch to write poeicw cM^bwttiiw official c<x$wiow&t

national events, etc. 2, ray ofllekl pott of a State,
nation, etc,

po-et-iy (p3%*i) f IL [ME, & OFr, ^w**; MU po^ia
< L, potto, a poetj* 1* th* wrftraig: of pow; t d
writing poems, 2. poems; poetical work ?^. 3. something
Eke poetry la quality or emotional effect : mv that

acting is pure />o*'/ry. 4. politic quality or spirit: as, the

poetry of motion* Abbrvliitd port, Cf* vertu,

po*g0ttla (pM0w% p^nf
yt) f

ft. |Mod* L. < Of*
pd&vn, a beard], L ft small orelml with a mngle white
or pMkto floww hATi^f a Ip wttb jmllcw-bwiwi
liafri. 2, the tower,

pog-o nip (pt^'o-nip}, n. {< ShoNhoiU'iin}, a h^iivy
wmter tog containing ic^ <x'tturring in the
Sierra Nevadit Mountaiii i o

t>nd to which are
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po-grom (po'grsm, po-grom'), ,n. [Russ., devastation],
1. an organized massacre of or attack on the Jews, as
in Czanst Russia. 2. any similar persecution of a
minority group. SYN. see slaughter,
po-gy (po'gi, pog'i), n. \pl. FOGIES (-giz, -iz)], [contr. <
Am, Ind. (Algonquian) native name pauhaugen], the
menhaden, a kind of fish.

Po-hai (po'hi'; Chin, bo'hi'), n. a gulf of the Yellow
Sea, of! northeastern China: former name, GulfofChihli

po-i (poi, po'i), n. [Haw.], a Hawaiian food made of
taro root pounded to a paste and then fermented.

-pqi-et-ic (ppi-et'ik), [< Gr. poiltikos < poiSsis, a cre-
ating, making], a combining form meaning making,
producing, forming, as in onomatopoietic*
poign-an-cy (poin'an-si, poin'yQn-sij, n. the condition
or quality of being poignant. SYN. see pathos.

poi$n-ant (poin'snt, poin'yant), adj. [ME. poynant,
pomaunt: OPr. poignant, ppr. of poindre < L. pungere,
to prick], 1. sharp or biting to the smell or taste; tart;
piquant. 2. sharply painful to the feelings; piercing.
3. keen; pointed: as, poignant wit. SYN. see moving.

poi kilo therm al (porka-lo-thur'm'l), adj. [< Gr.
poikilos, variegated (akin to L, pingere, to paint; cf.

PAINT); + thermal], having a body temperature that
vanes with the environmental temperature, as fish.

poilu (pwa'loo; Pr. pwa'lu'), n. [Pr., hairy, virile
bold < poil, hair], [Slang], in World War I f a soldier
in the Prench army.

Poin-ca-r6. Jules Hen*rl (zhiil' aVr' pwan'ka'ra*0
1854-1912: Prench mathematician.

P0incar6 Ray-mond (rl>5'), 1860-1934: cousin of
Jules Henri; prime minister of Prance (1912-1913:
1922-1924; 19/6-1929) ; president (1913-1920).

'

poin-ci-a-na (poin'si-a'n, poin'si-an'o), n. [Mod. L.,
after M. de Potnci, early governor of the Prench West
Indies], any of a number of related small tropical trees
with snowy red, orange, or yellow flowers.
poind (j>oind; Scot pund), v.t [MScot. poynd, var. of
MB. fimden < AS. pyndan, to enclose, impound],
[Scot]. 1. a) to seize and sell (the property of a
debtor) under a warrant. 6) to distrain the goods of
(a debtor). 2, to impound, n* the act or an instance
of poinding; distraint,

pota'8et.ti:
a

(ppin-set'i-o, pom-set'a), n. [Mod, L.; after
Joel R, PotnseU (d, 1851), Ami, ambassador to Mexico], a
Mexican and South American shrub with yellow flowers
surrounded by tapering red leaves resembling petals.
point (point), n. [MB.; OPr, point, a dot, prick < L.
pundum. a dot. neut. of puwtw, pp. of pun$r$, to
prick; also < OPr, pptou, sharp and; ML. puncta <
L. punetus], 1, a prick, speck, or dot* 2, a dot in
pnnt or writing, as a period, decimal point, vowel point,
etc, 3. something thought of as having definite position
in space, but no atos or stupe ; location; as, a straight
lineIs th shortest distance fietween two 3nto. Ohe
podtion of a certain playw

;

in caritoktt and other game*;
hence, 5, the player, o, fBdtlahL a policeman's fixed
station for duty, at dktingdihed from a twt 7* a~~ " ~~

toe; exeat inomant; e at this print she"'- ' ' '

"daath. & a stag or condition
_ 9, a part of icwwtthing 5 item;

detail: as, he explained the problem point by point.
10. ) a distinguishing feature; characteristic, b) a
physical characteristic or quality of an animal, used
at a standard in judging bree<ling. 11, a unit, at of
ineeuvmeat value, gaut icoim ato. 11 a wwp or
projeetfag end of something; hence, 13. soincthing
with a ifiiwp tnct 14. n^^-point law, 15, a pro-
jecting or tapering piece of lead; promontory; capet

16. a if^j^rty Mom an advance gawd or
ttUttecwer. 17. f. *

a mili 311: as, point of war.
_ ty-two marks showing direction on the

circumference of a compass card. b) the corresponding
position on the horizon, c) the angle between two
successive compass points. 32. in printing, a unit
measure for type bodies, equal to about 1/72 of an inch.
33, usually in pi [British], in railroading, a tapering
rail in a switch, v.t. 1. to put punctuation marks or
pauses m: as, point a sentence or a speech. 2. to mark
off (parts of a sentence, sum, etc.) with points, as
especially a decimal fraction from a whole number
(with off). 3. to sharpen to a point, as a pencil. 4. to
give (a story,

_
remark, anecdote, action, etc.) force,

purpose, or point (sometimes with up). 5. to show or
call attention to (usually with out) : as, point the way,ne likes to point out the shortcomings of others. 6.
to aim or direct (a gun, finger, etc.). 7. to show the
presence and location of (game) by standing still and
facing toward it: said of hunting dogs. 8. m linguistics,
to put vowel points m (Hebrew writing), 9. in masonry,
to fill the joints of (brickwork) with mortar. IM". 1. to
direct ones finger (at or to something). 2. to call
attention (to something); hint (a* something). 3. to
aim or be directed (to or toward something) : extend in
a specified direction; face. 4. to stand rigid and lookm the direction of game: said of pointers and setters.
5. IJtJritishJ, to come to a head, as an abscess. 6. in
namgahon, to sail close to the wind. Abbreviated pt.
at the point of, very close to.
beside the point, not pertinent; irrelevant.
in point, appropriate; pertinent; apt.
in point of, in the matter of; as concerns.
make a point of, to make (something) one's strict rule,
habit, or purpose; insist on.
on the point of, almost in the act of; on the verge of.
point up, to give more point to; make more em-
phatic, as by a lengthier treatment, reiteration, etc.

stretch (or strain) a point, to make an exception or
concession.

to the point, pertinent; apt.
point-blank (poinfblarjk/), adj. \

center of the target) < Fr.
""

aimed horizontally, straight i
, .

ing for rise and fall m the projectile's flight, b) of or suit-
able for this type of fire: as, point-blank range or distance.
2. straightforward; plain; blunt: as, a point-blank
answer, adv. 1. straight: as, he fired the gun point"
blank at the burglar. 2. without hesitation or quibbling;
directly: bluntlv: as, she refused point-blank.

port, as for a battle line; basis; fulcrum,"
point-de-vice, point-de vise (point'di-vfa'), ad/. [MB.
at point amis: at, at 4- point, a point -f dm$, exact (see
DEVICE) ; prob. for OPr. d point 4ems, to the point ar-
ranged, to perfection], [Archaic], completely correct;
precise, adv* [Archaic], to perfection; conapletely,
point ed (poin'tid), adj. L having a sharp end; taper-
tog* 1 sharp; incisive; to the point, as an epigwttn,
3. clearly aimed at. or referring to, someone, as a
remark. 4. very evidamt; emphastoed; conspicuous.
pointed fox, red fox rat dyed black, with white hairs
inserted, to simulate silver fox fur*

point-er (poin'tUr), n. 1. a person or thing that points,
2, a long, tapered rod
used by teachers and
lecturers for calling
attention to th"
on a map, bit

board, etc. 3, an i

dicator on a eloc_
meter, scales, etc. 4*
a large, lean hunting
dog with a smooth
coat, usually white
with btown spotti It
Mmelln out game and
then pointy until the
hunter in ready to
fir. 5. [CoESj, E
hint; dw@; tip. 6,

{F-jf pi. in a$lrwtQmfr th two ttArs In the Big Dipper'

L almost in a direct Hn@ with th North Star.
it* fir.

, to mark with deft" < pointfl&"i dot '< It,

,, dint of pmi < L. pumtm: m POINT], the
,

of i$tttwf of certain French imprwtlorott*,
to IpPOuna it systematically covered with

at* of part color tht btend together wt**
itance, producing a luminous effect.

_ _,d]gp0iat lam
> (potattit), <itf. L without a point. 2, with-

_ ig wiwaiiee, or force: in&na; dull,mnt m mmrt a matter affecsiing a perton't honor.
point of ottfer, a qm^xm af to ^^m tfe rnlm rf
parllani^ntary ]

: C-l-uv^i:
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point of view, 1. the place from which, or way. in

which, something is viewed .or considered; standpoint.

2. a mental attitude or opinion,

point rationing, a system of rationing food, clothing,

etc., in which each item or a specified amount of a com-

modity is assigned a number of points, and,each pur-

chaser is permitted a fixed number of points for a

pffia
P
ofthe^compass, 1. the thirty:two directional

lines on the face of a compass.. 2. the imagined points

around the horizon corresponding to these.

point system, 1. in education, a system of averagmg
a student's grades by giving them equivalent numerical

value in points: the average attained is called the

grade-point average. 2. in typography, a system .
of

graduating the sizes of type on a uniform scale of which

the unit, called a point, is about 1/72 inch: each type

body is a multiple of the point unit and is designated

by its number of points, as .in eight-point type. 3. any

system of writing or printing for the blind in which

raised points or dots in certain combinations are used

to represent the alphabet: Braille is avariety of this.

poise (poiz), fi. [ME. pois, weight; OFr. pots, pets; LL.

pesumT< L. pensum, something weighed < pendere, to

weigh], 1. balance; stability. 2. ease and dignity of

manner. 3. carriage; bearing, as of the body or head.

4 a suspension of activity in a condition of balance.

5. suspense; irresolution; indecision. v.t. [POISED

(poizd), POISING], [ME. poisen; OFr. potser < peise,

poise, inflected form of peser, to weigh; LL. pesare; L.

pensare, to weigh out < pensus, pp. of pendere, tojweighj,

1 [Rare], to weigh mentally; ponder. 2. [Rare], to

make (one thing) balance (with or against another);

equalize (two things). 3. to balance; keep steady. 4.

to suspend (usually passive or reflexive): as, the earth

is poised in space, vd. 1. to be suspended or balanced.

2. to hover. SYN. see tact.
. .

poison (poiVn), n. [ME. poisoun, pmson; QVr. poison,

puison;L Potto, potion; see
POTION],

1. a substance,

usually a drug, causing illness or death when, eaten,

drunk, or absorbed in relatively small, quantities. 2.

anything harmful or destructive to happiness or welfare,

such as an idea, emotion, etc. v.t. 1. to give poison to;

harm or destroy by means of poison. 2. to put poison on

or into. 3. to influence wrongfully; corrupt; as, they

poisoned his mind. adj. poisonous.

poison dogwood, poison sumac: also called poison elder.

poison gas, any of several toxic chemical agents, in the

form of gases, liquids, or solids, used in chemical war-

fare to kill or harass through inhalation or contact.

poison hemlock, a bad-smelling plant with finely cut

leaves, small white flowers, and a very poisonous root.

poison ivy, any of several American sumacs with gray-

ish berries and pointed
leaves that grow in

groups of three and can
cause a skin rash if

touched: also called

poison oak.

poison oak, 1. a shrub-

by western variety of

poison ivy. 2. poison
sumac.
poi-son-ous (pqi'zn-9s),
adj. that can injure or

kill by or as by poison;
containing, or having the
effects of, a poison; ven-
omous.
poison sumac, a swamp
shrub with greenish-
white flowers, hanging
clusters of small grayish
fruit, and leaves made
up of 7 to 13 gray leaf- POISON IVY
lets which can cause a .

severe rash if touched: also called poison oak, poison
dogwood,

Poi tiers (pw&'tya'; Eng,
poi-t^rz'), n. a city in west
centralPrance :pop. , 49,000
(1946): scene of a battle

(1356) of the Hundred
Years War, in which the

English defeated the
French,

Pol-ton (pw&'to5'), n. a
former province of west
central France,
poke (pok), v.t. [POKED
(pdkt), POKING!, [MB.
poken; MB, or LGv poken]*
\ t to push; prod; jab as
with a stick, an elbow, etc. :

at, pake him in the rib*. 2. [Slang], to hi* wWj the
fist* -"*- **-*"* ir a^>|* ^*v fwikino1

! AJHL Bite -t>fthfd ft hole in

affairs.

POISON SUMAC

ground, don't poke your nose into my ansurs.
t

v.i.

1 to make jabs with a stick, poker, etc. (at something).
2 to intrude; meddle. 3. to pry or search (sometimes
with about or around). 4. to live or move slowly or

lazily; loiter; putter; dawdle (often with along), n.

1 a poking; jab; thrust; nudge. 2. [Slang], a blow
with the fist. 3. a lazy or slow-moving person ; dawdler ;

slowpoke. 4. a poke bonnet. 5. the projecting bnm
at the front of a poke bonnet.

poke fun (at) ;
to ridicule or deride, especially satir-

ically or slyly. -.

poke (pok), n. [MB.; OFr. poke, poque < Gmc. base

^pokka; for IE. base cf. POD, BUD], [Archaic
& Dial.],

1. a sack; bag. 2. a pocket. 3. a baghke growth on the

neck, especially of sheep. . .

ooke (pok), n, [earlier pocan < Am. Ind. (Virginian)

pakon,Tweed used for staining < fak, blood], pokeweed.

poke ber-ry (pok'ber'i, pok'be'r-i), n. [pi. POKBBERRIES

(-iz)l, [Poke (pokeweed) + berry], L.the reddish-

purple berry of the pokeweed, containing poisonous
seeds. 2. the pokeweed. m . .

poke bonnet, a bonnet with a projecting front brim.

nok-er (po'kSr), n. [corresponds to G. pochspteK pochen,

to brag: variety of older game brag}, a card game m
which the players bet on the value of their hands, the

bets forming a pool to be taken by the winner: there

are several varieties (see draw poker, stud poker).
pok-er (po'ker), n. 1. a person or thing that pokes.

2. a bar, usually of iron, for stirring a fire.

poker face, [Colloq.], an expressionless face, as of a

poker player trying to conceal the nature of his hand.

poke-root (pok'roof, pok'roof). n. a pokeweed.

poke-weed (pok'wed')t n. [see POKE (weed)), any of

several North American weeds with clusters of purplish-

white flowers, reddish-purple berries, and smooth leaves

and stems: the roots and berry seeds are poisonous,

pok-y, ppk-ey (po'ki), adj. (POKIER (-ki^r),
POKIEST

(-ki-ist)], [< poke (to push)], 1. slow; dull; trifling.

2, small and uncomfortable; stuffy, as a place. 3. shab-

bily dressed; dowdy.
Pol., 1. Poland. 2. Polish.

pol., 1. political. 2. politics.

Po4a (p6"1S), n. Puli, Yugoslavia: the Italian name.

Po lack (polalc, pS^ak), n. [< Pol. Polak], 1. [Obs,], a

Pole. 2. [Slang], a person of Polish descent : vulgar term

of prejudice and contempt, adj. [Slang], Polish.

Po-land (po'tend), n. a country in central Europe, on

the Baltic Sea: area, 150,470 so. mi.; pop., 23,930,000

(est. 1946); capital. Warsaw: Polish.name, Polska.

Poland China, an American breed of large hogs, usually

polaris < L. folus; see POLE],
or near the North, or South Pole.

,

. of, connected with, or near the North, or South Pole.

2. of a pole or poles. 3, having polarity, 4. having
. .

two opposite natures, directions, etc* 5. central and
'

, like the earth's pole or the poleatar.

ovum during
polar circle, 1. Arctic Circle. 2. Antarctic Circle.

polar distance, in astronomy & navigation, the comple-
ment of the declination; codeclination,

polar front, in meteorology, the region, or belt, serving
as the boundary or transition between the cold air of

a polar region and the warmer air of the middle or

--'t-l^r)* [< ML, polaris (see

POLAR); + -meler]. an instrument for measuring the

degree of polarisation in light, the amount of polarized

%ht in a ray, or the amount of rotation of the plane
of polarization*
Po la ris (pS-lftr'is), n. [Mod. L,, thort for ML, sUtta

polaris, polar star), the North Btax? poltstar; star of

the second magnitude, standing alon and forming the

end of the tail of tbe constellation Ursa Minor: it marks

very nearly the position of the north oMMtial poles see

poTaVi scope' (p54w'^koy) K ML* polaris (see

POLAR); -f -9top$* aa testrtrnieat for dejsionjrtrating

^e^farSatfon of light or for koBag at tgf in

polarized %ht
po lari ty (pS-larVM), it. 1. tfaa property rr----

by bodies having magnetic $>oie (CM rajm ad
attracting, one neoatiw aad n^jdateg) of puMdaff two*-
selves so that ttjfir two sdwaitii potet to th two

poles of tbe eartk 2. any tw$may to tncn* grow,
Smkf feel, elxx fe a cwtalf way, * ft b?
magnetic attraction or repulsion. 3. the having or

showing of two c<tra/y QwittWr sfm tiadwwlfti,

eta TmiJi*rW^i^
in relation to a

< polm-im -f

oxiatfalnt r m aogmi*
trteU% the prodttj|kw of a vsma
at the electrodes of a cell by the d

K electrplysp.
tion of light
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which the transverse vibrations of the rays assume
different forms in different planes. V) the production
of this condition.

polar-ize (po'lSr-IzO , v.t. [POLARIZED (-izd/), POLAR-

IZING], [Fr. polariser < polaire, p/>lar], to give polarity

to; produce polarization in. IM. to acquire polarity.

polar lights, 1. the aurora borealis: also called northern

lights. 2. the aurora australis.

po-lar-oid (po'lSr-oid'), n. {polar + -oid], a thin, trans-

parent, nlrnUke material capable of polarizing light,

used in optics, photography, etc.: a trade-mark

(Polaroid).

pol-der (pol'dSr), n. [D.; prob. akin to Eng. pool], an
area of low-lying land reclaimed from a sea, lake, or

river by the protection of dikes.

Pole (pol), n. a native or inhabitant of Poland.

pole vpol), n. [MB.; AS. pol, pal: L. palus, a stake; cf.

PALE (a stake)], 1. a long, slender piece of wood,
usually rounded.; long rod of any material: as, a tent

pole, telephone Pole. 2. a tapering wooden shaft at-

tached to the front axle of a wagon or carriage and to

the collars of the horses. 3. a unit of measure, equal to

one rod in linear measure or one square rod in square
measure. Abbreviated p. v.t. & v.i. [POLED (pold),

POLING], to propel (a boat or raft) with a pole.
under bare poles, 1. with all sails furled because of

the force of a gale; hence, 2. naked; stripped.

pole (pol), n. [MB,; OPr.; L. polus, pole of the heavens,

heavens; Gr* polos, axis of the sphere, firmament <
pelein, to be in motion], 1. either end of any axis,

as of the earth, of the celestial sphere, or of a cell

nucleus. 2. a region contiguous to either end of the

earth's axis, as the North and South Poles. 3, either

of two opposed or differentiated forces, parts, or prin-

ciples, such as the ends of a magnet, the terminals of

a oattery, cell, motor, or dynamo, or two extremes of

opinion, etc. 4. a point of reference, as for a system
of points or lines in mathematics, or for a series of

arguments in logic. Abbreviated p.

poles apart, widely separated; having opposite na-

tures, opinions, etc,; at opposite extremes.

Pole, Reginald (p51), 1500-1558; English cardinal and
Roman Catholic archbishop of Canterbury,

pole-ax, pole axe (pSl'aks'), n. [ME. pollax < polf poll,

head + ax], 1, a long-handled battle-

ax. 2, any ax with a spike, hook, or

hammer opposite the made, v*t* to
attack or fell with or as with a poleax,

polecat (pSl'katOt [# POLECATS
(-katsO, POLECAT; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[ME, pokat; prob. < OFr. poU, pmtU*
& hen; f cat], 1. a small bad-melung,
weasellike carnivore of Europe. 2. a
skunk.
pole horse, a horse harnessed to the

pole of wagon, twidem, etc.* *wd
nearest the wheels,

polem ic (pWwn'lk), y* fGr. pwm*
tittH < 40WM09, n war), 1, ol or wr
volving dispute; controversial, 2. argu-
mentative. n 1, ma argument or con-
troversial ditcuMion* 2. a pwioa inclined to argument,

po*M*ttt*c*l (pC-leorl'k'D, MI. polemic,

polem i cist (p84em't-ttst), it* skilled debater or
writer of polemic d^fotiifiom
po lem lea (po-tatt'iks), im# Iwwitraed ,! [see
POLEMIC ^ -icsj, K the art or practice of disputation or

controversy. 1 a diwttte*

p01e<mlt (potVmistJ* ft, m jxmmentftwve wwoo.

L Pd4mmiacw$, wune of tWwSly (< 6rTJtttaii&ifa,
kind of pjaatj; 4* -wi). of the pmm family of pknts,

-
iMm'b), n. {It.; L., pmkd or pearl bertey],
mad* of barley, chestnut mal, or corn

jed^taftify.
fr) t n* I. apw nonfe X a pmon whopok*

ate
paileNrm the
tt m wmt i

vaulting over a
'

c) any nonmilitary duty or detail: as, kitchen police.
v.t. [POLICED (4est') POLICING], 1. to control, protect,
or keep orderly with or as police or the like: as, police
the street. 2. to make or keep (a military camp, etc.)

clean or orderly (sometimes with up).
police court, an inferior court having jurisdiction over
minor offenses and misdemeanors, and the power to

hold for trial those charged with more serious crimes.

police dog, a dog specially trained to assist police, etc. ;

especially, in popu-
lar use, a German
shepherd (or Ger-
man police) .

po lice man (pa-les'-

m9n),n.[pl. POLICE-
MEN Mtiian) ]

, amem-
ber of a police force.

police state, a gov-
ernment that seeks
to intimidate and
suppress political
opposition bymeans
of a secret police
force.

police station, the
headquarters of a
local or district po-
lice force, where ar-
rested persons are
first charged.
po-Hce-wom-an (pa- POLICB DOG (German shepherd)
les'woom'an), n.

\pl. POLICEWOMEN (-wim'in)], a woman member of a

police force.

pol-i-clin-ic (pol'i-klin'ik) ,
n. JG. poliklinik < Gr. polis,

city -f G. klinik, clinic], the department of a hospital
where outpatients are treated : cf. polyclinic.
PoH-cy (poFa-si), n. [pL POLICIES (-siz)], [ME. & OPr.
policie; L. politta; Gr. politeia; see POLICE], 1. political
wisdom or cunning; diplomacy; prudence; artfulness.
2. wise, expedient, or crafty conduct or management,
3. any governing principle, plan, or course of action.

policy (polVsi), n. \pl, POLICIES (-siz)], [Fr. police; It.

polima; ML. apodixa: Gr. apodeixis, proof < apodeik~
nynais

to display, make known], 1. a written contract
in which one party guarantees to insure another against
a specified loss or misfortune, in consideration of peri-
odic payments called premiums; in full, insurance policy.
2. a gambling on lottery numbers: see policy racket.

poM'cy-hold*er (pol'9-si-h5l'deY), n, a person to whom
an insurance policy is issued.

policy racket, a lottery baaed on the appearance of a
specific number in some daily statistical table; see

numbers pool.

poM-o (pSIi-S'; pol'i-6' is preferred ty the Normal
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis)* n. [CoHo^.], polio-
myelitis.

'

'

pol i o my e 11 tls (pol'i-S-mSVH'tid), it. [Mod. L. < Gr.

poMo$, gray; + myelitis], inftairimAtion of the gray
matter of tne spinafcord; specially, infantile paralysis.
Pol ieh (pd^Hsh), <K^ of Poland* its people, their lan-

mg, or culture, f*. the West Slavic language of the

pol ish (pol'ish)* vt [ME, pvlfacbm < inflected form of

OFr. polir; L. polire, to polish], 1. to smooth and
bdghtan, M by rttbbmg* ** to remove crudity or vul-

garity from; mak elegant or polite: refine (ir
- -

itylt, app^ftriwoe, titeriry worlc etc.). 3. to c

or ftbelllih; fiaia; petfoet to take a ,

become glossy, elegant, or refined, n* 1. surface

glojt. 2* elpiK{ tftateent; finish. 3. a substance
used to pouwL 4 a tjoll^hing or being polished,
polish off* tCoHo^X L to feiah (a. meal, job, etc*)

<^apltiy md ^mdd'y. 2, to overcome or get rid oi
"""

\fMmy. ofeo.),

lcx|.J to improve,
,. ,,_ m rufeWmg, * with a doth r tool and,

often, ai abMv, pttte. etc., to iprodc a waooth f

surface (to polish iivt>r, glafu;, furniture, etc.) ; burnieh m^citi-

cally suggests a rubbing of metals to make them bright and

MmH(Rr^^ ^ ?
r

tool cowid mb wptcWr timM mttm wlflimlly bSalo
i> or oAw *te (toM% i^wmpi) ; *W (ImpiiM a

nmkintf bright and clean by polishing (to shine shmi).
, Ctarrldtar, tb WMWOTT tmp ol Foi4 bttwwm
any and East Prussia, extending to the Baltic

tt

torliftoa* 2,

or TOWS M a
I* fKmticilL 2*

(p*lU'byDtt'&), au t< Run,
* "

wtul ft Jo* eomi
of the Soviet Union, having

pdiiticjfi bimaK ft joawaiitte^ol
uuist JPSfcfty
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responsibility of analyzing events, determining policy,
etc. between sessions of the larger Central Committee:
replaced by a presidium in 1952.

polite (p9-Kt') adj. [L. Politus, pp. of polire, to polish],
1. polished; cultured^renned; correct: as, polite society,
Polite letters. 2. having good manners; courteous.

poli'tesse (p.olVtes'; Fr. pS'le'tes^), n. [Fr.; It.

Politezza, pulitezza, cleanliness, courtliness], politeness.

poM-tic (pol'a-tjk), adj. [ME. potytyk; L. politicus; Gr.

politikos. of a citizen < polites; see POLICE], 1. having
practical wisdom; prudent; shrewd; diplomatic; hence,
2.

^ crafty; unscrupulous. 3. prudently or artfully con-

trived; expedient, as a plan, action, remark, etc. 4.

[Rare], political: see body politic* v.f. [POLITICKED]

{-tikt), POLITICKING], to engage in political campaign-
ing, vote-getting, etc. SYN. see suave.

political d>s-lit'i-kl), adj. [< L. politicus], 1. of or
concerned with government, the state, or politics. 2.

having a definite governmental organization. 3. en-

gaged in or taking sides in politics: as, -political parties.
4. of or characteristic of political parties or politicians:
as, political pressure. Abbreviated pol., polit.

political economy, economics.
political liberty, the right to participate in determining
the form, choosing the officials, making the laws, and
carrying on the functions of one's government.
politi-caMy (pa-lit'i-kl-i, pe-lit'ik-li), adv. 1. in a
political manner. 2. with reference to government or

politics.

political science, the science of political institutions,
or of the principles, organization, and methods of gov-
ernment.
pol i ti-cian (pol'Q-tish'an), n. [see POLITIC & -IAN; cf.

Fr. politicien], 1. a person actively engaged in politics,

especially party politics, professionally^ or otherwise;
often, a person holding or seeking political office: fre-

quently used in a derogatory sense, with implications of

seeking personal or partisan gain, scheming, opportun-
ism, etc., as distinguished from statesman, which sug-
gests able, far-seeing, principled conduct of public
affairs. 2. [Now Rare], a person skilled or experienced
in practical politics or political science.

po-lit-i-cize (p8-lit
/9-siz

/

), u.i. [POLITICIZED (-sizdO.
POLITICIZING], 1. to talk politics. 2. to take part in

politics, v.t. 1. to make political. 2. to discuss

politically.

pol-i-tic-ly (pol'a-tik-li), adv. in a politic manner.
po-lit'i-co (pa-lit'i-ko'). n. [Sp. politico or It. politico],
a politician.

pO'lit'i'CO- (pa-lit'i-ko), a combining form meaning
political and.

poH-tics (pol's-tiks), n.pl, [construed as sine, except
in sense 6], [< politic], 1 . the science and art 01 political
government; political science. 2. [P-], a treatise on
political science by Aristotle (384-322 B.C.). 3. po-
litical ajffairs. 4. the conducting of or participation
in political affairs, often as a profession. 5. political
methods, tactics,

t
etc. 6. political opinions, principles,

or party connections. 7. factional scheming within a
group: as, office politics, Abbreviated polit., pol.

poM'ty (polVti), n. \pl POLITIES (-tiz)], [OPr. politie:
L. politia; see POLICY (wisdom)!, 1. the governmental
organization or constitution of a state, church, etc.
2. a society or institution with an organized govern-
ment; state; body politic.

Polk, James Knox (pok), 1795-1849; eleventh presi-
dent of the United States (1845-1849).

pol ka (pol'ka), n. [Fr. & G.; prob. < Czech pulka,
half step], 1. a fast dance for couples, developed in
Bohemia in the early 19th century. 2. the basic
step of this dance, a hop followed by three small
steps. 3, music for this dance, in fast duple time.
v.i. to dance the polka.

pol-ka dot (po'ko), [from the popularity of the polka
dance in the late 19th c.; polka gauze, polka hats* etc.
were formerly popular], 1. one of the mau roud dots
regularly spaced to form a pattern oa cloth. 2, a
pattern or cloth with such dots.

poll (p51), n* (ME. pol polle; MD. poto,M top of the
head, head], 1. the head; especially, the crown, back,
or hair of the head. 2. an individual person, especially
one among several, as one of twelve jurors. 3. a count-
ing, listing, or register of persons, especially of voters,
4, a voting or expression of opinion by individuals.
$, the amount of voting; number of votes recorded. 6.

usually $n pL a place where votes are cast and recorded.
7. a poll tax, 8. a canvassing of a selected sample group
of p**ple in an attempt to discover public opinion on
some question. 9, the blunt end of a hammer head, v.t .

[MB. pmml 1. to cut off or cut short, 2. to cut off
or trim the wool, hair, horns, or branches of. 3. to
take or register the votes of; as, poll a county. 4. to
rtcctv* (a certain number or proportion of votes): re-
ceivd to* votes of (certain voters) : said of a candidate.
5* to CMfc (n vota). 6, to canvass in a pcS <|w B).
t to vote in nil election,

pol'tecfe <9C*'*k)
t It; (&. FOU.ACIC, POLLACKS (<&*)$

MLUftAl* ti, a 2), (for early Scot ptntlak, prob, tmdr
wfWftttftB of Scot* Gaul, jtotfcf, fmih*water fob; for taw,

see POD; cf. COD], any of several related food fishes of
the Atlantic coast, having tiny scales and a projecting
lower jaw: also spelled pollock.

poHard (pol'Srd), n. [< poll (to cut off)], 1. a hornless
animal, as a goat, deer, ox, etc. 2. a tree with its top
branches cut oack to the trunk, so as to cause a dense
growth of new shoots, v.t. to change into a pollard.

poll-book (pol'bookOt n. a book or list of registered
voters in a precinct, county, etc.

polled (polo), adj. 1. [Archaic], with the wool, hair,
horns, or branches cut off or trimmed. 2. hornless.

poll-ee (pol'e'), n. a person questioned in a poll.

pollen (pol'sn), n. [L., fine flour, dust], the yellow,
powderlike male sex cells on the stamens of a flower.

pollen count, the number of grains of a specified variety
of pollen, usually ragweed, present in a given volume of

air, usually a cubic yard, at a specified time and place.

pol lex (pol'eks), n. [pi. POLLICES (-a-seV)], [LJ, the

thumb; innermost digit of a forelimb.

polli-nate (pol'a-naV), v.t. [POLLINATED (-id), POLLI-

NATING], to place pollen on the upper tip of the pistil of.

pol-li-na-tion (pol'9-na'shan) , n. the transfer of pollen
from the stamen to the pistil.

pol li-nif er-oua (polVnif'Sr-ss), adj. [< L. pollen,

pollinis; + -ferous], bearing, yielding, or carrying pollen.

pol lin-i-um (pQ-lm'i-sm), n. [Mod. L. < L. pollen; see

POLLEN], a mass of pollen grams.
polli-nosis (polVno'sis), n. [Mod. L. < L. pollen,

pollinis, pollen: + -osw], hay fever.

poMi-wog (pol'i-wog'), n. [ME. polwygle; cf. POLL (the
head) & WIGGLE], a tadpole: also spelled pollywog.

pol lock (pol'ak), n. [pi POLLOCK, POLLOCKS (-aks); see

PLURAL, IL D, 2], a pollack.
Pol-lock, Sir Frederick (pol'ak), 1845-1937; English
jurist and writer.

pollster (pol'ster), n. a person who conducts polls

(sense 8).

poll-tax (pol'taks'), adj. of, having, or advocating a

poll tax, especially as a means of limiting the electorate.

poll tax, a tax per head: in some States payment of a
poll tax is a prerequisite for voting.
pollute (po-loof), v.t. [POLLUTED (-id), POLLUTING],
[ME, foluten < L. pollutus, pp. of polluere, to pollute],
to make unclean, impure, or corrupt; desecrate; defile;

contaminate; dirty. SYN* se contaminate*
poHu-tion (pa-loo'shon), n, [MB. poluccion; LL, pol"V....-1 11.^1 I---

polluted.
___lier Polluccs; Or. Polydeuk*],

, __ _.. mythology, one of the twin sons
of Zeus: see Dioscuri. 2. in astronomy, the brighter of
the two first-magnitude stars in the constellation Gem-
ini: the other star is Castor,
PoMy (pol'i), a feminine name: see Mary.
PoMy-att'iia (pol'i-an'a) , n. [name of the young heroine
of a novel by Eleanor H. Porter (1868-1920), Am.
writer], an excessively or persistently optimistic person.

pol*ly-wo*g (pol'i-wogO, it, a polliwog.
po-lo (polo), iu fprob. < Tibet, dial polo, var. of pulu,
properly, the name of the ball], 1. a game played on
horseback by two teams of four player each, who at-

tempt to drive a small wooden ball through the oppo-
nents' goal with long-handled mallets, 2, water polo,

Po-Io, Marco ^aaVkd* p0*1o% 12S4M324?; Venetian
traveler in Ada.
polo coat, a type of loose, tailored overcoat made of
cameFa hair or a similar fabric.

po-lo-lst (polS-ist), n. a person who plays polo.
po-lo-naise (polVnSz', p5'l-nlz'), it* [Fr. fern, of

pohnais, Polish], I. a drew with tfie

skirt divided m front and worn
looped back over an elaborate under-
skirt: originally worn by Polish
women. 2, a stately Polish dance in
triple time, almost processional in
character. 3. music for, or in the
rhythm of this danc,
po lo-ni-um foo-US'ntom), [Mod.
JUj so named by stt oo-oicovftfir-
Marl Oxrift, ftf few matiw

'

PotodlML, Pofania)]* ft i*d!o* _
chemical element formed by the dis-

integration c radium! symbol, Po;
at. wt* ajiwtoty 210j at* ao.
84 1 also caH@d Y&diMm ff

VO'fci&m (p54o^i*w)# it* in ^wike*

tious old courtier, lord chamberlain
to the king and father of Ophelia and
Laertes.

polo shirt, a short-sleeved, usually
knitted* ptutanw ipcsit m^Jtofito*

a butv,
Pol-ska

a T*sWrt

p., 130,
fwted

. Poland: the Polish name.
. iLgJL;

mmi of ft {iW)ltwMilmA
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low; cf. BOLSTER, n.},j thorough coward: craven.

pol-troon-er-y (pol-troon'e'r-i) , n. cowardice.

pol-y- (pol'i), [Gr. poly- < polys, much, many], a com-
bining form meaning: I. much, many, more than one,
as in polychromatic, polyandry. 2. more than usual,
excessive, as in polyphagia. 3. in or of many kinds or
parts, as in polymorphous.

pol-y-an-drist (pol'i-an'drist) , n. a person who practices
polyandry.
pol-y-an-drous (pol'i-an'dros), adj. 1. practicing pol-
yandry. 2. of or characterized by polyandry. 3. in
botany, having many stamens.

pol-y-an-dry (pol'i-an'dri, pol'i-an'dri), n. [Gr. poly-
andria < poly-, many -f aner, andros, a man], 1. the
state or practice of having two or more husbands at the
same time. 2. in botany, the presence of twenty or
more stamens in one flower. 3. in zoology, the mating
of one female animal with more than one male.

pol-y-an-thus (pol'i-an'thas), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. poly-
anthos; poly-, many -f anthos, a flower], 1, a kind of
primrose with many flowers; oxlip. 2. a kind of nar-
cissus with many star-shaped flowers.

pol-y-bas-ic (pol'i-bas'ik) , adj. [poly- + basic], 1. des-
ignating an acid having more than one hydrogen atom
(per molecule) replaceable by basic atoms or radicals.
2. designating a salt having more than one atom (per
molecule) of a monovalent metal.

pol-y-bas-ite (pol'i-bas'it, pa-lib'a-sit'), n. [G.; see
POLY-, BASE, -ITE], an iron-black ore with a metallic
luster, AgSbS a sulfide of silver and antimony.

Po-lyb'i-us (pa-lib'i-os), n, Greek historian: lived
205?~125? B.C.

Pol-y-carp, Saint (pol'i-ka'rp'), 69?-15S?A*D.; Christian
prelate and martyr in Smyrna; one of the Apostolic
Fathers: his day is January 26.

pol-y-chae toua (pol'i-ke'tas), adj. [< Mod. L. Poly-
chaeta, name of the order < poly- + Gr. chaitl< hair],
belonging to a group

t
of segmented worms having short,

fleshy limbs with bristles.

pol-y-cha'Si'inn (pol'i-klZ'sKi-om, pol'i-kS'hi-0m), n.

If1. POLYCHASIA (-)], (Mod. L. < poly- + Gr. chaste,
division], a broad cluster of flowers In which each main
stem sends forth more than two branches*

pol-y"dhjro*raat'ic (pol'i-kr5-mat'ik), adj. [poly- +
chromatic], having various or changing colors.

pol-y-chrome (pori~krdm') f adj\ [Fr.; Or, polychromes
< poly-, many -f. chroma, a color], 1. polychromatic.
2. done in several colors; as, polychrome printing.

pol-y-chro-mlc (pol'i-krS'mik), ad/, polychromatic,
pol-y-ctwro-my (poFi-krd'mi), n, (Fr polychrome ; see
POLYCHROME]* the art of tastefully combining many
different colors, especially in painting statues, decorat-
ing buildings, <rtc

poFyclta'ic (pol'i-klin'ik), n. (poly- -f clinic], a clinks
or hospital for the treatment of various kind of dis-
eases: cf, policlinic.

Poly*cli* tut, rol-y-del tus fool'ik&'t9t) n. Greek
sculptor; lived 5th ontury B.C.

pol*y'C0tt'Ie projection (pol'i-kon'ik), a type d map
projection in which the parallels are arcs of noncon-
centric circk't; and the meridians are curves equally
spaced from the central sunlight meridian.

P0;Iyc-ra'| (po-Uk'r-tttft')i * Ghrk tymat aad
pirate of Samon? crucifiM by Pisrskxig (o. S22 B.C.).

4- dactyl], having more than the normal number of
fingers or tow* It* a polydactyl person or animal.

poji'jdactyjl-toixi feol'i-aak'tll-k'm)* n th* oaaditicm

t'm^pdlfl*&^'im)t it* Crk sculp*

. .. m , r T wwl
/
4iB%ri*9-fii) l 11* |< tot?* |

, . ,. the mqpitlcm two or tm6ryo or
individuals mum,

piaati witF^lWli"i*^S^1i^nf^kr fitowwt and

of or characterized by polygenesis.
pol-y-glot (pol'i-glotO adj. [Gr. polyglottos < poly-,
many + glotta, the tongue], 1. speaking or writing
several languages. 2. containing, composed of, or
written in several languages, n. 1. a person who
speaks or writes several languages. 2. a book written
in several languages. 3. a mixture or confusion of

languages.
Pol-yg-no-tus (pol'ig-no'tas), n. Greek painter; lived
5th century B.C.

pol-y-gon Cpol'i-gon') n. [LL. polygonum; Gr. poly-
gdnon, neut. of polygonos; see POLY- & -GON], a plane
figure with several angles and sides, usually over four.
pol y go na ceous (pol'i-go-na'shas) , adj. [< Mod. L.
Polygonaceae < polygonum (see POLYGONUM); -f- -ous],
of the buckwhea^ or knotweed^ family of plants.

po-iyg-o-nal (pa-hg'd-nl), adj. of, or having the form
of, a polygon.
po-lyg-o-num (pa-lig'a-nam) , n. [Mod. L.; L. polygonos,
polygonon; Gr. polygonon, kind of plant, knotgrass <
poly-, many + gony> a knee, joint: so named because
of the many joints], any of a number of related plants
with large leaves and small white, greenish-white, or
pink flowers in spikes or clusters.

pol-y-graph (pol'i-graf, pol'i-graf , n. [Gr. polygraphos;
see POLY- & -GRAPH], 1. a device for reproducing writ-
ings or drawings; especially, a gelatin, copying pad. 2.
an instrument for recording simultaneously cnanges in
blood pressure, respiration

t pulse rate, etc. 3. an author
of many works or many kinds of works.

pol y graph-ic (pol'i-graf'ik), adj. of or reproduced by
a polygraph.
po-lyg-y-noua (po-lij'e-nas), adj. [Mod. L. polygynus;
see POLYGYNY], of or characterized by polygyny.

po-lyg.y-ny (po-HjVni), n. [< poly- -f.
Gr. gynl, a fe-

male], 1. the state or practice of having two or more
wives or concubines at the same time. 2. the mating
of a male animal with several females. 3. in botany,
the fact of having many styles or pistils.

pol-y he dral (poPi-hi'dral), adj. of, or having the form
of, a polyhedron.
pol'yhe'dron (pori-he*'dr@n), n. (pi. POLYHEDRONS
(-dronz), POLYHKDRA (-dra)], [Mod. L; Gr. polyhedron,
neut, of polyhedros; see POLY- A -HKDRON], a solid figure
With several plane surfaces, usually more than six

ppl-y-hy'dric (pol'i-hi'drik), n. \poly- + hydroxyl + -ic].
in chemistry, a compound containing more than two
hydroacyl groups.
Poi-y'hym'ni-a (pol'i-him'ni-a), n. [L,; Gr. Polymnia <
poly** many + hymnos, a hymn], in Greek mythology*
the Mu&e of sacred poetry: also

pol-y-mer (poFi-mlr), n. [< Gr, poly~, many -f meros, a
part], any of two or more polymeric
daily one with a higher molecular
poky-mer-ic (pol'i-mer^ik). adj. [< a

a part; + -*c] composed of the same

espe-

the tame proportions by weight, but differing in
molecular weight*
po-lym-er iam (po-liin^r-iz'm, pol'i-mSr-iz'm) , it, the
condition of being polymeric or polymerous%

p0iy*mw*i*s&m*tjH0n (pol i*cn^r-i-zii'8hin po-Hm'Sr-I'-zS'-
Sin) n. I, the process of joining two or more like
molecules to form a more complex molecule whose
molecular weight is a multiple of the original and
whose physical properties are different. 2. me chang-
ing of a compound into a polymeric form by this

process
pol-y-mer-tee (pol'i-mSr-xz', pa-lim'5r-Iz') v-t- A v.L

[POLYMKRI2EP (-izd
f
), POLYMERIZING], to Subject tO Or

, odtf* (poly- 4- *m4tr&u$], in

botany, conaistmg of many parti or having many
i In each whorl.

(pwte'jftWi W* Polyhymnia.
^ ^^^^ (poFi*m5rlO n. (< Or. polvmoyphoti <
pofy> many 4- m&rpki, a formj, 1, in wwy a poly-
aiofphiQtii orgiustittw or on of its foraup* 2* w> &fo@mi$tvy>
& minerdozy, 4) a .Hub^tance that can crystallize in two
or wore different forma, b) one of the forms,

poi-y-mor-phic (pori-rnftr'Tik), adj. polymorphous.
p^y*ttiOir*j0WtodPt (pol'i-niiOr'jws'jpft,j w* the condition or

quftliyoll
<4/. [Gr. pdymfpk*a

form], having, oecuning in,
sevc-rfiil or various forms.

w^fc% pdVElKtfba), n. a scattered
in the Pacific, east of Mioroiwsk Mid

0i%few) f/ of

r iti peot)le, their language* or culture, n. L
of M wrown people ofrolyiitsia, Includliw

. ^_iians, Tahitiatm, S^tuoan-,, and Maoris. 1
i group of Austroia-sian languanei m rol

pp. *-
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Pol-y-ni-ces (pol'i-ni'sez), n. [L. Polynices; Gr. Poly*
mikes], in Greek legend, a son of Oedipus and the
brother of Eteocles: see Seven against Thebes.

pol-y-no-mi-al (pol'i-no'mi-sl), n. \poly- + binomial],
I, m algebra, an expression consisting of two or more
terms: as, x2 2xy +

t
y2 is a polynomial. 2. in biology,

a species name consisting of more than two terms.

adj. consisting of or characterized by polynomials.
pol-y-nU'de-ar (pol'i-noo'kli-er, poll-nu'kli-Sr), adj.

[poly- 4- nuclear], having many nuclei. pol-y-to-aaf1-ty (pol'i-to-nal'a-ti), n* [poly- + tonality
>ol*yp (pol'ip), n. [Fr. polype: L. polypus; Gr. polypous f in music, the simultaneous use of several, or especiall:

poly-, many 4- pous, a foot], 1. any of a number of of two, keys in the various voices, or parts, of a compo
pol-yp

|

POly, it.ifku.y r* }/v/*ij, b JLWUI/J, A. nay wi a juuj.iJ.ucii VM.

small, flowerlike water animals having a mouth fringed
with ^any small, slender tentacles at the top of a
tubelike body, as the sea anemone, hydra, etc. 2. a
smooth projecting growth of hypertrophied mucous
membrane in the nasal passages, bladder, rectum, etc.

pol-y-par-y (pol'i-per'i), n, [pi. POLYPARIES (-iz)], [Mod.
L. polyparium < L. polypus; see POLYP], in zoology, the
base or the connecting tissue to which each member of
a colony of polyps is attached; polypidom.

pol-y pet alous (pol'i-pet'1-as), adj. [poly- -j- pttalous],
having separate petals.

polypha&ia (pol'i-fa'ji-9), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
phagta < poly-, many -j- phagein, to eat], 1. an
normal or excessive desire for food. 2, the practice of

subsisting on many kinds of food.

po-lyph a gous (pa-lif'a-gas), adj. \poly- + -phagous],
in zoology, living on various kinds of food.

poly phase (pol'i-faz'), adj. in electricity, having or
generating two or more phases: as, a polyphase current.

Pol-y-phe-mus (pol'i-fe'mos), n. [L.; Gr. Palyphemos],
in Greek legend, the Cyclops who confined Odysseus
and his companions in a cave and ate two of them
daily, until Odysseus blinded him with a stake as he
slept and escaped along with those still alive.

Polyphemus moth, a large, yellowish-brown American
silkworm moth with an eyelike spot on each hind wing.
pol-y-phone (pol'i-fon') n. in phonetics, a polyphonic
letter or other symbol.
pol-y-phon-ic (pol'i-fon'ik), adj. [Gr. polyphonos, having
many tones < i

" ' '

1. having or ma
having, or in pc-.,,^ , _,,_ _

nized melodies; contrapuntal. 6) "that can produce more
than one tone at a time, as a piano. 3. in phonetics,

enting more than one sound, as c in cat and cereal.

i-o-nous (ps-lif's-nos). adj. polyphonic.
po-iyph-o-ny (pa-HfVni, pol'i-fo'ni), n. [Gr. polyphdnia;
see POLYPHONIC], 1. multiplicity of sounds, as in an
echo. 2. in music

t
a combining of a number of indi-

vidual but harmonizing melodies, as in a fugue, canon,
etc.; counterpoint: opposed to monody, homophony. 3. in

phonetics, the representation of two or more sounds by
the same letter or symbol, as c in ace and act.

pol-y-phy-let-lc (pol'i-fi-let'ik), adj. [< poly- 4- Gr.
phytttes, Of the same clan < phylts, a clan], ra biology,
derived from more than one ancestral type,
po lyp i dom (pa-lip'i-dom). n. [< polypus + L. domus
(Gr. domos), a house], a polypary.

pol-y ploid (pol'i-ploid'), adj. [poly* -f- -ploidl having
the number of chromosomes in the somatic cells more
than twice the haploid number, n. a polyploid cell or
organism *

pol-y-po^dy (pol'i-po'di), n. [pi. POLYPODIES (-dk)] f

[ME. pohfoaye; L. polypodium; see POLY- & -POD], any
of a number of relatecl ferns with rather coarse and
leathery leaves.

pol-y-pous (poFi-pQs). adj. of or like a polyp.
pol-yp-tych (poFtp-tik), n. [Gr. polyptycfios, having
many folds < polys, many -f- ptyx, a fold; cf. mtPTYCHJ,
any arrangement, as an altarpiece, having more than
three leaves or panels hinged or folded together.

*

pol*y-pus CpoKi-p9s), n. [pi. POLYPI (-pS')L U4, a polyp,
poly sac cha ride (polVsak'a-rid', poFi-sak'd-lid), n.
[poly- 4- saccharide], any of a group of carbohydrates
that decompose by hydrolysis into more than three
molecules of monosaccaarides*

pol-y-sty-rene (pd'i-sti'rfa, pol'i-stir%i), n. a
colorless plastic material, a polymer of styrene

"

polysulfide (pol'i-sul'Hd), n ^y- + mlfwtel, a
binary compound of sulfur containing toore a!oo of
sulfur than the valence of the combiniag ekment
requires,

Pgl-y-syMaWc (poll-sl-lab'ik), adj. (ML. t^ytytMafj
Or. potysyltabos < poly-, many + syllabi, a sylkbleK
i. haying many, or more than three, syBubm 2. ehai>
actenzed by polysyllables.

tution, usually one offering instruction in engineering.
pol-y-the-ism (pol'i-the-iz'm), n. [Fr. polythhsme; Gr.

polytheos, of many gods; poly-, many -j- theos, god],
belief in or worship of many gods, or more than one
god: opposed to monotheism.

pol-y-the-ist (pol'i-the'ist), n. a person who believes in
or practices polytheism.

pol-y-the-is-tic (pol'i-the-is'tik), adj. of or charac-
terized by jpplytheism. _

of two, keys in the various voices, or parts, of a compo-
sition: cf. atonality,

pol-y-troph'ic (pol'i-trof'ik), adj. [Gr. polytrophos,
nutritious: Poly-, many + trophos, feeder < trophein,
to nourish], in bacteriology, obtaining nourishment from
more than one kind of organic material, as many
pathogenic bacteria,

f -ic],

^ ^ ^ _,,.. Poly-,
^many 4- ouron, urine], excessive*urination, as in certain
diseases.

pol-y*U;ric (pol'i-yoor'ik), adj. of or characterized by
polyuria.

pol-y-va-lence (pol'i-va'bns, pa-liv's-bns), n. the qual-

ity or state of being polyvalent.
poly-va-lent (pol'i-valant, ps-liv'Q-bnt), adj. I. in

bacteriology^ designating a vaccine containing two or
more strains of the same species of bacteria. 2. in

chemistry, having more than one valence.

pol-y-vi-nyl (pori-vi'nil, pol'i-vin'il) , adj. designating
or of any of a group of polymerized vinyl compounds.

Po-lyx-e-na (p9-Rk's9-n9), n. in Greek legend, a daughter
of Priam and betrothed of Achilles.

poLy-zo-an (pol'i-zo'sn), adj. [< poly- -f -zoa -f -aw], of
or belonging to a group of tiny, mollusklike water
animals that live together, forming branching colonies

resembling brownish moss or seaweed, n. any member
of this group; bryozoan.

pol-y-zo-ar-i'um (pol'i-zo-ar'i-om), n. [pi. POLYZOARIA
(-s)], [Mod. L,; see POLYZOAN &

t-ARY] m zoology\ 1. a
polyzoan colony. 2. its supporting skeleton.

pol-y-zodc (pol'i-zo'ik), adj. L of the polyzoans. 2.

consisting of many zooids. 3. designating or of a
spore that produces many sporozoites,
pom-ace (pum'is),, n. [ML. pomacium* cider < L.

pomum, apple, fruit], 1. the crushed pulp of apples or
other fruit pressed for juice. 2. the crushed matter of

anything pressed, as seeds for oil.

po-ma-ceous (pd-ml'shes), adj. [Mod. L. pomaceus <
L. pomum, apple, fruit], 1. [Poetic], having to do with
apples. 2, in many, of or like the pomes.
po-made (pS-mlid', pQ-mldO, n. iFr, Commode; It.

pomata < porno (L. pomum), apple^ fruit), a perfumed
ointment, now usually one for Che hair: to called be-
cause it is said to have been made origially with apples.
vt. [POMADED (-id), POMADING], to apply oomaae to.

po-man-der (p^-man'deY, p5'man-dir} n. [earlier po-
mamber; OPr. pome ambre* pornm* d'ambr < pome
(see POME) -f- ambre, ainberl, I. a ball made of a mix-
ture of perfumes, formerly carried m a supposed safe-
guard against infection or bad luck, J3 , case for

carrying this, as a perforated box, bag, oar hollow ball,

po-ma-tum fpc^m5'tm p5-ml't0m) f n. [Mod. L, < L,

pomum, apple, fniit] f pomade.
pome (pdm), n [MB.; QFr, (Fr. pvmme) < L. pomtm.
apple, fndtj* any fleaby fruit contatokg a oort and
sectts, as an mppl% quinoe pear, etc,'

ate d)om'gra3a'it pum'^raa'it, ptim-gran'"

Lpom
OFr. pome

granade <pom
(U pomum), p-
pld. fruit -f frtt-

nade, grenaLe <
L. granatum.

a word of more than tfab* syllablw.
vn {pol

/
i-sin

/da-ton;

) JMcKt L. <
r. syndttos. bound together < *y>*SJi*f to WxsA

together], fa rhetoric, tfce taw or repeiitol <x-
junetions In ckwe fpccetslon: oppoted to otyndi
pol-y*tch*nk (pol'i-tek'nik), <nf/* |FV, pJyta
(*r, (olytofmot < *o/y- t many -f- fcwNa, D urtj

prpyidtng instTOCtton In many adttotific im<J
%nlilct <d formrrlr, arts), n. a

having seeds,
grained, netit. ol
granatus < gran-
urn, grain, seedj,
1. a round, red,

and many seeds,
2. the bush or
small tree that
bears it.

or
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Pom-er-a-ni-an (pom's-ra'ni-an}, adj. of Pomerania or
its people, n. I. a native or in-

habitant of Pomerania. 2. a
dog of a small breed with long,
silky hair, pointed ears and muzzle,
and a bushy tail turned over the
back.

po-mi-cul-ture (po'mi-kul'chSr),
n. [< L. pomum, apple, fruit; -f-

culture], cultivation of fruit.

pO'inif-er-ous (po-mif'Sr-9s) , adL
[< L. pomum, fruit; -f -jerous\ f

bearing fruit, especially pomes.
ponvmel (punr'l; alsq^ for n. t

'pom"D, .TME:'& oVM: u/rn'Sr
dim., of pome < L. pomum, apple, iijL' - - s at

fruit]; f. a round knob on the end shoulder)

9! the hilt of a sword, etc. 2. the rounded, upward-pro-
jecting front part of a saddle, v.t. [POMMELED or POM-
MELLED (-'Id), POMMELING Or POMMELLING], to beat
(formerly, with a sword pommel; now, usually, with the
fists).

- SYN. see bent.
Pom-mem (po'm'grn) , n. Pomerania: the German name.
po-mo-log-i-cal (po'me-loj'i-k'l), adj. of pomology.
po-mol-o-gy (po-nxol'a-ji), n. [Mod. L. pomologia; see
POME & -LOGY], the science of fruit cultivation,
Po-mo-na (po-mo'ns), n. [L. < pomum, apple, fruit],
1. in Roman mythology, the goddess of fruits and fruit
trees. 2. a city in southern California: pop., 35,000.
3, the largest of the Orkney Islands: area, 190 $q. nit,;

pop. 14,000: also called Mainland,
pomp (pomp), n. [ME. & OPr. pompe; L, pompa < Gr.
pomps, solemn procession < pempein, to send), 1.

stately or brilliant display; splendor; magnificence.
2. ostentatious or vain show* 3* [Obs,J, a pageant.
pom-pa-dour (pom'pa-d6r', pom'ps-door', pom'po-
d5r'), n. [after the Marquise de Pempadew], 1. a
woman's hairdo in which the hair is swept up high
from the forehead, usually over a roll. 2. a man's
hairdo in which the hair is brushed up straight from
the forehead.
Pom pa-dour, Marquise de, (d> ppm'pQ-dSr', pom'ps-
door, pom'p9-tl5r'; Pr. poWp&'door'), (Jmnm Antoin-
ette Potsson), 1721-1764- mistress of Louit XV,
pom-pa-no (pom'pa-nS')* n, [pi. POMFANOS
[Sp. $6,mpano}* any of a number of related' No
American and West Indian food fishes with spiny fins
and a widely forked tail.

Pom-pei-an (pom-pfi'dn, potn-pS'oa), adj. of Pompeii,
its people, or culture, n* an inhabitant of Pompeii.

Pom-pe-ii (poxn-p'3, pom-pffOt 1* &** ancient city on
the Bay of Naples: destroyed by the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius (79 A,D.).
Pom-pey the Great (pom'pi), (Gnaws Pompdus
Ma%nu$) t 106-48 B.C.; Roman general and statesman;
member of the first tHuravirata,
pom-pom (pontrpomOj n. [echoic), 1. in World War I,

a type of large machine gun firing one-pound shells.

2. in World War II. a rapid-firing, automatic anti-
aircraft gun firing explosive thetts.

ponvpori (pom'ocm; Fr. #5*t'p5ttO' [Fr. < MFr.
(omfir, to eochibft po*p < OP?. p@mp$i Me FOICP],
1. an ornamental ball or tuft of silk, wool, feathers,

etc., sometimes worn on woman's or childr h*ti, or
on the front of a soldier'* shako. 2, a) a kind of ohryu-
anthftmum with small, round flaw**, ft) lit ftower,

p0pa4tp (poofr-poeVti), w* [pL POitfpoamB* (-tf)L
[MB, pomptmte; ML. pompositas < LL. pompo^u$\,
c{imlity or ir^tunce ol Ixiing ponitxmti; pomi>oua be-
havior, speech, etc.; ost<i

ntation; lioff-iinportance.

pom-pous (pom'pas), adj. [ME.; OPr. pomptus; LL,
pom
niiiet'n

1. full of pomp; stately; mag -

Of manner: st*lf-iTniH>rtantr

P0NCA. P<A (-kM)L a
j Julians ol southwestern

on the southern coast of

, Juan (hwan p,*m'the the ie-dn'; ]

m)l Um^^ W " - ^^
_i white i

fft&i p&ntfatttt 1. % clo&ki _..,

I lot the inidtUe lor the Iv^ad, worn in i
2. any nunilar garment, e.spfcially

r te worn a r
*

ful consideratipn of a matter from all sides (to ponder over a

problem) ; meditate, in intransitive use, suggests quiet, deep
contemplation (he meditated on the state of the world) and,

transitively, deliberate consideration of some plan (to meditate

revenge); muse implies such contemplation or reflection as

seems to absorb one completely (to muse over the past) ^rumi-
nate suggests turning a matter over and over in the mind.

pon-der-a-biM-ty (pon'dgr-s-bilVti), n. the state or

quality of being ponderable,
pon-der-a-ble (pon'dSr-9-b'l), ad/. [LL. ponderabilis <
L. ponderare; see PONDER], 1. that can be weighed.
2. that can be mentally weighed; appreciable.

pon-der-os-i-ty (pon'deT-os'a-ti), n. [ML. fonderositas <
L. ponderosus], the state or quality of being ponderous,

poii'der-ous (ponMeV-as) , adj. [ME,; L, ponderosus <
pondus, a weight], 1. very heavy; hence, 2. unwieldy
because of weight. 3. that seerns heavy; bulky; jnassive.
4. labored; dull: as, ponderous words. SYN. see heavy.

Pon-di-cher-ry (pon'di-cher'i), n. Pondich^ry.
Pon-di>ch&ry (p5'de'she'reOA n. 1. a former French
dependency in India, on the Coromandel Coast : since

1054, part Of Indfe: area, 112 sq. ml; pop., 223,000.
2, its chief city; pop., 59,000. English name, PondicTurry.
pond Illy, the water lily.

pond scum, a mass of one^celled plants floating on the
surface of ponds, etc., forming a green scum.
pond weed (pond'wed') , n. any ol a number of related

plants with straplike or long; grasslike leaves.

pone (pon), n. [< Am. Ind. (Akonquian) ; cf. Virginian
apdn, oread], in the southern United States, 1. bread
made of corn meal* 2, a loaf or cake of this.

pone (pon), n. [< L. pone, imperative of ponere l
to

place], in certain card games, tne player to t&e right
of the dealer.

pon-gee (pon-jSOi n * IX Chin. dial, penrchi, domestic

Io6imj. 1. a soft, thin cloth of Chinese or Indian silk,

usually left in its natural Hgnt-brown .color. 2. a
cloth, as of rayon* like this. adj. made of pongee*
poniard (pon'ygrd), n [Fr. poimard < poing; L.

pugnus, fist], a dagger, v.L to stab with a pomarcj..

pons (ponz), n. (pi. PONTES (pon'tez)], [L., a bridged
in anatomy & zoology, 1. a narrow piece of tissue con-
necting two parts of an organ. 2. the pons VaroHi.

Pons, Lily (pons; Pr. p5ws), 1904r- ; French operatic
soprano in America,
pons as-i no-rum (as'i-no'rsrn, as'i-noram}, [L.,

bridge of asses), 1. in geometry, the mth proposition of

the first book of Euclid (that tiia base angles of an
isosceles triangle are equal); hence, 2. any problem
that is hard to beginners.
pons Va-ro-H-i (vo-ro'U-iO , [Mod. L., bridge of Varoli:
after Coatanzo Varoli (1542-1575), It anatomist], a
broad band of nerve fibers that arch across the upper
part of the medulla oblongata and connect the cerebrum,
cerebellum, and medulla oblongata,

Poti'tm Del-ga-da (p$'t& //zel-giWM: Eng. pon'to del-

gfi'do), seaport ana capital of San Miguel Island, in

the Aiores: pop., 21,000,

Poti^*cii-nr*tyii|'fi , Lake (pon'chlSr^triCn ) a lake in

southeastern Louisiana: area, 600 sq. mi,

P0|ii*
!dMW5 (p^nwrikO* 7l * L chief of the Ottawa

ImJwi*! MvM ?*17^9* 2, a city in southeastern Michi-

gatti pop,, 73,000.
Pou.tk (pon'tik), atli, [L. Ponticus; Gr.

pantos, m&. esp. the Black Sea], L ol J?o

the Black &ea,

po^atl'fK (pon,'t-4*lci ) ik [pi* PONTIFICES

AOf* tu ;m fdrinnf*}, fa ancient R^nxe, a 3

the suproiTO qoUege or priests, the Pontu
pontiff ^on'm), n. (Jfr.pontify; L. jwnttf^ j

high priest; prob, < Osco-Umbrian ^IMIWJ.U-,
"r-- t '

L, /oar** %Q m^l* 1, a ponLtife*, %> ,a

oatus. 2* of

(f* having to do with the

ffwwM JMMMW, *w^** In Italy t between
t
Wmm

and jNiaplei* formwrly swwcipy, now largely twmanwL
Pontius, i@a Piling Pontiua.
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pont-lev-is (pont-lev'is; Fr. pow'le've'), [Fr. <
(L. #ows), a bridge + levis, movable in a vertical plane;
OFr. leve'is; ult. < L. levare, to raise], a drawbridge.

pon-ton (pon't'n), n. [Fr.], in the United States Army,
a pontoon. . , .,.

pon-to-nier (pon'ts-nSr'), n. [Fr. pontonmer],, a military

engineer or other member of the armed forces ^who
builds, or is in charge of building, a pontoon bridge.

pen-toon (pon-toon'). n. [Fr. ponton; L. ponto < pons,

pontis, a bridge], 1. a flat-bottomed boat. 2. any of a

number of these, or of some other floating objects, as

hollow cylinders, used as supports for a temporary
bridge. 3. either of two boatlike floats used on the

landing gear of small airplanes
to allow them to land on

water: see amphibian, iUus. CL ponton.

pontoon bridge, a temporary bridge supported on

pontoons: in military usage,
usually ponton bridge.

Pon-top-pi*dan, TIen-rik
(hen'rek pon-top'i-dan'),
1857-1943; Danish novelist;
received Nobel prize in lit-

erature, 1917.
Pon-tus (pon'tas), n. an
ancient kingdom in Asia
Minor, on the Black Sea.

po-ny (po'ni), n. [pL PONIES

(-niz)l, [Scot, powny; prob.
< OFr. poulenet, dim. of

poulain, a colt, foal; LL.
pullanus < L. pullus, young animal, foal: akin to '.

foal], 1. a horse of any of a number of small br<

usually not over 14 hands high, 2. something s

of its kind. 3. [Colloq.], a) a small liqueur glass.

&) the amount of liqueur, brandy, etc. this will npld.
4. [Colloq.], a literal translation of a literary work in a
foreign language, used in cbing schoolwork, often

dishonestly; a crib. 5. [British Racing Slang], the
sum of twenty-five pounds, v.t. & v.i. [Slang], to pay
(money), as to settle an account (with up},^

pony express, a system of cajrying and delivering mail
by riders on swift ponies; specifically, such a system
in operation frxim I860 to 1861 between St. Joseph,
Missouri, arid Sacramento, California.

pooch, (pooch), n. [coincides with dial. & obs. form of

h;( with

PONTOON BRIDGE

,,,._.., - reference to appetite], [Slang], a dog,
especially a mongrel.
pood (poSd), n. [Kuss. pud,' LG. wd; see P9UND], a
Russian weight, equal to 36.113 pounds avoirdupois.

poo-die (poo'dl), n. [G. pudel; LG. pudel, pndel-hund <
pudeln, to splash], any
of a breed of curly-
haired dogs having a
solid-colored coat.

pooh (poo, poo, pa),

inter/. [? imitative of

blowing away], an ex-
clamation of contempt,
disbelief^or impatience.
pooh (poo), v.t. [Slang],
to tire; exhaust.

pooh-pooh (poo'poo'),
v.t. hredupl. of pooh,
interj^, to express con-
tempt for; make light
of ; disregard, n. a pooh-

pool (pciol), n. [ME. &
AS. pol; akin to D. od! POODLE
& G. pfuhl; prob. "IE. (15 in. high at shoulder)
base *ohel-, to shine,

flimmer],
1. a small pond, as in a garden. 2. a puddle.

. a swimming pool. 4* a deep, still spot in a river.

pool (pool), n. iFr. poule, pool, stakes, orig. hen < LL.
pulla, hen; associated in Eng. with pool (of water)],
1. the total amount of the players' stakes, played for
in a card game, etc. 2. a container for this. 3. a) any
of several related games of billiards played with object
balls numbered from 1 to 15 and a cue ball, on a table
with six pockets. &) [British], a game of billiards for a
pool (sense 1), 4. a combination of resources, funds,
etc. for some common purpose or benefit; specifically,
a) the combined wagers of betters on a horse race, etc.,
the $:ams or losses from which are to be divided pro-
portionately, b) the combined investments of a group
of persons or corporations undertakmg, and sharing
responsibility for, a joint enterprise, c) a common
fund of stockholders, for speculation, maniptilation of
prices, etc. 5. the persons or parties forming such a
combination. 6. a combination of business firms for
elimination of competition in, and for control of, a
common market; trust; monopoly. 7. in fencing, a
contest in which each member of a team

" -

competes with each member of the opposing '

v*t. Ss vJ. to contribute to a pool, or commoB "

make a common interest or form a pool (of).
pool*mxMca (p&WrWm', p65KroomO.ii. I. a room or
dstabmhrnent where poo! is played 2. a room or place
where beta are made on ^porting events.

pool table, a billiard table with a pocket at each corner
and at the middle of both sides, for playing pool.

poon (poon), n. [Singh, puna], 1. any of a number of

related East Indian trees whose seeds yield a bitter

oil. 2. the wood of any of these trees. .Also poou
tree.

Poo-na (poo'na), n. a city in Bombay province, India:

pop., 250,000.

poop (poop), n. [OFr. pupe (Fr. poupe); Pr. popa or
It. poppa; L. puppis, stern of a
ship], 1. originally, the stern
section of a ship. 2. on sailing

ships, a raised deck at the stern,
"

sometimes forming the roof of a
cabin: also poop deck. v.t. 1. to
break over the poop or stern of: POOP
said of waves. 2. to receive

(a wave) over the poop or stern.

poop (poop), v.t. [via dial. < ME. puopen, to make an

abrupt sound, blow, gulp; echoic origin], [Slang], to

cause to become exhausted, out of breath, etc. : usually
in the passive voice: also pooh. .

Po-o-p6 (pd'6-po*') , n. a lake in west central Bolivia:

lengSi, 75 mi.; altitude, 12,120 ft.

poor (poor), adj. [ME. pore, povre; OFr. poure, povre

(Fr, pauwe}: L. pauper, poor], 1. lacking material

possessions; naving little or no means to support one-

self: needy; impoverished. 2. indicating or character-

ized by poverty. 3. lacking in some quality. 4.

lacking abundance; scanty; inadequate: as, poor crops.
5. lacking productivity; barren; sterile: as, poor soil.

6. lacking nourishment; feeble; emaciated: as, a poor
body. 7.lacking excellence ; paltry ; mean ; insignificant ;

inferior. 8. lacking good moral or mental qualities;

mean-spirited; contemptible: as, he is a poor creature.

9. lacking pleasure, comfort, or satisfaction: as, we had
a poor time. 10. worthy of pity; unfortunate.
the poor, poor, or needy, people collectively.

SYN. poor is the simple, direct term for one who lacks the

resources for reasonably comfortable living; ^impoverished is

applied to one who having once had plenty is now reduced to

poverty (an impoverished aristrocrat) ; destitute implies such

great poverty that the means for mere subsistence, such as food
and shelter, are lacking (left destitute by the war) ; {impecunious

applies to one in a habitual state of poverty and suggests that

this results from bis own practices (an impecunious gambler) ;

indigent implies such relative poverty as results in a lack of

luxuries and the endurance of hardships (books for indigent

children). ANT. rich, wealthy.

poor farm, a farm for paupers, supported by a county
or other local government.
poor-house (pooi/hous'). n. a house or institution for

paupers, supported from jmblic funds.

poor laws, laws that provide for pubHc relief and sup-
port of the poor.

poor-ly (poorfH). adv. 1. in a poor manner; scantily;

badly; defectively. 2. with a low opinion; disparagingly:
as, I think poorly of it. ad/. [Colloq.], in poor health.

poor-splr-it-ed (poor'spir'it4d), adj* having or showing
a poor spirit; cowardly; timorous; abject,

poor white, in the southern United States, a white

person who lives in great poverty and ignorance,
often as a tenant fanner: also, collectively, poor
white trash : contemptuous term.

pop (pop), n. [ME. poppe; echoic], 1. a sudden, short,
light, explosive sound. 2. a snot with a revolver,
rine, etc. 3. any carbonated, nonalcoholic beverage:
so called from the sound produced when the cork,
now generally replaced by a bottle cap, was removed
from a bottle, vd. [POFPBD (popt), POPPING], L to
make a pop* 2. to burst with a pop. 3. to move, go,
come, etc. suddenly and quickly, ana usually unexpect-
edly: as, he popped into the room, 4. to open wide
suddenly, or protrude, as with amazement: said of the
eyes. 5. to shoot a pistol, etc. & in baseball, to be put
out by hitting the ball Mgh in. the air so that it is easily
caught: usually with out or np. vt* {MB, poppm}f 1. to
cause to pop, as com by roasting, etc, 2, to fro (a
pistol, etc.). 3. to shoot. 4. to mtt maidenly quickly,
or unexpectedly: as, he popped his head in the door,
they popped a question at mm. 5. in baseball, to hit

(the bail) high in the air* bat in or near thft tefieI4
so that it is easily caught, adu. with or like a
pop the question, [Colloq.], to propose

pop (pop), n* fcontar. < poppa* vmr. of
father: often, a faiaailtar off

applied to any elderly man.
pop., 1, popular, 2* popularly, & poilatioa*

''
i

pop concert, a popular concert, chiefly of scmiclassical
and light classical music.

,

(
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3. in the Orthodox Eastern Church, a parish priest.
Pope, Alexander (pop), 1688-1744; English poet.
Pope, John. 1822-1892; Union general in the Civil War.
pope-dom (pop'dam), n. [ME.; AS. fapdom; see POPE
& -DOM], the o

Pope Joan Gon)
but prob. < F

, , .,

yellow dwarf, Pr. name of this game], a card game
played by any number of players with a deck from
which the eight of diamonds has been removed.
pop :eyy (pop'gr-i), n. [< pope + -ery], the doctrines,
beliefs, and rituals of the Roman
a hostile term.

,

Church:

pop-eyed (popld'), adj. having wide, protruding eyes.
pop-gun (pop'gun'), n. a toy gun that shoots harmless
pellets or corks by air compression, with a pop.

pop'in-jay (pop'in-ja'), n. [ME. papejai, papegai; OFr.
papagai; altered bjr association with gal (see JAY) <
Ar. babagalj 1. originally, a parrot. 2. formerly, a
target consisting of a wooden parrot on a pole. 3. a
talkative, jvain person; fop. 4. the green woodpecker.
pop-ish (pop'ishJL adj. having to do with popery; char-
acteristic ofthe Roman Catholic Church: a hostile term.

pop-lar (pop'lSr), n. [ME. popler; OFr. poplier; L.
populus], 1. any of a number of related tall, fast-grow-
ing trees with small leaves. 2. the wood of any of these,
pop lin (pop'lin), n. \^r.popeline,papeline; It. papalino,
lit., papal: so called because made in Avignon, a papal
town], a silk, rayon, cotton, or woolen cloth with a
ribbed surface, used for dresses, etc.

pop lit e-al (pop-lit'i-ol, pop'b-te'al), adj. |< L. poples,
poplitis, the hamj -f -<u\, of or near the ham, or that

!Cpo*ca-te'petl (jjft-pft'kfi-te'petl; Eng. po'pa-kat'a-
pet'l), n. a volcanic mountain in western Puebla state,
Mexico: height. 17,888 ft.

pop'O*ver (pop'o'ver), n. a very light, puffy, hollow
muffin: so called because it rises over the baking tin.

Poppaea Sabina (po~pe"'a sa-bi'n), ?-65? A.D.;
mistress and later wife of the emperor Nero.
pop'per (pop'eY), n. La person or thing that pops. 2. a
covered wire basket or pan for popping corn.
pop-pet (pop'it), n. [form of puppet], L a poppethead.
2. a valve that moves up out of and down into its port,
often used for regularly interrupted flow, as in a
gasoline engine: also poppet valve. 3. a piece of wood
on the gunwale of a coat, for supporting an oarlock.
4. a) [Obs,J, a doll. 6) (British Dial], alittle person:
term of endearment, as for a child.

pop-pet-head (pop'it-hedO n. the tailstock or head-
stock of a lathe.

pop-pied (pop'id), adj. 1. covered with poppies. 2.

drugging or drugged, as by opium*
pop ping crease (pop'in), in cricket, a line marking the
batsman's position.
PQp'ple (pop'*l) &J. t^POFH*BD (-'Id), POPPLING!, [ME,
poplm; prob, of echoic origin], to heave, tow, Dubble,
or rippte, as water in a choppy sea. n. a poppling.
pop-py feop'i), n* \$L POPTOS (-is)], [MB. pepi; AS.
popm$; altered < LL. *papau < L. papawr}* 1. any of
a number of related plants with deeply cut leaves, a
milky or colored mice, and pink, red, white, orange, or
yellow lowttro* 2. the flower of any of these plants.
3. a pharmaceutical extract made from poppy juice.
4. opium. 5. poppy red.

poppycodk (op*HcokO n* [prolx < obi* #oj, darling,
dear], [CoUoq.1, nonsense; foolMi talk,

pop-py-head (pop^4MdO w* a ornament la the form
of a small head, cluster of foliage, fleur-de-lis, finial,

etc., carved at the top of pW ends or stall ends in

poppy rwl y^bwMi yod^ the color of mm poppie,
poppy seed, tit small, dark seed of the poppy, used in

rolls, and tfci lik@.

o-Bi)t it |Br*; It $&p&hmto <
, the common people; the masses.

Ir), adj. [L. popularis < populus,

e 'people: as, popular opinion. 2, suitable or
for h<i peopl @t larg: &$ popular music.

... i the mmxi of the ordinary person: as, popular
4. accepted among the people; common; prev-"** t^U%MA*M(tMW* III tllJhii W.* 4tA

tpiQuc^pvtQii* off uiccci oy w
it: a% & popular magazine. 6.

very well liked by one's friends and acQtrainta^^

I-za'shsn), H. a popularizing or being popularized.
popularize (pop'yoo-b-rizOf v,t, [POPXH.ARIZED
(-rizdO POPULARIZING], to make popular.

pop-u-lar-ly (pop'yoo-lSr-li), adv. 1. in a popular man-
ner; so as to be popular. 2. by the people; generally.
Abbreviated pop.
pop u late (pop'yoo-lat') v.t. [POPXJLATED (-id), POPU-
LATING], [< ML. populatus, pp. of populate, to populate
< L. populus, the people], 1. to be or become the in-
habitants of; inhabit. 2. to supply with inhabitants;
people.
pop u la-tion (pop'yoo-lS'shon), n. [LL. Populatio], 1.

afl the people in a country, region, etc. 2. the number
of these. 3. a (specified) part of the people in a given
area: as, the Japanese population of Hawaii. 4. a
populating or

^ being populated. 5. in biology; all the
organisms living in a given area. 6. in statistics, a
group of items or individuals. Abbreviated pop., p.
Pop-u-lism (pop'yoo-liz'm), n. [< L. populus, the
peoplei+ -ism] , 1 . the theory ana policies of Populists.
2. the ropulistic movement.

Pop-u-Hst (pop'yoo-Est), n. [see POPULISM], a member

.

pop-U'lous (pop'yoo-bs), adj. [L. populosus],
people; thickly populated.
por bea gle (pSr'be'gl), n. [< Corn, dial.; form suggests
Fr. pore begueule, lit., pig with gaping mouth (cf.

BEAGLE, PORCUPINE, PORPOISE)], any of a number of
related large, fierce sharks of northern seas, which
bring forth living young rather than eggs.

por-ce-lain (p&r's'l-in, pors'lin), n. [Pr. porcelains; It.

porcellana < porcella, little pig: so called from its re-
semblance to the Venus shell, the upper surface of the
shell resembling the curve of a pig's back], L a fine,
white, translucent, hard earthenware with a trans-
parent glaze; china. 2. porcelain dishes or ornaments,
collectively, adj. made of porcelain.

por-ce la-ne ous, por-cel-la-ne-ous (p6r's9-l'ni-os,
por's9-la'ni-9s), adj. of or resembling porcelain.
porch (p6rch, porch), n. [ME. & OPr. porche; L. potticus
< porta, a gate, entrance, passage], 1. a covered
entrance to a building, usually projecting from the wall
and having a separate roof.. 2. an open or enclosed
gallery or room on the outside of a building; veranda.
3. a portico.
the Porch, a portico in Athens where the Stoic philos-
opher eno taught his disciples.

PORCUPINE (3 ft, long)

PORCUPINE; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [MB. Porkepyn,
pork desfyne; OPr. ^>pfc
espin, spmous hog, spine
hog < 'L.^porcus, a pig +
spfna, a spine, thornj. any
of a number of related

gnawing animals having
coarse hair mixed with
long, stiff, sharp spines,
porcupine anteater, an
echidna, an anteating
mammal resembling a
porcupine.
por (p6r poV), V& '[PORBSD (pdrd, ord?) f ppitiMGlt [MKt
poren, powm; the form tfaggwti AsX *wrwmt ? dotil

"

of *pyr$m (cf , PERU, ,)] L to gaae tofeatly or
2, to look starchittgly; wad carefully; gtttdy i

(with owe?) : m, "k pored over the book, 3. to
deeply and thoroughly j ponder; meditate (with , ,

upon, or over): a he .*or<l on the wonders of science.

pore p>6r, p8*7 w- {MS. ^orf, ^<x?f7 L. porms; Or.
'^fl^wflvL originally, apassage; channel. 2. a TOT opening, usu-

ally microscopic, as la plant leaves, skin, etc., through
which fluids may be absorbed or discharged.

'

3. a sim-

PORGIBS (-flft-lto), PORGY;
var. ox "po_Kyt with intrusive
New Bki|zfaiid dialj, any of

_._ ,
. _ _ foodmhM haviBg spiny

covered with large scales.

\ n* [< L. porrn, pore 4- /err*.
r
f aay of the family of

',&.[< port/wan 4
toiy, 'Of the sponges*
m} n* [ME, ^oryi*

>y Ht*t a thing brougfnt <c

j 90KK], Sat. MMM mathematics^

_

fine and a wide

to bwnsr? 4*
po-rifer-ous'

ML.

deduced from some other demonstr
oofottary. 6) a proposition that itxioovm

ity of finding such conditions at to make
a specific problem capable of innumerable toluticms.

-L^^w. fJBrs
( in fe^us;

* as

i"fi>, x-3li t fo
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FORK

PORK PIE (hat)

pork (p6rk, gSrk), it. [ME. & OPr. pore; L. porous, a
pig], 1. originally, a pig
or hog. 2. the flesh of a
pig or hog, used, fresh or

cured, as food. 3. [Slang],
money, position, etc. re-

ceived from the govern-
ment through political

patronage.
pork barrel, [Slang], gov-
ernment

t
appropriations

for political patronage,
as for local improvements
to please legislators' constituents.

pork-er (pdrker, por'ker), n. a hog, especially a young
one, fattened for use as food.

pork pie, 1. a meat pie made of chopped pork, usually
eaten cold. 2. a soft hat
with a round, flat crown,
worn by men: now often
pork-pie (p6rk'pi', pork'-
piO. n.

pork-y (p6r'ki, por'ki), adj.
[PORKIER (-ki-r), PORKIEST
(-ki-ist)], 1. of or like pork.
2. fat, as though overfed.

por-no-graph'ic (pdr'na-
graf'ik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, pornography;
obscene.

por-nog-ra-phy (p6r-nog'ro-
fi), n. [< Gr. porne, a prosti-
tute; H- -graphy], 1. orig-
inally, a description of pros-
titutes and their trade;
hence, 2. writings, pictures,
etc. intended to arouse sexual desire.

po^oS'i-ty (pQ-ros'o-ti, po-rosVti), n. \pl. POROSITIES
(tiz)], [MB. porositee; ML. porositas < porosus < L.
por^s* a jjorel, 1. the quality or state of being porous.
2. the ratio 01 the volume of a material's pores to that of
its solid content. 3. anything porous. 4. a pore.
po-rous (pto/asp po'ras), adj. full of pores, or tiny holes

through which fluids, air, or light may pass.
por-phy-rin (p6r'fe-rin), n. [< hematoporphyrin <
hemato-

-j-
Or. parphyra, purple, purple product of

hemoglobin decomposition], any of a group of pyrrole
derivatives of hemoglobin and chlorophyll, containing
no iron or magnesium.

por.phy-rit-ic (pSr'fo-rit'ik), adj. [MB. porphiritike;
ML. porphyriticus < L. porphyrites], I. of porphyry.
2. like porphyry; having distinct crystals embedded
in a fine-grained mass,

por-phy-roid (p6r'fo-roid'), n. a rock that resembles,
or has the structure of, porphyry.

por-phy-ry (p6r'fa-ri), n. \pl PORPHYRIES (-riz)], [MB.
purfire, porfrie; OFr. porfire; ML. porphyreus < Gr.

forphyros, purple], 1, originally, a hard Egyptian rock
having red and white feldspar crystals embedded in a
fine-grained, dark-red or purplish groundmass. 2. any
igneous rode of similar texture.

por-poise (p6r'pos), n. [pi. PORPOISES (4z), PORPOISE;
see PLURAL, ii, p, 1], [MB. porpoys, porpeys; OFr.
porpeis, porpots, lit,, swine fish < L. porcus, a pig, swine
+ piscis, a fish], 1. any of a number of small related
cetaceans, dark above and white below, with a triangle-
shaped fin on the back, a blunt snout, and many teeth.
2. a dolphin or any of several other small cetaceans.

porridge (p6r'ii, por'ij), n. [altered < pottage by con-
fusion with ME, porrey; OFr. poreej LL. porrata, leek
broth < L. porrum, leek], 1. originally, pottage. 2.

(Chiefly British], a soft food made of cereal or meal
boiled m water or milk until thick.
por rin-ger (pSr'in-jer, por'in-jer), n. [earlier pottanger,
poUager < Fr. potager, soup dish; altered by association
with porridge], a bowl for porridge; small, shallow bowl
of pewter, etc., used for cereal, children's food, etc.

Por-ae-na, Lars (larz p6r'si-no), an Etruscan king of
the 6th century B.C. who, according to legend, attacked
Rome in an unsuccessful effort to restore Tarcruin to
the throne.
Por sen-na, Lars (p6r-sen's>), Lars Porsena.
port (port, port), n. [ME. < OFr. & AS. port; both < L,
portus, a haven], 1. a harbor. 2. a city or town with a
harbor where ships arrive and depart, and load or un-
load cargoes. 3. a port of entry. Abbreviated Pt.
port (p6rt, port), n. [< Oporto, city in Portugal), a
sweet, dark-red wine, originally from Portugal

port (port, p6rt>, v.t. [ME. portm; OFr. porter; L.
jSwtoftf, to carry], L originally, to carry. 2. to carry,
hold, or place (a rifle or sword) diagonally in front of
ows, crossing the left shoulder, as for inspection, n.
[MB, porte; OFr. < the v.], 1. the manner in which one
caitie* onoteu ; carriage; deportment; deaaor. 2.
the position of pormg a weapon. 3. purport ; itawoing.

port (j$rt, pdrt), it* [< port (harbor), with refwcwcn to
the stclf ofposits th* steering ow} of* LARBO4Ri>J be
Mt'Iiral ctde of & mip or airplane as ome
toward the bow; terboiu-d: optweled to

of or on the port. v.t. & v.i. to move or turn (the
helm) to the left.

port (p6rt, port), n. [MB. porte, port; OFr. porte; L.

porta, a door], 1. [Obs. except Scot.], a portal; gate-

way; hence, 2, a) a porthole, b) the covering for this.

3. an opening, as in a cylinder face or valve face, for

the passage of steam, gas, water, etc.

Port., I.Portugal. 2. Portuguese.

port-a-bil-i-ty (p6r'ta-bilVti, por'tg-bil'g-ti), n. the con-
dition or quality of being portable.
port a ble (p6r'ta-b'l, por'ts-bl), adj. [ME.; LL. porta-
bilis < L. portare, to carry], 1. that can be carried.

2. easily carried. 3. [Obs.], bearable; endurable.

por-tage (pSr'tij, porHij), n. [ME.; OFr.; ML. portati-
cum < L. portare, to carry], 1. the act of carrying or

transporting. 2. its cost. 3. a carrying or transpprting
of boats and supplies overland between navigable
rivers, lakes, etc., as during a canoe trip. 4. any place
or route over which this is done. v.t. & v.i. [PORTAGED
(-tijd), PORTAGING], to carry or transport (boats, etc.)

over a portage.
por-tal (p6r't'l, por't'l), n. [ME.; OFr.; ML. portale,

orig. neut. of portalis, of a door < L. porta, a gate],
1. a doorway, gate, or entrance, especially a large and
imposing one. 2. [Poetic], any entrance: often figura-

tive, as, the portal of wisdom, 3. the portal vein, adj.

[ML. portalis], designating, of, or like the vein carrying
blood from the intestines, stomach, etc. to the liver.

por-tal-to-por-tal pay (p8r't'l-ts-p6r't'l, por't'l-ts-

por'tl), wages for workers based on the total time

spent from the moment of entering the mine, factory,
etc. until the moment of leaving it.

por*ta-men-to (p6r'to-men'to; It. portS-men'to), n.

[pi PORTAMKNTI (-te)], [It. < portare, to carry; L.

portare]. in music, a continuous gliding from one note
to another, sounding all intervening tones; glide.

port ance (p&r't'ns, por't'ns), n. [Early Mod. Eng, <
Fr. portance < porter, to bear, carry; cf. -ANCE], [Ar-

chaic], conduct; bearing; carriage; demeanor.
Port Arthur, 1. a seaport in southern Manchuria:
pop., 142,000: Japanese name, Ryojun. 2. a city in

eastern Texas, on Sabine Lake: pop., 57,000,

por-ta-tive (pir'to-tiv, poVto-tiv), adj. [ME. & OFr.

portatif, lit., that is carried < L. portatus, pp, of

portare, to carry + OFr. -*/ (cf. -IVB)], 1. of or having
the power of carrying a load, charge, etc. 2. that can
be carried; portable.
Port-au-Prince (port'o-prms', port'o-prins'; Fr. port'-

o'prans'), n. seaport and capital of Haiti: pop., 125,000.

port authority, a governmental commission in charge
of the traffic, regulations, etc. of a port.
Port Chester, a city in southeastern New York, on
Long Island Sound: pop., 24,000.

port cuMis (port-kul'is, port-kul'is), n. [MB. portcoles;
OFr. porte coletce; porte, a
gate + colelce, fern, of coleis,

gliding, sliding < L. colare,
to strain, filter], a large,
heavy iron grating sus-

pended by chains and low-
ered between grooves to bar
the gateway of a castle or
fortified town.
Porte (p6rt, port), n. [Pr. f in
la Sublime Porte, transl, of

Turk. Babi Ali, the chief
office of the Ottoman Em-
pire, lit. the High Gate: from
the gate (bab) of the palace at which justice was ad-

ministered], the Ottoman Turkish government,
porte-co-chere (pfcrt'kS-sh&r'; Fr. port'kft'shtrO, n.

[Fr. porte, a gate -f cochfre* coach, fern. adj. < coche;
see COACH], 1. a large entrance gateway into a court-

yard. 2. a kind of porch roof projecting over a drive-

way at an entrance, as of a house. Al&o porte-cochere.
Port Elizabeth, a seaport in southern Cape province,
Union of South Africa: pop., 110,000.

tporte/mon-naie (p^rt'mo'iifi'; Bug. poWnmn'i poW-
muu'i), n. [Fr., carry-moiaeyi, & purse or pocketbook.

por*tend (okr-tend', pdr-tcaidO. >* (MB. pwfandm;
L. portendere, old form of protemd^re; pro~t forth f
tenderc, to stretch; cf. PORTENT], to be an omen of warn-
ing of; foreshadow; presage.
portent (pfir'tent, por'tent), ft. [L. portentum < por-
tendere; see PORTEND], 1, soniething that portends an
event about to occur, especially an unfortunate or evil

event; an omen. 2. a portending; significance: as, a
howl of dire portent; hence, 3. something regarded as
portentous; marvel; prodigy* '

i

per ten-tous (p6r-ten't9s, por-ten'tas), adj. [L. por-
teittosus <C Portentum* portent], 1. that portends; por*
tending evil; ominous. 2. arousing awe or amazement;
naarvewus; prc^fgtowL^-tfWk j

"

portarius < L. 'porta. a gate!, a ._

por ter (pdr'trf poVtlr), ifc (UR. i

portwwr; LU parto
" ' *

pocvoii who cssyrii^
carries luggage, etc. for hire or'as an' attendant at a
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railroad station, hotel, etc. 2. a man who sweeps,
cleans, does errands, etc. in a bank, store, restaurant,
etc. 3. a railroad employee who waits on passengers
in a parlor car or sleeper. 4. [abbrev. of porter's ale],
a dark-brown beer resembling light stout, made from
charred or browned malt.

Por-ter, Cole (kol poT'tSr, por'tSr), 1893-
; American

composer of popular songs.
Porter, David, 1780-1843; American naval officer and
diplomat; father of David Dixon.

Porter, David Dixon (dik's'n), 1813-1891; American
admiral.

Porter, Noah, 1811-1892; American clergyman, edu-
cator, and editor.

Porter, William Sydney^ see Henry, O.

por-ter-age (pdr'ter-ij, por'tSr-ij) , n, [see -AGE], 1. a
porter's worK. 2. the charge for this.

porter house (p6r/tSr-hous', por't&r-hous'), n, 1. for-
merly, a place where beer, porter, etc. (and sometimes
stealcs and chops) were served. t2. a porterhouse steak.

at a former New York porterhouse], a choice cut of
beef from between the tenderloin and the sirloin.

port-fo-li-o (p8rt-fo1i-o'f p5rt-fol'yS) , n. [pL PORTFO-
LIOS (-6z' f -yoz)], [earlier porto folio < It. PortafogUo <
fortare (L. portare), to carry + foglio (L. folium), a
leaf], 1. a flat, portable case, usually of leather, for

carrying loose sheets of paper, manuscripts, drawings,
etc.; brief case. 2. such a case for state documents;
hence, 3. the office of a minister of state: as, a minister
without portfolio, 4. a list of the stocks, bonds, and
commercial paper owned by a bank, an investor, etc.

port-hole (pQrt'hdl', potl/hol'), n. L an opening in a
ship's side to admit light and air, load cargo, or fire

a gun through. 2. an opening to shoot tnrottgh, in
the wall of a fort, etc.

; embrasure. 3, an opening shaped
somewhat like tnis, as in a furnace door,
Port Huron, a port in southeastern Michigan, on the
St. Clair River and Lake Huron: pop,, 36,000*

Por-tia (pdr'sha, pSr'shl-a), [L. Porcta* fern, of Porcms*
name of a Roman gens; proo. < porcm* a hog], a fem-
inine name. n. the heroine of Shakespeare's Merchant
of Venice.

por-ti-co (pdr'ti-k3', pdVti-kSO* n* &>* PORTICOES, POR-
TICOS (~k5z')) [It; L.

porticus; see PORCH], a
porch or covered walk,
consisting of a roof sup*
ported by columns; col-
onnade.

pot'tiere, por ti&re (p6r-
tyAr'. porti-trO. n- iFr,
porMfa* < port*, a door],
a heavy curtain hung in
a doorway,

pOr*tUMA (pdr'itett,, pdf/- fORTICO
shn)> n. [ME, porcioun;
OFr, parc^m; u |w*lo jorttontst a portkm;
to pan, poms* a part < ><*rUH to <uvldeL JU a part or
limited qtaaattty of ftaytataf* ppadwfly that aUotttd to
a person; share. 2. the part of an estate received by an
heir. 3. tfca part of a man's monty or fict^ty 'Con-
tributed by & Wdte; * mwrfafc portion; oowry* 4*
the part of expctrienee supposedly allotted to a

;

by fate; om*i lot* derttey. 1 part of a :

quantfe? at fo4 ftmd to * jwsottj mag; 3

>,* [OFr. pw$mmrt to <livw% ttptaatal, C to <
1 ' ' '* **"

ttao, & to
feu, parr.

_ t CsOftftt Of
27 a" dty In nora-

*'

frwft nfiwWteoc dl i

qoiunrlftd oaw U of
of cumwfe that Iiiurd6ns

Por-to (pdr'too), . Oporto: the Portuguese name.
Porto A-legre (^-le'gri), a seaport in soutneastert)
Brazil: pop., 385,000.

port of entry, any place where customs officials are
stationed to check the entry of foreign goods into a
country.
Port of Spain, seaport and capital of Trinidad: pop.,
91,000.
Por-to No-vo (p6r'to, por'tS no'vS), seaport and capital
of Dahomey, French West Africa, on the Guff of
Guinea: pop,, 27,000.

Por-to Rf-can (p6r'ta,jpor'ta re'kan), Puerto Rican.
Por-to RI-co (p6r't9, por*ta re'ko), Puerto Rico.
Port Phillip Bay, a bay off Melbourne, Australia.
por-trait (p6r'trat, por'trit), n. [Fr. r pp. of portraire;
see PORTRAY], 1. originally, a drawn, painted, or
carved picture of something. 2. a picture of a person,
especially of his face, drawn, painted, photographed,
etc. from life. 3. a description, dramatic portrayal,
etc. of a person.

por*trait-ist (p6r'tra"t-ist, por'trat-ist), n. a person who
makes portraits.

por-trai-ture (pfir'tri-chgr, por'tri-cheY) , n. [MB. pur-
treiture, etc.; OFr,], 1. the process, practice, pr art of

portraying. 2. a portrait. 3. portraits collectively.

por-tray, (p6r-tra', por-tra'), v.t [ME. purtreien; OFr.
pourtraire, portraire; L. protrahere, to draw forth;
pro-, forth + trahere, to draw), 1. to make a picture or
portrait of; depict; delineate. 2. to make a word pic-
ture of; describe graphically. 3. to picture on the stage.
por-tray-al (pSr-tra'sl, pSr-trS'al), n. 1. the act of

portraying. 2. a portrait; description; representation.
por tress (pfir'tris, por'tris), n. a woman porter (door-

Port Royal, 1. a town in South Carolina, on Pbrt
Royal Island: colony established by the French in
1562. 2, a town in southeastern Jamaica.

Port Sa-id (pdrt sS-d', port sa'ld), a seaport in Egypt,
at the Mediterranean end of the Suez Canal: pop.,
125,000.

y V

Portsmouth (pSrta'matli, pSrts'math), n. 1. a $
in Southampton, England: pop., 210,000 (est. _,

2. a seaport in southeastern Virginia, near Norfoll

po$., 71,000. 3. a city in south central Ohio, on the
Ohio River: t>9p. f 37,000. 4. a seaport in southeastern
New Hampshire: ;oop. 19,000: treaty signed here in
1905 between Russia and Japan. _^

P0rtu-gal (p$r'ch9-gl, pdr'choo-gol; Port. poT'too-gal') ,

n. a country in southwestern Europe, on xhe Atlantic:
area, 35,490 sq. mi.; pop,, 8,402,000 (est. 1948) ; capital,
Lisbon: ancient name, Lusitania: abbreviated Port., P.

Por-tu-guese (pdr'cha-gga', pSr'choOfglz') toft* of
Portugal, its people, thw language, or culture n. i.

[pl, PORTUGUESE], a native or inhabitant of Portugal.
2 . the Romance language spoken in Portugal and Brazil .

Abbreviated Port., Pg, ,,.-.. r

i

Portuguese East Africa, Mozambique, a Portuguese
colony in southeaster!! Africa. ,

>

'

'

'
'

(

Portuguese Guinea, a Portuguese colony on the coast
of western Africa: area, 13,944 sq. ml; pop*, 422,000
(est. 1947) ; capital Bolamo.

Portuguese India, the Portuguese colonies of Goa,
Datnao, > and Diu, on the west coast of India: capital,
Nova Goa.
Portuguese man-of-war, any of several large, tube-
Ike, warm-sea animals having a large, bladderlike sac,
with a saillike ntructure on top, which enables them
to Boat on the water. >

,

Portuguese Timor, the Portuguese colony of eastern
Timor Island, la the East Indies : area, 7,330 sq* mi.;
pop., 433,000 (est. 1947); capital Dili,

Portuguese West Africa, Angola, a Portuguese colony
in southwestern Africa.

por-tu-lac-a (p6r'ehoo-lak'a, por'choo-lak'a), n. [L>,

purslane], any of a number of related fleshy plants
with yellow, pink, or purple flowers. '

'

por-tu-la-ca*ceous (pCr'choo-b-ka'shas, por'choo-lo-
UUM0r4b f< Mod, I* Fof^Sctffliafi mam M the
family ; see PORTULACA] ,

'of the purslane family of plants.
1^^* 1. positive. 2* posse^ive. i -

pm d>8S) 4* {FOWD te5*d). wwcii {MB.; OFr,
postr, to put in position; I>. ^ausare (see PAUSE), con-
fused in meaning by association in LL. with positus.

pp. of ponere, to place, put], 1, to put forth; lay down;
assert, as a claim, argument, etc. 2. to put forward or

propose, as & question, problem, etc. 3* to put (an
artist's OKHitL etc.) in a certain attitude, tu. 1* to
assume or hold & certain attitude, mi in having one':;

Wit made. 2. to strike attitudes; attitudinize: ML
i at her posing. 3. to assume or maintain a nientm

; set oneself up: at, m poses m a scholar, n.

... < h* t,| 1. f bo4lly attitudk esp^Uy oee
idp or jiik^t!Pftd by an ^Ertlift^pli0lo^p^^WHr

attitude assumed to effect,;
. po^ fdtam to an attitude or mmu>r th^t to

W'M-TW&tiSffte
I <
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for the effect that it will have on others (her generosity is a mere
Pose); affectation

is.
used of a specific instance of artificial be-

havior intended obviously to impress others (an affectation of

speech) ; a mannerism is a peculiarity in behavior, speech, etc.

(often originally an affectation) that has become habitual and
unconscious (his mannerism of raising one eyebrow in surprise) :

airs is used of an affected pretense of superior manners and
graces (she's always putting on airs) . See also posture.
pose (poz), v.t. [POSED (pozd), POSING], [abbrev, <
oppose or appose], 1. [Obs,], to question. 2. to puzzle
or disconcert, as by an almost unanswerable question;
baffle; nonplus.
Poseidon (po-si'd'n), n. [L.; Gr. Poseidon], in Greek
mythology, god of the sea and of horses: identified by
the Romans with Neptune.
Po-sen (po'zsn), n. Poznan: the German name.
pos-er (poz'Sr), n. a person who poses; affected person.
pos-er (poz'Sr), n. a Baffling question or problem.
po seur (po-zur'; Fr. pd'zer'), n. [Pr.], a poser (person
who poses) .

pos-it (poz'it), v.t. [< L. positus, pp. of ponere, to place],
1. to set in place or position; situate. 2. to set down as
fact; assume; postulate,

po-si-tion (pg-zish'on), n. [Fr.; L. positio < positus, pp.
of ponere, to place; ME. (Chaucer) has possession ren-
dering the L. wordj, 1. a positing; placing. 2. a
positing of a proposition; affirmation. 3. the manner
in which a person or thing is placed or arranged; atti-

tude; posture; disposition, 4. a person's mental attitude
toward or opmion on a subject; stand; as, the senator's
position on international affairs, 5. the place where
a person or thing is, especially in relation to other
persons or things; location; situation; site: as, the
ship's position. 6. the usual or proper place of a person
or thing; station: as, the players were in position. 7. a
location or condition in which one has the advantage : as,
jockey for Position; hence, 8. a strategic military site.
9. a person s relative place, as in society; rank; status.
10. a place high in society, business, etc. : as, a man of
position, 11. a post of employment; office; job: as,

lie's got a good position. 12. in arithmetic, a method of
finding an unknown quantity by assuming various
trial values for it until the true value is arrived at: also
called rule of frfal and error. 13. in music, a) the ar-
rangement of the notes of a chord with respect to their
relative closeness or distance apart: as, open position.
b\ the location of the left hand on the finger board of a
violin: as, second position, c) a corresponding location
on a trombone slide, v.t. 1. to put in a particular
position; place. 2, [Rare], to locate.
SYN. position applies to any specific employment for salary
or wages, but often connotes white-collar or professional em-
ployment; situation now usually refers to a position that is

open or to one that is desired (situation wanted as instructor) ,

office refers to a position of authority or trust, especially in
government, a corporation, etc.: a post is a position or office
that carries heavy responsibilities, especially one to which a
person is appointed; job is now the common, comprehensive
equivalent for any of the preceding terms.

po-si-tion-al (pa-zish'sn-'l), adj. of position.

ppf-Mive (poz's-tiv), adj. [MB. & OFr. postiif; L. pos-
ttivus < positus, pp, of ponere, to place), 1. formally or
arbitrarily set; conventional; artificial: opposed to
natural. 2. definitely set; explicitly laid down; ad-
mitting of no question or modification; express; precise;
specific: as, positive instructions. 3. having the mind
set or settled; confident; assured: as, a positive person;
hence, 4. overconfident; dogmatic: opinionated. 5.

showing resolution or agreement; affirmative; certain:
as, a positive answer. 6. tending in the direction re-
garded as that of increase, progress, etc.: as, clockwise
motion is positive. 7% making a definite contribution;
constructive: as, positive criticism. #. unrelated to
anything else; independent of circumstances; absolute;
unqualified: distinguished from relative, comparative.
9. that has, or is considered as having, real existence-
characterized by the presence of certain attributes, not
their absence: as, a positive evil. 10. based, or asserted
as based, on reality or facts : asr positive proof. 1 1. con-
cerned only with real things and experience; empirical"
practical: distinguished from speculative, theoretical
12. [Colloq.L complete; downright: out-and-out: as, a
posttne devil. 13, in bacteriology; showing the presence
of a specific disease, condition, etc, 14.In biology, di-
rected toward the source of a stimulus: as positive
tropism. IS. in electricity, a) designating or of the kind
of electricity generated on a glass rod when it is rubbed
with a piece of silk ; hence, 6) of, generating, or charged
with positive electricity. Opposed to mmtwe. 16. in
grammar, a) of an adjective or adverb In its simple.

tMMJojnpared form or dejgree. 6) of this degree. BwfcM-
gmshea from comparative, superlative. 17. in watlte-
mattcyfjp-eater than .zero; plus. 18. in photography, witfb
thejights and shades corresponding to those of the
subject ; opposed to negative, it. RomethW positive, as
a dear*, quality, quantity, battery
graphic print, etc. Abbreviated po*,

osophy that is based solely on the positive data of sense
experience; empiricism; especially, [also P-], a system
of philosophy, originated by Auguste Comte, which is

based solely on positive, observable, scientific facts and
their relations to each other and to natural law: it

rejects speculation on or search for ultimate origins.

pos-i-tiy-ist (ooz'a-tiv-ist) , n. [Fr. positiviste], a be-
liever in positivism, adj. positivistic.

pos-i-tiv-is-tic (poz'a-tiv-is'tik), adj. of or character-
istic of positivism or positivists.
posi tron (poz'a-tronO, n. [positive + electron], the
positive counterpart of an electron, having approxi-
mately the same mass and magnitude of charge.

poss., 1. possession. 2. possessive. 3. possibly.
pos-se (pos'i), n. [ML., power, armed force; L. inf., to
be able], 1. a) the "body of men liable to be summoned
by a sheriff to assist him in keeping the peace, etc.

b) a band of men, usually armed, so summoned: in

full, posse cpmitatus. 2. any body of men armed with
legal authority.
in posse, potentially.

Jpos-se co-mi-ta tus (pos'i kom'a-ta'tas), [ML. posse,
power (< L. posse, to be able) + comitatus, county <
comes, a count], a posse (sense 1).

pos-sess (pa-zes'), v.t. [OFr. possessier < L. possesses,

?p,
of possidere, to possess < pos- (of obscure origin;

akin to post, after) + sedere, to $it], 1. to have as

belonging to one; own. 2. to have as an attribute,
quality, faculty, etc. : as, he possesses wisdom. 3. to have
knowledge or mastery of (a language, etc,) . 4. to ^ain
strong influence or control over; dominate: as, the idea

possessed him. 5. to keep control over; maintain: as,

possess your mind in peace. 6. to have sexual inter-
course with. 7. t9 put in possession of; cause to have.
8. [Archaic], to seize; win; gain. 9. [Archaic], to cause

! to be possessed, as by a passion. SYN. see have,
pos sessed (pa-zest'), adj. [pp. of possess], 1. owned.
2. controlled by an evil spirit: crazed; mad.
possessed of, in possession ox.

pos session (pa-zesh'an), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. possessio],
1. a possessing or being possessed; ownership, occu-
pancy, hold, etc. 2. anything possessed. 3. pi. prop-
erty; wealth. 4. any territory belonging to an outside
country. 5. self-possession. Abbreviated poss.
pos ses-sive (pa-zes'iv), adj. [L. possessivus], 1. of pos-
session, or ownership. 2. showing, or characterized by
a desire for, possession: as, a possessive person, possessive
gestures, 3. in grammar, designating or of a case,
form, or

t
construction expressing possession or some

like relationship: in English, this is expressed (a) by a
final 5 (of nouns and some pronouns) preceded or
followed by an ap9strophe, or sometimes by an apos-
trophe only, following a final s sound (e,g., John's book,
men's lives, boys' games, conscience' sake); (6) by
change of form of pronouns (e.g., my, mine, your, yours,
his, her, hers, its, our, ours, their, theirs, whose)^ (c) by
of preceding a form in the objective case (e.g,, the
Hves of men} or preceding a form in the possessive case
(e.g., a play of Shakespeare's, a friend of mine called
a double possess4ve) : cf. genitive, n. in grammar, L the
possessive case. 2. a possessive form or construction.
Abbreviated poss., pos.

pos-ses-sor (po-zes%), n. [ME. & OFr. possessor; LJ.
a person who possesses; owner.

pos-ses-so-ry (pa-zes'Sr-i), adj. 1. of, being, or charac-
terizing a possessor. 2. of or baaed upon possession.

pos set (pos'it), n. [MB. poshote, poshooU, possot; the
early forms suggest ME. hoie, hoot, hot, as the 2d ele-

ment; the 1st may be ME. pott or AS. pos, head cold],
a hot drink made of milk curdled with ale, wine, etc,,
usually spiced.
pos si bil i ty (pos's-bilVti) , n. L the quality or condi-
tion of being possible. 2. [pL TOSSXBDLWIBS (-tw)!, some-
thing that is possible,

possi-ble (posVbl), adL [M'B.t OPr.; L.possibMs <
posse, to be able < poms, able 4- *s*, to bel L that
can be; capable, ol existing* 2. tnat can be in the
future; that may or may not liappent dlstfaidalslied
from probabk. 3. that can be done> known, acquired,
etc. by a person or thing expressed or implied, 1. t&at
can be used, selected, donef etc., depenclSg on clrcttni-
stances; potential: as, a possible location, 5. that may
be done, known, etc, if allowed; perisMe.
[Coloq.), that can be pert up with; tolerable*
STN. possible is used of anything that may exist, occur, be

effected under the prevailjiig comditiofis or by the m^ans av&il-
attle (a practicaUt ptH^iMlSUt te used of tlt wWcfe cAn
easily b carried
connotes the di
also probable.

jx)S'8i bly (pos%-bli)f atfir*m any case: as, it can't

^efsyj peSapp; Mt
Abbreviated noes.

\.

.

;v
.. the quality or state of b^^poiiS^Mcw

ity ; assurance, 2. dogmatism, 3. a sy&tn 4? |H-
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post (post), n. [ME.; AS.; L. posits, a post, doorpost],
1. a piece of wood, metal, etc., usually long and square
or cylindrical, set upright to support a building, sign,
gate, etc. ; pillar; pole. 2. anything resembling this in

shape or purpose. 3. any place originally marked by
or associated with a post, as the starting point of a
horse race.

t
Abbreviated P., p. v.t. 1. to put up (a

poster, notice, etc.) on a wall, post, or other conspicu-
ous place (also with up). 2. to announce, publicize,
or advertise by posting notices, etc. : as, post a reward.
3. to put posters, etc. on; placard. 4. to warn persons
against trespassing on (grounds, etc.) by posted notices.
5. to put (a persorrs name) on a pasted or published list.

6. to denounce by a public notice, 7. to publish the
name of (a ship) as lost or missing.
post (p6st), n. [Fr. poste; It. posto; LL. postum; contr. <
L. positum, neut. pp. of ponere, to place], 1. the place
where a soldier is stationed. 2. a place where a body
of troops is stationed or is in occupation. 3. the troops
at such a

(
place; garrison, 4%

a local unit of a veterans'
organization. 5, in the British Army, either of two
bugle calls (first post and^Jos* post) sounded at tattoo.
6. a place where a person is stationed, as at a machine.
7. a position or job, especially one to which a person is

appointed, 8. a trading post. Abbreviated P., p. v.t.

I, to station at or assign to a post, 2, to appoint to a
military post or command. SYN. see position.
post (post), n. [Fr. poste: It. posta, orig., a station;
LL. posta, for L. posita, fern. pp. of fonere, to place],
1. originally, one of a number of riders or runners
posted at intervals to carry letters and packages in

relays or stages along a route or, later, to provide
fresh horses For a courier; hence, 2, formerly, a) a
postrider or courier, b) a stage of a post route, c) a post
horse or a station for one. d) a packet (ship), 3.

[Chiefly British], a) (the) mail b) & post office, c) a mail
box. d) [Dial.], a postman. 4. a size of paper, approxi-
mately 16 by 20 inches: so caUed because the original
watermark was a postman's horn. Abbreviated P., o.
tu. 1, formerly to travel in posts or stages; hence, 2.

to travel fast; hasten. v*t, L originally, a) to send by
or as by post. b) to hasten. 2. [ChMy British], to mail;
put in a mailbox, etc, 3, to inform, as of events
(usually in the passive) : as, he is kept well posted. 4, in

bookkeeping, a) to transfer (an item) from a daybook,
etc. to the ledger, b) to enter in the correct form and
place, t) to enter all necessary items in (a ledger, etc,),

post- (post), [L. < post, behind, after], a prefix meaning:
1. after in time, later, following as in postgraduate, post-
glacial. 2, after in space, behind as in postaxial.

postmaster

post-age (pos'tij), n* [post (mail) 4- -age], the amount
charged lor mailing a letter or package,
postage jstamp, a government stamp to he put on a
letter or package as a sign that the postage has been
prepaid: it is either a small

printed gummed label or a
design imprinted on an envelope, postal card, etc*

post-al (poWl), oaf. [Fr, < Jtorftj, having to do with
mail or post offices, ft* [Colloq.], a postal card*

postal card, 1. a card with a printed postage stamp,
issued by a government lor sending messages at a rate
lower than that for letters* 2* loosely, a pott card.
Abbreviated P.C.

post ax-i-al (pSst'ak'si-?!), adj. in anatomy & zoology,
situated behind the anil ol the body, as the posterior
part of a limb.

post-bel-lum (post'bel'am), adj. occurring after the
war, spedlically softer the .A.nfWT'KjM) Civil war
Jpost bel-lum (post bel'am), (L.J, after the war.
post-box (post'boksO, it a mailbox.
post-bov (poafboi'). it* 1- formerly, a man or boy who
rode with the post. 2. a letter carrier. 3. a postilion.

post card, I. a postal card* 2, an unofficial card.
often a picture card, that can m sent through the nail
when a postage stamp is affbtcd. Abbreviated p,c,

post chaise, a closed, fcmr-whe^k-d coach or carriage
drawn by fast horses, which were changed at each post,
formerly used to C&TTY mail and passengers.

pO9t*<3jltfe (p^st'dEt'/r ^vl* |FO$TBATKiD ("i4)# FOST-

DATING], I* to assign a iw^t date to than the actual
date* 1 towritemchadateon. J, to be subsequent to.

post di lu vl ajo (pgstMi-loo'vi-on), adj. [fost- ^ dilu-

viml Evlng or L,
diluvian person.

ening alter the Flood, n. a post-

notices,"*_
^ advertise or

a person who traveled

remaining post].

!?*i$

quent: opposed to prior. 2. coming after in order:
succeeding. 3. located behind; hinder; rear: opposed
to anterior. 4. in anatomy, at or| toward the hind part
of the body; dorsal. 5. in botany, on the side next to
the main stem. n. sometimes pi. the buttocks.

pos-te-ri-or-i-ty (pos-t&r'i-Sr'a-ti),
n. [ME. fosteriorite;ML. posteriontas]t 1. the condition or quality of being

posterior. 2. posterior position in space or time.
poa ter i ty (pos-ter'o-ti), n. [ME. posterite; MFr. pos-
ttritt; L. posteritas < posterus,' see POSTERIOR], 1. all

of a person's descendants: opposed to ancestry. 2. all

succeeding generations; the future.

pos-tern (pos'tern, pos't&rn), n. [ME.; OFr. posterne,
posterle; LL. posterula, a small back door, postern, dim.
< posterus; see POSTERIOR], 1. formerly, a back door or
gate; private entrance. 2. a hidden, often underground,
entrance or exit to a castle; hence, 3. a way of escape,
refuge, dishonorable entrance, etc. adj. 1. of or re-

sembling a postern. 2. rear; posterior; hence, 3. lesser;
inferior. 4. private; undercover.
Post Exchange, a nonprofit general store at an army
post or camp, for the sale of small articles for personal
use, refreshments, etc.: abbreviated PX (no period).
post ex 11 i an (post'eg-zil'i-an, post'ek-sil'i-en), adj. of
that period of Jewish history following the Babylonian
exile (6th century B.C.).

post-exilic (post'eg-zil'ik, post'ek-sil'ik), adj. post-
exilian.

post-fix (post'fiks), n. [post- + afyS*], a suffix. v.L
(post'fiks'), to suffix.

post free (post'fre'), adj. 1, that can be mailed free of

charge. 2. [British], postpaid.
post gla cial (post'gla'shal), adj. existing or happening
after the glacial, or Pleistocene, Epoch.
post gradu ate (post'graj'&o-it, post'graj'6o-ItOt 4/
of or taking a course of study alter graduation, n* a
student taking such courses, Abbreviated P.G.

post-haste (post'hasf), n. [Archaic], great haste, as
of a postrider. adv. with great haste,

Jpost hoc, er-go prop-ter hoc (post' hok ur'go prop'tKr
nokO. [L.], after this, therefore because of this; in logic,
the fallacy of thinking that a happening which follows
another must be its result.

post horse, formerly, a horse kept at a post house, or

inn, for couriers and post chaises or for hire to travelers.

post house, formerly, an inn or other place where
post horses were kept.
post-hu moue (pos'choo-m9s), adj. [LL., for L. fostu-
must last, super!, of posterus (see POSTERIOR); altered
in LL. after humus, ground, or humare, to bury (as if

meaning "born after the father
i
is buried")], 1. born

after the father's death. 2. published after the author's
death* 3. arising or continuing after one's death.

post-hu moualy (pos'choo-nids-li), adv. after death.

Jpos-tiche (p&'tesn'), adj. [Fr.; It. posticcio; LL. ap-
positicius < L. appositus; see APPOSITE], 1. counterfeit;
artificial* 2. superfluously or inappropriately decorative.
n. I. a substitute; counterfeit* 2. pretense.

pos-ti-cous (pos-ti'koa), adj. (L. Posticus < post, after,
behind], in botany, posterior*

pos-til-Ioii, pos-til'lion (p5s-til'yon, poa-til'yan), ft.

[Fr. postilion; It* postiglione < posta. a postl, 1. a
person who rides the left-hand horse of the leaders of a
tour-horse carriage. 2, one who rides the left-hand
horse of a two-horse carriage when there is no driver.

poet-im-pres-sion-ism (posVim-presh'an-iz'm), it* the
theory, practice, or methods of a group d late 19th*
century painters who revolted against the objectivity
and scientific naturalism of Impressionism, ana placed
emphasis upon the subjective viewpoint ol the artist

rawer than upon literal representation.
pot-im-pres'8lon-i8t (post'im-presh/en-ist), adj. ol or
characteristic of postimpresffllonism, n* fin artist of the
period or school of postimpressionism, as Cezanne,
Van Gogh, or Gauguin.

post-im-pres sion-is-tic (pSst'im-presh'an-is'tik), cdj.

poatirmin-i-um (pSst'li-min'i-am), n. [L, < post, be-
^tAitit T yjwja* ti^Jjd *i***i***i5i.s* j^^yt7^*/*r r^MMsmn *r ivnten, *vm$nvst voreqitoig|| m. vnii^rnofitomwf *<w,
the rub by which persons or things captured in war
by an enemy regain their former rights when restored
4*J *tAwO TOKKm



postmaster general potato
inally, a person in charge of a station for post horses.
2. a person in charge of a post office: abbreviated P.M.
postmaster general, [pi. POSTMASTERS GENERAL, POST-
MASTER GENERALS], the head of a government's postal
system: abbreviated P.M.G.
post-mas-ter-ship (post'mas'tgr-ship', post'mas'teY-

shipO, n. [see -SHIP], the office or term 9f a postmaster.
post-me-rid-i-an (post'mg-rid'i-on), adj. [L. postmerid-
ianus; see POST- & MERIDIAN], of or 9ccumng in the
time after the sun has passed the meridian; of or hap-
pening after noon.
Jpost me-ri di-em (p5st ma-rid'i-em'), [L.] f after noon:
abbreviated P.M., p.m.
post mil lennial (post'ma-len'i-al), adj. existing or

happening after the millennium.

post-miHen-ni-al-ism (post'ma-len'i-sl-iz'm), n. the

religious doctrine that the second coming of Christ
will occur after, not at, the millennium.

post-mis-trees (post'mis'tris), n. a woman postmaster
(sense 2).

post-mor*tern (post'mdr'tsm) , adj. [L., after death], 1.

happening, done, or made alter death. 2. having to
do with a post-mortem examination, n. a post-mortem
examination. Abbreviated p.m.
post-mortem examination, the examination of a
human body after death; autopsy.

post-na-tal (post'na't'l), adj. [post- + natal], after birth.

post-imp-tial (post'nup'shal), adj. [post- + nuptial],
after marriage.

post-o-bit (post'o'bit, post'ob'it), adj. [cqntr. < L.

post obitum, after death < post, after + obitus, death;
see OBIT], being, or to be, in effect after a person's death.
n. a bond given by a borrower pledging to pay his

debt upon tine death of a specified person from whom
he expects to inherit money.

post-of-fice (post'df'is), adj. of a post office.

post office, 1. the governmental department in

charge of the mails. 2. an office or building where mail
is sorted for distribution, postage stamps are sold, etc,

post-op-er-a-tive (post'op'o-ra'tiv, post'op'Sr-a-tiv),
adj. of or occurring in the period after a surgical op-
eration.

post-or-bit-al (post-oVbi-tl), adj. in anatomy & zoology,
situated beliind the orbit, or eye socket, n. a postr
orbital bone or scale, as in certain reptiles,

post-paid (post'pad'), adj. with the postage prepaid:
abbreviated P.P., p.p.
postwar-turn (p5srpar'tam), adj. JL.; post, after -|-

partum, ace. of parius, a bringing forth < parere, to

bear], after childbirth,

post pon able (post-pon'a-b'l), adj. that can be post-
poned.
post-pone (post>pon'), v.t. [POSTPONED (-pond'), POST-
PONING], [L. postponere; post, after -f- ponere, to put],
1. to put off until later; defer; delay. 2. [Rare], to con-
sider less important; subordinate, v.i. in medicine, to
delay in coming on or recurring. SYN. see adjourn.
post-pone-ment (post-pon'msnt), n. a postponing or
being postponed.
poet-po si-tion (post'pa-zish'an), n. [< L. postposttus,
pp^ of postponere; see POSTPONE], 1. a placing after of
being placed after. 2. [post- -f preposition], a word
placed after another word; especially, a word that has
the function of a preposition but follows its object.

post-positive (post'poz'Q-tiv), adj. [< L. posipositw],
placed after or added to another worn; enclitic; sufficed*
n. a postpositive word; postposition,

post-pran-di-al (post'pran'di-ol), adj. [< post- + L.
prandium, noonday meal; + ~al], after-dinner.
post rider (post'nd'er), n. a person who carries the
post, or mail, on horseback; post.
post road, 1. formerly, a road provided with post
houses. 2. a road over which the post, or mail, is or

formerly was carried.

poat'Script (post'skript', pos'skriptO* n* [L. post-

as an afterthought or to give supplementary mforma-
tion: abbreviated P.Sn p.s., PS.

pos tu lant (pos'cfcoo-lant), w* [Pr. < L. postulam, ypr.
of postulare; see POSTULATE], a petitioner or candidate,
especially one for admission into a reBokms order*
pos tu late (pos'chqo-lat'j/or n.. umwy tw'ehoo-lit),

**. [POSTmATBD (-id), POSTULATm?*), {< JU pOSttdatW*
pp. of postulate, to demand; prob. < base of po$cere> to
denuuoa], 1. to claim; demand; recjuire* 2. to assume
without proof to be true* real, or necessary, especially
as a barns for argument, 3. to assume; take as self-
evident or axiomatic* n* [L. posttthttvm, prop, sunst,

pp.], 1, something postulated (in senses 2 & 3). 2 a
prere<MWt. 3* a basic principle, 0|fN. ace pronnn*.

pos-tu*lfl-tion (pos'choo-H'shan), n* ;

1. a postulating
or being postulated. 2, something postulated.

poa-tu-Ia-tor (pos'choo-la'tSr), n. one who fxCKMUiMHb
poS'tur*al (pos'chSr-al), adj. having to do with posture

*

tftci body; otrrjgt; Ibeaiing* 2. welt a

assumed as in posing, etc.; hence, 3. the way things
stand; condition with respect to^ circumstances: as, the
delicate posture of foreign affairs. 4. an attitude of

mind; frame of mind. v.t. [POSTURED ^-chSrd), POS-
TURING], to place in a posture; pose. v.i. to assume a
bodily or mental posture, as for effect; pose; attitudinize.
SYN. posture refers to the habitual or assumed disposition of
the parts of the body in standing, sitting, etc. (erect posture) ;

attitude refers to a posture assumed either unconsciously, as
in manifesting a mood or emotion, or intentionally for carrying
out a particular purpose (an attitude of watchfulness) : pose sug-
gests a posture assumed, usually deliberately, as for artistic
effect (the photographer wants you to hold that pose) ; stance
refers to a particular way of standing, especially with reference
to the position of the feet, as in certain sports (the stance of a
goHer).

pos tur ize (pos'chSr-iz'). v.t. [POSTURIZED (-izd'), POS-
TURIZING], to posture.
post-war (post'woV), adj. after the (or a) war.
po-sy (po'zi), n. [pi. POSIES (-ziz)J, [contr. < poesy],
1. originally, a verse or motto inscribed inside a ring,
etc. 2. a flower ^or bouquet: so called probably from
the use of flower imagery in posies (sense 1).

pot (pot), n. [ME.; AS. pott; akin to D. pot; for prob.
IE. base see POD; prob. named from the shape], 1. a
round vessel of any size, made of metal, earthenware,
or glass, used for nolding liquids, cooking or preserv-
ing food, etc. 2. a pot with its contents; hence, 3. a
potful. 4. a pot of liquor; drink; potation. 5. some-
thing resembling a pot in shape or use: as, a chimney
pot, lobster pot. 6, [Colloq.], a) all the money bet at a
single time; pool; kitty, b) a large amount of money,
7. [ColloqJ, a pot shot, v.t. [POTTED (-id), POTTING],
1. to put into a pot. 2. to preserve in a pot or jar. 3.

to cook in a pot. 4. to shoot (game) for food instead
of for sport. 5. to hit or secure by or as by a pot
shot. 6. [Colloq.l, to secure, win, or capture; bag.
v.i. [Colloq.j, to take a pot shot; shoot.
go to pot, to go to ruin; deteriorate.

pot., potential.
pota-ble (po'ta-b

1

!), adj. [Pr.; IX. potabilis < L.
potare, to drink], drinkable,

thing drinkable; beverage.

.

n. usually in pL some-

Jpo tage (pd'tazhO, n. [Ft.], soup; broth.
potash (pot'ash'), n. [earlier in pt, potashes; D. pot-
asschen < pot, pot + asck, ash: so called from being pre-
pared for commercial purposes by evaporating the
lixivium of wood ashes in iron pots], L an oxide, KsO,
derived from natural brines distiuery waste from al-

cohol manufacture, flue dusts of blast furnaces, wood
ashes, etc., us,ed in fertilizer, soaps, etc, 2. caustic
potash (potassium hydroxide). 3* potassium carbonate.

po-tas-sic (p-tas'ik), adj. of or containing potassium.
po tas si um (po-tas'i-am), n. [Mod. L. < potassa; B.
potasch: see POTASH], a soft, silver-white, waxlike me-
tallic chemical element that oxidizes rapidly when ex-
posed to air; it occurs abundantly in nature in the
form of its salts, which are used in fertilizers, glass, etc. :

symbol, K; at. wt. f 39.096; at. no., 19.

potassium bromide, a white, crystalline compound,
KBr, used in photography, medicine, etc.

potassium carbonate, a strongly alkaline, white, crys-
talline compound, KiCO, used in the mwamactttre of
soap and glass, in medicine, etc.

potassium chlorate, a colorless, crystalline salt, KC10,
a strong oxidizing agent used in the manufacture of
explosives, matches, tooth pastesi etc.

potassium chloride, a colorless, cry*t*Uta* salt, ICC1,
used to. fertilizers, explosives, etc.; aybrfte.
potassium cyanide, an extremely poisonous, white,
crystalline compound, KCN, used in metallurgy or ex-
tracting gold, in electroplating! as an insecticide, etc.
potassium dichromate, a yellowish-red, crystalline

KtOpn used as an oatidiaemg agnt and in

um hydroxide, a white, crystalline salt or deli-

quescent soHd, KQH,' tuwd te the jniimdtaur* of soap,
fftes, etc.: it %, very strong alkalanA *borb oarlw
dioxide from the air; also called caustic potash.
potassium my ron ate^-Et1), [< apron*

colorl...

extracted _____ ____ .

glucose by hydrolysis:
potassium nltra

E_Nq% > i

in ckemistry : also

potassium
compound,
infectantr

po-ta-tion

te, a <^-
used as an oxidizing agent,



potato beetle H43 pot'valiajat
plant of the nightshade family, used as a vegetable:
also Irish potato. 3. this plant,

potato beetle (or bug), a black-striped, yellow beetle
that eats the leaves of potatoes.
potato chip, a very thin slice of potato fried crisp and
then salted.

Jpot-au-feu (p6*'to'fo'), n. [Fr., lit., pot on the fire],
beef stew with vegetables.

"/ having a ootbellv.

1. a

pbt*boil*er (pQt'boil'er)! n. a work of art or literature,
often inferior, produced only to make money.
pot-boy (pot'boi'), n, [Chiefly British], 1. a boy who
carries pots of ale, etc. in a public house or inn. 2. a
person who serves customers, cleans up, etc. in a tavern.
pot cheese, cottage cheese.

po-teen (po-ten'), n. [Ir. poitin, dim. of poite, a pot],
in Ireland, illicitly distilled whisky: also potheen.
Po-tem'kin, Gri-go-ri A le ksan-dro-vich (gri-gS'ri a'-
lyek-san'dro-vich pp-ty6m'kin; Eng. po-tem'kin),
Prince, 1739-1791; Russian statesman and field mar-
shal; favorite of Catherine the Great.
po tence (po't'ns), n, potency.
po-ten-cy (po't'n-si), n. [pi POTENCIES (-siz)], [L. po-
tentia], 1. the state or quality of being potent, or the
degree of this; power; strength. 2. capacity for de-
velopment; potentiality. 3. something or someone
influential or powerful. SYN. see strength.
po-tent (po't'nt), adj. [L. potens, potentis, ppr. of posse,
to be able < potis, able 4- esse, to be], 1. able to control
or influence; having authority or power; mighty: as, a
potent monarch. 2. convincing; cogent; influential:
as, a potent argument. 3. effective or powerful in
action, as a drug or drink. 4. able to perform sexual
intercourse: said of a male.

po-ten-tate (po't'n-taV), n, [ME. potentat; IX. po-
tentatus < L. potentates, power, rule < potens, powerful],
a potent, or powerful, person; ruler; monarch,
po ten tial (ps-ten'shol), adj. [MB. potenciall; LL. po-
tentialis < L. potentia; see POTENT], 1. originally, that
has power; potent. 2. that can, but has not yei, come
into being; possible; latent; unrealized; undeveloped:
opposed to actual, 3. in grammar, expressing possibility,
capability, or the like: as, the potential mood. TI 1.

something potential; a potentiality. 2. in electricity,
the relative voltage, amount of electric charge, or degree
of electrification at a point in an electric circuit or field,
as referred to some other point in the same circuit or
field. 3. in grammar, a) the potential mood or aspect.
b) a potential construction or form. 4, in physics, any
scalar quantity in which energy is involved as a func-
tion of position or condition. Abbreviated pot. SYN.
see latent.

potential energy, energy that is the result of relative
position instead of motion, as in a coiled spring,
po ten ti all ty (po-tenW-al'a-ti), n. [ML. potential-
itas], 1. the state or quality of being potential; possi-
bility or capability of becoming; latency. 2. \pl
ppTBNTiALiTiES (-tiz)j, something potential; a possi-
bility of developing, corning to fruition, etc.

po ten tial ly (pa-ten'shal-i), adv. possibly or hypo-
theticaUy, but not yet actually.
po ten til la (po'ten-til'0), n. [Mod. L,, dim. < L.
potens; see POTENT], any of a number of related plants
of the rose family, with flowers of various colors and
saw-edged leaves, generally five, growing along the
stem; cinquefoil; five-finger.

po'ten-tl-om e ter (pQ-ten'shi-om'a-tSr), n. [< L, po~
tentia, power; 4- -meter], an instrument for measuring
or controlling electric potential.

poth-e-car-y (poth'a-ker'i), n. [pi, POTHECARIES (-iz)J,

[MB. potecane], [Obs. or Dial.], an apothecary,
po-theen (po-tneV, po-ten') , n. poteen.
poth-er (pofft'er) , n. [earlier ^tt^^er, puther; vowel after
bother, etc.; Early Mod, Eng,; prob. < Continental
military slang; ? < or akin to G. foltern (cf. POLTER-
GEIST)], 1. a choking cloud of smoke, dust, etc* 2. an
uproar: commotion; fuss. v.t. & v.i. to bother; worry.
potherb (po'firb', pofhurbO? aay &ert wnoje
fleshy leaves and stems are boiled and eaten, or used to
flavor food.

pot holder
tifcick cloth,

pot-bole (pot'

deep, ro

gravel wL _
pot-hook (p<

hanging a pot or
for Ming hot pots,
made by eluldren

"

pothouse (pot'h
,, especially a
'

n. a small pad, or piece of

;or holding and handling hot pots, etc.

/), n. a deep hole or pit; especially, a
formed in the rock of a river bed by

in water.
* 1. an S-shaped hook for
over a fire. 2. a hooked rod
3. an S-shaped mark, as one
I io write.
n, [British], an alehouse or

who kills

rules of spoirt.

2. a person who enters contests merely to win prizes.
|po-tiche (po^tSshO* n- (pi POTICHES (-tesh')L [Fr. <
pot, a pot], a vase or jar of porcelain, etc. f with a
rounded or polygonal body narrowing toward the top,
and with a separate cover.
Pot i-dae a (pot'a-de'ok n. a city in ancient Macedonia.
po tion (po'shan), n. [ME. pocion: L. potto < potare, to
drink], a drink, especially of medicine or poison; dose.

pot-latch (potlachOt n. [< Am. IncL (Chinook) pat-
shatL a gift], 1. among some American Indians of the
northern Pacific coast, a) [often P-]f a winter festival.

6) a distribution of gifts, as during such a festival.
2, a ceremonial feast at which gifts are exchanged in a
rivalry to display wealth.
pot-luck (potlukO. n. whatever the family meal
happens to be; as, will you take potluck with us?
pot-man (pot'msn), n. \pl. POTMEN (-man)], [British],
a serving man, or waiter, as in a public house.
pot mangold, any of various plants of the daisy family,
with showy yellow or orange flowers; calendula.

pot metal, 1. originally, an alloy of lead and copper
used to make pots. 2. a kind of iron suitable for
making pots. 3. stained glass that is colored throughout
while still molten.
Po'to-mac (pd-to'mdk), n* a river forming the bound-
aries of West Virginia, Virginia, and Maryland, flowing
into Chesapeake Bay: length, 287 mi,

Po-to-si (pft'td-se'), n. 1. a mountain of the Andes, in
southwestern Bolivia: height, 15,925 ft. 2. a city on
its slopes: po^., 45,000 (est. 1946).

pot-pie (pot'piOi n. 1. a meat pie made in a pot or
deep dish, 2. a stew with dumplings,

pot-pour-ri (po'poo-re', pot-poor'i), n. [Fr.; Pot, a pot +
powrri, pp. of pourrir, to rot; transl, of Sp. olla poarida;
see OLLA-PODRIDA], 1. originally, a stew. 2. a mixture,
as Of dried flower petals with spices, ke$t in a jar for its

fragrance. 3. a medley, miscellany, or anthology.
pot roast, meat, usually beef, cooked by braising.
Pots-dam (pots'dam'; G. pots'dam), n, a city in Bran-
denburg, Germany, near Berlin: pop., 136,000: scene
of a conference Quly-August. 1945) of Truman,
Churchill (later replaced by Attlee), and Stalin.

pot-sherd (pot'shfirdO, n. [MB, potschoord, potssherd;
see POT & SHARD], a piece or broken pottery.
pot shot, 1. originally, a pothunters shot; hence, 2.

an easy shot, as one at close range. 3. a random shot.
4. a haphazard try at something.
pot-stone (pot'ston'), n. a kind of soapstone of which
cooking vessels were made in prehistoric times.

pot tage (pot'ij), n. [ME. & OFr. potage < pot, a pot],
a kind of stew made of vegetables, or meat and vege*-
tables- thick soup,

pot-ted (pot'id), adj. 1. put into a pot or pots. 2.

cooked or preserved in a pot or can. 3* [Slang], in-

toxicated; drunk.
pot ter (pot'er), n. [ME, pottare < pot, a potj, a person
who makes earthenware pots, dishes, etc.

pot-ter (not'er), IM". A v.t., n. [freq. formatjon < ofes.

pote; AS. potian, to push], [Chiefly Britis^f, putter.
Pot-ter, Paul (pot'eY), 1625-1654; Dutch painter.
potter's field,, [after an old burial place for strangers
in Jerusalem, said to have been orig. a potter's field

(Matt, 27:7)1 a burial ground for poverty-stricken,
friendless, or unknown persons.

potter's wheel, a rotating horizontal disk; usually
operated by a treadle or mo-
tor, upon which day ia molded
into bowls, etc,

tit"

potter*y (pot'fei), n \pl
TERIKS (])], [Fr. poterie

rw*er,
a potter < pot. a ^w^

. a place where earthenware
is made; potter's workshop or
factory. 2. the art or occupa-
tion of a potter; ceramics. 3.

potel, dii

formerly, a

equal tq a
pot or

1.

measure,
.on* 2. a

Caving tills

contents of such a. pot; hence.

POTTBU'S WHEEL

4.

, [after Percival Pott (1714-1788),
Eng. surgeon], tuberculous carles of the vertebrae,
resulting in curvature of the spine,
Potts-vllle (pojte'vd), n. a city in east central Pennsyl-
vania: pop.. 24,000.

pot-ty (pot'i), adj* [POTTIER (-i-Sr) f POTTIEST
(-i-ist)],

[from >hr. go to pot or from notion of drunkenness],
PJr|tis Colloxi,], 1. trivial; petty. 2. slightly crazy.

pot-val-lant (pot'val'y^nt). adj. valiant and bold from
drunkenness*

5, cttr; ten, Sven, hAre, ovSr; is, bite; lot, gS, h6rn, t55l, look; oil, out: up, flse. fOr , get; Joy; yet; chin; she; tirifi.
tiu--------- j

fa 9 fa ^^ | fa sanity, o in comply, u m focus;
*
as in able (a'bl); Fy. bAlj tr.

g; U, Fr. d - *
Q 9 ^ sany, o n comy, u m ocus; as n ae ; y. .

Fr. cog; U, Fr. due; H, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
*
hypothetical; < derived from.
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pot-waMqp-er (pofwal'sp-Sr), n. [altered (after wal-

lop, to boil) < potwaller, fit., a pot boiler < pot -f obs.

wall, to boil; MR wallen; AS. weallan], in English
his/fay, a person considered a householder by virtue
of owning a hearth, and therefore qualified to vote.

pouch (pouch), n. [ME. fouche; OFr. pouche, poche,
, forms of poque; see POKE (sack)], 1. a smallish bag or
sack. 2. a small bag for carrying ammunition. 3. a
small bag of leather, rubberized cloth, plastic, etc., for

carrying pipe tobacco in one's pocket. 4. a mailbag.
5. anything shaped like a pouch. 6, [Scot.], a pocket
(in clothing). 7. [Archaic], a purse. 8. in anatomy, any
pouchlike cavity or part. 9. in botany, a pod that
looks almost square, with an upper and lower lid. 10.

in zoology, a) a saclike structure on the abdomen of

some animals, as the kangaroo and the opossum, used
to carry young. 6) a baglike part, as of a pelican's bill

or a gopher's cheeks, used to carry food. v.t. 1. to

put in a pouch. 2. to make into a pouch; make pouchy.
3. to swallow. v.i. to form a poucn or pouchlike cavity.
pouched (poucht), adj. 1. having a pouch or pouches.
2. pouchy.
pouch-y (pouch'i), adf. [POUCHIER (-i-Sr), POUCHIEST

(-i-ist)j, resembling a pouch; baggy.
pouf (poof), n. [Fr., a puff; see PUFF], 1. an elaborate
headdress worn by women, especially in the 18th

century, anc[ characterized by high rolls or puffs of

hair. 2. anyfpart of a dress, etc. gathered into a puff,
or projection. 3. a kind of ottoman (sense 2a).
Pough-keep-sie (pa-kip'si), n. & city in southeastern
New York, on the Hudson: pop., 41,000.
poulard (poo-lard') * n. [Fr. poularde < poule, hen],
1. a young hen spayed for fattening. 2. a fat young hen.

poult (polt), n. [ME/, pulte; contr. of pulete; see PULLET],
a young turkey, chicken, pheasant, or similar fowl.

poul*ter*er (pol'tSr-er), n. [ME. puller* QFr. fouletier <
poulet (see

g
PULLET); + -er], [Chiefly British], a person

who deals in poultry: also, [Archaic], poulter.
poul-tice (portis), n. [earlier pultes: ML. pultes, thick
pap, orig. pi. of L. puls, pultis, pap], a hot, soft, moist
mass, as of flour, mustard, etc., applied to a sore or
inflamed part of the body. v.t. [POULTICED (-tist),

POULTICING], to apply a poultice to.

poul-try (pQl'tri), n. [ME. pultrie; OFr. pouleterie <
poulet; see PULLET], domestic fowls; chickens, turkeys,
ducks, geese, etc., collectively.

pounce (pouns), n. [prob. < ME. & CjFr. pounson; see

PUNCHEON], 1. a claw or talon of a bird of prey. 2. a
swoop, as by a bird of prey; act of pouncing. v4.

[POUNCED (pounst), POUNCING], to swoop down, spring,
of leap (on, upon, or at a person or thing) and, or as if

to, attack or seize.

pounce (pouns), n. [Fr. ponce; "L.pumex. pumice], 1. a
fine powder, as pulverized cuttlefish bone, formerly
used to prevent ink from blotting or to prepare the
writing surface of parchment. 2. powdered charcoal,
etc. sprinkled over a stencil to make a design, as on
cloth, v.t. [POUNCED (pounst), POUNCING], 1. to

sprinkle, rub, finish, or prepare with pounce. 2. to
stencil with pounce.
poun-cet box (poun'sit), [cf. Fr. poncette, box for

sprinkling pounce (powder)], [Archaic], a small box
with a perforated lid, for perfumes: also pouncet, n.

pound fecund), n. [pL POUNDS (poundz), collectively
D], [ME.; AS. Pund: L. pondo, a pound, orig. abl., . . . , , . .

of ponaus, a weight (in liora pondo, a pound in weight)],
1. a urifc 9f weight, equal to 16 ounces (7,000 grains)

ayoiptefcois or 12 ounces (5,760 grains) troy: abbre-
viait$$|b. 2. the monetary unit of Great Britain, equal
to W&&fi$sfo "pr 240 pence and, from 1940 to 1949,
having a pa^exchange value in United States money of

$4.035; devalued in 1949 to a par exchange value of
$2.80 ^symbol,, (no period). 3. the monetary unit of
varioils other countries, including Australia, Egypt,
Ireland, Lebanon. is|@w Zealand, Israel, Syria, and the
Union of South Africa. 4. in the New Testament, a
mina. 5. a former Scottish monetary unit (pound
Scots), originally equal to 1;he British poun4-
pound (pound), v.t. [MEX pownen (AS. punian}; with
unhistoric -d (cf. SOUND, COMPOUND) ; akin to D. puin,
rubbish], 1. to beat to a pulp, powder, etc.; pulverise.
2. to strike with repeated, heavy blows; hit hard. va.
1. to deliver repeated, heavy blows (at or on a door,
etc.). 2. to move with heavy steps or come down
heavily while moving. 3. to beat heavily; throb, n. 1,
a pounding. 2. a hard blow. 3. the sc-und of this;
thud; thump. SYN. see beat.
pound out, 1. to flatten, smooth, etc. by pounding.
2. to play with a very heavy toueiu as on a piand.

pound (pound), n. fMK poonde; 41 pwnfa On com-
pounds) ; akin to AS, pyndan, to shut up (cf. PINBEH) ;

IE. base prob. as in fm, pen (to enclose)], 1. an en-
closure, maintained by a town, etc., for confining stray
animals until claimed. 2. an enclosure for fcgetpiag or
sheltering animals. 3. an enclosure for trapping*'a^iSals.
4. a place of confinement, as for arrested persons. 5. an
enclosed area for catching or keeping fish. v.L to OOOQ&*
fine in a pound; impound.
Pound, Ezra Loo-mis (153'mis pound), 1885- ; Ameri-

can poet; in Italy (1924-1945; 1958-); institutionalized
as mentally unsound after indictment for treason
(1945-1958).

Pound, Louise, 1872-1958; American linguist.
Pound, Roscoe, 1870-

;
brother of Louise; American

educator and legal scholar.

pound-age (poun'dij), n. [see -AGE], a tax, rate, or
commission, etc. per pound (sterling or weight).
pound age (poun'dij), n. [see -AGE], 1. confinement in
or as in a pound, or enclosure. 2. the fee required to
free animals from a pound.
pound-al (poun'd'l), n. [< pound (weight)], a unit of
force that, acting on it for one second, will give to a

one-pound mass a velocity of one foot per second.

pound-cake (pound'kak'), n. 1. a rich cake made
with a pound each of its principal ingredients, as flour,

butter, sugar, etc. 2. a cake resembling this.

pound er (poun'der), n. a person or thing that pounds.
pound-er (poun'deY), n. something weighing or worth
a pound; often used in hyphenated compounds mean-
ing weighing, worth, or having to do with (a specified
number of) pounds, as eight-pounder.

pound-fooMsh (pound'fool'ish), adj. foolish in han-
dling large sums of money: cf. penny-wise.
pound net, a fish trap consisting of nets arranged so as
to form an enclosure with a narrow opening.
pound sterling, a pound (the British monetary unit).

pour (p6r, por), v.t. [ME. pouren,' prob. a dial, word;
the mod. vowel is phonetically puzzling; ? < ONorm.
Fr. purer (L. purare), to purify, in the sense "to pour
off impurities ], 1. to cause to flow in a continuous
stream. 2. to emit, discharge, utter, etc. profusely or

steadily. v.i. 1. to flow freely, continuously, or co-

piously. 2. to rain heavily. 3. to rush in a crowd;
swarm. 4. to serve as a hostess at a reception or the
like, by pouring tea, coffee, etc. for the guests, n. 1. a

pouring, 2. a heavy rain; downpour.
Jpour-boire (poor'bwar'), n. [Fr.; pour, for + boire, to

drink], a tip, or gratuity.

Ipour-par-ler (poor'parla')t n. [Fr.: pour, for + parler,
to speak], a preliminary, informal discussion.

pour-point (poor'point')i n. [MB. purpoynt, purpont;
OFr. porpoint; prob. < pourpoindre, to perforate], a

quilted doublet worn in the late Middle Ages,
pousse-ca-fe

1

(poos'ka-fa'; Fr. pooVka'fa/), n. [Fr. <
pousser, to push + cafe, coffee],

t
1. a liqueur drunk

with after-dinner coffee. 2. a drink made of several

liqueurs, eachjorming its own layer in the glass.

pous-sette (poo-set/), n. [Fr., dim. of pousse, a push], a
dance figure in which a couple or several couples dance
round and round with hands joined. v.i. [POUSSETTED
(-id), POUSSETTING], to perform a poussette.

Pous-sin, Ni-co-las (ne'kS'la"' poo'saw'). 1594-1665;
French painter.
Jpou sto (poo' sto', pou' sto') [Or. pou std, where I

may stand: from a saying of Archimedes, dos moi pou
$tdt kai kino ten gen, give me (a place) where I may
stand, and I will move the earth|, 1. literally, a place
to stand on; hence, 2. a basis of operations.
pout (pout), v.i. [ME. pouten; prob. < ON. *puta, to
swell; cf. Sw. puta, to be swollen: for IE. base see BUD],
1. to thrust out the lips, as in sullenness or displeasure*
hence, 2, to sulk. 3. to protrude, as the lips. v.t.

I. to thrust out (the lips or mouth). 2. to utter with
a pout. n. 1, a pouting. 2. pi. a fit of sulking.
pout (pout), n. (pi. POUT, POUTS (pouts); see PLURAL,
II, D, 2], [AS. pute (found only in compounds, as in

aslpute, eelpout) ; IE. base as in oud, pod], any of several
fishes, as the horned potit; eelpout, or whiting out.

pout*er (pout'Sr), n. La person who pputs. 2. a breed
of long-legged pigeon that can distend its crop to pro-
duce a large, puffed-up breast.

pov-er-ty (pov'gr-ti), n. [ME. poyerte; OFr. povertt,
povrelS; L. paupertas < pauper, poor], 1. the condition
or quality of being poor; indigence; need, 2. deficiency
in necessary properties or desirable qualities, or in a
specific quality, etc.; inferiority; inadequacy. 3. tin-

productiveness, as of soil. 4. smallness in amount;
scarcity; paucity; dearth; scantiness,
SYN. poverty, the broad^t of these terms, implies a lack of
the resources for reasonably comfortable living; destitution
and want imply such great poverty that the means for mere
subsistence, such as food! and shelter, are lacking; indigence, a
somewhat euphemistic term, implies a lack of luxuries to which
one was 'formerly accustomed; penury suggests such severe

poverty as to cause abjectness, or a loss of self-respect.- ANT.
wealth, affluence, plenty. *

IKW-er*ty-8trick*en (pov'e'r-twtrifc"n) t adj.
IU stdbfcei*

with poverty; very poor. 2. ciarateristic of, gt giving
the appearance o poverty.
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powder'blue "45
3. to make into powder; pulverize, v.f. 1. to be made
into powder. 2. to use powder as a cosmetic.
powder blue, pale-blue.
powder burn, a skin burn caused by exploding gun-
powder.

l>ow-dered sugar (pou'deYd), granulated sugar ground
into a powder: cf. confectioners* sugar.
powder flask, a small, flat container for gunpowder.
powder horn,

1
1. a container for carrying gunpowder,

made of an animal's horn. 2. loosely, a powder flask.

powder magazine, a fireproof vault or compartment
for storing gunpowder and explosives.
powder metallurgy, the science or process of working
metals and alloys by reducing them to powder and
shaping this into solids under great heat and pressure.
powder monkey;, formerly, a boy who carried powder
from the magazine to the guns aboard a man-of-war.
powder puff, a soft pad for applying cosmetic powder.
powder room, a toilet or lavatory, especially one for
women, as in a public building.
pow-der-y (pou'dSr-i) , adj. 1. of, like, or in the form of,

powder. 2. easily crumbled into powder; friable. 3.
covered with or as with powder; dusty.
pow-er (DOU'ST), n. [ME. pouer, poer; OFr. poeirf earlier

poter, orig. inf. < LL. potere, to be able, for L. posse,
to be ablej see POTENT], 1. ability to do; capacity to
act : capability of performing or producing. 2. a specific
ability or faculty: as, the power of hearing, beyond
one's powers. 3. great ability to do, act, or affect

strongly; vigor; force; strength. 4. a) the ability to
control others; authority; sway; influence. 6) legal
ability or authority, c) a document giving it. 5. phys-
ical force or energy: as, electric power. 6. the capacity
to exert physical force or energy, usually in terms of
the rate or results of its use: as, 60-watt power: symbol,
P (no period). 7. a person or thing having great
influence, force, or authority. 8. a nation, especially
one possessed of influence over other nations: as, the
big powers. 9. national might or political strength.
10. a spirit or divinity. 11. [Archaic], an armed force;
army; navy. 12. [Cqlloq.], a large number or quantity
(of something specified). 13. in mathematics, the
product of the multiplication of a quantity by itself:

as, 4 is the second power of 2 (2
2
), 32 is the fifth power

of 2 (2*). 14. in optics, the degree of magnification of
a lens, microscope, telescope, etc., expressed as a ratio
of the diameters of image and object. 1 5. pi in theology,
one of the nine orders of angels. Abbreviated P., p., pr.
v.t. 1. to supply with a source of power. 2. [Colloq.],
to make (one's way) with force, adj. 1. operated by
electricity, etc. : as, power tools. 2. served by an aux-
iliary, engine-powered system that reduces the effort of
the operation: as, power steering in an automobile.
in power, 1. in authority or control. 2. in office.

the powers that be, the persons in control.
SYN. power denotes the inherent ability or the admitted
right ta rulei govern, determine, etc. (the limited power of a
president) ; authority refers to the power, because of rank or
office, to, give commands, enforce obedience, make decisions,,
etc. (the authority of a teacher); Jurisdiction refers to the
power to rule or decide within certain defined limits (the juris-
diction of the courts) ;

dominion implies sovereign or supreme
authority (dominion over & dependent state) ; sway stresses the
predominance or sleeping scope of power (the Romans held
sway over the ancient wond) ; control, in this connection, im-
plies authority to regulate, restrain, or curb (under the control

of a guardian); command implies such authority that en-
forces obedience tp one's orders (in command of a regiment).
See also strength.

pow-er'boat^ou'e'r-'bot'), n. a fast motorboat.

power dive, in aviation, a dive speeded by engine power.
power drill* 1. a portable drill operated by an electric

motor. 2. a lar^e drilling machine in which a vertical

power-driven drill is lowered onto material by a leyer.

pow'er*ful (pou'&r-fal), adj. full of power; having power;
strong; mighty; influential, adv. [Dial. L very.

pow-e^r-iicrase (bou'er-housOt rt. 1. a building where
power, especially electric power, is generated. 2.

[Slang], a person Witifa; a great deal .of energy, etc.

ppw-er-less (pbn,'Sr-}is) T adj. without pow&jc; we^le,

feeble, impotent, unable, not empowered, etc.
;

power of; appbuitmeiit, the aujtiiorlty grante4 by one

person to another to dispose of his property.
power of attorney, a written statement ^egajljr author-

izing a person to act foifr one,; abbreviated P/A, f~JLT
power plant, 1. the entire apparatus 'serving

'

as the
source of power

1

for sonie parfycu
1 ^-^ * ' ^~

power $lpnt of an automobile.
,

2. L _^

ing power, especially electric power. tlj

power politics, international political relations in which

Intere^fe
1
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man], 1. a North American Indian medicine man or
priest. B

2. among North American Indians, a ceremony
to conjure the cure of disease, success in war, etc.,
marked by feasting, dancing, etc, 3. a conference of or
with North American Indians. 4. [CoIloq.L any con-
ference, v.L 1. to hold apowwow. 2. {Colloq.J, to confer.

Pow*ys, John Cowper (po'is), 1872- ; English novelist,
poet, and critic.

Powys, Llewellyn, 1884-1939; brother of John Cowper;
English writer.

Powys, Theodore Francis, 1875-1953; brother of John
Cowper: English novelist.

pox (poks), n. [for pocks, ME.Jokkes, pL of pokke; see

POCK], 1. any of various diseases characterized by
skin eruptions, as smallpox or chicken pox.^ 2. syphilis.
Po-yang (pd'yar/)* fl. & la-ke in Kiangsi province, eastern
China: length, 90 mi.; width, 20 mi.

Poz^nan (poz'nan'y*), n. a city in western Poland: pop.,
268,000 (est. 1946): German name, Posen.

Po-zsony (po"
/zh6

k

n'y
f

), n Bratislava, a city in Czecho-
slovakia: the Hungarian name.

poz-zo-la-na (pot'sa-la'na), n. pozzuolana.
poz-zuo-la-na (pot'sws-la'na), n. [It. < Posszuoli, a city
in Italy, where the rock was quarried], a volcanic rock,
powdered and used in making a hydraulic cement.
Poz-zuo-H (pdt-tsw&le) , n. a seaport in Italy, near
Naples: pop., 30,000. m

PPi PP* in music, pianissimo.
pp., 1. pages. 2. past participle. 3. privately printed.
P.r., p.p., 1. parcel post. 2. parish priest. 3. past
participle. 4. postpaid.

ppd., prepaid.

ppr.jjp. pr., present participle.
P.P.S., p.p.s., post postscriptum, [LJ, an additional

postscript.
P.Q- 1. previous question. 2. Province of Quebec.
Pr, in chemistry, praseodymium.
PR., Pr., preferred (stock).
Pr., 1. Priest. 2. Prince. 3. Provencal
pr., 1. [pi. PRS.1, pair. 2. jpower. 3. preferred (stock).
4. present. 5. [pi. PC.], pnce. 6. pronoun.

PJRL., 1. Puerto Rico. 2. proportional representation.
prac-tic (prak'tik), n. [Archaic], practice, adj. [Obs*];

practical.

prac-ti;ca-biH-ty (prak'ti-ka-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being practicable.

prac-ti-ca-ble (prak'ti-ks-b'l), adj. [Pr. praticable <
pratiquer; see PRACTICE], 1. that can be done or put
into practice; feasible: as, a practicable plan. 2. that
can be used ; usable ;

useful : as, a practicable tool. SYN.
see possible, practical.

prac-ti-ca-bly (prak'ti-ka-bli), adv. in a practicable
manner.
prac ti-cal (prak'ti-k'l), adj. [obs. practtc < obs. Pr.

practique, pratique < IX. practices (see PRACTICE) ; -f

-oZ], 1. of, exhibited in, or obtained through practice
or action: as, practical knowledge: opposed to theoretical,

speculative, weaL 2. that can be used; workable; useful:

as, practical proposals. 3. designed for use; utilitarian:

as, a practical dress. 4. concerned with tiie, application
of knowledge to useful ends, as f3istingoasljed,/iro!Da

speculation, etc. : as, practical science, a practical
5. given to or experienced from actual

practical farmer. 6. of, concerned w_ _
efficiently with everyday activit|6es; worfc,, etc* X
is so in practice, whether or not ift theory, intention,
law, etc.; virtual. ,8. matter-of^fact*
SYN. practical stresses effectiveness as tested by actual ex-

perience or as measwed by & completely realistic approach to
Hfe or the particular ctrctuBstariCses involved; practicable is

used of something that appears to be capable of being put into

effect, but has not yet been developed or tried (before the era of

electronics, television did not seem practicable; today it is

but one of th,e practical applications of the science). ANT. im-

practical, impracticable.

prac-tl-cal4*ty (pralc'ti-kaKa-ti), n. 1. the quality of

being ^practical, 2. (j?l. PRACTICALITIES (-tiz)], some-

a trick jplayed on someone, meknt in fun.

(prak'tik-li, prak'ti-k
f

l-i), adv. 1. in a
2. from a practical viewpoint. 3. for

osesiin effect; virtually: as, heisrac-
Mcally the boss. 4, [Colloo,.] almost; nearly

practical nurse, an experienced nurse who is neither a

graduate of a nursing school nor a registered nurse.

prafc-tice (prak'tis), v.t. [PRACTICED (-tist), PRACTICING],

[ME, practisen; OPr. practiser < practiquert bratiquer;
ML. practicare < LL. practi^tts; Gr. pradtkos, con-
cerning action, practical < prassein, to do], 1. to do*
exercise, or perform frequently or usually; make a
habit or custom of. 2. to do repeatedly in order to
learn or become proficient; exercise oneself in: as, ne

practices batting every day. 3. to put into practice;
use one*s knowledge of; work at, especially as a
Cession: as, she, prac$ct$ medicine. 4. to teach gr,t



practiced 1146 prase
through practice; exercise. v.i. 1. to do something
repeatedly in order to learn or acquire proficiency; exer-
cise oneself, as in music, etc, 2. to put knowledge into

practice; work at or follow a profession, as medicine,
law, etc. 3. [Archaic or Rare], to scheme; intrigue.
Also spelled practise, n. 1. a practicing; specifically,

a) a frequent or usual action: habit; usage: as, he makes
a practice of coming early. b) a usual method; custom;
convention: as, tipping is the practice in most restau-
rants: also used in the plural in a disapproving sense,

as, the practices of a shyster. 2. repeated mental or

physical action for the purpose of learning or acquiring
proficiency: as, practice makes perfect. 3. proficiency
or skill acquired through this: as, he's out of practice.
4. the doing of something, often as an application of

knowledge: as, theory is useless without practice. 5.

the exercise of a profession or occupation: as, the
practice of law. 6. a business based on this, often

regarded as a legal property: as, he bought their law
practice. 7. a scheming, intriguing, or trickery. 8. a)
a scheme; intrigue, b) a stratagem; maneuver. 9. in
arithmetic, an abridged methodfof multiplying quan-
tities of different denominations by the use of aliquot
parts. 10. in law, an established method of court
procedure. Abbreviated prac.

5yN.^practice implies repeated performance for the purpose
of learning or acqtiiring proficiency (he practiced on the violin

every day, practice makes perfect) ; exercise implies a putting
to or keeping at work (to exercise one's rights) or refers to activ-

ity, often ofa systematic formal kind, that trains or develops
the body or mind (gymnastic exercises) ; drill suggests disci-

plined group training in which something is taught oy constant
repetition (to drill a squad, an arithmetic drill). See also habit.

practiced (prak'tist). adj. 1. proficient through prac-
tice; experienced; skilled. 2. learned or perfected by
practice. Also spelled practised.

prac-tise (prak'tis), v,t. & v.i. [PRACTISED (-tist), PRAC-
TISING], to practice.

praoti-tion-er (prak-tish/on-gr), n. [formerly practi-
cioner < practician (practic 4- -tan) 4- -er], 1. a person
who practices a profession, art, etc.: as, a medical
practitioner. 2. a Christian Science healer.

prae- (pie) , [L. < prae, before], pre-: the preferred form
in certain words, as praenomen, praetor, etc.

prae-di-al (pre'di-al), ad/. [ML. praedialis < L. prac-
diutn, a farm, estate], of land or stationary property:
also spelled predial.

praetfect (pre'fekt), n. a prefect.

prae-mu ni-re (prS'myoo-m'rS), n. [short for ML. prae-
munire (facias), (see to it) that you warn, used for L.
praemonere, to forewarn; prae~, before + monere, to
advise, warn], in English law, 1, the offense of obeying
other authority than that of the Crown. 2. a writ
charging this offense. 3. the penalty for this offense,
as imprisonment, forfeiture, etc.

prae-no-men (pr5-no'men), n. [pi. PRABNOMINA (-nom'-
i-na)], [L.; prae-, before 4- nomen, a name], in ancient
Rome, a person's first, or personal, name, preceding the
nomen and cognomen (e.g., Marcus Tullius Cicero).
prae-nom-i-nal (pre-nom'i-n'l), adj. of a praenomen.
prae-pos-tor (prS-pos'tgr), n. a prepositor.
prae-tor (prS'tej, pre't8r), n, [ME. (northern) pretour;
L, < praeire, to precede, go before; prae', before +
ire, to go], a magistrate of ancient Rome, next below a
consul in rank: also spelled pretor.

prae-to-ri al
(pri-tfir'i-ol, prU5'ri-dl), adj. of a praetor

or the rank of a praetor: also spelled pretoHal.
prae-to-ri-an (pn-t6r'i-n, pri-to'ri-sn), adj. L prae-
torial. 2, [often P-], designating or of the bodyguard
(Praetorian Guard) of a Roman commander or emperor,
n. 1. a man with the rank of a praetor or ex-praetor.
2. [often P-], a member of the Praetorian Guard. Also
spelled pretorian.

Prag (prakh), n. Prague: the German name,
prag mat ic

C p
do], 1. a) busy; active, b) practical. 2, pragmatical;
meddlesome, officious, conceited, etc, 3. having tp do
with the affairs of a state or community. 4. dealing
with historical facts in their interrelations. 5, of or
belonging to philosophical pragmatism, n. J, a prag-
matic sanction. 2. a pragmatical person*
prag.mat-i cal (prag-mat?i-kU <r<& 1. officious; med-
dlesome. 2. dogmatic; opinionated; conceited. 3. in
philosophy, pragmatic.

PEWW??, sanction, any of mr!ou$ royal decrees
that had the force of fundamental law.

pragma-ttem (prag'ma-tiz'm), n, l r ,-^e quality pr
condition of being pragmatic. 2. an Instance of this.
3. a system of or tendency in philosophy which tests
the vaUdity of all concepts by their practical results.

prag-ma-tist (prag'ma-tist), n. 1. a pragmatic person.
2. an adherent of pragmatism.
Prague (prig, prSg), n. the capital of Czec&ostwfaa,
on the Moldau River; pop., 921,000 (est. 1947): Cizsen
name, Praha; German name, Prag,

Pra-ha (prl'hl), n. Prague.
JPrai'rf*aI (pre'rS'aV), n. [Fr. < prairie; see

the ninth month (May 20 June 18) of the French
Revolutionary Calendar, adopted by the First Re-
public in 1793.

prai-rie (prar'i), n. [Fr., meadowland < ML. prataria <
L. fratum, meadow], a large area of level or slightly
rolling grassland, especially one in the Mississippi
Valley,

prairie chicken, a large, brown and white, henlike
grouse with a short, rounded tail, found on the North
American prairies: also prairie hen.

prairie dog. any of a number of related small, squirrel-
like animals of North Amer-
ica, having a barking cry.

prairie schooner, a large
covered wagon used by pio-
neers to cross the American
prairies.

prairie wolf, any of a number
of related wolflike animals of
the western plains of North
America; coyote.

praise (praz), v.t. [PRAISED
(prazd), PRAISING], [ME.
preisen; QFr. preiser, preisier;

SrtfSSSiA^offiSS
* a ft.

to set a price on; appraise; hence, 2. to commend the
worth of; express approval or admiration of. 3. to
laud the glory of

{God, etc.), as
in song; glorify;
extol, n. 1. a
praising orbeing
praised.; com-
mendation; ap-
probation; glo-

rificatipn. 2.

[Archaic], a rea-
,

son or basis for

praise. 3. [Obs.], an object of praise.
sing one's praise (or praises), to praise one highly.
SYN. praise is the simple, basic word implying an expression
of approval, esteem, or commendation (to praise one's perform-
ance); laud implies great, sometimes extravagant praise (the
critics lauded the actor to the skies) ;

acclaim suggests an out-
ward show of strong approval, as by loud applause, cheering,
etc. (he was acclaimed the victor) ; extol implies exalting or lofty
praise (the scientist was extolled for his work) ; eulogize sug-
gests formal praise in speech or writing, as on a special occasion
(the minister eulogised the exemplary life of the deceased).

praise-wor-thi-ly (praz'wur'tfto-li), adv. in a praise-
worthy manner.

praise-wor-thi ness (praz'wur'l&taus), n. the quality
of being praiseworthy.

praise-wor-thy (praz'wur'fM), adj. worthy of praise:
laudable.

Praja-dhipok (pre-chS'ti-pok'), n. 1893-1941; king
of Siam (1525-1935) ; abdicated.

Pra-krit (prS'krit), n. [Sans, frakrta, natural, simple,
vulgar < pra~ (akin to Eng. for), before -f kr t to do,
make; cf. SANSKRIT], any of several vernacular Indie
languages used in India, chiefly in the period B.C.
praline (prSlen, prS'len), n. [Jr. < the name of
Marshal puplessis-Pr<w#w (1598-1675), whose cook
Invented it], a crisp candy made of pecans, almonds,
or other nuts browned in boiling sugar.
praU :

ttil4er (prll'tril'3r), n. JG.; prall, elastic, springyf truler, a tnllj, in musu, a figure in which a principal
note

.is played, then the note above, and then the
principal note again, aU in very rapid succession:
symbol, A/V, placed over the principal note: also called
inverted mordent.
pram (pram), n. [British Colloq.], a perambulator,

PRAIRIE SCHOONER

mtens. < avancier, to advance], 1. to rise up on the
hind legs; especially, to move along in this way: a|d
of a horse. 2. to ride on a prancing horse. 3. to move
about in a way suggestive of a prancing horse; caper.
4. to move or go gaily or arrogantly; swagger; sljrut.
5. to ride gaily or arrogantly, v.t* to cause (a horse)
to prance, n. a c *

pran-di-al (pran ,

dinner; -f -<L of a xnem],
prank (prarjk), n. [? < f ,

chievous tnci; practical joke,
ment of an animal.

prank (prarjk), v.t. [Early Modi
source; ct D. pronken, to w<
showily; dress up; adorn (also
to dress up; make a snow.

,__ movement,
L.

( prandium, early
/ dinner.

v.t. 6v,*.l' 1 a tnis-
2. a frolicsome move-

< a ^G.
a sowjr to dress

out or mpl* wF.



praseodymium 1147 preceptive
pra-se-o-dym-i-um (pra'zi-a-dim'i-am, pra'si-9-dim'i-
om), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. prasios, green; -f dirfymtum], a
metallic chemical element of the rare-earth group,
whose salts are generally green in color: symbol. Pr*
at. wt., 140.92: at. no.. 59.

prat (prat), n. [< thieves' slang; ? a euphemistic altera-
tion < grate, p.],

sometimes pi. [Slang], the buttocks.
prate (prat), va. [PRATED (-id), PRATING], [ME. praten <MD. praten; prob. of echoic origin], to talk much and
foolishly; chatter, v.t. to tell or repeat idly; blab. n.
foolish or idle talk; chatter.

prat-fall (prat'f61'), n. [Slang], a fall on the buttocks.
prat-in-cole (prafuj-kor), n. [Mod. L. pratincola < L.
pratum, meadow + incola, inhabitant], any of a number
of related swallowlike or ploverlike shore birds with
long, pointed wings and a forked tail.

pra-tique (pra-tek', prat'ik), n. [Fr. < pratiquer; see
PRACTICE], permission to carry on business with a port,
granted to a ship that has complied with quarantine
or health regulations.

prat-tie (prat'l), i>.i. & v.t. [PRATTLED (-'Id), PRATTLING],
[MLG. pratelen; see PRATE], 1. to prate. 2. to speak
in a childish manner; babble, n. 1. prate. 2. babble.
prawn (prdn), n. [ME. prayne, prane; prob. < East
Anglian dial.; no cognates outside Eng.J, any of a num-
ber of related edible, shrimplike animals having a thin,
leathery shell with many reddish-brown dots. v.i. to
catch, or fish for, prawns.

prax-is (prak'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. praxis < prassein, to
do], 1, practice (sense 4): distinguished from theory.
2. established practice; custom, 3. a set of examples
or exercises, as in grammar.

Prax-it e-les (prak-sit's-lez'), n. Athenian sculptor of
the 4th century B.C.
pray (pra), v.t. [ME. preien; OPr. preier; LL. precare,
for L. precari < prex, precis, prayer], 1. originally, to
implore; beseech; entreat: now seldom used except as
the elliptical form of I pray you, as, pray tell me, 2. to
ask for by prayer or supplication; beg for^ imploringly.
3. to bring about, get, etc. by praying. v.i. to ask very
earnestly; make supplication; say prayers, as to God.
SYN. see appeal.

prayer (pr&r), n. (ME. & OFr. preiere; ML. precaria <
L. precarius, obtained by begging < precari, to entreat],
1. the acjt or practice of praying. 2. an earnest request;
entreaty; supplication. 3. a) humble entreaty ad-
dressed to God, to a god, etc. &) a request made to
God, etc. : as, her prayer for his safe return, c) any set
formula for praying, as to God. 4. often pi. in some reli-

gions, a devotional service consisting chiefly of prayers.
5. any spiritual communion with God, etc. 6. some-
thing prayed for or requested, as in a petition.

pray-er (pra'er), n. a person who prays.
prayer book, 1. a book of formal religious prayers.
2. [P- B-l the Book of Common Prayer.

prayer-ful (pr&r'fal), adj. 1. given to frequent praying;
devout. 2. like or expressive of prayer,
prayer shawl, a tallith.

prayer wheel, a revolving drum containing written
prayers, used by Buddhists of Tibet.
praying mantis, any of a number of related long, slen-
der insects with grasping, spiny forelegs often held
together as if in prayer.

pre- (pr; unstressed pri, pro), [< Fr, or L.; Fr. pre-: L.

roe-
< prae, before, in front of], a prefix meanmg:

before in time, earlier (than), prior (to)* as in pre-
suppose, prewar. 2. before in place, in front (of), anterior

(to), as in preaxial. 3. before in rank, superior, surpass-
ing, as in pre-eminent. 4. preliminary to, in preparation
for, as in preschool. Cf.

jprae-, Words formed with pre-
are generally written without a hyphen unless the ele-

ment following pre- begins with e or a capita! letter.

preach (prech),
tu. [ME. preicken; OFr. precher, prechi&r

(Fr. precher) ; L. pfaedicare, to proclaiin, declare in

public; Prae-, before + dictate, to proclaim, akin to

dicere, to say], 1. to speak in public on religious Mat-
ters; give a sermon; as from* the Gpspel. 2. to give
moral or rel^gictos a$vice, especially, fa! a tiresbme
manner. v.i. t. to expound or proclaim? b^ preaching.
2. to advocate by or as by t>r^achikte; ,-arge

1

strdngly* or

persistently. ''$. to deliver (a sertaon).
! H

preach-er (pre^chir). n. [ME. fredfmr^ OPr.
praedicator < pp. <$ praedicate? see PRSACHJ, a '

who totealcnes;
'

l ' '*
'

''

preach-1-fy (__ _,.

,
,

L '

the act tit art; of one' Tfho
a"

'

Mod. L. pracadamita], 1. that existed before Adam.
2. of the preadamites. n. 1. a preadamite person,
2. one who believes that people existed before Adam.

pre am ble (prg'am'b'l, pre-am'bl), n. [Pr. preambule;
ML. praeambulum, neut. of LL. praeambulus, going
before < L. praeambulare, to precede; prae-, before -f-

ambulare, to go}, 1. an introduction, especially one to
a constitution, statute, etc., stating its reason and pur-
pose. 2. an introductory fact, event, etc. ; preliminary.
SYN. see introduction.

pre-ar-range (preV-ranjO* "* to arrange beforehand.
pre-ar-range-ment (pre'o-ranj'mont), n. arrangement
made beforehand.
Pre-AS., Pre-Anglo-Saxon.
pre ax-i al (pre-ak'si-al), adj. in anatomy, situated in
front of the axis of the bodyj especially, of the radial
side of the arm or the tibial side of the leg.
prebend (preb'and), n. [ME.; OFr. prebende? ML.
praebenda, things to be furnished or supplied < L.
praebere, to give, grant < prae-, before -f habere, to
have], 1. the part of the revenues of a cathedral or
collegiate church paid as a clergyman's salary. 2. the

property or tax yielding such revenue. 3. a prebendary
or his benefice.

pre-ben dal (pri-ben'd'l), adj. [ML. praebendalis], of a
prebend or prebendary.

preh-en-dar*y (preb'sn-der'i), n. \pL PREBENDARIES
(-12)], [ME. prebendarie; ML. praebendarius], 1. a per-
son receiving a prebend. 2. in the Church of England,
an honorary canon with only the title of a prebend.

prec., 1. preceding. 2. preceded.
Pre-Cam-bri an (pre'kam'bri-an), adj. designating or
of all the geologic time before the Cambrian Era: it is

now divided into the Archeozoic and Proterozoic Eras.
the Pre-Cambiian, the Pre-Canibrian Era or its rocks:
see geology, chart.

pre can-eel (pre-kan's'l) ,
v.t. [PRECANCELED or PRE-

CANCELLED (-sld), PRECANCELING or PRECANCELLING],
to cancel (a postage stamp) before use in mailing;
chiefly in the past participle, n. a precanceled stamp.

pre-car-i-ous (pri-k&r'i-Qs), adj. [L. precarius; see

PRAYER], 1. dependent upon the will or favor of an-
other person: as, a precarious allowance. 2, dependent
upon circumstances; uncertain; insecure i as, a precar-
ious living. 3. dependent upon chance; risky; danger-
ous: as, a precarious foothold. 4. dependent upon mere
assumption: unwarranted: as, a precarious assertion.

prec-a*tive (prek'9-tiy), adj. precatory.
prec-a-to-ry (prek's-toVi, prek'o-to'ri), adj. [LL. pro
catorius < L. precari, to pray, entreat], of, having the
nature of, or expressing entreaty.

pre-cau-tion (pn-kfi'shsn), n. [Fr. precaution; LL. prae-
cautio < L. praecautus, pp. of praecavere; prae-, before
+ caveret to take care], 1. care taken beforehand;
caution used in advance. 2. a measure taken before-
hand against possible danger, failure, etc.

pre-cau-tion-ar'y (pri-kd'shan-er'i), adj. of, advising,
or using precaution.

/;

pre-cau-turns (pri-kfi'shas), adj. tisfng,
or feiviafe Evi-

dence of, precaution.
'

pre-cede (pri-sid', pre-se"dO, v.t. [: ;
__

CEDING], [ME. fre&eden; L. praec^edere; 'pro-

cedere, to move], 1. to be, come, or^gt) beforejin ! .,..,

place, order, rank, or importance. 2. to introduce
with prefatory remarks, etc. ftft to be, come, or |ro

before.
'

'

' ' ./' .
t

pre-ced-e^ice fpri"s5^
f

ii, pres^-dstis), n. [< precedent],
1. the act, r%ht, privilege, or fact of preceding in time,

place, order* of httportancfe. 2. supenority in rank.

pre-ced*emcy (pri*%e^d'n-si pre&'s-don-si), n. \pl. PRE-
CEDENCIES (-sue)], {Rare], precedence.
pre-ced-ent (prl-se'd^ntj/orw., pres's-dant) , adj. [ME.;
Early Pr. precedent < L. praecedens, ppr. of praeceflere;

prae-, before -f tiedcre, to go], preceding, n. an efect,

statement, legal Decision, case, etc. that may serVeas
an exampler reason, or justification for a later ohe.

prec-e-den-rial (presVden'shsl), adj. 1. of, or having
the nature o& a, precedent; serving as an texanlple for

a/, that precedes:
se previous.

precen-tor ^ri-sen'tSr), n. [LL. prae*ceti%>r"< L. prae-
cinere, to sing or play before < prae-*. before -t- canere,
to ^ngj, a person who directs a chjircja choir or congre-
gation in singing.
pre cen-torship (pri-sen'tgr-sMpO, . [see -SHIP], the
office of a precentor.

pre-cept (prS'sept), n. [ME. prece$; OFr. recep, fre-
cept; L. praeceptum < praedpere* to admonish, tieacn <
*-'*-- ~

-, before -f cajere?, to take];
1. a commandment or

tion meant as a rtile of action or conduct. 2. a
ruj.e.

of moral conduct; niaxwn. 3. a rule or direction, as foi

doing something technical. 4, in law, a written order;
j ^"ZjJ? j. - 1 4t

i,

^^
if,.

tvnAr\ e**A ftf\j*+~l*+a. I

scftj iiocicrjucMs. ^ (
,

'

f. of,



preceptor 1148 predecessor

having the nature of, or expressing a precept. 2.

giving precepts; instructive; didactic.

pre-cep-tor (pri-sep'teY), n. [L. praeceptor < praectpere;

seepRBCEPTJ, 1. a teacher. 2. the head of a preceptory.
pre-cep-to-ii-al (pre'sep-t6r'i-dl, pre'sep-to'n-sl), adj.

1. of a preceptor. 2. employing preceptors.

pre*cep-tory (pri-sep'ta-ri), adj. preceptive.

precep-to-ry (pri-sep'ta-ri), n. \pl* PRECBPTORIES (-nz)],

[ML. praeceptoria, estate of a preceptor < L. praeceptor;
see PRECEPT], 1. a provincial community or religious
house of the medieval Knights Templars, subordinate

to the London Temple. 2, its estates.

pre-cep-tress (pri-sep'tris), n. 1. a woman preceptor.

pre-cession (pri-sesh'an, pre-sesh/on), n. [ME.; LL.

precessio < L. praecedere, to go before], 1. a preceding;

precedence. 2. the precession of the equinoxes. _

pre-ces-sion-al (pri-sesh'an-1, pre-sesh'on-'l), adj. of or

resulting from the precession of the equinoxes.
precession of the equinoxes, in astronomy, 1. the

occurrence of the equinoxes earlier in each successive

sidereal year, caused by the gradual westward move-
ment of the equinoctial points along the ecliptic as the
result of the change in direction of the earth's axis as

it turns around the axis of the ecliptic so as to describe

a complete cone approximately every 26,000 years. 2.

the westward movement of the equinoctial points.
Precession is the result of the action of the sun and the

moon upon protuberances about the earth's equator.

pre-cinct (pre'sirjkt), n. [ME. precincts; ML. prae-
cinctum < L. praecinclus. pp. of praecingere, to encom-
pass; prae-, before -f cingere, to surround, gird]v 1. an
enclosure between buildings, walls, etc.; specifically,
the grounds immediately surrounding a religious house
or church. 2. usually pi. environs; a neighborhood. 3. a
subdivision of a city, ward, etc. : as, police precincts. 4.

any limited area, as of thought. 5. a boundary.
pre-ci-os-i-ty (presh'i-os'a-ti), n. [pi, PRECIOSITIES (-tiz)],

[ME. preciousite; OFr. preciosite; L. pretiositas < preti-

osus; see PRECIOUS], great fastidiousness, overrefine-

ment, or affectation, especially in language.
precious (presh'as), adj. [ME.; OFr. precios, precteus;
L. pretiosus < pretium, a price, value], 1. of great

price or value; costly. 2. of great desirability; held in

high esteem: as, freedom is precious. 3. beloved
^
dear.

4. very fastidious, overrefined, or affected, as in be-

havior, language, etc. 5. egregious; arrant. 6. [CoUoq.],
very great : as, a precious liar. adv. [Colloq.], very.

precious stone, a rare and costly gem.
prec i-pice (pres'o-pis) , n. [Fr. prtctpice; L. praecipitium
< praeceps, headlong < prae-, before + caput, a head],
1. a vertical, almost vertical, or overhanging rock face;

steep cliff; crag; hence, 2. a hazardous situation.

pre-cip itance (pri-sip's-tans), n. quality, fact, or
instance of being precipitant; great haste; rashness.

pre-cip-I-tan-cy (pri-sip'a-tsn-si), n. \pl. PRECIPITAN-
CIES (-siz)], precipitance.
pre-clp i tant (pri-sip'a-tant), adj. [< Fr, or L.; Fr.

precipitant; L. praecipitans, ppr. of prqecipitare; see

PRECIPICE], 1. falling steeply or rushing headlong.
2. acting very hastily or rashly; precipitate. 3. very
abrupt, sudden, or unexpected, n. a substance which,
wnen added to a solution, causes the formation of a

pre-cip-i-tate (pri-sip'o-tat'; also, for adj. & ., pri-

sip'a-tit), v.t. [PRECIPITATED (-id), PRECIPITATING],
[< "li. praecipitatus, pp. of praecipitare < praeceps;
see PRECIPICE], 1. to throw headlong; hurl downward.
2. to cause io happen before expected, warranted,

neeqed, or desired: bring on; hasten: as, he precipitated
the crisis. 3. in chemistry, to cause (a slightly soluble

substance) to become insoluble and separate out from a
solution. 4. in meteorology, to condense (vap9r, etc.)
and cause to fall as rain, snow, sleet, etc. lu. 1. in

chemistry, to be precipitated. 2. in meteorology, to con-
dense and fall as rain,, snow, sleet, etc. adj. [L. praecipi-
tatus; see the .], I, failing steeply, rushing headlong,
flowing swiftly, etc. 2. acting, happening, or done very
hastily or rashly; impetuous; headstrong. 3. very
sudden, unexpected, or abrupt, it. a substance that is

separated out from a solution as a soli# by the action of
chemical reagents, temperature, etc,' SYNJsee sudden,

pre cip-i>ta tion (pri-sip'awta'shan), n. [Fr. precipitation;T .!-_ ^_.' J. *J_J ' 1 4 . J X* '

*
t_ _.!

denly; acceleration, f. in chemistry, a) a precipitating
or being precipitated from a solution* 6) a precipitate.
5. in meteorology, a) a depositing of rain* snow, sleet,
etc, V) rain, snow, sleet, etc. c) the amount of tMs.
6, in spiritualism, materialization.

pre-dp-i-ta-tor (pri-sip's-ta'ter), n. a person or thing

steep like a precipice; sheer. 2. having precipices. 3.

[Rare], rash; precipitate. SYN. see steep.

pre cis (pra-se', pra'se), n. \pl. PRECIS (-sez', -sez)], [Fr.;

see PRECISE], a concise abridgment; summary; abstract.

v.t. to make a precis of.

pre else (pri-sis'), adj. [Fr. precis; L. praeasus < prae-

cidere, to cut off, be brief < prae-> before +caedere,to
cut], 1. strictly defined; accurately stated; definite.

2. speaking definitely or distinctly. 3. with no varia-

tion; minutely exact: as, the precise amount. 4. a) that

strictly conforms to usage, etc.; scrupulous; fastidious.

6) overnice or finicky. SYN. see correct, explicit.

pre-cise-ly (pri-sls'li), adv. in a precise manner; exactly:

also used as an affirmative reply, equivalent to "I

agree," "quite true.'
1

.

pre ci elan (pri-sizh'an), n. a person who is punctilious

and precise in observing customs, especially of religion;

specifically, a 16th- or 17th-century English Puritan.

pre-ci sion (pri-sizh'an), n. [Fr.; L. praecisio],the qual-

ity of being precise; exactness; accuracy; defimteness.

precision bombing, the dropping of bombs on narrowly
defined targets with maximum accuracy obtained

through the use of bombsights.
pre-ci-sion-ist (pri-sizh'an-ist), n. a person who con-

+ clinical], in
lisease before any of

preclude forV1^d'), v.t. [PRECLUDED (-id), PRE-

CLUDING], [L. praecludere, to shut off < prae-, before +
daudere, to shut], to shut out; hinder; prevent; make
impossible, especially in advance. SYN. see prevent.

preclu sion (pri-kloo'zhan), n. [L. praeclusio < pp. of

praecludere], a precluding or being precluded.

pre-clu-sive (pri-kloo'siv), adj. [< L. praedusus, pp. of

praecludere (see PRECLUDE); + -]. precluding or

tending to preclude; preventive.
precocial (pri-ko'shal) , adj. [see PRECOCIOUS & -AL],

designating or of birds whose newly hatched young are

covered with down and are able to run about.

precocious (pri-ko'shas), adj. [L. praecox < prae-

coquere, to boil beforehand; prae~, before + coquere, to

cook, mature], 1. developed or matured earlier than

usual, as a child or a child's mentality. 2. of or showing
premature development.

pre-coc-i-ty (pri-kos'a-ti), n. \pl PRECOCITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. precocitel the condition or quality of being preco-

cious; premature development.
pre-con-ceive (pre'kan-sev'), v.t. to form a conception
or opinion of beforehand; conceive in advance.

pre-con*cep-tion (pre'kan-sep/shan), n. 1. a precon-
ceiving. 2. a preconceived idea or opinion. 3. pre-

judice.
pre con cert (pre'kan-surt'), v.t. \pre- + concert, v.], to

arrange or settle beforehand, as by agreement.
pre co nize (pre'ka-n!z') v.t. [PRECONIZED (-nlzd'), PRE-

CONIZING], [ME. preconisen; ML. praeconizare < L.

praeco, praeconis, public crier], 1. to proclaim or extol

in public. 2. to approve and announce the name of

(a new bishop) publicly: said of the Pope.
pre-con-tract (pre-kon'trakt; for t>., usually pre'kan-
trakt'), n. a previous contract, as, formerly, of marriage.
v.t. 1. formerly, to betroth beforehand. 2. to agree to

by advance contract. v.tV to contract beforehand.

pre cool (pre-koolO. v.t. to cool artificially before pack-
ing or shipment.
precrit 1 cal (pre-krit'i-k'l), adj. [pre- + critical], in

medicine, coming before the crisis (of a disease).

pre cursor (pri-kur'ser), n. [L. praecursor < praecurrere,
to run ahead; prae*, before 4- currere, to run]. 1. a

person or thing that goes before; forerunner; harbinger.
2. a predecessor, as in office. S

m
YN. see forerunner.

pre-cuT-so-ry (pri-kur'sa-ri), adj\ (L, praecursorius], 1.

serving as a precursor, or harbinger: indicating some-
thing to follow, 2. introductory; preliminary.

pred., predicate.
predaceous, predacious (pri-da'sh9S) adj. [< L.

praeda, a prey], preying on other animals; predatory.
pre'dac'i-ty (pri-das'a-ti), n. the condition or quality
of being predaceous*
pre date (pre-daf), v.t. L to date before the actual
date. 2. to come before in date; antedate,

pred a tor (pred'a-ter), n. a predatory person or animal.

pred-a-to-ridy (pred'a-t$rVli, pred'a-to'ra-li), adv. in a
predatory manner.
pred a to tineas (pred'a-t6r*i-ni, pred'a4o"'$~nis) f n.
the condition or r--* a -* *-' ^
datorius < praeda^ a preyj 1. oi living by* or char-
- " J

~-fed by, pltqa<|edng or fobbing: as a ^ Jr-'

^people, 2,

fere'c

p>tin), n. iprecipit&te +
;
________. ________: IB the blooa of an animal

;

with an antigen: when the antigen is ad$e<$ 1 1&0
serum of such an animal, a precipitate is formed,

pre dp i-tous (pri-sipVt^s), adj. fobs. Ft. $reci$j
LL. *precipUosu$ < L. praeceps; see PRECIPICE],

an else ojr some event).
pred-e-ces-sor

' M

1.

prae-, before -f decessor, retiring officer <
of td&cedeiriG? ^> % ,aw^fc^ $ffatfjifay>dfa* froiB
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in office. 2. a thing replaced by another thing, as in
use. 3. an ancestor; forefather.

pre-des-ig-nate (pre-dez'ig-naf, pre-des'ig-natO, v.t.
1. to designate beforehand. 2. in logic, to prefix a sign
of quantity, as all, no, few, etc., to.

pre-de8*ti*nar'i-an (pri-des'ta-nlir'i-Qn), adj. [predestin-
ate + -arian], of or believing in predestination, n. a
person who believes in predestination.
pre des-ti-nar-i an ism (pri-des'ts-nar'i-sn-iz'm) , n.the
doctrine of predestinarians; belief in predestination.

pre-des-ti-nate (pri-des'ts-nit; for ., pri-des'te-nat'),
adf/.JME. predestynat(e) ; L. praedestinatus, pp. of prae-
destinare, to predestine, foretell; prae-, before + des-
tinare, to determine], predestinated v.t. [PREDESTI-
NATED (-id), PREDESTINATING], I. in theology, to fore-
ordain by divine decree or intent. 2. to predestine.

pre-des-ti-na tion (pri-des'tQ-na'shan), n. [ME. pre-
destinacioun; LL. praedestinatio], 1. in theology, a) the
act by which God supposedly foreordained everything
that would happen, b) God's predestinating of certain
souls to damnation and others to salvation. 2. a pre-
destinating or being predestinated; destiny; fate.

pre des tine (pri-des'tin), v.t. to destine or decree be-
forehand; foreordain.

pre deter mi-nate (pre'di-tur'mo-nit), adj. prede-
termined.
pre de-ter-mi-na-tion (pre'di-tur'ms-na'shan), n. a pre-
determining or being predetermined.
pre de-ter-mine (prrdi-tur'mm), v.t. [LL. praedeter-
minare; L. prae-, before -f determinare; see DETER-
MINE], 1. to determine, decide, or decree beforehand.
2. to give a tendency to or impel beforehand; prejudice.

pre-di-al (pre'di-ol), adj. praedial.

pred-i*ca-biM;ty (pred'i-ka-bil'o-ti), n. the state or
quality of being predicable.
pred i ca ble (pred'i-ka-b'l), adj. [Fr. predicable; L. prae-
dicabilis < praedicare; see PREACH], that can be predi-
cated, n. 1. something predicable. 2, in logic, any
of the several sorts of predicate that can be used of a
subject, as, in Aristotelian logic, genus, species,
difference, property, and accident.

pred-i-ca*bly (pred'i-ka-bli), adv. in a predicable man-
ner.

predic-ament (pri-dik'a-mdnt), n. [ME.; LL. prae-
dicamentum < L. praedicare; see PREACH, PREACH-
MENT), 1. a condition or situation, especially one
that is dangerous, unpleasant, embarrassing, or, some-
times, comical. 2. in Aristotelian logic, a category.
SYN. predicament implies a complicated, perplexing situa-
tion from which it is difficult to disentangle oneself; dilemma
implies a predicament necessitating a choice between equally
disagreeable alternatives; quandary emphasizes a state of

great perplexity and uncertainty; plight emphasizes a dis-

tressing or unfortunate situation; fix and pickle are both col-

loquial terms loosely interchangeable with any of the preceding,
although more precisely fix is equivalent to predicament and
pickle, to plight.
pre die a-men tal (pn-dik'e-men't'l), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a predicament.

pred-i-cant (pred'i-kant), adj. [L. praedicans, ppr. of

praedicare; see PREACH], preaching, n. a preacher.
predicate (pred'i-kat'jjfar n. and adj., pred'i-kit), v.t.

[PREDICATED (-id), PREDICATING], [ML. praedicatum,
that which is declared of the subject < L. praedicatus,
pp. of praedicare; see PREACH], 1. [RareJ, to proclaim;
preach; declare; affirm. 2. to affirm as a quality, attri-

bute, or property of a person or thing; as, let us predi-
cate greenness of grass. 3. to involve as a connotation;
imply: as, grass predicates greenness. 4. to affirm or
base upon facts, arguments, conditions, etc. v.i. to
make an affirmation or statement, n. [L. praedicatum,
neut. of praedicatus; see the .], 1. in grammar, the
word or words that make a statement about the subject
of a clause or sentence: a predicate may be: a) a verb
of complete meaning, as, the wind blows, b) a verb and
its adverbial modifier, as, the wmd Wows from the east,

c) a transitive verb and its object, as, John threw the
ball, d) a linking verb and its complement, as, the

reen, grass is a plant. 2. in logic, something
irmed or denied about the subject of a proposi-
, green in "grass is green, red in 'mass is

, Abbreviated pred. adj. 1. predicated. 2. in

_. of, having the nature of, or involved in a
predicate: as, a predicate noun or adjective.

pred-i-ca-tion (pred'i-ka'shen), n. I. a predicating or

being predicated. 2. a predicate.
pred^ca-tlve (pred'i-kS'tiv), adj. \L. praedicatiws <
praedicare; see PREACH], 1. predicating or expressing
predication. 2. serving as or in a predicate.

pred-l*ca-to-ry (pred'i-ka-tfir'i, pred'i-ka-tS'ri) f adj.
[LL. 4ra^tamiu$,prtisjJQ$, l&udatprf < L. praedicare;
see pREACHl, 1. presetting. 2. having to do with

_. of prae-
that there1k> fiel], <tjp<

grass is
,

that is af
tion (e.g
not redH
grammar,

will be; make known beforehand; foretell, vj. to make
a prediction or predictioiis, SYN. see prophesy.

pre-dic-tion (pri-dik'shan), n. 1. a predicting or being
predicted. 2. a prophecy.

pre-dic-tive (pri-ofik'tiv), adj. predicting; prophetic.
prc-dic-tor (pri-dik'te'r), n, 1. a person who predicts.
2. an antiaircraft aiming device that calculates flying* *" * *

iching pi^es.
. to digest be-

_
7
_x j , , ^ , more digestible

by an artificial process before it is eaten.

pre*di*$es*tion (pre'di-jes'chdn, pre
/
di-jes

/
chan), n.

a predigesting or being predigested.
pre-di-lec-tion (pre'da-lek'shQn, pred'l-ek'shan), n, [Fr.
predilection < ML. praediligere, to prefer; . prae-,
before + diligere, to prefer], a preconceived liking;
partiality; preference. SYN. see prejudice.
pre dis pose (pre'dis-poz'). v.t. 1. to dispose, or make
receptive, beforehand; make susceptible: as, fatigue
predisposes one to colds. 2. to dispose of beforehand.
pre dis-po-si-tion (pre'dis-pa-zish'an) , n. 1. a predis-
posing. 2. the condition of being predisposed; previous
inclination; tendency; predilection; susceptibifitv.
pre-dom-i-nance (pri-dom'3-nans) r n. the quality or
condition of being predominant.

pre-dotn-i-nan-cy (pri-dom's-nsn-si), n. predominance.
pre-dom-i nant (pri-dom's-nsnt) , adj. [Pr. predomi-
nant < ML. predominans, ppr. of predominari; see PRE-
& DOMINANT], 1. having ascendancy, influence, or
authority over others; superior j dominating. 2. most
frequent, noticeable, etc.; prevailing; preponderant.
SYN. see dominant.
pre dom-i nate (pri-dom'a-natO, vd. [< ML. predom-
inalus, pp. of predominari; see PRE- & DOMINATE], 1. to
have ascendancy, influence, or authority (over others) :

be superior; hold sway. 2. to be dominant over all

others; prevail: preponderate.
pre dom-i-na-tion fori-dom'a-na'shan), n. a predomi-
nating.

pre-e-lec-tioii, pre-e lee-tion (pre'i-lek'shan), adj. oc-
curring before an election, n. a previous choice.

pre-eminence, pre-gm-i-nence (pre-em'a-nons), n.
the quality or condition of being pre-eminent.

pre-etn-i-nent, nre-em-i-nent (pre-em'a-nant), adj.
[ME.; L. praeeminens, ppr. of praeeminere, to project
forward; prae-, before -f eminere, to project], eminent
above others; excelling others, especially m a particular
quality; prominent; surpassing.6 SYN. see dominant.
pre-empt, pre empt (pre-empt'), v.t. [back-formation
< pre-emption], f. to acquire fry pre-emption; settle
on (public land) to establish pre-emption. 2. to seize
before anyone else can, excluding others; appropriate.
pre-emp-tion, pre emp-tion (pre-emp'shsn), n. [<
ML. preemptus, pp. of preemere, to buy beforehand <
L. prae-, before -4- emeret to buy], the act or right of
buying land, etc. before, or in preference to, others.

pre-emp-tive, pre emp-tive (pre-emp'tiv), ad/, at, r

having the nature of, pre-emption. ,
,

pre-emp-tor, pre-emp-tor (pre-emp'tgr), n. a person
who pre-empts.
pre-emp-to-ry, pre-emp-to-ry (pre-emp'te-ri), adj.
pre-emptive.
preen (pren), v.t. [var. of prune (to trim) ; influenced by
ME. preonen, to prick with a pin < preon; AS. preon* a
pin], 1. to clean and trim (the feathers) with the beak:
said of birds. 2. to make (oneself) trim; dress up or
adorn (oneself); hence, 3. to show satisfaction wilm or
vanity in (oneself). v*i. to prink: primp.
pre-Eng-lish (pre'in'lish), n. the Continental Low
Germanic language from which Anglo-Saxon (Old
English) developed; Anglo-Frisian, adj. 1. of this

language. 2. of the peoples and languages of England
before the Anglo-Saxon conquest.
pre-es-tab lish, pre-es-tab-lish (preVstab'lish), v.t.

to establish in advance.
pre-ex-il i-an, pre-ex-iH an (pre'ig-zil'i-an, pre'ik-sM-
on), adj. [< pre* + exile (orX. exilium, exile) -f -onj;
of or in that period of Jewish history preceding the
Babylonian exue (6th century B.C.).

pre-ex-U-ic, pre-e^-U-ic (pre'ig-zil'ik, pre'ik-sil'ik), adj.
pre-exilian.
pre-ex 1st, pre-6x-ist (pre'ig-zist') vd. & v.t. to exist

previously or before (another person or thing) .

pre-ex-ist-ence, pre-Sx-ist-ence (pre^g-zis'tsns) , n*

previous existence, as supposedly of the soul.

pre-ex-ist-ent, ore-ex-1st-ent (pre'ig-zis'tant) , od[/. t
ex-

isting previously or before another person or thing.
pref., 1. preface. 2. prefaced. 3. prefatory. 4. pref-
erence. 5. preferred. 6> prefix.

pre-fab-ri-cate (pre-fab'ra-kat , v.t. [PREFABRICATED
(4d), PREFABRICATING], 1. to fabricate beforehand.
2. to make or build in standardized sections for ship-
ment and quick assembly, as a house.
pref-ace Gpref'is), n. [ME. prefas; OPr.; L. praefatio_<.
prae-, before + fari, fa&us, to speak], 1. [u

frtfee, ovgr; 'Is, bfte; lot, g5 f>
hdrn, tflBl, look; oil, out; up, flse%f(ir; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; thfo,

, Ifta cog;!;? fl* Me, <|acsj Hi; Q. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. J foreign;
*
hypothetical; < derived from.
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in Christian liturgy, the introduction to the Canon of
the Mass. 2. a statement preliminary or introductory
to an article, book, or speech, telling its subject, pur-
pose, plan, etc. 3. something preliminary or introduc-
tory j prelude, v.t. [[PREFACED (-ist), PREFACING], 1. to
furnish or introduce with a preface. 2. to be or serve as
a preface to; begin. SYN. see introduction.

pref a-to-ri-al (pref'a-t&r'i-al, prefVto'ri-sl), adj. pref-
atory.

pref-a*to*rl4y (pref's-t&r'Q-li, pref'd-to'ra-li), adv. in a

prefatory manner; as a preface.
pref-a-to*ry (prefVt6r'i, pref'd-to'ri), adj. [< L. prae-
fatio (see PREFACE); 4* -ory], of, like, serving as, or

given as a preface; introductory: abbreviated pref.

pre-fect (pre'fekt), n. [ME. prefecte; OFr.; L. praefectus t

pp. of praeficere, to set over < prae-, before 4- jacere,
to make], 1. in ancient Rome, any of various high-
ranking ^officials or chief magistrates in charge of gov-
ernmental or military departments. 2. in modern
times, any of various administrative officials; specific-

cally, a) the head of a department of France, b) the
chief of the Paris police, c) an ecclesiastical dean. Also
spelled praefect.

pre-fec-tur-al (pri-fek'cher-al) , adj. of a prefecture.
prefec-ture (jpre'fek-cher), n. [L. praefectura], the
office, authority, territory, or residence of a prefect.

pre-fer (pri-fur'), v.t. [PREFERRED (-furd'), PREFERRING],
[ME. preferren; L. praeferret to place before; prae-, be-
fore i'ferre^to bear, carry], 1. to put before a magis-
trate, administrator, court, etc. for consideration, sanc-
tion, or redress: as, he preferred charges against his

assaulter. 2. to put before someone else in rank,
office, etc.; promote; advance. 3. to put before some-
thing else in one's liking, opinion, etc.; like better.
SYN. see choose.

pref*er-a*bil*i'ty (pref'er-a-bil'o-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being preferable.

pref-er-a-ble (prerlr-e-b'l, pref'ra-bl), adj. to be pre-
ferred; more desirable (than something else).

pref-er-a-bly (pref'er-3-bli, pref'ra-bli), adv. by pref-
erence; by choice.

pref-er-ence (pref'er-ans, pref'rans), n. [Fr. preference;
ML. praeferentia < L. fraeferens, ppr. of praeferre; see

PREFER], 1. a preferring or being preferred; greater
liking. 2. the right, power, or opportunity of prior
choice or claim: as, you have your preference of seats.

3. something preferred; one's first choice. 4. a giving
of priority or advantage to one person, country,
etc. over others, as in payment of debts or granting of
credit. Abbreviated pref. SYN. see choice.

pref-er-en-tial (prero-ren'shol), adj. [ML. praeferentia
(see PREFERENCE); 4- -aJ], I. of, having, giving, or
receiving preference. 2. offering a preference; showing
one's preference: as, a preferential ballot,

pref-er-en-tial-ism (pref'Q-ren'shsl-iz'm), n. the prac-
tice of giving preferences, as to certain countries in

estafoBsliifflg tariffs.

preferential shop, a union shop in which the manage-
ment by contractor ^jgreement gives preference to
union members, as in hiring, layoffs, promotion, etc.

preferential voting, a system of voting in which the
voter indicates an order of preference for several
candidates.

pre-fer-ment (pri-fur'mant), n. 1, a preferring, or ad-
vancement in rank or office; promotion. 2. an office,

rank, or honor to which a person is advanced.
preferred stock, stock on which dividends must be
paid before those of C9mmon stock: it also has pref-
erence in the distribution of assets: abbreviated PR.,

pre-fer-rer (pri-ffir'er), n. a person who prefers.
pre-fig-u-ra-tion (prS'fig-yoo-ra'shon, pre-fig/yoo-ra'-
shanj, n. 1. a prefiguring. 2. something in which
something else is Prefigured; prototype,

pre-fig-ur-a-tive qpre-ng'ygr-8-tiv), adj. [ML. praefig-
urahvus < LL. praefiguratus, Pp.], prefiguring.

pre-fig ure (pre-fig'yer), v.t. [LL. praefgurare; L. prae~,
before 4- figurare, to fashion] , 1 . to suggest or represent
beforehand; be an antecedent figure or type of; fore-
shadow. 2. to figure to oneself, or imagine, beforehand.

pre-fix (pre-fiks'j for n., pre'fiks), v.t. [ME. prefyxen;
OFr. prefixer < L. praejixus^pp. of praefigere; prae-,
before + figere, to fix), 1. [Rare], to fix beforehand.
2. to fix to the beginning of a word, etc.; place before;
add as a prefix, n. fMod. L. < L. praefixus; see the .],a syllable, group of syllables, or worn united with or
joined to the beginning of another word to alter its

preliminary
1. that can be captured, as a fortress. 2. that can be
attacked or injured; assailable or vulnerable.

preg-nan-cy (preg'nsn-si), n. {pL PREGNANCIES (-siz)],
the condition, quality, or period of being pregnant.
preg-nant (preg'nant), adj. [ME. preignant; L. pregnans,
pregnantis, heavy with young < prae-, before 4- base of
OL. gnasci, to be born], 1. having a fetus or fetuses

growing in the uterus; that has conceived; with young
or with child. 2. mentally fertile; prolific of ideas; in-
ventive. 3. productive of results; fruitful: as, a preg-
nant cause. 14. full of or rich in meaning, significance,
etc. 5. filled (with) or rich (in): abounding.

pre-heat (pre-hetO, v.t. to heat beforehand.
pre-hen-sile (pri-hen'sil, pri-hen's'l), adj. [Fr. prthen-
sile < L. prehensus, pp. ofprehendere, to take], adapted
for seizing or grasping, especially by wrapping or
folding around something, as the tail of a monkey,
pre-heii'siH-ty (pre'hen-silVti), n. the state or quality
of being prehensile.
prehen-sion (pri-hen'shan), n. [L. prehensio], 1. a
seizing or grasping. 2. mental apprehension.

pre-hiS'tor-ic (pre
7
his-t6r'ik, preliis-tor'ik), adj. of the

period before recorded history.
pre his tor i cal (pre'his-tar'i-k'l, pre'his-tor'i-kl), adj.
prehistoric.

pre-his-tor-i-cal-ly (pre'his-t&r'i-kl-i, pre'his-tor'ik-li) ,

adv. before recorded history.
pre-his-to-ry (pre-his'ta-ri), n. history before recorded
history, as learned from archaeology, etc.

pre-ig-nl-tion (pre'i^-msh'an), n. in an internal-com-
bustion engine, ignition occurring before the intake
valve is closed or before compression is at a maximum,

pre-judge (pre-jujO, v.t. [Fr. prtjuger; L. praejudicare;
prae-, before +judicare, to judge], to judge beforehand,

'; all theprematurely, or without ie evidence.

pre-judfi-ment, pre judge-merit (pre-juj'mant), n.
[Fr. prejugement], a prejudging or being prejudged.

prej-u-dice (prej'oo-dis), n. [ME.; OFr. prejudice (Fr.

frejudice); L. praejudicium; prae-, before 4- judicium,
judgment < judex, judicis, a judge], 1. a judgment or
opinion formed before the facts are known; precon-
ceived idea, favorable or, more usually, unfavorable.
2. a judgment or opinion held in disregard of facts
that contradict it; unreasonable bias: as, a prejudice
against Northerners.

3.. the holding of such judgments
or opinions. 4. suspicion, intolerance, or hatred of
other races, creeds, regions, occupations, etc, 5. injury
or harm resulting as from some judgment or action of
another or others, v.t. [PREJUDICED (-dist), PREJUDIC-
ING], 1. to injure or harm, as by some judgment or
action: as, his mistake prejudiced the outcome. 2. to
cause to have prejudice; cause to be prejudiced; bias.
without prejudice tof in law, without dismissal of or
detriment to a legal right, claim, or the like,

SYN. prejudicej implies a preconceived and unreasonable
judgment or opinion, usually an unfavorable one marked by
suspicion, fear, intolerance, or hatred (the lynch mob was in-
cited by race prejudice) ; bias implies a mental leaning in favor
of or against someone or something (few of us are without bias
of any kind) ; partiality implies an inclination to favor a person
or thing because of strong fondness or attachment (the con-
ductor has a partiality for the works of Brahms); predilection
implies a preconceived liking, formed as a result of one's back-
ground, temperament, etc., that inclines one to a particular
preference (he has a predilection for murder mysteries).

prej u di cial
(prej'oo-dish'sl), adj. causing prejudice,

or harm; injurious; detrimental.
prel-a-cy (prelVsi), n. [pi. PRELACIES (-siz)), [ME.
prelacie; ML, praelatia], 1. the office or rank of a
prelate. 2. prelates collectively. 3. church govern-
ment by prelates; often a hostile term.

prel ate (reHt)
^
n. [ME. &OFr. frelat;WL. praelatus,

ferre, i

prel-at
tenure of a prelate.

latura],

pre-lect
to read
choose], to .

pre-lec-tion
see PRELECT^ -

pre lee-tor (pri-*

[CHeSy

pre*fix*al >4r , . ^^ f ^ vt, ^ ^ ^
pre-fix-ion (pre-fik'shan), n. a prefixing or being prefixed.
pre-for-ma-tion (pre'f6r-ma'sh9n), n. 1. previous for-
mation. 2. in biology, a former theory that every germ
cell

t
contains every part of the future organism in

miniature., development being merely grow&k in ske.
preg.na-biM.ty (preg'ns-bil'a-ti), n. the condition or
quality of being pregnable.

pr^-na-ble (preg'na-b'l), adj. [ME. prenable < Late
OFr. prenable < prendre (L. prehendere), to take},

, pp. of prael$g<sre,
befow -f7ere, to read,

&t a university^ i

prelector; see
university

praelibare; prae~t before 4*
loret^ste?*

pre Um-i-nar-ily
inarv manner; as a



preKterate preparedness
pre-Mt-er-ate (pre*-lit'er-it), adj. \pre- + literate], desig-

nating or of a culture developed before the invention
of writing and, hence, leaving no written records.

prel-ude (prel'ud, pre'lood), n. [Fr. prelude; ML. prael-
udium < L. praeludere, to play beforehand; prae-,
before + ludere, to play], 1. a thing serving as the intro-
duction to a principal event, action, performance, etc. ;

preliminary part; preface; opening. 2. in music, a) an
introductory section or movement of a suite, fugue,
etc. 6) since the 19th century, any short romantic
composition, v.t. [PRELUDED (-id), PRELUDING], [L.

praeludere; see the n.], 1. to serve as or be a prelude
to. 2. to introduce by or as by a prelude. v 1. to
serve as or be a prelude. 2. to play or provide a prelude.

pre*lu*8ion (pri-loo'zhan), n. [L. praelusio < praelusus,
pp. of praeludere; see PRELUDE], a prelude.

pre-lu-sive (pri-loo'siv), adj. f< L. praelusus, pp. of

praeludere (see PRELUDE) ; + yve], introductory.
pre4u*so-ry (pri-loo'so-ri), adj. prelusive.

prem., premium.
pre-ma-ture (pre'mo-tyoor', pre'mo-toor', pre'mo-
choor'), adj. [L. praematurus; prae-, before 4- maturus,
ripe], happening, done, arriving, or existing before the
proper or usual time; unexpectedly early; too early.

pre-ma-ture-ly (pre'ma-tyoorli, pre'md-tooi/li, pre'mo-
choor'li), adv. before the proper time; too soon.

pre-max-iMa (pre'mak-sil's), n. \pL PREMAXILLAB (-e)],

[Mod. L. ; pre- + maxilla], m anatomy & zoology, either
of two bones in the upper jaw of vertebrates, situated
between and in front of the maxillae, and fusing with
them in the adult human being.
pre max-lMar-y (pre-mak'sd-ler'i), adj. having to do
with the premaxiflae.
premed-ical (pre-med'i-k'l), adj. designating or of
the studies preparatory to the study of medicine.
pre med-i-tate (pre-med's-tat'), v.t. [PREMEDITATED
(-id), PREMEDITATING], [< L. praemeditatus, pp. of prae-
meditari, to think over, premeditate; prae-t before -f
meditari; see MEDITATE], to think out, plan, or scheme
beforehand. v.i. to think or meditate beforehand.

pre-med-i-ta-tion (pre'med-o-ta'shan), n. a premedi-
tating; specifically, in law, a degree of planning and
forethought sufficient to show intent to commit an act.

pre-med-i-ta-tive (pre^med'a-ta'tiv), adj. that results
from or shows premeditation.
pre-ml-er (pre'mi-er, prem'ygr;/or n. t usually pri-me*r')
adj. [Fr. ; L. primarius < primus, first], 1. first in im-
portance or rank; chief- foremost. 2. first in time;
earliest, n. a chief official

; specifically, a prime minister.

pre-mi^re (pri-m&r'j Pr. pra-myaYO, n. [Fr. f fern, of

premier], 1. a first performance of a play, etc. 2. the
leading lady (in the cast of a play, etc.).

pre-mier-ship (pri-me*r'ship, pre'mi-Sr-shipO, n. [see
-SHIP], the office or term of a premier.

pre-mll-le-riar-i-an (pre'mil-a-n&r'i-an), adj. 1. occur-

ring or living before the millennium* 2, designating
or of the doctrine that the second coming of Christ
will precede the millennium, n. a person wno believes
in this doctrine.

pre-mil-len-ni-al (pre'mo-len'i-ol), adj. of or happening
in the period before the millennium,
pre-mil-len-ni-al'ism (pre'm9-len'i-9l-iz'ni) f n, the
doctrine that the^second coming of Christ will occur
before the millennium.
pre-mise (prem'is; for v., usually pri-nuV), n. [ME.
premisse; ML. praemissa < L. praemissus, pp. of prae-
mittere, to send (before; prae-, before 4- miUere, to send],
1. a previous statement or assertion thai serves as the
basis for an argument. 2. pi. a) the part of a deed or
lease that states its reason, the parties involved, and
the property in conveyance. &) the property so men-
tioned; nenccj 3. pi. a piece of real estate

j
house or

building and its land: as, keep off the premises. 4. in

logic, either of the two propositions of a syllogism from
which the conclusion is drawn: see syllogism, v.t.

[PREMISED fmlzd', -ist), PREMISING], 1. to state be-

forehand; give as a premise, 2. to introduce or preface
(a discourse, etc.), as with explanatory remarks. wLi.

/ to make a premise. SYN. see presume.
prem-iss (prem'is), n. a premise.
pre-mi-um (pre'mi-om), n. \pl. PREMIUMS (-emz)}, [L.

praemium, a reward, recompense < prae-, before +
emere, to take], 1. a reward or prize, especially one
offered as an ad,ded indtiicement to win, buy, etc.;
bonus. 2. an additional amount paid or charged;
specifically, a) an amount paid for a loan in addition
to interest* ft) an amount paid, as for stock, above the
nominal on par value, 3. a payment; specifically, a)
the Amount payable or paid, in one sum or periodically,
for an insttrance policy, b) a fee paid for instrtiction

in a trade, etc. c) a fee paid by a borrower of stock to

the lender 4. vry high vtalue : as, fee put a premium
on pumcfcuaJ^y. S, in Economics, the apaotot by which

i el^wonaF exceeds anotfaer (of the same
vltie)^l' Rcmane -vatae,, -or Mywg

Abbreviated pm. prem. SYN. see bonus, reward,
at a premium, 1. at a value or price higher than nor-
mal. 2. very valuable, usually^ because hard to get.

pre-mo-Iar (pre-molSr), adj. designating or of any of

the (bicuspid) teeth situated in front of the molars.
n. a premolar tooth. See tooth, illus.

pre-mon-ish (pri-mon'ish), v.t. & v.i. {< L. praemonere,
to forewarn, formed after admonish], [Rare], to advise
or caution beforehand; forewarn.

pre-mo-ni-tion (pre'ma-nish'an), n. [OPr. premonicion;
LL. praemonitio < L. praemonere; prae~, before +
monere, to warn], 1. a forewarning. 2. a foreboding;
presentiment.
pre-mon-i-to-ry (pri-mon's-tSr'i, pri-mon'sHto'ri), adj.

[LL. praemonitonus], that gives warning in advance;
serving as a premonition.
pre-morse (pri-moTsO, adj. [L. praemorsus, pp. of prae-
mordere, to bite off, orig. to bite in front or at the end:
prae-, before -J- mordere, to bite], ending abruptly, as if

bitten off: said of a leaf or root. '

pre-mun-dane (pre-mun'dan), adj. antemundane. '

pre-na-tal (pre-na'tl), adj. [pre- + natal], existing or

happening before birth.

pre-na-taMy (pre-na't'1-i), adv. before birth.
^

,

pre-nom i-nate (pre-nom'd-nat
A

; also, for adj., pre-
nom'a-nit), v.t. \pre- 4- nominate, after L. praenemi-
nare], [Obs.], to name, or mention, beforehand* adj.
[Obs.J, previously mentioned; forenamed.

pre-no-tion (pre-no'shan), n. [pre- + notion], [Rare],
a preconception.

pren-tice, 'pren-tlce (pren'tis), n. [ME. prentis;
aphetic for apprentice], [Archaic or Dial.], an apprentice.
adj. [Archaic or Dial.], characteristic of an apprentice.

pre-oc-cu-pa^i-cy (pre-ok'yoo-pan-si), n. \pl. PREOCCU-
PANCIES Gsi^)], pnor occupancy; preoccupation.

pre-oc-cu'pa-tion (pre-ok'yoo-pa'shan, pre'ok-yoo-pa'-
shsn), n. [L. praeoccupatio], a preoccupying or being
preoccupied.

pre-oc-cu-pied (pre-ok'yoo-pidOt adj. 1. previously or

already occupied. 2. occupied with or absorbed in one's

thoughts; engrossed. 3. in biology, designating or of a
name already used and hence no longer available.
SYN. see absent-minded.

pre-oc-cu-py (pre-ok'yoo-piO, v.t. [PREOCCUPIED (-pidO.
PREOCCUPYING], [L. praeoccupare; prae-, before + occu-

pare, to seize], 1. to occupy the thoughts of; engross;
absorb. 2. to occupy or take possession of before some-
one else or beforehand.
pre oral (pre-oVsl, pre-o'ral), adj. \pre- + oral], in

zoology, located in front of, or anterior to, the mouth.
pre-or-dain (pre'6r-dan') v.t. to ordain or decree be-

forehand; foreordain.

pre-or-di-na-tion (pre'dr-d'n-S'shan), n. a preordaining
or being preordained.
prep (prep), adj. [CoUoq.], preparatory: as, a prep
school, n. [Collo<j.] r a preparatory school.

prep., 1. preparation. 2. preparatory. 3. preposition.
pre-paid gpre-padO past tense and past participle of

prepay: abbreviated ppd.
prep ara-tion (prep'o-rS'shon), n. [ME. preparacion;
L. praeparatio], 1. a preparing. 2. a being prepared;
readiness. 3. something done to prepare; preparatory
measure. 4. something prepared for a special purpose,
as a medicine, cosmetic, condiment, etc. 5. in music,

a) the preparing for a dissonant chord by using the

dissonant tone as a consonant tone in the immediately
preceding chord. &) a tone so used. Abbreviated prep.

pre-par-a-tive (pri-par'a-tiv), adj. [Fr. preparatif;ML.
praeparativus], that tends or serves to prepare; prepar-
atory, n. 1. something preparative, 2. a preparation.

pre-par-a-to-ry (pri-paro-t8r'i, pri-par'9-to'ri), adj.

[ME. preparatorye; ML. praeparatorius], I. that pre-

pares or serves to prepare; preliminary; introductory.
2. undergoing preparation, or preliminary instruction,

especially for college entrance: as, a preparatory student.

preparatory school, a private school for preparing
students to enter college.

'

*'

pre pare (pri-par'), v.t. [PREPARED (-pardO, PREPARING!.
[Pr. prepater; L. praeparare; prae-, before 4- pa^afe,
to set or place in order, get ready], 1. to make rltefy,

usually for a specific purpose; make suitable; fit; aapt;
train. 2. to make receptive; dispose; accustom; a% he

prepared them for the bad news. 3. to equip or furnish

witn necessary provisions, accessories, etc. ; fit out: as,

tliey prepared an expedition. 4. to put together or mkke
but of materials, ingredients, parts, etc., or according
to a plan or formula; construct; compound: as^'they

prepared dinner, he prepared the medicine. 5. in mrtsnft

to use (a dissonant tone) in preparation (sense 5>. ifei.

1, to make things ready. 2. to make oneself ready.
"

ipreApar"ed*ly (pri*pa'r/id-B), adv. 1. in a taannei?*

rng'p^eparation. 2. In Siicfei a way as'to.'be.'pF

pre-par-ed-ness 'tprjhp^ld-nis, pri-^patd'nls),r
igtetfe" ' of . being:

'

'

/Efficient
'
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pre-pay (pre-paO, v.t. [PREPAID (-padO, PREPAYING],
to pay or pay for in advance.

pre*pay*ment (pre-pa'mant), n. payment in advance.

pre-pense (pri-pensO, adj. [earlier prepensed, purpensed;
OFr. purpense, pp. of purpenser, to meditate < pur-,

pro- + penser (L. pensare), to think], planned before-

hand; premeditated.
pre-pon-der-ance (pn-pon'deY-gns), n. the condition

of being preponderant; superiority in amount, weight,

power, influence, importance, etc,

pre-pon'deran-cy (pri-pon'der-Qn-si), n. preponder-
ance.

pre*pon*der-ant (pri-pon'dSr-gnt), adj. that prepon-
derates; greater in amount, weight, power, influence,

importance, etc. ; predominant. SYN. see dominant.

pre-pon-der-ate (pri-pon^te-rat'), v.i. [PREPONDERATED
(-id), PREPONDERATING], [< L. praeponderatus, pp. of

praeponderare; Prae-, before + ponderare, to weigh <
pondus, pondens, a weight], 1. to weigh more than

something else. 2. to sink or incline downward, as a
scale of a balance. 3. to surpass in amount, number,
power, influence, importance, etc.; predominate.

prepon-der-a*tion (pri-pon'do-ra'shan), n. a prepon-
derating; preponderance.

prep-o-si-tton (prep's-zish'en), n. [MB. preposicioun;
L. praepositio < praepositus, pp. of praeponere; prae-,
before + ponere, to place], 1. in some languages, a
relation word, as English in, by, for, with, to, etc., that
connects a noun, pronoun, or noun phrase to another
element of the sentence, as to a verb (e.g., he went to

the store), to a noun (e.g., the sound of tramping feet),

or to an adjective (e.g., old in years). 2. any construc-
tion of similar function (e.g., in back of, equivalent to

behind). The noun or pronoun usually following the

preposition (as store, feet, and yearst
in the preceding

examples) is called its object. Abbreviated prep.

prep-o-si-tion-al (prep'a-zish'an-'l) , adj. of, functioning
as, or formed with a preposition.

prep-o-si-tion'aMy (prep'a-zish'on-
f

l-i), adv. 1. as a

preposition. 2. by means of a preposition.
prepositional phrase, a preposition and its object.

pre-pos-i-tive (pre-poz'a-tiv), adj. [LL. praepositivus <
L. praeponere; see PREPOSITION], in grammar, put before;

i prefixed, n. a prepositive word.

pre-posi-tor (pre-poz's-tSr), n. [altered < L. prae-

posttus; see PROVOST], in some English pubHc schools, a
senior student with authority to discipline: also

praepostor, pre^ostor.
pre-poa-sess (pre'pa-zesOt v.t. 1. [Rare], to take pos-
session of or occupy beforehand or before another.
2. to possess or preoccupy beforehand to the exclusion

of later thoughts, feelings, etc.; hence, 3. to prejudice;
bias. 4. to impress favorably beforehand or at once.

pre-pos-sess-ing (pre'pa-zes'irj), adj. that prepossesses,
or impresses favorably; pleasing; attractive.

pre-pos-ses-sion (pre'ps-zesh'sn), n. a prepossessing or

being prepossessed; bias: predilection.

pre-pos-ter-ous (pri-pos'te'r-ss), adj. [L. praeposterus;

prae~, before + posterus, coming after], 1. originally,
with the first last and the last first; inverted; hence,
2. contrary to nature, reason, or common sense; sense-

less; absurd: ridiculous. SYN. see absurd.

pre-pos-tor (pri-pos'ter), n. a prepositor.
pre-pO'ten-cy (pri-po't'n-si), n. \pl. PREPOTENCIES
(-siz)]? [L. praepotentia; Prae-, before + potentia, power],
1. tne condition or quality of being prepotent. 2. in

biology* the greater capacity of one parent to transmit
certain characteristics to offspring.

pre-pO'tent (pri-po't'nt), adj. [L. praepofens; prae-, be-
fore 4- potens; see POTENT], 1. superior in power, force,
or influence. 2. in biology, of or having prepotency.

pre-puce (pre'pSs), n. [Fr. prepuce; L. praeputium <
Prae-, before + base akin to Lith. fusti, to swell,

Byelorussian potka, penis], the foreskin; told of skin
covering the end (glans) of the penis or clitoris,

pre-pu-tial (pri-pirshQl), adj. of the prepuce.
Pre-Raph-a-el ite (pre-raf'i-a-Ef, pre-raf'o-Kt',j?re%ra'-
fi-d-Kt

7
)* n. 1. a member of the Pre-Raphaelite Brother^

hood, a society of artists led by Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
Holman-Hunt, and J..E% Millais, formed in England in
1848 to encourage painting with the fidelity to nature
and delicacy of treatment characteristic of Italian art
before the time of Raphael. 2. any modern artist with
similar aims* 3. any Italian painter before Raphael.
adj. 1. of or characteristic of the Pre-Raphaelites or
their followers. 2. designating or of Italian painters
or painting before Raphael.

pre-req-ui-site (pre-rek'wa-zit), adj. required before*
hand, especially as a necessary condition for something
following, n. something prerequisite.

pre-rog-a-tive (pri-rog'o-tiv), n. [ME. prerogaUf; Qlr.;
3U praerogativat called upon to vote first < praerogare,
to ask before; prae-, before -J- rogare, to ask], 1. a
prior or exclusive right or privilege, especially one
peculiar to a rank, class, etc. 2. priority or precedence,
as that derived from such a right or privilege. 3. a
superior advantage, adj. of or having a prerogative.

prerogative court, 1. formerly any of certain courts
in England and Ireland with jurisdiction over testa-

2. the New Jersey probate court.
2. President.

mentary matters.

Pres,, 1. Presbyterian.
pres., 1. present. 2. presidency.
fpre-sa (pre'sa), n. \pl. PRESE (-se)], [It., lit., a taking
up, seizure < pp. oFprendere (L. prehendere), to takej,
in music, a sign ('.Si, + $K) showing where each suc-
cessive voice enters in a canon.

presage (pres'ij; for ., pri-saj'), n. [ME. < L. prae-
sagium, a foreboding < prae-, before + sagtre, to per-
ceive], 1. a sign or warning of a future event; omen;
portent; augury. 2. a loreboding; presentiment.
3. [Rare], a prediction. 4. meaning; import: as, of
ominous presage, v.t. [PRESAGED (-sajd'), PRESAGING],
[Fr. presager < the n.], 1. to give a presage, or warning,
of; portend. 2. to have a foreboding or presentiment
of. 3. to predict. t?.i. 1. to have a presentiment. 2.

to make a prediction. SYN. see foretell.

pres-by-o-pi-a (prez'bi-o'pi-s, pres'bi-o'pi-s), n. [Mod.
L. < Gr. presbys, old + ops, an eye], a form of far-

sightedness occurring after middle age, caused by a
diminished elasticity of the crystalline lens.

pres-by-op-ic (prez'bi-op'ik, pres'bi-op'ik), adj. of or

having presbyopia.
pres-by-ter (prez'bi-tSr, pres'bi-tSr), n. [LL., an elder;
see PRIEST], 1. in the early Christian church and in
the Presbyterian Church, an elder. 2. in the Episcopal
Church, a priest or minister.

pres-byt-er-al (prez-bit'er-sl, pres-bit'gr-al), adj. [Pr.

presbyteral; ML. presbyteralis], presbyterial.
pres-byt-er-ate (prez-bit'er-it, pres-bitVrat'), n. [ML.
presbyteratus], 1. the office of a presbyter. 2. a pres-

bytery.
pres-by-te-ri-al (prez'bs-ter'i-sl, pres'bs-t&r'i-al), adj.
having to do with presbyters or a presbytery.

Pres-by-te-ri-an (prez'bs-ter'i-an, pres'bs-t^r'i-sn), adj.

[< LL. presbyterium, presbytery; + -an], 1. [p-], having
to do with church government by presbyters. 2. des-

ignating or of a church of a Calvinistic Protestant
denomination governed by presbyters, or elders, n. a
believer in Presbyterianism or a member of a Pres-

byterian church. Abbreviated Pres., Presb., Presbyt.
Pres-by-te-ri-an-ism (prez'ba-tSr'i-sn-iz'm, pres'ba-tlr'-

i-sn-iz'm), n. 1. church government by presbyters, or
elders of equal rank, over whom there is no higher
authority, 2. the doctrines and beliefs of the Presby-
terian churches.

pres-by-ter-y (prez'bi-ter'i, pres'bi-ter'i), n. [pi PRES-
BYTERIES (-iz)J, [ME. fresbetory; OPr. presbiterie; LL.

resbyterium,
council or elders < presbyter; see PRIEST],

a body of presbyters; specifically, in Presbyterian
churches, an ecclesiastical court made up of all the
ministers and one or two presbyters from each parish
in a given district. 2. the district of such a court.
3. the part of a church reserved for the officiating clergy.
4. in the Roman Catholic Church, a priest's house.

pre-school (pre'skool'). adj. designating, of, or for a
child between infancy and school age, or in the age
group 2-4, 2-5, or 2-6.

pre-sci-ence (pre'shi-ons, presh/i-ons), n. [ME,; OFr.;
L. praescientia < praescire; prae-, before 4- scire, to

know], knowledge of things before they happen or
come into being; foreknowledge; foresight.

pre-sci-ent (pre'shi-snt, presha-ant), adj. [Pr.; L. prae-
sciens, ppr.], having prescience.

pre-scind (pri-sindOt v.t. [L. praescindere, to cut off in

front; prae-, before + scindere, to cut], to detach,
abstract, or isolate (a meaning, one's mind, etc.).

Pres-cott, William Hick-ling (hiklir) pres'kot), 1796-
1859; American historian.

pre-scribe Sri-sknbO, v.t. [PRESCRIBED (-skribd/)* PRE-
SCRIBING], I)U fraescribere; prae; before + scribere, to
write], 1. originally, to write beforehand; hence, 2. to
set down as a rule or direction; order; ordain; direct,
3. to order or advise as a medicine or treatment: said
of physicians, etc. 4. in lawj to invalidate or outlaw
by negative prescription. v.i. 1. to set down or give
rules, directions, etc. 2. to give medical advice or
prescriptions. 3, in law, a) to claim a right or title

through long use or possession (often wim to or for),
b) to

t
become invalidated or outlawed by negative

prescription,,

pre-script (prirskripf; oho, and /or n. always, psre"'-

skript), adj^ [L. praescripim* pp. of #wsawe*; see
PRESCRIBE! prescribed, n. [I/, pra^criftum < prae-
scriplus], something prescribed; order; direction; rule.

pre scrip-tible '(pn^tadi/tg-b'fti, adj. 1, ttefe-.can be
effectively prescribed for; as* a pre&cr$p$bU illness*
2. acquired or acquirable by i

pre scrip-don ($A-$ani
' '

L. toraescrmiol, I. a
; prescript. 3. a doctor s wri

^ . ," E a .medicinte.

,JiMfafa*
av-'xi|-|n timMttj

over a _.

pre-scrip-
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presence presidium
presence (prez''ns), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. praesentia <
praeesse; see PRESENT, adj.], 1. the tact, condition, or
quality of being present. 2. immediate surroundings;
vicinity within close view: as, I was admitted to his
presence. 3. attendance; company. 4. a person who is

present, especially a royal person. 5. a person's bearing,
personality, or appearance: as, he has a poor presence.
6. pleasing deportment; dignity: as, he has no presence.
7. an influence or supernatural spirit felt to be present ;

fhost.
8. [Archaic], people present; an assemblage.

. [Obs.], a presence chamber.
saving yowr presence, though I apologize for saying or
doing this in your presence.

presence chamber, the room in which a king or other
person of rank or distinction formally receives guests.
presence of mind, ability to think clearly and act
quickly and intelligently in an emergency.

pres-ent (prez''nt; for v., pri-zent'), adj. [ME.; OFr.-
L. praesens, ppr. of praeesse, to be present; prae-, before
+ esse, to be], 1. being at the specified or understood
place; at hand; in attendance: opposed to absent. 2.

existing or happening now; in process: contrasted with
past, future. 3. now being discussed, considered, writ-
ten, read, etc.: as, the present writer. 4. [Archaic],
self-possessed; collected; ready. 5. [Obs.], prompt to
act, understand, or assist; efficacious. 6. in grammar,
designating or of a tense or verb form expressing action
as now taking place or state as now existing (e.g., he
goes), action that is habitual (e.g., he speaks with an
accent}, or action that is always true (e.g., two and two
is four), n. 1. the present time. 2. the present occa-
sion. 3. in grammar, a) the present tense, b) a verb in
it. 4. [OFr., in phr. mettre en present a, to put before

(someone), present, offer, hence a gift], something pre-
sented; gift. Abbreviated pr., pres. (in sense 3). v.t.

[ME. presenten; OFr. presenter; L. praesentare, to place
before, present, hold out, lit., to make present < prae-
sens; see the adj.], 1. to bring (a person) into the
presence of another or others; introduce, especially to
a superior. 2 . to offer to view or notice ; exhibit ; display ;

show. 3. to offer for consideration. 4. to offer for
acceptance; make a gift of; bestow. 5. to make a gift
or donation to: as, he presented the college with a
library. 6. to represent (a character) on the stage; act;
perform. 7. to point, level, or aim, as a weapon. 8. to
nominate to an ecclesiastical benefice. 9. in law, a) to
lay before a legislature, court, etc. for consideration.
b") to bring a charge or indictment against.
by these presents, in law, by this document.
present arms, in military usage, 1. to hold a rifle ver-
tically in line with the middle of the body, with the
muzzle up, at eye level, and the trigger away from
the body: a position of salute. 2. a) this position.
&) the command to assume it.

SYN. present and gift both refer to something given as an
expression of friendship, affection, esteem, etc., but gift, in cur-
rent use, more often suggests formal bestowal (Christmas pres-
ents, the painting was a gift to the museum) ; donation applies
to a gift of money, etc. for a philanthropic, charitable, or re-

ligious purpose, especially as solicited in a public drive for funds
(a donation to the Community Chest); gratuity applies to a
gift of money, etc. for services rendered, such as a tip to a
waiter. See also give, offer.

pre-sent-a-biM^ty (pri-zen't9-bil'a-ti) r n. the condition
or quality of being presentable.

pre-sent-a-ble (pri-zen'ta-bl), adj. 1. capable of being
presented; suitable for presentation. 2. fit to be seen;
suitable, as in appearance, for introduction into society.

pre-sent-a-bly (pri-zen'ta-bli), adv. in a presentable
manner; so as to be presentable.

pres-en-ta-tion (prez
/f
n-ta'shaa, pre'zen-ta'shan), n.

[ME.; OFr. presentation; L. prqesentatio < praesentare;
see PRESENT, v.], 1. a presenting or being presented.
2, something that is presented; specifically, a) a per-
formance, as of a play, b) a gift. 3. in commerce, a
presentment. 4. in ecdesmsMcal usage, a) the naming
of a clergyman to a benefice, b) a request to the bishop
to institute the clergyman named. ,5v in obstetrics,
the position of the fetus in the uterus at the time of

delivery, with reference to the part presenting itself at
the mouth of the titeras: as, an arm or breech presen-
tation. 6. in philosophy & psychology, anything present
in the consciousness at a single moment as an actual
sensation or a mental image; perception.

pres-en-ta-tion-al (prez"n-ta'shsn-l, pre'zen-ta'slisn-
1), ad/. 1. of (a), .presentation, 2, presentive.

pf^en-ta-tion-ittm &rez'
f

n-ta'9ton-i25 m, pre'zen-ta'-

shjQn-toiij), n. in phwosophyi, tjhe, theory mat ia $er-
ceptiqn the mind; is darkly aware of an external object
withiowt any intervening

1

medium: oppdsed to repre-
s^ntationism*

/ta^tiv), adj.
in

of being known directly without the use of reason.
pres-ent-day (prez'*nt-daO adj. of the present time.
pres-en-tee (prez/'n-teO, n. [< Anglo-Fr.J, 1. a person
presented, especially for institution to a benefice. 2. a
person to whom something is presented.

pre-sen-ti-ment (pri-zen'ts-mont) n. Fobs. Fr. < L.
praesentere; see PRE- & SENTIMENT], a feeling that some-
thing, especially of an unfortunate or evu nature, is

about to take place; premonition; foreboding.
pre-sen-tive (pri-zen'tiv), adj. presenting an object or
idea directly to the mind: as, a presentive word: opposed
to representative, symbolic.

pres-ent-ly (prez''nt-li) f adv. 1. in a little while; soon;
shortly. 2. at present ; at this time; now. 3. [Arcnaic or
Dial.], at once; instantly.
pre-sent-ment (pri-zent'mant), n. [ME.; OFr. pre-
sentement < presenter; see PRESENT* .], 1. presentation.
2. an exhibition ; thing presented to view. 3. in commerce,
the producing of a note, bill of exchange, etc. for accept-
ance or payment at the proper time and place. 4. in
law, the notice taken or report made by a grand jury of
an offense on the basis of the jury's knowledge and
without a bill of indictment. 5. in philosophy, a pres-
entation.

present participle, in grammar, a participle of present
meaning (e.g., running in "ninning water"): abbrevi-
ated ppr., P4>r- pres. part.
present perfect, in grammar, 1. expressing action or
state as completed at the time of speaking but not at
any definite time in the past. 2. the present perfect
tense: it is formed in English by using the present
tense of have with a past participle (e.g., he has gone).
3. a verb in this tense.

pre*serv-a-ble (pri-zur'va-b'l) , adj. that can be preserved.
pres-er-va-tion (prez'gr-va'shan), n. [Fr. preservation;
ML. praeservatio], a preserving or being preserved.

pre-serv-a-tive (pri-zur'va-tiv), adj. [ME. preseruatyve;
ML. praeservativus], having the quality of preserving.
n. anything that preserves; especially, a substance
added to a food to keep it from spoiling or rotting.

pre-serve (pri-zurv'), v.t. [PRESERVED (-zurvd'), PRE-
SERVING], [ME. preserven; LL. praeservare; L. prae-t

before + servare, to keep], 1. to keep from harm, dam-
age, danger, evil, etc.; protect; save. 2. to keep from
spoiling or rotting. 3. to prepare (food), as by canning,
pickling, salting, etc., for future use. 4. to keep up;
carry on: maintain. 5, to maintain and protect (game,
fish, etc.) for private use in hunting or fishing. v.L
1. to preserve fruit, etc. 2. to maintain a game pre-
serve, n. 1. usually pi. fruit preserved whole by
cooking with sugar. 2. a place where game, fish, etc.
are preserved. 3. something that preserves or is pre-
served. SYN. see defend.

pre-shrunk (pre'shrurjk
7
), adj. shrunk by a special

process in manufacture so that there is Ettle or no
shrinkage in laundering or dry cleaning. \

;

pre-side Cpri-zld')
'

[PRESIDED (-id), PRESIDING!,; 0fo'
presider;jL. praesidere < prae-, before -f sedere, to, sit},?
1. to be in the position of authority; take charge of a
meeting; act as chairman. 2. to have control or author-
ity. 3. to be in the leading place, as a featured instru-
mentalist, etc.

pres-i-den-cy (prez'i-dan-si), n. {pi, PRESIDENCIES (-siz)],

[ML. praesidentia < L. praesidens; see PRESIDENT], I.

the office or function of president. 2. the term during
which a president is in office. 3. [often P-L the oflce of
President of the United States. 4. [P-], formerly, any
of the three original provinces of British India (Bengal,
Bombay, and Madras), originally governed by presi-
dents of the East India Company's holdings. 5. in
the Mormon Church, a) a council of three with loeal

jurisdiction. 6) a council of three (First Presidency) that
is the highest administrative body. Abbreviated pres.

pres-i dent (preay'i-dsmt); n. [ME. < L. praesidens, ppr.
of praesidere; see PRESIDE], 1. the highest officer of a
company, society, university, club, etc. 2. [often P-]
the chief executive of a republic. 3. the formal head of
a republic^ with little or no executive power, usually
the presiding member of the legislative assembly or
council. Abbreviated Pres., P., p.

pres-i-dent-e-lect (prez'i-dant-i-lekt') , n. an elected
president who has not yet taken office.

pres-i-den-tial (prez'i-den'shsl) , adj. [ML. praesiden-
tialis], of or having to do with a president or presidency.

pres-i dent ship (prez'i-dant-shipO , n. [see -SHIP], [Brit-
ish], the office or term of a president.
pre sid ial (pri-sid/i-ol), adj. [Fr. prSsidial; LL. prae-
sidialis], of or having a presidio, or garrison.

pre-sid-iar-y (pri-sid'i-er'i), adj. [L. praesidiariusl,
presidial.

pre-sid-i-o (pri-sid'i-o') n. [pL PRESIDIOS (-5V)], [Sp.;
L. firaesidium, a garrison, orig. a presiding over, hence
defense, protection], 1. a fortified place: military post;
fort; garrison. 2. a (Spanish) penal settlement.
pre-sid-i-um (pri-sid'i-0ra), n. [L. praesidium, a pre-

n fs, fafts; lot, $, h6rn, tSSl, look; oil, out: up, fkse, fflr; get; Joy; yet; chin; she; thin,
; ffg, ^'ai, WMM< i in sanity, o in comply, u m 'focus;

*
as in able (S^bl);; Ft

1

.
'
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siding over, protection], in the Soviet Union, a) any of

a number of permanent administrative committees
meeting regularly and empowered to act for a larger

body between its sessions. 6) [P-J, the permanent ad-
ministrative committee of the Supreme Soviet.

pre-sig-rd-fy (pre-sig'no-fi'), v.t. [PRESIGNIFIED (-fid';,

PRESIGNIFYING], to signify, or give an indication of,

beforehand; foreshadow.

pres. part., present participle.

press (pres), v.t. [MB. pressen; OFr. Dresser; L. pressure,

freq. of premere, to press], 1. to act on with steady
force or weight; push steadily against; squeeze. 2. a)
to extract juice, etc. from by squeezing. 6) to squeeze
(juice, etc.) out; express, 3. a) to squeeze for the

purpose of making smooth, compact, etc.; compress.
6) to iron, as clothes. 4. to embrace closely. 5. to

force; compel; constrain. 6, to urge or solicit earnestly
or persistently; entreat; importune. 7. to impose by
persistent entreaty; try to force: as, she pressed the

gift on her friend. 8, to lay stress on ;
be insistent about ;

emphasize. 9. to distress; embarrass; straiten: as, they
were pressed with want. 10. to urge on; drive on. 11.

[Archaic], to crowd; throng. 12, [Obs.], to oppress.
v.i. to exert pressure; specifically, a) to weigh down;
bear heavily. 6) to go forward with energetic or deter-

mined effort, c) to force one's way. d) to crowd; throng.

) to be urgent or insistent, n. 1. a pressing or being
pressed; pressure, urgency, etc. 2. a crowd; throng.
3. an instrument or machine by which something is

crushed, stamped, smoothed, etc. by pressure. 4. a)

any of various machines for printing; printing press.

&) a printing establishment, c) the art, business, or

practice of printing, d} newspapers, magazines, etc. in

general, or the persons who write for them; journalism
or journalists, e) publicity, criticism, etc. in news-

papers, magazines, etc. 5, an upright closet in which
clothes or other articles are kept. SYN. see urge,

go to press, to start to be printed.

press (pres), v.t. [altered (by association with prec.

press) < ODS. prest, to engage for military service by
advance payment on wages; OFr. prester; L. praestare,
to vouch for, warrant; prae-, before + stare, to stand],
1. to force into military or naval service. 2. to force

or urge into any kind of service. 3. to use in a way
different from the ordinary, n. 1. an impressment, or

forcing into service, usually naval or military. 2.

an order for impressing recruits.

press agent, a person whose business is to advance the
interests of a person, organization, etc., usually by get-

ting publicity; publicity agent: abbreviated P.A.

press-board (pres'bdrd', pres'bord'), n. La heavy
glazed paper used to cover the cylinder or platen of

printing presses. 2. a smooth board of stiff, heavy
paper or wood, used in presses for finishing paper,
books, etc.

press box, a place reserved for reporters at sports
events, etc.

Press-burg (pres'boorkh), n. Bratislava, a city in

Czechoslovakia: the German name.
press conference, a collective interview granted to

journalists, as by a celebrity or personage.
press er (pres'gr), n. a person or thing that presses;
specifically, a person whose work is pressing newly made
or freshly cleaned clothes.

press gallery, a section set apart for journalists in a
chamber where an official body meets.

press-gang (pres'gariO. n. a press gang.
press gang, [for prest gang; see PRESS (to force into

service)], a group of men who round up other men and
force them into naval or military service.

press-ing (pres'irj), adj. [ppr. of press (to push against)],
L calling tor immediate attention ; urgent. 2. persistent
in request or demand; importunate,
press-man (pres'man), n. [pi, PRESSMEN (-man)], an
operator of a printing press.

press-mark (pres'manr), n. a letter, number, etc.

stamped on a book to show its place on a library shelf.

press of sail (or canvas), in nautical usage, the maxi-
mum amount of sail that a ship can safely carry under

"

any particular wind pressure.
pres-sor (pres'Sr), adj. [< pressure, after motor, adj.],
1. increasing the pressure. 2. designating a nerve
which, when stimulated, causes a rise in blood pressure
and increased activity of some motor center.

press proof, the last proof examined before the matter
is printed or the electrotype or stereotype is made.

press-room (pres'room', pres'roomO, n. the room where
the printing presses are located, as in a newspaper
builaing or printing establishment.

pres-sure (presh'gr), n* [ME.; OFr.; L. pressure <
pressus, pp. of premerel

to press], 1. a pressing or

being pressed; compression; squeezing. 12* a condition
of distress; oppression; affliction. 3. a compelling in-

fluence; constraining force: as, we all react to social

pressure, 4, demands requiring Immediate attention;
urgency. 5. [Obs.], an Impression; mark made by
pressing. <5. in UctoricUyt electromotive force. 7, in
physics, force exerted against an opposing body; the
thrust distributed over a surface: expressed in weight

per unit of area: symbol, P (no period). Abbreviated
Pt P- press, v.t. [PRESSURED (-erd), PRESSURING],
[Colloq.J, to exert pressure, or compelling influence, on.

pressure cooker, an airtight metal container for quick
cooking by means of steam under pressure.

pressure gauge, 1. a gauge for measuring the pressure
of steam, water, gas, etc. 2. a mechanism for measuring
explosive pressure, as in the barrel of a gun.

pressure group, any group that exerts pressure upon
legislators and the public through lobbies, propaganda,
etc. in order to affect legislation or policies.

pressure point, any of a number of points on the body
where an artery passes close to the surface and in
front of a bony structure so that pressure applied
there will check bleeding from a distal injured part.

pres-sur-ize (presh'gr-iz'J, v.t. [PRESSURIZED (-Izd'),
PRESSURIZING], to keep nearly normal atmospheric
pressure inside of (an airplane, etc.)i as at high altitudes,
or in rising or descending.

pressurized suit, a garment with pneumatic pads for

protecting an aviator from the effects of changes in

pressure and the force of gravity in high-altitude flight,
test dives, etc.

press-work (pres'wftrk'), n. 1, the operation or man-
agement of a printing press, 2, work done by a print-
ing press.

prest (prest), n. [ME. preste; OPr. (Fr. pret} < prester
(Pr. pr&ter), to lend, afford < L. fraestare; see PRESS
(to force into service)], 1. originally, a loan; advance
of money. 2. an advance of money to men enlisting
in the British army or navy: also prest money, adj.
[Obs.], ready; prepared.

pres-ter (pres'te'r), n. (OFr. prestre; LL. presbyter], a
priest; presbyter.

Pres-ter John (pres'te'r), [ME. Prestre Johan; OFr.
prestre Jehan; ML. presbyter lohannes], a legendary
medieval Christian king and priest thought to have
ruled either in the Far East or m Ethiopia.

pres-ti-dig-l*ta*tion (pres'ta-dij'i-tS'shQn), n. [Fr.; see

PRESTIDIGITATOR], the performance of tricks by quick,
skillful use of the hands; sleight of hand; legerdemain.

pres-ti-dig-i-ta-tor (pres'ta-dij'i-ta'tgr), n. [Fr. presti-
digitateur (after L. prestigiatpr, juggler, deceiver) < It.

presto (see PRESTO) + L. digitus, a finger (cf. DIGIT)],
an expert at prestidigitation.

pres-tige (pres-tezh/, pres'tij), n. [Fr.; L. praestigium,
delusion, illusion, juggler's trick < praestinguere <
praestingere, to bind tight, blindfold], 1. the power
to command admiration 9r esteem. 2. reputation or
distinction based on brilliance of achievement, char-
acter, etc.; renown. SYN. see influence.

pres-tis-si-mo (pres-tisVmo'; It. pres-te's'se'-mQ'Oi adv.
& adj. [It., superl. of presto; see PRESTO], in music, very
fast; as fast as possible: a direction to the performer.
n. a prestissimo musical passage or movement.

pres-to (pres'to), adv. & adj. Tit., quick, nimble; LL.
praestus, at hand, ready], I. fast. 2. in music, in fast

tempo: a direction to the performer, n. a musical
passage or movement performed in fast tempo.

Free ton (pres'ten) , n. a seaport in Lancashire, England,
near Liverpool: pop., 116,000 (est, 1946).

Pres-ton-pans (pres't'n-panz')* n a resort in south-
eastern Scotland: site of a battle (1745).
pre sum a-ble (pri-zgom's-bl, pri-zumVbl). adj. that
may be presumed, or taken for granted: probable.
pre-sum-a-bly (pri-zoom'o-bli, pri-zumVbli), adv. as
may be presumed, or taken for granted; probably.
pre-sume teri-asSom'. pri-aQmO. v.t. [PRESUMED
(-zoomd't -zSmd'). PRESUMING], [ME. presume*; OFr,
presumer; L. praesumere; prae~, before 4- sumere, to
take], 1. to take upon oneself without permission or
authority ; dare (to say or do something) : venture. 2. to
take for granted: accept as true uniil proof to the
contrary is furnished

j suppose; presuppose. 3. to con-
stitute reasonable evidence for supposing: as, a signed
invoice presumes receipt of the shipment, vJ* 1. to act
presumptuously; take liberties. 2. to rely too much
(on or upon), as in taking liberties. 3. to take some-
thing for granted; make suppositions.
SYNT presume implies a taking something for granted or
accepting it as true, usually on the oasis of probable evidence in
its favor and the absence of proof to tne contrary (the man is

presumed to be of sound mind) ; presuppose is the broadest
term here, sometimes suggesting a taking something for granted
tmwarrantedljr (this writer presupposes a too extensive vocabu-
lary in children) and, in another sense, implying that something
is requiredm a preceding condition (brilliant technique in piano
playing prisupjosts years of practice) ; assume implies the sup-
position of something as the basis lor argument or action (let us
assume fafe motives were good) ; postulate implies the assump-
tion of something as an underlying factor, often one that is

incapable of proof (his argument postulates the inherent good-
ness of man) ; preintee

impl^s
t^e setting forth of a proposition

pre sum ed ly 15$-^^^ mft;., as, is

of pmivnang;
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bounds; forwardness; effrontery. b) the taking of some-
thing for granted. 2. the thing presumed; supposition.
3. a ground or reason for presuming; evidence that
points to the probability of something. 4. in law, the
inference that a fact exists, based on the proved
existence of other facts.

pre-sump-tive (pri-zurnp'tiv), adj. [Fr. presomptif; LL.
praesumptivus < L. praesumptus; see PRESUMPTION],
1. giving reasonable ground for belief: as, presumptive
evidence. 2.

t
based on probability; presumed: as, an

heir presumptive.
^

pre-sump-tu ous (pri-zump'choo-as), adj. [ME.; OPr.
presuntuex; LL. praesumptuosus < L. praesumptus; see
PRESUMPTION], 1. too bold or forward; taking too
much for granted^ showing overconfidence, arrogance,

pre-sur
beforehand; take tor granted. 2. to require or imply
as a preceding condition: as, a healthy body presupposes
healthful living. SYN. see presume.
pre-sup-po-si-tion (pre'sup-a^ish'an), n. [ML. prae-
suppositio], 1. a presupposing. 2. the thing, fact,
idea, etc. presupposed.
pre-sur-mise (pre'sllr-miz'), v.t. to surmise beforehand.
n. a surmise made in advance; presentiment.

pret., preterit.

pre-tence (pri-tens', pre'tens), n. pretense: British

spelling.
pre-tend (pri-tend'), v.t. [ME, pretenden, to intend;
OPr. pretendre; L. praetendere; prae-, before + tendere,
to reach, stretch], 1. to claim; profess: allege: as, he
pretended ignorance of the law. 2. to claim or profess
falsely; feign; simulate: as, he pretended that he was
ill. 3. to suppose in play; make believe: as, she pre-
tended that she was a princess. v.i. 1. to lay claim
(with to). 2. to make believe in play or in an attempt
to deceive; feign. SYN. see assume.
pre-tend ed (pri-ten'did), adj. [pp. of pretend}, I. not
genuine; feigned. 2. reputed or alleged.

pre-tend-er (pri-ten'dSr), n. 1. a person who pretends.
2. a claimant to a throne; specifically, [P-l, in English
history, the son (James Edward, called Ola Pretender)
or the grandson (Charles Edward, called Young Pre-

tender) of James II. 3. an aspirant.
pre-tense (pri-tens', pre'tens), n. [ME.: Anglo-Pr.
pretensse; ML. pretensa < praetensus, alleged < L.

praetentus, pp. ofpraetendere; see PRETEND], 1. a claim,
as to some distinction or accomplishment; pretension:
as, he made no pretense to being infallible. 2. a false

claim or profession: as, under the pretense of friendship.
3. a false show of something. 4. something said or
done for show. 5. a pretending, as at play; make-be-
Ueve. 6. a false reason or plea ; pretext. 7. ([Rare], ami;
intention. 8. pretentiousness.

pre-ten-sion (pri-ten'shon), n. [ML, praetensio < prae-
tensus; see PRETENSE], 1. a pretext or allegation. 2. a
claim, as to a right, title, distinction, dignity, etc. 3.

assertion of a claim. 4. pretentiousness.
pre-ten-tious (pri-ten'shos), adj. [Pr. pr&tentieux < L.

praetentus, pp. of praetendere; see PRETEND],, 1. making
claims, explicit or implicit, to some distinction, im-

portanceTcugnity, or eaEceHeiice. 2. showy ; ostentatious.

pre-ter- (pre^tSr), OL. praeter- < praeter, beyond, past,
compar. of prae, before, ahead], a prefix meaning past,

beyond, outside the bounds of, as in preternatural.

pre-ter-hu-man (prefteV-hu'mQn), adj. beyond that
which is human; especially, superhuman,

pret-er-it, pret-eHte (pret'er4t), adj. [ME. & OPr.
Preterit; L. tyaeteritus, gone by, pp. of prae^erire; praeter-,
beyond + ire, to go}, 1. in grammar expressing past
action or state. 2. [Rare], past; bygone; former, n.

1. the past tense. 2. a verb in it. Abbreviated pret.

pret-eT'i'tion (pret'tJr-ish'on), n. [LL. praeleritio < L.

praeteritus; see PRETERIT], i. a passing over; omission.
2. in Vow, an omitting of one; or more legal heirs from
a wHt 3. in theology, tb passing over [by God of those

npi elect: a doctrine? oC Calvinism., , ,,

pire'teT'ibaia*8io|i (pce't^-mis|i'9nj |fij(E* $i
f
qeitejmiissiol,

a pretermitting or being pretermitted. ,

pretermit (prS'tSr-mfi'); v.t. [pRETamiraTED ,

PRETBRMITTIITGI |L. ptoetermtterv, to lefcigo by;/-"
beyond + mittere, to sendj 1. tp leave out of n

neglecf or pmit. JL to let
""''J " "

pre-ter-nat-u-ral '(pre^r-r^a.^ _.,. T,, ! ^-^^.^- ^,* w^ *

g fi:6m or beypi^d ;

what is

atural.

Pre-to-ri-a (pri-tdi/i-o, pri-to'ri-9), n. the capital of
Transvaal and seat of government of the Union of
South Africa, in southern Transvaal: pop., 129,000.

pre-tO'ii-an (pri-t&T'i-an, pri-to'ri-an), adj. & n. prae-
torian.

pret-ti-fy (prit'i-fiO ** [PRETTIFIED (-fidO. PRETTI-
FYING], to make pretty, especially in a finical way.

pret-ti-ly (prit'l-i) adv. in a pretty manner.
pret-ti-ness (prit'i-nis), n. a pretty quality or state.

attractive: implying daintiness, delicacy, or graceful-
ness rather than striking beauty, elegance, grandeur,
or stateliness. 2. fine: good; nice: often used ironically.
3. foppish. 4. [Archaic], elegant. 5. [Archaic or Scot.],
brave

\ bold; gallant. 6. [Colloq.], considerable; rather

large in amount or extent, adv. somewhat; to some
extent or degree, n. [pi. PRETTIES (4z)l, a pretty
person or thing. SYN. see beautiful.

sitting pretty, [Slang], in a favorable position.

pret*ty-Isn (prit'i-ish), adj. somewhat pretty.
pre-typ-i*fy (pre-tip'a-fiO* v.t. to typify beforehand;
prefigure; foreshadow.

pret-zel (pret's'l), n. [G. "brezel; OHG. brezitella; prob.
ult. < L. brachium, an arm; basic sense "armlet,

bracelet"], a hard, brittle biscuit made from slender
rolls of dough heavily sprinkled with salt and usually
baked in the form of a loose knot.
Preus-sen (proi'san), n. Prussia: the German name. 4

pre-vail (pri-val
7
). v.L [ME. prevaylen; L. praevalere;

prae-, before -{- valere, to be strong, be well], 1. to gain
the advantage or mastery; be victorious

j triumph (often
with over or against). 2. to be effective; produce or
achieve the desired effect; succeed. 3. to be or become
stronger or more widespread; predominate; hence,
4. to exist widely; be in general use; be prevalent.
prevail on (or upon, with), to persuade; induce.

pre-vail-ing (pri-val'irj), adj. [ppr. of prevail], 1. being
superior in strength or influence. 2. predominant.
3. widely existing; prevalent. 4. efficacious.

SYN. prevailing applies to that which leads all others in ac-

ceptance, usage, belief, etc. at a given time and in a given place
(a prevailing practice) ; current refers to that which is com-
monly known or accepted or in general usage at the time speci-
fied or, if unspecified, at the present time (that pronunciation
was current in the 18th century)y prevalent implies widespread
occurrence or acceptance but does not now connote the pre-
dominance of prevailing (a prevalent belief) ; rifeimplies rapidly
increasing prevalence and often connotes excitement or commo-
tion (rumors about the plague were rife).

prev-a-lence (prev's-tens), n. [Fr, prevalenceimL.
valentia < L. praevalere; see PREVAIL], 1. [Rare],
dominance. 2. widespread existence; general
occurrence, or acceptance.

prev-a-lent (prev'a-font), adj. [L. praevalens,, ppi>,

praevalere; see PREVAIL], 1. [RareJ, predominant ^
widely existing; generally practiced, bcdurrmp:* pr
accepted. SYN. see prevailing. ,''"

pre-vard-cate (pri-varVkatOf v.L I[IREVAM
PREVARICATING], [< L. praevdytcafyis, pp. of pr
cari, to prevaricate, lit., to walk crookedly < prae-,
fore + varicare, to fetraddle < varies, straddling <
varus, bent], I 1, to turn aside from or evade tae truth;
equivocate. 2. loosely, to lie. r^slW. see H-

pFevar>I'Ca*ti<ra (pri-var'a-ki'sjisn), in. a prevaricating.

pre-var-i-ca-tor (pri-yar'a-ka't&O, n. [L. praev&ricator],
a person who prevaricates; ;

pre-ven-ience (j^re-ven'yans), n. the condition or fact
of being prevenient.

pre-ven-ient (preVveln'yQnt), adj. [L. fraeventens^ ppr.
of praevenire; see PREVENT}, 1. going before; pre-
ceding; hemee, 2. anticipating; expectant. 3. ante-
cedent to human action: as, prevenient grace.

pre-vet*t (pri-veni/), v.t. [MB. preventen < L. praevenms,
pp. of $raeven$re, to anticipate; prae-, before tf- venire,

to come], 1. formerly, a) to act in anticipatioji of (an
event or

(a fixed time), b) to anticipate (a desire, want,
defection, etc.). c) to anticrpate in action, d} to precede.

e) to forbstall; balk; frustrate. 2. to stop or keep
from doing something. 3. tp keep from happening;
make impossible by prior action; hinder.

S,TN. prevemt implies a stoppingor keeping from happening,
as by some prior action or by interposing an obstacle or impedi-
ment (to prevent disease) ; forestall suggests advance action to

stop something in its course and thereby make it ineffective (try

to forestall their questions) ; preclude implies a making impos-
sible by shutting off every possibility of occurrence (guards at

ajl the doors precluded his escape) ;
obviate suggests the pre-

venting of some unfavorable outcome by taking the necessary
anticipatory measures (his forthright statement obviated any
possible objections) ; avert suggests a warding off of imminent
danger ,or misfortune (the use of diplomacy to avert war). -

AWT. permit, allow.

pre-vent-a-ble (pri-ven'ts-bl), <Mf/. capable of being pre*
vented: also spelled preventable*

hdrn, tWl, look; oil, out: up, use, fttr; ftet; Joy; yet; chini
41 ^flw/y, o in comply, u in TOCIW;

y
as in able (&n>l) ; Pr.
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. ich; 1m, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
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pre-vent-a-tive (pri-ven'ta-tiv), adj. & n. preventive.

pre-vcn-tion (pn-yen'shan), n. 1. a preventing. 2. a
means of preventing; hindrance.

pre-ven-tive (pri-ven'tiv), adj. preventing or serving
to prevent; specifically, in medicine, preventing^ disease.

n. anything that prevents; specifically, in medicine, any-

thing that prevents disease; prophylactic. Also pre-
ven'tative. , __ .. .

pre-view (pre-vu'; also, and for n. always, pre'vu/), v.t.

to view or show beforehand, n. 1. a previous view or

survey, 2. a) a private showing of a motion picture,

fashion show, etc. before exhibition to the public.

6) a showing of scenes from a motion picture in order to

advertise its coming appearance: also spelled prevue.

pre-vi ou8 (pre'vi-as, prev'yas), adj. [L.praevius <prae~,
before + via, a way], 1. occurring before in time or

order; going before; prior. 2. [Colloq.. J, premature.

previous to, before.
SYN. previous implies rather generally a coming before m
time or order (during a previous encounter) ; prior adds to this

a connotation of greater importance or claim as a result of being

first (a prior commitment) ; ^receding, especially when used

mtn the definite article, implies a coming immediately before

(the Receding night) ;
antecedent adds to the.meaning of pre-

vious a connotation of direct causal relationship with what fol-

lows the events antecedent to the war) ; foregoing applies specifi-

cally to something previously said or written (the foregoing ex-

amples); former always connotes comparison, stated or im-

plied, with what follows (termed latter). ANT. .following.

pre-vl-ously (pre'vi-ss-li), adv. at a previous time.

previous question, the question, whether a matter
under consideration by a parliamentary body should

be voted on immediately: in the United States, gen-

erally, a negative vote does not postpone further con-

sideration of the matter as it does in England.
pre-vise (pre-viz'), v.t. [PREVISED (-vizd'), PREVISING],

[< L. praevisus, pp. of praevidere, to foresee; prae-, be-

fore -f- videre, to see], [Rare], 1. to foresee; forecast.

2. to warn; inform beforehand.
. .

pre-vi-sion (pre-vizh'an) , n. [Fr. prevision; ML. prae-
visio < L. praevisus; see PRBVISE], 1. foresight; knowl-

edge of the future, 2. a prophetic or anticipatory
vision or prognostication.
pre vi sion al (pre-vizh'an-'l). adj. of prevision..

pre vo ca-tion al (pre'vo-ka'shan-1), adj. designating
or of training or instruction given as a prerequisite for

admission to a vocational school..__.._ ,

Provost, Mar-eel (mar'sel' pra'vo'), 1862-1941 ;
French

novelist. _ ... . . .

Pr vost d'Ex lies, An toine Fran cois (an'tw&n'
fraVswa' pra'vo' deg'zel'), 1697-1763; French novehst :

called Able Prevost.

pre-vue (pre'vuO* n. a preview (sense 26).

pre-war (pre'w6r') adj. before the war.

prex-y (prek'si), n. \pl PREXIES (-siz)l, [contr. of pres-

ident], [Slang], the president, especially of a college or

university. __ _.

prey (pra), n. [MB. preie, preye; OFr. preie, prate; L.

praeda; prob. < base of prehendere, to seize], 1. orig-

inally, plunder; booty. 2. an animal hunted or killed

for food by another animal 3. a person or thing that

falls victim to someone or something. 4, the act or

habit of seizing other animals for food: as, a bird of

prey, v.i. 1. to plunder; pillage; rob. 2. to hunt or

kill other animals for food, 3. to make profit from a
victim by swindling, etc. 4. to have a wearing or de-

structive influence; weigh heavily. Generally used with
on or upon-
Pri-am (pri'dm), n. [L. Priamus; Gr. Priamos], in Greek

legend, the last king of Troy, who reigned during the

Trojan War, father of Hector and Pans.

pri a pism (pri'e-piz'm), n. ILL. priapismus; Gr. pria-

pismos < priapwin, to act the part of Priapus], a

pathological condition characterized by persistent erec-

tion of the penis.
Prl-a*pus (pri-a'pas), n. [L.; Gr. Priapos], 1. in Greek
&* Roman mythology, a god personifying the male pro-
creative power, conceived as the son of Dionysus and
Aphrodite. 2. [p-J. a phallus.
Prf-bMof Islands (pre'bi-lot'; Eng. prib'9-lof'). a group
of Alaskan islands in the Bering Sea, north of the
Aleutian Islands: noted as a breeding place of seals.

price (pris), n. [ME, & OFr. pris; L. pretium, a price],
1. the amount of money, etc. asked or given for some-
thing; cost; charge. 2. value; worth. 3. a reward for
the capture or death of a person. 4. money or other
consideration as a bribe: as, some people think that
every man has his price. 5. the cost, as in life, labor,

sacrifice, etc., of obtaining some benefit or advantage.
Abbreviated pr. v.t. [PRICED (prist), PRICING], 1. to

put a price on; fix the price of. 2. [Colloq.J, to ask or
find out the price of.

at any price, no matter what the cost.

beyond (or without) price, priceless; invaluable,

price control, the establishment of ceiling prices on
basic commodities by a government to prevent or
combat inflation.

priceless (prislis), adj. 1. of too great worth to be
measured by price; invaluable* 2. [Colloq.], very

prick (prik), n. [ME. prike; AS. prica, a point, dot;
akin to D. prik; ? < IE. base *bhrei~, to cut, seen also
in L. friare, to rub away (cf. FRIABLE), frivolus, lit.,

breakable (cf. FRIVOLOUS)], 1. a very small puncture
or, formerly, dot, made by a sharp point. 2. [Archaic],
any of various pointed objects, as a thorn, goad, etc.

3. a pricking. 4. a sharp pain caused by or as if

by being pricked, v.t. 1. to make a very smallj open-
ing in with a sharp point. 2. to make (a hole) with a
sharp point. 3. to pain sharply or sting: as, remorse
pricked his conscience. 4. to mark or trace by dots or

points, 5. to pierce (a horse's foot) to the quick in

shoeing, causing lameness. 6. [Archaic], to spur or

urge on; goad; incite. v.i. 1. to give or feel a
slight

piercing or sharp pain. 2. to have a prickly or stinging
sensation; tingle. 3. [Archaic], to spur a horse on;
ride fast. 4. m horticulture, to transfer seedlings from
seed pans to shallow boxes (with off or out), adj.
carried stiffly erect: said of a dog's ears.

prick up, to rise erect; point or stick up.

which to stick a candle. 2. a candlestick having such
a spike. 3. a male deer in his second year, with straight,
unbranched antlers.

prick-ing (prik'iij), n. 1. the act or process of one that

pricks. 2. a prickly feeling.

prickle (prik'l), n. [ME. prykel; AS. pricel, earlier

pricels < base of prica (see PRICK) + -els, instrumental
suffix], 1. a small, sharply pointed growth; spine;
thorn. 2. a prickly sensation; stinging or tingling. 3. in

botany, a small, sharply pointed process growing from
the tissue under the outer layer of a plant, v.t.

[PRICKLED (-Id), PRICKLING], 1. to prick as with a

spine or thorn. 2. to cause to feel a tingling sensation.
v.L to tingle.

prick'li-ness (prik'li-nis), n. the quality or state of

prick-ly (prik'li), ad/. [PRICKLIER (-li-er), PRICKLIEST
(-li-ist) ], 1 . full of prickles, or sharp points. 2 . stinging ;

smarting; tingling.

prickly ash, a shrub or small tree with prickles and
yellowish flowers.

prickly heat, a noncontagious, itching and prickling
skin eruption caused by inflammation of the sweat
glands, as in hot weather.

prickly pear, 1. the pear-shaped fruit of any of a num-
ber of related flat-stemmed cactuses. 2. any of these
cactuses.

prickly poppy, any of a number of related giants with
prickles, yellow juice, and large flowers of various colors.

prick song, 1. [Obs.], music written down in pricks, or

dots; written music. 2. counterpoint; descant.

pride (prid), n. [ME. pride, prude, prute; AS. pryte <
prut, proud; cf. PROUD], 1. an overhigh opinion of

oneself; exaggerated self-esteem; conceit. 2. the snow-
ing of this in behavior; haughtiness; arrogance. 3. a
sense of one's own dignity or worth; self-respect. 4.

delight or satisfaction in one's achievements, posses-
sions, children, etc. 5. a person or thing in which
pride is taken: as, his daughters are his pride* 6. the
best of a class, group, society, etc.: pick; flower: as,
the pride of the Yankees. 7* the best part or time;
prime; flowering: as, in the pride of manhood. 8.

mettle (in a horse). 9. [Archaic], a) magnificence;
splendor, b) ornament. 10. [Obs.], sexual desire, v.t.

[PRIDED (-id), PRIDING], [Rare], to make proud.
pride oneself on, to be proud of.
SYN. pride refers either to a justified or excessive belief in
one's own worth, merit, superiority, etc. (he takes pride in his

accuracy); conceit always implies an exaggerated opinion of

oneself, one's achievements, etc. (blinded by his overweening
conceit): vanity suggests an excessive desire to be admired by
others for one s achievements, appearance, etc. (his vanity is

wounded by criticism); vainglory implies extreme conceit as
manifested by boasting, swaggering, arrogance, etc. (the vain-

glory of a conquering general) ; self-esteem implies a high opin-
ion of oneself, sometimes a higher opinion than Is held by others*
ANT. humility.

Pride, Thomas (prtd), P-1658; English general and
antiroyalist; signed death warrant of Charles I.

pride-fill (prld'fool), ad/, full of pride; proud; haughty.
pride of India, a tropical tree with purple or white
flowers: also catted pride of China.

Pride's Purge (pridz), the expulsion in 1648 of over 100
Royalist and! IrTcaibsrteriap, members jfro^n the English
Hottse of

'

Ccinnionsi' conducted by* Thomas PrJ<Iet

toie-dfen (prf
<

God), a small,
kneeling at prayee

pri*er (pri'Sr) , n, a

*- Mn % pray f diw,
desk with a ledge for

person who pries: also spelled pryr-

.

tian churches, a
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and authorized to administer the sacraments and pro-
nounce absolution. 3. any clergyman: distinguished
from layman. 4. a minister of any religion. 5. a
person whose function is to make sacrificial offerings
and perform other religious rites. 6. a person whose
duties, attitude, etc. are like a priest's. Abbreviated
P., p.t Pr.

priest-craft (presfkraft', j>rest'kraft')t n. the craft,

policies, methods, etc. of priests.

priest-ess (pres'tis), n. a girl or woman priest* as of a
pagan religion.

priest-hood (presfhood), n. [ME, preosthood; AS.
preosthad], 1. the office, rank, or characteristics of a
priest. 2. priests collectively.

Priest-ley, J. B, (prestli), (John Boynton Priestley),
1894- ; English critic, novelist, and playwright.

Priestley, Joseph, 1733-1804; English theologian and
chemist; discoverer of oxygen.

priest-li-ness (prest'li-nis), n. priestly state or quality.
priest'ly (prest'li), adj. [PRIESTLIER (4i-eY), PRIESTLIEST
(-li-ist)J, of, like, or suitable for a priest or priests.

priest-rid-den (prest'rid"n), adj. dominated or tyr-
annized, by priests.

prig (prig), n. [< 16th-c. cant, but prob. a merging of
several words; cf. next prig], 1. originally, any person
regarded with dislike. 2. a person who affects great
preciseness or propriety hi matters of learning or morals,
to the annoyance of others; smug, pedantic person.

prig (prig), v.t. [PRIGGED (prigd), PRIGGING], [cf. prec.
prig], [British Slang], to steal, lu. [Scot, or Dial.],
to haggle. IL (British Slang], a thief or pickpocket.
pri-ger-y (prig'gr-i), n. the character or behavior of a

prig'ish), adj. like or characteristic of a prig;
smug: overprecise.
prig-gism (prig'iz'm), n. priggery; priggishness.
prim (prim), adj. [PRIMMER (-er), PRIMMEST (-ist)],

[prob. < OFr. prim, prime, first; also, sharp, thin,
slender, hence neat < X. primus, first], stiffly formal,
precise, or correct; proper: demure, v.t. [PRIMMED
(primd), PRIMMING], to produce a prim expression on
(one's face or mouth), v.i. to assume a prim manner.

prim., 1. primary. 2. primitive.
pri-ma-cy (pri'ma-si), n. IfI. PRIMACIES (-siz)], [ME.
primacie; OTr, primacie, pnmatie; ML. primatia < LL.
primas; see PRIMATE], 1. the state of being first in
time, order, rank, etc.; supremacy. 2. the rank, duties,
or authority of a primate. 3. in the Roman Catholic
Church, the supreme authority of the Pope.
pri-ma don-na (pre'me don'o), \pl. PRIMA DONNAS],
[It., lit., first lady], 1. the principal woman singer in
an oj>era or concert. 2. [Colloq.j, a temperamental,
conceited, or vain person; especially, such a woman.
pri-ma-fa-ci e (prl'ma-fa'shi-e

7
, pri'ms-fS'shi), adj. [see

next entry], in law, adequate to establish a fact or raise

a presumption of fact unless refuted : said of evidence.

pri-ma fa-ci-e (pri'ms fa'shing', fa'shi), [L.] f at first

sight; on first view, before further examination.
pri-mage (pri'mij), n. [ML. primagium; ? < It. primo
(legno), keel], 1. formerly, a small fee paid by a
shipper to a ship's master and crew for loading and
taking care of his freight. 2. now, a small ^percentage
added to freight charge and gaid to the ship's owner.

pri-mal (pri'm'l), adj. [ML. primalis < L. primus, first],

1. first in time; original; primitive; primeval. 2. first

in importance; chief; primary.
pri-ma-quine (pri'ma^kwen'), n. a synthetic chemical
compound, an aminoquinoline, used as a cure for

malaria*
pri-ma-ri-ly (pri'mer'o-H, pri'mSr-a-li; esp. when em-

phatic pri-m|r'94i), adv. 1. at first; in the first in-

stance; originally. 2. in the first place; principally.

pri-ma-ry (pri'mer'i, pari'mSr-i), adj. [L. primarius <
primus, first], 1. first in time or order of devetopment;
primitive; original; earliest: as, a primary instinct.

2. a) from which others are derived; fundamental;
elemental. 6) designating the colors regarded as basic,
or as those from which all others may be derived: the

classification of colors as primary differs according to
the point of view; thus, in color photography, red,

green, and blue are considered primary, but in painting
the term is applied to red, yellow, and blue: cf. color.

3. of or in the first stage of a succesjsiqn; elementary;
atory: as, primary studies: distinguished from

tertiary, etc. 4. first in importance; chief;

,, as, a primary policy. $. in chemistry, a)
characterized byi or femtting from the replacement of

one atom or radical designating or characterized
by one cwbon atoni united to not more than one other
carbon atom in a molecule. 6, in ehctrictiy* desig-

: or of an inducing current, circuit, or coil in an
a
-l cplj eta 7. in ^eptob'Vjdesfgnating ofr o| thte

.base

derivation, d) referring to present or future time: said
of Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit tenses. 9. in zoology,
of the large, stiff feathers on the end joint of a birdns
wing. n. \pL PRIMARIES (-iz)J, 1. something first in
order, quality, importance, etc. 2. in the United
States, a local meeting of voters of a given political
party to prepare for choosing candidates for public
office, by selecting delegates to a nominating conven-
tion, etc. 3. often in pL a direct primary election, 4.
one of the primary colors. 5. in astronomy, a planet,
etc. in relation to one or more smaller bodies (satellites)
revolving around it. 6. in electricity, a primary coil.
7. in zoology, a primary feather. Abbreviated prim.

primary accent, 1. the heaviest accent, or stress, in
a word. 2. the mark for this, in this

ionary (')f as in prim'ros' (primrose).
primary cell, in electricity, a battery cell whose energy
is derived from an irreversible electrochemical reaction
and which is hence incapable of being recharged by an
electric current.

primary election, see direct primary election.

primary school, a school providing elementary instruc-
tion; specifically, a school providing instruction for the
first few years of the public-school course, as in the
United States.

pri-mate (pri'mit, pri'mat), n. [ME. & OFr. primat <
LL. primas, primatis, of the first, chief < L. primus,
first], 1. [Rare], a person with primacy^. 2. an arch-
bishop, or the highest-ranking bishop in a province,
etc. 3. any member of the most highly d.eveloped
order of animals, composed of man, the apes, monkeys,
lemurs, etc.

pri mate ship (pri'mit-ship', pn'mat-ship'), n. [see
-SHIP], the rank or duties of a primate; a primacy.

pri-ma-tial (pri-ma'shal), adj. [Pr. < ML. primatia,
primacy], having to do with a primate.
prime (prim), adj. [OFr.; L. primus, first, compar. of
OL. pri, before], 1. first in time; original; primitive;
primary. 2. first in rank or authority; chief: as, prime
minister. 3. first in importance or value; principal;
main: as, a prime advantage. 4. first in quality; of the
highest excellence; first-rate: as, prime beef. 5. from
which others are derived; fundamental; elemental: as,
the prime reason. 6. in mathematics, a) that can be
divided by no other whole number than itself or 1, as
3, 5, or 7. 6) that cannot be divided by the same whole
number except 1 : as, 9 and 16 are prime to one another.
n. [AS. prim < L. prima (hora), first (hour); see the
adj.], 1. the first daylight canonical hour or office,

usually beginning at 6 A.M. or sunrise. 2. the first

hour of the day, usually corresponding to this; dawn.
3. the earliest part; beginning; hence, 4. springtime.
5. the springtime of life; youth; hence, 6. the beat,
most vigorous, or most fully mature period or stage of
a person or thing: as, the soprano was m her prime.
7, the best part of anything. 8. the best of several tor

many; pick; cream. 9. any of a number of equal i

usually sixty, into which a unit of measure, asa c*

is divided, and which usually may in tur be sub. . ,_

in the same proportion. 10. the mark indicating
this ('): it is also used to distinguish a letter, etc.

from another of the same kind, as A'. 11. in arith-

metic, a prime number. 12. in music, unison, v.t.

[PRIMED (primd), PRBflNGL 1. to make ready; prepare.
2. to prepare (a gun) for firing by providing, formerly,
with a charge of gunpowder, now, with a jpnmer. 3. to

get (a pump) into operation by pouring in water until
the suction is established. 4. to undercoat, siaje, or
otherwise prepare (a surface) for painting. 5., t6 pro-
vide (a person) beforehand with information, answers,
etc. v.i. 1. to prime a gun, pump, surface, person, etc.

2. to let water in the form of spray mix with the steam
forced into the cylinder: said of steam engines^ ,

prime cost, the direct cost of labor and material in pro-
ducing an article, exclusive of capital, overhead,, etc*

prime-ly (prlmli)* adv. [ColloqJ, extremely well; excel-

lently. \

prime meridian, the meridian from which longitude
is measured both east and west; 0: it passes through
Greenwich, England.
prime minister, in some countries, the chief executive
of the government and, usually, head of the cabinet.

prime mover, 1. the original force in a series of trans-
missions of force. 2. any natural force applied by man
to produce power, as muscular energy, flowing water,
etc. 3. a machine, as a turbine, that converts a natural
force into productive power. 4. in Aristotelian philos-
ophy, the first cause of all movement.

prim-er (prim'er), n. [ME.; ML. primarius < L. primu$t
,

first], 7 originally, a prayer pook. 2. a book for

teaching children how to spell or jread. 3. a textbook
that gives the first principles of any subject. 4. in

printing, either of two sizes of type: a) great primer, or
18 point, b) long primer, or 10 point.

prim-er (prim'Sr), n, 1. a person or thing

i, blfce;- lot, ig5*.k6rn, t5l, look; oil, out
I in samity, o
ich ; kh, G. doch. See pp.

Look; oil, out: up, Use, ffir ; get: Joy; yet; chin;i she; Hi
in dmply, u in focus;

'
as in <hU (a*b'l); ?* ^A^

.ch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign;
* hypottotkali < derived fee
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2, a small cap, tube, etc. containing explosive, used

to fire the main charge of a big gun. t .

prime ribs, a choice cut of beef consisting of the seven

ribs immediately before the loin.

primero (pri-mar'o), n. [Sp. primera, tem.oipnmero,
first; see PRIMARY], a card game popular in the lotn

and 17th centuries.

pri-me-val (pri-me'v'l), fl<fj. [< L. pnmaevus < primus,
first + oezww, an age; + -al], of the first age or ages;

primitive: as, primeval forests.

pri-mi-ge-ni-al (prTmi-je'ni-al), adj. [< L. primigenius;
see PRIMOGENITURE], 1. [Obs.], earliest produced .or

generated; original; primitive. 2. in zoology, desig-

nating or of a species of a primitive type.

pri-mine (pri'min), n. [< L. primus, first; + -4ne; cf.

Fr. primine], in botany, the outer covering of the ovule.

prim-ing (prim'iiO, n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that primes. 2. tne gunpowder or^other explosive used

to fire a charge in a gun or in blasting. 3. an undercoat
or first coat of paint, sizing, etc.

pri-mip-a-ra (pri-mip'a-rs), n. [pi. PRIMIPARAE (-re')L

[L. < primus, first + parere, to bear], a woman who is

pregnant for the first time or who has borne just one

child.

pri-mi*par-i*ty (pri'mi-par'a-ti),
n. the fact or condition

of being a pnmrpara. .

pri-mip-a-rous (pri-mip'9-rss), adj. of or being a pn-
mipara or primiparae.
primitive (prim'o-tiv), adj. [ME. primittf < L. pnm~
itivus < primus, first], 1. of or existing in the beginning
or the earliest time or ages; ancient; original. 2

%
char-

acteristic or imitative of the earliest ages; crude; simple;

rough; uncivilized, 3. underiyed; primary; basic. 4. in

biology, a) primordial, ft) designating species, etc. very
little evolved from early ancestral types, n. 1. a

primitive person or thing. 2. an artist or a work of art

that belongs to or is suggestive of an early period. 3.

in algebra & geometry, a form from which another is

derived* 4. in grammar, the form from which a certain

word or otfees form has beea derived; root; base: dis-

tinguished from derivative. Abbreviated prim,
prim-i-tivrism (prim'a-tiv-iz'm), n. belief in or practice
of primitive ways, living, etc.

Pri-mo deRi-ve-ra, Mi-guel (me-gel' pre'mp the re-ve'-

ra>. Marquis of^Estella, 187CM.930; Spanish general;

military and civil head of Spain (1923-^1930).

pri-mo-gen-i-tor (pri'ms-ien'i-ter), n. [ML. < L.

primus, first + genitor, a father], 1. an ancestor; fore-

father. 2. the earliest ancestor of a family, race, etc.

pri-mo*gen'i-ture (pri'niQ-jen'i-cMr), n. [ML. primo-
genitura < L. primus, first -f- genitura, a begetting <
gignere, to beget], 1. the condition or fact of being
the first-born of the same parents. 2. in law, the right
of the eldest son to inherit his father's estate.

pri-mordial (pri-mSr'di-al), adj. [ME.; LL. primor-
diaUs < L. primordium, the beginning < primus, first +
ordiri, to begin], 1. first in time; existing at or from the

t^ginning; primitive; primeval. 2. underived; funda-

mental; original. 3. in biology, earliest formed in the

development of an organism or organ; primitive.

pri^mor-di-um (pri-rn6r'di-9m), n. \pl, PRIMORDIA (-9)],

[L., earliest beginning; cf. PRIMORDIAL], in embryology,
the first recognizable aggregation of ceEs that will

form a distinct organ or part of the embryo,
primp (primp), v.t. & v.i. (dial,

extension of prim], to
dress overcaretuILy or showily; prink.

prim-rose (prim'roz'), n. [altered (by association with
rose

1

) < MK & OFr. primerole, primrose; ML. primula,
a flower, daisy, primrose < L. primus, first], 1. any of

a number of related plants having variously colored,
tttbelike flowers with five lobes. 2. the flower of any
of these plants, 3. the light yellow of some primroses.
adj. 1. of the primrose. 2. hght-yellow.

primrose path, [popularized after Shakespeare, Hamlet*
I, iii], the path of pleasure.

prim-u-la (prim'yoo-la). n. [ML.], the primrose.
prlm-u-la-ceous (prim'yoo-la'shas), adj. [< Mod. L.
Primulaceae, name of the^ family < ML. primula-; see

PRIMROSE], of the primrose family of plants.

Jpri-mum mo-bi-le (pn'mam mob'o-le'), (L., first mov-
ing thing; see PRIME, adj. &. MOBILE], in Ptolemaic a$fron~

omy, the tenth and outermost concentric sphere, re-

volving from east to west about the earth as a center
and causing all heavenly bodies td revolve with it,

prin., 1. principal. 2. principally. 3. principle,
prince (prins), n, (ME.; OFr.; L. prtinaps, first, chief,

prince < primus, first + capere, to take], L a monarch;
especially, a king. 2, a ruler whoae rank is below that
of king; head of a principality. 3, a nonreigning male
member of a royal family. 4. in Great Britain, a son
ot the sovereign or of a son of the sovereign, 5.

4
the

English equivalent of any of various titles of nobiHty
in other languages. 6. a pre-eminent person In any
class or group: as,';a merchant prince. Abbreviated Pr.,

P* p
'

''
'

3PWnce Albert, [after Prince Albert, consort of Victoria

<wEKigfIandJ, a fi?ng, double-breasted frock coat.
Prince Albert National Park, a Canadian national

park 'fa central Saskatchewan: area, 1.869 a$. mL ' '

prince consort, the husband of a queen or empress who
reigns in her own right.

prince-dom (prins'dam), n. 1. the territory over which
a prince rules; a principality. 2. the rank or dignity
of a prince. .

Prince Edward Island, an island province of Canada,
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence: area, 2,184 sq. mi.; pop.,

98,000; capital, Charlottetown: abbreviated P.E.I.

prince-kin (prins'kin), n. [prince + -kin], a princeling.

prince-let (prinslit), n. a princeling. .

prince-li-ness (prinsli-nis) , n. the condition or quality
of being a prince.

prince-ling (prins'lirj), n. a young, small, or subordinate

prince.

generous. 4. worthy of a prince; magnificent; lavish.

Prince of Darkness, the Devil; Satan.

Prince of Peace, Jesus Christ.
t

Prince of Wales, the oldest son and heir apparent of a
British king or queen.

Prince of Wales, Cape, a promontory of the Seward
Peninsula, Alaska, on the Bering Strait: the western-

most point of North America.
Prince of Wales Island, 1. an island of the Alexander

Archipelago, southeastern Alaska. 2. an island be-

tween Victoria Island and Somerset Island, Northwest
Territories, Canada: area, 14,004 sq. mi.

prince royal, the oldest son of a king or queen.
Prince Rupert, a seaport in western British Columbia,
Canada: pop., 7,000.

prince's-feath-er (prin'siz-fe*fc'eT), n. a graceful plant
with a few large leaves and dense spikes of red flowers.

prin-cess (prints, prin'ses), n. [MB.; OFr.; see PRINCE
& -ESS], 1. originally, a woman sovereign. 2

:
a non-

reigning female member of a royal family. 3. in Great

Britain, a daughter of the sovereign or of a son of the

sovereign. 4. the wife of a prince. 5. any woman
regarded as having the characteristics, position, etc.

of a princess. .

prin-cesse, prin-cess (grin-ses', pnn'sis), adj. [Fr., a

princess], of or designating a woman s one-piece, close-

fitting garment, gored and unbroken at the waistline.

UUP., AA,UUU . SvCIJLO UA <* UCtliuiO \ J. I / -/* v***v j.vv> v wdt.u.w*w4j.-

ary War in which Washington defeated the British.

prin-a-pal (prin'sa-p'l) , adj. [ME.; OFr.; L. principals
< princeps; see PRINCE], first in rank, authority, im-

portance, degree, etc. n, 1. a principal person or

thing: specifically, a) a chief; head. &) a g9veming or

presiding officer, as of a school, c) a main actor or

performer, d) a combatant in a duel: distinguished
from second. 2. one of the main end rafters of a roof,

supporting the purlins, which in turn support the ordi-

nary rafters. 3. in finance
'

} a) the amount of a debt, in-

vestment, etc. minus the interest, or on which interest

is computed, b) the face value of a stock or bond, c) the

main body of an estate, etc., as distinguished from
income. 4. in law, a} a person who employs another
to act as his agent, b) the person primarily responsible
for an obligation: distinguished from surety, c) & person
who commits a crime or is present as an abettor to it:

distinguished from accessory, 5. in music, a) in German
organs, the open diapason xa 4-foot, 8-foot, 16-foot, and
32-foot stops. 6) in American and British organs, a
4-foot open diapason, or an 8-foot open diapason on the

pedal, c\ the soloist in $ concert, d) the first player of

any division of orchestral instruments except the first

violin^, e) the subject of a ftigue; opposed to answer.

Abbreviated prin* *~*-$YN. see ctdf.

prto'd-pal-i-ty (prin'sa-pal'o-ti), n. \pL PRINCIPALITIES

(-tiz)], 1. [Rare! the state or quality of being principal
or a principal. 2. the rank, dignity, or jurisdiction of a

prince. 3. the territory rul^d py a prtocte. 4. a country
witih, wtwch. a prince's titjle is identified. 5. pL in tkeol-

oiy, one of the aje orders of angels* . _

pmi-ci-pal-ly (#rin's9-j>14 prin'sij>4i>, adv. chiefly;

mainly; for the ntost part: aboreviated prto.

principal parts, ft* principal inflected forms of a verb,
from which the owec forms in&y be derived: in B&glish,
the principal porffc are, the pmeat^ivmildvdr Jrae 'past

tense, atwlthe
" '* " " "*' * *"
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on
prin-

cipU. 6. an essential element, constituent, or quality,
especially one that produces a specific effect: as the
active principle of a medicine. 7. the law of nature
by which a thing operates: as, capillary attraction is

the principle of a blotter. 8. the method of a thing's
operation: as, the principle of a gasoline engine is in-
ternal combustion. Abbreviated prin.
in principle, as far as the principle is concerned; theo-
retically or in essence.

L principle, because of or according to a principle.
.-ci-pled (prin'sa-p'ld), adj. having principles, as of

conduct: often in hyphenated compounds, as Mgh-
principled.
prin^cox (prin'koks), n. [earlier also princocks, princock;
the 1st element is prob. < preen, ., the 2d < cox-,
cocks-, as in coxcomb], [Obs. or Dial.], a coxcomb; fop.
prink (prirjk), v.t. [prob. related to prank, with associa-
tion ofpreen, v.] t to dress (oneself) up. v4, 1. to dress

up; preen. 2. to fuss over one's appearance; primp.
print (print), n. [ME. prentet preinte; OFr, priente,

reinte
< prient,pp. of preindre < L. premere, to press],

a mark made in or on a surface by pressing or hitting
with an object; impression; imprint: as, the print of a
heel. 2. an object for making such a mark, as a stamp,
die, seal, mold, etc. 3. an object or mass that has
received such a mark: as, a print of butter. 4. a cloth

printed with a design, or a dress made of this. 5, the
condition of being printed. 6. printed letters, words,
etc.;' the impression made by inked type; typography:
as, uneven print. 7. a picture or design printed from a
plate, block, roll, etc., as an etching, woodcut, litho-

graph, etc. 8. printed material: as, newsprint. 9. a
publication, 10, an edition or printing, as of a book.
11. a photograph made by exposing sensitized paper to

light passed through a negative, v.t. [ME. prenten,
printen < the n.], 1. to mark by pressing or stamping;
make a print on or in. 2. to press or stamp (a mark,
letter, etc.) on or in a surface; nence, 3. to draw, trace,
carve, or otherwise make (a mark, letter, etc.) on a
surface. 4. to produce on the surface of (paper, etc.)
the impression of inked type, plates, etc, by means of a
printing press; hence, 5. to perform or cause to be per-
formed all processes connected with the printing ot (a
book, etc.), as typesetting, presswork, binding, etc. 6. to

publish (a manuscript, one's ideas, etc.) in print. 7. to
write in letters resembling printed ones: as, frint the
name. 8. to produce (a photograph) by exposing sensi-

tized paper to light passed through a negative. 9. to

impress upon the mind, memory, etc. 04. 1. to prac-
tice the art or trade of a printer. 2. to produce an im-

pression, print, photograph, etc.: as, this negative
prints well. 3. to drawletters resembling printedT ones.

in print, 1. in printed form; published. 2. still pur-
chasable from the publisher: said of books, etc,

out of print, no longer procurable for purchase from
the publisher: said of books, etc.

print-a-ble (prin'ta-b'l), adj. 1. that can be printed
or printed from. 2. fit to print.

print-er (prin'tSr), n. a person or thing that prints;
especially, a person whose work or business is printing.

printer's devil, an apprentice in a printing shop.

print-er-y (prm'tSr-i), n. [pi. PRINTEIUES (-iz)j, p
1, a

printing shop, 2. a factory where cloth is printed.

print-ing (prin'tirj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that prints. 2. the production of printed matter. 3.

this as an art; typography. 4. something printed; the

printed part. 5. alfthe copies of a book, etc. printed
at one time. 6. letters made like printed ones; lettering.

Abbreviated ptg, print. ... . - -

printing press, a machine for printing from inked type,

plates, or rolls.
. .

print-less (print'lie), adj. having, making, or leaving
no print or mark.
print shop, 1 . a shop where printing is done. 2, a shop
where prints, etchings, etc. are sold.

pri'or (pri'Sr), adj. [L., former, superior, compar. of OL
pri, before? akin to L. prae, before, primus, first],

I. preceding in time: earlier; previous; former. 2. pre-

ceding in order or importance; preferred j as, a prior
choice, n. [ME. < AS. prior & OFr. prior, priw;bvth
< ML. prior, a prior < L. prior; see the adj.], 1. the

head of a priory or other religious house. 2. in an
abbey, the person in charge next below the abbot.

SYN* see previous. .

prior to, before: as, it happened prior to my arrival

Pri-or, Matthew (prf'gr), W64-1721; English, poft.
prior-ate (pd'gr-it), it. [ME.; ML. prioratus]. 1. the

rank, office, or term of A prior. 2. a priory.

pri or-ess (prI'Sr4s) , a [see PRIOR & -ESS], 1, the woman
head of a priory of nuns, etc, 2. in an abbey of nuna,

th4 woman in charge next below the abbess.

pri-or-Ny (prl-ftrVtf, tal-or'a-ti), n, W. PRIORITIES

(-tlzVJ;, ME: priori ML, prioritas], 1. the quality or

prior; precedence m 4ime, order,

4) <a right to precedence; ul ofoCain*

ing travel reservations, purchasing certain commodities,
etc. 6) an order granting this.

prior-ship (pri'er-shipO. n- [see -SHIP], the rank,
office, or term of a pnor; priorate.

pri-o-ry (rjrl'er-i), n. \pl. PRIORIES (-iz)], [ME. < Anglo-
Fr. privrie; ML. prioria], a monastery governed by a
prior, or a nunnery governed by a prioress, sometimes
as a subordinate branch ofan abbey. $YN. see cloister.

Prf-pet (pre'pet), n. a river in Poland and the Byelo-
russian S.S.R., flowing into the Dnepr: length, c. 500
mi.: also Pripyat.

Prfpet Marshes, a marshy region in eastern Poland
and the Byelorussian S.S.R.: area, c. 20,000 sq. mi.

Pripyat (pre'jpyat'y') n. Pripet.
Pris-clan (pnsh/an, prish'i-on), it, Latin grammarian
of the 5th century A.D.
Prfs-dMa (pri-sil'a), [L. (Gr. Priskilla), dim. of Prisca,
fern, of Priscus, a Roman surname < priscus, ancient,
primitive], a feminine name.

prise (priz), n. & v.t. [PRISED (prizd), PRISING], prize
(lever, etc.).

prism (priz'm), n. [LL. prisma; Gr. prisma, lit., some-
thing sawed < prizein, to

saw], I. in geometry, a solid

figure whose ends are polyg-
onal, equal in size and shape,
and parallel, and whose
sides are parallelograms. 2.

a crystalline body having
parallel faces. 3. anything
that refracts light, as a drop
of water. 4. in optics, a) a
transparent body, as of

glass, whose ends are equal
and parallel triangles, and
whose three sides are par-
allelograms: used for re-

fracting or dispersing light,
as into the spectrum, ft)

any similar bocly of three
or more sides.

PRISMS
A, triangular prism; B,

hexagonal prism

pris mat ic (priz-mat'ik), adj. [< Gr. prisma, prismatos
(see PRISM) ; 4- -&], 1. of or resembling a prism. 2.

that refracts light as a prism. 3. that forms or re-
sembles prismatic colors; hence, 4. many-colored; bril-

liant; dazzling* 5. in mineralogy, orthorhombic.
pris-mat-i-cal (priz-mat'i-k'l), adj. prismatic.
pris-mat-i-cal4y (priz-mat'i-kl-i, priz-mat'ik-li), adv.
1. through, or as if through, a prism. 2. with prismatic
colors.

prismatic colors, the colors of the visible spectrum
produced by passing white light through a prism; red,

orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet.

pris-moid (priz'moid), n. [see PRISM & -OID; cf. Fr.

prismtftde]* a prismlike solid figure whose ends are

parallel but unequal polygons, and whose sides are con-

a taking < prehendere, prenderet to take; cf. PREHEN-
SILE], 1. a place where persons are confined. 2. a
building, usually with cells, where convicted criminals
are confined or accused persons are held awaiting
trial; jail. 3. in the United States, a State prison:
distinguished from reformatory. 4. imprisonment.

pris on-er (priz''n-6r, priz'ngr), n. [ME.; OFr. prisonier],
1. a person confined in prison, as for some crime. 2. a
person held in custody. 3. a person who is captured or

held captive: as, a prisoner of war. 4. a person who is

detained or confined in any way: as, a prisoner of love.

prisoner's base, a children's game in which each side

has a base to which captured opponents are brought.

prifi-sy (pris'i), adj. [PRISSIER (-i-Sr), PRISSIEST (-Ust)],

[< precise or prim + sissy], [Colloq.], 1. very prim or

precise; fussy. 2. overrefined; prudish.
pris-tine (pris'tetu pris'tm), adj. [L. pristinus, former <
OL. pri, T>eorej cL PRIOR], 1. characteristic of the

earliest, or an earlier, period or condition; original.

2. still pure or untouched; uncorrupted: unspoiled.

prith ee (pris'i), infer/* [altered < pray tiwe] t [Archaic],
I pray thee; please: also spelled prytliee.

priv,, 1. private. 2. privative.

pri*va-cy (pri'va-siK n* \pl. PRIVACIES (-SISB)], [< private},

1. the quality or condition of being private; withdrawal
from public view or company; seclusion. 2. secrecy.

JPri-vat-do-cent Jpri-vaVdS-tsentO, n. \pl* PRIVATDO-
CENIEN (-on)], (G. < privat, private + docent.dozent,
teacher: see DOCENT], in European, especially German,
universities, a lecturer paid only by his students fees.

flPri-vat-do-zent (pri-vtt'dd-tsent'), n. [pi PRIVATDO-
ZBNTEN (-sn)], a Friyatdecent,

pri'Vate (pri'vit), adj. [ME. pryvat; L, pnvatw, belong-

ing to oneself, not pubHc or of the state < prware, to

separate, deprive < priyus t separate, peculiar], 1. of,

belonging to, or concerning a particular person or group

n, fata, ovlTJ is, bite; lot, *5, h6m, tCol, look; Oil, out; up, Gse, forget; joy; yet; chin; she
j^tlua,
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of persons: not common or general: as, private property,
a private joke. 2. not open to, intended for, or con-
troEed by the public: as, a private m

school. 3. not

holding public office: as, a private citizen. 4. away
from public view; secluded; as, a private dining room.
5. not known to the public; secret; confidential: as,

one's private opinion, n. 1. pi. genitals. 2. in the

United States armed forces, the lowest rank of enlisted

man: in the Army, there are two ranks of private, com-
prising the sixth and seventh grades of enlisted man
(see recruit) ;

hi the Marine Corps and Air Force, it is

the seventh, or lowest grade: abbreviated Pvt. (as a

title), priv. , ,.

in private, privately or secretly; not publicly.

pri-va teer (pri'vo-t&r'), n. [< private, after buccaneer],
1. a privately owned and manned armed ship com-
missioned, by a belligerent government to attack and
capture enemy ships, especially merchant ships. 2. a
commander or crew member of a privateer. v.t. to

sail on or as a privateer.

pri-va'teers*man (prrvQ-terz'mon), n. a pnvateer
(sense 2V

private first class, in the United States armed forces,
a rank of enlisted man, just below a corporal: in the

Army, it is the fifth grade of enlisted man (formerly

corporal) ; in the Marine Corps and Air Force, it is the
sixth grade. Abbreviated Pfc, PFC (no period).

pri*vation (pri-va'shsn), n. [ME. privation; L. privatio
< privare; see PRIVATE], I. [Rare], a depriving or

being deprived; deprivation. 2. the absence of, or state

of having lost, some quality or condition, or the quality
or condition implicit in this: as, cold is the privation
of heat. 3. the lack of usual necessities or comforts.

priv-a-tive (priv'a-tiv), adj. [L. privativus < pp. of

privare}, 1. depriving or tending to deprive. 2. char-

acterized by a taking away or loss of some Duality.
3. in grammar, changing a positive term to give it a

] negative meaning, n. a privative prefix or suffix, as
'

a-, un-, non-, or -less. Abbreviated priv.

priv-et (priv'it), n. [earlier primprint, primet; form due
to private, since the plant is chiefly used to screen],

any of a number of related shrubs of the oEve family,
with bluish-black berries and spikes of white flowers.

priv.ilege (priv'*l-ij), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. privileging,
an exceptional law made in favor of or against any indi-

vidual < privus, separate, peculiar -f* lex, legist a law],
1. a right, advantage, favor, or immunity granted to

some person, group of persons, or class, not enjoyed
by others and sometimes detrimental to them. 2. a

basic civil right, guaranteed by a government: as, the

privilege of equality for all. v.t. [PRIVILEGED (-ijd),

PRIVILEGING], to grant a privilege or privileges to.

priv-Meged (priv'1-ijd), adj. enjoying a privilege or

privileged communication, in law, 1. a communi-
cation that one cannot legally be compelled to divulge,
as that to a lawyer from his client. 2. a communication
made under such circumstances, as in a legislative

proceeding, that it is not actionable as slander or libel.

priv-i-ly (privH-i), adv. in a privy manner.

priv-i-ty (priv'a-ti), n. [pi. PRIVITIES (-tiz)]
?>
[ME. privete;

OFr. privete < L. privus, private], 1. a) private or secret

knowledge, as shared between persons, b) participation
in this. 2L in law, a successive relationship to or mutual
interest in the same property, etc., established by law
or legalized by contract, as between a testator and
legatee, lessor and lessee, etc. 3. [Obs.], privacy.

priv-y (priv'i), adj. [ME. & OFr. prwe: L. privates; see

PRIVATE] , 1 . originally, private ; notpublic ; confidential :

now used only in such phrases as privy council. 2.

[Archaic], hidden, secret, clandestine, surreptitious, or
furtive, n. [pL PRIVIES (-iz)l, 1. a toilet; especially,
a small shelter outside of a house, etc., containing a
toilet. 2. in law. one of the parties to a privity.
privy to, secretly or privately informed about.

privy council, a group of confidential counselors ap-
pointed by a ruler to advise him: abbreviated P.C.

privy seal, in Great Britain, the seal placed on docu-
ments which are later to receive the reat seal or
which are not important enough to receive the great
seal: abbreviated P.S.

Jprix fixe (pre' feks'), [Fr. fixed price], L a meal for
which a fixed price is charged; table df

h6te: distin-

guished from a la carte. 2. its price.

prizei(priz), v.t. [PRIZED (prizd), PRIZING], [MB. pris; van
at Price; see PRICE], 1. to set a value upon; appraise:
price. 2. tovalue highly f

esteem, n. 1. something offered
or given to a person winning a contest. 2. something
won in a #ame of chance, lottery, eta 3. anything
worth striving for; any enviable or highly valttea pos-
session, adj. 1. that has received a prize: as, a prize
novel. 2. that could win a prize; first-rate: as, a prize
answer: sometimes used ironically. 3. given as a prize.
-SYN. see appreciate, reward.

prize (priz), it. [ME. prise, a taking hold, lever; OFr.
fris*, a taking < prise, fern. pp. of prenare, to wtee:
L, prehendere; see PREHENSILE]. 1. originally, the act of

capturing; seizureJ 2. something taken by force, as in
wan especially, a captured enemy warship or its cargo.

3. [Dial.], a) an instrument for prying; lever. 6) leverage:
also spelled prise, v.t. [PRIZED Qpnzd), PRIZING], 1. to
seize as a prize of war. 2. to pry, as with a lever: also

spelled prise. SYN. see spoil.

prize court, in law, a military court having authority
over the disposition of prizes, or property captured at
sea in wartime.

prize fight, [use of prize prob. merging archaic sense
of "contest with sense f "reward, payment"], a
professional boxing match.

prize fighter, a professional boxer.

prize fighting, professional boxing.

prize money, part of the money from the sale of a
ship and cargo captured in battle, usually divided pro-
portionately according to rank among the officers and
crew who made the capture.

priz er (pri'zer), n. [Archaic], a person competing for
a prize, as in a contest.

prize ring, 1. a square platform or similar space, en-
closed by ropes, where prize fights are held. 2. prize

fighting.

pro (pro), adv. [L., for], on the affirmative side; favor-

ably. adj. favorable, n. [pi.
PROS (proz)], 1. a person

who favors the affirmative side of some debatable
question. 2. an argument in favor of something: as,

the pros and cons of the matter. 3. a vote for the
affirmative. Abbreviated p.

pro .(pro), adj. <fe n. [pi. PROS (proz)], [contr. < pro-
fessional], [Colloq.], professional.
pro- (pro), [Gr. pro- < pro, before; akin to Eng. for],
a prefix meaning: 1. before in place or position, as in

prostrate. 2. before in time, as in prophet.

pro- (pro), [L. < pro, before, forward, for), a prefix

meaning: 1. moving forward or ahead of, as in progress.
2. substituting for, acting for, as in pronoun. 3. defending,
acting in behalf of, as in prolocutor. 4. favoring, as in

prolabor, pro-German.
pro-a (pro's), n. [Malay prau, prao], a swift Malayan
canoe having a lateen sail

and an outrigger.

prob., 1. probable. 2.

probably. 3. problem.
prob-a'bi'lism^prob'a-bl-
iz'm) , n. 1. in the Roman
Catholic Church, the doc-
trine that in matters con-

cerning which there are
two opinions, both prob-
able but neither decisive,
it is lawful to follow the
one preferred: opposed to
rigorism. 2 . inphilosophy,
thedoctrinethatcertainty
in knowledge is impos- PROA
sible and that probability
is a sufficient basis for action and belief.

prob-a-bil-i-ty (prob'a-bil'Q-ti), n. [pi. PROBABILITIES

(-tiz)], [Fr. probability; L. frobabilitas], 1. likelihood;

chance stronger than possibility but falling short of

certainty: quality or state of being probable. 2. some-
thing probable.
in all probability, very likely; quite probably.

prob-a-ble (prob'a-b'l), adj. [ME.; L* prdbaUUs <
probare, to prove], 1. likely to occur or to be so; that
can reasonably be expected or believed on the basis
of the available evidence, though not proved or certain.

2. such as to establish a probability: said of evidence.

SYN. probable applies to that which appears reasonable on
the basis of evidence or logic but is neither certain nor proved;
possible apples to that which, although not probable, can con-

ceivably exist, occur, be done, etc.; likely suggests greater

probability than possible, but less credibility than probable
(there are a number of possible explanations} the first wee are

,U Ukdy, but the second seems the probable one). ANT. im-

probable, unKkely.

probable cause, in law, reasonable grounds for pre-

suming guilt in someone charged with a crime,

prob a-bly (probVbli), adv. with probability; most
likely: abbreviated prob
pro-bang (pro'barj), n. [earlier provang < obs. provet,

probe 4- fang; altered by association with, probe, v.],

a flexible, slender rod tipped with a baft, sponge, or

toffc, used to remove obswactions from, or to treat

diseases of, the esophagus or larynx.

pro-bate (pfS'bSt), n
; see PROBE], the

of te flMttdfeeness or validity of a or presun>-
having to 4oby some person

the geauine-
on probation,

(-id), PROBATIN
;
ness or validity of
3. to certify 'in a
probate court, a
necessary* i

"

pro-bastion

for
i

m$w&m , iwlte'and, ,^jp#i

SS&tal'lb

" "'

or trial, as of a person's
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victed but not yet imprisoned: after promising good
behavior he is placed under the supervision of a
probation officer. 3. the status of a person being tested
or on trial: as, he is on probation because of low grades.
4. the period of testing or trial. 5. [Rare], proof.

pro-ba-tion-al (pro-ba/shon-'l), adj. probationary.
pro-ba-tion:ar-y (pro-ba'shon-er'i), adj. of, serving for,
or undergoing probation,

pro-ba-tion-er (pro-ba'shan-Sr), n. a person on pro-
bation.

probation officer, an officer appointed by a magistrate
to watch and report on a pers9n placed on probation.

pro-ba-tive (pr5
/
ba-tiv, prob'a-tiv), adj. [L. probativus <

probattis, pp.; see PROBE], 1. serving to test or try.
2. providing proof or evidence.

pro-ba-to-ry (pro'ba-t6r'i, pro'bs-to'ri), adj. [ML. pro-
batorius < L. probatus, pp.; see PROBE], of or serving
as proof; probative.
prooe (prob), n. [LL. proba, proof < L. probare, to
test, prove < probus,
good, proper], 1. a
slender, blunt surgical
instrument for explor-
ing a wound or the like.

2. the act of probing;
hence, 3. a searching
investigation, as by a
committee appointed
for the purpose, of al-

leged corrupt practices,
illegal transactions, and the like. v.t. [PROBED (probd),
PROBING], 1. to explore (a wound or the like) with a
probe, as in searching for a bullet embedded in the flesh.
2. to investigate with great thoroughness, v.i. to search
(with into}. SYN. see investigation.

prob-i'ty (prp'ba-ti, prob'o-ti), n. [Fr. proUte; L. pro-Mas < probus, good, proper], integrity; uprightness
in one s dealings; complete honesty. SYN. see honesty.
prob-lem (prob'lsm), n. [ME. probleme; prob. via OFr.
< L. problema: Gr. problema < proballein, to throw
forward; pro-, forward + ballein, to throw, drive], 1.
a question proposed for^solution or consideration. 2. a
question, matter, situation, or person that is perplexing
or difficult. 3. in mathematics, anything required to
be done, or requiring the doing of something. Abbrevi-
ated prob. adj. 1. presenting a problem of human
conduct or social relationships: as, a problem novel.
2. very difficult to train or discipline: as, a problem child.

prob lem at ic (prob'la-mat'ik), adj. [Fr. problematique],
problematical.
prob lem at i cal (prob'la-mat'i-k'l), adj. [< Fr. prob-
lemaUque; L. problematical ; Gr. problematlkos < prob"
lema (see PROBLEM) ; + -al], 1. having the nature of a
problem; hence, 2. uncertain. SYN. see doubtful.
Jpro bo-no pu-bli-co (pro bo'no publi-ko'), [L.], for
the public good; for the commonweal.

pro-bos-cid-l-an (pro'bo-sid'i-Qn), adj. [see PROBOSCIS
& -AN], in zoology, of a group of animals having tusks
and a long, flexible, tubelike snout, as the elephant or
the extinct mastodon, n. any member of this group.
Also spelled proboscidean.

pro-bos-cis (prS-bos'is), n. \$l. PROBOSCISES (-&). PRO-
BOSCIDES (-o-dez

7
)], [L. < Gr. probosUs < fro-, before

f boskejn, to feed, graze], 1. an elephant s trunk, or
a long, flexible snout, as of a tapir. 2. a tubular sucking
organ, as of some Insects, worms, and mollusks. 3. a
person's nose: humorously so called.

proc., 1. proceedings. 2. process. 3. proctor.
procaine (pro-kan', pro'kan), n. jPro- + cocaine], a
synthetic crystalline compound, CijHaoOtNa-HCl, re-

sembling^ but less toxic than, cocaine^ used as a local

anesthetic in medicine and dentistry.
pro-cam-bi-al (prS-fcam/bi-al), adj. of the procambium.
pro-cam-bi-um (pro-kam'bi-Qm), n. [Mod. L.; seepRO-
& CAMBIUM], the growing layer of plant tissue from
which wood cells and cells conducting food and water
are formed.

pro-carp (prS'karp), n. [pfo- + ~car$\t in botany, a
female reproductive organ in certain algae.
pro ca the dral (pro'ka-the'drol), n. a church used as a
tempprary substitute for a cathedral
pro ce-dur al (pi^i-sS'jfbr-al, pro-se^jSr-^1), adj. of or ac-

cording to procfiotiireL

prp*ce-oprp Ipr^-sFifr, pro^setjer), n. [Fr. Procedure <
proceder; see PROCEED], 1. the act, method, or manner
of proceeding in, &6m,e process or course of action.
2. a> particular course of action or way of doing some-
thing 3. t$xe etafelis^6dl ,way of carrying on the'""'*'

y court, etc.
;

pro-ceed
"

Qpap-sfd.
r
f/jao-sMO/ '*- [ME, prouden; L.

"

rocefle/; prp-, fopraffd + ceder$, tq go], 1. to advance
tr ^o oi^ |espec|a1|y; afijt^ s1?6iiping: as, we then proceeded

to:fie i>eS-,/%im^ .ft' tq,o ;Q speatong, es|>eciaEyand cany
: to eat his

dinner. 4. to take legal action (often with against).
5. to issue; come forth. See also proceeds.

pro-ceed-ing (pro-sed'in, pro-sed'in)^ n. 1. an ad-
vancing or going on witn what one Has been doing. 2.
action or course of action. 3. a particular course of
action. 4. pL transactions. 5. pi. a record of the
business transacted by a learned society or other
organized group. 6. a) pL legal action, b) the taking
of legal action.

pro ceeds (pro'sedz), rt.pl. that which proceeds or
results, as from a transaction; especially, the sum
derived from a sale, venture, etc.

proc*e*leu8-mat*ic (pros'i-loos-mat'ik), adj. [LL. pro-
celeusmaticus; Gr. prokeleusmatikos < prokeleusma, in-
citement < prokeleuein; pro-t before -f- keleuein, to
incite], 1. animating; stirring: said of a song. 2. in
prosody, a) designating a metrical foot of four short
syllables, b) of such feet. n. in prosody, a proceleus-
matic foot.

pro-ce-phaMc (pro'so-fal'ik), adj. [pro- + cephalic], of
the fore part of the head.

proc-ess (pros'es; mainly Brit, pro'ses), n. [ME. & OFr.
proces; L. processtis, pp. of prqcedere; see PROCEED],
1. the course of being done: chiefly in in process. 2.

course, as of time. 3. a continuing development in-

volving many changes: as, the process of digestion. 4. a
particular method of doing something, generally in-

volving a number of steps or operations. 5. in anatomy,
a projection or outgrowth from a larger structure,
usually a bone: as, the alveolar process of the jaw. 6. in
botany & zoology, an appendage or projecting part of
an organism. 7. in law, a) an action or suit, b) a writ
or summons directing a defendant to appear in court.
c) the total of such writs in any action or proceeding.
8. in printing, photomechanical or photoengraving
methods collectively, v.t. 1. to prepare by or subject
to a special treatment or process. 2. in law, a) to
prosecute, b) to serve a process on. adj. 1. prepared
by a special treatment or process. 2. of, made by,
used in, or using photomechanical or photoengraving
methods. Abbreviated proc.
in (the) process of, in or during the course of.

proc-ess-ing tax (pros'es-nj; mainly Brit, pro'ses-iij), a
tax levied on the processing of certain agricultural
products.

pro-ces-sion (pra^sesh'sn, pro-sesh'on), n. [ME.; AS.;
OFr.: L. processio < procedure; see PROCEED], 1, the
act of proceeding, especially in an orderly manner. 2. a
number of persons or things moving forward, ordinarily
in a long line, in orderly fashion toward some set des-
tination. y.i. to form or take part in a procession.

pro-ces sion-al (pro-sesh'bn-'l, pro-sesh'gn-l) , adj. [ME.;
ML. processionalis], of, or used in connection with, a
procession or processions, n. 1. a book setting fortn
the ritual to be observed in processions of the church.
2. a hymn sung at the beginning of a church, service
during the entrance of the clergy. 3. any musical
composition intended for performance in connection
with a procession, as at a university convocation.
process printing, a method of printing colored repro-
ductions of paintings, etc. by use of plates made from
naif tones.

process server, in law, a policeman, sheriff, or deputy
who delivers an official order, or process, to a person,
commanding him to be in court at a time and place
named in the order.

Jpro-c^s-ver-bal (prd'se' v&r'bal')f n. [pi. PROCES-VERT
BAUX (-b6')] P?r., a verbal process], an authenticated
official report of proceedings or facts; authorized state-
ment; minutes (of a meeting).
^pro-chain (pr6'sha0 Qdjr\$T.], prochein.
pro-chela (pro'shen), adj. [Fr. < LL. *propeanus < "L.

prope, near], in law, next; closest.

pro claim (pro-klani') v.t. [ME. Proclame(n) ; ,OPr. pro-
clamer; L. proclamare; pro-, before + clamor^ to cry
out], 1. to announce officially; announce to be: as,

%ey proclaimed he^r queen. 2. to outlaw, banr
,
or other-

wise restrict by a proclamation. 3. to show to be: as,
her every act proclaimed her a snob. SYN. see declare.

proc la-ma-tion (prok1o-mS'sh9n) f a. [ME. procla-
mation; OFr. proaamacjon; L. ptodamatio < procla-
mare], L a prc<dtafming or being proclaimed. 2. some-
thing tnat is proclaimed, or announced officially.

pro-cUt-ic (pro-kHt'ilk), adj. [Mod. L. procliticus < Gr.

froklinein, to lean forward) pro-, forward -J- klinein, to
lean, incline], pronounced, in ordinary speech, with the
word that follows it, and so having no accent of its own:
said of such words as to in a phrase like to "be or not to be:

distinguished from enclitic, n. a proclitic word.
rO'CliV'i-ty (pro-kliv'a-ti), n. \pl. PROCLIVITIES (~tiz)] f

prochvitf; L. proclivitas < proclivus, downward;
before + clivus, a slope], a natural tendency in

nature; inclination, especially toward sometning
itable: as, a proclivity to vice, SYN. see tnclinft-

tion.

r; is, bite; lot, g5, hdrn, t651, look; oil, out; up, use, fGr; get
glf y 4.w/ a Wk ago, e na agent.

* :L * *'" :*~ **- - *- - ' :-

flj d. Pr. coq; tti Pr. <31uc: H, G,

>ifc, g5, hdrn^ tWl, look; oil, out; up, ttee, fGr; get; joy; yet; <

mi, i in sanity, o in comply, u in focus;
'

as in able (S'bl) ;

, G. ich; kh, G. doch. See pp. x-xii. t foreign; * hypothetical;

chin; she; thin,
Fr.b&l;rW.
< derived from.
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Proc-ne (prok'ni), n. PL.; Gr. Prokne], in Greek &*
Roman mythology, Pandion's daughter, transformed into
a swallow by the gods: see Philomela,

pro-con-sul (pro-kon'sl), n. [ME.; L.; pro, for + consul,
a consul], 1. a Roman official invested with consular

authority who commanded an army in one or more of

the provinces and often acted as a provincial governor.
2. a governing official in a modern British colony.

pro-con-su-lar (prS-kon'sl-e'r, pro-kon'syoo-ler), adj.

[L. proconsularis], of or governed by a proconsul.

pro*con-su-late (pro-kon's'1-it, pro-kon'syoo-lit), n. [L.

proconsulate], the office or term of office of a proconsul.

pro-con-sul-snip (pro-kon's'1-ship
7
), n. [see -SHIP], pro-

consulate.

Pro-co-pi-us (pro-ko'pi-os), n, Byzantine historian of

the 6th century A.D.
pro-cras-ti-nate (pro-kras'ta-naf), vd. [PROCRASTI-
NATED (-id), PROCRASTINATING], [< L. procrastinatus,

pp. of procrastinare < pro-, forward 4- crastinus, be-

longing to the morrow < eras, tomorrow], to put off

doing something until a future time; postpone or defer

taking action, v.t. to defer; postpone.
pro-eras-ti-na-tion (pro-kras^ts-na'shsn), n. [L. PW-
crastinatio], the act or habit of procrastinating.
pro eras tina tor (pro-kras'ts-na'tgr), n. a person who
procrastinates, especially habitually.

pro ere ant (pro'kri-snt), adj. [L. procreans, ppr. of

Procreare; see PROCREATE], 1. producing young; fruit-

ful. 2. of procreation,
pro ere ate (pro'kri-af), v.t. & v.t. [PROCREATED (-id),

PROCREATING], [< L. procreatus, pp. of procreare, to

procreate: pro-, before -f create, to create], 1. to

produce (young) ; beget (offspring) ; hence, 2. to pro-
duce or bring into existence.

procreation (pro'kri-S'shQn), n. a procreating or

being procreated.
procrea-tive (pro'kri-a'tiv), adj. 1. of procreation,
or the producing of young, 2. productive.
pro-cre-a-tor (pro'kn-a'teY), n. [LJ, one who procreates.
Pro-cms-te-an (pro-krus'ti-sn), adj. 1. of Frocrustes
or his famous bedstead. 2. designed to secure con-

formity at any cost; drastic, as methods.
Procrus-tes (pro-krus'tez), n. [L,; Gr. Prokroustts <
prokrouein, to beat out], in Greek mythology, a giant of

Attica who seized travelers and tied them to an iron

bedstead, after which he either cut off their legs or
stretched his victims till they fitted it.

proct-, procto-.
procto- (prok't6, prok'to), [< Gr. prGktos, anus], a
combining form meaning rectum, as in proctology,

proc-tol-
' * *- '' -* -*^ -

branch _

diseases.

proc*tor (prok't&r), n. [ME. proketour; contr. < pro-
curatour; see PROCURATOR], 1. a person employed to

manage the affairs of another: agent. 2. a college or

university official who maintains order, supervises ex-

aminations, etc.: abbreviated proc. v.t. to supervise
(an academic examination).

proc to ri-al (prok-t&r'i-ol, prok-to'ri-al), adj. of or em-
ploying a proctor or proctors.

proc-tor-ship (prok'ter-ship'). n. [see -SHIP], the office

or term of office of a proctor.
proc-to-scope (prok'to-sk6pO n. \proctih + -scope], an
instrument used for the direct examination of the
interior of the rectum.
pro-cum-bent (pro-kum'bdnt), adj. [L. procumbens*
ppr. of procumbere, to lean forward I Pro-, forward +
-cumbere < cubare, to lie down], 1. lying face down.
2. in botany, trailing along the ground.

pro-cur-a-ble (pro-kyooro-bl), adj. that can be pro-
cured, or obtained*

proc-u-ra-cy (prok'yoor-9-si), n. [pL PROCURACIES
(-siz)], the act or office of a procurator.

pro-cur-ance (pro-kyoor'ans) , n, the act of procuring,
obtaining, or bringing about: agency.

proc-ura tlon (prok'yoo-rS'shQn), n. [ME. prociera-
cioun; OFr.; L. procuratio], 1. management of the
affairs of another. 2. power of attorney. 3. a procuring.
proc u-ra-tor (prok'yoo-rS'tgr), n. [ME. & OFr. pro-
curatour; L. Procurator < procurare,' see PROCURE], I. in
the Roman Empire, an official who managed the finan-
cial affairs of a province or acted as governor of a
territory, such as Judaea, not having the status of a
province. 2. a person employed to manage the affairs
of another.

proc-u-ra-to-ri-al (prok'yoo-ra-tflr'i-al, prok'yoo-rs-tB'-
ri-al), adj. of a procurator or proctor,

proc*w<ra*to*ry (prok'yoo-ro-tdr'i. prS-kyoor'o-to'ril,

tfdj. ILL, procuratorius, belonging to a procurator],
TRare], of a procurator or procuration, n. [ML. pro-
curatorium], an authorization to act as a procurator.

pro-cure (txr6-kyoor') f v.t. [PROCURED (-kyoord'). wto-
CUJUMG], JMB. procuren; OFr. procurer* to procure <
It. procurare, to take care of, attend to; pro, for f
curare. to attend to < cura, a care], 1. to obtain or
secure: as, he procured work. 2. [Rare], to cause. & to
obtain (girls) for the purpose of prostitution, vj. to ob-
tain girls for the purpose of prostitution. SYN. see get.

productivity

>l*o"gy (prok-tol'gi)^ n.'\proct& + -logy], the
L of medicine dealing with the rectum and its

pro-cure-ment (pro-kyoor'mant), n. a procuring, or
obtaining.

pro-cur-er (pro-kyoor'eY), n. [ME. & Anglo-Fr. pro-
curour (OFr. procureor) ; L. procurator; see PROCURATOR],
1. a person who procures, or obtains. 2. a man who ob-
tains girls for the purpose of prostitution; pimp.

pro-cur-ess (pro-kyoor'is), n. [OFr. procureresse, fern,
of procureor; see PROCURER], a woman who obtains girls

_ . UClUi c T tyfVfi<, u.ug . ow J.JLCM.J.XV,U U**O.U.IG jn, riaes
before the Dog Star], a star of the first magnitude in
the constellation Canis Minor.

prod (prod), n. [prob. merging of prog & brod, both of
which mean "to stab"], 1. a thrust 9r dig with some-

thing pointed; a prodding. 2. something that serves to

goad or urge on: as, many stockyards use an electric
. prod to keep the cattle moving, v.t. [PRODDED (-id),

PRODDING], 1. to jab or poke with or as with a pointed
stick; goad; hence, 2. to urge or rouse.

prod., 1. produce. 2. produced, 3. product.
prod-der (;

prod i gal i_

L. prodigus, f __ , ...

away, waste < pro-, forth + agere, to drive], 1. ex-

ceedingly or recklessly wasteful. 2. extremely generous ;

lavish (often with of) : as, she was prodigal of praise. 3.

extremely abundant; profuse, n. a person who wastes
> his means ; spendthrift. SYN. see profuse.

prod-i-gal-i-ty (prod'i-gal'a-ti), n. IpL PRODIGALITIES
(-tiz)], [ME. prodigalite; OFr. prodtgalitt; LL. prodi-

. galitas], 1. reckless wastefulness. 2. abundant gener-
osity or liberality; lavishness, 3. extreme abundance.

'

pro di gious (pra-dij'os), adj. [L. prodigtosus, marvelous
< prodigium; see PRODIGY], 1. wonderful; amazing.
2. enormous; huge. 3. monstrous. 4. [Obs.J, portentous.

prod igy (prod'a-ji), n. [pL PRODIGIES (-jizy, [L. Pro-
digium < pro-, before + OL. *agiom, a thing said <
aio, I sayj, 1. [Rare], an extraordinary happening,
thought to foretell good or evil fortune. 2. a marvel;
person, thing, or act so extraordinary as to inspire
wonder: as, a child prodigy. 3. something monstrous.

prod-ro-mal (prod'ra-msl) , adj. in medicine, of or being
a prodrome; premonitory.
pro-drome (pro'drom), n. [Fr.; L. prodromus; Gr.

prodromos, forerunner; pro-, before 4- dromos, a run-

ning], in medicine, a warning symptom indicating the
onset of a disease.

pro-duce (pre-d6W,pr9-dus'; for n., prod'oos, proMus),
v.t. [PRODUCED (~d6osf, -dtsf), PRODUCING], [L, pro-
ducere; pro-, forward + ducere, to lead, draw], 1. to

bring to view; offer for inspection: as, at the officer's

request he produced his driver's license. 2. to bear;
bnng forth; create; yield; as, biennial plants produce
seed every other year, a well that produces oiL 3. to
make or manufacture. 4. to cause; give rise to: as,

anything out of the ordinary produces a flood of rumors.
5. to get ready and present (a play, motion picture,
etc.) on the stage or screen. 6. in economics, to create

(anything having exchange value). 7. in geometry to
extend (a line or plane). v.i. to bear, yield, manu-
facture, etc. the customary product or products.
n. something that is produced; yield; especially, farm
products collectively. Abbreviated prod.

pro-duc-er (pra-d<5os'gr, prs-duVgr), n. 1. a person
who produces; specifically, in economics, one who pro-
duces goods ana services: opposed to consumer. 2. a
special type of furnace for making producer gas. 3. a
person who is in charge of the production of a play.
motion picture, etc*

producer gas, a gas prepared by Durning low-grade
coal with a limited supply of air so that a combustible
mixture of nitrogen ana carbon monoxide is obtained.

producers' goods, goods, such as raw materials and
machines, that are used in producing consumers' goods.

pro-duc-i-ble (prg-dobs'o-b'l, pro-dfcsVb'l), adj. capable
of being produced.
prod-uct (prod'skt), n. [MB*; L. Products, pp. of Pro-
ducere; see PRODUCE], 1, something that is produced
by nature or made by industry or art. 2. result; out-

growth: as, war is a Product of greed* 3. In chemistry,
any substance res^tSng from a cneijpical change. 4.

in mathematics, the number obtained by multiplying
two or more numbers together. Abbreviated prod.

pro-duc-tion (pro-duk'shan), n. [ME. produccioun; L.

productio], 1. the act or process of producing. 2. the
rate of producing. 3. 0) something produced: product
o) ft work of art, literature, the theater, etc. 4.

,
in

economics, the creation of economic value;
of goods and services: opposed to consumpttL...
pro due-live (pro-duk'tiv), adj. [ML. productivus < L.

value, or the
pro-duc-tiv-i-i

1

ptete of.
" "
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pro-em (pro'em), n. [ME, & OFr. proeme; L. prooemium;
Or. prooimion < pro-, before -f oime, song], a brief
introduction or preface.

pro-e-mi-al (pro~e'mi-ol) , adj. of a proem; prefatory.
prof (prof), n* [contr. < professor], [Colloq.], a professor.
Prof., Professor.

prof-a-na-tion (prof'o-na'shan), n. [Pr.; LL. profanatio},
a profaning or being profaned; desecration or defile-
ment. SYN. see sacrilege.

pro-fan-a-to-ry (pra-fan
r9-t6r'if pro-fan'a-to'ri), adj.

involving profanation; profaning.
pro-fane (prs-fan', pro-fan') t adj. [Pr.; L. profanus <
pro-, before + fanum, a temple: lit., before the temple.
hence not sacred, common, profane], 1. not concerned
with religion or religious matters; secular: as, profane
art. 2. not initiated into the inner mysteries of some-
thing: as, the profane herd. 3. not hallowed or conse-
crated. 4. showing disregard or contempt for sacred
things; irreverent, v.t. [PROFANED (-fandO, PROFANING],
1. to treat (sacred things) with irreverence or contempt;
desecrate. 2. to put to a base or improper use; debase;
defile.

pro-fan-i-ty (pra-fan'o-ti, pro-fan'a-ti), n. [LL. pro-
fanttas], 1. the state or quality of being profane. 2.

(pL PROFANITIES (-tk)] f something that is profane,
especially profane language. SYN. see blasphemy.

pro-fert (pro'fSrt), n. [L., he brings forward (< pro-
ferre; cf^ PROFFER); in phr. Profert in curia, he brings
forward in court], in law, a formal offer in a pleading
to produce in court the documentary evidence on which
the pleader's action is based.

pro-fees (praxes'), v.t. [< ME. professed, pp.; OPr.
profes, frofesse, bound by vows; L. professus, pp. of
profiten, to avow publicly < pro-, before +
profes, frofesse, bound
profiten, to avow publicly < pro-, before + fateri, to
avow], 1. to make an open declaration of; affirm: as,
he professed his admiration of our ideals. 2. to lay
claim to (some feeling) insincerely: as, she professed a
gratitude she did not feel. 3. to practice as one's pro-
fession. 4. to declare one's belief in: as, to profess
Christ. 5. to accept into a religious order. iu* 1. to
make profession. 2. to make one's profession (sense 5) .

pro fessed (pr9-fesf)t adj. [ME. professed, profest}, 1.

openly declared; avowed: as, a professed opponent of
free trade. 2. insincerely avpwed; pretended: as, their

professed neutrality. 3. having made one's profession
(sense S).

pro-fess-ed-ly (pra-fes'id-li), adv. avowedly, allegedly,
or ostensibly.
pro fes-sion (pra-fesh'on), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. professio] f

1. a professing, or declaring; avowal, whether true or
pretended: as, a profession of faith. 2. a) the avowal
of belief in a religion. &) a faith or religion professed.
3. a vocation or occupation requiring advanced train-

ing in some liberal art or science, and usually involving
mental rather than manual work, as teaching, engineer-
ing, writing, etc. ; especially, medicine, law, or theology
(formerly called the learned professions) . 4. the body of

persons in a particular calling or occupation. 5. the
avowal made on formally entering a religious order.

pro-fes-sion-al (pra-fesh'an-'l), adj. 1. of, engaged in,
or worthy of the high standards of, a profession. 2.

making some activity not usually followed for gain,
such as a sport, the source of one s livelihood. 3. en-
gaged in by professionals (sense 2): as,, -professional
hockey* 4. engaged in a specified occupation for pay
or as a means of livelihood: as, a professional writer.
5. having much experience and great skill in a specified
role; as, a professional rabble-rouser, n. 1. a person
belonging to one of the professions. 2. a person who
makes some activity not usually followed for gain,
sucji as a sport, the source ol his livelihood.

pro-fes-sion-al-ism (pra-fesh'dn-'l-iz'm), n. 1. pro-
fessional quality, status, etc. 2. the practice or tact
of using professional players in organized sports.

pro-fes-sor (pra-fes/gr), n. [ME. professoure; L., a
teacher < profe$siis; see PROFESS], 1. a person who
professes something; especially, one who openly de-
clares his sentiments, religious beliefs, etc. 2. a teacher;
specifically, a college teacher of the highest rank,
^sually in a specific field. 3. any person daiming or
assumed to be especially skilled or experienced in some
art, sport, e,tc.: a popular or humorous usage. Abbrev-
iated, Prof.. ,

professor-ate (pra-fes'Sr-it), n. the office or term of
office of a pro^essoft

pro-fes so rial (prp'ft-sto'i-al, p^ofVso'ri-QlX ctf/t [L.
'j.i.jjpj.L'^.lj.j.-p'j' f

QJ! '^ft fJhfo,
" "' "><-

. ,er friendship, n. [ME. &
r an offer. SYN. see offer.

pro-fi-dLen-cy (prs-fish'an-si), n
ffl. PROFICIENCIES

(-siz)], the state, quality, or fact of Being proficient.
pro*fi*cient (pra-fisVant), adj. [L. proficiens, ppr. of pro-
ficere, to advance < fro-, forward -j- fofere, to maice],
highly competent; skilled, n. an expert.

pro-file (pro'fil), n. [It. profih < projttare, to outline <
pro- (L. pro-), before -f- jtto, a thread < L. filum, a

. line, outline], 1. a side view of the face. 2. a
drawing of such a view. 3. outline: as, the profile of a
distant hill. 4. a short, vivid biography, briefly out-
lining the most outstanding characteristics of the
subject. 5. in architecture, a side or sectional elevation
of a building or the like. v.t. [PROFILED (-fUd), PRO-
FILING], 1. to sketch a profile of. 2. to form as to pro-
file. 3. to write a profile of. SYN. see outline.

prof-it (prof'it), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. profectus, pp. of

proficere, to profit, fit. to move forward, advance <
pro-, toward + facere, to make], 1. advantage; gain;
benefit. 2. often pi. a) financial or monetary gain
obtained from the use of capital in a transaction or
series of transactions, d) the ratio of this to the amount
of capital invested, c) proceeds from property or the
like. 3. often pL in economics, the net income, as of a
business, or the difference between the income and the
costs, direct and indirect. t>.i. 1, to be of advantage or
benefit. 2. to benefit; reap an advantage, financial or

f otherwise, v.t. to be of advantage to.

proMt-a-ble (prof'it-Q-bl), adj. yielding profit, gain, or
benefit.

prof*it-a-bly (prof'it-o-bli), cdv* with profit,"gain, or
benefit.

prof it-and-loss (prof'it-an-lSsO. adj* of or showing
profit and loss.

profit and loss, the gain and loss from business trans-
actions, etc.: applied especially to a bookkeeping ac-
count at the close of a fiscal period: abbreviatedP. & L.,
P. and L.

prof it-eer (prof's-te'r'), n. [profit -j- -eer], a person who
makes excessive profits by taking advantage of a
shortage of supply to charge unreasonably high prices.
IM. to be a profiteer.

prof it-shar-ing (prof'it-sMr'ii)), adj. of profit sharing.
profit sharing, the practice of giving employees a
share in the profits of a business, in addition to paying
them stipulated wages.

prof-11 ga cy (profno-go-si), n. the state or quality of
being profligate.

prof li-gate (profla-git), adj. [L, profiigatus, pp. of pro-
fiigare, to strike to tne ground, rout, ruin < pro-,
forward + fiigere, to drive, dash], 1. abandoned to
vice; dissolute. 2. extremely wasteful; recklessly ex-
travagant, n. a profligate person.
proMu-ent (prof'loo-ont), adj. [ME.; L. profluenj, ppr.
of profluere; pro-, forth + fiuere, to $owj, flowing
smoothly and copiously. ^

Jpro for ma (pro f6r'ma); [LJ, for (the salpe of) form:
as a matter of form.

' '
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pro-found (pro-foundO. adj. [ME.^Qi
fond; L.profundus; pro-,^fprwar^f J ..,,, ^ r ._.
1. very deep or low: mainly poetic fhea s|ed of ''_.

physical features of the earl's stlrfiace* 2. niatrked .,

intellectual depth: a^ a profound disctission of good
and evil. 3 f deeply dr mten;sely fpjfci as, profound grief.
4. thoroughgoing: as, profound changes in our mode of

living. 5. unbroKen: as, "a Profound silence, n. fPoeticl,
1. an abyss or deep, as of tne ocean or of space. 2. that
which is profound.

pro-fim-dl-isr (pre-lun'da-, n. Ipl. pROFUNDnros
(-tiz)], [ME. profundite: OFr. profondtfe; LL. pfofun*
ditos], 1. depth, especially great depth. 2. something
profound, as a thought. 3. a very deep place; abyss,
pro-fuse (pro-wO. <*dj. [ME,; L. profusus, pp. of

profundere, to pour out; pro-, forth -f fun&ere, to ipourj,
1. giving or\ pouring forth freely; generous, often

;

to
the point of excess (usually with tw)t as, site 'was

profuse yp. tier apblqgies for being late. 2. grVen, poured
forth, or produced freely and abundantly:
SYN. profuse impEes a pouring or giving forth freely, often
to the point of excess (profuse apologies) ; lavish implies an un-
stinted, generous, sometimes unreasonably liberal, giving (lavish
attentions) : extravagant always suggests unreasonably exces-
sive, wasteful spending or giving (extravagant living) ; prodigal
implies such reckless extravagance as to suggest eventual im-
poverishment (the prodigal hears to a fortune) ; luxuriant sug-
gests production in great and rich, abundance (luxuriant foliage; ;

lush implies such great luxuriance as to seem excessive (a lush

jungle). See also plentiful. ANT. limited, scant, spare.

pro-fusion (prd-fu'zhan), n- [Fr.; L. profusio < pro-
fusus; see PROFUSE], 1. a pduring forth or expending
with great liberality or wastefulness. 2. great liberality
,or wastefulness. 3. abundant supply; abundance.
I>fOjl (prog), w.i. [PROGGPD (progd), PRQGGING], [via
dial. < ME. prokken* to beg (prob. < LG.); cf. D.



Prog. projectionist

prachen (whence G. prachern, Dan. prakke, etc.) in the
same sense], [Obs. or British Dial.], to prowl about,
as in search of food or plunder; forage, n. [Obs. or
British Dial.], food obtained as by progging.

P^og., progressive. ,. r

pro-gen-i-ttve (pro-jen'9-tiv), adj. [see PROGENITOR],
capable of begetting offspring; reproductive.

pro-geivi'tor (pro-jen'9-ter), n. [ME. progenttour; Fr.

progeniteur; L. < progignere, to beget j pro-, forth +
gignere, to beget], a forefather; ancestor in direct line.

prog e-ny (proj'a-ni), n. [pi. PROGENIES (-niz)], [ME. &
OFr. progenie; L. progenies, descent, lineage, race,

family < progignere; see PROGENITOR], children, des-

cendants, or offspring collectively; issue.

pro-ges'ter-one (pro-jes'ta-ron'). n. [pro- + gestation

+ sterol + -one], a crystalline hormone, CziHsoOa, se-

creted by the corpus luteum or prepared synthetically,

serving to prepare the uterus for the reception and
development of the fertilized ovum.

pro-ges-tin (pro-jes'tin), n. [pro- -f gelation 4- -in],

1. progesterone: the earlier name. 2. any substance
whose action is like that of progesterone.

pro-glot-tic (pro-glot'ik), adj. of or forming a pro-
glottid.

pro-glot-tid (pro-glot'id), n. [< Mod. L. proglottis, pro-
glottidis < Gr. pro-, forward + glotta, the tongue], any
of the segments of a tapeworm's body: each segment
has both male and female reproductive organs and can
become an independent organism.

pro-glot-tis (pro-glot'is), n. \pL PROGLOTTIDES (-a-dez')J,

a proglottid.
prog-nath-ic (prog-nath'ik), adj. prognathous.
prog*na'th.isni (prog'ns-thiz'm), n. the condition or

being prognathous, or a tendency toward this condition.

prog-na-thous (prog'na-thss, prog-na'thss), adj. [pro-
+ Gr. gnathos, a jaw], 1. having either or both jaws
projecting abnormally. 2. projecting abnormally: said

of a jaw.
prog-na-thy (prog'ns-thi), n. prognathism.
prog no sis (prog-no'sis), n. \pl. PROGNOSES (-sez)], [LL.;
Gr. prognosis <progignoskein; pro-, before + gigndskein,
to know], a forecast or forecasting; especially, in med-
icine, a prediction of the probable course of a disease

and the chances of recovery. .

prog-noa-tic (prog-nos'tik), n. [ME. pronoshke; OPr.

pronostique; L. prognosticum; Gr. progndstikon < pro-
gigndsketn; see PROGNOSIS], 1. a sign or indication of

things to come; omen. 2. a forecast; prediction.
5. in medicine, a symptom indicating the probable
course of a disease, adj. 1. foretelling; predictive.
& in medicine, of, or serving as a basis tor, prognosis.

prog*no8-ti-cate (prog-nos'to-kaf), v.t. [PROGNOSTI-
CATED (-id), PROGNOSTICATING], [< ML. prognosticate,
pp. of prognosticare < prognosticus: see PROGNOSTIC],
1. to foretell; predict. 2. to indicate beforehand.
SYN. see foretell.

prog<no8-ti-ca-tion (prog-nos'ta-ka'shan), n. 1. the
act of prognosticating. 2. a prophecy or prediction.

prog-nos ti ca tive (prog-nos'ta-ka'tiv), adj. charac-
terized by or tending to prognostication.

prog-nos-ti-ca-tor (prog-nos'ta-ka'tSr). n. a person
who prognosticates; predictor.

pro-gram, pro-gramme (program, pro'gram), n. [<
LL. & Fr. ; Fr. Programme; LL. programma; Gr. pro-
gramma, an edict < prographein, to write in public;
pro-, before + graphetn, to write], 1. originally, a) a
proclamation, d) a prospectus or syllabus. 2. a) a list

of the events, pieces, performers, speakers, etc. of an
entertainment, ceremony, or the like. 6) the events or

pieces collectively. 3. a plan of procedure. vt. (pro'-

gram), [PROGRAMED or PROGRAMMED (-gramd), PRO-
GRAMING or PROGRAMMING (-grain-in)], to enter or
schedule in a program.

pro-gram-mat-ic (pro'gro-mat'ik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a program or program music.
program music, instrumental music that depicts or

suggests a particular scene, story, etc.

prog-reas (grpg'res, pro'gresj/or ., pro-gres/), n. [ME.**
yes; L, p

or onward. 3. forward course; development. 4. im-
provement j advance toward perfection or to a higher
state. v.L 1. to move forward or onward. 2. to con-
tinue toward completion; come along. 3. to improve;
advance toward perfection or to a higher state.

pro-gres-sion (pra-gnish'an), n. [ME.; L. progression
I. a moving forward or onward ; progress. 2. a sequence
or succession, as of acts, happenings, etc. 3. in astron-

omy, direct planetary motion (as contrasted to retro-

grade), 4. in mathematics, a series of numbers increas-

ing or decreasing by proportional differences: see
arithmetic progression, geometric progression. 5. in
music, a) the movement forward from one tone or
chord to another, b) a succession of tones or chords.

pro-gres sion-al (pra-gresh'an-'l), adj. of or involving

i*ist (pra-gresh'an-ist), n. a person who
in progress, particularly in the progress of

human society toward desirable ends through natural

processes or human effort.

pro-gres-sive (prs-gres'iy), adj. [Fr. progress*/ < progres;
see PROGRESS], 1. moving forward or onward. 2. con-

tinuing by successive steps: as, the progressive decline
of Macbeth's fortunes. 3. marked by progress, reform,
or a continuing improvement: as

t
a progressive people,

progressive education. 4. favoring progress through
political or other reform. 5. in bridge, involving certain

regular changes of partners and tables after each game.
6. in grammar, indicating continuing action: said of

certain verb forms, such as am working (as compared
with the simple form work.) 7. in medicine, becoming
more severe or spreading to other parts: said of a
disease. 8. [P-], in politics, ,of a Progressive Party.
n. 1. a person who is progressive, especially one who
favors political progress or reform. 2. [P-], a member
of a Progressive Party. SYN. see liberal.

Progressive Party, 1. an American political party
organized in 1912 by followers of Theodore Roosevelt,
with a program of direct primaries, extension of the
franchise to women, the initiative, referendum, and
recall, etc.: in full, National Progressive Party. 2. an
American political party formed in 1924 under the lead-

ership of Robert M. LaFollette. 3. anAmerican political

party formed in 1948, originally under the leadership
of Henry A. Wallace.

pro-greS'Siv-ism (pra-gres'iv-iz'm), t
n. the doctrines,

principles, and practices of progressives.

pro-hib-it (pro-hib'it, pnj-hib'it), v.t. [ME. prohibeten <
L. prohibitus, pp. of prohibere, to prohibit < pro-, be-

fore + habere, to have], 1. to refuse to permit; forbid,
as by law. 2. to prevent; hinder. $YN. see forbid.

pro-hi-bi-tion (proVbish/an), n. JME. prohibicion; L.

prohibitio], 1. a prohibiting or being prohibited. 2. an
order or law forbidding something to be done. 3. the

forbidding by law of the manufacture, transportation,
and sale of alcoholic liquors for beverage purposes;
specifically [P-], in the United States, the period
(1920-1933) of prohibition bv federal law.

pro-hi bi tion 1st (pro's-bish'sn-ist), n. 1. one in favor
of prohibiting by law the manufacture and sale of alco-

holic drinks. 2. [P-], a member of the Prohibition Party.
Prohibition Party, an American p9litical party, estab-
lished in 1869, advocating the prohibition by law of the
manufacture and sale of alcoholic drinks.

pro-hib-i-tive (pro-hib'o-tiv, pro-hib's-tiv), adj. 1. pro-
hibiting or tending to prohibit something. 2. such as
to prevent purchase, use, etc. : as, prohibitive prices.

pro-hib-i-to-ry (prq-hib'a-t6r'if pre-hibVto'ri), n. [L.

prohibitorius], prohibitive.

proj-ect (proj'ekt, proj'ikt; for v., pra-jektOi n. [ME.
projecte; L. projectum, neut. of projectus, pp. of pro-
ticere < pro-t before, forward + jacere, to throw], 1. a
proposal of something to be done; scheme. 2. an under-
taking: as, all drainage projects have been completed.
v.t. 1. to propose (an act or plan of action). 2. to
throw or hurl forward. 3. to send forth in one's

thoughts or imagination: as, project yourselves into the
world of tomorrow. 4. to cause to stick out. 5. to
cause (a shadow, image, etc.) to fall or appear upon a
surface. 6. in geometry, to represent (a solid, etc.) on
a plane surface by means of lines of correspondence.
7. in psychology, to externalize (a thought or reeling) so
that it appears to have objective reality. v.i. to stick

out; protrude. SYN. see plan.

pro-jec tile (pra-jek't
f

l), n. [Fr. < L. projectus f see

PROJECT], 1. an object, as a bullet, shell, rocket, etc.,

designed to be hurled or shot forward, as from a gun.
2. anything thrown or hurled forward^, adj. 1. de-

signed to be hurled forward: as, a javelin is a projectile
weapon. 2. hurling forward: as, projectile energy. 3.

in zoology, that can be thrust out, as a tentacle.

projection (nra-pek'shan), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. pro-
jecUon; L. projectto], 1. a projecting or being projected.
2. something that projects, or sticks out. 3. something
that is projected; specifically, in map making, the repre-
sentation on a plane of the eartn

f

s surface (or the
celestial sphere) or of a part thereof. 4. in psychiatry,
the unconscious act or process of ascribing to others
one's own ideas or impulses, especially when such
ideas or impulses are considered undesirable. 5. in

photography, a) the process of causing an image to

appear upon a screen, etc.: as, the projection of motion
pictures. 6) the representation thus produced.
5KV. projection incites a jutting out abruptly Wpnd th*
rest of the surface (the projectum of the eaves beyow tfye sides
of a house) ; protrusion sttggests a thrusting or ititroag out ol
an abnormal or disfiguring nature &rotmteion olftfee eyebajis) ;

protuberance suggests a weffing out, usually in rounded form
(the tumor on his arm formed a protuberance); bulge suggests
an outward swelling of a kind that may resmt feom Internal

pressure (the bulge in the can resulted from the fermentation of

its contents). ; ,,

'

,
M. 1 ,,/..,, n . ,v/ & .,,, ,

t ,ni,?

projection booth, the small chamber at the rear of a
motion-picture theater from which the pictures are

projected
onto a '

pro jec tion-ist (p
motion-picture projector.
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pro.jec.tive (prs-jek'tiv), adj. of or made by projection.
projectlve geometry, the branch of geometry dealing
with those properties of a figure (projective properties)that do not vary when the figure is projected,

pro-jec-tor (prs-jek'tSr), n. a person or thing that pro-
jectsj specifically, a machine for throwing an image on
a screen: as, a motion-picture projector.P
? 1

iev
'.
Ser ei (syer-gya' pr$-k&'yef), 1891-

1953; Russian composer.

jj,y-*ai,-vjuui vjf^w-ittjs.' un;, n. u/ro -f- met- -f- -in\ a
pituitary hormone stimulating milk secretion in mam-
mals and gland secretion in birds.

pro-Ian (pro'lan), n, f< L. proles, offspring; 4- -an as
in pmtosan; cf. -ANE], a hormone found in the urine
during pregnancy, hence serving to diagnose pregnancv
in the early stages.

y

pro-lapse (pro-laps'), n. [L. prolapsus, pp. of prolaM,
to fall forward ;J>ro-, forward + labi, to fall], in medicine,the falling or slipping out of place of an internal organ,
as the uterus or rectum, v.i. [PROLAPSED (-lapsf) PRO-
LAPSING], in medicine, to fall or slip out of place
pro lap-sus (pro-lap'sas), n. prolapse.
pro-late (prolat, pro-lat') , adj. [L. prolatus, pp. of
proferre, to bring for-

ward], extended or elon-
gated at the poles: as, a
prolate spheroid: opposed
to oblate.

prp4eg (pro'leg'), n. \fro-
(for) + leg], in zoology,
any of the stubby, fleshy
limbs attached to the ab-
domen of certain insect
larvae.

pro-le-gom-e-non (pro'H-
gom/9-non), n. [pi. PRO-
LEGOMENA (-ns)j, [Gr.
prolegomenon < prolegein,
to say beforehand; pro-,
before + legein, to speak],
usually in pi. a prelim-
inary remark; foreword.

pro-le gom e nous (pro'-
li-gonrs-nas), adj. [see

PROLATE SPHEROID

PROLEGOMENON & -ous], 1. preliminary; prefatory 2
having or giving top lengthy prefatory matter.

pro.lep.sis (pro-lep'sis), n. [fl. PROLEPSES (-sez)], [L.;Gr. prolepsts, an anticipating < prolambanein, to take
bef9re; pro-, before -f lambanein, to take], an antici-
pating- especially, the describing of an event as taking
place before it could have done so, the treating of a
future ^event as if it had already happened, or the an-
ticipating and answering of an argument before one's
opponent has a chance to advance it.

pro4ep*tic (pro-lep'tik), adj. of prolepsis: anticipatory.
pro-le-tar i an (pro'la-tar'i-sn), adj. [< L. proletaries,
citizen of the lowest class; see PROLETARY], of the
proletariat, n. a member of the proletariat; worker.

pro-Ie-tar-i-at (pro'lo-ttr'i-at), n. [Fr. proletariat < L.
proletartus; see PROLETARY], 1. the class of lowest
status m ancient Roman society; hence, 2. [Rare], the
class of lowest status in any society or community.
3. ths working class; especially, the industrial working
class: the current sense, as in Marxism.
pro-le'tpy (pro'b-ter'i), n,

[pi. PROLETARIES (-iz)],
[L. proletanus, a citizen of the lowest class, who served
the state only by having children, since he had no
property < proles, offspring), in ancient Rome, a
member of the lowest class of citizens, who had no

pro-licide (pro'b~sid') f n. [< L. proles, offspring -f
caedere, to slay], the crime of killing one's own child
or children before or after birth.

pro-lif-er-ate (pro-Kf'a-raf), v.t. [PROLIFERATED (-id),

PROLIFERATING], [proliferous 4- -ate], to reproduce (new-
parts) in quick succession. vt. to grow by multiplying
new parts, as by budding, In quick succession.
proliferation (prS-lifVra'shan), n. a proliferating or
being proliferated,

pro1B.eir-o
Proles, pro

RLLLK pi UJLU.C1 ClLCU..

fjfrcr-oiM (pro-Kf'gr-9s), adf. (< ML. prolifer (< L.
oles, $rolts, offsprmg -f ferre, to bear) ; 4- -oml

v
1. in

tony, a) multiplying freely by means of btujs, side
-** M,v, etc. b) having leafy shoots grbwing from a
flower or fruit. 2. in zoology, reprodtuciig bybti<|ffing,
ascorai ^?

piro-Mf-ic (frra-Ef'ik), acf/. [Fr. prolifiwe? ML. proUficbs< Ij^tyrol&s, prolis, offspring + face**, to iaakej, 1.

jcoaoy products of the mioS: a^, a prolific scnofe or
poe*. 3J fruitful; abounding (often with in or of).
'-~r$TO '-sete fertile. !"

'
'

Hi tlte quality or state

pro Hf leal ly (pra-Hf'i.k'1-i, pra-lif'ik-li), adv. in a
prolific manner; abundantly.

pro-lin (prolin), n. proEne.
pro-line (oro'lfn, pro'lin), n. [< pyrrole -f- -4ne], an
ammo acid, dHaOjN. formed by tfie decomposition of
proteins.

pro-Hx (pro-liks'f proTiks), adj. [ME. prolixe; L. pro-
hxus, extended, prolix < pro-, forth -f base of liquere,
to flow], so wordy as to be tiresome; verbose or long-
winded. -~$YN. see wordy.

pro*Iix.i.ty (pro-Hk'sa-ti), n. \pl. PROLIXITIES (-tiz)],
the state or quality of being prolix.

prp-loc-ii'tpr (pro-lok'yoo-tgr), n. [L. < prolocutus, pp.
of proloqui, to declare; pro, for + logui, to speak], 1. a
person who speaks for another person or for a group;
spokesman. 2. a chairman.

pro-logue (proldg, pro'log), n. [ME. Prolog; OFr.; L.
prologus; Gr. prologos; pro-, before + logos, a discourse],
1. an introduction to a poem, play, etc. : especially, in-
troductory lines or verses spoken, ordinarily by one
of the principal members of the cast, before a dramatic
performance. 2. the person who speaks such Hnes or
verses. 3. a preliminary act or course of action fore-
shadowing greater events. Also spelled prolog. $YN.
see introduction.

pro-logu-ize (pro16-giz')t v.i. [PROLOGUIZED (-gizd'),
pROLOGUiziNG], to compose or deliver a prologue: also
spelled prologize.
pro long (pr9-16r/), v.t. [ME. prolongen; OFr. prolon-
guer;LL* prolongare < L. pro-, forth + longus, long], to
lengthen or extend in tune or space, SYN. see extend

pro-lon-gate (prs-lfin'gat), v.t. [PROLONGATED (-id),
PROLONGATINGJ, [< LL. prolongatus, pp.], to prolong.
pro Ion ga tion (pro'lSrj-ga'shsn), n. [Fr.; UL.prolon-
&<$*?>]' .1- a prolonging or being prolonged. 2. the part
added in lengthening something.
pro longe (pro-Ionj^Fr. prd'lowzh'), n. [Fr. < prolonger;
see PROLONG], in military science, a heavy rope havinga hook and toggle, used to drag a gun carriage, etc.

prolpnge knot, a^ind of knot: see knot, illus.
pro-lu-sion (pro-loo'zhan, pro-lu'zhan), n. [L. prolusio,a prelude < prolusus, pp. of proludere, to play before-
hand; pro-, before + ludere, to play], a preliminary
piece, performance, essay, etc.

pro-lu-sory (pro-loo'sa-ri, pro-lu'ss-ri), adj. [ML. pro-
lusortus], of, having the nature of, or serving as a
prolusion; preliminary,
prom (prom), n. [contr. < promenade], [Colloq.], a ball
or dance, usually given by a particular group or class
of students at a college, high school, etc.
prom-enade (promVnad'. prom'o-nSd'), n. [Fr. < se
promener, to go for a walk, promener, to take for a
walk < LL. prominare, to drive (animals) onward;
L. pro-, forth + mmare, to drive (animals) < minari, to
threaten], 1. a leisurely walk taken for pleasure, to
display one's finery, etc. 2. a public place for walking,
as an avenue, the deck of a ship, or the haU of a building
3. m dancing, a\ a baU. 6) a march, ordinarily partici-
pated in by all the guests, beginning a formal ball c) a
march introduced between the figures of a square dance.
v.i. [PROMENADED (-id), PROMENADING], to take a prom-
enade; walk about for pleasure, display, etc. v.t. 1
to take a promenade along or through. 2. to take or
show on or as on a promenade; parade.
Promethean (pra-me'thi-sn), adj. 1. of, like, or
suggestive of Prometheus. 2. life-bringing, creative,
or courageously original, n. a person who is Prome-
thean in spirit or deeds.
Pro me theus (pnwne*'thus, prs-mS'thi^s) , n. |L.; Gr.
Prometheus; prob. < prommes, foretninking < pro-,
before + mathein, to learn], in Greek mythology, a Titan
who taught mankind the use of fire, which he had
stolen from heaven for their benefit: he was ptiaished
by Zeus by being chained to a rock where a vulture
came each day to eat away his liver, which was made
whole again each night.
pro-me thi urn (pro-mg'thi-Qm), n. [ < Prometheus], a
metallic chemical element of the rare-earfc& iaroup-
svmbol,, Pm: at.wt., U7(?>; at. no,, 61; foSnerly
designated as ilttmum.
prom-i nence (prom'a-nons), n. [obs. Fr.; L. Prominen-Ha < prommew; see PROMINENT], 1. the state or
quality of being prominent. 2. something prominent.

prom-i-nen-cy (prom'9-nsn-si), n. prominence.
^Pmiment (Pjw'wwnt), adj. fL. prominent, ppr. of
prom^nere, to pbjeot], 1. sticking out; projecl&g!

' Chin, 2. *>^**^VilA --.it, ^-..J-." ,._L;_"_

y and favorably known.
cuity

cm
see noceable.

p^s, especially in Sexual relatioiis. 2.
e'naixwe: iumble.

'

i
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or discrimination. 2. characterized by a lack of dis-

criminatipn; specifically, engaging in sexual intercourse

indiscriminately or with many persons. 3. [Colloq,],
without plan or purpose; casual.

prom-ise (prom'is), n. [ME. promts; L promissum <
promtitere, to send before or forward; pro-, forth +
mitterc, to send], 1, an oral or written agreement to

do or not to do something; vow. 2. indication, as of

a successful prospect or future; basis for expectation.
3. anything promised. iu. [PROMISED (-ist), PROMISING],
1. to make a promise, 2. to give a basis for expectation
(often with well or fair), v.t. 1. to make a promise
of (something) to somebody. 2. to engage or pledge
(followed by an infinitive or a clause) : as, promise to

go. 3. to give a basis for expecting. 4. to pledge to

give in marriage?
Promised Land, Land of Promise.

prom-is ee (prom'is-5'), n. a person to whom a promise
is made.

prom'is-er (prom'is^eY), n. a person who promises.
prom-is-ing (prom'is-irj), adj. likely to be successful,

excellent, etc. ; showing promise.
prom-i-sor (prom'is-oV, prom'is-6r') n. in law, a person
who makes a promise.
prom-is-sO'iy (prom'a-s6r'i, prom's-so'ri), adj. [ML.
promissorius < L. promissor, one who promises], t

1.

containing a promise. 2. having the nature of a promise:
as, & promissory representation in selling insurance.

promissory note, a written promise to pay a certain
sum of money to a certain person or bearer on demand
or on a specified date.

prom-on-to-ry (prom'sn-t6r'i, prom/sn-to'ri), n. [pi.

PROMONTORIES (-&, -riz)], [LL. promontorium; L, pro-
munturium; prob- < prominere; see PROMINENT], 1. a
peak, of high land that juts out over an expanse of

water; headland. 2. in anatomy, a prominent part.

pro-mote (pro-mot'), v.t. [PROMOTED (-id), PROMOTING],
[ME; promoten < L. promotes, pp. of promovere, to move
forward; #ro-f forward + movers, to move], 1. to raise

or move (a person) forward to a higher or better

position: as, promoted to a foremanship. 2. to further
the growth or establishment of (something). 3. to
work actively and stir up interest for the accomplish-
ment of (something): as, promote a new law. 4. in

education, to move forward a grade in school.
see advance.
pro-mot-er (pro-mot'Sr), n. [Anglo-Fr. promotour; ML.
pwomofiorL 1. a person or thing that promotes. 2. a
'petsoji who begins and furthers the organization of a
new business undertaking, the selling of its stock, etc.

pro-mo-don (pra-mo'shQn), n. 1. a promoting; further-
ance. 2. the result of promoting; advancement. 3. the

stunting up of interest in an enterprise.
pro-mo*tion-al (pra-mS'shan-'l), adj. of or for a pro-
motion.

pro-mo-five (prs-mo'tiy), adj. tending to promote.
prompt (prompt), adj. [ME. prompte; Late OFr.; L.

promptus, brought out, hence at hand, ready, quick <
Promptus* pp. ol promere, to bring forth <pro- t forth -f

emere. to take], 1. ready; quick; immediately or
m
in-

stantly at hand. 2. done, spoken, etc. at once or with-
out delay, n. 1. in commerce, a) the time limit specified
for the payment of an account. b) the contract in which
the due date is specified. 2. any reminder or notice of

payment due. v.t. L to urge into action. 2. to re-

mind (a person) of something he has forgotten; help
with a cue. 3. to move or inspire by suggestion. SYN.
see quick,
prompt-book (promtrt/book'), n. in the theater, a fully
annotated copy of the script of a play, for the use of
the director or prompter, containing full directions for
action settings, properties, etc.

prompt-er (promp'ter), n. 1. a person who prompts.
2. the person in an operatic or theatrical company whose
task is to cue the actors or singers when they forget
their words, entrances, etc. : abbreviated P., p.
promp-ti-tude (promp'te-tood', promp'ta-tud'), ft,

[Fr.; 1/L. promptitudo] r the quality of being prompt.
pro mill-gate (pro-mul'gat, prom'ol-gStO, v.t* [PRO-
MULGATED (-id), PROMULGATING], f< L. promulgatus,

dogma, etc.) ; hence, 2. a) to make known the terms
of (A new or proposed law or statute). 6) to put (a law)
into effect by publishing its terms. 3. to make wide*
spread: as, promulgate learning and culture

pro-mul-ga-tion (prS'mul-gS'shaiij prom'ol-tfS'sl^n), n.

(Fr.j L, fromulgatto], a promulgating.
pro mul ga tor (pro-muFga-tSr, prom'al-g$'t8r) f n. [LJ,
a person who promulgates.
pro-mulge (t>ro-muljO v.t. [PROMULGKD (-mtdjdOf
MULGINGJ, [Archaic], to promulgate.
pro-my-ce-li-um (pro'mi-se'li-swn), n. {ft*"

myceUuml in botany, a fi

ed in spore genninqttQEu
2. pronoun. 3.

*

[PRONATBD fid),

[< LL. pronatus, pp. of pronare, to bend forward < L.
pronus; see PRONE], 1. to bend or turn face downward;
make prone. 2. to turn (the hand or forelimb) with the

palm down or toward the b9<iy. vd, to bow or bend
forward: assume a prone position.
pro na-tion (pro-na'shan), n. [ML. pronatio < LL.
pronatus], 1. a pronating; especially, in physiology, a
turning of the hand so that the palm faces downward
or a similar turning of the forelimb of an animal. 2. the
position resulting from this. Opposed to supination.

pro-na-tor (pro-na'te'r), n. the muscle in the forearm
or forelimb by which pronation is effected.

prone (pr5n), adj. [ME. proone; L. pronus < pro t

before], 1. lying or leaning face downward; pronated;
hence, 2. lying flat or prostrate; in a horizontal po-
sition: as, he fell prone on the floor. 3, having a
natural bent toward; disposed or inclined (with to) : as,

prone to error. 4. groveling: as, prone before tyranny.
5. [Poetic], leaning forward or sloping downward.
SYN. prone, in strict use, implies a position in which the
front part of the body lies upon or faces the ground (he fell prone
upon the ground and drank from the brook) ; supine implies a

position in which one lies on his back (he snores when he sleeps
in a supine position); prostrate implies the position of one
thrown or lying flat in a ijrone or supine position, as in great
humility or complete submission, or because laid low (the victim

lay prostrate at the murderer's feet) ; recumbent suggests a
lying down or back in any position one might assume for rest or

sleep (she was recumbent on the chaise longue). See also likely.
ANT. erect.

pro-neph-ros (pro-nef'ros), n. [Mod. L.; Or, pro~, be-
fore -^ nephros, a kidney], a primitive kidney, the most
anterior of three pairs of renal organs in lower verte-
brates, but appearing only transiently in the human
embryo.
prong (pr&rj), n. [prob. < MLG. prange, a pinching
instrument; occurs also as prang, sprong], 1. one of
the pointed ends of a fork; tine. 2. any pointed pro-
jecting part f>

as the tip of an antler, v.t. 1. to use a
prong on; pierce. 2. to^break up (clods) with or as
with a prong. 3. to furnish with prongs or tines.

pronged (prfirjd), adj. having prongs.
prong horn (pr6rj1i6rnOi n. [pi. PRONGHORNS (-hdrns

7

),

PRONGHORN; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], an antelopelike deer
having forked horns Hke those of cattle, found in
Mexico and the western United States.

pro-nom-i-nal (pro-nom'9-nl), adj. [LL. pronominalis
< L. pronomen], in grammar, of, or having the function
of, a pronoun: abbreviated pron., pronom.

pro-nom-i-naHy (pro-nom'a-n'1-i), adv. as a pronoun.
pro-noun (pro'noun), n. [Pr. pronom; L. pronomen;
pro, for + nomen, noun], in grammar, a word used in the

place of or as a substitute for a noun: I, you, he, she,
tt, we, they, etc. are pronouns: abbreviated pron., pr.

pro-nounce (pr9-nouns') v.t. [PRONOUNCED (-nounsf),
PRONOUNCING], [ME. pronouncen; OFr. pronuncier,
prononcier; L. pronuntiare; pro-, before + nuntiare, to
announce < nuntius, messenger], 1. to say officially,
solemnly, or with ceremony: as, the judge pronounced
the sentence. 2. to announce or declare (someone or
something) to be as specified: as, the coroner pronounced
him dead, 3. a) to utter or articulate (a sound or
word): as, I pronounce it differently. 6) to titter or
articulate (a word or sound) in the required or standard
manner: as, he couldn't pronounce my name, c) to
indicate the pronunciation of (a word) with phonetic
symbols, v.L 1. to state or pass a judgment; make a
pronouncement (with on). 2. to pronounce words, etc.

pro-nounced (pra-nounst1
), adj. tpp, of pronounce],

1 . spoken or uttered 2, clearly marked ; unmistakable :

as, a pronounced accent. 3. decided: as, pronounced
opinions. Abbreviated pron., pron'd.

pro-nounce-ment (pr9-notuas'mont) f n. [Fr. prononce*
ment], 1. a pronouncing. 2, a formal statement of a
fact, opinion, or judgment.

av. [Sp. < L. promptus; see PROMPT],
ucklv: immediately.

.i-as, pro-nuWos), n, [$.
-f- nucleus], in wology, the nu-

~_ male gamete (sj>ermatoKooo) r the
female gamete (ovum) which unite in fertilization, to
form the double nucleus of the Iertilked
pro nun ci a men to ,

^

i|, ffL

pron-to (pron'to), i

[Slang], at once; <

pro*nu-cle-us (pi
PRONtJCLEI (40]r
cleus of either f

praot* 1. pronominal
4. pronunciation,
pr0'*i<B

shan), n. [ME.
act or JWMwer ,

(

the production of
ticm, etc* 2y
the accepted or
tions of
words

proof

reove,
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conclusive evidence. 3. the establishment of the truth
of something: as, he is completing the proof of his

theory. 4. a test or trial of the truth, worth, quality,
etc. of something: as, the proof of the pudding is in the
eating. 5. the quality or condition of having been
tested or proved. 6. tested or proved strength, as of

armor. 7, the relative strength of an alcoholic liquor
frith reference to the arbitrary standard for proof
spirit, taken as 100 proof, 8. in engraving, a trial im-
pression taken from a plate before its completion, 9. in

law, all the facts, admissions, etc. which together
operate to determine a verdict or judgment. 10. in
mathematics, a process for checking the correctness of a
computation, as by adding the result to the subtra-
hend to get the minuend. 11, in photography, a trial

print of a negative. 12. in printing, a trial impression
of composed type for checking against the original
manuscript to find and correct errors or make changes.
adj. [contr, < of proof], 1. of tested and proved
strength; impervious to (with against) : as, proof against
criticism. 2. used in proving or testing: as, a printer's

proof sheet. 3. of standard strength: said of alcoholic

liquors.
$YN. proof, as compared here, applies to facts, documents,
etc. that are so certain or convincing as to demonstrate the
validity of a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt; evidence
applies to something presented before a court, as a witness's

statement, an object, etc. which bears on or establishes a fact;
testimony applies to verbal evidence given by a witness under
oath; exhibit applies to a document or object produced as evi-

dence in a court*

weatherproof* 3. as strong <w as m armorproof. 4. r-
sistive to, unaffected by, as in pityproof, womanproof*
proof-ing (proof'in) f n. 1. the act or process of making
(something) proof, especially waterproof. 2* the
chemical, etc. used In this process.
proof-read (prdof'rSd'), v.t. Se v.i. to read (printers'

proofs, etc.)In order to make corrections.

proof sheet, a printer's proof.

proof spirit, an alcoholic liquor* or a mixture of alcohol
and water, containing 30 per cent of its volume of
alcohol having a specific gravity of ,7950 at 60* P.

prop (prop), n* [ME. proppc: MD, proppc, a prop;
akin to G. propfe. a peg!, 1. a rigid support, as a
beam, stake, or pole, placed under or against a structure
or part; hence, 2. a person who is one of the main
supports of an enterprise, institution, etc. v.t. (PROPPED
Cpropt). PROPPING!, 1, to support, hold up, or hold in

place with or as with a prop (often with up}. 2. to lean

(something) against a support. 3. to sustain or bolster.

prop (prop;* *t a property (sense 7).

prop., 1, propemy). 2. property. 3. proposition.
pro-paedeu-tic (pro'pi-du'tfk), adj. [< Gr. propaideu-
ein, to teach beforehand; pro-, before *f paldeuein, to
instruct < pais, paidos, a child], of, or having the
nature of, elementary or introductory instruction, n*
an elementary or introductory aubiect or study.
pro pae-deu-ti-cal (pro'pi-duai-k'l). adj. propaedeutic.

pro

pre]

prop-a-ga-ble
PROPAGATE);
prop a-ftan

""

deu tice (pr^'pi-du'tikB), n.pl. [contitrued as
see PROPAEDEUTIC), the basic pmcztplei and rule

iry to the study 01 tome art or science.*' ' "

'

being propagated,
*)* it* [contr. < L congre-

"..-TuVfrs;
Churfh, a committee of cardinals, the

, r the Propagation of the Faith, in

^ _ _ foreign mtMloa*; hence* 2. any rgt-
zation or movement working far the ptfopfftttion of

particular ideas, doctrines, practices, etc. 3, the ideas,

doctrine^ practices, etc. spread in this way. 4. any
systeniittlCf widespread, dpliljNttpi'to indoctrination or

atrogatory suni* comiotin^ QMMptlMi or distortion*

prop*d*$p&n*dii8f}(i (prop -gan^dls ttt)v it the art, system,
or use of propaganda.
prop a ftandfft (ptVf**diit) f n. one who propa-
gandizes, fl^/. of^

or having tht^ nature of propaganda.

extend or transmit through space: as, propagate light.
6. [Obs, or Rare], to cause to increase or multiply, v.t.

to reproduce or multiply, as plants or animals.
prop-a-ga-tion (prop/a-gS'shan), n. [Fr.; L. fropagatio],
a propagating or being propagated.
prop aga tive (prop'a-gi'tiv), adj. capable of propa-
gating or tending to propagate.
prop aga-tor (prop'o-gS'tgr), n. [L.], a person or thing
that propagates.
pro-pane (prS'pSn), n. \propyl + metheww], a gaseous
hydrocarbon of the methane series, CiHi. occurring
naturally in petroleum.

pro-par-ox-y tone (prS'par-ok'so-tSn'), ad/. [Gr. pro-
paroxytonos; see PRO-, PARA- (beside), OXYTONB], in
Greek grammar, having an acute accent OB the ante-

penult, n. a proparoxytone word.
trl-a (pro pS'tri-a), [L.], for (one's) country.

pro-
_, , f ,

* v.r. [PROPELLED (-peld'), PROPELLING),
[L.'propellere; pro*, lorward 4- ^pellere, to drivel, to
push, drive, or impel onward, forward, or ahead. -~~>SYN.
see push.
prO'peMant Jpre-pel'ent), n. a person or thing that
propels; specifically, the explosive charge that propels
a shell from a gun.

pro-pel-lent ^pra-pel'ant), adj. [L. propellens, ppr.],
propelling or tending to propel, n. a propt

ellant.

pro-peMer (prQ-pel'er), n. a person or thing that pro-
pels; specifically, any of various propellent devices on
a ship or aircraft, consisting typically of a series of
blades mounted at an angle in a revolving hub and
serving to propel the craftlorward by a driving action
on the water or air: see airplane, illus.

pro pend (pr5-pend') t v.i, [L. propendere, to hang for-

ward; fro-, before + pendere, to hang], [Obs.], to incline,
or be disposed (io or toward something).
pro-pene (prS'pen), n, [fo*yl 4- -ene\, propylene.
prO'pen'8ity (pro-pen'so-ti), n. [pi* PROPENSITIES (

(< X. Propensity, pp. of propendere, to hang forward;
4- -#yj ! a natural inclination or tendency; bent.
2. [Rare], favorable inclination; bias (with for). SYN.
see Inclination*

prop-er (proper), adj. [MB. & Qlhc,ffopre; "L,froprfa$,
one's own], 1. specially adapted or suitable to a

specific purpose or specific conditions; appropriate: as,
the Proper tool for this job, 2 naturally belonging or
peculiar (Io a specified person or thing) : as, this weather
is proper to Florida. 3, conforming to an accepted
standard or to good usage; correct, 4, fitting; seemly;
right : as, it was proper for him to strike back, 5 . decent :

decorous; chaste; modest: often connoting exaggerated
respectability. 6, understood in its most restricted
sense: strictly so called: usually following the noun
modified, as, th* population of Cleveland proper (i.e.,

apart from its suburbs). 7. [Archaic or Dial.], a) fine;

good; excellent. 6) becoming in appearance; handsome.
[British Colloq.], complete; thorough: a, a

* *

scoundrel. 9* [OPS.], one** own; belonging to oneself
or itself* 10, in ecclesiastical usage, reserved for a partic-
ular day or festival* said of prayers* rites, *ta. It* in

grammar* used to designate a specific individual, place,
etc.: Donald, Rover, Boston, etc, are proper nottni,
written with an initial capital letter. 12, in heraldry,

represented in its natural colors, n. in ecdc.siastical

usage, the special office or prayers for a particular day
or festival* Abbreviated prop. tfJW. see ftt.

proper fraction, in mathematics, a fraction in which
the numerator is less, or of lower degree, than the

denominator, as 2/5 or s/x*.
r4y tprc^tr-H)f *. in m proper manner (k
s tenses) : abbreviated

* ow roef.
c. 30-

e omwd* 1, a---

specific piece
attribute proj to-

id or real estate. 4. any trail or
a thing or, formerly, to a person;

iBurtfcj: pe^ya%* * ~*

ofawitiio f^pt^
tt**tlf

' "dfz),

* to spread Qi4otortei or
subject (someone) to
cooduct prop&i^aiicia*

uJ. [PROPAGATED (-id), PROP-
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proph-e-cy (profs-si), n. [pi. PROPHECIES (-siz)], [ME.
prophecie; OFr. prophecie, prophetie; LL. prophetia;
Gr. prophlteia < prophetes], 1. prediction of the future
under the influence of divine guidance; act 9r practice
of a prophet. 2. any prediction. 3. something proph-
esied or predicted; specifically, the utterance or utter-

ances of a prophet. 4. a book of prophecies. t

proph-e*si*er (prof's-srer), n. a person who prophesies.

proph-e-sy (prof'0-si'), v.L [PROPHESIED (-sid'), PROPH-
ESYING], [ME. prophecien; OFr. prophecier < prophecie;
see PROPHECY], 1. to declare ^or predict (something)
by or as by the influence of divine guidance; hence, 2.

to predict (a future event) in any way. 3. [Rare], to

foreshadow. v.i. 1. to speak as a prophet; utter or

make prophecies. 2. to teach religious matters; preach.
SYN. see foretell.

proph-et (profit), n. [ME. & OFr. prophete; LL. proph-
eta < Gr. prophetes < pro-, before + phanai, to speak],
1. a person who speaks for God or a god, or as tnougn
under divine guidance. 2. a religious teacher or leader

regarded as, or claiming to be, divinely inspired, 3. a

spokesman for some cause, group, movement, etc. 4. a

person who predicts future events in any way.
the Prophet, 1. in Moslemism, Mohammed. 2. in

Mormonism, Joseph Smith.
the Prophets, 1. the writers of the prophetic books of

the Old Testament. 2. these books, forming a di-

vision distinct from the Law and the Hagiographa.
proph-et-ess (profit-is), n. a woman prophet.
proph-et-hood (profit-hood

7
), n. [see -HOOD], the

office, condition, powers, etc. of a prophet.
pro-phet-ic (pra-fet'ik), adj. [Fr. prophttique; LL. pro-

pheticus; Gr. prophetikos], 1. of, or having the powers
of, a prophet. 2. of, or having the nature of, prophecy
or a propnecy . 3. containing a prophecy : as, a prophetic
utterance. 4. that prophesies, predicts, or foreshadows,

pro phet-i-cal (pra-fetl-kl), adj. prophetic.
pro-phy-lac-tic (pro'fa-lak'tik, prof'9-lak'tik), adj. [Gr.

prophylaktikos < prophylassein, to be on guard; pro-,
before + phylassein, to guard], preventive or protective;
especially, preventing or guarding against disease, n.

a prophylactic medicine, device, treatment, etc.

pro'pfiy-lajc-is (pro'fa-lak'sis, profVlak'sis), n.\pl PRO-
PHYLAXES (-sez)], [Mod. L.], the prevention 01 or pro-
tejctapn from disease; prophylactic treatment.

pro-pin-qui ty (pro-piij'kwa-ti), n. [ME. & OFr. pro-

pw^tMe; L. propinquitas < propinquus, near], 1. near-

t
ness fa ifime or place. 2. nearness of relationship; km-

& lilqeness or affinity of nature.

cpp.4c (pro'pi-on'ik, pro'pi-o'nik), adj. \proto- +
*#y fat; 4- 4c] designating a colorless, sweet-

sineng, liquid fatty acid, CjHsQOjH, found in chyme
and sweat, and produced in the distillation of wood.

pro-pi-ti-a-ble (pra-pish/i-a-bl), adj. that can be pro-
pitiated.

pro-pi-ti-ate (prs-pish/i-af), v.t. [PROPITIATED (-id),

PROPITIATING], [< L. propttiatus, pp. of propitiate, to

propitiate < Propitius; see PROPITIOUS], to cause to
become favorably inclined; win or regain the goodwill
of; appease or conciliate. SYN. see pacify.

prp-pl-ti-a-tion j^ra-pish'i-a'shan}, >
n. [ME. propicia-

cioun; LL. propitiatio] t 1. a propitiating or being pro-
pitiated. 2. something that propitiates.

prO'Di'ti-a-tive (pra-pish'i-a'tiv, j>r9-pish'i-9~tiv) t adj.
that propitiates or tends to propitiate.

pro-pf-ti-a*tor (pra-pish'i-a'ter), n [LL,], a person who
propitiates.

pro-pi-ti-a-to-ry (pra-pish'i-Q-tfirl, pra-pish'i-9-to'ri),
adj. that propitiates or is intended to propitiate; con-
ciliatory, n. in ancient Jewish ritual, the mercy seat.

pro-pi-tious (pra-pish'as), adj. [OFr. propicms; L.

propitius, favorable; generally supposed to 90 formed
< fro-, before, forward

-f- petere t to seek, orig. to fly],
1. favorably inclined or disposed; gracious: as, the gods
were propitious. 2. favorable; boding well: auspicious:
a& a propitious omen. 3. that favors or furthers; ad-

substance collected from the buds of certain trees by
bees and used by them to cement or caulk their hives,

pro'pone (pra-pon')? v.t. [PROPONED (-pondiO* PROPON-
ING], [MScot. < L.; see PROPONENT], {Scot,], to bring
forward as a plan, excuse, etc.: propose.
pro-po-nent (pra-po'nsmt), n. (< L. proponent, ppr. of

foponere,
to set forth; pro~> forth 4- ponere, to place],

a person who makes a proposal or proposition. 2, a
person who supports a cause, etc, 3. in law, one who
propounds something, especially a will for probate.

pro-por-tion (pra-pdrshan, pr9-ix>r
/
sn9n) f n. [MB. pro-

porcAoun; OFr. proporcion; L. proportio; pro-*, belore -h

portfo, a part, share}, 1. a part, share, or portion*
especially in its rektion to the wtole; quota. 2. the
comparative relation between parts or things with
respect to 9$m* amotint, quantity, 0fc<x; nvtia 3. a
harmonious relationship between parts or things; bal-
ance or $ymetry, 4, mm, degree, or ctwt relative
to a standard. 5. pi. dimensions; as, a building of I

6* (IubJ relation* other wan 01 QU

between things; comparison; analogy. 7. in -mathe-

matics, a) an equality between ratios; relationship be-
tween four quantities in which the quotient of the
first divided by the second is equal to that of the third

divided by the fourth (e.g., 2 is to 6 as 3 is to 9) : also

geometrical proportion. 6) a method for finding the
fourth quantity in such a relationship when three are

given; rule of three, v.t, 1. to cause (something) to be
in proper relation, harmony, or symmetry with some-

thing else: as, proportion the penalty to the nature of

the crime. 2. to arrange the parts of (a whole) so as to

be harmonious or symmetrical. SYN. see symmetry.
pro*por-tion-a*ble (pre-pSr'shsn-a-b'l, ra-por'sh9n-9-

bl), adj. [ME. proporcionable < OFr.], in proper pro-

pro

portion; "relative: as, the proportional meanings of life

and death. 2. having, or being in, proportion: as, his

pay is proportional to his work. 3. in mathematics,
having the same or a constant ratio, n. a quantity in

a mathematical proportion. SYN. see proportionate.

pro*por*tion-aM-ty (pr9-p6r
/sha~nal/

9-ti, prs-por'sho-

nal's-ti), n. [ML. proportionalitas], the quality or con-
dition of being proportional, or in proportion.

proportional representation, a system of voting that

gives minority parties representation in a legislature
in proportion to their popular vote: abbreviated P.R.

pro-por*tion-ate (pr3-p6rsh3n-it, pro-por'shan-it; for

., prs-par'sha-naV, pro-por'sha-nat'), adj. in proper
proportion; proportional, v.t. [PROPORTIONATED (-id),

PROPORTIONATING], to make proportionate.
SYN. proportionate and proportional botL Impljr a being
in due proportion, the former usually being preferred with refer-

ence to two things that have a reciprocal relationship to each
other (the output was proportionate to the energy expended),
and the latter, with reference to a number of similar or related

things (proportional representation) ; commensurable applies
to things measurable by the same standard or to things properly
proportioned; commensurate, in addition, implies equality in

measure or size of things that are alike or somehow related to
each other (a reward commensurate with his heroism). ANT,
disproportionate.

pro-por-tioned (pr9-p6r'sh9nd, pra-por'shond), adj. 1.

in proportion. 2. having specified proportions*
pro-por-tion-ment

^
(pra-por'shan-mont, pra-por'shan-

mant), n. a proportioning or being proportioned.
pro-pos-al (pra-po'zl), n. La proposing. 2. a plan,
scheme, etc. proposed. 3. an offer of marriage.
SYNj proposal refers to a plan, offer, etc. presented for ac-

ceptance or rejection (his proposal for a decrease in taxes was
approved) ; proposition, commonly used in place of proposal
with reference to business dealings and the like, in a strict sense

applies to a statement, theorem, etc. set forth for argument,
demonstration, proof, etc. (the proposition that all men are
created eoual).

pro-pose forojpozOtW-*' [PROPOSED (-pozd') PROPOSING],
[Late ME.; Early Fr. proposer; pro (L. pro), forth *f
poser < L. positus, pp. of ponere t to place], 1. to put
forth for consideration or acceptance* 2. to purpose;
plan; intend. 3. to present as a toast in drinking. 4.

to nominate (someone) for membership, office, etc,
v.i. 1. to make a proposal; form or declare a purpose
or design. 2. to offer marriage. SYN. see intend.

prop-o-si-tion (propVzish'on) , n. [MB. proposicioun;
L, fropositio < proponere; see PROPONENT], 1. a pro-
posing. 2. a) something proposed; proposal: plan, o)

[Collqq.], an indecent orimmoral proposaL 3, [Archaic],
a setting forth ; offering, 4. [Colloq. ] , a project ; business
undertaking. 5. [Colloq.J, a (person, problem, under-
taking, etc. to be dealt with. 6. in logic, an expression
in which the predicate affirms or denies something
about the subject. 7. in mathematics, a theorem to bo
demonstrated or a problem to be solved. 8. in rhetoric,
a subject to be discussed or a statement to be upheld.
Abbreviated prop, X tCottocu], to make an indecent
or immoral proposal to. SYN. see proposal.

prop o si-tion-al (propVzJisfe/n
r

l), adf. 1. of a prop-
osition. 2. having the character of a proposition*
pro-pound (propound'), v*L [earlier pwp&m; Ju pr&
ponere; see PROPONENT], to put forward for consl4era-
tion; set forth; propose,

pro-prae-tor, wo^pr^tor (pro^pTS'tlr), n* pU proprae-
tor, origJ>r0 praeme < pro* for -f $ra$0rv ,pc*4'

* *

' *'<-*
iftt^tO ,

in
PROPRIETARIES

; see PROPERTY] ,

jry, tfee ownw ol a
medicine, adj. 1.

NoM*
Britwfe _.



proprietorship 1169 prospect
proprietary + -or], 1. a person who has a legal title or
exclusive right to some property^; owner. 2. the owner
of a proprietary colony. Abbreviated propr.

pro-pri-e tor-ship (pro-pri'o-tSr-ship')t n. ownership.
pro-pri-e-tress (prs-prrQ-tris), n. a woman proprietor.

prO'pri-e*ty (prs-pri'a-ti), n. [pi. PROPRIETIES C-tiz)],

[Fr. propri&e; OFr. propriety- see PROPERTY], 1. the

quality ot being proper, fitting, or suitable; ntness, 2.

conformity with what is proper or fitting. 3. con-
formity with accepted standards of manners or be-
havior. 4. [Obs,], a) peculiar or proper nature or state.

b) a peculiarity. 5. [Obs.], private property. SYN.
see decorum.
the proprieties, accepted standards of behavior in

polite society.
prO'pri'O-cep-tive (pro'pri-9-sep'tiv), adj. [< L. pro-

prius, one's own; + *ccptive as in inceptive], designating
or of stimuli produced in body tissues, as the muscles
or tendons, and received there by the proprioceptors.

pro-pri-O'Cep-tor (pro'pri-o-sep'tSr), n. any of the sen-

sory end organs in the muscles, tendons, etc. that are

sensitive to the stimuli originating in these tissues by
the movement of the body or its parts,

prop root, any root that helps support the plant stem,
as on the mangrove or banyan tree.

prop'tO'Sls (prop-to'sis), n, [Mod. L,; Gr. propt&sis <
propiptein, to fall forward^ pro-, before + piptein, to

fall], a displacement or tipping forward; protrusion,
especially of the eyeball.

pro-pul'Sion (pra-pul'shn) , n* [Fr, < L. propulsus, pp.
of propellere; see PROPEL], L a propelling or being
propelled. 2. something tnat propels; propelling force.

pro-puil'Sive (pro-pui'siv), adj. [< L., propulsus, pp. of

propellere; -f -ive], propelling, tending to propel, or

having the power to propel*

prO'pyl (pro'pil), .n. (Jro^ionic + -yJ], the monovalent
radical CjH?, derives from propane,
prop-y-lae'um (prop'i-Wom), n. \pl. PROPYLABA (-)],

[L.; Gr. propylaion, orig. neut. of fropylaios, before
the gate < pro before -f pyl$, gate], In Greek &* Roman
architecture* an entrance, vestibule, or portico before a
building or group of buildings; especially, PL the archi-

tecturalstructure forming the entrance to the Acropolis,

pro-pyl-ene (pr5'p4inO, n* \$ropyl 4* *), an un-
saturated hydrocarbon, CiHt, a colorless gas obtained
in the refining of netroleum; also called propme*
prop-y-Hte (prop^Hr), iu [< Gr. propylon, gateway
(<pro~, before -f pyH, gate); f -4te], a type of volcanic
rock found in silver-mining regions, a form of andesite,

pro ra-ta (prd rft'to; occas., rl't), [L., pro rota (parte),

according to the calculated (snare)], in proportion;
proportionately*
pro rat-a ble (pr5-rfit'-b1), adj. capable of being pro-
rated,

a t 9 f

pro*rati (pr5 rfiv f prS-'rlt'), v*t A vl* [PEORATED (*id),

PRORATING), [< pro raia], to divide, asesst or distribute

pro-ro-fta-tlon (prS'rd-gl^ihwi), n. [MB. & OFr. proro-
gacion; L, prov0i&ii0t extention, dftfening < pp. of

prorozart], & proroguing, m of a legislative atwrnbly.

B. prwQ/m; 14tlt-c. Ft, prwwur; L.

t to defer, prolong; |TO, for -H rotor*, to atkl
1. to discontinue or tmd a teMon of (a legislative as-

sembly, as the British FarM*at}. 2. {Rmtl to defer;

ordinary form of written or spoken language, without
rhyme or meter: opposed to verse, poetry. 2. dull, com-
monplace talk or expression. 3. in the Roman Catholic

Church, a hymn sung after the gradual: also called

sequence, adj. 1. of prose. 2. in prose. 3. dull; tin-

imaginative; commonplace; prosaic, v.t. & v.i. [PROSED
(prozd), PROSING], to speak, write, or express (one's
thoughts, etc.) in prose.

pro-sec-tor (prS-sek'te'r), n. [LL., anatomist < L. pro-

sectus,pp. ofprosecare, to cut up; pro^t before + secare,
to cut], a person skilled in dissection who prepares
subjects for anatomical demonstration.

pros-e-cute (pros'i-kut'), v.t. [PROSECUTED (-id), PROS-
ECUTING], [ME. prosecuten < L. prosecutus, pp. of pro-
sequi; pro-, before + sequi, to follow], 1. to follow up or

pursue (something) so as to complete it: as, prosecute
a war with great vigor. 2. to carry on; practice; engage
in: as, prosecute your studies. 3. to institute legal pro-
ceedings against, or conduct criminal proceedings in
court against. 4. to try to get, enforce, etc. by legal
process. v.L 1. to institute and carry on a legal suit.

2. to act as prosecutor.
prosecuting attorney, a public official who conducts
criminal prosecutions on behalf of the State or people:
abbreviated Pros. Atty., P.A.
prosecution (pros'i-ku'shan), n. [< OFr. or LL.;
OFr. prosecution; LL. prosecutio], L a prosecuting, or
following up. 2. the conducting of a lawsuit. 3. the

party who institutes and carries on criminal proceedings
in court.

pros e-cu-tor (pros'i-kti'tSr), n. [ML. (in LLM a com-
panion, attendant)], 1. a person who prosecutes. 2. in
law, a) a person who institutes a prosecution in court.

6) a prosecuting attorney.
proselyte (pros'l-If), n. [ME. proselite; ML. prose-
lytus," Gr. prosilytos < pros, toward -f an aorist stem of

proserchesthai, to come], a person who has been con-
verted from one religion, opinion, or party to another.
v.L & vd. [PROSELYTED (-id), PROSELYTING], 1. to pros-
elytize. 2. to persuade (an athlete), usually by an
attractive offer, to attend and play for a certain school.

pros-e-lyt-ism (pros'1-i-tiz'm, pros'l-it-iz'm), n. 1. the
fact of becoming or being a proselyte, 2. the act or

practice of proselytizing*
pros e-lyt-lze Cpros'l-i-tiz

7
, pros''l-!t-iz') f v*1* [PROSE-

LYTIZED (-tizd', -izd')t PROSELYTIZING], to make pros-
elytes, or converts, v.t. to make a convert of.

pros-en-ce-phaMc (pros'en-so-fal'ik), adj. of the pros*
encephalon.
pros en-ceph-a-lon (pros'en-sef'e-lon'), n. [Mod. L,; Gr.

pros, in front; + encephalon), the forebrain.

pros-en-chy-tna (pros-er)'ki-ma), n. [Mod. L.

farenchvma) ; Gr. pros, to, toward, near -p
infusion! in ootany, a tissue of thick-walled, *

cells without much protoplasm, found to so

pros-en-chym-a-tous (pros'ep-kim'a-tas), adj.

having the nature of, prosencnyma*
proser (pro'zCr), n. a person who proses; especially,
one who talks or writes in a prosaic manner.
Pro ser-pi-na ^ro^CtrJpi-n), n. '[L.], in Roman mythol-
ogy, the daughter of Ceres and Wife of Pluto: identified
with the Greek Persephone.

(after

delay;
pros.,

SYN* e 4|oonk.

), 4f. [ML. Jwwlot* < L.

prosaica!
prosaic ma
prosa-lsm
guaMty or

Iroi* Atttfw F*
|Mr0'c^Mm
[L, < Nr,

pros My (prS'asa-H), adv* in a i?roiy manner.
pros-i-nesa (pro'zi-nis). it. the quality of being prosy.

fpro*!t (pivsit; O. pro^sit), fnftr/. pu 3d pers, sing,,

iu(bj. t of prwfaf9ft to do good < pro, for -f w to be]t

to your health: a toast, especially among Germans.
pro-slav er-y ^pr5-sttv%4)p adj. In favor of slavery;
especially, in United States hfstory, In favor of pre-
serving toft totittitioa of Negro slavery, n wipport

. ,-j fitwit afw ,

axidietxce \vhen the curtain

adj. of, or according to the

pr-sod1Jc4t> fo I.

2,iii .. .

'o-dist), n. a person skilled in prosody."
n. Ipl pmosowmt (-di)]t IL. pros-
tone, accent, voice modulation,

_ ., 'itiio < $ro$t to + <hflf oa^rl lj
the

or art of versification, including the study of

structure, rhyme, stanza forms, etc. 2. a

arch or franurwork t

t

ill $
* <



prospect!.ve 1170 protein
1. like, or having the nature of, prose. 2. prosaic;

commonplace, unimaginative, dull, or tedious.

*--% Protestant. f> , ," - -

, [M a. L. <

for or expected; probable outcome, b) usually in pi.

apparent chance for success, gain, etc. 5. a likely

ira.1 dcpOSit IS 8Ou.glj.lf ua AUUM^. v )
* ta,j,**,br*<* w*

gravel, earth, etc. tested for a particular mineral, or

the resulting yield of mineral. v*L & v.i. to explore or

search (for) : as, prospect for gold. SYN. see view,

in prospect, expected. ...

pro-spec-tive (pra-spek'tiv), ad;, [obs. Fr. prospectif;

L, prospectivus < prospectus; see PROSPECT!, 1. looking

forward into the future. 2. expected; likely; future.

pros-pec-tor (pros'pek-t&r) , n. [LL.J, .a person who
prospects, or searches, for precious minerals, oil, etc,

pro-spec*tus (pra-spek'tas, prps-pek'tas), n. [L.; see

PROSPECT], a statement outlining the main features of

a new work or business enterprise, or the attractions

of an established institution such as a college, hotel, etc.

pros-per (pros'per), IM. [Fr, prosperer;^L, prosperare,

to cause to prosper < prosperus, favorable, fortunate],

to succeed; be prosperous; thrive; flourish, v.t. to

cause to succeed or flourish. SYN. see succeed.
,

pros-per-i-ty (pros-per'o-ti), n. \pl PROSPERITIES (-tiz)l,

[MJ3l & OFr. prosperity; L. prosperitas < prosperus],

prosperous condition; good fortune; wealth; success.
wf ~L __ _ / t ff\ m*. ft.*. 1 I_ O'U^lr- A*1*-lAn*A V

t! TV

raises ft lexnpesi on. wie isuwiu. w,mi;u *? MJJ.**W**S ***

his daughter Miranda, and then acts as host to the

shipwrecked malefactors.

prosper-ous (pros'per-ss), adj. [ME.; L. prosperus],
1. prospering; successful; flourishing. 2. well-to-do;

well-off, 3. conducive to success ; favorable ; propitious.

prostftt-i prostatO"
pros-tate fpros'tat), adj. [ML. prpstata < Gr. prostates,

one standing before < proistanai, to set before < pro-,

befee + Mstanai, to set], designating or of a partly

muscular gland surrounding the urethra at the base 01

tjie bladder in the male; it secretes an alkaline fluid that

is discharged with the sperm, n. the prostate gland.

proe-ta-tec-to my (pros'te-tek'to-mi), n. [see PROSTATO-

t & -BCTOMY]* the, surgical removal of all or part of the

prostate gland*
pro-etat-ic (pro-stat'ik), adj. of the prostate gland.

pros-tati-tie (pros'ta-ti'tis), n. [see *ms], inflammation
of the prostate gland. t

pros-ta-to- (pros'to-to) , a combining form meaning oj

the prostate: also, before a vowel, prostat-.

pros-the sis (pros'tho-sis), n. [LL.; Gr, prosthesis <
prostithenai; pros, to -1- tithenai, to place], L in gram-
mar, prothesia 2. in medicine, a) the replacement of a

missing part of the body, as a limb, eye, or tooth, by
an artificial substitute, b) such a substitute,

pros-thetic (pros-thet'ik), adj. [Gr. prosthettkos], of

prosthetic dentistry, prosthodontia.
pros-thet-ics (pros-thei/iks), n.pl* [construed as fiingj,

[< prosthetic], the branch of surgery dealing .with the

replacement of missing parts, especially limbs, by
artificial substitutes.

pros-tho don ti a (pros'tho-don'sha, pros'tho-don'shi-
a), n. [Mod, L.; see PROSTHETIC & -ODONT], the branch
of dentistry dealing with the replacement of missing
teeth, as by bridges or artificial dentures,

pros-tno-don-list (pros'ths-don'tist), n. a specialist in

prosthodontia.
pros-ti-tute (pros'to-tSot', pros't9-tiitO *>* &PKOSTI-
TUTEP (-id), PROSTITUTING], [< L. prostitutus* pp. of

prostitutu < pro-, before -f stafuere, to' cause to stand],

1, to sefl tibo services of (oneself or another) for purposes
of sexual intercourse. 2. to sell (oneself, one's artistic

or moral integrity, etc.) for low or unworthy purposes,
adj. given over to base purposes j debased ; corrupt.
n. 1. a woman who engages in promiscuous sexual
intercourse fpr pay J whore ; harlot ; hence, 2. a person,
as a writer, artist, etc., who sells Eis services for low or

unworthy purposes.
pros'ti-tu-tlon (pros'ta-t55'sl^n pm'te*ta'uwQj it,

the act or practice of prostituting, or th fact of being
prostituted;; especially, the trade ol a prostitute,

proa ti-tu-tor {pros'U-too'tSr, pros'te-tG^r), n. [LL]f

a person or thing that prostitutes.
pros-trate (pros'trat), adj* [MB, prostrat; L. prostraius,

pp. of prosternvrt, to lay flat: ^ro- before + st^twet

to stretch out], 1. lying with the face downward In
of great humility or ap|ot

or

2. lying flat, prone, or wpine. 3, t&rwn or ipte* to

tiby ground \ laid low: cmapleti^y ^bjt
'

s; submissive. 5. in 6<?/jnv, growing on
*g. tr.2, [PEOSTR^TED (-10JI PROSmAl

'

prostrate; lay flat on the ground, 2. to
ow; cxlmust or subjugate. 5JW. me

i-tra-tion (proii-tru'^hon), it. 1. a pro
2, uttar exhaustion or de

Or.

portico whose columns, usually four in

Ba a Uta aerofi too fraot coly, to ^
it* 1.

pros y

our in number, extend

symbol, Pa; at. wt.. 231; at, no., 91: formerly called

protoactinium. r
_

pro tag onist (pro-tag'a-mst). n. [Or. protagdnistes <
#roto5 f first + agonist^, actor], 1. the main character

in a drama, novel, or story, about whom the action

centers. 2. a person who plays a leading or active part.

Protagoras (pro-tag'er-os) , n. Greek philosopher;
lived 481-411 B.C.; first of the Sophists.

pro-ta-min (pro'to-min), n. protamine.
pro ta-mine (pro'ta-meV, pro-ta-rmn), n..[see PROTO-

fc AMINE], any of a class of simple proteins that are

soluble in ammonia, do not coagulate by heat, and yield

relatively few amino acids upon hydrolysis. .

prot-a-eis (prot'e-sis), n. [LL.; Gr. protasis < proteinein,

to stretch before, present; pro-, before + tetnetn, to

stretch], 1. in classical drama, the opening of the play,

in which the characters are introduced.
.
2. in grammar,

the clause that expresses the condition in a conditional

sentence: cf. apodosis. _
pro-te-an (pro'ti-sn, pro-te'Qn),
Proteus, 2 . very changeable ;

re

shapes and forms. . . ,
,

pro-te-ase (pro'ti-asO, n. [protein + diastase], an enzyme
that digests proteins.

pro-tect (pra-tekf), v.t. [< L, protectus, PP. of protegere,

to protect; pro-, before + tegere, to
coverj,

1. to shield

from injury, danger, or loss; guard; defend. 2. in

commerce, to set aside funds toward the payment of (a

note, draft, etc.) at maturity. 3. in economics, to guard

(domestic industry) by tariffs on imported products.
SYN. see defend. . ___

pro-tec-tion (prs-tek'shan), n. [MB, proteccioun; OFr.;
LL, protectio], 1. a protecting or being protected. 2.

an instance of this, 3. a person or thing that protects.

4. a writing, pass, etc. that makes it possible for one to

travel with safety; passport. 5. [Colloq.L a) money
extorted by racketeers as insurance against threatened

violence, b) extortion of this kind. 6. in economics, the

system of protecting domestic products by taxing im-

ported goods; opposed to free trade,

pro-tec*tion-ism (prQ-tek'shan-iz'm), n. in economics,

>. [P-], of or like

taking on different

-* -

the system, theory, or policy of
-

pro-tec*tion-lst (pro-tek'shon-is

, .

otection,

i H* a person advo-
to free trade, aaf. of

eating protectionism and.
protectionists or protecti******.

pro'tec-tive (pro-tek'tiv), adj* protecting, or serving,

intended, or alleged to protect: as, & protective gesture,

protective custody; specifically, in political economy,

serving or intended to protect domestic products, in-

dustries, etc. in competition with foreign products,
industries, etc.: as, a protective tariff.

protective coloration (or coloring), the natural col-

oration of any of certain organisms by means of which
it is blended in with itft normal environment and is

thus protected from detection by its enemiet.

protective tariff, a tax or duty imposed on imported
goods to protect domestic industry.

, ,

prO'tec-tor (pre-tek'ter), n, [MB,; OFr, protectour: LL.]
1. a person or thing that protects; guardian; defender.

2. in Mnglteh kutory, a) a person who rules a ktofdom
during the minomy, absence, or incapacity of the

sovereign, b) [P]. the title fin full, Lord Proiector)JiM bysoveregn, e te n u, or raec

Oliver Cromwell (1653465$) and to son
(1658-1659).daring the British Commonwealt

pro-tec*tor-iu
UkUAJUJft WUWa ***JltiHWA VV******W**TW %******

!*, *^ ^, .*. (pr*3ek'tir-9l), orf/, of a protector.

pr0'tet0r-ate (pro-tak'tlMt), n. 1, government by a

protector* 2. the office or term of office of a protector.
5, lP4, the government of England under Oliver Crom-
well and his son Richard (XdW-JtW). 4 the ration
of a strong state to a weaker state under its cootrd
and protection, 5. a state or territory ao coatroUea
and protected. 4 tne authority extrclfed by the coo-

pro tec tor-ship (prd-tek't&r-sliIpO, n* dee -SHIP], the

prO'tec'tO'iy (pra-tek'tSr-i), n* [pi* PROTECTORIES <

an Jnttitutfon for lb3rotictloa of destitute aWL ,

|Mrotfr||,<8 (pis5^W"2iib ; "$** pcft'tR WI') w* iFt pj?* of

proiiger < L. protcgere; see PROTECT], a person under
the patronage, twwtwn* <*" flw^ijaotfiar,
Iw^AAi^lC^M1:^* wiwSilCii*Iminto of

4 ^*W.

< <k.

matter are
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pro tein-ase (pro'te-in-aV), n. any enzyme that pro-
motes proteolysis.

pro tem-po-re (pro tenrpa-re'), [L.], for the time

(being) ; temporary; temporarily: shortened to pro tern.

pro-te-ol-y-sis (pro'ti-or a-sis) , n. [Mod. L.: see PRO-
TEIDE & -LYSIS], in biochemistry, a breaking down of

proteins, as by gastric juices, to form simpler, soluble
substances.

pro-te-o-lyt-ic (pro'ti-9-lit'ik), adj. of proteolysis.

pro-te ose (pro'ti-os'), n. [protein + -ose], any of a class

of water-soluble products formed in the hydrolysis of

proteins, as albumose.

prot-er-o- (prot'Sr-6, prot'eY-a), [< Gr. proteros,
former], a combining form meaning former, earlier,
as in rroterozoic.

Prot-er-o-zO'ic (prot'&r-a-zo'ik) , adj. [protero- +
f
zo- +

-ic], designating or of the geological era following the
Archeozoic and preceding the Paleozoic, characterized

by the appearance of the simplest types of algae, wide-

spread glaciation and mountain formation, and
4
the

laying clown of iron and copper deposits: sometimes
called Cryptozoic.
the Proterozolc, the Proterozoic Era or its rocks: see

geology, chart.

pro-test (pro-test' ; for n., pro'test), v.t. [ME. protesten;
Hi. protestari; pro-, forth + testan, to amrm < testis, a
witness], 1. to state positively; affirm solemnly: assert.

2. to make objection to; speak strongly against. 3. to

make a written declaration of the nonpayment of (a
bill of exchange or a promissory note). u.i. 1. to make
solemn affirmation. 2. to express disapproval; object;
dissent, n. 1. an objection; remonstrance, 2. a document
formally objecting to something. 3. in law, a) a declara-

tion by a notary to the holder of a bill or note, showing
that it has not been honored by the drawer, b) a dec-
laration made by the master of a ship before an author-
ized officer, attesting to the causes of damages or losses

sustained by the ship, as from a disaster, and protesting
the freedom from liability of the officers and crew.

c) a declaration by a payer that he does not concede
tne legality of a claimThe has paid, $YN. see object.
under protest, having first expressed one's objections.

prot-es-tant (prot'is-tnt; also, for n, 3 d* adj. 2, pra-
tes'tant), n. [Fr. < L proUstans, ppr. of promtari; see

PROTEST], 1. [P-J, orkinally, any ofthe German princes
and free cities that formally protested to the Diet of

Spires (1529) its decision to uphold the edict of the
Diet of Worms against the Reformation, 2. [P-J t any
Cnristian not belonging to the Roman Catholic or
Orthodox Eastern Church: in the 17th century the term
was restricted to Lutheran and Anglicans, 3, a
person who protests, adj. 1 iP-] of Protestants or
Protestantism. 2, protesting. Abbreviated P*ot,
Protestant Episcopal Churdbuthe Protestant church
in the United States that conforms to toe practices
and principles of the Church of BagUtad.
Prot es-tant-ism (prot'ls-twt-te'mji n* 1. the rel%ioa
of Protestants. 2, the condition of being a Protertant.
3. Proteitiwts or Protestant ckirclwif collectively.

prot-es-ta-tion (prot'os-ta'&han), n. [MB, protestacioun;

OPr.; IX. #r0l<ofi0L 1, a protwtfeg; strong declara-
tion or idffifnmtkwu 1 a promt*, objection.
Fro*toot tedjrtfli, pr5*t$@) i> [MB. prlntm} L.; Gr*

Prdttus}. I. In Crtfk myiholo&y, a Ma god wlio attended
Poieidoa am had t% poww of dhaagtag Ibis own form

protostele
NOTARY], 1. a chief, notary or clerk. 2. in the Roman
Catholic Church, one of the seven members of the
College of Prothonotaries Apostolic, who record im-
portant pontifical events: sometimes held as an honor-
ary title by other ecclesiastics. Also protonotary.

pro-tho-rac-ic (pro'th6-ras'ik), adj. of or connected
with the prothorax.

pro-tho-rax (pro-thoT'aks, pro-tho'raks) , n. [Mod. L.;
pro-, before, in front + thorax], in zoology, that division
of an insect's body nearest the head.
pro-throm-bin (pro-throm/bin) , n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
Pro-, before + thrombos, a clot, curd], a factor in the
blood plasma that takes part in the blood-clotting
process: believed to be a precursor of thrombin.

pro-tist (pro'tist). n. [< Gr. prdtistos, first < prdtos,
first], any one-celled plant or animal.

pro-tis-tan (pro-tis'tan), adj. of or belonging to the
protists. n. a protist.

prO'tis-tic (pro-tis
f
tik) , adj. of the protists.

pro*ti-um (pro'ti-sm, pro'shi-om) t n. [Mod. L. < proto-
+ -ium, n. suffix], the most common isotope of hydro-
gen, H 1

, having a mass number of 1.

pro-to- .(pro'to, pro'ts), [Gr. pr&to- < prftos, first], a
combining form meaning: 1. first in time, original,
primitive, as in protocol, protoplast. 2 . first in importance,
principal, chief, as in protagonist. 3. (of people, their

language, etc.) primitive, original, as in proto-Arabic.
4. in chemistry, a) being that member of a series of com-
pounds having the lowest proportion of (the specified
element or radical), b) being the parent form of (a spec-
ified substance) , as in protoactinium. Also prot*.
pro'to-ac-tin-i-um (pro'to-ak-tin'i-om), n. protactin-
ium.

pro-to-col (pro^s-kol'). n. [Early Mod. Eng. prothocott;
OPr. prothocole; ML. protocollum; Late Gr. prdtokollon*
first leaf glued to a manuscript (containing an account
of the contents) < Gr. prdtos, first 4- kolla, glue], 1. an
original draft or record of a document, negotiation, etc.
2. |Fr frotocole], in diplomacy, a) a signed document
containing a record of the points on which agreement
has been reached by negotiating parties preliminary to
a final treaty or compact, b) the ceremonial forms and
courtesies tnat are established as proper and correct
in official intercourse between heads of states and their
ministers, v.f. to draw up a protocol.
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a set of forged
writings created by Russian reactionaries in 1903 and
circulated by anti-Semitic propagandists, purporting
to be a record of a series of meetings in Basle in 1897
for plotting the overthrow of Christian civilisation by
Jews and Freemasons,

pro-to-gine (pr5't9-jin, pro*'ts~j5n') n, [Pr. < Gr. pr&tos,
first 4- base of mgnesthai, to be born], a kind of granite
with a foliated structure, found mainly in the Alps,
pro to Hth Ic (prS^-lith'ik), adj. \pny
ignating or of the earliest Stone Age-

|wo-tQiiiiir*tyr Oprd'tO-maVtir), n, [

& MARTYR], tne first martyr (of some cause) ;

Saint Stephen, the first Christian martyr.
pro to-morph (pro^to-fndrlOt n. farvfo* + **norph], in

biology, a pnxni^hre form.

jrO'toiiiorplik (pr5'te-i6r
/
fiilc) adj. l$roto +

-mor-phiel, in biology, primitive in form
'

or character.

pro*ton (pr6'ton) n, |Mod. ^ < Gr. proton, neut, of

first], the nucleus of an atom of the protium
of hydrogen, having a mass number of 1 1 It it

considered to be one of the fundamental particles of

the nuclei of all atoms ana carries aunit positive charge
of utectriclty* 9ee also iMrtitroii.

'

pro-to ne-rna (pr5'ti-nS
/m9) , it. [^1. PROTONEMATA (-to) ],

[Mod,!*. < Or, prG*o>r frit 4- *&*&, nim&tw, a thread},
a threadlike growth in naoustf

, developing small buds
that grow into leafy moss plants.

pro*ton*o*t*'
1 '-'-

pro to path Ic ''ik), a
ating or of pri
perceive and l

[proto- 4-
, or pr

n.
1

pathic],
faithm.
strong,

1 Or
" w:'J" '" - *r ""'i*:*

1
"' * A "

'
l

' "

4"*
-. -,,,-,-_ ^ \n

-j -f $to*t aaythfag l^rmod or molded <
, to woldl 1. a emffltt14 vtoewis, tra$lucmt

sentlal matter of all animal and plant cells :

fO^ittSf lipoidiS't ciMrbch

X. formrfy cytopUttm.
/niik), ml/* of protoohtam.

* |Pr. pr&i&pl&$t; LL>. P?*
.._,,_, m jcaittd Erst < profas* writ
< M$$^n, to fonnk 4. m thing or

. rrt'Of Its kiad. 2, la Nolofy, * uatt l

well as makes up a single cell; plaatld.

.,. w .................. ., _,.

, Ci>ntna cytimkT in the
| through whicli food and liquid:*

M. at^. bar*. Art ten. h*rt. is* lot, ggk Ml* look; oit out; up. Hit* fr; ft; >f| f^i ^MI^Pi
to Mk ** duWwf * ifc (l%l)i lr* ws %ff.
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pro-to-Stella (pro'tQ-ste'lik), adj. of or characterized

by a protostele.
pro-to-troph-ic (pro'ta-trof'ik), adj. [proto- + trophic],

nourished by uncombined elements, as the nitrogen-

fixing bacteria.
,

pro-to-typ al (pro't9-tip"l) adj. 1. having the nature

of a prototype. 2. of a prototype.
pro-to-type (pro'to-tlpO, n. [Fr.; Mod. L. prototypon;
Gr. prototypon < prototypos, original: frdtos, first -h

typos, a type, form, model], the first thing or being of

its kind; original; model; pattern; archetype.

pro-to-typ-ic (pro'ta-tip'ik) , adj. prototypal.

protoxide (pro-tok'sid, pro-tok'sid), n. that one of

any series of oxides that contains the lowest proportion
of oxygen.

Pro-to-zo-a (pro'ta-zo'a), n.pl. [Mod. L., pi. oiprotozoon
< Gr. protos, first + zoion t an animal], the phylum of

protozoans.
pro-to*zo-an (pro'te-zo'an), n. [< Protozoa +. -an], any
of a number of one-celled animals, usually microscopic,

belonging to the lowest division of the animal kingdom.
adj. of or belonging to the one-celled animals.

pro'to-zo-ic (pro'tQ-zo'ik), adj. 1. in geology, desig-

nating strata containing the earliest traces of organic
life. 2. in zoology, protozoan.

pro-to-zO'Ol-O'gy (pro'ts-zo-ol's-ji), n. that branch of

zoology devotee to the study of tne protozoans,
pro tozo-on (pro'to-zo'on), n. [pL PROTOZOA (-a)],

[Mod. L.], a protozoan.
pro-tract (pro-trakf), v.t. [< L. protractus, pp. of pro-

trahere; pro-, forward + trailere, to draw], 1. to draw
out; lengthen in duration; prolong. 2. to draw to scale,

using a protractor and scale. 3. in zoology, to extend;
thrust out: opposed to retract, ^-SYN. see extend.

pro'trac-tile (pro-trak't'l, pro-trak'til), adj. that can
be protracted or thrust out; extensible.

pro-trac-tion (pro-trak'shon), n. 1. a protracting; ex-

tension. 2. a drawing to scale of any figure, plan, etc.

prO'trac-tive (pro-trak'tiv), adj. protracting or tending
to protract.
pro-trac-tor (pro-trak'tgr), n. [ML.], 1. a person who
protracts. 2. an in-

strument in the form
of a graduated semi*
circle, used for draw-
ing and measuring
angles. 3. in anat-

omyr a muscle that

protracts, or extends,
a limb.

pro-trade (pro-
trood'), v.t. & v.L

[PROTRUDED (-id), PROTRACTOR

ssn&hffi *%ss*
-(- trudere to thrust], to thrust or jut out; project.

pro-trud-ent (pr5-trojO/d'nt) , adj. protruding.
pro-tru-si'ble (pro-troo'sQ-bl), adj. protrusile,

pro-trU'Sile (pro-trdT>Yl pro-troo'sfl), adj. [< L. pro*>

trusus, pp. of protrudere (see PROTRUDE) ; 4- -#<L hat
can be protruded, or thrust out, as a tentacle, an
elephant s trunk, etc.

pro-tru-eion (pro-troo'zhon). n. [Fr. < L. protrusus, pp.
of profaudere], 1. a protruding or being protruded. 2.

a protruding part or thing. yYN. see projection,

pro-tru sive (jpro-troS'siv), adj. [<q L, profrwus, pp. of

frotrudere (see PROTRUDB); + m], 1. protruaing;
jutting or bulging out. 2, obtrusive.

pro-tu-ber-ance (pro-too'blEr-9ns, pro-tu'b^r-ans), n*

1. the condition or fact of being protuberant* 2. a
part or thing that protrudes ; projection, ; btilg ; swelling.
SYN. see projection,

pro-tu-ber-an-cy (prB-tS5
/
bl5r-oii-si,pro"tl'bftr--si) t n.

[pL PROTUBERANCIBS (slz)lf protuberance*
pro tu ber ant (prS-too'bSr-ont, prS*tS

/
b&r-ont) f adj.

[LL. protuberanst ppr* of protnb^sraret to bulge out < L.

pro-, forth + tuber, & bump, bulge], bulging or swelling
out: protruaing; prominent.

pro-tuber ate (pr5-t55'b-rSt
/
, pfC-tpnbo-rW), !

[FROTUBERATED (-id), PROXUBKIUTINOJ, [< Li** ^ro-
tubcratus, pp. of protuberare; see PROTUBERANT], to

bulge or swell out.

pro*^le (pr^'tH, prS'til), n* [< ^r^ -f- 91

*"* W* *^>
stance, stuff], the hypothetical primordial substance
from which ail elements are supposed to be derived.

proud (proud), adj. [ME.; AS. prttd* #rn*; prob. < OFr,
prud (ct. IV* preux) < LL. +prodist supposedly a back-
foonmtloii < prod~tSM> to be of vmlts05 cl. wupij, I*

having or showimj a proper pride in oneself, one's

position, etc. 2. having or showing an overweening
opinion of oneself, one's posit'

haughty. 3. feeling or showing tip

that is an occasion or cause of ]

S. arising from or caused by ;

itataly; iptefwW? *
~ *----

mettle: as* a proud j

<$O 0HMlMNriUf ]

proud of, highly pleased wit..JR.* t*^i *f -

fctemfal

in implication from proper self-e'steem or pride to an overween-
ing opinion of one's importance (too proud to beg, proud as a
peacock) ; arrogant implies an aggjressive, unwarranted asser-

tion of superior importance or privileges (the arrogant colonel) ;

haughty implies such consciousness of high station, rank, etc,

as is displayed in scorn of those one considers beneath one (a
haughty dowager) ; insolent, in this connection, implies both
haughtiness and great contempt, especially as manifested in be-

havior or speech that insults or affronts others (she has an inso-

lent disregard for her servant's feelings) ; overbearing implies
extreme, domineering insolence (an overbearing supervisor);
supercilious stresses an aloof, scornful manner towards others

(a supercilious intellectual snob); disdainful implies even

stronger and more overt feelings of scorn for that which is re-

garded as beneath one. -ANT. humble,

proud flesh, [so called from the notion of swelling up],
an abnormal growth of flesh around a healing wound,
caused by excessive granulatioti. __
Prou-dhon, Pierre JO'Seph (pyr' zho'zef proo'dow'),
1809-1865; French socialist and author.

Proust, Mar-eel (mar'sel' proost'), 1871-1922; French
novelist.

Prov., 1. Provencal. 2. Proverbs. 3. Province.

prov., 1. provincial. 2. provisional. 3. provost.

prov-a-ble (proov'a-bl) , adj. that can be proved.
prov-a-bly (proov'9-bli), adv. in ajprovable manner.
prove (prooy), v.t. [PROVED (proovd), PROVED or

PROVEN (proov''n), PROVING], [MB. proven; Late AS.

profian; OFr. prover; L. probare; see PROBE], 1. to test

by experiment, standard, etc.; subject to a testing

process; try out. 2. to establish (something) as true;
demonstrate to be a fact. 3. to establish the validity
or authenticity of (a will, etc.) ;

demonstrate to be as

is claimed. 4. [Arcnaic], to experience; learn or know
by experience. 5. in mathematics, to test or verify the

correctness of (a calculation, etc.). <> in printing, to
take a proof 01 (type, etc.). v.i. 1. to be found or

shown by experience or trial; turn out to be: as, the

operation proved fatal. 2. [Archaic], to make trial

the exception proves the rule, the exception puts the
rule to the test.

prov-e nance (prov'9-nons) , n. [Fr. < provenir; L,

provenire, to come forth; #r0-,tforth -f venire, to come],
origin; derivation.

Pro'ven-cal (pro'van-sal', prov'an-sfil'; Fr, pro'vfiw'-

sal'), adj. [Fr.j, of Provence, its people, their language,
etc. n. 1. the vernacular of southern Prance, a dis-

tinct Romance language comprising several dialects.

2. the medieval language of southern France: as cul-
tivated by the troubaaours, it was one of the great
literary languages of Europe, 3. a native or inhabitant
of Provence. Abbreviated Throv., Pr.

PrO'Vence (prov'ens; Fr. pro'vIwsO, n. a former prov-
ince of southeastern France, on the Mediterranean,

prov-en-der (prov'on-deV), n. [ME, & OFr. frrovrndn,
var. of provende; L. praeoenda; see PREBEND], 1, dry
food for livestock, as hay, com, oats, etc.; fodder,
2. [Colloq.], food: used humorously.

Prov. Eng., Provincial English*
pro've-nl-ence (pr5~v3'ni-9ns, pr5-vin'yns), n, [< L,

provenivns* ppr. of 4>rot^im,J>rQvenance; origin,

proverb (prov'&rb), n. [MB. & OFr. provtrbe; L,

proverbium < #ro before -f IW&KJW, a wordj, 1, a
short saying in common use that strikingly expresses
some obvious train or familiar experience; adage;
maxim* 2. a person or thing that has become commonly
recognized as a type of specified characteristics; by-
word. 3. In the Bible, an enigmatical saying In which
a j^ofound trait* is cloaked! pmbte: wkfory, v*t.

[MB. jprowrbmb 1, to make a proverb or byword of,

2. to describe to a proverb, $YN. m Myiag.
pro ver bi al (pro-vlr^i^l), adj. [MB, ; LL. ^omUalis'l
1, of or having the nature of, a proverb, a, preida
in a proverb. 3, that has become an object of common
reference, a Jn a proverb.
pro ver-bi ally (pra-vtrbi-014), <wi?* I. by QOMMUBUI of,

or as expressed in, a proverb, 2. to the point or degree
of becoming a provwrp; notoiioftly.

Prov-erbs &0v3

%rb^} npt* |cotttroed at ting.], a book
of the Ow T^lwmwt, eotiti0iiw vatiows maadmi
ascribed to Solomon and other?;: abbreviated Prov.

(-id),
before

htod : obtate m lv
; supply; arTord. 3* to
r* {for or 01oAuf) i

<)ccurrericr\ condition, etc.

4, an instance

f |t IMOR.I I**



providential "73 prune
I. providing for future needs or events; exercising or
characterized by foresight. 2. prudent; economical.
SYN. see thrifty,

prov-i-den-tial (prov'a-den'shal), adj. [< L. providential,
1. of providence. 2. decreed by Providence, 3. for-

tunate; lucky, SYN. see lucky.

pro-vid'ing (pra-vid'in) , conj. [ppr. of provide], on the
condition or understanding (that) ; provided.

prov-ince (prov'ins), n. [ME.; OjPr.; L. provincia,
province; prob. < IE. *pro-wo-s, inclined forward], 1. a
territory, outside Italy, governed by ancient Rome.
2. an administrative division of a country. 3. any of the
British colonies in North America now administrative
divisions of Canada. 4, any of certain British colonies
now a part of the United States. 5. a) a region; district

;

territory, b) pi. the parts of a country removed from
the capitalt

and the Copulated, cultural centers. 6.

proper duties or functions; sphere. 7. ^a department;
division; branch of learning, o. in ecclesiastical usage, a
division of a country under the jurisdiction of an arch-

bishop or metropolitan. 9. a division of the world ac-

cording to the plants or animals found there: it is smaller
in size than a region. Abbreviated Prov,

Prov-ince-towii (prov'ins-toun'), n. a resort town in

Massachusetts, at the tip of Cape Cod: pop,, 4,000.

pro-vin-cial (pra-vin'shal), adj. [ME. prouyncial; L.

provincialis], 1, of or belonging to the provinces, 2,

having the ways, speech, attitudes, etc. of people in a
province. 3. countrified; rustic; local. 4. narrow;
limited; as, a provincial outlook, n. 1. a native of a
province. 2. pi. troops raised in a province. 3. a pro-
vincial person, Abbreviated prov.

pro-vin-cial-ism (pra-vin'shal-iz'm), n. 1. the condition
or fact of being provincial. 2, narrowness of outlook.
3. a provincial custom, characteristic, etc. 4> a word,
phrase, or pronunciation peculiar to a proving.

pro-vin-cl-al-i-ty (pr9*vm
7
shi-al'a-ti) n* [$L PROVINCI-

ALITIES (-tiz)], provincialism.
proving ground (pr6"oVirj), a place for testing new
equipment, theories, etc.

prp-vi'Sion (pra-vizh'sm), n. (MB, provision; L. ro-

visio. a foreseeing < provisus, pp. of providere; flee PRO-
VIDE), 1. a providing, preparing, or supplying of some-
thing. 2. something provided, prepared, or supplied
for the future; specifically, $+ a SIOCK of food ana other

supplies assembled for future needs, 3. preparatory
arrangements or measures taken in advance for meeting
some future needs. 4. a clause, as in a legal document,
agreement, etc,, stipulating or roauirtog some specific

thing; condition. 5, in ecclesiastical usatie, appointment
to an office; especially advance appointment by the

Pope to a see or benefice that is not yet vacant. v.t, to

supply with provisions, specially with a stock of food.
~<STN. see food.

pro-vi slon-al (pro-vizh'on-'l), adj. having the nature
o a temporary provision; having a conditional or tem-

porary character; arranged or established for the time
being* pending permanent arrangement or establish-

ment: abbreviated pro?* $W ee temporary.
prO'Vi'Slo0*ary (pre~vi*h'en*r'i) octf* provisional,

pro*vi**lon*ex (pm-visdb'n"ftr), n. a person who supplies
provislont.

,__ iow condition W'i^pttiUonVfieoofli
condition; stipulation.
irA.vl ./vi"^? (pj^.trT'wXr

2. a

.,w ^ ., .,. -,, J4/* (ML, Pr^^f. < I*

tromw* pp. of promdfTi; see FEOVIDS; c. Fr, Jwtwotr^l,
,. con,dltfiai 2. provisional

>ro*vi*tm*tnui (prd-vt'twanin), n. nay subslanic in the

body btlived to be the precursor or iwurcu of a vitamin.

U
provoket;

.

sag. that
ltememt-

oechr* a. * rmwwyne,
mtjfm < u $rmmr<ti Mt MO-

voxsi provoi& or towlag to provoke M % motion,

thought, nngr tto. .

prov-O8t (prov'ost; esp. in military usage, pro'vo) f n.

(ME. < AS. & OFr.: AS. profost, prafost; OFr. (&
Anglo-Fr.) provost; LL. propositus, for L. praepositus,
chief, director, prefect, orig. pp. of praeponere, to set

before, place first; prae~, before + ponere, to put,
place], 1. a superintendent; official in charge. 2. the
chief magistrate in a Scottish burgh. 3. [Obs.], a
jailer. 4, in ecclesiastical usage, the head of a cathedral
chapter or principal church. 5. in education, a) the
head of any of certain colleges in England and Ireland.
b) in certain American universities, an administrator
concerned with educational matters. Abbreviated prov.
provost court (pro'vo), a military court for trying
soldiers or civilians charged with minor offenses in

occupied territory.
pro-vost guard (pro'vo), a detail of military police
headed by a provost marshal.
pro-vost marshal (pro'vo), 1. in the army, an officer
in charge of military police. 2. in the navy, an officer

charged with the custody of prisoners on trial by court-
martial. Abbreviated P.M.
pro*vost sergeant (pro'vo), a sergeant who heads a
detachment of military police.
provost-ship (prov'sst-shipO, n. [see -SHIP), the office,

rank, or authority of a provost.
Prov. Scot., Provincial Scotch.
prow (prou), n. [Fr. prouej Pr. proa; L. prora; Gr.
prdira, a prow], 1. the forward part of a ship. 2. a
part resembling this, as the front end of an airship.

prow (prou), aaj. [ME.; OFr. prou, prow, freu, brave
(also, as n,, benefit); LL. prode, brave; back-formation
< L. prodesse, to be of use < pro-, prod-, for, on behalf
of -{- esse, to be], [Archaic], valiant; brave.--

, , , .

prowls (prou'is), n. [ME. prowess, proves: OFr.

frouesse, proece < prou, brave; see PROW, adj.], 1.

bravery; valor; gallantry. 2, a valorous act, 3. supe-
rior ability, skill, ingenuity, or technique.
prowl (proul), w.i. & v.t. [ME. prollen, prolen; the mod.
vowel is based on an Early Mod. Eng. var. sp.; ? <
OFr. *parrouler, intens. of rouler, to roll; see ROLL!,
to roam about furtively in search of prey, n* a prowl-
ing. SYN. see lurk.
on the prowl, prowling about.

prowl car, a squad car.

prox-I-mal (prok's9-m
f

l), adj. i, proximate; next or
nearest. 2. in anatomy, situated nearest the center
of the body or the point of attachment of a limb, etc.

prox-i-mate (prok's9-mit) t adj, (LL. proximatus, pp. of

proximare, to come near < L. proximus, nearest, superl.
of profe, near], 1 . next or nearest in space, order, tune,
etc. 2. approximate.
prox'lm-1-ty (prok-sim'a-ti) , n. [Fr. proxtmilt; L. pro~
imitas < proximus; see PROXIMATE), the siate or
quality of being near; nearness in space, time, etc,

prox-i-mo (prok's9-mo') <*dv* [L. proximo (mwtft). fn
the next (month), abl. of proximus; see PROXIMATE], la
or of the next month: as, on the 9th proximo: abbre-
viated prox.
prox-y (prok'i) n. [pk PROXIES (-si*)I [MB. prokwfot
contr. < procurMk; see PROCURACT]) 1, tlm agency
or function of a deputy. 2 the authority to act for
another. 3. a document empowering a person to act
for another, as In voting, 4. a person empowered to
act for another, SYN. see aft*
prude (prdod), n. [Fr*; prob. a back-formation <
pmdt/mnw, excellent woman < OFr. prtm (see PROW*
adj.) *f" de* of -f /MM*, woman], a person wh9 is overly
odest or proper i

c9 (prod'd'ns)r
$rudentia> prudence,
aiminutiw, Prut, -wm ^^ , . ,

pru-dcncc (prWd'ns), it. [MB,; OFr.; L. prudmtta],
1* the quality or fact pi being prudent, 2, an in-

stanea of this. 3. care|u| management; economy*
pm*aat (prft'd'nt), w-JMB.; OFr*; u |md^?w. for

providms; e FEOVJPPKNTJ, 1. cajwwe of exercising
sound judgment In practical matters. ,2f cautiou* or
discrwt in conduct; circumspect; sensible; not raw.
~~"SYN-. careful, wists.

m*<tai-tlal (j^Hdbn'^bl), ad/* t cteactwried by
or retuMng frotn prudence. 2 exercWng prudence, or

t, 3. diacwtionaiy or adirwory.
n* IFr/ $f*rW I* tie

or condition of being prudlish; exaggerated modesty in

2, t^ ntuiMBfti9fHf wa fewtwwe erf

call forth "

aatloa r JL *^ npr:
ng), 4. to cm!9V>uc yt^p ywiwww M* JWPWI*MHI/ T *w iw*

^YN.- provoke, in this ecme< : ti<m , Im^taiM
wrm^^lo

a iiw>r' mfftmii or prt>kmiui HtirrinK
(prMf

ih) i^y, like or ctoractoristlc ol m

, . *prumin&: IS. DIM
to freene; cC AS. fries**, to frmo].

tji ^ wnite. powdery suwtance or bloom.-
fMB.jOFr.5ML.



prune 1174 pseudonymity

[Slang], a person regarded as stupid, silly, or unpleasant.
prune (proon), v.t. [PRUNED (proond), PRUNING], [ME.
proinen, prunen, to trim; OFr. proignier, prootgn-

ter; prob. < provaignier, to cut < provain (< L. pro-

pago), a slip; influenced by rooigmer, to cut off; LU
*rotundiare < L. rotundus, round], 1. to remove dead
or living parts from (a plant) so as to increase fruit or

flower production or improve the form. 2. to cut out

or get rid of, as unnecessary parts, IM". to cut away
or remove unnecessary branches or parts.

prune (proon), v.t. & v.i. [PRUNED (proond), PRUNING],

[ME. proinen; OFr. poroindre; por- (for pro-) + oindre

(< L. ungere), to anoint], [Archaic], to preen or dress up.

pru nel la (proo-nel's), n. [Fr., lit., sloe-colored, dim.^
prune (see PRUNE, w.) ; prob. so named because of ong.
color of the material], a strong textile, usually a

worsted twill, used for clerical, academic, and legal

gowns, shoe uppers, etc.

pru nelle (proo-nel'), n. [Fr., dim. of frune; sefe PRUNE,

n.], a small, yellow prune with the skin removed.

pruning hook, a pair of shears with one hooked blade,

used for pruning branches, vines, etc.
%

prii'iri-ence (proor'i-ons), n. the condition or fact or

being prurient.
pru'ii-en-cy (proor'i-on-si), n. prurience.

pru-ri-ent (proor'i-ant), adj. [L. pruriens < jrunre, to

itch or long for a thing, be lecherous], 1. having lustful

ideas or desires. 2. lustful; lascivious; lewd: as, prurient

longings. 3. [Rare], itching. r^ . .

pru-rig-I-nous (proo-rij'o-nes) , adj. [Fr. prungtneux;
LL. pruriginosus < L. prurigo < prurire, to itch], of,

having the nature of. causing, or having prurigo,

pru-ri-go (proo-ri'go), n. [L.; see PRURIGINOUS], a

chronic, inflammatory skin disease characterized by
pale-red papules and intense itching.

pru-rit'ic (proo-rit'ik) , adj. of or having pruritus.

pru-ri-tus (proo-ri'tas), n. [< L. prurire, to itch], intense

itching of the skin without eruption.
Prus., 1. Prussia. 2. Prussian.
Prus-sia (prttsh'o), n. a former state of Germany, in the

northern part: previously a kingdom: German name,
Preussm. .

Prus-sian (prush'sn), adj. 1, of Prussia, its people,
their language, etc. 2. like or characteristic of the

Junkers and military caste of Prussia* regarded as

harsh in discipline, militaristic, arrogant, etc, n* 1.

originally, a member of a Lettic people formerly living
in the coastal regions of the southeastern Baltic, 2, a
native or inhabitant of Prussia. 3. any of the German
dialects of East or West Prussia. 4. Old Prussian.

Prussian blue, [so called from being discovered in

Berlin, by Diesbach, in 1704], any of a group of dark-
blue powders, ferrocyanides of iron

f
used as dyes or

despotic militarism and harsh discipline of the Prussian

ruling classes.

prus-si-ate (prus'i-at', prush/i-at
/

), n. [Fr.], L a salt

of prussic acid; cyanide. 2. a ferrocyanide or ferri-

cyanide.
pms-sic add (prus'ik), [Fr. prussique < Mod.

B
L.

Prussia, Prussian blue: so named from its chemical
relationship to Prussian blue], a colorless, volatile,

highly poisonous gaseous acid, HCN, soluble in wat^r
and having the odor of bitter almonds: it is used in

mining and metallurgy, as an insecticide, etc.: also

called hy9rwyanic acia.

Prut. Prutli (proot), n. a river in south central Europe,
joining the Danube near the Black Sea: length, 500 mi,

pry (pri). n. [pi. PRIES (priz)J, [back-formation < frm
(a lever)], 1. a lever, crowbar, etc.; tool for raising
or moving something by leverage. 2. leyrag v.t.

[PRIED (prld), PRYING], 1. to raise, move, or force with
a lever, crowbar, etc. 2, to draw forth with difficulty.

pry (pri), v*L [PRIED (prid), PRYING], [ME. prim, to
peer; the semantic development suggests metatwtic
connection with peer], to look closely or inquisitively;
peer. n. \pL PRIES U)riz)] r 1. a

gprying. 2. a perjon
who is improperly curious or inquisitive.

psalm-book (sam/book') n. a collection of psalms for

use in religious worship.
psalm ist (sam'ist), n. a composer of psalms.

the Psalmist, King David, to whom all or certain'of

the Psalms are variously attributed.

psal-mo-dic (sam'a-dik, sal'ms-dik), ad;, of psalmody.

psalmodist (sam's-dist, sal'ma-dist), n. a person
skilled in psalmody; singer of psalms.
psal-mo-dy (sam's-di, sal'mo-di), n. [ME. psalmodye;
LL. psalmodia; Gr. psalmddia < fsalmos (see PSALM)
+ 5de, a song], 1. the act, practice, or art of singing

psalms. 2. psalms collectively. 3. the arrangement
of psalms for singing. .

Psalms (samz), n.pl. [construed as smg.l, a book of

the Old Testament, consisting of 150 psalms; Book of

Psalms: abbreviated Pa., Psa.
t

Psal-ter (s61'ter), n. [AS. psaltere, saltere < L. fsaltermm;
Gr. psalterion, stringed instrument < psallein, to pull,

twitch; replacing ME. psauter, sauter < Anglo-Fr.
sauter (OFr. psaltier) < L.], 1. the Book .of Psalms.

2. [also p-], a version of the Psalms for use in religious

psaSe-rlum (sdl-t&r'i-om), n. \pl, PSALTBRIA (-a)], [L.;

see PSALTER: so called from the appearance of the many
folds it contains], the omasum, or third stomach of

cud-chewing animals; manyplies.

psal-ter-y (sSl'ter-i, s61'tn), n. \pl. PSALTERIES (-iz,

-triz)], [ME. psauterie; OFr. sau-

tere, psalterie; L. psalterturn; see

PSALTER], 1. an ancient stringed
instrument with a shallow sound

box, played by plucking the strings
with the fingers or a plectrum.
2. [P-], the Psalter.

psam mite (samlt), n. [Fr. < Gr.

psammos, sand], sandstone.

psam-mit-ic (sa-mit'ik), adj. .[<
psammite 4- -ic], of or consisting
of sandstone.

pse-phite (se'fit), n. [< Gr. psephos,
a pebble; -j- "*&] conglomerate or

fragmental rock.

pseud-, pseudo-.
pseud., pseudonym.
pseu-dax-is (soo~dak'$i$), n. \pseitd-

+ axis], in botany, a sympooiuxn.
pseu de pig ra-pha (soWo-pig'ro-fo, sii'ds-pig'ra-fd),

n.pl [Mod. L.; Gr. pseudepigrapha, neut. pi. of pseu*
depigraphos, having a false title < pseuaSs, fate 4*

epigraphein, to inscribe; epi, upon 4- graphein, to

write], writings falsely ascribed to Biblical characters,

pseu-de-pig-ra-phous (s55'd0-pig'r-f98, s!i'd9-pig'r9-

fs), adj. [Gr. pseudepigraphos], of, or having the nature
of, pseudepigrapha: spurious.

pseu-do (s$5
7d5, su'do), adj* [MB.; see PSEUDO-], sham;

false; spurious; pretended; counterfeit,

pseu do- (sdS'd, stiMo), [Gr, p$mdo~ < pseudMs, false

< p&eudein, to deceive], a combining form meaning; 1.

fictitious, pretended, sham, as in pseudonym, 2. counter*

feit, spmious, as in pseudepigrapha', 3. closely or de

cepfavely simitar to (a speeinett thing), as in psewomorph*
4. not corresponding to the reality, illusory. 5 in chem-

istry, an isomer or related form of (th specified com-
pound). Also, before a vowel, pseud-,

pseu-do-a-quat-ic (sd5'd5-a-kwat'ik, sS'dS^-kwfit'ik) ,

aaj, having a moist or wet habitat, but not truly aquatic.

4- Gr. karpQs', a fruit], a jfruit tna4e up of mor tfian 3ie

ripened edcase and. its contents, as the strawberry,

pseu-do-car-pous (aoo'do-kar'pas, su'da-kar'pas), adj.
of or like a pseudocarp.
pseu do clas-eic (8(X)

;
dd-klas'ik, suMo-klrus'ik), adj.

pretending, or falsely seeming* to be cliJiie.

peeu-do-morph (s55'ds-drf sS'dt-mdrfOt tt*I< Or,

psewdomorpkoft having * false form < p$*wi3t f3e 4-

marplto. a formj, I. a Ittoe or irtogulAf form. 2, a
mineral, porteiwog the etemn! form ectew8tio of

another.

pseu-do-mor-phic (tW'dwrodr^fik, t'd-nr'm1c) iwf/,

pseudomorphouii.

PSALTERY

'

(pshe'mish-*!), n. a city in southern Poland:
pop., 3^,000 (eat 1<H6),
ML. 1, pieces. 2. pseudonym.
PJSL 1, passenger steamer. 2. permanent secretary.
3. Privy Seal. 4. Public School.

&,&, g**v W.JMfs.J, postscript.
Ps^ Fa Pm: Psalms.
psalm (Mtai), n* (ME.Jteahiu:, trim, $awm$ < AS. & OFr, ;

AS. $4t&lm,p$wm: OFr. JO/HM, $$mmf bot& < wU
psalmus; Or, psalmos, song sung to the harp, Ht. a

or twanging with the fingers < p$allcin, to

. , _ ........ .,. .......................

) it. i the condition or quality oc W*if
morphous, 2. the formation or occurrence of pseudo-

*mor^phous (s^o'da-mdr'f^, su'da-m^r'fas) ,

1. werea song or poem; taam. 5t aj of
the sacred temp or hymn composingr the Book of
Psalms in the Old Testament,
in pftlms; hymn,

v.t. to sing or glorify
'

"
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pseudonymous "75 psychoneurosis
1. the practice or fact of using a pseudonym, 2.

pseudonymous character.

pseu-don-y-mous (soo-don'a-mas, su-don'a-mas), adj.
[Mod. L. pseudonymus; Gr. pseuddnymos, having a
false name < pscudts, false 4- onyma, a name], 1.

bearing a pseudonym. 2. written under a pseudonym.
pseu do-pod (sdo'da-pod'f su'do-pod'), n. a pseudo-
podium.
pseu do po-di-um (soo'do-jpo'di-am, su'dg-po'di-om), n.

(Jbl. PSBUDOP9DIA (-a)], [Mod. L.; pscudo- + -podium<
Gr. f&dton, dun. of ^01*5, a foot], in zoology, a temporary
projection of the protoplasm of certain one-celled
organisms, serving as a means of moving about or for
taking in food: see amoeba, illus.

pshaw (shd), inter/. A n. an exclamation of impatience,
disgust, contempt, etc. v.i. A v.t. to express impatience,
contempt, etc. at, for, or to (someone or something)
by saying "pshaw."

psi (si; Gr. pse), n. [Gr.], the twenty-third letter of
the Greek alphabet (w, #), corresponding to English
ps, as in lips (usually pronounced in English derivatives
simply as s, as in psychology) : see alphabet, table.

psi-lan-thro-pism (si-lan'tnra-piz'm), n. psilanthropv.
paMan-thro-ptet (si-lan'thra-pist), n. [< Gr. p$ilan<*
Ihropos, merely human < psilos, bare, mere + anthrdpos,
a man], a believer in psilanthropy.

psi Ian*thro py (sl-lan'thro-pi), n. [see PSILANTHRO-
PIST], the doctrine that Jesus was merely a human being.

psi lorn e lane (si-lom'a-lSn'), n. [< Gr. psilos, bare,
mere + melan, neut. of melas, black], a mineral, essen-
tially manganese oxide, occurring in rounded, grape-
like, black masses.

PsMo-ii-ti, Mount (pse"'16"-re'te), a mountain on Crete:
height, 8,960 ft.: ancient name, Mount Ida,

psi-lo-sis (si-lo'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. psilSsis < psiloun,
to strip bare < psilos, bare, mere], 1. a falling out of
hair. 2. sprue.

psit-ta-co-sis (sit'a-ko'sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr, psitlakos,
a parrot; -f -osis], an acute infectious virus disease
affecting birds of the parrot family, often transmitted
to man, in whom it is characterized by high fever and
pulmonary disorders resembling pneumonia: also
called parrot fever.
Pskov (pskol), n, 1. a city in the western part of the
U.S.S.R.: pop., 60,000. 2, a lake near this city, con-
necting with Lake Peipus.
pso-as (sS'as), n, {Mod. L.; ace. pi of Gr. <wa, muscle
of the loins], either of two muscles of the loin that
connect the spinal column and the thighbone.
psora (so'ra), n, [L.; Gr. psGra, an itch], any itching
disease of the skin, especially psoriasis or scabies.
psora-lea (&9-r1i-o), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. psdraleos,
scaly], any of a number of related plants with pink,
purple, or white flower clusters and short pods with
single seeds,

psori-a-sis (so'-rf'o-sis, w-rlVsis), n, JMod. L,; Gr.
psoriasis < psora, an itch], a chronic skin dieae char-
acterized by scaly, reddish patches.
psoriatic (s&r'i-at'ik, sS'ri-at'ik) , adj. of or having
psoriasis.
pso ro-sis (s9-rS'si8) f n. [Mod. L. < Gr. psora, an itch;+ -osis], a plant disease affecting dtrus fruit trees;
also called scaly bark.

P.SS-, postscripts,
P.S.T., Padfic Standard Time.

1. 2. pychology.
, , n.

[Mod, L.; see PSYCHO- & ASTHBNU), a type of neurosi*
characteda&ed by obsession, morbid anxieties, etc.

Psy che (si'ki), n. [Uj Gr. PsyM < psyM, the soul],
in Greek &* Roman mythology, a maiden who, after
undergoing many hardship due to Venus' jealousy of
her beauty, is reunited w^h Cupid and made immortal
by Jupiter: she personifies the foul,
psyche (sl>ki) n, (Gr. ftydtif], 1. the human toul
2. the mind; especially, in psychiatry, the mrad con-
sidered as an organic system reaching all parts of the
body mud serving to adjust the total organism to the
needs or demands of the environment.

toot, a woman'i coiffure in which a knot or
coil of hair projects from the back of the head,
psy chi a-ter (i-MVtir). ft. &

clinic. 2, employing
treatment.

m

as,

py;
cM.a.trlt

chiatr,
*y (MVMri)

e, the soul ^iatreia,
concerned with the

orders of the w
_. the branch of med-
and treatment of dis-

or mind.

esses. 3. apparently sensitive to forces beyond the
physical world, n. 1. a person who is supposedly
sensitive to forces beyond the physical worWL 2, a
spiritualistic medium.

psy-chi-cal (si'ki-k'l), adj. psychic.
psychic trauma, an emotional hurt or shock which
makes a permanent impression on the mind, particu*
larly in the unconscious.
psy cho (sl'ko), adj. & n. [Cottoo;.], psychoneurotJc,
psy-cho- (sl'ko, si'k), [< Gr. psych*, breath, spirit,
sotilj, a combining form meaning the mind or mental
processes, as in psychology, psychoanalysis, psychosis:
also psych-, as in psychiatry.
psychoanalysis (sI'ko-o-nal'Q-sis), n. {Mod. L.:
psycho- + analysis], 1, a method, developed by Freud.
and others, of treating neuroses and some other dis-
orders of the mind: it is based on the assumption that
such disorders are the result of the rejection by the
conscious mind of factors that then persist in the un-
conscious as dynamic repressions, causing conflicts
which may^ be resolved by discovering and analyzing
the repressions through the use of such techniques as
free association, dream analysis, etc, 2. the theory or
practice of this. Often shortened to analysis.

psy-cho-an-a-lyst (si'ko-an'Ql-ist), n. a specialist in
psychoanalysis: often shortened to analyst.

psy-cho-an-a-lyt-ic (si'ko-anVlit'ik), adj. of or con-
nected with psychoanalysis.
psy cho an a-lyM cal (srko-anVlit'i-k'l), ad}, psycho-
analytic.
psy-cho an a lyt i caMy (srkB-an's-lit'i-k'K
an'o-lit'ik-ii), adv. 1. in a psychoanalytic manner.
2. from a psychoanalytic standpoint.
psycho-analyze (si'ko-anVitz'), v.f. [PSYCHOANA-
LYZED (-Kzd'). PSYCHOANALYZING], to treat or investi-
gate by means of

]

" " "

. \psycho~ -f bi-

. --*., ~~- - -----Oy dealing with the
interrelationship of the mental processes and
anatorny and physiology of the individual. 2,

the

psy cho bi ol o gy
"

(sf'kS-bl-ol'Hi) , n.

doty], 1. that branch of bi

. ,

chology as investigated by biological methods.
psy-cho dra-ma (sinco-drS'nia.. sinco-dram's), n. in psy-
chiatry, a form of cathartic therapy in which a patient
acts out by spontaneous improvisation situations re-
lated to his problem, often with the aid of others who
represent persons near his problem,

psy-cho gen-e-sls (srka-jenVsis), n. [Mod. L.j see
PSYCHO & -GKNBSIS], 1. origination and development
within the psyche, or mind. 2. the origin and devek
opment of the psyche, or mind.

py-ch0'ge-net>Ic (sJ'ko-js-^et'ik), ad/, psychogenic.
p8y*chp'gen-ic (si'k^-jen'ik), adj. [< psyckogenesis], of
psychic origin ; caused by mental conflicts.
psy chog no sis (si-kog'nesis, sf/koR-nS^is), . \psycho~
4- -gnosis], [Rare], any investigation or diagnosis of
the psyche.
psy cho graph (sl'k0-graf'f sl'tra-grat'). n.

'graph], m psychology, a graphic chart ott
relative strength of the fundamental personality tracts
in an individual.

psy-cho log ic (sl'ko-loj'ik), adf. psychological.
py-aio;loi.i.cal (sl'ko-loj^i-kl), adj. L of psychology,
2. of the nundi mental. Abbreviated ptycfL piychol./. or tne rmna: mental. Abbreviated, psych., paychol.
psy cho log i-cal ly (sfko-lojl-kl-i ia'k4oj'iic-lil adv.
1. m a Dsychological manner. 2. from a psychological
standpoint.

psychological moment, the moment when the
mind is most willing to accept a fact, suggestion, etc.;
most propitious tUn to act. 2. the cdrocalmoment.
psy cholo gist (^Icol^jtet), rt. a student of or special-
fet in

jrcfiplogy:
,

abbryiatgd psych., mychol,
psy chol o-gize (sf-kctfVjtzO, .!, IPSYCHOWKSIZED
(-^tedO PSYCHOtoaiziHGl L to study ptyehology.
2. to reason psychologically, v.t, to analyze psycho-
logically.

psy chol o-gy (sl-kqFs-ji), .
[^i, pgYCHOLOGEB

[Mod. L. p^ycMogia; see PSYCHO-* A -LOGY). 1. aj
science dealing with the mind and mental processes.
feelings, desires, etc. V) the science of human and
animal behavior. 2. the sum of a person's actions.
traits, attitudes, thoughts, etc.; as, the psychology of
the adolescent. S. a treatise on psychology. 4. a
system of psychology. Abbreviated, p^rA. ptychol.
psy cho met-rlc (d'xMMtfriky* adj* of pychometry.
psy cho met ri cal (fi'kmet'r>lcl>, rf/* psychometric.
p^r*ctioi*^try (swcon/0-tri). w. [psycho* 4- -*nfryl
1. the $appoiwd faculty of atvinmg knowledge about
an object, or about a person connected with it, through
contact with the object 2. the tnea*urememt of the
duration, force, precision, etc. of mental proc^iKw.
psy cho mo tor (si'kd-mS'teT)* adj. of the motor effects
of mental
I^clMHit
n. [pi. PSYCHONEUROSES (-sTt^)], {Mod. L.;
le NEUROSIS], a neurosis.

i|te 0% out: wp OM, far; get; fey; mti cWn,
'l*' *'WJ* 11

*!* f fa *% in wj3y. J fee**;
%
as in i Wblt; Wf.

fc x-*ti' t foreign; *hypotbtu-h<d

if*;
l; . ftr

<dwivdlinMtt.
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psy-cho-neu-rot-ic (sl'ko-ny.oo-rot'ik, si'ko-noo-rot'ik),
adj. & n. [see prec.], neurotic.

psy-clio-path (si'ka-path'), n. a person affected with
psychopathy; specifically, a psychopathic personality.

psy-cho-patn-ic (sl'ks-path/ik), adj.jot or characterized
by psychopathy.
psychopathic personality, 1. a person characterized
by emotional instability, lack of sound judgment, per-
verse and impulsive (often criminal) behavior, inability
to learn from experience, amoral and asocial feelings,
and other serious personality defects: he may or may
not have psychotic attacks or symptoms. 2. the per-
sonality of such a person.

psy-chop-a-thist (sl-kop'9-thist), n, [Obs.], a psychi-
atrist.

psy-cho-pa-thol'O-gy (si'ko-pa-thol'a-ji), n. [psycho- +
pathology), the science dealing with diseases and ab-
normalities of the mind: abbreviated psychopathol.
psy-chop-a-thy (si-kop's-thi), n, [psycho- + -pathy], 1.

mental disorder. 2. loosely, psychotherapy.
psy-cho-phys-i-cal (si'ko-fiz'i-k'l), adj. of psycho-
physics.

psy-cho-phys-i-cist (sl'ko-fiz'o-sist), n. a student of or
specialist in psychophysics.

psy-cho-phys-ics (si'ko-fiz'iks), n.pl. [construed as
sing.], [psycho- + physics], the branch of psychology
dealing with the functional relations between the body
and the mind.

psy-chosis (si-ko'sis), n. \pl. PSYCHOSES (-sSz)], [Mod.
L.; Gr. psychdsis, a giving of life < psychoun, to ani-

mate, give life to < psyche, soul], 1. in psychiatry, any
mental disorder in which the personality is very
seriously disorganized: psychoses are of two sorts, a)
functional (characterized by lack of apparent organic
cause, and principally of a schizophrenic or manic-
depressive type), and b) organic (characterized by a
pathological organic condition, such as general paresis,
brain tumor, alcoholism, etc.). 2. in psychology, any
mental state or process. SYN. see insanity.
psy cho-so mat-ic (sTko-so-mat'ik) , adj. [Psycho- +
somatic], 1, designating or of a physical disorder of
the body originating in or aggravated by the psychic
or emotional processes of the individual. 2. desig-
nating the branch of medicine using a psychological
approach to the study of the causes and treatment of

physical disorders.

psy-cho-ther-a peu-tics (si'ko-ther'o-pu'tiks), n.pl.
[construed as sing.], the science of psychotherapy.

psy*cho*ther-a-py (srko-therVpi), n. {psycho- + ther-

apy], the application of various forms of mental treat-
ment, as hypnosis, suggestion, psychoanalysis, etc., to
nervous and mental disorders.

psy.chot-ic (si-kot'ik), adj. I. of, or having the nature
of, a psychosis. 2. having a psychosis, n. a person
who has a psychosis.

psy-chro- (si'kro, si'krs), [< Gr. psychros, cold], a com-
bining form meaning cold, as in psychrometer.

psX'dirom-e-ter (si-krom'o-tgr), n. \psychro- + *w&ter;
orig., a thermometer], an instrument with wet and
dry bulb thermometers, for measuring the amount of
moisture in the air.

Pt in chemistry, platinum.
Pt, 1. Point. 2. Port.
pt., \pl. PTS.], l.part. 2. payment. 3, plat. 4. point
P.T, 1. Pacific Time. 2. pupil teacher.
p.t., 1. past tense. 2. pro tempore.
P.T.A.. Parent-Teacher Association.
Ptah (p'tSL p'takh), n. [Egypt. Ptafr], the chief god of
ancient Memphis, m Egypt, creator of gods and men.

ptar mi gan (tar'ms-gan), n. \pl. pXARmGANS , . ,

PTARMIGAN; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [earlier termigan, ter-

migant < Scot, tarmachan; wrongly spelled with a p
because of supposed Gr* origin], any of several varieties
of northern grouse, having feathered legs and feet and
undergoing seasonal changes of color.
FT boat, patrol torpedo boat.
pter-i-dol-O'fiy (ter'a-dol'o-ji). n. [< Gr, pteris, pteridos,
a fern; ~j- -logy], that branch of botany dealing with
ferns.

-j. j.* ,-.- -

-,- ^- */r *- belonging
to the ptenaophytes.

pter-i-doph-y-tous (terVdof'sMas), adj. having the
nature ol a pteridophyte.

ptgr-o- (ter>6", ter^o), [< Gr. ptmm, feather, wing;
IB. base */-, to go, nyf seen also in Bng. feather], a
combining form memw^/eaiker. wine, as in pterodm'

*

pter-O'dac-tyl (txrVdaWl, terVdak'til), it, [Mod.
JRterodactylus;seeFTERO-
& DACTYL), any of a
number of related flying
reptiles, extinct at the
od of the Mesoaoie Bra,

AAirfaff wings of kin
stretched along the body
between the hind limb

pter-o-pod (ter'a-pod'), adj. \ptero- + -pod], of a group
of small mollusks that swim about by means of wing-
like lobes on the foot. n. any member , of this group.

pte-rop-o-dan (ti-rop's-dsn), adj. & n. pteropod.
pter-o-saur (ter's-sor'), n. [Mod. L. Pterosaurus <
ptero- + Gr. sauros, a lizard], a pterodactyl.
-pter-ous (t&r-os), [see PTERO- & -ous], a combining
form meaning having (a specified number or kind of)
wings, as in homopterous.

pter-y-goid (ter's-goid'), adj. [< Gr. pteryx, fterygos, a
wing, fin; + -oid], 1. winglike. 2. designating, of, or
near either of two winglike processes in the skull that
descend from the sphenoid bone. n. a pterygoid bone.

ptis-an (tiz'on, ti-zan'), n. [Fr. ptisane, tisane; LL.
tisana, for L. ptisana, barley groats, drink made from
barley groats < Gr. ptisane, peeled barley < ptissein,
to peel], 1. a drink made by boiling down barley with
water and other ingredients; barley water. 2. any
similar decoction, as of herbs.

p.t.o.f P.T.O., please turn over (leaf).
Ptol-e-ma-ic (tol's-ma'ik), adj. [Gr. PtolemaZkps], 1. of

Ptolemy, the astronomer. 2. of the Ptolemies of the

Greco-Egyptian dynasty (323-30 B.C.).
Ptolemaic system, the trieory systematized by Ptol-

emy, according to whom the earth was the center or
fixed point of the universe, around which the heavenly
bodies moved.

Ptol-e-ma-ist (tol's-ma'ist), n. an adherent or supporter
of the Ptolemaic system of astronomy.

Ptol-e-my (tol'o-mi), n. (Claudius Ptolemaeus), Alex-
andrian astronomer, mathematician, and geographer;
lived 2d century A.D.
Ptolemy I, 367P-285 B.C.; kin^ of Egypt (323-285
B.C.); first of the Greco-Egyptian dynasty; founded
the library at Alexandria: called Ptolemy Soter (Savior).
Ptolemy IL 309-246 B.C.: son of Ptolemy I; king of

Egypt (285-246 B.C.): called Ptolemy Philadelphia.
pto-maine, pto-main (to'man, to-man')i n. [It. pto-
maina < Gr. ptoma, a corpse, dead body < piptein,
to fall], any of a class of alkaloid substances, some of
which are poisonous, found in decaying animal or

vegetable matter.
ptomaine poisoning, an acute digestive disorder
caused by "the eating of putrid or rancid food containing
certain toxic bacilli (formerly believed to be ptomaines).

pto-sis (to'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. ptSsis, a fall, falling <
piptein, to fall], a prolapse, or falling of some organ or

part; especially, the permanent drooping of the upper
eyelid, caused by the iparalysis of its muscle.

pto-tic (to'tik). adj. of or having ptosis.

pty;a-lin (ti'o-hn), n. [< Gr. ptyalon, spittle < ptyein, to
spit; 4- -in], an enzyme in the saliva of man (and some
lower animals) that converts starch into dextrin and
maltose*
pty a lism

(ti'Q-liz'm), n. [Gr. ptyalismos, a spitting <
ptyalimin* to spit often < ptyalon; see PTYALIN], ex-
cessive secretion of saHva.
Pu, in chemistry, plutonium.
pub (pub), n. {confer. < public (home)], [British Slang],
1. a bar; tavern. 2. a hotel; inn,

pub., 1. public. 2. publication. 3. published. 4. pub-
lisher* S. publishingp

pu-ber-ty (Su^eV-ti), n. [< Pr, or L.; Fr. PuburM; L.
pubertas < fubes, puber, of ripe age, adult], the state
of physical development when ft is nrst possible to beget
or bear children: in most placed the legal age of puberty
is fixed at fourteen for boys and twelve for Mrte.
pu bes (pft'bSjB), n, [L. tmbic hair, groin, aoultj, 1. the
hair appearing on the body at puberty; especially, the
hair at the lower part of the abdomen surrounding the
external genitals* 2, the region of th abdomen covered
by such iair.

pu bes (pfbiz), n. plural of puW,
pu-bes cence (pu-be'

p

ni), n, [fr.| t the rewhttef of
the state of puberty. 2, the soft down tht covers th*
surface of many plants and Imaets*
pubescent (ptBe^

f

nt) t adj. [Fir.; U p^mcmf* ppr.
of pwrnsGer^ to reacii puberty < pmb^s, adult; of.

FITBBS}, 1. reacfeiwyg or haviajf ywiicn^, the stnt0 of
puberty. 2, coirerea with a toff down, as naany pwiiss
and insects*

pu*bkM^) ll* of or fa tlw region ol tibe |hi or

pu bis
'feftfbk), i^i mmm (-bML [Mod. U < L.;

see FOBBSJ, tfiat part I eitier HpbSaft focitogf with
the conrewowli^rPt of ,tll ow&rr w mwfe no of

pup ****_
'f

and * very long digit
of the foreltxnb.
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together because of some common interest or purpose:
as, the sporting public. Abbreviated pub. w ....... fc ,. .

in public, in open view; not in private or in secrecy. speare's Midsummer Night's Dream," ]

pub-Hc-ad-dress system (pub'lik-3-dres') , an electronic puck-a (puk'a), adj. [Hind, pakka, ri

amplification system, used in auditoriums, theaters,
1 J1 rA 1- T~ J: 1 * J ~

or the like, so that announcements, music, etc. can
be easily heard by a large audience: abbreviated P.A.

pub-li-can (pub'U-ksn), n. [ME.; OPr. publicain; L.

publicanus <publicus; see PUBLIC], 1. in ancient Rome,
a collector of public revenues, tolls, etc. 2. [British],
a saloonkeeper: innkeeper.

pub-li-ca-tion (pub'li-ka'shsn), n. [ME. publicacioun;
L. puUicatio < publicare; see PUBLISH], 1. a publishing
or being published; public notification. 2. the printing
and distribution, usually for sale, of books, magazines,
newspapers, etc. 3. something published, as a book,
periodical, article, etc. Abbreviated pub.
public domain, 1. public lands. 2. the condition of

being free from copyright or patent: as, Shakespeare's
works are in the public domain.

public enemy, 1. a government with which one's

country is at war. 2. a hardened criminal or other

person who is a menace to society.

public house, [British], 1. a bar; tavern. 2. an inn.

pub-H-cist (pub'li-sist), n. [Pr. publidste < L. publicum,
commonwealth], 1. a student of or specialist in inter-

national law. 2. a journalist who writes about politics
and public affairs. 3. a publicity agent.

pub-lic-i-ty (pub-lis'o-ti), n. [Pr. publicUe}, 1. the state

of being public, or commonly known. 2. any informa-
tion, usually printed, which brings a person, place,

thing, or cause to the notice or attenti9n of the public.
3. notice by or attention of the public. 4. any pro-
cedure or act that seeks to gain this.

publi-cize (pub'li-siz'), v.t. [PUBLICIZED (-sizd'), PUB-
LICIZING], to give publicity to.

pub'lic-ly (pub'lik-li), adv. 1. in a public or open
manner. 2. by, or by consent or agency of, the public.

public opinion, the opinion of the people generally, es-

pecially as a force in determining social conduct and
political action.

public relations, relations with the general public

through publicity; those functions of a corporation,
organization, branch of military service, etc, concerned
with informing the public of its activities, policies,
etc. and attempting to create favorable public opinion.

public-school (pub'lik7sk6W) , adj. of or for public
schools.

public school, 1. in the United States, an elementary
or secondary school jthat is part of a system of Schools
maintained by public taxes and

t supervised by munic-
ipal, county, or State authorities, offering education,
usually free, to the children and youth of the district*

2. in England, a) originally, any nonprofit grammar
school endowed for the general use of the public, b) now,
any of several private* expensive, endowed boarding
schools for boys, offering instruction preparatory to

college or thi public service* as Eton ana Rugby.
public servant, a person who serves the people, as in
civil service or elective olEce,

pub-lic-serV'ic corporation (publik-sflr'vls), a priv-
ately owned corporaiion that tuppllat certain commpn
needs of the public, w water, electricity, gas, or trans-

portation,
pub Hospir-it ed (pub'Uk*4pir

/
i-tid)

showing zml for tfaft pttbEc welfare.
having or

.

public utility, 1. an cxrganltation supplying water,
electricity, transportation, etc. to the public, operated
by a private corporation under a government franchise,

of by the government directly. 2, Msmtly pL shares
of stock issued by public utilities.

public worte, wooti constructed by the government
for public use or service, as highways or dams*
pub-lteh (put/lLsh), v.t. (MB. publisen, publish <
be of OFr. ftnptm, pnUir; u #Mta*r*9 to make
public < pnUum; see ruBtscL 1. to make publicly
known; announce proclaim, divulge* or promulga
2. to (a printed work, etc.) to the public, a:>

sale. -sm. nee declare*

pub-lish-er (pub
/
Uso4lr) l , n. & person or firm that

pub&sjus, especially one whoe oustae** is the pub-
Hshing of books, newspapera, nmgazine^, etc.: abbrevi-
ated mibl., pub.

Puocpal, Cla.c**i0

puc'coon (po-kpSnO, n. (*Rte POKE (plant) 1, 1. any of
a IXUXEUXHT oc ifortfe Actt^rawiik wj^sff^ tlwitt w$w n red
or yefow dy% M the fiSftdtootf.,, & the 4yt*

i^ |fct a flea < L. fOiK, ft

of the color puce.
to Wtto to 3

a devil; for IE. base see POD], 1. a mischievous sprite;

goblin; elf. 2. [P-], the mischievous sprite in Shake-
^^ iijfjij.,*.,***^**, T^T.-VZ.^'O n* . j^Qkin Goodfellow.

wr
ujv. oj, uuj. LJLJ.JULLU.. ^u-/wvu-, TlpS, Of full Weight,

cooked], [Anglo-Indian], 1. good or first-rate of its

kind. 2. genuine; real. Also spelled pukka.
puck-er (puk'Sr), v.t. & v.i. [freq. form of poke (bag)],
to draw up or gather into wrinkles or small folds, n. a
wrinkle or small fold, or a number of these running
together.
puck-er-y Jptdc'Sr-i), adj. of, causing, or characterized
by puckering.
puck-ish (puk'ish), adj. [puck (sprite) + -ish], full of

mischief; impish: also Puckish.
pud-ding Coood'irj), n. [ME. poding; prob. a blend of
MPr. boudin, black pudding & the AS. base seen in

puduc, a swelling; for IE. base see POD], 1. [Scot. &
Dial.], a sausage made of intestine stuffed with meat,
suet, etc., and boiled. 2. a soft, sweetened food,
usually made with flour or some cereal as a base and
variously containing eggs, milk, fruit, meat, etc. 3.

anything like this in appearance or consistency.
pudding stone, conglomerate, a kind of rock in which
pebbles are embedded like plums in a pudding.
pud-die (pud'l), n. [ME. podel, dim. < AS. pudd, a
ditch

j
for IE. base see POD], 1. a small pool or water,

especially stagnant or spilled water. 2. a thick mixture
of clay, and sometimes sand, with water, v.t. [PUDDLED
(-'Id), PUDDLING], 1. to make muddy. 2. to make a
thick mixture of (wet clay and sand). 3. to keep water
from penetrating by the use of

>
such a mixture. 4. to

treat (iron) by puddling. 5. in agriculture, to work
(soil) while it is wet, as in rice cultivation. v.i. to
dabble or wallow in dirty or muddy water.

pud-dler (pud'l&r), n. a person who puddles clay or iron.

pud-dling (pud'lirj), n. [< puddle + -ing], 1. the process
of working clay or a similar substance with water so
as to make a mixture which moisture cannot penetrate.
2. the process of making wrought iron from pig iron

by heating and stirring it in the presence of oxidizing
agents.
pud-dly (pud'H, pud/'l-i), adj. [PUDDLIER (-li-Sr, -i~r),
PUDDLIEST (4i-ist f -i-ist)], 1. having puddles. 2. like a
puddle.
pu-den-cy (pu'd'n-si), n. [LL. pudentia < L. pudens,
ppr. of puaere, to be ashamed], modesty; embarrass-
ment; bashfulness.

pu-den-dum (pu-den'dom) , n. \pL PUDENDA (-da)] fl[L.,
neut. of pudendus, (something) to be ashamed of <
pudere; see PUDENCY], 1. the external genitals of the
female; vulva. 2. pi the external genitals of either sex.

pudg*i*ne$8 (puj'i-nis) , n. a pudgy quality or condition,
pudl-y (puj'l), adj. (PUDGIER (4-lr), PUDGIEST (-Wst)],

{< Scot, dial.; prob. a deriv. < Scot, pud, belly (and
hence < same base as puck, puddle, bud, etc.)], short
and stocky or fat; dumpy.
Pue-bla (pwe'blit), n. 1. a state of southern Mexico:
area, 13,124 sq, nil; pop., 1,294,000: abbreviated Pueb,
2. its capital: pop., 149,000.

pueb*lo (pweblS; also, for 5 d" ti, $p. pwe'bl?), n. [pi.

PUEBLOS (45z; Sp. -bids); also, for 2, PUEBLO], [op,,

village, people < L. populus, people], 1, a type of

communal village buHt by certain Indians of the south-
western united States and parts of Latin America, con-

sisting of one or more flat-rooled structures of stone or

adobe, arranged In terraces and, housing a number of

families 2, {P-J, any Indian of the tribes inhabiting
such villages, as the ZuHi and the H'opi, characterized

by a peaceful agricultural life and a culture related
to that of {the Aastec, Mayan, and Toltec Indians,
3. an Indian village. 4. [P-], a city in central Colorado;
pop., 64,000, S, m Spanish Amenca, a village or town,
o. in the Philippines* a municipality; town or town-
ship, 04j. [P-j, of the Pueblo^ Indians.

<*4/* 1<
j, childi

Pr,. , *

pwrili$ < ftur, boyj, childish ; silly; immature; trivial.

in try,

41-iss
f

m) f n. childishness, especially.
a symptom of psychoneurods.

.,- ,_ ^ n -. v - ,- H'9-ti). n. [Fr. fiutrMtt; L. p*
""

1, the duality or condition of being puerile; ,_ T

Z, \M f PUKRILXTIES (-tla)], an instance of tms.

in jboi tabor < puw, boy -t- parwa, to bear}f of or

,._jfrd with childbirth,

merperal .fever, aeptie poisoning sometime* occurring

am), i*. fL, eMWfolrtlil tfia

at during and immediately
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_ childbirth,
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area, 3,435 scu mi.; pop., 2,211,000; capital, San Juan:
ceded by Spain in the Treaty of Paris (1898) : formerly
Porto Rico : abbreviated P.R.
puff (puf), n. [ME. puf; prob. < the .], 1. a) a short,
sudden gust, as of wind, or expulsion, as of breath.

6) the sound of this, c) a bit of vapor, smoke, etc.

expelled at one time. 2. a draw at a cigarette, etc.

3. a swelling, or a protuberance caused by swelling.
4. a shell of soft, light pastry filled with whipped cream,
etc. 5. a soft, bulging mass of material, full in the
middle and gathered in at the edges. 6. a soft roll of

hair on the head. 7. a soft pad for dabbing powder
on the skin or hair. 8. a quilted bed covering with
cotton, wool, or down rilling. 9. undue or exaggerated

E*
;e, as in the advertisement of a book, etc. v.i.

. pu/en:AS. Pyffan; for IE. base see POD], 1. to
in puffs. 2. a) to give forth puffs of smoke,

steam, etc. b) to breathe rapidly and hard, as from
strenuous exercise. 3. to move,, giving forth puffs
(with away, out* or in). 4. to come in putts. 5. to in-

nate with air or pride; swell (with out or up}. 6. to
take a puff or puffs at a cigarette, etc. v.t. 1. to blow,
drive, give .forth, etc. in or with a puff or puffs. 2.

to swell; distend; inflate. 3. to praise unduly. 4.

to write or print a puff or puffs of (a book, etc.). 5. to
smoke (a cigarette, etc.). 6. to set in soft, round masses
or rolls, as the hair.

v

puff adder, [cf. S. Afr. D. pofadder], 1. a large, poison-
ous African snake which swells out

t
its body, when ir-

ritated. 2. a harmless North American reptile able to

puff out its body : hognose snake. Also puffing adder.

puff-ball (]puf'b6r). n. 1. any of a number of related

round, white-fleshed, mushroomlike plants that burst
at the toucti and discharge a brown powder. 2. the

feathery tuft of the dandelion.
puff-er (puf'er), n. 1. a person or thing that puffs.
2, any of various fishes capable of expanding by swal-

lowing air, as the swellfish, globefish, etc.

puff-er-y. (puf'r-i), n. 1. exaggerated praise, or puffing.
2. publicity or advertising tnat is characterized by
exaggerated praise, or puffing.

puf-fin (puf'in), n. [ME. Poffin; prob. < puft a puff; or
altered by folk etymology after -puff, with reference to
the enormous beak or blown-up appearance of

B
the

young], any of a number of related northern sea birds,

Macjc above and white below, with a short neck,
duckKke body, and brightly colored triangular beak.

puff i-ness (puf'i-nis), n. a puffy quality or condition.

puff paste, a rich dough for light, flaky pastries.

puff-y (puf'i), adj. [PUFFIER (-i-eY), PUFFIEST (-i-ist)],

1. blowing or coming in puffs. 2. panting; short-
winded. 3. puffed up: swollen; inflated. 4. fat; obese.

pug (pug), n. [Early Mod. Eng., a term of endearment:
prob. var. of puck, with euphe-
mistic change of consonant], 1,

a small, short-haired dog with a
wrinkled face, snub nose, and
curled tail. 2. a pug nose.

pug (pug), v.t. JPUGGED (pugd),
PUGGING), [< dial.; prob. echoic
of pounding; orig. sense "to
punch, strike"], 1. to mix or
fill in with wet, plastic clay.
2. to fill in with clay, mortar,
sawdust, etc. for soundproofing,

wet,
,

Clastic day used for sh
bricks, earthenware, etc.

, n.4contr. of pugflist], [Slang], a
purg fimg). n. a footprint or trail (of an animal), v.t.

{PUGGED (pugd), PUGGING], to track or trail (game) by
following footprints,
Pu get Sound (pu'Jit), an inlet of the Pacific, with
many arms, emending southward into the State of
Washington.
pug-garee (pug'd^re*'). *?* a puggree,
purging (pugln), ft. [< pug (to mix) + -ing], 1. the
mixing of wet clay for making bricks, pottery, etc,
2. clay, mortar, sawdust, etc. used for soundproofing.

pug-gree, pug-gry (pttg^ri), n. CHind, paer*, a turban),
a lujjht scarf wrapped around the crown of a sun helmet
an<f hanjdng behind to protect the back of the neck.
pugn (pop, poo: conventionalized pronun.), interj. an
exclamation of disgust or contempt.

pu-gtt ism (pu'jg-hz'm), n. fL. pugil, boxer, pugilist <
same base as pugnare, to fight, Jwgnus, a fist: -f -ism;
cf. PUGNACIOUS^ the art or practice of fighting with the
fists: boxing; prize fighting.

pu-gil*i8t (pu'j'o-list) , n. [see PUGILISM], a person who
fightjs with his fists i prize fighter* boicftr

pn-gil'ls-tlc (prjo4is'tik), adj. of or coonfccted with
pugilism or pugilists.

pwg'iiiici0tMi ^ug-nS'sh^s) adj. [<
narer to fight; -f ~ou$; cf. pUGiLBSML atyvaa to J

quarrelsome; combative. SYN. see belligerent
pwg*ttftc*ty .fptp-nas'9-ti),.

n. [L. fr&tSKlkfc* stote
or qttality of Dng pugnaciotis.
pug nose, a short, thick, turned-up nose.
pug-nosed (pug'iiozdO, adj. having a pug nose.
piig-re (pttg'njt 11. a puggree.

puis-ne (pu'ni), adj. [OFr.; puis, afterward + net born],
in law, or lower rank; junior, n. a puisne judge.

pu-is-sance (pu/i-s'ns, pu-is''ns, pwis''ns), n. [ME.
puissaunce, Late OFr. < puissant; see PUISSANT],
[Archaic or Poetic], power; strength; might.

pu-is-sant (pu'i-s'nt, pu-is''nt, pwis''nt), adj. [ME.;
Late OFr., powerful; formed as if from a participle
possens < L. posse, to be able], [Archaic or Poetic],
powerful; strong; mighty.
puke (puk), n., v.L & v.t. [PUKED (pukt), PUKING],
[prob. akin to G. spucken, to spit, hence < an unre-
corded ME. *spuken < the base of AS. spiwan (cf,

SPEW)], vomit.
puk-ka (puk'a) , adj. pucka.
Pu-las-ki, Cas-i-mir (kaz'i-mir poo-las'ki, poo4as'ki:
Pol. poo-la'ski), Count, 1748?-1779; Polish soldier and
patriot; general in the American Revolutionary army.

pul-cbri-tude (pul'kra-tood', pul'krs-tud') , n. [ME.;
L. pulchritudo < pulcher, beautiful], physical beauty.

pul-chri-tu-di-nous (pul'kra-too'd'n-ss, pul'krs-tu'-
d'n-as), adj. [< L. pulchritudo, pulchritudinis (see
PULCHRITUDE); -f -ous], possessing physical beauty.
pule (piil), v.L [PULED Jpuld), PULING]^ [echoic], to
whimper or whine, as a sick or fretful child.

puling (pul'irj), adj. whimpering; whining.

PuHt-zer, Joseph Opool'it-sSr; now commonly pu'lit-

sgr), 1847-1911; American journalist, newspaper
owner, and philanthropist, born in Hungary.

Pulitzer Prize, any of a number of yearly prizes for

outstanding work in various departments of journal-
ism and literature, established by Joseph Pulitzer.

Pul| (pool'y'), n. a seaport in northwestern Yugo-
slavia, formerly in Italy: pop., 46,000: Italian name,
Pola.

pull (pool), v.L [ME. pullen; AS. PulUan, to pluck,
snatch with the fingers; ? akin to MLG. pull, poll, a
husk, shell < IE. base *5oJ- *bul-> a lump, knob,
seen also in L. bulla, a bud, etc.; basic sense would
then be "to pluck (fruit, etc.)"), 1. to exert force on
in such a way as to cause to move toward or after the
source of the force; drag, tug, draw, attract, etc. 2. a)
to draw, or pluck, out: as, he had two teeth pullea.
ft) to pluck and gather: as, she pulled several roses.
3. to draw apart; rip; tear: as, the seam of her dress
is pulled. 4. to stretch (taffy, etc.) back and forth

repeatedly. 5. to stretch or strain to the point of

injury: as, he pulled a muscle in the game. 6. [Dial,
or Rare), to draw the entrails from (a fowl) . 7. [CoUoq.],
to put into effect; perform; do: as, the police pulled a
raid. 8. [Colloa.], to hold back the force of deliberately;
restrain: as, he s pulling his punches. 9. [Slang], c) to
arrest (someone). 6) to make a police raid on. 10. in
baseball, golf, etc., to hit (the ball) so as to cause it to
curve to the left or, if the player is left-handed, to the
right. 11. in horse racing^ to rein in, or restrain (a
horse), to keep it from winning. 12, in printing, to
take (a proof) on a hand press. 13, in rowing, a) to
work (an oar) by drawing it toward one. 6) to transport
by rowing, c) to be rowed normally by: as, this boat
pulls four oars. v.i. 1 . to exert force in or for dragging,
tugging, or attracting something. 2. to take a deep
draft of a drink or puff at a cigarette, etc. 3. to be
capable of being pulled. 4. to move (away, ahead,
etc.). n. 1. the act, force, or result of pulling (in
various senses); specifically, a) a dragging, tugging,
attracting, etc. 6) the act or an instance ofrowlng. c)
a drink, a) a puff at a cigarette, etc, e) the effort used
in climbing, etc.j hence, /) any difficult, continuous
effort, g) in sports, the act or an instance of pulling
a ball. 2. something to be ptuled, as tlie handle of a
drawer, etc. 3. [Slang], influence or special advantage,
pull apart, to find fault with; criticize.

puE down, 1. to tear down, demolish, or overthrow,
2. to degrade; humble. 3. to reduce.
pwU for, [CoUoQ.j, to cheer on, or hope for the success
of.

pull off, [Colloq.J, to bring about or accomplish.
pull oneself together, to collect one's faculties- regain
one s poise, courage, etc,

pull ov*rf [Colloq.I, to move to or toward the curb,
as a motor vehicle.

pujUl
throttfib, [Cottoq.], to gt through or over (an

illness, difficulty, etc,).
putt up, I. to uproot. 2. to bring or come to a fcop.
3. to move ahead.

*

motion than pv&l (fee <^w Ub
implies the slow pulling of

Itemioahis list, as defined in
~"

sts a smoother, more even
L from tin scabbard) : draft

icBjpitti tto slow jmlliiag of souwlthlog luttrr, eomoAt gwat
resistance in the thing pulled (he dragged, the desk across the
floor) ; tug suggests strenuous, persistent effort in pulling but

*MJ$^ at the rope to no avail); haul impU^sus
trau*portiiig soroetfeii^ tta^v oftto i^^^^^
niture in a truckJ; tow implies pulHnmm (to <w a WM MitoAipbae)?r

pto 0r-:Mm4erWf^t^te<*r^
r pimuq mx^emS^ biifc,

'

2. a re-
a device
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PULLEY

ouMet (pool'it), n, [ME. puleti, poullet: OFr. polete,

toouletCte) , dim. of poule, hen; L. pullus, chicken, young
animal; for IE. base see FOAL; cf. POULTRY] , a young
hen usually not more than a year old.

oiil-fey (P001
'
1)' n - [# PULLEYS (-iz)J, [ME. & OFr.

polie; ML. foleia: prob. < Gr._
*polidion, dim. of ojos, pulley,

--
'
-

hinge] , 1 . a small wheel, some-
times turning in a block, with a

grooved rim in which a rope
runs, as to raiseweightsby being
pulled down. 2. a combination
of such wheels, used to increase

the applied power. 3. a wheel
that turns or is turned by a belt

so as to transmit or apply

Pull-man car (pool'man), [after

George M. Pullman (1831-
1 89 7) , Am. inventor], a railroad PULLBY
car with private compartments
or chairs that can be made up into berths for sleeping:
also Pullman, n.

puMor-um disease (pa46r'am) , [L. pullorum, genit. pi.

of pullus, chicken], a highly destructive bacterial dis-

ease of poultry, often transmitted in the egg.
pull-out (poorouf). n. a maneuver in which an air-

plane levels out into horizontal flight after a dive.

pull-o-ver (pool'o'vlr) , adj. that is put on by being

pulled over the head. n. a pull-over sweater, shirt,

etc.

pul lu late (pul'yoo-laV), lu. [PULLULATED (-id), PUL-
, K L.LULATING], . pullulatus, pp. of pullulare, to spread. , .

out, sprout < pullulus, dim, of pullus; see PULLET],
1, to sprout out; germinate; bud, 2. to breed quickly.
3. to spring up in abundance; teem or swann,

puMu-fa tion (pul'yoo-la'shan), n. a pullulating,
pull-up (pool'up') n. a maneuver in which an ^airplane

.nonanus <
, f -^..

,.
.. 'affecting the

lungs. 2, having lungs or lunghke organs, 3. des-

ignating the artery conveying Wood from the heart
to the lungs, and the vein conveying blood from the

lungs to the heart.

pul-mo-nate (pul'xno-n&V. pul'ma-nit), adj. [Mod. L.

pulmonatus < L, pulmo, pulmonis, a lung], in.zoato^y,
I. having lungs or lungtike organs, 2, belonging to a

group of mollusks having a sort of lung or air sac, as

most snails and slugs, n. any member of this group.

__ ., , ... [< L. pulmo,
a lung; + motor], an apparatus used in applying
artificial respiration to persons who are in danger of

death from drowning, suffocation, etc.: a trade-mark

(Pulmotor).
pulp (pulp), n. IPr. pulpt; L pulpa, flesh, pulp of

fruit], 1. a soft, moist, formless mass that sticks to-

gether. 2. the soft, Juicy part of a fruit, 3, the soft,

spongy pith inside the stem oi a plant. 4. the soft,

sensitive substance underneath the enamel and dentme
of a tooth. 5, a mixture oi ground-up, moistened cellu-

lose material, as wood, linen* rags, etc,, from which

paper is made, 6. ore ground to a powder and mixed
with water. 7. usually in pi. [Slang], a magazine printed
on rough, inferior paper stock made from wood pulp,
usually containing sensational storf* of love, crime,
etc.; ct sttck. 0.C 1. to reduce to pulp. 2* to remove
the pulp from, VX to become pulp.

pulp-i-ness (puFpi-nis), it* a pulpy quality or condition,

a stage, scaffold.]. 1* a rawed ptatfocm from wntch a
a, pceaohM .

fo a^ church.. 2, preachers col-

put-sa-to*ry (pul'sa-tQr'i, pul'sa-to'ri) , ad/, character-
ized by pulsation; throbbing.
pulse Cpuls), n. [ME. pous, -ponce; OPr. ^OM5, pouls; L.

pulsus (venarurn), beating (of the veins) < pulsus* pp.
of pellcre, to beat], 1. the regular beating in the ar-

teries, caused by tne contractions of the heart. 2. any
beat that is regular or rhythmical. 3. the perceptible
underlying feelings of the public, group of people, etc.

u.i. [PULSED (pulst), PULSING], to pulsate; throb.

pulse (puls), n. [ME. pous; OFr. pols, pouls; L. puts,

pultis, a pottage made of meal or pulse], 1. the edible

seeds of peas, Deans, lentils, and similar plants having

^r -_,, ,
,. -METER], an instru-

. j that measures the rate anci force of the pulse.

pul-som-e-ter (pul-som'a-tgr), n. [< pulse (to beat) +
-meter], 1. a type of pistonless pump for raising water
by the intermittent condensation of steam: also called
vacuum pump. 2. a pulsimeter.

pul-ver-a-ble (pul'vSr-a-bl), adj. pulyerizable,
pul-yer-iz-a-ble (pul'va-riz'a-b'I), adj. that can be pul-
verized, or ground to a powder.

pul-ver-i-za-tion (pul'vSr-i-za'shan, pul'vSr-i-za'shon) ,

n, a pulverizing or being pulverized.
pul'ver-ize (puPva-riz

7

),
v.t. [PULVERIZED (-rizd') PUL-

VERIZING], [Pr. pulveriser; LL. pulverimre < L. pulvis,
dust, powder], 1. to crush, grind, etc, into a powder or
dust. 2. to break down completely; demolish, v.i.

to be crushed, ground, etc. into powder or dust.

pul-ver-u-lence (pul-yer'yoo-lans, pul-ver'oo-fons), n.

the quality or condition of being pulverulent.
pul-ver*u4ent (pul-ver'yoo-lant, pul-ver'oo-tent), adj.
[L. pulverulentus < pulms, pulveris, dust], 1. consisting
of or covered with a powder; powdery. 2. crumbling
to powder or dust.

pul-vil-lus (pul-vil'as) , n. [pi. PULVILLI (-1)], [L., contr.
< puhinulus, dim. of pulvinus, a cushion}, in zoology, the
cushionlike part of an insect's foot.

pul vi-nate (pul'vi-nSf) , adj. [L, pulvinatus < puhinus,
a cushion], L cushion-shaped. 2. in botany, having
a leafstalk with a swollen base.

pul-vi-nat ed (pul'vi-nS'tid) , adj. ^ulvinate.
pul vi-nua (puT-vi'nQs) , n. [L., a pillow, elevation], the
swollen base of a leafstalk.

pu ma (pu'ma), n. [pi, PXJMAS (-moz), PUMA; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [Sp.; Peruv.], 1. a long-tailed, slender, tawny-
brown animal of the cat family, found in North and
South America; cougar; mountain lion, 2. its fur.

pum ice (pum'is), n. [ME.Pomis, pomeis: OPr. pomis,
pumis; L. pumex, pmniceK a spongy, light, porous,
volcanic rock, used in solid or powdered form for re-

moving stains, smoothing, and polishing: also pumice
stone, v.t. (PUMICED (-ist), PUMICING], to clean, polish,
etc, with pumice,
pu-mi-ceous (pyoo-mish'as), adj. [L. pumiccus], of,

having the nature of, or like pumice,
pum mel (pum'1), n. & v.t. [PUMMELKD or PUMBdBtLED
(-'Id), PUMMELING or PUMMELLING), pommel
pump (pump), n. (ME, pwmpe, pompe; MD, pompe;
Sp* jbomba; prob. of echoic

origin], any of various ma-
chines that force a liquid or

gas into, or draw it out of,

something, as by suction or

pressure, v.t. L to raise or
move (fluids) with a pump.
2. to remove water, etc. from,
3. to inflate (a rubber tire) by
pumping air Into it. 4. to
force or draw^ out* move up
and down, pour forth, eject,
etc* in the manner of &pump i

as, her eyeswm st0np0 dry
of tears. 5. to question
closely tod persistently, 6.

to get (formation) out of a
ptsnion In tMs way* 7. to work with the sami

1

aclton
as a pump handle or piston does, ' v.i. 1 . to work a

puxnp. 2. to raise or mdve water, etc. with a Jump,

n* Iprobf < Fr jpmpe, an crnament),
hout straps or ties*

1. the chamber in which the piston of a

&tf*R0to#iLPto&L A . ,.
3.v Westphalian

'< ii^*^Wt to pass wind
s], a coarse, dark

I rye.*
> commonly puij'Tcin), n.

A^y^w, MPr, pompon, potom; L,

., _;, cooked by the sun* ripe, nenee m
_,a mot eaten until ripe), 1. a large, round.

,_om gourdllke fruit with many 2,

i on which it grows.

FOOT

3. to move i

^CwWfTlW^CWr^W.VftWUBwrSdAWR x-xitlfoirip.; *hypoihHi(; < <ta
; i. r
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tice, or system of using certain standardized marks and

signs in writing and printing, as to separate sentences,

independent clauses, parenthetical phrases, etc., in

order to make the meaning more easily understood : the

marks of punctuation, originally conventionalized from
normal speech patterns of pause, pitch, and stress, .no

longer correspond with these in detail. 2. punctuation

punctuation mark, any of the marks and signs used

in punctuation, chief among which are the period (.),

the comma (,), the colon (:), the semicolon (; , the

interrogation mark (?), the exclamation mark (!), the

apostrophe ('), quotation marks ( ), ( ), parentheses

(0 ) the dash ( ), the hyphen (-), and brackets ( [] ).

punc-tu-a-tive (purjk'choo-a'tiv), adj. 1. of punctua-

tion. 2. serving to punctuate.

punc-tu-a-tor (punk'choo-a'tgr), n. a person who punc-

punotur-a-ble (purjk'cher-o-b'l), adj. that can be

punc-tSre* (purjk'cher), n. [ME.; LL. punctnra, a

pricking < L. pungere, to pierce), 1. a pertorating or

piercing. 2. a hole made by a sharp point, as in an

automobile tire, the skm, etc. v.t. [PUNCTURED (-chSrd),

PUNCTURING], 1. to perforate or pierce with a sharp

point 2. to reduce or put an end to, as if by a puncture :

as, his pride was punctured. v.i. to be punctured.

pun-dit (pun'dit), n. [Hind, pandit; Sans, pamhtal 1.

in India, a Brahman who is learned in Sanskrit and

Hindu philosophy, law, and religion. 2. a person of

great learning; an authority: often used humorously,

pung (purj), n. [< earlier torn Pung, altered < toboggan

or its Am. Ind. source], [Dial.], a boxhke sleigh drawn

by one horse. , . .

pun-gen-cy (pun'jan-si), n. the quality or condition ot

being pungent. .
A

pun-gent (pun'jant), adj. [L. pungens, ppr. of pungere
to prick, puncture], 1. producing a sharp sensation ot

taste and smell
;
acrid. 2. sharp, and piercing ; poignant ;

painful. 3. sharply penetrating; expressive; biting:

as, pungent language. 4. keenly clever; stimulating.

5YN. pungent literally applies to taste or smell, suggesting

a sharp, stinging quality (pungent apices),,
and figuratively im-

plies a penetrating or stimulating quality (pungent humor);

piquant implies an agreeable pungency, tartness, or
t
zest (a

piquant salad dressing, piquant wit) ; racy suggests the piquancy
and tang of something m its natural and freshest condition

(racy fruit) and figuratively implies a spirited, vigorous quality

(racy slang) ; spicy suggests the pungent taste or fragrant arumu
of spices (a spicy drink) and figuratively, an exciting, often

risque quality (spicy stories).ANT. bland, insipid.

Pu-nic (pu'nik), adj. [L. Punicus, earlier, Poenicus,

Carthaginian, properly Phoenician < Poeni, the Car-

thaginians], 1. of ancient Carthage or its people. 2.

like or characteristic of the Carthaginians, regarded

by the Romans as faithless and treacherous, n. the

West Semitic language of ancient Carthage, closely

related to Phoenician: it consists of Old Punic, spoken
from about the 5th century B.C. to 146 B.C., and New
Punic, spoken in parts of the Western Roman Empire
from 146 B.C. until about 550 A.D.
Punic Wars, three wars between Rome and Carthage

(264-241 B.C., 218-201 B.C., and 149-146 B.C.), in

which Rome was finally victorious.

pu-ni ness (pu'ni-nte), n. a puny quality or condition.

pun-ish (pun'ish), uJ. [ME* punisthm < inflectional

base of OFr, punir: L, pumre, to punish < poana,

punishment, penalty], 1. to cause (a person) to under-

go pain, loss, or suffering for a crime or wrongdoing.
3. to impose a penalty on a criminal or wrongdoer for

(an offense). 3, [Cotloq.J, ^o treat in a hmr^h or greedy
manner; deplete IE quantity, as food or drink. IM.

to deal out punishment*
5W. pwnlslJ implies th* infliction of some penalty on u

wrongdoer and gwwatly conwU retribution minor than cor-

rection (to p*nhk it murtow toy hanging him) : discipline sug-

gests pfunfchmtnt that is intended to control or to euwmw
habits of self-control (to dtsdpHni a naughty chid): correct

taiowts pttnfebment for the prs of ovwgpmfotf wits (to

correct unrttly pttiftft); dhaettM fasten tmutfty corponu pun-
ishmeftt aad conaotM both retribution and corwctiooj casti-

gate now tojpJiw pig4ibiinm$jby |evftrt prole ctitietim or cen-

sure (to ca$t&$JG a ownrutpt of*

tion of tritaifet&on la ofoar i

is usud ctsptsci&lly in A thttolt

His will to tntlfje fcftown), .

pttn*lih*abii*i*ty (pia'IA-^BII^tl), n*. tha quality or

coadition ol being pwSftftbte,, ^
pun-ish a-ble (pur/ish-o-b'l) , adj. liable to or deserving

pun-Ish-ment (pun'i.Hli-inont},

tming puniAed. 2* 4 pwrnity^
for a crime or wroMdoing, _&*

pu^nitiive (pU
fn0-w)

zTeaoomftd WlWoV ^
miiii*t<HEy (pt'i-twlf

pump-kin-seed (pump'kin-sed
7
, purj'km-sed ), n. 1.

the seed of the pumpkin. 2. any of a number of related

small fresh-water fishes of North America, greenish-

olive above and orange-yellow below; sunnsh.

pun (pun), n. [17th-c. clipped form (cf CHUM, MOB); ?

< It. puntiglio, fine point, hence verbal quibble (cf.

PUNCTILIO)], the humorous use of a word, or of words

which are formed or sounded alike but have difierent

meanings, in such a way as to play on two or more ot

the possible applications; a play on words. IM. [PUNNED

(pund), PUNNING], to make a pun or puns. v.t. to

bring to a specified state by punning.

Jpu-na (poo'na), n. [Sp.; Quechua], 1. a high, cold,

arid plateau, as in the Andes. 2. mountain sickness.

Punch (punch), n. [contr. < Punchinello, earlier Po-

lichinello: from the name of a character in a Neapolitan

puppet play], the hero of the puppet show Punch and

Judy, a hook-nosed, humpbacked figure.

pleased as Punch, greatly pleased or gratified.

punch (punch), n. [contr. of earlier punchon; see PUN-

CHEON (a die)], a tool driven or pressed against a sur-

face that is to be pierced, shaped, or stamped, or a

nail, bolt, etc. that is to be worked in or out. v.t. to

pierce, shape, stamp, etc. with a punch.
punch (punch), v.t. [ME. punchen; prob. var.. of

pouncen; see POUNCE], 1. to prod or poke with a stick.

2. to herd (cattle) by or as by prodding. .
3. to strike

with the fist. 4. to pierce or perforate with a punch.
5. to make (a hole) with a punch. 6. to cut out (a.

oiece) by punching, n. 1. a thrusting blow with the

fist, 2. [Colloq.], effective force; vigor. -SYN. see

pull "one's punches, [Slang], 1. in boxing, to deliver

blows that are intentionally ineffective. 2. to attack,

criticize, etc, in an intentionally ineffective manner.

punch (punch), n. [Hind, pac, five; Sans, fanca (cf.

FIVE)* so named from orig. consisting of five ingre-

dients], a sweetened drink flavored with fruit juices,

with his wife, Judy. A
punch bowl, a large bowl in which punch is served.

punch-drunk (punch'drurjk') , adj. 1 . having or show-

ing a condition resulting from numerous blows on the

head and marked by an unsteady gait, slow muscular

movements, hesitant speech, mental confusion, etc.;

hence, 2. [Colloq.], acting in a hazy, bewildered man-

ner; thoroughly dazed.

pun-cheon (pun'chsn), n. [ME. punchoun; OFr, poin-

(on t poinchon; LL. *punctio < punctiare, to prick < L,

punctus, pp. of pungere, to prickj, 1. a short, upngm
wooden post used in framework. 2, a heavy, broad

piece of roughly dressed timber with one side hewed
flat. 3. any of various devices for punching, per-

forating, or stamping; especially, a figured die used by
goldsmiths, etc. __
pun-cheon (pun'chsn), n- Late ME. pwncton; OFr.

ponton, poinchon; identical in form with puncheon
(punch, die, etc.)], 1. a large cask of varying capacity

(72-120 gallons) , for beer, wine, etc. 2. as much as

such a cask will hold.
PUNCHINELLOS,

'the character) j,

i, a prutoijypc ut jruucii. A. ** uu-uw**; ClOWn.

punching bag, a stuffed or inflated leather bag hung
up so that it can be punched for exercise.

punch press, a press in which dies are fitted for cutting,

shaping, or stamping metal.

punc-tate (purjk'tSt), adj. [Mod. L. punctatus < L.

punctum, a point], marked with dots or tiny spots, as

certain plants and animals.

punc-tat-ed (punk'ta-tid), adj. punctate.
punc-ta-tion (purjk-ta'shan), n. 1. th condition of

being punctate. 2. a dot. 3. a marking with many
dots. 4. a statement of points to be negotiated,

punctilio (pmjk-til'i-o
7
'),

n- [pi PUNCTILIOS (-oV)J,

[$. puntilto; It. punii&ho < punto; L. pundum, a

point], I. a nice point of conduct, manners, ceremony
or honor. 2. observance of petty formalities.

punc-tiM-ous (purjk-til'i-9$) t adj\ [Fr. pointttUwc <
It. puntiglio; see PUNCTILIO], 1. careful m the observ-

ance of the nice points of behavior and ceremony. 2.

very exact; scrupulous.
punc tu al (punk'ch6o-l), adj. [ME.; ML. punctuahs
< L. punctus , a point], 1, of or like a point; minut,
2, punctilious. 3. carefully observant of an appointed
time; on time; prompt.
puitC'tu-aM-ty (punk'chdo-aFa-t) f n. 1. the quality
or condition of being punctual, or on time, 2, [pi,

PUNCTUALITIES (-tiz)J, an instance of this*

pimotu-ate (punk'cM5-ItO> v.t* [PUNCTUATED (-id),

PUNCTUATING], [< ML, pnnctMatu$ t pp. of pumtmar^ <
L. putwtus, a point), 1. to insert punctiiation marks
in (written or printed matter) in omer to clarify fciie

meaning. 2. to interrupt from; time to time. 3. to

emphasize. #X to use punetu^tiom marks.
punc'tti'ft'ttoa (pugk'cbo^I'stan),,it. [ML. #*#
< pp of punctu&re; see PUNCTUATE], I, the ct f ;

It! 1



Punjabi 1181 purfle

<?arh) and a province of Pakistan (area 63,134 sq. mi.; pu-pIMar-y (pii'p!

pop.. 18,814,000; capital, Lahore): each division is Pu-pin, Michael
mi.;

on is

bi), n. [see PANJABI]^ 1. a native of

Punjab: also spelled Panjabi. 2. Panjabi, the Indie

language spoken in the Punjab.
Punjab States, a former agency including a number
of small native states in British India.

punk (purjk), n, [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian) ; of. Lenape
punk* fine ashes), 1. decayed wood or dried fungus
used for tinder, 2. any substance that smolders when
ignited, usually in the form of a stick used to light

punk (punk),* n> [Early Mod. Eng, slang; ? < D.
Punken-dieh, name of a dike near Bremen notorious for

caam, , *

a youngster, regarded as inexperienced, insignificant,

etc. ad}. [Slangj poor or bad in (quality.

pim-kah, pun-ka (pur/k), n, [Hind, pankha], in India,

a large fan ma4 from the palmyra leaf, or a large,

swinging fan consisting of canvas stretched over a

rectangular fra,m$ and hung from the ceiling.

punk-ie (pun'ki), n, [D. punhi < Am. Ind. (Algon-
quian): of. Lenape punk, ponk, fine ashes], a tiny fly

with piercing and sucking mouth parts, found in some
mountain regions of the united States,

punner (pun'Sr), n a punster,

pun ster (pun'stlr), n> a person who habitually makes,
or is fond of making, puna, ,_-,,.-,-
punt (punt), n. [< slang of Rugby School, England;
prob, a form of dial taut, to strike, kick (ei BUNT)|,
m football, a type of kick in which the ball *a dropped
from the handa and then kicked before it strikes the

ground, v.t, $ wX to kick (a football) m a jwnt,

punt (punt), n. [AS.; L. panto, a punt, pontoon < pons*

poniis, a bridge], a flat-bottomed boat with broad,

carry in a punt. v.i. to go in a punt.
punt (punt), it*. [Pr. power < ponte, a point; Sp,
< L. punctum, a point], 1, in certain card games, to

bet against the dealer or banker. 2. to gamble.
Pun-til Are*nas (p5om'tl &-r'nas) MagaUanes, a city
in Chile: the former name,
pun-ty (pun'ti), n, [pi. PUNTIES (tia)], JPr* ponttl: It.

pmleilo, dim. of punto* a point},
a metal rod on. which

the molten glass is handled in glawmaking; pontil

pu-ny (pu'ni), ad/. (WNIKR (~nl-r), WWEST (-ni4st)L

(pr.ttlktt bom later; OPr, puimt; puis, after 4- n&

(L. natout), bomj* I. of inferior size, strength, or im-

portance; wwOq iHgfet. 2* [Obi,], puisne.

tip (pup), n, [ecmtr. of **My] f L a young dog. 2. a

yming seal. yd, [PUPBI> (pupt}, ppmHG], to giveym
PUPAE toD. PVPA3 (-pw)} [Mod.pw-pa (pffoa), u W.

L.; L,, a girl, doll, pt.
an insect m the stag of de-

velopment between the lsu>

val and adult forma,

pu-pfil (pH'pl). od[f of a
pupa. FWA OF MOTH
pU'pmte (p&'ptt)* #*f, fw-

pu pa tlon '(pft-pft'ehen), n* J. a |mp*tteg% 2. the

tagt In fastest* between the larval wad aoult forma>

[MB. & Qfr..p*pBi9j L,

Mpeciauy a young
h iwpervision of &

2* 2o tfw lwf a minor

orplwn, wtroi 1, $
w*kO ie big mfItt ^
or tutor, ae in mhrnt
the cure of t guardian.
5m^*fttpil tiifpl&i eitlier to ft ehfld In school or to a pwson
w Ito it xuuler th<> pornotjiil gftptfriHbicm cf a teftchttr (Emfwf war;

! ai i in ,tFtutit*ria^Uwr 1<'anting Of to M who l

y of ii
particular

ifftibU'tn (a student of MtcM
^

to""w frrtte * f% to fetete vSpiSlM
pfurtleiOw

rbi^l^lww(i^ C f^Pflrt*

wtt.flpWU. Jfc Bfr. ^%>
f lit nf% iMsm 9w%pf f^ -,-. -Qr-j t

-
1 ^ ^*

, of the pupil of the eye.

u-pin, Michael Idivor-sky (id-v3r'ski pyoo-penO,
1858-1935; American inventor and physicist, born in

Yugoslavia,
pu-pip-a-rous (pu-pip'eY-ss), adj. [< pupa 4* -parous],

designating or of a group of insects bearing young al~

ready developed to the pupal stage, as the horse tick,

bee louse, etc. AW
, OPr. poupette, dim. <"*

1. a small
L
j
doll. 2.

such~a figure"moved by attached strings or wires, or by
the hands, in a puppet show. 3. a person whose actions,

ideas, etc. are- controlled by another,

pup-pet-e^r (pup'i-tSr'), n. a person who operates, de-

signs, or costumes puppets, or produces puppet shows.

pup-pet-oon (pup'i-toon
7
), n. [puppet + -oon

f
as in

cartoon], a motion picture made by arranging jointed
puppets into the successive stages of some motion and
photographing each stage separately.

pupp>t>ry (pup'it-ri), n. 1. puppets or their actions;

mummery. 2. the art of producing puppet shows.
a play or performance with puppets.

- v
-, [L., stern or poop of a ship], a

constellation Argo, near Canis

Major: see constellation, chart.

pup-py (pup'i), n. [pi PUPPIES (-iz)J, [Pr. poupge, a
doll, puppet; LL. *puppa; see PUPPET), 1, a young dog.
2. the young of the shark and some other animals.
3. a silly, conceited, or insolent young man.
pup'py-ish (pup'i-ish), adj. of or like a puppy.
puppy love, calf love.

pup tent, a shelter tent.

pur (

~ .--..-.

purl

partly blind, 3. slow in perceiving or understanding.
Pur-cell, Henry (pur's1), 1659-1695^; English composer.
pur-chas-a-ble (pUr'chis-a-b'l), adj. 1. that can be

purchased; hence, 2. open to bribery.

pur-chase (pttr'chis), v.t* {PURCHASED (-chist), PUR-
CHASING}, [MB. purchacen; OPr. pourchacier* poirchacur,
to pursue; pour, for

-J- chacier* to chase], 1. to obtain
for money or by paying a price; buy. 2, to obtain at
a cost or sacrifice. 3. to move or raise by applying
mechanical power. 4, in law, to acquire (land, btdlct-

ings, etc.) by means other than inheritance or descent.
n. 1. anything obtained by buying. 2. the act of buy-
ing. 3. income; return: as, worth a decade's purchase.
4. a fast hold applied to move something mechanically
or to keep from slipping. 5. any apparatus with which
such a hold is applied. 6. in law, the acquisition of

land, buildings, etc. by means other than Mieritance
or descent.

purchasing powear, the vake of a specked monetary
unit in terms of the amount of commodities c eeamoea
that can be bought with it.

pur-dah (pur'd) n [Hind, & Per. pardah, a veitj, 1. in

Indk, a curtain used to screen off the part of the house
where women are secluded; toace, 2. the Hindu system
of wdtiding women.
pure (pyoor), ad/* [ME. & OFr, pwr; L. purns, pure;
IB. bus* *frv *#*K to purify, cleanse, seen atao in L.

putara* to etauM*). 1. free from anything mat adulter-

ates, taints, impSr f etc*; unmixed; daar. 2. mmple;
mere* X nfetet ^bittlt$ iwa; 4^ free from defects;

perfect; faultiest. S.free from sin. or tuilt; blameless.

6. virgin or chaste. 7 ol' u^mwed efeoofc; pure-blooded.
5. restricted to the abfcr*ct or t^eortical t aspe<%: a

; otwwtd with afMied. 9. in the Btblt,

unittied, 10. bi ololaiy, coattfonning a<5-

to th parental ty^e with respect to certain

; homcwiyfOtts. IL in Kantian $Mh$opky,
trm worn emjiioi* 12. in phonetics, having an ua-

gmmmma by teetwng the oral spesem wgaip
W potitlon for tJxe duration of the sotma. n-

l; that which tepw (with tht) . 5FJV.saac^m.
pur'bre4 (wrooff%rea

/
)* W. belongin to a bret* With

ruu>Riux.ed characteristics niaintaint-d through genera-
tions of unmixed descent, it* & purabrw plant or

m ecdtw medium ewtakkt^r only organ-
*- ------------- * .....- ~-~im of the particular spcie recmired,

pu ree te^o-ri', pyoorl). n. [Fr. <
ilwlmj U ^jrr to purify </nritf,f _ :* *.*_ ^.i. ^.^. **_ ^ JL!.. jt. u J .it J^ JJr *%.,l i

OFr |nrtr. to
; L food
gh a neve*

t ,
,

o i U&v 41 m m**i * at fa M* |i%1); ^r
t ^Fl

5-iC $
* hypoOwAih <

prttpAfe t ,-
a brew! or strain of aaim&ls cr

L high degree of ccmtttency m
M a result ol continued iJ*-

raanawri



purfling 1182 pursiness

filum), a thread], 1. to decorate the border oL 2. to

adorn or edge with metallic thread, beads, lace, etc.

n. an ornamental border or trimming.

pur-fling (pur'fiirj), n. [< purfle + -ing], the inlaid

border of a violin. r^ . ^_.
pur-ga-tion (pur-ga'shan), n. [ME. purgacioun; OFr,

purgation; L. purgatiol a purguig.

pur-ga-tive (pur'go-tiv), ctdf;. [ME. jjttwft'/;
LL* wr-

atwMsl r 1. purging. 2. causing bowel movement.
n. 1. a substance that purges. 2. a cathartic. SFN.
see physic.

OFr. purgatoire; fat. purgatorium < LL. purgatorius,

cleansing < L. purgare; see PURGE], 1. in Roman
Catholic theology, a state or place in which those who
have died in tne grace of God expiate their sins by
suffering. 2. any state or place of temp9rary punish-
ment, expiation, or remorse, adj. purgative.

purge (purj), v.t. [PURGED (purjd), PURGING], [MB/.

purgen; OFr. purgier; L. purgare, to cleanse < purus,
clean -f agere, to do, act], 1. to cleanse or rid of im-

purities, foreign matter, or undesirable elements. 2.

to cleanse of guilt, sin, or ceremonial defilement. 3.

to remove by cleansing; clear away, off, or out,
1
4. to

clear or rid (a nation, political party, etc.) of individuals

held to be disloyal or undesirable. 5. in Zaw^tp free

from a charge or imputation of guilt. 6. in medicine, a)

to empty (the bowels), b) to cause (a person) to empty
his bowels, v.i. 1. to become clean, clear, or pure.

2. to have or effect a thorough bowel movement, n.

1. a purging. 2. that which purges; especially, a pur-
gative, or cathartic. 3. the process of ridding a nation,

political party, etc. of individuals held to be disloyal

or undesirable.

pu-ri'fi-ca-tion (pyoorVfi-ka'shon), n. [ME. purifoa-
ioun; OFr.; L. purificatiol a purifying or being purified.

i-rtf-I-ca-to-ry (pyoo-rif'i-kd-t6r
/

i, pyoo:nfVk9-to'ri) f

purificatorius], havi

(pyoor'a-fi'e'r), n.

rf ^ x . .
...

.

adj. [LL. purificatorius], having a purifying effect.

*n-er (pyoor'a-fi'e'r), n. a person or thing thatpuri-f
purifies.

pu-rl-fy (pyoorVf!/), v.t. [PURIFIED (-fid'), PURIFYING],

[ME. pwifien; OFr. Purifier; L. purificare < purus,

pure 4- fwere, to make], 1. to rid of impurities or pol-

luting matter. 2. to free from guilt, ^sin,
or ceremonial

uncleanness. 3. to free from foreign or corrupting
elements. 4. to purge (of ox from), v.i. to be purified.

Purina (poo-renr, poorimv pyoor'inl), n.pl. [construed
as sing.], [Heb. purim, lit., lots], a Jewish holiday, the
Feast of Lots, commemorating the deliverance of the

, Jews by Esther from a general massacre inspired by
Haman: Esth. 9:21: see Jewish holidays,

pur-in (pyoor'in), n. purine.
pu-rine (pyoor'en, pyoor'in), n. [G. punn < L. purus,
pure 4- mod. L. uricum, uric acid], 1. a colorless,

crystalline compound, CjH^N*, the parent substance of

which many of the uric-acid group of compounds are

derivatives. 2. any of several basic substances pro-
duced by the decomposition of nucleoproteins.

pur-ism (pyoor/iz'm), n. [Fr. furisme < pur; see PURE],
1. strict observance of or insistence upojn. precise usage
or jmritv in language, style, etc. 2. an instance of this.

pur-ist myoor'ist) , n. {Fr. puriste], a person who prac-
tices or advocates punsm.

pu-riS'tic (pyoo-ris'tik), adj. of purism or purists.
Pu-ri'tan (pyoor'9-t'n), n. [< LL. Pwritas; see PURITY],
1. a member of a group in England and the American
colonies who, in the loth and 17th centuries, wanted a
greater reformation of the Church of England than
that established by Elizabeth, in order further to purify
it from elaborate ceremonies and forma- 2. [p-}t a
person regarded as extremely or excessively strict in
matters of morals and religion, adj. 1. of the Puritans
or Puritanism. 2. fp-], twritanical.

pu-rl-tan-ic (pyoor'a-tan'iJe), adj. puritanical.
pu-ri-tan-i-cal (gyoorViaft'irk']), adj. L [P-], of the
Puritans or Puritanism. 2. extremely or excessively
strict in matters of morals and religion.

pu-ri;tan-ical'ly (pyoorVtan'l-k'M)* adv. in a pur-
itanical manner.

Pu-ri-tan-ism (pyoor's-t'n-iz'm), n 1. the doctrines
and practices of Puritans. 2. [p-j, extreme or excessive
strictness in matters of morals and religion.

pu*ri'ty (pyoor'a-ti), n.JME. puretc, pwrte; OFr. pwrt&,

puretf; CL. puritas < L. purus, pure], the quality or
condition of being pure; specifically, a) freedom from
adulterating matter. 6) cleanness; clearness, c) freedom
from evil or sin; innocence; chastity, d) freedom from
foreign elements: said of language, style, etc. e) freedom
from mixture with white; color saturation.

purl (purl), v.L [echoic] t 1. to move in ripples or with a
murmuring sound. 2. to move in eddies; swirl n.
I, a purling stream or rill. 2. the murmuring sound of

purling water.
purl (ptlrl), 0.1. A vd. [< the *,]. t. to pwrte, 1 to ,

edge (lace) with a chain of small loops. 3* to invert

(stitches) in knitting. Also spelled pearl (in senses 2 &
3). n. [earlier pyrle < a Romance source; cf. It. pirlare,

to twirl < pirolo, a top; cf. PIROUETTE], 1. twisted

metal thread, as of gold or silver, used in embroidery.
2. a small loop, or a chain of loops, made on the edge
of lace. 3. an inversion of stitches in knitting to pro-
duce a ribbed effect. Also spelled pearl (in senses 2 & 3).

purlieu (pur'loo), n. [altered (after Fr. lieu, a place) <
Anglo-Fr. puralee, puraley; OFr. pural'ee, poraUe <
puraler, to go through < pur~, por- (< L>pro-, for, but
used for L. per-, through) + aler, to go], 1. an outlying

to private owners. 2. a place that one visits often

or habitually; haunt. 3. pi. bounds; limits. 4. an

outlying part, as of a city. 5. pi. environs. - '
, <

pur-lin, pur-line (pur'lm), n. [ME. purlyn; prob. <

OFr.], a piece of timber laid horizontally to support the

common rafters of a roof. ^^
purloin (pur-loinO. v.t. & tu. [ME. purlognen; OFr.

porloignier, purloignier < pur- (L. pro-), for -f loin (L.

/o**), far], to steal; filch. SYN. see steal.

pur-pie (pur'pl), n. [ME. purpel, purfre:A.S. (North-

umbrian)^ur^(e), dissimilatea var. of W.S. pur(ur(e);
L. purpura, purple; Gr. porphyra, shellfish yielding

purple dye], 1. a dark color that is a blend of red and
blue. 2. in ancient times, crimson cloth or clothing,

especially as an emblem of royalty or high rank. 3.

the rank or office of a cardinal, adj. 1. of the color

purple. 2. imperial; royal. 3. ornate; elaborate: as, a

purple passage in a book. v.t. {PURPLED (-p
?

ld), PUR-

PLING], to make purple, vd. to become purple.
born to (or in) the purple, being of royal or high birth.

the purple, royal or high rank.

pur-pie-frlngea orchis (pftr/pl-frinjdO. either of two
North American orchids with purple-fringed flowers.

Purple Heart, a medal of the Order of the Purple
Heart: see Order of the Purple Heart.

purple martin, a large American swallow with bluish-

black plumage.
purple medic, alfalfa, a plant with small, purple flowers.

pur plish (pur'plish, piir'p'l-ish), adj. having a purple

tinge; somewhat

"purport), v.t. [Anglo-Fr. purporter; OFr.

"pourporter, porporter < pur-, por- (L. pro), forth +
porter (L. portare), to bear], 1. to profess or claim as its

meaning. 2. to give the appearancef
often falsely, of

being, intending, etc. n. 1. meaning; tenor; sense,

2, intention: object. SYN. see meaning.
pur-pose (puVpas), v.t. & tu, [PURPOSED (-post), PUR-
POSING], [ME. purposen; OFr. jorposer; por.pour (L,

pro), for + Poser, to place; see POSE (to place)], to aim,
intend, resolve, or plan. n. 1. something one intends
to get or do; intention; aim. 2. resolution; determina-
tion. 3. the object for which something exists or is

done; end in view. SYN- see intend, Intention,
of set purpose, with determination.
on purpose, with a purpose; intentionally.
to food purpose, with good effect.

to little (or no) purpose, with^ little or no effect.

to the purpose, relevant; pertinent.
pur-pose-ful (puVpos-fal), adj. 1. having a purpose;
determined. 2. fuH of meaning.

pur*pose*ly (puVpos-H),, adv. with a definite purpose;
intentionally; deliberately.

pur-pos-tve (p&r'pas4v) t adj. 1, serving some purpose.
2 4 Having a purpose.

pur-pu-ra (pur'pyoo-ra). n. PL,; see PURPLE], a disease
characterized by purplish patches on tine skin or
mucous membranes, caused by the subcutaneous es-

cape ol blood from its vessels.

pur^pure (^ur'pyoor), n. [ME.; $ee PU&PLR], purple as
a tincture in heraldic bearings s represented in engrav**
ings by diagonal lines downward frooi sinister to dexter,

pur-picric (pttr^oyoor'ilc), w* of or toviaag puriwra*
purr (pur), n. [echoic], 1. a low, vibratory sound made
by a cat when it seems to be pleased. 2, any sound
resembling this. vd. to, utter such a sound, v.t. to

purse (pClrs), n. [ME.; AS. purs; !C!L. bnrs&f Gr. byrsa,

is carried. 2. finances; money. 9. a warn of money-
collected as a present or given as a prize. 4. a woman s

handbag
1

. 5* anything Mice a ptirse ^ot ^bape user etc.

purse-proud (purs proud ) t adj* overbearing or proud

purs-er (pfii^aic^t n?$3B3k m:^m^MM,J^i^t a
ship's officer is charge of the accounts, fr@i0ftt ticket8f

etc., especially on a paisseuger tff^. .
.

- i" .

purse strings, strings drawn to close a purse. ''*' ^ ^
;

I ^
\

hold the purse atrlnga, to be in control m^m,
tighten (or loosen) the purae etrinfis, to reduce (or

pur si-ness Qpi^dMaWi* * ^be ^K^;^i|l^ t

i

" * " '
'

'
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purslane (pftrs'lin, ptirs'lan), n. [ME. purcelane; OFr.

porcelaine; L. porcilaca, purslane; cf. PORCELAIN], any
of a number of related weeds with pink, fleshy stems
and small, round leaves.

pur-su-a-ble (p&r-soo'o-b'l, per-su/a-b'l), adj. capable of

being pursued, __
pur-su-ance (pgr-soo'9ns, pSr-su'ons), n. [< pursuant],
a pursuing, or carrying out, as of a project, plan, etc.

pur-su-ant (pSr-soo'ant, pSr-su'ant), adj. [ME. & OFr.

poursuiant, ppr. of poursuir; see PURSUE), carrying out;

following.
pursuant to, I. following upon. 2. in accordance or

compliance with.

pur-su-ant-ly (pSr-soo'ant-h, pSr-su'snt-li), adv. so as

to carry out, conform, or accord (with to).

pur-sue (pgr-soo'f pSr-su') f v.t. [PURSUED (-sood', -sudO,

PURSUING), [ME. pursuen; OFr. ponrsuir, porsiore; LL.

prosequere, for L. prosequi; pro-, forth + segui, to

follow], 1. to follow in order to overtake, capture, or

kill; chase. 2. to proceed along or follow, as a specified

course, action, plan, etc. 3, to try to find; stnye for;

seek. 4. to follow as an occupation, profession, or

study. 5. to continue; carry on. 6. to continue to

annoy or distress. v.L 1. to go in pursuit. 2. to go on.

pur-suit (pgr-soot', p&r-sutQ,
n. [ME. purseute; OFr.

poursuite], 1. a pursuing. 2, the thing pursued; occu-

pation or the like ordinarily followed.

pursuit plane, a fast, maneuverable military plane.

pur-sul-vant (pur'swi-vant), n. [ME, pursevante; OFr.

poursuivant, ppr. of poursmwe < poursuir; see PURSUE],
1. in the British College of Heralds, an officer ranking
below a herald. 2. a follower: attendant.

pur-sy (pur'si), adj. [PURSIER (~si-.gr), PURSIEST (-si-ist)],

[earlier fwrsiie; ME. purcyfe;! Anglo-Fr. pursif, for

OFr. polsif < poulser, poteer, to push,, also breathe,

pant < L. pulsate, to beat), 1, short-winded. 2. fat.

pur-te-naxjce (pur'ta-nons). n. [ME,; OFr.; see APPUR-

TENANCE], [Archaic], the viscera of an animal

pu-ru-lence (pyoora-tens,. pyoor'yoo-lans), n. 1. a

purulent quality or condition. 2. pus.

pu-ru*len-cy (pyoor'a-laBnd, pyoor'yoo-lQn-^i), n, pura-

pu-ru'lent (pyoor'a4nt, pyoor'yoo-bnt), adj. [L.

puYulentus < pus, puris, matter, pus], of, Eke, contain-

ing, or disdmrging pus. **..
Pu-rus (pdS-rSoV)* n. a river in Peru and Brazil flowing
into the Amazon: length, L850 mi.

pur-W (pfe-vSO. *>** [MB. ponntten; Anglo-Fr- fur-
mter: OFr. ponwir < L. provide; see PROVIDE], to

furnish or supply (food or provisions). / v ^w
purveyance (per-vl'@ns), n (ME. pumeMaunce; QFr.
purwanM, porw&wisl I. a purveying. 2, the things

purveyed; provisions, 3* formerly, the right of the

British sovereign to exact provisions, transport, etc. at

a rat fixed by hi$ agent: abolished in 1660.

pur-vey*oi" (ro-wer), n. |MB. pumtwr; Anglo-Fr.

punwr; OFr. JONnwOfi L person who wrveys, or

Supplies provisions, etc. 2* fa &n$l*sh hUtwy, an

officer who ewtad or tuppHed provmiows for the

sovereign, under purveyanceAmm 3).
far OFr. jxwrmu,

provided,
ring in

, under purveyanceA
(pttr'vIlT, n- fetlo-,

of frmrtr

t the
9Etnt w range

rang of

au.we < occur-
*
it w pfowbd,

**

dy mad < c#

the y3lowWi-wMtt matter produced by
cow!tii of bacteria,

son or thing in contact with the object to be moved ahead, aside,

etc. (to push a baby carriage) ;
shove implies a pushing of some-

thing so as to force it to slide along a surface, or it suggests

roughness in pushing (shove the box in the corner) ; to thrust is

to push with sudden, often violent force, sometimes so as to

penetrate something (he thrust the knife into his victim's back) ;

propel implies a driving forward by a force that imparts motion

(the wind propelled the sailboat). ANT. pull, draw.

push-ball (pooflh'Wl'). n. I. a game, plaved by two
teams, in which a large ball about six feet m diameter
is to be pushed across the opponent's goal. 2. the

ball used in this game.
push button, a small knob or button which when
pushed makes or breaks an electric circuit.

push-but*ton tuning (poosh'but"n), a method of

tuning a radio receiver to any of several stations by
pushing the proper button.

push-cart (poosVkart'), n. a cart pushed by hand;
used by street peddlers or venders,

push-er (poosh'er), n. 1. a person or thing that pushes.
2. an airplane with the propeller mounted behind the

engine, usually at the trailing edge of the wing: .also

pusher airplane. ,

push-ing (poosh'irj), adj. [ppr.
of push], 1. aggressive;

enterprising; energetic. 2. forward; officious. SYN.
see aggressive.
Push-kin. A-le-ksan-dr Ser-ge-ye-vtch (alyek-sEn'dSr
syer-gya'ye-vich pooWkin; Eng. poosh'kiti), 1799-

1837; Russian poet.
push-o-ver (poosh'o'veV), n. [Slang], 1. anything very
easy to accomplish, 2, a person, group, etc, easily

persuaded, defeated, seduced, etc.

push-pin (poosh'pin'). n. 1. a child's game played
with pins. 2. anything trivial, 3. a tacklike pin With
a prominent head, used as a map marker, etc.

Push*tu (push'too"), n. an Iranian language, the prin-

cipal one spoken in Afghanistan: also Pashto.

pu-siMa-nim-i-ty (pu'sl-a-nimVti), n. the quality or

condition of being pusillanimous.
pu-sil lan-I mous (puVl-an'0-m9s), adj. \JUL. Pusil-

lanimis < L. pusillus, tiny 4- animus, the mind], 1.

cowardly; irresolute; fainthearted, 2, proceeding from
or showing a lack of courage, SYN. see cowardly.

puss (poos;, n, [prob. echoic of the spitting of a cat; cf.

D, poes, Sw. dial, pus, LG. puus, a cat, etc.], 1. a cat:

pet name or child s term. 2. a girl or young woman:
term of affection, 3. [British], a nare.

puss (poos), n. [Slang] t
1. the face. 2. the mouth,

puss4ey, puss4y (pus'li) {
n. purslane.

pus ay (pus'i), adj* containing or like pus.
puss-y (poos'!), n. [pi. PUSSIES (-iz)l, [dim. of puss], 1. a

cat. 2. [Colloq,], a catkin, as of the pussy wiuow.
puss-y-foot (poos'i-foof), v.L [Slang], 1. to move with
stealth or caution, as a cat does. 2, to avoid commMtag
oneself or making one's position clear, n* [Slang], a

person who pussyfoots.
pussy willow, a willow having on its brandies silvery,

velvetlike catkins, which appear before the leaves,

pus-tu-lant (pus'choo4@nt), adj. [LL. pusttilqn$ t ppr,],
- - ~* i -- 1 ^- *

i. n. a pu&tuiant medicine, etc,

), adj. L of* or having the
covered''

causing pu&i
pus tu-Iar

'

nature ol, .

pus tu-late
tu* frpuswx
**C Pustnl^y^, to b^ -.-

to rorm into puttules.

|. the fo
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putamen 1184 pyelitis

stipulated time: opposed to call. adj. [Colloq.], fixed:

as, stay put.
put about, 1. to change a vessel s course from one
tack to another, 2. to move in another direction.

put across, [Slang], 1, to cause to be understood or

accepted. 2. to carry out with success. 3. to perpe-
trate.

put aside, 1. to reserve for later use. 2. to give up;
discard. Also put away (or by),
put away, 1. [Colloq.], to consume (food or drink).

2. [Slang\, to kill. .

put down, 1. to crush
j repress. 2. to deprive of au-

thority, power, or position; degrade; humble. 3. to

write down; record. 4. to attribute (to).

put forth, 1. to grow (leaves, shoots, etc.). 2. to

bring into action; exert. 3. to propose; offer. 4. to

publish; circulate. 5. to set out from port.

put forward, to advance or present, as a plan.

put in, 1. to enter a port or haven. 2. to interpose;

insert. 3. [Colloq.], to spend (time) in a specified

manner. ,

put it on, [Slang], to make a pretentious show; pre-

tend; exaggerate. ,,-,
put it (or something) over on, [Colloq.], to deceive;
trick.

put It there, [Slang], to shake hands, as in expressing

agreement, reconciliation, etc.

put off, 1. to postpone; delay. 2. to discard. 3. to

evade; divert.

put on, 1, to clothe, adorn, or cover oneself with. 2.

to assume or pretend. 3. to apply, as a brake. 4. to

stage (a play). 5. to attribute to; impute, 6. to

impose on, as a tax.

put out, 1. to expel: dismiss. 2. to gouge out (an

eye), 3. to extinguish (a fire or light). 4. to discon-

cert; confuse. 5. to distress; vex. 6. to inconven-
ience. 7. to publish. 8. in baseball, to retire (a

batter or runner).
put over, 1. to postpone; delay. 2. [Colloq.], to accom-

plish (something) against odds or by cratt.

put through, 1. to perform successfully; carry out.

2, to cause to do or undergo. . .

put (up) to, to present to for consideration or decision.

put to it, tc- place in a difficult situation; press hard.

put UD, 1. to offer; show. 2. to offer as a candidate.

3f. to preserve or can, as fruits, vegetables, etc. 4. to

erect: build, S. to lodge, or provide lodgings for. 6.

to advance, provide, or stake (money). 7. to pack
in containers. 8. fColloq.),, to incite (a person) to

some action. 9. [CoUoq.j, to plan secretly before-

hand. 10. [Archaic], to sheathe (one's sword).
put upon, to impose on; victimi]z?e

put up with, to bear or suffer patiently; tolerate.

pu-ta-men (pu-ta'mon), n. [L., that wnich falls off in

pruning, waste < putare, to prune, cleanse; see PURE],
the hard, stone of certain fruits, as of the peach,

pu-ta-tive (pfi/ta-tiv), adj. [ME. putative; L. putatfaus <
putare, to suppose, reckon], generally considered or

deemed; reputed: supposed.
put-log (pootlfig , poot'logO, n. [earlier also puttock <
put, v.], any of the horizontal timbers which support the

iLooring of a scaffolding.
Put-nam, Israel tput'nom), 1718-1790; American
general in the Revolutionary War.
put-out (poofout') , n. in baseball, a play in which the
batter or runner is retired, or put out.

pu-tre-fac-tion (pu'tre-fak'sfaen), n. [ME. pufrifao
cioun; L. putrefactio < putrefacere; see FqrntKFsrjf 1, the

decomposition of organic matter by bacteria, fungi,
and oxidation, resulting in the formaHon of fotu-niell-

mg products; a rottinff. 2. rotting Or p^trM matter,
pu*tre*fsic*tire (pu'tr9-rak'tiv), adj. 1. oEurong putre**
faction. 2. of or characterize*; by putrefaction.

piMxe-fi-er (pft'tro-fi'er), IL anything that causes pu-
trefaction.

pu*tre-fy (pu'tro-fiOi *?? vJ. [FUTKOT"IBI>* C-fldOf HJ-
TREFYiNGjr [MB. putriften (prob. via OFT.) <; I/. *&*
facere < putris, putrM +Jwcefe, iio makef, to make or
oecome putrid or rotten: decompose. '* SxN. see 4ety.

pu-tres-cence (pft-tres' ns), it* 1, the condition of

being putrescent. 2. putrescent matter.
pu-tree-cent (ptt-tres

/l
nt), adj, CL. fntrescens, pj>r. of

futrescere < putrere < puter, puiris, rotten], 1. tmtre-

lying; rotting. 2. of or connected with ptttxtfactawo.

pu-tres-ci-ble (pS-tresWl), adL Bawb to undergo
putrefaction, n. ajputrescible substance*

pu-trid (pG'trid), adj. [Pr. putride; L. ptMdm < pwfrtre:
see PUTRESCENT; cf. PTJS], 1* decomposed; rotten and
foul-snielling. 2. causing, showing, or preceding from
decay. 5. morally corrupt; depraved. 4. [Coubq,],
very disagreeable or unpleasant, SYN. gee stinking.

pU'trid-l-ty (pQ.-trid'9-ti) , n. I, the state or quality of

blow], an uprising or rebellion, especially an unsuc-

PUTTBBS
A, spiral cloth; B, leather

put-tee (pu-te', put'i), n. [Hind, patti, a bandage; Sans.

patia, a strip of cloth],
a covering for the lower

leg, in the form of a
cloth or leather gaiter
or a cloth strip wound
spirally: also puttie,

putty,
put-ter (poot'gr), n. a
person or thing that

puts.
putt-er (put'Sr), n. 1.

in golf, a short, straight-
faced club used in putt-
ing: see golf dub, illus.

2. a person who putts.
put-ter (put'er) ,iu.[var.
of Potter], to busy one-
self or proceed in a
trifling, ineffective, or
aimless way; dawdle
(often with over, along, around, etc.). v.t. to dawdle
or fritter (with away), n. a puttering. Also potter.

put-ti-er (put'i-Sr), n. a person who works with putty,
as a glazier.

putt*ing green (put'irj), in golf, the area of smooth,
closely mowed turf in which the hole is sunk.

put-ty (put'i), n. [Pr. pot&e, calcined tin, brass, lit.,

potful < pot, a potj, 1. a soft, plastic mixture of finely

powdered chalk and linseed oil, used in fixing glass

panes, filling
small cracks, etc. 2. any substance like

this in consistency, use, etc. 3. utty powder. 4. a
cement of quicklime and water, mixed with plaster of

Paris or sand for use as a finishing coat in plastering.
v.t. [PUTTIED (-id), PUTTYING], to cement, fix, cover, or

fill with putty.
put-ty (put'i), n. \&l. PUTTIES (-iz)], a puttee.

putty knife, a knife for applying imtty.

putty powder, powdered oxide of tin, or of tin and lead,
used for polishing glass or metals.

put-ty-root (putl-roof, put'i-root'). n. an orchid with

yellowish-brown flowers, one leaf at the base of the

stem, and a sticky substance in its bulbs.

Pu-tu-ma-yo (p6"5't5o-ma"'y$), n. a river flowing be-
tween Colombia and Peru, through Brazil, into the
Amazon: length, 975 mi.: Brazilian name, Ifa,
put-up (poot'upO, adj. [< phrase put up (sense 9)],

[Colloq.], planned beforehand in an underhand manner:
.

Pu-vis de Cna-vanncSt Pierre (pyar* pfi'vi' do sM'-
vinO, 1824-1898; French painter.
Pu-yl, Henry (pSS'yS'). Q^suan Tung), 1906- ; last

emperor of China (1908-1912); abdicated; ruler of

Manchukuo (1932-1945); abdicated.

puz-zle (puzH), v.t. [PUZZLED (-Id), PUZZLING], [ME,
*poselen (inferred < pp. poselet), to bewilder, confuse;
prob. freq. < posen, to pose (a question, etc.) ;

cf POSE],
to perplex; confuse; nonplus, tu. 1, to be perplexed,
etc. 2. to exercise one's mind, as over the solution of a
problem, n. 1, the state of being puzzled; bewilder-
ment, 2. a question, problem, etc, that puzzles. 3. a
toy or problem for exercising mental ingenuity.
puzzle out, to solve by deep thought, study, etc,

puzzle over, to give deep thought to; concentrate on,
SxN.""""^lizzie JnMwss sucih, ft baffling QufiJity of sttclx intricnicyf
AS of ft prOwteoi, Mttifttlon, fttc., t&ftt one hij fffiutt difficulty in

understanding or solving it; perplex, in addition, implies un-
certainty or even worry as to what to think, say, or do; confuse
imspiAm a mixing up mentally to a greater or lesser degree; cc>n-
foimd implies such confusion as completely frustrates or grtat3y
astonishes one; bewilder implies .such utter confusion that the
mind is staggered beyond the ability to think cleurly ; to non-
plus is to cause such perplexity or confusion that one in utterly

of sp<6aldii0 actibftSt or tWRWckg furtibuHiri nJwDii(l>)'

>ecifically impKe ait its Effect ft nonplussed ojt con-
state in which one is momentarily struck spe

-ment pu2/
'l-mont), n. the state of being puz-

; bewilderment; perplexity.Wr (j*'l&
t

) l n. * person OJT tWng tb*t

t Fttblk? Work*
Wortei

ccssfn! or

putt (put), n.
*

(< put, v.]. in golf, m light stroke made <
"

the putting frtn in an attempt to get the ball into 1

hole. v*t. f **i to hit (the fell) with
' '

sncti a \



pyelogram
(cf . PELVIS) ; + -itis], inflammation of the pelvis of the

py-e-lo-iram (p5/9-lo-gram') n. an X-ray picture taken
by pyefograpny.

py-e-lo-grapfi (pl'a-b-graf, pi'a-la-graf), n. a pyelo-

py-e-log-ra-jpliy (piVlog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. pyelos, basin;

4. -graphy}, the art of taking X-ray pictures of the

kidney and ureter after filling them with some radio-

opaque solution.
,

py-e-mi-a (pi-e'mi-s), n. [Mod.^L.; py-
t
-\- -emia < Gr.

-aimia < haima, blood], a condition of infection caused

by the presence in the^ blood of
(
pus-producing micro-

organisms that are carried to various parts of the body,
producing abscesses, fever, chill, etc.: also spelled

pyaemia.
py-e-mic (pi-e'mik) , adj. of, characterized by, or having

1 "' A --**
^ ^ ^

^o .-, =
-

-j- ,-
-

,.
20oZo^v, the

end division of the body of an insect or a tnlobite.

pyg-mae-an, pyg-me-an, (pig-me'an), adj. [L. pyg~

maeus], pygmy.
Pyg-ma'H-on (pig-mal'y9n, pig-mS'li-Qn), n. [L.; Gr.

PygmaliOn], 1. in Greek legend, a king of Cyprus, and a

sculptor, who fell in love with his statue of a maiden,
Galatea, later brought to life by Aphrodite at his

ayer. 2. a comedy (1912) by G. B. ghaw.

85 pyrite

pyr-a-mid (pir's-mid), n. [Fr. pyramids; L. pyramis;
Gr. pyramis, pyramidos, a pyra-
mid; ME. had piramis < L.J, 1.

a huge structure with a square
base and four triangular sides

meeting at a point, built by the
ancient Egyptians as a royal
tomb. 2. an object or forma-
tion shaped like a pyramid. 3. in

crystallography, a torm in which
the faces intersect the vertical

and lateral axes. 4. in geometry,

base, the sides of which form the
bases of triangular surfaces

meeting at a common ^vertex.
5. a tree grown or trained in

pyramidal form. v.i. <&v.t. 1. to
*

build up in the form of a pyra-
mid; collect in a mass or heap.
2. to engage in (aperies of buying
or selling operations) during an
upward or downward trend in the stock market, work-
ing on margin with the profits made in the transactions.
the (Great) Pyramids, the three large pyramids at El
Gfza, Egypt: the largest is the Pyramid of Cheops.

py-ram-i'dal (pi-ram's-d'l), adj. [ML. pyramidalis],
L of a pyramid. 2. having the sEape of a pyramid.

py*ram-i'daHy (pi-ram/Q-d>i), adv. in a pyramidal

PYRAMIDS

s<*------- -y f"~\}t
*

forearm and fistj, _- -
. .

..

....
~

and Asiatic dwarfs described m ancient history and
legend. 2. a person belonging to any of several modern
races of African (Negrillo) and Asiatic (Negrito) dwarfs.

3. [p~], any person, animal, or plant abnormally under-

sized; a dwarf. 4. [p~], an insignificant person or thing.

adj. 1. of the Pygmies. 2, [p-], very small. 3, fp-j,

insignificant. Also spelled Pigmy. SYN. see dwarf.

py-ic (pi'ik), adj. \py- + -&], of pus: purulent.

py-in (pi'in) n* {py~ + -*w], a protein substance found
in pus..

py-ja-mas (pg-jam'oz, p3-ja'moz), n.pl. pajamas: Brit-

-nic (pik'nik), adj. I < Or. pyknos, compact, solid;

gy, designating or havixig a body type
pyk-
-HNX1, in
characterised by roundness of contour, aquatness, fleshi-

, etc, n, a person of the pyknic type.
Er-iile (ur'ni pfl), (Ermsi Tay&TyU), 1?0<M945:

erican newspaper correspondent, kmed in World

Pyte, Howard, 1S53-1911 ; American fflu&trator, painter,
and writer. ^ _

,

py-lon (pilon), n, [Gr. farltin, gateway], 1. a

2, a truncated pyramidi or two of th*we, ser

gateway to an Egyptian temple. 3. any
towering structure flanking an <mtraac0way.

telftgrapa wire f marking a qourf in an air rac*
to-m^ (pI'teHwk't^mi), n- [we -Ecroicri
rwoaovia of the pvloriw.

4dfik, pa-brnk). ad[/. of tbe
-Br'o, pa-IS^, n* foi FITLOEI , stij],

JC~y*. "Jdrjuuuo muu JL uinruc ib'ii'^'-j.j.i&B Ai uiuxr L/V, L-LS* r.

Pyramps & L.; Gr. Thisbe], Babylonian lovers whose
story is told in Ovid's Metamorphoses: Pyramus, be-

lieving Thisbe killed by a lion when he finds her
blood-stained veil at their trysting place, kills himself ;

and Thisbe, when she finds him dying, kills herself.

py-ran (pi'ran, pi-ran
;
), n. [< pyrone], any of a group

of closed-chain compounds, CsHaO, the nng of which
contains one oxygen atom and five carbon atom.

r black
__ __ [ antimony.
. pyr'd; Gr. pyra'< pyr t a fire], a pile ol

wood on which a dead body is burned; funeral pile.

py-rene (pi'rSn), n. [Mod. L. pyrena, < Gr, pyrSn, stone
of a fruit], the seed or stone of apples, pears, etc.

Pyr*e'ne-ani (pSrVne'sw), adj. of the Pyrenees.
m

Pyrenees (per'a-noV) , n.pL a mountain range between
France and Spain: highest point, Pico de Aneto.

pyre-thrum (pl-rS'thrain), n. [L.; Gr. pyre^ron, fever-

few < pyr, a ftre], 1. a kind of chrysanAemwm wUib

long sterns^ finely cut leaves, and white* j

red flowers. 2. an insect powder made

[Mod.
pyreios, burning heat, fev

cawing fever* 2, feverish.

>yi>e-tol*o-gy (pirV4olVi . ^ ,. ,,. ,. m , . ,' " '

4o|^4be tcilt cl mediciae
deals with feyers,

'

4

>

'

py rex ^reks), n* [< fie -f L4 fm kiug; Celled as if

< Gr. pyrt a fcev Jwo, ,feeartl^ ah'
ware for cooking, etc. : a
rex 1-a to3kefc'^)

to"be

having pyrexia.
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pyrit;es
1186 .vie acid

FeSj, a lustrous, yeUow mineral occurring abundantly

as a native ore and serving principally as a source of

sulfur to the manufacture of sulfuric acid: also called

iron Pyrites^ fool's gold. _
,

py-ri-tes (po-rl'tez, pi-ri'tez, pl'rlts), n. [see PYRITE], any
of various native metallic sulfides, as pynte.

py.rit-ic (pi-rit'ik), adj. of,.like,.
or containing pyrites.

py-riM-cal (pi-rit^k'l),,ad). pvntic. .

pyr-i-tol-o-gy (pir'i-tol's-ji, pS'n-tolVji). n. J< Gr.

pyrites, of fire Pyr,
a fire); + -toM the science of

analyzing compounds by means of the blowpipe.

pyro- (tf'ro. pi'ra; occas. pir's), [< Gr. pyr, pyros, a

fire], a combining form meaning: 1. fae, heat, as in

pyromania, pyrometer. 2. in chemistry, a substance de-

nved (from, the specified substance) by or as if by the

action of heat, as in pyrogallol. 3. in geology, a formation
due to the action of heat, as in pyroxentte.Also pyr-.

py-ro-cat-e-chin (pi'rs-kat's-chin, pl'ro-kat'a-km), n,.

(pi'ra-kat's-kol', pi'ro-kat's-chol', p!'-
r -

-j- catechu -h -ol], a white,

py-rone (pi'ron, pi-ron'), n. [G. pyron; contr. < pyro-

komanl an unsaturated, closed-chain compound,
CBH*O 2, from which several yellow dyes are derived.

pyrope (pi'rop), n. [MB.; OFr. pirope; L. pyropus, red
-

pyrp ,
. . . . ,

bronze; Gr. pyrttpw, lit., fiery-eyed < pyr t,
fire + ops t

the eye], a variety of garnet, deep red
,

,

color/containing aluminum and u
'

py-ro-pho-bi-a (pi'

irrational fear of fifire.

n, \pyro-

t, t

to black m
as a gem.

py.ro.phor-ic (pi'rs-fdr'ik, j^rs-for/ik),

fyrofhoros <
ignitu

lor'uts., ju A*-,IVM. */ adj. l^-,^""'

yrophoros < pyr, a fire -f pherein, to bear], capable of

miting spontaneously when exposed to air.

're-phosphoric acid (pi'rp-fos-f6r'ik, pi'ro-fos-for'-

) [?yro- + phosphoric], a viscous liquid acid, H^PaOy,

wnich crystallizes when left standing at ordinary temp-
eratures and is easily converted to ortnopnospnoric

rs-kat's-kol'), . \yyju- -r ^t*-c/vf*. T- -yj? ,--

crystalline substance, CeBWOHU occurring naturaUy
in plants or produced by dry distillation of catecnu, etc.

py-ro'chem-i-cal (pi'ra-kem'i-kl), adj. of chemistry

made up of rock material

clastic].
****J VlfJ*** i yi'tmt'fvj,

into fragments through

. con-

ductivity ^ffe\2ted in certain electric insulators when

they are subjected to high temperatures.

py-ro-crys'tai-lirie (pi'ra-kris'tl-in, prr*--
adj. crystallized from molten rock material,

py*oe-lec-tric (pi'ro-i-lek'trik), adj. of or showing

pyroelectricity. n. a gvroelectric
substance,

py'ro*e'lec
4tric4-ty (prro-i-lek/tris's-ti), n. the aevel-

pment of electric polarity in certain crystals by a

chance of temperature: abbreviated pyroclec.
Jrt^TSi-i;i+<>

(pl'ra-gal'at), n. a salt or ether of pyro-

Dy*ro*plio-torja'C'ter ^prro-io-ionry-bci;, n. [pyro- +
photometer]f an optical instrument for the measurement

of extremely high temperatures. ,.,,, -^i

pyro-phyl-lite (pi'ra-fil'itl n. {pyro- + Phvll- + -*te],

a hydrous aluminum silicate, AliOr4biOrrl^A re-

sembling talc to structure and color, used for polishing

rice, as a filler for slate pencils, etc.
.

py-ro-sia (pi-ro'sis), n. [Mod. L.: Gr. pyrdsis, a burning

< pyroun, to burn < pyr, a
fire],

a condition character-

ized bv a burning sensation to the stomach and esoph-

agus and the belching of an acid fluid; heartburn.
.

pyWstat (pi'ra-statO, n. {fyro- + ^tat],
1. a device

that automatically puts Into action a mechanism

sounding an alarm when a fire breaks out near by.

2. a thermostat for high temperatures.

py-ro-sul-fate (pi're-sul'fSt),
rt. a salt of pyrosulf

acid: also^^ -

' W "

'I.HaSaOr, ;

>o- +
^jTiCOH)*
in medicine,

2. in
1.

YIM*>JLV -T ~wv\i .**wv, %**jw ".-*- jr

produced by heatirfcg gallic acid, and
as a develoj>er to photography, etc.

py-ro'geoL-ic (iMl'fo-jen'ik), adj. {pyro* ,

ducing, or produced by, heat or fever.

igneous.
py-rog-e-noua (pi-rpj'9-*iss),

adj. pyrpgenic,
py-rog-nos^tica rp!'rog-nos'tiks), n.pl. [< fyro~ f Gr.

gnosukos, knowing], the characteristics of a mineral,

including fusibility, flame coloration, etc., as deter-

mined by the use of a blowpipe.

py-rog*ra'pher (pl-rog'ro-fgr), n. a person skilled to

py?orap :ic (pi'ra-graf'ik), adj. of pyrography.

py-rog-ra^phy (pi-rog'ra-fi), n. [pyro- + -grafihy], 1. me
art or process of burning designs on wood or leather

by the use of heated tools, 2. a design so made.
ov-ro'lk'ne'Otis (pI'ro-Kg'ni-ss), adj. [Pr. pyroligneux <
pyro, f L. lignum, wood], 1. produced by i^ie

destruc-

tive distillation of wood. 2, designating or of a reddisn-

brown liquid (pyroligneous acid}, chiefly acetic acid and
methyl alcohol, obtained by the destructive distillation

of wood. 3. designating or of methyl alcohol especially
when obtained from^wood.

py*rO'lu*flite (pi ra-1

n, [< Pyro* + Gr. lo*, *

+ -ite\. native manganese ,

black, lustrous mineral, used in glas

jy'ITOi*y*i \pi-rur w-w>; ,
f* I.AW-v

chemical decomposition by heat,

>y-ro-lyt-ic (pi'ra-lit^ik), adj. of i

, .

the future by the toterpretation of

py'rO'Hian-a pird-mmn-,
~mania] t a persistent compulsio

pyro-ma-ni-ac (pi'rd-mS'ni-akO a person havlag
pyrcwnania. adj. of or affected with

'- --
(pi-romVt&r), ^

Bt with which tmwwHy fe^h tempemtures,
beyond the range of ordinary therniometars, are Xttem*-

tired, a$ by the change of eleotrjc currtt
pf*m-it-ric (i^'rQ-met'rik), <&j of or ri^ew! om a

*iro*e*tr3r (pl-romVtri), it, Wrp- 4-

Ibraadbt ol pfey&s wWdh treats |w iw
1500 C.

tfcj
it I

rpo- 4 -MWPH * -nwl a
3Pb(
colort*

, n. {G.
chlonda**

naturally to ay of

j ,^,, a strong, crystalline acid, ^.^y" ^ w
*"7;i

w
rt TiT^

mercially as a heavy, oily, fuming liquid: also called

UV'JIU" M5ViJU>"*i**i- \JK* *v- ***** *****/, **!"/* I* \* Jf

< pyro- + Gr. tcduii, art], .
1. of fireworks.

dazzlincr: as, pyrotechnic wit. . _ .

py.ro-tech-niMcal (pi'ra-tek'ni-k'l), adj. pyrotechnic.

py-ro-tech-nics (pi'r^-tek'niks), n.pl [construed as

sing.], [see FSTROTOCHNic , 1. the art of making andW
fereworks. 2. a display of fireworks. 3. a

U.OJ.JUK JUUlGW \Jl 4B.O* * w *t***ff~i~j - - -^

dazzling display, as of eloquence, wit, etc.
,

py.ro-tecfc;n1st^(pi'ro-tek'nist),
n. a person skilled in

(pi'ro-tek'ni), n. [Fr. pyrotechnic], pyro-

n. a toxto that induces

py-rox-ene (pl'rok-sSn'), n. [Fr. pyrgdn* < pyro- f
Gr. xenos, a stranger: so named (by Hafiy, Fr. mineral-

ogist) as being foreign to igneous rocks], a complex
silicate mtoeralt containing iron, magnesium, and cal-

cium, found in igneous rocks,

py-rox*en4c (pl'rok-sen'ik), adj. of or containing pyrox-

V7^<*"- (p^-rok'so-nltO, n.^ a dark-colored, ran-
ular, igneous rock cc

py-rox*y4in r^

yliw < Gr. <

f
lulose, specii***j ** *ww. .^, ,,

.^..----.

forms than guncotton, u$ed to the

t^dnts, lacquers^ coEodk, celluloid, etc.

Iwrfea (pir't), n* flL; Gr. Pyrrha], to c^^/i

a survivor of a great deluge i ae Deucalion,

pyrrbte (pirlk), w. DU%rMeKMi; Or. W^
dance : said to be after Pyrrkfefctct, toventorof TO <

a war dance of the ancient Greeks.

pyr-rhic (pir'ik), ft, |L* pyrrhkUm; Gy pyrrkichm
(po$) t pyrrhte (foot)t a metrical loot of two short or

unstressed syllables, adj. of or competed of pyrrhns.

Pyr-rhlc victory (pMkX [St. PynMMI* a too oott%
victory! in referew to the vfetory ot Fytrlws,, Jdra of~ *

0, over the Romans at Amtum to 279

>*ni8ni ?t)4iAHolf'm} it* .! thejm Wlr .

(M5--27S B.C.), the Greek



Pythago:iras 1187 c|uadrageimriatt

Py-thag-o-ras (pi-thag'Sr-ss), n. Greek philosopher and
mathematician; lived Aft> ***+ T* r

Py.thag-o-re-an (pi-tl

his philosophy and t

follower of Pythagoras. ,_,.,. .. .

py-thag-o-re-an-ism (pi-thag's-re'sn-iz m), n. the phil-

osophy of Pythagoras, the main tenets of which were

the transmigration of the soul and the belief in numbers
as the ultimate elements of the universe.

Pyth'i-a (pith'i-a), n. [Gr.l, in ancient Greece, the high

priestess of the oracle of Apollo at Delphi.

Pyth-i-ad (pith'i-ad'), n. [< Gr. Pythios; see PYTHIAN],
the period of four years from one celebration of the

Pythian games to the next.
.

Pyth-i-an (pith'i-sn), adj. [L. Pythws; Gr. Pythios, of

Pytho, older name for Delphi and its environs], 1. of

Apollo as patron of Delphi and the oracle located there.

2. designating or of the games held at Delphi every
four years by the ancient Greeks in honor of Apollo.

Pythias, see Damon and Pythias.

Pyth-ic (pith'ik), adj. of Pythia or her prophecies.

Py-thon (pi'thonj/or 2 a & b, usually pi'thsn), n. [L.;

Gr. Python < Pytho; see PYTHIAN], 1. in Greek mythol-

ogy, an enormous serpent that lurked in the cave of

Mount Parnassus and was slain by Apollo. 2. [p-j, a)

any of a group of very large, nonpoisonous snakes of

Burma, Indo-China, etc. that crush their prey to death.
" '

"--""--", as the boa.

; OFr.T. Pytho,
, the priestess of Apollo at Delphi.

2. any woman" soothsayer; prophetess.

py.thon-ic (pi-thon'ik), adj. [LL. pythonicus, prophetic;
Gr. pythonikos < Pytho, familiar spirit], of or like an
oracle; oracular; prophetic.

py.thon-ic (pi-thon'ik), adj. of or like a python. -*

py-u-ria (pi-yoor'i-e), n. [py- + uria], the presence of

pus in the urine. _
pyx (piks), n. [ME. fixe; L. pyxis; Gr. pyxis, a box <
pyxos, the box treej, 1. tf) the con- _
tainer in which the consecrated wafer
of the Eucharist is kept- 6) a small
container for carrying the Eucharist
to the sick, 2. a box in the British

mint, in which specimen coins are

placed until the annual test for purity
and weight. Also spelled pix.

pyx'id-i-um (pik-sioYi-om), n. [^Z.PYX-
IDIA (-0)], [Mod. L.; Gr. pyxidion,
dim. of pyxis, a box; see PYX], in

botany, a seedcase with two parts, the

upper acting as a lid.

pyx-ie (pik'si), n. [prob. < the botan-
ical name, Pyxidanthera barbulata], a

creeping evergreen plant with small,

leathery leaves and white, star-shaped
flowers.

Pyx-is (pik'sis), n. JL., box (mariner's)], formerly, in

astronomy, a subdivision of the constellation Argo: see

constellation, chart.

pyx-is (pik'sis), n. \$l> PYXIDES 0-sa-deV)). [ME.;, see

PYX], 1. a vase with a cover, used by the ancient
Greeks and Romans. 2. airmail box or case. 3* in

botany, a pyxidium.

PYXXDIUM

Q
0, q Cki), n, \$t O's, q\ Q:

teenth letter of the English
adoption of the early Greek

, 1. the seven-
it: from the Roman
a borrowing from

. ** --..-. ~*r Tte"Mowed by , and
xwced Qm\m in mem (kw$n) or occawomUy

(k)f a in cmm$r y^oao'klr), 3. ,a type or impression
tor Q or q. 4, a symd for tt swreateenthi in a e-

queac or group (or the tixtaeata if J is ainittea),

I, o| Q or q> 2, sevent^wwi (or fifteenth if J
or IP"WP* ^ J, .

a medieval
500. Ml. AapMMke Q.

Sir Arthur.

itta&) in a

loman nv

0(kXD, ...

0, in dbs^* queen.
0. 1. 0ebec. 2

4l
_

q., 1, quadr&ns, [L.

-
<
3.

farthing. 2, owirt 3.

tt*tS%n (k*-rl' koomO, it*lSr* Kiwi."

in ^r% queen's bishop.
18 itaK&K*

'

f

"

fe foglMU, qmartM^mk*

O-T,, [Slang], quiet; usually in on the Q.T., in secret.

qto* quarto, ,

qu. L quart, 2. quarter. 3, quarterly. 4. queen.
5* query, 6, question. . 4 .

qua (kwl, kw), <fy. [3L,, abl. sing. fern, of q%> who;
for IB, base see WHO], as; in the function, character,

or capacity of ; m, he will testify qua official.

quack (kwak), wX [echoic], to utter tha sound oir cry

made by a duck, or a sound like it* n* tlie sound
made by a duck, or any sound like it.

quadc (kwaJc)* n. (short for guacMwl 1. an un-

trained person who practices medieiae fraudulently,
2, a person who with Httle or no fomiadatlom, pwbu
to Irnve knowledge or skill in a pwrtikwOtr fWd? char-

ktan, fl^if. 1. characterized by
' Brtntloi oitatai

with little or no foundation, 2, dishonestly cMmfag
to efieot a ewe. *6 i. to- mm& to qimckery. 2. to

talk witli a pretension to knowledge one does no* 3Te;
and ehfurlttan bo*h apply to a person nijo IBJP

dk tott always is uitd

o tob w5mt
[L. ). which was to be

wbtoh w to b done.

as much as vou please.



Quadragesima 1188 quadruple time

Quad-ra ges-l ma (kwad'rs-jes'i-ma), n. [LL. < L.

quadragesimus, fortieth < quadraginta, forty < base
of guattuor, four], 1. [Obs.l the forty days of Lent.

2. the first Sunday in Lent: also Quadragesima Sunday,
quad-ra-ges i mal (kwad'ra-jes'i-rnU adj. [ML. quad-
ragesimalis; see prec.], 1. lasting forty days: said of

Lent. 2. [Q-J. Lenten; of or suitable for Lent.

quad-ran gle (kwad'rar/gl), n. [Fr.; LL. quadrangulum
< L. quadr- < quattuor, four

+ angulus, an angle], 1. ^in

geometry, a plane figure with
four angles and four sides. 2.

an area surrounded on its four
sides by buildings. 3. the build-

ings surrounding a quadrangle.
4. the area of land charted on
each of the atlas sheets published
by the United States Geological
Survey. Abbreviated quad,
quad ran gular (kwad-rar/gyoo-
igr), adj. [LL. quadrangularis],

QUADRANGLEShaving the form of a quadrangle;
having four angles and four sides.

quad-rant (kwad'rant), n. [ML.; L. quadrans, fourth

part; see QUADRI-], L a fourth part of the circum-
ference of a circle; an arc of 90. 2. a quarter section

of a circle. 3. any piece or part shaped like a quarter
section of a circle. 4. an instrument for measuring
altitudes or angular elevations in astronomy and
navigation: it consists of a graduated arc of 90 with
a movable index and a sight. 5. in analytic geometry,
any of the four parts formed by rectangular co-ordinate
axes on a plane surface: the quadrants are designated
as first, second, third, and fourth in counterclockwise
order, starting with the upper right-hand section.

quad ran tal (kwad-ran'tl), adj. [L. quadrantalis], 1.

shaped like a quadrant. 2. of a quadrant.
quad-rat (kwM'rat), n, [ME.; var. of quadrate, n.]. in

printing, a piece of type metal lower than the face
of the type, used for spacing, to fill blank lines, etc.!

commonly shortened to quad.
quad-rate (kwad'rat; also, for adj. 6* ., kwa'd'rit).

adj. [L, quadratus, pp. of quadrare, to make square <
quadrus, a square < quattuor, four], 1. square or nearly
square; rectangular. 2. in zoology, designating a
bone or cartilage of the skull in birds, fishes, and
reptiles, to which the lower jaw is joined. ^3.

in astrol-

ogy, designating an aspect of heavenly bodies in which
they are 90 distant from each other, n. [Late ME.;
L. quadratum < quadratus], I. a square or rectangle.
2. a square or rectangular space, thing, etc. 3. in

zoology, the quadrate bone. v.i. [QUADRATED (-id),
QUADRATING], to square: agree (followed by witty.
v.t. to make square; make (something) conform (<o).

quad-rat-lc (kwad-rat'ik), adj. [< quadrate -J- -tcj,
1. square. 2. in algebrat involving a quantity or
quantities that are squared but none that are raised
to a higher power.

>
n. in algebra, a quadratic term,

expression, or equation.
quadratic equation, in algebra, an equation in which
the second power, or square, is the highest to which
the unknown quantity is raised.

quad-rat-ics (kwad-rat'iks), n.pl [construed as sing.],
the branch of algebra dealing with quadratic equations,
quad ra-ture (kwad'ra-cher), n. [LL. quadratura < L.
quadratus; see QUADRATE]. 1* the act of squaring.
2. the determining of the dimensions of a square equal
in area to a given surface, as in "the quadrature (or
squaring) of the circle," a geometrically insoluble

problem. 3. in astronomy, the relative position of two
heavenly bodies when 90 distant from each other: as,
the rnoon^is in quadrature with the sun when, at either
of two points in its orbit, it is half illumined.

quad-ren-ni-al (kwad-ren'i-Dl), adj. [< L. quadricnnium;
see QUADREWNIUM], I . lasting four yeara 2. occurring
once every four years, n. a quadrennial event.
quadrennial-ly (kwd-ren'i-1,-i) f adv. once erwy
four years.
quad ren-ni um (kwM-ren'i-wm)* n. {pL
(-d)J, [L. quadriennium < wawi~ (see
annus. a year], a period of tour years*
quad ri- (kwld'ri), [L. < base of qmttuorl

fottr: for
IE. base and cognates see FOUR], a combining form
meaning four times, fourfold* m in quadrilinsuai: also,
before a vowel, quadr-.
quad-rlc (kwld'rik), adj. [< L. quadra, a sqtuare; -f
-ic], in mathematics, of the second degree: used of a
function with more than two variables, it a quantic
of the second degree*
quad ri cen-ten nial (kwSd'ri*en*tea'&<!), n* lq*oibi*
-f centennial], a 400th anniversary or Its celebration,
adj. of a quadricentennial.
miad-ri-ceps (kwad'ri-sepH'), ft* [Mod. L, ; quadri- 4*
L. -ceps < caput t the head], a muscle with four heads,
or points of origin; especially, the large muscle at the
fmnt 01 the thigh, which functions to extend the leg

quad-ri cy-cte (kwiUKra-siVl), n. a four-wheeled cycle.

quad ri-fid (kwad'ra-fid), adj. [L. quadrifidus < quadri-,
four -f jindere, to divide], divided into four parts, as

quadri-ga (kwad-ri'gs), n, \pl. QUADRIGAE (-je)], [L.,

sing, of quadrigae, team of four < quadri- (see QUADRI-)

+ jugunt, a yoke], in ancient Rome, a two-wheeled
chariot drawn by four horses abreast.

quad-ri-Iat-er-al (kwad'ra-lat'er-al), adj. [< L* quad"
rilaterus (see QUADRI- & LATERAL);
+ -al]> four-sided, n, 1. in geometry,
a plane figure having four sides and
four angles. 2, a four-sided area.

3. such an area protected by four
fortresses.

quad ri Hn gtial (kwa'd'ra-lirj'gwsl) ,

adj. [< quadri" + L. lingua, the

tongue; + -aZ], 1. written in, .or
involving, four languages. 2. using
or speaking four languages.

qua.drille (kwa-driP, ka-drilO* n.

("Pr.; Sp. cuadrilla, dim. < cuadro,

lour-sioed battle square < L. quadra,
square < quadrus, square; see

V
QUADRI-], 1. *a square "dance of QUADRILATERALS
French origin, performed by four

couples. 2. music for this dance.

qua-drille (kwa-dril', ks-drilO, n. [Fr., altered (after

quadrille, the dance) < Sp. cuartillo, dim. < cuarto,

fourth < L. quartus; see QUART], a game of cards,

popular in the 18th century, played by four persons.

quad-rillion (kwfid-ril'yen), n. [Fr.; quadri- (see

QUADRI-) 4- million], 1. in the united States and
France, the number represented by 1 followed by IS

zeros. 2. in Great Britain and Germany, the number
represented by 1 followed by 24 zeros, adj. amounting
to one quadrillion in number.

quad-ri-no-mi-al (kwad'ra-nS'mi-sl), n. \auadn- -f-

binomial], in algebra, an expression of tour terms

(e.g., x2
-f xy - 3y + 2y2

). adj. in algebra, consisting of

four terms.

quadripartite (kwad'ra-p&r'tlt), adj. [ME.; L. quad-
ripartitus, pp. of quadrifartire, to divide into four

parts: see QUADRI- & PART],
" ' * * *i-**-*

into four parts. 2, shared
persons, nations, etc. : as. a <

quad-ri-sect (kwSd'ra-sekt';

n, a word of

the quality or

n. quadriva-

1. made up of or divided
in or formulated by four

adripartite pact.
______ , ,____________ v.t* l< quadri- -f L. sectus,

pp. of secare, to cut], to divide into four equal parts.

quad-ri-syl-lab-ic (kwSd'rd-si-lab'ik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a quadrisyllable.
quadrisyllable (kw&l'ra-silVVl),
four syllables,

quad-ri-va-lence (kwSd'ra-vSlons), n*

state of being quadrivalent.
quad-ri-va-len-cy (kwSd'ra-vfilan-ai),
lence.

quad-H va lent (kwSd'ro-vS'lont, kwfd-riv'o-tont), adj.
1. having four valences. 2, having a valence 01 four.

Also, especially for 2, tetravalcnt.

quad-riv-i-al (kwSd-riv'i-el), adj. [< I/, qnadrivium,
meeting of four roads < quadri* (see OUADRI-) f via,

road], 1. having four roads meeting in a point, 2.

leading in four directions: said of roads or ways,
quad-rivium (kwSd-riv'i-om), n. [ML,; L.; se

QUADRIVIAL], in the Middle Ages, the higher division
of the seven liberal arts, consisting of arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy* and music: of. trlvium*

quad-roon (kwad-roTmO, It* [Sp. cuarteron < cuarto

(L. quartus) a fourth] a person who hw oo Negro
grandparent; child of a mulatto and a white.

quad-ru-mane (kwad'roo-man
x
). n. & quadrumanous

animal; any of the primates except man*
quad-ru-ma nous (kwM-rd^'ma-ntt)* adj. [formed
(after guadrnp^d} < L, qmadm~ (tee QUAWtOTE0) -f

manm* a hand], in zoology> 1, having mil f<mr feet

adapted to function as hands. 2. of a group of such
primates, including
quad-ru-ped (kwacr
(xanA for

foot], am awmal* w
adj* having

b^owej^eto.
1

') fit [U qm&rnpts; quadm*
Jy before t) low 4- Jtar, A
iy a mammal, with lour feet.

adj.
.

pl), flrifr (Fr.: L.
1. having four feet. 2. of quadrup

qwii<lni*pJ (kwid'roo-i>X kwld*i
qttadmptm; ytadrm^ four (we q_,_, ^ r , ^
as in ^to; see DOUBLE], L consisting of or includincf
four* 2. four mines as much or as many; fourfold.
3. in music, having four beats to the measure, the first

and third beats being accented, adv. four times as
much or as many, n. an amount font tim^s as much
or as many. &! A t>*i* f<^jUDftllWJffi> (*^

f

!)f QW4P*
RUPLING], to make or become four times as much of as
many; multiply bj four.

dHr*rit; ^d'r4^, to^W^i*t) f % |#
el 1. a) any of four offspririg born at a s

J fL fowr oAtpcifp 'kWK,' w.* -

X a collection or group <^f four, usually v

time (or measure), in mw.^, L|



qixadruplex 1189 qualmish.

quad'ruplex (kwad'roopleks') , adj. [L.; quadru* (see

QUADRUPED) + -plex, -fold < base of plaga, region; see

DUPLEX], i. fourfold. 2, designating or of a system
of telegraphy in which four messages can be sent simul-
taneously over one wire, two in either direction.

quad-rU'pli'Cate (kwad-raa'pte-kat'; for adj. >* .,

usually kwadro"S'pla-kit), v.t. [QUADRUPLICATED (-id),

QUADRUPLICATING!, [< L. quadruplicate, pp. of quaa-
ruplicare, to quadruple; quadru- (see QUADRUPED) -f

phcare, to fold], to quadruple; iftake four identical

copies of. adj. 1. fourfold. 2, in mathematics, raised
to the fourth power, n- any of four copies that are
exactly the same.

quad-ru-l>li'Ca-tion (kwM-roo'pla-ka'shan), n. [LL.
quadruplicatio], 1. a quadruplicating. 2. the result
of this; something quadruplicated,

Jquae-re (kwe'ri), u. imperative (L., imperative of

quaerert, to ask, inquire]; inquire; find out: used to
express doubt or to suggest that certain information
be sought, n, a query; question.

quaes-tor (kwes't&r, kwes'teY), n. [L., contr. < quaesi-
tor < quaesitus, pp, of quoerere, to inquirel, in ancient

Rome, 1. originally, an official who -judged certain
criminal cases. 2. later, any of certain state treasurers.
Also queetor.

quaee-to-rl-al (kwes-t&r'i-ol, kwSa-15'ri-Ql), adj. of a
quaestor.
quaes-tor-ship (kwes'tSr-ship', kwSs'tSr-ship') , n. [see

-SHIP], the position, rank, or duties of a quaestor.
quaff (kw&t, kwaf), v.t. & v.i* [Early Mod. Eng.j prob.
a ghost word < I/O. qua$$en* to overindulge (in food
and drink), printed &y being misread as ff; earlier

forms quaft, guaught point to an unfamiliar word), to
drink or swallow in large quantities and with pleasure.
n. 1. a quaffing, 2. what is quaffed j a drink.

quag (kwag, kw&g), n. [var, of quake], a, quagmire.
quag-ga (kwag'a), n. [pi QUAGGA, QUAGGAS (-02); see

PLURAL, ii, t, 2], [< the native (Hottentot) name],
a striped animal of South Africa, now extinct, re-

sembling the donkey and the 2ebra.

qua&'Hy (kwaefi, kwltg'i), adj. [QUAGGIKR (4-Sr), QUAG-
GIEST (-ii$t)J,, 1,

miry. 2. soft? flabby.
ire (kwag'mfr,

. .

mire

:e a quagmire; boggy; soft and

kwEg'mlr'), n. [earlier also

..., quag 4- miri], 1, wet, boggy ground,
yielding under the feet. 2. a difficult position, as of

one sinking or stuck in a quagmire.
qua'hog. qua-haug (k\v6'h6g, kwo-hGg'), 71* [Am.
md, (Narragan$et) j, a kind of clam having a very
hard, solid shell.
Oual d'Or-say (kS' ddr'sS'j Frf ke' ddr'se'), [Fr.,

lit,, quay of Orsay^ (former B'r. general)], 1. a quay
on the Seine in Parii, toward which the building
housing the French Foreign Office faces; hence, 2.

the French Foreign Office.

quail (kwJU), v*i. [ME. quailm; prob, < OFrf coaillier

(L. coagularti
1

)* to coagumtej, to araw back in fear; lose

heart or courage j cower. *~&W. see recoil.

quail (kwSl). n. [pi. QUAILS (kwillz), QUAIL; see PLURAL,
n, D, i), [ME. quaile; OPr. quaiUe.cailU; ML. cuacula;
prob, < Omc. echoic name (cf. D. kwakkel)], any of
various game birde of America, Europe, Asia, and
Africa, resembling domestic fowls: j

otarious, ""S.'fwaciul] w&aAsil -s^
1

quake (kwak), v.i. [OUAKED (kwfiitl"

. {pwaMfn/ AS wwtar'
..,. & akin to Daiu kvattlc, (

ta beiick* mw with .,

s; quiver, aa land In an curt!

or shiver, as with fear or cold.

rAKING], JME,
C^DpyCt eohoic

1. to tremble;
2. tosliudder

L a ahftking or

:e a Quaker in

V"n. the principles and

n.#. the *inall I

'

Quaker meeting, 1. a religious meeting of Quakers,
characterized by long periods of silence. 2. [Colloq.],
any meeting or assembly in which there are many
silent moments.
quak-Hy (kwak's-H), adv. in a quaky; manner.
quak-i-ness (kwak'i-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being quaky.
quaking aspen, a kind of poplar with small, flat-

stemmed leaves that tremble with, the gentlest breeze:
also called trembling aspen.
quak-y (kwak'i), adj. [QUAKroa (-i-Sr), QUAKIEST
(-i-ist)]f inclined to quake: shaky.

qual-i-n-a-ble (kwal'a-fi'o-D'l), adj. that can be qual-
ified.

qual-i-fi-ca-tlon (kwSlVfiUka'&han), n. [ML. auali-

ficatip < pp. of qualifaare], 1. a qualifying or Deing
qualified. 2. a modification; restriction j limiting
condition. 3. any quality, knowledge, ability, experi-
ence, or acquirement that fits a person for a position,
office, profession, etc. ;

a requisite. 4. a condition that
must ba met in order to exercise certain rights.
qual i-fi ca tor (kwal'a-n^ka'ter), n. [ML. < pp. of

qualijicare; see QUALIFY], in the Roman Catholic Church,
a person appointed to prepare cases for trial in an
ecclesiastical court.

qual-i-fied (kwalVfid'), adj. [pp. of qualify], 1. having
met conditions or requirements set. 2. having the
necessary or desirable qualities; fit; competent. 3.

limited; modified: as, he gave only qualified approval,
SYN. see able.

qual-i-fi er (kwal'a-fl'gr), n. 1. a person or thing that
qualifies. 2. a word, as an adjective or adverb* that
modifies or limits the meaning of another word.

quali-fy (kwal'a-fl'), w,t. [QUALIFIED (-fid'), QUALI-
FYING], [Fr. qualifier; ML. qualijicare < L. qualis, of
what kind 4- facere, to make], 1. to describe py giving
the qualities or characteristics of. 2. to render fit for
an office, occupation, exeroise of a right, etc. 3. to
render legally capable. 4. to modify; restrict; limit.
5. to moderate; soften. 6. to change the strength of

(a liquor, etc.).. 7. in grammar, to limit or modify the
meaning of (a word), u.i. to be or become qualified.
quaMta.tive (kwal's-ta'tiv), adj. [LL.
naving to do with quality or qualities:
from quantitative.

qualitative analysis, the branch of chemistry dealing
with the determination of the elements or ingredients
of which a substance is composed: distinguished from
quantitative analysis.

qual-i ty (kwalVti), n. \pl. QUALITIES (tiz)L [ME. &
OFr. qualittf L. qualitas < qualis, of

t
what kind], 1.

that which makes something what it is; characteristic
element; attribute. 2. basic nature; character; kind.
3. the degree of excellence which a thing possesses;
hence, 4. excellence; superiority. 5. character:

position: as, the attorney advised him in the qualify pi
a friend, not professionally. 6. [Archaic], position in

society. 7. fArchaic or Dial,], people of nigh social

position. 8. In acoustics, the property of a tone, apart
from pitch and intensity, determined by its overtones;
timbre. 9. in logic, the affirmative or negative char-
acter of a proposition, 10. in phonetics, the character
of a vowel sound as determined by the resonance of
the vocal chords and the shape of the passage above
the larynx when the sound is produced.
S YN. -quality, the broadest la scope o these terms, refers to
a characteristic (physical or nonphyaical, individual or typical)
tb&t constitutes SMI b&sic D&tum of a thing or la on& of its cUs*

features (the quality of mercy) ; property applies to
y that tx&ioofiis "to ft thins oy jftsiuiQji of tJad css^ntis.!

___yi a *fC^r<yolrtt^ber);t
ter lathe scientific or formal term for a distinctive or i__
quality of AH individual or of a class, species, etc. (a hereditary
character) ; an attribute Is & quality assigned to a thing, espe-
cially one that zany reasonably b deduced as ajppropri&te to ft

(omnipotence it regarded as an attribute of God); trait specifi-

cally appliefi to a ^ffftingXTlshing quality of a p&rsozuiHty C<with.ti-

<&-^*KK' ^ft^sss,^
extant j

I.

** ** <

^S..'
***" *

iiuttlna implies A painful Mintg
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luamasli ngo quarter
quam-ash (kwstm'ash, kws-mash'), fi. a camass.
quan-da-ry (kwan'dri, kwan'da-ri), n. [pi. QUANDARIES
(-driz, -ruz)] [origin obscure; prob. < scholastic L.
< L. quando, when (interrogative)], a state of uncer-
tainty; perplexing situation or position; dilemma.
SYN* see predicament.

Jquand m$me (kaw' mem'), [Fr.J,
even if: nevertheless.

quan-dong, quan dang (kwan'dorj ), n. [native namej,
1. a small Australian tree. 2. the edible fruit of this

tree, having a single stone, or seed. 3. the stone of this

fruit, having an edible kernel. Also quantong.
quant (kwant, kwant), n. [? < L. contus < Gr. kontos,
ooat pole], [British], a pole with a disk near the end,
for propelling a small boat: the disk prevents sinking
in the mud. v.t. & v.i. [British], to propel (a boat)
with a quant.
quan-ta (kwan'ta), n. plural of quantum,
quant-tic (kwan'tik), n. [< L. quantus, how much], in

mathematics,^ homogeneous integral function of two
or more variables.

quan ti fi ca-tion (kwSn'ta-fi-kS'shon), n. a quanti-
fying.
quan ti fy (kwan'ta-fl'). v*. [QUANTIFIED (-fid'), QUAN-
TIFYING], [ML. quantificare < L. quantus, how much,
how many -f- facere, to make], 1. to determine or

express the quantity of; indicate the extent of. 2. in

logic, to make the quantity of (a term) clear and
explicit, as by using all, none, or some.

quan-ti ta-tive (kwan'te-ta'tiv), adj. [ML. quantita-
tivus], 1. having to do with quantity: distinguished
from qualitative. 2. capable of being measured. 3.

having to do with the quantity of a speech sound.
quantitative analysis, the branch of chemistry dealing
with the accurate measurement of the amounts or

percentages of the various components of a substance
or compound: distinguished from qualitative analysis.

quan ti-ty (kwan'ta-ti), n, [pi. QUANTITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
& Pr. quantite; L. quantitas < quantus, how ^reat <
quam, to what a degree], 1. an amount; portion. 2.

any* indeterminate bulk, weight, or number. 3. the
exact amount of a particular thing. 4. a great amount
or na^mber. 5. tliat property of anything which can
be determined by measurement* 6. in logic, that
character which is determined by the extension of the
subject of a ^reposition t

as universal or particular.
7. in mathematics, a) a thing that has the property of

being measurable in dimensions, amounts, etc*, or in
extensions of these which can be expressed in numbers
or symbols, b) a number or symbol used to express a
mathematical quantity. 8, in music, the relative

length of a tone. 9. in philosophy, that aspect of things
to which measure applies and according to which they
can be compared with one another. 10. in phonetics &
prosody, the relative length or brevity of a vowel,
continuant consonant, or syllable, with reference to
the time needed to utter it* Abbreviated qt.
quan-tong (kwan'tor/), n. a quandong.
quantum (kwan'tom), n. JpL QUANTA (-te)J, [L. t

neut. sing, of quantus, how much], 1. quantity, or
amount. 2, a specified quantity; portion. 3. in the
quantum theory, an (or the) elemental unit of energy.
tquan-tum suf ficlt (kwan'tsm suf'o-sit), [L,t St.,
as much as suffices], enough: abbreviated q..
quantum theory, the theory that energy is not ab-
sorbed nor radiated continuously but discontinuously,
in definite units called quanta.
qua qua-ver-sal (kwS'kwa-vur'al), ad?/. [< LL. qua-
quaversus << L. quaqw, in all dir^cticms 4- versus, pp.
of vertere, to turn); -f -al], in geology, directed from a
common center toward au points ol the compass;
turning or dipping in all directions,

quar., 1. quarter. 2. quarterl.
quar an tin a We (kwdr'sn-t
bl), adj. subiect to quarantine.
quar an tine (kwdrAw-teV, kwai/Qn-teV), n.,ffii m^u
antma, Ht, space of forty days < quaranta <: L.
quadragtnta, forty < base of qwtffywr, fonrl lt $m
period, originally forty daysf during wfeWi am awtving
vessel suspected of carrying contagious disease is 4*-
tained in port in strict isolation. 2. the place where
such & vessel is stationed. 3. any isolation or re-
striction on travel or passage imposed to keep con-
tagious diseases, insect pests, ete. from sweating,
4. a place where persons, animals, or plants having
contagious diseases, insect pests, eta asre kept in
isolation, or beyond which they are profcfibftod from
travel or passage. 5. a period of forty days, 4.
[WAIUUtmNED^tendO, QUARANTINtN'Gj L to placeunder quarantine. 2, to isolate politically, comxaer-
cJaUy, ota, as an afgressor w$m, or an armed straggly
Quorles, Btandte ^wdrk, kwSrI) 1592-1644;

3. anything with a square-headed part, as a stone-
mason's chisel.

quarrel (kwdr'al, kwar'al), n. [ME. quarel, quarell,
querel; OPr. querele; L. querela, querella, complaint <
queri, to complain, lament], 1. a cause for dispute.
2. a dispute or disagreement, especially oneparked
by anger and deep resentment. 3. a falling out;
breaking up of friendly relations. v.i. [QUARRELED or

QUARRELLED (-old), QUARRELING Or QUARRELLING],
1. to find fault; complain. 2. to dispute heatedly.
3. to have a breach in friendship.
SYN. quarrel implies heated verbal strife marked by anger
and resentment and often suggests continued hostility as a re-

sult; wrangle suggests a noisy dispute in which each person is

vehemently insistent on Ms views; altercation implies verbal
contention whjlch may or may not be accompanied by blows:

squabble implies undignified, childish wrangling over a small

matter; 8Dat is the colloquial term for a petty quarrel and sug-
gests a brief outburst that does not have a significant effect on
a relationship.^ ANT. agreement, harmony.

quar-rel-er, quar-rel-ler (kw6r'l-er, kwar'al-eY), n. a
person who quarrels.
quar-rel-some (kwdr'dl-sam, kwar'sl-sam), adj. [see
-SOME], inclined to quarrel. SYN. see belligerent.

quarri-er (kw6r'i-er, kwar'i-er), n. [ME. quaryere;
OFr. quarrteur < quarrer, to quarry; L. quaarare; see

QUARRY (of stones) ]f a person who works in a quarry.
quar-ry (kwdr'i, kwSr'i), n. Jyax. of first quarrel (in
sense 2)J, a flat, square or diamond-shaped piece of

glass, tile, etc.

quar-ry (kw6r'i, kwSr'i), n. [pi. QUARRIES (-iz)J, [ME.
querrel orig,, parts of a slain animal placed on the hide
and given to dogs; OFr. cuiree; altered (after cuir, a
skin, hide) < curie, pp. of curer, to clean, eviscerate <
L. curare, to attend to], 1, an animal that is being
hunted down. 2. anything being hunted or pursued.

quar-ry (kwfir'i, kwaVi), n. [pi. QUARRIES (-iz)l, [ME.
quarey; ML. quarreia, contr. of quarreria, quarraria,
fit., place where stones are squared < L. quadrare, to
square], a place where stone or slate is excavated, as
by cutting or blasting, for building purposes, etc, v*t*

[QUARRIED (-id), QUARRYING], 1, to excavate or take
trom a quarry. 2. to make a quarry in (land).
quar-ry-man Qcwfir/i-man, kwar'i-man), n* (pL QUAR-
RYW^T (-men) ], a man who works in a quarry.
quart 0cw6rt), n* [ME,; OFr. quarte, fourth part; L.

. , .

3. any container with a capacity of one quart. Abbrevi-
ated qt., q.. qu.
quart (kart), n. [Fr. quarte; see prec.], 1, carte, a
position in fencing: also quarto. 2. in card games, a
sequence of four cards of tne same suit.

quar-tal (kwdr'tl), adj. [< quarter -f -ofl r in music.
designating or of harmony based on intervals of
fourths instead of the usual thirds.
quar tan (kwfcrVn), adj. [ME. quartaine; OFr, (fiewe}
Quartaine; L. (febrfa) quartans (tewex) occurring every
fourth day, fern, of quartmns < quartus, fourth],
cKxsttrring very fourth, day, counting botti days of
occurrence; said of a fever, it. a type of malaria in
which the paroxysms occur every fourth day,
quarte OcSrt? Jfg. kart), IL [Fr.], carte^ a position In
fencing: also Quart*
quar-ter (kwoVtr) f n* [MB. qwxrtret OI. 0w^l^;
L. quartarius, fourth part < quartus, fourth), L any
of the four equal parts of something; fourm 2. a
measure of grain, equal to 8 bushels (1/4 ton), 3. one
fourth of a hundredweight: 25 pounds in tfi Hulled
States, 28 pounds In England. 4. one fourth ol a
yard, or 9 Inches; span. 5 on fourth f a BoUe* 6,
one fourth of a year; thm months. 7, a' school or
college term of fiistructkai, usually one Iowtfa of a
scnoo! year- 8. a) one fourtn. of an hour? 15 ateitwi.
0) the moment marking the Mid of each fourth of an
tefcr. +. *) on fottrth of a doHar: 25 cwtsv *)*,fitt*r
cola of'4lit 0nltd State* and Canada Ma-tt 25
onxkiL to. te kf of * fcmr-learod aafaaC ' wftfc tto
aotot ttafa It, tf) any oOhe lowr naala yvMt
of the compass, b) any of the four divisions of the

& crauuttl* J

y- WlftinnnW^MY *"n -T^-"TH
" r - .. T .-,_v ^^, , r.^,,1_ T

If dmnt orosftwm 2. any of tb u .,

shaped or square panes of glas<* in a latticed



quarterage 1191 quaternary
b) the post or station assigned to one on a ship, c)

one fourth of a fathom, d} one fourth of the dis-

tance between any two of the 32 points on the com-
pass: also quarter point. Abbreviated qtr., qr., q.,

qu, quar. V.t. 1. to divide into four equal parts. 2.

loosely, to separate into any number of parts. 3. to
defile (the body of a person put to death) by dis-

membering it into four parts. 4. to provide lodgings
for; specifically, to assign (soldiers) to lodgings. 5. to
cover (an area) by passing back and forth over it in

many directions: said of hounds searching for game.
6. in heraldry, a) to place or bear, as different coats of
arms, on the quarters of a shield. 6) to add (a coat of

arms) to a shield in a quarterly arrangement. 7. in

mechanics, to set (a crank, etc.) at right angles to the
connecting part. f.i". 1. to be lodged or stationed

(with at or with). 2. to range over a field, etc. in search
of game: said of hounds m hunting. 3. in nautical

usage, to blow on the quarter of a ship: said of the
wind, adj. constituting a quarter; equal to a quarter.
at close quarters, at close range; close together.
cry quarter, to beg for mercy.

quar-ter-age (kwdr'tSr-ij), n* [ME.; OFr.; see -AGE],
1. a payment made or received every quarter of the

year. 2. the quarters provided for troops, etc. 3. a)
the provision of quarters. 6) the expense of this.

quar-ter-back (Isw6r'tr-bak') n. m football, 1, the

player whose position is behind the line of scrimmage
together with the fullback and halfbacks, and who
generally calls the signals. 2. the position played by
a quarterback. Abbreviated Q.B., a.b f qb.

quarter crack, a fissure in the kteral part of the wall
of a horse's Hoof, usually causing lameness.

quarter day, any of the four days regarded as begin-
ning a new quarter of the yearf when quarterly pay-
ments on rents, etc. are due.

quar-ter-deck, quar-ter-deck (kw6r't8r-dek'), n. [so
called because orig, half
the length of the half

deck], tne afterpart of
the upper deck of a
ship, usually reserved
for officers; it was origi-

nally between the poop
and the mainmast.
<jnar'tered (kwdr't&d),
adj. [pp. of quarter], I*

divided into^fourths. 2.

provided with quarters
or lod
sawid. * , ,

quur-ter-li-nal (kw6r'tSr-f!'n'l), <wf/. in sports, desig-
nating or of the rotind of matches immediately pre-
ceding the semifinals in a totumanumt. n a quarter-
final match,

quartr-fi*iiftl*iftt (kwdr'tlr-fi'al-tet), n. in sports, a
person or team competing in & tournament and quali-

ttftrter-finw round*

lodgings, 3. quarter-
wid. 4* in heraldry, divided into quarters,

to the q
quarter grain, the grain of awrtwmwed lumber,
quarter-hour (kwOrt0r-our) ( n. 1. fifteen minutes,
2, the point on a clock marking the lirat quarter or
third quarter Of am hour, A190 quarter hour.

qwur<ttr*iiijf (kwOr'tfc-ity), od[/* (blowing $tt the _
part of a ship's side : mid of the wind* n. 1. a dividing
into quarters. 2* the providing of quarters lor soldiers,

etc, 3. in heraldry, ) the division of a nhield into

quarters* b) any of twwe. Of the coat of arms on it*

qutir ter-ly (kwCr't^r-li^ ac/j. U occurring or appear-
ing at regular intervala lour times & year, 2. con-

sisting of a quarter. adfr* L oncet every quarter of

the year- 2. in heraldry, in or by quarter^,, w a shield,

n* (& QyAitWMW (4!)1, E pabiuofttfeft lowed wtry
three months, Apbrjvteti Q ^J% qwf*

quar'ter*iuiui*t^r (kwor'tSr-'KiEti tir kn .

tlr), it. 1, to military m*$i *) nn oftor ,..

It is to assign quarters to trOQDt and prow* ttwwa
with etotoioff* tQtupmati K* Hi Ay itbr of tfce

officer who ftttwot to ,

signals, et c. Abbreviated

in nattttful , p$|f 'a petty

* && <Snfe feted^
fwt dtefclta*

erating, carrying, or run by, two alternating currents
whose phases differ by 90 degrees: also called diphase.
quarter round, a convex molding, in cross section a

quarter of a circle: often called 02/0/0.

quar-ter'Saw (kw8r'tr-s&0 v.t* to saw (a log) into

quarters lengthwise and then into boards, in order to
show the grain of the wood to advantage.
quarter section, one fourth of a section of land,
approximately 1/4 ^q. mi, or 160 acres: abbreviated q.s.

quarter sessions, 1. in England, a local court that
sits quarterly, and^ has limited criminal jurisdiction
along with authority in ordinary civil proceedings.
2. in the United States, any of various courts that
sit every three months.

quar-ter-staff (kwer'ter-staf', kw6r'tSr-staf') n. \pl.

QUARTERSTAVES (-stavz')] 1. a stout, iron-tipped
wooden staff, six to eight feet long, formerly used in
England as a weapon: it was held by one hand at the
middle and the other at a point about- halfway between
the middle and the end. , 2. fighting or play with
such a staff.

quarter step (or tone), in musict an interval of one
quarter of a whole tone.

quar*tet, quartette (kw6r-tet/) n. [Fr. quartette; It.

quartetto, dim. of quarto < L. guartus, a fourth], 1.

any group of four persons or things. 2. in music, a) a
composition for four voices or four instruments, b) the
four performers of such a composition,
quar-tic (kwdr'tik), adj. [< L, quartus, fourth; -f; ic],
in mathematics, of the fourth degree, n. a quantic of
the fourth degree.
quar- tile (kwor'tll, kwor'tl), adj. [ML. quartilis < L.

quartus, a fourth], L in astrology, designating an aspect
of heavenly bodies in which they are 90 distant from
each other. 2* in statistics, a) designating any of the
values in a series dividing the distribution of the indi-
viduals in the series into four groups of equal frequency.
6) designating any of these groups, n. 1, in astrology,
a quartile aspect, 2. in statistics, a quartile point or
group.
quar*to (kwdr'to), n. \pl. QUARTOS (-t5z)] ( [L.. short
for in quarto; in, in + quartof abl. of quartus, a fourth),
1 the page size of a book made up of sheets each of
which is folded into four leaves* or eight pages, about
nine by twelve inches in size. 2, a book made of pages
folded in this way. Abbreviated 4to, 4, qto., q. adj.
having four (quarto) leaves to the sheet.

quartz (kwdrts), n. [G, quarts, orig. dim. of werg,
dwarf; cf. COBALT, NICKEL], a brilliant, crystalline
mineral, silicon dioxide, SiOj, occurring in abundance,
most often in a colorless, transparent form, but also
sometimes as variously colored semiprecious stones.

quartz-if-er ous (kw6:H>sif'eY-9S), adj [quartz 4- -($/-
erous], consisting of or yielding quartz,

quartZ'ite (kw6rts'itO * [quart 4- -ito'L a massive,
hard, light-colored rock with a flinty s&een; it is a
metamorphosed sandstone.
quartz lamp, a mercury-vapor lamp with a quartz tube
that transmits most of the ultraviolet rays.
quartz plate, in electricity, a piece of quartz crystal
navkig electric polanty.
quash (kirtth), v.t. pr , , ,_._. .

annihilate* destroy ,< I* casws, empty; loon influenced
quasser < XX. cassarc, to

in OFr* by association with L. quassare; see next entry],
in law, to annul or set aside, as an indictment.
quash (kwfish), v.t. [MB. quashen; OFr. quasser; L.
yuassare, to ahake, shatter, shiver, inters, < qua$$u$,
pp. of quatere, to shake* break], to quell; put down;

jSSJS^iH^irlewS^w'fi) r <xv. EL. as if, as it

wref just as < guaimi; quam, as, feow + $*, if. whetlir]
as if; in m sense or manner: seemingly, adj. seeming:
a% a q***i wiftdom. Oftoti hyphenated at a prefix to

. a noun, adjective or adwb. at m qu&$i~ju4Mfal* Ab-

quasi contract, in law, an obligation to do
impoied txpoo iomtone fey law but bearing tbe force
of a contract and subject to legal action aa a contract:
ttAfflr impom e^My to prwwt ujalalr gala at tn
exi>eiLse of another.

powers that are to some
certain boards and com-

t*a (kwl4hf
l-9f kwSshf ) f n, [Mod.!^ < Gnuonftn

Surinam Nt^ro who ppM^nbea it as a rcinedy
*~Wk t* nay 'of * nujtojber rtlfttet!

& the wood of any of these plant s.

jKtifafltd fr^m tMt wood*

INWjillL 1* CSOW^tttlfflt of
a.'"S4 S4%wiW

' "

fo&SMtl&Twtty toi_ -

Recent
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quaternion 1192
{pi. QUATERNARIES (-riz)L 1. the number four. 2. a
; of four.

quercetin
n.
set
theQuaternary, the Quaternary Period or its rocks: see

geology, chart.
qua-ter-ni-on (kwa-tur/ni-on), n. [ME.; LL. quaternio
< L. quaterni; see QUATERNARY], 1. a set of four.
2. in mathematics, a) a factor which, by multiplication,
changes one vector into another: it is expressible by a

quadrinpmial. b) pL the form of calculus using the
quaternion.
Ouath-lam-ba (kwa't-lam'bS), n. the Drakensberg
Mountains, a mountain range in South Africa.

qua-torze (k9-t6rzO, n. [Fr. t fourteen; L. quattuor-
decim], in piquet, the four aces, kings, queens, jacks, or
tens, scored as fourteen points for the holder.

quatrain (kwat'ran), n. [Fr. < quatre; L. quattuor,
four], a stanza or poem of four lines, usually rhyming
abab or abba.

qua-tre (ka'tSr; Fr. ka'tr'). n. [Fr.; L. quattuor, four],
a card, domino, or die marked with four spots.

quat-re-foil (kat'er-foiK, kat'ra-foil'), n. [ME. quat-
erfoyle; OFr. quatrefeuille; quatre (L. quattuor}, four
+ feuille (L. folium), a leaf], 1. a flower with four
petals. 2. a leaf with four leaflets. 3. in architecture,
a leaflike ornament having four lobes.

}quat-tro cen-to (kwat'tr&chen'to-), n. [It., lit, four
hundred; short for mille quattrocento, one thousand
four hundred], the 15th century as a period in Italian
art and literature.

quaver (kwa'ver), v.i, [ME. quaveren, freq. of Early
ME. cwafien, to shake, tremble (prob. < AS. *cwafian;
cf . QXTAKB) ;

the Gmc. echoic base, prob. in basic senses
I4
wat>bly, slimy," is seen also in G. quappe, tadpole,

eelpout, D. kwabbe, tadpole, belly], 1. to shake or
tremble. 2. to be tremulous: said of the voice. 3. in
music, to make a trill or trills in singing or playing.
v>*t. l. to utter in a tremulous voice, 2. in music, to
sing or jplay with a trill or trills, n. 1. a tremulous
quality in a voice or tone. 2. in music, an eighth
note; half of a crotchet.

q^-ver*y CNra'veY-i), adj. quavering; shaky: tremulous.
qay (ke), n.[ME. >kei; OFr. caL caie < Celt, base
seem afeo in W^cae. enclosure, field, Bret, kai, en-
etesttrej Engw sp. influenced by Fr, qua* (OFr. cat)],

wharfi, usually of concrete or stone, with facilities
for loading and unloading ships.
quay-age (ke'ij), n. [Fr.; see -AGE], 1. the charge
made for using a quay. 2. space on a quay. 3. quays
collectively.
quean (kwen). n* [ME. quene, queyne; AS. cwene;
akin to cwen (see QUBBN) & Goth, qmo, woman, etc.;
IE. *gwen5, woman, seen also in Sans, gana, goddess& prob. in L. genetrix, mother], 1. a bold, brazen, or
impudent girl or woman. 2. an immoral woman; slut.
3. [Scot.], a girl or unmarried woman.
quea-slly (kwe'zl-i), adv. in a queasy manner.
quea-si-ness (kwe'zi-nis), n. a queasy quality or state.

queasy (kwe'zi), adj. [QUEASIER (-zj^er), QUEASIEST
(~zi-ist) ], [Late ME. gwesye; akin to, prob. < base of, ON.
ktieisa, ulcer, boil, lit., contusion. Ice. kveisa, colic,
Norw. koeiSf hangover, etc. (< IE. base *gwe$~t to
overpower, etc.) ; the immediate source may be either
ON. or LG.], 1. causing nausea. 2. arfected with
nausea. 3, squeamish; qualmish; easily nauseated.
4. uncomfortable; embarrassed, 5. difficult to please;
fastidious. 6. troublous; hazardous.
Que-bec (kwi-bekQ, n. 1. a province of eastern
Canada: area, 594,860 sq. mi.; pop., 4,056;QOO: abbre-
viated Que., Q,: formerly caUecl Lower Canada, 2. its

capital, on the St. Lawrence River: pop., 164,000 (witii
suburbs, 275,000).

que-bra-cho Ck~bra''cho), n. [Sp. f contr. < gtde*
orahacha, lit., ax breaker (because of the hardness of
the wood) < quebrar, to break + hacha, an ax]f 1. any
of a number of related tropical American trees, whose
bark and hard wood are variously used in medicine,
tanning, and dyeing. 2. the bark or wood.
Quech-ua (kech'wa), n. [Sp. < the native name}*
1. a member of any of a group of South American Indian
tribes dominant an the former Inea Empire. & any
of these tribes. 3, the language of these tribes* dialects
of which are still in existence among the Indians of
Pent and Ecuador. Also spelled Kechua.
Ouech unn (kechVan), adj. of the Qttechuas, their
Jangttam or culture, n. Queehti*i (jienses 1 & 3).
Also spelled Kechuan.

Ckw5n), 12- [ME. qwsn; AS. emu (akin to OS.
JN. torn, Goth. q%n$, woman, etc.) < *kmant.

, ^,_jfc var. of IE. *swena (see QUEAN) found also
in Gr $yn% (cs, CJYNBCOLOGY)], 1. the wife of a Mug,
2. a woman who rules over a ifawnarchy in her own
right; female counterpart of a king. 3. a woman
foremost among others in certain attributes or ac-
complishments, as baawtv, etc. 4' H jpwft or thing
jfat Is wrortfed as &e beat or mo^'ifewi^l <& to
label: as. Cuba is called the Queen of the .

'' '

5* the fully developed* reproductive femtale in j. *~
of bees, ants, or termites: m bm, illus, 6. in a
a playing card with a conventionalized picture <

queen on it. 7. in chess, the most powerful piece,

permitted to move any number of unoccupied spaces
in a straight or diagonal direction. Abbreviated Q.,
a., qu. v.t 1. to make (a girl or woman) a queen.
2. in chess, to make a queen of (a pawn that has been
moved to the opponent's end of the board). v.j. to
reign as queen.
queen it, to play the queen; domineer.

Queen Anne's lace, a wild plant of the carrot family,
with fine leaves and small, delicate, white flowers m
flat-topped clusters.

Queen Anne style, 1. a style of architecture developed
in England during the early 18th century, characterized
by construction in red brick, the

t
modification of

classical^ architecture to meet domestic needs, and the
use of simple, dignified ornamentation. 2. a style of
furniture developed in the same period, characterized
by simple lines and the use of upholstery.
Queen Charlotte Islands, a group of islands in the
Pacific, off the coast of British Columbia, Canada.
queen consort, the wife of a reigning king.
queen-dom (kwen'dam), n. [see -DOM], 1. the rule or
realm of a queen. 2. queenhood.
queen dowager, the widow of a king.
queen-hood (kwen'hoodO, n. [see -HOOD], the state,
rank, or dignity of a queen.
queen ing (kwen'irj), n, a kind of apple.
queen-li-ness (kwenli-nis), n, the quality or state of
being queenly.
queen Iv (kwenli), adj. [QXJEENLIER (-li-er), QUEEN-
LIEST (-li-ist)], 1. of or like a queen. 2. suitable to
a queen, adv. in a queenly manner.
Queen Mab (mab), in English folklore, a fairy queen
who governs people's dreams.
Queen Maud Range, a mountain range in Antarctica,
south of Ross Shelf Ice.

queen mother, a queen dowager who is mother of a
reigning sovereign.
queen olive, a large olive with a long, slender pit.
queen post, in carpentry, either of a pair of two vertical
posts set between the
rafters and the base, or
tie beam, of a truss, at
equal distances from the
apex: distinguished from
king post.

queen regent, 1. a queen
reigning in behalf of an-
other. 2. [Rare], a queen regnant.
queen regnant, a queen reigning in her own right.
Queens (kwenz), n. a borough of New York City, on
western Long Island: pop., 1,546,000.

nglish, queenfs evidence, etc., see Hug's
, king's evidence, etc.

Queens-land (kwenzland
7
, kwenz'tend), it* a state of

eastern Australia: area, 670,500 so. mi.: pop*, 1,106,000
Uest. 1947); capital, Brisbane: abbreviated Queenald.
Queens-town (kwgns'taunO^ n. C6bh, a seaport in
Ireland: the former name.
queen truss, in carpentry, a truss with queen posts.
queer (kw$r), adj. [North Eng. & Scot dial, prob.vm beggars^ cant < G. qwsr, crosswise, in the orig.
sense JMHG. Pwer) "crooked"], 1. differing from
what is tisual or ordinary; odd; singular* strange.
2, slightly ill; qttalxrnsh; giddy. 3. [CofloqJ, dortibSul:
swpicious. 4, tCottoqJ, ha-ving mental quirks; ec-

cgptric,
S* [Sltog], ocmnterfeit; not gentum 6.

1&*A IwmmaS. v.t. {Slang), 1, to spoil at tiit
smooth operation or success oC 2. to pub ueif)
teo an tinfevorabte posittoa. n. [Slang], 1. ccmnter-

5 feit money. 2* a homosexual. &YN. see strange.
queer ness (fcw^wls), tu t tlie cmdMon or qtialty
of being queer, 2. something qtteer.

quell (kwef), 94. [MB, wri&w,rAS. wMm* to km (cf.

, to teterer IB. base *vw-,
1. to crush; subdue; put an

in^
to let fall, make ^ ***** "*

T^r*^
. fiucMkv. OM, am m

suddenly, as hot steel/t

qoHMMeM(lnjn6^~"
'feS^ifr

.. knot], a baU

Ouen tin (:

quer-cet-ic^4Mu9 ilLuk^Mnvect trom
quer*ce-tln

dt to
A, to cool

water, o^. etc.
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mercHie quiddity
quer-cine (kwur'sin, kwur'sin), adj. [LL. quercinus <
L,. quercus, oak], of the oak.

quer-cit-ron (kwur'sit-ran), n. [G. < L. quercus, oak
+ Fr. citron; see CITRON], 1. the black oak. 2. its

bark. 3. the yellow dye made from this bark.
Oue-r&ta-ro (ke-re'ta-r0, n. 1. a state of central
Mexico: area, 4,432 sq. mi.; pop., 245,000. 2. its

capital: pop., 34,000.

que-rist (kweVist), n. one who queries, or questions.

quern (kwurn), n. [ME. querne; AS. cweorn, hand
mill; akin to Dan. kv&rn, etc.; IE. *gweran, millstone
< base *gwer~ t heavy, seen also in L, grams (cf , GRAVE,
adj., GRAVID)], 1. a primitive hand mill for grinding
grain, consisting of two stone disks, one upon the other.
2. a small hand mill in which spices are ground.
quer-u-lous (kwer's-las, kwer'yoo-lss), adj. [LL. quer-
ulosus, for L. querulus < Queri, to complain], 1.

inclined to find fault; complaining; fretful; peevish.
2. characterized by complaining.
que-ry (kwSr'i), n. [pi QUERIES (-iz)], [< L. quaere,
2d pers. sing., imperative, of quaerere, to ask, inquire],
1. a question; inquiry. 2. a doubt, 3. a question
mark (?), placed at the end of a question or used to

express doubt as to the correctness^ accuracy, etc. of

i
written or printed matter. Abbreviated qy. t q. v.t.

[QUERIED (-id), QUERYING], 1. to call in question;
ask about. 2. to question (a person). 3. to express
doubt as to the correctness, etc% of (written or printed
matter) by marking with question marks. v.i. 1. to
ask questions. 2. to express doubt. SYN, see ask.

Cues-nay. Francois (fraVswa' ke'na'), 1694-1774;
French physician and economist.

quest (kwest), n. [ME, & OPr. quesie; ML. questa; LL.
*quaestLa, thing sougnt for < L, quaesitus, pp. of

quaerere f to seek, ask, inquire], 1. a seeking; hunt;
pursuit. 2. a journey in search of adventures, as
those undertaken by knights-errant in medieval times;
heroic expedition in search of a particular object: as,
the quest of the Golden Fleece. 3. the jg^roup ofpersons
participating in a quest, 4. [Rare], a jury of inquest,
v.i. 1. to follow the track of game, or to bay in pursuit
of game, as hounds do, 2. [Rare], to go in searon,

ques-tkm (kwes'chan), n. [ME. questioun; Anglo-Fr.
question; OPr, question; L. quaestto < pp, of quaerere,
to ask, inquire], 1. an asking; inquiry. 2. something
that is asked; interrogative sentence; query. 3, doubt;
uncertainty: as, there is no question of his veracity.
4. something in controversy before a court, 5. a
problem; matter open to discussion or inquiry, 6. a
matter or case of difficulty: as, it '9 not a question of

money. 7. a point being debated or a resolution

brougnt up for approval or rejection before an assembly.
8, the procedure of putting such a matter to a vote.
Abbreviated q. que. qu. v.t, I, to ask questions
of; interrogate; put queries to. 2, to doubt; express
uncertainty about. 5* to dispute; challenge, v*L to
atk a question or questions, 5HV* w* a*k.
beaide the question, not related to the subject under
dtocuaiioa.
beyond (nil) question, beyond dispute.
call la question, I. to take exception to; challenge,
2. to cut doubt oil.

in question, under consideration, debate, etc*

out of the a ucfttlon, impossible- not to be considered.

question-a-ble (kwe^chan-o-b'l), adj.
^

1. that can be
Qucsstionedj opfn to doubt 1* of dubious repute;
su^ected of Mag immoral

A ' ----- ---

$W. am
not tc

.

ques-tlon-a-bly (kwes'chi)n-i>-bli), adv.

or file while waiting to be served, etc. (often with up}.
que-zal (ke-sal'), n. a quetzal. ___

Qpe-zoti, Ma-nuel Lu-is (ma-nwel' loo-es' ke's^n;
Eng. ka'zon), 1878-1944; Philippine statesman; first

president of the Philippine Commonwealth (1935-1944).
Que-zon City (kefs$n; Eng. ka'zoa), the capital of the
Philippines, on Luzon: it is a suburb of Manila: pop.,
108,000.

quib-ble (kwib''l), n. [dim. < quib < L. quibus, abl. pi.

o quit who, which: quibus was common in legal docu-
ments and suggested sharp legal practice], 1. [Rare],
a play on words. 2. a petty evasion or cavil. iu.

[QUIBBLED (-Id), QUIBBLING], to evade the truth of a
point under discussion by caviling; resort to a quibble.
Oui'be-ron Bay (ke'browO , a bay of the Atlantic, off

northwestern France: scene of a British naval victory
over France, in 1759.

quick (kwik), adj. [ME. quik, lively, alive; AS, cwicu,

living; akin to ON. kvikr, OHO. quek, etc.; IE. base
*gwigw- < *gwei-, to live, be auye], 1. [Archaic],

Hying. 2, a) rapid; swift: as, a quick walk, b) done
with promptness; prompt: as, a quick reply. 3. occur-

ring in a brief space of time: as, a quick look. 4. prompt
to understand or learn; sharp in discernment: as, a
quick mind. 5. sensitive; acutely perceptive: as, a
quick sense of smell. 6. easily stirred; fiery: as, a
Quick, temper. 7. pregnant. 8. sharply curved. 9.

fresh; invigorating, adv. quickly; rapidly, n. 1.

the Hying, especially in the quick and the dead. 2. the
sensitive flesh under a toenail or fingernail; hence, 3.

the center of the feelings: as, her sarcasm cut him to
the quick, v.t. [Archaic], to animate; invigorate.

^

SYN, quick implies ability to respond rapidly as an innate
rather than a developed faculty (a quick mind) ; prompt stresses
immediate response to a demand as resulting from discipline,

practice, etc. or from willingness (prompt to obey, a prompt ac-

ceptance) ; ready also implies preparation or willingness and, to

I another sense, connotes nueiicy, expertness
5
etc. (a ready syni-

pathy, jest, etc,) ; apt, in this connection, implies superior in-

telligence or a special talent as accountable for ouickness of

response (an apt pupil). See also aftlle, fast. ANT. slow.

quick assets, in accounting, cash on hand and all

readily marketable merchandise.
quick bread, any bread, as muffins, cornbread, etc.,

leavened with baking powder, soda, etc., so that it

may be baked as soon as the batter is mixed.
quick-en (kwik'on), v.t* [ME. cwicien; AS. cwician <
cwicu, alive; see QUICK], L to animate; enliven; revive,

2 to arouse; stimulate; stir. 3. to cause to move more
rapidly; hasten, v.i. 1. to become enlivened; revive.

2, a) to begin to show signs of life, as a fetus in the
womb. 6) to enter the stage of pregnancy in which
the movement of the fetus can be felt. 3. to move
more rapidly: as, the pulse quickens with fear. SW.
see animate.

'
'

'

quick-fire (kwik'Hr), acf/. firing, or designed for oiuip,
in quick succession,

quick Hre. shots tred in quick
quick-firing (kwik'flr'ir
quick-freeze (kwttc'frite'), 04. ,

QUICK-FROZBN ("iWn) f QtHCK-JmBBziNG], to subject
fiw or freshly cooked ow to sttch sudden freezing
that the flavor and nitwit juices are retained and the
food can be stored at low temperate for a long time,

quick jJ^tiisSf couch grtwsa,

quick-le (kwik'i), n [Slianfl, attything done or made
quickly and cheaply; etpecwUy, a motion picture made

quick-lime *(k*Uc'15zttOj n* [MB* guykJw lym&* alter L.

calx #lwi];* eileiupQt cjKictat uinpakeol Time,
wiklik ** 1* P4 ^ a ^^ w

rmmner. 2. mm .haste or ^&m: rapxaly.

quick sand (bwicfsaadOr ifc (MK $uykkiwdf

<

< MD. oc MtaL A ICON, wet, deep spd depodt in

whkh a pemon or hw,vy object my wily be $wfe$.
uIdk'Stf (kwik'sotO, it. I. live slip or, outing,
m of hiwwwn, ptoied fe a teke. 2, any plaafc grow-

persons.
kw<%'t(?r), ft, ft quaestor.
n. the capital of Baluchistan, Paki-

eotur;

out
| u$i|0jrar!, far; JIM; lovi mi

* M itt tlb <fcVt}* ff Ml A ^ fc
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quidnunc 1194 quinquevalence
quidditas < L. quid, what, neut. of guis, who], 1. the
essential quality of a thing. 2. a trifling distinction.

quid-mine (kwid'nurjk')f n. [L., lit., what now?], a
person who is inquisitive about the latest news or

gossip; busybody.
Jquidf pro quo (kwid' pro kwo') f [L., something for

something], 1. one thing in return for another; hence,
2. something equivalent; substitute.

&quin sa-be? (kyen sa'be), [Sp.] who knows?
qui-es-cence (kwi-es''ns), n. [LL. quiescentia < L.

quiescens], the quality or state of being quiescent.
qui-es-cen-cy (kwi-es''n-si) , n. quiescence.
qui-es-cent (kwi-es''nt), adj. [L. quiescens, p^pr. of

quiescere, to become quiet], quiet; still; inactive; in

repose. SYN. see latent.

qui-et (kwi'at), adj. [ME. & OPr. quiete; L. quietus,
pp. of quiescere, to keep quiet < guies* quietis, rest;
IE. base *kweje~, rest, seen also in AS, kwil, time; see

WHILE], 1. still; calm; motionless. 2. o) not noisy;
hushed, b) not speaking; silent. 3. not agitated in

motion; gentle: as, a quiet sea. 4, not easily excited
or disturbed: as, a quiet disposition. 5. not ostentatious
or pretentious: as, quiet furnishings. 6. not forward;
unobtrusive: as, a quiet manner. 7. secluded: as, a

quiet den. 8. serving to relax and soothe: as, a quiet

evening at home. 9. in commerce, not busy: as, a quiet
day on the stock exchange, n. 1. a quiet state or

condition; calmness, stillness, inactivity, freedom from
noise, etc. 2, a ojiiet or peaceful quality; freedom
from turmoil or agitation, v.i. to make quiet; calm or

pacify, bring (something in motion) to rest, etc. v.i.

to become quiet (usually with down), adv. in a quiet
manner. SYN. see still.

qui-et-en (kwi'a-t'n), v.i. & v.i. [quiet + -en, verbalizing
uffix], [British or Dial.], to make or become quiet.

qui-et-lsm (kwl'at-iz'm), n. [It, quietismo < L, quietus;
pee QUIET at -ISM], 1. a form of religious mysticism
that involves complete extinction of the human will,

drawing away from worldly things, and passive con-
templation of God and divine things: it was taught
by the 17th-century Spanish priest Molinps, 2, any
religious mysticism of this sort. 3. tranquillity of the
spirit or quietness of Hfe.

qui-et-ist (kwi'st-ist), n. a person, who believes in or
practices quietism, adj. of quietism or quietists.

qui-e-tude (kwi'o-tood', kwi'o-tud'), n. [Pr. quietude;
XL. quietudo], a state of being quiet; rest; calmness.

qui-e-tus (kwf-e'tos), n. [ML., quit (in the formula
quietus est, he is quit; L., he is quiet) : cf. QUIET, QUIT],
1. discharge or release from debt, obligation, or office,

2. discharge or release from life; deatn. ^3. anything
that kills. 4. anything that serves to quiet, curb, or
end an activity.

quill (kwil), n. [ME. quit, hollow stalk, weaver's quill;
prob, < MLG, or MD.; cf, LG. quiele, quill of a
feather (G. federkiel) ;

IE. base *gwel~, to stick, stab],
1, any of the large, stiff wing or tail feathers of a bird.
2. the hollow, horny stem of a feather; calamus. 3,

any of
t
the spines of a porcupine or hedgehog. 4, any

of various things made from the quill of a feather,
as a pen for writing or a plectrum for plucking the
strings of certain musical instruments, 5. a musical
pipe made of a hollow stem, reed, or cane. 6. a weaver's
spindle. t

7. in pharmacy, a small roll of dried bark,
as of cinchona, cinnamon* etc. v.i. 1. to plait or
form with quillings. 2. to wind on a quill (sense 6).

quillai (ki-K'), n.
[Sp.. < the Chilean (Araucan)

native name], 1. a Chilean tree whose inner bark is

used as soap. 2. its inner bark: also qulHai bark.
OulMer-Couch, Sir Arthur Thomas (kwiFr-k55ch'),
(pseudonym O), 1863-1944; English poet and writer.

quillet (kwil'it), n. f? altered < L. quidlibet, anything
you please; quid, what, anything + libet, it pleases];
[Archaic], a quibble; subtlety,

quill-ing Jkwil'ii)), n. a band of material fluted into
small ruffles so as to resemble a row of quills.

quill-wort (kwil'wurt'). n. any of a number of related
water plants with short, fleshy stems and tuffet of
Ions:, narrow leaves resembling quills.

quirt (kwilt), n. [MB. quilte; OPr. cnilte, centre* confix
< L. culcitra, culcifa, a bed, mattress, pillow; akin to
Sans, kiircaji, a bundle, roll; IE. base *qw<tleg-], $, a
bedcover made of two layers of cloth fiHed with down,
cotton, wool, etc. and stitched together in lines or
patterns. 2. anything used as a aau& 3. any material
made tip like a quilt v.t. 1. to stitch together, as
two pieces of cloth, with a soft material between,
2, to fffcitch in Hnes or patterns Eke those ned in
qtiilts. 3. to sew up or fatten between two piece of
material. 4. to line or pa4 like a quilt. vJ> to mike a

i or quilts." '

l (kwiKlin). n 1; the c* or procew of attktog
2, material lor making quilts; quilted work.

qoUttog tot, * "nodal gmtherin^ of imata *
th> work *

"- * *"

qui-na-ry (kwi'na-ri), adj. [L. quinarius < quini, five
each < guinque, five], consisting of five; in sets of
five. n. [pL QUINARIES (-riz)], a set of five.

quince (kwins), n. [orig. pL of ME. quine, \quyne,
coin; OFr. cooin; L. cotonea, cydonia; Gr. kyddnia,
kyddnion melon, lit., Cydonian apple < Kydonia,
Cydonia, town on the northern coast of Crete], 1. a
golden or greenish-yellow, apple-shaped fruit with a
hard flesh, used in preserves. 2. the tree that bears it.

qutn-ctra-cial (kwin-kun'shal), adj. [L. quincuncialis],
naving the form or arrangement of a quincunx.
quin cunx (kwin'kunks), n. [pi. QUINCUNXES (-iz)], [L.,
lit., five twelfths < quinque, five + uncia, a twelfth,
ounce], 1. an arrangement of five objects in a square,
with one at each corner and one in the middle. 2. in

botany, an arrangement of the petals in five-petaled
flowers.

Quin-cy (for 1, kwin'zi; for 2, kwin'si), n. 1. a city
in Massachusetts, near Boston: pop,, 83,000. 2. a

city in central Illinois, on the Mississippi; pop., 41,000.

Quin-cy, Josiah (kwin'zi, kwin'si), 1744-1775; Amer-
ican patriot.

quin-dec-a-gon (kwin-dek'a-gon')* n. [< L. qumdecim,
fifteen; + -agon as in decagon], in geometry, a plane
figure with fifteen angles and fifteen sides.

quin-de-cen ni-al (kwin'di-sen'i^l), adj. [< L. guin-
decim, fifteen: + -ennial as in biennial], 1. happening
once in a penod of fifteen years. 2. lasting for fifteen

years, n. 1. a fifteenth year of existence or duration;
fifteenth anniversary. 2. the celebration of this,

quin-i-a (kwin'i-s), n, [Mod.L. < Sp. quina], quinine.
quinic acid (kwin'ik), [< quina (see QUININE) 4-

-4c], a colorless, crystalline acid, CeHT(OH)4*COOH,
prepared from cinchona bark, coffee beans, etc.

quin-i-din (kwin'a-din^, n. quinidine.
quin-i-dine (kwin'a-den', Kwin'9din), n. [< quina
(see QIUININE) + -id

-j- ^ne\, a colorless, crystalline
alkaloid, CioHwNiOj, isomenc with and resembling
quinine, extracted from cinchona bark.

quin-in (kwm'in), n. quinine.
quini-na (ki-nena), n. quinine.
qui-nine (kwi'mn, kwi-nen'), n. [< quina, cinchona
Dark (Sp. quina < Quechtta quinquina') -f- >4ne\
1. a bitter, crystalline alkaloid, CjoHi^NiOi, extracted
from cinchona bark% 2. any compound of this, as

quinine sulfate, used in medicine for various purposes,
especially in the treatment of malaria,
quin-nat salmon fkwin'at), [< the Am. Ind. (upper
Chinook) name], chinook salmon.

quin-oid (kwin'oid), n, [quinone + -oi<fl, a substance
resembling quinone in structure, properties, etc.

qui-noi-din (k^i-noi'din), ft. quinoidine.
qui noi dine (kwi-noi'den, kwi-noifdin), n. [quinoid -f

-ine], a brownish substance containing a mixture of
alkaloids formed in the process of extracting quinine
from cinchona, used as a substitute for quinine.
quin o Hn (kwinVlin), n. quinoiine.
quin-o-line (kwin'94en', kwin'a-lin) [minlae 4-
-of + ~ine], a colorless, liquid compound, CH7N ob-
tained by the destructive distillation of boaes, coal
tar, and various alkaloids, or by synthesis: it l used
in making antiseptics, dyes, etc,

qui-none (kwi*n5n', kwin'Sb), n [quinic acid 4- -one],
1, either of two isomeric compounoSi CiBUO*, es-

pecially the yellow, crystaHbie iomer used In making
dyes, 2.1any of a ierfe of compound of thii type.

qui*i!!iott*i*inJ[Ot (kwi-tton finttien kw***non ^min) , it*

derived from a qtiinowe by the replacement of an
oxygen atom by an imino group.
quin-o-noid (kwm'o-noid , Icwi-no'nold), adj. [< qnfa~
one -f -ofrf], like qtdnotie in stnactur, jpropwtitt. etc,
quin qua fce-nari-an (kwijg'kw-ji-nlr

/C0n). Mj, {< L.
ymngmamariwt < quin^aim^ fifty each < auin-

^^ntat fifty) , fifty ye^rs old, or between the ages
*^

a^-maV ^/^

mif oi
rafawMl Ocw%Awm^)f *tf. f< JX mtimmm-
..* |w ytwi <^%m ft^7wm*jNSft -I.^tv>0M S^^^^^^^/^^n.

inquennial event.

hydrochlorlde.



quinquevalency Quixote
quin-que'Va-len-cy (kwir/kwa-valan-si), n. quinque-
valence.

quin-que-va-lent (kwir/kwa-valant, kwirj-kwev'a-
lent), adj. 1. having five valences. 2. having a valence
of five. Also, especially for 2, pentavalent.

quin-sy (kwin'zi), n. [ME. quinaci, guynsy; altered <
ML. guinancia < LL. cynanche: Gr. kynanche", in-

flammation of the throat, lit., dog-choking < ky&n,
dog + anchein, to choke], an inflammation of the
tonsils, accompanied by the formation of jms.

quint (kwint, kint), n. [Fr. quinte; L. quinta, fern, of

quintus, a fifth < base of qmnquet five], 1. in music,
a) an interval of a fifth, b) an organ stop producing
tones a fifth above those sounded by the keys that are

pressed, c) the E string of a violin. 2. in piquet, a
sequence of five cards in the same suit.

quint (kwmt), n, [Colloq.], a quintuplet.
quin*tain (kwin'tin), n. (OFr. quintaine; ML. quintana;
prob. < L. quintana (via), street in the camp inter-

secting the legions so as to separate the fifth maniple
from the sixth; later, market place < quintanus, fifth,

belonging to the fifth < quintus, fifth], in medieval
sports, an object supported by a crosspiece on an up-
right post, used as a target in tilting.

quin-tal (kwin't'l), n. [Fr.; ML. quinlale; Ar. qintar <
X. centenarius; see CENTENARY], 1. a hundredweight
(100 pounds in the United States, 112 pounds in
Great Britain). 2. a metric unit of weight, equal to
100 kilograms (220.46 pounds). Abbreviated qL, q.

quin-tan (kwin'ten), adj. [L. quintanus < quintus,
fifth], occurring every fifth day (counting both days
of occurrence)." n. a quintan fever, etc.

Ouin*te-ro, Joa-qufn Al-va-rez (hwS-ken' al'vS-reth'

ken-te'ro"), 1873-1944; Spanish playwright; collabo-
rated with his brother Serafin (se

y
rS-fen>), 1871-1938.

quin-tes-sence (kwin-tes/'ns), n. [ME. quynte(n)cense;
ML. quinta essential, 1. the fifth essence, or ultimate
substance, of which the heavenly bodies were thought
to be composed, in ancient and medieval philosophy:
distinguished from the four elements, air, fire, water,
and earth. 2. the pure, concentrated essence of any-
thing. 3. the most perfect manifestation or embodi-
ment of a quality or thing.
quin tea-sen-tial (kwin'to-Ben'shal), adj. of the quin-
tessence; purest; most perfect.

quin tet, quin tette (kwin-tef), n. [< Fr. or It.; Fr.

quintette: It. quintetto, dim. of quinto (L. quintus), a
fifth], 1. any group or set of nve persons or things.
2, in music, a) & composition for five voices or five

instruments, as for string quartet and piano. 6) the
five performers of such a composition.
quin tile (kwin'til, kwin'tfl), /[< L, <pfeftNr, fifth;

f ~ile] f in astrology, designating an aspect of heavenly
bodies in which they are 72 degrees, or one fifth of a
circle, distant from each other, n* a quintile aspect.
Quin-til-ian (krwin-tiFvaa, kwin-til'i-9n), n. (Marcus
Fabius QuintllianusY, Roman rhetorician and critic;

lived lit century A;D.
quin til lion (kwin-SFyira), n. I< L. quintus, a fifth;

-H million}. 1. in the United States and France, a
number repwwented by 1 foJtowed by 18 erot, 2. in

Great Britain and Germany, a ntjitober represented by
1 followed by 30 zeros, adj. amounting to one quin-
tilHon in ntuttbec.

i^uin*titt (jcwin tin/, ptnr. \gutsnwti9t Jw 'Qww^fK^s ^
Quintus, Roman praenomen < quintus, quinctus, the

fifth], * masculine name: variant, Otyntfa,

consistinig of or includmg five, 2. five times as much
or as many; fivefold, n. a number, etc. five times as

groat as another. ?*. A vJL [qinKnnnun* (

QUU^ntjpLiNGJ, to make or become nve times as

or is many: mu&cter"by I'm w ^

quin tuplet Qcwfe'too-fitte, kwin-ti^^...
lit), ft* K mmtnpfail* 1* <*) any of five offspring born

t 4 sbgte Dirtfe, } pL v ora^raff porn at a m
cxwcMo or wmp of fiv^ twaally

paper of the same size and stock, the twentieth part
of a ream: abbreviated gr., q.
in quires, unbound: said of a book.

Quir-1-nal (kwir'i-nl), n. fL. Quirinalis < Quirinus;
see next entry], 1. one 01 the seven hills on which
Rome was built: site of a papal palace, used as a royal
residence of Italy since 18/1. 2. the Italian civil

government, as distinguished from the Vatican, or

apal government, adj. 1. of or situated on the

Juirinal. 2. of Quirinus.
, ai-rl-nus (kwi-ri'nss), n. [L.: akin to Quintes\, in

Roman mythology, an early god of war: identified by
the Romans with Romulus.
Qui-ri'tea (kwi-ri'tez), nj>l. [L., pi. of Quins, orig.,
inhabitant of Cures (a aiabine town); later, Roman
citizen], in ancient Rome, the people as civilians.

quirk (kwurk), n. [? < ON. kuerk, a crop, bird's neck
(via dial.)], 1. a sudden twist, turn, or stroke, as a
flourish in writing. 2. an evasion, subterfuge, quibble,
or equivocation. 3. a clever turn of speech; sally;

quip. 4. a peculiarity, peculiar trait, or mannerism.
5. in architecture, a groove running lengthwise in a
molding, v.t. in architecture, to form with a quirk.

quirk;y (kwur'ki), adj. [QUIRKIER (-ki-Sr), QUIRKIEST
(-ki-ist)], having quirks.

quirt (kwurt), n. [Mex. Sp. cuarta, a quirt, long whip
< cuarta, guide mule lit., fourth (of a four-mule team),
fern, of Sp. cuarto (L. quartus), fourth], a riding whip
with a braided leather lash and a short handle, v.t.

to strike with a quirt.
quis ling (kwiz'lirT), n. [after Vidkun Quisling (1887-
1945), Norw. politician who betrayed nis country to
the Nazis and (became its puppet ruler], a person who
betrays his own country by helping an enemy to
invade and occupy it; traitor.

quit (kwit), v.t. IQUIT, QUITTED (-id), QUITTING], [ME.
quiten; OFr. qutter; ML. quittare < LL. quietare, to
set free < L. quietus, quiet, at rest, satisfied), 1. to
free (oneself) of. 2. to discharge (a debt or obligation) ;

repay. 3. to stop having, using, or doing (something) ;

give up. 4. to let go (something held). 5. to leave;
depart from. 6. to stop or discontinue, as work. 7.

[Archaic], to conduct (oneself). vJ. 1. to go away.
2. to stoij or discontinue doing something; give tip an
undertaking. 3, [Colloq.], to give up oners position of

employment; resign, adj. clear; free; rid. SYN. see

abandon, go, stop. ' '

quitch (kwich), n. [AS. cwice < base of cwicu, alive

(cf. QUICK): so named supposedly from the great
vitEtgr of the plant], a long-rooted grass, growing in
lawns, etc. as a weed: also quitch grass.

quit-claim (kwifklSmO, n. [ME. quitdayme: Anflo-
J?T. quifodame < the t>,], 1. the release or relinqujsh-
ment of a claim. 2. a deed or other legal paper in

which a person relinquishes to another a claim to some
property or right, v.t. [Anglo-Fr. & OFr. quMedamer;
quite, quit -f darner, to call, declare], to give up a
claim to (some property or right),

quite (kwit), adv. [ME. quite; see QUIT, adj.}, 1.

completely; entirely, 2. really; twuly; positively. 3.

[Colloq.], to a considerable degree or extent; very.
quite fi few. [Colloq.], more than a few.

Qui-to (jfeg'tQ?, n. the capital of Ecuador: pop., 150,000.

quit-rent (kwit'rent'), n. & rent paid in lieu of re-

quired feudal services; 'also quit rent.

quits Okwit*) ? adj. [< quit, aajA, on even terms, as by
discharge of a debt, retaliation in vengeance, etc.

cry quito, to declare oneself even with another; agree
to stop co

quit-tance (kwif'ni), n. [ME.; OFr. quUonc* < gutter;
see QXHT], L discharge from a debt or obligation.
2* a doOTM&ent certifying thiaj receipt. 3, recompense;

qim-twr (kwt^r), n, [CoEoq,], a person wno quits or

gives up easHy, without taryfes hard.

quit-tor (kwirar), n. [ME.; OFr, cuUttirt* cooking],
t ay vt variotis loot diseases of hones, mto etc.,

characterised by tissue degeneration and the formation

who goe

1MB, quimn(n): twob* < base
of maiwr: cf* MD. gwiwrml to thake wlui a tsmnton*
motion; tremble, n. the act or condition of quivering;~^mM

ii. [ME.



quixotic 1196 R
quix-ot-ic (kwik-sot'ik), adj. 1. [sometimes Q-J, like
or befitting Don Quixote. 2, extravagantly chivalrous
or romantically idealistic; visionary; impractical or

impracticable.
quixot-i-cal (kwik-sot'i-kl), adj. quixotic.
quix>ot4-caMy (kwik-sot'i-k'1-i, kwik-sot'ik-H), adv.
in a quixotic manner.
quix-ot-ism (kwik'sa-tiz'm), n. 1. quixotic character
or practice. 2. a quixotic act or idea.

quiz (kwiz), n. [pi. QUIZZES (-iz)], {prob. an arbitrary
formation; ? suggested by L. qms, who, which, what,
quid t how, why, wherefore], 1* [Rare], a queer or
eccentric person. 2. a practical joke; hoax. 3. a
questioning; especially, an informal oral or written
examination to test one's knowledge, v.t. [QUIZZED
(kwizd), QUIZZING], 1. to make fun of (someone or

something). 2. to ask questions of (a person) to test

his knowledge. SYN. see ask.

quiz program, a type of radio or television program in
which a #roup of experts or members of the audience
compete in answering questions,
quiz section, in some colleges and universities, a small
group of students who meet with an instructor to
discuss and be examined on the content of lectures.

quiz-zer (kwiz'er). n. a person who quizzes.
quiz-zi-cal (kwiz'i-k'l) f adj. [< quiz + -ic -f -oZ], 1.

odd; comical. 2. given to making fun of others;

bantering. 3. perplexed; questioning.
Jquo ad hoc (kwo'ad hokO, [L.], L to this extent.
2. with respect to this.

Jquo a-ni-mo? (kwo an'9-mo') [L., lit., with what
mind?], with what intent?

quod (kwod), n. [a form of quad < quadrangle (of a
prison)], [Chiefly British Slang], prison: also quad.
tquod e-rat de-mon-stran-dum (kwod er'at dera'on-

stran'dam), [L.], which was to be demonstrated or
proved: abbreviated Q.E.D.
Jquod e-rat fa-cl-en dum (kwod er/at fa'shi-en/dsm),
[L.], which was to be done; abbreviated Q.E.F*
Iquod eat (kwod est), (L.], which is: abbreviated q.e.

|quod vi*de (kwod vi'di). [LJ, which see: abbreviated

quoin (koin, kwoin), n. [var. of coin], L the external
corner of a building; especially,
any of the large, squared stones
by which the corner of a
building is marked. 2. a
wedgelike piece of stone, etc.,
such as the keystone or one
of the pieces of an arch. 3.

a wedge-shaped wooden or
metal block used to lock up
type in a galley or form, to
keep casks from rolling, to
fix the position of a gun breech,
etc. v.L

t
1. to secure with a quoin.

with quoins, or corners.
quoit (kwoit, koit), n. {ME. cottt* coyte; Anglo-Pr,
jeu de coytw; prob. < OPr. coite (Pr. eouette), a cushion;
? orig, applied to a cushion target (but note Pr. G*w$$i~
net> flat stone disk, as adduced by Weekley)), 1* a
ring of rope or flattened metal, used in the gaxae of
quoits. 2. pi. a game in which players throw such
rings at a peg in the ground, the object being to en-
circle it or come as close to it as possible* tu, [Rare],
to play quoits. v*t. to throw like a quoit*
tquo ju-re? (kwo joo'ri), [L.], by what right?

|qup mo do (kwo mo'dd), (LJ, L in what manner?
2. in the manner that*

QUOINS

2. to furnish

quon-dam (kwon'dom), adj. [LJ, that was at one time;
former: as, my quondam companion.
Quon-eet hut (kwon'sit), [< Quonset, R.I., where first

manufactured], a prefabricated shelter made of corru-

gated metal* shaped like a longitudinal half of a
cylinder resting on its flat surface: it is similar to the
British Nissen hut and was first used by the U.S.

Army in World War II.

quo-rum (kwdr'am, kwo'ram), n. JL., genit. pi. 9! <wi t

who: from use in court commissions], 1* a) originally,
the number of justices of the peace requiredTto be
present at sessions of English courts. 6) later, English
Justices of the peace, collectively. 2, a select group or

company. 3, the minimum number of members re-

quired to be present at an assembly before it can
validly proceed to transact business.

quo-ta (kwo'to), ft. \$L QUOTAS <-toz)], [ML. < L.,

fern, of quotus, how many], a share or proportion which
each of a number is called upon to contribute, or which
is assigned to each; proportional share.

quot-a-biM-ty (kwo'to-bil'o-ti), n. the quality or
state of being quotable.

quot-a-ble (kwo't9~b'l), adj. that can be quoted;
suited for quotation.

quo-ta-tion (kwo-ta'shn), n, [ML* quotatio], L the
act or practice of quoting. 2. the wordtf or passage
quoted. 3 in commerce, a) a statement of the current
price of a stock, bond, oommodity, etc* 6) the price
itself. Abbreviated quot.
quotation mark, either of a pair of punctuation
marks (". . . .") used to enclose a direct quotation:
a quotation within, a quotation is enclosed in single
marks (' . . .*): in British usage, this procedure is

usually reversed.

quote (kwot), v.t* [QUOTED (-id), QUOTING], [ME.
coten; Late OPr. cater; ML. qwiare* to mark the
number of, divide into chapters < L. qiiotus, of what
number], 1. to reproduce or repeat a passage from or
statement of; as, the teacher quoled Chaucer. 2, to
reproduce or repeat_(a passage from a book, a state-

ment, etc.). 3. to cite; refer to as authority or an ex-

ample. 4, in commwte, to state (the prio of something) .

5. in printing* to enclose in quotation marks, n.

[Colloq.], 1. a quotation. 2. a quotation mark.
quoth (kwoth), v.t. [ME.; AS. quxth, prat, of cweihan,
to speak, syj [Archakj, said: used in .to* jpast tense,
followed by a subject of the first or third person, and
taking as its object the words being repeated.
quoth-a (kwothM* interL (phonetic alteration of quoth
he, used ironically], [Archaic], indeed J forwopthl

quo-tid-i-an (kw5rtid'i-n), adj. (ME. cuoiidten; OFr.
cotidian; L* qiwtidianus < yuolidie, daily < quotus,
how many -|- dies, day], aauy; recurritig every day.
n. anything, especially a fever, that recurs daily.

quo-tient (kwo'shsmt). n. [ME* quotient; L. guotus,
quotiens^ how oftem, now many liime < <pio4 how
manyj, in arithmetic^ the number obtained when one
quantity is divided by another: abbreviated q.
quo war-ran-to (kw5 wd-ran'to)> Ipl. QUO WÂ

, ,_B)], TML., by what warrant' <Tfc. <wo,
who, which ML. warrantus, a^warrant], 1.

writ ordering a jpron to show by wliat
exercises an offic, franchab, or privily** 2. a) a 1

proceeding undertaken to recover an office, fr
or privilege from th@ persofi in |Kiesiion
upon an information, b] the information,

q.v., [L.J, 1, quantum tw( as much at you will. 2. quod
vide, which sad.

<iy*i

R
Rt r (Ir), it,jpl, R', r's, RA rs (Ir)I, L
letter of the English alphabet: from tfe Grwk
* blowing from the Phaeniciwa; m alphabet, ta.
2. the sound of R or r; in English, it Is btticftliy a
yowtnike,, voiced. lveolar, r*trolc eantlncuuit; but it
I also variably heard in Biitlth apdt AttMrtcait dialectsM a HngtiAl ccmtinttttt:ltt tadbwd miteies
of

Brjtiith
and Kmui vartefctes |. Hasten ani 8eMUMmAerten English, the touxid f r har> been lor-t In

j^itiow, in
JMrtf, ^ /mlnr ta * *

tvp or
unpraMloii

for R or r, 4. m
fa a m^nmm or group (<* tte

tf I fa oooltM). jM> L of R or Jr. *
(or

- swwatowfttti i I fe MtefeA la * Mpw*R (Ir), it, t an object dhp4 tt^lT 2* *
Rogjwi nittMNMa tor W; wife a piwr tor
SO.OOO. 3,



racecourse

humorous spelling reading, 'riling, and 'rithmetic.

R, in chess, rook.

r, 1. roentgen(s). 2. royal. 3, ruble. 4, in electricity,
resistance.

R., 1. Radical. 2. Reaumur. 3. Republic(an). 4. in
ecclesiastical usage, respond or response: also I^.

R., r., 1. rabbi. 2. radius. 3. railroad. 4. railway.
5. recipe, [L.I, take: used in prescriptions: also .

6. Regma, [L.], queen. 7. Rex, [L.I, king. 8. right.
9. river. 10. road. 11. royal. 12. ruble. 13. [pi.

Rs., Rs, KS, rs.], rupee,
r., 1. range. 2. rare. 3. received. 4. residence, 5.

resides. 6. retired. 7. rises. 8. rod; rods. 9. rubber.
10. in baseball & cricket* run; runs. 11. in law, rule.

Ra (ra), n. [Egypt. Ra, Re', sun], the sun god, principal
god of the ancient Egyptians, usually depicted as

having the head of a hawk and wearing the solar disk
as a crown: also Re.

Ra, in chemistry, radium.
RA, R.A,, Regular Army.
R.A., 1. Rear Admiral. 2. Rear Artillery. 3. Royal
Academician. 4. Royal Academy. 5. Royal Ar-
tillery. 6. in astronomy, right ascension.
Ra-bat (ra'-baV, ro-bat'}, n. the capital of Morocco, on
the west coast: pop., 156,000.

ra-ba^to (ro-ba'to, ro-ba'to), n. [pi. RABATOS (-toz)],

[Fr. rabat < rabaitre; see REBATE], formerly, a large
collar of linen, lace, etc., worn turned down so as to
fall over the shoulders,
Ra baul (r&-boul'f ra'boul), n. the chief city of New
Britain, Bismarck Archipelago; capital of the Territory
of New Guinea: pop., 4,700.
Rab bath Ana Kaon (rab/oth am'an), Amman, the
capital of Jordan; the Biblical name.
rab bet (rab'it), n, (ME. rabet; OPr. rabat, rabbot <
rabatlre; see REBATE], 1. a
groove or cut made in the edge
of a board, etc. in such a way
that another piece may be
fitted into it to form a joint.
2. a joint made in this way.
v.t. L to cut a rabbet in. 2,

to join in a rabbet (joint). v.i*

to be joined by a rabbet.
rab-bi

' ' ~
rab-bl (rabl), n, [pL RABBIS,
RABBIES (-to)], [MB.; AS.; LL.;
Or. rhabbi; Hab. rabbi, my
master, my lord < rabh, master,
great one], an ordained teacher RABBETS

RACCOON (34 in. long)

of the Jewish law, authorized to decide questions of
law and ritual and to perform marriages, etc., now
usually the spiritual head of a congregation: the term
is also used in respectful address: abbreviated R, r.

rab-bin (rafo%) n, [Fr,; ML* r&bbimusl a rabbi
rub bin ate (rab'in-it), n. 1. the position or office of
rabbi 2, rabbis collectively.
Rab-bhvic (ro-bin'ik), n, the Hebrew language as
used in the writings of rabbis of the Middle Ages.
nib bin ic (ra-bfo'iki. *#* rabbinical,

' ML. rabbinw;

a
and tradittoins of

-ical], of the rabbis, their doctrines, learning, language,
etc., especially in the early Middle Ages.
rub bin 1st (rab%4tfe), n* [< ML.
follower of the Tatouudkj totcbixM
the rabbit
rab bin la tic (rab'iu-is'tik), adj. u!, or in the tradition
of, the rabbis.
rab bit (rat/it)f ft. JW, RAMJETS (-it*), RABBIT? *M
PLUEAJW Jit 8v tit [SB. nMto. young of the cony;
akk to M0. *dftt, PI ro* Walloon r&bbM; ttaae
forma, Brit. dial. ro6fi* and surname RMatts suggest
etymon < Kot, dim. of Ko6r^ but may represent folk

etyni.J, L a- bwrowmg rodwit of tbe Hkr family,
^nailer tlmn m<*t hares and characterised by sm fur,

long ears, mad a bobbed tail. 2* iu> fur. 3. lonely, any
hare, 4 ft dish nuuk' of mftlttd aiul toasit: *e
Welsh rabbit, i>, to hunt rabbits.
rabbit fever, tulartnnia.
rabbit punch, m. boxing, a short, sharp blow to the

bwO|C Of tll ISMfCk* '

rai4>lt*ry (SPlWl> % J$i RAMrauoM W)J a ptooe
where domesticated rabbits are kept; rabbit hutch.

rabbit's (or rabbit) foot, the hind foot of a rabbit,
ivsed superatitiously p a talLsinan. or good-luck (term.
rab ble (rab^lh n. [ME. rabei; prob. < rabble (iron
bar* etc.), timer . or .; for MOW development cf.

kASCALj, a noisy, disorderly crowd ; mob* v./. [RAIIBLKD
C-'ld), RAiiiiLiNG], to attack with a mob,

abWe. the conmion people; the ntasses: a term d

{ft. r^r < 0* fofl^f ML.
. IA fK&i&nltfift, itlrrer sliov^
iron bar used to stir and skim

v.t. [HAHBLEI> (-'ld) RAB-
such a bar.

rab-ble-ment (rab''l-m8nt), n. a noisy disturbance like
that made by a rabble, or mob.

rabble rouser, a person who tries to arouse people to
violent action by appealing to their emotions, prej-
udices, etc.: demagogue.

Rab-e-lais, Francois (fraVswa' ra'ble'; Eng. rab'o-lS',

rab'a-laO, 1494?-!553: French satirist and humorist.
Rab e lai-si-an (rab'a-la'zhon, rab's-la'zi-an), adj. of

or like Rabelais or his works; broadly and coarsely
humorous, satirical, etc.

t
n. a person who imitates,

admires, or studies Rabelais.
rab-id (rab'id), adj. [L. rabidus < rabere, to rage;
prob. IE. base *rab~, violent, raging, seen also in

Sans, rabhas-, violence, force], 1. violent; raging^ 2.

excessive in beliefs or opinions; too zealous; fanatical.
3. of or having rabies.

ra-bid-i-ty (ra-bid'9~ti), n. rabid state or quality.
ra bies (ra'bez, ra'bi-ez')* n- [L., madness; see RAGE],
an infectious virus disease of the central nervous
system in dogs and other flesh-eating animals: it

t
can

be transmitted to man by the bite of an infected animal
and is characterized by choking, convulsions, inability
to swallow liquids, etc.; it is fatal if not treated im-
mediately: also called hydrophobia.
rac-coon (ra-koon7

), n. [pi. RACCOONS (~koonz') RAC-
COON; see PLURAL, n, D,

a [altered < Am. Ind.

Igonquian) arakunem,
lit., hand-scratcher], 1.

a small, tree-climbing,
flesh-eating mammal of
North. America, active

largely at night and
characterized by long,
yellow-black fur, black
masklike markings across
the eyes, and a long,
black-ringed tail. 2. its

fur. Also spelled racoon.
raccoon dog, a small
wild dog of Asia, having
long, loose fur, a thick
tail, and raccoonlike rings about the eyes.
race (ra"s)j

n. [ME. (North) ras(e) < ON. rQs, a running,
rush: akin to AS. ms, swift movement, attack, etc.;
IE. oase *eras~ f to flow, move rapidly, trickle, etc,

(seen also in L. rorarii, skirmishing troops); prob.
< *r-, to set in swift motion (cf. ERRANT)], 1. a
competition of speed in running, skating, riding,
etc. 2. pL a series of such competitions for horses,
on a regular course. 3. a) any contest of speed in

acting, thinking, etc.: as, a race for power. 6) any
contest: as, the race for mayor, 4. a steady qnward
movement or course. 5. the spfn of Bfe: a$, tfce
old man's race was run. 6. a) a swift current pi water.
b) the channel for a current of water, especially one
built to use the water industrially; as, a millra^.
7. a channel or groove for the moving parts oi a macliine,
as the groove for the balls in a ball bearing. . 8. in
aeronautics, the slip stream, tu. [RACED (rast), RACING],
1. to take part in a competition of speed. 2. to go
or move swiftly, 3, to move or revolve too swiftly
because of less resistance or a lighter load: said of

machinery, v.t. 1. to compete with in a competition
of speed. 2. to cause (a horse,

1

airplane, etc.) to engage
in a race, 3* a) to cause to go swiftly. &) to cause (an
engine) to run too swiftly without engaging the gears*
race (ris) r n. (Fr.; It. razza; ? < L. eeneratto, a be-
getting; am GteWRATlONj, g

1. a) any of the major bio-

logical divisions of ioaAoJcijctd distinguished by color
and texture of hakt color of skin and eyes, stature,

bodily proportions, etc.: many ethnologists now
consider that there are onlv three primary divisions,
the Caucasian (loosely, white race), Negroid (loosely,
Mack race)* and Mongoloid (loosely, yellow r$i)*
each with various subdivisions: the term has acquired
$o many unscientific connotations that m this sense
it is oftipia replaced in scientific usage by fcW<j stoipk

group, 6) mankind. 2. a population that differs
the relative frequency oi wmt gene br

scientific we. 3 any teogrmphical,
or tribal ethnic grouping. 4* a) the state of
to a certain ethnic stock* group, etc* b} the

i* tmt% te. belonging* or wtppoiedly belong-
, to ma a dlvwoiL 5. aay grot^ oc people haviig
same ancestry; family; clan; lineage. 6. any group

of people having the same activities, habits, ideas.
etc. t as, the race of dramatists. 7. a) a group of plants
or aniinala with distinguishing traits that are passed
on to the oEspring; breed. I) in zoology, a subspecies,
or variety. &. [Rarei, ditinctive tiavort taste, etc. m
ndf/* |d recRt origi^t^ wit

'

'

one for horse races.
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race horse 1198 radiant

RACEME
common red

currant)

race horse, a horse bred and trained for racing.
ra-ceme (ra-sem', ra-sem/), n. [L. racemus, cluster of

grapes], a variety of flower cluster in
which single flowers grow individually
on small stems arranged at intervals

along a single larger stem, as in the
lily of the valley.
ra-ce-mic (ra-se'mik, r^-sem'ik), adj.
[< raceme^ + ~ic),

1. designating or
of an optically inactive form of tar-
taric acid. 2. a) consisting of an
optically inactive, equimolecular mix-
ture of the dextrorotatory and levo-

rotatory forms of certain substances.
d) designating or of a compound
formed of such a mixture.

rac-e-mif-er-ous (ras's-mifer-as), adj.
bearing racemes.
rac-e-mism (ras's-miz'm, ro-se'miz'm),
n. racemization.

rac-e-mi-za-tion (rasVmi-za'shsn), n. the conversion
of an optically active substance into a racemic form.

rac-e-mose (ras's-mos'), adj. [L. racemosus], 1. having
the nature of a raceme. 2, bearing a raceme or racemes.
racer (ras'gr), n. 1. any person, animal, airplane,
etc. that takes part in races or is capable of great
speed. 2. any of several snakes; especially, the Ameri-
can blacksnake. 3. a revolving turntable on certain
gun carriages, by which the gun can be aimed.
race riot, fighting f

and violence between different

groups in a community, as between Negroes and whites,
characterized by racist hostility.

race suicide, the gradual dying out of a people as a
result of the deliberate failure of its members to
maintain a birth rate equal to the death rate.
race track, a course prepared for racing; racecourse.
race-way (ras'wa*'), n. 1. a narrow channel for water.
2, a tube for carrying and protecting electric wires.
Rachel (ra'chol), (LL.; Gr. MacM;Heb. rafrel, lit.,

fcj. a feminine name: diminutivey Rae* n.' 1, in

Q Bible, the younger of the two wives of Jacob, and
'er of Joseph and Benjamin. 2. (ra'shelO* (born
<* Ftlix), French actress; lived 1820-1858.
iis (raids), n. \pL RACHISES (-&), RACHEDBS

(rakVdeV, ra'ka-dSz'j], FMod. L.; Gr. rhachis; IB.
base *wfifc-j thorn, point], 1. in anatomy, the spinal
column. 2. in botany, the principal stem of a raceme.
3. In zpology, the shaft of a feather, especially that
part bearing the barbs. Also spelled rhachis.

ra-chit-ic (ra-kit'ik), adj. of or having rachitis.
rachi-tis (ro-ki'tis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. rhachitis, in-
flammation of the spine < rhachis, the spine], rickets.
Rach-ma-ni noff, Serge-i Vas-siMe-vich (syer-gya'i
va-serye-vich rakh-maaiii-not; Eng. rak-ma'ni-nofOt
1873-1943; Russian composer, conductor, and pianist:
also spelled Rachmanlnov.

ra-cfcu (ra'shQl), adj. of or characteristic of a race
(ethnic group), races, or race.

ra-cftal'ism (ra'shal-iz'm), n. a doctrine or feeling of
racial differences or antagonisms, especially with
reference to supposed racial superiority, inferiority,
or purity; racial prejudice, hatred, or 6%crimrnatkm.
ra-daMy (rS'shol-i), adv. in regard to race.
rac-t-ly (raV'l-i), adv. in a racy manner.
Ra cine (ro-sSnQ, n. a city in southeastern Wisconsin,
on Lake Michigan: pop., 71,000.
Ra cine, Jean Bap tiste (zhan b&'tSet' ri'sen'; Eng,
ra-sen') , 1639-1699 ; French poet and writer of tragedies,

rac-i-ness (rSs'i-nis), n. the quality of being racy.
rac-ism (raViz'm), n. 1. racialism. 2. program or
practice of racial discrimination, segregation; perse-
cution, and domination, based on racialism.

rac-ist (rSs'ist). adj. of or characterized by racism. n
a person who believes in the doctrine of racialism or
who advocates or practices racism-
rack (rak), n. [ME. racke; prob, < MD. rtk, framework
< recken, to stretch (akin to
Eng. reach)], 1. a framework,
grating, case, stand, etc. for
holding or displaying various
articles; specifically, a) a
grating for holding hay, etc.
to feed cattle, b) a frame for

holding hay, straw, etc. on a
wagon, c) a frame with hooks
for hanging clothes, d) a row %
of pigeonholes for holding
sorted papers, etc, e) a framework for holding aerial

bombf m an airplane, /) a frame for arranging billiard
balls in a triangle at the beginning of a game* g) in
printing* a frame for holding oases oi type, 1 a
toothed bar into which a toothed gear wheel, worm
gear* etc, floashec $. an instrument of tortare
a frjaai cm which the victim is txwwl wl 'St

until his limbs are pulled out of place. 4 any
mental or physical torment, or its cause. 5. awr
or tipimvai m by a torn. v.f. fprotx < MIX .

1. to arrange in or on a rack. 2. to torture by str
oo a wwk so to pttB the Umbt out of

torment physically or mentally: as, a body racked
with pain. 4. a) to oppress by unfair demands, espe-
cially by exacting exorbitant rents, b) to raise (rents)
to an exorbitant degree. SYN. see torment,
on the rack, hi a very difficult or painful situation.
rack one's brains (or memory, etc.), to try very hard
to remember or think of something.

rack (rak), n* [? var. of track with loss of -t; cf. RANKLE,
RUFF], either of two gaits used by horses, the single-
foot or the pace. v.i. to move with either of these.
rack (rak) t>

n. [var. of wrack], destruction; wreckage:
now only in go to rack and ruin, to become ruined.
rack (rak), n. [ME. roc, rakke; prob. < ON.; cf. ON.
reka, to drive, Norw., Sw. dial, rak, a wreck], a broken
mass of clouds blown by the wind. v.j. to be blown by
the wind: said of clouds. Also spelled wrack.
rack (rak), v.t. [Late ME.; Pr. arracar < raca, husks
and stems of grapes, thick dregs], to draw off (cider,
wine, etc.) from the dregs.

rack-et (rak'it), n. [prob. echoic], 1. a noisy confusion;
loud and confused talk or activity; uproar. 2. a

period of gay, exciting merrymaking or revelry. 3.

[Slang], a) an obtaining of money illegally, as by
bootlegging, fraud, or, especially, threats of violence.

6) any dishonest scheme or practice; hence, c) any
business, profession, or occupation: as, selling is a
good racket: used humorously. v.i. 1. to make a
racket; take part in a noisy activity. 2, to frolic

noisily; revel. SYN. see noise.
rack-et (rak'it), n. [Fr. raquette; ult. < AT. rafyah (jpl.

rafyat), palm of the hand], 1. a light bat for tennis,
baclminton, etc., with a network of catgut, silk,

nylon, etc. in an oval or round frame attached to a
handle. 2. a snowshoe. 3. pi. a variety of tennis

played in a walled enclosure. Also spelled racquet.
rack eteer (rakVt&r'). n. [racket (uproar), sense 3 +
-eer], a jperson who obtains money illegally, as by
bootlegging, fraud, or, especially, threats of violence.
v.i. to obtain money in any of these ways.

rack-et eer ing (rak'a-t&r'irj), n. the practice or methods
of a racketeer,

rack-et-y (rakVti), adj. 1. making a racket; very
noisy. 2. fond of or engaging in frequent revelry, etc.

Rack-ham, Arthur (rak'sm), 1867-1939; English
painter and book illustrator.

rack railway,^ railway for climbing an inclined plane,
as a mountain, having a toothed rail (rack rail] be-
tween the regular rails for engaging with cogwneels
on the locomotive.

rack-rent (rak'rent'), v.t. to exact rack rent from.
rack rent, [rack (to stretch) + retit], & (rent whose (annual
amount is equalt

or almost equal, to the value of the
property; excessive rent.
rack-work (rak'wurk'), n. a mechanical device having
a rack (toothed bar).

rac-on-teur (rak'on-tur'; Fr. ra'keVteV), n. [Fr. <
raconter, to recount], a person skilled at telling ttories
or anecdotes.

ra-coon (ra-k5onO, n. a raccoon.

, , , , , _. 9 -^ chiuaotedBtfa tu f

flavor, or quality associated with the original} or
centime type: as, racy fruit. 2- lively ; spirited; vtaoroo*.
3. piquant; jmngent; hence, 4. somewhat tideoe&t;
suggestive; nsque: as, a racy novel.*-*&YN. see pfettfiet

radl, 1. radial. 2, radical 3. radius, 4 radk.
ra-dar (rS'dfir), n. |rdlo dJeteeting <md ranMng), a
radio detecting instrument consisting of a transmitter
that sends out h%h-frequency radfto waves and a
receiver that picks them tip after they have bean
reflected by a land maw, ship, etc.: it indicates the
direction and distance of the mloctfaur object.

rad-dle (rad'l), v.t. [lUDDom PWD* IU

[An|rlo-Fr reideU, cart rail, stoat po (QWr, i

MHG^ rMeLrvM, a ctadgel, barl to interweave.
rad die (radn), n. |var, of rudml red odhw-

-DLEJ> (-Id), RADDLING], to color with red
ruddle,

,
BACK (sense n. 2)

Ra.dek, Karl (kM rSMyek; Bog. rTdtk), 1$|S-&met Raagbxt writer aA polSfean; oonvW^I -ol
treason (1^37).
radi

;
al (rt^cli^l);^, fr,, <

L > cf orJOco ray or apt; ^rowttaif or
omt itt at dkectiw frcwn- a
or chaxacteiaed by ptrte
2L of or situated, Ik a
near the radius or f

radial engine, H'

cyhnders Jfrnasy1

ffips
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$, fat anatomy, of or

with
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radiant energy 1199 radiometeorograpk
see RADIATE], 1. sending out rays of light; shining
brightly. 2. filled with light; bright: as, the radiant

morning. 3. showing pleasure, joy^ well-being, etc.;

beaming: as, a radiant smile. 4. issuing (from a source)
in or as in rays; radiated: as, radiant energy, n.

1. in astronomy, the point in the heavens from which
a shower of meteors appears to come. 2. in optics, the

point or object from which light proceeds. SYN. see

bright.
radiant energy, any form of energy radiating from a
source, as electromagnetic waves, sound, heat, light,

X rays, gamma rays, etc.

radiant heating, a method of heating a building by
means of electric coils, hot-water or steam pipes, etc.

installed in the floors or walls.

ra-di-ate (ra'di-at'), v.i. [RADIATED (-id), RADIATING],
[< L. radiatus, pp. of radiare, to radiate < radius;
see RADIUS], 1, to send out rays of heat, light, etc.

2. to come forth or spread out in rays: as, heat radiates

from the stove. 3. to branch out in lines from a
center: as, highways radiate from the city, v.t. 1, to
send out (heat, light, etc.) in rays. 2. to give out or

spread (happiness, love, etc.) as if from & center.

adj. I. having rays or parts like rays; radial, 2. in

zoology, having radial symmetry, or balanced ar-

rangement around a central axis. n. in zoology, an
animal having radial symmetry, as a jellyfish.

radi-a-tion (ra'di-a'shan) , n. [L. radiatio], 1. the act
or process of radiating; specifically, the process in

which energy in the form of rays of light, heat, etc.

is sent out from atoms and molecules as they undergo
internal change. 2. the rays sent out; radiant energy.
3. the treatment of disease by radium or other radio-
active material, 4. radial arrangement of parts.

radi-a-tive (r&'di-S'tiv) adj. of, capable of, or char-
acterized by radiation,

ra-di-a-tor (ra'di-E'teV), n. anything that radiates;

specifically, a) a series of pipes or ecus through which
hot water or steam circulates so as to radiate heat
into a room, etc. b) loosely, a hot-air register, c) a

radical (rad'i-, . , . .

radix, radicis, & root], L of or from the root or roots;

going to the center, foundation, or source of some-
thing: fundamental; basic: as, a radical principle.
2, a) favoring fundamental or extreme change; specifi-

cally, favoring auch change of the social structure;

very leftist, 0} [R-], designating or of any of vari9us
modern political parties, especially in Europe, ranging
from mildly leftist to conservative in program* S.Jn
botany, of or coming from the root. 4. in mathematics,

having to do with the root or roots of a number or

quantity, it. 1 . a) a basic or root part of something.

$) a fundamental. 2, a) a person having radical views.

b) [R-] a member or adherent of a Radical political

party. 3. in ch$mi$try, a group of two or more atoms
that acts as a single atom and goes through a reaction

unchanged, or in replaced by a single atom: symbol,
R

any quantity" from Vhjch"te*root to to "be extracted,

b) the radical sigo. Abbreviated ft., r*d.-~5F2V, see

rad ieaiism fr*d'Uc*l-is*m), n* t. the quality or
state of being radical, specially in politics. 2. radical

principles, idea-1% methods,, or practices,
rftd4*cal'ly (rad'C-klX rad'ik-H) atfy t a) as regards
root or origin; at, English is radieatty a Germanic
language, W from the very origin or foundation;

fundamentally; basically; completely; as, ra4waffy
mistaken* 2. m a ^tanner charftetertaeq by raafciuism.

radical eign* to 0*ws*to the sign (V or %/"*} used
befor* a quantity to fwiicato that its root to to be
extracted; derived from the r in Latin ra<to rP^

ri&jtatl 0*d'**er)* ft* (Mod. L. radfastla* dim. of L.

radto, rTfc% *!$*] ft Wy a wi toot

olrawu
rtd-i*dlj (rMfl4c

f

I) it* [L. ratffeiffto, dim* of wata
r$fcldr a rootf, t. In amkmy, the rootUke tatfnttw
of a nwm. vtw, *t& 1 in fafaip, f} tte tower p*t of

tfee gust Q ati ett&ryo *wliitg; stnetiyv we root Prtj" '" "* *

,i<3Wtotf^eit^&fWlta tie root

2. such a receiving set, especially one adapted for

receiving the waves of the assigned frequencies of
certain transmitters or broadcasting stations. 3. a)

broadcasting by radio as a business, entertainment,
art, etc. b) all the facilities and related activities of

such broadcasting, 4. a message sent by radio; radio-

gram, adj. 1. of, using, used m, sent by, or operated
by radio. 2. having to do with electric frequencies of
more than 15,000 cycles per second, v.t. & v.i. [RADIOED
(-6d'). RADIOING], to send (a message, etc.) or com-
municate with (a person, etc.) by radio.

ra-di-q- (ra'di-o, ra'di-a), [< L. radius; see RADIUS), a
combining form meaning: 1. ray, raylike, as in radio-
larian. 2. by radio, as in radiotelegraphy. 3. in anatomy,
the radius and. 4. in medicine, by means of radiant

energy, as in radiotherapy. 5. in physics &; chemistry,
radioactive, as in radiothorium.

ra-di-o-ac-tive, ra-di-o-ac-tive (ra'di-o-ak'tiv), adj.

[radio- + active], giving off, or capable of giving off,

radiant energy in the form of particles or rays, as

alpha, beta, and gamma rays, by the disintegration of
atomic nuclei: said of certain elements, as radium,
thorium, and uranium, and their products.
radioactive series, the series of isotopes of various
elements successively formed by a radioactive sub-
stance before it comes to a stable state.

ra-di'O-ac-tiv-i-ty (ra'di-o-ak-tiv'a-ti, ra'di-o'ak-tiy's-
ti), n. the property or process of being radioactive.
ra di o au to graph (ra'di-o-S'ta-graf', ra'di-o-6'ta-

grfi') n. [radio'- + autograph], a picture produced on
photographic film, etc. by the rays from a radioactive
substance in the thing being photographed.

radio beacon, a radio transmitter that gives
g
ofl special

signals to help ships or aircraft determine their positions
or come in safely, as at night or in a fog.

radio beam, a constant stream of radio signals sent
in a given qirecti9n from a radio beacon to serve as
a course for incoming airplanes, etc, : also beam.

ra-di'O'bi'Ol-o-gy (ra'ai-o-bi-ol'9-ji),n. [n^*<> + biology],
the branch of biology that investigates the effect of
radiation on living organisms.

ra-di-o-broad'cast (ra'di-o-br6d'kast', rS'di-o-br6d'-

kast') v.t. & n. broadcast by radio.
ra'di'O-chem-18'trv (ra'di-o-kenx'is-tri), n. the branch
of chemistry dealing with radioactive phenomena.

radio compass, a device for determining the direction
of incoming radio waves, used in navigation, etc.

radl*O'COivduC'tor (rS'di-o-kan-duk'ter), n. [radio- -f

conductor], any substance or instrument whose con-
ductivity is affected by electric waves, so that it

can be used to determine their presence and strength,
as a coherer in radio: also radio conductor.

radio control, the directional control of pilotless ajr-

craft, missiles, etc. by means of radio waves,
ra di o el ement (rS'di-S-elVmont) , rt. a radioactive
element,

rft*<U'Owff6*Quen*cy (rS'di-5-fr^^wQn-w^ adj. 'of or

using a radio frequency: abbreviated RJP., ir-f

radio frequency, in electricity, a frequency of more
than 10,000 cycles per second.

radiogenic (rS'ol-5-jen'ik), adj. fyadio- -f ~&ttUc],

produced by radioactivity,
ra di-o-flrani (ra'di-o-gram'). ft. 1. a message gent

by radio; also ra4iotel#ram, 2. a radiograph.
ra-di-o-tiraph (r$/di*o~grsr , rf'dt-5-grlr) n. \radtQ~ +
"graph], a picture produced on a sensitized film or

plate by rays other than Hght rays, especiallv by X
rays; Xnray jpjcture, v.t. to make a radiograph of,

i^"d!oj8;'ra*3^Ecc (rl'di-oja^rO'flW, n. a perfon who
makes, of Is an expert In, radiographs.
m'dl0"gym|m-ic <j*I

/

ai-5-|traf'ik),
adj. of radiography.

meand of radiographs or mdtegraphy.
.^ .....' (tf'di-opt'ra-fl), n. the act, process, or

art of making radiograms. ^
'

, _
rm*ol*o*I*90*me (r&
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di-o-I's^-t5p
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) n* an artincialy

created radioactive laoto^e of a chemical element that
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radiometer 1 200 ragamuffin
ra-di-om e-ter (ra'di-om'p-ter), n. [radio- -f -meter},
\
an instrument for detecting, and meas-
suring the intensity of, radiant energy,
as by exposing to sunlight a set of
vanes blackened on one side and sus-

pended on an axis in a vacuum, and
measuring their speed of rotation (i.e.,

the mechanical energy into which the
radiant energy has been converted).

ra-di-om-e-try (ra'di-om'a-tri), n. the
act or art of using a radiometer.

radi-o-phone (ra'di-o-fon'), n. 1. a
wireless telephone; telephone operated
by radio. 2. in physics, any instrument
for transforming radiant energy into
sound, v.t. & v.i. to send (a message)
by radiophone (sense 1). Also (for n.

1 & v.) radiotelephone.
ra-di-os-co-py (ra'oi-os'ks-pi) , n. [radio- RADIOMETER
f -scopy], the direct examination of the
inside structure of opaque objects by means of X rays
or rays from radioactive substances.

ra-di-o sonde (ra'di-o-sqnd')t P?r.; radio (see RADIO)+ sonde, depth sounding (cf. ME. sonde, AS. sond,

messenger)], a device consisting of a miniature radio
transmitter with instruments attached to it, sent into
the upper atmosphere in a small balloon and then
automatically dropped by parachute, for transmitting
recordings of temperature, pressure, and humidity to
ground observers by means of special radio signals:
also called radiometeorograph.
radio spectrum, the complete range of frequencies or
wave lengths of electromagnetic waves, specifically
those used in radio and televisipn.
radio station, a broadcasting station.

ra-dl-o-tel-e-gram (ra'di-o-tel'o-gram'), n. a radio-
gram (sense 1).

n, an instrument tor sending radiotdegrams. v.t. &
v.t. to send (a message) by a radiotelegraph.
radio tel-e-graphic (rS'd>o-tero-graf^k), adj. of or
by a radiotelegraph or radiotdegrapliy.

ra-di-o-te-leg-ra-phy (rS'cB-o'-t^-ieg'rQ-n), n* the send-
ing of messages by a radiotelegraph.

ra-di-o-tel-e phone {ra/di-o-tel'e-fon'), n., v.t. A va.
radiophone (n. 1 &:%,).

rawho*tel*c*plioti'ic (rS'di-o-tel'o-fon'ik), odj. of or
by a*xadiotelephone or radiotelephony.

ra-dl'Ote4eph.-o-ny (ra'di-o-to-lera-ni), n. telephony
by radio, without connecting wires.

ra di'O-ther-a-py (ra'di-o-therVpi), n. [radio- +
therapy], the treatment of disease by tlie use of X rays
or rays from a radioactive substance, as radium.

ra-di-o-ther-mics (ra'di-o-thur'miks), n.pl. [construed
as sing.], [< radio- + Gr. therms, heat; -f -to], the
science of heat generation by radio-frequency currents.

ra-di-O'ther-my (rS'di-o-thlir'mi), n. tne treatment of
disease or alleviation of pain by using the heat given
off by radioactive substances; short-wave diathermy.

ra-di-o tho rium (rS'di-o-thpri-om, ra'di-S-tlid'ri-om),
n. [Mod, L.J,

a radioactive isotope of thorium, fprmea
from naesotnorium 2.

radio tube, a vacuum tube for use in radio, etcf
rad-ish (rad'ish), n. [Pr. radis; It. radice: v ?fe
radicis, a root; see RADIX; AS. had rmdic < L.J, I.

any of a group of plants of the mustard family, with
an edible red or white root* 2. the pungent root,
eaten raw as a relish or in a salad.

ra di um (rS'di-om). n. [Mod. L. < L. radius, a ray],
a radioactive metallic chemical element found: in very
small amounts in pitchblende and certain other
uranium minerals, which undergoes spontaneous atomic
disintegration through several stages (see radon,
radium A), finally forming arj isotope of fea<$: it was
discovered by Pierre and marie Curie in 1898 and is
used in the treatment of cancer and some skin diseases;
symbol, Ra, formerly Rd; at, wt,, 226.05; at, no 88.
radium A, a substance formed from radow by atomic
disintegration: by further disintegration It pv^ rise
to radium B (an isotope of lead), which, a tttttt feivfes
rise to radium <J (an isotope of bismuth), followed
successively by the forms C', D B, F

/~~*~ -*--- 1 - "

G (an isotope of lead).
radium emanation* radon.
ra-di-um ther a py (i$'di^m-ther/~pl) f n.

"

>J the treatment of canoer or o^

thicker of the two bones of the forearm on the same
side as the thumb: see skeleton, illus. 5) a corresponding
bone of the forelimb of a four-legged animal.

radius vector, \pl. RADII VECTORES (vek-t6r'ez, vek-

tp'rez), RADIUS VECTORS], 1. the distance, or a straight
line representing this distance, from a fixed point to
a variable point on a curve or curved surface. 2. in

astronomy, the line joining the center of an attracting
body, as the sun, with the center of each of the bodies
revolving around it.

radix (ra'diks), n. [pi. RADICES (rad'9-sez', ra'da-seV),
RADIXES (-iz)j, [L.: IE. base *w(e)rad~> *wr.ed~, twig,
root, seen also in L. ramus, a branch, radius, rod (cf .

RAMIFY, RADIUS), Eng. roof t wort, orchard], 1. the
root of a plant. 2. in linguistics, a root, base, or etymon.
3. in mathematics, a number made the base of a system
of numbering: abbreviated rad.
Rad-nor (rad'nSr), n. Radnorshire.
Rad-nor-shire (rad'nSr-shir'), n. a county of eastern
Wales: pop., 21,000.
radon (rS'don), n. [radium ^- -on as in neon, argon],
a radioactive gaseous chemical element formed, t9-
gether with alpha rays, as a first product in the atomic
disintegration of radium, and used in the treatment
of cancer: also called radium emanation: symbol, Rn;
at. wt., 222: at. no., 86.

rad-u-la (raj'oo-la), n. [pi.
RADULAE (-IS')], [L., scraper

< radere, to scrape], in most nwllusks, a ribbonlike

part with rows of very small, rudimentary teeth, used
to tear up food and take it into the mouth.
Rae (ra), a feminine name: see Rachel.

Raeburn, Sir Henry (r&'bSrn), 1756-1823; Scottish

portrait painter.
R,A.F, RAF, Royal Air Force.
raff (raf), n. [ME. raf; OFr. raffe; cf. RAFT (large number),
RIFFRAFF], 1. a large number, collection, or quantity,
2. [Scot, or British Dial.], rubbish; trash; hence, 3.

the rabble; riffraff: contemptuous term.
raf-fi-a (rari-s), n. [< Malagasy native name), 1. a
palm tree of Madagascar, with large, pinnate leaves:
also raffia palm. 2. fiber from its leaves, woven into
baskets, hats, etc. 3. a related palm tree. 4. its fiber,

raf-fi-nose (rafVnSs'), n. [< Pr. raffiner* to refine: -f

-osfi], a sweetish, crystalline trisaccliaride. CiHt*Ou
SHO, derived from sugar beets, cottonseed, etc,

raff-ish (raf'ish), adj. [raf + -ishl 1. disreputable;
disgraceful. 2, tawdry; flashy; cheap,

raf-fie (raf'l), n. [ME. & OFr. rafie, dice game < *raJUr,
to snatch < D, rafelen, to snatch away), a lottery in
which each participant buys a chance to win the prize.
v.t. [RAFFLED (-Id), RAFFLING], to offer as a prize in a
raffle (often with of). v.L to conduct a raffle.

raf flesi-a (ra-fiS'izEi-, ra-flS'zi-), ft. [Mod. L, after
Sir T. Stamford Raffles (1781-1826), Brit governor
in Sumatra, who discovered them], any of a number
of related varieties of bad-smelling Malaysian plants
with large, stemless flowers and no leaves, growing
parasitic on certain vines.

raft (raft, rift), n. [ME. rafte. a beam, rafterj ON.
fapfr* a log; CL RAFTER), a number of logs> boards,
barrels, etc. fastened together into a sort 01 platform
and floated on water, used as a meant of transportation
or as a device for conveying the component logs,

boards^ etc. v.t. 1, to transport on a raft* 2. to
make into a raft v.i. to travel, work, etc, 0131 a raft.

raft (raft, rift), n. f< ra/> 2 (with utmiffcoric -/)},

[CoHoq.J, a large number, collection, or Quantpy: lot.
rafter (raf'tgr, r^f'tir), n. [MB, rafter; Ai, 1 rm*r;
akin to, O'N, raptir; see RAFT (floating platfbrm)J, 'any
of ,tiie beams that slope from the rfig of a roof to
the eaves and serve to Support the roof,

f

raftsman (rafti/msm, rMtrmim), n.' [pi &AFTS
(*mn)}

{
ajmai^who operateg, or works on, rijft,

Of Tv*^** VM^WM**/^ ***f. MWHV '
f - UM mWW,, VCff*' VA*.

atoo in L. mt&fodnm* shovel
(rf. KABKA A, <w*/4rt a wwrte piece of cloth, *pecmfy oe wit It tO;rn

or tajeven. 2. a small piece of cteta for 4turtmy
cleaning, washing, etc* 3. anything more or ttif
resembHng a rag, comidered of little value: XIRCX!

o<twmpito<Wffiy or h^oriMily. 4,

cIoAMtj. OMBK^ ^H.sjA^my 4of
r **MP, ff*

the use of radium: also radium therapy.
10, RADI

"S*., a roS spoke (of a vtMfi), ^^^"rWte, ray^^ol
r&d.i>u (rl'cU-w), n. \$l RADIX (-1

nu, a roa, spoke (of a

%ht); for IE. base see

t; ipftcincally, a) any of ui
er* W the pivoted arm of 'a

ke of a wheel. 2, any
matw to the periphr^

siymbo* R: abbtwi|td E. r.t *& 3. waa or dwt*ie limited DJ UM 9mm of pwi a _-.
* wi no feoti^ witUn a r&Mm of
4. any toited otaafc wope. mngi, feo.t ^
the r?lw* of my experience, I, 4} toe wimetf and



rage 1201 rainfall

ragerage (raj), n. [ME.; OPr.; LL. *rabta < L. rabies,

rage, madness; akin to rabere, to rave, be mad; see

RABID], 1. [Obs.], insanity; amentia. 2. a furious,
uncontrolled anger ; raving fury. 3, a great force,
violence, or intensity, as of the wind. 4. strong
emotion, enthusiasm, or desire. 5. anything arousing
general enthusiasm or desire; craze; fad. v.j. [RAGED
(rajd), RAGING], 1. to show violent anger in action
or speech. 2. to be forceful, violent, agitated, etc.:

as, the sea raged. 3. to spread unchecked, as a disease.
- SYN. see anger, fashion.

rajg-ged (rag'id), adj. [< rag (torn piece) + -ed], I.

shabby or torn from wear: as, a ragged shirt. 2.

dressed in shabby or torn clothes. 3. uneven; rough;
jagged: as, a ragged edge. 4. shaggy; unkempt: as,

ragged hair. 5. not finished; imperfect: as, a ragged
style. 6. harsh; strident: as, a ragged voice.

ragged edge, the extreme edge, as of a precipice;
verge: as, on the ragged edge of poverty.
on the ragged edge, precariously close to loss of self-

control, mental stability, etc.

ragged robin, a plant of the pink family, with loose

clusters of pink or red flowers.

rag-gee (rag'i), n. [Hind, ragi; Sans, r&gin, red], a
cereal grass of the East Indies whose grain is a staple
food in parts of Asia: also spelled raggi, raggyt ragi.

rag-Ian (ragl9n), n. [after Lord Raglan (1788-1855),
Brit, commander in chief in the Crimean "War; cf.

MELTON, SPENCER, etc.], a loose overcoat or topcoat
with sleeves that continue in one piece to the collar,

so that there are no shoulder seams, adj. designating
or of such a sleeve.

ragman (rag'man', raK'man), n. \pl RAGMEN (-men',

-man)], a man who collects, buys, and sells rags, old

paper, etc.

Rag na-rok (rg'n9-rokO n. [ON. ragna rQk, judgment
of the gods; ragna, genit. pi. of regin, god -f rdk,

judgment, reason; confused with ragnamker, twilight
of the gods (G, gdtterdammerung)], in Norse mythology,
the destruction of the world in the last great conflict

between the gods and th forces of evil.

Rag*na<ro*k (rte'na-r6k
f
), n. Ragnarok.

ra-gout (ra*-g5oO n* l^r* ra&fit < ragouUr, to revive
the appetite of < re-, re- + A (< L. ad), to 4* gout

(< L, gustus), taste], a stew of highly seasoned meat
and vegetables, v.t. [RAGOXJTTO (-g&W), RAGOUTING
(-go"6

>

'iqj]r to make into a ragout,

rag-pick-er (rag'pik'e'r), n* a person who makes his

living by picking up and selling rags and junk,
rag*tag (rag'tag'J; n* [rag (torn piece) 4- tag], the lowest

classes; rabble: in ragtag and bobtail: contemptuous
term*

rag'time (rag't!m')> n. [< raw** <*'*** term first

applied (c. 1890) to New Orleans music as played by
Negro orchestras on Mississippi rivw boats], 1. a

type of American dance BUXMO, sopiilar fro*n about
1890 to 1915, olaftra6terl24 by strong syncopation in

fast, 'even tfane: it fe utarded as an early form or
1

"jaw. 2. Itrsynoopatea rhfthm."
'

it* L a city in southeastern
2. Dtibroimlk, a city in Yugo-

. UL {so named from the tattered

appearance of the feaveif. any of a nttmber of related

common weeds with divided Iwivet and tmatt, fellow-

green fiowtrt: the poEem is a awe of hay few,
rli'Wtwt (rag%!lrtOf it* (see HAcywisw any of a nmwber
of tail, relatM pluitti with irr^fttkrly tootfee*

and yellow flow^rt. ^

'^ '- ~
Mfl&tamh.
n* jFr; < Tuk. f**ft$ < Ar

g, of t*few^ wok, hwAJ* nai* _

&t of M^ ootoatry* fonawty Ttaffcey :

f0|*p pi wad* prt^wjng
* of an incursion

ottj,
1. a sudden,

military aircraft.

make a track for railroad cars, streetcars, etc. 4. a
railroad as a means of transportation: as, he went by
rail. 5. a horizontal Apiece of wood separating the
panels in doors or wainscoting. 6. in nautical usage,
a narrow wooden piece at the top of a ship's bulwarks.
v.t. to supply with rails or a railing; fence.
ride on a rail, to place on a rail and carry out of the
community: extralegal punishment in which the
victim was usually tarred and feathered beforehand.

rail (ral), v.i. [Fr. railler, to banter < LL. *ragulare,
to bray], to speak bitterly or reproachfully; complain
violently (with against or at), v.t. [Rare], to have an
effect on by railing; force, remove, etc, by railing.

rail (ral), n. IfI. RAILS (ralz), RAIL; see PLURAL, n, D,

1], [Late ME;.; OPr. raale; prob. < prec.], any of a
number of small wading birds resembling the cranes
and Hying in marshes, characterized by short wings
and tail, long toes, and a harsh cry.

rail-head (raPhed'), n. 1. the farthest point to which
rails have been laid in a railroad under construction,
2. in military usage, the point on a railroad in a theater
of operations at which supplies are unloaded and sent
to troops at the front by other means of transportation.

rail-in^ (ral'irj), n. 1. material for rails. 2. rails

collectively. 3. a fence or balustrade made of rails
and posts.
raiMer-y (ral'er-i; now rarely ral'gr-i), n. [pi RAIL-
LERIES (4z)], [Fr. raillerie; see RAIL (to complain)],
1.

ligfht, good-natured ridicule or satire; banter. 2. a
teasing act or remark,

rail-road (rSl'rodO, n< 1. a road laid with parallel
steel rails along which cars carrying passengers or

freight are drawn by locomotives. 2. a complete
system of such roads, including land, rolling stock,
stations, etc, : abbreviated R.R., R.

:
r. 3. the persons

or corporation owning and managing such a system.
v.t. 1. to transport by railroad. 2. to ftirnish with
railroads. 3.

t [Colloq.], to rush through quickly, es-

pecially so quickly as to prevent careful consideration:
as, he railroaded the motion through the committee.
4. [Slang], to cause to go to prison on a trumped-up
charge or with too hasty a trial, vL to work on a
railroad.

rail-road-ing (rSl'rSd'irj) , n. 1. the building or opera-
tion of railroads* 2. the act or process of one that
railroads (in various senses).

rail-split-ter (ral'&pHt'Sr), n. a person who splits logs
into rails, as for fences.
the Rail- Splitter, Abraham Lincoln.

rail-way (riPw0. n. La railroad for light vehicles:

as, a street railway, 2. [British], any railroad. 3. any
track with rails for guiding wheels. Abbreviated Ry. f

Rwy.f R., r.

ni'inmt (rS'mwit). n, [contr. of arraymmt; see ARRAY],
(Archaic or Poetic], clothing; wearing apparel; attfore.

rain (rfEn), n. [MB. rein, raine; AS. rem; akin tov G.
regn; IJ& bas *re~, *re#-, damp, mo]t, >wte prob.
seen also in L. rigare, to wet, moisten (cf. IRRIGATE)],
L water falling to earth in drops that have been con-
densed from the moisture in the atmosphere. 2. the
falling of such drops; shower or rainstorm* 3. a) rainy
weather, b} pi seasonal rainfalls; the rainy season

(preceded by the), 4. a rapid faffing or propulsion of

many small particles' or objects; as, a rain of ashes.
v.i. I . to fall: said of rain, and usually in an impersonal
construction, as, it is raining. 2. to fall like rain:

as, bullets rained about htaou & to cause rain to fall:

mid of the h@avim, God, 1

etc. v.t. L to pow down
(rain or something likened to rain). 2. to give in large
quantities: as, they rained praises on Mm.

'

rain cats and &*>&* [Cotoq.J* to rain heavUv.
rain-band (ran'band'). n. a dark band in the yellow
part of the solar sped*TOm r due to water vapor in the

.

the
nfo&a? see RAIN & pow
colors of th spectrum
!t* the sky by the re-

s!ott of to sum rays
of many colors,

stone bridge in southern

UwVc pUliCl8t ~-~.

0tah: span? 27otv.
liiir tro*t any of several Yarfette of game trout
tive to the mountain streams 'and coastal waters
"" " *

itatw so called from their coloring,
stub of 4 ticket to a baseball game or

W_ orraiV eirtttHflg the holder to be ad-
't a wtee dw ff th^ original vent is halted

rain; also used figuratively.
t (r^'W'F n a waterproof ooat for giving

drop oC rate,

to tbo form of nln
i^1811 P^w of wm

terms of the inches in



rain gauge r 202 Rama

depth of water that has fallen into a rain gauge.
rain gauge, an instrument for measuring the rainfall

of a given area: also called pluviometer, udometer.

Rainier, Mount (ra-n&r', ra'nir), a mountain of the
Cascade Range, in Washington: height, 14,408 ft.:

Indian name, Tacotna.
rain-i-ness (ran'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being rainy.
rain-proof (ran'proof; also, and for v. always, ran'-

proof) , adj. [see -PROOF], not permitting rain to come
through; shedding rain. v.t. to make rainproof.
rain-storm (ran'st6rm') n. a storm with a heavy rain.

rain water, water that is falling or has fallen as rain,

containing relatively little soluble mineral matter.

rain-y (ran'i), adj. [RAINIER (-i-Sr), RAINIEST (-i-ist)j,

1. characterized by rain, especially by much^ ram:
as, the rainy season. 2. wet with rain. 3. bringing
rain: as, rainy winds.

rainy day, a possible future time of difficulty or need.

raise (raz), v.t. [RAISED (razd), RAISING], [ME. reisen;

ON, reisa, exactly akin to AS. r&ran (see REAR),
caus. of risan, to rise (see RISE) ;

IE. base *era- (< *r- f

to set in motion, bring up, stir up, etc.), seen also in L.

origo, source, commencement (cf. ORIGIN) & prob. in

L. irritare (cf. IRRITATE)], 1. to cause to rise; move
to a higher level; lift; elevate. 2. to construct or erect

(a building, etc.). 3. to stir up 5 arouse; incite: as, the
Indians raised a revolt. 4. to increase in size, value,

amount, etc.: as, he raised his prices. 5. to increase

in degree, intensity, strength, etc.: as, she raided her
voice. 6. to improve the position, rank, or situation

o: as, hard work raised the man from poverty. 7. to

advance or enhance (fame, reputation, etc.). 8. to

cause to arise, appear, come, etc.: especially, to bring
back from death; reanimate: as, her cries could ratse

the dead. 9. to cause to come about; provoke; inspire:

as, the remark raised a laugh. 10. to bring forward
for consideration: as, he succeeded in raising the

question. 11. to collect, gather, or procure (an array,

money, etc.)* 12. to give forth; utter (a cry, shout,

etc.). 13. to bring to an end; remove: as, we have
raised the siege. 14. to cause to become light; leaven

(bread, etc.). 15. a) to cause to grow; breed: as, he
raises com; hence, 6) to rear (children); bring up.
16. [Scot.], to make angry or excited; madden, 17. in

commerce, to increase by fraud the face value of (a

check, etc.). 18. in nautical usage, to cause (land,
another ship, etc.) to appear to rise over the horizon

by coming nearer; come within sight of. 19. in poker,
etc., a) to bet more than (the highest preceding .bet).

W_ to bet more than (the preceding better). vd. 1.

[Dial.], to rise or arise. 2. [Colloq.], to cough tip

phlegm. 3. in poker, etc., to increase the bet. n.

1. an act of raising. 2. an increase in amount; specifi-

cally, an increase m salary or wages. SYN. see lift,

raise Gain (or the devil, hell, a rumpus, the roof, etc.)*

[Slang], to create a disturbance; cause trouble.
raised (razd), adj. [pp, of raise], 1, made in low reEef ;

embossed. 2. made light and nuffy with yeast or other
leavening agent: said of bread, etc.

rai sin (ra'z n), n. [ME. & OFr, reisfo; LI/. *racmws <
L. racemus, cluster of grapes], any of various kinds of

sweet, dried grapes, usually seedless.

trai son d'e-tat (re'zow' d&'ta') [Fr.], reason ol state;

alornatic
reason. _^

son d'4tre (re'sscV de'tr'j Eng, ra'z6n detO. P3V.]
reason for being; justification for existence.

Jrai son-n6 (reWna'), adj. [Pr., pp. of raiwmner; see
REASON, t;,J, logically or systematically arranged,

raj (raj), n. [see RAJAH], in India, rule; sovereignty,
ra-Jah, ra-Ja (rS'jo), n. [Hind. raj&; Sans, rajan <
rajft to rule: akin to L, rex; see REGAL], a pnnce or
chief in India, the East Indies, etc.
Ra ja-sthan (ra'jo-staV), n. a state of northwest central
India, including the former Rajputana Agency and
Ajmer-Merwara province: area, 128,424 sq, mi,; pop.,
13,085,000 (est. 1950); capital, Jaipur.

Raj put (raj'pSSt), u* pBtlwl rajpW> prince < Sons.
rQJaputra < rajan, a king (see RAJAH) -f pntra, son),
a member of a strong Hfedti military ana ruling caste
of northern India.
Raj pu ta na (rSj'poo-t&'w), n, a region in aorthweet
central India: since 1950, included in Rajasthan,

rake (rlk) n. [ME. rake; AS. ram; alcin to ON, rtfta*
a spade & indirectly to O, wchm* a rake; badlo sense
in Goth, rikan (OHG. r$kfam). to gatiier* heap up;
IB. base as in right, rick, reckon], any of vwkms long-
handled tools with teeth or prongs at one end, used
for gathering loose grass, hiv, Te&vwL to., or for
smoothing broken ground. v.l. IEAJCBB (rmt) XAkawyL
[< the . also in part < ON. fwfcp, to wrape, mv^
1. to gather or scrape together with or ft mm * tnkt.
2* to gather with great care, $* to icmtA or ifipocw
with a rake, an m leveling broken ground. 4 to
search

^
throughi minutely; mm>. tjtoif&toJR

"

along the length of (a line of troojp, to* ejfe <jf a 1

to.) : oftoq used figuratively, *Z, t to use 4
2. to sanreh a* If with a rake* & to foi9* r
(with over, across* etc.).

rake (rak), n. [contr. of rakehell], a dissolute, debauched

man; rou4.
rake (rak), v.i* [RAKED (rakt), RAKING], [akin to Sw.

raka, to project, G. ragen, Eng. rock; prob. < a Scand.

word used in the international language of the sea], to

be slightly inclined; slant, as a ship's masts, etc.

v.t. to give a slant to. n. 1. a slanting or inclination

from the perpendicular. 2. the angle made by the

edge of a cutting tool and a plane perpendicular to

the surface that is being worked. 3. a cutting away
of the outer tip of the trailing edge of an airplane

wing so that it is shorter than the leading edge.

rake (rak), IM. [RAKED (rakt), RAKING], [ME. raken;
AS. racian, to speed forward; akin to MLG. reken,

to hit, reach; IE. base as in right, etc.; cf. RAKE (garden

tool)], in hunting, 1. to fly after game: said of a hawk.
2. to run after game with the nose to the track instead

of in the wind: said of a hunting dog.
rake-hell (rak'hel'), n. [altered, after rake (to gather)
4- hell (as if so evil as to be found only by rakmg
hell). < ME. rakel, rash, wild; ON. reikal, vagrant,
reckless], a dissolute, debauched man; rake. adj.

immoral; dissolute; debauched.

rake-hell-y (rakliel'i), adj. rakehell.

rake-off (rak'6f), n. [rake (to gather) +fff\* [Slang],

a commission, rebate, or share, especially when re-

ceived in an illegitimate transaction.

ra-ki (ra-ke' f rak'i), n. [Turk, r&gi; Ar. 'araq; see

ARRACK], an intoxicating liquor made from grape
juice, grain, etc. in southern Europe and the JNear

East: also spelled rakee.
rak-ish (rak'ish), adj. [< rake (to slant) + -tsh], I.

having a trim, neat appearance, suggesting speed:
said of a ship; hence, 2. dashing; iaunty.

rak-ish (rak'ish), adj. like a rake; dissolute.
.

rale (ral), n. [Fr, < raler, to rattle: p*ob. akin to rale,

rail (the bird)], in medicine, an abnormal rattling or

bubbling sound accompanying the normal sound, of

breathing, and usually indicating a diseased condition
of the lungs or bronchi.
Raleigh (rSli), n. the capital of North Carolina: pop,,

Ra-ieigh, Sir Walter (r61i, ritli), 1552P-1618; English
explorer, statesman, courtier, historian, and poet;
beheaded: also spelled Ralegh.
rallen tando (ral'en-tan'dS, ral'sm-tan'do), <*d[/* &
adv. [It., ppr. of rallenlaref to slow down], in music,

gradually slower: a direction to the performer: ab-
breviated rail. r"

ral li-er (ral'i-Sr), n. a person who rallies.

ral li form (ral'o~f6rrn'), adj. [< Mod, L. rallus, a
rail (bird) ; + "form], like the rails (birds) in appearance,
structure, etc.

ral line (rails!, ral'in), adj. [< Mod.L. rattw < Fr.

rale; 4- -me], of or like the rails (birds).

raMy (ral'i), v.t, [RALLIED (4d), RALLYING], [Fr. rattier

< re*, again 4- alher^ to join; see ALLY], 1. to bring back
together and put in a state of order, as retreating
troops. 2, to summon or bring together for a common
purpose: as, the leader rallied the workers* 3. to

Dring back to action? revive: as, he rallied his energy,
v.i. I. to come back to a state of order: as, the soldiers
rallied. 2. to come together for a common purpose;
hence, 3. to come in order to help: as, he rallied to
his defeated friend. 4* to come back to action, normal
strength, etc.; revive; as, the patient rallied from the
coma* 5. in badminton, tennis, etc., to take part in a

rally. 6. in commerce, to rise in price after having
fallen: said of stocks, etc. n. [pi. RALLIES (*>!)]. a

rallying or being rallied; specifically, a} a gathering
of people for a common purpose; mats meeting* b) in

badminton, tennis, etc., an exchange of several strokes
before the point is won. ~*$W, 9m ttir.

raMy (ral'i), v.t. & v.L [RALLIED (4d) RALLYING],
[Fr. rgmer; see RAW* (to complain)], io iease or wock
in mild derision; ridicule; banter.

Ralph (ripf, titf : Brit rff), JON, JWM/!r (aWn to 4&
SMwwf) <: rath, wmml 4- uffr* * woffj, a ma$mline
name: equivalent,,Fr, Raml ^ram (rain), n. [ME. ramme; AS, ramm t romm; akin
to B ram; Otao. wmm&t prob* < %wH *'

sharp, bittciort with rfifcytwoe to- 1^he 9trong smell L_

niing aeafon (of. OUT rawwf*** itrong, blttftr *harj3]
I. a male sheep, X a battering-ram, 3. a) formerly,
a sharp metal beak on the prow of a ship, used to
batter against or pierce enemy vessels. I) a ship with

it bfwJk.
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Ra'tna-chari'dra (ra'ma-chun'drQ), n. [Sans. Rama-
candra; see RAMA], Rama, the seventh incarnation of

the Hindu god Vishnu: he is the hero of the Ramayana.
Ram-a-dan (ram'9-dan/), n. [Ar. ramatfan, lit., the
hot month < ramada, to be hot], 1. the ninth month
of the Moslem year, a period of daily fasting from
sunrise to sunset. 2. the fasting.

Ra-ma-ya-na (ra-ma'ya-n9), n. [Sans, Ramayana], one
of the two great epics of India, written in Sanskrit
some time after the Mahabharata.
Ram-a-zan (ram'a-zan'), n. [Turk. & Per. < Ar.

ramadan], Ramadan.
ramble (ram'b'l), v.i. [RAMBLED (-bid), RAMBLING],
[var. of ME, romblen, freq. of romen, to roam (see

ROAM); prob. under influence of D. rammelen], 1. to

move, especially to walk, about idly, without any
special goal; stroll; roam. 2. to talk or write aim-
lessly, without connection of ideas. 3. to grow or

spread in all directions: as, vines rambled over the fence.
n. a rambling; aimless stroll. $YN. see roam.

ram-bier (ram'blSr), n. a person or thing that rambles;
especially, any of certain climbing roses.

ram-bling (rarn'blirj, ram'bl-irj), adj. [ppr. of ramble],
that rambles; disconnected, straggling, wandering, etc.

Ram-bouil-let (ram'boo-la ,
Fr, raVbqS'ya'), n. [after

Rambouillet, Prance], a variety of merino sneep origi-

nally bred in Prance, now raised in the western United
States for both its wool and mutton.

ram-bunc-tious (ram-burjk'shss), adj. [earlier ram-
bustious, rumbustious; altered (? after rum. from the

effect) < robustious], [Colloq.], wild, disorderly, bois-

terous, unruly, etc.

ram bu-tan (ram-bSB'ton), n. [Malay < rambut,
hair), 1. the red, spiny, egg-shaped, edible fruit of a
Malayan tree of the soapberry family. 2. the tree.

Ra-meau, Jean PhMippe (zhan' fe'lep' ra'moO,
1683-^1764; French composer and organist,

ram-e-kin, rain e-quin (ramVkin), n. [Pr. rameouin;
D. *ramkin, cheese cake, dish composed largely of

cheese < G. rahm, cream], 1. a kind of hash made
chiefly of bread crumbs, cheese, and eggs, and baked
in individual baking dishes. 2. such a baking dish.

3. any food mixture prepared or served m such a dish.

Ram-e-ses (ram'g-sezO, n. see Ramses.
ra mi (rS'rni)j ** plural of ramus.
ram-ie (ramA), n. [Malay raw*], 1. an Asiatic plant
with many rodlike stems and heart-shaped flowers.

2* the fiber from this plant, used in making fine cloth.

ram-ifica tion (ramVfi-k'sh9n) ?
n. [< pp. of ML.

ramificare], 1. a ramifying or being rammed; specifi-

restdt: as, the ramifications of an act
ram i form (ram%-foraxO <"}M< k. ramm* a branch;
+ *farm] t branched or brancnlike.

ram-ify (rmmVff'), v.<. A vX [IUMIFIBD (-HdO
RAMIFYING], [Fr. rwnifier; MI* ranijUare < L ramus,
a fomEdh 4- jtoru, to make], to dirndl* or spread out
into branches or branchlike divisions.

Ra-rnll lies jWml'yi7), n* a village in central B0gmm:
mm of a Preach defeat (1706) by the British under

Marlborotigh in the war ol the Spjmisfo, Sucoeusion,
ram*Jet (ram'jet') n* a jtt igtaa in which the air

to cottttewstsly compressed by betag rammed into the

ope*x froat end ; also called l^o4yC
ram*mr (ram%) n. a person or thing that rams;

pacifically* * ramrod,
. ,

mm-iwi>>h (ram'Lsh), adj. oi or like a ram, or male

sJbeep; sptecally, a) hamg a rank smalL b) Iwtful.
Ra nio na (r*]^'j) {? Sp.; proK wt < G. Jtolwwtoa,

AYMOMW, a ItminuM nwne.
su$< ramm,
2* branomng*

ramp (ramp)* n. [?r. f
t. a floptni
usually curved, jcrtning
<HfFerent levels of

bdlolnfr t<md
t

tto.
a concave b<knd or eurve
wh<jre a htUK Irai1 ur cop-
ing changen Its direction*
as at a staircase landing.

roadway

2.

< ramtfur; see

violently abput; rage; act wildly, n, an outbreak of
violent, raging behavior: usually in on the (or a)

rampage.
ram-pa-geous (ram-pa'jos), adj. rampaging; unruly or

boisterous; not easily controlled.

ramp-an-cy (ram'pan-si), n. the quality or state of

being rampant.
ramp-ant (ram'pgnt), adj. [ME.; OFr., ppr, of ramper;
see RAMP, .], 1. growing luxuriantly; flourishing: as,

rampant plants. 2. spreading unchecked; widespread;
rife. 3. violent and uncontrollable in action, manner,
speech, etc. 4. in architecture, having one abutment
higher than the other: said of an arch. 5, in heraldry,
rearing up on the hind legs, usually in profile, with
one forepaw raised above the other, as a lion, etc,

ram-part (ram'part, ram'p&rt), n. [Fr. rempart <
remparer, to fortify a place < re-, again + emparer
(Pr. amparer), to prepare < L. ante, before + parare,
to prepare], 1. an embankment of earth surmounted
by a parapet and encircling a castle, fort, etc., for

defending it from attackers, 2, anything that defends
or protects: as, courage forms a rampart against
troubles.

....... '" '

ram-pi-on
It. raponzc ,. . _________ f ____________ _______ , ____ ___
RAPE (the plant)], a variety of European beuflower
with thick, fleshy, white roots that are used in salads.
ram-rod (ram'rod') ,

n. 1. a metal rod used for ramming
down the charge in a gun that is loaded through the
muzzle. 2, a rod for cleaning a rifle bore.

Ram-say, Allen (ram'zi), 1686-1758; Scottish poet
and bookseller.

Ramsay. Sir William, 1852-1916; Scottish chemist;
received, Nobel prize in chemistry, 1904.
Ram-ses (ram'sez), n. any of twelve Egyptian monarchs
who ruled from 1500 to 1000 B.C.; especially, a) Ramses
I (1324P-1258 B.C.). 6) Ramses II (1292-1225 B.C.),
believed to be the pharaoh of Exodus, c) Ramsee III

(1198-1167 B.C.). Also Rameses.
Rams-gate (ramz'gat'; Brit, ramz'git), n. a seaport
in Kent, southeastern England: pop., 34,000; resort.
ramshack-le (raw/shak'l), adj. [back-formation <
ramshacMed, for earlier ransackled, pp, of ransackle,
freq. of ransack], loose and rickety; Hkely to fall to
pieces; shaky: as, a ramshackle old building.
ram-son (ram'z'n, ram/s'n), it. [ME. ramsin; Late
AS. hrameson, pL of hramsa, wild garlic (construed as

sing.) ; akin to G. rams], 1, a kind of garlic with broad
leaves, 2. usually in pL its root, used in salads.
ram-til (ram'til), n, [Hind, ramtil < Sans, rama,
Rama + Ula, sesame], a tropical plant of India, with
seeds from which an oil is extracted.
ram u lose (ram'yoo-lSsOi a4A JL, ramulosus <
ramulust dim. of ramus, a branch], having many small
branches. *

ra mus (rS'mos), n- fpl RAM! (-mx)], [LJ, i& biology, a
branch or branchlike projecting part.
Ran (rln). n. [ON. KSnj, in Norse mythohzy, the
goddess of the sea and of drowntog persons.
ran (ran), past tense of run.

also ran, 1. competed without placing first, second,
or third : said of a race horse, etc.

; hence, 2, competed
without winning : said of a contestant, candidate, etc,

ranee (rans), n. |JV], a kiad of dull-red marble with
marking of pale blue and white* found in Belgium.
ranch (ranch), n. [< Sp. rancho, small farm, group of
people who eat tcfether, mewl, I. a large farm* with
its biiildincs, lands, etc., for the raising of cattle,
horses, or sheep in great numbers; term used especially
in tne western United States. 2. any large farm
devoted to the raising of a particular crop or livestock:
as, a fruit ranch. 3. all the people living and working
OKI a ranch, v.i. to work on or manage a ranch, v.i.

to put (aa animal) to graze on a ranch.
nunob'tr (nm'ch&r), n. 1, a peraoix who own* or
manages a ranch. 2. a cowboy. Also ranchman.

nuofdbMHDO (raH3WrS; Sp. rfin-che'r6), n, {pL IUM-
CURIOS (-rose; Sp, -rw>], [Sp.{, in the southwestern
United States and Mexico, a nuicher.

ranch-man (ranch'man), n. [pi RANCHMEN (-man)],

_
....... ,.-. tah& rita/cfaft), n. {p

,,], in SpaaMt Adea, L a tat or group ol tett
for ranch workers* X a ranch.
ran-cld (rar/aid), adj. [L. mncidus < rancfrt. to be
runk], having tie bad mell or taste of stale fats or

i} not lrii; pdMd. 9W* M fHftltlAft.
i cid i ty (ran-sidVti), n. the quality or

njtt*cr (t^^'kr}, if. (M& r**ni*
mm <Lwm&r& to M mokl ft oo
hate or iUwiU; deep spite or nmHce.

OPr. .
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ran-cor-ous (rarj'ker-as), adj. full of or showing rancor.
ran-cour (ranker), n. rancor: British spelling.
rand (rand), n. [ME. rande, a border, strip; AS. rand,
rond, a brink, shield; akin to ON. rond, shield rim;
prob. IE. base *rem-, to support, etc., as also in Eng.
rim]> 1, [Rare or Dial.], an edge, border, or margin,
as the unploughed strip around a field. 2. in shoe-

making, a leather strip used to level off the back part
of a sole before the heel is put on.
Rand, the, Witwatersrand.
Ran-dal, Ran-dall (ran'd'l), [< AS. Randwulf (or
cognate ON. Ranthulfr) < rand, a shield + wulf, a
wolf (ON. ranth -f ulfr)], a masculine name.
Ran-dolph (ran'dolf, ran'd61f), [ML. Randulfus < AS.
Randwulf; see RANDAL], a masculine name.

Ran-dolph, John (ran'dolf, ran'dfilf), 1773-1833;
American statesman and orator.
ran-dom (ran/dam), n. [ME. randoun. etc.; OFr.
randon, violence, speed (in a randont violently) ; prob.
< Frank. *rando (OHG. rant), a shield, edge of a
shield; see RAND], impetuous and haphazard movement
or course of action: now only in at random, without
careful choice, aim, plan, etc,; haphazardly, adj.
lacking aim or method; purposeless; haphazard.SYN. random applies to that which occurs or is done without
careful choice, aim, plan, etc. (a random remark) ; haphazard
applies to that which is done, made, or said without regard for
its consequences, relevancy, etc. and therefore stresses the im-
plication of accident or chance (a haphazard selection of books) ;

casual implies a happening or seeming to happen by chance
without intention or purpose and often connotes nonchalance,
indifference, etc. (a casual acquaintance) ; desultory suggests a
lack of method or system, as in jumping from one thing to an-
other (his desultory reading in the textbook) ; chance empha-
sizes accidental occurrence without prearrangement or plan-
ning (a chance encounter). ANT. deliberate.

rand-y (ran'di), adj. [prob. < rand, dial. var. of rant +
JScot.], coarse; crude; vulgar, n. \pl. RANDIES

[Scot.], 1. an impudent, threatening beggar.
*. a coarse, vulgar, quarrelsome woman; shrew.

ra nee (ra'ni), n. a rani.

rang (rarj), past tense of ring (to sound, as a bell).
range (ranj), v.t. (RANGED (ranjd), RANGING], [ME.
(North) ranjen; Orr. ranger var. of renger, rengier
(whence ME. rengen) < renc, ranc < OHG. hring
(Ooth.a brings), a ring; cf. RING, RANK, w.]j 1. to ar-

range in a certain order; especially, to set in a row or
rows. 2. to put into the proper classification or classifi-

cations; systematize. 3. to place (oneself or another)
with others in a cause, party, etc. : as, he ranged himseli
with the rebels. 4. to put in a line with the target
or object, at a proper angle of elevation; train (a
gun, telescope, etc.). 5. to travel over or through;
roam about: as, they ranged the woods. 6. to put out
(cattle, etc.) to graze on a range. 7. to uncoil (the
cable of an anchor) and arrange on deck. va. 1. to
extend, reach, or He in a given direction: as. the
mountains range toward the south. 2, to wander about ;

roam. 3. to roam through an area, as in searching or
hunting: as, the dogs ranged through the woods. 4.
to have a specified range; be able to project over a
specified distance: as, the gun ranged five miles. 5. to
vary between stated limits: as, the children ranged in
age from two to five years. 6* in botany & zoology, to
live or

tgrow in a specified region. 7* in gunnery, to
determine the range of a target by firing alternate
rounds beyond and before it. n. [ME. reng; OFr.
renc], 1. a row, line, or series; rank. 2. a class, kind,
or order. 3. a series of connected mountains considered
as a single system. 4. a line of direction: as, the tree
is m range with the house. 5. a) the maximum effective
horizontal distance that a gun can fire its projectile.
o) the horizontal distance from a gun to its target,
6. a place for shooting practice. 7. the full extent
over which something moves or is heard, seen, under-
stood, effective, etc. ; scope: as. the range of my voice.
8. a wandering or roaming. 9. a large, open area of
land over which livestock can wander and graze. 10.
the limits of possible variations of amount, degree,
etc.: as, the range of price was narrow, 11. a coc-King
stove. 12. in U.S. public surveying, a row of townships
between two meridian Hnes sk miles apart. 13. In
botany & zoology, the region in which a plant or animal
is normally found. 14. in st^SScs, the difference
between the greatest and smallest values in a series
of variable quantities, adj. of a range, or open arming
place; as, range livestock. Abbreviated r.
6 *W

: range refers to the fuH extent over which aotnethinff Is
perceivable, effective, etc. (th range of Ms knowkdg); reach
wlers to the furthest limit of dGfoctivenei, infituMMMb etc. (be-
yond the remh of my understat^ftag); *wm Staples wonder-
tfato room and freedom of range, twt witfSxt mto&ed limits

(aoefitfUinthmtheKo^o!tb]tdieticty?);eoitt|MM
'

mgMttt completenats witnin limitswpSW an a dbrct
"

(M did !i within the eomp&ss of Ws power) ; tfjurot, fe

fWN$t$OEi|
rww to thf full range* of S^UM^S* toix$ ^tc.

tb@ limit.) off something (the mil gamut <)i emotions). See also
fttftW* i

Mttlt* ftador, any of v&riowi initramalM far d<?termin~
tog tl of * target or ot>j<sJt from an observer.
fratt a gun, etc.

Range-ley Lakes (ranj'li), a chain of lakes in western

rang-er (ranker), n. [ME. raunger; see RANGE], 1. a
wanderer. 2. a) any o a group of mounted troops
for patrolling a region. 6) [often R-], any of a group
of American soldiers trained for raiding and close
combat behind enemy Hnes. 3. a) in England, the
chief official of a royal park or forest, b) in the United
States, a warden who patrols government forests.

Ran-goon (raij-goon'), n. the capital of Burma, at the
mouth of the Irawaddy River: pop., 400,000.

rangy (ran'ji), adj. [RANGIER (-ji-er), RANGIEST (-ji-

ist)J, 1. able or inclined to range about; hence, 2.

long-limbed and slender: as, ran;? cattle.

ra-nl (ra'ni), n, [Hind, rani; Sans,
rajnl,

fern, of rajan;
see RAJAH], in India, 1. the wife of a rajah, king, or

prince. 2. a reigning queen or princess. Also spelled
ranee,

Ran-jit Singh (run'jit siw'ha), 1780-1839; maharajah
of the Punjab; founded the Sikh kingdom.
rank (rarjk), n. [ME. renk; OFr. ranc, renc; see RANGE],

1. a row, line, or seriesj range. 2. an orderly arrange-
ment. 3. a social division or class; stratum of society:
as, men came from all ranks

m
of life. 4. a high position

in society: high degree; eminence: as, a man of rank.
5. an official grade or position: as, the rank of captain.
6. a relative position; degree of quality: as, a poet of

the first rank. 7. any of the horizontal rows of squares
on a chessboard, 8. in military usage, a) a row of

soldiers, vehicles, etc. placed side by side, or abreast
of one another: opposed to file, b) pi. an army, c) pL
the body of soldiers of an army, as distinguished from
the officers: as, he rose from the ranks, v.t. 1. to

place in a rank or ranks. 2. to assign a certain rank,
or position, to: as, he ranks football above baseball.
3. to have a higher rank than; take precedence over:
outrank: as, a colonel ranks a major, v.t*. 1. to hold
a certain rank, or position: as, he ranks third on the
list, 2. to hold the highest rank, or grade: as, the
ranking member of the embassy.
pull one's rank on, [Military Slang], to take advantage
of one's rank in enforcing commands to (a subor-
dinate).
rank and file, 1, the body of soldiers of an army, as

distinguished from the officers; hence, 2. the ordi-

nary people forming the large part of some group;
common people, as distinguished from leaders, etc.

rank (rank), adj. [ME. ranke; AS, ranc, strong, proud;
akin to MLG. rank, slender, erect, long ana thin;
IE. base *ref- high, upright, to stretch up, etc. (cf.
RIGHT); basic sense "stretched, extended"!, L growing
or grown vigorously and coarsely; overly luxuriant:
as, rank grass. 2. producing a luxuriant crop, often
to excess; extremely fertile: as, rank soil, 3. strong
and offensive in smell or taste; rancid; hence, 4* in
bad taste; coarse; indecent. 5. complete; extreme;
utter; as, rank deceit: used contemptuously. 6. [Obs,Jm sexual heat. SYN. see flagrant, stinking.
Ran-ke, Leo pold van (IS^-pSlf f8fc ifq'ko), 1795-
Io8o; German historian,

rank-er (rank'er), n. 1. a person who ranks, 2.

[British], a) a soldier in the ranks, b) a commissioned
officer promoted from the ranks.

ran-kle (ran'k'l), v.i. [RANKLED (-kid). XANXLINO],
[ME. randen; OFr, randey < raoncle, draonde; ML.
dracunculus, a fester, ulcer < L. dracunculus, dim, of
draco, dragon, snake], 1. to fester; become io&tmed
or cause inflammation. 2. to caus continual mental
pain, resentment etc, i as, the scornful words rankhd,
ransack (ran'sak), v.t. [MB, ransakm; ON. mnnsaka
< rann, a house -f ~$aha < mkja> to seek, March; cf,

SEEK], l, to search thoroughly; examine every part of
in searching, 2, to search through for plunder; plltge,ran-som (ran'swiL n. [MB. ran$on, mmom, etc.; OFr.
route*, ramcon; L. redemplio < m of ndimwe; we
xpssML 1. the redeeming or refeaw of a captive or
ot seized property by payment ol mono? or cotupiiackoe
with other demands, 2, ttw price tout paid or de-
maaded. 3. in ttmfo&y* a means of Irwiing from tin;
redemption, v,*. 1. to obtain the releMe of(a <*ptfri,
property, etc.) by paying the demanded prick 2. to
release* after smb imyt 3, In theology, to free Irom
sin; rweem Kw. see i**ctM.
rant (rant), X (MIX rmttn, to rave? of. O. mum, to
feolkl l,

tp tall: in a kd w!W toavafit way;
declaim violently; raw* 2, [Britiife B|Tto oe
fooisterotiily merry. 94, to say or deckina to a, rfttitteg
manner (often with out): as, he ranted out Mi de-

f^Mti^DlflJl **!v*i
^* rtwwfi*t wwefi.

L. Ranunculaceat* name of tot family (see RANUNCU-
LUS); ^ *om^ of tto ^ttwe*# or amort fan&r of
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prob. Gmc.], 1. to strike quickly and sharply; tap.

2. to say sharply (with out): as, he rapped out an
oath. v.i. to knock quickly and sharply, n. 1. a

quick, sharp knock; tap. 2. [Slang], blame or punish-
ment; specifically, a judicial sentence, as to a prison
term: usually in beat (escape) or take (receive) the rap.

rap (rap), n. [cf. G. rappe, small coin], 1. originally, a
counterfeit Irish halfpenny; hence. 2. [Colloq.], the
least bit: now usually in not care (or give) a rap, not
care (or give) anything at all.

rap (rap), v.t. [RAPPED or RAFT (rapt), RAPPING],
[prob. back-formation < rapt], [Obs. or Rare], 1. to

seize; snatch, 2. to transport with rapture: now only
in the past participle.

ra-pa-cious (ra-pa'shss), adj. [< L. rapax, rapacis <
rapere, to seize; + -o$J, 1. taking by force; plunder-
ing. 2. greedy; voracious; ravenous. 3. living on
captured prey; said of animals or birds,

ra-pac-i-ty (rs-pas'o-ti), n. [L. rapacitas], the quality,
fact, or practice of being rapacious.
Ra pal lo (ra-p&l'lo"), n. a seaport in Italy, near Genoa:
pop., 14,000.

Ra-pa Nu-i (ra'pa
1

nSS'i), Easter Island: native name.

rape (rap), n. [Late ME.; Anglo-Pr. rap, rape; prob.
back-formation < L. rapere. to take by force; cf.

RAPACIOUS], 1. the crime of having sexual intercourse
with a woman or girl forcibly and without her consent:

statutory rape is the crime of having sexual intercourse
with a girl below the age of consent (see age of consent).
2. the act of seizing and carrying away by force.

3. the plundering or violent destruction (of a city,

etc.), as in warfare, v.t. [RAPED (rapt), RAPING],
1. to commit rape on (a woman or girl) ; ravish; violate.

2. to seize and carry away by force, 3. to plunder or

destroy (a city, etc.), as in warfare.

rape (rap), n. [ME.; L. rapa, rapum, turnip; IE. base

*rap- t seen also in G, rube, beet, Gr. rhapys, rhaphys],
a plant of the mustard family, whose seeds yield an
oil and whose leaves are used for fodder.

rape (rp), n. [Fr. rape; ML. rasfa; ult < OHG.
raspon, to scrape together: see RASP], the crashed pulp
of grapes after the juice has been extracted.

rape oil, the thick oil extracted from rapeseed, used
for lubricating, etc.; colza oil: also rapeaeed oil.

rape-seed (rap'sed'), n 1. the seed of the rape plant.
2. the plant.
Raph-a-el (raf'tol: also, for masc* name 6* . L rS'fi-el),

JLL.j Gr. RhaphaVl; Heb. reph&il, lit., God hatti

healed], a masculine name. n. 1. an archangel
mentioned in the Apocrypha. 2. (Raffaello Santi),
Italian painter and architect; lived 1483-1520.

raphe (rS'fi), n. [Mod, L. < Gr, rhaphi, a seam <
rhaptein, to stitch together), 1. in an&tomy, a seam-
like joining of the two lateral halves of an organ, as

of the tongue, etc. 2. in botany, a) a cord of tissue

forming a seam along the body of certain ovules, b) a
median line, rib, or slot on a diatom valve or cell wall.

raph-1-des (rafV-dfa'), n*$* [Mod.L, < Gr. rhaphis,
rhaphidos, a needle], the needle-shaped crystals de-

veloped in plant cells.

rap-Id (rap^d), adj. (Fr, rapide; L. rapidus < ropery
to seize, rush), 1. swift; quick: inavtag, progressing,
or done with speed. 2. steep; abrupt; as, a rapid rise

in the highway, it. usually in pi, * part of a river

where the watermom swiftly, as becattte of & sadden
drop to the rfvwr bed, W, see feftt,

f ,
_

t

Rap-i-dan (rap'a-danO. ft* ft river in Virginia, flowing
castwiurd into the iRappiihajiiiKJClc Ri"vw

rap-ld-fire (rap'id-firO, adj. t t firing or capable of

firing shots in rapid auccession: mid of guns: ;

ated R.F. f r.f. 2. done, delivered,
carried on wrtftly and sharply s at, a ra

"

rap id-fir Inft (rmpfioHRr'io),.^ imp*

rap'per (rap'Sr), n. a person or thing that raps; specifi-

cally, a door knocker.
^ ^ -v ^

rap-port (ra-p6rt', ra-port'; Fr. ra'por'). n. [Fr. <
rapporter, to refer < re-, again + apporter < L. appor-
tare, to bring < ad-, to + portare, to carry], relationship j

especially, a close or sympathetic relationship; agree-
ment; harmony: see also en rapport.
trap proche ment (ra'pro*sh'matt') n. [Fr. < rap-
procher, to bring together; see RE-, APPROACH, &.

-MENT], an establishing or, especially, a restoring of

harmony and friendly relations.

rap-scal-lion (rap-skaryan), n. [< earlier rascallion,
extension of rascal], a rascal; rogue.
rapt (rapt), adj. [L. raptus, pp. of rapere, to snatch,

1. carried away in bodjr or
2. carried away with joy,

absorbed or
4. resulting

[L. 'raptor,
1. adapted

or belonging

seize; cf. RAP (to seize)],

spirit (to heaven, etc.).

love, etc.; enraptured. 3. completely
engrossed (in meditation, study, etc.).
from or showing rapture: as, a rapt look.

rap-to-ri-al (rap-t6r'i-ol, rap-to'ri-ol), ad
plunderer < pp. of rapere, to snatch; + -M
for seizing prey: as, raptorial claws. 2.

to a group of birds of prey with a strong notched beak
and sharp talons, as the eagle, hawk, owl, vulture, etc.

rap-ture (rap'chSr), n. [rapt + -ure], 1. the state of

being carried away with joy, love, etc.
; ecstasy. 2. an

expression of great joy, pleasure, etc. 3. [Rare], a
carrying away or being carried away in body or spirit.
v.t. [RAPTURED (-cherd), RAPTURING], [Poetic], to

enrapture; fill with ecstasy. SYN. see ecstasy.

rap'tW'Oiis (rap'chSr-as), adj. feeling or showing
rapture; ecstatic.

Jra-ra a-vis (rS'ra a'yis), {pi, RARAB AVES (rS're a'ySz)],
[L., lit,, strange bird], an unusual or extraordinary
person or thing: rarity.
rare (r&r), adj. [Fr.; L. rarus, loose, thin, scattered,

scarce], 1. not frequently found; scarce; uncommon;
unusual; hence, 2. unusually good; remarkably fine;
excellent: as, a rare scholar. 3. of thin texture; not
dense: as, the rare atmosphere far above the earth.

4, [Obs.], not close together; scattered. Abbreviated r.

$YN.~~rare is applied to something of which there are not
many instances or specimens and usually connotes, therefore,

great value (a rare gem); infrequent applies to that which
occurs only at long intervals (his infrequent trips) ;

uncommon
and unusual refer to that which does not ordinarily occur and
is therefore exceptional or remarkable (her uncommon generos-
ity, this unusual heat) ;

scarce applies to something of which
there is, at the moment, an inadequate supply (potatoes are

scarct these days). ANT. freojuent, common, abundant.

rar (rax), adj. [earlier rear; MB. rere; AS. hrere,

lightly boiled (basic sense prob. "disturbed, moved")
< base of hreran, to move, shake], not completely
cooked; underdone; partially raw: said especially of

meat: abbreviated r.

rare-bit (rtr'bit), n. [altered < (Welsh) rabbit], Welsh
rabbit; dish of melted cheese over toast.

rare earth., any of certain basic oxides much alike

in physical and chemical properties: specifically, any
of the oxides of the rare-earth metals,
rare-earth metals (rtr'urthO. a group of rare metallic
chemical elements with consecutive atomic numbers
of 57 to 71 inclusive; also rare-earth elements.

rar-ee show (rar^S), [< pronun. (by Savoyard showmen)
of rare show], L a portable peep show; hence, 2. any
street show.

rar-e-fac-tion (rtrVfak'shan), n. |< pp. of L. fflf<-

faGere], a rarefying or being rarefied.

rar-efaC'tlve (rirVfak'tiv), my. characterized by or

causing rarefaction.

rare-fy (rarVfl'). v.t. A v.L [RAREFIED (-fid
1
), KARB-

FYINOJ, (Pr. rarifier; L. rarifacere < romi* rare -f"

facere, to make], 1. to make or become thm f or lea*

deose. 2. to make or become purer, or more refined,

rarely (r&r'l). a&v* 1. infreqtiently; seldom. 2,

beautifully, swBMly, excellently, etc, 3, uncon
ly; e^ceptfowJly! extremely.

<wtf- frw% dial var. of MR.
riptl npeu&g early, it. m fruit or

early; especially, any of a variety

rarerlp*
mmif, ,^ t

vegetable that
of jch i

mrl.ty fcC .

condition of 1

warolty* b)
2. [pl. RARITIES

I, tb <jualty or
. a) tme<)m|cnt

lack of density; thinner,
something remarkable or

^

, n. one of the Cook Islands,

n* [L.

'rare;!
lence. c)

^y*i-
Ra-ro ton-ga (

ia tie 'Sotitih, I'acfflc; pop., i r . _ ...

ras-cal (ras'k'l), n. [MB, rascaile; OPr. 7*w6.w***c,

scrapings, dregs, rabble < rasque, filth, scurf; prob* <
LL. ramwe, to acrape < L. radere, to shave, scrapej.

one of The rabble, adj. I, [Rlre], low ; \1is-

t;base, 2. [Obs, ), of the rabble.
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ras-cal-i-ty (ras-kal's-ti), n. 1. the character or

behavior of a rascal. 2. [pi RASCALITIES (-tiz)J, a

low, mean, or dishonest act.

ras.cal'Iy (ras'kl-i), adj. of or like a rascal; base; dis-

honest; mean. adv. in a rascally manner.

rase (raz), v.t. JRASED (razd), RASING], to raze.

rash (rash), adj. [ME. rasch; prob. < A.S.*raRsc; akin

to ON. rfiftr, G. row*, etc.; for prob. IE. base .see

RACE (a running)], 1. too hasty m acting or speaking;

reckless, 2. characterized by too great haste or reck-

lessness: as, a rash act. 3. [Obs.], acting quickly.

nSBrSihT
'

[OFr. rawfoj,

eruption of red spotsj. ouwu^ on the skin, usually temporary.
rasfi-er (rash'&r), n. [? < obs. rash, to cut < Fr. raser;

> RAZE], a thin slice of bacon or, rarely, ham, to be
RATCHET WHEEL

Ktmd (k'noofft ras'moo-s'n),
Victor Rasmussen), 1879-1933; Danish arctic

Mod.L.
to

,

Rasores, lit., scratchers < L. rasus, pp. of

scrape: + -4al\ characteristically scratching the ground
to find food, as a chicken^ gallinaceous.

rasp (rasp, rasp), v.t. [ME. Were; OFr. rasper; OHG.
ra&w, to scrape together; akin to AS. krespan, to

strip, spoil], 1. to scrape or rub with or as with a

file. 2. to utter in a rough, grating tone. 3. to grate

uuon: irritate: as, the baby's crying rasped her nerves.

v.i. 1. to scrape roughly; grate. 2. to make a rough,

crating sound, n. 1. a type of rough file with raised

points instead of lines. 2. a rough, grating sound. 3.

xwrfiercy (raz'ber'i, raz'btfr-i), n. {pi. RASPBERRIES

(-iz)l, [earlier rasfis berry < rasp, raspts, raspberry;
prob. same word as ME. raspis, kind of wine; cf.

OFr. mn raspe, ML. raspecia; see RAPE (of grapes)],

1 any of a group of prickly shrubs of the rose family.

2* its small, juicy, edible fruit, consisting of a cluster

of red, purple, or black drupelets. 3. [< rhyming

slang raspberry tart], [Slang], a sound of derision,

contempt, etc. made by expelling t
air forcibly so as

to vibrate the tongue between tjie lips.

Ras'pu-tlfc, <GrHo-ii E-fi-mo-vich ta-g#'n ye-fe'mq-

vidfrt^p^o'tin; Eng. r^as-pu't'n), 1871M916; notori-

ntdnk who exercised great control over

II and, the Czarina; assassinated.

raVpi), adj.
t
[RASPIBJ* fa**)* RASPIEST

. rasping; grating. 2. easuv irritated,

raale (ras'l), nZvZv.t. [RASSLED (-1. RASSLING),

[Dial, or Colloq.], to wrestle: also spelled wrastle,

wrasale. rassel, rastle.

raster (ras'tSr), n. [G., a screen], in tdmswn* the group
of closely spaced parallel lines appearing on the cathode-

ray tube when there is no incoming signal: the image
is formed by modulating the brightness of the differ-

ent parts of these lines,

rat (rat), n. [ME. ratte; AS. ra&t; akin to G. rate, rotte],

I any of several kinds of black, brown, or gray, long-

tailed rodents, resembling, but larger than, the mouse;

styles ox women V*V*M.*,*W w -",*/

er. 3. [Slang], a sneaky, contemptible person; specifi-

cally, a) an informer; stool pigeon, b) a worker who
betrays or scabs on his fellow workers. IM. [RATTED
(-id), RATTING], 1. to hunt for rats, especially with

dogs. 2. [Skngl, a) to desert one's companions, es-

pecially one's fellow workers, as rats are reputed to

desert a sinking ship, b) to act as a stool pigeon.
rats! [Slang], an exclamation of disgust, scorn, disap-

pointment, etc.

smell a rat, to suspect a trick, plot, etc.

rat-a-ble (rStVb'l), adj. 1. that can be rated, or esti-

mated, etc. 2, figured at a certain rate; proportional.
3. [British], taxable* Also spelled rateable,

rat'E-foly (rSt'o-btt), adv. proportionally; by rate.

rat-a*fee (ratVfeO, n. & ratafia,

rat-a-fi-a (ratVfe'a), n. [Fr.; ? of Creole ori$al ka
cordial or liqueur flavored with almond or tat kamls*
2. [British], a macaroon: in full, ratafia biscuit*

rat*al (rSt
f
1), it* [< rate + -oJ (alter renm)]. the amount

at which a person or property is assessed for taxation.
m-tan (ra-tan'), n rattan*

mt*a*pUun (ratVplanO* n* [Fr.; echoic of drt.tmro.tngj,

tha beating of a arum, or a sound Eke this. vX [RAT-
AFLANNI> (-plandOt RATA3MLANN1NO], to make mm
it ottnd, v./ to make such a scmnd on.

rut bite lever (or disease), (rat'bitO, an infectious

disease caused py certain spirochetes and transmitted

by tie bite of a rat: it is characterised by a bluing-red

raah, attacks of wr and muscular pain,
rutefai (ntch) n Ivar* bf rofefo'] a ratchet.

to OH6 rdb a ^imdStal], t a hfeptd ortefo.

or mwl Arranged so it tofpgage with a tool

or Wff wfeoje teeth mm one dlwcwott.

ratchet wheel, a toothed wheel with a catch, or pawl,

that keeps it from turning

backward; ratchet.

rate (rat), n. [ME,; OPr.; L.

rata (pars}, reckoned (part),

fern, of ratus, pp. of reri, to

reckon], 1. the amount, de-

gree, etc. of anything in re-

lation to units of something
else: as, the rate of pay per
month, rate of speed ger
minute, 2, a fixed ratio:

proportion: as, the rate of

exchange: see exchange, n. 7.

3. a price or value; specm-
cally, the cost per unit of some commodity, service,

etc.: as, an electricity rate, insurance rate. 4. speed
of movement or action: as, he read at a moderate

rate. 5. the amount of time gained or lost by a tune-

piece. 6. a class; rank: as, of the first rate. 7. [British],

a local property tax. 8. [Obs.], amount; quantity.

v.t. [RATED (-id), RATING], 1. to estimate the value of;

appraise. 2. to put into a particular class or rank.

3. to consider; esteem: as, he is rated as an important
national figure. 4, to determine the rates for shipping

(goods), as by rail or air. 5. [Colloq.], to deserve: as,

he rates the best. v.i. 1. to be classed or ranked.

2 to have value, status, or rating. SYN. see estimate,

at any rate, 1. in any event; whatever happens. 2. at

rate (ml), v.t. &v.i. [RATED (4d), RATING], [ME. raten,

araten; prob. < OPr. rater, areter, to scold, accuse <
L. ad-, to + reputare, to count (see REPUTE); but cf.

Sw. rata, to find fault, blame], to scold severely; chide.

rate-a-ble (ratVbl), adj. ratable.

rate-a-bly (rat'a-bli), adv. ratably.
ra-tel (ra'tal, ra'tel), n. [S.Afr.D., short for rateldas. <
D. raat, a honeycomb + das, a badgerl a burrowing
animal of India and Africa", somewhat like a badger.

rate-pay-er (rat'pa'Sr), n. [British], a person who
pays rates, or local taxes.

t

-rat-er (rat'&r), a combining form used ui hyphenated
compounds, meaning one of a (specified) rate, or class t

as in second-rater. .

rath (rath, rSth), adj. & adv. [Obs, or Poetic],
rathe.

rathe (rath), adj. [ME.; AS, krmtk, var. of hrwl, quick,

speedy, after hrxthe, hrathe, adv., speedily; prob. IB.

base *gret~, to shake], [Obs. or Poetic], L ciuick;

prompt; eager. 2. coming or happening early in the

day, year, etc.; especially, blooming or ripening early

in the season: said of flowers, plants, etc. adv. [Obs.
or Poetic], 1. quickly; promptly. 2. early, or too

early in the day, season* etc.

Ra-the-nau, Wal-ther (vS'tlr rH'ta-nou'), 1867-1922;
German industrialist and statesman; asswsinated.

rath-er tra*&'ftr; less often r&Wr), aaw* [MB., compar.
of rathe, quickly; AS. kratke, hrmtiw (compar, hrvfhor);
basic sense "more quickly, hence ^preferably

r

]

1. [Obs, or British Dial.], more quickly; sooner; hence,
2. more willingly; preferably: as, he would rather go
than stay. 3. with more justice, logic, reason, etc,;

asf I, rather than you. should take the risk. 4. more
accurately; more precisely: as, it was in the morning,
or rather, the^ early afternoon, S. on the contrary;

quite conversely: as, w have not lost; rather, we have
won. 6, somewhat; to some degree: at, 1 rather enjoy
singing. 7. [Chiefly British Colloq.^ cwt&kuyi awtre&
ly: used as an answer.
had mtber, wouM choose to; would prefer t$ml, ^ ,

raths kel ler (rSti%el%; now somtimw rath'ikel'lir).

n. [G. < raL coujaciL town hall -f Wtar, qeHar], a
restaurant of t&Q GermaOf type > that $ttrvei biN^r,

whisky, wine, etc*, uumffy~bel0w the sft tordi.

rat-1-fi-ca tlon (catVfi-kl'slwn)! it* {Kri ML rw
Jicaiio < pp. of ratificare], & ratifying or being ratified;

y, to

approval; sanction ^confirmation.
rat*l*fi'r (i-.- , .K r . n a praoa crj
rat-i-fy tat'^Ot ^^*
nprw ratifier; ML* vatifowpG < JU raiw u
faun* to makej, to apjwove ,of cxawwm; _

give Formal sanction to.~~~$YN. see approve,

a coarse, loosely woven fabric of cotton, wool, rayon!
etc., witt* a XMtbbr or fc^tfcfey wurfaet*

rating (rat'ip), n. [see RATE (to appraise)], 1. a rank,
class, or grade, as of enlisted mt'ti in an armyw navy.
2, a placement la a certain rank or ctei>s. 3 w $ih

jM^W'cSTm^ccsepowftr, etc, oftfe* w<*klisf poirwr of

an mgjm or other machine. 4. m evaiviation of the

emit or financial standing of a businessman, linn,

etc. 5. an amount determined as a rates Of :

rat ing
' ' " '

h.xr. I :.uch a catch and

tm we-
., wtai car

(or bar) as a uuiL.
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the quotient of one quantity divided by another of
the same kind, and usually expressed as a fraction.

Symbol, R (no period).
ra-ti-oc-i-nate (rash'i-os'a-naf), tu*. [RATIOCINATED
(-id), RATIOCINATING], [< L. ratiocinatus, pp. of ra-
tiocinari < ratio; see REASON], to reason; especially,
to reason using formal logic.

ra-ti-oc-i-na-tion (rash'i^os'a-na'shon), In, 1. a ratioci-

nating, or reasoning. 2. an instance of reasoning.
ra-ti-oc-1-na-tive (rash'i-os'a-na'tiv), adj. [L. ratioci-
nativus], of or characterized by ratiocination.

ra-tion (rash'an, ra'shan), n. [Fr.; ML. ratio, ration;
L. ratio; see REASON], 1. a fixed portion; share: allow-
ance. 2. a fixed allowance or allotment of food or
provisions. 3. a fixed daily allowance of food for one

person (or one animal) in an army or navy. 4. pi.
[Military Slang], something to eat; food, v.t* 1. to
give a ration or rations to. 2. to distribute (food,
clothing, etc.) in rations, as in times of scarcity.

ra-tion-al (rash'an-'l), adj. [L. rationalis < ratio; see

REASON], 1. of, based on, or derived from reasoning:
as, rational powers. 2. able to reason: reasoning: as,
an infant is not yet rational. 3. showing reason; not
foolish or silly; sensible: as, a rational argument. 4.
in mathematics, designating a number or quantity ex*
pressible without a radical sign as an integer or as
a quotient of an integer.
SYN. rational implies the ability to reason logically, as by
drawing conclusions from inferences, and often connotes the
absence of emotionalism (man is a rational creature) ; reason-
able is a less technical term and suggests the use of practical
reason in making decisions, chokes, etc. (that sounds like a rea-
sonable solution) ; sensible, also a non-technical term, implies
the use of common sense or sound judgment (you made a sensi-
ble decision). -ANT. irrational, absurd.

ration-ale (rash'a-naF, rashVn&'li, rashVnSli), n.

[L., neut, of rationalis
{ rational], 1. the fundamental

reasons, or rational basis, of something. 2. a statement,
exposition, or explanation of reasons or principles.
rationalism (rash'0n-1-iz'm) n. [ratwnal + -ism],
1. the principle or practice of accepting reason as the
only authority in determining one's opinions or course
of action. 2. in philosophy, the theory that the reason,
or intellect, is the true source of knowledge, rather
than the senses. 3. in theology, the doctrine that
rejects revelation and the supernatural, and makes
reason the sole source of knowledge.
ra-tion-aMst (ra^sh'on-l-lst), . a person who believes
in or practices mtionaHm

ra tlon alls tic (rash'wi-WtJk), <*<*/ of rationalism
or rationalists.
m.t!

t
on

;al48*ti-cal'ly (raah'pn-1-is'ti-kl-i, rash'on-'l-
is'tik-H), adv. in a rationalistic manner.

ra tion al 1 ty (rashVnaJVti), n, pLL. ratlonaMtasl
1. the quality or conation of being rational; reason-
ableness, or the

possessing
or using of reason. 2. \pl

ni*tfaMi'ttl <l*9M'tiiOci vft^'to*'M^'ahMit 'nih'an^lw-
zfi'ston), n, a wioiiaWng or foitng rationalized.

iB"t!0uaI*tee (rju^'w-'jWfen* &,& (IUIIOHALIJEKD (%%&'),
1. to make rational; make conform

or interpret on rational
a methods of efficiency to

etc.). 4 In mathematics, to

from_(an equation) without
to devise super-
iMoxifi or

"" i*""~L*" """"

1. to think in a rai

ratlojttH*
Ratisbon
rut-to

vntfeout
are not the real motives, vd.

2, to

boar)* n. Regensburg.
it nltt f 4toI ol a
ing a mi breastbone
ing birds, it* any
v ftrioh, etc.

rimfc,,01'flaw * a Mrdbbot tail '-,.-
plant thatTms.been cut down. Also spelled rattoon.

j a frantic scurry or mad scramble.
rats bane (Mrafaft* n. [earlier rats bant; see BANK],

stems, r|i a 4JMwT]w P04M*

these trees, used in making wickerwork, etc. 3. a
cane or switch made from this. Also spelled ratan.

rat-teen (ra-ten'), n. [Fr. ratine], [Obs.J, a heavy,
twilled, woolen cloth like frieze.

rat*ten (raf'n), v.t. & v.i. [It., to play a rat's trick
on < dial, ratten, a rat; MS. ration, dim. of ratte; see

RAT], [British Slang], to destroy or remove machinery,
tools, etc. in order to compel (an employer) to agree
to certain trade-union demands.

rat-ter (rat'gr), n. 1. a) a person hired to catch or

destroy rats, b) a dog that is especially skilled at

catching rats. 2. [Slang], a betrayer or deserter.
rat tish (rat'ish), adj. 1. of or infested with rats. 2,

like or characteristic of a rat (especially in sense 3).
rat-tie (rat'l), v.i* [RATTLED (-'Id), RATTLING], [ME.
ratelen; prob. of WGmc.

t
echoic origin; akin to O.

rasseln], 1. to make a series of sharp, short sounds in
quick succession: as, the window rattles in the wind.
2. to go or move with such sounds: as, the wagon
rattled over the stones, 3. to talk rapidly and inces-

santly; chatter (often with on), v.t. 1, to cause to
rattle: as, he rattled the handle. 2. to utter or perform
rapidly. 3. [Colloq,], to confuse or upset; disconcert:
as, the^ applause rattled the speaker, n. 1. a quick
succession of sharp, short sounds. 2. a rattling noise
made by air passing through the rnucus of a partly
closed throat, often heard in a dying person. 3. a
noisy uproar; loud chatter. 4. a) a series of horny
rings at the end of a rattlesnake's tail, used to produce
a rattling sound. 6) any of these. 5. a device, especially
a baby's toy, intended to rattle when shaken. SYN.
see embarrass.

rat-tie-brain (rat'1-bran'), n. a silly, talkative person.
rat-tie-brained (rat'l-brand/), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a rattlebrain; silly; frivolous; harebrained.

rat tie pate (rat'l-pat'), n. a rattlebrain.
rat tlepat-ed (rat'l-pat'id), adj. rattlebrained.
rat'tler (rat'lSr), n, a person or thing that rattles;
specifically, a rattlesnake.

rat-tie-snake (tat'l-snikOt n. any of various poisonous
American snakes having
an interlocking series of

horny rings at the end
of the tail that produce
a rattling sound when
shaken.

rattlesnake plantain, a
variety of orchid with
spotted leavesandy^eUow-
isn-white flower spikes.

rattlesnake root, any of RATTLESNAKE (2*-3 ft long)anumber of related plants
v ^*'

with composite flowers of various colors and a thick,
bitter root, formerly considered a cure for snake bite.

rattlesnake weed, 1. any of a number *ot related
plants, especially a variety of the hawkweed with one
purple-veined leaf to a stem* 2* a ratUesnake plantain*

rat-tle-trap (mtH-trap
7

)^
n. [raUU -f trap fySSigiti],

t etc. 2. [Slangjra) a person
\ mouth: now usuaUy trap*

1. that rattles. 2. [Colloq.J,
etc.; as* a rattling pace, a

J, very : as, rattling good,
that rattles or tends to

L anything worn out,
such a wagon, autox

'

who talks muci?,. b) !_ .

rat tling (rat'lin), adj.

very fast, good, lively

rattling tlm, aav.[Cou
rat'tly (rat'l-i rat/li),

rattle; noisy.
rat*toon (ra-toon'), n. & vd. ratoon.

rat-trap (rat'trap'), n 1, a trap for catching rats;
hence, 2. a hopeless situation; desperate predicament.

ratty (rat'i), adj. [RATTIER (-i-Sr). RATTIEST (-i-ist)l,

toYorMkerats* 1 Ml carats. 3. [Slang], dilapidated!

rau-ci-ty (r6'so-ti), n. 6 raucous quality or condition.
rau-cous (rd'kos),

'

adj. [L. raucus], hoarse; rough-
a raucous shout.

ft. PP. < rflr; see SLAVISH}, 1; t&gs

devastatinjg damage: as, the fmmges
., ,,_ .^VAOBDJ^Oi Av"AOiW|f (P!r ramger

the soldiers ravaged the town. v.i, to commit ravages.
5 KN. ravage implies violent destruction, usually in a serk-v;

of depredations or over an extended period of time, as by an
afniy, a pl&jgtt$, etc.; uwastsitc stressed th0 tot&l rtjin and UMO
laiion resultmfffroin a mTtategj plunder i&m to th fOfO^ful

an fevadln ot conQuefing anny; saclc and

to sack out iit nsniftlty us@d with r^fferncfi to wutldiags, itistitu-

tions, etc.

(rav), v.f. [RAVED (ravd), RAVINGL |M1. rmmf
vsac, ol .rwMft to v% rwel CFr. rlMr. to

"y, mi a dwrkmi
i , t

]* 1. to talk incoherently or wildly,
ented person. 2. to talk with

someone ot something). 5 to
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or roar, as a storm, v.t. to utter incoherently or with
excessive enthusiasm, n. 1. the act or condition of

raving. 2. a raving action or speech. 3. [Slang], o)
an excessively enthusiastic commendation: often used
attributively, as, rave reviews. 6) an infatuation.

rav-el (rav'l), v.t. [RAVELED or RAVELLED (-Id), RAV-
ELING or RAVELLING], [MD. ravelen (D. rafelen; cf.

RAFFLE) ; akin to LG. rabbelnl 1. originally, to make
complicated or tangled; involve. 2, to separate the

parts, especially threads, of; untwist; unweave; un-
ravel. 3, to make clear; disentangle. v.i. 1. to
become separated into its parts, especially threads;
fray (usually with out). 2. [Rare], to become compli-
cated or tangled, n. 1. a raveled part, especially a

thread; raveling. 2. a tangled mass or complication.
Ra-vel, Man-rice Jo-seph (mft'reV zho'zef' ra'vel';

Eng. ra-vel'), 1875-1937; French composer.
ravelin (rav'Hn), n. [Fr. ravelin < It. ravellino, revel-

lino], a detached fortification having two faces pro-
jecting outward from the main structure to form a
salient angle.

rav-el-ing, ravelling (rav''l-irj, ravlirj), n. 1. the
act of something that ravels or is raveled. 2. anything
raveled; especially* a thread raveled from a knitted
or woven material.

rav-el-ment (rav'1-mant), n. a raveling or becoming
raveled: especially, entanglement or complication.
ray-en (ra'von), n. [ME. rauen; AS. hrxfn; akin to
ON. hrafn & less directly to G. robe; IE. echoic base
*ker~, *jfeois imitative of harsh sounds, seen also in L.

crepitare, to rattle, crackle (cf. CREPITATION) : so
named from its cry], a large bird of the crow family,
with lustrous black feathers and a straight, sharp
beak. adj. black and lustrous.
rav-en (rav'on), v.t. [OFr. raviner < ravine (L. rapina);
see RAPINE], 1. to devour greedily. 2. [Obs.], to seize

forcibly, vd. 1. to prowl hungrily; search for prey
or plunder. %. to devour food or prey greedily. 3. to
have a voracious appetite. Also spelled ravin, n. ravin.

rav-en-ing (rav'sn-irj), adj. [ppr. of raven], 1. greedily
searching for prey. 2. demented; mad. n. ravin.
Ra ven-na (ra-ven'o; It. ra-ven'na), n. a city in north-
eastemTtaly: p6p.. 85,000 (est. 1947).

rav-e-nous (rav'sn-ss), adj. [OFr. ramnos
t
< ravine; see

~'"""TN .], 1. greedily hungry; voracious. 2. very
for gratification of some desire: as, ravenous for

3. very rapacious. SYN. see hungry.
*n), n. {ME, & OFr. ravine; see RAVEN, .],

jj preying; or plundering; rapine. 2. anything
a; prey or plunder. Also spelled raven, v.t. &

v.i. to raven,
ra-vine (re-venO. n. [Fr., violent rush, flood; see RAVEN,
tr.j, a long, deep hollow in the earth's surface, worn by
the action of a stream; large gully; gorge.

rav-lng (rSv'iij), adj. 1. raging; delirious; frenzied. 2.

[Colloq.J, exciting raving admiration or praise; notable:
as, a raving beauty, adv. so as to cause raving: as, he's
raving mad. n. delirious, incoherent speech.
ra vi o li (rav'i-6'K; It. ra-vydlel, n.ph [usually con-
strued as sing.), [It., pi. of ravi(u)olo < dial, rava; ult.
< Ju rapum, turnipj beet], small casings of dough,
often square, containing highly seasoned chopped
meat and, sometimes, spinach, cooked and served
usually in a savory sauce.
rav ish

(rav'ish), v.t* [ME. ravissen < inflectional stem
of OFr. ravir, to carry away < L. rapere, to seie: cf.

RAPE, v. & n.] 1. to seia^ and carry away forcibly,
2. to rape. 3. to carry away witn emotion; fill with
great joy or delight: enrai^urev

rav-ishing (rav'ish-in), adf* fppr> of ravish], causing
great joy or delight; charming; endjanting.

rav-ieh ment (rav'ish-m9nt), p [Ofr. vwissemntl a
ravishing or being ravished; sn^cjncaUy, a) fit

~" f

and carrying away forcibly, ft rap% c) a^ being
away with delkht or joy; ecstasy; rapture,raw

(r6), adj. (ME. rawe: ^S. kreqwZ&fc to G.
IB. ^>ase *grev~, clotted blood, blobdv fle|4L eiic..

also in 1, cntsta, Ht., congealed blood on 4
CRUST), cruets (cf. CRUDE), cniaeUs (cft c^,
uncooked. 2, in its natural condition; not ^
by art dilution, manufacture, aging, etc.: as, ram we,
raty whisky, 3. inexperiwced; not yet developed or
trained; as, a raw recruit 4. witli the skin nibbed or
torn of; fore and inflamed: as, a ram out 5. wi-

-

cold and damp; bleak: as, a raw wind.
'*"f**J' ^indecent; bawdy; wtawwte obroene, 7.

. , j]f harsh or vmjbir; a% he received raw treatment
n. a raw or inflamed spot on toe body.
In the raw, 1. in the natural or original state; without
cwtivat$on. refinement etc. 2, naked; nttde.
wndf^a^dt 6&'wl<^in'd0. it a dtt in toortfe^a

little flesh or fat

1895 ; English archaeologist, soldier, and diplomat.
raw material, material still in its natural or original
state, before processing or manufacture.
raw silk, silk reeled from the cocoon but not yet spun.
Ray (ra), a masculine name: see Raymond.
ray (ra), n. [OFr. rat; L. radius; see RADIUS], 1. a) any
of the thin lines, or beams, of light, that appear to
come from a bright source, b) a graphic representation
of one of these, as in heraldry, 2. any of several
lines radiating from a center: radius. 3. a disclosure
of mental or spiritual enlightenment: as, a ray of

intelligence. 4. a tiny amount; slight trace: as, a

ray of hope. S. in botany, a) a ray flower, b} any of

the pedicels, or flower stalks, of anumbeL c) a medullary
ray. 6. in physics, a) a stream of particles given off

by a radioactive substance, fe) a straight line along
which any part of a wave of radiant energy is regarded
as traveling from its source to any given point. 7. in

zoology, a) any of the bony spines supporting the fin

membrane of a fish, b) a radiating limb, as the arm
of a starfish. v.i* 1. to shine forth in rays. 2. to
radiate, v.t. 1. to send out in rays; emit. 2. to

subject to the action of X rays, radium rays, etc., as
in the treatment of disease. 3. to irradiate. 4. to

supply with radiating lines.

ray (ra), n. i[ME. & OPr. raie; L. raia] t any of several

fishes, as tne electric

ray, skate, etc., with a
horizontally flat body,
both eyes on the upper
surface, widely expand-
ed fins at each side,
and a slender, whip-
like tail,

ra-yah (rS'ya), n. a
ram.

ray flower, any of the
flowers around the mar-
gin of the head of cer- , _ ...
tain composite flowers, STING RAY (3 ft, wide)
as the daisy: also ray floret*

Ray leigh (rS'H), third Baron, (John William Strutt),
1842-1919; English physicist; received Nobel prtee m
physics, 1904.

ray-less (ra'lis). adj. without rays; specifically, without
rays of light; dark; gloomy.
Ray-mond, Ray-mund (ra'ni^nd), fONorm.Pr. Rai-
mund, Reimund; Prank. Raginmuna, lit, wise pro-
tection < Gmc, *ragina~* counsel (seen in Goth* ragin,
judgment) -I- *muna-> hand, protection (seen in OHG.
mnnt)], a masculine name: diminutive, Ray.

ray-on (rS'on), n. [arbitrary coinage suggested by ray
(cf. Fr. rayon, a ray) as descriptive of its sheenj, f.

any of various textile fibers synthetically produced! by
pressing cellulose acetate or some other cellulose solu-
tion through very small holes and solidifying it in the
form of wlamenlis, 2. any of various wove& or toit
fabrics made of siich fibers.*
raze (rSz), v.t. [RAJ&D (rSzd) f RAaqwqL [|V. raser; 11.
*ra$aret to shave, scrape, rreg, < L, rdsus, pp* of
radere, to scrape], 1 originallyt

to scrape or gras&e;
wound slightly, 2. to scrape or shave off; erase, 3. to
tear down completely; level to to* ground; demolish:
the current sense. Also spelled rate. -* SW, see destroy.

ra zeei (rS-a^). n. [Fr, ml (as In vafcMau rasi. leveled
vessel), pp. of ram, to

tevjl;
see BjUftL [Ob$,I a ship

made smaller and thus, reduced in rating by we re-
moval of the tqr declt or deck% v,t, [|

(-zSdO, RAZEEIN01 to remora the ui>per deck or
of (a ship). ,

ra-zor (rl'zeV), n. IU$. &
RAZEl a sharp-edgred cutting
see also safety razor, shaw,

r-badc C*'*^WkO. .
jL a wild or .

of the souifiem united 0tate4 'with n.

T
- ^JP*^ ^xwk^ ^^ 1<W taWU % "a

rorqtial wMe. ' ^^.. f. -

'-
A wLfoonU;' <
torn,, teddh

tanned
Raw-Un*son,
historian and
Rawlinson, Sir Henry V'il**'i
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(re), prep. [L., abl. of res, thing], in the case or matter
;
as regards: used in law, etc., for in re.

re (ra), n. [It. < L. resonate; see GAMUT], in music, a

syllable representing the second tone of the diatonic
scale: see solfeggio.

re (

of;
re- (re; unstressed ri), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. re-, re-; L. re-,

red-, back, backward], a prefix meaning: 1. back, as
in repay, restore. 2. again, anew, over again, as in

reappear, retell. When hyphenated, it is used: 1) to

distinguish between a word in which the prefix means
simply again or anew and a word of similar form having
a special meaning or meanings (e.g., re-sound, resound);
2) to avoid ambiguity in forming nonce words, as in

re-urge," and 3) before elements beginning with e, as in

re-edit, re-elect (such words are also written ree'dit,

reeled, etc.). The list at the bottom of the following
pages contains some of the more common words in

which re- means simply again or anew. Words with

special meanings are entered in their proper alpha-
betical places in the vocabulary,

Re, in chemistry, rhenium.
R.E., 1. real estate. 2. Reformed Episcopal. 3. Right
Excellent. 4. Royal Engineers. 5. Royal Exchange.

re., 1. in football, right end. 2. rupee : also Re,

REA, R.E.A., Rural Electrification Administration.

reach (rech), v.t. [ME. rechen; AS. rxcan; akin to G.

nichen; IE, base *reij-, to stretch out, extend the

hand, etc., prob. seen also in L. rigere, to stiffen (cf.

RIGOR, RIGID)], 1. to thrust out; extend (the hand,
etc.) , 2. to touch : extend to by thrusting out, throwing
something, etc. 3. to obtain and hand over to some-
one else: as, reach me the salt. 4. to go as far as;
attain: as, we shall reach town by night. 5. to carry
as far as; penetrate to: as, the news reached me late.

6. to have influence on; affect. 1. to get in touch with,
as by telephone. v,L \. to thrust out the hand,
foot, etc. 2, to stretch, or be extended, in amount,
influence, space, time, etc.: as, his power reaches into

other lands, 3. to carry; penetrate, as sight, sound,
etc. 4. to try to obtain something; make an attempt,
5. in nautical usage, to sail on a reach, m 1. the

act of stretching or thrusting out. 2, the power of

stretching, obtaining, etc. 3. the distance or extent

covered m stretching, obtaining, influencing, etc. 4. a
continuous, uninterrupted extent or stretch, especially
of water. 5. a pole joining the forward part of a wagoa
to the rear axle, o* in nautical usage, a tack sailed.

with the wind coming more or less from abeam: it

may be a close reach,
4
With the wind forward of the

beam; a beam reach, with the wind abeam; or a broad

reach, with the wind abaft the beam.
$YN -reach,, the broadest o! these terms, implies an arriving
at Bom^

1

goal, de$tiimtion, point in development, etc. fhe's
rfached tl\G age of 60); gain suggests the exertion of consider-

able Ottt to rwtck worn goal (they've gaimd the top of the

hill) ; achieve suggests the use of skill in reaching something
(we've achimmd a great victory) ; attain suggeits a being goaded
on by fctftt ambition to gain n end regarded as beyond the

stack m wwft Cbe &lft attaimd treat few in his profes*
ion) ; accomplish Implies success in completing an assigned
task (to ottwgttfft an end). See also range.

re-act (ri-aktO & [n* + ^4 I. to act in return or

reciprocally. 2* to act in opposition, 3, to act m a
reverse way; go back to former condition, stage,
etc. 4, to respond to a tttamluft; be affected by some
influence* event, etc. 5, in wmistryi to act with
another substance in producing a chemical chjw$fe
c*et (rlmt*)* iwk" to Mt or do agalou
react-ance (ri-ak'tans), n. [react -f HMUf], in electricity,

the opposition to the flow of alternating current made
by an induction coil or a condenser: abbreviated
reiwst*

re-ac-tion (ri-ak'dion), n. 1. a return or opposing
action, influence, etc. 2, a response, as to a Htimulus or
iniitience. 3, a movement back to a former or IMS
advanced contlitioiu Htae, etc.; countertendency; esi>e-

cially, such a niovenient or tenclency In economics or

poHticf? extrtmt ooiwirwiiiai. 4k * obmfaal change.
5. in medicine, a] tin action induced by resistance to
another action, b) a depression of exhaustion of energy
followinjr nervous tension, overstimulation, to. c)

an
!ncrte3 iwtiwy foSKofwtaf depwusjea. o* in
logy & 3^ydWff an ttc|ite wtpowe to a

""

re-ac-tive (ri-ak'tiv), adj. 1. tending to react. 2. of,

caused by, or showing reaction.
re-ac-tor (ri-ak'tSr), n. 1. a person or thing that
reacts or undergoes a reaction. 2. in electricity, a
device inserted in a circuit to add reactance. 3. in

medicine, a person or animal having a positive reaction
to a particular foreign substance. 4. in nuclear physics,
an atomic pile in which there is control of the atomic
energy produced.

read (red), v.t. [READ (red), READING (red'irj)J, [ME.
reden, to explain, hence to read; AS. rasaan, to counsel,

interpret: akin to G. raten, to counsel, ,advise (cf.

REDE) ;
IE. *re-dh, *rg-dh < base *(a)re-, to join, fit,

seen also in L. ratio, a reckoning, thinking (cf. RATIO,
RATIONAL, REASON, etc.)], 1- to get the meaning ^of

(something written, printed, etc.) by interpreting its

characters or signs. 2. to utter aloud (printed or
written matter). 3. to learn the true meaning of;
understand the nature or significance of as^ ir by
reading: as, you read a person s character in his face.
4. to interpret, as dreams, signs, etc. 5. to foretell

(the future). 6. to interpret or understand (a printed
passage, etc.) as having a particular meaning. 7. to
have or give as a reading in a certain passage: as, this
edition reads "show," not "shew." 8. to get knowledge
of; learn from printed matter: as, he read the account
yesterday. 9. to a^ply oneself to; study: as, he read
a subject for examination. 10. to record and show;
register: as, the speedometer reads fifty miles per hour.
11. to put into a (specified) state by reading. v.L 1, to
read something written, printed, etc., as words, music,
books, etc. 2. to utter or repeat aloud the words of
written or printed matter. 3, to learn by reading
(with about or of). 4. to study. 5. to have or give a
particular meaning when read: as, the paragraph reads
to the effect that all men are equal. 6. to contain, or
be drawn up in, certain words: as, the sentence reads
as follows. 7. to admit of being read: followed by
wellt poorly, etc.

read into (or in), to attribute a particular meaning to;

interpret in a certain way.
read out of, to dismiss or expel from (a political
party, society, etc.) by public reading or dismissal.

read (red), past tense and past participle of read. adj.
full of knowledge got from reading; informed; learned:
usually in hyphenated compounds, as wellhead.

read-a-bil i-ty fredVhilVti), n, the quality or state
of being readable.

read a-ble (redVb'l), adf. 1. that can be read; legible.
2, agreeable and attractive in Style; interesting to read.

read a-bly (rSd'9-bli), adv. so as to be readable.

read-dress (rSVdresOt v*t. 1. to address or occupy
(oneself) anew. 2. to change the address on (a letter,

etc.). .

Reade, Charles (red), 1814-1884; English novelist.
'

read-er (red'Sr), n* La person who reads, 2. a
reciter ox Hterary works in public; oua who reads aloud
and interprets by gesture and tone of voice* 3; at

person who reads lessons, prayers, etc. aloud in church.
4. a person who reads manuscripts for a publisher and
advises as to their merit. 5. a person who corrects

proofs for a printer. 6, a person
1 TOO 'titppsfa the

readings of meters, etc., as for a public utilities company.

7. a book with selected passages for _practice and
instruction in reading, 8, (Chiefly British], a tectctttr
or instructor in a university, 9. an assistant who
corrects examinations, themes, etc. for a professor.
read-My (red''l-i), adv. [ME. redili; see READY & -LY],

1. without hgitation; wfHin^y, 2. without delay;
quickly. 3. wftfeotit wflSkstilty.
read i ness (red'i-pis)* * & ready quality or state.

Read Ing (red'irt), n. 1, a city in southeastern T
vania: pop.. 109,000, 2. a city in Bcrkslu^
central Bifeland: J>op,, 113,000 (est, 1946)
Read-ing (redln), first Marquis of,* ^"f$0-193$: English jurist; 1<

"

); viceroy and j

* ' */ * A

2, made or twed for reading. ,. .

of a person who reads; perttsal
of r*3cttfttZ*g ^oud t&e words

" fc -

for

of
or
by

the application
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a book is supported while being read. 2. a lectern.

reading room, a room (in a club, library* etc,) for

reading and writing.
re<ad fust (reVjusf), v.t. to adjust again; rearranige.

read mst ment (re's-just'mont), n. 1. a readjusting

or being readjusted. 2. in finance, rearrangement of

the structure of a corporation: often distinguished

re-ad-miS'Sion (re'Qd-mish'on), fi a readmitting or

being readmitted.
...

re ad-mit (re'od-mit'), v.t. to admit again. .

reader (red'i), adj. [READIER (-i-Sr), READIEST (-i-ist)J,

[MK redie; AS. gerxde, prepared (for riding) < base

of rad, p.t. of ridan, to ride; t
cf, RIDE, ROAD; the Mb.

form is unique but akin to G. beretl, ready, ON.
greithr, prepared, etc. < the same base as, and of

equivalent formation with, the AS. W9rd], 1. prepared
or equipped to act immediately; waiting to be used:

as, she is ready to sing, the house is ready For occupancy.
2. prepared in mind; unhesitant; willing. 3. a) likely

or liable immediately (usually with an infinitive). 6)

apt; inclined (usually with an infinitive): as, he is

always ready to blame us, 4. clever and skillful

mentally or physically; dexterous. 5. done or made
without delay; prompt: as, a ready reply. 6. con-

venient or handy to use; available immediately: as,

ready cash. 7. [Obs,], at hand; present: used in re-

sponse to a roll can. v.t. [READIED (-id), READYING],
to prepare: get or make ready (often used reflexively).

n. 1. [Colloq.], ready money,; cash at hand (usually

with the), 2. in military science, the position of a

rifle just before aiming and firing. SYN. see quick.
make ready, 1. to prepare; get in order. 2. to dress.

read*y-made (red'i-mSdO, adj. 1* made so as to be

ready for immediate use or for sale to any bu^er,
rather than to individual order: as, ready-made suits:

opposed to custom-made. 2. commonplace; stock; not

original: as, ready-made opinions. .

read-y-to-wear (red'i-ta-w&r'), adj. ready-made: said

of clothes.
read-y-wit-ted (red'i-wit'id), adj. mentally quick;
quiet in thought or understanding.

re af firm (reaffirm'), v.t. to affirm again. .

re affirmation (re'af-er-ma'shon), n. a reaffirming
or being reaffirmed. , .

reagent (re-a'jant) t n. [re- + agent; cf. REACT], in

chemistry, a substance used to detect or measure another

substance or to convert one substance into another

by means of the reaction which it causes.

re-al (rS'al, rel), adf. [OPr.; ML. realis < L. res, thing],

1. existing or happening as or hi fact; actual, true,

objectively so, etc.; not merely seeming, pretended,

imagined, fictitious, nominal, or ostensible. 2. au-

thentic
; genuine. 3. in law, of or relating to permanent,

immovable things: as, real property: opposed to

personal 4. in mathematics, not imaginary: said of

a number or quantity. 5. in optics, of or relating to an
, image made by the actual meeting of light rays at a

point. 6. in philosophy, existing objectively: actual

(not merely possible or ideal), or essential, absolute,

ultimate (not relative, derivative, phenomenal, etc.).

n. anything that actually exists, or reality in general

(with the), adv. [Colloq, or Dial,], very. SYN. see

true.
re al (re'al; Sp. re-al'), n* [J. REALS (-ok); Sp. REALES
(re-a>les)], [Sp. & Port., lit., royal < L, reuilis; see

REGAL], 1. a former monetary unit and silver coin
of Spain, equal to about 12 1/2 cents: it is still used in

some Latin-American countries. & a former Spanish
monetary unit, equal to about one quarter of a peseta.

re-al (re-Si'), n. singular of rei*.
real-es-tate (rel'a-staV, re'dlHa-stSf), adj. having to
do with real estate or dealing in real estate.

real estate, 1. land, including the buildings or im-
provements on it and its natural assets, as minerals,

water, etc. 2. ownership of or property in land, etc.

realgar (ri-al'ge'r), n. [MB,; ML. realgar; ult < Ar.

rahj al-ghar < rahj* powder 4- aJ> tie + gh&r* a cave,
mine: so named because obtained by mining}, an
orange-red mineral, arsenic stdfide, with a resinous

luster, used for making fireworks.
re-al ism (re'al-iz'm), n* 1. a tendency to face facts
and be practical rather than imaginary or visionary.
2* in art & literature , the attempted picturing of people
and tilings as they really are; effort at faithful repro-
duction of nature : see also naturalism. 3. inphilosophyv
a) the doctrine tnat tiniversals have objective reality:

opposed to nominalism, b) the doctrine that nmterlal

objects xist in tiUeinselves, apart from the mind's
consciousness of them: opposed to idealism.

re al-let (ri'sWst), n. 1. a person concerned witk real

thing* and practical matters rather than those that
are imaginary or visionary. 2. a believer in or advocate
of realism. 3. an artist or write* whose work is char-
acterized by realism.

real-is-tic (reVlis'tik), adj. 1. of, having to do with,

or in the style of, realism or realists. 2. tending to facei. n. W. REALITIES (
;
tiz)l[Fr.

rUUIt; ML. reaUtds], 1. the quality or state of being

real. 2. a person or thing that is real; fact. 3. the

quality of being true to 12e; fidelity to nature. 4. m
philosophy, that which is real: see real, adj., sense 6.

be realised.
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re-aH'za-tion (re'sl-i-za'shan, re'al-i-za'snan), n. 1. a

realizing or being realized. 2. something realized.

real-ize (re'o-HzO, v.t. [REALIZED (-Kzd
7
), REALIZING],

[Fr. rtaliser}, 1. to make real: bring into being;

achieve. 2. to make appear real. 3. to understand

fully; apprehend: as, I realize the difficulties. 4. to

convert (assets, rights, etc.) into.money. 5. to gam;
obtain: as, the company realized a pront. q. to be

sold for; bring as profit: said of property. IM. to sell

property, a right, etc. for ready money. .

re-afty (re'al-f, rel'i), adv. 1. in reality; in fact;

actually. 2. indeed: as, really^ you mustn t say that.
. , ,

3. truly or genuinely: as, a really hot day.

), n. [M
.

ere; territory :
a
as, tne realm

,
.

realm (relm), n. [MB. reame, realme; OFr. reaume,

realme;U.\egallmen <L. regalis; see REGAL], 1.

"-"- ritor : as tne

zoology, a division of animals
ir geographical location,

H-tekO. n. [G.L practical
politics.olitics: usually a euphemism for power pot

,al-tor (re'sUSr, re^l-t6rO, n. realty + -or; coined

y C. N, Chadbourn of MinneaoohsL a real-estate

__ 2. a region
of thought. 3. wbotany
or plants accord

JRe^l*p
" "

politics
re-al-tor

by C. N, Chadbourn oi Minnea^ous..
broker who is a member of the National Association of

Real Estate Boards, .

re-al-ty (re'sl-ti), n. \yeal, adj. 4- -W * **** estate.

2. [Obs.], fidelity; honesty.
real wages, wages measured by how much they can

buy, rattier than by monetary value; cf . nominal wades,

ream (rem), n. [MB. rem; OFr. -*- ft^

, pi, [Colloq.], a great ai

v.r[prob. < MB. (South Eastern) remen;

AS. ryman, lit., to make roomy < base of rum: see

ROOM], 1, a) to enlarge (a note) in something, b) to

enlarge the bore of (a min). Often with out. 2, to

countersink or taper (a hole): with out. 3. to get rid

of (a defect) by reaming (with out). 4. to remove the

juice from (a lemon, orange, etc.).

ream;er (rem'Sr), n. a person or thing that reams;

specifically, a) a sharp-
edged tool for enlarg;'

or tapering holes, b) a
device for squeezing the

juice from lemons, oranges,
etc. c) an implement for

reaming pipe bowls.
re an i-mate (re"-an'9~

m&tO, v.t. 1, to animate
again; restore to life; re-

vive. 2, to restore spirit

to; give fresh courage, strf

re-an-1-ma-tion (iftanVn&'i
or being reanimated.

reap (r^), iU. M'&.ivpm, ripm;&B,
aim to Bng, ripe; IB. base ftffl^ < ^<f*to wr
pull out, read, seen atoo in AS. rifkr, siokK Eng.
ripple, to break flaxj, 1. to cut (gram) with a scythe*
sickle, or reaping machine. 2, to collect or gather (a

crop, harvest, etc.) by cutting. 3. to cut or harwt
gram from (afield). 4 to gain or obtain as the reward
of action, conduct, work, etc. iu 1 to *a$ gram,
a harvwt, etc, 2, to 1 swt? a return or reward,

reap-er (j^p%) n. [MB. r*p#; AS. ripml t a pwson
who reaps. 2. a reaping machine.
the (Otto) Reaper,<!%

reaping machine, a macwm OT
T
wpfag grato, often

with am apparatus that automatically expels bundles
of the cut grain.

rear (r%) it. piort for mftiwl ,1*

something: as, the rear of

portion WWW or at t&*
rear of tib fawxm 3* i^o part of an,
fart^wt away Iroin tibtt bttfli front:

iwy. o|t at, or in tfejermn a i^r*rvw
brlnft up the rear, to come at the end (of a procession) ;

rear (rtrf, .< [&L rrJf^ A& u

to ri$e; see Em3t 1, to mti tlt> wima, % to

buiM; erect 3. ,tp
4k to bring to
etc,; % toW

REAMERS

A, with straight fluting;
B, with spiral fluting

etc* to,

i) f ft, & reanimating

bade part of
he place or
waa at the

radopt
rcadoro
re-ally

reappearance
reap^lntment



rear admiral I2II rebus

the hind legs, as a horse. 2, to rise up in anger, etc.

(usually with up). 3. to rise high, as a mountain peak.
SYN. see lift.

rear admiral, a naval officer next in rank above a
captain and below a vice-admiral: abbreviated Rear
Adm., R.A. (as a title).

rear guard, in military science, a detachment of troops
to protect an army's rear.

re-arm (re-arm'), v.t. & vd. 1. to arm again. 2. to
arm with new or more effective weapons.

re-ar-ma-ment (re-arm's-mont), n. a rearming or being
rearmed.
rear-most (rer'mosr), adj. farthest in the rear; last.

re-ar-range (reVranj') , v.t. 1. to arrange again. 2. to

arrange in a different manner.
re-ar-range-ment (re'Q-ranj'mant), n. 1. a rear-

ranging or being rearranged. 2. a new arrangement.
3. in chemistry, a redistribution of atoms or atomic
groups within a molecule, forming the molecule of a
different substance.

rear sight, the sight on a firearm nearest the breech,
often with a movable part that can be adjusted to the
desired range of fire.

rear-ward (rer'w6rdO n* [ME. rerewarde; Anglo-Fr,
rerewarde; see REAR, n. & WARD (a guard) I 1. [Rare],
a position in the rear. 2. [Archaic], the rear (sense 3) .

rear-ward (r&r'werd), adj. [see -WARD], at, in, or toward
the rear. adv. backward; toward the rear.

rear-wards (r&r'w&rdz) , adv. rearward.
rea-son (re'z'n), n. [ME. raison; OFr. reson, raisun <
L, ratio, a reckoning, reason, plan < ratus, pp. of

reri, to think; IE. base *r$-, *r-, *ar-, to fit, join, seen
also in Eng. arm, L. ars, art], 1. an explanation or

justification of an act, idea, etc. 2. a cause; motive.
3. the ability to think, form judgments, draw con-
clusions, etc. 4. sound thought or judgment; good
sense. S. normal mental powers; a sound mind; sanity.
6. in logic, one of the premises of an argument, espe-
cially the minor, v.i. 1. to think coherently and
logically; draw inferences or conclusions from facts

known or assumed. 2. to argue or talk in a logical

way. v.t. 1. to analyze; think logically about; think
out systematically. 2. to argue; discuss. 3. to support,
justify, etc, with reasons. 4. to persuade or bring by
reasoning (with into or out of}, SYN. see cause, think.

bring to reason, to make reasonable.

by reason of, because of.

In reason, 1. justifiably. 2. reasonable.
out of all reason, unreasonable.
reason that, to conclude or infer that,
stand to reason, to be logical or reasonable.
with reason, justifiably; rightly.

rea-soti-a-bil-i^ty (rSVn-e-bil'o-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being reasonable; reasonableness,
rea-son a ble (r5'z

r
n--b1), ad}, [ME. rttisonable; QFr,

misonabk; L. raiiondbilis], L able to reason. 2.

amenably to reason; just* 3. not extreme; sensible;
sane, 4, not expensive, $W* see rational.

rea-son-a-bly (rWn*@-bli)* adv. 1. in a reasonable
manner, 2. to a reasonable degree.
rea-son ing (riVn-in). n. 1, tSe drawing of inferences
or conduEonit from known or assumed facts; use of

reason. 2. toe proofs or reasons resulting from this.

rea son-leas (rc'z'n-lis), adj. L not able to reason.
2. not reasonable: illogical or senseless.

re-as<8ur ance (re'o-shoor'ons), n. a reassuring or being
.

re-as-sure (reVahoor'), v.t. L to
anew* 2, t? reftore, 'to coa&wot* 3-. to
Re-au mur, $m4mgr (it'94nyoor) ft. [after

Rta-nmur, toe tovoator], a tteiteoweter which m
tha boilibg point oi water at SO and the freeing
point at <r. od(/. oC tbfe tbermoweter, Abbreviated R.,
Reaum.

R6<ftt*ttKurt Ito-nti Antolii Fw'd^mit dt (nwnf
'

' r' En. liV^myoorO*
and inventor,

Ito-nti An
trW 4*

83-1757; Ftandb j^y
imvf (riv) v.t miAVBp (riv$) or
(MB* rBfa*>w*,

>A& tti$mt ap| to G* rattai, to

roby for tip bae. we oij |Aretc]* to tak away
by violence: seize; bereave,
Mam, (ri>b>t aJtaqjtm wm: wb MM**.
re bap^tism (re'bap'tiz m), n. a rebaptizing or being

abattre; see ABATE], 1. a) to give back (part of an
amount paid), b) to make a deduction from (a bill).

2. [Rare], to reduce; lessen. 3. [Archaic], to make dull.

n. [Pr. rabat < the v.] 9 a deduction; return of part of
an amount paid, as for goods.

re-bate (raVit, re'bat), n. & v.t. [REBATED (-id), RE-
BATING], rabbet.

re-ba-to (rg-ba'to), n. a rabato.
re-bee (re'bek), n. [Fr.; altered (? after bee, beak) <
OPr. rebebe, rubebe (ME. ribibe) < AT. rabab], a stringed
musical instrument played with a bow, a kind of
violin used during the Middle Ages: also spelled rebeck.
Re-bec-ca (ri-bek's), [LL.; Gr. Rhebekka;tleb. ribbqah,
lit., noose], a feminine name: diminutives, Becky,
Reba. n. in the Bible, the wife of Isaac and mother
of Jacob and Esau: also spelled Rebekah.

reb-el (reb''l; for v., ri-bel'), n. [MR; OPr. rebelle: L.
rebellis, rebel, rebellious < rebellare; see the v.], a
person who openly resists authority or opposes any
control, adj. 1. rebellious. 2. of rebels. v.i [REB-
ELLED (-beld'), REBELLING], [ME. rebellen; OPr.
rebeller: L. rebellare,' re-, again H- bellare, to wage
war < bellum, war], 1. to resist authority, government,
etc. openly and by force. 2. to oppose any authority or
control. 3. to feel or show strong aversion: as, his
mind rebels at the prospect of such drudgery.
reb-el-dom (reb'l-dgm), n. [see -DOM], 1. any area
held by rebels. 2. rebels collectively. 3. the actions
and behavior of rebels.

rebel-lion (ri-bel'y9n), n. [ME. rebellioun; OFr.; L.
rebellio; see REBEL], 1, an act or state of armed, open
resistance to authority, government, etc. 2. a defiance
of or opposition to any control. 3. a rebelling.
SYN. rebellion implies organized, armed, open resistance to
the authority or government in power, and, when applied his-

torically, connotes failure (Shays' Rebellion)', revolution ap-
plies to a rebellion that succeeds in overthrowing an old gov-
ernment and establishing a new one (the American Revolution)
or to any movement that brings about a drastic change in so-

ciety (the Industrial Revolution) ;
insurrection suggests a less

extensive or less organized outbreak than rebellion (che Philip-
pine Insurrection) ; revolt stresses a casting off of allegiance or a
refusal to submit to established authority (the revolt of the an-

gels led by Lucifer) ; mutiny applies to a forcible revolt of sol-

diers, or especially sailors, against their officers (mutiny on the
Bounty) ; uprising is a simple, direct term for any outbreak
against; a government and applies to small, limited actions or to
initial indications of a general rebellion (local uprisings against
the Stamp Act).

re-bel-llous (ri-bel'yss), adj. 1. resisting authority;
engaged in rebellion. 2. of or like rebels or rebellion.
3. opposing any control; defiant. 4, in medicine,
difficult to treat; resisting cure: as, a rebellious growth.

re-birth (re'-burth/, re'burth'), n- 1. a new or second
birth. 2. a reawakening; renaissance; revival.

reb-o-ant (reb'6-snt), adj. [L, reboans, ppr. of reboare,
to resound, re-echo; re-, back + boare^ to bellow,
roar, cry aloud], [Poetic], loudly re-ecnolng.
re-born (r&-b6nr), adj. born again; having new Hfe,

spirit, etc.
re-bound (ri-bound'; for n., uwttUy rewound') , v.i,

[MB. rebounden, rebonmn; OPr. rebondif], 1* to bound
mck; spring back upon impact with something. 2.

Rare or Obs.], to re-echo; reverberate. 3. [Rare or

Obs,J, to leap; shoot up: as. his spirits rebounded,
v.t [Rare], I. to make bound or spring back. 2. to
return (a sound), fu a rebounding; recoil: sometimes
figurative* as, he married Jane on the rebound when
Betty jilted him.

[see BROADCAST], 1. to broadcast again, i. to broad-
cast (a program, etc. received in a relay system Iron
another station), .n* 1. a rebroadcasting. 2. a

program, etc* that is being or has been rebroadcast
re-buff (ri-buf'), n* [MFr. rebuff*; It. ribbufo, rabwfa <
rabuffar to disarrange < barufare, to scuffle < OHG.
biroufan, to tussle, pluck out], 1. an abrupt, blunt
refusal of offered aovice, help, etc. 2, any check or

repulse, v.t. t. to refuse bluntly; snub. 2. to check;
repulse. 3. IJtaph to blow or drive back.

rf^ijHQac (n^rok^t v.t. |RBBUKIEI> (-t^Eikt')f nBBUKiNGlt
fAn|3oni

l

y, retwkvr; OFr. robuMer; r<s back 4* fa*M@r*
buschier, to beat < busche, a tog; see AMBUSH], L to
address In sharp and severe disapproval; reprimand.
2, [Obs.], to force back; check, n* a sharp reprimand.

re-mis (rS'bos), it* [L., abl. pi. of res, & thing: lit,, by" "

so named because the meaning is indicated
rather than by words], a kind of puzzle
of pictures of objects, signs, etc* which by

reaacend
reassemble
reassembly

.'SBBSS.;'
1

,

rcattach
reattachment
rcattack
reattempt

reblossom
reboll

rebind

. ; ofl, ams f **,fl
<> In comply, u in fwus;

* M in <

duch. See pp. x~xii. | * hy



rebut 1212 receptacle
the sound of their names suggest words or phrases:
as, a picture of a bedspring followed by a picture of a
meadow is a rebus for Springfield.
re-but (ri-buf). v.t. {REBUTTED (-id), REBUTTING],
[MB. rebuten; Anglo-Fr. reboter; OFr. rebuter, rebouter

< re-, back + bouter, to push, thrust; see BUTT (to

thrust)], 1. to contradict, refute, or oppose, especially
in a formal manner by argument, proof, etc. 2, [Obs.J,
to force back; repel. SYN. see disprove.

re-but-tal (ri-but'l), n. a rebutting, especially in law.

re-but-ter (ri-but'er), n. 1. a person or thing that
rebuts. 2. [n. use of Anglo-Fr. reboter; see REBUT],
in law* a defendant's repty to a plaintiff's surrejoinder.

rec., 1. receipt. 2. received. 3. recipe. 4. record.
5. recorded. 6. recorder. 7. recording.

re-cal-ci'trance (ri-kal'si-trsns), n. 1. the quality or
state of being recalcitrant. 2. recalcitrant action or
conduct.

re-cal-ci'traii'Cy (xi-kal'si-tran-si), n. recalcitrance.
re-cal-ci-trant (ri-kal'si-trsnt) , adj. [L. recalcitrans,

ppr. of recalcitrare, to kick back ; re-, back -f- calcitrare,
to kick < calx, a heel], refusing to obey authority,
custom, regulation, etc.; stubbornly defiant, n. a
recalcitrant person. SYN. see unruly.

re-cal-ci-trate (ri-kal'si-trat') , v.i. [RECALCITRATED (-id) ,

RECALCITRATING], [L. recalcitrare; see RECALCITRANT],
to refuse to obey; be stubborn in opposition.

re-cal-ci-tra-tion (ri-kal'si-tra/shon), n. a recalcitrating.
re-ca-les-cence (re

/ka-les/'ns), n. [< L. recalescens, ppr.
of recalescere, to grow warm again; re~, again + ca-

lescere, to grow warm < calere, to be warm], a sudden
and temporary increase in glow and temperature of

hot iron or steel when it reaches a particular stage
in the cooling process.

re-ca-les-cent (re'k8-les
r
nt), adj. [L. recalescens],

having or showing recalescence.

re.caUT(ri-k61'; for n., usually re'kfcl'). v.t. 1. to call

back; bid return. 2. to remember. 3. to /take back;
cancel; annul; revoke; withdraw.

$
4. to bring^ack in

awareness or attention, as to the immediate situation.
5. [Poetic], to revive, n. 1. a recalling. 2. in military
science, a signal, as on a bugle, drum, etc., calling
soldiers back to camp or ranks. 3. in nautical usage,
a signal flag ordering a ship to return to a squadron.
4. in political science* the process of removing, or

right to remove, an official from office by popular vote.
SYN. see remember.

Re-camier, Jeanne Fran-coise Ju-lie A-d6-Ia-ide
(zhan fraVswaz' zhti'le' a'daOa'ed' ra'ka'mya'').(Mad-
ame Recamier; born Bernard), 1777-1849; French
social and literary leader.

re-cant (ri-kant'), v.t. [L. recantare; re~, back, again -f
cantare, freq. of canere, to sing] to withdraw or re-

nounce (beliefs, statements, etc. formerly held), es-

pecially in a formal or public manner. v.i. to make a
formal or public withdrawal or renunciation of beliefs,

statements, etc. formerly held.
re-can-ta-tion (re'kan-ta'shan), n. a recanting.
re-cap (re-kap'; also, and for n. always, re'kap'), v.t.

[RECAPPED (-kapf, -kaptO, RECAPPING], [re- + cap],
to cement, mold, and vulcanize a strip 01 rubber on
the outer surface of (a worn pneumatic tire), n. a
recapped tire. Cf. retread.

re-cap-1-tal-ize (re-kap'9-t'Hz') v.t. to capitalize again;
specifically, in commerce, to change tne capital or
capitalization of.

re-ca-pit'U-late (re'ko-pich'oo-lat'), u.i. A v.t. [RE-
CAPITULATED (-id), RECAPITULATING], [LL. recapitulare;
see RE- & CAPITULATE], to summarize; repeat briefly
or in outline. SYN. see repeat.

re-ca-pit-u-la-tion (m'ko-pich'oo-la'shon), n. [ME.
recapitalacion < OPr. or LL. ; QFr. recapttulation; LL.
recapitulatio], 1. a recapitulating. 2. a summary,
or brief restatement. 3. in biology, the repeating in am
individual's development, especially in the embryo,
of the evolutionary stages of the species. 4. in music,
reprise.

re-ca-nit-u-la-tive (rS'ko-pich/oo-la'tiv), adj. L of
recapitulation. 2. recapitulating.

re-ca-pit'U-Ia-to-ry (re^~pi<^oo49-t6r/i, re"'k9-pich'-
oo-!~to ri), adj. like or containing recapitulation

re-cap-ture (re-kap'cher), v.t. 1. to capture again;
retake; get back by capture; reacquire. 2. to get by
recapture (sense 2). 3. to remember, n. 1, a re-

capturing or being recaptured. 2. the taking by the
government of a fixed portion of all earnings exceeding
a certain percentage of property value. 3. that which
is recaptured.

re cast (rWcaat/, re*-ka*st'; for ., rFkast', re'kaW),
v.t. [RECAST, RECASTING], L to cast, or mold, again or
anew. 2. to improve the form of; reconstruct; as, lie

recast the sentence, 3. to calculate or count again.
4, to provide a, new cast for (a play), n. 1. a recasting.
2, a new farm produced by recasting,

reed*, recfdL received,
r'ceae (ti-Md'), *?*$* [RECEDED (-id), nBCKDOKd, [L.
rea-der?; .see RE- it CEDE), 1. to go or move back: as.

the high water receded. 2. to withdraw (usually with
from): as, he receded from his bargain. 3. to slope
backward. 4. to become more distant, and hence in-

distinct: as, memories of childhood recede.

re-cede (re'sed'), v.t. to cede back.

re-ceipt (ri-set'), n. [< ME. receite, with Renaissance
Latinate -p~ (cf. DECEIT, CONCEIT); OFr. recete; L.

recepta, fern, of receptus, pp. of recipere; see RECEIVE],
1. a recipe. 2. a receiving or being received. 3. a
written acknowledgment that something has

B
been

received, as goods, money, etc. 4. a) that which is

received. 6) pi. the amount received, v.t. 1. to mark
(a bill) paid. 2. to write a receipt for, as goods, etc.

v.i. to write a receipt. Abbreviated rcpt., rec., rect.

re-ceipt-or (ri-se'ter), n. a person who receipts; specifi-

cally, in law, a person who receipts as bailee for property
seized by the sheriff.

re-ceiv-a-bil*i-ty (ri-sev's-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
state of being receivable.

re-ceiv-a-ble (ri-sev's-b'l), adj. [ME. resceyuable; Anglo-
Fr.; OFr. recevable; also < receive H- -able], 1. that can
be received. 2. due; requiring payment. 3. suitable
for acceptance, n. pi. accounts or bills receivable.

re-ceive (ri-seV), v.t. [RECEIVED (-sevd') RECEIVING],
[ME. receiven; Anglo-Fr. receiwe; OFr. receivre, re-

cevoir; L. recipere < re-, back + cafere, to take], 1. to
take into one's possession (something given, offered,

sent, etc.); get; accept; acquire. 2. to encounter;
experience: as, sne received much acclaim. 3. to under-
go; submit to; suffer; have inflicted on one: as, he
received punishment. 4. to bear; take the effect or
force of: as, aU four wheels receive the weight equally.
5. to take from another by hearing or listening: as,
his confession was received by the priest. 6. to ap-
prehend mentally; get knowledge of or information
about; learn: as, they received the news. 7. to accept
mentally as authentic, valid, etc. 8. a) to let Center;
admit; hence, b) to have room for; hold; contain: as,
a cistern receives rain water, 9. to give admittance
to or greet (visitors, guests, etc.). v.i. 1. to get,
accept, take, or acquire something; be a recipient.
2. to receive guests or visitors; be a host, 3, in radio
& television, to convert incoming electromagnetic
waves into sound or lightj thus reproducing the sounds
or images being transmitted. 4. in religious usage,
to receive the Eucharist. 5. in tennis, etc., to return,
or prepare to return, a served ball; be the striker.

SYN. receive means to get by having something given, told,
absorbed, etc. and may or may not imply the consent of the
recipient (to receive a gift, a blow, etc.) ; accept means to re-

ceive willingly or favorably, but it sometimes comxotea acqui-
escence rather than explicit approval (he was accepted as a mem-
ber, to accept the inevitable) ; admit stresses permission or con-
cession on the part of the one that receives (I will not admit him
in my home) ; take, in this connection, means to accept some-
thing offered, presented, etc. (we can't take money from you).
ANT. give,

re-ceiv-er (ri-sev'eV), n* 1. a person who receives;
specifically, a) a person who officially receives money,
etc. for others; collector; treasurer. 6) a person who
knowingly receives stolen goods for gain or conceal-
ment; fence, c) in baseball, a catcher, rf) in tow* a person
appointed by a court to administer or hold to trust
property in bankruptcy or in a lawsuit. 2. a thing
that receives; specifically, a) a receptacle: especially,
in chemistry, a receptacle connected with a retort,
tube, etc., into which a distilled product passes. 6) an
apparatus or device for receiving electrical waves,
signals, etc. and converting tjiem Into sound or light,
as a radio or television receiving set* or that part of a
telephone which is held to the ear: see telephone, JEtis.

re celv-er ship (risBgv'&r-ship'), n. (see -SEBfJ, in taw,
1. the duties or office of a receiver, 2, the state of
being administered or held by a receiver*

receiving sat, ia radio & tdmsion* an apparatus for
converting incoming etectromagnetfo waves into sound
or light, thus reproducing the sounds of images being
transmitted ; receiver.

re-cei'cy (rfVn~i) is. [ML* r*<mt(al the quality or
state of being recent

re cen sion (ri-swa'shan), n. [< &r. or L.; Pr. recension;
L, recmsfa < recmsere; re~. again + censm* to value;
see CBNSUEBJ, t a revision of a text, based cm a
critical examination ofsourcm 2, a version so produced.

re-cent (riVnt), adf* {Fr, rfcmf < I* ream < r+ t

agatn -f- base wen alto in Or, Mmst i*0w] L done,
made, etc, jwt before the pwteui tteaijaoaem; new,
2. of a time just before tat pmaat 3.

designating or of the present epoch,
the close of the pleistocene,
the Recent, the Recent Epoch: see fteology,

re-cet*t'Iv CreVttMi), off*, at a ratat time;
re-ce|>t (rS'sept), n* [n*> again -f -a$l M
in psycMogy. a ps^ntal bonge lorwtd
sen.se impressions of the same or closely

from

recalculate
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used to contain or hold somethingyelse; container;
vessel. 2. in botany, the enlarged part of the stalk on
which the flower grows: also called torus.

re-cep'tl'biM'ty (ri-sep'ts-bil'a-ti), n the quality or
state of being receptible.

re-cep-d-ble (ri-sep/te-b'l), adj. [LL. receptiUlis < L.

receptus, pp. of recipere}, able to receive or be received.

re-cep'tion (ri-sep'sh9n), n. (MB. reception; OFr.; L.

receptio < pp. of recipere; Isee RECEIVE], 1. a receiving
or being received. 2. the manner of this: as, a very
hearty reception. 3. a social function, often formal, for
the receiving of guests. 4. the act of ^mentally accept-
ing or approving. 5. in radio & television, the manner
of receiving, with reference to the relative quality of

reproduction: as, the storm caused poor reception.

rC'cep-tion-ist (ri-sep'shon-ist), n. a person employed
in an office to receive callers, make appointments,
give information, etc.

reception room, a room in a house, office, etc. for

receiving visitors as they arrive.

re-cep-tive (ri-sep'tiv), adj. [ML, receptivus < L*

receptus; see RECEIPT], 1. receiving or tending to
receive, take in, admit, or contain. 2. inclined to the
favorable reception of a request, suggestion, etc. 3.

able or ready to receive new ideas, etc. 4. of reception
or receptors.

re-cep-ttv-i-ty (ri-sep'tiv's-ti, re'sep-tiv'o-ti), n. the

quality or state of being receptive.
re-cep-tor (ri-sep'tSr), n. [OFr. receptour; L. receptor <
receptus; see RECEIPT], 1. a receiver (in various
senses). 2. in physiology, a sense organ; nerve ending
specialized for the reception of stimuli

re-cess (rises' ; also, for n., esp. in sense ^3, re'ses),
n. [L. recessus, pp. of recedere; see RECEDE, v.i.], 1, a re-

ceding or hollow place, as in a surface, wall, etc.;
niche. 2, usually in pi, a secluded, withdrawn, or
inner place: as, subterranean recesses, the recesses of
the subconscious. 3. a) a temporary withdrawal from
or halting of work or business, as at school. 6) the
state or time of this: as, the court was in recess* 4. in

anatomy, a small cavity, hollow, indentation, etc. in
an organ or part, v.t. 1. to place or set in a recess.
2. to form a recess in. v.i. to take a recess,

re-ces sion (ri-sesh'en), n. [L, recessio < pip. of recedere;
see RECEDE, tu.J, 1. a going back or backward; reced-

ing
*

t
withdrawal. 2. the procession of the clergy and

choir from the chancel to the vestry at the end of the
service, 3. a receding part, as of a wall. 4. in economics,
a temporary falling off of business activity during a
period when such activity has been generally increasing,
as during that after a depression; cf. depression.

re-ces-flion (re"'sesh'n), n. (re- + cession], a ceding, or

giving, back, as to a former owner.
re-ces-sion-al (ri-sesh'on-'l) , adj. 1. of a recession.
2. [British], of a parliamentary recess, n* 1. a reces-
sional hymn. 2. music for such a hymn.

recessional hymn* a hymn sung at the end of a church
service during the recession (sense 2).

recessive (ri-ses'iv), adj. (< L. recessus (see RECESS);
+ -iw], I, receding or tending to recede. 2. tending
to move from the last toward the first syllable of a
word: said of stress, or accent, 3, in genetics, designat-

ing or relating to that one of any pair of opposite
Mendelian characters which, "when factors for both
are present in the germ plasm* remains latent: opposed
to dominant, n* in Rc,netics,\ 1. a recessive character
or factor. 2. an organism having such characters.

re-diarg (rl~cMrf : /or M,, rl'cMrf)* v.t* A vJ* to
(in vadwis senses), n. a recharging.
rawrflO* ** &* iwdRAWfit T-flOJ.

of rWtawfftir, to warm ow < fl- an *f

tchaHjfer, to toot < tL **KHtof0n < L. *s Intern
4-

*calffare; see CHAFK}, 1. & dish of left-over food
reheated. 2. any used or old material, especially
literary material worked tm in ft new form; rehash.

r%dbr*dl4 fai*meWA> w-ihlr'sMO, fy (%*, PP*
of rechercher; see RKSKAKCH], I* otwht out with care;
rare- choice; uncommon. 2. having refmemcint or
studied elegance; hence, 3. too refined; too studied.

re cid-i-vlsm (ri-Rid^-viz'm), n. [< L. rtcidhws <
to fall bt01c < i*v back f cai, to felt; *f

or oteoofc tti!i*$te qr tendency to e-

ntisocial behavior patterns. <

,

n. (Fr. rtcidivistt), a person

scription. 3. a list of materials and directions for

preparing a dish or drink; receipt. 4. anything pro-
posed as a remedy, for doing something, or for pro-
ducing a desired result. Abbreviated R.% r., rc.

re-cip-I-ence (ri-sip'i-9ns), n. 1. a receiving. 2. the
condition of beinjg recipient; receptiveness.

re-cip-i-cn-cy (ri-sip'i-on-si),
w* recipience.

re-cip-i-ent (ri-sip'i-ont), n. [< L. recipiens, ppr. of

recipere; see RECEIVE], a person or thing that receives.

adj. receiving, or ready, willing, or able to receive.

re-ciij-ro-cal (ri-sip'rs-k'l), aaj. [< L. reciprocus, re-

turning, reciprocal (cf. re, back & pro, forward); -f

-al], I. done, felt, given, etc. in return: as, reciprocal
tolerance. 2. on both sides; each to the other; mutual:
as, they felt a reciprocal affection. 3. corresponding
but reversed or inverted. 4. corresponding; equivalent
or interchangeable; complementary. 5 in grammar,

1 a) expressing mutual action or relation: as, each other is

a reciprocal pronoun, fc) formerly, reflexive. 6. in

mathematics, of the reciprocals of quantities, or their
relations, n. 1. anything that has a reciprocal action
on or relation to another: complement, counterpart,
equivalent, etc. 2. in mathematics, the quantity (with
reference to a given quantity) resulting from the
division of 1 by the given quantity: as, the reciprocal
of 7 is 1/7. SYN. see mutual.

re-cip-ro-caM-ty (ri-sip'ra-kalVti), n. the condition or
quality of being reciprocal.

re-cip-ro-cate (n-sip'ra-kat')t v.t. [RECIPROCATED (-id),
RECIPROCATING], [< L. reaprocatus, pp. of reciprocare
< reciprocus; see RECIPROCAL], 1. to cause to move
alternately back and forth. 2. to give and get, do,
feel, etc. reciprocally; interchange: as, they reciprocate
enmity. 3. to give, do, feel, etc. in return; return in
kind or degree: as, we reciprocate her affection. 4.

[Rare], to make correspondent or equivalent, f.f.

1. to move alternately oack and forth; interchange
position, 2. to give and get reciprocally; interchange.
3, to make some sort of return for something done,
given, etc. 4, to be correspondent or equivalent.

reciprocating engine, any engine in which the cistons
move back and forth in a straight line in the cylinders:
distinguished from rotary engine*

re-cip-rO'Ca*tion (ri-sip'ro-ka'shan), n, [I/, redprocatio],
the act or fact or reciprocating (in various senses).

re'dp-ro-ca-tive (ri-sip'ra-kS'tiv), adj. 1. reciprocating
or tending to reciprocate* 2. characterized by re-

ciprocation.
re-dp-ro-ca'tor (ri-sip'ra-ka't&r), n. a person or thing
that reciprocates.

re-ci-proc-i-ty (res'e-pros'a-ti), n, [Fr. reciprocity], 1.

reciprocal state or relationship; mutual action, de-

pendence, etc. 2. a reciprocating; interchange; mutmal
exchange; especially, exchange of special privileges
between two countries, to the advantage of both, as
mutual reduction of tariffs.

re-cl-sion (ri-sizh'9n) n. a rescinding, or annulling.
re-dtal (ri-si'tl), n. [< redte + -al\, 1. a reomnizj
specifically, a telling of facts, events, etc. in detail.

2 what is so told; account* story, or description* 3. a
detailed statement, as of facts or events* 4 a musical
program given by a soloist, soloists, or small ensemble.

rec-fta-tion (res'a-ta'shan), n. [L. reciiaiio], L a
reciting, as of facts, events, etc* ; recital 2. an account,
story, etc. 3. a) the speaking aloud in public of some-
thing memorised, b) a piece of prose or verse so memo-
rized and spoken. 4. a) a reciting by pupils of answers
to questions on a prepared lesson, etc. o) a class meeting
or period in which this occurs.

rec I ta tive (res'9-trtiv. n-s!tVtiv), adj [< recitq 4-

-alive], reciting; of, or having the nature of. recital,
as of facts, events, eta

reci-ta-tive (rotVfe-teV), n* [It reeUatiw < L,
redlare; see RKCITK], in music, 1. a type of declama-
tory singing, free in rhythm and tempo, used in the
prose parts and dialogue of operas and oratorios* 2* a
work or passage in this style. 3. mutuc for mieh
passLges. adf/. having the nature, or in the style or
manner, of recitative or declamation. Abbreviated reclt.

re*cn ovwf
>, #. IEBCIXBI> v-iq/ RBCITI _.,

r&citer; L. redtare; see RK- & CITE], 1* to repeat or

speak aloud from or as from memory, especially in a
formal way, as lessons In class or' a poem, speech, etc.

before an audience. 2* to tell in detail; give an account
of; narrate; relate. 3. to enumerate, IM* L to repeat

'

speak aloud something memorized. X to recite a
i of part of a lesson before & teacher; answer ques-

'-, claw,
/T

OHd *&mwms base In rdbi*f riElf
1. to have care or concern (for) or take

, ^^,i as, Im rwcks not of tb mm, |* to sccm
Of be of concern; matter (to); as, it recks mm not.
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reck-less (reklis), adj. [ME. reckeles, AS. reccekas;
see RECK & -LESS], 1. careless; heedless. 2. not
regarding consequences'.headlong and irresponsible.
reck-on (rek'an), v.t. [ME), rekkenen, etc.; AS. -recenian;
akin to G. rechnen, to count

j
IE. base *r&"|-, to stretch

up, extend, etc., seen also m L. rigere, to stiffen (cf.

RIGOR, RIGID) ; cf. REACIJ, RIGHT; basic sense "to bring
together**], 1. to count; figure up: compute. 2. to
consider as; regard as being: as, I reckon him an enemy.
3. to judge; consider; estimate. 4. [Colloq. or Dial],
to think; suppose, v.i. 1. to count up; figure. 2. to

depend; rely (with on). SYN. see calculate, rely.
reckon with, 1. to balance or settle accounts with.
2. to take into consideration.

reck*on*er (rek'sn-Sr) , n. a person or thing that reckons ;

especially, a book of mathematical tables, etc, (ready

reckoner) for help in calculating,
reck-on-ing (rek'sn-irj), n, I. the act of one who
reckons: count or computation; hence, 2, a measuring
of possibilities for the future; calculated guess. 3. a)
the settlement of an account. &) the settlement of
rewards or penalties for any action. 4. a bill, as at an
inn. 5. in nautical usage, a) the determination of
the position of a ship, b) the position so determined.
See dead reckoning.
day of reckoning, 1. a time when accounts must be
settled: hence, 2. the Last Judgment.

re-claim (ri-klam'), v.t, [ME. redaimen; OFr. reclamer;
L. reclamare; see RE- & CLAIM], 1. to rescue or bring
back (a person or people) from error, vice, savagery,
etc. to ways of living or thinking regarded as right;
reform. 2. to make (wasteland, desert, etc,) capable
of being cultivated or lived on, as by filling, ditching,
or irrigating. 3. to obtain (useful materials, etc.) from
waste products. 4. [Obs,], to tarne, subdue, as a hawk.
v.L [Obs.], to exclaim, as in protest, n. reclamation:
as, he's past reclaim. SYN. see recover.

re-claim (re'klam'), v.t. to claim back; demand the
return or restoration of; try to get back.
re-claim-ant (ri-klam/ont), n. a person who reclaims.
rec la-ma-tion (rek'b-ma'shan), n. [Pr. reclamation;
L. reclamatio], 1. a reclaiming or being reclaimed;
recovery or restoration to a better or useful state

;
as

of wasteland, desert, etc. by ditching, filling,
or irri-

gating. 2. the process or industry of obtaining useful
materials from waste products.
JrS-clame (rS'klamO, n. [Pr. < rldamer; see RECLAIM],
1. publicity. 2. a seeking for publicity.

re-cHne (ri-kEn'), v.t, [RECLINED (-kKnd'), RECLINING],
[ME. reclynen; L. reclinare; re~, back -f cUnare, to
2an], to lay back; cause to lean or lie back or down.

v.i. to He back or down; lean back; rest or repose lying
down (often with on or upon).

re-cluse (ri-kloos'; for n., usually reklpos), adj. [ME.
& OFr. reclus < L. reclusus (for n., via ML.), pp. of
recludere, to shut off < re-, back + claudere, to shut,
close], shut away from the world; secluded; solitary.
n. 1. a person who lives apart from the world for
religious contemplation; anchorite or anchoress. 2. a
person who lives a secluded, solitary life.

re clu sion (ri-klop'zhsn), n. 1. the condition or fact
of becoming or being a recluse. 2. the condition or fact
of being in solitary confinement.

re-clu-sive (ri-kloo'siv), adj. 1. giving recluslon* 2*
living in reclttsion; recluse.

rec ogni-tion (rek'g-nish'on), iu [Pr. recognition; L.
recognitio < recognitus, pp. of recognoscere; see RB
COGNIZANCE], 1. a recognizing or being recognized;
acknowledgment; admission, as of a fact; acknowledg-
ment and approval, gratitude, etc.; as, in recognition
of your^services. 2. formal acceptance by a government
of the independence and sovereignty of a state newly
created, as by secession, or of a government newly
set up, as by revolution, in another state. 3. identi-
fication of something as having been known before
or as being of a certain kind; identification of a person
as being known to one; hence, 4. notice, as in passing;
greeting; salutation,

re-co$-m"to*ry <(ri-kog'n9-t$r'i> ri-kog
/
n9-t5'ri), adj*

having to do with recognition, or acknowledgment.
rec-og-niz-a ble (rek'og-nizVbl), adj. that can be
recognized.

rec-og-niz a bly (rek'og-mVa-bH), adv. L in a recog-
nimble manner. 2. to a recognizable degree or extent.

re-cog nl-zance (ri-kog'ni-zons, ri-kon'i-asm), n. [ME.
recmisstmcc; OFr. reconveyance* ww&msmnM <
recomtofotant, ppr. of reconoistre < L. recagnmcere, to
recall to mind; re-, again -, &mtmH, to know; see
COGNITION), 1. in law, a) a txtad or obligation of record
entered into before a court or magistrate, binding a
person to ao or not do something, IMS in court w a
certain time, etc, d) a sum of money pletod and
sublet to forfeit if this obligation fc art ndfiOtiL
2, recxmiition. 3. (Ob.), a symbol, token, or badge,

iWJ*o^*iwbB tk'9g~iil0ff v.t. {RBOOCSHMSBI& '{frfiw),
(back-formatiott < r^j^mmmjT^ L

to know again: identify as known before, or as the
same as that known; hence, 2. to know by some
detail, as of appearance: as, recognize dachshunds by
their short legs; hence, 3. to perceive; identify: as,

recognize the omens of defeat. 4. to acknowledge the
existence, validity, or genuineness of: as, recognize a
claim. 5. to accept as a fact; admit; accept: as,

recognize defeat. 6. to acknowledge as worthy of

appreciation or approval: as, recognize devotion. 7.

to acknowledge the legal standing of, as a govern-
ment
into

(a person)
right of speaking in a meeting, assembly, etc.

rec*og-niz-er (rek'ag-m'ze'r), n. a person who recognizes.

re-cog-ni-zor (ri-kog'ni-z6r', ri-kon'i-z6r') n, in law,
a person who enters into a recognizance.

re-coil (ri-koil';/or n. I, ofweapons, &> 3, usually re'koil') ,

v.L [ME. recoilen; OFr. reculer < L. re-, back 4-

culus, the buttocks], 1. to retreat; draw back, fall

back, or stagger back. 2. to start or shrink back,
as in fear, surprise, disgust, etc. 3. to fly back when
released, as a spring, or kick back when fired, as a
gun. 4. to return to or as to the starting point or

source; react (with on or upon); as, our acts recoil

upon ourselves, n. 1. a recoiling. 2. the state of

having recoiled; reaction. 3. the distance through
which a gun, spring, etc. recoils.

SYN. recoil implies a startled reaction or movement in fear,

surprise, disgust, etc. (she recoiled in horror) ; shrink implies a
drawing back, literally or figuratively, from that which is dis-

tressing, terrifying, etc. (she shrank from telling him) ; flinch

implies a show of weakness or faintheartedness in shrinking
from anything difficult, dangerous, or painful (he will not jWnch
from duty); wince suggests an involuntary manifestation of

pain or distress, as by facial distortion (she winced at the blow) ;

quail suggests a cowering abjectly in the face of anything that
menaces one (he guaUed as the bully approached).

re-coil (re'koil') , v.t. & v.L to coil anew or again,
re-coin (re^koinOi v.t. to coin anew or again.
re-coin-age (re-koin'ij), n, [see -AGE], 1. a recoining.
2. something recoined.

rec-oHect (rekVlektOt v*t. [< L. recollectus; see next

entry], 1. to call back to mind; recall; remember,
especially with some effort. 2, to recall to (oneself)
something temporarily forgotten: as, "Now I knowr
he exclaimed, recollecting himself. Cf , re-collect, 2&, vd.
to have a recollection; remember. SYN. see remember.

re-col4ect (re'k94ekt')t v.L [orig. < L. recoUectus, pp.
of recolligere (see RE- & COLLECT); later felt as < rc

+ collect], 1. to gather together again (what has been
scattered). 2. a) to collect or rally (one's thoughts,
strength, courage, etc.). &) to recover or compose
(oneself): in this sense sometimes written recollect,

rec-ol lec-tion (rek'a-lek'shen), n. [Pr. recollection; ML.
recollectio], 1. the act or power of recollecting, or

calling back to mind; remembrance. 2. what 1$ rec-
ollected: as, recollections of youth. SYN. see memory.

rec-oMec-tive (rekVlek'tiv), adj. of or characterized
by recoEection.
re-com-mence (rS'kQHmensO* v.t. A vjf, [Pr ream*
mencer]> to commence, or begin, again or anew*

re-corn mence-ment (rS'ko-naWfi'miont), n. a recom-
mencing or being it^ommencdu.
recommend (reiVmeaelOt v.t [ME. nc&mmdm;
ML/, recomtnenwe; see RB* & COMMEND], 1. to give
in charge or care; commit; entrust; as. I rewmmmd
him to your care, 2. to name or speak of favorably
as sdtoA lor some use, wotiom, position, etc,: as,
recommend a book. 3. to make acceptable or pleasing:
as, his diligence recommend him. 4. to advise; counsel :

as, recommend that something be dom
rec om men-da-tion (rek'9-mj-dI'sJbw)t flu *|ME.
recomendacion; ML. recammendalio], L a recom-
mending; calling attention to a person or thing as
ndted foir some purpose* 2* amytwpg tot woom*
mends; specifically, a letter recommending a perton

d4{reO* <x$ t reowimiwi
m<Knd 2. ibifcving to natttro <

re-com mit (ri'to^misO* *t L to ommtl
%. to *im to a pmjw1to% as a quwstaon*
iv*cgi&iKii*!nc^4;^^ n. a m
or

w&y
2. to make repayment
as a loss. n. 1.

thi,_
or rwafd X, something ^m Or i
for a loss, injury, etc.; compensation.

reclaap
reclaeslfy rcciothe
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rek'an-sil'i-o-

re-com-pose (re'kam-poz'), v.t. 1. to compose again;
rearrange, recombine, car reconstitute. 2. to restore

to composure. .

re-cora-po-si'tion (re'kom-pa-zish'on), n. a recomposmg
or being recomposed.

rec'Oncil'a*btt-i'ty (rek'sn-sil'a-bii'a-ti), n. the quality
or condition of being reconcilable.

rec-on-cil-a-ble (rek'an~sil'a-b'l, rek'on-sil'9-bl), adj.
that can be reconciled.

rec-on-cil*a-bly (rek'an-sil'o-bH, rek'sn-silVbli)/ adv.

in a reconcilable manner: so as to be reconcilable.

rec-on-cile (rek'sn-sll'), vt. [RECONCILED (-sildQ, REC-
ONCILING], [ME. reconsilen, OFr. reconciler; L. rec-

onciliare; see RE- & CONCILIATE], 1. to make friendly

again or win over to a friendly attitude. 2. to settle

(a quarrel, etc.) or compose (a difference, etc.). 3. to
make (arguments, ideas, texts, etc.) consistent, com-
patible, etc. ; bring into harmony, 4. to make content,
submissive, or acquiescent (to): as. we became rec-

onciled to our lot.

rec-on-cile-ment (rek'an-sirmsnt, rek'sn-sil'mant), n.

reconciliation.

rec-on<ciMa'tiqn (rek'an-sil'i-a'shan), tt a reconciling
or being reconciled (in various senses).

re-ccm'Cll'i'a'to-ry; (rek'9n-sil'i-9-t6r'i,
to'ri), adj. reconciling or tending to reconcile.

rec-on-dite (rek'an-dit', ri-kon'tiit), adj. [L, reconditus,

pp. of recondere, to put back, hide; r-, back -f- condere,
to put together, store up, hide; cow-, together -f -dere

< IE. base *dh$, seen also in L. facere, to do (cf.

FACT, DO)], 1, beyond the grasp of the ordinary mind
or understanding; profound; abstruse. 2. dealing with
abstruse or difficult subjects. 3. obscure; concealed.

re-con-di-tlon (re'kan-dish'on), v.t. to put back in

good condition by cleaning, patching, repairing, etc.

re-con-nais-sance, re-con-nois-sauce (ri-kon's-sons),
TI. [Fr., earlier reconnaissance; see RECOGNIZANCE], 1.

in military science, the act or process of obtaining in-

formation about an enemy area, the troops in it, etc.,

by examination or survey. 2, a survey of a region
for some other purpose, as, in engineering, to prepare
for triangulation, or, in geology* to learn its features,

reconnoi ter (rekVnoi'ter, r'k*-nol'ter), v.L [Fr.
reconnoitre, old fortn of reconnaMref OFr. reconoistre;
see RECOGNIZANCE], 1. in military science, to inspect
or survey (an enemy position, etc.). 2. to make an
examination or survey of (an area, region, etc.);
hence, 3. to survey; examine; explore, v.i. to make
a reconnaissance, Also spelled reconnoitre.

rec on-noi-ter ert (rek'o-noi'tgr-Sr, r5
/3c9oi'tefr-8r), n.

a person who reconnoiters.
rec on-noi-tre (rekVnoi'ter, Wko-nm'ter), v.t* & vd.

[lECONNOiniED (-te>d), EECONNOITEKWS], to reconnoiter.
rec-on-noi-trer (rek'a-noi'treV. re'ke-noi'trgr), n. a
reconnoiterer.

re-con sld-er (rS'ksn-sid'Sr), v.t, 1, to consider again;
think over, 2. to think or argue over again with a
view to changing a decision, 3, to take up again in a
meeting (a matter discussed before and settled). v.i.

to reconsider a matter*
re-con-eld-er-a-tion (re'kan-sidVra'shon), n. a re-

considering or being_ reconsidered,

re-con-slgn-ment (re'kon-sin'rngnt),

signing again or anew. 2. in cot

(made in transit) in the route, d
iiignee a indicated In the original

rc-con-struct (re'kan-strukt')* v.t.

again; rebuild; make over, 2. to5

1

" '

parti and other evidence, an
j was in Uf original Mid cc

re-con-struc-tion (re'k&n-stnik'fthan;

n. 1. a eon-
'ce, a change
itfon, or con-
of lading,
to construct
tip frotp re-

what

it*

form.
1. a recon-

pxp. sitter tot Civil
iithern States which had

-'-iLa-raj YIP-- **** *& f* ""k^ W -^
period of tnli (IS

re*con-struc tlve
or tending to

1. a reconverting or" *

| (of
"

-*
re-o>n-vcrt

T_ ,

(

. ^ as '|p ft

cmf 55" 57 to 'Mif% w'jMS*io^ir

r

I

re con-vey (rl'kon-vEO, v.t. T convey again or back,
* to T-^ HT- f - amm *. -J^., -.id*.jMJMi M

i IK., ft rec^HHvey*nflt or

re-cord (ri-k6rd'; for n. & adj., rek'grd), v.t. [ME.
recorden; OFr. recorder; L. recordari, to call to mind,
remember < re- t again -J-

cor, cordis, heart, mind],
L to set down, as in writing; preserve an account of:

as, record the day's events. 2. to register in some
permanent form, as on a graph or chart, an indication
of (a motion or event) as it occurs: as, a seismograph
records earthquakes. 3. to serve as evidence of; tell

of: as, the marks on the houses record the height of
the flood waters. 4, a) to transform (sound) by
electrical or mechanical means and register it in some
permanent form, as the grooved track of a phonograph
record, the magnetization of fine wire, etc., so that it

can be reproduced at will by a reverse process, b) to

register thus the performance of (a singer, orchestra,
piece of music, etc.). S. to show; indicate. 6. to set
down or have set down in a register: as, record a vote.
v.i, 1. to record something. 2. to admit of being
recorded, n. [ME.; OFr. < the v.] t 1. a recording
or being recorded *

t preservation in or as in writing.
2. anything that is written down and preserved as

evidence; account of events; anything that serves
as evidence of an event, etc. 3. anything that the
written evidence is put on or in, as a register, monu-
ment, etc. 4. an official written report of public
proceedings, as in a legislature or court of law; docu-
ments preserved as evidence of proceedings, as of
court. 5. the known or recorded facts about anything,
as about conduct, performance, one's career, etc. 6. a
flat disk, cylinder, paper roll, etc. on which sound
has been recorded. 7. the best performance, as the
highest speed, greatest amount, highest rate, etc.,

reached and publicly recorded, adj. making a record:

being the largest, fastest, etc. of its kind: as, a record

audience, record crop. Abbreviated rec.

break a record, to excel the best previous performance.
go on record, to state one's opinions publicly.
off the record, not for publication.
on record, recorded: publicly declared.

re cord-er (ri-k6r'dSr), n. [ME, & Anglo-Fr. recordow].
1, an officer appointed or elected to keep records of
deeds or other official papers. 2. in some cities, a
judge who has the same criminal jurisdiction as a
police judge. 3. a) a machine that records, o) the part
of a machine that records what goes on in the rest

of the machine. 4. an early form of flute, with eight
finger holes and a flpple, held straight up and down
when played. 5, one who records. Abbreviated rec.

re cord-er ship (ri-kdr'dSr-shipOt [see -SHIP,] the

position or term of office of a recorder.
record ing (ri'-kdrMin), adj* that records, n. 1. the
act of one that records. 2. what is recorded, as on a
phonograph, record, 3, the record itself. 4, the
registering of sound, as on a phonograph record,
with reference to the relative quality of reproduction
afforded. Abbreviated rec.

re-count (ri-kount'), v.t. [Late MB, recwnten; Anglp-
Fr. rcconter; see RE- & COUNT, v.], 1. to tell in detail;

give an account of; relate; narrate. 2. to tell in order
or one by one : as; she recounted her sins. SYN. see teU.

re-count (rS'kount'; for n,* r$%ownt', rS-kountO. v.t.

to count again, n. a second or additional count* as of
votes: also written recount.

re count al (ri~koun'tl), n. a recounting.
v.t [Fr. rrecoup (ri*kWpO, w4. pfr. recouPer; re- t again +

couper, to cut; a. COUP), 1 to fit back an equivalent
for; nke w fors as, recoup a losfc, 2. to pay back:
reimburse. 3. in law, to deduct or hold back (a part of

what is due), having some reasonable claim to do so.

n* a recouping. -~~&WN, see recover*

re-coup-ment (ri-kfiSp'mont), n. 1, a recouping or

being recouped 2. something recouped,
iWc5B* (rrkto, rMfltaOt w [MB. & OFr. ro)nf;f
< jL r<f#iMf a running baok; see RK- & OOUR8B]
L & turning or seeking for aid, protection, safety, etc.:

as, he had recourse to the law. 2. that to which one
turns sSSdng aid, safety, eta: as,, his one rewwm was
tbe law. 3, iObs,l acctw; admissiori (to a pencm),
4 In mmmr^ & tow, t)b right to demand *yi*&t
from m wtier or endorser

,ol
a contt^rcW ^pef

as a toffi of exchange: ufually in without row f

without obligation to pay (added bv tto wdw to
a but of esi&ge to protect himself from liability),

r*W* (^Jmirlir)* *<* [MB. r^wri; OFr. r

L. recupfrare; tee RECUPERATE], 1. to get back '

ifef to^ stofan, etc.); regain (bemlfcfe, oontoto*

c.)T 2. to compensate for; make up lor; m* recover
'

, to f4 back lor (ooteM)4
a tat of lrolf

pod-
1

physical or mental health, etc.: as* m
rmmrgai ^ufckly to the hospital 4 to <mWi

secratlon
r^conslgn
reconnolWate
reconsolidadon

k (A *tt ttfc f^tfirs

*
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or save (oneself) from a slip, stumble, betrayal of

feeling, tactless remark, etc. 5. to reclaim, as land
from the sea, useful substances from waste, or a person
from a bad state. 6. in law, to get or get back by
final judgment in a court: as, recover damages, recover

judgment against someone. 7. in sports, to get back
to (a position, as of guard, balance, or readiness), v.i.

1. to get well again. 2. to catch or save oneself from
a sHp, stumble, self-betrayal, etc. 3. in law, to succeed
in a claim; receive judgment in one's favor. 4. in

sports, to get back to a position of guard, readiness,

etc., as after a lunge in fencing or a stroke in rowing.
SYW. recover implies a finding or getting back something
that one has lost in any manner (to recover stolen property, one's

self-possession, etc.); regain more strongly stresses a winning
back of something that has been taken from one (to regain a

military objective) ; retrieve suggests diligent effort in regaining

something (he ws& determined to retrieve his honor); recoup
implies recovery of an equivalent in compensation (I tried to

recoup my losses) ; reclaim implies recovery or restoration to a
better or useful state (to reclaim wasteland).

re~cov-er (re'kuv'Sr), v.t. to cover again or anew,

re-cov-er-y (ri-kuy'er-i), n. [pi RECOVERIES (-iz)],

[Anglo-Fr. recoverie], 1. a recovering, getting back,
regaining, or reclaiming. 2> a getting well again, coming
or bringing back to consciousness, revival of a person
from weakness, etc. 3. a regaining of balance, of former

position or condition, etc. ; return to soundness, 4. the
time needed for recovering. .5. the thing or amount
gained in recovering. 6. in sports, a return to a position
of guard, readiness, etc., as after a lunge in fencing or

a stroke in rowing
rec-re-ance (rek'ri-ans), n. recreancy.
rec're*an-cy (rek'ri-an-si), n.

[f>L
RECREANCIES (-siz)j,

[< recreant], 1. a cowardly giving up; cowardice. 2.

an abject failure to keep faith; treason or disloyalty.

rec-re-ant (rek'ri-snt), adj. [ME.; OFr., ppr. of recreire,

to surrender allegiance; ML. recredere, to give in or up;
L. re-, back, again 4- credere, to believe], 1. a) crying
for mercy; hence, b) cowardly; craven. 2. failing to

i keep faith; disloyal; traitorous; apostate, n. I. a

coward; craven. 2. a disloyal person; traitor.

rec-re-ate (rek'ri-af), v.t. [RECREATED (-id), RECRE-

ATIN^J, [< L. recreatus, pp. of recreate, to restore,

refresh, create anew; see RE- & CREATED to put fresh

life iiito; refresh or restore in body or mind, especially
after worki by some form of play, amttsemewt, or
relaxation. v4. to take recreation.

.

or mind, as after work, by some form of play, amuse-
ment, or relaxation. 2. any form of play, amusement,
or relaxation used for this purpose, as games, sports,
hobbies, reading, walking, etc.

re-cre-a-tion (re'kri-a'shsn), n. 1. a re-creating or

being re-created. 2. something re-created.
recreational (rek/ri-a'shsn-l), adj. of, having the
nature of, or providing recreation.

recreation room, a room, as in the basement of a
home, equipped for amusement and relaxation.

re*crea-tive (rek'ri-a'tiv), adj. providing, or serving
as, recreation.

rec-re-ment (rek'rs-mant), n. [< Fr. or L*; Fr. rtr

crtment; L. recrementum < res back 4- cewnere, to
separate], 1. the worthless part of anything; waste;
dross. 2. in physiology, any substance, as saliva,

secreted in the bodyby a gland, etc. and then reaBsorbed
into the blood.

rec-re-men-tal (rek'ra-men'tl), adj. off or having the
nature of, recrement.

re-crim-i-nate (ri-krim'o-nStOr v*i* [RECRIMINATED
(-id), RECRIMINATING], [< ML. recrimtnatns; see R-
& CRIMINATE], to reply to an accusation by accusing,
or charging some fault, in return.

re crim-i-na tion (ri-kdrnVna'shen), n. [ML. rwri-
minatio], 1. a recriminating: accusation in return, 2. a
cotmteraccusation; ooimtercnarge.
re-crim i na-tive (ri-Wkn's-^a'trv), adj. recriminatory.

,

riX adj. 1. recrinoinatdnif. 2. o t having the nature
of, or involving recriiniiiaiioti.

rec room (rek), [ColloqJ, a recreatioji room.
re-cru desce (re^ro^-desO, & [iffletopiscED (-4estO,
RECRUDESCiNGj, [L. recrudescere; re~t again -j- crudescere,
to become harsh or raw < cmdm* raw, crude), to break
out afresh after a period of latency or relative in-

activity; become active again, as a disease.
re-cru-dee cence (rc'kroo-des^ns), n. J< recrudcsceni],
' a breaking out afresh; renewal tot mdMsfr *

'

-

r*ra*deexttft*cy (ri
/kr6o-des/tnH^>f it* *ec<lBfitm

re-cru-des cent (ri'krdo-des^nt), adj. \L* recrudescens,

pp%J reoiidesomg; breaking out afrewL <i-', "i -

recruit (ri-kr6W) -* fFr, recmfar
Ht. twwgrowA < rwrtf, pp. of ro
< L. re-, again -f crtscert, to grow* increase], 1. to
misse r fttmgthen (an army, navy, ftov

personnel 2. to enlist (personnel) into an army or

navy. 3. to enlist (new members) for a party, organi-

zation, etc. 4. [Kare], to increase, strengthen, or

maintain by supplying anew. 5. to revive or restore,

as health, strength, etc. tu. 1. to enlist new personnel
for a military force. 2. to get new supplies of some-

thing, as in replacement. 3. to regain health, strength,
etc. Ti. 1. a recently enlisted soldier, sailor, etc.; spe-

cifically, in the United States Army, formerly, the

seventh, or lowest, grade of enlisted man (now^mate).
2. a new member of any group, body, or organization.

re-croit-nieiit (ri-krSot'mant), n. a recruiting or being
recruited.
Rec, Sec., rec. sec., recording secretary.

rect., 1. receipt. 2. rector. 3. rectory.

rec tal (rek't'l), adj. of, for, or near the rectum.

rec tangle (rek'tag'gl), n. [Fr,; LL. rectiangulum; see

RECTI- & ANGLE (a corner)],

any four-sided plane figure
with four right angles,
rec-tan-gu-lar (rek-tarj'-

gyoo-lgr), adj. 1. shaded
Eke a rectangle; having
four sides and four right

angles. 2. having right-

angled corners, or a base
in the form of a rectangle,
as a building. 3. right-angled,

rec-taii*gii-lar-i*ty (rek-tarj'gyoo-lara-ti), n. tne qual-

ity or condition of being rectangular. t

rec-ti- (rek'ts, rek'ti), [LL. < L. rectus, straight!, a

combining form meaning straight, right, as in recti-

linear: also, before a vowel, rect-.

rec-ti-fi-a-ble (rek'ts-fi'd-b'l), adj. that can be rectified.

rec-ti-fi-ca-tion (rek'ta-fi-ka'shan), n. [Fr.; LL. recti-

ficatio], a rectifying or being rectified. ,

rec-ti-fi-er (rek'ta^re'r), n. 1. a person or thing that

rectifies, as by correction or adjustment. 2. in elec-

tricity, any device, as a commutator or vacuum tube,

which, changes alternating current into direct current,

rec-ti.fy (reVta-fiO, v.t. [RECTIFIED (-fid'), RECTI-

FYING], [ME. rectifien; OFr. rectifier; LL. recttficare <
L. rectus, right + facere, to make], 1. to put or set

right; correct; amend. 2. to adjust, as in movement
or balance; adjust by calculation. 3. in chemistry, to

refine or purify by distillation, especially by distilling

again and again. 4, in electricity, to change (alter-

nating current) to direct current. 5. in mathematics,
to find the length of (a curve).

rec-ti lin-e-al (rek'te-Hn'i-al), adf. rectilinear.

rec-ti-lin e-ar (rek'ta-lin'i^er), aaj. [recti- + linear], 1.

moving in a straight line, 2. forming a straight line,

3. bounded or formed by straight lines, 4. charac-
terized by straight lines. 5. in optics, corrected so a
not to distort straight lines: said of a type of lens.

recti-tude (rek'1*Ht&od't rek'ta-tud'), ft. [ME.; Fr,;
LL. recMMo < L. rectus, right, straight], 1. conduct
according to moral principles; strict honesty; up-
rightness of character, 2. correctness of judgment
or method, 3. [Rare], straightness.

rec to (rek'to), n. b>i. RECTOS (-t5u)J [L. t abl of r$Ow,
right], in printing, any right-hand page of a book;
front side of a leaf: opposed to wrso; abbreviated jro,

rec-to-cele (rek'ta-sSlO, n. [recto* (comb. fo*m of

rectum) -f -cele], & hernial protrusion of the rectum

rec-tor (rel?tfer) f
n* [MB. rwdowr; L. recttyr < pp. of

regere, to rule], 1. in the Protestant Episcopal Church,
a minister in charge of a parish. 2, in the Church of
England, a clergyman who holds the rights and tithes
of his parish: distinguished from vicar. 3* in the
Roman Catholic Church, a) the head priest of a parish.
&) the head' of a religious institution or school. 4. in
certain schools, colleges, and universities, the mad or
headmaster* Abbreviated R., r.t rtwt

rec-tor-ate (rek
r
tr-it) f n. [ML. rectoratus], the position,

ofijce, or term of office of a rector.
rectorial (nk-tfe'i+i, *3&&M*fy, f- ol a"w^r
Of 1 rectors* '

i

'

reoto*ry (rek^t%4) n. W. > 'wnovu* (-b)| {ML.
rectorta}, * *^e house In which an Episcopal minister
lives. 1 in $ Chunk of JSfeflaml. a| a bafce weld
by a rector, fc) the house in which a rector lives:

distinguished from vicarage. Abbreviated rect.

fcOiais
in zoology, any of

'
'

'

from the to the anus: see alimentary
(

-I ,i,f '.
-

f,t , ,

j j"
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re-cum-bent (ri-kum'bant), adj. [L. recumbens, ppr.
of recumbere; re-, back + cumbere, to lie down], 1.

lying down; reclining; leaning; specifically, in biology,
designating a part that leans or lies. 2. resting; in-

active. SYN. see prone.
re-cu-per-ate (ri-koo'pa-raV, ri-ku'pg-rat'), v.t. [RE-
CUPERATED (4d), RECUPERATING], f< L. recuperatus,
pp. of recuperare, to recover], 1. to restore to health,
strength, etc.; make well again. 2. to get back; re-
cover (losses, health, etc.). tu. 1, to be restored to
health, strength, etc.; get well again; recover. 2. to
recover losses, etc.

re'cu*per-a-tion (ri-k5o'pa-ra'sh9n, ri-ku'pa-ra'shQn) ,

n. [L, recuperatio], a recuperating; recovery from
disease, surgery, financial losSj etc.

re-cu'per-a'tiye (ri-koo'pa-ra'tiv, ri-ku'pa-ra'tiv), adj.
[L. recuperativus], of or promoting recuperation.

re-cu-per-a-tor (n-koo'p9-ra'tr, ri-ku'ps-ra'te'r), n. a
person who recuperates.

re-cU'per-a-to-ry (r>koo'p&r-a-t6r'i, ri-ku/pSr-9-to'ri),
adj. recuperative.

re-cur (ri-kurO, .i. [RECURRED (JdirdO, RECURRING],
[L. recurrere; re-, back + currere, to run], 1. to return,
as in thought, talk, or memory: as, recurring to an
earlier question. 2. to occur again, as in talk or mem-
ory; come up again for consideration. 3. to happen or
occur again, especially after some lapse of time;
appear at intervals. SYN. see return.

re cur rence (ri-kur'ans), n. [< recurrent], 1. a bring-
ing up again, as in thought or discussion (with to).
2. a coming up or back; reappearance; return; repetition.
3. [Rare], resort; recourse.

re'Ciir-rent (ri-kur'ant), adj. [L. recurrens, pr.], 1.

recurring; appearing or occurring again or pemdicaEy.
2. in anatomy, turning back in the opposite direction:
said of certain arteries and nerves, n* in anatomy, a
recurrent artery or nerve. SYN* see intermittent.

recurring decimal, a decimal in which two or more
consecutive figures are repeated indefinitely, as
.278278278. . .: circulating decimal.

re-cur-vate (ri-kdr
/
vit, ri~Mr'va"t), adj. [L. recurvaius,

pp.], recurved: bent back.
re-curve (ri-kurv'), v.t. & f [L. recurvare], to curve
or bend pack or backward.
rec-u-san-cy (rek'y^oo-z'n-si, ri4cTB/z*n-si), n. [< rec~
usant], the condition of being recusant; refusal to
obey or conform, especially in religious matters*,

rec-u-sant (rek'yoo-z'nt, n-Jdl%'nt>, n. [L. recmsans,
ppr. of recusare, to reject < r- against -f causa, a
cause], 1. a person wno refuses to obey or conform
to an established authority or its regulations. 2. in
English history, a person, especially a Roman Catholic,
who refused to attend the {services of the Church of

England or recognize its authority, adj. 1. disobedient
of authority, especially in re%ioms matters; di^emting;
nonconformist. 2. in English history, refusing to
attend the service or recognize the authority of the
Church of Bnglandr

re-cuse (ri-kGs/), v.t. {xsKCffiW^fr
1 (-W3$d')> RECUSING],

[ME. recusen; L. recusare; see RECUSANT], to law,
[Rare], to challenge (a judge, juror, or court} as
prejudiced or otherwise incompetent to act.
red (red), ft. [ME. rede, redde: A, read; akin to G. rot,

ON. rauthr; IE. base tonidi* red, s;een in L. ^^r,
rufus, red, mkff, to be nd, etc* (oi sxmac, fctnwr,
RtJBicuND, ROTIGK, etc.)], 1. a primary C(;lor, or any
of a spread 01 colors at the lower end of the visible

spectrum, varying in, hue from that of blood to ]

ro Q* i^i'aee eete, 2. * :

'

color. 3. [often R-], [sense; the
a .

a cormnt'tnist,

Kprtk
a red space OB
games of chance,

fa checkers. - adj.- *

red-denican Indians. 4. a red
the l)oard or wheel used in

or a

to have a
clubfl. etc.

daction; LL. redactio], 1. the preparation of written
work for publication; editing, re-editing, or revision.
2. an edited work; especially, a reissue; new edition.

re-dac-tor (ri-dak'ter), n. [Fr. redacteur < L. redactus;
see REDACT], an editor: abbreviated R.. r.

red admiral, [cf. ADMIRAL], a purpUsh-black European
and North Ainerican butterfly with white spots near
the tips of the forewings and bright-orange bands
across the forewings and bordering the hind wings.

red algae, a group of red, brownish-red, purple, or

greenish seaweeds, ranging from delicately filamentous
to coarse forms.
re-dan (ri-dan'), n. [Fr.; OFr. redent < L. re-, back 4-

dens, aentis, a tooth: from its shape], in military
science, a fortification consisting of two walls or para-
pets set at an angle pointed toward the enemy and
open at the back: two or more are often joined by walls
or trenches.
Red Army, the army of the Soviet Union.
red-bait (red'baf). v.t. & v.i. [< red, adj., 4 + bait,

v.t., 2], to make verbal attacks on or utter denuncia-
tions of (a person or group) as being red, or communist.

red-bird (red'burd'), n. 1. the American cardinal.
2. the scarlet tanager. 3. the European bullfinch.

red blood cell, a red corpuscle; erythrocyte.
red-blood ed (red'blud'id), adj. 1. high-spirited and
strong-willed; vigorous: said of persons. 2. full of

action; exciting: said of novels, etc.
red-breast (reoVbrestO, n. [ME. redbrest, robing 1.

any of several birds with a reddish breast: especially,

a) the robin (American or European), b) the knot, an
American sandpiper. 2. the red-breasted bream.

red-breast-ed bream (red'bres'tid), a kind of sunfish
with a red belly, founa in the eastern United States.
red-bud (red'bud'). n. any of a number of related trees
with small, pink, budlike flowers and heart-shaped
leaves; Judas tree.

red-bug (red'bug')* n. [from the inflamed red spots
that it produces on the miman skin], a chigger.
red-cap (red'kap'), n. La porter in a railway station,
bus station, etc. 2. the European goldfinch. 3. [British
CoUoq.J, a military policeman.

red cedar, 1. any or a number of related evergreen
trees with small needle-shaped or scalelike leaves,
reddish berrylike fruit, and red wood. 2. this wood.
red cent, [Colloq.],

a cent; penny: especially in not
worth a red cent, not give a red cent, etc.
red clover, a kind of clover with flowers in reddish,

ball-shaped, heads, grown for fodder.
red-coat (red'kSf), n. a British soldier (of the period
when a red coat was part of the British uniform, as

during the American Revolution),
Red Orescent, in Turkey, an organization equivalent
to the Red Cross, giving medical and oAer aid in
time of war or disaster: its symbol is ajreA crescent,
red cross, 1, St. George's cross, red ca "tftiite*

the national emblem of EalglaiwL
' 2* -fR- "C

Greek cross on a white ground (fewm Cross), <

of neutrality in war, adapted inwn , tfee \ SntfL. ,

with colors reversed, and used since 1864 to mark
hospitals, ambulances, eta in

' time '

of '

war; hence,
3. fR- C-L <*) att teterwrti<ttl tiocfefcy for the relfef of

suffering m time of war or disaster. 6) any national
branch of this. Abbreviated R.C. (sense 3).
redd (red), v.t. [REDD or RKDDED (-id), REDDING], [ME.
(Norm & Start,) wrffa*,* rat to & probv < MLG," -

in tbft Same senw; et ofos.,r*i to free C< AS.
de, to put Ip order (< A3 1* rasdan)* &
Or Dial.], to put in order; make tidy

. 'ofi deer ixathe to Europe and^
or American, deer (in its reddish

>.t. to make red. v.i. to become
blush or fltishu

"

1^ a oeaert in Arabia* t

adj. somewhat red*
- fvar* of r^&dltt]* red.

WttumoJ, t6 color
raddle.

i^'Ved'l-caw),,
n. B>

woo sells reddle.

{or drumftsh), a large, edible dnimnsh of
ic coast of the United States.

, , n. [ME. rede; AS. rxd (akin to G. rat) <
r&dan, to interpret (see READ, f.); the v,L Is
'~

word as read, v., with retained MB. 19.]*
Poetic, or Dial.], 1. counsel; advice. 2. a
?me,

k
3. a story; tale.

|

4 an
interpretation,

$pm^^ftiMBiit;lA*
'

* **
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re-deem (ri-dem
7
), v.t. [Fr. rtdimer; L. redimere <

re(d)-t back 4- emere, to get, buy], 1. to buy back.
2. to get back; recover, as by paying a fee. 3. to pay
off (a mortgage or note). 4. to convert (paper money)
into coin. 5. a) to set free; ransom; rescue. 6) to deliver

from sin and its penalties, as by a sacrifice made for

the sinner. 6. to fulfill, as a promise. 7. to make
amends for; atone or compensate for. SYN. see

rescue.
re-deem-a-ble (ri-dem's-b'l), adj. 1. that can be
redeemed. 2. that will be bought back, as bonds, stock,

etc.
re-deem-er (ri-dem'Sr), n 1. a person who redeems.
2, [R-], Jesus Christ.

e-liv-er (re'di-liv'Sr), v.t. 1. to deliver again. 2.
re-de-liy-er x__

to deliver back; return.
re-demand (re'di-mand', re'di-mand'). v.t. 1. to

demand again. 2. to demand back; demand the
return of. n. [Rare], a redemanding.

re-demp-ti-ble (ri-demp'ta-bl) , adj. redeemable.

re-demp-tion (ri-demp'shsn), n. [ME. redemption;
OFr.; L. redemptio < pp. of redimere; see REDEEM],
1. a redeeming or being redeemed (in various senses).
2. something that redeems.
re-demp tion er (ri-demp'shgn-e'r), n. \redemption +
-er], in Colonial days, a person who paid for his passage
from Europe by a stipulated period of service as a
bond-servant in America.

re demp tive (ri-demp'tiv), adj. 1. serving to redeem.
2 of redemption.
Re demp-tor-ist (ri-demp'tSr-ist), n. [Fr. rldempto-
riste < L. redemptor, redeemer < pp. of redimere: see

REDEEM], a member of the Congregation of the Most
Holy Redeemer, a Roman Catholic order founded in

1732 by St. Alphonsus Liguori, for working and teach-

ing among the poor.
re-demp-to-ry (ri-demp'ta-ri), adj. redemptive.
re-de-ploy (re'di-ploi'). v.t. to move (troops) from
one front to another, as from Europe to the Pacific.

re-de-pos-it (re'di-poz'it), v.t. to deposit again, n.

something deposited again.
re-de-vel-op (re'di-vel'ap), v.t. 1. to develop again.
2. in photography, to intensify or tone (a developed

negative of image) by a second developing process.
v.ii to develop again,

re-de-vel-op-ment (reMi-verep-mont), n. a redevelop-
ing or being redeveloped.

red-eye (red
7
!'), n. 1. any of several fishes with red

eyes, as the rudd. 2. the red-eved vkeo. 3. [Slang],

strong whisky, especially if inferior. AJsO red eye.
red-fin (red'fin

7
), n. any of a group of fresh-water food

fishes of the carp family, with the lower fins red or

orange, found in the east central States.
red fir, 1. any of various evergreen trees with cones,
needlelike leaves, and reddish wood, including the
red silver fir and the California red fir. 2, the. wood
of any of these trees. 3. the Douglas fir.

red fire, any of various substances, especially 4
one

containing strontium nitrate, which burn with a bright
red light and are used in fireworks, flares, etc.

red flag, 1. the flag symbolizing revolution, revolu-

tionary socialism, etc.: often used figuratively. 2. a
danger signal: from the use of a red flag as a signal
at railroad crossings. 3. anything that arouses anger.

red fox, 1* the common European fox, with reddish
fur* 2. the similar related fox of North America.
3. the fur of either of these.

red-handled (red'han'did), adj. 1* having hands red
with blood; hence, 2, in the act, or fresh from tthe

scene, of a crime. 3. bloody; violent: said of actions,
red bat, 1. the official hat, or biretta, of a cardinal,
the symbol of his rank. 2. the rank or position of a
cardinal. 3, a cardinal.

red-head (red'hed'), n. 1. a person with red hair.
2. a North American diving dtick the male of which
has a red head: it resembles the related canvasback.
3. the redheaded woodpecker.

red-head-ed (red'hed'id), adj. having red hair, as a
person, or a red head, as a bird.
redheaded woodpecker, a North American wood-
pecker with a bright-red head and neck, black bade*
and white underparts.

red heat, 1. the temperature at which a substance is

red-hot. 2. the state of being at this temperature.
red herring, 1, a smoked herring, 2* something used
to confuse, or to divert attention from something else:

from the practice of drawing a herring across the
trace in hunting, to distract the hounds,

red hind, the cabrilla, a serranoid food fish.

red-hot (red'hof). adj. 1. hot enough to glow; very
hot. 2. very excited, as with anger or enthusiasm.
3, very new; up-to-the-minute: said of news

f
etc.

red Ijid&uif a North American Indian, having reddish
or coppery skin*

red in-gote (red'irj-gof), n. [Fr.; altered < Eng. riding

coat], 1. formerly, a man's
full-skirted, double-breasted
overcoat. 2. a long, unlined,

lightweight coat, open down
the front, worn by women.

red-in-te-grate (ri-din'ta-

grat'), v.t. [REDINTEGRATED
(-id) ,REDINTEGRATING], [ME.
redintegraten < L. redinte*

grains, pp. of redintegrare;
see RE- & INTEGRATE], to
make whole or perfect again;
reunite; re-establish.

red-ill-te-gra-tion (ri-din'ta-

gra'shan), n. La redinte-

grating or being redintegra-
ted. 2. in psychology, the TYPES OF REDINGOTE
tendency to respond to a
later stimulus in the same way as to an earlier complex
stimulus of which the later one was a part.

re-di-rect (re'do-rekf, re'di-rekt') v.t. to direct again.

adj. in law, of the questioning of one's own witness

again, after his cross-examination by the opposing
lawyer.

re-di-rec'tion (re'da-rek'shon, re'di-rek'shan) , n. a re-

directing.
re dis-count (re-dis'kount), v.t. to discount again, n.

1. a rediscounting. 2, usually pL rediscounted com-
mercial paper.

re-dis-trict (re-dis'trikt), v.t. to divide anew into

districts, especially in order to reapportion electoral

representatives.
red lattice, [Archaic], an alehouse, or tavern: formerly
marked by red lattices on the windows.
red lead, red oxide of lead, PbjCh.derived from massicot,
used in making paint, in glassmaking, etc. ; minium.

red lead * ore, crocoite, a red chromate of lead.

red-letter (red'let'&r), adj. memorable; happy; as, a

red-letter day: from the custom of marking church
holidays on the calendar in red ink*

red light, 1. a danger signal. 2. a signal used to

bring trains, automobiles, etc. to a stop; stop light

red-light district (red'Kf), a district (in a town or

city) containing many houses of prostitution, some-
times indicated by red lights.
red man, a North American Indian.
red meat, beef or mutton, as distinguished from pork,
veal, etc.

Redmond, John Edward (red'mond), 1856-1918;
Irish political leader; follower of Paraell.

red mullet, see mullet.
red oak, 1. any of several oaks whose foliage is dark
red in the autumn. 2. the hard wood of such a tree*

red ocher, an earthy hematite, red in color, used as a

pigment: also called ruddle, reddle, raddle.

red-o-lence (redVlans), n* the quality or state of

being redolent. S"YN. see scent.

red-o-len-cy (red'a-lon-si), ft* redolence.
redo-lent (redVbnt), adj. [MB.; OFr*; L. redolens,

ppr. of redoleret to emit a scent: re(d)- t intens. -f olere,

to smell], 1. sweet-smelling; fragrant. (2* smelling
(of): as, redolent of flowers; hence. 3, suggestive (of).

red osier, a kind of dogwood with dark-red branches
and white or bltelsh rui

re-dou-ble (re^duVl), v.t. [REDOUBLED (-Id), RE-
DOUBLING], [Fr. redoubler; see RB- It DOUBLE], 1. to
make twice as much or twice as great; increase two*
fold* 2. to repeat; do or fay again, 3. to echo or re-

echo. 4. to refold; double back. 5. in bridge, to double
the doubled bid of (one's opponent), v.f. L to be-
come twice as great or twice as much. 2. to re-^cho;
resound. 3, in bridge, to double a bid that an opponent
has already doubled, n. in bridge, a redoubling,
re-doubt (ri-dout'), n. [Fr. redoute; It. ridotto; ML.
reductus, a refuge, orig. pp. of L. reducere; see REDUCE),
1. in mifafawy 'scwnc^ <*} a tpnpofary wlytog <*$-
pcatM'Or fcreai*workf ttsed to ffcttre, feffltopfl, pasies,
or the flanks of entrenchments, b) in permanent
forrooationSk a,%eattwwk 'tefowd4 ,by a jpampet
and dominated W ^ *^' *avI0r fottiaoatians

re*doubt-a-bie
OPr- < rtaoufoty to
dubitare, to doubt], ;lt formidable; fearsome; dread.
2. deserving of

1

respect: as, a redoubtable opponent.
re-doubt-a-bly (ri-doutVbli), adv. in a redoubtable
manner; so aft *co be redoubtable. <

''

re doubt ed (ri-dout'id) , adj. [Archaic], redoubtable.
re-dound (^^mA^)r^ pti f^m^nr; I*

" "

to overflow; re(d}->
< mtens. <

*fa, undare, to
< unda, a wave], i. to have a result or
the credit or ffl&md$L etc. of s
as, Ow worik

redemouatrate
redcny

redetermlne

rediscover
rediscovery

redlapos
redUiiolve
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d)], any of a
lly have a

back; react; recoil (upon): said of honor or disgrace.
3. [Oos.], to flow back, as waves.

red-o-wa (red'o-ws, red'o-va), n. [Fr. & G. < Czech.
rejdovdk < rejdovati, to whirl around, turn], 1. either
of two ballroom dances of the 19th century, one like
a polka, the other Hke a waltz. 2. music for these.

red pepper, 1. a plant with a red, many-seeded fruit,
as the sweet pepper or cayenne. 2. the fruit. 3. the
ground fruit or seeds, used for seasonin

red-poll (red'pol'), n. [red + poll (the L
number of finches the males of which
red patch on the head.
Red Foiled (pold), anv of a British breed of hornless,
reddish dairy and beef cattle: also Red Poll.

re-draft (re'draft', re'draft'; for v. t re-draft', re-draft'),
n. 1. a second or later draft or framing, as of a legis-
lative bill. .2, a draft on the drawer or endorser of a
protested bill of exchange, for the amount of the bill

plus charges and costs, v.t. to draft again or anew,
re-dress (ri-dres'; for n., usually re'dres), v.t. [ME.
redressen; OFr. redrecier; see RE- & DRESS], 1. to
correct and compensate for, as evils, abuses, afflictions,
etc. 2. to correct: remedy, as a fault. 3. to compen-
sate; make amends to. 4, to adjust: as, redress the
balances, n. 1. compensation; satisfaction, as for a
wrong done. 2. a redressing. SYN. see reparation.

re-dress (rS'dres'), v.t. to dress again.
redress-er, re-dres sor (ri-dres'er), n. a person who
redresses.
Red River. 1. a river flowing through Texas and
Louisiana into the Mississippi: length, 1,018 ml 2. a
river flowing between North Dakota and Minnesota
into Lake Winnipeg, Canada: length, 550 mi: also
called Red River of the North. 3. Song Koi, a river in
China: the English name,

red-root (red'roof. red'root'), n. a plant with a red
root, sword-shaped leaves, and orange-yellow flowers.

Red Sea, a sea between Africa and Arabia, connected
with the Mediterranean Sea by the Suez Canal and
with the Indian Ocean by the Gulf of Aden: length,
1,450 mi.; area, 169,000 sq. mi

red-short (red'shdrt'), adj. fSw. r&dskort, neut. of
rodskor; rdd, red 4- $Wr, brittle], in metallurgy, brittle
when red-hot: said of iron or steel with too much
sulfur in it.

red-skin (red'akin'), n. a North American Indian.
red snapper, a salt-water food fish with a reddish,
blue-streaked, oblong body, found in the Gulf of
Mexico and off the east coasts of Florida and Georgia.

red squirrel, a common North American squirrel with
reddish fur.

red-start (red'st&rt'), n. [red 4- start (< AS. steorty,
taill. 1. a small European bird of the warbler family,
with a reddish tail and peculiar darting flight, 2* an
American fly-catching warbler, red, black, and white.
red-tape (red'tffp'), <"V* <^ or dmmcterked by red
tape.
red tape, [after the tape commonly used to tie official

papers], 1. official forms and routines; hence, 2,

rigid application of regulations and routines, resulting
in delays and exasperations in getting business done.
red top (red'topOf n. Kroa* tfii jfeidWb panicle of
some forms], a grass grown In eastern Norm America
for &ay j^ iNufeimtt*.

-dust'), REDUCING]. [ME/ reducen; L. reducere, to
lead back; re-, back -f ducerc, to lead], L to lessen
in any way. as in ttatt weight, amount, value, price,
etc.; diminish. 2. to bring into a certain order ; classify ;

hence, 3. to break up into constituent elements by
analysis. 4. a) to change to a different form, as by
utting something said into writing, i) to change to a"~ -

it physical lorn, as by melting, crushing,"
etc. $, to lower, as in rank or position;

M*Ma. & to bring to order, attention, obedience.
etc., as by persuasion or force. 7. to subdue or conquer,
as a city or fort by or attack ; bring under control.
8. a) to bring into difficult or wretched circumstances:
as, reduced to poverty, b) to compel toy need to do
something : used in the passive, as. he was reduced to
stealing. 9. to weaken in bodily strength; make thin:
as, reduced to skin and bones. 10. to thin (paint), as

normal position or condition, v.i. 1. to become
reduced. 2. to lose weight, as by dieting. SYN. see
decrease.

re duc-er (ri-doos'&r, ri-dus'er), n. 1. a person or thing
that reduces. 2. in mechanics, a pipe fitting threaded
to connect two different sizes of pipe. 3. in photography,
a) a developing agent, b) an oxidizing solution for

reducing negatives.
re-duc-i-bil-i-ty (ri-doosVbil'o-ti, ri-dus'o-bil'0-ti), n.
the condition or quality of being reducible.
reducible (ri-doos'a-b'l, ri-dus's-bl), adj. that can
be reduced.

re-duc-ibly (ri-d6"os'9-bli, ri-dus'9-bli), adv. infa re-
ducible manner; so as to be reducible,

reducing agent, in chemistry, any substance that
reduces another substance, or brings about reduction,
and is itself oxidized in the process.
reducing glass, a double-concave lens used for re-

ducing the visual size of something viewed through it.

re-duc-tase (ri-duk'tas, ri-duk'taz). n. [reduction, +
-ase], any enzyme that speeds up chemical reduction.

tre-auC'ti-o ad ab'8ur-dum (ri-duk'shi-o' ad ab~sur'-

dam), [L,, lit., reduction to absurdity], in logic, the
proof of a proposition by showing its opposite tp^be
foolish or impossible, or the disproof of a proposition
by showing its consequences to be impossible or
absurd when it is carried to its logical conclusion.

re-due-tion (ri-duk'shsn), n. [Fr. reduction: L. re-

ductio < reductus, pp. of reducere], 1. a reducing or
being reduced. 2. anything made or brought about
by reducing, as a smaller copy, lowered price, etc.
3. the amount by which anything is reduced. 4. in

biology, meiosis.
re-due-tion-al (ri-duk'shan-'l), adj. of reduction.
re-due-tive (ri-duk'tiv), adj. 1. of reduction. 2.

reducing or tending to reduce.
re-due-tor (ri-duk'ter), n. in chemistry, aay apparatus
for carrying out the reduction of a metallic solution
for purposes of analysis; specifically, a long tube filled

with granular zinc for reducing a ferric solution to its

ferrous salt.

re-dun-dance (ri-dun'dons), n. redundancy.
re-dun-dan-cy (ri-dun'dan-si) , n* 1. the state or quality
of being redundant. 2. [pi. REDUNDANCIES (-siz)j,

something redundant, as a part or quantity*
re-dun-dant (ri-dun'dont), adj. [U redundans, ppr, of

redundare; see REBOUND], 1. more than enough; over-

abundant; excessive. 2. excess; superfluous: as, a
redundant foot in a line of verse, o. wordy: as, a
redundant literary style. 4. unnecessary to the meaning :

said of words. 5. in grammar, designating or of a
verb having alternative forms, as for the past tense
or participle (e.g., awake, dive). SYN. see wordy.

redupl., 1. reduplicate. 2. reduplication. 3, redu-
plicative.

re du pli cate (ri-doo'ob-kSf, ri-dt'pl-kfft'; lor ott
6* *, usnatty ri-doo'pro-kit, ri-dt'pWdt), 4 [< ML.
reduplicatus, pp. of reduplicare; see RE- it DUPLICATE],
1. to redouble, double, or repeal 2. in linguistics,

a) to double (a root syllable or other element) so as
to form an inflected or derived form of a word, some-
times with certain changes, as of the vowel (e.g.,

chitchat, helter-skelter, tom-tom), b) to form (words)
by such repetition. ZM*. to be or become reduplicated.
ad/+ 1. reduplicated; doubled. Z. in botany^ valvate;
having the edges folded back so that they project out-
ward* fLsoinetfaitttfj

- ^ ' -

i^dn.1"

as A word containing a reduplicated element. 3. the
element added in a reduplicated word form. $

re-du pli^ai rive (ri-do^'plo-ka'tiv, ri-du'plo-ka'tiv).
adj. , 1. reduplicating or tending to reduplicate. 2. of
or charactenzed by reduplication, S. in botany, re-

duplicate. Abbreviated ^redupl.+ ware (MB* & AS* fflr),

or form without changing in A

to their lowest t^STm la
to undergo meiosis, | in
the positive valence of (an

the negative

>lackbird3 wit
the shoulder.

my of a species
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,
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CLARINET REED SIDE VIEW

REEDS

reed (red), n. [ME. rede t reed; AS. hreod; akin to G.
riet; prob. IE. base *qreut~, to

shake, tremble: from the plants'
motion in the wind], 1. any of
a number of related grasses with
jointed, hollow stems. 2. a
mass of these, growing or dried.

3, a rustic musical instrument
made from a hollow stem or stalk
and played by blowing through
it: used as the symbol of pastoral
poetry, 4. [Poetic], an arrow,
5. in architecture, a small, rounded
molding. 6. in the Bible, a unit
of length equal to 6 cubits: Ezek.
40: 3, 5. 7. in music, a) in certain
wind instruments, as the clarinet, a thin strip of

some flexible substance, placed against the opening
of the mouthpiece so a$ to leave a narrow opening:
when vibrated by the breath, it produces a musical
tone, b) an instrument with a reed or reeds, c) in an
organ* a similar contrivance that vibrates in a current
of air. 8. in weaving, a device on a loom, by means of

which threads are drawn between the separated
threads of the warp. v.t. 1. to thatch with reeds.

2. to decorate with reeds.

Reed, John (red), 1887-1920; American journalist
and poet.
Reed, Stanley Fpr-man (fdr'nisn), 1884-

;
American

jurist; associate justice, United States Supreme Court
(1938-1957).

Reed, Walter, 1851-1902; American army surgeon and
bacteriologist.

reed-bird (re'd'burd'), n, the bobolink.
reed buck (red'buk'), n. [pi. REEDBXJCK, REEDBUCKS
(-buks'); see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [transl. of D. rietbok},

any of several small, marsh-dwelling African antelopes
with widely spread hooves and, in the males, back-

ward-sloping, ringed horns turned inward and forward
near the tips.
reed bunting, a European bird of the bunting family,
having a black head, brown back, and white under
parts, and living in marshes and swamps.
reedHy (red''li), adv. in a reedy manner.
reed -i-ness (rSd'i-nis), n. the quality of being reedy.

reeding (rSd'irj), n. [reed + -ing],
1. a) a small,

rounded molding resembling a reed. 6) a set of such

moldings, as on a, column. 2. ornamentation con-

sisting of such moldings. 3. decoration by the use of
woven reeds.
reed instrument, any instrument whose sound is

produced by the vibration of a reed, or thin strip of

flexible substance: reed instruments include* the oboe,
clarinet, saxophone, English horn, and bassoon.

reed-ling (red'liij), n. [reed + -ling], a small European
pird with a long tail and orange-brown, black, and
white plumage, found in reedy places, as marshes: the
male has a black tuft on each side of the face.
reed mace, the cattail,
reed organ, an organ with a set of free metal reeds
instead of pipes to produce the tones: cf. reed pine.

reed pipe, an organ pipe in which the tone is produced
by a current of air striking a vibrating reed in an
opening in the pipe: distinguished from flue pipe*

reed stop, 1. a set of reed pipes (in an organ) operated
by* one knob. 2. the knob.

re-ed-u cate, re ed u-cate (rS-ej'oo-kltO, v.t. to edu-
cate again or anew; especially, to rehabilitate (a handi-
capped person, etc.) by special trainHJifir or schooling*

reed warbler, any of various small warblers of Europe
and Asia living in marshes and swamps.

reed-y (red'i), ad/. [REEDIER (-i-gr), REEDIEST (-i-ist)],
1. full ol reeda. 2. made of reed or reeds, 3, Hke a
reed. 4. sounding Hke a reed instrument; thin; piping.

reef (re*), n. [ME. riff; ON, rif, lit., a rib], J. a Hne
or ridge of rock or sand lying at or near the surface of
the water. 2 . inmMn^ a bed; of ore ; lode ; vein, ^YN.
see shoal.

reef (rSf), n. [Earhr Mod. Eng. phonetic sp. of ME.
riff; cf. LEECH (of a sail)), in nautical usage, 1. a, , .

part of a sail which can be folded together and tied
down in order to reduce the area, ^sposed to the wind.
2. the act of reefing. v4* 1. to cttt down the sia

of (a sail) by taking in and tying down part of it, 2. to
lower (a spar) ; shorten (a mast or bowsprit) by taking
part of it in, lowering it, etc,

reef-er (rfif'gr), n. F. a person who reefs: formally a
slang term for a midshipman. 2. a short, tbuk,
double-breasted coat, worn especially by sailors. 3. a
woman's form-fitting, double~brested ooat* similar to

this. 4. [from the rolled appearance of a reef (of a sail)!,

[Slang], a marijuana cigarette.
reef knot, a common square knot: see knot, illus.

reek (rek), n. [ME. reke; AS. rec,' akin to G. much;
only Gmc.l, 1. vapor: fume. 2. a strong, unpleasant
smell. 3. [Dial.], smoke, v.i. [ME. reken < the n.\
1. to give off steam or smoke. 2. to have a strong,
offensive smell. 3. to be permeated with anything very
unpleasant, v.t. 1. to expose to the action of smoke,
etc. 2. to emit or exude (vapor, fumes, etc.). t

reek-y (rek'i), adj. [REEKIER (-i-gr), REEKIEST (-i-ist)J,

full of or giving off reek.
reel (rel), v.i. [ME. relen < the n.; from the sensation

of whirling], 1. to give way; fall back; sway, swing,
or stagger from shock: as, the line of battle reeled.

2. to stagger; lurch violently in moving: swing; sway,
as from drunkenness. 3. to go around and around;
whirl. 4. to be dizzy; have a sensation of spinning or

whirling, v.t. to cause to reel. n. [ME, rele; AS.
hreol; see next entry], a reeling; whirl; swaying motion;

stagger. SYN. see stagger.
reel (rel), n. [< reel (a whirl) : from the movement], 1.

a lively Scottish dance, forerunner of many others.

2. the Virginia reel. 3. music for any of these dances,

reel (rel), n. [ME. rel, rele; AS. hreol < Gmc. *hrehulaz;

prob. IE. base *grek-, to strike, hence to weave, make
a weaving motion], 1. any frame or spool on which

thread, wire, film, nets, etc. may be wound: it usually
turns on an axle, often by the power of a hand crank,
2. such a frame set on the handle of a fishing rod, to

wind up or let out the line. 3. the quantity of wire,

thread, etc. usually wound on one reel. 4. about one
thousand feet of motion-picture film. v.t. 1. to wind
on or off a reel (with in or out). 2. to pull in (a fish^by
winding a line on a reel (with in}. 3. to tell, write,

produce, etc. fluently and easily (with off),
on the reel, fluently; easily \

without hesitation.

re-en
:force, re-gn-force (re'in-fdrs', re'm-fors'). v.t% &

n. reinforce.
re-en ter, reen-ter (rS-en'teY), v.t. & v*L to enter

again (in various senses). . _,

re-entering angle, an angle in a geometric figure with
its point turning back into the figure rather than out
from it,

re-entering polygon, a polygon with one or more
re-entering angles.

re-en-trance, re-gn-trance (re-en'trons), n. a re-

entering; re-entry.
re-en-trant, re'6ntrant (re-en'trant), adj. re-entering;

pointed inward: said of angles, etc. n, a re-entrant

angle or part.
re-en-try, re-e*n*try (re*-en'tri), n. 1. a re-entering.
2. a second or repeated entry. 3. in bridge & whist,, a
card that will win a trick and recover the lead, 4. in

law, a coming into possession again under a right
reserved in a prior transfer of property.

reeve (rev), n. [ME. refe, earlier irefe; AS. gerefatprOD.
< base of refan, to call out; cf. SHERIFF], 1. in SngMsh
history, a) the chief officer, under the king, of a town
or district. 6) the overseer of a manor; steward; baiHff.

2. in Canada, the president of a village or town council.

reeve (rev), v.t. [REEVED (rSvd) or ROVE (rv); also,

for pp., ROVEN (rov''n); REEVING], [prob, < D. reven,

to reef, in sense "use a rope in or as in reefiiig"], in

nautical usage, 1. to slip (a rope end, etc.) through
a block, ring, or cleat. 2. a) to pass mf through, or

around something, b) to fasten by so doing, 3* to pass
a rope through (a block or pulley).

reeve (rev), n. falso ree; prob. < dial ret, ww, to
sift or winnow corn; etymologically unconnected with
rwjfl, the female of the ruff (iandpiper),

re-ex-am-i-na-tion, re-iix-am-i-iia-tlon (rc'ig-zam'o-
no/shon), n. 1. a second or repeated examination,
2. in law, the questioning of a witness by the side for
which he has been, testifying, after, and about what
has been said in, the cross-examination.

re-ex am4ne, re&c-am-ine (re'ig-zam'm), v.t. t. to
examine again. 2. in law, to subject to nMixaminatioii.

re-export, reexport (rrikfr-pdrt*, li'ikf-poW; for ,,

rS-eks'pdrtr r5-eks'p5rt) f vt* to eatport again, as im-
ported Roods, it. 1, a re-exporting, 2* what m re-

exported.
ref., 1. referee. 2. reference. 3* referred. 4. reforma-
tion. 5, reformed. 6* reforwr,

re-face (re-fas'), v.t. [REFACKD (-fast/), REFACING], to

put a new face* facing, or surface on.
Ref. Ch.. Reformed Church.
re feet (ri-fekf), v.L [Late ME., partly back-formation
< refection, partly < L. reficere, lit., to remake],
|Obs?], to refresh withJood cr<&k <

re-edit
re-elect
re-election
re-elevate
re-embark
re-embody

re-emergence
re-emigrate

re-enactment
re-encourage
re-endow

re-engage
re-engagement
re-enjoy
re-enlist
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re-fee-tion (ri-fek'shan), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. refectio <
pp. of reficere < re-, again + facerc, to make], 1. food
or drink taken after a period of hunger or fatigue;
refreshment. 2. a light meal; lunch; repast.

re-fee-to-ry (ri-fek't9-ri), n. [pi. REFECTORIES (-riz)] t

[ML. refectorium < pp. of L. reflcere; see REFECTION],
a dining hall in a monastery, convent, college, etc.

refectory table, 1. a long, narrow, rectangular table
used in a dining hall, especially of a monastery or
convent. 2. a dinner table of similar shape, now
usually with extensible leaves at both ends.

re-fer (ri-fur'), v.t. [REFERRED (-furd'), REFERRING],
[OFr. referer; L. referre; re-t back + ferre, to bear],
1. to assign (to) ; regard as caused by or originated in:

as, he referred his troubles to the war. 2. to assign,
or regard or name as belonging (to a kind, class, date,
etc.). 3. to submit (a quarrel, question, etc.) for
determination or settlement. 4. to send or direct (&
person) to someone or something for aid, information,
etc. v.L 1. to relate, or be concerned (with): used
with to, as, the book referred only to fish. 2. to direct
attention, or make reference or allusion (with to): as,
he referred lightly to his wound. 3. to turn for informa-
tion, aid, authority, etc. (with to) : as, refer to a map.

, SYN. refer implies deliberate, direct, and open mention of

something (he referred in detail to their corrupt practices);
allude implies indirect, often casual mention, as by a hint, a
figure of speech, etc. (although he used different names, he was
alluding to his co-workers).

ref er a ble (ref'eW-b'l), adj. that can be referred.
ref-er-ee (ref'-re*') *

n. 1. a person to whom anything
is referred for decision. 2. in law, a person appointed
by a court to study, take testimony in, and report
his judgment on, a matter. 3. in sports, an umpire;
judge ol a game, as of a boxing match, v.t. [REFERRED
(-red'), REFEREBXNG], to act as referee in. v4. to act
as referee. Abbreviated ref. SYN. see judge.

ref'Cr*ence (ref'Sr-ons), n. 1. a referring or being
referred; submission ot a problem, dispute, etc. to a
person, committee, or authority for settlement, 2.

relation; regard: as, with reference to his reply. 3. the
directing of attention to a person or thing; hence, 4.

a mention or allusion. 5, an indication, as in a book
or article, of some other work or passage to be con-
sulted; hence, 6. the work or passage so indicated.
7. the mark or sign, as a number or letter, directing
the reader to a footnote, etc. 8. a) the giving of the
name of another person who can otter information or
recommendation, b) the person so indicated. 9. a
written statement of cnaracter, qualification, or
ability; testimonial. 10. use or consultation to get
information, as an aid in research, etc.: often attribu-
tive, as, reference books. Abbreviated rf.
make reference to, to refer to; mention.

reference mark, any symbol used in printing and
writing to mark a reference, as *

ft t f I*

referendum (refo-rcn'dam), it. (pi. RBFBRENDUMS
(-dwnss), REFERENDA <-d)) [L, a cmrrying back,
gerund or neut. gerundive of riftrrcf see REFER),
1. the submission of a law, proposed or already in
effect, to a direct vote of the people. 2. the right
of the people to vote directly on such laws, super-
seding or overruling the legislature. 3. the vote
itself. 4. a note sent by a diplomatic agent to Ms
own government, asking for specific instruction.

ref-er-ent (ref'ftr-ant). it. [L. referens, ppr.], what is

referred to; especially, In semantics, the object referred
to by a term.

ref er en tial (refo-ren'shd), adj. (< reference (as if <
L* *r$/ermiia) -f -oft I. having inference (lo some-
thing), 2. containing a reference or references. 3.

used for reference.
refer ra ble, reTer rl ble (ri-fftrVb'l), adj. referable.
re fer ral (ri.ftr%l) it* it merring or being referred, as
for proffwiottftl tervfo*, etc.

ffrforaw (rwr%) n* a person who refer*
re-fill (iMi'; fa f^t HWV 9f to fill again, &. a iww
tiling or charge; especially, a unit made to replace
the contents oFa container that is not it^lf discarded
after use ; as* a refill for a ball-point pen.

Fr* rafiner, to purify], I, to make fine or pom; :

from Impurities, dross, alloy, sedimnt, etc.j

clarify, 2. to free from imperfection, vt

,
etc,

j
make more elegant or cuii

ti toj improve, as lanfirudge*. $ to remove

.^^;ial'C^(iM^Srlm). . I, to
become fine or pure; buootne free from tnipuiities, etc,

1* to become more polished or elegant. 3. to use
niceties and fine distinctions; be aubtle;as in lang-uage.
refine on (or upon), 10 improve, as 7 adding refine-
MMJk4<>

I

' u

adj. [pp. of refine], 1. made free from

other matter, or from impurities; purified. 2. char-
acterized by cultivation or elegance; free from vulgarity
or coarseness: said of manners, speech, character, etc.
3. characterized by more than ordinary subtlety,
exactness, precision, etc.

re-fine ment (ri-fm'mont), n. 1. a refining or being
refined. 2. the result of this; hence, 3. delicacy or
elegance of language, speech, manners, etc.; polish;
cultivation. 4. a development; improvement; elabora-
tion: as, his solicitude was a refinement of cruelty.

re-fin-er-y (ri-fin'Sr-j), n. [pi, REFINERIES (-12)], [< re-

fine + -ery, after Fr. rajpnerie], an establishment or
plant for refining, or purifying, materials such as
oil metal, sugar, fats, etc.

re-fit (re-fit'; also, for n., re'fit'), v.t. A v.l. [REFITTED
(-id), REFITTING], to make 9r be made ready or fit

for use again, as by repairing, re-equipping, or re-

supplying. H. a refitting.

reff., 1. reflection. 2. reflective. 3. reflex. 4. reflexive.
re flate (ri-flat') f v.i. & v.t. [REFLATED (-id), REFLATING],
to reinflate.

re-fleet (ri-flekt'), v.t. [ME. reflecten; OPr. reflecter;
L. reflectere; re-, back + fleetere, to bend], 1. to bend
or throw back, as light, heat, or sound. 2. to give
back an image of; mirror or reproduce. 3. to cast or

bring back as a consequence (with on}: as, his deeds
reflect honor on the nation. 4. [Rare], to fold or turn
back. v.i. 1. to be bent.or thrown back: as, the light
reflected from the water into his eyes. 2, to bend or
throw back light, heat, sound, etc. 3. a) to give back
an image or ukeness. V) to be mirrored. 4. to think
seriously; contemplate; ponder (with on or upon).
5. to cast blame or discredit (with on or upon). SYN.
see consider, think.

reflecting telescope, a telescope with a concave
mirror at the lower end
of the tube, which re-
ceives the light from the
object and reflects it to
a focus near the top of
the tube.

reflec-tion (ri-flek'shsn),
n. [ME. reflexion; OPr.
reflexion; LL. reflexio],
1. a reflecting or being
reflected. 2. the throw-
ing back by a surface of

sound, HgEt, heat, etc.

3. anything reflected* 4.

an image; likeness. 5.

the fixing of the mind
on some subject; serious

thought; contemplation. 6. the result of such thought;
idea or conclusion, especially if expressed in words.
7. blame; discredit. 8. a remark or statement im-
puting discredit or blame. 9. an action bringing dis-
credit. 10, in anatomy & zoology, a turning or pending
back on itself. Also spelled reflexion. Abbreviated reC

reflec tional (rf.flek'shon-l), adj. of reflection.
reflec-tive (ri-flek'tiv), adj. 1. reflecting. 2. of or
produced by reflection, 3. meditative; thoughtful
Abbreviated refl, SYN, see pensive.

re-flec-tiv-My (rS'flek-tlvVtl), n, the quay or
condition of bemjz reflective.

re-flee-tor (ri-flek'wr), n. 1, a person or thing that
reflects; specially, a surface, object* tc. that reflects

light, sound, heat, or the like, as a piece of glass or
metal, highly polished and usually concave, which
reflects and directs rays or a beam of Bght, 2. a
reflecting telescope. 3. in photography, an adjustable*
movable screen used to reflect and control light.

$re-flet (r~nV) n. (Pr., reflection; see RBVUPCT], toter
or iridescence, as a metallic glaze on pottery*

re*flex (rffleks; /or ., ri-flekr) n* [< L. r<tflem$t '-re-

flected, pp. of nfl$ciere; see RE-
FLECT}, 1, a) reflection, at of

light. 0) light or color resulting
from reflection. 2. a rdlectei
Image, likeness, or reproduction.
3. in art, Bght reflected from a
lighted to a shaded surface. 4.
in physiology, a reflex action.
5* in radio, a reflex apparatus,
adj. t, turned, bent, or reflected back. 2. coming
Id reaction or reflection: as, a reflex effect; especially,
In physiology, designating or of an involuntary action,
m a sneeze, resulting when a stimulus If carried by an

REFLECTING TELESCOPE

nerve to a nerve
efferent

center and the
to some

4 in

an apparatus In which some <

double capacity, as a receiving get in
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tube is both audio-frequency and radio-frequency
amplifier, v.t. 1, to bend, turn, or fold^back. 2. to
cause to undergo a reflex process. Abbreviated refl.

reflex arc, in physiology, the entire nerve path involved
in a reflex action.

reflex camera, a camera in>hich the image formed by
the lens is reflected by a mirror onto a ground-glass
plate to help in focusing the lens.

re-flex-lon (ri-flek'shon), n. 1. reflection. 2. in

anatomy, etc., a bending or folding back on itself,

as of a part.
re-flex-ive (ri-flek'siv), adj. 1. reflex, 2. reflective,

3. in grammar, a) expressing an action turned back
upon the subject; designating a verb whose subject
and direct object are identical (e.g., wash in "I wash
myself"). 5) designating a pronoun used as the direct

object of such a verb, as myself in the above example,
n. a reflexive verb or pronoun. Abbreviated refl.

re-flex-iv-i-ty (re'flek-siv'a-ti), n. the condition or

quality of being reflexive.

ref4u-ence (rerloo-ans), n.[< refluent], reflux.

ref-In-cut (ref'loo-ont), adj. [L. refluens, pgr. of re-

flwre, to flow back; see RE- & FLUENT], flowing back;
ebbing, as the tide to the sea.

re-flux (re'fluks'), n. [ME.; ML. refluxus, pp. of L.

refltiere: see REFLUENT], a flowing hack; ebbing, as
of a tide: as, the flux and reflux of the sea.

re-for-est (re-f6r'ist, re-for'ist). v.t. & v.i. to plant new
trees on (land once f9rested).

re-for-est-a-tion (re'for-is-ta'shan, re'for-is-ta'shan) , n.

a reforesting or being reforested.
reform (ri-form')f v.i. [ME. reformen; OFr. reformer;
Ix reformare; see RE- & FORM], 1. to make better by
removing faults and defects; correct. 2. to make
better by putting a stop to abuses or malpractices, or

by introducing better procedures, etc. 3. to put a

stop to (abuses, etc.). 4. to bring (a person) by force
or, eersuasion to give up misconduct and behave

betifity?; *?* to become better; behave better; give
up ;migdQ|Dj$qfit. n* 1. an improvement; correction of

faults or evUs^as in politics. 2. an improvement in

character and cotoduct; reformation. 3. a movement
aimed at removing corruption from politics. 4. in

sociology, /acHon by individuals or groups aimed at

preventing crime or at eliminating or mitigating poverty
by mejfins ol new laws,
re-fomf (reWtm'), v.t. & tu. to form again.

ref*or*itajrticqi (ref'er-ma'shsn), n. [ME. reformation;
L. rtfoTfnim^ 1. a reforming or being reformed.
2. [K-], tae 16th-century religious movement that
aimed at reforrning^ the Roman Catholic Church and
resulted in establishing the Protestant churches.
Abbreviated ref.

ref or-ma-tion al (ref'er-ma'shsn-'l), adj. of refor-
mation.
re-formative (ri-f6r'ms-tiv), adj. reforming or tending
to reform.

re-form-a-to-ry (ri-f6r'm0-t6r'i, ri-fSr'ms-to'ri), adj.
reforming or aiming at reform, n. \fl REFORMATORIES
(-iz, -rizjj, an institution to which young offenders
convicted of lesser crimes are sent for training and
discipline intended to reform rather than punish them.

re formed (ri-fdrrndO. odj, [pp, of reform], 1. improved
or corrected, as in behavior or morals, or made better
by the removal of errors, abuses, etc. 2. [R-], desig-
nating or of a Protestant church or churches, especially
Calvinis* as distinguished from Lutheran. 3. fEw,
designating a form of Judaism^ introduced in the i9tn
century, which does not require strict observance of
the traditional ritual of Orthodox Judaism. Abbreviated
ref., Ref.

re-form-er (ri^oVmer), n* 1. a person who reforms,
or tries to reform, something, as morals, institutions,
etc, 2. any of the leaders of the Reformation.

re-form-lst (ri-f6rm'ist; occas. ref'er^tmist), n. a person
who practices or advocates reform, as of some doctrine,
ideology, etc. adj. of or characteristic of reformists*
reform school, a reformatory.
refract (ri-frakf), v.t. (< Lv refractw, pp. of refrvngere,
to turn aside < re-* back 4- fran&ere, to break], 1. to
bend (a ray or wave of h^rht, heat, or sound) as it

passes from one medium into another: said of the
medium, as, glass refracts light. 2. in optics* to measure
the degree ofrefraction of Can eye or tens),

refracting telescope. I. a telescope in which a large
dottbte-convea: lens (object-glass) causes light rays w
converge to a focus, fonning an image magnified by
a doxible-convex eyepiece. 2. a similar telescope, in
which the converging rays are intercepted by a double-
concave eyepiece.

fe*firac*tiaii (ri-frak'shw), n. OX. rqfractfo], L a
refracting or being refracted; bending of, a ray or
wave of light>_ heat, or sound, as it passes obliquely
from one medium to another of different density, in

wbkfo it tpeed is diHerent, or t&rotsgh layers of dif-

ferent <la$fty in the same mftdteja; tanee, 2. in

omy, the bending of the rays of light from a star or

planet, greatest when the star or planet is lowest
in the sky, so that it seems higher than it really is.

3. in optics, a) the ability of the eye to refract light
entering it, so as to form an image on the retina.

6) the measuring of the degree of refraction of the eye.
refrac-tion-al fri-frak'shan-1), adj. of refraction.

re-frac-tive (ri-frak'tiv), adj. 1. refracting or having
power to refract. 2. of or caused by refraction.

re-frac-tiv-i'ty (re'frak-tiv's-ti), n. the condition or

quality of being refractive.

re-frac-tom-e-ter (re'frak-tom'a-ter), n. [see -METER],
an instrument for measuring refraction, as of the eye.

re-frac-tor (ri-frak'ter), n. 1. something that refracts.

2. a refracting telescope.
re-frac-to-rMy (ri-frak'ta-rs-li), adv. in a refractory
manner.

re-frac-to-ri-ness (ri-frak'to-ri-nis), n, the quality or

state of being refractory.

re-frac-to-ry (ri-frak'ta-ri), adj. [altered < obs. form
refractory; L. refractarius < refractus; see REFRACT],
1. stubborn; obstinate; hard to manage: said of a

person or animal. 2. resistant to heat; hard to melt
or work: said of ores or metals. 3. not yielding to

treatment, as a disease. 4. able to resist disease.

SYN. see unruly.
re-train (ri-fran'), v.i [ME. refreinen; OFr. refrener;

' ' ' * ' '-

frenum,
forbear

; curb,

SYN. refrain usually suggests the curbing of a passing im-

pulse in keeping oneself from saying r doing something (al-

though provoked, he retrained from answering) ; abstain im-

plies voluntary self-denial or the deliberate giving up of some-

thing (to abstain from Kquor) ;
forbear suggests sel&restraint

manifesting a patient endurance under provocation (to forbear

venting one's wrath).
refrain (ri-fran'), n. [ME. refreine; OPr. refrain <
refraindre, to restrain, modulate < LL. *refrangere, for

I/, refringere, to break off < re-, back + frangere, to

break], 1. a phrase or verse repeated at intervals in

a song or poem. 2. music for this.

re-fran-gi-bll-i'ty (ri-fran'io-bilVti), n. the state or

quality of being refrangible._.r* "
jit i_i^ /_ je_^_ t:~

; rays.
_ , r v

_ _ refrescher,

., ,
.., RE- & FRESH), 1. to make fresh by

cooling, wetting, or airing, as a room, etc. 2. to make
(a person) feel cooler, stronger! more energetic, etc.

than before, as by food, dnnk. or sleep: also used
reflexively. 3. to renew; replenish, as by new supplies,
etc.; revive, as the memory. v.L 1. to become tresn

again; revive. 2. to take refreshment, as food or
drink. 3. to lay in fresh supplies. SYN. see rew

re-fresh'Cr course (ri-fresh'e'r), a course of study re-

viewing material previously studied.

refreshing (ri-fresh'irj), adL I. that refreshes, 2.

pleasingly new or different.
re fresh-ment (ri-fresh'mont), n, [OFr. refreschement],
1, a refreshing or being refreshed. 2, something that
refreshes, as food, drinkt test, etc.; hence, 3, $L
food or drink or both, especially as a light meal,

refrig-er-ant (ri-frij'eWnt), ad/. [L, refrigerans* pprjt
1. refrigerating; cooling or freezing something. 2.

redttcing heat or fever, n. 1. a medicine* used to
reduce fever. 2. a substance used in refrigeration,
as ice or solid carbon dioxide. 3. any of various
liquids that vaporize at a low temperature, used in
mechanical refrigeration,

re frig-er-ate (ri-frli'Q-rtt'), v.t* [RBPmiOBRATKi> (-id),

REFRIGERATING], (< L. refriqeratus, pp* ol ;

" *

to make cool or cold; r~, intvofc -^ jfl

frigus, cold], L to make or keep oool or
2, to preserve (food, etc.) by keeping coWl or i

re frig er a-tion (ri-feyVrl'shwi), W [L. refr\
a rGwB^Efltraljijig or Detng rofirlKeials^ljinTiiukinB or 1

oold or freezing for priwfvftlon, asJo0d_

refrigerator
to -keep

-

re-friger-a
[L. n9H0r^

refringent
ringere;
, %L ._,. ,

reft (reft), alternative

take Oil a fresh

rcf-uge (refSJ), B*

reflourih refoid

reforfte

reformuliite
-r^frf: i
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to retreat; re-, back + fugere, to flee], 1. shelter or

protection from danger, difficulty, etc. 2. a person or

thing that gives shelter, help, or comfort. 3. a place
of safety: shelter; safe retreat. 4. an expediency; shift;

action taken to escape consequences. SYN, see shelter,

ref-u-ftee (ref'yoo-je'; occas. ref'yoo-je'), n. [Pr. rlfugie,

pp. of refugier, L. refugere; see REFUGE], a person who
flees from his home or country^ to seek refuge else-

where, as in a time of war, political or religious perse-

re-ful'gence (ri-ful'jons), n. [L. refulgentia], the state

or quality of being refulgent.
re-ful'&efi*cy (ri-ful'J9n-si), n. refulgence.
re-fiil-gent (ri-ful'jant) , adj. [L. refulgent, ppr. of

refulgere, to reflect light; see RE- & FULGENT], shining;
radiant; glowing; resplendent.
re-fund (n-fund'i for n,, re'fund ), v.t. [ME. refunden
< OPr. or L.; OPr. refunder; L. refundere; re-, back +
fundere, to pour], 1. to give back or pay back (money,
etc.); repay. 2. to make repayment to; reimburse

(a person), v.i. to make repayment, n a refunding
or the amount refunded; repayment.
re-fund (refund'), v.t. to fund again or anew;
specifically, in finance, a) to use borrowed money,
especially the proceeds from the sale of a bond issue,

to pay back (a loan), b) to replace (an old bond issue)
with a new bond issue, usually at a lower rate of

interest.
refund ment (ri-fund'mont), n. repayment,
re fur bish (re-mr'bish), v.t. [re- + furbish], to brighten,
freshen, or polish up again; renovate.
refusal (ri-ra'z'l), n. 1. a refusing. 2. the right or

chance to accept or refuse something before it is

offered to another; option.
re-fuse (ri-fuz'), v.t. [REFUSED (-fuzd'), REFUSING],
[ME. refusen; OPr. refuser; LL. *refusare < L. refusus,

pp. of refundere; see REFUND (to repay)], 1. to decline
to accept; reject. 2. a} to decline to do, give, or grant.
b} to decline (to do something) : as, refuse to go. 3. to
decline to accept or submit to (a command, etc.);
decline to undergo. 4, to stop short at (a fence, etc.),
without jumping it: said of a horse. 5. [Obs.], to
renounce. 6. in military usage, to bring back out of

line (the center or a flank) to protect against possible
enemy attack from that sector. v.t to decline to

accept, agree to, or do something, >SYN* see decline.

ref-use (ref'tts, ref'uz), n* [MK; OFr. refus, pp. of

refuser; see REFUSE, .] anything thrown away or

rejected as worthless or useless; waste: trash; rubbish,

adj. thrown away or rejected as worthless or useless.

ref-u-ta-ble (ref'yoo-t^bl, ri-fu'ta-b'l), adj. [LL re-

futaUlis], that can be refuted.

refti'ta-Dly (ref'yoo-ta-bli, ri-fft'to-bli), adv in a ref-

utable manner: so as to b refutable.
re-fut-al (ri-flrt'I), n. a refuting; refutation.
ref-u-ta-tion (reryoo-ti'&hfcn), n. (L. refutatio < refu
tatus, pp.], L a refuting, or proving false or wrong;
disproof 2. something mat refutes, as an argument.
refute (rMUt'), .<. [RKFUT (4d) f RBFUTING), [L

refutare, to rejpel, repress, check; tot R** & CONFUTE],
1. to prove (a jptruon) to b wrong; confute* 2, to

prove (an argument or statement) to D Mm off wrong,
by argument or evidence. - $!&? m dlprom

Ret*. 1. Resina, [L.j, Queen. 2* Regiment.
rejfc., 1. regent 1 wgSneat. 3* raglcm, 4 register,
5* registered. & regittrw; 7. wgtetiy. 8* i^gukr.
9. rgulatk, 10, noulator.

,.,-.._ < - .~

kM direct, ,

wSbt'X^
or fit for

. < OFr* or I*; C%,
a fctaf f IB. IMWS *nh
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feast for*
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09*.
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.

feast 2. a .

re-gale-ment

^wWbv.ff . _
as a opo |WQt

lt toep
|Miv

it

of an;

sovereignty, 2. a country or area subject to the

authority of a king; kingdom. 3, a right or privilege

belonging to a king.
Re-gan (re'gan), n. in Shakespeare's King Lear* the

younger of Lear's two wicked daughters, married to

the Duke of Cornwall: see Goneril, Cordelia.

[ME.; Fr. < regarder; see RE-
'), n. . .

1. a firm, fixed look; gaze, 2. consideration;
regard (ri-gard
& GUARD], 1. a , , .

attention; concern: as, with special regard for your
safety. 3. respect and affection; esteem: as, he had
high regard for his teachers. 4. reference; respect:
relation: as, in regard to your question. 5. pi. good
wishes; respects; affection: often used as a compli-
mentary close to a letter. 6. [Obs.], aspect; appearance.
v.t. 1. to observe or look at with a firm, steady gaze;
look at attentively. 2. to take into account; consider.

3. to give attentive heed or respect to. 4. to hold in

affection and respect: as, he regards his brothers highly.
5. to consider in a certain light or as being something:
as, I regard this as a nuisance. 6. to have relation to;

concern; have reference to: as, this proposal regards

your welfare. 7. [Obs.], to care for. vd. 1. to look;

gaze. 2. to pay heed or attention.
as regards, concerning.
without regard to, not taking into account.
SYN. regard is the most neutral of the terms here, in itself

usually implying evaluation of worth rather than recognition of

it (the book is highly regarded by authorities) ; respect implies

high valuation of worth, as shown in deference or honor (a jurist

respected by lawyers) ; esteem, in addition, suggests that the

person or object is highly prized or cherished (a friend esteemed

for his loyalty) ; admire suggests a feeling of enthusiastic de-

light in the appreciation of that which is superior (one must
admire such courage).

re-gard-ant (ri-gar'dant), adj. [Pr., ppr, of regarder;
see REGARD], in heraldry, looking backward, with the
face in profile.

re^ard-ful (ri-gard'fsl), adj. 1, observant; heedful;
attentive; mindful (often with of). 2, showing regard;
respectful or considerate.

regard-ing (ri-giir'dirj), prep, in (or with) regard to;

concerning; about.
re-gard less (ri-gard'lis), adj. without regard; heedless:

unmindful; careless (often with of): as regardless of
the co$t. adv. [Colloq.], without regard for, or in spite
of, objections, difficulties, etc. ; anyway,

re gard less-ly (ri-gard'lis-li), adv. in a regardless
manner.
regatta (ri-gat's), n. [It. (Venetian) regata, regatta

(whence also Pr. rugate), gondola race, lit. a striving.

for mastery < regatar, to compete],
gondola race in Venice; hence,

1. originally, a
2, a) any boat race.

b) a series of such races*

regelate (rS'j?4St' re'j4aV). y.t.

REGELATING], to undergo regelation,
re ge la-tion (r^'ja-lS'shsn), n. [see RE- & GJJLATIQN),
a refreezrng or freezing together, as oi pieces of mqist
ice under pressure at a temperature above the, freezwg
point*

regen-cy (re*'j?m-6l), n \$L RBGENCIBS (-fiz)], [MB,
regmcieh I, the position* function, or authority of a
rent or group of regents, 2, a group ol men ap-

pointed to carry on the government while a king or

other hereditary ruler is out of the cowitry,, too young,
or mentally or physically unable to do so himself.

3* a country or district 00 governed* 4, th time

1&20. ft in France* t}i^Vw>oVb*tWf^t 1715 aW 723.

fld/* [R4. dUgofttwg or of a styfo of furniture oV
vetoped in France between 4715 and 1723, charac-
teriased by scrollwork combined with natural forms,

many curves, ,and strict balance aad proportion.

(ri-i%-HS0, n, the condition 01 being

* pp. of to

iwfco3; mad btttr, especially m t> <iw 'tp a
kwr or abject condition, vL [ESfiWAT (-id),

u.TiwsJt 1. to c%ue to Be spWtmaHy reborn,

religious conversion* 2. tw mxm to be com-
twsd w teprovd, 3* to form or brm
agalnj re-wtaM on ft mw basis. 4 m

. rwmp to unplny 07 fwmm wwrgy back
> ootottt infto wfr rnwit ovxmit, S- in iwckmto,

my way ol (bae>t enorgy, ^restore, etc,

oth^w^e be wafted), fa in 5ofeiw&
ow (a part) anew, as a replacement for

teaj bt reborn spmtwsilv;
to haw a regawative effect,



regenerative 1224 regorge
acioun; OPr.; LL. regeneratio], 1. a regenerating or

being regenerated; a being renewed, reformed, or re-

constituted. 2. a spiritual rebirth or conversion, 3. in

botany & zoology, the renewal or replacement of any
hurt or lost organ or part, as the arm of a starfish

or claw of a lobster. 4. in radio, the amplification of

a radio signal by feeding energy from the output
back into the input circuit.

re^gen-er-a-tive (ri-jen'a-ra'tiv, ri-jen'er-a-tiv), adj. [Fr.

r6g$neratif; ML. regenerations], 1. regenerating or

tending to regenerate. 2. of regeneration.
re-geri'er'a'tor (ri-jenVra't&r), n. 1. a person or

thing that regenerates. 2. a device used in a furnace
or engine to preheat incoming air or gas by exposing
it to the heat of exhaust gases.
Re-gens burg (ra'gans-boorkh'; Eng. ra'gQnz-burg'), n.

a city in Bavaria, Germany, on the Danube River:

pop., 125,000 (est. 1946) : formerly called Ratisbon.

re-gent (re'jant), adj. [ME. < Fr. or L.; Fr. regent; L.

regens, ppr. of regere, to rule; for base see REGAL],
1. acting in place of a king or ruler: as, prince regent.
2. [Rare], acting as ruler; ruling, n. 1. a person
appointed to carry on a government while a king or
other hereditary ruler is out of the country, too young,
or mentally or physically unable to do so himself.
2. a member of a board appointed to govern a university
or other institution, usually educational. 3. any of

certain other university officers. 4. [Obs.], a ruler;

governor. Abbreviated Reg., reft., Regt.
re-gent-ship (re'jant-ship'). n. [see ~SHIP], the position
or term of a regent.

Reg-gio di Cala-bri-a (red'jo" de ka-la'bre-a'), a city in
southwestern Italy, on the Strait of Messina: pop.,
137,000 (est. 1947): also Reggio Calabria.

Reggio neirEmilia (redj's nel'e-mel'ya) , n. a city
in north central Italy: pop., 106,000 (est. 1947): also

Reggio Emilia.
'I-cid'al (rei'a-sid'l), adj. of a regicide.
icide (rej'a-sidO, n. [< L. rex, regis, a king; -f. , ,

1. a person who kills, or is responsible! fpr the
of, a king, especially of his own country;

...... aUy, DR.-], any of those who tried and, executed
_ tries I of ^England. 2. the kil%g of a king.

re-gime, regime (ri-zhem', ra-zheiaO, n. [Fr. Mgime;
I* regimen; see REGIMEN], 1. a powpal system. 2. a
social system; social order. 3. a course of treatment,
as of diet ana rest; regimen.
reg-i-men (rej's-men', rej'a-mon), n. [L.. rule, govern-
ment < regere, to rule], 1. [Archaic], a) government;
administration; rule. 6) a particular system of govern-
ment; regime. 2. a regulated system of diet, exercise,
rest, and general hygiene, intended to maintain or
improve the health or to have some specific result.
3. [Rare], in grammar, government; the influence of
one word over the case or m6od of another.
regiment (rej'a-msnt; for #., rejVment'), n. [Fr.
regiment, military division; OFr. regiment, regement,
government; LL. regimentum < L, regere, to rule; for
base see REGAL], 1. a military unit, now usually con-
sisting of three battaEons and service and adminis-
trative units: it is normally commanded by a colonel
and is the basic component of a division: abbreviated
refit., rcg. 2. a large number (of persons, etc.). 3.

[Obs,], rule; government, v.t* 1. to form into regi-
ment or regiments. 2. to assign to a regiment or group,
3. to form into an organised or wuforni group or
groups; organize systematically. 4. to organize and
subject to strict discipline and control,

reg i men-tal (rejVmen't'l), adj. of a regiment.
reg-i men-tals (rejVmentlz), n*pL 1. the unlfoto
and insignia worn by a particular regiment; hence,
2. military uniform,

reg-i-men-ta-tion (rejVxnen-ta'shan), n. a regimenting
or being regimented.

Re-gi-na (ri-j!'n9; for the fern, name* also ri-jS'no), p*
queen], a feminine name. n. L [also r-J, queen: the
official title of a reigninf quean* as. Victoria Rt$faa:
abbreviated Reg., R., r. 2. the capital of Saskatchewan,
Canada: pop., 71,000.

rc-ginal (ri-jl'n'l), adj. [ML. reginalis < L. regim,
a queen], of, like, or characteristic ol a queen; queenly:
equivalent to regal,

Reg-i nald (re/l-natd), [ML. Reginalds; DO. Ra
Raginold < Gmc. Vagina*-, *rama^ jttdgxnentv
4* #waldm> to rule], a masculine name: dfatetlfa,

variant, Reynold; equivalents, Far. Re
t G. Reinhold, It. R$nMo> Sp. R&ywtd
(ffjtto), **% [ME. re$cmn; Ang!oPr. r

r r*|fctf): L* regio < r*jsr, to mk; for base see
Ai.}, 1* a large And indefinite part of the garfaee

of thi atrthj district 2, an aw: pkce; tpuce, 3, a
pftrtktUftr p*rt of tbe world or wvme. 4. a
*6ftlm m m art or sdencse, 5. - a 4ivWbn or
an organism, often called after its main part or

, the &Moaoina| ywilow. 6. any of we
which the atmosphere or ocean ! thought ol as being

divided. 7. a division of the world according to the

i*
region, not

. ,,..,. _ jion, district,

etc.; local; sectional.

re-gion-al-ism (re'JQn-1-iz'm), n. 1. a) the division of

a country into small administrative regions. &) the

principle of this. 2. regional quaKty or character.

3. in literature, a) the use of a particular region of a

country as the setting of stories, plays, etc., representing
it as affecting the lives of the characters, b) the tendency
to emphasize and value the qualities of life in a par-
ticular region, especially an agrarian region as opposed
to an urban and industrial one.

reg-is-ter (rej'is-ter), n. [MB. & OPr. registre; ML.
registrum, altered form of regestum < LL. regesta,

records, neut. pi. of L. regestus, pp. of regerere, to

record], 1. a) a record or list 9f events, items, etc.,

often kept by an official appointed to do so. b) a

book in which this is kept. 2. an entry in such a book
or record, 3. a person who keeps such a record, es-

pecially one legally appointed; registrar. 4, regis-

tration; registry; enrollment. 5. a device for recording;
meter or counter, as of fares paid, money deposited,
.etc.: as, a cash register. 6. a)

a device in a stove or

furnace for controlling the draft, etc. b) an opening into
a room by which the amount of warm or cold air pass-

ing, as through a pipe leading from a furnace or venti-

lator, can be controlled. 7, in music, a musical range or

compass, or a particular portion of the compass of an
instrument or voice, of which all the tones are produced
in the same manner or are similar in quality: as, head
register. 8. in photography, exact matching in position
of the focusing screen and the sensitive mm or plate
which replaces it. 9. in printing, a) exact matching in

position of pages, lines, etc. on opposite sides of a

single sheet, b) exact placing of successive colors as

they are printed over each other. .< 1. to enter
in a record or list; enroll; record officially. 2. to

indicate on or as on a scale: as, the thermometer
registers 50 degrees. 3, to show, as by facial expression ;

as, register surprise, anger, etc. 4. to safeguard (mail)
by having its committal to the postal system recorded,
on payment of a fee. 5. in printing, etc., to cause
to be in register. v.f. 1. to enter one's name in a

register, as of a hotel. 2. to have one's name placed
on the list of those eligible to vote in an election, by
making application in the prescribed way, 3, [Couoq. 1,

to make an impression. 4. in printingf etc., to be in

register. Abbreviated reft. SYN, see Hat
reg-is-tered (rej'is-terd), adj. [pp. of registerI officially
recorded or enrolled; specifically, a) designating bonds,
etc. having the owner's name listed In a register.

b) designating dogs, horses, etc* having pedigrees
certraecTand listed by authorized breeders' associations,

c) legally certified or authenticated, Abbiwiated reft,

registered nurse, a nurse who has completed her

training and has passed a State examination which
qualifies her as a nurse in that State: abbreviated R.N.

reg-is-tra-ble (rej'is-tra-bl), adj. that can be registered,

reg-is-trant (rej'is-trent), n. [Fr.; ML. registrans, ppr.],
a person who registers.

reg is trar (refi-e&r
7
, rei'i-tfertrO* n, [MB. register;

ML. registrarius], 1, a person charged with keeping
a register; especially, a person responsible for the
records in a college, court, eta 2* a trust company
charged with keeping the records of stock transfers,
etc. Abbreviated reftr., reg.

reg is tra tion (rei'i-strS'shon), n. [ML* registratio^ t
a registering or being registered. 2. an entry in a
register, 3. the number ofpersons registered.

reg-ie-try (refi^tri), it. [pi K&ai8t*xi (-trlaj)! t
registration. 2. an office where registers are kept.
3, a register. Abbreviated reg.

Ttym* (riPjtoB), iw^/* [L, < me, ruffe, a MngJ, 1,

royal: designating certain British and Scottish uni-

versity prolecflp founded or appointed by royal

professorship.' AbbrevlatcS R., Reft.

reg let (reg'Ht), it* [Fr. reglet < regie, a rale; L* reg-Hla;
see RULE), 1. in architecture, a flat, narrow molding,
used to separate panels, etc. 2, in printing, a flat

strip of wood ^ metal, lower than the type face,
used to separate lines of type. 3. a) regleta collectively.

fruit fOHn&d of three or more carpels that burst wh^n

.ClfejfB'^ J?_^ ' r^^*
regnant.



regr-

[Fr. regorger; see RE- & GORGE, J,
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. , 1. to throw up or

back; vomit up. 2, [Rare], to swallow again. v.i. to
flow back; gush back, as water.

regr., registrar.

re-grant (re-grant'), v.t. to grant again; renew the
grant of. n. a renewed or second grant.

re-grate (ri-grat'), v.t. [REGRATED (-id), REGRATING],
; OFr. r[ME. regraten; regrater; ? < re-, again + grater,

to scrape], 1. to buy up (commodities, especially
marketable foods) for resale at a profit in the same
or a near-by market, 2. to sell (commodities so

bought) again.
re-gress (re'gres; for i>., ri-gres'), n. [ME. regresse; L.

regressus, pp. of regredi, to go back, return < re-, back
-^ gradi, to go], 1. a going or coming back. 2. the
right or privilege of this. 3. backward movement;
retrogression. v.i. to go back; return; move backward.

regres-sion (ri-gresh'sn), n. [L. regressio], 1. a re-

gressing; a going back; return; movement backward.
2. retrogression. 3. in biology, reversion to an earlier

or simpler form, or to a general or common type.
4. in psychoanalysis, reversion to earlier behavior
patterns, as to escape from an unpleasant situation.

re-gres-sive (ri-gres'iv), adj. 1. regressing or tending
to regress. 2. of, like, or characteristic of regression.
regressor (ri-gres'Sr), n. a person or thing that re-

gresses.
re gret (ri-gret')i v.t. [REGRETTED (-id), REGRETTING],
[ME. regretten, regreten; OFr. regreter (later regretter),
to bewail the dead; prob. < Gmc, base in AS. gretan,
to weep (cf. GREET)], 1. to feel sorrow over; mourn
for (a person or thing gone, lost, etc.). 2. to feel
sorrow or remorse over (something that has happened,
one's own acts, etc.). n* 1. sorrow or remorse over
something that has happened, especially over some-
thing that one has done or left undone. 2. sorrow over
a person or thing gone, lost, etc. SYN. see penitence,
regrets, 1 . feefings of sorrow over what has happened,
something gone or lost, etc. 2, a polite expression 01

regret, as at declining an invitation.

re-gret-ful (ri-gret'fol), adL feeling or expressing regret.
re-gret-ta-ble (ri-gret'o-b 1), adj. to be regretted; un-
fortunate.

re-gret"ta*bly (ri-gret'a-bH), adv. 1. in a regrettable
manner. 2. to a regrettable extent.

re-gret-ter (ri-gret'er), n. a person who regrets,
re-group (re-groopO v.t. A v.i. to group again; specific-
ally, in military usage, to reassemble or reorganize
(one's forces), as after a battle.

Regt., 1. Regent, 2. Regiment.
reg-u-la-ble (reg'yoolo-b 1), adj. that can be regulated.
reg-u-lar (reg'yoo-leir), mof;. [ME. router; OFr. resulter;
L, rcgularis < regula; see RULE], 1. conforming in

form, build, or arrangement to a rule, principle, type,
standard, etc.; orderly; symmetrical; as, regular ranks,
regular features* 2. chaiwcterked by conformity to
a fixd principle or procedure, 3. usual; customary:
as, he sat in his regular place. 4, consistent or habitual
in action: as, a regular customer, regular in one's

coming and going* 5. not changing; uniform; as,

regular < speed* a regular pulse. 6** conforming to a
standard or to a raMatttty accepted rule or mode > of

doctor. 8. [CoUoq.],* thorough; complete: as, a regular
nuisance, v. [Collc<j]t pleasant, amiable, depcaroable,
0fcO(. 10* in. botoftyi liavisig all similar parts of th sum
shape and sins; asymmetrical; said of flowers. 11. in
ecclesiastical usage, being of a religious order or mo-
nastic community and adhering to Its rule: opposed
to secular. 12. in grammar, conforming to the usual

type in inflection, formation, etc.; having no forms
peculiar to itself or to only a few similar words: said

maflyolTwbs. >& ia ifeMr*otio*0t
- " * '*

soldiers recognized as legitimate combatants in war-
fare. 14* in mathematics, a) having all angles andmm equal, as a polygon. <

b) having all faces exactly
the same, as * polyhedron, c) governed by one law

tting* or of the permanently constituted, or
-

t '*,cott*y. - 16. fa

t'to.Aujwscc
1. one of

,

e regular cl(

ft monk, friar,

one wpio/ii jW^ ~.-.,,,

to

reg-u-lar-ize (reg'yoo-b-riz'), i>.<- [REGULARIZED (-rizd'X
REGULARIZING], to make regular.

reg-u-lar-ly (reg'yoo-lgr-H), adv. 1. in a regular
manner. 2. at regular times or intervals.

reg-u-late (reg'yoo-lat'), v.t. [REGULATED (-id), REG-
ULATING], t< L. regutatus, pp. of regulare, to rule,
direct, ^regulate < regula, a rule; see RULE], 1. to con-
trol, direct, or govern according to a rule, principle,
or system. 2. to adjust to a particular standard,
rate, degree, amount, etc.: as, regulate the heat. 3. to
adjust so as to make operate accurately, as a clock.
4. to make uniform, methodical, orderly, etc.

reg-u-la-tion (reg'yoo-la'shan), n. 1. a regulating or
being regulated. 2. a rule, ordinance, or law by which
conduct, etc. is regulated, adj. 1. ordered or required
by regulation; prescribed: as, a regulation uniform.
2. usual; normal; ordinary; regular. Abbreviated reg.
SYN. see law.

reg-u-la-tive (reg
f
yoo-la

7
tiv), adj. regulating or tending

to regulate.
r^g-u-la-tor (reg'yoo-la'tSr), n. a person or thing that
regulates; specifically, a) a mechanism for controlling
or governing the movement of machinery, the flow
of liquids, gases, electricity, steam, etc.; governor.

b)
the part of the works of a watch or clock by which

its speed is adjusted, c) an accurate timepiece serving
as a standard by which others are regulated. Abbrevi-
ated reg.

reg'U-la-to-ry (reg'yoo-b-tdr'i, reg'yoo-te-to'ri), ad/*
regulating or tending to regulate.

Reg-u-lua (reg'yoo-las), n. (Marcus Atilius Regulus'),
Roman general and consul; lived P-250? B.C.

reft-u-lus (reg'yoo-los), n.
[jj>/. REGULUSES (-iz), RBGULI

Qi')] [L., little king, dim. < rex, regis, a long], 1.

[K-], in astronomy, a star of the first magnitude in
the constellation Leo. 2, in chemistry & metallurgy,
a) metallic antimony: formerly so called because of
its ready combination with gold, the "king of metalsi"
fc) impure metal produced by the smelting or reduction
of various ores, c) partly purified metal that sinks by
its weight to the bottom of a crucible when ore is

smelted.

re-gur-gi-tant (re-gur'J9-t9nt), adj. regurgitating; charr
acterized by regurgitation.

re-gur-gi-tate (re^ur
/j9-tat

/
), v.i. [REGURGITATED (-id),

REGURGITATING], f< ML. regurgitatus, po. of regurgttare,
to regurgitate; re-, back + LL, gurgitare, to flood],
to rush, surge, or flow back, v.t* to cause to surge
or flow back; specifically, to bring (partly digested
food) from the stomach back to the mouth.

re-gur-gi-ta-tion (rS-gur'jQ-tS'sban), n. [ML. regurgi~

tatio], a reguraitating; specifically, a) the return of

partly digested food from the stomacn to the mottth,
as in a ruminant animal, b) a backward flow of blood
due to the imperfect closure of a heart valve*

re-ha-hiM-tate (rrh^bilV-taV, r5Vbil'o-ttQ, v.t.

(REHABILITATED (-id), REHABILITATING], [< ML* re*-

habilitatus* pp. o! rehabilitate, to restore; see RE* &
HABttiTATEj, 1. to restore to rank, privUeges, or

property which one has lost. 2. to restore the good
name or reputation of; reinstate in good repute. 3. to
put back in good condition; re-establish on a firm,
sound basis. 4* in sociology, to restore (a dependent,
defective, or criminal) to a state of physical, mental,
and imcval health t]buroty3^ 1*r<w4mejit

'

re-ha-bil i-ta-tion (rS%-biVtS/
sJ

: for n. t

to work up again, as ol
or go ow aflain, as oW l

r6*hemi (ri^huysl). n*
'

1, a rfhea
oQUttttag; i^poating m ordw: ftst a rt

t
~, ,

^^
troubles. 2* a drilling or repeating for practice and
future performance. 3. & practice performance of a
play, concert, etc*, or of part of it, in preparation for a
public or format

HKARSING],
nfaurtj^t >9&*B. 4 ^Wt WsW* to- 3wrrow < force,

hersc, a harrow], 1. to repeat aloud as heard_ or read;
recite. 2. to tell in detail; narrate of describe in se-

and at length, 3. to perform for practice, as
etc., la preparation for a public or formal
06. ,4* to"<WP or iwala g* person) by ptactke_ ,.__- i* to dow w$* to jpdtearse a play, etc.

vil 6i) r n* ocscabal tt arroneotm, singular of rl**
Reich fctk; 0, rtTOT^ia; aMa to AS. rlrt L w;

REGAL], 1. the Holy Roman
in tbt 9th <&atttry to

for IB* base see RIC
its

, in 1806 (First Reich). 2, Germany <

reheat

:^TCi
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the German government; specifically, a) the German
Empire, from 1871 to 1919 (Second Reich), b) the

German republic from 1919 to 1933 (Weimar Re-

public), c) the German fascist state under the Nazis
from 1933 to 1945 (Third Reich).
Reichs-bank (riks'baijk'; G. riHs'baijk'), n. [G.; see

REICH & BAKK], the national bank of Germany,
reichs-mark (riks'mark'; G. riHs'mark'), n. [pi
REICHSMARKS (-marks'), RBICHSMARK], [G.; see REICH
& MARK (coin)j, the monetary unit of Germany, re-

constituted and issued in November, 1924, equal to

23.8 cents; mark; see Deutschemark, Ostmark: ab-

breviated RM., r.m.

reichs-pfen nig (riks'fen'ig; G. riHs'pfen'iH), n. ML.

REICHSPFENNIGS (-igz), G. REICHSPFENNIGE (-1-ga)],

[G.; see REICH & PENNY], a minor bronze coin of

Germany, equal to 1/100 reiehsmark; pfennig.

JReichs-rat, Reichs-rath (riHs'rat'), n. [G., genit. of

Reich (see REICH) -f- rat, rath, council], the appointive

upp^er house of the German legislature under the
Weimar Republic,

Reichs-tag (riks'tag'; G. riHs'takh'), n. [G. < Reich,

empire + tag, session, meeting, lit. day; cf. DIET

(assembly)], 1. formerly, the legislative
<
assembly, or

parliament, of Germany. 2. the building in Berlin

where it met, destroyed by bombing in World War II.

fReichs-wehr (nHs'var'), n. [G., lit., the empire's
defense], the German army.

re-i-fy (re'a-fT), v.t. [REIFIEB (-fid'), REIFYING], [< L.

res, thing; + -fy], to treat (an abstraction) as sub-

stantially existing, or as a concrete material object.

reign (ran), n. [ME. regne; OFr. regne, reigne; L.

fegnum < regere; for base see REGAL], 1. royal power;
authority; supreme rule. 2. dominance; prevalence;
sway: as, the reign of fashion. 3. the period or time
of ruling of a sovereign. 4. [Rare], a kingdom. v.i.

[ME. regnen; OFr. regner; L. regnare, to rule < regnum],
1. to rule as king or queen: wield royal authority. 2.

<?o hold sway; prevail; predominate: as, peace reigns.

Reign of Terror, the period of the French Revolution

from 1793- to 1794, during which many persons were
beheaded.

re-im burse (rS'im-btrs'X v.L [REIMBURSE (*btot') t

REIMBURSING], [re- + archaic vmbune, after Fr. rem-
kottrser < re-, again 4- etnbourser, to pay < en-, in +
bourse, a purse], 1. to pay back (money spent). 2.

to pay back to (a person) money spent; compensate
(a person) for damages, time lost, etc. SYN. see pay.

re-imburse'inent (re'im-bttrs'mant), n. a reimbursing
or being reimbursed; repayment (of money spent) or

compensation (for time lost, damage suffered, etc.).

re-im-port (re'im-p6rt', re'im-iDort'; for n,, r-im'p6rt,
re-im'port), v.t. to import again; especially, to import
as finished products (goods previously exported as
raw materials), n. 1. a reimporting or being re-

imported. 2. something reirnported.
re-im-por-ta-tion (rS'im-pdr-t&'sIian, re'im-por-tlS'-

shsn), n. La reimporting or being reirnported. 2.

something reirnported.
re im-pres-sion (re'im-pre&h'an), n. a second impres-
sion; specifically, a reprint, as of a book, from the

original unchanged plates.
Reims (reins;; Fr. raws), ft. a city in northern France:

pop., 111,000 (1946) : also spelled Rfaeinm
rein (ran), n. [ME. rene; OFr. resne; < LL. *retina <
L. retirwe; see RETAIN], 1. usually in pi. a narrow
strai> of leather attached to each end of the bit in the
mouth of a horse, and held by the ridtr or driver to
control the animal: see harness, illua, 2 pi. a means
of guiding, controlling, checking, or restraining: as,

the reins of government. vt. 1. to put a rein or reins
on. 2, to guide, control, check, or restrain with or as
with reins, lu. 1. to cause to stop or slow down with
or as with reins (with in or up). 2. [Rare], to submit
to or be controlled by reins: said of & hor&e.
draw rein, 1. to tighten the reins. 2, to slacken speed;
stop. Also draw in the reins,

give (free) rein to, to allow to act without vecrtvaukt.

keep a rein on, to check or control,
re in car nate (re'in-kaVnSt), v.t to incarnate awln;
give another or different body to (a soul or spirit).

re-in-car-na-tion (re*'in-kSr~nf'shsm), n. [see preo,J L
rebirth (of the soul) in another body. 2. a new In-
carnation. 3. the doctrine that th<$ oul reappears
after death in another and different bodily form.
rein deer (r5n'd@r'). n. [pL REINDEER; atMO$. f REIN-

DEERS], [ON. hreindyri < hreinn, reindeer + dyr, deer,

animal (cf. DEER); rein- appears in AS. as hran, a

phonetic rendering of the then Norw. form], any of

several species of large deer with branching antlers

(in both sexes) , found in northern regions, where they
are domesticated as beasts of burden and as a source

of milk, meat, and hides. 01*1.
Reindeer Lake, a lake in northeastern Saskatchewan,
Canada; area, 2,435 sq. mi.

re-in-force (re'in-f6rs' re'in-fors'), v.t. [REINFORCED
7-f6rst', -forst'), REINFORCING], [re- + inforce, var. of

enforce], 1. to strengthen (a military or naval force)

by sending new troops or ships. 2. to increase the

number or amount of. 3. to strengthen or make
stronger, as by patching, propping, adding new
material, etc. 4. to make stronger or more com-

pelling; as, he reinforced his arguments, n. anything
that strengthens, as the thicker part of a gun barrel,

where the explosion occurs. Also spelled re-enforce,

reenforce. . ,

reinforced concrete, concrete masonry containing
steel bars or mesh to increase its strength.

re-in-force-ment (re'in-f6rs'mnt, re'in-fors'rnant) , n.

1. a reinforcing or being reinforced. 2. anything that

reinforces; specifically, pi. additional troops, warships,
etc, to reinforce those already sent.

Rein hard t, Max (rnaks rin'hart), 1873-1943; German
theatrical director, producer, and actor, born in Austria.

' - " *

[ME. reines;
^w~ *""" T MJMft "

reins n.plreins iranz>, npi uv4.ja. re*f*co, OFr. reins; JL/. renes,

pi, of ren, kidney], [Archaic], 1. the kidneys, region of

the kidneys, or loins. 2. the loins as the seat of the

emotions and affections; hence, 3. the emotions and
affections.

re-in-state (re'in-stat') f v.t.
t
to instate again; restore

to a former condition, position, etc.

re-in-state-ment (re'in-stat'mant), n. a reinstating or

being reinstated,
re^in-sur-ance (re'in-shoor'ans), n. 1. renewed1m-
surance. 2. insurance taken out by an insurer to

protect himself against loss. 3. the amount of this.

re-in-sure (re'in-shoor
/
) f y*t. to insure again, especially

under a contract by which the rst insurer transfers

all or part of the risk to another insurer.

reis (rife), n.pl [sing. REAL (re-al')l [Port.; see REAL
(coin) I, a former Portuguese and Brazilian money of

account, equal to 1/9 cent andJ/18 cent respectively:
abbreviated Rs.: cf. milreia

re-it<er-ate (re-itVrat'), v.t. [REITERATED (4d) RE-

ITERATING], [< L. reileratus, pp. of reiterare; n-,

again + iterare, to say again, repeat < it&rum, a^ainj,
to repeat (something done or said) ; say or do again or

repeatedly. SYN* see repeat.

reiteratio], a reiterating or being reiterated; repetition.
re-it-er-a-tive (re-itVra'tiv) , adj. repetitious,
re-iect (ri-jekt';/or .. re'jekt), v.t. [< L, rtjtctwf, pp.
ofreicwe, rejicere, to throw or ning back < re-# back -H

jacere, to throwJ, 1. to refuse to take, ftgree to, accede
to, use, believe, etc. 2. to discard ; throw out or

away as worthless, useless, or substandard; cast off

or out. 3. to tarow up (food); vomit* 4, to rebuff.

n. something rejected. SYN, see decline.
re jec ta-men ta (fi-jek'ta-man'te), npl* [Mod.L. <
L. rejectare, freq. of rejicere; see RBJKCTJ, I. things
thrown away as worthless or useless. 2. excrement ,

re|ec*tian (n-jek'shwa), n. [L. rqj&ctia], 1. a rejecting
or being rejected. 2. something rejected,

re-joice (ri-joisO, v& (RKJGICBD (-joist'), HBJOICING],
[ME. rej^jissm < inflectional item of OFr, r^oir <
r^* -j- ^jonir (earlier ei/olr) < L, w, out of 4* gaud$r,
to rejoice], to be glad r happy, or delighted; be full of

joy (often with at or in), v*t. to make glad; delight.
re joic ing (ri-jois'irj), n. L the act of one who re-

jojcQft. 2. to* feeHng or expressing of joy or gkdnws.
3* an occasion for Joy,
rejoin (r*joteO, v*L Iproto. n* 4*j^} I, toooma into
the company of again: as, I will rejoin you soon* 2. to
*"*^

tofttiier agam; rtcuolite. *** to bosotte jdbetd
"

agiubcii

(rHoi0 <* ftate MB* <
|0il, to

say la answer. v.i. I, to answer. 2* la law,
< to answer

the plRJntttfti i*rfici&tte* fHSf3W M$ awiwr. h

,

!|

re join der (ri-joVdcr) , n. [Late ME. rtjoyner; Anglo-
Fr. substantive use of Fr. inf. rejoindre; sec REJOIN
(to answer)], * La) an answer to it reply, b) & reply;

reldentlfy
relgnite
relmplant
relmpose
reltnpregnate
relmpress
relmprint
reimprison
relmprisonrnent
relnaugurute
rt-lnclte

r^lncorponite

relncrease
retncur
relnduce
relnfect
reinfection
reinflsime
reinform
reinfuse
reinhablt

reinsist

reinapect
reinapctlon

relntrench
relntroduce

relnstull

reinvest

relnvlte

relnscribe

reinterrogute
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answer. 2. in law, the defendant's answer to the
plaintiff's replication: cf. surrejoinder.

re-ju-ve-nate (ri-joo'va-nat'), v.t. [REJUVENATED (-id),
REJUVENATING], [< re- -f L. juvenis, young; + -ate],
1. to make young or youthful again; bring back to
youthful strength, appearance, etc. 2. in geology, a)
to increase the grade and speed of flow of (a stream),
usually by uplift of the surrounding land, b) to give
youthful land forms to (a region), as steep slopes.

re-ju-ve-na-tion (ri-joo'vs-na'shan), n. a rejuvenating
or being rejuvenated.

re-ju-ve-na-tor (ri-jSo'vo-na'tSr), n. a person or thing
that rejuvenates. __

re-ju-ve-nes-cence (ri-joo'va-nes/'ns), n, [< L. re- t

again + juvenescens, ppr. of juvenescere, to become
young < juvenis, young], renewal of youth.

re-ju-ve-nes-cent (ri-joo'v9-nes''nt), adj. [see REJU-
VENESCENCE], becoming or making youthful again.

re-ju've*nlze (ri-joo'va-mV), v.t. [REJUVENIZED (-mzd'),
REJUVENIZING], to rejuvenate.

rel., 1. relating. 2.relative(ly). 3. religion. 4. religious.

l^Si " vm*jr*i*Ht t jf/j./. w* rbfru></<, uv OJUJJ Ul OJUUJ3 UWJ.B., CC
RE- & LAPSED to slip or fall back into a former con-
dition, especially after improvement or seeming im-
provement; specifically-, a) to fall back into illness
after recovery or seeming recovery, 6) to fall back into
bad habits, wrongdoing, error, etc.; backslide, n. 1.

the act or an instance of relapsing. 2. the recurrence
of a disease after apparent recovery,

relapsing fever, any of various acute infectious diseases
caused by certain spirochetes transmitted by ticks or
lice, and characterized by alternate attacks of fever
and chills,

re-late (ri-laV), v.t. [RELATED (-id), RELATING]. [Fr,
relater < L. relatus, pp. of referre, to bring back; see
REFER], 1. to tell the story of; narrate; recount. 2.
to connect or associate, as in thought or meaning;
show as having to do with; show a relation between:
as, relate theory and practice. v.i. 1. to have some
connection or relation (to). 2, to have reference (to),
SYN. see tell.

re-lat-ed (ri-lSt'id), adj. [pp. of relate]. 1. narrated;
recounted; told. 2. connected: associated. 3, con-
nected by origin, kinship, marriage, etc.: of the same
kind, family, etc. 4. in music, closely connected
melodically or harmonically: said of tones, chords, etc.

ilW.-~reiated, applied to persont, implies close connection
through consanguinity or, less often, through marriage (we are
related through our mothers), applied to things, close connection
through common origin, interdependence, etc. (related sub-
jects); kindred basically suggests Wood relationship but in ex-
tension connotes close connection as because of similar nature,
tastes, goals, etc, (we are kindred souls) ; cognate now usually
applies to things and sugfest connection because of a common
source (pwa knguags); allied, applied to persons, suggests
connectwn through voluntary association, applied to tmngs,
connection through inclusion in the same category (attUd sci-

ences) ; affiliate usually suggests alliance of a smaller or weaker
party with a mme &t stronger one as a braixeh or dependent
(several wmpwwes are aJMfam with tins corporation),

re la-tion (li-lS'saw), n (MEk rdaofan < QPr, or L,;
QPr relation; L. retelfo; set RBLATS) 1, a imitating,
recounting, or telling, 2, what i* narrated or told:
narrative; account; recital 3. connection or mode -of

connection, a la thought, meaning, etc.: as, the
relation of theory and practice the relation of the
individual to xdety* 4. connection of persons by
blooa or marrfafe; kinship. 5, a parftta connected
with attotto or others by wood or, tnarriafe; member
of tqe same omte; relative; ktamip or kfewwoinan.
O pi* tl6 <XMttb6Ctl0BIS between OT
ta*$*M or ptfvfcfo jtftiS*: *, felt

frwds tag* good 1 pL tlm <xw*efclons
waowg tfPWim peoptj* wrtkws, statw, eta: as* foreign
ana trade r*/afeo*f. 4 wfeiwwe; tmia$i m* tbi work
was cwtliid wU rMdf to avaiftblft ftd- 9 In
-tow, ) t^'MMmMMrt of ta mhWf at wfeow cot&ttl
an aetloB to bmo*

4> % wrfag of aa aet of pro-
ttt computfca or tietaflpttt

|teit ^^ceedfwg to a time
ad tfe tim of te

I that freftuently recur:
etc. are rd&Amm

to the other; dependent upon or referring to each
other: as, we ended in the same relative positions.
2. having to do with; pertinent; relevant: as, his letter
was relative to this matter. 3. regarded in relation
to something else; comparative: as, relative wages.
4. involving or expressing relations; meaningful only
in relationship : as, cold is a relative term. S. in grammar,
a) designating a word that introduces a subordinate
clause and refers to an antecedent: as, which is a relative

pronoun in "the hat which you bought." b) introduced
by such a word : as, a relative clause, n. 1. a relative
word or thing. 2. a person connected by blood or
marriage; kinsman or kinswoman. Abbreviated rel.
relative to, 1. relevant to; concerning; about. 2. cor-
responding to; in proportion to.

rel-a-tlve-ly (rel's-tiv-li), adv. 1. in a relative manner;
in relation to or compared with something else; not
absolutely: as, a relatively unimportant matter. 2. in
relation or proportion (to). Abbreviated rel.

relative major, in music, the major key whose tonic
is the third degree of a specified minor key.

relative minor, in music, the minor key whose tonic
is the sixth degree of a specified major key.

rel a tiv-ism (rel's-tiv-iz'm), n. the theory of ethics or
, knowledge which maintains that the basis of judgment
is relative, differing according to events, persons, etc.

rel-a-tiv-ist (rel'o-tiv-ist), n. 1. a person who believes
in relativism. 2. a person who believes in relativity.

rel-a-tiv-i-ty (relVtiv'a-ti), n. 1. the condition, fact,
or quality of being relative. 2. the close dependence
of one occurrence

f value, quality, etc. on another.
3. in philosophy, existence only in relation to a thinking
mind. 4. in physics, the fact, principle, or theory o!
the relative, rather than absolute, character of motion,
velocity, mass, etc., and the interdependence of matter,
time, and space: as developed and mathematically
formulated by Albert Einstein and H. A. Lorentz uu
the special (or restricted) theory of relativity and by
Einstein in the general theory of relativity (an extension

covering the phenomena of gravitation), the theory
of relativity includes the statements that: 1) there is
no observable absolute motion, only relative motion;
2) the velocity of light is constant and not dependent
on the motion of the source; 3) no energy can be
transmitted at a velocity greater than that of light;
4) the mass of a body in motion is a function of the
energy content and varies with the velocity; S) time
is relative; 6) space and time are interdependent and
form a four-dimensional continuum; 7) the presence
of matter results in a "warping" of the space-time
continuum, so that a body in motion passing near by
will describe a curve, this being the effect known as
gravitation, as evidenced by the deflection of light
rays passing through a gravitational field.

relativity of knowledge, in philosophy, the theory
that all knowledge is relative to the mind, or that
things can be known only through their effects on roe
mind, and that consequently there can beno knowledge
of reality as it is in itself.

re*la-tor (ri-lfi'tgr), n. [L.) 1. a person who relates,
or tells; narrator, 2. in law, a private person at whose
prompting or complaint a publk action is begun to
bring in question the exercise of an office, francMse, etc.

re-lax (rwaksOt ***** [I/, relaxare; re^ back + laxare, to
loosen, widen < laxus, loose; cf. LAX), 1, to make looser,
or less firm or tense i as, he relaxed his hold, 2. to make
less strict or severe; soften down: as, she relaxed her
discipline of the child. 3. to abate; reduce; slacken:
as, he mctxed his eforts* 4* to reduce the concentration
or

'

roptte*tlo$ of; give ntat to, : as, relax the xoind.
v.t. L to become looser or less firm, as the muscles.
2. to become I$s

'

tense or stern, as one's features.
3. to become less strict; become milder* as discipline.
4. to become easier in manner; become leas stiff. 5. to
rwt from effort* application, or work.

,

,

re-toa-pkto (rrwftw&ta), n* fL. rfaxatto < ppf oC
a relaxing or. being

fay!* we, 1 $wt ,

\iyr tax, etc,, $, al
jt of effort, 4, recreation; L

(ri-lak'sid-li), adv. in a relaxed manner.

rdaix, i>/., orig., hounds kepi as reserves at points along
the course of a hunt < relaier, to leave behind; re- (see
Kg.) -f laier t to leave, let), 1. a fresh supply of dogs,
horses, etc.

,
kept in readiness to relieve others in a hunt,

on a journey, etc. " 2 , a crew of workers relieving others
at work; 1 loift, 3. a device operated by a relatively
weak force but capable of producing a stronger force,

ttfed to control * M*tiv1y powerful apparatus. 4. in

electricity, a device by means of which a change of
current or a variation in conditions of an electric
circuit causes ft change in conditions of another circuit

reluimder

sft*l
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or operates another or other devices in the same or

another circuit; used in telegraphy, etc. 5. m sports,

a) a relay race. 5) any of the legs, or laps, of a relay

race. v.t. [RELAYED (-lad', -ISd), RELAYING], l..to

convey by relays. 2. to convey as if by relays; receive

and pass on (a message, news, etc.). .3. to supply or

replace with a relay or relays. 4. m electricity, to

control, operate, or send on by a relay.

re-lay (re%')> v.t. [RE-LAID (-lad'), RE-LAYING], to

lay again or anew; also written relay.

relay race, a race between two or more teams, each

member of which goes a certain part of the distance.

release (ri-leV), v.t. [RELEASED (-lest'), RELEASING],

[ME relessen; OPr. relesser, relaisser; ve^ again +
laisser, to leave < "L. laxare, to loosen < laxus, loose,

lax], 1. to set free, as from prison; set at liberty, as

from work. 2. to unfasten and let go, as something

snagged, a bomb, arrow, etc. 3. to grant freedom
from a tax, penalty, obligation, etc. 4, to

t
set free

from pain, cares, etc.; relieve. 5. to permit to be

issued, shown, published, etc, 6. in law, to give up
or surrender to someone else (a claim, right, etc.). f

n.

1. a setting free; deliverance; liberation. 2. a freeing

or being freed from a tax, obligation, etc. 3. a written

discharge, as from an obligation, from prison, etc.

4. a letting go of something caught, held in position,
etc. 5. a device, as for starting or stopping a machine,
used to release some other device. 6. a) a releasing

to the public, as of a book, film, news, etc. &) the

book, film, etc. released. 7. in joe* music, the third

group of four measures in a common form of sixteen-

bar chorus, which supplies a bridge between repetitions

of the melody. 8. in law, a) a giving up or surrender

to someone else, as of a claim or right, b) the document

bjr which this is done. SYN. see free.

(-id), RELE-

***WJ , L -. o r r*~ --. "- -> to send away;
re-f away, back -f legare, to send], 1. to exile; banish,

usually to a specified place. 2. to consign or assign
to an inferior position. 3. to assign to a class, sphere,

realm, etc.; classify (something) as belonging to a
certain order of things. 4. to refer, commit, or hand
over for decision, as to a person. SYN. see commit,

rel-e-ga-tion (rel's-ga'shan), n. [L. relegatio], a rele-

gating or being relegated.
relent (rvlenf), tu. [ME. rdente, to melt < L..

re-

lentescwa, to become soft < re-, again + lentuSt flexible,

pliant, slow], 1, to soften in temper, resolution, etc. ;

become leas, severe, stern, or stubborn. 2. [Obs.], to

melt. vJ. [Obs.], to cause to relent. SYN. see yield,

relentless (ri-lent'Ks), adj. 1. not relenting; harsh;

pitiless. 2. persistent; unremitting.
rel-e-vance (rel'a-vsns), n. the state or quality of being

relevant; pertinence.
rel-e-van-cy (rel'9-van-si), n. relevance.
relevant (rel'a-vsnt), adj\ [ML. rdevans, ppr. of

rdevare, to bear upon (in L,, to lift up) j
see RELIEVE],

bearing upon or relating to the matter in hand; perti-

nent; to the point: opposed to irrelevant.

SYN.~~*c*lwr*,nt Implies close logical relationship with, and
importance to, the matter under consideration (relevant testi-

mony); feermaxte implies such dose natural connection as to be

highly appropriate or fit (your reminiscences are not truly ger
mane to this discussion); pertinent implies an immediate and
direct bearing on the matter in hand (a pertinent suggestion) ;

apposite applies to that which is both relevant and happily
suitable or appropriate (an apposite analogy) ; applicable refers

to that which can be brought to bear tipon a p^rticmlar matter
or problw (your description is applicable to several people) ;

apropos is used of that which is opportune as well as relevant

(that remark was most apropos).- ANT. inappropriate, ex-

traneoug.

relia*biM ty (ri-EV-bilVfci), n. the state Or quality
of being reliable.

re-li a-ble (ri-HVb!) f adj. that can be relied on; d*
pendable; trastwortpy.
SYN. reliable is applied to a person or thing that can be
counted upon to do what is expected or required (hfe reliable

assistant) ; dependable refers to a person or thing that can be

depended on as in a need or emergency and often connotes level-

headedness or steadiness (she is a dependable friend); trust-
worthy applies to a person, or, sometimes, a thing, whose truth-

fulness, integrity, discretion, etc, can be relied on (a tru$$w&riky
source of information); trusty applies to ft person or thing
which continued experience has shown to be completely trust-

worthy or dependable (his trusty steed).

re-H-a-bly (ri-K'o-bli), adv. L in a reliable manner.
2. to a reliable degree.

re-li-ance (ri-li'ons), n* 1, a relying, 2 trust, de-

pendence, or confidence, 3, what Jn teHed on.
re-H-ant (ri-li'ont), adj. 1, relying; having or showing
trust* dependence, or confidence. 2. self-reliant.

relic (rd'ik), it* (MB. rclikc; OFr. rclique; L, reliquiae,

pi. < rdinqwrti m RELINQUISH], 1. an obiect, custom,
etc, that Ems survived, wholly or partially, tarn the
pasti ofttaR* iwcQctJfcdbog tbut cusui MstorJc
GttMM OE iti Jl|f<5 JKXXd ffcfttOClatiCMDS With tfe pftttlir QT t

serves as a keepsake, or souvenir. 2. pi. remaining
fragments; surviving parts; ruins. 3. $1. [Obs. or

Poetic], the body, or parts of the body, of a dead

person; remains. 4. in ecclesiastical usage, the body
or part of the body of, or an object kept and reverenced

as a memorial of* a saint, martyr, etc., as in the Roman
Catholic and Orthodox Eastern churches.

relict (rel'ikt; for adj., ri-likt'), n. [L. rehcta, fern, of

relictus, pp. of relinquere; see RELINQUISH], 1. [Rare],

a widow. 2. a plant or animal living on ma particular

area as a survival from an earlier period. ao/.JArcliaicJ,

surviving the death of another; especially, widowed.

re-lief (ri-lef), n. [ME. relef; OFr. relief < relever; see

RELIEVE], 1. an easing, as of pain, discomfort, or

anxiety; setting free from some cause of distress in

body or mind; lightening of a burden, as of taxation,

oppression, etc. 2. anything that lessens tension or

strain, or offers a pleasing change, as to the mind or

eye: as, the lakes were a relief after the dry countryside.

3. aid in the form of goods or money given by an

agency, or by the state, city, county, ^etc., p
to persons

out of work or in need. 4. any aid given m times of

need or danger, as supplies sent into a besieged area or

troops sent to take the place of tired forces. 5. a) re-

lease from work or duty. b\
the person or persons

bringing such release by taking over a post. 6. lit.

rilievo < rilevare, to raise; see RELIEVE], in architecture

& sculpture, a) the projection of figures and forms

from a flat surface, so that they stand wholly or

partly free. 6) a work of art so made. Also relievo,

rilievo. 7. in feudal law, a payment made by the heir

of a vassal to the overlord on taking over an estate.

8. in physical geography, a) the differences in height,

collectively, of land forms in any particular area, b)

these differences as shown by lines or colors on a map.
9. in literature & drama, a)

t
sharp contrast, as of ideas,

actions, or events. 6) comic scenes in a serious drama
or motion picture: in full, comic relief. 10. in painting,
the apparent solidity or projection of objects, obtained

by modeling and gradation in color, etc.; hence, 11.

distinctness of outline; contrast.
in relief, carved or molded so as to project from a
surface.
on relief, totally or partially supported by a temporary
government allowancej as when unemployed.

relief map, a map showing by lines, shading, or color

the different heights of land forms, as hulls and valleys.
re liev a ble (ri-leVg-bl}, adj. that can be relieved.

relieve (ri-leV), v.t. [RELIEVED (4evdO RELIEVING],
[ME. rdcven; OPr. relever < L. rtlevare, to lift up
again; re-, again -f levare, to raise < lews, light],

1. to ease; lighten; reduce, as pain, anxiety, etc. 2, a)

to free (a person) from pain, discomfort* anxiety, etc.

b) to restore (a part of the body, the mind, etc.) to well-

being. 3, to give aid or assistance to; as, reliem the

pQor; bring or send help to: as, relieve a besieged city.

4. a) to set free from a burden, obligation, grievance,
etc* b) to remove (a burden, etc.). 5. to set free from
duty, work, or responsibility by sending someone,
or .coming oneself, to take it over: as, she relieved

the nurse. 6. to make less tedious, monotonous, or

unpleasant by being or providing a pleasing change.
7, to set off by contrast; make sharply distinct or

prominent. & to ease (oneself) by passing bodily
waste matter.
S'VN.relieve implies the reduction of misery, discomfort, or

tediousness sufficiently to make it bearable (they played a game
to relieve the monotony of the trip) ; alleviate impLiea temporary
relief, suggesting that the source of the misery remains unaf-

fected (drugs to atlwiate the pain); lighten implies a cheering
or gladdening as by reducing the weight of oppression or depres-
sion (nothing can lighten the burden of her grief) ; osaua&e sug-

gests a softening or pacifying influence in lessening puin* c&lnilog

passion, etc. (her kind words assuaged his resentment); miti-
gate implies a moderating or making milder of that which ii

likely to cause pain (to mitigate & punishment) ; allay suggeHts

an effective, although temporary or incomplete, cuhning or--'gM
IGIKUSBS (-zhyoz') L

order; nun.

ou*! pWus. *,
has taken monastic

. <>4tam,toL __ _.
bind togetfa; or ? < irw* 4* Jw*t *Wf (< * ^ww,
to be concerned) , seen ate in Gr. alegein, to pay heed
to, It. diligens. diligent], 1. belief in a divine or super-
human power or powers to be obeyed and worshiped
aa the creator (s) and ruler (s) of the universe. 2. ex-

"

m, of this belief in conduct and ritual. 3. a) any
c system of beliei, worship, conduct, etc., often

. . __ ing a code of ethics and a philosophy: as, the
Christian rdigion. the BuddhUt rdigion^tc/b) loosely,

any system of beliefs, practices, ethical valued, etc.

rlarn relight
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resembling, suggestive of, or likened to such a
as, humanism is his religion* 4% a state of mind or

-way of life expressing love for and trust in God, and
one's will and effort to act according to the will <of

God, especially within a monastic order or community :

as he achieved religion. 5. any object of conscientious

regard and pursuit: as, cleanliness was a religion to

him. ^. [Obs.], a} the pi&ctice of religious observances
or rites. J) pi. religious rites. Abbreviated reL, relig.

re*H*gion'i8ttiL (ri^hj'an-iss'nti), m 1. excessive religious
zeal. 2. pretended or affected religious zeaL

re-li-gion-ist (ri-lij'an-ist), n a religious zealot or

enthusiast; fanatic.

being ..

affectation of this,

re-li*giouSB (ri-li^Qs)* adj* (ME rtstigms; QFr.
L. religiosus], 1. characterized by adherence to

religion; devout; pious; <godly. 2* of, concerned with,

appropriate to, or teaching religion: as, religious books.
3, belonging to -a monastic order* 4, careful; con-

scientiously exact; scrupulous, n. [pL RELIGIOUS], a

person belonging to a monastic Order; monk or nun.
Abbreviated rd. *-^SYN* see devout.
the religious, religious people collectively.

re-lin-quish (ri4irj'kwish) , v*t* [Late MEk relinquisst;
OFr. relinquir; L. relinmtef^; res from -f Unoucre, to

leave], 1. to give up; aoanaon, as a plan, policy, etc.

2. to renounce or suitender (something owned, a right,

eta). 3. to le* go (a grasp, etc.).
SW. -relinquish implies a giving up of something desirable

and cotmotfcS comptdafott Of the force of necessity (he will ttot

relinquish Ids advantage) ; abandon, in this connection, implies
a complete afcd final reKnqtiishtoent, as because of tfneariness,

diec<yuraftemnt, etc. (do not atawtfo* hope); waive suggests a
voluntary relinquishing by refusing to insist on ttoe's right or

claim to something (to waive a jury trial) t forgo implies the
denial to oneself ofsomething, as for the sake ofexpediency or
altruism (I must /cflrgo the pleasure of your company this eve-

ning). See also &urr**drv~-ANz\ keep* retain*

re'lm-quiwi-metit (ti-litj'kwish-tnoial). Hi a relin-

quishing or being

fY. reliqHttire < L r^m*; tee RBUCJ, 4 email bofc,

casket, or shrine in which a relic or r*lk* are ke$t
and shown.
rellque (rd'ik. li-llk*), n, [Awhaie], a tftllo.

re-liq-ul ae (ri-lik'wi-r), fi.jW {L; s^e RELIC], reinaias.
as of fossil organism^
reMsh (rel'ish), n, [ME. wte; OPr. r*Jw> frfafo, some-
thing remaining < retainer; see RELEASE], 1. a) a
flavor; taste, 6) distinctive or characteristic flavor: as.

a relish of garlic in the stew. 2. a trace or touch (of
gome quality) ? tot or wiggwtiott: at, ther* wan a ?!&&
of malioe in w wrtfon. 3* an appetising flavor;
pleasing taste. 4. plmwarej enjoyment; zed: as, he
eats wftfe ntfM. 5. t&ythtefc that give pleasure, zest,
or enjoymfent; attraoliv* quality. o picfew& chutney,
or the Hko, served with meat, etc. to make It more
appetizing, v.t. L to give flavor to. 2* to enjoy;

L to tatte Of havt tot wvor (^ some-
3*thing), 2,

rel. pron., rtlatilw
re lu cent (rWWVn
of rduterc; m R*
reluct (rMuktO,
&i tetar WN ptd
toiawl [IUtt%j t. lo
2* to offer opftftiHfofe;

re luc tancc (ri-kk't'iiv, n* {< fMMkMif), L a fadi
of not Wfmting to do or agree to somothing;
Mlttotaot; tiwfll!tM9MMk 2* lEmreJ, dppobitlottt revolt
3, in dectricUy, rcsiHtance to the pai;kge of magnetic

ol forcts

became of

marry) ;

Auu'onj; disapprove^
of

^wa&*Mfc>
atthouKbnnt
HE *&*)

fa

resistance to magnetization j reluctance exhibited by
a one-centimeter cube t> a given material.
re-lume (re4oom', ri-lumO, #<< [RttLuivtBlD (46omd',
-lumd'), RELUMING]* [/* 4* illume; cf. Fr. rallumer],
[Archaic or Poetic], 1. to light again; rekindle. 2. to

light up again; illuminate or shine on again.
re-ly (ri-K') JM. [RELIED (-1M') RELYING], [ME. relien,
to rally; OPr. rdier, ralier; Ik rU%&re$ see RELIGION],
to tfust; depend; have confidence {with n or upon).
SYN. to rely <o* or uj?on) a person or thing is to have confi-

dence, usually on the basis of past experieance, that he or it will

do what is expected (b can be relied on to keiafp th secret) ; to
trust is to have complete faith or assurance that one will not
be let down by another (to trust in God) ; to depend (on or upon)
a person or thing is to rely on him or it for support or aid (he can
depend on his wire fot sympathy) ; to count (on) or, coaoquially,
to reckon (on) something is to Consider it in one's calculations
as certain fthfey 'co&nted, or Mckdned, on nay goingf) J to bank
(on), a colloquial term, is to have the confidence of one Who is

willing to risfc money on something (don't bank oft his help).
re-main (ri-man'), #** [OPr. freWa^Wdrk, femanoir; L.
remaneH; re~, badk, behind 4- vfKMete, tb st#?], 1. to
be left or left over when the ftest has been taken away,
destroyed, or disftos&d of in Some way. 2. to stay;
stay while others go; stay in the Same place: as, he
remained in the house. 3* to continue \ go on being:
as, he remained a cynic. 4. to continue to e*ist$ endurej
persist; last: as, the Old house still remains. 5. to
be left to be dealt with* done, said> etc. -^tiYN. See tay.
re-mainder (ri-mSn'd@r)* n. [Anglo-Fi

4

. HubstantiVe
use of OPr inf. mnwindte; see RftMAfitf]* 1. thode
femaining* 2. the rest; what is left wiieii a p&rt is

taken awttyt as, he ate the tein&indter of the candy.
3* a copy or copies of a book still held by a publisher
when the sale has fallen off* usually disposed Of very
cheaply. 4. in law, an estate in expectancy but not
in possession, as when laiid k convened by the same
deed to one person during his lifetime, and at his
death to another and his heirs: distinguished from
reversion. 5. in mathematics, a) what is left when a
smaller number is subtracted from a larger. 6) What i3

left undivided When one number is divided by another
that is not one of its factors, ddj* jfSmainmg ; left over.
Vkt* to sell (books, etc.) a femaindws.
SYN.-^remainder is this general word app&d td What is left

when & part is taken away (the remainder of ft meal, one's life,

etc.) ; residue and residuum aptily to what remains at the end
of a process, as after the evaporation or combustion of matter or
after the settlement of claims, etc. in a testator's estate: rem-
nant is applied to a fragment, trace, or any small part left after
the greater part has been removed (remnants of cloth from the
ends of bolts) ; balance is used colloquially in place of remain-
der, btit in strict u6 It implies the amotittt remaining on the
credit or debit side (abank fifllott^),,

fc

re*mains (ri-mSnzO ft* pt* 1. What fc left; what t left

e, destruction, etc.; remainder; retnndnt. 2.-- v fc

^ rnotiuinents
f
etc.

I pqdy of a person.J ' m of an author
1

.

,,itef.

<:'). v-t- [REMADE
, or anew. n. 1* a

after use, , .

vestiges ; traces. 3. objects, build
surviving from the jp&fct. 4, th6 de
5. writings left ttnfcublished at th
6, surviving works, as of to i

(re-m5k'; fot #1*.

KiistGL to male*

re-man
MANNING
new man

2. something :

manO* v*t
, 1. to man aga
iness or courage to.

i a motion picture,

2* to give

rtmim&mt
H*

O-Fr.

toLL, t

order]. 1. to send back; order to 60 back. 2.

tow, a) to Bend (a ^tisotier or AccUsM |)terton) back to

jail, as to !nv6tJ$te th* dbtaeU kgainat him furthftf.

d) to send (a *a*6) back to A lov^et Court, with directions

concerning &dditi6ft4ljw:00eediri0. m L
or being remanded. 2. a j>erton jtematWlfcd.
rem a nent (remV^^At), attf. [MB, nmanente; L
<m*n$ t ppt.l rematntttgl left OVer.
r^nttAm (rf*mfcrfcOt ^<* I^r- rmwrqutr; see itfr &
MARK, t,] r 1, to ttDtfc*J observe | peteelw. JJ. tb
<x>mrotont; *ay O3^ frtite as an obderviitlon or <^toteie*it.

3, (Ob) ? to tearlcj dMBtuWb* tadtefctfe i^Jt t6 wto
an observation Or comment (with on or upon}, it

a
Worthy .

casual observation. 3. in e*grw>ing,
5 FN.- remark applies to a bHcf"m<>re or k^e
Ol opinion, etc., AS in momentarily dirtH^ttnj? onft'ti attention to
something (ft rmrtr& about her clothe*) t an observation is an
expression of opinion on something: to which one ha3 piven aonte

degree ol special attention and thought Cite warden's obscrva-
'

on prison reform) a comment is & remark or observation
or mtrpmtin|.t aoimthmR (rom-

on 4 novel); commentary In usually applied as a oo
notin to a series of explanatory ndtes or annotations I

commentary on
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re-mark-a-ble (ri-mar'ka-bl), adj. 1. worthy of remark.
2. unusual; extraordinary. SYN. see noticeable.

re-mark*a-bly (ri-mar'ka-bli), adv. in a remarkable
manner or to a remarkable extent; notably.
re-marque (ri-mark/). n. [Fr. ; see REMARK], in engraving,
1. any mark made on tne margin of a plate and ap-
pearing only on proofs, to identify a particular stage
of the plate. 2. a small design or sketch etched on the
margin of a plate, to be removed after a number of

early proofs have been taken. 3. a plate, print, or
proof bearing such a mark.
Re marque, E-rich Ma-rl-a (a'riH ma-re'a ro-mark'),
1897- ; German novelist.
Rembrandt (rern'bratrt; Eng. rem'brant), n. (Rem-
brandt Harmenszoon van Rijn or Ryn), Dutch painter
and etcher; lived 1606-1669.
rem-edi able (ri-me'di-o-b'l), adj. [Fr. remediable; L.

remediabilis], tnat can be remedied.
re-me-di-a-bly (ri-nae'di-a-bli), adv. in a remediable
manner; so as to be remediable.

re-rne di-al (ri-me'di-sl), adj. [LL. remedialis], providing,
or intended to provide, a remedy.

re'ine-di/al'ly (ri-rne'di-sl-i), adv. so as to remedy.
remedi-less (rem'9-di-lis; still occas. ri-med'a-lis),
adj. that cannot be remedied; incurable or irreparable.

rem-e-dy (rem'a-di), n. [pi. REMEDIES (-diz)], [ME. &
An^lo-Fr, remedie; OFr. remede; L. remedium < re-,

again -f- mederi, to heal], 1. any medicine or treatment
that cures, heals, or relieves a disease or bodily dis-

order, deadens pain, or tends to restore health. 2.

something that corrects, counteracts, or removes an
evil or wrong; relief; redress 3. in coinage, variation
allowed at the mint in weight and fineness of metal
of a coin; tolerance. 4. in law, a means, as court
action, by which violation of a right is prevented or
compensated for; legal redress, v.t. [REMEDIED (-did),
REMEDYING], 1. to cure or heal, as with medicine. 2,

to put right; put back in proper condition. 3. to
correct or remove (an evil, etc.). SYN. see cure.
re-mem-ber (ri-mem'bSr), v.t. [MB. remembren: OFr.
remembrer, se remembrer < LL. rememorare; L. re-,

back, again + memorarer to bring to remembrance
< memor, mindful; cf. MEMORY], 1. to have (an
event, thing, person, etc.) come to mind again; think
of again: as, he suddenly remembered an appointment.
2. to bring back to mind by an effort; recollect; recall:

as, he^tried to remember the name, 3. to bear in mind
;

keep in the metnory; be careful not to forget. 4. to

keep (a person) in mind with some feeling, as of pleas-
ure, gratitude, etc. 5. a) to keep (a person) in mind
for a present, legacy, etc. 6) to give a present or tip
to: as, remember the waiter. 6". to mention (a person)
to another as sending regards or greetings; as, re-

member me to your mother. 7. [ObsJ, to remind. IM".

1. to bear in mind or call back to mind. 2. to have
memory; have the use of one's memory,
SYN, remember implies a putting: oneself in mind of some-
thing, often^suggesting that the thing is kept alive in the mem-
ory so that it can be called to conscious thought without effort

(hell remember this day) ; recall and recollect both imply some
effort or will to bring something bade to mind, recall, in addi-
tion, often connoting an imparting of what ia brought back (let
me recall tfhat was said, to recollect the days of one's childhood) ;

remind implies an agent as the cause of or stimulus for remem-
bering (your story reminds me of another); reminisce now
usually implies the remembering and telling of past events or
experiences in one's own life (they remimscea about school
days). ANT. forget.
re-mem-brance (ri-mem'br^ns), ft. 1. a rememberiijg
or being remembered, 2. the power to remember. 3,
the extent of time over wHch one can remember. 4,
an object that serves to bring to mind or keep ia mind
some person, event, etc.; souvenir; keepsake; memento,
5. pi. greetings, SYN. see, memory.

re mem-branc er (ri-mem'bren-sir), n. [Anglo-Fn; see
REMEMBRANCE &. -Eiijj 1. a person who reminds auowJiw"
of something; especially, one engaged or appointed
to do so. 2. [usually R-L in England, a) formerly,
any of several officers of the Court of Exchqur,
b) an officer of the Supreme Court wk> is xespooiible
for

collecting debts due to tlie king or queen: also
called the King's (or Queen's) Remembrancer, c) an
officer of

%
the corporation of tlie City of

3. ft reminder; souvenir; meroewfeo,
rw*<i'fies (rem'0-jeV), n^f. Mu. ufcmx
[L., pi. of remex, oarsman], the large quill leathers
a bird's wing; flight feathers,
re-mig i al

(ri-mji'i-ol), adj. of the re
re-mind (rf-mradOt v~t A v4 fr*- -f- mhd, t.J* to put
(a person) in mind (of somefmtng): eawse (E
to maemoer; as, remindmt of it, ~-sYN. see
iwttrfd-r (ri~mln'dr) r n* a peo or

mtodi thing to help oiu rommber
re-imd*fttl (d-.mfrid'fal), adj. L mio
tog. 2. surviving memory; iwaintog;

Rem-ing-ton, Frederic (rem'uj-fem), 1861-1909; Amer-
ican painter, sculptor, and illustrator.

rem-i-nisce (rem'o-nis'), v.i. [REMINISCED (-nist'),

REMINISCING], [back-formation < reminiscence], 1. to
call past events or experiences to mind. 2, to talk
or write about remembered events or experiences.
SYN. see remember.

rem 1 nis cence (remVnis/'ns), n. [< Fr.; see REMI-
NISCENT], 1. a remembering; recollecting; recalling to
mind. 2. memory; recollection. 3. pi. an account,
written or spoken, of remembered events. 4. something
that suggests or recalls something else; reminder.
SYN. see memory.

rem-i-nis-cent (rem'9-nis''nt), adj. [L. reminiscens, ppr.
of remfnisci < re-, again + memini, to remember],
1. having the nature of or characterized by reminis-

cence; remembering. 2, recalling the past and telling
about it; given to dwelling on the past. 3. bringing
to mind something else; suggestive (o/),
remise (ri-miz'), v.t. [REMISED (-mlzd'), REMISING],

Eiy.,
restoration, fern, pp. of remettre, to send back;

. remittere; see REMIT], in law, to give up a claim to;
surrender or release by deed.
remiss (ri-mis'), adj. [L. remissus, pp. of remittere; see

REMIT], 1. careless or negligent at work; irresponsible;
lax in the performance of duty. 2. characterized by
carelessness or negligence; poorly or shoddily done.
3. not energetic; languid: sluggish.
SYN.~-remiss implies the culpable omission or the extremely
careless or indifferent performance of a task or duty (remiss in
one's obligations) ; negligent and neglectful both imply fail-

ure to attend to something sufficiently or property, but negli-
gent often stresses this as a habit or trait (negligent in drees) and
neglectful carries an implication of intentional and culpable
disregard (a mayor neglectful of his pledges to the voters) : dere-
lict implies flagrant neglect of a duty or obligation; lai implies
looseness in satisfying or enforcing requirements, observing
standards _or rules, etc, (lax discipline); slack, in this connec-
tion, implies lack of necessary diligence, efficiency, etc., as be-
cause oi laziness or indifference (slack service in a restaurant).

re-mis-si-ble (ri-mis'o-b'l), adj. [Fr. r&missible; LL.
remissibilis < pp. of L. remittere], that can be reinitted.
remis-sion (ri-rnish'on), n. [MB.; OFr.} L. remtesio <
pp. of remittere; see REMIT], 1. forgiveness; pardon,
as of sins or crimes. 2. cancellation of or release from
a debt, tax, penalty, etc. 3, a lessening; abating;
diminution

r
as of heat or cold. 4. a temporary lessen-

ing of a disease or pain. 5. a remitting (in various
senses). 6. [Obs.], a lessening of tension; relaxation.
remit (ri-rmtO, v.t. [REMITTED (4d) f REMITTING],
[ME. remyttm; L. remittere (pp. remtssus), to sena
back; re-, back 4- mittere, to send], 1, to forgive or
pardon (sins, etc.). 2. a) to refrain from exacting (a
payment, tax, etc.). b) to refrain from inflicting (a pun-
ishment) or enforcing (a sentence); cancel 3, to de-
crease; let slacken: as, he remitted Ms efforts, 4. to
submit or refer (a matter) for consideration, judgment,
or action, especially to someone whoe business it is

to look after such things, 5. to put back, as into a
state or position. 6, to put off; postpone, 7, to send
or pay (money). 8. pR&reJ, to send back to jail; re-
commit. 9. [Ob.], to give up; surrendw. 10. in late?,

to send back (a case) to a lower court for further action,
v& 1. to slacken; moderate in fore or totaourity. 2,
to send money, as in payment: pay*

re mit
tajble (ri-mitVbl), qdj* that can be remitted.

re mlt tal (ri-mit'1). n* rwdwion*
remit tance (ri-mit'

f

ns), n. f< remit 4- -an^l, I, the
sending of money, as by matt. 2. the nwmey tent*
remittance man. a man wfio Hves abroad supported
by remittance* from home.

re mit tent (ri-miiAit) r odj. (L, remUteml mrittfaw;
elackeiuiig for a wfaHe or at intervals, bat not gutte
going away/ as a fewer, it, a remittent fever,

re-mlt'ter (ri~mi1/r), w, L a pwnom who remit
2. restoration, as to a prwious itate or right 3*
law, a) the transfer of a case to another co
^ lower one* lor, dedwoo. b) tbe pritKslpl
adjNxogiaff a setfom tq JwW pymmfy by an aar
more vaEd

|tfcb
to it Own tie Etw but 4t

one by which to took it 0Fejr
re mit tor Ocirout%) n fift JM* ft pwiow who.mite a

<

rem-nant
remaneni;

remiirrlajte
remarry
remaatlctite

rcmeJt
remcrjte
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re-mon'e-ti-za-tion (r^mon's-ti-za'shan, r5-mtm'0-ti-

za'shan), n. a reinonetizing or being remonetized.
re-mon-e-tlze (re-mon's-tiz', re-munVtiz'), v.t. [RE-
MONETIZED (-tizd'), REMOKETIZING], to reinstate as

legal tender, or lawful money: as, silver was remonetized.

re-mon-strance (ri-mon'strsns), n. [Late ME.; OFr.;
ML. remonstrantia], act or instance of remonstrating;
protest, complaint, or expostulation.
re-mon-strant (ri-mon'strsnt), adj. [ML. remonstrans,

ppr.], remonstrating; expostulatory. n. 1. a person
who remonstrates. 2, [R-], one of the Arminians
in Holland who presented a remonstrance in 1610
setting forth their differences from strict Calvinism.

re-tnon-strate (ri-mon'strat), v.t. [REMONSTRATED (-id),

REMONSTRATING], [< ML. remonstratus, pp. of remon-
strare, to demonstrate: L. re~> again + monstrare, to
show], 1. to say or plead in protest, objection, com-
plaint, etc. 2. [Obs.], to point out; show; demonstrate.
v.i. to present and urge reasons in opposition or com-
plaint; protest; object; expostulate. SYN. see object.

re-mon-stra-tion (re'flion-strl'shan, rern'on-stra'shan),
n. a remonstrating.

re-mon-stra'tive (ri-mon'stro-tiv), adj. remonstrating.
re-monstra-tor (ri-mon'strS-t^r), n. a person who
remonstrates.
re-mon tant (ri-mon't9nt), ad/. [Fr., ppr. of remonter;
see REMOUNT), flowering more than once in a season:
said of some roses, ft. a remontant rose,

rem o-ra (rem's-re), n. [LM lit., hindrance; r-, back
+ mora, a delay], any of a group of small ocean fishes

with a sucking disk on top of the head, by which they
cling to sharks and other larger fishes, turtles, passing
ships, etc. : also called shark sucker.
remorse (ii-m6rsO n. (ME. & OFr. remors; LL.
remarsus* in L,, pp. of rcmordere; r-. ag^in + mordere,
to bite], 1 . a deep, torturing sense of guilt felt for one's

actions; regret, 2. pity; compassion: now only in

without remorse, pitilessly. SYN. see penitence.
re-morse-ful (ri-mSrs'fQl), adj. full of remorse; feeling,

expressing, or caused by remorse.
re-morse'less (ri-mte'hs), adj. without remorse; piti-

less; merciless; ruthless; cruel.

re mote (ri~moV) f adj. [MB,; L, remotus, pp. of re*

movere, to remove), 1. distant in space; far off; far

away. 2. far off and hidden away; secluded. 3 far

off in (past or future) time: as, the remote past. 4.

distant in connection, relation, bearing* or the like

(from some matter): as, a question remote from the

subject. 5. distantly related by blood or marriage:
as, a remote cousin. 6. distant in human relations;
aloof: as, remote and cold in his manner. 7. slight;
faint: as, a remote resemblance, a remote chance. S. not
immediate or primary; far removed in influence: as, the
remote causes of the depression. $TN. see far.

remote control, control of aircraft, missiles, or other

apparatus from a distance, as by radio waves.
re-mo^tton (rixn5'*hdn) n. t. the act of removing;
removal 2, [Ob.] the act of departing; departure*

r6 mou-lade Crf'nwlld'; Fr. rf'moo'ttd'), n, [Ft, <
It. remotata]* a spicy sauce made with the yolks of
hard-boiled egg, vinegar, oil, etc,, aim served with
cold dishes or as a laa dressing; also rcmolade.

re mount (rf-mcnmt'j/br w. f wmtty tf'motutt')* *>** A
vJ* (MB. rtmoMfttot; OFr, rmtmfar}* to mount again
(in variouf Mnset). uu a rh none, o* a wtpply of
Fresh homes, to replitc^ another or ottef*

r0'motaWM*ty Cn-md15vVb!l%-ti) it. the quality or
fact of being removable,

re*mftv*ft'bw (rf-mWvVbl), adj* that can be removed.
re*awr***0ty , (ri-raWv'iMwi), otfv* so w to foe r<e-

movable.
rerixwa* (ri-m$oV*t) it a removing or Wng rmov?d;
wipacJmlly, a) , taking away or befog takeu away, 0)

dismissal from to often or position, c) a change of

etc.

Me
it it

fMB. O
VBJt f , to
ifc cr cum atiwy; or
to telee OBJ

p ilw to
t $. to

take (a pcr^m) away by kill; assasranate. 4 to
diml* w from n or pomtlcwu 5. to wipe
out; jMt rtd rfj eUttbMt (ML rHNMt te pmwa^ df UK

, eattrid^ ttttt 0r wttWrnw (ptufi). w.
to

'

re-moved (ri-moovd'), adj. [pp. of remove], 1. distant

by (a specified number of degrees of relationship) : as,

one's cousin once removed is the child of one's first

cousin. 2. remote; distant; unconnected (with from).
re-mov-er (ri-mopv'e'r), n. l.

p
a person or thing that

removes something: as, a paint remover. 2. in law,
the transfer of a suit from one

f courjwt another by a
writ of error.

Rem-sen, I-ra (rem's'n), 1846-1927; American chemist
and teacher.

re-mu-ner-ate (ri-mu'ns-rat'), v.t. [REMUNERATED (-id),

REMUNERATING], [< L. remunerates, pp. of remunerari,
remunerare, to reward, remunerate < re-, again -f-

munus, muneris, a gift], 1. to gpive or pay (a person)
something for some work or service done, loss incurred,
etc.; reward; recompense. 2. to make up for; compen-
sate: as, hiji efforts were remunerated. SYN. see pay.

re-mu-ner-a-tion (ri-mu/no-ra'shan), n. [L. remune-
ratio], 1. a remunerating. 2. that which remunerates;
reward; pay; recompense; compensation.
re-mu-ner-a-tive (ri-mu'nQ-ra'tiv, ri-mu'neY-9-tiv), adj.
1. remunerating. 2. affording remuneration; profitable.
Re-mus fre'mgs), n. [L.], in Roman mythology, the
twin brother of Romulus: see Romulus.
rcn-aissance (ren'a-sans', ren's-zans', ri-nS's'ns), n.

[Fr. < renaitre, to be born anew; re-, again + nafore,
to be bora, LL. *nascare, for L. riasci, to be born],
1. a new birth; rebirth; revival; renascence. 2. [R-],
flO the great revival of art, literature, and learning in

Europe in the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries, which
began in Italy and spread gradually to other countries:
it marked the transition From the medieval world to
the modern, b) the period during which this revival
occurred, c) the style and forms of art, literature,
architecture, etc. of this period, d) any similar revival
or period of art, literature, or learninjg: as, the Pro-
vencal Renaissance, adj. [R-], 1. o7 characteristic
of, or in the style of, the Renaissance: as, Renaissance
painting, the Renaissance mind* 2. designating or of
a style of architecture developed in Italy and western
Europe between 1400 and 1600, characterized by the
revival and adaptation of classical orders and design,
harmonious repetition of details, the use of horizontal
lines, and delicate carving.

re-nal (re'n'l), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. renal; L. renalis <
reneSf kidneys], of or near the kidneys.
renal capsules (or glands), adrenal glands.
Re-nan, Joseph Ernest (zhS'zef Ir'nest' ra-nan';
Eng. i>nan') 1823-1892; French historian, philologist,
and critic.
Ren arc! (ren'&rd), n. Reynard (the fox).
renas-cence (ri-nas''ns), it. {< renascent], 1, a new
birth; revival; renaissance. 2. FR~], the Renaissance.

re-nas-cent (n-nas'*nt), adj. [L. renascensj see RE- &
NASCENT], being reborn; springing up again; showing
new life and strength; reviving.
ren con tre (ren-kon'tftr; Fr, r&WkoW) n. [Fr,Jf a
rencounter.
ren-coun tcr (ren-koun'tgr), v.t. A v.f [Fr. renconfrer;
see RE* & ENCOUNTER], [Rare], L to meet in or as m
battle. 2. to meet casually, n. 1, a hwtiie meeting;
conflict or contest, as a battle, duel, or debate. 2. a
casual meeting, as with a Mn4
rad (rend), v*t* [RWNT (rent), RBNDINOJ, [MB. rmden;
AS. rmaan; akip. to OFris* rmmt randa: latter form
suggests connection with AS, rt fond, shiald, border,
with basic tens **to tear th$ edges ojtt**j,

1, to tear,

putt, or rip with violenc (with from, ojf, away, etc,) ;

as, trill they rmd the cMld from his mother? 2, io

tM} pull apart, rip up, or ipHt with violence: often
used ftgumtfvely; as, a romr rends the air. &.& to tear;

bunt; split apart* $YNl m tear.

r^cidr (ren'a^r), vft tME. r&ndten; Anglo-Fr* rwl^r;
OFr. rmart I tt. *r<M$rf, for JL reddere to restore <
r*(J)-t pjack 4- rfr^ to give], 1. to give, hand over,
ditmmr, present, or submit, as for approval, cOniiaera-

payment, etc.; M, render an. account of your
,,j, render a mtt 2* to gtve up: torrendejf (often

with up) : as, tty ren&Wd up th city to tfce wwmy.
3* to give In r^ttirn ot recjuital: ts# fender good for
viL 4. to givt back ; restore (oft6n with back) : as,
rmd$r tejK yot*r goM. 5, to |$ve or pay, as some-

W owtdi &* rmd* tmnto fi3r obedienc.
to b* or become; nudee; as, the heat rwtdm's

7, a) to Mv^ or provide (aid* etc.). &) to

etc.)* . ,to rtpw^nt; depict 9. to
' - ' "

iiWite (a'or Inteprit by j>ifoitn*nce; recite (a poem,
^trwt (JL subject, as in

patnttoj),

,_.,. _ 11. to melt the
,

,,...
.. c,); clarify, m lard, 12, in Ittv* to

t ptyvoettt) to money, goodt, or service, 13. In

Mf w covw (brickw0rk, etc,} with a irtt eomt

renavljiate



rendezvous 1232 reoccupy

of plaster, n. 1. a payment, sometimes in money but

usually in goods or services, as for rent. 2. a first coat

of plaster applied to brickwork, etc.

ren&ez vous Wta'dwjB';
Fr r$'^^e gRENDEZVOUS (-VOOZ ;

Fr. -voo'JJ, Irr., suDSiantive use

of rendez vous, betake or present yourself (or your-

selves)], 1.

th^^OTPnti^g*or gathering. 3. a) an agreement
or appointment be^veen two or more persons to meet

at a certain time or place, b) the meetmg_ itself. 4.

[Obs.], a refuge. v.i. [RENDEZVOUSED (-vood'), REN-

DEZVOUSING], to meet or assemble at a certain tune

or place, v.t. to assemble (troops, etc.) at a certain

-on-, n. [obs. Fr.: after L. redditio

p. of reddere) with -n- < Fr. rendre^&G RENDER],

a rendering or result of rendering; specifically,^) a per-

formance or interpretation (of a piece of Ausic, a role,

etc.)- &) a .translation
or version, c)

[Archaic],
a sur-

* n. [Sp. renegado, ijof renegar,

to deny < ML. renegare; L. re-, again 4 negare,

to deny: the word replaces ME. renagat <
}
ML>. rene-

gatus, of the same ult. origin], 1. a person who\abandons

his religion for another; apostate. 2. a person who
abandons his party, principles, people, etc. fof: anotner

or others; traitor; turncoat; deserter. \

ren-e-ga-cfo (ren's-ga'do), n. [pi RENEGADOES^ (-doz)],

fArchaic], a renegade. , .
'> -,v

renege (ri-nig', ri-neg'). v.i. [RENEGED (-mgd', vnegd'),

RENEGING], [ML. renegare; see RENEGADE], 1. in card

games, to play a card of another suit, against tie rules

of the game, when holding any of the suit called for.

2 [Colloq.l, to back out of an agreement; go back on a

promise, v.t. [Archaic], to deny; renounce, n. in

card games, a failure to follow suit; reneging.

re-new (ri-noo', ri-nu'), v.t. [ME. renewen < re- +
n&we (see NEW), after L. renovare (see RENOVATE)], 1.

to make new or as if new again; make young, ptit

or strong again; bring back into good condition. 2w to

give new spiritual strength to; make better in st>irit.

3. to cause to exist again; re-establish. 4. to

again; take up again; resume. 5. to go over

say again: repeat: as, renew one's objections, mw|a

promjseT 6* to replace by something new of the same

End; put in a fresh supply of; as, renew provisions,

7. to refill with a fresh supply. 8. to give or get an
extension of: as, renew a lease. v.i. 1. to become new

again; be renewed. 2. to begin again; start over.

SYN.-rea.ew is the most direct but also the broadest term

here, implying a making new again by replacing what is old,

worn, exhausted, etc, (to renew a stock of goods) ;
to renovate

is to clean up, replace or repair worn parts, etc. so as to bnng
back to good condition; to restore is to bring back to an original

or unimpaired condition after exhaustion, illness, dilapidation,

etc. (to restore an old castle) ; refresh implies a restoring of de-

pleted strength, vigor, etc, by furnisHng something needed (a

refreshing sleep); rejuvenate implies a restoring of youthful

appearance, vigor, etc. (she looked rejuvenated after the plastic

reSfew-al (ri-nSS'sl, ri-nu'ol), n* a renewing or being
renewed.
renew-ed-ly (ri-nSo'id-H, ri-nu'id-li), adv. again; anew.

Ren-frew (ren'froo), n. 1. a county of western Scot-

land, on the Clyde: pop., 323,000 (est. 1946): also

Renfrewshire* 2. its county seat: pop., 16,500.

Ren-frew-shire (ren'froo-shir'), n. Renfrew (county).
ren-i- (ren'i. ri'm), (< L. ren, rents}* a combining form

meaning ktdney , Maneys, as in reniform: also r*no.

Re-nl Gui-do (gwi'do" re'nS), 1575-1642; Italian

painter.
ren i form (ren'i-|6rna', reM-fo*rm') <$/ [Mod. X*

reniformis; see RENI- & -FORM], shaped like a kidney.
re-nin (re'nin), n. [< L. ren, kidney), a protein formed
in the kidneys and thought to be associated with some
forms of hypertension in man.

re-ni-ten-cy (ri-m't'n-si, renVt'n-sO, n* state, quality,
or instance of being renitent,

re-ni tent (ri-ni't'nt, renVt'nt), Q$j* t< Fr. or Ui ft.

rfoiiteni; L. renitms* ppr, of renUi, to resist; r l D$CK
+ nUit to struggle], 1. resisting pressure: resistant.

2. opposing stubbornly: recalcitrant; obstinate,

Rennce (ren), n. a city In northwestern France: pop*,
114,000 (1946).

ren-net (ren'it), n. [MB. < rennm, to ran Hf- -^ (A.R

-l) t n. suffix: so called because rennet causes nwfc to

run, or coagulate; cl dial, var, rmmei\ I, the mem-
brane thatlines the fourth stomach of a calf or tne
stomach of some other yoting animals. 2. a) a prepa-
ration or extract of this membrane* wse4 to curdle

mule, as in making cheese or junket, b) anything wed
to curdle milk. 3. a substance containing renniru

found In the stomach of a call. 4 rennin.
ren-nfn (ren'in), n* Irenmt + -in], acoagulati
that ciua curdfa miuc, Iotia to

'

calf, etc.: cl rennet*

Re-no (re'no), n. a city in western Nevada: pop.,

32,000.
ren-o- (ren'a, re'n9), rem-. .......... , A
Renoir, Pierre Au-guste (pyar 6'gust' ro-nwar'),

1841-1919; French painter.
re-nounce (ri-nounsO. v.t. [RENOUNCED (-nounst'),

RENOUNCING], [ME. renouncen; OFr. renoncer; L. re-

nuntiare, renunciare; re-, back + nuntiare, nunctare,

to tell < nuntius, messenger; see NUNCIO], 1. to give

UD usually by a formal public statement (a claim,

right, opinion, etc.). 2. to give up, as a habit, practice,

etc.; cease to have or show (a feeling, etc.): as, he

renounced all honor. 3, to cast off; disown; deny all

responsibility for or allegiance to (a .person): as, re-

nounce a son. 4. in card games, to indicate a lack of fa

certain suit) by playing a card from another. 5. in

law, to give up formally (a right, claim, or trust, espe-

cially one bestowed by a will). v.i. 1. in card Barnes,

to fail to follow suit, having no cards of the suit led.

2 in law, to give up a right, trust, etc. it. in card games,

failure to play the suit led. -SYN. see abdicate.

re-nounce-ment (ri~nouns'm9nt), n. a renouncing.

ren-o-vate (ren's-vat'), v.t. [RENOVATED (-id), RENO-

VATING], [< L. renovatus, pp. of renovare, to renew;

re-, again + novare, to make new < novus, new], 1. to

make new or like new; clean up, replace worn and

broken parts in, repair, etc. 2. to refresh; revive.

adj. [Archaic], renovated. SYN. see renew.
,

ren-o-va-tion (ren'a-va'shsn), n. a renovating or being

(ren'9-va'te"r), n. [LJ, a person or thing

that renovates. _
re-nown (ri-noun'),! n. [ME. & Anglo-Fr. renoun < OFr.

renom(m)er, to name again or often, make famous; re~,

again -f nom(m)er, to name; L, nominare < nomen, a

name], 1. fame; great reputation; celebrity. 2, [Obs.],

report or rumor, v.t. [Obs.L to make famous.

re-nowned (ri-nound'), adj. having renown; famous,

~~SYN see famous,
rens-se laer ite (ren's9-ler-!t', ren'se-lar'it), n. [after

Stephen Van Rtmsdaer (1764-1839), American general
and statesman], a variety of talc found in New York
Statemnd Canada: it can be worked on a lathe.

rent (rent), n. [ME.; OFr. rente; LL. *rendita (pp. of

*rendere; see RENDER), for L. reddita (pecunta), paid

(money)], 1. a stated return or payment for the

temporary possession or use of a house, land, or other

property, made, usually at fixed intervals, by the tenant

or user to the owner. 2. [Obs.l, a)
real estate or other

property yielding an income, 0) income; revenue. 3.

m economics, a) income from the ownership of real

estate; return yielded by land under cultivation

minus the cost of production, b) a return or profit

realized from a differential advantage in production,
as the difference in yield between restively jgood land

and the poorest land under cultivation m similar

conditions, v.t. 1* to get temporary possession and
use of (a house, land, etc.) in return for stated pay-
ments, usually at fixed intervals. 2. to give temporary
possession and use of in return for such payments:
lease or let for rent (often with out} . vJ. to be lewed
or let for rent: as, the room rents for $7. ~>-SYN, see hire.

for rent, available to be rented,

rent (rent), past tense and past participle of rend.

adf* torn or split,
rent (rent), n. [n. use of obs. or dial rent, var. of rend],

1. a note or gap made by rending or taaxmo, as a torn

place' in clow, a fissure In the earth* etc,
'

2. a breach

of relations, as between persow or In m organke4
groupj' sch'ism.
rent al (ren'tl), n. [ME,; Anglo-Fr,; AngMU wtlaW,
1. an aiaount paid or received as rent. 2. an mcome
from rents received* 3. a Ust. or scheatite, cl rents,

4. a house, apartment, etc, offered for rent. adj. of,

in, or for rent.

rental library, a collection of popular books any of

whjcli can, be borrowed lor n teiui.1**
|r^3ite (nbft)> ** \$\WWW ,CrK*t)],

tdwoifc/lv It SWW3MteCOQl 01* TV9ffl^ r ~fr--~~~,~ir - _, T,^^_

iv *H a) tb$ .boao*, stocto, e^c, repretiTOig ws com-

soSoStefgioi^wwawntal dobt of Ftaiwe, o) In^r^t paid
oo thfo.

' '

fomt*cc (ren'ter), fi 1, a person who pays rent for

t3he ttpe of
1

anolftp:^ pr^ptijr. 1 a ^ectton WM 'Owns

rent-free (rent'frey, oaf. <& <Kf& withotit payment of

iFKElfc^ ,

,

''
'

|y<!t|*
l

Pl?
p^wStoct

1

renominate renumber



reopen repellent
re-o-pen (re-o'p'n), v.t. & v.L 1. to open again, 2. to
begin again; resume.

re-or-der (re-dr'dSr), n. a second or repeated order for
the same goods from the same dealer, v.t. 1. to give
a reorder for; order again. 2. to put in order again.
v.i. to order goods again.

re-or-gan-i-za-tion (re'dr-gsn-i-za'shsn, re-6r'gan-i-za'-
shan), n. 1. a reorganizing or being reorganized. 2. in

finance, a thorough reconstruction of a business corpora-
tion, comprising a considerable change in capital
structure, as effected after, or in. anticipation of, a
failure and receivership: cf. readjustment.

re-or-gan/ize (re-&r'g8-mzO, v.t. & iu. to organize again
or anew; effect a reorganization (of).

re-o-ri-ent (re-6r'i-ent' t re-o'ri-ent';/or adj., re-6r'i-snt,
re-o'ri-snt) , v.t. & vd. to orient again or anew. adj.
[Rare], rising again.

re'O'ri-en'ta-tion (re-Sr'i-en-ta'shan, re'o-ri-en-ta'shan),
n. a reorienting or being reoriented; new orientation.

rep (rep), n. [Pr. reps; prob. < Eng, ribs], a fabric of

silk, wool, cotton, rayon, etc., with a ribbed or corded
surface: also repp, reps.

Rep., 1. Representative. 2. Republic. 3. Republican.
rep., 1. repeat. 2. report. 3. reported. 4, reporter.
re-paid (ri-gSdOt past tense and past participle of repay.
re-paint (re-pant'; also, for n,, re'pant'), v.t. A vJ. to
paint again, n. 1. anything repainted, as a part of
a picturej a car, etc. 2. a repainting.

re-pair (n-par>) v.t. [ME. reparen; OFr. repairer; L.
reparare; r~, again + parare, to prepare, get ready],
1. to put back in good condition alter damage! decay,
etc.; mend; ix. 2. to renew; restore; revive: as,

repair one's health. 3, to amend; set right: remedy:
as, repair the mistake. 4. to make amends for; make
up for; compensate for (a wrong, injury, etc.). n.
1. the act, process, or work of repairing. 2. usually
in pi, an instance, piece, or result of repairing. 3. the
state of being repaired, or fit for use: as, the car was
kept in repair. 4. state with respect to repairing: as,
the house is in bad repair. SYN. see mend.

re-pair (ripar'), v.L [ME. repairen; OFr, repairer; LL.
repatriare < L. re-, back -f patria t one's native country],
1. to go (to a place); betake oneself. 2. to go often,
customarily, or in numbers; as, they repaired daily to
the park. 3, [Obs,j to return, n. [Archaic], a place
to which a person or persons go often or customarily;

i lesort; haunt.

things.
re-pand (ri-pandO adj. [L. repandus, bent backward;
re-t back 4- pandus, pp. of pandare, to bend, curve], in

botany, having a wavy margin, as some leaves*

rep-a ra-ble (rep%*--bl), adj. [Fr, ripayakle; L. r#a-
rabilis], that can be repaired, mended, remedied, etc,

rep-a-ra-bly (rep'Sr-o-bli), adv. in a reparable manner;
so as to be reparable.

r6p"fifa*tJkMai (rep't-rS'diarai)', it* [OPr. rep&racikm; LL.
reprn

f

ati& < pp. erf L. reparare; ee REPAIR (to mend)J,
1. a repairing or being repaired; restoration to good
condition. 2* repairs. 3. a making of amends; making
up lor a wrong or injury. 4. anything paid or done
to make up for something else; compensation; specifi-
cally, usually pi., compensation by a defeated nation
for damage done to civilians and their property in a
war, payable in money, labor, goods, etc.

5yN. reparation refers to the making of amends, specifi-

cally the paying of compensation, for some wrong or injury
(war reparations)', restitution implies return to the rightful
owner of mvwthte that has been taken uway , or of an eq,iv"
tent (ft* mum* r^Nfe^ for tfet libel) ;i^tiiwtr^wM^'
tion or resort to the courts to right a wrong (to seek redress far
an injury) ; indemniticatlon refera to reimburstjmen1 1 as by an
insurance company, for loss, dunmg^ etc.

"')%*& *i wsrtte 1* *M**

b) a meal. 2. [Archaic], a) the eating of food, as at a
meal,

b) mealtime. 3. [Obs.], food.

re-pa-tri-ate (re-pa'tri-af), v.t. & v.i. [REPATRIATED
(-id), REPATRIATING], [< LL. repatriates, pp. of re-
patriare < L. re-, back + patria, native landj, to send
back or return to the country of birth, citizenship, or
allegiance: as, prisoners of war were repatriated.

re-pa-tri-a-tion (re-pa'tri-a/shsn, re'pa-tri-a'sh&n), n.

[ML. repatriation a repatriating or being repatriated.

re-pay (ri-pa'), v.t. [REPAID (-pad'), REPAYING], [OFr.
repater], 1. to pay hack (money) ; refund. 2. to pay
back (a person). 3. to make some return for; compen-
sate: as, repay a kindness. 4. to give or make some
return or recompense to (a person), as for some service.
5. to do or give ^the same as has been received) : as,

1 repay a visit. v.L I. to make a repayment or return;
hence, 2. to reward or punish. SYN. see pay.

re-pay-a-ble (ri-pa'o-b'l) , adj. that can or must be
repaid.

re-pay-ment (ri-pa/mant), n. 1. a repaying or being
repaid. 2. the thing or amount repaid.

re-peal (ri-pel'), v.t. [ME. repelen: OFr. rapeler; see
RE- & APPEAL}, 1. to withdraw officially or formally;
revoke; cancel; annul: as, the law was repealed. 2.

[Obs.], to call back, as from exile, n. a repealing;
revocation, abrogation, etc. SYN. see abolish.

re peal-er (ri-pel'Sr), n. a person or thing that repeals,
re-peat (ri-peV), v.t. [ME. repeten; OFr. repeter; L.
repetere; re-, again + petere, to seek, demand, attack],
1. to say or utter again; reiterate: as, repeat a remark,
2, to say over or through; recite, as a poem. 3. to say
after someone else. 4. to tell to someone else: as,
repeat a secret. 5. o) to do or make again; do over
again: as, repeat an operation. &) to makeTiappen again
or undergo again: as, repeat an adventure. 6. to say
again what has been said before by (oneself): as,
he repeats himself, 7. to present (itself or themselves)
again: as, these things have a way of repeating them-
selves, v.i. 1. to say or do again what has been
said or done before. 2. to recur: as, experiences
repeat. 3, to vote more than once in an election: an
illegal and punishable act. n. 1. a doing or saying
again; repetition. 2, anything said, done, or occurring
again. 3. in music, a) a passage repeated in playing.
b) the symbol for this ( :| I) , placed after, an4 often before,
(l|:) r a passage to be repeated. Abbreviated rep.
*JYN.'--repeat is the common, general word meaning to say,
do, make, present, etc. over again (win you repeat that Question,
please?) ; Iterate and reiterate both suggest a repeating
once or several times, but reiterate strongly implies insi.

repetition over and over again (he keeps reiterating his i

cence); recapitulate suggests a repeating briefly of the main
points in a discourse in summarizing (he will recapitulate his
accotmt of the ball game at 8:00 0'cbcip).

re-peat-ed (ri-peVid), adj. [pp. of rep4at\ said, made,
done, or happening again, or again and again*

r6'poat*>d"l.y ([ri-pSt'id-li), odv. more than oncej again
and again; frequently.

re-peat er Gd-peVer), n. 1. a person Or thmg that
repeats. 2, a watch or clock, especially a watch, which
can be made to strike whatever hour (or, sometimes,
quarter-hour) it has struck lajrt. 3. a repeating rifle
or pistol, 4. a person who haf been in jail for the
same crime, or in the same jail, more than once. 5. a
pew>n who fraudulently votes more than 0009 In the
sama election. 6* in education, a student who1 takes
again a course or courses in which he has previously
failed. 7. in mathematics, a repeating decimal. 8. in

telegraphy, an automatic relay, for switching a message
from, a woak to a strong circuit,

repeating decimal, L a decimal in which one *

rejmtdTiaWWbr (e.g., ,23333 . . .) 2. a <

decimal: see circulate (sense 4).
a r$&e that can fire a number d shots

&.
HHtr i>

to drive back; lows*
ward off; as, repel an attack, repel a

reject: "as, np^l advances,; 3*

. fjmrMi^ 'fip.

a thrus or a blow, reply;
to partjm 14JLT] 1. a
witty conversation. 3.

a plastic coating repels moisture .

rqpite dL QKpO9d
'

I. to drive Off, or offer an

; chin; ehe; thin
; Fr. t.M; k Fr .
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dislike, or aversion; repulsive. 3. waterproof, n.
something that repels; specifically, a) a waterproof
fabric, b) any substance, as lime, oil, etc., used to
drive away plant pests or other insects, c) in medicine,
anything used to reduce a tumor, swelling, etc.

re-peMer (ri-pel'gr), n. a person or thing that repels.
re pent (ri-penf), v.i. [ME. repenten; QPr. repentir <
L. re~, again + poenitere, to repent (used impersonally) <
poena, punishment], 1. to feel sorry or sen-reproachful
tor what one has done or not done; be conscience-
stricken or contrite (often with o/). 2. to feel such
regret or dissatisfaction over some past action, in-
tention, etc. as to change one's mind about it: as, he
repented of his generosity. 3. in religious usage, to feel
so contrite over one's sins as to change, or decide to
change, one's ways; be penitent. v.L 1. to feel sorry
or self-reproachful for (an error, sin, etc.). 2. to feel
such regret or dissatisfaction over as to change one's
mind about: as, he repented his generosity.

re-pent (re'pant), adj. [L. repens, ppr. of reperet to
creep; see REPTILE], 1. in botany, creeping. 2. in
zoology, reptant; crawling.

re-pent-ance (ri-pen'tans), n. a repenting; penitent
state; feeling of sorrow, etc., especially for wrongdoing;
compunction; contrition; remorse. SYN. see penitence.

re-pent-ant (ri-pen'tant), adj. [ME.; OPr., ppr.], 1.

repenting; penitent. 2. characterized by or indicative
of repentance.

re peo pie (re-pe'p/1), v.L [Pr. repeupler], 1. to people
anew; provide with new inhabitants. 2. to restock
with animals.

reaper cushion (re'p&r-kush'an), n. [< Pr. or L.; Fr.
repercussion; L. repercussio < pp. of repercuteref to
rebouna, strike back; see KB- & PERCUSSION], 1. a
driving back or being driven back by something
resistant; rebound; recoil; hence, 2. reflection, as of
light or sound; reverberation; echo. 3. a reaction;
action set in motion by an event or action, often
very remote: as, the explosion of the first atomic
bornb^ had repercussions all over the world. 4. in
medicine, a) the action of a repellent in reducing a
swelling, tumor, etc. 6) ballottement. 5. in music,
a) reiteration of a tone or chord. 6) reappearance of
the subject and answer after an episode in a fugue.

re percussive (re'pgr-kus'iy), adj. [Pr. rtpercussi/l
causing, caused by, or having the nature of, reper-
cussion; reverberating or reverberated.
repertoire (rep'gr-twar' f rep'er-twoV), n. [Pr. rtp-
*
ertofae < LL, repertorium; see REPERTORY], the stock of
plays, operas, parts, songs, etc. that a company, actor,
singer, etc. is familiar with and ready to perform.

rep<er-to-ry (rep'8r-t6r'i, rep'gr-to'n), n. [pi. REPER-
TORIES (-12, -riz)L [LL. repertorium, an inventory <
L. repertus, pp. of reperire, to find out, discover < r-t

again + panre, to produce, invent, acquire], 1. a
storehouse; repository for useful things. 2. the things
stored; stock; collection. 3. a repertoire.

repertory theater, a theater in which a permanent
acting company presents a varied selection of plays.

rep-e-tend (rep'a-tend', rep's-tendO. n. [L. repetendus,
to be repeated., gerundive of repetcre, to repeat], 1. in
mathemaiicSj the digit or digits repeated indefinitely
in a repeating or circulating decimal. 2. in music, a
repeated, sound or phrase, as a refrain.
rep eti tion (repVtish'sn), n. [Fr. rtpttition; L.
repektw]* 1. a repeating; a doing or saying again, or
again and again. 2. recitation, as of something niemo-
r*zed. 3. jsomething repeated or made by repeating;
specifically, a reproduction, copy, or replica.

rep-e ti-tlous (repVtish'os), ad/ full of or characterized
by repetition, especially tiresome or boring repetition,

re-pet-i-tive (ri-pet'a-tiv), adj. of or characterized tov
repetition.

re-phrase (rS-fraV), v.L to phrase again, anew, or Ina different way.
refine (ri-pln'), 4 fa + f**** J. to feel or eatress
discontent; complain; fret (often with tf).re place (n-pl5s'J f v.L 1. to place again: put bade Ina former place, position, condition, etc. 2, to take te
;?! ! OTlant: as, the automobile has replaced the

borse. 3. to provide a substitute or equivalent for:
as, replace a worn tire. 4. to put back or pay back*
restore; return: as, replace embezzled! fundsT

* someone or

that the person or ttdbofi to
or ousted^e had beewdiV

) J uper**t implies a
10** up-to-date, etc. (the

* sMp) j supplant suggests aV
******* treachery, etc. (the^inct had
Impoitor).

re-place-ment
(rf^plla'mdnt), n. L a repkcing or

bfing replaced. 2, a person or tnina tnat Sce the
plaee of another, e^SaJly ol onTSt has worTout!

broken down, etc. 3. a member of the armed forces
who is available for assignment to fill a vacancy or
complete a quota; reinforcement. 4. in crystallography,
the replacing of an angle or edge by one face or more

re-plead er (re-pled'Sr), n. [re- -f- obs. pleader (see
PLEAD & -ER); cf. Fr. replaider, OPr. repledoierl in
law, 1. a second pleading. 2. the right or privilege
of pleading again. 3. a court order requiring the
parties to plead again from that point in me pleading
where an error first occurred.

a new supply: as, replenish the stock of goods. 2. to
supply again with fuel or the like. 3. to repeople.

re-plen-ish-ment (ri-plen'ish-mant), n. 1. a replen-
ishing or being replenished. 2. a fresh supply,
replete (ri-pleV), adj. [ME,; OFr. replet; L. repletus,
pp. of replere; re-, again + plere, to fill], 1. well filled;
plentifully supplied. 2. stuffed, as with food; gorged.

re-pie tion (ri-ple'shsn), n. the state of being replete;
a being full or too full: as, he ate to repletion.

re-plev-i-a ble (ri-plev'i-a-b'l), adj. in law, that can be
replevied.

re-plev-in (ri-plev'in), n. [Anglo-Pr. replevine < OPr.
replevirt to warrant, pledge; re-, again -J- pkvir, to
pledge < Gmc. *plegjan; see PLEDGE], in law, 1. the
recovery by a person of goods claimed to be his, on his
promise to test the matter in court and give the goods
up again if defeated. 2. the writ by which he takes
over the goods. v.L to replevv,

re-plev-i-sa-ble (ri-plev'i-ss-bl), adj. repleviable.
re-plev-y (ri-plev'i), v.L [REPLEVIED Hd), REPLEVYING],
[OFr. replevtr; see REPLEVIN], in law. 1. to sei2e or
take back (goods) under a writ of replevin. 2. [Rare],
to release (a man) from prison when he has found
bail to guarantee his return later, n. replevin,
rep H-ca (repli-ko), n. [It., a reply, repetition < It. &
L. replicare: see REPLY!, 1. a reproduction or copy
of a work of art; especially, a copy made by the maker
of the original. 2. any very close reproduction or
copy; facsimile. SYN. see copy.

rep-H-cate (repli-kit; for ., rep'H-kSt
7
), adj. [L. rep-

Itcatus; see RE- & PLICATE], in Many, folded back on
itself, as a leaf. n. in music, a tone repeated one or
more octaves higher or lower than another. v*L
[REPLICATED (-id), REPLICATING). 1. to fold; bend
back. 2. [Rare], to repeat. 3 [Rare], to reply.

rep-p-cat-ed (repni-kSt
f
id) f adj. repHcate.

rep-li cation (rejp'li-kg'shsn), n. [ME. repUcacioun;
OFr.: L. replicatio < pp. of replicare; see REPLY]. 1.
a folding back; fold. 1 a reply: answer? especially, a
reply to an answer. 3. repetition of a sound; echo.
4

;
a c

I?y
m - 5- a cpy; reproduction. 6. in law, the

plaintiff's answer to the plea of the defendant.
re-pll-er

B(ri-pK
/
Sr)j n, a person who replies.

re-ply (n-DhT), . [REPLIED (-plidO, REPLYING], [ME.
replyen; OPr. refher; L. replicare, to fold back, make
a reply; re~, back + pUcare, to fold), L to answer in
words; respond in speech or writing. 2. to respond
by some action: as, they replied to the enemy

'

fire.
3. to echo% 4. in law, to answer a defendants plea.
v.L to say in answer: as, she replied that her mind was
made up. n. [pi, REPLIES (-plwOl 1. an answer jba

words; response in speech or writing. 2* a retpoase
by some action. SYN. see atwc.

f
tt

youfl plait fa'pSfW M' v65' pleO,
placed on formal in^tattoosl ab-
r.a.v.p.-r t -p6rt^ v*L [ME. rejwrtm; OPr.

reporter, to camr fide; ^ report*,- t back -J~
portare,to carry], 1. to give an acoowoct? efv often at
regular intervals; give information about, at something
seen or investigated; say.

2. to carry and repeat (a

S^fkf&l' ^writotottaowrtrftton to
othejp

or for pttt*catiom> as In a newspaper.
f*

to give- a formal s*ai3it or aoootimt of: aimotmce
at the results of an investigation. 5 to

aofciom, ete.) .._
mendations made
reported the bill

(often with
6. ta

readied or recom-

^iJSOT V**7* * r|^a1roffiii^p
t

S5^^t*^ mawa^! > l.towSartTOrt.
2. to work a a reporter. 3. to present onesefi or

- ^_t-v cccnmoa-
you are married. 2*

rjNt a a

present oneself or

as, r*or* has it* that
ol good

replani
replay
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re-port-a-ble (ri-p&r'ta-bl, ri-por'ta-b'l), adj. that can
be, or is worth being, reported.

report card, a written report of a pupil's grades, de-

portment, etc., sent to his parents or guardian at

regular intervals.

re-port-er (ri-pcVt&r, ri-por'ter), n. [ME. reportour;
OFr. reporteur], a person who reports; especially, a)
a person authorized to report legal or legislative pro-
ceedings: as, a court reporter. 6) a person who gathers
information and writes reports for publication in a
newspaper, magazine, etc. Abbreviated rep.

rep-or'to-ri-al (rep'Sr-t6r'i-ol, rep'Sr-to'ri-af), adj. of,

characteristic of, or like a reporter.

re-pos-al (ri-poz'l), n, a reposing, as of trust, etc.

re-pose (ri-poz'), v.t. [REPOSED (-pozd'), REPOSING],
[Late ME.; OFr. reposer; LL. repausare < L. re-,

again + pausare, to pause, rest], to lay or put to rest:

often reflexive, as, repose yourself on the bed. v.i,

1. to lie at rest. 2. to rest from work, travel, exercise,
etc. 3. to rest in a grave: as, he reposes at Arlington
Cemetery. 4. to depend; rely (with in). 5. to lie

quiet and calm: as, the land reposes in the dusk. 6. to
he, rest, or be supported: as, the shale reposes on a
bed of limestone, n. 1, a reposing, or resting. 2. a)
rest. 6) sleep. 3. peace of mind: freedom from worry
or troubles. 4. calm or ease of manner; composure.
5. calm; tranquillity; peace. 6, harmony of form or
color, giving an effect of tranquillity, as in a painting.

re-pose (ri-poV). v.t. [REPOSED (-p6zd') REPOSING],
[ME. reposen < L. reposUus (see REPOSITORY), after
verbs in ~pose, as dispose], L [Rare], to place; put.
2. to place (trust, confidence, etc. in someone).

re pose-ful (ri-pcVfsl), adj. full of repose; tranquil
re-pos-lt (ri-poa/it), v.t. [< L. repositus: see REPOSITORY],
1. to put away or deposit (in some place), as for safe-

keeping. 2. [Rare], to replace.
re-pO'8i-tlon (rS'pQ-zish'an. repVzish/on), n. a re-

positing or being reposited; specifically, replacement,
as of a part of the body by a surgical operation,

re'pos-i-txHry (ri-poa/a-toVi, ri-pozVwii), n* \pL RE-
POSITORIES (-12?, -ri*)], pU repositorium < repositus,

pp. of reponere, to put back; re-, back + ponere. to

place}, 1. a box, dhest, closet, or room in which things
may be placed for safekeeping. 2. [Rare], a building
for safekeeping; mtteeum. 3. a warehouse or shop. 4.

a burial vault; sapulcher. S. anything thought of as
& place of accumulation or storage. 6. a person to
whom something is entrusted or confided; confidant.

re-pos-eess (re'po-zes'), v.t. 1. to possess again; take
or get possession of again. 2, to put in possession
again: as, they repossessed him of his house,

re-j^os-ses-aion (re'pa-zesh'on), n* a repossessing or

being repossessed.
$re*p0u**8& (r~pWs!O f # P?V.* pp. of repmssw, to

push back; re-, back 4- pousser; see FUSE], 1. formed
in relief, as a pattern on thin metal beaten tip from
the underside* 2, shaped or decorated with patterns
made in this way. n. 1. a pattern or surface made
in this way. 2* the art or process of hammering metal
in this way.
repp (rep), ft. rep (fabric).
Rep piier, Agnes (replOr), 1855-1950; American es-

sayist.
1. repres6nted* 2* representing. 3w reprint.

*J* flU rmti

print

back -f prehtndcre: tea PREHENSILE], 1. to reprimand;
rebuke; reprove. 2. to ted fault with; censure; blame.
SYN. me crltidbM.

rep re hen-ai-blM-ty (rep'ri-hen'sa-biKo-ti), n. the
state or Quality of binjf reprehensible,

rep-re-hcn-sl-ble (rep'ri-hen'so-b'l), adj. (MB* repre-
hmsyUc; LL. rcprehtnsibilis], dtrvteg to b reP-

rcpre hen eibly (rep'ri-hen'so-bli), adv. I. in a
reprehensible manner. 2, to a reprt'hensibk degree.

rep rc-hen-aion (rep'ri-hen'shan), n. pill, rtprehen-
don/

1

L, reprektmiol a reprehencliiig ; reproof or censure.

repre-hensive (rep'ri-hen'siv), adj. [Now Rare),

having tie nature of, or conveying, reprehension; ft*

t RE-8t

i or

, [ME. rtprestnUn; OFr.
lisp'*! again Hh ^^^9^^}

, ._ prtMute or pita* to tite

clf'pbrtoEftW daftotUty
w WmwEt-

a picrtiiira OBP tai*wft ia# $*' to j^nwiit
state, ^ -telitew oliMVtottfrl**

*wr v* c*lti^t/, so as to influence action, persua<le
t*erj iitSjjpi wPIWvfO protest, etc** as JOT f^pfss^tit$a

^s m i%^.-tat. 4^t tba> * trf|n f*?
1

'***
'' ---" "*"'

i

'Tpii

letters. 5. to be the equivalent of; correspond to, as
in a different place or time: as, a cave represented home
to these people. 6. a) to present, produce, or perform
(a play, etc.;. 6) to play the part of; impersonate (a
character), as in a drama. 7. to act or stand in place
of ; be an agent, proxy, or substitute for. 8. to speak
and act for by duly conferred authority, as an am-
bassador for his country or a legislator for his con-
stituents. 9. to serve as a specimen, example, type,
or instance of: exemplify or typify.

re-pre-sent (re'pri-zent'), v.t. to present again.
rep-re-sen-ta-tion (rep'ri-zen-ta'shan), n. [ME. repre-
sentacyon; Late OFr. representation; L. repraesentatio],
1. act or instance of representing, or the state, fact,
or mode of being represented (in various senses).
2. a likeness, image, picture, etc. 3. often in pi. a
description, account, or statement of facts, allegations,
or arguments, especially one intended to influence
action, persuade hearers, make protest, etc. 4. pres-
entation, production, or performance of a play, etc.
5. representatives collectively. 6. in law, a statement
or implication of fact, oral or written, as made by
one party to induce another to enter into a contract.

rep-re-sen-ta-tion-al (rep'ri-zen-ta'shsn-'l), adj. of or
characterized by representation.

reprre-sent-a-tive (rep'ri-zen'ta-tiv), adj. [ME. < Late
OTV. or ML.; Late OFr. representaUf; ML. reprae-
sentqtivus], 1. representing or serving to represent;
specifically, a) picturing; portraying; reproducing. 6)
acting or speaking, especially by due authority, in
the place, or on behalf, of another or others; serving as
an agent, deputy, or delegate, especially in a legislative
assembly. 2. composed of persons duly authorized,
as by election, to act and speak for others: as, a
representative assembly^ 3, of, characterized by, or
based on representation of the people by elected
delegates: as, representative government. 4. being an

5. in botany & zoology, corresponding to, or tak
place of, some other form of plant or animal, as in a
different area.^ n. 1. a person or thing enough like
the others in its class or kind to serve as an example
or type of the class or kind. 2. a person duly authorized
to act or speak for another or others: agent, delegate,
deputy, etc.. as a member of an elected legislative
body. 3. jK-j, a member of the lower house of Congress
(Howe of Representatives) or of a State legislature:
abbreviated Rep.
repress (ri-pre&0> v.t. [ME, repressm < L. re-presws,

pp. of reprimere; see RE- & PRESS (to squeeze)]; 1, to
keep down: hold back; restrain: as, repress a sigh.
2. to put down; subdue. 3. to prevent the natural
development or expression of; control too strictly or
severely: as, the parents repressed their child. 4* in

psychiatry, a) to force (ideas, impulses, etc. painful to
the conscious mind) into the tin^oiisciotis, wlierd ttwsy"
still modify behavior or rexriaiba dynamJcTo) to present
(unconscious ideas, impulses, etc*) from reaching the
level of consciousness. Of. suppress. <

repressed (ri-prestO, adj. [pp. of repress], affected by,
showing, or resulting from repression,

re press-i-ble (ri-pres'o-b'l), adj. that cam be repressed.
re pres-slon (ri-presh'an), n. 1. a repressing or being
repressed. 2. in psychiatry, what 'is repressed.

re-pres-sive (ri-pres'iv), adj. tending or serving > to
repress.

to take
< Om.

[aasttar **fw < Fr. ^<5#*rly, p^rof j ...

cj altwedby associataon WTO ME. 1
..,

, jw*^t to reprove! L to postpoae tha pttpiao*
n^Mt of (a person) ; especially , to postpone the execution
of (a person condemned to death). 2, to give tempo-
rary " rwtec to ' as froin. paixir 3* to
(something evil), n. 4 reprieving or 1

that of1 death, or a warrant ordering this. 6) *a tem-
porary relief or escape, as from pain or evil.

vl^H^aM^^CM^i^^^ *BML /cr j ,

r9-mfinclO i [Pr. riHiw^KW < L.
: reprimendus. mat is to be repressed

a severe or 'formal relnike, especially by a person in

^tfce mwfAv1 or formally.
)br fw umtMty tVpriat')t vf* to

if pfiat a nw ow
1

furthar itnpresslon or
. , , , tuwwHy wltkwt dhtoge. n. 1. aomathing
reprinted; specifically, a) a new or further imprwsion
c* atflttott, ttauauy without clmnge, of something
pwwotfly priutedt as a book, pamphlet, ate.;
daily, such an impression or edition iwitd by Another
publisher and intended for sate at a lower price. M a
separately printed excerpt, as of an article published
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reiputable

OFr-

in a magazine; offprint, c)
in philately, a .stamp, not

to be used for postage, printed from the original plate,

often with different paper and ink, after the issue of

the stamps has ceased- 2. a reprinting.
re prjs al (ri-piiVl), n. (OFr. reprisaille < repns, pp.
of reprsnfae, to take back < L. reprehendere; see

RKJPREHENB], 1. originally, the forcible seizure of

property or subjects in retaliation for an injury inflicted

by another country. 2. the act or practice of using

force, short of war, against another nation to obtain

redress of grievances. 3. injury done, or the doing
of injury, in return for injury received, with intent to

inflict at least as much harm as has been suffered;

retaliation or an apt of retaliation, especially in war,

as the killing of prisoners.
re-prise (rkpriz , also, fov 2, rQ-pre*')* u [ME.
fern, of njris; see REPRISAL], 1. usually pi. in J _

l&w, deductions and payments, as for annuities, out

of income from, lands. 2. in music, repetition: now
usually restricted to the repetition of or return to the
first subject, or theme, of a sonata movement, after

the development; recapitulation.
re-proaeh (n-prachO, *>* [OFr. reprochier; LL, *r-

propiwt < L. r-e*, back -f pwpe, near], 1. to accuse
of and blame for a fault; rebuke; reprove; censure;

upbraid. 2, to bring shame and disgrace upon: be a
dause of discredit to; as, this crime will reproach him.

n, I. a source or cause of shame, disgrace, discredit,

pr blame* & shame, disgrace, discredit, or blame
incurred, 3, a blaming or reproving; censure; rebuke.
4. an expression of blame, reproof, or censure. 5. an

object of blame, censure, scorn, etc,

reproach-fill (ri>-prdch'M), adj\ 1, full of or expressing
reproach* ox blame* censure, etc. 2. [Obs.], shameful.

re-proach'less (ri-proph'lis), adj. without reproach;
irreproachable* ,

r$p ro bate (rep'ra-bat
f
)t adj. [LL. y#rp&afru, pp. of

reprobate? &ee REPROVE], 1. depraved; vicious: un-
principled* & in theology, rejected by God; excluded
from salvation and lost in sin. n, a depraved, vicious

person, u.t* [REPROBATED (-id), RBPROBATINQ], l. to

dfeapprovt; condemn, 2* to reject, 3. in theology, to

reject amd abandon as beyond saving; foreordain (a

ner^on) to damnation: said of God.
probation (rep'ra-ba^han!) f n. 1. a reprobating.
, disapproval; censure. 3. rejection as worthless, 4.T -

_>,. -T-jtr*--- -T^
~ ,_,-,_- '-*" --^

,
'

.

in theology, rejection by God, as. beyond saving.
rep ro ba-tlve (rei/ro-ba'tiv), adj. of or expressing
reprobation, or disapproval.
ptoc-eesed wool (re-pros'e^t)^ wool cloth that has

L respun and rewoven from the raveled fibers of
i previously woven but nevec usedl, as the waste

or cUppings from a garment factory.
repro-duce (re'pra-dobV, re^pr^duy), *>>* to produce
again; make, form, or bring into existence again or
anew ifi some way; specifically, *) to produce by
generation or propagation; bring forth one or more
other individuate of (the kind or species) by sexual or
aaexual proc^s^es, 6) to make grow again, as a lost

part or organ, c) to bring about or promote the re-

fso^ptiom of (plants or animals), d) to wake a QQ$>T
close imitation, duplication* et& of (a jpacture^ sound,
or the like). ?) to bring before the mmd again, as a
pal scene; re-create mentally by imagination or
memory,/) to repeat i) to fxut (a play, etc.) on again;
repeat the Ktejrf<Kmanc5e or presentation of. iwu 1* to
produce offspring; bring forth others of its kind. 2* to

or

reproducing
py iwrO"

etc, 3, the
ad

that op ^ HI
repro due tlon ,. ...

or being reproduced,
duowg; oofy, close m, _,.....

process, sexuaJi or asexual, toy
produce new iftdividual% -^S

re-pro due-tive (rS'pr^ukW)..
or tending: to reproiupt* JL of 3

re-proof (ri-prM'!
1. a reproving j rel

of censure: rebuke,
re-prov^a-We (ri-pr6^v'-Kl> 4/ 1MB, wtfromMA;
OFr. rtiprouyatte"

' ' * * r - "*

reprov-al (n-pr^.^ .

re-prove (ri-pro^vO, .... ^,._,_
;J. fMB. repreven* repfowm; OFr. . . _

see RE- & PROVEJ, 1, to speak to in dis-
rcbuke. 2. to express disapproval of; and

, r/si_ r Pj censure. 3, (Ow.1, to refute; 4wcwi.
4, |Ob.J, to convince or convict.

.. nt (rei/twt). adj* PL r^0|M. ppc. tl
to ei$wl, creep; cl

that crawl on their bellies, as snakes, or creep on short,

stubby legs, as lizards, crocodiles, alligators, and
turtles. 2, a person who is sneaky, mean, groveling,

malignant, etc. adj. [L. reptilis], 1. of, characteristic

of, or like a reptile or reptiles. 2. creeping or crawling.
3. sneaky, mean, groveling, malignant, etc.

rep-til-i-an (rep-tiri-an), adj 1. of the reptiles. 2. like

or characteristic of a reptile. 3. sneaky, mean, grovel-

ing, malignant, etc. n. a reptile.

re-pub-lic (rinpublik), n. [Fr. repulbhque; L. respublica;

res, thing, affair, interest -f publica, fern, of publicus,

public], 1. c) a state or nation in which the supreme
power rests in all the citizens entitled to vote (the

electorate) and is exercised by representatives elected,

directly or indirectly, by them and responsible to
~"""them. b) the form of government of such a state or

nation. Cf , democracy. 2. any group whose members
are regarded as having a certain equality, common
aims, etc.: as, the republic of letters. 3. a state or

nation with a president as its titular head: distinguished
from monarchy. Abbreviated Re^., Repub., R.

re-pub H-can (n-pub'li-ksn), adj. 1. of, characteristic

oii or having the nature of, a republic. 2. favoring,
or in accord with the nature of, a republic. 3. [R-],

having to do with the Republican Farty. n. 1. a
person who favors a republican form of government.
2. [R-], a member or adherent of the Republican Party.
Abbreviated R., Rep., Repub.

re-pub-li-can-ism (n*pub'li-kn-iz'm), n. 1. rejpub-
lican form of government. 2. republican principles,
doctrines, etc. 3, adherence to these. 4. JR-], the ,

principles, policies, etc, of the Republican Party,

re-pub-li can-ize (r>pub'tt-kn-Iz')i v.t. [RKPUBMCAN-'
IZBD (-izdO RKPUBLiCANiziNGj, to make republican,

Republican Parly, 1. one of the two major political

parties in the United States, organized m 1854 to

oppose the extension of slavery. 2. a former political

a in the United States, organized by Thomas
son: see Democratic Party.
>lican River, a river flowing eastward from

Colorado and joining the {Stnoky Hitt River to form
the Kansas River; length, 445 mi

re pub-li-ca-tion (re'pub-li-Wshan), n, 1, publication
anew. 2. a book, pamphlet, etc. published again.
republic of letters, 1. literary or learned people as
a group. 2. the sphere of literature.

re-pu-dlate (ri-pu/di-aV), v.t. (REPUDIATED (-id), RE-
PUDIATING], J< L. repwliaAm, pp. of vtpudiwe, to

put away, divorce < repudium. separation, a divorce
< r, away, back -f base of pudere, to feel shame).
1. to refuse to have anything to do with; disown;
cast off publicly, as a son, or divorce, as a wife. 2, to
refuse to accept or acknowledge; deny the validity or

authority of, 3. to refuse to acknowledge or pay,
as a debt. 4, to refuse to recognize as due; refuse to

pay (an obligation): said of a government. *--$?& tee
decline.

re-pu-di a-tion fri-pu'di-a'shpn), n. [L. repudiate], a
repudiating or being repudiated.

re-pu-di-a-tor (n-pfi'ai-S'tSr), n. one who itpwttfttet,
re-pugn (ri-punO, v*t. A vJ. [ME. repu&wn; OFr*
rcpugner; L. rtpugnarc; re-, bade 4- Pugnare. to fight],

[Rare or Obs.L to oppose; resist.

re pug-nance (ri-pug'nws), n, [MB* repugnauntc; OPr,;
L* rtpugnantia < repuqnans, PPr-I *** KKPUONL 1.

treme dSlSk;e*or distaste; strong aversion; antipathy.
*"*"**$YZV* see aversion.

re-pugnan-cy (ri-pug'nen-si) , n. repugnance.
re pug-nant (ri-pug'nant). adj. [ME. repugnaunt; OFr,;
L. repugnant, ppr.; see REPUGN), I. contradictory;
inconsistent: as, actions repugnant to hia words, 2.

{ ottering resistance; opposed; antagonistic: as, repugnant
f fortes, 3. causing repugnance; distasteful; offensive;

\lfci p1>l^|p<it!0<!Qf%

""*' ---*"-

If

cret-pj

to creep, crawl, neen also in Lith. nplioti. to
any of & group ol cold-blooded verUbrates

rfcproclalm
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rep-u-ta-bly (rep'yoo-ta-bli), adv. in a reputable
manner.

rep-u-ta-tion (rep'yoo-ta'shan), n. [ME. reputacioun ;

L. reputatio < reputatus, pp. of reputare; see REPUTE],
1. estimation in which a person or thing is commonly
held, whether favorable or not; character in the view
of the public, the community, etc.; repute. 2, such
estimation when favorable; good repute; good name:
as, she has lost her refutation. 3. fame; distinction.
4. the estimation of doing something specified, having
specified qualities, etc.: as, he has the reputation of

being a thief.

repute (ri-put'), v.t. [REPUTED (-id), REPUTING],
[Late ME. < OFr. or L.; OFr. reputer; L. reputare;
re-, again + putare, to think], to consider, esteem,
or account (a person or thing) to be as specified;
generally suppose or regard: usually in the passive,
as, he is reputed to be stingy, ft. 1. reputation. 2.

good reputation; public esteem: opposed to disrepute.
re-put'ed (ri-put'id), adj. [pp. of repute], generally
accounted or supposed to be such: as, the reputed
owner of a house,

re-put-ed-ly (ri-put'id-K), adv. supposedly.
req, 1. required. 2. requisition.

re-quest (ri-kwesf), n. [ME. & OFr. requeste; ML.
requisita < L. requtsitus, pp. of requirere; see REQUIRE],
1. an asking for, or expressing a desire tor. something;
solicitation or petition, 2. what is asked for: as, he
granted the request, 3. the state of being asked for;
demand: as, this style is in great request, v.t. 1. to

express a wish or desire for; ask for, usually in a polite
way. 2, to ask (a person) to do something.
by request, in response to someone's requesting, or
to a 4niand: as, ne played an encore by request.

Dead], 1. in the Roman Catholic Church, a) a Mass
for the repose of the soul or souls of the dead. &) a
celebration of this. <;) a musical setting for this, 2.

any musical service, hymn, or dirge for the repose
of the dead. 3. a dfrgelike song, chant, or poem.
Jre-qui ee-cat (rek'wi-es'kat), n [L-, for requiescat in

pace (see next entry); subi of requiescere; see R- at

QUIESCENT], a prayer or wish for the repose of the dead,

Jre qui es cat In pa-ce
g
(iek'wi-es'kat in p&'si), [L.],

may he (or she) rest in peace: often inscribed on
tombstones: abbreviated RJ.P.

re-quire (ri-kwir/), v.t. [REQUIRED J-kwW), RE-
QUIRING], [ME. requirm < base of OFr, mquerre; L.

requirere < re-, again 4- quaererc, to ask], 1. to ask
or insist upon, as by right or authority; demand; as,

they require obedience. 2. to order; command: as,
he required them to be present. 3. to demand as

necessary or appropriate; need: as, a hungry man
requires food, iwf* to compel or demand. SYN see
demand, lack.

re-quire-ment (ri-kwir'mant), it. 1, a requiring, 2.

something required; something obligatory or demanded,
as a condition: at, the rtquirementilor college entrance.
3. something needed; a necessity; need.

req-ui*8ite (rck'wo-zit), adj. flu requisites, pp. of

requirere; 9m REQUIRE], required, as by circumstances;
necessary for some purpose? tedtepwisable: as, the

requisite supplies for a journey, it. something requisite.
SYN. see eascntlal, need.

rq*nl'Sltl0 (rtkViHBith'wi), n. PU fmti
ff*4ffttt5 pp. of rifwNr*; ee REQUIRE), I, a ...

2. a formal written order, **Q*ifc, or application, as
for equipment, tool*, eta 3* the ttate of bwng de-
manded or put to Mmrk* or vmt an* wore m
r*gfcfe#tai. 4 a mqufeti&tttt; wpisabl0 condition.
5. fa tar* a toy on* $$*t* vramnt upon
amotiwir lor th iwrmidar .of a wgttfve emfaal .<.

i, to demand or taw f by atitiodtys at, twuimtofi
food for tfoofft* 2* to OMMUMI trow

|
make amaodt

on; &!> requisition m town for food. AbfafWifctea rcq.

re-qult-al (ri-kwlt''l), n. 1. a requiting or being
2* SMMuiH given or clone in

r*te or
ittrifted ute** or an tejRBHrjr*

or repayment to for
ca. 3^ to

4* to

(see REAR) + dos* back (see DOSSER)], an ornamental
screen or partition wall behind an altar in a church.

re-route (re-roof, re-rout') , v.t, to send by a new or
different route.

re-run (re-run'; for n., usually rS'run'), v.t. [for prin.
pts. see RUN}, to run again, n. a rerunning; especially,
a showing of a motion picture after the nrst showing.

res., 1. research. 2. reserve. 3. residence. 4. resides.
5, residue. 6. resistance. 7. resolution.

re sal a We (re-sal's-b'l), adj. that can be sold again.
re-sale (re-sal', re'sal'). n. a selling again.
rescind (ri-sind'). v.t. [OFr. rescinder; L. fescindere

(pp. rescissus), to cut off: re-, back + scindere, to cut],
to abrogate; annul; cancel, as a law. SYN. see abolish.

re-scis si-ble (ri-sis's-b'l), adj. that can be rescinded.
re-scis-sion (ri-sizh'sn, ri-sish'on), n. a rescinding.
re-scis-so-ry (ri-sis'9-ri, ri-siz'a-ri), adj. (LL. resctssorius],

rescinding.
re-script (re'skript), n. [L. rescriptum < rescriftus,
pp. oirescribere; re-, back -f scribere, to write], I. an
order or decree issued by a Roman emperor or by the
Pope in answer to some difficulty or point of law
presented to him, and having the force of law; hence,
2. any official decree or order. 3, a) a rewriting, b)

something rewritten; copy. 4. in law, an order, as
from a court to its clerk, or from an appellate court
to a trial court, giving the disposition of a case.

res-cue (res'ku), v.t. [RESCUED (-kud), RESCUING]
[ME. rescouen, rescowen; OFr. rescourre, rescowre <
re-* again 4- escorre, to shake, move < L. excutere, to
shake off, drive awav < ex-, off

-I; quatere, to shake],
1. to free or save from danger, imprisonment, evil,

etc. 2. in law, to take (a person or thing) out of legal
custody by force, n. 1. a freeing or saving from
danger, imprisonment, evil, etc.; deliverance. 2. in

law, removal by force from legal custody.
SYN. rescue implies prompt action in freeing someone or

something from imminent danger or destruction or in releasing
someone Jtrom captivity (he rescued the drowning child) ; deliver

implies a setting free from confinement or from sonic restricting
situation (deliver me from his interminable sermons); redeem
suggests a freeing from bondage or from the consequences of

sin, or a reclaiming, as from pawn, deterioration, etc, (how can
I redeem my good name?) ; ransom specifically implies the pay-
ment of what is demanded in order to free one held captive;
save, in this connection, is a general, comprehensive synonym
for any of the. preceding terras.

re-eearch (n-surch', rS'surch), n, [MFr. rtccrchc (Fr.
recherche); see RE- & SEARCH], often in pi. careful,

systematic, patient study and investigation in some
field of knowledge, undertaken to establish facts or

principles, tu. to do research; make researches;
study. Abbreviated res, SYN. see Investigation.

re-seat (re-set'), v.t. 1. to seat again. 2. to supply
with a new seat or seats,

re-seau, r6-seau (ra-zo'), n. [pi. RESEAUX. RESEAUX
(-S5O*OJ [Pr, f dim* < OFr. roi* < L. rete, net]. 1 . a network ;

specifically, in astronomy, a network of fine lines on
a glass plate, forming little squares of a standard size:

used in photographic telescopes to produce a similar
network on photographs of stars, for aid in measure-
ment. 2. a netted ground or meshed foundation in

lace. 3, a filter screen used in making color films.

re sect (ri-sektOr v.t. (< L, resectus, pp. of resecare, to

cut off; n* (see RE*) -f- secare, to cut], in surgery, to

perform a resection 01 (some part) ; cf. excise.

re-sec-tlon (ri-sek'shan). n* [L. resectio < resectus;
9m RKSECT], the surgical removal of part of an organ*

re se da (ri-sl'do), n. [L. f a plant; said (by Hiny) to
be orig. Imperative of nstdttrfy to allay, assuage, used
In charm accompanying medicinal use of the plant),
1, any of a number of related plants with, dense,
fragrant iplkes of 'fiowew* including the
2. the jT^enlilJHwfcilte oolow of some j

adt* OK thii color.
- A-*-

***"*-m), 4M<
1

ox plants,

__. ^, ,,.- - ns), n. (MB.)
tbft #tata fact* or Quality of rw
of appearance, or, sometimes, of

a, point* 4^r, or sort of lkfu_ ,_ ,._^

that resembles; likeness or semblance of someone or
'

4 [Ob L chaxaoteriirao atrtHftaranc>. S*
' -

robtbttity.,-H$m ^e Hkcn^a.

?| <

{MB. r^oimni; O3PV, *@3$mM^; r-, ^ _

-
r roT..,,.. < L% *lwiter; iM imou,iB]. 1, to .fee

lie or similar to mairam or natttm 2. [

to Hken or *

requicken
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re-send (re-send/), v.t. [RESENT (-sent'), RESENDING],
1. to send again, 2. to send back.

re-sent (ri-zent'), v.t. (Fr. ressentir (in se ressentir de,
to be affected by) < L. re~, again + sentire, to feel,

perceive by ^the senses], to feel or show displeasure
and indignation at (some act, remark, etc.) or toward
(a person), from a sense of being injured or offended.

re-sent-ful (ri-zent'fsi) f adj. feeling or showing re-
sentment.

re-sent-ment (ri-zent'msnt), n. [< Fr.; see RESENT], a
feeling of displeasure and indignation, from a sense of
being injured or offended. SYN. see offense.

re-ser-pine (ri-sur'pen), n. a crystalline alkaloid ex-
tracted from the root of an Indian shrub (Rauwolfia
serpentina), used in the treatment of hypertension and
experimentally in psychotherapy.

res-er-va-tion (rez'gr-va'shan), n. [ME. reseruacioun;
OFr.; LL. rescrvatio], 1. a reserving; withholding.

,
2. something reserved or withheld. 3. a) a with-
holding of a right, interest, etc. b) that part of a deed
or contract which provides for this. 4. a limiting
condition or qualification, tacit or expressed, as in

,
an agreement: as, she accepted the invitation, with
mental reservations. 5. public land set aside for some
special use: as, an Indian reservation, military reser-
vation. 6. a) an arrangement by which a hotel room,
theater or train ticket, etc. is set aside and held until
called for. b) anything so reserved in advance, e) the
promise or record of such an arrangement.

re*serve (ri-zurv'), v.t. [RESERVED (-zurvd'), RESERVING],
[ME. reserven; OFr. reserver; L. reservare; see RE- &
SERVE], 1. to keep back, store up, or set apart for
later use or for some special purpose. 2. to hold over
to a later time. 3. to set aside or have set aside for
a special person, etc.: as, reserve a seat on a train.
4. to

< keep back or retain for oneself: as, I reserve
the right to come and go freely, n. 1. something
kept back or stored up, as for later use or for a special
purpose.

<
2, a limitation; reservation; exception. 3,

the practice of keeping one's thoughts, feelings, etc. to
oneself; self-restraint or avoidance of intimacy in
speech and manner. 4. reticence; silence. 5. re-

' stratnt and control in artistic expression; freedom from
teja^reration or extravagance. 6. pi. troops held out
Of action for use in an emergency, for following: up an
advantage, or for replacing active units, 7. pi. men
or units in the armed forces not on active duty but
subject to call; militia. 8. cash, or assets easily turned
onto cash, held out of use by a bank or company to
meet expected or unexpected demands. 9. land set
apart for a special purpose: as, a forest reserve, adj.
being, or havmg the nature of, a reserve: as, a reserve
supply. Abbreviated res. SYN. see keep.
in reserve, reserved for later use or for some person.
without reserve, 1. subject to no limitation. 2, with-
out any minimum or asking price: said of goods
offered at auction.

reserve bank, any of the twelve main Federal Reserve
Banks.

re-served (ri-zurvd'), adj. [pp. of reserve], 1. kept in
, reserve: set apart or kept back for some purpose or
use, or for some person, etc. 2. keeping one's thoughts,
teelmgs, etc. to oneself; self-restrained and withdrawn
in speech and manner; not effusive; reticent. 3. char-
acterized by reticence, etc, $YN. see silent.

re-serv-ist (ri-zur'vist), n. a member of a country's
military reserves, or militia.

res-er-voir (rez'gr-vwar' f rez'gr-vwoV, rez'gr-vfir'), n.
, IFr. r&servoir < reseruer; see RESERVE], 1, a place
where anything is collected and stored, generally in
large quantity; especially, a natural or artificial kke
or pond in which water is collected and stored fbr u$er

as to supply the needs of a community. 2, a receptacle'

or part (in an apparatus) for holding a fluid, as oil
ink, etc. 3. a part, sac, or cavity (m an animal or
plant) in which a fluid collects or is secreted. 4, a
large supply or store of something.

re-set (rS-sef; for w., usually rS'set').-T - V*~ w* l jvr r*., *, *WHH<J7 415' B3li /, V.t. IttJCtySMfc JL'y RK*
SETTING], to set again, as a broken arm, type, a gem,
etc. n. L a resetting. 2. something reset, \ a
plant that is planted again.

}rcs ges-tae {re* jes'tS), (L.J, 1, things done; deeds;
exploits, 2. in law, attendant facts ana circumstances
*& (rSsh), n. [Heb. r^A ( lit., the head!, the twentieth
tetter of the Hebrew alphabet (*0 corresponding to
English Je, r: see alphabet, table.

rj-wtp CrS-ship
t
O, v.L [RKSHXPPKB (-shiptO* RESHIPPXNO),

1. to ship again. 2. to transfer to another ship, *.&
I. to go on a ship igainj embark again* 2, to skn
t*Pjj* a member of a ship's crew) for another voyage.rewittiMnt CrS-ship'msmt), . I. a blpping. 2.
something reshlpped. ,

*v^9,jti,t (resist) | iz* a city i

122,000.
~~* (rMdOj & hWDBD (-Id), wjmttWl ffr,

r; L. rtsukrt < re-, back + Wm, to iftj, I* to

dwell for a long
1

time; have one's residence; live (in
or at) : as, he still resides in the same house. 2, to be
present or inherent; exist (in): said of qualities, etc.
3. to be vested (in): said of rights, powers, etc

resi-dence (rez'i-dsns), n, [ME,; OFr.; ML. rest-

dentia], 1. the act or fact of residing: as, his residence
in Europe matured him. 2. the fact or status of

living or staying in a place while working, going to
school, carrying out official duties, etc. (usually pre-
ceded by in): as, students are required to be in resi-

dence two years. 3. the place in which a person or
thing resides; dwelling place: abode; especially, a
house. 4. a large or imposing house; mansion. 5. the
time during which a person resides in a place.

res-i'den-cy (rez'i-dan-si), n. [pi. RESIDENCIES (~siz)],
1. residence. 2. the official residence of a diplomatic
officer or representative of a governor general at a
foreign court, as in the East Indian native states.

res-i-dent (rez'i-dsnt), adj. [L, residens], 1. residing;

living in a place for a long time; having a residence (in).
2. living or staying in a place while working, carrying
on official duties, etc%: as, a resident physician of a
hospital. 3. present; inherent; intrinsic. 4. not mi-

gratory: said of birds, etc. n. 1. a person who lives
in a place, as distinguished from a visitor or transient.
2. a diplomatic representative living at a foreign
court or capital, as in a protectorate. 3. a bird or
animal that is not migratory.

res-i-den tial (rez'i-den'shal), adj. 1. of or connected
with residence: as, a residential requirement for
students. 2. of, characterized by, or suitable for
residences, or homes: as, a residential neighborhood.

res-i'den-ti'ar-y (rezVden'shi-er'i. rezVden'sha-ri),
adj. [ML. residentarius], 1. living in a place: resident.
2. required to live in a place; officially resident, n.

[pi. RESIDENTIARIES (-iz, -riz)] 1.' a resident. 2, in
ecclesiastical usage, a clergryman required to live for
some time in his official residence.

re-sid-u-al
(ri-zij'oo-sl), adj. 1. of, or having the

nature of, a residue or residuum; left over after part
is taken away; remaining. 2. in mathematics, a) left

by the subtraction of one number from another: as*
a residual quantity, b) designating the difference
(called error) between observed results and results
obtained by formukr computation, c) designating
the deviation (called error) of any of a series ofvalues
from the mean of the series, n. 1. what is left at
the end of a process; remainder. 2. in geology, an
elevated rock mass remaining;where erosion has leveled
most of the surrounding territory; monadnoek, 3, in
mathematics, a) a residual quantity, b) a residual error.

re-ald-u-ar-y (ri-zij'5o-er'i), adj. L of, or having the
nature of, a residue or residuum; remaining; left over,
2. in law, a) receiving the residue of an estate: as, &
residuary legatee, b) giving the disposition of the
residue of an estate: as, the residuary clause in a will.
residue (rezVdoV, rejsVd&O, n* [MB.; OFr. midu;
L. residuum, neat of rtftfitj, remaining < midere;
see RBSXDB], L that which is left after part is taken
away; remainder; rest. 2. a residuum (sense 2), 3. in
law, that part of a testator's estate which is left alter U
claims, charges, and bequests have bo@n satisfied,
Abbreviated res. $YN r
resid u-um (ri-ij'6d-m), n, [pi. RESIDUA Ml flU],
1. residue. 1 in chemistry, the matter remaining at
the end of a process, as after evaporation* oombwSon,
filtration, etc.; residual product. -sm. we rnIndisr.

re-sign (ri-a?m\ v.t [MB. ntt#m; OFr, rait**; L.
reaignare; re~, back + sigmr$t to aim), l, to give
tip posseMion of; relinquish, aa a claim, 2, to Sive
up (an office, position, etc.). vJL to give tj> an office,
position of employment, etc., etp&eially by formal
notice (often withfrom) .-* W, ee atnttaite, swrmndter,

!
* tojwbmjt; accept $omethlng wwwively,
f PE* to nin agpafnu

^i&'iSuKib, n. t te act of r^i
ng. 2. formal notice ol this, ttp^cWIy in writing.

; yieldi

or showing res%nt!on;
and uncomplaining.
dli). otf^. in a mo

r* tut. [EBto (40 f iMMLWOi,
rotor; L. rHfr* < WK baek + wW-Wf to

to

of being retfifent;
Into shftpif 0oitiomf jtf *L~r .**w^*w n
elartfety. 2, the to rtooiw ttrtnfth.
goo4 humor,

^- ~ * "
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strength, spirits, good humor, etc. quickly; buoyant.
SYN. see elastic.

res in (rez'
f

n), n. [ME. & OFr. resine; L. resina < Or.
rhetine}, 1. any of various solid or semisoKd organic
substances exuded from various plants and trees or
prepared synthetically: resins are soluble in ether,
alcohol, etc.,

t
are nonconductors of electricity, and are

used in medicines, varnish, etc. 2. a substance pre-
pared by distilling the resin of certain pine trees; rosin.
v.t. to treat or rub with resin.

res-in-ate (rez''n-at') v.t. [RESINATED (4d), RESINATING],
to impregnate with resin.

res-in-if-er-ous (rez'^-if'Sr-Qs), adj. [see -FERGUS],
yielding resin: said of trees, etc.

res-in-oid (rez
/f
n-oid') adj. like resin; resinous, n.

1. a resinoid substance, as a synthetic resin. 2. gum
resin.

res-in-ous (rez''n-9s), adj. 1. of, having the nature of,
characteristic of, or like resin. 2. obtained from resin.
3. containing resin. 4. [Now Rare], electronegative.!

res-in-y (rea/'n-i), adj* resinous.
re-sist (ri-zist'), v.t. [ME. resisten; OFr. resister; L.
resistere; re, back + sistere, to set, caus, of stare, to
stand], 1. to withstand; oppose; fend off; stand nrm
against; withstand the action of. 2. to oppose actively;
fight, argue, or work against, 3. to keep from yielding
to,

t
being affected by., or enjoying: as, she tried to

resist temptation, vju to oppose or withstand some-
thing; offer

4
resistance, n. a substance that resists,

as a protective coating on a fabric that makes it un-
affected by a dye. "SYN, see oppose.
resistance (ri-zis'tons), n [ME, & OFr. resilience;
LL. resistentia], I. a resisting; opposing: withstanding.
2. power or capacity to resist: specifically, the ability
of an organism to ward off disease. 3. opposition of
some force, thing, etc. to another or others. 4. in
electricity, a) the property of opposing the passage of
a current, causing electric energy to be transformed
into heat: also called true (or ohmic) resistance* 6)
something, ae a coil or length of wire, that offers such
resistance; resistor, c) impedance: also called apparent
resistance. 5, [often R-J, the organised movement,
often underground, of resistance to a government or
occupying power regarded as oppressive and unjust,
as in France during the Nazi occupation. Symbol,R (sense 4)*
resist-ant (ri-is'tnt), ad}* [L, resistens], offering re-
sistance: resisting, n. a person or thing that resists.

re'Slflt-i-blM-ty (n-^s'ta-oilVti), n. the quality or
state of being resistible*

re sist-i-ble m*gis'te-b
f

l). W that can b resisted.
re sis-live

(rl-zis'tiv), adj. resisting, tending to resist,
or capable of resistance.

re-8i8*ii?4'ty (rS'ais-tiv'e-tl), n, 1, property of, capacity
for, or tendency toward resistance, 2. in electricity,
the resistance oetween oppotite faces of a centimeter
cube of a substance: also called specific resistance.

resist less (ri-zist'lis), adj. I. that cannot be resisted;
irretiftible* 2. without power to resist; unresisting.

re sis tor (rnrirtSr), n* In electricity, a drnc used in
a circuit primarily to provide resistance*

Jres ju di ca ta Mas M3'di-Jdt't). [L* t thing <_
in laWf a caff already decided oy Imicial autL_,

re-sole (rc-KolO, v.t. [RESOLED (-sold'), RESOLING],
put a new tow on

'

(a fho** etc.).
res o-lu-bH-1-ty (r**'*Ioo-bttVti, w'l-yoo-b&'o-ti), n.
the quality or state of being resoluble.
resolu-ble wl/ [I/L.

n,
resolution;
I,

up
of

w til

as to future
ty of mind. 4.
rmination adopted

pc-rsons. 5. a solving,

atate of

re-eolv-a-ble (ri-zol'va-b'l), adj. that can be resolved.
re-solve (ri-zolvO, v.t. [RESOLVED (-zolvd'). RESOLVING],
{ME. resolven; L. resolvere; see RE- & SOLVE], 1. to
break up into separate, constituent elements or parts:
analyze. 2. to change; transform (with into): used
reflexively, as, the discussion resolved itself into an
argument. 3. to cause (a person) to decide or make
up his mind: as, the flood resolved him to sell. 4. to
determine; reach as a decision or intention (usually
followed by an infinitive) ; as, we resolved to go. 5. a)
to solve or explain; make clear, as a problem. 6) to
remove (d9ubt, etc.). 6. to decide by vote; make a
formal decision about; express by resolution; said of a
legislative assembly, etc. 7. [ObsJ, to cause to dis-
solve or melt. 8. in medicine, to cause (a swelling,
inflammation, etc.) to subside without the formation
of pus. 9. in music, to cause (a tone or chord) to
undergo resolution, 10. in optics, to make visible the
individual parts of (an image), v.t. 1, to be resolved,
as by analysis (with into or to). 2. to determine; come
to a decision; make a resolution. 3. in music, to
undergo resolution, n. 1. fixed purpose or intention;
firm determination. 2. a formal resolution, as of an
assembly. SYN. see decide.

resolved (ri-zolvd'), adj. firm and fixed in purpose;
determined; resolute.

re-solv-ed-ly (ri-zol'vid-li), adv. in a resolute manner;
with determination.

re sol-vent
(ri-zol'vsnt), adj. [L. resolvens, ppr.] f re-

solving
j causing solution or resolution: solvent, n.

something resolvent; specifically, a medicine that can
cause resolution of a swelling.

res-o-nance (rez'a-nsns) , n. (OPr.; L. resonantia, an
echo], 1. the quality or state of being resonant.
2, reinforcement and prolongation of a sound by
reflection or by vibration of other bodies. 3. in chem~
istry, the property of certain molecules of having two
or more structures in which only the positions of
electrons differ. 4. in electricity, the condition of
adjustment of a circuit that allows the greatest flow
of current of a certain frequency. 5. in medicine, the
sound produced in the percussion of some part of the

bodyf< especially of the chest. 6. in phonetics, relative
audibility: it rises in inverse proportion to the amount
of stricture during articulation, 7. in physics, the
reinforced vibration of a body exposed to the vibration,
at about the same frequency, of another body.

reso-nant (rez'a-nont), adj. [L. resonans, ppr. of
resonar*, to resound; see RE- & SOUND, v.] t 1* resounding;
re-echoing: as, a resonant sound. 2. increasing the
intensity of sounds by sympathetic vibration: as, res*
onant walls. 3. full of, or intensified by, resonance:
as

r a resonant voice. 4. of resonance.
resonate (rez'a-naV), v*i. [RESONATED (-id), RESO-
NATING], (< L, resonatus, pp. of resonarew io ra#cnj<id]
1. to be resonant; resound. 2. to produce resonancj.

resonator (rez'a-nS'tlfr) n. [Mod. L. <,#p, of L.
resonare, to resound], 1. a device for producing res-
onance or increasing sound by resonance. 2. an
instrument for detecting a specific frequency by the
we of resonance, 3. In radio, the high-frequency
circuits of a receiving set.

r'Sorb (rwsdrt/), v.t. [L. resorbere; re-, again + sorbere,
to suck up], to absorb again.

res-or-cin (rez-cV's{n) t
n* resordnot

ref*or*dba*Oi (rt6r'itti-n6l'j rez^r'^Haol), n* Jresw, +
ordnol], a colorleiw, crystalline compound, CM4(OH)t,
prepared synthetically or by futing'CWtain resins wMi
caustic alkalis i it it med in tibe manufacture of dyes,
celluloid, and hair tonicvS, and as a medicinal astringent.

re'sorp'tloii (rf^cp^an), w. [< resorb. after <*d-

r^*aort (n-asdrV). wt* [MB* resorten; OFr. worllr; re~,

aoaib -h sorttr, to go out], 1. to go; especially, to o
often, cwtormrty, or fiaerally; as, people resort to
parks and beaches in summer, 2. to have recourse; go
or tuna to we* Wo# wpport. etc. : as, lie resorted Io
harsh measures, n. [MIT,; OFr, < the .], 1. a place
to WAfefc poopca go oft, customarily, cc i^nwally;

a pkm to which peopla go for rent or
as on a vacation* 2. a frequent, customary,

or general going, gathering together, or visiting: as*
a place of general resort. 3, a person or thing that
one goes or turns to for help, support, etc. 4. a going
or turning for help, support, etc.; recourse: as* he had

ifemmi uctftouad')'* <^ (MB. rmmnm; OPr. reiomr;
L, rtsonare; see JtE- m SOITND, t;.], L to echo or be filled

with sound; reverberate: said of places, etc* 2. to
make a loud, echoing, or prolonged sound. 3, to bo
echoed; be repeated or prolonged: Mid ol sounds;
hence, 4, to be celebrated; be extolled: as, his act
resounded through the nation* v.t. I. to give back

resolve r-aort

coeur; doch. pp. x-^ii. t foreign;
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res-pi-ra-tion (res'pa-ra'shsn), n. [ME. rcsptraaoun;

L. respiratio < respiratus, pp.], 1. act or process of

respirmg; breathing; inhaling and exhaling air. 2. the

nrocesses by which a living organism or cell takes m

(sound) ; echo. 2. to give forth, utter, or repeat loudly;

hence, 3. to celebrate or extol (someone's praises, etc.) .

re-sound (re'sound'), v.t. & v.i. to sound again or anew.

re-source (ri-s6rs', re'sors), n. [Fr. resource < OFr.

assets; available money or property: opposed to lia-

bilities. 3. usuaUy in pi. something that a country,

state, etc. has and can use to its advantage: as, our

natural resources include coal and petroleum. 4. a

means of accomplishing something; measure or action

that can be resorted to, as in an emergency; expedient:
as, his only remaining resource was mght. 5. in pi. a

means of spending one's leisure time; amusement;
recreation. 6. ability to deal promptly and effectively

with problems, difficulties, etc.
;
resourcefulness.

SYN. resource applies to any thing, person, action, etc. to

which one turns for aid in time of need or emergency (what r-

sonrce is left us?) ; resort is usually used of a final resource,

qualified as by last (we'll take the train as a last resort) ; expe-
dient refers to something used to effect a desired end, specifi-

cally to something used as a substitute for the usual means (the

day bed was an excellent expedient for unexpected guests);

makeshift applies to a quick expedient and, as a somewhat

derogatory term, connotes an inferior substitute, carelessness,

etc. (she served sandwiches as & makeshift for dinner) ; stopgap
refers to a temporary expedient, to be replaced when the usual

means is again available (he's just a stopgap until a new manager

re-aource^ful (ri-s6rs'f8l, ri-s5rs'fal), adj. full of re-

source; able to deal promptly and effectively with

problems, difficulties, etc.
. .

reap*. 1. respective (ly). 2. respiration. 3. respondent.
respect (ri-spekt') v.t. [< L. respectare, freq. (or

respectus, pp.) of respicere, to look at, look back on,

respect < re-, back + specere, to look at, see, spy],

1. to feel or show honor or esteem for; consider or

treat with deference or courtesy. 2. to show con-

sideration for; avoid intruding upon or molesting: as,

respect his privacy. 3. to concern; relate to. n. [M&.
- " -- -

looking at. respect, regard;

fw*^.u the vespect of his coiantrymea. 3. considera-

tion; courteous regard; as, one must have respect t
lor

the feelings of others. 4. pL courteous egressions
of respect; regards: as, he paid his respects to the

mayor. 5, a particular point or detail
:,

asv sn t|us

respect you. are wrong. 6. reference; relation: as, with

respect to your problem. SYN. see regard,
in respect of, with reference to; as regards. ,

in respect that, because of the fact that: considering.

re-spect-a-biM-ty (ri-spek'ts-bil's-ti), n. {pi. RESPECT-
ABILITIES (-tiz)J, 1. the quality or state of being
respectable. 2. respectable character, reputation, or

social status. 3. respectable people as a group. 4.

usually in pi. something accepted or regarded as

(ri-spek't^bl), adj. [ML. respectMlis],
1. worthy of respect or esteem; estimable. 2, having,
or appropriate to, good social status, reputation- etc.;

decent, honest, proper, etc.: as, a respectable hotel,

respectable behavior. 3, fairly good in quality; of

moderate excellence: aa his work was respectable bmt
not outstanding. 4. fairly large in siae* number, or

amount. 5. good enough to be seen, wed, eta; pre-
sentable: as, a respectable suit of clothes,

re-spect-a-bly (ri^pek'te-bli), adv. 1. in a respectable
manner. 2. to a respectable extent or degree.

reepect-er (ri-spek'ter), n. a person who respects*

respecter of persons, one whose behavior toward peo-
ple is influenced by their social status, prestige, etc-

re spect ful (ri-spekt'fol). adj. full of or cliaracteciased

by respect; showing deference,
* - ' *"-*

(see RESPECT)* con-

"ad/. [ML. respectwuti < L.

res'bectus; see RESPECT], 1. relating individually to

each of two or more persons or things; several: as, fie

described the respective weaknesses of the various

arguments. 2. [Obs,] f favoring one over others;

partial; discriminative. 3. [ObsJ, worthy of respect.
4, [Obs.L heedful; attentive. Abbreviated iwp-

re-apec-tlve-ly (ri-spek'tiv4i), adv. with respect to each
of two or more, in the order named or mentioned s as,

the first, second^ and third prizes went to Jotov Mary,
and George, respectively: abbreviated gttpt.

re spell (rl-spelO, v.t. to spell again; specifically, to

spell (a word) in a different, usually phonetic, system
go as to indicate the pronu

res-pira.tor (res'ps-ra'ter), n. L a contrivance, as

of gauze, worn over the mouth, or the mouth and

nose, to prevent the inhaling of harmful substances,

to warm the air breathed, etc. 2..
an apparatus for

giving artificial respiration. 3. [Bntish], a gas mask

re-spir-a-to-ry .(ri-spir'Q-tSr'i, res'per-a-to'n), adj. of

respire (ri-spir'), v.L [RESPIRED (-spird'), RESPIRING],

[MB. respiren; OFr. respirer; L. respirare,' re-, back +
spirare, to breathe; cf. SPIRIT], 1. to breathe; inhale

and exhale air. 2. to breathe freely or easily again,

as after exertion or anxiety; enjoy a breathing space.

v.t. 1. to breathe; inhale and exhale. 2. [Rare], to

breathe out: exhale; give off (an odor,^ etc.).

res-pite (res'pit), n. [ME. & OFr. resptt; L. respectus;

see RESPECT]; 1. a delay or postponement, especially

of something disagreeable; specifically, m law, post-

ponement of the carrying out of a death sentence;

reprieve. 2. an interval of temporary relief or rest,

as from pain, work, duty, etc.; lull. v.t. [RESPITED

(-id), RESPITING], 1. to give a respite to. 2. to delay

or postpone the carrying out of (a punishment, etc.).

re-splend-ence (ri-splen'dQns), n. [ME.; LL. resplend-

entia], the quality or state of being resplendent.

re-splend-en-cy (ri-splen'dan-si),, n. resplendence.

re-splend-ent (ri-splen'dant), adj. [L. resplendens, ppr.

of resplendere: see RE- & SPLENDENT], shining brightly;

full of splendor; dazzling; splendid.

re-spend (ri-spond'), twu [ME. responden; OFr, re-

sponds; L. respondere; re*, back + spondere, to pledge],

1. to answer; reply. 2. to act in return, as if in answer:

as. he responded to the insult with a blow. 3. [Rare

\ or Obs.], to correspond (to). 4. in law, to be answerable
or liable. 5. in physiology & psychology^ to react.

v.t. to say in answer; reply, n. 1. in architecture, an

engaged column, pilaster, etc. supporting an arch.

2. in ecclesiastical usage, a response or responsory.
Abbreviated R., W. SYN. see answer.

re-spond-ence (ri-spon'dsns), n. a responding,
re-spond-en-cy (ri-spon'don-si), n. respondence.

respondent (ri-spon'dsnt), adj. [L. respondens, ppr.],

responding; answering, n. 1. a person who responds.
2. in law, a defendant, especially in equity, admiralty,

appellate, and divorce proceedings. Abbreviated rsp.
re-sponse (ri-spons'Jf n. [ME. respounse; OFr. resfons
(masc.), response (fern.); L, responsum, neut. of f-
sponsus, pp. of respondere; see RESPOND], 1. something
said or done in answer to something else; answer; reply.
2. in ecclesiastical usage, a) words, phrases, etc. sung
or spoken by the congregation or choir in answer to
the officiating clergyman or priest, b) a responsory,
3, in physiology & psychology, any behavior resulting
from fee application of a stimulus ; reaction. Abbrevi-
ated &., W* (in sense 2).

re-spon-si-bll i ty (ri-spon'ss-Wa-ti), n. b& RISPON-
SIBILITIES (-tiz)] 1. condition, quality, fact, ^or
instance of being responsible ; obugatijon* 2. a thing
or person for whom one is responsible, VN. see duty.

re spon-ei-ble (ri-spon'sa-b'l), adj. fobs, Fr, < L.

responsus, pp. of respondere; see KSK>jfj? * -IBLB],
1. expected or obKged to account (for something,
to someone); answerable; accountable: as, he is re-

sponsible for the car. 2. involving accountability,
obligation, or duties; as, he has responsible position.
3. answerable or accountable as bmg t} cause* agettt,
or source of something (with for) : as, who ut resjpitn&U
for this state of affaire? 4. able to aistinguiw Mtw@en
right and wrong and to think and act rationally, and
hence accountable for one's behavior. 5* a)

worthy; dependable; reliable: as, she is a r^
person, b) able to pay debts or meet business obli

^.^[^"^P^^pOCOiWiW^ MW# tp QIMJ Ww hi>8 Wiffflt

some duty or r^spo&siuiuty by o&& in authority wiu, i

pet to pa|ty fe case of <Jwt p fampom
"*"

for jflaUk one mwb ans
is not answerable for th
im*^H[j llAnMliHf fowt mm

wffl b fedWl u^isw^wtoW* ^xt iu ^____, - w

re*8pon-8i'bly (ri-spon'sQ-bH), adv. la "a responsible
manner.
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re'Spon-so-ry (ri-spon'ss-ri), n. [pi. RESPONSORIES
(-nz)J, [ME. responsorye; ML. responsorium], in ecclesi-
astical usage, an anthem or series of responses sung in
alternation by a soloist and choir after a lection.

res pu-bli-ca (rez pub'li-ks), [L., lit., public thing; cf.

REPUBLIC], the state; commonwealth; republic.
rest (rest), n. [ME. reste; AS. rest(e), rxst(e); akin to
G. rast; IE. base *ere~, *re~,

rest, peace, seen also in
Goth, razn (and, by metath-
esis, in AS, xrn), house;
the Gmc, cognates show

or repose. 2. refreshing ease <,^nr,;i
or inactivity after work or

C)CC'OIiU

exertion. 3. a period or occasion of inactivity, as during
work or on a journey. 4. a) relief from anything
distressing, disturbing, annoyjng, tiring, etc. b) peace
of mind; mental and emotional calm; tranquillity.
5. the repose of death, 6. absence of motion; state
of being still; immobility. 7. a resting or stopping
place; shelter; lodging place, as for travelers, sailors,
etc. 8. a device for supporting something; support,
as for a gun or billiard cue. 9. in music, a) an interval
of silence between tones, b) any of various symbols
indicating the length of such an interval: see ttlus.
10. in prosody, a short pause in a line of verse; caesura.
vd. [ME. restan; AS. r&stan < the n.; influenced in
some senses (esp. 5) by L. restare, to stop, stand, and
the derived Fr. r

ester), 1, a) to get peace, ease, and
refreshment by sleeping, lying down, etc, o) to sleep.
2. to get ease and refreshment by ceasing from work
or exertion. 3. to be at ease or peace; be tranquil.
4. to have the repose of death; be dead. 5. to be,
become, or remain quiet, still, or inactive for a while.
6, to remain without change or further action: as, let
the matter rest. 7. to be, or seem to be supported;
specifically, a) to He, sit, or lean. 6) to be placed,
based, or founded (in, on, upon, etc.). 8. to be placed
or imposed as a burden or responsibility (on or upon) .

9. to be or lie (where specified): as. the fault rests with
him. 10. to be directed or fixed (on or upon): as, his
eyes rested on the picture* 11. to rely (on or upon)*,
depend, 12. to remain; stay; abide. 13. m agriculture,
to remain tmploughed or tmcropped; lie fallow; said
of land. 14. in law, to end voluntarily the intro-
duction of evidence in a case. v.t. 1. to give rest to;
refresh by rest. 2, to place, put, or lay for ease,
support, etc.: as, rest your head on the pillow. 3. to
base; ground: as, he rested his argument on trivialities.
4. to direct or fix (the eye etc.)- 5. to bring to rest;
stop. 6* in tew. to end voluntarily the introduction
of evidence in (a case); as, the State rests its case.
at rest, in a state of rest; specifically, a) asleep, b) im-
mobile, c) free from distress, care, etc, tf) dead.

lay to rtst* to tmry (a dead person),
rest (rob), n, [MB. & Late OTr, reste < rester, to rest,
remain < L. restare, to stop, stand, rest, remain;
r<K back -f jfara, to stdj i. a) what is left after
part is taken away; remainder: as, the rest of the candy
belongs to Gtorge. b) (construed as pL). thews that
are left: the others: as, aU the rest of us had finished,
2, [British]* sturpltts or reserve funds, X [MB. re$tm;

o on being; conilttm to be;
rest amtred that we will

, ,,_. __ ,, , ,/er. v.t. (Obi*), to cause to
-_-__4; k@p: s Qod r$$t you merry, gentlemen.

rest (rest), it* [MB. aphetic van of artst. an arrest], m
support for the butt of a lance, projecting from the
side of the breastplate In medieval armor.

re-state (re-stilt'), v.t. L to state again. 2. to state

(something previously stated) in a m&w form.
iMtfttfriomfc (riHratfamt)* n* 1 a wttij or
being restated. 2. a statement made again. 3. a
s4tpWlt MjtNKtttmMf twtfQWt) to I

- *

restaurant (res'ta-rant, res'ta-iitnt'), n. |Fr, t ML
stitntivc use of ppr. of restaurer; see RKSTORKj, a place
where meals can "be bought and eaten.

2, i jbrnufajt turpiui or reserve ;

Late OPr. rtstor\ 1, to go OK
remain (as specified): as, res,

ga 2. fQb4 to b* left over,

nating either of two cordlike bundles of nerve fibers

(restiform bodies} connecting the medulla oblongata
with each hemisphere of the cerebellum.

rest-ing (res'tirj), adj. [ppr. of rest (to sleep)], in botany,
dormant: said of spores, etc.

res*ti-tii-tion (res'ta-too'shan, res'ta-tu'shgn), n. [ME.;
OPr.; L. restitutio < restitutus, pp. of restituere, to

v
t

_-,-_- __. __ ------- --- >J p
J.COl*WAWW*Ji.

2. a making good for loss or damage; reimbursement.
3. a return to a former condition or situation. 4. in
physics, the recovery of its shape by an elastic body
after pressure or strain is released. SYN, see repara-
tion.

res-tive (res'tiv), adj. [ME. & OPr. restif < OPr.
rester; see REST (to remain)], 1. refusing to go forward;
balky: said of a horse, etc.; hence, 2. hard to control;
unruly; refractory, 3. nervous or impatient under
pressure or restraint; restless. SYN. see contrary.

rest-less (rest'Ks), adj. L characterized by inability
to rest or relax; uneasy; unquiet. 2. having or giving
no rest or relaxation; disturbed or disturbing: as, a
restless night, restless sleep. 3. never or almost never
quiet or still; always active or inclined to action. 4,

seeking change; discontented.
restless cavy, the wild guinea pig of South America.
re-stock (re-stok'), v.t. & v.i. to stock again or provide
with a new stock, as a store or farm.

res-to-ra-tion (res'ts-ra'shsm). n. [ME. restauration;
OPr. restauration; LL. restauratio], 1. a restoring or
being restored: reinstatement. 2. a putting or bringing
back into a former, normal, or unimpaired state or
condition. 3. a representation of the original form or
structure, as of a building, fossil animal, etc.; recon-
struction, 4. something restored.
the Restoration, 1. the re-establishment of the
monarchy in England in 1660 under Charles II.
2. the

gperiod of the reign of Charles II (1660-1685) :

sometimes taken as including the reign of James II
(16851688).

reetor-a tive (ri-stdr'9-tiv, ri-sto'ro-tiv), adj. [ME, &
OPr. rcstoratij]. 1. of restoration. 2, tending to
restore or capable of restoring; especially, capable of
restoring health, strength, consciousness, etc. n.
something that restores; especially, something that
restores to consciousness, as smelling salts.

re-store (ri-st6r', ri-stor/) v.t. [RESTORED <-st6rd',
-st5rd') RESTORING], [ME. restoren; OPr. restorer (Pr.
restaurer) < L. restaurare; re-, again 4- staurare (in
compJ, to make strong; cf. RESTAURANT], 1. to give
back (something taken away, lost, etc.) ; make restitu-
tion of. 2. to bring back to a former or normal con-
dition, ,as by repairing, rebuilding, altering.
restore a building, painting, etc, 3. ta ptit (a
back in a place, position, rank, etc.: as, restww
4* to bring back to health, strength* etc. 5,
establish something which has passed away,
custom, system of government etc* ~-iSYN. sw f

restrain
M-stram/Jr v.t. [MBt resfrewm; OPr. re-

sfratndire: L. resiringere; re*-, back + smwgerc, to draw
tight]* 1. to hold back from action: check: suppress;
curb, 2. to keep tmdar control 3. to deprive of
physical hberty, as fay ptitt% in priioa or In an
asylum- 4. to limit; restrict,
Sm mti*tHL the tna of hro*det application ia ttrft tt*t

MWfttelfcuMofftxOTfdrocffa^
or ia supprwsfag ttd wnteUfef. mm action (try to restrafu
yow m$) ; curb* 0i^ck m& bridle darive their ctorowfe i

"

cations from the various usies of a horse's harness, curb i

ing ft sudd^Q, sh&rp action to bring something under o__
(<cwb your lying tongu) , cHeck unplying A slownj? up of action
of progress (to cA*c inflationary trends) , and bridle stigKest

.W*OM, Icdfe^s, etc. (to ftrfftf ont'f env

as a

inhibit, as used in

sing ol some action, t, or emotion (har natuSl

or tMng that re-
l>romidet

reslrainte;
or Being restrained.

ftm toH*enoe or action,
4, a loss or

5. control of
constraint.

the free movement
or irevatkm of

person who owns
,

or operates
if fe

rest, onen with special diet, etc," ^

L.
to keep within

see

look, |L 0ut

pp. x*
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re-strict-ed (ri-strik'tid), adj. [pp. of restrict], 1.

limited; confined. 2. limited to a certain group or

groups; especially, limited to white Christians: racist

euphemism, as, a restricted hotel.

re-stric-tion (ri-strik'shsn), n. [ME. restriccion < Late
. or L.; Late OFr. restriction; L. restrictio], 1.

2. something that
OFr. __, __________

restricting or being restricted.

restricts; limitation.
re-8tric*tive (ri-strik'tiv), adj. [ME.; Late QFr, re-

strictif], 1. restricting or tending to restrict; limiting:
as, restrictive regulations. 2. in grammar, designating
a subordinate clause, phrase, or term felt as limiting
the application of the word or words that it modifies,
as a relative clause (usually not set off by commas)
that identifies the person or thing designated by the
antecedent (e.g., in "automobiles that have bad brakes
are dangerous," that have bad brakes is a restrictive
relative clause; in "go when the bell rings," when the

bell rings is a restrictive adverbial clause; in "a man
with money is needed," with money is a restrictive

phrase) : opposed to nonrestrictive, descriptive.
rest-room (rest'room', rest'room'), n. 1. a room or
roams (in a public building) equipped with toilets,

washbowls, couches, and the like, for the convenience
of patrons, employees, etc.; hence, 2. a toilet or

lavatory, as in a theater, etc.

re-suit (ri-zult')p vd. [ME. resulten; ML. resultare; L.
resultare, to spring back, rebound, freq. of resilire, to

leap back; see RESILE], 1. to happen or issue as a
consequence or effect of some cause (often with from) :

as, learning results from study. 2. to end as a conse-

quence {in something); as, the discussion resulted in
new action, n. 1. anything that comes about as a
consequence or outcome of some action, process, etc,

2. the number, quantity, etc. obtained by mathe-
matical calculation; answer to a problem. SYN. see

effect, follow.
re suit-ant (ri-zul't'nt), adj. [L. resultant], 1. resulting;
being a result; following as a consequence. 2. re-

sulting "from two or more forces or agents acting
together, n. 1. something that results; result. 2. in

physics, a force, velocity, etc. with an effect equal to
that of two or more such forces, etc. acting together.
re-sum-a-ble (ri-zoom'o-b'l, ri-zum's-'b'l), adj. that
can be resumed.
re-sume (ri-zoom', ri-zum'), v.t. [RESUMED (-zoomd',
-zumd'), RESUMING], [ME. resumen, to put on, assume;
L. resumere; re-, again 4- sumere, to take], 1. a) to
take, ,get, or occupy again: as, resume your seat.

) to take back or take on again: as, resume & former
name. 2. to begin again or go on with again after

interruption,: as, we resumed the conversation, tu.
to begin again or go on again after interruption.

re-8u-m6 (ra'zoo-ma'f rez'yoo-ma', rez'oo-m') n.

[Far,, pp. of resumer; see RESUME], a summing up;
summary.

re sump-tion (ri-zump'shon), n. [ME. resumpcioun;
L. resumptio < resumptus, pp. of resumere], a resuming,

re-supi-nate (ri-soo'pa-nat', ri-su'pQ-nat'), adj. [L,

resupinatus, pp. of resupinare, to bend back < re-,
back + supinus, supine], in botany, having an upside-
down appearance, as the flower of an orchid; inverted.

re su-pi-na-tlon (ri-soo'p9-nS'shon ri-su'pa-na'shan),
n* the condition of being resupinate.

re an pine (re'soo-pin', re'syoo-pm') , adj* [L. resupinus;
see RB- * SUPINE], lying on the back; supine.
resurface (reVsur'fis), v.t. [RESURFACED (-fist), RE-
SURFACING], to put a new or different surface on.

Jre sur gam (ri-sur'gam), {L.J, I shall rise again.
re-surge (n-sfirj')* tu, [L. nsurgere], 1. to rise again;
be resurrected; revive. 2. to surge back again.

re-sur-gence (ri-sur'jans), n. [< resurgent], a rising
again; resurging.

re sur-gent (ri-suyjsnt), adj. &. re$ur$enst ppr.], rising
or tending to rise again; resurging.

res'iir-rect (rez'a-reky), v.t. (back-forjnatikm < res-
urrection], 1. to raise from the dead or the gmve;
bring back to life. ^ to bring back into notice,, practice,
use, etc. v.L to rise from the dead; come bade to fife,

res ur-rec-tion (rez'o^ek'shott), &. 1MB. rw(r)^
ttoun; OFr.; LL. resufrqctio < L. rwwrtcttu, ppv of
rtsurseref see RBSURGK], 1. a rising from tb* ciead.
or coming back to life. & a coining bade into notice,
practice, use, etc,; restoration or revival, as of old
customs, 3. the state of having risen from tfee dead.
th* Resurrection, in ChrMan tiwtogy* 1. the rising
of Jesus from the 4ead after to <Swb and bttrM.
2, the nsing of all toe dead at the .Last Judgment.

res ur rec-tion-al (rnVrok'shon-l},, atf* A or navtng
the nature of, resurrection.

rea-ur rec tion ar y (reiVrek'sh9nrer'0 adj.
wiTectiqaal, 2. of resuxrectionism.
r6'Hr'rC'tio"tein frezVrek'shan-w'in}, ^ the
ing of boxlies from gravest especiaJly for

t

w>rec*t{0i*-It (r^
?
H?ftk'shn-ist) t n, 1. ,a pewon

wno tfceals bodies froni graves, especially for <Hwfctkwt

2. a person who brings something back into use or
notice again. 3. a person who believes in resurrection.

re-sur-vey (re'sSr-va'; for n., usually re-sur'va), v.t.

1. to survey again. 2. to make a new survey of. n.

a second or new survey.
re-sus-ci-tate (ri-sus'9-tat') v.t, & v.i. [RESUSCITATED
(-id), RESUSCITATING], [< L. resuscitatus, pp. of re-

suscitare, to revive; re-, again -f suscitare, to raise up,
revive], to revive; especially, to bring or come back
to life or consciousness: said of someone apparently
dead, in a faint, etc.

re-sus-ci'ta-tion (ri-susVta'shan), n. [LL. resuscitatio],
a resuscitating or being resuscitated; revival.

re'SUS-ci'ta-tive (ri-sus'a-ta'tiv), adj. serving or tending
to resuscitate.

re-sus-ci-ta-tor (ri-sus'a-ta't&r), n. [LL.], a person or

thing that resuscitates.
Resz ke, Jean de (zh&n da resh'ke), (Jan Mieczislaw},
1850-1925; Polish operatic tenor.

ret (ret), v.t. [RETTED (-id), RETTING], [ME. retten,

reten; MD. reten, reeten; ? IE. base *qret-, to shake,
as in OHG. redan, to sieve, G. retten, to save, etc.;
cf. REDD], to dampen or soak (flax, hemp, timber,
etc.) in water in order to soften by causing to rot.

ret., 1. retired. 2, rettirned.
*

re-ta-ble (ri-ta'b'l), n, [Fr., contr. < *reretable; rere

(see REAR) + table (see TABLE)], a raised shelf or ledge
above an altar for holding altar lights, flowers, etc.

re-tail (re'tal; also, for tU% 2, ri-taP), n. [Late ME.
retaylen; OFr,, lit., a cutting < retailler, to cut up:
re-, again +

t
tattler, to cut; see TAILOR], the sale or

goods or articles individually or in small quantities
directly to the consumer: opposed to wholesale, adj.
of, connected with, or engaged in the sale of goods
at retail, v.t. 1. to sefl individually or in small
quantities; sell directly to the consumer. 2. to re-

peat or pass on to others, as gossip; tell in detail, v.i.

to be sold at retail: as, these books retail at a dollar.
re tafl-er (re'tal-er; also, for 2, ri-tal'er), n. 1, a retail
merchant or dealer. 2. a circulator, as of gossip, etc.

re-tain (ri-tan/), v*t. [ME. reteynen; OFr. retenir: LL.
*retenere; L. retinere < re-, back + tenere, to hold],
1. to hold or keep in possession. 2. to keep in a fixed
state or condition. 3. to continue to practice, use, etc.
4. to keep in mind. 5. to hire, or arrange in advance
for the services of, by paying a fee: as, retain a lawyer.
SYN. see keep.

retained object, in grammar, an object in passive
constructions that is tne same as the direct or indirect

re tainer (ri-tan'er), n. 1. a person or thing that
retains. 2. a person serving someone of rank, as in
feudal times, and owing him occasional service; at-
tendant or adherent, as of a lord. 3, a groove, frame,
etc. within which roller bearings are held.

re tain er
(ri-tan/fr), n. [substantive use of OFr. re-

tenir], 1. a retaining or being retained in one's service.
2. in law, a) the act of engaging the services of a
lawyer, counselor, etc, 6) a fee paid to get such services,

retaining wall, i. a waU bwilt to keep a bank of earth
from sliding or water from flooding* 2 a revetment.

re-tain-ment (ri-tan'mant), n* a retaining or being
retained.
retake (rS-tSk'j for **., ri>tk') 0.1. (HKTOOK (4ookORETAKEN (ti'k'n). RETAKING], 1. to take again, take
back, or recapture. 2. in motion pictures & photography,
to photograpn again. n I, a retaking. 2* a picture,
scene, etc. rephotographed or to be repnotograpned,

re-tal-i-ate (ri-taia-It') vl [WTALIATBI) (4<t), RE-
TALiATm<j], [< L, rttaliatus, pp. of retailor^ to iwuire,
retaliate < r-, back 4- talio. ptwishwent in kind <
tahs, such], to return like for like; especially, to return
evil for evil: pay

4-'1 - *-'- * ' * " " '

feurt
" "

eta ;

v sucnj, to return Wee for like; especially, to return
for evil; pav back injury foe injury; as, if l is

; he will retaliate* v.t. to return an injury, wrcwgt
for (an injury, wrong, etc, given); requite in kind.
l-i-a-tion rri-tAKi-'T^hnn^ til *. 4lTI ,*! *.**** t

; L.
ilOW < tardu$t slow}, to

s of. y.i. to

reatrike
restrinft

restrlve

reatudy
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hawk, spit < hraca, clearing of the throat, spittle],
to make a straining, involuntary effort to vomit.

retd., 1. retained. 2. returned.

re te (re'te), n. [pi RETIA (re'shi-9, -ti-a)], [ME. rut;
L., a net], in anatomy, a network or plexus, as of blood
vessels or nerve fibers.

re-tern (re'tem), n. [Ar. ratam, pi. of ratamah], a desert
shrub of the bean family, with small, white flowers:
the juniper of the Old Testament.
re tene (re'ten, ret'en), n. [< Gr. rhetine, resin], a
hydrocarbon, CisHis, obtained from resinous woods
and fossil resins.

reten-tion (ri-ten'shan), n. [ME. retendoun; OFr.;
L. retentio], 1. a retaining or being retained. 2.

power of or capacity for retaining. 3, a) a remember-
ing; memory. V) ability to remember.

re-ten-tive (ri-ten'tiv), adj. [OFr. retentif], 1. retaining
or tending to retain. 2. haying the power of or capacity
for retaining. 3. a) tenacious: as, a retentive memory.
b) having a good memory.

re-ten'tiv-i'ty (re'ten-tiv's-ti), n. 1. the power of or
capacity for retaining. 2. in electricity, the power of
remaining magnetized after the force of magnetization
has stopped.
rete pore (re'ti-p6r', re'ti-por'), n. [< Mod. L. Re-
tepora, name of the genus < L. rete, a net + porus, a
pore], any of a large group of tiny sea mollusks that
live in colonies, their skeletons fusing to form coral-
like masses.

re tia-ri-us (re'shi-fif'i-os), n. [pi. RETIARII (-!')], [L.
< rete, a net], in ancient Rome, a gladiator armed with
a net and a trident.

re-ti-ar-y (rS'shi-er'i), adj. [< L, rete, retis, a net: +
-ary], 1. of or like nets or netmaking. 2. buMing
nets, as certain spiders. 3. armed with a net.

ret-i-cence (retVs'ns), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. reticence;
L.

t reticentia], quality, state, or instance of being
reticent; reserve.

ret-i-cen-cy (ret's-s'n-si), n. reticence.
ret-i-cent (ret'o-s'nt) t adj. [L, reticens, ppr. of reticere,
to be silent < re-, again.+ later*, to be silent], habitually
silent or incommunicative; disinclined to speak;
readily; reserved; taciturn. $YN. see silent.

jcet-i-cle (ret'i-kl), n. [L, reticulutn; see RETICULE], in

optics, a network of very fine lines, wires, etc. in the
focus of the eyepiece of an optical instrument.
re tic-u-lar (ri-tik

/yoo4ei
>

), adj. [Mod. L. reticularis <
L. r&ticulum], 1. netlike. 2. intricate; entangled.

re tic-u-late (ri-tik'yoo-Et; aUo, and for v. always, ri-

tik'yoo-lStO. adj. [L. retteulatots < reticulum; see

RETICULE], like a net or network; netlike; specifically,
in botany, having the veins arranged Uke the threads
of a net: said of leaves, v.t. {RETICULATED (-id),

RETICULATING), to divide or mark so as to look like
network. V4*. to be divided or marked like network,

re-tic-u la-tion (ri-tik'yoo-lfi'iihoii), n. a reticulate ar-

rangement. formation, or mttera; network*
ret-icule (ret'McGlOf it. [Fr. rMicuk; L. reticulum.
double dim. of rete. a net}, 1, a small handbag carried
by women, originally male of network. 2, a reticle.

re tic-u-lum (n4ik'yoo4@m) f it* [#J. RBTICULA (4)],
[L.; see RETICULK], 1. network; netlike pattern or
stractwa 2. (R-J, In a^onomy* a aouthera constella-
tion: nee contellatlon, chart. 3* in biology, a netlike
stractw found in the pwxtopla$*n ol cells, 4. in

zoology, the second division of the stomach, or second
stomach, of cud-chewing animals, at cows: also called

re-tiiorm tWtorr^'i-lrmOf <*<y. (Mod L. nti-
formis < L. rfe, ntto* a net -f -fbrmkr form], having
criKs-crossed lines; netlike in form; reticulate.

n. [pi. RETINAS (- -ooc) f

< L, rttt,

ol
in part an

: the image formed
to the brain by the

, ,

expansion of the o
by the lens on the
optic nerves tat

ret-i-no-sco^-ic (ret"n-a-skop'ik, ret'i-no-skop'ik) , adj.
of or by retinoscopy.

reti-nos-co-py (ret"n-os'k9-pi, ret'i-nos'ks-pi) , n.
[< retina + -scopy], a method for determining the
refraction of the eye: also called skiascopy.

ret-i-nue (ret''n-6o
7
, ret'i-nu'), n. [ME. & OFr. retenue,

fem. of retenu, pp. of retenir; see RETAIN], a group of

persons in the service of, or in attendance on, a person
of rank: body of retainers; escort.

re-tire (ri-tir'), vd. [RETIRED (-tird'), RETIRING], [Fr.
retirer; re-, back

-f- tirer, to draw], 1. to go away or
withdraw to a private, sheltered, or secluded place;
hence, 2. to go to bed. 3. to give ground, as in
battle; retreat; withdraw. 4. to withdraw oneself
from business, active service, or public life, especially
because of advanced age. 5. to move back or away, or
seem to do so. v.t. 1. to take or lead away; withdraw:
as, retire troops from an action. 2. to take out of
circulation, as money; take up or pay off (stocks,
bonds, bills, etc.). 3. to remove from a position or
office: as, they retired several generals. 4. in baseball,
etc., to put out (a batter, side, etc.). SYN. see go.

re-tired (ri-tird'), adj. [pp. of retire], 1. withdrawn
or apart from the world; in seclusion; secluded. 2.

withdrawn from business, active service, etc. 3. of or
for a person or persons so withdrawn: as, a retired list.

4. withdrawn in space; bent or drawn back.
re-tire-ment (ri-tir'msnt), n. 1. a retiring or being
retired: withdrawal, removal, etc. 2. privacy; seclu-
sion. 3. a place of privacy or seclusion.

re-tir-ing (n-tir'iri), adj. [ppr. of retire), L that retires.
2. drawing back from contact with others, from
publicity, etc.; reserved; modest: shy.

re-took (re-took') , past tense of retake.
re-tool (re-tool'), v.t. A tu. to adapt the machinery
of (a factory) to the manufacture of a different product
by changing the tools and dies.

re tor-sion (ri-tfir'shan), n. retortion (sense 2).
re-tort (ri-t6rt'), v.t. [< L. retortus, pp. of retorquere,
to twist back: re-, back + torquere, to twist], 1. to
turn (an insult, epithet, deed, etc.) back upon the
person from whom it came. 2. to answer (an argument,
etc.) in kind. v.i to make a sharp or witty reply;
reply in kind or in the same terms as the previous
speaker, n. 1. a quick, sharp, or witty reply, espe-
cially one that turns the words of the previous speaker
back upon himself. 2* the act or practice of making
such reply* SYN* see answer.

re-tort (ri-tdrt'), n. [Fr. retorte,
1 ML. retorta (in L., fem.

of retortus, pp. of retor-

quere); see prec.], a con-
tainer, generally of glass
and with a long tube,
in which substances are
distilled or decomposed by
heat.

re-tor*tlon (ri-tdr'sh^n), n.

[ML. retortio, retorsio <
L. retortus* pp. of retor-

quere; see RETORT, v.J, 1.

a turning, bending, or

twisting oack or oeing
turned, bent, or twisted
back. 2. in law, a retali-

ation; reprisal; especially,
in international law, mLs-

RETORT
, B, Bunsen burner;
for receiving dis-c ag^ for

tiled Hatdds
treatment by one country \

of the citizens or subjects of another in retaliation for
similar mistreatment roeived foon%.tti$ latter .country;
also spelled retortion. ,

'

( ,

re touch (ri*ttW| &,, /or %* rS^tujcnO* ^<- ffr.
retoucher; tee RE- & TOUCH], L to touch up or change

in (a wmjih^iQpo of writing, etc.) in or^er io
Itv

or removing emishes* as
it* 1. a retouching. 2. a

or removed in retouching, 3. a
at has been retouched.

T
j

' wr'" "" * \ ^"WWW / (p P FW H-WJ,

\ RB- TRACE], I. to go bade over

i ^STJ^^VPW*-./' in th reveipwi' direction t a, he re-

., _J his it^pfc 2 to trac again tip -fftorv o t from
the beginning. 3. to 'go over again: Wltb. the eyes or

nMiMib JfetMfi* (ei'tKilO* *< fc trace over again.

re-tract (ri-trakt')i v.t. A v.i. [in sense "draw back" <
IA~ ftiJW/jttttt pc^ ol

1

v^akere, to draw back; r<K b/ack

4- Iwfff, lo .WAw; in iepse "withdraw*' < Fr. rl

ym^ 1 < L* ,r$$faeta?t, to/ draw back, withdraw; r<-,

back jjr i^a^^ft to pull, <3farawt froQ. of fra&etfelt ! to
33Kr foslc ,0r 'm 3 to withdraw or disavow (a state-

' retle
retold

s dhfai

); Fr.

j
* hypothticat

; IL f
t4
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ment, promise, offer, charge, etc.); recant or revoke.
re-trac-ta-tion (re'trak-ta'shsn) , n. a retraction.
re-trae-tile (ri-trak't'l) f adj. [Fr. retractile], 1. that
can be retracted, or drawn back or in, as claws. 2. of

retraction; as, retractile power.
re-trac-tlU-ty (rf'trak-til'a-ti), n. the quality or state
of being retractile.

re-trac-tion (ri-trak'sh^n), n. [ME. retraccion; prpb.
via OPr. < LL. retractio\ 1. a retracting or being
retracted; specifically, a) withdrawal, as of a statement,
promise, charge, etc. b} a drawing or being drawn
back or in. 2. power of retracting.

re-trac-tive (ri-trak'tiv), adj. [ME. & OFr. retractif],

retracting or tending to retract.
re-trac-tor (ri-trak'tSr), n. a person or thing that

retracts; especially, a) a muscle that retracts an organ,
protruded part, etc. fe) a surgical instrument or device
lor drawing back a part or organ, as the flesh at the
edge of an incision.

re-trai (re'tral), adj. [< L. retro, backward; -f -oZ],

at, near, or toward the back: posterior.
re*tread (re'tred'; for n., re'tred'), v.t. to put a new
tread^ on (a worn pneumatic tire), especially by ce-

menting, molding, and vulcanizing a whole new rubber
tread on the

^
bare underlayer of fabric: cf. recap, n,

a retreaded tire.

re-tread (rS-tred'), v.t. [RE-TROD (-trod'), RE-TROD or
RE-TRODDEN (ftrod''n), RE-TREADING], to tread again:
also spelled retread.

re-treat (ri-tret'), n. [ME. retret; OFr. retrete, retraite <
pp. of retraire, to draw back; L. retrakere; see RETRACT],
1. a going back or backward: withdrawal; giving ground
before opposition. 2. "withdrawal to a safe or private
place. 3. a safe, quiet, or secluded place; hiding
place. 4. a period of retirement or seclusion, especially
one devoted to religious contemplation away from the
pressures of ordinary life. 5. an asylum or sanitarium
for the mentally ill, for alcoholics, etc. 6. in military
usage, a) the withdrawal of troops, ships, etc. from a
position, especially when forced by enemy attack,
o) a signal for such a withdrawal, c] a signal given by
drum or bugle at sunset for lowering the national
flag, d) the ceremony at which this is done. v.L 1. to
withdraw; go back; retire. 2. to slope backward, v.t.

m dxm, to move (a piece)" back. SYN. see shelter,
beat a retreat, 1. in military usage, to signal for re-
treat by beating a drum; hence, 2. to retreat.

re-trench (ri-trench'), * (MFr. retrencher (Fr. re-

trancher); see RE- & TRENCH, v.], L to cut down;
lessen; curtail; reduce, as expenses. 2. to cut off or
out; omit; delete, as a portion of a book. v.L to reduce
expenses; economize.

re trench merit (ri-trench'mont). n. [MFr,], 1. a re-

trenching; ^pacifically, a) a cutting down, off, or out.
b) a reduction of expenses. 2. in military usage, a) a
rampart or breastwork within or behind the main
fortifications, to wjlicjl troops can retreat in case the
outer line is breached, &} entrenchment.

retribu-tion (r^/re-Wshsn), n. [MB, retritwdoun;
OFr.; L, retributio < retributus, pp. of wtofibuere, to
repay; re-, back 4- tribuere, to pay], 1. deserved
punishment for evil done, or, sometimes, reward for
good doi*e; merited requital. 2. in theology, reward
or puwhment wi another life for things done in this.

retributive (ri-trit'yoa-tiv), adj. of, having the
nature of, charactered by, or involving retribution,

re-trib'U-to-ry (ri-trib'yoo-t6r'i, rUrib'yoo-tS'ri), adj.
retnbutive-

re triev a ble (rf-trSvVb'l), adj. that can be retrieved.
retrlev-al (ri~trev"l), n. 1. a retrieving; recovery;
restoration. $ possibility of recovery or restoration,

retrieve (ri~treV), v.t. [RETRIEVED (-tr^vdO, RE-
TRIEVING], (ME. retreven < inflected stem of OFr.
retrouver; re~, again + trounr, to find), 1, to get back;
recover. 2, to restore; revive: as, he retriemd his spirit.
3. to make good; set right; make amem<ts for (a fop,
error, etc.). 4. to recall to mind. 5. in kunting, to
find and bring back (killed ot wounded game): said
of dogs. v.L in hunting, to retrieve game. n. retrieval.
1 SYN. see reoovef,

re-trlev'ef (ri-trSv'Sr), n. 1. a person who retrievw.
2. a dog trained to retrieve garte; spexafticaHy, any of
several breeds of dog developed for this purtxjae,

ret-ro: {ret'ro;
oceas. re'trd), [< L. retro, backward), a

combining form meaning baekward, &wk> b$bm$, at In
ntroact, retroflex.

ret-ro-act (ret'ro-aW). v.L $. to act backward or in
(jppositxon; j react. 2. to have rderence or apjf

"

to or influence on things done in the past,
ret-rofotl<m (fet'r^-aFstei), n, L opposed, mm*.
or reciprocal action. 2. effect, as of a tew, on things
dome pnor to its enactment or effectuation.

ret-r0ac'tive (ret'ro'-ak'tiv). adj. retroactiag or tend-
ing to retroact; having application to or effes$ on
things prior to its enactment or effectuations as. a
retroactive law or agreement.

ret-ro-cede (ret'r5-sd')> v.L [RETROCEDED (-id), RET-
ROCEDING], [L. retrocedere; retro-, back 4- ceder$, to
go], to go back; recede.
ret<roceae (ret'ro-sgd'). v.t. [retro- + cede], to cede
back; give back; restore.

ret-rO'Ces-sion (ret'ro-sesh'sn), n. [LL. retrocessio], a
retroceding, or going back.

ret-ro'Ces-sion (ret'ro-sesh'an), n. a retroceding, or giv-
ing back.

ret-ro-choir (ret'rs-kwir', re'tro-kwir'), n. [retro- 4-
choir, after ML. retrochorus], that part of a church
which lies behind the choir or the main altar.

ret-ro-flex (ret'ra-fleks'), adj. [LL. retroflexus, pp. of
retroflectere; see RETRO- & FLEX], 1. bent or turned
backward. 2. in phonetics, a} having the tip raised
and bent backward: said of the tongue. 6) formed
with the tongue in this position: said of sounds.

ret-ro flexed (ret'ra-flekstO, adj. retroflex.
retro flex-ion (ret'ra-flek'shsn), n. 1. the condition
of being retroflex; bending backward; specifically, in
medicine, the bending backward of an organ, especially
of the body of the uterus, upon itself. 2. in phonetics,
d) retroflex articulation, b) the acoustic quality pro-
duced by this: also called r-color.

ret-ro-gra-da-tion (ret'rS-grS-da'shsn), n. [LL. retro-

gradatto; see RETRO- & GRADATION], 1. backward
movement. 2. decline; deterioration.

retrograde (ret'ro-grSd'), adj. [ME. retrograd; L.
retrogradus < retrogradi; see RETRO- & GRADE], 1.

moving or directed backward; retiring or retreating.
2. inverse or reverse: said of order. 3. going back or
tending to go back to an earlier or worse condition;
retrogressive. 4. in astronomy, a) designating motion,
real or apparent, in a direction contrary to the order
of the signs of the zodiac, or from east to west, b) moving
in an orbit in a direction opposite to that of the earth
as it revolves around the sun. 5, [Obs.], opposed;
contrary. i;.i. [RETROGRADED (-id), RETROGRADING],
[L. retrogradi], 1. to go, or seem to go, backward.
2. to become worse; decline; deteriorate; degenerate.
3. in astronomy, to have a retrograde motion.

ret-ro gresa (ret'rs-gres', ret'r-gresO v.L [L. retro-

gressus, pp. of retrogradi; see RETROGRADE], to move
backward, especially into an, earlier, less complex, or
worse condition; decline; degenerate.

ret ro gres sion (ret'ra-gresh^n), n. a retrogressing;
especially, in biology, a return to a lower, less complex
stage or state; degeneration.

ret-ro-gres-sive (ret'r0*gres'iv), adj. retrogressing or
showing retrogression; degenerative.

re-trorse (ri-tro'rs'). adj. [L. retrorsnst contr. of retro-
versus, bent backward; retro, back 4- versus, pp. of
vertere, to turn], bent or turned backward or downward.

ret'ro-spect (ret'rs-spektOr n> [< L. tyefrospectois, pp.
of retrospicere, to look back < refro*, baok f specere,
to look], a looking back on or thinkinf about things
past; contemplation or survey of the past. v*L [Rare],
1. to took back in thought? think about the past.
2. to refer back O). M {far*}, to look back on or
thmk about (things past).

*

in retrospect, in reviewing the pat*
ret*ro'8peotion (ret^ran^pek'shan), n* [see RETROSPECT
& -IOKJ, 1, act, instance, or faculty of looking back
on or reviewing past emits, experiwofleip ttc. 2.

[Rare], 4) a looking back or referring (10). b) refer-
ence or alkwion to past cw*ikts.

ret-ro-0i6c
:
tlve (ret^-smlc'tiv), adj. toe ftmosntcr

& -IVJBJ, 1. looking back o* f directed to the past,
past events eta 2, looking or directed backward.
3. applying to the past! fttrmctive.

ret-rouS'S* (ret'rW^^; Fr, r^trWsSO, 4/* fPr., pp.
of

rffr&Hsw, to turn up* see RE- & muss], turned up
at the tip; said ol a nose.

ret-ro-ver sioii (rrtVo^lb'cbftQ, ret'i^-vllr'ilwn), u.
I< L. r^o-

f back 4* r^^r pp. of wrtov, to tern; ^
40WJ* t. a looking r ttimmg baek, 2. a twftetf or
tfltwg, or being turawt * tiwad. bkwafd, as of an

r port; at, ritawrcta* of tins utrua
(ri-ttrm

1
), vJL {Ml, nt^nmt r^

* rttowf ; see w. & TOtm 1* to
back* as to a former place, condition,
biwsfe In thoujbt ot ip4ije!u M lt*8
suMect 3-. to rtvfrt t}o a f^mm vmr* 4
reply; responkd, at t to bf

bwkjr^^orfi^ioe, ff to
thig of the sanie sort OA or
beta fd^m, sf3rt or dkmefj
or rfttt^^tj a, r^

yield. 4 a) to report OT announce
d) to mm toJii wrU, aeo

> o^ dScliA i to
. 4 to rtp&et (a w

1

tcupn Iw6k$ twm to the <posite
MAp, onL or efttise to rtte
mriM ,^to

Ofr.
or doat
2. to go
to ti

put

or revenue
or f

or
fltatjfaua*)

te> a
or ra-eldct. a to a
in ite hoimr. 7.

direction S, to
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retrain
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to (a partner's lead) with a lead of the same suit.

n [MB. retorn < the .], 1. a coming or going back,

as to a former place, condition, etc. 2. a
^ bringing,

sending, carrying, or putting back; restoration or re-

nlacetnent. 3. something returned. 4. a coming back

again; reappearance; recurrence: as, on his birthday

they wished him many happy returns of the day.

5, something done or given as an equivalent for that

received; repayment; requital; reciprocation. 6. a}

profit made on an exchange of goods. &) often in pi.

yield, profit, or revenue, as from labor, investments,
etc. c) yield per unit as compared to cost per unit,

as in the manufacture of a given product; rate of

yield. 7. o) a bend or turn, as in a line, wall, etc.

&) the section between two such bends. 8. an answer;
reply; response. 9. a report; especially, a) an official

or formal report, as of the financial condition of a

company. V) usually in pi. a report on a count of

votes at polling places: as, election returns. 10. in

architecture, etc., the continuation, as of a molding,
colonnade, etc.. in a different direction, often at a

right angle. 11. in card games, a lead in response to

a partner's lead. 12. in law, a) the bringing or sending
back of a writ, subpoena, summons, etc. to the proper
court or official, usually with a short report endorsed

on it. b) a certified report by an election official, assessor,

etc. c) a certificate or report endorsed on any such

document. 13. in tennis, etc., a) a batting or throwing
back of a ball, b) a ball so returned. adj, 1. of or

for a return or returning: as, a return ticket.
B
2. given,

sent, done, etc,, in return: as, a return visit. 3. re-

turning. 4. returned. 5. changing or reversing di-

rection or formed by a change or reversal in direction,

as a bend in a roadf.

in return, as a return; as an equivalent, response, etc.

$YN, return is the common word meaning to go or come
back, as to a former pike, person, or condition (let us return

borne) ; revert implies a return tow earltar* usually more prim-

itive, condition, or to th* original owner, to a former topic of

discussion, etc, (they have reverted to savagery); recur suggests

the return oC foatft action, occurrence, experience, eta ana often

connote itt veptated ittwro at intervals (mftkna is cjanracter-

iad by a remrriM fmr). .,.,.
r6'tUfHi>d*Dlj6 (n-'tur'xw-b 1), otoj* 1* that can be re-

turned* 2, that mutt b^ returned,
return ticket, 1, a ticket for the trip back to the

original starting point. 2. a round-trip ticket.

re-tus (n-tfloV, ri-tlisO, 4/* [k. returns, dull, pp. of

reiunder, to beat back], in botany having a blunt or

rotjswled apex with a small notch, as gome leaves.

re-type <r8-tfp'; for n., rS'tfp'). < to type over again.
n* something retyped, ,

Reuben (roTrbin), [HeK ri'flten, lit, behold, a son],

a miwettline name; diminutives, lwk JR,uby* n* in the

Bible, 1. the eldest son of fucob; Gen, 29. 2. the tribe

of larael descended from bun: Numb. 32.

Reuch-Hn, Jo-harm (ytt'h&n roiHISn, ro!H4Sn')
1455-1522; German scholar of Greek and Hebrew.

Rt'tin-ton (rl'tt'ny&i'? Bag. rWln'yoa), n a French

iglwid In the Indian Ocean, east of Madagmscar: area,

970 aq. mi; pop.* 242,000 (tst, 1947); capital St.

JDtnis: fernw name, Bmrbom*
re-un-lon (re-un'yon), n. {n 4- union; cf. Ft. reunionl,

1. a bringing or csotnlci together again? rtuoiting.

2, a gathering of parsons alter separation, an of roambtrs
of a ooHctt* at l a family.
r*un4an*bt (jMa/Vwo-ist), n* aw advocate of ra-

uniovlt sxi$lfkil7r an advocate of % rwnicw of the

AngUba* Cmueh with tto* Roman CattooUc Chinch*
re'iMtit* (rl'yoo-nft

1
). v*t. & vd. f< ML, rmmitm, f*p*J

to twite again; bring or ecw together agate.

Ru*tM* (ro^rs), n. (otter Baron Paul Mluf vo
^enJr (1831-tSw), tht foundarj, a prlwe Brittth

ttwup' for fftthtrkf n4 distrliutJug mm among
mmfr swpaprt: Ao R*ocrr N

XKS.'A|^Ptiy^
R^tl^lW^rate lWr tArotrican

: prtl4flt f w CJ.O.

back + velum, a veil (see VEIL)], 1. to make known
(something hidden or kept secret); disclose; divulge.
2. to expose to view; show; exhibit; display,
g YN. reveal implies a making known of something hidden or

secret, as if by drawing back a veil (to reveal one's identity);

disclose suggests a laying open, as to inspection,, of what has

previously been concealed (he refuses to disclose his intentions) ;

divulge suggests that what has been disclosed should properly
have been kept secret or private (do not divulge the contents of

this letter) ;
tell may also imply a breach of confidence (kiss and

tett) but more commonly suggests the making known of neces-

sary or requested information (tell me what to do) ,* betray im-

plies either faithlessness in divulging something
1

(.betrayed by an

informer) or inadvertence in revealing something (her blush

betrayed embarrassment). ANT. conceal, hide.

re-veal (ri-vel'), n. [< ME. revalen, to bring down;
OFr. revaler; re-, back + valer (see VAIL)],

1. that

part of the side of an opening for a window or door
which is between the outer edge of the opening and the
frame of the window or door. 2. the entire side of

such an opening; jamb.
revealed religion, any religion based on the belief that
a deity has revealed himself and his will to his creatures,

re-veal-ment (ri-vel/msnt). n. a revealing or being
revealed; disclosure; revelation.

re veil le (rev's-li), n. [< FT. rlveillez (-vous) % imperative
of (se) reveiller, to wake up; re- (< L. re~) + veiller

( < L. vigitare, to watch)], in military usage, 1. a signal
on a bugle, drum, etc. at some fixed time early in the

morning to waken soldiers or sailors or call them to

first assembly. 2, the first assembly of the day.
Re-vel (rev'dl; Russ, re'vel'y'), n. Tallinn, the capital
of the Estonian S.S.R.: the Russian name.

rev-el (rev'l), v.t. [REVELED or REVELLED (-Id), REV-
ELING or REVELLING], [ME. revelen; OPr. reveler; L.

rebellare; see REBEL], L to make merry; be noisily-

festive. 2. to take much pleasure; delight (with tw):

as, he revels in sports, n. 1. merrymaking; boisterous

festivity; revelry. 2. often pi, an occasion of merry-
making or boisterous festivity; celebration.

rev-ela-tion (rev'o-ll'shon), n. |ME. reuelacioun; OFr.;
IX. revelatio < pp. of L. nvelare], 1. a revealing,
or disclosing, 2, something disclosed; disclosure; es-

pecially, a striking disclosure, as of something not

previously known or realized. 3. in Christian theology*

a) God's disclosure or manifestation to his creatures

of himself and his wilt b) an instancy
of this, c} what

is so disclosed or manifested, d) jfBmit&ing, &s the

Bible, containing such disclosure
1

ofc manifestation.
4. [R-], also pi the last book of Ihe New Testament,

*
.

''
i *V . <!.. . /*_ J* ..II r*l_ ^.1 v -*^^ ^M ijkl^*

ascribed to John (in full,

John the Divine); ApOcalyK
rev-e-lation48t (rev'o-U['shL^./1f

. ,. T _.....-,.-.. . .

believes in divine revelation.
\

2. [alo R-], the Author
of Revelation.

Revelation of Saint
abbreviated Rev.

1. a person who

see REVEAL],

:ter deal

ag

person who reveals something,
rwl*6r, revel'ler (rev'

11 -8"^

or takes part in a revel;

rwr'ftl*ry (rev'l-ri), n. [pi RBV;

noisy merrymaking; boisterous .

rv*0nant (rev'o-nwit), n. [Pr, f

come beck < L. r- f back 4-

person who retuma, as after a

person wtio returns as a apint after .

re-ven^e (ri-vcnj'), v.t. [REVBKOIO (^

ING), [OFr. remoter, rmenchier < re-, .,,

oldtr wm%ier, to take vengeance < L. ..

VINDICATED ^ to inflict aainage, injury,
tttftnt in rtturn for (an injury. Insult,

Ttngeanoe for; retiriiftt* for, 2, to take \

bthalf of (a person, onwelf , etc.) ; avenge.
to take vengeance, n* i. a revenmng!
2, whmt it dona in rwnging. 3, deiw to -

gfan: vindictive tplrit. 4. a chaaee to

gtt smtitaaotioa, as 6y_ a return matok aftet

a previous one. *K
"

be rtnttA^L to iKjL-^-^w ynrr -.-

ro^M(r^TteFW)t dQt lull of

v Adwiiig a 4rfte|y eevge -*

iwr^min (v%-nWf
, fwfM7f

finmit (fe msmMM, lena,), pp. o:

the return from propwty of^fey^temt;

of remnir, to

come], l. a/

.ce. 2,, -a

ghost.

,,'iJyin^
wz/Sfm rowing.

, n. Tallinn, t}u> uf tlic Estonian
' "
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re-ver-ber-ant (ri-vur'bSr-ant), adj. [L. reverberans,

ppr.], reverberating; re-echoing; resonant.
re-ver-ber-ate (ri-vur'bs-rat'), v.t. [REVERBERATED (-id),

REVERBERATING), [ < L. reverberatus, pp. of reverberare,

to beat back, repel; re-, again + verberare, to beat <
verber, a lash, whip], 1. to throw back (sound) ;

cause

(a sound) to re-echo. 2. a) to reflect (light, etc.).

0) to deflect (heat, flame, etc,), as in a reverberatory
furnace. 3. to subject t9 treatment in a reverberatory
furnace or the like. v.i. 1. to re-echo; resound. 2.

a) to be reflected, as light or sound waves, b)
to be

deflected, as heat or flame in a reverberatory furnace.

3. to recoil; rebound.
re-ver-ber-a-tion (ri-vur'ba-ra'shsn), n. 1. a reverber-

ating or being reverberated; specifically, a) a re-echoing
or being re-echoed, &) reflection, as of light or sound
waves, c) deflection of heat or flame, as in a rever-

beratory furnace, d) subjection to treatment in a

reverberatory furnace, etc. 2. something reverberated;
re-echoed sound, reflected light, etc. 3. in $hystcs,

multiple reflection of sound waves in a confined area

so that the sound persists for some time after the

source is cut off. . .

re-ver-ber-a-tive (ri-vur'bo-ra'tiv, ri-vur'ber-9-tiv), aaj,

1. reverberating or tending to reverberate. 2. having
the nature of reverberation.

re-ver-ber-a-tor (ri-vur'ba-rat'Sr), n. something that

produces reverberation, as a reflecting lamp or a

reverberatory furnace. ...

re-ver-ber-a-tory (ri-vur'bSr-9-tar'i, ri-vftr'bgr-a-tp'n),
adj. 1. operating, characteri2ed, or produced by
reverberation. 2, deflected, as flame or heat. 3.

designating a furnace, kiln, or the like in which ore,

metal, etc. is heated by a flame deflected downward
from the roof. n. such a furnace, kiln, etc.

Re vere (ri-veV), n. a city near Boston, Massachusetts,
on Boston Bay: pop., 37,000.

re-vere (ri-v^r/), v.t. [REVERED (-verd'), REVERING],
[< Fr. or L.; Fr. reverer; L. reveren; re-, again + veren,

to feV, feel awe], to regard with deep respect, love,

and awK as something sacred; venerate.
SYN. reftNre implies a regarding with great respect, affection,

honor, deferoe, etc. (a poet revered by all) ; reverence, more
or less equivalent to revere, is usually applied to a thing or

abstract idea rawer than to a person (they reverence the mem-
ory of their paxenm) ;

venerate implies a regarding as sacred or

holy (to venerate sakts, relics, etc,) ; worship, in strict usage,

implies the use of rittml or verbal formula in paying homage to

a divine being but broadly suggests intense love or admiration
d any kind (He worshiped his wife) ; adore, in strict usage, im-

plies a personal or indMdual worshiping of a deity, but m
broad usage, it suggestsIrwreat^ love for someone and, coUo-

quially, a great liking for something (I adore your hat),

re-vere (n-veY'), n* a rivers.

Re-vere, raul (ri-v&r'), 1735-1818; American silver-

smith and patriot; rod^ to Lexington at night to warn
the colonists that British troops were coming (1775).

rev-er-ence (rev'e'r-gnji), n. [ME. < OFr. reverence or
L. reverentia < reve^ms, ppr. of revereri: see REVERB],
1. a feeling or attftMe of deep respect, love, and awe,
as for something sacred; veneration. 2. a manifes-
tation of thif| Specifically, a bow, curtsy, or similar

gesture of respect; obeisance, 3. the state of being
U], a title used in ^peaking to or of a
eceded by your or Ms. v.t [RKVBR-
REVERENCING], to treat or regard with

reverence? venerate. SYN see awe, honor, revere.
rever-eiil (reVeWnd), adj. [L* rewrtudtu, gewuadive
of rewwiz see REVERE], 1. worthy of reverence;
deserving to be revered: used [usually R-] as a title

of n$40t for a clergyman, often prefixed to tine name;
hepeef 2, of or characteristic of the clergy, it. [Colloq.],
a elei^fnaam. Abbreviated Rev,

rev*eretit (rev'&r-ont), adj. [I/ate ME*: I/* riw<ww
'pprJ feeling, showing, or characterised by reverence.
rev-er-en-tial (revVren%bl) adj. (< u rwr*ntta (see
REVERENCE): + -al]* reverent.

rer^er-ie (rev%~i), n. [MB. iwrm rejoidngi 0$r*f as
'How 'used < ttr, rtotem < r&w. w <t|r

i L * -------- ......

tjOTitekjtg!
r

or Imagining!, especially OK ai^eejilbi
fSeiful rawng: daytesaininf. 2. a dreamy,
or visionary notion or daydream, 3. an iwti
musical composition expressing a dreamy or musing

Also stalled rewry.

fflft, < U rewrmst se vrnmg&> '

' "

turned 1?ack to show tfia
1

" .....

as a lapel. 2. a piece of
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gear ratio, n. 1. the opposite or contrary of some-
thing. 2. the back or rear of something; specifically,
the side of a coin, medal, etc. that does not have the
main design: opposed to obverse. 3. a reversing; change
to the opposite. 4. a change from good fortune to
bad; defeat, check, or misfortune. 5. a mechanism,
etc. for reversing, as a gear or gear ratio that causes
a machine to run backward or in the opposite direction:
as, the car was in reverse. 6. a reversing movement.
v.t. [REVERSED (-vurstO. REVBRSINGL 1. to turn
backward, in an opposite position or direction, upside
down, or inside out. 2. to change to the opposite:
alter completely. 3. to cause to go or move backward
or in an opposite direction. 4. to exchange or transpose.
5. in law, to revoke or annul (a decision, judgment,
etc.). v.i. 1. to move, go, or turn backward or in
the opposite direction: as, the dancers reversed, 2. to

put a motor, engine, etc, in reverse; reverse the action
of the mechanism. Abbreviated rev.

S YN. reverse, the general term, implies a changing to a con*

trary position, direction, order, etc. (to reverse an automobile, a

trend, etc.) ; invert, in strictest application, implies a turning
upside down or, less commonly, inside out (the image is inverted

by the lens) ; transpose implies the reversing of the order of

elements in a sequence (to transpose words in a sentence). See
also opposite.

re-verae-ly (ri-vursli), adv. 1. in a reverse manner,
position, order, or direction. 2. on the contrary; on
the other hand; contrariwise.

re-vers-i-blM'ty (ri-vjir'sa-bil'a-ti),
n. the quality or

state of being reversible,

re-vera-i-ble ni-vtir'ss-b'l), adj. 1. that can be re-

versed; specifically, made so that either side can be
used as the right side; finished on both sides: said of

cloth, coats, etc. 2, that can reverse; specifically.
that can change and then go back to the original
condition by a reversal of the change: said of a chemical
reaction, etc, n. a reversible coat, jacket, etc.

re-vers'i-bly (ri-vurfsa-bli), adv. in a reversible manner;
so as to be reversible*

re*ver-sion (ri-vur'sshoa, ri-vur'shon), n. [ME.; OFr.;
L. reversio < reverses; see REVERSE], 1. a turning or

being turned the opposite way; reversal. 2. a return,
as to a former state, custom, or belief; a reverting.
3. in biology, a) a return to a former or primitive
type; atavism, b) the return, or reappearance, of char-
acteristics present in early ancestral generations but
not in those that have intervened,

c)
an individual or

organism with such characteristics. 4. [Obs.], a residue;
remainder. 5. in law* a) the right of succession, future

possession, or enjoyment, b) the return of an state
to the grantor and his heirs after the period of grant
is over, c) an estate so returning.
re-vr8ion*al (ri-vur'zhan-'l, n-vttr'alwn-l), adj. re-

versionary.
re-ver-slon-ar-y (ri-vur'znan-er'i, ri-vur/sh@n-eT/i), adj.
of, involving, or having the nature of reversion,

re'ver'Slcm-er (ri-vfir'Bfin-&r, ri-vui/an0ii-8r) n. in law,
a person, who has a reversion or a right to receive an
estate in reversion.

re-vert (ri-vurtOt A [MB, rtwrtm; OFr. rmrtir; LL.
"L, renrtere; r*> back 4- wrire, to turn],,

L to go back in action* thought, speech, etc.; return*
aa to a former practice, opinion, state, or subject, 2, In,

to return to a formw or primitive type; show
ancestral characteristics no longer present in the

species. 3. in law, to go back to a former owner or
his heirs, n* a person or thing that reverts; especially,
one who returns to his ptwiotts faith. 5W see rtturau

re*vertil>te M-Tfir'te-bl)! adj. that can revert.

reV'r*y (rev'ir*!), "* (# RVEEI
jC-isj)], a reverie,

re-vefct (xf-vwtO* *>** 1MB. wwfrn; OFr. rem^f (Ft*

rrn^lr); Uu rmi#r* to rectothe; L, r**, again +
vtstirt, to clofcbejv I. to vent again, as with po^fwlont
power, or office; reinvest; reinstate. 2, to vest (office,

power* etc.) again. v.i. to become vented' again (in};
revert to a fonww owner or c

"

ro?ft toSfftO* *** fwviarw ..,._.._
rwiiir: OFr, r^wrtfr; see *v**l}, to fae* (*
of ejwi to.) wita a layer of stoa, bdek* etc*

1. a facing o stone, cement,
tect a wall or a mxw of earth.

w (ri-vlLOf % |Mft r$m

udbai^;, etx\, as to pro-
2. a ret.aining wall.

flfo. rmt*) <
of rntMr; L, revidere; re-, again f mdere> to
viewing again; a looking aft looking over, or

again. 2, a general survey, report, or account.
V* vtew
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examination or inspection; specifically, a formal in-

spection, as of troops on parade, ships, etc., by a high-
ranking officer, v.t [re- + view; also < the n.], 1. to
view again; look at, look over

t
or study again. 2. to

look back on; view in retrospect. 3. to survey in

thought, speech, or writing; make or give a survey
of. 4. to examine or inspect; specifically, to inspect
formally, as troops. 5. to give or write a critical

discussion of (a book, play, etc.). 6. to re-examine;
specifically, to re-examine judicially, as a lower court's

decision. 7. to go over (lessons, etc.) again, as in

recitation. v.i. to review books, plays, etc., as for a
newspaper. Abbreviated rev.

re-view-al (ri-vu'ol), n. a reviewing; review.
re-view-er (ri-vu'e'r), n. a person who reviews; es-

pecially, a person who writes reviews of books, plays,
etc. for a newspaper or magazine.

re-vile (ri-vil'), v.t [REVILED (-vild'), REVILING}, [ME.
revilen; OFr. rwiler, to regard or treat as vile; see
RE- & VILE], to use abusive or contemptuous language
in speaking to or about; call bad names. v.i. to use
abusive language, SYN* see scold.

re-vile-ment (n-vil'm9nt), n. 1. a reviling, or abusing
in words, 2. an instance of this; abusive speech.

re-vis-al (ri-viz'l), n. 1. a revising or being revised.

2. a revision.
re-vise (ri-viz')i v.t. [REVISED (-vizd

;
). REVISING], [Fr.

reviser; L. revisere; re-* back + visere, to survey, freq.
of videre, to see], 1. to read over carefully, as a manu-
script, published book, etc., to correct and improve,
or bring up-to-date. 2, to change or amend: as, they
have revised the tax rates, n. 1 . a revising or a revised
form of something; revision. 2. in printing, & proof
taken after corrections have been made, for looking
over or correcting again. Abbreviated rv.
Revised Standard Version, a revised translation of the
Bible in contemporary English by a group of American
scholars; the complete version was published in the
United States in 1952.

Revised Version, a revision, or recension, of the
Authorized, or King James* Version of the Bible,
made by a committee ofAmerican and British scholars;

the New Testament was published in 1881, the Old
Testament in 1885: abbreviated R.V., Rev. Ver.

reviser (rf-vtz'fer), n. a person who revises: also

spelled revieor.
re vi sion (ri-vizh'on), n. 1. act, process, or work of

revising. 2. the result of this; revised form or version,
as of a book, manuscript, etc. Abbreviated rev.

re-vi-sion-al (ri-vizh'on-1). adj. of or involving revision.

re-vl-sion-ism (ri-vizh'on-iz'm), n. the policy or practice
of revisionists.

re vi sion-ist (ri-vizh'en-ist). n. a person who revises,
or favors the revision of, some accepted theory,
doctrine, etc. adj. of revisionists or revisionism.

re-vl'Sor (ri-Wzir), n. a reviser.

revi*80:ry (r!-vi'*ri) t adj* of, or having the nature or

power of, revision; *, a revisory conimittee.

re'vlV'al (ri-^rl'v'l) n* 1. a reviving or being revived.
2. a bringing or coming back Into use, attention, or

being, after a decline, & a new presentation of a

play, motion picture, tic. some time after it hat first

been presented. 4, restoration to vigor or activity,
5. a bringing or coming: back to life or consciousness.
6. a stirring up of refigious faith among those who
have been indifferent, tuwally by dramatic, fervid

preaching and meetings. 7* <*) a meeting charac-
terised by fervid preaching, public confession of sin

professions of renewed faith, etc., aimed at arousing
religious belief, b) a scries of such meetings. 8. in

law, renewal of validity* as of a judgment or contract.
re viv al-Ism (d-vfv^Mtrm) t n. 1* the fervid spirit or

methods chwcioterttjte of religious revtvdij va&paUo*!
enthusiasm. 2. the tendency or dmt to revive former

ways, customs, institutions, etc.

re-viv al-ist (rirvl^Wit), n t. ft person who promotes
or conducts rtljgioa* mtvito, 2, a p0n wto iwtvw
former ways, customs, institutions, etc.

Revival of Learning (or Letters, Literature), the
Renaissance as related to learning and literature.

(rMrfvO, ifcf* (KWXVBD (-vlw). wrvwwDJ, 1MB*
f Late OP*. *****; u *****{ ns *** *
to ML 1. to coma back to

'

Mfr; !v 'agftln

altar dying. 2. to come back to consciousness. 3. to

to health and vigor. 4 to flourish again
after a decline. 5. to come back into use or attention.
6. to become valid, effective, or operative again, v.t
1, to bring back to life, 2, to bring back to conscious-
ness, 3 to bring back to

' $ hcsaltby*
ition after * decline. 4 to

'

into use r attention.
l

5. to make valid, effective, or

?*

or attention,
l

5. to male
4t i *<* t^*!*. 4u.
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re-viv-i-fi-ca'tion (ri-viv'a-fi-ka/shsn) , n. [LL. revivi-

ficatio], a revivifying or being revivified.

re-viv-i-fy (ri-viv'a-ff), v.t. [REVIVIFIED (-fid'), RE-

VIVIFYING], [Fr. revivifier; LL. rewvificare; see RE- &
VIVIFY], to put new life or vigor into; cause to revive.

vd. to revive.
rev-i-vis-cence (rev'a-vis''ns), n. [< reviviscent], act of

reviving or state of being revived; revival or renewal.

rev-i'Vis-cen-cy (revVvis^'n-si), n. reviviscence.
rev-i-vis-cent (rev's-vis''^), adj. [L. revivfscens, ppr.
of revimscere; see REVIVE], coming or bringing back
to life or vigor; reviving.

rev-o-ca*biM-ty (rev'a-ka-bil'a-ti), n. the state or

quality of being revocable.
rev-o-ca-ble (revVka-b'l), adj. [Late ME.; OPr. (Pr.

revocable}; L. revocabilis], that can be revoked: cf.

revokable.

rev-o-ca-bly (rev's-ks-bli), adv. so as to be revocable,
rev-o-ca-tion (revVka'shan), n. [ME. & OPr., reuo-

cacion; L. rewcatio < pj>. of revocare], a revoking or

being revoked; cancellati9n; repeal; annulment; spe-
cifically, in law, nullification of an

offer^
to contract.

rev-O'ca-to-ry (rev'a-ka-tftr'i, rev'o-ko-tp'ri), adj. [ME.;
LL. reyocatorius], revoking or tending to revoke;
containing or expressing a revocation.

re voice (re-vois'), v.t. [REVOICED (-voist')? REVOICING],
1. tb voice again, or in answer, as an ecno. 2. to re-

store the proper tone to (an organ pipe, etc.).
revokable (ri-vok'a-b'l), adj. that can be revoked;
cf . revocable.

re-voke (ri-vok'X v.t. [REVOKED (-vSkt') REVOKING],
[ME. revoken: OPr. revoquer; L. revocare; re~, back 4-

wcare, to call], 1. to withdraw, repeal, rescind, cancel,
or annul, as a law, permit, etc. 2. [Rare], to recall

(something past). v.i. in card games, to fail to follow

suit when required and able to do so; renege, n. in

card games, a revoking. SYN* see abolish.
re-volt (ri-volt'), n. [Fr. r&volte < rtvolter, to revolt; It.

rivoltare; LL. *revolutare < L. rtvolverc; see REVOLVE],
1. a rising tip against the government; rebellion;
insurrection, 2. any refusal to submit to or accept
authority. 3, the state of a person or persons revolting;
as, they are in revolt. v.L TPr. revolter], 1. to rise up
against the government, 2. to refuse to submit to

authority; rebel; mutiny. 3. to turn in revulsion
from a group or opinion that one has adhered to.

4. to be disgusted or shocked; feel repugnance (with
at, against, or from), v.t to disgust; fill with revulsion,

SYN. see rebellion.
re volt ing (li-vol'tig), adj. [ppr. of revolt], 1. engaged
in revolt; rebellious. 2. causing revulsion; disgusting;
repulsive; offensive; loathsome.

rev-0'lute (rev'o-ldm', rev's-lut'), adj. [Lf rmwlutus,

pp. of revolvere; see REVOLVE], in Uolog^ **>& bek-
ward or downward at the tips or iMipttf,; wiwm

rev o lu tion (revVlOT'shon, rwVlf'fctiflf), *. IWk &
OPr, revolucfon; LL. revolutio < rw&te^ jm. of

revolvere; see REVOLVE], 1. inovement of % body, as
a star or planet, in an orbit or circle: in this sense,

distinguished from rotation, 2. apparent movement of

the sun and stars around the earth, 3. the time taken
for a body to go around an orbit and return to its

original position. 4 a turning or spinning motion of

a body around a center or axis; rotation. 5. a single
tttrn of such a rotating body. 6. a complete cycle of

events : as, the relwtwmn of the seasons. 7. a complete
or drastic change of anyHnd: as, a revolution in modern
physics. 8. overthrow of a government, form of

government, or social system, with another taking its

place: as, the English Revolution (1688), the American
RMolu^on (IMS), the French Revolution (1789), the
Chinese Resolution (int)L the Russian Rwolttiiw

(1917). Abbwlated r*v; im. see rebellion.

iwo*lutiov!t<fri^ (re^04d5>8hn-er'i, revV!frshn-
er'i) . od& I* of. having the nature of, chwacteriwd bv
tending toward, or causing a revolution, or drastic

change, especially in a government or social system.
2. rwolving or rotating, it. Ipl REVOLOTIOHARIBS
(-las)] a revolutionist,

Revolutionary Calendar, the official calendar of first

Pwwcfe npoblferit* 3P)rc* tyJSl^^EPf? &***#*{
E0iri4wcEfy Wrt

the war (1775-17S3), by winch
tbii Amwteya cotoc% won their indispendenct from
England; American Revolution.
cKStetfan*fet (r^^W^stoi^st. rwWfthw-ist)
n a w who tow** or engages in a twvolutton,

ir*o*ltt*tloo4Mi (revVl^tton^, rwVlfshan^h
'94. [REVOLOTIOIfiaD (-lasd^ f REVOLUTIOHIfWGi 1.

to nmke a complete d basic change in; alter ariw-

ticttlly Of radicauy : as, the automobile has revolution* xii

American life, 2. [Rare], to bring about a political

revolution in

revisit

. o to
i

w w
x-aii

K^t; Juy ; jt; chhs; h^; thmf

.totUt (I%1)i Fr* Ml| %^r*
t;

* hfpollitlte*li < derived ir-siu
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re<volv-a-ble (ri-vol'vo-bl), adj. that can revolve or be

revolved. . ,.v ,

re-volve (ri-volv'), v.t. [REVOLVED (-volvd'), REVOLVING],

[ME. reuoluen: OFr. revolver; L. rewlvere; re-, back +
volvere, to roll], 1. to turn over m the mind; reflect

on. 2. to cause to travel in a circle or orbit. 3. to

cause to rotate, or spin around an axis. v.i. 1, to

move in a circle or orbit around a point. 2. to spin

or turn around a center or axis; rotate. 3. to recur

at intervals: occur periodically. SYN. see turn.

re-volv-er (n-vol'vlr), n. 1. a pistol with a revolving

cylinder containing several cartridges so that it can

be fired in quick succession without reloading. 2. a

person or thing that revolves.

re-volv-ing (ri-vol'virj), adj. that revolves; specifically.

designating or of a radial engine with cylinders re-

volving around a stationary crankshaft: abbreviated

revolving door, a door consisting of four vanes hung
on a central axle and so arranged in a wall that a

person using it turns it around by pushing on one of

the vanes: used to keep out drafts of air.
m

revolving fund, a sum of money kej>t for making loans

and maintained by putting back into it the money
that has been lent, as it is repaid. .

re-vue (ri-vu'), n. [Fr.; see REVIEW], a type of musical
show consisting of several loosely connected skits,

songs, and dances, often parodying recent events,

plays, etc.: also spelled review.
.

re-vul-sion (ri-vul'shan) , n. [< Fr. or L,; Fr. rtoulsion;

L. remdsio < revulsus, pp. of revellere, to pluck away;
re-, back + vellere, to pull], 1. a drawing or being
drawn back or away; withdrawal, 2, a sudden,

complete, and violent change of feeling; abrupt, strong

reaction in sentiment. 3. in medicine, a lessening of

disease in* or drawing away of blood from, a diseased

part of the body by counterirritation. SYN* see

aversion.
re*vn!*8ive (ri-vul'siv), adj. of or causing revulsion, n.

in medicine, a revulsive drug or agent.

Rev^Ver., Revised Version.
reward (ri-w6rd') n. [MB.; ONormJV., for OFr.

regarde; see REGARD], 1. something given in return

for good or, sometimes, evil, or for service or merit.

2. money offered, as for the capture of a criminal,

the return of something lost, etc. 3. compensation;
profit; return, v.t. I. to give a reward to. 2. to give
a reward for (service, etc.).

SYN. reward usually refers to something given in recompense
for a good deed, for merit, etc. (he received a reward for saving
the child) ; prize applies to something won in competition or,

often, in a lottery, game of chance, etc, (she won first prixe in

the golf tournament) ;
award implies a decision by judges but

does not connote overt competition (he received an award for
1

the best feature story of the year) ; premium, in this connec-

tion, applies to a reward offered as an inducement to greater
effort, production, etc. (he wiU pay a prem&wn for advance de-

livery).

re*wire (rS~w!rO, v.t. A v*l to wire again or anew;
specifically, a) to put new wires or wiring in or on
(a house, motor, etc,). b) to tetegraph again.

re-word (rwfirdO, v.t 1. to state or express again
in other words; change the wording of, 2. to state

again in the pame words; repeat,
re write (rS-rlf; for n,, rS'rit'), v.t. A tu. [REWROTE
(-rot')r REWRITTEN (-nt''n) t REWRITING], 1. to write

again. 2. to write in different words or a different

form; revise. 3. in journalism* to wr$e (news turned
in by a reporter) in a form suitable for publication,
n. an article written this way.

Rex (reks), [L., a king; see REGAL], a masculine name.
n. 1. [also r-J, {pi REGES (ri'jiaOL king: tfee official

title of a reigning king, as, George Rex: abbreviated
R,f r, 2. ]< Christus jfo (L,, Christ the Ring), a pub-
lication of Young People's Catholic Action Society J, a
Belgian fascist political party (founded 1035).
Rex 1st (rek'sist), adj. of RAX, Belgian fascwt jx>Mtical
party, n. a member or supporter of thit party.

Rey*kja-vik (r
/ky4~veV), *i seaport and capital of

Iceland: pop,. 54,000 (194^).
Rey-mont, Wla'dy-Iaw St*Htti*law (vlWi'slIJ; <**
nS'tttf ra'raont), (Ladislas Rfgrnottty, IS68-1925;
Polish novelist; received Nobel pdase in Ifttecatom 1W4

Reyn-ard (rer/erd ri'o&rd, rS'ntrd), ra* [QPr, Jtenarrf,
Renart < OHO. Reginhart < Omc. *ragfat cotwsel*

udgment + hard- t bold, brave], the fox in the medieval
eaut epic Reynard the Fox; hence, a proper name for

the fox in fable and folklore: also Renard.
Ry*&iMlt Pawl (pdl rSW), 187&- ; French states-

man; premier of Prance (1940),
Reyn-ofd (ren'ald), a masculine name; see Reginald.
Reynolds, Sir Jot/hun (ren^ldz), 1723-1792; English
portrait painter.

rf., in teiftotf , right fielder.

R.F., Reserve Force,
R.P rJf*, 1. radio-frequency. 2.

jud
bea

RFC, R.F.C., Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

RFD, R.F.D., Rural Free Delivery.

Royal Highness.
r.n.. in mustc, right hand.
rhab-do-man-cy (rab'ds-man'si), n. [LL. rhabdomantia;
Gr. rhabdomanteia < rhabdos, a rod + manteia, divi-

nation], divination by a rod or wand; especially, the

supposed art of finding underground water, ores, etc.

by means of a divining rod; dowsing.

rhab-do-my-o-ma (rab'do-rm-o'mQ), n. [Mod. L. <
Gr. rhabdos, rod + Mod. L. myoma, myoma], in

medicine, a tumor composed of striated muscular fibers.

rha chis (ra'kis), n. a rachis.

Rhad-a-man-thine (radVman'thm), adj. of or like

Rhadamanthus; inflexibly just.

Rhadamanthus (rad'Q-rnan'thss), n. [L.; Gr, &ad-

amanthos], in O0<?Jfe mythology, a son of Zeus and Europa,
rewarded for the exemplary justice that he showed

during his life by being made, after his death, one of

the three judges of the dead in the lower world, with

Aeacus and Minos. . . % , ., .,

Rhad -a-man-thys (radVman'tms), n. Rhadamanthus.
Rhae ti a (re'shi-a, re'shs), n. an ancient Roman prov-
ince in the region of modern eastern Switzerland and
western Austria. .

Rhae tian (re'shsn), adj. of ancient Rhaetia or its

jpeople. n. a native of Rhaetia.
Rhaetian Alps, a mountain range in southeastern

Switzerland, Italy, and Austria: highest peak, Bernina.

Rhae-tic (re'tik), adj. [L. Khaetuus, Rhaetian], in

geology, designating or of a group of strata of the

European Tnassic system, prominent in the Rhaetian

Alps: also spelled Rhetic.
, .

Rhae to-Ro-man-ic (rS'to-ro-man'ik), adj. designating
or of a group of several closely associated Romance
dialects spoken in southern Switzerland, the Tyrol,
and northern Italy, n. this group of dialects as a
distinct Romanic language. Cf. Ladin, Romunsh.
-rhage, -rhagia, see -rrhage.
rham-na ceous (ram-na'shes), adj. [< Gr, rhamnos,

prickly shrub; -f -aceous], in botany, of the buckthorn
farnily.

rhap-sod-ic (rap-sod'ik), adj. rhapsodical.
rkap'Sod-lail (rap-sod'i-kl), adj. [Gr. rhapsMdikosl
of, characteristic of, or having the nature of, rhapsody;
extravagantly enthusiastic; ecstatic.

rhap-so-dlst (rap'sa-dist) , n. 1. in ancient Greece, a

person who recited rhapsodies: especially, one who
recited epic poems as a profession, 2. a person who
rhapsodizes.
rhap-8O-dize (rap'sa-diz') . v.i. [RHAPSODIZED (-dizd ),

RHAPSODIZING], 1. to speak or write in an extravagant-
ly enthusiastic manner. 2. to recite or write rhap-
sodies, v.t. to recite or utter as a rhapsody,
rhap-80-dy (rap's*di), n. [PL RBAPSOPXB* (-dijK)J, [Fr.

r$)ap$odfo; L, rhapsodia; Gr. rhapsdidia < rhapsSdos,
one who stitches or strings songi together, reciter of

epic poetry < rhaptein 9 to titch together 4- dtdi,

song], 1. a) in ancient Greece, an epic poem, or a

part of one, suitable for a single uninterrupted reel-

tation, b) a similar modern literary work. % any
ecstatic or extravagantly enthusiastic utterance in

speech or writing, 3. (Obs,J a miscellany, 4* in music,
an instrumental composition of free, irregular form,
suggesting improvisation : abbreviated rhap.
rhat a-ny (rat'a-ni). n. [pi. RIIATANIES (-niz)], [Sp.
ratania, ratana < Peruv. (Quechua) ratafia], L a) a
South American leguminous plant (Peruvian, or

knottyl rhatany) with a thick, fleshy root used in

medicine as an astringent ana tonic, etc. 6) a related

plant; especially, Brazilian rhatany. 2* the dried root
ol any such plant.
Rhe-a (r^'s), n* [L.; Gr, Rhea], 1. in Greek mythology,
tlit daughter of Uranus tod Oaea, wife 01 Cronu.s,
andwer ol mm,JfrrnMm* Ha<te DeoMrtjur, Hm.
and Hestia: called Mother of the, 6'oJi tad identiiied
with Cybefe 2. Wt fy ei * fropp ol test South
American nonflying birds comprising the American
ostriches, resembling the African ofitncheM but smaller
and having three toes instead of two, arid n featheretl

rewanh
rwwiBi
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Rhein-landCrin'lant/), n. Rhine Province: Germanname.
rhe-mat-ic (ri-mat'ik), adj. [Gr. rhematikos < rhema,
rhematos, a word, verb], 1. of word formation. 2. of
or derived from a verb.

rhe-nic (re'nik), adj. of or containing rhenium.
Rhen-ish (fen'ish), adj. [< L. Rhenus, Rhine; + -ish;
replacing ME. Rinische, etc. < MHG. (G. rheinisch)],
of the Rhine or the regions around it. n. 1. Rhine
wine. 2. the German dialects spoken along the Rhine.
rhe-ni-um (re'ni-sm), n. [Mod. L. < L. Rhenus,
Rhine; + -ium as in cadmium, radium], a rare metallic
chemical element resembling manganese: symbol, Re;
at. wt., 186.31; at. no., 75.

rhe-o- (re'o, re'o), [< Gr. rheos, current], a combining
form meaning a flow, current, as in rheoscope, rheostat,

rhe-om-e*ter (ri-om'a-tgr), n. [rheo- + -meter], an
instrument for measuring velocity of flow, as of the
blood in circulation or of an electric current.

rhe-o-scope (re'a-skop'), n. [rheo- + -scope], a device
for indicating: the presence of an electric current.

rhe-o-stat {rc's-stat') , n. [ < rheo- + Gr. statos, standing
still < histanai, to stand], a device for regulating
strength of an electric current by varying the resistance
without opening the circuit: abbreviated rheo.

rhe-o-stat-Ic (reVstat'ik), adj. of or by a rheostat.
rhe*o-tax-Is (reVtak'sis), n. [Mod. L. < rheo- + Gr.
taxis, an arranging], the tendency of a living organism
or cell to respond to the mechanical stimulus of a
current of water by some movement.

rhe-o-tron (re'o-tron'), n, [rheo- + electron], a betatron.
rhe-o-trope (re's-tropOt n. [rheo- + -trope], & device
for reversing the direction of an electric current;
commutator.

rhe-ot-ro-pism (ri-ot'ro-piz'm), n. [rheo- + -tropism],
the tendency of a living organism, especially a plant,
to respond to the mechanical stimulus of a current
of water by some change in the direction of growth.
Rhe-sus (re'sas), n. [L.; Gr. RhSsos], in Greek legend,
a king of Thrace and ally of Troy, whose horses were
stolen by Diornedes and Odysseus: an oracle had said
that Troy would not be captured if Rhesus" horses
drank from the Xanthus River.

rhe-sus (re'sos), n. [Mod. L.; arbitrary use of L, Rhesus
(Gr. Rhe"$o$), proper name], a small,

f
short-tailed,

brownish-yellow monkey of India; Indian macaque:
in full, rhesus monkey.
Rhesus factor, Rh factor.
Rhe-tfc (rS'tik), adj. Rhaettc.
rhe-tor (renter, rfc'tor), n. [ME. rethor; L,; Gr. rh$tdr],
I. a master or teacher of rhetoric, 2. an orator.

rhet-o-rtc (ret'Q-rik), n. [MB, r&thorike < OFr. or L.;
OFr. rethorique (Fr, rhMoriqme): L. rhetoric; Gr.
rhitorik (techia), rhetorical (art) < rhetor, orator],
1. the art or science of using words effectively in

speaking or writing, so as to influence or persuade;
especially, now, the art or science of literary composi-
tion, particularly in prose, including the use of figures
of speech: abbreviated rtow. 2. a treatise or book on
this. 3, artificial eloquence; thowineas and elaboration
in language and literary style.
rhe tor 1 ciil (ri-tdr'I-kl, ri~tor'i4c*l) fltf/* 1. of, having
th nature of, or according to rhetoric* 2. using or
characterised by mere rhetoric, or artificial eloquence;
showy and elaborate in style, Abbreviated rhet.

rhc-tor'i cal !y (rt-tdr'i-k'H rf-tor'ik-H), adv. 1. in a
rhetorical manner. 2. according to,, or from the stand-
point of, rhetoric,

rhetorical question, a question asked, as in oratory
or writing, only for rhetorical effect, to emphasis a
point, introduce a topta etc. no antwtr btinft expected.
r&t*o*rl*dn (wtVwfa'ta), n* [ME, & OFr* r$th-

eHek* (Pr. rkStoriebn)]* L ptrson skilled in rhetoric.
2* a ttfcdber of rfettorte. d* a p*scm who writes or

speaks in rhetorical or nhowy, elaborate manner.
rheum (rtftm), n, (MB. & Orr. rmm$t L. rtuwma;
Or. rkqtmtt * flcwr, dliehiuiej akin to r^fl,
to low}, 1. miy wltry cr'eAtorwiftl ^ischargf from
tilt mucous ttMKteanWt fti ol the 'month, eye;,, or

noM; hence, 2* a cold; rhinitis; catarrh.
rheu milt ic (r(~-miit'ik). adj. [MM rcunmttkc; Off.
renmaiique; L. rhenmaticm; 0r* rhcunuitikos; me

1. of or c*tusetl % rhtnimatism. 2. having
rheumatism, n. 1. a per^m who has,

to, rheumatism. % pL (Dial.), rheumatism.
fever, an Infectious associated with
m' & l tte iodjrt
attacks childnm. and characterized by

rheu-ma-toid (roo'mp-toid'), adj. 1. of, like, or char-
acteristic of rheumatism. 2. having rheumatism.

rheu-rna-toi-dal (roo'ms-toi'd'l), adj. rheumatoid.
t

rheumatoid arthritis, a chronic disease characterized

by inflammation, stiffness, and often deformity, of

the joints.
rheum-ic (room'ik), adj. of or characterized by rheum.
rheum-y (room'i), adj. [RHEUMIER (-i-er), RHEUMIEST
(-i-ist)], of, full of, or causing rheum.
Rh factor (ar'ach'), [< rhesus; from having been dis-

covered first in the blood of rhesus monkeys], an agglu-
tinating factor, usually present in human blood, which
may cause hemolytic reactions during pregnancy or
after transfusion of blood containing this factor into
someone lacking it : individuals who have this factor are
Rh positive; those who do not have it are Rh negative:
also Rhesus factor.

rhig-o-lene (rig'o-len'), n. [< Gr. rhigos* cold -^ L.

oleum, oil; -f- -ene], a colorless, volatile liquid distilled

from petroleum and used as a local anesthetic.
Rhin (raw), n. the Rhine: the French name.
rhin- (rin), rhino-.
rhi-nal (ri'n'l), adj. [rhin- + -al], of the nose; nasal.
Rhine (rin), n. a river flowing through Switzerland
and Germany into the North Sea: length, 700 mi.: in

German, Rhein; in French, Rhin; in Dutch, Rijn,
Rhine-gold (rin'gold'), n. [Anglicized form], Rheingold.
Rhine-land (rin'land', rm'land), n. 1. the Rhine
Province. 2. that part of Germany west of the Rhine.

rhi-netvceph-a-lon (ri'nen-sef's-lon') , n. [pi. RHINBN-
CEPHALA (-!)] [Mod. L.; see RHINO- & ENCBPHALON],
the part of the brain concerned with the sense of smell.
Rhine Palatinate, see Palatinate, the.
Rhine Province, a former province of Prussia, Germany.
west of the Rhine: area, 9,459 sq. mi.: also called
Rhineland: German name, Rheinland.
rhine-stone (rin'ston'), n. [transl. of Fr. caillou du
Rhin: so called because orig. made at Strasbourg], a
colorless, bright, artificial gem made of glass or paste,
often cut in imitation of a diamond,
Rhine wine, 1. any of various wines produced in the
Rhine Valley, especially of the light, dry white wines.
2. a wine of this type produced elsewhere.

rhini-tis (ri-ni'tis), n. [Mod. L.; see RHINO- & -rnsj.
inflammation of the nose, especially of the nasal
mucous membrane.
rhi-no (ri'no), n. [pi RHINOS (-noz)], [CoUoq.], a
rhinoceros.

rhi no (ri'no), n. [< ?], [British Slang], money; cash.
rhi-no- (ri'no, ri'n), [< Gr* rhis, rhinos, the nose], a
combining form meaning nose, as in rhinology; also,
before a vowel, rhin-.
rhi-noceros (rl-nos'eV-Qs), n. [pi. RHINOCEROSES (-),
RHINOCEROSjSeePLURAL,
ii, D, 1], [ME. rinoc&ros;
LL.; Gr. rhinokerds, lit.,

nose-horned < rhis, rhi-
nos , the nose -f kefas,

horn], any of various

large, heavy, thick-
skinned, plant-eating
mammals of tropical
Africa and Asia, with
one or two upright horns
on the snow,

rhi-nol-o-gy (ri*nol'-ji), n, [rhino* + -Jo^y], the branch
of medicine dealing with the nose and its diseases. ^

rhi*noplatlc (ri'na-plas'tik), adj. of rhinoplasty-
rhinoplas-ty (rl'ns-plas'ti), n. [rhino- -h ^w^y],
platic wirgery of tne nosw
'fctino-c0e (ri'nHikS!pO n* \rMmo 4- -scope]* an
instrument for examining the internal 0tructr of

the none.
t

'

f
,

hi-noa-co-py (ri-nos'ko-pi), n* examination of the
internal ftruotures of the nose, as with a tmnoscop,
hl'o* (ri'zS rl'sse), [< Gr* rMm* a root| e oombming
form maanwg notf as in rhimmorpkom, rMmp&d: ateo,

WSBO*bla (fl-s5d%!-$m)* ft* [pL mteoiiu (-)], [Mod.
L. < rkteh 4- Or. Uos, fifo], any, of a gnu of rod-

lhib|J6d mltroiw!.*fi*!ng bacteria found in nodules on
""

rooti of o*teim plazxt% as the bean and clover.

0*dtfr*pQ**f (rl
/zklrfiw), adj. [rhim -f- -carpom]*
roots but annual stems and leaves:

,. V* Isae RHm> &
hemmphroaitic crttstaoeans
*

etc.

pla
rhi'

ami swelling of the joint*, inflammation

,

roots, AS certain cells*

rhisogenic*
rootlike*

tooH il^nte to a wow, lent,

tswlt tlw plant to tab* rabttmtpm.

l.am
-

1 fPr ^

&%K&TA^^WtWI,* 1

ft Mu 6* 4cx&* Qm >v x-iil. I
* feyprttatlmls < m
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rhi zom-a-tous (ri-zom'a-tas, rl-zo'niQ-tas), adj. having,

or having the nature of, a rhizome or rhizomes.

rhi-zome (ri'zom), n. [Mod. L. rhisoma; Gr. rhiz&na <
rhizousthat, to take root
< rhiza, a root], a rootlike
stem under or along the

ground, ordinarily in
t
a

horizontal position, which
usually sends out roots

from its lower surface and
leafy shoots from its upper
surface.

rhi-zo-mor*phou8 (ri'zo-

mSr'fss), adj. [rhizo~ -f-

-morphous], in botany,
formed like a root; root-shaped.

rhi-zoph-a-gous (ri-zof'a-gas), adj. [rhtzo- + -phagous],

feeding on roots.

rhi-zopod (ri'za-pod'), n. [rhizo- + -pod], any of a

group of one-celled animals with rootlike pseudopods.
rhi-zop'O-dan (ri-zop'a-dsn), adj. of, like, or charac-

teristic of the rhizopods. n. a rhizopod.

rhi'ZOp-o-dous (li-zop'a-das), adj. rhizopodan.
rhi zo pus (ri'za-p9s), n. [Mod. L. .< rhizo- + Gr.

*oi, foot], any fungus of a group including that of

oread mold.
rhi-zot-o-my (ri-zotVmi), n. [rhizo* + ~tomy\ in

surgery, a cutting of the spinal nerve roots, especially
of the posterior nerves, for relieving pain or spastic

RHIZOME (of sensitive fern)

Kh negative, see Rh factor.

rho (ro), n. [Gr. rfcs], the seventeenth letter of the

Greek alphabet (P, p), corresponding to English R,
r: see alphabet, table.

Rho da (ro'd?), [L. i?fco<te; Gr. RJiodt < rfcodon, a

rose], a feminine name.
rho-da-min (ro'da-min), n. rhodamine.
rho da mine (ro'ds~men', ro'ds-min), n* [rhod(o)~ ,-f

aminel any of a group of synthetic dyes ranging in

color from red to pink, obtained by condensation of

phthalic anhydride with an amino derivative of phenol.
Rhode Island (rod), a New England State of the

United States: area, 1,214 sq. mi.; pop., 792,000:

capital, Providence; one of the thirteen original

States; the smallest of all the States: abbreviated R.I.

Rhode Islander, a native or inhabitant of Rhode
Island.
Rhode Island Red, any of a breed of American chickens
with reddish-brown feathers, a black tail, and smooth

Rhodes (rodz), n. L one of the Dodecanese Islands,

southwest of Turkey: area, 545 sq. mi.; pop., 61,000.
2. a seaport on this island: capital of the Dodecanese
Islands: pop., 27,000. Italian name, Rodi,

Rhodes, Cecil John (rodz), 1853-1902: British capital-
ist and administrator in South Africa; established

Ejaodes scholarships.
Rhodes, James Ford, 1848-1927; American historian.

Rho-de-si-a (r5-di'zhi-9, ro-dS'zhs), n. a region in

South Africa, divided into the British colonies of

Northern Rhodesia and Southern Rhodesia.
Rhode-sian (ro-de'zhan), adj. of Rhodesia or its

people, n. a native or inhabitant of Rhodesia.
Rhodes scholarship, any of a number of scholarships
for a three-year period of study at Oxford University,
England, established by the will of Cecil John Rhodes
and awarded to selected students (Rhodes scholars}
from certain British colonies and dominions and the

United States.
Rho di an (ro'di-sn), adj. of Rhodes, its people, or
culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Rhodes.

rho die (ro'dik), adj. of or containing rhodium, es-

pecially tetravalent rhodium,
rho-di-um (rS'di-om), n. [Mod. L. < Or. rhodon, a
rose: so called because of the color of its salt}, a
hard, gray-white metallic chemical element of the

platinum group, used as an alloy with platinum and
gold to make the nibs of writing pens and in unalloyed
form to electroplate silverware and jewelry: symbol,
Rh; at. wt f 102.91: at no. 45.
rho do- (rS'dd, ro'da), f< Gr, rhodon, a roae], a com-
bining form meaning rose, ros&wd* as in rhodolite:

also, oefore a vowel rhod-.
rho do chro site (ro'oVkro'sft), n. [G. rhodocfaosit <
Or, rhodochr&st rose-colored (< motion, a rose, 4-

ckrQste, a color < ckrQst chroos, color), 4- G, -& 4iJ,
a glassy, generally rose-red mineral, mainly manganese
carbonate, MnCOi, often with some calcium and iron.

rho-do den-dron (r5'd9~dn'dr0n), n. [L.; Gr. rtoto-
dendron < rhodon, a rose -f dendron, a tree], any of a
number of related trees and shrubs, mainly evergreen,
with sfeowy flowers of pink, white, or ptiiple.
rho do-Hte (r5MT>-HtO. n, (rhodo- + -lite}. & pink or
rose-red variety of garnet, often used as a gem.

rm>*A>*ntte (ro'd^mf), n. JO* rtotouli < Or. rhodon t

m rota 4- G* *tt -itet & gmmv, cr>\'>tallme mineral, a
native manganese silicate, MnSi<X generally found
in rttM-rt'fl maMei, sotnetimei m an ornamental

called manzane-e sptir, red manganese*

RHOMBOIDS

range

^ _______ _
rose +

ir visual purple.
rho dora (ro-ddr'a, ro-do'ra), n. [L.,

kind of plant;

said to be of Gallic origin], any of a group of shrubs

related to the rhododendron, with pink or rose-red

flowers that appear before or with the leaves.

-rhoe-a (re's), -rrhea.

rhomb (romb, ran), n. [Fr, rhambt < L.L a rhombus.

rhom-ben-ceph-a-lon (rom'ben-sef'Q-lon')*^ [Mod,
L.: see RHOMB & ENCBPHALON], the part of the brain

consisting of the cerebellum, pons, and medulla

oblongata; hindbrain. .

rhomb-ic (rom'bik), adj. 1. of, or having the form

of, a rhombus. 2. having a rhombus as the base or

cross section: said of sold figures. 3. bounded by
rhombuses. 4. orthorhombic, as some crystals.

rhom-bi'cal (rom'bi-kl), adl. rhombic.
.

rhom-ho-he-dral (rom'ba-he'dral), adj. of, or having
the form of, a rhombohedron.
rhom-bo-he-dron (rom'ba-he'dran), n. [pi RHOMBO-
HEDRONS (-dronz), RHOMBOHBDRA (-dra)j, [< Gr.

rhombos (see RHpMBXis); 4- -hedron], a six-sided prism
each face of which is a rhombus.
rhomboid (rom'boid), n. [Fr. rhombotde; LL. rhom-

"betides; Gr. rhomboeides,

rhomboid-shaped ;seeRHOM-
BUS & -OID], a parallelogram
with oblique angles and
onlytheoppositesidesequal.
adj. 1. shaped like a rhom-
boid. 2. shaped somewhat
like a rhombus.
rhom-hoi-dal (rom-boi'd'l),
adj. [cf. Fr. rhombo'idall
rhomboid. . , v

rhom-bus (rom'bas), n \pl. RHOMBUSES (-iz), RHOMB i

(-bi)], [L.; Gr. rhombos, object that

can be turned; akin to rhembein,
to turn, whirl], 1. an equilateral

parallelogram with oblique angles.
2. a rhombohedron.

rhon-chal (ron'kl), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a rhonchus.
rhon chi al (rorj'ki-Ql), adj. rhonchal. RHOMBUS
rhon-chus (rorj'kos), n. \j>L RHONCHI
(-ki)) f [L., a snoring < unrecorded Gr. var. of rhmchos,
a snoring], a rattling sound, somewhat like snoring,
heard on auscultation of the chest when there is a
partial bronchial obstruction; dry rale,

Rhon-dda (ron'do), n. a city in southeastern Wales:
pop., 115.000 (est. 1946). M 4

Rhone, Rhdne (ron), n, a river flowing through southern
Switzerland and southeastern France into the Medi-
terranean; length, 505 mi.
Rh positive, se Rh factor.
rhu-barh (roo'bSrb), n. [MB, rubwbe; OFr. rheubarbe;
ML. rheuaarbarum, altered < IX. rha b&rbarum <
Gr. rhMon barbaron, foreign rhubarb; rhUon* plant from
the Rha> the Volga River -}- barbaron, forete, bar-
barous: the drug was orig. imported from KtiMia],
1. any of a number of related plants with targe leaves
and fleshy, acid leafstalks used as food. 2. the leaf-

stalks of one variety made into a sauce or baked in a
pie. 3. the roots or rhizomes of one variety used in

medicine as a cathartic and tonic. 4, [? from the

practice in mdio broadcasts of repeating ^rhubarb'
1

m simulating crowd noises], [Slang I, a heated dis-

cussion or argument, as in a baseball game.
rhumh (rum, rurnb), n. {< Fr. rw*I or Port, & Sp.
rmttw; prob. < L. rhomJms; ee RHOMorosL L a rhumb
line. i2* any of the thirty-two points of a mariner's

compass.
rhumba (rum'ba), It* a runiba.
rhumh line, the course of a ship that keeps a constant

Crompitw diwcttea* dtftwn i Ha pa * mnp, cwwt,
or globe and cutting across all meridians at the same
angle: also called toxodYomic curve,

rhyme (rim), it. 1MB. rime; associated in ME. with
AS, rim, a ntuntMft bwt < ORr* rime; profo. < L.

rhythmus (gee RHYTHM) ; Bag* BP- influenced by associ-

ation with rhythm-, in ML,, ritkmus meant "accentual
vwww**

1 which wnff umaally rhywidj Jtoenf jm mod,
sense], 1* a piece of verse, or poem, in which there is

a regular recurrence of corresponding KOundK, es-

pecially at the ends of BMC 1 such verse or poetry
in general. $ correspondence of end .sounds in lines

of verse or in words: of* assonance, consonance. 4* a
word that corresponds with another in end sound

km & above, witty & pretty). V.L
to

, i

2. td compose m metrical form mor treat in rhyme. 2.

riiyjw^ f to IMNI (

mymm. AMO ^ettid rtj . ^ m ,,
neither rhyme nor renaon, neither order nor sense.

or imm * newt
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rhym-er (rim'er), n. a maker of rhymes, or poems;
especially, a rhymester. SYN. see poet.
rhyme royal, a stanza of seven lines in iambic pen-
tameter rhyming ababbcc, first used in English by
Chaucer.
rhyme scheme, the pattern of rhymes used in a piece
of verse, usually indicated by letters, as in the above
definition for rhyme royal.

rhyme-ster (rim'stSr), n. a maker of rhyme, or verse
(in a derogatory sense); poetaster. SYN. see poet.

rhyn-cho-ce-pha-li-an (nr/ko-ss-fa'li-an), adj. [< Gr.
rhynchos, snout + kefhale, head; + -ton], designating
or of an almost extinct order of lizardlike reptiles.
n. a member of this order.

rhy-o-Hte (ri'a-Kt'), n. [G-. rhyolit < Gr. rhyax, stream
(of lava) H- lithos, stone], a kind of volcanic rock
containing much silica and resembling granite in
composition but having a texture that shows flow.
rhythm (rWm, rito'sm), n. [< Pr. or L.; Fr. rhythme;
L. rhythmus; Gr. rhythmos, measure, measured motion
< base of rheein, to flow; cf. RHYME], 1. a) flow, move-
ment, procedure, etc. characterized by basically regular
recurrence of elements or features, as beat, or accent,
in alternation with opposite or different elements or
features: as, the rhythm of speech, of the heart, of an
engine, of dancing, of the seasons, etc. b) such recur-
rence; pattern of now or movement. 2. in art, aesthetic
relation of part to part and of parts to the whole:
pattern of arrangement: as, the rhythm of a picture, of
a statue, of a building, etc. 3. in music, a} regular (or,
occasionally, somewhat irregular) recurrence of grouped
strong and weak beats, or heavily and lightly accented
tones, in alternation; arrangement of successive tones,
usually in measures, according to their relative ac-
centuation and duration. 6) form or pattern of this:
as,

f
rwaab& rhythm, triple rhythm. Cf. time, tempo, meter.

4. in prosody, a) basically regular recurrence ofgrouped,
stressed and unstressed, long and short, or high-pitched
and low-pitched syllables in alternation; arrangement
of successive syllables, as in metrical units (feet) or
cadences, according to their relative stress, quantity,
and pitch: in English, rhythm depends on accent as
composed of interconnected stress, quantity, pitch,
and pause. 6) form ox pattern 01 this: as, iambic
rhythm.
rhy

t
th-mic (rWmik), adj. [< Fr. or L,; Pr. rhyth-

mwue; L. rhythmicw], rhythmical, n, rhythmics.
rhyth-mi-cal (iWmi-k'l), adj. off having, or using
rhythm.

rhyth*mi'cal-Iy (ri*lt'mi~k"14, rWmik-K), adv. t in
a rhythmical manner. 2, as regards rhythm.
rhytn-mics (ri*ft'miks) n.#* [construed as sing.J,
science or system of rhythm and rhythmical forms.
rhyth-mtet (rWmist), n. 1. a j^ereon expert in, or
having a good sense of, rhythm. 2. a (specified) user
of rhythm: as* a poor rkythwist,

R.I., 1, Regina $t Impcratrix, pLJ Queen and Bmprefs,
2, Km *t Xmperatw, [L*]r King and Emperor. 3. l&ode
Island.

ri-al (r!'l) it* (OPr* rtolt rol, Et. royal; cf. RBAL
(cqin)L the monetary unit and a sJJver com of Iran,
valued at about 3 cent in 1950.
m-al'to (r!*lt5; o^o, for I fr Z, It, cMPtft}, . L an
Wand to venick formerly the basinets and trading
center. 2* a bridge over the Grand Canal, connecting
this island with Sam Marco Wand. 3, tfo theater
district In Nw York City; sometimes appHed to
theater distriotat IB otfwr 4 Pf a market or

tratun^ fJac* ^ ^
ppr. of yfffr L* riders, to

; gay; cfaaerluL
. rf4W < rmtorv to ti afain;
tie < L, aptare, to fit], a lariat
AS* ntt; ia<tos% aScin to- G*

,. a nb; so called from _arching
y], 1, any of the arched bones

the vertebral column and en-

.-, w .^ -.,r _.,,^r: mm ttert ap twalv
pairs of such
being attac"
three pairs

to the sternum,
attached each to

verse and intersecting arches of a vault. 9. in botany,
any of the main veins in a leaf. r.f. [RIBBED (ribo),
RIBBING], l. to provide, form, or strengthen with a
rib or ribs. 2. to put ribs in; mark with ribs. 3. [prob.
< rib-tickle], {Slang], to tease or make fun of.

rib-aid (ribald), ctf/. [ME. ribault; OPr. ribaut, ribauld,
etc.; prob. specialized use of personal name Kibaud
(< Gmc. Ric-bald, mighty bold) under influence of
OFr. riber, to wanton, dissipate (< MHG. riben, to
copulate; cf. MD. ribe, whore)], characterized by coarse
ioking or mocking; offensive, irreverent, or vulgar in
language, n. a ribald person. SYN. see coarse.

rib-ald-ry (rib'ald-ri), n. [ME. ribawdrye, ribaudrye;
OFr. ribauderie], ribald language or humor.
riband (riband, rib'an), n. [Archaic], a ribbon.
rib-band, rib-band (ribbands rib'and, rib'on), n. [rib
4- band], a long, flexible piece of wood or metal fastened
across the ribs of a ship to hold them in place while
the outside planking or plating is being put on.

Rib-ben-trop, Jo a-chim von (yo'a'-khim fdn rib'dn-
tr8p'), 1893-1946; German Nazi leader; minister of
foreign affairs (1938-1945); executed for war crimes.

ribbing (rib'in), n. ribs collectively; arrangement or
collection of ribs, as in cloth, a ship, etc.
rib-bon (rib'an), n. [Early Mod. Eng. var. of ME.
riban(d) < OFr. riban, ruban], L a) & narrow strip
of satin, silk, rayon, velvet, etc., finished at the edges
and of various widths, used for decoration, tyjng
things, etc. 6) material in such strips. 2. anything
like or suggesting such a strip: as, a ribbon of blue
sky; specifically, a long, thin, flexible metal band, as
for a measuring tape, bandsaw, etc. 3. pi. torn,
ribbonlike strips or shreds; tatters: as, a garment torn
to ribbons, 4. a narrow strip of cloth inked for use
on a typewriter or similar device. 5. a) a small strip
of colored cloth worn as a badge or awarded as a
symbol of honor, achievement, etc. : as, he won a blue
ribbon, b) in military usage, a similar strip worn on the
left breast of the uniform to indicate an award of a
decoration or medal. 6. pi. [Colloq.], reins used in
driving.

t
7. a ribband. v*t* 1. to decorate, trim, or

mark with or as with a ribbon or ribbons. 2. to split
or tear into ribbonlike strips or shreds. u.i. to extend
or form in a ribbonlike stnp or strips.

rib-bon-fish (rib'sn-fish'), n. [RIBBONFISKL RIBBON-
FISHES (-iz) ; see FISH], any of several sea fishes having
an elongated, compressed body suggestive of a ribbon
in shape, as the dealfish.

Ri-be-ra, Jo-s6 (h6-se' rS-be'rS), 1588-1656; Spanish

, factor
i mdljfc,

eggs, liver, kidney, gra$s, fruits, leafy vegetable^,
i

etc.; lack of ribofiavin in the diet catise$ 'It

growth, loss of hair, etc.: also called I&aojl0^ t

'

Ba vitamin G.
ri-bose (rl'bSs), n. [G. rtdonsSure, a tetea%y(JrQxy add*
CiHieOs, arbitrarily altered < Ing. <&w%n&$$ < L.
ArabicMt, Arabic? -f- ~o&* as in pewt&$e], a pentose
sugar, CsHioOi, derived from some nucleic acids.

rib'WOrt (ribVurf). n. L a plantain with a long
stem and ribbed, narrow leaves, 2. any of a number
of similar plantains. Also ribwort plantain,

-lie (rfk) 1MB* -vfohe, +ickt, realm, power < AS.
rice} reignf dominion], a combining form meaning

Jurisdiction, realm, at in bishopric.
Ricardo, DatM (ri-kaVd5), 1772-1823; English
economist.
Ric ci o, David (rich'i-6'; It ret'chft), see RLtzlo, David.

rto (A), n. [MB. rys, rfa; 01V. ris; It risa; LL,
^orywtimt for L. QFy$xtf Cfr* 0py%ctv

oryxon; of Oriental origin}, I. a
Weal grant grown widely In warm
climates, especially in the Orient.
2. the starchy seeds or grains pi this

grass, wed as -food.' v.t. [RICKD
gdvt), RKwjv to ridwoe (potatoes,
etc.) to a rtoeHke consistency.

Rice, Elmer (ris) , (bom Elmer Reizen-

$mt*)j im^ i Attj
rice-bird (iVmSrd'), n. 1. b* Java
sparrow, 2. In the southern united
States, the bobolink.
ion paper, 1 . a thinpaper made from
tiie straw of

'

tine rice grawst* 2. a

, 'lHr,^^^a^S*t the 'pitii of

_ ^-fr it* a tftXKunl for riclng
potatoes, etc. by forcing them throxigh small

riche; AS.

trans-
. . w Ryuu EIGHTJ, L
much money or propcrtyj wealthy. 2*

r in tmjfyt n m Aww t'* a*W uto '^%W| "fr *t i

. doch. See pp. x xii. t furcif;n;
*Ifp^Mi <
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abundant natural resources: as, a rich country, 3. well

supplied; abounding (with in or with): as, rich m
minerals. 4. valuable: as, a rich prize. 5. of valuable
materials- or fine, elaborate workmanship; costly and
elegant: as, rich gifts, 6. elaborate; luxurious: sump-
tuous: as, a rich banquet. 7. having

f

an abundance of

good constituents or qualities; specifically, a) full of
nutritious or choice ingredients, as butter, sugar,
creafn, seasoning, etc.: often implying an excess of

such ingredients: as, rich pastries, o) full of strength
and flavor; full-bodied: as, rich wine. 8. a) full, deep,
and mellow: said of sounds, the voice, etc. b) deep:
intense; vivid: said of colors, c) very fragrant: said of
odors. 9. having a hi^h proportion of gasoline to air:

as, a rich carburetor mixture. 10. abundant; plentiful;
ample: as, a rich fund of adventures, 11, yielding or

producing in abundance, as soil, mines, ores, etc.

12. [Colloq.], a) abounding in humor; very amusing;
hence, b) absurd; preposterous.
the rich, wealthy people collectively,

SYN. rich is the general word for one who has more money
or income-producing property than is necessary to satisfy his

normal needs; wealthy adds to this connotations of grand liv-

ing, influence in the community, a tradition of richness, etc. (a
wealthy banker); affluent suggests a continuing increase of
riches and a concomitant lavish spending (to Kve in affluent cir-

cumstances) \ opulent suggests the possession of great wealth
as displayed in luxurious or ostentatious living (an opulent man-
sion): well-to-do implies sufficient prosperity for easy living.
ANT. poof.
Rich-ard (nch'grd), [MB. Rycharde, Ricard; OFr.
Richard; OHG. Richart < Gmc. *rik~ t king {see
RICH) H- *harthuz, strong], a masculine name: diminu-
tive, Dick; equivalents, It. Riccardo, Sp. Ricardo.
Richard I, 1157-1199; king of England (1189-1199);
one of the leaders of the Third Crusade: called Richard
Coeur de Lion (Richard the Lion-Hearted).
Richard II, 1367-1400; son of Edward, the Black
Prince; king of England (1377-1399); last of the Plan-

tagenet kings; deposed.
RidhSrd III, 1452-1485; king of England (1483-1485).
Richard Coeur de Li-on (kur da le'sn; Fr. ker' da
le'ow'), Richard I.

Rich-ards, Theodore William (rich'erdz), 1868-1928;
American chemist; received Nobel prize in chemistry,
1914.

Rich-ard-son, Henry Handel (han'dl rich'eVd-s'n),
(pseudonym of Ethel Florence Lindesay Robertson, nee
Richardson), 1880P-1946; Australian novelist.

Richardson, Henry Hob-son (hob's'n), 1838-1886;
American architect.

Richardson, Owen WiMans (wil'anz), 1879- : English
physicist; received Nobel prize in physics, 1928.

Richardson, Samuel, 1689-1761; English novelist.

Ri che-Heu, Due de (da re'she-lyo'; Eng. rishVloo',
rish'a-loo')' (Armand Jean du Plessis), 1585-1642;
French cardinal and statesman; leading minister or
Louis XHI (1624-1642).

rich-es (rich'iz), n.pl [orig. sing.], [ME, richess; OFr,
richest, richece; see RICH], valuable possessions; much
money, real estate, jewels, etc.; wealth*
ricWv (rich/li), adv. 1, in a rich manner, 2. alwi-
dantly; amply; fully.
Rich-mond (rich'xnand), n 1. the capital of Virginia:
port on the James River: pop., 230,000, 2. a borough
of New York City, including all of Staten Island:
pop,, 191,000. 3 a city in eastern Indiana: popv,
35,000. 4. a city in California, near San Francisco:
pop., 99,000. 5. a city in Surrey, England, on the
Thames: pop,, 38000.

rich rhyme, see perfect rhyme.
Rich-ter, Jean Paul Frie*drich (zh&n poul fre'driH
riH'tSr: Eng. rik'tftr), (pseudonym Jean Paul), 1763-
1825; German author.

ri cin (rl'sin, ri&'in), n. [< L. ricinus, castor-oil plant],
a toauc protein found in the castor bean and isolated
in the form of a White powdwr: it agglutinates red Wood
corpuscles.

ric-in-o-le-ic (ris'^na-lenk, ris'i-n5'K4k), <*/, [< L.
ricinus, castor-oil plant; + oMc], designating or of an
unsatoated organic acid, CtR*40* lotind as an etter
of glycerin in castor oiL

ric-in-o-le-iii (ris'i-n5li4n) ft*
,t|yi gjlycwrol ester of

ricinoleic acid: ft is the maim constituent of castor oil,

rick (rik), n. [ME. rec, reek; AB. Jirioj; akin to 6.
rook; IE* *qreu~qi that bet*d% ctirv^ < pas *(i)^r-,
to oend, seen also in L, acrvmr, ' tm curved (see
cuftVB), Bug, ridge], a stack of hay, ftomr, etc.* es-

pecially oae covered or tnatched for j^ctet&m from
rain, v.& to fora Into a rick or ricks.

Ridc*iabacfc'er Edward Vrmoti ,_
1890" 1 American aviator and avfatigp 4

rfck*t (rfk'Itf)/ft. [? altered < Or. rkaekttfa iftfliftM,
a <>f ts skeletal system, chiefly of

resulting from a dtftciency 01 calcium salts or vitamtn
D let tttf diet, or from lack of sunlight, and charac-
terized by a softening ami oftea, bending of the bones.

rick-ett-si-a (ri-ket'si-a), n. [after Howard T, Ricketts

(1871-1910), Am. pathologist], 1* [pi. RICKETTSIAE
(-')], any of a genus of Gram-negative microorganisms
that are the causative agents of certain diseases, as

typhus or Rocky Mountain spotted fever: they are
transmitted to animals and man by the bite of certain

lice and ticks in whose bodies they live as parasites.
2. [R-], [construed as pi.],

this genus of microorganisms.
rick-ett-si-al (ri-ket'si-ol), adj. of or caused by any
rickettsia,

rick-et-y (rik'i-ti), adj. 1. having rickets. 2, of or
like rickets: as, rickety symptoms, rickety diseases.

3. weak in the joints; tottering; feeble. 4,
t
liable to

fall or break down because weak; shaky* 5. irregular:
said of motion, action, etc.

rick-ey (rik'i), n. [said to be after a Col. Rickey} for

discussion see H. L. Mencken, Am. Lang., SuppL /,

pj>, 252-254], a drink made of carbonated water, lime

juice, and an alcoholic liquor, especially gin (gin

rickey).
rick-rack (rik'rak')* n. [dissimilated redupl. of rack

(to stretch)], 1, flat, zigzag braid used as trimming
for dresses, etc. 2. trimming made with such braid.

rickshaw, rick-sha (rik'sh6), n. a jinrikisha.
ricochet (rik'9-shS', rikVshet'), n. [Fr.; used first in

fable du ricochet (story in which the narrator con-

stantly evades the hearers' questions), altered < OFr.
fable du rouge cokelet (lit., story of the red cockerel);
cokelet apparently dim. of cog, but prob. altered (with
rouge, red) < dial, ricouca, to hop < LL. *recalcare, to
tread anew < L. re-, again + coto, calcis. the heel], the
motion made by an object that rebounds or skips one
or more times in moving over a flat surface, as a pebble
thrown along the surface of a body of water, v.i.

[RICOCHETED (-shad')i or RICOCHETTED (-shet'id), RIC-
OCHETING (-sha'irj), or RICOCHETTING (-shet'irj)], [Fr.
ricocher < the w.J,

to move with such a motion: as, the
bullet ricocheted from the wall, S YN. see skip.

ric-tus (rik'ts), n. [L., open naouth < pp. of rinsi, to

open the mouth wide]. 1. a gaping, as of the mouth
of an animal or the beak of a bird. 2. the mouth
opening.

rid (rid), v.t. [RID or RIDDBB (4d), RXDIWNG], [ME,
ruden, ryden; ON. rythjo,, hrywja, to empty, clear

(land); prob. akin to read], 1. to free, clear, relieve,
or disencumber, as of something undesirable (usually
with of) : as, rid yourself of superstitions* 2. [Obs.], to
save or deliver, as from danger, difficulty, etc.; rescue
(with from, out of, etc.).
be rid of, to be treed from or relieved of (something
undesirable).

get rid of 1 . to get free from or relieved of (something
undesirable). 2. to do away with: destroy; kill.

rid (rid), archaic past tense and past participle of ride.
rid a ble (rid'9-bl), adj. 1, that can be ridden : an, a
ridable horse. 2. that can be ridden over, through,
etc.: as, a ridable path.

rid-dancc (rid''n&), n. a ridding or being rid; clearance
or removal, as of something undesirable, or deliverance,
as from something oppressive,
good riddance, welcome relief or deliverance: often
used m an exclamation of approval at getting rid of
someone or something.

participle o! tide, adj. dominated
' " '

specified) ; used in hyphenated
rtd.dm(r!for obeewtea (by
OQegpocmdfe. as -_m

E wmfaf AS. rmdds < rdan, to
, _ r

> G* rMsdt & pawl], L a problem
or puaale in the form of a question, statement, etc, so
fomwtatda that otn@ tegwmity it required to olve
or answer it; <x>ttuikdttuiu 2* way puaakng, pefpltxing,
or apparently fftcxpHeabia pertott or tmxig m a otfBouTt
woblem or enigmatic anyingj emipua, v{. [RIDDLED
(-

f

ld|^
ro0Lijwl to |^ve a ioktion cc explanit^on of

sift, $tprtet

rer-
n. PEC rWi AS,

c MiNff%>to wt wliwow;
MM *W^r- to
(cf*

to G.

(cf.

* ffavA ^fea

*t
holes in; perforate: as, bulleu riddled
3, toind iyid

rldte

to
, etc.], a coarse
RIDDLKI) (-'Id),

2. to make
automobile.

, mm O5d ) or archaic i

IS,
fgfteJ;^b ^^ M&fffcf

b* k rto^toi; s0i afeo k JU r^ _.._
<< <ML) eta) ci EOm Lted^m ....

along by a horse or other animal; ^specialiy, to sit on
Mrtlwmferol * hcNT9> In wrtte* <

'rT^^ - - *

INI carried or supported in niotio
thr autunu.bil^ r<l m tiu; rium,

tit I) it lit

to IM
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car rides smoothly. 8. to overlap, as bones in a joint.
9. to move out of place (with up) : as, his collar rode

up constantly. 10. in jazz music, to improvise freely.
11. [Slang], to continue undisturbed, with no action
taken: as, I'll let the matter ride a few months, v.t.

1. to sit on or in and control ,so as to move along:
as, ride a horse, a bicycle, etc. 2. a) to move along on
or be mounted, carried, or supported on: as, the ship
rides the waters, the child rode the merry-go-round.
V) to rest on, as by overlapping. 3. to move over, along,
or through (a road, area, etc.) by horse, automobile,
etc. 4. to engage in or do by riding: as, he rode a
race with me. 5. to cause to ride. 6. to carry (a
person) on something as if riding on horseback: as,
the mob rode him on a rail.. 7. to keep (a ship) at
anchor, 8. to control, dominate, tyrannize over, or

oppress: often in the past participle, as, ridden by
doubts. 9. fColloq.], to torment, harass, or tease by
making the butt of ridicule, criticism, etc. 10. in jazz
music, to improvise freely on (a theme), n. 1. a
riding; especially, a journey by horseback, automobile,
bicycle, etc. 2, a road, track, etc. for riding, especially
on horseback. SYN. see bait.

ride down, 1 , to hit and knock down by riding against.
2. to overtake by riding. 3. to overcome. 4. to ex-
haust (a horse, etc.) by riding too long or hard.

ride out, 1. to stay afloat or aloft during (a storm,
etc.) without too much damage. 2. to withstand or
endure successfully.

take for a ride, [Slang], 1. to take somewhere, as in an
automobile, and kill, m the manner of gangsters* 2. to

hoax; deceive.
ri-dent (rf'd'nt), <wtf. [L. ridens, ppr. of ridere, to

laugh], [Rare], laughing, smiling, or grinning*
rid er (rid'Sr), n. 1. a person who rides; especially,
one who rides a horse or other animal, or a bicycle,
motorcycle, etc. 2. an addition or amendment to a
document, etc* 3. a clause, usually dealing with some
unrelated matter, added to a legislative bill when it

is being considered for passage. 4. any of various
devices or pieces moving along, or resting or mounted
on, something else, as the top rail of a rail fence or a
sliding weight on the beam of a balance.

ridge (rij), n. [ME. ri^ge, etc.; AS, hrycg: akin to G.
rucken; prob. < IE. *0ra<-#, that bends < base *(y)#r- f

to bend, seen also in L. curvus, bent, arched (cf.

CURVE); basic sense **the back'^, 1. an animal's
back. 2. the long, narrow top or crest of something,
as of an animal's back, a wave, an elevation of ground.
etc. 3. a long, narrow elevation of land or range of
hills or mountains. 4. any narrow raised strip on or
in something! on fabric. 5. the horizontal line formed

by the meeting of two sloping surfaces; as, the ridge
of a root. 6. a narrow high-pressure area on a weather
chart, v.t. A ttf, [RIIXJEJD (rfjd), REDOING), 1. to
mark with or as with a ridge or ridges, 2* to form
into or furnish with a ridge or ridges*

ridge piece (m'l&Or it. a ridgepole.
ridge-pole (nypor), ft the horizontal timber or beam
at the ridge of a roof, to which the upper ends of the
rafters an attached: ate) i*4f* pole, ridge beam, etc,

u$, augae, com
or practice of making

turing, etc.;
to produce such

obj** of cootempt^oits
; mock.

__
and repeaUdly calling attention to
tauntfS^nii ftbout his failure).

adj. (L. ridiculosu*
. ft* all-

used in or to
riding horses.

riding crop, a short whip with a loop on one end for

carrying it: used by horseback riders.

riding habit, any costume designed to be worn by
horseback riders, especially such a one for women.

riding master, a person wno teaches horseback riding.

riding school, a school in which horseback riding is

taught.
Rid-Iey, Nicholas (ridli), 1500?-1555; English bishofc
and Protestant reformer j burned at the stake for

heresy.
ri-dot'to (ri-dot'o), n. [pi. RIDOTTOS (~oz)], Jit., a
festival, redoubt; see REDOUBT], a public entertainment
or social gathering, often in masquerade, with music
and dancing, popular in 18th-century England.
Rieka (rye'ka), n. Fiume: the Yugoslavian name.
Rie-mann, Ge-org Fried-rich Bern-hard (ga-orkh'
fre'driH ben/hart re'man). 1826-186(5; German math-
ematician.

Rien-zi, Co-la di (kft'la de ryen'tse; Eng. ri-en'zi),

(born Niccolo Gabrini), 1313?-13S4; ItaHan orator and
popular leader: also Rienzo (ryen'tsd; Eng. ri-en'zo).
Rif (rif), n. a hilly region along the Mediterranean
coast of Morocco: also Er Rif (er), Riff.

Jri fa-ci men to (re-fa'che-men'to*; Eng. ri-fa'chi-men'-

t5), iJ \pl. RIFACIMENTI (-tg; Eng. -ti)], [It., lit., a
remaking < rifare, to make over; ri~, re- -f fare (< L.

facere), to make], a remaking, recasting, or adaptation,
as of a piece of writing or music.

rife (rif), adj. [ME. rif; AS. rife; akin to MD. rijf;
IE. base *rei~, to tear, tear off, as also in ripe, reap;
basic notion is of harvest], 1. frequently or commonly
occurring; widespread; prevalent; current: as, gossip
was rife, 2. a) abundant; plentiful, b) abounding;
replete (followed by with) : as, a thesis rife with error.

SYN. see prevailing.
Riff (rif), n. 1. a member of a Berber people living
in the Kif and near-by regions. 2. the Rif.

riff (rif), n. [prob, back-formation < riffie, n. 3; ? <
refrain, n.], in jazz music, a melodic phrase, repeated
again and again, often used as the main theme, as
in a final chorus, or as background. k

Rif-fi-an (rif'i-on), adj. of Rif or the Riffs, n. a Riff.

rif-fle (rilH), n. [< the .], 1. a) a shoal, reef, or rocky
obstruction in a stream, producing a ripple or a stretch
of shallow, rapid, or choppy water, 0) such a ripple
or stretch of water* 2. in gold mining, a) a contrivance,
as of bars, slats, blocks, or stones, put across the
bottom of a sluice, etc. to catch or hold the particles
of gold in the grooves or channels left between the
bars, slats, etc. b) any of the bars, slats, etc. c) any
of the grooves or channels, 3. the act or method of

riffling cards, v.t. A v.i. [RIFFLED (-Id), RIFFLING],
[prob. var. of ripple merged with Canad. Fr. riffler,

var. of Fr. rifler, to scratch, scrape; cf. RIFLE (to cut
grooves in)], L to form, become, or flow over or

through, a riffle, 2* to leaf rapidly through (a book,
etc.), as by letting the edges or corners of the pages
dip lightly across the thumb. 3. to shuffle (playing
cards) by holding part of the deck in each hand, raising
the corners or edges slightly, and letting the cards
fall alternately together.

riff-raff (rirrar), n [earlier rif and raf* every scrap;
OFr. rifet raf, rifle & rafle; see RIFLE (to rob) & RAFFLE],
1, those people or that segment of society regarded
as of no consequence or merit; mob. 2. [Dial.], trash.

ftfle (rifl), 0.1. (RUtBfc (-I'M), RIFLING], [Fr. rifltr,

to scrape, scratch; prob. < OLG. rifeln, to groove,
furrow < rive, riefe, a groove, furrow, etc*; akin to
AS. rifded6f wrinkled], to cut spiral grooves within

(a gun barrel, etc*). v.i. [Rare], to use or fire a rifle.

ft* [short for rifled $un\. L a) a firearm having spiral

grooves cut into the Inner surface of the barrel to
make the bullet spin when fired, thus giving it greater
accuracy and distance; especially, such a firearm to

" '

from the shoulder: military rifles are distln-

from carbines in that they are longer and
and are designed to hold a bayonet. 6^ such a

groove, 2. 9m artillery piece or naval gun with such

grooves* 3. pi* troopt armed with rifles.

ri'fle (rf'fl), ILL [RIFLED (-fid), RIFLING], [ME, riflen;

OFr. rifler (cf. RIFLE, to cut grooves in); of Gmc.
origin ;d obs. D. rijffelen, to plunder], 1. a) to ransack
and rob; pillage; plunder; as, the troops rifted the

> captured city. 6) to search and sob (a person) . 2* to
Uy with of): as, the thieves rifled the
i. 3. to take a* plunder; steat^Wbf^

especially an infantry man* armed with a :

^l!BS^ar^-/- r'^?--' - ~ -**-'"""

^^2*^1, (

n. a peVson who rifles, or plunders; robber.
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rifle range. 1. the distance covered by a bullet fired

system of such grooves. . . -

rift (rift), n. [ME.; Dan. < ON. ript < npta, to break

(a bargain); for the base see RIVE], an opening caused

by or as if oy splitting; cleft; fissure; crack, v.t. & iu.

to burst open; split; crack. .

rig (rig), 1$. DIGGED (rigd), RIGGING], [? < <?N. ff<J,
to wrap around, whence Norw. rtgga, to bind, wrap

tip; IE. base *mg-, to bind], 1. a) to fit
^(a

ship, mast,

etc.) with sails, shrouds, braces, etc. b) to fit (a ship s

sails, shrouds, etc.) to the masts, yards, etc. 2. to

assemble and adjust the wings, fuselage, etc. of (an

aircraft). 3. to fit out; equip (often with out or up).

4. to put together, prepare for use, or arrange, espe-

cially in a makeshift or hurried fashion (often witn

u^). 5. to arrange in a dishonest way for selnsH

advantage; manipulate fraudulently: as, speculators

rigged the market. 6. [Colloq,], to dress; dothe;

attire (often with out or ). n. 1. the distinctive

arrangement of sails, masts, shrouds, etc. on a vessel.

2. any apparatus for a special purpose; equipment;

gear; tackle. 3. equipment for drilling an oil weu.

1 a carriage, cart, etc. with its horse or horses. 5.

[Colloq.], dress; costume, especially if odd or.showy.
Ri ga (re'ga; Eng. re'go), n. seaport and capital of tne

through, etc.): as, go nght home. 2. a) Pr
Perjy,

fittingly, b) favorably, conveniently, or well. 3. com-

pletSyf thoroughly: as, the cold penetrated nght

ttecnign his clothes. 4. exactly; precisely: as, nght

here S. without pause or deky; immediately: as,

com; right now. 6 according to law, justice, etc.; m
an upright way. 7. correctly or accurately. 8. on

OTtow^d the nght hand or side. 9. very; extremely:

as, hlknowsfright well: dialectal or colloquial except

S certain titles, as, the right honorable, the nght
'

1. to put in or restore to an upright

>n: as, we righted the boat and started

orrect; make conform with fact, etc.

3 to tmt in order; set right: as, the maid nghted the

room. 4. to do justice to (a person); make amends

to S. to make amends for; redress or avenge (a

vrcong, etc.). 0.1. to get .into
or resume an upright

or proper position. Abbreviated rt., R., r.
r t*_^_^ i^t~*.~\ Hm ^eti/><* Yvrnnfirlv.

right away (or off), without delay or pause; at once.

to rights, [Colloq.J, in or into good or proper condition

or order _ *

rifiht-a-bout (rit'Q-bout') n. 1. a rightabout-face.

27 the direction directly opposite, as faced after turning

completely about, adv. & adj. with, in, or by a nght-

1885), Am denti

right (rit), adj.i& to G. recht;

o Baltic Sea. between

atvian S.S.R. and the Estonian S.S.R.: length,

c. 100 mi.; width, c. 60 mi.
.

rig-a-doon (rigVd6on') n-.[Fr. rigodon, ngaudon; said

to be < Rigaud, surname of its reputed 17th-c. inventor],

1. a lively dance for one couple, with a peculiar jump-
ing step; it is no longer popular, 2. music for this,

usually in duple time. , .

wmsift&ifc
the brightest star in the constellation Orion: see

constellation, chart. , . -en
rigger (ris'er). n. 1. a person who n#s; g

specifically,

<S a person wnose work is fitting the rigging of ships,

or one who works with hoisting tackle and the hke.

fc) a person whose work is assembling and adjusting

the fuselage, wings, etc. of aircraft. 2. a protective

scaffold used, as on a building under construction,

ropesT etc\ used for supporting and working the masts,

saSs, yards, etc. of a vessel. 2. equipment; gear.

I&^VdiSaVe (rigz), [after John M. Eiggs (1810-

I?f5). Am d^tlstT, Pyoxrhea alveolaris.

iyi. oc AS. riht, straight, direct, right;

; IE. base *r2-, straight, putji order,

etc., as also in L. rex (cf. REGAL), regula (cf. RULE,

REGULAR)], 1. not curved; straight: as, a right lw.e.

2. a) formed by, or with reference to, a straight line

or plane perpendicular to a base: as, a nght angle.

b) having the axis perpendicular to the base: as, a

right cylinder. 3. m accordance with justice, law,

nwraHtyr etc.; upright j virtuous: as, right conduct,

4. a) in accordance with fact, reason, some set standard,

e*Cij correct: as, the right answer, b) correct in thought,

statWent, or action: as, he was right in his answer.

5. rt fitting; appropriate; suitable. b\ most convenient

or tavorable. 6. designating the side, surface, etc.

mealnt to be seen; designating the finished, pnnopaL
or upper side or surface: as, the right side of cloth.

7 a) sounds normal: said of the mind, etc, b) mentally
sound r normal; sane: said of a person. 8. having
sound health or good spirits. 9. fax a ^tisfactory
condition, or in good order: aa make things n*
again. 10. o) designating or of that side of one s body
Trtiich is toward the east when one faces north, usually
the side of the more used hand.^) dmgwttng **#
the corresponding side of anything, c) closer to m
right side of a person directly before and facing the

thing mentioned or understood: as, the top,****!
drawer of a desk. Opposed to le$ 11. of the j>o~-,

right; conservative or reactionary, 12. [^pcmaic^ not

spurious or sham; genuine; reaL JU 1. what is ngpt,
or just, lawful, morally goo4 ^proper^ correct, etc.

2. tjhat which a person has a just daw to; power,- - - - *-
*-nrf nature,

5 thought.
"i on the

XIKjU.l' 2J1UC. *. 1U VtW*7*, U) UUW AJJKKJUlf JUS!****** v/ & D1OW
delivered with the right hand. 5. in mmc$, <*} the

privilege given to a company's stockholders |.laying
additional stock or shares in a new issue of stock,

usually at par or a price below the caxnafe uoarket

price, b) the negotiable certificate indicating this

privilege, c) oftm pL a privilege of mumtimB for

some stock or bond. 6. [often R-], In politics, a con-
servative or reactionary position* party, or giptt|
called from the position of the m$m oco^q mw^
Etiropt* l^slatonM* tfrftf. iME. A AS, rlWel L m
a itmight line; straight; directly (often with M into.

L--i>MWi.-*^ (rit'a-bout'fls'), n. 1. a turnmg

uu^ctly about so as to face in the opposite. direction.

2. a complete reversal of belief, conduct, etc. interj. a

military command to perform a rightabout-face.

right angle, an angle of 90 degrees; angle made by tne

meeting of two straight lines per-

pendicular to each other.

right-angled (rit'arj'g'ld) , adj. hav-

ing or forming one or more right an-

; rectangular,
t ascension, in astronomy, 1.

rising of a star or point above
the horizon on the celestial sphere,
2. the angular distance of a heavenly

body from the vernal equinox, meas-
sured eastward along the celestial

equator and expressed in degree"
or hours, minutes, and seconds:
JR : symbol, a (alpha).

right-ecus (ri'chss), adj. faltered, by analogy with

adjectives in -eous < MB. & AS, rihtwis; see RIGHT &

RIGHT ANGLE

abbreviated K.A.,

-WISE], 1. acting in a just, upright manner; doing
what is right: virtuous: as, a righteous man, 2. morally

right or justifiable: as, a righteous act. S*TV. see moral,

righteous-ness (ri'chos-nis), n. 1. the quality or

condition of being righteous, or just; rectitude or

right field, in baseball, the right-hand part of the

outfield (as viewed ironi home plate).

right-fill (rit'fl) f adj. 1. right; just j fair; eq
IThaving a just, lawful daim, or right: as, the ,

owner. 3. belonging or owned by just or lawful

or by right: as, a rightful rank, 4 [Rare or

righteous; virtuous*

right-hand (rit
/
hand') 4/ * heing on or directed

toward the right X of, for, or with Bright hand.
3. most helpful or reliable: as, my
4. plain-laid: said of a rope.

right-hand-ed (rittLan'did),
hand more skillfully than a
left, 2. done with the right
with the right hand 4. fun
wise. 5. spsraHng from left to

right 1st

position

t using the right
to preference to the

3. made for ttse

to right; clock-

wwtttir
1

or rt*right ism Mt%'m) n. in ;.

actionary ideas or actions.
- - - "

Wist), n* in tolitto, & ptMoft i

I conservative or reactionary,

) > adv. [see RIGHT & -LY], 1. with justice ;

ight of way, I.

or ftatmtey law,
in front of another-



right-wing I2 5S ring
whale to hunt for" (because rich in oil)], a large-headed
whalebone whale without teeth or dorsal fin.

right-wing (rit'win '),<*<// in politics, of the right wing.
right wing, [see RIGHT, n. 6], in politics, the more
conservative or reactionary section of a party, etc.

Ri-gl (re'ge), n. a mountain in central Switzerland,
near the Lake of Lucerne: height, 5,905 ft.

rig-id (rij'id), adj. [L. rigidus < rigere, to be stiff;
base as in right, regal], 1. not bending or flexible;
unyielding; stiff: as, a rigid metal girder. 2. not
moving; nrmly fixed; set. 3. severe; strict: as, a
rigid taskmaster. 4. not deviating or relaxing; rigorous:
as, rigid regulations. 5. in aeronautics, having a rigid
framework that encloses containers for the gas: said
of a dirigible or airship. SYN. see stiff, strict.

ri-gid-i-ty (ri-jid'a-ti), n. [pi. RIGIDITIES (~tiz)], [L,
rigiditas], quality, state, or instance of being rigid.

rig-ma-role (rig'mo-rol')i n. [altered < ragman roll;
ragman < ME. rageman, a document, roll used in a
game; cf. RAG, RAGAMUFFIN], a succession of foolish,
rambling, or incoherent .statements; nonsense.

rig-or (rig'gr), n. [ME. & OFr. rigour; L, rigor < rigere,
to be rigid; base as in right, regal\, 1. extreme harshness
or severity; specifically, a} strictness or inflexibility:
as, the rigor of martial law. b) hardship or difficulty:
as, the rigors of life, c) inclemency, as of weather.
2. a severe, harsh, or oppressive act, etc. 3. stiffness;
rigidity; specifically^ a condition of rigidity in body
tissues or organs, in which they are not responsive
to stimuli, 4. a shivering or trembling, as in the chill

preceding a fever. SYN. see difficulty.

rig-or-ism (rig'Sr-iz'm), n. [rigor -f -ism], strictness
and austerity, as in living, religion, artistic style, etc.

rig-or-ist (rig'Sr-ist), n. a person who believes in or
practices rigorism.

ifri'gor mor-tis (ri'g6r mdr'tis, rig'6r), [L., stiffness
of death], the progressive stiffening of the muscles
that occurs several hours after death as a result of
the coagulation of the muscle protein.

ri^-or-ous (rig'Sr-os), adj. [QPr rigmreux, earlier
rigorous

i
ML. rigorosus\ t 1. characterized by rigor;

very strict or harsh: said of rules, persons, etc. 2, very
severe or sharp: said of climate or weather, 3. rigidly
precise; thorouKhly accurate or exact: as, rigorous
scholarship. $ YN, see strict.

rig-our (rig'Sr), n. rigor: British spelling,
Rigs-dag (ngss'dSg'), n. [Dan, < rige, kingdom + dag,
session, lit., day; cf. REICHSTAG}, formerly, the legisla-
ture of Denmark, matle up of the Landsting and the
Polketing: it was replaced in 1953 by a unicameral
Polketing.
ris da ler (ngz'dMr), n. [Dan.; see Rix-x>OLLAR] f an
obsolete Danish silver coin; rix-doUar.

Ri$-Ve-dn (rig-vl'd, rig-vi'da), it, [Sunn, Rgwda <
w, praise, hymn + wda t knowledge), the Veda of
Verses (Palms), the oldest and most important of
the Hindu sacred book. or Vedau,

Rils, Jacob August (r5s). 1849-1914; American
journalist and social reformer.
Rljfi (rin), 7i* the Rhine; the Dutch name,
Rija wijk (rfs'wlk), n. Ryswick; the Dutch name.
rile (m), v*t* [RILED (rfld), RILING], [pronun, var. of

roill [Colloq. or Dial), 1, to malice (a liquid) thick
and muddy by itirring the drew, ?, to anger; Irritate,

RMy, James Whit-comb (hwit'kam rFB} 1853?-
1916; American poet: called the Rooster tort,

JrI4Ievo (ri-lye'vc), n, {pL RIUKVI C-v8)j, [It,; see
RELIEF L in sculpt*, etc,, relief 6),

Ril ke, Rsi-uNir M-rf-n (rl'nir ml-rl'I rfl'k), 1875-
1926: German poet and fiction writer, born in Prague.

rill (ril), n, (cf. D. & Frii, ril, IXt. & G. rttlff, a little

brook or rivulet.

rill, rllle (HI), n* [G, rtiU, a groove* furrow; ee prtc.],
in astronomy, any of several long, narrow trenches or

valleys on the- mmf

wrfiee,
ritt-et MVlt) t n. [dim. of rim. a little rill? brooklet.
rim (rim), n* [MB, rim; A 8. rim* an wife, border;
akin to ON, nmi, a ridg*; !B, *?**, to support,
etc.), 1 the edge, border, W inaaftto* fspecially of

something circular; often, a or projecting edge
0r bonier* 2, a) the outer, circular part cl * wheel
b) a circular strip of ratt*l, often removable, on which
the tire l nKmnted on tlu i wheel df an uutunujbilc,
etc, 4* (EIMMEP (rimd), EIMMIKOJ, t. to pat * rim
or rtei an or wound* 2. to roll nitwnc! the rim <rf:

as. the g>if Ml rimmt'd thr holt* 5FJV. 1m t>rdor.

Frwacli ywb0!ft
rime (iini) t n,t u.

[ip. wrfeirM b
4* [HiMi';i> (mnd),

y lor hiitoriaU fwwww,

in AS.

leaves, etc. from atmospheric moisture; hoarfrost, v.t.
RIMKD (rimd), RIMING], to coat with rime.

rim-fire (rim'flr'), adj. 1. designating a cartridge with
the primer set in the rim of the base. 2. designat-
ing or of a firearm taking a rimfire cartridge. Cf.
centerfire.

Ri-mi-ni (re'me-ne'r Eng. rim'o-ni), n. a city in north-
eastern Italy, on the Adriatic Sea: pop. r 72,000 (est.

1947) : ancient name, Ariminum.
ri-mose (ri'mos, ri-mos')* adj. [L. rimosus < rima, a
chink, fissure], full of chinks, fissures, or crevices.

rim-oiis (ri'mQs), adj. rimose.
rim*ple (rimVI), n., v.t, & v.i. [RIMPLED (-p'ld),
RIMPLING], [ME. rimpyl, etc.; prob. < AS. *hrympel;
akin to MD., MLG. rimpe\, wrinkle; rumple; crease.

Rim-ski-Kor-sa-kov, Ni-ko-lai An-dre-e-vich (ne-k$-
H' an-drya'ye-vich rem'ski-kSr'sa-kdf; Eng. nm'ski-
kdr'ss-kdf), 1844-1908; Russian composer.
rim-y (rim'i), adj. [RIMIER (-i-er), RIMIEST (-i-ist)],
covered with rime: frosty.
rind (rind), n. [ME. rinde; AS. rind, rinde; prob. <
base of rendan, to tear: see REND], a hard or firm outer
layer or coating: as, the nnd of cheese, of fruit, of a
side of bacon, etc. SYN. see skin.

rin-der-pest (rin'dSr-pest'), n. [G. rinder, pi, of rind,
horned beast + pest, a plague], an acute infectious dis-
ease of cattle and, often, sheep and goats, characterized
by fever and inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the intestines; cattle plague.

Rine-hart, Mary Roberts (rm'hart), 1876-1958; Amer-
ican novelist and playwright.
ring (rirj), v.L [RANG (rarj) or rarely RUNG (run), RUNG,
RINGING], [ME. ringen; AS. hringan; IE, echoic
base *ker~, *kor~, seen also in creak, raven, scream,
etc.], 1. to give forth a clear, resonant sound when
struck or otherwise caused to vibrate, as a bell, 2. to
produce, as by sounding, a specified impression on
the hearer: as, her promises rang false. 3. to cause a
bell or bells to sound. 4. to sound a bell as a summons
(usually with for): as, she rang for the maid. 5. to
sound loudly or be full of sound; be resonant; resound:
as, the room rang with merriment : also used figuratively,
as, the nation rang with praise for his deeds. 6. to
have a sensation as of ringing, humming, etc.: said
of the ears or head, v.t. I. to cause (a bell, etc.) to
ring. 2. to sound (a peal, knell, etc.) by or as by
ringing a bell or bells. 3. to signal, proclaim, announce,
summon, usher (in or out), etc. by or as oy ringing:
as, the chimes rang the hours. 4. to test (coins, etc,)
by the sound produced in striking on something hard.
5. to call by telephone (often with up), n. 1, the
sound of a bell. 2. a) any similar sound: as, the ring
of laughter. 6) any loud sound t especially when re-

peated, continued, or reverberated* 3. a characteristic
sound or quality: as, the ring of pride. 4, a set 1 of
bells, S. act of ringing a bell, etc. 6. a telephone oat.

ring down the curtain, l. to sigiwl for a theater cur-
tain to be lowered ; hence, 2. to end something,

ring in, 1. to mark the time ol one's arrival at work
by means of a time clock. 2. [Slang], to bring in or
put in by fraud or trickery.

ring cmt, to mark the time of one's departure from
work by mei-nn of a time clock.

ring the fo^ii; [Colloq.J, to achieve a success; in allusion
to strength-testing devices, as at amusement parks,
in which t bell rings to indicate a successful effort,

ling up, to record or enter (a specified amount) in a
cash rtgiuter.

ling up the curtate, L to signal for a theater curtain
to be raided: hence, 2, to begin something.

ring (rirj), n, (ME.; AS. faint; akin to G. ring: IE,
*(&}gfm~>gk < base *($)<ws to bend, as also in L.
circus (cf. CIRCLE, CIECXJS, etc,), circa (cf. CIRCA); cf.

HUNO. n*l La small, circular band ol metal, etc,
especially of jprtclmw metal, often set with gems, to
b^ worn on tnt finger an an ornament or a symbol of

betrothal, marriage, ete* 2, any of various circular
bands or object f as of metal, plastic, etc-, used for
nome special purpose: an, a key ring, napkin ring.
3. a circular ltn* f mark, or figure, 4* the outer edga
or border of something circular; rtm, at of a wheel
$ ft circular cat mu4e, or a drcte of bark cut from,
wotted the trunk or a branch of a. tim 6. any of
the concentric, roughly eiroiilar mark* seen in CTOSH

of the trunki of txogenous trees, resulting
from the yearly addition of layers ol wood: in full,

imnuttl sing. 7. any of the tunas in a helix or spiral,
circular course* w in dancing, 9, a number of

or thtaga grouped in a circle. 10, a grouw 0!

worklttg togetHtr to advance their own nelfish

fbtewsts by ma-nipulntion and control, a* in builnest,
politics, etc, 11, an ^closed ana, often circular, for

contests, exhibition^, etc.: as* the ring ol a eirmw,
12, an tmdnsvm*, now usually a sQtsartf eanw*covtritl
area set of! by and ropes. In which boiing and

.**J
Qi*&'tl^Kfi|] tell?

Mta, MM, If*? *& <wtt

la M
x*. Set

, fttr; Mi Joy; arrf;
cWni ihei thja,
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ringbolt 1256 rip core

wrestling matches are held; hence, 13. the sport or

profession of boxing; prize fighting (with the). 14. an
enclosed space for betting at a race; hence, 15. book-
makers collectively. 16. a contest or competition,
especially a political one: n9w usually in toss one's hat
in the ring, to announce publicly that one is a candidate,
as for political nomination. 17. in chemistry, a closed
chain of atoms; number of atoms united in such a
way that they can be represented graphically as a
ring. 18. in geometry, the space between two con-
centric circles, v.t. [RINGED (rirjd), RINGING], 1. to
surround or encircle with or as with a ring. 2. to form
into a ring or rings. 3, to furnish with a ring or rings.
4. to put a ring in the nose of (an animal), as to prevent
rooting or fighting. 5. to circle about (animals) so as
to hem them in. 6. in some games, to toss a ring,
horseshoe, quoit, etc. so that it encircles (a peg). 7. to
cut a circle of bark from (a tree). v.L 1. to form or

gather in a ring or rings. 2. to move in a circular or
curving course; run, fi.y, etc. in circles or spirals; spe-
cifically, in falconry, to fly upward in spirals.
run rings around, [Colloq.], 1. to run 'much faster
than: hence, 2. to excel greatly.

ring-bolt (rirj'boltO, n. a bolt with a ring at the head.
ring-bone (nrj'bon')* n. any pathological bony growth
on the pastern bones of a horse, often causing lameness.

ring-dove Jrir/duv'), n, 1, the European wood pigeon,
with whitish markings on each side of the neck. 2. a
European and Asiatic dove resembling the turtledove:
also ringed turtledove.

ringed (rirjd), adj. 1. wearing or having a ring or

rings; hence (with reference to a wedding or engage-
ment ring), married or engaged. 2. decorated or
marked with a ring or rings. 3. encircled or sur-
rounded by a ring or rings. 4. formed like a ring or
of rings.

fin-gent (rin'jant), adj. [L. ringens, ppr. of ringi, to

gape], 1. gaping. 2. in botany, having the Hps widely
separated, as some corollas.

ring-er (nr/er), n. a person or thing that rings, or
encircles, etc.; specifically, a) a horseshoe, quoit, etc.
thrown so that it encircles the peg. 6) such a throw.
ring-er (rir/e'r), n. 1. a person or thing that rings a
bell, chime, etc. 2. [< ring in], [Slang], a) a player,
horse, etc. dishonestly entered in some competition
by falsifying or concealing the facts of identity, status,
age, record, etc. d) a person or thing that very much
resembles another: as, he's a ringer for his father.

ring finger, the third finger (next to the little finger),
especially of the left hand: the wedding ring is

worn on this finger.

ing lead er (rir/led'i
person who leads ot

opposition to authority, etc.

ring-let (rirj'lit), n. [dim. of ring (a circle)), 1, a little

ring or circle. 2. a curl, especially a long one: as,

yellow ringlets hung down her back.
ring-let*ed (rir/lit-id), adj. having or set in ringlets.
ring mas ter (rirj'mas'teVj rirj'maVter), n. a man who
directs the performances in a circus ring,

ring-neck (rirj/nek') n. any of various ring-necked
birds, as the zing-necked duck, pheasant, etc.

ring-necked (rir/nelrt') adj. having a distinctive
colored stripe or stripes around the neck, as certain
animals ana birds.

Ring of the Nibehmg, 1. in German legend, the
ring made from the Rheingold by Alberich, leader of
a race of dwarfs called the Nibelungs, 2. the

"

of music dramas by Richard "Wagner, Das 1
Die Walk&re, Siegfried, and GGtterdawmentng,
the story of this ring.

ring ouzel, a small European bird of the thrush family,
with a white band on its neck and breast.

ring-side (rir/sld'), nu 1. the space or place just
outside the ring, as at a boxing match or circus;
2. any place that provides a close view of soiw

ring snake, 1. a small, grayish-green, ncmpoi
North American snake with a yellow stripe arotutd
its neck, 2. a similar European snake: grass malce,

ring ster (rir/ster). n. [Colloq.J, a member of a ring,
specially of a political tin*.

ring-toss (rJba'toV), n. a game ia which ringi made
of rope, etc. are thrown to encircle a ptg.

ring lead er (rin^led'gr), n. [ring (a group) + leader], a
leads others, especially in unlawful acts,

.

orm (rir/wurm') * awy of wfetis contagious
diseases. as athlete's foot, caused fcv several

related varieties of fungus and characterised By itcfotag
and the formation of ring-shaped, diaooJtowa pitches
covered with scales or vesicles.

rink (rtrjk} r n* [Scot., earlier rmk < OFr* rate* ranksM RANK, *J, 1. a smooth expanse/ of ice m&rmd
off for the game of curling. 2. a part of a

"

grttfa large enough for a match to be
;

3. the players on one tide IB a game of <

or quota* 4 a smooth OKIMUH* of
tlAlly premrd and todoted. for $katfjng* * I

poor, usually of wood, for roller skating.

or enclosure containing a surface for ice skating or
roller skating.

rinse (rins), v.t. [RINSED (rinst), RINSING], [ME. rincen;
OFr. rincer, earlier re'incier < LL. *recentiare, to renew,
rinse, purify < L, recens, fresh, new; see RECENT],
1. to wash lightly, as by dipping into water or letting
water run over, into, or through. 2. to remove soap,
dirt, or impurities from by using clean water in this

way as a last process in cleansing. 3. to remove
(soap, dirt, etc.) in this way. n. 1. a rinsing. 2. the
water used in rinsing.

rins-ing, (rin'sirj), n. 1. usually pi. a) the liquid in or
with which anything has been rinsed; hence, 6) dregs.
2. the act of one that rinses; rinse.

Ri-o (re'o), n. Rio de Janeiro.
Ri-o Bra-vo (re'6 bra'vo"), Rio Grande: Mexican name.
Ri-o de Ja-nei-ro (re'o do ja-neVo, re'o da zha-na'ro;
Port, re'oo di zha-na'roo), a seaport in Brazil: its

capital: pop., 1,849,000: often shortened to Rio.
Ri-o de O*ro (re'<$ de 6"'r6"),

1. a Spanish colony on the
northwestern coast of Africa: area, c. 73,000 so^. mi.;
capital, Villa Cisneros. 2. this colony and adjacent
regions: area, c. 105,000 sq. mi.; pop., 25,000 (est,

1947) : called Spanish (Western) Sahara.
Ri-o Grande (re'o grand', re'o gran'di, re'6 gran'da;
also, for 2 &* 3, Port, re'oo gran'di), 1. a river flowing
from southern Colorado to the Gulf of Mexico: the
boundary between Texas and Mexico: length, 1,800
mi. : Mexican name, Rio Bravo. 2. a river in southern
Brazil, flowing into the Parand River: length, 650 mi.
3. a city on the coast of southern Brazil: pop,, 68,000:
in full, Sao Pedro de Rio Grande do Sul.
R-o Mu-ni (re'$ mo5'ne), a district of Spanish Guinea,
on the west central African mainland: area, 9,470
sq. mi.; pop., 89,000; chief city, Bata.
Rio Negro, see Negro, Rio.
ri-ot (ri

r
9t), n. [MB. & OFr. riote (akin to It. riota) <

, rioter, rihoter, to make a disturbance; said to be dim.
of ruir, to make an uproar < L, rugire, to roar], 1.

wild, or violent disorder, confusion, or disturbance;
tumult; uproar. 2. a wild, violent public disturbance,
or disturbance of the peace, by a number of persons
(in law, three or more) assembled together. 3. an un-
restrained outburst, as of laughter. 4. a brilliant, vivid

display (of color). 5. a) wild, loose living: debauchery.
b) unrestrained revelry, c) a wild, noisy feast or revel
!>.t*. [ME. rioten; OFr. rioter], 1. to take part in a
tumult or disturbance of the peace. 2. a) to live in
a wild, loose manner. &) to engage in unrestrained

revelry. 3. to indulge without restraint; revel (in

something), v.t. to waste (money, time, etc.) in
riotous living (usually with away).
run riot, [orig. of dogs barking on the wrong scent],
1. to run wild; act without restraint, control, or dis-

cipline. 2. to grow in luxuriance or profusion.
Riot Act, an English law, passed in 1715, providing that
if twelve or more persons are unlawfully assembled
to the disturbance of the public peace they must
disperse on proclamation (reading the Riot Aa) or be
held guilty of felony.
read the riot act to, to command to stop doing some-
thing regarded as wrong, warning that disobedience
will bring punishment,

ri ot ous (rT'Qt-os), adj. [ME,; OFr. riotms], 1, having
the nature of a not, or disturbance of the peace* C
engaging in or inciting to riot 3. loud and disorderly;
boisterous; uproarious* 4. loose and wild; dissolute;
profligatet S, luxuriant, as growth*

rfp P)' Nopflp (rftj7 UMNO]. (Lto MB.;
LG.; cf. Ft rtypm,
IE. base *n, to

prob, < MD. or
same seme; prok

,, ,--.,.,. Frk ripp* in
..--.- - -.- ^ %, to tear, tew off;

cf. KEAF, MPBJJ, L to cut or tear apart rougWy or
vigorously?\ often, at doth, along a eau 2. torcpaove
by w at by cutting or

teartajg roughly or "vigwoutly
(with ow* out* cwii^y, etc.)* S, to prodwoe a rip ua;
tear, C to saw or split (wood) along the grata, ni
L to beooffla tocp, or nut amrt, oftoOr at la d0th
ajop a 9Bpk 2, [Cotfo^^ to ore m^b speM or
violence, ft* a* torn place, rent, or burst team, as In
cloth. ~SYN. see tear.

^tot^JCoioo,i to attadk vfotaotly or sharply, often

V at inout* {(Mbq,J, to mttar vfotafy
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leasing the gas and causing a rapid descent. 2. a
cord, etc. for opening a parachute during descent.

ripe (rip), adj. [ME.; AS.: akin to G. reif; for IE.
base see RIP, .], 1. o) ready to be harvested and used
for food, as grain or fruit. 5) fully grown or developed,
as animals ready to be slaughtered for food. 2. like

ripe fruit, as in being ruddy and full: as, ripe lips.

3. sufficiently advanced, as by being kept in storage
or subjected to treatment, to be ready for use: as,

ripe wine, ripe cheese. 4. fully or highly developed,
as by study, experience, etc. ; mature as in judgment,
knowledge, etc.: as, ripe wisdom. 5. a} characterized

by full physical or mental development: as, a person of

ripe years. &) advanced in years: as, the ripe age of

ninety. 6. ready to do, receive, or undergo something;
fully prepared: as, ripe for trouble. 7. ready for some
operation, treatment, or process. 8. ready to open or
be lanced, as a boil. 9. sufficiently advanced ; far enough
along (for some purpose) : said of time.
SYN. ripe, in its basic applications, implies readiness to be
harvested, eaten, used. etc. (ripe apples, cheese, etc.) and, in

extended ttse, full readiness for action, etc. (ripe for change) ;

mature implies full growth or development, as of living organ-
isms, the mind, etc. (a mature tree, mature judgment) ; mellow
suggests the qualities typical of ripe fruit, such as softness,

sweetness, etc. and therefore stresses the absence of sharpness,
harshness, etc. (a mellow flavor, mood, etc.) ; adult is applied to
a person who has reached complete physical or mental maturity,
or his legal majority, and to ideas, etc. that show mature think-

ing. ANT. unripe, immature.

rip-en (rip'on), v.i. A v.t. to become or make ripe;
mature.

ri-poste, ri-post (ri-post'), n. [Pr. riposte; It. risposta <
nsponaere < L. respondere; see RESPOND], 1. m fencing,
a sharp, swift thrust made after parrying an opponent's
lunge; hence, 2. a sharp, swift return or retort, tu".

[RIPOSTED (-id), RIPOSTING], to make a riposte.

rip-per (rip'&r), n. 1. a person who rips, 2. a thing
that rips; device or tool for ripping, 3. a double-

ripper. 4. [Chiefly British Slang^, some person or

thing extraordinarily good or effective of its kind.

rip-ping (rip'irj), adj.
1. that rips, 2. [Chiefly British

Slang], excellent; fine; splendid.
rip-pie (rip'l), vd. [RIPPLED (-Id), RIPPLIKG], [Early
Mod. Eng.; orig. of stormy, dangerous water; hence
prob* < rtp t v, -f- -J, freq. suffix), 1. to form or have
little waves or undulating movements on the surface,
as water or grass stirred by a breeze, 2. to flow with
such waves or movements on the surface. 3, a) to
make a sound like that of rippling water, fc) to proceed
with an effect like that of rippling water: said of

sound, v.t. L to cause to ripple. 2. to give a wavy
or undulating form or appearance to. n. 1. a small
wave or undulation, as on the surface of water. 2. a
movement, appearance, or formation resembling or

suggesting this, 3. a sound like that of rippling water.
4. a snaalfrapid. SYN. see ware,

(ripH) ( v.t* (RIPPLED (-'Id), ftmnuEMG]. [MB,
(inferred < rypelinge) < MLG. or MD.; cf.

Fris. ripelje, etc.: IB, base prob, as in

reap, rip], to remove the seeds from (flax, etc.) with a
tootned implement resembling a comb. n. [prob. <
the .; akin to MLG, repd, BVis. fip4f flax comb],

ripple mark, any of the ripply Hnes on the surface of

sand, mud* etc. cawed by waves* wind, or both.

rip-plet (riplit), n. a Uttie ripple,

rip-ply (ripli), odi (uofLint (4i-ir) f mppLUST (^
ist)], characterized By ripples; rippling,

rip-rap (rip'rapO* it* fredwpl echoisnn formed on rap
*

"i usual vowel di*rfti*fcl-with Tvowel dWoitatoa], I. a foundation or will
mad of broken ttomet thrown together irregularly or

loosely, at in water r on A soft bottom* 2, ttont* twed
for this. V*t. [RIPIUUPFK) (-fftpt')* WMUWMN0J, to
make a riprap in or on; tregthn with nprap.

rip-roar injj WiM* rip'rViQ), wlf* [SkngJ, viy
lively and noisy; boisterous; uproarious.

(iip'6
/
)/ iu MM* .* W^J* & mT ^^ COftJ1w

'

ML twi grata*
fflangl I. a wy wAy,

, as violent storm. 2* * very
pOTOtt

risk

[ROSE (roz), RISEN (riz'n), RISING], [ME.
risen; AS. risan; G. reisen (of the sun) ; IE. base *er- t

to set in motion, etc., in extension *erei~s], I. to get

up 1. to stand or assume a vertical or more nearly
vertical position, after sitting, kneeling, or lying. 2. to

get up after sleeping or resting. 3. to return to life

after dying: as, he rose from the grave. 4. to rebel;
revolt: as, the people rose against the^ king, 5. to
end an official assembly or meeting; adjourn: as, the

legislature rose for vacation. II. to go up 1. to go to
a higher place or position; ascend. 2. to appear above
the norizon: as, the moon rose. 3. to attain greater
height or a higher level: as, the river rose rapidly.
4. to ascend or advance in social status, rank, im-

portance, etc.; become rich, famous, successful, etc.

5. to become erect or rigid. 6. to make an elevation;
extend upward: as, the building rose high above the
trees. 7. to have an upward incline or slant: as, the
hills rise steeply. 8. to swim to the surface of the
water in order to take a fly, bait, etc. : said of a fish.

9. to go up in pitch (of sound). III. to increase^ in
some way 1. to increase in amount, degree, quantity,
price, etc. 2. to increase in volume (of sound) ; become
louder. 3. to become stronger, more vivid, more
buoyant, etc. : as, his spirits rose. 4. to become larger
and puffier, as dough containing yeast. IV. to appear
by or as by rising 1. to protrude; stick out; stand out.

2. to originate, begin, or spring up. 3. to have a source:
said of a stream. 4. to happen; occur. 5. to become
apparent to the eye or mind: as, land rose ahead of
the ship, doubts rose to disturb him. 6. to become
apparent to the ear or nose. 7. to be built: as, a
house is rising on the hill. v.t. 1. to cause to rise,

as birds from cover or a fish to the surface of the
water. 2. in nautical usage, to cause to appear above
the horizon by coming nearer, n. 1. the appearance
of the sun, moon, etc. above the horizon. 2. upward
motion; ascent. 3. an ascent or advance in social

status, rank, importance, etc. 4. the appearance of

a fish at the water's surface. 5. a return to life. 6. a
piece of high or rising ground; hill. 7. a slope upward.
S. the vertical height of something, as of a flight of
stairs or a single step. 9. an increase in height, as of
water level. 10. an increase in volume or pitch of a
sound. 11. an increase in degree, amount, pnce, value,
etc. 12, a beginning, origin, springing tip, etc. 13.

[British], a raise (in wages, etc.).

get a rise out of, [Slang], to draw a desired response or
retort from by teasing or provoking.

give rise to, to cause to appear or come into existence.
rise to, to show oneself capable of coping with: as, he
rose to the occasion,

SYN.rlBG and arise both imply a coming into being, action,

notice, etc., but rise carries an added implication of ascent (em-
pires rise and fall) and arise is often used to indicate a causal

relationship (accidents arise from carelessness); spring implies
sudden emergence (weeds sprang up in the garden); otfSgfasfte
is used in indicating a definite source, beginning, or prime cause

(psychoanalysis originated with Pretid) ; derive implies a pro-

ceeding or developing from something else that is the source

(this word derives from the Latibn flow suggests a streaming
from a source Mfce water ("Praise Oo4 from whom all blessings

jflow'O ;
issue suggests emergence through an outlet (not a word

issued from his lips) ;
emanate implies the flowing forth from a

source of something that is nonmaterial or intangible (rays of

Eght manaWn* from the sytn) ; stem Implies outgrowth as from
a root or a main stalk (modern detective fiction stems from Poe) ,

rls* (rfz'er), n. L a person or thing tnat nsea. 2, any
of the vertical pieces between the steps in a stairway.

risibility (ribVbilVti), f*. \jl RISIBIHTIES f-tiaj],

1, the quality or state of being risible; abiHty or

inclination to laugh. 2, usually pi a sense of the
rfdiwilotia or anauilng : appreciation ofwhat is laughable.

risible (rVo~bl), adj, [Fr,; LL. risiWis < L. risw,

pp of rfcfeftf, to fatagk), 1. able or inclined to laugh.
2* of or connected with laughter. 3, causing laughter;

laughable; funny; anwsiug; ludkrom
ris ing (rfa/ifl), $ 1* that rises; going upv asoewlinf
ttunsatubfft anvanoing, sloping upward* etc. 2, ad-

vancing to adtSb years; growing; nmturing: as, the

nfifac gemtion. prep. 1. [Colloq.i somewhat over,

or more than. 2. [DM], approacMng; nearing: as,

to was rMng fifty, it 1. the act or process of a person
- - A *- f--

tbat risesj especially, an uprising; revolt;
2, something that rjaes: ip

c) & pratfsflftiQ* or promineace, b) [DiaU

of injury, damage, oc

cwngcrowii emmets; hwrd. Z In insurance* )

hance <ti Ixm, b) the degw of wobafotiity ol lorn
anaottnt of posMWe tow to thelntunng cwmpftny:

fStt, amount at tiffc,
A * .person or tMng wi*

flittCISMO to

4:**'"
db.

~

risk Involved In insuring him or tt.

ris^mr < the n.J, I. to cpoi to ^b

1

**^.t
<SWPfi;

re ovir: is, b hArn, tOTL look; out; up, m, fttrj fit

AW * to
x-*i * <Misttow.
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chance of injury, damage, or loss; hazard: as, we
risked our lives. 2. to incur the risk of; take the
chance of: as, he risked a fight. SYN. see danger,
run (or take) a risk, to expose oneself to the chance of

injury or loss; endanger oneself; take a chance.

risk-y (ris'ki), adj. [RISKIER (-ki-Sr), RISKIEST (-ki-ist)],

involving risk; hazardous; dangerous.
tRi-sor-gi-men-to (re-sSr^e-men'td), n. [It., lit., res-

urrection], the period of or movement for liberation,

reform, and unification of Italy from the latter part
of the 18th century to c. 1870.

tri-sot-to (re-s6VtS) f n. [It. < mo, rice], rice cooked
with gravy, grated cheese, etc.

ris-qu& (ris-ka'; Pr. res'ka'), adj. [Pr., p. of risquer,
to risk; see RISK], very close to being improper or

indecent; daring; suggestive: as, a risque anecdote.
rissole (ris'pl; Fr. re'sol'), n. [Fr.; ult. < LL. rus-

seolus, reddish < L. russus, red], a small ball or roll

of minced meat 9r fish mixed with bread crumbs,
egg, etc., enclosed in a thin pastry and fried.

Ri-ta (re'te), [It.], a feminine name.

ri-tar-dan-dq (re'tar-dan'do, re'tar-dan'do) , adj. [It.,

gerund of ritardare, to delay; see RETARD], in music,
becoming gradually slower: a direction to the per-
former; abbreviated rit., ritard.

rite (rit), n. [ME.; L. ritus], 1. a ceremonial or formal,
solemn act, observance, or procedure in accordance
with prescribed rule or custom, as in religious use.
2. any formal, customary observance or procedure:
as, the rites of courtship. 3. a) a prescribed form or

particular system of ceremonial procedure, religious
or otherwise; ritual: as, the Scottish rite, b) [often R-],
liturgy; especially, any of the historical forms of the
Eucharistic service: as, the Anglican rite. 4. [often
R-], a division of (Eastern and Western) churches
according to the liturgy used; specifically, a patri-
archate. SYN. see ceremony.

rit*u-al (rich'oo-ol), adj. [L. ritualis], of, having the
nature of, or done as a rite or rites: as, ritual dances.
n. 1. a set form or system of rites, religious or other-
wise. 2. the observance of set forms or rites, as in

public worship. 3, a book containing rites or cere-
monial forms, 4. a ritual service or procedure. 5. ritual
acts or procedures collectively. SYN. see ceremony.

rit u-alism (rich'oo-sl-iz'm) , n. 1. the observance or
use of, insistence on, or devotion to ritual. 2. the
study of religious ritual.

rit u-alist (rich'6o-al-ist) , n. 1. a student of or expert
in matters of ritual. 2. a person who practices or
advocates ritualism, adj. ritualistic.

rit-U'aMS'tic (rich'oo-a-lis'tik), adj. 1. of ritual or
ritualism. 2. devoted to or practicing ritual

rit'U-aMs-ti-cal ly (rich'oo-a-lis'ti-kl-i, rich'53-a-lis'-

tik-H), adv.^in a_ ritualistic manner.
rit-u-al'ly (rich'oo-al-i), adv. with, by, or according to
a ritual.

ritz-y (rit'si), adj. [RITZIER (-si-er), RITZIEST (-si-ist)],

{< the J&te-Carlton Hotel, New York City], [Slang],
luxurious, fashionable, elegant, etc. : often ironic*

riv-age (riv'ij), n. [ME.; OFr. < rive < L. ripa; see
RIPARIAN & -AGE], [Archaic], a bank, coast, or shore.

ri-val (ri'vl), n. (Pr.; L* rwalis, orig., one living near
or using the same stream as another; associated in L.
with nws t a brook, but influenced from another
(unknown) source], 1. a person who tries to get or
do the same thing as another, or to equal or surpass
another; competitor, 2. a person or thing that can
reasonably be said to equal or surpass another in some
way; % person or thing that can bear comparison: as,
plastics have become rivals of many metals. 3. (Obs.j,
an associate or companion in some duty. adj. acting
as a rival; competing, v.t. [RIVALED or RIVALLED
(-v'ld), RIVALING or RIVALLING], 1. to try to equal or
surpass. 2. to equal in some way; be a match For: as,
he rivaled his father in intelligence. v.L [Archaic], to
be a rival or rivals; compete (with).

ri-val-ry (rIVl-ri), n.
[pi. RIVALRIES

(-riz)J act of
rivaling or fact or condition of being a rival or rivals;
competition; emulation. SYN. see competition,

rive (riv), v.t. [RIVBD (rivd), RIVED or RIVEN (riv
/f
xi),

RIVING), [ME. riven; ON. rifa; IE, base *m*-, to tear:
cf. RIFT, REAP], 1. to tear apart; rend. 2. to split;
cleave. 3. to break or dismay (the heart, spirit, etc.).
vt. to be or become rived,

rivem (riv''n), alternative past participle of rive. adj.
torn apart or split.

rfv-er (riv%), . [ME. riitere; OFr. rivwe; LL. riparia
< L. ripanus: see RIPARIAN; for IE. base see RIVE,
etc.L f, a natural stream of water larger than a
creek and emptying into an ocean, a lake, or another
riven abbreviated R*, r., rir* 2, any steBar or plentiful
stream or flow: as, a river of lava,
sell down the river, to betray, dcivet abuse, etc,:
from the former selling of Negro lavw into harsfe
servitude on the plaatationa of thp tower Mississippi.
wp the rtvw, [Slang), (sent) to of confined IB a peni-
tentiary: from the tending of convicts lift th* Hwfscm
river from New York to sing Sim

(rfirir), it* a pewon or thing t&at rive*

Ri-ve-ra, Die-go (dye'gS re-ve'ra), 1886-1957; Mexican
painter, known especially for murals,

Rivera, Miguel Primo de, see Primo de Rivera, Miguel.
river basin, the area drained by a river and its tribu-
taries.

riv-er-head (riv'Sr-hed'), n. the source of a river.

river horse, a hippopotamus.
riv-er-ine (riy'&>in', riy'Sr-in), adj. 1. on or near the
banks of a river; riparian. 2. of, like, or produced by
a river or rivers,

Rivers. William Halse (h&ls riv'Srz), 1864-1922;
English anthropologist and physiologist.

River-side (riv'e'r-sidO, n. a city in southern California:

pop., 46,000.
riv-er-side (riv'er-sidO, n. the bank of a river, adj.
on or near the bank of a river.

riv-et (riv'it), n. [ME. ryvette; OFr. < river, $o clinch;
? < LL. *ripare, to make firm,
fasten (orig., to the shore) < L.

ripa, a bank, shore], 1. a metal
bolt or pin with a head on one end,
used to fasten plates or beams to-

gether by being inserted through
holes: the plain end is then ham-
mered into a head, to lock it into

place. 2. a similar device used to

fasten or strengthen seams, as on
work clothes, v.t. 1, to fasten
with a rivet or rivets. 2. to ham-
mer or spread the end of (a bolt,

etc.) into a head, for fastening
something. 3. to fasten firmly.
4. to fix or hold (the eyes, atten-

tion, etc.) firmly.
Ri-vie*ra (riy'i-ar'a; It. re-vye'ra),
n. the Mediterranean coast of France and Italy, from
Nice to La Spezia: a famous resort area.

ri-viere (re-vyer')t n, (Fr.,
lit., a stream, river], a
necklace, usually in several
strands, of diamonds or
other precious stones.

rivu-let (riv'yoo-lit), n.

[earlier rivolet < It. rivo-

letto, dim. of rivolo, dim.
of rito, a stream < L.

rims, a brook, stream], a
little stream: brook.
rix-doMar (riks'dol'&r), n.

[< obs. D, rijcksdalert lit.,

dollar of tne realm <
rijck. realm (akin to G. RIVIERA
reich) + daler (see DOLLAR) ;

cf. RIGSDALKRJ, formerly, in the Netherlands, Germany,
Denmark, etc., any of several silver coins worth about
a dollar: abbreviated Rd., rd.

Ri-yadh (re-yfd'),
n. a city in central Arabia, the

capital of Nejd and one of the capitals of Saudi Arabia;
pop., 30,000.

Ri-zaL Jo.6
f
(h$-se' re-sal'), 1861-1896: Filipino

patriot, physician, novelist, and peat; shot for alleged
conspiracy against Spain: Riml Day (December 30)
is observed in the Philippines in his memory.

Riz-zi-o, David (rit'si-3'; It. reVtsyo*), 1S33?-1566;
Italian musician; secretary and favorite of Mary,

I I -I
RIVET

A, rivet holding
steel beams to-

gether; B, cf D,
rivets

Queen of Scots; assassinated: also
RM., r.m. reichsmark.,

rm., [pL . . , ,

R.M.A*, 1. Royal Marine Artillery, 2, Royal Military

1. ream. 2, room,

Royal Mail

RMS,],
1. Roy

Academy. 3. Royal Military Asylum,'
R.M.C., Royal Military College.
R.M.S., 1. Railway Mail Service.
Service. 3. Royal Mail Steamship.

r.m.s., root mean square.
Rn, in chemistry, radon,

5'K'kf h J5tfwred nurse, 2, Royal Navy,
R,N.W.M.F t Royal Northwett Mounted Police,
rp,, 1* recto. 2* roan, 3. rood,
R.O., 1. Receiviuf Oflta. 2, Reowving Officer. 3,

,,al Order, 4 Royal Observatory.
Jch), IL>.cockroach.
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the road, all the cities and towns generally visited by
touring theatrical companies.

road agent, a highwayman, especially as on former
stagecoach routes in the western United States.

road-bed (rod'bedO, n. 1. a) the foundation laid to

support the ties and rails of a railroad. 5) a layer of

crushed rock, cinders, etc. immediately under the ties.

2. the foundation and surface of a road, or highway.
road-block (rod'blok'). n. 1. in military usage, a blockade
of logs, wire, cement, etc., for holding up enemy vehicles

at a point covered by heavy fire. 2. any somewhat simi-

lar blockade, often of squad cars, set up by police, as for

cutting off the escape route of a fugitive from justice.

road hog, a driver who keeps his car,
^truck, etc. in or

near the middle of the road so that it is hard or im-

possible for others to pass.
road'house (rod'hqus'), n. a tavern, inn, or, especially,

night club at the side of a road in the country.
road metal, crushed rock, cinders, etc., used for making
and repairing roads and roadbeds.

road runner, a long-tailed desert bird of the south-
western United States, characterized by running
swiftly instead of flying; chaparral cock (or hen): it

is related to the cuckoo.
road-side (rSd'sid'). n. the side of a road. adj. on or

at the side of a road.

road-stead (rod'sted'), n, [road + stead (a place)], a

protected place near shore, not so enclosed as a harbor,
where ships can ride at anchor: also road.

road*8ter (rod'stlr), n. 1. an open automobile with a

single seat for two or three persons: many roadsters

have a rumble seat as well. 2. a horse for riding or

driving on the road. 3. formerly, a bicycle or tricycle

for road use.

road-way (rod'wa'), n. 1. a road. 2. that part of a
road used by cars, trucks, etc.

; traveled part of a road.

roam (rom), tu" [ME. romen; akin to AS. araeman, to

rise; IE. base *erei- < *er-, to set in motion; cf. RISE],

to travel without purpose, direction, or plan; go aim-

lessly; wander; rove; ramble, v.t. to wander over or

through: as, he roamed the fields, n. a roaming ; ramble.

SYN.-~~roam implies a traveling about without a fixed goal

over a large area and carries suggestions of freedom, pleasure,

etc. (to roam about the country) ; ramble implies an idle mov-

ing or walking about and connotes carelessness, aimlessness, etc.

(we ramUed through the woods); rove suggests extensive wan-

derinff, but it usually implies a special purpose or activity (a

roving reporter) ; range stresses the extent of territory coveted

and sometime* suggests a search for something (buffalo ranging

tiie plains) ; stray implies a wandering from a given place, fixed

course, etc. (sheep straying from the fold); meander is used of

streams* paths, etc., and, in extension, ot people and animals,

that follow a winding, seemingly aimless course.

roan (r6n) t adj. [OFr.; Sp. ruano, roano.cofat of a
horse having a mixture of bay and gray hairs; prob.

ult < L, rawdus. grayish < rams, gravish-yellow,

tawnyl grayish-yellow or reddish-brown with a thick

sprinkling of gray or wait: said chiefly of horsesj n.

L a roan color. 2, a roan horse or other animal.

roan (rdn), n. \MScot,; ? <
0f*m, J>rance] t a toft.

flexible iheepskia used in, bookbinding, often treated

to look like morocco, adj* made of or bound m roan*

Roa-noke (r5'-tt5k') n. l..a river to, Virginia and
North
240 mi.fro , into Albeoaarle Sound: length,

tmithwestem Virginia* on this

rivers"pop,, WW '

3, an island off the northeastern

coast of North Carolina, between Albamarte and
Pamlico Sound*; Walter Raleigh trod to start a colony
there (1&5-1&7) but failed.

roar (r5rs *6r), vJf. [MB. rofw ww; AS, nriai; akin

to 0. wren; IB. echoic bae *?&, to cry, etc,, as ateo

in ans rlkyati* to bellow)^ 1. to ntter a loud, deep
sound, i & excittwemtv pun woger. tc. 2* to utter a
loud* deep* ruwibllnjg sound* as a Hon* 3. to breatne

with a loud, hoarse, rasping noise, m a horse affected

with the calted roarfe* 4 to talk or la^h" "

ad?. 5. to iw a toad noise in

etc., as a motor or gun. 6. to re-

_ * nolay d* P.t i. to uti^r la

with lottd, ^Nw itat am, he rpr*^ a

tatm r<w ii tibieivei liwfe> n.
.

"

a l^^it^ jp^^ wttto^ *CA

T^'
*

of an animal,

ep sound made
Hpli'.mMk.' '&>4wbi|'fl(tr
udV hoarse, rasping breathin

mi iwlif*
' & v

prMEIIK^V wwiy* ^^-*-
1

^^-^
*_.,... fejMMh ,..!,

(meat, etc.), as in an oven, with little moisture; bake.
3. to dry. parch, or brown, as coffee, by exposure to
heat. 4. to expose to great heat. 5. to heat (ore, etc.)
with access of air in a furnace in order to remove
impurities or cause oxidation. 6. t9 warm (oneself),
as at a fireplace. 7. [Colloq.], to criticize severely or

ridicule without mercy. IM. 1. to roast meat, etc.

2. to undergo roasting; be cooked by being roasted;
be baked. 3. to become very hot. n* 1. something
roasted; especially, roasted meat or a piece of roasted
meat. 2. a cut of meat for roasting. 3. a roasting or

being roasted. 4. [Colloq.], a picnic, or out-of-door
entertainment, at which food is roasted and eaten: as,

a steak roast, adj. roasted: as, roast pork.
roast er (ros'tSr), n. 1. a person or thing that roasts.

2. a special pan, oven, or apparatus for roasting meat,
etc. 3. a young pig, chicken, etc, suitable for roasting.

rob (rob), v.t. [ROBBED (robd), ROBBING], [ME. robben;
OFr. rober; OHG. roubon; akin to AS. reafian; see

REAVE], 1. to take property from unlawfully by using
or threatening force and violence; cornrnit robbery
upon: as, the thief robbed me of my money. 2. to de-

prive of something legally belonging or due, or take or
withhold something from unjustly or injuriously, as

by stealth or fraud. 3. to plunder; rifle. 4. [Rare],
to take as plunder; steal. v4. to commit robbery;
be a robber. Cf. steal.

rob-alo (rob'a-16', ro'bo-lo'), n. M. ROBALOS (-BzO,
ROBALO; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Sp. rdbalo or Port.

robalo < Catal. elobarro; ult. < L. lupus, a wolf], any
of a family of tropical American sea fishes, especially
the largest species, valued as a food fish.

rob-ana (rob^nd), n. [earlier raband & robbin; ult. <
ON. rabenda, to bend a sail on a yard; r&, sailyard +
benda, to bend, bind; cf. Fr. raban, D. raband], a short

piece of spun yarn or rope, used to fasten the head of

a sail to a yard, gaff, etc.

rob-ber (rob'er), n, a person who robs.
f

robber baron, a nobleman of feudal
t
times who robbed

people traveling through his domain.
robber fly, any of a group of flies, generally large,
that prey on other insects.

rob-ber-y (rob'r-i), n. [$l. ROBBERIES (-iz)], [ME. &
OFr, roberie], act or practice of robbing; specifically,

in law, the felonious taking of another's property from
his person or in his immediate presence by the use of

violence or intimidation. SYN. see theft.

Rob-bia, Lu-ca del-la <J6o'ka del'la rcVbya), 1400?-

1482; Italian (Florentine) sculptor and worker m
enameled terra cotta.

robe (rob), n. [ME.; OFr., a robe, orig. booty, spoils <
OHG, roub t raub, plunder; see ROB], L a long, loose,

or flowing garment, especially an outer garment;
specifically, a) such an outer garment worn on formal

occasions, to show rank or office, etc., as by a judge or

bishop, b) a bathrobe or dressing gown, c) a woman s

dress or gown, especially an elegant or elaborate one.

2. pi clothes: costume; dress; apparel. 3. a covering

or wrap, as o* fur, cloth, etc.; as, a lap robe. v.t. A v.t.

[ROBED (rSbd), ROBING], to dress ia a robe orrobes.

Irobe de chanvbre, robe-de-chatn;bre (xW .do

fihaWbr'), [Fr., lit., robe of (the) chamber!, a dressing

iobrt (rob'grt). [Fr.; QHG, Hro&bfL
RuprecM < Jmtod-, rwd-, fame + beraM, <

,

briht,-, -, , ,

gleaming], a masculine name: diminutives, Bob, Rob,

Mobw: variant, Rupert: feaafafafc Rtfberfa.

Robert I. L MO&S; Duke of Normandy; father of.

William the Conqueror: called the Devil, 2. -'i
king ol Scotland (1306-1329); won independeoce of

Scotland from Bnglaotd by his victory at Bannockbtini

(1314): called Robert (the) Bruce. J^ ''

Ro-ber*ta (ro-bttrta, rS-bur'ta), [fern, of Jtota&,. a
feminine name, ' >

'

Rob erts, Elizabeth Mad ox (inad'aks rob'fcrt*)*

, , and Wa
field oiaral: caBed Bobs,

Roberts, Owen Joiephws,
Jttkice, 0nfted States (1930-

(rob'trt>a) f 1^21-1793; Scot-
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large North American thrush with a dull-red breast

and belly. 2. a small European thrush with a yellowish-
red breast. Also robin redbreast.
Robin Good-feMow (good'fel'o), in English folklore, a
mischievous elf or fairy believed to play tricks on

people: identified with Puck.
Robin Hood, in English legend, a traditional outlaw of

the 12th century who lived with his followers in

Sherwood Forest and robbed the rich to help the poor:
he is the hero of many ballads and tales, celebrated

for his courage, gaiety, courtesy, skill as an archer, etc.

rob-in's-egg blue (rob'inz-eg'), a light greenish blue.

Rob-in-son, Edwin Arlington (rob'in-s'n) , 1869-1935;
American poet. . ,

Robinson, James Harvey, 1863-1936; American his-

torian and teacher.
Robinson Cru-soe (kroo'so), the hero of Daniel Defoe s

novel (1719) of the same name, an English sailor who,
when shipwrecked on a tropical island, manages to

live for years by various ingenious contrivances until

he is rescued: cf. man Friday.
ro-ble (ro'blS), n. [Sp. Port. < L. robur, hard variety
of oak], 1. the California white oak. 2. any of several

other trees of the oak family, beech family, etc.

ro-bomb (ro'bom'), n. a robot bomb.
rob-o-rant (rob'o-rant), adj. [L. roborans, ppr. of rob-

orare, to strengthen < robur, roboris; see ROBUST],
strengthening, n. a roborant medicine or drug; tonic.

ro-bot (ro'bst, rob'gt), n. [< Czech robotnik, serf, or

robota, compulsory service < robotiti, to drudge; akin
to G. arbeit, work, AS. earfoth, hardship]^ 1. any of

the manlike mechanical beings in Karel Capek's play
R.XJ.R. (Rossum's Universal Robots), who were built

to do routine manual work for human beings; hence,
2, a) an automaton, b) a person who acts or works
mechanically and without thinking for himself.
robot bomb, a small, jet-propelled airplane steered

by a gyropilot and loaded with high explosives: it falls

as a bomb when its fuel is used up.
robot pilot, a device that serves as an automatic
pilot, as in an airplane.

Rob-son, Mount (rob's'n), a mountain in eastern
British Columbia: height, 12,972 ft.: highest peak of
the Canadian Rockies.

ro-bur-ite (r5'b-rit') n. [L. robur, strength j
+ -4te], &

very powerful, flameless explosive containing chlori-

nated dinitrob'enzene and ammonium nitrate.
robust (ro-busf, ro'bust), adj. [L. robnstus, oaken,
hard, strong < robur, hard variety of oak, hardness,

strength], I. a) strong and healthy; full of vi^or; hardy,
6) strongly built: muscular; sturdy. 2* suited to or

requiring physical strength or stamina; as, robust work.
3. rough; coarse; boisterous. S YN. see healthy,

ro-bus'tious (ro-bus'chss), adj* [see ROBUST], [Archaic
or Humorous], 1. strong; sturdy; stout. 2. rough;
rude; coarse; boisterous.

roc (rok), n. [Ar. rukhkh; Per. rukh], m Arabian 6*
Persian legend, a fabulous bird of prey, so huge and
strong that it could carry off the largest of animals.

Ro-ca, Cape (r$'ka), a cape in Portugal, near Lisbon:
it is the westernmost point of continental Europe.
rocambole (rok'sm-bolO , TZ. [Fr. < O. rockmboUe;
rocken, rye 4- bolle, bulbj, a European leek, a plant
u$ed like garlic for seasoning.

Rbtctaanfrbeau, Cornte de (ds rft'shaVbo')* (Jean
&nptisi$ Donatun de Vimeur), 1725-1S07; French gen-
eral and marshal; commanded French forces against
the British in the American Revolutionary War.
Roch dale (rocb/dal), n. a city in Lancashire, western

England: pop., 91,000: one of the earliest English co-

operative stores was established there in 1844.
Rochdale principles, principles for the operation of
a consumers" co-operative store, n

t

formulated in

Rochdale, England; they include selling for cash at
current market prices, distribution of profits among
members, and democratic control,
Ro-chelle powder (r5-shelQ SeidKte powder.
Rochelle salt, [after JfatffcJfa Prance), a colorless,

crystalline compound, potassium sodium tartrafce,

KNaCH*O<r4H*O, used m a laxative,

froclie mou-ton nee (r6W mdB'tfc'na7). IFr., lit,

sheep-shaped rock), a rock worn into a smooth,
rounded form by glacial action.

Rodh-es-ter (ro'ches'tSr; roch'is-tSr), n. L a city in
western New York; pop., 331,000. 2. a city in south-
eastern Minnesota: pop., 30,wQ. $.- a city in northern
Kent, England; pop., 3S,000.
rochet (rpch'it), n. (ME.; OFr, < roc* a cloak; MHG,
rot; OHG, hroc, roch; cf, FROCK], a vmoMnt cf lawn or
linen, like a surplice, worn by oistoop* and cwn* attar
church dignitaries.

stock (rok} n* [ME, rokkc, ro&he; OFr. rockt; cf. AS.
-row, ML.rocfa], I. a large mass of ftcm* formfof a
peak or cliff. 2. a) stone in the mast* fr) brolea
of such itone. 3, a) mineral matter vmcwy sppb
pc'fl, fcirmed In nianses or large quantifies !tt tie

rth s crust by the action of heat, water, etc. #) a
particular kind or ntws of this. 4, anything lit or
suggesting a rock, f in strength or stability;

a firm support, basis, refuge, etc. 5. the rockfish.

6. the rock dove. 7. [Chiefly British], a type of hard

candy. 8. (Colloq. or Dial.], a stone, whether large
or small. 9. [Slang], a} usually in pi. a piece of money.
5) a diamond or other gem.
on the rocks, [Colloq.], 1. in or into a condition of

ruin or catastrophe. 2. without money; bankrupt.
3, served unmixed over ice cubes, as whisky.

rock (rok), v.t. [ME. rocken; AS. rocdan; prob. akin
to G. rucken, to pull, push; IE. base *req~, pole, to

push with a pole], 1. to move or sway back and
Forth or from side to side, especially in a gentle, quiet-

ing manner, as a cradle, or a child in the arms; hence,
2, to bring into a specified condition by moving or

swaying in this way: as, she rocked the baby asleep:
also used figuratively, as rocked into a false sense of

security. 3. to move or sway strongly; shake; cause
to tremble or vibrate: as, the explosion rocked the

house. 4. in mezzotint engraving, to prepare the surface

of (a plate) by roughening with a rocker (sense 5).

S. in mining, to wash (sand or gravel) in a rocker

(sense 4). u.i. L to move or sway back and forth or

from side to side in or as in a cradle. 2. to move or

sway strongly; shake; vibrate. 3, to be rocked, as

ore. n. 1. the act of rocking. 2. a rocking motion.

rock-and-roll, rock 'n* roll (rok'
f

n-roK), n. 1. a kind
of commercial jazz music based on the blue^ and char-

acterized by strong, regular beat. 2, a lively dance

performed to this music.
rock-a-way (rok'9-wa') n. [< Rochaway* NJ, r

where
formerly made], a light horse-drawn carnage with four

wheels, open sides, and a standing top.
rock bass, a fresh-water food fish of the sunush family,
found in eastern North America.
rock-bot-tom (rok'bot'am), adj. at rock bottom;
lowest possible.

rock bottom, the lowest level; very bottom,
rock-bound (rok'bound')t adj* surrounded or hemmed
in by rocks; as, a rock-bound inlet.

rock brake, any of several kinds of fern; specially, the

parsley fern,
rock candy, large, hard, clear crystals of sugar,
rock cod, a smau cod found around rocks; kind of rock-
fish.

rock crystal, a transparent quartz* specially when
colorless.

rock dove, the European wild pigeon: also rock pMeoxi.
Rock-e-feMer, John Da-vi-son JcU/vi-s'n rokVfel'Sr),
1. 1839-1937; American capitalist and philanthropist.
2. 1874- ; his son; American capitalist and philan-
thropist.

rock-er (rok'eY), n. 1. a person who rocks, as a cradle.
2. either of the curved pieces on the bottom of a eradle,

rocking chair, etc. 3. a rocking chair. 4. a cradle
for washing sand or gravel in gold mining. 5. a device

consisting of a small steel plate with a toothed and
curved edge, for roughening and thus preparing the
surface of a plate to b engraved, 6. a ukate with a
curved blade,
rocker arm, an armlike piece attached to a rockihuft.

rock-er-y (rokllM), rt. [$, ROCKBRifft (-te)] rooks and
soil arranged for growing plants; rock gmrdwi.
rock et (rok'it), n, (It.

rocket, orJg, dim, erf

rocca, a distaff; OHO.
roccho, a distan; from
the resemblance in

shaped a projectile con-
sisting of a cylinder
filled with a combus-
tible ubftance wfeick
when ignited produow
gam that escape
through a vent In t

rear and drive their
container forward by
the principle of re-
action: torn* rockets

a spool or bobbin,

&0CICET BOMB
DIAGRAM

are made to bttntt m the air with a nhower of
or $tara and arewd M fireworks or signali; othwi are
wod M weapoat; cf, jt 9roittoii, tU, L to go like
a rocket; dart fthed wjftfy, 2* to fly twiftfy and
almost dtruuit tip who* fistoli taiti gittti birds.
rocket (rok%), it.Jfe WfiSto; Pn vmwta tou
ult, < U ra

t k!r|d of cotoworll L a luropifta putot
grown ltk aimacfa aM ftd & iwfi4i; toekit
salad. 2. any of a

-^ . .

pittite with white* fl
3, a weed found in so

ro%t giwf toy
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rodents, n. any of several mammals, as rats, mice,
rabbits, squirrels, beavers, etc., characterized by con-

stantly growing incisors adapted for gnawing or

as the rock cod. c) any of several groupers of the waters ro-dent (ro'd'nt), adj* [L. rodens, ppr. of rodere, to

around Bermuda, Florida, etc. gnaw], L gnawing. 2. of or like a rodent or the

Rock-ford (rok'ferd), n. a city in northern Illinois:
J J- - ~ ~ 1 ~^i- * *+ ;~~

pop., 93,000.
rock garden, a garden with flowers and plants growing
on rocky ground or among rocks variously arranged.
Rock4es (rok'iz), n. pL the Rocky Mountains.
rock i-iiess (rok'i-nisX, n. a rocky quality or state.

rocking chair, a chair mounted on rockers or springs,
so as to allow a rocking movement.

rocking horse, a toy horse of wood, etc., set on rockers
or springs, and big^ enough for a child to ride.

Rock Island, a city in northwestern Illinois, on the
Mississippi River; pop, 49,000.

Rock-He, Knute (noot rok'ni), 1888-1931; American
football coach, born in Norway.

< rodear, to go around, surround; L. rotare; see RO-

TATE], 1. a roundup of cattle; hence. 2. a place for

enclosing cattle that have been rounded up. 3. an exhi-

bition or competition of the skills of cowboys, as horse-

manship, lassoing, etc., for public entertainment.
Rod-er-ic, Rod-erick (rod'S-rik, rod'rik), [ML. Rod-
ericus; OHG. Hrodrich, Ruodrich < hruod*, ruod- t

, .

rock oil, [Chiefly British], petroleum.
rock pigeon, the rock dove.
rock rabbit, a hyrax.
rock-ribbed (rok'ribdO. o4/ * having rocky ridges
or elevations: as, rock-ribbed coasts; hence, 2. firm;
rigid; unyielding: as, a rock-ribbed policy.

rock-rose (rok'roz') n- 1. any of a number of related

plants with large, roselike flowers of white, purple, or
red. 2. the flower of any of these plants,
rock salt, common salt (sodium chloride) occurring in
solid form, especially in rocklike masses,

rock-shaft (roVshafV, rok'sMft') ,
w. a machine shaft

designed to rpck back and forth on its journals rather
than to

fr
revolve.

rock*weed (rok'wedO n any of a number of seaweeds
that grow on rocka
rock wool, a fibrous material that looks like spun
glass, made from molten rock or slag by passing a
blast of steam through the fluid: mineral wool: it is

used for insulation, especially in buildings.
rock-y (rok'i), adj\ [ROCKIER (4-er), ROCKIEST (-i-ist)],

1. full of or containing rocks. 2. consisting of rock.
3. like or suggesting a rock; specifically, a) firm;
stable. 6) hard; unfeeling: as a rocky heart.

rock-y (rok'i), adj. [ROCKIER (4-eV), ROCKIEST (-i-ist) ],

1. inclined to rock, ^or sway: tmsteady; shaky, z.

ISlang 1. weak and dizzy, as from dissipation.

Rocky Mount, a city in eastern North Carolina: pop.,
28,000,
Rocky Mountain goat, a white, goatlike antelope of

the mountains of northwestern North America, with
a thick, shaggy coat and a pair of black horns.

Rocky Mountain National Park, a national park in

nortn central Colorado, including Longs Peak and
other snow-covered mountains: area, 405 sq. mi,

Rocky Mountains, a mountain system in western
North America, extending from, New Mexico to
Alaska: highest peak, Mt. MclCkiley (in Alaska),
20.300 ft,; highest peak in the United States, Mt.
Elbert, 14,431 ft. : also called Rockies, Great Divide,

Rocky Mountain sheep, the bighorn.
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, an acute infectious
disease caused fry Rickettaia transmitted -by ticks,
and charactered by fever, muscular pains, and skin

eruptions: first discovered in tto Rocky Mountains,
it fa also endemic in other parts of the United States,

fame 4- Gmc. *rik-, a king], a masculine name.
Ro-di (rS'de), n. Rhodes: the Italian name.
Ro-din. Au-jiuste (6'giist' rS'daw'; Eng.
1840-1917; French sculptor.
rod-man (rod'man), n. [pi. RODMEN (-man)], a person
who carries or works with a rod; specifically, in sur-

veying, the man who carries the leveling rod.

Rod-ney (rod'ni), [< surname Rodney < place name
Rodney Stoke, England], a masculine name; diminutive,
Rod.
Rod-ney, George Brydg-es (brij'iz rod'ni), Baron
Rodney, 1718-T792; British admiral.
Ro dolph (ro'dolf), a masculine name; see Rudolph.
rod-o-mon tade (rod'a-xnon-tad', rod's-mon-tad'), n.

[Fr,; It. rodomontata < Rodomonte, boastful leader of

the Saracens, in Ariosto's Orlando Furiosot ] arrogant
boasting, vainglorious bragging, or blustering,, ranting
talk. adj. arrogantly boastful or bragging. v.t. [RODO-
MONTADED (-id), RODOMONTADING], to boast; brag.

roe (ro). n. [dial, also roan; ME. rowne; prob. < ON.
hrogn (akin to G. rogen)', the prevailing form seems
to be a new formation on the supposition that ME.
rowne was an -n pi., but traces of a rowe, roge (akin
to MD. roge, OHG. rogo, etc.) are found in ME.],
1. fish eggs, especially when still massed in the ovarian
membrane; called hard roe. 2. fish sperm; milt: called

soft roe. 3. the spawn of certain crustaceans, as the
coral of the lobster.
roe (ro), n. [pi. ROB, ROES (roz); see PLTJRAL, n, D, 2],

[MB. ro,- AS. ra, raha; akin to.G. reh (OHG. rlfco);
IE. *roi~ko < base *rei~, *ro- f striped, shotted, seen
also in Sans. rifya-, antelope], a small, agile, graceful
European and Asiatic deer; also roe deer.

roe-buck (rS'bukO, n. [pi. ROEBUCKS (-buks'), ROE-
BUCK, see PLURAL, n, D, 11, the male of the roe (deer).
roent-gen (rent'gsn), n. [after W. K. Roentgen], the
unit used in measuring radiation, as of X rays.
Roent gen, Wil-helrn Kon-rad (vil'heltn kdn'r&t
rSnt'gan; Bng. rent'gen), 1845-1923; German physicist;
discoverer ofX rays; received Nobel prize in physics,
1901: also spelled Rdntgen.

roent-gen-ize (rent'gs-niz'J, v.t. [ROENTGENIZBD (-nizd')

ROENTGENIZING], to subject to the action of X rays.

(rent'g9n-6, rent'gsn-0), a combining

roent

rockwork, shellwork < rcw; (OFr. recite)* a rock], I. a
style of architecture and decoratiofi developed in

France from the
1

baroque and, characterized primarily
by elaborate and profuse ornamentation Imitating
foliage, rockwork, . shellwork, scrolls, etc., often done
with much delicacy and refinement: it was popular
especially in the first half of the 18th century. 2. a

elaborate in ornamentation; florid and tasteless,

rod (rod), it. 1MB. rodde; akin to rode (tea ROOD);
Late AS. rWl \. % timmfy awtMfcr sJiool or 9tem
cut froni or till part of, u buh or tree; hence, 2. in
Biblical UHC. an oflnhoot or branch of a fainily Of tribe;
stock or race: as. the rod of Lsaiah. 3. any straight,,
or almot itealgat, feick, ntft br W^ etev 9*
wood metal, or other material 4. a) a stick or nwitch,
or a mm d atteki or rmtchf for wnlpplng or
* -"'*' m pun&Bboiait; h^m9

, ^,_, (rent'gan-ofi/rQ-fi), n, photogra-
phy by the t*se of X rays.

roent'gen'Ol-0'jiy (rent'gQ-noro^i), n. [romtgeno- +
*^oiy]i the stwy and use of X rays, especially in

connection with the diagnosis and treatment of disease.

roent gen o-ther a py (rent^n-S-tlwr'o-pi), n, [romt-
geno- + therapy]* the treatment of disease by meaias

rtytoTinitwS^ Roentgen* rions, falso r-], X rays.
as Eke this, od/. 1. dJor&roeooo. 2, too wotuse and ro-ga'Wn, Oro-'gl'shon) , n. [ME. rogadoun < OFr, or

* fc *" - - * * * - r
t.; OFr. rogation; L. rogatto < rogare, to add L
usually in $. a prayer or supplication, especially as

chanted in churclt ceremonies during Rogation oays*
2. in ancient Home, a) a consul's or tribune's proposal
of a law to be passed or- rejected by ttoe people/ o) such

Rogation days, the three days before Ascension Day,
during wMdfi supplications were <

-

iTO'ga-Fo*ry (rog'0-tor't rog^-wri),
pp. of rotor*, to ask; -f- -oyyjt
to question for facts, as at la ."-- - ' ^" *<Aa -afr^forft. ..

<
. .

or appointed

Fr.) cognate
v/**.\^r. ** r wwKit?r r jwwrtiyyr * iwipinwv"-, f */*-, lanie "t"

p
^^*t

0pe*rjf a masculine name, inter/. [< conventional
of intefnatkmal signal fiaf for R], [also r-L

"

tenn used in i^adiowejahony to indicate
a message1

; hence, 2, fSlang], right t O/K.l
- ' -- '

(> (WiUiam Penn AdaT~ *^
. __,^_^ Iwmorist and actojr.

,1HP__ ^.l it. |< K>th-c, thieves* slang; ? < L. i

to ask (jm EOOATICW}], 1. formerly* a wandtrlnp
cc toamp; vagabond. 2, a rascal; scoundrel.

wing, mischievous person: usftd
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ately. 4. an animal, as an elephant, that wanders
apart from the herd and is fierce and wild. 5. in

biology, an individual varying markedly from the
standard, especially an inferior one. v.t. [ROGUED
(rogd), ROGUING], 1. to cheat. 2. to destroy (plants,
etc.) as biological rogues. 3. to remove such plants,
etc. from (land, etc.). v.i. to live or act like a rogue.

ro-guer-y (ro'ga-ri), n. {pi. ROGUERIES (-riz)], the
behavior or act of a rogue; specifically, a) trickery;
cheating; fraud, b) playful mischief.

rogues' gallery, a collection of the photographs of

criminals, as used by police in identification.

rogue's march, 1. music played in a jeering manner
when a soldier is dishonorably discharged from his

regiment. 2. any jeering and noisy expulsion of a
person from a community, group, etc.

ro-guish (ro'gish), adj. of, characteristic of, or having
the nature of, a rogue; specifically, a) dishonest; un-
scrupulous. 6) fun-loving; playfully mischievous.

roil (roil), v.t. [Fr. rouiller < OPr. rouil, roille, rust,
mud; ult. < L. robigo, rust], 1. to make (a liquid)
cloudy, muddy, unsettled, etc. by stirring up the sedi-
ment. 2. to make angry or irritable; displease; vex.

roil-y (roi'K), adj. [ROILIER (-li-gr), ROILIEST (4i-ist)],
[roil + -y] t 1. turbid: muddy. 2. angry; irritable.

roist-er {rois'tgr), lu. [< earlier roister, loud bully;
OPr. ruistre, rutste < L. rusticus; see RUSTIC], 1. to
swagger. 2. to be lively and noisy; revel boisterously.

roist er-ous (rois'tgr-as) , adj. roistering.
Ro land (ro'fond), [Fr.; OHG. Hruodland. Hrodland <
hruod-, fame + land, lant, land], a masculine name: It.

Orlando; also spelled Rowland, n. a legendary hero of
the Chanson de Roland and other stories of the Char-
lemagne cycle, famous for his strength, courage, and
chivalrous spirit: he was killed while fighting the
Saracens at Roncesvalles in 778 A.D.
a Roland for an Oliver, one thing in full return for
another: tit for tat: in allusion to a legendary five-day
fight between the hero Roland and his friend Oliver,

,,'Wnicfci neither won.
rojle, idle, (rol), ji.

fPr. rdle, lit., a roll: from roll con-
taining actor s part], 1. a paxt, or character, that an
actpr plays in a performance; hence. 2. a function or
c-ffice assumed by someone: as, an advisory role.

Rolf (rolf), a masculine name: see Rudolph,
roll (rol), v,i [UK rotten; QPr, roller, roler. roider; LL.
*rbtulare < L. rotula, dim. of rota, a wheel; cf . ROTATE],
],. to move by turning on an axis or over and over.
2. to move or be niovea on wheels. 3. to travel about;
wander. 4. to pass; elapse: as, the years rotted by,
5. to move in a periodical revolution: said of stars,
planets, etc., as, the moon rolls in its course. 6, to
flow, as water, m a full swelling or sweeping motion:
as, the waves rolled against the boat. 7. to extend in
gentle swells. 8. to make a loud, continuous rising
and falling sound: as, thunder rolls. 9. to rise and fau
in a full, mellow cadence, as sound, speech, etc, 10. to
form a ball or cylinder by turning over and over on
itself or something else: as, the string rolled into a
tight ball. 11. to turn in a circular motion: as, her
eyes rolled. 12. to move in a rocking, swaying motion:
as, the ship rolled; hence, 13. to walk by swaying.
14. to become flattened or spread under a roller. 15. to
make progress; advance; as, now we're rolling. v.L
1. to ,rjaove by turning on an axis or over and over:
as, she rolls a hoop. 2. to move or send on wheels or
rollers. 3. to move or send in a full, sweeping motion:
as, the ocean rotts its waves against the elm, 4. to
beat (a drum) with blows in rapid, light succession.
5. to utter with full, flowing sound: as, he rolled his
words. <5, to pronounce or say wi1$j a trill: as, be
rolls his r's. 7. to give a swaying motion to; 'ad, the
waves rolled the ship along. 8. to move gently around
ana around or from side to side: as, sfee rotted mx ey^s.
9. to make into a ball or cylinder by windfeg 0ver and
over itself or something else: as, lie roUed a. cigarette.
10* to wrap or enfold, as in & covering; as, jne rolled
the child in a blanket. 11, to xnakenat* mootf)* o*
spread out by using^ a roller, rolling pin, 0te X& to
throw (the dice) as m tie game of craps. 13. t6 iron
(sleeves, etc.) without forming a crease. 14, [Slaigl tb
rob (a drunken or helpless person). 15. in Printing,
to spread ink on, as type, a form, etc,, with a rolter,
n. [MB. & OFr. rolls; L. rotulus, rotula; in some mm
directly < the v.l 1. a rolling, 2. a paper, parch-
ment, tc. that IB rolled up: scroll $. a register;
catalogue. 4, a list of names for checking attendance:
muster roll 5, a measure of something rolled into a
cylinder; as, a roll of wallpaper. 6. a cylindrical maw
of something; ML a sausage roll. 7. a) any of variously
ihped unml! eate of bread, b) thin cake covered witf*
fruit, nuts, eta and rolled: as, a jelly roll, c

'

Telf etc. rolled and cooked. 8. a roler. 9. a t
or rolling motion* 10 & rapid ^iKsciipiiofit Q
blows on a dtrum. It fowl reverie^Siff 'AMHI,
peal. M of thunder. 12. a full ctaeiw^fl0w 01
words.

. 13. ft^Ifeht wett or rim oa tte mtot of

in which an airplane in flight performs one complete
rotation around

t
its longitudinal axis. 16. in book-

binding, a revolving tool used in making an impression
or pattern. SYN. see list.

roll back, to reduce (prices) to a previous or standard
level by government action and control.

roll in, 1. to assemble or arrive, usually in large num-
bers. 2. [Colloq.], to have much of: abound m.

roll out, 1. to flatten into a sheet by rolling. 2. to
spread out by unrolling. f

roll round, to recur, as in a cycle: as, winter rolled
round again.

roll up, 1 . to make or put into the form of a roll. 2. to

wrap up by turning over and over. 3. to accumulate;
increase. 4. [Colloq.], to arrive in or as if in an auto-
mobile, carriage, etc.

strike off the rolls, to expel from membership.
RoMand, Ro-main (rS'maw' rS'laW), 1866-1945;
French novelist, biographer, dramatist, and music
critic; received Nobel prize in literature, 19 IS.

roll-a-way (rol^-wa'), odj. having rollers for easy
moving and storing when not in use: as, a rollaway bed.

roll-back (rol'bak'), n. a reduction of prices to a
previous level by government action and control,

roll call, 1. the reading aloud of a roll, or list of names,
as in classrooms, military formations, etc., to find out
who is absent. 2. the fixed time, or a signal (as on a
bugle), for such a reading,

roll-er (rol'&r), n. 1. a person or thing that rolls (in
various senses). 2. any of various rolling cylinders or

wheels; specifically, a) a cylinder of metal, wood, etc.
over which something is rolled for easier movement.
b) a cylinder on which something is rolled up or wound:
as, the roller of a window blind, c) a heavy cylinder of

metal, stone, etc. used to crush or smooth something.
d) in grinting, a cylinder, usually of hard rubber, for
spreading ink on the form just before the paper is

impressed. 3. a long bandage in a roll. 4, a heavy,
swelling wave that breaks on the shoreline. 5, in

ornithology, a} a tumbler pigeon. &) a canary that rolls,
or trills, its notes, c) a European bird, related to the
kingfisher, which rolls and tumbles in flight, S YN. see
wave,

roller bearing, a bearing in which the shaft turns with
rollers, generally of steel, arranged lengthwise in a ring-
like track : used to reduce friction,

roller coaster, an amusement device in which small.
open cars move on tracks that dip sharply up and
down, make sharp turns, etc., so as to thrill the riders.

roller-skate (rSl'eY-skaV), iwf. to move on roller
skates,

roller skate, a skate having small wheels, usually
four, instead of a runner, for us on a smooth surface.

roller towel, a long towel sewed together at the ends
and suspended on a roller*

roll film, a strip of photographic film rolled on a spool
for a series of consecutive eacposttrea.

rol-Hck (rol'ik), v.L fwrob. Stood of romp (or r&ll) &
frohcl t6 be gay, carefree, and hilarious in play romp,
rol-Udk-lng (Tol'ik-in), ad}, [am prec,]; cwifree and
gay; lively and hilarious.
roHickeome (rol'ik-s&m)* ad/, [see -SOMB], rollicking.
rolling (rSl'ir/), adj. fppr, of roll], 1. moving by
turning over and over, 2. moving on wheels or rollers,
3. recurring: as, the rolling seasons, 4, rotating or
revolving on or 4s on an axte* 5* moving up and
down or sideways: ,

rotffaf ye*, 6. folded over or
back: as, a rolling collar, 7. swaying; m, a roiling
walk, 8. surging tip or on m strong wavet: *, rolling
smoke, retting wateri. 9. resoling or reverbera-
ting; a% rolling thunder. 10, trilM; at, u rolling
note, 11. dipping tip aiid down in gentle nlopet: wt

rolltng land. n. tie action, naotioflu or sound of some-
thing that rolls or is rolled.

T

rolling toltdbi, a knot to wMda we or more- tens
are made between two hatchet: ^-e knot, Utah

ttffita* tutu, L A factory in wbidb a*tal burs," J

--r@3naltodot 2. a
s urn for

something, * kr3, 14 fSkI moam a
Wftd of pftper money, 15, tn won&tlifyi, ft ttuummr
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2. a pile of logs on the bank of a river awaiting removal.

Rol vaag, O-le Ed-vart (o'la ed'vart rol'vag; Norw.
rol'vCg), 1876-1931; American novelist, born in
Norway.

ro-ly-po-ly (ro'li-pSli) , adj. [redupl. on roll], short
ana plump; pudgy; dumpy, n. [pi. ROLY-POLIES
(-hz)l, 1. a roly-poly person or thing; especially, such
a child. 2> [Chiefly British], a kind of pudding made of
rich pastry dough spread with fruit or jam, rolled up,
and boiled, steamed, etc.

Rom, rom (rum), n. [see ROMANY], a gypsy man or
boy.
Rom., 1. Roman. 2. Romance. 3. Romanic. 4.

Romans (Epistle to the Romans).
rom., roman (type).
Roma (r6'ma), n. Rome: the Italian name.
Ro ma ic (ro-ma'ik), adj. [Gr. Rhomaikos, Roman (of
the Eastern empire)], I. of modern Greece. 2. desig-
nating or of the language of modern Greece, n. this

language; Modern Greek.
ro maine (ro-man') n. [Fr., fern, adj., Roman], a kind
of lettuce with leaves that form a long, slender head.
also romaine lettuce.
Ro mains, Jules (zhiil r^'man'), (pseudonym of Lows
Farigoule), 1885- ; French novelist, poet, and drama-
tist.

Roman (ro'man), adj. [AS.: L, Romanus < Roma,
Rome; replacing ME. Romatn < OFr.], 1. of, char-
acteristic of, or derived from ancient or modern Rome,
its people, etc. 2. of the Roman Catholic Church, or
the Latin rite. 3. [usually r-], designating or of the
style of printing types most common in modern use,

upright, light-faced, and with ^serifs. n. 1. a native,
citizen, or inhabitant of ancient or modern Rome.
2. the Italian spoken in Rome.

t
3. Latin. 4. loosely,

a member of the Roman Catholic Church. 5. [usually
r-), roman type or characters. Abbreviated Rom., (for
n. 5) rom.
Jro-man (rd'maW). n. [Fr.; OFr. Romain (<.L. Ro-
manus), lit., of Rome; cf. ROMANCE], 1. a type of
metrical narrative developed in France in the Middle
Ages. 2, popularly, any romantic novel.
Roman alphabet, the alphabet used by the ancient
Romans, from which most modern European alphabets
are derived: it consisted of twenty-three letters (J,

/, and W were added later).
Roman arch, a semicircular arch*
Roman architecture, the style of architecture used
by the ancient Romans, characterized by the rounded
arch and vault, thick, massive walls, and the use of
much brick and concrete.
Roman calendar, the calendar used by the ancient
Romans, from which the modern catendar is derived;
it consisted originally of ten months but later was
changed to twelve.
Roman candle, a kind of firework consisting of a
long tube that goads out balls of fare, sparks, etc.

Roman Catholic. 1. of the Roman Catholic Church.
2, a member of tne Roman CathoHc Church, Abbrevi-
ated R.C., Rom. Oath.
Roman Catholic Church, the Christian church headed
by the Pope (Bishop of Rome): abbreviated R.C.Ch.
Roman Catholicism, the beliefs, practices, organisa-
tion, etc* of the Roman Catholic Church.
Romance (r5~mansf, r5rmans), adj. f< obs. Fr.

e; OFr.
, ,

(langu*) romance, Romance language; romanz;, .

see ROMANCE (tiue)L designating, of, or speaking any
of the languages derived from Low Latin; Portuguese,
Spanish. Catalan, J^ovwcaX French, Rhaeto-Ro-
xnanic, Italian, and Romanian, n. these languages.
ro-mance (rC-mans7 ; also, for n.. ro'mans), n* JMB.J
OFr, remans, romant < romanz (escrirc}, (to write) m
Roman, (i.e.,, the vernacular, not Latin) : LL. Romanics
(scribere] < L. Romanicus; see ROMANIC], 1, formerly,
a long narrative in verse or prose, originally written in

one of the Romance dialects, about the adventures
cf knights and other chivalric heroes. 2. later, a
fictitious tale of wonderful and extraordinary events,
characterized by much imagination and idealization.

3, a type' of novel in which the emphasis is on love.

adventure, etc. 4 the type of literature comprising
such stones. t

5. , real happenings or adventures
exciting and unusual as those of such Iterate^ 6-

quality, ot otywMteteic *> wmmvt* *ov* *4
venture found la such literature. 7. the tendency to

f, an
or awp. 9. ji tev affair* t(X m

Roman Empire, the empire of ancient Rome, estab-
lished by Au-
gustus m 27
B.C.: it con-
tinuedunti!39S
A.D.: see also
EasternRoman
Empire, West-
ern Roman
Empire.

Ro-tnan-esque
(ro'ma-nesk'),
adj. (Fr. ; It.

romanesco, ro-

manzesco < ro~

manzo, a ro-

mance; OFr.
romanz; see

ROMANCE], 1.

of one of the ROMAN EMPIRE
Romance lan-

guages, especially Provencal. 2. designating or of a
style of European architecture of the llth and 12th
centuries, based on the Roman and characterized by
the use of the round arch and vault, thick, massive
walls, interior bays, etc. 3. designating or of a style
of painting, sculpture, etc. corresponding to this, n,
1. the Romanesque style of architecture, painting, etc.
2. a Romance language.Roman holiday, entertainment or gain acguired at the
expense of others' suffering or loss: so called from the
gladiatorial contests wageaas entertainment in ancient
Rome.
Ro ma-ni a, Ro ma ni-a (rd-mu'nyS; Eng. ro-mS'ni-9,
ro-man'ya), n. a country in south central Europe,
on the Black Sea: area, 74,214 sq. mi.; pop., 15,873,000
(est. 1948); capital, Bucharest: also Rumania, Rou-

Romanian (ro-ma'ni-an, rS-mSn'yan), ad/, of Ro-
mania, its people, their language, etc. n. 1. a native
or inhabitant of Romania. 2. tne Romance language
of the Romanians. Also Rumanian, Roumanian.
Roman ic (ro-man'ik), adj. [L. Romanicus\ derived

from^ancient Rome or from vernacular Latin, n. in
linguistics, Romance* Abbreviated Rom.
Ro man ism (r5'msn-iz'm), n. 1. Roman Catholicism:
hostile usage. 2. the spirit and influence of ancient
Rome.
Ro man iat (r5'mon-ist), n. [Mod. L. Romanista], 1. a
Roman Catholic; hostile usage. 2. a person who
studies or is expert in Roman law, antiquities, etc.
Ro-man-i za-tion (ro'mon-i-zS'shon, ro'msn-l-asS'shsin) ,

n. a Romanizing or being Romanized.
Ro man ize (ro'mon-izO, v.t. [ROMANIZED (~izd'), RO-
MANIZING], 1. to make Roman in character, spirit,
etc. 2. to make Roman Catholic or convert to Roman
Catholicism. 3. to respell in the Roman alphabet.
v.i. L to follow or be influenced by Roman customs,
law, etc. 2, to conform or become converted to
Roman Catholicism.
Roman law, the code of laws of the ancient Romans;
it forms the basis for the modern legal system in
many countries.
Roman nose, a nose with a high, prominent bridge.
Roman numerals, the Roman letters used as numerals
until the 10th century A.D.; in Roman numerals
| m i V m 5, X m 10, L - 50, C - 100, D - 500,
and M 1,000. Other numbers are formed from these

by adding or subtracting: the value of a symbol
following another of the same or greater value is added
(e.g., m m 3, XV - 15); the value of a symbol pre-
ceding one of greater value is subtracted (e.g., IX 9) t

and the value of a symbol standing between two ot

greater value is subtracted from that of the second,
the remainder being added to that of the first (e.g.,

XIX - 19). Roman numerals are commonly written
ia capitals* though they may be written in tewefwca^e
letters. A bar over a letter indicates multiplication
fay I t$QO (aft*, v 5,000).
Ro-ma-nov (r6-ma'n6*f; Eng. ro'ms-nSfO. n* the~ ' '

Btty (1613-491
'

papal court* SINJ
,
CJurfii ItomstRii.

, 1596-1645; first Honmnov cmr cf
toMfcfc <l6tt-l<S4S).

Roman punch, a frozen dessert made with lemon
jtelcift, rwpEu <stCt i

'

(

Roman rite, in the Roman Catholic Church. I. the
authentic form or use < of the 3Laiin

1& JUtfe rite,

nz), n.pl. [construed as singj, the
c ft book d? tbe NfirJMiSwwt*-

. the A*H, ftS to the
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[Romansh rumansch, rumonsch < LL. romanice; see

ROMANCE], the language, derived from vernacular
Latin, that is spoken in the Grisons or eastern part
of Switzerland and in contiguous regions of the Tyrol
and Italy; Ladin; Rhaeto-Rpmanic.
ro-man-tlc (ro-man'tik), adj. [OFr. romant (see RO-

MAUNT); + -ic: Fr. romantique & G. romantisch are
both < late 18th-c. Eng., in sense 5], 1. of, having the
nature of, characteristic of, or characterized by; ro-

mance. 2. without a basis in fact; fanciful, fictitious,

or fabulous. 3. not practical; visionary or quixotic:
as, a romantic scheme. 4. full of or dominated by
thoughts, feelings, and attitudes characteristic of or
suitable for romance: as, a romantic youth. 5. of,

characteristic of, or supposedly characteristic of ro-

manticism and the Romantic Movement: now often
used in a derogatory sense, with implications of un-
restrained sensuousness, vague imagery, lack of logical
precision, escape from the realities of life, etc.; in

literature, the term originally meant "suggestive of

romances, Gothic": contrasted with classical, realistic,
etc. 6. suitable for romance, n. 1. a romantic person.
2. a romanticist. 3. pi. romantic characteristics,

thoughts, ways, etc. SYN. see sentimental.
ro-man ti cal ly (ro-man'ti-k'1-i, ro-rnan'tik-li) , adv.
in a romantic manner.

ro man-ti cism (ro-man'ta-siz'm) , n. 1, romantic
spirit, outlook, tendency, etc. 2. a) the Romantic
Movement, 6) the spirit, attitudes, style, etc. pf% or
adherence to, the Romantic Movement or a similar
movement; contrasted with classicism, realism, etc.

ro-man-ti-ciet (ro-man'ts-sist), n. an adherent of ro-
manticism in literature, painting, music, etc.

ro-man-ti-cize fro-man'to-siz')* v.t. [ROMANTICIZED
(^slzdO,. ROMANTICIZING], to treat or regard romanti-
cally; givje a romantic character to or interpretation of.

Romantic Movement, the revolt in the 18th and
earl; 19th centuries against the artistic, political, and
religious .principles that had become associated with
neoclassicism: characterized in literature and the arts

by liberalism in form and subject matter, emphasis
on feeling and originality, the use of imaginative
suggestion, and sympathetic interest in primitive
nature, jnedievalism, and the mystical,
Rom-a-ny (roiote-ni) , n. [Gypsy ram/mi, fern. & pi of
romano, gypsy < rom, a man, husband, gypsy < Sana
tfoma, roan of low caste], 1.

\fl. ROMANY, ROMANIES
(-niz)], a gypsy. 2. the Indie language or the gypsies,
which, occurs with many local modifications, ad/, of
the gypsies, their language, etc. Also spelled Rommany.
Romany rye (ri), [Gypsy romani (see ROMANY) -f m,
rai, a lord < Sans, rajan, king; see RAJAH], a person
not a gypsy who associates with the gypsies, speaks
their language, etc,

ro maunt (ro-mant', ro-m6nt'), n. [OPr. romant (Fr.

roman) f var. of romanz; see ROMANCE], [ArchaicJ, a
romantic poem or story; romance.
Rom. Cadi., Roman Catholic.

in central New York: pop., 41,000. 3, a city in north-
western Georgia: pop., 30,000. 4. a) the Roman
Catholic Church. &) Roman Catholicism.
Ro-me o (ro'rni-o'), n- [It. < Romolo < L, Romulus],
1. the hero of Shakespeare's tragedy Romeo ana
Juliet (c. 1595), son of Montague and fover of Juliet,
daughter of Capulet: at the death of the lovers their
feuding families become reconciled; hence, 2. {pi.
ROMEOS (-cV)L a lover.
Rom ish (rom'ish), adj. Roman Catholic: hostile usage.
Rom-ma-ny (romVni), n. \pL ROMMANY, ROMMANIES
(-niz)J, Romany.Rom mel, Er-win (er'ven r&n'al), 1891-1944; German
field marshal in World War II.
Rom ney, George (rom'ni, rum'ni), 1734r4802; English
painter.
romp (romp), n. J< earlier ramp, vulgar woman,
hussy, prob, < MB. rampm; OPr. romper; see RAW*.
ANT], 1. a person who romps, especially a girl. 2.

[< the .], .boisterous, Hvely play or frolic. 3.1Skng]f

an easy, winning gait in a race; as, the horse won la a
romp, vj. 1 to play or froHc in a boisterous, lively
way. 2. [Slang], to win with ease in a race, contest,
etc, : as, the horse romped home. SYN. we play,~~ '--* r * - *^

romp Ish (rom'pish), adj. inclined to romp;" playful
.

Rom-u his (rorn/yoo-las), n. (L4 In Romm
a on of Mars and founder and first king of
deified as OuMnusi he and his twk brother
left to dfeTn the Tiber when tfcwy ww babies* w

, by * ibp-iroll: later Eomjtte Idlled Rernm
<ro'1d) f ||cot. < OH, JUtamMr; mldto 10

. Raganald; .see RKGINALD), a masjculine name,
RM*eat*?alli

a village in the Pyrenees, in northern Spain: also
Roncevaux: see Roland.
Ronce-vaux (rows'vo'), n. Roncesvalles: French name.
ron-deau (ron'do, ron-do'), n. [pi. RONDEAUX (-doz,
-doz'Y], [Fr., earlier rondel < rona, round], 1. a short
lyrical poem of thirteen (or sometimes ten) lines
with only two rhymes, and an unrhymed refrain
that consists of the opening words and is used in two
places: also roundel. 2. in music, a rondo.

ron-del (ron'dl, ron'del), n. [MR; OFr.; see RONDEAU],
a kind of rondeau, usually with fourteen lines, two
rhymes, and the first two lines used as a refrain in
the middle and at the end (the second line occasionally
being omitted at the end) : also roundel.
ron delet (ron'dl-et'), n. [ME.; OFr., dim. of rondel],
a short rondel, usually of ^five or seven

t
lines in one

stanza and a refrain consisting of the opening words.
ron do (ron'do, ron-do'). n. [pi. RONDOS (-doz, -doz')],
[It.; Fr. rondeau; see RONDEAU], in music, & composition
or movement, often the last movement of a sonata,
having its principal theme stated three or more times
in the same key, interposed with subordinate themes.
ron dure (ron'j&r), n. [Fr. rondeur; see ROUND & -ER],
[Poetic], a circle or sphere; roundness.
Ron sard, Pierre de (py&r da row'sar'), 1524-1585;
French poet.
Rontgen, Wilhelm Konrad, see Roentgen, Wilhelm.
Rontgeri rays, (also r>], Roentgen rays; X rays.
rood (rood), n. [ME. rode; AS. rod, a cross, measure;
akin to G. rule, a rod, pole, Eng. rod; IE

4
. base *r^-,

*r8t-, a pole, thin branch; cf. ROD], 1. originally, the
cross on which Jesus was crucified; hence, 2. any cross

representing this; crucifix, especially a large one at
the entrance to the chancel or choir of a medieval
church, often supported on a rood beam or rood
screen. 3. a cross as used in crucifixion. 4. in Eng-
land, a measure of length varying from 5 1/2 to 8
yards, according to locality; sometimes, 1 roa, 5. a
measure of area usually equal to 1/4 acre (40 square
rods). Abbreviated ro.
rood beam, a beam across the entrance to the chancel
or choir of a church, usually constituting the head of
the rood screen and used to support the rood.
rood loft, a loft or gallery over a rood screen.
rood screen, an ornamental screen, usually with a rood
above it, serving as a partition between the nave and
the chancel or choir of a church.

roof (roof, roof), n* [pi ROOFS (rSois, roofs)], [ME.
rof; AS. kraf; akin to MD. roef (D., deckhouse, etc.) :

IE. base *krapo~, roof], 1. the outside top covering
of a building; hence, 2. figuratively, a house or home.
3. the top or peak of anytJaing: as, the roof of the
world. 4. anything like a roof In position or use: as,
the roof of the mouth, v.t. to provide or cover with
or as with a roof,
raise the roof, fSlang.], 1 to be very noisy, as in ap-
plause, anger, celebration, etc. 2. to complain loudly,

roof-er (r$df%, roof'er), n, a person whp builds or
repairs roofs.

roof garden, 1. a garden on the flat roof of a building,
2. the roof or top floor of a high building, decorate?
as a garden and used as a restaurant, etc.

roof ing (roWin, roof'in), n. 1. the act of covering
with a roof. 2. material for a roof or rooff, 3/1
roof.
roof less (rSoflis, rooflis), adj. 1. having no roof*
2. having no house or shelter; hoinelets.

roof-tree (rOT'tre"', roofW), n. 1. the large horizontal
beam extending along the top of * roof; ridgepole;
hence. 2, a roof. 3. a ttome or ulielter.
K* frook), n. [ME. roc; AS. ^oc; akto to O, rmk!
IE. echoic base *Jws *feois orfg. of the bird's ctjrj
csf. RAVEN, 1. a gregarious Bttrqsfean crow that btdMs
its nest in trees around bidMtngs* 2, a iwto4ler:
cheat. eppecMly in gamblingf p*f A |O ^roK from
tfoe bird's tWevlfttpees}, to iwioSbt &<wfct

rogk (?w% n* [ME. & Ofc rto; Per, nM}t te cJms,
either ol the two corner pieces shaped Ike a castle
t<3wer: it can move in a vertical or mm^^. direction
over any Bomber of consecutive, tK>etoW squares;
abbreviated E* f r. : al called catffa

k%-i}
|

n. W, EOOITMW fUN,
at1

gfclp drift* mcMlE^ f
living Quarters; lodgings;
gathered togtfte uTmttii <
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6. [Obs.], a positipn or office,

living quarters^have lo"
silent.

room, collectively.
room-i-ly (room'o-l

v.i. to occupy
, _, ... .^ gs; lodge, v.t, to provide

with a room or lodgings. Abbreviated rm.
room and board, sleeping accommodations and meals.
room-er (room'Sr, room'er), n. a person who rents a
room or rooms to live in; lodger.
room-ette (room-et', roorn-etO, n. a small, private
room in some railroad sleeping cars, furnished with a
bed that folds into the wall, a toilet, washbasin, etc.

room-ful (room'fool', room'fool'), n. 1. as much or as
many as^will^ fill a room. 2. the people or objects in a

o-li, room'a-li), adv. with plenty of

room; amply. _
room-i-ness (room'i-nis, room'i-nis), n. the quality or
state of being roomy.
rooming house, a house with furnished rooms for

renting; lodging house.
room-mate (room'mat', room'mat ), n. the person, or

any of the persons, with whom one shares a room or
rooms.

room-y (room/i, room'i), adj. [ROOMIER (-i-Sr), ROOMIEST
(-i-ist)], having plenty of room; spacious.

roor-back. roor-bach (roor'bak), n. [after the supposed
author of a group of alleged selections from a (non-
existent) book, Roorback's Tour through the Western
and Southern States in 1836, containing spurious
charges against Tames K. Polk, then a presidential
candidate], a false or slanderous story devised for

political effect, especially against a candidate for
election.

roose (ro5z; Scot, rose), n*, v.L & v.i. [ROOSED (roozd;
Scot. r6zd), ROOSING), [Scot.], praise.

Roo-8e-velt,_Eleanor (r5'z9-velt' f ro'zo-vslt, roz'velt;

by some, roo'za-velt'), (born Anna Eleanor Roosevelt),
1884- ; wife of Franklw Delano: United States dele-

gate to the United Nations (1945-1953).

Roosevelt, Franklin Del a-no (del'9-no'), 1882-1945;
thirty-second president of the United States (1933-
1945).

Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919; twenty-sixth presi-
dent of the United States (1901-1909).

Roosevelt Darn, a dam on the Salt River, in central
Arizona: height, 284 ft.: length, 1,080 ft.

roost (rSc-st), n. [MB.; AS. hrost; akin to MD. roest;
IE. *krodsto < base *qred-t timberwork, beams, as
also in Goth, hrot, roof], 1. a perch on which birds,

especially domestic fowls, can rest or sleep. 2. a place
with perches for birds; hence, 3, a place for resting,

sleeping, etc. v.i. 1. to rest, sit, sleep, etc. on a perch.
2. to stay or settle down, as for the night.
come home to roost, to have repercussions,^especially
disagreeable ones; boomerang.

rule the roost, to be master.
rooat-er (roWter), n. froost 4- -*r), the male of the
chicken: cock.
root (jrw. root), n. [MB. & Late AS. ro&; ON, rot:

akin to LG. rut; IB. base
^wrad-f etc*, brunch, root*

stick, as also in L* radix

(cf, RADICAL), AS, wyrt (see
WORT)], L the part of *
plant, usually below the

ground, that holds the plantm potttiotOf draws water and
nourishment from the soil,

and stores food. 2. any
underground part of a plant,
as a rhizome. 3. the at-

tached or embedded part of
a bcxiily structure, as of the
te*&, Mfar,

"
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wrotan, wrotian, to root up < wrot, snout; IE. base
*wer~, to tear up, as also in AS. ivritan (cf. WRITE)],
to dig or turn up with the snout, as a pig. v.i. 1. to
search by rummaging (usually with through). 2,

[Colloq.], to work hard, as for a living; plug; hence,
3. [Slang], to support or encourage a contestant or
team, as by applauding and cheering.
Root, Elihu (root, root), 1845-1937; American lawyer
and statesman; secretary of state (1905-1909); re-
ceived Nobel peace prize, 1912.

root-age (root'y, root'ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. a taking,
root or being nrmly fixed by means of roots. 2. the
roots of a plant, collectively,
root beer, a carbonated drink made of root extracts
from certain plants, as sassafras, etc.
root hair, in botany, one of the thin-walled, hairlike
tubular outgrowths from a growing root, which serve
to absorb water and minerals from the soil.

root-i-ness (root'i-nis, root'i-nis), n. the quality of
being rooty.

root-let (root'lit, rootlit), n. a little root or small
branch of a root; radicel: see root, illus.

root-stalk (root'st6k' f root'st6k')t n. a rhizome; root-
stock.

root-stock (root'stok', root'stok'), n. 1. a rhizome;
hence,

t
2. an origin or source. 3. a root used as a

stock in the propagation of plants.
root-y (root'i, root'I), adj. [ROOTIER (-i-Sr), ROOTIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. having many roots. 2. like a root or roots.

rope Crop), n. [ME, rop, rope; AS. rap,' akin to G.
reif (Goth, raip) ; IE. *reip-, rag, piece of cloth < *rei-,
to tear (cf. REAP, RIPE); prob. basic sense "what is
torn off and twisted''], 1, a thick, strong cord made
of ^intertwisted strands of fiber, thin wires, leather
strips, etc. 2.

$1. such cords strung between posts
to enclose a boxing ring. 3. such a cord, or a noose
made of it, for hanging a person; hence, 4., death by
hanging. 5. a lasso. 6. a ropeUke string of things
put together by or as by twisting, twining, or braiding:
as, a rope of pearls. 7. a ropelike, sticky formation
in a hquld, as wine, v.t. [ROPED (ropt), ROPING],
1. to fasten, tie, or confine with or as with a rope.
2. to connect or tie together by a rope, as mountain
climbers. 3. to separate, mark off, or enclose with a
rope (usually with in, off, or out). 4. to catch or
throw with a lasso, v.i* to become ropeHke and
sticky: as, some candy is cooked until it ropes.
glve one rope, [Colloq. ] to allow one freedom of
action in the expectation that he will overreach
himself.
know the ropes, [Colloq.], to be fully acquainted with
the details of a business or procedure.
on the ropes, 1. in boxing, knocked against the ropes;
hence, 2. [Slang], near collapse or ruin.

rope in, [Slang], to entice; persuade; lure; inveigle.
the end of one's rope! the end of one's actions, means,
etc. in a desperate situation.

rope danc er (rSp'dan'sSr, rSp'daVsSr), n. a performer
who dances* walks, or does tricks on a rope stretched
between poles m$n above the ground,

rop-ej>y (rSp'&r-iy, n. \$L ROPERIBS Has)], 1. a place
for the manufacture o? ropes. 2. [Archaic], roguery.

rope*walk (r5p'w6kO ** a long, low, narrow building,
shed, etc. in which ropes are made.

rope-walk-er (rSp'wdk'er), n* a ropedaacer,
rop-i-ness (rop^i-nis), n. a ropy quality or condition.

top'J (r5p'i), adj. [ROPIER (4-er), ROPIEST (44st)J,
1. forming sticky, stringy threads, as some liquid.s;

glutinous. 2. like a rope or ropes.
romie (rok), n. [< croquet], a kind of croquet played on
a hard court with special equipment, and requiring
ipcKrace skill than ordictary croquet*
Roquefort cheese (ro'k'f&rt; Fr* rdfc'ffirO, [< Jto$*f-
fori, town in southern France where it was orig. made],
a strong cheese with a bluish mold, made from goats

1 ewes' milk: also Roquefort.
e (rokMOr^ rokVloT'; jr, ^IKfot**

c ,
jlfc* W * KWif^^^MsS'frr'

fj^av^y cloak, wtotiSiyt Icftfte^wo^ftht osf
~ jL^- A-jr- -

tajt^-foot* ,
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Pennine Alps on the border between Switzerland and
Italy: height, 15,196 ft.

ro-sa-ceous (ro-za'shos), adj. [L. rosaceus], 1. of the
rose family of plants, including also the strawberry,
blackberry, agrimony, etc. 2. having a corolla of
five petals, like that of the rose. 3, like a rose. 4.

rose-colored; rosy.
Ros*a-lie (roz'o-le', ro'z9-le')i [Ft.; prob. < L. rosalia,
annual ceremony of hanging garlands of roses on
tombs < rosa, a rose], a feminine name.

Ros-a-lind (roz's-lind, roz's-lind') , [Sp. Rosalinda, as
*

if from rosa linda, pretty rose; but prob. ult. < OHG.
Roslindis < Gmc. *hro-, fame + Und-, linden, shield
made of linden wood], a feminine name. n. the heroine
of Shakespeare's comedy As You Like It.

Ros-a-mond (roz's-mond, ro'za-mand), [ME. Rosa-
munda < OFr. Rosamonde or Sp. Rosamunda; LL.
Rosamunda, as if < L. rosa mundaf clean rose; but
ult. < OHG. Hrosmund < Gmc. *hro~, fame + mund-,
hand, protection], a feminine name.
ro8*anMIn (ro-zan'9-lin) , n. rosaniline.
ros-an-Mine (ro-zan's-lin, ro-zan's-Hn', ro-zan's-lenQ.
n. [< rose + aniline], a crystalline base, CaoHaiNaO,
made by heating aniline and toluidine with nitro-
benzene: many aniline dyes are derivatives of it.

Ro-sa-rl-o (ro"-sa'ry8), n. a city in east central Argen-
tina, on the Parana River: pop., 522,000 (est. 1944).

ro-sa-ry (ro'za-ri), n. [pi. ROSARIES (-riz)], [ME. rosarie;
L. rosarium, rose garden (ML. t rosary,, garland of

roses), neut. of rosarius, of roses < rosa, a rose], 1. a
bed of roses or rose garden. 2. in the Roman Catholic

Church, a) a string of beads used to keep count in

saying prayers: it contains sets, five or fifteen, of ten
small beads and one large bead; each set (decade\ is

associated with a mystery of the Faith, or happening
in the life of Jesus and the Virgin Mary. &) [also R-J,
the prayers said with these beads: a paternoster (large

bead), followed by ten Aves (small beads) and a
Gloria Patri (large bead) for each set. 3, a string of
beads used in a similar way among other religious

Ros-coe (ros'ko), [? < N.Brit. (Celtic) place name], a
masculine name.
Rose (roz), [see ROSE, n.], a feminine name: diminutive,
Rosie; variant, Rosita; equivalent, It. & Sp, .Rosa.

rose (roz), n. JME.; AS.; L. rosa < Gr. rhodon; of
Oriental origin],

1. any of a number of related plants,
characteristically with prickly stems and five-petaled,
usually fragrant flowers of red, pink, white, yellow, etc.

having many stamens. 2. the flower of any of these
plants, 3. any of several similar or related plants.
4. rose color; pinkish red or purplish red. 5. erysipelas:
with the. o. a perfume made from or having the
fragrance of roses. 7. a rosette. 8. a round, perforated
nozzle for a hose, sprinkling can, etc. 9. a form in
which gems are often cut so that the upper surface
has many small facets. 10. a gem, especially a dia-

mond, cut in this way. 11. a rose window. 12. in
nautical usage, a compass card or a representation of
this, as on maps. v.t. [ROSED (rozd), ROSING], 1. to
make rose-colored; specifically, to flush (the cheeks,
etq.). 2. to make rose-scented, adj. rose-colored.
bed of roses, a comfortable, easy state or position;
luxury or idleness.
under the rose, [transl. of L. sub rosa], secretly; pri-
vately; confidentially.

rose (r5z), past tense of rise.

rose acacia, a shrub of the pea family, with large,
rose-colored flowers: it grows in the region of the
southern Alleghenies: also called bristly locust,

ro se-ate (ro'zi-it, ro'zi-at'), adL [< L. roseus, rosy <
rosa, a rose; 4- -ate], 1. rose-colored; rosy. 2. made or
consisting of roses. 3. bright, cheerful, or optimistic.

rose-bay (roz'baO, n. 1. any rhododendron. 2. the
oleander. 3. [British], the willow herb.

rose beetle, a copper-colored, hard-shelled beetle living
in and destructive to rosebushes; also called rose bug,

Rose-ber-y &5VWr-ij> fifth Earl of, (Archibald Phim
Primrose), 1847-1929; English statesman, orator, and
author; prime minister (1894-1895).

rose-breast*ed grosbeak (rSz'bfes'tid), a North Ameri-
can bird of the finch family, the male of which has a
rose-colored triangular patch on the breast.

rose-bud (roz'buo?), n. the bud of a rose.
rose-bush (roz'boosh

7
). n. a vine or shrub that bears

roses.
rose campion, 1. a plant of the pink family, with
white, woolly leaves and clusters of small, rod or
white flowers; mullein pink. 2. the com cockle.

rose cold (or fever), a kind of hay fever believed to
be caused by; the pollen of rdws.

rose color, pinkish red or purplish red.
rose-col-ored (rdz'kul^rd), adL 1. pinkish-red or
pitrpHsh-red. 2. bright, cheerful or optlmSfcfc.Rose crans, William Starke (stSrk roVkngqt', ^SB*.
kranr), 1819-169$; Union general in the Civil War*

rose fish (roVfiab/), n, [pi. ROSEFISH, IQSBFISHBS (-ias):
see FISH}, a North Atlantic food fish that w oraap to
red In color when grown; also called N0*>w&y k&dmck.

rose geranium, any of several geraniums; especially, a

pelargonium with small, pinkish flower clusters and
lobed, fragrant leaves, much cultivated in South Africa.
rose hip, the fleshy, bright-colored fruit of the rose.

rose leaf, the petal of a rose.
t

rose mallow, 1. any of various related plants with
large, rose-colored flowers; hibiscus. 2. the hollyhock.
Rosemar-y (roz'rnar'i, roz'me'r-i), [see ROSEMARY
(shrub)], a feminine name.

rose-mar y (roz'mar'i, roz'me'r-fy, n. [altered (after
rose & Mary) < earlier rosmarine; L. ros marinus

(also ros marts), lit., dew of the sea], an .evergreen
shrub of the mint family, native to the Mediterranean

region, with clusters of small, light-blue flowers and
leaves that yield a fragrant essential oil, used in

making perfume, in cookery, etc.: rosemary is con-

ventionally a symbol of remembrance and constancy.
rose moss, portulaca, especially the garden variety.
rose of Jericho, an Asiatic plant of the must

%
ard family,

with oval leaves and spikes of small, white flowers:

it curls up when dry and expands again when moistened.
rose of Sharon, 1. the althea, a tall shrub of the
mallow family. 2. a St.-John's-wort, with evergreen
leaves and large, yellow flowers. 3. a plant mentioned
in the Bible: S. of Sol. (Cant.) 2:1.

ro-se-o-la (ro-ze's-b), n. [Mod. L., dim. < L. roseus,

rosy], any rose-colored rasn ; especially, German measles,
or rubella: also called rose rash.

Ro-set-ta stone (ro-zet'a), a tablet of black basalt
found in 1799 at Ro-
setta, a town in Egypt
at one of the mouths
of the Nile : because it

bore parallel inscrip-
tions in Greek and

____________________________

in ancient Egyptian ltfiH
demotic and hiero-

glyphic characters, it

provided a key to the
deciphering of ancient iUjai

JL
l
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Egyptian writing. BIBrmmlii'ilHBfflffi **"*' **""'"

ro-sette (r5~zetO n. ^HHHBBiop COYPTIAN

[Fr., dim. of rose, a
rose], 1. an ornament
made of ribbons, ROSETTA STONE
threads, etc. gathered
or tufted in the shape of a rose. 2. any formation, ar-

rangement, etc. resembling or suggesting a rose. 3. in
architecture, a painted or sculptured ornament, usually
circular, having petals and leaves radiating symmetri-
cally from the center. 4. in botany, a circular cluster
of leaves, petals, or other organs.

rose-wa-ter (rSz'wj&'ter, r5z%It/

eV), adj. 1. like,
made with, or having the odor of, rose water; hence,
2, delicate, fine, etc. in an affected or sentimental way.

rose water, a preparation consisting of water and oil
of roses, used as a perfume.

rose window, a decorative circular window with a
symmetrical pattern of roseiike tracery or rnu!H0&s
arranged like the spokes of a wheel.
rose wood (roz'wood')i n. [so caEed from its odor],
1. any of a number of valuable hard, reddish, black-
streaked woods, sometimes with a roseiike odor,
obtained from certain tropical trees and used in
making fumiture, etc. 2. a tree yielding uon wood.
Rosh Hasha-na (roW Wt-eWne; Heb, r6W h&-
shft'nQ"), JHeb, r5sk hash&nfth, lit., head (or first) of
the year]* the Jewish New Year: also spelled Roh
Haahona, etc.: see Jewish holiday8.

Ro si crucian (rS'za-krWahTO, rQzVltrWghwn), it,

[Rasicruc- (< L. rosa, a rose -f crm t crucis, a crow),
Latinized form of the G. pseudonym of the fupposea
founder, Christian Rosmkremj 4- -MM], I, any of a
number of persons in the 17th and 18th centuries who
professed to be members of a secret society told to have
vanous sorts of occult lore and power, and holding
etotenc religious doctrines: Its symbol wt a crow with
a red rose in the coster. 2, a member of *ny of sawml
later^groups wrth doctrinw and prmctiow mid to be
based on thoee of these persons; specially, th
siorucian

Ofder,
or the Ancient Mystic Order

Crucis (AMORQ, <frf/. of or cfeamctwistic of
Rosicrucians or Rosicrucianism.-, o-

it* the dootrfaei* oni pmottcet of the
Rosicrucians.

_

rosin (ro^n, rof%) v 'ro.* 1111*1
rmne; ee RKSIHJ, lent;

"

resin, Ikht-yeEow to
after ou of tttrpaofcfeiift has been 41

: it is rubbed on violin t

a foftir color

t^wiw4l%4i&
! roni crude

used in making

^ib^rtEi on*,
'

iterc yt low^ffjrade

horse; jade,
or state. ,
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(roz'^n-wed
7

, roz'in-wed') n. any of a
number of related coarse,

t
resinous

t
North American

plants of the composite family; especially, the compass
plant.

ros-in-y (roz''n-i, roz'in-i) f adj. full of, like, or covered
with rosin.

. .

Ro-si-ta (ro-ze'to), a feminine name: see Rose.
ro-so-Ho (ro-z61'yo),

n. [It., earlier rosoli < ML. ros-

solis, sun dew (< L. ros, dew + sol, solis, sun), the

plant from which flavor for the drink was orig. ex-

tractedl, a sweet cordial made from raisins, drunk
especially in southern Europe.

Ross, Betsy (r6s), (Mrs. Elizabeth Griscom Ross), 1752-
1836; American woman who made the first American
flag.

Ross, Sir James Clark, 1800-1862; nephew of Sir

John; British naval officer and polar explorer.

Ross, Sir John, 1777-1856; British naval officer and
arctic explorer.

Ross, Sir Ronald, 1857-1932; English physician;
known for investigation of malaria-bearing mosquitoes;
received Nobel prize in medicine, 1902.

Ross and Crom-ar-ty (ros n krom'er-ti, krum'er-ti),
a county of northern Scotland: pop., 61,000 (est. 1946) ;

county seat, Dingwall.
Ross Dependency, a region in Antarctica, including
the coasts of the Ross Sea and a number of islands,

claimed by Great Britain and administered by New
Zealand; area, c. 175,000 sq, mi.

Rosset-ti, Christina Georgina (ro-set'i, ro-zet'i),

1830-1894: sister of Dante Gabriel; English poet.
Roasetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882; English Pre-

Raphaelite poet and painter. ,,+,<.*
Ros-sini, Gio-ac-chi-no An-to-nio (jd'S-kS'no" a*n-

td'nyo" rds-sg'ne; Eng. ro-sS'ni), 1792-1868; Italian

composer of operasj
Ros si-ya (rd-se'ya), n. Russia: the Russian name.

Ross Sea, an arm of the Antarctic Ocean, between
Victoria Land and King Edward VII Land, Antarctica.

Ross Shelf Ice, an ice barrier filling the southern part
of the Ross Sea: also called Ross Barrier.

Ros tand, Ed-mond (ed'mow' rGs'taV; Eng. ros'tand).

1868-1918; French dramatist and poet.
ros-teMate (ros'ts-W, ros'to-lit), adj. [Mod. L. ros-

tdlatus < L. rostellum; see ROSTELLUM], having a
rpstellum or rostella.

ros-tel-lum fros-tel'sm), n. W. ROSTELLA (-9)], [L.,

(jWm. of rostrum], 1. a small, oeaklike process or part.

2, a modification of the stigma in certain orchids.

roster (ros'ter), n. [D. rooster
l
orta., gridiron (< roosten,

to roast), hence a grating, list (from the ruled paper
used in making lists)), 1. a Hst of military or naval

personnel or groups with their regular assignments
and periods ofduty; hence, 2. any list; roll.

Ros-tock (reVtfck; Eng. roe'tok), n. a city in Mecklen-
bum. northern Germany; Baltic seaport: pop. (with

Warnemilnde), 122,000.
Ros-tov (rS-sto-F; on&n Anqttofaed to ros'tov). ra* a city

in -the southern R.8.F.SX: seaport at the mouth
lie Don: pop,, 510,000: also Host

ttef) 1S70-1952; American historian, bom

ros-tra (cos'tro), n, alternative plural of rostrum*

ros'tral (rc^'twl), fftf/* [tL. iwJroJ&J, 1, ol ki or on
a rostrum. 2. aaeoratM with rostrums, -or beaks of

Ships: as, rostral ptttarf.
ros/trate Oros'trlt), octf. |L rwlralwj, Jmvwg a rofrtatrau

ros'tratR.Jt ij* fr
1^ ROSTRUMS ("-taiiia)t ROSTRA

bdalc, in pL r tpeiOcerV platform (see 1 <
. of ro4*r/> to gnaw, peokl 1. fa actet
a curved, beamike proiectioa at th prow

ramming ,_- . ,- - ,

ic ssNsScew* olftfonn in tli Ft
,
such beaks taken from captured

totform* staf% ta we pul

4) f*W>***&+ Of
-'

in biology, a beak or

rotian; akin to D. rotten, ME. reiew, to soak (cf.

RET); for IE. base see ROTTEN], 1. to decompose
gradually: decay; spoil. 2. to fall or pass (off, away,
etc.) by decaying. 3. to decay morally; become cor-

rupt; degenerate, v.t. 1. to cause to decay. 2. to
soften the fibers of (flax, etc.) by soaking; ret. n.

[ME. < ON. ; akin to AS. rotian}, 1. a rotting or being
rotten; decay, decomposition, or putrefaction. 2. some-
thing rotting or rotten. 3. any of various diseases,

especially a parasitic disease of sheep and other do-
mestic animals, characterized by decay, emaciation,
etc. 4. any of various plant diseases caused by fu

-

or bacteria and characterized by decay. 5. [SI

nonsense; rubbish; twaddle; bosh, interj. an e

mation expressing disgust, contempt, annoyance, etc.

SYN* see decay.
rot., 1. rotating. 2. rotation.
ro-ta (ro'ta), n.[L., a wheel], 1. [Chiefly British], a
round, as of duties; routine. 2. a roster. 3. [It-], in

the Roman Catholic Church, a high tribunal consisting
of ten prelates (called auditors) that serves especially
as a court of appeal, as from diocesan courts in matri-
monial cases or from the civil and criminal courts of
the Vatican City: in full, Sacra Romana Rota, or
Sacred Roman Rota.

Ro-tar-i-an (ro-taVi-an), n. a member of a Rotary
Club. adj. of Rotarians or Rotary Clubs.

Ro-tar-i-an-ism (ro-ttr'i-sn-iz'm), n. the principles
and practices of Rotarians.

ro-ta-ry (ro'ta-ri) , adj. [LL. rotarius < 'L.rota, a wheel!,
1. turning around a central jjoint or axis, as a wheel;
rotating. 2. having a rotating part or^parts: as, a
rotary press. 3. occurring around an axis: as, rotary
motion, n. 1. [pi. ROTARIES (-riz)J, a rotary machine
or engine. 2. [R-], Rotary International.

Rotary Club, any local organization of Rotary Inter-
national.

rotary engine, 1. an engine in which rotary motion
is produced directly, without reciprocating parts, as
a steam turbine: distinguished from reciprocating
engine. 2. an internal-C9mbustion engine with radially

arranged cylinders rotating around a stationary crank-
shaft, used in many airplanes.
Rotary International, [from the fact that meetings
were originally held in rotation at the members'
offices], an international association of business and
professional men, founded in Chicago in 1905, with
the aim of serving their communities and fostering
understanding among nations: also Rotary-
rotary press, a printing press with one or more curved

plates mounted on cylinders that rotate against and
Impress paper moving in a continuous sheet over

rotating cylinders.
ro'tat-a-ble (rS'tSt-a-bl), adj. that can be rotated,

ro-tate (rS'tSt; also occas., for the v., ro-tSf). v.L & v.t.

[ROTATED (-id), ROTATING], [< L. rotatus, pp. of rotare,

to turn < rota, a wheel], 1. to turn around or pause
to turn around, as a wheel on its axis. 2. to go or cause
to go in a regular ancJL recurriiog succession of changes:
take, or cause to take, turns: aa, tae farmer rotated

crops, adj. [< L. rota, a wheel; + -ate], shaped like a
wheel, with radiating parts, as the corolla of some
flowers. SYN see turn.

ro-ta-tion (rS-tS'shw), n. [L. rotatio], 1. & rotating
or being rotated: as, the daily rotation of the earth.

2, regular and recurring succession of changes? as, a
rotation of duties. Abbreviated rot.

ro'tft'tion-al (rS-t&'shsm-l), adj. of or in rotation,

rwt!on of crops, a system of rotating in a fixed order
the kind$ of crops, as grtdn. grass, etc., grown in tip*

same field, to maintain soil fertility.

ro-ta^tive, (r5'to-tiv), <& I. rotating or occurring fy
rotation* 2. of, cai^sing, or caused by rotation.

ro-ta'tor (r5'ta"-ter. r54frtlr), n. [L.], a person or 1

that rotates: specifically, in anatomy; HI. RO
(r5^-t6r^i, rf'te-ttfW*)!, a musofc Sat jfe

rotate a part of tfee body.

oft rotation. 2. rotary.
or. in succession, f.

4<satl^t
[
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thecrystalline substance, CsjBUsOe, obtained from

roots of certain plants and used in insecticides.

rot-gut (rot'gut'), n. [rot + gut (bowel)], [Slang], raw,
low-grade whisky.
Roth-er-ham (rotfc'er-arn), n. a city in Yorkshire,
central England, near Sheffield: pop., 76,000.

Roth-schild, Mev'er Anselm (mi'er an'zelm rot'shilt;

Eng. ro-th'chnd
7
, roths'chlld') , 1743-1812; German

banker; founded the banking house of Rothschild.
Rothschild, Nathan Meyer, 1777-1836; son of Meyer
Anselm; banker in Great Britain.

ro-ti-fer (ro'ti-fgr), n. [Mod. L. < L. rota, a wheel -f

ferre, to bear], any of a group of microscopic, struc-

turally complex water animals with one or more rings
of cilia on a disc at the anterior end of the body; wheel
animalcule: so called because in some varieties the
cilia, when active, look like rotating wheels.

ro-tif-eral (ro-tif'r-9l) , adj. of a rotifer.
ro-tif-er-ous (ro-tif

;
er~as), adj. rotiferal.

ro'ti-form (ro'ta-form') , adj. [< L. rota, a wheel; -f

-form], shaped like a wheel.
ro-tis-ser-ie (ro-tis'Sr-i; Fr. rd'tes're'), n. [Fr, < rdtir,
to roast], 1, a shop or restaurant where meats are
roasted and sold. 2. a portable electric grill with a
turning spit.

rot-1 (rot'l), n. [pi. ARTAL (ar'tal)], [Ar. rafl], 1. a
unit of weight used in Moslem regions, varying from
about one to about five pounds, according to locality.
2. a varying unit of dry measure used in these regions.

ro-to-gra-vure (ro'ta-grs-vyoor', ro'ta-gra'vyoor), n.

[< L. rota, a wheel; -f- grenure], 1. a process of printing
pictures, letters, etc. on a rotary press using copper
cylinders etched from photographic plates: clear,
smooth reproductions are thus obtained. 2. a picture
or print made by this process. 3. a newspaper pictorial
section printed by this process: also called roto section.

ro-tor (ro'ter), n. [contr. of rotator], 1. the rotating
part of a motor, dynamo, etc.: cf. atator. 2. a system
of rotating %

airfoils, as of a helicopter. 3. one of the
tall, revolving cylinders of a rotor ship.
rotor ship, a kind of sailing ship propelled by the
action of the wind on one or more tall, vertical cylinders
(rotors") that are rotated by a small electric motor.

ro-to section (ro'to), a rotogravure (sense 3).
rot-te (rot's), n. a rote (musical instrument)*
rot-ten (rot''n), adj. [ME. roten; ON. rotinn: IE. base
*reud- < *ra*-, to tear, rip open, used ong. of flax
left to soak and rot; cf. ROT], 1. decayed; decomposed;
spoiled; putrefied; tainted. 2. having a bad odor
because of decomposition or decay; putrid; foul-
smelling. 3. morally corrupt or offensive; characterized
by dishonesty, open to bribery, etc. 4. unsound or
weak, as if decayed within. 5. soft or easily broken
because of decomposition; friable: said of rocks, etc.
6. [Slang], very bad, unsatisfactory, nasty, etc.

rotten borough, 1. in England (before the Reform
Act of 1832), a borough with only a few voters but
with the right to send a representative to Parliament;
hence, 2. any electoral district or political unit with
greater representation than its population warrants.

rot-ten stone (rofn-stSn'), n. a siliceous limestone
decomposed to a friable state, used for polishing metals.

rot-ter (rot'er), n. [< rot], [Chiefly British Slang], a
despicable or objectionable person.
Rot-ter-dam (rot'er-dam'; D. rot'r-d&m') n* a seaport
in the southwestern Netherlands; pop., 648,000 (1947).

ro-tund (ro-tund'), adf. [L. rotundus; akin to rota, a
wheel], 1. rotind or rounded out; plump; as, a rotund
little man, 2. full-toned; sonorous; as, roiund speech.

ro tunda (ro-tun'da), n. [It. rotonda < L, rotunda,
fern, of rotundus; see ROTUND], a round building, hall,
or room, especially one with a dome.

ro-tun-di-ty (ro-tun'da-ti), n, [LL. rotunditas], L the
condition or quality of being rotund. 2. [pL ROTUN-
DITIES (-tiz)], something rotund.

Jro-tii-rler (ro-'tu'ryS')t n. [pi, RQTURIRRS U
[Fr. < roture, plebeian rank, orig. newly cleared &ld'<
ML. ruptura f in same sense (in L., a breaking); see
RUPTURE], a person not of noble rank: commoner,

Rou-ault, Georges (zhSrzh' rd"6~oO 1871-1958; French
expressionist, painter,

Wsfti&sr - " a dty ia northera Prance: **
rou ble (rdT>'b'l), n. a ruble.
rouche (rSosh), n a ruche.
row -6 (ro5-50 **. (Fr. f pp, of r0u$rt to break on the

/ *?'US r* r ta * wheel; orig, a nickname given
(c, 1720) to the dissolute male friends of the Dued Orleans], a dissipated man; debauchee; rake.

Row-en (r55-lta/; Fr, rw&w), n* a dty on tit Setae.
fa northern France, noted for its cathedral: Joan of
Arc was executed here (1431); pop., I0%000 (1946),
iwige (rzh) f it. [Fr, rcwge, red < L ncim;'
wrj I, any of various red or tt&Wb

In powder* pcte, or liquid form, wud lor tt
cheeks and Hps, 2. a reddk jxwdir,
oxide, wed for polithing jewelry, mttnl, etc,

fftpUQsp (rrosfadi, ROUOIH
9i. to ote ccwmetlc rouge.

to irith

rouge (roqzh), v.t. [ROUGED (rSozhd), ROUGING], [< ?],
in Canadian football, to tackle a runner between his
goal line and a Hne^S yards behind it: the tackier scores
one point for his side by doing this. n. 1. in Cona-
dian football, a rouging. 2. Canadian football,

rouge et noir (roozh
r a nwar'). [Fr., red and black],

a gambling card game played at a table having two
red and two black diamond-shaped marks on which
bets are placed.
Rou get de Lisle, Claude Jo-seph (klod zhS'zef'
roo'zha' da lel') 1760-1836; French soldier, poet, and
composer; wrote "Marseillaise": also spelled de 1'Isle.

rough (ruf), adj. [ME. ruh, rugh; AS. ruh; akin to G.
rauh; IE. *reuk < base *reu~, to tear, tear out (cf.

ROTTEN); prob. basic sense "hairy, woolly"], 1. not
smooth or level; having bumps, projections, etc.; un-
even: as, a rough surface, rough country. 2. shaggy:
as, an animal with a rough

t
coat. 3.

t
characterized by

violent action, motion, agitation, disturbance, or ir-

regularity; specifically^, a) stormy; tempestuous: as,
rough weather. 6) boisterous, disorderly, or riotous:
as, rough play. 4. harsh; rude; surly; unmannerly;
not gentle or mild: as, rough manners, a rough temper.
5. sounding harsh; discordant; jarring. 6. tasting
harsh, sharp, or astringent: as, rough wine. 7, coarse,
as texture, cloth, food, etc. 8. coarse in manner,
tastes, etc.; lacking refinement or culture; as, rough
men. 9. lacking refinements and luxuries or comforts
and conveniences: as, the rough life of the pioneers,
10. not refined, polished, or prepared: natural, crude,
unwrought, etc.: as, rough jewels. 11. not finished,
elaborated, perfected, etc.: as, a rough sketch; hence,
12. not carefully or thoroughly worked out; without
claim to be exact, complete, or detailed; approximate:
as, a rough estimate. 13. needing strength instead of
skill, intelligence, etc.: as, rougf^labor. 14. [Colloq,],
difiicult, severe, or disagreeable ims, they had a

>
rough

time of it. 15. in phonetics , pronounced with an
aspirate; having the sound of h. n. 1 rough ground,
2. rough material or condition, 3, the rough part,
aspect, etc. of something. 4. [Chiefly British], a rough
person; rowdy; tough; ruffian. 5. in golf, any part
of the course where grass, weeds, etc, are allowed to

grow uncut, forming a hazard or obstacle, adv.
in a rough manner; roughly. vt 1. to make rou^h;
roughen, 2. to handle or treat roughly; specificifly.
in football, etc., to subject (an opponent) to intentional
and unnecessary roughness (often with up) , 3, to make,
fashion, sketch, shape, or cut roughly (usually with
in or out) : as, rough out a scheme, 4. to apply some
preparatory or preliminary process or treatment to.
v.i. 1. to become rough, 2. to behave roughly.
In the rough, in a rough or crude state,
rough itt to live without customary comforts and con-
veniences, as in camping.
FN.~-rough applies to any surface covered with projections,

points, ii<te6 bumps, etc, (rough skin, ground, etc.); IfcWtE
applies to anjrthing disagreeably rough to the touch (a k^a^t
texture) ; that is uneven which it not uniform in bright, bimdttu
etc. (tatutoeoen floor, hem, qtc.) rugged implies E roughntit ol
surface in which the sharp, irregular projection! ar obsta.^8 to
travel (rugged country) or a roughni of countenance lUflMt*
tive of strength (a rwgpd jaw) ; Judged suggest! unmn, iffip-
pointed projections or notches along an edg, at of bi*oki gMM*
ragged cloth, ete. Most of these wordt have extended Mt wit*
gestcd by their basic meanings fytwgk weather, karsk nouadt, an
nnemn perforroanc, a r*f|J life),-ANT. smooth.
rough age (ruf'ij), n. [nm -AGl rough material; coarse
substance; specifically, coarse food or fodder, as bran,
straw, vegetable peel, etc., containing a relatively high
proportion of celkloue and other indigestible co&frtlt*
uents and serving in the diet as a stimulus to purlstftislf..

rough~and-rea<i-y (ruf
/f
n-red'i) ft adj. I, rmA, or

crude, rude, unpolished, etc., but effective ooiuAi:
as, r<mih-&nd~r$ady rnethodi, 2. eharftettriiea

1

iby
roagh wor and prompt action rather than rffcl*t.
_CoraueiitytM

r nicety: as, a routk**d+*a4y Mb*j

with no ooooem for
it or atmgffe of

f.
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roughish

.__ (ruf'nek'), n. [Slang],
actions and manners are rough and

or rowdy play, fighting, etc., especially indoors. v,t.

[Slang], to treat (a person) roughly and boisterously,
usually in fun. u.i. [Slang], to take part in roughhotise.
rough-ish (ruf'ish), adj. somewhat rough.

rough*ly (ruf'H), adv. 1. in a rough manner. 2.

a person whose
.-,. __f crude; rowdy.

(ruf'rid'er), n. 1. a person who breaks
horses so that they can be ridden. 2. a person who
does much hard, rough riding. 3. [R-], a member of a
volunteer cavalry regiment organized by Theodore
Roosevelt and Leonard Wood for service in the Spanish-
American War (1898) : also Rough Rider.

rough-shod (ruf'shod') adj. shod with horseshoes that
have calks, or metal points, to prevent slipping.
ride roughshod over, to treat m a harsh, arrogant, in-

considerate manner; domineer over.

roul., in philately, roulette.

rou-lade (roo-lSd'), n. [Fr. < rouler, to roll], 1. a
musical ornament consisting of a rapid succession of

tones sung to one syllable. 2. a slice of meat rolled

with a filling of minced meat and cooked.
rou leau (roo45') n. [pi ROULEAUX (-16V). ROULEAUS
(45z')L [Fr. f dim. of role, roll], t

1. a small roll of

something; especially, a roll of coins, generally of the
same denomination, stacked in a papier wrapper. 2. a
roll or fold, as of ribbon, used for trimming hats, etc.

Rou-lers (roo'lar'), n* a city in northwestern Belgium:
pop., 32,000 (est. 1945).
rou-lettc (rdo-let') n. [Fr., dim. of rouelle, small wheel;
ML. rotella, dim. < L. rota, a wheel], 1. a gambling
game played by rolling a small ball or marble around
a shallow bowl with an inner disk (roulette wheel)
revolving in the opposite direction; the ball finally
comes to rest in ojxe of the numbered, alternately
red and black compartments into which this disk is

divided, thus determining the winning and losing bets.

2. a small toothed wheel or disk attached to a handle,
for making rows of marks or dots, as in engraving,
or incisions, as between postage stamps; hencer 3.

in philately, small, consecutive incisions made in

the paper between the stamps in a sheet of stamps,
to facilitate their separation: it is unlike perforation
in that no paper is removed: abbreviated roul. v.t,

[ROULETTED (-id), ROULETXXNG], to make marks, dots,
or perforations in or on with a roulette.

Rouxn.f 1. Roumania. 2. Roumanian.
Rou-ma-ni-a (r53-mfi'ni-a r6o-maVya), n* Romania.
Rou-ma-ni-an (r<3o-ma'ni-an, r67}-man'yon), ad/. & n.

Romanian.
Rou-me-H-a (rSS-mi'H-o) , n. Rtunelia.

round (round), # [ME. rondf round; QPr. roond,

r&mt; L. rotundus; see ROTUND]. 1, shaped Hke a ball;

spherical; globular. 2, shaped like a circle, ring, disk,

or part of a circle; circular or curved, 3, shaped like

a cylinder (in having a circular cross section)
drical. 4* curved in shape Hke part of a sph
not angular; plump: as, a round little person*

vohing, or done &, by, or with, a ckcular L

as* a round dance. 7. pronounced with the lips 1

an approximately circular or oval ciJemng; ro

as, a round vowel 8. a) not lacking part; full; entire;

complete: as, a round dozen. &) completed; perfected.
9. completed or accomplished by progressing through
a coarse which, as if droular, finally returns to the

starting point; as, a round trip. 10k constituting, or

expressed by, a whote number, or feategee; not frac-

tional. II. expressed in tens, hundreds, thousands,
etc.: as, 500 if a round number for 498, 503, etc.

12* approximately accurate; rough: aa, a round guess.
13. large in amount, size, ate*; considerable; as. a
round sum. 14. having a finish or polish: as, a round

style, of writing, 15. owEow and fto* in ton*} soaorons j

aid ol sound, tiia voice, ete, 16. bd*ik; vigorous
and rapid: at* a round pace. 17. outspoken; plain and
blunt; straightforward; frank; candid. 18. not <

"

tied or modined: as, a round oath. n. 1.

or rounded; thing or part that is

V circular, curved, annular* m< eyli

, 2. a rtmg oi a kdcter* or a crossbar co__.

the legs of a chair, a the rounded part ol the
..

ol a beef animal, between the rump and the leg:

full* round 01 beel: see beef, illus. 4. a kind of
~~

ture in which the figures are ftp and

1269 round

__^ , . _ r .jf 4 1_,
tit an assembly or group of Popte- 7. :

circular course or aJxMt an axis* 8* a rotuau
9. a course, series, or succession of actions,

operations, etc. that It complete or ends at a <

corresponding to that K ,/' ,
. ,.. ^

as, & round <& parties. 10* the complete extent; i

range: aSt the round of human belieta. |t* <pwi 1

' " ' : ' " ^^ri^^w

'in a

regular. customary course or

man made his rounds. 12. a single distribution, as
of drinks, to each of the members of a group. 13. a
single shot from each of a number of rifles, artillery

pieces, etc. fired together, or from a single gun: cf.

salvo. 14. ammunition for such a shot: cartridge,
shell, etc. 15. a single outburst, as of applause,
cheering, etc.; salvo. 16. [British}, a slice (of bread).
17. in archery, a specified number of arrows shot at
the target from a specified distance according to the
rules. 18. in games & sports, a single period or division
of action, usually one of a series: as, a round of poker;
specifically, a) in boxing, any of the timed periods
of a fight: a round is now generally limited to three
minutes, and the interval between rounds to one
minute. 6) in golf, a number of holes or a period of play
in a match. 19. in music, a short song to be repeated
several times, the musical phrases of which are of

equal length and harmonize with one another: one
singer or group begins the song, and, when starting
on the second phrase, is joined by another beginning
the first phrase, etc. v.t. 1. to make round. 2. to
pronounce with rounded lips; labialize. 3. to deprive
of angularity or make plump. 4. to complete; finish;
perfect. 5. to make a circuit of; pass around: as, we
rounded the island. 6. to make a turn about: as,
he rounded the corner. 7. to encircle; surround, 8. to
cause to move in a circular course, v.i. 1. to make
a complete or partial circuit; move in a curved or
circular course. 2. to turn; reverse direction: as,
the fleeing cat suddenly rounded. 3, to become round.
4. to lose angularity or become plump. 5. to develop
(with into): as, the talk rounded into a plan. adv.
1. in a circle; along or throughout a circular course
or circumference^ 2. through a recurring period of

time, or from beginning to end: as, the autumn came
round once more, he worked the whole year round,
3. in or through a course or circuit, as from one per-
son or place to another: as, the peddler went round
with his goods. 4. for each of several; to includ*
all in a group: as, not enough candy to go round.
5, so as to encircle, surround, or envelop, or be en-
circled, surrounded, or enveloped. 6. in circumference:
as, his waist measures forty inches round. 7. on all

sides; in every direction: as, the meadows extended
round, 8. about; near: as, he visited all the people
round. 9. by a circuitous course; in a roundabout

way. 10. in various places: here and there: as, the
child played round, 11. with a rotating or revolving
movement: as, the wheel spun round. 12, in or to
the opposite direction: as, he turned round; hence,
13. in or to an opposite belief, viewpoint, etc. prep,
1. so as to encircle, surround, or envelop; about: as,
the rope was tied round the tree. 2. on the circum-
ference, border, or outer part of. 3. on all sides of;
in every direction from: as. the mob shrieked round
him. 4* in the vicinity of; somewhat close toi as,
farms round Cleveland. 5. to or through every part
or various parts of ; in a circuit or course through: as,
we went round the museum* 6. from the beginning to
the end of (a period of time); throughout; as, he
worked round the day. 7, in various places in or on:
here and there in; all about: as, the child played round
the room. 8. a) so as to make a curve or partial
circuit about, or turn to the other side of: as, the
traffic flowed round the obstruction in the road. I)
located at a point reached by making such a circuit

about: as, a store round the comer* 9, so as to ro-

tate or revolve about (a center or axis): as, the wheel
goes round an axle. Abbreviated rd. Round (adv. &
prep.} and around are used interchangeably in colloquial
and informal usage; formal usage tends to prefer round
for "in a circle, **with a rotating moremeat," ote*

and around tec "on all sides," "here and there/* Cf.

around for special senses. See also phrases under bring,
come, ^et, etc.

fo the round '(or rounds), 1. to be circulated among
a number of people, as a story, rumor, etc, 2. to
walk one's regular course or circuit, as a watchman.

In the round, In cm arena theater: see arena, sense 4.

round about, 1. In or to the opposite direction, 2. In

every directioii arottnd*

round In* & nautical usage, to haul in, \

round off (or out), ,1., to make or become round of
rounded. 2. to complete ; finish,

round to, in wew^oZ w^age, to turn so that the prow is

toward the wind. ,
<

,,

round up, 1. to drive (cattle, eta) together; collect

inaherd, group, eta; hence, 2. [Colloq,}, to gather,
collect* or* askable*

SyN.--round, the most inclusive ol these words, applies to

anything shaped like a circle, sphere, or cylinder, or like a part

ny of tharo; spherical applies to a round body or niasa hav-
stant from the cenUr at all points;
thatareb^

fat, ftpe:^eT cttr;tn..ven,h^
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sarily perfect spheres; circular is applied to round lines, or
round nat^sttrfaces, in the shape of a ring or disk, and it may or
may not imply correspondence in form with a perfect circle;
annular applies to ringHke forms or structures, as the markings
in a cross section of a tree.

round (round), v.t. & v.i. [ME. rounen (-f unhistoric

-d); AS. runian, to whisper; base as in rune], [Obs.],
to whisper (to).
round-a bout (round'a-bouf), adj. 1. not straight or

straightforward; indirect^ circuitous: as, roundabout
methods, a roundabout trip.

t
2. encircling; enclosing;

surrounding. n 1. something, as a path, speech,
etc., that is indirect or circuitous. 2. a short, tight
jacket or coat worn by men and boys. 3. [Chiefly
JBritish], a merry-go-round.
round dance, 1. originally, a dance with the dancers
arranged or moving in a circle. 2. any of several

dances, as the waltz, polka, fox trot, etc., performed
by couples and characterized by revolving or circular
movements. Distinguished from square dance.
round-ed (roun'did), adj. 1. made round. 2. in

Phonetics, pronounced with the lips forming an approxi-
mately circular or oval opening; labialized.
roundel (roun'dl), n. [ME. rondel; OFr. rondel, orig.
dim. of roond, round; see ROUND, adj.], 1. something
round, or circular. 2. a round ornamental panel, plate,
niche, etc. 3. a small, round window or pane. 4. a) a
rondel. b) a rondeau, c) an English modification of {he
rondeau,

t
with three stanzas of three lines each and

two refrains. 5. a round dance; roundelay.
rovm-de-lay (roun'da-la') , n. [OPr. rondelet. dim. of

rondel; see ROUNDEL], 1. a simple song in which some
phrase, line, etc. is continually repeated. 2. music
for such a song. 3. a dance in which the dancers move
in a circle; roundel.
round-er (roun'dSr), n. 1. a person who makes a
round or rounds, as a policeman, watchman, etc.
2. a person or thing that rounds; specifically, a tool
for rounding, corners or ed^es. 3. pi. [construed as

sjng.J, a game somewhat Uke baseball, played chiefly
by the British. 4. PR--), [British], a Methodist preacher
whs? travels a circuit among his congregations. 5.

[from the idea of making the rounds of disreputable
resorts], [Collop;.], a dissolute spendthrift, drunkard,
or habitual criminal.
round hand, careful handwriting in which the letters
are rounded, distinct, full, and almost vertical: dis-

tinguished from running hand,
Round-head (round'hed

7
), m a member or supporter

of the Parliamentary, or Puritan, party in England
during the English civil war (1642-1652): originally
a derisive term, with reference to the Puritans close-
cropped hair in contrast to the Cavaliers' long hair.
round-house (roundliousO, n. [orig., a lockup, after
D. rondhuis, guardhouse], 1. a building, generally
circular or semicircular, with a turntable in the center,
used for storing, repairing, and switching locomotives.
2. a cabin on the after part of a ship's quarter-deck.

round-lab (roun'dish), adj. somewhat round.
round let (round'lit), n. [ME. roundtlet; OBV. rondekt;
see RQUNDMLAY], a small circle or circular thing.
roundly (round'li), adv. 1. in a round form; circularly,
spherically, etc. 2. in a round manner; specifically,
a) vigorously, bluntly, severely, etc.: as, he was
tommy rebuked. b) fuUy; completely.
round of beef, see round, n, (sense 3).
round robin, [round + pers. name RMn], 1. a docu-
ment, as a petition, protest, etc,, with the signatures
written in a circle to conceal the order of sigmiog. 2. a
contest or tournament, a in tennis, chess, etc., in
which every entrant is matched with every other one.
round-shouldered (round'sh51Mer<l) adj. having the
shoulders bent forward, so that the tipper bacfcha* a
rounded form.
rounds-man (rounoVman), n. [PL ROUNDSMEN (-man)?,
* person who makes rounds of inspection or tttft like:
especially, a police inspector in charge of & number of
patrolmen,
round steak, a cut from a round of beef*

rpund-ta^ble (rotrnd'tl'blL adj. at or as if at a round
table: as, a round-table discussion*
Round Table, 1. the large table around which, ac-
cording to legend, King Arthur and Ms knights aat:
Itiw maole circular to avoid disputes about precedence.
2. King Arthur and his knights, coHectively. 3, fr- t-L
o) a group of persons gathered togefeter for am inforw2f
dMctuMion, conference, etc,, at or as g at a drtwJar
table* d) suca a discussion, conference, eta
*wmd~p (round'trip>), iwtf. of or, far wmd trip,round trip, & trip to a place and back to the startim?
points alto oaJM return trip.

round*iip (itmiKl'tn/). ft. f. the
etc* together on the range and
bercL iii for teaja<3wgf Mpecfckm
hard of etttik *c, tta collected

& i*4 do tfcfe wwje* 4.

oc&olfef or
persons.

ttmna*wNrm

of round, unsegmented worms, as the pinworm,
hookworrn, etc.; nematode, especially one living as a
parasite in the intestines of man or other animals.

roup (roop), n. [prob. < ME. roupen, to cry, shout <
ON., but akin to AS. hropan, G, rufen, to call], 1. a
poultry disease characterized by hoarseness and a
catarrhal discharge from, the eyes and nasal passages.
2. hoarseness; huskiness.

roup-y (roop'i), adj. [ROUPIER (-i-fr), ROUPIEST (4-ist)],
1. of, like, or having roup. 2. [Chiefly Scot.], hoarse.

rouse (rouz), v.t. AROUSED (rouzd) ROUSING], [orig.
technical term in hawking & hunting, hence proo. of
Anglo-Fr. or OFr. origin; cf. AROUSE], 1. to cause
(game) to rise from cover, come out of a lair, etc.;
stir up to flight or attack. 2. to stir up, as to anger or
action; excite. 3. to cause to come out of a state of

sleep, repose, unconsciousness, etc.; wake. 4. in
nautical usage, to pull with force; haul. v.i. 1. to
rise from cover, etc. : said of game. 2. to come out of
a state of sleep, repose, etc. ; wake. 3. to become active,
n. 1. a rousing. 2. a signal for rousing; reveille. SYN.
see stir.

rouse (rouz), n. [aphetic for carouse (from mistaking
drink carouse as drink a rouse)], [Archaic], a carouse,
rous-ing (rouz'irj), adj. 1. that rouses; stirring: as, a
rousing speech. 2. very active or lively; vigorous;
brisk: as, a rousing business. 3. [Colloq.], astonishing,
extraordinary, or outrageous, as a lie.

Rous-seau, Sen ri (awW roo'so'), 1844-1910; French
painter: called Le Douanier.
Rousseau. Jean Jacques (zhSi* zhSk), 1712-1778;
French philosopher, writer, and social theorist.

Rousseau, Pierre E-tieniie The-o-dore (pytr S'tyen'
tS'o^doY'), 1812-1867; French landscape painter.
roust (roust), v.t. [dial, form of rouse witn unhistoric
-t

], [Colloq. 1, 1 . to rouse or stir (someone or something) :

usually with up, 2, to rout or drive out (someone or
something) : usually with out,
roust*a*bout (roust'a-boutO, n, [roust, dial, var. of
rouse (to stir) 4- about^ 1. a deck hand or water-front
laborer, as on the Mississippi. 2. a laborer in a circus,
3. an unskilled or transient laborer, especially one who
does odd jobs, as a man of all work on a ranch.
rout (rout), n. [MB. & OFr. route, lit., portion broken
off or separated < L. rupta; see RQUTR (road)], 1, a
disorderly crowd; noisy mob; hence, 2. the rabble.
3. a disorderly flight or retreat, as of defeated troops:
as, the enemy was put to rout. 4. an overwhelming
defeat. 5. [Archaic or PoeticL a) a group of people;
company; band. 6) a band or followers; refcume; en-
tourage. 6. [Archaic], a large, fashionable social
gathering or party, usually in the evening. 7. in law,
a disturbance of the peace by three or more persons
with intent to create a riot, vt, L to put to disorderly
flight. 2. to defeat ovemhelmlrMy.-^W. see conquer,
rout (rout), v [var. of root (to dig)], L to dig for
food with the saoutr as a pig. 2. to search by poking
and i^aattmagittg. v.t. 1. to dig up or turn over with
the snout. 2. to find or get by turning up, poking
about, etc,; expose to view (with o**l) 3* to tcoop,
gotiget or hollow out. 4. to force out. S, to make
(a person) get out or up (with oni or up),

route (rSot; ateo, mdforn,3 uwatfo, rout), n. [MB.:
OFr. route, rote < L. rupta (ma), broken (path) <
rupfm* pp. of rumpwe* to break], t a road. way. or
course traveled or to be traveled In going trow one
place to another or in deEvering sonaethittg, m miH
mllk r or awqMpm. 2. o) a set of customers to whom
one reguJterly delivwri somethliw, as ne
milk. S) a fob or taibiMt of Mivering

i -

specifying the course of travtl to be
followed by troope taking up a new porttioti^ the
location of the owr cominaiidj^ute, to v.l* ImcWTEU
(^d) tj|owmolf 1. to @ndt forwtrd, cc triport byatpecMed rowfeet > rowte tjh o^wooab *"

2. to arrange tib mote for ; fix tb ordiFol
of ( series of cme4tei% 4^} ;

through the sales department.
flo the route, ffMo^l ialwWJ, to pitch ML
game*

rwtnwr (Kmt^rX * a perwn OJT ffiljw tht rot* or a
tool for

rw (A), |VS; nNM {fi|W^t i^mi
< ^Jf^im dL

any
: as, a

it* nay of * large group

(MB.
fcjf^m

about;
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from place to> place, especially over an extensive area,
with no particular course or destination; roam. v.t.

to wander over; roam through: as, he roved the woods.
n. a roving; ramble. SYN. see roam.

rove (rov), v.t. [ROVED (rovd), ROVING], [< same base
as prec.J, 1. to put (fibers, etc.) through a small
opening. 2. to card (wool). 3. to extend and twist

(fibers) before spinning, n. 1. an extended, twisted
fiber of cotton, silk, wool, etc. 2. such fibers in cloth.

rove (rov), alternative past tense and past participle
of reeve.

rove beetle, any of a group of swiftly moving beetles

with a long, slender body, common in decomposing
organic matter.
roven (rov''n), alternative past participle of reeve.

rove-o-ver (roVo'ver), adj. [term coined by G. M.
Hopkins], in prosody, having a rhythm continued with-
out pause from one line to the next. n. rove-over verse.

rov*er (rov'Sr), n. [sense 2 < ME. rovere; MD. rover,
a robber < roven, to rob ; other senses < rove (to wander) :

later use shows some merging of the senses "pirate
& "wanderer"],, 1. a person who roves, or wanders.
2. [Archaic], a) a pirate. 6) a pirate ship. 3. in archery,
a) a mark, or target, chosen at random, b) any of
several set marks For distance shooting, c) an archer
who starts from a distance. 4. in croquet, a) a ball

that has been knocked through all the wickets and
needs only to hit the stake to go out: also rover ball.

b) the player of such a ball.

rov-er (rov'Sr), n. 1. a person who operates a machine
for roving fibers. 2. such a machine.
row (ro), n. [ME. rowe; AS. raw, raw; prob. IE. *roife-

wa, line < base *ref~, to scratch, split (cf. REAP, RIPE)],
1. a number of people or things arranged so as to
form a line, especially a straight line. 2. any of the
lines of seats in a theater or auditorium, usually
numbered or

t
lettered consecutively from front to rear.

3. a street with a line of buildings on either side. v.t.

to arrange or put in a row or rows (often with up).
hard (or long) row to hoe, anything difficult or weari-
some to do.

row (r5) v*t [ME. rowen; AS, rowan: akin to ON.
r6a; IE. base *er2-. to row, oar, seen also in L, remus
(fretmos), oar (cf. TRIREME) Eng, rudder^ 1. to

propel (a boat, etc.) on water by or as by using oars.
2. to carry in or on a boat, etc, propelled in this way.
3. to propel or carry in a way suggestive of using oars,
4. to use (a specified number of oars) : said of a boat,
5. to use (a person or action) in rowing, especially in
a race: as, tne team rowed two new men, he rowed a

rwerful
stroke. 6. to engage in (a race) by rowing,

to row against in a race. v.i. I, to use oars in pro-
pelling a boat. 2. to be propelled by meana of oars:
said of a boat* n. La rowing. 2, a) a trip made
by rowboat. b) the distance of such a trip.
row (rou). n. [prob* back-formation < rouse, with loss

of $ t as in $eaf cherry, skerry], [Colloq.L 1, a noisy
quarrel, dispute, or disturbance; 4sgwblet brawl, or
commotion,
or take
[Colloq.

row-an M'anrroii'an), % [<ScandI; cf. Norw. rogn,
raun, ON, rcynir\L 1, the European mountain ash.

and red berries. 2. either of
ashes. 3. a rowanberry.
ron'w-ber'i) t n* tpl* ROWAN-
berrylike fruit oftae rowan.

n. a boat designed to be rowed.
, adv. in a rowdy manner.

Holt), n a rowdy qwalty or state,

nmotion. 2. noise; d&oior, yd* [CoEooJ, to make,
take part in, a noisy quarrel or disturbance, v.t.

jlloq.], to scold or criticwe severely*

, ,. reynir}.
a tree with white t

two American :

BERRIES (-12,

row-boat
r0w*at*Iy
row di ness

rowdy (rou'di),

(quarrel)}, a
some*CMJUUWf MUU WUWW* UTOk ft/ * M<

Sr), ROWDIEST (-di-ist)], !

acteristic of a rowdy) re
~ '

(^ii)J, [? < row
i rough, quarrel-

, [itOWlDCBll C*(ii<"

nature of or cnar-
_ ,_ .. _ , .

, , h quartecwe kc.

row-dy-ish (rou'di-ish) {
adj. like or characteristic of a

'

quarrelsome, and disorderly."
a bmafior of a rowdy;
conduct.

row'elle, rewillc, etc,; OFr.

m m gonorrhea,
1. rets. 2.

a discharge, as of pus.'mtwp or
or * irtfc

akin to OFr. regain < rewainerf regainer; see RE- &
GAIN], the second growth or crop of grass or hay in
one season; aftermath.
Ro-we-na (ro-e'na), [? < AS. *Erothwina < hroth t fame
+ wina. a friend], a feminine name.

row-er (ro'Sr), n. a person who rows a boat.
Row-land (ro'bnd), a masculine name: see Roland.
row-lock (ro'lok', rul'ok) , n. [altered (after row, v.t.) <
earlier oarlock] f [Chiefly British], an oarlock.
Rox-an-a (rok-san'9), [L. Roxane; Gr. Rhdxane"; Per.
Roschana, lit., dawn of day], a feminine name: diminu-
tive, Roxy; equivalent, FT. Roxane.
Ro-xas, Man-u-el (ma-nwel' rS'has), (Manuel Roxas
y Acuna), 1892-1948; Philippine statesman; first presi-
dent of the Philippine Republic (1946-1948).
Rox-burgh (roks'bdr'o; Brit, roks'bra), n. a countv of

Scotland, on the English border: pop., 45,000 (est.

1946) ; county seat, Jedburgh.
Rox-burgh-shire (roks'bur'5-shir'; Brit. roks'bro-shirO*
n. Roxburgh.
Roy (roi), [as if < OFr. roy (Fr. roi), a king; but prob.
< Gael, rhu, red], a masculine name.

roy-al (roi'al), adj. [ME. roial; OFr. roial, real; L.
regalis < rex, regis, a king; cf. REGAL], 1. or, from, or
by a king or queen or kings and queens: as, the royal
household, the royal family, a royal edict. 2. having
the rank of a king or queen. 3. of a kingdom, its

government, etc.: as, the royal fleet. 4. founded,
chartered, or helped by, or under the patronage of, a
king or queen: as, the Royal Society. 5. suitable for
a king or queen; magnificent; splendid; princely;
regal: as, royal robes. 6. like or characteristic of a,
king or queen; majestic; stately; noble: as, a royal
bearing. 7. unusually large, fine, etc. n. 1. a large
size of paper, 20 by 25 inches (for printing) or 19 by 24
inches (for writing). 2. a small sail set on the royal
mast: see sail, Ulus. Abbreviated R., r.

royal blue, a deep, vivid reddish blue.

royal fern, a fern with large, tall, upright fronds.

royal flush, the highest poker hand, consisting of the
ace, king, queen, jack, and ten of the same suit.

roy al ism (roi'al-iz'm)., n. 1. the principles of royal
government; monarchism. 2. adherence to a monarch
or monarchy.

roy-al-ist (roi'al-ist) , n. an adherent of royalism; person
who supports a monarch or a monarchy, especially
in times of revolution, civil war, etc.; specifically,

[R-], a) a supporter of Charles I of England; Cavalier.

0)
a supporter of the British in the American Revolu-

tion; Tory, c) a supporter of the Bourbons in France.
ad/, of royalists or royalism.

royal mast, the small mast next above the topgallant
mast,
Royal Oak, a city in southeastern Michigan, near
Detroit: pop., 47,000.

royal palm, any of several tall, ornamental palm trees.

royal purple, 1. a dark, bluish purple. 2. originally,
crimson: cf. purple (sense 2).

roy-al'ty (roroUi), n. \pl ROYALTIES (-tfo)], [ME,
roialte, royaltie; OFr. roiattt, etc.], 1. the rank, status,
or power of a king or queen: royal position* dignity,
etc.; sovereignty. 2. a royal person or. collectively,
royal persons, 3. a royal domain or realm; kingdom.
4. royal Quality or character; kingliness; nobility,
magnanimity, etc, 5. usually pi. a right, privilege, or
prerogative of a monarch. 6. a) a royal right, as over
some natural resource, granted by a monarch to a
person, corporation, etc. 6) payment for such a right.
7. a snare of the proceeds or product paid to the
owner of a right, as a patent, for permission to use it

or operate under it, C a share of the proceeds from
his work, usually a specified percentage, paid to an
author, composer, etc.

Royce, Josiah (rois), 1855-1916; American philosopher
ana educator.

1. Reformed Presbyterian. 2. Regius Professor.
r,p.m., revolutions per minute,
R.P.O., Railroad (or Railway) Post Office.

, revolutions per second*
report,
respiratory quotient.'

railroad. 2. Right
rl'ji-oK Mod. L.; Gr,

-. a combining form m
charge, excessive flow, as in mcnorr

, .

a flow, discharge,
-rhea, -rhoea*, , *

rupees: also Re, Re, ra.

ing Secretary. 2. Reformed Spelling,

Russian Soviet Federated Socialist

Revised Standard Version (of the Bible),
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R.S.V.P., r.8v.p.t repondez s'il vous platt, [Fr.], please

reply.
rt., right.
r.t., in football, right tackle.
Rt. Hon., Right Honorable.
Rt. Rev., Right Reverend.
Rts., in finance, rights.

Ru, in chemistry* ruthenium.
Ru-an-da-U-rurX'di (roo-an'da-oo-roon'di), n. a terri-

tory in central Africa, formerly a part of German Bast
Africa, now a Belgian trust territory, between the

Belgain Congo and Tanganyika Territory, Africa:

area, 20,152 sq. mi.; pop., 3,782,000 (est. 1947);

capital, Usunibura.
rub (rub), v.t. [RUBBED (rubd), RUBBING], [ME. rubben;

prob. < MLG. or MD.; cf. B.Fris. rubben, LG. rubben,

etc.; IB. base *reup- < *reu-, to tear, etc.; see ROTTEN],
1. to move one's hand, a cloth, etc. over (a surface

or object) with pressure and friction, in a circular or

back-and-forth motion. 2. to move (one's hand, a

clothf etc.) over, or spread or apply (polish, etc.) on
or over, a surface or object in this way. 3. to move
(a thing) against something else, or move (things)
over each other with pressure and friction (often
followed by together, etc.). 4. to apply pressure and
friction to, for cleaning, polishing, smoothing, etc.

5. to put into a specified condition by applying pressure
and friction: as, he rubbed himself dry. 6. to make
sore or chafed by rubbing. 7. to force, cause to go,
etc. (in, into, etc.) by rubbing. 8. to remove by rubbing

(with out, off, away, etc.). v.L 1. to move with

pressure and friction (on, against, etc. something) : as,

the tire rubs against the fender. 2. to rub something;
exert pressure and friction on something. 3. to admit
of being rubbed or removed by rubbing (often with

off, out, etc.). 4. to go, keep going, manage, etc. with
exertion or difficulty, by or as if by rubbing (with
along, on, through, etc.). n. 1. a rubbing. 2. an
obstacle, hindrance, or difficulty. 3. a place or spot
that has been rubbed until rough or sore. 4, something
that irritates, annoys, hurts the feelings, etc., as a

jeer or rebuke.
rub down, 1. to massage, 2. to smooth, polish,
wear down, etc. by rubbing.
nib it in, [Slang], to keep on mentioning to someone
his failure or mistake, often with some malice.

rub out, 1, to erase or be erased by rubbing; hence,
2. [Slang], to loll.

rub the wrong way, to be displeasing, irritating, etc.

to; annoy.
rub-a-dub (rub'9-dub'), n. [echoic], a sound of or as of

a drum being beaten.

Ru-b&i-yat, The (roo'bi-yaf, roo'bi-yaV, roo'bi-ySt'),
[lit., the quatrains; Ar. ruba'iy&t, pi. of rub&iyah,
quatrain, fern, of ruba't, composed of four < rub&,

four], a longpoem in quatrains (rhyming aaba}, written

by Omar KJiayyam and known in English chiefly

through the translation by Edward MtzGerald,
Rub' al Kha-li (roob' al khS'le*), a large desert of
southern and eastern Arabia: also called Great Sandy
Desert, Ar Rimal.

ru-basse (rSo-bas', rSS-baV), n- [< Fr. rubace; see

RUBY], a variety of crystalline quartz containing bits

of iron oxide that produce a ruby-red color.

ru-ba-to (roo-bS'to), adj. [It. < (tempo) rubato, stolen

(time)!, in music, having some notes arbitrarily length-
ened (or shortened) in performance and, often, others

correspondingly changed in length; inlrotionally and
temporarily deviating from a strict tempo, n. [L
RUBATOS (~t5z)], 1. rubato modification or execution*
2. a rubato passage, phrase, etc. adv. with rubato;
in a rubato manner.

rub-ber (rub'er). n. 1. a) a person who rabs, as In

polishing something. V) a person who rub down, or

massages; masseur. 2. an instrument, tool, eta
used in or for rubbing, as a coarse file* pad, etc. 3.

[so named from use as an eraser], an elastic substance

produced from the milky sap (latex] of various to" *"*

plants, or synthetically; in i>ure form* it is a
unsaturated hydrocarbon having the formula (C, r_
crude rubber is treated by vulcanization, etc., for use
in making automobile tires, raincoats, electrical insula-

tion, etc. 4. something made of this substance;
specifically, o) an elastic band for holding^ small object
together, etc.: in full, rubber band. 6)vvi|Kwuutvil> >cmv. JUA fM .

JJ
-f * M.WMW* sj**%. v) WNU, a,M*vai.

c] usually in pi. an overshoe : especially, a low-cut
overshoe, d) in baseball, an oblong piece of whitened
rubber get in the pitcher's mound and serving as a
mark that must not be overstepped in pitching.
Abbreviated r* adj. made of rubber, vd. [cf. RUBBER-
NECK], [Slang], to stretch one1 neck or tern one's
head to look at something.
rub ber (rub'gr), n, [earlier a rubbers (applied to the
deciding game at bowls) suggests ME. at rebours,
robours < OFr. a rebours, backward], I. in bridge,
whist, backgammon, etc., a series of games, usually
ttot*. Mgrtfaigfafc tt* waferigr *JI*tt*' no*!h<ww* to win the whole series. 2, the odd. or deciding,
game In such a series. Abbreviated r. >

v

>

i
i ,

.

,

'

rub-ber-ize (rub'&r-iz'), v.t. [RUBBERIZED G-izd'), RUB-
BERIZING], to coat or impregnate with rubber or some
preparation or solution of rubber.
rubber-neck (rub'Sr-nek'), n. [Slang], a person who
stretches his neck or turns his head to took at things;
one who gazes about in curiosity, as a sightseer, adj.

[Slang], of or for sightseers: as, a rubberneck bus. v.i.

[Slang], to look at things or gaze about in this way.
rubber plant, 1, any plant yielding a milky sap

(latex) from which crude rubber is formed. 2. a plant
with large, glossy, leathery leaves, native to India.

the East Indies, etc. and used as an ornamental
house plant in America and Europe.
rub-ber-stamp (nib'&>stamp') v.t. 1. to put the

impression of a rubber stamp on; hence, 2. [Collpq.],
to approve or endorse (a plan, proposal, etc.) in a
routine manner, without thought.
rubber stamp, 1. a stamp made of rubber, pressed
on an inking pad and used for printing signatures,

dates, etc. 2. [Colloq.], a person, bureau, legislature,

etc. that approves or endorses something in a routine

manner, without thought.
rub-ber-y (rub'Sr-i), adj. like rubber in appearance,
elasticity, toughness, etc.

rub-bish (rub'ish), n. [ME. robous, robys; Anglo-Fr.
rubbous (ML. rubbosa)* rubble; for base see RUB],
1. any material rejected or thrown away as worthless;

trash; refuse: often distinguished from garbage. 2.

worthless, foolish ideas, statements, etc. : nonsense.

rub'bish'y (rub'ish-i), adj. like or full of rubbish;
worthless.
rub ble (rub'l), n. [ME. robel: prob. < same source
as rubbish], 1, rough, irregularly broken pieces of

stone, brick, etc. 2. masonry made of suca pieces;
rubblework. 3. crumbling stone fragments forming the

top layer of rock deposits.
rub'ble-work (rub'1-wurk'), n. masonry made of
rubble or roughly dressed, irregular stones.

rubbly (rub'H), adj. [RUBBLIER (-li-e'r), RUBBLIKST
(4i-ist)], of, like, or full of rubble.
rundown (rub'doun')t n. a brisk rubbing of the body;
massage.
rube (roob), n. [< given name Reuben], [Slang], a
person who lives in or comes^ from a rural region and
lacks polish and sophistication; rustic.

ru-be-fa-cient (roo'bQ-f&'shsnt), adj. [L. rubefaciens,
ppr. of rubefacere, to redden < rubeus, red H~ facere,
to make], causing redness, as of the skin, n. in medicine,
any external application, as a salve or plaster, causing
redness of the skin.

ru-be-fac-tion (roo'bi-fak'shsn), n. 1. a making red,
as with a rubefacient. 2. redness of the skin, especially
as caused by a rubefacient.

ru-bella (roo-bel'9), n. [Mod. L., neut, pi. of L, w-
bellus, reddish < ruber, red], German measles,

ru-bellite (rSo-bel'it), n. (< L. rubeUus (see RUBBLLA);
+ -ft*], a red variety of toitrmaline, used a a gem.

Ru-bens, Peter Paul (pS'teY poul riitwos; Bag, roo^-

bonz), 1577-1640; Flemish painter.
ru-be-o-la (roo~be*'a4) t n. [Mod. L. neut. pi. dim. of
L. rubeus, red], 1. measles. 2. German measles.

ru-bes-cence (roo-bes^ns), n. the condition or quality
of being rubescent,

ru-bes-cent (r6o-bes
/r
nt) f adj. [U rufmcms, ppr. of

rubescere, to grow red < nW, to redden < ntkw,
red], becoming red: specifically

,_ blushing or Bushing,
ru-bi a ceous (ro^^bi-S?b9e) t <wy* |< L. rnWa, madder;
4- "Oceom], of the madder fainlfy of plantar chiefly
tropical shrubs, trees, and herbs, including the coffee,
ipecac, and cinchona plants, the gardenia, etc.
Ru-bi con (rdo'bi-kon'), n. [L. R-ubico, Rubiconis], a
small river in northern Italy tliat formed the southern
boundary of Cisalpine Gawls wh Cataar crowd it
at the head of h% army to imrch on Roou to 4& B-.CX,
he began the civil war with Pompey.
cww (or piftM) tibM Ewbiojii, to statt on a oamm of
action from which there is no tuniing back; take a
final, irrevocable step. i

,

ru-bi-cund (rWfcktia/
) a4f* (ftr* rMmndg L. i

cundus < ruber t red], reddish; ruddy.
jnu*M*cuiiili^5ir (ro^

/
Wkun'da*4l)i

f it*

ditas], the quality or state of
'

m-bt^-univifei^^. n* IMoC' 3U < ;

to about 19
n 100 kopecks:



rubrical ruffian

rubrique; L. rubrica, red earth (for coloring) < L,
ruberf red], 1. in early books and manuscripts, a
chapter heading, initial letter, specific sentence, etc.

printed or written in red, decorative lettering, etc.;
hence, 2. a heading, title, etc., as of a chapter or
section of a book. 3. a direction in a prayer book,
etc. for conducting religious services, usually printed
in red. 4. the title or a heading of a law or part of a
legal code, originally written or printed in red. 5.

[Archaic], red ocher. adj. 1. inscribed in red. 2.

[Archaic], red or reddish.

ru-bri-cal (roo'bri-k'l), adj. of, prescribed by, or ac-

cording to rubrics, especially liturgical rubrics.

ru-bri-cate (roo'bri-kat') , v.t* [RUBRICATED (-id), RU-
BRICATING], [< L. rubricatus, pp, of rubricare, to redden
< rubrica; see RUBRIC], 1. to mark, color, or illuminate

(a book, etc.) with red; write or print in red letters.

2. to provide with or regulate by rubrics.

ru-bri-ca-tion (roo
/bri-ka9shsn), n. 1. a rubricating

or being rubricated. 2. something written or printed
in red.

ru-bri-ca-tor (roo'bri-kS'tgr), n. a person who puts
rubrics in books, etc.

ru-bri-cian (roo-brish'an), n. an expert in or adherent
of liturgical rubrics.

Ru-by (roo'bi), [see RUBY (gem)], a feminine name.
ru-by (roo'bi), n. \pl RUBIES (-biz)], (ME. & OFr.
rubt; ult. < L. rubeus, red; cf. ROUGE], 1. a clear,

deep-red variety of corundum, valued as a precious
stone: also called Oriental ruby, true ruby. 2. something
made of this stone, as a watch jewel. 3. deep red.
4. something deep red, as wine. S [British], in pnnting,
a size of type, 51/2 point, corresponding to agate.

ruche (roosh), n. [Pr., lit., beehive; OBY. ruscne < ML.
rusca, bark; prob. of Celt, origmh a

frilling
or pleating

of lace, ribbon, muslin, net, etc. for trimming women's
dresses; also spelled rouche.

ruch-ing (ro^sh'iij), n. 1. ruches collectively; trimming
made ol a ruche or ruches. 2, material used to make
a ruche or ruches.
ruck (ruk), n. [ME. ruke, a heap; i>rob. < ON.; cf.

Norw. ruka, little heap; IE. base as in rick]9 1. origi-

nally, a heap or stack, as of fuel; hence, 2. a large
number or quantity; multitude, mass, or crowd. 3. a)
the horses left behind by the leaders in a race, b) the
multitude or mass of undistinguished, ordinary people
or things: common run,
ruck (ruk). n. v.t< A v.i. [prob, via dial. < ON. hrukka],
crease, fold, wrinkle, or pucker.
ruck-tack (ruk'sak'; G. rook'zfk'). n. (G. < dial,

form of rUcken, the back -f sack, a sack], a kind of

knapsack strapped over the shoulders.

ruck-ua (ruk'os), n* [prob. a merging of rumpus &
ruction), [Dial, or Colloq.j, noisy contusion; uproar;
row; disturbance.
ruc-tion (ruk'shon), n. {altered < insurrection, ongf

with reference to the Irish Insurrection of 179H],

[Colloq.], a riotous outbreak or uproar; noisy dis-

turbance or quarrel,
rud beck-l-a frud-bek'i-o) , n. [Mod. L., after Olaus
Rudback (1630-4702), Swed. boSnlstL any of a i

of composite flowers with showy oloisom%
~~

yellow, as the black-eyed Susan; coneflower.

rudd (rud)* n. [akin to ME. rude, rode; AS.
for base see RED], a European fresh-water ;

carp family: alto called red-eye.
rud der (rud'Sr),, n. (ME. & AS. rother* a

;

IB, base see ROW (to propel with oars)],
fiat, movable piece of wood or metal hk
at the stern ol a boat or ship, mm for : - -

piece like this In an aircraft, etc*, used

,

of the

to the left or right: see airplane, illus.
"

f to guMe, dtost. or control

v^ffSlSi
'

3, something

stempost, to which the rudder

bjr iropfe, it *S^wto<fc to tb^itinpoit <ir

I n. [pi. RVTDDLEMEN (-mon)],

nriftfc 4k i

rude (rood), ad/. [ME.; OFr.; L. rudis], I. coarse or

rough in form or workmanship; crude. 2. barbarous
or ignorant: as, rude savages. 3. lacking refinement,
culture, or elegance ; uncouth ; boorish. 4. discourteous ;

unmannerly: as, a rude reply* 5. rough; violent; harsh:

as, rude winds blew. 6. harsh in sound; discordant: not
musical: as, rude tones. 7. having or showing little

skill, accuracy, method, etc.: as, rude drawings. 8. not
carefully worked out or finished; rough: as, a rude plan.
9. sturdy; robust; rugged.
SYN. rude, in this comparison, implies a deliberate lack of

consideration for others' feelings and connotes, especially, in-

solence, impudence, etc. (it was rude of you to ignore ^your
uncle) : ill-mannered connotes ignorance of the amenities^ of

social behavior rather than deliberate rudeness (a weE-meaning
but itt-mannered fellow) ; impolite implies merely a failure to

observe the forms of polite society (it would be impolite to
t
leave

so early) ; discourteous suggests a lack of dignified considera-
tion for others (a discourteous reply) ; uncivil implies a disre-

garding of even the most elementary of good manners (her -

civil treatment of the waiter} . ANT. polite, civil.

ru-di-ment (roo'da-mant), n. [L. rudimentum < rudis;
see RUDE], 1. usually in pi. a first principle, element,
or fundamental, as of a subject to be learned: as,
the rudiments of art. 2. a first slight beginning or ap-
pearance, or undeveloped form or stage, of something.
3. in biology, an incompletely developed organ or p^art,
as one in an embryonic condition; specifically, a vestigial
organ or part with no functional activity; vestige.
ru-dimen tal (roo'dd-men't'l), adj. rudimentary.
ru-di-naen-ta-rl-ly (roo'ds-men'tgr-a-li), adv. 1. in a
rudimentary manner. 2. so as to be rudimentary.
ru-di-men-ta-ri-ness (rop'd9-men'tSr-i-nis), n. the
quality or condition of being rudimentary,

ni-di'mett'ta-ry (roo'da-men'teY-i, roo'da-men'tri), adj.
of, or having the nature of, a rudiment or rudiments;
specifically, a) elementary, b) incompletely or im-
perfectly developed, c) vestigial.

Rudolf, Lake (rdo'dolf), n. a lake in northwestern
Kenya Colony, Afnca: area, 3,475 sq. mi.; length,
c. 180 mi.

Ru-dolph (roVdolf, roo'ddlf), [G. Rudolf; OHG.
Rudolf, Hrodulf < hruod-, fame -h wolf, a wolf], a
masculine name: variants, Rodolph, Rolf, Rollo; equiva-
lents, Fr. Rodolphe, G. Rudolf, It & Sp. Rodolfo.
Rudolph L 1218-1291; German king and emperor of
the Holy Koman Empire (1273-1291); founder of the
House of Hapsburg: also spelled Rudolf.
rue (r3o), v.t. IRUED (rood), RUING], [ME. reowen; AS.
hreowan; akin to G. reuen; IE. base *greu-f matted
blood, raw flesh, etc, (cf. CRUST, CRUDE. CRUEL, RAW);
basic sense "to shudder with horror '], 1, to feel

remorse or repentance for (a sin, fault, etc.). 2. to
wish (an act, agreement, etc.) undone, unmade, etc. 5

regret, vd. to be sorrowful or regretful, n. [Archaic),
1. sorrow, repentance, or regret, 2. pity; compassion.

rue (r6o), n, JMB. rum; OFr,; L. ruia; Gr. rhytii,W
of a group of strong-scented herbs, especially otfe with
yellow flowers and bitter-tasting leaves, formerly ^niuch

tuted in medicine: traditional symbol of oriel, regret,
etc, (with punning allusion to nfc, regret).
rue anemone, a small North American herb with
widte or pinkish flowers.
rueful (r5d

fM), fl4/ 1. causing sorrow or pity;
pitiable; lamentable. 2. feeling, expressing, or showing
iorrow or pity: motirnfm.

ru-fes-cence OroWer'nfl)* it* me quality or condition
of being rufescent,

ru-fes-cent (rW-fes''ttt), otfj. ]L. rufexcms* ppr* of

rwfwcMG* to beqome re4 < tufus, red], having a red
tinfiei reddiwDi*

ronvrtix), n. fcontr. of ruffle (a pleat)], 1, a high, frilled

or pleated collar of starcaeoV muslin, etc., worn by
men and women in the 16th and 17th centuries, 2.

something drculat like ttifs collar; specifically, a collar

of prottroent or Colored feathers or fur on a bird or

beast. 3, a
ol which" "

or Asiatic sandpiper the male
ruff during the breeding season:

,a reeve. 4 a kid of pigeon with

rouffie, rowyfe; ? altered <
It. rwm a <%<3i wael !

somewhat luce whist. 2*

act of trumping, v.t. A iu.

spotted
family,

a 'raff or rnffo.
American game bird with a
e^ pwrtr4dg,9 (in the northisnoi
.....

the southern uoitid

. rufian; It. ruffiano t_ ___,_ by.rottffc]*
* Wftal,

person; tough, adj. brutal,
- " '



ruffianism 1*74
rumble

ruf-fi-an-ism (ruf'i-an-iz'm, raf'yaii-iz'm), n. ruffianly

behavior or character.
ruf.fi an-ly (ruf'i-*n-li, ruf'yan-h),. adj. like or char-

acteristic of a ruffian; brutal. .violent,
and lawless,

ruf-fte (ruf'l), v.t. [RUFFLED (-'Id), RXJFFLING], [ME.
ruffelen < ON. or MLG.; cf. LG. ruffelen, ON. km/to,

to scratch], 1. to take away the smoothness or regu-

larity of; wrinkle; ripple: as, the wind ruffles .the
surface of the water. 2. to fold or draw (cloth, etc,) into

ruffies. 3. to put ruffles on as trimming. 4. to make
(feathers, etc.) stand up in or as m a raff, as a bird

m fright. 5. to disturb, irritate, or annoy: as, nothing

ruffles her. 6. a) to turn over (the pages of a book,

etc) rapidly. 6) to shuffle (cards), v.i. 1. to become

uneven, wrinkled, etc. 2. to become disturbed,

irritated, etc. n. 1. a narrow ornamental pleat or

trimming of cloth, lace, etc. 2. something, like this,

as a bird's ruff, 3. a disturbance: irritation. 4. a

break in surface smoothness; ripple.

ruf-fle (ruf'l), n. [also earlier ruff; prob. echoic], a

low, continuous beating of a drum, not so loud as a

roll. IM. & v.t. [RUFFLED (-Id), RUFFLING], to beat

(a drum, etc.) with a ruffle.

ruf-fie (rV'l), v.i. [RUFFLED (-'Id), RUFFLING], [ME.
ruffelen; prob. specialized use of prec.j, 1. to make
a noisy disturbance. 2. to be arrogant; swagger, n.

a noisy disturbance; brawl. , t .

ruf-fly (raf'li), adj. [RUFFLIER (-li-Sr), RUFFLIEST (4i-

ist)], ol, in, or like a raffle or raffles.

ru fous Croo'fas), adj. [L. rufus, red, reddish], brownish-

red or yellowish-red; rust-colored.

Ru-fus (roo'fas), [L, red, red-haired], a masculine name.

rufc (rag), n. [of Scand. origin; cf. Norw. rugga, coarse

covering, skinnrugga, skin rug; akin to ON. rogg, long

rough fleece; IE. base *reu~, to tear; cf. RUBL 1. a

piece of thick, often napped fabric, woven strips of

rag, an animal skin, etc. used as a floor covering:

usually distinguished from carpet in being a single

piece of definite shape, not intended to cover the

entire floor. 2. [Chiefly British], a piece of heavy,

warm cloth used as a lap robe, wrap, etc.
t

ru ga (roo'ga), n. [pi. RUGAE (-je)j, [L.], usually in pi.

in botany, zoology, etc., a wrinkle, fold, or crease.

rugate foo'gat, rpo'git), adj. [L. rugatus, pp. of rugare

< ruga, a wrinkle], wrinkled, folded, or creased.

Rufc-by (rug'bi) , n. La town in Warwickshire, central

England: pop., 38,000. 2. a famous boys
1

school there,

founded in 1567. 3. a kind of football, first played
at this school, in which each team consists of 15

players and the oval ball may be passed, dribbled with

the feet, or carried: the American game of football

developed from this: in full, Rtiftby football.

rugged (rag'id), adj. [ME.; of Scand, ongm (cf. Sw.

rugga, to roughen); < base of rug + -fl. .1- having

irregular surface projections and depressions; not

smooth or regular in surface or contour; uneven;

rough; wrinkled: as, rugged ground, ruggedf
mountains.

2, a) heavy, strong, and irregular, as facial features.

b) having such features: as, a rugged face, 3. stormy;

tempestuous: as, rugged weather. 4. sounding harsh:

as, rugged tones. 5. severe; harsh; hard; stern: as, a

rugged Hfe, a rugged climate. 6. not polished, cultivated,

refined, or elegant ; rude : as, rugged manners. 7 . strong ;

robust; sturdy; vigorous. SYN. see rowfth.

as, a rugose leaf.

ru-g08*i-ty (roo-gos'o-ti), n* [< Fr. or IX.rFT. rugositt;

LL. rugositas], 1. the state or quality of being rugose.
2. [pi, RUGOSITIES (-tiz)], a wrinkle or corrugation,

ru gous (roo'gQsV, adj. rugose. .

Ruhr (roor; G. roor), n, 1. a river m western Germany,
flowing into the Rhine; length, 144 mi, 2* we im-

portant mining and industrial region centered m the

valley of this nver. ^_
ra-in (roo'in, ro5''n), n<[HK & OFr. rutne; I/, rmna
< ruere, to fall], 1. [Rare], a falling downfiw of a

building, wall, etc.; hence, 2. pi. the remam$ ol *

fallen building, city, etc., or of something destroyed,
devastated, decayed, etc. 3. a) anything that hair

fallen to pieces, been destroyed, become decayed
through age, etc.: as, the bombed city was a ncto. 0)

a person regarded as being physically, mentally, or

morally a wreck of what he was. 4. the state of imvmg
fallen to pieces or of being destroyed, devastated,

decayed, etc. 5. downfall, complete destruction, over-

throw, devastation, decay, etc,, as of a thing qc person,
or in general; specifically, a) complete Io4$ of meam
solvency, position, etc. 0) moral downfall, or lo$ of

chastity, o? a woman. <5. anything that causes down*
fall, distraction, decay, etc.: as. gam^tag was w
ruin, v.t to bring or reduce to rain: specifically, f) to

destroy, damage greatly or irreparably, ^Kft etc. b) to

Impoverish or make bankrupt, c) to dep
of chastity. p.& to go or come to rain,

53W.~*tbfc impta * vttte of dewy, <----

demoHtion, as by fire, explosion, flood, etc. (the destruction of

the village in an air raid) ;
haYOC suggests total destruction or

devastation, as following an earthquake or hurricane; dilapida-

tion implies a state of ruin or shabbmess resulting from neglect

(the dilapidation of a deserted house).
___ a j.,*.*. /-.ST5./A .-4"'\ ti t. A- 11
te apaon o a eser . Wf-pfW. , - , N

ru-in-ate (roo'a-natO* v.t. A v.i. [RUINATED (-id),-* .. .. ,

[< ML. ruinatus, pp. of rwnare,to rum <

ruSous' (roo'in-9S, roo''n-9s), adj. [OFr. .

ruinosus], 1. falling or fallen into rum; dilapidated;

decayed. 2. bringing or tending to bring ruin: very

destructive Or harmful; disastrous: as, ruinous floods.

Ruis-dael, Ja-cob van (ya'k6p van rois'dal), 1628?-

1682; Dutch landscape painter: also spelled Ruysdael,

n. [ME. reule, rewle; OFr. reule, riule; L.

reguta^ straight piece of wood, ruler, rule <regere> to

lead straight, rale; for IE. base see REGAL], 1. an

established guide or regulation for action, conduct,

method, arrangement, etc. 2. a complete set or code

of regulations in a religious order; as, the Benedictine

rule 3. a fixed principle that determines conduct;

habit; custom: as, morning prayer was a rule of the

household. 4. a criterion or standard. 5. something
that usually or normally happens or obtains; the

customary or ordinary course of events: as, famine

and disease are the rule following.war. 6. government;
reign; control: as, the rule of Elizabeth. 7. a ruler

(sense 2). 8. [Gbs.J, way of acting; behavior. 9. m
law, a decision, order, etc. made by a judge or court

in regard to a specific question: abbreviated r. 10.

in mathematics, a method or procedure prescribed for

computing or solving a problem. 11, in printing, a

thin strip of metal, usually brass, as high as type, used

to print lines between columns, make decorative

borders, etc. v.t. [RULED (roold), RULING], 1. to have

an influence over; guide; as, he was ruled by his friends.

2. to lessen; restrain: as, reason ruled his fear, 3. to

have authority over; govern; direct: as, the king ruled

the country. 4. to be the most important element of:

as, action rules the plot. 5. to settle by decree; de-

termine: as, the court ruled the validity of the point.

6. to mark lines on with or as with a ruler. 7. to

mark (a line) with or as with a ruler. v.L 1. to have
absolute authority: govern. 2. to be at a specified

rate or level: prevail: said of prices, commodities, etc.,

as, prices rule low, 3. to issue a formal decree about
a question : as the court will rule on the matter. -5 FAT.

see govern, law.
as a rule, usually.
rule out, to exclude by decision.

rule of tnree, in mathematics, the method of finding
the fourth term of a proportion when three terms
are given. ,

.

rule of thumb, [from the method of measuring by
the thumbJ, 1. a rale based on experience or practice
rather than on scientific knowledge. 2, any way of

doing things that is practical though crude,
rul-er (roWer), n. 1. a person or thing that rules or

governs. 2. a thin strip of wood, metal, etc. with a

straight edge and markings in Inchea or centimeters
and their fractional parts, used in drawing straight
lines, measuring length, etc, ; straightedge, 3. a person
or device that ruleslines on paper, etc.

rul-er-shlp (rSSFeV-shipOt n. [see -SKIP], the position,
power, jurisdiction, or term of a raler; overeignty.
nil ing (rSSl'irj), adj. that rales; specifically, ) govern-
ing", o) predominating, c) prevalent, ft. 1. the act of

governing; control, at. a decision made by a court or

Jxdge, 3, the act of drawing or measuring with a
rater, 4, a line or lines so drawn.
Rum (rWm)i n. Rome: the Anbk name, formerly
used to designate the Byzantine Empire.
rum (ram), n. {wort for rumbuUi<mt name aoo!ate4
with t!* FIT. place- name RmwmMM (with merenee
to peaches & gooseberries); cf, Fr, rebDuillir, to boil

again}, t. ant 2coolic JiQuof diftlllttd worn fe^twented
molasses, sugar cane, etc. 2* any alcoholic liquor;
^-.^.^^.^l^ . .*

3. &d* poor, 'etc,
1

: a*
ram (r^wa)^!!.
Rum., I.

RU'UMMlHl
Ru-ma-nl-an
Romanian.

mrxi*Dft (rurjcrD*?; Sp
origin], 1. a dance of

odd; strange;

game).

; good;

* n.

mi mp * vte ,

cfty throogh toofe Mtesl proccwes at M
bum is in a state of ritin) ; destruction imphes



rumble seat 1275 run
echoic base], 1. to make a deep, heavy, continuous,
rolling sound: as, thunder rumbles. 2. to move or go
with such a sound: as, the truck rumbled down the
street, v.t. 1. tcr cause to make, or move with, such
a sound. 2. to utter or say with such a sound. 3.
to polish, mix, etc. in a rumble, or tumbling box.
n. 1. a deep, heavy, continuous, rolling sound. 2. a
space for luggage or a small extra seat, as for servants,
in the rear of a carriage. 3. a rumble seat. 4. a tum-
bling box, 5. [Slang], a gang fight.
rumble seat, in some automobiles, especially formerly,
an extra, open seat in the rear, behind the roofed seat:
it can be folded shut when not in use.

rum-bly (rum'bli), adj. rumbling, or causing or char-
acterized by a_umbling sound.

Ru-me-li-a (rpo-me'li-s) , n. the area of the former
Turkish empire in the Balkans, including Macedonia,
Thrace, ancf Albania: also spelled Roumella.
ru-men (roo'min), n. [pL RUMINA (-mi-no)], [L., throat,
gullet], 1. the first stomach of a ruminant. 2. the
cud of a ruminant.
ru-mi-nant (roo'ms-nant), adj. [L. ruminans, ppr. of
L. ruminare, to ru-

minate], 1. Chewing O i ESOPHAGUS

the Cud. 2. Of the
cud-chewing animals.
3. meditative, n.any
of a group of four-
footed, hoofed, even-
toed, and cud-chew-
ing mammals, as the
cattle, buffalo, bi-

son, goat, deer, an-
telope, camel, gi-
raffe, llama, etc.,

which have a stomach consisting of four divisions or
chambers, the rumen, reticulum, omasum (or manyplies,
psalterium), and abomasum: the grass, etc. that they
eat is swallowed unchewed and passes into the rumen
or reticulum, from which it is regurgitated, chewed
and mixed with saliva, again swallowed, and then
passed through the reticulum and omasum into the
abomasum, where it is acted on by the gastric juice.

ru-mi-nate (rdo'nw-nat'), v.i* & v.t, [RUMINATED (-id),

RUMINATING], [< L. ruminalus, pp. of ruminate, to
ruminate], L to chew (the cud), as a cow does. 2. to
turn (something) over in the mmd; meditate or reflect

(on). "SYN, see ponder.
ru<rni na tlon (rCo'raa-nS'shwn). n, I. the act of chew-
ing the cud. 2. meditation; reflective consideration,
ru-ml-na tlve (rSd'nwi-xifi'tiv) , adj. ruminating or in-

clined to ruminate; meditative.
rw*mi*na't0r (rW'rawoi'te'r)* n. [LL.J, a person who
ruminates*
rum mage (rtim'ij), n* [MPr. arrumw < anumer$ f to
stow cargo in the hold < 0rMv*% to arrange < mn,
rum* ship's hold < AS. rwn, room], I, miscellaneous
article;;; odds and ends. 2. a rummaging, or thorough
search, 3, a mixunaftge salt. 4. [Obs.], a) the arrange-
ment of cargo in a ship's hold. 6; a stowage or storage
place, v.t [IWMMAGBD (*ijd), RUMMAGING], 1, to
search through (a place, receptacle* etc,) diligently
and thoroughly, especially by moving the contents
about* turning them over, etc.; ranftack. 2, to get,
turn up, or bring to light by or as by aearchtef thor-

oughly (with up or ouf). v4 to search diligently and
thoroughly* at through the contents of a receptacle,

rummage sale, 1, a sale of contributed miscellaneous
articles, used cat new, as clothing, household furnishings,

STOMACH OF A RUMINANT

etc., to raite money for charitaole pwpoies or for tow
organisation. 2* a sale of misedfurieou>s merchandise
at a shop* as lor clearance before restocking, or of
uttdjfcimea article at a warehows, fcc,

pmto: btt ongt u^d lor drinking toftttt in

pmfit ol ^nifl % 'drinking flaw or oop.
(mm*i} r V* wuMMniE (WBT> s;^wij^ (4-
n (QUCMT) *f 5fL {Cwtiy Bdw^b S*aaf} oa;

m omay mmtlowi, lii wfefeh w fcjt i* to

match cams into sets of the name denomination or
o 1

ruf
nm<ttiy(w% ft* w* EUWIXBS (4*)} I<

&gi* drattkftitL *fff*pf or Hkt ram.

wl*

' WlfLpS* rmijir; ftlu

M*r>r%^'^wps 1

^*
art of the !>miy of an animaL
back come together, 2. a cut

of meat, usually beef, from this part, behind the loin
and above the round: see beef, ilfus.^ 3. the buttocks.
4. the last and unimportant or inferior part; fag end;
mere remnant; hence, 5. a legislature, etc. having only
a remnant of its former membership, as because of

expulsions, and hence regarded as unrepresentative
and without authority.

Rum-pel-stilts-kin (ram'p'l-stilt'skin), n. in German
folklore, a deformed dwarf who made an agreement
with the young bride of a king to spin for her the large
quantity of flax required by the king: in return she
was to give the dwarf her first child unless she guessed
his name within a month, but she succeeded and the
dwarf disappeared.

rum-pie (rum'p'l), n. [MD. rompel < rompe, a wrinkle],
an uneven fold or crease; wrinkle, v.t. & v.i, [RUMPLED
(-p'ld), RUMPLING], to make rumples (in); crumple.

Rump Parliament, in English history* 1. the part of
the Long Parliament remaining after the purge of 1648
until disbanded by Croiiiwell in 1653. 2. the same body
recalled in 1659 and disbanded in 1660.

rum-pus (rum/pQs), n. [said to be < Swiss G. student
slang], [Colloq.j, noisy or violent disturbance; uproar.
rumpus room, a room, usually in the basement of a
house, for games, dancing, etc.; recreation room.
rum-run-ner (rum/run'e'r), n. a person, ship, etc.

engaged in smuggling alcoholic liquor across a border.
run. (run), v.i. [RAN (ran) or dial. RUN, RUN, RUNNING],
[MB. rinnen (pp. runneri) < ON. rinna, renna t to run,
with vowel influence < pp.; akin to G. rinnen; IE.
base (*re-nw~d) < *er-> to set in motion, etc., seen also
in L. origo (cf. ORIGIN)], 1. to go by moving the legs

rabidly, faster than in walking, and (in a two-legged
animal) in such a way that for an instant both feet are
off the ground. 2. to go rapidly; move swiftly; as,
we ran to her aid, the ship ran before the wind. 3. to

go, move, grow, etc. easily and freely, without hindrance
or restraint; be unchecked. 4. to go away rapidly;
flee. 5. to make a quick trip (up to, down to, over to,

etc. a specified place) for a brief stay, 6. a) to take
part in a contest or race, d) to be a candidate in an
election. 7. to finish a contest or race in a specified
numerical position: as, my horse ran last. 8. to swim
in migration, as upstream or inshore for spawning,
etc.: said of fish, as, the salmon run every ^year. 9. to

go, as on a schedule; ply between two points: as, the
bus runs between Chicago and New York. 10. to go
or pass lightly and rapidly: as, a breeze ran through the
trees. 11. to be current; circulate: as. the story runs
that the bank will close. 12, to climb or creep: said
of plants, as, the vine runs over the porch. 13. to
extend in time; extend through the years: as, his

family line runs back to the Conquest. 14. to move
continuously: as, his tongue ran on and on. 15, to
become loosened and ravel: as, her stocking ran.
1<S. to revolve or move with or as with parts that
revolve, slide, etc, ; operate : as, the machind is runnfotg.

17. to return constantly to the inittd; be remembered:
asf thoughts ran in his head. 18. to flow: as, blood
runs in the veins. 19. to melt and flow: as, the butter
ran. 20* a) to spread when put on a surface, as a
liquid. 6) to spread over or be diffused through cloth.

etc, when moistened, as colors. 21 . to be wet or covered
with a flow: as, the gutters ran with blood, her eves
ran with tears. 22. to give passage to a fluid; specifi-

cally, a) to discharge pus, mucus, etc. b) to leak, as a
faucet. 23. to elapiei a*, the days ram into weeks.
$4, to appear or be presented continuously or id a
continuing series: as, the play ran for a year. 25. to
continue m effect or force: aft, the law runs for twenty
years, 26* to extend in or as in a continuous line: as,

ihft fence runs through the wooda 27. to proceed or

pass into a specified condition, situation, etc.; as, he
always ran into trouble. 28. to sail or float

etc.): said of a ship. 29. 'to- be written,

played, ta in a sweified way: as, the& this; 30. to S* or doattaaa at a s

price* amount, eto*t :a% the apples r*9h
ye4r. 0& 1, to ton alog or
course or row*)/ 1 2., to travel o
niaif* drlrtaf, etc*: a^ .wpd bowes WIN* w f
3. to cte OP perform by 'or,a iby rowing! as* ae ran a
racs* 4. .to subject 1 onewf'to of be *wb}ecbed to (a

risk, etc,):, tacw 5. 'to f^t
1

pai* or escape by going
ttowKlK *' the tblp rwn w& blockade.

'

6, to sew with

am^ooatiwtotoW^oaOTrtit(^. 7. to pursue,
or Jwt {gaev te,>* $, to <wcmpe*e with in or as in a

pe0; vie Wftlfc, & a) to enter (a horse, etc.) in a race.

I) to pit 'tip as a oaadidate for election. 10. to make
TOO* 0vv Opwatevetc, 11. to bring, lead, or force

fat* a 'tpeoibd condition, situation, etc* by or as by
tumalftj a$ he w* me breathless, his action ran us
kit dufflfttthfafc 12. <*) to carry or convey, as in a

Sip or vehicl; transport, &) to c&rry (taiuible or
d toodt) in or out illegally; smuggle* 13. to

in" y, t in ftmmi
t j cfcfo !

i Cirri it; rr.
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drive, force, or thrust (an object) into or against

(something). 14. to allow to continue in force: as, he

ran a bill at the store. 15. to make move or pass

rapidly, flow, etc. in a specified way, direction, place,

etc. : as, run water into a glass. 16 . a) to be m charge ot ;

manage: as, she runs the household. 0) to perform tne

steps of (an experiment, test, etc.). 17. to mark,

draw, or trace, as boundary lines on a map.
>

18. to

extend or trace in a specified way or direction: as,

run the rope taut, run the story back to its source.

19 to undergo or be affected by, as a fever, etc. 20.

to'flow with, discharge, or pour forth: as, the gutters

ran blood. 21. to melt, fuse, or smelt (ore). 22. to

cast or mold, as from molten metal; found. 23, to

publish (an advertisement or story) in a newspaper.
24 in billiards, etc., to complete successfully (a specified

number of strokes, shots, etc.) in uninterrupted

sequence, n. 1. a) an act or period of running or

moving rapidly, b) a running pace; rapid gait, c) Ca-
pacity for running. 2. the distance covered or time

spent in running. 3. a trip; journey; especially, a\ a

single, customary, or regular trap, as of a train, ship,

etc. b) a auick trip for a brief stay at a place: as, take

a run up to Detroit. 4. a route: as, the milkman
finished his run. 5. a) movement onward, progression,
or course, especially when quick, easy, or smooth.

b) the direction, as of the gram of wood, or tendency,

as of events. 6. a continuous course or period
of a

specified condition, action, etc. : as, a run of good luck.

7. a continuous course of performances, etc.: as, the

play had a run of a year. 8. continued demand, call,

etc. or series of sudden, urgent demands, etc., as on a

bank for payment of deposits. 9, a period of being

in public demand or favor. 10. a continuous series or

sequence, as of cards in one suit, 11. a continuous

extent of something. 12. a flow or rush of water, etc.,

as of the tide. 13. a small, swift stream, as a brook,

rivulet, etc. 14. a) a period during which some fluid

flows readily, b) the amount of flow. 15. a) a period
of operation of a machine or machinery. 0) the amount
of something produced during such a period; output.

16. a) a kind, sort, or class.as of goods, b) the ordinary,

usual, or average kind. 17. something in, on, or along

which something else runs or can run; specifically,

a) a way, track, channel, trough, pipe, t
runway, etc.

6) an enclosed area m which domestic animals or fowls

can move about ftfeety; as, a chicken run; hence,

18. freedom to move about at will through au the

parts or to use aH the facilities (of a place): as, we
had the run of his grounds. 19. a number of ammals
ia motion together. 20. a well-defined track made by
some animals 'm migration, etc.: as, a buffalo run.

21. a) a large number of fish migrating together, as

upstream or inshore for spawning. 0) such migration of

fish. 22. a ravel in something knitted, as in a stocking.

23, the bower of a bowerbird. 24. in aviation, the

approach to the target made by a bombing plane: in

full, bombing run. 25. in baseball, a scoring point,
made by a successful circuit of the bases: abbreviated

r. (sing, 6" pi,), 26. in billiards, etc., an uninterrupted
sequence of successful strokes, shots, etc. 27. m
cricket, a scoring point, made by a successful ruming
of botn batsmen from one wicket to the other. 28. m
music, a rapid succession of tones, as a roulade. 29. w
nautical usage, the extreme after part of. a ships
bottom, from where it starts to curve up and tn toward
the tftem. adj, 1. melted: made liquid, 2* pour@d
or molded while in a melted state: as. run metal, 3.

drained or extracted, as honey. 4. [CoEoq,J illegaUy

transported; smuggled; contraband,
a run for one's money, 1. powerful competition. 2.

some satisfaction for what one has expended, as in

betting on a near winner in a race,

in the long run, over the whole raiige, or in the fittal

outcome, of some sequence of events; ultimately,
on the run, L running. 2. hurrying from place to

place or task to task, 3. running away; w rotweat.

run across, to encounter by chane.
run after, 1. to pursue or follow. 2, [Colloq4 to
seek the company or companionship of.

run away with, l, to deprive of sdJ-control, balance,
etc., as anger or enthusiasm. 2. a) to cratdo greatly
all other contestants or ^performers in. b) to get (a

prixe, honors, etc.) in this way,
run down, 1 . to cease to run, or stop operating, as a
mechanical device, through lack of power. 2* to n,
ride, or drive against so as to knock down. 3 to trar-

su and capture or kill. 4. to speak of slightingly or

injuriously; disparage. 5. to lessen or lower in worth,
quality, etc., as a. house through lack of repairs, or in

health, strength, etc., as E person through overwork;
make or become run-down. 6. to road through rap-
idly, 7, in baseball, to causa (a. nnmer trapped be-
tween two bases) to be put oat.

ran for It, to ran to order to escape or *ro$d sometbiag.
rtti lit, I . to include or insert, M ocnethlng addition**.
2. fSlmg|t to ink into etwtody by the tuthodty of
the law; aureit* 3* In printing, to continuous
will)out a fmmk or

run into, 1. to encounter by chance. 2. to run, ride,

or drive against so as to hit; collide with.

run off, 1. to print, typewrite, etc. 2. to cause to be

run, performed, played, etc. 3, to decide the winner

of (a race, etc.) by a runoff. .

run on, 1 . to continue or be continued ; specifically , in

printing, to continue without a break or new para-

graph. 2. to talk continuously. .

run out, 1. to come to an end; expire or become used

up, exhausted, etc. 2. to force to leave;, drive out.

run out of, to use up a supply of (something;.
run over, 1, to ride or dnve over. 2. to overflow.

3. to examine, rehearse, etc. rapidly or casually.

run through, 1. to use up, spend, etc. quickly or reck-

lessly. 2. to pierce. 3. to run over (sense 3).

run up, to raise, rise, or make rapidly.

run-a-bout (ran'a-bout') ,
n. L a person who runs

about from one place to another. 2. a light, one-

seated, open carriage. 3. a light, one-seated, open
automobile; roadster. 4. a light motorboat.

run-a-gate (ran'a-gaf), n. [altered (after run J-.obs.
agate, on the way) < ME. renegat, apostate, villain <
OFr. renegat < ML. renegatus; see RENEGADE], [Archaic],

1. a runaway; fugitive or deserter. 2. a person who
drifts or wanders about; vagabond. .

mn-a'iwmd (runVround') , n. 1. [Slang], a series of

evasive excuses, equivocations, etc.: usually m get

(or give) the run-around. 2. in printing, an arrange-

ment of type in a column narrower than usual, as

around an illustration. Also runround.
<

run-a-way (run'e-wa'), n. 1. a person, animal, etc.

that runs away; specifically, a) a fugitive or deserter.

b) a horse, team of horses, etc. that has broken loose

from control of the rider or driver. 2. a running away,
3. a runaway race or victory, adj. L running away
or having run away; escaping, eloping, or breaking
loose from control: as, runaway lovers, a runaway
horse. 2, of or done by runaways or running away:
as, a runaway marriage. 3 easily won, as a race, or

decisive, as a victory. 4. a) rising rapidly, as prices.

b) characterized by such prices: as, a runaway inflation.

run-back (run/bak'), n. in football, 1. a running back
with the ball, as after receiving the kickott. 2. the

distance so run, .

nin>d'ble spoon (nin'sa-bl), [prob, corned < run-

cinate -f -ible; used by B. Lear m "The Owl and the

Pussycat"], a kind of fork with two broad prongs and
one sharp-edged, curved prong.
nm*ci-nate (itur si-nit, run'si-nat') , adj. [L. runcinatus t

pp. of runcinare, to plane off < mndna, a plane

(formerly understood as "saw")], irregularly saw-

toothed, with the teeth or lobes

as some leaves: see leaf.llltts.

run die (run'd'l), n. [MB. rundd, var. of roundel],
1. a rung, or round, as of a ladder. 2, one of the bars
in a lantern pinion. 3, something that rotates, as a
wheel or the drum of a capstan.

run-diet (rundlit), n. [OFr. rondflft,
dim, of rondUe,

little tun or barrel, round shield], [Archaic), 1, a
small barrel or cask of varying capacity. 2. the
amount of liquor contained in this: an old British

Hauid measure, usually taken as qual to about 18

wine gallons, Also runlet.
run-down (run'dotin'), *QJ. 1, not wound amd there-

fore not running, as a spiing-operated clock or watch,
2. in poor physical condition, m from overwork; weak
and exhausted; debEitatei 3. fallen into disrepair;

dilapidated, n. 1. in basebaU, the act of running down
a base runner. 2, a concise summary or outline.

nme (r6on), n* [ME. roun; AS, run, a secret, mystery,
rumk character; iwdopted in 17th c, in form of ON.
run; IB. echoic base *r*- hoarse sound; cf, ROVND

So
whisper) ; m sense 4 < Finn, runo, poem, canto <

N. rftnL I. any of the cwmctert of an alphabet
used by the ancient Scandinavians and other ancient
Germanic peoples. 2, eometht&ff infcrilm or written
in such clxametem 3. any etauw chwmcttr or mark
having some myafertoua meftatatf or wgio*! pcwrirs
attributed to it, 4. a) a Finom poem Of o*nto< w
loosely, any ancient Soand!ttavia po^ e) [Poetto],

any poem, verse, cc son^f.

rung trun), n. [ME, wyr; A8* hmng, a b*l! rod, pole;
akm to 0. rwiuv; Ice IB* ti*fe s^ EING (a cltcwy* any
stwdy stick* otr, or rod etvpeci*lbr ^ fm*aef ojje,
used as a crossbar, strengthening part, etc.; siwcifieally,

a] any of the crosspieccs constituting t,he of a
ladcter. b) a wpporting orosepieoe btw^a me left of
a chair, or across the back, etc, c) a m a wheel,

rung (rui)) , past participle and mm pant tense of ring,

(to make ti&s fottikdl o ft Wp)*

down fci nuies/ 2* like or d^ftp|tt*(|^wi-
tive interlaced effect^ m m (

l*
her j

the niontinients,: tc. of iMnllin
ICuroix?. n. in printing a |w|

^v^alw^twlfiym*te &5AO. ^>JMf*wL run-in matter, 2* .| a i
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run-let (runlit), n. [run, n. + -let], a runnel, or rivulet.
run-let (runlit), n. a rundlet.
run-nel (ran'*l), n. [ME. rinel, runel; AS. rynel < base
of rinnan, to run; cf. RUN], 1. a small stream; little

brook or rivulet. 2. a small channel or watercourse.
run-ner (ran'Sr), n. La person, animal, or thing that
runs, as a racer. 2. a

person who runs errands,
carries messages, etc., as
for a bank or brokerage
house. 3. an agent, col-

lector, etc., as for a bank
or broker. 4, a person
whose work is to solicit

patronage or business, as RUNNER
for a hotel or store. 5. (strawberry plant)
0) a smuggler. b) a smug-
gling ship. 6. a person who operates or manages
something, as a machine. 7. a) a long, narrow, decora-
tive cloth put across a table, chest of drawers, etc.

b) a long, narrow rug, as for a hall or corridor. 8. a
long ravel, as in hose; run. 9. a) a long, slender,
trailing stem that puts out roots along the ground at
its nodes or end, thus producing new plants, b) any
plant that spreads in ^his way, as the strawberry.
10. any of various twining plants: as, the scarlet
runner* 11. something on or in which something else

moves, as a sliding part in machinery. 12. either of
the long, narrow pieces of metal or wood on which a
sled or sleigh slides. 13. the blade of a skate. 14. a
sharp, curved blade for opening a furrow in seeding.
15. in metallurgy, a channel through which molten
metal is poured into a mold; gate. 16, in zoology, the
jurel, a food fish.

runner bean. [British], a string bean.

run-ner-up (run'gr^ip'), n. a person or team that
finishes second in a race, contest, etc., especially in
the final round of a tournament.
run ning (run'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that runs (in various senses); racing, management,
etc. 2. power or ability to run. 3. a) that which
runs, or Hows. 5) the amount or quantity that runs.

adj. 1, moving* gassing, or advancing rapidly. 2. a)
run at a rapid gait: as, a running race, 6) trained to
race at this gait: said of a horse. 3. flowing: as,

running water. 4. cursive: said of handwriting.
5. melting; becoming liquid or fluid. 6* discharging
liquid; especially, discharging pus, etc.; as, a running
sore. 7. creeping or climbing: said of plants. 8, going,
or in operation, as machinery. 9* in a straight line;
linear: said of measurement, as, a running foot. 10.

going on, extending, etc. without interruption: con-
tinuous; as, a rnnntng commentary, a running design.
11. in succession; successive: placed after the noun,
as, for five days running. 12, prevalent. 13* in

progress; current: as, a running account. 14. ;

or going easily or smoothly. 15. slipping or

easily : * a running knot. 16. moving iraen i
as a rope. 17. done In, with, or by a run: as, a running
jump. IS. of the normal run (of a train, bus, etc.):

as, the running time is two hours.
In (or out of) the running, in (or out of) the competi-
tion; having (or having lost) a chance to win.

running board, especially formerly, a footboard, or

step, extending along the lower part of the side of an
automobile, etc.

running fire, 1, a rapid succession of shots, as from
soldiers in ranks; hence, 2. * rapid succession, as of

remarks, questiow, etc,

running gear, the working parti of a machine; es-

pecially, the wheels, axles, transmission, etc. of a
locomotive* automobile or the like, together with their

attachments, as distinguished from tht body.
running hand, rapid handwriting, sometimes almost
illegible, in whteE h lettw* art ifenta* and dose
together, formed without often lifting the pen or

pencil from the paper: distinguished from round hand.

running head lor title), a descriptive heading or
title printed at the top of every page or* sometimes,
every other page, usually the left-hand ones.

running knot, a knot to tied as to slide along the
rom thus ratmog ft aoowi (remitacJHMQ that
tightens as the rope is pulled: see knot, illus."" ' *

', mate, 1. a) a horse that is a teammate for

horse used to set the
2* ft candidate for

offices, as for the
W for election

'

greater
it*

2. waste products eliminated in manufacturing, 3. a
deciding, final race, game, etc., as in case of a tie.

run-of-the-mill (run'ov-thd-mil') , adj. [see RUN, n.,

16b], not selected or special; ordinary; average: also
mill-run.
run-on (run'on') *# in printing, that is run on.
n. run-on matter,

run-round (run'round'), n. a run-around (sense 2).
runt (runt), n. [prob. akin to AS. hrindan, to thrust
(cf. AS. Hrunting, ON* Hrotter, sword names of this
same origin); senses 2 & 30 may be influenced by a
homophonous word akin to IX rund, an ox], 1. a)
a stunted, undersized, or dwarfish animal, plant,
thing, or (usually in a contemptuous sense) person.
6) the smallest animal of a litter. 2. an ox or cow of a
small breed or size. 3 [Scot, or British Dial.], /*) an
old cow or ox. 6) a withered old woman, c) an old or
decayed tree stump, d) the hardened stem of a cabbage
or other plant.

runt-i-ness (run'ti-nis), n. a runty quality or state.

runt-y (run'ti), adj. [RUNTIER (-ti-gr), RUNTIEST (-ti-

ist)J, stunted: undersized; dwarfish.
run-way (ran'wa'). n. 1. a way, as a channel, track,
chute, groove, trough, etc., in, on. or along which
something runs, or moves: specifically, a) the channel
or bed 01 a stream. 6) a strip of leveled ground, often
paved, for use by airplanes in taking off and landing.
c) a track or ramp for wheeled vehicles, d) a beaten
path made by deer or other animals, e) in bowling, a
track along which the bowls are returned to the
bowlers. 2. an enclosed area in which chickens, etc.
can move about freely: also run.

fix-pee (r65-p0, n. [Hind, mpiydk < Sans. rpya,
wrought silver], 1. the monetary unit and a silver coin
of India, valued at about 20 cents in 1950, 2. the
monetary unit of Pakistan, valued at about 30 cents
in 1950. Abbreviated R., r., Re. (pi. Re., Rs,-Re, rs.).

Ru-pert (roB'pSrt), [G. Ruprecht, Rupprecht; see
ROBERT], a masculine name.

rup-tur-a-ble (rup'chSr-o-b'l) , adj. that can be rup-
tured.

rup-ture (rup'chSr)* n. JJr.: L. ruptura < ruptus, pp.
of rumpere, to break; IE. base *rew()-, to tear out,
tear apart, break, seen also in Eng. reave, rob], 1. the
act of breaking apart or bursting, or the state of

being broken apart or burst; breach. 2. a breaking
off of friendly or peaceful relations, as between coun-
tries or individuals, 3. in medicine, hernia; especially
abdominal or inguinal hernia, v.t, & v4. [RUPTURED
(-chSrd), RUPTURING], 1. to break apart or burst. 2.

to affect with, undergo, or suffer a rupture.
ru-ral (roor'al), adj. [ME.; LL. ruralis

m
< L. rus, ruris,

the country < IE. *rewo$, space, wide,
Goth, rums, room, space, En
acteristic of the country (as
or towns), country Hfe

r
or F

opposed to urban. 2. living in the <

to do with farming; agricultural
SYN. rural is the comprehensive, nonspecific word refewing
to life on the farm or in tne country as distinguished from life in

the city (rwroi schools); matte stresses thie contrast between
the supposed cruderiess and unsophistication of the country and
the polish and refinement of the city (rustic humor) ; pastoral

suggests the highly Idealized primitive simplicity of rural life,

oxipnally among shepherds; bucolic, a somewhat contemptu-
emphasizes the alleged boorishnesa of rural persons
swpr) ANT. urq&n.

.____________Iverjr, free delivery of mail by carriers
ou routes in rural areas: abbreviated RHX |t.F.lD.
ru-raMsm (roorVWz'in), n. 1. rural quality r ciiar*

aotOTf 2i n rural idiom*
ni ral-iet (roqrwtet), n. a person who leads or advo-
cates ft rural we.

'

m*r%Cty {roo-ralVti), ft. 0* wj^P^^ *

ruralistn. 2* ttsawym pL rural characteristic, feat

. , ,

v*t* mxntAXjaaoD (-$wIO Rtr-

mulce rural. #i* to Hve or stay for a
,

vian chief of the 9th
ed a the fottnder of the

li
t

tiawe fa |h
Ru-rik (i"oorak), n. a
century Ju|X who ia r

Russian i^oijiftrchy < dted
Rus., 1. Russia. 2. Russian.

m ^

ruse (ro^f}^ ih [MB,* Imte OB4-. < ruw, to dodge;
OFr* ramflfr* tojpet o^t of flap way; ? < L. mwre to

mism* or JUU *MWHfr to deny: see awrum, v.\ t a
tfan&tjttm, mskt or arofioe. SxN. ee trlek.

rush Crmsli), XiMB rnmkm; OFr. rMsur; cf, it

, I* to move or jx> 9Mw or impetuously; dash,

to ttftkf ft rwmf uaden attect or aaaaw (w or

01^1 ciarge* 3* to dash rocKlesaty or rashly (drten

W?1- 4. to paw, come, go, come into vfew# act.

mrlnbv suddenly or hantlys as, the stars rmkm

L
2,

i^Wfe,*!<MtelM V*i' hdrn, tff&l, look; OIL mfti fe Me, fttrj teti

n 5fl ^Vl o in comply, urn focus; \ m in a'

pp. x-xii. t foreign;
J
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out, a terrible thought rushed into her mind. v.t.

1. to move, send, push, drive, etc, swiftly, violently,
or hastily: as, they rushed him out of the room, the
resolution was rushed through the Senate. 2. to do,

make, or cause to move, go, or act, with unusual or

excessive speed or haste; hurry: as, I don't like
t
to

rush my work, don't rush me. 3. a) to make a swift,

sudden attack or assault on; charge. b) to overcome or

capture by such an attack or assault. 4. [Slang], to

lavish attentions on, as in courting. 5. in football, to

advance (the ball) by a rush or series of rushes, n.

1. a rushing. 2, an eager movement of many people
to get to a place, as to a new territory or a region
where gold has recently been found. 3. busyness;
haste; hurry: as, the rush of modern life. 4. a sudden,
swift attack or assault ; onslaught. 5 . in many American
colleges, a kind of scrimmage between groups of

students, as between freshmen and sophomores, held
as a contest, often for the temporary possession of

some trophy. 6. a press, as of business or traffic,

necessitating unusual haste or effort. 7. in football,

a) an attempt to carry the ball through the opponent's
line, as by plunging. b) in former usage, any of certain

players in the forward line (rush line) : as, center rush.

8. usually in pi. in motion Pictures, a first print, as of

a scene photographed on the previous day, projected
for inspection by the director, etc. adj. 1. necessi-

tating haste: as, rush orders. 2. characterized by a
rush (sense 6): as, rush hours.
with a rush, suddenly and forcefully.

rush (rush), n. [ME. rusche t rische; AS. rysce; akin to
MD. risch, G. rusch; IE. base *rez#-, to plait, twist],
1* any of various grasslike plants with hollow or pithy
stems, growing usually in wet or marshy places. 2. a
stem of such a plant, used for making baskets, mats,
chair seats, etc. 3. something of little or no value.

Rush, Benjamin (rush), 1745-1813: American physi-
cian; signer of the Declaration of Independence.
rush candle, a candle made with the pith of a rush as

the wick; rushlight.
rush-er (rush'Sr), n. a person or thing that rushes;

specifically, in football, a player in the rush line,

rush hour, a time of the day when business, traffic,

.cjfcc. are especially heavy.
rush-light frushlitO, n. a rush candle: also rush light.

rush line, in football, the forward line, normally in-

cluding the ends, tackles, guards, and center.

rush-y (rush'i), ad?/. [RUSHIBR (-i-Sr), RUSHIEST (4-ist)],

1. Jccmsisting or inaae of ,rushes (plants). 2. full of or
covered with rushes. 3. rushlike.
ru-sine antler (r65'sin, roo'sin), [< Mod. L. Rusa
(< J^alay rusa, deer), name of the genus; -f -4ne], a

type of antler with a single tine at the brow and a

simple, two-pronged/ork at the tip.

{cup Ih, ur-be (rus' in ur'bi), [3U], the country in the

city: said of a city, town, or city home characterized

^y trees, lawns, etc.

rusk (rusk), n. [Sp. rosca, twisted roll or pread, lit., a
spiral, screw < LL. *rosicare, to gnaw], 1. a) sweet,
raised bread or cake toasted in an oven, or baked a
second time, until browned and crisp. 0) a piece of

this. 2. a light, soft, sweetened biscuit or bread.

Rus-kin, John (rusOein), 1819-1900; English writer,
art critic, and social reformer.
Rusa (rus), adj. & n. [pi. Russ], [cf. Pr. Russe, Rtass,

t], Russian.

Crops) , n. the Niemen, a river in Byelorussia and
a: so called at its mouth.
*/ Russia. 2. Russian.
us-sell (ras'*!)], [< surname Russell, orig. dim,

, %p red], a masculine name: diminutive, Russ.
Rus sell, Bertrand (rus'l), (Bertrand Arthur William
JRfuodfyitfc^gtolftosse^ 18/2- : English philosopher,
matjiemal^ciaa, and writer; received Nobel prize ia

literature, 1950,
Russell. Charles Edward, 1860-1941; American
journalist and author*

'

" '

Russell, Elizabeth Mary, (pseudonym Etitiatyiffc?
born

Mary Annette Beauchamp), Countess Russell, 1866-
1941; English novelist.

Russell, George William (pseudonym JE), 1867-1935;
Irish poet, essayist, and painter.

Russell, Lord John, first Bar} RufseH of
Russell, 1792-1878; English statesman; prime
(1846-1852; 1865-1866). , ,

' *

Russell, Lillian, (born Helm Lom^f peow
1922; American singer and actress.

Rus-sell ite (rusl-itO, n. a JeboVah's "Witness; former
name,

rus-set (nis'it), n. [ME.; OFr. rou$$et, dim. of fom <
L, mssus, reddish (akin to ruber, recyj, 1. yellowish
brown or reddish brown. 2. a coarse homesptin doth,
reddish-brown or brownish, formerly made and ttsM
for clothing by country people. 3* a winter apyte
with a rough, mottled skin. adj. 1. yeEowisfi-brown
or reddish-brown. 2. made of russet (cloth); hence,
3. [RareL rustic, simple, etc.

RtiS'Sjii (rash'), n. I, before 1917, an empire (JEMMte
Empire) In eastern Europe and northern Asia, ruled

by a czar: capital, St. Petersburg (Petrograd). 2. now,
a) the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; Soviet

Union: popularly so called. b) the Russian Soviet
Federated Socialist Republic, a part of the Soviet

Union. Russian name, Rossiya. 3. [r-J, Russia bather.

Russian (rush/an), adj. of Russia, its people, their

language, etc. n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Russia.

2. a member of the chief Slavic people of Russia: cf.

Great Russian, Little Russian, White Russian. 3. the

East Slavic language of the Russians, especially the

form spoken by the Great Russians: the principal

language of the Soviet Union.
Russian dressing, mayonnaise mixed with chili sauce,

chopped pickles, pimientos, etc.: used on salads.

Russian-ize (rush'sn-Iz
7
), v.t. [RUSSIANIZED (-izd') f

RUSSIANIZING], to make Russian in character.

Russian (Orthodox) Church, a branch of the Orthodox
Eastern Church: it was the national church of czarist

Russia.
Russian Revolution, 1. the revolution of 1917 in

which the government of the Czar was overthrown by
Russian workers, peasants, soldiers, and sailors: it

consisted of two distinct revolutions, the first.(February
Revolution) being the uprising of March (February,
Old Style), in which a parliamentarian government
headed by Kerensky came to .power, the second (Oc-
tober Revolution) being the uprising of November (Oc-
tober, Old Style), in which this government was re-

placed by the Soviet government led by the Bolsheviks

^Communists) underLenin. 2. the October Revolution.
Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, a
republic in Europe and Asia, forming the largest
division of the Soviet Union: a federation of Remqns,
Territories, Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republics,
and Autonomous Regions: area, 6,322,350 sq. mi.:

pop., 114,337,000; capital, Moscow: abbreviated
R.S.F.S.R., RSFSR: also called (Soviet) Russia,
Russian thistle, a large weed with spiny branches
and small leaves, which matures into a tumbleweed.
Russian wolfhound, any of a breed of large dog
with a narrow head, long
legs, and silky coatiborzoi:
so called because of Russian
origin.

Rue-so- (rus'o, rus'), a
combining form meaning:
1. Russia or Russian, as
in Russophobe. 2, Russian
and, as in Russo-Japanese,
Russo-phile (rus'6-m'). n.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND
fond" of" Russia, its people, <32 in * kigh at shoulder)

customs, influence, etc. adj. of Russophiles.
Rus-so-phobe (rus'S-f6b') , n. a person who has Russo-
phobia. adj. of Russophobes.
Rus-so-pho-Di-a (ras'o-fSfbi-o), n. [Russo- f <*ph&bia],
hatred or fear of Russia, its people, customs, influence,
etc.

rust (rust), n. [ME.j AS.; akin to G. rost; base *nwf&-
s-to < IB. base *reudh~, red, seen also in AS. read
(cf. RED), rudu (cf. RUDD)], 1, the reddish-brown or
reddish-yellow coating formed on iron or steel by
oxidation, as during exposure to air and moisture: it

consists mainly of ferric oadd> PeiOi, and ferric

hydroxide, Pe(OH)i; also Iron rt, 2* any coating
or film, formed on any other metal t>y oxidation <w
corrosion. 3. any stain or formation resembling iron
rust, 4. any habit, influence, growth* etc. injurious
to usefulness, to the mind or character, etc, 5. disuse
of mental or moral powers] upwctivity ; (dkoctHk ,4itm
color of iron rat; redqWa brown or r4aish yellow.
7. in Many* a) any cf a number of plant dwt
'castised by 'parasitic fcmgi md ohrqttri4 by a

and leaves, b) any fungus causing such a diseaiw: ulso
rust fungus, v.i. & v.t. 1, to Have or cause to

*

tech a disease. 2. to become or cause to be <

withnwfe,asiw.
-- * -

" MF-

disuse, inactivity,
become or make :

rust-col'Ored
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rus-ti-caHy (rus'ti-k'1-i, rus'tik-li), adv. in a rustic
* manner.
rus ti-cate (rus'ti-kat'), v.t. [RUSTICATED (-id), RUS-
TICATING], [< L. rusticatus, pp. of L. rusticari, to
rusticate < rusticus; see RUSTIC], 1. to go to the
country. 2. to live or stay in the country; lead a
rural life. v.t. 1. to send to, or cause to live or stay
in, the country. 2. [British], to suspend (a student)
from a university or college for a specified time as
punishment. 3. to make (a person, etc.) rustic. 4. to
make or finish (masonry, etc.) in the rustic style.

rus-ti-ca-tion (ras'ti-ka'shgn), n. [L. rusticatio], 1. a
rusticating or being rusticated. 2, a period of this.

ruS'ti-ca-tor (rus'ti-ka'tgr) , n. a person who rusticates.
rus-tic-i-ty (rus-tis's-ti), n. [pi. RUSTICITIES (-tiz)],

[Fr. or L.; Fr. rusticite; L. rusticitas], 1. quality,
state, or instance of being rustic; awkwardness,
ignorance; inelegance, simplicity, etc. 2. rustic, or
rural, life or character. 3. a rural characteristic.

rust-My (rus't'1-i), adv. in a rusty manner or state;
in a way suggestive of rustiness.

rust-i-ness crus'ti-nis), n. rusty quality or state.
rus-tle (rus'l), vd. & v.t. [RUSTLED (-Id), RUSTLING],
[with unhistoric -^ < ME. rouslen, etc.; akin to earlier
PI. ruysselen; W.Gmc. echoic base], to make, or move,
stir, etc. so as to produce, an irregular succession of
soft, rubbing sounds, as of leaves, papers, cloth, etc.

being moved about, n. such a succession of sounds.
rus-tle (rus'l), vd. & v.t. [RUSTLED (-Id), RUSTLING],
[? < rush, v. 4- hustle], 1. [Colloq.], to work or proceed
with, or move, bring, or get by, energetic or vigorous
action. 2. a) originally, in the western United States.
to round up (cattle, etc.), especially as a professional
cowboy; hence, b) [Colloq.},

to steal (cattle, etc.),
rustle up, [Colloq.], to collect or get together, as by
foraging around.

rus-tler (rus'lSr), n. a person or thing that rustles;
especially, [Colloq.], a) an active, energetic person.
&) a cattle thief.

rust-less (rust'lis), adj. 1. free from rust. 2. rustproof.
rust-proof (rust^prSo'f

/
)t adj. resistant to rust.

rusfry (rus'ti), adj. [RUSTIER (-ti-6r), RUSTIEST (-ti-ist)],

[ME. rusti; AS. rustig], 1. coated with rust, as a
metal, or affected with the disease of rust, as a plant.
2. consisting of or caused by rust. 3. not working
freely or easily because of, or as if because of, rust;
stiff in operation. 4. a) impaired by disuse, neglect,
idleness* eta: as, his geometry is rusty, b) having lost

facility through lack of practice ! as, I'm a Httle rusty
in chess* 5* having the color of rust. 6. faded, old-

looking, or shabby.
rut (rut), n [OFr. route: see ROUTE], L a groove,
furrow, or track, especially one made in the ground
by the passage of wheeled vehicles, 2. a fixed, routine

procedure or course of action, thought, etc. v.t.

[RUTTED (-id), RUTTING], to make a rut or ruts in.

rut (rut), n Q&B. rutte; OFr, ruit; L. rugitus, a roaring
(as of deer m rut) < ru$re* to roarj, 1. the periodic
sexual excitement of male deer, camels, sheep, goats,
eta, corresponding to cstrus in the female; heat 2. the
period taring which this occurs* uf. [RUTTED (4d),
RUTTING], to be in rut v,t* [Rare], to copulate with
(the female) : cover.

ru ta ba ga (ro5'tQ-ba'flp). n. [Sw. dial, rotabagge], a
turnip with a lam. yellow root; Swedish turnip,
ru-ta-ceous (roo-ta'snos), adj. [L. rutaceus < ruta: see
RUE (plant)L 1. of or luce roe (the plant), 2, of we
rue family of plants, including tie me, lemon, orange,
lime, fraxinelltt, etc*, often having a strong scent.
Rum (rWth), (LL. < H@b, nWfr, profe. contr. < rVuth*
companion], a feminine name. n. in the Bible, a) the
Moablte woman who left her own people to become
the wife of Boa* of Bethlehem: she is celebrated for
her devotion to her mothw4n4aw Naomi* b) a book
of the Old Testament that tells the story of Ruth.
ruth (rooth), n. [ME. rmlhe, < base of AS. hrcowian,
to rue (cf. RUE, v.) -f- ~th], [Archaic], 1. pity $ compassion.

,

Ruth, George Herman (rooth), ("Babe" Ruth], 1895-
1941; AmeFican ba^ball player.
Ru the nl a (roo-tlu-'ni-o), n. the Carpatho-Ukraine,
a part of the Ukrainian S.S.R.i the former name.
Ru the-ni-an (roB-the'ni-an), n. 1. a member of a
group of Ukrainians, or Uttle Russians, living In
Ruthenia and eastern Czechoslovakia. 2. their East
Slavic lanffua^e, closely related 10 Ukrainian, adj.
1. of Ruthen,i& oc tlwi ^iil^Bpiwfc 2* 01 Jlliilli

ru then ic (roo-then'ik, r^-th^nik), adj. <

or of Aflgjxioftt coinpotuids <^>otainitng ni
Ai" *

a higher valence than in the corresponding ruthenioua
compounds.

ru-the-ni-ous (roo-the'm-as), adj. designating or of
chemical compounds containing ruthenium with a
lower valence than in the corresponding ruthenic
compounds.
ru-the-nium (roo-the'ni-9m), n. [Mod. L. < ML.
Ruthenia, Russia: so named because first found in ores
from the Urals], a rare metallic chemical element of the
platinum group, very hard and brittle, and silvery-gray
in color: symbol, Ru; at, wt., 101.7; at. no,, 44.

Ruth-er-ford, Ernest (ruta'gr-fe'rd). first Baron Ruth-
erford of Nelson, 1871-1937: British physicist, born
in New Zealand; received Nobel prize in chemistry,
1908.

mth-ful (rooth'fal), adj. [Archaic], full of ruth; feeling,
showing, or arousing pity or sorrow.

ruth-less (rooth'lis), adj. without ruth; pitiless. SYN.
see cruel.

ru-ti-lant (roo'ti-lont), adj. [L. rutilans, ppr. of ruti-
lare, to have a reddish glow < rutilus; see RUTILE],
[Rare], glowing, gleaming, or glittering.
ru-tHat ed

(j6o'ti-la"
/
tid), adj. containin;

as a kind of quartz.
ttaining rutile needles,

ru tile (roo'tel, roo'tll), n. [Fr.; G. nail; L. rutilus, red,
akin to rufus, rubeus, red], a lustrous, dark-red mineral,
titanium dioxide, TiOi, commonly found in prismatic
crystals and usually containing some iron.
Rut-land (rut'land), n. 1. a city in western Vermont:
oop., 18,000. 2. Rutlandshire.
RuMand-shire (rut'land-smV), n. a county of east
central England: pop., 18,000; county seat, Oakham:
also Rutland.
Rut ledge, Edward (rut'lij), 1749-1800; brother of
John; American lawyer and statesman.
Rutledge, John, 1739-1800: American jurist and states-
man: associate justice. United States Supreme Court
(1789-1791); appointed chief justice (1795), but not
confirmed by the Senate.
Rutledge, Wi-ley Blount (wi'li blount), 1894-1949;
American jurist; associate justice, United States
Supreme Court (1943-1949).

rut ti ness (rut'i-nis), n. a rutty o.uality or state.
rut'tish (rut'ish), adj. in or inclined to rut (sexual
heat) ; lustful.

rut'ty (rut'i). adj. [RUTTIER (-i-Sr), RUTTIEST (-i-ist)],
having or full of ruts: as, a rutty road.
Ru-wen-zo-ri Mountains (roo'wen-zS'ri), a small
group of mountains in central Africa, on the boundary
between the Belgian Congo and Uganda: probably the
"Mountains of the Moon" referred to by ancient
writers: highest peak, Mt. Stanley, 16,787 ft.

Ruysdael, Jacob van, see Ruiadael, Jacob van.
Ruy ter, Mi-chel A dri aans zoon de (mi'khal a'drS-
an'son do roi'tSr), 1607-1676; Dutch admiral.

R.V,, Revised Version (of the Bible).
R.V.S.V.F-, rtpondex mte s'il nous plato, pPVJ, please
reply immediately.
R.W., 1. Right worshipful. 2, Right Worthy.
Rwy Railway: also Ry,
"Rt, Rx, rx, tens of rupees.
-ry (n} f -ery: shortened form, as in dentistry, jewelry.
Ry., Railways.

RjMer, Albert Pink ham (pi^k'am riMSr), 1847-1917;

,i [MB.; AS. ryge; akin
>, rye* seen also in Lith..

,,
fc T -

, .-/ Weal |ras widely grown
ad ffepta. 2. the gr^n or seeds of this

^,. .,- _ ,.' niakmg flour ana whisky, and as feed
lor ttvotiook* 3. wMsky distillea from this grain.

ry w> w* fOypsy rei, ra4, a lord < Sans, rtijm, am^ >\
a gentleman: as, Romany rye,

ican ]

Of a tmrnbir of quick-growing g
4), n. (MB*; akin to & pr5b.
aJ^teric -$\, an iron bar runni

_
,
< MB.

rifiP aalip^^mfllstw^whiSli |t wj)ports

_ .............. . ______...
Ryu4tyu (^mf}tJI * ch
Pacific, between Kyushu
L;

between
833,000

a dfey in

a flock,
farnier.
the Netherlands,
mmixie, Rijswijk.

chain of Wanda in the western
and Taiwan: area, 921 sq.
1947)t lomnsrly a Japanese
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S, s Ces), n. [pi. S's, s

f

s, Ss, ss (es'iz)], 1. the nineteenth
letter of the English alphabet: from the Greek sigma,
a borrowing from the Phoenician: see alphabet, table.

2. a sound of S or s, usually a voiceless fricative, IPA
[s],

formed by the apex of the tongue. 3. a type or

impression for S or s. 4. a symbol for the
t
nineteenth

in a sequence or group (or the eighteenth if J is omitted}.
adj. 1. of S or s. 2. the nineteenth (or eighteenth if

J is omitted) in a sequence or group.
S (es), n. 1. an object shaped like S. 2. a medieval
Roman numeral for 7 or 70: with a superior bar (S),

70,000. 3. in chemistry, the symbol for sulfur, adj.

shaped like S.

-s, [alternate form of -es assimilated to prec. voiceless

sounds as (s) and to prec. voiced sounds as (z) when
t^ose sounds are not sibilants; cf. slipCs), need(z),
glas(tV) ; < ME. -es, -is, -s, representing: 1) AS. -as, masc.
pi inflection, reinforced by Anglo-Pr. ~(e)s, pi. suffix;

2) ME. -(e)s, 3d pers, sing., pres. indie, inflection <
Northern and North East Midland dial (cf. -ETH,

-TH); 3) AS. -es, masc. & neut. genit, sing, inflection

(cf, -'s)], 1. the inflectional ending used to form the

plural of most nouns, as in hips, shoes, etc. 2. the

inflectional ending used to form the third person sin-

gular of verbs in the present tense, indicative mood,
as in gives, runs, etc. 3. a suffix used to form some
adverbs, as in betimes, towards, etc.

-'s, [assimilated contr. < ME. -es; AS, -*s, xnasc. &
neut. genit. sing, inflection], the inflectional ending
used to form the possessive singular of nouns (and some
pronouns) and the possessive plural of nouns not ending
m s: as, boy's, oneV, women's.

-*s
f t$*e unstressed and assimilated form of; 1. w, as in

Ms fofft> ,2. has* as in she's spoken. 3. ns, as in lei's go,

SL L JSafcbath. 2. Saturd&yi 3, Saxon. 4. Senate.

S^Septentfw 6, [It*]* Signor* 7. Socialist. 8. Sunday,
S, S., 8, 8., south. '

S* s., 1. [pi. SS., as.], samt 2. school 3. society.

s., 1. second: seconds, 2. section. 3* see. 4, series.

5. shilling; shillings. 6, sign. 7. silver. 8, singular.
9, sire. 10. son. 11, steamer. 12. substantive.

Sa, in chemistry, samarium.
Sa,, Saturday.
S.A., 1. Salvation Arrny. 2, South Africa. 3. South
America. 4, South Australia, 5, Sturmabteilung, [G.]
storm troops. 6. [Slang], sex appeal

s.a., 1. semiannual 2. small arms.
Saar (sir; G. zar), n.S 1. a river in France and Germany,
flowing north-~

-"^Lto tije

s River:
, 125 oL
Mat* of

,^ T 'Oecuna*1

nyrSpihajjnal"

iver;
istered by
France uaoir'v
League of Ha-
tions superM-
sion from 1919
to 1935, when
it was returned
to Germany:
from 1948 to
1957, an au-
tonomous gov*
erninent fiav-*

9%000; capital*
former mxm*

France: area, 991 aq. mi.;
bracken: German name,
Basin Territory.

$apbrttck-m (zlr'brtik'an; Bna, i^br
the capital of the Saar: pop., 119,
ar*l*nd (gfirfUtnt), * the Saar:
l> Sabbath*

:p* (wl'ba), n* an ancient kingdom of 4oathom Arabia;
Biblical name, Shcb&.

amb<dil*l (MbWiKa), it* [Sp. uh&a*, dim, Q|
barley < L. ^ar<f, to feed), l plant of lilt

lily family, with dark, barleylike seeds used in medicine
and insect poison. 2. its seeds.

Sa-baean fej-be'sn), adj. [< L. Sabaeus; Gr. Sabaios],

Sheba), its people, their language,of Saba (Biblical _______
, ,

.

etc, n. 1. a member of the Semitic people of ,,.

2. the South Arabic language of the Sabaeans, known
only from inscriptions. Also spelled Sabean.
Sa-ba-ism (sa/bi-iz'rn), n. [< Heb. tsSbht, host (of

heaven), army; 4- -ism], the worship of stars,

Sa-ba ist (sa'bi-ist), n. an adherent of Sabaism.
Sab-a-oth (sab'i-oth' sab'i-dth', w-bfi'5th), n.pl [ME,;
LL.; Gr. Sabadth; Heb. tsebh&dth, pi of ts&ha, host,

army], in the Bible, armies; hosts: chiefly in the Lord
of Sabaoth; Rom, 9:29, James 5:4.

Sab-a-ti-ni, Raf-a-el (raf'i^l sabVte'ni; It, sa'bS-

te'ne), 1875-1950; Italian novelist (in English).
Sab-ba tar i-an (sabVt^r'i-^n), adj* (L. sabbaiariw],
1. of the Sabbath and its observance. 2. of the doc-
trines of the Sabbatarians, n. 1. a person who ob-
serves the Sabbath (Saturday). 2. a person who
believes in observing Sunday as the Sabbath, espe-
cially one who favors rigid observance.
Sab ba tar i-an ism (sabVtaVi-sn-iz'm), n. 1.

observance of the Sabbath (Saturday). 2. rigid ob-
servance of Sunday as the Sabbath.
Sab-bath (sab'oth), n. [ME. sabat < OPr. & AS. sabat,*
both < L. sabbatum; Gr. sabbvton; Heb. shabb&th <
sh&bath, to rest], 1. the seventh day of the Jewish
week, set aside by the fourth Commandment for rest

and worship; Saturday, 2. Siinday: name applied by
most Protestant denominations, 3. [s-j, a period of
rest. adj. of the Sabbath, Abbreviated S. Sab.
Sabbath school, L Sunday school 2. among Seventh
Day Adventists, a similar school held on Saturday.
Sab bat-ic (s-bat'ik), adj. A n* fPr. $abbvti$ue; Gr.
sabbatikos < sabbaton; see SABBATH], Sabbatical
Sab'fomH'cai (so-bat'i-k'l), adj. [Sabbatic + -all I. of
or suited to the Sabbath, 2. [s-j, bringing a period of
rest that recurs in regular cycles: as, a $a$baiica leave.
n. [s-], a sabbatical year.

sabbatical year, 1. among the ancient Jews, every
seventh year, in which, according to Howie law, we
land and vineyards were to remain fallow and debtors
were to be released. 2. a year or half year of

blade* 2.

for study, rest, or travel, given at intervals, originally
every seven years, to teachers, in sotn colleges and
universities.
Sa be-an Ow-Wn), edj* & n* Su-baeim."

% (sfbr) n, [Pr, $abrt; MHG, *oW; of Slav.
1. a heavy cavalry sword with a slignuy

ojj* heavierfajfoftifaf* a typa of weft
than a foil used with a slashing M well as thrusting

cfe may b acorn withmovement; a toucfe may b acorn with th*
point, v.t, to strike, wound, or kill with a saber. Also
spelled tabre,
saber rattling, a threatening of war, or a menacing
show of armea Ioroe.
saber-toothed (ai

>
W|ptWtht'> <V derfgoattog var-

animnfc wiw long* cunred <8ie t^ath to to*

,- r-tootti-ed tlgrf uny of $
ol^ec^fftmiyTotew'*'-

'

a more massive body, *ww .
.

curved nmw eaninft taeth: faa&d frowi.tU
_to tha Pfoittooane, and of wiat aiitribtttioRk

Skr* Jf iT*H( ^Wt if* li^w1 &Hfffi&fi -^, .

2, their Italic language. adj\ of

p 01 wtUiwst

t% but
and tail, and long,

of aa

., .v 1 *J
Into m Waf&*n

__. ,jr a 11

I ^znptks into 1



Sabk 1281 sackcloth
the costly fur or pelt of the sable. 4. pL a coat, neck-
piece, etc. made of this. 5. pi. mourning clothes.
6. in heraldry, the color black, represented in engraving
by crossing vertical and horizontal lines to produce
a dark shading adj. 1. made of or with the fur of
the sable. 2. black: dark.

Sa.ble, Cape (sa'bl), 1. a cape at the southern tip
of Nova Scotia, Canada. 2. a cape at the southern
tip of Florida.
sable antelope, any of a variety of large antelopes
found in South Africa, with long, scimitar-shaped horns.

sa-ble-fish (sa'bl-fish'), n. [pi SABLEFISH, SABLEFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], an edible fish of the North Pacific,
resembling the mackerel; beshow.
sabot (sab'6, sab'at; Fr. sa'bo'), n. [Fr.; altered (after
bot, a boot) < savate, old shoe;
via Turk. < Ar. sabbat, sandal],
1. a kind of shoe shaped and
hollowed from a single piece of ^Av\^\SL_ 'A
wood, worn by peasants in

Europe. 2. a heavy leather
shoe with a wooden sole. 3. a
small sailing dinghy whose
hull somewhat resembles such
a shoe. 4. in military usage, a
wooden disk or soft metal clip
fastened to a projectile, for-

merly used in muzzle-loading
cannon.
eab o tage (sab'a-taW, sab'o-
tij: Fr. saWtazh'), n. [Fr. <
saboter, to work badly, dam-
age < sabot; see SABOT & -AGE;
from damage done to machin- A w v i

ery by wooden shoes], 1. in-
A ' wood '

B '

tentional destruction of machines, waste of materials,
etc., as by employees during labor disputes, 2. in-
tentional obstruction of or damage to some productive
process, organized activity or effort, etc. 3, a) destruc-
tion of railroads, bridges, machinery, etc* by enemy
agents in time of war; hence, 6) any deliberate ob-
struction of a nation's war work. v*t* (sab'a-tSzh'),
[SABOTAGED (-tSzhd'), SABOTAGING], to injure or de-
stroy by sabotage, lu". to engage in sabotage.
sab o teur (sab'a-tur'; Fr. saWW), n. [Fr.], a person
who engages in sabotage.
sabre (sS'be'r), n. A v.t. (SABRED (-beard), SASHING],
saber.
sabre-tache (sl'ber-tash', sab'eV-tash'), n. [Fr,: G.
sftbeltasche; s&bel, saber 4- tasche, a pouch or pocket],
a square leather case hung from the saber belt, some-
times worn by cavalrymen,
sa-bre-toothed (sfbear-tSSthtO, adj. saber-toothed.
sab-u los-i-ty (saVyoo-losVti), it, the state or quality
of being sabulous*
sab u lous (sab'yoo-tet), od[f [JU saMoms < satouto,
sand], sandy; gritty.
Sac (sak, s6k), n. [pi. SAC], any member of a tribe of

erican Indians of uian linguistic stock
and Illinois,

reservations in Oklahoma and

North American
living originally
and now settled on
Iowa: also Sauk.

sac (sale), n. [Fr.; L. saccus; see SACK (bag)], a pouch*
like part in a plant or animal, often filled with fluid.

sac-a-ton (sakVton'), n. [Sp. zacatdn < zacatt, sacate <
Nahuatl cacatl, kind of grass], a coarse grass, used for
hay or pasture in the southwestern United State,
sac cate (sak'ft) adj. [ML. saccatus < L. msms, a bag],
t shaped Eke a sac; pouchlike. 2. having a sac,

C|ir-(sak%) f saccharo-.
cha rate (saVs-rat'), n. [saccharic + -ate], L a
or ester of saccharic add. 1 a compound of

.....

I. a compound of sugar with an, t
of the carbohydrates; especially, a i

saccharate.

***
... 21 any
tride. 3. a

coal-tar compound, CrEUOsNS, about 400 times sweeter
than cane sugar, used as a sugar substitute in diabetic
diets, etc.

saccha-rine (sakVrin, sak'o-rin'), adj. [sacchar- +
-tne],

4
1. of, having the nature of

: containing, or
producing sugar. 2. very sweet or sirupy: as, a sac-
charine voice: used derisively, n. saccharin.

sac-cha-rin-i'ty (sak'a-rin'o-ti), n. the quality or con-
dition of being saccharine.
sac cha ri za tion (sakVri-za'shan), n. a saccharizing
or being saccharized.

sac-cha-rize (sak'o-riz'), v.t. [SACCHARJZBD (-rizd'),
SACCHARIZING], [sacchar' + -ize], to convert into sugar:
ferment; saccharify.
sac-cha-ro- (sak'9-ro, sak'a-rs), [< Gr. sakcharon,
sugar; see SACCHARIN], a combining form meaning:
1. sugar, as in saccharometer. 2. saccharine and. Also,
before a vowel, sacchar-.
sac cha roid (sakVroid'), adj. [sacchar- -f -oidl ha<v
a texture suggestive of loaf sugar; crystalline i

granular: said of stone.
sac cha roi-dal (sakVroi'dl), adj. saccharoid.
sac cha rom-e-ter (sak'9-rom'a-tSr), n. [saccharo- +
-meter], a form of hydrometer for finding out the amount
of suffar in a solution.
-,
of sugar in a solution.

sac cha rose (sakVros'),v~,, w * vfc, /, n. [sacchar- -f- -o-sc]* cane or
beet sugar; sucrose.

Sac-co, Ni-co-la (ne-k6'lS sak'kfc; Eng. sak'o), 1891-
1927; Italian anarchist in America; together with B.
vanzetti, charged with murder and payroll theft in
1920; their conviction and execution aroused inter-
national protest, being regarded by many as the result
of political bias. ,

eac-cu late fsak'yoo-lat'), adj. [< L. sacculus, dim, of
saccus, a sack; + -ate], formed ofor divided into saccules
or a series of saclike expansions.

sac-cu lat-ed (sak'yoo-la'tid), adj. sacculate.
sac-cule (sak'ul), n. [L. sacculus, dim. of saccus, a sack],
a small sac: especially, the smaller of the two divisions
of the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear.
sac cu lus (sak'voo-bs), n. \$l. SACCULI (-K')] [L.. dim.
of saccus, a sack], a saccule.

sac-er-do-tal (sas'er-do'tl), adj. [ME. sacerdotale; Late
OFr.; L. sacerdotalts < sacerdos, priest < sacer, holy +
base of dare, to give], 1. of priests or the office of
priest; priestly. 2. characterized by belief in the
divine authority of the priesthood.

sac-er-do-tal-ism (sas'Sr-dS't'l-iz'm), n. [sacerdotal +
-MWI], the character, system, methods, or practices of
the priesthood; priestcraft: often in a hostile sense
sachem (sS'cham), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian)
s&chvmau, chief], 1. among some North American
Indian tribes, the chief (of the tribe or of a confed-
eration). 2. any of the leading officials of the Tam-
many Society.
sa chet (sa-sM'; also, esp. Brit., sash'S), n. J1V., dim.
of sac, a bag], 1. a small bag, pad. etc, filled with
perfumed powder, used to scent Sotting. 2, powder
for such a bag: also sachet powder.
Sachs, Hans (hins zS-khs), 1494-1576; German Meister-

**htt a cobbler by trade.

) f
n. Saxony ; the German name,

_ >w^,,-, tw,.M. Sac. sak: AS. sacc; L. saccus, Gr.
sakkos < Heb, ^r sackcloth main sacjcL 1. a bag,

espe^ajy a large one of coarse cte% for hcMIng grain,
foodstuffs, etc.

,

2. such a bag with its contents. 3. the

.

eac-cha-rif-er-oue 0, V. !wfoir<^ ^
, n, a sacchar-

orig., plunder (csi
$aocare* to sack < u sacms;

or looting, especially fey
or town. v.t to plunder or

toy olf various dry widte wines from
ry Islands, popular ia England during
"leflttTiries*

n.IFr. sawebute, sackbut; earlier,
htjtog on horseback < QPr. saquer*

, 4V to pusli, bttttj, 1. a medieval
nt, fttrprjmner of the trombone. 2, Ifalse

> SAMBUKEJ, in the BibU*
La lyre: Dan. 3:5.

lOt 1. sacking. 2.
worn as a symbol of pmunoo

it was origimilly niade of goats* hair.
handaahes, Llathe Jldltf, wearing s53c-

, sprinkling ashes on one's head to express
ror pumftp. 2, |-

- -A - JL - -* ^ --

ing, penitence, or remorse.



sack coat 1282 saddlebag
sack coat, a man's short, loose-fitting, straight-backed
coat, usually part of a business suit.

sack-er (sak'gr), n. a person who sacks; plunderer.
eack-er (sak'Sr), n. a person who makes or fills sacks.
sack-ful (sak'fool'), n. [pi. SACKFULS (-foolz')L 1. the
amount that a sack will hold. 2. a large quantity.

sack-ing (sak'irj), n. coarse cloth woven of flax, hemp,
jute, etc., used for making sacks and bags.
sack race, a race in which each contestant ties his legs
in a sack and moves by jumping.
Sack-ville, Thomas (sak'vil), first Earl of Dorset and
Baron Buckhurst, 1536-1608; English statesman and
poet.
sacque (sak), n. a sack (jacket).
sacral (sa'kral), adj. [< L. sacrum, neut, of sacer;

sacred; + -al], of or for religious rites or observances.
sa oral (sa'kral), adj. [Mod. L. sacralis; see SACRUM], of,

or in the region of, the sacrum.
sacra-ment (sak'ra-mont), n. [ME.: OFr. sacrement;
L. sacramentum, sum deposited by trie two parties to
a suit (so named prob. from being deposited in a sacred

place), oath (in XL., the gospel, a mystery; used as

transl. of Gr. mysterion} < sacrare, to consecrate <
sacer, sacred], 1. in Christianity, any

t
of certain rites

ordained by Jesus: baptism, confirmation, the Eucha- ,

rist, penance, holy orders, matrimony, and extreme
unction are the seven recognized by the Roman
Catholic and Orthodox Eastern churches; Protestants

generally recognize only baptism and the Lord's
Supper. 2. [sometimes S-], the Eucharist: often with
the. 3. a) the consecrated bread and wine used in the
Eucharist. 6) the bread alone. Often with blessed or

holy. 4. something regarded as having a sacred char-
acter or mysterious meaning. 5. a symbol or token, 6.

a solemn oath or pledge, as one ratified by a rite.

sac ra men tal (sak'rs-men't'l), adj. [ME. sacramentale;
LL. sacramentalis], 1. of or used in a sacrament. 2,

bound by a sacrament, n. in the Roman Catholic
Church, a ceremony or sacred object like a sacrament,
but instituted by the Church, as the use of holy water.
sac-ra-men-tal-ism (fiak'ra-men't'l-iz'm), n. the doc-
trine that the sacraments are necessary to salvation.

sac-ra-men-tal-iat (sak'ra-mea't'l-ist), n. a believer in
saeramentalism.
sac-ra-men-tal-ly (sak'rQ-men'tl-i), adv. in, by, or in
the manner of, a sacrament.
sac-ra-men-tar i-an (sak'ra-men-ttr'i-dn), adj. [LL.
sacramentariits], 1, of the sacraments. 2. [S-], of the
Sacramentarians. n. 1. [S-], a person who believes
that the sacraments are the symbolic rather than

corporeal manifestation of Christ: used by Luther of

Z'wtngli and his followers. 2. a sacramentalist.

Sac-ra-men-tp (sak'rs-men'to), n. 1. a river in Cal-
ifornia, flowing southward and westward into San
Francisco Bay: length, 382 mi. 2. the capital of Cali-

fornia, on this river: pop., 136,000.
sa crar i um (sQ-kr&r'i-am), n. [pi, SACRARIA (-a)] f [L,
< sacer, holy], 1. in ancient Rome, a shrine or place to

keep sacred things, as household gods, 2, the sanctuary
in a Christian church; part surrounding the altar.

sa-cred (sS/krid)>, adj. [pp. of obs. sacre, to consecrate;
ME. sacren; OFr. sacrer; L. sacrare < sacer, holy],
1. consecrated to or belonging to a god or deity; holy.
2. of & religion or religious rites and practices: as. a
sajsrtd song: opposed to profane, secular. 3, regarded
with the same respect and reverence accordea holy
things: venerated; hallowed, 4. set apart for, and dedi-
cated to, some person, place, purpose, sentimeat, etc.,
rather than to a god: as, sacred to Ms memory. 5.
secured by a religious feelrng or sense of jtwtice against
any defamation or violation; inviolate. -SfN. see Holy.
Sacred College, in the Roman Catholic Church, the
College of Cardinals: it elects and advise^ the Pope.

sacred cow, any person or thing regarded as above
criticism or attack: used humorously.

sac-ri-fice (sak'ro-fisO. ** 1MB. sacrifice; OFr.; I* $ac
rificium < sacer. sacred 4- facere, to maJcei 1, <*} an
offering of the Hfe of a person or aramal, or of an
object, as propitiation or homage to a deity, fr) some-
thing so offered. 2. a) a giving upf destroying, per-
mitting injury to, or foregoing of some vaiwecT twig
for the sake of something of grettor vate or havlog a
more pressing claim, d) a thing so given to, etc. 3. tf)
a selling or giving up of something at lets than its
supposed value, b) goods sold at a tote, c) the low
incurred. 4, in baseball, a sacrifice bunt or sacrifice fly.
V.t, [SACRIFICED (-ffsf), SACRIFICING], 1. to Offer to ft

god or deity in homage or propitiation. 2. to give up.
destroy, permit injury to, or forego (a valued thing) for
the lake of something of greater value or having a more
pressing claim, 3, to sell at less than the wxppoised
value; incur a lew in selling, 4, in baseball, to advance
(a runner) by means of a sacrifice, wL I. to otter
or make a sacrifice. 2* to make a sacrifice bunt or
imeriflee fly,
the supreme sacrifice, the giving ol one's life, as for
a cause or an ideal.

mcrmm bunt, in AowMf, a play in which the batttr
intentionally buntt th bull in such a manner that ha

can be put out but a base runner will be advanced.
sacrifice fly, in baseball, a play in which the batter,
when there are fewer than two outs, intentionally flies

out in order to score a runner from third base.
sac-ri fi-cial (sak'ro-fish'al), adj. of, having the nature
of, used in, or offering a sacrifice.

sacrilege (sak'ra-lij), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. sacrilegium <

bVJ VJlltOCli., VJJL, blS Ot,*.U.lCVa. U.0Vtff VVAACVlf AO V.WJ.J.vSti^itfcUG^ LU
God or religion: as, robbery of a church is a sacrilege.
2. the intentional desecration or disrespectful treatment
of persons, places, things, or ideas held sacred.
SYN. sacrilege implies a violation of something sacred, as by
appropriating to oneself or to a secular use something that has
been dedicated to a religious purpose; profanation suggests a
lack of reverence or a positive contempt for things regarded as

sacred; desecration implies a removal of the sacredness of

some object or place, as by defiling or polluting it.

sac ri Ie-glou8 (sak'ri-le'JQS, sak'ri-lij'as), adj. 1. in-

jurious or disrespectful to things held sacred; profane.
2. guilty of sacrilege.

sacring (sS'krirj), n, [MB.; see SACRED], [Archaic],
consecration of the bread and wine of the Eucharist.

sacring bell, a bell rung during the Mass at the eleva-
tion of the bread and wine after consecration,

sacrist (sa'krist), n. [OFr. sacriste; ML. sacrista < L.

sacer, sacred] r a sacristan.
sac-ris-tan (sak'ris-tan), n. [ME. sacristane; ML. sac
ristanus < sacrista, sacrist], 1. an official in charge
of the sacristy of a church. 2, a sexton.

sacristy (sak'ris-ti), n. [pi. SACRISTIES (-tiz)], (Fr.

sacristie; ML. sacristia < sacrista, sacrist], a room or
small apartment in a church, where the sacred vessels,

vestments, etc. are kept: vestry.
sacro- (sa'kro, sa'kra), [< sacrum], a combining form
meaning: 1, the sacrum. 2* sacral (of the sacrum)
and, as in sacroiliac.

sac-ro-il-i-ac (sa'krS-irihakO , adj. (sacro- + iliac], of
the sacrum and the ilium; especially, designating the

[L. sacrosanctus <
r, oo-viicvji -j- a*/<</*Ma, JJLVJ.JTJI, very sacred, holy, or

inviolable.
eac-ro sanc-ti-ty (sak'ro-sarjk'to-ti), n. the state or

quality of being sacrosanct.
sa cro-sci-at-ic (sS

/kr5-l-at/
ik) f adj, [sacro* -f sciatic},

in anatomy, of the sacrum and the iscmum,
sacrum (sa'krom), n. [pi. SACRA (-kro), SACK.UMS

joint between them,
sacrosanct (sak'rS-sarjkt'), adj.

sacred + sanctus, holy], ve

raniz)], |Mod. L.; t. (as) sacrum, lit., sacred (bone):
so called from being used formerly in sacrifices], a
thick, triangular bone situated at the lower end of the
spinal column, where it loins both hipboiwi to form ttw
dorsal part of the pelvis; it is formed in man of five

fused sacral vertebrae: see skeleton, illus.

sad (sad), cd/. [SADDER (-Sr). SADDEST (-iat)), [MB.; AS.
s&d, sated, full, hence having feeHngs awockted with
satiety; akin to G. satt, SAtMe4 (with food, etc,), IE*
base *5d-, satisfied, sated, teen also in L. satis, encnigh
(cf, SATISFY, SATIETY)], t having, expressing, or wow-
ing low spirits or sorrow; unhappy;; mournful; sorrowful
2. causing or characterized by dejection* aaekacholy, or
sorrow, 3, dark-colored; dull 4, [CoIloq,L vy w4;
deplorable j often used as an iatoasiv. S, [DM.J, heavy,
compact, or soggy: .said of earth, pastry, etc* b.

[ArchaicI sober; trustworthy; firm; constant
SFN,aad is the glmplt, general term, ranging in implication
from & fiiild, aiorftsntery u&hEppinssi to & fmslinu of int^nsu
grifef ; soiTOwful iniplt^s a sadness caused by UOSKI tp^dlBO lots

melancholy suwsts a more or less chronic mournfillness Of
glooinineiss, or, often, merely % wii

choly thoughts about the future); <

ttwut or * ttddiffi of qgMto* fc bmt-, ^ _
suggests a wocxTof tooodwag dttvww$wafijr , ^ , , ww
or a st'nse of futility (the novel left liiiu fediiig d^pre^fi") ;

dole-
ful implies & mournful, often lugubrious, atidneas (the dMul
look on a lost child's fiice). AOT. tiappy, cht?erfuL

sad die tedo). *. {MB* wdtelTM, fW; akin t 0."
*; Ik **Afo < bM *Wv to& Mtt atoo itt L

to sit (of. SEDENTARY), Eng. sit], i a patiacl
..

,
. ..- Mt for ft rider am a faami, bteyatev tta *- tfe*

position of a person riding In such a seat. 3, a ]'

ol a harness worm over a horse's bide to ]

em harness, illus. 4 the part of an animal's
5 a saddle is placed. 5. an

_jestive 01 a saddle, 4 a ridg
males or tttnunft* 7* ) a eol C mrttem, to. !**-

cluding mrt ol the backbone ami the two loins, b} the
iwwr pirt of tb feok of * l<yiii 4 rndb a ot oj* piurt
prepared for eating, t;.f. (SADDLED (-Id), SAILING],
i to put a saddle upon. 2. to ioatl or encumber, m
with a bitru0rji.| 3. tofc^o^^%bfir^^rt0bii^atlo!n, te*
l fit* Hiajljtl *-"* " *-^^*^" "" - -rTiTTjS^ ^lir*(Bi|wTw'w"if IPWWHP



saddlebow 1283 safr;anm
a pair, carried on either side of the back of a horse,
etc., just behind the saddle.

sad-dle-bow (sad''l-bo') n. the arched front part, or
bow, of a saddle, the top of which is the pommel.

sad-ale-cloth (sad''l-k!6th', sadH-kloth'T, n. a thick
cloth placed under a saddle on an animal s back.
saddle horse, a horse trained or suitable for riding.
sad-dler (sadlSr), n. [ME. sadelere], a iperson whose
work is making, repairing, or selling saddles.
saddle roof, a roof with two gables and a ridge.

sad-dler-y (sadler-i), n. \pl. SADDLERIES (-iz)], [MB.
sadelarie\, 1. the work pr craft of a saddler. 2. the
articles, as harnesses, bridles, saddles, etc,, made by
a saddler. 3. the shop where such articles are sold.

saddle shoes, flat-heeled sport shoes having a band of
leather in a contrasting color across the instep: they
are usually brown on white or black on white.

saddle soap, a preparation, usually of mild soap and
neat's-foot oil, for cleaning and softening leather.
saddle stitch, a simple overcasting stitch, sometimes
made with strips of leather,

sad-die-tree (sad'1-tre'), n. [ME. sadeltre], 1. the frame
of a saddle. 2, the North American tulip tree.
Sad-du-ce-an (saj'oo-se'on, sad'yoo-se'sn), adj. of or
like the Sadducees or their doctrines.
Sad-du-cee (saj'oo-se', sad'yoo-se*'), n. [LL. Sadducaei,
Sadducees; Gr. Saddukaim; Heb. tsada&tfim; prob. <
ts&dh&q,Z&dak; cf. Ezek. 40:46], any member of a strict

sect of Jews at the time of Jesus that denied resurrection
of the dead and the existence of angels and rejected
those parts of the law handed down by oral tradition:

opposed to Pharisee.
ea dhe (sS-dS', tsfdi), n. [Heb. tsad$], the eighteenth
letter of the Hebrew alphabet: see tsadi.

Sa-die (sa'di), a feminine name: see Sarah.
sad-i-ron (saal'Srn), n. [sad (in obs. sense of heavy) +
iron], a heavy flatiron.

sad ism (sad'iz'm, sS'diz'm), n. [after Count Donation
de Sade (1740^1814), whose writings describe various
sexual aberrations], B

1, the getting of sexual pleasure
from dominating, mistreating, or hurting one's partner,
physically or otnerwise. 2. popularly t

the getting of

pleasure of any sort from mistreating or hurting
another or others. Distinguished from masochism.
sad 1st (sad'ist, sa'dist), n. a sadistic person.
aa*dte*tlc (sa-dis'tik, sS-dis'tik), ad/, of or character-
ized by sadism,

sa di8 ti-cal ly (sa-dis'ti-k'l-i, sI-dis'tik-H), adv. in a
sadistic manner,
8idO'Wa (sa'dd-v&') n. Kdniggrltz, Czechoslovakia.
sad sackr [Slang], a soldier or other person who means
well but is incompetent, ineffective, etc. and is con-
sistently mistreated or in trouble*

sa fa-ri fa-ift'ii, fuf'a-f8') n. \pL SAFARIS (-riz, -*&')]

JSwaMM < AT. saf&ra, to travel), L a journey or

hunting expedition, especially in eastern Africa* 2, the
caravan of such an exr>edition.

safe (g||) f 0fr. (SAFER (%), SAFBST (sSf'iit)], [ME, &
OFr. sauf; L, salvus; akin to salus, health, sound con-
dition. Goth, holos, whole. Sans, sarua, unharmed,
whole

j.^
1. free from damage, danger, or injury: secure.

2. having escaped danger or injury; unharmed. 3. a)
giving protection, $) wvolvteg no risk, e) trustworthy*
4. no longer dangerous; unabte to cause trouble or

damage: at safe in jail. S, taking no risks
j prudent;

cautious; nwd of pertoas* 6. in baseball, designating a
batter or bait nmner who reaches a base without being
pat out it* [wurtter jwv < ***, tf.lt t a afr-oooW
coin|>artnHmt for storing food

1

; at* a meat safe. 2. a
locking container or box, usually of metal, in which to
tor* valuables. 3. any box in which articles are kept
to protect them from du:;t, moths, water, etc.

5 VN. ttufc imping fret-d'itn from danutKe, daingcr, or injury or
from tte risk ol cl:nnagf\ <>t<:. (uit mftto leiive?); secure, often
int<Tt:huK^a>U> with tal% i now usually uppli<-d toMMthJbf
alx/tit thm ftm Wtimi, ftppreh^imon (he is -$*cttn; in

hi jab), ^JNT.
safe blow-er

to

a person who

m %
vel through foreign or

est of harm, 2. a
* 3. a guard or

ass. tvt
to, 2. to

a strong metal con-

tainer for storing valuable papers, jewels, or keepsakes,
as in a bank or safe-deposit company vault.

safe-deposit company, a business firm which provides
a vault for the safekeeping of valuables.

safe-guard (saf'gardO, n. [ME. & OPr. sauvegarde], "any

person or thing that protects or guards against toss or

injury; t
specifically, a) a precaution or protective

stipulation. 5) a permit or pass allowing safe passage.
c) a convoy or guard, d) a mechanical contrivance For
the prevention of accident, v.t. to protect or guard.

safe nit, in baseball, a hit allowing a batter to reach
first base without the aid of an error.

safe keep ing (saf'kep'irj), n. a keeping or being kept
in safety; protection.

safe-ty (sarti), n. [pi SAFETIES (-tiz)], [ME. sauvete;
Early Pr. sauveU < ML. salvitas, safety < L. salvus;
see SAFE], 1. the quality or condition of being safe;
freedom from danger, injury, or damage; security. 2.

any of certain devices for preventing accident, 3. in
baseball, a safe hit. 4. in football, a play in which a
player grounds the ball behind his own goal line when
the ball was caused to pass the goal line by his own
team: it scores as two points for the opponents: dis-

tinguished from touchback, adj. giving safety; re-

ducing danger or harm,
safety belt, 1. a life belt. 2, a belt worn by telephone
linesmen, window washers, etc., attached as to a tele-

phone pole or window sill, to prevent falling. 3. a seat
belt securing a passenger in an airplane or automobile
to #ive protection against sudden bumps, as in landing,
or m a collision.

safety fuse, a long fuse that can be lighted at a distance
from the explosive for increased safety.
safety glass, 1. glass made by fastening together two
sheets of glass with a transparent, plastic substance;
it is shatterproof and is used for automobile wind-
shields, etc. 2, glass reinforced with wire,

safety island, a slightly raised concrete platform or a
marked area in a street, where passengers may get on
or off streetcars, busses, etc, in relative safety.
Safety Islands, a group of three islands off the coast
of Prench Guiana.

safety lamp, L a miner's lamp in which a protective
enclosure, as of wire gauze,
surrounds the flame. 2. any
lamp constructed to avoid ex-

plosion, fire, etc.

safety lock, 1. a lock for a
door, etc., which can be opened
only by its own key, and
which is designed to prevent
picking. 2, a safety catch on
a firearm.

safety match, a match that
will light only when it is struck
on a prepared surface.

safety pin, a pin bent back on
itself so as to form a spring, and
having the point covered and
held with a guard wWcb, jwre^

vents accidental unfastening
and possible scratches.

safety razor, a rassor with a detachable blade fitted
into a holder provided with guards and set at an angle
wteich minJbxiifl}8 tbe danger of cutting the skin.

safety vmlve, 1. an automatic valve?or a steam boiler,
etc., which opens and releases

steam if the pressure become
excessive. 2. anything which
serves as an outlet for the re-

lease of strong emotion, excess
, anxiety, etc.

WIRE
GAUZE

SAFETY LAMP

^^.^.^^w^ Wt fonn by .^^^^ Jt

1. a thtetldifce plant with large.
c
,

orange fiowns, 2. the dyestutf
and drug ptepared from its

.

saffron (ga';r@) n. [MB.
frw; OFr, 9^on; via It, n

r<t?a or So, mafrm, < Ar.
w * a ptot wiib

f
^ ";|

3. orange yellow: also saffron

_,r

-ru-nin (saf'ro-nin), n, safranine.

t ^mJim
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saf ra nine (saf'ra-nen', saf'rs-nm), n. [Fr. safran, saf-

fron; + -ine], I. a yellowish-red aniline dye, CaoHisN^l,
or any of several dyes closely related in structure to

this. 2. any mixture of the various salts of the safra-

nine dyes, used as a dye and as a stain in microscopy.
S. Afr. D,, South African Dutch,
saf'rol (saf'rol, saf'rol), n. safrole.

saf-role (saf'rol), n. [< Fr. safran, saffron; + -ole (for

-ol)l, a clear, colorless oil, CioHioO* found in sassafras

oil, camphor wood, etc., and used in perfumes.
sag (sag), v.i. [SAGGED (sagd), SAGGING], [ME. saggen

(also 16th-c. sacke); prob. < ON. nautical language,
either directly or via MLG.; cf. Sw. sacka, Norw. dial.

sakka, sagga, in same senses; IE. base *sek~, to slacken,

as also in L. segnis, tired, sleepy], 1. to sink, bend, or

curve, especially in the middle, from weight or pressure.

2. to hang down unevenly or loosely. 3. to lose firm-

ness or strength; weaken through weariness, age, etc.;

droop. 4. to decline in price or value. 5. in nautical

usage, to drift, v.t. to cause to sag. n. 1. a sagging.

2. the degree or amount of sagging. 3. a place^ of

sagging; sunken or depressed place. 4. in nautical

usage, drift to leeward; leeway. .

sa-ga (sa'ga), n. [ON., thing said, tale, story; akin to

AS. sagu (cf. SAW, a saying) ; for IE. base see SAY], 1. a

medieval Scandinavian story of battles, customs, ana

legends, narrated in prose and generally telling the

traditional history of an important Norse family.

2. any long story of adventure or heroic deeds.

sa-ga clous (sa-ga'shas) , adj. [< L. sagax, sagacis, wise,

foreseeing; akin to sagire, to perceive acutely; cf.

SAKE], 1. keenly perceptive or discerning; shrewd;

farsighted in judgment. 2. [Archaic], having a keen
sense of smell. SYN. see shrewd.

sa-gac-i-ty (sa-gas'a-ti), n. [pi. SAGACITIES (-tiz)], [Fr.

sagacite; L. sagacitas], quality or instance of being

sagacious; jpenetrating intelligence, keen perception,
and sound judgment.
saga-more (sag'a-mdr, sag'a-mor'), n [< Am, Ind.

(Algonquian) ; see SACHEM], a chief of second rank

among certain tribes of North American Indians: some-
times equivalent to sachem.

.

saga novel, a long, rambling chronicle novel telling the

story of several generations of a family.

sage (sai), adj. [SAGER (saj'gr), SAGEST (saj'ist)], [ME.;
OFr. satge (Fr. sage) < LL. *sapius < L. sapiens, wise,

orig. ppr. of sapere, to know, taste], 1. wise, perceptive,
and discerning. 2. based upon wisdom; showing judg-
ment and discernment: as, a sage comment. 3. [Obs.] f

grave OK solemn, n* 1. a very wise man. 2. a roan,

usually n old man, venerated and respected for his

wisdom, experience, and judgment. $YN. see wise.

sage (sSJ), n. 1MB. & OFr. sauge; L. salvia < sahus,
safe: so called for its reputed healing powers], 1. a

plant of w jaiat family, with grayish-green leaves

used frf flavpring. 2. any related plant. 3. sagebrush.

futtfcrtiab C^jftrash'), n.[$age (i>lant) 4-,&", any
dF'^.mmLbec of related shrubs with small, white or

yellow flowors and a sagelike odor, found chiefly on
the western plains of the United States.

sage grouse, any of a variety of large grouse living on
the sagebrush plains of western North America.
sage hen, the sage grouse, especially the female.

sag ger, sag gar (sag'Sr), n. [dial, saqgard* contr. <
safeguard], in ceramics, 1. a protective case of nre

clay for baking finer or more delicate articles in the
kiln. 2. the clay of which it is madef v.f. to bake
in a sagger. Also seggar.

Sa-gha-lien (sa'ga'-lyen'), n. Sakhalin.

Sag-i-naw (sag'a-ndOt n, a city in central Michigan:
pop-r 92,000.

Sa-git-ta (aa-jit'o), n. [L., lit., arrow], a small northern
constellation: also called Arrow: see constellation,
chart.

sag it tal (saj/H;l) f adj. [Mod. L. wtfttalis < L. so-

gttta, arrow], 1. at or like an arrow or arrowhead. 2. in

anatomy, a) designating or of the suture between the
two parietal bones along the length of the skull, b) des-

ignating, of, or in tie longitudinal jplane of this suture,
regarded as dividing the body into right and left

halves, c} of or in any plane parallel to this*

Sag-it*ta ri us (saj'i-tar'i-as), n. [ME.; L., archer], 1. a
southern constellation supposedly outlining a centattr

shooting an arrow: see constellation, chart, 2, the
ninth sign of the zodiac (#), which the sun enters about
November 23: see zodiac, illus.

sa gua-ro (sg-gwa'ro, so-wa'ro), n. [pi SAGUAROS (-roz)],

[Sp, < the Piman native name], a giant cactus with a

thick, spiny stem and white flowers.

Sag-ne-nay (sag'a-na'), n. a river in southern Quebec,

Canada, flowing into the St. Lawrence: length, 125 mi.

Sa-ha-ra (ss-har's, so-ha'rQ), n. [Ar. ?ahra, a desert],

a vast desert region of plateaus and lowlands extending

over northern Africa: area, 3,500,000 sq. mi.

Sa-ha-ran-pur (sa-ha'ron-poor'), n. a city m Uttar Pra-

sag it tar y (saj'i-ter'i), odj. [L. Sagittarius <
arrow], L of an arrow or archery. 2. like an
n, in mythology, a centaur.

ssg-iOtate fsaj'i-tSt'), adj. [Mod. L. sagtttatw < L,
sagitta, arrow], in the shape of an arrowhead, as some
leaves; see leaf, illus.

sa git'ti'form (s-jit'3-fdrm' saj'I-t3-fdrm') # sag-
ittate.

sa-jio (fS'g5)* n. Ipl. SAGOS <-g5z)], [Malay awl t a
kind of starch prepared from the pith of certain palm
trees, used fet making puddings, etc. 2, *y of th^e

varieties of palm from which it Is obtained,
Sgnadfci (-wfchO * the Saw&teh

sa. nns6 < Ar. $ahib, master, lit.

friend], sir; master: title used, until recently, by
natives in India when speaking to .or of a European.

said (sed), past tense and past participle of say. adj.

aforesaid ;
named before.

sa*id (sa'id), n. sayid. . M .,

Sa i da (sa'e-da') a seaport in Lebanon, built on the

site of ancient Sidon: pop,, 12,000,

sai-ga (si'ga), n. [Russ, saiga], a small, stocky, sheep-

like antelope native to the steppes of southeastern

Russia and southwestern Siberia.

Sai-gon (si-gon', si-gon'; Pr. sa'e'gow'). n. seaport and

capital of South Viet-Nam: pop., 111,000.

sail (sal), n. [ME. seil> sail; AS. se& akin to G. segel;

IE. *seq-l6m < base *seq-> to cut, seen also m L, secare

(cf. SECTION), secula (cf. SICKLE), seginentum (cf. SEG-

MENT)] 1. any of the shaped sheets of canvas or other

strong material spread to catch or deflect the wind,

by means of which some vessels and some land vehicles

are driven forward. 2. sails collectively. 3. a sailing

vessel or vessels. 4. a short or long trip in any, vessel.

5 anything like a sail, as an arm of a windmill. v.t.

[ME. seilen; AS. seglian < the n.], 1. to be moved
forward by means of a sail or sails, or by mechanical

means such as a propeller. 2. to move upon or travel

by water; said of a vessel or its passengers. 3. to

begin a trip by water: said of a vessel or its passengers.

4. to glide, float, or move steadily through the ain 5. to

move smoothly and with dignity, like a ship m full

sail. 6. [Colloq,],
to pass quickly. 7. [CoUc^.L to move

vigorously into action (with *w): as, he sailed in and
finished the job, v*t. 1, to move through or upon
(a body of water) in a boat or ship. 2. to handle,

steer, or manage (a boat or ship). 3. to guide through
water according to a compass, charts, etc. ; navigate.
in sail, with sails set. .

make sail, 1. to spread out a ship s sail, 2. to begin
a trip by water.

sail against the wind, 1 . to sail a course that slants

slightly away from the true direction of the wind; sail

close-hauled. 2. to work under difficulties or against
direct opposition. Also aaii near (to) the wind,

sail into. [Colloq.], 1, to begin vigorously;, enter

upon with energy or force. 2. to attack, criticize,

or reprimand severely.
set sail, 1, to hoist the sails m preparation foar depar-

ture; hence, 2, to start out on a voyage by water.

take in sail, to lower sails, either at the end of a

voyage or to reduce the area of sail set.

under sail, sailing; with sails set.

SAILS ON A FULL-RIGGED SHIP

1. flying jib; 2. Jib: 3* loflMttpowftt tyaij 4,

5. lover fore-topsail; 6. upper fore-topmil: 7* fore-top-
gallant sallj S* foreroyal; 9*1 fore-skysail; 10. lower

studding sail; 11. fore-topmast studding sail; 12* fore-

topgallant studciin|f sali; 131 foreroyal stwiciinif sail;

14. main staysail; 15. mam-topniast staysail: 1C main-

topgallant staysail; 17. main-royal staysail; 18. mainsail;
19. Tower main topsail; 20. upper main topsail; $1 main-

sail; 22, mate royal; 23. main skysail; 24.

st studding sail; 25. mam-topt
" ..... ' * .......

36. ttwIijiHro^iiJI sfeiidWIliS^ flMl$l|

staysail; 2a tewi'40jtow^l rtiiyitttt
topgallant staysail; 30. mizxen-royal
mizzen sail; 32.

royal;
topsail;
36* mizmizzen gkpiyi'
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sail-boat (sal'bot/), n. a boat having a sail or sails by
means of which it is propelled.

sail-cloth (sal'kldth', sal'kloth'), n 1. long-fibered
canvas or other cloth used in making sails. 2. heavy
textile material like that used in making sails. 3. a
piece of such material used as a covering, etc.

sail-er (sal'Sr), ft. 1. a boat equipped with or propelled
by sails: used with special reference to speed or manner
of sailing, as, a swift sailer. 2. a fast vessel of any kind.

sail-fish (sal'fish'), n. [pi. SAILFISH, SAILFISHES (-iz);
see FISH], 1. any of a group of large tropical marine
fishes related to the swordfish, but with scales and a
large saillike dorsal fin in addition to the sword-shaped
upper jaw. 2. a basking shark.

sail-ing (sal'irj), n. 1. the act of a thing or person that
sails. 2. the art of navigation. 3. progression, in terms
of speed or manner, of a vessel. 4. the start of a vessel
or person on a trip by water, adj. 1. driven forward
by the action of wind on sails. 2. concerned with ships
and shipping: as, sailing orders.

sail-or sal'8r), n. [ME. sailer], 1, a person who makes
his living by sailing; mariner; seaman. 2. a) an en-
listed man in the navy, b) any person in the navy. 3, a
person sailing on a vessel, with reference to suscepti-
bility to seasickness: as, he is a good sailor. 4. a
straw hat with a shallow, flat crown and flat brim.
adj. like a sailor's: as, a boy's sailor suit.

sall-or-ing (sSl'&r-in), n, the work and life of a sailor.

sail-or-ly (sSl'8r*li)< adj. like, suited for, or charac-
teristic of sailors*

sail or's-choice (sSl'Sra-choisOt n. [pi. SAILOR'S-
CHOICE], 1, a small porgy. 2. a pigfish.

sailor's Knot, any of a number of knots used by sailors.
sain (sSn), v<t. [MB, seinen, ^sainen,\ AS. scgnian; L.
signare; see SIGN, ,], [Archaic or Dial.], 1. to make
the sign of the cross on or over. 2. to bless, as a
protection against evil. 3, to protect by prayer*

sain-foln feln'foin), n [Fr.; sain, wholesome < L.
$anu$t healthy (confused in Fr. with saint) -f foin (L.
faenum), hayj, a beanlike plant used for fodder.
saint (sSnt), n. (ME.; OFr. seint* saint; L, sonctus,
holy, consecrated], 1. a holy person. 2, a person who

officially recognized as having lived an exceptionally
holy life, and thus as being in heaven and capable of

interceding for sinners; canonized person, adj. holy;
sacred; blessed, v.t. to canonize; make a saint of.

Abbreviated St., S. Names of saints are entered in
this dictionary tinder th given name (see John, Paul,
etc.) ; for some other entries, see St. & n.
Saint A&nes's Eve, the night of January 20, when a
girl wan supposed to have a revelation of her future
husband if she performed certain superstitious rites.

Saint Anthony's cross, a cross shaped like the Greek
letter tan (T).
Saint Bernard (br-rutrd') t a large, reddish-brown and
white dog of a breed kept by the monks of the hospice
of the Great St. Bernard Paas, in th Swiss Alps,
trained to look for and rescue travelers in the snow.
Sainte-Beuve, Charles Au-gua-tin (sharl' o'gils'taw'

wt'boV)t 180<MWj FtweTi critic and writer.
saint ed (Win'tid), adj. I. of, like, or suitable for a
saint: saintly* 2. regarded or venerated as a saint.

3. holy; wwrM; hallowed.
Salnt-dau d<me> Augustus (sant-gfi'd'mO, 1848-1907;
American tempter, born to Itwa&d.
ainMbood (wt'hood')t n* ftte -oae>l 1* the status
or rank of a saint* 3* taints collectively,

Saint-Just, Lou is An toine L6*on de (twl' In'twto'
teW d MjriUttOf 176M7W;! Frtnofa rwottttiootet*,

guiUotittad*
aain t-li news (sant/li-ni'D, n. the riualltv of being saintly,
taw (MbwB), oty fajmuBft (4t*fc)* 4nrruw

,

olwmft by h* Xritfi

M
i BtrttttHttn

da 8an"pyarO, 1737-1814; French

mandate, in 1946 it became a trust territory of the
United States,

Sa-fe (sa'is), n. an ancient city in the Nile delta: capital
of Lower Egypt (663-525 B.C.).
Sad shu Island (sa'i-shoo'), a Japanese island in the
Yellow Sea, south of Korea: area, 710 sq. mi,: English
name, Quelpart Island.

^

saith (seth), archaic third person singular, present in-
dicative of say.
sake (sak), n. [ME.; AS. sacu, cause or suit at law,
contention; akm to G. sache, thing, affair; IE. base
*s&g~, to investigate, seen also in L. sagire, to perceive,
find, etc., sagax,

f sharply discerning <c. SAGACIOUS);
basic sense "judicial investigation"], ! motive; pur-'
pose; end; cause: as, for the sake of money. 2. ad-
vantage: behalf; benefit; account: as> for my sake.

sa-ke (s&'ki), n. [Japan.], a Japanese alcoholic beverage
made from fermented rice*

sa ker (sa'ker), n. [Fr. sacre; Sp. sacro; Ar. soar], a large
falcon of southern Europe, used, in falconry,
Sa-kha-lin (sa-kh4en'; Bng. sak'o-len'), ft. an island
off eastern Siberia, north of Japan: area, 24,560 sq.
mi.: formerly, the northern part belonged to the
U.S.S.R., the southern, to Japan; in 1946, the entire
island was granted to the U.S.S.R.: also Saghalien:
Japanese name, Karafuto.

Sa-ki (s&'ki), TI, (pseudonym of Hector Hugh Munro),
1870-1916; English author, born in Burma*

Sak-ti (sak'ti), it. Shakti.
Sak-tism (sak'tiz'm), n. Shaktism.
sal (sal), n. [ME.; L.J, in pharmacy, etc., salt,

ea-laam (s3-lam'), ft. [Ar. saiam
l health, peace; akin to

Heb. shaltim, peace], L an Oriental greeting or cere-
monial compliment, made by bowing low with the
palm of the right hand placed on the forehead. 2. an
obeisance or respectful greeting, v.t. to greet with a
salaam. v.L to make a salaam.

sal-a-biM-ty (sl'9-bil'o~ti), n. the condition or quality
of being salable: also spelled saleabtlity.

sal a-ble (sSl'o-bl), ad/4 that can be sold; marketable:
also spelled saleable.

sa-la*cious (sa-lS'shos), adj. [L. salax, salads < satire,
to leap, (of animals) cover sexually], 1 lecherous;
lustful; hence, 2. pornographic; obscene.

sa-lac i-ty (s9-las'9-ti), n- [L. $alacitos] t the quality or
condition of being salacious.

sal-ad (saFad), n. [MB* salat, salad; OFr. salade; Pr.
salada- L. salata, pp. of salare, to salt < sal, salt],
1. a dish, usually cold, of sea food, chicken, eggs, raw
or cooked fruits or vegetables, especially lettuce, etc.,
in Various combinations, prepared with a dressing of

oil, vinegar, and spices or mayonnaise, etc. 2. any
green plant or herb used for such a dish or eaten raw:
especially, [Dial], lettuce.

salad days, [after Shakespeare, Antony end Cleopatra,
I, vl time of youth and inexperience*

salad dressing, a preparation similar to a sauce, usually
some combination of oiL vinegar, spices, or vegetable
products, served on a salad or mixed with it.

Sal a din (salVdin), n. sultan of Egypt (1174-1193);
lived 1138-1193; captured Jerusalem! opposed the
Crusades.

Sa-la'do, Rfo (si-laW), 1. a river in northern Ar-
gentina, flowing southeastward iato the Parani River:

length, 1,100 mi 2, a river in central Argentina:
length, 850 mi.

Sal-a man-ca (salVman'k; Sp, saTI-mSr/kS), n. a
city in west central Spain: pop., 54,000: scene ol a
battle (1812) of the Peninsular War, in which the

English tinder Wellington defeated the French.
sala-mander (sal'a-man'de'r), it [ME. & OFr. sala-

mandre; L* ,* *

t a
the lias-

to bi able
liv In nre%

ttppoed to live

an elemental spirit
acdtetts* taory of'

elementals. 3, a person
who enjoys and can endure

it heat 4. any of var-
articles used in fire or able to withstand heat as

SALAMANDER
(about 4 in* long)

poker, a plate for browning pastry, etc. 5. any
up of Kcateless, HzardHke animals related to the
id

tojdto,
with toft, moteb utotoi tod a tadl.

eal-a-man-drlne (sal'o-man'driri), adj. of or like a sal-

on

Miwetewii
S Japanese

KWM*JM,'W* ** \WW-IM**** w*v-m **** v**r w*** v**-wjr *

river In Thealy, Greece fowag into tlM CralC **

Salonika: length* 125 mi: Modern Greek name,
I JPijil<M; ancient mine, ,**

"""

sa-la-mi (sa-lK'rai); n. I

aWrHAr*1 *

*

*x*,l5. .tThto *fcmtteW; < *if*fa*u
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Sal-a-mis (sal'o-mis; Gr. sa-la-mes') f n. 1. a Greek
island in the Gulf 01 Aegina, near Athens: area, 36 sq.
mi.; pop., 15,000: scene of a naval battle (480 B.C.) of
the Persian War, in which the Greeks defeated the
Persians. 2. an ancient city of Cyprus.
sal-am-mo ni ac (salVmo'ni-ak, sal'a-mon'yak), n.
sal ammoniac.

sal ammoniac, [MB. sal armoniak; L. sal Ammoniacum,
lit., salt of Ammon: said to have been prepared orig-
inally from camel dung near the shrine of Jupiter
Ammon]. ammonium chloride.

sal-a-ried (sal's-rid), adj. 1. receiving a salary. 2.

yielding a salary: as, a salaried position.

sal*a-ry (sal's-ri), n. [fl SALARIES (-riz)], [ME. salarie;
OFr. salaire; L. solarium, orig., salt money (i.e,, money

. given to buy salt, as part of Roman soldiers* pay) , hence
pay < sal, salt], a fixed payment at regular intervals for
services, usually other than manual or mechanical: dis-

tinguished from wages, fees. SYN. see wage.
sale (sal), n. [MB.; Late AS. sola < ON. sola; for IK
base see SELL], 1. the exchange of property of any
kind, or of some services, for an agreed sum of money
or other valuable consideration; selling. 2. a market;
opportunity to sell: as, will there be any sale for these

tijger skins? 3. the act of offering goods to the highest
bidder; auction. 4. a special offering of goods at re-
duced prices, usually for some special reason or oc-
casion: as, a rummage sale.

salea-1
sale-a-1
Sa-lem (saftam), n'.' l.'a city on the coast of northern
Massachusetts: pop., 42,000. 2. a city in northwestern
Oregon: the capital: pop., 43,000. 3. a city in Madras,
India: pop., 130,000.

sal ep (sal'ep), n. [Fr.; Sp.; Ar. safylab, altered & contr.
< khu$a al-tha'lab, fox's testicles; cf. ORCHID], the dried
tubers f various orchids, ground up and used as food.

sal e ra-tus (sal'o-ra'tes), n, [Mod. L. sal aeratus, aerated
salt]* sodium (or sometimes potassium) bicarbonate;
baking soda, as used in cooking.
Sa ler-no (sa-ler'nd; Eng. sa-lur'no), n. an Italian sea-
port near Naples: pop., 87,000 (est. 1947).
Sa-ler-num (s9-lur'n9m), m. Salerno: the ancient name.
sales*clerK (salz'klurk'), it. a person employed to sell

goods in a store.

salesgirl (sala'surl'), n. a saleslady.
sales la-dy (salz'la'di), n. {pi. SALESLADIES
[Couqq.1, a girl or woman employed to sell

especially in a store.
,

sales-man (salz'msn), n. \pl. SALESMEN (-rnn)J a **m
employed to sell goods, either in a store or as a traveling
agent or representative.

sales-man-ship (salz'msn-shipO, n. [see -SHIP], 1. the
work of a salesman. 2. ability or skill at selling.

sales-peo pie (salz'peVl), n.pl. salespersons,
sales per-son (s&lzfpur's'n), n. a person employed to
sell goods, especially in a store.

sales resistance, resistance of potential customers to
efforts and inducements aimed at getting them to buy*

sales-room (saleroom/, salz'room') , n, a room in which
goods are ottered for sale.

sales talk, 1. persuasion or argument used in an
attempt to sell something; hence, 2. any argument
aimed at persuading one to do something,

sales tax, a tax on sales or on receipts from sales, usually

[pi. SALESWOMEN

jLvxancnester: pop., JU4.UUU test. 1946).
Sa-li-an (s^i-gn), adj. [< LL. SaW, Salian Franks <
the Gmc. name], designating or of a tribe of Franks
who settled along the Ijssel River, in the Netherlands,
in the 4th century A.B. n. a Salian Frank.

Salic (sal'ik, sa'hk), adj. [Fr. Satonut ML; 5*fei], 1.
"i. 2. of the Sane 1

* * """ ""

'^the wiSow family of trees-*t k***^->, WlllowJ, wi. wj wuutu^ tBUCDtiiy 1

and shrubs, including the willows and poplars.

eaM-ciji (sal'^sin),
it. [^salicme < L. soli*, wilI0w],a white, crystalline glucoside, CitHi|07 obtalwl &WQ

the bark of certain poplars and willows, and ttse4 In
medicine as a tonic and to reduce fever,

Smite law, 1. a code of laws of Germanic t

"

eluding the Salian Franks; especially, the
of this code excluding women &om WberitfiM 'findstmm* 2. the law excluding women from succeeding
to jfc i^ctw fat the French and Spanish ;

*- f

S, ay* l*i^ oi stollarjmrport.
i*i^r*at<i (sal'^-sil'lt, w-lis'a-ltt', j

sglt or^eitir of. salicylic add.
n. any

|MXw from
Um md nUd
to taa*t

sa-H-en-cy^ (sali-an-si, sal'yan-si), n. \pl. SALIENCIES
(-siz)], salience.

sa-li-ent (sali-ant, sal'ydnt), adf* [L. saliens, rjpr. of

satire, to leap], 1. a) leaping; jumping; capering. 6)

gushing; jetting forth. 2. pointing outward; jutting;

projecting, as an angle. 3. standing out from the rest;

noticeable; conspicuous; prominent, n. 1. the part of
a battle line, trench, fort, etc. which projects farthest
toward the enemy^ 2. a salient angle, part, etc.

sa-li-en-ti-an (sa/li-en'shi-an, sa'li-en'shsn), adj. [Mod
L. Salientia, name of the order (< L. saliens; see SA-

LIENT) ; 4; -an], of a group of animals that live both on
land and in water, with a broad body, no tail, and hind
legs which are helpful in jumping: it includes frogs,
toads, and tree toads, n. an animal of this group.

sa-lif-er-ous (sa-liFeV-as), adj. [< L. sal, salt; + -ferom],
producing or containing salt.

sal-i-fy (sal'a-flO, v.t. [SALIFIED (~fld') SALIFYING], [Fr.

salifier < L. sal, salt + facere, to make], to make salty;
specifically, a) to impregnate with salt, b) to form a
salt with; convert into a salt, c) to combine with a salt.

Sa-li-na (sa-K'ne), n. a city in central Kansas, on the
Smoky Hill River: pop., 26,000.

sa-lina (sa-E'na), n. [Sp. < L. salinae, salt pits < sal,

salt], 1. a salt marsh, pond, or lake, not connected with
the sea. 2. a saltworks.
ea line tsa'lm), adj. [Pr. salin; LL. *$alinus < L. sal,

salt], i. of, characteristic of, or containing common
salt, or sodium chloride; salty. 2. of or containing any
of the salts of the alkali metals or magnesium, n. 1. a
salt spring, lick, marsh, mine, etc. 2* any of the
metallic salts, especially a salt of magnesium or of an
alkali metal, often used in medicine as cathartics. 3, a
saline solution, especially one that is isotonic, used in
medical treatment or for biological experiments.

sa-lin-i-ty (sg-lin'a-ti), n. the quality, state, or degree
of being saline; saltiness.

sal i nom-e-ter (sal'i-nom'a-ter), n. [see SAJUNB &
-METER], an instrument for measuring the amount of
salt ia a solution.

Sa-Uque (so-lek', sal'ik, sSlik), ad/. SaHc.
Sails bur-y (sdlz'ber'i, solz'b&r-i), n. L the county
seat of Wiltshire, England, noted for its 13th-century
cathedral; pop., 28,000. 2. the capital of Southern
Rhodesia, Africa; pop., 69,000 (1946)*
Salisbury, third Marquis of (Rabat Arthw Tatbot
Gascoyne^Cedft, 1S30-1903; English statesman.
Salisbury Plain, a large tract of land in Wiltshire,
England; site of Stonehenge.
Salisbury steak, Hamburg steak.
Sa.lish

(sa'lish), n. a Salishan Indian, especially

. aatfsh-ao), I< Am. Ind.
(SaUshan) 5^, people], designating or of an American
Indian Hnguistac fanmy of the northwestern United
States anoT southwestern Canada, inetetdin Flathead
and Coettr d'-A16ne. n. this linguistic famuy.
eali-ya (Sja-I^m), n. [L,l, thelMn, watery, %My
visctd fluid secreted by the salivary gknds: it ferves
as an aid to digestion by moistening and softening food,
and contains an enayrae, ptyaHn> wmoh converts itarch
to maltose.
saH-var'y (salVver'i), adj. of or secreting saliva*
sall-vate, (sal's-vSt

7
),!vL [sALrVATa> (4d), SALWA

[< L. salwatm, ipp* of mltvtar^ salivate], tx> prodooe an
excessive flow ofsaHva in. vi to secrete safiva.
eali-va tion (sa!Vvi'<^iin)r n, [L- sgMmOoi i. the
act or process of saHrattk. 2* an aovt flow ol
saliva, as because ol mercurial
8aM.va.tor (sal^g^r), n in
that stimukteft the flow ol mHm

Salk, Jonas Edward (s61k) r 1914 ; American physi-
*C *

neckgimrd and, often, & visor,
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1, a sudden rushing forth, as of troops Fallopian tube. 2. of a Eustachian tube* Also, beforeleap, spring], ----- --------- ---------- _.,.
to attack besieging forces. 2. any sudden start into

activity. 3. a quick witticism; bright retort; quip.
4. an excursion or unusual side trip; jaunt. v.i. [SALLIED
(-id), SALLYING], 1. to rush out suddenly. 2. a) to
start suddenly. fy to come or go out of doors, c) to
set out on a trip. Used withforth or out. SYN. see joke.

Sally Lunn (lun), [said to be name of 18th-c. Eng. woman
who first made these at Bath], a variety of sweetened
teacake, usually served hot: also sally lunn.

sal-ma-gun-di (sal'ma-gun'di), n. [Fr. salmigondis;
prob. < It. salame conditi, preserved pickled meat;
salame < sal, salt + conditi < pp. of condire, to flavor:

L. condire, to preserve, pickle], 1. a dish of chopped
meat, eggs, etc. flavored with onions, anchovies, pepper,
vinegar, and oil. 2. any mixture or medley.

sal-mi, sal-mis (sal'mi; Fr. sal'me'), n, [Fr.; prob.
contr. < salmigondis; see SALMAGUNDI], a highly sea-

soned dish of partly roasted game or fowl, stewed in

wine.
salmon (sam'an), n. [pi SALMON, SALMONS (-anz); see

PLURAL, ii, D, 2], [ME. salmon, saumoun; OFr. saumon;
L. salmot salmonis: prob. < satire to leap], 1. any or

several varieties of game and food fishes of the North
Atlantic, with silver scales and flesh that is yellowish-

pink when cooked: they live in salt water and spawn in

fresh water, though some varieties are landlocked in

lakes. 2. any of several closely related varieties, es-

pecially those of the North Pacific. 3. the color of

cooked salmon flesh; yellowish pink or pale red.

salm-on ber-ry (sam'sn-ber'i), n. [pi, SALMONBBRRIES
(~iz)], 1. a bramble with purple or pinkish flowers

and orange-pink berries. 2. the berry.
sal-mo-noid (sal'ms-noid')* adj. 1. like a salmon.
2, of the suborder that includes the salmons, n. a
salmonoid fish; specifically, any of the salmons.
salmon pink, yellowish pmk or pale red.

salmon trout, 1. a European sea trout, 2. a Great
Lakes trout ; namaycush. 3. any large trout resembling
a salmon; specifically, the steelhead.

sal-ol (sal'51, sal'ol), n. (wHcylic + ~ott* a colorless,

crystalline compound, CuHioOa, the phenyl ester of

salicylic acid, used in medicine as an Internal antiseptic.
Sa-lo-me (w-15'sai; G. zii'lfr-ml'), n. [LL.; Gr. Saldm$;
Heb. shalQm, peace], 1. in the Bible, the daughter of

Herodias: her dancing pleased Herod so much that he
granted her request, made at her mother's instigation,

For the head of John the Baptist: Matt. 14:8, 2. a) a

play (1S94) written in French by Oscar Wild, based
on the story of Salome, b) a one-act opera (1905) by
Richard Strauss, based on this play,
Sa-lo-m4 (tAWmiO, n. [Fr,], Salome.
Sal o moil, Haym (him sal'o-mwi), 174Q?-1785; Ameri-
can merchant and patriot, born in Poland; helped
finance the Revolutionary War.

6a Ion (w-km'j Pr, si'16W) n* [(L SALONS (4onz': Fr.

45f*OIi B*r me SALOON], 1. alarg reception hall or

room for receiving guests, especially a public room in a
hotel or on a ship; saloon* 2, a drawing room of a

private home in French-speaking countries. 3. a regular
gathering of distinguished fuests such as might meet
in a drawing room; specially, a moetwg of literary or

artistic peoplt in a celebrity's home. 4. a room or

galkry for the exhibition of paintings or other works
of art. 5, an exhibition of works of art: specially,

[S-L an annual art uhow of the work of Mviag French
artists, held in Paris* 6. a commercial eitabliehment
for performing some uervice: as. a beauty mm,

Sa-lo-nl-ka (salVnilw, wl'a-nl'kt, -lon^k; Or.
in Maeedcmla, 0w: pop*

237,000: Greek nama, aaetefe

^ulf of, an*arm of the Aeftan Sea, off north-

j, n, fPr, Mb*; It, s^om < ^a, a
'G. sat. a room, dwelling!, 1. any large*

lot receptions* exnibitkxit. anter*'

ly tm main sock! oiubiu of a
room ttiad for one

3. a place where
01

a vowel, salping-.
sal-pinx (saFpirjks), n. [^?. SALPINGES (sal-pin'jez)],

[Mod. L.; Gr. salpinx, a trumpet], in anatomy, 1. a
Fallopian tube, 2. a Eustachian tube.

sal-si-fy (sal'sa-fi'). n. [Fr. salsifis; It. sassefrica (as if

< L. fricare, to rub)], a plant with long, white, fleshy
roots having an oysterlike flavor; oyster plant,

sal-so-da (sal'so'da), n. sal soda.
sal soda, crystallized sodium carbonate.
salt (s61t), n. [ME.; AS. sealt; akin to G. safa; IE. base
*sal-, salt, as also in L. sal (see SAL), prob. in -sul- in

insula (ct. INSULAR), Gr. hals, halos (cf HALOGEN)],
1. sodium chloride, Nad, a white, crystalline substance
with a characteristic taste, found in natural beds, in

sea water, etc., and used for seasoning and preserving
food, etc, 2. a chemical compound derived from an
acid by replacing hydrogen, wholly or partly, with a
metal or an electropositive radical: the salt of an ~ous
acid is usually indicated by the suffix -ite, the salt of an
-ic acid by the suffix -ate. 3. that which gives a tang or

piquancy to anything. 4. sharp, pungent humor or
wit. 5. something that preserves, purifies, or corrects,
6. a saltcellar. 7. pi. a) any mineral salts used for

medicinal purposes, as for moving the bowels. 5) smell-

ing salts. 8. [Colloq.], a sailor, usually an experienced
one, adj. 1. containing salt. 2. preserved with salt.

3. tasting or smelling of salt. 4. pungent; lively; witty.
5. a) flooded with salt water. &) growing in salt water.
v*t. 1. to sprinkle or season with salt, 2. to preserve
with salt or in a salt solution. 3. to treat with salt in

chemical processes. 4, to season or give tang t9: as,

he salted his conversation with wit. 5. to give artificial

value to; specifically, a) to alter (books, prices, etc.)
. in order to give false value. 6) to scatter minerals or
ores in (a mine), put oil in (a well), etc. in order to
deceive prospective buyers.
salt away (or down) , 1 , to pack and preserve with salt.

, 2. [Colloq.], to store or save (money, etc.).

salt of the earth, [after Matt. 5:13], any person or

persons regarded as the finest, noblest, etc.

salt out, to separate (a dissolved substance) from a
solution by adding salt.

with a grain (or pinch) of salt, [Latinized as cum
grano salis], with allowance or reserve; skeptically.
worth one1s salt, worth one's wages, sustenance, etc.

sal*tant (sal'tant), adj. [L. saltans, ppr. of saltare, to

leap < satire, to leap], leaping; dancing; jumping.
sal-ta-rel lo (sal'tQ-rel'o), n. [It. < L. saltare, to leap],
1. a lively Italian dance with a hopping, skipping step.
2. music for this dance.

sal ta-tion (sal-tS'shan), n. [L. saltatio, a dancing,
dance < saltatus, pp. of saltare, to leap], 1. a leaping,

jumping, or dancing, 2. sudden change, movement, or

development, as i! by leaping. 3. palpitation or

throbbing, as of an artery. 4. in biology, mutation,
sal'ta-to-ri-al (sal't9-t6r'i-*l, sal'ta-to'n-al), adj. 3U of

saltation. 2. in wology, having the nature of, charac-
terized by, or adapted for leaping. ,, ,

sal-ta-tO'ry (sal't-t6r'i, saFtot5Ti) s
adj. [L, soltatonus

< saltare, to leap], 1. of, characterized by, or adapted
for leaping or dancing. 2. proceedinf by abrupt move-
ments or chanidng by* sudden variation,

salt'cei-lar wSt'sel%), n. [ME. salt sabsr; salt, salt +
Fr, $aU$r<g, saltcUar < L. $al, salt], a small dish, or a
container with a perforated top, for holding salt.

salt-ed (sdl'tid), aaj. I. treated, specially preserved,
with alt. 2. [Colloq.]* experienced or proficient in

Bcwrt occupation, work, etc.

ut*eff (s&Ftr), n. 1. a person who makes or sells salt.

2. a parson who salts meat, fish, etc.

ealt-ern (s^l'tfai); n. [AS. waltwn; seaU, salt -f asm, a

building], a saltworks. .

sal-tl-trade (sal'ti-^rldO, adj. [< L. saltus, a leap +
jrawTto wal̂ t having legs adapted for Ippiw
Sal-til lo (sIHl'yi), n. the, capital of Coahuila, Mexico:

pop., 49,000.
fit4*Iy (sdl't'WJ, adv. in a salty manner.
8Hk4*n88 (dP&fito). n. salty Duality or state.

sal-tire (salHlr), n. [MB. sawtire, saiuUr*; OFr. sautotr,

atfanxp W; Ml* saUatorium < L. uttotoriiut;
sj s^>

tATWnr), in heraldry, a bearing in the form of
t
a St.

Andww's ^rot formed by a bend and a bend sinister

a aJbo Celled Mkfor.
,

ti8^ ^ gc^ewhat salty,

CBWy, tS capital ol Utah, east of Great
, ^^: pop,* 182,000", cwter of Mormoniwa.

^p,, Edk an Kpoid natural deposit of mineral rock

salt which a^wili 'Com to E0k
suit marsh , grassland over which salt water flows at

287fi
.

Sm (or ,

Wtow sea fowl, in tho Imperial valtay,

QuUbRtiiar iJW wto water from the Colorado
40 at by 10 mi.
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saltpeter, salt-pe-tre (s61t'pe'tr), n. [ME. & OFr.

salpefre; ML. sal petrae, salt of rock < :L. sal, salt +
petra, a rock], 1. potassium nitrate. 2. sodium nitrate:

also called Chile saltpeter.
salt pit, a pit where salt is obtained.
salt pork, pork cured in salt; especially, the fatty parts
from the back, side, or belly of a hog.
salt rheum, any of various skin diseases, especially
eczema.

.

Salt River, 1. a river in central Arizona, flowing into

the Gila River: length, 200 mi.: site of Roosevelt Dam.
2. a river in northeastern Missouri, flowing into the

Mississippi: length, 200 mi.
salt shaker, a container for salt, with a perforated top.
salt-wat-er (s61t'w6'tr, sdlt'wat'er), ad), of, consisting
of, or living in salt water.

salt water, water containing much salt; sea water.
salt-works (s61t'wurks') n. [pi. SALTWORKS], a place
where salt is made, as by evaporation, etc.

salt-wort (sSlt'wurt'), n. [? after D. zoutkruid], 1. any
of a number of related plants used in making soda ash.

2. the glasswort.
salt-y (sdl'ti,) adj. [SALTIER (-ti-gr), SALTIEST (-ti-istjj,

1. of, tasting of, or containing salt. 2. smelling of the
sea. 3. pungent; sharp; piquant; witty.

sa-lu-bri-ous (so-loo'bri-as, ss-lu/bri-ss), adj. [L. salu-

bris < solus* health], healthful; wholesome; salutary.

sa-lu-bri-ty (sa-loo'ora-ti, ss-lu'bra-ti), n. [ME. salu-

brite; L. salubritas], the quality of being salubrious.

Salu-ki (s9-loo'ki), n. [Ar. salugi <Saluq, an ancient
Arabian tityl, any of a breed of dog of the greyhound
family, with long ears and silky hair.

Sa-His (salas), n. the Roman goddess of health and
prosperity: identified with the Greek Hygeia.

sal-u-tar-i-ly (sal'yoo-ter'a-li), adv. in a salutary man-
ner.

sal-u-tar-i-ness (sal'yoo-ter'i-nis), n. the quality of

being salutary.
sal-u-tar-y (sal'yoo-ter'i), adj. [< Fr, or L,; Fr. salu-

taire; L. salutans < salus, salutis, health], 1. promoting
or conducive to health; healthful. 2. promoting or
conducive to some good purpose; beneficial or whole-
some.

sal-u-ta-tlon (sal'yoo-tS'shan) , n. [ME. salutacioun;
OFr.; L. salutatio < salutatus, pp. of salut&re; see

SALUTE], 1. the act of greeting, paying respect, ad-
dressing, or welcoming by gestures or words. 2. a form
of words serving as a greeting or welcome; especially,
the "Dear Sir," etc. of a letter.

sa-hi-ta-to ri an (s9-16o't8-t6r'i-9n, S9-lu't9-t5'ri-an) , n.

[< salutatory + -aw], in some schools and colleges, the
student, usually second highest in scholastic rank, who
gives the salutatory: cf. valedictorian.
sa lu-ta-to ry (sa-ldo'tQ-tcVi, sa-lu'ta-to'ri), adj. IL,

salutatorius], of or expressing a salutation, n. (pL
SALOTATOIUBS (-iz, -rias)], an opening or welcoming
address, as at school or college commencement exercises.

sa-lute (sd4cW, sa4utO v.t. [SALUTED (4d), SALUTING].
[MB. saluten; L. salutare, to salute, wish health to <
salus, salutis, health, greeting < salvus, safe, well), 1. to

1

greeite or welcome i$ a friendly manner ot by ceremonial
gostautot stidi as fKSSwtag, tipping <fehe hat, etc.; welcome
with, customary actions or words* 2. tso honor by per-
forming a prescribed act or gesture, such as dipping
tlhft Hag, firing cannon, raising the hsaiadl, etc., as a marJE
of military, naval, or official respect. 3. to present
itself to, as if in greeting: as, laughter saluted us.
w.f. to make a salute, n. [OFr. $alut;Li. $alw]> an act,
words, or gesture made to express welcome, honor,
respect, etc. ; specifically, a) a formal kiss as a gesture
of greeting or respect, b") a prescribed formal gesture
such as raising the hand in a certain way to the head,
in military and naval practice, c} a firing of cannon.
d) a dipping of a flag or flags.

Salv,, Salvador.
sal va ble (sal'va-bl), adj. [< LL. sa^vare; see SAVB]*
that can be saved or salvaged.

Sal va-do ran (sal'v~d6rAn, ml'vo^tm)* <id/ of Bl
Salvador, its people, or culture. n a n&rav or ijjmi^b'-

itant of Bl Salvador.
Sat-va-do-ri an (sal'va-ddr'km, sal'vs-as'ri-on)* d[f. &
n. Salvadoran.

sal-vage (sal'vij), n. [Fr. < OFr. wcfcw, to MOT** see
SAVE], 1. the rescue of a sMp, crew, am cargo at sea
from peril such as fire, shipwreck* captws, cfco* 3L oo*
pensation given by the owners or insurers to $ertwaswho assist In the rescue operations. 3. tfie sMp, oarao,
or crew which is so rescued. 4. the restorattom of a
sunken or wrecked ship and its cargo by divers and
special apparatus, 5. *n insurance, a) tee fttseue of
goods or property from damage by fire, b) the property
so rescued. <;) the amount jpaid for rescue. ) ta yito
of the goods* A prooaiMas from the sate of swh goods.4 utilisation of any sort of damaged or waste material,
9.A, (SALVAOXP <-Ti|d). SAtVAGINGj, 1. tO MTO ton
shipwreck, oaptum fire, flood, etc. 2. to imktm
(sunken, or wrecked shim) by divers and sfxicial ap-
paratus. & to utiHwi fwaste, dwjt! good*,, tto.)*

Ml-var*mi (saKvir^nO. au fG. < L. jfwr. tomm +

G. arsen, arsenic], arsphenamine, a compound of ar-

senic used in the treatment of syphilis, etc.: a trade-

mark (Salvarsan) : originally called 606.

salvation (sal-va'shan), n. [ME. salvacioun; OFr.

sauvation; L. salvatio < salvatus, pp. of salvare, to save],
1. a saving or being saved; preservation from destruc-

tion; rescue. 2. a person or thing which is a means,
cause, or source of preservation or rescue. 3. in theology,

spiritual rescue from sin and death; saving of the soul

through the atonement of Jesus; redemption.
Salvation Army, an international organization on semi-

military lines, founded in England by William Booth in

1865 for religious and philanthropic purposes among
the very poor: name adopted in 1878: abbreviated S.A.

SaLva-tion48t (sal-va'shan-ist), n. a member of the

Salvation Army.
salve (sav, sav), n. [ME. salf, save; AS. sealf; akin to

G. salbe; IE. base *selp~, a fat, butter, as also in Sans.

sarpis-, melted butter], 1. any medicinal ointment

applied to wounds, skin irritations, burns, etc. for pur-

poses of soothing or healing. 2. something that

soothes or heals; balm: as, her kind words were a
salve for his tender conscience. 3. flattery, v.t. [SALVED
(savd, savd), SALVING], [AS. sealfian < the n.], 1.

[Archaic], to apply salve to (wounds, etc.). 2. to

soothe; smooth over; palliate; assuage. 3. to flatter.

salve (sal'vi), interj. [L-; see SALVO (a volley)], hail I

salve (salv), v.t. [SALVED (salvd), SALVING], [back-
formation < salvage], to salvage.

sal-ver (sal'ver), n. [Fr. salve; Sp. salva, the tasting of

food before serving to see that It is wholesome, hence

tray on which food was placed, salver < salvar, to

taste, save; L. salvare; see SAVE], a tray on which letters,

visiting cards, refreshments, etc. are presented,
eal via (sal'vi-sj), n. [L.; see SAGE (plant)], any of a

variety of garden plants of the mint family, especially
the scarlet sage, grown for its brilliant red flowers.

Sal-vi-ni, Tom-ma-so (tdn>ma'z6" sal-ve'ne*), 1829-
1916; Italian actor of tragedies.

eal-vo (sal'vo), n. [pi. SALVOS, SALVOES (-v6z)J, fit. salva

< L. salve, hail, imperative of salvere, to be safe], 1. a

discharge of a number of jpieces of artillery or small

arms, in regular succession or at the same time,
either as a salute or, especially in naval battles, as a
hostile broadside. 2, a burst ofcheers or applause.

eal vo (sal'vo), n. [pL SALVOS (-v5z)L [< ML. legal phr.
salvo jure, right being reserved (< L. salms; see SAFE)],
1. a dishonest mental reservation; excuse or quibbling
evasion. 2. in law, a saving clause; reservation.

sal V0'to-ti4e (v^kt'1-i'X [Mod* U volatile ultl, a
mixture of ammonium bicarbonate and ammonium
carbonate, especially in aromatic solution for use as

smelling salts.

eal vor (sal'ver), n. a person or ship that help** in the

salvage of a ship, its cargo, etc*

Sal-ween (sal'wfeO **. a rivr flowing through Tibet
and Burma into the OuH of Martaban {length, 1,750 mi.

SaI'Dc& (ssalte'boorkli; Bug* sdk'Wrg), n. a city in
central Austria: pop., 107,000 (est, 194$): teen of
annual music festivals.

Sam., 1. Samaritan. 2. Samuel
& Amu, 1. South America. 2. South American,
S&'imaf (st'mlr), n* one d the Philippine Islands, south-
east of Luzon: area, 5,124 sq. m; pop., 471,000; chief

Sa-ma-ra (sii-ma'ra), n. Kuibyshev: the former name.
sam-a-ra (sain'o-ro, so-m&r'o). n. [L. samara, saniera,
seed of the elm], a dry, hard, winged fruit, as of the
elm or ash; key zrait.

Sa-ma-rang (so~rmr/arj), n. Semarang.
Sam-ar cand (sam'Sr-kand'), n. Saniarkand.
Sa-mar-i-a (so-m&r'i-a), n. 1. an ancient kingdom of
Palestine, between Tudea
and Galilee, 2. a city in
Samaria i th ancicwt cap*
ital of Israel.

Sa-mar-i

mariianus; Or. SamaretiZs
< Samareia> Samaria), L
a native or inhabitant of
Samaria. 2. a person who
comes to th@ aid of an-
other: see

jftood Samaritan.
adj* of ^ypMiifk 09?

people. Abbreviate
'

wssstflBte
SttBH^lfiPlM

mineral
of the
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samba (sam/bo, sam'ba), n. [Port.; of Afr. origin], a
Brazilian dance of African origin. v.L to dance the
samba,
sam-bar (sam'b&r, sam'b&r), n. [pi. SAMBARS (-bSrz),
SAMBAR; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [Hind, sabar; Sans. Sam-
bara], a large Asiatic deer with a mane and three-
pointed antlers.

sam-bo (sam'bo^ n. \pl. SAMBOS (-boz)], [Sp. zambo], a
person of American Indian (or mulatto) and Negro
descent.
Sam-bre (saw'br'), n. a river flowing through northern
France and southern Belgium: length, c. 100 mi.
Sam Browne belt (sam broun), [alter Gen. Six Samuel
J. Browne (1824r-1901), Brit, army officer], a military
belt with one or two diagonal shoulder straps, usually
one across the right shoulder : it is designed to carry the
weight of a pistol or sword and is worn by officers.
sam-buke (sam/buk), n. [L. sambuka; Gr. sambyke;
Aram, sabbekha], an ancient stringed instrument sim-
ilar to a harp.
sam bur (sam'bSr, sam'b&r), n. [pL SAMBURS (-b&rz),
SAMBUR; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], a sambar.
same (sam), adj. [ME,; ON. samr, sami; akin to Goth.
sama; IE. base *$om~ < *sem-, in one together, seen
also in Gr, hom8s, the same, homoios, like (cf. HOMO-),
L. similis (< *semelis), like (cf. SIMILAR); AS. had
same, adv., of this origin], 1, being the very one;
identical. 2. alike in kind, quality, amount, or degree;
corresponding. 3. unchanged; not different: as, he
looks the same as ever. 4. before-mentioned; just
spoken of. Same is rarely used without the. pran.
the same person or thing (usually with the, this, or
that), adv* in the same way; in like manner (usually
withtfje).
all the same, 1. nevertheless. 2, of no importance,
just the same, 1. in the same way. 2. nevertheless*

SKZV.7~8ame, in one sense, agrees^ with selfsame and very in

implying that what is referred to is one thing and not two or
more distinct things (that is the same, or selfsame or very, house
we once lived in) and, in another, implies reference to things
that are really distinct but without any significant difference in
kind, appearance, amount, etc. (I eat the same food every day) ;

identical, in one sense, also expresses the first idea (this is the
identical bed where he slept) and, in another, implies exact cor-

respondence in all details, as of quality, appearance, etc. (the
signatures are i&tnticaf) ; equal implies the absence of any dif-

ference in quantity, size, value, degree, etc. (equal weights, an
equal advantage)? equivalent implies of things that they
amount to the same thing in value, force, meaning, etc. (15 or
its equivalent in merclmnww}. ANT. different.

sa-mekh, ea mech (s&'rnekh, sS'mek). n* fHeb.], the
fifteenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (D), corre-

sponding to English S, s: see alphabet, table.
same-neaa (sam'nis), n. L the state or quality of being
th* samej identity or uniformity. 2, lack of change
or variety; monotony,

S. Amen, L South America* 2. South American,
Sam EIU (sun ml), [Slang], hell: a euphemism,
Sa-ml an (sii'mi-on), adj. of Samoa or its people, n. &
native or inhabitant of Sanios.

sam-lel (sam'yel), n. [Turk, s&myd < sam, poison (<
Ar. jama*) H- y^f win-d], tfa nimootn,
sam-l-seii (san/i-Kcn/). n. (Japan. < Chin, san hsien,
ttuns striByttL ft Jf^itwMJWs K&ujdyQfhl io&trwKUKxxt some-
what Hk aTw^Q-put mth torn strings,
&amdte (sm'ft* {ift'mlt), n. (ME. <Ss OFr. samit; ML.
samiium < MGr. hexamiton < hfxamitos, woven with
six thimdi < Gr, km* fbt 4- mitos, a thread!, a heavy,

silk fabric worn in

intcrwoyeu wi
SanaJL Sam
earn-lot

,

member of a pre-Roman
tibt Siibtei* w& lived in

or the
an ajijt otry in

group of inlands in the South

SAMOVAR

sam-o-var (sam's-var', sarnVvaV), n. [Russ., lit., self-
boiler], a metal urn with an
internal tube for heating
water in making tea: used
especially in Russia.
Barneyed, Sam*o-yede
(sam's-yedO, n. [Russ., lit.,

self-eaterj, LanyofaUralic
people m living t

in Siberia.
2. their Urahc language,
which has five distinct
dialects. 3. any of a power-
ful breed of Siberian dog,
with a thick, white coat.
adj\ of the Samoyeds (sense
1) or Samoyed.

Sam-o-ved'ic (sam'o-yed'-
ik), adj. Samoyed.
samp (samp), n, [< Am.
Ind. (Algonquian) a~

saump, softened by water],
1. coarse meal of Indian
corn. 2. a porridge of this.

sam-pan (sam'pan), n. [Chin, san-pan < Port. champQo,
champana; Sp. champdn,
can9e; prob. of S. Am.
Indian origin], any of
various small boats used
in the harbors and rivers
of China and Japan,
rowed with a scull from
the stern, and often having
a sail and an awning.
sam-phire (sam/fir ) , n.

[earlier sampire, sainpere,
altered < Fr. (herbe de)
Saint Pierre, St. Peter's

(herb)], 1. a fleshy plant
of the parsley family, with
cut leaves and small clusters of flowers: it is used in
salads. 2. a kind of glasswort
sam-ple (sam'p'l, s&m'p'l), n. [ME., short for asampk;
OFr. essample; see EXAMPLE], 1. a part or piece taken
or shown

t
as representative of a whole group, species,

etc.; specimen; pattern. 2. an illustration; example:
as, a sample of your singing ability. u.t, [SAMPLED
(-p'ld), SAMPLING], to take a sample or samples of; test
as to quality by a sample: as, sample this fruit cake.
sam pier (sam'pleY, slm'plSr), n. [senses la & b <
sample -f -V sense 2 < ME* samplere; OFr. essam-
plaire; LL. exemplarium < L. exemplum], 1. a) a per-
son who prepares samples for inspection. 6) any of
various devices for extracting samples. 2. a piece of
cloth embroidered with designs, mottoes, etc., formerly
made by beginners to show skill in needlework.

earn pling (sam'plirj), n. 1. the act or process of tajdng
a small part or quantity of something as a s&mpl for
testing or analysis. 2. the sample so taken.
Samp-son (samVn, samp's'n), see Samson*
Samp-son, William Thomas (samp's9n), ii__
American naval officer in tJbe Spawsh-AwLericaa Way.
Samson (sam's'n), [LL.; Or, Samps&n; Heb. sM/msti&n
< shemnh, sun; interpretation, of name uncertain], a
masculine nam; variant, Sampson, n, L m the Btble,
an Israelite distinguished for ]bis great strength: he
wag betrayed to the Philistines by Delil&h, his mistress:* "

13*46., 2* any very strong mail.

tfaun^-Ql, sim'yool), [LL.; Or. $amou$k Heb.
..., Utv^ nfl.tnis 01 Qwlt i masculto^i naine; mminu-

tive, Sam, n. in the Bible, 1. a Hebrew nidge and
proptoifttn 2 @it*hj@c cC't^^^Kwics' Q Samuel 11 Samuel)

sani'U^rai Oswn'oo-iiOr -fl* W ^AMCFRAI!, [Japan.], 1. a)
a member of a military class in feudal Japan* consisting
of the retainers of the daimios, or great nobles: a sam-
urai wor two $W;Qr4& J) $ this CJAS$. 2, a) a Japanese

' Ow5cir or BMm.bw of thei piiHtary cast. 6) $t, the

n), n. a river in
to the Vistuia River:

'eland, flowing north-

,...,275 ml.
& It)? Saint.
f n. ttoe capital of Yemen, Arabia;

an'j450 a city in central Texas:

Qn-to'ai^'t Mn' atx-to'ni-5'), a
Texas; pop., 407,000; site oC the

. _,_ (sanVtiv), od/. [MB, wnatyf; OFr. samtif:
sanativus < L, $anatus, pp. of $anare, to healj,

to a^al or_ _

n
<]

el, having the power
^*rl*um (saa'^-tdr'i-,

ftAHAtORlUi (*9m)> SANATORIA (-0)1,

sanatorium, giving health < L. s&far
tarium.

or cure;
fri-

Mod,
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san-a-to-ry (san's-tfir'i, san'a-to'ri), adj. [LL. sanatorius;
see SANATORIUM], conducive to health; curative.

san-be-ni to (san'bo-ne'to), n. [pi. SANBENITOS (-toz)J,

[Sp. sambenito < San Benilo, Saint Benedict: so named
from resembling a Benedictine scapular), l% a yellow

penitential garment resembling a scapular in shape,

and having a red St. Andrew's cross in front and m
back, worn by a confessed, penitent heretic. 2. a

southern California f pop., 63,000. 2. a mountain pass
in the Lepontine Alps, southeastern Switzerland:

height, 6,768 ft. 3. a mountain range in southern

California: in full, San Bernardino Mountains: highest

peak, San Gorgonio, 11,485 ft. 4. a mountain of this

range: height, 10,630 ft. ,*_* m.\
San-cho Pan-za (sar/ko pan'zs; Sp. san'cho pan'tna),
the simple, credulous peasant acting as a squire to

Don Quixote in Cervantes' romance, whose practical,

rustic common sense serves as a contrast to the vision-

ary idealism of his master.
sanc-ti-fi-ca-tion (sarjk'ts-fi-ka'shan) , n. [LL, santifi-

catio], a sanctifying or being sanctified.

sane ti fied (sarjk'ta-fld'), tf- tPP- f sanctify], 1. dedi-

cated: consecrated. 2. sanctimonious.
sanc-ti'fi-er (sarjk'to-fi'&r) , n. a person or thing that

sanctifies.

sanc-ti-fy (sank'to-fi'), v.t. [SANCTIFIED (-fid'), SANC-

TIFYING], [Latinized form replacing ME. seintijien; OFr.

saintifier: LL. sanctifaare < L. sanctus, holy + facere,

to make], 1. to make holy; specifically, a) to make
free from sin; purify. 6)

to set apart as holy; consecrate.

c) to make (a person) holy. 2. to give sanction to;

cause to be respected: make sacred,
t
or inviolable. 3.

to make productive 01 spiritual blessing.
sanc-ti-mo-ni ous (sarjk'tQ-mo'ni-as), adj. [< sancti-

mony 4- -ous] r pretending to be very holy or pious;

affecting sanctity. SYN. see devout,
sanc-ti-mo ny (sarjk'tQ-mo'ni), n. [OPr. sanctimonie;
L. sanctimonia < sanctus, holy], 1. assumed holiness;

pretended piety: religious hypocrisy. 2. [Obs.], sanctity,

sane tion (sank'shgri), n. f< Fr. or L.; FT, sanction; L.

sanctio < sanctus, pp. of sancire, to render sacredj,
1. the act of a recognized authority confirming or rati-

fying an action; authorization; authoritative permis-
sion. 2. support; encouragement; approval. 3. some-

thing that gives binding force to a law
t
as the penalty

for breaking it, or a reward for carrying it out ; provision
of law that secures obedience. 4. something, as a con-

sideration, principle, or influence, which makes a rule

of conduct, moral law, etc. binding, 5, a formal decree ;

law. 6. usually in pi. a coercive measure, usually taken

by several nations together, for forcing a nation con-
sidered to have violated internatioaal law to stop the
violation: as, sanctions may consist in withholding
loams, limiting relations, imposing a blockade, etc.

v.t. to give sanction to; specifically, a) to authorize;
ratify; confirm. 6) to approve; encourage; support;
countenance; permit. SYN, see approve,

sanc-ti'ty (sank'to-ti), n. [pi SANCTITIES (->tiz)1 [L.
sanctitas < sanctus', holy]. 1. saintliness; holiness;

purity. 2. the state of being consecrated to a deity;
sacredness. 3. the Quality of being regarded as sacred;
binding force; inviolability. 4. anything held sacred.

sanc-tu-ar-y (sarjk'choo-er'i), n. [pi. SANCTUARIES (*&)],

[ME. & OFr. saintuaire; LL. sanctuarium < L. sanctus,

sacred), 1, a holy place; building or place set aside for

worship of & god or gods; specifically, a) the Temple at

Jerusalem, b) a Christian church, c) any church or

temple, d) a particularly holy place within a church or

temple, as the part around the altar, the holy of holies
in the Jewish Temple, etc. 2. a place of refuge or pro-
tection: originally fugitives from justice were immune
from arrest in churches or other sacred places. 3,

refuge or protection; immunity from punishment or
the law, asby taking refuge in a church, etc. 4. a reser-
vation where animals or birds are sheltered for breeding
purposes and may not be hunted or otherwise molested.
SYN. see shelter.

sane-turn (sank'tam), n. [pi. SANCTUMS (-tamz), SANCTA
(-t9)J f [short for sanctum sanctorum, holy of holies, neiat.
of L. sanctus, pp. of sancire, to consecrate!, 1. a sacred
or private place. 2. a study or private room

1

where one
is not to be disturbed.

sane-turn sane-to rum (sank'tarn sartk'4dr%i* sa$fc-
td'mn), [MB.; L., orig., transl. of Heb. godhesk kawod->
hOMm t holy of holies, via Gr,] 1. a most holy pace.
2, m the Jewish Temple, the place where the Ark of the
Covenant was placed; the holy of holies, 3. a place of
Utmost privacy: often used humorously*

Satxc-tus (sank'tas), n. [ME,; L, f holyl 1. the hymn
constituting the culmination of the pretax of the Mass
Of Commuiiion service, beginning Sanam* smctm, ***c~
tu$ (Holy* holy, holy). 1 a musical setting for this.
Sanctus Ml, a mmlt beU rung at vmriow iMurti of the
Mass, the first ringing being three times at the Sanctus.
mnd (sand), n. [MB.; AS,: akin to O. M*A OH* MM*].
1, mm* gritty particles of worn or disintegrated rock.

usually deposited along the shores of bodies of water,

in river beds, or in deserts. 2. usually pi. a tract or

area of sand; beach, etc. 3. the sand in an hourglass.

4. i)l. moments; particles of time: as, the sands of life.

5. [Slang], grit; courage. 6. the reddish-yellow color

characteristic of sand. v.L 1. to sprinkle with sand.

2 to smooth or polish with sand or sandpaper, 3. to

mix or adulterate with sand. 4. to beach on the sand.

5. to cover with sand. 6, to fill up with sand.

Sand. George (sand; Fr. sand), (pseudonym of Baronne

Dudevant; born Amandine Aurore Lucte Duptn), 1803-

1876; French novelist.

san-dal (san'd'l), n. [MB. sandahe; L. sandaUum; Or.

sandalion, dim. of sandalonl 1. a kind of shoe made of

a sole fastened in various ways to the
.1
oot by straps

over the instep, toes, or ankle, 2. a
t

similar shoe for

women having the upper slashed with openwork or

made of straps. 3. a low-cut rubber overshoe not

covering much more than the sole of the shoe. 4. a

strap for holding a low shoe or slipper on the foot.

san-dal (san'd'l), n. sandalwood.

san-daled, san dalled (san'd'ld), adj. provided with or

wearing sandals.

san-dal-wood (san'd'1-wood'), n. [ME. sandell; OFr.

sandal; ML. sandalum; Ar. fandal; ult. < Sans, can-

dana], 1. the hard, light-colored, close-grained, sweet-

smelling heartwood of any of several allied trees of

the Asiatic area, used for carving and cabmetmaking
or burned as incense. 2. any of these trees, especially

an evergreen (white sandalwood) growing m India.

3. a) any of a number of similar or related trees, espe-

cially an East Indian tree (y*d sandalwood) with a

heavy, dark-red dyewood. 6) the wood of any of these.

Also sandal.
Sandalwood Island, Sumba: the English name.
san>darac (san'da-rakO, n, fL. sandaraca; Gr. sanda-

rake; of Oriental oiiginj, 1, a) the resin of the sandarac

tree, used in varmsn and as incense. 6) the tree. 2.

realgar.
sandarac tree, a North African tree of the pine family,
with hard, fragrant wood, yielding a brittle, slightly

aromatic, somewhat transparent, yellow resin.

sand-bag (sand'bag'), n. 1. a bag filled with sand and
used for ballast in ships, military fortifications, levee

protection against floods, etc. 2, a small, narrow bag
filled with sand aad used as a weapon, v.t. [SAND-
BAGGED (-bagdOi SANDBAGGING], 1. to ^place sandbags
in or around. 2. to strike or stun with a sandbag;
hence, 3. [Colloq.], to force into doing something,
sand bar, a ridge or narrow shoal of sand formed in a
river or along a shore by the action of currents or tides.

sand-blast (sand-blast', sand'bEst'), n. 1. a current of

air or steam csarrying sand at a high velocity, used in

etching glass and in cleaning the surfaces of metals,

stone, buildings, etc. 2, the machine used to apply
this blast. 3. any strong destructive force* vL to

engrave or clean with a sandblast.
sand-blind <sand%lm4'), adj. [MB.: altered < AS.
+samblind; sam, hall (akin to 1* $wni~) + blind, blind],

weak-sighted; partially blind.
sand-box (sano7boks') n. a box or similar receptacle
filled with sand, as for children to play in OK* on loco-

motives, etc., for dropping sand on slippery rails.

sandbox tree, a tropical tree with small, roundish,
woody fruit that bursts with a loud noise when dry*
sand bur, sand burr (sand'bur'), m any of a number
of harmful weeds with burlike Iruit.

Sand-burg, Carl (sandt>Srg, san'bSrg), 1H78- $ Amer-
ican poet, writer, and ballaa collector.

sand-cast (sandfkast', sand'kast'). i;.f. to make (a

casting) by pouring metal in a nioid of sandL
sand crack, a lesion in the horn of a horse's hoof, often

causing 1 ,.,

sand dab, any of various small, mxww U*M
sand dollar, any of several flat, round, _ _

urchins, about three tucket in diameter, which live on
sandy ocean beds,
sand ed (san'did), adj. I, covered, filled, or clogged
with eana. 2. of a sandy color; speckled.
sand eel, a sand launce.
sand er (san'dSr), n. 1. a person who sands or sand*
papers. 2* a device for sanding or sandpapering.

sand er ling (pnf>]U. flTippttb, < j*t(* * AS,
' '

& fiannftr, kW of bW,
rhite sandpiper, common on sa

1. any m Taricws fl@a wa* !

places. 2. the chigoe. 3. a beach f
sand fly, any of various small, bit
ttoi

"

*

in sandy

near

words: as.
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s
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polishing, v.t. to smooth or polish with sandpaper." *

(sand'pip'^r), n. [pi. SANDPIPERS (-te),
SANDPIPER; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], any of several shore

2. the assimilations, etc. shown by a word in such a
context: as, in won't, n't occurs instead of not. by
sandhi. 3. the phonetic form assumed by a word in
such a context, adj. showing the effects of sandhi:
as, 'II is the sandhi form of will in he'll.

sand-hog (sand'h6g', sand'hog'), n. 1. a laborer who
works or digs in sand. 2. a laborer employed in under-
ground or underwater construction projects, working
under compressed air, as in a caisson. Also sand hog.
sand hopper, a sand flea.

Sand-hurst (sand'hSrst), n. a village in Berkshire,
England: site of the royal military and staff colleges.
San Diego (san' di-a'gq), a city on the coast of southern
California: pop., 321,000.

sand-i-ness (san'di-nis) , n. a sandy state or quality.
sand launce, [sand + launce, var. of lance (weapon)],
any of various small, elongated sea fishes that can dig
themselves into the sand; also sand lance (or eel) .

sand lily, a plant of the lily family, with narrow, grass-
like leaves and clusters of white, star-shaped flowers.
sand-lot (sand'lot'), adj. of or having to do with a
sandy lot or field in or near a city: applied to games
played in such lots, as, sand-lot baseball.
sand-man (sand'man'), n. [prob. < G. sandmann], a
mythical person, as in fairy tales, supposed to make
children sleepy by throwing sand in their eyes.
sand-pa-per (sand'pa'peY), n* paper having one side
covered with a sand coating, used for smoothing and
polishing.

' " *

sand-pip-er
SANDPIPER;
birds related to the plovers and snipes but distinguished
by the length^ of the soft-tipped bill: the European
common sandpiper and the American spotted sandpiper
are two varieties.
San-dra (sanM.ro) , a feminine name: see Alexandra.
sand-stone (sand'st5nO n. & common sedimentary
rock

t
ranging in color from yellow to red and brown, and

consisting of sand grains, usually quartz;, cemented to-

gether by silica, lime, etc.: much used for building.
sand-storm ^(sand'sldrmO, n. a windstorm

^
in which

large quantities of sand are blown about in clouds.
sand trap, a pit or trench filled with sand, serving as a
hazard on a golf course*

$an-dus*ky (san-dus'ki, sn-dus'ki), n. a city in Ohio:
port on Lake Erie: pop., 29,000.
sand verbena, any of a number of related trailing plants
with fragrant, pink, white, or yellow flowers,
sand viper, 1. the horned viper. 2. the hognose.
Sandwich (wnd'wich), n. one of the Cinque Ports, in

Kent, England: pop., 4,000.
sand-wich (sand'wich, san'wich), n. [after John Mon-
tagu, 4th Earl of Sandwich (1718-1792), said to have
eaten these in order not to leave the gaming table for

meals], 1, two or more slio6$ of bread with a filling of

moat, Mh. eggs* vegetables, etc. between them, 2.

anything like a sandwich in arrangement. v*t. to $>lace
or squee foftween two other persons, places, or things,
Sandwich Islands, the Hawaiian Islands; former name.
sandwich man, I. a man who walks the utreet dis-

playing two advertising boards hung from hit shouldera,
one itt front and one behind, 2 & maa who makes or
sells sandwiches.
sand*wort (land'wtLrt')* n, any of a number of related
lorn tufted, mWorming plants, growing in wtttdy soil

ist)L 1. eomwtiw of. Ml of, or eowmd with sand,
2, like sand; shifting; unstable. 3. of the color of nand;

jpule reddlib-ytOow; tumtty taid of bain >

Sandy Hook, a ptototttJ* & Mttara Hew Jtrsey, touth
of Manhattan Inland.

sanfc (:um), adj. |3U xanus, healthy), I, mentally healthy ;

Quad of mind; rational X <of til atfnd) fttmnct; not
diseased, 3. showing ^ood genie; .sound; sensible;

"i; Mt fc ** '

'

'
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Mount (aaxtfOra),. a mountain of tto Wrtn*
, ttt#nt Alaska: blight, 14206 ft
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San-ger, Margaret (san'gr), (born Margaret Biggins},
1883-

; American advocate of birth-control education.
Jsang-froid (saVfrwa/), n. [Pr., lit., cold blood], com-
posure; imperturbability. SYN. see equanimity,

San-graal (sarj'gral'), n. [< OPr. Saint Graal; see
SAINT & GRAIL], the Holy Grail.

San-gre-al (san'gri-9l), n, the Sangraal.
San-gre de Cris-to (sar/gre de kres'td), a mountain
range in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico:
highest point, Blanca Peak, 14,390 ft.

san-gui- (san'gwi), [< L. sanguis, blood], a combining
form meaning blood.

san-guif er ous (sarj-gwif'Sr-ss) , adj. [sangui- + -ferous],

carrying or conducting blood.
san-gui-na-ri-a (sarj'gwi-n^r'i-a), n. [Mod. L. < L.

(heroa) sanguinaria, (herb) that stanches blood <
sanguis, blood], a plant of the poppy family^, with lobed
leaves, white flowers, and large roots used in medicine;
bloodroot.

san-gui-nar-i-ly (sar/gwi-ner's-li), adv. in a sanguinary
manner.

san-gul nar-i-ness (sarj'gwi-ner'i-nis), n. the quality or
state of being sanguinary.

san-gui-nar-y (san'gwi-ner'i), adj. [L. sanguinarius <
sanguis, sanguinis, blood], 1. accompanied by much
bloodshed, murder, or carnage. 2. flowing with blood;
bloodstained. 3. bloodthirsty.
san guine (sar/gwin), adj. [ME. sanguin,' Late OFr.
sanguin; L. sanguineus < sanguis, sanguinis, blood],
1. of the color of blood; ruddy: said especially of com-
plexions. 2. in medieval physiology, having the warm,
passionate, cheerful temperament and the

f
healthy,

ruddy complexion of one in whom the blood is the pre-
dominant numor of the four; hence, 3. cheenul;
confident; optimistic; hopeful. 4. sanguinary.
san-gum e ous (sarj-gwin'i-as), adj. [L. sanguineus <
sanguis j sanguinis\ blood], 1. of or containing blood.
2. haying the color of blood: red. 3. "of bloodshed;
sanguinary. 4. sanguinej confident; hopeful.
san-gum o-lent (sarj-gwin's-lgnt), adj. [Pr.; L. san-
guinolenlus < sanguis, sanguinis, blood], of, containing,
or tinged with blood,

San-he-drirn (san'hi-drirn, san'i-drim; Heb. san-hed'-
rim), n. the Sanhedrin.
San-he-drin (san'hi-drin, san'i-drin; Heb. san-hed'rin) ,

n. [L. Heb. sanhedrin; G-r. synedrion, a sitting toigether,
assembly < syn-. together -j- hedra> seat], the highest
court and council of the ancient Jewish nation, having
religious and civil functions: it was composed of 71

members, presided over by the high priest, and was
abolished with the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. :

also Great Sanhedrin.
san-i-cle (san'i-kl), n, [ME. sanycte: OFr.; ML. san-
icula,' prob. dim. < L. sanus, healthy], any of a number
of related plants of the parsley family, with long-
stalked leaves and clusters of small, white or yellowisn
flowers: formerly regarded as having healing powers,
a*i*ie8 (s&'ni-iz'), n. [L.; akin to sanguis, blood], a
thin, often greenish, discharge of pus and blood from a
wound or ulcer,

sa-ni-ous (sS'ni-Qs), qcf/. 1. of, or having the nature of,
sanies. 2. characterissed by or discharging sanies.

ttn*i*tar*i>a& (sanVttr'i-an), adj. of the laws of health,
sanitation, or hygiene; sanitary, n* a person who is

interested in and has knowledge of public health and
sanitary studies; an advocate of sanitary measures.

6an*i*twr*i-ly (san'a-ter'o-li), adu* in a sanitary manner.
fljt*i*tair*i*i&66* (sanVterVnis), n.<the quality or rtate
of l^infij sanitary*

, SANHTARIA (-9)], {Mod. ]L < sanitas, health], 1.

a qpatetf rwtrful resort, as in the mountains, where people
go to rtfb and regain healtk 2. an institution for the
car* of invalids or convalacemts, especially one making
use of local natural resources, as mineral springs, or
one treating a specific disease, as tuberculosis*" Alt
sanatorium.
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san-i ty (san'a-ti), n. [ME, sanite; L. sanity health!,

1, the condition of being sane; soundness of mind;
mental health. 2. soundness of judgment.
San Ja-cfcvto (san'ja-sin'to), a river m eastern Texas,

flowing into Galveston Bay: in a battle (1836) near its

mouth, troops led by Sam Houston won Texas from
Mexico. ,. ,

. .

san-jak (san'jak'). n. [Turk. sanjag^, lit., a banner], for*

merly an administrative subdivision of a vilayet, or

province, in Turkey.
San Joa-quin (san'w6-keV, san'wa-ken'), a nver m
central California, flowing into the Sacramento River:

San
S
Jo'se (san' ho-za', san' a-za') a city in west central

op., 95,000.
'

h6-se'), the capital of Costa Rica: pop..
California;

;

San Jo se

San Jo'se scale (san' ho-za'), [< San Jose, California,

where first observed in the United States], a scale in-

sect very destructive to fruit trees,

San Jua ' **-' *-' c

seaport . , _,..

a river flowing
"

the Caribbean: length, 100 mi.

San Juan Hill, a hill near Santiago de Cuba: scene of a

battle (1898) of the Spanish-American War, in which
American troops defeated the Spaniards.
San Juan Islands, a group of islands off northwestern

Washington. . . ,

San Juan Mountains, a mountain range m south-

western Colorado: highest point, 14,306 ft,

sank (sarjk), alternative past tense of sink,
.

San-khya (sar/kyo),
it. (Sans, samkhya], one of the six

major systems of Hindu philosophy, dualistic in meta-

physics, involving two ultimate principles of matter
and spirit.

Sankt MoTitz (zarjkt mo'rits), St. Merits.
.

San Lu-is Po-to-sl (san'loo^s' po"t6"-se'), 1, a statei in

east central Mexico: area, 24,415 sq. mi.; pop., 679,000,

2. its capital: pop., 77,000. ,.,_,.,
San Ma-iino (san' ma-re'no-j Eng. san' rna-re'no), 1.

an independent republic within eastern Italy: area* 38

so. ml: pop., 14,500. 2. its capital.
San Mar-tin, Jo-s6 de (ho^se' de san' xna*r-ten/)t 1778-

1850; South American soldier and hero: leader in the

fight for independence of Argentina, Chile* and Peru.

san-nup (san'up), n. [< Am. Jnd, (Algonqtuan)], a
married male American Indian.
San Re mo (san re'mfc; Eng. san re'mo), a seaport and
resort town in northwestern Italy: pop,, 32,000.

sana (sanziFr. san), prep. [ME. sawn; OFr. son* (Fr.

sans] ; altered < L. absentia, absence (under influence

of sim, without)], [Archaic or Poetic], without.
Sains!.. Sanskrit.
San Sai-va-dor (san sal'v9-d6r'; Sp. san' saTyl-^d-r'),
i. ttfe capital of El Salvador, Central America: pop.,

157,000 test. 1946). 2. one of the eastern Bahama
Islands: area, 60 sq. ml; pop., 675: first New World
land sighted by Columbus (1492) : also called Wailing
Island.
San scrit (san'skrit). n, Sanskrit.

eans-cu-lotte (sanz'koo-lof, sanz'kyoo-lot'; Fr. sSf*'-

kii'lot'), n, (Fr., lit., without breeches], 1. a revolu-

tionary: term or contempt applied by the aristocrats

to the republicans of the poorly clad French Revolu-

tionary army, who substituted pantaloons for knee

breeches; hence, 2. any radical or revolutionary-.

sans-cu-lot-tic (sanz'koo-lot'ik, sam'kyoo-lotak}, <WW
of the sans-culottes or sans-culottisnx

t , ., -

sans-cu-lot-tide (sanz'koo4ot'id, sanr kyoo4ot'*d: Fr.

sa1di'lo"ted'), n. (Fr. < sans-culatte], t one of the-

five extra days (six 10 leap year) of the regular year in

the French Revolutionary Calendar, added to tfce

month Fractidor. 2. pi. the festivities held d*rnng
these days. Also an-culottid.

eans-cu-lot-tism (sanz'koo-lot'iz'm, saozf
kyoo4ot/

iz'm), n. the principles and methods of sans-culottee.

{sans doute (en' d6W), [Fr.J* without doufetj certainly.

San Se bas-tian (sSn' se-bas-tyan'; Eng. san' si-bas'-

chan), a city in B|)ainf on -die Bay of Biscay: pop.,
86,000.

san-sei (san'sl, sSn'sS), n. \fl. SANSBI, *mmm (-ei)]t

Qapan., third generation; A NISEI], [ate &-J, a native
American citizen whose grandparents were Japanese
immigrants to the United States; ofe|>dflg of nisei

parents.
ean se-vi-e-rl a (san'ss-vi-e'ri-s), n. [Mod. L., after the
Prince of Sanseviero (1710-177ij, a learned NeapoHtan],
any of

g
a number of related plants of the My fnoQp;

with stiff, thick, lance-shaped leaves.

{Bans gne (alw' zhen'), [Fr.], without embarrassment
or constraint; in or with an easy, casual manner.
San skrit (san'skrit), n. [< Sans. sam$kr.ta. Hi, made
"I together, hence (with reference to its formalized literary
and religious nature) well arranged, properly regulated ;

sam~, together (base as In same) 4- -krta, made: so
called in distinction to Prakrit, lit., the common
(spoken) language, dialect], 1, the classical Old Indie

fitftimry language, as cultivated from the 3d century

B C onward and still used in the ritual of the Northern

Buddhist Church: because of the antiquity of its

written expression and the detailed descriptive analysis

in the Sutras of the Hindu grammarian Panini (end of

the 4th century B.C,), Sanskrit has provided the chief

clue in the discovery of Indo-European and fostered

the modern science of descriptive linguistics. 2. loosely,

any written form of Old Indie, including Vedic. adj.

of or written in Sanskrit, Abbreviated Sans., Sansk.,
Skrt.. Skt., Skr. Also spelled Sanscrit.

.

San8krit.ic (san-skrit'fk), adj. Sansknt.
San skrit-ist (san'skrit-ist),

n. a scholar of Sansknt
or the Sanskritio languages. .... ,

tsans pa-reil (saw' pa'refy'), IFr,l without equal.

Jsans peur et sans re-procne (sSw per a' saw' ra-

* [Fr.], without fear and without reproach.
r-fi (san-ser'if, sanz'ser'if), n. [Fr. sans + Eng.

serif], a style of printing type with no serifs.

Jsans sou-el (saV soo's^), [Fr.], 1.^ without care or

sans-ser-

worry; gay. 2, [S- S-L the palace built (1745-1747) by
Frederick the Great near Potsdam, Germany.
San Ste-fa-no (san ste'faVnft')* a town in European
Turkey, near Istanbul, where a treaty was made be-

tween Russia and Turkey in 1878, at the end of the

Russo-Turkish War; Turkish name, Ye?ilk8y.
San ta (san'ta, san'ti; for adj., also san'ta), n. Santa
Claus. adj. [Sp. or It,, fern, of santo < L. sanctus, holy],

holy or saint: used in combinations, as Santa Ft: abbre-

San-ta An-a (san'ta an'a; also, for 2, Sp. sSn'a a'nS),

1. a city in southwestern California: pop., 46,000. 2. a

city in El Salvador, Central America: pop., 89,000.

San-ta An na, An to nio L6-pez de (finwtd'nyQ* 1^'pes

de sSn'tS 8'na*), 1795-1876; Mexican revolutionist,

general, president, and dictator.

San-ta Bar>ba-ra (san'ta bar'bs-rs), a city on the coast

of southwestern California: pop., 45,000.
Santa Barbara Islands, a chain of islands off the coast

of southern California. . . . * , , , / ,

San ta Cat-a li na [san^ta kat'a-lS'no), an island off the

coast of southern California: a tourist resort: area, 70

sq. mi. : also Catallna.
San ta Cla ra (sfin'ta klS'ra), 1. a province of central

Quba: area, 8,257 sq> mi.; pop., 871,000* 2. its capital:

SaSta Clans, San-ta Klaus (san'te kW^, san'ti kl6z')r

[dial. D. Sawte Klaas < Sant Nikobm, St. Nicholas],
in folklore, a fat, white-bearded,Jolly old man in a
red suit, who lives at the North Pole, makes toys for

children, and distributes gifts at Christmas time: also

called Saint Nicholas, Saint Nick.
Santa Cruz (san'to-krScV; Sp. sSn'tfi krOTthO, 1, St.

Croix, one of the Virgin Islands. 2, one of the Santa
Barbara Islands.

Santa Cruz de Ten-er ife (da ten'o-rif'; Sp* de te'ne-

rS'fe), a seaport in the Canary Idandft: pojK, 79,000
(est. 1946).
San ta Fe (san'te fa', san'to f&), the capital of New
Mexico: pop., 28,000.

San-ta Fe (san'ta fe'; Eng. san'to fa'), a city in eastern

Argentina: pop., 145,000.
Santa Fe Trail, a trade route between Santa Fe, New
Mexico and Independence, Missouri: important from
1821 to 1880.

san ta la ceous (san'to-la'shas), adj. (< Mod. L. Santa-

laceae, name of the family < ML, santalum, sandalwood;
+ -oi^l of tbd wndaiwood family of plants.
San ta Ma rl a (san'ta niii-re'S), 1, the flagship that
Columbus used in his voyage of 1492. 2, an active
volcano In western Guatemala: height, 12,500 ft.

San-ta Mon-i-ca (san'ta mon'i-ko), a suburb of LOB
Angeles, California, on toe Pacific: pop,, 71,000.
San-tan-der (sSn'tfin-dar'), n* a city In Spain, on the

Bay of Biscay s pof>w 91,000*
San-ta ya-na. George (san'ti-an'o, san'ti-a'na; Sp.
san'ta-ya'na), 1863-1952; American philosopher and

, bom In Spain; in Iy (Wa^l^S^,
(san-te

7
), n. a river in central South Carolina,

San-ti-a go (s^te-a'g^^P^g. san'ti^a'go), n. the capital
of Chile: pop,. 1,098,000 (est, 1947).

;o de Cu-ba (de k5o^ba), 1. a seaport of south-r - m, 107,000. 2. CMeote? forKr NM,
_ Ln-go (s^n'td ^-min'gfi: Eng. san'to da-
1. the Dominican Republic, m, the West

sail-ton (aan'fcm,
sa^-tSnA.'

^ Pc^ < santo; see SANTA],

san-ton-i'ca (san.ton'i-ko), n. (Mod. L.; L. Qwrba)

European wornxwood teecw ' 2* a dft^ yftw of it

QuTied nowcrs containing santonin.
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Sao Fran-ciS'Co (souw' frSn-ses'koo), a river in eastern
Brazil, flowing into the Atlantic: length, 1,800 mi,
Sao Lii'iz do Ma-ra-iihsio (souw IweV doo ma're-
nyoutt')* a seaport of Brazil, on an island off its northern
coast: pop., 89,000: also SSo Luiz.

Sao Mi-guel (soun' mS-gel'), the largest island of the
Azores: area, 297 so,, mi,; pop., 117,000.
Sadne (son), n. a river in east central France, flowing
southward into the Rhone River: length, 300 mi.
Sao Pau*lo (souw pou'loo), 1. a state of southeastern
Brazil; area, 91,310 sq. rni.; pop., 8,522,000 (est. 1948).
2. its capital: pop., 1,323,000.

S3U> Paulo de Lo an da (da 16*-an'da), Loanda, Africa.

SSo Pc-dro de Ri-o Gran-de do Sul (souw pe'droo ds
re'oo gran'de doo sool'), Rio Grande, a city in Brazil.

Saor-stat Eir eann (str'st6t' r'en), jlr. saor, free +
stat, state; see EIRE], the Irish Free State: the Gaelic
name: also Saorstat.
Sao Sal-va-dor (sou** sal'v9-d6V) Bahia, a city in Brazil.

S3o Tome\ S&o Tho-m6 (sou**' t$-xne')t a Portuguese
island in the Gulf of Guinea, off Africa: area, 326 sq.
mi,; pop., 52,000: English name, $1. Thomas.
sap (sap), n. [ME.; AS. $Mp; akin to G. saft; lE^base
*sab~, van of *sap-^ to taste, perceive, seen also in L.

sapere, to taste of (cf. SAPIENT)],^ 1. the juice which
circulates through a plant, especially a woody

t
plant,

bearing w^ater, food, etc, to the tissues. 2, any num con-
sidered vital to the life or health of an organism. 3.

vigor; energy; vitality. 4. sapwood. 5. [< dial.

sapsmdl & saphead], {SlangJ, a stupid person; fool.

v.t. [SAPPBD (sapt), SAPPINGL to drain of sap.

sap (sap), n. [OPr sapfe < the *], an extended, narrow
trench for approaching or undermining an enemy
position or a besieged place, v.t. [SAPPED (sapt),
SAPPING], [Fr* saper, sapper < sappe, a spade; It.

zappe < zappa, goat: the handle resembled a goat's
horns], 1. to undermine by digging away foundations;
dig beneath. 2. to undermine in any way; weaken; ex-

haust; devitalize. v*f. 1. to dig saps* 2. to approach
an enemy's position by saps. SYN. see weaken.

sap-a-jou (sap'a-joo'j Fr. si'p&'j&hoo'). n. [Fr. < Tupi
name], a small South American monkey; capuchin.
sa-pan-wood (s9-pan%ood/)f n* [D. sapanhotit < Malay
sapati], 1. a wood yielding a red dye, obtained from
an East Indian tree of the senna family* 2. the tree.

Also spelled sappanwood.
sap-head (saplied/). n. [CoUoq.1, a stupid person; fool.

sap-head-ed (sap'hed'id), adj. iColloq.J, stupid; foolish.

sa-phe-na (ss-fS'no), ft. [ML,; Ar $8f$n], either of two
large superficial veins of the leg.

ea-phe-nous (sa-f&'ns) adj. of or associated with a

saphena.
sap*id (sap'id), adj. []L, mpidns < sapm, to have a taste,

taste of; of. SAP (juice)), 1. savory; having a pleasing
taste. 2. having interest; engaging.

sa-pid-i-ty (*prdVtt) ft* the quality of being sapid.

sa-pi-cncc (sa'pi-ans). n. [ME.; OFr,; L. saptentia <
sapim; see SAPIENT]. wisdom*

sa*pl*<xii*cy (sE pi~<jn-&i). ft sapience*
sa-pl-ent (wpi-eat), <w/ [U mpimsf ppr. of jojpfrt, to

taste, know: cf. SAP 0uioe)L wfae: uagaolousi fttu of

knowledjjat !$cernif*gi often ironical. - SYN^m& wise.

saptem], havrag, providing! or expounding wisdom.

sap In-da ceous (wip'in-da^has), adj. [< Mod. L.

$apind@&mt tiame of the family < Safiimm* the type
genus < L. sapo, soap 4- Xndicms* Indian; 4- *wl
of the soapberry ft*Ily ol plants

sap-lcHf? (Map'lis), adj. L without r>ap; dry; withered.
2, without vkot or energy; dvitalid; insipid.

sap-ling (sai/lirj), tt [MB. xappdyngc; gee SAP (juico)
& -LINO}, 1 a youn tree. %* a youth.

sap o-dil'k* (sai/.^flil^)), it* [8|>. sapotitia, zapotilla, dint*

of5$$!$,' mpOw < Nanuatl to^oHf, I, a tropical Amer-
ican evtfflfreetfc twe yielding chicle nd havimg a brown,

'cfitow! fi%ll with a <m*t, ytllowfeli pulp;
2ahtfmtt|a%*i^ilto^w-,

Ju.

in sapomfication. . .. ,

saponite (sap'9-nit') n. [Sw. safonit < L. ._, f ,

nts, soap; see -ITE], a hydrous silicate of aluminum and
magnesium, occurring in soft* soapy masses in veins
and cavities of rock formations,

sa-por (sa'p8r, sa'pSrJ, ft. fL. < so-pere* to taste; cf.

SAP (juice)], that quality in a substance which produces
taste or flavor; savor; relish; British spelling, sapour.

sa por ous (sa^per-ss)* adj* [see SAPOR], of or having
taste or flavor.

sa-po-ta (sa-po'ts), n. [Mod. L.; Sp. sapofo* sapote; see

SAPODILLA], a sapodilla.
sap-O'ta-ceous (sap's-ta'shes), adj. [< Mod. L. Sapo-
taceae> name of tne family < safota (see SAPOTA); +
-ous], of the sapodilla family of plants.
sap-pan-wood (sa-pan'wood')* n. sapanwood. !

sap-per (sap/Sr), n. L a soldier employed in digging
saps, repairing fortifications, etc. 2. a person or thing
that saps*
Sap phic (saf'ik), adj. [L. Sap&hicus; Or. Sapphikos <
Sappho], 1. of Sappho. 2. designating or of certain
meters or a form of stanza or strophe used by or named
after Sappho, especially a stanza of three five-stress
lines followed by a short line. n. a Sapphic verse.

Sap phi ra (sa-fl'ra), n. [Gr. Sappheire < Aram, word
akin to Gr. sappir, beautiful], in the Bible, the wife of

Ananias, who wag struck dead with her husband for

lying: Acts 5:1-10.
sap phire (saf'ir), n. [MB. & OFr. saphir; L. sapphirus;
Gr. safpheiros; via Sem. (cf. Heb. sapptr) < Sans.

Sanfynya, lit., dear to Saturn], 1. a ham, transparent
precious stone of a clear, deep-blue corundum. 2. its

color. 3. a hard, translucent or transparent variety
of corundum, varying in color. 4. a gem made of this:

as, white, yellow* or purple sapphire. adj+ d6ep-blue.
sap phlr-ine (saf'er-in, safVrinO, adj. of or like sap-
phire, n. 1. a blue or green silicate of magnesium and
aluminum, MgBAliaSiaOar. 2. a blue variety of spinel.

sap-phism (saf'iz*m) f n. [< Sappho, Sapphic, etc. +
-ism], lesbianism.

Sap pho (saf'5), n. a womanpoet of ancient Greece, who
lived on Lesbos; fl. c. 600 B.C.: known for love lyrics.

sap-pi-ness (sap'i-nis), n. a sappy state or quality.
Sap po ro (sa'p&ro"') , n. the capital of Hokkaido, Japan:
pop., 314,000.

sap'py; ^sap'i), adj. [ME. sapy; AS. sxpig], 1. full of

sap; juicy. 2. energetic; vigorous. 3. [< ,sa#, n. 5],

[Slang], foolish; silly; fatuous.

sapr-, sapro-.
sa-pre-ml-a, sa-prae-mi-a (so-pre'mi-o), n. [Mod. L. <
sapy- + -emia], a form, of blood poisoning caused by the

products of putrefactive microorganisms in the blood.

sap-ro- (sap'rd, sap'ra)* {.< Gr. sapros* rotten; akin to

s%$6in t to rot], a combining form meaning dead* pufre-
fymg, decaying, as in saprogenic.
sap-ro ^enic (sap'rs-jen'ik), adj. [s&pro- + &mie] t

producing, or producea by, putrefaction.
sa-proji-e-nous (ss-proj^-nas), adj, saprogenic.
eap-ro-lile (sap'ra-ltt'), n, [$apro~ + 4*&J decomposed
rock.

sa-proph-a-gous (s^-profo-gas), adj. [sapro- *f -phag-
<wwr], feeding on decaying organic matter.

organism that lives on decaying organic matter, as
some fungi and bacteria.

8a$>-ro<pMtle (tap'r^fit'ik)* flo/* of or liavlng the
nature of, a saprophyte.

8ap>sa*go (sap'sa-gSO. '1* [altered < G. schabzicger <
itckabin* to craf -f wk$9?* whey], a variety of hard
'Cheete ma4^ iti Switzerland, flavored with melilot.

sap-suck er (8ap'ma,k'gr), It. any of a group of small,

insect-eating American woodpeckers that drill holes in

maptes, appi trees, to, and drink the sap.
sap-wood (sap'woodO* n. the deft wood just beneath
tn bark of a tree; alburnum.

gar** 1. Sardinia. 2. Sardinian,
S.A.R., Sons of th American Devolution-
Sar-a (sar^o), a feminine name: see Sarah,
ear-aband (sar's-band'), n. [Fr. sarabande; Sp. zara-

mM&t tttt. < P'er. sarwnd, Jfelnd of dancd and song;
Mtr, head -f &an4? ptm* stem of &<wtof, to bind], 1. a
mooful, stately elow Spanish danoe in triple time,
Iweloptd fstwi afi earlier lively danofc, 2. music for,

or hi thft ta0npo of, thl dance, with decided emphasis
0xi the second beat of the measure, often constituting
one of the movements of the classical suite.

. (ar%*n), it. [ME, Saras^m; OPt. Stfranin;
< Late Or* Sw&kinos]* 1. originally,
tht ttomaaio trftw* of Syria and near-by

2. littetf. an Arab. 3. any Moslem, especially
~. to the Crusaders, adj. of the Saracens.""

), adj* Saracen,
._. ,__ _ w ^^ _)f n. a city in ndrttewtem
, to Ifofo Rhw pop. 2S4.000 (ett. t9):

sarah, princess], a feminine name:
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diminutives, Sadie, Sal, Sally: also spelled Sara, n. in

the Bible, the wife of Abraham and the mother of Isaac.

Sarai (sar'I), n. in the Bible, Sarah: so called before

God's covenant with Abraham.
Sa-ra-je-vo (sa-ra'ye-vS; Eng. sa'ra-ya'vo), n. a city

formerly in Austria-Hungary, now in central Yugo-
slavia: pop., 178,000: scene of the assassination of

Archduke Francis Ferdinand (June 28, 1914), which

precipitated World War I : also Serajevo.
sa-ran (sa-ran'), n. any of various thermoplastic resms
obtained by the polymerization or copolymerization of

certain vinyl compounds: it is used in extruded or

molded form in making yarioxis fabrics, acid-resistant

pipes and fittings, wrapping film, etc.

Sar-a-nac Lake (sar'a~nak') 1. any of three lakes

(Upper, Middle, and Lower) in northern New York.
2. a resort town on Lower Saranac Lake: pop., 7,000.

Sar-a-to-ga (sarVto'ga), n. 1. a county in east central

New York, on the Hudson River: pop., 66,000. 2. a

town in this county: scene of a battle (1777) of the
American Revolution, in which Burgoyne surrendered
to Gates: now called Schuylerville.

Saratoga Springs, a town in east central New York:
pop., 15,000: site of mineral springs and racecourse.

Saratoga trunk, [after Saratoga Springs], a large trunk,

formerly much used by women.
Sa-ra-tov (sa-ra'tdf), n. 1. a region of the R.S.F.S.R.
in southeast central European Russia: pop., 1,799,000.
2. its capital, on the Volga: pop., 376,000.
Sa-ra-wak (ss-ra'wak), n. formerly, a British protec-
torate in northern Borneo: in 1946, it became a British

crown colony: area, 50,000 sq. mi.; pop., 600,000.

sar-casm (sar'kaz'm), n. [Fr. sarcasms; L. sarcasmos;
Gr. sarkasmos < sarkazein, to tear nesh like dogs,

speak bitterly < sarx, sarkos, flesh], 1. a taunting,
sneering, cutting, or caustic remark; gibe or jeer,

generally ironical. 2. the making of such remarks.
3. the characteristic Quality of such remarks.

sar-cas-tic (sar-kas'tik), adj. 1. of, having the nature
of, or characterized by, sarcasm; sneering; caustic;

cutting ;,tauniittg. 2,, tiding, or fond of using, sarcasm.

, ^-W'-fr-rrsafcasitte wf>lm intent to tet by twmtmg with

Peking rfoicule^ veiled stteers, etc. (a sarcastic reminder that
work begins at 8 :00 A.M.); satirical implies as its purpose the

exposing or attacMiig of ffce vices, follies, sthipidittes, etc. of

others and connotes the use of tioicuie, sarcasm, etc. (Swift's
satirical comments) ; ironical applies to a hworqtts or sarcastic
form of expression in which the intended mean&g of what is

said is directly opposite to the usual sense ('"My, yotiV* r!y/"
was his ironical taunt to the latecomer); sardonic implies

sneering or mocking bitterness in a person, or, more often, is his

expression, remarks, etc. (a sardonic smile) ;
caustic implies a

cutting, biting, or stinging wit or sarcasm (a caustic tongue) ,

sar-cas-ti-caMy (sar-kas'ti-kl-i, sSr-kas'tik-li), adv.
in a sarcastic manner.
sarce-net (sa'rs'net), n. [Anglo-Pn sareineU, dim. <
MB. Sarsin, Sarasene, Saracen], a soft silk cloth, used
for ribbons, Enings, etc.

sar co: (sar'ko, sar'ka), [< Gr. sarx, sarkos, fleshl a
combining form meaning flesh, as in sarcologyi also*
before a vowel, saro.

sar co-carp (sar'k9-k&rp') n. [sarco- + -carp], in botany,
1. the fleshy part of a stone fruit, as in the plum. 2.

loosely, any fleshy fruit.

sar-col'O-gy (sar-kol'9-ji), n. \sarco~ + -logy], the branch
of anatomy that deals with the soft tissues of the body.

sar co-ma (sar-kS'iw), n. \pl. SARCOMAS (-mez), SAR-
COMATA (-ms-t0)], [Mod, L.; Gr. sark&ma < sarx, flesh),
any

t
of various maHgnant tumors that beg$n vo, con-

nective tissue, or in tissue developed from tfat mwo~
blast and not epithelial: cf. carcinoma.

sar co-ma-toid (sfir~k5'm*toid') <#* sarcomatom
sar-co-ma-to-sis (sar-ko'm^-tS'sas), n a condition char-
acterized by a spread of sarcomas through the body,

sar-co-ma-tpus (slir-kS'ma-tos, sfr-komVte$J, a4f* of,
or having the nature of, a sarcoma,

sar coph-a-gus (siir-kofVgas}, n. {& 8AftCOffA0I <4tf}*
SARCOPHAGUSBS (-gQS-iz)], [L,; Gr, $wkphm <M
mrkos, flesh -f- pkagein* to eat; so namid oaoinit to*
limestone caused rapid disintegration of the
L among the ancient Greeks and Romans* a
coffin or tomb, often inscribed and elaborately
naented, 2, any stone coffin, especially oe exposed to
vjiew in the open air or in a large or nwimiifcwtid toiab.

8ar>c0pa (sayfbs), adj. [< $<tr<- 4. ^^J, ol <x composed
of flesh or muscle.

$ar<l lit, Sardian stone < Sar^, 8rdl>J, t a very
orange-red variety of dmtelony, tawed in

.. & a piece of thi$. Alo

IUUU , D*

, tod of Mi p

small pilchard ol ths hwrrfog
when pne^nrad In ait 2.,

prewrvM for m^g In

9,300 sq. mi.; pop., 1,034,000; chief city, Caghari. 2. a
former kingdom, including this island, Piedmont,
Savoy, and Genoa, ruled by the House of Savoy.
Sardin-ian (sar-din'i-an, sar-din'yan) , adj. of Sar-
dinia or its people, n. 1. a native or inhabitant of

Sardinia. 2. the Romance dialect of Sardinia.

Sar dis (sar'dis) , n. the capital of ancient Lydia.
sar di us (sar'di-Qs), n. [ME.; LL.; Gr. sardios < Sardeis,

Sardis, capital of Lydia], 1. a sard. 2. one of the
twelve precious stones worn in the breastplate of the

Jewish high priest, said to have been a ruby: Ex. 28:19.

sar-don ic (sar-don'ik), adj. [Pr. sardonique < L. sar-

donius; Gr. sardonios, altered after Sarad, Sardinia <
sardanios, bitter, scornful (used of smiles or laughter) ;

prob. akin to sairein, to grin, sneer, but explained in

ancient etymologies as derived < sardanl, Sardinian

plant whose bitter taste caused facial contortion], dis-

dainfully or bitterly sneering, ironical, or sarcastic: as,

a sardonic smile. SYN. see sarcastic.

sar-don-i-caHy (sar-don'i-k'H sar-don'ik-h), adv. in a

sardonic manner.
sar-do-nyx (sar'da-niks), n, [ME.; L.; Gr. sardonyx <
sardios, sardion, sard + onyx, onyx], a variety of onyx
made up of alternating layers of white chalcedony and
sard, used as a gem, especially in making cameos.

Sar-dou, Vic-to-rien (vk't$'ryaw' sard55') 1831-

1908; French dramatist.

Sarg, Tony (sarg), (Anthony Frederick Sarg), 1882-

1942; U.S. puppeteer and illustrator from Germany.
sargasso (slir-gas'o), n. [Port, sargaco, sargasso <
sarga, sargo, kind of grape], any of a number of related

floating, brown seaweeds with berrylik air sacs; gulf-
weed: also sargasso weed.

Sar-gas-so Sea (sir-gas'o) , a region of calms and mixing
ocean currents in the Atlantic, northeast of the West
Indies, famous for its sargasso.

sar gas sum (sSr-gas'om), n. [Mod. L.; Port, sargasso;
see SARGASSO], any of a number of related seaweeds,
the gulfweeds, found in the warmer seas,

Sar-gent, John Stager (saVjwit), 1856-1925; American
painter*
Sar-gon II (str'gon), ?-705 B,C*; Assyrian warrior;
king of Assyria (722-705 B.C.), , rY
sa*F($&'r), n. \pL SARIS (-rSa)], [Hind. $ar! t sarhi;
Sans. Jf^lj, the principal outer garment of a Hindu
woman, consisting of a long piece of cloth worn wrapped
around the body with one end over the head.
8ark (strk), n [< ME, serke with Late ME. vowel
change; < AS. sere & cogaate ON. wrW [Soot, or

Archaic], a shirt or chemise.
Sar-ma-tl-a (sar-ma'shi-a, atir-rna'shi)), n. the regicm
between the Vistula and th Volga, now part of Poland
and the Soviet Union: the ancient name.

Sar-ma-tiaii (sar-mo/shnn), adj. of Sarmaiia, n* any
of an ancient peopl who lived in Sarmatia.
sar-men-toee (sar-men'tas) , adj. (L* sarmrntaMts, full

of twigs < mrmmtum, a twig < iw|w to trim, out

off], producing long, slender stems which take root

along the ground, at the itrawbrfy plant,
sa-rong (s-rdr/, &'rd0 n^CMilay ^foidl,

principal garment of men ami women in the

Archipelago, the East Indies, etc., consisti

strip of clom, often brff&tly colored and p
around the lowtr part ofthe body like a skir
cloth for stach garments,
Sa ro van, William (so-roi^n), 1908- ; American short
story writer and ^ywright,
Sar-pedon (sSr-i'a

tnt sfcr-pFdon), it, |L,; Gr. Sar*

pMfo], is, Greek myiM>ty, 1. a o of Ztm an
.

who became king ol Lycia aad was tolowtcl to
three generations* 2. in one wnion, a ton of
Laodamia, killed by P&troclw in tba TroJAa war.'*'' '

.

Malay
ol a long
tod, worn
2, cotton

rmin of OuobecL my of a BUOMW ol i, , _
plants with nodding nowm* yH0w to purpla, md
tttttttaft. pitoherUto teftyen ifltfeli vfctoaot

^- J-

^im*ce*ni^*CMHMi (iarVii'ttl-i^ibii)* *df*
to $fe^ ^ttif*oea fiypftily c$ p|ftpte

ittr4ii*jp*fiQMbi (gftrt^ril%f

tfe'^jpr|%)'
a*

'

ISp.

i any o a nmttbcr of related. iro^piSTAfiiirlwKi

^ti lam. tngrant root* and mtM^Mait-
1 tarn. 1 fha M jortit

of *oy of thiM
use<t as a tonic mA (or flavoring. 3, an extract
4. a carbonated drink ihivuml with

.. . J. i

^itrttupu south of Corn**

SAJtim)
2. c cioIMn^ ^i*
* TI T"*"Fi^*'**"m *w

of the
sar tori-US

budy.ihaL
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and assists in rotating the leg to the position assumed
in sitting cross-legged.

Sar-tre, Jean-Paul (zhaV pol' sar'tr'), 1905- ; French
philosopher, playwright, and novelist.

Sa-rum use (s&r'am), [ML. Sarum; said to be < abbrev.
of L. Sarisburia < Late AS. Searesburh (earlier Searo-
byrg) ; prob. directly via L. Sorviodunum < Brit, name],
the form or order of divine service used in the churches
of Sarum (Salisbury) before the Reformation.

Sa-se-bo (sa'se-b6*'). n. a city on the western coast of
Kyushu, Japan: pop., 175,000 (est. 1947).
sash (sash), n. [Ar. shash, turban], an ornamental band,
ribbon, or scarf worn over the shoulder or around the
waist, often (by men) as a symbol of distinction.
sash (sash), n. [taken as singn of earlier shaskes < Pr.
chdsse, chassis, a frame, sash; see CHASSIS], a frame for

holding the glass pane or panes of a window or door,
especially a sliding frame, v.t. to furnish with sashes.

sa-shay (sa~sha') f v.f. [altered < chasst (dance)],
[Colloq.], to glide, move around, or go.

sash cord (or line), a cord attached to either side of a
sliding sash, having balancing weights so that the
window can be raised or lowered easily.

sa-sin (sa'sin), n. [< the native name], the India
antelope, or black buck.
Sa8-katcne-wan (sas-kachVwan') f n. 1. a province
of south central Canada: area, 251,700 sq. mi.; pop.
832,000; capital, Regina: abbreviated Sask. 2. a river
in Canada, flowing eastward into Lake Winnipeg:
length, 1,200 mi. __
Sas ka'toon (sas'kd~toon') n. a city in central Sas-
katchewan, Canada: pop,, 53,000.

sas-ka-toon (sas'ko-toon') n. [< Am. Ind. (Cree) mis-
dskwatomin < misdskwat, shadbush, lit. tree with much
wood + min, berry], a small bush of the rose family,
with purple fruit; shadbush.

sass (sas), n. [var. of sauce], 1. a) [Dial.], garden vege-
tables. 6) stewed fruit or preserves served as a dessert.

2. [Colloq.], impudent talk. v.t. [Colloq,], to talk im-
pudently or disrespectfully to.

sas sa-by (sas'o-bi), n. [pL SASSABIES (-biz)], [Sechuana
tsZsebfy any of a group of large South African antelopes
related to the hartebeest.

sas sa-fras (sas'a-fras'), n. [Sp. sasafras;? < earlier So.
sassifragia, saxifrage; influenced by native Am. name]*
1, any of a number of related trees with yellow flowers
and bluish fruit. 2. the dried root bark of any of these
trees, used in medicine and for flavoring. 3. the flavor.

Sas-sa ni-an (sa-sa/ni-an), n. & adj. Sassanid.

Sassanian Dynasty, ruling family of the Persian

Empire (226-641 A.JD.). ,
.

Sas-sa-nid (sas'o-nid)* adj. of the Sassanian Dynasty.
n. fyl. SASSANIDS (-nid) t SASSANKDAB (sarsanVdS'jj,
any member of the Sassanian Dynasty.

Sas-se-nach (sas'o:nak'x sas^n-akh), n. [Jr. Sasanach
"**

, So
" " ** **

_ Saxon], a Saxon,
used by Irish and

Sae-soon, Sled fried (seg'fred sa-soon'), 1886- ; Eng-
lish writer and poet.

sass-y (sas'i), adj. ffgAWm X44fa). SASSIEST (44st)j,

(dial. var. of soMwl [Dial, or Colloq.], Impudent; saucy.
sas-ey (sas'i)j n. [W. Afr.; ? < Eng. saucy], an African
tree with poisonous bark and wood: also sassy baric.

sas ay-wood (sas'i-wood'), n. a sassy.
sat (sat), past tense and past participle of sit*

Sat., 1. Siatutidfty. JL Saturn.
Sa-tan (sft't n) n. [Hcb. satan, enemy < iflfcm, to be
adverse, plot againt], in Christian theology, the great
enemy of man and of goodness; the Devil; usually
identified with Lucifer, the chief of the fallen angels,
cast out of heaven by Michael, according to the Talmud.

Sa-tang (sa-tar/). it. [pi, SATANG), [^iamcsc sat&Q], a
brote coin una money ol account m j?haikiidf equal to

1/100 oi a baht.
- " '-'- *" - * M*4 -*

adj. ol, characteristic
teleiaal ; diabolicaL

sa-tan-ic .

of> or like
sa tan-i-cal
sa-tan i-caMy (i

tftoio i

worMp"oi'&<5;"
of a cult wda tw\ ,

satch el (aach'oi). m
dim. of mum* a si

clothes, books, etc..

satanlc.
adv. in a sa-

after Fr,

principles and rites

ceremonies.
Pr. sachet;

a small bug
havi

satellite (sat'a-Ht'), n. [Fr.; L. satelUs, satellitis, an
attendant, guard], 1. a follower or attendant attached
to a prince or other person of importance; hence, 2. an
obsequious or fawning follower or dependent. 3. a
small planet revolving around a larger one; moon. 4.

a small state that is economically dependent on, and
hence adjusts kits [policies to, a larger, more powerful
state.

sa-ti-a-biM.ty; (sa/shi-s-bil'a-ti. sa'sha-bil'9-ti), n. the
quality of being satiable.

sa-ti-a-ble (sa'shi-s-b'l, sa'shs-b'l), ad}. [ML. satiaUlis],
that can be sated or satiated.

sa-ti-a-bly (sa'shi-d-bli, sa'shd-bli), adv. in a satiable
manner*

sa-ti-ate (sa'shi-at'), adj. [L. satiattis, pp. of satiare, to
fill full, satisfy < sat, sabs, sufficient; cf. SAD], having
had enough or more than enough; sated, v.t. [SATIATED
(-id), SATIATING!, 1. [Rare], to satisfy to the full;

gratify completely. 2. to gratify with more than enough,
so as to weary or disgust; sate; glut; surfeit; cloy.
SYN. satiate and sate in their basic sense mean to satisfy to
the full, but in current use satiate almost always implies, as
sate often does, a being filled or stuffed so full that all pleasure
or desire is lost (satiated, or sated, with food, success, etc.);
surfeit implies a being filled or supplied to nauseating or

disgusting excess (surfeited with pleasure); cloy stresses the
distaste one feels for something too sweet, rich, etc. that one
has indulged in to excess (cloying, sentimental music); glut
implies an overloading by filling or (supplying to excess (to

glut the market).
sa-ti-a-tion (sa'shi-a'shsn), n. a satiating or being sati-

ated.
sa ti e ty (sa-ti'a-ti), n. [Fr. satittl; L. satietas], the state
of being satiated.
satin (sat''n), n. [ME.; OPr.; Sp. seluni; Ar. (a$as)

zaitfMi* (satin) of Zattftn, Med. name of Chuancnow,
China], a silk, nylon, or rayon cloth having a smooth
finish, glossy

t
on the face, dull on the back. adj. made

of or like satin; smooth, soft, and glossy. i

sat-i-net. sat i nette (sat"n-et') n. [Fr. < satin], 1.

thin or inferior satin. 2.
a^ strong cloth of cotton and

wool, made to resemble satin.

sat-in-wood (sat'
f

n-woodO, n. 1. any of several very
smooth woods used in fine furniture. 2. any of a number
of trees yielding such a wood; especially, an East
Indian tree of the mahogany family.

sat-i-ny (sat'*n-i), adf* of or like satin; lustrous.
sat-ire (satlr), n. [Fr. < L. satira, or satura, a satire,

poetic medley, orig. a dish of various fruits < satur,

full; for IE. base see SAD], I. a) & Eterary work in

which vices, follies, stupidities, abuses, etc. are held

up to ridicule and contempt. &) such literary works
collectively, or the art of writing them, 2. the use of
ridicule, sarcasm, irony, etc. to expose, attack, or deride
vices, follies, etc. SYN. see caricature, wit.
sa tir ic (sa-tir'ik, sa~tir'ik) f adj. satirical,

sa tir i-cal (sa-tir'i-k'l, sa~tir'i-kl), adj. I. of, bvm
the nature of, or containing satire. 2. indulging in, or
fond of "indulging in, satire. SYN. see sarcastic.

sa-tirically (ssktir/i-k'M, sa-tir'ik-E), adv. in a satir-

ical manner.
eat-i-rist (satVrist), n. 1. a writer of satires. 2. a
person who is fond of indulging in satire.

sat i-rize (satVr!zO v.t. ^SATIRIZED (-rizd'), SATI-

RIZING], [Fr. satirise?], to attack or criticize with satire.

sat-is-fac-tion (sat'is-fak'shan), n. [ME. satisfaccioun;
OFr. satisfaction; L, satisfaction 1. a satisfying or being
satisfied, 2. something which satisfies; specifically,
a) In theology, atonement for sin. b) reparation for in-

jury or insult, c) settlement ql debt; payment or dis-

charge of obligation, d) anything that orings gratifica-

tion, pleasure, or contentment.
Hive satisfaction, 1. to satisfy. 2. to accept a chal-

lenge to duel or fight.
sat-is fac-to ri-ly (sat'is-fak'ter-a-li), adv. in a satis-

factory maxuier.
sat-is fac-to-H-ness (sat'is-fak'tSr-i-nis), n. the state or

quality of being satisfactory.
sat is fac-to-ry (safis-fak'ter-i), adj. [Fr. satisfactory
ML. satisfactonus], satisfying; ftdnlling all needs, ex-

pectations. wishes, desires, requirements, etc.

sat is fi-er (sat'is-E'Sr) , n. a person or tijing that satisfies.

s-fi'). v.t. [S(sat'is-

,

.t. [SATISFIBD SATISFYINGL

vtisfyen; OFr. saitsjwr; satisfacere < satis, enough
^- for f to make! 1. to fulfill the needs, expectations,
wishes, or desires of; content; gratify. 2. to suffice, fulfill,

oranswer the requiremeiits or conditions of. 3. to comply
witb (rutes, stanoanls, or obligations). 4, a} to free

%OD3L doubt or anxiety; convince. 6) to answer (a

Soubt* objection etc.) adequately or convincingly;
solm S, a) tOjgive wlhat is due to. b) to discharge

i obligation, oSbL etc.) ; settle in fufl. 6. to make
"*

to or for; aton& to or for, vt. to give

exj
tisfy Implies complete fulfillment of one'a wisher,,

ictations, etc.; content implies a filling d! requirc-

Sxk

bftre, cttr; ten 5ven ( hfirc, ov5r; l l t
,

m^mimLm^ iimjtjf ifji* *J
dTFr; feu; ^r, mon* 5. Fr. coa; tt7Fr. di

, owt;m Itee, fOr;
o fa ^m^, n fa towf}

* at to

. doch. See pp. i-xii. t foreign;
*
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ments to the degree that one is not disturbed by a desire for

something more or different (some persons are satisfied only by
great wealth, others are contented with a modest, but secure

income).
sa trap (sa/trap, sat'rsp), n. [ME.; L. salrapes: Gr.

satrapes; OPer. shathrapavan, lit., protector of the land],
1, the governor of a province in ancient Persia.

1
2. a

ruler of a dependency, often a despotic, subordinate

official; petty tyrant.
sa-trap-y (sa'tra-pi, sat'rg-pi), n. [pi. SATRAPIES (-piz)J,

[Fr. satrapie; L. satrapia; Gr. satrapeia], L the gov-
ernment or authority of a satrap. 2. the province
ruled by a satrap.
Sat-su-ma (sat'soo-ma', sat-soo'ms), n. [< Jajmn.
Satsuma, province in Kyushu, where made], a variety
of Japanese pottery.

sat-u-ra-biM-ty (sach'eY-s-bil's-ti), n. the state or

quality of being saturable.
sat-u-ra-ble (sach/Sr-9-b'l), adj. [L. saturabilis], that can
be saturated.

sat-u rant (sach'er-snt), adj. [L. saturans], saturating.
n. a substance that saturates.

sat-u-rate (sach'oo-rat'), v.t. [SATURATED (-id), SATU-
RATING], [< L. saturatus, pp. of saturare, to fill up,
saturate < satur, full], 1. to cause to be thoroughly
soaked, imbued, or penetrated. 2. to cause (something)
to be so completely filled, charged, or treated with
something else that no more can be taken up. 3. in

chemistry, to cause (a substance) to combine to the
full extent of its combining capacity with another.

adj. (usually sach'Sr-it), 1. [Chiefly Poetic], saturated.
2. deep; intense: said of colors. SYN. see soak,

sat-u-rat-ed (sach'oo-rat'id), adj. [pp. of saturate], 1.

filled to capacity; having absorbed all that can be taken

up. 2. soaked through with moisture; wet. 3. un-
diluted with white: said of colors. 4. in geology, con-
taining as much combined silica as is possible: said of
rocks and minerals.
saturated compound, an organic compound contain-
ing no double or triple bonds and having no free valence.
saturated solution, a solution in equilibrium at a
definite temperature with the undissolved solute; solu-
tion containing so much dissolved substance that no
more can be dissolved at the given temperature.

sat-B-rat'er (sach'oq-rat'gr), n, a person or thing that
saturates: also saturator.

sat u-ra-tion Cs^ch'oo-ra'shan), n. [LL. saturatio], 1, a
sa^atfating Q? Being saturated. 2. the degree of intensity
of 4, color, as measured by its freedom from, mixture

wi$h;wnit5. 3. the condition of a magnetic substance
tfaja$)i9$ bejen magnetized to the highest possible degree.

qfftttrattan bombing, the practice of dropping an in-

,'iense concentration of bombs almost simultaneously
from a number of bombers in close formation, in order
to destroy, virtually everything in a given target area.

saturation point, the point at which the greatest
possible amount of a substance has been absorbed.

sat-u-ra-tor (sach'oo-ra'tgr), n. a saturater.

Sat-ur-day (sat'gr-di), n. [ME. Saterdai; AS. Sxterdasg
or Sasternes-dxg < Sxtern (< L. Saturnus), Saturn -H
d3Sg, day], the seventh and last day of the week: abbre-
viated Sat., S., Sa., Stdy.
Saturn (sat'Srn), n. [ME. Satourn, Saturnus; AS.
Saltern, Saturnus; L. Saturnus, akin to satus, pp. of
serere, to sow], 1. in Roman mythology, the god of

ag49wture: identified with the Greek Cronus. 2. the
secpnd largest planet in the solar system, sixth in dis-

tance, from the sun, notable for the three concentric
rings which revolve around it in the plane of its equator:
diameter, 72,000 mi ; diurnal rotation, 10 hrs, 14 min. ;

period of revolution. 29.5 years; symbol, K Abbreviated
Sat. 3. [ML. u$e of L, Saturnus], in alchemy, lead (the
metal),

Sat-ur-na-11-a (sat'lar-nlli-a), ti.pl. [L. t neut. pi, of
Saturnalis, of Satobbj, 1. the ancient Roman festival of
Saturn, held about December 17, with general feasting
and revelry in celebration of the winter solstice. 2, [a-jl

[sometimes construed as sing,], a period or occasion of
unrestrained, often orgiastic, revelry.

Sat-ur-na-li-an (sat'Sr-ni^i-^n), adj. L of the Satur-
nalia. 2. [s-] riotously merry or orgiastic.

Sa'tur-nian (sa-tur'ni-w), adj. f< L. Saturnius, of
Saturn; + -an], 1. of the Roman god Saturn, whoee
reign was called "the golden age": hence, 2. pros-
perous, contented, happy, or peaceftih said of a period,
age, etc. 3. of the planet Saturn,

sa-tur-nl-id (sa-tur'ni-id), n. [< Mod. L. SaturnUdae,
name of the family < Salurnia, type jfcenms < L. Satur-
nius, Saturnianj, any of a family ollarge moths with
a small head, broad wings, and hairy boay.

eat-ur-nlne (sat'eV-nln'), adj. [OFr. ^<***^ntl of Satttm
(also of lead, heavy < ML. Saturnm, tead) < I*.

Saturnus, Saturn], L in astrology, born tender the
posed influence of the planet Saturn. 2*

"

gloomy; morose; grave; taciturn. 3. tf) of
lead, b) having lead poisoning.
at ur-nism (sat^r-niz'm), n. chronic lead

JSat^ya-gra-ha (sut'w-gra'ha), n, f< HIn<
Raping for truth? Sans, satya, truth 4- graka,

ing}, the political doctrine of kohandl/IC 6lndR
!

^rti'*tf

which favored passive resistance and non-co-operation
in opposing British rule in India.

sat-yr (sat'er, sa'ter), n. [Fr. satyre; L. satyrus; Gr,

satyros], 1, in Greek mythology, a woodland deity,
attendant on Bacchus, usually represented as having
pointed ears, short horns, the head and body of a
man and legs of a goat, and thought of as fond of

riotous merriment and lechery: see also faun. 2. a
man of lustful nature; lecherous man. 3. a man having
satyriasis. 4. any of a group of butterflies with gray
or brown wings often marked with eyelike spots.

sat-y-ri-a-sis (sat'a-rl'a-sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr.
satyriasis;

see SATYR], excessive and uncontrollable sexual desire
in a man: see also nymphomania.

sa-tyr-ic (so-tir'ik), adj. [L. satyricus; Gr. satyrikos],
1. of satyrs. 2. designating or of a type of ancient
Greek drama having a chorus of satyrs.

sa-tyr-i*cal (so-tir'i-kl), adj. satyric.

sa-tyr-o-ma-ni-ac (ss-tir'o-ma'ni-ak'). n. [< Gr, satyros,

satyr; + -maniac], a man having satyriasis.
Sau (sou), n. Sava: the German name.
sauce (sos), n. [ME. sause; OPr. sause, saulse < LL.
salsa < L. salsus, salted < salire, to salt > sal, salt; cf.

SALT], 1. a liquid or soft dressing served with food to

improve its taste. 2. mashed, stewed fruit. 3. some-
thing that adds interest, zest, or flavor. 4. [Colloq.],

impertinence; impudence. 5. [Dial.], any green vege-
table, v.t. [SAUCED (sost), SAUCING], 1. to flavor or
season with sauce; add sauce to. 2. to give flavor or
relish to, 3. [Colloq.], to be impudent or saucy to.

sauce-box (s6s/boks') n. (Couoq.], a saucy person;
especially, an impertinent child.

sauce-pan (s6s'pan'), n a small metal pot with a long
handle, used for cooking.
sau-cer (s6'sSr), n. [ME. sawsere; OPr. saussier (Fr.

sauciere) < sauce; see SAUCE], 1. a) a small, round,
shallow dish designed to hold a cup and catch any
spilled liquid, b) any small, round, shallow dish. 2. any-
thing round and shallow like a saucer.

sau-d-ly (sS'sa-lQ, adv. in a saucy or impudent manner,
sau-ci-ness (s6'si-nis), n. the quality of being saucy.
sau-cy (sd'si), adj. [SAUCIER (-si-er), SAUCIEST c-si-ist)],

[sauce + -y; cf. SASSY], 1. rude; impudent. 2. pert;

sprightly: as, a saucy smile. SYN. see Impertinent.
Sa-u-di Arabia (sa-oo'di), n. a kingdom in central
Arabia: area,
c. 597,000 sq.
mi.; pop., c.

7,OOOtOOO(est
1948):capi-
tals, Riyadh
and Mecca:
abbreviated
Sau. Ar.
sau-er-bra-
ten (soti'Sr-
bra't'n; G.
zou'er-bra 7-

tan), n. [G.;
sauer, sour 4-

braten, roast],
a dish made
of beef orpork
marinated in

vinegarbefore
cookrag.
saner-kraut
(sottr'iorotit') SAUDI ARABIA
n. [G., sawsr*
sour 4; want, cabbage! chopped cabbage fermented
in a brme of its own jmbe withjatt
sau-ger (so'gKr), n. tprob. Ani* lnd.J, a tn*ll American
pike perch not valued an a game or food fish.

Sauk ($6k), it. Sac.
Saul ($61), ILL, Saul, first king ol luratt (< Gr. 3amd)& Sauln$, Saul of Tarsus (< Of. Senior)* both < Keb,

n. in m 'jBwI*, 1.

*

t& firft kfeg. of lra*L 2* the
ormnal name of the Apoiile F*Q: sed Aral, Saint.
Sault Salute Ma ric, SauIt Ste. Ma rle (soo'tmnt'-
mo-rfO 1- a city in- twrtlwm Michigiui, ol 8k. Marys
River: pop., I8,CKK>. 1 a city oj^oSte it, in Ontario,

tibm canals
..jw

Sftperior with l|
sauna (sou'nS.), n.

aoccraparaied by li

or cedar boufm. 2. th .

saun
:
ter Qtew). wA. pUtte

1 MR MMf(ff) 9 to
imdlta^s; |wob vk OPfc (cf, mSL MM) < w
mance form of joA; for pom but ol

^

**to mtdbr. as to
iajnt*'

iltt! 'ifcbttK JbUfi irtrdl 1 '

>

wallc, 2. ft careless, slow gait.
it* a Ktate of

Ldce
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mackerel], a common salt-water food fish of Europe
and America : also called scad.

sau ri-an fsS'ri-en) , adj. [$aur~ + -ian], of, or having the
characteristics of, lizards, crocodiles, or dinosaurs, n.

any of a group of reptiles including the lizards and, in

former classifications, crocodiles, dinosaurs, etc.

sau ro- (s6'ro, s6'ra), [< Gr. saura, sauros, a lizard],
a combining form meaning lizard, as in sauropod: also,
before a vowel, saw-,
sauro-pod (sd'ro-pod'). n. [sauro- + -Pod], any of a
group of dinosaurs, consisting^ those which ate plants
and nad a long

t
neck and tail, five-toed limbs, and a

small head. adj. of the sauropods.
8au-rop'O*dous (sd-rop'9-dss), adj. of the sauropods.
-sau-rus (s6'ras), [< Gr. sauros, a lizard], a combining
form meaning lizard, used to form the genus names of

certain reptiles, as in ichthyosaurus.
sau-ry (s6'ri), n.

[fl.
SAURIES (-riz)L fprob. < Mod. L.

s. a fish < Gr, saura, a lizard}, any of jsaurus. a risli < Ur, saura, a lizardj, any ot' a group of
sea fishes with a long, slender body and a projecting
beak, found in temperate Atlantic waters.
sau sage (sd'sij), n. [ME. sausige; ONorm.Fr. saussiche;
OFr. saulsage, saucisse, saulcisse; LL. salsicia < L.

salsus; see SAUCE], 1. meat, usually pork, chopped
fine, highly seasoned, and ordinarily stuffed into or
enclosed in a tube of thin prepared intestine or other
membranous tissue. 2. any

%
object shaped like a

sausage, as a captive observation balloon.
sau-t6 (s5-ta')t adj. [Pr., pp. of sauter, to leap], fried

quickly and turned frequently in a little fat. v,f.

[SAUTEBD (-tad')f SAUTBING], to fry quickly and turn

frequently in a Ettle fat. n. a saute>d dish.

sau -terne (so-turn'; Pr. sd'tarn'). n. [< Sauternes, town
in the department of Gironde, in France], a white table

wine, usually sweet: also spelled sauternes.

Jsauve qui peut (sdV ke' po'), [Pr.. Ht. f save (himself)
who can], a disorganized retreat; rout.

Sava (sa'va), n. a river in northern Yugoslavia, flowing
eastward into the Danube; length, 450 mi.: French
name, Save; German name, Sau.
savable (sSvWl), adj. that can be saved.

sav-age (sav'ij), adj. [ME. savage, sauvage; OFr, savatge,

salvage: LL. salvaticus, wild; L, silvaticus, belonging to

a wood, wild < silva, a wood], 1. wild; uncultivated;
in a state of nature ; ragged : as, a savage forest. 2 . fierce ;

ferocious; untamed: as, a savage tiger. 3. without
civilization ; primitive; barbarous: as, a savage tribe.

4. lacking polish; crude; rude. 5, cruel; pitiless. 6.

furious*, Ill-tempered, n. 1. a human being Hying
somewhat like an animal, in an uncivilized, primitive

way. 2. a fierce, brutal person, 3. a crude, boorish

person. SYN. see barbarian.

Savage Island, Nitie, an island in the South Pacific.

savage-ry (sav'ij-ri), n \PL SAVAGBRXBS (-nz)J, [Fr.

sauvagm*]* 1. the condition of being savage, wild,

primitive* or uncultivated: said of men* animals
t
or

nature. 2. savage act, behavior,
.
or disposition;

barbarity, 3* savage creatures collectively*

sav ag ism (lay/ij-irm). m savagery.
Sto-vmM (t-vi'l), n. a island crvfeftjp Samoa* in the

Pacific*: arejw 7p3 sq. mi.; pop, (with Ugolu), 62,000,

ea-van-na, 8a*van-nah (sa-van'e), n [Sp. sabana, ear-

lier wo*4 < tto CaiiK nawe], 1. a timeless plain or

relatively Art* open regicm. especially ux lands of

seasonal tains near the fiopto, 2. a grassland char-

acterised by lettered trees, especially in trojpioal or

, - _* t. ^
!, a. I* * river flowtof between

and Georgia Into the Atlantic: length,

2* fc seaport to (Georgia, <m tshfc river; pop.,
South
314 ml

savt; Pr, si'v&i/), n*

at -ns; r.-v., * - .

r to toowj, a teamed pw; scholar; person
for his knowWat and wlwiom*

save (sfv). >*t' lAy (tlvd), SAVING], [MB.
MM**; QFr *** Mhp7 L Jf<r* < -

1. to rescue or
remove from
2. to keep in

cm of on-T,,,^. , ,.... w ,-

; make or keep safe.
*

,: formerly t*sed w.

save (sav), prep. [ME. sauf, safe; OFr. saw/- (Fr. sauf},
safe < L. 5flZzw5j, except; but. con/. 1. except; but.
2. [Archaic], unless.

save-a-ble (sav'a-bl), adj. savable.
save-all (sav'61')t n. any of a number of devices which
prevent waste or damage, save time, etc.

; specifically,

a) a strip of canvas added to a _sail
to catch the wina.

6) overalls, c) a pinafore, d} a child's savings bank.
sav-e-loy (sav'a-loi

7

), n. [altered < Fr. cervelas; It.

cervellata < cervello, the brains; L. cerebellum; see CERE-
BELLUM], a highly seasoned, dried sausage.

sav-er (sav'gr), n. a person or thing that saves: usually
in hyphenated compounds, as labor-saver.

saV'in, sav-ine (sav'in), n. [AS. safine; OFr. savine: L.

(herba) Sabina, lit., Sabine (herb), savin], 1. a low,

spreading kind of juniper tree. 2. an oily drug from
this tree, used in medicine. 3. the red cedar.

sav-ing (sav'irjj, adj. that saves; specifically, a) res-

cuing j preserving. &) economizing or economical, c]

containing an exception; making a reservation: as, a

saving clause, d} compensating; redeeming, n. 1. the
act of one that saves. 2. any reduction in expense,
time, labor, etc., or the result of such reduction: as, a

saving of 10%. 3. what is saved; especially, pi. sums of

money saved. 4. in law, a reservation; exception.
sav-ing (say'irj), Prep. 1. with due respect for. 2. with
the exception of; except; save. con/, save.

savings account, an account in a savings bank, on which
interest is paid.
savings bank, a bank in which savings may be de-

posited; especially, a banking establishment whose
business is to receive and invest depositors' savings,
on which it pays interest.

sav-ior, sav-iour (sav'ygr), n, [ME. & OFr. sauveour;
LL. salvator < L. salvare, to save], 1. a person who
saves. 2. [usually Saviour], Jesus Christ: witn the.

Sa-voie (sa'vwa'), n. Savoy: the French name.
sa-voir-faire (sav'war-far'; Fr. sa'vwar'far7), n. [Fr.,
to know (how) to do], ready knowledge of what to do
or say, and 01 when and how to do or say it; tact.

SYN. see tact.

Jsa-voir-vi-vre (s&
/vwar've'/vr')> n. [Fr., to know (how)

to live], good breeding; good manners.
Sav-o-na-ro-la, Gi-ro-Ia-mo (je-ro'la-mo' sS'vo-na-ro'-
1S: Eng. sav'o-nQ-ro'te), 1452-1498; Italian monk and
religious reformer; burned at the stake for heresy.

sa-vor (sa'vSr), n. [ME. & OFr. savour; L. sapor; cf.

SAP (juice)], 1. a) that quality of something which
acts on the sense of taste or of smell. &) a particular
taste or smell. 2. characteristic Duality; distinctive

property. 3. perceptible trace; tinge, 4. power to
excrte interest, zest, etc. 5. [Archaic], repute, lu.

1. to have the particular taste or smell: as, Italian

cooking savors of garlic. 2, to have the characteristic

quality; smack (of). 3. to show traces or signs: as,

fihis work savors of hatred, v.t. 1. to season or

flavor; give flavor or scent to. 2. to have the particular
flavor or smell of. 3. to have the characteristic quality
of. 4, to show traces or signs of. 5. to taste or smell,

especially with relish: hence, 6. to enjoy with appre-
ciation; relish. Also (British spelling) savour.

savor4*ly (sS/vSr-o-li), adv. in a savory manner.
sa-vor-i-ness (sa'vSr-i-nis), n. the quality of being sa-

vory, or pleasing to the taste or smeE,
sa.vor-y (sS'veW), 4/* [SAVORIKR (rMW* S&WIMBJST
(4-i$t)}, [ME, mvouri; OPr. sygoowi, jm^mm*^^ Jo
taste < savour, savor]. 1. pleasing to the taste or smell;

appetizing. 2. agreeable; pleasing. 3. morally pleasing;
respectable. 4. salty 'or Plqum! not'storae*. as'a
n. \pl SAVORIBS (~w)l fBx&ta&vai small, highly gfeite

soned portion of food served at the end or begrnnin&
of dinner, Also fflritisfa sjoelJIng) savowry.

sa-vor^y (sS'veV-D n fmB. smerey; OPr. savored, al-

tered, prob* b7
! aMK)OMon with savour, savor < L.

saiureia, savory (wheace AS. sattherie, via OPr.)3 an
aroroatio vaiiely& mwt, used in cooking.

Sa*voy (SQ-voiOr fl* 1, a former duchy of the kim^dom
of SardSia, eM to Prance (I860); Prencl^ **anm
Wfe. 2, * Bujroj>ea ruling family of PWxwwt ted

Savoy (iOOO?-1718) and^Ttaly (1720-1946),
W**voy (sd-volO n IPr. (chou de) Sowfa* (cabbage of)

Savoy], a kind of cabbage with crinkled leaves and a
.

(so voi'ferd; Pr, sa'vft'yarOv
'

1- a native
Or inhabitant of Savoy, 2, [< the Sowy* London thea-

tejr where the operas were first prodiiped], an actor,

bdttcr, or enthusiastic admirer* d Gilbert and Sul-

n cperas. odL of Savoy, its people, or culture.

Sav'i), vXjSAWWD (-id) L SAVVYING], [altered <
(usfad), do (you) know? < sober, to know; L.

ct SA.FCWT!, {Slog! to understaad; get the
a, n. [Slangl commoa, sense; understanding.

saw (s6), n. [Ml* $ow&; AS* mg&j akin to <&
to

aw s, n. * $ow&; * mg&j an o
base ^Mfs to <mi M MJba 3U "*
SECTION), segmtntum (ste SEGMENT); cf.

,.,'.,; ;

-

:,. ; '..,.' 1; : ;-.!* if' "V Vy'i'^i'V.
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a) a cutting tool, of various shapes and sizes, con-

sisting essentially of a thin blade of metal, usually

steel, the edge of which is a series of sharp teeth, and

which may be worked by hand or machinery, ft) any

of various tools or devices somewhat like this but

with a sharp edge instead of teeth. 2. a machine

having such a tool or tools, v.t. [SAWED (s6d), SAWED

or SAWN (s6n), SAWING], 1. to cut or divide with a

saw. 2. to shape or form with a saw. 3. to make
sawlike cutting motions through (the air, etc.). 4- to

operate or produce with a to-and-fro motion suggestive

of that used in working a saw: as, *<"" your *m*e

through the meat, saw a tune out on the fiddle. v.i. i.

to cut with or as with a saw. 2. to cut : said of a saw it-

self. 3. to be cut with a saw: as, this plank saws easily.

Saxe-Al ten-burg (saks'al'tan-burg'),
n. a former

duchy of central Germany: now a part of Ihunngia,

Saxe^Co^urg-Go-tha (saks'ko'burg-go/ths), n. a for-

mer duchy of central Germany: now divided between

Bavaria and Thuringia, Germany: former name (1901-

1917) of British royal house of Windsor.

Saxe-Mei ning-en (saks'mi'mn-sn), n. a former duchy
of central Germany: now a part of Thuringia, Germany.

Saxe-Wei-mar-Ei-sen-ach (saks'vi'mar-i'zs-nakh.), n.

a former grand duchy of central Germany: now a part

SAWS

A, crosscut saw: B, butcher's saw; c, handsaw; D, cir-

cular saW; HU bucksaw; F, hack saw; G, coping saw

saw (s8), n. [ME. sawe; AS. sagu; cf. SAGA, SAY], a

saying: maadm; proverb. SYN, see saying.

saw (sd). past tense of see.
.

Sa-watct (sa-wach'), n. a mountain range of the

Rocky Mountains, in central Colorado: highest peak,

Mt, Elbert, 14,431 ft.: also spelled Saguache.
saw-bones (sa'bonz'), n. [Slang], a surgeon.
saw-buck (s6'buk'), n. (D. zaagbuk], 1. a sawhorse,

especially one with the legs projecting above the cross-

bar. 2. tfrom the resemblance of the crossed legs of a

carpenter's sawbuck to an X (the Roman numeral for

10)1 [Slang], a ten-dollar bill.

saw-dust (so'dustO, n. minute particles of wood re-

siitting as a by-product of sawing wood.
saw-fish (sd'fishO, n. \pl. SAWFISH, SAWFISHES (-&);
see FISH], any of a group of tropical giant rays which
have the upper jaw prolonged into a long, flat, sawlike

snout edged with teeth on both sides.

saw-fly (s&'fll'), n- [#. SAWFLIES (-flV)L .anyj
of a group

of four-winged insects the female of which is provided
with a pair of sawlike organs that cut into plants, the

eggs being then deposited in the cuts.

saw grass, [cf. SEDGE], any of a number of related grass-*

like plants with saw-edged leaves.

saw-horse (sd'hoW), n. a rack on which wood is placed
for sawing.
saw log. a log large enough for sawing,
saw-mill (sd'mil'), n, 1. a factory or place where logs
are sawed into boards. 2, a lar^e sawing machine.
sawn (s6n) , alternative past participle of saw.
saw set, an instrument used to set, or bend slightly
outward, the teeth of a saw,

saw-toothed (sO'toothf), adj. having teeth like those
of a saw; serrate.

saw-yer Asd'yer), n. [ME. sawur for sawwt, with -4er

after OFr. suffix -ier; cf. CLOOTER, LAWXml l> a

person whose work is sawing wood, as into planks and
boards. 2. a log or tree caught in a river so that its

branches saw back and forth with the water, 3. any
of a group of beetles whose larvae burrow In wood.

sax (sales), it* [Colloq.], a saxophone.
Sax., l. Saxon. 2. Saxony.
sax a tile (sak'so-til), adj. [L, saxalilis < saxum, a node;
prob. akin to stcare, to cut; for IB, base see SAW (tool)],

living or growing on or among rocks; saxicoline.

Siixe, Comte Her-mann Mau-rice de (er'man' mo'res'
do aAkaO, 1696-1750; French general; marshal of
France (1744-1750),

.aks". [after A. T. & (1814-1894)

Belgian inventor], any of a group of valved brass-wind

instruments, with a full, even tone and a wide range

sax-ic-O'Hne (sak-sik's-lin', sak-sik's-lin), adj. [< L.

saxum, a rock (cf. SAXATILE) + colere, to dwell; + -ww],

living or growing on or among rocks.

sax ic-o-lous (sak-sik'a-tes), adj. saxicolme..

sax-i-fra-ga-ceous (sak'si-fra-ga'shos), adj. m botany, ot

sax-i-irage VSHK-W-U-IJ), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. sasnfraga <
saxum, a rock (cf . SAXATILE) + base of frangere, to

break; so named prob. from growing in rock crevices;
VAwu>.u.) "f jr -.-1 A*iJ .rtlnfita tun'flt

Sax-o Gram-maM-cps (sak'so gra-mat'i-kas), 1150?-

1220?; Danish historian.

Sax-on (sak's'n), n. [ME.; OFr.: LL. Saxo, pi. Saxones

< W Gmc. *Saxon- (whence AS. Seaxan) < base akin

to OHG. sahs, sword, knife & L. saxum, rock, stone,

secare. to cut], 1. a member of an ancient (jrermanic

people that lived in northern Germany: some oaxons

invaded and conquered parts of England in tne 5tn

and 6th centuries A.D. 2. an Anglo-Saxon (senses

1 & 3). 3. a native or inhabitant of modern baxony.
4. the Low German dialect of the early Continental

Saxons; Old Saxon. 5, the German dialect of modern

Saxony, adj. 1. of the early Continental Saxons,

their language, etc. 2. English or Anglo-Saxon. 3. of

modern Saxony. Abbreviated S. Sax.

Saxon-ism (sak's'n-iz'm), n, a word, phrase, idiom,

etc. of English or Anglo-Saxon origin.

Sax o ny (sak'sa-ni), ft. 1. a former kingdom of Ger-

many. 2. a division of southern Germany: area,

5,789 sq. mi.: pop., 5,207,000: capita^ Dresden. 3.

a province of Prussia: area, 9,755 sq. mi.: pop., 3,623,-

000; capital, Magdeburg. German name, Sachsm. 4. [so

called because first produced in Saxony, Germany], a) a

fine wool fabric with a glossy surface. 6) a closely twisted
1

yarn used for knitting. Abbreviated Sax.

sax-o phone (sak'sa-ioV), n. [after A. J. Sax. inventor

(see SAXHORN) -f- Gr, phtM,
sound], any of a group of single-
reed, keyed wind instruments
somewhat like the clarinet but
having a curved metal body and
a deeper, mellower tone.

sax-o-phon-lst (sak'sa-fon'ist), n.

a saxophone player.
sax tu ba (saks't<55'bo, saks'tu'-

bo), n. [< sax- as in saxhorn +
tuba], a large, deep-toned saxhorn.

say (sS), v.t. [SAID (sed), SAYWG;
3d pers, sing., pares, indie., SAYS
(sez), archaic SAITH (seth)] t [MB.
sefon (< orig. 3d pers. sing., pres,

indie.), seggen; AS. mgm (<
*sagjan)i akin to G. $agm; prob.
IE. base *segw~t to see, hence
cause to see, say, tell, seen in L. inseque, tell!, Bng.
see; cf. SAW (a saying)], 1* to utter, pronounce, or

speak. 2. to state; declare; tell; express in words.
3. to state positively* with assurance, or as an opinion:
as, I wish I coM say when it will happen. 4 to

recite; repeat: as, $ay your prayer** 5. to estimate;
assume; hypothesize: as. he is, say, forty. 6. to allege;

report; as, people say he's angry. v.L to make a
statement; speak: express an opinion, n. 1* what
a person says; dictum. 2, a chance to speak: as,

you've had your my, 3. power or authority, at to
make a final decision: oftea with the.

40 without saying to be too obvious to need explana-
tion; be self-evident.
that Is to say, in other words; that means.

S$&*yan Mountains (sS-yEnOi a niountain range in
"L central Asia, between the Tuvinian Autonomous
m and Krasnoyarsk Territory, U.S.S.R.

cl, say-yId (sl'yid), it* [Ar. sayyid], lord: a Moslem
applied to those who claim to be descendants of

Mohammed through Mi daughter Fatirna: also aald.

MCHh^.Crt^U. n. t.ji ^ of ,* fo wt*. 1
i; especially, an adage, proverb, or maxim.

3^^WJ
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shop and thy shop will keep thee") ; an adage is a saying that
has been popularly accepted over a long period of time (Ex.:
"Where there's smoke, there's fire") ; a proverb is a piece of

practical wisdom expressed in homely, concrete terms (Ex.: "A
penny saved is a penny earned") ; a motto is a maxim accepted
as a guiding principle or as an ideal of behavior (Ex.: "Honesty
is the best policy") ;

an aphorism is a terse saying embodying
a general truth or principle (Ex.: "He is a fool that cannot
conceal his wisdom") ; an epigram is a terse, witty, pointed
statement that gains its effect by ingenious antithesisjfEx. : "The
only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it ).

says (sez), third person singular, present indicative, of
say.

say-so (sa'soO. n [Colloq.], 1. an unsupported state-
ment or assertion. 2. right of decision. 3. a dictum.
Sb, stibium, [L.], in chemistry, antimony.
sb., substantive.

S.B., 1. Scientiae Baccalaureus, [L.], Bachelor of
Science. 2. South Britain (England and Wales).

s.b., sb, stolen base(s).
SbE, south by east.

'sblood Jzblud), interj. [Archaic], God's blood; a eu-
phemistic oath expressing anger, surprise, etc.

SbW, south by west,

Sc, in chemistry, scandium.
Sc., 1. Scotch. 2. Scots. 3. Scottish.

sc., 1. scale. 2. scene. 3. scilicet. 4. screw. 5. scruple.

S.C., 1. Sanitary Corps. 2. Signal Corps. 3. South
Carolina. 4. Staff Corps. S. Supreme Court.

s.c., 1. in printing, small capitals. 2, supercalendered.
scab (skab), n. [ME. scabbe < AS. sceabb & the cognate
ON. *skabbr; prob. influenced in form and sense by L.

scabies; see SCABIES], 1. a crust which forms over a
sore or wound during healing. 2. a skin disease of

animals, especially sheep; mange. 3. a) a plant disease
caused by certain fungi, b) one of the roundish, rough-
ened spots marking this disease. 4. [Slang], a low, con-

temptible fellow; scoundrel; hence, 5. in the labor

movement, a) a worker who refuses to join a union, or
who works for less pay or under different conditions
than those accepted by the union, b) a worke^who
refuses to strike, or who takes the place of a striking
worker. vJL [SCABBED (skabd), SCABBING], 1. to be-
come covered with a scab; form a scab* 2. to work or
act as a scab.
scab-bard (skab'&rd), n (ME. scauberd, scauberk, sea-

berge; CFr. escalberc; prob, < OHG. scar, sword, cut-

ting tool (akin to shear) + bergan, to hide, protect],
a sheath or case to hold the blade of a aword, dagger,
or bayonet v4. to put into a scabbard; sheathe.

scab-bl-ly (skab'o-li), adv. in a scabby manner.
scab-bi ness (skab'i-nis), n. a scabby quality or state.

scab-ble (skab'l), v.t. [SCABBLED (-Id), SCABBLING],
[earlier $cappl$ < OFr. escapeUr* to dress timber], in

stonework* to shape roughly,
scab-by (skab'i), adj. (SCABBIER (-i-eV), SCABBIEST

(~i4st>), 1* covered with or consisting of scabs, 2.

having scab (skin disease). 3. low; base; mean; scurvy.
sea bi es (skfi'bi-ia/, ska'bez), n. [L,, roughness, itch <
scabert, to scratch; cl. SHAVE], a contagious skin
disease caused by certain mites that burrow under the
skin and deposit eggs, causing intense itching; the itch.

sca-bi-et ic (stt'bi-et'ik), <^ of <* having scabies.

scabies; sm SCABIES: so called* because considered a

remedy for'the itch), any of a number of related plants

having showy, variously colored flowers with knobbed,
protruding stamens: also scabious.

-., ...,..,
( ^ ^ ^ Qr k ; 3^ .

>by. 2* of or like scabies.

^ ___ _ _ n a scabiosa.
scabrous .(ki'bm)V oft* [JUU $cabrom$ <_L,

L with fm

L. fcMostut], 1.

scabi-ous 6$k$
,

or knob, like
culties. 3. lacking

to QtfttGh] 1* rough
a file; scaly; scabby. 2.

in deltewy? raaui; mldou*; improper*
sca4 (deftd), it* p. *m SCADS (ifcacb); efe ftunui*
Dt 21 wkto to raw!], * ttraiwL ^%T

scada (flukd*)* n.pl. fprok for scat (< AS. sctat & ON.
t a teiftWK* trffetti tux in

larity of the tern may be do* to *
\

large number or t

Sea fell Pike (skO'fci;), a
Mountains: highest point in L...

saf^iW^''^FE ti*
v

A/nfil '< 4^'flU'iM *tt) 4 *-,- * -

f
-

rf
-

< _ . _ __* ,. i ^ ^.^.^.^^Qi^ ^ 'i>tal ji:

other materials which form a scaffold. 2. a scaffold
or system of scaffolds.

scagl-io-la (skal-yo'fo), n. [It. scagliuola, dim. otscagHa,
a shell], an ornamental plasterwork of gypsum and glue,
made in imitation of granite or marble.

scal-a-ble (skal
f
9-bl), adj. that can be scaled.

sea-lade (sk9-lad') n. [It. scalada < scalare, to scale <
scale, ladder; see SCALE (ladder)], [Obs.], an escalade.

seal-age (sks&'ij), n. [< scale + -age], 1. the percentage
by which anything is scaled down to allow for shrinkage,
etc. 2. the estimate of lumber in a log being scaled.

sca-lar (ska'ISr), adj. [L. scalaris, of a ladder < scalae,

steps, ladder], in mathematics, designating or of a quan-
tity that has magnitude but no direction in space,
as volume or temperature, n. a scalar quantity. Dis-
tinguished from vector.

sca-Tar-i-form (sks-lar'a-ffirmO, adj. [< L. scalaris
-,

Hke
a ladder (see SCALE, ladder); -f -form], shaped like a
ladder; having markings Hke the rungs of a ladder,

scal-a-wag (skal'a-wag;), n. [? < Scalloway, Shetland
Islands, place of origin of a small breed of iponSes,
yielding early sense of "undersized horse, runt ; ? <
OPr. escaulevage, toll paid by merchants; cf. SCAVENGER],
1. a scamp; rascal. 2. a white Southerner who was a
Republican during the Reconstruction, following the
Civil "War: an opprobrious term used by Southern
Democrats. Also scallawag, scallywag.

scald (skdld), v.t. [ME. scalden; ONonn.Fr. escalder;
OFr. eschalaer, eschauder; LL. excaldare < L. ex-, intens.

4- caldus, calidus, hot], 1. to burn or injure with hot
liquid or steam. 2. to heat almost to the boiling point.
3. to use boiling liquid on; specifically, a) to sterilize

by the use of boiling liquid, b} to loosen the skins of

(fruits, etc.) by the use of boiling water. v.i. to be or
become scalded, n. 1. a burn or injury caused by
scalding. 2. in botany, a) a disease of cranberries.

b) a whitening or browning of plant tissues, caused
by certain fungi or too much sun.
scald (sk81d, skald), n. a skald (poet).
scald-ic (skdl'dik, skal'dik), adj. skaldic.
scale (skal), n. [< It. or L.; It. scala; L. scale {usually
scalae, pL), a flight of stairs, ladder], 1. a) originally,
a ladder; flight of stairs; hence, 6) a means of ascent.
2. a series of marks along a line, at regular or.graduated
distances, used in measuring or computing: as, the
scale of a thermometer. 3. any instrument marked
in this manner. 4. a) the proportion that a map,
model, etc. bears to the thing that it represents; ratio
between the dimensions of a representation and those
of the object: as, a scale of one inch to a mile, b) a
divided line, on a map, indicating this ratio or pro-
portion. S. a) a system of grouping or classifying in
a series of steps or degrees according to a standard of
relative size, amount, importance, perfection, etc.;

progressive graduated series: as, the social scale, wage
scale, b) any point, grade, level, or degree in such a
series. 6. a system of numerical notation in which tlie

value of a figure is determined by its place i# th& Order
according to the constant fixed -as. tlie bM'cfrw
system; basis for a numerical systfeml M 1to,wtew[
scale. 7. an escalade. 8. in mfosiv, a1 4^if

J

of, tataeft

arranged in a sequence of rising or fMw p!tdie& m
accordance with any of various system's of intervals;

especially, all of sucn a series contained in one octave:
see also chromatic, diatonic, major scale, minor scale.

v.t [SCALED (sklld), SCALING), (. to climb up or over;

go up by or as by a ladder pr by4

clamberaig. 2. to

regulate or make according to a scale, 3, to reduce

according to a fixed ratio or proportipn; as, prices were
scaled down 5 per cent. 4. to measure by or as by a
scale. S. to measure (kto) or estimate the board feet

of (timber). vJ. t, to cTiinb; go up. 2. to go up in a
graduated secies.

'

'

on A large (or MnplI, etc*) scale, to a relativ^yiarge
to small, etc,) dtgree/ or extent. _

scale (skffl}, n, (MRii apta&i form < Otr. Arttoto (Ft.

sk cu & OTr, #cWU (Wt. MM, fish sc^b,
w; botib < Gtna ba?e of OHG. MOJO, ON.
9CAtEf a dish)], 1. one of the thin, $at, over-

horny plates forming the outer protective
cofiing of naany fishes and reptiles. 2. one of the

stewcturally similar thin plates on birds* legs or certain

to^Ste' wing*. 5* any thin, flaky or plateuke layer or

piSa such a a thin fiake of skin. 4 a flaky film

of fpde whiejh forms on metals when heated or rusted.

S. !' coatiak which forms on the inside of bolters,

or olher metal containers when heated, 6. any
e leaf or bract; especially, such a leaf covering
of a seed plant. 7. any of a number of related

Insect* that attack plants. X {SCALES*
SCAMN01 1. to strip or scrape scales from*

mon* im ttdn layert; pare down. 3. to cawsd
fona on; cover with scales. 4. to throw (

i*fc oblwt) 90 that to ^ge cuta the air, or q ticmt

it slcip along the surface ol water. v& 1. tdjlake or

out: up, tat, I0r;
^ )wt;

f

*-ii. $ towlgn;



scale 1300 scantling
peel off in scales. 2. to become covered with scales.

scale (skal), n, [ME.; ON. skal, bowl, weighing balance;
akin to OHG, scala (G. schale, a shell) & AS. scealu, a
shell, cup (cf. SHALE): IE. base *(s)qel~, to cut, seen
also in L. silex, a pebble (cf. SILICA, SILICATE) ; cf . prec.
SCALE], 1. either of the shallow dishes or pans of a

[ balance.. 2. usually pi. a) a balance itself. 6) any
weighing machine, v.t. [SCALED (skald), SCALING], 1.

to weigh in scales. 2. to have a weight of. 3. to bal-

ance; compare. v.L to be weighed. Abbreviated sc.
the Scales, Libra (constellation or sign of the zodiac) .

turn the scales, to determine; decide.
scale-board (skal'bSrd', skal'bord', skab'grd), n. [scale

(thin plate) + board]> 1. a very thin board or sheet
of wood, as for backing a framed picture or mirror, or
for use as veneer. 2. in printing, a very thin slip of
wood or pasteboard used (formerly) in justifying.

scale insect, any of a group of small insects destructive
to plants, the females of which secrete a round scale
under which they live and lay their eggs.

scale moss, any of a number of related mosslike plants
with small, scalelike leaves; thalloid liverwort.
sea lene (ska-len')r adj. [LL. scalenus; Gr. skalenos, un-
even, odd], 1. in anatomy, designating or of any of a
group, of deeply set muscles extending from the first

two ribs to the cervical vertebrae, and serving to bend
the neck. 2. in geometry, a) having unequal sides and
angles: said of a triangle, b) having the axis not per-
pendicular to the base; oblique: said of a cone, etc.

sca-le-nus (ska-le'nos), n, [LL.J, a scalene muscle.
scal-i-ness CskaKi-nis), n. a scaly quality or condition.
scaling ladder, a ladder used for climbing walls of
fortified places, etc.

scall (sk&l), n. [ME.: ON. skalli, bald head], any scaly,
or scabby, disease of the skin; scurf.

seal-la-wag (skal'o-wag'), n. a scalawag.
seal-lion (skal'yan), n. [ME. scalon; ONorm.Pr.
escalogne (tor OFr. eschaloime] < LL. *escalonia < L.

(caepa) Ascalonia, (onion of) Ascalon (a city in Philis-

tia)J. any of three varieties of onion; specifically, a) the
shallot. b) the leek, c) a green onion with a long, thick
stem and an almost bulbless root.

scallop (skal'ap, skal'ap), n. [ME. scalop: OFr. esca-

lope; of Gmc. origin; cf. SCALE (thin plate)], 1. any of
numerous related moHusks with two curved shells

deeply grooved, ridged, and hinged together. 2. the
large muscle o such a mollusk, used as Food. 3. one of
the two shells; speqifically, 0) one worn as a badge by
pitoitns returning from the Holy Land, b} one used
as a baking dis!cu 4. a small dish in which fish or
Other food is baked and served. 5. one of a series of

etudes, cwc$e segments, projections, etc. forming an
ornamental edge on cloth, lace, etc, v.t. I. to cut the
edge or border of in scallops. 2. to bake until brown
in a casserole, etc. with a milk sauce and bread crumbs;
escalop. Also scollop,

scal-ly-wag (skal'i-wagOt ra a scalawag.
scalp (skalp), u. [ME. scalp, scalpe; prob., in specialized
sense < ON. sk&pr, sheath; IET. base *sqel-b- < *sqel~,
to cut (cf, SCALE, a balance)], 1. the skin on the top
and back of the head, usuafly covered with hair. 2.
a part of this, cut or torn off from the head of an
enemy by North American Indians and preserved as
a trophy. 3. a trophy. 4. the skin on the top of the
head, of a dog, wolf, etc. 5. [Colloq,], a small profit
raaate fry scalping, v.t, 1. to cut or tear the
from; hence, 2, to cheat, defeat, or rob. 3. [Col
to buy and sen in order to make small, quick pn _.
4. [CollooJ, to buy and sell (theater tickets, etc.) as a
scalper. 0.1. (Colloq.), to scalp bonds, tickets, etc*

seal-pel (skaFp^D, n, [L, scalpeUwm, dim. of $calprnm,
a knife < scalpere, to cut], a small, light,
straight knife with a very sharp blade, wed
by surgeons and in anatomical dis^ectionst

scalper (skal'pSr), m a person who scalps;
especially, [CoHoq.J, a person who buyt up
quantities of theater tickets, etc. at rela-
tively low prices and selte them at prices In
excess of established rates.

scalp lock, a lock or tuft of hair left on the
shaven crown of the head by North American
Indians as a challenge to their enemies,

s^'.y Xskal'i), adj. [SCALIER (44r), SCALIEST
(-i-ist)J, I, having, covered with, composed
oft or resembling a soak or scaM 2. sS-
? or yielding scales or flakes. 3, ftoHofoir
infested with scale insects, 4. fSlanl, mean:
low; despicable, SCALFBL

scaly anteater. a pangolin,
Sca-man^r (sk9-man'dr>, n. the Mmdwm (mm
2), a raver in Asia Minor: the ancient name.

shorten); cf. SCANT], to do or perform in a careless,

inadequate way.
scamper (skam'per), v.t. [ONorm.Fr. escamper (for
OFr. eschamper) < LL. *excampere, to escape < L. ex,
out + campus, & plain, field of battle; lit., to decamp], to
run or go hurriedly or quickly, n. a scampering.
scampi (skam'pi), n. [pi, SCAMPIES (-piz)J [It. plj, a
large, greenish prawn, valued as food.

seamp-ish (skam'pish), adj. of or like a scamp.
scan (skan), v.t. [SCANNED (skand), SCANNING], [ME.
scannen, also formerly written scand < L. scandere, to
climb, mount, scan; cf. SCALE (to climb)], 1. to analyze
(verse) into its rhythmic components; determine the

rhythm of; count accents and syllables, and determine
metrical feet of. 2, to read or recite (verse) aloud
in order to demonstrate its rhythmic structure. 3. to
look at closely; scrutinize. 4. to glance at quickly;
consider hastily, 5. in television, to traverse (a surface)
rapidly with a beam of light or electrons in trans-

mitting or reproducing a picture, v.i. 1. to scan
verse. 2. to conform to metrical principles: said of
verse. 3. in television* to scan a surface, n. 1. a

scanning, 2. scope of vision. SYN. see scrutinize.

Scan., Scand., 1. Scandinavia, 2. Scandinavian.
scan dal (skan'd'l), n. [Fr. scandale < LL, scandalum;
also ME. scandle < OFr. escandle < LL, scandalum,
cause for stumbling < Gr. skandalon, a snare; prob.
akin to L. scandere, to climb; cf. SCAN], 1. any act,

person, or thing that offends or shocks moral feelings
of the community and leads to disgrace: as

r
those

slums are a scandal. 2. a reaction of shame, disgrace,
outrage, etc. caused by such an act, person, or thing.
3. ignominy, disgrace. 4. malicious gossip; defamatory
talk; backbiting; slanderous reports, v.t. [SCANDALED
Or SCANDALLED (-did), SCANDALING Or SCANDALUNGJ,
1. [Dial, or Archaic], to slander; defame. 2. [Obs.], to
scandalize, 3. [Obs.], to disgrace, SYN. see disgrace.

scan-dal-ize (skan'd'Hz'), v.t, [SCANDALIZED (-IzdOt
SCANDALIZING], [Fr. sca,ndali$&r; LL. scandali&are < Gr.
skandalizein, to snare < skandalon; see SCANDAL], to
shock or outrage the moral feelings of; offend by some
improper or unconventional conduct; shock.

scan-dal-mon-ger (skan'd%mun'geV), n. a person who
gossips maliciously and spreads scandal.
scandal-oua (skan'dl-as), adj. [Fr. scandaleux; ML.
scandalosus], 1 . causing scandal ; offensive and shocking
to the moral feelings of the community} of such a nature
as to outrage a sense of decency; shameful. 2. con-
sisting of evil and malicious reports; Hbelous; defama-
tory; spreading slander. 3. fond of scandal

scan-dent (akan'dant), adj. [L, &candm$ < scandere, to

climb], climbing by attaching itself, as a vine,
Scan-der-beg, (skan'dSr-begli n Albanian leader and
national hero (bora George Castriota) ; lived 1403?~1468.
scan di a (skan/di-), n. [Mod. L.; see SCANDIUM], the
oadde of scandium. SciOa, a white, amorphous powder,

Scan-di an (skan'di-on), adj. of the Scandinavian Pen-
insula.

scan-die (skan'dik), adj. of scandium*
Scan dl-na-vi-a (skan'oVnl'vi*), . 1. the ancient
Norse lands; now, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Ice-
land. 2. the Scandinavian J?eninsttlii.
Scan di na-vl-an (skan'd-nS'vi-im) f adj. of Scandi-
navia, its people, their language, etc* n. 1. one of the
people of Scandinavia, 2. the subfcranch <x the
Qecmaaio languages spoken by them; North OefmanJc:
Norse. 3. Anglo-Norse.
Scandinavian Peninsula, a large peninmOa of northern
Europe, containing Norway and Sweden.

scan-di;iiitt (skan/di-om), n, [Mod L. < MU Suwdfa
Scandinavia < L. Scandia, northern European lands],
a rare metallic chemical element found in combinution
wiili< variouft etenent of lie re*eiarth frompj tymboJ,
8e;k wt, 45. 10; at naf 21.

scan-na ble (skanVb'l), adj. that can be I

scan sion (tfcan'alwa}, w* [Fr, <u4iw*
of verse into its rhythmic componentH; t

tb duukf of artom wieS fa fbi ^otioiary are j i

an accented pyftable, >; for m '

for a foot division* (,

the x-Mfo from its roots, ud as a cathartic.

MMUdfjpCiMVtmO
acaat-I'ty (^nW),
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one of small cross section, as a 2X4. 4. a small, up-
right timber, as in the frame of a structure. 5. small
beams or timbers collectively,

scant-y (skan'ti), ad/. [SCANTIER (-ti-Sr), SCANTIEST
(-ti-ist)j, [< scant], i. barely sufficient; not ample;
meager. 2. insufficient; not enough, 3. narrow; small;
close. SYN. see meager.
Scap-a Flow (skap'a, ska'pa), a channel in the Orkney
Islands, northern Scotland: British naval base: see
Orkney Islands, map.
scape (skap), n. [L. scapus], 1. a leafless flower stalk

growing from the crown of the root, as that of the tulip,
dandelion, etc. 2. something like a stalk, as the shaft
of a feather, the shaft of a column, etc.

'scape, scape (skap), n., v.t, * v.i. ['SCAPED, SCAPED
(skapt), 'SCAPING, SCAPING], [ME. scapien, scapen],
[Archaic], escape.

scape-goat (skSp'got'), n. [scape, cpntr. of escape -f-

goat], I. a goat over the head of which the high priest
of the ancient Jews confessed the sins of the people
on the Day of Atonement, after which it was allowed
to escape: Lev. 16:8-22; hence, 2. a person, group, or
thing that bears the blame for the mistakes or crimes of

others, or for some misfortune due to another agency.
scape-grace (skaVgras')t n. [see SCAPEGOAT], a grace-
less, unprincipled fellow; scamp: rogue; rascal.

scape wheel, the notched wheel in the escapement of
a clock or watch: cf. escapement.
scaph old (skaf'oid), adj. [Gr. skaphoeides < skaphe, a
boat 4- eidos, a shape], boat-shaped; especially, desig-
nating a small, boat-shaped bone of the wrist or ankle.
n. a scaphoid bone.

sea-pi- (skl'pi), [< L. scapus, a stalk], a combining
form, meaning stalk, shaft,

scap o lite (skap'9-Kt') n. [< Gr. sk&pos, rod: + 4ite],

any of a group of minerals composed of silicates of

aluminum, calcium, and sodium; wernerite.

scapose (ska'pos), adj. [< scape + -ose], in botany;

1. bearing scapes. 2. resembling a scape. 3. con-

sisting of a scape.
s. caps., in printing, small capitals,

scap-u-la (skap'yoo-l9) f n. fpl. SCAPULAE (4e') SCAP-
ULAS (-tez)l, [LL., the shoulder: L. scapulae, the shoulder
blades], the snoulder blade; either of two flat, triangular
bones in the back of the shoulder in roam, or a similar

bone in other vertebrates; see skeleton, illus,

scap-u-lar (skap'yoo-ler), adj* [Mod, L. scapularis <
LU scapula], of the shoulder, scapula, or scapulae, n.

1. a sleeveless outer garment falling from the snoulders,
worn as part of a monk's habit. 2. two small pieces
of cloth joined by strings* worn on the chest and pack,
under the clothes, by som Roman Catholics as a token
of religious devotion. 3. in anatomy & zoology, a) a

scapula, i) a feather growing from a bird's scapular re-

gion. 4, in surgery, a bandage passed over the shoulder
to support it or to keep anc^er bandage m place*

scap'U-lar-y (skap'yoo-ler'i), adj. A n* [pi. SCAPULARIES

scap-u-lo-^sto|/yoo45 skapfyoo-te), [< LL. scapula;
seo sCAJWtAI, a combining form meaning scapula or

scapula and: also c*ijiiK ^_
scar (sk&r)* n* [ME. skwre, skerre; OFr. escare; L.

eschar^a < Or. ewkara* fireplace, brazier, scar of a bum],
1. a mark Wt on the won or other tissue after a wound,
bum, utaer, mutate, lesion, etc, has healed; cicatrix.

2. any blemfcht or mark resembling this, as on the
stem of a plant where a leaf was attached. 3. a) the
result toft on to* mrou by suffering or a&gtuwu o) the

physical sign oi su%ring sucn a a Mae, on the face,

v. {SCARRED ulclto), SCARRING], to mark with or as

witto a scar* *u. to form a scar in healing. ^^
tear (sktr), n. [ME. jour*, 5^<ir; ON, $w; for IB. base
see WEAR, *; cf. jKuty]. [BritisM, L a - -

rocky place r cm 2. a projecting or noli
i in ma sea,IBJi *- -- - *-

L. wwdwwl l.i

8car<a*bae*ii8 (skar's-be'os), n. [J. SCARABABUSES (4z).
SCARABAEI (-!)], [L.l, a scarab.

scar ab-oid (skar'a-boidO. adj. of, like, or having the
nature of, a scarab.
Scar-a-mouch (skar'a-mouch', skar'a^moosh/), n. [Pr.

Scaramouche; It. Scaramuccia, lit., a skirmish], I. a
stock character in old Italian comedy, depicted as a
braggart and poltroon ; hence, 2. [s-], a boastful coward,
poltroon, or rascal.

Scarborough (skar'bur'o, skar'ba-rg), it. a resort
town in Yorkshire, on the northeastern coast of Eng-
land: pop., 42,000 (est. 1946).

scarce (skaTs), adj. [ME. scars; ONorm.Fr. escars (for
OFr. eschars} ; LL. *escarpsus, for L. excerptus, pp. of

excerfere, to pick out, select (see EXCERPT) ; hence, that
which is picked out and therefore scarce], 1. not com-
mon; rarely seen. 2. not plentiful; not equal to the
demand; hard to get. adv. scarcely: a literary usage.
SYN. see rare,
make oneself scarce, [Colloq.], to go or stay away.

scarce-ly (sk&rs'li), adv. 1. hardly; not quite; only just.
2. probably not or certainly not: as, scarcely true.

scarce-ment (sk&rs'msnt), n. [ME. (Anglo-L.); prob.
scarce 4- -ment}, a ledge or offset in a wall, etc.

scar-ci-ty (sklVss-ti), n. [pi SCARCITIES (-tiz)], [ME.
scarsite; ONorm.Fr. escarsett], 1. the condition or

quality of being scarce; inadequate supply; deficiency;
lack. 2. rarity; uncommonness.
scare (skSr), v.t. [SCARED (ska*rd), SCARING), [ME.
skerren < sker, shy, afraid; ON. skiarr, shy, timid;
prob. IE. base *(s)qer~, to jump, jump about, as also in
L. scurra, buffoon (cf. SCURRILOUS)], 1. to startle; fill

with sudden terror; strike fear into. 2. to drive (away
or off) by frightening, .i. to be frightened; take
sudden fright: as, nervous people scare easUy. n. [ME.
skerre < the v.], a sudden fear or panic; attack of

fright, often unreasonable. SYN. see frighten,
scare up JColloq.], to produce or gather quickly.

scare-crow (sk&r'kro'), n. 1, anything set up in a field

to scare crows, etc. away from crops, usually a crude
figure of a man roughly dressed; hence, 2. anything
that frightens one but is actually not harmful. 3. a
person dressed in very old and ragged clothes.

scare-Head (sk&r'hed'J, n. [Colloq.], an exceptionally
large newspaper headline, for sensational news.
scare-mon ger (sk^r'murj'gSr), n. a person who circu-
lates alarming rumors.

scarf (skarf), n.\pl. SCARFS, SCARVES (skarvz)], [ONorm.
Pr. escarpe < OFr. escreppe, a purse suspended from
the neck, wallet; ON. skreppa, wallet], 1. a long,
broad piece of silk or other cloth worn about the neck,
head, or shoulders as an ornament or to give warmth
and protection from the wind. 2. any neckerchief

t
or

necktie with hanging ends. 3. a long, narrow covering
for a table, bureau top, etc. 4. in military usage* a
sash. v.t. L to cover or wrap with or as mth a scarf
or scarfs. 2. to wrap or put on loosely, as a icarl.

ta

scarf (skrf)t n. [prob. < ON. skarfr, notch 14 a tipper
(via nautical language) ;

IB. base ^qer-p-
A

*sqer~t to cut), as also
in L. carpere* to pluck
off (cf, CARPET)], i, 'a.

jotot made by notching^
grooving, or otherwise

cutting the ends of two
piecesandfasteningthem
00 ttmt they lap over
and join firmly into one
continuous piece: also ...,
scarf Joint, 1.. the entfs j?f ,a oiece cut m this^ fashion.

SCARF JOINTS

1. to join by a
3. to cut scarfs

, .

3. a groove along a whales body, v.t.

$carfT 2* to ;n*S a scarf in the end of.

m tod remove 1?% skin and blubber of (a whale}.
iSrf-skin (skifrf'sMr/), n. [scarf (cloth covering)

$mn]* the outermost layer of skin: epidermis.
scar-i fi-ca-tion (skar's-fi-kS'shan), n* JpU *

L a scarifying, 2. scratches or cuts made by
ge4ff4*$ca"tt (skar'Q-fi-kl^tgr), n. [Mo<l
instrumemt for scarifying the skin.

8car4*fi'et (skar
/
9-fi

/
er), n. 1. an agrictiffcural machine

fpr loowtmg the soil without turning it over. 2, a

V-flO. v*t* [SCARIFIED (~fld\ . ,
-

juj-f*/^, L. scarificare, tfcarifoie < Gr* skariphas"
to scratch an outline, sketdh < skanpkos, a pencil,

akmtoL.scrt&*r, towrftel L to make a
sepea

L superficial wydsfoflsft or punctures in (the skm}
ijpt surgery* 2. to criticize sharply; make cutting
oarks about. 3. in a^cultme. a) to loosea or ste

"' "' '

ddons to the coats of (seed*)
~w&a
I [Pr. scarienx; Mod,
shrubj, fa Many* m- m some bracts.

"

*t order to
scar 1 ous (ldbpn-)
iosus < L. ww%



scarlatina scepter
scar-la-ti-na (skar'fo-te'na), n. [Mod. L.; It. scarlattina
< scarlatto, scarlet], scarlet fever: term used popularly
for a mild form of the disease,

scar-la tinold (skar'la-te'noid, skar-lat'a-noid'), adj*

resembling scarlatina, or scarlet fever, or its rash.

Scar-lat-ti, A-les-san-dro (a'les-san'drft skar-lat'te;
Eng. skar4a'ti), 1659-1725; Italian composer.

Scarlatti, Do me-ni-co (d6-me'ne-k6') 1683-1757; son
of Alessandro; Italian composer.

scar-let (skar'lit), n. [ME. scarlat; OFr. escavlate < ML.
scarlatum; of Per. or Ar. origin], 1. very bright red
with a slightly orange tinge. 2. cloth or clothing of this
color, adj. 1. of this color. 2. of sin; sinful; specifically,
whorish (cf . Scarlet Woman) .

scarlet fever, an acute contagious disease, especially of

children, caused by certain streptococci and charac-
terized by sore throat, fever, and a scarlet rash.

scarlet hat, in the Roman Catholic Church, a cardinal's

hat, especially as a symbol of rank.
scarlet letter, a scarlet letter A, which women con-
demned of adultery were formerly forced to wear.

scarlet runner, a climbing bean plant of tropical
America, having scarlet flowers, and pods with large,
edible, red-and-black seeds: also scarlet runner bean.

scarlet tanager, any of a group of songbirds related to
the finch and native to the United States, with a
scarlet body and black wings and tail.

Scarlet Woman, the Roman Catholic Church: an
opprobrious term based on the reference in Rev. 17:1-6.

scarp (skarp), n. [Fr. escarpe < It. scarpa, a scarp: slope;
cf. ESCARPMENT], 1, a steep slope; abrupt declivity. 2.

ground formed into a steep slope as part of a fortifica-

tion; steep slope on the inner face of a ditch below the

rampart, v.t* 1. to make or cut into a steep slope.
2. to provide with a scarp.

Scar-ron, Paul (pol ska'ro') 1610-1660; French
humorous writer ol poems, pjlays, and novels.

scarves (skarvz), n. alternative plural of scarf (cloth).

scar-y (skar'i), adj. [SCARIER (-i-er), SCARIEST (-i-ist)],

[< scare -f -y], [Colloq.], 1. causing alarm; frightening.
2. easily frightened; very timid,

scat (skat), n. [< ON. skattr; cf. SCADS], a tax, especially
a land tax in the Shetland Islands: also spelled scan.

scat (skat), vd. [SCATTED (-id), SCATTING], [?
a hiss -f

cat], tColloq.], to go away: usually in the imperative.
scath (skath), n. & v.t. [Dial.], scathe.
scathe (skaw), v.t. [SCATHED (sk&ftd), SCATHING], [ME.
scathen; ON. skatha < skathi, harm; akin to G. schaden,
to1 harm; IE. base *sk2th~, *skath~, to injure, seen also in
**- f

tysmh$s, unharmed], 1. [Archaic or Dial.], a) to
ir

#or hurt. &) to blast; wither^ sear. 2. to denounce
Ly. n. [Archaic or Dial.], injury or harm.

scatn ing (skaWirj), adj. [ppr, of scathe], searing; blast-

Ing; withering; usually figurative, as, scathing re-
marks.

scat-o: (skat'o, skat's), [< Gr. skdr, skaios, excrement], a
cpnabimng form meaning feces, excrement, as in scatohgy,

scat o log i-cal (skatVloj'i-kl), adj. of, having the
nature of, or concerned with scatology.

sca-tol-o-gv (ske-tol's-ji); n. [scato- 4- -logy], 1. the
study pf ,eces or of fossil excrement. 2. the study of
or ot>ession with excrement, excretion, etc. in literature.

scat singing, [prob. < scat, v.], jazz vocal improvisation
usang meaningless, often humorously suggestive, syl-

a scat.

, . .W, v.t. ffiarly ME. scateren, schateren;
prob. a, fre$, (eft -ER) based on AS, sceat & ON* skattr,
money, treasure; cf. SCAT, n., SCADS], 1. a) to throw
about; sprinkle here and there; strew loosely, b) to
sprinkle over wHfo something. 2. to separate and drive
in several ^reckons: rout; disperse. 3. to waste;
dissipate. 4 in physics, a\ to reflect or refract in an
irregular, diffuse rnanmer. 6) to diffuse or deflect iq an
irregular manner vd* tp separate and go in several
directions: as, tfye crowd scamred. n. I, a scattering.
2. what is scattered.

seeds) or a forcible drvdn# apfifft in diflerentwedloAs (the
breeze scattered the papers) ; cfispftrae implies a sca-tterfn^ wtdch

far and wide (a people rf&JSSftisrog!hcmt tfa wwld);
dissipate implies complete dissolution, as by crumbling.^^vet

2*_/
t(> M^Pzte a forttme)? djapel suggests a wsm

ing that drives away something that obsc"-" * *-

troubles, etc. (to dispel fears)7oee also epr
assemble, gather, collect.

cat-tr-I>rain (skat'gr-brSnO, n. a pwjQj*
' _ _-

^ap^able of concentrated thmttg; gid<ly# idwlotm,

acat t^r-

involous*
scat ter-braliis

ed (skat^brSndO, Ikiity;

. eta;
(skat'fe-%), ah. i. distributed mw

area; fotuod or owMaxma at irrmnk&r
2, oast so m to be distritetedfe smti nu

! or ramny candidatw; mdd of votes,

scatter rug. any of various types of small rug for
covering only part of a floor.

scaup (skSp), n. \pl. SCAUPS (skdps), SCAUP; see PLUKAL,
II, D, 1], f< scaup, obs, var. of scalp], any of several
northern wild ducks related to the canvasback and
redhead. Also scaup duck.
ecav-enge (skav'inj), v.t. [SCAVENGED (-injd), SCAVENG-
ING], [back-formation < scavenger), 1. to clean up, as

streets, alleys, etc.; collect rubbish, dirt, or garbage
from. 2. to remove burned gases from

a(the cylinder
of an internal-combustion engine). 3. in metallurgy,
to clean (molten metal) by using a substance that ^will
combine chemically with the impurities present. IM", 1.

to act as a scavenger. 2. to look for food.

scav-eng er (skay'm-jSr), n. [ME. scavager < Anglo-Fr.
scawage, inspection < ONorm.Fr. escauwer, to inspect
< PL scauwen, to see; for IE. base see SHOW; for ~w- cf.

MESSENGER], 1. a person who is employed to clean the
streets, removing filth, garbage, etc. 2. any animal that
eats refuse and decaying organic matter. 3. anything
that removes impurities, refuse, etc.

Sc.B., Scientiae Baccalaureus, [L.], Bachelor of Science.

ScJX, Scientiae Doctor. [LJ, Doctor of Science.
sce-na-ri-o (si-nar'i-o', si-niLfri-o

/

), n. [pi. SCENARIOS
(-ozO] [It. < LL. scenarius, of stage scenes < L,
scena; see SCENE], 1. an outline or synopsis of the plot
of a drama, opera, etc., indicating scenes, characters,
etc. 2. the outline of a motion picture, indicating the
action in the order of its development, the scenes, the
cast o characters and their appearances, etc.

scena-rist (si-nar'ist, si-nii'rist), n. one who writes
scenarios for motion pictures.
scend (send), n. [< send, assumed to be a contr. of

ascend], the upward heaving of a ship: correlative of

pitch, v.i. to be heaved upward, as by a wave: said of
a ship. Also spelled send.
scene (sen), n. [Fr. scene; L. scena, scaena; Or. skSne*,
covered place, tent, stage], 1, the place in which any
event, real or imagined, occurs: as, London was the
scene of his troubles. 2. the setting or locale of the
action of a play, opera, story^ etc.; as, the scene of
Hamlet is Denmark. 3. a division of a play, usually
part of an act, in which the action is continuous and
there is no shift of place. 4. a part of a play, motion
picture, story, etc. that constitutes a unit of develop-
ment or action, as a passage between certain char-
acters. 5. the painted screens, backdrops, and prop-
erties which represent the place of action in a play,
motion picture, opera, or the like: as, change the
scenes. 6. a view of people or place;jpictw or specta-
cle. 7. a display of strong or excited feeling before oth-
ers : as, the women made a painful scene in court. S, an
episode, situation, or event, real or imafl$iary especially
as described or represented. 9. [Obs,}Ta theater stage.
Abbreviated c. SYN. see view.

scen-er-y (sen'r4), n. ft*. SCBNKRIBS (Ml [It scmario
< LL.; see SCENARIO], 1. painted screens, baotefeop,
hangings, flats, etc., used on the t*g* to represent
places and surroundings. 2. the gweral aspect or
appearance pf

a place; features of a landscape.
sce-nic

(sjS'nik, sen'ik), adj. [Fr, scMme; L. $c#nicu$:

^v/*1
!** ! * f*^1 l

!p
cyl' * tf> ^ the ^fea^; A*-

rnatic; theatrical, b) relating to stage eflfects 6f sta&e
scenery. 2. of natural scenery; affording r

*

situation, etc.

sce-ni-cal (se^ni-k^ seH'i-kl), adj. i

scenic railway, a rqEcr coaster.
ece no graphic (si'no-grafik, c

A
9-gral'ik}, <ndj, of

see no graph leal
adj. scenographic.

MP-M*



see
sptic schizopod

sceptre; L. sceptrum; Gr. skeptron, staff to lean on <
base of skeptesthai, to prop oneself, lean on something],
1. a rod or staff, highly ornamented, held by rulers on
ceremonial occasions as a symbol of authority and
sovereignty; hence, 2. royal or imperial authority;
sovereignty, v.t. to furnish with a scepter; invest with
royal or imperial authority. Also spelled sceptre.

scep-tic (skep'tik), n. & adj. skeptic.
scep-ti-cal (skep'ti-k'l), adj. skeptical.
scep'ti'Cisra (skep'to-siz'm), n. skepticism.
scep-tre (sep'ter), n. & v.t. [SCEPTRED (-terd), SCEP-
TRING], scepter: chiefly British spelling,

sch., 1. school. 2. schooner.
Schacht, Hjal-mar (yal'mar shakht), 1877-

; German
financier; minister 01 national economy (1934-1937):
tried at Nuremburg for war crimes but acauitted
(1947).

schat-chen (shat'khan), n. [Yid. < Heb. shadhkhdn], a
man who arranged marriages among European Jews;
marriage broker.
Schaum-burg-Lip-pe (shoum'boorkh-lip'a), n. a di-
vision of northwestern Germany: formerly a princi-
pality: area, 131 sq. mi.; pop., 54,000; capital, Bucke-
burg.
sched-ule (skej'ool; Brit, shed'yool), n. [altered (after
ML. schedula) < MB. sedule; OPr. cedule; LL. scedula,
dim. of L. sceda, scheda, a leaf of paper < Gr. schide,
splinter of wood, split piece < schizein, to split], 1. a
list, catalogue, or inventory of details, often as an
explanatory supplement to^a will, bill of sale, deed, etc.
2. a list of times of recurring events, projected opera-
tions, arriving and departing trains, etc.; timetable;
hence, 3. a timed plan for a procedure or project, v.t.

[SCHEDULED (-oold; Brit, -yoold), SCHEDULING], 1. to

place or include in a schedule. 2. to make a schedule
of. 3. to appoint or plan for a certain time or date.
scheeMte (shellt), n. (after K. W. Scheele (1742-1786),
Swed. chemist], native calcium tungstate, CaWO*, an
important ore of tungsten.

schef-fer-ite (shef/eWt'), n* [after H. T. Sche/er (1710-
1759), Swed, mineralogist], a brownish or blackish
pyroxene containing manganese and sometimes iron.

Sche-he-ra-za-de (sh9-harVz'd9, sha-hSr's-za'd), n,
in the Arabian Nights, the Sultan's bride, teller of the
tales, who saves her life by keeping the Sultan in-
terested in them.
Schel-d (skhel'd), n. Scheldt.
Scheldt (skelt), n. a river in Prance, Belgium, and the
Netherlands, flowing into the North Sea: length, 270
mi.: also Schelde: French name, Escaut*

ScheHing, Fried-rich Wil-helm Jo-seph von (W-
driH vllThelm y5'zef f$n shel'in), 1775-1854; German
philosopher and writer.
sche ma (sWrna), n. \$L SCHEMATA (-ms-ts)], [L.; see

SCHEME], an outline, systematic arrangement, dia-

gram, scheme, or plan.
schemat-ic (sk-mat'ik), adj. {Mod. L. schematics],
of, or having the nature ol, a scheme or schema; dia-

grammatic.
schemat i cally (skS-mat'ji-fc'l-i, *kS-mat'ik-U) t adv.
in a schematic manner,
schematism (ski'm^tiz'm), n, [Mod,. L. schema*
lismus < Or* scMmatis'mos < schematizein, to form; see

SCHEME], a set form for classification or exposition;
arrangement of parts according to a schema; design,

sche ma tl-za tion (Hkc'ms-ti-za'shon,
ilwn), It* a fohARUrtistaff or feeing

(~tlzd')t SCHBMATIZXNQ}, {Or. ^ckitnatimtn), to form,
form into, or arrange according to, a scheme or schemes,
scheme (skim), n* [L, schema; Or, schema, scMmatos,
a form* appearance, plan; akm to scht'in, echein, to
hold, Jbive < IB, %f|K to hoW* hold fast, con-
quwr, teen alto In Sans* $6fua t power, victory, Goth,
sigis, O. mgt victory], 1, a carefully arranged and
systematic program of action; systematic plan for

attaining some object. 2. an orderly combination of

things on a definite plan; system. 3* a plot; underhand
intrlgtw, 4, a visionary plan or project. 5, an outline
or diagram showing different parts or elements of an
object or iyttftnt.' 6. n astrological diagram, v.t

[SCHEMED (skemd), SCHEMING!, 1, to make a scheme
tor: plan as a scheme; devise; contrive, 2* to plan in an
Kmderhaml way; plot v-L 1. to make schemes; form
plum 2* to wot: tntrkm $YN s^e plan."

fe
/Pj

ork:
scher-zan-do
of seherzare,

playful movement in 3/4 time, usually^ following a slow
one, and often constituting the third section of a
sonata, symphony, or quartet,
Schia-pa-reHi, Gio-van-ni Vir-gi-nio (j$-van'ne vgr-

Je'nyS skya^pa-rel'le), 1835-1910; Italian astronomer.
Schick, B64a (ba'b shik), 1877- ; American pediatri-
cian, born in Hungary; devised Schick test.
Schick test (shik), [after B. Schick], a test to determine
immunity to diphtheria, made by injecting dilute
diphtheria toxin under the skin: if an area of in-
flammation results, the patient is not immune.
schiller (shil'er), n. [G. f color play < schillern, to
change color], a peculiar bronzelike luster in certain
minerals, often iridescent, caused by internal reflection.
Schil ler, Jo-harm Chrl-stoph Fried-rich von (yo'han
kris'tftf fre'driH fftn shil'gr), 1759-1805; German poet
and dramatist.

schil-ler-ize (shil'Sr-iz'), v.t. [SCHILLERIZED (-izd'),
SCHILLERIZING], to give schiller to (a mineral) by the
formation of minute cavities in the faces of crystals
in parallel planes.
schilling (shil'irj)^ n. [G.; see SHILLING], 1. the mone-
tary unit and a coin of Austria, originally equal to about
14 cents, but valued at about 4 cents in 1956. 2. a
former minor coin of Germany.
echipper ke (skip'gr-ki), n. ID. dial., little skipper],
any of a Belgian breed of small, black, shorthaired dog
with a foxlike head, erect ears, a broad chest, and no
tail, originally used as watchdogs on boats.
schism (siz'm), n. [ME. scisme;m OPr. cisme, scisme; LL.
schisma; Gr:

schisma < Gr. schizein, to cleave, cut], 1. a
split or division in an organized group or society, as
the result of difference^ of opinion, of doctrine, etc.

;

especially, a formal split or division in the Christian
church.

2.,
the offense of causing^or trying to cause a

split or division in the church or in religion. 3, a sect
formed by such a split or division.
schis-mat-ic (siz-mat'ik), adj. [ME. scismatike; OFr.
scismatique; LL. schismaticus; Gr. schismatikos\, 1. of,
characteristic of, or having the rlature of, schism. 2.

tending to, causing, or guilty of schism, n. a person
who causes or participates in schism.
schis mat-i-cal (siz-mat'i-k'l), adj. schismatic.
schist (shist), n. JFr. schiste < L. schistos, split; Gr.
schistos, easily cleft < $chizeinr to cleave], a crystalline
rock that can be easily split into layers.

schist-ose (shis'tos), adj. of, or having the nature or
form of, schist.
schis to-some (shis'ts-somO, n. [Mod. L. Schistosoma
< Gr. schistos, cleft + s5ma, body], any of a group of
flukes that live as parasites in the blood of mammals
and birds, causing a disease that affects the intestines,
liver, spleen, etc,
schis to-so-mi-a-sis (shis'ta-so-mi's-sis), n. [<sckis-
tosome + -iasfa], the disease caused by schistosomes.
schist-ous (shis'tas), adj. schistose.
8chiz-o- (skiz'o, skiz'o), [< Gr. schizein, to cleave, cut],
a combining form meaning split, cleavage, division, as in

schmocarp, schizophrenia: also, before a vowel, schiz-.

schiz-o-carp (skizVkUrp'), n. [schixo- 4- -carp], in

botany, a
4
dry fruit, as of the maple, that splits f

at

maturity into two or more one-seeded carpels which
remain closed.

schiz-o-car-pous (skiz'Q-kaVpos), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a schizocarp.
schiz o gen e sis (skizVjen'Q-dis), n. [Mod. L,; schizo-
4- -genesis], in biology, reproduction by fission.

schiz-oid (skk'oid), n*[$M%- 4 -ol<fl, a person who has
schizophrenia, adj. of. Eke, or havtng schizophrenia.

schiz-o my-cete (skiz
r

o-m!-sit^), it. [schi&o- 4- -mycefe],
any of the class of vegetable microorganisms comprising
tli bacteria; bacterium,

schiz o-my-co sis (skiz'S-ml-ko'sis), n. [Mod. L.;
4 myco$4$l, any disease caused by schiscomycetes,

schiz o-phrene (&kfs/9Hfr5n'), n. [< schizophrenia], a
person who has schizophrenia.

schiz o-phre-ni a (ki'-ft*f

nlr), n. [Mod. L. <9Gk$*o-
-f- Or. jjhrln, the mind], ft mental disorder characterized
by indifference, withdrawal, hallucinations^ and delu-
sions of persecution and omnipotence, often with un-
impaired intelligence: a more inclusive term than
dementia ^raecox, avoiding the implications of age and
deterioration..

schiz-o-phren-ic (skiVg-fren'ik), adj. of or having
schizophrenia, n. a person having schizophrenia,
schiz ophyte (gfcJai'i^fiV)* n [Sw -jr

botany, any ol a group of plants, 'Including
omycetes, which consist of a single cell or 1 a chain or

colony of ooil% awl peproduoft omy by simple fission

or by ateatwal
'

' '

'

'< '

schiZ'O-
Gr. schlzopous, having parted toes; see SCHIZO j



schizothymia schoolmarm
schiz o thy mi a (sldz'a-thi'mi-o), n. [Mod. L. < schizo-
+ Gr. tkymos, spirit], a mild form of schizophrenia,
characterized by introversion, withdrawal, etc.

8chiz-o*thy-mic (skiz'a-thl'mik), adj. of or character-
ized by schizothymia.
Schle del, Au gust Wil-helm von (ou'goost vil'helm
fon shlaVl), 1767-1845; German poet and critic.

Schlegel, Fried-rich von (fre'driH), 1772-1829; brother
of August; German philosopher, poet, and critic.

Schlei er ma cher, Fried-rich Ernst Da ni el (fre'-
driH ernst da'ni-el shli'e'r-ma'khe'r), 1768-1834; Ger-
man theologian and philosopher.

schle-mihl, schUMniel (shfa~mel>), n. [Yid. < Heb.
proper name Shelumiel (lit., my peace is God) ; current
meaning prob. developed by metonymy and partly pop-
ularized after Peter Schlemihl, title character of a novel
byAdelbert vonChamisso (1814)J, [Slang], an inefficient,
bunglingpersonwhohabituallyfailsor is easilyvictimized.
Schle si-en (shla'zi-an), n. Silesia: the German name.
Schles-wig (shles'wig; G. shlas'viH), n. a former duchy
of Denmark: now a part of Schleswig-Holstein: Danish
name, Slesvig: see Holstein, map.

Schles-wig-Hol-stein (shles'wig-hol'stln; G. shlas'viH-
horshtm), n. a province of Prussia, on the border of
Denmark: area, 5,420 sq. mi.; pop., 2,651,000 (est.
1946) ; capital, Kiel: formed from the former Danish
duchies of Lauenburg, Holstein, and part of Schleswig.

Schley, Win field Scott (win'feld sli), 1839-1911 ; Amer-
ican naval officer; victor in battle of Santiago (1898).
Schlle-mann, Hein-rich (hin'riH shle'man), 1822-
1890; German archaeologist.

schlie-ren (shl&r'sn), n.pl. [sing. SCHLIERE (-9)], [G.,
lit., streaks], small streaks or masses in igneous rocks,
differing in composition from the mam rock but
blending gradually into it.

schmaltz (shmalts), n. [via Yid. < G. schmalz, lit.,
melted fat; akin to schmelzen, to melt], [Slang], 1.

anything very sentimental and unctuous, as certain
music, literature, etc. 2, unctuous sentimentalism.
Schmitt, Her na d6tte Ever-ly (bur'na-dof ev'er-H
shmit), 1886r- ; American historian.
schnapper (shnap'er, snap'Sr), n. [altered (after G.
schnapper} < snapper], a snapper (kind of fish) of
Australia and New Zealand.
schnapps (shnaps, shnaps), n. [G., a dram, nip < D.
snaps, lit., a gulp, mouthful; cf. SNAP], 1. Holland gin.
2. any strong alcoholic liquor. Also spelled schnaps.

schnau-zer (shnou'zer), n. [G. < schnauzen, to snarl,
growl], any of a breed of
small active terrier with a
close, wiry coat, originally
bred in Germany: also called
wire-haired pinscher.
schnit zel (shnit'sl), n. [G.],
a cutlet of meat, usually
of veal.

Schnitz-ler, Ar-thur (aV-
toor shnits'ler), 1862-1931;
Austrian novelist, drama-
tist, and physiciati.^

SCHNAUZBR (18-20 in.

echoic origin): because of the sound made by the
l instruments carried by the beggars], a beggar.
zle (shnoz'l), n. [via Yid. < G. schnauu; akin

(mak-al'is-tSrsko'feTd),
general and statesman,

f*/v
. [HE. scokr < AS. scoUre or OPr,

< l*3u. scholaris, relating to a school <
L a learned person; one trained

school -f _, .

the head of k
schol*ar4y
scholars. 2.

racy, and critii

learnuig. 4. orderly
1

adv. like a scholar.
schol ar ship (skol<_
quality of knowledge
standard of work <ioi_
knowledge of a learned
teal ability, and thoroui
gift ol money or other aj

"

a student continue his-

i aid.

attending a school 4, a
te. SYN* see pupil.

, schotorchis < schoU, a
the head of a school 2.

in ancient Athens,
of or characteristic of
wuch knowledge, accu-

Wf 3. jstudious; devoted to
in zabtbods of study.

-f- ~$Mpl l.them mown by a student :

-,, 2. tht systenoatiaed
exhibiting accuracy,--"* -

scholastikos
t

study, be at letore < scholi;
1. of school colleges, ua
and studies; educational;
tenstic of medieval sohootoea

pedantic, dogmatic, formal, etc. 4. of secondary
schools: as, scholastic football games, n. 1. a student;
scholar. 2. a schoolman (sense 1). 3. a person who is

devoted to logical subtleties and guibblings: pedant.
4. a person who favors scholasticism. Abbreviated
schol. Also Scholastic (for n. 2 & 4, adj. 2).

scho las-ti-cal (sko-las'ti-k'l), adj. scholastic.
scho-las-ti-cism (sko-las'ts-siz'm), n. 1. [often S-l, the
system of logic, philosophy, and theology of medieval
university scholars, or schoolmen, from the 10th to the
15th century, based upon Aristotelian logic and the
writings of the early Christian fathers. 2. an insistence
upon traditional doctrines and methods.

scho-li-ast (sko'li-astO, n. [LL. scholiasta; LGr. scholi-
asfes < scholiazein, to comment < Gr. scholion, a
comment < schole; see SCHOOL (institution)], one who
writes notes and comments in the margins of books
and manuscripts; especially, an ancient interpreter
and annotator of the classics.

scho li as-tic (sko'li-as'tik), adj. of a scholiast or scho-
liasts.

scho li um (sko'li-am), n. \pl. SCHOLIA (-9)], [ML. <
Gr. scholion < scholl; see SCHOOL (institution)], L a
marginal note or commentary, especially on the text
of a Greek or Latin writer. 2. a note following or with
a proof or demonstration, as in mathematics.
Schonberg, Arnold (shon'be'rg; G. shSn'berkh),
1874-1951 ; Austrian composerand conductor in America.

school (skool), n. [ME, scole; AS. scol; L. schola, school
< Gr. schole, leisure, that in which leisure is employed,
discussion, philosophy, place where spare time is em-
ployed, school], 1. a place or institution for teaching
and learning; establishment for education; specifically,
a) an institution for teaching children: see grammar
school, high school, secondary school, etc. o) a place
for training and instruction in some special field, skill,
etc. : as, a dancing school, c) a college or university, d) in
the Middle Ages, a seminary of logic, metaphysics, and
theology. 2. the building or buildings, classrooms, lab-
oratories, etc. of any such establishment. 3. all the
students, or pupils, and teachers at any such estab-
lishment: as, the school was given a holiday, 4. the
period of instruction at any such establishment; regular
session of teaching: as, school begins in September.
5. the process of being educated; formal training and
instruction; formal education: as, he never finished
school. 6. any situation, set of circumstances, or ex-
periences through which a person gains knowledge,
training, or discipline: as, the school of hard knocks.
7. a particular division of an institution of learning;
special department of a college or university: as, the
junior school, the school of liberal arts. 8, a group of
people held together by the same teachings, beliefs,
opinions, methods, etc.; followers or disciples of a
teacher, leader, or creed: as, the French Impressionist
school 9. a way of life; style of customs, manners, etc. :

as, a gentleman of the old school. 10. formerly, the
regulations and drill instructions governing duties and
training of any branch of the army or navy: as, the
school of the soldier.

.
v.t. 1. to train; teach; instruct;

educate. 2. to discipline; control. 3, [Archaic! to
reprimand, adj* L of a school or schools, 2. [ObJ,
of the schoolmen (sense 1). Abbreviated ch., S., s. ~~
SYN. see group, teach.

|

school fskool), m [D.. a crowd,, school ol fish; see
SHOAL (a crowd)], a large number of fish or water
animals of the same kind swimming together* pf* to
swim together in a school, as fish, whales, etc.

school age, 1 the age at whtci a child may or must
be sent to school 2. the years during which attendance
at school is required or customary.
school board, a group ol peopte, elected or appoteted,wno are in charge of local public ic^ools,
school-book (sk^l^ooF), n* a book wed for stmdy
in schools; textbook.

^StW^^t^^f* 8011001- <*

8MfaUJ^ *>>$.****.
school fel low tekdl&Ffera. n. a rmmcm fttm*Ltd.. A* the



schoolmaster
1305 scire facias

school-mas ter (skool'mas'ter, skool'mas'ter), n. 1. a
man who teaches in a school. 2. a man who is manager,
head, or principal of a school. 3. a person or thing that
disciplines or instructs. 4. a snapper (kind of fish).
school-mate (skool'maV), n. a person educated at the
same school and at the same time as another.

school-mis-tress (skool'mis'tris), n. 1. a woman who
teaches in a school. 2^ a woman principal of a school.
school-room (skool'room/, skoorroom'), n. a room
in which ptipils arejnstructed, usually in a school.

school-teach-er (skool'tech'gr) , n. a person who teaches
in a school. _

school-yard (skpol'yard'), n. the ground around or near
a school, especially when used for games and sports.

school year, the part of a year when school is in session,
usually from September to June.
schoon er (skpon'gr), n. [< New England word scoon,
to skim or skip upon the water], 1. a ship with two or
more masts, rigged fore and aft. 2. [CoUoq.j, a. covered
wagon: in full, prairie schooner. 3. a large beer
glass, usually holding a_pint. Abbreviated sch.

schoon-er-rigged (skoon'Sr-rigd') , adj. rigged like a
schooner, fore and aft.

Scho-pen hau-er, Ar-thur (ar'toor sho'pan-hou'e'r),
1788-1860; German philosopher.

Scho-pen hau-er ism (sho'pQn-hou'er-iz'm), n. the pes-
simistic philosophy of Schopenhauer, which holds that
ultimate reality is "will," an all-impelling force ex-
pressing itself in the individual as the will to live, and
that only by renouncing desire can the will be allayed.

schorl (sh8rl), n. [G. schorl], tourmaline, especially the
black variety.

schottische, schot-tish (shot'ish), n. [< G. (der)
schottische (lam], (the) Scottish (dance)], 1. a form of
round dance in 2/4 time

t
similar to the polka, but with

a slower tempo. 2. music for this dance.
Schrtf ding-er?

Er-win (er'ven shro'dirj-Sr) , 1887-
;

German physicist; shared Nobel prize in physics, 1933.
Schu-bert, Franz Peter (fronts shoo'bert; G. shoo'-
bert), 1797-1828; Austrian composer.
Schu mann, Robert (shoo'man), 1810-1856; German
composer.
Schu mann-Helnk, Ernestine (shoo'mon-hink'),
1861-1936; American contralto, born in Austria.

Schurz, Carl (shoorts), 1829-1906; American statesman,
Union general, editor, and lawyer, born in. Germany.

JSchutz staf fel (shoots'shtli'fQl). n. [G., protective
rankl, the personal bodyguard of Adolf Hitler; later,
the Elite Cruard of the Nazi militia, used to suppress
opposition in Germany and conquered countries: also
called Black Shirts: abbreviated S.S.. SS.
Schuy-ler, Philip John (skil&r), 1733-1804; American
general and statesman,

uy.ier'ViUe (sk^er-vu'), n. a village in New York:
p., 1,400: former name, Saratoga.
uylkill (skSoKkil), n. a river in southeastern

Pexmsylvania, flowing into the Delaware River at
Philadelphia: length, 130 mi,
schwa (shwl; G. shva"), n. [G. < Heb. sh'wa], 1. the
umtresse<3L central vowel sound of most unstressed syl-
lables in English; neutralized sound of a in ago, e in

agent, i in $anity, ta 2. the symbol (9) used to repre-
sent this sound, as in the International Phonetic Alpha-
bet and thii dictionary,
Schwab, Charles iMichiiel (shwiib, shwOb), 1862-1939;
American steel manufacturer and financier.

8chwa*beo tehvf/b*x) f
n* Swabk; the Gemannawe,

Soiwaw*ila (fhvfiwv&ltO. n* the Black Forest:
the German name*

Schwtit-Mr, Al bert (Hubert shvft'ser ; Eng. fihwlt's%) ])

1875 $ Aleutian thiwlogliuaif musician, and medical
iQary Is, Africa*

Schweiz (slivlts), n. Switzerland: the German name.
fet** (frWtiriSrS, fwlt'sfc-lsi^), n,

lG.) Swfis Cadet.
Schwe-rln Cshva-ren'), it* the capital of Mecklenburg,
In northern Germany: pop., 54,000.

Sdiwyas (thvlts}* n. t.*<mtoaoteati
pop*, 6%QQO. 1 its capital; 'pop-, $<)D0,

m^^^i%w^^^t< L sciaena, kind of fish

(Or. skiaina); 4- -otdl of a group of fishes most of
which have a larg 'air fojMwtet UUMK| in

varioti$i ttoIiNiiL n* & ftpi of wit ipcowf^ au tliwi t

n. 4 v.t. skiagraph.

i 9* Jw* *Mwwifa < m*M 1*
or Imaginary eiiemies* A^o

pop.,
Schu
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painful condition in the region of the hip and thighs;
especially, neuritis of the long nerve (sciatic nerve)
passing down the back of the thigh.

sci-ence (si'sns), n. [ME. sciens; Late OPr.r L. scientia
< sciens, ppr. of scire, to know], 1 . originally, state or
fact

^
of knowing; knowledge, often as opposed to

intuition, belief, etc. 2. systematized knowledge de-
rived from observation, studv, and experimentation
carried on in order to determine the nature or prin-
ciples of what is being studied. 3 a branch of. knowl-
edge or study, especially one C9nceraed with estab-
lishing and systematizing facts, principles, and methods,
as by experiments and hypotheses: as, the science of
music. 4. a) the systematized knowledge of nature
and the physical world, b) any; branch of this. See
natural science. 5. skill or technique based upon train-
ing i often humorous, as, the science of boxing. 6. [S-],
Christian Science.

science fiction, highly imaginative novels and stories
centered about some projected, often fantastic, scien-
tific development.

sci-en-tial (si-en'shol) , adj. 1. of or producing science,
or knowledge. 2. having efficient knowledge.

sci-en-tif ic (si'an-tif'ik), adj. [Pr. scienMfique; ML.
scientificus < L. scientia, knowledge +facere, to make;
orig. used as transl. of Gr. eptsthemonikos, making
knowledge], 1. of or dealing with science: as, scientific

study. 2. used in or for natural science: as, scientific
apparatus. 3. a) based on, using, or in accordance with,
the principles and methods of science^ systematic and
exact : as, scientific classification, b) trained in following
or observing the principles and methods of science: as,
a scientific thinker. 4. a) done according to methods
gained by training: as, scientific boxing, b) having or
showing skill and training: skillful.

sci-en-tS-i-cal-ly (sI'sn-tiH-kl-i, si'sn-tif'ik-li), adv. in
a scientific manner.

sci-en-tist (si'on-tist), n. 1. a specialist in science, es-

pecially natural science. 2.JS-1 a Christian Scientist.
scil-i cet (sil'i-set'), adv. [ME.: JU, contr. of scire licet ,

it is permitted to know], namely; to wit; that is to say:
abbreviated sc., sciL, SS., ss.

Scil-ly Isles (siri), a group of numerous small islands
off Cornwall, England: P9p., 1,700.
scimi tar, scim-i ter (simVtgr), n. [It. scimitarra;
? Continental borrowing < smiter, used for scimitar in
the 16th & 17th c.], a short, curved sword with an edge
on the convex side, used by Turks, Arabs, etc.
scincoid (siij'koid), adj. [Mod. L. scincoides < L.
scincus (see SKINK) ; + -oidfj, of or Hke the skinks. n.
a scincoid lizard,

scin til la (sin-til's), n. [L.], 1. a spark: hence, 2. a
particle; the least trace: used only figuratively,

scin til-Iant (sin'to-bnt), adj. scintillating; sjpartqUing.
scin til late (sin'te-lat') v.i. {SCINTILLATED (-i4) f se'w-
TIIXATING], [< L. scintillatus, pp. of $cinwlare, Ho
sparkle < scintilla, a spark] t

1. to give off sparlca:
flash; fparkle. 2. to sparkle intellectually; be brilliant
and witty, 3. to twinkle, as a stair, v.t. to give off

(sparks, flashes, etc.) ; sparkle with.
scin til lat ing (sin'ts-laVir)), adj. that scintillates.

acin-til-la-tion (sln't^la'&lpn), n 1. the act of scintil-

lating; sparkling;. 2. a spark; flash. 3. a brilliant dis-

play of wit. 4. in astronomy, the twinkling of the stars.

5. in nuclear physics, the fta$h of light made by a ray or

particle from a radioactive n^aterial upon striking a
crystal detector.

scintillation counter, an instrument for detecting and
measuring ra^oactiviijr: it utilizes a photoelectric cell

in converting scnitniations into a signal.
sci o-fcraph (si's-graf, si'a-grafO, n. a skiagraph*
sci'O'ilsro. (sf'9-li!z

f

m), n. [< L. sciolus, smatterer, dirau

oC scius^, knowisK < arfrf v to know; cf . SCIENCE! surface

knowledge: shallow learning; qtiackery; charlatanism.
sci-o list (:Vlist) v n. [see SCIOLISM], a person whose
knowledge is on the surface; pretender to learning.

8Cl'O*Us*iiIc (sS'O'-lls'ttk) , adjm of or showing sciolism.

lMcli*oi^*|i*
i

cjo5f' (s^om'^-id), in* a sciamachy,
sdl*0m 5irW ?> {ME. stoun, cinn; 0&. don; prob. <
L. sectw; see SECTION], 1. a shoot or bud of a plant,
especially one for planting or grafting: also spelled
don* Z. a desKsepidant*

$c$*o*tot, dl^'to, pJ-5't6), n- a riyer in central Ohio,
flowing 8outhwara into tne Ohio River: length, 237 mi.

$d$Hk> MpWO, l
s CPwW*** CormUusl$cipiQAfri<'*

man general; Hved 237-^183 B.C,: defeated

Jt02 E.G.) 5 catted flu m*r (or Major). 2.

fOmwu Scfpio Aemilianus Africanus),
through a4opUon) of the above; Roman
ta.lK-i^ B.C.; destroyed Carthage (146" ~"

Toftuf^r (or Minor),
TO fl'shi-as'), JL. t that you cause to

'I, a writ, fouaqea on a record, reamlrlng
liaut whom it is issued to appearm, show

should not be enforced or an-
^

........

^lliiM^'^M ^^ ""ft
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nulled. 2, a proceeding begun by issuing such a writ.

scir-rhoid (skir'oid), adj\ like a scirrhus.

scir-rhos-i-ty (ski-ros'a-ti), n. the quality or condition
of being scirrhous.

scir rhous (skir'ss), adj. [Mod. L. scirrnosus < scirrhus],

of, or having the nature of, a scirrhus.

scir-rhus (skir'as), n. [pi. SCIRRHI (-1), SCIRRHUSES (-iz)],

[Mod. L. < L. scirros; Gr. skirrhos, hardened swelling,
tumor < skiros, hard], a hard cancer or cancerous tumor
made up of much fibrous connective tissue.

scis-sile (sis'il), adj. [L. sdssilis < scissus, pp. otscindere,
to cut], that can be cut or split smoothly and easily, as

into plates or laminae.
scis-sion (sizh'on, sish'on), n. [Fr.; LL. scissio < L.

scissus, pp. of scindere, to cut], the act of cutting, di-

viding, or splitting, or the state of being cut, divided,
or split; division; separation; fission.

scis sor (siz'gr), v.t. [< scissors], to cut, cut off, or cut
out with scissors.

scis-sors (siz'Srz), n.pl. [ME. sisqures; OFr. cisoires <
LL. cisoria, pi. of ctsorium, cutting tool < caedere, to

cut; Eng. sp. altered by association with L. scissor, one
who cuts < scissus, pp. of scindere, to cut], 1. a

cutting instrument, smaller than shears, with two op-
posing blades, each having a looped handle, which are

pivoted together in the middle so that they can slide

over each other as the instrument is closed: also called

pair of scissors. 2. [construed as sing.], a) a gymnastic
feat or exercise in which the legs are moved in a way
suggestive of the opening and closing of scissors, b) a
scissors hold.

scissors hold, a wrestling hold in which one contestant

clasps the other with his legs.
scissors kick, a form of swimming kick (used especially
with a side stroke) in which one leg is bent Sack at

the knee, the other swung forward, then both brought
together with a snap.

scis-sor-tail (siz'Sr-tal
7
), n. a variety of flycatcher found

in the southern United States and Mexico, having a
forked tail: also eclesor-tailed flycatcher.

scis sure (sizh'gr, sish'gr), n. [ME.; L. sdssura <
scindere, to cut], a cleft or opening, natural or made by

sci u line (si'yoo-rin', sl'yoo-rin), adj. [< L. sciurus (Gr.
skiouros, squirrel < skia, a shadow + oura, a tail) ; +
-4ne] t designating or of a, family of rodents consisting
of squirrels, ground squirrels, marmots, etc.

sci-u-roid (si-yoor'oid) , adj. [< L. sciurus (see SCIURINB) ;

+ -aid], 1. like a squirrel. 2. in botany, Hke a squirrel's
tail, as the spikes of barley.

sclaff (sklaf, sklaf), w.i. [< Scot, sdaf, to shuffle; of

echoic origin], in golf, to strike or scrape the ground
before hitting the ball. v.t. in golf, 1. to scrape (a

club) along the ground before hitting the ball. 2. to
make (a stroke) in this way. 3. to hit (the ball) in
this way, n. a sclafEng stroke.

scler-, sclero-,

sclera (skleW), n. [Mod. L. < Or. skUros, hard], a
tough, white, fibrous membrane covering all of the eye-
ball except the area covered by the cornea.

scle ren-chy-ma (skli-rerj'ki-ma}, n. [Mod. L. < Gr.
skUros, hard -f enchyma, infusion; cf. PARENCHYMA],
in botany, plant tissue of thick-walled cells, as m the
stems ofpalms, shells of nuts, etc.

scle-ri-a-sls (skli-ii'o-sis), n. [Mod. L.: Gr. skttriasis <
sklSria, hardness < skferos, hard], a hardening, or in-

duration, of tissue.

8d&>iite (sklent), n. [scUr* + -tte], one of the hard
I>lates or spicules forming the shell-like covering of
certain invertebrates*

scle-rlt-ic (skli-rit'ik), adj. of or having scleritis: also

tetter*MITT VOJQ^J.-H. cxo/, n. [see -iris], inflammation of the
sclera: also sclerotltis.

scle*it-l|skl$rtf flte'e), [< Gr sMiros, hard], a com-
bining form meaning: L hard, as in sclerometer. 2. of
the sclera. Also* before a vowel, scler-.

ttHpr.n.Hp-r.nnQ
'

i

,i^fy^^f||^;^ skleT'o-dttj/m), IL
[Mod. L.; sctero- -f derma], a chronic disease in which
the skin becomes hard and rigid.

scler-o-der-ma-tous (aklSr'd-dur'mo-tdS, skler'a-dur'-

m9-t9s) adj. L of or having
1

fseie^erma, 2. in

zoology, covered with a hard ottter tissue, as of homy
scales or plates.

scler old (skler'oid), adj. [scler- 4- -oid], la
hard; hardened; indurated.
scleroma (skli-rS'mo). n. (#. SCLEROMATA ,, . ._,

[Gr, skier5ma, a hardening < skleros, hard], a hardening
of body tissue; tumorlike induratiom*

scle-rom-e-ter (skH-rom'o-tSr), n.
"

instrument for measuring the
metals or minerals.

scle ro sal (skli-r5's1) f wtf. of, or hairing the nature 01
sclerosis.

'

scle rosed (skli-rosf, skle^Szd), adf.
hardened* or indurated, as by sclerosis.

acle ro sis (skH-rd^sis), it. \$L 8GtRROw$
L. ; Gr. skllrosis^ a hardening < sklSros, hard],

"

1. in
botany, a hardening of the cell wall of a plant, as by the

formation of wood. 2. in medicine, a hardening of body
tissues or parts, as by an excessive growth of fibrous

connective tissue.

scle-ro-tial (skli-ro'shal), adj. of sclerotium.

scle-rot-ic (skli-rot'ik), adj. [Mod. L. sclerottcus < Gr.

sklerotes, hardness], 1. of, characterized by, or haying
sclerosis. 2. of the sclera. n. the scterfi: see.eye, illus.

[Mod. L. < Gr. skleros, hard! in certain fungi, a hard-

ened, weblike, black or
t
reddish-brown mass of threads

in which food material is stored.

scle-rot'O-my (skli-rot'a-mi), n. {pi. SCLBROTOMIES

(-miz)], [sclero- + -tomy], surgical incision into the

scle-rous (skleVss), adj. [Gr. skleros, hard], hard; bony.
Sc. M., Master of Science.

, ^^ T

scoff (sk6f, skof), n. [ME. ^p/; prob. via dial < ON.
*5feof, a taunt < base seen in AS. scop (OHG. scof},

poet (orig., composer of taunting verses); IE. base

*sqeub-, var. of *sqeubh~, to throw, push away, seen also

in AS. scufan, to push (cf. SHOVE;],, 1. an expression
of mocking contempt, scorn, or derision; jeer. 2. an

object of mocking contempt, scorn, etc. v.t. to mock
at or deride. v.i. to show mocking contempt^scorn, or

derision, especially by language; jeer (often with at).

SYN. scon implies a showing of scorn or contempt as a

manifestation of doubt, cynicism, irreverence, etc. (they

scoffed at his diagnosis of the disease) ; sner implies a display of

contempt, disparagement, etc., as by a oensive smile or scornful

insinuating tone of voice ("You call this a dinner?" he sneered) ;

jeer suggests openly insulting, coarse remarks or mocking
laughter (the crowd jeered at the speaker); gibe implies a

taunting or mocking, either in amiable teasing or in sarcastic

reproach (he kept wring at me for my clumsiness) ;
flout sug-

gests a treating with contempt or disdain, especially by ignoring
or rejecting (to flout the law).

scold (skold), n. [ME. scolde; apparently < ON. skald,

poet (prob. because of satirical verses); cf, SKAL0,
SCOFF], a person, especially a woman, who habitually
uses abusive language, v.t. [ME. scolden < the n.j,

to find fault with angrily; rebuke or chide severely.
v.i. 1, to find fault angrily; rebuke or chide severely.
2. to use angry, abusive language,
SYN. scold is the common term meaning to rind fault with
or rebuke in angry, irritated, often nagging language (a mother
scdds a naughty child); upbraid implies bitter reproach or

censure and usually connotes justification for this (she up-
braided me for my carelessness) ; berate suggests continuous,
heated, even violent reproach, often connoting excessive abuse
(the old shrew continued berating them) ; revile implies the u$e
of highly abusive and contemptuous language and often
connotes deliberate defamation or slander (He reviled his

opponent unmercifully); vituperate suggest! even greater
violence in the attack (vituperating each other with foul

epithets).
scol-e-dte (skol'a-sit', sk5l9-s!t') it. [G% scolwtt < Gr.
skdlSx, a worm], a hydrous silicate of calcium and alum-
inum, CaAljSiiOio*3H*0.

sco-lex (sk51eks). n. \Pl. SCOLBCBS (tto-Uftfo), see-
UCES (skolVsfe'f skc-aa-sEa/))! [Mod* I*.; Gr. skdlix*
a grub, worm], the round segment forming the head of
a tapeworm, provided with Rooks or suckers.

sco ifo-sla (skS'H-S'sis, skof'i-S'sii), n* [Mod, L.: Gr.
skoliosis, crookedness < skolios, crooked], in ;

lateral curvature of the spine.
scoMop (skpl'ap), n. A v.t. scallop*
scol o pen dricf (skolVpen'drld), it. [< Mod. L. _.
opendridae, name of family < L. scofapmdra (Gr, stole-

pendra), kind of multipedJ, any of a large group of

many-legged arthropods including the centipedes,
scom-brold (skom'brold), adj. (< L. scomber, mackerel
(< Gr. skombros); -f -o&Q, 1. cl the mackerel family
or a larger group including it and related fishes. 1
Hke a mackerel, n. a mackerel or related fifth*

sconce (skons), n. [MB, sconse; OFr. cxcome, dark
lantern; ML. sconsa, contr. of abxconxa < L. abxconstts,

pp. of wscondir^ to hwel a bracket attached to a wall
for holding a ciwwSw* candles, or the like*

$ekm$, a fortrtw, orig. wfcfcer-
t. a pnyttnttoo, cover, or ibelter>
ft protection for the head, as a. .

helmet. 3. [Colloq.], a) the head! or skull, b) good cerise;
4* &

work, wicker
as & nut or

(skons), n.
baske

,

brains, 4* & mUimj w*p a wstaf& fort; dei^htd bul-
wark or defense work. &L fooOMCW> (ofc), WXWC-
INGJ, 1. to protect or provide with a sconce (sense 4).
2. to fortify, shelter, or screen.

to fine; especially, at Oxford University,
for a breach of manners, '

it* such a tine.

Scope, <toe Stone of (sko% ik5aa) the Hoot wpa
which the Scottish kings before SUM were cruwnecl at

Swfelarf j stolen (05^ from iW4ttr tfe*

%t

scope < MD. schope, bailing



scoopful 1307 Scot
vessel + schoppe, a shovel], 1. any of various ladles
or other utensils like small, deep shovels; specifically
a) one used for dipping or bailing liquids. 6) a kitchen
utensil used to take up sugar or flour, c) a small coal
shovel, d} a ladle, e) a small, spoonlike surgical instru-
ment. /) a small, hemispherical utensil for dishing up
ice cream. 2. the deep shovel of a dredge or steam
shovel, which takes up sand, dirt, etc. 3. the act of
taking up with a scoop. 4. the amount taken up at one
time by a scoop. 5, a hollowed-out place; bowfshaped
depression. 6. a motion as of scooping. 7. [Colloq 1

a large profit made by speculation or by a business
transaction. 8. [Newspaper Slang], a beat. v.t. 1 to
take up or out with or as with a scoop. 2. to empty
by bailing. 3. to dig out; hollow out. 4. to make by
digging or hollowing out. 5. [Colloq.], to gather (in)
as if with a scoop. 6. [Newspaper Slang], to get and
publish a piece of news before (a rival or rivals) ; get
a beat on.

___

scoop-ful jOskoop'fool'), n. as much as a scoop will hold.
scoot (skoot), v.i. [prob. via dial. < ON. skidta, to
shoot, hence akin to AS. sceotan (cf. SHOOT)), [Colloq.],
to go quickly; scurry off; dart. n. [Colloq,], a quick
departure; a scurrying oft; a darting.

scoot-er (skoot'gr), n. [< scoot, .], 1. a child's vehicle,
consisting of a low, narrow footboard with a wheel at
each endj the front one attached to a handlebar for
steering: it is moved by a series of pushes made by one
foot against the ground. 2. a somewhat similar ve-
hicle equipped with a seat and propelled by a small
internal-combustion engine: in full, motor scooter. 3. a
flat-bottomed sailboat with runners, for use on water
or ice. 4. a swift motorboat that skims over tfee water.

scoofrer (sMot'Sr), n. a scoter.
scop (skop, skop), n* [Late AS., poet, minstrel, lit.

maker of taunting verses; for IE. base see SCOFF; cf.

SHOVE], an Old English poet; bard.
scope (skop), n. [It. scopo; L. scopus; Gr. skopos, a
mark, spy, watcher < base of skopein, to see; IK base
*spek- t to peer, look carefully, seen also in L. specere.
to see, OHG, spehon, to spy], 1. the area that the mind
can cover; range of view; extent of perception or in-
tellectual grasp: as, beyond the scope of a child's under-
standing. 2. the area or field within which any activity
goes on; range or extent of action, observation, in-
quiry, etc. : as, the scope of a history book. 3. room for
free outlook or liberty of action; opportunity. 4. the
range of a missile. 5. length, extent, or sweep, as of a
cable. 6. [Archaic], end; purpose. SYN, see range.
-scope (skSp), [Mod. L. -scopium < Qv. -skoUon <
scopetn* to see, view], a combining form meaning (an
instrument, etc. for) seeing or observing, as in telescope.
sco-polamin (skd-polVttiin, sk5'p9-!am'in), n. sco-
polamine.

sco-pol-a mine (skS-polVmen', skS'po-laxn'in), n. [G.
scopolavnin < Mod, L. Scopotia, jgenus of plants in
which the alkaloid appears (after Gl A. Scopoli (1723-
1788), of Pavia, Italy) f G. amfa. amine], an alka-
loid, CnHnOiN, obtained from certain plants of the
nightshade family and fsed in producing twiHght sleep.

^Hn), n. [cf. SCQKJL-
compoimd, CHuNQ*,

i and used an a narcotic.

adj. [< L. scapulae, little

f broom twig, dim* of $copa f

, snoot: 4- -ate], in sooZo&y, brushlike.
-scow, [< Or, skopem* to tee> viewJTa combining form
meaning a seeing, observing, examination, m in bioscopy.

scor bu tic fofidc^rafc), <tdj, [Mod, L, $wrIwticm <
ML. scorbwus, scurvy < MIX scotftt aWn to Eng,
scuffjf of, ike, or Ijavfnf tcurvy.

scor-bu-tl cal (ikfir^'twk'l), od[/, aooxbtrtiDt

JTto flay/tifce mn off; L. morifeorv < m- 4
fade]* l to bwm atig&thr; cfe&r and discolor

toe *uiQ of. 2. to par4h or rfbrivd by heat j oatiae to
wither. ' a* t0 ftflfoot praMy; wound ito feelingi of

w*ytMwc in (a fivwe^b^om mtog feq> to tb
1. to. o.btinaftd flltehtly ; oftmj&A* & [Col-

sco po-linc (tkS'pa-lStt
AMINI a eoiorlew,
derived from scopGlai,_^.r ,,

scop u late (akop^yoo-HtL
broom, orig. pi, of *<

thin to

.

loq.L to rfde or 6xtor* atVTrah wed.
mwrk orbtirm if N* t bSK .

due; account; debt; hence, 3. figuratively, a grudge:
grievance: as, pay off an old score. 4. anything offered
as a reason or motive: as, on the score of poverty. 5.
the number of points made in a game or contest by a
player or team, or the record of these points: as, the
score is 2 to 0. 6. grade or rating, as on a test or ex-
amination. 7. a) twenty people or objects; a set of
twenty, b) pL very many. 8. [Colloq.], a successful
move, stroke, remark, etc. 9. [Colloq.], the actual
facts; realities of a situation or of life: often in know
the score. 10. in musics ct) a written or printed copy
of a composition, showing all the parts for the instru-
ments or voices. 6) the music for a musical comedy or
motion picture, usually when distinguished from the
lyrics, dialogue, etc. v.t. [SCORED (sk6rd, skord),
SCORING], [ME. scoren], 1. to mark with notches,
scratches, cuts, etc. 2. to mark with lines, as with
a pen or pencil: as, the page is scored with under-
linmgs. ,3. to cancel or mark out by lines drawn (with
out). 4, to mark with lines or notches in keeping ac-
count. 5. to keep account of by or as by lines or notches;
reckon; tally: mark. 6. a) to make (runs, hits, etc.)m a game and so add to the number of points made for
oneself or one's team: as, he scored a hit. 6) to count
toward the number of points: as, a safety scores two.
c) to record or enter the score of. d) to record or add
^points; to one s score: as, John scores five for that play.
7. a) to scourge, b) to criticize severely; upbraid. 8. to
grade (an examination, etc.); rate or evaluate, as in
testing. 9. to gain or achieve, as a success. 10. in
cookery, to cut superficial gashes in (meat, etc.). 11.
in mustc, m

to orchestrate, arrange, or write out in a
score. v.t. 1. to make a point or points, as in a game.
2. to run up a score. 3. to keep the score, as of a game.
4. a) to gam an advantage, b) to achieve credit or suc-
cess. 5. to make notches, lines, gashes, etc.

"

score card, 1. a card for recording the score of *a game,
match, etc., as in golf. 2. a card printed with players'
names, weights, positions, etc. at a sports event.

sco-ri-a (sk6r'i~a, sko'ri-a), n. {pi. SCORUE (-eOL [ME.;
L.; Gr. skQria, refuse, dross < skdr, dung], 1. the
slag or refuse left after the metal has been smelted from
the ore. 2. loose, cindedike lava.

sco-ri-a-ceous (sk6r'i-a'sh9S, sko'ri-S'shgs), adj. having
the nature of scoria.

sco-ri-fi-ca-tion (skdr's-fi-kS'shan, sko'ro-fi-ka'shan), n.
the process of scorifying.

sco-rl-fy (skdr'o-fi', sko'ra-fl'), v.t. [SCORIFIED (-fid'),
SCORIFYINX3], [see -FY], to reduce to scoria, or slag.
scorn (skorn), n. [ME. scorn, scarn; OFr. escam, es-
charn < escarnir, escharnir, to scorn < Frank, base
akin to OHG, skernon, to mock; affected in OFr. by
association with escorner, to disgrace, lit. to tmiiom <U w-, from -j- cornu* a horn], 1. a feeling that a person
or thing is mean and contemptible: disdain; extretne
contempt 2. the expression of this feelinflr in ^ords or
manner; contemptuous treatment or disoainfol utter-
ance. 3. an object of this feeling: person or two* heldm contempt or disdain, v.t. 1, to regard with scorn;
consider mean and contemptible: despise, 2. to refuse
or reject as mean and contemptible;; spurn with scorn.
0.1. [Obs,j, to scoff; mocl^j jeer. -ym see despise*
laugh to scorn, to treat derislviely.

scorn-fill (skdrn'MK adf. full of scorn; having or show-
ing contempt and disdain!

scor-pae-noid (sk6r-^%ptd>, adj. [< L. swrpaentt, kind
of fish < Ghr, $kor$&in<i{ 4- -o/d], designating or of a
family of spiny-finked sea fishes, n. a scorpaenoid fish.

Scor'pl-o OWfcfpWSO* n. P^ti Ht scorpion!, 1. a soutli-
ern conslfellation bwween Mbra and Sagittarius, sup*
posedly resembling ft scorpion in shape: see constel-
lation, chart: also Scorpius. 2. in astrology, the eighth
sign of the odi&c 0HJ. which the sun enters about
October 24: see fcodlac.illus.

scor pi old (sIcdiKpi-^idQ, adj. [Gr, skorpioeidZsl 1, like
a worfwtTL 2. w w,& 'Order consisting of tSbe true aeor>-

pions, 3 wWi a cttrved end, like a scorpion's tail
ttr*pl<<rti ($k8ifpl-n) f n. [MB.; OPr.; L. wvrpio; Gr.

aribcnniw found "in warm regions,
witli a front pair of nipping claws
and a long, slender, foed tail

tttdirig in a ctorved, poisonous sting*
2, in flbe &ble, variety of whip or

prfiaps inset with $pifcei
12:11. 3. {S-]f ferpia
%> any of 4 group of

__ whose wddmen, in the
nle# curls tip t the end and re-
sembles a scorpion's sting.
Soorofru* (skoVw-oa), n. tbe con-
stellation Scorpio: see constelhi-

t!0,cllirfc, SCORPION
, It* I < A,O. SCOtlOS, pi. < /1~ft trt IrvnffV

9, Sc^mlt 1, m member u * * ^^^



scot 1308
of a Gaelic tribe of northern Ireland that migrated to
Scotland in the 5th century A.D. 2, a native or

inhabitant of Scotland: cf, Scotsman, Scotchman,
scot (skot), n. [ME.; merging of ON. skat & OFr, escot

(< the same Gmc. base); akin to shot], money assessed
or paid; tax; levy.
scot and lot, 1. an old parish tax in Great Britain,

assessed according to ability to pay. 2. in full: in

the phrase pay scot and lot.

Scot., 1. Scotch. 2. Scotland. 3. Scottish,
Scotch (skoch), adj. [< Scottish], 1, of Scotland, its

people, their language, etc.; Scottish, 2. [Slang], tight-, . , . ,

ted; stingy: opprobrious usage, from the vulgarized
notion of the Scottish character, n, 1. any of the
dialects spoken by the people of Scotland. 2. Scotch

whisky. Ct Scottish.
the Scotch, the Scottish people.

scotch (skoch), v.t. [ME. scocchen; prob. < AngloFr.
escoche < QFr. etymon of Fr. coch&, a notch, nick]7 1. to

cut; scratch; score; notch; hence, 2, [< Theobald's
emendation of scorch in Shakespeare's Macbeth* III,

Hi, 13], to wound without killing; maim: crush. 3. to

put down; stifle; stamp out: as, he scotched the rumor
scotch (skoch), vX [prob. < prec. in specialized sense],
to block (a wheel, log, etc.) with a wedge, block, etc.

a group of people living in Northern Ireland who are
descended from Scottish settlers. 2. of Scottish and
Irish descent n* a person of Scottish and Irish descent.
Scotch-man (akoch'tnon), n, [pi SCOTCHMAN (-man)],
a Scot; Scotsman; often considered an opprobrious
form.
Scotch tape, a tMnf paperUke adhesive tape: a trade-

mark.
Scotch terrier, a Scottish terrier.

Scotch whisky, whisky, often having a smoky flavor,

distilled in Scotland from malted barley.
Scotch woodcock, eggs cooked and served pn toast or

crackers spread with anchovies or anchovy paste.
sco ter (sko'tgr), n. [pi $CQTBRS (-tfe), SCOTER; see

pwmAL, m i>. 1], [prob, dial var. < scoot; cf. SCOOTER],
any of several large sea ducks found along the arctic

coasts of Burone and America; also scooter.
scot-free (skot 'fre'), adj. 1. free from payment of scot,

or tax; henee, 2. unharmed or unpunished; clear; safe,
Sco tia (sko'shQ, sko'shi-s), n, [LL.J. [Poetic], Scotland.
sco-ti-a (sko'sha, sko'shi-o), n- [L.; Gr. sftotia, lit., dark*
Bins; so called from the shadow within the cavity], a
deep concave molding, usually at the base of a column.
Sco tism (sko^tiz'm), n, the scholastic philosophy of

John Puns Scotus and his followers; see Duns Scptue.
Scot-land (skotland), n, a division of Great Britain,
north of England: area. 30,405 sq, mi,; pop., 5,140,000
(est 1947) : capital, Edinburgh,

Scotland Yard, 1. a short street in London, off White-
hall, originally the site of the police.&eadquartem 2* the
headquarters of the London police, on ttoe Thames
embankment since 1390; in full, New $<t<aiid Yard.
3. the London police, especially the deffcectire bureau.

scot o- (skot'o, sko'to), {< Gr. skotos> darkness; akin
to Eng. shade], a combining form meaning darkness.
sco-to-ma (ska-to'ma), n. [pi. SCOTOMATA (-ma-to)],
fLL. < Gr. skotdma < skotos, darkness 4- $f*4t oraa],
a dark area in the visual field; blind spot,
Scott (akots)> adj, [ME* (northern) SeoUis], Scottish.
It. t**e SqottMi dialect of English. Cf, Scottish.
Scots-man (skots'iwsn), n. [pi SCOTSMEN (-man)], a
Scot: the current term in Scotland.

Scott. Robert Falcon tf&Fks-m skot), 1868-1912;
English naval officer and antarctic explorer.

Scott, Sir Walter, 1771-1832; Scottish poet and nov-
elist,

Scott, Win-field (win'feld), 1786-1866; American gen-
eral; commander in MKOoaii War,

Scot-ti cism (skotVsfo'iw), &. a Scottish idiom, ex-
pression, word, praHuicaawn, k etc.

Scot tish (skot'ish), adj* of Gotland, its people, tJWr
English dialect, etc. n. the English spoken by the
people of Sccytland. Scottish* tne original fora, is jpte-
ferred to Scotch and Scots in American and British
formal and literary usage with reference to the people,
the country, and its institutions and characteristics.
and in Scotland has replaced scotch, the colloquial
form prevailing in the Unitted States and Bwglfwd: but
with tome words, Scotch is almost invariaWy used (e*g,,
tweed, whisky), with othea^ Seats (e^. few, mile).
the Scottish, the Scottish peoi^e,

Scottish Gaelic* see Gaelic*
Scottish terrier, any of a breed of tocxto nlflfe iritart

legs, a squarish muzzle, rough, wiry hair, and pointed,
ewxst ears.

scoun-drel (skoun'drsl), n, [prob. a
(cl-LB) < Anglo-Fr, csconndris (Oft.
soond, evade < !**+ condere. to
a perfoa witnottt principles or mor
viuain. 4/ ctmractortotlc

scoun-dreMy (skoun'dral-i), adj. 1. having the char-
acter of a scoundrel. 2. of or like a scoundrel.

scour (skour), v.t. [ME. scouren; MD. schuren: OPr.
escurer; LL. *e%curar$, to take great care of; L. #-,
intens. + cware, to take care of < cwra, care], 1. to
clean by vigorous rubbing, as with abrasives, soap and
water, etc.j make clean and bright; polish thoroughly.
2. to remove dirt and grease from (wool, etc.). 3. a) to
wash by flowing through or over; flush, b) to wash
away; remove from by rapid flow of water. 4. to clear
the intestines of; purge, 5. to clean (wheat). 6. to
remove from as if by cleaning; sweep away; get rid of.

v.l 1. to clean things by vigorous rubbing and pol-

ishing, 2, to become clean and bright by rubbing and
polishing, n. 1. the act of scouring. 2. a cleansing

agent used in scouring. 3. a scoured place, as a part of

a channel where mud has been washed away. 4. pi
dysentery in cattle, etc,

scour (skour), v.t. [ME. scouren; prob. < OFr, escourre,
to run forth; L. *excurrere; ex-t out + curtere, to run], to

pass over quickly, or range over
m
or through, as in

search or pursuit; as, he scoured the library for the book.
v.i. to run or move quickly, or range about, as in

search or pursuit, "

: L. tx, off,

; instrument
_ _. - - f ,- . - . -_~.J severe punish-
ment, suffering, or vengeance. 3, the punishment or

affliction itself. 4, any cause of serious trouble or

affliction: as, the scours* of war, v.t* [SCOURGED
(skto'd), SCOURGING], 1, to whip; flog severely. 2. to

punish, chastise, or afflict severely; torment.
scour-ing rush (skour'in), any of a number of related

plants with hollow, jointed stems and scaleUke leaves,
used to polish metal and wood; hprsetaiL

scour-ings (skour'irjz), n.pl. L dirt, refuse, or remains
removed by or as if by scouring. 2. refuse removed
from grain before nulliiig.
scouse (skous), n, [contr. < lobscouse], a sailors' dish of

sea biscuit and vegetables, with or without meat,
scout (skout), n; [ME. scoute; OFr. escauU < Gscouter,
escolter, to hear (Fr. tcouter) < L. auscultare, to listen],
1. a person, ship, or plane sent out to discover what the
enemy is doing, how much strength he has, etc. 2, a
person who is a member of the Boy Scouts or Oirl
Scouts. 3. the act of scouting. 4, [Slang], fellow; guy.
S. in s^onste, etc., a person sent out to observe the tactics
of a competitor, to find new talent, etc. v.t. 1, to spy
upon; follow cloaelv. 2, to look for; watch, tu. 1. to

go in search of military or naval information about
the enemy; reconnoiter* 2. to go in search of some-
thing; prowl: as, scout around for some firewood. 3 to
be an active member ol the Boy Scouts or Oirl Scouts.
scout (skout), v.t. (via dial. < ON. $Mka, sk&ti, a taunt,
allied to skota, to shoves; cf. SCOFF, SCOP}, to reject as
absurd; flout; scoff at.

scout craft (skout'krafV, skout'kraW), n* the art or
practice of scouting; especially, the activities of the

Boy Scouts or Girl Scoots,
scout-hood (skoufhoodOt n. tsmtt + hood], 1. the
state of being a Boy Scout or Oirl Scout. 2* the char-
acter or ^characteristics of Boy a

Scoute or Girl Scouts*

the

scow (skou), n. [< D'sehonw* Ui, boat wttbfo is poled
along; akin to LG, sthM^ ptwt pok sOOTf* OS,
scalam, to ahoive (a boat)), a mi&t fla>bottcma boat
with square ends, used for carrying freight, and now

/ towed by a fcug.
scowl (skoul), u.i. [MB. scoulen, scuUn: prob. < ON.;
cf. Dan. skule, in same sense; see SKULK], 1, to wrinkle
the forehead iind lower the eyebrows in displeasur<*;
look angry, irritated, or sullen. 2. to look threatening;
lower. *4f* to affeet r ifeieea or ww wifcl * twwl
or scowls* ' n. 1. a wrinkling of the forehead and
lowering ol we eyebrojwm <lpfattrij aivy tpowa.
2. a threatening or gloomylaspeet, ,VFN. see frown.

scr., scruple.
scrab-ble (skrab/fl), v.L (SCRABBLED (-Id), SCRAUBLING],
(D. schrabbeltn < schrabben, to scrape), 1. to scratch,

scrape, or paw as though looking for something. 2. to

struggl6. 3* to scriWbluj < make ni^^nHiEtoss marks*

n.
*

1, a scrafiff ^rtCW lmd or w#* 4* * *w^a-
ble. ^ a ciriWwi QBwA,.,A. * , . ,

4

f feeble,
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as a beard; jagged; irregular; splintered, as rocks.

scrag-gy (skrag'i), adj. [SCRAGGIER (-i-Sr), SCRAGGIEST

(-i-ist)J, [< scrag], 1. scraggly. 2. lean: bony; skinny.
scram (skram), v.i. [SCRAMMED (skrarnd), SCRAMMING],
[contr. of scramble], [Slang], to go away or out: usually
in the imperative.
scram-ble (skram'b'l), v.i. [SCRAMBLED (-bid), SCRAM-
BLING], [? a fusion of scamper + scrabble], 1. to climb,
crawl, or clamber with the hands ana feet. 2. to

scuffle and fight for something, as for coins scattered

on the ground; struggle roughly with others. 3. to

struggle to get something nighly prized: as, they
scratnbled for office, v.t. 1. to throw together hap-
hazardly; mix in a confused way. 2. to gather hap-
hazardly; collect without method (often with up). 3. to

cook (eggs) by mixing the white and yolk together,
as with milk or butter, n. La hard climb or advance,
as over rough, difficult ground. 2. a disorderly struggle,
as to get something prized.
scran nel (skran'l), adj. [popularized by Milton (Lyci-
das, 1. 124); prob. via dial. < ON, (cf. Sw. dial, skran,
miserable, l\orw. skrann) < nasalized form of base seen
in scrag; cf. SCRAWNY], [Archaic],

t

1. thin; lean; slight;

scrawny, 2. harsh and feeble: said of vsound,

Scran*ton (skran'Un), n. a city in northeastern Penn-
sylvania: pop., 125,000.
scrap (skrap), n. [ME. scrappe; ON. skrap, scraps,
trifles < skrapa, to scrape; cr. SCRAPE], 1. a small

piece; little bit; fragment* 2, a bit of something
written or printed; brief extract. 3. discarded metal in

the form of machinery, auto parts, etc. suitable only
for reprocessing. 4. discarded, articles or fragments of

rubber, leather, cloth, paper, etc. 5. pi. bits of food.

6. pi* the remnants of animal fat after the oil has been
removed by rendering. 7. pi. souvenirs, pictures,

clippings, etc. pasted as mementos into a book, adj.
1. in the form of fragments, pieces, odds and ends, or

leftovers. 2. used and discarded, v.t. [SCRAPPED

(skrapt), SCRAPPING], 1. to make into scrap; break

up. 2* to treat as useless; discard; junk,
scrap (skrap)* n. [prob. < scrape, orig,, nefarious scheme;
cant term], (Slang], a fight or quarrel, v.t. [SCRAPPED
(skrapt), SCRAPPING], I Slang], to fight or quarrel.

scrap-book (akrap'book'}* # ft book of blank pages for

pasted clippings, pictures, and souvenirs; memory book.

scrape (krap), v.i (JCRAPW* (skrtot), scEAWWJ, [ME.
bcrapMn, scrapf.n; ON, $frap&,* akin to D. $$krap$n;
IB, bate *$qwreb (as in Lf serwis, a pit) < %wr-, to

cut; aee SHARP], 1. to rub over the aurfftoe of with

something rough or sharp. 2, to make smooth r wan
with a tool or abrasive, 3. to remove by rubbing with

something wharp or rough (with of, out* from, etc.).

4. to bring into contact with something rough so as to

scratch or graze: as, 1 seroptd my kno 011 the stone,

5. to rub with a harsh oundj draw along or over o as to
,

causa 4 grating sound: as, the bow scrafts the Male*
6. to dig* especially with the hands and naus. 7. to

collect or gather slowly and with difficulty: as he

WQptd together some monay, i 1* to scrape some-

thing so m to remove dirt, etc. 2. to rub agtw.it

something harshly; grate. 3. to, give out A harw,

grating noim* 4* to collect or gather goods or money
ibwly tnd with difficulty. S. to xniuuga to live; mint
with difficulty, 4 to draw the foot back along the floor

when bowing, n. t the act of scraping. 2, a scraped
*

i or scratch oa ft surface, f the mlm ofIHUUWJ bM4V** W* %,**.*%.**- % ** WIHWV- T
- ~~

-j-.~-
^-

crapig; harsh, grating sound* 4, a disagreeable or

einbarraming sltuatUw; prediwment, usually or-"1

by 0ttft*s own .

crap^r a. L any of various tools <3igndd
for scraping* 2. A or thing that scrapes,

cr*p4nA (ftrfp'toF* n* I. ttaact of * pern or tbiog
thai 1 & ttmnd oTtoK. 3, Mfnotyy #, Jw-
thing off, or UP,

samp !swwCdi*Aw <* **te P*** <* ***** to bt
catt or rawofftot* 4 .. ,

ertp*pr (sta-ai/fr)* * o wg w
ont^pSr n* wte
In 8iTi (bad ! <w a

.f> *V*** *fV

^ Mnk; f.

Old Scrutch.

A*P!.
J '

slightly with something pointed or sharp. 2. to tear
or dig with the nails or claws. 3. a) to rub or scrape
lightly, as with the fingernails, to relieve itching, etc.

&) to chafe, 4. to rub or scrape with a grating noise:

as, he scratched a match on the wall. 5. to write or
draw hurriedly or carelessly. 6. to strike out or cancel

(writing, etc.). 7. to gather or collect with difficulty;

scrape (with up), 8. in politics, a) to signify refusal to
vote for (a candidate) by striking out his name, b) to
strike out a certain name or names on (the regular
party ticket), c) to divide (one's vote) or mark (one's

ballot) so as to support mainly one party. 9. in

sports, to mark off (a competitor's name) ; especially, to
withdraw (an entry) in horse racing. v.i. 1. to use
nails or claws in digging or wounding. 2. to rub or

scrape the skin lightly, as with the fingernails, to
relieve itching, etc. 3. to get along with difficulty.
4. to give out a harsh, scraping noise. 5. to withdraw
from a race or contest. 6. in billiards & pool, to commit
a scratch, n. 1. the act of scratching. 2. a mark
or tear made in a surface by something sharp or

rough. 3. a slight wound inflicted by nails, claws, or

something pointed. 4. a grating sound; scraping. 5. a
hasty mark, as of a pen; scribble. 6. a mark or line

made to indicate the starting point of a race or the
place where boxers formerly sto9d to begin fighting.
7. in billiards, a chance shot. 8. in billiards & pool, a)
a shot that results in a penalty, 6) a miss. 9. in sports,

a) the starting point or time of a contestant who re-

ceives no handicap, b) such a contestant, adj. 1. used
for hasty notes, preliminary or tentative figuring, etc, :

as, scratch paper. 2. starting from scratch; having no
handicap or allowance, as a contestant. 3. done or
made by chance, as a shot. 4. put together in haste
and without much selection: as, a scratch team.
from (or at, on) scratch, 1, from the starting line, as
in a race. 2. from nothing; without advantage.
up to scratch, 1. toeing the mark in a prize fight or a

race; ready to start a race, contest, etc. 2. [Colloq.],
ready to meet difficulties, start on an enterprise, etc.

3. [Colloq.], up to a standard.
scratch es (skracViz), n.pl. [often construed as sinpr.],
a skin disease of horses, characterized by the formation
of dry scabs near the fetlock or behind the knee.
scratch hit, in baseball, a chance hit credited to the bat-

ter, which normally would have been an out.

scratch test, a test for determining the substances to
which a person is allergic, made by rubbing allergens
into smafl scratches or punctures in the skin.

ecratch-y (skrach'i), adj. [SCRATCHIER (4-er), SCRAICH-
IBST (4ist)J, 1. having the appearance of being drawn
roughly, hurriedly, etc. j made with scratches* 2. mak-
iaf a scraping, seratdHng noise, 3. scratched together;
haphazard, 4. that icratchs> scrapes, tears, ohafds,

etc.; irritating; itching: as, scratchy cloth*

scrawl (skr61), v.t. & v4. [ME. scrawkn, to shamble;
prob. altered form of cmwl with echoic scr cluster], to

write, draw* or mark awkwardly, hastily, or carelessly;

etpeoiaUy, to write with sprawling, shapeless hand-

writing, n. 1. shapeless, scrawling, often illegible

handwriting. 2. something scrawled.

scrawny (sfcrdFi), adj. {SCIUWLIBR (-i-8r), SCRAWLIEST
(Mst)J, consisting of or 6haracteriaed by a scrawl

.

craW'0I-e8S (skrd'rii-txis), n. the quality or condition

of being scrawny.
aaw0y (skrd'iu}, a&j* [SCRAWNIER (-m-lr), SCRAW-
NIEST (-ni-ist)l, [prob. < ON, *$krmnig~; cf, SCRANNEL],
lean; thin; sertiggy ; scrubby. ~SYN. e lean.

screak CricrSk), v [ON. $krmkja; cf. SHRiftic, SCREECH],
to screech or creak, n. a screech or creak.

(tkflm), ^ 1MB, wsmnm, smamen; ON.
to terrify. Hi to make jump < IE. base

mn;
sfcrwsTWkt *M vwj,j,(iy *** w ****.v j******' -s **^

*($)qu@r-. to lump, jump about, seen also in u $c

buffoon (pi $Cwa^OW)I 1- ) Jo
utter a shntt, loud,

pteretifc W *0fW,Apain, or fright. 6) to make a

shrill, pftrcwg adtmlb 2. to laugh loudly or hvstmicauy.
3, to have a itartling effect; leave a vivid impression.
4 to u* heated^ tottae or hysterical language, ,<.

t, to uttw'frltfc W" p With a acreatn or screams, 2. to

brim into a spfeitol state by screaming; often w-
flexive* n* t a) a sharp* piercing cry; wail; shnak,

I) a shrill piercing sound. 2. {Colloq.J, a hilariously

cutcrtamuig person or tiling.

$WN,^G$w* if the gweral word for a,loud f high, p-ierdng

ary se in etflger, pain, or lew; lri@k sugftestt a sharper, wore
* "

nn cry than ecciMMn, aiid C0nilei tlttwr great terror or

or Iknud* ltetJ nnrtiiraind laugnter; scrtfca
- J* -*-

thrill or h*rth cry that fc painfwl lo

L a person or thing ol r*mrkable ti. stith
i, AL B, (SKaagC*Po or tW f * ra"*s

with kughtw or tlqiUs; piaily a
vjry

*toytt*%e^j 4 ISbuog]* MI
1 Slangl, u^nsationalhtntdttite.

,
f &rM Ci%1|f W- tplJ

t-i
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6. any of a group of long-toed South American birds.

scream-ing (skrem/irj), adj. 1. that screams. 2. haying
the nature of a scream; violent or startling in effect.

3. causing screams of laughter; very^ funny;
hilarious.

scree (ski""
" " " *"" ' "

screethes ,

stone. 2. an"'acctTmulation of small or fcroken stones,

as at the foot of a steep slope. .

screech (skrech), v.i. [ME. scnken, scrichen; ON.
skraekja, of Gmc. echoic origin; cf. SHRIEK], to utter a

shrill, high-pitched, harsh cry or shriek. v.L to utter

with a shriek, n. a shrill, high-pitched, harsh cry or

shriek. SYN. see scream.
screech owl, 1. any of a group of small owls witn

feathered ear tufts and an eerie, wailing screech instead

of a hoot. 2. a barn owl.

screech-y (skrech'i), adj. JSCREECHIER (-i-er), SCREECH-

; sense from
tiresome,

, .

noisy speech on any subject; harangue. 2. a

sage of prose, usually argumentative. 3. a wooden

strip, etc* placed at intervals along a wall,to be plas-

tered, to gauge the thickness of the. plastering..

screen (skren), n. [ME. skrene, a sieve, curtain; OFr.

%^, escrm proi < OHO. scerm (G. ^Mm) a

guard, protection, screen; cf. .SCRIM},
1. a), a light,

movable; covered frame or series, of frames hinged to-

gether, serving as a portable partition which separates,

conceals, shelters, or protects, b) any partition or cur-

tain serving the same purpose. 2, anything that func-

tions to shield, protect, conceal, or shelter in the manner
of a curtain: as, a smoke screen, a screen of trees. 3. a

coarse mesh of wire, etc., used to separate .finer from

coarser parts, as of sand, earth, or coal; sieve. 4. a

frame covered with a mesh, as of wire, plastic, or cloth,

used for protection, as on a window. 5. a large sheet,

curtain, or surface upon which lantern slides, motion

nictures, etc. are projected. 6. motion pictures collec-

tively; the film industry or art. 7. in military usage,

a) a body of troops sent out to protect an area or

cover troop movements. 6) a protective formation of

light vessel^ as destroyers, about heavier ones, as

teftSi.', ^m,*Mo$wwte, a transparent plate, as

rwi>

! wlth two sets of parallel lines

FI the hall-tone
a shie^ *

t mteirference of some sort* 10, in psyqkwmaltms,
a form of concealment, as, in a dream a^persoa who
stands for another or others with whom, he has some
characteristics in common, v.t. 1. to shut, on from
view, or to shelter or protect, with or as with a screen.

)2* to sift by means of a sieve; pass through a coarse

mesh; separate finer from coarser parts of. 3. a) to

interview or test in order to separate according to

skills, personality, aptitudes, etc. o) to separate in this

way (usually with out). 4. to show (a motion picture) ;

project (pictures, etc.) upon a screen, as with a motion-

picture or slide projector. 5. to photograph with a

motion-picture camera. 6. to adapt (a story, play, etc,)

for motion pictures. v.i..to be screened or suitable for

screening, as in motion pictures.

screen-ings (skren'irjz), n.pl. 1. refuse left after screen-

ing; rubbish. 2. material that has been screened.

screen-play (skren'plS'), n, a story written in a form
suitable to production as a motion picture or adapted
to this form from a novel, stage play, etc.

screw (skroo), u. [ME. screwe; OFr. escroue, hole in

which the screw turns < L.

scrofa, sow, influenced by
scrobis, vulva], 1. a me-
chanical device used for

fastening things together,
consisting of a naillike cyl-
inder of metal grooved an an
advancing spiral, and usu-
ally having a slotted head:
it penetrates only by being
turned: male (or external)
screw. 2. anything like
such a device. 3. a hollow
cylinder equipped with a
spiral groove on its inner
surface into which the male
screw fits: female (or in-

ternal) screw. 4. the act of

turning or twisting; turn of
a screw. 5. a screw propel- SIT SCREW

SCREWS

. .

ler. 6. [Chiefly British], a)
a stingy person; miser. 6;

a crafty bargainer. 7. [Chiefly British], a bit of

tobacco, etc. (in a twisted paper). 8, [Chiefly British],
a worn-out horse. 9. [Slang], a prison guard. 10.

[British Slang], salary, v.t, 1. to twist; turn; tighten.
2* to fasten, make secure, tighten, press, insert* etc,

witJb or as with a screw or screws. 3. to contort;
sqtiaew; twist out of natural shape: as. screw one's
face up. 4. to force to do something; compel, as if by

using screws. 5. to extort or practice extortion on: as,

he screwed me out of money. v.L 1. to come apart or

go together by being turned or twisted in the manner
of a screw: as, the lid screws on. 2. to be fitted for

being put together or taken apart by a screw or screws.

3 to twist; turn; wind; have a motion like that of a

screw. 4. to practice extortion. Abbreviated sc.

have a screw loose, [Slang], to be ^eccentric, odd, etc.

put the screws on (or to), to subject to force; exert

pressure upon, as in exacting payment.
screw-ball (skroo'bol'), n. 1. in baseball a pitched ball

that wobbles or moves erratically. 2. [Slang], a

person who seems erratic, irrational, unconventional, or

unbalanced, adj. [Slang], peculiar; irrational; erratic.

screw bean, 1. the spirally twisted pod growing on a

mesquite tree of the southwestern United States and
used for fodder. 2. this tree.

screw-driv-er (skrooMriv'er) , n. a tool shaped like a

chisel, with a blunt end which fits into the slot m the

head of a screw, used for tightening, loosening, or

turning screws: also screw driver.

screwed (skrood), adj. 1. having threads like a screw.

2. twisted. 3. [Chiefly British Slang], drunk.
screw eye, a screw with a loop instead of a head.

screw hook, a screw with a hook instead of a head.

screw jack, a jackscrew, kind of lifting jack.
screw pine, any of a group of shrubs and trees of the

Malay Peninsula and tropical islands, with leaves ar-

ranged in spirals and aerial roots.

screw propeller, a revolving hub fitted with radiating
blades arranged in a spiral,

used for propelling ships, air-

craft, etc.

screw thread, the spiral ndge of

a screw.

screw-y (skroo'i), adj. [SCREW-
IER (-i-er), SCREWIEST (-i-ist)J,

[Slang], 1. unbalanced; irra-

tional. 2. peculiar; eccentric.

3. impractical. 4. misleading.
Scria bin, A le ksan-dr Ni-ko-
la-ye-vicn (a'lyek-san'der ne'-

kd-la'ye-vich skrya'ben; Eng.
skri-a'bm), 1872-19 15; Russian
composer and pianist.
scribal (skrib'l), adj. L of scribes, or writers. 2. aris-

ing from the process of writing: as, a scribal error.

scribble (sknb'l), v.t. [SCRIBBLED (-Id), SCRIBBLING],

[ML. scrtbillare < L. scribere, to write! 1. to write

carelessly or illegibly. 2. to cover with meaningless
or illegible marks. 3. to compose hastily, without re-

gard to style. v.i. 1. to write in a careless or illegible

way. 2. to make meaningless or illegible marks, n. 1.

illegible or careless handwriting; scrawl 2. meaning-
less marks. 3. an inferior literary work.

scrib bier (skribleV), n. a person who scribbles; spe-

cifically, a) a person who writes illegibly or carelessly.

b) a hack writer: inferior and unimportant author.
scribe (skrlb), n, [MB.; Early Pr.; L. scriba < scrtbere,

to write}, L a writer; author. 2. a professional pen-

SCREW PROPELLER

or secre-

^_ _ _ ^ _ _ __^ _, line on
stone, brick,'wood, etc. to show where it is* to be cut.

5. formerly, a teacher or doctor of the Jewish law, v.L

[SCRIBED (skrlbd), SCRIBING], 1, to mark (wood, bdcks,
etc.) with a scribe. 2, to mark (a line) with a scribe.
vj. to work as a scribe,

Scribe, Au gus-tin Eu gene (o'gtis'tan' e'zhen' skreb),
1791-1861; JPVench dramatist and librettist.

scrib er (skrib'er), n, a scribe (sense 4).
scrim (skrim), n. [form & sense suggest cognate of G.
$Mrm, a screen, protection (OHG. $$wm; cf. SCRSBN),
via Walloon Pr. or LG.J, a light, loosely woven cotton
or linen cloth, used for curtains, upholstery linings, etc.

scrim-mage (skrim'ij), n. [altered < skirmish}. L a

football, a) the play that follows the pass from center
When the two teams are lined up. &> football practice
in the form of actual play. 3* m Rugby, scrummage.
lu. [SCRIMMAGED (-ijd), SCRIMMAGING], to take part
in a scrimmage,
line of scrimmage, In football, an imaginary line on

- ___ _JS'fe the bgponwf oc ejtch play jund
along!

*

; IE. base
1. to mike too si

to treat stingily
toy to
scrimp My" "



scrip scrutinize
"to make flourishes, or, like Fr. s'escrimer, "to work
hard for small results"; the 2d element ? influenced by
the personal name Scrimshaw or by -shaws in kickshaws],
I. careful decoration and carving of shells, bone, ivory,
etc. by sailors on long voyages. 2. a product of such
handicraft. 3. any neat piece of mechanical work.
v.t. to decorate (shells, etc.) by carving, v.i. to do
this kind of work.

scrip (skrij)), n. [ME. scrippe; prob. < ON. skreppa
(base as m SCARF, band), but influenced by OFr.
escrepe in phr. escrepe et bordon, wallet and staff]!
[Archaic], a small bag, wallet, or satchel.

scrip (skrip), n. [altered < script], 1. a writing; list,

receipt, etc. 2. a small piece or scrap, especially of
paper. 3. a certificate of a right to receive something;
specifically, a) a certificate representing fractions of
shares of stock. 6) a temporary certificate given for
part payment of a stock subscription or a bond, to be
exchanged later when full payment is made, c) a tem-
porary paper to be exchanged for money, goods, land,
etc. d) a certificate of indebtedness, issued as currency.
4. paper money in amounts of less than a dollar,
formerly issued in the United States; fractional
currency.

Scripps, Edward WyMis (wil'is skrips), 1854-1926;
American newspaper publisher.

Jscrip-sit (skrip'sit), [L], he (or she) wrote (it): placed
after the author's name on a manuscript, etc.

script (skript), n. [ME.; OFr. escrtpt: L. scriptum, neut.
of scriptus, pp. of scribere, to write), 1. handwriting;
written words, letters, or figures. 2. printing or printers
type which imitates handwriting. 3. a style of hand-
writing^manner or method of forming letters or figures.
4. a written document; original manuscript: opposed
to copy. 5, a) a manuscript or typewritten copy of a
play, rad^o show, role, or motion-picture screenplay.
0) the written part of a play, radio show, etc,, excluding
performance, music, scenery, etc.: as, the acting was
poor, but I liked the script.

scrip-to-ri-um (skrip46r'i-sm, skrip-to'ri-am), n. \pl
SCRIPTORIA (-0)], [ML. < L. scriptus; see SCRIPT], a
writing room; especially, a^ room in a monastery re-
servea for copying manuscripts, writing, and studying.
scrip tur al (skrip'cher-!), adj. [often S-] of, contained
in, or according to the Scriptures; Biblical.

scrip-ture (sknp'cher), n. [ME.; OFr. escripture; L.
scnptura < scriptust pp. of scribere, to write}, 1. orig-
inally, anything written: a writing, manuscript, docu-
ment, etc. 2, fS-1, usually pi, the Bible: books of the
Old and New Testaments or of either: also (the) Holy
Scripture, (the) Holy Scriptures. 3. [S*], fRarel, a
passage or text of the Bible, 4. any sacred or religious
writing or books, Abbreviated Script,
scrivener (akriv'fter, skriv>'n-er), n* fME. scriwyner;
extended <obs. scrivein; OFr. escrivain; It. scrivano <
LL,jscribanus < L. scribw*, to write]. [Archaic], I. a
public clerk, draftsman, or copyist; scribe. 2, a notary.

scro-bic-u-lat (8kr5-bik'yoo-Ht) f adj. [< t. scrobiculus,
dim. of scrobis, a pit; -f -ate], having many small de-
pressions; pitted; furrowed.

scrod (skrod), n. (prob, < MD, sckrode. piece cut off,

strip; cf, cognate SHRKD], a young codfish, split and
prepared for ooofcing.

scrof u-la (skrof'yoo-l), n. {ML,; L* scrofula** pi,
Dwellings of the neck glands < scrofa, a sow, ? because
supposed' to be subject to the disease!, tuberculosis of
the lymphatic glands, especially of the neck, charac-
terized by the enlargement and degeneration of the
glands; kings evil,

scrof u lous (skrof'yoo-los), adj. 1, of, like, or having
scrofula, 2. morally corrupt; degenerate.

warojl (tkrol}, *. (alt*d (by aswciation with roll) <
MB, $wmm, itrotu; OFr, AMTOX* (cf. sseitow); of Ckoc,
origin], 1* a roll of parchment or paper, usually with
writing upon it 2, an ancient book 1$ the form of a
milled ttwtetisonpt, 3* a list or achtdwe: at, the swoll
of Fame. 4 anything having the form of a partly
unrolled or loosely rolled sheet f paper; specifically,

a) m ornament or ornamental design in coiled or spiral
form; an, the volute of am Ionic capital it a scroll.

b) a flourish added to a signature, or to specuil words,

figures, etc, v.t. t to- form into a scroll. 2. to decorate
With spiral designs. v.L < to roll or curl up into a spiral.

~ ~'

II saw. a thin, ribbonlike saw for cutting thin wood

_ ll-work (skrCKwurk') t n. 1. ornamental work with
a scroll or scrolls as the basic design. 2L ornamental
_wofk cut <Hit witii n scroll *nw*

.1. the/ted, :

(skrof'yoo-mr'i-a'shos), adj.
[< Mod. L. Scrophularia, the type genus (from sup-
posed power to cure scrofula) ; + -ous], in botany, of the
ngwort family, composed chiefly of medicinal herbs

scro tal
(skro't'p, adj. of the scrotum.

scro-tum (skro'tsm), n. [pi. SCROTA (-ta), SCROXUMS
(-tgmzjj,, [L.; for IE. base see SHRED], in most male
mammals, the pouch of skin containing the testicles
and related structures.

8<THM (skrouj, skrooj), v.t. [SCROUGED (skroujd,
skroojd), SCROUGING], [earlier scruze; prob. echoic* sug-
gested by screw, squeeze, etc.], [British Dial.], to crowd:
squeeze; press.

ofcry-Mgej, lomiigj, Tio iouK. arouna :

thing) without permission; pilfer.
scrub (skrub), n. [dial. var. of shrub, influenced by ON". ;

collective senses < Australia], 1. a) originally, a strag-
gly, inferior tree or shrub. 6) short, stunted trees,
bushes, or shrubs growing thickly together, c) land
covered with such growth. 2. any person or thing
smaller ^than the usual, or inferior in quality, breed,
etc. 3. in sports, a) a player not on the varsity squad
or regular team. 6) pi a team made up of such players.
007.

t
1. mean; poor; inferior, 2. undersized; under-

nourished; small. 3. of or for players not on the varsity
squad or regular team; hence, 4. impromptu; hastily
got up : as, a scrub game.

8C K (skrub), v.t. [SCRUBBED (skrubd), SCRUBBING],
[ME. scrobben; prob. < ON.; cf. Dan, skrubbe. Norw.
dial, skrubba, to rub hard; akin to MLG. schrubben;
prob. IE. base *sqer-, to cut, as also in Early Dan.
skrub, unevenness], 1. to clean or wash by rubbing of
brushing hard, 2. to remove by brushing or rabbins
3. .to rub hard. 4. to cleanse (a gas) of impurities
IM. to clean something by rubbing, as by using brush,
water, and soap. n. 1. the act of scrubbing. |2. a personwho works hard and lives meanly; drudge,

scrub-ber (skrub'Sr), n. a person or thing that scrubs;
specifically, a) a person wno scrubs

floors;, decks, etc.
b) a stiff brush, c) any of various devices for deansing
gas of impurities.
scrub by (skrub'i), adj. [SCRUBBIER (-i-&r), SCRUBBIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. stunted in growth; undersized or inferior.
2. [covered with or consisting of brushwood, or scrub.
3. paltry, shabby, etc.

scrub oak, any of various American dwarf oaks.
scruff

(skraf),
n. [altered < earlier scuff (< ON. <

the hair), after scruff, var. of scurf; IE. base *sqt
*sqeu-bh~, a tuft, wisp], the nape, or back, of the :

sorum (skrum), n. [British Cofloq.], a scrummage.
scrummage (skrum'ij), n. [dial. var. of scrimmages,m Rugby, a formation around the ball in which jEae
two sets of forwards compactly pressed together try
to push their opponents away from the bau and re-
start the play by breaking away with $t or kicking it
out. v.t. & v.i. [SCRUMMAGED (-ijd), SCRUMMAGING],
to play or place (tne tjall) in a scrummage.
scrump tious (skrump'shss), adj. [altered < sumptuous
with emphatic initial scf-l, [Slang], very fii^e; very
nice; first-rate; splendid.
scrunch (skrunch), v4. & v [< crunch, with emphatic
initial scr-\, to crunch; qrush; chew* noisily and with
force, n. a sound or act of crunching,

scru pie (skrSB'pl), n, [ME,; OFr. scrufinU; L. s<

lus, smaU sharp stone, hence small stone used as we
small weight: also a sharp stone, as in a man's ;

uneasiness, difficulty, small trouble, doubt], 1. a very
small quantity or amount: very small part. 2* an
ancient Roman weight, 1/288 of an as (1/24 ounce).
3, an apothecari^ weight, equal to 1/3 dram (20
grains, or 1 /24 ounce) . 4. a feeling of hesitancy, doubt,
or uneasiness arising from difficulty in deciding what
is right, proper, eacjwient. etc,; qualrn; misgiving.
if.**

& v.L [SCRUPIED (-pld), SCRUPLINO], to hesitate
(at) from doubt or uneasiness; be unwilling because oC

cojoscientjous motives: have scruples (about): usually
followed by an Infinitive. Abbreviated sc., *ov (in
senses 2 & $). ~>*SYN. see qualm.

acm*pulo8'I*ty (skr55
/
pyoo-los

/
a-ti) f n f< Pr, or L.:

F* scrupulosity ; L* scrupulositas], I. the ottaHty 0$
baiaf sowpulous, 2. {#L SCRUFULOSTTIBS (-lass)!, an
instance of this.

scruples; cnaractenzed by careful attention to what
is right or proper; conscientiously honest and upright.

reful of details? precise, accwrate, ad correct;
d temandingf or char^cterked byf

d exactneiw. 53W. see careful,

l, [< $mi^ 4. Jail to took *t
amlae closely; k^Et mbmtefar.

.-scrutinlxe implies a kKjking over (ruR-fulty and search-

CI ofl. wrt: mm fun, far; MiJop; mimm$* 3Spw; ** w lit* (W$)j
cloch. Seem x-xiC | fureiyn ; b vi^thKicJ; <
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scutellation

ingly in order to observe the minutest details (he slowly

scrutinized the bank note); inspect implies a close, critical

observation, especially in order to detect errors, flaws, etc. (ne

inspected the building for fire hazards) ;
examine suggests a

close observation or investigation in order to determine the

condition, quality, validity, etc. of something (the doctor

examined me thoroughly); scan, in its earlier, stricter sense,

implies a close scrutiny and analysis, but in current, popular

usage, it more frequently connotes a quick, rather superficial

survey (he scanned the headlines).

ecru-ti-ny (skroo't'n-i), n. [pi SCRUTINIES (-iz)j, [OFr.

scrutinie; LL. scrutimum < L. scrutari, to search auto

carefully], a close examination; minute inspection; care-

ful, lengthy look. _ . .
,,

scud (skud), v.i. [SCUDDED (-id), SCUDDING], [qrig.
said

of a hare; hence prob. < dial, scut, a tail, especially of a

hare; influenced by scoot], 1. to run or move swiftly;

gHde or skim along easily. 2. to be driven or run

before the wind. n. 1. the act of scudding. 2. clouds

or spray driven by the wind. ../j-/
Scu-de-ry, Mag-de-leine de (mag'da-len' de sku'da'-

re') 1607-1701; French novelist and poet: also spelled

cuHlo (skoo'do), n. \pl SCUDI (-de)], [It., qrig., a shield;

L. scutum, a shield: so named from bearing, a shield],

a former monetary unit and gold or silver coin of Italy

and Sicily, valued at about one dollar.

scuff (skuf), v.t. [prob. a merged word going back to

ON. skufa, to shove, push (cf. Sw. skuffa, to push);
akin to shove & dial, scuff, a light blow, to touch lightly

< scuff, hair, nape of the neck; see SCRUFF], 1. to

scrape (the ground, floor, etc.) with the feet. 2. to

wear a rough place or places on the surface of. 3. to

touch or brush lightly in passing. 4. to move (the feet)

with, a dragging motion. v.i. to walk without lifting

the feet; shuffle, n. 1. a noise or act of scuffing. 2. a

worn or rough spot. 3. a loose-fitting house slipper

without a heel or counter.
scuf fle (skuf'l), v.i. [SCUFFLED (-Id), SCUFFLING], [<
scuff + 4e, freq. suffix], 1. to struggle or fight in rough
confusion. 2. to drag the feet; shuffle; scuff, n. 1. a

rought, confused fight; close, haphazard struggle. 2. a

shuffling: as, the scuffle of feet.

scull (skul), n. [ME. skulk, sculle; prob. < ON. &
akin to skull but with more basic etym. meaning; cf.

Early Sw. skolle, thin plate; IE. base *sqel-, to cut (cf.

SHIELD, SKILL, SKULL)], 1. an oar twisted from side

to side over the stern of a boat to move it forward.

2 one fof a pair of light oars with concave blades, used,

to&'tttfEidi, side of a boat, by a single rower. 3. a light,

narrow, racing boat for one or more rowers. v.i. & v.t.

to propel (aboat) with a scull or sculls.

eculler-y (sfoal'gr-i), li. W, SCULLERIES (-iz)] f [OFr.
escuelerte, care of dishes and kitchen utensils < escueher,

maker or keeper of plates and dishes < escuelle, a dish <
L. scutella, salver, tray], a room adjoining the kitchen,

where pots and pans are cleaned and stored or where the

rough, dirty kitchen work is done.
scuMion (skul'ygn), n. [OFr. escouillon, a mop, cloth <
escouve, a broom < L. scopa, a broom], [Archaic], 1. a
servant who does the rough work of a kitchen. 2. a
low, miserable fellow; wretch.

sculp., L sculptor. 2. sculptural. 3. sculpture.

scul-pin (skul'pin), n. [prob. altered < Fr. scorpene <
L, scorp&ena, sea scorpion], 1, any of a group of

spiny, generally scaleless sea fishes with a large head
and wioe mouth. 2, the Bullhead, a related fresh-

water fislj..

Isculp-sit .(skulp'sit), [L.] f he (or she) carved (ft):

placed after the artists name on a sculpture* etc.:

abbreviated sculp., sculpt.

sculp*tor (skulp'ter), n. [L. < sculpere, to carve in

stone], a person who models or carves figures of clay,
stone, metal, wood, etc.; artist who creates three-
dimensional representations: abbreviated sculp,

sculp tress (skulp'tris), n. [Rare], a woman sculptor.

sculp-tur-al (skulp'chSr-al), adj. of or like sculpture:
abbreviated sculp.

sculp ture (skulp'chgr), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. scidptttw <
sculptusj pp. of sculpere^ to carve in stone], li. the art
of carving wood, chiseling stone, casting metal, mod-
eling clay or wax, etc, into three-dimensional repre-
sentations, as statues, figures, ornaments, etc* 2* any
product or products of this art; a work or works of

sculpture, v.t. [SCULPTURED (-chSrd), SCULPTURBSIG],
1. to cut, carve, chisel, cast, or mold into statues,

figures, etc, 2. to represent or portray by means of

sculptttre, 3. to make or form by means cl sculpture.
4. to decorate with sculpture. 5. to change in form by
erosion: as, the river has sculptured the rock. Abbre-
viated sculp.

sculp-tur-esque (skulp'chs-resk'), adj. like or suggest-
ing sculpture; shapely, statuelike, etc.

scum (skum), 71. [ME. scum, scume; MD. schum; akin
to G. schaum, foam, scum (cf. MEERSCHAUM) ; IE, base
*fa)<r-f to cover, hide, seen also in L. obscwms (cf.

OBSCURE); basic sense "that covers"], L a thin layer
of impurities which forms' on the top of liquids or
bodies of water, often its the < vomit of boiling or fer-

mentation. 2. the dross or refuse on top of molten
metals. 3. refuse; worthless parts of anything. 4. a

low, despicable, worthless person, or such people col-

lectively, v.t. [SCUMMED (skumd),4 SCUMMING], to

skim; remove from the surface. IM. to form scum;
become covered with scum.
scumble (skum'b'l), v.t. [SCUMBLED (-b'ld), SCUM-

BLING], [< scum], 1. in painting, a) to soften the out-

lines or color of by applying a thin coat of opaque
color, b) to apply (color) in this manner. 2. in drawing,

to soften the outlines of by rubbing or blurring. 3. to

make by either of these processes, n. 1. a coat ox

color added in scumbling. 2. the softening of outline

produced by scumbling.
scummy (skum'i), adj. [SCUMMIER (-i-er), SCUMMIBST

(-i-ist)],
1. covered with scum. 2. of or like scum. 3.

despicable ; low : worthless ;
mean.

scup (skup), n. \pl. SCUP, SCUPS (skugs); see PLURAL, n,

D,2], [<Am. Ind. (Narragansett), lit., close (scaled)],

any of a group of marine food fishes related to the

grunts and snappers, found on the Atlantic coast of

the United States: also called porgy.

scup-per (skup'er), n. [prob. for scupper Hole < OFr.

escope, bailing scoop < Gmc. base seen in scoop], an

opening in a ship's side to allow water to run on; the

deck. v.t. [British Slang], to disable; put in great

difficulty; annihilate, as by a surprise attack.

scup-per-nong (skup'er-n6ri', skuj>'er-norr) n. [< the

Scuppernong River in North Carolina], 1. a yellowish-

green grape with a plumlike flavor. 2. the wme made

scurf (skurf), n'. [ME. scurf, scorf, scrof; AS. < Scand.;
cf. Dan. skurv; akin to AS. sceorj], 1. Uttle, dry, scales

shed by the skin, as dandruff. 2. any scaly coating.
scurf y (skur'fi), adj. [SCURFIBR <>fi-er), SCTOFIEST

(-fi-ist)], of, like, or covered with scurf.

scur-rile, scur-ril (skur'il), adj. [L. scurrilis < scurra,

buffoon], [Archaic], scurrilous.

scur-riM'ty (ska-ril's-ti),
n. [L. scurriUtcts], 1. the

quality of being scurrilous; coarseness or indecency of

language, especially in invective or joking. 2. {pi.

SCURRILITIES (<-tiz)] t a scurrilous act or remark,
scur-ril ous (skur'i-tes), adj. [< L. scurrilis, buffoon-
like < scurra, buffoon; + -ous], 1. coarse; vulgar; foul-

mputhed; using indecent or abusive language. 2. con-

taining coarse vulgarisms or indecent abuse.

scur-ry (skiVi), iu. [SCURRIED (-id), SCURRYING], [<
hurry-scurry; ? a fusion of scour + hurry], to run hastily ;

scamper, n. 1. a hasty running; scampering. 2. the
sound of hasty running. 3. a short run or race.

scur-vi-ly (skur'v'1-i), adv. in a^scurvy manner; meanly.
scur-vi-ness (skflr'vi-nis), n. the quality of being scurvy.

8cur*yy (skur'vi), adj. [SCURVIER (-vi-Sr), SCURVIEST
(-vi-ist)], [< scurf], L originally, scurfy% 2. low; mean;
vile; contemptible, n. [< the 04/J; a disease resulting
from a deficiency of vitamin C in the body, char-
acterized by weakness, anemia, spongy gums, bleeding
from the mucous membranes, etc.

scurvy grass, a plant of the mustard family, with heart-

shaped leaves, small white flowers, ana a tarlike flavor,
used in salads and medicine.

scut (skut), n. [ME, a tail, hare (see $C,UD); prob. <
ON.; cf. Ice. skott, tail of a fox, ON, skoL something
projecting, skutr, stern of a boat; for IE, b*w$ pee
SHOOT], a short, stumpy tail, especially of a hare,
rabbit, or deer.

scu-ta (sku'ts), n. plural of scutum.
scu-tage (sku'tij), n. [ML. scutagium < L. scutum, a
shieldj, in feudal law, a tax paid by the holder of a
knight's fee, usually in lieu ofmilitary seryM

Scu-ta-ri (skoS'tS-ri), n. 1. a city in northwestern
Albania: the former capital; pop., 29,000: Albanian
name, Shkodfr. 2. Uskiidar, a section of Istanbul.

Scutari, Lake, a lake between southwestern Yugo-
slavia and; northwestern Albania; area, c. 130 sq. mi.
scu tate (sku'tat), adj. [L. scutatus < scutum, a shield],
1. in botany, shaped ike a shield: said especially of
leaves joined to the stalk at about the center of the
lower surface > instead of at the base. 2. in zoology,
covered or protected by bony or horny plates or r

~

.

seciteh. (skmch), v.t* [prob. < OFr. *coimr < UU
*excussare, to shake much] f to free the fibers of (flax,

cotto, etc,} from wocxty parts by be$teg

scutch-eon (skuch'an), n. [ME. scockoun, etc.
of escutcheon), ,1 an ^escutcheon. 2. any
or platet as for
scute (skut), n.
or horny plate;

scu tel late
' *

tellatus <
tected wit
scu tel late

,

an external bony

m-
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, [Mod.

1. in
2. in

scu-teMum (sku-tel'sm), n. [pi. SCUTELLA (-a)'

L., for L. scutulum, dim. of scutum, a sh""
ij1

botany, any of various parts shaped like a s

zoology, a small horny scale or plate.
scu-ti-form (sku'ti-f6rm'), adj. {< L. scutum, a shield;
+ -/om], shaped like a shield; scutate*

scut-ter (skut'&r), tu. [var. of scuttle, v. + -er, freq.
suffix], [British Colloq. or Dial.], to scurry about;
bustle, n. [British Colloq. or Dial.], a scurrying or
bustling about.

scut-tie (skut'l), n. [ME. & AS. scutel, a dish < L.
scutella; pronun. influenced by the L.], 1. a basket
with a narrow base and a wide mouth, used for carrying
grain, vegetables, etc. 2, a kind of bucket, usually
with a wide, covered pouring spout, used for pouring
coal on a fire.

scut-tie (skut'l), u.i. [SCUTTLED (-*ld), SCUTTLING], [<
dial, scut, var. of scud + -le, freq. suffix], to run or move
quickly; scurry, especially away from danger, trouble,
etc. n. a scurry or scamper; hasty flight or departure.

scut-tie (skut'l), n, (OPr. escoutille, hatchway (Fr.
ecoutille) ; Sp.

a
escolilla; prob. < Gmc. base of shove],

1. an opening in a wall or roof, fitted with a lid or cover.
2. an opening or hatchway in the outer hull or deck of a
ship, fitted with a lid or cover, 3, the lid or cover for
sticn an opening, v.t. [SCUTTLED (-Id), SCUTTLING], 1.

to cut a hole or holes through the hull of (a ship or boat)
below the water line* 2. to sink (a ship or boat) by
this means.

scut*tie-butt (skut'1-but'), n>
[orig. < scuttled butt,

lidded cask, a butt or cask on shipboard with fresh

drinking water], [Slang], 1. a drinking fountain on
shipboard. 2. rumor or gossip.
ecu turn (sku'tam), n. [pi, SCUTA (-to)], [L.; IE. base

*(s)qeu~t~, to cover, seen also in Gr. skutos t a hide,

leather], 1. the long, leather-covered, wooden shield

carried by infantrymen in the Roman legions. 2. [S-],

in astronomy, a small constellation in the Milky Way
supposedly resembling a shield in shape: see constella-

tion, chart* 3. in zoology, a heavy, horny scale or

platelet, as on the bodies of certain reptiles.

SfcyMa (sil') n. [L>; Gr. Skylla < skylax, a dog:
Scylla is said to have barked like a dog], a dangerous
rock on the Italian side of the Straits of Messina, op-
posite the whirlpool Charybdis: in classical mythology
both Scylla and Charybdis were personified as female
monitors,
between Scylla and Charybdla, facing difficulty or

danger on either hand; between two perils or evils,

neimer of which can be evaded without risking the
othw*

scy*pM~ (&)* t< L* scypbus; see SCVFBXJS], a combin-

ing fora meamng /cypjws or cup, a in
$cyj>h*fwm.

scy phi-form (sl'l~drm') 4/ NyM*- + -form], m
w

scy-pho-zo-an (8Tf9*o"'dQ) it [< Or. ffikypkos* a cuj> +
, a anteall, any of a ttignbor of sea codentemtet,aofoM, a anteall, any of a ttignbor o s

chiefly jtllyiSthe**

cy.phu8 (il'foi), **. tol fdnwi WOJ CU
l! a form of mnokmt Greek cup with

< Or.
two

hiwdte and no foot. 2, in b^&my, a c*ip*4had part,
as that betwtw* tl jwtik ad itenums in some lowers
scythe (JBM. ft* [ultemd (ia error after JU wmdtr*, to

cut) < MS* litim; A
stiki, jjfita
akin to L0 Mftf; IB.
base %^, to oat,

SSDOI, 8SCKLI*
tod with it long,

celled btodt wt t

angto om a bent wood
shalt fitted with two toa-
dies, used la cutting mm

, efto. by

n. an
in irtitn*

eutern Bawpt' mid Aem
iti exact botnifiiiriex>ave

mistic oath expressing anger, surprise, emphasis, etc*

Se, in chemistry, selenium.
SE. S.E., s.e., southeast.

S.E., Southeastern (postal district).
sea (si), n. [ME. se, see; AS. sx; akin to D. zee (cf.

ZUIDER ZEE) & G. see; IE. base *se(i)~, to drip, wet,
etc.], 1. the continuous body ol salt water covering
the greater part of the earth's surface: oeean. 2. a
large body of salt water wholly or partly enclosed by
land: as, the Red Sea, Irish Sea. 3. a large body of
fresh water: as, Sea of Galilee. 4. the state of the sur-
face of the ocean with regard to waves or swells: as, a
calm sea, light sea. 5. a heavy swell or wave: as, we
shall be swamped by the next sea. 6. something Eke
or suggesting the sea in extent or vastness; very great
amount or number: as, lost in a sea of debt,
at sea, 1. on the open sea. 2. uncertain; bewildered.
follow the sea, to make one's living by serving on
ocean-going snips.

go to sea, 1. to become a sailor. 2. to embark on a
voyage.
put to sea, to sail away from land.

sea anchor, a large, canvas-covered frame, usually
conical, let out from a ship as a drag orAfloat to reduce
drifting or to keep the ship heading into the wind.

sea anemone, any of various sea polyps having a firm,
gelatinous body topped with petalnke tentacles: they
are often brightly colored and live attached to rocks.

sea bass, 1. a dark-brown or black marine food fish
with large scales and a wide mouth, found along the
Atlantic coast. 2. any of various similar marine- fishes.
Sea-bee (se'be')t n. [< Construction .Battalion], a mem-
ber of any of the construction battalions of the Civil

Engineer Corps of the United States Navy: thev build
and defend harbor facilities, airfields, and the like.

sea bird, a bird living on or near the sea.
sea biscuit, a type of hard biscuit formerly eaten by
sailors; hardtack.
sea-board (se'bdrd', se'bord'), n. [sea H- board (border)
or Fr. bora, an edge, side], land near or bordering on
the sea; seacoast. adj. bordering on the sea.

sea-bom (se'b6rn'), fldj. 1. born in or of the sea; as,

Aphrodite, the sea-born goddess. 2. produced by or

originating in the sea.

sea-borne! sea-borne (se'b$rn'f se'born'), fwtf. 1. car-
ried on or by the sea. 2. afloat: said of ships.
sea bread, ship biscuit; hardtack.
sea breeze, a breeze blowing inland from the sea.
sea calf, the common seal; harbor seal.

sea-coast (se'kost/), n. land bordering on or near to
the sea; seashore.

sea cow, 1. any of several sea mammals, as the
dugong and manatee. 2. the walrus. 3. the hippo-
potamus*

"

'

i

'

sea cucumber, [cf.
Fr. coucombre de mer]* any t ,0f<a

group of echinoderrns witfe a cucujnber^shaped, body,
leathery skin, and long, branched tentacles wound the
mouth; holothurian.
sea devil 1. the devilfish. 2. the amgdtfish (shark).
sea dog. Id G. seehund], 1. the dogfish. 2. the common
seal; sa calf, 3* a sailor, eipeaaiy an experienced one.

"

any of a group of ducks inhabiting salt water,
the American eider duck.

. any of several fish-eating birds related to
b, 2. the osprey.

ifcfany of several very i large seals 'that are

oft* the males have a sltort trunk, or pro-"'

like that of the elephant.'

fan-shaped corals.
n. a person who travels on the sea.

_>? rf/. of or engaged in life ataea.
fegto* 4? |>fofession ofa sailor. 2, travel

it between ships at sea.
n. a sea anemone or a similar

t. foam or froth on sea <tosater, 2* er~

food wroared from or cocwWng of salt-

lUuL
Oi ny bird Hving on orww te MNU
of shark with a long tail fin; thresher

_ ,., tlie part of a town or other bmUt<ttp area

facing on the sea.

t the draft, or depttu of imter naadbd to

2, a mnm mtA in maiming M* depths,
aft mxwm^A by tha



sea kolly
sea raven

sea holly, a small plant with pale-blue flowers and spiny,
bluish leaves. ,.

sea horse. 1. the walrus. 2. the hippocampus, a small,

semitropical fish with a slender tail, plated
body, and a head and foreparts somewhat
Hke those of a horse. 3. a mythical sea

creature, half fish and half horse.

sea-is-land (sel'lond), adj. of or from the Sea
Islands.

sea-island cotton, a fine kind of long-
fibered cotton grown originally in the Sea
Islands and now in other areas.

Sea Islands, a chain of islands off the coasts

of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.

sea kale, [from growing near the coast], a

fleshy mustard plant whose young shoots are

used like asparagus.
sea king, [after ON. sxkonungr (AS. sx-

kyning)], a Norse pirate chief of the Middle

seal (sel), n. [ME. seel; OFr. seel < L. sigillum, a seal,

mark, lit. little mark < signum; see SIGN], 1. a design,

initial, or other device placed on a letter, document, etc.

as a signature or proof of authenticity: letters were

formerly closed with a wafer of molten wax into which
was pressed the distinctive seal of the sender. 2. a

stamp, signet ring, etc. used for making such an im-

pression. 3. a wax wafer, piece of paper, etc. bearing
the impression of some design recognized, usually by
law, as official. 4. something that seals, closes, or

fastens tightly. 5. something that confirms, authen-

ticates, or guarantees; pledge: as, his fear was a seal

of secrecy. 6. an indication; sign; token: as, their

handshake was a seal of friendship. 7. any device, as

a looped trap filled with water, preventing the passage
of gas through a pipe. 8. an ornamental paper stamp:
as; a Christmas seat v.t. [ME. selen; OFr. seeler < the

n.}, 1. to mark with a seal; fix a seal to; hence, 2. to

secure the contents of (a letter, envelope, etc.), orig-

inally by dosing with a sealed wax wafer, now usually
with mucilage, tape, etc. 3. to ratify, confirm, or au-

tfcen,ticate (a document, etc.) by marking with a seal.

4. to attest to or confirm the truth or genuineness of

(a promise* etc.). 5. to certify as being accurate, exact,

;f a give!*;size, qpaEty, capacity, etc. by fixing a stamp
OK seal to? as, have these scales been sealed? 6. to grant,
assign, or designate with a seal, pledge, etc.: as, he has
sealed his estate to his son. 7. to settle, determine, or
decide finally or irrevocably. 8. to close completely,
especially so as to make airtight; close, shut, or fasten
with or as with a seal: as, seal the doors before fumi-

gating, seal the cracks in the wall. 9. in Mormonism,
a) to make formal and binding; solemnize: said of a

marriage, adoption, etc. b) to give (a woman) in mar-
riage. 10. in electricity, to bring into full, interlocking
contact, as a plug and jack.
set one's seal to, 1. to mark or stamp with one's seal;
hence, 2. to endorse; approve.

the seals, [British], symbols or marks of office, espe-
cially of public office.

seal (sSl), n. \pl. SEALS <selz), SEAL; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[ME. sele; AS. seolh;
akin to OHG. selah;

prob. IE. base *selk~,
to puH, draw (with
refererice to the seal's

labored movements
on land)], 1. a sea
mammal with a tor-

pedo-shaped body, a

doglike head, and
four webbed feet or
flippers: it lives in
cold or temperate
waters and eats fish;

of hunting seals. 2. a place where seals are hunted.

sea lettuce, any of a number of related seaweeds with
edible, leaflike parts.
sea level, the level of the surface of the sea, especially
when halfway between high and low tide: used as a
standard in measuring heights and depths.

sea lily, a crinoid.

sealing wax, a combination of resin and turpentine
used for sealing letters, dry batteries, etc.: it is hard
at normal temperatures but softens when heated.

sea lion, a large seal with ears, of the North Pacific.

seal ring, a signet ring.
seal-skin (sel'skin'), n. 1. the skin or pelt of the seal,

especially with the coarse outer hair removed and the
soft undercoat dyed dark-brown or black. 2. a

garment made of this. adj. made of sealskin.

sea lungwort, a fleshy plant with egg-shaped, white-

shire, Wales], any of a small, long-bodied breed of

terrier with short legs, a shaggy white coat, and a head
like that of a Scottish terrier.

seam (sem), n [ME. seme; AS. seam; akin to G. saum;
IE. base *.*#-, sew- t to sew, seen also in L. suere, sutum
(cf. SUTURE), Eng. sew], 1. a line formed by sewing
together two pieces of material. 2. any line formed by
the joining together of separate pieces; line marking
adjoining edges, as of boards. 3. a mark, line, ridge,
etc. like this, as a scar, wrinkle, mold line on glass,
etc. 4. a thin layer or stratum of ore, coal, etc. v.t.

1. to join together so as to form a seam. 2. to mark
with a seamhke line, crack, wrinkle, etc. 3. in knitting,
to purl. iu. L to crack open. 2. [Dial.], to sew. 3. in

kmtting, to purl.
sea maid, [Qbs. or Poetic], 1, a mermaid. 2, a sea

nymph or goddess.
sea-man (se'msn), n. [pi. SEAMEN (-man)], [ME, seeman;
cf. G. seemann], 1. a sailor; mariner. 2. an enlisted
man ranking below a petty officer in the navy.
sea-manlike (se'man-Ek')* adj. like or characteristic
of a good seaman; having or showing seamanship.

sea man ly (se'man-li), adj. seamanlike.

sea-man-ship (se'm9n-shrp/)t n. [seaman -f -ship], skill

in sailing or working a ship; ability of a good seaman.
sea mark (se'markO, n. 1. a line marking the upper
Emit of the tide. 2. any prominent object on shore, as
a lighthouse, serving as a guide for a ship's course.
sea mew, [ME. semewe; cf. MEW], a sea gull.
sea mouse, a segmented sea worm with a fat, oval
body covered wiui scales and iridescent bristles.

seam-stress (sem'stris), n. [ME. stamestre, man or
woman who sews; AS. seamestr* < seam, a seam; +
additional fern, sumx -ess], a woman who is expert at
sewing, especially one who makes her living by sewing:
also sempstress.
seam y (sem'i), adj. [SEAMIER (-i-&}, SEAMIEST (-Mat)],

haying or showing seams, especially with rough, un-
finished edges, as the underside of a garment,
the seamy side, the least attractive aspect.

JSean-ad Eir eann (san/Sd aVen), [Ir.l the Senate, or
upper house, of the legislature (Oireacntas) of Ireland.
stance (sa'Sns; Pr. si'SwsO, n. [Pr, lit., a sitting <
OFr. seoirj L. sedere, to sit], 1. a meeting or session.
2, a meeting at which a group of spMteaBsts try to
communicate with the spirits of the dead.

sea onion, a plant of the Ely family, with wide leaves,

dense^ cluster of small, whitish flowers, and a bulb
used in medicine; squill.
sea otter, a web-footed sea mammal of the ottw family,
found along the North Pacific coast i its dark-brown
fur is very valuable.
sea pen, a kind of polyp that forms colonies hating the

of a fe

2. a) this fur; sealskin. &) a similar fur used as a substi-
tute for this. 3. leather made from sealskin. p.i. to
hunt seals.

sea lavender, any of a number of related stiff plants
with white, pink, lavender, or yellow flowers and many
branches.

sea lawyer, [Colloq.j, a contentious sailor, who likes to

arg[ue points of sea law, usually on the basis of slight
or inaccurate knowledge.

seal brown, a rich, dark brown.
sealed orders, written orders or instructions, as to the
captain of a ship informing him of his destination,
mission, etc.* given in a sealed envelope not to be
opened until a specified time or place is reached.

eea legs, the ability to walk without loss of balance on
board ship especially in a rough sea.

seal er (seWr). n* 1. a person or thing that seals, 2. an
officer whose duty is to inspect, test, and certify welgfatB
and measure*.
Ml*cr (eSFSr), A. La hunter of seals. 2. a ship used
in seal huntmg.

(iQ
/
ir-i), n. [pL SEALERIES (-iz)J, t fcfee .wort

from water.
, export'), it. 1. a port or |j*rbor uid
2* a

rtown or city having such a port

2. a nation having great
from land power.

ttcwl by certain
'to faoM thek <

on the

sea
nai

sea/iMfrs*^
skato&r r%r

sea quake
of the sea.

sear (sir), adj. [MB,
withered ; faded.

-"

seethejMf/.J,
L ..

the surface of so as to re

or cauterize with a hot
unfeeling'; hardecL

1

mark or condition
burn.

MBrfrfe). n.tFr.^.aj
press* LL. *serrore (as :

meaning of 4WW8V to boW *

the catch in agonlock ttjai 1

hft&cocked. ",
t ';.,,/'''/,

sea raven, a kind of sculpin found in the NorthJ

SERE], dry;

tog < MOT;
to scorch or burn

dry or hard. 3. to brand
4. to make callous or
sear: wither, n. any

Mi"



search. I3IS Sebastian
search (sftrch), v.t. [ME. serchen, cerchen; OFr. cercher
(Fr. chercher} < L. circare, to go round, go about, ex-
plore < circus, a ring], 1. to go over or look through
for the purpose of finding something; explore; rummage;
examine: as, they searched the house tor weapons, he
searched his records in vain. 2. to examine (a person)
for something concealed, by running one's hands over
the clothing, through the pockets, etc. 3. to examine
closely and carefully; test and try; probe: as, he searched
his soul for the answer. 4. to pierce; penetrate; go
through: as, the wind searched her ragged clothing.
v,z. to try to find something; make a search, n. 1. an
act of searching; scrutiny, inquiry, or examination in
an attempt to find something, gain knowledge, etc.
2. [Rare], a person or group that searches. 3. the act
of a belligerent in stopping and searching a neutral
ship for contraband: see right of search,
in search of, making a search for; trying to find, learn,
etc. by searching.

search out, 1. to seek by searching. 2. to find by
searching.

search-ing (sur'chiri), adj. 1. examining or exploring
thoroughly ^scrutinizing; thorough; vigorous. 2. keen;
sharp; piercing; penetrating: as, the searching wind.

search-light (surch'Kt'), n. 1. an apparatus containing
a source of light and a reflector that projects the light
produced in a concentrated, far-reaching beam: it is

usually mounted on a swivel so that the beam can be
directed. 2. the beam of light projected.

search party, a group of people taking part in a search.
search warrant, a legal document authorizing or direct-

ing a peace officer to search a specified person, premises,
dwelling, etc., as for stolen or contraband articles, items
to be used in evidence, suspected criminals, etc.

sea risk, the danger or risk involved in traveling or

transporting b^ water.
sea robber, a pirate.
sea robin, a fish of the gurnard family, especially the
American species having reddish coloring.

sea room, enough open space for maneuvering a ship.
sea rover, 1. a pirate. 2. a pirate ship.
sea-scape (se'skap'). n, [sea + landscape], 1, a view of
the sea. 2. a picture of this.

sea serpent, 1. any large, unidentified serpentlike
animal living, or thought to live, in the sea. 2. any of
several poisonous sea snakes.

sea shell, the shell of any salt-water mollusk.
seashore (sls'shdr', s'shor')> n. land along the sea;
seacoast: specifically, in law, the ground lying between
the usual high-water and low-water marks.

sea-sick (se'sik'). adi* suffering from seasickness.
sea-sick-ness (sS'sik'nis), n. nausea, dizziness, etc.

caused by th rolling and pitching of a ship at sea.
sea-side (si'sid'), n. land along the sea; seashore; sea-
coast, adj. at or of th seaside.

sea snake, 1. any of a number of poisonous makes
living in tropical seas. 2, a sea serpent.
season (si'^'n). n. [MB. $$sonn

} mm; OPr. seson,
seison, poison; LI* jolto* sowing tax* (in L, a sowing)
< base of L. strife, to sow; of. SEMEN, OHRX>, sow], 1.

any on of the four arbitrary divisions of the year; char-
acterized chiefly by differeooeB in temperature, weather,
number of hours ol d*yHgfot, and growth of pwote:
spring, summw, fall, or winter* 2. a time or part of
the year during which a specified kind of agricultural
work Is done: as, the planting season* harvest season,
etc. 3. the ttaw when aomethiag specified fltoorWies,

develops, takes place, is popular, permitted, or at its

best: as, the opera season, orange season, fishing season,
etc. 4. a period of tim. especially a relatively short
om 5, the suitable, fitting, or crovait time: often
for KOinething specified, a, this ift the topcoat season,
6. the time of a specified festival: as, the Christinas
<w** 7. I< ttie f*L (Ota.! sottwtbiof that seasons.

ibf L to tod to or cwkosg^ th* flavor of (food) 5 flavor.

2. to add or interest to. 3. a) to make more suitable

for UM; improve tlswt quality of, us by gfag, *powre
to air, >fttc. j ett; gafcttttt* b) to gtw (nn ailfcte) 'experi-
ence to improve Mi play, 4 to make used to: accus-
tom; inure; acclimatise: at* lie was seasoned to the hard
life, $, to make lt harsh or severe; temper; soften: a,
SMKm your remarks with discretion, v.i. to become
sewowea, or more suitable lor use.

for m ****Wt for ft -jAB*.

Fr. < OFr. saison; see SEASON], 1. suitable to or usual
for the time of year. 2. coming or done at the right
time; opportune: timely. SYN. see timely.
sea-$on-ably (seVn-s-bU), adv. in a seasonable manner;
at the right time or season.

sea-son-al (se'z'n-sl), adj. 1. of or characteristic of the
season or seasons. 2. affected by or depending on a
season; hence, 3. coming at regular intervals.

sea-son-al ly (se'z'n-sl-i), adv. 1. with or at a given
season. 2. in a seasonal manner; periodically.

sea-son-ing (seVn-irj), n. [season + -ing], 1. any
flavoring added to food; condiment. 2. anything that
adds zest, interest, or variety.
season ticket, a ticket that entitles the holder to use
or service, usually unlimited, for a given period or
series of events: season tickets are sold for railroad
travel, play on golf courses, entertainments, etc.
sea squirt, a small sea animal with a flabby body that
contracts to shoot out jets of water; ascidiaii; tunicate.

sea swallow, 1. any bird of the tern family. 2. the
stormy petrel.

seat (set), n. [ME. sete; ON. sxti < base seen in sti],

1. the manner of sitting, as
%
on horseback. 2. the place

or space where a person sits; place to sit: as, I can't
find a seat. 3. a thing to sit on; chair, bench, stool, etc.
4. the buttocks. 5. the part of a garment covering the
buttocks. 6. the part of a chair, bench, etc. that sup-
ports the buttocks. 7. the right to sit as a member;
position of a member; membership: as, he has a seat on
the commission. 8. a part or surface upon which the
base of something rests. 9. the place where something
is carried on, settled, or established; center; location;
place: as, the seat of government, seat of learning. 10.
the town where a king, bishop, etc. makes his home, 11,
a home; residence; especially, a large house that is part
of a country estate, v.t* 1. to put or set in or on a seat.
2. to help or settle into a seat. 3, to have a seat or
seats for; accommodate with a seat or seats: as, the
stadium seats 50,000 people. 4. to put a seat in or on;
patch or renew the seat of; reseat. 5. to put, fix, or
establish in a particular place, position of authority, etc.

be seated, 1. to take a seateel position; sit down. 2. to
be in a seated position; be sitting. 3. to be located,
settled, or situated.

sea tangle, any of various seaweeds.
seat er (seVeY), n. something having (a specified number
of) seats: used, in hyphenated compounds, of automo-
biles, airplanes, etc., as in two-seater, four-seater.

seat-ing (set'irj), n. 1. the act of providing with a seat
or seats. 2. material for covering chair seats, etc. 3; the
arrangement of seats or of persons seated. 4. a) a seat

(sense 8). 6) a part that rests on this

SEATO (se'to), Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation^
sea trout, 1. any of several salt-water trotrts related to
the salmon. 2. any of several weakfishes.

Se-at'tle (si-at'l), it. a seaport on Puget Sound, in

Washington: pop,, 462,000.
sea Tnrcfiuiy any of several sea animals of the echino-
<ferm family, having a flattened globular body of fused

plats covered with a spiny skin,
sea waU, a wall or embankment made to break the force
of the waves and to protect the shore from erosion.

sea*wan (si'wan), n. sewan.
sea-want (sS'w^nt), n. sewan.
sea-ward (sf'wtrd), n. a direction or position away from
the knd and toward the sea. adj. 1 directed, going,
or situated toward the sea. 2. from the sea: said of a
wiad. adv. toward, or in the direction of, the sea,

sea-wards (aS'wtroX), ddv. seaward. ^
sea ware ($S'wtrO> nt [via dial < AS. saswave, seaweed;
m, sea 4- ww#, saga], sea'we^d; especially, large, coarse
seaweed towd tap on shore*

sea-way (sywlOt n* I. a way or route by sea; sea as a
pumas trowel 2, the movement of a ship through
th water. 3, th fn sea. 4. a rou^fh sea 5. an in-

land waterway to th ea for ocean-going ships.
<n* any &a plant or plants; esp-

, >

sea 'wind* a wind blowing from the sea over the land.

sea wolf, 1, any of 1 several large, ferocious eea fishes*

'If th* 'Sea bas&, Manny, etc* 2, a pirate^ o
seaW0r-rat*me (se^ww'&i-aaid), n. the quality or con-

,'" *
'

.

sea-wor-thy (se%ttrwi% fl<y* fit to travel m. on the open
ea; safoja rotfgfe weather; sturdy : said ol a ship.

sea wwtcx, mwe$ especially of the large kinoi.

ou* ^-blfsfe0, adf. [Mod. L. sebacem < ju
tailowjtt

ofor Hfcefet, tallow, orsebum; especially,

fctteg certain tlcfajrtaMs tmt iiecrete sebum,
e ^btrtfc, tMtfrae), oeT/. [< L. Mfiwia, tpt

ao$te < M6im tallow: + -&], dedgnatiM w ol a
r. enrsumo* acid, CwMitO*, obtained by tb* <

of "oWb 4di '

' '

ortHHiK Or.



Sebastopol 1316 second-guess

~, secant of angle ABC;

name of Sivas, or a man of Sebaste (Gr. Sebaste), name
of the city of Samaria after the time of Herod the

Great; both < Gr. Sebastos, lit., venerable, august,

epithet of the emperor Augustus], a masculine name.
Se bas-to-pol (si-bas'tQ-pol'). n. Sevastopol.

SEbE, southeast by east. ...
sebi- (se'bi), [< L. sebum, tallow], a combining form

meaning tallow, wax, as in sebiferous.
sebtf er-ous (si-bif'er-as), adj. [sebi- + -ferous], 1. in

botany , secreting a fatty or waxlike substance. 2. m
physiology, sebaceous.

seb-or-rhe-a, seb-or-rhoea (seb'a-re'a), n. F< L. sebum,

tallow; + -rrhea], an excessive discharge from the se-

baceous glands resulting in an abnormally oily skin,

often with yellowish, greasy scales.

SEbS, southeast by south.
se-bum (se'bam), n. [L., tallow], the semihquid, greasy
secretion of the sebaceous glands.- '

'isaid of wine.,_ (sek), adj. [Fr.], dry; not sweet: si _,
,. ......

SEC, S.E.G., Securities and Exchange Commission.

sec., 1. secant. 2. second; seconds. 3, secondary.
4. secretary. 5. section; sections. 6. sector. 7. security.

se-cant (se'ksnt, se'kant), adj. [L. secans, ppr. of secare,

to cut], cutting; intersect-

ing, n. 1. any straight line

intersecting a curve at two
or more points. 2. in trigo-

nometry, a) a straight line

extending from the center
of a circle through the end
of an arc of its circumfer-
ence to another straight line

that is tangent to the radius
at the other end of the arc,

6) the length of this, c) the
ratio of the length of this

line to the length of the c
radius; hence, a) the ratio r, secant of angle BAC
of the length of the hypot- . < ^ , ^ *

enuse of any right-angled triangle to the length or

either of the other two sides with reference to the

enclosed angle. Abbreviated sec.

Jsec-co (sS/kft), adj. (It.; L. siccusl dry. n. tempera
painting done on dry plaster: distinguished from fresco.

s&cede (si-sea'), v.l [SEJCEDED (-id), SECEDING), [L,

s&wkre; s% apart 4- cedere, to go], to withdraw for-

nwly from, membeirTOJp in a group, association, organi-

zation, etc.; break off one's connection with others, as

in a political or religious group. ,

se-cern (si-sura'), v.t. [L. stcernere. to sunder, separate;
se-, aside + cernere, to separate], 1. to oisaimniate, or

distinguish, 2. [Rare], in physiology, to secrete.

se-cera-ent (si-surn'snt), adj. secreting. ,,

secern-rnent (si-surn'mant), n. a secerning or being
secerned.

,

se-ces-sion (si-sesh'on), n. [L. secessto], 1. an act of

seceding; formal withdrawal or separation. 2. [often
S-], the withdrawal of a State from the Federal Union,

ee-ces-sion-al (si-sesh'sn-l), adj. of or constituting
secession.

se ces sion-ist (si-sesh'an-ist), n. a person who favors
or takes part in secession, or upholds the nght to

secede; specifically [often S-J, one favoring the secession

of the Southern States at tne start of the Civil War.
Se chua na (se-chwa'nl), n, any of a group of Bantu
dialects spoken in the southern part of Northern
Rhodesia, ~ , ,

Seck-el (sekH), n. [after the Penn, fruitgrower who
originated the variety], a small, sweet, jrocy, reddish-
brown variety of pear: also Seckel pee*,

sec. leg., secundum kgem, [L.], according to law,

se-clude (si-kl6od't si-klud') v.t. \

CLUDING], [L, secludere < se-t apart , , --

1 , to keep away or apart from others; bar or
from the view of or relations with others; isolate*

make private or hidden; screen.
se-clud-ed (si-kl6od'id, si-klfid'id), adj. [p$>.
shut oi! or kept apart from others: isolatea;
withdrawn: as, a secluded meeting place.

se-clu slon (si-klo*5'zhn, si-klu'zhw), n* [ML. ^Mu$to^
1. a secluding or being secluded: retirement; isolation;

privacy. 2, a secluded spot. $YN, s^ sotttiwK
se-clu-sive (si-kloo'siv, si-klu'siv), adj. [< L, $$du$m*
pp* of secludere (see SBCLUBK); -f- -*wj, 1. tending to
seclude. 2. fond of or seeking seclusion,

8ec-ond (sek^nd), adj* (ME. secunde; OFr. < JU
jSffCMndus, following, second < seyui^ to follow: ex* S85-

QIJBNT, SEQUEL), 1 , coming next after the first in order
of place or time; 2d. 2. another; other; additional;

supplementary: as, we all took a ueond helping, 3.

being of the same kind as another; resembling a given
original; at then* has been no Mceitd Shakespeare,
4, next blow the fintt in rank pow* value, xnam,
BBo1kRie6 ete,; fctncse, 5, infwioT; tttoqrabttte; e-

oodary. 4, itt mtufa a) lower in plton. d) pteyfeg or

singing a part that is lower in pitch* ft* t. a parson or

thfau; that is 2. the next afttr ttui mt 3, aa
wttele of wreitdii that falls Wow tb itwdara
wet fur irt (luatity. 4 P/. a) a kind of coarse flour,

SE-

2 to

6) bread made from this. 5. a person who acts as an
aid or official assistant to another, especially to one of
the principals in a duel or boxing match. 6. in music,
a) the interval between consecutive diatonic tones.

b)
a tone separated from another by this interval, c)

the combination of two such tones in harmony, d) the
second part in a harmonized composition; esjjecially,
the alto, e} an instrument or voice taking this part.
Abbreviated sec., s. v.t. 1. to act as an aid or second
to; aid; support: assist. 2. to give support or en-

couragement to; further; reinforce. 3. to indicate one's

approval or support of (a motion, etc.) ^as a necessary
preliminary to discussion of or vote on it. adv. in the
second place, rank, group, etc.

second (sek'snd), n. [Fr. seconde; ML, secunda minuta,
lit., second minute: so called from being a further

division (i.e., beyond the minute) < L. secundus; see

SECOND, adj.], 1. 1/60 of a minute of time. 2. a very
short time; moment; instant. 3. 1/60 of a minute of

angular measurement; 1/3600 of a degree of arc;

symbol", as, 201Q'30'
;

. Abbreviated sec., s. (sing. 6-Z).
Second Advent, in the theology of some Christian

sects, the expected return of Christ to earth to sit in

judgment of both the living and the dead; millennium.
Second Adventist, a person who expects the Second
Advent, especially a member of a sect having a belief

in the millennium as part of its doctrine.

sec-ond-ar-Hy (sek'swi-der'g-K, sek^n-dera-li), adv* so

as to be secondary: in a secondary manner.
sec ond-ari ness (sek'an-der'i-nis), n. the state or

quality of being secondary.
second-ar-y (sek'on-der'i), adj. [ME. secoundarie, etc.;
L. secundarius], 1. second, or below the first, in rank,
importance, class, place, etc.; subordinate; minor; not

primary. 2. derived or resulting from something con-
sidered primary or original; dependent; derivative.

3. coming after that which is first in a series of proc-
esses, events, stages, etc., as of growth or development.
4. coming next in sequence after the primary or ele-

mentary level: as. secondary school, secondary flight

training. 5. in chemistry, a) formed by the replace-
ment of two atoms or radicals in the molecule; as,

secondary sodium phosphate, NaiHPOi. b) character-
ized by or designating a carbon atom that is directly
attached to two other atoms or radicals in a closed or

open chain. 6. in electricity,, a) designating or of an
induced current or its circuit, o) having current pro-
duced by induction: as, a secondary coil. 7, [S-L in

geology* Mesozoic. 8. in SMotogy, designating or of the
'

second joint or segment of a bird's wing or the
attached to this. n. \pl. SECONDARIES (-iz)J, 1. a
person or thing that is secondary, subordinate, or in-

lorior. 2* in electricity* a secondary circuit or coil
3, in zoology, a quill growing from the second joint or

segment of a bird
f

s wing. Abbreviated MC,
secondary acoant, 1. in a word with two or more
syllables accented, or strewed, any accent that is

weaker than the ML or primaryi accent. 2, any
symbol (in thi dictionary, '), indicating ftuchm accent.

secondary color, a color formed by the mixture of

two primary colors in equal quantities,
secondary education, education, m in a high school,
between th primary and collegiate levels.

secondary school, a school, especially a nigh school,

giving a secondary education*
second base, in baseball, the base between first bMe
and third base, located behind thp pitcher,

sec ond-best (sek'and^bcjft/)* <wir* <* qwHfcy matt be-
low the first; next to th best.
second best, something ;*>eond-besk
second childhood, senility- dotage.
sisc-ond-dasn (tekW-kla^ ek%a4-kttsO* / 1. of

e class, rank*
of secondary
dations next

the best:
or fry

to. u*^i betew thamghatt;Jt^_l_ __A.t ^ _, _JJ /*/**Wlrtf*1*%l

, mJMM* railway
,or of a WWP ol xnau cowittiBg

to.; wwa att yrrl lower
^jw mail 4 inftrior, iaade*

. , with accommodations next below
traveled to Kurope sw^^m, 2* ;

^vi^ &< iTta*. ftx^'a^ow, tbi
building. 2* In EurojMi and Great
two stories wt wa |pnwnd

""*

ihi mm in fe<^k eleT
second growth, tree growth on
forest.

8tc ond-ftuess (sek',
hJnd.sight in en ttcizin^ or

(a {mi problem).

<#Jfcpfo



secondhand section

(sek'snd-hand') , adj. [cf. FT. de. seconds
main], 1. not direct from the original source; not
original. 2, used or worn previously by another; not
new. 3. of or dealing in merchandise that is not new.
second hand, 1, this hand (of a clock or watch) that
indicates the seconds and moves wound the dial once
every minute. 2. one who or that which is inter-
mediate; now only in at second hand, indirectly.
Second International, an international organization
of Socialist (SociakDemocratic) parties, founded in
Paris in 1889: it later became the Labor and Socialist
International,

second lieutenant, a commissioned officer of the lowest
rank in the United States Army or Marine Corps.

sec-ond-ly (sek'end-H), adv* in the second place; second:
used chiefly in enumerating topics.
second mate, a ship's officer next in rank below the
first mate.
second mortgage, an additional mortgage placed on
property already mortgaged: the holder of a second
mortgage may present his claim only after the con-
ditions of the first mortgage have been fulfilled.

second nature, a habit, characteristic, etc. acquired and
fixed so deeply as to seem part of a person's nature.

Jse-con-do ($e-k0Vd$). n, [pL SECOND! (-de)], [It.; L.
secundus, second], in music, 1. the second, usually the
lower, part in a concerted piece, especially in a piano
duet, 2. a person performing such a part,
second papers, the final application of an alien for
United otttos citizenship; petition for naturalization.

second person, that form of a pronoun or verb which
refers to the person spoken to: in you dot you and do
are said to be in the second person.

sec ond-rate (sak'and-rSt'), MJ/ .
1* second in quality

or other rating: second-^clasa. 2. inferior; mediocre.
Second Republic, the refmblio established in France
in 1848, when Louis Philippe, was deposed and Louis
Napoleon was elected president, lasting until 1852,
when the Second Empire wai established,
second self, a person so intimately associated with
another as to have taken on many of tod* personality
traits, attitudes, beliefs, etc.
second eight, the supposed ability to see that which
cannot normally b seen, as future events, auper*
natural objects, etc,

sec-ond-sto-ry (sek'ond-stCr'i, sek'ond-stg'ri), adj. of,

on, or in the eecond story, or floor.

sec-ond-8to<ry man, [Sling], a burglar, especially one
who enters a building through an upstairs window.
second wind, 1. the return of rwtivwy normal ease
in breathing following the exhaustion that; occurs during
stvtre exertion or wercite/, as in running: it is du$ to

Improved action of the heart; hence, 2. the recovered
capacity for continuing any sort of effort*

Second World War, see World War II.

awpar (sdc'pSr'). n, parsec, a unit of ntwure, ,

se/ere-cy CsFkrsHii), it. [#J. SBCETCIKS (-siz)] [ME.
$ecr<ile#j rpattern<w after stecrtil + <yj 1. the quality
or condition of twng aeoret, or cqnceatect 2. the ability
to keep wlngd from the knowledge of others; power to
keep secrets. 3. a t^dency to keep wings secret;

quality or habit ol betog 0wtive.

(aSOcrit), a4/ MB* t OFr. < I* mart**, pp, of

to act apett; **v w*rt 4- amiff, to sift,wom t peffoafonek ** kept m*n public
or frasn w taotnedge ol certain

retired; remote; secluded. 3. keeping one's

to Qmw@lf$ w^crvtiv! doi*, 4
$HM or undUwtJwd^^i l^'Osnpw^MWwtb; deeply nays-

et: as, a> jwraf society,

Jse-cre-taire (sek'ra-t^r')i n. [Fr.J, a writing desk;
secretary.

sec-re- tar-i-al (sek'ro-t^r'i-sl), adj. of a secretary.

sec-re'tar-i-at, secre tar i ate (sek'rs-t^r'i-it), n. [Fr.

secretariat; ML. secretariates}, 1. the office or position
of a secretary. 2. the office or place where a secretary
does his work. 3. a staff or department headed by a
secretary. 4. a staff or group of secretaries.
secre tar-y (sek'rs-ter'i), n. [pL SECRETARIES (-iz)],

[ML. secretarius, one entrusted with secrets < L. secre-

tum; see SECRET], 1. a person employed to keep
records, take care of correspondence and other writing
tasks, etc. for an organization or individual. 2. a
general official in over-all charge of such work. 3. an
official in charge of a department of government. 4. a
writing desk, especially one topped with a small book-
case. Abbreviated sec., secy., sec*y-

secretary bird, [so named because the crest resembles
pens stuck over the ear], a large African bird of prey
with a long neck, long legs, and a bunch of penlike
feathers sticking out from the back of its head: it feeds
on insects, snakes, and other reptiles.

sec-re-tar-y-gen-er-al (sek'ra-ter'i-jen'&r-el), n. [pi.

SECRETARIES-GENERAL], a secretary having authority
over others; head of a secretariat.

sec re tar-y ship (sek'ra-ter'i-shipO. n. [see -SHIP], the
position, term, or work of a secretary.
secrete (si-kret')i v.t. [SECRETED (-id). SECRETING], [<
L. secret-its* pp of SGcernere; see SECRET], 1. to put or
keep in a secret place; hide; conceal. 2. in biology &
physiology, to separate (a substance) from the blood or

sap and elaborate as a new substance to be used by
the organism or excreted as waste. SYN* see hide.

se ere-tin (si^kre'tin), n, [secretion + -in], a hormone
produced in the small

f
intestine to stimulate the se-

cretion of pancreatic juice and bile.

se cre-tion (skkre'shsn), n. [OFr,; L, secretio, a separa-
tion < secretus, pp. 01 secernere,' see SECRET], 1, the
act or process of secreting; specifically, a) a hiding or

concealing, 6) the separation and elaboration of a
substance from the blood or sap. 2. a substance so
secreted by an animal or plant,

se-cre-tive (si~kre"'tiv;/or Jf, often sS'kra-tiv), adj. [secret

4- ~ive], 1. tending to conceal one's thoughts, feelings,
affairs, etc. from others; reticent; not frank or open.
2. secretory. SYN. see silent.

se-cre tor (si-kret'ir), n. a duct, gland, etc* that secretes.

se'Cre'to-ry (si-kre't9-ri), a4/* of7or having the function
of, secretion; secreting, n* a secretory gland, etc.

se cret-eerv-Ice (sS'knt-s&r'vis), adj. of or having to do
with the secret service.

secret service, 1. a government servfce organized to
carry on secret investigation and the like; specifically,

[S- S-], a division of the United States Treasury
Department concerned with the discovery and arrest

of counterfeiters, the protection of the President, etc.

2, 09pionage service, as conducted by the armed forces.

secret society^ any organized group that conceals some
of its rituals an4 other activities from nonmembers.

sect (soktk it, [MB. & Fr, secte; U secta < sequi, to

foBowi cf. sjBQWWLj, 1. a group of people having a
common leadership, set of opinions, philosophical doc-

trine, etc*; tdaoqf^ following. 2. any group holding
certain views, political principles, etc. *n common. 3. a

religious denomination, especially a small group that

has broken away from an established cnurcn.

sect (*kt) n. [< L. aw*w pp. of seww, to cat; cf, SBQ
MENT], a part or section.

jcti section.
sec*tar-I*im (sefc-tl^i-fn}, a4L [< ML, tetanus <: L,

tfi^a (pee SECT, group) ; 4- -*>m* I- of or characteristic

of a sect. 2, devotea to, or pjwdiced in favor of, some
sect; nence, 3, narrow-winded; wgoted. w. 1. orig-

inally, an apostate from an established church. 2. a
member of any religious sect. 3* a person who is

blindly and namw*nw<few^
sec-tar-i-an-tom (sek-t9,r

fi-9n-iz'm), n. the beliefs and
ot swjtadun* wwaiy tjhpete of a narrow,

n^0i < [sttCTARUNizp
tp make sectarian in spint;

[< Fr. or
see SECT

Protestant non-

'.; I* 3*c$Hi3 < Mcare, to cut;^ r* ^^ cut mnoothly with a knife.

:-W-ti), n. tto owdition of being tactile.
" k

Oft*.; L, ,s^*o < sicius. pp., of
-

tb* act c* procaea of cutttog



sectional 1318
sediti.on

division of something written. 5. any. distinct or

separate part: as, a bookcase in five sections, various

sections of society. 6. a division of public lands con-

stituting 640 acres, or 1/36 of a township. 7. a loose

subdivision of a biological genus, group, family, etc.

8. a drawing, description, or remaining part of some-

thing as it would appear if cut straight through ma
given plane. 9. any of several subdivisions of military

6r naval forces. 10. in railroading, a) part of a sleeping

car containing an upper and lower berth, b) the smallest

administrative division of the right of way, usually

several miles of track under the care of a single main-

tenance crew, c) any train running on the same schedule

as another, v.t. 1. to cut or divide into sections.
t

2. to

arrange by or represent in sections, as by shading m
mechanical drawing. Abbreviated sec., s., sect. & r/v.

seetio^al (sek'shan-'l), adj. 1. of or characteristic

of a given section or district. 2. made up of or divided

into sections or parts, especially separable sections.

eec-tion-al-ism (sek'shan-'l-iz'm), n. undue concern for

or devotion to the interests of a particular section ot

the country; sectional spirit, bias, etc.

sec-tion-aHze (sek'shan-'l-Iz'), v.t. [SECTIONALIZED
C-izd'), SECTIONALIZING], 1. to make sectional. 2. to

divide into sections, especially geographical sections.

sec-tion-aHy (sek'shan-l-i), adv. m a sectional manner;
in or according to sections.

section gang, a crew of men who do the maintenance

work on a railroad section.
.

section mark, the mark () used to indicate a section

in a book, etc.

sec-tor (sek'ter), n. [LL.; L.
?
cutter < sectus, pp. of

secare, to cut], 1. part of a circle bounded by any two
radii and the arc included between them. 2. a mathe-
matical instrument consisting of two rulers marked
with various scales and jointed together at one end,

used in solving problems, measuring angles, etc. 3.

any of the districts into which an area is divided for

military operations. Abbreviated sec. v.t to divide

sec^to
S
'ri-af

S

(sek-t6r'i-9l, sek-to'ri-al), adj. [< Mod. L.

sectoriw? ( L. sector, a cutter); + -flt 1. of a. sector.

2. adapted for cutting or shearing; said especially of

teeth of carnivorous mammals, n. a

seto&orM tooth,
tfH%4ar (iek^too4eV), adj. [ME. seculer, seculere: OiFV.

securer; LL saeadaris (L., belonging to an age) < L.

saeculum, generation, age], 1. of or belonging to the
world and worldly things as distinguished from the
church and religious affairs; not sacred or religious;

temporal: worldly: as, secular music, secular schools.

2. living in the outside world; not bound by a monastic
vow or rule: as, the secular clergy: opposed to regular.

3. coming or happening only once in an age or century.
4. lasting for an age or ages; continuing for a long time
or from age to age. 5. secularistic. n. 1. a member of

the secular clergy. 2. [Obs.], a layman.
sec-u-lar-ism (sek'yoo-lSr-iz'm) , n. [secular + -ism],
1. secular spirit, views, or the likej especially, a system
of doctrines and practices that rejects any form of re-

ligious faith and worship. 2. the belief that religion and
ecclesiastical affairs should not enter into the functions
of the state, especially into public education.

sec-u-lar 1st (sek'ycto-liMsfc), n. an adherent of secu-

larism*
'

' '

sec-u lar-is tic (sek'yoo-te-ris'tik), adj. of or according
to secularism.

sec-u-lar-1-ty (sek'yoo4ar'o-ti), n. [ME. swwtqrte;

Early Fr. &wlwite: ML* saetularitas], t. the atate or

quality of being secular. 2. secularism. 3, [pi. SBC-
ULARITIES (-tizsjij, a secular concern, matter, etc,

sec-u lar-i-za-tion (sek'yoo-ler-i-al'shan, $k'yo4&p4~
za'shan), n. a secularizing or being secularized.

eec-u-lar ize (sek'yoo-l^-nzOf *w& (SBCULARWBD (*r!zdO
SECULARIZING], [Pr, $$cni@r$$er < L. $a$cMlaru; see
SECULAR], 1. to convert ffrom religious to civil owner-
ship or use. 2. to free from monastic vow$ or raws.
3. to deprive of any religious character, influence, or
significance. 4. to convert to secularism.

se-cund (se'ksnd, sek'ond), adj. {L. semndus, foUowfeg],
in botany, growing on one side only, as the flowers in
the lily of the valley.

Se-cun-der-a-bad (se-kunMeV-H-bSd', si-ktmfc%-bad')f
n. a city in India, near the city of Hyderabad r pop*,
129,000: also Slkandarabad.

sec-un-dine (sek'n-dln', sek'sn-dm), n, {LL, jww-
dinae, pi, the afterbirth < L. secnnaus, follawinir; see
SECOND), I. in botany, the second, or inner, coal of n
ovule. 2, pi, the afterbirth.

se cun dum (gi-kun'dam), prep. [L.], according to, as
fa secundnm nsum (fi'som), according to usm&.
e*cur*ft-I>l6 (si-kyoorVbl), adj. that can be secured.
9&cmb (^-kyoorO* Qdj* fL. $ctmt$ < **-, free from -f-

mm, carej, 1. free from fear, earn, aottbt, or anxiety;
not worried, troubled, or apprehensive, 2, free from
danger; not exposed to damage, attack, etc.: safe. $. in
sifeleeplng or ouitcxiy. 4, not likely to full or
wy; firm; ttrong; stable: as, mmlt the toot

5. sure; certain; to be relied upon. 6. [Archaic], over-

confident; careless, v.t. [SECURED (-kyoord'), SECUR-

ING], 1. to make secure, or safe: guard; protect: as,

secure your position against attack.
e
2. to make sure

or certain; guarantee; ensure, as with a pledge: as,

someone must secure the loan. 3. to make firm, fast,

tight, etc.: as, secure the catch on the
^
window. 4. to

get hold or possession of; obtain; acquire: as, we have

secured a cottage for the summer. vf. to be or become
secure, or safe; have or give security: as, we must
secure against possible obstacles. SYN. see get, safe.

se-cu-ri-ty (si-kyoor'a-ti), n. [pi. SECURITIES (-tiz)l,

[ME. securite; L. securitas < securus; see SECURE],
1. the state or feeling of being free from fear, care,

danger, etc.; safety or a sense of safety. 2, freedom
from doubt; certainty. 3. overconfidence; carelessness.

4. something that gives or assures safety; protection;

safeguard. 5. something given as a pledge of repay-
ment, fulfillment of a promise, etc.; guarantee. 6. a

person who agrees to make good the failure of another

to pay, perform a duty, etc.; surety. 7. usually in pi
any evidence of debt or ownership of property, espe-

cially a bond or stock certificate. Abbreviated sec.

Security Council, the organ of the United Nations re-

sponsible for maintaining international peace and se-

curity.

secy., sec'y*? secretary.
Se da-li-a (si-dali-o, si-dal'ya), n. a city in west central

Missouri: pop., 20,000,
Se-dan (si-dan': Pr. sa-daw'), n. a city m northeastern

France, on the Meuse River: pop., 13,000 (1946): scene

of a battle (1870) of the Franco-Prussian War, in which
the Prussians defeated the French,
se-dan (si-dan

7
) , n, [earlier also sidan; prob. coined <

L. sedere, to sit, by Sir S, Duncombe (1634); orig7 a
sedan chair], 1. a type of closed automobile having
two or four doors, and two seats, front and rear, 2. a
sedan chair.

sedan chair, an enclosed chair for one person, carried

on poles by two men.
se-date (si-dSt'), f/. [L. sedatus, pj>.

of sedare, to settle,

caus. of sedere. to sit], 1. calm; quiet; composed. 2. se-

rious; sober: dignified; grave. SYN. see serious.

se-da'tion (si-oa'shon), n. in medicine, the act or

process of reducing excitement, irritation, or pain,

especially by means of a sedative.
sed a-tive (sed'a-tiv), adj. (Fr. sedatif; ML. sedativus

u
<

L. sedatus; see SEDATE], tending to soothe or quiet;

specifically, in medicine, having the property of lessen-

ing excitement, irritation, or pain. n. a sedative
medicine or treatment.
eed en-tar-i ly (sed''n-ter'4i) f adv, in a sedentary
manner.
eed en-tar-i ness (sed'

f

n~terf
i~nis), n. the quality or

state of being sedentary.
sed en tar-y (sed

/p
n-ter'i) f adj. [Fr. stdmtaire; L. **&*

tarius < sedens, p$r. of sedere, to sit), 1. characterized

by or involving sitting; as, a sedentary task. 2. ac-
customed to sit much of the time. 3. remaining in one
locality j not migratory: said of birds, etc. 4, in KOology,
fixed to one spot* as a barnacle,

Se-der (si'dgr), n* g SKWuim (p-dlr'lm)], [Heb.
sedher, awau^ememt, service, lection], in Judatftn, the
least commemorating the exodus of the Jews from
Egypt, 'dbierved in TOO home on tb* eve of the first

dy (a$ by OrttoJteK 3m awo the ve of the second
day) of Pasowc.
sedge (sej), TU [ME., also stgge; AS. sccg; IE. base
*seq-, to cut, at also fix L. secarc (cf. SECTION, SECTOR,
etc.), Bog, saw, scythe; the leaves have three sharp
edges], any of several coarse, grasslike plants usually
growing in tufts or clump in wet grotind.

sed-I-ment
turn

.t), it [Fr. sediment; L. sedimen-
1, nay matter that settles to the

or 3

-c ._

the nature of, or
tb depoeit of s*dUnMmt,'

MJI ftfelt'rfnff ttn. fttmUl

Se *!& fe^
act in violation of the
a l<.-vyinK' war against



seditionary 1319 seeming
se-di-tion-ary (si-dish'an-er'i), adj. seditious, n. [pi.
SEDITIONARIES (-iz)], a person charged with or con-
victed of sedition.
sedi tious (si-dish'os), adj. [OFr. seditieux; L. sediti-

osus], 1. of or constituting sedition. 2. stirring up
discontent, resistance, or rebellion. 3. having a tend-
ency to sedition.
seduce (si-doos', si-dus'), v.t. [SEDUCED (-doost',
-dusf), SEDUCING], [L. seducere* to lead apart; se-,

apart + ducere, to lead], 1. to persuade to do some-
thing disloyal, disobedient, etc. 2. to persuade to do
wrong, as by offering something; tempt to evil or
wrongdoing; lead astray. 3. to persuade to engage in
unlawful sexual intercourse, especially for the first

time; induce to give up chastity. SYN. see lure.
seduce ment (si-doos'mant, si-dus'mant), n. seduc-
tion.

___

se-duc-er (si-doos'eV, si-dus'er), n. a person or thing
that seduces; especially, a man who seduces a woman,

se due i ble (si-doos'a-b'l, si-dus'o-b'l), adj. that can be
seduced.

se due tion (si-duk'shon) , n. [Pr. stduction; L, seductio},
1. the act of seducing or the state of being seduced.
2. something that seduces.
seductive (si-duk'tiv), adj. [< L. seductus, pp. of
seducere (see SEDUCE); + -ive], tending to seduce, or
lead astray; tempting; strongly attractive; enticing.

se-du-li-ty (si-du'la-ti, si-doo'b-ti), n. [L. sedulitas], the
quality or fact of being sedulous.
sed u-lous (sej'oo-bs), adj. [L. sedulus], working hard
and steadily; diligent and persistent. SYN. see busy,
sedum (sS'dom), n. [L., houseleek], any of a large
group of mainly perennial herbs with flesny stalks and
leaves and white, yellow, or pink flowers.

see (se), v.L [SAW (s6), SEEN (s5n), SEEING], [ME. seen,
sen; AS. seon (< *sehwari); akin to G. senen, Goth.
saihwan; IE. base *segw~, to observe, show, see, tell,
as also in L. insegue; cf. SAY], 1. to get knowledge or
an impression of through the eyes and the sense of

sight; perceive visually; look at; view. 2. a} to get a
clear mental impression of; grasp by thinking; under-
stand : as, I can't see your point, 0) to accept as right or
proper; as, I can't see him as president. 3. to learn;
discover; find out; as, see what they want. 4. to have
personal knowledge of; experience; witness: as, she
had seen better days, they have seen the results of
three wars* 5. to look over; inspect; examine: as, the
doctor had better see your incision. 6. to take care;
make sure; as, see that he does the job properly, 7. to
escort; accompany; attend; as, 111 see you to the door,
he will see her to her home. 8. to encounter: meet;
come in contact with: as, have you seen your brother
recently? 9. to call on; have an interview with; con-
sult: as, you had better see a lawyer. 10. to admit to
one's presence j receive : as, he is too ill to $ee you. 1 1 . to
be a spectator at; visit; attend: as, have you seen the
new musical? 12. ia card games, a) to meet (a bet) by
staking an equal sum. b) to meet the bet of (another)
in this wajr. v*t 1, to have the power of sight 2. to
discern objects, colors, etc, by using the eyes: as, I
can't 9i* that far. 3. to comprehend; understand, 4, to
look for the pmr|x>te of finding out something. 5. to
think over a given matter: reflect: as, let me #M, where
did I put it? fnlirrl behold I look 1 Abbreviated .

ee about, 1. to End out about; investigate; inquire
into, 2. to attend to,

see after, to take care of; look after.
SM dotibte* to ao* two of every object, through Inabil-

ity to focus the ey@ t as from drnnkeanem
Bee into. 1. to investigate; look into. 2. to understand
or ix'rcmve the true meaning, character, or nature of.

M* otf
,
to go with (another) to the plae Irooa which, he

is to k-avt% as on a journey.
ec out. L to carry out; finish: go through with. 2. to
wait SH the end of.

see through, 1* to understand or perceive the true
meaning, character, or nature of. 2. to carry out to
tta Mgd; finish, 3* tohd^otitwcarry throopi a titae
of dintadty*

s to* to attend to; look altar.

f Itor--***, th* mcMFt stepl iad dfeacst of l__bb tern tap ti wit of t! wmm of skfe*i
a dm-cting of the eyes on something and h^L

H^g^*!*s5*
with

JW Qfflr. b,
at. or center
IXifeEtiir r
ffSSSEStyoi anvnorxty*

r . _.
r looking at what
iion (the jury wr^

a bishop.
a bishop!

see-catch (se'kach'), n. [Russ. sekach], the adult male
of the fur seal of Alaskan waters.

see-catch -ie (se'kach'i), n. a seecatch.
seed (sed), n. [pi. SEEDS (sedz), SEED], [ME. sede, seed;
AS, said; akin to G. saat; IE. base *sei-> to cast, let

fall, seen also in L. serere, to sow, plant, sator, sower,
etc.], 1. the part of a flowering plant that contains
the embryo and will develop into a new plant if sown;
fertilized and mature ovule. 2. any part from which
a new plant will grow: as, a potato seed. 3. seeds
collectively: as, we must buy seed for the lawn, 4. the
source, origin, or beginning of anything: as, oppression
sows the seeds of revolt. 5. family stock; ancestry.
6. descendants; posterity. 7. seed oysters. 8. sperm;
semen, v.t. 1. to plant with seed. 2. to sow (seeds).
3. to remove the seeds from. 4. to sprinkle particles of
dry ice, silver iodide, etc. into (clouds) in an attempt
to induce rainfall. 5. in sports, a) to distribute the
names of the ranking contestants in (the draw for
position in a tournament) so that those with the
greatest skill are not matched together in the early
rounds. &) to treat (a player) as a ranking contestant
in this way. v.L 1. to become ripe and produce seed.
2. to go to seed; shed seed. 3. to sow seed.
go to seed, 1. to shed seeds after the time of flowering
or bearing has passed. 2. to deteriorate; become
weak, useless, unprofitable, etc.

seed bed (sed'bedO, n. a bed of soil, usually covered
with glass, in which small plants are grown from seed
for transplanting.

seed-cake (sed'kak'), n. any cake or cookie containing
spicy seeds, as of caraway.

seed-case (sed'kas'), n. a seed vessel.
seed coat, the skin or coating of a seed.
seed coral, fragments of coral used in ornaments.
seed corn, corn used for sowing a new crop.
seed er (sed'gr), n. 1, a per$9n or thing that sows seeds.
2. a device used for removing seeds, as from raisins.

seed Hy (sed''l-i) , adv. in a seedy manner.
seed -i-ness (sed'i-nis), n. the state or quality of being
seedy.
seed leaf, an embryo leaf within a seed; cotyledon.
seed-ling (sed'lirj), n. 1. a plant grown from a seed, as
distinguished from one grown from a cutting, bud
graft, etc. 2. a young tree less than three feet high.
seed-man (sed'msn), n. \pL SEEDMEN (-man)], a seeds-
man.
seed oysters, ovster spat; very young oysters, especially
at the stage suitable for transplanting.

seed pearl, a very small pearl, often imperfect.
seed plant, any seed-bearing plant.
seeds-man (sedz'mon), n. [pi. SEEDSMEN (-man)], 1. a
person whose work ia sowing seeds. 2* a person whose
business is selling seeds.

seed*time (sed'tSn')* n. the season for sowing seeds.
seed vessel, any dryi hollow fruit, as a pod, containing
seeds; pericarp: also called seed capsule,

seed-y (sed/i), adj. [SEEDIER (-i-St), SEEDIEST (-i-ist)],
1. containing much seed: as, this orange is too seedy.
2. gone to seed. 3, containing small bubbles: said of
glass. 4. shabby, shabbily dressed, etc. 5. [Colloq,],
feeling or looking physically bad or low in spirits*

See-gar, Alan (se^gerj, 18S8-1916; American poet.
see-ing (se'irj),

n. [ME.; cf. SEE & -ING], 1. the sense or

power of sight; vision. 2. the act of using the eyes to
see. adj. Ippr. of see], having the sense of sight.
conj. in view of the fact; considering; inasmuch as.

Seeing Eye, an institution near MorrStown, New Jersey,
which breeds and trains dogs (Seeing Eye dogs) as
guides and companions for blind people.mm (sk), 0.t. [SOUGHT (s&t), SEEKING], [HE. seken, se-

$hm; AS. secan (< *$&kjm); akin to OS. s&kian, G.
$ntmn; IB. base %<*-, to track down, trace, as also la
L* sagintt to scent out, perceive (cf. SAGE)), 1. to try to
find; search for; look for. 2. to go to; resort to: as, he
soHgm the woods for peace. 3. to search; explore. 4, to
ask or inquire for; try to learn or discover: as* he sought
the answer in many places. 5. to try to get or acquire;
aim at; pursme. 6, to try; attempt: used with an
Infinitive, as* he sought to appease his enemies, 0.1. 1.

to try to find someone or something; make a search or
2. [Obs.] f to go; resort; pay a visit (to).

di qm), v.t. [OFr. titter* sitter < dl; L. tiUum, eyelash]*
1. fax fwconry* to sew together the eyelids of (a voting
hawk), 2. to ckwe (the eyes). 3. to bEnd or hoodwink.
See-land (se'lond), n. Zealand, an island of Denmark.
seem (sfoi), t>X {MB. mnew; profo. < ON. smm*, to
conform to (akin to AS, scman, to bring to agreement) ;

for IB. b*e see SAME], I. to appear to be; give the
impression of being; appear: as, he seems glad to Me
us. 1. to appear to one's own mind: as, I seem to hear
voices. 3. to appear to exist: as, there seems no point
in going. 4, to be apparently true: as, it seems he was
not there.
seem-tag (slm'irj), adj. apparent, especially tm dia-

Hrt:
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seemingly 1320
ttngtiished from actual, n. outward form or appear-
ance ^especially, deceptive or specious appearance.
teem-ing-ly (sem/irj-li), adv. so far as can be obsen

seize

: observed.ly (sem'irj-v^, ___

seem li-ness (semli-ms), n. the quality"of being seemly.'
seem-ly (sem'li), adj. [SEEMLIER (-li-er), SEEMLIEST
(-H-ist)], [ME. semlich; ON. s&miligr < saemr, fitting;
cf. SEEM], 1. [Archaic or Dial.], pleasing in appearance;
fair; handsome. 2. suitable, proper, fitting, or becom-
ing, especially with reference to conventional standards
of conduct or good taste; decent; decorous, adv. in a
seemly manner; properly, fittingly, etc.
seen

(senj, past participle of see.

seep (sep), v.L [ME. sepen < AS. sipian, to soak; akin
to MLG. sipen, to drip; IE. base *seip-, to run out,
drip], to leak through small openings or pores; ooze;
percolate, n. a place where water or petroleum oozes
from the ground to form a pool.
aeep-age (sep'rj), n. [see -AGE], 1. the act or process of

seeping; leakage; oozing. 2. liquid that seeps.
seer (for 1, se'er; for 2, s&r), n. 1. a person who sees.
2. a person who foretells the future; prophet.

seer fs8r, sltr),
n. a ser.

seer-ess (sSi/is), n. a female seer; prophetess.
seer suck er (sSr'suk'Sr), n. [Hind, shirshaker < Per.
shir u shakar, lit., milk and sugar, also a kind of striped
linen cloth], a light, crinkled fabric of linen or cotton,
usually with a striped pattern.
see-saw (se's6') n. [redupl, of saw; from the action of

sawing], 1. a plank balanced on a support at the
middle, used by children at play, one sitting at either
end and causing his end to rise and fall alternately
with the other. 2. the act of playing in this way. 3.

any back-and-forth or up-and-down motion, action, or
tendency, likened to that of a seesaw: as, the seesaw
of pitched battle. 4. in whist, a crossruff. adj. moving
back and forth or up and down. v.t. & v.t. to move
up and down or back and forth on or as on a seesaw.
seethe (s&A), v.t. [SEETHED (se%d), SEETHING; obs. past
tense SOD (sod) , pp. SODDEN (sod''n) 1, [ME. sethen; AS.
sfcothan; akin to G. sieden; prob. IE. base *sew-, to
cook, boil], 1. to cook by boiling. 2. to soak, steep, or
saturate in liquid. i>.i. 1. to bonj be boiling hot, 2. to
surge, bubble, or foam, as boiling liquid. 3. to be
violently agitated, excited, or disturbed, n, the act or
condition of seething. SYN. see boll.

seg-gar (seg'&r), n. & v.t. sagger.
seg-ment (seg'mont), n. [L. segmentum < secare, to ait],
11 any of the parts into which a body is separated or

separable; division: section. 2. in geometry, a) a part
of a figure, especially of a circle or sphere, marked off

or made separate by a line or plane, as a part of a
circular area bounded by an arc and its chord, o) any
of the .finite! sections- of a Jine* 3. in zoology* a) any 01

sections that form the body of an arthropod* b)
fc of a limb between the joints, v.t. & vJ. to

, _, r_ _nto segments. ^-5YN* see part.
seg-men-tal (seg~mem't'l), adj. 1. having the form of
mJpegment of a circle. 2. of, or having the nature of,

a^seguient or segments. 3. composed of segments.
seg-men-taMy (seg-men't'1-i), adv. in or by segments.
seg-men tar-y (seg'mQn-ter'i). adj. segmented.
seg-men-ta-tion (seg'man-ta'shQn), n. 1. a dividing
or being divided into segments. 2. in biology, the pro-
gressive growth and cleavage of a single cell into many

* others to form a new organism.
segmentation cavity* the central cavity of a biastula;

tie^o (se/nyd), n. [pi SBGNI CwS)], (It. < L. signum*
a mmL in music, a sign, especially the one u or ;S:)
at the beginning or end of a repeat.

se-go (sS'gS), n. [< Am. Ind. (Shoshonean) ; cf. Ute
sigo], a perennial bulb plant with trurpet-6haped flow-
ers, found in western North America: also sgbo lily.

Se-go-via (se-gd'vyS), n. a city ia central .Spafa^ pop.,
18,000.

seg-re-gate (seg'ri-gSt'; for adj., umaUy te^xMt)*
adj. [ME. segregat; L. segregates, pp, of 5|T<P|flr ? to $et
apart, lit.

^
to set apart from the nock < ,$*, apart 4-

grex, gregis, a flock], separate; set apart; seg^gateeL
v.t. [SEGREGATED (-id), SBXSRTCATING}, to Mt apart
from others or from the main mass., or group;, isoja^;
specifically, to compel (raciat groups) to lv% gp to
school, etc. apart from each other, tr*** 1. to s0fpa*ati
from the main mass and collect together in a new body:
said of crystals. 2. to separate from others; b wttne-
gated. 3. in biology, to separate in accoroac ttith
Meraael s law: undergo segregation.

seg-re gat-ed (seg'ri-gat'id), adj. confonning to asytm
that aegreffates racial groups.

aqg*re*gft-t!oii fef'ri-gS'shon)* n* fLL. segregate}, t a
grgatlisfir or being segregated. 2. a segratea part,

group, number, etc, 3. m biology, the separation of.n-i^^^^u.-,
^en^ or characters, as to meJods,r *- -* /j

---\ adj. 1. ten-"
"

|segui-dilla (se'ge-de'lya) , n. [Sp. < seguida, a fol-

lowing, sequence < seguir, to follow], 1. a fast Spanish
dance, danced and sung to the accompaniment of
castanets. 2. the music for this dance, in 3/4 time.
3%a stanza ^of four to seven short lines, partly assonant,
with a distinctive rhythm, sung to this music.

Jsei-cen-to (se-chen't$), n. [It.; cf. CINQUECENTO], the
17th century, with reference to the Italian art and
literature produced then.
seiche (sash), n. [< Swiss Fr.; ? ult. < L. siccus, dry],
a movement back and forth of the water in a lake or
other land-locked body of water, varying in duration
and resulting in fluctuation of the water level,

seidel (zi'd'l, si'd'l), n. [pi. SEIDEL), [G.J, [often S-], a
large beer mug, sometimes with a hinged lid.

Seid litz powders (sed'lits), [so called (1815) because
their properties are said to resemble those of natural
waters from the spring at Seidlitz, Czechoslovakia], a
laxative composed of two powders, one of sodium bicar-
bonate and Rochelle salt, the other of tartaric acid: the
two are separately dissolved in water, combined, and
drunk while effervescing: also Seidlltz powder.
seigneur (san'yer: Fr. saVyer'), n. [Fr.; L. senior; see
SENIOR], a feudal lord or noble; seignior.

seign-ior (sen'yer), n. [ME. segnour; Anglo-Fr. segnour;
OPr. seignor; L. senior; see SENIOR], 1. originally, the
lord of a fee or manor. 2. a lord ; noble ; gentleman. 3 . a
title of respect corresponding to Sir.

seignior-age (sen'yer~ij), n. TOFr. seignorage < seignor;
see SEIGNIOR], 1. something claimed or taken by a
sovereign or other superior as his just right or due. 2.

any profits or charges arising from the minting of gold
and silver coins from bullipnf usually the difference
between face value and intrinsic value.

seign ior-al (sen'yer-al), adj. seignoriaL,

r
(sen'ySr-i), n. &/. SEIGNIORIES (-12)], [ME.& QFr. seignorie], 1. the dominion, rights, or authority

of a seignior, or feudal lord. 2. the extent or territory
covered by this. 3

1
a body of lords, especially those of a

medieval Italian republic. Also spelled slftnory.
sei gno ri al (se"n~y6Vi-9lt sgn-yo'ri-l), adj. of or having
to do with a seignior.
Seine (sin; Fr. sen), n* a river in France, flowing through
Paris into the English Channel: length, 480 mi.

seine (sSn) n. [ME. s&yne; AS. segne; L. sagena; Or.
$agim\, a large fishing net with floats along the top edge
and weights along the bottom. v.L & v.i. [SEINED
(sfind), SEINING], to fish with a seine.

seise (s%), IN*. [SEISED (sSzd), SEISING], fvar. of sew],
to tew, to take possession of; possess; *ize.

sel-sin (se'zin), n. seizin.
seis mal (dz'm9l, sis'nwl). adj. seismic,
sels-mlc (sta/mik, sis'mik), adj. [< Or, seismos, an
earthquake < seiein, to shake], 1. of or havlnjg to do
with an earthquake or earthquake, 2. caused by an
earthquake. 3. subject to earthquakes.

' '
.

seis mi cal r'mi-k 1, ^s'mi-kl), adj. dsmic,
' '*, ,

seis-mism (slz'miz'm, s!s'miz*m) n- [< Or.
earthauake; -f ~ism], the phenomena of
collectively.

seis-mo- (siz'ma, sfe'mo). [< Or. s^ismos, earthquake <
seiem, to shake], a comfommg forna wiaaning earthquake,.
as in seismogram: also 1

, rarely ^iswo-.
seis-mo-gram (^z'm^-gram', ^me-ffmmO ^ [pitemo-
-f.-irawj, the chart of am earthquake as recorded oo a
seismograph*
BI mo-grapn ^'n*grai' f mwm^gmi'h n* lm$mo~
4- -srapn>l an gostnunent that record the direction,
intensity, and tune of earthqualcet.

sele-mo'graph-ic (^z'm-^raf'ii, tii
L of or rftcomd by a aetewarapL 2/

) v Jit, 3d jpm. ing, t prm iad. of
. to FdllowJ, m mutte, continue without bwak

into the next section, p!je etc,; a direction, to the

<



seizer 1321 selfcomplacent
capture ; take prisoner; catch; arrest. 6. to grasp sud-
denly with the hand; take hold of forcibly. 7. to grasp
with the mind; comprehend; understand. 8. to take
advantage of (an opportunity, etc.) quickly. 9. in
nautical usage, to fasten together (ropes, etc.), as by
lashings; bind; lash. &YN. see take,
seize on (or upon), 1. to take hold of suddenly and
with force. 2. to take possession of.

seiz-er (sez'efr), n. a person or thing that seizes.
sei-zin (se'zin), n. [Pr. saisine < saisir; see SEIZE], in
law, 1. legal possession, especially of a freehold estate.
2. property so possessed. Also spelled seisin.

seiz-ing (sez'irj), n. 1. seizure. 2. in nautical usage, a)
the act of binding or fastening together, as with lash-

ings, b) lashings or cordage used for this, c) a fastening
made in this way.

sei-zor (se'zgr, se'zSr), n. [< seize + -or], in law, a person
who takes possession of a freehold estate,

sei-zure (se'zhe'r), n. 1. a seizing or being seized. 2. a
sudden attack, as of disease.

se-jant, sejeant (se'jsnt), adj. [Anglo-Fr. seiant, ppr.
Qfseier (OFr. seoir), to sit; L. sedere], in heraldry, sitting
with the forelegs upright.
JSejm (sam), n. [Pol., assemblyj, 1. formerly, the lower
chamber of the Polish Parliament. 2. the Polish
Parliament, now consisting of only pne chamber.

sel., 1. selected. 2. selection: selections.
se la chi-an (si4a'ki-9n), adj. [< Mod. L. Selachii, name
of the group (< Gr. selachos, cartilaginous fish, shark);
+ -aw], of or belonging to an order of fishes including
the sharks, dogfishes, and rays: now sometimes re-
stricted to the division of this order containing the
sharks and dogfishes, n. a selachian fish,

sel-a-gi-nel-la (selVji-nel'9), n. [Mod. L., dim. < L.
selago, selaginis, kind of plant], any of a group of ferns
with a mosslike appearance.

se-lah (sela: Heb. sel'6), n. [Heb. selah; meaning not
known; prob. a musical or liturgical direction], a Heb-
rew word found frequently at the end of a verse in
the Psalms: its meaning is unknown, but it is often
interpreted as an indication of a musical pause or rest.

se-lam-llk (se-l&mlik). n. [Turk, sel&mlia < Ar. salam
(see SALAAM) -f Turk, suffix -%], 1. that part of a
Turkish house set apart for men, in which guests
are received. 2. formerly, the ceremonial visit of the
Turkish sultan to a mosque every Friday.

Se-lan-gor (se-Kr/gdr), n. a state of the Federation of

Malaya: area, 3 floO sq. mi.; pop., 672,000.
sel dom (sel'dem), adv. [ME. selden; AS. seldum, seldan,
dat. pi. of seld~f strange, rare; akin to G. seltm; for IE.
base see SELF], rarely; infrequently; not often.
select (s9-lektO adj. [L. selectus, pp. of seligere, to
choose, pick out < w-t apart + legere, to choose], 1.

chosen in preference to another or others; picked out,
especially for excellence or some special quality ; picked.
2. choice; excellent; outstanding. 3, careful in cnoosrng
or selecting; fastidious; hence, 4. exclusive: 'as, a
select company of critics. w.L to choose or pick out from
among owers, as for excellence, dewrabiuty, etc, v4.
to make a selection; choose. SW, see choose.

se-lcct-ee (iw-lekW), n* a person inducted into the
armed forces under selective service.

se-lec-tlon (so-lek'shon), n. [L. sdectio], 1. a selecting
or being selected* 2. that or those selected, 3. in

WoJojry, any procem whether natural or art^flcW by
which certain organiwis or characteristics are'permitted
or favored to survive and reproduce fn, or as if Jn,

preference to others: cf. natural selection. Abbreviated
Ml. (wtt. 6* pL), *tfTOT, see cfoolc*.

e*lec*tfre (@4ei:'tiv} q#. 1 of, having to do with, or
charactried by selection* 2. having we power of

selecting; tending to select. 3. in radio, excluding oscil-
lations on all frequencies except the one desired.

8lectiv^ sarrtovcwpulfocy inptwry tmining and setv-
ice according to age, &ki fitness, ability, etc.

se*lec'ttv4*& (-kk't!Wti| 'it J. TO or qtt
of being MfoetlV*. 2. tW to wWdi a
wwelvtr, w|H raprodw* tte ia4 . rf f
tnittar HWfe tMetotth^wlm dCfi.
sc-lcctman (so-lekt'm^n; locally, al,vo sSlekt-nmn'), n.

US* + yqtlL <$ f a
y in Hew England towns

corresponding selenic compounds. 2. designating or of
a colorless, crystalline acid, HaSeOj.

sel-e nite (sel's-mtOr n. [L. selenites; Gr. selenUes (lithos) ,

lit., moon (stone) < sel&n%, the moon: so named because
thought to wax and wane with the moon], a kind of

gypsum found in crystallized or foliated form.
se-le-nium (si-le'ni-Qm), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. selene, the
moon: so named from its being associated with tellurium
< L. tellus, the earth], a chemical element of the sulfur
group: it is used in photoelectric devices because its
electrical conductivity varies with the intensity of
light: symbol, Se; at. wt, 78.96; at. no., 34.
selenium cell, a photoelectric cell containing selenium
plates.

sel e-nog-ra-pher (selVnog'ro-fer), n, an expert in sel-

enography.
8e-le*nO'graph-ic (si-le'na-graf'ik), adj. of or having to
do with selenography.

sel-e-nog-ra-phy (sel'i-nog'ro-fi) , n. [Mod. L. seleno-

graphia < Gr. selene, the moon; -f -graphy], the study
of the surface and physical features of the moon.

sel-e-nol-o-gy (sel'i-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. selene, the moon;
+ -logy], the branch of astronomy dealing with the
moon.
Seleucia (sa-loo'shi-a, sa-loo'sha), n. 1. an ancient
city in Babylonia, on the Tigris River, built by Seleu-
cus I. 2. any of several ancient cities in Syria.
Seleu cid (si-loo'sid), adj. Seleucidan. n. any of the
Seleucidae.

Se leu ci-dae (si-loo'si-de'), n.pl. [sing. SELEUCID (-sid)],
[< Seleucus + -fl, the members of the dynasty founded
by Seleucus Nicator, general of Alexander the Great, in
312 B.C.: they ruled most of Asia Minor, Syria, Persia,
and Bactria till <54_B.C.

Se-leu-ci-dan (si-loo'si-dsn), adj. of or having to do with
a Seleucid or the dynasty of Seleucidae.

Se-leu-cus I (si-loo'kss), (Seleucus Nicator), 358P-280
B.C.; Macedonian general; king of Babylon (312-280
B.C.); first of the Seleucid dynasty.' -

)]. [MB.; AS. self, seolf,

lexiye pronoun (as in L.
basic sense "itself, by

_______________ ___________;ter, or essential qualities
of any person or thing. 2. the identity, personality,
individuality, etc. of a given person; one's own person
as distinct from all others. 3. one's own welfare, inter-
est, or advantage; selfishness: as, people concerned only
with thought of self. pron. [Colloq.f myself, himself,
herself, or yourself: as, tickets for self and wife. a$j.
1. being uniform or the same

tthroughout. 2. of *^he
same kind, nature, color, material, etc, as the rest,: a$t a
self lining, self trim, etc.

self- (self), [ME,; AS. self-, sylf- < setf.
used in hyphenated compounds, meaning:

*

or itselfi the object of the action, as m.
tielfyestraint, 2. By oneself or itself: the sub

acti.o% as in self-appointed, $elf>$tatrUn, 3.
or Uself, as in seif-wntered, 4>, to or v

as in self-addressed, self-content.
self-a-base-ment (self'a-bas'mont), n. 'abasement or
humiliation of oneself.
self-ab ne ga-tion (selfab-ni-ga'sliGn), n. lack of con-
sideration for oneself or one's own interests; self-denial.

self-ab-sorp-tion (selfab-sfirp'shsn, self'ab-zSrp'shan),
n. absorption In one s own k$ere?i^ affairs, etc.

self-a-buse (self'a-Wg'V ', '4. mifus^ of one's qwn
-mties, talentft eoq. Z rn^turbation: a euphemism

1

.

f-act-ing (se|rakftg) adj. acting without outsMe
^ fluence or stimulus; working by itself; automatic.

self-ad dressed (selfVdrest'), a^/. addressed to oneself:

as, please enclose 4 self-addressed envelope,
*w-a|>poiaj># (aelr^-^oin'ud), adj, appointed or
chosen oy oneself and hot by others.

self-as-ser-tion rself'o-sur'shan), n. the act of demand-
ing recognition for oneself or of asserting or Insisting

one's rigbte, claisms. etc.
'

,

thf (self'o-str'tiv), adj. characterlased
forward; jjushing*
5e (wJra-shoorsns), n*

oneself; assurance in one's own ability, talent, etc.

self-as-sured (self'a-shoord'), adj. having or showing
gieK'-^suranoe; self-conrldent; composed^

self-cen-tered (self'sen'terd) , adj. 1. stationary or un-
r or point about, which other things

, of conceirnexl only wifch one's own

arf/. self-possessed*
* 1. having only one

natural color; with original color

w* self**

the state

iy

in

cy (self'kom-pla's'n-si),
self-complacent.

ottf.
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isfied; pleased with oneself, one's abilities, actions, etc.

self-corn-posed (selfkam-pozd'), adj. having or show-
ing composure; calm; cool. . .

self-con-ceit (self'ken-set'), n. too high an opinion of

oneself; conceit; vanity. . .

self-con ceit-ed (self'kan-seVid), adj. showing or having
self-conceit.

self-con fi-dence (self'kon'fe-dons), n. the quality of

being self-confident; belief in or reliance on oneself or
one's abilities, etc. SYN. see confidence.

self-con fi-dent (self'kon'fa-dant), adj. t
confident of

one's own ability; sure of oneself; self-reliant.

self-con scious (self'kon'shss), adj. 1. unduly con-
scious of oneself as an object of notice: awkward or
embarrassed in the presence of others; ill-at-ease; shy.
2. showing embarrassment, etc.: as, a self-conscious

cough. 3. in philosophy & psychology, having or show-

ing awareness of one's own existence, actions, etc., as

distinguished from those of others; conscious of oneself

or one's own ego.
self-con sist-ent (self'kan-sis'tant), adj. consistent with
oneself or itself.

self-con*tained (self'kan-tSnd'X adj. 1. keeping one's
affairs to oneself ; reserved ; uncommunicative. 2. show-
ing self-command or self-control. 3. having all working
parts, complete with motive power, in an enclosed or
covered unit: said of machinery. 4. haying within
oneself or itself all that is necessary; functioning inde-

pendently; self-sufficient, as a community.
self-con-tent (selfkan-tenf), adj. satisfied with what
one has or is. n. self-satisfaction,

self-con*tenement (self'kan-tent'mant), ft. self-sat-
isfaction.

self-con-tra-diction (self'kon'tra-dik'shan), n. 1. con-
tradiction of oneself or itself. 2. any statement or idea

containing elements that contradict each other.

seH-con'tra-dic'to-ry (self'kon'tra-dik'te'r-i), adj. char-
acterized by self-contradiction; inconsistent.

self-con-trol (selfkan-trolO, n. control of oneself, or of

one's own emotions, desires, actions, etc.

self-de-celt (self'di-seV), n. a deceiving of oneself or

being deceived by oneself; self-deception.
self-de-cep-tion (self'di-sep'shan), n. self-deceit.

eelf-de-fense (selrdi-fens'), n. 1. defense of oneself or

o| the things that are one's own, as property, security,
rights, reputation, etc. 2. the art of boxing: usually in

nfanfcy* art of self-defense, 3. in law, the right to preserve
oneself with whatever force is reasonably necessary
against actual violence or the threat of violence.

self-de-fen-give (self'di-fen'siv), adj. of or constituting
self-defense.

self-de lu-sion (self'di-loo'zhan, selfWu'zhan), n. self-

deception.
self-de-ni-al (selfdi-nl'ol), n. denial or sacrifice of one's

QW$ desires or pleasures, often for the sake of others.
self-de ny ing (self'di~nrin) f adj. of or exercising self-

self-de 8true-don (seHMi-struk'shan), n. destruction
of oneself or itself; specifically, suicide.

self-de ter-mi-na tlon (selfMi4ik'm-n'shon), n. 1.

determination or decision according to one's own mind
or wM, without outside influence ; free will. 2. the right
of a people to decide upon its own form of government,
without coercion or outside influence.

self-de ter-mlned (selfdi-tur'mind), adj. determined or
Decided by oneself or itself.

flplf-HA.tftr.mJti.iTitf (seK'di-tur%im-in}, adj. charac-

t/er^ecj. tyy, or having the power of, self-determination,
eelf-de-vo-tion (seH'ai-vo'shon), ty. devotion of oneself
to the interests of others; self-sacrifice.

self-dts ci pline (selfMisVplin), n. planned control and
training of oneself for the sake of development.

self-dis trust (s^lfdis-trastO, n. lack of confidence in
oneself or one's abilities.

eelf-driy en (seHMriv^n), adj. containing its own drive
or motive power; automotive.

self-ed u-cat ed (self'ej'oo-kSt'id), atff. educated or
trained by oneself, without teachers or nnancw at4

self-ef face ment (self^&Vmont), n. the jpwtfce, o|

avoiding the notice or attention of others by fceeping
oneself in the background and minimizing one's own
actions; modest, retiring behavior.

self-68-teem (selfVstSm^, n 1 belief in oneself; sejf-

respect. 2. undue pride in oneself. SYN. me piridfo.
self evi dent (self'ev'i-dsnt), adj. evident without need
of proof or discussion: clearly apparent: axiomatic.

self-ex-am-i-na-tlon (seH%-mmVnS'sfasi), 9* exam-
ination or study of one's own qualities, thought^ con-
duct, motives, etc.; (analysis of oneself: introspection.

s<^.ei>e'Ctit'ing (selPek^4rflt'irj), adj. making pro*
vision for its own execution; coming into effect auto-
matically when specified, without further pnwbci
being made, as a death clause in a contract.
iM-x*istence (elf%-2ds

/
toas), it. tie quality or ftatb

of being 0elfexittent.
enx*f*t*ent (self'Sg-zfe'tent), adj. having Independent
existence; existing of or by Itself without external cnuse
or agency,

'tog (selfIk-spttn'irj), adj. self-explanatory.

self-ex'plan*a-to-ry (sel'ik-splan'9-t6r'i, selfi

9-to'ri), adj. explaining itself; furnishing its own ex-

planation; needing no explanation; obvious,

self-ex-pres-sion (self'ik-spresh'sn), n. the expression
of one's own personality or emotions, especially through
some art form.

self-feed-ing (self'fed'nj), adj. automatically supplying
itself with what is needed, as a machine.

self-fer til-i za tion (self'fur't'H-za'shQn, self'fur't'1-i-

za'shsn), n. fertilization by its own pollen or seed, as
in some plants and animals: cf. croas-ferttUzation.

self-forgetful (self'fer-get'fal), adj. forgetful or in-

considerate of oneself; selfless; unselnsh.
self-ful-fill-ment (self'fal-fiKmant), n. fulfillment of
one's aspirations, hopes, etc. through one s own efforts.

self-goy erned (self'guv'ernd), adj. having self-govern-
ment; independent.

eelf-gov ern-Ing (self'guv'Sm-in), adj. self-governed.
self-gov'ern*ment (seu'guv'Sr-mant), n. I. [Rare],
self-control. 2. the governing of a group by the action
of its own members, as in electing representatives to
make its laws. 3. the state of being self-governed.

self-hard ened (selfha*r'd'nd), adj. self-hardening.
self-hard-en-ing (self'har'd'n-in), adj. designating or of

any steel that will harden if air-cooled after being
heated above red heat.
self-heal (self'hel'), n. any of various plants supposed
to have healing properties, as the allheal, sanicle, etc.

self-help (self'help'), n. the act of taking care of oneself
without outside help, as in improving the mind or abil-

ities through study.
self-hood (selfhood), n. [self -hood], 1. all the things
that make a person what he is; personality; individual-

ity. 2, the condition of being self-centered; selfishness,
self-lden ti ty (self'l-den'te-ti), n. the identity of a
thing with itself, or the awareness of this identity in
the self.

eelf-lm-por-tance (self'im-pdr't'ns), n, an exaggerated
opinion of one's own importance* especially as shown
in behavior; pompous or officious conceit.

self-im-por tant (self'im-pdr't'nt), adj. having or show-
ing self-importance: pompously or officiously conceited,

self-lm posed (self'im-pozdO <*4/ imposed or inflicted
on oneself by oneself, as a penalty.

self-im-prove ment (self'im-pro^v'mQnt), p. improve-
ment of one's condition, mind, abilities, etc. through
one's own efforts.

eelf-hi-clu-sive (seK'in-klSS'slv), adj. including one-
self or itself.

eelMn duced (self'in-dSost', selfin-dfl$tO adj. t in-
duced by oneself or Itself. 2. produced by self-induction.

self-in-duc-tlon (self'in-duk'shon), n. the Induction of
an electric current in a circuit by the variation of current
in that circuit,

self-ln dul-gence (selfm-dul'jans), n. indulgence of
e's own desires, impulse^ etc.
-in-dul-fient (selt'in-dul'jdnt), adj. practicing or

showing seU-ind
sel-inllct-ed (

.

l'tn-nlk'tid), fid/, Inflicted on oneself

(wl^-nish'i-it'ld). Mj. Initiated by
oneself or itself.

self-In-sur ance (self'in-shoor'ons), it* inaurance of one-
self or one's property, usually by providing a fund out
of current income.

self-In ter est (self'in'tSr-ist, self'in'trist), n. t one's
own interest or advantage, 2. an exaggerated regard
for this, usuauy at the expoiwe 01 othw; elstoii.

self-ish (sel'fish), adj. 1. having such regard lor one*i
own interests and advantage mat the happiness and
welfare of others become of lets concern iSm & con-
sidered right or just; too much concerned witl* one's
own welfare, 2, wowing or cawd by mm r|rd, at

self-know! edge (etf'ttoTO) f ^ knowWge of <0** own

regard for oneself or one'8

:e; converting itself into cash j

loading again by its

- n- low of self ; regard for or interest
' "

'""I.

having or showing self-

JMU^^**-aasrr^
nv for.
-o pin ton a ..

out rektrd for the
"
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self-or-dained (self'6r-dand'), adj. ordained or ap-

f ..
f

, , ,.--,. pollinated by
the transfer of pollen from stamen to pistil in the same
flower.

self-pol'lu-tion (self'po-loo'shon), n. masturbation: a
eupnemism.

seli-pos-sessed (self'pa-zest') , adj. having or showing
self-possession; calm; undisturbed; composed.

self-pos-seS'Sion (selrpa-zesh'on), n. the full possession
or control of one's faculties or feelings; presence of

mind; self-command; composure. SYN. see confidence.

self-pres-er-va-tion (self'prez-Sr-va'shan), n. 1. pres-
ervation of oneself from danger, injury, or death. 2. the
urge to preserve oneself, regarded as an instinct.

seli-pro'duced (self'pra-doost', self'pra-dust'), adj. pro-
duced by oneself or itself.

self-pro-nounc-ing (self'pra-noun'sin), adj. having dia-
critical marks or 9ther aids to pronunciation directly
applied to the original spelling instead of being re-

written in phonetic transcription: as, a Bible with
self"pronouncing proper names.

self-pro-pelled (self
7
pre-peld'), adj. producing its own

power of movement or propulsion; propelled of itself.

self-pro-peMimg (self'prs-pel'ix)), adj. self-propelled.
self-pro- tec-tion (selfpra-tek'shsn), n. self-defense.

self-re-aM-za-tion (sejf'ri-9l-i-za'sh9n, self're-Ql-i-za'-

shon) , n. the complete fulfillment or development of the
self and all its possibilities.

self-re-cord-ing (self'ri-kfir'dirj), adj. making^ an auto-
matic record of its own functions or operations, as a
machine; autographic.

self-regard (self'n-ga'rd')* n. regard or concern for one-
self and one's interests.

self-re-la*tion (self'ri-la'shon), n. self-identity*
self-re-li*ance (self'ri-E'sns), n. reliance upon or con-
fidence in one's own judgment, abilities, etc,

self-re-li-ant (self'ri-H'Qnt), adj. having or showing self-

reliance.
self-rc-nun-ci-a-tion (seH'ri-nun'si-S'shon), n. renun-
ciation of one's own interests or desires, usually for the
benefit of others; self-sacrifice.

self-re-proach (selfri-pr6chO n. accusation or blame of

oneself; guilt feeling.

self-re-proach-ful (self'rf~pr6ch%l), adj. reproachful of

oneself!
self-respect (self'ri-spektO n* a proper respect for one-

self, one's character, and one's behavior.

eelf-re-spect-ing (self'ri-ftpek'tin), adj. having or show-

ing self-respect,
wfr*8tratint (seU'ri-strfint')* n* restraint imposed on
oneself by oneself ; seH-oontroL

ficlf-rijiht'eoiis (st'lfn'chos), adj. 1.

moralT etc. in one's own opinion; p]

characteristic of a lelf-iighteous person,
self-rls im> (selfWIfl), o$ rWng by MK; speeifioally,

rising without the addition of a ferment, as certain flour,

lf*acriftc (MlffaUc'rfr*f3r)t n* *k sacrifice ol one-
self or one's interests, usually for the supposed aavan-
tura of others, uelf-deniiil.

etf-8Sic-rl-iic-ing (t&'fftkfo-lfo'iq), adj. having or

showing MtfftorUtaft.
, f

8lf name (trif'e8mO adj. exactly the same; identical;

2.

(the) vtry tuKn*.SYNl

self-sat la fac tion (sdf'sat.-is-fak'Hlwn), n, the quality
or ttete of b#litt| s^ll-siitisfitd.

w-tmt*i*finMmt%M7) odt/ filing or showing
mtiifeettan with oneeeu or one tceompHhmntR.
8ew*^alii 6OTt8l'fo) *& made with a substance
thftt aatoourtieftuy seals bullet holes. putwtturf etc.:

am. a *tIf-*Jlf*f $m tank or paeaxnitttc tire.

eeif-s<N*k er n. a wtrson, who only
cr mitely to further hit own interests*

*elf-seek inft I

'

cJf-srvice
WWil^
fUttlttf AH

t

), n* the foetovim-

flitmctorfitfc of* wlf^s

^iftr^vie)* n tito not or
tl 9tot*m fte* . ;

\ fef
'

by

traits of a
Kiwi.*

of

OPf MWKKW *tffc

than by man or tn
etf*tairtm

crank <*r auxiliary
'

self-sup'port-ed. (self'sQ-pSr'tid, self'ss-por'tid), adj.
supported by oneself or itself.

self-sup-port-ing (self'sa-po^'tin, self'so-por'tig), adj.
supporting oneself or itself.

self-sur-ren-der (self'sa-rep/de'r), n. the ^surrender of
oneself or one's will to an influence, emotion, etc.

self-sus-tain-ing (self'ss-stan'ii)), adj. supporting or
able to support oneself or itself.

self taught (self'tdf), adj. taught through one's own
efforts without help from others; self-educated.

self-tor-ture (self'tor'cher), n. any mental or physical
distress inflicted upon oneself.

self-will (seH'wil'), n. a persistent carr3ring out of one's
own will or wishes, especially when in conflict with
others: stubbornness: obstinacy.

self-willed (self'wild'), adj. exercising or showing self-

will; stubborn; obstinate.
self-wind-ing (self'wm'diri), adj. wound automatically,
as some wrist watches, clocks, etc.

self-wrong (self'r6r/), n. any wrong done to oneself.
Se-li-na (sQ-le'ng, sa-H'ng), [prob. < Fr, C&line; L.
Coelina < coelum, heaven], a feminine name.
Sel-juk (sel-jopk'),

n. [Turk. Selj&q, legendary ancestor
of the dynasties], a member of any of several Turkish
dynasties ruling over western Asia from the llth to the
13th centuries, adj. 1. of these dynasties. 2, of the
Seliuk Turks.

Seljuk-i-an (sel-joqk'i-an), adj. of or characteristic of
a Seljuk or the Seljuks. n, a Seljuk.
Seljuk Turks, a branch of Turkic peoples that expanded
westward from Turkestan in the 1 1th century.
Sel kirk (sel'kSrk) , n. 1. a county of southern Scotland :

pop., 21,000 (est. 1946): also Selkirkshire. 2. its

county seat: pop., 5,500.
Selkirk Mountains, a mountain range in southeastern
British Columbia, Canada.

Sel-kirk-shire (sel'keYk-shirO, n. Selkirk.

sell (sel), v.t. [SOLD (sold), SELLING], [ME. sellen; AS.
sellan, to give, offer; akin to Goth, saljan, to offer

(sacrifice); caus. formation in sense "to cause to take"
< IE. base *sel~, to take, ^rasp], 1. to give up, deliver,
or exchange (goods, services, ^ etc.) for money or its

equivalent; part with for a price. 2. to make a prac-
tice of offering or stocking for sale; have or offer regu-
larly for sale; deal in: as, a department store sells many
things. 3. a) to give up or deliver (a person) to his
enemies or into slavery, bondage, etc. b) to betray (a
country, cause, etc.) ; hence, 4. to give up (one's honor,
trust, etc.) for profit. 5. to bring about, help in, or pro-
mote the sale of; cause to be sold: as, radio sells many
products. 6. [Colloq.J, to establish faith, confidence, or
belief in: as, he couldn't sell the scheme even o his

friends. 7. [CoUoq.], to persuade (a person) of the value
of; convince (wjtbt on) : as, he was sold on the idea. 8.

[Slang], to cheat; dupe; hoax. twf. 1. to exchange
goods or services for money, etc.; engage in selling.
2. to be a popular item on tne market; attract buyers.
3. to be sola (for) ; as, Wts sell for one dollar. 4. [Col-

loq,). to be widely approved or accepted: as, do you
tlmk the idea wifl sellJ n. [Slang]. 1. a trick or hoax.
2. salesmanship, as in hard sefl (high-pressure sales-

manship).
sell efl, to get rid of by selling, especially at low prices.
sell oneself, 1. to exchange one

r
s services for a price,

especially for a dishonorable or sexual purpose.
2. [Colloq.], to convince another of one's worth.

sellout, I. to get rid of completely by selling. 2.[Col-
loq.L to sell or betray (someone, oner's trust, etc.).

del! tip, 1. to sell att of. 2, [British];, a) to sell all of, as

land or household goods, to satisfy debts, as in bank-

ruptcy, b) to sell aU the $oo4s of (a person).

$FJV*~*Mil iropttoi a tfvoifyft&t of th ownership of some-

tbtng to aaotter for mo$i&7 0$ J| books* a house, etc.);
'

JT implies iin exchange of goods or services without using
'

fai)4r loM to dlo*ai) ; tirade, in transitive twe,

I tte wwfewtt of art&ss (Jet's frwtc necktM), and,

fa bnpttot -tie nryiag on of a bu^iw in wWdiv jr~. .. ..^ ^jpjQ^o^ity (to fryfa in wheat);
; sale of itenii one Vy on, each

,.., -

... copting bidders (to (tnetion off

;y); Tn applies esjweWhr to the selling
of

by peddling, slot machine, etc.

it* L a pton wbo sE; vendor. 2.

sells, uftttjdly with ittferenoe to its rate

i 2. en-
of offering something for tak,

out. 2. an ente
ticketn are sold.

1,1. t. a eH!t*g
all the *o*tt or
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Sel-ma (sel'ma), [? < Gr. selma, a ship, vessel], a fem-
inine name.
Selt zer (selt'ser), n. [altered < G. Selterser < Nude*
Sellers, a town near Wiesbaden, Germany], 1. natural

spring water of high mineral content and effervescent

quality. 2. [often s-1, any similar water prepared
artificially. Also Seltzer water.

prevents cloth or fabric from raveling.
edge plate or receptacle of a lock into which the bolt fits.

selves (selvz), n. plural of self.

Sem., 1. Seminary. 2. Semitic.

sem., semicolon.
se-man tic (sa-man'tik) , adj. [Gr. semantikos, sig[nifi-
cant < semainein, to show], 1. of meaning, especially
meaning in language: as, syllable stress is a semantic
factor. 2. of or according to the science of semantics.

se-man-tics (sa-man'tiks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [<
semantic, after Fr. semantique (of the same origin), as

adopted in 1887], 1. the branch of linguistics t
con-

cerned with the nature, structure, and, especially,
the development and changes, of the meanings of

speech forms; semasiology. 2. the scientific study of

the relations between signs, or symbols, and what they
mean, or denote, and of behavior in its psychological
and sociological aspects as it is influenced by signs.
sem a phore (semVf6r', semVfor'), n. [Fr. semaphore
< Gr. sema, a sign + pherein, to bear], 1. any apparatus
for signaling, as by an arrangement of lights, Cags, and
mechanical arms on railroads. 2. a system of signaling
by the use of two flags, one held in each hand: the
letters of the alphabet are represented by the various
positions of the arms. 3. any system of signaling by
semaphore, v.t* & v.L [SEMAPHORED (-f&nr, ~fSrd')i

SEMAPHORING], to signal by semaphore.
sem-a-phor-ic (sem'a-f6r

A
ik, semVfor'ik), adj. of, by,

or like a semaphore.
Se ma-rang (sQ-ma'rarj), n. a city on the northern coast
of Java: pop,, 218,000: also spelled Samarayig.

se-ma-si-o log-i-cal (si-ma'si-s-loS'i-k'l), adj. semantic.
se-ma-si ology (si-tna'si-olVji), n. [< Gr. stmosia, sig-

nification of a word; + -logy], in linguistics, semantics.
se-mat-ic (si-mat'ik), adj. [< Gr. sema, s&matos, a sign;
+ iic]; in biology, serving as a warning or sign of danger,
as the color of some poisonous snakes.
semblable (sem'bte-bl), adj. [ME.; OFr. < semhler;
see SEMBLANCE], [Archaic], 1. similar; like. 2. suitable.
3, apparent or seeming but not real. n. [Archaic],
1, something similar. 2. resemblance: likeness.
semblance (sem'blsns), n. [ME,; OFr. < sembler* to

seenx appear < L. similare, simulare, to make like <
similis, like], 1. outward form or appearance; aspect.
2. the look or appearance of something else; resem-
blance. 3. a likeness, image, representation, or copy.
4. false, assumed, or deceiving form or a^pearanoe. 5.

mere empty show; pretense. SYN* see appearance*
Sembrich, Marcel-la (miur-tsel'S zem/briH; En$.
mr-eel' sem'brik), (born Proved* M&rcettiw KocH-
an$k<t), 1858-193$; American operatic soprano, bom
in Austria.
se-me (sa-maO. adj. [Fr., orig, ppf of semcf, to sow; I/.

seminare < semen, a seed], in heraldry, having ft design
of many small figures; dotted, as with stars,

se-mei-ol-o-gy (se'mi-ol's-ji), n. f**^i**

Dionysus ^ wEen she desired, to see Zeus as he appeared
to the gods, she wa destroyed by hw lightning,

se men (si'rwn), n, [pi, SBMINA (m'i-n)] r [L., a seed],
the thick, whitish fluid secreted by the maJe reproduc-
tive organs and containing the spermatozoa.

semes- ter (s*-met/tSr), n. [G.; L, ($ur$u$) $m$$tris,
half-yearly (period) < s&e, MX -f mauis, month), 1* a
six-month period; half year. 2. an of tto two {or
three) terms, of fifteen to eighteen wtdk* eh which
make up a school or college year in mot
educational institutions.

8em*i- (sem'i, sem'a; now sometimes aoto/I)* [3U; i

Gr, hSmi- t Sans, s&mi-, AS. #*-], a prefix
1. half, m in semidiameter. 2, partly, not
fectly, m in sfimidvilized. 3, tone* in a (\m in jgemiannttally,
em'i'fttt*nii*al (sem'i-an'Q-sl), f<f/
pared, presented, etc. every halt yew. 2. ]

year, m some plants, Abbreviated **a.

efn*l'n*nuaMy (sem'i-an'U-al*!), odf^.

months; twice yearly,
Mtti*l*au>o*nvit*lc (sem

/
i-d

/
ta-nmt^k) ( adf* I. partly

automttic arid partly hand-controlled: mm of 5cJbla-
ary. 2, having ar* automatic chftmbeiiiw mham|sm
but requiring a fcriggtr pull for ecb rotmdaxid: eiM <rf

.

(netn^o-brivO. [ItJ, in mutfa, a wfeote
note (o) f equal to four crotchets: me neuma, IHs,
m-l'Cati*tan'iiI*I wml-ften-ten-al a. t* *

or duration; 50th anniversary. 2. the celebration of
this.

setn-i-cir-cle (sem'a-stir'k'l),
n. [L. semidrcwlus; see

SEMI- & ciRcirK), 1. a half circle, 2. any object oir

grouping in the form of a half circle.

sem't-cir-cu-lar (sem'a-sur'kyoo-le'r). adj. [ML. semi-
circularis], having the form of a semicircle,
semicircular canal, any of the three loop-^shaped, tu-
bular structures of the inner ear that serve to maintain
balance in the organism: see ear, illus.

sem-i-civ-Mized (setnVsivn-izdO. <>4/* partly civi-

lized.

sem-1-co-Ion (sem'9-ko'lsn), n. a mark of punctuation
(;) indicating a degree of separation greater than that
marked by the comma and less than that marked by the
period, etc.: conventionally used chiefly to separate
units that contain elements separated by commas, and
to separate co-ordinate clauses having a relationship in

meaning not explicitly stated: abbreviated 8m.
sem-i-con-scious (semVkon'shss), adj. not fully con-
scious or awake; half^conscious.

sem-i-daHy (sem'a-d&'li), adj. twice daily.
sem-i-de-tached (sem'idi-tachtO <(/ partly separate
or detached, as a pair of houses joined with a common
wall but not connected with other buildings.
eem-i-de-vel-oped (sern'i-di'VeKapt), adj. partly de-
veloped.
sem-i-di-am-e ter (sem'i-dl-am^'tSr), n, half a diam-
eter- radius.

sem-l-di-ur-nal rsem'i-di-fir'n'l), adj. 1. of, lasting, or
performed in half a day; snecincally, d^ignating or of
naif the arc traveled by alheavenly body between the
times of its rising and setting. 2, coming twice a day,
or about every twelv hour, as the tides.
sem i-di-vine (sem'i-di-vin'), adj* mtkeofogy, not having
full divinity.
sem-i-dome (sem'o-dSm'), n, a curved ceiHng or roof
covering a semicircular room, bay. etc.: half dome,
sem i cHip ti cal (wm'W4ip'ti-kl), adf, 1. having the
form of a half ellipse. 2. nearly or imperfectly elliptical,
sem-i fi-nal (sam'Q-n'n*!), adj. coining just bffor the
final: said of th divisions of a contest or tournament,
n. a semifinal round, match, etc.

sem-i-fl-naMst (sem'9-f!VI4st), n. a person taking part
in a semifinal round, match, etc.
semi flu-Id (swnV-ftoVid), adj. neither liquid nor solid;
heavy or thick but capable of flowing; viscous but fluid,
n. a substance of this nature.
eemMunar (samVldVnif) , adj* [smni* 4* lunar],

shaped like a half-moon; crfictntHibaptd.
semilunar valv, either of the two cwacant-ihaped
valves, out at the junction of th right vtntriold and
pulmonary artery (pulmanwy olw), the other tt the
jim<?tiotx of th Itft vtridb and aorta (iwrli wlw),
whioh function to pwunt blood from flowfag back into
the ventricles.

eem-i-month-ly (sernVmtmthli), d|/. copiing, hap*-
pening. done, etx\ twice a month, n. something coming,
appoarifig, etc. twio a month, epklly a magaafn*.
mv. twm momthly; @vr half month.
sem 1 nal (som'-nl), adj. [MB.; Late OP*,

j
L. mnfnalh

< smm, semfab* * swdj, L ol or ocwtataing ettd or
semen, 2. of reproduction: asv seminal Bower, 3. like
seed; constituting a source; g^rmjnal; orMnftti

alrO. n, [O.| t.awi'iuur . , . .

; sm SEMINARY!, 1. a group of sojperwiid
doing research or ftdvaaotd itedlv* $, d) a mm lor
such a froup, 6) tot room whew It mMa.
cttt'I-aar'V (mm'^im'i), it* p. iEiHM4R|E (4*)i {L.
$miMrittm, plot, nmrwry, xumt, m fMtmrto,
of < $<tmm, * I L place wfeare iometkinf de*
velops, growt, or is cultivated: an, rtiwas ait trnkutHes
of crime, 2. a iwhoot, e^eclally a fwliratt lor

young women, 3* it uehool or colltp whert prloits, min*
tettrs, ttc. ai traiL 4. ft atmifislr, AbbmiatiNt SMM,

fW'tkw (stmVn^il it* JL. mmim^ < ww-
* tO SOW < MflMJI, a MMMlj 1. It OT

; diiMmixiatiQCL 2, la toto*?* fib wt ot pro^i

$ a wd; -I* -/
taining or ootiveying ;'<>nien.

,

tcKjtomtoll. L mm in a period of 50 yearn
2. lattlAg for 50 ytitn, n 1. a 50t yew* 3 ^WJ
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8em*i'O-vip'a-rou8 (sern'i-o-vip'Sr-ss), adj. producing
young whose natal development is incomplete, as mar-
supials.

sem-i-pal-mate (sem'a-pal'mat, semVpal'mit), adj. in

zoology, with only a half web connecting the anterior
toes: not fully palmate.

sem-i-par-a-sit-ic (semVparVsit'ik) , adj. 1. in bi-

ology, ordinarily parasitic but capable of a saprophytic
life. 2. in botany, taking part of its food from the host
and making the rest by itself, as the mistletoe; both
parasitic and photosynthetic.
sem-i-per-me-a'ble (sem's-pur'mi-a-bl) , adj. allowing
some substances to pass; permeable to smaller molecules
but not to larger ones, as a membrane in osmosis.

sem-i-plas-tic (sem'a-plas'tik) , adj. partly plastic.

sem-i-po-lit-l-cal (sem'i-pa-lit'i-k'l), adj. political in

some respects only.
sem-i-por-ce-laln (sem'o-pSr'so-lin), n. an opaque por-
celain with a finish like that of earthenware.

sem-i-pre'Ckms (semVpresh'ss), adj. designating gems
of lower value than those classified as precious: said of

the garnet, turquoise, etc.

8em*i-pri*yate (sem/o-pri'vit) f adj. partly but not com-
pletely private; specifically, designating or of a hospital
room having two, or sometimes three or four, beds.

sem-i-pro (sem'i-pro'), n. [contr. < semiprofessional]*

[Colloq.J, a person who engages in a sport for pay but
not as a regular occupation.
sm4'pub4lc (sem/a-put/lik), adj. partly but not com-
pletely public.
8em-I>qua'Ver (semVkwIi've'r), n. a sixteenth note (4*).
Se*iDir*d'ttii8 (si-mir'a-mis), n. Assyrian queen: fl. c.

SCO B.C.; legendary founder of Babylon, noted for her
beauty, wisdom, and sexual excesses.

sem-i-rlg-id (semVrij'id), adj. designating an airship
having a rigid internal keel but no other supporting
framework,
sem i-round (sernVrouad'), adj. generally round but
with one flat surface, n, anything having this shape,
sem-i skilled (sm'Hjkild') adj. T, partly skilled, 2,

of or doing manual work that requires some but not
extensive training.

86m*I*8ol*id (senr@-sol'id) t adj. not fluid but capable of

changing shape, as gelatin. n a sexnisoHd substance.
semd'Spfuir'i'Cftl (sem'e-sfer'i-k

1

!), adj. in the shape
of a half sphere; hemispherical.
Sem-lte jtem'It, s5'mJt), n, [Mod. L. Semita < LL. Sem,
Shern; Or. Sim; Heb, shim), a member of any of the

peoples wheat language is Semitic, including the

Hebrews, Arab% Assyrians, Phoenicians, Babylonians,
etc,; now, specifically, a Jew; also Sbemite.
$6i&it'ic (w-mH'ik)* adj. I. of, characteristic of, or

like ft Semite or the Semites. 2, designating or of a

major group of languages of southwestern. Asia and
northern Africa. related to the Hamitic lanmuiges and
divided into Bast S^mm (Akkadian), Norm Wmt
tkmUk (Phoenician, Punio, Amnmic, Hebrew, Modern
Hebrwr, etc.) md South West Semite (Arabic, Ethiopic,

Amhario) t biwiatd Son*
$e-mit'fc$ (*>-wtt'Iki) f nl* fconttruad m ring*), the

study of Semitic culture, tknguumOitemtare, tto.

Settt'i'ttem (sem'e-tiK'm, sl'mo-wm), n. 1. a Semitic

word or idiom* 2, ehar3teristk of the Semites; cm*.
dally, the idi* calturiti qualities, etc* originating with
the Jewi,
Mm*I*toM (ttt'fr*t5ifc

/
)r n* 1, i& musk, * tarn at fo

inti-rval of ft half step front nnother in a diatonic scale;

hit! tone. 1 mb tun tatarvtJL
f

.

t

(sem'frton'ik), adj. of or coostitetiiui *

semi-trail er (jMKtt'4rfl
/
8r) n* a large trailer with

four or mow wheels thftt is attached to a tractor cub
for hMiltag 9x4 f for lotdfag-

: _ ... , /
'

. njBl), ntfA havl some of

tht ^hirJKitf

" *

"\ . -

*

- -

I if%-vcwf
ii>f A* ft vowal

scwwl: IP w ri )

dcm tta
that

tvtry half aa a
weak.

trtw m
Uiing t hitt

Jseniper par-a tus (pe-rfi'tas), [L,], always prepared:
the motto of the United States Coast Guard.
sempiternal (sem'pi-tQrVl), adj. [ME.; Late OFr.
semiternel; ML. sempiternalis < L. sempiternus <
semper, always + eternus, eternal], everlasting; per-
petual; eternal

sem-pi'teT'iii-ty (sem
/
pi-t&r

/n-ti) f n* [< L. sempiternus
(see SEMPITERNAL); + m&y]* the state or quality of

being sempiternal: eternity.
sempstress (sem'stris, semp'stris), n [var. of seam-
stress], a seamstress.
sen (sen), n. [i SEN), [Japan.; Chin, ch'ien, coin], a
Japanese copper or bronze coin equal to 1/100 of a yen.

Sen., sen., L Senate. 2. Senator. 3. senior.

sen-a-ry (sen'r-i), adj. [L. senarius < serwV six each <
base of sex, six], of six: on tne basis of six.

sen-ate (sen'it), n. [ME. senat, senas; OFr. senat, senaz
(Fr. s&nat); L. senatus < senex, senis, old, aged], 1^ lit-

erally, a council of elders. 2 the supreme council of the
ancient Roman state, originally only of patricians but
later including the plebeians. 3. a lawmaking as-

sembly: state cottncil
; hence, 4. [>-] > a legislative group,

generally the smaller, and; called the upper, of the two
houses forming certain national and State legislatures:
in the United States Senate there are two senators
from each State, regardless of its size: see also House
of Representatives. 5. a governing or advisory council
in a college or university. Abbreviated Sen., S.
sen a-tor (sen'a-ter), TL [ME. & OFr. senatour; L. sen-
ator], a member of a senate: abbreviated Sen., sen.

sen-a-tOTi-al (sen
/
o-t6r/i-9l> sen'a-toM-al), adj. [< L.

sen&toriits (< senator} ; + -o/J, 1, of or suitable for a
senator or a senate. 2. composed of senators. 3. en-
titled to elect a senator: said of an electoral district.

sen-a-tor-ship (sen'o-teY-shxp'X n. [senator -j- -skip], the
position, term of office, etc. of a senator.

Jse na-tus consul*turn (si-na'tss kan-sul'tem), [L.]* a
decree of the ancient Roman senate,
send (send), vjt. [SENT (sent), SENDING]^ [ME, senden;
AS. sendan; akin to G. senden Goth, sandjan; caus.
formation in sense

<4
to cause to go"? IB. base *$entr,

to go, find ootr discover, seen also in L, sentire, to feel,

sense; cf, smSffi]t L a) to cause to go or be carried;
dispatch; transmit: sts, food, medicine, and doctors were
sent by plane, b) to dispatch, (a letter* telegram, etc.) by
mail, messenger,, etc. 2, to^cause (a person) to go from
one place to another, especially by asking, directing, or

CQiBmandin^: as, send the man to roe, the storm sent
them hurrying to their hoffltes. 3. to arrange for the
going of ; enable to go or attend: as, his father sent him
to college, 4. to cause to move, as by releasing, hitting,
discharging, throwing, eta: as* the explosion sent a cloud
of smoke ffigh m the air, he s&nt tto ball over the trees.

5. to brmg oc drive into some state or condition: as, the
noise will send him out of his mind. <k to cause to

happen, come, etc. ; give: as, a crop sent to reward our
toil. 7. [Slang], to perform jaass music such a way as
to cause great excitement or exhilaration in (the listener

or performer) . v.L to send a message or messenger.
aend flying, 1 . to dismiss or cauoe to depart hurriedly.
2. to stagge* or repel, as with a blow. 3. to put to

flight; rout. 4. to scatter abruptly in all directions
send for, 1. to ask for the arrival of: summon. 2, to

place an order for; make a request for delivery of.

tend forth, to be a source of; cause to appear; give out
or teeth; produce; emit.
send in, to dispatch, hand so, or send to a central point.
send oi, 1. to mail, top&tehtr or send awy, as a let-

ter, gHt r etc, 2. to dteinim 3. to give a send-of to.

send out, 1. to dispatch, distribute, issue, mail, etc.

from a central poixit, 2, to send forth.

send packing, to dismiss abruptly; drive (another)

away, * to <ws&c9*
'

, ,_
send wpv 1, tomu^ tp rite, c&w^ or go-up* 2. [Col-

koJ, to oetttaftdfr to tepwfaefflt. t

send (sand), n. [prob. < nmd'fyo (ptomtea) but umu-
cncetl% sand 4 < 0^mdf immd* etaji 1* the tavmg
motion of a wave or the sea, 2. a sotnd. V.L i. to be

forwftid, as by A wave. 2- to-scend.
n. a city ia eastern Honslw, Japan:

4 Ofc; MffM, mM; ult <
1 a Bghi iUk fabvic usecl MI tlie

<sot*twis ftw e^o* 2. aythmg made

_ it. n pftwtti of itiing that sends, as a
traiisinitter,

),
n. (QoOofuk, t* w

m ttemoly mKag tow
l ft trip, cwrtw* etc- 2, a start or
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of Iroqiioian Indians who lived in the area of the
Genesee River, New York: see Five Nations, adj. of
this tribe.
Sen-e-ca (sen'i-ka), n, (Lucius Annaeus Seneca) , Roman
statesman, writer, and Stoic philosopher; lived 4 B.C.-
65 A.D.: nis tragedies influenced Elizabethan drama.

sen-e-ga (sen'i-ga), n. [< Senega
tf
vax. of Seneca], 1. a

North American plant of the milkwort family. 2. its

dried root, used as an expectorant.
Sen e gal, S6-n&gal (seo/i-g61'; Fr, sa'nS'gal'), n. 1. a
French territory in French West Africa, on the Atlantic:
until 1946, a colony: area, 77,730 sq. mi.; pop., 1,720,000
(est. 1945); capital, St. Louis. 2. a river in French
West Africa, flowing between Senegal and Mauritania
into the Atlantic: length, 1,000 rni.

Sen-e-gal-ese (sen'i-gd-lez', sen'i-ga-lez'), adj. of Senegal
or its people, n. [pi. SENEGALESE], 1. one of the
native Moors or Negroes of Senegal. 2. their language.
Sen-e-gam-bi-a (sen

7
9-gam/

bi-0), n. a region in western
Africa between the Senegal and. Gambia Rivers, in Sen-

egal, French Sudan, ana Gambia.
se-nes-cence fs9-nes''ns), n. [< senescent], the process or
state of growing old; onset of old age.
senescent (s8-nes''nt), adj. [L. senescens, ppr. of.se-
nescere, to grow old < senex, old], growing old; aging.

sen-efi-chal (senVshal), n. [ME. & OFr. seneschal;
OHG. siniskalk, oldest servant; *$ini, old H- skalk,

servant], a powerful official in the household of a me-
dieval noble: he was in charge of administering justice
and managing the domestic affairs of the estate, and
he represented his lord in court.

Jsen-hor (se-nyoVJ, n. [Port. < L. senior (see SENIOR) ;

cf. Sp. sctiar, It. signer], a man; gentleman: Portuguese
title equivalent to Mr. or Sir: abbreviated Sr.

Jsen-ho-ra (se-nyd'ra"), n. [Port., fern, of senhor], a mar-
ried woman; lady: Portuguese title equivalent to Mrs.
or Madam: abbreviated Sra.

Jsen-ho-ri-ta (se'ny6-re'ta) t
n. [Port., dim. of senhora],

an unmarried woman or girl; young lady: Portuguese
title equivalent to Miss: abbreviate! Srta.

se-nile CsefaSl, se'nil), adj. [L. senilis < senex, old], 1. of
old age. 2. showing signs of old age: elderly; weak in
mind and body. 3. resulting from old age. 4. in phys-
ical geography, nearjng the end of an erosion cycle.

MUiH^ty UMftfe-tL sS-nilVti), n. L tfce condition or
I quality of being senile : old age. 2. the characteristics of

! fK ages wealcaessj mannity of mind an4 body.
senior (sSp/y&r), adj. [ME.; L. senior* compar* of senex,
old], 1, of the greater age; older: often; indicating the
older of two having the same name, as a father ana son:
abbreviated Sr. 2. of higher rank or standing, or longer
in service. 3. of or belonging to the graduating class in
a high school or college, n. 1. a person older than
another or others. 2. a person of greater rank, standing,
or length of service. 3. a person in the graduating class
of a high school or college. Abbreviated Sen., sen.

senior high school, high school: usually the tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grades: distinguished from junior
high school.

sen-iori-ty (sen-y6rVti, sen-yorVti), n fal SENIOR-
ITIES (-tiz)j, 1. the state or quality of being senior; pre-
cedence in birth, rank, etc. 2. status, priority, or pre-
cedence achieved by length of service ta a given job as
in oletetmining an employee's eligibility for promotion.

Sen-lac (senlak), n. a Ml in swtfeeaftera England,
near Hastings: site of the battle of HaSteg* (W$6>-
sen-na (sen's), n. [ML. srnna, sma; AT. M^ JL my
of a number of related plants of tfte pen family, with
pods and yellow or pinkish flowers. 2, the drieo: leaves
of some of these plants, used in medicine as a laxative.
Sen nach-er ib>

<sf-nak%4b), it. son of Sargon II;
lived ?~681 B.C.fking of Assyria (705-6S1 B.d>.

sen-net (sen'it), n. [OFr. senei, stmt, si&mt, dim, of
stgne, a sign; cf. SIGNET], jArchaicl, a trtuapetj call used
as a signal for ceremonial entrances and, exits: a stage
direction in Elizabethan drama*

sen.niglit, se'n^ight (sealt, ea%), n. [< seven *fe*4,
[Archaic], a week,

T^V*611
'^', 71- tF b- 5,*** + **! 1. iat

Draided material made by plaiting strands of ropeyam
2. plaited grass or palm leaves tisM for uaajdmg. Sats*

< 3UJse-fior .

senior; see SKNTOitJ, a man;
equivalent to Mr. or Sir: abbrwiated .

lae-fio-jm (se-nyi'rS), n. fSp. f fan, of NVori a
woman; fady: Spanish Slle equivmffl^fe j

Madam: abbreviated Sra.
$mttx>*rlm (se'ny^-rS'tfi), n. [Sp, dfa. of w^
tmmmnied woman or girl; young lady: $MUBdcoawomdin to Miss: abbreviated Sri.

^
*tt'Wfe (sennit), oc(/ [LL, jmslM f tetjw*rt uensej, 1. having the powr of
smtlon, 2. roistering ontbo s^es; Idlt by

i ea tion (i^'iS}, n. [ML*

ulation of a sense organ; conscious feeling or sense im-
pression: as, a sensation of cold. 3. a generalized feeling
or reaction, often vague and without reference to im-
mediate stimulus: as, a sensation of happiness. 4. a
state or feeling of excitement and interest caused in
a group, community, etc. : as, the play caused a sensa-
tion. 5. the action, event, etc. causing such a feeling,

sen-sa-tion-al (sen-sa'shsn-1), adj. 1. of the senses or
sensation. 2. of, or in accordance with, philosophical
sensationalism. 3. arousing intense interest and excite-
ment; startling; exciting. 4. using or haying effects
intended to startle, shock, thrill, or arouse interest and
intense excitement.
sen sa-tion-al isrn (sen-sa'shan-l-iz'm), n. 1. the use
of subject matter, style, language, or artistic expression
that is intended to shock, startle, excite, or arouse in-
tense interest; addiction to what is sensational (sense 4)
in literature^ art, public speaking, etc.; sensational
methods. 2. in ethics, sensualism. 3. in philosophy; the
belief that all knowledge is acquired through the use of
the senses.

sen-sa-tion-al-ist (sen-sa'shan-'l-ist), n. 1. a sensa-
tional artistj reporter, speaker, etc.; person who prac-
tices sensationalism. 2. a believer in philosophical
sensationalism.

sen-sa-tion-aHs-tic (sen-sa'shan-'l-is'tik), ad/, of sensa-
tionalists or sensationalism.
sense (sens), n. [Fr. sens; L. sensus < sentire, to feel,

perceive; for IE. base see SEND], 1. the ability of the
nerves and the brain to receive and react to stimuli, as
light, sound, impact, constriction, etc.: formerly con-
fined to denoting any of five faculties of receiving im-
pressions through specific bodily organs and the nerves
associated with them (sight, touch, taste, smell, and
hearing) : as. not perceptible to the senses; see also sixth
sense. 2. the senses considered as a total function of
the bodily organism, as distinguished from intellect,
movement, etc. 3. feeling, impression, perception, or
recognition, either through the senses or through the
intellect; awareness: as, a sense of warmth, an uneasy
sense of guilt. 4 an ability to judge, distinguish, dii-
cnnnnate, or estimate external conditions, sounds, etc. :

as, a sense of direction* pitch, etc, 5. an ability to feel,

appreciate, -understand, or comprehend som quality,
as humor, honor, etc. 6, the abuity to think or reason
soundly; normal intelligence and judgment often as
reflected in behavior. 7, meaning; especially, any of
several meanings conveyed by or attributed to the same
word or phrase. 8. essential signification; fist: as, few
people grasped the seme of his remarks, 9. soundness
of judgment or reasoning; evidence of normal intelli-
gence or tinderstanding: as, there is some sense in what
he says, 10, something wise, aotrnd, or reasonable: as,
mere s no sense in going. 1L the general option, senti-
ment, or attitude of a group, 12, direction; tendency
v.t. [SENSBD (senst), SBNSwal 1 to be or become
aware of; perceive; as, he senma our hostility* 2. [Col-
loq.J, to comprehend; undecstatMi, SW. tee raWiteiL
In a scnee, from one aspect; to some extent or decree.
make sense, to be intelligible or logical.
eenae^ normal ability to think or reason soundly: as,
coitt to your wnww,

wiwf1m(wm^lf w$/..

t
i wrauKtauL 1 not having

food sense; stupid; foolish. 3, arising from a lack of
judgment or intelligence; unreasonable;

-jj y " wr-si ""IT **("**. -w* ** wywfcM,w as an eye or tatnj
trad, qpwfeliKd to '<Ive vsSfc ttiawH and tnuunnlt
tibie as MOMttloai to- the teSajre^^or*

ldmTOTOl1'

eenae gw^jtoo, I, mtwtoa or tib knwrlttg of
futt firom vdamB wcefvwi aid responded to b^the
tenses* 2. tiMt r^"'" --.. -*_* -.^ . . j' .*

M^

3.tib,eaMitytoi

rfcsasss sn si'bly
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2. in a sensible manner; in- and ending with an end mark (period, question mark,noticeable; appreciably,

telligently; wisely.
sens! tive (sen'so-tiv), adj. [ME. sensitife; OPr. sen-

sitif; ML. sensitivus < L. sensus, pp. of sentire, to feel,

perceive], 1. of the senses or sensation; especially, con-
nected with the reception or transmission of sense im-
pressions; sensory. 2. receiving and responding to
stimuli from outside objects or agencies; having sensa-
tion. 3. responding or feeling readily and acutely; very
keenly susceptible to stimuli: as, a sensitive ear; hence,
4. tender; raw; easily hurt, as a healing wound. 5. hav-
ing or showing keen sensibilities. 6. easily offended,

disturbed, shocked, irritated, etc., as by the actions of

others; high-strung, tense, and touchy. 7. changing
easily or quickly in the presence of some force or agency;
very responsive to external conditions, as to light, heat,
etc. : as. photographic film is sensitive to light. 8. show-
ing, or liable to show, unusual variation; fluctuating: as,
a sensitive stock market.

sensitive plant, a tropical American plant with a spiny
stem and purplish flowers, whose leaflets fold and
leafstalks droop at the slightest touch: it is often
cultivated in hothouses.
sen si-tiV'l'ty (sen^sQ-tiv'a-ti), n. the condition or qual-
ity of being sensitive.

sen-si-ti-za-tion (sen's3-ti-za'shan, sen'sa-ti-za'shsn) , n.

a sensitizing or being sensitized.
sen-si-tize (sen's9-tiz

/
),

i y.t. [SENSITIZED (-txzd'), SENSI-

TIZING], to make sensitive or susceptible: specifically,

a) in photography, to make (a film or plate) sensitive to

light, etc. o) in immunology, to make sensitive or hyper-
sensitive to a serum by repeated injection.

sen-si-tom-e-ter (sen'sa-tomVter), n. an instrument
used for measuring sensitivity, as of the eyes.

sen-so-ri-al (sen-s6r'i~9l, sen-so'ri-Ql) t adj. sensory.
sen-so-ri-um (sen-s6r'i-om, sen-so'ri-am), n. [pL SEN-
SORIUMS (-amz), SENSORIA (-o)], [LL. < L. sensus,

sense], 1. the whole sensory apparatus of the body,
2. the supposed seat of physical sensation in the gray
matter of the brain.

sen-so-ry (sen'sfr-i), adj. [< sense 4- -ory], 1. of the
senses or sensation. 2. connected with the reception and
transmission of sense impressions.

scn-su-al (sen'sho^-sl), adj. f< Pr. or L.; Fr. sensuel; L.

sensualis < sensus. sense, feeling], 1. [Rare], sensory
or sensuous. 2, of the body and the senses as distin-

guished from the intellect: as, sensual pleasures. 3. a)
connected or preoccupied with, bodily or sexual pleas-

ures; voluptuous, b) lustful; licentious; lewd. 4. re-

sulting from, or showing preoccupation with, bodily or

sexuaTpleasure: as, a smsual expression. S. of the doc-

trine of sensationalism. SYN. see carnal, sensuous.

sen-eu-al-ism (sen'shoo-sl-iz'm), n. 1. frequent or ex-

cessive indulgence in sensual pleasures. 2. the belief

that the pleasures of the senses constitute the greatest

good. 3. the expression of this belief, as in art ; emphasis
on what k sensuous. 4. in philosophy, sensationalism,

sen su al ist (sw'shS^Mst), n. t a person who in-

dulges excessively in sensual pleasures; voluptuary.
2, a person who believes in sensualism,
sen su ai is tic (MW^sh5o^fl-is

/
tik), adj* sensual

seneu al i ty (sen'sWJ-wVti), n. [ME. & OPr. sen-

sualitt: LLf $*n$wlUa$\ 1. the state or quality of being

sensual; fondness for or indulgence in sensual pleasures.

__a-j*0it (i

;<**}. LOT,

ipto
f ot

^m

~ *%****$>
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,*,^ from, based on, affecting, appeal-
ived by the senses. 2. readUy susceptible

ies; enjoying the pleasures of sensation.

suggests tfe* strong appeal of that wfcieh is

etCt wad. <?f a person,
0* ewtkm woft. s
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MMO* or sensual desires (few frf*ff^ <****$ '

luxurious implks & reveling in that which lavishly provides &

high degree of physical comfort car satisfaction (a luxurious

'

^- ^
as of a court. 2.

a court of the

exclamation point, or points of suspension); linguis-
tically, as much of a speaker's expression as he places
between definite final pitches and pauses. 5. [Archaic!,
a meaningful saying; maxim. 6. in music, a period, v.t.

[SENTENCED (-tsnst), SENTENCING], to pronounce judg-
ment or punishment up^on (a convicted person}.
sentence stress, the voice stress given to certain words
in a sentence to emphasize the meaning: in English it

normally falls on the noun elements in the subject and
on the object or complement.
sen ten tial (sen-ten'shaD, adj. [L. sententiatis], 1. of a
grammatical sentence. 2. of, or having the nature of, a
decision, judgment, or judicial sentence.

sen-ten-tious (sen-ten'shas), adj. [L. sententiosus <
sententia; see SENTENCE], 1. expressing much in words:
pointed, compact

f>
and terse; short and pithy. 2. full

of, or fond of using, maxims, proverbs, and. axioms;
aphoristic; often, ponderously trite and moralizing. I

sen-tience (sen'shans, sen'shi-ans), n. 1. a sentient
state or quality; capacity for feeling or perceiving;
consciousness. 2. mere awareness or sensation that
does not involve thought or perception.

sen-tien-cy (sen'shon-si, sen'shi-on-si}, n. sentience.
sen tlent (sen'shant, sen'shi-ant), adj. [L. sentiens, ppr.
of sentire, to perceive by the senses], of, having, or

capable of feeling or perception; conscious, n. 1. a
person or thing that is sentient. 2. the mind.
sen-ti-ment (sen'ts-mgnt), n. [ME. & OFr. sentement;
ML. sentimentum < L. sentire, to feel, perceive], 1. a
complex combination of feelings and opinions as a basis
for action or judgment; general emotionalized attitude:
as, patriotism has been called a noble sentiment. 2. a
thought, opinion, judgment, or attitude, usually a re-

sult of deliberation, but often colored with emotion: as,
what are his sentiments about prohibition? 3. sensi-

bility; delicacy of feeling; susceptibility to feeling or
to emotional appeal; tendency to be influenced by
emotions, not reason. 4. appeal

t
to the emotions in lit-

erature or artj; expression of delicate, sensitive feeling.
5. sentimentality; maudlin emotion. 6. a short sentence
expressing some trite thought, as in a toast. 7.

t
the

thought or meaning behind something said, as distinct
from the words used. SYN. see feeling, opinion.

sen-ti-men-tal (sen'ta-men'tl), adj. 1, having or show-
ing tenderness, emotion, delicate feeling, etc., as music,
poetry, etc. 2. affectedly or superficially emotional;
pretending but lacking true depth of feeling; maudlin;
mawkish. 3. influenced more by emotion, than, reason;
acting from feeling rather than from practical and
utilitarian motives; moved by emotional factors. 4. of

or caused by sentiment: as, a sentimental reason.
S YN. sentimental suggests emotion of a kind that is felt

in a nostalgic or tender mood (sentimental music) or, emotion
that is exaggerated, affected, foolish, etc. (a trashy; sentimental

novel)] romantic suggests emotion aroused by tbkfc which
appeals to the imagination as it is influenced by the idealization
of life in literature, art, etc. (a romantic girl waiting for per
Prince Charming) ; that is mawkish which is sentimental in a
disgustingly weak, Insincere, or exaggerated way (a ma-wkish

soap opera); that is maudlin which is tearfully or weakly
sentimental in a foolish way (an intoxicated, mau&w guest) 5

gushy, an informal word, implies an effusive display of senti-

ment or enthusiasm (gushy congratulations).
sen-ti-men-tal-ism (sen'ta-men't'l-iz'm), n. 1. < the
habit, quality, or coadlfcion of being sentimental. 2.

any expression of this.

sen-ti-men-tal-ist (sen'to-men't'l-ist), TI. a person show-
ing or indulging in sentimentalism : sentimental person.

sen-ti-men-tal-I-ty (sen'ta-men-tal's-ti), ft. 1. the qual-
ity, chaiTacter, or addition of being sentimental ^
[pi. SENTIMENTALITIES (-tiz)], any expression of this.

sen-ti-naen-tal-ize (sm'to-men't'l-Iz'). * *

(4zsdO sannoMBMTAi-iiNo], to be
think or behave in a sentimental way. v.{. 1. to m
sentimental. 2. to regard or treat seotuneaw
sentimental about: as, he sentimmtaliwd th wm

sen-tinel (s%-nf

!), n. [Fr. smtimUe; It*

prob. (via LL, sentinare, to avoid dangerbywJi^palaip)
< L. sentire, to feel]; a person or animal that guards a.

group against surprise; sentry.
SBNTIOTWLBI* (-aid), SENTINELING OT
1. to #wd ,or watch over as a sentinel

1

A,,!to,furnish
or protect with a sentinel. 3. to pw as a sentinel/ ,

stand sentinel, to serve as a sentinel.
'

<

sen-try (sen'tri), n [pi, SKNTEIW (-tia)l fprob. a metgd
word based on Late ME. centry, form of sanctuary, but
influenced by forty pod. Bug. centrenel, torn of sen-

tinel; cf. dial, mam&ty9 MMyL 1. a mtitotsL espe
cially each of the men of a military guard who are

posted to guard against, and give warning of. danger.
2. guard DC watch: AS* to keep sentry.

sentry box, a email, boxlike structure serving as a

iiWtr for a sentry om dtttar dturing bad



Semisian 1328 septillion
War I their tribes were attacked and finally subjugated
by French, British, and Italian forces.
Se-nu-si-an (se-noo'si-an), adj. of or like the Senusi.
Se oul (sa-ool', sol; Kor. syo-ool'), n. a capital of Korea
(see Korea) : pop,, 935,000: Japanese name, Keijo.

Sep., 1. September. 2. Septuagint.
se-pal (se'p'l, sep'l), n. [Pr. stpale; Mod. L. sepalum,
corned (1790) by H. J. de. Necker < L. separate,
separate -f petalum, petal], in botany, any of the leaf

divisions of the calyx: abbreviated sep.
-sep-al-ous (sep'l-as), [sepal 4 -OMS], a combining form
meaning having (a specified number or kind of) sepals,
as in trisepalous.

sep-a-ra-biM-ty (sep'er-o-bil's-ti), n. the state or quality
or being separable.

sep-a-ra-ble (sep'Sr-a-b'l), adj. [ME.; L. separabilis],
that can be separated.
sep-a-ra-Wy (sep'Sr-a-bli), adv. so as to be separable.
sep a rate (sep's-rat'; for adj. &* ., set/Sr-it, sep'rit),
v.t. [SEPARATED (-id), SEPARATING], [ME. separaten <
L. separaius, pp. of separate, to separate; se~, apart +
parare, to arrange, provide], 1. to set or put apart
(two or more things) into parts, groups, sets, etc.

;
cause

to part; divide; disunite; sever. 2. to see the differences

between; distinguish or discriminate between.
B

3. to
cause (two people) to cease associating or living to-

gether, as through legal action: as, how long have the
Parkers been separated? 4. to keep apart by being
between; divide: as, the wall separates the houses, 5. to

single out or set apart from others for a special purpose;
sort; segregate. 6. to take away (a part or incfreoient)
from a combination or mixture. 7, to discharge or
release from active duty^ jn the armed forces. u.i. 1, to
withdraw or secede (with from) : as, he has separated
from the party. 2. to part, come or draw a^art, or be-
come disconnected. 3. to part company; go in different

directions; cease to associate. 4. to stop being together
as man and wife. 5. to become distinct or disengaged:
as

r
cream separates from milk. adj. 1. set apart or

divided from the rest or others; pot joined, united, or
connected; severed. % not associated with others;
having its own existence; distinct: individual; inde-

pendent- 3. thought of or regarded, as having its own
ondlvid^al form or functions as, the separate parts of the
body. 4.! withdrawn from the company or association
of othets; solitary; isolated; secluded. 5. of or peculiar
to one; not shared or held in common: as, they wanted

arate rooms, n. 1. anything separate. 2. a separate
bHcaMdn, as a single article from a book. Abbrevi-

sep.

.^-^tcparate implies the putting apart of things previously
united^* joined, or assembled (to separate nmcmae parts, a
fiamily, etc.); divide implies a separation into parts, pieces,
groups, etp. by or as by cutting, splitting, brancljing, etc.,
often for purposes of apportionment (to dmde the profits into
equal shares) ; part is now usually applied to the separation of
persons or things that have been closely ccaanected or associated
( till death us do $aart

n
) ; sever implies a forcible anfl complete

separation,, as by cutting off a part from a whole (to MMT a
branch from a tree); sunder, now a Eterary terautapHes a
violent splitting, tearing* or wreacfckg apart AwF, unite,

,

sep-a-ra-tion (sepVr'shn) f n. I. a separating or
being separated. 2. the place where a separating oc-
curs; break: division. 3. something that separates. 4.
a dlForce. 5, an arrangement by which a man. and wife
Ev apart by agreement or by court decree.
separation center, a center whea mem and women in
t&ft'atnned.fapdtt are discharged or released from active
'd^tyv wjaere tfaeir records axe processed,
sep-a-ra-tion-ist (sep'Q-rl'shen-ist), n. a separatist.
sep a-ra tist (^9-rS'tist}, n. L a person who with-
draw* QTfteeeiie*, especially one who is 'a -member of a
group that h&tooedtad from a larger group: dissenter:
nonconformer* X a person who advocate political or

aratif; LL. separm^n^l ttmxng to separate or cause
separation.

eep a ra tor (sep'sHrS'teVk ft. $X.L L a person or thing
that separates* 2. any of several ctertces for wsmatatiS
one substance from another, as creawt from ttfeuk.

ee|>.a;ra<to*y (sep%^-tdrA
i gqfcHHft'xQ, adj. sep-

arative. . '

Se-phar^dlc (si-faVdik), adj. of tte
charactenstics, or culture.

i.

, fHeb. stph&r&dmm <
mentioned in Obf 3:20. olter?
but prob. orw. an area to Asia Mi
wpwn and Portugal before the I
descendants. Distmgtiished from A

% * ,

cuttlefishes with an internal

cuttlefiab. 3. a dark reddto-farowia actor, 4. a
color, ad/* 1* <

"

se-poy (se'poi), n. [Port, sipae; Hind, & Per. sipaM <
sipah, army), a native of India serving in a European
army, especiallv__the British army.

sep-pu-ku (se'poo'koo), n. ^apan,], in Japan, suicide
by disembowelment : hara-kiri.

seps (seps), n. [L.j Or. seps < sepein, to rot: from the
reputed effect of its bite], 1. a poisonous snake men-
tioned frequently in classical literature. 2. a skink.

sep-sis (sep'sis), n. [Mod. k.; Gr. sepsis, putrefaction <
sepein, to make putrid], poisoning caused by the ab-
sorption into the blood of pathogenic microorganisms,
as from putrefying material; blood poisoning.

sept (sept), n. [OFr. septe, var. of secte, sect], 1. an old
Irish clan or tribe ruled by a patriarch. 2. any similar
group, especially one localized and based on common
descent in both male and -female lines: properly dis-

tinguished from sib.

Sept., 1. September. 2. Septuagint.
sep-ta (sep'ta).

n. plural of septum.
sep-tal (sep't 1), adj. of or forming a septum or septa.
sep-tar-i an (sep-ta*r'i-9n) f adj. of or like septarium.
sep-tar-i-um (sep-tar

;i9m) f n. [pi. SEPTARIA (-9)], [Mod,
L. < L. septum; see SEPTUM], a cementlike mass, as of
limestone, shot through with fissures filled with some
other material, as calcite.

sep-tate (sep'tSt), adj. [Mod, L. septatus], having or
divided by a septum or septa.

sep ta va-lent (sep'to-vl'tot), adj. [Rare], heptavalent.
sep-tec-to-iny (sep-tek'to-mi), n. [septum + -ectomy],
the surgical removal of part of the nasal septum.

sep-tern- (sep'tem), [< L. septem, seven], a combining
form meaning seven or seventh, as in septempartite: also
sept-.

Sep tem-ber (sep-tem'bSr, sap-tem'bgr), n. [ME. Sep-
tembre; L. September, name of the seventh month of
the Roman year < septem, seven: the orig. name was

1 AS. hasrfestmonath, harvest month], the ninth month
of the year, having 30 days: abbreviated Sept., Sep.. s.
September massacre, the massacre of the Royalists
in Pans, September 2 to 6, 1792, during the Revolution.
Sep tern brist (sep-tem'brlst), n. a person who took
part in the September mawacre,

sep-tern-par tite (sep'tem-paVtit), adj. divided into
seven parts.
sep tem-vir (sep4em'v&r), n. [L.j septern, seven -f vir,
a man], each of a group of seven men, especially in
ancient Rome, associated in some office or work.

8ep-te*mir;y (sep'te-ner'i), adj. [L. mptenwius < mptem,
seven], L of the number seven. 12. coiwi&tmg of or
forming a group of seven. 3. septennial* n. [pi. SEP-
TENARIES (-iz)J, L the number seven. 2* a group or
set of seven, especially seven years. 3. a line of verse
of seven feet.

^I?*?*1

?
1*1 <WP-ti'M), adj. [< L. suptmnwm, a

period of- seyea years < $*ptm> seven 4. awwa, yew; 4-
-ofj, 1. lasting seven yearn 2* coming, happening, tc,
every serem year

^^
sep ten-ni al ly (sep-tea'UW), adv. every wvtn years,

e^^td^ii^Tss^^4Vl) f otf/fow.; KlS:
*%$mdis < uptm^me^ th evwl gtart near tfie
north pole, Jit seveii plowfeg omti < Mjftfem, v6n

s* plqwuur oam] t

, M*<**, 9fvnt a group of sevett pettoai or thing*. 2. in

n. a.wptic t*IfiMwt or
ti-ce-mi

microorganisms

iwfOiMwr toW r !

caused to cer



septimal 1329 Serbo'
Fr. million], 1. in the United States and France, the
number represented by 1 followed by 24 zeros. 2. in
Great Britain and Germany, the number represented
by 1 followed by 42 zeros, adj. amounting to one sep-
tillion in number.
sep ti-mal (sep'ti-mgl), adj. [< L. Septimus, seventh (<
septem, seven) ; -1- -off, of the number seven.

sep.time (sep'tem), n. [< L. Septimus, seventh], parry,
the seventh position in fencing.

sep-tu a ge nar-i-an (sep'ch6o-a-ji-nar'i-9n) , adj. [< L.
septuagenarius ; see SEPTUAGBNARY], seventy years eld
or between seventy and eighty, n. a person of this age

sep-tu-ag-e-nar-y (sep'choo-aj'a-ner'i), adj. & n. \pl
SEPTUAGENARIES (-iz)J, [L. septuagenarius < septuageni,
seventy each < septuaginta, seventy], [Rare], septua-
genarian.
Sep tu a-ges-i-ma (sep'choo-a-jes/i-ma), n. [ME. Sep-
tuagesme; L., fern. ot septuagesimus, seventieth], the
third Sunday before Lent : also Septuagesima Sunday.
Sep-tu-a-gint (sep'too-a-jint', sep'choo-a-jint') , n. [<
L. septuaginta, seventy: because of the ancient tradi-
tion that it was completed in 70 (or 72) days by 72
Palestinian Jews in the 3d century B.C., for Ptolemy
II, king of Egypt], a Greek translation of the Old
Testament: abbreviated Sep., Sept.

sep-turn (sep'tam), n. [pi. SEPTA (-to)], [L. septum, saep-
turn, enclosure, hedge < sepire, saepire, to enclose,
fence < saepes, a hedge], a part that separates; dividing
wall; partition: as, the nostrils are divided by a septum,
sep tu pie (sep'tSd-p'l, sep-tu'pl), adj. LL. seftuplus <
L. septem, seven], 1. consisting of or including seven,
2. seven times as much or as many; sevenfold. v*t.

[SEPTUPLED (-p'ld), SEPTUPLING], to make seven times
as much or as many; multiply by seven.

sepulcher (sep''l~ker), n. [ME. & OFr. setulcre; L.

sepulcrum < sepelire, to bury], 1. a vault for burial;

grave; tomb. 2. a place for the safekeeping relics, as
in an altar. v.t. to place in a sepulcher; owy.

se-pul-chral (sa-pul'kral), adj. [L. sepulcralis], 1. of

sepulchers, burial, the grave, etc. 2. suggestive of the

grave or burial; tanbiike; dismal; gloomy. 3. deep
and melancholy: said of sound.

sep-ul'dtire (sep'1-ker), n. & v.t. [SEPULCHRED (-kerd),
SEPULCHRING), sepulcher: British spelling.

sep'Ul-twre (eep'T-char), n. [ME.; OFr,; I/, sepultura <
sapdire, to bury], 1. burial; interment, 2. [Archaic], a
burial place; sepulcher,

seq., 1, sequel. 2. sequenles or sequmtia, [L.], the fol-

lowing.
se-qua-cious (si-kwl'shs), adj. [L. sequax < sequi, to

follow] 1. tending to follow any leader: lacking indi-

viduality, as in thought; dependent; servile; compliant,
2. showing or fallowing logical or smooth, sequence.

se-quel (slrkw!), n* (ME.: OFr. seyudU; ]U wbnda <
sequi, to follow], L something tl^at foljowd; anything
subsequent or succeeding; continuation*' 2. something
that comes as a result of something else; 'affcnxtyth;
enact: consequence,

'

3. any literary work complete
itself but continuing a itory started in 'an earlier work.

sc que la (si-kwl%); tL'\fL QULAB (45) Jf [L, < simi,
to follow], a person or tmnt that follows: spadflcaJJy, ,irj

* * oweawd; condition resulting from a previous

QUESTER], L to confiscate. 2. [Archaic], to sequester.
se-ques tra tion (se^wes-tra'shsn, si-kwes'tra'shan),
n. [ME. sequestracyoun; OFr.; LL. sequestratio], 1. a
sequestering or being sequestered; seclusion; separation.
2. a) the legal seizure of property for security, b) con-
fiscation of property, as by court or government action.

se*ques-tra-tor (se'kwes-tra'te'r, si-kwes'trS'tSr), n.

[LL.], 1. a person who sequestrates. 2. a person ap-
pointed to administer sequestrated property.
se-ques-trec-to-my (se'kwes-trek'ta-mi), n. [pL SE-
QUESTRECTOMIES C~miz)], [see SEQUESTRUM & -BCTOMY],
the surgical removal of a sequestrum or sequestra.

se-ques-trum (si-kwes'trom), n. [pi. SEQUESTRA (-tra)],
[Mod. L. ; see SEQUESTER], in medicine', a piece of dead
tissue, especially bone, which has become separated from
the surrounding healthy tissue.

se-quin (se'kwin), n. [Fr. < It. zecchino < zecca, a mint
< Ar. sikkah, sekkah, a stamp, die], 1. an obsolete
Italian gold coin, equal to about $2.25. 2. a small,
shiny ornament or spangle, as a metal disk, especially
one of many sewn on fabric for decoration.

se-quoi-a (si-kwoi'o), n. [Mod. L. < Sikwdyi, Cherokee
who. invented the Cherokee syllabary], either of two
species of related giant evergreen trees with small,
oval cones and hard wood, found in California (the
redwood and the big tree).
Sequoia National Park, a national park in east central
California, containing giant sequoias: area, 604 sq. mi.

scar (sr), n. [Hind, ser], in India, a unit of weight of a
little over two pounds, equal to about 1/40 of a maund:
also seer.

ser- (s&r), sero-.

ser., 1. series. 2. sermon.
se-ra

(sSr's),
n. alternative plural of serum.

$se>ac (sS'rak'), n. [Swiss-Fr., orig., name of a type of

white^ cheese], a pointed mass or pinnacle of ice left

standing among the crevasses of a glacier.
8e-rag-lio (si-raryo, se-ral'yS), n. [pi. SERAGLIOS (-yoz)],
[It. serraglio, enclosure, paddock, also (by association
with Turk, serai, palace) palace, seraglio < LL. *serra-
culum, enclosure < *serrare, for L. serare, to lock, bar <
sera, a lock], 1. the place where a Moslem keeps his
wives or concubines; harem. 2. the palace of a Turkish
sultan or noble.

se-ra i (sa-ra'i), n. [Turk., palace, inn, etc.; Per. sard/i],
in the Orient, an inn for travelers; caravansary.

Se-ra-je-vo (serVya'vS), n. Sarajevo.
Se-rang (se-rarjg') ,

n. Ceram.
se-ra-pe (se-ra^i; Sp. se-ra'pe), n. [Mex. Sp. sterape,

sarape], a woolen blanket, often brightly colored, used
as a garment in Spanish-American countries.
seraph (ser^f), n. [pi. SERAPHS (-of

fim'J], [ML,, back-formation < LL.
H,eb, ^er&ph^m, pi.], in theology, a member of t^i
of the nine orders of angels, represented

'

ther;

r, $$%umc; LL.
n sense 7, MB.

or coittlng of onft thing
'

& the ortdf In whieh this occurs.
'

3.

tinuoii'or tetotai iedM, often of tmiform flings: as, a

onaet Mgwvm, 4. tntw or mom pkyinf etets in tto
sam suit and in unbroken order: run, 5, i fsttmg
event; coni^nenoe; itqueL 6* m motim fftMyes, a

part of a film story treating an opitode wfthout any
totwwFtioni of oontfettlty, 7* in miuie, a wteowstoi
-of pl>r* WJ^i * tfl mmt io4fe P*ttn but

reputed at dH!et pitch% mtixitoi
J

kisys, 8. In the HCMMMI f%^% Cfcwdl,
'

coffliog twtwtei ^to gtadtttl od

the celestial beings with three pair^ of wings.
se-raphic (ss-raf'ik), adtf< [ML. seraphiws], of, "lite", or
Suitable for a seraph; angelic.-'-- -

(s9Hr*'i-k*l)! <*<*/. seralphic.

^ ly (s9-raf'i-kl-f, 'ss-raf^k-li), adv. in a
seraphic manner, '

'

ser-a-phim (ser'-fim,') ^ alternative plural and, for-

merly, alternative singulair o| seraph*
Sera pis (s@-rl'pis), n. [L.: Or.], in Egyptian, *

J&optqn.mythology, a gocf of the lower world,;
Serb (stlrH), n.

the Balkans. '

Sttb*. 1, Serb***-
Ser-bi-a (sur'bi-a), n. a
now ft fbde

ib

,

on0 of , Slavic pedple of
^ Serbian.

'

" "*
'

kingdom in the Balkans:
"'

eastern

capital,
: for-'

Ser- bi -an
wttttK tt

I* fdttewwf la
a * rwcilt or . ft, some- the

thftiflfcia--
2. dbftr-** -

.

Mb orn meaning Serbian:

MM, MMtf & **% ttPi Jw|
to, il'tetiMrtMk *'lttjS^i

f
:*t
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Ser-bo-Cro-a-tian (sttr'bo-kro-a'shon), n. the South
Slavic language spoken in Yugoslavia: it

t
is generally

written with Roman characters in Croatia but with

Cyrillic characters in Serbia, adj. of this language or
the people who speak it.

Ser bo-ni-an (s&r-bo'ni-sn), adj. [< Gr. Serbonis (linen),
the Serbonian (lake)], designating or of Lake Serbonis
in ancient Egypt, a bog, now dry, in which whole armies
were said to have sunk.

sere (sr), n. [back-formation < series], in ecology, the

complete series of changes occurring in the cycle of a

plant formation.
sere (sir), adj. [var. of sear], [Poetic], dried up; withered.

Jse-rein (s9-raw
;
), n, [Fr. < LL. *seranum, evening,

twilight < It, sera (hora), evening (hour) < serus, late],

a misty rain falling from a clear sky just after sunset.

ser-e-nade (serVnadO^n. [Fr. serenade; It. serenata <
sereno, serene, open air < L. serenus, clear, serene;

meaning influenced by association with L. sera; see

SEREIN], 1. a vocal or instrumental performance of

music outdoors at night, especially by a lover under the
window of his sweetheart. 2, a piece of music suitable

for this. v.t. & v.i* [SERENADED (-id), SERENADING],
to play or sing a serenade (to).

ser-e-na-ta (ser'e-na'to), n. [pi. SERENATAS (-taz), SER-
ENATE (-te)J, [It.; see SERENADE], in music, 1. a type
of dramatic or pastoral secular cantata. 2. an or-

chestral composition haying several movements, inter-

mediate between the suite and the symphony.
ser-en-dip-i-ty (ser'en-dip'9-ti), n. [coined by Horace
Walpole (c. 1754) after his tale The Three Princes of
Serendip (i.e., Ceylon), who made such discoveries], an

apparent aptitude for making fortunate discoveries

accidentally.
se-rene (sa-ren'), adj* [L. serenus], 1. clear; bright; un-
clouded: as, a serene sky. 2. undisturbed; calm; tran-

quil: quiet. 3.
[S-J, exalted; honorable: high-ranking:

used in the titles ofmembers of certain European royal
families, as, His Serene Highness, n. [Rare or Poetic],

serene; calmness; tranquillity; repose. 2. clearness;
brightness. 3. [S-], a title of honor used in speaking to
or of members of certain royal families, etc. : preceded
by His, Her, or Your. SYN. see equanimity.
Se-reth (za'rat), n. Siret: the German name,
serf (surf), n. [OFr.; L. servus, a slave], L originally,
a slave. 2. a person in feudal servitude, bound to his

coaster's land and transferred with it to a new owner.
3, any person who is oppressed or without freedom.

serf-age (sur'nj), n. [see -AGE], serfdom,
serf-dom (surrdam),

n. [serf + -hood], serfs collec-

n. the condition or status of a
serf; bondage.

serf-hood (serfhood')
tively.

serge (sttrj), n. [ME. & OPr. sarge; LL. *sarica; L.
serica (lana}, (wool of the) Seres, an Oriental people,
prob. the Chinese; cf. SERICEOUS], 1. a twilled,
worsted fabric used for suits, etc. 2. a twilled silk,

rayon, etc. , used for linings.
eer gean cy (saVjen-si), n* [pi SERGEANCXBS (-az)], the
position or rank of a sergeant.

ser-geant (sar'J9nt), n. [MB. serjaunt, servant; OFr*
serjent, sergant < L. serviens, serving < servire, to
serve], I. formerly, a feudal servant who attended
h;s master in battle. 2, a sergeant-at-arms. 3, a
sergeant-at-law: also spelled serjeant, 4. a poEoe
officer ranki|ag next below a captain or a lieutenant.
5. in the united States armed forces, a noncommissioned
officer ranlgpg iust abpve a corporal; in the Army,
fop&amfm flpfirtb gx*tife of enSsted man (now or~

porm 0pb&, ,^pw; the tMrd grade formerly staff ser-

geaw); ib attei}iaa$0$
!

Cpr|w and Air Force, the fourth
grade, Ab"

" '

~"_
"0. l^f.

, . ,
. .

r
,

. ,
. , _.. ,..,.,._ , ^ ^ 4 to keep order in

a legislature, ort fttaNt iii* etc.

sergeant-at-law (WjidtfMjfrto'), n. |>I. SERGEAI^TS-
AT-LAW], a member of a lofmer oroup oi hlgh-rankiiig
British barristers having"

4

certain facial pTegsm the king's courts; also spelled fpda**t-at-law.
seargemt first class, in the Unil^tates Army, the
86oottol grade of enlisted man (|<3ittKiftrly technical 4W-
geanf}, ranking just below master sergeant
=tt^

L
fli

Sr thVrtt
stlWi'*h to **

major, ^/. EGEANTO MAJOR], 1. In the
f olow Atrmy, an enHsted man, ustiajly n wwitw-* who is assistant to an adjutant, as ol a

; an occupational title and not a rank* 1 fa
the United States Marine Corps, the highest ranBng
noncommissioned officer. Abbreviated $gt. JWtel*

^^

rak t position, or duties of a sergeant.
Srjt| rgt^ ergeant.
mm-ml Mr*M) t adj. [Modi, L. sertelis < L. jur^f, a
row, cwger, ^quenee; cf. SERIES)* L of, arranged in.
or forming a rls; M, serial nwmfeem 2,

published, etc. in a series or succession of continuous
parts at regular intervals. 3. of a serial or serials: as,
the magazine has the serial rights to the story, n.
1. any novel, story, etc. published or presented in
serial form. 2. a periodical.

se-ri-al-ize (se~r'i-94iz') v*t. [SERIALIZED (-Ezd'), SERI-
ALIZING], to put or publish m serial form, as a story.

se-rl-aMy (s&ri-sl-i), adv* 1. in series: as, we were num-
bered serially in order of application. 2, in a succes-
sion of parts; as a serial.

serial number, a number, usually one of a series, used
to identify: as, serial numbers are given to soldiers at
enlistment, to engines at the time of manufacture, etc.

se-ri-ate (ser'i-it), adj. [ML. seriatus, pp. of seriare, to
arrange in a series], arranged or occurring in a series.
seriatim (s^r'i-a'tim, ser'i-a'tim), adv. [ML. < L.
series, after gradatim], one after another in order; point
by point; serially.
se ri-ceous (si-rish'9s), adj.JLL. sericeus < L. sericus <
sericum, silk, lit,, Seric stuff < Sericus, of the Seres (Gr.
Seres}, a people of eastern Asia; cf. Fr. sericiculture],
1. of or like silk; downy; silky.

2. in botany, having a
covering of short, straight, silky hairs.

set i-culture (ser'i-kurcheY), n. [< L. sericus (see
SERICEOUS); -f culture], the art or process of raising
and keeping silkworms for the production of raw silk.

ser i-e-ma (ser'i-e'mg, ser'i-S'm.9), n, [Mod. L. < Tupi
seriema, lit., crested], 1. a crested Brazilian bird of the
crane family, with gray and umber coloring and long
leigs and neck. 2. an Argentinian bird similar to this
bird but smaller.

se-ries (sgr'iz), n. [pi. SERIES], [L. < serere, to join or
weave together], 1. a

jsproup or number of similar or
related things arranged m a row: as, a series of arches,
2. a group or number of related or similar persons,
things, or events coming one after another; sequence;
succession. 3. a number of things produced as a re-
lated group; set, as of novels by one author dealing
with the same characters. 4. in mathematics, a suc-
cession of termsj each related to a preceding term by
some law; especially, the indicated sum of such a set
of terms, 5. in rhetoric, a group of successive co-
ordinate elements of a sentence. Abbreviated er. s.

In series, in electricity, connected in a series circuit,
SYN, series applies to a number of similar, more or less
related things following one another in tinie or plao (a swies of

concerts) ; sequence emphasizes a closer relationship between
the things, such as logical connection, numerical order, tc.

(the sequence of events) : succession merely implies a following
of one thing after another, without any necessary connection
between them (a succe$sion of errors)

;
chain refer to a series

in which there is a definite relationship of cause and effect or
some other logical connection (a chain of ideas).

series circuit, an electrical circuit in which the parts are
connected end to end, positive pole to negative pole, so
that current flows from part to part in suoceMion: op-
posed to parallel circutt.

series-wound (se^'iss-wound'), ad/, in ekctricUy, des-
ignating a dynamo or motor in which the armature
and the field magnet coil are connected in series with
the outer circuit: oppoied to shunt-wwnd*

seir-il (sMsr'if), n, JD, schr^f, a stroke, Hna < scMfH, to
write < L, scribe], in printing, a fine tine projecting
from a main stroke of a letter, especially on fi die fin
cros$ strokes at m top or bottom: tm typt, Him

sei-i-grapfe
v(ser'i-gral\ aertfdU')i * t< I* sofaum CM*

WICBOUS); 4- -srtpbl a color mint made by tht silk-
screen proeew and printed by tfi artist him*elf.

ser i graph er (a0*rigfa*ffc) v n. a person who mak
serigraphs.

ser i-graph y (w-rig're-fi), n the art of making md
graphs.

spfii (r%), mJPr,; orto profo. echoic! a mutt yel*
low or ydlowwh-gitwa Buiropeaa bird ol tfie
famly. related to me canary.

ser-in (ser'in, s^in), n. atriae.-

colorless
, TO. I< L* Mftor. f|fcttj ^ 4ml a
compomnd, CiBfKO^ pram* in

any

ee-ri-o-com-ic

pwctly cofc*
se rl o com-1 cal

'. & Port; see !

jtTOML

partly serious and
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ment in something really important as distinguished from some-
thing frivolous or merely amusing (he takes a serious interest in
the theater) ; grave implies the dignified weightiness of heavy
responsibilities or cares (a grave expression on nis face) ; solemn
suggests an impressive or awe-inspiring seriousness (a solemn
ceremony) ; sedate implies a dignified, proper, sometimes even
prim seriousness (a sedate clergyman); earnest suggests a
seriousness of purpose marked by sincerity and enthusiasm
(an earnest desire to help) ; sober implies a seriousness marked
by temperance, self-control, emotional balance, etc. (a sober

criticism). ANT. frivolous, flippant.

se-ri-ous-mind-ed (sSr'i-ss^in'did), adj. of, having, or
showing earnestness or seriousness of purpose, method,
etc.

;
characterized by preoccupation with serious mat-

ters and not by levity, joking, etc.

sergeant (sar'jont), n. [Esp. British], sergeant.
ser-mon (sur'msn), n. [MB.; OFr.; L. sermo], 1. a
speech given as instruction in religion or morals, usually
by a clergyman in a pulpit using a text from Scripture.
2. any lecture or senous talk on behavior, responsibil-
ity, etc., especially a long, tedious, annoying one.
Abbreviated ser. SYN. see speech.
ser-mon-ic (sur-mon'ik), ad/, of, or having the nature
of, a sermon; solemn; moralizing.
ser-mon-ize (sur'mQ-nlz'). v.i. [SERMONIZED (-mzd')f
SERMONIZING], 1. to preach, especially in a dogmatic,
moralizing way; lecture. 2. to deliver a sermon or ser-

mons. v.t. to preach to; exhort; lecture.

Sermon on the Mount, the sermon delivered by Jesus
to his disciples: Matt. 5-7, Luke 6:20-49: it contains
the essentials of Christian belief,

se-ro- (seY'o, s&r's) , [ <serum], a combining form meaning
serum, as in serology: also, before a vowel, ser*.

86'rol'O-gy (si-rol'a-ji), n. [sero- + -logy], the science

dealing with the properties or use of serums.

se-ros-jFty (si-ros'a-ti), n. (pi. SEROSITIES (-tiz)}, [Pr.

serosiie], 1. a thin, watery fluid, as that found in the

joints of the body. 2. a serous quality or condition.

ser-o-tine (serVtin, ser'-tin'), adj. [Fr. serotine; L.
serotinus < serus t late], late or delayed in development:
said especially of late-flowering plants.
se-roM-nous (si-rot'e-nas), adj. serotine,

serous (seY'os), adj. [Fr. sereux; Mod. L. serosus <
serum; see SERUM], 1. of or containing serum. 2. like

serum; thin and watery.*
serous fluid, any of several serumlike fluids in the body
cavities* especially in those lined with serous membrane.
serous membrane, a thin membrane that lines most of

the closed cavities of the body: the peritoneum is the

serous membrane lining the abdominal cavity,
ser ow ($0^5), n. [native (Tibet or Sikkim) name], any, .

of a group of goat antelopes of eastern Asia, found

especially in the Himalayas,
Ser pens (sftr'penz), n. a northern constellation sup-
posedly Mfce a snake in shape: see constellation, chart.

eer-pent (sui/pont), n, [MB.; OPr.; L. serpens, serpeniis
< serpens, ppr. of serpere, to creepJ, 1. a snake, espe-
cially a large or poisonous one, 2. a sly, sneaking,
treacherous person, 3, a nrcwork which, as it bums,
lengthens out and writhes1 like a snake.- 4 in the

BiSk, Satan; the Devii im the form he asswtned to

tempt Eve: Gen. 3:1-6. 5. in music* an obsolete,

coiled, bass wind instrument of wood covered with
leather. .

ser pen ti form (sur-f^ffi/t^^pmO, 4/* ]< I* swpew,
serpeniis: 4- -/ww), shaped Bke a serpent;

ser pen tine (ffi^ponrtAi'; for wM*, oho tjSbr'pQn-tin'),

adl [Fr. Mrftttife; LL* mpmlinm}, of or like a

serpent; wpeeMly, <*) evUly cunning or subtle: devil-

ishfy sly; trmehmww* b) ,coifed or twisted; windin;
often, n. [from resemblance to a serpent's

a mineral, magnesium silicate, MgsSi*Or2HaO,
jly gren or bitxivvvUbt rod and often x&ottftodL

faftou* (gitfw'*'***). #*JEke a swpiga
er pl&o Ctfr^gtn, f* {MB,; Mi* < i* ***%. to

ding skin disea&e, as nngworra.

tvjpe
ofa

sea bass and
xl*ta6

creep], any

ser-ru-la-tion (ser'op-la'shan, ser'yoo-la'shan) , n. 1,

the condition of being serrulate. 2. a single tooth or
notch in a serrulate edge. 3. a formation or set of these.

Ser-to-ri-us, Qiiin'tua (kwin'tas sSr-t6r'i-9S, sSr-to'ri-

8s), ?-72 B.C.; Roman general and statesman; assassi-

nated.
ser-tu-lar-i-an (sur'choo-Htr'i-sn), n. [< Mod. L. Ser-
tularia (dim. < L. serta, a garland), name of the genus;
+ -an}, a hydroid made up of double-rowed branches
of cupped polyps.
se-rum (s^r'sm), n. [pL SERUMS (-smz), SERA (-o)j, [L,,

whey], 1. any watery animal fluid, especially blood
serum, the clear, yellowish fluid which separates from
the clot when blood coagulates. 2. blood serum con-

taining agents of immunity, taken from an animal
made immune to a specific disease by inoculation; it

is used as an antitoxin. 3. the whey of milk. 4.

watery vegetable fluid.
ser val (sur'vgl), n. [Fr. < Port, (lobo) cerval; lobo (< L.
lupus}, a wolf + cerval (< L. cervus), a stag], a South
African wildcat with a black-spotted tawny coat, long
legs, and a ringed tail.

ser-vant (sur'vant), n. [ME.; OFr., ppr. ofservir; L. ser-

vire, to serve], L a person employed to perform serv-
ices, especially household duties, for another or others.
2. a slave. 3. a person employed by a government; pub-
lic servant; civil servant. 4. a person ardently devoted
to another or to a cause, creed, etc. Abbreviated serv.

serve
(sury),

v.t. [SERVED (survd), SERVING], [ME.
Servian; OFr. servir < L. servire, to serve], 1. to work
for; be a servant to. 2. a) to do services or duties for;
give service to; aid; assist; help: as, he served his country
as a great statesman. 6) to give obedience and reverent
honor to, as God. 3. to fight for; do military or naval
service for. 4. to go through or spend (a term of im-
prisonment, service, etc.) : as, he served four years in the
navy. *5. to carry out the duties connected with (a
position, office, etc.). 6. to wait on (customers), as in a
store. 7. to provide (customers or users) with goods or
services. 8. to provide (goods) for customers; supply.
9. to prepare and offer (food, etc.) in a certain way, to
others* etc, : as, she served cocktails to us, he served the
chicken with chestnut dressing, 10. to offer or set food,
etc. before (a person); hel$,(a person) to food, etc. 11.

to meet the needs or satisfy the requirements of; be
sufficient for: as, one nail will serve my purpose. 12. to
be used by: as, one hospital serves the entire city. 13. to
function or perform for; as, my memory serves me well.
14. to behave toward; treat; as, she was cruelly served.
1 5.

d
to deliver (a legal instrument) , as a summons. 16 , to

deliver a legal instrument to; present with a writ, etc.
17. to hit (a ball, etc.) to one's opponent in order to
start play, as in tennis, badminton, etc. 18. to operate
or tend (a, large gun). 19. in animal hwbanatty* to

copulate with (a female). 20. in nautical usage, totpat
a binding around in order to protect or strengthen (rope,
etc.)* va. 1. to work as or be a servant* 2. t be in

service; do service; as, he served in the navy. 3. to

carry out the duties connected with an office or posi-
tion. 4 to be used or usable

j
be of service; function.

5. to meet needs; satisfy requirements; be adequate or
sufficient: as, this nail is too short to serve. 6, to pro-
vide guests with something to eat, drink, or smoke;
wait on table. 7, to be suitable or favorable; as, the
weather hardly serms for strolling. 8. to start play by
hitting the ball, etc, to one's opponent, as in tennis,
9. to act as server at Mass. n. in tennis, badminton,
etc., 1, the act or manner of serving the ball, etc.

2. the flight of tfad baE, etc, in service. 3, a turn at

serving the bait, etc.
serve one ri^ht, to bring evil or misfortune to one de-

servedly: give one his just deserts.
serv-er (suVvlr), n. 1. a person who serves* as an altar
assistant at Mass, a tennis player who serve the
ball, a waiter, etc. 2. a thing used in serving, as a tray
olr salver for dishes*

S5rve-to Mi'&uel (me-gel' $er-ve'to% Michael Ser-
vetus: Spanish name.
Swt^tuKMdmril (ftwf'tw), 1511-4553; Spanish
physician and theologian; burned at the stake in

Geneva on the charge of heresy.
Sef'Vt-a (su^vi-o), re. Serbia: the former name,
swlce Mr'vis), n. '[ME. seroise; OFr, jrrws service;

3U> J0r0w**f < senms, a slave], 1. the occupation or
condition of a sefvant. 2. employmewt, especially pu}>-
lic employment. 3. a branch or department of this,

P^opl working id it; specifically, 4. th
Navy. Marine Corps,.; as, ta was In, the service for three years.

6, work (Jone tor a inaste? oc superior; nence, 6f work
done or duty performed fox another or others: as, pro-
fessional services, repair service, m life devoted to public
service. 7. [Rare or Archaic], respect; attention; de-
votion, as of a lover to his lady. & 1*0 wrviag of f>04
as through good works, prayer, etc. 9. any religious
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ceremony, usually public worship: as, church service,

marriage service, etc. 10. a musical setting for such a

ceremony, as a canticle, 11. helpful, beneficial, or

friendly action or conduct; act giving assistance or ad-

vantage to another. 12. the result of this; benefit;

advantage. 13. the act or manner of serving food; as,

the food was of even worse quality than the service.

14. a set of utensils or articles used in serving: as,

silver tea service, breakfast service, etc. 15. an activ-

ity carried on to provide people with the use of some-
thing, as electric power, water, transportation, mail
delivery, telephones, etc. 16. the act or method of

providing these. 17. the quality of that which is pro-
vided: as, our electric service is poor. 18. anything
useful, as maintenance, supplies, installation, repairs,
etc., provided by a dealer or manufacturer for people
who have bought things from him. 19, a) an act,

manner, or turn of serving in tennis, badminton, etc.

&) the ball, etc. as served. 20. in animal husbandry, the
covering of a female by the male. 21. in law, notifi-

cation of legal action, especially through the serving of
a writ, etc. 22. in nautical usage, any material, as
wire, used in serving (ropes, etc.). adj. 1. of, for, or
in service. 2. of, for, or used by servants, tradespeople,
etc.: as, a service entrance. 3. for use during active
service: as, a service uniform: distinguished from dress,

full-dress, v.t. [SERVICED (-vist), SERVICING], 1. to
furnish with a service: as r one power company services
the entire valley. 2. to make fit for service, as by
inspecting, adjusting, repairing, refueling, etc.
at one's service, 1. ready to serve or co-operate with
one. 2. ready for one's use,

of service, giving aid or assistance; helpful; useful.
serv-ice (sur'vis), n. [ME, serves, pi. of obs. serve: AS.
syrfe; LL. *sorbea < L. sorbus, service tree], 1. a Euro-
pean tree of the rose family, resembling the mountain
ash and having small, edible fruit : also service tree. 2. a
small tree or bush similar to this: also wild service tree.
3t a shadbush. 4. the fruit of any of these.

Ser-vice, Robert William (sur'vis), 1874?-1958; Cana-
dian writer.

serv-ice-a-biM-ty (sftr'vis-s-bil'o-ti), n. the quality or
degree of being serviceable.
servicea ble (sur'vis-s-b'l), adj. [ME. servisable; OFr.
servisable], 1. that can be of service; ready for use;
useful; usable. 2. that will give good service, especially
in long, hard use; durable: as, a serviceable fabric. 3.

beneficial; profitable; helpful. 4. [Archaicj, willing to
serve; attentive and obliging.

servdce-a-bly (sur'vis-s-bli), adv. in a serviceable man-
ner.

serv-ice-ber-ry (sCir'vis^ber'i), n. [pi. SBRVICEBERRIES
(-iz)J, 1. the fruit of any service tree. 2. the shad-
bush or Juneberry.

service cap, a military cap with a round, flat top and
a visor,

service club, any of various clubs, as Rotary, Kiwanis,
etc., organized to provide various services for its own
members and to promote the community welfare.
service elevator, an elevator used by servants and
tradespeople and for carrying goods, baggage, etc.

service entrance, an entrance used by tradespeople,
employees, etc. rather than by the general public.

serv-ice man (surMs-man'),, n. \pL SERVICEMEN
(-men')], 1. a member of the armed forces. 2. a person
whose work is servicing or repairing something: as, a
radio serviceman. Also service man, service-man,

service station, 1. a place providing maintenance serv-
ice, a parts, supplies, etc. for mechanical or electrical
equipment: as, a radio service station. 2. a place pro-
viding such service for automobiles, trucks, and motor-
cycles; gas station.

service stripe
worn on the 1 ,^* *, ***v**v,ww
number of years spent as a soldierrp^liceina^etc,

ser-vi-ette (sur'vi-et') , n. [Pr. < sermr, to serve], a table
napkm.

ser-vile
(sprVl), adj. [ME. servylU < L. sermLis <

servus, a slave], 1. of a slave or slaves. 2. Hke that of
slaves

^or servants^ as, servile jempJoyment. 3. like or
submissive;

; free,
mv . * T . ** r**%* t*$ccsts tftQ crinjjtiijif, stibroissJvtt tofshnvjoir
chwacteristic of a slave (servile flattery) ? subservient applies
to one who occupies an inferior or suDordinai portion tl*t
furthers another s ends, and may or may not oowaoftft servility
(a faculty subservient to the board of trustees} ; slavish inapto
utter abjectnam and submissiveness in obcyfeg, dsepeadtea: on
or foUowiiag another (slavish adherence to the n2e$ ofgraroSar)mental applies to such work or position that is regEixfed as low
or degrading {restricted to the menial job of a porter)* ol>-
aequious implies a servile, fawning attitude tomutf sotnecrae
regarded as one's superior (tn obsequious oourtto). vUVT.
oomlwenng;* imperiotw.
eC'VHity (s$r^viFti) n* [pi. SERVILITIES (4MI gor
vile Attitude, character, oar conduct; humbleyMoW or
uttDmuwivftiMes; ciirittg humility,

MT'Vt'tor (sar'va-tffrj; n, [MB* & OFr, wffHwr; LL.L
L A mmtm who MTVWI another; servant or ttaid*tit
4. a follower; f

" '

.

tripe, a stripe, or one of a number of stripes,
the lower sleeve of a uniform to indicate the

ser-vi-tude (sttr'vs-tood', sttr'va-tud'), n. [Fr.; L. ser~
mtudo < servus, a slave], 1. the condition of a slave;
subjection to a master; slavery; bondage. 2. work im-
posed as punishment tor crime. 3. in law, easement,
SYN. servitude refers to compulsory labor or service for

another, often, specifically, such labor imnosed
>
as punishment

for crime; slavery implies absolute subjection to another
person who owns and completely controls one; bondage
originally referred to the condition of^a serf bound to his

master's land, but now implies any condition of subjugation or

captivity. ANT. freedom, liberty.

Ser-vo- (sur'vo), Serbo-.
ser-vo-mech-a-nism (sur'vo-mek'a-niz'm), n. [< L.

servus, slave; + -mechanism], in automation, the de-

vice, as an electric motor, a pump, o^a stoker, acti-

vated by electrical or mechanical impulses, that

automatically operates a machine, a tool, etc.

ses a-me (ses'Q-me'), n. [Fr. sesame; L. sesamum, sesama;
Gr. sesamon, sesame], 1. an East Indian plant whose
flat seeds yield an oil and are used for food. 2. its seeds.
See also open sesame.

ses-a-moid (ses'a-rnoidO , adj. [Gr. sesamoeides < sSsa-

mon, sesame -f eidos, a form], shaped Hke a sesame
seed; specifically, designating or of any of certain small

bony or cartilaginous nodules developing in tendons,
as at a joint, n. a sesarnoid bone or cartilage.

ses-qui- (ses'kwi), [L., more by a half < semis, half +
tjue, and], a combining form meaning one and a half, as
in sesquicentennial.

ses-qiii-cen-ten-ni-al (ses'kwi-sen-ten'i-sp, adj. [sesqui-
+ centennial], of or ending a period of 150 years, n. a
150th anniversary or its celebration.

ses qui;ox Ide (ses'kwi-ok'sid), n. [sesqui* + oxide], an
oxide in which three atoms or equivalents of oxygen
are combined with two of some other element or
radical.

ses-quip-e-dal (ses-kwip'i-d'l, ses'kwi-pS'd'l), adj. ses-

quipedalian.
ses-qui-pe da-li an (ses'kwi-pa-dS'li-sm), adj. [< L. ses-

quipedalis, of a foot and a half; sesqui-, more by a half

+ pedalis < pes, pedis, a foot], 1. measuring a foot and
a half. 2. very long: said of words. 3. using long words,
n. a long word.

ses sOe (ses'il), adj. [L. sessiUs < sessus, pp. of seders,
to sit], 1. in anatomy & zofflogy,
a) attached directly by its base.
6) permanently fixed; immobile.
2. in botany, having no pedicel or
peduncle; attached directly to the
main stem, as some flowers and
leaves*

session (sesh'sm), n. [Pr.; L.
sessio < sedere, to sit], 1, the sit-

ting together or meeting of a

group; assembly, as of a court,
legislat

SESSItK LEAVES

ature, council, etc. 2. a con*
tinuous, day-to-day series of such
sittings. 3. the term or period of
either of tnse. 4. a school term
or period of study, classes, etc, 5. [Colloq.], a period
of activity of any kind, especially one that is trying
or burdemome: as, he had quite a session with the
policeman. Abbreviated .

in session, meeting: assembled.
WMlon-al (seahWI), 4/. L of a session or wwions.
2. taking place eacti saoioa.

ses-tarcc (ses'tto) ,n.[L. $$t<$rtim (nnmmm), for nmk
tertius, two and a half, because equal in valu to two
and a half asses], an oM Roman oc orMimlly of
alver, later of brass or copper, equal to 1/4 denarius
or about five cents.

Mt*tjifti-uin (ses-tuVahi-wa)* n. \pl SBSTERTU (-shi-
9)J [L, < imlk sssterhnm, a thousand wstercl an oldRoman monetary unit, equal to t tr**

"

sixth; L. < $*,
[It. dim,

. mmm
, 4 kind of

rs L ta** ft**
ertl'na (wst*Wm)* n* [S,
<-ni)), [It, < fHo (L. MMbuOi,

'

having sts six-lme stwiasw atod a ttum-iiae mvmi
end words of the first stem ate repeated with

]

gppewttvmy changfid, Oiofcr lot tfe otlhw five &tan&iL&
are included, mecIWly m& In*Hy In the vdy

Srt(se|) t

iLf0r.^<^3^s^!^i
- '

pointed sooati
set (set), v.t.

(aktn to G,
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cause to be next or applied to something: as, she set a
match to the paper. 7. a) to put down on paper, in a
record book, etc.; write down; record. 6) to put or
affix (one's signature, seal, etc.) on a document. 8. to
cause to be in a condition or relation specified by a fol-

lowing adverbial expression; specifically, a) to cause
to be or become: as. he set the house on fire, i) to cause
to take a certain physical position: as, he set the book
on end. 9. to cause to be in working or proper condi-
tion; put in order; arrange; fix; adjust; specifically, a) to
fix (a net. trap, etc.)

in a position to catch animals. b) to
fix (a sail) in a position to catch the wind, c) to put (a
movable part of an instrument or machine) in position
to work, as a chuck on a lathe, d] to adjust so as to be
in a desired position for use; regulate: as, set a radio
dial, clock, etc. e) to put an edge on (a knife, razor, etc.).

/) to adjust (teeth of a saw), g) to arrange (a table) with
knives, f9rks, plates, etc. for a meal, h) to put (a joint
or bone) into normal position for healing, mending, etc.

when dislocated or fractured. 10. to cause to be in a
settled or rigid position; specifically, a) to put or press
into a fixed or rigid position: as, he set his jaw. 0) to
cause (one's mind, purpose, etc,) to be fixed, unyielding,
determined, etc. c) to cause to become firm or hard in

consistency: as, pectin sets jelly, d) to make (a color)
fast in dyeing, e) to mount, embed, or fix (gems) in

"

gs, bracelets, etc. /) to cover, encrust, or decorate
ud, watches, etc.) with gems; fix gems in. g) to fix

^_,nly in a frame: as, set the glass in the window, h) to

put curls or waves temporarily in (hair) by arranging it

with lotions, hairpins, etc. and letting it dry. 11. to
cause to take a particular direction; specifically, a) to
cause to move in a certain direction; propel: as, the
current set them northward. b) to point, direct, or face
in a certain direction: as, he set his face toward home.
c) to direct (one's desires, hopes, heart, etc.) with serious
attention in or on someone or something. 12, to appoint;
institute; establish: ordain

\ specifically, a) to post or
station (a person) lor certain duties: as, we set sentries
at all the gates, 0) to place in a position of authority.

c) to fix (limits or boundaries), a) to fix or appoint (a
time) for something to happen: as, he set September 30
as the deadline, e) to fix a time for (an event), /) to
establish (a, regulation, law, etc.); prescribe (a form,
order, etc,), g) to give 4

or furnish (an example, pattern,
etc.) for others, h) to introduce (a fashion, style, etc.).

f) to allot or assign (a task, lesson, etc.) for work or
study, j) to iw (an amount of work, quota, etc.) for a
given period, k) to begin to apply (oneself) to a task,
etc. 13. to estimate or fix; place mentally; specifically,
) to fix (the amount of a price, &ie rent ceuing, etc.) ;

j, the judge set fifty dollars as the fine. 0) to fix the

nothing what one I loved rf) to have (a certain eftimate
of a person or thing) : as, I set little store by him. 14. m
baking* to put iwia (tawmd dough) to rise, 15. in
hunting, to point toward the position of (game): said
of dogs* 16. ia flMttfe, a) to write or fit (words) to music.
b) to write or fit (music) to words* 17 in printing* a}
to compose (type), b) to put (manuscript) into type.
18. in tne theater , a) to place (a scene) in a given locale:

as, Shakespeare set the scene in Venice, b) to make up
or put together (scenery) on the stage; arrange (items
of scenery) in a certain way. c) to arrange the scenery
and properties on (the stage), v.L 1. to sit on eggs:
said of a fowl, 2, to become firm or hard in consistency:
M, the cement set after several hours. 3. to become fast:

said of a dye, color, eta 4 to begin to move, travel,
etc, (with owt form, on, &fft or /onwd). 5 to have a
certain direction; tend: as, the wind sets to the south.
6. to make an apparent descent toward and below the

go down; hence, 7. to wane; decline. 8, to
o* suit m a certain way; as, the jacket sets

II. inliuntinK.'to
$aM of a clog. ^

3* 'drffibmtAft* &

ation; form :

>int toward 1

1. fixed or i

blub
'

tion^;
' ' '

the blossom.
'Ion Of game:

L in advance;

**js?ffi

tiqn for a certain definite kind of activity. 3. some-
thing which is set; specifically, a) a twig or slip for

planting or grafting. &) a number of backdrops, flats,

properties, etc. constructed and assembled for a scene
in a play or motion picture; formal, constructed scenery.
4. a group of persons; specifically, a) a company or

group with common habits, occupations, interests, etc. :

as, a set of smugglers, b) an exclusive or select group;
clique; coterie, c) the number of couples needed for a

country or square dance. 5. a collection of things
belonging, issued, used, or growing together; specifi-
cally, a) a number of tools or instruments used for the
same purpose: as, a carpentry set. b} the collection of

objects necessary for playing a game, especially a parlor
game, c} a collection or group of books, magazines, etc.

by one author, in one series, on one subject, etc. d) a
matching collection of china, silverware, etc. e) the
complement of natural or artificial teeth of a person or
animal. /) a clutch of eggs, g) the figures that make
up a country or square dance. A) receiving equipment
for radio or television assembled, as in a cabinet, for
use. i) in tennis, a group of six or more games won
before the other side wins five or by a margin of two if

the score is tied at more than four games each, j) in

squash* etc., a similar group of games. SYN. see coterie,
all set, [Colloq.], prepared; ready.
set about, to begin; start doing.
set against, 1. to balance. 2. to compare. 3. to make
hostile toward; make an enemy of.

set apart, to separate and keep for a purpose; reserve.
set aside, 1. to set apart. 2. to discard; dismiss; re-

ject. 3. to annul; declare void.
set back, 1. to put (a clock or its hands) to an earlier

time, especially to standard time. 2. to reverse or
hinder the progress of.

set down, 1. to place so as to rest upon a surface; put
down

;
let alight. 2. to put in writing or print; record.

3. to consider; estimate; ascribe; attribute.
set forth, 1. to publish, 2. to express in words; state.
set in, 1. to be#in. 2. to blow or flow towards the
shore: said of wind, current, etc.

set oft, 1. to start (a person) doing something. 2. to
set in relief; make prominent by contrast. 3. to show
to advantage; enhance. 4. to cause to explode.

set on, 1. to incite; urge on, 2. to attack.
set out, 1. to limit; define; mark out. 2. to plan; lay
out (a town, garden, etc.). 3. to display, as for sale;
exhibit. 4. to plant.

set to, 1. to make a beginning; get to work; begin,
2. to begin fighting.

set up, 1. #) to place in an upright position, b) to
place in a high position, c} to raise to power, a) to
raise. 2. to put together or erect (a tent, naadbne,
etc.), 3. to establish; found. 4. to begin. 5. to pro-
vide with money, etc f as for a business; fit out. q. to
cause to feel stimulated, exhilarated, etc. 7. to ad-
vance or propose (a theory, etc.). 8* to cause. 9. to
put (drinks, etc.) before customers, 10. to treat.

set upon, to attack, especially with violence.
se*ta (sl'to), n. \pl. ^EDTAB (-tS)J, [L.] t in botany & zoology,
a bristle or bristlelike part or organ,

se-ta ceous fsi-ta'shos), adj. [Moo, L. setaceus < L. seta.
a bristle), 1L having bristles. 2. bristlelike.
set-back (set'bak

7
), n. L a reversal, check, or interrup-

tion in progress; relapse; upset, 2. a steplike indenta-
tion or recessed section, as in a wall or tne upper parts
of a building; offset* 3. a current running opposite
io the main flow of water; eddy.
set chisel, a broad-pointed chisel used in cutting the
heads fi

Seth
i rivets, bolts, etc. '

, [LL.; Gr. Sw? Heb, shzth, lit., ajp
i name. n. in the Bible, the third son

, ^ 4:25.
;), n. Set, an Egyptian god*

_ _ ^ti)/ [< JU seta* a bristle],

meaning bristle, as in setiferous.
tttf*ai>oi (si-tif%^) vdj. [

$e-ti-form (si'ts-fdrm'), adj. [seti- 4- -form], resembling
a seta, or bristle, in shape.

se-tig-er-oua (si-tij'Sr-DS), adj. [seti- -f -gerous}, setif-

aeti- a combining form

having

prepara*

_ , .. _, n. t, a thing that makes up for or
sets off something else; counterbalance; compensation.
3, a) tibe settlement of a detyt throwi the debtor's
establishment of a co^i\t^ix?laiiTi ajtalnst his creditor.

b) a claim so established. 3. In architecture, an offset.

se-ton (se't'n), n* [ME. ceton, scion; ML. seto, setonis <
L, ^la, bristle], in medicine, L one or mere threads,
horsehairs, etc. introduced beneath _the skin to cause
or to iiwtotain adiscfeai^ei 2* the discharge*
^toi.&etThtoipcwi (sVrn), 1S^(MM6; .

se**to0e (s'tos, si--t58^ odj* [L, setosusfy,

mpson.
setaceous.

*^ 1

*^
axo rfe <**4 i

l P flwljy* f 6 MJbt n mJiff9 !
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set-screw (set'skroo'), n* 1. a machine screw passing
through one part and against or into another to prevent
movement, as of a ring around a shaft. 2. a screw used
in regulating or adjusting the tension of a spring, etc.

-See screw, mus.
Jset-te-cen-to (set'te-chen'tfc), n. [It.; cf. CI^UECENTO],
the 18th century, with reference to the Italian art and
literature produced then.

set*tee (se-te'), n. [< set; regarded as dim. of seat],
I. a seat or bench with a back, usually for two or three

people. 2. a small or medium-sized sofa.

set-ter {set'er), n. 1, a person who sets or a thing used
in setting: as, a setter of rules, a mechanical setter for

bowling pins. 2. any of a breed of long-haired bird

dog of which there are three varieties (English, Irish,
and Gordon setters') : they are trained to find the game
and point^out its position by standing rigid (formerly
by crouching) .

set-ting (set%)), n. 1. the act of a person or thing that
sets. 2. a thing in or upon which something, especially
a gern, is set. 3. time and place, environment, back-

ground, or surroundings, as of a story, poem, person's
life, etc. 4. actual physical surroundings or scenery
whether real, as of a garden, or artificial, as on a stage,
5. the music or the composing of music for a set of words,
as a poem. 6. the eggs in the nest of a setting hen.

set-tie (set
/f
l), n. [ME. settle, settel; AS. setl (akin to G.

sessel) < base of sit], a long wooden bench with a back,
arm rests, and sometimes a chest beneath the seat.

set*tie (set'l), v.t. [SETTLED (-Id), SETTLING], [ME.
setlen; AS. setlan < setl, a seat; cross-influenced in ME.
by several hqmonymous words], 1. to put in order;
arrange or adjust as desired, as clothing, a room, one's

affairs, etc. 2. to put, plant, or set in place so as to be
firmly or comfortably situated. 3. to establish as a
resident or residents: as, the firm has settled its employ-
ees in near-by houses. 4. to migrate to and set up resi-

dence or a community in; colonize: as, New York was
settted by the Dutch. 5. to cause to sink and become
more dense and compact: as, he settled the ashes by
shaking them, the rain will settle the dust; hence, 6. to

clarify (a liquid) by settling the sediment. 7. to free
from disturbance, as the mind, nerves, stomach, etc.

8. [GeH0c>l, to^ prevent from creating a disturbance or

interfering, as by a repriman4 or a blow. 9. to make
stable or permanent; establish: as, experience has
S^ted'the system by which they work. 10. to establish

in^business, office, work, marriage, etc, 11. to fix def-

initely; determine; decide (something in doubt or ques-
tion). 12. to end (a dispute). 13. t6 pay (a*biM, debt,
account, etc.). 14. to decide (a legal dispute) toy* agree-
ment without court action. v.i. I. to stop moving and
stay in one place; come to rest: as, the bird settled on the
wire, his gaze settled on the latest arrival 2, to cast
itself over the landscape, as darkness, fog, etc. Or over
a person or roup, as gloom or silence; descend. 3. to
become localized or fixed in a given part of the body: said
of pain or disease. 4. to take up permanent residence;
make one's home : as, they settles in Canada. 5. to move
downward; sink, especially gradually, as by its own
weight: as, the car settled in the soft ground, the bridge
settled at one end. 6. to become more dense or compactby
sinking, as sediment or loose soil when shaken. 7. to
become clearer by the settling of sediment or dregs:
said of liquid^ 8. to become more stable or composed;
stop fluctuating or changing; settle down, 9. to reach
an agreement or decision (usually with mth, on, or

ufonj. 10. to pay what is owing: as, he won't settle
without court action. SYN. see decide,
settle down, 1. to take up permanent residence, a
regular job, etc. ; lead a more routine, sewed Hf6, as
after marriage. 2. to become lees nervou4 restless,
or erratic. 3. to apply oneself steadily or attentively,

settle upon (or on), 1, ifo make up one's *ja$nd afeott*;
decide; resolve. 2. to make over (propertjr, etc.) to
by legal action.

set-tie ment (sef'l-mont), n. 1. a settling ot
settled. 2. establishment in life, business), mat
etc. 3. an inhabiting or colonizing, as of a ntew _
4. a group of people or a place concerned in $his; colony.
5. a small or isolated community; village. & an agree-
ment, arrangement* or understanding* 7, payment or
adjustment, as of a claim. 8, the cbnvey^noe OK* dis-
position of property for the benefit of a person. 9. the
amount of property thus conveyed. 10. a commitaiiy
center ojffering social and educational activities: tfie
services are usually free and directed at tJe tinder*
privileged element of the population. 11. the gradual
mamsdence of aU or part ol a structure.

settlement house, a settlement (sense 10).

settlement worker, a social T^tfare worker associated
with a flwttlement house.

set-tier
(uetlfir), 71. t a person or thing that settles,

2. a person wmo settle* in a mw cottnirjf or ootor-
st-t{l5tf Owtnta), ii* tto solid niaWW wtOc*
to the bottom of a tiqtaid; sediment.

settlor (Mflftr), n* in tew, a person w&o iaAu** scfcfto-
maofc 01 property,

T.Sttto],

[Colloq.l, 1. a fight or struggle, especially a fist fight.
2. any sharp contest or argument; bout.

set*up (set'upO, n. 1. the way in which something is

set up; plan, make-up, or arrangement, as of equip-
ment, an organization, etc. 2. bodily posture: carriage.
3. soda water, ice, etc. for mixing with alcoholic liquor.
4. [Slang], a) a contest in which the contestants are
so unevenly matched that the outcome

t
is certain;

contest deliberately arranged to result in an easy
victory; hence, &) any undertaking that is, or is

purposely made, very easy.
Seu-rat, Georges (zhdrzh soW), 1859-1891; French
neoimpressiomst painter.

Se-vas-to-pol (si-vas'to-pol'; Russ. se'vas-to'pol-y'), n.
a city in the Crimea, on the Black Seas pop., 112,000:
also spelled Sebastopol.

sev-en (sev
;
'n), adj. [ME. seoven; AS. section, seofan;

akin to G. sieben; IE. base *septfo, as also in Sans.

sapta, L. septem (cf. SEPT-), Gr. hept& (cf. HEPT-), etc.],

totaling one more than six. n. 1. the cardinal number
between six and eight; 7; VII. 2. a person or thing
numbered seven, as a contestant, a playing card, etc.

Seven against Thebes, in Greek legend, the story of the
expedition of seven heroes to help Polynices recover the
throne of Thebes from his brother Eteocles, who had
agreed to share it with him but refused to give it up
alter his turn: subject of a tragedy by Aeschylus.
seven deadly sins, see deadly sins.
seven-fold (sev^n-fold'), adj. [see -FOLD], 1. having
seven parts. 2. having seven times as much or as
many. adv. seven times as much or as many,
Seven Hills of Rome, the seven hills on and about
which the city of Rome was built; the Palatine,
Capitoline, Quirinal, Caelian, Aventine, Esquiline, and
Viminal.
seven seas, all the oceans of the world.
seven-teen (sev''n-teV), adj. [MB, seventme; AS.
seofentyne; see SEVEN & -TEEN], seven more than ten.
n. the cardinal number between sixteen and eighteen;
17; XVII.

sev en-teenth (sev''n-tenth') <*<# [ME. sevenUnihe;
AS. seofon-teotha; see SEVENTEEN & -TO], 1. preceded by
sixteen others in a series; 17th. 2. designating any of
the seventeen equal parts of something, n. 1 the one
following the sixteenth. 2. any of the seventeen equal
parts of something: 1/17.
sev-en teen-year locust (sev^n-tSn'y&rOr & cicada
which lives underground as a larva for from thirteen to
seventeen years before emerging as an adult to live in
the open for a brief period.
sev-enth (seventh), adj. [MB. seventh*, a now formation
on seven -f th, replacing AS* seofandej seofende (akin to
G, siebente) fir seofotha], 1. preceded by six others in
a series; 7th, 2. designating any of the seven equal
parts of something, n. 1, tine on following the sixth.
2. any ol the seven equal parts of something; 1/7. 3. in
tnwtc, f) a note seven degrees above or below another
in the diatomc scale, &) the interval between them c) the
seventh note of the diatonic scale; leading not; sub-
tonic. d) tfee chord formed by any tone and the third,
fifth* and swenth of which it Is the tod&mentai: also
seventh chord.

sev-entb-dtoy tof'ntli-dfi'), adj. 1. of the swsnth day
(Saturday). 2 {often S-), observing the Sabbath on
Saturday; ax, Semnth~d*y Adventtsts,
seventh heaven, 1. the seventh, usually highest, of the
concentric spfiares in which the stars are supposed to be
fixed, according to various ancient systems of
omy,; or in which God and hit angels ate, ac
certain theologies} hence* 2. a condition
happiness,

sev-entli'ly (sev'
f

nth4i). octo* in tib* stwnth
sev en tl eth (sw''n~tHl&), aaj* 1MB. 9W
SEVENTY & -THL 1. preceded by iwty^ttto otter* In a
series; 70th. 2. designating any of the seventy equal"

> oljtometWnf. n, 1. the one ftloWmg ta sSty-
1 2. any* of the seventy equal parts of something;

time* too. n*
number between

sev-en-up
four

- 1-*-
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and England seized French colonies in America and
India.

sev-er (sev'er), v.t. & v.i. [ME. severen; OFr. sewer,
severer; LL. *seperare; L. separare], 1. to separate; make
or become distinct; divide: as, a river severs Ohio from
West Virginia. 2. to part or break off, as by cutting or
with force; cut in two: as, the cable severed under the
strain, severing all relationship, SYN. see separate.

sev-er-a-ble (sev'Sr-a-bl), adj. that can be severed or
divided; specifically, in law, separable into distinct,

independent obligations: said of a contract.
sev-er-al (sev'Sr-ol, sev'rsl), adj. [ME.; OFr. < LL.
separalis < L. separ, separate], 1. separate: distinct;
individual; hence, 2, different; respective; diverse: as,
the several opinions of the different people. 3. more than
two but not many; of an indefinite but small number;
few. n. several persons or things; a few.

sev-er-aMy (sev'Sr-al-i, sev'ral-i), adv. 1. separately;
distinctly. 2. respectively: as, the proposals which the
parties have severally made.

sev-er'al-ty (sev'er-gl-ti, sev'ral-ti), n. [pi. SEVBRALTIBS
(-tiz)), [Anglo-Fr. severante < OPr. several], 1. the con-
dition or character of being several or distinct. 2. prop-
erty owned by individual right. 3. the condition of

property so owned.
sev-er-ance (sev'Sr-ans), n. [ME. < OPr. sewance, via

Anglo-Fr.], a severing or being severed.
se-vere (so-v&r'), adj. IPr. s&vere < L. severus], 1. harsh
or strict, as in treatment; unsparing; stern. 2. serious;
grave; forbidding, as in expression or manner. 3. con-

forming strictly to a rule, method, standard, etc.; rig-

idly accurate. 4. extremely plain or simple; unorna-
mented: restrained: said of style, as, a dress with severe

lines. 5. keen; violent; extreme; intense, as pain, heat,
etc. 6. difficult; rigorous; trying, as a rule, test, etc.

SYN. severe applies to a person or thing that is strict and
uncompromising and connotes a total absence of softness,

laxity, frivolity, etc. (a severe critic, hair-do
t etc.) ; tern implies

an unyielding firmness, especially as manifested in a grim or

forbidding aspect or manner (a stern guardian); austere
suggests harsh restraint, self-denial, stark simplicity (the
austere diet of wartime), or an absence of warmth, passion,
ornamentation, etc. (an austere bedroom); ascetic implies
extreme self-denial and self-discipline or even, sometimes, the
deliberate self-infliction of pain and discomfort, as by religious
fanatics (an ascetic hermit). ANT. mild, lax, indulgent.

ae-ver-I'ty (so-ver'a-ti) t
n. [Pr. sfotoitt; L. severtias], 1.

the quality or condition of being severe; specifically,

a) strictness; harshness; sternness, 6) gravity, as of ex-

pression or manner; seriousness, c) rigid accuracy or
exactness, d) extreme plainness or restraint, as in style.

e) violence^ intensity; acuteness, as of cold, illness, etc.

/) rigorous or trying character. 2. [pi, SEVERITIES

(-tiz)], something severe, as a punishment.
Sev-ern (sev^rn), n, a river in Wales and England,
flowing into the Bristol Channel: length, 210 mi.

Se ver-us (si-vr'os), it. (Lucius StpUmtus Stverus), Rom-
an emperor (193-2il AJb.);livea 146-211 A,D,
S-vi-gn6, Marquise de (da saVe'nyS'). morn Marie de

Rabutin-Chantal), 1626-1696; French writer.
Se vil la (sS-viOylO, n. Seville,

Se-ville (so-vil'; tsp. Brit, sev'il), it. a city in southern

Spain, on the Guadalquivir River: pop., 370,000 (est.

1946) : Spanish name, satUat.
Sevrea (iev'ra, sev'fa; Pr. sevr') ji L a town in

Prance near Paris: pop.* 15,000 (1946). 2. a fine

porcelain made there,
sw <s6), v.l. [wj> (s5d), SKWKD or SKWN (sSn), saw-
ING], (ME. scwen, souwen; AS. siwan, siwian, siowian.

etc,s akin to (krtiu stow**; IB, ba^ %lw- to sew, seen

also in L srnr* fattow)* to sew tew together; cf.

SUTOIIK], t toJoln, mend, or fasten with stitches made
with needle and thread; put stitches into. 2, to make,
mend, fasten, 6k**, etc. w '^wfag* ?* to work with
needle wad^thretd or at

a**wttgm^blne.

; or have absolute control of or right

-i- -age], the waste matter

, -l*30; American
; presided over witchcraft trials

t n. ttou In44 ^Wtt wedm

SEWING MACHINE

that sews.

sew-er (soo'Sr, su'Sr), n. [contr. < Anglo-Fr. asseour;
OFr. asseoir, to seat, cause to sit; L. assidere, to sit by <
ad-, to + sederet to sit], a medieval servant of high rank
in charge of serving the meals.
sew er-age (soo'er-ij, su'eV-ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. removal
of surface water and waste matter by sewers. 2. a
system of sewers. 3. sewage.
sew ing (so'irj), n. 1. the act or occupation of a person
who sews. 2. material for sewing; needlework.

sewing circle, a group of women who make a social

event of sewing.
sewing machine, a machine with a mechanically driven
needle used for sew-
ing and stitching.
sewn (son), alterna-
tive past participle
of sew.

sex (seks), n. [ME.;
Late OFr. sexe; L.

sexus; prob. < base ws ,

of secare, to cut, di- *opi
'

vide], 1. either of
the two divisions of

organisms distin-

guished as male or

female; males or
females (especially
men or women) col-

lectively. 2. the
character of being male or female; all of the things
which distinguish a male from a female. 3. anything
connected with sexual gratification or reproduction or
the urge for these, especially the attraction of individ-
uals ot one sex for those of the other.
the fair (or gentle, weaker) sex, women.
the sterner (or stronger) sex, men.

sex- (seks), [< L. sex, six], a combining form meaning
six: also seii-.

sex a-ge nar-I-an (sek'so-ji-njlr'i-on), adj. [< L. sexa-

genarius, of sixty < sexageni, sixty each; -f -aw], sixty
years old or between sixty and seventy, n. a person of
this age.

sex-ag-e-nar-y (seks-aj'a-ner'i), adj. [L. sexagenarius;
see SEXAGENARIAN], 1. designating or of the number
sixty. 2. proceeding by sixties. 3. sexagenarian, n.

[pi. SEXAGENARIES fiz)j, a sexagenarian.
Sex-a-ges-i-ma (sek'sa-jes'i-ma), n. [ME. sexagesime;
L., fern, of sexagesimus, sixtieth], the second Sunday
before Lent: also Sexagesima Sunday.
sex a-ges-i-mal (sek'sa-jes'i-m'l), adj. [ML. sexagesi-
malis < L. sexagestmus, sixtieth], of or based on the
number sixty, n. a fraction whose denominator is

sixty or a power of sixty.
sex appeal, the physical attractiveness and personal
charm that attract members of the opposite sex.

sexcentenary (seks-sen'te-ner'i, seWsen-tenfo-ri),
adj. [sex- 4- centenary], of six hundred, especially six

hundred years. n.
t \pl. SEXCENTENAatos (4z, -riz)],

a six-hundredth anniversary.
sex chromosome, a sex-determining chromosome in

the germ cells of most plants and animals: fertilized

eggs containing two X chromosomes Tone from .each
parent germ cell) develop into females, those containing
one X and one Y chromosome (male germ cells carry
either one or the other) develop into males.
sexed (sekst), adj. 1. of or having sex or sexual differen-

tiation. 2. mvmg (a specified degree of) sexuahty.
sex-en-ni-al (sek-sen'i-ol), adj. [< L. sexennmm, six

years < we, six + annus, year], 1. iMtmg BIX years.

2. coming, happening, etc. every six years, n. a sex-

ennial event,
sex hygiene, the branch ol hygiene dealing witii sex and
sexuaTbehavior as they relate to the welfare of both the

Individual and the community.
sex-i- (sek'si). sex-.

sex My (sek'sjrll), adv. in a sexy manner.
sex i ness (sek'li-nis), it. the state or quality of being

aex^valent (sek's9-vSl9n,t), adj. 1. having six va-

lences* 2. having a valence of six* Also, esp, for 2,

hexaTalent.
sex less (seks'lis), adj. 1. lacking the characteristics

olm; asexual 2. apparently lackto^in
normal sexual

VJL. *H*jr J,**vlV **M>J*.sJii ww V**M vwm *****-^*vw*ij. ,,, -_

parwit, or any character dependent on stwsh a factcjr.

eeiol o gy (sek-eol'^ji), n. the science dealing wttt*

human sexual behavior. , m

sex par-tite (seks-par'tit), adj. [sex- + partite], d or

divided Into six parts.

*

(hottrX too. of msjitf, sithl, [often SI in '.

"

usage, I* the tawctik ol tftc ievw^
t falls at or shortly before noon* the
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shade

CLAMP SCREW

SEXTANT

of the day. 2. a service held daily at this time.
sex*tain (seks'tan), n. [< L. sextus., sixth, after Eng.
quatrain; c. SESTINA], a stanza having six lines.

sex-tan (seks'tsn), adj. [Mod. L. sextanus < L. sextus,

sixth], occurring every sixth day, counting from the
first day of occurrence, n. a sextan fever, etc.

Sex*tans (seks'tsnz) , n. [L. ; see SEXTANT], a small south-
ern constellation near the equator.

sex*tant (seks'tont), n. [L. sextans, a sixth < sex, six:

meaning an arc of the
sixth part of a circle],

NOEX f <

1. an instrument used ^ TEIESCOP

in measuring the angu-
lar distance between
objects : used chiefly by
navigators in determin-
ing position by meas-
urement of the angle
between a heavenly
body and the horizon
or another heavenly
body. 2. [Rare], one
sixth of a circle.

sex-tet, sex-tette (seks-
tet'), n. [altered, after
L. sex, six < sestet], 1.

atafcr group of six. 2. in music, a) a composition for
six voices or six instruments. &) the six performers
of such a composition. Also sestet.

sex*tile (seks'rl), n. [L. sextilis < sex, six], in astrology,
. the position or aspect of two heavenly bodies sixty
'. degrees distant from each other, adj. in astrology, des-

ignating such an aspect,
sex- til-lion (seks-tiPyon), n. [Fr. < L. sex, six H- Pr.

s&ptillion], 1. in the United States and France, the
number represented by 1 followed by 21 zeros. 2. in
Great Britain and Germany, the number represented
by 1 followed by 36 zeros, adj. amounting to one sex-
taHion in number.

sex-to dec i mo (seks'to-des'a-rno'), n. \pl. SEXTODEC-
IMOS (-nioz')], [L/. r abl. of sextusdecimus, sixteenth], 1.

the page size of a book made up of printer's sheets folded
into sixteen leaves, each leaf being approximately
41/2 by 63/4 inches. 2. a book consisting of pages
of this size: also called sixteenmo, and written 16mo
or 16. adj. consisting of pages of this size.

sex-ton (seks'tan), n. [ME. sextein, altered < OFr. secre-

stain, ML. sacristanus; see SACRISTAN], a church
official, in charge of the maintenance of church property:
he usually rings the church bells and sometimes digs the
graves in the churchyard.

sex-tu-pie (seks'too-p'l, seks-tu/pl), adj. [< I/, sextus,
sixth, after Eng. quadruple, quintuple], L consisting of
or including six, 2. six times as much or as many; six-

fold. 3. in music, having six beats to the measure, n. an
amount six times as much or as many, v.t. & v.f.

[SEXTUPLED (-p'ld), SEXTUPUNG], to make or become
six times larger in amount; multiply by six.

sex-tuplet (seks'too-plit, seks-tu'plit, seks-tuplit), n.

[< Sextuple], 1. a) one of six offspring born at a single
birfeh. 6) pL six offspring born at a single birth. 2. a ool-

-

lection or group of six, usually of one kind.
sex u al (sek'shSo-ol), adj. [UL. sexwMs}, 1. of, char-
acteristic of, or affecting sex, the sexes, the organs of
"~---

id their functions, or sex instincts or drives. 2* in

f, 4 having sex. b) designating ofeof ^production
tugjlon

;

f malfr'aM female gensi ce%.
..

,

. ifeek
/

ih63-al^ti) , n. I. the state or

'4$ fcfefatf Mftai 2. interest in or concern with sex
6feti**al-ly (se1c

f
sh5o-8l-i), adv. 1. in 'a sexual manner.

,Z r by nmans of sex. 3. with reference to sex.
the

1

selection of mates, especially iii

on the basis of certain structural
or functional char
of th^ser

aac-7 M
[Slang

1

], tw;j.ujju& ut '

erotic*, lascivious,

Sey clielles (si-shel',
drfini! tibe Indian
-,

in the preservation
population,

n. a

dtaL Vi^-.-^-
*

Bng. t&x&jfy
'

name
"

a hffll a

isfor-zan-do (sfdr-tsan'db), adj. & adv. [It. < sforzare,
to force], in music, with force or emphasis: a direction

to the performer: symbol, >, A: abbreviated sf., afz.

Jsfor-za-to (sfdr-tsa'td) , adj. & adv. sforzando.

sfz., sforzanao.

s.g*, specific gravity.

w la-ge (skhra'van-ha'kho), n. The Hague, a

city in the Netherlands: the Dutch name.

Sgt., sgt., Sergeant.
Sgt. Maj., Sergeant Major. .

s, 1. sheet. 2. shilling; shillings. 3. m bookbtndtng,

shab-bi-ly (shab's-H), adv. in a shabby manner.
shab-bi-ness (shab'i-nis), n. 1. shabby quality or state.

SHABBIEST (-i-

_,,. fc , , ,
> scab, scale; see

SCAB, SCABBY], 1. broken down; worn out; unkempt;
deteriorated: as, shabby surroundings.^ 2.^showing much

3.

to co-

worthy*: as,"a shabby offering. 5. disgraceful; shameful:

as, shabby treatment of one
T
s parents.

shab'by-gen-teel (shab'i-jen-teH/), adj* shabby but try-

ing to give an appearance of dignity and self-respect.

Sha-bu-oth (sha-voo'oth, sho-voo'os), n.pL [construed
as sing.], [Heb. shebudth, lit., weeks], a Jewish holiday,
the Feast of Weeks, or Pentecost* originally celebrating
the spring harvest, but now also associated with the
revelation of the Law at Mount Sinai: see Jewish
holidays.

shack (shak), n. [said to be contr. < Mex jacal <
Aztec xacalli, wooden hut (the transition form shackle
was formerly in U.S. use), but influenced by & ? <
ramshack, contr, < ramshackle], a small house or cabin
that is crudely built and furnished; hutj shanty.
shack up, [Slang], 1. to spend the night. 2,

habit (with).
shack-le (shak'l), n. [ME. sckakel; AS. sceacul; akin to
D. schakel, chain link: IE.
base *($) kenk-, to gird, bind ;

the AS. sense may be in-

fluenced by sceacan, to
shake (cl SHAKE)], 1. a
metal fastening, usually one
of a linked pair, for the
wrists or ankles of a person
kept prisoner: fetter; mana-
cle. 2. anything that re-
strains freedom of expres-
sion or action. 3. any of
several devices used in fas-

tening or coupling, v.t.

[SHACBXEP (-Id), SHACK-
LING], 1 . to put shackles on ; fetter, 2. to fasten or con-
nect with a shackle or shacKles. 3. to restrain in free-

dom of expression or action. -SWl se6 ha|>r.
Shack-le-ton, Sir Ernest Henry (sha^'l-tan). 1674-
1922: British antarctic explorer," " " '

SHAD, SHADS (shadz) : see mtea, it
akin to NorW. aM. skatid: prob. IB,

"

upl any of Several saltwater
3|j but; having a deeper body

'en*: the cxwntnon IJMM found along
is a talttatofe food fish.

___ __jr)f it, [to nam04 frbm flowering
when the wad appear & U.S. nv^rtj, any of a number
of related pta&t* A

'

tawi roe family, with white flowers
and purple-blstck berrte:

'

shad-blo^r: Jtm^betry.
shad-dock (shad'ok), n. [after Capt. Shaddock, who firet

i
n
[MBrt^ifc'AS;'^*^ Cgattit;

&4*t.

n^^Sd^, as
1

a%> m Of. $&<&o$,^KF^t^i 'see M4l>-
QWJ, l. oojmparative daAne^ ow^Kl, 'by It giw* or
less opaque object cutting" off rays Of Iteht, as from 'the

sun.
.

2: an wrta Iww ''bcwfew
i %ht >

'tijltt
[

Itti'ter-

r1451r1508; son of
Vinci; called ^? Moor.
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in (a painting, photograph, etc.) ; add shading to. 6) to

depict in, or mark with, gradations of light or color.
5. to change by very slight degrees or gradations.
6* to lessen or reduce slightly, as a price. v.i. to change
or vary slightly or by degrees. SYN. see color.
in (or into} the shade, 1. in darkness or shadow. 2. in
comparative obscurity: as, an author put in the
shade by brilliant, new writers.

the shades, 1. the increasing darkness, as of evening.
2. a) the world of the dead; nether world; Hades.
b] the disembodied spirits of the dead* collectively.

shad-I-ly (shad'a-H), adv. in a shady manner.
shad i-ness (shad'i-nis), n. a shady state or quality.
shad-ing (shad'irj), n. 1. protection or shielding against
light or heat. 2. the representation of light or shade in
a picture, f

3. any small difference or variation, as in

quality, kind, etc.

sha doof (shS-doof), " [Ar. shad&f], a device consisting
of a long, pivoted pole with a bucket on one end and
a weight on the

t
other, used in the East for raising

water, especially in irrigating land.
shad-ow (shad'o), n. flylE. sthadwe < the indirect cases

(dat. & genit. sceadwe] of AS. sceadu, shade (cf . SHADE)),
1. a dennite area of shade cast upon a surface by a

body intercepting the light rays. 2. the dark image
made by such a body. 3. pL the growing darkness
after sunset. 4. a) gloom, sadness, or depression.
b) that which casts gloom, etc. over something. 5. the
shaded area of a picture. 6. a mirrored image; re-

flection, 7, a) something without reality or substance;
imaginary vision. 6) a ghost; apparition. 8. a va^ue
indication; symbol: omen; prenguration: as, ^ coming
events cast their shadows before. 9. a) a faint sug-
gestion or appearance; trace: as, there*s not a shadow
of hope, b) remnant; vestige: as, the power of the
Crown was reduced to a shadow. 10. a close or constant

companion. 11. a person who trails another closely,
as a detective or spy. 12. [Rare], protection shelter.

v.t* 1. [Archaic], a) to shelter from light or heat, b) to
shelter ; protect. 2 . to throw a shadow upon ; cover with
shadow. 3. to make dark or gloomy; cloud. 4; to rep-
resent vaguely, mystically, or prophetically; prefigure
(often with/ofttt) . 5. to shade in painting, drawing, etc,

6, to stay close to or follow, especialljr in secret so as to
observe the movements and activities of*, as, the
detective shadow^ the suspect,
In the shadow of, very close to; verging upon.
under tlie shadow of, 1. very close to; verging upon.
2 in danger of; apparently fated for.

shad-ow box Ing (shad'S-bok'sirj), n. sparring; witli an
imaginary opponent; an exercise used by boxers,

shad ow graph (shad'5-graf', shad'o-graf). n. [shadow
f -graphs L an image or silhouette produced by
throwing a shadow upon a lighted surface, 2* an

X-ray photograph; radiograph. ,

shad ow-i ness (shad^i-nis), n tjie state or quality of

being shadowy. ,
. .

ahad-ow-less (riwul'Wk)* <y. 1. euttatg no, shadow.
2. without shade or shadow, as a lighted surface.

shadowy (fO*a4'<H) *y ^ remb,lJng, (

or of

nature of, a dud**; fjwft^y, $ 'yfN
or ttribttaftoe;! itaatftafc br ifiuiory, &) 'am;
2* cowwd with or pfOaticiiDLg puwte or thadow; shaded.
3. fObiJi^^jp^^^^^L*^^^ ^*
Sha-drach

,

fuVmk)* fl* lHob 9haStftm: *

OflsinJ, in tfisJWw^ otto of tJw* tferee j<^wiro ca^
in Bfwtoaia w&o w@rt 'cast feto a bhunfag furnace by

as from
, or concealment; hence,

st*r or Joonetty,

stay in hidine: or out of titfht.

animal is harnessed to a vehicle; thill, j) a bar support-
ing, or transmitting motion to, a mechanical part: as,
the drive shaft of an engine. 6. a long, narrow opening
or passage sunk into the earth, usually vertical or
slanting: as, a mine shaft: see mine, illus. 7. a vertical

opening passing through the floors of a building, as
for an elevator. 8. a tube or conduit for the passage
of air, as used in heating or ventilating.

Shaftes-hur.y (shafts'ber'i, shafts'bSr-i, shSfts'ber-i),
first Earl of (Anthony Ashley Cooper}, 1621-1683; Eng-
lish statesman; lord chancellor (1672-1673).

shaft-ing (shaf'tirj), n. 1. a system or group of shafts,
as for transmitting motion, conveying air, etc. 2. ma-
terial for making shafts.

shag (shag), n. f< AS. sceacga, via ME. dial.; akin to
ON. skegg, a beard' IE. base *(s)qeq~, to spring faith,
as also in Eng. shake], 1. [Rare], heavily matted wool
or hair. 2. a heavy, rough nap, as on some woolen
cloth. 3. cloth with such a nap. 4. any disordered or

tangled mass. 5. coarsely shredded tobacco, v.t.

[SHAGGED (shagd), ^BAGGING], 1. to make snaggy or
rough. 2. [Slang], in baseball, to chase after and catch
(balls) in batting practice.

shag (shag), n. (specialized use of prec. word with ref-

erence to the rough crest], a small cormorant, a sea
bird having a crest during the breeding season.

shag (shag), n. [< dial, shag < ME. schaggen, schoggen,
to shake, toss; prob. < base of shake}, a dance step,
popular in the late 1930's, consisting of a fast hopping
step first with one foot and then the other. v.i.

[SHAGGED (shagd), SHAGGING], to dance the shag.
shag-bark fshag'barkO* n. 1. a hickory tree with gray,
shredding bark and roundish nuts. 2. its wood. 3. its

nut. Also shellbark.

shag'gMy (shag's-li), adv. in a shaggy manner.
shag-gi ness (shag'i-nis), n. a shaggy state or quality.
shag-gy (shag'i), adj. [SHAGGIER (-i-er), SHAGGIEST (-i-

istjj, 1. covered with or having long, coarse hair or
wool. 2. carelessly groomed; unkempt: said of a
person. 3. of tangled, coarse growth ; straggly; scrubby.
4. having a rough hap or sttrface.

^*]ftliy **og* [^ suok &n anecdote involving a Bha*g|gy

dogjTtSlang], a humorous anecdote with a surprise end-

ing involving ludicrously unreal or irrational behavior.

eha-green (sha-grenO, n. [Pr. chagrin, Venetian sagnn <
Tujrk. saghri, horse s back, 14del, 1. rawhide wi|h a
rough, granular surface, made from the skin of the
horse, camel, seal, etc. 2. the hard,* rough skin of the
shark or dogfish, sometinles used as a polisher.
shah (shS), n. [Per. sh&h, short for padshfrh; see PADI-

SHAH), a title of the ruler of Iran and the rulers of

certain other Eastern lands.

Shahap-ti-an (sh&^hap'ti-^n), n. a member of a
group of the Oregonian family of American J

formerly living in the tipper Columbia River

adj. designating or* of this group. i

f
f

Shah JstfbatMsha*' JQ-hSnOv 1592-46$6? &T
of Hindustan (1628-1658); boftte**
1: also spelled Shah J4b4iu '"< '" ' '"

'

i-han-pur (sM'59~hlte^c%Oi n. a city in united
ces. northern India; y>oj)., 70iO^O. .

8hai*'tan (shi-tSn') t* [Ar. shaif&n <, Heb. satan; see

SATA^T 1* [often S4 to Moslem linage, the Devt;
Satan. 2. an evu oelnig; fiend. Also spelled sheitan.

Shak*. Shakeapeare.
'

shake (shSk)
1

,>.t [rtooK (shook), SHAJCter (shaken),
SHAKWG], (ME. scmkw; AS. sceacam, stamn; akin to

I>Q, xchamn? Ic* IE. ba^e see SHAG (matted w6ol))t

l f to totise t6 move up and down, back and forth, or

from side to side with short, aukk movements. 2. to

, force, throw, stir up, (Kslodge, etc. by or as %
brisk movements. 3. to cause to ciuiver or

WW^M***; vibrates as, the wind shook the building.
4. a} to cause to totter or become unsteady. 6) to

tmnerre: weaken: as, he was visibly shaken by the
news. 5. to braHdisJi; flourish; wave. 6. to dasp
(another's hand)* as in freeting.

T. [Slkng], to get

away frota^ or ri<I of : asr
- ae shook hfe poftuextt. 8. in

4fe*, to rattfe (the dice) just before casting them, 9.

in music, to %ift. *>%f. 1 tomo^eorb^movedquMcly
and irreawarly up and down, b*4fc amd forth, or frokn

^^^vibrate. 2. to tremble, quake, or quiver,
-or fear. 3; to become unsteady; totter;

.^^ake hands, as in greeting. 5. In music, to

jjL' an act of sliakij^ri bax!kJ*anxi^orwx inovew

v \ an ttnstea4y or trembling mo'v^aent;
M"ii nafcttral sfft -tor $sme in rook or timber,
I iam earthquake, S. fptog] a very short

si atv ri'be"1tare & two 4tote. d-fa
alternation betwwsoJjwo notes; trflt

or tUtag) tto'<lMk% f^BKftgJ, to aroM or

em-
Taj

w ftreat shakes,

^Wporto^,, to. , ._,

shake down, 1, to
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shaking, as an apple from a tree. 2. to cause to settle

or become lower by shaking. 3. to condition (new
equipment, etc.). 4. [Slang], to extort money from,
as by blackmail.
shake hands, to clasp each other s hands as a token of

agreement or friendship, or in parting or greeting.
shake off, to get away from or rid of (an undesirable

person or thing).
shake out, 1. to cause to fall out by shaking, as salt

from a shaker. 2. to clean or empty by shaking, as a
shoe with gravel in it, a rug, etc. 3. to straighten
out by shaking, as a folded or wrinkled

4
cloth.

shake up, 1. to shake, especially so as to mix or blend.

2. to disturb or rouse by or as by shaking. 3. to jar

or shock. 4. to redistribute by or as by shaking.
the shakes, [Colloq.], a convulsive trembling, often

accompanying intermittent fever, alcoholism, etc.

SYN. shake is the general word for a moving up and down
or back and forth, with quick, short motions; tremble implies

such an involuntary shaking of the body as to suggest a loss

of co-ordination or control, as from fear, fatigue, etc. .(she
trembled at the lion's roar) ; quake usually suggests a

relatively
violent trembling, as in great agitation (to quake in ones
boots with dread) ; quiver suggests a slight, tremulous vibration,

as of a taut string that has been plucked (the leaves quivered in

the breeze) ; shiver implies a slight, momentary quivering of the

body, as from cold or in fearful apprehension (he shivered at the

thought of facing them) ; shudder implies a sudden, convulsive

quivering, as in norror or revulsion (she shuddered at the grisly

sight); wobble suggests a shaking or tottering that connotes

instability (the chair wobUed on its unsteady legs).

shake-down (shak'dounOi n. 1. a crude, makeshift
bed, as of straw on the noor. 2. [Slang], an extortion

of money, as by blackmail. adj. TColloq.], for testing
the performance or operational characteristics or ac-

climating the personnel; as, the shakedown cruise of a
new battleship.
shak-en (shaken), past participle of shake.
Shak-er (shak'Sr), n. [so called by others from move-
ments of a dance constituting a part of their ritual),

a religious sect observing a doctrine of
m
celibacy,

common ownership of property, and community living.
shak-er (shak'er), n. L a person or thing that shakes.
2. a device used in shaking, especially in mixing or

blending.
Shaker Heights, a city in northeastern Ohio: suburb
of Cleveland: pop.. 28,000.
Shak-er-ism (shak'Sr-iz'm), n. the doctrines or practices
of ttifi Shakers*

Shake'speaire, William (shak'spe*'), 1564-1616; Bag-
lish poet and dramatist: called the Bard of Avon : also

aoelWl $:Wtspwr Shakspw, Shakesjper^ etc.: abbre-
viated Shak.,lShaks.. Sh.
Shakespearean, Shake spear-i-an (s5aaTc-sp^r'i-n) f

adj. of or like Shakespeare,, his works, or style, n. a
scholar specializing in Shakespeare and Ms works.
Shake spear e-an ism, Shake-spear i-anism (sh5k~
sper'i-on-iz'm), n. L Shakespearean style* 2. a Shake-
spearean expression.
Shakespearean sonnet, a sonnet composed of three

groups of four lines each (quatrains) typically with the

rhyme scheme abab cdcd efef, and a finial couplet with
the rhyme gg: also called Elizabethan sonnet.

shake-up (shak'upO, n. a shaking up; specifically, a
reorganization of a drastic or extensive nature, as in

weakly;
shak-i-ne
shak-ing (

.

'9-li), adv. in a shaky manner; insecurely;

(sha^i-nis), n. a shaky quality or state,
%

ak'irj), n. 1. the act of a person or thing
that shakes. 2. the ague or a chill.

shaking palsy, a chronic degenerative disease of the
centraTnervous system, characterised by tremors, mus-
cular rigidity, weakness, and a masklike expression.

shak-o (shak'5), n. [pi SHAKOS (-5z)), [FrT scfoako; Hung.
csdkd < G. zqcke* a peak* point]. La
stiff, cylindrical military dress hat,
usually with a flat top and a plume-
2. a large military dress hat made of
fur.

Shaks.. Shakespeare.
Shak spere, Shak sper (shak'spr),
n. Shakespeare.

Shak sper i an (shak-speY'i-gn), adj.
Shakespearian.

Shak-ti (shuk'ti), n. [Sans. Jojfe**], in
Hinduism, .1. fs-]f power. 2. the
female principle or generative power.
3. Devil Also Saktt.
Shak tism (shukWm), n. Shakti
worship: also Saktism.

fthak-y (shSk'i), ad/. [SHAKIER (-i-,
SHAKIEST (-i-ist)J, 1. not firm, sub-
stantial, or secure; weak: unsound;
unsteady, as A structure. z. shaking;
trembling; tremulous. 3, not de-
pendable or reliable; questiotwbtet
* a person or hi* word.

fihale (shal), it* fa use of obs. shale,, a
shell < All sccalu, & shell], a kind of

fine-grained rock formed by the hardening of clay: it

splits into thin layers when broken.
shale oil, a dark mineral oil derived from bituminous
shale or brown coal.

shall (shal), v. [past tense SHOULD (shood) ; archaic 2d

pers. sing., present tense, SHALT (shalt) : archaic 2d pers.

sing,, past tense, SHOULDEST (shood'ist), SHOULDST
(shoodst) ; no other forms now in use], [ME: schal, pi.

schullen; AS. sceal, inf. sceolan; akin to G. soil (sollen);

IE. base *$qel~, to be indebted, obligated, guilty, which

may be a special sense < *sguel-, to cut, with basic

sense "to be liable to fine for killing, i.e., cutting"], an
auxiliary used in formal speech: 1. to express futurity
in the first person, and determination, compulsion,
obligation, or necessity in the second and third persons.
2. in a question expecting shall in the answer. 3. in

laws and resolutions: as, the fine shall not exceed $100.
4. in subordinate clauses introduced by */, when, etc.

These formal conventions, however, do not reflect

prevailing usage in which shall and will are used inter-

changeably with will predominating in all persons.
See also will, should, would.
shaMoon (sha-loon', sha-16on') n. [Pr. chalon <
Chdlons-sur-Marne

l .Prance], a twilled woolen fabric

used largely for linings.

ehal-lop (shal'ap), n. [Fr, chaloupe; D. sloep> sloop; cf.

JALOPY], a small open boat fitted with oars or sails or

Doth; dinghy.
shal-lot (sha-lof). n. [obs. Fr. eschalotte, altered <
eschaloigne; see SCALLION], 1. an onionlike plant whose
clustered bulbs, resembling garlic but milder, are used
for flavoring. 2. a small onion.

ehal-low (shal'o), adj. [ME. schalowe; prob, < the stem
*scealw~ of AS. scealu < base of sceald, shallow (cf.

SHOAL)], 1. not deep: as. a shallow stream. 2. lacking
depth of character, intellect, or meaning: superficial
n. a shallow place in a body of water; shoal, v.t. & v.i.

to make or become shallow. SYN. see superficial.
shalt (shalt), second person singular, present indicative,
of shall.

sl&al-y (shal'i), adj. [SHALIBR (-i-er), SHALIEST (-i-ist)),

of, like, or containing shale.
sham (sham), n. (prob. < a northern dial, var. of shame),
1. formerly, a trick or fraud. 2. an imitation that is

meant to deceive; counterfeit; deception; fake. 3 a

person who falsely affects a certain, character. 4. an
ornamental cover simulating some piece of personal or

household linen: as, a pillow sham, adj. not genuine
or real; false: counterfeit. v.t* [SHAMMED (shamd),
SHAMMING], 1. [Rare], to cheat or trick, 2, to be or
make an imitation or false show of; counterfeit; feign,
tu. to pretend to be what one is not; make false pre-
tenses*- SYN* see false.

sha-man (sM'mon. shaman, sha'man), n. [pi. SHAMANS
f-monz, -anz)J. [Russ.; Tungnsic sam&n; Prakrit
Samana, Buddhist monk < Sana, sramana, orig.,

ascetic; d. fram, to exhaust, fatigue], a priest or
medicine man of shamanism.~

: (sha-man'ik), adj. of a

(shS'mon-iz'm, sham'on-iz'm,
iz'm), n. 1. the religion of certain^peoples of northeast
Asia, based on the doctrine that toe workings of good
and evil spirits can be influenced only by the shamans*
2. any similar religion, as of some American Indians.
eha man is tic (shk'man-is'tik, slmm'on-is'tik. sh2'-

mswcx-is^tik) . adj. of or like shanmnism.
Sha-mash <jsM'misli) f n. [Assyr.1 ib A^yfo-Ba&ylowlaw

od, responsible for summer warmth
crops, and % symbol for justice.
). vli. [SHAMBLED (-b'ld), SHAMBLING],

religion, the sun
and the success
eham ble (sham
[< obs. shamble,

. . -, ,

j., in shamble legs; prop* < shamble,
n., in obs. sense of stool, bench], to walk in a lazy or
clumsy manner, barely lifting the feet, it* a shambling
walk or gait.
eham-blea (sham'b'k)> n.pl. [construe<3 as sing,], [MB.
xchtmeL a bwwrn; AS, fwmd* mtmm* n Wttcl or stool;
ult < u ,scammnm, dim, < $$mmm*M
meaning derives from the use of a bench

r pkm where maat is ft,_ ,__ ,

a bench or ftfafi for thte sal
., .JOB*. 3, a. Dine* wfeerw much
, scene of bloodshed or

^,_^ _0 OTSSWfe, WQP iSCMW Olf JL*,-^**
o| gmt_dMdiiQ((J9Ki or, ^sprf:mf 1m Wxm

SHAKO .,.

to drive, forc^ or



shamefaced share
shamed out of his prejudice. SYN. see disgrace,
for shame! you ought to be ashamed!; here is cause for
shame 1

put to shame, 1. to cause to feel shame. 2. to do
much better than: surpass; outshine.
shame on, shame should be felt by; this is shameful of

shame faced (sham'fasf), adj. [altered, by folk etym.< ME. schamfast; AS. scam-faest; scam, shame + fast,
fast, firm], 1 . extremely modest ; bashful ; shy. 2 , show-
ing a feeling of shame or guilt: ashamed
shame facedly (sham'fas'id-h, sham'fast'li), adv. in a
shamefaced manner.
shame fac-ed ness (sham'fas'id-nis, sham/fast'nis), n,
the state of being shamefaced.
shame-ful (sham'fal) , adj. 1. bringing or causing shame
or disgrace; disgraceful. 2. violating what is considered
to be just, moral, or decent; offensive.
shameless (sham'lis), adj. 1. having no feeling of
shame, modesty, or decency; brazen: impudent. 2.

showing such lack of feeling, as an action.
sham-mer (sham'er), n. a person who shams.
sham-my (sham'i), n. \pL SHAMMIES (-is)], fFV. chamois],
chamois*
Sha mo (shS'mS'), n. the Gobi desert: Chinese name.
shampoo (sham-po5') v.t. [SHAMPOOED (-pood'),
SHAMPOOING], [Hind, champo, imperative of Mmpna,
to press, knead, shampoo], 1. to massage. 2. to wash
(the hair and scalp), usually with a specially prepared
soap^etc. 3. to wash the hair and scalp of. n. 1. the
washing of the hair and scalp. 2. a preparation, as of
soap, used for shampooing.
sham-rock (sham'rok), n. [Ir. seamrog, dim. of seamar,
clover], any of certain clovers
or cloverlike plants with
leaflets in groups of three,
used as the emblem of
Ireland.
Shan (shan, shan), n. 1. a
member of a group of Mon-
goloid tribes who Hve in
Indo-China. 2. their Thai
language.
shan dry-dan (shan'dri-
dan') , n.l< North West Brit,
dial, shandry, a cart], {Dial.],
1, a two-wheeled chaise or
cart, 2. any decrepit ve-
hicle.

shandygaff (shan'di-gaf')*
n. [prob. a university altera-
tionofCockneyshaiti o* | SHAMROCKgaffer,
pot of beer < shanty in
the Cockney sense "beer house"), a beverage of ale or
beer mixed with finger ale or ginger beer.

Shang-hai (sharj'ni'"shar/hiO, n. a seaport in Kiangsu
province, east central China, near the mouth of the
Yangtze Rivers pop,, 4,301,000 (est. 1947J.
Shang-hai (shan'hi; also, for vw shap-hi'), n. [< Shang-
hai, China], a kind of chicken with long, fea.tii.ered legs:
ancestor of the Cochin and Brahma, v.t. [SHANGHAIED
(-hid, -hid'), SHANGHAIING], [s-], , 1. [orig. said of sailors
thus kidnapped for crew duty on the China run], to
kidnap, usually by drugging:, for service aboard ship.
2* [Slaog), to iddttc \BxttyEhiun to do soitteliiing tfcrough
force or underhanded methods.

,

Shatt-grMJi ufcftQfarHa''}* ft. [< the scene of James
Hilton's novel, Lost Horizon], L any i

paradise* 2L o) tibe x l starting
place of the bombing raid over Tokyo and other cities,

April IB, 1942; hence, b) any secret starting place of

b0tnWR|E raids or other military opefutiocui! Ishe "derm
w* fltvt 'used in *hi se*we by,*fcuaMla Rw>sevetk
8foM*bai4cwan (shfaWfWltoOf'i % a city in Hopeh,
CWaav ai d of QWmtm Watt? poj>., 80,000.
shank (shank). it, [ME. schankt; AS. scant, sceanca;
akin to base of ft schenkcl, thigh; IE. base *sqeng-, to

* ttoop^ Upd], ft, ttw toffw eart of 'the leg; 'part
en the Met and the ankle in man or a corre-

ing part in animals, 2* the whole leg. 3, a cut of

beef from the upper foreleg or hind leg. 4. the' part,

usually straight or stemlike. between the top or
nd the worhandle and o part; said of Instruments.orkino

tools* ^te. &ttoitim i

<tf Afifeceof typ*
'ftefrt^w1

part of

piece of metal,
'

shan-ny (shaa'i), n. [< Brit. dial, shan], a mottled green
salt-water fish; European smooth blenny.

Shan-si (shan'se
7

;
Chin. shaVseO , n. a province of north-

eastern China: area, 66,265 sq. mi.; pop., 15,222,000
(est. 1947) ; capital, Taiyuan.
Shan States, native states of northeastern Burma, in-

cluding the Northern and Southern Shan States: area,
c. 60,000 sq. mi; pop., 1,506,000.
shan't (shant, shant), shall not.

shant-ey (shan'ti, shan'ti), n. [$L SHANTIES (-tiz)J, a
chantey, a sailor's work song: also shanty.
Shan-tung (shan'tun', shan'doorjO. n. 1. a province
of northeastern China, on the Yellow Sea: area, 57,851
sq. mi.; pop., 39,289,000 (est. 1947); capital, Tsinan.
2. a peninsula in the eastern part of this province.
3% [sometimes s-], a silk fabric made from .the silk of
wild silkworms: it is usually undyed, 4. [sometimes
s-], a somewhat similar rayon or cotton fabric.

shan-ty (shan'ti), n. [pi. SHANTIES (-tiz)] f [< Canad. Fr.
chantier, workshop, applied to lumberers' living quar-
ters], a small, shabby dwelling; shack; hut.
shan-ty-town (shan'ti-toun'), n. 1. the section of a
city where there are many shanties or ramshackle
houses. 2. the inhabitants of such a section.

Shao-hing (shou'shirj'), n. a city in Chekiang province,
eastern China: pop., 300,000.
shape (shap), n. [ME. schap(e); AS. (se)scea$, created
thing < scteppan, to create, form; IE. base *(s)qef-t

etc., to make with a sharp tool, as also in L. capo (cf.

CAPON), Eng. shaft], 1. the quality of a thing that
depends^on the relative position of all points composing
its outline or external surface; physical or spatial
form. 2, the form characteristic or a particular person
or thing. 3. the contour of the body, exclusive of the
face; figure. 4. assumed or feigned appearance; guise:
as, an enemy in the shape of a mend. 5. an imaginary
or spectral form; phantom. 6. something having a
particular shape, used as a mold or basis for shaping
or fashioning; form, as for making hats, molding
gelatin, etc. 7. any of the forms, structures, etc. in
which a thing may exist or be embodied: as, dangers
of every shape. 8. definite, regular, or suitable form;
orderly arrangement: as, his story began to take shape.
9. [Colloq,], condition; state, especially of health: as,
the injured man was in bad shape, v.t. [SHAPED (shapt) ,

SHAPED or archaic SHAPEN (-'n), SHAPING], 1. to give
definite shape to; make, as by cutting or molding ma-
terial. 2. to arrange, fashion, express, or devise in
definite form, as a plan, answer, etc. 3. to adapt or

adjust: as, shape your plans to your abilities. 4. to
direct or conduct, as one's life, the course of events,
etc. 5. [Obs.], to appoint; decree; ordain. v*L 1.

[Rare], to become suited: conform. 2. [Rare]* tq c^me
about; happen. ,3. Jpofioq|,], to take shape of |opn
(often, with mto) . 5KV* see form, nwike.
shape up, [Colloq.], 1. to develop to a definite form,
condition, etc. 2. to develop satisfactorily or
favorably. ,

take shape, tp come to have definite form, condition,
etc.: show distinct development.

shape-less (shaplis) , adj. 1. without distinct or regular
shape or form; hence, 2. not pleasing to the eye; with-
out symmetry: unshapely,,

shajpe-li-ness (shapli-nis), n. the state or quality of

, SHAPELIEST
; pleasing to the eye;

[p'er), n. a person, or thing that shapes ma-

(harlo shapli), 1885- ; American

SlTa*raTshlr'9)r n. Sharra.
shard (shard), n. [ME. schtard; AS. seeard < severan,
seeran, to shear, separate; cf. SHEAR], 1. a fragment or

broke** piece, especially of pottery; potsherd, 2. the
fflfoi. Jjara, wing cover of a beetle or weevil. 3. any than,
har4 oovtring ; f

shell; plate. Also tor<if

share (shir), lit [MB. schare; AS. scearu < sceran, to

oo; c. SRVA8J, 1. a part or portion which is alloted
or belongs io an individual; part contributed by one.
X a just, due, reasonable, or full share; as, everyone
has done his share of work, we had our share of laughs.
3. any of the parts or portions into which, the ownership

<t\ piece 'of property is divided; especially, any one
of the equal parts into which the capital stock' of a

oration is divided. Abbreviated shr. (sing, fr pi,).
v.t. [SHARED (shard), SHARING], 1. to distribute in

shares; divide in portions; apportion. 2* to have a
share of together with others; use, experience, enjoy,
endure, etc. in common (sometimes with with): as,

share the. candy with your playmates* vj. to have or
take a share cw .part; partWywie Coiten with In).

go shares, to take pact jointly; be equally concerned,
as in an enterprise.

>

M

"fc, 4rtfepf * k mw; ? us >-^ -- r -., --
x;h. See pp. x-xi i. | foreign,

*
hypothetical; < c
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on shares, with each person concerned taking a (usu-
ally equal) share of the orofit or loss.

SYN. share means to use, enjoy, possess, etc. in common with
others and generally connotes a giving or receiving a part^of
something (to share expenses, glory, etc.) ; participate implies
a taking part with others in some activity, enterprise, etc. (to

Participate in the talks) ; partake implies a taking one's share,
as of a meal, responsibility, etc. (to partake of a friend's hospital-

ity).
share (shar), n. [ME. schar; AS. scear < sceran, to cut:
cf. SHEAR], the part of a plow or other agricultural tool
that cuts the soil: plowshare.

share-crop (shrkrop'), v.i. & v.t. [SHARECROPPED
(-kroptO. SHARECROPPING], to work (land) as a share-

cropper.
share-crop-per (shir'krop'eY), n. a tenant farmer who
works the land for a share of the crop.

share-hold-er (sh&r'hol'de'r), n. a person who holds or
owns a share or shares.

Sha-ri (sha'ri), n. a river in French Equatorial Africa,

flowing northwestward into Lake Chad: length, 1,400
mi. : French name, Chari.
shark (shark), n. '[prob. < G. schurke, scoundrel, rogue,
sharper], 1. a viciously dishonest person; swindler;
cheat. 2. [Slang], a person having great ability in a
given activity; adept; expert, v.t. [Archaic], to get
by fraud or strategems. v.i. to live by such methods.
shark (shark), n. fprob. same word as prec.]. any of
several large fishes, mostly marine, with a tough, spiny,
slate-gray skin, separate lateral gill openings, and a
slender, rounded body with the mouth on the underside:
most sharks are fish-eaters and the larger ones will
attack man.

shark-skin (shark'skinO* n. 1. leather made from the
skin of a shark. 2. a cloth of cotton or rayon, with a
smooth, silky surface, used for summer suits, etc. 3.

a) a small, pebbly pattern woven into fabric. 6) fabric
woven with such a pattern.
Shar on (shar'an), [< Sharon (in Palestine) ; ? contr. of
Rose of Sharon], a feminine name.
Sharon (shaVsn), n. 1. a city in western Pennsyl-
vania: pop., 26,000. 2. a plain along the coast of

Palestine, between Mt. Carmel and Jaffa.
sharp (shlrp), adj. TME. scherpe, scharpe: AS. scearp,-
akin to G. scharf; IB. base ttygereb- < *(s)qer-, to cut,
seen also in L. caro (camis), flesh, orig., cut-off piece of
flesh (cf. CARNAL)!, 1. suitable for use in cutting or

pjercingi having a thin edge or fine point; keen. 2. hav-
wfy appoint or edge; not rounded or obtuse; peaked: as,
a siwfy ridge, features, etc.; hence, 3. not gradual;
abrupt; acute: as, a sharp turn or rise; hence, 4. clearly
defined; distinct; clear: as, a sharp difference. 5. made
up of hard, angular particles, as sand. 6. quick,
acute, or penetrating in perception or intellect; clever;
shrewd. 7. showing or having a keen awareness; at-

tentive; vi^uant: as, sharp eyes, sharp lookout. 8.

crafty; designing; underhanded. 9. harsh; biting; se-
vere, as language, temper, criticism, etc. 10. violent
or

4 impetuous, as an attack. 11. brisk; active; vig-
orous: as, a sharp run, encounter, etc. 12. having a
keen effect on the senses or emotions; specifically, a)

'

cold; cutting, as the wind, b) severe; intense; acute;
keen, as pain, grief, appetite, etc. c) strong: biting;
pungent, as in taste or smell, d) high-pitched; shrill;
piercing: said of sound. ) brilliant; intense: as, a sharp
flash of Ught. 13. [Slang], attractively dressed or
groomed; good-looking; handsome; beautifuL 14: in

musfc, a) raised m pitch by a semitone or half step: as,A sharp CA$J. b) out of tune by being above true pitch.
c) with the signature in sharps; as, a sharp key. Opposed
to flat. IS. in phonetics, voiceless, n. 1. usnaMym pi a
sewing needle with an extremely fine point, 2. (Colloq.],an expert or adept. 3. [Colloq.J, a sharper. 4. in music,
a) a note, or tone one half step above another. 6) the
symbol ($) mdicating such a note: opposed to flat,
v.t. mmusic, to make sharp; raise a half step or semi-
tone. v.t. in music, to sing or play above true pitch.adv. 1. in a slxarp manner; specifically, 0) abruptly
or bnsklv. b) attentively or alertly, c) so as to have a
sharp point or edge, d) tceenlyj piercingly, e) in music,
above the true pitch, 2. precisely; promptly: exactlv:
as, they came at one o'clock sharp.
SYN^harp and keen both apply to that which la catting,
biting, mcisive, or piercing, as because of a fine edge, tmt shajpmore often implies a harsh cutting quality (** sharpen, tongue,

quality (keen wit, deKght, etc.); acute tttwJ^tomBw faarj
pointedness and figuratively wggest8 a pmtftttae or poignant
quality (acute hearing, distress, etc.) . ~3lNT. 58.

*"**"*

18567-1905; Scottish poet, scholar, and noveiis&
sharp-cut (sharp'kut'), adj. L cut or shaped so as to
be sharp. 2. clearly outlined or de&aed; dau^'4fMiiK&

sharp-eared (sha'rp'eYd'), adj. 1, having pointed ears,
2. having keenly sensitive hearing;

sharp-edged (sfeiirp'ejdO !<*<#. having a fine edge or
edges; cutting: sharp.
sharp en (sMr'p'n), v.t, & vi* to mate or beuome dtapor sharper,
sharp er (shJCr'pir), n. & person, usually a gambfar* wio

is dishonest in dealing with others; cheat; swindler.
sharp-eyed (sharped'), adj. seeing things that are hard
to see; having keen sight or perception.

sharp-IB (shar'pi), n. [< sharp, with reference to the

sharp lines and fast sailing qualities], a long, narrow,
flat-bottomed, New England fishing boat: it has a
centerboard and one or two masts, each rigged with a
triangular sail.

sharp-nosed (sharp'nozd'), adj. 1. haying a thin,

pointed nose. 2. having a sharp, projecting front. 3.

having a keen sense of smell.

sharp-set (sharp'setOf adj. 1. intensely desirous; hav-
,t ing a keen appetite or longing, as for food. 2. set so as
to be sharp or at an acute angle.

sharp-shoot-er (sharp'shoot'er), n. 1. a person who
shoots with great accuracy; good marksman. 2. in the
United States Army, a) a rating of proficiency of a
rifleman, ranking above a marksman and below an
expert. 6) a soldier with this rating.
sharp-sight-ed (sharp'sit'id), adj. 1. having keen
sight; sharp-eyed. 2. sharp-witted; keenly observant.
sharp-tongued (sharp'turjd'), adj. using or character-
ized by severe, sharp, or harshly critical language.
sharp-wit*ted (sharp'wit'id), adj. having or showing
keen intelligence or discernment; thinking quickly and
effectively.
Shar-ra '(shar'a), n. 1. \pl SHAKRA], one of a Mongoloid
people living in Outer Mongolia. 2. the East Mongolic
language of the Sharra. Also spelled Shara.

Shas-ta, Mount (shas'ta), a mountain in northern Cal-
ifornia: height, 14,162 ft.

Shasta daisy, [after Mt. Shasta, California], 1. a
kind of daisylike chrysanthemum. 2. its flower.
Shatt-al-A-rab (shatM-a'rab. shSt'ol-S-raV), n. the
confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, flowing
120 mi. to the Persian Gulf.

shat-ter (shat'er), v.t. {ME. schateren, var. of scateren,
to scatter], 1. to break or burst into pieces suddenly,
as with a hlow. 2. to damage severely, as a structure,
one's health or nerves, etc.; destroy; wreck; disable.
3. [Obs.], to scatter, tu. to break or ourst into pieces;
be damaged; smash, n. pi broken pieces; fragments:
chiefly in in or into shatters. SYN. see break.

shat-ter proof (shat'eY-proof), #. that will not shatter.

shave (shSv). v.t. [SHAVED (shSvd), SHAVED or SHAVEN
(shaven), SHAVING], [ME. schaven; AS. sceafan; akin
to G. schaben; IE. base *sgebh~t etc., to cut, as also in L.
scabere, to shave; cf. SHAPE], 1. to cut or scrape away
a thin slice or slices from, as the edge of a plank; hence,
2. to cut or scrape into thin sections, as ice. 3. to cut
off (hair, especially the beard) at the surface of the
skin (often with of or away). 4. to cut the hair to
the surface of (an area of the body): cut the beard of
(a person). 5. to pass close to or skim the surface of;
graze. 6. to cut short or trim closely, as grass; hence,
7. fCoUoq.l, to lower by a slight margin, aa a price.
8. [Colloq.], in commerce, to purchase (a note, draft,
etc.) at a discount greater than the legal rate of in-
terest. v.L 1. to cut off hair or beard with a razor or
shaver; shave oneself. 2. to be hard or jyraiping in

bargaining or dealing, n. 1. a tool used for shaving,
paring, slicing, etc. 2. something shaved or sliced on;
shaving. 3. the act of shaving the beard or the result
of this: as, a sharp razor means a good sham. 4.

[Colloq.], a near approach without aofaal ncmter
or contact;

/napow miss oc escape* as, a dose shams,
shave ling (fdblylin), n, L a peroon whSShead is

entarely or partly shaved, epedally a priest or monk;
used, contemptuously. 2* a youth.
shav-en (shaV'n), alternative past participle of shave.
adj. 1. shaved or tonswred. closely trimmed.

ste^er (sJ*aVer)f it* L a person who shaves, 2, an
instrument used in shaving! as, an, efec^ric
3; a person who Is hard, or gra^Wg

* "

> a bwrypngster; lact
. csMvmlOvi*' (0*%,, an uabraton mole;

htace ? maluaioRtQ tfeenew, untwfeedmx* formerly
I *0 *!. /"Wi.*-*, ki. , M TITi. '"y : '7f -.***wyy**jr

an
wed < Stiwl of or
Shaw or hi work.

shav-ing (shaVm),
that sfiaves., 2L
thin Mice of wood



shawm sheepcot
square cloth worn, especially by women, as a covering
for the head or shoulders.

shawm (sh6m), n. [ME. shalmeye, schalme, etc.: OFr.
chalemie, altered < chalamel; LL. calamellus^ dim. of
L. calamus t a reed], a double-reed wind instrument
resembling the oboe: now obsolete.

Shaw-nee (shd-ne', sho'ne'), n. [pi. SHAWNEE, SHAW-
NEES (-nez')J, [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian); cf. Shawnee
Shawunogi, southerners < shawun, south], 1. a mem-
ber of a tribe of Algonquian Indians that migrated
from the Savannah River Valley into Ohio and Indiana
and now live in Oklahoma. 2. a city in central Okla-
homa: pop., 24,000.

shay (sha), n. [back-formation < chaise, assumed as
pl.J, [Colloq.], a light carriage; chaise.

Shays, Daniel (shaz), 1747P-1825; American soldier;
leader of a popular insurrection (Shays' Rebellion} in
western Massachusetts in 1786-1787.
she (she; unstressed shi), pron, [for pL see THEY], [ME.
sche, scho; prob. formed after AS, seo, fern. def. article:

orig. replacing AS. heo, she, only in those East Midland
& Northern dialects of ME, in which phonetic change
had leveled AS. eo under e, hence, heo, she, with he,

he; later generalized; Brit. Western dialects still have
(ti)u < AS. heo as the regular fern, pron.], the girl,

woman, or female animal (or, sometimes* the object
regarded as female) previously mentioned: she is the
nominative case form, her the objective, her or hers the
possessive, and herself the intensive and reflexive, of the
feminine third personal pronoun, n. a girl, woman, or
female animal: as, our dog is a she,

she- (sh), a combining form meaning female, used in

hyphenated compounds, as she-bear.
shea (she), n. (MTandingq si, se], an African tree whose
seeds yield a thick, white fat (shea butter) used as a
food, etc.

sheaf (shef), n. [pi SHBAVBS (shevss)], [ME. schefe; AS.
sceaf; akin to G. $chaub(e); IE. *sqeup~, *sqeubh-, &
clump, bundle], 1. a bunch of cut stalks of grain, etc.

bound up in a bundle. 2. a cjuiverful of arrows, usually
24 in number. 3, a collection of things set or bound
together; bundle, as of papers, v*t* to arrange or bind
in a sheaf or sheaves, as grain.

shear (shir), v.t* [SHEARED (sherd) SHEARED or SHORN
tebdrn), SHEARING], [ME. scheren; AS. sceran; akin to
G. scheren; IE. base *sqer-t to cut; cf. SHIRE], L to
cut with shears or a similar sharp-edged instrument.
2. to remove (the hair, wool, etc.) by cutting or clipping.
3. to cut or clip th hair, wool, etc. from. 4. to strip
or divest (of a power, right, etc*). S. [Dial.], to reap
with a sickle, u.i* 1. a} to use a cutting tool, as

shears, in trimming or cutting wool, shrubbery, metal,
etc. b) [DiaLJ* to use a ickl in reaping. 2. to come
apart or break utK|er the action of shearing stress.

3. to move by or as if by cutting: as> the plane sheared

through the clouds, n. [MB, schere; AS, scear]^ 1.

a) [Rare]* & pair of large scissors; shears, b) a single
biAd* of such a pair. 2, any machine used in cutting
metfcl, especially sheet jnefcat 3. th action, process,
or result of wearing. 4* something shorn or ^removed
by shearing , as a abeep or its wooL S. a shearing: used
in detgtijg & sheep 6 age; sheep of throe shears,
6. a) shotting stress. b) any strain or distortion in

shftpe resulting from the aotioia of shearing stress.

shear-ing {sher*in), n. 1, the action or process of cutting
with or sXwith shears. 2, something cut off with shears,
as the amount 01 wool cut from sheep.
8hearin& atress, the action or fore causing two con-

tftettaf parti or hyem to slide noon eaoh other, ovitg
apart m opposite directions parallel to the plane of their

contact*
4fae*r*4ta6 (nWr'Ht)), n. [see SHKAE as -UNCJ, a sheep that

has free* ftfieared <o uu*4ly a yearling,
shears (ittim), Ji^f* 1. rge wwortk 2. any of several

ton* or machines used to out metal, etc. by the

actfcm 01 two oppcl cutttag edgi workuag against
each other upon the materwT being out* 3. a device

i * ocMtoti9B( cf two or w* piyed poles
or tags spread *t the and joined ** the top to hold

hoisting tackle; also shetir (or sheer) tes.
faswm'tir (shfi'wd'tar, tWWlr Wr WMW f
tMter; so n*mea from skimming or shearing the water),
any of several black-and-white
tib* winter ltt light: they Iv* iiwtt
and are related to thft petrcls anf1

it*

large freshwater catfish of eastern aiid central

: some ^^ciiucnH weigh over 300 pounds.

as the membrane around a muscle, a leaf base envelop-
ing a stem of grass, etc. v.t. to sheathe.

sheath-bill (shethlbil'), n. either of two white-plurned
antarctic sea birds distinguished by a horny, saddlelike
sheath at the upper base of the beak.
sheathe (shefft), *>** [SHEATHED (shetfM), SHEATHING],
[ME, schtthen < schethe], 1. to put into a sheath or
scabbard. 2. to enclose in or protect with a case or cov-

ering: as, wood sheathed with tin. 3. to thrust or sink
into flesh, as a sword. 4. to retract (claws).

sheath-ing (sheWirj), n. 1. the act of placing in or en-

casing with a sheath. _2- something that sheathes or

encases; covering; casing; specifically, a) the inner

covering of boards or waterproof material on the roof
or outside wall of a frame house, ft) the protective
covering of a ship's bottom or hull, c} the material
for either of these.
sheath knife, a knife earned in a sheath.
sheave (shev), n. [< ME. schive, with lowered vowel;
var. of shive], a wneel with a grooved rim, such as is

mounted in a pulley block to guide the rope or cable;
pulley wheel or any similarly grooved wheel.

sheave (shev), v.t. [SHEAVED (shevd), SHEAVING], [<
sheaf], to gather and fix (grain, papers, etc.) in a sheaf
or sheaves.

sheaves (shevz), n. 1. plural of sheaf. 2. plural of
sheave.

She-ba (she'ba), n. Saba: the Biblical name.
Sheba, Queen of, in the Bible, the queen who visited

King Solomon to investigate his reputed wisdom and
greatness: I Kings 10:1-13.

She-bang (sha-barj'). n. [prob. a var. of shebeen],
[Slang], a particular matter of concern; affair, business,
establishment, contrivance, thing, etc.

She-bat (sha-bSf, sha-vat'), n. [Heb.], the fifth month
of the Jewish year: see Jewish calendar*

she-been (shi-ben'), n. [Anglo-Ir. < Ir. slbin, little mug],
[Chiefly Irish & Scot.], a house or establishment where
liquor is sold without a license.

She be li, We-bi (wa'bi sha-bel'i), n. a river in Ethiopia
and Italian Somaliland, flowing into the Juba River:
length, 700 mi.: Italian name, Uebi Scebeli.

She-boy-^an (shi-boi'g9n), n. a city in east central

Wisconsin, on Lake Michigan: pop., 42,000.
shed (shed), TU [earlier shad (ME. shadde), var. of shade
< AS. scead, in sense "protection"], 1. a small, roughly
built shelter, storage place, or workshop, built either as
a separate structure or as a lean-to. 2. a large, strongly
built, barnlike or hangarlike structure, as for storage,
often with open front or sides.

shed (shed), v.t. [SHED, SHEDDING], [ME, scheden; AS.
sceadan, scadan, to separate, distinguish; akin to G.
scheiden. to cut, separate; IE. base %ggf-, to cut, seen
also in L, scire f to distinguish, know, Gr. schizem, to

split; cf, SCIENCE, SCHISM, SCHIZO-, etc.], 1, to pour out;
give off; emit. 2. to cause to flow in a stream, or fall in

drops; let flow or drop: as, she shed tears* 3. to send
forth or spread about; radiate; diffuse; impart: as, he
sheds confidence wherever he goes. 4 to cause to flow
off without penetrating; throw off; repel: as, oilskin
sheds water, 5. to cas$ off or lose (a natural growth or

covering, as leaves, skin, hair, etc.). IM. 1. to shed a
natural growth or covering: as, our dog is sfeedding
badly. 2, to drop off or fall out, as leaves, seeds, etc.

n. [ME, schttde, division], a line or ndge from which
water flows in two directions; wateraheo,
shed blood, to kill by violent nieans; take life,

she'd (dnld), L foe had. 2. he would.
shed der (&ld%), ft- 1 a person or thing that sheds,
2. a lobster, crab, etc. that is shedding or has just
shed its shell.

shed ding (ghed'irj), n. 1. the action of a person or

thing that sheds* 2. something shed.
sheen (shfe), n. [earlier used as adj. < ME. schem; AS.
jw**, scUm* beautiful, splendid a (akin to Gv schon) ;

waning influenced by association with shine], 1.

brightness ; uhlnbiMft ; luster. 2. bright or shining attire.

g*y* fPotticL of shining beauty; bright. IM. [Dial or

Poetlcl, to sMro; gtoogi*

m(shla'i)j
Jf/. JSHSSENXER (4-3r), SHEJBNIBST (-1-

ving a $h^tn; bright: shining*
sheep (ih$p) Ipl* SHBBPJ, [ME. schtp; AS. sceap,

s^mft akin to G. schaf; known only in W.Gmc.j, 1. any
d a wkfo vwiety oc ^ad-chewing mammals related to
th goats, with hea-vy wool, edible toh callea mutton,
and skin tupd in wwkitig feather, parchraantj etc. 2.

teattar mad^ from the ikia of the sheep, M for book-
bitJtamg: abbreviated * 3. a person: who is mk
stupid, tlmidt defe0te gubmive, etc.

make sheep's eyes at, to look at with great or ex-

n^germtw! tem4mw; look &fayly and lovtiagly afc,

sheep-ber ry (liii/bte'
/
i f sliip'blr-!), n. \pL mimmm*

<-4>Jf m mm brub with white flcwesi and

sheep-cot (shep'kot'), n. a ;;heepcotc.

* IpofeioQ*
owti fe s^ fttrj trt; Jw

, te mmply* n te Amw;
* M to Wn /rf*i); Fr* Mh 4 ir.

. doch. See pp. x -xii. $ 4* hVi , tr;u .t i- Al; tr<,m.



sheepcote 1342 shell bean

sheep-cote (shep'kot'), n. [cf. COTE], a sheepfold.
sheep-dip (snep'dip'), n. any chemical preparation used
as a batn to free sheep from vermin, and sheep scab or
to clean the fleece and skin before shearing,
sheep dojt, a dog trained to herd and protect sheep;

specifically, a) a collie, b) a large, gentle dog with a
short tail and long, rough hair covering the face and
eyes: also called old English sheep dog*

sheep-fold (shep'foldO, n. [ME.; Late AS. sceapafald;
cf . FOLD], a yard or enclosure for sheep.
sheep-herd er (shep'hur'deY), n. a person who herds or
tends a large flock of sheep grazing in open pasture.
sheep ish (shep'ish), adj. [ME. shepisse, like a sheep],
1. bashful

^
or embarrassed in manner; shy; awkward.

2. resembling sheep in meekness, timidity, etc,

sheep-kill (shep'kir ) n. sheep laurel.

sheep laurel, a small shrub with pinkish flowers, and
leaves supposed to be poisonous to sheep.
sheep-man (shep'man , shep'msn), n. [pi* SHEEPMEN
(-men', -msn)], 1. a person who makes a business of

raising sheep. 2. a sheepherder or shepherd.
sheep run, a sheepwalk.
sheep-shank (shep'shaijk'), n. 1. the shank of a
sheep. 2. something thin, scrawny, or weak. 3, a knot
used for shortening a rope: see knot, illus.

sheeps-head (sheps'hed')j n. La sheep's head pre-
pared as food. 2, a foolish or stupid person. 3. [pL
SHEEPSHEAD, SHEEPSHEADS (-hedzO J S66 PLXJRAL, II, D.

2], a large, salt-water food fish with massive head ana
forepart, two sets of teeth, and a striped body: it is

common along the Atlantic coast of the United States.

sheep-shearer (shep'shlr^r), n. L one who shears

sheep. 2. any tool or machine used in sheering sheep.
sheep shear-ing (shep'sheVin), n. 1. the act 01 shear-

ing sheep. 2* the time when sheep are sheared. 3. a
traditional feast held at this time.

sheep-skin (shep'skinO, n. 1. the skin of a sheep,
especially one dressed with the fleece on it. 2. parch-
ment or leather made from the skin of a sheep; the
parchment is often used for documents, as diplomas;
hence, 3. [Colloq,], a diploma.
sheep sorrel, a weed with fleshy* acid-tasting leaves,
Iotuid in dry places.

sheep*walk (slxSp'wdkO* n. a pwtoe or range for sheep.
sheer (sMr) r ia. [a form of dtor, poK infltteneed by

1

cognate IX orLG-. cherm, to cut, obviate, warp away],
to turn aside from a course: swerve; deviate, v.t. to
cause to turn or sheer, n. 1. deviation from a course;
abrupt turn ; swerve. 2, the oblique heading or position
,o| & ship riding at a single bow anchor. 3. the upward
curve of a ships null or deck lines as eee& from the side.
sheer (shir), adj. [ME. schere, skere; ON, sMasr, bright*
clear, pure: for IEJ. base see SHIMMBR), 1. very tarn;

transparent; diaphanous: said of textiles. 2. not mixea
or mingled with anything else; pure; undiluted. 3,

absolute; downright; unqualified; utter; as, sheer per-
sistence, etc. 4. perpendicular or extremely steep, an
the face of a cliff, adv. L completely; utterly; out-
rfgfct, 2, perpendicularly or very steeply, n. thin,
flue material, or a garmentmad of it. SYN. see steap.
sheer legs, a kind of hoisting apparatus; shears.
sheet (shit), n [MB* tckeU; AS, MM*, ptot of doth,
lappet, region: akin to G* sckws* botom, ON. do**,

for making sheets. 2. material used in covering or
lining a surface: as, copper sheeting. 3. the action or
process of covering with 9r forming into sheets.
sheet iron, iron rolled thin to the form of a sheet,
sheet lightning, a sheetlike illumination caused by
lightning reflected and diffused by clouds, etc.

sheet metal, metal rolled thin to the form of a sheet.
sheet music, music printed on unbound sheets of paper.
Sheffield (shef'eld), n. a city in Yorkshire, England:
pop., 476,000 (est. 1946).

sheik, sheikh (shek; rarely, shak), n. [Ar. shaikh, lit.,

old man < shakha, to grow old], 1. the chief of an
Arab family, tribe, or village: used as a title of respect.
2. an official in the Moslem religious organization. 3.

[< E. M. Hull's novel, The 3heik\, [Slang], a masterful
man to whom women are irresistibly attracted.

sheik-dom, sheikh-dom (shek'dom), n. the territory
ruled by a sheik.

Shei-la (she'b), [In], a feminine name: see Cecilia.
ehei-tan (shl-tiinO, n* a shaitan.
ehek el (shek'1), n. [Heb. sheqd < sMqal to weigh],
1. an ancient weight unit used by the Hebrews, Babylo-
nians, etc., equal to about half an ounce. 2. a half-
ounce gold or silver coin of the ancient Hebrews, 3, pi.
[Slang], money, especially coins.
SheM-nah (sH-ki'n: Heb. sha-khB'nS), n, [Heb.
shekhinah < shakhan, to dwell], in Hebrew theology, the
manifestation of the presence of God; Divine !Prsence,
ahel drake (shel'drfik'). n. [pi SHELDRAKES Writ').
SHELDRAKE; see PLURAL, n, D, 1L [MB. $helddrake t

either < skeldt a shield, hence embkssoned, varicolored
+ drake, or < a ME. cognate of MD. schiU^d^ varie-
gated < schillm, to make different!. 1. any of several
large European wild ducks that feed on fish, ihell-

f etc. and nest in burrows j the plum* !$ wnegated
often brightly colored. 2. any of seveml other

the merganser.
[#l. SHELVES (shelvus)), |MB.

mt of shalvtt; AS. teylf. jprob,, rock shelf.
1. a thm, flat length of

.. ., ^AW**, AMU w v* ww* WVWMSUA* ,

lappet: for prob, IE, base sae SHOOT; feufe sense *&*
projects

1! 1. f large, rectanmilar ple of oottoo,
linen, etc,, used In pairs at bedding, on above and on<^
below the body, 27 fPoetic], a sal: 3. a) a p

TOW *^
piece of $a.per, specially out of a *wrabr d m

to a definite, uniform size, m for use in writing,
etc. 6) pi. the leaves of a book, mj*gm*ii*0 eu., ^_
cmlly when unbound, c) a nw$papr. 4 f brow!
continuous turfaoe, layer, or expyaot. at of flam,
water, ice, etc, S, a broexi, thfa* wttaliy reetexifttle?
piece of any material* as guae plywood* tm* & &
in f 0%i% any layer or depotit ofwok, gmvei,
etc. th*t ii brad in extent tad oompSNrtta. .,,

7 in pktlatety, the urasepamtod bloek of it*mp pmted
by a single imwwwia* of a plate t *. to caw or
provide with a sheet or eheete. Ablowdfttedi elu

sneet (shit) v n. [as if < AS. sctala, lower corner of a sail,
out actuallv < coinp. sce&tlmf, Un<t attached to l&t
part of a sail], l. a rope or cbwn at%ehtd t5 * ton*r
corner of a ntl: It is sfeorteiiea or mm
the let of the sail 2, pi. [< vm k
i-lwl*J, the not occwpiwl by w ..w

at the bow nd item of at* qptm tt.t
abeet In (or to) tb wind, fSIwwl raftitty

eheet home, to tighten the aheeta ol (a wM to exteiul it ngalnst the wtod,
three aheeca In (< to) the wtod, {Sbf^}

elioot miciMNr. (fttrliifr jAnlf nmclwr < MB.
jcAwl^ (AS. smil

' * " " '

ran l^i 0|
*l!tlflii|;i Aiul Uj
'if thing to bit relitwl

hiet tNml. it

# r^|*r to flit

and
ducks, eai

ehelf (sae!
MLC3". $Ch<y} ei3u wo, wumvw@|
is basically the same word], _. ... ,

wood or other material set horiajoatolly at right
to a wall and vised for holding thitig**- 2. a
support built Into a frame, as in u oookcaM or cui>-
board: usually on of a set. 3* th contents or capacity
of a shelf. 4 something like a fihclf, m a flat tedip jut-
ting out from a cliff. 5. a sandbar or reef. 6. in
mining, bedrock, at under deposits of toil, gravel* etc.
on the shelf, out of ue. activity, or cirtmlatian.

shell (sW) t n. |MB, jnMte; AS. obi, *ll; akk to MB,
sduttet IB. btw **!- to cat, divide, m utm in Bug,
3cwt skm, eitoiL 1. a hard outer covering* M of an
attlmaL jgk teit aeed, etc. 2. material of or like
animal Rhell, used in manufacturing. do0imtiftgf

3, iomthing Hk or wggtive of a shell in btttg hol-
low, empty, or simply a covering or framework, us the
huu of a boat, m uttfilltd pie cratt, eto. 4, mere
empty show or outward app*ftrano without raft!
euoatftnce. oontenty or miwi30, S. a loat, nartwr thin-
hulled racing b<mt rowtd usually by a of ommtn.
<S. a* hoHow# p!oMv el t Wild from a

piU: the mort wamoi kladb of dbelt oontain
rapoA or otaiyte

. 1 a anftfl MWi
f a metal or paperea.se BOHinff th^ _

8*

%
}

one of %b in atem, W tit tale tip

cwt <rf % eJUit w It it

pa than mtenk 3, to eepewte
wh<k

iit, etc,) from the, cob or mr. i, t

, to feJL rwih __ , .

intllfl t. A largt afurluw airrial
only In 2* n"

tedupwrwenK
tsf, a

nttar
.

A 1 > r



'shelled Shetland wool
seeds are used as food: distinguished from string bean.
-shelled (sheld), a combining form meaning having a
(specified kind of) shell, as in sop-shelled.

Shelley, Mary Woll-stone-craft (wool'sten-kraft/ or
wool'stan-krStr shel'i), (born Mary Wollstonecraft
Godwin), 1797-1851; second wife of Percy Bysshe; Eng-
lish novelist.

Shelley, Per<cy Bysshe (pflr'si bish), 1792-1822; Eng-
lish poet.

shell-fire (shel'fir'), n bombardment with shells; artil-

lery attack.
shell-fish (shel'fish'), n. [pi. SHELLFISH, SHELLFISHES
(-iz); see FISH], |^ME. shellfyssche; AS, scilfisc], any
aqiiatic animal with a shell, as the lobster, clam, etc.

shell dame, 1. a swindling game in which spectators
are challenged to bet on the location of a small object
ostensibly concealed under on of three cups or nut-
shells manipulated by a sleight-of-hand operator;
thimbkrig; nence 2. any gam or scheme in which
the customers are victimised.

shell jacket, a close-fitting scmiformal jacket; mess
jacket.
shell-proof (shel'prSSF), ad/, proof against damage from
shells or bombs.

shell shock, combat fatigue; formerly so called because
thought to b a direct result of tne continued con-
cussion of artillery fire.

shell shocked (ahtl'shokt')f <*dj. suffering from shell
shock.
sheMy (thel'i). <t<V fwiKtUER (-i-lr). SHBLUBST (-i-ist)),
1. covered with or Having many shelb; as, a $hdly patch
of sea bottom. 2. of, like, or having a theli or shells.

shel'tm (shel'to), n.
(earlier sheldru, shelter, prob. a

repffctterning of Olr* of/r, speech], an esoteric jargon
bawd In part on the systematic alteration of Irish and
Gaelta and still spoken in some parti of England and
Ireland by tinkers, vagrants. etc.

shel-ter (sheFtir), it. {altered < MB. schtllroun. earlier

$chiitrm < AS, smlafruma, lit*, shield troop, body of
mim protected by interlocked shields; sceld (CL SHIELD)
-I- JttMfto, an army, troop (of. TRW) ; buie "shield-

ilTJ t sometfiinjf that covers* protects, or defends;
protection* or plwe affording protection, m from the
element!* danger, <tc.; a place of refuge* 2, the attete

of being covtred protected, or defended; protection;
refuge. vtf to jprovido shelter or refuge Cor; protect;
defend* tw? to wind protection or refwgtj take cover*
5W* shelter impttes feh protection erf mntthing th
m a tool or other stwetwre thst shields m* tmm th
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Shen stone, William (shen'stan, shn'st5n') 1714-
1763; English poet.

shent (shent), adj. [ME, schent < pp. of schenfan, to
put to shame, harm; akin to G. schanden], [Archaic &
Dial.], 1. disgraced. 2, lost, ruined, or defeated, as a
cause. 3. injured: damaged. 4, reproached.
She-ol (she'51), n. [Heb. sMQl < sh&al, to dig], 1. in
the Old Testament, a place in the depths of the earth
where the dead are supposed to go; underworld. 2.

[s-], [Colloq.J, hell.

shop-herd (shep'&rd), n. [ME. sheMrde; AS, sceaf-
hyrde, scephyrde; see SHEEP & HERD], 1. a person who
herds and takes care of sheep. 2. a religious leader;
minister; pastor. 3. a sheep dog. v.t* to tend, herd,
guard, lead, etc. as or like a shepherd.
the Good Shepherd, Jesus of Nazareth.

shepherd dog, a sheep dog.
shep-herd-ess (shep'ord-is) f n. a girl or woman shep-
herd : a stock character in pastoral poetry*
Shepherd Kings, see Ilyksos.
shep herd's-purse (shep'&rdz-pflrs'). n, a weed with
small, white flowers and triangular, pouchlike pods.

Sher-a-ton (sher'o-t'n), adj. designating or of furniture
made by, or in the style of, Thomas Bheraton (1751-
1806) r

an English cabinetmaker: it is characterised by
simplicity and lightness of form, straight lines, and clas-

sically chaste decoration.
eher-bet (shdr'bot), n. [Turk, sharbat < Ar, $harb<ih t a
drink), 1. [British], a beverage made of watered fruit

hpftUVA USAWMM? VWUM,* LSAMMA./* ft*

Quebec, Canada,; pop.. 51,000.
sherd (shflrd), ru shard.
she-reef (h3-rcf), n. a sherif.

Sher4*dnm, Phfllp Henry (sh^r'Wn), 1831-1888;
Union general in the Civil war.

Shftidan, Richard Briiui4ey (briaat'li), 1751-1816;
Insh dramatist and politician,

iht'iii (ha-rSf'), n, [Ar. Mar!/, nobl@l L a deicetwiant
of Mohammed through his daughter Fatima: A title

of nobility inheritable through either parent. 2, am
Arab princt or chief. 3, the chief magistrate of Mecca,
twin (sksr'if), n. [ME, w^rrew; AS. icirgprtfa; tdr,Mm (of, SHIRB, SHBAE) + gtrjfa, rt^ve (ct. EEV))
1, the chief la,w-aforoement officer of a. oounty.
charged in general with the keeping of the ix'aee and
the ixtcutioft of court orders, 2, in Bnglwad Befora the
Normw Conquet, the ehief administrative and judicial
officer of a shire.

hr<iff*<l0m Cher'if"49m) f n* 1. the district within
which A iherlff hat authority or jurisdiction* 2, the

Jofm (shtr'ran} 1S23-W0; brother of
(umwh; American statt'.sman.
" '
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Sltevuoth 1344 shingle
She-vu-oth (sha-voo'oth, sho-voo'os), n. [Heb.], Shabu-
oth: see Jewish holidays.
shew (sho), n., v.t. & v.L show.
show-bread csho'bred'), n. [shew, older var. of show -f

bread, after G. shaubrot, Luther's transl. for Heb. lefyem

fQnlrn, Ht,, bread of faces, presence bread], the twelve
loaves of unleavened bread placed at the altar before

Jehovah every Sabbath by the ancient Hebrew priests
and eaten by them alone at the end of the week: also

spelled showbread.
Shi ah (she'a), n. a Shiite,

shib-bo-leth (shib'3-bth), n. [ME. sebolech, after L.

(Vulgate) sciboleth; Heb., a stream, flood: present
meaning from the use of the word as a test word],
1. in the Bible, the test word used by the Gileadites to

distinguish the escaping Ephraimites, who could not
pronounce the initial sh: Judg. 12:6; hence, 2, any test
word or password. 3. any phrase, formula, custom, etc.

considered distinctive, as of a party, class, faction, etc.

shied (shid), past tense and past participle of shy.
shield (sheld), n. (ME. schelde; AS. scield, scdd; akin

ward off blows or missiles. 2. any person or thing that
guards, protects, or defends. 3. a neraldic escutcheon.
4. anything shaped like a shield, as a plaque or trophy.
5. a movable canopy protecting workers from cave-ins
in mines, tunnels, etc. 6. a heavy metal screen attached
to an artillery piece for the protection of the gunners.
7. a guard or saiety screen, as over the moving parts of

machinery. 8. a device worn inside a part of a garment,
as at the armpjts, to prevent the fabric from being
soiled by perspiration. 9. in zoology, a hard surface

covering or shell; protective plate, as on a turtle, v.t.

1. to be or prbvide a shield for; defend; protect; guard.
2. [Archaic], to prevent or forbid: as, heaven shield
that it should happen, v.i. to act as a shield; serve as

protection. SYN. see defend.
emeld-bear-er (shSld'b&r'e'r) n. an attendant who
carried the shield of a knight.

ehi-er (shi'er), n, a horse that shies easily.
shift (shift), v.t* [ME. schiften; AS. sciftan, to divide,

separate; akin to G. schichten; for IB. base see SHIP],
1: to move or transfer from one person, place, or posf-
tiioji to another! as, don't shift the responsibility. 2. to
put another or others in place of; replace by another
of the kind; change. 3. to change (gears) from one
arrangement to another. 4. to change phonetically, as
by G$mm'$ law. 5. [Archaic or IfhalJ, to change
(claines). to& 1. to change position, direction^ form,
character, etc, 2. to get along; manage: as, you must
skffi for yourself now. 3. to use tricky or fraudulent
methods; practice evasion. 4. to change from one
gear to another: as, our new car shifts automatically.
5. [Archaic or Dial.], to change one's clothing, n. 1. a
means or plan of conduct, especially one followed in an
emergency or difficulty; expedient; strata^fetny hene,
2. a fraudulent scheme or method evasion; trick. 3t the
act of shifting from one person, place, position, etc. to
another; change; transfer; substitution. 4. a set or
group of employees working in relay with another or
others: as, three members of the nfoht Mfi were
apsent* 5, the dafl^r workmg period or such a group.
6. a change In direction, as of the wind. 7. [Archaic or
Dial], a change of clothing. S* [Now Rare), a chemise.
'& in foo&M, a lateral movement or r^roaping of toft

offensive backMd just before the ballT pwt la
fa in e#olo$yt a fault or displacement, at in & , ._

nguistics, a phonetic change; see Great Vowel
$, m 'music, & change in tbe 'position of me

.. asonthefingerboardof a violin. ".VyN.^e move.
make shift, 1. to do as wall m one can wutar nt-
factory or, <unita#t conditions; twe the mant ao^r-
ever inadequate, at ape's disposal. 2* to do one's
best (vn

shiftily (u
shiftiness
shiftless
to do or
2. sho1

8hlft*y

shill (shtt), n. [if, as apparently, contr. < shillaber,

prob. ult. < shillibeer (< G. Shillibeer, Eng, coach
owner, 1797-1866), a combined hearse and mourning
coach], [Slang], the confederate of a gambler, barker,
or pedoler, as at a carnival, who pretends to buy
something^ make a bet, etc. in order to lure onlookers
into participating.

hil-le-lagh. shiMji-lah (shi-lals, sha-lali), n. J< the

village of Shillelagh, near Arklow, in County Wicklow,
Ireland, famous tor its oaks and blackthorns], a club
or cudgel: also spelled shillelah, shillala.

shil-ling (shil'irj), n. [ME. schilling; AS. scylling; akin
to G. schilling; for IE. base see SHELL; prob. basic
sense "what is cut off. (from a piece of metal) to serve
as money"], 1. a British money of account and silver

coin, equal to 12 pence or 1/20 of a pound: symbol, /.

2. any of several coins or moneys of account of different

values used in other countries, 3, a coin of colonial

America, varying in value from about 12 to 16 cents.

Abbreviated s., sh. (sing. &* pi.}.

shiMy-shaMy Kshil'i-shal'i), adv. [a redupl. of shall I?

meaning shall I or shall I not?], in a vacillating^manner;
hesitantly; irresolutely, adj. vacillating; hesitant; ir-

resolute, n. indecision: vacillation; irresolution, espe-
cially of a trifling kind. lu". [SHILLY-SHALLIED C-id) f

SHILLY-SHALLYING], 1. to b irresolute; vacillate;
hence, 2. to concern oneself with trifles.

Shi-loh (shi'15), n. La national military park at

Pittsburg Landing, southwestern Tennessee, on the
Tennessee River: scene of a battle (1862) of the Civil
War. 2. an ancient town in central Palestine,

shi-ly 6sh!1i), adv. shyly.
shim (shim), n. [prob. via dial. < an AS* cognate of

Norw. dial. sMma* thin plate; for IE, base see SHELL],
a thinf usually wedge-shaped piece of wood, metal, etc.

used for filling space, leveling, etc., as fa, masonry, v*t.

to flt with a shim or shims.
ahlm-mer (shim'&r), v.i. [ME. schimcren; AS. scymrian;
akin to G. schimmern, freq. formation on base of AS.
scima, a ray, light^ IE. base *sk&i-, to glimmer, at alio
in Eng. shine], to shine with an unsteady light; tfj^ixxuoAt.
n. a

sSimmenn3|
Ught; glimmer. tflflv. tee flah.

shim-mey (snini'i), it/[^I. SHnocnet (Xs)Ji a shimmy.
shim-my (shim'i), n. [< Pr. ckemisit, a oibemiw], t. a
marked shaking, vibration, or wobble, at in automobile
wheels. 2. a jazz dance, popular in the 1920'$. char-
acterized by much shaking of the body. 3. (Dial, or

Colloq.]. a chemise. v.L [SHIMMIED (-id), SHIMMYING],
1, -to shake, vibrate, or wobble. 2, to dance the
shimmy.

Shi-mo-no-se-ki (she'm$-n$-s;T'ki), it, a city cm the
coast of southwestern Honshtu Jap&n; pop., 177,000
(est. 1947),

shin (shinj, n. [MB. 9cki*t; AS, set**; G. aMt**, thin

plate; schien-, shin; for IB. baw tee SHKLL: bam
"thin place"], 1, the front part of the log btwitsi the
knee and the ankle. 2. the lower part oftht* foww w
beef cattle: distinguished from shank, the upper
v.t. & u4. [SHINNED (shincl), SHINNING), 1. to o^
rope, pole, etc,) using both hand;, and tigs lot pi]
2. to kick (another) in the Aim.

iMnL Cshen), it. [Hb. jjf shin, lit., tooth), the twent
second letter of the Hebrew ali)hab<;t (e>). car

:mctically to Kn^lish ,vA:%io<- alpha'
^

(^OTr). n,
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shingle s.skirt

rv.j ,TS-
' a beach, covered with

(shin'g'l)j.n. [MB. schingb, altered < wA*
< L. scindula, a shingle < scindtre, to split, divide] i a
thin, wedge-shaped slat or board laid with others in a
series of overlapping rows as a covering for roofs and
the sides of houses. 2. a piece of any kmd of material
as asbestos, used in the same way. 3. a woman's
short haircut in which the hair in back is cropped close.4 [Colloq.J, a small signboard, especially that of a
physician or lawyer, v.t, (SHINGLED (-g'ld) , SHINGLING),
1. to cover (a roof, etc.) with shingles. 2. orig. applied
to shearing sheep], to cut (hair) in shingle style
hanfc out one's ahingtle, [ColkxJ.l, to open an office for
professional consultation: used especially of physi-
cians and lawyers.

shin-files (shinViz), n. [altered < ML. cingulus < L.
ctngulum, a belt, girdle <cingere, to gird: used in ML.
as transl. of Gr. zdn$, a girdle, shingles], herpes zoster
an acute virus disease characterizedTby the eruption of
small blisters on the skin along the course of a nerve
usually about the waist.

shingly (shin'Mi), adj. [SHINGLIER (-gli-ISr), SHINGLIEST
(-glMst)J, of, like, or covered with shingle (gravel),

shin guard, a heavily padded or stiffened guard worn
to protect the shins in certain games, as hockey, base-
ball, etc.

shin-i-nees (shln'i-nls), it* the state or quality of being
shiny; luster; polish,
sMn'tog (hIn/!), odf/. t. giving off or reflecting light;
radknt; bnght. 2. brilliant: remarkable; eminent?as
a shtnin/ example of generosity, SYN, see bright.

shito'l^f (shinW), n. any of a number of related plants
with iiendtr stalks having small, rounded evergreen
leaves at the ba.se,

ehln-ny (shin
f
i), n, {pi, SHiiwms (-if)], [prob, < ory

shin w. used in game; origin obscure! 1. a simple
form of hockey, ooputar especially with children. 2.
the crooked stick or club tated in this game, v3.
[SHINNIED (-id), SHINNYINGJ, to play shinny. Also
spdkd hJnney.

shto'tty (shin'ij.
vX towmiB (4d) f tmnmw],

[ConoQtj* to oimb by using the thins lor gripping
(uiumlly with *>).

slln*plft*tsjr (snm'plas'tlr, hittfpUEs
/
tBJ^ n 1* any

erf seVerai and poultices used on sow
shin* 2. a pisof money made almost worA-
toss, at by inrntkw or wa^u&to security, 3, a piece
of mm: wrn^f ol fact value, usually fess than
a dollar, entw^iallv one fonwrty kMd by some

), n. tJamn, < Cfein. Mi. fo4 or obit
-f. lap, way oc law], principal ratigta of Japan: efeiefA Is ttpon tli w^ihlp of anotiii wd wnwfaat

and ttpoo tht divinity of tha nrwr: prior to
tfa* ttato itl'
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s the
r (ship'biKd^r) , n. a person whose business
"""" and building of ships.
e (ship'bilMirj), n, the construction of

s. adj. of or used in ship construction,
canal, a canal large enough to allow the passage

ship-load (ship'lod'), n. a full load for a ship; cargo.
ship-man (ship'msn), n. [pi. SHIPMEN (-mon)J. 1.

[Archaic], a seaman; sailor. 2, a shipmaster,
ship-mas ter (ship'mas't&r, ship'maVt^r), n. the officerm command of a merchant ship: captain.
ship-mate (ship'tnat'), n. a sailor on the same ship;
feflow sailor.

ship-ment (shipment), n. 1. the shipping or trans-
porting of goods; consignment for transportation.
2. goods shipped or consigned. Abbreviated sfept,

ship money, a tax levied on English ports, maritime
counties, etc. to provide money for th construction
of warships: it was abolished in 1640,

ship of the line, formerly, a warship of the largest class,
carrying at least seventy-four guns: such ships had a
position in the line of battle.

ship-own-er (ship'Sn'Sr), n, am owner or part owner of
a ship or ships.

ship pa ble Cship'o-bl), adj. that can be shipped,
ahjp-per (ship%) f n. a person or agent who ships goods.
ship-ping (ship'in), n. 1. the act or business of sending
or transporting goods. 2. ships collectively, as of a
nation, port, industry, etc., especially with reference
to tonnage.
^ipptog clerk, an employee who prepares and enters
goods for shipment.

v* in a

.,d"r ^PWF \-~^-m- --up ft ,/
- - n^gpw r

three or more masts and sauare sails.

ship-shape (ship'&hfp')* adf* having eve.,,
in place, as on board shipj trim; orderly,
shipshape manner.

ship's papers, all the documents that a merchant ship
fnuit carry to mnet the requirements of port authoiifcS,
international law, etc*

Ship-way (ship^wtOf n. 1, the supporting structure or
track on which a ship is built and from which it is
ktinchfld. 2. a ship canal or channel.
sMp*w0rra (ihJp

/wurm/

) n. any of a number of sjaatt*
valved molfuiks with wormlike bodks: they burrow
into and damaije submeorged wood," ' '

vwrecK (ship'rokO, w* 1. the remains of a wrfoked
p; wreckage. 2, the lots or destruction of a slip
"iah storm, colHiion, going aground, etc, 3, any

pwlurti or dettruction, X t to cause to under-
n$e2). 2. to destroy f ruin, or wneek.
rritOt n. a man whose work is the com-"

of ships.'"
n. u place where shipt ate built
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shirtband shoer

worn by men on the upper part of the body, often
under a coat or jacket. 2. an undershirt. 3. a woman's
shirtwaist.
in one's shirt sleeves, not wearing a coat or jacket
over one's shirt.

keep one's shirt on, [Slang], to be patient or calm.
lose one's shirt, [Slang], to lose all of one's possessions.

shirt-band (shurt'band
7
), n. a strip of cloth sewn into

a shirt, as on the collar, for stiffening.
shirt front, the front of a man's shirt; especially, a
heavily starched panel sewn into the front of a dress
shirt.

shirt-ing (shftr'tirj), n. material used in making shirts.
shirt-sleeve (shurt'sleV) , adj. 1. simple; plain; in-
formal. 2. homespun; unpolished; plebeian: as, shirt-
sleeve philosophy.

shirt-waist (shurt'wast'), n. a woman's tailored blouse,
usually worn with a separate, unmatching skirt.

shit-tah (shit'g), n. (Heb. shittah, pi. shitfim], a kind of
Asiatic acacia tree with close-grained, yellowish-brown
wood: also shittah tree.

shit-tim (shit'im), n. [Heb., pi. of shiftah], the wood of
the smttah, used in making the ark of the covenant
and parts of the Jewish tabernacle: also shittlm wood.

Shi-va (she'va), n. Siva.
shiv-aree (shivVre'), n. [altered < charivari], a noisy
demonstration or celebration; especially, a mock
serenade with kettles, horns, etc. to a couple on their
wedding night; charivari, v.t. [SHIVARBED (-red'),
SHIVAREEING], to serenade with a shivaree.

shive (shiv), n. [ME. schive; AS. *scife; akin to G.
sctmot, anything round and flat; for IE. base see
SHEAVE], I. a piece split off; splinter. 2. a stiff piece
of flax husk. 3. pi. refuse consisting of such pieces.
4. a thm or shallow cork for a wide-mouthed bottle.

shiv-er (shiv'gr), n. [ME. schivere, freq. formation (cf.
-ER) < base of SHEAVE, SHIVE], a fragment or splinter
of something broken, as glass, v.t. & v.L [ME. schiv-

eren], to break into many fragments or splinters; shatter.
shiv-er (sHv'eV), v.i. [ME, ckiuercn, cheveren; prob.
altered < cMvelen in flame sense < AS. ceafl, a jaw (cf.

JOWL); prob. basic sense "to have chattering teeth"],
to shake, quiver, or tremble, as from fear or cold.
v.t. to cause (a sail) to flutter bv presenting the edge
to the wind, n, a shaking, quivering, or trembling,
as frp fear or cold. SYN* see snake.
shiver-y (sWv'eW), acf/. easily broken into shivers, or
fragments; brittle^

shiy er-y (sMv'er^i), adj* 1. shivering or inclined to
srover; suffering from cold, fear, eta, 2. causing or
likely to cause shivering; chilly; drillings terrifying.
Shi zu oka (shS'zoo-d'ka), n. a city on tlie coast of
southern Honshu, Japan: pop., 206,000 (est. 1947).
Shko-der (shkd'der), n. Scutari: the Albanian name,
ehoal tool), n.JAS. scolu via dial.; akin to IX school (of
fish) ; IE. base *sqel-, to divide (cf, SHALE, SHELL)]* 1- a
large group; mass; crowd; specifically, 2, a large school
of fish. v.& to come together in or move about at a
shoal or school.
shoal (shol), n. !< earlier shoal, adj., shallow; MB.
scholde, scheald; AS. sceald, shallow; for IE. base see
SHALLOW], 1. a place, as in a river, sea, etc., where the
water is shallow; shallow. 2. a sand bar or piece of
rising ground forming a shallow place, especially one
visible at low water. v.i. to become shallow, v.L
1. to make shallow. 2. to sail into a shallow or shal-
lower part of (water); said of a ship.
Kv."-shpal appHe* to any place fo a sea, rivwt to i

the water Is shallow and difficult to na^gate; b
*

connection, applies to a shallow place, formed by
shelf of ground, that is deep enough to be safely nv
lighter vessels: a reef is & ridge of rock, coral, etc. 1

very close to the surface of the sea, lust offiOwre: bar
a ndge of sand, etc, silted up across ttoa moutti of a
harbor and hindering navigation.

ahoal-y &h51'i), 0%. f^fjhoals, or sfaaHowm
t (shot) aehoat Mil

W,FL **< U.S. nsemt*.^ KJ# 5
,- prob, <

. ..^ ro>. va
ciallr when able to feedalone: also .

sliocfc (ahok), n. (Fr. choc < chogtwr; see tins .}* L the
impact of persons or forces in combat. 2, <*) a sudden.
ppwerfttl concussion; violent blow, *hato or jan as,
the shock of an earthquake. &) the matt or effect of
such concussion. 3* a) any sudden dis^arbamce or
Citation of the mind or emotion*, as through armt
low or surprise. &) something catislng thkT 4 an
extreme stimulation of the nerves *ccoxap*ayte
the Mmge of electric current throa^i tb bod^ &

"

' - . a con-
the circulatory tyttem, rea!ting from

injury or a tudda mychfo dktwbaiKse, and
two by a dmMe In Mood

often,

distress, dis-
3 to wo-

[Archaic or

emotions of an unexpected, overwhelming event that comes as
a blow (shocked by her sudden death) ;

startle implies a shock
of surprise or fright of a kind that literally causes one to jump
or shrink (startled by the outburst of criticism against him);
paralyze irnpHes such extreme shock as causes one to be
temporarily helpless (paralyzed with fear) ; to stun is to shock
with such impact as to stupefy or daze (stunned by the disaster).

shock (shok), n. [ME. schokke: prob. < MD. or MLG.
;

cf. MD., MtG. schok, corn shock; IE. base *(s)qeu-g-
(as also in Lith. kgi$, heap of hay ) < *gew-f to bend,
curve; basic sense "rounded heap '], a bunch of grain
sheaves stacked together to cure and dry. v.t. & v.i. to
gather and pile in shocks.
shock (shok), n. [prob. back-formation < shock dog],
1. a thick, bushy or tangled mass, as of hair. 2. a
shock dog.
shock absorber, a mechanical device for lessening, by
absorbing, the force of shocks and jarring, as on the
springs of an automobile.
shock dog, [< shoughi lap dog from Iceland], [Obs.] f

any dog with long, bushy hair, as a poodle.
shock-er (shok'er), n. 1. a person or thing that shocks.
2. [British], a sensational piece of writing*
shock-head (shok'hed')t aa/. shockheaded.
shock-head-ed (shok'hed'id), adj. having a thick,
bushy head of hair.

shock-ing (shok'irj), adj. 1. having an effect like that
of a heavy blow or shock: staggering: as, the shocking.
news of his death, 2. highly offensive or revolting;
disgusting, as to good taste, propriety, etc, : sometimes
used as a mere intensive meaning

4l

very bad/'
shock tactics, in military science, an attack procedure,
usually of a surprise nature, carried out by a heavy
concentration of forces.
shock therapy, in psychiatry, a method of treating
certain psychotic conditions by injecting guch drugs
as insulin or metrazol or by applying electric current
to the brain, in order to induce shock artificially; also
shock treatment.
shock troops, troops especially chosen, trained, and
equipped to lead an attack.
shock worker, a worker who has excelled in voluntary
increase of production, usually under an efficiency sys-
tem: see Stakhanoviam.
shod (shod), past tense and past participle of ahoe.
shod dy (shod'i), IL [pi. SHODDHB8 (4)l [19th-C, <
Yorkshire dial,, orig., inferior quarry sioae or coal;
prob* < shode, shoad, loose pieces < AS. scadan, to di-
vide, separate; cf, SHED, .), i, an inferior WOOM& yam
made from fibers taken from used fabrics and reproc-
essed. 2. cheap woolen cloth made from this. 3. any-
thing of less worth or quality than It appears or ii
claimed to have: sham. adj. [SHODDIER (-i-2r), SHOD-
DIEST (~i-ist)J, 1. made of shoddy or of any inferior
material, 2. lacking the worth or quality mat it ap-
pears or is claimed to have; sham.
shoe (shorn, n. ]pL SHOES (shMaj), archaic or dial.
SHOOK (shn)L IRE, sho, scho; A& raft, **: akin to
G. $chMh;m. base +$&*>, to coyer, hid*, MO also In L.
obscwm (d. OBSCURE) J. 1. an outer covering for tt
human foot, having a light ttpsxw part an4 a frtuxor thick
sole and heel: sometimes restricted to footwear that
does not coyer the ankle, as distinguished from a boot.
2, a horseshoe. 3. toittvthfag havteg a twp or we
Hke that of a ahoe: peoificSolyt ) a toitftl cap or

tejle fitted over thy em4 of a can% pofe italic.
tt^the curved part of a brake tfcat prtwa $^Smt a
wneel to create Ws^oa aid retard or ftojoTmomm.
c) a part forming a bate for tb nwoporti d a iuwtr-Awte t as a roof, bridge, tte. A tto BMMtl strip

bottom ol aaM nmii^, ) j^ w<,

or casing of a pnewnatic rttbte tfoft. /) tbt

contacj plate by wWcli an
^
^ctefc ttmta oteki

current from tb tfefrd raiL f) a onttl pwteefljdi p
upon which a mechanical part moves. v.Y.

(&od), WWG ^WVl^L 1. to fttrttMi or It
shoeorsfeom X tooovw

t tipt il;iMt&t(ftitiek wwidteg
wrfac% to,) wltb a Wftalflu one's ahoea, to take o
te another'a hoe, In

It OQtt-

Plnchea, tilt WWW* of teoabftfc

a length of cord,

H*H HSWWtt WltOi<l anifaftfti



sKoesliine
^347 store bird

shoe-shine (shoo'smV) n. 1. the cleaning and polish-
ing of a pair of shoes. 2. the polished surface resulting
from this. 3. a shoeblack.
shoe-string (shoS'strinOi n. a shoelace.
on a shoestring, with little capital and resources, as
in starting a business.

shoe tree, a shoe-shaped form inserted in a shoe to
stretch it or preserve its shape,
sho far (shS'far, shS'feY), n. a shophar.
sho-gun (shS'gStJn', shS'gun'), n. [Japan. < Chin.
chiang-chun, leader of an army], any of the military
governors of Japan who, until 1868, constituted a
quasi-dynasty exercising absolute rule and relegating
the emperors to a nominal position.
sho gun-ate (shS'gdTin-aV, sho'gun-it), n. 1. the rank,
position, or office of a shogun. 2. government by a
shogun or shoguns,
ShO'la-pwr (sholo-poorO. n. a city in eastern Bombay,
India: pop., 212,000.

shone (shon), alternative past tense and past participle
of shine.
shoo fsh6"S), inter/, [a natural cry), 1. an exclamation
used in scaring away chickens ana other animals; hence,
2. go awayl gat out I v,f, (SHOOED (shdlSd), SHOOING],
to cry **fjhocr. v*t, to drive away abruptly, as by
crying "shoo,"
shook (shook), njprob. var. of shock (bunch of sheaves)!,
1. a set of the pieces used in assembling a single box,
barrel, cask, etc. 2. a shock of grain sheaves.
shook Cthook), past tense of shake.
shoon (ahSn), n.M. [Archaic or Dial], shoes,
shoot (ah5&t) v,j, [SIIOT (shot), SHOT or obs. SHOTTBN
(-'n), SHOOTING], [MB, schoten, schetm; AS. scmtan;
akin to O. $Mmm; IE, base *(f)g4tMi-, to throw, cast],
1. to pa*s swiftly over, by, acrost, etc.; ai, lie $w the
rapids in his canoe* 2. to pour or empty out; dump, as
down a. chute, 3. to throw or hurl out or forth: cast
(an anchor. Mi net. etc,). 4, to slid (a door bolt) into
or out of iti fastening. 5. to variegmt, streak, fleck,
etc. with aaother color or substance ; aa, a blue sky shot
with wait* clouds* 6, to put or thrust out or forth,m a branch, leaves, etc, 7. a) to sand forth (a missile
or projectile); diaohanp or fire (a bttlM, arrow, etc.).
b) to aiicharge or emit (rayi) with force, 8* to tend
forth swiftly, durtingiy, or with fom or feeling, at a
Question, reply, gbaoe, fist* etc, . to difcharf or
nw (a gun, bow, charge of explosive, etc.). la to
hunt m or on (a tract of knd). II. to take the
altitude el, as a star, with a transit, sextant, etc, 12. to
hit, wound, or kill with a middle ili-^hargcd from a
weapon. 13. to take a picture of with a camera;
photograph; film* 14. I&angl, to pad; haad; give* m
too* tfes salt to m*. IS* in im*** sports* a) to throw,
drive, or propel (a bull, marble, etc.) towwd the
objective. !>) to maka or (a gpI, points, total
gtrokti, etc.). f) to play, gon, pooL wape, efto. iw,

iwiftly,

shooting star, 1. a meteor. 2. any of a number of
related plants with oblong leaves and clusters of rose,
white, and purple flowers whose petals are turned back.

shop (shop), n. [ME. schoppe; AS. sceoppa, booth, stall;
akin to G. schopf, porch, lean-to; IK base *(s)qeup~,
*(s}qeub-h-, a bundle, wisp; prob. basic meaning "roof
made of straw bundles"], 1. a place where things are
offered for sale ; store. 2. a place where a particular kind
of work is done: as, a carpenter shop. /. [SHOPPED
(shopt), SHOPPING], to visit shops in order to look at,
price, or buy things that are for sale.
set up shop, to open or start a business.
shut up shop, 1. to close a place of business, as for
the night. 2. to go out of business.

talk shop, to discuss one's work or things related to
one's work.

shop-girl (shop'gurl') , n. a young woman who works as
a clerk in a store.

sho-phar (shS'f&r, shS'feY), n. [Heb. shdphVr], a ram's
horn formerly used as a signaling trumpet by the Jews
in battle and still blown in synagogues on the New
Year and the Day of Atonement: also spelled shofar.

shop-keep-er (shop'kSp'&r), n. a person who operates
a snop, or store,

shop-lift er (shop'lif't&r), n. a person who steals articles
exposed for sale in a shop.

shop-lift-ing (shoplif'tirj), n, the stealing of articles
exposed for sale in a shop.
shop man (shop'mQn), n. [pi. SHOPMEN (-men)], 1. a
shopkeeper. 2. a salesperson in a store; clerk.
shopper (8hop%-), n. 1. a person who shops. 2. a
person hired by a store to shop for others. 3. a person
hired by a store to compare competitors' merchandise
and prices.

shop pina (shop'irj), n. the act of visiting a shop or
store to look at, price, or buy goods offered for sale*
shop steward, & person elected by his fellow workers
in the local branch of a labor union to represent them
in dealing with th employer and to see that union
rules are enforced*

shop talk (ihop'tdk'), n. 1. the specialized or technical
vocabulary and idioms of those in the same work, way
of life etc, : see slang. 2, conversation about one's work
or buiinew, especially after hours.
shop walk <jr (shop'wfik'&r), n* a person hired by a store
to supervise clerks and direct customers: flcorwalker.

8^op*wla*dow (shop'wln'dd*), n. a show window,
worn (shop'wora', ahop'w5r&0> 4/ wrinkled,
1, worn, etc* from having been displayed in a shop*

_ aa. ahar*ait (h6r'an, shd'ran), , [< ShortRmm JvavkatiottJ. a radw ayatern by which positions
cm th* ftrtjrs m*rfe* are located by temm 01 high-*^*.._ mfio WHY@S triwwmittod from a ptaie to

water.
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sKore dinner 1348 short subject

shore dinner, a meal consisting of freshly caught sea

food.
shore leave, leave granted to a ship's crew members for

adj. [Poetic], having nore less (sh6r'lis, shor'Ks), adj. [Poetic
shore; extending without end; boundless.
shore line, a line marking the edge of a body of water.

shore patrol, a detail of the United States Navy, Coast

Guard, or Marine Corps acting as military police on
shore: abbreviated SP, S.P.

shore-ward (shSr'wSrd, shor'wSrd), adv, toward the

shore, adj. moving toward the shore,

\ (shSr'in, shor'irj),shor-ing , ,

with or as with snores.
, n. 1. the act of supporting
2. a system of shores used for

support. . , ,

shorn (sh6rn, sh5rn), alternative past participle of shear.

short (shdrt), adj. JME. schort: AS. scort, sceort (of.

SHIRT) ; akin to OKG. scurz, ON, short, short piece of

clothing; IE, *sqer~d < base *$qer~, to cut, seen also in

L. caro, carnis, lit,, cut-off piece of flesh; cl CARNAL],
1. not extending far from end to end; not long,. 2. not

great in span, range, or scope, as a distance, journey,
throw, view, etc. 3. low in height; not tall. 4. lasting

but a little time; brief. S. not retentive for long: said

of memory. 6. condensed; concise: brief, as a literary

style, story, speech, etc. 7. brief or abrupt to the

point of rudeness; curt; hence, 8. short-tempered.
9. less than or lacking a sufficient or correct amount:
as, a short measure, the loss of my laundry has left

me short, we are short ten dollars. 10. not far enough
to reach the mark, objective, etc.: as, a shot that fell

short. 11. having a tendency to break or crumble;
friable, as clay, pastry, etc. 12. in commerce, a) not

having in possession at the time of sale the commodities
or securities one is selling, 6) of or designating a sale

of commodities or securities not in the possession of

the seller. 13. in phonetics & prosody, comparatively
brief in duration: said of sounds, syllables, etc, n.

1* something that is short; specmoally, a) a #hort
sound or syllable contrasted with one tnjtt is Icraii **

in prosody. 6) a motion-picture short subiect. c) a fish,

to. tjbiat is below the size that may \w kgjuly taken. <ft a
shot that fajls short of the target or^bjectiVD. 2, a) a

person making a snort sale with the intention of profit-

Sag ^rcm a fulwe decline in price, b) a short sate or

something sold in one. 3. pl a) knee breeches; small*'

clothejT?) short, loose trousers reaching part way to

the knee, worn in sports, etc. c) a man's undergarment
of similar form. 4. pi a by-product of wheat milling
that consists of bran, germ, and coarse meal, 5. pi.

trimmings, clippings, etc. jeft over in the manufacture
of various products. 6. in baseball, shortstop* 7. in

electricity, a short circuit, adv. 1, abruptly; suddenly.
2. rudely; curtly. 3, briefly; concisely, 4. so as to be
short: as, he cut the board ott too short. 5. on the near
side of a given point; so as not to reach a given con-
dition, etc,: as, we were stoppedjust short of disaster*

6. without having possession (of that which Is sold).
v.t* <ft v.L m eUctncity* to short-circuit. $JN* see bdaf.
fall (or come) short, 1, to be lacking or insufficient.

2. to fail to reach ox* attain.
for short, by way of abbreviation or contraction.
In short* 1, m summing up; to summarize. 2, in a
few words; briefly.
make short work of, to deal with or dispose of quickly.
run short, to have less than enough.
short and sweet, brief, usually unexpectedly so.

abort for* being a shortened form of ; being an abbre-
viation or nickname lor.

short of, 1. not equaling; less than. 2. without a
sufficient or correct amount of; lacking. 3. not far

enough to reach (tfc mark, objective, etc.).
short account, 1* the account of person who sells

securities or commodities ti^oct* 2* tbe total abort
sales in a particular commodity or in the market m a
whole.

short-age (shdr'ty), n b&* 4* <<pfL *
in the quantity or amount needed; deficit; insufficiency:
abbreviated ehta.
short-armed (sh6rt%mdOf $/t I- tuning 4lwh
portionately short arms* 2* having a short reiich.

3* struck with the arm bent, an a blow.
short-bread (sharfbred

7
), n* a rich, crumbly cake or

cooky made with shortening.
hort cake (shSrt'kuk'). n? 1. & crisp, light biscuit
served with fruit, whipped cream, etc. at * dessert.
2, any wmt cake* aa spongecake, served In this way.
3. a desert made with either of these: as, strawberry

short change (shArt'ehanjO, t/.f. A vJ. [sHOSiTCHANCBD
(onlaJdOi stxoftTCHAMGKMG], fCoUoQ.l 1. to give less
rnon*y train Is du* in change. 2. to cheat.
tftOrt-dT'Ctlit (bOct'tfir'ldt), tt* 4 4. to mate * short
circuit (to),
fort circuit. 1. a side circuit of very low rektive

conni-eting two points |a aa electric circuit
d mm to most of the eummt ;

2 l^iMiir, A drirui>t^d f-!ectric circuit resulting

short com ing (shSrt'kum'irj). n. a coming short of

what is expected or required; fault; deficiency; in-

adequacy; defect, as in character^
short commons, a scanty food ration*

short covering, the buying of securities or commodities
to close out a short sale.

short cut, 1. a shorter way to get to the same place;
hence, 2. any way of saving time, effort, expense, etc.

short division, division, usually by any number up to
twelve, without written indication of the process used.
ehort-en (sh6r't'n), v.t. 1. to make short or shorter:

reduce in length, amount, or extent 2. to furl or reef

(a sail) so that less canvas is exposed to the breeze.

3. to add shortening to (pastry, etc.). vJ* to become
short or shorter.

iSyN. -shorten implies reduction in length, extent, or dur-
ation (to shorten a rope, a visit, one's life, etc.) ;

curtail implies
a making snorter than was originally intended, as because of

necessity or expediency (expenditures curtailed because of a
reduced income); abridge implies reduction in compass by

traction or by substitution of a symbol, but also has extended,
sometimes jocular applications (an abbreviated costume).
ANT. lengthen, extend, expand,

short-en-injj (sh6r't
f

n~irj, shfirt'nirj), n. 1 the act of

making or oecoming short or shorter, 2. fat used in

baked goods to make them crisp or flaky,
Shorter Catechism, a catechism adopted by the West-
minster Assembly in 1647: used chiefly by the Presby-
terians*
short-haired (shdrfhird')* adj. having short hair or
fur.

short-hand (shdrt'handO, n any system of speed
writing using symbols tnat can be made quickly to

represent letters, words, and phrases. 4/* 1. unrng
shorthand. 2. written in shorthand.
ehort-hand-ed (short'han'did), adj. short of workers or

helpers; needing more hands.
short-head (shoWhedO* n* 1* a head with a cephalic
index of $0 or more* 2* a person hairing such a head;

short-head-ed, short head-ed (sh6rt'hed'id), adj. hav-
ing a shorthead.
short-horn (six6rt'h5m') n. any of a breed of heavy,
well-formed cattle with short, curved horna: they are
raised for both beef and milk and vary widely in color,

sW'tt-a (shdr'ti-t), it, fMod L. Storlfc*, after C W.
Short (1794*1863), Am. horticulturist], any of a number
of related evergreen plants with nodding, bell-shaped,
white flowers on long stalks,
short iflh (shCr'tish), adj. rather short.

short-leg ged (fih6rt'ieg'id, shOrtlegd'), adj. having
short legs.

short-lived , *$p, Br&
1. living only a short time. 2. lasting or continuing only
a short time,

short-ly (shOrt'li), adv. 1. in a few words; briefly. 2, in

\, thon time; won* 3, abruptly* 4. mWys cwtlyJ'

'rfarMBr);^i^*1< to Jkirt ^dtrl
._,................ or cooKttg sliOTfc orawt,

short order, any food quickly prepared after it has
been ordered Is* a restaurant.
in abort ord*\ Qtttokl,

short-range (shdtt/rSnjO, adj. limited in range; carry-
ing or reaching only a abort dbtance.
short sale, & sale of securities or comnKxlit^a which

does not yet have but extxscts to buy at a
\ before the date of delivery at contractetl.

v, a story to short that It
< on* pw of a nmg _._.

f lait-

OC syinpathy,

_ jMtoa ai*d &., , ,

or attftatiQat m from _ . ^
3. little or no mercy or respite.
mak abort thrift of, to make i .

summarily: also ftive short thrift.

ilmMllMMl (McMN
"

ckarly at a distance:

short wwrtTlSJt Q^~'drUk of 1 .,
short snorter,[<iAor/5norf] t a member of an mfomml



stort'tempered 1349 shovel
the featured picture in a motion-picture program: ani-
mated cartoons and travelogues are short subjects.
short-tem-pered (shdrt'tem'pgrd), adj. having a tend-
ency to lose one's temper; easily or quickly angered.
short-term ^shdrt'tttrm/), adj. requiring payment or
corning du in a short time, as a loan.
short ton, a unit of weight, equal to 2,000 pounds avoir-
dupois: abbreviated h. tn.: cf. ton.

short-waist-ed (shftrfwaVtid), adj. unusually short
between shoulders and waistline; with a high waistline.
short-wave (shdrt'waV), adj. in radio, of, by, or using
short wave.
short wave, a radio wave sixty meters or less in length.
short-wind-ed (shdrt'win'did), adj. L easily put out
of breath by exercise. 2. breathing with quiet, labored
breaths.

short-y (shflr'ti), n. Ipl, SHORTIES (-tiz)l, [Colloq.], a
person or thing of less than average height or size.

SOhiO'Sho-ne (sho-sho'ni), n, 1* a member of a group of
Shoshoncan Indians originally scattered over Montana,
Wyoming, and Oregon: also spelled Shoshoni. 2. an
American Indian language spoken by this group. 3, a
river in northwestern "Wyoming, flowing into the Big
Horn Riven length, 135 mi.
ShO'ShO'iw&ra (itho-sho'ni-an, hj'sh>-n'i), adj. des-
ignating or of a mibbranch of the Uto-Asstecan linguistic
family of North American Indiana: it includes the
ShoHhonr, Comanchc, Ute, Paiute, Hopi, etc.
&ho*hon Cavern, a large cave, in northwestern Wyo-
ming; area. 210 acres; a national monument
Shoohonft Dam, a dam on the Shoshone River; height,
328 ft,

Shoshoxie Falls, a waterfall of the Snake River, south-
ern Waho: height, 210 ft

$ho*tft'ka*vidri, Dmi*tri (d'roS'tri sh&'sa-kd'vich;
Eng, shos'to-kft'vich), 1906- ; Russian oomposor*

shot (shot), n, JMK, sckoite; AS* sccot < trnse of sceotan
(cf. SHOOT): akin to G. schoxsl L the act of shooting?
cliflcharKO of a tntasii*, especially from a fun. 2. a) the
distance over which a missile travels, o) figuriitiveiy,
range; reach; scope. 3. an attempt to Sit with a
mtaHUe; huncc, 4, a) Any attempt; try, b) a guess;
conjecture* 5. * pointed, critical remark. 6, a stroke,
threw* drive, etc. In any of several games, 7, } a
projectile designed to be discharged from a firearm or
cannon, espedfttty ft solid ball or bullet m dinting'tushed
from ftn ejcplosiv* shell, b) ftuch f)rojeotiles collectively.
H, a) lead in nma.ll peltets, erf which a quantity in used
for chargi of a shotgun. ^} a single pellefc of
thin kind, 9, a heavy metal tail lor distance by
contestants* 10. t blast or the amount of exptodv
UMi for a blast, an in mining, II. a marksman: ait,

he's ft fair shot. 12. a photographic record; a tingle

photaftriipht or ii sequence in moticm*picture film. 13,

{cf, Mcot],, nn amount due* especially few drink* Of
entertainment* r cwie'i* wJiitre til piiywietit, 14* |CoHoq.),
a dostt* tw trf vaccine, glvi*tt by hypctdonnic injection*
15, jCVflJocj.t ii drink of liquor; $*cifkliy a jigg
16, [Ctiif to put on. from the

i cicliii or ci wining: MI that
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should (shood), v. [ME. scholde, shold; AS. sceolde,
scolde, p.t. of sc0oJ, 5oZ, I am obliged; see SHALL], 1.

past tense of shall. 2. an auxiliary used to express a)

obligation, duty, propriety, necessity, etc.: e.g., children
should get hot lunches, b) expectation or probability:
e.g., since they left Saturday they should be here by
Monday; equivalent to ought to and not replaceable
by would, c] futurity from the standpoint of the past
in indirect quotations where shall and will were used

in, the direct quotations: replaceable by would: e.gfj
I

said \ should (or would] be home by nine, d) futurity
in polite^ or xmemphatic requests or m statements with
implications of uncertainty or doubt: replaceable by
would: e.g., should (or would) you like some tea? I
should (or would) think he'd like it. e) a future condition:
e,g, if I should go, would you be there?: in this sense
would is considered colloquial or, by some, substandard,
/) a past condition, real or unreal: replaceable by
would: e.g., I should (or would) have gone, but ^you
never asked me. N.B. In formal speech thcj distinctions
between should and would are the same as those
between shall and will.

shoulder (shol'dSr), n. (ME. schuldwe; AS. sculdor;
akin to G. schulter; prob. < IE. *sql~dhrt t shoulder
blade used as a spade < base *sgel-, to-cut; cf. SHELL,
SHILLING, SKULL, etc.], 1.

a) the joint connecting the
arm or forolinib with the body, o) the part of the body
including this joint and extending along the top (in
quadrupeds, the side) of the trunk to the base of uie
neck. 2. pL the two shoulders and the ^art of the
back between

f
them : often used %urativly with

reference to this region of the body as a place whre
burdens are often carried. 3. a cut of meat consisting
of the upper foreleg and attached parts; see pork, illus.

4, the part of a garment that covers the shoulctor.
5. the i>art of a hide anterior to the butt, corresponding
to the animal's ghoulclers. 6. something like, a shoulder
in shape or position; shoulderliko projection., 7^ the
angle between the face and flank of a bastion in a
fortification, 8. the- part of the top of a pieca of typo
which extends beyond the base of the rawed letter or
character. -. either edge of a road or highway. v.L
t, to jpunh or thntnt along or through, with or as with
the tmoutcler: an, ha shouldertd his way through the
crowd. 2. to take or carry upon the *houldr; nance,
3, to nBtmm the burden of. vL to push with the
shoulder or shouldera,
cry ^w somt&nt't shoulder* to sock comfort or sym-
pathy in soiiioone; tell one's troubles to someone.

put OIIU'H ibouldur to tht> wheel, to iet to work
vigorously; put forth vigorous offiort.

rub ihoutdws with, to awociato or mingle with (fa-w pnnninrnt poopie, etc,)., ,.
should^- arms* to r<wt B rifle against the (right or lift)

tho butt with th nand on tfeeshctulder*
same side.

gh0uldr to ahouUtar, t, side by side and close to-

gether. 2, working together; with common effort.

tiimitht fmm the siouWtr* l, moving straight for-

wmrd Irotn the. shoutdr; mid of a Wow, 2+ without
rtfterve or tviwi0nj fmnkiy*

turn (or il?) m cot<l Hh>ui<Jt*r to, 1, to with cold*
or (liattjimi iliow clwtikt f 2* to avoid; stiutiu

ofto^ tithwr of tho two mto in tha upper
with tilt humor**; icuapuia*
kn>t ol rfbwi or worn on the

ofuwkjor an *a cltooratioR, etc-
HhouUU*r HI rap, I, a ifrap wc>m over tlia shoulder to

supiKirt tho faurmsntt etc. . which It w attach4 1* a
pktci* of cloth owe! to the shoulder of a udiforw lo
Itciltl insignia*
iiould'<ot (shiMMi

/
iNt) lilternativt arctuiic

iliar (if fthtmUI: u ^'d with th<>u.

*t untHKi^nt). shttld wot
(Hmxj4nt) altmiiUvo arehaie

tiitiiitir w HluHiia s i|MKi with ll^n.

mmt Wnnii) n. 1MB. prtj^, < m AS, ooanate
4rf OH * tiftt vb dial. ; IB* *C4twfdK to
ory <Mitl I. ft fcaul sound niatlc witli tho knwi,
tiddkm cty <^r call. 2* uny stulclen* kw outburst or

tipiwr. i#*l. tn lit a ud vvlan my or
to ft shout. IM* to uttfr a shout} cry out wwlly.
ffhtnif ( Mwju'ouc i a<mn, ti gtionctt or nvurwheliit (soitH

by liwil itmMitinft; yhtmt loudiv than Unolhrr*.
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skovelbill 1350 shrewd

lifting and moving loose material, as earth, snow, gravel,
etc. 2. a shovelful. 3. a shovel hat. v.t. [SHOVELED
or SHOVELLED (-Id), SHOVELING Or SHOVELLING], L to
lift and move witn a shovel. 2. to clean or dig out
with a shovel, as a path. 3. to put or throw in large

quantities: as, he shoveled sugar into his coffee.

shov-el-bill (snuv''l-bil')> n, a river duck; shoveler.

shov-el-board (shuv'l-b6rd'f shuv'l-boro/)* n. shuffle-

board.
shov el er (shuv'1-er), n. 1. a person or thing that
shovels. 2. a kind of river duck with a very long,
broad, flattened bill. Also spelled shoveller.

shov-el-ful (shuv'l-foolO, n. [pi. SHOVELFULS (-fools')],
as much as a shovel will hold.

shovel hat, a stiff, low-crowned hat with a broad brim
turned up at the sides: wornbysome English clergymen.

shov-el-head (shuv'1-hed'), n. 1. a small shark related
to the hammerhead: its head resembles the blade of a
shovel. 2. the shovel-nosed sturgeon.

shov-eMer (shuv'1-Sr), n. a shoveler.
shov-el-nosed (shuv'l-nozdO, adj. having a broad,
flattened nose, head, or bill.

shovel-nosed shark, either of two flat-headed sharks
found along the California coast.

shovel-nosed sturgeon, a kind of fresh-water sturgeon
of the Mississippi valley, valued as a food fish.

show (sho), v.t. [SHOWED (shod), SHOWN (shon) or

SHOWED, SHOWING], [ME. schowen, schewen; AS. sceaw-

ian{ akin to G. schauen, to look at; IE. base *qeu~, to
notice, seen also in L. cavere, to beware (cf, CAUTION)],
1. to bring or put in sight or view; cause or allow to

appear or be seen; make visible; exhibit; display.
2. to enter (animals, flowers, paintings, etc.) in a show
or exhibition. 3. to guide; conduct: as, the bellboy
showed^ him to his room, 4. to direct a person's ob-
servation or attention to: point out: as, we showed him
the sights. 5. to reveal, manifest, or make evident
(an emotion, condition, quality, etc.) by behavior or
outward sign: as, he showed his anger without meaning
to, the judge showed mercy to the prisoners. 6. to
exhibit or manifest (oneself or itself) in a given char-
acter, condition, etc. : as, the group has shown itself

to be reliable. 7. to make known, manifest, or clear;
reveal; explain: as, he has shown the difference be-
tween them. 8. to make evident by logical procedure;
prove; demonstrate: as, scientists have shown that it is

possible. 9. to register; indicate: as, a barometer shows
the air pressure. IQ. to grant or bestow (favor, grace,
eta), 11, in law, to allege; plead: as, show cause.
v* Ut6 be or become seen or visible; appear, 2. to
be apparent or noticeable: as, the scratch won't show.
S. to have a given appearance: appear: as, It shows
poorly in this light. 4. to finish t&rd or better in a
horse or dog race. 5. in the theater, to gtfv a perform-
ance; appear, n. 1. a showing, demonstration^ or
manifestation: as, a show of passion. 2. a display or
appearance, specifically a colorful or striking one: as,
the costumed dancers made quite a show* 3. spec-
tacular, pompous display; ostentation. 4. an indication
of the presence of metal, coal, oil, etc. in the earth;
trace. 5. something false or superficial; semblance;
pretense: as. her sympathy was mere show. 6. a person
or thing looked upon as peculiar, ridiculous, laughable,
etc.; spectacle; sight. 7. a public display or exhibition,
as of art, animals, flowers, etc, 8. a presentation of
entertainment, especially of a theatrical nature: as, the
show begins at eight o'clock, who sponsors this radio
sfyow? & [ColloaJ, any undertaking, matter, or affair:

as, his political career was a disgraceful show. 10,

[Military Slang), a battle, campaign, etc.;
for show, in order to attract notice or attention,
show to, to usher or conduct Into a given place,
show off, L to make a display of; eifaibltin a showy
manner* 2* to behave in a manner intended to ap
tract attention; make a vain display.
show out, to ttaher^or conduct out^a given place*
ehow op, 1.

"~ *--- - -

exposed, as :

ncnt or apparent* ** w ^uu**?, *.nivc, U,UIM?

appearance. 4. IColloq.I to be far superior to*
stand (or have) & show, |CobQ>]r to have a claws,
especially a remote one.

5KV. sfeuw implies a putting or Wtegfag eoewt&ing fcrto
view no that i| can be seen or looked at (show us the garden) : to
dipluy something is to spread it out before one that it ft*

shown to mdvaiitag (jewcitar displayed cw, a salea oowatef):
evalblt implm pttfla&Muit dliptty, oftitt lor the purpose of
attractiiiK public attention or inspection (to mktbk product* at
an wjpodMon); expoee impte tb* lnywg opam
of fomttbtafl tbftt &* bam COTOW! ec eoooiM u,
suit ittjtofffi her scar) ; flaunt implies m ostentatious, 1
or <tew,nt 4lfptoy 90 jfMfrt OMT* Hoiie, vlc^ ce.).

ahow bill, a sheet or placard containing & notice or
inverfiamtnt; tew card.
*^w-lxMt W&bW), n* a b*t o^l^Wag a tlieatcr
nxto MxitpiQSf a trostp^ of i

^Wfr-te^i^ ttbtnmdOi
irtww

show-case (sho'kSsO* H. a glass-enclosed case for pro-

tecting things on display, as in a store or exhibition.
show-down (sho'doun'), n. [Colloq.J, 1. in poker, the

laying down of the cards face up, 2. a revelation or

disclosure, as of the true nature of a situation.

show-er (sho'Sr), n. a person who shows, exhibits, dem-

show-er (shou'&r), n. [ME. schoure; AS.scur; akin to G.
schauer, shower, squall; IE. base *(S)M~, to cover,
cover over, as also in L. obscurus (see OBSCURE)],
1. a brief fall of rain, hail, or sleet. 2. a sudden,
abundant fall or discharge, as of tears, meteors, rays,

sparks, etc. 3. an abundant flow; rush: as, a shower
of complaints. 4. a party during which a number of

gifts are presented to the guest of honor: as, a bridal

shower. 5. a shower bath. v.t. 1. to make wet with
water or other liquid; sprinkle: spray. 2. to pour
forth in a shower; scatter or distribute abundantly:
as, he showered gifts upon us. v.t. 1. to fall or come
in a shower. 2. to take a shower bath.

shower bath, 1. a bath in which the body is sprayed
with fine streams of water from small jets. 2. an appa-
ratus or room used for such a bath.

show-er-y (shou'er-i), adj. 1. raining in showers; rain-

ing briefly and frequently. 2. of or like a shower.

show-My (sho'o-li), adv. In a showy manner,
show i ness (sho'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being showy.
show-ing (sho'irj), n. 1. th act of presenting or bring-
ing to view or notice; as, a showing of evidence, 2, an
exhibition; formal display.
show-man (sho'man), n, [pi SHOWMEN (~rnn)J, L a
person who makes a business of producing or manag-
ing shows. 2. a person who is skilled at this or at pre-

senting anything in an interesting or dramatic manner.
show-man ship (sh5'ms>n-sMp') n. [showman 4- -ship],
the art of being a showman; skill as a showman,
shown (sh5n), alternative past participle of how*
show-off (sh5'6f') 1. the act of showing of!: vain
or showy display. 2, (Colloq.), one who thowu of,
show of hands, a display or raining of hands, as In

voting, volunteering, etc.

show-piece (sho'pcsO, it. 1. something displayed or

exhibited; hence, 2. something that is a fine example
of its kind.
show place, L a place that is displayed or exhibited
to the public for its beauty* etc.; hence, 2. any place
that is beautiful, lavishly furnMhed, etc.
show-room (sh5'rd'5m' sM'room'), n* a room wter
merchandise is displayed, as for advertising or sate*
show window, a store window in which goodt ar dis-

played.
show-y (shS'i), adj* [SHOWIKR (-i-8r), SHOwrwr <-Mit)J,

1. of striking or attractive appearance; making A show,
2. attracting attention in a cheap or artificial way;
flashy; oetaatatioui, 5IW. aee gundy*

shpttj! shipment.
shr., share; shares.
shrank (shrank), alternative pMt teaid 01 shrink.
shrap ncl (*hrap'nol), n. afterOm H. Shrapnd (1 7M-
1842). of the
British Army. $
who invented
it]. 1. an ar-

tillery shell
filled with an
explosive
charge and
many small
metal balls,
set to explode
in the air over
the objective*

, SFIKLL
'

p; F, fuse; is powder charge;

2, sttoh wMfctivclyj or tilt

fragments scattered by any expludmtf

8faStI^>, n. fME, *to tuber or conduct out of a given place* 8e<l (itowl), n. {ME, xt
1. to bring or come to Bgbfc; expose of be W< ZE*. wrwiif*
as faults, 2. to be claarly seen; be pmoid- tWp < *ifrs to i1

apparent. 3, to come; arrive; make an strip or long, narrow pie

.

iomi < jf*rs to eiit;A tow| L un fc

briber;lMBf, wtffwr mt ortemeil. 1
aatt pirn or

jimoittiti mt

not m shred af truth in it v.L (-id) ot
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shrewish skudcL[er

o) evil; bad; wicked. 6) sly; mischievous, c) shrewish.
SYN. shrewd implies keenness of mind, sharp insight, and
a cleverness or sharpness in practical matters (a shrewd com-
ment, businessman, etc.); sagacious implies keenness of
discernment and farsightedness in judgment (a sagacious
counselor); perspicacious suggests the penetrating mental
vision or discernment that enables one clearly to see and
understand what is obscure, hidden, etc. (a perspicacious
judge of character) ; astute implies shrewdness combined with
sagacity and sometimes connotes, in addition, artfulness or
craftiness (an astute politician). See also clever.

shrew-ish (shrSS'ish), adj. like a shrew in disposition;
evil-tempered; nagging; scolding,
shrew-mouse (shroo'mousO. n*iPl, SHREWMICE (-mis')],
a shrew.
ShrewS'four-y (shrdWber'i, shroz'br-i), n. the county
seat of Shropshire, England: pop., 38,000,

shriek (shrSk), tu. [ME. schrlken, var. of scriken; prob.
< ON. *$krlka t to cry, parallel with skrlkia, cry of
birds & Norw. skrlka, to cry; IE, choic base *ker~, etc.

(as also in L. corms; cf. CORVINE), but prob. with direct
echoic refashioning in Gmc, languages ; cf. SHRIKE,
SCREECH], to make a loud, sharp, piercing cry or sound,
as certain birds and beasts, persons in terror, anger,
pain, or laughter, or inanimate things that produce
sound; screech. v,t. to utter with a shriek, n. a loud,
sharp, piercing cry or sound. 5 FAT. see crm.

ahr!ev*al'ty ($hrSv''l-ti) n* Ipl. SHRIEVALTIES (tiz)],
1, a sheriff's office or term of office. 2* the district
served by a sheriff.

fthricve (shrSv) t n. [Obs,] r a sheriff.

shrift (shrift), n. [MB, stMfl; AS, $tri/t < serifan, to
receive confession < L, senbtrt, to write, draw up a
law; cf, SHRIVEL (Archaicl, 1. confession to and ab-
solution by a priest 2, the act of shriving. See ulso
short thrift.

Hhrikc (ihrik), n* (< AS, (via dial.) scric, bird of shrill

cry < name base as shritk with reference to the cry],
any of several thrill-voiced birds with hooked beaks,
gray, btock* and whit* plumage, and long tails; most
types IMQ on itttecU* some on smitJl birds, frogs, etc.:
ftlto called butcher Mid,
hiill (shriD t 4l* (MB. scMttt. xhril; akin to LG.
sckrttt, G. 9MU\ ch<nc but prob, < ult. base m
ifffciKKl* I mving or producing a high, thin, piercing
tottti hpb*pltclied, 2* chiutcterixed or tccompaaied
by onu soundi. 3. JArohtalc or Jroetic] keen; shErp:
biting; poignant, adv. ghrilly, v.i. to make a shrill

noil or vf* to utter ihrllly,

hrit*lr (Aiil1i) adv. In or with a nhriU ton, voice, or
iouna, &) (hril

f
l| |Foiic} shrill,

feurimp (nmp) n* \pL r
*
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washing. 2. decrease in value; depreciation, 3, the
total loss in weight of livestock from the time of

shipment to the final processing as meat. 4. the
amount of such contraction, decrease, or loss.

shrive (shriv), y.t, [SHRIVED (shrivd) or SHROVE (shrov)t
SHRIVEN (shriven) or SHRIVED, SHRIVING], [ME.
shriven; AS. scrifan < L. scribere, to write, whence also
G. schreiben, to write; sense development: to write
down- -to prescribe to prescribe penance], 1. [Ar-
chaic], to hear the confession of and, usually after

penance, give absolution to. 2. [Archaic or Rare], to

get absolution for (oneself) by confessing and doing
penance, tu. [Archaic), 1. to make confession; go to
confession. 2. to hear confessions.

shriv-el (shriv'l), v.t. & IM". [SHRIVELED or SHRIVELLED
(-'Id), SHRIVELING or SHRIVELLING], [Early Mod. Eng.
dial; the form suggests an etymon either < AS. or <
LG.; akin to Sw. dial, skryvla, to wrinkle], 1, to curl

up or wrinkle rwither. 2, to make or become helpless,
useless, or inefficient. SYN. see wither.

shrlv-en (shriv''n) alternative past participle of shrive.
shroff (shrof), n* [Anglo-Ind. sharaf; Ar. sarrSf], in
the Orient, 1. a banker or moneychanger. 2. an expert
in testing coins.

Shrop shire (shrop'shir), n. 1. a county of England,
on the border of Wales: pop., 257,000 (est. 1945):
county seat, Shrewsbury: also called Salop, 2, a kind
of largj black-faced, hornless sheep originally de-
veloped m Shropshire, England.
shroud (shroud), n. [ME, schroudt; AS. $cru&; akin to
ON, skrud, accouter-
menta, cloth < var.
of the base of shred;
basic sense

* 4a frag-
ment, cut-off piece
(of cloth}"], 1. a
cloth used to wrap a
corpse for burial;

winding sheet. 2.

something that cov-
ers, protects, or
screens; veil; shelter,
3, one of set of

rop stretched from
a ship's tide to a
mMthead to offsat
ktertl traia on the
mast v*t. I, to
hide: cover: screen. 2, to wrtp (a corpse) in a shroud.
3. [Archaic]* to shelter and protect, v,f. (Archaiol*
to take shelter*
shroud knot, an overhand knot; tee knot, illus.

shroud-laid (hroad'lldOt (/ madt up of four ttwwidt
pl*in-laid on a core; said 01 rood.

ahrovci (:,hruv) ( alternative past %mm of shrive.
Shroiri>tl4i> (thrdv'tld'), n. (ME, s^^jmm; prob. (m
also with Skr<m Monday, *m) A iStti-e. formation In
which the tt etemeat (< nknm) rtok^is arlter/a^-
feuttt**], the thrite days before AA Wednesday (Skrmm
Sn4ayt Mondayt snd Tunday)* formerly Mt an
a special p*rt for g0!g to o!eioE axibd a
of ttttlvity lust before Lant.
ruD (ihnib) it. (Barty MB. *^fM* ^thwr < a wr,
AS, ,KTyW brushwood, or < a ItowiM thli with
mb; cf. SCRUB], a basfey. woody ptwtt with tjweral

ptrmftttfnt itwteaci of a trunk: bush,
afinib (*hmb)* n* fvar, of $tom < Ar. |Jwr<*&* jAr^t

drink; of, HMitff|y a drink of acid fruit juice,
wgftf* und, tttually; rum or 1 >raiuly.
ahruh b<T y (^tmb%*i) it* (pL iniUiaE%!s (4i}} I,

shmbs odlbetiveiy. 2, a place wtttre many ttrtiM are
grown.
hrub hi nem 6;hruhA

i-ias),

of Wtnjt shrubby*

SHROXTDS

I, with shrubs. 2, like a shrub.
hnig). v.l* 4fc v&
MB. Araifff, iw%,,-r, , ^- c^--, v -. fo

^bhrtr (M with oold)|,
to ajraw up (flu* nimkleri)*m m inliff(>rr>n* .-*',

eontwnpi* ito* n* in gesw to nm*l0,

Jilwtnk}*
ltri.felve mud ptr-

Hhrlnk.

ilinti9lc
f
*ii) nitonuilivf mrtleiplf rf

J hnvilea

it* |? 01 .

_ _ . ocmmamuu w camiAMfMiif < i ,.

..Hf) I. * poeL r 2t the rrf aft

or ewm* J Jw. (CMioctJ*
wft wortlt MIMJ|J|. <W* t, to th*M tut

ilwi), itii

< f to

^.^.^j^^A.li^^tfll.Mb;
^li^*ii

WN MH. toil
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sktiffle 1352 si

MLG. schdderen or MD. schuderen; akin to G. schaudern,

freq. of the base in OS. skuddian, to shake; IB. base

*(s)gztf-, to shake, as also in AS. scudan, to hurry], to

snake or tremble suddenly and violently, as in horror

or extreme disgust, n. the act of shuddering; con-

vulsive tremor of the body, as in horror, etc. SYN. see

..,.
shuffle (shuf'l), v.t. [SHUFFLED (-'Id), SHUFFLING),
[Early Mod. Eng.; prob. < LG. schujfeln, to walk clum-

sily, shuffle cards < base of shove], 1. a) to move
(the feet) along the ground or floor with a dragging
or shoving gait, ft) to perform (a dance) with such

steps. 2. to mix (playing cards) so as to change their

order or arrangement. 3. to push or mix together in

a jumbled or disordered mass. 4. to shift from one

place to another. 5. to bring, gut, or thrust (into or
out of) clumsily or trickily. v.i. 1. to move with a

dragging gait without lifting the feet, as in walking or

dancing. 2. to get into or out of a situation or con-
dition by trickery, evasion, lies, etc. : as, he has shuf-

fled out of responsibility time and again; hence, 3. to
act in a shifty, dishonest manner; practice deceit,

trickery, evasion, etc. 4. to change or shift repeatedly
from one position or place to another, 5. to shuffle

cards. 6* to make clumsy, fumbling motions in getting
into or out of clothing, n. 1. the act of shuffling.
2. a tricky or deceptive action; evasion or inconsistency;
trick. 3. a shuffling of the feet; hence, 4. a gait,
dance, motion, etc. characterized by this. 5, a) the
act of rearranging the order of a pack: of playing cards.

&) the right of, or one's turn at, shuffling the cards.
shuffle off, to get rid of.

slmf-fle-board (shuf''l-b6rd' f shuf'1-bord'), n. (prob.
for shovel board: so named because of the shape of the
cues], 1. a game in which disks are slid, or pushed
with a cue, along a flat surface toward numbered
squares. 2. the board or surface on which it is played.
Also shovclboard.
ehuf fler (shttf'l&r), n. 1. a person or thing that shuffles.
2. a coot. 3. a scaup duck,

ehxif fling (shuf'lirj), adf* 1. characterized by a shuffle,
as a walk. 2. evasive; deceitful; shifty.
Shu-fu (shoo'foo'), n. Kashgar, a city in western China.
Shu-lam ite (shoo%-mitO n. an epithet applied to
the maltfltyaf ag. tib# oong of Solomon, 6:13.
shun (shuSVi't^rc^ (shund), SHUNNING], [ME.
schumen; |L$V ^gwetoft*' not found outside Eng,, but
? < sanaeoas^'as shunt], to keep away from; avoid

shun-ner (shun'&r), n. a person who shuns.
shunt (shunt), v.t. & v.i* [Early ME. sekuntenj prob. a
blending of Aw* f

scyndan* to hasten, with a 1*0. cognate
of OHC. scuntm; for, IB. baM $o Suttttfr 1. to
move or turn to one side or away; turn off or out of the
way. 2, to shift or switch, as a train, car, etc., from
one track to. another. 3. in d^ctricity t to divert or be
diverted by a shunt: said of a current* 4, to provide
or connect with a shunt, n. 1. the act of shunting,
2. a railroad switch, 3. in GleGlrfcily, a conductor
connecting two points in a circuit and serving to
divert part of the current from the main circuit,

shunt-wound (shtmfwound0, adj* in electricity* des-
ignating a dynaaip or motor in which A purt of tibe

armature curreat 'is shuntod throtigh tib
1 mid nw^jpadt

coils; opposed to $@)fi$$wound,
shush (ahicush),! inter/. {echoic!, huAl be ^nhtl ?*& to
'say *;ahuJi" to; tell (another) to be qraj^ltaaht'
Shu shan (si3i5*sntxi), n. -Sum: the Biblical na*n.
shut (shut), v.t. [SHUT, SWOTTING), [MB. (West MMtod)
sckuttm; AS* 1 xyMan < base of taeoto*, to cas* (of.

SHOOT)}, L to move (a door, window, curtain, lid, ate.)
into a position that closes the opening to which it is

fitted. 2, to fasten (a door, etc.) securely* * with a
bolt or catch, 3. to close (an opening, pnwage, con-
tainer, etc,), 4 to Bwent or forbid entrance to o cotit

from; close; bar, 5, to fold tip or bring together tin

parts of, as an mtixnm* the n*od, lip*. etc. ft& to
move to a closed 1

peeitfan; m or become sant. #. I.

closed, fastened, or secured, 2. it* <

^ftootftar, cheeked.
n, 1 , the act or time 1 of shutting or closing; close, 2. the
connecting line between two pieces of welded metal.
*hwt down, i. to close by lowering; push ot putt
dpwn, as a Hd, 2, to lower and dark the view$ w^-
hang darkly or dinoly, might, fog. etc.. 3. to
operating; close, usually temporarily, m * faxtofy.
4, JColloq.l, to bring to m end or xwtim mmmy
(with on or upon),

ebat in, to surround or enclose; ootifioe by olodtt:.
*i*m of, {DW, or Colloq.J, rid of; free from.
but oil, L to prevent the p**w$e of (etoefetibity,

|tm, etc.). 2, to prevt pwwge titeotigfc (a. rwid,
faucet, etc.),,

shut out, 1 . to deny entrance oradmission to;
(sound, a view, eto). 1 toptwt (w
or team) from icoc&igp ,

,

ebttt iitt. 1 . to put in an enclowire, *ec*pt*ele or plaoe
if oonfiiifmeai; eticloee OIP coafini impnuon. 2. tn
clone all the etttrancet to, 3. fColo,L to to or

to talking.

shut-down (shut'doun
7
)* n. 'a shutting down or stoppage

of activity, especially of work in a factory temporarily.
shut-eye (shut'IO, n. [Slang], sleep.
shut-in (snut'inO* n. an invalid who is unable to go
out. adj. 1. unable to go out; confined, as by illness,

etc. 2. in psychiatry, inclined to shun others; abnor-

mally introverted.
shut-off (shut'df). n. 1. something that shuts, off a
flow or movement, as of a liquid. 2. a condition of

being shut off; stoppage,
shut*out (shut'ouf), n. 1. a lockout of employees.
2. in sports, a) a preventing of the opppsing team from
scoring. 6) a game in which one team is shut out.

shut-ter (shut'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that shuts,

2. a movable screen or cover for a window, usually
hinged and fitted with louvers. 3. anything used to
cover an opening, as a slide or door on a lantern. 4. a
device for opening and closing the aperture of a lens

in a camera to expose the film or plate, v.t. to close

or furnish with a shutter or shutters,

shut-tie (shut''!), n. [ME. schyld; AS. scytel, missile <
base of sceotan, to shoot; so called because shot to and
fro with the thread in weaving], 1. an instrument
containing a reel or spool of the woof thread, used in

weaving to carry the thread back and forth between
the warp threads: see weaving illus. 2. a smaller but
similar thread holder used in tatting, etc. 3. a device
that carries the lower thread back and forth in making
a lock stitch on a sewing machine. 4. any^ of several
devices having a similar to-and-fro action. 5. a
shuttle train or shuttle bus. v.t A v.i. [SHUTTLED
(-Id). SHUTTLING], to move rapidly to and fro, like a
shuttle

shuttle bus, a motorbus making short, regular trim
between an outlying district and some point on a mam
transportation line.

shut- tie cock 6shutH-kok'), n. 1, a rounded piece of

cork having a nat end stuck with
feathers; it is struck back and
forth across a net by players with
rackets in badminton or with
paddles in battledore and shuttle-
cock; also called bird. 2. the
game of battledore and shuttle-
cock.

shuttle train, a train making reg-
ular and frequent trips back and
forth over a short route,

Shver-nik. Ni*ko-l*i (ni-kWl'
shver'nik), 1888- ; prettdent of
the Soviet Union (1946-1953),
shy (sh!) ad/. [SHIER or SHYER
fshl%), SHIEST or SHYEST (h!'-
ist)J, |MB. schei, dial develop-
ment < AS. sceok (cl thigh < AS.
th$0h)"t akta to G. sckeu, shy & In

shy). 1, easily frightened or startled; timid, 2, un-
comfortable ift the presence of, and avoiding
with, others; extremely self-conictoui)

,

ing contact

pftiMiil 3,,
-

,

showing distrust pr caution; wary, 4, not twrtng
proil&ciuiy, at trees* 5, [SlangK lacking; abort (often
with on), 6. [Staag], not having paid monuy due, m
one's poker ante. wT. frtmo (sMd) t twrfNCsJ, 1. to
move suddenly at though ttartted; jump; fttart; recoil:
at, the horw skM at the white 1 to react
neaatively; ba dr become eautioti*, dowMfwl or tin-

wining (often with l). n* [pi, (Mi)l m mi
of shying; *tart m of a hor. ' '

fight eby of, to keep from; avoid; mrftdd,
Sm.~4to imiUMftihri^Wng from the notice of ethert d a
ratiotnce in a^prwcMng them, father M *n Inhertnt twit or M
ntuttbg fipm mepAjKti

tomhtut im^lit wpk m b
ity;

i
tomhtut im^lit wpk

ft*^r and nbftmn*i timid

wwitaw op tec*w* to imxi^t m
ttflWHMifnfaf rawijwr itt ene who, ol W$ ability, Aettltw--

*% et mt^*fe fes to hbmeir ite^rfy;
vs to *wit a
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si I3S3 sickly
syllable representing the seventh tone of the diatonic
scale: see also ti.

Isi (se),
adv. [It. & Sp.j, yes.

Si, in chemistry, silicon.

S.I., 1. Sandwich Islands. 2. Staten Island.
sia-lagog-ic (siVb-goj'ik), ad/, stimulating the flow
of saliva, n. a sialagogtie,, ,

sl-al-a-gogue (si-al'9gogO, n. (< Gr, wa/ott, saliva; 4-
-agogiMt], anything, especially a medicine, that stimu-
lates the flow of saliva.

si-a-Ud (si'0-Hd)^ adj. (< Mod. L. Sialidac, name of the
family < Gr. sialis, a kind of bird], of a group of insects
including the dobson fly, n, a sialid insect.

si-aH-daii (st-al'i-don), adj. & n. sialid.
Si-al-kot (si-Sl'kot), n. a city in West Punjab, Pakistan:
pop,, 138,000.

si-a-loid. (si'4oid') adj. [< Gr. sialon, saliva; + -o*Vfl,
resembling saliva,

Si am (si-am', si'am), n. Thailand: official name until
J939, and from 1945 to 1949,
Siam, Gulf of, an arm of the South China Sea, bounded
by the Malay Peninsula, Thailand, and French Indo-

U'ttiang (sSVnwnV syli'marj), n. [#/. SIAMANGS
(nmaijz', -mfn)], [Malay jtofia* < &ma^ , black], a
Sumatran gibbon with long black hair: it is the largest
of all gibbons,
Sf-a-mMs (tjVm3z'), n. I, [pi. SIAMESE], a native of
Siam: the Smmesa are of Thai stock. 2. the Siteo-
Tibetan Iwmuage of the Siamese; Thai. 4/. of Siam,
its people, their language, etc,

Siamese cat, a breed of thort-hairod cat characterized
by * fawn-colored cent shading to brown at th face,
paws, and tail

8U*iXM** twinsJs!Vm&' tlVjnfaO, 1. a set of twin
boys, Chang and Eng (1S11-1874), born with

jornnd by a thick band of cartilage and flesh.
2. any pair of twins bora with bodies joined,

Si-ait (st'tof; Chin. shi'finO* n. the capital of Shensi
province. Chma, on the Ytllow River: pop,. 59LOOO
tett. 1947): also called Sinwn*

8uunftttu (iytn'ttn'), n, a city In Hunan province*
Chtaa: pop*, 300,06,

sib
(rity,

it, 1MB. iW, klmMp; AS, #<*); akin to 0.
rtftp*. kittrihtp, tt&eage: IB. **(*)<*&*, of the same
kind (at atoo to Swobm* te.) < **?. reflexive pro-
noun! I, a person's blood relatives; kfau 2, a bfood
rebtm; kiwttai* or kixunroman; etptelaJiy, a brother
or 3* in mtkropofaip* a unilintar, usually fGg-
amoiit km group bmm on traditional common aeseimt,
wh*tr patrttinal or matrttindal, and ofttn haviing a
rapmoci totemj uiually dt^in^iii^ed from dm* stpt.

by Wood. 2* (Kan], clotiy Mlfttadt akin.
(ihla l&'U-poa; Bng, -bFyti)

(tl-Mr'i^), n tt* nylon d tha Soviet
Iron the Ural Mountains;in nuri)u>rn Ai, fx

to tha riwlfk:
br'I*a

it* nativ* or ijftWbllaiat of
alb I Jtince ('dt/'l ,>n;>). it. L the

2* it

it.

(M/l-tot). V. !k flWtont < tohN*
a n a 4;<mml

s* st/i, 1 tad Am ;ut}ihtiit,ft.
jjor/ti..

.... .. _

_ . f<f L. flwlffii*, pp*f*etie iiwuurn^ to me;
with *

albi-la tiou n. (LU ilWtoJo < L. jft.

Iterit.to JIIM[*. I. the ntukutg or attain of a iiMng

sic (sik), y.t [SICKED (sikt), SICKING], to sick; attack.

Sic., 1. Sicilian. 2. Sicily.
Si-ca-ni an (si-ka'ni-sn), adj. Sicilian,

sic-ca-the (sik'9-tiv), adj. [LL. siccativus < L. siccatus,

pp. of siccare, to dry < siccus* dry], causing to dry;

drying, n. a substance that promotes drying, espe-
cially one used in painting; drier.

Si-ci Ha (si-s'
1 " - -- -* 1'- Ti "s "

Si-cil-i-an (si

their dialec,, ____ . -. - ________ .

Sicily. 2. the Italian dialect of the Sicilians.

Sicilian Vespers, a popular uprising of the Sicilian

people in April, 1282, against French oppression under
Charles of Anjoui the ringing of a Palermo vesper bell

was the signal for the revolution, in which thousands of

French were killed.

Sicilies, Two, see Two Sicilies.

Sic-i'ly (sis'l-i), n. an island of Italy, off its southwestern
tip: area, 9,926 sq. mi.; pop., 4,256,000 (est, 1943);
chief city, Palermo: Italian name, Sicitia.

sick (sik), adj. [< ME, seke with shortened vowel (cf.

RICK) : AS. seoc; akin to G. siech; IB. base *$eug-> to be
troubled or grieved] , 1 . &uffering from disease or illness ;

unwell; ill: this sense is rare or literary in England.
2. having nausea; vomiting or ready to vomit; the pre-
dominant sense in England, 3, characteristic of or

accompanying sickness: as, a sick expression, sick

headache. 4. of or for sick people: as, sick bed, sick
leave. 5. deeply disturbed or distressed; extremely
upset, as by gnef , disappointment, disgust, failure, etc.

6. disgusted by reason of excess; surfeited (usually
with of): as, he is sick of their puns. 7. impaired;
unsound, S. having a great longing (with for) : as, he
is sick for the hilli, 9. of sickly color; pale. 10.

mentally ill 11, in agriculture, a) incapable of pro-
ducing an adequate yield of a certain crop: as, wheat-
$ick soil b) infested with harmful microorganisms: as,
a sick field, n. sick people (with the).

^yN,-lcfc and J11 both repress the idea of being to bad
health, affected with diseaw, etc. (for difference! in American
and Britith uiage, see definition above), but sick it snow
commonly ued timn ill, which is tomewhat formal (he's a sick

person, he it tick, or HI, with th flu); ailing usunuy nuggwt
prolonged or even chronic poor hanlth (she has been ailing over
ikce her operation}: Indisposed stuggents a slight, temporary
iUn*M or feeling OK phyiical discomfort (induposed with a

hetdtchu). ANT, well, healthy,

sick (gik), v.f [viwv of sttk] t L to set upon; pursue and
attaok: said especially of or to a dog, 2. to urge or

incite to attack: an, he $UM hit aog on us. Also
rie.

a ship's hospital and dtspsary.
(ilk'bedO* n. A bed upon which a sick pon

Hem*
side call. In milUwy mw* t a daily formatio4 m&
up ot mm wfio wi t6 receive medical atteraoo,
2. A n%ml for or me of inch ft formation*

(alk^o). v |MB
come tick, vt. to nk ck

-in^ C-iik''!!-!!)), oc{/*

. 2. ootna

*

ilok), to

ick headtvche,
rtmtltig from a

or

two or at,
' * - 4

i^

4 ., to cut], ,, .

too1* ooinjwtlu^ of a
wftS

''

ehort
liandU'; u;i<^l for cutting d
tall jBppMi^ and wiiwlii* 2

in tho eni:t ellat iaii UH >.

8ick leave, mntM far&
often * nxed munbet of

r), n* any
Sy cttrvtd bill

I pOQf iwiwMt.. vj*tw***v*y mmm.
or prt_iti*> to not
cw 9dbtKit 2* el cc produ^^.
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sickness I3S4 sidewise

sick-ness (sik/nis), n. 1. the condition of being sick or

diseased; illness. 2. a malady or disease. 3. nausea.

sick-room (sik'roSm', sik'room'), n. a room in which
a person lies sick.

$sic pas sim (sik pas'im), [L., lit., so everywhere], thus

throughout (the book, passage, etc,).

Jsic sem-per ty-ran-nis (sik sem'pSr ti-ran'is), [L.],

thus ever to tyrants.

Jsic trans-it glo-ri-a muii-di (sik tran'sit glo'ri-a mun'-
di), [L.], thus passes away the glory of the world; thus
vanishes earthly fame.

Si-cy-on (sish'i-9n), n. a city of ancient Greece, in the
northern Peloponnesus, near Corinth.
Sid dhar-tha (sid-daVto), see Buddha.
Sid dons, Sarah (sid''nz), (born Sarah Kemble), 1755-
1831; English actress.

sid dur (sid'oor), n. [Heb. siddur, arrangement, order],
the Jewish prayer book containing prayers for week-
days and the Sabbath.

side (sid), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to O. seite; prob. < the
base of AS. sid, ample* broad, with basic sense "the

long side"; IE. base *sli- t to stretch out (cf. sow, IF.)],

1. the right or left half of a human or animal body,
especially either half of the trunk. 2. a position or

space beside one. 3. a) any of the lines or surfaces

that bound or limit something: as, a square has four

sides, a cube six. 6) any bounding line or surface of an

object other than the ends or top and bottom, c) either

of the two bounding surfaces of an object that are

distinguished from the front, back, top, and bottom.
4. either of the two surfaces of a thing having no
appreciable thickness, as paper, cloth, etc. 5. a
surface or part of a surface having a specified aspect:
as, the inner side of a vase the visible side of the
moon. 6. any aspect or phase as contrasted with
another or others: as, the cruel side of him. 7. either

of the two lateral surfaces of a ship from stem to

stern above the water line. 8. the alone of a hill,

bank, or other incline. 9. the shore of a river or other

body of water, 10. any location, area, space, direction,

etc, considered with reference to its position in re-

lation to an observer or to a jjoint or fine thought of

as central. 11. the action, position, or attitude of one
person or faction opposing another: as, explain your
side of th argument. 12. one of the parties m a
contest, conflict, etc.; faction. 13. line of descent
through either parent; maternal or paternal lineage,

IjL [British Slang], assumed superiority; arrogance, IS.

tBntishl, in, bitkards, English, adj. 1. of at, or on a
side or sides; as, side entrances. 2. to wr from one side:

as, a side glance. 3. not of pnmary importance; minor;
secondary, as an interest or consideration, v.t. [SIDED

(4d) SIDING], 1. to furnish with sides or siding. 2.

[ColloqJ, to put or thrust aside.
on the side, [Colloq.], 1. as a secondary or part-time
occupation. 2. in addition to the primary issue.

tide by aide, beside each other; together.
side with, to sympathize with or support (one party,
faction, etc.) m opposition to another,
take sides, to be in sympathy with or give support
to one of the parties in a discussion, dispute, etc.

side arms, weapons of the kind that may be worn at the
side or at the waist, as sword, bayonet t pistol, etc.

sideboard (sld'bOrd', sld'bSrd'), n. La piece of

dining-room furniture for holding linen, silver, china,
etc, 2, a board that forms or is part of a side: as the
sideboards of a wagon.

side-burns (sid'b&rnz') , n.pl. (reversed < burnsidss,
after Gen. A. B. Burnside, who wore thwttj, 1. short
whiskers grown only on the cheeks* 2, the hair growing
on the sides of a man's face, near the ears, when the
rest of the beard is cut oft

side car (sid'kaV), n. a small car attached to the tt
(jf a motorcycle, for carrying a pasfc

sid ed (sid'id), adj. having sides:
nation, as, &xr$ided.

side dish, 1. any food served in addition to the obtof
course and usually in a separate dim* 2, a sfflwlf oMi
used for this.

side-kick (sld'kik'), n. [Slang], L a comptaiofij olott)
mend. 2. a partner; confederate,

Hide light, l. a light coming from tht> tid*; hetw, 2.
chance or incidental knowledge or mforoatiocu 3, a
window or opening in or at the side of awm door. e*c.
4. a lamp or light carried on the s!4e: a strip carries a
red SUM light on the port side and a grtftn ow om th
st&rboard.

tide line, a line at or along the side; ipetifleally, <t)
cither of two lines marking the side Emits of ft playing
field, court, etc., as in hockey or tennis. W pi. the
pace juiit outttcle such lines, usually occupied by ip*e-

tatoni, f) * amau line branching off tne nmfn line, as of it

rsJlraad, pipeline, etc. d) a hctote attached to a wri*
end hind leg 00 the tarn* a) a Ho*,

A* of mmhanaiM w business, in addition to one't main
Ii: M, to* earoenter doe* wood carving * a jr*tf<t jfo*,

wide tine (Mlbr), t fwttiNi (*&ur) siimwiwst
to nmn&v* from active fwrt icipntton: f heWM fAJMfor*
by hi injury,

In pombl-

side-ling (sid'lin), adv. [ME. sydelinge; cf. SIDE & -LING],

sidelong; sideways; obliquely, adj. 1. directed or

moving to the side: as, a stealthy, sideling approach.
2. inclined; sloping.

side long (sid'loi)')* odv. 1. toward the side; laterally;

obliquely. 2, on the side; sideDownward, adj. I.

inclined; slanting; sloping. 2. directed to the side, as
a glance; hence, 3. indirect; subtle, as a remark.

side meat, [Dial.], meat from the side of a pig; bacon
or salt pork.

side-piece (sid'peV), n. a piece forming or attached to
the side of something.
si-dereal (si-deY'i-9l), adj. [< L. sidereus < sidus,

sideris, a star], 1. of the stars or constellations; starry:
stellar. 2. measured by the apparent motion of fixed

stars: a sidereal day, the interval between two successive
transits of a star over the meridian, equals 23 hours,
56 minutes, 4.09 seconds of mean solar time; a sidereal

hour equals 1/24 of a sidereal day.
sid-er-ite (sid'gr-it'),

n. (< Fr. or L,; Fr..<*4rifo; L.

sideritis, fern., or siderites, masc,; Gr. sidiritis, sidSritSs

< sidSros, iron], 1. a valuable ora^of iron, PeCOs, irea
carbonate, usually yellowish to Ifyjht-brown in color,

2. a meteorite consisting chiefly of iron.

sid-er-itic (sid'a-rit'ik) , adj. of siderite.

sid-er-o- (sid'eV^o, sid'er-s), [< Gr. sidfros], a combining
form meaning iron, as in siderolite: also, before a vowel,
aider-.

aid er-o- (sid'gr-o, sid'gr-o), [< L. sidus, sideris, a star], a
combining form meaning star, as in siderostat: also,
before a vowel, sider-.

sid-er-o lite (sid'Sr-a-Ht'), n. [siderth (iron) + -lle), any
meteorite containing large proportions of both iron
and silicates.

sid-er-o-si8 (sidVro'sis) , n. [Mod. L. < sider- + *05^].
1. any disease of the lungs caused by the inhaling of

particles of iron or other metal 2. an abnormal deposit
of iron in the body tissues.

aid-er-o-a tat (sid'gr-5-stat'), n. [$id$r0~ + -5l4l] a mirror
which turns with the apparent motion of A star so aa
to keep the star constantly within the field of a fixed

telescope or similar instrument,
sidesaddle (sid'sad"!), n. a saddle upon which the
rider sits with both legs on the same tide of the animal ;

designed for women wearing skirtt whik riding.
aide show* L a small show run in connection with the
main show or attraction, as of a circus. 2. something of
mwaor or wcondary importance; subordinate evant*

aide-slip (sld'slip
7
), lu. L to slip or skid sideways, as

on skis, 2. in aeronautics, to perform a Hkteilip. v.t.

to cause to sideslip, n. 1. a slip or skid to the tide. 2.

in aeronautics, a maneuver In which an airplane it made
to fall sideways and slightly forward by holding the
control stick forward and to om Hide while cteprttiing
the rudder control on th opposite Uk; a standard
method of reducing altitude

side split ting (sid^pllt'itt), of/, t, wry hearty; oon-
vulsive: mid of laughter, 2, canting iiearty l&tightir;
asf a xidesputting account of the evening.
side-step (sld'stejn. v*t. [stMNvrxprvp (ittpt'} sii*
STEPPING], to avoid by or M by stepping dodgt;
as. he cannot $idiMip this difliculty. vJ* to Hti-p to one
side; take a side tlp,

side step, 1. a step to one side* m to nvoic! runtiething-
2, a step or stair temtixl at to* sWt,

tide stroke, a awimming la^k* patloimad, wWto lyteg
sideways in th* water, by working tht rm altrtIy
backward and forward while exreuting kick
with tht tet.

iJiDESWii'iNcj, to hit 'along the* akin iu ptktdb n. a
gknciftg blow of tJbls kiwi.
Ut>tn*ck (sld'trakO, v.t* a 94 I. to twitch, m 9.

train, from a main mm to a tiding, 2. tw tu
from tfet xDpin or ccmw; divtrt CM
n. a nulruud

side walk, (dd%6r) n * petti or iaem,
\

a| tk rids tat lor
* '

'" " ~"
1 Wd'wird}, IWP* A *jf> m* ;

mt iid*.
aide-wards (skHw^rU*),, i

Idfj-winr <rtd%l
f
)* ui/* 41 f* itoway* it. a bywys

alao r

ddot
ward or from oi

elde-wheel



siding I3S5 sigil
aid ing (sid'irj), n. 1. boarding or shingles forming
the outside covering of a frame building. 2. a short
railway track connected with a main track by a switch
and used for unloading, bypassing, etc, ; sidetrack

si-die (si'd'l), ZM. [SIDLED (-did), SIDLING], [prob. back-
formation < sideling], to move sideways, especially in a
shy, fearful, or stealthy manner, n, a sidling movement.
Sid-ney (sid'ni), [< the surname Sidney: prob, reduced
< St. Denis], 1. a masculine name: diminutive, Sid:
also spelled Sydney. 2. a feminine name.
Sid ney, Sir Philip (sid'ni), 1554-1586; English soldier,
poet, and statesman,
Sidon (si'd'n), n. the capital of ancient Phoenicia: site
of modern Sa'ida.

Si do-ni-an (si-d5'ni^n), adj. of Sidon. its people, or
culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Sidon.

Jsid-cle (sye'kl'), n. tpl SOCLES (4d')], [Fr.], a century;
period; age.

Jsi&cle cTcr (sye'ki; ddrO, [Fr.], (the) golden age: said
of the reign of Louis XIV of Prance.

Sieg-bahn, Klarl Man ne Gc org (kSrl mln'ne yS'6r-y'
s^gHbln), 1886- : Swedish physicist; received Nobel
prize in physics, 1924.

siege .(sSjXn, [MB, up; OPr, seget siege; LL, *sedwm,
seen in obsidium* the sitting down before a town, siege <
sederef to sit], 1, the encirclement of a fortified place
by an oppoting armed force intending to take it, usually
by blockade and bombardment. 2* any persistent
attempt to gain control, overcome opposition, etc.
3. ICbf ] a ae*t; throne. 4. [Obs,], rank; position.
5. [CoUoq.JL a long, distressing or wearying period: as,
a jiff* of illness. vl [tnKucD (sljd), SIEGING], to lay
siege to; besiege.
lay siefte to, to subject to a dag; attempt to win,
gain, overcome, etc.

Siege Perilous, a teat at lOng Arthur
1
! Round Table.

fami to all occupants except tie knight destined to find
the Holy Grail,

power, victory 4* fyirito-, peace* prot^tioi^tiie hero
o! a Gernutaic legend having several varsloni: m the
Nihdun$cnlifd, m wins the treasure of the Nibelunfls,
kills a dragoia, and betrotht Brunhild only to

me m wife for Gtmthov whota titter B^emMw
he then mairte; m w Sifturd, Nibclunftenllea, Ring

Sltgfr&a % a teavily fortifu-d defense Hue built
along the French border in Germany between 1933

JSi*j; luA (jUkt BuOii|0il> tmJfto vlctoiyj a tahite ttsud
in Germany under tot Nazin.

Mr WUltem Wwtoai O. rt'mwos),
(pom

and inventor, born in ( n'rmnny.
8to*9 (ri-ea'w It, ye'al)^ it* I, a dty In wwt etatrtl

, 52,000 (wt. 1947)*52tOW (wt. i947) X a foncner rw^Mc
tMs dty? anttdl to TuaoAy in 1557,
S HtO'jfyl: OjWft *S^W^> 1*^
aoviibt; iicieivtd NoWl

anh cf
>

SeiM^Ita}y)/wlMMni
ft wan

yiiHowtsIi^fewjWfi in t*w n^twrnl $fest^! 2. a i.-.^w.**

3, The of ettltrr of
(ii-er rti {^*rt), ft* (. < L* Jrf4i a Mirj, I* a nmgts of
hillf, r mmmwBi havin a ;iaw-tooth^tl aji

trtfjti ii dh.fiuscr, 1 aay ^Vnl "

food thi^ naiskwtl: i

sieve tube, in botany, one of the tubes made of thin-
walled cells in the inner bark of a tree or shrub, serving
to conduct food substances,

8ift (sift), v.t. [ME. siften: AS. siftan < sife, a sieve; akin
to G. sichten; cf. SIEVE], 1. to pass through a sieve
so as to separate the coarse from the fine particles.
2. to scatter (a pulverized substance) by or as by the
use of a sieve. 3. to inspect or examine with care, as
by testing or questioning; weigh (evidence, etc.)* 4.

to separate; screen; distinguish: as, he sifted fact from
fable. v.L 1. to sift something. 2. to pass through
or as through a sieve.

sif-ter (sif'ter), n, a thing used for sifting; sieve.

sift'ings (sif'tirjz), n.pl. 1. something sifted; as, siftings
of snow beside the door, 2. something removed by
sifting; residue.

Si&., sig., 1. signal. 2* signature. 3. [It.], a) signar.
bjsignore; signori.

sigh (si), u.i. [ME. sighen, back-formation < sihten, p.t.
of siken < AS* sican, to sigh; prob. echoic], 1. to take
in and let out a long, deep, audible breath, specially
in expressing sorrow, relieL fatigue, longing, etc. 2. to
make a sound like that of a sigh: as> trees si&hing. in
the wind. 3. to feel longing or grief; yearn or lament
(often with for), v-t. 1. to express with a sigh. 2, to
spend (time) in sighing: as, he sighed his youth away.
3. [Rare], to lament with sighing, n. the act or sound
of sighing.

sight (sat), n [ME. sikt: AS. (ge)$ikt < base of seon, to
see + ~th; akin to G. siht], 1. a) something seen; view.
6) a remarkable or spectacular view; spectacle: as, the
dawn was a sight to behold, c) chiefly pi. a thing worth
seeing: as, the sights of the city. 2. the act of seeing;
perception by the eyes. 3, inspection or examination:
m, we were allowed first sight of the new contract.
4. a view: look; glimpse, 5. aim or an observation
taken with mechanical aid, as on a sextant, gun, etc.
6. the faculty or power of seeing; vision; eyesight.
7. mental vision or perception, 8, range or field of
vidon. 9. a) mental view; opinion; judgment: as, he
can do no wrong in her signt. o) [Obs.], insight, 10. any
of various devices used to aid the eyes m lining up
a gun, optical instrument, etc, on its objective. 11.

[CoUoq.j, anything having a strikingly unpleasant or
, appearance: as, our house was a sight after
~ty, hsf

s a sight without her make-up. 12.

i-1, a large number or amount: as, it'll need
of wing, v4 1* to observe or examine by
a sights as* lie sighted their wovea&eiits cardtully.

. to catch sight of; ee* 3. to bring into the sights of a
riik, eta. | aim at* 4. to furnish with tights or a sighting
device. 5. to adjust th gkht$ of (a gtm, etc.). V4* 1. to
take aim or an observation with a tight 2. to look

: tus, sight along the line.

a person or thing mat is

the first tfaa J without

caiwuHy in a
a sight for aorc eyes, [Coll<

ptoamuat to see; welcome
at flr*t eiftht, when
furthwr study or d^ ...... . ............

at (or on) el^ht, L wtoa orw SOOB a MO, 2. m<:<wi-
MMT<fv ujKm deniarKl or prt^entation.
by tti&ht, by appearance ; not through hdng acquainted.
catch sight ol, 1. to make out by means of the eyes;
diieera; iff, 2. to Mt briefly;
Ite uiftht <f, 1. to fail to keep
2* to tail to k*p in mind; 0f
not tar A lond idltt. I Ml
out

t*/ lftht. l.iKit instilt.

3. fCoUtxi,), beyond reach; unatt
liigh , M in K timclarcls, oiM ctc

;
out of eight of, L not iruught of. 2. not dose or near

.

t; sco no longer.

not at all.

remote ; hence.
able extrenidy

out'of sJftht, out of mind, peraom or things not seen or

n, without semug (the" thing mentioned)

"a draft payable cm presentation: abbrcvi-

t: usually in combi-

act d going to
or

a in



sigill. 1356
Sikandarabad

ogy, an image or sign having some mysterious power.
sigill., sigillum, [L.], seal (signet).

sig-il-late (sij's-laV) , adj. [LL. sigillatus, pp. of sigillare

< sigillum; see SIGIL], 1. having a pressed-in pattern,
as earthenware. 2. in botany, haying markings re-

sembling those made by a seal, or signet.

Sig-is-mund (sij'is-mand, sig'is-mond; G. ze'gis-

moont'), [G.; Goth. Sigismunth < sigis, victory -f-

-h Gmc. *mund~, hand, protection], a masculine name:
variant, Sigmund, n. Holy Roman emperor (1411-
1437); lived 1368-1437.

sig-ma (sig'mo), n. [Gr.l, the eighteenth letter of the
Greek alphabet (2>, <r $) corresponding to English S,
si see alphabet, table.

Big-mate (sig'mat), adj. shaped like a sigma or an S.

sig-moid (sig'moid), adj. [Gr. sigmoeides; see SIGMA &
-oro], 1. having a double curve like the letter S. 2. of
the sigmoid flexure of the colon,

moi-dal (sig-moi'd'l) , adj. sigmoid.
noid flexure, 1. in anatomy, the last curving part
the colon, ending in the rectum. 2. in zoology, an

S-shaped curve.

Sig mund (sig'mand), [< G. Siegmund & ON. Sigmundr
< Gmc. *sig~, victory + mund-, hand, protection], a
masculine name: see Sigismund.
sign (sin), n. [ME. sygne; OFr. signe; L. signum; the

orig. AS. word was tacen (cf. TOKEN)], L
a something

that indicates a fact, quality, etc.; indication; token:
as, a black arm band is a sign of mourning. 2. a

gesture or motion that conveys information, gives a

command, etc. : as, he nodded a sign of approval. 3. a
mark or symbol having an accepted and specific

^ing: as, the sign ? indicates a question, the sign

f
means "repeat" in music, the sign + means 44add"

in mathematics. 4. a publicly displayed board,
placard, etc. bearing some information or advertise-
ment. 5. anything marking the trail of an animal, as

droppings, a track, etc.: as, deer signs were plentiful.
6. any visible trace or indication; vestige: as, he
showed no sign of friendship. 7. <*) an act or happening
regarded as a miraculous demonstration of divine

power, b) an omen; portent. 8. in astrology, any of

the twelve divisions or houses of the zodiac, each repre-
sented by a symbol: see zodiac. 9. in medicine, an
objective indication of a disease, apparent to someone
otner than the patient. t>.i. 1. to mark with a sign,

especially with the sign of the cross, as in blessing or

consecrating. 2. to write one's name on, as in acknowl-
edging authorship, authorizing action, etc. 3. to write

(one's name) as a signature. 4. to hire or engage by
written contract; sign on. 5. to express, indicate, or
signify with a 'Sign: as, he signed Ma approval with a
nod. f.i. 1. to write one's signature, as m attesting or

confirming something. 2. to make a sign; signal. Ab-
breviated e,

sign away (or over), to abandon or transfer title to

(something) by or as by signing a doctunent; convty,
sign off, 1 . in radio, to stop broadcasting after making
station identification. 2. JSlang], to stop talking.

sign on, to engage (oneself or others) for employment;
hire or be hired, especially by a signed agreement,

sign up, 1. to sign on; specifically, 2. to enlist in
some branch of military service*

SyN, sign, the broadest in scope of these terms, applies to
an action, condition, quality, occurrence, or visible object that
points to a fact or conveys & meaning (a **'# of spring, good
will, the zodiac, etc.) ; mark suggests that which IK imtnrintfHl

on. or is intrinsically characteristic of, something (suffering left

its mark on his face); token suggests something given or
serving as a symbol or sign of some quality, feeling, value, tc.

(a token of good will) ; a symptom fa an outward, recognizable
sign of the existence of a disease, disorder, etc. (piviudice f a
symptom of social maladjustment); Indication Is toe general
word, interchangeable with any of the pm-eding words.

eig iial (sig'hl), n. fME.; OFr.; LL. stool*. nw*t of
signalis < L. signum, a sign], 1. a sign; token; Indi-
cation, 2. a sign or event fixd or understood at tibe
occasion for prearranged combined action; A9 a signal
for a fire drill. 3. anytirog! wfiicfb tottlt^s to acflon*
4. a sign ijivcci by jgstuiti mechaaical ctevioft! utc* to
convey command, warning* or otto* information; as,
a red light is a stop 9imf 3* K card KWM a bid or
play aesignad to give Inlonnai ta cm&*&
6, in telegraphy, radio, &&W*mum sound or picture clanMot* ta wwtfww cr
tramnwtted. adf. 1. not aveoy cr <wlm
tpicwoua: remarkable; notable. wad m m
to signaling. 0,t. {SIONM,E or on4t
si<;NA(,iNf; or SIGNALLING}, i. to make a siffnal or

to. 2. to m&fed known or
" " "

fornruiticm) try signmla, *| to take
Abbrtmted Sift., alft.

Siftnal <;<rps, in the United States Army, the cornbat
itriu in ch.trge <> nicwt^ fornis (>f amtiiiunicatioa Mid"""^ ' * * "

^tef ami

tfahqr ttet
|Mp~ M *-* /| fW* IWIffffJlJLmP ("IttJKL

^"*

L to make signal, rvnwrkabk m

worthy; distinguish. 2. to jDoint out; call attention to.

8lg-naMer (sig'n'1-Sr) , n. a signaler.

sig-naMy (sig'nal-i), adv. in a signal, or striking, manner;
remarkably; notaoly.
sig-nal-man (sig'n'1-man , sig'n 1-mon), n. Ij^t. SIGNAL-
MEN (-men', -mon)], a man responsible for operating,-, ,

sending, or receiving signals.

signal ment (sig'n'l-mant), n,

description giving distinguishing or
, -wwrt],

ifying marks,,

as of someone wanted by the police.

sig-na-to-ry (sig'n9-t6r'i, sjg'no-to'n), adj. [L. si^nato-
nus < signore; see SIGN], joining or taking part in the

signing of something, n. [pi. SIGNATORIES (-12)], a

person, agency, government, etc., usually one of several,
whose signature is attached to a document,

sig na-ture (sig'ne-ch&r), n. [ML. signatura < L. signare,

to sign], 1. a person's name written by himself, or a

representation of this in a mark, stamp, deputy's
handwriting, etc. 2. the act of signing one's name.
3. that part of a doctor's prescription telling the

patient how to use the medicine prescribed: usually
marked 5 or Sig. 4. a musical number or sound effect

which opens or closes a radio program, 5. in music,
a sign or signs placed at the ^beginning of a staff to

show key or time. 6, in printing, a) a large sheet

upon which are printed four, or some multiple of four,

pages and which, when foloed and bound, forms one
section of a book or pamphlet, b) a letter or number
at the bottom of the first jpage in such a sheet showing
in what order the sheet is to be bound. Abbreviated
Sljln lift.

sign board (sin'bdrd', sJn'bSrdOt a board bearing
a sign or notice, especially one advertising a business.

slg-net (sig'nit), n, [ME.; OPr. t dim, of signe, a sign),
1. a seal, especially one used as a signature in marking
documents as official, etc* 2. a mark or impression
made by or as by a signet v.t. to stamp or make official

with a signet.
signet ring, a finger ring containing a signet, often in

the form of an initial.

ate nlf-i-cance (sJg-nif'a-kdns), n* HU si&iwmtia <
simiftcans; see SIGNIFICANT!, 1* that which is sig-
nified ; meaning. 2. the quality of being tlgnificam;
suggestiveness; expressiveness. 3, importance; con-
sequence; moment. -

* JW, see Importance, meiwlnft.
aig-nif i-can-cy (sig-nif'o-kan-si), n. significance.
aM-nif-i-cant (sig-mf'a-kont) , adj. (L. significant, ppf.
of signiftcare, to sfgnifyj, X. a) having or flutpreiifng
a meaning, b)

full of meaning. 2. important; mo*
mentotis. 3. having or conveying a span*! or hidden
meaning; suggie8tive. n. [Anohalc], something that has
significance; sign*

slft-ni fi ca tion (siw'no-fi-ka/shon), n. [ME. sismfita*
ctoun; OFr. significaciun; L. sunificatio]. L signifj-
cance: meaning. 2, the act of ignitylng; indication,

l^i ^*t teoNWtra (*ffdO i

nt OPr. si&Mtr; L, i^,^_r_ ,

srifj
to matol L to bt ga or

.. . . ., ^^,^MMmm3imifyhlpwm^yt 2,

to snow or naaiw known, as by s gn, wowt, to.: *

**y** by rtitfog your land. wX to 3bivt sovae
___^^f or teportanet: m tlgnificiy*** mt**r.

si jinlor CsSn'ydr, sfa'yor), n. iignor ..

auofttloQ of thociiStf or 1

^-, ww *^,.MWW m^Mj and 0wtwwi
slftn manual, a perwmt 4ptorty wpMkUy that of a
monarch on an official d<xmment.

ftte asodiac, wfci ApNMMtttcd bgr rm^bdtaM

'-.^T^^P, v , JP^WT^I* iftd ,
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Sikang I3S7 silk

Sikang (se'kar/; Chin. she'kSn'), n. a Chinese prov-
ince in Nearer Tibet: area, 164,991 sq. mi.: pop.,
1,651,000 (est. 1947); capital, Kangting.
Sikb ($e"k). n. [Hind., a disciple], a believer in Sikhism
adj. of or belonging to the Sikhs,
Sikh-ism (sSk'iz'mjl, n. the doctrines of a Hindu reli-

gious sect founded in northern India about 1500: belief
in one god and rejection of the caste system are the
main principles.
Si-klang fsi'kyat)'; Chin. she*'jyaV), n. a river in
southern China, flowing into the South China Sea:
length, 1,250 mi.: also called Si.
Sik-kim (sik'irn), n. a state of northeastern India: area,
2,818 sq. mi.; pop., 122,000; capital, Gangtok.

Si-fcor-sky, I-^or (Fgfir si-kfir'ski), 1889- ; American
aeronautical engineer, born in Russia.

ei-lage (sl'lij), n. [< ensilage, after silo], in agriculture t

green fodder preserved in a silo,

Si-las (sllas), iLL.^ Gr, Silas; prob. of Sem. origin], a
masculine name; diminutive, 5*.

sile-na ceoue (sfb-nl'shos), adj, [< Mod. L. Silene^ a
genus of plants (< L. <Silmus, Silenus); + nceous] t in

many, caryophyllaceous.
silence (srbns), n, (ME.; OFr. scilence, silence; L.
silentfant < silens; see SILBNT], L the state or fact of

keeping silent \
a refraininf from speech or the making

of noise. 2. Absence of any s,ound or noise; stillness,
3. a witl^olmng of knowledge; omission of mention:
as, we noted the author's suence on that point. 4.

failure to communicate, write, keep in touch, etc, 5.

oblivion or obscurity. y.L (SILENCED (-fonst), SI-

LENCING], 1* tq cause to be silent, 2. to put down:
repress; overcome. 3. to put (enemy guns) out of
action, fitter/, be silent 1

sHene-er (silsm-sUr), n, 1. a person or thlnjf that si-

lences. 2. a device for deadening the sound of a gun,
3. [Chiefly British], a muffler for an internal-combustion
engine.

si-lent (silant), ad/, [L. silens < sttere, to be silent],
1, making no vocal sound; not speaking; $pachleas;
mute. 2. seldom speaking; uaykf ifttte; not talkative,
3* free from or making no uound or noise; quiet; still;
noiiclew, 4. not spoken, uttered, or expressed; twit:
as, silent longing, o. witnholdinf knowledge; omitting
mention; uncommunicative; as, the report was silent
on this matter. 6* inactive: at, the machine* had beer*
silent for *bc month*. 7, deslpiatlng OF of motion
pictures that do not have at* accompanying syn-
chroaid ipdach and sound mcorditig: pnntea captions
are used to present dialogue in silent funi5.

SFN.-*U^dt Is the *to>ple <Uret word tor one who I tem-
porarily wot fpeakhif er ene who ttMom spmtes; ttcltwrn
tp|ilis to jptrsott

who I* JiubftfaHF ttnoefntnunicativei
reaiTv^d irnpUes & habitual <ateotfM t^ be withdrawn in

ipcwch *n4 r.flf-rcstrwini'd or nlKvf in manner; reticent implies
a tli;;indiiiatv m, Mmittinit tempftrary f frc>m*embarnmm*nit ,
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Si leiu n. A nwrm of ct-n(.rul

Kiv^:li fc ji ^- ^
before

linen or twilled cotton cloth used for linings: the linen
was originally made in Silesia.
Sileslan (si-le'shi~9m, se-li'shsn), adf. of Silesia, its

people, or culture, n. & native or inhabitant of Silesia.
si-lex (sl'leks), n. [LA 1. silica, especially in the form of
flint or quartz. 2. heat-resistant glass made of fused
quartz. 3. a device of such glass used for making coffee :

a trade-mark (Sllcx).
silhouette (sil'oo-ef, silVwetOi fl. [after Etienne de
Silhouette, Fr. minister of
finance in 1759], 1. an out-
line drawing, especially a
profile portrait, filled in with
a solid color: silhouettes are

usually cut from black paper
and fixed on a light back*
ground. 2. any dark shape
or outline seen against a light
background, v.t* [SILHOU-
ETTED (-id), SILHOUETTING],
to show Of project in a sik
houettq, **~>-8YN, aee outline.
siM-ca

(sil'i-ka), n. fMod. L.

<; L. wex, silicis, nintl, the
dioxide of silicon, SiOi, a
hard, glassy mineral found in
a vanety of forms, as in

quartz, sand, opal, etc.
silica gel, a colloidal form of
silica used as a drying agent
in air-conditioning equip-
ment, as a carrier ofcatalyst$
in chemical reactions, etc.

sIHcate (sil'i-kitj e$p. by SILHOUBTTB
chemists siri^k^t ), n. a salt
or ester derived from silica or a siEcic acid.

si Ii-ceou8 (s^-lieh'^s), ad/, [L, tflictus], 1. of, contain^
wjg, <pr like silica* 2, growing in soil that has a large
proportion of siUca in it,

al-lic-ic (so-lis'ik), adjt [silicon. 4- 4c] t of, Mice, or derived
from silica or siwcon.

Silicic ma, any of several hypothetical acids of whicli
the different

,
mineral siUqate* may be regarded as salts.-" J ~M (sil'i-sJd

7
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silkaline 1358 silver nitrate

on the end of an ear of corn, etc. adj. of or like silk;
silken. v.i. to bloom: said of Indian corn.
hit the silk, [Slang], to leave an aircraft by means of
a parachute.

silk-a line, silk-a-lene (sil'ko-leV), n. a thin, soft, cot-
ton fabric with a silky luster.

silk cotton, the silky fibers covering the seeds of various
bombacaceous trees, used to stun cushions, etc.: also
called kapok.

silk-cot-ton tree (silk'kof'n), any bombacaceous tree,
especially one from which silk cotton is obtained, as
the ceiba, or kapok tree.

silk-en (sil'k'n), adj. [ME. silken, selken; AS. seolcen;
cf. SILK & -EN], 1. made of silk, 2. dressed in silk.

3. silklike in appearance, texture, etc.; soft; smooth;
glossy; hence, 4. a) smooth and ingratiating: as,
silken flattery. 6) elegant; luxurious: as, silken ease.

c) soft; gentle; delicate: as, a silken caress.
silk hat, a tall, cylindrical hat covered with silk or satin,
worn by men in dress clothes.

silk-i-ne&s (sil'ki-nis), n. a silky state or quality.
silk-screen print (silk'skreW), a print made by the
silk-screen process: cf. serlgraph.

silk-screen process, a stencil method of printing a flat
color design through a piece of silk or other fine cloth
on which all parts of the design not to be printed have
been stopped out by an impermeable substance.

silk-stock-ing (silk'stok'iij), adj. 1. fashionably or
richly dressed; elegant. 2. wealthy; aristocratic: as, the
silk-stocking trade, n. 1. a member of the wealthy,
aristocratic class. 2. [Colloq.L a Federalist or Whig.

silk-weed (silk'wed'), n. milkweed.
silk-worm (silk'wurm'), n. any of certain moth cater-
pillars that produce cocoons of silk fiber: they feed
chiefly on mulberry leaves and are cultivated as the
source of commercial silk.

silk-y (sil'ki), adj. [SILKIER (-ki-gr), SILKIEST (4ci-ist)]
l.'Ot or like silk; soft; smooth; lustrous. 2. having
fine, soft, silklike hairs, as some leaves.

sill (80), fiJMR. silk, sylle; AS. syl, syll; akin to G.
schwelle; 1$. base *sel-, a beam, plank], 1. a heavy,
horizontal timber or line of masonry supporting a
house wall, etc. 2. a horizontal piece forming the
bottom frame of a door or window.

sil la-bub (sil'0-bubOt n. [prob. a var. of dial sWbouk,
lit., silly (i.e., happy) stomach, in which -&& shows
influence of tmb, breast; Bug, dial, has ateo mmibawk,
lit., merry stomach, for the term], a dessert or beverage
made of sweetened milk or cream mixed with wine or
dftpr';axid beaten to a froth: also spelled syllabub.

Mliajci"^laj Ifttans Ee-mil (fr&ns e''mil sillan-pa')*
*8&~ : Finnish writer; received Nobel prize in Mter-

sil-ler (sil'gr), n. [Scot.], silver; money*
siHHy (sil'9-li), adv. in a siUy manner.
sillinessi (efll-nis), n. 1. the quality of being sfltty.
2. something silly; silly behavior.

sil-ly (sil'i), adj. [SILLIER (-i-er) SILLIEST (4-ist)], {MB.
seb, stli (with shortened vowel), good, blessed, innocent;
AS. s&hg, happy, prosperous, blessed (akin to G. sdigl
blessed) < sasl, time; sense development: happy-
blessed* innocent- (deserving pityO~-rfunwcTldtyw~- ool~
ish;cf. INNOCENT, CRETIN], 1* feebie-minded; imbecile
2, having or showing little sense, judgment, or sobriety;
foolish, stupid, absurd, ludicrous, etc. 3. [CoIJoQ ]
-3 ~

-*; senseless, as from a blow, 4, [DtalJ, pelplMs-
5. [Archaic], feeble; infirm. <J/ ifiroKikl!

y, plain; innocent, n, [Colloq,), a silly pemm,
LtJHyiinpta

- - '-

to <feaion*rfce * lack of common sense,
sobriety (h m* $Hte of yotx to lock the dooar) ;

duU-wittednss or kdc of normal intelligence or .*~*~
(he is not so stupid as to believe that): fatuoua
stupidity, inanity, ojr obtuserost coupled with a s
cy (a fatuous babbit): asinine implies the ex
conventionally stftrfatttod to anw (an asinine
also absurd. ANT. wise, inf

"'

si-lo fsl'lo), n. 01.

fires],
an airtight pff

' or^ower
J^preserved.j;.*. to 'store |n a

Silures or the territory held by them. 2. designating
or of the geological period after the Ordovician and
before the Devonian in the Paleozoic Era, char-
acterized by the appearance of scorpions (the first

land animals) and extensive coral reefs: so called be-
cause its rocks were first found in an area occupied by
the Welsh, assumed to be descendants of the Silures.
the Silurian, the Silurian Period or its rocks: see
geology, chart.

sHu rid (sa-loor'id, si-lyoor'id), n. [< Mod, L. Siluridae,
name of the family < L. silurtis, a kind of river fish <
Gr. silpuiros], any of a number of fresh-water catfishes
found in Europe and Asia.

sil-va (sil'vo). n. [pi. SILVAS (-vaz), SILVAB (-ve)], [L., a
forest], f

1. the forest trees of a certain area. 2. a Dook
or treatise describing the trees of a certain region. Also
spelled sylya.

Sil-van (sil'van), a masculine name: see Sylvan.
sil-van (sil'van), adj. & n. sylvan.
Sil-va nus (sil-va'nas), a masculine name: see Sylvanus.
n. Roman god of the woods and farming.

sil ver (sil'vgr), n. [ME. sylver, selfer; AS. seotfer; akin
to G. silber, Goth, silubr, etc.; ci. also Russ. serebro;
prob. a loan word < outside IE.], 1. a white, precious,
metallic chemical element that is extremely ductile and
malleable, capable of a high polish, and an excellent
conductor of heat and electricity: symbol, Ag; at.

wt., 107.880; at. no., 47. 2. the metal regarded as a

commodity or medium of exchange, as in the form of

ingots, coins, etc.; hence, 3, money of any kind.
4. something, especially tableware, made of or plated
with silver; silverware. 5. a lustrous, grayish-white
color; silvery color. 6. something having this color,
as the material used in coating the back of a mirror.
7. a salt of silver, as used in photography, etc, adj. L
made of, containing, or plated with silver: aa, silver
thread. 2. of, based on, or having to do with silver: as,
the silver standard. 3. of or advocating the adoption
of silver as a standard of currency: as, the silver oloc.
4. having the color or luster of silver; silvery, 5, having
a silvery tone or sound. <$. eloquent: as. a silver tongue,
7. marking or celebrating the twenty-fifth year: as, a
silver wedding anniversary, v.L 1. to cover or coat
with silver or something like silver. 2, to catu to re-
semble silver in color or luster; as, trees silvered with
snow, va. to become silvery in color, Abbreviated s,

Silver Age^ 1, the period of Latin Htwature coming
between 14 and 180 A.Do distinguished by the writings
of Martial Juvenal, Tacitus* etc, 2. in classical

mythology* we second age of the world, inferior to th

silver beU. any of a numter of wlated trees with droop-
tog, bell-shaped, white flowers.

eil-ver-bell tree (sil'v&r-bel'), a silver bell.
sil-ver-ber ry (sH^rgr-bri), n. \pL HLVERBBREIES (-i*)].
a shrub with fragrant flower* mad livery leaves and
fruit.

silver birch, the white birch.

stjygr bromide, a ydlpw-whlte crygtallfa compound.
AgBr, which becomes dark warn exposed to light: usid
in photography.

sliver certificate, a piece of paper money tomwl ott the
basis of a government* poi^o of ivr in th
amount ol the face value of the certificate, payable to
the bearer on demand: a United States silver c^rtifi^^
g legal teader for aE debts, pvbtie w pitrato

silver chloride, a white crystalUn^ con
which becomes dark when exposed to light:

-, . u
rag forth], in the Bibtt, a spring
salem : John 9:7,

silt (silt), n. [ME. sylte,*

Nprw. syU* sea beach, .,
alt marsh; for IE, base see SALT
composed of fine particles, as

8Mttii*duni. (WonMam), n. fil/icon
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silver plate I3S9 simple honors

pared by dissolving silver in dilute nitric acid and used
In silver plating, photography, as an antiseptic* etc,

silver plate, tableware made of silver.

silver screen. 1. a screen on which motion pictures
are projected in theaters. 2. motion pictures collec-
tively: with the.

sil-ver-side (sil'vgr-sidO, n. silversides.
sil-ver sides (sil'v^r-sidz'), n, \pl, SILVERSIDBS], any of
a number of small fishes or minnows with silver stripes
along the sides.

8il-ver*8mith (sil'v&r^smith'), Hi a person who makes
and repairs silver articles.

silver standard, a monetary standard in which the
basic currency unit is equal to a specified quantity of
silver,

Silver Star Medal, a United States military decoration
in the form of a bronze star with a small silver star
at the center, awarded for gallantry in action.

silver-tongued (sil'vdr4un67), ad/, eloquent.
sil-ver-ware (sil'veV-wtr'), fl. articles, especially table-
ware, made of or plated with silver.

silver weddinjL a twenty-fifth wedding anniversary.
sil-ver-weed (sil'vSr-w5d')r n. 1. a plant with long
stems, yellow flowers, and leaves which are silvery
underneath, 2. any of a number of related plants of
the morning-glory family, with similar leaves,

sil-ver-y (siFvlr-iJ, adj. 1, having the appearance of
silver; Eke silver in color or luster, 2 softly and dearly
ringing ; as, a silvery tone. 3, covered with or containing
silver.

Sil ves tor (sil-ves't&r), a masculine name: se Sylvester.
Sil vi-a csiFvi-?}, a fentwine name: see Sylvia.
eil-vi cul-ture (silM-kul'cMr), n. [< L, silva, forest; 4-
cultural the art of cultivating a forest; forestry.

Js'U wua plajt (set' vW p&O. P?r., lit. if ft pleases
you), if you please; please.
si-mar (M~mtr') n. [Pr. simarre; It cimurra < Ar.
sammur, sable], a loose rob or jacket for women.
aima*rou-ba (simVrWbQ), n. (Mod. 3U; Carib], 1.

any of a number of related tropical American trees
with bitter bark, large-disked flowers, and pulpy fruit.
2. the bark, used In pharmacy.

aim*a*rou*t>ao*oii* <im'a-r5obS's]hQ$) <*<#, [< Mod,
L, $im&romac$w, nam o the family (< siwarouba) ; -f

in totally, of the attanthus family.
mtli To-rmn

[Hb. simkalk lor^A, lit,, rejdbiag in the Torah or aw.
a Jewish holiday, the Rejoicing m the Law; also ipellea
Slmhath Toruh: tlcc, Jewih fcaliday*.
Sim*>0n ^im'i^n), (LI*; Or, Sym&n; Hofr rtJm*
lit, heard]* a mMcuIine name* n. in the Bible, 1* a
on of Jacob; huw 2, a tribe of ttmel desoeuMd from

who, on s

the word;; l

ke 2j.

the infant Jems
set to the canticle

.,

s h
fe ro
143..W (stal-en), <sy

am pa or nionkcy ,

it (t!4l
f
tli) f 390?*459 A*p,;

and^preached on the top of a

it* a city fa thft Crimea:

[< L, #Mto| an awl, of or WJtee

lly anmwmmm apt, n,aa
an anthn^Kvtd upe,

*^&Epfi
t *

imtinr; to

mering: as. keep the water at a simmer, -~-SYN. see boil,
simmer down, 1. to simmer, as a liquid, until the vol-
ume is reduced or condensed. 2. to cease simmering;
subside; cool off; abate.

eim-nel fsim'nsl), n. [OFr. simenel, seminel; ML. sim-
ila, small wheat bread; L., fine wheat flour; akin to Gr.
semidalis, finest wheat flour; tilt, prob. < Bab. sam$dut

fine flour], [Archaic], 1. a rich fruitcake prepared at
Christmas, Easter, etc. 2. a crisp bread or biscuit
made of fine flour, and often boiled before baking*
sl-mo-leon (sa-mo'K-Qn), n. [Slang], a dollar.
Si-mon (si'man), [L.; Gr. SimQn, SetmOn; Ileb. sUm'&n,
lit., heard], a masculine name: diminutive, Sim. n.
1. in the Bible, one of the twelve apostles (called
Peter): see Peter. 2. a brother or relative of Jesus:
Mark 6:3.

Si-men, Sir John Allse-brook (61s'brook si'man),
viscount Simon, 1873-1954^ English lawyer and states-
man.
simoniac (si-mo'ni-ak') [ME. symoniak; ML,
simoniacus], a person who practices simony.
elm-o ni a cal (si/me-ni'o-k

1
!, sim'o-nlVkl), ad/. l f of

or constituting simony. 2. guilty of simony.
Si-mon-i dea (sI-mon'9-dezOu n * a Greek lyric poet
who died in the 5th century B.C.

slm-o-nist (sJ'ma-nist. sim'o-nist), n. a simoniac.
Si mon Ize (sl'ma-nlz

7
), v.t. [&IMQNIZBD (-nlzd')t SIMON-

IZING]^ [< Simoniz, trade-mark for a preparation used
for this purpose], to clean and wax the enameled sur-
face of (an automobile body, etc,).
Simon Le gree (b-gre

7
), 1. the villainous slave over-

seer in Harriet Beecher Stowe's Unck Tom's Cabin;
hence, 2, any relentless taskmaster.
Simon Ma ftu8 (mli'gQs), in the Bible, a Samaritan
magician who, offered money for instruction in the rite
of

impsgtfog
the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands;

Simon Peter, see Peter (apostle),
si-mon-pure (srmdn-pyoor), aaj. [after Simon Fwr f
a Quaker in Susanna Centwvre

f
s play A Bold Stroke

for a Wife (1718), who must prove ids identity against
an impostor's claims], genuine; real; authentic.
sim o ny (sFma-ni aixnVdi)* 11. 1MB, & OPr. simmte:
ML. simonta < Simon Magus], the buying or selling of
sacred or spiritual things, as ecclesiastical pardons*
church offices, etc.
ai-moom (si^SomOt w* [Ar. sam&m < samma, to
poison], a hot, violent, sand44ea wind of the African
and Asiatic deserts: also called samiel
si-moon (si-moon'), n. a ;

Jmp (simp), n. [SlangLa <

sim-jper (sim'pgr), v& IBa
Mil

gfapp, simpertt. __
prob. echoic of pursed HJ^J, etc.], to u
affected, or elf-conciou$ way; smirk, , _
eacpress with ft simper, n. a silly, affected, or

lous ile; wnfrk. 5IW* we i

""

akin to
etc.; origin
in a siflyt

v4* to say or

, ** 7*"* *E*3fWk*r "JUW *V *.-"" >"PJ^"/1 H

(-ppt)l, JMB.; OFr; u simptot], L liaving or __
wftiug of only one part, feature, wbtftncef etc.; not
compounded or complex; single. 2. having few parts
or features; not complicated or involved: M r a simple
pattern; hence, 3. easy to do, solve, or understand, as
a task, question, etc. 4, without additions or quali-
fications; mere; baits i.hm MW the simple facts.
5
;
a) not ornate; unembellinh(xl; unadorned: M, simple

'< or elegant; plain: as,
or deceit:
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simple interest 1360 sinecure

simple interest, interest paid only on the principal
lent and not on previously accumulated interest.

simple machine, any one of the simple devices, includ-

ing the lever, wheel and axle, pulley, wedge, screw, and
inclined plane, once believed to constitute the basic
features of all machines.
sim-ple-mind-ed (sim'p'l-min'did), adj. 1. simple-
hearted ; unsophisticated. 2. having little sense ; foolish ;

stupid. 3. feeble-minded.

simple sentence, a sentence having one main clause
and no subordinate clauses (e.g., "The boy ran.").

Simple Simon, 1. a foolish character in a nursery
rhyme of the same name. 2. [Colloq.], any simpleton.

sim-ple-ton (sim'p'1-tsn), n. [< simple* after names
ending in -ton], a person who is silly, stupid, or easily

deceived; fool.

sim-plex (sim/pleks), adj. [L., simple], 1. having only
one part; not complex or compounded. 2. relating to

. simplex telegraphy.
simplex telegraphy, a system of telegraphy in which
only one message may be sent over a wire at one time.

sim-pli-ci-den-tate (sim'pla-si-den'tat), adj. [< Mod.
L. Simplicidentata, name of the roup < L. simplex,
simple ~f- dens, a tooth], belonging to the group of

rodents having only one pair of upper incisors, in-

cluding all but the rabbits, hares, and pikas.
sim-plic-i-ty (sim-plis's-ti), n. [pi. SIMPLICITIES (-tiz)],

[ME. simplicity; OFr. simplicity; L. simplicitas], 1. a
simple state or quality, as of form or composition; free-

dom from intricacy or complexity. 2. absence of

luxury, elegance, embellishment, or the like. 3. free-

dom from affectation, subtlety, etc. ; artlessness. 4. plain-
ness or naturalness, as .of behavior, way of life, etc.

5. lack of sense or reasoning ability; foolishness; dullness.

slm-pU'fi-ca*tion (sim'pb-fi-ka'slian), n. [Fr.l, 1. a
simplifying or being simplified. 2. any result or this, as
a simpler form, process, or device.

sim-pu-fi-er (sim'pb-fr&r), n. a person or thing that

simplifies.

sim-pU-fy (siin'plQ-fiO, v.t. [SIMPLIFIED (-fid'), SIMPLI-

FYING], [Far. simplifies; ML. simplijicare], to make more
simple; render less complex; make easy or easier.

Sim-plon (sim'ploa; Pr, Saw'pl5*w') n. 1. a pass in the

Alips between Switzerland and Italy: a road built by
Napoleon crosses it. 2. a railway tunnel n0ar this

pass; length* 12 JL/Aaai.,

sim-ply (sim'pli), adf, JL, in a simple manner; so as to

his answer was simply this. 3. absolutely; completely:
as, this is simply ridiculous.
sim-u-la-crum (sim'yoo-la'krsm), n, [pL SIMULACRA

r&$pr)],
'

[L < simulate; see SIMULATE), 1. an image.
% a mere pretense or semblance; vague representation;
counterfeit; travesty: sham,

aim-u-lant (sim'yoo-l9nt),t adj. [L. simulans, ppr. see
SIMULATE], in biology, exhibiting simulation,

eim-u-lar (sim'yoo-ler), n. a simulator. adj. 1, sim-
ulated; feigned. 2. simu,lative (of something),

slm-u-late (sim'yoo-lat'), v.t* [SIMULATED (-id). SIMU-
LATING), [< L. simulate, pp. of simidare, to feign <
svnkdt together with, likewise], 1. to give a false indi-

cation or appearance of; pretend; feign; as, simulate an
interest. 2. to have the external characteristics of; look
or act, like; as, the insect simulated a twig, <wy. simu-
lated; pretended; feigned. $WN* ee.MntnM.

elm-u-la-tion (sim'yoo-lS'shan), n. [MB, & OPxv
tagfo%; I* simulatio], L the act of a&B^lat
lei|p!Wig 2. false resemblance, as tttrot,

slm-u-la-tive (sim
/
yo<>la"

/

tiv) ad/* practicing or
acteris^by simulation,
sim-u la-tor (sjm'ycKvlSt'Sr), n. a person or thing i&at
simulates.

simul-cast (^'m^l-kast/, al'mal-kSsf)* v*t [SIMUL-
CAST, sjMt^OMSWOj, (< simult&xmcw 4- broMwrlL
to transmit (a prograni, event* etc,) dmtiXtanetmsly by
radio and television, a* a program, etc,m transmitted*

si mul-ta ne i-ty (siW^s^ti Im''Irtwa5VtJ), n*
a being simultaneous;

,*
n
$*mu> at me same: m<v Wr moma-moux,

occurring, done, existing, etc* together or at TOO same
time. SYN. see contemporary.
simultaneous equations, two or toqp* .atpiAtlQa* ^md
together m the same problem and having unknowns of
the same value.
to (sin), n, IHeb.] f the twenty-first tefftir ol thi SWiwfw
alplwbdt <tb). corresponding to ^ift & ; see
miplmbt table.

-^ -^ ^

to (sinL it, 1MB. (East Midland) Mnm; AjSL
tafttfc); ak& to G, sUndct ? < IE. bie $f
ml L the breaking of re%ious kw or a noctfj

cipte, espclly through a willful act. 2. any

fftiwrro (rincIL SINNING]. I. to break r
or monu principle; commit sin* 2. to commitw fftiill of my kind; do wrong, t 1, to commit
sinfully. 2, to bring about, etc, by sinning.

tin, im*.

i, Mount (sl'n!; ^r. fl^na-O* i h BIMc tht

mountain (probably in the southern part of the Sinai

peninsula but not identified) where Moses received the
law from God: Ex. 19.

Si-na-ic (si-na'ik), adj. Sinaitic.

Sinai Peninsula, a peninsula in northeastern Egypt,
projecting into the Red Sea: it is east of the Suez
Canal and west of Palestine.

Si-na-it-ic (si'na-it'ik), adj. of or from Mount Sinai or
the Sinai Peninsula.

sin-al-bin (sin-al'bin), n. [< L. sinapis, mustard +
alba, fern, of albusf white; 4- -*] ? pale-yellow crystal-
line glucoside, CsoBUaOuNsS*. obtained from white mus-
tard seed.
Si-naloa (se'na-l$'S), n. a state of western Mexico:

"

mustard; + ~ine\, an alkaloid derivative of smalbin,
CiflHzaOsN, known only in the form of its salts.

sin-a pism (sin's-piz'm), n. [L. sinapismus < Gr. sina~

pismos < sinapi, mustard], a mustard plaster.
sin-ar-chism, siivar-quism (si-nar'kiz'm), n. [< Sp,
sin-, syn- -J- Eng. anarchism, Sp. anarquismo], an armed
fascist movement in Mexico, formed in 1937 to fight
for the establishment of a totalitarian clerical state.

sin-ar-chist (si-nar'kist), n. a foltower of sinarchism.

sin-ar*qui8-ta (sin'ar-kis'ts), n. a sinarchist.

Sin bad the Sailor (sin'bad), a merchant in The Arabian
Nights who made seven adventurous voyages: also
Sindbad.

since (sins), adv. [ME. sins, sinnes, sithens, sithence,
all genit. forms < AS. siththan, for earlier *$iththon;
sith, after, since

-)-
ikon, instrumental form of thmt, the,

that, demonstrative article], 1. from then until now:
as, he came last Tuesday and has been here ever sine*.
2. at some or any time between then and now: as, tie

was injured a year ago but has since fully recovered.
3. before the present time; before now; ago: as, he dis-

appeared many; years since. $rep, L continuously or
without exception or interruption from fthe time given)
until now: as, we have been walking since one o clock,
2. during the period between (the time given) and now;
subsequently to: as, he's written twice since his depar-
ture* coitf* 1* during the period following the time
when: as, they've seen each other often since they met.
2. continuously or without exception or Interruption
from Idie time when: as f she has been unhappy sine sha
left home. 3. inasmuch as; becan.se: as, smce he was
Id&g he could do no wron^.,
long since, long before now; a long time ago,

sliveere (dn-sirO* &W* [SINCBREE (-er), SINCEIBST (-ist)] f

{Ft. sincere; L. sfacerus. clean, pure, sincere < tine,
without 4- base ol tartej (cf. CARIES), decay. rottettne;
hence, ong., undecayedL I without deceit, pretense,
or hypocrisy; truthful; faithful: itmightforwwrd; hon-
est: as, he gave a sincere statement of hlg feeling*.
2, being the same la actual character M In outward
appearance; genuine; real: us, a life of i^nr devo-
tion, 3* [Arcnaic] not mixed or adulterated: te Jin-
cere wine, 4, [ObsJ, uninjured ; wholes*
$W. sincere implfts an &bi@w of deceit, prvtenM, or
hypocrisy and an aanewtee to the ^mplt, unttmbIti|iid truth
(a sinc.fre dtisire to help); unaffcctea injiilu-fi it natviral, gmtiittf
simplicity and a fm>dt>m from artificiitl bt'huv*

* " "

pross styte)j uiif^i^iiKd sunMtt tehnvioiT

spontaneous <A@ looki-<l tit hiiu with /<r

hicttfeltstrwiw4^ai wAi*dorityc.. ^
Ik % tte. (fe tMl

i to tmi. ^anotfttlopi or <

. Ha^D^n. :;<('

n. [L, sinus, a
* .

;,
rane of angrle x;

:;inc of angle Y



smecurism 1361 singly

a per-

+ cura, cure, care], 1
1. a church office that pays a

salary without involving cure (care) of souls. 2. any
office or position that brings profit or advantage with-
out involving much work, responsibility, etc.

sl-ne-cur-ism (si'ni-kyoor-iz'in, sin's-kvoor-iz'm), n.
1. a system in which sinecures are available, 2. the

policy or principle of giving or taking sinecures.
si-ne-cur-ist (si'ni-kyoor'ist, sin's-kyoor'ist), n. j

son who holds or seeks a sinecure,
si-ne di-e (si'ni dl'e), (L.), without (a) day (being set
for meeting again); for an indefinite period: as, the
assembly adjourned sine die: abbreviated s.d.

Jsi-ne prO'le (si'ni pr5'H), [L.], in law, without offspring;
childless: abbreviated s.p.

$si*ne qua non (si'ni kwa non'), [L., without which
not], an essential condition, qualification, etc.; indis-

pensable thing; absolute prerequisite.
sfn-ew (sm/u), n. [ME. sinewe; AS. seonwe, oblique
form < nom. sinu, seonu; akin to 1). ztntw & (via the
nom.) G. sehnef IE, bane *sK- t to bind, what binds or
connects], 1. a tendon. 2 muscular power; strength;
force. 3. any source of power or strength; means or

supplying strength, v.t. to strengthen with or as with
sinews; provide with sinews.

8in-ewy (nin'yoo-wi), adj. 1. of or like sinew; tough:
strong. 2. having many or large sinews, as a cut of
meat. 3. having good muscular development: as,

sim'wy shoulders; lience, 4. vigorous; powerful;
robust: as, a sinewy style of writing*

8in-fo ni a (gin%-nF9; It, seVfa-ne'fi), n. [pi SINFONIE
(-n5'e) 1 Flt.J,

a symphony.
sinful (am'M), adj* full of or characterised by sin;
wicked; immoral,

sing (tin), .l, [SANG (ear)) or now rarely SUNG (sun),
SUNG, SINGING], [ME, singcn: AS. slng&n; akin to G,
singun; IE. bae *$en%wh~ (which, outside Gmc., is

found only in Gr. omphf* a voice, oracle)], 1. #) to pro-
duce musical sounds or notes with the voice, especially
in a connected series, as in voicing A song, b) to deliver
musical elections vocally, especially as a profeRsiotutl.
2. to txne ong or versa in description, prawe, etc, : a*
of thee I sing. 3. to sound somewhat like the singing
of a httman voice; produce a mtisical note or notes, m a
songbird, steaming teakettle, wind* etc. 4. to bmz,
hum, ring, etc., M the earn* an insect, flying miisil etc.
S* to admit of being mini. 6, to be exultant: rejoice:
as, a night to mke one i heart sing. 7, [Slangl to
confesn to a crime, eipecially so an to implicate others.
i>*<* 1. to render or deliver (a song, musical role, etc,)
by singing; utter with muki inflections. 2, to chant
or intone (part of a church ervica

etc.), 3, to describe,
proclaim, extol, eeltbrata, etc. in or as in song or verue:
at* they all sing his pmiset. 4. to bring to a given state,
an itktp, by Hinging. 5, to accompany . nc<nrt, etc. with
singing, n* La inrill buslng, whistling or humming
ound: an* the ifai of arrows overhttil. 2, [Coltoq.],
) ffwsp singing, d) * gtthtrteg el for group

aitxft out, (Colloq,]* ln Of rail Odt Umctly ;
';h<mt.

tnM'tm^inVbl)* id/. 1. that oao be 1
to tint; tttnefult lyrleat; melodic*

Si*ttfistti it* Siati,

i*port lifn'gt-pftr
1
, lg%pdi/) m t, sm

ht tip m the Malay Pitnmula: 217 aq. mi;
pop., l4ft?t^W: it Is a lalf-gowniing tindtr
Bntlih proieeti<Mi and * Britiah cw*n eolouy
untii Jaw, l9Sf : tfat of Sfa&f&t.
2, the fit' thin I*H.. 729,^4
iniji (*ittj), t (iiftW), stNQitiMo), (with
ittl vcnmii Cel IIIKOR* WIHO) < MB, IWIPI,* AS, MUMM
< %t||^ii Cftwi, < rf **to

iMEt Iwict, to hl* f

; Akin to O, Mtuimk I. tomm m SI* to (gn
to nt or

3. to burn ll ap (eletfi) an * totmi*
factum 4, to fewro tto of
n* 1, J* A or ^ f r/v,

towti*
'

iQ%*) n* I. * who
'

I* A

off

__,,
iM*

etc., or one family, as a house. 4, [British j, weak in

quality: said of beer, ale, etc. 5. between two persons
only; with only one on each side: as, single combat,
6. a) unmarried. &) of or characteristic of the unmarried
state. 7. having only one part; not double, compound,
multiple, etc. 8. having only one row or set of petals:
said of flowers and plants. 9. honest; sincere. 10.

seeing justly: as, judge with a single eye. 11. in

telegraphyv simplex. v.L [SINGLED 6*gld), SINGLING],
to select, or distinguish from others (now usually with
out), v.i. 1, to move with a single-foot gait: said of
horses. 2. in baseball, to jmake a single, n, I. a
single person or thing. 2. in baseball, a hit by which
the batter reaches no farther than first base* 3. in

cricket, a hit by which one run is scored. 4. in golf,
a match between two persons; twosome: distinguished
from foursome. 5. pi in tennis , etc., a game with only
one player on each side. Abbreviated sgl.
S FN.- tingle simply refers to one that is not united with or
accompanied by another (a single chair in the room, a single
man) ; sole applies to the only one of its kind under considera-
tion or in a particular situation (my sole dependent, his sole

contribution); unique strictly applies to the only one of its
kind in existence (a unigue bronze statue), but in popular usage
often implies mere rarenesalor urmsualnew (a unique experience) ;

solitary adds to the sense of singleness connotations o! isolation
or separation (a solitary tree in the meadow) ;

individual refers
to every one of a group or class as distinguished from all the
others (an individual listing of members) ; particular applies
to a single, distinct instance, example, etc. of a group or class

(must you have this particular seat?).

single-acting (sir/gl-ak'tirj), adj. acting in or im-
pelled from one direction only; not reciprocating; as, a
singk-actins engine.
single-action (siq'g'l-ak'shon), ad/* designating a
firearm whoae hammer must be cocked by hand before
the weapon can be fired.

sin gle-breast cd (sjn'g'l-bres'tid), adj. covering the
front of the body with only on thickness, overlapping
just enough to fasten: aaid of coats, vests, etc.: opposed
to double-breasted,

sinfil-aa
:
try (siri'g'l-en'tri), adj. having to do with

bookkeeping by ifngle entry,

aiia|l entry, a ytem of bookkeeping in which th
only account kept is a single one consisting of debts
owed to and by the concern in question,

single file, 1* a single column of persons or things
placed or moving one directly behind another, 2 In
such ft column t an. the men are marching single Jtte.

*ta*fl6"foot (sir/gl-footO, n. the gait of a horse in
which the legs move in lateral pairs, each foot falling
singly and the body being nupported altdrtmtfly tapox
one loot and two feet. v4, to move with tMs gait.
Also called rank,

ta'gle-hmd'td (sirj'g'l-han'did), ad}* 1* having only
one hand or one person. 2, using or requiring tnt tine
of only one hand : as, a $ingUh&nm& sword, 3* without
hlp: dona or working nlone: unaided*
ln*gllMart*d (sinyMitr^tid), ?/. honest; faithful;

^in-ftlc-miiid inl dnD'K'l-mm'did), adj. L itxtgte-
tmrtod* 2. wwh mi/ m lm or mnrpoffc

ain-ftle-phase Odn'g'MiT//), adj, of or having a single.
indt-peiuk'nt altt'rnating current, us * circuit, winding
tte, '

single* Htandiird, a moral establishing me fiUmd-
*YQ ol betirlor lormm and womttt nlik% etp^dnily in
nuitttn m **&

Bin j^U'-stick (ft!Q%l*stik^), n, 1, a swordllkt
with ft pwro nn4 for ftnoinf. 2, tto

of lncing will woh stiek*

ttegte-ilek'r (in'
f

gl.tik%), n. [CitUoq.l, a Milbo*t,
a ilooip, having but a

it* [BtTtiaH

jmain

ttis (lin'Hl-takr/), adj. adv<K\it iti^ m having to
taau

WEf I. a ol taxation te which all

Iron t tax; OR it itittglt <#bjt
2. ft toi of thii kind.
i CiteV^ten), n {< xfoff* afMr fiaroper xiamM

in 4o*ii I. a piftyini ** that te th onlv rjwn

it by fiimtt player. 2, m tWng, a*
imMl front $ of a pair. *e\ral* etc,

W^k (^fffl4^k'*K 7 1. having only *ne
an * aa * il|fe4rr* troltey or rmtliwti 2.

imitid ttttrow; a* a *i*tl*4rwk

a
) n (ftlttwdl < earlfer fiwfn

irw
r

< MB ft rod, whip H* Irr; set
bsur t tht orator m hitch on

wi^poii, tie* w4 $ 4thr *$ to th gf n
14 '

i

ly Hw'ViUi. imr* 1* an tt w
2. mnia to <Mst %

nt* I.

Mim
*
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Sing Sing 1362 Siouan

Sing Sing (sir)'sir/), a New York State penitentiary
at Ossining.

sing-song (sin'sdn', sin 'son')* n. 1. a rising and falling
tone in a monotonous cadence. 2. verse, sound, voice,
etc. characterized by such tone or cadence, adj.
characterised by such tone or cadence, v.t. & v.i. to

speak, sing, etc, in a singsong manner.
ein-gu-lat (sin'gyoo-lSr), adj. {ME, singuler; OFr.
singular singnlaire; L, singulans < singulus, single],
1, being the only one of its kind; sole; single; unique:
as, a singular item or specimen. 2. a) individual;
separate. >) [Obs,], of or having to do with an indi-
vidual, c) [Obs.], peculiar to one; private. 3. strange;
unusual; queer; as, what a singmar remark I 4. ex-

ceptional; extraordinary; remarkable: as, singular
beauty. 5, in grammar, of or denoting only one:
opposed to flural. 6. in logic, of an individual or
particular thing considered by itself, n. 1 , in grammar,
a) the singular number. &) the singular form of a word.
Opposed to plural. 2. in logic, a thing considered apart
from all others. Abbreviated sing., a. (in grammar}.

sin-gu-lar-i'ty (sir/gyoo-lar'o-ti), n. [pi. SINGULARITIES
(-tiz)j, 1. the condition or quality of being singular. 2.

a singular person or thing; peculiar feature or character-
istic.

sin-gu-lar ize (sirj'gyoo-la-rizO, v.t. [SINGULARIZED
(-rizd

7
), SINGULARIZING], to make singular.

Sin ha lese (sin'ho-leV), adj. & n. Singhalese.
Sini-cism (sinVsiz'm), n. [< LL. Smae> an Oriental

pie, prob. the Chinese], something, as a custom or a
*""-*{ trait, peculiar to the Chinese.

,.. 'i-grin) n. [< Mod. L. Sinapis nigra,
mustard (< L. sinapis, mustard + nigra, fern, of

niger, black) ; + -*L a glucoside salt, CioHiKNOS,
found an the seeds of black mustard.
sinister (sin'is-t&r) , adj. [ME. & OFr. sinistre; L.
sinister, left, left hand], 1. originally, on, to, or toward
the left-hand side; left, 2. forming, or placed on, the
left ha of a coat of arms, regarded from the bearer's
point of view (the right, from the observers), 3.

suggesting the approach, of disaster, misfortune, etc.;

threatening^ harm or evil; ominous; portentous, 4.

wjicl$Klj evil, or dishonest, especially in some dark,
myaiterioots way; as, it ia somehow to their own sinister
interest. 5. disastrous; unfortunate (often with to)," '

? ip. this coanection* applis to that which can
waging imminent danger or evil (a sinister

r to Out which is inevitably deadly, de-

---v-yr' jr-T7T7* && (a Wl/W fafluMQoeh uaaMj|n is

epptosd to tb*t which is jreganUd as baviag an inherent tendency
tovyard evu or destruction, (a moMfttt dootjriweOt

sin-is-tral (sin'is-trsl), adf/.[OFr, < L.swlslra, Wthad;
see SINISTER], 1. of or having to do wltb tfc Mt side.
2.

_ having whorls that rise to the ap&ac in dookwiw
spirals: said of sea shells. 3. left-handed.

sin-is tro- (sin'is-tro, sin'is-tro), [< L sinister; see sm-
ISTERJ, a combining form meaning of, at, Jowirtf, or
using the leftt as in sinistrode^aliS&Q^ before a vow^L
sinistr-.

vvww,

as, high waves sank the boat, he sank his spade in the
ground. 2. to cause or allow to fail or go down; lower:
as, she sank her head in her hands. 3. to make (a well,
mine, engraved design, etc.) by digging, drilling, or

cutting. 4. to reduce the volume, degree, or intensity
of (the voice, etc.) . 5. to invest. 6. to lose by investing :

as, he has sunk a fortune in that fraud. 7. to hold back,
suppress, or conceal (evidence, identity, personal in-

terests, etc.). 8. to pay up (a debt). 9. tp debase
(character, dignity, etc.). 10. to defeat; undo; ruin:
now usually in the passive, as, if they see us we are sunk.
n. [ME. sinke < the v.], 1. a cesspool or sewer, 2. any
place or thing considered morally filthy or corrupted.
3. any of various basins or/eceptacles, as in a kitchen,
connected with a drainpipe and, usually, a water
supply. 4.^ in geology, an area of sunken land, espe-
cially one in which water collects without a natural
outlet, often forming a salt lake.
sink in. [Colloq.]. to be grasped by the mind, especially
with difficulty ; be recognized or understood in full

sink-er (sirjk'er), n. L a worker whose job is to sink

something: as, a die sinker. 2. a thing that sinks, as
a lead weight used in fishing. 3, [Colloq.], a doughnut.

sink-hole (sirjk'hol') , n. 1. an opening, as the down
pipe to a sewer, made for the drainage ofwater, sewage,
etc. 2. a hollow or hole into which surface water
drains, especially such a hole worn through rock and
leading to an underground channel.
Sinkiang (sin'kyarj'j Chin, shin'jytn')* n. a large
province of northwestern China; area, 7u6,OGO sq, nu.:

pop., 4,047,000 (est. 1947) : capital, Urumchi.
sinking fund, a fund made up of sums of money set
aside at intervals, usually invested at interest; to pay a
debt, meet depreciation expenses, etc. : abbreviated $&

sin leas (sinlis), adj. without sin; innocent,
sin-ner (sin'Sr), n. a person who sins; wrongdoer.
Sinn Fein (shin fan), [In, we ourselves], a revolutionary
society and movement founded in Ireland about 1905
to establish political and economic independence and
to revive Irish culture: abbreviated $F.
Sin o- (sl'no, sin'S), [< Or. Sinai, an Oriental people),
a combining form meaning: 1, of the Chines* PeopU or
language, m in Sinology, 2* Chlms* and, as In Sino*
Japanese,
Sin o-Jap a neae (sl'nS-jap'a-nS^, tin'S-japVtteV)*
acy* having to do with both China and Japan,

Sin'O'Iog-t-aa (8l'i4oj'i-kl, sm'04oj'i-k
f

l), adj. of

Suaology,
Sine logue (il'no48g'f !n'o-16V), n. [Pr, sinologue <
Or. Sinai, the Chinese -f logos* oitoourae], a student o!
or expert in Sinology*

SI nol-o gy (^wlV-jit inol'*ji), n. [Sino* -f 4ogy], the

(sm'fe-tro'-deks'trel). adj. [sintetro *
dextral], gowg or directed from left to right, as the
movement of the hand In writing.

^
l

(sin'is-trdr/sal), a<5; sinistrorse.
(sm'is-trdrs', sto'is-trarsO, W- [L. ritafe*

t ooatr. of $M$tmtorsu$ < sinfotwt to tne idft 4-

twining

to dextrorse.

rgws ,

by misfortune or

^ ^e stems oi some viaer

4/. t thiwulNoittg

, uding
ChinSseT
) or &UKK
, [ME,

-w Sino-TL,_
dialects, adj. of ^^_

sink (sink), vJ, [ft4iK
of^. SUNKEN (-'n) t

akin to G, sinks*~, ma, v^f \^ f a*r*w<?
fj-

f .f.-jKTK wwwu -imyfMrqy
1. to go beneath th<* suriam of wmter.
ground, etc. so as to be partly or
2. to go down slowly: f

"*^^ w
balloon 5flA to artt,
3. to appear to fall or descend; as, tJoe
a
clpuu. 4. to become lower in fevd:

or depth: at. the kk has wnA fbm
center of the floor or it will JFI jfe, the

'

to the river's edge. 5. to become k
or decrease in degree or volume:

, souna of a voice, etc. & to
* or amount; lessen, as the price

,

feudy ofChinete toguaga, literature, art, custoim* etc,
Sin o-Tibttan (fF&i&tetf'n, ta'&&b*t''ft), adj*

or of a family ol Ewtera Asiatic langu*g
ibet, CMna Burma, and Thailand; it com-

Ttbato-Bunaiua, Chlntte* Thai, ate.
'tw (sin'tftr), n. [Q,, akin to Bng. cindr; of. CIHCEE),L a cruet or deposit d silica or calcium cmrbonate

formed by water from some mineral spring*, geysers* etc.
2, a fuma oongioerat of heated acm-metftlBo material
w.i & v.t. to become or ni&kt Into a sinter 2).
etnwitt tobMAti otso, and for t, tflwiyf, In'G4:tO*w- (u smuatMS* pjx of ^nmn, to bend < bi*j, a
balf L bwidtog or wtodinig to mi out; w&w;
fiinuoua. 2. in bviany, having a wavy itiurgiu, M $ame
leaves. X ISINUAIIO (-id), tmuATiMO], to b^d orwwa in ana out: be ilnuoui or wavy*

ein*u*t!ott Wn'l^ttaa), ^ t a ^wmtlag* 2. a

. , t the
of being linuoim 1 [pi. WWQT!8

or cfp*f pWIy one of a seriee*

mi i moo*, at th dteekt or eyes.
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Sioux
1363 sister'inrlaw

that lived in the northern plains of the United States:
Indian name, Dakota, adj. of these tribes.

Sioux City, a city in western Iowa, on the Missouri
River: pop., 84jOOO.
Sioux Falls, a city in southeastern South Dakota: OOD .

52,000.
* *

sip (sip), v.t, & v.i. [SIPPED (ript), SIPPING], [ME. sip***;
prob. < Ab. syjnan, to drink in, absorb; influenced by
the cognate sufl, to drink only a little at a time; drink
little by little, n. 1. the act of sipping. 2. a small
quantity sipped.

si-phon (si'fon). rt. [Pr.; L, sipho, siphonw; Gr. siphdn,
a tube, pipe, siphon],
1. a bent tube used for

carrying liquid out
over the top edge of a
container through the
force of atmospheric
pressure upon the sur-
face of the liquid: one
end of the ttibt is

placed in the liquid,
the other^ the longer
end, outside the con-
tainer at a point be-
low the surface level
of the liquid: the tuba
must be filled, a by
auction, b*o flow
Will Start. 2. a 8i-

phon bottle, 3. a
tubclike organ in some animak, as cutttefithes, used
for drawing in or ejecting liquids. p,f, to draw off or
carry through or an through a siphon. vJ. to paas
through a siphon. AUo spelled syphon,

si'pfeon'fte w/fen-ij)* n* [we -AGE], a siphoning,
ii-phott'tr (tffen-'l), adj. of, or having the form of, a
siphon.
hmon bottl^ a heavy. bottle with a tube on the
inwde connected at the top with * note and valve
which, when allows th tow of prwuried, cw-
bonfttM wtttr oontaiiMd within,
lphoo'ic (il-fon'ik), adj. tiphonal,
i'ph0'npir^ (tFfnt-f6r^ MonMBrO* n* [< Of.
sipM t * tube, ilphotai + *pMr*l aay of a ttBOBber of

iwtoffiiw oc ioatin s& hydrototni buddteg
into colonlw erf m*ay different shapes and ooton,

ti*0lw'H0>iitfIt WliaHHrtriL 'fw^Hit 7
) f n< Or,

M*, * tube, siphonj f ilfte], in lx^y a hollow tube
vascular In certain etexnt, m tht ol a fern.

tf (ip'ld), rf/* {btt0k4ornuition < toftyU], [Rare],
navinf ft fine ivor or tejte; itvory,

(4/it), n. fprob, dim, of ^Jt u awH pieoe
^, jn epnp, jimiry, etc. 2, a tauOl

ai ptmto. 3. ay

tjf; ate , L
of to a

2. (S-jTth title w^
mxm ^ a faftt r

I* l

.

_, i, In India, *)
nnl itarv ofli.Tr. 4 11hd
r, stformerXyt to Egypt*

.._ In l tba wny,
t Onr. OTV <

* ititthon

mto of "

lives in water or moist mud. adj. of or like a siren;
charmingly seductive; tempting.

si-re-ni-an (si-re'ni-Qn), n. [< Mod. L. Sirema, name
of the order (< L. siren; see SIREN); + -<w], any of
several large, vegetarian sea mammals, as the dugong
and the manatee, or sea cow, with a cigar-shaped body,
a blunt snout, large, mobile lips, flipperlike lorelimbs,
and a large tail fluke.

Si-ret (si-ref) ,
n. a river flowing from the Carpathians in

southwestern U.S.S.R. through Romania, into the Dan-
ube: length, 270 mi.: German name, Sereth.

Sir i us (sir'i^s), n. [ME,; L. < Or. Seirios, lit,, scorch-
ing], the brightest star in the heavens, located in the
constellation Canis Major: also called Dog Star; see
constellation, chart.

) j

sir loin
(sur'loin), n. [OPr. *surloigne < sur, over +

hnge, loin: sp. after sir from legend that the cut was
knighted for its excellence], a choice cut of beef from
the loin end between the rump and the porterhouse.

ei-roc-co (sa-rok'6), n. \pl. SIROCCOS (-5z)], [It. < Ar,
sharq, the east < sharaqa, to rise (of the sun)L 1. a
hot, steady, oppressive wind blowing from the Libyan
deserts across the Mediterranean into southern Europe,
where it is sometimes accompanied by rain. 2, any
hot, oppressive wind* especially one blowing toward a
center of low barometric pressure.

air rah (sir'), n. [< sir], [Archaic], a contemptuous
term of address used to a man.

sir-rev-er-eiice (sttr'rev'&r-sns) , inter/, [confused form

a word or expression regarded as indelicate or coarse.
afo-'tm (sir'sm, sur'sm), n. [ME. sirups; OPr. strop; ML.
sirupmm; Ar. $hat>$b < shariba, to drink: cl SHRUB (a
diink), SHERBET], any sweet, thick liquid.; specifically,
) a solution made by boiling sugar with water and,

often
;

fruit juices, artificial flavoring, etc. 6) any
solution of sugar used in pharmacy as a vehicle for
medicines, c) the sweet, thick liquid obtained in the
process of manufacturing can sugar or glucose. 4)
maple wrap, corn sirup, etc, Also spelled symp.

slr-up-y (ifr^p-i, ttr'ejp-i), adj. L of sirup. 2. like
rtrup In sweetnaw or thickness.

ate
(sis),

n. [contr. of rid*], [ColloqA sister.
isal (rf%1f tin"!), n. Wtr 5ii5; Yueatin, a former
jgaport (< Maya Sim* lit., cold waters)), 1. a strong
fiber obtained from the teavts of an agave of Yttcatin,
used for making rope. 2. the plant yMding this fiber.
Also elaal h&mp.
SftjM $*&$*,* OS*- ***#* wb. of Hlttite
origin), in the Bible, a military fea<ler of the Canaanites

agitejt
the Iwuelites, nwdered by J*L who drew* a

nail through hie head white he stept: Judfee 4, 1
tisldii (sPkta). n* Wa FL < O, $4$$tkm t dfai var. of
wfatai, dim, of *2e)f < Caeca HI**, dim, of Hi (akin to
Pol Gtya). of whole origin!, 1* a European and Aeiatic
finch with plumage and black and yellow mark*
man. 2, a North American finch with a gr&y breait,

flow
back, and brown marking*.

000* (tirm5f ri%}^ JR&reL

Vim* OTWVWW*** mjf

eg* by tavtat' -

cl adnala>)*iPDBMHir
, ,

eoe in cottuiHin; half 4
# ft foete* etete** & ) oi f *d ttwwgw of ae a
f) f fellow ia*'inbr <f the turn rac>. ert-^t,

9* a member of ftntutle" -J "- mm lilt

femuk: fdimv
"

, ^G^W .

*

~rs t: ae; -Slawj oc My mirw tt
aid to the poor. 4, t thig thuuglit of

with ^Sd^llWt5
^^vwtuy nwx uar;*e. 6, {C*4Imi j. any wOHmtt]
ta S m familiar u>rm dr r4/. f*klM
r ba p

i^ i. t! eiai* r l*et of*--*-- - - -^-
'; | 2, a pp of

wmpwimn *ipirw^ iflttm iiaitfiit* IwBef*. elo* in CWWIMW*M the tf m
<,f a



sisterly 1364
sixteenth

one's brother. 3. occasionally, the wife of one's

husband's or wife's brother.
sis ter-ly (sis'tr-H), adj. of, like, or befitting a

adv. as a sister should. ,. ._. ... -

Sis-tine (sis'ten, sis'tin), adj.JIt. Sisttno < -

^ ,- -

Swcto, lit., sixth)], of or having to do with any pope
named Sixtus; also Sixtine. 4 tr4.:^ari **
Sistine Chapel, the principal chapel in the Vatican op

Rome! famous' for & frescoes by Michelangelo and

other artists: built by order of Sixtus IV.

Sistiiie Madonna, the Madonna painted by Kapnaej.

in 1515 for the Church of St. Sixtus at Piacenza, Italy.

Bis-troid (sis'troid), adj. [< ?], m mathematics, dc

nating the angle formed by the convex sides of

intersecting curves: opposed to assoia,

sis-trum (sis'tram), n. (pi. SISTRTOS (-tramz), SISTR4

(-trs)l, [ME,; L. < Gr. seistron <
seiein, to shake], & metal rattle or

noisemaker consisting of a handle and
a frame fitted with loosely held rods,

jingled by, the ancient Egyptians in

the worship of Isis.

Sia-y-phe-an (sisVfe'on), caj. [< L/.

Sisypheius; Or. Sisypheios < Sisyphos;
+ -aw], I. of or like that of Sisyphus;
hence, 2. endless and difficult; as, a

Sisyphean labor. _ .,,

Sis-yphus (sisVfas), n. [L.; Or, S&y-
#&asjf in O& mythology, the shrewd
and greedy king of Corinth who was
doomed forever in Hades to roll up-
hill a heavy stone which always rolled

down again, .

sit (sit), IM", [SAT (sat) or archaic SATE

'(sat, sat), SITTING: 06$. pp. SITTEN
(-'n)l, [MB. sitten; AS, sittan; akin to

G. sttzen; IE. buse *$ed~, to sit, seen

also in L. sedere; cf. SET* SEAT, SEDEN-

TARY, etc.], 1. to rest the weight of SXSTRTUM
the body upon the buttocks and the

backs of the thighs, as on a chair, rock, etc.; be seated.

27 to rest on thehaunches with the forelegs braced:

said of quadrupeds. 3. to perch or roost: said of birds.

4, to cover and warm eggs for hatching; set; brood.

5. to occupy A *at in the capacity of judge, legislator,
* i

~ 1 . _ i__^ -. ^,'Un A*4
mrr^ll J10"Jj Jjjf tillS

wheat, corn. Calabar beans, etc.

Sl-tsang (S^tsarj')f " Tibetj the Ctowse name.

8itteniT5it/fn) obsolete past participif ot wt.

sit*ter (sit'Sr), i|. a person or tfcing that sits: specwcally,

a) a person hired to sit with a child pr children when
t4 pSts are out, as for the evening; also baby

J^S^fl.SSS2^[^Kin do sit'Sr), 1872-1934; Dutch

e'in). ^ the act or P^^u L m lhat
sits. 2, a session or meeting, as of a committee. 3. a

t>eriod of being seated at some activity: as, he read

the story in two sittings. 4. a) the number of eggs

MODTwhich*, hen sits for a single hatching. 6) a brood-

ing upon eggs, as by a hen. 5. a seat in a church,

especmlly one for which rent is paid. <ld;* that sits;

aJ^BSu'c^bool), 1834?^1890:
Indian chief of

the Sioux tribe; fought against General CjjS (W6).
sitting room, a room (in a home) furnished with sofas,

chairs, etc., used for conversion, entertamment ot

guests, etc.; living room: sometimes called Pm^ _ .

sft-u-ato (sich'oS-it; also, and for V, always, sich'^o-StO,

adj. IML. situates, PP. of sitwtr* to. plaoe < U fJw ;

see iTB], [Rare or Archaic], situated, .(. [SJTUATD
(-id), SITUATING], 1. to put in a certain place or

position; place; locate. 2. to.ijlace in given circum-

stances or in a particular condition,

8it5*at*ed (sich%54it'id) f fldf/. tPPN of/^wal^
< L. ?-

atej, :pp. of situan; see SITUATION], 1 , towing a givtn

Ste Jrlocation; placed; located, 2. subject to certain

circumstances or conditions,

sit-u-a-tion (sich'So-S'shon), n. [Fr,;,
,ML. ntoitH < L.

situare to place < &fw a place* site , L manner m
which'k tb&iHbT iSuated; plioe of M objaeti to relation

to its surroundings; location; position. 2. a place;

locality. 3. position or condition with regard to cir-

cumstances. 4, ) the combination of circumitanaw at

any given moment; state of rf&v. 6) any iwUlcant
combination of circumstances developing m the courue

of a novel play, etc. 5. a position of employment,

sl-tus (si'tw), n- IL.; tl* nl. portion or locatSon;

especially, the normal pOBitiom, at of an organ of the

.. _p, etc, ,

out o* use* JLO to *W9 JVWVWVIP* vp> *fw w sf*"**?***
T . ^-i

old barn has been *Ww* tap for two e<twm U* to

fit: as, this hat doesn't sit well, the CMiaw mtirt.

solidly in the notch. 12. to reb or% In mf maditioia

or position: as, responsibility sits %htly upon mw*
13. to baby-sit. v.t, 1. to place in a aat; cua
to sit: seat (often used reflexively) : as, stt yourww
that cnair. 2. to keep one's seat on (a horse, etc.),

sit dowm, 1 . to lower oneself to a sitting position ; mk
a seat. 2. to settle down or take upn place or

-*1

as in the siege of a town.
ait in* to tak Ert; participate; attend GOTO* *

sit on (or upon), 1. to be a, member of ; be on
ooxmnlitbee. etc.). 2. to confer on of {wifl<

3, [SlloflL.J, to put 4own: mpptratt;

sit oiuty 1. to ftay tintiiw cod 0ff ^
tham (aaottief); .outsit* 3. "to canala
or take no part in (a dance, game, et

sit up, 1. to ri&e to a sitting position,
3. to sit on the haunches with the fo:

before the chest : mad of animals.
time of going to bed until a late
to become sudtaly alert; t>0 iun *,,

Sit-down strike fctMown'), a 9&ik0.iA
strikers stay inside a Pi^Ofy or otar maot
ment, refusing to work or leave until an
reached: also, !*.&

fsit'wiil), IS^T^j skter of Oi&n ana

ih pott^ diartm*

I, two-

to butfi Wt)f CptrtW tojwurf. of 5. Jftmf; ip a aea,t

4- 6i^ bathL L it path in wMctt onlyw mp avea w
immersed, ummlfy M a nwdioal treatmunt 3. ft tub or

b^itt uwa for sucfe f bath. * i

*tii &ifv, ibVw, * [Kittd.5 8aaa>, auipioiotti],

Hindu god of dettruction and rproduction a member
of the ittprema Hindu trinity: a3o Un IM JlMbiaw*
Vlatow* . ..... 4 .

f

ite (s!t) f w. [ME,: <m,; .

^
seat], 1. a piece of land sowwrc4 wwa
of it ttsa for some specified pwpoet?
for a picnic, 2, the place wh
was located: as, we stood on

slth (ltli) rfv.f fory;, j>r

form of sukthan (cf, SINGS)
sit 1 o- (dU/i-5, ttt'i^), I< Gr,

cotnblning form mmmm food or
''

Jf tht xfiS mofttfe ofwe

(cf,
more man five. iu .

and wvm; 6; VL X a
or something liavin^

at HUH or

% pf0tt to fwt

)* M/ (MB* $&nm; AS^jgrnJ^uv; MC
soi'n ||UA tun* i|* Ihii^iiiifilliilul nwiiiwr

til 3OTT . . ^_

f

Sit-ki4 (Mit'ko), n* a town in southeastern Alaska, m
B*rdf JAud: pop,, 2,000. . , , ,

*M50 CFt3, il'tft), f< Gr, ^fttof, food. grakL a
form meaning /ootf or atfM. as S *%^*

sl'toI'O'fiy W-tolVii)* i|. Wto", 4- -Jaiy
Coodi, wwd vak, aatritkm* dbfc% 0to,j
f*to*nui*nl (^tMEil/aU). n. MA
abnormmliy great to food; ate
|.to'pto*W" (H'tt-I^I^)* * pfl^ ^
erf |CKK!

6! CCKH tiT in f ;I'ta:/t?r-m} ft* stto;;teroL



sixteenth note 1365 skeleton

one following the fifteenth. 2. any of the sixteen eqtial

parts of something; 1/16, 3. in music, a sixteenth note.

sixteenth note, in music, a note (^) having one six-

teenth the duration of a whole note? semiquaver.
sixth (siksth), ad/. [AS. sixta; akin to G. sechste; see
six & -TH], I. preceded by. five others in a series; 6th.

2. designating any of the six equal parts of something.
n. 1. the one following the fifth. 2. any of the six

equal parts of something; 1/6. 3. in music, a) an
interval of six degrees in a diatonic scale. 6) a tone six

degrees above or below a given tone, c) the combination
of two tones separated by this interval. <i) the sixth

note of a diatonic scale; submediant; superdominant.
sixth chord, in music, an inverted triad, as e*g~c,

sixth-ly (siksth'H), adv. in the sixth place.
sixth sense, a power of perception which seems as

strong as any or the five senses; intuition.

six-ti-eth (siks'ti-ith), ad}. [AS. sixteogotha < sityig;
see SIXTY & -TH), 1. preceded by fifty-nine ofchers in a
series ; 60th. 2. designating any of the sixty emial parts
of something, n. I. the one following the fifty-ninth.
2. any of the sixty equal part of something; 1/60.

Six-tine (fliks'tin), atf/ Stettae.

Six*tus IV (siks'tiw). 1414-1484; Pope (1471-14S4).
Sixtws, Saint, I. (shtus /) Pope (116F-12S? A.D.):
his day is April 6. 2, (Sixtwt I/), Pope (257-258 A,D.)
and martyr: his day it Augutt 6. 3* {Smlus ///) Pope
(432 440 A,D<); his day is March 28,

slx-ty (ftikt'ti), rf/. [MB, jfoti ; AS. sfatig; see soc * -TV

(tens)), ten times six, n- \pl SIXTIES (-tfe)] f the cardinal
number btwe fifty-nine and sixty-one; 60; LX.
the elitieif the years from sixty through vsixty-nine (of
a century or a potion's ng)

slx-ty-four dollar question (giks'ti-fdrO, [CoUoq. 1,

the most important, or principal, question: go called

from tha award given for answering correctly th final

one of a riei of questions on radio quias program.
slX'ty-fourth note (tfiks'tMdrth

1
; iikrti-fdrthO. in

mtutCt aoto (Ji) having on itetyHourth the duration
of a whote note.
Jg*a*bto (tfs/d-bl), adj* of considerable size or bulk;
large: afoo ipelM t*nWn*

bly (itfrt-blJK odto, no as to be sizable,

n t

wh

< ,

ix-ar iffft'ttr}, n t< **w (ttandaitl imtfan)], a student

receiving a tchfjlirship julowaiiot at Cfumbrkke Uni-

versity or Trinity Cowfe* Dttblkn also apelled tear.

tet (MI), n. [MB.: OPr. *fc
t
oontr, of <ww; 6 AS-

*I*K!, L that qtuultv erf a thing which dettrmmes how
much It ocewp; dlme*w or njtgtiitmdte of a
thing, 2. any of a fericut of grtdud clMtinofttioni into

icn rorrchandiw in divided according to thU: w,
*if* peanuti, ii nine thorn | ) wctent,
tcle, ainotint, ttcj fti* UM *b* of th mmder*
li ineri'dihU'. />) iiMblt ninotint, dnnen:;ian:;,

ftc, 4, charftcter with r^trd to ability to aet r-
quirtnuntii: MH tfce govrawrihip it too big lot th*
$im ( him. 5, (Colloq,), tetwt coftdlti^; troe state

of aftairtJ as* th*t*i tha *% of it 4 |Obs,Ji ftftndiwl
or w0wanec* Ai m, fooa. F*f* wm0 (w4K
, I. to w*k r in cewliw with t

2. to rmnfft or grMt Aeecrttag to
of i/.4\ of M or ln
1st up, fCMImy, 1. to an r JwSgmtnt
of, 2. to or

tt

d (il*) n. feottin Fr. byr$ sw any
thin, * a cr fltr cm
r$iiit*tls pftpr wrctoth. v.l t$IP ,

iff4Nil| fO ujjty tim to; rtl of gtflM with dM,
>i

t ff.

mfdni <*
mlm -tti/t\ M n

ft* a , . ^ 4

t it.

. . .. ,

/. tte cf or ite;
4 , *

with

t/ y pvllj iwi* iJavnifi uw

tl C-

ffordl* t*>

Iwmli a* A dyoD on wl J
1/^/Jinil at/;. rh;,T iWb
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skat (skSt), n. FG. < It. seortare, to discard], a card game
for three people, played with thirty-two cards.

skate (skat), n. [taken as sing, of earlier skates < D.
schaats, a skate, stilt; OPr, escache, of Gmc, origin; cf,

LG. shake, a leg], 1. a) & bladelike metal runner
mounted in a frame having clamps and straps for

fastening it to the sole of a shoe and used for gliding
on ice. b) a shoe with such a runner permanently
attached. Also ice skate. 2. a similar frame or shoe
with small wheels instead of a runner, for gliding on
a hardwood floor or other smooth surface: also roller

skate, v.i, [SKATED (-id), SKATING], to move along or

glide on or as on skates.
skate on thin ice, to be in a difficult, insecure, or dan-

gerous situation.
skate (skat), n. [pi SKATES (skats), SKATE; see PLURAL,
H, D, I], (ME. scale; -..
ON. skrio; said to

^ra!s"

be < L. squatus, flat

fishl, a salt-water
food fish of the
ray family, with a
broad, flat body.
skate (skat), n.

[Slang], L a worn-
out old horse. 2,

a person regarded
with condescension,
contempt, etc,

skating rink, a sur-

face or area special-
ly prepared or set
aside for skating.

Bkat-ol (skat'5%
skat'ol), n. skatole.

***?!? r$*
k*t

'8' WINTER SKATtt (4 ft long)
flu l< UT. wof,
akatos, dung; -h *]. a foul-smelling, colorless, crystal-
line compound, CsmN, formed by the decomposition
of proteins, as in the intestine*

Skawf Th (sk6)> a cape of northern Denmark: also

Cap*
skean (ikln), * [Gael. & Ir, sgfan], a kind of dagger or
Hhort sword formerly used in Scotland and Ireland.

Walter WMlImm (ik8t). 1835-1912; Bnglith
j

dl (ski-dadni), v& fswDAWDLRD (-Id), SKS-
NO]. FpopttliJ&a in military slang of Cml Wsr

period; mid to be < north, Brit* dial, btit prob. a
fanciful formation], [CoUoq.], to run awayi get away in
a hurry. n tColloq.) a running or icurryinif aimy.
skee (ski), n. & v.L [SKKKD (gkM), KKKKING], ski
ikct (sket) t n* a form of trapshooting in which the
r.hootcr iirea from eight different angles at clay targets
thrown from trapt to sinmkt birdi to flight,

skt^ (ikeg)t n. [D. scheme < ON. skew, a beard;
bukic "a projection" ], in nautical usage, th nfter-

i>art o the keel, or an (^ten.sion of this upon which the
ntcldbr pott 3 motmttd.

skel0 (&Xn), ft- (MB. iktynt OFr, ia(OfiMi t. ft

dtmntity of thread or yam wound m a eott. 2.

thing like thi% M ft ooif of hair. 3, a flock of wUd fowl
UN-tat (ski^t

1

!), adj. of. or Jvii ite imters 01,

, w. [M)<1. L.; On
mtimmy <

akin to

it tkt'l

skc! e--loii (s

(bow)

fmf?"wt dry* tiiwdj* 1* ***w

bard framework of aa aai

ting ,_
gthi euvictt

UlC SCAWA

^ JJJJ
MUMPWI*

.--4-
fafeunuui
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skim

skel-e-ton ize (skel'a-t'n-izO, v.t. [SKELETONIZED (-izd
;

),

SKELETONIZING], 1. to reduce (a body) to a skeleton.

2. to outline; sketch briefly. 3. to reduce greatly m
number or size, as an office force.

skeleton key, a key having a large part of the bit

filed away so that it can be used to open a number of

locks as a master key.
skel lum (skel'sm), n. [Early Mod. Eng. < D. schelm

< G. schelm, rascal (OHG. scelmo)], [Archaic or British

Dial], a rascal; rogue: scamp.
Skel-txm, John (slceFt'n), 1460?-1529; English poet,

clergyman, and satirist.

skep (skep), n. [ME. skeppe; ON. skeppa], 1. a kind of

round basket of wicker or wood. 2. the amount held

by such a basket. 3. a beehive, especially one of straw.

skep-tic (skep'tik), adj. [OPr. sceptique; L. scepticus;
Gr. skeptikos, thoughtful, inquiring]^ skeptical: used

especially in philosophy, n. 1. [S-J, a member of any
of* the ancient Greek philosophical schools which
denied the possibility of real knowledg^ of any kind. 2.

a person who believes in or practices philosophical skep-
ticism. 3. a person who habitually doubts, questions,
or suspends judgment upon matters generally accented.
4. a person who doubts religious doctrines, especially
those of Christianity. Also spelled sceptic.

skep ti-cal (skep'ta-kl), adj. 1. of or characteristic of

skeptics or skepticism. 2. not easily persuaded or con-
-

skep ti-cism
doctrine that the truth of all knowledge must always be
in question and that inquiry must be a process of doubt-

ing. 2. skeptical or doubting attitude or state of mind.
3. doubt or disbelief of the doctrines of Christianity.
Also spelled scepticism. SYN. see uncertainty.
skerry (sker'i), n* \pL SKERRIES (-&)], [via Orkney
dial. < ON. sker; IE. base -sqer~, to cut, as also

t
m

Eng. shear, share, scar (a rockj, etc.], [Scot.], an iso-

lated rock or reef in the sea.

sketch (skech), n. [earlier schitz; D. schets; It. $&Um>;
"L. sdwdium, extempore poem < Gr. schedios, extexn-

ore, sudden], 1. a simple, rough drawing or Design,
one rapidly and without much detail. 2. a brief plan

or description of major parts or points; outline. 3, a
short, Hgnt, informal story, description, play., or piece
of music. v.t to draw or describe quickly or in outline;
make a sketch, of. v.i. to make a sketch or sketches,
sketch-book (skech'book') n. I. a book of drawing
paper lot making sketches. 2. a book of literary

sketches. Also sketch book.
sketch-i ly (skechVH), adv. in a sketchy manner.
sketch-i-ness (skech'i-nis), n. the quality or condition
'

o JMsteff skctcwy* <

dtateta? (9ke3?!)i adj. (SKETCHIBR (-i-Sr), SKETCHIEST
(-jHst)J, SU having the form of a sketch; presenting

i only xriajjopi parts i or points; mot detailed, 2, lacking
'JopfaatetaoBM or ttooitttoese; roofh; inadequate.
skete (j&ity, *.> (Qc. *W < dhMb, lower Egyptian
desert renowned for its Jwnaite]* -a community of

monks or hermits of the Greek Church,
skew (sku), vd. [ONorm.Fr. $$kiuw ttwr .varied <
OFr. eschiwcr; see ESCHBWJ, 1. to take a wanting or

oblique course or direction; move aside or rifattm;
swerve or twist. 2. [Dial.], to squint or glaact wo-
ways (with at), v.t. 1. to make slanting or oblique.
2. to bias, distort, or pervert, adj* 1. turned aside or
to one side; slanting; oblique. 2. having such a part,
as gearing. 3. not symmetrical, n. 1, a slant or twist.

2. a slanting part or movement,
skew arch, an arch with jambs not at right angles with
the face, as in_a vault or tunnel which narrows or widens
from its opening.
skew-back (sku'bakO, n. [skew, sloping stone out to
hold the coping of a gable < MB. scwm; OPr. $*;
L. scutum, a shield; -f back], L the slanting surface

supporting either end of a secmental arch. 2.

porting piece, as a stone, witn tttcfe a 8wfac
8kew-baid (skt'bdldO, <**# C< MB. rim* p
having irregular {markings of white aa4 mm Oww
color; said of horses,

skew-er (sku'&r), n. [formerly written xMAr < ON.
ski/a, a slice], 1 . a long, wooden or metal pin used to
hold meat together wnile cookiiw* 2* awy of mvmtl
things shaped or used like a meat skewer, v.t. to fasten
or pterce with or as with skewers,

skew-nets (ak&'nis), n. t the fact or condition of
being kw or unuymmetrical 2. in jteJtoto* <3tovia-

tion of the curve for a frequency distribution from the
symmetrical curve for such a distribution,

ski (kl; <*!> Norw., h8), n. [pi. SKIS (sk8x. sfafe), u]
{Noor.; ON. sMtk, snowshoe; akin to sMl, one of a
pair of long, thin, wood runxuon that can be fastened
to the feet for trsvelirtg on snow. oJ. (SKIED (skW)
tKHMo), 1. to trvI on skis by gliding over tbe a0w,
2, to In the port of gUdiaig
si tc line-; mi ikii. AIM *kee.

^klVgimmO* ws* [Or,
also pe!id aciaiftram,

h WKfil%

shadow; + -graph: cf. SKIAGRAPHY], a picture consisting
of shadows, especially those cast on a sensitized surface

by X rays. v.t. to make a skiagraph of. Also spelled

sciagraph, aciograph. sklograph.
ski agraphy (ski-ag'rs-fi), n. [Gr. skiagraphia < skia-

graphos, drawing inlight and shade < skia, a shadow +
graphein. to draw], the art or practice of making skia-

graphs, especially by X ray. . .

ski-a-scope (ski'a-skop') n. the instrument used m
skiascopy; retinoscope.

ski-as-co'py (ski-as'k9-pi) , n. [Gr, skia, a shadow; +
-$copy\, a method for refracting an eye by illuminating
the retina with a skiascope and observing the move-
ments of light and shadow on the pupil; retinoscopy.
skid (skid), n. [Early Mod. Eng. < ON, skith, wooden
billet (cf. SKI); akin to sheath, shed], 1. a plank, log,

etc., often one of a pair or set, used as a support or as

a track upon which to slide or roll a heavy object. 2,

a low, wooden platform for holding loads or stacks. 3.

pi. a wooden structure placed against the side of a

ship to protect it from damage, as when unloading.
4. a runner used in place of a wheel on an aircraft

landing gear. 5. a sliding wedge or drag used to check
the motion of a vehicle by pressure against a wheel.

6. the act of skidding, v.t. [SKIDDED (-id), SKIDDING],
1. to brake or lock (a wheel) with a skid. 2. to support
with or slide on a skid or skids. 3. to cause (a wheel,

vehicle, etc.) to slide or skid, as on ice
;

IM. 1, to

slide without turning, as a wheel when skids or brakes
are applied on a slippery surface.

t
2,

t
to slide or slip

sideways, as a vehicle when not gripping the road
t
on

ice or in a fast turn, 3. in aeronautics, to move side-

ways and outward while turning, as a result of

failing to bank sufficiently. SYN. we JId.
on the skids, [Slang], about to meet with some misfor-

tune; falling from power, losing prestige, etc.

skid-doo (ski-dc^O. v.L [< skedaddle], [Slang], to go
away: leave: usually in the imperative,

skid fin, in aeronautics, a longitudinal fin placed edge
upright, usually along the top wing of a biplane, to

reduce skidding.
skid-proof (skid'pr65f

/
) tf* that prevents skidding,

as an automobile tire, a road surface, etc.

skid row, [Slang], a section of a city frequented by
hobos, vagrants, derelicts, etc.

ski-er (ske%), n. a person who tkut.

skiff (skif), n. [OPr. tsquif; It. schifo; OHG, wtf; cf.

SHIP], 1* any light rowboat. 2, a. long, narrow rowDoat,
especially one with a centerboard, outrii!ger and a
small sail.

ski-ing (&ke"'ijj)
n* the act or sport of traveling or

gliding on skis.
ski jor Ing (ske*'|6r'ii}, skS-jo^rta), n. [Norw, aki&jdring t

Ht, ski-ooingl, a sport in which paopw on skte are
drawn over snow or ic by a horse, tractor, etc,

ski jump, L a jump made by a person wearing ikii,

2. an incline or track umxi for uoh Jumping, especially
as a competitive sport,

skil-fwl (skil'fQl), 4/* ikillfiit

skill (skil), n. (ME., discernment, reuaon; ON, skil,

distinction, etc., akin to skUtfa* to cut &part separata,
etc.; IE. basa *wK to cut (cf. SHIILD, miLUMG);
basic sense "ability to wparate, hc "diMmmaat ]

1* great ability or profiofcwy; iprtoM: as, Ms Mil in
mathematics Is well known. 2. an art, craft, or icltnon*
especially one involving the. use oi the h;m<Ui or body;Mability in such m art. craft, of science. 4,

owledge; understanding; jmlgmmt. v.i.

to matter, avail* or make a difference; as,

Id), i^y* L having tkill} iJdSf'HLl* 2* tawinc
or requiring an ability, as in a particular industrial

occupation, machine operation, >

or showing iklif accom-

VWXI C(

account.

akiu to
^* a
to lew than

^r* Mtvmif* Ii to
emn|j<

1

W'J&S*11^^ \Jf <

liquid) of floating matter : m If skimmed the '

its cream. 1 to remove from a
as, ikirn cream*W^W
swiftly itRSltelttty 0Vf* if* to I

wii? : Mp te imtktngdi flftt i!0fM! ft^fiiii 0f^k ^Z



skimble'scamble
1367 skirmisher

1. to move along swiftly and lightly ovw a surface,
through space, etc.; glide; sail. 2. to make a rapid or
careless examination, as of a book (usually witn over
or through). 3. to become thinly coated, as with scum
n. 1. something skimmed off; specifically, skim milk.
%. the act of skimming. 3. [Obs.], scum.
skim-ble-scam ble (skim'b'l-skam'b'Lskim''l-skam"l) ,

adj. rambling, incoherent, nonsensical, etc.
skim met (skim'er), n. [ME. skemour, skemere < OFr.
escumoir (in sense 2) & < Eng. skim], 1. a person or
thing that skims. 2. any utensil used in skimming
liquids. 3. any of several long-winged sea birds that
skim the water in search of food: also calle4 scissorbill.
skim milk, milk from which cream has been removed.
skim mitig (skim'irj), n. usually pi. anything that has
been skimmed from a liquid,
skimp (skimp), adj. [prob. altered < scrimp, but cf.
ON. t>kemma f to shorten; akin to scant, scamp, v.],

[Colloq.), scanty. v
f
i. [Colloq.], 1. to give or allow too

little; be stingy; scrimp. 2. to keep expenses very low:
as, we skimped to save money, v.t. [Colloq. |, I. to do
poorly or carelessly. 2. to be stingy in or toward.
skimp ily (skim'ps)4i), adv* in a skimpy manner.
skimp i ness (aktm'pi-nis), n. skimpy quality or state.

sklmp-y (skim'pi). adj. (SKIMPIER (-pi-er^ SKIMPIEST
(-pi-isttj, [Colloq.], 1. barely or not quite enough;
somewhat less in siase, fullness, etc, than is needed;
scanty. 2. Btingy.

skin (akin), n. [MB, skynn; ON, skinn; akin to G.
smmden, to flay, peel;
IE. basa *<gwi- f to split
off; prob, < *$cq, to
cut], 1, the outer
covering or integument
of the animal body.
2. such a covering,
especially that of a
small animal, when re-
moved from the body
and prepared for usa;
pslt. 3. something re-

sembling skin, in
%ap-

t*
peariyaee or function;

atom SECTION OF mm
A, (lucis of sweat glands; B,
B t hain; c epidtrfwa; 0* oo-
num; B, iutoeutanemw tatty
tistue; F, oblique sctida
through a Pacinlan corpusote;
G ertor muscle erf hair; Rv

pftpilk ol hmir; i. glomenil
of sweat gland; L hair follicle;
x. sebaceous gnds; t* ^>
pilke c^ corium

any outer kyer,
fmit rind, the MA or
plating (if a ship, a
film or eutfti tfa* outtr>
moat nucwous layer In
a pearl eto. 4, a con-
tainer for liquids made
of ikinu 5. fSkngf, a
miserly person; skin-
flint, 6, [Slang), a
iwindler or cheat, 0{.
[SKINNED {kind),ttxm*
NING], L to cover
with or ti with skin;
trow ikin on, 2, to
remove skin from, 3. to atrip or pel off, an or like
kin* 4, fCoital. ], to defraud or chant; twfodl*. 94.
L to bfttttn* cqymd with nkta. 2, to tea* the skin;

3, (Suuurl. to get away,
fa* no skin f aaf back, fSttgf t& on* not
at ill; be of no oonotnt to one,

bp tin ettft T ** ***, (OonoqJ by tb
possible margin; ttart'

itt radar oiuPs *kin t f

havt! tt thick
suits, etc. ;

hs4v it ffete sfcta, to
otek* insults, lite,

to (or wltb) ft wbele skip, fCMcxj,}, without i

tvt cmtf'* kl, (Cdlton,.), to vi or i

lite tllfitv I. to remove tnr (front (* living ptwcwt
or aninitli, 2, (ColloqiJ, to or punish i

3. [Coiloty.), to overcome or dscWveiy*

garment, portable compressed-air equipment, etc,
skin-flint (skin'flint'). n. [< thieves' slang; lit., one who
would skin a flint for the sake of gain or economy], a
niggardly person; miser.

skin ful
(skin'fool'), n. \pL SKINFULS (-loolzOL 1- as

much liquid as a skin container can hold. 2. [Colloq.],
as much as the stomach can hold; bellyful.

skin game, [Colloq.]. l % a crooked or fraudulent game
of chance. 2. any cheating, swindling trick.

skin
grafting, the surgical transplanting of skin from

another part of the body or from another person to
replace skin destroyed, as by burning.

skink (skirjk), it. [L. scincus; Gr. skinkosl any of a
number of tropical lizards having thick, shiny feodies,
heavy scales, and short legs.
skinned (skind), adj. having a (specified kind pf) skin:
usually in hyphenated compounds, as dark-skinned.

skin*ner (skin'Sr), n. 1. a person who strips skins or
processes them for market. 2. a swindler, 3. [Colloq.],
a (mule) driver.

Skin-ner, Cornelia O-tis (6'tis skin'er), 1901- ; daugh-
ter of Otis; American actress and writer,

Skinner, Otis, 1858-1942; American actor.
skin ni-nesQ (skin'i-nis), it* skinny quality or state.

8kin*ny (skin'i), ad]. [SKINNIER (-i-Sr), SKINNIEST (-i-
ist)], 1. of or like skin. 2. without much flesh? ema-
ciated; thin. SYN. see lean.

skin-tight (skin'tlf), adj. clinging closely to the skin;
tight-fitting^ as_a garment.

ski 01
skip (, ..

, , .s-
pen (prob. < ON,) : cf . earlier Sw. scuppa, scoppQ* in
the same senses; prob. IE, base *$qeubh~ t to throw, cast;
cf, SHOVE], 1, to leap, jump, or spring lightly; move
along with quick steps and jumps: as, the girls skipped

rly
by. 2. to be deflected from a surface; ricochet.

to PUSH, or ^direct the attention, from one point to
another, omitting what lies between, 4. to be promoted
in school beyond th next regular grade. 5. [CcJioq.),
to wave hurriedly, especially under questionable cir-
cumstances; abscond, v.t, L to jump or leap lightly
over. 2, to ps over without noticing, reading,
mentioning, doing, etc, 3, to cause to skip or ricochet.
4, [Colloq.], to leave (a place) hurriedly, n. La) an
act of skipping; leap; spring, 6) a skipping gait in
which hops and: steps are alternated, 2. a passing over
or omitting. 3. in music, a passing from on note to
another at an Interval greater than % second.
$W,~atip iuggttts springing forward Hghtly and quickly,
It-aping on alternate tett, and of inanimate things, deflection
from a surface in a wrtet of Itjcmpt ; bound imrfieslonpr, wttwe
vigorous taps, as in running, or by an ltic object tfcmwn
along the ground; hop sugR^ts a Mingle abort jump, as cm one
teg. or a series of abort, relatively jerky Jumpt ; licscbst Ismm of an inanimate objaet that bss been ttoown or shot and
that tiounds or tkips in glancing deflictton from a atuitet.

ski pants, loose-cut slack trotisws that fit tightly around
the ankle: uaed in skiing and other winter sports.
skip-bomb (skip'bomO, J. A .l* to fly low and drop
bomb! so that they plode under watar against the

of (a ship or other mrget),
dteumccs in radio, the dlttance along the urc@

cjf
the earth bttween the farthest point ranched by

th grottttd wave of a transmitting station d the
point at which the radio wave is reflected back

tb erth frwa tor irritate oft,
by t-rit itrism, &

or msenstve.
acutely to bittac, erJU- tfet* tap out of* or pky at the swrfai __ T _

watr 2, a tmt mn wp itoett back omto its
fttfc whtn ttinHMl cm Its buck.

sWfMp*r (ski^lr), it, L * pmxm or thing ttatt Mm.
2 tmi saury. 3* at soutlt* wrift-iyfeig buttwriy with

He. 4. aay skipcHbg inmct*
, ^ .. * IMKi KD. 8w&r < jW^ m

... ,.
1 the captain of

jihip
sspaAlaUy ol a small

po^lt), it, {dim* ol fJto^J* a tt*l base or i

10 trotjt^t_sel ilecl to a dpeurncmt*

i$ the Itrtti fur ili 4 t
far tfce.,,_, _...

s an4
piw*h)t Wtft li w^i of flit
a;, ofj| nw;

*lifeifi*l

I tltfai mm tb'.h

tenm H% tit Mfi *>f* ^ '

in - ^,vrtv,

A&ttiyi n,

|Mf, (northern) ,

r ... ," * *
*fo to leraain: for IE.

, . . _ to out In shrill
ally of ;t bagpipe, ft. ft shrill

. - % ...

tCAMAMOUCHB); It <
protect < eJrm, guaurd,

; f tCRUiiaoiL I, a britf iihl or car
n tet
2.

ully mtt^ a
p**
of

s 4 to

J

$ * . *fe iiC| * <



skirr 1368
slack

mishes. 2. any of a group of soldiers
taking

.part in a

skirmish or spread out m extended order for attack.

skirr (skur). v.i. [of echoic origin ,
to move, run, fly, etc.

tly and, especially, with a whirring sound, v.t.

[Dial.], 1. to cover or pass through m ewching; scour.

2. to cause to skim or glide, as by throwing, n. a

* . [ME. *MM altered < OFr.

eschervis; ult. < AT. karawya; see CARAWAY] , a plant

with clusters of small flowers and white, edible roots.

skirt (skurt), n. [ME.; ON sfrt. shirt . *^.
*

cognate with AS. scyrte (cf. SHIRT); for IE. base see

SHORT], 1. that part of a garment, as of a robe
%
dress,

etc , that hangs below the waist. 2. a woman s gar-

ment that hangs from the waist to cover the lower part

of the body. 3. something like a skirt, as a flap hanging

from the side of a saddle. 4. pL the outer parts; border :

edge; fringe; outskirts, as of a city. 5. (Slang], a girl

or woman: v.t. 1. to He along or form the border or

edge of. 2, to move along the border or edge of; pass

around instead of across or through, as a woods. 3. to

border or edge (with something). v.i. to be on, or

move along, the edge or border: as, the path skins

along the edge of the pond.
skit Skit), n. [< dial, v., to be skittish, taunt; prob. <
Anglo-N. *skytja, var. of ON. skjota, to shoot (akm to

Eng. shoot)], 1. a verbal slap; gibe. 2. a short piece

of satirical or humorous writing. 3. a comic theatrical

skitter* fckft'eV)?IS?'[freq. of dial, skit, to dart about;

of Scand. origin; tilt, akin to shoot], 1. to skip or

move along quickly and lightly, especially over water.

2 to draw a fish bait or lure over the surface of the

water with a skipping motion, v.t. to cause to^skitter.
skittish (skit'ish), ad/. [< base of

t
skit + -wfc], 1.

spirited; lively; pkyful, especially in a coy manner.

2 easily frightened; nervous; excitable; jumpy: as, a

skittish horse. 3. fickle: undefendable.
skittle (s}dtn), n, [prob. < the ON. cognate of shuttle

with reference to the ball or projectile: cf. Dan% skyttel,

shuttle, marble, etc.], 1. the game of ninepins.
e.

pleasure and

skunk (skurjk), n. [contr. < Am. I

1. [pi. SKUNKS
(skurjks), SKUNK;
see PLURAL, n, BI

1], a bushy-tailed
mammal about the
size of a cat: it has

glossy black fur,

usually with white

stripes down its

back, and ejects an

, , .,

the mns used in this game.
an4 sjdtt&ea, (not)

e, .

*o sEc$ or cut off (bather, rubber,
'

.
,

t- (sldY'Sr), n. I. a soft, thin leather made from

outer half of split sheepskin and used for bookbind-

ings, hat linings, etc. 2, a person who skives leather.

3. a cutting device used in skiving leather,
. t

skiv-vy (skiv'i), n, M. SKIVVIES (4z)l [< dial *Ww,
silly, awry; Scot. Gael, skaivie, askew; ON* slmfr,

crooked], [Slang], a man's, especially a sailor s, under-

shirt or, pL, underwear.
skoal (skol), inter/. [Dan. & Norw. skoal, a cup < ON.
sMlt a bowl], to your health!: a toast.

Skop-lje (skop'lye), n. a city in southeastern Yugo-
slavia: pop., 68,000: Turkish name, Usk&b*

Skr., Skrt.. Skt., Sanskrit.
elm* (sWa), n. [adapted (c. 1604) < Faroese sM^w <
ON, sk&fr; prob. so called from the dark cplorl any of

several large, brown, northern sea birds relatem to toe

guifcs; jaeger: they rob other birds of thek food: also

skua gull.
skul dug ger-y (skuWtag^i), n. [Early Mod. Soot.

sculdudrie; formation < OFr. *9Sco*toKrgte, a aMppfeg
< escoutowrgieir (LL. *eaMubncah; C. umwxwm), to

slip; sense 'development:
cafity tdckeryl, iColloq, , mean trickery; -.-^ f

skulk (sfcalk), 9J* [MB, smlkm (prob, < OR)j 4
Dan. skulhe, to skulk; for prob. IE. foas we scowt],
1. to move or lurk about in a stealthy* craven iwwwer;
slink. 2. to avoid work or responsibility; shirk; ma-
linger, n. a penwwt who skulks. SYN. see Iwfc*

- - - *"*,, -.

< soand.; cf. Nonr* dial
linger.

skull (skul),
skol, skul, shell

(of an egg or

nut)], L thebony
framework of
the head, enclos-

ing and protect-
ing the brain.
2* the head re-

garded as the
seat of thought
or intelligence:
usually with al-

lusion to stupid-
ityidhilfaeef,eta ,

* thick skull,

fty

PARIETAL

OCCIPITAt
BONE

t a lunnun skull facing forward with two long
bcwet crowed beneath it, at formrly pranced on

.s: now usetl as a warning sign, m m labeling

kul'k9')| it, a ttglit, cl^-fitttog,
y wont imoon*

SKUNK (about 2 ft. long)

n mooted. 2. [Colloq.], a despicable,

v.t. [Slang], to defeat overwhelmingly
*

a game or contest.
"'

thick roots, wide leaves,

(cf.

sfiower\, i. ojien pi. the *.&&<** *"-vr' -
-fc

.
i4,

with reference to its appearance: as, blue stees, a

Soudy ^y 2. the expanse of the heavens, apparently

arching over the earth; firmament. 3. heaven; ce-

lestial regions 4. climate; weather; as, tne balmy

southern!^r"S. [6bs.] f a cloud, v.t. [SKIED or SKYED

(skid), SKYING], [Colloq.], 1. to hit, throw, shoot etc

high m the air. 2. to hang ,(a picture) high up on the

wall, especially in an exhibition,

out of a dear sky, without warning; suddenly.

to the 8kiesLwithout reserve; extravagantly

skv-blue (ski'blooO. odj. of the color sky blue.

sky blue, a blue color like that of the sky on a clear day,

Sk^e (ski)7 n. an island in the Hebrides, Scotland; area,

i the Isle of Skye, off the coast

of Scotland], a
dog of the temer
breed, with shaggy
hair a long body,
and short legs,

sky-ey (skn), ad/.

[Poetic], 1. of or like

the sky, as a shade of

blue. 2. of great
height; lofty.

sky^biigh (ski1u')
adj. & adv. of or to a CBYB TBRRIBR

at height; very (9 in, high at ahouldwr)

BM*v.**. (skllftrkOt n. the Old World lark, famous for

the song it utters as it soar* toward the ky% IM.

fprob, sky + lark, to pky; orig, imut,. of playing m the

g], to play about boisterously; frolic.
t

(Mo,
,

u .

t MllltO, ft. a window to a roof or celling,

ity4ine (sMItnO. it. 1. the line alow whkh the sky
seems to touch the earth; vanble hori. 2, the mat-

e, as of a city, seen against the sky. Also eky UM
pilot, [Slang], 1. a clergyman, chaplain, or mis-

2. an aviator,
t (sfcl'rok'it), n. a firework rocktt that c-

Jft mid-alf, Mvirig ofi a display of oolorfd fiame,

rks, etc* vJL [Cofloq.t to riee rapidly, n a

_^ ^ _), n. an Wand in the northern Sp
in m^ *0 w. wlim^^l^m\ s^m), ...{ .9tffi^ ^,^ tt

~
moving-

. ,

or leading toward tae ky,
fcwwJft dWNrtSnte). Sfir, 1tlcywiyrd.

api U9*ly wont
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tight, taut, or firm; hence, 5. easily changed or in-
fluenced; weak; lax, 6. careless; neglectful; indifferent:
as, a slack workman, slack bookkeeping, v.t. 1 to
make slack; slacken. 2. to slake, vl. to be or become
slack; slacken, adv. in a slack manner; so as to be
slack, it. 1. a part that is slack or hangs loose. 2. a
lack of tension or tautness; looseness; as, there was
slack in the ro#e. 3. a stoppage of movement in a
current. 4. a time of little activity; dull period; lull
5. in prosody, the unstressed syllable or syllables within
a foot, especially in sprung rhythm. SYN. see remiss,
slack off, to slacken.
slack up, to go more slowly.

slack (slak), n. (MB. sleek, slacke < MLG. or MD.; cf
D. slak, earlier PL slecke, dross; see SLAG), a mixture of
small pieces of coal, coal dust, and dirt left from the
screening of coal.

slack (slak), n. (ON. stokki], [Scot. & British Dial.].
1. a) a small valley; dell, b) a hollow in the ground
or in a hillside. 2* a boggy hollow; morass.

slack-en (slak'^n), v.L [< stack, adj. I 1. to become less
active, intense, etc. 2. to become slower or less brisk,
as trade, etc. 3. to become less tense; loosen, au rope.
v.t. 1. to reduce the intensity or severity of; retard-
abate; moderate. 2, to reduce the tension of; relax-
loosen." SYN. see dulay.

slack-er (flak'Hr), n. a person who evades duties and
responsibilities; specially, one who evades military
service in time of war*

slacks (slaku), n.pL full-cut trousers for casual wear bymen and women,
slack mtar. 1. th period between tides when the
water it neither in bo nor flood, 2. any stretch of
water having little or no current.

slag (waf), n. [< MLQ.slamj akin to G. schtacke &
var of stock, .; prob. IE. base *&*&*, to strike, seen
awo m Bag, *%; pro), basic ena "what is struck
away (to mtfcalworkteg)"), 1. the fused refuse or

.from a metal in the process of smelting,
2. lava ttttatttkitoff this, v.t. * v4* ISLAGGED (siagd)"" 4-^m to or form into slag,f% 4M& of or like slag.

> participle of slay.
~

? r-f >t .*{! [UWD (Sttkt), 8LAEIHO). [MB.A& jftutfo* < jufc, dbek! a. SLACK, arfj, t to
ulhtv or iu;ikc lt$ or intense by satisfying, as

frank 4jMw, etc.; tttuagr, satisfy. 2, to cauee (a
fbne) m wi odim or go out. 3, to produce a chemical
oaaaip'm (lime) by combination with water; nkkd
lime a calciumjwdroxlde, 4. (ObeJ, to lessen, Mduot,
or relieve. S.tObt.], to lessen the tension of. ft& L to
become or wdeiyo taking, as lime, thirst, etc.
a. to beoqmejjeift active or iataoiie; slacken.

tSftlott Witt), n. (Henri a dowahtil skiinH **
over a eowim mtrked by poste, etc, wf to
ski in or a-; in a :;hUrnn.
slum 6;!am}. tu. ^LAMMKIJ (slamd), SLAMMING!, (prob,
< OlC via Brit dieJL; of. Norw, dial, *lr0 iMiNM),
1, to shut, or to with IM^ atul tioiiu- at*
<ton't Jta the dow* 2* feo hit, throw, w jput to
with fare and iiuis*- M to Cammed the 01 Into the
oijA^wd* 3 JCoiloe^L lo orltieiM ti to
'.fliut, into place, tie. with force and m L a
h*t/r& aAbrlnipao^ stett&c, ete. 1 the aotoe

slang develops from the attempt to find fresh and vig-
orous, colorful, pungent, or humorous expression, and
generally either passes into disuse or comes to have a
more formal status, vJ. to use slang or abusive talk.
v.t. to address with slang or abusive talk.

slang (slanX dialectal and archaic past tense of sling.
slang-Hy (slar/a-li), adv. in a slangy manner; with
slang.

slang-i-ness (slaj/i-nis) , n. the quality of being slangy.
slang-y (slar/i), adj. [SLANGIER (-i-&r), SLANGIEST (i-
ist) 1. of, having the nature of, or containing slang.
2. given to using slang.

slank (slank), archaic past tense of slink.
slant (slant), v.t. & v4. [ME. slenten. to glide, slope:
prob. < ON.; cf. Norw. slenta

l
to fall sideways), 1, to

incline or turn from a direct line or course, especially
one that is perpendicular or level; slope. 2. [Colloq,]/

attitude; opinion; bias. 3. [Colloq.j, a glance; quick
look. adj. [prob, short for on slants, aslant, hence of
same origin as the

v.J, oblique: sloping; inclined.
slant*ways (slant'waz') adv. slantwise.
slant*wise (slant'wiz')* adv. so as to slant or slope;
slantingly; obliquely, adj. slanting; oblique.

slap (slap), n. [LG. sklapp; of echoic origin], 1. a blow
or smack, especially with something flat, as the palm
of the hand. 2. an injury to pride, self-respect, etc. ;

insult; rebuff, v.t. [SLAPPED (slapt), SLAPPING], 1. to
strike with something flat, as the palm of the hand. 2,
to put, throw, hit, etc, carelessly or with force: as, she
slapped the butter into th pan, adv. [Colloq.L 1. sud-
denly: abruptly. 2. straight: directly: as, he ran slap
into the wall. SYN. see strike.

slap-bang (slap/barA adj. & adv. [Colloq.], slapdash.
slap dash (slap'dashO, n. 1. carelessness; abruptness.
2. something done carelessly and hastily: as, his book is

mere slapdash, adv. In a hasty, careless manner;
haphazardly, adj. hasty, careless, impetuous, etc.

slap-hmp.pj (slaplmp'i), adj. [Slang], 1. daad or
mentally impaired by or as by blows on th head;

unk. 2. foolish; silly,

Map'jak'), n. 1. a pancake or giiddlecake;
ipjack. 2. a simple card game.

slap-pcr (slap'eY), n. a person or thing that slaps.
slap stick (slap'stlk')* n. 1. an implement made of
two flat pieces of wood that slap together loudly when
hit against something: formerly used by stage come-
dians to increase the sound of a blow. 2. crude comedy
in which the humor depends upon violent activity,
horsepky, etc, adj. ofaaracterixea by such comedy*

(slash), v.t. [MB, datchen:
eak, but influenced by

hml
(;,Unji t n, f< t,roc r . with ntfwMM to itt hi

tilt gUMi, in <ar<l wm^, 1. tht* wmnniK t)i ull ttu-

in aw ,}ral. M m m brldK^ c^lk-d Wr
or wtntti one ebottof ttieMSi il t 2.

iing ruiT.

fCoOo*), iw^ftly or ab.

,~,
..,-rr ..,,* _. Ofr, .

to break, but influenced by lash], l t to cut or wound
with sweeping ttrokes or blown, as of a knife. 2, to
gash; as, he feu on the broken glass and slashed his arm.
3. to whip viciously; lath; scourge. 4, to cut silts in (a
fabric, d*ete. eta), especially to M to expose under-
lying material* usually of another color, S, to rsduce
(Inuitically: at, our budget ha* bocn xlaxkcd, 6. to criti-

clM mwerely. v.i. to make a .sweeping stroke or
itrokes with orM with something .sharp; cut or critici/,t'

viok^ntly. n, 1. a sweeping stroke made with a

top,, etc. 1 a cut by r aa Jby turn a '*iokej
gafsh; .slit. 3. an onmniental filit in a fabric, dress, et,c.

4 ) w OPMmi if
a taset* dmttw^ with tefitt^,

chips, or otte debris, p ironi thtf cutting of timber.
} mm debris or trimmings.

low, swampy area, usually covers I

;mercilejs3; violent. 2.

tremendous:

t.. -.outh
n

>|. 1. a kind of HariK iat*miiMd roek
vw saiwuJlF mto thin,
thin of or

n tfle ff m a fjr
with 3. the *4

* *^ ** <*

WitCULlee
*M* *. *t^lMiW? f%*
siCl * <
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4. a list of candidates proposed for nomination or

election, v.t, [SLATED (-id), SLATING], 1. to cover
with slate. 2. to put on a list or designate, as for

candidacy, appointment, theatrical engagement, etc.

a clean slate, a record showing no marks of discredit,

dishonor, etc.: clean record.

slate
' "" v * ' " J '

slat er (slat'Sr), n. 1. a person who lays slate roofs, etc.

2. a wood louse.
slather (slafft'Sr), n. [dial, to slither; var. of north
Brit, dial slither, large quantity of loose stones <
slither, to slip], Usually in pi. [Dial or Colloq,], a large

quantity; lot. v.t. [Dial, or Colloq.], to use a lot ot.

slat-ing (slSt'iij), n. 1. the act or craft of laying slates.
'

2. slates collectively, as a material for roofing, etc.

slat-tern (slat'&rn), n. [prob. < dial slatter, to spill, slop,

waste], a woman who is careless and untidy in her
habits, appearance, work, etc.; slut.

slat-tern li-ness (slat/ern-li-nis), n. a slatternly state
or quality,

slat'tern-ly (slat'e'm-H), adj. 1. having the habits of
a slattern; dirty; slovenly; untidy. 2. characteristic
of or fit for a slattern, adv. in a slatternly manner.

slat-ting (slat'irj), n. 1. slats collectively. 2. material
for making slats,

slat*y (slSt'i), adj. [SLATIER (-i~Sr), SLATIKST (4-ist)],
1. of or like slate. 2. slate-colored.

slau&h-ter (slS'tSr), it, [ME. slahter; ON. slatr, lit.,

slain flesh < base seen in Eng. slay], 1. the killing of an
animal or animals for food: butchering. 2. the Killing
of a human being, especially in a brutal manner. 3.

the killing of people in large f numbers, as in battle.
v.t. 1. to kill (an animal or animals) for food; butcher,
2. to kill (people), especially brutally or in large num-
bers.

SYN. slaughter, as applied to people, suggests extensive and
brutal killing, as m battle or by deliberate acts of wanton
cruelty;, massacre implies the indiscriminate and wholesale
slaughter of those who are defenseless or helpless to resist;
butchery adds Implications of extreme cruelty and of such
cold-blooded heartlessness as one might display in the slaughter-
ing of animals; carnage stresses the result of bloody slaughter
and suggests the accumulation of the bodies of the slain;
pogrom relent to an organized, often officially inspired,
inaAsftwe of, a minority group, specifically of the Jews in Cwr-
ist Russia.

slaughter-house (sld'tSr-hous') , ft. & place where ani-
mals are butchered for food; abattoir,

slaiigh-ter-ous (sl6't8r-as), adj. brutally destructive or
murderous.

Slav (slav, slav), n. [G. Slave, ML, Slamis; see SLAVE}, a
member of any of a group of peoples of eastern, south-
eastern, and central Europe, generally divided into
Eastern Slavs (Great Russians, Ukrainians, and
Byelorussians), Southern Slavs (Serbs, Croats, Bui-
gars, Slovenes, Slavonians, etc.), and Western Slavs
(Czechs, Poles, Slovaks, Moravians, etc.). adj.
Slavic.

Slav., l, Slavic, 2. Slavonian, 3, Slavonic,
slave

(ally),
n* [OPr, *$4am; ML. Sdams, Slams, Slav

< LGr, SkMbosf ult < Oslav. Slovine, shvot a word:
first applied to captives of Slavic origin in southeastern
Europe], 1. a human being who is owned by and ab-
solutely subject to another human being, at by capture,
purchase, or birth; bond servant divested of all free-

dom^and personal rights. 2* a person who Is completely
dominated by some influence, habit, etc,: as, staves to
fashion, 3,ape^onwhoslave;drJge 4.fllmtttt
v.L [SLAVED (slfvd). fluwiNo), to work HJce ft slave;
drudge; toil, v4. [Hard], to enslave,

slave
apt, any ant captured by and forced to work for

ants of other species,
Slaw Coast,, the went Afrjfean coast between tibe Volta
and Benin rivers, on the QtOf of Guinea,; fora* center
of the African slave trade.

slave driver, 1 a perwa who dirtct* or overaees the
work of slaves, 2. any merciless ti^amatter,

slaves. n possession or ownership of slaves,
slave*mak'fajt ant (slaV'mlk'ii)), an ant belonging to
* Species that enslave; other ants: also slave amkr.
wr***

(flavor), v& JME,jlawrm; prob, < ON, tk/rn;
akin to sfaWwl to tot saliva, etc. run or dribble from
tfao month; drool, vt. to slobber on or cover wttb
saliva, n. I. saliva drooHng from UM mouth* t non-
Nsnso; humbug; drivel
far-jr WlirtB). *. I. i* slave sWp, 2, a ptwon who
dteate la stovwi: skv hunter or tndsr.
m?*r*5r (MEwr-i), n. 1, the ow!n or keeping ol

tt a practice or institution; tovetoidfaw aTttw
opooitkii of a. t1v; torfaypj gtrvlt^a, 3. a <xdi-
turn 0f submi^ion to or donuriittion by influence.
habit, etc. 4. hard, conttnuaus work like that done by
nLftVS lS "****""^-^ **%* _ ... ... JT *^^^ w>w **. ffjf

Slave States, Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, and Virginia: in these fifteen states slavery was
legal before the Civil War.

slave trade, traffic in slaves; specifically, the former
transportation of African Negroes to America for sale
as slaves.

slav-ey (slav'i), n.
\fl.

SLAVEYS (-iz)), [British Colloq,],
a woman or girl wno is a domestic servant, especially
one who does hard, menial work.

Slavic (slav'ik, slav'ik), adj. of the Slavs, their lan-

guages, etc.; Slavonic, n. a major subbranch of the
Indo-European family of languages, generally divided
into West Slavic (Polish, Sorbian, Czech, and Slovak),
South Slavic (Ola Church Slavonic, Bulgarian, Serbo-
Croatian, and Slovene), and Bast Slavic (Russian,
or Great Russian: Ukrainian, or Little Russian; and
Byelorussian, or White Russian).

Slav-i-cism (sla'v'9-siz'm, slav'a-siz'm), n. Slavism.
slav-ish (slav'ish), adj. 1. of or characteristic of a slave
or slaves; hopelessly submissive; servile. 2. of or char-
acteristic of slavery; oppressive; despotic. 3. blindly
dependent or imitative: as, slavish adherence to a
model, SYN. see servile,

Slav ism (slaViz'm, slav'iz'm), n. the characteristics,
interests, culture, etc. common to all Slavs.

Sla-vo- (sla"'v5, slav'), a combining form meaning Slav.

slav-oc-ra-cy (slav-ok'ra-si), n. [pL SLAVOCRACIES (-siz)],

[< slave + -cracy], in the United States bftfore 1B65,
slaveholders and pro-slavery forces m a dominant or
powerful class.

Sla-vo-ni a (sfo-vo'rri-o), n. a region of the Balkans, now
innorthern Yugoslavia,

Sla vo ni an (sb-v5'ni-
an), adj. 1. of Slavo-
nia or its people. 2,

Slavic, n. 1. a native
or inhabitant of Sla-
vonia, 2, a Slav. 3.

the Slavic langiuagio

group.
Sla von ic (sfo-VQE'lk],
adj. 1. Slavonian. 2*

Slavic, n* the Slavic
language group.

Slav o phil (slaVa-ii,

ilay'5-fil), n* a Slavo-
phil,

Slav o phile (slav'a-fil',

sliiv'o-fil), n. [Slavo- *f

*pMU} 9 a jperson who admirei or it very loud of the
Slavi, their customs, culture, ttc, <rrf/ of Stevophilti,

Slav-o-phobc (sl:iv'o-fob', slav'o-fob'), n+ a penon who
has Sliivophobiii* adj. of SlavopbiOfcMW.

frjh&ub hatmd or few ol'tto Sk?i, culture.

fflUVQWTIA

stow (sld), it. JD, fa* $l<w* eoatr. of Fr.
shredded cabbage tetrad M a tald.

slay (silk at (iusw (tlAQ), uw (lOla), jtvw}f IMS.
, Jim: A& Am, Am < *il*Kmt k to G.
OMI; IB. UMJfilaJk to kit, at tteo te Mir. #torr,

dj, t to kill by vldttat mttntj bring tatth upon :

totroy. X I0b4 to atrte or hit, -HftW. M kilt
sld , L saile<l. 2. svuk.^].

shii\ve daft), 11* (<f
Aa fltata, to sepurati-; IE ba

*Wlv to cttt M Ao to Bag, Ml TTii) &m riUe
thread separated from m taper tinm4 f) w&twisted
^ilk that tends to mat urUriKU-fltm. 2, any tanglt', a i

of rmvellnfs. v.l. ILIAVI> (wvd), stiAVHtoJ* to eep-
arato or pH Mct M twietid or

,

BL%/; ||U>. cr II9L
0. Mfttttm; for 11 bwt miKIML nay
of vwkcte mounted <!runnorn ftr U
te. ; enft * Mi to tte epM d

(ako called or currvtr^

th**

or tin* to,
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[SLEDGKD (slejd), SLEDGING], to go or take by sledge.

sledge-ham-mer (slej'ham'Sr), v.t. 1. to hit with a
sledge hammer. 2. to attack with force so as to have
an overpowering effect upon. adj. crushingly destruc-

tive; forceful; powerful.
sledge hammer, a sledge (heavy hammer).
sleek (slek), adj. [var, of slick, with Early Mod. Eng.
lengthening of vowel; cf. CREEK], 1. smooth and shiny;
glossy, as a highly polished surface, well-kept hair or
fur, etc. 2. of well-fed or well-groomed appearance:
as, fat, sleek pigeons. 3. polished in speech and be-
havior, especially in a way that does not seern genuine;
unctuous: oily. v.t. to make sleek: smooth; polish.

sleek-y (slfek'i), adj. sleek.
*

sleep (slep), n. [ME. slep:A.S. step: akin to G. schlaf,
sleep, schlaf, loose, laxj IE. *slab < base */<;&-, lab~ t etc.,
loose, slack, seen also in L. labor (lapsus), to slip, sink
(cf, LAPSE) ] 1. a) a natural, regularly recurring con-
dition of rest for the body and mind, during which there
is little or no Conscious thought, sensation, or move-
ment, b) a period or occasion of sleeping. 2. any con-
dition resembling sleep, as death, unconsciousness,
hibernation, etc. 3. in botany, the tendency, as of

petals or leaves, to assume a different position at

night; nyctitropism, lu. [SLEPT (slept), SLEEPING],
1. to be in the state of sleep; slumber. 2. to be in a con-
dition resembling sleep, m that of death, quiescence, hi-

bernation, etc. 3. in botany, to assume a different posi-
tion at night, as petals or leaves, v.t 1. to slumber in

(a specified kind of sleep) : as, he slept the sleep of the
just. 2, [CoUoq.l, to provide sleeping accommodations
for: as, tills cabin wiu $Utp four.
laat sleep, death.
Qletsp away,i 1. to Spend In sleeping; sleep during.
2. to get rid of by sleeping.

sleep ia, to sleep at the place where one is employed as
a household servant*

sleep o0 to rid onetelf of by sleeping,
sleep cr (slSp'lr), it. [MB. sbpcre; AS, simple], L a
person or animal that sleeps,, especially in a specified
way j at, the man h a sound slttptr, 2, a timber or beam
laid horizontally, as on the ground* to support some-
thing above it. 3, [British], a tie iupporting a railroad
trad. 4. a railroad ;^leepin car, 5. a race horse, book,
etc. that tmexTKi

etedly achieves a striking suocfii,

0Iqp*t*ly (ilSf/a-li), adv. in a sleepy or drowsy manner,
Hlt^p-1-nettu (18p'i*ttlt), n. a sleepy quality or state,

sleeping ba&, a lame, warmly lined bag made to sleep
to, ttp&tally out of doors.

I+tptag cor, * railway tar equipped with berths,
comtMrtmtatt, fee* for passwngtri to sleep in.

sleeping partner, [British], a atlent partner.
"

ffekft$% L an tafootious disease, especially" " " * * " ' *

eciet 01
certain

____, .jMd by
axxt fbuuly pro*'

tmatloii onhft
iy.

common In tropical Africa, oate4 by certain

trypatu^ome t hat. are transmitted by the bite

pciAlly the fly: it i
fever, weak a**:;:;, fermott* letharj

ks|?td coma wtalnig In death, 2,

ted by a virus *4 ohiun

L with Httk or no
...-________ ,

. L ftt fttt ooit-

stftatly Wfttonfiu* 3. constantly in action of motion;
mwtr at an. the glmp$$$S wind.

mlk*tr (^wdk'ftr). n* A who wmlte wMto
t

etfel*), ft*

w of activity; ^iwi; id&) 1%
thtffpOi % a town* I.

inducing 4, of or

4FlW.~'flewi90Mii to * wfeo to tf a.
to mm*

A to I

,
atwttm

seen also in L. lubricus (cf. LUBRICATE)], 1. that part
of a garment that covers an arm or part of an arm.
2. a tube or tubelike part fitting over or around another
part% v.t. [SLEEVED (slevd), SLEEVING], to provide or
fit with a sleeve or sleeves.

laugh up (or in) one's sleeve, to laugh secretly to one-
self while being outwardly serious.

up one's sleeve, hidden or secret but ready at hand.
sleeved (slevd), adj. fitted with sleeves: often in hyphen-
ated compounds, as short-sleeved.

sleeveless (slev'lis), adj. having no sleeves; as, a sleeve*

less sweater.
sleeve valve, a rotating, reciprocating sleeve between
the piston and cylinder wall of some internal-combus-
tion engines: the sleeve has two slots which open and
close the fuel intake and exhaust ports in the cylinder
wall.

sleigh (sla), n. [D. she, contr. of slede, a sled or sledge],
a light passenger vehicle on runners, used for travel on
snow and ice. v.L to ride in or drive a sleigh.

sleigh bells, a number of small bells fixed to the harness
straps of an animal drawing a sleigh

sleigh-ing (sll'i:rj), n. 1. a riding or carrying in a
sleigh. 2. the condition of the snow that makes this

possible: as, good sleighing.
sleight (slit), n. [ME. slehthe; ON. slcegth < slcegr,

cratty, clever (cf. SLY); hence sleight equals sly -f -th
(for the change -< < -th cf, HEIGHT)], 1. [Rare or
Archaic], cunning or craft used in deceiving. 2. a
clever act of deception; skillful trick or stratagem.
3. skill; deftness; dexterity.

sleight of hand, 1, skill with the hands, especially in

confusing or deceiving onlookers, as in magic; leger-
demain. 2, a trick or series of tricks thus performed.

slen dcr (slen'dr), adj. [MB. skndre, sclendre; prob. <
Anglo-Fr. esclmdre. either < or via MD,j cf, obs. D.
slind^r], L small m width or girth for the length or
height; long and thin; slim. 2. small or limited in
amount, size, extent, etc.; meager: as, slender earnings.
3. of little force or validity : having slight foundation;
fwble: M, slendw hop6. 4, lacking volume or fullness,
as sound. 5 in phonetics, close. SYN, see thin.

slen-der-ize (slen/dtfr-iz'),, v.t. & vA. [SLENDERIZED
/), SLENDERIZING], to make or become slender,

(slept), past ten*e and past participle of sleep,
., -J*vig (alwMkh), n* Schtamgi th@ Dan&h name.
sleuth {sldothK [MB. $kdfa (mod, tp. < northern
4UL);ON. *to*ft, a track, trail], 1. a teutlrimal 2,

fColloq.J, a detective. v.L to act at a detective*
sleuth-hound (nlooth'hound'), n. t a dog, especially
a bloodhound, that can follow a trail by scent, 2.

rCoUooj, a dettctive,
slew ($100), n. a slough (swamp).
stew lildd), n* l* & v& tlu (wm).
alew (slW). n. [r akw to Ir. sluagh* a hott], tCottoq.J f a
large number, group, or amount; lot; also i

'

.L.I.C., (federal) Savings and Loan Insurance
itiQBU

. ^-j}# it* 1MB*: 0^r $sdiw < ff^Wer, to slice <
. _JO. JHM*, to ^plt j akla to BM, Ml I . a relatively

thin, broad piece out from an object having some bulk
or volume: a;;, a .v/*Y<* of apple. 2. a part, portion, or

he spent a large slice of his winnings. 3. any"
broadHtde, w@a

nsh, @tc. 4. a
In fel/, a sliced

I, to cut into
(with qf.

~

for

___ , _ ,. _, _ ...... -........

away, or ow/). ft) to exit acrcm or through li

At, CM plow sliced the land. 3. to separate_-, _ ,, . . _.l 3, to separate into parts
or Jihitn-j, 4. to uatMt slice (implement,) or nlia* bar to
work at, iprtad rmn0vev ito. 5* in &t>lf: to (a tKill)

to mrm to the right (for * rfght-lia$ pl*yr) or to
tht ift (for a Mt-tiftu4td plyr) by mtt&g It with ft

v.f* in |W to a ball
i bar with a broad, thin end, used In m

comii cU*ar wit tto.
> a tool or tU'vicc- for slicing;

ut prob < AS. *lkim, lit.,

g < $m t a., _ . .
. T .

. m*wt h*mot*r; IB.
*jrf- to ttrikt* eat mm saw In L. % tepl|*

1 fb or tmoqtii. 2, |Co%q|,l to
Mtftii MM or IF (uioiuy with ^). infa*W < t f*{* i* MK; pm^olk I.

i"iffej| ajifel,

"

5.

'

TCo(locit\ living or to
1

an or but Mil* or
it; Mk a a ililA ^
, as* it wn

iiiA rt| MN
** !

**A
0* <
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meal. 7. [Slang], having a pleasing appearance; at-

tractive, n. 1. a smooth area on the surface of water,
as resulting from a film of oil. 2. something used for

smoothing and polishing, as a kind of broad, flat

chisel. 3. [Slang], a magazine printed on paper with
a glossy finish : distinguished from pulp. adv. smoothly,

cleverly, deftly, easily, etc.

slick-en side (slik''n-sid'), n. [dial, shcken, var, of shck

+ fcfe], o/te# f' pl. a smooth, polished rock surface

produced by friction, pressure, or cleavage.
slick-er (slik'Sr), n. [slick, v. or adj. f -er], 1. a loose,

waterproof coat made of oil-treated cloth. 2. [Colloq.],

a tricky, cleverly deceptive person.
slid (slid), past tense and alternative past participle of

slide.

slid den (slid''n), alternative past participle of slide.

SLID or SLIDDEN (slid''n),

slime], 1. to move along in constant frictional contact
with some surface or substance: as, the boxes slide

across the deck, the car slid to a stop. 2. to move in

this manner on a sled, the feet, etc. in contact with a
smooth surface, as ice. 3. to move quietly and smoothly ;

glide. 4. to move stealthily or secretly: as, the cat

slid around the corner. 5. to slip: as, the sword slid

from his hand. 6. to slip or pass gradually into or out
of some condition, habit, situation, etc, 7. in base-

ball, to drop down and slide along the ground toward a
base to avoid being tagged out by the baseman, y.t.
1. to cause to slide; make move with a smooth, gliding
motion, 2. to move, place, or introduce quietly or

dexterously (usually with in or into), n. 1, an act of

sliding. 2. a smooth, usually inclined track, surface, or

trough used for sliding; chute: as, the children made a
slide on the snow bank. 3. something that operates by
sliding; sliding part. 4. a transparent plate bearing a

picture for projection on a screen, as b^ a magic lantern.

5. a small glass plate used as a mounting for objects to

be examined under a microscope. 6. a) the faH of a
mass of rock, snow, earth, etc. down a slope* 6) the
mass that falls, 7. in music, a) a portamento, b) a U-
shaped section of tubing which is moved to change the

pitch of certain brass-wind mstruments, especially the
trombone^ c) a grace or ornamentation made up of two
or more notes leading to a main note.
let glide, to fail to take care of; neglect.
5YN. slide implies easy movement, as over a smooth sur-

face, and usually suggests Continuous contact with
_
It (to

slide on ice, to slide backinto old habits) ; slip more often implies
that the surface is frictonless and the contact not continuous,
therefore suggesting an involuntary mavespwat or am acddwit
(to slip and fall on the ice, her name slipped from his mind);
glide suggests a flowing, smooth, easy, us-ually silent movement
and continuous or intermittent contact with a surface (gliding

dancers) ; skid means to slide or slip sideways and out of control,
as a vehicle when not gripping an icy road.

slide fastener, a device used to fasten together or
unfasten two adjoining edges of material, as on the fly
of a sweater, the placket of a dress, etc. : it consists of
two rows of small interlocking tabs which are joined or
separated by the action of a part that slides up and
down: also called zipper: cf. zipper,

slide knot, a kind of slipknot: see knot, illus.

Slide Mountain (slid), the highest peak of the Cats-
kills ; height, 4

t
204 ft.

slide rule, an instrument consisting of a ruler with a
central sliding piece,
both being marked
with logarithmic
scales: used in mak-
ing rapid mathemati-
cal calculations*

slide trombone, a
long brass-wind in-

strument having, in-

stead of valves, a U*
shaped tube which

SLIDE RULE

slides in and out, so that the length of the air column
can be adjusted to vary the tone: see also trombone.
8Hde valve, a valve which opens and closes a passage-
way, as the cylinder port of a steam engine, bf iwjfeg
back and forth across it.

slide'way (sKd'wa'), n* an inclined ramp, dmte, faa
used as a slide,

fflid'tag (slfd'iq), <*/ 1. varying In aottmdtapoe
'

given conditions; adjustable: as, a sliding rate of B
Fty, 2. operating or moving on the principle of a j

as a door or panel,
sliding Scale, 1. a standard or schedule, an of rates,
wages, etc.. which varies with otlw conditions or
standards* 2. a slide rule.

*Egfe (tilt), 00. 1MB. (northern dial) dikt, sfoM <
jfcttfo-N, "to*/ (ON, slMr): akin to 0, jtffefc, smooth;bw **tteek

lf

j L light la form oar bidW; not
tout or heavy; ribader, 2, frail; fngtt*, $. lacking
weight frengui. fubitance, or significance. 4 small
te Amount or rtnt; not great or iatetsti: aj a ili'fli
fever, u.L 1, to do or poorly; negltfOt, 2. to

treat with disrespect or indifference; be discourteous
toward. 3. to treat as unimportant, n. a slighting
or being slighted by pointedly indifferent, disrespectful,
or supercilious treatment. SYN. see neglect, thin.

slight-ing (slit'irj), adj. constituting or imparting a
slight: discourteous; contemptuous.

sli&lit-ly (slit'H), adv. 1. in a slight manner. 2. to a
slight degree.
Sli-go (sirgo), n. 1. a county in northwestern Ireland,
in Connaught province; area, 694 sq, mi.; pop., 67,000.
2. seaport and county seat of Sligo: pop., 13,000.

sli-ly (sli'li), adv. slyly. .

slim (slim), adj. [SLIMMER (-Sr), SLIMMEST (-ist)l, [earlier,

useless, bad, weak < D. slim, crafty, bad; akin to G.
scUimm* bad; IE. base *slemb~, fallen awry, crooked],
1, small in girth in proportion to height or length;
slender. 2. small in amount, degree, or extent; slight;

scant; meager: as, slim pickings, a slim possibility.

3. [Dial.], sly; crafty. v*t. &
y,t* [SLIMMED (slimd),

SLIMMING], to make or become slim. SYN. see thin.

slime (slim), n. [ME.; AS. slim; akin to G. schleim; IE.

base *(s)lei~, slimy, sticky; cf. SLIDE], 1. any soft,

moist, slippery, sometimes sticky matter, as thin mud,
the mucous coating on fish, etc. 2. any moist or sticky
substance that is considered filthy or disgusting, v.t.

[SLIMED (slimd), SLIMING], 1. to cover with slime. 2. to

clean slime from.
. .

slime mold, any of the myxomycetes, a class of primi-
tive organisms: also slime fungus.

slim-i ly (slim'a-li), adv. in a slimy manner,
slim i ness (sllm'i-nis), n. the condition or quality of

slimp'Sy (slimp'si), adj. [SLIMPSIKR (-si-&r), SLIMPSIKST

(-si-ist)]. slimsy.
slim ay (slim'zi), adj. [SLIMSIER (~zi<%). SLIMSIEST (-ai-

ist)], [< slim, alter flimsy], [Colloq.], slight; flimsy.

slim-y (sKm'i), adj. [SLIMIER (-i-&), SLIMIEST (-kst)].
1, of or like slime. 2. covered with or composed of

slime. 3. disgusting; repulsive; filthy.

sling (sl)), n, [ME, sling* < the *g, 1. a primitive In-

strument for tnrowing stones, etc,, contisting of a piece
of leather tied to cords that are whirled by hima for

releasing the missile?. 2. a tlingshot. 3, the act of

tJirowing with or as with a sling; oast; throw; fiing.

4. a device, usually a supporting band or strap, used in

raising and lowering a Heavy object or for carrying
something, as a rifle, from the shoulder. 5* a wide piece
of cloth looped under an injured arm for rapport. v.t*

[SLUNG (slun), SLINGING; dial, and archaic p.t. SLANG
(slun)], [ME. slingm; AS. $lins>an, to twist onetelf,
worm along; present senses from twitting motion used
in manipulating a sling; akin to G. sMingm, to twist;
of* SLW^K (to move)], Lto throw (stojoea, etc.) with a

2, to throw, cast, flmgf or hurt 3. to raite, lower,
4, to hunt loosely or in a ding; uus-

, _Jly by several attachments, as a hammock*
&) t

it* [of. LG slin$mt G,. $ej$lin&en, to iwailow],
with alcoholic liquor, water, sugar,

_ juice,
5r), n. 1. a man uilng a ultng for throwing

, as in ancient warfare. 2* a peraon who thrown
3, a person operating, or supervising the use

(slink), vf.
SLANK (Ma^k)J,
crawl along; akin to .

wind, twist, turn, var. of
move in a quiet, furtive, or
fear, guilt, etc.; swafc* ^1W. Mt

slink Ts%fc) t v*t. Im^mcm
^' m "

INO; archaic p.t.

to <irmp t

. %llf|*f to

ltnq~ aeen in SLING, t,L to
m from

th normal tim6j
said <rf animate^ it* an
before the normal ttat*

..... .......
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slightly; fall off: as, the market has slipped, v.t.

1. to cause to slip or move with a smooth, sliding
motion: as, he slipped the bolt through the hole. 2. to

put (on) or take (off) quickly or easily, as an article

of clothing. 3. to put, pass, insert, etc. quickly, deftly,
or stealthily: as, she slipped a pill into her mouth, he
slipped in a cutting remark. 4. a) to escape or pass
from (the mind or memory). 6) to let pass unheeded:
overlook; miss. 5. to get loose from; oecome free or

(some restraining device) : as, the prisoner has slipped
his bonds. 6. to let loose: said of hounds freed for the
pursuit of game. 7.

t
to transfer (a stitch) from one

needle to another without knitting it, as in forming

rtterns
in. or decreasing the width of, a knitted piece.

to slink (a fetus), n. 1. a) a pier or platform sloping
into the water to serve as a landing place. &) an in-
clined plane leading down to Water, on which ships
are built or repaired, c) a space between piers or wharves,
used for the docking of ships, 2. the difference be-
tween the actual speed of a vessel and the speed at
which it would move if the propeller were acting
against a solid. 3. a leash for a dog or other animal,
4. a woman's undergarment, generally about the
length of a dress. 5. a child's dress or pinafore. 6, a

covering as for a pillow, that can be easily put on or
taken off, 7, an act of slipping, sliding, or falling down.
8. a deviation or turning aside, especially from a
practice, course of conduct, etc. considered beneficial
or proper; hence, 9. an error or mistake, especially
on m&de inadvertently in speaking, writing, etc,
10, an accident or mishap. 11. the amount or degree
of operative inefficiency of a mechanical device, ex-
pressed in terms of the difference between theoretical
and actual output. 12, movement of one part upon
another where no movement is meant to exist; play.
13. a cleavage and displacement in a rock mass or
strata. 14. in cricket, a fielder placed behind the wickets
on the off side of the batter. SYN. see error, tHde*
give on the slip, to evade or escape from one.
let slip, to say or tell without Intending to.
slip a c4 [CoUoq.], 1, to make a mistake. 2. to un-
dergo * mishap; go wrong; mitcarry*

ilto our* to over (a matter* etc*) superficially or
without adequate attention*
Hp one pTir oil. (Couoq.j, to trick: hoodwink; cheat,
Up up, tCoEoq*)* 1. to mate a mittakt; be in error.
2. to undergo a niinhap; miscarry.

Up (slip), ft. 1MB. slip**; MD. $Upp* < dlppm. to
outL 1, 4 tern, root, twig, etc. out or broken on a plant
and tinea for planting or grafting; cutting: tcion. 2. a
young person* especially one who is wnau or slender.
3, any wtKtar penon: us. a mere slip of a woman.
4. & low, thin piece or strip, at of wood, 5. a small
piece of

an ontar
(ftumtD (ijlpt
plant) for

. lly on* prepared for a tpeciftc ue:
... 4 a narrow church pew, vt
umMol to take m slip from (a

tto (dip), n. [MH.; Aftife**** mt% iltee; IB,
tfttttfr*, to gii<l<% flip. also in L. /wdru UA\ 11;

(cf. LUMUCATI), Bng. JIM**), m imMar clay tfa
: _.

to tten cofwttmicy c ftii0i I0fHM Id dtccwtiftg or oust**

ing, or * conirnt or coating.
l|p cov^r, a removable, fitted cloth cover for an arm-

clay thfrmeti

It* a knot mad* to that it will

fopt *ta mmmtl wliich it $ tied; runtuug
ittp fcaoti * knot, Ulut,

lip IMXM% it iwuk! with a nip km>t.
nlip-on (tup'on')! adj. 1, *gljr put OH ar taken off.

2* to be pit on mm takwa off owr the head: said of
it. a slpHXi ftrffMitt* m n sweater.

!> o Vi*r ^pflS'vfr). ft* 1 M i%- f

(ottpw t nu bM .Mil I. etoola*JM df OBMI
t tuiitftr 1 HM umatmt of thi.% 3, tie re-

wik fir.pqwir. m m eheiii drive.

r)t
n* a kind tjf light, tow that muy/f ' '

atet or

slip-sheet (slip'shet'), n. a blank sheet of paper in-
serted between freshly printed sheets to prevent offset.

v.t. & v.f. to insert slipsheets between (printed sheets).
slip-shod (slip'shod'). adj. [slip, v. -f- shod, after dial, or
obs. slip-shoe, a slipper], 1. wearing shoes with worn-
down heels. 2. generally careless, as in appearance,
performance of duty, style, etc. SYN. see slovenly.

slip-slop (slip'slopO, n. [redtrpl. of slop], [CoUoq.J, 1.

cheap, weak liquor; slops. 2. shallow, pointless talk
or writing; twaddle.

slip stream, the current of air thrust backward by the

spinning propeller of an aircraft; propeller wash.
slipt (slipt), archaic or poetic past tense of slip.

slip-up (slip'upO, n. [Colloq.], an error; oversight.
slip-way (shp'waO, n. a slope or incline leading into the
water, as in a shipyard.

slit (slit), v.t. [SLIT, SLITTING], [MB, slitten, new forma-
tion < sliUn < AS. sttton, to cut; IE. *sqlei-d < base
*(s)qel-9 to cut, seen also in Eng. skill, shield, etc.], 1.

to cut or split open, especially by a straight, lengthwise
incision. 2. to cut lengthwise into strips, n. 1. a cut
or tear, especially one that is long and straight. 2. a
narrow opening; as, the slit under the'door lets in light,

elith er (slito'gr), vJ. [< dial, slidder, to slip, sHde; MB.
slideren; AS. sltderian; freq. < base of slidan (cf. SLIDE)],
1. to slip or slide on or as on a gravelly slope or a
similar loose, broken surface. 2. a) to move along by
sliding, slipping, or gliding, as a snake, b) to walk
with a sliding motion, v.t. to cause to slide or slither.
n. a sliding, slithering motion.

8lith-er y (sli/VSr-i), adj* 1. slippery. 2. like or char-
acterized by a slither; as, a slithery walk.

slit-ter
(slit'gr),

n. 1* a person who slits, 2. any; of
several Jknifelike devices used for cutting or slitting.

silt trench, a narrow, relatively shallow trench for pro-
tecting the individual soldier from shellfire, etc,

sllv-er (sliv%), n. [< dial, slive, to cut; ME. sliven, to
cut, cleave; AS. shfan; for IE. base see SLBAVE], I. a
thin, often pointed piece that has been cut, split, or
broken off; splinter. 2, a loose, thin, continuous fiber,
as of wool or flax, ready to be drawn and twisted,
v,t. A v.L to form, cut, split, or break into slivers.

ell vo vitz (sliv'a-vitsOt n. [Russ. < slim (OSlav. sliw),
a plum; skin to Eng. sloe; cf. SLOE], a kind of plum
brandy drunk especially in Slavic countries,

Sloan, John (alon), 1871-1951; American painter and
etcher.

slob (slob), n. [Ir slab], I. (DUL], mud. 2, any aolt,

sloppy turface. 3. [CoUoq,J a loppyf atupid, clumsy

WMW' (slob'Sr). vX fprob. < D ^JoWiww, to slobber
< base seen in davert v.l 1. to let saliva run from the
mouth; slaver. 2* to indulge in extreme sentimentality;
as in speaking, v.t. to wet, smear, or dribble on with
uliva. it* L saliva running from the mouth; slaver,
2* extreme sentimentality in talk, etc* Also slabber,

elob-ber-y (slul/Cr-i), adj. I, unpleasantly wet; sloppy;
slimy. 2. characterized by slobber or slobbering."-

15)* n. {ME. jJo to; AS. do, Oak: akin to G,
.7 IB. bun ***, *4rW", etc., bluish, livid, M bo
ilav. & Ruts, illva, plum (cf. SLIVOVITZ)], 1, a
blue-black, pluinlike fruit. 2. the plant it grows*-*--

3, |ty Q| vaiioui wild pums*
I having large, dark eyes.

ffr&in 3>nci
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snow or mud; slush. 2. a splash or puddle of spilled

liquid. 3. any liquid or semiliqmd food that is un-

appetizing or of poor quality. 4. often pi. a) liquid

waste of any kind. b) kitchen waste or swill, used for

feeding animals. 5. pi. distillery mash after the

alcohol has been removed. 6. [Slang], a sloppy, care-

less, or slovenly person. See also slops, v.i. [SLOPPED

(slopt), SLOPPING], 1. to spill or splash. 2. to walk or

splash through slush or mud. v.t. I. to spill liquid on.

8lop
S

over, 1. to overflow or spill, as a liquid when its

container is tilted. 2. [Colloq,], to make a display of

sentimentality; gush.
slope (slop), n. [contr. of aslope < AS. aslopen, pp. of

aslupan, to slip away < slupan.to glide (cf. SLOOP)],

1. a piece of ground that is not flat or level; rising or

falling ground. 2. any inclined line, surface, position,

etc ; slant. 3. deviation from the horizontal or vertical.

4. the amount or degree of this. 5. the land area that

drains into a given ocean, lu. [SLOPED (slpptj, SLOP-

ING], to have an upward or downward inclination;

take an oblique direction; incline; slant, v.t. to cause

to slope, adj. [Poetic], sloping. .

slop-ing (slop'irj), adj. that slopes or slants; inclined.

slop-pi-ly (slop'a-li), adv. in a sloppy manner.

slop-pi-ness (slop'i-nis), n. a sloppy state or quality.

slop-py (slop'i), adj. [SLOPPIER (-i-er), SLOPPIEST (-i-ist)J,

1. consisting of or covered with slop; wet and splashy;

muddy: slushy. 2. splashed or spotted with liquids.

3. [Colloq,], a) very untidy; showing lack of care;

slovenly; messy. b) careless; slipshod. 4. [Colloq. ] r

gushingly sentimental, SYN* see slovenly.

slops (slops), n.pl. [ME, sloppes, pi. of slop, sloppe; AS,

slop in overslop; akin to ON. yfirsloppr; prob. < base of

slip; for sense cf. SLEEVE], 1. loose-fitting garments,
especially trousers or breeches. 2. cheap, ready-made
clothing. 3. the clothes, bedding, and other equipment
issued to a ship's crew.

slop shop (slop'shpp ) , n. a store selling slops, or cheap,

slop'Work (slop'wurS/) , n* 1. the manufacture of slops,

or cheap clothing. 2. any work that is carelessly done

slosh fetosh), v.t. [var. of dial slush, v. < slush. n*\ to

shake or agitate (a liquid or something in a liquid).
(

w4, to splam or mpye clumsily through water, mud, etc.

iti slush.
sloit (slot), n, [ME,; Q!V. esclot, the hollow between the

breasts), 1* a narrow notck, groove, or opening, as a

key-way in a piece of machinery, a sHt for a com in a

vending machine, etc. 2. a nozzle-shaped passage
through a wing of an airplane near the leading edge,
formed by a main and an auxiliary airfow and,

, designed
to minimize wind drag. v.t. [SLOTTED (-id), SLOTTING],
to make a slot or slots in.

slot (slot), n. [OPr. esdot; ON. sloth; cf, SLTOTit], 1. a
track or trail of an animal, especially a deer, 2. any
track, trace, or trail, v.t. [SLOTTED (-id), SLOTTING],
to follow the trail of.

sloth (slSth, siath, sloth), n. [ME. slouthe < steu, slow,
used for older
slewthe, sleuihe

< AS. slmwth,
sloth < slaw,

slow; see SLOW
& -TH], 1. dis-

inclination to
work or exert

oneself; slug-
gishness; indo-

lence; laziness*
2. slowness; de-

lay. 3, any of
several slow-
moving, tree-

dwelHng South
American
miuniQiais, one
species (three-
toed sloth) having three toes on each front fol*'
(two-toad sloth), having two toes osa mtk frew

sloth bear, a bear with shaggy black fe* a flexible

snout, and long white claws; it is found in India and
Ceylon.

sloth fill (sloth'fol, sluth'fol, sloth'f,-)!), adL character-
ized by sloth; disinclined to activity; tadowt; toy.

slot nifMifafnG a vending machine, ipwcnbling
1

device* $ftg

fitted with a slot in which a coin must be inserted before
the mechanism will work.

slouch (slouch), n. [akin to OH. sldkr, lazy fellow <
sldka, to hang down, droop; prob, via a lost AS. cognate;
b*M m in slack, mnk], I. a person who it awkward,
lay,y, or (In colloquial usage and usually with a nega-
tm,'} incamiM-tent: as, he's no slouch at tennis. 2. a) a
drooping <?r bending forward of tlie tend and shoulders.
/>) slovenly posture in general. 3. a hanging down or
drooping, m of * hitt bniii. v.L L to have a drooping,
slovenly posture; sit, stand, walk, tic, in a slouch. 1
to dfp as a hat brim, v*t. to to Kloucii.

SLOTH (24 in. long)

slouch hat, a soft hat with a broad, drooping brim.

slouch'My (slouch/o-li), adv. in a slouchy manner.
slouch i-ness (slouch'i-nis), n. the state or quality of

being slouchy, . .

slouch-y (slouch'i), adj. [SLOUCHIER (-i-er), SLOUCHIEST
(-i-ist) I, slouching, especially in posture.

slough (sluf), n* [ME. slouh; akin to G. schlauch, a skin,

bag: IE. base *sleug-, to glide, slip; prob. < LG. source],

1. the skin of a snake, especially the outer layer that is

periodically cast off. 2. any castoff layer or covering:
often used figuratively. 3. in medicine, a mass of dead
tissue that separates from the surrounding tissue, v.i.

[< the nj, 1. to be shed, cast off, or discarded; come
off* fall away. 2. to shed skin or other covering; often

used figuratively. 3. in medicine, to separate from the

surrounding tissue: said of dead tissue. Often with ojf

or away. v.t. 1. to throw off; shed; discard; get rid of

(often with off). 2. in bridge, to get rid of (a card

considered valueless).
slough (slou;?or 4, slo5), n. [ME. slogh, slo;AS. sloh;

akin to MLG. slQch* a swamp; IE. base *smg.~, etc.,

as also in Eng. slag]. 1. a place, as a hollow, full of

soft, deep mud. 2. {< slough of despond, in Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress], deep, hopeless dejection or dis-

couragement. 3, moral degradation, 4. a swamp, bog,
or marsh, especially one that is part of an inlet or back-
water: also spelled slew, alue,

sloughy (sluf'i), adj. fsLOUOHlER (-i-er), SLOUGHIEST

(-i-ist) 1, of or like slough, or dead tissue.

._., (slou'i), cd/.lsLOUGHiBR (-i-Sr), SLOUGHIKST

(4-ist)L of or like a slough; miry; boggy.
Slo-vaJk (slo'vak, sl5-vak', slS'vIk), n. 1. any of a
Slavic people living chiefly in Slovakia. 2. the West
Slavic language of the Slovaks, closely related to Czech.

adj. of Slovakia, the Slovaks, their language, etc,

Slo-va'ki-a (slo-v&'ki-o, slS-vak'i-a), n. a province in

eastern Czechoslovakia: area, 18.921 sq, mi.; pop.,

3,402,000 (est. 1947): capital, Bratislava.

Slo-va-ki-ati (s!5-vFki-9n, alS-vak^an), n. A adj.

Slovak.
slov-en (sluv'an), n. [ME. sloiwin; prob. < MD, slaf

(< sloffen, to neglect) -f Anglo-Pr, ain t -tin], a person
who is careless in his habits, behavior, appearance, or

methods of work; dirty or untidy person. 4

Slovene (sl5-vSn', slS'vin), n. 1. any of a Slavic people
living chiefly in Slovenia. 2. their South Slavic lan-

guage, adj. of Slovenia, the Slovenes, their language,
etc. Also Slovenian.

Slo ve ni-a (slo-vS'ni-), n. a federated republic of Yugo-
slavia, in the northwestern parti area, 6,265 tq. mi.;

pop., 1,144,000; capital, Ljubljana.
Slo-ve ni an (slo-wni-oa), adj. 4fc n. Slovene.
slov-en-H-neaa (.sluv'Dii-li-nia), n* the state or quality
of being slovenly.

8lov-n*Iy (sluv'an-H), tf. (SLOVBWUEit (-U4(r), SLOV-
ENLIEST (-H4$t)] 1, characteiittic of a sloven, 2.

careless in habits, behavior, appearance, or methods
of work: untidy; slipshod, t

adv* in a iiovtniy mawatr.
8W+~iuafwty impw a gwral clMi*^i or r

at characterized by a want of atttnit

iiesn, fte* (ft atewib' Imsewif) j aUjp ,. .
. .

f s

ness about details and a iwwttg mac of
pctd^^ ^i^X

6^
neatness in appearance or arrangt'iwmt (an 9mtf& room);
unkempt, basically meaning uncomtHHl, 9^M9M unti<lini (

i At

resulting from neglect (an unkempt rawatnuflin, kwn, <Ht\);

sloppy, a colloquial word in thi ct>nne<:tum, ftttmtt* a

spiuing over of something loose tod therefore inipU^'J H5!iHitu':>n,

lack
o^

restraint, etc. (a sloppy cater, sloppy thinking, <;-t<;.K

Slo-ven-8ko '(sWven-akdOT Slovakia: the Cxi^ch name.
slow (slo), adj. (MB. slow; AS. .T/aw: akin to D* Jteiww;
often, but doubtfully, derived < IB. base */ati^o-, Mt
side, wrong side, wm alto in L. J^ftwi. Ml hand],
1, not quick or clever in understanding; dull ootaie.
2, a) taking a longer time than iu expected or ii.Hunl to

act, move, go, hiiprxjn, etc. I) not Quick, rttady, or

prompt; as. aMW retort, stow to appr(
vciattk

, $ uinking
rektiv^y mtk proippw to tb* im0 tmurk4 by
low speed, rate of rhythm, etc,; not fast or rapid.
4, hfllffiiff back tot PC

' '

ing speed diiBcult or
I^ $low trade* 5*

correct iSm: said of a
tediously; dull; notMMd to

8, lacking in

_^_^s; <mt of fashicm.
low

development, tle.$ wak-"*

**: as, a iloi
time that in 1

$lwi ,
~ .vW ufU-nu>

AA
, _. o as to ffff a

heat: a:i, a .v/ow fire. It* gradual, m
to nmke nlow or slower, 2* to retard ;

up or Awm, nJ. to go \

m^mmp* '- *^-
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picture photographed by exposing more pictures per
minute than is usual, so that the action on the screen,
when the film is projected at the normal speed, appears
much slower than thejDriginal action,

slow-naov-ing (slo'inoov'irj), adj. 1. moving slowly;
showing little progress or activity. 2. selling in a rela-

tively small quantity, as merchandise, stocks, etc.

slow-poke (slo'pok'), n. [Slang], a person who acts or
moves slowly.
slow time, lCollo

t
q.], standard time, as distinguished

from daylight-saving time, war time, etc.

slow-wit-ted (sloVit'id)j adj. having a mind that
works slowly and ineffectively; not bright or alert; dull.

slow-worm (slo'wurmO, n. [AS, slawyrm; from its sup-
posed deadly sting j, the blmdworm, a legless lizard,

sioyd (sloid), t
n. (Sw. sl&jd, skill!, a system of manual

training originating in Sweden, based upon the use of
hand tools in wood carving and joining: also spelled
slold, slojd.

S.L.P.. Socialist Labor Party.
slufo (slub), n. (prob. < the i/., which is ? a specialized
technical use < MD. slubbe, thick mud, ooae (Eng.
dial, stub) ; cf< SLUBBER), 1. a roll of fiber, as of wool or
cotton, twisted slightly for use in spinning, 2. yarn
with fibers that are untwisted at intervals. v*L

[SLUBBKD (tilubd), SLUBBING], to draw out and twist

slightly for ue in spinning, as wool, cotton, etc.

alub-ber (slufo'tfr), v.t. [prob, var. of slMer; sense 2

corresponds with LC, slubbern (G, sMupfern). to

eamp in working, orlg, to wade through mud]. [Dial.],
1, to smear, stain, or daub oven 2. to do carelessly or
awkwardly: botcn.

sludge (sluj), n, [dial var, of sluUh. belonging to* the
word group slutch, ditch, slike, slwk, mud; ME, had
duchc. dike & the v. duchchen, to daub with mud; prob.
< AS, *dpw (akin to D, slijk, G. dial setoUh, etc.) <
IE. biuw *w*fft-, to slip, glide, as in Eng. slough, a skin],
1. mud, mire, or oosse covering the ground or forming
a deposit At the bottom of bouiet of water. 2, finely
broken drift Ice, 3. any heavy, slimy deposit, sediment,
or us the watte reiultint from oil refining, the
mud brought up by a mining anil, the precipitate in a
Hewitt* tank, the ifdiaaent In a ataam bolter, etc,

sludg y (ilufI), act/. (feUDGiftft (4*), m^mmm: (-i-lat)],

of or lik* w* muddy; ooy,
slue MM), v,t, & v.i. (SLUED (ASM), SLUING], [Early
Mod. Bng. < nautical us<r, pro, akin to or < obs, B,
sloottHt to dragi tug; IB. *jfot*, loone, but, as awo
in Bag, jtalftl, to turn or swiiw around a pivot or
fixed
to whi
lu
to*

At. n. i. me net of sluing. 2. the position
A thing HM bta slued* Also spelled i

'

1

f n. a tlough (swamp).
, it, a (ttxfft number).

!

, n. |ME, fImp, stow* clumsy ptrton or
t,,

__. Witmfotfj 'of. LOCWATO *L 4* small f&dtasJT
rambling ana moving like ft land *aau but having ot

a nuUmriuaiy internal or noft* at all. 2. any
t hiit 3. an anim

the flow, as in a canal or millstream. 2. the water
held back by or passing through such a gate, 3. a
gate or valve used in opening or closing a sluice;
floodgate: also sluice gate. 4. any channel especially
one for excess water. 5. a sloping trough or flume
through which water is run, as in washing gold ore,

carrying logs, etc. v*t. [SLUICED (sloost), SLUICING],
1. to draw off by or as by means of a sluice. 2. a) to
wash with water flowing in or from a sluice, b) to wash
off with a rush of water: as, the sailors sluiced the
deck with hoses. 3. to carry (logs, etc.) in a sluice.

lu. to run or flow in or as in a sluice.
sluice-way (sl6"oVwa')t n, an artificial channel for

water, with or without a floodgate; sluice.

slum (slum), n. [c. 1800 < cant; orig, sense, a room; ?

cant perversion of the word room], a heavily populated
area in which housing and other living conditions are
extremely poor. v.i. [SLUMMED (slumd) , SLUMMING], to
visit slums; as, they slummed out of curiosity.
slum-bet (slum/berj, v.i. [ME. slumeren; AS. slumertan
< sluma, slumber; tor IE, base see SLUG (mollusk)], 1.

to sleep. 2. to be dormant, negligent, or inactive, v.t.

to spend in sleeping, n. 1. sleep. 2. an inactive o

quiescent state.
slum-ber-ous (slum'be'r-os) , adj. I, inclined to slum-
ber; sleepy; drowsy. 2. suggestive of or characterized

by slumber. 3. causing sleep or drowsiness; soporific.
4. tranquil; calm; quiet: as, a slumberous little desert
town, SxN. see aleeoy.
slum brous (slurn'brQS), ad/, slumberous.
alum-met (slum'er), n. 1. a person who slums. 2, a
person living in a slum.

slump (slump), v.i* [prob. < LG. slumfen, to come
about by accident; akin to G. scMumpen; U.S. use prob.
vla f D,], 1. to fall, sink, or collapse, especially suddenly
or heavily. 2, to fall or sink into a bog or through a
crust of ice or snow, 3. to decline suddenly, as in

value, activity, etc. 4. to have a drooping posture or

gait. n. 1. a sudden or sharp fall. 2. a decline IB

business activity, prices, etc.

slung (slur)), past tense and past participle of sllnft.

iluxra shot, a small, heavy weight attached to a strap
or thong, for use as a weapon.
slunk (ilurjk)* past tense and put participle of slink

(to move)..
slunk (sluijk), alternative past tense and past participle
of slink (to give birth),

& fsmitR0 (sldrd), sunutxNGi, [prob, <
slo&ren, to drag, move slowly, trail in

e, that ..........

. A* Mod,

.

l, a ^ or hump o mfedii
* a ot mmute* Eft iti

lift uuUiujatii* o
strip of ttoaprtaung to
or M * temporary mutffetr, t) ft Hi it* Of

v itrfp, aa wr * I

, dutk, a
rtftiht

Hf4tinn
iltm

{Mrhugi .

m tMid wt ttf*^^'3 * (M.B,

slur (sltir), wt [smitR0 (sldrd), SLUREIHG), [prob,
MB* stmrmi slo&ren, to drag, move slowly, trail

mud; of. ME. <tJw. thin mud, MD store, In the derived
a slut], 1. to pap over quickly and carelessly;
little of (often with owr). 2. to -

'

i.) rapidly and indistinctly.
"t or tolly, 4, to blur or , . .

to
(lispiira^e

or discredit; cast a

^^^m notes) by ilaig worn ow to luaotto -

a break, b) to mark (notes) with a slur. n. J. the act
or procesH ol .slurring. 2, something slurred, sis a pro-
nunciation. 3* a blot, stain, or smear. 4* anything
harmful or intended to b^
tattoo;
o-) a co
'

) c^wiptog pidi^iiofc^

.. 4 ..v.

to a person's j

etc, 5. in n._.._
a mark (^-^) or

LUftKZKS (4*}Jf {< Ml,
e of water and; any of mv
clay, ccnii'iit, soil, etc*

, via dial < ONT; dL ob,"

t partly melted snow
,. , , . , ose fat or grwue from
4. any of mmml^yimxy

tti or ittit SMrnvw,tiv*i for

2, .soft mud
^aboard i

5, owrly Wi^"^"w"wiit^Y
L to or cjow with sKutn* et"

eating or protecting. 2. to patch

"fund, L a toad

Of* covered with il^tti. 2* of or

(akin to 0. dial, .<;*
*

cognaUi -

am
..MS**, dirty, ikw-

woinaii tf
4* m

. I. ki *
iiti<lv. 2 having tin* of A tlvit

m
BCifi^ j^p; Oli ww

-*- -"- ^< bsj cff *Ii *lk toitrtki <

,,,. ,: AjaUK. *tai*t. fteJfeMik i**M:*
'

i
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smash

(cf. SLAY)], 1- [Dial.], skillful or clever. 2. skillful at

trickery or deceit; crafty; wily. 3. showing a secretive,

crafty, or wily nature; cunningly underhanded. 4.

mischievous in a playful or waggish way; roguish:
on the sly, secretly; stealthily.

SYN. sly implies a working to achieve one's ends by evasive-

ness, insinuation, furtiveness, duplicity, etc. (a sly bargain);

cunning implies a cleverness or shrewd skilliiilness at deception

and circumvention (a cunning plot) ; crafty implies an artml

tunning in contriving stratagems and subtle deceptions
t
(a

crafty diplomat); tricky suggests a shifty, unreliable quality

rather than cleverness at deception (tricky subterfuges) ; foxy

suggests slyness and craftiness that have been sharpened by
experience (a, foxy old trader); wily implies the deceiving or

ensnarement of others by subtle stratagems and ruses (wly
blandishments).

sly-ly (slili), adv. in a sly manner: also spelled silly,

slype (slip), n. [prob. < LG.; cf, Fl. slijpe, covered
i
or

secret path < base seen in AS. sliipan, to glide, slip], a

covered passage between the transept and chapter
house of a cathedral or monastic church.

8m, in chemistry, samarium.
S.M., 1. Scientiae Magister, JL.l, Master of Science.

2. Sergeant Major. 3. State Militia.

smack (smak), n. [ME. smac, smak: AS. smxc; akin
to G. (ge)schmack; IE. base *$meg (&)-, to taste, repre-
sented outside Gmc. only in Lith.l, 1. a distinctive

taste or flavor, especially one that is faint or slight. 2. a
small amount; touch; trace; suggestion. 3. a taste,

bit, or mouthful, v.i. to have a smack (usually with of) :

as, diction that smacks of the stage.
smack (smak), n. [of Gmc, echoic origin; akin to MD.
smack, D. smak, LG. smacke. one of which may be
source of the Eng. word), 1. a sharp noise made "by press-

ing the lips together and parting them suddenly, as in

gusto. 2. a loud kiss. 3. a sharp blow with the hand
or any flat object; slap; crack. 4. the sound of such a
blow. v.t. i. to press (the lips) together and part
them suddenly so as to make a smack. 2 . to kiss or slap
loudly, v.i. to make a loud, sharp noise, as on impact:
as, the snowball smacked against the wait adv. 1,

with or as with a smack : violently : sharply. 2* directly ;

fully: as, he ran smack into trouble.
smack (smak), n. [prob. < D. & LG, swafe (whence also

Dan. smakke, etc., Sp. esmaque); in origin prob. anick-
(cf. SMACK, v,)]f 1. a small sailboat, usually
as a sloop. 2. a fishing vessel fitted with a well

iimg fish, alive.

i& (smak'iij), adj. [ppr. of smack], brisk; sharp;
vigorous.

L (sm61), adj. |[ME. smalt narrow, slender: AS.
; akin, to G. schmal, narrow; connected wtth IE.

base *w#o-, young animal, ? seen also in L. malus,
bad., lit, small, hence worthless (cf. MALEFICENT)],
1. little in size, especially when compared with others
of the

i
same kind; not large or big; limited in size.

2. a) little in quantity, extent, numbers, value, dura-
tion, etc.: as, a small income, o) of slight intensity: of
limited degree or scope, c) consisting of relatively few
units; numerically low. 3. of little importance or

significance; trivial. 4. having only a little investment,
capital, etc.; doing business on a small scale: as, a
small tradesman. 5. small-minded; mean; petty. 6.

of low or inferior rank; ordinary: not notable. /.
'*

and low; soft: said of sound or the voice. 8,

.; light; weak: as, small ale. adv. L in small
2. in a low, faint tone; softly, 3* in a small

manner. $* L something small:, small part; as, the
small of the back. 2. fit. small things or aftiitSs
collectively. 3. pi knee breeches- srnaEclothes.
feel small, to feel shame or humiliation.
sing small, to become humble or timid after having
been arrogant boastful, etc.

SYN. -small ana little are often used interchangeably, but
small is preferred witfe reference to sowthmg <sottpt pc less
than the usual quantity, size, amount, valm,lnmor<Gft> ft^c
(a small man, tax, audience, matter, etc.) and little m<m often
applies to absolute concepts (he has his little faults), in ex-
pressing tenderness, indulgence, etc, (the little woman), aw! in

connoting insignificance, meanness, pettiness, etc. (of ItttU

importance); diminutive implies eztreme. sometimes delicate
smallness or littleness (tke diminutive LdiUputians); minute
and the more informal tiny suggest that wnichis ectanMlsr
diminutive,, often to the degreelhat it CM* baTdfaoMMdi QW
by close scrutiny (a minute, or tin, dmrnoa); i

* *

appHe to a copy, model, representation, etc, cw & ,,
scale (miniature painting); petite has specific apolcation to a
girl or women who is small and trim in figwre. AST. large, Wg
great.

small-age (snio'l'Ij), **- [ME. smo&ache < smal (seeSMAUJ 4- Fr ach*t smallage; L. apinm, parstey], a late!
of wild, celery.

small arm**, firearms of small caliber, carried by haadL
as pistols, carbines* rifiea, etc.: abbreviated *,.
^Sf *y&i, } w< fc or inferior beer. 2, a person or
tfafcjg

ofmm importance or significance; trivMmafctemsmall colorfe see calorl* (mnrn 1),
msOl etpltta. a capital letter of smaller size than ttmmhf

capital tetter wed. Thim are ttw regular cap*
stab> used to tfafc dictiomry: Af B, C. 0; tb5 aw tfc
inrtulf capitals: A, * c, o.

close-fitting knee breeches of the kind worn (

18th century. ^ , ., j
small fry, 1. young or small fish. 2. small children;

youngsters. 3. persons or things regarded as un-

important or insignificant. . . .

small hours, the first few hours following midnight.
small Intestine, the narrow, convoluted upper part of

the intestines, extending from the pylonc end of the

stomach to the large intestine.

small ish (smfcl'ish), adj. somewhat small: not large.

small letter, any letter that is not a capital.

small-minded (smdl'mm'did), adj. mindly selfish,

prejudiced, vindictive, etc,; petty; mean; narrow.
t

small of the back, the concave part of the back just

above the hips. , , .

small pica, a size of type, about 11 point. ThlS IS 111

small pica.
small potatoes, [Colloq.], 1. a person or thing of little

importance. 2, petty or insignificant people or things.

small-pox (smdl'pcW), n. [small +>w], an acute, in-

fectious virus disease characterized by fever, vomiting,
and pustular eruptions that often leave pitted scars, or

pockmarks, when healed: also called variola.

small stores, small miscellaneous articles, as tobacco,

soap, etc., stocked by a ship's store for sale to the crew.

small-sword (smdl'scW, sm61's5rd'), n* a light, taper-

ing, straight sword, used especially m fencing.
small tali;, ligjht conversation about common, every-

da$* things; chitchat.
small-time (sm61'tim') adJ* [Slang], limited, minor, or

pettv; not large-scale, extensive, or significant: opposed

small-town (sm61'toun'), ad/, of or characteristic of a

small town as opposed to a city.
smalt (smfilt). n. [Fr,; It smatto < Gmc. *smatt < base

of OHO. smekan, to melt; cf. SMELT, .] 1. deep-blue

glass prepared from silica, potash, and oxide of cobalt:

used, when pulverized, as a pigment 2, pigment made
in this way. 3. the deep-blue color of this pigment.

smalt-lne (sm61'tin, smSl'ten), n. smaltite,

smalt ite (smfil'tit), n. [smaU -f -toy. a white to gray
native cobalt arsenide. CoAsi, crystalline or granular in

form and used as a blue pigment in coloring glass and
ceramics*

Ismal-to (ztnll'td), n. W. SMALTI (45)) t fit < Gmc.
base seen also in Eng. smelt, MD* smalt, melted fat], 1,

a kind of colored glass or enamel used in mosaics. 2* a

piece of this*

smar-agd (smar'agd), n. [MB. & OPr, smaragde; L
smaragdus; see EMERALD], an emerald,
sma-rag-dine (smo-rag'dm), adj. [ME. smaragdyn; L.

smaragdinus; see EMERALD], 1, of emerald, 2. emerald
in color, n* smaragd.

sma-rag-dite (smo-ragMit), n, [Fr, ;
see SMARAGD A -ITK],

a bright-green kind of amphibole or hornblende.
smart (sm&rt), v.i. [MB. smertm; AS. smtortan; akin
to G. scbmenm; IB, *m*f<4 < base *ta*s to rub away,
fret, etc.. seen also in L. mordere, to bite, sting (cf.

MORDANT) ; basic sense "to ache from repeated contact,

rubbing, etc."], 1. a) to cause sharp, stinging pain, at
a slap. 6) to be the source of such pain, at a wound*

c} to feel such pain. 2, to feel mental distress or irritu-

tion, as In grief, resentment, remorse, etc.; suffer. 9,1,

to cause to smart, n. [ME. smerte < base of v.i a
j sensation; sharp pain or distress whether

__ or
1

OMotal. V- {MB* marta: AS. iwi0t <
of .]. 1. causing keen pain: as, a smart Mow
the hand. 2* sharp; intense, ai pairu 3. brisk;

sharp, ai in one's dealings, $ &tat
id keeping with the current fashion;

-

. fctewit, smaMm% tos

ceitedand
smart-en
in

lot

^ or t

* w^namw^my wnar
>tiou3person.
i smart > iERprO'V
. to mike brisk,

smart money, !<,smart, *
,
fof mjttrles,

...................

money
cwwiw

^^D

smart set,
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or blow; specifically, a hard, overhand tennis stroke
that is difficult to return. 2. a) a violent, noisy break-
ing or shattering. &) the sound of this. 3. a) a violent
collision. 6) a

t
wreck. 4. complete ruin or defeat; total

failure, especially in business; smashup. 5. a drink
made of mint, sugar, water, and some kind of alcoholic
liquor. v,t. 1. to break or shatter into pieces with
noise or violence. 2. to hit (a tennis ball) with a hard,
overhand stroke. 3. to hit with a hard, heavy blow
or impact. 4. to ruin completely; defeat utterly;
wreck. v.L 1, to break into pieces. 2. to be destroyed;
come to ruin. 3. to collide with crushing force. 4. to
"move by smashing or with force. SYN. see break,
go (or come) to smash, fColloq.j, 1. to become
smashed or broken. 2, to fail utterly; be ruined.

smash-up (smash'upOt n, 1. a wreck or collision, espe-
cially one that does great

t damage. 2. complete defeat
or failure; ruin. 3. any disaster or catastrophe.
emat-tcr (smat'Hr), vt. [ME. smateren* to chatter <
ON.), 1. to talk or utter with only slight or superficial
knowledge. 2. to dabble in; study or learn super-
ficially, n. a smattering.
smat-ter Inft (smat'Sr-irj). n. [smaller, . + -ing}* slight
or superficial knowledge (usually with of),
0m. c., am. caps., small capitals.
smear (sinlr), v,L [ME. sm&rim; AS. smeri&n* to anoint;
akin to G. schmiwen; IE. base %w*m-, grease, seen
also in Olr. smir, marrow & prob. in L. fiuanttae, mar-
row], 1. to cover, daub, or soil with something greasy,
sticky, or dirty. 2. to apply or daub (something greasy,
sticky, or dirty) so at to leave a coating, mark, etc.

3. to make a smear with; as, he smeared his hand across
the wet paint. 4. to harm the reputation of; malign;
defame; slander* 5 [Slang], to overwhelm, defeat,
stop, thwart, etc* completely and decisively. v*L to
be or become smeared, n. i. a spot or mark made by
smearing. 2, a small quantity of som substance, aa
blood, smeared on a tilde for microscopic ttudy, etc.

3. a ime&ring or slandering of a reputation, 4. a)

[Oba.], ointment; oily substance, 6) a substanc to be
smeared on tomwiim

en, to iprend (cf. SMEAR) <f Ate, eheaee]* cottage cheese.

imftrI'*ilt 6;mr'i-ni,<;), n. .smeary duality or state.

<muMir-y (miri)* adj. [WIBAR (44r>, SMKAIUKST (4*

1st) I 1- covtrw with or having ;;mears ; smeared. 2.

email (tsI} v.tl pw]BXE0 Oiiuekl) or SMia/r (smelt),

SMKLUNG}, [MB* (ftcmtheastern dial.) smdlcn; AS.
*wiyttan < **mut- (of. SMOLDER); bamc "to

give off noke )
1. to b or beeonit aware of by

means of the and the olfactory nanrtt; cateih th*
cent or odor of. 2. to th* or lstotte

of: as they tw#IW troubte aad rm 3, to ttst by the
ceat or ooor; snl: asf wttll the milk and tett m if

it*s iottn v,i. L to UM the of mndl; fitiifl (often
with l or <r) ^* ) to h*ve or twit a eeent or odr:

the miMi Irtih. W to have or emit an un-
bt m!odrcs. 3, to haw thf odor oc a

,

|ft worth, raerft, ete.; b* of poor
l 1. that one dl tlw five

jritotififctto

2* tte

SEsHKP 4

*mrlt<t*, to ._

iiii

inlQtx iinwn; qdors ,

r'or find fey or M by
w * wia ft b odur; to Mfttk*

^.^^-VH^JI to Hit for wif r '" -

lite tffml end
*"

-

"ft m it** % iWt <

MMtM*teiwi *- * *

ami* it i
.

J m
a Ml0r (tde *

|r
ftMMIIr.fHWllMli

cviaiiteaiMCiimA^%%tltt
to J^ I)&^fc,^|i^|Wr\ m , ^u^d ^um ar^m *.f t..ut;h; r^irr, ft, UM *

flmetHna b^tU^a

name is prob, < the base of smell, .], any of a number
of small, silvery, troutlike food fishes found in northern
seas: they spawn in tidal rivers.

smelt (smelt), v.t. [MD. or MLG. smelten; akin to G.
schmelzen; base as in Eng. malt, melt with intens. $-],

1. to melt or fuse (ore, etc.) so as to separate impurities
from pure metal. 2. to renne or extract (metal) in this

way. vj. to undergo fusing or smelting.
smelt (smelt), alternative past tense and past participle
of smell.

emelt-er (smel'tSr), n, 1. a person engaged in the
work or business of smelting. 2, an apparatus in
which, or a place where, smelting is done.

smelt-er-y (smel'ter-i), n. [pL SMELTERIES (-is*)], a.

building, business, etc. in which smelting is done.
Sme tana, BedHch (be'dSr-zhikh sme'U-na; Eng.
smet''n-9), 1824-1884; Czech composer.
Smeth-wick (srnef/j'ik), n. a city in west central

England, near Birmingham: pop., 76,000 (est. 1946).
smew (smu), n. [unexplained var. of form smet seen
also in obs. D. smeente, G. schmeiente, kind of small
duck), the merganser, a duck of Europe and Asia.

smidg-en (smii'in) t n, f? related to mid&e, seen also in
U.S. dial. smidgct smitch, with same meaning], [Dial, or

Colloq.], a small amount; a bit.

smMa-ca-ceoua (smi'b-kS'shss), adj. [< Mod. L
Smilacaceae^ name of the family (see SMILAX) ; + ~ou$L
of or belonging to a family of woody vines with parallel-
veined leaves, one-sexed flowers, and round berries-

smi-lax (smSlaks), n. (L. ;
Gr. smilax

f bindweed]. 1. any
of a number of related, usually prickly, woody vines,

including the sarsapariila. 2. a greenhouse vine popular
for its bright-green leaves,
smile ton), v.i. [SMIL-ED (smUd), SMILING], [ME. smikn
< a LD. source; cf. older JD. smuylen, to smile: IE. base
%iwt-, to smile, be astonished, seen also in L. mirus*
wonderful (cf. ADMIRE)!, 1. to have or take on a facial

expression showing pleasure, amusement, affection,
friendliness, irony, derision, etc, and characterized by
an upward curving of the corners of the mouth and a
sparkling of the eyas, 2, to look (at, on, or upon some-
one) with a pleasant expression of this Kind. 3

[Poetic), to have a favorable, pleasing, or agreeable ap-
pearance; as, hillsides smiling in the sunlight, v.t. L
to express with a smile. 2. to change or affect by
smiling, it. L the act of smiling. 2. the facial expres-
sion made in smiling- 3* a favorable, pleasing, or agree-
able appearance; bright, pleasant aspect.
emlle *w*y to drive away or get rid of by a smile or
tmlEng: at, the child smiled away his team.

smile op (of upon)* to regard with favor or approval;
be favorable or encouraging to.

5 Y2V.- smile is) the Keneral term for u fadul expression some-
whiit rambling that, In a lau^h but not accompanied by
voU frfnitwl (a smiU that it bright, bitter, tendtT, otc.) ; grin,

to a brr>a<l smile allowing the teeth, itttpiitt mfednevmiK
iit, nma etfd ebMrMuwtf ffwlishm^, etc. (an iinpiuh,

.

r- the grin, of an idiot) ; simper is applied to a rally, affected.

or wr smik (;i coauRttc \vith * simper on her face); % smirk
to ft Minqpmii mm that % w^t^^taoirtag* or mmytx^y
cwmftefnt ft itit+W&iA nirfrA). AW* frown,

smirch (smdrch), v.L (MB* .vnorchtn; prob. < OFr.
etmorchtr, to hvirtj. L to make dirty or clificolor, m
by smearmK or Htaining with grime. 2* to sully; dls-

iMWMr (a wfwtfiw, good otnitr te). % 1* a

imfif $ 0WAv,J & }^ oo, matotkin, tc.

(MM), til |M1, $mmmi AS, mur^m, to
< the same btui^ as Eng. smiU], to smile in a con-

placent way*

t|t).%^loi (wt) or-*1

or mnr or,WTE~~
tf

- - ...;i**itoa
IB. %fmH te mwr tm*r on, <

to hit or itnk Iw4 W to bri teto *. i

aiti<>n bv or atm . bwws i
'

dttwl * to defeai* pui^Wb* <jwiiwj v *. -.. .

or aAtftek with Prttl or jot.
4. to an. J inadonly (w^ fittftt) i

1 to mattully; dU*
a& m^n by eomdbooe. 4 to atrike or

with loa; natxior: ah* haa
L #4* I* to imk hard;

or Mom: m% he imalf upoa the
2* to Call le*

i n. {ICE * AS *

'W *wiil-t iUTto/wdrk"irtiS"'i
also & Of* ffpil, i. kmf*i L a who
MMte
iifiEn Stofc aaA toKi

M i
- MUb
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Smith, Francis Hopkinson, 1838-1915; American
writer, painter, and engineer.
Smith, James, 1719?-!806; American patriot; signer
of the Declaration of Independence.
Smith Captain John, 1580-1631; English colonist in

Virginia.
Smith, Joseph, 1805-1844; American founder of the
Mormon church.
Smith, Sydney, 1771-1845; English clergyman and

SmSS! William, 1769-1839; English geologist.
smith er-eens (snuW9-re*nz'), n.pL [Ir. smidirin],
[Colloq.], small fragments or broken pieces; bits.

smith-ers (smiJ&'Srz), n.pL {Colloq.], smithereens.
smith-er-y (smith'Sr-i), n. {pi SMITHERIES (-iz)], 1. the
work or craft of a smith. 2. a smithy.
Smith-son, James (smith's'n), 1765-1829; British

mineralogist and chemist.
Smith-so -ni-an Institution (smith-so'ni-an), an insti-
tution founded in 1846 in Washington, D.C., by a be-
quest of James Srnithson: branches of the Institution
cover a wide range of fields in the arts and sciences.
smith son ite (smith'san-It'), n. [after James Smithson
f -4te] t 1. native zinc carbonate, ZnCOs. 2. a native
silicate of zinc; calamine.
smith y (smith'i), n. [pi SMITHIES (-iz)], [ME. smithi,
smiththe < AS. smiththe or ON. smithja < AS. smith or
ON. smithr, smith], the workshop of a smith, especially
a blacksmith; forge.
emit-ten (smifn), alternative past participle of smite.
adj. 1. struck with great force. 2. disastrously or
deeply affected; afflicted. 3. (Colloq.J, deeply in love.
smock (smok), n. [ME. smoc < AS. smoc or ON. smokkr;
IE. *(s)meugh < base *meug~, slippery, to slip, slip on,
seen also in L. mucus. sUme (cf. MUCOUS), ETng. smug-
gle], 1, a loose, shirtlike, outer garment worn to protect
the clothes. 2. [Archaic], a,chemise* v.t. 1. to dress in
a smock. 2. to decorate with smocking.
smock frock, a heavy smock, especially of the kind
worn by European farm laborers.
smock ing (smok'iu), n. [mock 4- -**) shirred work;
decorative stitching used in gathering cloth to make
it hang in even folds.

smog (smog), n. [swoke -f &>*] a mixture of fog and
smoke. SYN. see mist.
smoke (smok) , n. fME. ; AS. smoca; akin to G, schmaucb;
IE. base *smeuqh', etc., to smoke, fume, seen also in

Gr.^smykhevn, to smolderJ, 1. the vaporous matter
arising fron\ something burning and made visible by
minute particles of carbon suspended in it. 2, any
vaj>or. fume, mist, etc. resembling smoke. 3, an act or
period of smoking tobacco, etc. : as, do we have time
for a smoke? 4. something without substance, signifi-
cance, or lasting reality; fruitless or insubstantial
result: as, our plans went up in smoke. 5, something
that is beclouding or obscuring, 6, something to smoke.
as a cigarette or pipeful of tobacco. 7. m physical
chemistry,* suspension of soHd particles in a gas. vj*
[SMOKED (smSkt), SMOKING], 1. to give off smoke or a
smokelike substance. 2. to discharge unokeln the
wrong place, especially into a room, as a furnace, fire-
place, etc. 3. to give off too much smoke, as a lamp,
type of fuel, etc. 4. to move very rapidly, especially so
as to raise dust. 5. to draw the smok of tobacco, etc*
into the mouth, and often lungs, and blow it out again*
v.t, 1, to stain or color with smoke. 2. to tn*twfth
smoke, as in flavoring or curing some meats, controlling
insects, etc. 3. to drive or force out with or as with
smoke; as, w smoked the woodchuck from his hole,
4. to draw the smoke of or from (tobacco, a pipe, cigar,etc.) into the mouth, and often fangs, and blow it out
again. 5. fArchaic), to detect or bS iWMiofaui ofs ashe smokd Ae trick at once. 6\ jOba.J, to^SoT mock!smoke out, to drive or force into tft open with or as
with smoke; force out of hiding, mcrecy, etc.

bomb, a kind of bomb contains etenioak

of smoke from a steamship, locomotive, factory, etc.
smoke tree, any of a number of related small trees with
filmy, feathery flower clusters resembling smoke.
smok-Hy (smok'a-li), adv. in a smoky manner.
smok i-nesa (smok'i-nis), n. the condition or quality of

being smoky.
smoking car, a railroad car in which smoking is al-

lowed; smoker.
smoking jacket, a loose, heavy jacket, usually trimmed
with braid and worn for smoking indoors to protect
other clothing from the smell of tobacco.

smoky (sm5k'i), adj. [SMOKIER (-i-8r), SMOKIEST (-1-

ist)), 1. giving off smoKe, especially more than is usual
or desirable. 2, like, of, or as of smoke: as, a smoky
haze. 3. filled with smoke. 4. having the color of
smoke. 5. colored, tarnished, or soiled by smoke.
Smoky Hill, a river in Kansas, joining the Republican
to form the Kansas River: length, 540 mi,
Smoky Mountains, Great Smoky Mountains, a range
in North Carolina and Tennessee.
smoky quartz, cairngorm, a variety of quartz.
smol der (smol'deV), v,i* (Late ME, smoldrm < Gmc.
*smul- (cf . SMELL) ; IE. base *smel-, to burn slowly and
smokily, seen also in Lith. smilkstu, to give off vapor],
1. to burn and smoke without flame; be consumed by
slow combustion. 2. to exist in a suppressed state
or with activity stifled. 3. to show signs of suppressed
anger or hate : as, his glance smoldered, n. a smoldering.
Also spelled smoulder.
Smolensk (smo4ensk^sm5-letisk';Ru8s smd-lyenik'),
n. 1. a region of the R.S.F.S.R* in west central Euro-
pean Russia: pop., 2,691,000. 2. its capital, on the
Dnepr: pop., 157,000.
Smol lett, Tobias George (smoFtt), 1721-1771; British
novelist,
smolt (nolt) , n* [special use of dial, smolt, shining < AS,
smoU, 0d[/. smooth, with reference to new scalas of the
fish), a young salmon at the tage during which it first
leaves fresh water and descends to the sea.
smooch (smWeh), v.t* & n, smutch*
smooth (smdm). adj. [MB. moth*; AS. (rare) moth <
*$mwth~i f IB* *Wft<xsf fitting together, suited, hence
even], 1, a) having an even or level surface; having no
roufhntfs or projections thai can be seen or felt. W
having it projection* leveled by wear; uys a smooth
tire. 2. having an even consistency; without lumps;
as, a smooth paste. S. even, calm or gentle in flow or
movement; untroubled by storm or roughaeti* as,
smooth seas, a smooth voyage, etc. 4. free from inter-
ruptions, kregukritiw, obstacle^ difficulties, etc.; M
sm

?*fy progress* 5. calna; serene; not easily tgltnted or
rumed, as a temper, dtepotitkra, etc, & free from hair,
beard, etc. : as, a smooth cheek, 7. pleating to the tute

;

not harsh or irritating ; bland. S, havingm easy gentle,

flowing rhythm or 0und. 9. iwm polished, or in*
gratiating, especially in n fi&ttftrittg fngiwere way; as,
mooth word*, & mooth ffna, 10. ISIwi) very
pjewwt, attractive, or ftajoyabto: a mmSh tim.
11. ISlangJx iwlished; compftoaf; dbmia|t % a mootkj^- *A i- .-...>..

-'-^Qjpjji^ i|;||
"

oer, tl in mtekenfa, IHotiootoi. , ^
not upirmted. v*t, 1. tomtk*tevlorfvia.
move the lumpt from, 3. to Ifm

"

difficulties etc. ; make ea*y. 4.

soothe.. 5. to make k-iks crude;
waooth manner, u 1,

ptrt. 2. aa tot of waoot
smooth awayf to ri0ve (
emootb 40WH* to (

-*--

smooth over, to
light

MttOOtll* ,

tm tli('*

military operations to make a u~,,ms (8m5k'hous') f it, a place where meats
are exposed to moke in order to flavor awi

to|e.jack teSk'jak'), . [swJIw 4- /^4 . 7J a
device which turns a fireplace roasting fat, takW it

ffi&h=y!8 TOtetA*-*
emoke lee (m5k1ii) f <wf/. having or making littte wno

SlBOkffS".

. pensoa who
a railroad car m com-

**. mt chimnnr
tabitttaily

gua*

it la

. or Ii

orn
to m

smooth-faced (smoT^'fast/),
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Jsmor-zan-do/sm&r-tsan'dd), adj. [It.] t in music, dying
away: abbreviated smorz.
smote (smot), alternative past tense and past participle
of smite.
smoth-er (smutfi'&r), v.t. [ME. smorthren, smothren <
smorther, smother, dense smoke; AS. has same base in
smorian* to suffocate; akin to MLG. smoren, to smoke
< var. of the IE. base of smell, smolder], L a) to

prevent (a person) from breathing or getting air;
suffocate; stifle, b) to kill by smothering. 2. to cover
(a fire), excluding air from it and causing it to smolder
or die down. 3. to cover over thickly; as, liver smoth-
ered in onions. 4. to hide or suppress by or as by
covering; stifle: as, he smothered a yawn. v.i. 1. to be
unable to breathe or get air; be suffocated. 2. to be hid-
den, stifled, or suppressed. 3. [Dial.], to smolder, n.
1. dense, suffocating smoke, dust, steam, etc. 2. [Ar-
chaic], a smoldering fire. 3. a smoldering state or condi-
tion. 4. a confused turmoil; welter.

smoth'er-y (smitf&'Hr-i), adj. liable to smother or stifle;

suffocating.
smoul-der (smol'd^r), vJ. & n* smolder.

smudge (smuj), n. [Early Mod. Eng.; var. of smutch;
cf. SLUDGE], 1. a stain, blur, or smear; dirty spot. 2. a
fire made to produce dense smoke. 3. dense or suffo-

cating smoke, as used in driving away insects or pro-
tecting plants from frost, v.l. [SMUDGED (smujd),
SMUDGING], [MB. smogen; var. of smutch, f.; akin to or
< source of D. smotsen, to besmirch; base as in ME.
smoten (see SMUT)], 1. to smoke (an orchard, etc.) for

protection against front or insects. 2. to make dirty;
soil; smutch. v,L 1. to blur or smear: as the ink
smudgfd when he blotted it. 2. to be smudged,
smudg-My (smuj'a-H), adv. in a smudgy manner.
amud3*i*A6ea (smuj'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being smudgy.
smudft-y (smuj'i), adj* [SMUDGIER (-i4hr), SMUDGIKST
(-i-istjl covered with smudges; stained, blurred, etc.

smug (smug), adj. [SMUGGER (-Ir), SMUGGBST (-1st) I,

[prop. < JLG. muk, trim, neat; akin to G. schmuck,
neat; for IB. bane se SMOCK], t originally . neat;
spruce; trim: mart, 2. narrowly contented with one's
own accomplishment!, beliefs* morality, etc.; self-sat-

isfied; complacent.
emug'gl* (smug'*l) v*t* (SMUGGLBD (-'ld) SMUGGLING],
(< 3D. mueMn or LO. mug&ln; akin to AS. $mm<*nt

to creep; for IB. bate see MOCK). 1. to bring into or
take out of A country secretly, under illegal conditions
or without paying the required import or wcport
dutien* 2, to orlng, take* carry* introduce, etc. secretly
or stealthily, wf. to practice muggling; be it muggier,
emwg'gler (tmwg'ISr), n, [< LO. smuttSUrl, L a ptrson
ttggtd in smuggling. 2. a ship usud in -smuKglin^,

smut (smut), n* 1< LO, mutt; ftkin to G, 46*m*fe,

dirt; AS, ha cognate mitt*], 1 ) sooty matter, d)
a ptrticl* of this, 2, a mark rnnda by somethingdirty;
totted epot. 3, talk or writing, 4, in dotefty.

4} a plant elmrcterjtd by the appearance of

of black which ttwatly break tip Into a
fin* pdwdtr. 5) any of * number of rwfcUa fungi

thk .f. CtttfUTTOD Cid) IMVTTING},
tr vsw of ME. MM***, to birch; ^o < LO;;

cf, 0. (akin to O* sckm*tti*n HVDO1
UTCifit to w*rk or with amut: nutlet amutty.
to M nuurked cc alfeetad by amut; bcoiaft anmtty.

fc (nmidh), v.f. |< MB. *NMicAw^fii, *swi|.
, of which the maim (ef. WOTOi) it a

dkL W** tkfoi to * prob. < th aouyoe of D* m^sm
(O, MAMMlim) in th estondoa of toe
of Bg iwwl| to dirt?; nmwlg*. nu 1, * dirty

spot or mark; amtidfe* 2. smut, grimi, or dirt.

matdt*y (mueh'i)*w (ajMineitiiR (4-ir)

SNAP], a light, jointed bit attached to a bridle and hav-

ing no curb. v.L [SNAFFLED (-Id), SNAFFLING], to fit

with or control by a snaffle.
snafu (sna-foo'f snaf'oo), adJ. [< situation wormal, 011

fouled (euphemism) up], [Military Slang], in charac-
teristic disorder or confusion; mixed up as usual, v.t.

[SNAFUED^ (-food', -ood), SNAFUING], [Military Slang],
to throw into confusion; entangle.
snag (snag), n. [via. North, dial. <^ON.; cf. ON. snagi,
clothes pejg, Norw. snag, sharp point, projection; akin
to G. schnake], 1. a piece, part, or point that sticks
out, especially one that is sharp or rough, as the broken
end of a tree limb. 2. an underwater tree stump or
branch that is dangerous t

to the navigation of a river,
lake, etc. 3. a broken or irregular tooth; snaggletooth.
4. a break or tear, as in cloth, made by a splinter,
snag, etc. 5. an obstacle, difficulty, etc. which is

unexpected or hidden. v*t. [SNAGGED (snagd), SNAG-
GING], 1. to catch, tear, or damage in any way on a
snag. 2. to impede with or as with a snag. 3. to clear

(a body of water) of snags.

snaggle-tooth (snag'l-tooth')> n. \pL SNAGGLETEETH
(-teth

7

) ], [< snag], 1 . a tooth that sticks out beyond the
others. 2. a crooked or broken tooth.

le- toothed (snag''l-tolHht') adj* having snaggle-

snags,
snail

-gy (snag'i), adj. [SNAGGIER (-i-$r), SNAGGIEST (-i-

j, 1. of, or having the nature of
t
a snag. 2. full of

gs, as a body of water. 3, having snags.
l (snSl), n, [ME. snaile: AS. sneH, snxgl; akin to

G. dial, schn&gel} ON, snigilt; IB. base %weg- *$neq-, to
creep, seen also in Eng. snake, sneak]> 1. any of a large
number of slow-moving gastropod mollusks living on
land or in water and having a short, thick, wormlike
body and a protective shell, usually spiral in shape:
some kinds of snails are used as food. 2. any lazy,
slow-moving person or animal; sluggard.
snail-paced (snill'pIatO, adj. very slow-moving.
snake (snSk), n- [MB.; AS. snaca; akin to MLG,; for
IE. base see SNAIL], 1. any of a wide variety of limb-
less reptiles with an elongated, scaly body and a
tapering tail ; some species have & poisonous bite. 2. a
person or thing resembling a snake in any of various
ways; specifically, a) a treacherous or deceitful person.
5) a plumber's tool consisting of a long, flexible metal
rod for removing obstructions from pipes, etc. vJ*
[SNAKBD (snlkt), SNAKING], to move, curve, twist, or
turn like a snake, v.t* [Colloq.] r 1. to drag or pull
especially lengthwise and with force. 2, to pull
quickly; jerk,

snake-bird (snak/bttrd/), n. a tropical, fish-eating bird
with a long, snakelike neck, slender head, and sharp-
pointed bill.

sniikc charmer, a person, especially an Oriental, who
charms or hypnotie snakes by means of music or
movements of the hands,
snake dance, t. a dance forming part of a religious
certmoay perform*! vry two years by the Hopi
Indiana: the participants handle live, rattlefmakes as

put of the ritual. 2. a kind of informal ptmde in which
the cek-branU join hands In a long line, winding back
mod forth as they progress,
snake fence, a zigzag fence of rails that cross
other at an i

snake head
i,_______________

..............

with ftplkiiii of whlt6 w
jjr ,,,,. -,w r.,^--, ~^- ,._.

snake in the grass, A person cc thing that is evil
nd hidde

:c, a zigzag fence 01 rails that cross Men
L angl*.
I (snk%idO . a kind of American fkwort
i of whita or purple fiowert; twtleheiwu

(yn kri,'ti-tn
* ftwrw;

idden or Mimingly harmless.
snake-mouth (anak'mouth'), n 4 kind of orchid native
to titera North America, with pink Howrt and lance-

SiiEJR,jTr , rlv*r iowteg wwitwartl and
iFoctt yll0wstoft N4tw*r F"k into the
iengtls* 1,038 ml .

mNNK+xoQt Cittlk'Wttt', nXk/ft>ot/)i - ! *F 9* *
number of plikiKU reptd to be remdi0s for tn*kd bltet,

2, the wots 0i any ec pwnti.
niikei*kln (unak^ikin'), n. I. * snake's skin. 2,

from
!!^ (Ik%fcdaO* 1. an ftmmonit*. 2, n
glotta or ponnit; material svippo:;e<l to em tte

01 snake.
(enik't), /. (SNAcmx (-I4fr). SKAKtscr C-i4tll

of <r likt a nk or 2, havinf a
form: rpnti: wiadinf; twitting, 3. cunningly
toMWrowi or nvfl 4. fuff of or with
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snapback 1380
sneeze

daily witli a sharp, cracking sound; hence, 5. to give

way suddenly unaer strain, as nerves, resistance, etc.

6. to make a sudden, sharp cracking or clicking sound:

as, the fire is snapping, the whip snapped loudly. 7. to

close, fasten, go into place, etc. with a snapping sound:

as, the lock snapped shut. 8. to move or act suddenly
and smartly: as, the soldiers snapped to attention.

9. to open and shut rapidly so as to appear to flash, ^as
in anger: said of the eyes. v.t. 1. to grasp or seize

suddenly with or as with a bite; take eagerly; snatch

(often with up). 2. to break or sever suddenly or with

a snapping sound. 3. to speak or utter sharply or

harshly, as in anger (often with out}. 4. to cause to

make a snapping sound. 5. to close, fasten, put into

place, etc. with a snapping sound: as, he snapped the

safety before putting the gun away. 6. to strike

the ball to first base. 8. to take a snapshot of. . in

football, to put (the ball) into play by sending it back to

a receiver: said of a center, n. [MD. snap], I. a
sudden bite, grasp, snatch, catch, etc, 2. a sudden
breaking or parting. 3. a sudden, sharp cracking or

clicking sound: as, ,we heard the snap of the whip. 4.

a short, angry utterance or manner of speaking. 5.

a brief period or spell: said only of cold weather. 6.

any clasp or fastening that closes with a click or snap.
7. a hard, thin cooky, usually flavored with ginger.
8. a snapshot. 9. [Colloq.], alertness, vigor, or energy:
as, the performers seemed to have no snap. 10.

[Slang], something easy, as a task, job, problem, etc.;

hence, 11, [Slang], a person who is easy to influence,

persuade, control^ etc.; tractable person, adj. 1. made
or done quickly or on the spur of the moment without

deliberation; impulsive: as, a snap decision, 2, that
fastens with a snap. 3. [Slang], simple; easy: as, a

snap assignment, adv. with a snap,
not a snap, not a bit; not at all,

snap (a person's) head off, to speak sharply or harshly
to, as in anger or impatience,
snap one's finders at, to show lack of concern for; be
careless of or indifferent toward.
snap out of It, to change suddenly from a bad condi-
tion to a better one; improve or recover quickly,

snap-back (snap'bak')* n. in football* the act of the
center in passing the ball back to a receiver.

snap drag-on (snap'drag'sn), n. [< snap + dragon:
from the mouth-shaped flowers], 1. any of various re-

lated plants with white, yellow, red
t
, or purplish, saclike,

two-lipped flowers. 2. a) a game in which raisins, etc.
are snatched from a bowl of burning brandy ; flapdragon,
b) that which is so snapped.
snapper (snap'Sr), n. [pi. SNAPPERS (-$rz), SNAPPER;
see PLURAL, ii, D, 1], 1. a person or thing that snaps.
2. a snapping turtle. 3, any of a group of tropical food
fishes resembling the bass; especially, the red snappar,
4. a snapping beetle.

snap-pi-ly (snap'o-H}, qdv, in a snappy manner.
snap-pi ness (snap'i-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being snappy,
snapping beetle, any of several beetles which Jerk their
bodies, making a snapping sound, when held in the
fingers or turned on their backs,
snapping turtle, a large, fresh-water turtle of the
eastern and southern United States, having powerful
jaws which snap with great force; it f@ed largely on
fish and is widely used as food.

snap-pish (snap'ish), adj. 1. likely to snap or bite,
2. cross; irritable; uncivil; sharp-tonjmect

snap-py (snap'i), adj. [SNAPPIER (-i-Sr) SNAPPIEST (4-
istjl I. snappish: cross. 2. that snaps; snapping, 3.

[Colloq. ], full of life or vigor: brisk; strong; sharp; as, a
snappy reply, pace. etc. 4. [Colloq. ], atyjuih; tauurt.
make it snappy, [Slang], be quick; hurry.

snap roll, a maneuver in whicE an airplane makes ooo
complete fast roll about its longituabutl amis who*
keeping its horizontal direction.

snap shot (snap'shotO. n. La hurried shot fired wills
little or no aim; quick, offhand shot* 2, a mill
photograph taken in an instant by snapping the
shutter or a hand camera.
oar* (tnftr), ra* [for sense 1 Early ME. < ON. snwa;
other senses < MD.
& MLG, snort; akin
to AS. sm&rk, cord,
O. fchnvr, string; IE,

*($)mr~$ to
twist, wind, as also
in L. nmm$ (cf.

NERVI), Bug. nor-

roJ 1, a kindof trap
for immB animal;.,

utuAlty eoiwiiftitig of
a which Jerks
tight upon Om re*

of ft spring
trigger. 2, iiaylliifif

risky, etc.

that tempts or attracts; thing by which a person is

entangled: trap. 3. a length of wire or gut across the
bottom of a snare drum; hence, 4. pL a set of snare
drums. 5. in surgery, a wire noose for removing
tumors, etc. v.t. [SNARED (sna"rd), SNARING], [ME.
snaren < the n.], 1. to catch in a trap or snare.

2, to tempt or attract into a situation that is dangerous,
risky, etc. SYN. see catch, trap.
snare drum.) a small, double-headed drum with snares,
or lengths of gut, strung across the bottom to increase
the resonance.
snark (snark), n. [prob. < swake -$- shark], an imaginary
animal created by Lewis Carroll in his poem The Bunt-

ing of the Snark.
snarl (snarl), v.i. [extended from earlier snar f to growl;

prob. < a Gmc. echoic base (cf. G. schnarren, Sw.
snarra, to growl)], 1. to growl fiercely or harshly,
baring the teeth, as a threatening dog. 2. to speak
harshly and sharply, as in anger, impatience, etc. v.t.

to utter or give vent to with a snarl: as, he snarled his

contempt, n. La snarling; fierce, angry growl.
2. a harsh utterance expressing anger, impatience, etc.

snarl (snSrlj,-^*- [ME. snarlen < snare: the formation

may be ON. (cf. OSw. snarel, noose)], 1. to make
knotted or tangled, as thread. 2. Unmake disordered
or confused; complicate: as, traffic is snarled, 3. to

ornament (metalwork) with a raised design, as by
hammering, v.i. to become knotted or tangled, n.

1. a knotted or tangled mass or tuft; tangle: as, his

hair is full of snarls. 1. a confused, disordered state

or situation; complication; confusion.

snarl-y (snlr'H), adj. JSNARLIER (4i-Sr) SNARLIBST (4i-

SNARLIEST (-H-

sna'tch (snacli), yTL [KiB. snaccken, sneechen; prob. var.

of snakken* to seize (cf. SNACK)], 1, to grasp or seize

suddenly, eagerly, or without riirht, warning, etc, ; grab.
2. to remove abruptly or hastily, 3. to take, gat, or
avail oneself of hastily or while there is a chance:
as, he snatched a few hours of rest, 4. [Slang], to kid-

nap. n. 1. a snatching; sudden seizing or grab, 2.

a brief period; short time or spell; as, a snatch of sleep.
3. a small portion, especially on that l incomplete or

disconnected; fragment; bit; as, snatch^ o gossip, 4.

[Slang], a kidnapping. SFN. see cake.
snatch t 1. to attempt to grasp or mim with a sud-
den movement; grab at. 2. to accept or tak advan-
tage of (a chance, etc,) with great eagerness.

snatch y (snach'i), adj. [SNATCHIER (4-cr), SNATCHISST

(-i-ist)l, done in snatches; irregular; disconnected; not
complete or continuous*
snath (snath)* w. [AS, $nmd; prob, influenced by ON.
smtiha, to cut), the curved shaft or handle of a ncythe.
snathe (sna//i), n. a snath.
eneak (snlk), v.i. [ME. snikcn; AS. sniatn; for IE,
base ee SNAIL], 1. to move quietly and stealthily so
as to avoid being seen or heard; go furtively. 2. to be
a nD&kj behave in a stealthy, underhand, or cowardly
manner* vf* 1, to give, put* conduct, transfer, etc.

secretly or in a itealthy sneaking manner; a he
meaM the jewels across the border ; hence, 2 , (Collou. I

to take stealthily; iteaL n* 1. a. person who tnettto!;

stealthy, underhand, contemptible prn0tt, 2, an act of
sneaking. "-*$TM tee lurk.
eneiik out ef to avoid or (duty, it task, etc*) by
sneaking or stealth.

nak*ef Cfjnlk'Ir}* n* 1* a person or animal that
sneaks. 2, pi. [so named from their trmIL
[CoUoQ.1, canvas sho with continuous and heel
of one piece of soft rubber* for Indoor tporU, etc.:
also euled tmmis A/W,.

sftMt^'faig OuOfc'iQ), oft fppr. of I****], I. cowardly;
stetlthy: underhaad; furtive; at* mm$f
2, not idmitted or known to 0tttr$; tj, *
mmMmg for music.
sneukina ufli>ki<m u ftlgM r

jpMeW, |C*Iq4 * pupatelfe4 mowing of * motion picttsre, * for emttmtkg
SAidimce rtiwtp prior to the rtguliir showing.

aneiik talef wfeo in *
way, without the ne of foret or vfotonce,
iak.y ^Immmim (4-ir) (4*
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eiwr vJL
mxm* Pwa* iwr
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sneezeweed 1381 snout beetle

exhale breath from the nose and mouth in a sudden,
involuntary, explosive action, as a result of an irritation
of the nasal mucous membrane, n. an act of sneezing.
not to be sneezed at, not to be disregarded or consid-
ered lightly.

sneeze-weed (snSz'wSd'), Jt, any of a number of related
coarse plants with bronze or yellow flowers said to
cause sneezing.
sneeze-wort (snez'wGrf), n. a strong-smelling, white-
flowered plant whose leaves are used in snuff.

snell (snel), adj. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. schnell], [Dial],
1. quick; active. 2. clever; smart; acute. 3. severe;
extreme; harsh. 4, keen; sharp.

snell (snel), n. [U.S. dial.; prob. < D. or D. dial; cf. G.
schnellen, to snap, spring back < base of prec,], a short

length or gut, horsehair, etc. used to attach a fishhook
to a flshline; leader.

snick (snik), n. (prob. a back-formation < snick and
snee; see SNICKERSNEE], 1. a small cut or notch; nick.
2. in cricket, a glancing blow, v.t* 1. to make a snick
in; cut slightly; nick. 2. to hit sharply. 3. in cricket, to
hit (the ball) a glancing blow,
snick (snik), tt. w*f A v*L [echoic], click.

tmick-er (snik'er), v.L [echoic], 1. to laugh in a sly,

partly stifled manner; giggle: titter: as, the class
snickered at the teacher's mistake, 2. to neigh; nicker.
v*t, to utter with a snicker, n, a sly, partly stifled

laugh. SYN* see laugh.
snick er snee (snik'lr-snr), n. [< snick and sme, com-
bat with knives: earlier also stick or snee < 0. steken,
to thrust, stab + snijden, to cut], a knife designed for
use as a thrusting and cutting weapon,
snide (smd), adj. (orig., counterfeit, bogus < thieves*

slang; prob. of D. dial, or G. origin < base of G. schneid-

tfff, to cut, with reference to coin clipping and. later, to
cutting, or sarcastic, remarks; cf. 0. schneidend, sar-

castic], [Slang]* sly and malicious: as, a snide remark,
sniff (ni!) t v.L [ME. sniffen (also mwim); akin to Dan.
MM'**; ult origin echoic; cf. SNIVEL, SNUFFLS], 1. to
draw in air through the nose with enough force to be
heard, as in clearing the note or smelling something*
2. to express contempt, skepticism, etc. by sniffing.
v.t. l. to breathe in forcibly through the nose; inhale

sharply. 2* to test the smell of by sniffing. 3. to detect,

perceive, or gat a tuspicion of by or as by sniffing; smell;
scent: at, we miftiT&iayet in the man 1

manner, n.

1, an act or sound of miffing. 2, something sniffed,

nlf-6* (tmiPI), IP.!. [SNIFPL (-Id), tmmiNO], to
ttnilf repeatedly to as to check mucus running from the
mm-, n. an act or sound of sniffling.
tlit anifflea, (Colloq,]* * * & ^ead cold. 2, the sniffling
tl

sniff ,.,, (4-lst)] t

,^. ,. f , --------- _ . having a ttntoacy to

sniff, especially m a sign of contempt; scornful; con-
ttmptuoua: disdainful
nJl*ttr (snlPtlrK it* J< mifl, var. of mMl, I. a Hgttor

thiit to at imall opening to concentrate
tnt ftrotttft* 1 (Slut), a MOW! drink of liquor*

aitfr}, ft*. *.. 4 *& {

riffilf, an et'i < bftftTMta in "tmttL to fish for'eels

attfig a butted hook into their burrowa. v.t. to
i ($) by this method.
..snip), *, (ttfimn> (Bipt) ftmif0J [D. $wippm;

akin to Mf^l* t to out with ielMPort or shears in a
tihort. <juick slrokt or strokes. 2* to remove by or a?)

by aich cuttmg. v.L to makt* a t)h< vrt. oufek cut or cut ,

H* i
:
asmalU'ut limdi^ with scte>m, etc. 2, the?>ound

t^f thb, 3. a) a small ptc<i cut off. I) any small piece;
bit* 4* f. fofvy tor ofttt|ngkjbMf

Ikll
^ * * y^*W*^* *

1. madte up of small scraps or snips; fragmentary. 2.

[Colloq.], curt, sharp, or snappish, especially m an
insolent manner.

snitch Onich), v.t.[< 18th-c. thieves' slang; orig. sense
"a nose*': cf. SNOUT], [Slang], to steal (usually some-
thing of little value). v.L {Slang], 1. to be a petty
thief; steal 2. to be an informer; tell; peach (usually
with on), rt. [Slang], an informer.
snivel (smV'l), va. [SNIVELED or SNIVELLED (-'Id),

SNIVELING or SNIVELLING], [ME. snivelen: AS, *$nyflan
< base seen in snofl & snyflung, rfiuctisj[,

1, to nave
mucus running from the nose. 2. to sniff repeatedly,
as from a head cold, crying, etc.; sniffle; snume. 3, to

cry and sniffle. 4. to fret or complain in a whining,
tearful manner. 5. to make a whining, tearful, often
false display of grief, sympathy, disappointment, etc,

n. 1. nasal mucus. 2. the act of sniveling or sniffling.
3. a sniveling, whining display of grief, etc.

snob (snob), n. [orig. dial, "boy, cobbler's boy" < ON.
snQpr, dolt; other senses via cant, prob. < LG. source;
? akin to snub], 1. [Obs.], a person having no wealth
or social rank; one of the common people. 2. a person
who attaches great importance to wealth, social po-
sition, etc., having contempt for and keeping aloof
from those whom he considers his inferiors, often one
admiring, imitating, and seeking to associate with those
whom he considers his superiors. 3. a person who
regards himself as better than others in some way and
behaves undemocratically: as, an intellectual snob.
snob ber-y (snob'Sr-i), n. {pi. SNOBBERIES (-iz)L snob-
bish behavior or character, or an instance of this.

snob blah (snob'ish), adj. of, like, or characteristic of a
snob or snobs,
snood (snSSd), n. [< AS. mod, via dial.; akin to OSw.
snoth, string, cord; IE. base *53- etc,, to draw to-

gether, spin (cf, NEBDLK)], 1. a tie or ribbon formerly
worn around the hair, especially by young unmarriea
women* 2. a netlike bag worn at the back of a woman's
head to hold the hair. 3. a hat or part of a hat resem-

bling this, 4. in fishing, a snell v.L to bind or hold up
(the hair) with a snood.
snoop (snoop), v.i. [D. snoepen; cf. SNOUT], [Colloq.], to
look aoout, in a sneaking, prying way. n. ICoIloq.},
1, a person who snoops, 2, a snooping.

snoot (tnd^t), n. [ME. snutt; see SNOUT], [Colloq.], 1.

the noae. 2. the face* 3. a grimace.
enoot-My (sndWH) , adv. [Colloq.L in a snooty manner.
anoot-1 ness (sndwi-nis), n* [Couoq,], the quality or
state of being snooty.
enoot-y (wcWi), otf/. (SNOOTIER (4-&r), SNOOTIEST (-i-

ist)], [snoot, n. -f- -yl [Colloq.], haughty: snobbish.
snooze (snooz), n. f< i8th-c. cant; prob. < LG. snUsen
(Dan. muse), to sniff, snore; cf. SNOUT). [Colloq.], a brief

p; doze. v.L [SNOOZED (snoozd), SNOOZING],
to take a brief sleep; nap; doze; drowse,
mle 3Mtol(M5kwol'mi) f a waterfall of the
lie Rivor, Wiishiiigton: height, 268 ft,

>TO rf m5r). VA ISHOHED (sn6r<lf snSrd), SNORING],
, sn&ren; origin echoic], to breathe with a harsh.

. ,,,.ting sound while asleep, usually with the mouth
open. v.t. to spend or paw (time) In noring (with
away, etc*)* n* the act or sound of snoring,

(tndr'kl) it. ( 0* schnorkel, spiral], a device lor
' "

of air intake and exhaust tubes
i for ventilation: It permits sub-

prob. **C snof'&nr
breath suddenly and violently

____^_ ____________ M to make a tuurui ^Jtuaa:

tie horse snorted at our approach. 2* to express anger,
contempt, or the like by a wort* 3* to make a mom
ike m snort; m, the outboard motor snorted and
tappd* 4, {C0wq*} to laugh with a loud outburst or

boisterously, v.t. L to express or utter with a snort.

2* to ext^l or emit by or as by a snort, n. I, the act

Of sound 01 snorting. 2* a small drink Of liquor.
enot oot), n* Ipll m*, mp$?AB(it)fmt*

lor
: vulgar tenn. 2.

Mt mm
an offensive
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snow 1382 so

snow (sno), n. [ME.; AS. snaw; akin to G. sendee; IE.
base *snet&wh~, to snow, *snoigwhos, snow, seenialso in
Olr. snechta, Russ. snieg, L. nix, nivis, etc.),

J
l. par-

ticles of water vapor which when frozen in ttte upper
air fall to earth as soft, white, crystalline flakfes. 2. a
falling of snow. 3. a mass or accumulation of fallen
snow. 4, [Poetic], whiteness. 5. something like snow
in whiteness, texture, etc. 6. [Slang], cocaine or heroin.
v.i. [AS. sniwian], to fall as or like snow. v.t. 1. to
shower or let fall as or like snow, 2. to cover, obstruct,
etc. with or as with snow (with in, uf, under, etc.) .

snow-ball (sno'b&l'), n. 1. a mass of snow packed to-

gether into a ball. 2. a variety of cranberry bush with
large, round clusters of small, white flowers; guelder-
rose. v.i. 1, to increase or accumulate rapidly like a
rolling ball of snow. 2, to throw snowballs, v.t. to
throw snowballs at.

snow-bank (sno'barjk').. n, a large mass of snow, espe-
cially a drift on a hillside, in a gully, etc.

snow-ber-ry (sno'ber'i, snS'bSr-I), n, \pL SNOWBERRIES
(-iz)J, 1. any of a number of plants with round, white
bemes. 2. the fruit of any of these plants.

snow-bird (sno'burd') , n, [snow + bird], 1. an American
bird of the finch family, with a gray back and white
breast: junco. 2. the snow bunting. 3. [cf. SNOW, 6 &
-BIRD, 5], [Slang], a person addicted to the use of cocaine
or heroin.
snow-blind (sno'bEnd'), adj. blinded temporarily by
exposure to the rays of the sun reflected from snow.
snow blindness, the condition of being snow-blind.
snow-bound (sno'bound'), adj. enclosed or confined
by snow.
snow-broth (snS'brdth'), n. 1. a mixture of snow and
water, or melted snow. 2. ice-cold liquor.
snow bunting, a small finch inhabiting cold regions in
the northern hemisphere: also enowflake.
snow-bush (sn5'boosh') n. any of a number of related
California shrubs with many small, white flowers.

snow-cap (snS'kapO, n. a cap of snow, as on a mountain.
snow-capped (snS'kapf), adj. having the top covered
with snow, as a mountain, tree, etc.
snow-clad (snd'klad'), adj. [Poetic], covered with snow.
Snow don (snB'd'n), n* a mountain in northwestern
Wales: height, 3,557 ft
snow drift (sn5'drift') it, L a mass or pile of snow
formed by the action of the wind. 2. snow carried
along by the wind.
snoW'dfop (sn5'dropO w 1. a kwHBprowing bulb plant
with drooping white flowers whlei appear fa early
sprim 2. itsbulb or flower. 3. the eoouttm anetame*
snowfall (snS'fdlO, w. t a fall of snow* 2, fha amount
o* mow ttiat falls in a given area or period of time.
snow^flake (sn6'flak') n. L a stogte feathery crystal
of snow. 2. the snow bunt-
ing. 3. any plant resembling
the snowdrop.
snow ice, white, opaque ice

consisting of frozen slush.

8now>Hy (sno'a-li), adv. in a
snowy manner.
snowi-neaa (sno'i-nis), n.
the quality or condition of
being snowy.
anew My, a white dogtooth
violet of t&e Rocky Moun-
tains.
snow line (or limit), the
lower boundary of a high
region in wWcfc snow never
melts.

^M&ta

^hfe B^raifiiSrEffired flowers and no leaves, jx tftbnfiur loS
growing in the pine forests
of the Sierra Nevada, and often found in early i

before the snow has melted,

SfflJi^gSfeoJoff
1

?,
**** <** *

fnow pudding, a kind of fluffy
beaten egg wlltes, sugar, and m

*ttow*nea (snS'shadO* n, a Icwg sfaed Wa&fifeiroofwfan* section of railroad track which might otSSrris 5*comr blocked with snow,

ttd erisicrowed w^ttript
of leather, ate., worn on the
imt to prevent tinking in

(*sh#&!')! SHOW-
Biiaftmci* to use tnofriboei
in walking,

rjtcket-shaptd frame of

a by
wind,

.

1. characterized by snow. 2. covered o/ filled with
snow: as, a snowy valley. 3. like or suggestive of snow
specifically, a) pure; unsoiled; spotless, o) white. 4. of
or consisting of snow.
snub (snub), v.t. [SNUBBED (snubd). SNUBBING). [ME.
snubben; ON. snuoba^ to chide, rebuke, snub], 1. orig-
inally, to check or interrupt with sharp or slighting
words. 2. to treat with scorn, contempt, disdain, etc. ;

behave coldly toward; slight, 3. to stop or check the
movement of suddenly: said of a rooe, cable, etc., or of
something, as a^boat, to which this is attached* n. 1,

scornful, slighting action or treatment: a deliberate
discourtesy; affront, 2. a snubbing, or checking, adj.
short and turned up: said of the nose.
snub-ber (snub'Sr), n, 1. a person who snubs. 2. a
thing used for checking motion by snubbing, 3. a kind
of automobile shock absorber which operates by re-

stricting the action of the body springs,
snub-by (snub'i), adj. [SNUBBIER (4-er), SKUBBIEST (-i-

ist)J, 1. turned up; snub. 2. tending to snub or slignt,
snub-nosed (snub'ncJzdO, adj. having a snub nose.
snuff (snuf), n. [ME. snuff; j>rob. akin to MHG. snipfen,
to snip, snap off, 0. schnipfd, a shred, morsel), the
charred end of a candlewick. v.t. [ME. snuffen < the
n.\, L to trim off the charred end of (a candlewick).
2. to put out (a candle) with snuffers or by pinching.
snuff out, 1. to put out (a candle, etc.); extinguish.
2. to bring to an end suddenly or violently; destroy.

snuff (snuf), v.t. [MD. snuffm; base as in snout], 1. to
draw in through the nose; inhale strongly; miff. 2, to
smell, sniff, or sniff at, vjL L to sniff or snort. 2.

[Rare], to take or use powdered tobacco or snuff, n, 1,
the act or sound of snuffing; sniff. 2. a) a preparation
of powdered tobacco taken up into the no@ by sniffing
or applied to the gums with a tnuff stick, b) a pinch of
this. 3. any powder taken by inhslng. 4. smell;
scent; odor.
up to simff, [CoUioqJ, 1. up to the usual standard, as
in health, quality, etc. 2, not easily cheated or de-
ceived; knowing; alert.

snuff-box (snuPbokr), a small, usually ornamental
box for holding snuff*
snu0ms (snuFte) t w,#f an kstrument. as a kind of
shears, for snuffing a candle; also pair of snuffers.
snuf tl-nc$$ wurKoit), *** * snuffy ouality or state.

1* to breath audibly iiafwfiL
at sniffing M a dog fn tndliag:

.or jtfffiA, 2. to VWB.or tog in a nml toM.
re|f to- speak in a waning, hypocritkid m&nnr.

, ., utter by wdBlat. n, 1. u act or sound of

wufflto|. 2, a nasal tone or twang. 3. [Rx*J, whining,
myj/^nM kimanuk mjfamiUi*
tie anuftlea, a condition In whMi tU aostiilt aw ob-

fm.^4.^ fry naueu. as to a cow, cauiig sau&iag.
:, A toft stick chewed at out ftetd and uiw lor

{ snuft and applying it to thy gums.
*

1* like snuff, at m color or texture, 2, having 1

'

fwutlz
jj_ai"""i
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like my hat. com. l.m order that; with the purpose
that: usually followed by that, as, he died so (that) we
might live. 2, [Colloq.J, with the result that. 3 if

only; as long as; provided that (often followed by that).
As a conjunction, so is sometimes used colloquially as a
superfluous element connecting clauses in narration.
Example: So I told him we would go. So he said we
shouldn't bother. So we didn't, pron. I. that which
has been specified or named: as, he was a poor man, but
he did n9t remain so. 2, see adv* sense 4. infer/, an
exclamation expressing surprise, approval or disap-
proval, triumph, etc.. or a command to stop.
and so on (or forth), and others; and the rest: and in
like manner; et cetera (etc.)*
so as, 1. with the purpose or result (followed by an
infinitive). 2, provided that.

so what? [Colloq.], even if so, what then?: used to ex-
press disregard, challenge, contempt, etc.

so (30), n. in music, sol.

So., 1. South. 2. southern,
S.<X, 1. Signal Officer. 2. Special Order,
soak (s5k), v.t. [ME, soken; AS. socfan < base of sucan;
see SUCK], 1. to saturate or make thoroughly wet, as
by placing m liquid for a long period. 2. to take in
(liquid) by sucking or absorbing (usually with up). 3.
to take m mentally, especially with little effort (usually
with up). 4.

ICofloqjT, to drink (Hauor), especially to
excess, S, [Slang], to give a heavy blow to.

' '""f
f CI

to charge excem'vdy; mak^pay 'fooTearlyl f. [Slang];
to make (one) drunk. 8. (Slang], to pawn. vJ. I. to
remain in long contact with moisture so as to become
thoroughly wet or saturated. 2. to pass or penetrate:
as, the fact $oaked into his head. 3. [CoiloqJ, to drink
to eatceis. n* 1, the act or procew 01 soaking. 2. the
state of being: soaked. 3. Squid used for soaking or
steeping. 4, [Slang], a drunkard. 5. [Slang], a drunken
twee. 6. [SUnfL fhe state of being pawned: **, in soak.
7. [Slang], a hard blow, as with the fist,
aoak out, to draw out by or at by soaking.
KN r.*"tok ittpUM itttturriott la a Uauid, to. as for the

pwiwp of abtontfca, thorough wetting, ottwiag. etc. (to
soak brad in mflk); afttumte Jmplks absorption to a point
whore no more eta m taken up (air mtw&m with moisture) :

drench uapUMi a thorough wttitaff at by a downpour (a garden
drtitetod b tn* rain); mfi uftiauy ttigputt no&kteg for tbe

purpotft of txtxaetteg tn* *M*no* of something (to stop tta);
ImprMiifttt topes th* petrmtl and partMAtion of one
thing by Another (wood impnv*ati& with onosot*).
- fcmft (ftjrt&i ifc [* -vMMil, L a soaking or being
toakad. 2. liquid that hat seeped out or been abfiorbea.
soak-era (t5k%) f n.pL short knitted pants of abiorb-
ent material, tipedMIy wool put ot* over a baby's
diaper for awed protection.

_

fColwq,Tcm pcwa or tl_,
not known; often tiwtd euphe

n. (ME, *>*. iota AS. jqto akin to 0.
IM totis to trfatti, run oat. mm Bo In I.
........

p^Mtt ofjf fat
iicid. 3. [8mg|*

& bumc H

ed with water to pro-
op we nstatly_. , ..waihiag or

proauoid by tM setip of ii ukal* if cavintlc soda or
oi a latty
bribery.

of the ros family,
ami Boaplike

in ckansing
m tin* n

I. tiw

the quality or condition of

*^
t i

drama tf

soap-wort (sop'wdrt')* n. any of a number of related
plants with white, pink, or red flowers and thick juice
which produces a lather in water.
soap-y (sop'i), adj. [SOAPIER (-i-8r), SOAPIEST C-i-ist)],
1. covered with or containing soap, 2. of, like, or
characteristic of soap. 3. [Slang], suave ; unctuous ; oily.
soar (s6r, sor), IM. [ME. soren; OFr. essorer, to expose
(wings) to the air, hence soar into the air, as a falcon;
LL. *exaurare < L. **-, out 4- aura, air (cf. AURA)], 1.
to nse or fly high into the air. 2. to fly, sail, or glide
along high in the air. 3. to glide without loss of
altitude, as an airplane. 4. to nse above the usual or
ordinary level: be elevated, v.t. [Poetic], to reach by
soaring, n. 1. soaring range or scope. 2. the act of
soaring. SYN. see fly.
sob (sob), vd. [SOBBED (sobd), SOBBING], [ME. sobben:
AS. *sobbtan < base of supan, to swallow, suck in (cf.
SUP) ; IE. base *seu- t to suck, something soft, seen alsom L. sugere, to suck, AS, soppe (cf, SOP), etc.], 1. to
weep aloud with a catch or break in the voice and short,
gasping breaths. 2. to make a sound like that of sob-
bing, as the wind, an animal in pain, etc. v.t. L to
bring (oneself) into a given state, especially sleep, by
sobbing. 2. to utter with sobs. n. the act or sound of
a person or thing that sobs, SYN. see cry.

so be it (so-bg'it), conj. [Archaic], provided; if it should
be that.
so ber (s5'b$r), adj. [ME. & OFr. sobre: L. soMus], 1.

temperate or sparing in the use of alcoholic liquor. 2.
not drunk. 3. temperate in any way; not extreme or
extravagant. 4. serious, solemn, grave, or sedate. 5,

quiet; plain: not bright or garish: said of color, clothes,
etc. o. not exaggerated or distorted: as, the sober
truth. 7. characterized by reason, sanity, or self-

control; showing mental and emotional balance, v.t A
v*i. to make or become sober (often with up or down),
SYN, see serious.

eo-ber-mind ed (s5'beYmm'did), adj. of a sober mind.
Sobieaki, John (sd-byes'ki),see John III.

80-brl-e ty (sS-briVti), n, [ME. sobreU; OFr. s&HtU:
L. sobrietas < sobrius, sober], the state or quality of
being sober; specifically, a) temperance or moderation,
especially in tn use of drink, b) seriousness, solemnity,
gravity, or sedatenesa of manner or appearance.

ao-bri-quet (5'bri-ktt'). ** l^r,; OFr soubn briquet,
chuck under the chin (cf. It. $ottob$cco9 nickname, lit,

under the beak); prob, soub* (Fr. sous)* under -j-

M^mt, chest (of. BRISKET)], 1. a nickname. 2. an
assumed name* Also soubriquet.
sob slater, [Slang], a woman journalist, especially one
who writes sentimental human-Interest stories,
sob story, a sentimental account or story intended to

or

-Fr,j ML. $0$a$nmj Ht,
' " L - J

a^rtain jttrte*
tenure of one over whom !

diction < JM; see, sojctt), a me<
urf w wwda 4 twmnt

system of
,

- .. __^ to wtum for
:or certain stated nonrailitary

, known or called by thia term.
r or improperly ao: as, he is a

association; cf. rugger for
wttbA rowttd WQi py twoM with a goal at either
y by Wcpg or by bwtt-
01 the hands and arms

China:

ILITIKS

; aa, a sociable
a otew socmi

to U ff^wi to follow, AS.
having to do wl

in t situation

us*

wwtotow.. 3.JUvfcuc
man is sotittl, the family

$ 00 with the tmakt or ne-
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*.^i
.
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social climber 1384 Socotra

tional advice, etc. to those who need it; of or engaged
in

welfare work: as, a social worker or agency. 7. living
or associating in groups or communities: as, the ant is

a social creature. 8. socialist. 9. in botany, growing
in clumps or masses. 10. in history, of or between
allies or confederates, as a war. n. an informal gather-
ing of people for recreation or amusement; party.

social climber, a person who tries to get acquainted
with distinguished or wealthy people.
social contract (or compact), the theory, put forward

by Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau, that society had its

origin in loose associations of individuals for mutual

protection, and that since out of these grew the concepts
of law and sovereignty, government cannot be by force

alone but must rest upon the consent of the governed.
Social Credit, the theory that the profits of industry
are not true earnings and should be returned to the com-
munity as a whole, together with all interest, in the form
of dividends to consumers: put forward by C, II.

Douglas (1879-1952), English engineer.
social dancing, ballroom dancing.
Social Democracy, 1, Social Democratic parties col-

lectively. 2. their doctrines, methods, etc.

Social Democrat, a member or adherent of a Social

Democratic party.
So cial-Dem o crat ic (so

f
shal-dem'a-krat'ik), adj. of,

characteristic of, or like Social Democracy or Social

Democrats.
Social Democratic Party) 1. a German Marxist politi-
cal party formed in 1875 by the merger of the Gen-
eral German Workers' Association, founded in 1863 by
F. Lassalle, with the Social Democratic Workers' Party,
founded in 1869 by A. Bebel and W. Liebknecht. 2, any
of various similar political parties in other countries,
often called Socialist parties.

social disease, venereal disease.

social evil, 1, anything that threatens the welfare of
the people, as illicit trade in narcotics, slum housing,
etc. 2. prostitution: a euphemism.

social insurance, any government measure, as a pension
plan, health and accident insurance, etc., protecting
people in low-income groups against economic and in-

so-cial-Ism (^shQl-lz'm), n. (cl Pr. socialism]* 1, the

theory or lystwjqt Of the ownership and operation of the
mea^is of i>fodttctktt an4 distribution by society or the

coaattmttity ratfftor than by piivlate $n4foidaals with
all merobwi 'of society osc tnjfe oominuiPity fttuudtaff In thft

work and t&e products, 2, [ottttti S-J^S ftpfitwal move-
ment for establishing such a system. 6) the doctrines,
methods, etc. of the Socialist patties. I. in Communist
doctrine, the stage of society cotjaing between toft ett>-
italist stage and the communist stage, in Which orivata
ownership of the means of production and distribution
has been eliminated, as in the Soviet Union, and the
production of goods is sufficient to permit xeatifation
of the slogan from each according to Ms ability, to each
according to his work. See also communism.

so-cial-ist (sd'&hal-ist), n. 1. an advocate or supporter
of socialism. 2.

{$-], a member of a Socialist party,
adj. 1. of, characteristic of, or like socialism or social-
ists. 2. advocating or supporting socialism*

so-cial-it'tic (sS'sh^is'tik), adj. socialist.
'

by a fund maintained jointly by employees, employers,
and the government.

so clal-serv-ice (so'shol-stir'vis), adj. of or having to
do with social work.

social service, social work.
social settlement, a settlement (sense 10),
social work, any service or activity designed to promote
the welfare of the community and the individual, as

through health and psychology clinics, recreation halls

and playgrounds, aid for the needy, the aged, the

physically handicapped, etc.

social worker, a person who does social work.
soci-e-lal (ss-sl'o-t'l), adj. of society or a society
(senses 1, 2, 3).

80-ci-e-ty (sa-si'a-ti), n. [pi. SOCIETIES (-tiz)], [Pr,

socitot; L. societas < socius, companion], 1. a group
of animals or plants living together f

under the same
environment and regarded as constituting a homo-
geneous \init or entity; especially, o^group of persons
regarded as forming a single community. 2, all people.
collectively, regarded as constituting a community of

related, interdependent individuals. 3,
t
the system or

condition of living together as a community: as, a prim-
itive society. 4. company or companionship: as?, I do
not seek his society, 5. one's friends or associates: as,

for society he had two old aunts. 6. any organized group
of people joined together because of ^ome mtercat m
common: as, a medical society* 7. the- members of the

wealthy, fashionable claw: as, all society
t
attended the

concert, 8. the conduct, standards, activities, etc. of

this class. Abbreviated S,, . Soc., soc.

society column, a newspaper column that reports the
social affairs of the wealthy, fashionable class,

Society Islands, a group of islands of French Oceania,
in the South Pacific; area, 650 sq. mi,; pop., 31,000;
capital, Papeete, on Tahiti,

Society of Friends, a Christian religious sect fouadecl

in England c, 1 650 by George Fox: the Friends have no
formal creed, rites, liturgy, or prietthood, and reject
violence in human relations, including war: se QMakers.

Society of Jesus, a Roman Catholic religious order:
nee Jesuit.

society verse, [transl. of Fr, wwr de sociiU], light poetry
written to suit the taste of fajihlortftble socttty,

SO'ClU'i'im (s5*sta'l-en), n. {Mod, L, Sociniantts] t a
believer in the doctrines 0! Socinus. <Mf/ of or having
to do with Socimw or his doctrines.

SO'Cto-i'iua-iam {sS-sin^i-en-ii'ai), n* the theological
doctrines of Paustus Socinus, denying the divinity of

Jesus, the Trinity, the natural immortality of man*
ttc. and explaining tin and salvation rationaliittieally,

$o*ci'iiua, Inaua*tua (ffts
/t8t 5-sl'ni) (bom

i$oisM). 1539*1604: Italian religious rMormer,
soclo- (s5%l-0 id'tti-^), (Fr* < L jocmi,
A combining form meaning soticty, $octal.

aociot*. 1* ftociolmical* 2. sociol

1, d or naving to 4o with human society, its organim-
tton, dtwloftttiettt* etc, a. cf

adv. in a socialistic manner.
Socialist Farty, a poHticni party based
of socialism advocated by Murtt and
extensively modified by various
viated SJP.: see also Social n^m^

80-ciaMte W'dtt-Wfy n. [Coloa, A
prominent In fashionable tooiety*

80'Ci'nM-ty (sMhW'a-ti). it. {< fcv. or L.; Pr. ***#%
L. sociaUta*}, L the quwtty or state of Wfcg Of
sociable; sociability. 2, \ft. ^oci^rrp v*tiff)j. the
trait or tendency in todividttil* to Join togtutttr at
groups and assoda

L n* {Pr.
i the fttudy of tKt
and probltftti of

A socializing or being xM!sta.
o-ciaHze (sB^tos-t&O, *.*. (ttgALMD (-1MO, ttcut*
KING], I, to make social; aajmit to or man it lor
co-operative growp living, 1 to adapt or *ifckj eiwicm
10 the common needs of a social group. 3, to fwbjttt ib
governmental ownership and oontroh aatmattstt. 4. to
cause to become socialist. tu. [Cottoq.], to tak part
In ioeial activity,

medfcto^ 1, complex no^lail cart., .

availably thrcMgh public fwacls, for aH tba to a
community, district, or nation, 2, mtp
odbal r*ptrf a list of promiatatiWdW acfbw^ I . the stady of peopto a4

as famlliei, caawuttittai, tic*;
2, any of M hiatory, ^twiom-

fc% etc,, deaHj^ with tbe atmetea of
and tht activity of Its

ttetmi9f any fey H
for cjf its mtmlnmi who may Dt in

III tht a
or for cat*

of and

Jthtr sift"social growpi;

i^i^-iTj ft that
fVwttfttft relationship* withw social

^ '
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Soc-ra-tes (sok'rg-teV), n. Athenian idealist philosopher
and teacher; 470P-399 B.C.

So-crat'ic (so-krat/ik), adj. [L. Socraticus; Gr. 55-
kratikos], of or having to do with Socrates or his philos-
ophy, n. L a follower of Socrates. 2. any Greek
philosopher directly influenced by Socrates.

Sfo-crat-1'CaMy (so-krat'i-k'H so-krat'ik-li), adv. in a
Socratic manner.

Socratic irony, pretense of ignorance in a discussion to
expose the fallacies in the opponent's logic,
Socratic method, a method of teaching or discussion,
as used by Socrates, in which one asks a series of easily
answered question that inevitably lead the answerer
to a logical conclusion foreseen by the questioner.

sod (sod), obsolete past tense of seethe.
sod (sod), n. [ME.; prob. < MD. sode; akin to Eng.
seethe, sodden; the name prob, refers to the wet ground
from which fuel turf was cut), 1. a surface layer of
earth containing grass plants with their matted roots;
turf; sward. 2. a piece of this layer, v.t, [SODDED (-id) ,

SODDING], to cover with sod or sods.
under the sod, dead and buried*

so-da (s5'd9). n* [ML. soda (It. & Sp. soda, Fr, soude);
said to be orig. It < sodo, firm < L. solidus (cf . SOLID) ;

first used of ash in glassmaking], 1, sodium carbonate.
2. sodium bicarbonate. 3. sodium hydroxide. 4. so-
dium oxide. 5. soda water (sense l). 6. a beverage
made of soda water flavored with sirup, fruit, etc., often
mixed with ice cream. 7. in faro, the card turned face
up in the dealing box before the start of play.
soda ash, crude sodium carbonate.
soda biscuit, 1, a bread or biscuit made with baking
soda and sour milk or buttermilk. 2. a soda cracker.
soda cracker, a light, crisp cracker, usually salted,
prepared from dough mad of flour, water, soda, and
cream of tartar.

sodft fountain, L a counter fitted with equipment for
making and serving soft drinks, aodas, milkshakes,
sundaes, fandwichet, etc* 2. a container for soda
water, with faucati by which it is drawn off.

8*>dm Jerk, [Slang], a person who works at a soda foun-
tain.

(k>da lime, a white, powdery mixture of sodium hydrox-
ide and calcium oandft, used a a chemical reagent and
as an absorbent for moisture and acid gases,
0'4m*Ut (S>d0-It'), u [xto 4- 4Uel a tilteat
clium and aluminum with some chlorine, Na*AU
it resembles marble when polished and is used
ornARM&tai ttoo*.

KMtaM't? (aZMAiVti), n* b>J. SODALITIES (-tias)j, [< Fr.
or L. ; Fr, fooottff; L* sotiaUtas < sodalis, companion],
L fwowihip; eomjKtniomihifu 2* an association or
hrot ht'ihowf. 3. In the Roman Catholic Chunk, a lay
odtoty formed for dcvutknuil or ctuiritubk activity.

soda pop, a toft drink madf of carl)onat<cl water with
various, often artificial, flavoringji. sold in tightly
capped or cum.
soda water I. water rhorged vmder prwtf with

' ' *

i dioxide gas, mm in mnkb ice-c.rftun sodas,
drinks. <-tc. 2* a ymwm ol water, acid, and

u bictirtiamitCj med for the mvpmm.
n yov*m t pMt jmrttcijiU* of a<sthe.

or fmavy aw a niwlt Of iinpjr0i>0
;

r bakittE CMC OQOK&tt*

"

, having a btnhtl, jioaktHU or bloated took*

form of powder, flakes, sticks, etc., widely used in
chemistry, oil refining, paper and rayon manufacture,
etc. : also called causttc soda* lye, sodium hydrate.
sodium hyposulfite. 1. a clear, crystalline salt,

NaaSjCX, used as a chemical reagent. 2. sodium thio-
sulfate.
sodium nitrate, a clear, odorless, crystalline salt,

NaNOs, used in manufacturing nitric acid, sodium
nitrite, explosives, fertilizers, etc,, and as a reagent and
oxidizing agent in chemistry: also called Chile saltpeter.
sodium pentothal, see pentothal sodium.
sodium peroxide, a yellowish-white powder, Na*0,
used as an antiseptic, bleaching agent, air and water
purifier, and oxidizing agent.
sodium phosphate, any of three clear, crystalline so-
dium salts of phosphoric acid widely used in industry.
sodium sulfate, a white, crystalline salt, Na2SO<, used
in medicine and in the making of dyes, glass, etc.
sodium sulfite, a white salt, Na 2SOa, in the form of
crystals or powder, used in dyeing, engraving, and
photography, and as a bleaching agent, preservative

1

,

etc.

sodium thlosulfate, a white, crystalline salt, NaaStOi,
used as an antichlor, as a fixing agent in photography,
etc.: popularly but incorrectly called (sodium) hypo-
sulfite, hypo.
80-di-um-va por lamp (so'di-9m-v5'pSr), a globe fitted
with two electrodes and filled with sodium vapor, which
sheds a yellow, glareless light when electric current is

passed through it: also sodium lamp.
Sod-om (sod'arn), n, in the Bible, a city destroyed by
fire together with a neighboring city, Gomorrah, be-
cause of the sinfulness of the people: Gen. 18-19.
Sod om ite {sod'am-ItOr n. [MB.; OPr.; L. SodomUa],
L an inhabitant of Sodom. 2. [s-J, a person who prac-
tices sodomy.
sod-om-y (sod'Qm-i), n. [MB. & OPr, sodomie < Sodom
(Gen. 18-19)], any sexual intercourse regarded as ab-
normal, as between persons of the same sex, especially
males, or between a person and an animal.
Soem-ba Ooom'ba), n. Sumba.
*"

-ba-wa (sOTm-bl'wa'), it. Sumbawa*
-dtt Islands (soonMfi), Sunda Islands.

i-ra-ba-ja (Bd*d'r&*M^yft), n* Surabaya.
n. Surakarta.

lor

eo-ev-er (s5-ev^fe), adv. [so -f ever], L in any way; to
any extent or degree (usually following how and an
adjective) : as, how dark soever the night may be. 2, of

any kind; at all: whatever: a$
t
no rest soever.

-so-ev-er (id-ev'er), a combining form added for em-
phaaii or generalization to who, wJial, whm, where, how,
etc., and meaning any (person, thing, time, place, or
manner) of aM those possible.
s^fa (s5'f), n* (Fr.; fy.mf&h* orig*. ct*ihifi on f a4e

a camel], am upholstered couch, usually of spring
truction, with fixed, back and arms.

. bed, a type of sofa that can be opened into a full-

^'d bed,
so far (td'fSr) lit [.vound /ixing and ranging], a system
lor determining the location of underwater sounds as

"jrii2000miijp
" -"^. -

[I^CM^. iTteTiflBJi It MJfton mffifa < LIU
' '

for L suffwus;m SUFFlxl in architecture, the
8 of a structural part, as of a beam, arch, etc.

B% rtnS-yiO, . tm oailtal of
0: Bulgarian joain% So/Eya.

, |^%, g*wtJ% qmiet < *wt$jeh;

out,

ktoO....,

Awrw, ttc; Iwi^ji^'^MiWrfrl^ly.
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Softball 1386 solar minences

gently; quietly, n. something soft; soft part, interj.

[Archaic], 1. be quiet! hush! 2. slow up! stopl
SYN. soft, in tWs connection, implies an absence or reduction

of all that is harsh, rough, too intense, etc., so as to be pleasing

to the senses (soft colors, a soft voice) ; bland implies such an

absence of irritation, stimulation, pungency, etc. as to oe

soothing, unexciting, and hence, sometimes, uninteresting (bland

foods, cfimate, etc.) ;
mild applies to that which is not as rough,

harsh, irritating, etc. as it might be (a wild cigarette, criticism,

etc.) ; gentle, often equivalent to mild, carries a more positive

connotation of being pleasantly soothing or tranquil (a gentle

breeze, voice, etc.). ANT. harsh, rough.

soft-ball (s6ft'b610, n. 1. a kind of baseball played
on a smaller diamond and with a ball larger and softer

than in ordinary baseball. 2. the ball used.

soft-boiled (s6ft'boild
/
) adj. boiled only a short time

so that the yolk is soft: said of eggs.
soft coal, coal that yields pitch and tar when it is

burned: soft coal makes more smoke and ashes than
hard coal: also called bituminous coal.

soft drink, a nonalcoholic drink, especially a carbon-
ated drink.

sof-ten (sdf'n), v.t. & v.i. [ME. softnen; cf. SOFT & -EN],
to make or become soft or softer.

softening of the brain, 1. degeneration of the brain
tissues into a soft, fatty substance. 2. in popular usage,
loss of mind; dementia.

.

soft-filmed (sdft'find'). adj. in zoology, having fins with
soft rods or rays instead of hard spines.
soft-head (sfift'hed'), n. a stupid or feeble-minded

person; simpleton.
softheart-ed (sdft'har'tid), adj. 1. full .of compassion
or tenderness, 2. not strict or severe, as in discipline or

authority.
soft ie (sfif'ti), n. [pi SOFTIES (-tiz)L [Colloq.], a softy.

soft'ish (sfif'tish), adj. somewhat soft; not hard.

soft palate, the soft, fleshy part at the rear of the roof

of the mouth; velum.
soft-ped-al (sSft'ped'l), v.t. (SOFT-PEDALLED (-Id),

SOFT-PEDALLING], 1, to soften or dampen the tone of

(a musical instrument) by use of a pedal made for this

purpose. 2. [Colloq.J, to tone down; play down; make
less emphatic, less obtrusive, less conspicuous, etc,

soft pedal, a pedal used to soften or dampen the tone
of a musical instrument, as a piano or harp.

soft-shell (sowsheif: for ft., usually s6ft'shel') od[/.

soft-shelled, n. a sott-shelled crab.
soft-swelled (s6t'sheld'), adj. having a soft shell.

soft-shelled crab, a crab at the stage between the

shedding of its old shell and the hardening of the new.
soft-shelled turtle, a mud turtle with a soft, leather-
like shell.

soft-shoe (sdft'shoS'), <*<*/* designating a kind d tap
dancing done without metal taps on the shoes.

soft shoulder, a soft strip of ground along the edge of a
highway.

soft-soap (s6ft'so"p')p v.t. 1. to apply soft soap to.

2. [Colloq.J, to natter.
soft soap, 1. soap in liquid or semifluid form* 2,

[Colloq.J. flattery.
soft-spo-ken (s6ft'spo'k'n) , adj. 1. speaking or spoken
with a soft, low voice. 2. smooth; ingratiating; suave.

soft*wood (s6ft/wood') t n, 1 . any light, easily cut wootL
2. the wood of any tree with true cones. 3* any tree with
soft wood.

soft>y (s6f'ti) n. \pL SOFTIES (-tiz)] [Colloq.]. a person
who is soft or weak in body, character, or mind.

Sog-dl-an (sog'dl-sn), n, f. one of an Iranian people
who lived in Sogdiana. 2. their extinct Iranian
language.
Sogdia-na (sog'di-S'n), n. an ancient land in the
region of modern Uzbekistan, between the Oxus River
and the Syr Darya: it was part of the Persian Empire:
capital, Samarkand,

sojj'gHy (sog^-li), adv. in a soggy manner,
80&*gi'tt6e8 (sog'i-nis), n. the quality or state of being

fft'ty' (iog'i), adj. [SOGGIER (4-Sr), SOGGIEST f!4st)!
l< obit, sog, damp, boggy place: prob. < ON. jf lit, a
iwckfng < base of suck* soak], soft and heavy with
moisture; sodden: soaked; also used figuratively,

So*li0 (sd-htS't s5'n3) n. a French, Italian, ana SwJsi
quarter of London, noted for Its restaurants.
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Sust pig], 1. a soiled spot; stain; smirch. 2. manure
used for fertilizing. 3. filth; excrement. 4. a soiling
or being soiled.

soil (sol), v.t. [OFr. saoler, saouler < L. satullare, to

satiate < satullus, filled (with food), dim. of satur; see

SATURATE), 1. to feed (animals) on soilage. 2. to

purge (animals) by means of green food.

soil-age (soil'ij), n. fsee SOIL (to feed) & -AGE], green

crops cultivated for fodder.
soil pipe, in plumbing, a pipe for carrying off liquid waste
from toilets: distinguished from waste Me.

soil-ure (soil'yoor), n. [ME. soylure; OFr. soillmre (Fr.

souillure) < soillier; see SOIL (to make dirty)], 1 a

soiling, dirtying, or sullying. 2. the result of this;

stain; blot. _
soiree, soiree (swa-rS'), n, [Fr. sotrte < sotr, evening:
L. serum, late time, late hour, neut. of serus, late], an

evening party or gathering.
Sols-sons (sw&'sow'), n. a city in northern France, on
the Aisne River: pop. t 18,000 (1946).

so-ja (so'j9, so'ys), n, [Mod. L. < Sp. & D.; see SOY],
1. the soy bean: also aoja bean. 2. a sauce made from it.

eo-journ (so'jflrn: also, for ., sd-jurn'), v.i, [ME. 50-

journen; OFr. sojorner, sqjourner; LL. +$ubdturnare
t
<

*L. sub-, under + diumus, of a day < dies, day], to live

somewhere temporarily, as on a visit; stay for a while,

n. a brief or temporary stay; visit,
,

soke (sok), n. [ME.; ML. soca; AS. socn t junsdiction,

prosecution < base of secan (< *sokjan)< to seek; cf.

SEEK], in English history, 1. the right to hold court and
dispense justice within a given territory, 2. the terri-

torial jurisdiction of a court.
So-ko to (s6'k5-t50, n. a former kingdom, now a prov-
ince of northern Nigeria, Africa: pop., 1,667000,

So-ko-tra (s54c5'tra) t n* Socotra.
Sol (sol), n. [ME.; L. < *sawol, *saol; IE. base *^weJ-J,
1. the sun. 2. the sun god of the ancient Romans* 3.

in alchemy, gold. ,.*.

sol (s51; Sp. sdl), n. Ipl SOLS (85k); Sp. SOLES (s&'te)]

[Sp., lit., sun: from the radiant sun uwd at a device on
one side], 1. th monetary tinit of Peru, valued at

about 6 cents in 1950. 2. a silver coin of this value,
sol (s51), n, [< L. wive; see GAMUT}, In music, a iylkble
representing the fifth tone of the diatonic icale: see

solfeggio.
sol (sol, sSl), n. (< hydros!, but iaawtium ansodated
with G. sole, brine], a colloidal dispersion in a liquid.

Sol., 1. Solicitor. 2, Solomon,
sot, 1. soluble. 2. solution.

Jao la (s510), adj* [JLJ.femiaino of ioitit*

solace (id%), n. [MB.; OFr* *ola f

* L. id&cium* tf-

tium < $darir to comfort: ? akin to AS. ** Goth,
Sfds; see 8ILLYL 1* am eating of grief* kmtlinMt, dis-

comfort, etc. 2* something that or rtltevts; com-
fort j consolation; rtitl, ir.< ISCMLACED (-tot) , sot-AcrHO),
1. to give solao to? oomfortj coatote. 2, to or

aUay (grief, sorrow, etc.)* $W tee cwnlort,
sol-ace-mcnt (sol'is-mont), n. 1. a solacing. 2. that
which solaces.
soba-na-ceous (sol'o-nS'uhof?), adj. ]< L* solanum.
nl^tilsaddj 4- ^a&ml in Mwiy, of the
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solar system 1387 solicitous

solar system, the sun and all the heavenly bodies
that revolve
around it.

solar year, a
period during
which any
planet makes
one complete
revolution a-

round the sun:
365 days, 5
hours, 48 min-
utes, and 46
seconds is the
length of the
earth's solar

year.
so-la-ti um (so-

IS'shi-sm), n.
SOLATIA

DAYS

[pi
5)1
SOLACE), some-
thing given to
compensate, as
for loss or in-

injury.
sold (sold), past
tense ana past
participle of
sell,

flotder (sodlr)*

r^sfese
IARTH 363 DAYS

MfRCURY 8 DAY*

SOLAR SYSTEM
The diagram shows the approximate
orbits and lengths of the solar years of
the nine planets, with the satellites of
each. The orbit of Jupiter, shown as
the smallest innermost ring in the
upper figure t

is also reproduced as the
outermost rmg in the lower figure in
order to show the orbits of Mars,
Earth, Venus, and Mercury. The
broken line in the orbit of Pluto
indicates where it lies south of the
plane of the ecliptic.

. it, [ME. soudour; OFr. soudwre, souldure
r, io make solid < L. solidare t to make

firm), 1. a metal alloy used when melted for joining
or patching metal parts or surfaces: soft solders melt
easily; hard solders melt only at red heat. 2, figura-
tively, anything that joins or fuses; bond. v.L I, to
join, paten, etc. with solder. 2. to act as a bond be-
tween: hold together; unite* v.i, 1. to become joined
or united as by aolder. 2. to join things with solder.

soldering iron, a pointed metal tool used for melting
and applying solder; it must be heated, as in a flame
or electrically.

uoldering paste, a greaselike flux used in soldering.
01'ttar C&l'jfc), n. [MB. jeMiow, somdiow; QPr.
$Mitr t sondwur < mtd$* M$, a coin, pay < L.
sdidu$t piece of money < sottdus, firm, tolidj, L a man
serving In an army] member of an army, 2. an enlisted

man, M dintingufencd from one holding a warrant or
eommbwton. 3* a man of much military experience or

military skill* 4. a person who works for a specified
cause. 5. a kind ol ant or termite tuwing an enlarged
head and javi and serving as a fighter In defense o!
the colony, twl 1. to mm at a soldwr. 2, to shirk
cat's duty, a$ by making a preterit of working, feign-

*.

v
j?r-li) f adj. of, like, or characteristic d

.
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(e.g., "I seen him" for "I saw him"): see also barbar-
ism, impropriety. 2. a violation of good manners;
breach ol etiquette. 3. a mistake or impropriety.
sole cist (soFa-sist), n. a person who habitually
commits solecisms.

sol e cis-tic (splVsis'tik), adj. 1. of, Hke, or consti-

tuting a solecism. 2. characteristic of a solecist.

sole-ly (sol'H), adv. 1. alone: without another or others:

as, we are solely to blame. 2. only, exclusively, merely,
or altogether: as, he reads solely for enjoyment.

sol emn (sql'dm), adj. [ME. & OFr. solemne, solemfne;
L. sollemnis, sollennis, yearly, annual, hence reli^ous,
solemn (from association with annual religious festivals)
< soUuSt all, entire H- annust year], 1. set aside ac-

cording to ritual or tradition: said especially of reli-

gious ceremonies, festivals, etc.; hence, 2. sacred. 3.

according to strict form; formal, as a ceremony. 4.

serious; grave; deeply earnest. 5. arousing feelings of

awe; very impressive: as, a solemn occasion. 6. somber
because dark in color, SYN. see serious.

solemnity (so-lem'no-fi
7
) , v.t [SOLEMNIFIBD (-fid'),

SOLBMNIFYING], to make solemn.
8o-lem-ni ty (sa-lem'na-ti), n. [pi SOLEMNITIES (-tiz)J,
(MB, soUmpnete; OPr. solemmte; L. sollemnitas], L
solemn ceremony, formality, ritual, etc. : as, the solem-

nity of the coronation, a feast day marked by many
solemnities* 2. solemn feeling, character, or appearance;
serious or awesome quality; impressiveness; gravity.
3. in law, a formality needed to validate an act, etc.

sol em-nl-za-tlon (sorom-ni-za'shsn.sorom-nl-za'shan) ,

n. a solemnizing or being solemnized.
sol-em-nize (soVom-nlzO* *>* [SOLEMNIZED (-oizdO,
SOLEMNIZING), [ME. solemfnisen; OFr, solemniser; ML.
solemniwre < L. sollemms; see SOLEMN], 1. to cele-
brate with formal ceremony or according to ritual, as a
religious holiday. 2. to perform (a ceremony) : as, the
marriage was solemnised* 3. to make serious or grave.
SYN, see celebrate.

so lenoid (sSla-noidO, n. [Fr, soltndtde < Gr. stilen, a
channel -|- eidos, a form], a coil of wire carrying an elec-

tric current and having the properties of a magnet;
solenoids mgulat th timing of aircraft machine guns
fired through the propeller arc.

80-le-nol clal (sd'b-nol'dl), adj\ of or acting as a sole-

noid.

So-lent, The (so"1nt) & channel between England and
the Isle of Wight.
So-leure (sft'lirOt w Soiothurn: the French name.
$olfa (s51W), n. [It sol/a: sol + fa two of the ttotea

of th gamut], L th syllables do (formerly t**), re, mi.

/a, wl,la it (formerly si), do (or ***) us@a to ra#r$emi
the tones of a scale, regardless of its key. 2, th use Of
these syllables, as in vocal exercises, v.t. & ia* [SOL-
FAED (fidOi SOL*FAXNGL to sing (a scale, phrase, or

song) to th* tol-fa sylkbtos.
sol-ta ist (s5rfl%t) f n a person
tiol*te'tA*ni (dl'flUl'rt). n* fit <
mJ/ur], a voteank vnt r fimir givi# of owy vapors,
especially
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solution

eo He i tude (se-Hs'e-t5od', sa-Hs'9-tudO, n. [MB.; L.

sollieitudo], I. the state of being solicitous; care, coa-

cern, etc.; sometimes, excessive care or concern. 2. pi,

causes of care or concern. SYN. see care.

sol-id (sol'id), adj. [ME. & OFr. solide; L. soJufrw],

1. offering some resistance to pressure; not easily

changed in shape; relatively firm or compact: distin-

guished from liquid, gaseous. 2. ailed with matter be-

neath the surface; not hollow. 5. in or of length,

breadth, and thickness; cubic: as, a solid yard of con-

crete. 4. substantial; firm; strong; sound: as, a solid

structure, solid reasoning, a solid citizen. 5. serious;

not superficial or trivial: as a solid problem, 6. com-

plete; thoroughgoing: as, solid satisfaction. 7. haying
no breaks or divisions: as, a solid line of fortifications,

a solid word. 8. characterized by no pauses or inter-

ruptions: as, he talked for two solid hours. 9. a) of one

or the same color, material, or consistency throughout,

ft) containing no more alloy than is specified by law to

insure hardness: said of gold, etc. 10. characterized by
or showing complete unity: unanimous: as, a solid vote

for world government. 11. thick or dense in appear-
ance or texture, as fog, etc. 12. real; genuine. 13.

[Colloq,], firm or dependable in views, sympathy,
partisanship, etc. 14. lColloq.1, having a firmly favor-

able or good relationship. 15. [Slang], very good;
excellent: as, a solid dance band. 16.

t
in printing,

having no lead separators between the lines of type:

opposed to open. n. La substance that offers some
resistance to pressure and is not easily changed in

shape: distinguished from gas, liquid. 2. an object or

figure having or represented as having length, breadth,
and thickness. SYN. see firm.

sol I da go (sol'i-dS'go'), n. [Mod. L. < L. solidary to

strengthen: in reference to its supposed healing powers],

any of a number of related plants with plumelike dus-
ters of tiny, usually yellow flowers; goldenrod.

solid angle, an angle formed at a point where three or

or agreement of all elements or mdividuals, as of a

group; complete unity, as of opinion, purpose* interest,

feeling, etc. SYN. see unity.

- _. . .. ...

solidified.

-lid'a-fiOt. v'** * *>* [SOLIDIFIED (-f!d')
, [after Fr. soUdifier], L to make or

firm, hard, compact* etc. 2, to crystallize.

s-lid'Q-ti), it. [Fr. soUditt; L. soliditas], 1.

or condition of being solid ; firmness, sound-
ness, etc. 2. in f<w*0ry, volume,
those Southern States traditionally re*

Hdly supporting the Dempcmtle Party,
8ol4.~du8lsol'i-<3[9s), n.,Jpl*SOLIDI wRk ILL,}, 1. a

gold coin of the Late Roman Bmplre, valued at about
three dollars: later called bezant. 2, a medieval money
of account worth twelve denarii: abbreviated in M e.d.

3. the slant line (/), originally the old long 9 (/), ued to

separate shillings from pence, as 7/6, or as a dividing
line in fractions, dates, etc.

sol-i-fld-i-an (sol'a-fid'i-an), n. [< L. solus, alone 4*

fides, faith], in theology, a person who believes that faith

alone, without works or merit, insures salvation*

80-lU-o-quiat (s0-lil'a-kwist), n* a person who solilo-

so HI o-qulze (sa-lil'a-kwizO. v,L [SOLILOOUIZED
(-kwizov), SOLILOQUIZING], to talk to oneself; deliver a
soliloquy. v*t. to utter in or as a soliloquy*

so HI o-quy (s9-lil'9-kwi), n. fiHL sc-nx>^W (*kwf)].
[LL. sollloqnlum < I/. $ol$, alone -f loM, to epeelcj,
L an act or instance of talking to oncwlf. 2. Ifaee in a
drama in which a character revmw hi* thought* to the
audience but not to the other character* by peaking
as if to himself.
So H mtfes (f^'le-moVizh'), it, the Amazon River above
its juncture with the Rio Negro: Brazilian name.

8oHp-8ism (sol'ip-siz'm), n. f< L. solus, alone -f ipst.
self ; -f -tow), in Philosophy* i- ^ theory that the i3f
can m aware of nothing wit its own tpriec@* and
itates; hence, 2. the theory that nothing exists or is

reel but the self*

sol-ip slat (sol'ip-sist), it. a believer in solipsism.
noi'l^yira CiolVtftr'. ol'a-tfcr')* n>l<JKTSrL.: ft,

Mtitalrt; L* soHterixs; tee sotmusttj. L qmoeJiy. a
hermit or recluse. 2 a single gem, especially a dia-

mond, eet by itself, M in a ring. 3. any of several

games, eipecsftlly curd game*, played by one peitKWu
ftSfotftT'f'ly CsolVtlrVp), fo m w to be foUtaary,
#ol i tiir I mw* (ioFa-ttrl-Els), It* the state or quality

fcwing eotitary.
oil tar y (wl^-lerl), adj. {MB, ,^r7firj>; OFr. j^telfir;
L, wfihirias < fO/H4. Alon#)f I. living or b^irtg alom*.
2* wllhcmsl othtri; nnly: m* a n&litary I

J. by m tack of com-
panions. 4, louttfy; rt-mote; ttttfrerju^n

place. 5. done in solitude, n. [pi. SOLITARIES (-iz)] f

1. a person who lives by himself and away from others;

especially, a hermit, 2. [Colloq.], solitary confinement.
SYN. see alone, ainftlc.

solitary confinement, confinement of a prisoner m a

place separate from all other prisoners so that he has
contact with no human being other than his jailers:

usually a form of extra punishment for misconduct.
soM-tude (sol'9-tood', solVtild

7
). n. [ME.; OFr.; L.

solitudo < solus, alone]. 1. the state of being solitary,
or alone: seclusion; isolation; remoteness. 2. a lonely
or secluded place.
SYN. solitude refers to the state of one who is completely
alone, cut off from all human contact, and sometimes stresses

the loneliness of such a condition (the solitude of a hermit) ;

isolation suggests physical separation from others, often an

involuntary detachment resulting from the force of circum-

stances (the isolation of a forest ranger); seclusion suggests
retirement from intercourse with the outside world, as by
confining oneself to a home, an asylum, etc.

8oMer-et (sol'r-et sol'Sr-et')/ n. [OFr. soleret, dim. of

soler, a shoe < sole; see SOLE (of a shoe)], a kind of shoe
worn with a suit of armor and made of overlapping
hinged steel plates: see armor, illus.

sol mlza tlon (sol'mi-zS'shan), f*. [Fr, < solmlser, to
sol-fa < sol 4- mi, two of the notes of the gamut], the
act or practice of using a system of syllables, especially
the sol-fa syllables, in singing the tones of a scale.

So-lo (s5'15), n, Surakarta.
so-lo (s5'15), n. \PL SOLOS (45z); rarely sou (1S)],

[It, < L. solus, alone]. 1. a musical piece or passage
to be played or sung by one person, with or without

accompaniment. 2. an airplane flight made by a pilot

alone, without any passengers orInstructor. 3. any
performance by one person alone. 4* any card game
m which there are no partners, adj* L arranged for
or performed by a single voice or instrument. 2.

performing a solo, 3, made or done by one person,
v.i. in aviation, to make a solo flight, especially one's
first,

soloist (so'lo-ist), it. a person who performs a tolo,

Sol o-mon (solVman), [LL. Solomon, Salomon: Gr,

Solomon, Salomon; Heb. Mdmdh* lit, peaceful <
shSlom, peace), a masculine name: diminutive* Sol,

it. L the son of David and king of Israel m the IOth
century B.C.: he built the nrit Tempi and w noted
for Ms wisdom: hence, 2. a very wise man: wfe.
Solomon Inlands, a group of Mauds in the Pacific, east
of New GniJ ****, 14,800 q* ml; pop* 93,000;

Bougaiiivill. Buka, and small wjAtJiwuMls form
part of tiba Amttralian Territory of New Guinea; other
islands are a Britiah protectorate.

Sol o monVeea! (soIVmeniHielO, n. [trim!, of ML.
sigillum Satomonis: so called prob. from markings on
the rootstock], any of a number of related plant;; with

betl<xehaped lowers and black or blue fruit,

Solomon'8 aeal, m mystic symbol in the form of t :;ix-

pointed atari cf. Star of David.

So Ion (etfteot *10) n I, AUiedMi tUtettmui and
lawgiver; 63S-559 KCLfteouM ttM m0eratio laws
of Athens; hence, 2, [sometimes ], a wlte man,
especially a la>wmakr*
eo long, [tdd to bo folk ctym, <

^ ^ ttorthwtitern
tzerland, ot* the Aw* Rivwj po$* iSfOW; French

solstice (soKitii)* m (MB.; OFr.; L, .wlMitium < id!,

the -sun 4- sixters, to to atand fill < fluff, Iti

stand], 1. ithr d two point:; on the jnui's ^t-Uptir at
which It ie ferthett north of tetheet touih c( the
ennator, 2. thu time at which th ME eithtr
of tteee two o^ats: tee eutnwr eeietioei winter

'

t

a furthi'Ht puinl, turning point, or point

W, eW-J< *{*f l*t *.
., <>C <>r enamel <-n;.tic m ft

ttMP 2. tjik iiig place tt or
Vlm

p^ l^lWWt
fa a

fft.

GFr. < 1* < M f
Ml St>LVK|, I* flw iti6 met ft* M!, or



solvability 1389 somniferous
answer, etc.: as, the solution of a mystery. 3. the act
or process of dispersing one or more substances in
another, usually a liquid, so as to form a homogeneous
mixture; a dissolving. 4. the state or fact of being dis-
solved. 5. a homogeneous molecular mixture, usually
a liquid, so produced: as, a solution of sugar and water.
6. a separation or breaking up, as into component
parts; dissolution: break; breach. 7. in medicine, a)
the termination of a disease. &) the crisis of a disease.

c) a drag in watery solution; medicine in liquid form.
Abbreviated sol.

solv-a-blM-ty (sol'va-bil'd-ti), n. capability of being
solved.

solv-a-ble (sol'vs-b'l), adj. 1. that can be solved, as a
problem. 2. that can be dissolved.

Sol-vay, Ernest (sol'vE), 1838-1922; Belgian chemist.

Solvay process, a process developed by Solvay for
making soda (sodium carbonate) by treating common
salt (sodium chloride) with ammonia and carbon di-
oxide.

solve (solv), v.t. [SOLVED (solvd), SOLVING), [ME. solven;
L. solver* (for se-luere) t to loosen, release, free < $-,
apart 4- luere, to let go, set free), 1. to find or provide
a satisfactory answer or explanation lor; make clear;
explain, 2. to find or provide a satisfactory solution for
(a problem),

sol-ven'Cy (sol'von-si), n. a solvent state or quality.
aol-vent (solvent) . ad/. [L. solvens, ppr. of solvere, to
loosen; see SOLVE), 1. able to pay all one's debts;
meeting all financial responsibilities. 2. that can dis-
solve another substance; used for dissolving, n. 1. a
substance used for dissolving another substance. 2.

something that solves or explains; solution.
Sol way firth (sol'wl furth), an arm of the Irish Sea,
between England and Scotland: length, 38 mi,
Sol y man (sol'i-mon), see Sukflman,
so ma (s5'm) n, [pi. SOMATA (-m-t)J, [Mod. L, < Or.
$ma t body], the entire body of an animal or plant,
with the exception of the jerm cells.

S<> mail (so-mu'H, tuvma'li), n. [pi SOMALI, SOMALIS
(*Hss)] I, member of a group of Hmmitic tribe* living
in and near Somalihmd. 2. their Oushitic language.

st-mEli-land'),
gioa la eastern Africa, on the Gulf of Aden and the
Indian Ocean: tee French Somulilttnd, Italian Somall-
hmd, and SonuiHIantl protectorate,
SomaliUmd Protectorate, a British protectorate in
tauten* Afrfe% on the Gulf of Aden: area, 68,000 sq,

rni.jpop.. 700^000 ttt. 1047); capital, Berbers; also

HO nuit-ic (i54n*t'tk), adj. [Or, $&m&tik&$ < stma, the
bodyl, 1. of the body, as distingiiishod from the soul,

mind, or psyche; corporeal; physical. 2. in biolaity, of
the aoauu 3. in anatomy & *xwty. of the framework
or miter walla of th body, * dititiiiguuihed from the.

viicm; parietal. S1W, Me bodily.
omfttic cfcll, any of th of an orgauJsm that be-
coat difTerentiaUnl into tht ttouat* organs* etc, of the

body: to prtfi all,
o mil to- (lOTtM-to* f9'mft-t) (< Or, sfima, Mmatos,
bodyj a coiiibiniiH! form fKUWUmf ftcwiv, m 10

tofofy wmattiplasm; itlno, baton* a vuwd,
<> mii-to !<>|i ic (5taf*t*-lo}

lik). adj. of so
<> mii-to-lojii'i ail (sa'm,>-t^k>j'i-k

f

l), adj. .

o ma-toto fty (ifo^ma-tuK,)-;*}. n, {svmato- 4- -Logy],
I, tm with the proiH^rtks of organic

2. tii<' hriiticti of anthropology that: <I<'alB with
fmittrf wd etinrm'teririticH of man,

). is* (somaio-
ft ted? Cf1 a aistinguifi

from that of a oE

1,

pr*^mnl
sombrero

. ,
o

> vwvMmv^nvOTv^vw^r T
mjiwti r hew t
F 3. riKWti ,*M to** W"WJ*

,,,,^|? CC VI W*ttl tttJBWw* * '--'ar-ff--, __,_,
etc.; m WiiL^f^ ftgh^ ^raf>i U a

Mrtnte Mm tisr onff w^t ij^nlpiil (Qf nMM{ MttMk Mit curM Mii ml ww wi jfc*Mi^ -fc'-

distinguished from the rest. adv. 1. approximately j

about: as, some twenty persons. 2, [Colloq.], some-
what: as, the snow is some deeper than yesterday. 3.

[Colloq.], to a great extent or at a great rate: as, you'll
have to travel some to get there on tinae.
-some (sam), [AS. -sum < base of $ame] t a suffix mean-
ing like, apt or tending to (be), as in lonesome, tiresome.some (samX [AS. sum; see SOME], a suffix meaning in
(a specified) number, as in threesome,

-some (som), [< Gr. sthna, body], a combining form
meaning body, as in chromosome.
somebody (sum/bud 'i, sum'bod'i, stim'bod-'i), n. \pl.
SOMEBODIES (-iz)], a person of importance, pron. a
person unknown or not named; some person; someone.
someday (sum'da"'). <*dv> at some future day or time.
some how (sum'hou') adv in a way or by a method
not known, stated, or understood: as, somehow they
have solved the problem.
somehow or other, somehow.

some-one (sum'wun', sum'won), pron* somebody.
som er sault (sum'Sr-s&lt'), n. faltered < OFr. sombre-
sault, soubresault < L. supra, over 4- salius, a leap], an
acrobatic stunt performed by turning the body one
full revolution forward or backward, Keels over head:
often used figuratively, as of a complete reversal of
opinion, sympathies, etc. v*L to perform a somer-
sault. Also summersault, somerset, summerset.
Som-er-set (sum'eY-set'), n. Somersetshire.
som-er set (sum'^r-set'), n. & u-i". somersault.
Som-er set-shire (sum'eY-set-sluV), n. a county of
southwestern England, on the Bristol Channel: pop,,
513,000 (est 194% county seat, Taunton.
Som er-ville (sum'er-vil'). n. a city in Massachusetts,
near Boston: pop.. 102,000.
some-thing (sunrthiaj), n. 1. a thing not definitely
known, understood, or identified; some undetermined
thing: as, there's something sinister in his laugh. 2.

some thing or things, definite but unspecified: as, he
has something to show for his efforts. 3, an important
person or thing, adv. to some extent; somewhat.
some-time (sum'tmi') , adv. 1. at some time not known
or specified; at some time or other. 2. at some un-
specified time in the future, 3* [Rare], sometimes. 4.

[Archaic], formerly; at some time in the past, ad!/,

having been formerly (as specified); former: as, a
sommm leader of the grouo,
some-times (sum'ttoasO, adv. 1. at times! on various
occasions; occasionally. 2. [Obs,], formerly; at some
time in the past.
some-way (mim'w') adv. in some way or manner: also
some way.
some ways (mim'waK'). adv, someway.
some-whut (Kum'hwat/, sum'wot), n. 1. some portion,
part, amount, dipree, or thing. 2, an Important per-
son or thing* adv. to some extent; in some degree; a
little; rathtr; Ai, he was $0mwkat tardy,
some-where (sum'hwtr)f adv. L in, to, or at some
place not known or specified. 2, at some unspecified
point to amount, degree, time. etc. (with about or in) :

as, somewhere about eight o'clock* n* an unspecified
or undtt^ind place,
aome-wherea (sum'hwltrz'); adv. [Chiefly Dial], some-
where: in general usa. considered sulecistic.

some whlth-er (surn'hwi/Vgr), adv. [Archaic], 1. to
plsoei liowMiwJtiww!* 2* Ilk sooEie dpbrwstioiDu

lz'), adv. [Archaic], in some way or to
illy pf^oKwd by in)*

o-ml-ta (sQ'mi-t'l), adj. of or characterized by a
somite or sottiites.

so-mlte (sa'imt). % J< Or. soma, body; -f -itel t any
ol the laitgitudinal of segment3 into which the

body of certain orgvuimi, m tib0 arthropods is

divi<le4, 2. a ilnlkr Mmmt in the hiiixwi embryo.
80 mit Ic (^-niit'tk). adj. ^rnitnl,
Somme (gum: Fr. mm)* n, a river in northern France,
flowing into the BiMlsh Channel: length, 150 mi.

sooi nam-bu hint ^0m*iuinn)yoo*tat) ad], having
tho Btibbit ol 0isftiiyipfflilwi.liitiisis

aom nam bu-Uite (som-niiiu'byao-ilt'), v.i. I^OMNAM-
^}t MMAMBULATINOi f< L.MmHiaf 4*

. pi>. of ambulare, 10 wftlk1 to get tip and mo
it tnuiciiik white v*t, u> walk

some wise (

-Ut tlon

aom nam bu la tor fiom*mm%yoo-lil
r
if) a



stramific

somnus, sleep + ferre, to bring, bear; -1- -ons], inducing
sleep; soporific.

sonci-nif-ic (som-nif'ik), adj. [L. somnificus < somnus,
sleep 4- facere, to make], somniferous,
som nil-o-quist (som-nil'a-kwist), n. [< somniloquy +
-ist], a person who talks while asleep.

som-nil-o-quy (som-nil's-kwi), n. [< L. somnus, sleep -f

loqui, to speak], 1. the habit or act of talking while

asleep. 2. the words spoken by a person while asleep.
som no-lence (som'nQ-lsns), n. [ME. & OPr. sompno-
lence; L. somnolentia < somnolentus; see SOMNOLENT],
sleepiness; drowsiness.

som-iio-len-cy (som'ns-lon-si), n. somnolence.
som-no-lent (som'no-bnt) , adj. [OPr. sompnolent; L.
somnolentus < somnus, sleep], 1. sleepy; drowsy. 2. in-

ducing drowsiness. ~SYN. see sleepy.
Som nus (som'nas), n. [L., sleep], in Roman mythology,
the god of sleep.
son (sun), n. [ME, sone, sune; AS. ^TMWZ^; akin to G.
sohn; IE. *s/<n#-$, lit., the child-bearing, the birth <
base *seu~, to give birth to, produce], 1. a male child
in relation, to his parents or parent. 2. any male
descendant. 3. a) a son-in-law, b) an adopted male
child,

f
4. any male person considered as the product

of a given school, cause, native land, etc. 5. an affec-

tionate or familiar form of addrcSvS to a boy or man,
as used by an older person. Abbreviated s.

the Son, Jesus Christ, second person of the Trinity.
so nance (so'nans) , n. 1 , sonant quality or state. 2. [Obs.],

fl) a sound. 6) a tune. -~~*SYN. see sound.
so-nant (so'nsnt), adj. [L. sonans, sounding, ppr. of

sonare, to sound], 1. of sound. 2. having sound; sound-
ing. 3. in phonetics, voiced: opposed to surd, voiceless.
n. in linguistics, 1. a voiced speech sound. 2. a speech
sound used in any given language as a syllabic: opposed
to consonant. 3. in Indo-European, a sonorant.
so-nar (so'nar), n. [sound navigation ranging], an ap-
paratus that transmits high-frequency sound waves m
water and registers the vibrations reflected back from
an object, used in detecting submarines, locating
schools of fish, finding depths of oceans, etc.

so-na-ta (sa-n&'t), TL [It, lit., a sounding < L, sonart,
to sound; orig, applied to an instrumental composition
as opposed to cantata, lit., something sung; cf. CAN-
TATA]* an extended instrumental composition for piano
or for some other solo instrument or instruments, often
with piano accompaniment: it is usually in three or
four movements having a unity of subject and style
but differing in tempo, rhythm, and melody,
sonata form, a complex form of musical composition,
typically used for the first movement of a sonata, sym-
phony^ concerto, etc., and consisting basically of an
exposition (or statement), development, and recapitu-
lation (or restatement), -usually followed by a coda.

so na ti na (sonVtS'n. sd'na-tS'na), n. [It, dim, of
sonata], a short or simplified sonata*

aoi*der-cliis$ (oix'dSr-T4as' *oaMfr4dlO< * t< &
$<mdw> separate, special; akin to Bag. snnmn, any of a
class of small, narrow raanf yacto of extremely %ht
wpAioexaeat, limited isa dimewons, MU area, eto.

song (sojj), a, [MB, oftf; AS. 9ong, sam$ (akta to O.
$QM&) < iU. owe of dtefa*, to- sing (cf. SING)), 1, tto
act or tot of singing: as, he broke into song, 2. a piece
Of totiac'iwg

1 6r as if for lifigtag. 3, at) poetry; vme.
&) a relatively short metrical composition for, or auit-

i able lor, tinging, as a ballad or simple lyric* 4,i a
musical sound like singing; as, the nong of the lark.

I39Q soothly

pknation, that is pointless or evasive.
song-bird (sdn'WirdOr n. 1. a bird that makes vocal
sounds resembling music, 2. a woman singer.

song-ful Cs6x)'fool7, adl. full of song; melodious,
Son^-ka (sor/kt'}., n. Songkoi
Songkol (iorj'koi'}, n. a river flowing from Humtaa,
southwestern China, into the Gtilf of Tonkin: length,
c. 500 mi.; also Soagkas English name, JRtf Riwr,

song-less (sdnlli), adj. L without siting, X na^fote
to sing,

Sbbf <*f Solomon, a book of the Old Testament cwa-
sttttBg of a love poem, dramatic and lyrical la char-
acter, traditionally ascrily ascribed to SolonaoeE
S. of Sol. : also called Canticles, Song of Songs.

song sparrow, a common North American sparrow
known as a songbird,

soag-ster (sdn'sifr),
n, [ME. w*fsfar; AS, m$4m$n;

cf. SONG & -iiwfcj. \ * aingr, 1 witor d or
poems, 3. a songbira,

song.atresjs (sdfj%tris) f n. t a wornm* iingw, 1 a
woman who writes soiigs 0r pona

song thrush, the mavlsf a European KjjMblrd.

o^c (son%), ird!/, (< L. *>**f. mnd; ^ -*l 1. ol
or having to do with KmiMi X or of aMwl equal to the pmi of Hound (about l tOS7 foot pwrond or 74! in ties per hour),

sonic boom, an exploahro iwond by tb
0ciotrnti!tttion of pressure In t wavt praeadliiff j ir-
plttiie traveling it or above tha ipeedlrf

this wave touches the ground, the variation in pressure
is experienced as a loud report.

so-nii-er-ous (so-nif'er-os) , adj. [< L. sonus, a sound; -f

-ferous], carrying or producing sound.
son-in-law (sun''n-16') n- iPl * SONS-IN-LAW], the hus-
band of one's daughter.
son-net (son'it), n. [Fr.; It. sonnetto; Pr. sonel, dim. of

son. a sound, song < L. sonus, a sound!, a poem nor-

mally of fourteen lines in any of several fixed verse and
rhyme schemes, typically in rhymed iambic pentameter:
sonnets characteristically express a single theme or

idea: see Petrarchan sonnet, Shakespearean sonnet.
v.t. & v.L to write sonnets (about).

son-net-eer (son'o-teY'), n. [sonnet + -eer], 1. a person
who writes sonnets. 2, any^minor or inferior poet: used

contemptuously. v*t. & v.i. to sonnet.

son-ny (sun'i), n. [pi. SONNIES (-iz) ^little son: used in

addressing any young boy in a familiar way.
son of Adam, any man or boy.
son of a gun, [Slang], I, a person or thing regarded
angrily, contemptuously^ indulgently, familiarly, etc.

2. an interjection expressing surprise, annoyance, etc.

Son of Goa (or Man), Jesus Christ,

so-nom-e-ter (so-nom'o-tgr), n, [< L, sonus, a sound; -f-

-meter], 1. an instrument used in the study of sound
and pitch through measurement of the vibrations of

sound-producing bodies. 2. an audiometer.
So-no-ra (so'-nd'ni), n. a state of northwestern Mexico,
on the Gulf of California: area, 70,477 sq. mi.; pop,,
364,000; capital, Hermosillo.
so-no-rant (so-n6r'smt r so-n5'ront), n, in phonetics* a
voiced consonant that is sufficiently sonorous to be
used, like a vowel, as a syllabic sound: /. m, n, and r

are often so used in the final unstressed syllables of

English words,
so-nor-i'ty (aa-ndr'o-ti, sa-nor'-ti), n. {pi SONORITIES
(-tiz)], [< Pr, or LL.; Pr. $onorit$; L*L, satwrifas] t

quality, state, or instance of being sonorous; raionance.
sonorous (so-n6r'os; chiefly Brit. aon'Sr-os), adj. [L,
sonorus < sonor, a sound, ain], 1. producing or capable
of producing sound, especially sound of full, deep. tr
rich quality; resonant, 2, full, deep, or rich; Haul of
sound. 3, having a powerful, impressive sound; high-
sounding: as, sonorous prose.
son-ship (sun'ship), n, [nee -SHIP], the fact, state, or
relation of being a non.

son-sy, son-sie (son'si), adj* [< dial sons*, prosperity,
plenty < Scot, Gael. 50nas. gacxl fortune; -|- -y),

[Scot, Irish, & N. Eng, Dial], t, lucky, 2, buxom;
handsome: pleasing, 3. comfortable, 4, good-natured.
Soo (Canals), Sault Sainto Marie Canals,
SoO'Chow (soo'chou'; Chin. sWB'j* n a city in Kkngsu
province, eastern China; pop., 260,000.
$oon (suon), adv. [ME, .sane; AS. xona, at once; akin to
OHO. tOn; the AS. form is prob. < sow, at noon as +
a, ever; cf, Goth, suwajw, like, equivalent tol, 1, in a
thort time (after a time specified or uuclwmtood);
shortly: before long; at, do come to nee us soon* 2.

promptly; quickly: as, I'll come M sotm m $KMtIbto.
3. aaa of time; early: at, but you cftme no soonf
4 readily; willingly; m I would juat M smn st*y home
at go. S. [Obi,], at omce; immediately,
bad to^Btr, would r&tttr; would prefer to.
o0ar or later* inevitably; tventuaUy,

soonar (6%a%} n. [SUng), I. any pinon who
oecttplti hom^tMf! land. M $ the werara united
8tatee b^ore the authoriacd tkiti for doing no, thud
guining an unfair advikottge m cholet locution;
nence, 2. anyone who sn umair over
othert by doing something before the proper time,
3. [S-], a native or iah&bitant of Okkhonm,
Soong CocM3) n. the name of a promintnt Chitveee
family whote membent include Cning-ung (IwO- ),

the widow f Sim Yat-m, nd -
) t the

ort (tool; tap o/kf* a* (MB. * AS, Ml; akin to
MIX IB. *Me%, to t, aMO m L iiie>ff,

to sit (cf, MNMUA); "what black
wubetasM* of fanned
by the incomplete of burning matttf* i^*t
to cover, iwil or treat with
sooth (ftdftth), 4I* (Ml, e> AS. MIA < %UA (cf. );

irkjn to ON. iif true; 11, %f* to toe (of* AH, ii|,
in form *M, %A^ taen ato in !> being.g3*

that k1

!, I, (ArolufeL tmt or ml. 1
|Pftk| n* lArewtel, tfiith; fact*
in aocnh, lAmiloL ill truth; truly.

I). Lf |nxmiif> |Mit
ii A,&( jofAliHw < )Mf<!i twttli |w* wwrwii orig*

_ ., _ . j "to to ot tmeM |, l^ to or com-M w
mollify* JL |0 iiilsy of ri*1i**vt*t tt pulii* iwitiiiiifflf j I^Mft*

.
. Jto toqlhiS

n^Hfe'lr

pyyhiSSESr*
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soothsay soritical

soothsay (sooth'sa'), v.L [SOOTHSAID (-sed'), SOOTH-
SAYING], to make predictions; foretell, it. a prediction

sooth-say.er (sooth'su'Sr), n [MB. soC, sothseyere, one who
speaks the truth], 1 . a pcrson'who predicts or pretends
to foretell the future. 2. the mantis.

sooth-say :ing (sooth'sa'iri), n. [< sooth + saying, lit.,
truth telling], 1. a predicting, or foretelling. 2. a pre-
diction, or prophecy.

soot-i-ness (soot'i-nis: less often, soot/i-nis), n. the
quality or condition of being sooty.

soot-y (sootfij less often, soot'i). adj. [SOOTIER (-i-ir),
SOOTIEST (-i-ist)), [ME. soti; AS. sotig; cf. SOOT & -y],
1. of ^or like soot. 2. covered or soiled with soot.
3.3. dark-brown or black; dark; dusky.
op (sop), n. [ME. sofpe; AS. sopp < base of supan (cf.

piece of food, as bread, soaked in milk,

sop
SUP)], 1. a
gravy, etc. *. o; aomeinmg given as a reward, con-
cession, or appeasement, bj a bribe. 3. a milksop.
v,t, [SOPPED (sopt), SOPPINGI, [AS. soppian < the n.\,
1. to soak, steep, or saturate in or witn liquid, 2. to
take up, as water, by absorption (usually with up).
iu. 1. to souk or oo8o (with m, etc.); said of a liquid.
2, to be* or become thoroughly wet.
SOP, &OP| in military usave, standing (or standard)
operating procedure: cf. standing order.

sop., Hoprano,
So-pht-a (ip-flto, ifl'fU), (< Or, sophia, skill, intelli-

gence, wuiuom < $opho$* wise], a fominin name: dimin-
utive, Sophy: variant, Sophia

So*phi* (uT/H). a feminine name; see Sophi,
opn'Um.Cftof'fc'm), it. [ME. sopkime; OPr. sophisms ;

LI,*, sophism* ; Or. $pki$m& < mphimsthm, to play the
tiophittt < sophtis* clever, skillful, wise], a clever and
plausible- but faliaciou* argument or form of reasoning,
whether or not intended to deceive; fallacy or ophiitry,

soph-lit (aof'fct), u IFr, sophist; I, sophist; Or. so-
pki&tts, wie man: ee* SOPHISM), t, [often S-j. in ancient
Greece, any of a group of ttmcneri of rhetoric, politics,
philosophy, etc,, nome of whom were notorious for their
clever, upeciouii argument*. 2. a learned person* 3,
any pisricm practicing clever, S|cicms reaeoning.

r), n*aoph'Mt'r (Hof'U-tftr
bin necood CJM
sophist*?) at certain
o-phlS'tlc (

1. a sophfat. 2, a student in
*r gopMttw) or third ymr (^titior
ritten universities,

phiatical.
[< L. wphitiUus; Or.

< mpklsUs, wiee man, sophist), t. of or
cliftrwtic erf Nophtete or uophlstry; wince, 2. clever
or piauiifbto but uiwottncl and tending to mislead ; as, a

al araument, 3, wiphiitry,
l'Cl'iy (w-fiit'ti-k'W, -ft'tik4i), <^v to a to

tiophiiitieal; in a tophintical manner,
t**kaV; /*o, /or . wfi'U-kit),
(44). lIIITICAfIHOL [ME. JO-

< ML. pp. ol mpfamimn < L.

ophitttaalj, L to ohamw from a xwturai
simple, or tc. j snak artificial or worldly-

2 to ccirmpt or 3. to inakt ipro
by wktur wr idlttlttrlii. 4 to alter (a tout* tie.)
without authority}

|

t#.l to uw tophuitical

O'p&ti*<mt*!id
(ml 1 . Ivy f

to tw d! trim
twit 3, for

ir.t Uou H* Pi,
i; ML f0MtlHlH I, mMNtoy. ft

or of 3, tfi qM hrift^

mph Jn try (w%4rp }
n. lf>L (4ri}i (

Orr. L tin -Mtiiui r

but elrvtr. 0mtiibfo and lurtiummt of

ol
or futterat-

ly; 2,

so-po-rif-er-ous (sopVrif'Sr-os, so'pa-rif'^r-as), atf;. [<
L. soporifer < sopor, sleep + ferre, to bringj, soporific.

so<po-rif-fc (sop's-rif'ik, sS'ps-rif'ik), ad>'. [< L. so/>or,
sleep ; + -fie], 1. causing or tending to cause sleep. 2. of
or characterized by sleep or sleepiness, n. something,
as a drug, that causes sleep.

sop-ping (sop'irj), adj. [ppr. of sop], thoroughly wet;
drenched; soaking.
sop-py (sop'i), adj. [SOPPIER (-i-^r), SOPPIEST (~i~ist)J,
1. sopping. 2. rainy. 3. [British SlangJ, too senti-
mental.

so-gra-no (so-pran'o, sa-prS'no), n. [pi. SOPRANOS (-02,
-noz), SOPRANI (-prS'ne)], [It. < sofra (L. supra),
above], in music, 1. the highest singing voice, or
women and^boys, usually ranging two octaves or more
up from middle C. 2. a singer with such a range.
3. a part for such a voice, adj. of, for, or having tne
range of, a soprano. Abbreviated sop., S., s,

so-ra (so'ro), n. [? < Am. Ind. name], a wading bird of
the rail family, small and short-billed: also aora rail.

So-ra-ta (so-ra'ta), n. Illampu, a mountain in Bolivia.
Sorb (0rb), n. [G. Sorbe; of Slav, origin; cf. SERB], one
of an old Slavic people, ancestors of the Wends.
sorb (sflrb), n. [Pr, sorbe; L. sorbum, serviceberry,
sorbus, service tree], I. any of a number of European
trees of the apjjle family. 2. the fruit: also sorb apple,
Sor bi an (s6r'bi-an), adj. of the Sorbs or their language,
n* 1. the West Slavic language of the Sorbs; Wendish.
2. a Sorb.
Sor-bonne (adr-bon'; Fr. sSr'bftn'), n, [Pr., after the
founder, Robert de Sorbon (1201-1274), chaplain of
LOUIH IX], 1. a former theological college in Parh,
established about the middle of the 13th century, 2.
the seat of the faculties of letters and science (and
until late in the 19th century, of theology) of the
University or Paris.

sor-cerer (s6r'a8r~$r), n, [extended < ME. sarctr; OPr.
sorrier, sorcerer < LL. *$0rtiariu$, on who throws or
declares a lot < L. sars, sortis, a lot], a person who
practices sorcery: magician; wizard,

sor-cer-ws (sdr'tir-is) , n* a female aorcarer; witch,
aOT'CW'OUS (sdr'sSr-98) adj. of, having th nature of,
characterized by. or practicing sorcery.
OT'Cer*y (pdr'sSr-i), n, [pi. SORCERIES (4z)] f (ME* & OPr.
wwrM < wder: sea SORCERER], the supposed use of an
evil supernatural power over people and their affairs;
witchcraft ; black magic. - -S YN. see majUc,
aofdW (sdr'did), aa[/, fFr, sordid*; L. sordidus <
*orto. filth), 1. dirty; filthy. 2. squalid; deprewingly
wretched* 3. base; Ignoble; mean. 4. mercenary,
avaricious, warning, or meanly idfiuh. 5KM we baw.

;tor*<U*no (wr-aS'rtd), n* [pi* SORDINI (-nl)L [ItJ, in
music, a mute.

sore (nor, %} od/. [MB, gar, wr; AS. sar; akin to O.
3thr, v*ry lit. se: IB, *s<tf t pain, sfckntsi, teen
&lw in L. seam* t< *M^W">, rwingf terrible, etc.],
1. a) living physical pftin; painful; tender; aa

(
a we

tootn* ft) foting physical pain, as from wounds, brute*,
etc, 2. easily irritated or angrwi: touchy; teinpem-
mtntal; ovtrstntltivt, 3. fiited with sadne t grief, or
arrow: dittneMMxi: an, mr h^arla are tor for them,

4, oaumng grief, mtory. or dietree*; m, a jorf
harttihtp. S, orovocfttive of irritation or dli|nrteabl

6. (Cotlcxi,), angryj oflttnclid; nroart 0r
n, |Ai, Jar. painf* 1. a on the bodywhm i injrta a by a brniw, cut, or burn.

ta, irritation, grirf, distres to.
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so-ror-i cide (s9-r6r'a-sid', s9-ror'9-sid'), n. [LL. soror-

ioidium < L. soror, sister + caedere, to strike, kill],
1. the act of killing one's own sister. 2. [L. sororicida],
a person who kills his own sister.

so-ror'i-ty (s9-r8rVtir sa-ror'9-ti) f n. [pi, SORORITIES

(-tiz)] f [< L. soror, sororis, sister, after fraternity {
cf.

ML. sororitas], 1. a group of women or girls joined
together by common interests, for fellowship, etc., as
in a social club. 2. a club or other organization com-
posed of women or girls, as at many colleges.

so-ro-sis (ss-ro'sis), n. [pi. SOR9SES (-sez)], [Mod. L. <
Gr. spros, a heap], 1. a multiple fruit formed by the

merging of many flowers into a fleshy mass, as in the

mulberry. 2, a women's club.

sor-rel (sdr'al, sor'al), n. [ME. sorel; OPr. surele < OHG.
sur, sour; cf. SOUR], 1. any of a number of related

plants with sour, fleshy leaves used in salads. 2. any
of various other similar plants, as the wood sorrel.

sor-rel (s6r'ol, sor'ol), n.lLate ME. < OPr. sorel < sor,

sore, a hawk with red plumage}, 1. reddish brown. 2. a
reddish-brown horse, etc. adj. reddish-brown,

sorrel tree, a North American tree with thick bark,
white flowers, grayish fruit, and sour evergreen leaves.

Sor-ren-to (sa-ren't5: It. sftr-ren't$), n. a resort town in

Italy, on the Bay of Naples: pop., 27,000,
sor-rMy (sSr'o-H, sorVH), adv. in a sorry manner.
sor-ri-ness (s6r'i~nis, sor'i-nis), n. the quality or state
of being sorry.
sor-row (sor'S, s6r'o), n. [ME. sorwe, sorowe, seorwe; AS.
sorg, sorh; akin to G. sorge; IE. base *s(w)ergh-> to be
ill, be sorrowful, seen also in Sans. ser%, illness), 1.

mental suffering caused by loss, disappointment, etc.;

sadness, grief, or regret. 2. that whicn produces such

suffering; trouble, loss, affliction, etc. 3. the outward

expression of such suffering; mourning; lamentation.
tu. to feel sorrow; grieve.
SYN -sorrow refers to the deep, often long-continued mental
anguish caused by a sense of loss, disappointment, etc. (her
secret, life-long sorrow) ; grief suggests a more painfully intense

anguish, usually of relatively shorter duration, tor some
specific xnisforfcune. disaster, etc. (Ms eritf over the stricken

child) ; sadness refers to a condition of low spirits or mourn-
fulness, resulting either from a specific cause or from a general
feeling of depression, hopelessness, etc.; woe refers to inten.se

unhappiness or sharp grief that cannot be consoled. ANT.
joy, happiness.

'

sor row ful (soWWsi, sto^Md), adj. [MB. sant/ul; AS.
sorhful\, full of sorrow; specifically, a*) feHag $orrow
b) causing sorrow, c) eacpre^ng sonwv $1W, see sad.

sor-ry (sdr'i, sor'i), adf* (SORBJB& (4-$r} SORMBST (i-
ist)I [ME. sari, sori: AS, w^f jqrit la pain, pained at
heart < sar, sore], 1. full of |OTJW% fifty, syaapat&y, or
regret: as, we were sorry to hear of his dsatb, we weiti

sorry to have missed you: often used aa an tiypressfoa
of apology. 2. inferior in worth or qu^St^j poor: as. a
sorry exhibition of acting. 3. wretcbiea; miiwabw;
dismal; pitiful; as, a slum is a sorry place,

sort
(sort), n. [ME. & OPr. sorte; LL. *wl<i < L. jwr.

sortis, a lot, condition], 1. any group of things related
by having something in common; kind; claw. 2*

ity: typ^ nature; character: asf remarks of that sort
3, [Archaic], manner; fashion; way: ast he opoke fa a
queer sort. 4. usually in 41. in printing, any ofth kinds
of characters in a font of type, v.t. to place, separate,
or arrange according to class or kind (often with owl).
lu. [Archaic], t to associate; consort. 2* to Jmrmoatee
or agree; suit. SYN. see type.
of sorts, 1. of various kinds, 2, of a poor or inferior
kind; also of a sort.

out ol sort*, 1. in printing, lacking certain sorts of
type. 2.[ColloqJt ncrtinagc^htimorjcrois. 3.[Cot-
loq.J, not feeling well; slightly fll,

sort of, [Colloq.jT somewhat,
or-tie (sdr'ti), n, [Pr, < sorlir. to iawe, go otitj, t a
sudden attack by forces of a beskgd pfice tipom tite

besiegers; raid, 2. the forces nmkSi ^^fa an attack
3, one mission or attack by a tlngl raiHtary plm**

sorti.l^e (sdr'ti-lij), n. [Pr, jaHOIcv; ML. miiUsimm <
LL, JOTfVtffju, fortune teller < L. jwt a lot -f- ^f to
woj ,

1 v divmatjou or prophecy by lots. 1 tora*y.
to.jrw Wnrn), n, {pi. SORI (-rf)J, [Mod. L. < Or. ^w
m neftpj, a cluster of spore canes on the tinder wwfiw*
of a fern mma, or a similar elustw or iiwt, as ol

any

f L ttui standard i%aal of distress
, .

- - - .) used mtenmtiooaJUy in witew teleff*pby.M by shim aircraft, etc,; h*ee Z {CoHc%|f

y osU or appeal for help.
^ J

'
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bly.
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p,, 7S.OW Jest. 194^},

fo MiEreii%8 Jwn tofembly or
ly. jdy*.aot wry good or trail; imtlwr poor,

or tniwiQ. Ate> o M.
*W^j It,

to
or sontwlwt

sot (sot), n. [ME.; Late AS. < OFr. < LL. sottus, stupid]
a habitual drunkard.
Soth-ern, E. H. (stU&'&rn), (Edward Hugh Sotherri),
1859-1933; American actor.

So-thic (so'thik, soth'ik), adj. [Gr. Sothiakos < Sdthis,
the Dog Star < Egypt. Sepfrt], of or having to do with
Sirius, the Dog Star.
Sothic cycle, a period of 1,460 Sothic years (1,461 years)
in the ancient Egyptian calendar: also Sothic period.

so-tol (so'tol, so-tol'), n. [Sp. sold, wtol < Nahttatl

tzotolli], any of a number of related treelike desert

plants with dense clusters of whitish, lilylike flowers,

growing in the southwestern United States and
northern Mexico.
sot-tish (sot'ish), adj. 1. of or like a sot. 2. stupid or
foolish from or as from too much drinking.
sot-to vo*ce (sot'o v5'chi; It. sftt'tfi vo'che), [It., under
the voice], in an undertone, so as not to be overheard.
sou (soo), n. [pi. sous (s6"5z; Pr. sd*5)] [Pr. < L. solidus
a coin], 1. a small French coin equal to 1 /20 of a franc ;

5-centime piece. 2. a French 10-centime piece. t
3. a

former French coin of varying value and composition.
Sou., Southern.
sou-a-ri nut (s5o-a'rg) (Pr. saouari < the native name
in Guiana] f the butternut of a number of related South
American trees.

sou blae (sdo'beV), n. (Fr., after Marshal Soubis* (1715-
1787)], a sauce containing onions and melted butter.

sou-brette (s6o-bret') n [Pr.; Pr. soubreto < soubret,

affected, sly < soubra. to put to one side < L. superare,
to be above], in the tkvater, 1. a lady's maid or maid-
servant, especially one involved in intrigue, 2. any
pretty, flirtatious, or frivolous voting woman character.
3, an actress who plays such characters,
sou brl quet (sOT'bri-kSQ; a sobriquet.
sou car (sou-karO n. [Hmd. $Sh&kQy < Swii, $Mhu t

straight], in India, a Hindu banker: alao spelled sowcar.
sou-chong (sSS'shdrj'), n. [Chin, h&ia, small or young
+ cfeif,lcind], a variety of black tea, grown epcially
in China.
Soudan (soT/daV; Eng, d*5-danO n* Sudan: the
French spelling,
Sou-da nesti (soS'd^-n&O* 4/ * * Sudantie.
souffle (s6STl) n, [Pr < soujjkr, to blow; cf. sovwtfi],
in rmdicin*, soft, bloipring soand htard on auscultation,

souf-flfi (s5d%'f s55W), ad]. [Fr,, pp. of smtjfUr, to

blow], in cooking, light and puffy: as. chewa ^wtjpl,
n. any of several baked foods made light and puffy^by
the addition of beaten egg whites before baking.

sough (sft m) f it !9tfa o* <Northsrn*diaJ < MB.
swwgk < AS. swvgan, to aoutid], a toff, low, nmr-
muring, sighing, or rustHng sound* v.L [BIB. smwrn,

*

i; AS. swoaan, to sound), to makt a sough,
sought (sdt) jMt tense and |>ast participle of ftk.
SOW (sol), n. [ME. sowle> xawk- AS. tawul; akin to <>.
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doesn't sound his r's. 4. to spread abroad: celebrate;
as, they sounded her praises. 5. to examine, as the
chest, by auscultation or percussion,
sound off, 1. to speak in turn, as in counting off for a
military formation. 2. [Slang], to start speaking,
especially when silence is in order, 3. [Slang], to
speak in a loud or offensive way, as in boasting.

SYN. sound is the general term for anything that is or may
be heard (the sound of footsteps); noise usually refers to a
sound that is unpleasant or disagreeable because it is too loud,
harsh, discordant, etc. (the noise of a boiler factory) ; tone is

generally applied to a
t
sound regarded as pleasant or musical

because it nas regularity of vibration resulting in a constant

pitch (the rang of tones in a violin) ; sonance, in its general
use, is a relatively rare synonym for sound, but in its re-

stricted use in phonetics, applies to the quality of a sound that
is voiced, or uttered by vibrating the vocal cords (aU vowels
have sonanee). ~ANT* silence,

sound (sound), adj.JME. sound, sund; AS. (ge)sund;
akin to G. gesund, Dan. sund, etc.; ? < the base seen
in Eng. sooth], 1. free from defect, damage, or decay;
solid; whole and in good condition: as, a sound timber.
2, normal and healthy; not weak, diseased, or impaired:
as, of sound mind and body. 3 firm; sale; stable;
wcure, especially financially: as, only sound banks
withstood the crash. 4, based on truth or valid reason-

ing; reliable ; sensible; as, a sound method, sound judg-
ment 5. orthodox t conservative* 6. thorough; com-
plete: at, a sound investigation. 7 deep and undis-
turbed: said of tteap, 8. morally strong; honest,
honorable, loyal, etc. 9. in tawt valid, adv. soundly.
SW. mm iwttd, healthy.

sound (sound)* n. [ME. ; partly < AS, mnd, a swimming,
water, stmit ftjmrtly < the cognate & synonymous
ON. sund; for IS. bw see SWIM}, 1. a wide channel or
ittri.lt linking two Urge bod$e of water or separating
an island from the mainland* 2. a long inlet or arm of

the 3* the air sector swimming bladder, of a fish,

sound (sound). P.I. [OPr. 4oiubr < LI, subnndw$ t to

submerge < L. sub, under 4- und*, a wave), 1. to
measure the dptfa or various depths of (water or a
body of wftter). especially with a weighted Ita*s as, the

buy WM joiifiw and found navigable. 2. to meature
(depth) la this w*y, 3. to investigate or eammu&e (the
bottom ol the sea, etc.) with a w^ktrtiid tine that

brings up adhering mrtldts. 4. to investigate, ex-

amine, or try to ma oat as a person
1

* opinions, 5,

to try to ftwS out. or to find out, tm opinion?* or feeting*
of (another or otheit) on ft givw fwter. ae by round-
about qwition!g or aflosivei rtmmfki colten with 0*0,
4 in mtdMm* to exatnta* with a mnaf or probe, el
1. to iottttd water or a foody of water* & to move
dowuwfttl through water; dive* 3. to try to find out

something* as fey roundabout qttittiottwg* tie. n*

t ii ju>uniif'. 2, in rntdkmr, long probe tiMd in

soup (soop), n. [Pr. soupe; of Gmc. origin; cf, SUP], 1. a

liquid food made by cooking meat, vegetables^ftsh,
etc. in water, milk, etc. 2. [Slang], nitroglycerin.
3. [Slang], a heavy overcast, often with ramr that makes
aerial navigation difficult. 4. [Slang], capacity for

speed: as, his new car has plenty of souf.
in the soup, [Slang], in a difficult, disappointing, or

hopeless situation.

soup up, [Slang], to increase m capacity for speed, as

an engine, by enriching the fuel mixture, super-
charging, etc.

eoup-and-fish (sopp'
f

n-fishOt n [Slang], clothes worn
on a formal occasion; full dress: from the variety and
abundance of food served at formal dinners.

soup*con (soop'sow')! n. [Pr.; OPr. sospecon; LL, sus-

pectio, for L. suspicio; see SUSPICION], 1. literally, &
suspicion; hence, 2. a very slight amount; suggestion
or trace, especially of a given flavor, as onion.

soup kitchen, 1. a place where free food is given to

people unable to provide their own. 2. a mobile kitchen,
as used by an army in the field.

soup-spoon (s65p'spSo'n
/
) f n a spoon with a large

bowl, used in eating soup.
soup-y t (s55p'i), adf. [SOWIER (-i-e'r), SOUHBST (-i-ist)],

of or like soup.
sour (sour), adj* [MB. sour, SUY; AS. sur; akin to G.

(found)* a strait bttwean

att|i|i^ih aMg *yi^
souiu! hotirtl (:;,ound/batd', wvmd'hurd'K it* a sounding

as
te artlftetiKily pp

I for the 01 a

* Wows,
to ibmuat*

io. ttpf ntoti^n

etc. 2, made acid by fermentation; rank; rancid;

spoiled: as, this milk smells sour. 3. cross; disagreeable;
bad-tempered; peevish; moroae; bitter: as, failure made
him sour. 4, below the usual or desired standard or

quality: not satisfactory; poor: as, M game has gone
sour* 5, distasteful or unpleasant, 6* excessively acid:
said of soil 7. tainted with sulfur compounds: said

of gasoline, etc. n. 1. that which is sour; something
sour. 2, an acid drink: as, a whisky sonr. v.t* & trj.

to make or become sour (in any sense).
SW. ~ sour usually implies an unpleasant sharpness of taste

and often connotet tenentation or rancidnaw (wr milk);
add suggwti a r/nirncna that ia normal or natural (a lemon is

m, wM fruit); acidulous iug0Mt a slightly tour or add
quality (jatMwms tflrteg water); tart luggetts $, slightly

" *

iharpMM or wutatM and uiwly connotes that this

tt to the taste (a tori cherry pi), ANT. swet
(sdrv i5rs) n* [MB. $0ur$; OFr, $mr$, SUTM <
to me; L. wrgfrtf a STJRGK], 1. a spring,__ _,t etc. that is the it&rting point of a itamm* 2.
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souse 1394 soutK'Scmtlieast

souse (sous), n. [altered < ME. source < OFr. sors,

source, in the same sense
\
cf. SOURCE], in falconry, 1. the

act of rising in flight: said of a hunted bird. 2. the act
of swooping down on a hunted bird: said of a hawk,
falcon, etc. v.t. & v.i. [SOUSED (soust), SOUSING], in

falconry, to swoop down (on) in attack, adv. with a
swoop or plunge; suddenly.
soused (soust), adj. [pp. of souse (to pickle)], [Slang],

drunk; intoxicated.

fsou-tache (soo'tash'), n. [Fr.; altered < Hung, szuszak,
a pendant curl of hair], a narrow, flat braid used for

trimming and embroidery.
sou-tane (soo-tan/), n. [Fr.; It. sottana < sotto, under <
L. subtus, under, beneath < sub, under], a cassock or
tunic worn by Roman Catholic priests.
soutli (south), n. [ME. suth; AS. suth (akin to OHG. sund)
< *sunth~: prob. < the base of sun], 1. the direction to
the left of a person facing the sunset: direction of the
south pole from any other point on the earth's surface.
2. the point on a compass at 180, directly opposite
north. 3. a region or district in or toward this direc-
tion. 4. [often S-], the southern part of the earth,
especially the antarctic regions, adj. 1. in, of, to,

toward, or facing the south. 2. blowing from the south:
as, a south wind. 3. [S-], designating the southern part
of a continent, country, etc.: as, South America, South
India, adv. in or toward the south; in a southerly
direction. Abbreviated S, S., af s.. So.
the South, 1. that part of the United States which is

bounded on the north by the southern border of Penn-
sylvania, the Ohio River, and the eastern and north-
ern borders of Missouri. 2. the Confederacy.

South Africa, the Union of South Africa.
South African, 1, of southern Africa, 2. of the
Union of South Africa. 3. a native or inhabitant of
the Union of South Africa, especially one of European
ancestry.
South African Dutch, 1. the Boers. 2. their lan-

guage; Afrikaans: abbreviated SAfcrl>.
South African Republic, the Transvaal: former name.
South America, a continent in the Western hemisphere:
area, 6*814,000 sq. mi.; pop., 103,558,000 (est. 1947),
South American. 1. of South America or its people.
2 1 a native or inhabitant of South America,
Sou^aittpyjCon fsou-tJiamt/'ten, south-hamp'tan), it*

1. tto mainland, dmsioa of Hampshire county, southern
Bnglands >6p4 1.014,000; county seat, Wiucheater.
2. a seaport in this county: pop., 1%OGQ (eet. 1946).
Southampton Island, an island in nortbern Htidson
Bay. Canada: area, 16,114 sg. mi*

South Australia, a state of south central Australia:
area, 380,070 sq. mi.; pop., 646,000 (est. 1947)$ capital
Adelaide.
South Bend, a city in northern Indiana; pop,. 116,000,
south-bound (southfboundO, <*dL going southward.
south by east, the direction, or the point on a mariner's
compass, halfway between due south and 8at*th*wtl^
east; 11 15' east of due south: abbreviated StoB (no
period).
south by west, the direction, or the point on a marfaftr*$
compass, halfway between due south and south-south-
west; 1115' west of due south: abbreviated SbW (no

mth Carolina, a Southern State of the United
States; area, 31,055 M, mi; pop,, 2,117,000; capital,
Columbia: one of the thirteen original States: afobre-
viatedka

South Carolinian, 1. of South CaroHna or its people,
2. a natiyc or inhabitant of South Carolina.
South China Seaman arm of the ftdEk tow&feg
Taiwan, the Philippines, Borneo, the Sfr^^' ' *

and French IndcnChina.
South Dakota, a Middle Western State of the Doited
States: area, 77,<H7 sq, a&; pop,, 05*000;

'w
Pierre: abbreviated &Dk, R0
South Dakotan. 1. of South Dakota or ft*
2, a native or inhabitant of South Dakota*
oouth'oown (south'dotniiO * 11. faftMMf $$$t$h I)&w%
of a breed of small, hornless English sheep havin
wool and bred chiefly for food*
South Downs, a range of MUs in Suwex and
England.wwm*m*t

(ficwth'ist/; in nmttical mam tc
1* the direction* or the point oa a niariiiec*
halfway between south and emit; 45 emit of tw
2. a mMm or district In or toward this direction* /.
I* in* of, to toward, or facing the soutwaiiL 1 from tti
i0tttha*t j at a southeast wind, <ufv in, toward, or Ircw
wit MtttlMaft. Afobrevmted 33^ sj^ f .*.
the Southeaat, the southeastern part of the United

southeast % *! the dim^on. or tiM point oo a
mariners compaiis, halfway between southeast and"--

wttoM*j UMS^MM of ^tht: .bbreviAted
t (no ttttriwd).

- -_,at by south, the direction, or the point on a
mmriiawr

*

halfwar telw^ and

south-east-er (south'es'ttfr; in nautical usage, sou-es'-

tgr), n. a storm or strong wind from the southeast.
south-east-er-ly (south'Ss'tgr-H; in nautical usage, sou-
es'tSr-li), ad/. A adv. 1. in or toward the southeast.
2. from the southeast: as, a southeasterly wind.

south-east-era (squth'es'tern; in nautical usage, sou-
es'tSrn), adj. 1. in, of, or toward the southeast. 2.

from the southeast: as, a southeastern wind. 3. [S-], of
or characteristic of the Southeast.

south-east*ward (south'e"st'werd; in nautical usage, sou-

est'wSrd) , adv. & adj. toward the southeast, n, a south-
eastward direction, point, or region.

south-east-ward-ly (soutn^st'werd-li; in nautical usage,
sou-e"st'werd-li), adj. & adv. 1. toward the southeast.
2. from the southeast: as, a southeastwardly wind.

south-east-wards (south'est'wSrdz; in nautical usage,
sou-est/werdz), adv. southeastward.
South end-on-Sea (south'end'on-sSO. n. a seaport in
southeastern England, on the Thames estuary: pop.,
142,000 (est, 1946): resort.

south-er (sou^'er), n. a storm or wind from the south.
south-er-ly (su/fc'Sr-H), adj. 1. in, of, or toward the
south. 2, from the south: as, a southerly wind, adv.
1. toward the south, 2. from the south; as, the wind
blew southerly.

south-ern (stUfc'grn), adj. [ME. & AS. suthern], 1. in,

of, toward, or facing the south. 2. from the south: as,
a southern wind. 3. [S-J, of or characteristic of the
South, n. a southerner. Abbreviated $,, . So., Sou.
Southern Alps, a mountain range in New Zealand,
extending the length of South Island: highest peak,
Mt. Cook, 12,349It.

Southern Cross, a southern constellation in which
there are four very bright stars in the form of a cross.
Southern Crown, the southern constellation Corona
Australis.
south-era er (su^'Sra-Ur, su^'9n-Sr) n 1. a native or
inhabitant of the south* 2. [S-], a native or inhabitant
of a Southern State,
Southern Hemisphere, that half of the earth south of
the equator,
south era ly (su^'tet-MK adj. A adv. southerly,
south era-most (su*l/5ra~mBt') adj. tarttait south.
Southern Rhodesia, a British colony in southern
Africa: area, 150,333 tq. mi.; pop,, 1,979,000 (it
194S) ; capital, Salisbury,

Southern Sporades, a group of Greek islands in the
of Turkey: they to Italy

from 1912 to 1947*
south-em wood (su//i'e?rn-wOQd

/

), n. [MB. suthtmtwode;
AS* w^lmw mwnt from bfioff pativ to iouthera Eu-
rope], a staibby wormwooa with yellowish nowirs And
fragrant leaves* soetiffl^ in

Soui-they, Roiwt (oum HM) f

jpct and writer; poet laureate (181M843)
Sou^ Kollamd. a xwoii<i ol% w^ternon tto North Sea: pop., 2,295,000 Sit 194?) s

The Hague,
it* t ladtentlott or movement
X to <wrlrfiow% tbi iflitatwi in

of
3,

south inft (ou/;/iij:
toward the south*
degrees that a hea1

QQuatoct jKHithwftni ^.^.w-ww.-wwi.ww.. w *.

variation to latitude*towwd^^"io5ih..*- .*
'^~itioi

~,TT
~ -, r, Ji te|t^of tb. two

New Zewai

aputh'lAiid^Oimttknmdt outKlandO* i* I
in th toutibu 2, tlui .tottthm pt of i

43% mL
Sjtt4TroH tiia totttlMm Md of tht ttto; 90tl*
tit'groe of south lat ittitle.

Sonti*p0|;t toppiW,m^MMO HP ^ <
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t nautical usage,
,

-
,..

-- -he point on amanner s compass, halfway between due south and
southwest; 2230' west of due south, adj. & adv. 1 in
or toward this direction. 2. from this direction- as a
south-southwest wind. Abbreviated SSW, S.S.W., s.a'w.
souttvward (south'wgrd; in nautical usage, stU&'Srd),
adj. & adv. toward the south, n. a southward direction,
point, or reman.

soiith-ward-ly (south'w&rd-li; in nautical usage, suth'-
grd-h), adj. A adv. 1. toward the south. 2. from the
south: as, a southwardly wind.
south-wards (south'wardfc), adv. southward.
South-work (suffc'grk), n, a borough of London.
south-west (sou th'west'; in nautical usage, sou-west'),
n* 1. the direction, or the point on a mariner's corn-
paw, halfway between south and west', 45 west of due
south. 2. a district or region toward this direction, adj.
1. m, of, to, toward, or facing the southwest. 2. from
the southwest: as, a southwest wind. adv. in, toward,
or from the southwest. Abbreviated SW. S.W.. .w.
the Southwest, the southwestern part of the United
States, especially Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico,
Araont, and southern California.

Sooth Weet Afiioi, a mandate of the Union of South
Africa, on the Atlantic: area, 317,725 q. mi: pop.,
370,000 (eet 1947); capital! Windhoek: formerfyCarman Southwet Africa.
soutbweet by south, the direction, or the point on a
manner a compass, halfway between southwest and
^ft^ftW*' ll

*tt( scmth of "Ottthwest: abbre-
viated SWbS (no period).
outhweet by wet the direction, or the point on a
mariner's eompiyw, halfway between southwest and
westfpttthWMt; 11*15' watt of southwest: abbreviated8WtW (no period),
outhmt**r (south'wes'tlr; In nautical mag*, sou-
wes'ter), n* 1 a itorm or strong wind from the south-
west. 2, * sailor** waterproof Eat of oilskin, canvas,
etc., having a brim that broadens in the back to protect
the neck In ttormy weather.

Also sou'wester, souwester.

sou-wes'tlMi), rf). * !? L in or toward the sotrSi-
west. 2, from the southwest: at, a makm^twly wind*

*outh'Wiitt**rn (south'weft't&n; in mutual ma$^ sou-

pj'ttra), oft 1. to, of, or toward tht wuthwett.
2, from the aouthwett: as, a joMlfcwsiJsr* wind. 5, [84
of or characteristic of the Southwest, Abbiwistad SW.SWM w.

*Otttli>we*t'Wftrd (scmth'weet^wCrd; in namtieal n
ou-weitfofnlj, fo f y* toward the wuthweet'

westward direction, point, or region,
we*t>wara!y (south^west'wlra-li:
sc*wetNvirdu) &J. & odv* i

Otttiiwist 2, from the outhwwt ; i

wind,

mmh'Wmt*mi$ CiOtttti%<wt%rdi.;
sott^ett'wiras), mw m

sou'Vt'iiir
inf. to < L, ,..

or m a :

or a k
%.*t f k iKtell*>A* A^%, * .HUkJft*i..

it* a
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tm < L. *w|f%
ul
pow*r, nuik, or att

m rtilar i fwiy{ fiti

tt ft
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It* t* A Wlo 0?"
mm. 2, n froup (i
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i, fi*l ci*
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2. of or connected with government by Soviets. 3,
[S-l, of or connected with the Soviet Union.

8O'Vi;et-ism (so'vi-it-iz'm), n. government by Soviets;
soviet system.

so vi et i za tion (so'yi-it-s-za'shan, so'vi-it-I-zS'shon),
n. a

sovietizing or being sovietized.
so-vi-et-ize (so'vi-s-tiz

7
), v.^. [SOVIETIZED (-tizd'),

SOVIETI2INGJ, to change to a soviet form of government.
Soviet Russia, 1. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
2. Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic.

Soviet Union, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
sovran (sov'rsn, suv'ron), adj. & n. [old sp., under in-
fluence of It. sovrano (< OPr.)L sovereign.

Sov. Un,. Soviet Union.
sow (sou), n. [ME. sowe, suwe; AS. sugu; akin to G.
sau (OHG. su) ; IE. base *su-> pig, as also in L. su$: cf*

SWINE], 1. an adult female pig. 2. a) a channel or
sluice carrying molten metal from a blast furnace to
the molds in which pig bars are cast, b) metal solidified
in this channel.

' fseed^ "

growing. 2. to plant"(a Mdrgro^nd7earth7etc.) with
seed; plant seed on or in. 3. to spread abroad; broad-
cast: disseminate; try to propagate. 4. to implant;
inculcate. v.i. to sow seed for growing.

so*war (s5-wlr'f sa-w6r') f n. (Per, sawSr, horseman], in
India, a native horseman or an orderly of cavalry.

sow-beMy (sou/beTi), n. [Colloq,], salt pork.
$ow buj (sou), a small terrestrial isopod living in damp
places, as under rocks or logs; also called wood louse.
sowcar tsou-klr'), n. a soucar.
sow-ens (s5'nz, sWanz), n.jW. [Gael, silghan, the liquid
used m preparing sowens < sugh, subh, sapjf, [Scot.], a
kind of porridge made from fermented oat nusks.
sown (6n), alternative past participle of BOW.
sow thistle (sou), [Early MB. sugethistd (parallel with
G, saudtsttl) < AS. sugu (see sow, ); + tbistb], a
coarse weed with yellow flowers and spiny leaves.

eo% (soks), n*J>l. socks (hose).
soy (soi), n. [Japan., colloq. for shQy&i Chin. chianR-yu;
kiang t salted bean 4* yu, oil], 1. an oriental sauce used
on n$h meat, And some vegetables: it is made from soy-
wans that have been fermented and steeped in brine.
2, the soybean (plant or seed).
oy-a (sore, aS'p), n. (Chien'y British!, soy.
eW'beim (sol'bittOf n* i. * plaat with wmte or tmrple
npwant and hairy, brownish jxdij. 2, its seed, which
yields flour, oil, and other commercial products,

eO'SBln (iS'sBin), n- [< Or. $<Mn* to cm], any of sevwral
defensive proteins found in the aninml body* wldoh
destroy invading bacteria or counteract their toadbas.

Sp., 1. Spain. 1 Spaniard. 3* Spanish,
1. special. SL \&. swJ, tpeclm 3. sjwdftx 4,
ten, 5, spelling, 6, spirit,
Mist Party.

... , L Shore Patrol. 2. Submarine Patrol
ibufrd*, [Lj, childlets,

em (pi| n. [< Spa, celebrated watering place In
Belgium], L a mineral spring. 2, any place, especially
a resort* having a mineral spring.me* (spit), n. [ME,; OFr. itatpaw; L, $p&t$ttm], t
wnee extending without Emit In m dtred^Qins? u
which k thought of as a boundless, continuous expanse
extending in all directions or In three dimensions,
within which all material tiiiopi am contained. 2, dis-

tance Itttarrwt ft area between or within things; me-

Ijw?
wtttti: *ff Mfvt a wMd $pm$ btwa the iwt;

as, we cou!<ln"t Snd a pgrkiag space, put wrur answers
to thmNi spaces* 4* miNiirv^ql &conimcK'totioiis iul CM it

temltt ot1
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tr n>ac. 7* in mwic, an op<rn place between
f lines of a staff. S* In printing any blank
type metal M tosepunite charaetera, etc. *>. in
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jr.i an toterml when th* key Is op*n or not In
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spaceship 1396 Spanish, onion

space-ship, (spas'ship'), n. a hypothetical rocket-pro-
pelled airship for interplanetary travel.

space time, space-time continuum.
space-time continuum (spas'tim'), the four-dimen-
sional continuum involving the three dimensions of

space and that of time, in which all things exist: see

relativity.

space writer, a writer, especially a journalist, whose pay
is based upon the amount of space occupied by his copy.

spa-cial (spa'shsl), adj. spatial.

spac-ing (spas'irj), n. f. the arrangement of spaces.
2. space or spaces, as between printed words. 3. the
act of a person or thing that spaces.

spa-cious (spa'shes), adj. [OFr. spadeux; L. spatiosus],
1. having or giving more than enough space or room;
vast; extensive. 2. great: large; not confined or limited,

spade (spad), n. [ME.; AS. sftadu; akin to G. spaten;
IE. base *spe-t etc., long flat piece of wood; cf. SPOON <
same baseL 1. a heavy, flat-bladed, long-handled tool
used for digging: the metal blade is pressed into the

ground with the foot. 2. any of several tools resembling
a

4
Spade. 3. a part of the trail of a gun carriage which

digs into the ground to take up recoil. v*L & v.i,

[SPADED (-id), SPADING], to dig or cut with a spade,
call a spade a spade, to call something by its right
name; use plain, blunt words.

spade (spad), n. [Sp. espada, sword (the sign used on
Spanish cards) < JL. spatha, spatula; see SPATHE), 1. the
black figure (4) marking one of the four suits of play-
ing cards. 2, pL the suit of cards so marked. 3. a card
of this suit.

spade-fish (spld'fish'), n. [pi SPADEFISH, SPADEPISHES
v-iz); see FISH], 1. a disk-shaped salt-water food fish

with sharp-spined fins, found along the Atlantic coast.
2. the paddlefish.

spade-foot (spad'foof), n. a kind of toad with a horn-
like projection on the hind foot which is used in digging :

also spadefoot toad.

spade ful (spad'fool') , n. the quantity, as of soil, taken
up on a spade.
spad-er (spader) , n. 1 . a person or thing that spades.
2. a digging machine.

spade*work (spad'wurk') n f an^ difficult or tiresome
work necessary to make a beginning.

spa-di ceous (spl-dish'ss), adf [Mod, L, spadiaus < L,
spadix, date-brown color], 1. of a bright-brown colon
2. bearing a spadix, 3. of the nature of a spadix.

spa dix (spS'diks), ru IfL SPADIXES (-I),SPADICES (spS-

di'sez,)^ fL., a palm branch broken on together with
the frait; Or. spadis], a fleshy apik of tmy flowers,
usually enclosed in a spathe,

spa-ghet-ti (sp^-get'i), n* [It., pi. of spagheUo* dim, of

$pago t fittall coral, I. a food consisting of long strings
ol nour past, cooked by boiling or steaming wad
ser^d with a sauce; it resembles macaroni except that
the strings are solid, not tubular. 2. in electricity* an
insulating tubing somewhat resembling nuusaroni, used
for sheathing bare wire.

spa-hl, spa hee (spS'hS), ra. [Turk. & Per.
SEPOY], 1. formerly, a member of a corps o Tur
irregular cavalry. 2, a member of a corps ol native
Algerian cavalry in the French armed forces.
Spam (span), n. a country in southwestern Europe* on
the Iberian Peninsula:
area, 190,050 sq. mi.; pop,,
27,761,000 (eat. 1948);
capital, Madrid: formerly,
a monarchy (until 1931)
andarepublic(1931-1939) ;

Spanish name, BspaHa,
spake (spak), archaic past
tens of speak.

Spa-la to (sptnjC-tdO, ft, a
seaport in southwestern
Yugoslavia: pop., 44,000:
Serbian name, Spl, ,

spall (sp61), n. [MB, tpatte;
prob. var. of spalfa, a chip
< sfaldcH, to chip, split
MLG. 5*o/<foi (ak to

G. spaUtn}\ t a flak or chip, especially of etona. **. &
wf, to break up, chip, split, or crumble, ore.
pal'peen (spaf-itfn', spai'p^n), ra* llr, spaitptml flrWbJ,a scamp or rascal

Sp- Am., 1. Spanish America. 2* Spanish American.DM (epaa), it. [ME. spany; AS. spa*, sponn; aidb to
G. gfanne; prob. IE, base *$#*-, to extend M afeo if* L.
j^oliMKi (cf. SPACE}), l. a measure of length, eqml to
nme njchet, bwied on the distance btw< Hie tip of
ti thumb and the tip of the little finm wfeea JK-
tenaed.

f
2. ) the full amount or extent wtweeo any

two limits, p) the distance betwetm ends or mpporU:
ait. the stout of aa arch. 3. a part between two support! ;

**. at four fpuH, I the
iif of an JrptaM

'

extended. 2. to encircle with the hand or hands, in or
as in measuring. 3. to extend, stretch, reach, or pass
over or across: as, the bridge spans the river. 4. to
furnish with something that extends or stretches over:
as, we spanned the aisle with an arch. SYN* see pair.

span (span), archaic past tense of spin.

Span., 1. Spaniard. 2. Spanish.
Span dau (shpan'dou), n. a city in Germany, near
Berlin: pop., 146,000.

span-drel fspan'drol), n. [dim. of Anglo-Fr, spaundre;
prob. < OPr. espandre, to

expand; L. expanders], I.

the triangular space be-
tween the exterior curve
of an arch and a rectangu-
lar frame or mold enclosing
it. 2. one of the spaces
between a series of arches
and a straight cornice run-

ning above them.
spang (span), adv. [< dial.

spang, with a leap < dial.

2& ttJp0110* 1 '

SPANDRELS

F***S* VVaiJ * *' 'V im"" 411 * 1* .,

spangel, dim. of AS. spang, a buckle, clasp; akin to
G. sponge], 1. a small piece of bright metal, especially
one of many sewn on fabric for decoration. 2. any
small, bright object, v.t. [SPANCLBD, (~gld) , SPANGLING!,
to cover or decorate with spangles or other bright
objects. IM'. to glitter with or as with spangles.
span ly (spar/gli), adj. [SPANGLISR (gu-er), SPANGLIEST
t-gli-ist)I, of, like, or covered with spangles; glittering.

Span iard (span'ygrd). n, (OFr. RsPaimaft < Espaigne,
Spain), a native or inhabitant of Spain.

span-iel (span'yal), n. [MB, sf&inel: OFr. t$pa&n*ul,
lit., Spanish dog; Pr eapanhol* Spanish; It. sfagnuolo <
Spagna, Spain], 1. any of several breeds of dog char-
acterized by a silky coat, large dropping ears, a small

tail, and short legs: the three main classes ar<% firld

spaniels (used for hunting), water spaniels* and toy
spaniels (chiefly pets)* 2, a servile, fawning person,

Spsuti'l&h (span'i&h,) adj* of Spain, its people, their lan-

guage, etc, n. the Romance language of Spain and of

Spanish America; its dialects Include Aragonese, As-
turian, Andalusian (the basis of the Spanish spoken in

Spanish America), and Castilian (the standard lan-

guage of Spain),
the Spanish* the Spanish people,

Spanish America, those countries in Central and South
America und those islands in the Caribbean in which
Spanish is the chief language,

Span*!ehAmer4*csu(& cspan'ish-d-mer'ft-kan), atf/. l.

of both Spain and America. 2, of Sptnith America fir

its people, n* a native or inhabitant of Spanish
Americm especially one of Spanish deicent,

Stmnlai!-American wmrf the war between the United
State* and Spain (1898).

Spanish Armtuhi, a sent agftlnst Bnglimcl in 15HH

6y Philip I! of Spain: cltftfttelby the KrUEllnh fleet,

Spanish bayonet, any of ft ntimbtr ttf plant i

with stiff, wor4-shaped s|in*tlppa liftvti; /ucca,
Spanish cedar, L a tree of South and Central Aftierici.

yielding a lifht* aromatic wood in making cig&r
boxes, etc, 5L its wc>o4,

Sipa0i$fe fly^ a bright-green beetle erf southern Bitroptt:
it is finely grouwl twa In wtdteitt ai t mutating
agent, elluiwic, orgenito-urin&ry stimulant; cantharide*.

SfMuaiah Gutewu a Spaniih colony in Cantml
Africa, including RJo Muni on the mainland, the island
of Fernando Po, and other small in tto CKUf tal

Guinea: area, 10,036 sq, mi.; P^p, I7l000j capital*
Santa Isabel.

8fuaiii InouiaitlcM(i v the Inquisititm us In

Spain ia 1478 under the control tti the sov-
ereigns: notodons for its cnial ana extreme practices
agMt of
SminJh luce, nay lam to me of
black sillc la a floral pattern,
Spanish mackerel, any of ytfintii ia
jetlata4 to Jtie mackerel.

I, formerly* the mainland of America

tif of m airplane'e wings : wing lengtC 5, a
of timej 6, fprwb. imluencrd by D. Nji*** to

iiiutctf. a *>f two animals 0,1,
f^iANWKf* (Hpand), SPANNING), 1 to
cially fey tat with the tbtimb mod

the mhmue trf

I. the Cfrib"
to tne northern
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it tfw%
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Spanish paprika 1397 spartein
Spanish paprika, 1. a mild red pepper of Spanish
origin. 2. the plant on which it grows.
Spanish (Western) Sahara, Rio de Oro, a Spanish col-

ony in northwestern Africa.

spank (spank), v.t. [echoic) , to strike with something
flat, as the open hand, especially on the buttocks, as
in punishment, v.L [< spanking, adj.], to move along
swiftly or smartly, n. a smart slap given in spanking.
spank-er (spar) 'kjSr) , n. 1 . a person or thing that spanks.
2. [Colloq.], a swiftly moving horse. 3. in nauticalusage,
a) a fore-and-aft sail, usually hoisted on a gaff, on the
aftermast of a square-rigged vessel: also called driver:
see saU, illus. 6) tne aftermast and its sail on a schooner-
rigged vessel of more than three masts.
spank-Ing (sparj'kirj), ad/ [< intens. use of spanking,
ppr. of spank], 1. swiftly moving; rapid. 2. brisk;
strong: said of a wind, breeze, etc. 3. [Colloq.], excep-
tionally fine, large, strong, vigorous, etc.

span-ner (span'er), u* 1, a person or thing that spans.
2. [G. < spannen, to stretch), [British], a tool used
to turn nuts or bolts : wrench.
span-new (span'nW, span'nuO, adj. [ME. span-wwe
< ON. sp&n-n$r < spann, a chip (akin to Eng. spoon)
+ n$r , new), [Dial.], perfectly new.

span*worm (span'wurmOi n, the larva of a geometrid
moth; measuring worm.

Spar, SPAR (sptr), n. [< temper *oratus (always
prepared), L* motto of the 0. S. Coast Guard], a
member of the United States Coast Guard Women's
Reserve (SPARS).
spar (spar), n. [ME.; MD.; akin to AS, spxren, gyp-
turn], any shiny, crystalline mineral that cleaves easily
into chips or flakes.

spar (tplr). n. [ME, sparre < ON* sparri, sperra or MD.
sparrc; IE, bate *spcr~ t a pole, rod, as also in L. sparus,
inert spear* Eng, spear], 1, any pole, as a matt, yard,
boom, or gaff, supporting or extending the sails of a

*hip* 2. a structural member running lengthwise along,
ana supporting the ribs of, an airplane wing. v.L
''

""">
(tpXra) PAAftiMGL to equip with spars,

__ ,., _ ._ T. fw*r; It, jtararif to fling out tfee hind
lip, kick < (arare, to parry], L to fight with the feet
and ipttff i said of a fighting cook* 2* to box, especially
with tidU And some caution, landing few heavy blows.
3. to wrangle or dispute, n. a sparring, boxing match,

pftr'ft'0li (spar*-b*I) ft* [altered < sparrow UU: from
itfi fthftpe], a null! hetdlts* nail used by shoemakers,

iplf buoy, a buoy m the shape of a spar, anchored at
one end.

fpur deck, the upp<T deck running the full length of a
hip,

pftf* tofe)* *<- (MkUfD (Wfyrd)* flMJUMOj, 1MB,
A/'nVn; AS. fjNrte**; akin to (r. iform]* 1. to treat
with mtrey or teakwoti mmi refnua from killing, in*

jttrfttg, trtnihlijig, or 2, to savt or free

(t ptrtOtt} iron (mMtm&g)! , wit wu ijkr{ the

agwy 01 fit accitknt, w haw ^TM you the
troixm. 3. to twmltt fra olt, avoia ttwof, or UM
frugitllv : don't ttwrt your forte 4. to give up the
UM or of; gwt along without; disptm^ with:

* I cwu't spare UM monry or the time. 5, to part with
or flirt ttp conv*'rtkntty. v,/. L to practice clojje

-

ipuriof, 2. to wi mvraifttl or
Jiuig. df/, L not la regular*

; extra: fi * spare room
2, not taken up by regular
frugal; mMmri ?icanty: m,
irSaajMt; pot i^by.

controlling such a discharge, as in an internal-com-
bustion engine, v.i. 1. to produce or give off sparks.
2. to come forth as or like sparks, 3. to form the sparks
properly: said of the ignition in an internal-combustion

engine, v.t. to serve as the activating or animating in-

fluence of or in; kin41e or fire into activity, especially of
a vigorous and sustained kind.

spark (spark), n. [ON. sparkr, lively < the base of prec'f.
1. a gay, dashing, gallant young man, 2. a beau or
lover, v.t. A tu. (Colloq.J, to court: woo.
spark arrester, 1. any device used to prevent sparks
from escaping, as from a chimney. 2. m electricity, a
device used to prevent sparking.
spark coil, an electric induction coil producing a spark,
as in an internal-combustion engine,

spark gap, a gap made in an electric circuit for the
passage of sparks from one terminal to the other.

spark-ish (spar'kish), adj. [spark (gay young man) -|-

-wA], of or Itke a gay, dashing, gallant young man,
8par-kle (sp&r'kl), v.i. [SPARKLED (-kid), SPARKLING),
1MB. sparMen, freq, of sparken, to spark], 1. to give
off sparks* hence, 2. to gleam or shine mtermittently;
glitter; glisten, as jewels, wet grass in the sun, etc.

3. to be brilliant and lively: as, her wit sparkled. 4, to
effervesce, v.t. to cause to sparkle, n. 1. a spark;
glowing particle. 2. a sparkling, or glittering. 3.

brilliance; liveliness; vivacity. SYN* see flash.

spar-kler (spaVklSr), n, a person or thing that sparkles:

specifically, a) a noiseless, sparkling, pencil-shaped
firework, o) pi. [Colloq..], eyes that are clear and brilliant.

at sparkles or sparks;
w _, .

- ,. ..effervescent

sparkling water, soda water.

spark plug, a piece fitted into the cylinder of an internal-

EXTERIOR VIEW

INSULATOR

INSULATION

CINTIK
ELECTRODE

AIR GAP AND
BRING POINT

mixture within: it

carries an electric

current Into the
cylinder, which
sparks between two
terminals in the
presence of the mix*
lure.

spar ling (spar'Hrj),
n. [ME. sperlvnge
< DFr. tspmingt
(ftr. tpfrlan)

<
\
akin to Ot.

ing], 1. the

opean smelt. 2,

SPARKPLUG

'L,
,j#<ifw, gilthead; -4-spar'oid) tfa/. [< L, $parti$r gilthead; -4- -of<fl f of the

Ma br0ain a group of marina fishes that include the

porgtes, coup, epshea4 to. n. a fish of this group.

eparrhig partner, any pwson with whom a prize fighter
D0X0U for pfiiCftioii*

apar row (spar'O), n. {MB. sparwt; AS. $prm; akin to

MHO. $pa*m; IB. bate **P*r*j J>W *n, v* for

sparrow, ai also In L, parra. bird of misfortune. Or,

iporsilos, sparrow, etc.L any 01 several small weaver-
birds or birds of the finch faiiiily , cap<*cially the common
small bird (house sparrow) usually known in America
m the English sparrow: others are the European or
American tret sparrow, the American song sparrow,

by popular

featt wings*
F oa ittti and

named Iran
hawk with
that

game.

.

t. a nattv*
with SMirtaci

A^ka !.tefottam
i and fortauk , A|%% i

i. my <

,
n. $partda^



sparteine 1398 spear
spar-teine (spar'ti-en't spar'ti-in), n. [< Mod. L.

Spartium, name of the broom genus ( < Gr. spartos, the

broom) ; + -ine], a clear, oily liquid, CuHaeNj, obtained
from broom and used in medicine as a heart stirxrnlant.

spasm (spaz'm), n. [ME.; OFr. spasme; L. spasmus,
spasma; Gr. spasmos, spasma < .span, to draw, pull,

wrench], 1. a sudden, abnormal, involuntary muscular
contraction: a tonic spasm is persistent ^and sustained;
a clonic spasm is one of a series of relatively brief con-
tractions alternating with relaxations. 2. any sudden,
violent, temporary activity, feeling, etc.

spas-mod-ic (spaz-mod/ik), adj. [Mod. L. spasmodicus
< Gr. spasmddes < spasmos. spasm -f eidos, likeness),
1. of, having the nature of, like, or characterized by a
spasm or spasms; sudden, violent, and temporary:
ntful; intermittent. 2. characterized by emotional
outbursts or excitability.

spas-mod-i-cal (spaz-mod'i-kl), adj. spasmodic.
spas-mod-i-caMy (spaz-mod'i-kl-i, spaz-mod'ik-H),
adv. in a spasmodic manner.

spas-tic (spas'tik), adj. [L. spasticus; Gr. spastikos,
drawing, pulling < sphn, to pull, wrench], of or char-
acterized by spasm; specifically, designating a form of

paralysis in which certain muscles are in a state of con-
tinuous contraction, causing rigidity of a normally
movable part. n. a person with spastic paralysis.

spas-ti-cal-ly (spas'ti-k'1-i, spas'tik-H), adv. in a spastic
manner.

spat (spat), n. [prob. echoic), [Colloq.L 1. a slap. 2. a
brief, petty quarrel or dispute, tu. [SPATTED (-id),

SPATTING), L to slap. 2. to engage in a brief, petty
quarrel or dispute, v.t. to slap. $YN. see quarrel.
spat (spat), iu [contr. < spatterdask], usually in pL a
covering tor the instep and ankle, usually of heavy
cloth; short gaiter.

spat (spat) , alternative past tense and past participle of

pit.

spat (spat), ft. [ME.; Anglo-Fr.j prob. akin to $Ptt] t

1. the spawn of the oyster or other bivalve shellfish.

2. a) young oysters collectively. 2>) a yottngg oyster. v.l

[SPATTED (4a) f SPATTINC!), to spawn: said of oysters*
spate (spit), n. [ME. (northern dial.) spate; said to be <
OTr. estoott (via Anglo-lV. *e$peU) < Gmc base seen
in spout], [British], 1. a flash flood. 2. a sudden, heavy
rain, 3. flooded condition: as, the river is in spate.
4. an unusually large outpouring, as of words,

spa-tha-ceous (spa-tha'shss), adj. [Mod. L. spaihaceus;
see SPATHE & -ACEOUS], 1. having a spathe. 2. of, or
having the nature of, a spathe.
spathe (spaU). n. [Fr.; L. spatha; Or. spathe, flat blade;
IE. base as m spade, spoon,
etc.), a large, leaflike part or
pair of such parts enclosing a
flower cluster (especially a
spadix).

spath-ic (spath'ik), adj. [G.
spath. spat (< MHO. spat);
-f -ic]f of or like spar.

spa those (spS'thos, spath'-
os), adj. spathaceous.

spath-ose (spath'os), adj.
spathic.

'shal), adj< [< L,

e], 1. of space.
or existing in

spelled spatial.

(epff'shal-l), adv*
with reference or regard to

space, 2, in or by means of
space.

spa-ti o tempo-ral (gpS'shi-
5-tem^r-l)T adj. existing
in both space and time.

epat-ter (spat%-). .|. [< LO.; cf. Fris.
$pattm> to splaA, mrt], I. to icatfe la drops or
small blob: said of soft or liquid mfofjtanoes, asTt&e
*t*u*r9d white paint? over the red. 1 to nbdb m ipc*
with such drops or bWbt, 3. to tajw* fibe wxm or
reputation of: defame* wL I* to emit or murt out in

drop or small blobs, as a boiling liquid, to MI or
strike in or as in a shower, as rmfiidrop or peltefcs,
n, I. aspattedng, 2, tb* mw& of tfait, 3,anrki
wet spot caused by spatt<tog*
spat-^dash (spat'iivdWiOra l^M^ Hh dmkl mm*
my m pi, & long legging wwm 1 protael tibe stocking
or ttouatr lag, as in wet wither,

**
spat-ter dock (apatlr-dok')* n- I, * common^ ^

SPATHE

.

spa-tial (s

s-patium,
2. happe
space. Al

T-dally
w

SPADIX

SPATHE

spav-in (spav'in), n. [ME. spaveine; OPr. esparvain;
prob. < Gmc. base seen in Bng. sparrow], a disease of
horses in which a deposit of bone (bone spavin) or an
infusion of lymph^ (bog spavin) develops in the hock
joint, usually causing lameness.

spav-ined (spav'ind), adj. afflicted with spavin; lame.

spawn 6sp6n), v*t. & iu. [ME. spaunnen (for *$paunderi) ;

Anglo-Fr. espaundre; OFr. espandre, to shed (Fr.

tpandre) < "L. expandere; see EXPAND], 1. to produce
or deposit (spawn or eggs). 2. to bring forth or be the
source of (especially something regarded with con-

tempt and produced prolifically or in great quantity).
3. in horticulture, to plant with spawn, or mycelium.
n. 1. the mass of eggs (or the milt) emitted by fishes,

mollusks, crustaceans, amphibians, etc. 2. something
produced, especially in great quantity, or some person
or thing regarded as a product or offspring: usually
contemptuous. 3. the mycelium of fungi, especially of
mushrooms grown to be eaten, used for propagation.

spay (spa), v.t. [Anglo-Fr. espeier < OFr, espeer, to cut
with a sword < esfee, swora; L. spatha* broad flat in-

strument; cf. SPATHE, SPADE), to remove the ovaries of

(a living animal); sterilize (a female).

S.P.C.A., Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
S.P.C.C., Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children.

speak (spek), v.i. [SPOKE (spok) or archaic SPAKE (sp&k),
SPOKEN y (sp5k''n) or archaic SPOKE, SPEAKING), [ME.
speken; Late AS. specan < AS, sprecan; akin to G,
sprechen: IE. base *$p (h)er(e)g>, etc., to strew, sprinkle,
as also in L. spargere, to sprinkle (cf, SPARGE), Bng,
spark, etc.; basic sense **to scatter (words)"], 1. to
utter words with the ordinary voice; talk. 2, to ex-

press or communicate opinions, feelings, ideas, etc.

oy or as by talking: as, he would not speak in our be-
half* actions speak louder than words, 3. to make a
speech; deliver an address or lecture; discourse. 4, to
converse. 5. to make or give out sound: as, the guns
spoke sharply, they taugnt their dog to speak for
food. v.t. 1. to express or make known by or as by
speaking: as, he speaks the sentiments of us all, news-
papers often speak the truth. 2. to use or be able to
use (a given language) in speaking. 3. to utter orally,
as words. 4. to speak to: adares. 5. [Archaic),
to declare or show to be; procmta: as, hit record speaks
him a blackguard. 6. in nautical usage, to hail (a ship) .

so to epeak, in a manner of speaking; that it to say.
apeak for. 1. to speak in behalf of, 2. to ask for; we
to have kept for oneself,

speak of, to talk about; mention.
apeak out (or up), 1 . to speak audibly or dearly* 2. to

speak freely, without hesitation.

speak well for, to Wf or indicate something favorable
about.

to ttpeak of, worth/ of mention,
SYN. speak and talk are generally synonymous, but paJt
often connotes formal address to an auditor or audience (who
will speak at the dinner?) and talk dftm mttwti informal
colloquial conversation (we wf talking at dinner); convert
suggests a talking together by two or more pisopk m at to
exchange ideas, information, etc. (they are conversing In tin*

parlor); discourse suttMtt ft somewhat formal, detailed,
xtensive talking to another or others (he waa disf&uning to l&i

(spik%l)i n. [pi. S^KAK-KASIKS (-iz)J,
i named beeutiw the orders are given
a place where alcoholic drinks are

*

k'r), n. I, a person who tptttlti; MK
... person who nmleei ft or speeches In
a pt-rson who ip^ki effectively in public^

war ay of various laiwaamg
vj, mt prv^;iding offior of the

- -,-- th HwMfc 2. * ^ok <iAel|olar UHO
us merctei In ckclauiatinn. 3. a I

speaking 2. vtsjed m or lor

| or udnuttmg of npt*ech: a;-?, he a|>
ritrige, ite hM a speaking

^......
-u

. J^, 1 tot et; Of mtt ol a
that which k spoken;

t

yellow cup-shaped flowers,
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spearfisk 1399 spectacle
with something pointed, as a spear. 2. to catch, as fish,
with a spear, tu. 1. to pierce, penetrate, or shoot like
a spear. 2, [cf . . ST. to sprout into a long stem.

spear-fish (spSr'fish'), n.
[pi. SPEARFISH, SPEARFISHES

(-iz) ; see FISH], a large marine fish with a long, spearlike
growth on its upper jaw, related to the swordfish and
sailnsn.

spear grass, any of several kinds of grass with long,
spearlike leaves.

*

spear-head (splr'hed'), n. 1. the point or head of a
spear. 2. the leading person, part, or group in an en-
deavor, especially m a military attack, v.t, to be the
leading oerson, part, or group in (an attack, etc.):
as, the Third Army spearheaded the invasion.
spear-man (spir'man), n. [pi SPEARMEN (-man)], a
fighting man armed with a spear.
spear-mint (splr'mint'), n. Tprob, so named from the
appearance of the flowers on the stem), a fragrant plant
of the mint family, used for flavoring*
spear side, [spear + side*, so namedln contrast to dis-
taff side], the paternal side or male Hne of a family
spear-wort, (spfr'wurt'), n. any of a number of related
plants of the crowfoot family, with spear-shaped leaves.

obligation, agreement, etc. under seal, or a contract
by deed.

spe-cie (spe'shi) , n. [abl. of L. species, and so used as an
Eng. word jprob. from its occurrence in the phrase
paid in specie], coin, as distinguished from paper money.
In specie, 1. in kind. 2. in coin.

species (spg'shte), n. [pi SPECIES], [L. f a seeing, ap-
pearancej shape, kind, or quality], 1, a distinct Icina;
sort: variety; class: as, various species of villains, 2. a
":

le,
f
distinct kind of plant or animal, having cer-

distinguishing characteristics: a category of bio-tain

logical classification: cf. genus. 3. [Obs.], outward
form, appearance, or mental image. 4. fObs.], specie.
S. in^ logic, a group of individuals or objects having
certain distinguishing attributes in common, given a
common name, and comprised with other similar
groups in a more comprehensive grouping called a
genus. 6, in the Roman Catholic Church, a) the outward
form, or appearance of bread or wine, of the respective
transubstantiated elements of the Eucharist, b) either
of these elements. Abbreviated ep.
the species, the human race.

specif., specifically.

~
*:* i "","""'

"""-- ; r v. T'' "^ vjrwwr*.* permission __

publisher, a *f*qpl edition; hence, 5. not general w*

regular; ipecjfic: limited: as, special legislation, a special
tax. 6. specified: definite; as, do you want any special
kind? it, a mciAlpenipn or thing, as a special train,
edition* etc* Abbreviated sp., sp*cT
5SW.MHtyMMStal iuad especial both imply that the thing go
(tocribsd km Qtiaiitks, ttptcts, HIM, etc. which diffwenSate it
from otatrs cf its class, nd tfct cnoic ol word getteraSy dd-
tmnm on tuohcoy, but^pc|sa i$ tisutUy preferred where
pWMsmteot Is im^bd (a oattr of utooial intsfftt to you);

c and Diirtlculur arc both anplitKl to something that 13

^ y*J<* ^W attsnttoi, but specific tuggmts tht
>Kt itatemiat ol an wmpl*f SlnstratloB, tic. (he citsd""

-\ ,and parfteular phirfit the
"

gl bt tube so d*gribd (in t;

"

special, or particular, sort orxind, 5, in 'W *i**,^ f

a) specially indicated as a cure for a particular disease:
said of a remedy. 6) produced by a particular micro-
organism; said of a disease, n. 1. something specially
suited for a given use or purpose* 2. a specific cure or
remedy. Abbreviated so. 5FN. see explicit, special.

spec i-fi ca tion (spes'9-fi-Wshon), n.
I. a specifying; detailed mention <

usually pi a detailed description of the parts of a whole;
statement or enumeration of particulars, as to

court-martial, a military court for judging
i te gnm than those judged by a general
frtlia; ft wpiiiiti of three or more officers or
t94|) enlisted men.

pottfl iryte tljrough
livered by a special

wbkh, for

messenger

in one

,

uality, performance, terms, etc.: as, here are the
tycaiions for the new building. 3, something specified:
specified item, etc. Abbreviated pc.

specific gravity, the ratio of the weight or mass of a
given volume ofa substance to that ofan equal volume
of another subftance (water for liquids and solids,
air or hydrogen for gases) used as a Standards abbre-
viated p gr*t &, G*

specific beat. 1. th* ratio of the amount ol
to raise the temperature of a unit a<* of a
ce one degree to the amount of heat requited

to raise the temperature of the same mass of water one
degree. 2. the number ol calories needed to raise the

of out gram of a given subttaaee 1 C.

the quality or state of

special
Ktxm fee,

btlorrtbt

who sp^clnlizes la
work, etc.: aa, a

^nd, 3. to

, cyegksscs;
[ME.; OFr ; L,

<lN^r^towM| I.ao

, fftrj
*



spectacled 1400 speedhmaker
worn in front of the eyes to aid the vision, shield the
eyes from glare, etc. : often a pair of spectacles. 4. pi.

something through which one views things, or some-
thing that influences, colors, or biases one's views or
ideas. 5. usually pi, something like a pair of spectacles,
or eyeglasses, in shape, use, etc., as the frame with one
red and one green glass in a semaphore.
spec-tabled (spek'ts-kld), adj. 1. wearing spectacles.
2. having markings that resemble spectacles in form:
said of animals.

spec-tac-u-lar (spek-tak'yoo-lSr), adj. [< L. spectaculum
(see SPECTACLE) ; + -ar], 1. of or like a spectacle, or
show. 2. unusual to a striking degree; characterized by
a great display, as of daring, n. an elaborate, extended
television program, usually in color.

spec-ta*tor (spek'ta-tSr, spek-ta'tSr), n, [L. < spectare,
to behold], a person who sees or watches a given thing
or event without taking an active part; omooker.
the Spectator, an English periodical (1711-1712;
1714), successor to the Tatler, published and written
by Joseph Addison and Richard Steele: it was com-
posed chiefly of short essays professedly edited by the
members of the imaginary Spectator Club, represen-
tative types in the social life of the times.

spec-ter (spek'tSr), n. [Pr. spectre < L. spectrum, an
appearance, apparition < spectqre, to behold], 1. a
ghost; apparition. 2. any object of fear or dread.

spec-tra (spek'tro). n. alternative plural of spectrum.
spec-tral (spek'tral), adj. [< specter, spectre + -al], 1,

of, having the nature of, or like a specter; phantom;
ghostly. 2. of or caused by a spectrum or spectra.

spec-tral'i'ty (spek-tral'a-ti), n. the quality or state of

being spectral.
spec-tre (spek'tgr), n. specter: British spelling.
spec-tro- (spek'trs, spek'tro), [< spectrum], a combining
form meaning: 1. of radiant energy as exhibited in a
spectrum, as in spectrogram. 2. of or by a spectroscope,
as in spectrohelipgram.

n. [spectro* f -gram],apec-tro-gram (spek'tra-gram'),
a photograph of a spectrum.

spec-tro-graph (spek'tro-graf', spek'tro-grafO. n. [spec-
tro- 4- -graph], 1. an instrument for dispersing light
radiation into a spectrum and recording the spectrum
photqgraphically. 2, a photograph of a spectrum.

spec-tro-he U-o-gram (spek'tr9-h'H-9-gramO n. [spec-
tro- + heiio- + -^ram], a photograph of the sun made

jomatic light, usually showing streaks or
* *~ klu~

I's Surface.

k'tro-hS'H-o-graf', spek'-
n. a dWce msed for making spectro-

spec-trom-e ter __
see SPECTRO- & -METER], 1. _ .

measuring spectral wave lengths.
used for determining the index

^* -

spec-tro-pho-tom e ter (spek ^w-^-wv*** w-v^/,
{spectro- + photometer], an instrument used for
paring the color intensities of different spectra,
spec tro scope (spek'trs-skop'), n. [G. spekfaosftot
SPECTRO- & -SCOPE),

'

an optical instru- COLUMATOR
ment used for form-

spectra for SCALE

longest wave visible) to violet (produced by the short-

est). 2. any of various arrangements of colored bands
or lines, together with invisible components at both
ends of the spectrum (cf. infrared, ultrayiolet), sim-

ilarly formed by light from incandescent gases or

other sources of radiant energy, which can be studied
by a spectrograph. 3. an afterimage. 4. in radio, the

range of wave lengths of radio waves, from 3 centi-

meters to 30,000 meters, or of frequencies of radio
waves, from 10 to 10,000,000 kilocycles: also radio

spectrum.
spectrum analysis, analysis of substances or bodies

through study of their spectra.
spec-ular (spek'yoo-ler), adj. [L, specularis], of, like,
or by means of, a speculum.
speculate (spek'yoo-lSt'), v.i. [SPECULATED (-id),

SPECULATING], [< L. speculates, pp. of specular*, to
view < specula, watch tower < specere, to see], 1. to
think about the various aspects of a given subject;
meditate; ponder; especially, to conjecture. 2. to buy
or sell stocks, commodities, land, etc,, hoping to take
advantage of an expected rise or fall in pnce; take
part in any risky business venture or enterprise on the
chance of making huge profits, SYN. see think.

epec-ula tion (spek'yoo-ll'shan), n. 1. meditation;
pondering; thought; especially, conjecture, 2, the act
of speculating in stocks, land, etc. 3. a speculative
business venture.
speculative (spek'yoo-E'tiv, spek'yoo-fo-tiv), adj.
[ME. & OPr. speculatif; L. specwatims], 1.

ofj
char-

acterized by, or having the nature of, speculation, or

meditation, contemplation, conjecture, etc. 2, theo-
retical, not practical. 3, of or characterised by finan*
cial speculation \ hence, 4. risky, 5, indulging in or
fond of speculation.

spec-u-la-tor (spek'yoo-H'tKr), n, a person who pec*
ulates, especially in financial operations.

spec-U'la-to-ry (spek'yoo-la-tdri, spek'ya-b-tS'rl), adj.
[L speculatorius], speculative.

spec-u-lum. (spek'yoo-lam), n. IpL SPECULA (-to). &PEC-
ULUMS (-lemsm. [L,, a mirror < spectre, to look], I. a
mirror, especially one of poUshed metal used as a re-

flector in a telescope, etc* 2* in medicine & surgery, an
instrument for dilating a passage or cavity to facilitate
its examination. 3. m zoology, a distinctive, usually
iridescent patch of color on the wings of certain birds,

especially ducks.
speculum metal, an alloy of copper and tin that will
take a mirrorlik polish, used for making ipacuk.
sped (sped), alternative past tense Mid past participle
of speed.

speech (spech), n. [MB. spechc; AS* spxc, sprxc <

n.

see

spec- tro- scop- Ic

performed with a
spectroscope, 2. o|
a spectroscope.

spec-tro-scop- i-cal

Base of sprecan, to speak (cf. SPKAK) ;
akin to G. spradie],

1. the act of speaking; expression or cornmimieation of

thoughts and feelings by spoken wofdi, vocal sountla,
and gestures. 2. the power or ability to speak. 3. the
manner of speaktag: asr Southitm spmcM* 4* mat whidh
Is spoken; utterance, remark, statement, talk, conver-
sation, etc, 5, a talk or'addrw* given to pvfblifi 6. the
language used by a certain group of ptoplti dialect or
tQQgtte. 7, the study of th theory and pwcttet of oral
expression and communication: tk a college ecnirric la

&&*. B* [ArchaicJ, n*morj report.
^yN.spcech is the general won! for A disemirse <leliveml to
an audience, whether prepared or impromptu; addrctt* iwjjli;i
& fontml, carefully prewired i)(x-eh an<l ujnmHy attribute']

importanee to the paMr c,r the speech (jm Mrtss to
^tai^fw*tionii!ini*tetilQm

r bombiistie siH>eeh f eupeeutUy one delivered
loceasion (ix>irtie:aom/tWvatthepicnk');(i,l

1 lattfidtd to ipw r I

(spek
k'x), adj. spedaro-
scopic.

spec * tro scop-i-cal-
ly (spek'tr-sko|/l-
k.

'

l-i) , adv.bymeaw si>
of a spectroscope,

SP

; see
L the

serfai ol colored

(

and arranged in

jfene ostler of their

wpective wmv
pengthi by the

of white
wot through a
ftnw or other dif
fructirij-r medium
arid uhadiiiK con-

tinuqtuily from reo
fay

al text.

clinic, a school or clinic for
rs.

community, til the

the study of spectra throu^ ,uae
upec-trtim (spek'tram), n/1^
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speed (spSd), n. [ME. spede; AS. sped, spaed, wealth,

fwer,
success < base of spowan, to prosper, succeed],

the act or state of moving rapidly; swiftness; quick
motion. 2. the rate of movement or motion; velocity:
as, what was his speed? 3. a gear or arrangement of

gears for the dnve of an engine: as, this truck has five
forward speeds. 4. [Archaic], luck; success; prosperity:
as, she wished him good speed. v.i. [SPED (sped) or
SPEEDED (-id), SPEEDING], 1. to move rapidly, espe-
cially more rapidly than is safe or allowed by law.
2. [Archaic], a) to get along; fare: hence, 6) to have for-
tune, good or bad. c) to have good fortune; prosper; suc-
ceed, v.t. 1. to help (a project) to succeed; aid; pro-
mote. 2. to wish Godspeed to: as, speed the parting
guest. 3. to send, convey, or cause to move, go, etc.,
swiftly: as, he sped the ball on its way. 4. to increase
the speed of : make go or work faster. 5. to cause or de-
sign (a machine, etc.) to operate at a certain speed or
speeds. 6. [Archaic], to cause to succeed or prosper.SW* see hatt*.
speed w$ to increase in speed; accelerate.

speed boat fapSd'b5t') n, a motorboat built for speed.
speed or (spider), n* a person or thing that speeds;
especially, a person who drives a motor vehicle at a
higher speed than is safe or legal
speed My (p8fd'l-i) adv. with speed or promptness;
quickly; rapidly.

speed 1 ness (gpSMi*nis) f nu rapidity or promptness:
Mite; dispatch.

speed ing (tptd'ta)* n, the act of driving a motor ve-
hicle at a higher speed than is safe or legal.
spued'0to''tr (pi*domVtlSr) it* [< speed -f -meter],
1. a device attached to an automobile or other vehicle
to indicate ipeed, at in miles per hour; tachometer.
2. a similar dw!e for indicating the distance traveled
M well a the spcftd: odometer.
pd*tar (tpSa'stBr), it* Latpeedar. 2. an open auto-
mobile, usually a two-seater, built for speed.
epced trap, a region, municipality, etc. where traffic

police an especially on the alert for violations of the
p0d kwi, and where even minor violations are demit
with sftvtirtly.

;l-up {tpfd'ttp
1

),
n. the act of speeding up; increase

output. tc.
~

[iprtd'wuO, n. L a track for racing auto-
, ..^ a tmd built for ttigh*p^d traffic.

spiHid-well (siXHl'wel), it* [< spffd. v. 4* w<tt* tf^** prob.
w(tik.tMijO pMtd^Bg ,**^wp^ w f

*k any of a number
olusteri of white,plant s witJi

r**/.
** i* **^*iv

itig "pntfper well J,

witJi tightly packed
<,

(rald'l)* #, tamDtnt f-i-Sr). SPKEDIEST (4*
t) It I. ouuriftUiisad by p*d of motion; rapid ; swift

2. ftttaogt delay; <juiek; prompt! ft spctdy reply.

twrt
of

(ps} n. (0* atnal

< L*
I

ptr iron, w c^tMtt^wp

L1?*WWm mifir swfr*

ntflii*nr; diunu; f

to em*hant ; to win the

Tio ii* 4P iV*r<W i

as, a cold $p0B. 5. ICoUo^.L a period of time that is

indefinite, short, or ofa specified character. 6. [Colloq.],
a short distance. 7. [Colloq.], a period or fit of some
illness, indisposition, etc. 8. [Chiefly Australian], a
period of rest or relief from activity.

spell-bind (spel'bind'), v.t. SPELLBOUND (-bound'),
SPELLBINDING], [back-formation < spellbound], to hold
by or as by a spell: fascinate; enchant.

spell-bind er (spel'bln'de'r), n. [Colloq.], a speaker who
holds his audience spellbound.

spell-bound (spel'bound'), V [spell (charm) -f- bound,
pp. of bind], held or affected by or as by a spell; fas-

cinated; enchanted.
spell-down (spel'doun'), n. a spelling bee, especially
one in which a contestant is eliminated from further
competition by a specified number of misspellings.

8pell-er (spel'er), n. 1. a person who spells words, etc*
2. a spelling book.

spell-ing (spel'in), n. 1. the act of forming words,
etc. by putting letters together. 2. the study of this.
3. the way in which a word is spelled; orthography.
Abbreviated ap

spelling bee, a competition in which the person or team
spelling the most words correctly is the winner.

spelling book, an exercise book used to teach spelling.
spelt (spelt), alternative past tense and past participle
of spu (to name the letters of).

spelt (spelt), n. [ME.; AS.; LL. spelta], a hard-grained
kind of wheat, or any of its varieties.

epcl-ter (spel'tSr), n. lOFr. espeautre; MD. spectuter (G.
spiauter); prob. akin to

t
Eng. pewter], zinc: term ap-

plied in commerce, especially to zinc ingots.
ape lunk-er (spi-lun'ker), n* f< L, spelunca, a cave], a
prson whose nobby is speleology.
spcnce (spent), n. [ME.; OFr. despense (Fr. defense);
see DISPENSE], [Archaic or Dial.], a larder or pantry:
also spelled spense.
Spen-cer (spen's&r), [< the surname Spencer < obs.

$pmcer, butler, steward; OFr. despenciser < despense,
larder, buttery < despendre* to spend (see SPBND)], a
masculine name: sometimes spelled Spenser.

spen-cer (spen'slr), n. [after the 2d Earl of Spencer
(1758-1834)], a short jacket, usually of wool, worn by
men or women*

spen-cer (spen'sir), n. [< pert, name Spencer], a trysail
on a gaxx*

Spen-cer, Herbert (spen'sEr), 1820-1903; English phi-
lasophcr.

Spen>ce-ri-ftn (sjpen-s^r'i-on). adj. L of or few
with Hrbrt Spencw or Jais system ol p.,
which attempted to systematize all the sciences
coherent whole, 2. of or characteristic of the s

864), American

.

taught by Pf
ican teacher,
lettwt, ., _.. ^.,_^_, - -r

(mad), mL [mwn wnt) mmmml [il
n: AS. sptndan (In comp.) < L. fxpenderc; i

EXPEND), 1. to use up, exhaust, con.sumc, or wear
out; a, he spent his energy quickly. Mi fury was spent.
2. to pay out (money) ; disburse. 3. to give or devote,M time, labor, thought, or effort, to torn enterprise
or foe some ptupom 4 to pass (a period of time) ; as,

they spent an hour together. 5. to waste; sq
4 il nautical usage, to lone; as, they spent their
tut I* to pay out or use up money, etc, 2. [Obs.], to

ofifjui con^uixiffidr wasted, or ^isihaust^l.

(>i>en'(l0r) f n. a person who spends, esp<jcially
mwdi freely or lavishly.

Spen-der, Bttpbto (iim'4if} IW* ; English poet,
fov

oC or charat}tt;ri::itic
n. 1, a follower

or

; wiwont
or IORMI*

sfarmf; LL.

"*

<^PWI^^^F10^^ ,
.i-^^-,

-
fc

. 3n5*^.
to tm

i, n, i I, oil JL
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-sperm (spten), [see SPERM (fluid)], a combining form
meaning seed, as in gymnosperm.
sper ma ce ti (spfcr'ma-set'i, spttr'ma-se'ti), n. [ML. <
LL. sperma, sperm + L. ceti, genit. of cetus, a whale], a
white, waxlike substance taken from the oil in the head
of a sperm whale, dolphin, etc,, used in making cos-

metics, ointments, candles, etc.

-sper mal (spur'ml), -spermous.
sper-mary (spttr'm&r-i), n. [pi. SPERMARIES (-12)],

[Mod, L. spermarium < sperma; see SPERM (fluid)], an

organ in which male germ cells are formed; male gonad;
testis,

sper-mat-ic (sper-mat'ik), adj. [Fr* spermatigue; LL.

spermaticus; Gr. spermatikos], L of or having to do
with sperm or sperm cells; generative. 2. of or having
to do with a spermary.
spermatic cord, the cordlike structure suspending a
testicle within the scrotum and containing the vas
deferens, blood vessels and nerves supplying the testicle,

etc.

eper-ma-ti-um (spSr-ma'shi-sm), n. [pi. SPERMATIA
(-)], [Mod. L.; Gr. spermation, aim. o sperma, a seed],
1. a nonmotile male gamete in red algae. 2, a very
small cell thought to be a male gamete, found in

some lichens and fungi.

8per-ma-to- (spttr'ma-tS, spur'mQ-ta), [< Gr, sperma,
spermatos* a seed], a combining form meaning seed or

sperm* as in spermatogenesis: also spernaat-, sperm-.
sper-ma-to-cyte (spur'ma-ts-sit'), n, [spermato- 4- -cyte],

a cell that develops through several stages to form
spermatozoa or spermatos&oids.

sper ma to gen-e sis (spftr'ma-ts-jen'Q-sis), n* [Mod.
L.; see SPERMATO- & -GENESIS], the production and
development of spermatozoa.

sper ma to-ge-netic (spttr'm9-t5'ja*net'ik), ocy. of

spermatogenesis.
sper-ma-to-go-nl-al (spttrmd-t9-go'm~9l) t adj. of or

having to do with a spermatogonmm,
sper-ma-to-go-ni-um (sptir'nio-tQ-go'ni-ain), n. [PL
SPBRMATOOONIA (-9)], [Mod. L. < spermoto- 4" Or.

gonZ, offspring], 1. a primitive male germ cell. 2, a

sper-ma-toph-O'ral (spftr'mo-tof'lr-dl), adj. of or hav-

ing to do witii a spermatophore.
sperma-to-phore (tpur'mo-to-f^r, 8ptr'm9-t9-f5r

/
)* n*

[spcrmaio- 4- -phore], a case or capsule containing a num-
ber of spermatozoa, expelled whole by the male of
certain animals, as the segmented worms and mollusks.

peir*in^to*i>ttyte (spfii'ms^-fltOt *. [< 9$wmafo~ -f
Gr. phyton, a plant), any seed-bearing plant.

sper-ma-to-phyt-ic (spdr'ma-ta-fit'ik) , adj. of or having
to do with a spermatophyte,
sper-ma-tor-me-a, sper-ma-tor rhoe-a (spur'mo-ta-
rS'a), n. [spermato- 4- ^rrhea) 9 the too freqtwnt tavoi-
untary discharge of semen without an orgasm,
8per-ma-to-zo-a (spflr'ino-te-asS'a),, n. plural of sper-
ntatocoott*

sper-ma-to-zo-al (spflr'rao-ta-z3'l) t adf. of or having to
do with spermatozoa.

sper-ma-to-zo-an (spttr^ttQ-to-d^cm), adj. spermato-
zoal.

sper-ma-to-zo-lc (spdr'ms-ta-zS'ik), adj. spermatozoa!.
sper-ma-to-zo-id (spUr'mo-to-zo'id), n. [< spermato-
zoon 4* 4$, in certain mosses, ern eta, * mate iex
cell, Of gamete, that moves by means of cilia: It is

usually produced in an antheridmm.
sper-ma-to zo-old (spfir'mo-to-zo'oid) , n* * spermato-
zoid.

sper ma-to-zo-on (sptir'ma-ta-zo'on), n. [pi. SPERMATO-
ZOA

(-oj] f [Mod* L, < sptrmateh 4- Gr^ ^Hom, mitn2v

living being], the male germ cell, found in semen,
whicn penetrates tye ovum, or egg* OK the totnale to
fertilize it; it has a well-defined he4 mfd-iaotloa, and
tail, and movej with a swimming acttott; also aptm.

8per mlc (spfir'mik), ad}* of or Jmvtog to do wltti iptrm,

basic substance*
some animal tissue,

prmo- (spur'ma), spernwito-j also,

eper mo go ni um (spflr'
OONIA t)J. [Mod. I. < n. .

aip-hped or flask-shaped
licheni, etc.. in which spermatk are
tiwm

oijt
a valuable lubrlcaliijg oil taktu from

oeacl oc tne iperm whale.

ed; -f M^r), any of mm!
qujnwlike rpdt|, lodudiiw tha chipnttnk,
qu2iTl, utlik, nd gopher: they < do mwch

Or.

(a

/* of or like pnn
a ecbifiittg form metnliw

number or Idod c* *& in

htebitte tb*

Sper-ry, Elmer Ambrose (sper'i), 1860-1930; Amer-
ican inventor, electrical engineer^ ana mamifacturer.

sperTy-lite (sper'i-HtO, n, [after its discoverer, P. L.

Sperry, of Sudbury, Ontario], a silvery-white granular
or crystalline native compound of platinum and arsenic,

PtAsi.

spew (spu), v.t. A v,i. [ME. spewen; AS. spiwan; akin
to G. speien, Goth, spevwan; IB. base *sp(h)j<&u-t as also

in L. spuere, to vomit (cf. SPUTUM)], to throw up from
or as from the stomach; vomit; eject: also spelled spue,
n. something spewed; vomit.

Spey-er (shpi'Sr), n. a city,
in Bavaria, Germany: pop.,

27,000: English name, Spires.

Spezi a, La (la spe'tsyS), n. a seaport on the Ligunan
Sea, in northern Italy: pop,, 121,000 (est. 1947).

sp. |Jr., specific gravity.
Sp. Grui., Spanish Guinea.

sphac e late (sfas'9-lSt'), v.t, A v.L [SPHACELATED (4d),

SPHACELATING], [< Mod. L. sphacelates^ tpp,
of sphace~

lore, to mortify < sphacelus* gangrene; Gr. sphakelos],
to make or become gangrenous; mortify.

sphac-e-la'tlon (sfasVia'shsn), n. the fact or process of

becoming sphacelated, or gangrenous,
sphae ro- (sf&r'o, sf&r'a), l< Gr. sphaira; see SPHERE], a
combining form meaning a sphere or like a sphere: also,

before a vowel, aphaer-.
ephag nous (sfag'nsas), ad/ of, consisting of, or covered
with sphagnum.
sphagnum (sfag'nam), n* [Mod. L. < Gr. sphagnos,
kind of moss], 1, any of a number of related grayish
mosses found in bogs: peat moss. 2. a mass of such
mosses, used to make tertilli&er, to pack and pot plants,
to make surgical dressings, etc.

ephal er ite (fal'eY-!t') n. [< Gr. $pkalero$, deceptive,
' *

f -ttel native *inc sulfide, 2nS the principal

orm

uncertain; , 4 , , ,^,^ , - , , ~ w ,--

ore of zinc, usually brownish with a resinous luster;

also called zinc blende*

sphene (sfen), n* JFr, sphene < Gr, sphin, a wedge: so
named because of its crystal form] titanite, especklly
the light-colored variety.
ephe nic (sfl'nik) adj* [< Gr spMn* a wedge, + ">].
L wedge-shaped. 2. designating or of a number having
three unequal prime factors,

epheno- (sfi'nS, sfi'nQ), (< Gr. $pkint a wedge], a
combining form meaning: L shaped like a wtd$r. M in

sphtnogram. 2, of the sphenoid bone. Also, before a
vowel* aphen-.
sphe-no-gram (sfe'na-gram'), lit [spheno- 4- -gram], a
cuneiform, or wedge-snkped ciharacttf,

aphe nog ra phy (sfi-nog
7
r-fi), it* [tpktm* -f *

writing done in wedge-shaped characters;
writing.
sphe nold (r.fc'noid), adj. (Or. sphcn, a wedge; 4-
1. wedge-shaped. 2. in anatomy, desinatimf or <

wedge-shaped compound bone lit the mm of the ;

see kull, illua. n* the sphenoid bone.
sphe-noi-dal (afi-noiM'l). adj. sphenr>id.
spher-al (sfSr'al), adj. |LL. sphaeralis]. 1. of or Ukt a

sphereVitfeTjMME* i#w/0ftf* *^*; 1* $pkmy^ Or*.

-"-'*$, i, anf round body or tor Bawif the
_je equally distant from the cfnt^r at ftII points;

; ball 2, a star or planet, f. the visible 1

, 4 the apparent glob* (vUstial sphere) _

by tto feemiwW' and vi*wle only M a dam* eartt-^
from horizon to horixon, 5, any of a erks of hypo-
thetical spherical shells, trannpar^nt, concentric, and
postulated m revolving erne within another, In whieti
the stars, planets, sun, moon, etc. Wif suppt^fdly :n*t :

a concept of ancient astronomy, 4 tte pio* (Mr rimge
of action or iMttci fidd or extent of knowl<'dge, i-

psriecipi, iamitnet, etc.; provtoct; <

- ~ '

strattuu; pltnw in pwty$ '

sphere.
form

) f wiina)f L to wit m cr M la *
2. to put among th hciivenly $ to
o % splem

-sphere a combming Corm nwanmg a sphere m
lm$

1MB**
t Mviw in its

ttd oil: Jw

. S|*DM

vff ^cttiliifc""
'" ~~

*.$rFJV. IMIO^ID
turn, ootir.il disu.rh. >u from
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with
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sphe-roi-dal (sfi-roi'd'l), adj. having the form of a
spheroid; almost spherical.

8pne-roi-dic-it3: (sp'oi-dis'a-ti),
n. the quality or state

of being spheroidal.
8phe-roi*di-ty (sfi-roi'do-ti), n. spheroidicity.
sphe rom-e-ter (sfi-rom's-teY), H. [Fr. s-pkerom&re see
SPHERE & -METER], an instrument useoffor measuringthe surface curvature of bodies that are spherical
cylindrical, etc.

* *

spher-uJar (sferjoo-lir). ad/, spherical.
spher-ule (sfer'551), n. [L. sphaerula, dim. of sphaera:
see SPHERE], a small sphere or spherical body: globulenrVlAr.ll.Hto fefar/nnJi + 't n t ^ -A !.*..>- jKi1 * T .

*"XT "**"-;y"J
** euu<cu w* -jt/^v* AVCM. uvuy; j

spher-u-lite (sfer'co-lit ') n. J< spherule + -*tef, a group
ofCrystals arranged m the shape of a sphere, as in cer-
tain volcanic rocks.

spher-u-Ht-ic (sfer'oo-Ht'ik), adj. of or containing spher-

W*ffyJtf$ty' ?4/- ISPHERIER (-i-gr), SPHERIEST (4-
ist)], [PoeticJ, 1. of or like a sphere, especially a
heavenly bodv; hence, 2. celestial; starlike.

. < sphing-
, to draw cloee], in anatomy, a ring-shaped muscle

that surrounds a natural opening in the body and can

***;
~ ''T- ~ vj. wv*-w*y, **/. of or having the nature

of, a sphincter.
apninK (ajtaks), n, [pi. SPHINXES (-iz) SPHINGES (sfin'~
18z)j, [ME.; L.: Or. sphinx,
lit,, the strangler), t. any
Egyptian statue or figure
having, typically, the body
of a lion and the head of a
man, ram, or hawk, 2.

[S-] a huge statue of this
kind with the toad of a
man, at Gtam, near Cairo,
Egypt* 3, in Grttk myih
ohty, a) t winged monster
with a lion's body and the SPHINX AT G|ZA
head and brawti of a
woman; ntdMcally, [8-1, a monitor of this kind
that perched m a rock near Thebei and asked A riddle

jrf tyeryP^^Y strangling all who could not answer:
Oedipus solved to* riddle, and the Sphinx killed ier-

lf. 4. a oerso^ whose mmner or exprtwioii suggits
that his ehiwwtir ii deep and mysttcioos* 5, in"

\ . hawk moth*

, {< Or.
orm mMaing the pnln,

or tracing

of ft apnyimograplk.
A/, f< j

+ MMMMNmrj* an toitrttraBt lor

-

for the force and rate

L af o|

-) m a itar to tin
; fti cn*^Ht*fio. ehiu-t ,

U m cl iM^^t to"

* %, A pobi; cf,

aroma. 3. that which gives zest or piquancy; inter-
esting or flavorful part. 4. a small bit; trace; sugges-
tion: as, a spice of envy in her tone. v.t. [SPICED
(spist), SPICING], 1. to season or flavor with spice.
2, to add zest or piquancy to; make interesting.

spice-ber-ry (spis'ber'i), it. [pi. SPICEBERRIES (-is)],
1. a Florida tree of the myrtle family, having orange
or black fruit. 2. the fruit of this tree. 3, the checker-
berry; wintergreen.

spice-bush (spis'boosh'), n. a shrub with leathery
leaves, small yellowish flowers, and red fruit.

Spice Islands, the Molucca Islands.
spic-er-y (spis'gr-i), n. [pi. SPICERIES (iz)], [ME. spic-
ene;OFT. espicerie (Fr. tpicerie) < espice (cf. SPICE)],
1. spices. 2. something spicy; spicy quality, flavor, or
aroma. 3. [Obs.l, a place where spices are kept.

spice*wood (spls'woodOf n- a spicebush.
spic-i'ly (spfs

/?
l-i), adv. so as to be or make spicy: in a

smcy manner.
spic i-ness

(spls'i-nis), n. & spicy quality.
spick-and-span (spik''n-span'), adj. [short for spick-
and-$pannew; $ptck,vax. of spike, a nail 4- span-new <
IL Is

sP^""neo^e f ON. sp&n-n^ < spQnn, a chip,
". neat and clean.

""*"'"' '""

T"V'*' \*'4K* 1 fc JfW/~A*M y, WUy* IJU/* SplrCUlattiS], 1.

shaped like a spicule; needlelike. 2. covered with or
consisting of spicules,

spic ule (spik'Ql), n. [Fr.; L. spiculum, dim. of ypica. a
point, ear, spike), L a small, hard, sharp-pointed,
needlelike piece or process, especially of bony or cal-
careous material, as in the skeleton of the sponge. 2. a
small spike of flowers.

8pic-ii4um (spik'yoo4m), n. [pi. SPICULA (-b)], [L.],a spicule; especially, any of several spinelike organs
found m lower animals, as the starfish,

spic-y (spFsi), adj. [SPICIER (-si-Sr), SPICIEST (-si-ist)I,
1. containirig or abounding in spices. 2. having the
flavor or aroma of a spice or spices; fragrant; aromatic.
3. piquant; pungent, 4* risque"; racy, $YN< see pun-

8Ir<H (spi'der), n. [ME. stffan; AS. HtyftAro, for
*s&nOtr* < spinnan, to spin; cf. SPINL 1. any of a
number of small, eight-legged animals naving a body
composed of two divisions, a cephalothorax bearing
the legs and an abdomen bearing two or more pairs
of spinnerets, whose function is to spin the silk threads
from which they make nests, cocoons, or webe for
trapping insects; the spider is an arachnid and not
an insect. 2. a person thought oi as spiderlike in
nature or appearance. 3. a trivet, 4. a frying pan,
originally one with attached legs for we over an open
fire. S, a device for pulverizing the ground, used with
a cultivator.

spider crab, any of several very large it embi with
t w>ar-haped body and long itontdtr tagk

spider monkey, any of a grcwp of moakeyi of Southma Central Attwfe faAvtsf font, ipidtry limbs and
Ion* pmbmil* talk T *

|HWGir wdb, a netlike wb ^ptuti by a tpidr to catch
m^cts.

i W any oi a number of re-
loavat and blue or purplish

lldr'Wort < ^
bted plants with t.__
flowi*i ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ u __

i a spider's legs. 3. infested with

'. * TO. < .,...
; of. sracuLinc) -f

wWte pig iron ccwtawiing

t * IO play* nuxia) {Stogi a talk or tptadt,
r
to talk, p^kf or cnitc

n. & MTSOKI who spies; spy,

; proD. otig* a
tte y<; iimart; neat;

pwb. via 09k*. < baaa

/) the valv^ or plug in
e that is imwrtf.1 into tnm m to farm m Joint.
< ON, i^Ar, a nail, tpikt;

, ....... Stf Of OOftt (of. WC4,
> base a m ^<>^, ^tt tto.1 1. a i

or p^Mnte* iisually and
: the top of un torn ftnot, tto. 2, a
3. any kmg, ioitit*Hl &b|tei ai t

............ ...r of yowttf OMT. 4. ^ sharp w
on flb and ofton on UM df

M* fcr ir*F irwk, !, to
* ""............ "

* ot Ai
4. Ct^ktK i to

^ <N .r;,tm



spike 1404
8' :ex

fasten or fit with or as with a sp;ke or spikes. 2..
to

mark, pierce, cut, etc. with a spike or spikes, or im-

pale on a spike. 3. to make (a cannon) unusable by
driving a spike into the touchhole; hence, 4. to

thwart, frustrate, or block, as a scheme. 5. [Slang],

to add alcohol or strong alcoholic liquor to (a drink) .

6. in baseball, etc., to injure (an opponent, another

player, etc.) with the spikes on one's shoes.jlYvI, vJWty VVAUli VAAW OJ^AJtvwM v* w<uw

spike (spik), n. [ME. spik; L. spica],

Z a long flower cluster with flow-

ers attached directly to the stalk.

spike lavender, a European lav-

ender mint that yields an oil used

spike-let (splk'lit), n. in botany, a
small spike, as in a flower cluster

spikenard (spIk'neVd, spik'nard) ,

n. [ME.; ML. spica nardi < L.

spica, an ear of grain + nardus,
aromatic root, nard] , 1 . a fragrant
ointment used by the ancients.

2. the East Indian plant that

yielded it. 3. an American plant
with whitish flowers, purplish

.

1. an ear of gram.

like a spike;
2, having or set w*v** *,.-.

spile (sml), n. .[MD., a splinter,

skewer, bar, spmdle], 1. a plug or ^y^S^t^.
spigot, as for a barrel. 2. a tap or A spike_ofplantam,

spout driven into a maple tree to B, spike of horse-

draw off sap. 3. a heavy stake or tau

timber driven into the ground as

a foundation or support, u,*. [SPILED (spild), SPILING],

1. to furnish or support with spiles, or stakes. 2. to set

a spile into (a tree, barrel, etc.)! hence, 3. to draw off

(liquid) through a spile. 4. to stop up (a hole) with

epll^lSe
1

^^-^), n, [< MD. sp&lekm, dim. of

spUle, a splinter, pin; cf. SPILE], 1. one of a set of pegs
or strips, as of bone, used in playing certain games, as

iackstraws, cribbage, etc. 2. pL {construed as sing.], a

game in which these are used. Also spelled oUUkla.

spil-ing (spa%)}. iu K^&f, dial* var. ol spite], spites or

timbers cofledbively; PWB$* .

'11 (l) v*f. [SPILLED (spud) or SPILT (spilt), srauuproi*
CE. spmn; k&spiUw* to destroy, squander j

akm to

v. (ftffqpttta; IB, base *s#ft)K to split, split of, as

also ist L spmum (cf. SPOILS), Bn$ sfatt* etc.], L to

allow or cause, especially in an uumtemiional or acci-

dental manner, to run, fall, or flow over from a re-

ceptacle or container, usually with resulting lorn or

waste: said of a liquid or a loose or granular tubstanoe.

2. to shed (blood), 3. to empty the wind from (a sail).

4, to scatter, especially by emptying from a receptacle
or container. 5, [Obs.], a) to kill W to destroy or

ruin, c) to sauander; waste, 6. [CoHoq.L to make
known (something secret or unknown); divulge. 7,

[Colloq.], to cause or allow to fall; throw off (a rider,

load, etc.). *** to be spilled from a receptacle or

container; overflow: run out; fall out. n. 1. a nulling*
2. the amount spilled. 3. a spillway. 4. (Couoq.j, a
fall or tumble, as from a horse, bicycle, etc.

spill (spil), n. [var. of spilt], 1. a splinter. 1 a smder
piece of any substance, especially a thin roll or fold of

paper, to be lighted in a fire and used m a match. 3.

a small peg or plug for stopping up a hole; spile. 4.

a small meial peg. pin, or rod*

spill*way (spil%r) n. [spill, . 4- wyl a passageway
or channel to carry off sweat water, as from a reservoir.

spilt (spilt), alternative past tense and past participle
of spill.

spilth (spilth), ft* {< spiU, .J, I. a spitting. 2, tftit

which js spilled; especially, anything fpUWTpcoltwtly*
spin (spin), v.t. [SPI/N (spun) of archaic SPAN (span).
SPUN, SPINNING]! [ME. sptnmn; AS. splatum (A
SPIDER) ; akin to G. spinnm; IB. base *($)pen-, to draw.
ipln; cl. SPINDLE], 1. to draw out and twist fibers 0!

(wool, cotton, etc.) into thread, 2. to make (thread,
yarn, etc.) by this process. 3. to make (a web, 00000%
etc.) from a filament of a viscous fluid that is extruded
from the body and hardens on exposure to the air:

Mid of spiders, itlkworms, etc* 4* to make or produce
in A way suggestive of spinning. 5* to carry out to
a great ienftn; prolong; protract (a story, etc.) : usually
with owl. o. to tell (a tory yam etc*). 7* to MUM to
whirl or rotate swiftly; as, the boy spun the top. ff*
I, to tpin thread or yam. 2. to form a thread, web,
etc*: ol spider;, etc. 3. to %h with it spoon or
pinsMr* 4 to whirl or rotate vwtfuy. 5. to to

EMI sptmiiw ffOffi iimfi.ii*i, o, to nwv^ luot^ swiftly
and smoofily, ix* I* tt whirling or rotating or
xtiy*fnnfc. 2. th iet of causing an uctiun m

3* * moving wlfi|b
p

4 ride of short Irip in * wnici. 5. m
in which urt *i*>w

along a spiral path of large pitch and small radius.

spi-na-ceous (spi-na'shos), adj. [<.ML. spinachia; see

SPINACH], 9!,
related to^or resembling spinach or other

[earlier spynnage, spyn*
pinachia,' Sp, espinaca <

by L. spina (cf. SPINE) from
the prickly seeds], 1. a ijlant of the goosefoot family,

with large, dark-green, juicy, edible leaves, usually
eaten cooked. 2.^816(^63..

spi-nal (spi'n'l), adj. (LL. ^inaM* 1. of or having to

do with the spine or spinal cord. 2. of a spme or needle-

shaped process, n. spinal anesthesia.
f

spinal anesthesia, in surgery, local anesthesia of the

lower half of the body by the injection of an anesthetic

into the lumbar portion of the spinal cord.

spinal canal, the canal, or tube, formed by the verte-

bral arches, containing the spinal cord.

spinal column, the series of joined vertebrae forming
the axial support for the skeleton; spine: backbone.

spinal cord, the thick cord of nerve tissue of the central

nervous system, extending down the spinal canal from
the medulla oblongata. ,_,,,, ,

. N

spin-die (spin'd'l), n, [ME. (with intrusive -4-) < AS.

spinel < spinnan, to spinl L a slender rod or pin
used in spinning; specifically, a} in hand spinning, a
rounded rod, usually wooden, tamnng toward each

end, for twisting into thread the fibers pulled from the
material on the distaff, and notched at one end no as

to hold the thread. 6) on a spinning wheel, the rod by
which the thread is twisted and on which it is then
wound, c) in a spinning machine, one of the rods

holding the bobbins on which the thread is wound as it

is spun. See distaff, illus. 2. a measure for yarn, equal
to 14,400 yards in linen or 15,120 yards in cotton. 3,

something having the kms , slender shape of a spindle,
as the bundle of nuclear noers formed during one stage
of mitosis, or a short turned piece in a baluster. 4. any
rod, pin, or shaft that revolves or servei at an axis for

a revolving part, 5, a small axis* axle, arbor, mandrel,
or shaft. 6, in a lathe, a shaftlike part (tfwr $pindl)
that rotate while holding the thing io be turned, or a
similar part (dead spindle) that does not rotate* 7. a

hydrometer, S, a metal rod* pipe* tc *u*Uy with a
lantern, ball, or other easily viiJble object at its top,
fastened to a rock, shoal, or the like a* a warning to

vessels* adj. L of or like a tpiadla or spindles. 2.

designating or of the maternal or fenutle line of a

family, iwf. [FINDLD (-did), WINDLIHCJ, L to

grow in a long* slender thape, 2, to grow into a long,
slender stalk or stern, v.t. 1. to form into a spindle.
2. to fit or equip with a roindle* ..... .

spin die-leg ftea (spin'dl-leg'id, apm'cl'1-legd'). adj.

naving tidn teas*

8pln-dTe lefts (tipinM'i-leg'//), n.pl. 1. thin tet. 2.

fcowtre0a M tInf. I* [Cofuxi.L a pmon with thui

spln-dle-ehanked (spinM'l-slmnfct'), adj.^

tree, |d. O* spinddbauml any ol a nuntbfr of
1 ^- t Of n*bi und to makt

in proportion to
nv a spindling iwmm or thing.

, adj. (

.

mruwr J|o<m Jr</lf ^oom 6 < u >ffM foam) TT

iW^J, ipy blown from roogti MI 0r surf,

pine Cpla) f it* 1MB.] OFr. mMm;L ipto* a thorft,

prickle, backboee}* i *ay of tha short, sharp, woody
proceMet projwting from certain pmnta, w tw ot^tuit,

2. any of the sharp* t^i 0rojetiotti on thi 0i

certain ftttlmk aa tha Qttll off pomuploa or a ray ol a
fih*s fin, 3, anything rstembluig tntr oi^UMSja jpco*

tlw
it Al wt4

*
oxide of aKuuimttn, miigm^mm,
in variijtir* a rid variety (v

i to-

powif*

pin i fex



sipinig<;erous 1405
facerc, to make], any of a number of related Australian
grasses having stiff, pointed leaves and seeds with an
elastic spine.

spi nig-er-ous Jspi-mj'&r-Qs), adj. spiniferous*
spin-i-ness (spm'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being spiny,
spin-na-ker (spin'a-kgr), n. [said to be formed < spinx,
altered < Sphinx, name of a yacht which carried the
sail; prob. an altered form o! spanker], a large, tri-

angular sail on racing yachts, set from a boom that
swings out on the side opposite the main boom and
used especially when running before the wind.

spin-tier (spin'Sr), n. a person or thing that spins;

specifically, a) a person who spins yarn, etc, for a living,
M a shiny fish lure that spins like a propeller when drawn
through the water, c) a domelike cap that fits over the
hub ol an airplane propeller, d) a football play in which
the ball carrier whirls

t
around to prevent the opposing

team from knowing in which direction he will run.
spin-ner-et (spin'&r-et/), n. [dim. of spinner], an organ
used by spiders, caterpillars, etc* in spinning threads of
silk.

(spin%-i), n. [pi SPINNBRIES (-iz)] a factory
where yarn u spun; spinning mill*

a'i). n. M.spin-ney (plnf
i), n. \pl. SPINNEYS (-iz)], [ME, (N.W.

Midland) spmw; OFr, espind; LL. spinetum < L,

spina, thorn, spine], [British], a thicket or grove.
apin-ning (spin'in), n. the act of making thread or

yarn from fibers or filaments. ad/, that spins.
spinning Jenny, a spinning machine fitted with several

spindles* lor spinning more than one thread at a time.

flpmnin^ wheel, a primitive spinning machine fitted

with a single spindle driven
by the rotation ol a large
wheel spun by a foot treadle
or by hand.
pin*ny (ipln'i), n. (British),
a spinney,
pl'OOi* (npl'nos), adj. [L,
,V/>*'WXVM.V < $pina t spine],
Cull of or eovr@d with ipines
or thorns,

Hpi no-l'ty (jptaot'e-ti), it,

[LL, $piwmw\ t 1* the
Quality oc ootto.itioci of be**

ing tiH&oee. 2. a sharp or

cutting remark. 3, a spine

, I, spiaose, 2. like a spin or thorn in form,
Sii no zii, Ha ruch or Hene diet (bii'rookh or bft'nft*

dikt i^f*5
Tf) 16U-1677; Dutch philosopher,

Spl noscism (npi-nr/xi/'rn), n. the philosophy of Spi*
ju>/,*\, who taught that tfatrt li but one substance, God,
having two thcwtht and xt*nion.
pta*t*r (iplii'ttir), it. (ME. rffawrtir* < *fo***, to

4- $lirj| L a woman who spiny thread or yarn,
1 am tiaiaiunriW wontfta; wp^wally, an elderly woman

km nmr marrftasow makL,
hood Cspin^tir-ho<xi'). fi* {* -K000), the

ft mnit**.
thar-l <*p (^Hn^har'i-sk*)!/), n [< Of.

tfutri*. ft Hjwifk ; f

owl SttWMii few oli

ftp! nid^ fipin'h n- [L. tpinula, dim* of spina.
i*pilM?L ft illittll Spiflis.

tp[(k*it*kNMi ipitt^ofrWJi Vf IMod L.
1

iHtotMil. ,
1 or wiife wnto* 2,

IM tte of a tpnuw.
t or

thorny*^ ^- " ........~ .....
pjntpa,

inainmal re-

.ving Iw in which
nd

iwy cf a nrc*tip of mtu cniiitiMjisitm,
'

to itui I

spirit
L. spira, a coil;

SPIRAL

4. a spiral path or

spiral (spi'rQl), adj. [ML. sfiralis <
Gr. speira], 1. circling contin-
uously around a point or center
in curves that constantly in-
crease (or decrease) in size;
coiled or coiling in one plane.
2. coiled or coiling in constantly
changing planes, as the thread
of a screw; helical, n. 1. a spi-
ral curve occurring in a single
plane. 2. a spiral curve occur-
ring in a series of planes, as the
thread of a screw; helix. 3.

something having a spiral form,
as a coiled snake or a bedspnng. _. _ ,r ,
flight: as, the descending spiral of a falling leaf. 5. a
section or segment of a spiral. 6. a continuous, widen-
ing decrease or increase: as, an inflationary spiral is

an economic condition in which an increase in prices,
etc. results in a series of further increases, to the point
of financial collapse. 7. in football, a kick or pass in
which the ball rotates on its longer axis as it moves
through the air. lu, [SPIRALBD or SPIRALLED (-raid),
SPIRALING or SPIRALLING), to move in or form a spiral.
v.t. to cause to move in or form into a spiral: as, the
war spirakdvric^ to new heights.
spl-raHy (sprral-i), adv. in the form of a spiral.

spiral nebula, a distant galaxy having the visible form
of a spiral.

spi-rant (sp!'ront), n. [< L. spiraw, ppr. of spirare, to

breathe], a consonantal sound, as (an; or (v), produced
by the passage of breath through the partially closed
oral cavity; fricative, ad1

/, having the nature of a
spirant; fncative.

aplr (spir), n* (Pr.: L. spira; Gr. speira], 1. a spiral
or coil. 2. any of the convolutions of a spiral or coil*

3. in zoology, the upper part of a spiral shell.

spire (spir), n. [ME., a young shoot or blade of grass;
AS. spir; akin to ON. splra; IB. base *spei-, a point,
pointed wood, as also in L. spina (cf. SPIKE)), 1. a
sprout, spike, or stalk of a plant, a blade of grass, etc.

2, the top part of a pointed, tapering object or struc-

ture, as a mountain peak; summit. 3. anything that

tapers to a point, as a pointed tower or steeple. vX
(SPIRED (spird), SPIRING], to extend upward, tapering
to a point; shoot up, rise in, or put forth a spire or

spires, v.t. to furnish with a spire or spires.

spl-re-a (spi-re'o). n. spiraea.
apired (splrd). adj. having a spire or spires,

spl-reme (sprrein). n* (Gr* speirl-ma, a coil < speira, a
spiral, coil], in biology, the nuclear chromatin of a cell,

a threadlike form seen in an early stage of mitosis.

Spires (spins), n. Speyer: the English
s$*ff T%MI (sp^fef), 4M<h
~"H -/ro4 in *oloRyt character&ed by a sp
tteusture, as some shells, or by spiral ap~

-

oracMopod.
epi ril lum (spi-ril'om), n, [pi. SPIRILLA (-9)), [Mod. L.,
dim. of L. sPim (see SPIRAL)], 1* any of a genus of

bactia having the form of a spiral w^ and char-
acterteed by flageila: $ae bacteria, illus, 2, any of

otiter ntttcroorgaiypcis hmvtog a dmilwr form
pir^it), m [MIL; pJRr, wffrit; L.

^Irlliw,
breath,

L o) tne lite principle, especially in man, 'originally

regarded at an animating vapor infused by the breath,
or as beitowed by a dcpy: hencse, b) the noul %. the

~ ~ '

motivating, feeling part of man, often as

d from the body; mind; intelligence. 3.

;6, will, consciousness, thought, etc., r<*garded
a Mpaimte from matter. 4 a supernatural being,

p&lty on thought ol as haunting or ppiiefwi%gf a
- ' - - 4-- -~ - * *

"-! mi indftabitixkfii a
cwd or vfl) char-
of U 5. an inoli*

it ol an showing or
wm a brax-e spirit,

mood; tittjpn

tK-rwHi, honjii-. tc.. at a
0trta! rtgion, biaag of a _ ,

acttT, tc. t a an angel, demon,
i or prfaality tl

specmc quality: at,

t

^, to Mir* as* fee folow^th* 'tptrfi if not
of the law* 10* a pervading animating

'*

! of otetctwistte qtwlty, or pre-
ot ftttittuk: ti Mm of the
a clivint! animating influt-ne** or in-

' "

a strong tkohollc Banw pro-
13 fObi*Ii flt) any of W*in
M of if pemeatinc

arw wl

_ _. -. r - A
_ mm mlxtwrvn. te,s M. tariff of

W ftfeiaol. II to f n
lo,. W, in an



spirited 1406 spittoon

alcoholic solution of a volatile or essential substance:

as, spirits of camphor, v.t. 1. to inspirit, animate*

encourage, cheer, etc. (also with up). 2. to carry

(away or of) secretly and swiftly, as though in a super-
natural manner, adj. 1. of spirits or spiritualism. 2.

operating by the burning of alcohol: as, a spirit lamp.
Abbreviated sp.
out of spirits, sad; depressed.
the Spirit, 1. the Holy Ghost. 2. God.

spir-it-ed (spir'i-tid), adj. L having a (specified) char-

acter, mood, or disposition: used in hyphenated com-
pounds, as evil-spirited, fine-spirited, low-spirited, etc.

2. full of spirit: lively; vigorous; energetic; animated.

spir it-ing (spir'i-tirj), n. behavior or activity of a spirit.

spir-it-ism (spir'i-tiz'm), n. spiritualism.

spirit-less (spir'it-lis) , adj. lacking spirit, energy, or

vigor; not lively or animated; listless; depressed.

spirit level, a glass tube held in a frame and con-

taining a liquid, usually alcohol, with a bubble in it:

when the bubble rests at the center of the tube, the
frame, or a surface upon which it is placed, is known to
be level, or horizontal.

Jspiri to-so (spe're-td'so"; Eng. spir'i-to'so), adj. [It.],

in music, lively; spirited.

spirits of hartshorn, a solution of liquid ammonia, as
for household use: also spirit of hartshorn.

spirits of turpentine, oil of turpentine; turpentine
(sense 2) : also spirit of turpentine.

spirits.of wine, alcohol: also spirit of wine.

spir-it u-al (smr'i-chqo^l, spir'i-chool), adft [ME. &
OPr, spiritud; L. spiritualis], 1. of the spirit or the
soul, often in a religious or moral aspect, as distin-

guished from the body;. 2. of, from, or concerned with
the intellect, or what is often thought of as the better
or higher part of the mind. 3. of or consisting of spirit:
not corporeal. 4. characterized by the ascendancy of
the spirit; showing much refinement of thought and
feeling. 5, of religion or the church; sacred, devotional,
or ecclesiastical; not lay or temporal. 6, spiritualistic
or supernatural, n. 1, a religious folk song of Ameri-
can Negro origin, often treating Biblical matter in a
way suggestive of the folk ballad, with the use of
refrain

1

and vigorous rhythm, 2* a spiritual thing or
concern; especially, pi, cmirch matters.

spiritual Incest, in ecclesiastical usage, sexual inter-
course between persons having a spiritual kinship, as
from having been baptized together*

spir it-ual fern (spir'i-cho^-al-k'm, spir'i-c^oo-E/m},
n. 1. the belief that the dead survive as spirit* wMoh
can coitemunicate with the living, especially with the
Eeli) of a, third party, called a medium. 2. any practice
arising from this belief. 3. the philosophical doctrine
that a|l reality is in essence spiritual; idealism. 4
spirituality: spiritual quality, etc. Also spiritism.

spir-it-u-al-ist (spiri-cn65-9l-ist, spir'i-chool-ist), ft* I,

a person who believes in or practices spiritualism (senses
1 & 2). 2. a person who believes in the doctrine of

philosophical spiritualism. 3. a person concerned with
or devoted to spiritual things.

8pir-it'U*i'iS'tic (splr'tohOT-^lis'tik,
tik). adj. of spiritualism or spiritualists.

spIrit*u*gH'ty (spir'i^SS-^l'a-ti), n. [#. SPIRITUAL-
ITIES (wtte)], 1. spiritual character, quality, or na*
tare: opposed to sensuality, worldliness. 2. often pi. the
rights Jurisdiction, tithes, etc, belonging to the dbtwsh
or to an ecclesiastic, 3. the fact or state of being

' ---a, tp-
chool-i-za'shon), n. a spiritualizing or being spiritual-
ized.

spLrit-u-al-ize (sdr^i-chd^-o-Hz', spW-clioo-BsOf ^*
ISPIRITOALIZBD (-w40 smmrAtuotMG], L to mfe
spiritual; deprive of materiality or wona&neM* 3. to
give a spiritual sense or meaning to.

*plr'it;ii*al'ty (spW-chd5-9l-ti) w \pL smrruAtTiws
(-tiz)L 1, the clergy. 2* often pL spiritual or wlesias*
tical things, as eccpdastical property, rights, etc,

$8pi-r*-t0-el (mi'iTta'cl'; Eng. fpM^S-ei1
)* 4 Ipr.

(fern, spirtiuem} ; we aranuAL], t bmirtog or tfeowlttg
a refined, ethereal nature. 2. having or showing a
quick, graceful wit or mind*

spr-tt'U-ous (pir'iKjh<5o>)t adj, f < I* spirOm* spirit;

"t 2?^1* ^ &**> or contatoW aJeoMl: sMd ctpcSaly
of dfrtiUad as opposed to ferowntd Immum, *^~^

*ptr4*tiJii w<im
; (spir/i-tes attpir), BU| teftrw* vm+

mar. the rough breathing,

spirj.tiMi
fru*raim

:
di faMA* MtaNtttt), PU* ltf

spirit of grata), whisky.
Mrt-tlNrtMte faKb*i.ttt Ufcjty. [14 in Greek grammar.
th* smooth breathing,

JVtao* ttpFr5, tpl'p), [< L. jffarv, to
Dining Eorai mesning wplrawm* as in

ipf*ro (plW. *dffm 9 1 < Or. speira, a cdi a
form tsa to tedkmte tplroi or eptf, & i, ,, ,_,
^ro^lMMi^ ml-m*$wtit fa'T+tiSh, * Mod. L.
*jw^WMto < Or* fMM, f + chait^ tevTaw dt
Jfioup of bc

oTwfiich

n. an infectious disease of chickens, etc., caused by a

spirochete and usually fatal.

spi-ro-graph (spl'rs-graf', spi'rs-graf'). n. \sptro- +
-sya^J, an instrument for recording the movements of

breathing.
spi-ro-gy-ra (spi'ra-ji'nj), n. [Mod. L, < Gr. speira, a

spiral, coil + gyros, a ring], any of a number of related

fresh-water algae containing spiral chlorophyll bands.

spi roid (spl'roid), adj. [see
SPIRE (a spiral) & -OID), like

a spiral; having a spiral form.
f

spi-rom-e-ter (sp!-romVtSr), n. [sptro- + -meter], an
instrument for measuring the breathing capacity of the

lungs.
spi-rom-e-try (spi-rom'a-tri), n. the measurement of

mng capacity by means of a spirometer.

spirt (spiirt), n., v.t. A v.L spurt.

spir u la (spir'yoo-b, spir'oo-b), n, (pi SPIRULAE (-le')L

[Mod. L, dim. of L. spira: see SPIRAL], a two-gilled
mollusk related to the squid and cuttlefish, with a flat

spiral shell that is partitioned into a series of chambers
and is largely internal.

spir-y (spfr'ij, adj. [SPIRIKR (-i-Sr) f SPIKIEST (-i-wt)],

spiral; coiled; curled,

spir-y (spir'i), adj. [SPIRIER (-i-ffr),
SPIRIEST C-wst)], 1.

of, or having the form of, a spire, or pointed, tapering

object, slender stalk, steeple, etc, 2. having many
spires

spit (spit), n. (MB. spite; AS. spitu; akin to OHG.
spizm, a point; IE. base *spei~, a point (cf, SPIRE)], 1. a
thin, pointed rod or bar on which meat impaled and
held to be broiled or roasted over a fire, 2. a narrow

point of land extending into a body of water. 3. a long,
narrow reef, shoal, or sandbank extending from the
shore, v.t. [SPITTED (-id), SPITTING], to thrust a pointed
rod through; fix or impale on or as on a spit,

spit (spit), v.t. [SPAT (spat) or SPIT, SPITTING], [MB,
spitten; AS. spman; akin to Dan. spy^e; IB. echoic
base *sp(K)$u-t etc., as also in L, sputum, Eng. $ptw] t

1. to eject from within the mouth* 2, to eject, throw
out, emit, or utter explosively; as, the man spat an
oath. 3. to light (a fuse), ftf. 1* to eject saliva, from
the mouth; expectorate, 2* to rain or mow %htly or

briefly. 3. to make an explosive hitting xioiita, as an
angry cat. n. 1. the act of spitting, 2. saliva. 3,

something like saliva, as the frothy secretion of certain
insects. 1. a %ht, brief shower of rain or fall of snow.
5. IColloq.), the likenest or counterpart, an of a ponton.

pit and Image, [Colloq.], perfect likened; exact imam.
ilt on (or at), to express contempt for, hatred of etc,

by or as if by ejecting saliva on or at.

spit al (nit''!), n. (retailing (after kottpitaft of tai-lfor

sjrfttk; MB. spitd; akin to O, spital; cf, HOSFiTALt
[ubeA 1. a hospital, etpecMly on for UM vtry poor
and for those having leprosy or other dinaws regarded
as loathsome. 2, a loathsome place. 3, a hlter for
the uw of travelers on a road.

spit ball (tpftt'b61
/
) n* t. * pteee of ppf chewed up

into a wad for throwing. 2. in ha^bhll. a pitch, now
illegal, made to curve by moistening one side of the ball

wilTsalim.
epitch cock (pkjh'kokO. it {? < *p$t 4* wwf$t twUw.
spechcokfl an eel split open or cut up in pieces and
broiled or fried, v.t. to prepare (an eel) m tlu* way,

spit curl, a curled lode of hair d&Aptnd* M with spit,
and praMd flat against the fonht'jul or tt'iiipl^.'

.. t), iMMf. &*, oottto < 4gpHf f
, a mean or evil feeling toward another.
r
t3tetiftditti.tloidt to feturtf huimiMat, liitiwy* l

"

"""*; raalb, 2. an instance of this; t ^
, annoyance or chagrin, v.t. (simcr> (-i

T -., to DwbaTfi In n tpftuftti munnitr toward
m s spite upon by hurting, annoying, fruetrating,
, [Aareaftio], to moy or,owidi ^fW*j i^ittoi*
ff one'* no* to *pit 0n*i face, (Coll<w|.], to

injure or inconveruttnc^ oneself la an attempt to
injure or annoy another,

in apite of, Is defiance of; regardk?i3 o|; notwith-

pite ful &t'fol), arf/. full 0| or showing apiu- pur-
fKm^fully annoying; mtidcws, ^VMm vintHctIv0,

i|fHb* Wtwr
)* 9. a pom who to

twijljr
anu^d |

r;tr>iK^iaHy; micha^ of anger a woman or

a group of

MH*ri _^_.w T ^,,^, ,. .^,^_ , ,^. v, II MH6tt

MtthxU to^!lc^ft"^^Vftrt Ilk*-



spitz 1407 splint bone
spitz dog (spits), [G. < spitz, pointed], a variety of small
Pomeranian dog,
usually white, with
sharp-pointed
muzzle and ears
and a long, silky
coat.

spit-zen-burg,
spit-zen-berg
(spit's'n-bttrg'), n*

[also Esopus Spit"
zenberg < D. spits,
a point, pointed
(the apple is

pointed) -j-
s
berg,

named because"the
^^ DOG (14 in. high at shoulder)

seedling, was discovered on a hillside near Esopus, New
Yorkj.lsometimes S-], any of several kinds of winter
apples having red and yellow skin and a fine flavor.

spiv (spiv), n. [prob. dial var. of 19th-c. slang spiff,
person who dresses flashily (ct SPIFFY); but 7 <
T4

tspected $ereons and Itinerant mgrants," police
phrase], [British Slang], a person who lives by his wits,
without doing any regular work..

h-Bic (blank'nik), adj. [Mod, L. splanchnic**;
Or, splanchniKos < splanchnon, an entrailj, of the vis-

cera; visceral.

apJjmch-jEio- (pUmk'nS. spla^k'na), [< Or. splancknont

visceral, a combining form meaning the viscera, as fa
splanchnoloRy: also, before a vowel, eplanchn-.
splanch nol o fty (splank-nolVji), n- [splanthno* +
-loiyj, the branch ol medical study dealing with the
structure, functions, and diseased of the viscera.

splash (splash), v*t. (intent, extension of plash], 1, to
cause (a liquid ittbitance) to fly or scatter. 2. to dash
or scatter a liquid substance, mud, etc* on, so as to wet
or soil. 3. to cause to splash a liquid ; as. stop splashing
your feet in the puddles* 4. to make (one t way) by
splashing. 5, to mark or spot by or as by splashing:
iw, a street splashed with sunlight y.f. 1. to cause a
liquid fubttaroe t fly or scatter, 2, to fall, ttrike, or
scatter with a ipJaw* or splashes; as, rail splashed
against the window. 3. to move with splashes: as, the
dog splashed eagerly into the water, n. 1. the act or
sound of fplftahuiff. 2. a maM of lying water, mud, etc.

3, a spot or mark made by or an by splashing.
mttko ft aplanh, [Colloq.j, to attract great* often brief
at tention by doing something ttrfkmg, spectacular,

*plaali*lXMu4 Oath'bdrd'. plMfa'bfai'). n. t any
iCftMfk or boiircl protecting rici^rs on a vehicle from being
iplaiiltd In wet weather; dashboard or mudguard. 2.

a screen to water from .splashing on to the deck
. $. a imp lor closing a sluice or spillway.
(pliable), it* L * person or thing that

eplen-dent (splen'dant), adj. [L. splendens, pt>r. of

splendere, to shine], 1. shining; lustrous. 2. brilliant;

splendid; magnificent. 3. illustrious.

8plen-did (splen'did), adj. [L. splendidus < splendere, to

shine], 1. having or showing splendor; specifically, a}
shining; lustrous; brilliant, b) magnificent; gorgeous.
2. worthy of high praise; grand; glorious; illustrious: as,
a splendid deed ol valor. 3. [CoUoq.], very good; ex-

cellent; fine: as, what splendid weather!
,

SYN. splendid applies to that which literally or figuratively
dazzles or impresses with its brilliance, luster, etc, (a splendid
uniform, hero, etc.) : gorgeous applies to that which is striking
for its brilliance and variety of color (a gorgeous floral display) ;

glorious refers to that which is radiantly beautiful or distinc-
tive (a glorious sunset) ; sublime implies such an exalted beauty
or grandeur as to inspire awe or admiration (the sublime Grand
Canyon) ; superb is applied to that which exceeds all others in

grandeur, splendor, etc. (a superb performance of an opera).
All of these words are now used hyperbolically, in informal
speech, with weakened effect.

eplen-dif-er-ous (splen-dif'Sr-ss), adj. [< splendor +
"ferousj, [ColloQ.J, gorgeous; splendid: used humorously.

splen-dor (splen/aer), n, [OFr. e$plendour;lL. splendor <
splendere, to shine], 1. great luster or brightness; bril-

liance. 2. magnificent richness or glory; impressive-
ness; pomp; grandeur.

fiplen-dor-ous (splen'deY-as), adj. characterized by
splendor.

eplen-dour (splen'dSr), n. splendor: British spelling.
eplen-drous (splen'dros), adj. splendorous.
sple-net-lc (spfi-net'ik), adj. [Fr. spltnltigue; LL. splt-
neticus], 1. of the spleen; splenic. 2. bad-tempered;
irritable; peevish; spiteful; spleenful. 3. [Obs.J, melan-
choly, n. a spleenful person. SYN. see irritable.

8ple-neM-cal (spli-net'i-kl), adj. splenetic,
sple-neM-caMy (spli-net'i-k'1-i), adv. in a splenetic
manner.

sple-ni-al (splS'ni-ol), adj. of the splenius,

eplen-Ic (splen'ik, spB'nik), adj. [Fr, spltnlqm; L.

spUnicus: Or. spUnikos}, 1. of or having to do with the
spleen. 1 located in or near the spleen.

sple-nt-tte ($pli-n!'tis) n. [splen* + -flfc], inflammation
of the spleen*

spleni-us (spl'ni-os), n* TMod. L. < Or. sptenton, a
bandage, dim. of $pUn, spleen], a large, flat muscle on
either side of the back of the neck serving to rotate
the neck and head.

aple-no- (splrnS. splen'a), [< Gr. splin. splZws, the
spleen], a combining form meaning the spleen: also,
before a vowel, *plen*

epleu-chan (sploo'khon), n. [< Scot. Gael, spliuchan],
IScot, & Irifth], a pouch for money or tobacco.

splice (split),
v.t. [SPLICED (spliat), SPLICING], [MD.

splisstm; akin to

splitttn, to split],
1. to join or unite

. or rope A ,

^y
.^J*. *

__,
3, epvtrd or

mwjtodl
with

tnuch notice or at* together pieces, as
b OTW*of wooa by

lapping and

oin inmamam.
n. a joint or join-
ing made by splic*fc doptaf. or few-

l; ^pMiMt|
lir-fEiiipffil. IHI*
fMTfit. I. **

'ind < bauo

Latoag,v.L If
*ilLAYFEET

i <.ut w;irtl 1 t hr ^hy.-.ical

di tto kbd.
wayfc

SfLICKS
4* short splice; B, eye splice

Att into a groow oc
waft and * mutey* to t

^^wiM mottott ol tat prtt.
itltO which It fit?. |,l.

%,toent

fMI 'JP^/19% HF*'
n; Or. afcte to O^y.

l

to* for

epHnt Mint), n. (Late ME. spltnts; MD, sfilimc <
bikHt* seen m spHtl I, a thin strip of wood or

i to*
bukt% c
la ovrtop

mmm*
in plcitm fty in a fixi*<l

or nolilf 4.

a muK
t,i fit, SUp^ltf

n m
t r i

"
'fi^LiC5"* <



splinter 1408 S'ponge
two small bones, one on each side of the leg bone be-
tween the hock and fetlock.

splinter (splin'tgr), v.t. & v.i. [Late ME.; MD. <
splinte; see SPLINT], to break or split into thin, sharp
pieces, n. a thin, sharp piece of wood, bone, etc., made
by splitting or breaking; sliver, adj. designating a

group that separates from a main party, church, etc.

because of divergent views. SYN. see break.

splto'ter-y (splin'ter-i), adj. 1. easily splintered. 2. of

or like a splinter. 3. resulting in splinters, as a fracture.

4. full of splinters; splintered: jagged; rough.
Split (splet), n. Spalato: the Serbian name.
split (split), v.t. [SPLIT or 065. SPLITTED (-id), SPLITTING],
TMD. splitten; afcin to MHG. sptizen; IE. base *($)#-,
to split, crack], 1. to separate, cut, or divide into two
or more parts; cause to separate along the grain or

length; break into layers. 2. to break or tear apart by
force; burst; rend. 3. to divide into parts or shares;
portion out: as, they split the cost of the trip. 4. to
cause (a group, political party, etc.) to separate into
divisions or factions; disunite. 5. in chemistry, a) to
break (a molecule) into atoms; separate the com-
ponents of. b) to produce nuclear fission in (an atom
or atoms). v.i. 1, to separate or divide lengthwise into
two or more parts; separate along the grain or length.
2. to break or tear apart; burst; rend. 3. to separate
or break up through failure to agree, etc. 4. [Collog.),
to divide something with another or others, each taking
a share: as, winners split. 5. [19th-c. Slang], to inform
on an accomplice; peach, n. 1. the act or process of

splitting, 2, the result of splitting; specifically, a} a
break; nssure; crack; tear. 6) a breach or division in a
group, between persons, etc. 3. a splinter; sliver. 4. a

single thickness of hide split horizontally. 5. a flexible

strip of wood used in basketmaking%
. 6, a confection

made of a split banana or other fruit with ice cream,
nuts, sauces, whipped cream, etc. 7, often Pi. the feat
of spreading the legs apart until they lie flat on the

floor, the body remaining upright. 8. [Colloq,], a) a
small bottle of carbonated water, wine, etc., naif the

usual size, often about six ounces, b) a drink or portion
half ihe usual size, c) a half pint. 9, [Slang], a share,
as of loot or booty. 10. in bowling, an arrangement of

pins after the first bowl, so separated as to make a
fc almost impossible, adj. x, divided or separated

the lerigth or grain; broken into parts, 2.

1: separated, 3, in the stock market, given in
'

fiaitf
1

'not in .cjjrixtfl^i $aid ojf a <juotatio;Q
jn the Jiior/nial traSEttg tttit* <i*-*<j?'nv.

'

>reajc <ft or separate
Jfye, 44 irafcjwon aaa

( tjt$ Jo separated by 'an adwb. Example:
d to gradually change Ms procedure* Despite

the objections of some people to this construction,
many writers use split wmmtives wtteife ambiguity or
awkwardness would otherwise result,

split-lev-el (split'lev'al), adi\ designating or of a type
of house in which the noqr levels are staggered in such
a manner that each level is about a half story above or
below toe adiacent one.

plifttor (spEt/Sr), n. a person or thing that splits.

split ticket, a ballot cast for candidates of more than
one party; opposed to straight ticket.

split ting (split'irO, adj. 1. that splits. 2. a) acbittg
severely: said of the head. &) severe, as a headache.
splotch (sptloch), n. [prob. a fusion of spot + blotchl a
spot. splash, or stain, especially one that is irregular.
vJL to marl; or soil with a splotch or splotches.

splotch*y (Moch'i), odf. IWLOTCHIEE (*i-6r) SPLOTCB-
IBST

(-iist)J marked wftfi scotches.
splurge (splurj), n. [echoic], [Colloq, }, ay very
display or effort; ostentation, v*i, [Sw,0RO0 tol
SPLURGING!, [Colloq.), to make a s^Iwrgt; ikw '*.

eplut ter (splut%) vJ. (var. of sfuutrl 1 to mwc
hissing or spitting sounds, or to giy oil on? toaster
particles or drops10 an explosive w*y; mtwr* 2* to
speak hurriedly and confusedly, ** wfete or
embarrassed. vd. L to utter ttuawfiw and con-
fusedly; sputter. 1 to mttttr. n. |. H ip
sound, or utterance: fust. 2. a loud wtatt^feg
Spoae (sped) , n. a fine porcetaixi orm
by Josiah Spode at Staffordshire
1/99; also $pode.

sppd-u mcne (spoj'oo-mSnOt * Pn spo$m%%m? <^
$> ppr. of spodoun, to wA 'td

1

ashes <
?fI * crystalline mineral HtWtot atoafcm

, LiAKSiOt)*: it is usually %M-reda ar
and ts sometimes used M a gem.

> Li;I (I'S ahpfa).
and vioHxUtt.

bf' (sroiLiD Cspolld) or O%T
, B, sfStU*{ QKupMbr < L m

to plwader < $polium, hide strtepfid from i mlaml
urns tekip fMm a dtfeat^l foe, pujndarj, 1. todaM
or Infer ii >fa a wnj m to ittato ttoilM
te,: destroy. 2. to mar cr hapdr th io3nwt*

rftfitX,
or fcwttonbwof : ms th Ain ^etffrcw pkwfe,

to to or xpc| too much t>r awriA"
4, fj&tmte), m) to tMp (* of

money, etc. by force. 6) to rob; pillage; plunder, c) to
seize (goods) by force. v.i. 1. to be damaged or in-

jured in such a way as to become useless, valueless, etc.;

decay, as food. 2. [Colloq.], to be aggressively eager: as,
he's spoiling for a fight. 3. [Archaic.], to pillage; plun-
der, n. 1. usually pi, goods, territory, etc. taken by
force in war: plunder; loot; booty. 2. usually pi. public
offices to which the successful p9litical party has the

power of appointment. 3. an object of plunder; prey.
4. waste material removed in making excavations, etc.

5. [Archaic], the act of plundering; spoliation. 6. [Obs.J,

damage; impairment.
SYN. spoil (now, more commonly, spoils) refers to any
property, territory, etc. taken in war by^the conqueror; pillage
suggests violence and destructiveness in the taking of spoils;

plunder is equivalent to pillage but also applies to property
taken by bandits, highwaymen, etc; booty suggests plunder
taken by a band or gang, to be divided among the members;
prize refers specifically to spoils taken at sea, especially an
enemy warship or its cargo; loot, a more derogatory equivalent
for any of the preceding, emphasizes the immorality or

predatory nature of the act. See also decay, indulge, injure.

spoil-age (spoil
;
ij), n. (see -AGE], 1. a spoiling or being

spoiled. 2. something spoiled or the amount spoiled*

spoils-man (spoilz'man^ n. [pL SPOILSMEN (-mn)], a
person who aids a political party in order to share in

the spoils, or one who advocates the spoils system.
spoilsport (spoil'spdrt

7
, spoilsport'), n. a person who

acts so as to prevent others from enjoying themselves.

spoils system, the system or practice of regarding and
treating appointive public offices as the booty of the
successful party in an lection, to be distributed, with
their opportunities for profit, among party workers.

spoilt (spoilt), alternative past tense ana past participle
of spoil.

Spo kanc (spS-kanO, n a city in eastern Washington:
pop., 160,000.
spoke (spdk), n. [ME.,; AS. spaca; akin to G.
IE. base *$p$i-, a point, pointed wood, as also in L.

spina (cf. SPINE), spica (c. SPECULATE) I i. any of the
braces or bars extending between the hub and the rim
of a wheel. 2. a ladder rung. 3. any of the grips or
handholds fixed along the rim of a ship's steering wheel
4. a stick, bar, etc, used to prevent a wheel from
turning* as in going down a hill v.t [SPOKID (spdkt),
SPQKXKG] 1. to eouip with spoket, 2. to thrust a
spoke, or bar, into (a wheel) to prevent movement,

apHoke (spok), past tense or archaic past participle of

spo-ken (si^o'kon), pa>st participle of peak. adj. 1

uttered, oraU opposed to written, 2. chwractriad by
or uttered la * (ftpecined) kind ol voice: used in hyphen-
ated compouttdj, as harfHrfpQktn*

five (fpoVshftvOt n. * cutting or pinning tool
, iting ol a blade with a hwadle At either end: so
called because originally used to shapa spokes, but now
used for trimming and smoothing rotmoed iurf

spokes nian (spokti'mon). n. [pi, (~mM\)l
[inwukrly formtd < $pw* p,i of Jj^*JIJ * penott who
speaks or gives inlormttlon lor attowwr or others,

spoke wltMi (ftpok'wli'/) , adj. radiating out from ft ccliter,

as the spokes of a wheel, adv. so *s to m spokewlte.

f< $polilWv pp of $poli@r$; m^ WOIL], to rob, pun-
, or dtspoil*u '"

(sp5%rh0Bt) n. [Ml* tfrttetoWjf
gj is-14 <wpftoWfy oC th Au,wborli!*td idliww ol

apt ia wwrtiro*. 2, tn tew, tfci dMtuotioA or
alteration of it df>cum<mt by tn inmuthori/xHl

ing a recUtcm^ or
meduine, having thin

spolia-tor (

wlio mm w

I

l'#*)>?&' l<J^toi* -f -IffL feay-
diimni^hing in

isgfttlhtfetei. .

a* (L| M

chantcteri^Hniy ;i
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sponge batk
1409 sporadic

3. any substance like this; specifically, a) a pad of gauze
or cotton, as used in surgery. 6) any of several light
porous cakes or puddings, c) bread dough, d) any of
several metals, as platinum, found in a porous mass.
e) a spongy substance made of rubber, plastic, etc. and
used m washing, bathing, etc. 4. a) a person having
a spongelike capacity, as for drink, knowledge, etc. o)
[Colloq.], a person who, though able to work, depends
on others for food, money, etc. 5. a sponge bath v.t.

[SPONGED (spunjd), SPONGING], [ME. spongen < the
n.J, 1. to use a sponge on so as to dampen, wipe clean,
etc. 2. to remove or obliterate with or as with a damp
sponge (with out, off, away. etc.). 3. to absorb with,
as with, or like a sponge (often with up). 4. [Colloq.],
to get without cost, as by begging, imposition, etc.
v.i. 1. to gather sponges from the sea. 2. to take up
liouid like a sponge. 3. [Colloq,], to be a sponge (sense
4eb) : often with <w. SYN. see parasite,
throw, toas, etc. up ^or In) the sponge, [Colloq.], to
admit defeat; submit; give up: from the practice by
a boxer's second of throwing a sponge into the ring
to concede defeat.

sponge bath, a bath taken by using a wet sponge or
cloth without getting into water.

sponge-cake (gpunj'ka'k'), n. a light, porous kind of
cake made of flour, beaten eggs, sugar, etc., but no
shortening: also sponfte cake*

epong-er (spun'jw), n. 1. a person or vessel that
gathers sponges, 2, a person who cleans, etc. with a
sponge. 3. [Colloq.], a person who sponges, or lives

upon others; parasite.
&i-n*K (spun'ji-nb), it* the quality or state of
t spongy*

_ Jlng house, formerly in England, a place where
debtors were hold until they either paid their debts or
were put in pritoo for nonpayment*

pMif))f 1 Eke* a sponge; ipedtady* *$ light, soft,
and elastic* l>) full of holes; porous, c) absorbent. 2. o!
or characteristic of at, sponge,
epon slon (ipoa'shm), n. [L. sponsio < sponderc, to
pronte solemnly], 1. the act of becoming surety for
another. 2. & formal promise, pledge, or engagement,
ttpiciitJIy one made on behalf of another person. 3.

In international taw, an act done or engagement made
for a state by MI wmuthorized agent.

fipon-aon (fpoa'tMi), n. [said to be seaman's alteration
of expansion; orig. applied to the platforms on each

m n ftMntrt paddlewheelsj, L a structure that

projects over the of ik ihip or boat; iped&ally, a) a
proi<tctte|f jwffl plutfonti. 6V am air chamber built into
the gunxvale of a canoe. 2. a short, winglike piece at-

tached to the hull of a ;M*aplane just above water level

10 give stability in the water,

spon-aorj (tpoiwftr), n. {L., surety < spondere, to prom-
Im soUnnnly], I, a ptrsoa who enters into an agree**
ment to bt MponiioM for some other person, espe-
cially to of the other's defmilt; surety. 2. a god**
WMr or fodttothtri MKton who answers for a child
at baptism, making the of faith and

pmortiMd* I* a person or agency that
'

(an impulsive retort) ; instinctive suggests an instantaneous,
unwilled response to a stimulus, as if prompted by some natural,
inborn tendency (he took an instinctive liking to her) ; invol*
untary refers to that which is done without thought or volition,
as a reflex action (an involuntary flicker of the eyelid) ; auto*
matic suggests an unvarying, machinelike reaction to agiven
stimulus or situation (an automatic response). ANT. de-
Hberate, voluntary.

spontaneous combustion, the process of catching fire

and burning as a result of heat generated by internal
chemical action.

spontaneous generation, the theory that living
organisms can originate in nonliving matter independ-
ently of other living matter; abiogenesis.
spon-toon (spon-toon'), n. [Fr. (e)spqnton; It. spontone,
spuntone < punto; L. punctum, a point), a short pike or
halberd carried by 18th century infantry officers.

spoof (spSof), n. lorig. a game involving hoaxing and
nonsense, invented, c. 1889, by Arthur Roberts, Brit,

comedian]. [Slang], a hoax, joke, or deception, v.t. A
IM. [Slang], to fool: deceive; trick,

spook (spook), n. [D.], [Colloq.], a specter; ghost
spook-ish (spSok'ish), adj. [Colloq.], spooky.
spook-y (sjpS5k'i), adj. [SPOOKIER (-i-Sr), SPOOKIEST
H-ist)], fColloq.], of, like, or suggesting a spook or
spooks; ghostly; weird; eerie.

spool (sp651) f n. [ME. $pole; MD. spoele; akin to G.
spul; IB. base *$pQi)el~, to split, split off, as also in L.
spohum* lit., skin flayed from an animal (cf. SPOIL)],
1. a rod or cyHnder, usually having a hole running: from
end to end and a rim at either end, upon which thread,
wire. etc. is wound. 2. something like a spool, v.t. to
wind on a spool.
spoon (spSon), n. [ME. spon, a spoon, chip, splinter; AS.
spon* a chip; influenced by cognate ON. spOnn, a spoon;
IB* base *5*l-, *sp9-, a flat piece of wood, as also in T
spade, spathe, etc.], 1 . a utensil consisting of a si

shallow, usually oval-shaped bowl and a handle,
In eating and cooking for picking up or stirring food or
drink. 2. something shaped like a spoon; specifically,
a) a shiny, curved fishing bait, usually made of metal,
set above a hook or hooks so as to revolve when drawn
through the water, as in casting: also spoon bait. 6)
an oar or paddle having a curved blade, c) a curved
projecting part at the top of a torpedo tube, for keeping
the torpedo on a horizontal course. 3, a golf club witn
a wooden head and more loft than a driver or brassie;
see ftolf club, illus. v.t I. to take up with or as
with a spoon. 2. to push, Bft or hit with a scooping
motion, as the ball m some garnet. 3. to shape or
hollow out like a spoon bowl. v.L 1. to fish with a
spoon bait. 2. to spoon or scoop a ball, etc. 3. [Colloq.],
to make lore as by kissing axul ciAxtMndtiff*

born with a silver opoon In one's mouth, born to good
fortune; bom rich.

spoon-bill (spoon'bil'), fi 1* any
'

of several wading
birds with a broad, flat bill that is spoon-shaped at the

4. ft

or vouches lor pctoq or thing,
or t>ther ageney that pays the costs of

. , ,. . bu*m progratn feiWW ft program thator*

tip, 2* any of a number of other birds with a bill Eke
this. 3, the paddlefwh. 4 spoon-shaped bill*

spoon bread, a kind of breod
t usually of corn meal

mat remains doughy alter baking and must be served
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ism (iaW'irv||
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sporadically 1410 spotless

apart, or in isolated instances: as, a sporadic disease,

sporadic strikes. . _ -... -.v . .

spo-rad-i-cal-ly (sp8-rad'i-kl-i, spo-rad'ik-li), adv. m
a sporadic manner. _ 1X ..

1
.

8po ran i al (sp6-ran'ji~9l, spo-ran'ji-al), ad). 1. of, or

Saving Sie.nature of, a sporangium. 2. characterized

spo-ran
r

|iSm (sp6-ran'ji-9m, spo-ran'ji-am), n. \pl

SPO^NGiA (-8)1, [Mod. L. < Or. tfora. a seed .-f

angeion, vessel], a spore case or single cell giving nse

spore (sp6r, spor), n. [Mod. L. spora; Gr, tfora, a

sowing, seed; akin to speirein, to sow], 1. mliology,

any of various small reproductive bodies, often con-

sisting of a single cell, produced by mosses, ferns,

certain protozoans, etc. asexually (asexual spore) or

by the union of gametes (sexual spore) : they are highly

resistant and are capable of giving rise to a. new adult

individual, either immediately or after an interval of

dormancy. 2, any small organism or cell that can de-

velop into a new individual; seed, germ, etc. IM. [SPORED

(spSrd, spord), SPORING], to bear or develop spores.

spore case, a case whicn contains spores; sporangium.

spore fruit, any specialized structure in which spores

are formed. .

spo-ro- (sp6r'o, spo'ro), a combining form meaning
spore, as in sporocarp : also, before a vowel, spor".

spo-ro-carp (spfcr'Q-kSrp', spo'ra-karp'). n. [sporp: +
-carp], a many-celled body produced from a fertilized

archicarp, serving for the development of spores m red

algae, lichens, and certain fungi.

spo-ro-cyst (spfcr'a-sisf, spo'ra-sisr), n. [sporo- + -cystl,

1. in botany, a resting cell giving rise to asexual spores.

2 in zoology, a) & saclike stage in the development of

some trematodes which produces daughter sporocysts

by asexual means, b) a cyst produced by some proto-

zoans before sporulation^or a protozoan in encystment.

TM$L
*mft *

botany, to show bud variation, adf. 1. of or for sports.

2. suitable for informal, casual wear; not dressy: said of

clothes. SYN. see play.
In (or for) sport, in joke or jest;

.
1

.. - -

make sport of, to mock or ndicule; poke fun at..make sport ox, xo moc.ic or .,

sport (or sports) car, a low, small automobile, typically

an open car with a high-compression engine and seats

'f9l, sport'fol), adj. full of sport or mer-

spy(pr't'W, spor't'1-i). adv. in a sporty manner

sport-i-ness (sp8r'ti-nis, spor'ti-ms), n. the quality of

spor?ing(sp6r'tir), spor'tirj), adj. 1. of or having to do

with sports, or athletic games, etc. 2. interested m or

taking part in sports, or athletic games, .etc.
3. sports-

manlike; fair. 4. interested in or having to do with

crames, races, etc. characterized by gambling or betting.

spotting chance, [Colloq.], a fair chance, involving loss

sporting housMColloq.], 1- a gambling house, 2. a

house of prostitution; brothel. ,,..,- - 1t .

spw-dve Xsp6r'tiv, spor'tiv), adj. L fond of or full of

sport or merriment; playful.
2. of, or having the

nature of, sport, especially outdoor sport* 3. done in

fun or playfully, not in earnest. 4. lUbs.J, amorous.

sports (spdrts, spSrts), adj. sport: "v^^^thes.
sports-man (spdrts'msm, $porte'm<jn), f* If*.

SPORTS-

MEN (-mn)l, 1. a man who is interested in or takes

part in sports, especially hunting, fishing, horse racing,

etT 2. a person who can takelofis or defeat without

complaint, or victory without gloating, and who treats

his opponents with fairness, generosity, courtesy, tc.

sporte-man-like (sp0rts'imn-l!k', sp5rti'm@n-HkO f <*dj*

characteristic of or befitting a sportsman.

8port8-nianIy (spdrte^msjn-li, sp5rti'mn-li) aaj.

,,*.v.>* i
~ orujew- at, -v.^.**j * ***'* -*...*-.

means of spores. 2. the formation of spores,

spo-rog e-nous (sp6-roj'9-nas, sp5-roj'a-0s) aaj.

acterized by sp

1, reproduction by n. [see -SKIPL
lrtS'txX9n<*tuip t sporw mpu-wiip / f

n. me -SKIP], jt.s*fciuinorfondnesaforiporta 2* qual-

ities and be&avlor befitting a
JJPprttman.

sports*Wr (pdrts'wftr' f spirtsVftr') u. sport clothes.

sport-womiin (epartt^oom'en, pCrta'woonfl/en), n.
H? w\*fmr\**^itf ^witn'a.\L n woman who it inter-

SPOROGONU (-)] {Mod. t/*; tee SPORO- -w4
hyte in mosses and liverworts, usuwly a

'*

i op.' a stalk." '"

sp5-rogVni) n* [|>ofo- -t

(apoxW
r
,

f _, an organ or

>^ro-pIiyUl spo-ro
tooro- -f -^Wit a
or sporangia.

spo-ro-phyte (spor'8-fit%

"phyte]> ttie
"

part producing spores

spo'ra-fit'), n. Isporo- +
form bearing asexual^ spores, in plants

having alternation of generations: cf, garoetophyte.

-spores (spSr'os, spo'iras), [< spore + -^aj
a combte-

ing form meaning having (a specified number or kind of)

spores, as in monosporous,
spo-ro-zo-an (spdr's-zS'on, sp5'r9-255'9n), aaj. [< Mod.
u Spwozoa* name of the group; see SPORO- & -asOAj,

of

or belonging to a group 01 one-ceUjed paramwa whton

pass through phases of both sexual gewsrmaon and
asexual generation, during which tporogenetSa taket

place; the organisms of malaria and Texaa fever I

to this group. n< an organjsin of thit group*

spo-ro-zo-ite (spdr's-zSIt, spS'ra-i^l^i
IL f

-ite], an active spore that is the offspring <

spores formed by the division of a ygote? i- -, - - - - v ^..

.

epor-raa (spor'9n spftr'on), n. tGiel. $pwon < LL,

W^tf, a pursej, a leatier pouch or purse, tiwmfly coh-

ered with fur or hair, worn hmngtog from the. fWt Of

the belt in th$ dress costume ol Seottiw B
sport (sp6rt, spSrt), n. [ME, start* ; coatr*
1, any activity or experieaoe that gtom n,

recreation; pastime; diversion. 2, acJbi ail i

quiring more or less ylgoroi
"

ried on according to ionae ,

rules, whether outdoors, aa f<

racing, etc., or indoors, ae ba*k<

irw <'WVIUUl''l*A VwFV* W ww*** ^** ""jr""" " *',

spoTSW^tN (-wim'en)}, a woman who a Inter-

etted in or takes part in sports: et
tportswytt.

eSwt-y frpdr'ti. pSr'ti), d(/. SFOETIBE (-tWr), pop-
T5 f-ttSt)], ICoUoq.L Tsporti or tpoftimanUke.
2. dmmcterMic of & sport or tporttog mm; htaict, 3.

loud, flashy, or *feowy M ci0th6

spor u latei w0r^yoollt0 ^- 1 ORtlLATl (4d) SPOR-

to undergo ipwulatwa.
(tpdyyoo-li%ho) n. in Mofoiy. the

by multiple E^ion after

, . , . dim, of jfora],

a maU sport or, sometimw, any pore.
MD. I****; akin to ON.

), n. fMod, L.

a ma sport or, sometim
spot (spot), n* (MB,; proK[apoS.fi.tMB.LPwb. iW^ttStW

I, amanpieoe (ol ground)!, L a- small u^. _, .-

^^.^nt, at & eolor OP texture, firotn the backgrotmd or

main ar4 of wto it ia a purtej often,
u mark made by

some foreig nmfctwj ataia; niarkf btotj apeek; patefcu

2, a tew or dafeot* aa to charwtof or Mpatotion;

iomethljp blamfworthy; fault 3. .JSSSJ^L^feSl
1

etc. i fun; play: as, it was
,.

surf. 4. a) a thing joked about 5

laughingstock, d) a thingjplayed
[Couoq*] a gambler. 6. TCoUoq,],
siK>rt^nmnlike or sporting chfun

sport/ ^) a person judged accordinff tO,^. ~. ,

titke Ion. defeat teasing, ate. : at* ism a goorf or a, i

jtorff 1 lBolloq.1, a gay, fast, ali^ry p
fellow, a (Dbt*], uraorcws trifling or play. r ,

a plant or animal showing soma marked^vanatton i

the normal type, 10, in towiy, A bd ywteili
v./. 1. TCoiloq.), to wewr or wi

ifcww; at, ha Is ijwrllftt * wd tint* *
], to sn (onetelf, etc.), f*i S, t pay or
. 2, to in a tport or t 2l

3.a)toJokflDTjeat*d)tomaketport;trllle. 4 (AiQliaioi*
to In tdfliftg or S. p
vary markedly from the normal tyjpe; nt*t m

.. t twl*
,

to
hat

1

or apota; kwatoi aa tlb*

teclo 3polto 5* to ftmove
tte,)t ea tn

l^W Hl^ppPf HWPp^pPW



spotlight 1411

clean. 2, having no faults or defects, as in character;
irreproachable.

Tt light (spotlit') , n. 1. a strong beam of light used
illuminate prominently a particular person, thing, or

group, as on the stage of a theater. 2. a lamp used to

project such a beam of light. 3. public notice or

prominence. 4, an accessory light with a strong
focused beam, attached to an automobile, usually at
the side of the windshield, so that the driver can direct
the beam in any direction by moving an inward-
projecting shaft or handle.

Sfoot'Syl-va-ni-a (spot'sil-y'ni-9, spot'sl-van'ya), n. a
village in northeastern Virginia: a battle (1864) of the
Civil War was fought there between Grant and Lee.

spot-ta-fole (spot's-b'l), adj* that can be spotted.

spot-ted (spot'id), adj. 1. marked with spots. 2.

stained; blemished; sullied.

spotted adder, the milk snake.

spotted crake, a small European bird of the rail family,
resembling the American sora.

spotted crane's-bill (krSnz'bil'). the wild geranium.
spotted fever, any of various febrile diseases accom-
panied with skin eruptions; especially typhus, cere-

Drosplnal meningitis, or Rocky Mountain spotted fever.

spot*tar (spot/IrL n* a person or thing that spots; spe-
cifically, a) E detective or any person hired to watch tor

dishonesty among employees, as in a bank, b) a person
whose duty is to keep a lookout for, and report the

position of, the enemy: as, an aircraft spotter, c) a device
used on railroads to mark automatically irregularities
in the roadbed. d) a person whose duty is to determine
for A gunner or gun crew the position of a target and
the relative closeness to it of the projectiles fired. e) a

person whose work is removing spots, etc. in dry
cleaning,

spot*tMy (spotH-i), adv. in a spotty manner.
spot'ti'iiftst (tpot'1-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being spotty,-

| MAVMiM**l #M1 *** VJ,V*t**.Al>JT j MMWVVAA*

n*
fophetjQ

for espomal; ME,
$pmmitl$i f.^pms^kl 1, [Obi.], wedlock. 2,

aftm pL [Archaic]* a marriage ceremony ; nuptials, oaj*
of marriage; nuptial,

pout* (*pou* fpeut)* m [MB, spusf QPr, espms < L,

$pmm$* Detrained, pp. of $pmder$t to procnisa sol-

emnly], aptn0r in marriage; either memoir of a mar-
rid eotipfe spoktn of in relation to the other, v*t*

tfiPOUSiD (tpousd, tpouit), spotmiwsj, [Arohaic], 1. to

marry; take M one't spouse, 2, to join or give m
*

wont (ipout), n. [ME, #****, $p$tt* < the .]
,
t a pSpa,

orifice, or projection (M on a teapot, sprinkling can,

or pitcher) by which a liquid is pcwred or discharged.
2. a fttream, jet, or dWte-p of or as ol liquid from a

pout 3, a waterapout, C a KnaSl levator formerly
mnd by mwabroktri to wiry tip mwned article for

n; neap*. 5. {SkngJ, ft mwnbroker'i eftabtteh-
1toragt

mmt.
MD.I ..

out

B, pmlm* to epout, vomit <
b. <baeaof<Mlw], i.to

, etc.; from or m from a pout; e*, a
water high to the air, 2* tomtit or

pompom oratorical maoaer. 3.(8t*&g],
L to low or ahoot oat with low In a

,_ ..... _ , ....... ,,,i ete. a, to Achaii* Hqttw, etc, from
or * from a epout. 3. to *pwt woroa or

[SUtUHJ. l.uipawn. 2, in struitu; Iot;

*. * * ^
, |L.J* to* 8at*

kpi) ao a* to epan or itmddte,

m efaytJtWn
I from rolling backward on aIV tolpiwtni a

IE. base *sp(h)er~ t to strew, sprinkle, scatter, spring
forth, etc.; cf. SPRAY (mist)], 1. to spread the limbs in

a relaxed, awkward, or unnatural position, 2, to sit

or lie in such a position: as, the wounded man sprawled
in his chair. 3. to crawl in an awkward, ungainly way.
4. to spread awkwardly or without a regular pattern;
take up more space than is necessary, as handwriting,
a line of men, etc. v.t. to cause to sprawl, n. a sprawl-
ing movement or position.

sprawl-y (sprdl'i), adj. [SPRAWLIER (-i-Sr), SPRAWLIEST
(-i-ist)L sprawling or tending to sprawl.

spray (spra), n. [prob. < LG.; cf. sprei, spray, drizzle ;

for IE. base see SPRAWL], 1. a cloud or mist of fine

liquid particles, as of water from breaking waves.
2. a) a jet of fine liquid particles, as from an atomizer
or spray gun. b) liquid, as perfume or insecticide, used
in such a device. 3. a device for shooting out such a

jet or jets. 4. something likened to a spray (senses
1. & 2a) : as, a spray of gunfire.

'

v.t. [cf. MD. sprayen,
to sprinkle], 1. to direct a spray upon; treat with a

spray. 2, to shoot out in a spray: as, he sprayed paint
on the wall. u.i. 1. to scatter or shoot out a spray. 2.

to scatter or shoot out in a spray.
spray (sprS), n. [ME, sprai, spraye; for IE. base see

SPARK], 1. a small branch or sprig of a tree or plant,
with leaves, berries, flowers, etc. 2. a design or orna-
ment like this.

spray gun, a device that shoots out a spray of liquid, as

paint or insecticide, by air pressure.

spread (spred), v.t. [SPREAD, SPREADING], [ME. spredrn,

spredden; AS. sprsedan; akin to G. spniten; IE.

*sprei-d~> to sprinkle, strew < base *sp(h)er-, seen also

in Eng, sprawl, etc.]. 1. to draw out so as to display
more fully; open out or expand so as to cover more
space; unfold; unfurl. 2. to lay out in display; exhibit,

3. to stretch out (the fingers, arms, legs, wings, etc.) ;

extend. 4. to distribute over a surface or area; scatter;

disperse. 5. a) to distribute in a thin layer; smear: as,

she spread butter on the toast, b) to cover by smearing
with a thin layer of something: as, spread this slice

with jelly. 6. to extend over a certain period of time;

prolong: as, the bank spread the payments on the loan
over eighteen months. 7. to cause to be widely or more
widely known, felt, existent, etc.; disseminate; propa-
gate; diffuse; as, radio spreads news quickly, unsanitary
conditions spread disease. 8. to cover, overlay, or deck
with something. 9. a) to set (a table) for a meal,

d) to set (food) on a table, 10. to push apart or farther

apart, 11, to record in full; recount. 12, to flatten out,

as the end of a rivet by hammering, v.L t to extend

itself; be extended or expanded. 1 to become distrib-

uted or dispersed. 3. to be made widely or more widely
known; fsit, existent, etc, ; b disseminated, propagated,
or diffuttd. 4. to be pushed apart or farther apart.
5. to be of such consistency that it can be distributed in

a thin layer, as butter; admit of being tmearftd, n,

L the act of spreading; extension; expansion; dif-

fusion, 3. the extent to which something is spread or

can be spread, 3. m expanse; extent; utretch; compass
4 <*) two lacing pages of * newspaper, magazine, etc,,

treated as a skgfe coatiBUoui sheet, as in advertising.

b) printed matter t across the puce of a newspaper,
nuumidne, etc.. or across several columns. 5. a cloth

cow lor it tftbfo bed, etc. 6. any soft subcfcanoe, as

i|ter etc., uud for spreading qo bread. 7
;

a meal, wpcoiaUy one with a wide variety of

9* FCoUeq.}, a pretwtkms display, 9* to m
.__ ,tf wmg ma. 10, in rummy, eta, a tat of three

or four oarat S the same daaomaiatiott, .or ttere* or

snore oards of u* mme suit and cotttacutiv* <

.

apreud oneaclf, [Colloq.]. 1, to exert oneself

tonk a good impr^ioo, etc. 2. to show of; tag.
<mftelf thin, to try tu do too many things at

.

, or tibe Iwn*
. , r.

Spree a. a riTW la <wftom^Pnik, Oeraaay*
Sowing toto the Hvl Imth. 320 mi.
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sprig (sprig), n. [ME. sprigge; prob. < base seen m
spray (sprig), spark, etc,], 1. a little twig or spray.
2. a design or ornament like this. 3. a small, headless

brad. 4. a small, three-cornered piece of tin or zinc

used to hold a pane of glass in the sash. 5. a young
fellow; stripling. 6. a person as the offspring or scion

of a family, institution, class, etc.: used humorously.
v.t. [SPRIGGED (sprigd), SPRIGGING], 1. to remove a

sprig or sprigs from (a bush, tree, etc.). 2. to marker
decorate with a design of sprigs. 3. to fasten with

small, headless brads.

sprig-gy (sprig'i), adj. (SPRIGGIER (-i-Sr), SPRIGGIEST

(-i-ist)], 1. haying many sprigs, as a plant, 2. sug-

gestive of a sprig or sprigs.

spright-li-ness (sprit'li-nis), n. the quality or state of

being sprightly, , , v

spright-ly (sprit'li), adj. [SPRIGHTLIER (-h-eY), SPRIGHT-
LIEST (-H-ist)], [var. ofspritely], gay; lively; brisk; ani-

mated, adv. in a sprightly manner. SYN. see agile,

lively.

spring (sprig), v.L [SPRANG (sprarj) or SPRUNG (sprarj),

SPRUNG, SPRINGING], [ME.
springen; AS. springan;
akin to G. springen; IE.
base *sperlh-, *sprengh->
to move quickly, as also

in Sans, spihayati, strive

for], 1. to move suddenly
and rapidly; specifically,

a) to move upward or for-

ward from the ground by
suddenly contracting the

muscles; leap; bound. 6)" " " SPRINGS

A, leaf; B, spiral; c, coil;

D, volute; E, flat; Ff spiral

torisesuddenlyandquickly
from or as from a sitting
or lying position: as, he
sprang to his feet, c) to

move, appear, come, etc. suddenly and quickly )
dart:

often used figuratively, as, a curse sprang to his lips.

d) to move as a result of resilience; be elastic. 2. to
come or arise as from some source; specifically, a) to

grow or develop: as, the plant springs from a seed, d)
to come as a result: as, tnis error springs from faulty
reasoning, c) to come into existence: as, cities and
towns sprang up. d) to be descended: as, he springs
from a famous stock. ) [Archaic], to begin to appear,
as day; dawn. 3* to explode or discharge: said of a
military mine. 4. to become warped, bent, spHt,
cracked, etc. : as, two boards of the siding have sprung,
& to rise up above surrotuxdino objects; tower: m, the
church steeple springs high above the town. 6, in

architecture, to rise from the import with an oat-
ward curve. In many senses of the ,, spring is

often followed by up. v.t. 1. to cause to leap or come
forth suddenly: as, we sprang a covey of qtiaiL 2. to
leap over; vault: as, he sprang the wall. 3. to cause to

6. to make known or cause to appear suddenly; an-
nounce unexpectedly: as, when willyou spring the news
of your marriage? 7. {SlangJ, to get (someone) released
from jail or custody, as by paying bail n* [MB, & AS*
springe], L the act, the ability, an testaace, etc. ol
springing; specifically* a) a jump or leap forward or up-
ward, or the distance covered by this, d) a sudden
darting or flying back, c) the abiHty to do tfeis; raw*
ence; elasticity. 2. a device, as a coil ol wire, that
returns to its original form after being forced out of
shape; springs are used to absorb shock In beds, auto-
mobiles, etc., and as the motive power in dooKS and
similar mechanisms. 3, a flow <^ water fromt^irowad,
the source ol a stream; henoe* 4. any owcc% origin* or
motive. 5. that season of the year in which plants begin
to grow after lying dormant all winter; In the North
Temperate Zone, reoardftd as including tbe months of

Maph April, and May: in the attronomioal yr that
period between the vernal equinox and the summer
solstice; hence, 6. any period ol beginning or newness:
as, the spring of his life, 7, a warping, bending* o*dc
break, etc., as of the mast of a ship, S, (Aiwhsiet, the
dawn or dawning, as of day or light. 9, in nwWlfirf
the Hne or plane in which an arch rises from its rappst.
10, [8optJ, a gay, lively song or dunce, tf. I, of, for,

appearing in t or planted in the spring. % of or acting
Mice a apring; elastic; resilient 3, tv!gf or snpporM
on, a spring or iprfngs : us, a spring mattress, 4* coming
from a spring: an, spring w&t*jr. SJtN* m"

"

*

1 leak, to begin to leak suddenly.
il (spdn'a!), n, (Scot. jHttfif tpri

jt [Archaic]* an active y<
., ^pHo'eld), u fArichaieJ,*

I tmtity, my of number oftilm with wMte or

spring-bok (sprin'bokO, n. [pi. SPRINGBOK, SPRINGBOKS
(-boks') ;

see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [D. < springen, to spring
+ bob, a buck], a South African gazelle that jumps high
into the air when frightened.

spring-buck (sprit/buk'), n. [pi. SPRINGBUCK, SPRING-
BUCKS (-buks') ; see PLURAL, n, n, 2], a springbok.

spring chicken, 1. a young chicken, especially one
only a few months old, used for broiling or frying. 2.

[Slang], a person { especially a woman, who is young,
inexperienced, naive, etc.

springe (sprinj), n. [ME. sprenge < AS. sprengan, to
cause to spring, caus. of spnngan t to spring; cf. SPRING],
a snare consisting of a noose attached to something
under tension, as a bent tree branch, v.t. [SPRINGED
(sprinjd), SPRINGEING], to snare in a springe, lu. to
set springes.

spring-er (sprir/gr). n, 1. a person or thing that springs.
2. a springer spaniel. 3. a springbok. 4. a grampus.
5. a spring chicken. 6. in architecture, a} the support
upon whicn an arch rests; impost, b) the lowest stone
or lowest part of an arch.

springer spaniel, a breed of large field spaniel, used
for flushing, or springing, game.
spring fever, the feeling or laziness and listlessness or
restlessness that many people have during the first

warm, sunny days of spring.
Spring-field (spnr/fe'ld'), ! * <5**y to Massachusetts,
on the Connecticut Riven pop., 163,000. 2. a city in

central Illinois: its capital: pop., 81,000, 3, a city in
west central Ohio: pop., 78,000. 4, a city in south-
western Missouri: pop., 66,000,

Springfield rifle, f< Springfitld, Maw., location of a
U. S. armory], a .30-catiber

t breech-loading, magazine-
fed rifle, operated by a bolt, adopted for use by the
United States Army in 1903 and replaced aa the
standard infantry weapon by the Gwand rifle in

World War II.

k'halt (aprinliolt'), n* stringhalt.
[head (sprirj'hedO, n. a source or fountninhend,
[house (sprin'housO* n * aeam building en-

, -t . T . ,. . ..... ,, .. , 'condition
of being springy.

spring-let (spnrjlit). n* a small spring of water*

Spring lock, a lock in which the bolt It shot autotnati-

icmily by a spring.
spring-tail (sprir/tllOi n * a ini.all, wtngleti insect with
two stiff tail briatles which can be bent t*ndr wad iud-

dady itralghtened out to effect m vaulting leap.
sprinft tide (tprin'tld'K n. springtime,
spring fide, 1, a tide occurring at or shortly alter the

Ml moon; it in nornmlly the hlghMt tidenew and the
of tne month* 2, any ..at low, rush, or flood

,***
v,
np**^ vitiA / n* 1* thu WMOHI of spring j

of the ytar; ipriagtid. 2. a period or time
-*"~ - A '

[ ^rittfj eartUNriii oerlod.

r itxlbte; elastlo; rssllient

Ags oTwater,
v.t. [SFtiraxiD (-kid), miH

ter (ell" miNOi)
"

< 'base of AeHi^fftifiif*; ot'smmc],
1, to scatter in drops or partick;*, M water or mm,
2. 'fco seattsr dropi or particles upon; oovr or strew with
a sprinkling. v.L I, to matter rt<mutViing In dropi or

articles. 2. to fall in dropt or pftrtletoil :ii<'ciftcallv,
_. to rate Itahtly or infrequeatty. w* L the Ml of

sprinkling. 2, * light niin.

tfW,-H spHnkle Is to to fstf In tmattdw^ or patfcln
Ito f^rlnM* watr to s%r$nM4t sugar over berrise): to scatter

ft to diipr the units al romp to dlienmt mottrms* ustiatty
IB an irr^ular *Hntrit>iitt*m (flm wmd Millir^ th pMTtM fte
drtc): to ttr*w is to scatter* either reilsr)y or irretolsrty.
esiH-ciallywmtQmw or tew wvt-r ft tttrfMt (toi^w iwdwt
on & fUnjr).

eprin-kler eyatwrn (Hpm)'kl^r), I. a jivntetn of plpw
mid tttesMd ttfa or spriiakisfs earryliii waiw or-**

eiuttidsmaf mm to tns vwii porto of a'""
-"%: the fa ttit^y to <

-., Jy to ttw of grsftt het
o! ptpfi and | wattning a~- <L

( goif ewirm
" x -

,

ll* net df e*

to \mpt run < Anglo
ta raft)* to run <>r race tit

at to

anrtnt
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full

traverse by v*
""
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spiritus; see SPIRIT], L an elf, pixie, fairy, or goblin.
2. [Archaic], a ghost.

sprit'Sail (sprit'saT; in nautical usage, sprit's!), n. a
sail extended by a sprit.

sprocket (sprok'it), n, [Early Mod. Eng.; prob. < a
1,G, source; oase prob. as in sprag], 1. any of a number
of teeth or points, as on the rim of a wheel, arranged
to fit into the links of a chain. 2. a sprocket wheel.

sprocket wheel^ a wheel fitted with sprockets on its

outer rim, used in,a chain drive.

SPROCKET WHEEL

It. base in spread, etc.], 1. to

begin to grow or germinate; give
off shoots or bnckt. 2. to grow
or develop rapidly. v*t* 1. to

cause to sprout or grow. 2. to

remove sprouts from. n. [ME.
ipratf < the .], 1. a young
growth on a plant, as a stem or

branch; shunt. 2. a new growth
from a bud, rootntock, germi-
nating wed, etc. 3, something
like or suggestive, of a sprout,
as an offshoot or scion. 4, pi.

Brussels sprouts.

spruce (pr6j5s), n. [MB* Spruce,,
for Pructt, Prussia; ML. Prussta; prob. so called be-

cause the tree was first known as a native of Prussia],
1. any of a number of related evergreen trees with

needle-shaped leaves and drooping conea or berrylike
fruit. 2. the wood of any of these trees.

sprue (spr^Tis), adj. [< ME. Spruce, for Pruce, Prussia,

cKt>. in the phr, Spruce leather, this leather having been

regarded as particularly fine and elegant], neat; trim;

smart; dapper, inf. 4 vJ* [SPEUCKD (spro^st) %
SFEUC-

iNCi], to make or become spruce (usually with up).

spruce beer, & fermented beverage made with an extract

of .Nprwr IrttVOH and twigs,

spru6 (uprfiTO* nu [D. spruwt sprouw], a chronic tropical
titac'OMc characten*ed oy anemia, gastrointestinal dis-

orders sow throat, etc. ; willows.

npru fr*prB) n. f< ?I in founding, 1. an opening
through which molten metal in poured into the mold.

2. the wjwte piece of metal cast in such an opening,

uprwtti (ftpruij), patt participle and alternative past
tmm of aprtalt* , . ,

. ,.
sprutti rhythm, [term Invented by G.

t
M, Hopkins

(IK44 lR9), Bug, poet!, in prosody, a kmd of rhythm
ctuuroctortaci by different types of feet of equal time

length, always m the first syllable: the feet

may differ in number of ayuabuw.
spry (ipr9, ^/, hMf^gS wpJ^ffFS*^
ON
full

(iprl d/. l*Fit or SFRYBR (*) WRIEST or

YKBT C4tJJ, [< Brit, dial stony, *pr*ef spry* etc.; <tf

, origin; cl, Sw, rtwtf Uvyhr ;
in Eng. tf*rA],

of met active; filmbte; brisk, - >$YN. MMS agile.

iwd); n. 1MB. i*iUt: prob. < ON.; ct. Dan.

*pyd> a marj bine at in *pH (ft rod) s rasa I from the

u* of the imptantnt in t a rfiarp,

ftlHuiclik* tool tmud for rwting ml weeds, 2. a widcta
3, (Cofloci.), ft potato. 9.1. BKED (4d} truDiNO),
tudifiup with apud. t , . ...

pud*or dintd^r)! n, f< ipuf -f/o-l ? ^vy bw with

a pcitnt* uiMKi for removing from
M.<. A vX IlWKOjspW)* to..

(pli)* H.JMB.; Oft. ^it; L. *^w^ <
t>i to iit nut), foam. (ruth,

or worn. twf ^ ..

MKD (M'Qmd), trtwiMGl to foam or froth*

n, \p*
nwth

nl), ff. It,

spunk-i-ness (spur/ki-nis), n. [Colloq..], the quality or

spunk-y (spurj'ki), adj. [SPUNKIER (4d-r), SPUNKIEST

(-ki-ist)J, [Colloq.], having spunk; courageous; spirited.

spun silk, a kind of yarn made from .silk floss or waste.

spun sugaiTj melted sugarf usually with coloring added,

that is drawn out into threadlike form and gathered into

fluffy balls to be eaten as a confection.

spun yarn, in nautical usage, a line made of several rope

yarns twisted together. . ^
spur (spurt, n. [ME. spurt; AS. spura, spora; akin to G.

sporn; IE. base *sp(ti)er~t

to jerk, seen also in Sans.

sphur&li, (he) kicks away, L.

spernere, lit., to push, away],
1. any of several kinds of

pointed devices worn on the
heel by horsemen, used to

urge the horse forward. 2.

itwt l ..-.

0u*nuMi int {ipyno*w *. *Y i*-. .r-"^-^-
ST wi gwm Irctthy < */*
1. 1$L froth or |. (muting; fo

f

fMi*me*m (PH^II!; ft.

0n^iii fp*nii'ai) J} I)U t**. T .r*.^^,, 7r
IlttllttA !! d

virfjiui /if
i

Irt cntftm, eoiitalnliii (rulti and
nuu: komn^% .........

f ^p^,
(44fr) uwmntr (4*

Of 90ltt.

HORSEMAN'S SPUR
urge te orse orwar. .

.

anything that urges, impels, or incites; stimulus, 3.

something like a spur; specifically, a) a spinehke proc-
ess on the wings or legs of certain birds, b) a climbing

iron, as used by lumberjacks, c} a sharp metal device

attached to the leg of a gamecock, for injuring the

other bird in a cockfight, d) a short, stunted, or pro-

jecting branch or shoot of a tree, etc. e) ergot of rye.

4. a ridge, range, or lesser elevation projecting m a

lateral direction from the main mass of a mountain or

mountain range, 5. a) a griffe, b) a buttress, as of

masonry, or any similar onset from a wall^or qtner
part of a structure, c) a short wooden reinforcing piece;

brace; strut. 6. a spur track, 7. in botany, a slender,

tubelike structure formed by an extension of one or

more petals or sepals, as in columbine or larkspur.
v.t. [SPURRED (spurd), SPURRING], 1. to strike or

prick with a spur or spurs; hence, 2. to urge; incite;

stimulate, 3. to provide with a spur or spurs. 4. to

strike or injure as with a spur (sense 3c). i>.t. 1. to

spur a horse. 2. to hurry; hasten. SYN. see motive,

on the spur of the momtt hastily and abruptly;
without forethought or preparation.
win on' puraf to attain distinction or honor,

f
espe-

cially for the first time; establish one's reputation.

spurg Jspttrj), n. [MB.; OPr, tspwie < espurger, to

purge; LT&pwgair*; see BXPURGATK], any of a group
of related plants including fleshy, shrubby, and herb-

Uke types, all having a milky juice; euphorbia.

spur gBir. 1. a gear wheel having radial teeth parauel
to the axle, 2. a system of gear-
ing having thU kind of gear
wheel: also spur Bearing.WUC'CJli ttiBih^ |'Ul yBUjuM|p

spurge laurel, an evergreen shrub
with yellowish-green flowers, ob-

long leaves, and poisonous ber-

ries, found in Europe and Asia,

pu>rl*ou8 (spyoor'i-w), aaj* [U
spitrixs], I illegitimate ; bafttard.

1, falte; counterfeit; not genuine.
3. in bvtmy, false; Eke in appear-
ance but unlike in structure or

(unction. SYN* me urtiiclnl.

purn (spttrn) .(. [MB. spurn**;
AS. apurnm, to spurn, kick; for

IE, base see SPUE], 1. to puh or

drlvt away contemptuouily with
or a* with the foot, 2, to refute

or reject with contempt or dindnitr, scorn. tu
;
to

ecmtumpt or clindain in rtfuiSnf or roJeptlng.
n* I, a .

a, a xpdrniny; warnful wrfuwl 5m MM <teUn,

pwrr^i (spfrd), <Ky having, wtaring, or fitted with

ipurs or npurlike purt*.-*---~ '----^^ra. a ptrson or thing that ipurs*
it) , it a person who m*kei ipur
(sparih ID. s^nrrlf; ? < ML.

Mll
'r
i: ww! with white ILowm and thrMuU'

4"

, a.wyoe%ttttn^rf^^ctokw|3gfc. ,
*

tpurt (spart), 9.f. tprok < MB, ipntit*, ^ftttm,
to

, prii fortm A8, fMta5 < b <*8pn***9
wrtl to fortfi te or

flww; icittirti jtt vl T. to
fjsttt

forth in

<NT iil activity; ii tht nuiMni .

lap. n* L a itttiiea or LW ,,
11W j---/

1 n mukton, brirf burst of or sptll aettn.^.

mw sli* tmk wttib H owln
of a raitaNM; aiio itw.

or wlw * *w tut,
ut-nlk (:n*w>t/mk> r^jut^nik), n. Rnss,; lir*.cup

$*
00* p* teto orflfc t? U UAWt 1

" * ^
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splutter. 2. to speak hastily in a confused, explosive
manner. 3. to eject bits or drops of something in an
explosive manner, with sharp sizzling or spitting sounds,
as burning wood, frying fat, etc. v.t. 1. to spit or
throw out (bits or drops) in an explosive manner. 2.

to utter by sputtering, n. 1. a sputtering. 2. the noise
of sputtering. 3. bits or drops thrown out in sputtering.
4. hasty, confused, explosive utterance.
sou turn (spu'tam), n. \pl, SPUTA (-te)] t [L., that which
is spit out < sputus, pp. of spuere, to spit; cf. SPIT],
1. saliva; spit. 2. mucus together with saliva, etc., spat
out from the mouth.

Spuy*teii Duy-vil (spi't'n di'v'l), a creek between Man-
hattan island and the mainland, connecting the Hudson
and Harlem rivers.

spy (spi), v.t. [SPIED (spid), SPYING], [ME. spien, espien;
OFr. esfier < OHG. spehdn, spiohSn, to search out, ex-

amine, investigate], 1. to watch or observe closely and
secretly, with unfriendly purpose (usually with out).
2, to catch sight of; make out; perceive; see. 3. to
examine closely; inspect carefully; scrutinize. 4. to
discover by close examination, careful inspection, etc.

(with out). v.t. 1. to watch or observe closely and
secretly; act as a spy. 2, to keep watch. 3. to make
a close examination or careful inspection, n. [pi. SPIES

(spiz)], 1. a person who keeps close and secret watch
on another or others. 2. a person employed by

4
a

government to get secret information about the affairs

of another or other governments, especially about the
armed forces, armaments, war plans, etc., or one who,
in time of war, acts as a secret agent to get information
for the enemy, 3. a spying.

spy-glass (spi'glas', spi'glaV). n. a small telescope.
Sq., Squadron.
Sq., sq., square.
sq. ft., square foot; square feet.

sq. in., square inch; square inches.

sq. xni. square mile; square miles.

sqq., sequentes; sequenlia, [L,], the following ones.

sq. r. square rod; square rods.

squab (skw&b, skwob), n. [< dial, squab, adj., short and
plump; prob. < ON,; cf. ow. sqvabb, loose fleshj, L a
nestling pigeon, still unfledged, 2. a short, stout per-
son. 3. a cushion. 4. a sofa or couch. adj* 1. newly
hatched or not fully fledged, 2, short and stout.

squab-ble (skwifo'l, skwdb'l). vd. [SQUABBLED <-'ld) f

SQUABBLING! [< or akin to the Scaad, word repre-
sented by Sw. skvabbet, a dispute], to quarrel acidly
over a small matter; wrangle, v.t. in printing to dis~

arrangje (type that has been set) so that letters or
lilies Taecome mixed, . a noisy, petty quarrel or
dispute i wrangle. SYN. see quarrel.
equab-by (skwltb'i, skwdb'i), adj. [SQUABBIBR (~*-r)
SQUABBIEST (-i-ist)j, short and stout.
squad (skwSd, skwdd), n. [Fr. escouade; Sp. escuadra
(It. squadra}, a square < LL. *exquadrare, to form into
a square; see SQUARE], 1. a small group of soldiers
assembled for inspection, duty, etc.: ihe smallest
military tactical unit, a subdivision of a platoon,
normally led by a sergeant (formerly staff sergeant).
2. any small group of people acting together: an athletic
team is often called a sgwd. v.t, [SQUADDED (-id),
SQUADDING], 1. to form into a squad or squads. 2,
to assign to a squad,
squad car. a police ipatrol cart now usually equipped
with short-wave radio telephone devices for communi-
cating with headquarters.
squad-ron (skwM'm, kwWnm) n* [It. $qmdrmn <
squadra, a square; see SQUAD], L a grmip of warsliipi
assigned to some special duty; unit or wiWivMoa ofa
fleet. 2. a unit of cavalry consisting of from two to
four troop, a headquarters troop, a*wTcertain auxiliary
umts. 3. a unit of military aviation, conslstiag of two
or more flights. 4, any orgaaiawJ body or grotm.
v.t. to form into a squadron or squadron*
squaWa (skwSl'id, skwWid). ad/. (L. sqwlidw <
squater&t to be foul or filthy), I, foul; unolsMu 2,

wretched; miserable: uordid.

gquavUd-i-ty <skwS-tid's-ti skwd-tidVti). it.

uas], scrualor: squalidnew.
squall (skwm), n. [prob. of Scand, origin!, 1, a
violent windstorm, usually with rain or mow, 2,

[Colioq.J, trouble or distur&anct, 9& to itorm briefly:wow a squall
squall (skwol), vJ. <ft v.t. [prob. of echoes origlnL to cry
or msimm loudly and harshly, n, a hsumb, ^ifi cry or
kwd scream.

squa mo- (skwa'mo, skwa'mo), (< L. squama, a scale),
a combining form meaning squama.

squa-mo-sal (skwa-mo's'l), adj. 1. squamous. 2. in

zoology, designating or of a bone in the skull of lower
vertebrates analogous to the squamous portion of the
temporal bone in man. n. a squamosal bone.

squa-mose (skwa'mos, skwa-mos'). <*dj. squamous.
squa-mous (skwa'mas), adj. [L. squamosus < squama, a
scale], 1. formed 9f, like, or covered with scales. 2. in

anatomy, designating or of the thin, scalelike, upper
anterior portion of the temporal bone.

squam-u lose (skwam'yoo-los', skwS'myoo-los'), adj.

[Mod. L. squamulosus < L. squamula, dim. of squama,
a scale], having, covered witn, or consisting of small
scales.

squan-der (skwan'dSr, skw6n'dSr), v.t. [prob. a spe-
cialized use of dial, squander, to scatter, extinguish (a

fire), popularized after Shakespeare's Merchant of
Venice, I, Hi, 22], to spend or use wastefully or extrav-

agantly, vd. to be wasteful or extravagant, n. a

squandering; wasteful or extravagant expenditure.
square (skwar), n, [ME.; OFr. esquarre; LL, *exquadra
< *exquadrare, to
make square; L,

ex, out + quadrare,
to square < quad'
rus, a square <
quaUuar* four], 1.

a plane figure hav-
ing four equal sides
and four ri$ht
angles. 2. anything
having or approxi-
mating this shape :

as, a square of
cloth. 3, an area
bounded by streets
on four sides.

4. the distance a-

long one side of
such an area. 5.

a) an open area
bounded oy, or at the intersection of, several streets,
usually landscaped and used as a park, memorial, etc,

b) buildings surrounding such an area. 6, a body of

troops formed into a square (mnm 2). 7, an in*tru*

SQUARE (sense 7)

as, 9 Is the square of 3. 9. [Slang), & person who is

square (o$. 12), 10, [Oba.], a standard, criterion,
rum, principle, etc. v.t [SQUARBD (skwlrd), aQUAftiNG],
[MB, squarm; OFr, tsqwurrtr; LL. *$mmar&r$? me the

J, 1. to make into a form having four equal
and four right angles; make square. 2, to make into
a form having straknt aide* and right angles; hence,
3. to make or check with regard to atftughtntaa or
evenness: aa, he squared th itunke* with a strilfhtodge,
4, to bring to or near to tha form o( a right angle or
itraight Ime: *a, squwt yowr ihouldtri, TL to aettta:

adjust; nuikc right or even; ai wt hav> ujuarcd
accouttts, 6. to ad|ttt or aatUa the aboeounla of;
as, this money will square him. 7. to mtkft aqunh fti

his touchdown sqmrm tib aoora* S. to adapt; ragutata;
raconctla: mak oonlorm: at, tqwn with
tba wtatt WoriimtiorL 9 to murk off (a turf In &
mrm of owawectaa tqwrp. 10, to bring into tht cwr^ poaitton, at with m^tmm to m line, oourao. ate.
11* to mutftipy (a naaakbar or quantity) by haeu. 12* to
nm tha> uttmbw of aquara vmita fa (aa art*}, 11,

LCttud' to bribt.
"*-- * v * - - -

i^ti/it^!.
four equal
cubical; raotaiia;^.^. __
2, forming a right an^ks .

or mrts. 3* eoiwe^F aafuw* ** M***P** * w***i
lawal mo. tte, 4. tavtaf no
mo, 5. fast; fair; Koiiaal; not erooka4.

' "

diraoti stri^pfeforwifd; unaquivocal: s
fusal 7, )Mgnuiif orcilaitdf
in tn form of a mvtof m \

2> jpv or to of *>wh ww.w
8, Mviig a. for ito or i~^ *tmF ad wap^mwt
A-J ^W^WiWWla^fwri(

"

10, <U";igmnmK< a nuutt rr that ^ thr
brlUkv II.TC. ,.

I**' '"lit f.l.h,

* *

r

at r:Khr att^ to tte Ml

, ,

L to be or lit at. right
3, in pfif. to mm tiba

rr*' W> 9* mfuww), 1. ) te^fc^f
four right angk*:-t, |) mom or
mad thra^imawiional^ aa a

or having n retiwpikr



square bracket squeeze
out of square, 1 . not at right angles (with something
specified). 2. [Colloq. 1, not in harmony, order, or
agreement. 3. [Colloq.], incorrectly.
square away, L to bring a ship's yards around so as
to sail directly before the wind. 2. to square off.

square off, to assume a posture of attack or self-

defense, as in boxing.
square oneself, [Colloq.], to compensate for a wrong,
damage, hurt, etc. done by oneself to another or
others; make amends.
square pe& in a round hole, a person poorly suited to
his job, environment, etc.; misfit.

square the circle, 1 . to construct or find a square
equal in area to a circle : an insoluble problem. 2. to
do or attempt something that seems impossible.
square up, 1. to make a settlement, as by paying,
balancing accounts, etc. 2. to assume a posture of

opposition (to an adversary) .

square bracket, in printing, a bracket; either of the

paired parenthetical marks [ ].

square dance, a dance, as a quadrille, in which the
couples arc grouped in a given form, as a square.
squared circles, tCollotj,.], the boxing ring; prize ring:
also squared ring*

square deal, [Colloq.], any treatment or dealing that is

honest, fair, and just.

square-faced (skwtr'flHtO. Qdj* having a face that is

somewhat rectangular in outline.

squareli@adi (ftkwar'hed')* n- l&lang), 1. a Scandina-
vian. 2, a German. A vulgar term of contempt.
square toot, a double knot in which the free ends run
parallel to the standing parta; reef knot; see knot, illus,

square meal, a complete and satisfying meal*

square measure, a system of measuring area, in which
144 square inches M 1 square foot, 9 square feet m 1

square yard, 30 1/4 square yards 1 square rod, 160
square rods 1 acre, o40 acres * i square mil,
squmre-iiggtd (stkwar'ngd'), adj. rigged with square
sails an the principal mils.

square-lit Ar (skwtr'rig'Ir), n a squar-ri|{ged ship.

square root, the number or quantity which when
squared will produce a given number or quantity:
an, 3 is the jrpMW wot of 9.

square ail, fmuxsidrd tail rigged on a yard suspended
horizontally acro the matt.
square shooter, [Coitaq.J* a person who m honest and
just*

square-whoiil'dered (ikwtr'fthdl'dfrdX adj. having an
erect postr with the ahouldm thrown bick,

squirt-tcwwl (kwIrtoW) adJ- 1- having a broad,

nquare toe: naid of a she*. 1. old-fashioned and nar-

rowly connervative or formal; precise; prim.

quart- to<ee (nkwAr/t5
/
) re. an old*fasmonea and oar

rfiwly cofutrrvative or formal ptrson,
quaf'ith (skwftr'ish), <Kf/. more nearly iquarc than
round; uomewhut nouare.

tquftr'K^ t4J. |L, .

I, In toy & rough or iey, 2.

ntiff and cruwdecl togrthen an some Ictv

qttitr*rtt CikwaiKw), 4/
<jtiatih ,t fOFr, *s ,.-.,.,, ..,. , ,

gummrt < I . f** intena. -f Jt*^* PP* fn^Wi to

ihntter-; cL 4WAl of wttitstt the wori is often
intenti. |, L ti tnat, or into or ae Into a
o(ft flat mai or pulp; t* to qtuMh;
bring to m abrupt endi tfted km
amWtbn. 3, |CUtiq. | In or (aftatHiHr)

fa t erunhing w* I* to m m by a
Ml to. 2 to * erf

#>r
.
3. to way; crowd;

m i or cruehed.
3. a JT a or tl fact of

4. Int of 5, [Brlt-
inhS. a arink inttt atuf c4hr tnirt4ientH:
M* Afnili. 4 <>i two itinil*f 0nt

>-'f and ImnillmH; spiwili-

) r****! ,
* w*llf! w*1

}
11 w

*
itl1 1

and * II ^*wii,
te a with * and Itvtlfer ban.
Mt* I. to an to I* * tmitia.

qusih k^

squat (skwat. skwdt), vd. [SQUATTED (-id), or SQUAT,
SQUATTING], [MB. squatten; OPr, esquatir; es- (U ex-},
intens. + quatir, to press flat; LL. *coactire < L. coactus,

pp. of cogere, to force, compress], 1. to sit on the heels

with the knees bent. 2. to crouch with the feet drawn
in close to the body. 3. to crouch or cower close to the

ground, as an animal. 4. to settle on land, especially

public or unoccupied land, without right or title. 5. to
settle on public land under regulation by the govern-
ment, in order to get title to it. v.t* to cause to squat:
usually reflexive, adj. 1. seated in a squatting po-
sition. 2. short and heavy or thick, as though squat-
ting. n. 1. the act of squatting. 2. the position taken
in squatting; crouching posture.
squat ter (skwat'Sr, skwO'tgr), n. 1. a person or ani-
mal that squats, or crouches. 2. a person who squats
(senses 4 & 5).

squat-ty (skwat'i, skwdt'i), adj. [SQUATTIER (-i-ez),

SQUATTIEST (-i-ist)], squat; thickset.

squaw (skwd), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian) ; cf. Massa-
chusett squas], 1. an American Indian woman or wife.

2. any woman: chiefly humorous.
squaw-fish (skw6'fish')* n. [pi. SQUAWFISH, SQUAW-
FISHES (-iz) ; see FISH], a long, slender fish of the carp
family, found in rivers of the northern Pacific coast of
the United States and Canada.
squawk (skwSk), v.i. [echoic], 1. to utter a loud, harsh
cry, as a parrot or chicken. 2, [Slang], to complain
or protest, especially in a loud or raucous voice, v.t.

to utter in a squawk, n, 1. a loud, harsh cry. 2

[Slang], a loud, raucous complaint or protest. 3. the
black-crowned night heron.
squaw man, a white man married to or living with an
American Indian woman.
squaw-root (skwd'rcW, skwo^root'), n. a yellowish-
brown, scaly, leafless plant of eastern North America,
parasitic on the roots of some trees, especially of oaks.

squeak (skwSk), v.i [? fusion of squeal & shriek; but cf.

aw. sqv&ka], I. to utter or make a thin, sharp, high-
pitched cry or sound. 2. [Slang],

to act as an informer;
squeal, v.t 1. to utter or produce in a squeak. 2. to
cause (a door etc.) to squeak, n* 1. a squeaking. 2.

a thin, sharp cry or sound, usually short.
trrow squeak, (Colloq.], a narrow escape; also close

(or mar) aqueak.
squeak My (skwSk'a-H), adv. with a squeaky sound.

8qu6aki'ii6M (skwSk'i-nis), n. the quality or state of

being squeaky.
aqueik'y (skw&c/i), ad/. [SQUEAKIER (-i-ftr) SQUEAK-
IEST (4-ist)], squeaking*

squeal (nkwel), yX [ME. sqmUn; i?rob. echoic], 1, to
utter or make a loud, aharp, high-pitched cry <x sound*
2, [Slaoglf to act as an informer; betray a secret, i/f.
to utter m a inueal. n. 1. a squealing. 2. a loud

hrp, high-pitched cry or sound, somewhat proloiaged.
ioutaini*h (skwlm'ish), mdL [ME, sqmimom; Anglo-
P*. wojJww, ork,, disdainful, shy, etcj, 1, Imvtog a
digestive system mat is e&tily upnet; easily nauseated;
queasy* 1 anUy shocked or offended: prudish. 3*

excessively fasticitous; overtensitivfs. --517v. see 4aii<:y.

iawee'fte ikwS-j% n. [wok < *&**&
ixxtens, form of $qmmel 1. a T-shfped tool having me
orusftbar with a strip of rubber or th$ like, used
to scrape water from a flat surfiwe, m w w^hing
windows. 2* ft rubber roller used for tmt purp m
photc^rnphio deyelopment, lithography, etc, v*t*

Cpl "jW') QVWOMNOl, to
or tres>t with a Alo sqwllftse.

PtiPliW0 (skweVe-ttf) , wL t . that can b
coptsi tte 2, eambte bing eoa-

ttmlttetl or to somethwg. t%

qutM (ikw> v.t.

(fAtemt, <| Ml, IAS* mymn* to n
< IB, *f*w*j to ovwpowwr,

t, to Imro or ptoeely; m> <

from two or m orclet to extr

m jutet* w the lito; oamprtm 2- to ge% b
or by e* ilit

the dathet* 3, to get^ axtrttt, or eacUwt
wnfftlf meejiuk 4 to or to l

M^ t !*t HlUAd t

wit h bun
6 to hwg. ......

(CMlQq.) to pit
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stance onto something, as a coin or inscription. 5. a

small quantity of something extracted by squeezing.

6. [Cofloq,], pressure or influence brought to bear, as

in extortion. 7. in brid&e, a play m which one player

squeeze play, 1. in baseball, a play in which the batter

tries to bunt so that a runner on third base, starting

to run at the pitcher's first pitching motion, may have

a chance to score. 2. in bridge, any play that forces

an opponent to discard a potentially winning card.

souelch (skwelch), n. [< earlier qudch (fusion of quell &
crusty with 5- intensl 1. the sound of .liquid,.mud,
slush, etc, moving under pressure or suction, as m wet

shoes. 2. a crushed mass of something. 3. [Colloq.J,

a crushing retort, answer, rebuke, etc. v*t. 1. to

crush or smash by or as by falling or stamping upon;

scmash, 2. to suppress, subdue, or silence completely

and with a crushing effect. v.L L to make a squelch

(sense 1). 2. to walk heavily,
as through mud or slusn,

or in wet shoes, making such a sound.

sque-teague (skw-tgO, n. [pi SQUBTEAGUE], [< tne

Am. Ind. (Narragansett) name), 1. a food
v

JJ*
croaker family, found m the Atlantic off the eastern
coast of North America. 2. any of several related fishes.

squib (skwib), n. [prob. echoic), L any firework that

burns with a hissing, spurting noise, ending in aa ex-

plosion. 2. a broken firecracker that burns without

exploding, making a hissing noise. 3. a shot

usually witty attack in words; lampoon. 4.

any firecracker. vt* & v-f- (SOUIBBEI) (e jB-w *wv*/'

SQUIBBING), 1. to burn or shoot on (a squib), 2. to

write or utter a squib or squibs (against). 3. to fire or

explode with the sound of a squib.

squid (skwid), n. \pL SQUIDS (skwidz). SQUID; see

PLURAL, n, D, 1), [prob. < squit, dial, for gst*rt],
a

long, slender sea mollusk having ten arms, two being

much longer than the others: small squid are used as

food andlor fish bait.

r. *. . e e ti o
, sKced and used ia otdictaftM aa aeqpctanm,

diuretic, etc. 2, the plant, found 3a southern Bttmpe
and northern Africa: also called sea onion. & any of a

of the.% fw&r, with Uua,

squirrel (skwur'al, skwftrl; esp. Brit., skwir'al), n.

R>Z. SQUIRRELS (-al,

skwurlz), SQUIRREL;
see PLURAL, ii, D, 1],

[ME. squirel; OFr. r-

quirelt escurel; LiLt*

Xsciuriolus, dim. of

*$curius> for L.

rel < $&*<*, a shadow
fl, tail], 1. any

COMMON GRAY SQUIRREL
(1 1/2 ft. long)

--
, , .

of a group of small,

tree-dwelling rodents
with heavy fur and
a long, bushy tail:

common species are
the gray squirrel, the
red squirrel, the fox
squirrel, oxid the Euro-

,

J&o* sgwimsJ. 2. any of various other rodents related

to these, as the chipmunks, certain flying phalangers
of Australia, woodchucks, etc. 3. the fur of some of

these animals. , -

squirrel corn, a plant with cream-oolared flowers,

Saving roots with yellow, grainlike buds.

squirt (skwurt), v.t A tu [altered < earlier a*tfr< <
To. & D. wfaflto*. to squirt), i. to spurt]

thoot out, as

liquid, in a jet or thin stream. 2, to wet (a person or

thing) with liquid so shot out. n- L something used

tosquirt liquid, as a syringe. 2. the act of squirting.

3. asmall amount of squirted liquid; jet or thin stream,

4. [Colloq.J. a small or iarignifleiat venon, especially

one wholimpudent or conceited; whiweimar.
squirt gun, L a toy gun that shoots A strmm of liquid,

r, a trailing pl*at with cucumber-

aped fruit which bursts when rim ejecting th seds.

squfeh (skwish) v.t. A vJL, n. [Wal.] squatfi.._,^__^.** \w ?/ v w- w- w r
- ,'--

<l yd*f qmre yard; sauare yiurm
h " "^ "" -

prawmmp, seam; tM -

of several crustaceans tibat burrow along

AMW S^lor. 4. Bin

t {Port],Jtaitor*. 21. Pp.1* atwii. ^
(sto it* l&tad,, lit.. Jbrfow. iwarattt < SMI.

Htodu wtta of addirni, quiimtot to English
*

lr atata,

CHAW*^ v^u*v"/. '** {altered < emrlier scwuh, contr.

of scuncheon, scouckeioni OFr. nscofatsoti, wcot$$&n < iL<

cxcussio, a striking out}, an interior conaer tupportt
as a small arch, corbeHng, or lintel supporttog a

weMit, as of a spire, resting ujxm it.

aqiiStt (skwinit), vX [contr. of ^M 1. toJook.v
peer with the eyes partly closed, 1 to look witfa tfaa

eyes turned to the side; look obliquely or askance.

3. to be cross-eyed. 4. to incline or have a tendency

(Iw^fS a- ^ven direction, belief, etc.), S, to devl&t

from a given line, tendency, etc. trl* t* to cause to

squint 2, to keep (the eyet) partly ctoiw ia tookwg
at aouaathififf, as whm the light too utrong* . 1. a

soulntiag. z aa iacHnmtloiDi or twniwy, 3. An
ODliq^ie or penrette tdnaenjoy or baol 4. taa attaoiiion

of being cross-eyed : strabismus. 5. (Colkxi.1, a ln(>k m
glance, often siMonf, quick* or rtw mj* I.

squinting: looking obiq[tty iciuq0i r W^* 3
characterized by strabismus: as, .?^Mn eyes,

a) cross-eyecl, ft) looking askance;
spiteful.

squire (skwir), it* [contr. of >

f. & young matt of nigh birth

respect give to a lam rural
tkmari. 3, a title of respect
jiitJ< of tha pac or slmfliur w .,.

rum! district. 4. an attendant or escort;
num worting & woman; gallant, yl* A
(skwtrd), fQUlElHOJ,

to act as a fwiuire (tc

, cmiatry gaatry oriwia lai

2; goveremt by oootittir polry or
, Ahu g^iliect <iulrarchy." "

TnO* *** (*ffr* 4- Ir dtaL
, * smuu luBdowaer; ixnty tqpm

*Ho), it* a

~6y iiridl"" iri^iirialland turn tha tooiy la n .

wfitte, 2* to show r Ctei .. ..

aft humiltMbn. tc,

It tha atn^vinJbny* . ? * w*friAw|
quirm > err//. i-sni^r),

(nu*m))<

St.;
1. Sdnt: AM b^nninjt

whh . M atwtd in

thi:} (Ucti)ruiry ii if ipwl 8t** 2 Strait. 3 Btrect,

1. ataaMu 1 atait S. <t*^* ^ watfit).
rimrttoA. ^ A s

t ^inta. a* Station.

a
with or m

w
.) ( M into

wny* J t. to
horft;> with ;
*

fft
.

^

J, wy ulcl Mttbag rf ttai hjwu*. .



stabilize 1417 stage
sia-bMize (sta'bo-liz' f stab'a-Kz') , v.t. [STABILIZED
(-lizd'). STABILIZING], [Fr. stabiliser < L, stabilis; see

-IZE], 1. to make stable, or firm. 2. to keep from
changing or fluctuating, as in price. 3. to equip (an
airplane, ship, etc.) with a stabilizer.

sta-bMlz-er (sta/bo-Kz'&r, stab'o-Kz'Sr), n. a person or
thing that stabilizes; specifically, a) any of various parts
or devices used to make an airplane steady in night.
b) a substance added to an explosive to prevent it from
exploding spontaneously.

sta-ble (stfi'b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr. estable; L. stabilis <
stare, to stand], 1, not easily moved or thrown off

balance; not likely to break down, fall apart, or give
way; firm; steady; fixed. 2. firm in character, pur-
pose, or resolution; steadfast. 3. resisting change;
permanent; enduring. 4. capable of returning to equi-
librium or original position after having been displaced.
5. in chemistry, not easily decomposing,

sta-ble (stl/b
f

l}
f n. [ME.; OFr. estable; L. stabulum <

stare, to stand], 1. a building in which horses or cattle

are sheltered and fed. 2. a group of animals kept or

belonging in auch a building. 3, all the race horses

belonging to one owner. 4. the people employed to
take care of and train such a group of race horses.

v.t. & v.i. [STABLED (-b'kl), STABLING], to lodge, keep,
or be kept in or an in a stable.

sta-ble-boy (stZWl-boiO* ** & boy who works in a stable.

sta-ble man (stS'b'1-man', stS'b'1-mwi), n.
[pi. STABLE-

MKN (-men', -men)], a man who works m a stable.

sta-blinji (gtS'bllj)), , La stable or stables. 2. ac-
cotnnxouatloAft in a stable or stables, for horses, etc.

etab'liah (stab'liah), v.f [Archaic], to establish.

sta-bly (ftta/blt). odv* in a stable manner; firmly.
atacca>to (t9-kS't5; It. stttk-ktt't&), adj. (It,, pp. of

staccQM, short for distaccare^ to detach], 1. in music,
with distinct braaki between successive tones; abrupt;
detached: an* ft series of staecato notes, a staccato pas-
sage: opposed to Itgatoi abbreviated etacc. 2. made up
of abrupt, dtotincl elements or sounds: a a staccato

outbumt of rage, gunfire, etc. <wto* no as to be staccato.

n. [pi. STACCATOS (-tlk)l, something, as a speech pattern,
thai is Ktacca-to.

stack (Htak), n. (ME, stttc; ON. stakkr; IB. base %ISK
to utanci, b pkctd < **-, to stand (el, STAND)], 1. a

large pile of straw, ht-y, etc,, especially one symmetri-
cally arranged with a tmootn outer surface far outdoor

storage, 2. any somtwlmt orderly pile or heap, an of

boxen, ompa, etc. 3. a numbtr of arms, espe-

cially twret leaning againat each other cm end to

a* to form a cone. 4, in Great Britain, a unit of solid

measure equal to 10$ cubic feet, used for cut wood,
coal, tte. 5. a ehimnty; speifically, a) a number of

or pfpni arrangtd togethwr. b) a single itwke pip
or chimney, tipeclwly one of metal, as on a ship, loco-

motive* etc, o. a set of book shelves* 7, *f. the ieo-

tbn tht books mm kpt In a libmry. 8, [Colloq,],
u number or quantity, n.| 1, to plte or arrnfe
in ii stack, 2, tci wit of nomttWng.

cmcfc fo <'iir*J, 1. to arrant the order of playing
aeerttly so that oertfin cards are dealt to

fitiiftfi, 2* to wwmngtt cirmtt&noet
ummllx and unfoiny* Aluo ittek tht tftck.

tuc t^ i.tak't*"), n* {Ml. < *ec. of L t^M. oil

of myrrh; Or* < iwtlii, to drip), ja by
tm tn Ex, 30:34
ft4 dM (ftocl'Dj a. 1MB* w*^*l f(tMwl; AS. jfottof ;

akin to O Ui<lfl, tara; IE, bwe M in ***], a lower

pwt cr Mipport; tht btat or p-

kjrtliii ^r
sw of hay.

Am mitfemij, * mttal eplint of

two pitui thfA the abow emd Wow a
Msi Md In bx two rodi txteodte bt-

en tht of tttt lsb; tm aV
lows (if of ibe lima

^

l| (J ĵMMttM^^ A
M^^ f

f .*
qf Of

Abo ttejdt * . . *

*^41*| Hb Pt4 MA% < I* pt <* le>
tffitHi {tit $

1 . *
U :r* ! m

erf BudA^^b^raz*^ m*-^ f^ (prf^ fotf), >Jih rad.
* *fa;

"T

line, etc., C9nsisting of a toothed wheel that traverses
the curve, line, etc., and an index.
sta-di-um (sta'di-om), n. [pi. STADIA (-o)j, [ME.; L.; Gr.

stadion, fixed standard of length < histanai, to stand],
1. in ancient Greece, a] a track for foot races, usually

semicircular, with tiers of seats for spectators, b) any of

several measures of linear distance, based on the length
of such tracks (at Athens, 607 ft.; but the Olympic
stadium was slightly over 630 ft., and others varied

cqnsiderably). 2. [pi. STADIUMS (-amz)], a place used
for outdoor games, meetings, etc., partly or completely
surrounded by tiers of seats, usually for thousands of

spectators. 3. a stage, as of a disease.
stad le (stad''l), n. a staddle.
stadt hold er (stat'hol'de'r) , n. a stadholder.

StaSl, Madame de (da stal), Baronne de Stael-Holstein,

(born Anne Louise Germaine Necker], 1766-1817;
French writer.

staff (staf, staf), n. [pi STAVES (stavz), STAFFS (stafs,

stafs)], [ME. staf; AS. stssf; akin to G. stab; 1^. base
*stebh~, *stabh~, post, pole, etc., as also in Sans. $tabh~

n&ti, (he) supports; cf. STEM], 1. a stick, rod, or pole;

specifically, a* a stick used as a support in walking.
b} a pole or club used as a weapon, c) a pole for sup-

porting a banner or flag, d) a rod, wand, etc. used as a

symbol of authority. <?) [Archaic], a shaft, as of a
lance, /) any of several graduated sticks or rules used
for measuring, as in surveying. 2. figuratively, a sup-
port: as, he was a staff to the whole group. 3. [pL
STAFFS], a group of people assisting a chief, manager,
president, or other leader. 4. [pi. STAFFS], a group of

officers serving a military or naval commanding officer

in an advisory and administrative capacity without
combat duties or command. S. [pi. STAFFS], a specific

group of workers or employees: as^ a teaching staff,

office staff, maintenance staf. 6, in music, the five

horizontal lines and four intermediate spaces on which
music is written or printed, adj. of or having to do
with a staff (senses 3 f 4, S)- v.t. [STAFFED (staft,

material consisting of plaster and fiber, ttsed for

temporary decorative structures, statues, etc.

staff officer, an officer serving on a staff,

staff of life, bread, regarded as the basic food,

Staf-ford (ataf'Brd), n. 1. Staffordshire. 2, the county
teat of Staffordshire: pop., 32,000.
Stafford-shir (staf'ord-smr') n. a county of centwu
England: pop., 1,466,000 (cut. 1945); county teat,

Stafford.
staff sergeant, 1. in the United State$ Army, formerly,
the third grade of enlisted man (now striwitt). ^ ia the

United States Marine Carfs 6* A ir Fare*, tht third grade
of enlisted man, ranking just below technical sergeant.

itmft (stair), n. [pi, STAGS C*ta) STAG; ee PLURAL, n p,

ll [MB,; AS, $taua; akin to ON. dfefir, Aifi, male
stmt (st

ll 1M
bW; Ibird; IB/baat %li^- to stick; prob, balc "o. . ..

ble o! procreation as mt H
]> I, a) a fuli-frown male

deer: said sptdftcally of the European red der. a) the

male of somt othar animals, ae the uibou, 2, a. male
aolnuU oaitrsvted in maturity, $. ) * mam who attcwds
4 ;4ttcial gattbtrlng mwccompamed by a w>niaii. 0} a

<m.

by

tftjo-to a
pitfty,

tte. a atag (u
tCoUoq.K to go if ft 3tf).

any of ftevml IftTfe ,-
ttteillko xoittdiDie* in the mute,

14 OFT, fM; LL, ^ L.
, . .

> .

jMaliuf m l *lr to ttandK i. ft platform or dock,

2. a 1 ft level, tow. or itory, f a sfawl!

Attaclied to microtoope for holding the to be
vfewtds fe* nHonweeiMkf Ittwi. 5. ) ft plttform cm
which pkr etc. *r* pvietttea, ft) any area,. ,

In em ma* in wbteh nctors perform.
the nlwfi m of thft footlVite to theattr.

, tht t&Mter. 4rw, or acting ai * .

it of an event or of eventa: |*
Cimtrai

the *l|# of wwy war*. * ft

In JNiilwittiii WWWIWPPP (Pf iwn>pwf twn w

^^^ataus
wwd^*^*-^

4^

1i*gjBw*

teg of * jmty* f
ll. ) ,

Wi, 12 a Itvel or in

of devftopnitiit, growth, c*r change: as, an

ffp of m IS. on of two r more

m^ hi in a rtirket

an stttmoud te, Into outer *

h* tw> to ii

ttc. fi ! tlwt w-
meJata jpswt or jprti. 14 fii jwd^ty* f

wltt,
to * l tit IS,
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Stakkanovite

radio, an element or part in some complex arrangement

of parts- specifically, a tube with its accessory apparatus

?n an ampSmlde up of a number of tubes. v.t.

[STAGED (staid), STAGING], 1. to present, represent, or

eSdbit on or as on a stage. 2. to plan, arrange, and

carry out: as, the enemy staged a counteroffensive. w,i.

1 to be suitable for presentation on the stage: as, the

play stages well. 2. to travel by stagecoach.

by easy stages, L traveling only a short distance at

a time. 2. working or acting gradually, not hurried-

ly, with plenty of stops, as for rest.

stage-coach (staj'koch'), n. a horse-drawn coach car-

rying passengers! parcels, and mail on scheduled trips

rent; not flowing or moving; hence,

movement; said of water, etc.

, staj'kraft'), n. skill in, or the

art of, writing or producing plays, .

stage direction, 1. an instruction, written into the.text

of a play, directing the movements, actions, etc. ot tne

performers. 2. the art or practice of directing the pro-

stage^oor^an outside door leading to the backstage

part of a theater, for the use of actors, production

s&ge-door Johnny (staj'dfir', stSj'dor'), [Slang], a

man who associates with, or seeks the company of, ac-

tresses or chorus girls. . +***** -+~-
stage effect, an effect or impression created on tne stage

by action, lighting, scenery, etc.

stage fright, nervousness felt when appearing before

an audience, as by an inexperienced performer.

stage hand (stSi'hand'), n. a person who does manual

work connected with producing a play, as the arrange-

ment of scenery, operation of lights, etc.

stage manager, the person m over-all charge of the pro-

duction of a play; he superintends the acting company,
the stage technicians, and the staging of each perform-
ance oithe t>lay

staler (stSfer), n, [< stage, n. + nsr 1. a person or

atScnal ofmuch experience; old hand; veteran (usuiaiy

with oW) : a% the milk horse wasm old sta&er and knew
the route, 2. [Archaic], an actor* f

state-struck (ksfstxuk'). <*# ^ving an Intense demre

to become an actor or actress. .

stage whlaper, 1. a loud whisper by an actor oa the

stage, intended to be heard by tto ^diwoj, 1 aay
similar whisper intended to be heard by others ttaan

the person to whom it is addressed,

stage-y (stij'i), adj. [STAGIER (-i-Sr), STAGIEST (-i-kt)J

stacry. *

stag gard (stag'Srd), n. [MB. stamrd; $ta& 4- -rl* a

stagTor male red deer, in its fourth year.

stag gart (stag'ert), n. a staggard.

stagier (stagfer), v.L [ME, stakery;
ON.

stofro,
to

cause to stumble; akin to & prob. influenced m form by
MD. stag&erm], 1. to move unsteadily, as though about

to collapse; totter* sway, or reel, as from blow,

fatigue, drunkenness, etc. 2. to lose determinaticm,

strength of purpose, etc*; hesitate; waver, < * to

cause to stagger, as with a blow. 2. to affect strongly
with astonishment, horror* grief, etc. ; owmhwm, 3, to

set or incline alternately r as on either side of A linr,

make zigzag in arrangement: as, the teeth of mott sawi
are stemmed, 4 to arrange (periods of activity, mtm,
etc,) BO as to efiminate crowding or 0v*reoetmtii:
as, employees

1

vacation periods have been *toff*m
5. in AtrofMPMMfii, to set in a itaer. ft* I. a staggering;

reeling, unsteady xnovwnant. 2, ft ttftamd or gsa
arrangement 3. pi. fconitrod as rat.], it .nervowt
disease of Jaorwt cattb. etc., causing ft* wfamk to

.Ww f 2. foul from lack of

movement nu ui W-V,M ^^. 3. lacking in activity,

interest, etc.; dull; sluggish: as, a stagnant mind.

stag nate (stag'nat), v.i. [STAGNATED (-id), STAGNATING],

[< L. stagnatus, pp. of stagnare, to stagnate], to be or

become stagnant, v.t. to make stagnant.
t

stag na tion (stag-na'shan), n. 1. a stagnating or being

stagnated. 2. a stagnant condition.

stag-y (staj'i), adj..[STAGIER (-i-Sr),
STAGIEST

(-i-ist)J,

1. of or characteristic of the stage; theatrical (usually m
an unfavorable sense); hence, 2, affected; not real or

genuine: as, a stagy type of diction. Also spelled stagey.

Stahl-helm (shtaThelm'), n.. [O., lit., steel helmet;

stahl, steel + helm, helmet], m Germany after World
War I, a veterans' organization of a military and
nationalist character and of monarchist sympathy.

staid (stSd), archaic past tense and past participle of

stay (to remain), adj. 1. [Rare], resisting change;

fixed; settled. 2. sober; sedate; settled and steady.

stain (stin), v.t. [contr. of distain; QPr. destemdre* to

discolor, lose color < L. dis*, from + ttnger* to color],

1. to spoil the appearance of by coloring or soiling; dis-

color; spot. 2. to spoil or spot (a character, reputatwn,

etc,); taint; corrupt; dishonor. 3. to change the ap-

pearance of (wood, cloth, glass, etc.) by coloring; dye;
tint. 4, to treat (material for microscopic study) with

a coloring matter that facilitates study,, AS by making
transparent parts visible or by producing a different

effect upon different structures or tissues, tu. to im-

part or take a color or stain, n. 1. ft color, discolor-

ation, or spot resulting from or at from staining* 2, a

moral blemish; dishonor; guilt; tftlnt 3. ft substance

used to impart color in staining; specifically. ) ft dye
or pigment in solution, for stitoing wood, cloth, etc,

b) a dy used to stain material lor microscopic itudy.

stained glass, glass colored in any of v&nout ways, as

by fusing metallic oxides into itf by mmling by

burning pigments into iti surface, etc.; it it used

especially for church windows.
stiim-leua (stanlijO , adj. 1, without a mark ot atain.

2. that will not become sjAtaftd
or disookwsd,

stainless ateel, steel alloyed with chromium, etc.,

virtually immune to rust and corrosion,

stair (stir), n. [ME, tttto; A&
f
Jiwwr <, bftst cl J*Jfd*,

to cBmb; cl. sritEl L uanuUy fl. ft flight ol stspr,
staircase. 2, a single step, usuftUy one Of ft aerie;), lead-

ing from one kv*t or floor to another,
fttfttrCftt* (stftykis'). n. a or Sight of stftirs,

chilly one- with &. supporting .structure and & handrail
or baluitrtite.w "* - - ' - "

') n. thft head, or top, of a tftlms*.

I V/J. *V*WWI)t Vf**WI* V%*t %*<l*fcri^ wtPw i^w-^w w-r

r or faU wksn waikiteg. 4 te^awwwii^t *) Jfee
of ca wlsg of an slrplftdA forward of wpthr

wingabove or bdcw it o that thtre is ft dlffwwcse in UM
prwction of tbrir kadlig ed|^* d) the aooaut of this

dirlerace. .
, t

5FN.iggr to^Bw mteAj wn*fgoM& etaclita by
a lOii of cquUibrimn and failurt- to timintain A ibftdl OWf^ |to

M&Mr wnder ahaw toad) ; rNI svinists * f
*"*"*"** ^

so at to appear on the verge of falling (the c

down the hall); totttr spwifs th ttjr*-*
1

of Issbls old person or ofta infsntm
*w!B* white or piSkyb Sown poisoiios to I

stag hound (sta^'hound'), ft- one of ft

Jn^tuuli u.scd in hunting stapv boars, etc.

ti ly Cstaj'^li), acfy. in a stagy nmmwi
(st!j

/
i-Bis) f n, the atuwty or

. 1 ft temporary structun; lor
_. 2, the of oparmtiiig

travel by ttafecoiclii* 4 the act or
a play on tE
In military fi^if, th plac cil itntburlcit*

_ IsftviMC for ft combft
Imfft^rin, it, a oAtilw er iA*Mtottt l

Aristotlij,

Ifttinn'iiiiii'Si). n tlm cosilifctost cw Qtii^ISty

MTIMftt), a^A [U MiMiMt KT* Cl '4/ai'ar,
fc&itd* stnsttiil*ti I* withes*!I ttMnMw tif

w^-r . P-- \-rww. m*V* f **** **wwm| w wwjrt w w -

ttnir-wmy (%%! u a fight of stabs; tttirt

ill csttr'wilOt * th vwttcftJl shaft (in

r) containing 4 i

iwdth (tith)
-

fluenoed by

w: also ttair well.

'ME* iWAf < AS, ifcrt, thoM, to-

* ON. tfl^lMiQiag pc? Cor IB.
Dial.1 1. * qr wharfbwws sm $f4M0] IBrttith Dlftl.L 1. A or WBI

with q|uipQWt for tending and unlo*d!M, 2. *)
tmibankin*nt. &} a. path or narrow nml iilong an

|; akin to IX ,

_ _ i Of Xttftft! p^Ht<ftd M 0fl^

iadHor 3iiTvtogliitol& uprow^l* 2, tbt pott to wElw a
mmm is td far sjiftettUoo by bwfef* 1 cu-
lion by burning. 4. % !>t>k> or ittta upright into s
socket, ftt at tm at ft nuawfty flfttmr. tnfflK tota*

etc., to titlp hold a lomi, 5, t truck having a
body, 4 op**! ^ ftWMtthtog,m htwrdd* M in a wagt-r, w m. the

guntbkr:! were playing m IMpi A/tfA^.v, 7* <'//< $1. ft

reward givrn a winner, ua in a miw; prte* S* ft race in

which a pri/
4 it f. ft or inU-m-

a *! on*, i propsf|y ft A 1

wtttwm or tbt Ilk*. t& (Caifai,| m fit
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stalactiform 1419 stammate
Union, a worker officially declared to have excelled in
Stakhanovism. adj. of Stakhanovism or Stakhano-
vites,

sta-laC'.ti-form (sto-lak'ti-fdrm'), adj\ having the form
or position of a stalactite.

sta-lac-tite (sto-lak'tit, stal'ak-tit'), n. (Mod, L. stalac-
tites < Gr, stalak-

ios, trickling or

dropping < sta-

lassem, to let fall

drop by drop], l.an
icicle-shaped de-

posit of carbonate
of lime hanging
from the roof or
sides of a cave
formed, like sta-

lagmites, by the
evaporation of

dripping water
having a high lime
content, 2. any-
thing having the
form or position of
a stalactite.

stal ac-tit ic (stal'-

Qk-tit'ik) adj* 1. stalactiform. 2. of or covered with
stalactites.

still ac-tit-i-cal (stal'fck-tit'i-k'l), adj. stalactitic,

tstft'lftft (shtfclftk; Bng. stal'ag), n. [G. contr. <
5/mm7^er: stamm, a base, lit, stem 4* lager , a camp], a
German prisoner-of-war camp for captured privates
and noncommissioned officers.

stahi&mlte (st-lag'ralt, stal'sg-mlt'), n. [Mod. L.
stalagmites < Gr, stalaimos, a dropping < stalassein.
to drop or drip), a cone-shaped deposit of carbonate of
lime extending vertically from the floor of a cave.
often forming beneath, and becoming continuous with,
a stalactite above; see ttalactiw, illus,

8tal-aft mit Ic (*tal'sg-ralt'ik), adl* 1, having the form
or position of a stalagmite. 2, of or covered with eta*

STALACTITES (A) AND
STALAGMITES (B)

''
ftrtal'sg-ralt'i-k'l). adj. stalagmitic.

St* AHMUUI (Orbeoz), ft, a city in Hertfordshire, south-
eaittrn Kiigland; pop., 36*000: ancient name, Vcrulam-
iuin.

stale (sttt), ocf/. 1MB,; prob, < a LG. source; cf. W.Pl
stct- in mxm sense; tor mm see STAND!, 1. Having lost

ffMbneeat womaed by having been kept too long;

peciiioany* ft) fiat; vapid; tasteless: at, stale beer.

6} hard and dry; said of bread, etc, c) low in oxygen
content: stagnant: a state water or air, J) in an early
stage of decay, at mtat or egp, 2. having lost orig-

inuiity or xwwxwf ; lacking in interest through famil-

iarity or overuse; hiickiKtyea; trite: M a stale joke, stale

gossip* 3* pt th pea m mental or physical vigor
and ktMintM: out of coiulition m a rtsult of either too
nuich or too little activity. 4 In law. having lost legal
force 0? through lack of use or action* as a claim
or Bftaa, v.t. A u.i. PTALED (itfid), STALING), to make
or becown (in any ttnso) .

, ,

IVTAUCD (itBd), stjW*ioi jprob. <
? akin to prm stalt\. to urinate: said

tad ft.mm of or otttte,

in a draw. 2.

dxmw. *(
;
Iurttw ac-
TALKKATBD

;
into a

_ ^_ ,_, ,_ __, .,

jJI&II) IST^Wp; dtetoto and
of tm C0ui*t wuty

tJtttettTltta-ItSJJ; to ohkf
to Worn War 11$

n. the capit/d of the Tad-
* GMMNH tamdFwM;<sui'

l thr
MfJWm 2. tto

f
WL ,.-

| 0f ft

iSr 11* In the- <

F cjiilWI T'otfUiy^t*

fy * AAAJ*

ft I. a

t|\

: Mfe 461,OUO: also Stalin: fonaor

, a city in the southern Siberian

prob. < stealc. high, steep (with allusion to a stalking
gait) ; for IE. base see STALK (a stem)], 1. to walk in a
stiff, haughty manner: as, he stalked out of the room in

anger: sometimes used figuratively, as, plague stalks
across the land. 2. to pursue or approach game, an
enemy, etc. stealthily, as from cover. 3. [Qbs.1, to
walk or move along stealthily or furtively. v*t* L to

pursue or approach (game, etc.) stealthily. 2. to stalk

through: as, terror stalked the streets, n. 1. a slow,
stiff, haughty step or gait. 2. the act of stalking game,
an enemy, etc.

stalk (st6k), n. [ME. stalke. dim. of stale; AS. stxla, &
stalk, stem of a plant; akin to G. stiele; IE. base
*st(h)el~, to place, put, seen also in L. stolidus (cf,

STOLID)], 1. the stem or main axis of a plant, 2. any
part resembling this, as in some invertebrate animals.
3. in botany, any lengthened support on which an organ
grows, as the petiole of a leaf or the peduncle 01 a
flower.

stalk-infi-horse (st&k'irj-hdrs'), n. 1. a horse, or a
figure of a horse, used as cover by a hunter stalking
game; hence, 2. anything used to disguise or conceal
intentions, schemes, or activities: blind; pretext. 3. in

politics* a candidate whose candidacy is a mere maneu-
ver to conceal that of someone more important, or to
divide and thus defeat the opposition.
stalky (stdk'i), adj. [STALKIER (4-$r), STALKIEST (-i-

ist)], 1. like a stalk; long and slender, 2. having or

consisting of stalks.
stall (st6lT, n. [ME, stal; AS. steall, stall, a place, station,
stall, stable; for base see STALK (stem)), 1. a stable.

2. a room or compartment for one animal in a stable,
3, a small compartment or booth; specifically, a) any
of a number of booths, tables, or counters, as at a mar-
ket or fair, at wnich goods are sold. 6) a pew or enclosed
seat in the main part of a church or m the choir, c)

[British], a seat near the stage in a theater, especially
one in the front part of the orchestra, separated from
adjacent seats by railings or the like. 4. a protective
sheath, as of rubber, for a finger or thumb ; cot. 5. any
of various sheaths or marked-off or enclosed areas, o.

in aeronautics, the condition that is the result of

stalling. v*t* 1. to put or keep (an animalj in a stall,

sometimes so as to fatten. 2. to cause to stick fast, as
in mud. 3. to check or stop the motion or progress of;

bring to a standstill, especially unintentionally. 4, to
cause (an airplane, motor, etc,) to stall. v.L 1. to be
kept in, or occupy, a stall 2. to stick fast, as m mud.
3, to be brought to a standstill, especially uninten-

tionally. 4. to stop operating because of overloading
or insufficient fuel supply: said of a motor or engine.
5, in aeronautics, to loe the amount of forward speed
necessary to maintain altitude and be controlled: as,

the plane stalls at forty-thre miles per hour,
stall (stdl), vJL [< stall, a decqy, var. of obs.^ stale, person
who lure or snares; Anglo-Pr, tstale < QPr. estate?;

m STALL (stop)], [GolkKjJ, to act or speak evasively or

hesitantly so as to deceive or deky: M, atop stealing

and tell us the rest. v4. [Colloq,], to put off or delay
(uwtally witht, o^*): as. he
creditors, ft. [CoUoq.j, any actii

> deceive or delay? evawve
'

no longer

CiWMOt 4/- kept and led in a stall to fatten,

I (ttdl'AaO. VJ. L fSTALL-fED (-fdO WALL-
\, L to feed and keep (an animal) inactive in

atall~f<

JINO] . ., ^^. w . ,

a ftall for fattoning. 2, to f^ed with dry fodder, ^ w^
'

TE (tp'ytn), n* [MB. stolon; OFr. Ka2oii < OHO.
, a italf, an uncaatrated maid horse, especially one
JL &M & stuct.

sSwwrt (stdFwIrt). ^, [MB. ttatorik; AS.
wyrttoi short for stam&lwvrm, firm; stalM. fo^ndi
f- wyrthe, worth; hence, fit,, having a firm frmmlat
t, itimig; sttwdy; robtwt. 2* vaEant. 3, raolut*; i

M. 1* a stalwart person. 2, apsti
' ^vm cat*wf spcWly that of * i
' A *- -

hip. 5IW, s& ir^4*
r mtims alt ol Istiinbul.

iwf a warp. thrwJ <iw to
! organ In a flower, timdc up of a
and a potteiM (ani^r) ; niiero-

jnt
S^pifictf GtoHtfMw, n a dty to ^wftw*k Co^-
n*stimtf OOP,, 740m ^ p .

tmtiw cfca^w) %,B* plv10* *Hf*W w* ^-y1!^ftAlWM to fAtiguc. UlneL-i, hardship, etc.; staving
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ata-min-e-al (st9-min'i-9l), adj. in botany, staminal.
stam-i-ni- (stam's-ni), [< L, stamen, staminis], a com-
bining form meaning stamen, as in staminiferous : also

etamin-.
stam-i-nif-er-ous (stam'9-nif'8fr-as), adj. [stamini- +
-ferous], having or bearing a stamen or stamens.

stam i-no di um (stamVno'di-am), n. [pi STAMINODIA

(-9)1, [Mod. L. < L. stamen, stamtnis, stamen -f Mod.
L. -odium (see -ODE, like)], in botany, 1. an abortive

or sterile stamen, 2. a structure resembling this.

stam i no dy (stam'a-no'di), n. [< stamin- + Gr. -ddia.

a becoming like < -ddes (see -ODE, like)], the change of

other organs of a flower into stamens.
stam-mel (stam/'l), n. [OFr. estamel < estame, woolen
thread < L. stamen; see STAMEN], 1. a coarse, red

cloth of wool, or wool mixed with linen or cotton, used
for undergarments. 2. the red color of this cloth.

stam-mer (stam'Sr), v.t* & v,L [ME. stameren; AS.
stamerian; akin to D. stameren; freq. formation < IE.
base *stem-, to stumble in speech, as also in G. stumm,
dumb, Eng. stumble], to speak or say with involuntary
pauses and rapid repetition of syllables and sounds, as

from excitement, confusion, embarrassment, etc. n.

act, instance, or habit of stammering. Cf. stutter.

stamp (stamp), v.t [Early ME. stampen; akin to G.

stampfen, AS. stempan, to press to pieces; IE. base
*stemoh-. to crush < *stebh-, a post, pole (cf. STAFF)],
1. to bring (the foot) down forcibly upon something.
2. a) to strike down on forcibly with the foot: as, he

stamped the floor in anger, b) to beat, press, force,

crush, drive, etc. with or as with a forcible downward
thrust or thrusts of the foot: as, stamp out a cigarette,

stamp out a revolt. 3. to imprint or cut out (a mark,
form, device, etc.) by bringing a form forcibly against
a material: as, he stamped his initials into the leather,
these ashtrays are stamped from metal sheets. 4. to

impress, mark, or impnnt with some design, device,

characters, etc., as to decorate or show authenticity,

ownership, sanction, or the like. 5. to impress or mark
distinctly, deeply, or indelibly: as, a face stamped with

greed, the incident was stamped in her memory. 6. to

put an official seal or a stamp on (a document, letter,

etc.). 7. to characterize or reveal distinctly, as if by
imprinting, 8. [Dial], to pulverise (ore, etc.) by
grinding or crushing, w.i 1. to bring down the foot

forcibly, as in showing anger or removing mud from
the shoe. 2. to walk with loud, heavy steps, as in

anger, etc. it* 1. the act of stamping, 2. a machine,
tool, etc. used for stamping or crushing ore, etc. 3.

any tool or implement, as a die, used by oeing brought
forcibly against something to mark or shape it. 4. a
mark or form made by such a tool or implement. 5* a
mark, seal, impression, etc. used to show officially that
a tax has been paid, authority given, service per-
formed, etc. 6. a) a small piece of paper, imprinted on
the face with a distinctive design or picture, and
usually gummed on the back, issued by a government
for a specified price and required to be affixed to a
letter, parcel, document, commodity subject to duty,
etc., as evidence that the prescribed fee, as for carrying
mail, has been paid, b) any more or less similar piece of

paper, issued by an organization, business firm, etc.:

as, trading stamps* 7. any characteristic sign Of im-

pression; indication: as, tne book bears the siamp of
its author's bigotry, 8. character: kind; claw; type*
Stamp Act, alaw passed by the British Parliament in
1765 requiring that stamps and stamped paper, parch-
ment, etc. be used for all documents and writings In
the American colonies; it aroused so much opposition
that it was repealed in March, 1764,

stam-pede (stam-pidOi n [Am, Sp. tstampida* a eraafe,
uproar < Sp. estampar, to stumpC I, a sudden, head-
long running away of a jp'oujp of frightened animals,
especially horses or cattle, 2, a confuted, headlong
rush or flight of a large grotip of popte. 3. any sudden,
impulsive, spontaneous mast movement: aa* there de-
veloped a stampede to support tha new adata *&
ISTAMFED80 (-id), trAMFBDiMG] to mow* or tk part,
in a ttampede (in any sense). ***. toowm to stamped*

stamp-er (atam'pSr), it. a person or thing that stamps;
spucmcally, a) a person who cancels stainge, eta- to a
pott omce, b) a person who stamps (attfaetmf p*0f*
led), as m ajfactory: as, a metal jfa*|*r, #) any of
vanottt machines or tools for stamping* M for pul*
verfeing stone or cleaning textiles in t rotating

staBapinj^. ground (itiini'pij)), {ColloQ]| tins tMifoittml
or favorite gathering place, retort, or haunt (of tito
ammah or persons specified}.
tump fftlll,

mill or machine forjptOverisftnt eve,
tontc* (stana). ft. {OFr. titanc*; Lu %f**f*IJ* < L. n
Jteftto, ppr Jlcw, to stand!, the way mj or t***.
ami pottur*. wpccklly with mceooe to tib

of lie feet, as in certain

flow of blood from (a cut or wound). 3. [Archaic or

Dial.], to quench, allay, appease, check, or quell. v.i.

to stop flowing, as blood, adj. [OFr. estanche, fern, of

estanc; akin to .], 1. watertight; seaworthy: as, a
stanch ship. 2. firm; trustworthy; loyal: as, a stanch

supporter. 3. strong; solidly made; substantial. Also,

especially for the adj., staunch. SYN. see faithful. 1

stan-chion (stan'shan), n. [ME. stanchon; OPr. estanson,
estancon < estance: see STANCE), 1. an upright bar,

beam, or post used as a support. 2. one of a pair of

linked, upright bars that fit oehind an animal's head to

confine it in a stall, v.t, 1. to provide or support with
stanchions. 2. to confine (cattle, etc.) with stanchions.

stand (stand), v.i. [STOOD (stood), STANDING], [ME,
standen; AS. standan; akin to MIX standen; IE. base
*3tffl- *jto- to stand, be placed, as also in stable, state,

station, etc.], 1. a) to be or remain in an upright posi-

tion, supported on the feet (or foot) : distinguished from
kneel, crouch, lie, sit, etc.: said of human beings and
some animals, b) to be or remain in an upright position,

supported on its base, bottom, gededtal, etc.: said of

physical objects, c) to grow upright or erect: said of

plants. 2. to take a standing position. 3, a) to take,
move into, or be in a (specified) standing position : as, he
stood aloof, stand backl b) to take or maintain a

(specified) position, attitude, or course, as of support,

antagonism, responsibility, sponsorship, etc.: as, 1

stand opposed to this act. 4. to have a (specified)

height when standing: as, he stands six feet. 5. to

point: said of a dog. o. to be placed; be situated. 7. to

gather and remain, or be stagnant, AS water, 8. to
remain unchanged, undestroyed, intact, effective, or

valid: as, the law still stands, 9. to be in a (specified)

condition, relation, or circumstance: as, they stood in

awe. 10. to be at a (spcified) rank, degree, or tha like:

as, John stands first on the honor roll, 1 1* to maintain
oners opinion, viewpoint, adherence, etc.; remain reso-
lute or firm. 12. to agree or accord. 13. (Chiefly
British], to be a candidate for election; run, as for a
certain office. 14. to make rtistnnee at to hostile

action. 15. a) to come to a atop; halt, b) to be station-

ary. 16. to hesitate, aa at doing something; scruple,
17. to show the (tp^died) relative position of those
involved: wdd of a wore, account, reckoning, etc, 18,

in nautical usage, to take or hold a certain coum at

sea, or go in a certain direction; u, the ihip stood to
v.t. t to make stand; ttt or place upright* 2, to
endure: tolerate; bear, 3* to remain uninjured or un-
affected by; withstand; retitt 4. to be iubjctd to;

undergo: at, they stood trial* 5. [CoHoq.j, to bear tha
cost of (a dinner, etc.). M whn treating. 6. in military
usage, to stand in formation at (rtvIlMi retreat, ato.).
n. |AS. stand < standan, to itftnd), 1. a itanding (in
various senses); efpeeily f a stopping; halt or stop;
specifically, a) a stopping to oounttrattiick, retiat, etc,,

as in a retreat, b) a halt mad by a touring theatrical

company to give a ptrfornwnot, or the plic* stopptc!
at. 2, the where a perion etaads or la

to stand; a position; etauott* mi, hi took hi stand at th
rear. 3. ft view, opinion* or pomtion, & on an iau; as.
I have made my stand clear. 4. A itmcluri for a

parson or persons to stand or sit on; ipifie*Ity* a) a
raised platform. M for a band or for spectators nlong
the line of inarch of A parade t as, a iwltwlng tiand. b} a
tat of sttplite ilitrs of btnchw* as for t hn sptotaiGfi a.t

an athletic field or r.t adium, < } the wiwn
& wltnesi in eonrtarcom. I. a of ;

f;peeiiieiilh . ) a bmrh, :itall, etc. whi-re m
0) a pftrktng the of t
for tiacienbii ete. n a site or location. 6. i
rack, small tuhle, eto. for hokhnK otrtala tliim
a stand 7. a ataading growth of or I.,-.
8, {Obi, or Dial.| A group, ait, eta - iW. wm Nr*
ttmfct m tan*l, t to wk a tm m
opposition.

2* u> sup^^t a ddimte p^-'itit ut. opwbn*
to. 3* to com to i> itof}*

smnd t chnnc (or show), |0 Juie a dime** Hi of

vfctorj or munriinu.
mml by 1. U bi> aiul to let tf CC when
la-tuli'd. 2. to aid or inipiwrt, I. to map CA

Monlee,ita);keepto;n^ttaii. aeaiMMby. ( te
be r er S a wir r
a A mere <mluuker , 1, b to retnaiii tuned in,

fur uf a i>f**gnua, or Id remain

; ta, XJu

ft.
to bring to < L, HMM. ffemtfv, ppr,

c fto-t, to ftajKir 1. to flop or tJte flew of.
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stand one's ground, to maintain one's position, as
against attack.
stand out, 1. to project. 2. to show up clearly: be
distinct in appearance. 3. to be prominent, notable,
or outstanding; have distinction. 4. to refuse to

give in; be firm in resistance. 5. in nautical usage, to
take or hold a course away from shore.
stand over, to postpone or be postponed; hold over.
stand to, 1. to keep working at without pause. 2. to
stand by; be ready. 3. to support: hold to; refuse
to abandon; hence, 4. to abide by (a promise, etc.).

stand up, 1. to rise to or be in a standing position.
2. to prove s

valid, satisfactory, durable, etc. 3.

[Slang], to fail to keep an engagement with.
stand up for, to take the side of; defend; support.
stand up to, to confront fearlessly; refuse to be
cowed or intimidated by.

take the stand, to sit (or stand) in the designated
place in a courtroom and give testimony.

stand-aril (stan'clSrd), n. [ME,; OPr, tsUndard; prob.
< Gmc. *&iandan, to stand + ort, a place; hence, a
Btanding place}, L any figure or object, especially a
flag or banner, used as an emblem or symbol of a
txttipk, military unit, etc.; specifically, a) in heraldry, a
long, tiipering flag uwd ou an ensign, as by a king. 6)
in military ttJawr, the colors of a cavalry unit. 2.

something established for use m a rule or basis of

comparison In measuring or judging capacity, quantity,
content, extent* value, quality, eto.: as, standards o!

weight and measure are fixed by the government.
3, the proportion of pure gold or silver and base metal
presenter for ute. in coinage, 4. tho commodity or
commodities uwd as the basis of a given monetary
fVHtWtn HW ftolcl standard, silver standard. 5. some-
thing wtad by general agreement to determine whether
or not a thing is m it should be; type, model, or example
established by usage; pattern; criterion. 6, a level or

piece! base; stand, ft. in Many* th large,

ttp|Hr petal of a butterfly-shaped flower; vexUlum* .

( British 1* in miue&iim, a grade or ctosu (in an elementary
Mthcioi). 10. in hvrtituUwH, a tree or shrub with a tall,

rrcct stem, mlbwect to grow to full star and form with-
out the support erf a trellis, wall, etc. ad], L used as,

or meeting the wtuirtm*ntA of, a standard, rule,

twtflftl* ttct hence, 2, generally recognised as excellent

iinct authoritative: o* tiandwd reference books, 3.

having no special or unusual fwiturw: ordinary; regu-

lun typical; as, th itattdard model of an automobile*
4. gfneratly usi*c! and regarded oa proper (or use, in

booKM, iwHtxlteoki, toeture*, spenches, documents,
literary cotmxjititianii of various sorts, una the conduct;

t*f fiiiWic affairs; of n tovet of linguistic that ex-

eludes krutiun** constructions* pronunciations, etc.

two informal, vulgar, provincial, mistaken,
or otharwiait likely to detract from the dignity or

Itfwtlff til ttiw turn w. Efoglish. 5. inri*tfftf
l 4*riltn*ry height* width* or weight: of type.

uti.

A*W. ttWMlSMrd to fitiwwtirf, principle, model,
ni* > with whfch tttitiif * Hf the urn eomptrw! in twrckr
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stand ar-dize (stan'dSr-diz') v.t. [STANDARDIZED
(-dlzd') STANDARDIZING], 1. to make standard or

uniform; cause to be without variations or irregular-
ities. 2. to compare with or test by a standard,
standard of living, a level of subsistence, as of a

nation, social class, or person, with reference to the

adequacy of necessities and comforts in daily life,

standard time, the official civil time for any given
region; mean solar time, determined by distance east or
west of Greenwich, England: the earth is divided into

twenty-four time zones extending from pole to pole,
four of them (Eastern, Central, Mountain, and Pacific}

falling within the borders of the United States and
using the civil times of the 75th, 90th, 105th, and 120th
meridians respectively; adjacent time zones are one
hour apart, but some slight variations occur in legal
time, as when a country extending across more than
one time zone keeps a uniform legal time nationally.

stand-by (stand
/
bi') n. [pL STAND-BYS (-bl01 a person

or thing that can always be depended upon or used with
good effect: as, that story is an old stand-by of his.

stand*ee (stan-dSO. n, [Colloq.J, a person who stands,

usually because there are no vacant seats, as at a
concert or play,

stand-fast (standfast', standfast'), n. L a stable, re-

liable person or thing. 2. a firm, fixed position,
stand-in (stand'in'). n. La person who serves as a
substitute for a motion-picture actor or actress while

lights and cameras are Toeing adjusted, etc. 2. any
substitute for another, 3, [Slang], a position of favor
and influence, as with an important person.
stand-ing (stan'dirj), n. 1. the act, state, or position of

a person or thing that stands. 2. a place to stand;
standing room. 3, status, position, rank, or reputation:
as, he has lost his standing as an authority. 4. duration
or length of service, existence, membership, etc.: as, a
record of long standing* ad?/-

1. that stands; upright
or erect, as a position. 2. done or made in or from a
standing position : m, a standing shot or jump. 3. stag-
nant; not flowing; said of water, 4. lasting, perma-
nent, or for an unlimited time: as, a standing order for a
down eggs a week. 5. ^stationary; not movable. 6*

not in operation, us, activity, etc., as a machine.

standing army, an army maintained during peacetime,
as well as in time of war, on a permanent organizational
basis,

stmndin^ order, 1. in military usage* formerly, a

general order always in fore in a particular command,
establishing a standard or uniform procedure: now
called standing (w standard) opttratin* procedure 2. /
in parttammtary procedure, the rules lor procedure which
continue in force through all neiMions until changed or

repeated,
standing riin, the heavy ropes and stays that sup*
port the masts and spars ofa snip,

standing room, room in which to t*nd especially when
ttore *r no vacant seats, ai in a theater*

ti*nJ'iiih (itftn'dbh), n, [? < stand dtik], [Archaic], a
fttami for writing materials; Inkstand,

StMk'dtah. Captain mim (tsm'dfih) t 1584?-1656; Bug-
liuh colemint; military leader of Plymouth colony.

stmnd'Ott (utondW). n* 1. a standing off or being
tttood off* 2, a counterbalancing or equidiwng effect,

3, a tl or draw In a game or contest, oo/. stanaoSlih,
h (itwurof'iihj, ad/, withdrawn; aloof;

,

oil. Unwed oil thickened by heat treatment, as

for use In paint* ,,

tim3*0w (t*n<t'out'). n* (Cottqq.),
a pmon who

fttadfaMity to concur in this otherwise umm*
optnicm, decision, etc. of the group,

tad*iNit teund'pftt')p tf ICotloq.l. of or ejbotaetor*

Imd b a timdeaey to p*t, or resist chai^a; c0n-

nd'pt^r), n. (C*olloq,l ft person
rfcy; coiwervatiw,
snp )t * !ltr e vertical pipe or cy-

tank te Blaring water. M to pt a
or umfwm pr***|ir% , . ,% .

iMli-pobit (stMfl'poiiir). , laflw O* stitn^mnMl I,
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hope (1787-1864), Eng. clergyman for whom the first
was built], a light, open carriage with two or four
wheels and, usually, a single seat.

Stan-hope, Philip Dor-mer (dOr'mSr stan'ap), see
Chesterfield, fourth Earl of.

Stan-i8-lau (shtan
f
is-lou') n. Stanislav.

Sta-nislav teta'm-slaf'), n. a city in the southwestern
Ukrainian S.S.R.: pop., 60,000: Polish name, Stani-
slawow; German name, Stanislau*
Stan i-slav sky, Kon-stan-tin (kon'stsn-t&i' stan'i-

slaf'ski; Russ. stan'i-slaf'ski) , (born Konstantin Serge-
yevich Alekseyev), 1863-1938; Russian actor, director,
and producer; cofounder of the Moscow Art Theater.
Sta-ni sla-w6w (sta'ne-sla'voof) , n. Stanislav.
stank (stank), alternative past tense of stink.
Stan ley (stan'H), [< the surname Stanley < the place
name Stanley < AS. stan leak, stone lea], a masculine
name.

Stan-ley, Sir Henry Morton (stan'H), (born John Row-
lands] 1841-1904; British explorer in Africa.

Stanley, Mount, the highest peak of the Ruwenzori
Mountains, in central Africa: height, 16,798 ft.

Stanley Falls, a series of seven cataracts of the Congo
River, central Belgian Congo.
stan-nary (stan'Sr-i), n. [pi. STANNARIES (-iz)J, [ML.
stannaria < LL. stannum; see STANNUM], [British], a
tin mine or place where tin is smelted.
etan-nate (stan'at), n. a salt of stannic acid.
stan-nic (stan'ik), adj. [< LL. stannum, tin; -f- -ic], of or
containing tin, specifically with a valence of four.
stan-nite (stanlt), n. [< LL. stannum. tin; -f -ite], 1. a
gray or black mineral with metallic luster, a native
sulnde of tin, copper, and iron: also called tin Pyrites.
2. a salt formed by the reaction of stannous hydroxide
(stannous acid) or stannous oxide with alkali hydroxides.

Stan-nous (stands), adj. [< LL, stannum; + -ous], of or

containing tin, specifically with a valence of two.
8tan-num (stan'am), n. [L. stannum, stagnum, an alloy
of silver and lead (in LL., tin) ; ? akin to W, ystaen, tin],
tin: symbol. Sn (no period).
Sta-no-vol Mountains (sm'nd-voiO, a mountain sys-
tem in eastern Siberia, extending from tie southern
border to the Arctic Ocean, made up of the YablonoL
Kolyma, and Anadyr Ranges; highest peaks, c. 8,000
ft.

St Anthony's fire, erysipelas.
Stan-ton, Edwin MoMaS'tesrs (m^-mastir* $tan'-
tan), 18H~1&69; American statesman; secretary of war

Stanton, Elizabeth Ca-dy (kS'di), 1815-1902; Amer-
ican reformer and leader in the straggle for women's
rights, especially the right to vote.
stan-za (stan'za), n. [It., lit., stopping place, room <
LL. *stantia; see STANCE), a group of lines of verse
forming one of the divisions of a poem: it Is usually re-
current, made up of four or more lines, and charge-
teiisBed by a regular pattern with respect to the number
of lines and the arrangement of meter and rhyme:
abbreviated at.
stan za ic (stan-ssS'ik), ad of, or in the form of, a
stanza or stanzas,

sta pe dl al (sta-pS'di-al), odL of the stapes,

*g-P*l*f, (ftwmi-9) , n. [Mod, I*, alter Jan Bod van
Stapd (diea Io36) D. botanist and ptomiiuiL my of
& number of related cactuslike plants of the milkweed
family, with large* star-shaped, bad-smelling, yellowish
or purple flowers,

stm-pes (strife), n, (ML., a stirrup; ? < OHO. stapf. a
step], a.small, stirru^lmped bone, the tearawt it a
chain of three bones m the middle ear of mammals: M
ear, illus.

taph-y-lo- (staf'i-B, staf'i-te), [< Or.
of grapes], a combining form meaning;
staphylorrhaphy, 2, stapkyl&atecw*
vowel, stapfiyi*.

by stuphylococcj,

generally occur in irregular clutters or short efaalnt tad
are the cause of pus formation In bof!*

^
-

the use of plantic wriry to
l palate.

fineness of such fiber. 6. [Archaic], a principal market
trading center, etc. adj. I. regularly found on the
market or in stock as a result of a constant demand-
hence, 2. produced, consumed, or exported regularly
and in quantity. 3. most important; leading; prin-
cipal: as, staple industries, staple topics for gossip. v,t,

[STAPLED (-p'ld), STAPLING^ to sort (wool, cotton, etc.)
according to the nature of its staple.
staple (sta'pl), n. [ME, stapel; AS. stapol, a post,
pillar; akin to G. stapel, stake, beam; for IE. base see
STEP], 1. a U-shaped piece of metal with sharp-pointed
ends, driven into a surface to hold a hook, hasp, wire,
etc. against it. 2. a similar piece of thin wire driven
through papers and clinched over as a binding, v.t.

[STAPLED (-p'ld), STAPLING], to fasten or bind with a
staple or staples.

sta-pler (stS'plSr), n. 1. a person who deals in staple
goods. 2. a person who staples (wool, etc,)-

sta-pler (st&'ple'r), n.
t
a machine used for driving wire

staples into a material, especially for the purpose of

binding papers, pamphlets, booklets, magazines, etc.
star (st&r). n. [ME. sterre; AS. steorra; akin to D. ster,

star; IE. base *$ter~, a star, as also in L, Stella (dim. <
*ster-ela); cf. STELLAR], 1. any of the heavenly bodies
seen as small, fixed points of li^ht in the night sky.
2. any one of these bodies that is a distant sun; dis-

tinguished from moon, planet, meteor, comet, etc. 3. a
conventionalized flat figure having (usually five or six)
symmetrical projecting points, regarded at a repre-
sentation of a star of the sky. 4. any mark, shape,
emblem, or the like resembling such a figure. 5. an
asterisk (*). 6. any heavenly body, as a planet, meteor,
the moon

;
etc. 7. a} in astrology, a planet, zodiacal

constellation, etc. regarded as influencing human fate
or destiny, b) often pL fate; destiny; fortune, 8. a
iperson who excels or performs brilliantly in a given ac-
tivity, especially a sport. 9. a prominent actor or ac-
tress, especially one playing a leading role in a given
production. v*t. [STARRED (st&rd), STARRING], 1, to
mark or set with stars as a decoration. 2, to mark with
one or more stars as a grade of quality. 3. to mark
with an asterisk. 4, to present or feature (an actor or
actress, etc.) m a leading role. tr.f. 1. to perform
brilliantly j excel 2, to pky a leading role, M in a
theatrical production, wfL t brilliant or outstanding
for skill and talent; excelling others; lading: as* a star
performer, 2. of a star or start,
see stars, fColioo.), to experience the sensation of
lights brightly flashing bufore the eyes, M from a
blow on the head.

thanlc otf
(Iwdky) tmri to be thankful for what

appears to b@ good luck,
star applf, t * tropical evwtn with shining leaves,
whitish flowers, and apptollfi fruit showing a star-
like figure inside wh*n cut across. 2. its fruit

star hoard (ttirblrd, stlrfbdrd', stlrbttaO. n. [ME,
stawdt AS. ttiprbord < */ora* to steer (the old
ruddr betac % kind of bum omr tued on the right nkle
of the shlwj; the right-hand Jd of a ship or afrpfiww a
on faces forward, toward th* bow; to part.

wdaaw; otf, of or on the itmrboiurd, ad9, to or toward
the starboard, p,*. A VJL to tern (the hSw) to the
njght.

itarefe (stindi), n. {MB* iterAi < jtordta, to stiffen:
AS* Murcm < itoar. rifM, stiff,* cf, fTA)Ue) 1* white,
tastekia, odoriees fool tubetaaoe found In potAtoc*.~__~i.

yio^ ***& wwv otll f fJiJ it is a

, ^ 2! a mw^b4 |n of this, used m wattr
solution lor stiffening cloth labrws, ete. 3. jp. itirchy

atiKness; 5, IColtociX eneiyy; %w* i>f# to stiffen
^with Of^w if^with stiyroh*

_..ws raMMwtti| with I. fr-
.% court up dF

r^tf Utttfofity, whkh met fe
a toy. torture to eonftMiiuonj^ n4

t that were eitremefy
. trtwuftfti body,

HHoMt i^ r

.

I* th

, . 1MB. st*p4; OFr,
*ypf, mart, mparium f pott, ong. mpnotil
cjtfef commodity, or me of
mIit made, growin, or told! In a3^ c?*ry. As. 1 * cfeW Item, ,

l
n *ytwf" MJ fwrtww 4

i^ tn
Hk* r^pikrly and in

: .

Jlowr. and ittti m itejNEft, S. > iht
f ccitton, wod. ix, t,, with to

cf a Kr, as. |ht
ilMPSf C

o ccion, wo. x, t,, wt
I) pArtlcttlar

11W1

A. i__i4
MI or took slew
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said especially of color. 3. to stand on end, as hair, etc.
v.t, 1. to stare at: as, he stared the stranger up and
down. 2. _to affect in a given way by staring: as, we
stared her into confusion, n. the act of staring' steady,
intent look or gaze. ~- JW. see look.
stare down, to meet the gaze of (another), causing him
to look away by continued staring.
stare one in the face, 1. to look at one steadily and
intently. 2. to be imminent, pressing, or inescapable.
stare out of countenance, to stare at (another) until
he becomes annoyed, embarrassed, etc.

star'fish (staVtishOi n. [/>/. STARFISH, STARFISHES (-iz):
see FISH], a small &ea animal
with a hard, spiny outer cov-
ering and five or more arms
or

t
rays arranged like the

points of a star; asteroid.
8tar-flower Cstar'ftou'Sr), n.

1. any of a group of related

plants of the primrose fam-
ily, with white or pink, five*

petahnK star-shaped flowers,
2. any of various other plants
with .stitr-hhiijwd flowers* as
the at nr-of-Bethlehem.

*** fl/,..\
to gaze at the stare. 2, to

IH 5 "6 in > across)

indulge in dreamy, absent-minded thoughts,
star'&az'tr (sUir'gHj/Sr), n. I, a person who gazes at
the stare: specifically, a) an astrologer, fr) an astrono-
mer: used humorously, 2, any of several marine fishes
having eyai in the top of the head.

atar-ftaz-fnft (sUlr'gto'in). n. I. the act of a person who
gazes at the stars. 2. absent-mindedness. 3, dreami-
ness; itnpracticaiity.

itar trust, any of a number of graailik plants with
star shaped noweni.

fttark (stUrk), adf/* JME, stare; AS. stearc; for bane KCO
srAKK], I. htiff; rigid; said of the dead. 2, standing
out in aharp outline; as, 11 tree stark in the now, 3.

blrak; det>tftt; barren, 4. stark-naked. S. sheer;
titter; downright ; ax, stark terror, 6. [Archaic), a) htrd,
hjinih, or never*. b) strong; powerful, adv* L in a
ntark manner; severely; vigorously. 2. utterly; down-
right; entirely; quite.

Sttirkp Harold Rftyiurford (rinjs'fird stltrk), 1880- ;

American admiral in World war 11,

Stftrk, John (iitilrio, i728-lS22; American general in
the Revolutionary war,

gtiirk*nftk'*d (sUirk'nft'k'id), &dj* [altered (by associa-
tion with stork) < MB. sttrtnalHd, lit., tail-naked;
*tffi* < AS. ttwrt, tail, rump; IB* %lfr- stiff

fiffftl; cr. ftTAKKt START). ah*nlutcflv naked.
itur-taw (fttarlis), 0dfjf. without stars.

afcartat Cftt,fif*lft)
(

ft. I. a smull Htar. 2. [CoUoq.l, a
young rw4it>ttfw:ttiffi uc tress being prepared for

KtfUYing
itsr-Iigpt CiittfW). n. given by the Mj*

1, erf 2. Ughtwfby the starlit.

itsrilfco (fitlrW), mi/, I, like a itor In brilliance.

2, having
tftT'ttiiA (sttrlif)), it* {MB,, dim. of itorf; AS, *l%
marling; bin t L. Jwrfti| *ny <rf a nnl*r of birdi
with cnttriii'lviiitir, irlil^w*ttl ptitiig*i: all art native
to Kurt f but tm*e intrcxlttcetl into th^
Unitrcl

iltr*IIt (ftUriit'), tf/ llfhlwl by lhi

lr*iMMiMl ffii ft l!fii*tikiil ittolt having
i fin l artiuml ili

itwr*iftlfci lt'lim (t4&r
/ v>l)ethl

li-4im
t
HUtr/4vbeth/*

ti*h*itt'), It* <4 A rf pliini*! of tn* lily

f, wbto, and kmgt nar*

(tar off mtlilitianftt tt tar whfoh is

to tow tivtr lit llw birth of
tho to the itwngrr: Matt

i?U, < Hb. til.,

, .r|# tt t4f
01

*
itf th

to il

^-^ '-- - - JJ
i,

willi*
,1 to to
bv tin
**

A
WMHMmt KMrPWVfTpWfV P *#

tmmd (Mnii. rf/.
or (bwwtMd with c

a&jrsr Sr* V
tiif

(-i-Sr), STARRIEST (-i-ist)L 1. set or marked with stars.
2. shining like stars; bright. 3. star-shaped. 4, lighted
by or full of stars. 5. of or coming from the stars.
6. consisting of, or having th& nature of, stars.

Stars and Bars, the flag first used by the American Con-
federacy: it had three horizontal bars one of white
between two of red and in the up^er left corner a
blue field marked with a circle of white stars, one for
each seceded State.

Stars and Stripes, the flag of the United States, con-
sisting of a rectangle with seven red, horizontal stripes
alternating with six white ones, and, in the upper left

corner, a blue field with 50 white stars, one for each
State.

star sapphire, a sapphire cut with a convex surface and
seeming, by reflected light, to have a star-shaped figure
in it.

star shell, in military usage, a shell timed to burst in
mid-air in a shower of bright particles that momentarily
light up the surrounding terrain.

star-span-gled (staVspaijVld), adj, studded or span-
gled with stars.

Star-Spangled Banner, 1. the flag of the United
States. 2. the national anthem of the United States:
the words were written by Francis Scott Key during
the bombardment of Port McHenry (1814) in the War
of 1812.

start (start), lu. (ME. slerten (orig. Kentish & Northern)
< AS. styrtan & cognate ON. sterta; akin to O. sWrzen,
to overthrow; IB. base *$lerd~, < *,s<<ws stiff; cf. STARE,
STARK-NAKED], 1. to move suddenly, usually invol-
untarily, as from rest, a given position, etc.; jump,
leap, jerk, etc.: as, the backfire made her start, the
cat started back, 2. to be displaced; become loose,
warped, etc, 3. to stick out or seem to sitick out, m the

eyes in fear, surprise, etc. 4. a) to begin to do some-
thing or go somewhere

j go into action or motion, #) to
make or have a beginning; commence, 5. to be among
the beginning entrants in a race; be a starter: as, since
two of the horses were scratched, only six slwted. 6. to
spring into being, activity, view, or the like, v.tf* 1. to
cause to jump or move suddenly; rouse; flush: as, we
started three birds at <me time. 2. to displace, loosen,
warp, eta: fw the collision started a seam. 3, to cause
or enable to begin; set into motion or action. 4. to
introduce (a subject, topic, or diicusaion). 5. to open
and make the contents flow from (a receptacle) ; tap.
6* to give the starting iignal for (a race) or to (the con-
testants in a race), 7. to eau*s to be an entrant in a
race, etc, 8. [Archaic or Dial], to startle; cause to
start* or move involuntarily. n 1. a sudden, brief
shock or fright; utartlad reaction; hence, 2, a $u4den,
startled movement; jump, leap, jerk, etc. 3, pi.
sudden, usually brief ourste of activity; usually in the
phrase by fits and starts. 4, a) a part that ! loosened,
warped, etc. h) a break or gap reuitlng from this, 5. a
starting, or bi^inning; a getting into action or motion;
commencement ; hence, 6, a. place where, or a time
whn a beginning t made, as in a race; starting point.
7, a factor or position giving an advantage, a in a race
or content; lew,; 8, a signal to begin* M in a race.
9* an opportunity of bqritttiinff or tnterteg tipon a
earw. etc, 10, 1Archaic], an outburst or fit, at of

wnotion* or a sally, as of wit, --5lW, 000 totgte*
tart in, to begin a task, activity, etc.

itmrt *ut L to start & journey. 2* to a. start
on norne ecmriw of action or procedure, a* a career,
tart op* 1 . to rite up or stand suddenly, m in fright.
2. to come Into Mag itttddenly; pHng up. 3, to

(a motor, dte) to bfg!ft running.
itAft*er Cutirtlr), it, a penion or thing that starts:

*weiflcftlly f a) the firtt to a b) a person or animal
that start* in ft race: at* of the ten starters only six

fiiilttliid, <;) A pefftcm who give* the signal to start, a* In

A im*. d) a i*erf>n wtto tuprvtei the departure of
httsfH. commerttiat aireraft, tie. *) a self-atarter.

itiwr thlatl f L a Bttropean weed with *piny
tut! m flowers. 2 ft related with

cw; ca)trm>.

poat, the place where a horsf utartii,

ftrk4 with * font.

$||fJit fcaVtl)* V.f. TfTAKCUtD (-t'ld),

IIIR* to rwsft. itumwte along, fwq, erf

eee itAT|^ t to frighten or alarm ntutdenly w
y; 10 etart or move Involuntarily, aft Iram
fright |, to to feel a t*rprf:

aa he w at the of the uprimng. trJ
to ba w* I* * or in of or

, that 5W. see atmk.---* ' ^-*-"
l a

I. lite acfc d
;ht or

n*
oi

A
AS. to tlit t O,

fa* ilAM ItAAtk rfM* t*k* llaiw8i liJfcKiW* PPff Wp* tHHf * IfPHn WWUM PPR
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IE. base *sterbh- < *ster-, stiff, rigid: basic sense "to
become stiff'], 1. to die from lack of food. 2. to suffer

or become weak from hunger. 3. to suffer from great

poverty and need. 4. [Dial.], to suffer or die from cold.

5. [Colloq.], to be very hungry. f
6. [Obs.], to die. v.t.

1. to cause to starve; deprive of food. 2. to force or

compel by starvation: as, they starved the city into

submission. SYN. see hungry.
starve for, to be in great need of; have a strong desire

for (affection, etc.). , . , -

starve ling (starv'lirj), adj. [< starve], 1. starving; weak
and hungry. 2. poverty-stricken. 3. characterized by
or suggestive of starvation or poverty. 4. of poor
quality or inadequate quantity, n. a person or animal
that is thin and weak from lack of food.

stash (stash), v.t. & v.L [prob. a blend of store and
cache], [Slang], to put or hide away (money, valuables,

etc.) in a secret or safe pi ace,as for future use.

sta*sis (sta'sis, stas'is), n. [pi. STASES (st&'sez)], [Mod. L,;
Gr. stasis, a standing < histanai, to stand], a stoppage
of the flow of some fluid in the body, as of blood in a
blood vessel or feces in the intestines.

-stat (stat), [Gr. -state's], a combining form meaning
stationary, making stationary, as in gyrostat, thermostat.

stat., 1. statuary. 2. statue. 3. statute; statutes.

stat a-ble (stat'o-b'l), adj. that can be stated.

state (stat), n. [ME, stat; OFr. estat; L. status, state,

position, standing < stare, to stand], 1. a set of cir-

cumstances or attributes characterizing a person or

thing at a given time; way or form of being; condition:

as, Ms affairs are in a bad state, what is his mental
state? 2. a particular mental or emotional condition:

as, a state of melancholy. 3. condition as regards
physical structure, constitution, internal form, stage or

phase of existence, etc. 4. [Obs. or Rare], a) condition
or position in life; social status, rank, or degree. &) high
rank or position. 5. the style of living characteristic of

people having high rank
t
and wealth; rich, imposing,

ceremonious display; dignity and pomp, 6. [sometimes
S-], pi. legislative bodies in any of several countries;
estates* 7* [sometimes S-], the power or authority
represented by a body of people politically organized
under oae government, especially an independent
government, within a territory or territories having
Definite boundaries. 8. [sometimes &-J, smch a body of

people; body politic. 9. [usually B-], oae ol the
territorial and political units constituting a federal

government, as in the United States, 10. the territory
of a state (senses 8 & 9). 11. the political organization
constituting the basis of civil government: as, church
and state. 12. the sphere of highest governmental
authority and administration: as, matters of state.

adj. 1. of, for, or characteristic of occasions of great
ceremony; formal

\
ceremonial. 2. [sometimes S-J, of

or having to do with the body politic, government, or
state, v.t. [STATED (-id), STATING], 1. to set, settle,
or establish by specifying. 2. to set forth in words,
especially in a specific, definite, or formal way,
In, (or iato) a state, [Colloq. 1, 1. in (or into) a bad
condition, as of disorder or difficulty. 2. in (or into)
a condition of agitation or excitement.

He in state, to be displayed formally to the jwblc
before burial.
th Statfct, [Colloq.], the United States: oftsaeo oaUed
abroad.
KSr,~~*tt* and condition both nafr to tiie wt of cfe-

cumstancwt sixtrotmdiflg or characterMng & ptrtoa or tone at
givon time (wlitat is Ms mental 9talt, or wnrfttfoiF), but, ,

condition more strongly implisi some reJatloashfr to
or circumstances (Ms condition will not permit him to travel);
Situation implies a significant mtem-latiomjhip of tht1

, cir-

cumstances, and <xwnctfon between them and th person
Involved (to be in a difficult siiwtM) ; status, basically a topil
term, refers to o*$ stat a 4tttrmftd by such arbitrary fac-
tors ** age, sex, tmtajng, mentality, service, etc. (hi* itetat an a
veteran exempts num.

state bank, a baai controlled or elwtered by a state.
state cmpitaHsm, a form of caphalta fe wfefeh muesli
of the capital, industry, etc* is ttftteHWnid,

state chamber, a room used on formal or ceremonial
occasions,

state-craft (stSt'kraft', jtftnciWp. ff. fee r*
skill in, the managing of state sribfa;

ttefct-yd
(itlt/JdV adj. fax of JW&

fixed; regular. 2. declared; alleged,
State

state

with foreign countriea.
. ths

of *%* executive

stSt/hood), n. [ee *nool>}7 the condition
a stt ratter ttaa a twrltocy," " "

Of a Stato of the Unitvd \

;.te house,
), ew* having no or nationeSt?,

, 1. imposing; dignified; majestic.

dignified, and deliberate: as, a stately pace.
(-H-ist)J, 2. slow,

arfu. in a
stately manner, SYN. see grand.

state-ment (stat'mont), n. 1. an act of stating, or
setting forth in words. 2. something stated, specified,
or said; account or declaration. 3. an abstract of a
financial account, especially of money due.

Stat-en Island (statin), an island between New Jersey
and Long Island, forming the Borough of Richmond,
New York City: area, 57 sq. mi.; pop., 191,000.

State prison, a prison maintained by a State.
sta-ter (sta'ter), n. [ME.; L.; Gr. statSr, orig., a weight;
IE. base *stz- t to stand], any of various gold and silver
coins of ancient Greece and Persia.
State rights. States' rights.
state-room (stSt'roorn , stat'room'), n. La cabin on
board ship. 2. a private sleeping room in a railroad car.
State's attorney, a lawyer appointed or elected to per-
pare cases for the State and represent it in court.

state's evidence, in taw, evidence given by or for the
prosecution in a criminal case,, usually evidence given
by a criminal against his associates.
turn state*8 evidence, to give evidence for the prose-
cution in a criminal case.

States-Gen*er-al (stts'jen'8r-l), n. [transl. of Pr.
etats generam, D, staaten emeraat], L the legislative

body in France before the Revolution of 1789, made up
of representatives of the clergy, the nobility, and the
third estate. 2. the legislative assembly of the Neth-
erlands.

state-side (staV&IdO. adj. [Colloq.L of or character-
istic of the United States: as, stateside newspapers, adv.

[Colloq.], in, to, or toward the United States: as, I

naven't been stateside for three years.
statesman (stlts'nwn), n. [pi STATESMEN (-man)],
[state's, genit. of state + man, after Fr, homm d'etat], &
person who shows wisdom and skill in conducting state
affairs and treating public issues, or one experienced
or engaged in the business of government.
states-man-like (stte'mn-Hk') adj* 1* of or befitting
a statesman. 2, having the qualities considered typical
of a statesman.

states*man*ly (stats'mcm-li), adj. statesmanlike.

statesman-snip (stttts'men-ehip')* it. [see -sun-], the
ability, character, or methods of a statesman; iKill in

managing public affairs,

state socialism, the theory, doctrine, or practice ol an
economy planned and controlled by the state, btned on
state ownership of public utilities, oatic industrial* etc.
States of the Church, Papal States, lands formerly
ruled by the Church in Italy.

State** rights, all the rights and powers which the
Constitution neither grants to the Federal government
nor denies to the various State fovtrnmtnti; soma
times, all the rights and powers claimed for the States*
including the right ol ic*sii0n from the united States;
also Stat r$uht
State university, a university kept up by a Stat
government mt part ol fae public educational system*

state-wide faftrold'), dj, extending throughout a
state; over all the staff,

ttmt'ic (iWlk). adj. [Mod, k jtatfesjt; Or. *fot

cswifag to taaa < kmm&i to to tactt t, __

ing iasrongh weight only; MM of the exerted
vy a inoaoialfist body or henoe, 1 of bodtsst

vwmm. or forces at rest or to |ttiliWttm: to
dynamic. 3, not moving or j^ogrtssing; at reeti in-
active; itationary. 4. in t<ic?iridty, nf, m
producing stationary electrical m -

sitlting from IHction. 5. in ro|ja of or having to dc
with static, n* t, eltofcrioal In tWfttK
ph that interfere with reeeptiott. etc*
intrfereiwe or produced by
tmt*i*cstl (tat

fi-k*IL octf. itatlc.

manner.
itat*te (stmt'iks). nt^l. m ttm WTATIC
% *!), the l>ram;h of with

ni rest or so f^ttllbrfum
sXas^i^oti <gtf^lieo), n 1MB* *M*MNI; OIV.? L

, atsttioa < telnftm <rf j*w* to
i a or er
j or lo-
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surveying. 6. in biology, a habitat, especially the char-
acteristic habitat of a given plant or animal* 7. [Ar-
chaic], the fact or condition of being stationary, v.t.

to assign to a station; place; post. Abbreviated Sta.
station agent, a person who manages a railroad station.
8ta-tion-ar-y (sta'shon-er'i,) adj. [ME. stacionarye; L.
stationarius < statio; see STATION], 1. not moving;
fixed

j
at rest. 2. unchanging in condition, value, etc.;

not increasing or decreasing. 3. not migratory or
itinerant, n. [pi STATIGNARIES (-iz)], a person or
thing that is stationary. Abbreviated sta.

stationary engine, a steam engine set in a fixed place.
stationary^ engineer, a person who operates and main-
tains stationary tengines and

t
mechanical equipment,

such as steam boilers, ventilating equipment, etc.

ata-tion-er (sta'shQn-e'r),, n. [Mfi. stacionere; ML. sta-

tionarius, tradesman with a fixed station or shop (by
contrast with a peddler) < L. stationarius, stationary],
1. originally, a bookseller or publisher. 2. a person who
sells paper, ink, pens, and other writing materials.

sta-tion-er-y (stS'shan-er'i,) n. [< stationer], writing
materials; specifically, paper and envelopes used for

writing letter*,

station house, a building used as a station, especially
by a company of police or firemen.
station*ma8'ter (ati'shwi-mas'tfe

1

, stS'shan-raaVte'r),
n. a station agent,

stations of the cross, [sometimes 8- C-], a series of
fourteen images or pictures, as in a church or along a
path leading to a shrine, representing the stages of

Jesus' tuffemgi, visited in succession by worshipers.
station wagon, an automobile with folding or re-

movable wr seats and a back end that opens for easy
loading of luggage, *OM having a body of wood or
metal panels.

fttat-lsm (itSt'ifc'm), n I, the doctrine of state sov-

ereignty, at in a republic, or adherence to this. 2. the
dootn&ft or practice of vesting economic control,
economic planning, etc. in a centraHaed state govern-
ment: th* current 3, [Obs,J statecraft or politics.
t*t*l*t (tlt%t), n. 1, a statistician,. 2. a person who

; Rdvocatoa atatiam, adj. of, characteristic

oft or advocating atatiam.
8ta'ti8'tic (tttlrtfk), adj. statistical n* 1. a sta-

tktfcal item or element. 2. [Rare]* statistics (sense 2).

titk*ti*afcl (ito-tVti-kl), adj. [< ML, stoititkus <
*statista. tfcateemftii < L, status; see STATB], of, having
to do with, oon^itifM of, or based on statistics*

t*beiWWS of w^wtewcs* 3t according to atatlatios* 3* fey

ittt^aUHitat/
li4ishfsin), n. an expert or specialist

in or a person who assembles, classiilics, and
taboliitea ttatiaticil data, , , .

tatl*tici (ate*tla^w0 n& l< J> HcMfitffc < ML.
$M$$im$: mi tiAtlwiCAtl I* fact* or data of a
numtrkw k!n4 cwMned, wd tabulated to

m to simlteant information abmit a given.
*

2. {cwnMrarf M alngi the iejno ol ns-
. vin^ ta4 tabulating tjuch Cactii or data.

n, [< Or. 5/a/o,?, .. ..

.> .rWft *L-!.JBy *jj _
tM

mt ma organ ol

well-proportioned: as, a statuesque figure. 6) stately;

graceful; showing poise and dignity.
stat-u ette (stadb/d~5-et'). n. [Fr, t dim. of status], a
small statue.

stat-ure (stach'gr), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. statura, height or
size of body < statuere; see STATUE], 1. the height of

the body (of an animal, especially of man) in a natural

standing position. 2. [Rare], the height of an object.
3. development, growth, or elevation reached: used

figuratively, as, moral stature, SYN. see height.
8ta-tus (sta'tos, states), n. [pi STATUSES (-iz)], [L.; see

STATE], 1. condition or position with regard to law: as,

her status is that of a married woman. 2. position ; rank ;

standing: as, no one can question his status as a scholar.

3. state, or condition, as of affairs. SYN, see state.

$8ta-tus quo (sta'tas kwo', states kwoO* (L., lit., the
state in which], the existing state of affairs (at a^y
specified time), or the existing condition (of anything
specified) : also status in quo.

tsta-tus quo ante (sta'tos, or stat'os, kwo an'ti), [L.,

lit., the state in which before], the previous state of

affairs, or the previous condition (of anything specified).
stat-u-ta-ble (stach'oo-te-b'l), adj. statutory.
stat-ute (stach'oot), n. [MB. & OFr. statut; LL. statu~

turn, neut, of L. statutus, pp. of statuere; see STATUE],
1. an established rule or law: as, the statutes of a uni-

versity. 2. a) a law passed by a legislative body and
set forth in a formal document. 5) such a document.
Abbreviated St., st., stat. (sing. 6* pi). SYN. see law.
statute book, a book or other record of statutes.
statute law, law established by a legislative body.
statute mile, 5,280 feet.

statute of limitations, a statute limiting the period
within which legal action can be taken in a given
matter,

stat-U'tory (stach'oo-t6ri, stach'oo-to'ri), adj. 1. of,

or having the nature of, a statute or statutes. 2. fixed,

authorised, or established by statute. 3. declared by
statute to be such, and hence punishable legally: saia
of an offense, 4. conforming to a statute.

St. Augustine, a seaport in northeastern Florida: oldest

city in the United States: pop., 13,000.
staunch (stdnch. stanch), adj., v.t. & v.L stanch.
8tau-ro4ite (swra-Kt'). it, [< Or, statures, & cross; -f

a dark-colored siHcate of iron and aluminum: the

crystals are often found twinned in the form of a cross.
etau ro-Ht-lc (std'r^-lit'ik), adj* off characteristic of, or

having th nature of, stauroUte,

stau-ro-scope (st6
fro-ekSpO w* i< Or, stauros, a cross:

-f -scope], an instrument for finding the position of

planes of polarised light vibration in crystals.

Sta-mog-er (stt*vM%) it* a seaport in aciit&weiteoi
Norway: pop,, 49,000 (1046).

stave (stiiv) , n. [ME. stave, taken as sing, of staves, pL of

$a/] 1. one of tb* thiat, shaped ttnpt of wpooj set

t^lge to edge to form the wall of a barrel, wooden bucket,
etc. 2. a stick or staff, 3. a rung, as of a ladder. 4. a
set of verses, or lines, of a poem or song; stanza, 5, in

m*ttfc % tuft. *U. tsTAVim (sttvd) or STOVE fetftv),

STAVING] , 1 . to break or puncture, especially by break-
ing in a stave or staves. 2. to furnish with staves, iu.

to be or become stove in, as a boat: break up or in.

stave 1% to brew; A hole in; crush inward.
stave off, to ward off, hold off, or put off, as by force,

iisioipu

), n. 1. alternative plural of staff. 2.

(stayz'a'kSr),
,

uo s, a lark-

ving strongly emetic and
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specified). 3. to stand still; stop; halt, 4. to pause;
tarry; wait; delay: as, stay a little before going on with
your labors. 5. [Colloq..], to be able to continue or

endure; hold out; last: as, he doesn't stay well in the
mile run. 6. [Colloq.], to keep up, as with another
contestant in a race. 7. [Archaic], to cease. 8. [Archaic],
to make a stand; stand one's ground. 9. in poker, to
remain in a hand by seeing, or meeting, a bet, ante, or
raise, v.t. 1. to stop, halt, or check. 2. to hinder,
impede, restrain, or detain. 3, to postpone or delay
(legal action or proceedings). 4. [Rare], to quell or

allay (strife, etc.). 5. to satisfy or appease for a time
the pangs or cravings of (thirst, appetite, etc.). 6. to
remain through, during, for, or (with out) to the end of:
as, stay the week (out). 7. [Archaic], to await; wait
for. n. 1. a) a stopping or being stopped, b) a stop,
halt, check, or pause. 2. a postponement or delay in

legal action or proceedings: as, the man was given a

stay of execution. 3. a) the action of remaining or

continuing in a place for a time. &) time spent an a
place: as, she had a long stay in the hospital. 4.

[Colloqjj staying power. 5. [Archaic], a standstill. 6.

L hindrance. b) restraint or control, c) delay.

, the general term, implies a continuing in a
specified place (stay there until you hear from me); remain
specifically suggests a staying behind while others go_(he_alonc
remained at home) ; wait suggests a staying in anticipation of

something (wait for me at the library) ; abide, now somewhat
archaic, implies a staying fixed for a relatively long period, as
in settled residence (he came for a visit and has been abiding
here since); tarry and linger imply a staying on after the

required or expected time for departure, linger, especially,

implying that this is deliberate, as from reluctance to leave

(we tarried in town two days, he lingered at his sweetheart's
door). ANT. go, leave, depart.

staying power, ability to last or endure; endurance,
stay sail (sta'sal'; in nautical usage, stS'sl), n. a sail,

especially a triangular sail, fastened on a stay.
S.T.B., Sacrae Theologiae Baccalwnus* [Lj, Bachelor
of Sacred Theology.

St. Ber-nard (bSr-na'rd'), L either of two mountain
passes in the Alps; see Great St. Bernard, Little St.
Bernard. 2. a Saint Bernard dog.

St. Christopher, St. Kitts, an island in the West Indies.

St. Glair (kl&r), 1. a river between Michigan and On*
tario, Canada, connecting Lake Huron and Lake St.
Glair: length, 41 mi. 2, a lake between Michigan and
Ontario: area, 445 sa. mi,
St.-Ckmd (saw'klooO. a city in northern France:
suburb of Paris: pop., 17,000.

St. Cloud (kloud), a city in central Minnesota, on the
Mississippi: pop., 28,000.

St. Croix (kroi), 1. an island of the United States part
of the Virgin Islands: area, 82 sq. mi.; pop., 13,000:
also called Santa Cruz. 2. a river flowing between
Wisconsin and Minnesota, into the Mississippi: length,
200 mi. 3. a river flowing between Main and New
Brunswick, Canada, into Passamaquoddy Bay: length,
75 mi.

stdL standard.
S.T.D., Sacrac THeologiae Doctor, [L.) f Doctor of Sacred

St, De-ma (sart'da-nlO, 1. a city in France, north of
Paris; pop.. 70,000 (1946). 2. seaport and capital of
Reunion Island: pop., 31,000,

Ste., Sqinte. [Fr4 Saint (female).
Stead (sted), it. (MB. & AS. stcde; akin to G. statt. a
place, stadt, townj IB. base **#-, *$/*> to stand, mm
also in L. status (of. STATUS}], L the place or position
of a person or thing as rilled by a replacement, sub-
stitute, or successor: a t if yon can't come, send he* in
your stead* 2. advantage, service, or avail, 3, [Archaic
or Dial], a place, site, or locality. tr*t lAmnaicl to
be of advantage, service* or avail to.
stand (one) In good stead, 1. to give (one) good lisa
or service, 2, to give (one) an Mvanfcage.

stead-fast (sted'fast?, sted'ftW, ted%St) f a$f. JME.
$t*defa$t; AS. stedqfmste; see frau> * FAST, adj.], t
firm, fixed, settled, or established. 2. constant; not
changing, fickk, or wavering. Abo spSted stedfaat.

staadl-ly (sted'm adv* ina steady manner.
stea<M-ne8 (sted'i^is), n* to qisality or cx4itkw of
being steady.

stcpd:ing (sted'irj), n. [stead *f- -fed, (800*, & N. Btofe
1. the house and other buildings connected

become steady, n. [Slang], one's regular sweetheart.
go steady, [Ctolloq.], to be sweethearts,

SYN. steady implies a fixed regularity or constancy, es-

pecially of movement, and a lack of deviation, fluctuation
faltering, etc. (a steady breeze); even, often interchangeable
with steady, emphasizes the absence of irregularity or in-

equality (an even heartbeat) ;
uniform implies a sameness or

likeness of things, parts, events, etc., usually as the result of
conformity witH a fixed standard (a uniform wage rate);
regular emphasizes the orderliness or symmetry resulting from
evenness or uniformity (regular features, attendance, etc.);
equable impHes that the quality of evenness or regularity is

inherent (an equable temper). ANT. changeable, jerky
steak (stak), n. (MK steike; ON. steik < base of steikja,
to roast on a spit; for IE, base see STICK! 1. a slice of
meat, especially beef, cut thick for broiling or frying.
2. ground beef or other meat cooked in this way; as,

Salisbury steak.
steal (stel), v.t. [STOLE (stol), STOLEN (stoK'n), STEALING],
[ME. stelen;AS. station, stdan; akin to G. stehlen; prob.
IE. base *ster-, to rop], 1* to take or appropriate
(another's property, ideas, etc,) without permission,
dishonestly, or unlawfully, especially in a secret or
surreptitious manner. 2. to get or take slyly, surrep-
titiously, or without permission: as, he stole a look, 3.
to take or gain insidiously or artfully; as, the costs of

lobbying stole his profits, he stole her heart. 4, to
move, put, carry, or convey surreptitiously or stealthily
(with tn. intot from, etc.), 5, in baseball, to gain (a
base or bases) safely without the help of a hit or an
error: said of a base runner. */.*, 1. to be a thief;
practice theft. 2. to move, pass, etc. stealthily,
quietly, or without being noticed* n. [Colloq. 1, 1, an
act of stealing. 2. sometning stolen; hence, 3. some-
thing obtained at a ludicrously low cost.
5y2vT~8teaI is the general term implying th* taking of
another's money, possessions, etc. dishonestly or In 4 secret or
surreptitious manner (to steal jewelry, a TOM, etc.); pilfer
implies the stealing of small sums or petty objects (a pilfering
house guest) ; filch also ImpHes petty theft, but connotes that,

it is done by surreptitious snatching (to filch candy in a store) ;

purloin, a literary word intwchwup&bl with iwy of the
preceding, stresses the removal of that which one means to

appropriate for his own u;;e (tetters $urlaintd by a blackmailer) ;

lift, awipe. and pinch are slang termi meaning to uteal,
pilfer, or filch, lift, in addition, having spfdw oolloqukl
application to plagiarism.

steal-in^ (sterirj), n* 1. the act of a person who steals;
theft* 2. usually pL things stolen; loot. adj. that steak.

stealth (stelth), n. [MB. slalthc, stctthe < base of stclcn,
to steal; + -^J 1* secret or furtive action or bduwior;
surreptitious or clandestine procedure, 2. (0bf.]t theft.
3. [Obs,l a surreptitious departure.

stealth ily (stel'tha-li), adv. in a stealthy manner.
stealth i-ness (stel'thi-nis), n. the quality or itatd of
being stealth

B

'

(-thi-ist)]f chracterk4 by ftaftfe; don* or toting
in a secret, furtive manner* -SYN. tee a<scr<,it.

steam (stem), n. [ME. stem*; AS.; akin to D. ,v/oow;
W. Frk jfett*; only in W. OrnaJ, t. origftuOty. a
vapor, fume, or exhalation. 2* water us converted
into an invisible vapor or gas by Mag heated to the
bduing point; vaporized water: it ii used for heuting
and cooking and, under prtstora, as a iourot of power.
3. condensed water vapor, seen at t mist on windows,
rising from boiling water* etc, 4. :?team power:
many wiling veiwels wtre coavwrt^l I

or propulsion", or heut-d,

. r J$^* ^9. tokt^ with*. * to
tolifteAQGu f4 t. togivOBitmiorfti
w*porf wedy dfa4 w^r npor. 1

to rite or m pvn off m flemw* 3. to f~

~
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which steam
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i bo*

> trembly totter,
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container in which things are treated with steam, 3. a
person or thing that steams. Abbreviated a., str.
steamer rug, a coarse woolen blanket of the kind used
by passengers in deck chairs on shipboard.
steamer trunk, a broad, low, rectangular trunk, orig-
inally designed to fit under a bunk on shipboard.
steam fitte^ a mechanic who specializes in the installa-
tion and maintenance of the boilers, pipes, etc. in steam
pressure systems.
steam fitting, the work of a steam fitter.
steam heat,Tieat given of by steam in a closed system
of pipes and radiators.
steam I ly (gtSm/a-H), adv. in a steamy manner.
steam-i-neas (stiim'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of
being steamy.
steam-roll-cr (stSm'rl'r). *U, 1. to bring over-
whelming force to bear upon; crush or override as if

with a steam roller: as, he steam-rollered the opposition.
2. to cause the pawage or defeat of (a legislative bill,

etc.), or make (one
1

way, etc,)t by crushing the
opposition or overriding obstacles. v.i to move with
overwhelming, crashing force, or use steam-roller
tactics. acf/ suggestive of & steam roller.
steam roller, f. a heavy, steam-driven roller used in
building and repairing roads. 2. figuratively, an over-
whelming power or influence, especially when used re-

lentlessly to force acceptance of a policy, override oppo-
sition, etc*

steamship (ttSm'ship'), n. a ship driven by steam
power: abbreviated 88, 8/8, 8.8.
steam shovel, a large mechanically operated digger,
powered by steam,
steam table, a type, of
table or counter, m in

rtttauraflts* having a
metal top with team*
heated compartments in
which food may be kept
warm.
steam tlfcht ($tim't!i')
ad(/. that will orevent the

etcejm at, * M$mwgkt valve.
snim turbine, a turbine turned by ite*m moving
under great'

m*y (ttpi'l). adt/* [tnumiK (44fr) t STRAMIWT M-
1

1. 1. ol or like eteam. 2, covered or fitiW with
.am, ,1 giving off fteain or etoamlike vmpor.

Ste. Attttt 4e Beau pr6 (gfot an' de bu'pru';
aaii'Ua' d bd'pvft'). a viuage on the St. L&WJ
RiviT Quebec: Roman CathoHc ahrine.

tMHHto (sll-aft'ifa)* m [O* < jftorto 4- p^nl an
in the pancreatic juice: it converts fair.

inu> fiyetrol and tm acida.WU tetTwtO,A.<i tft^.lttet ,of tteerte ejd.
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nickel, chromium, etc., to produce specific properties,
as hardness, resistance to rusting, etc. 2. a particular
kind of steel: hard (or high) steel has a relatively high
carbon content, as distinguished from soft (or mild or

low) steel, which has a relatively low carbon content,
and medium steel, which has a medium carbon content.
3. a piece of steel; something made of steel; specifically,

a\ [Poetic], a sword or dagger, 6) a piece of steel used
with flint for making sparks, c) a steel strip used for

stiffening, as in a corset, d) a roughened steel rod used
as a knife sharpener. 4. great strength or hardness:
as, sinews of steel. 5. often in pi the market price of
shares in a steel-making company: as, sUels fell during
the week. adj. of or like steel, v.t. 1. to cover, point,
or edge with steel. 2. to make hard, tough, relentless,
unfeeling, etc. Abbreviated s.

steel-blue (steradft'), adj. of the color steel blue.
steel blue, a metallic blue, as that of tempered steel.

Steele, Sir Richard (stel), 1672-1729; English essayist
and playwright.

steel engraving, 1. an engraving made on a steel plate.
2. a print from such a plate. 3. the process used in

making such engravings.
steel-gray (stel'grSOr adj. of the color steel gray.
steel gray, a dark, somewhat bluish gray,
eteel-fiead (steT/hed'), n. [pi, STBELH&AD, stKBLHBADS
(-hedz') : see PLURAL, n, D, 2], a large rainbow trout
found along the Pacific coast of North America.

steel-inees (stSKi-nis), it, the quality or condition of

being steely,
steel mill, a mill where steel is made, processed, and
shaped in various forms.

steel wool, long, hairlike shavings of steel* used for

cleaning, smoothing, and polishing.
steel*work (stSl'wurk'), n, 1. articles or parts made of
steel. 2. a frame or structure made of steel. 3, pL
[often construed as aing.J, a steel mill.

steelwork er (stel'wur'kfir), n. a worker in a steel

mill,

ste&y (st&l'i), ad/, tsTEttLiBR (-i-er), STBBUEST (4ist)],
1. made of steel. 2. like steel, as in color, hardness, etc.

steel-yard (stel'yW; now less freq, stil'y&rd), n.

f yard (in obs, sense of rod,

bat) ; a mtetransl of MLG,
stdlhof; stdl. a sample,
pattern -f haf, a court-

yard! a balance or scale

consisting of a metal arm
suspended off canter from
above: the object to be
weighed is hung from the
ihorter end, ana a sliding

weight is moved along the
graduated longer end until
lie whol arm balances.

Stcen, Jan (yln stan),

1626-1679; Dutch painter. STEELYARD
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race usually had as its goal a steeple visible from a con-
siderable distance], 1. originally, a horse race run
across country. 2. a horse race run over a prepared
course obstructed with artificial ditches, hedges, walls,
etc. 3. a foot race run across country or over a pre-
pared course obstructed with ditches and other ob-
stacles.

stee pie chas er (ste'p'l-chas'e'r), n. a horse or person
taking part in a steeplechase.

stee-pled (ste'pld), adj. having ra steeple or steeples.
stee pie jack (ste'p'1-jak'), n. a man employed to paint,
or make repairs upon, steeples, smokestacks, etc. : also

steeple jack.
steer (st&r), v.L [ME. steren; AS. stieran; akin to G.
steuern; IE. *steu-ro,*stdw-ro, prop, post, steering oar <
base *sta-, to stand], 1. to guide (a ship or boat) by
means of a rudder. 2. to direct the course or move-
ment of: as, he steered the automobile, she steered her-
self around the corner. 3. to oversee; direct; control:
as, she steered our efforts in the right direction. 4. to
set and follow (a course). v.i. 1. to steer a ship, auto-
mobile, etc. 2. to be steered or guided: as, the car
steers easily. 3. to set and follow a course or way. n.

[Slang], advice or suggestion as to how to proceed; tip.
SYN. see fluide.

steer clear of, to keep clear of or away from; avoid.
steer (steY), n. [ME. ster;A.S. steor; akin to G. stier; IE.
*steu-ro (seen also in MPer, stor, horse, draft animal) <
base *stQ-t to stand (cf. STAND)], 1. a young castrated
male of the cattle family; young ox. 2. any male of
beef cattle.

steer-age (stSr'rj), n. [see -AGE], 1. the act of steering
or guiding. 2. in nautical usage, a) a ship's reaction to
the movement of the helm, 6) the section of a passenger
ship occupied by the passengers paying the lowest
fare : originally, the part of the ship containing the
steering mechanism.

steer-age-way (steVij-wSO, n* the minimum forward
speed needed to make a ship react to the helm,

steering committee, a committee, as of a legislative
body, appointed to arrange the order of business.

steering gear, any mechanism used for steering, as in a
ship, automobile, airplane, etc.

steering wheel, a wheel that is turned to operate a
steering gear.
steers-man (stlrz'man), FL [pi. STEERSMEN (-man)], a
person who steers a ship or boat,

eteeve (steV), vJ. [STEKVED (stSvd), STEEVWGJ, [Fr.
ttwviv L. smare, to compress, craml to stow (cargo),
as In the hold of a ship, by means of a spar or derrick

Ipving a block at one end. n such a spar or derrick.
sleeve (steVY. v.L A v.t. [spcwvD (stfm), STBEVING],
Iprob. < OFr. estive, tail of a plough (Lt fffto)]* to set
or be set at an angle above the line of the horizon or of
the keel: said of a bowsprit, it, the angle so formed.
Ste fans-son, Vil-hjal-mur (vil'hywu^mir swftai-
son'; Eng. stef'on-s'n), 1879- ; arctic explorer and
author, born in Canada of Icelandic parents*

Bj&ly&Pfnto? (stef'onz), (Joseph Uncoln $te/m$) t

1860-1936": American author, editor, and lecturer,
steg-o-my'to (stefVmi'e), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. *tegos> a
roof + myfo* a fly], the yellow-fever mosquito, AUts
aegypti: the former name,

fiteg o-sau-rus (stegVsd'ros), n, Ipl STBGOSAUEI t-rDL
[Mod, L. < Or. itefw, a roof; 4. -$<M*m4 a mtfla of
great ske found in fossil atate In the Upper Jurassic
rocks of North America; any of a genus of huge
dinosaurs cxharactene4 by a small nead an4 htavy
bony plateswith sharp spines down the twwkbom

Stei-cheo, Edward (stl'toi), 1879- ; American pho-

Stel-efrairk totfgr-nairk'), n. Styrla: German name.
steto (stin). n, IOJ, 1. an eartbanwam bow mug; ham,
s? f̂̂ a^(^sw^^ fl1^ ftto-

France.
Wter, In

, n. Saoafoatheiy: the
Uerrnan

; American electrical ogtn^r and
oorn in Gemmny,

an stone

stellar (stel'gr), ad/. [LL, stellaris < L. j^/a, a star]'
1. of the stars or a star. 2. like a star, as in shape. 3.'

by or as by a star performer; excellent. 4. leading;
chief: as, the stellar role in a play.

stellate (stel'it, stel'at), adj. [L. stellatus, pp. of stellare,
to cover with stars < Stella, a star], star-shaped; coming
out in rays or points from a center.

stel lat ed (stel'a-tid), adj. stellate.

stellif er ous (ste-lif'gr-9s), adj.[L. stellifer (< stella, a
star +ferre, to bear); + -ous], [Rare], having or full of
stars.

steMi-form (stel'i-f6rm'), adj. [Mod. L. stelliformis < L,
stella, a star -f forma, form], stellate.

stellular (stel'yoo-ler), adj. [< LL. stellula, dim. of
L. stellat a star; + -ar], 1. stellate. 2. covered with
small stars or starlike spots of color.

St. El-mo's fire (el'moz), [< Saint Elmo, patron saint
of sailors], an electric discharge, resembling a flame,
which is sometimes seen at prominent points of a mast,
etc. on a ship at sea: also St. Elmo's light.
stem (stem), n. [ME.; AS. stemn, stefn; akin to G.
stamm, tree trunk; IE. base *$tebh, *stibh~, etc., post,
pole, stub, trunk, as also in staf], L a) the main
upward-growing axis of a plant, usually extending in a
direction opposite to that of the root and above the
ground, b) the main stalk or trunk of a tree, shrub, or
other plant; main body of the abovegrouna part of a
plant, from which leaves, flowers, and fruit develop,
2. a) any stalk or part supporting leaves, flowers, or
fruit. 6) a pedicel, petiole, or peduncle, c) a stalk of
bananas. 3, a stemlike piece or part; as, the stem of a
goblet, the stem of a tobacco pipe; specifically* a) the
cylindrical shaft projecting Irom a watch, with a
knurled knob at its end for winding the spring, b) the
rounded rod in some locks, about which the Key flts
and is turned, c) the main or thick stroke of a latter, as
in printing, d) the vertical line constituting part ol a
musical note (other than a whole note or oreve). 4,
the upright piece to which the side timbers or plates
are attached to form the prow of a ship. 5, the forward
part of a ship; prow; bow. 6. the part of a word to
which inflectional endings are added or in which
phonetic changes are made for inflection: ct bait, root.
7. <*) a branch of a family, b) Hnetge; ancestry; stock,
v*t* [STEMMED (stemd), STEMMING), 1, to wmove the
stem or stems from (a fruit, etc.), 2, to provide
(artificial flowero, etc,) with stems, 3, [< *. 4 & 51 to
make headway or progress against: a, the small boat
could not 5/tm the incoming Bde u*i to originate, de-
rive, or ba descended, SYN* n&e rlee.
from stem to stern, L from one end of a ship to the
other, 2. through the entire length of anything*

stem (ttm) *.*. teBMMBD (etemd). tiMOttHaJ, DMtB.< SoauLi: of. ON, 8tanm* (akin to 0. ifem***), to
ttop; for bwa im tTjJWMKEj, I. to stop or ehtekj
esDWsiaUy, to dam up (aiiver, eta), or to stop or chtck
at if by damming up, % to stop up, plug, or tamp, at
a note, 94 to itop or itw down in tkum by twminfl^A1 ^1* ^^wwliii) or both k!t {faiR* iteming!
with to heel momwm outward. IL in $Min$ t an act

stemmed (atxjmd),
ttecl&d kM? at
mem or eteatm i

*tm*mw (ttemt .

perfon or thing that
tema: aa. * frtdt ytemmr, tobac Jlft

etem-Bon (pfcamVa) , m < sum, tftr J

timber
csonnt0f|ng

the yteni and
of a wooafn imp.

lai& (stench), it, [ME.i AS. ,

to amelL atlttkl an
*

"-

(iti^1) t

*SM7ZzLl* & monument, grave inadEar, eta ""57m
Sf^XElSi't

a ^^^PWttd antfaoe, at m a ladb, hairing***
laieriptlcmi carv^i deign t etc. 3, &&**** m

oaotral tube ol tiaaua ! the*mta iaad i^ c?p&a
fllte^Tr- ^-dltioB ^ UwMri ^ ^ * i'

{< &, narrowj. * com-
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bining form meaning small, thin, narrow, abbreviated,
etc., as in stenography,

8teii-o-$raph (sten'o-ffraf, sten'o-gra'f), v.t. [back-
formation < stenographer], to write in shorthand, n.
1. something written in shorthand. 2. a symbol used
in shorthand. 3. a keyboard machine that prints short-
hand symbols.

stc-nog-ra-pher (sto-nog'ro-f8r), n. a person skilled in
stenography.

sten-O'graph-ic (stenVgraf'ik), adj. 1. of or having
to do with stenography. 2. written in shorthand and,
usually, transcribed in typewriting.

8ten-O'graph-i-cal (sten'o-ffraf'i-k'l), adj. stenographic.
steivO'&raph-i-caHy (ston'o-graf'i-k'l-i, sten'o-graf'ik-
li), adv. by means of stenography.

ste'no&*ra-phi8t (sU-notf'ro-fist),' n. a stenographer.
ste-nog-ra-phy (sta-noK'ro-ii), n, (steno- -f -graphy],
shorthand writing or, often, the process of taking down
dictation in shorthand and later transcribing it in type-
writing.

8tC'no*si8
t (sti-tir/sJs), n. [Mo<l. L,; Or. .s/rwds/.s < stcnos,

narrow], in medicine, a narrowing, or constriction, of a
paHMi^e, dttct, opening, etc.

8tcn*O'tyf>e (sten'o-tin'), n, 1, a symbol or symbols
representing a sound, word, or

tphrase in stcnotypy.
2. a keyboard machine that prints such symbols; a
trademark (Hwnotypt),

stwi'O-typ-y (sten/o-tlp'i, stc-not'a-pi). n, [< steno* -f
(ir. typt, impressicml, a kind of shorthand using ordi-

nary totters a* symbols for sounds, words, and phrasua.

Sten^tfMr (8tfn't6r)j n.
[L,; Or. $ttnlfir\, 1. a Greek

,

War, ciescrifcherald in the Trojan
havi:
havii

described in the Iliad as
having the voice of fifty men. 2, [usually a-J,

a person
a wry loud voice, 3. [s-|, a one-celled animal

'

like n rum's horn,
'iin (stcn-tdr'U^n, sttnt5'ri-on), adj. [Stentor

I -/aw), very loud.

step (ntfn), n, (ME. &trppe; AS. sUpe; akin to (rare) G.
A/a/f, IE, base* *A/**/I-, **M^K etc., post, pole; basic sense
*'t( stamp feet": cf. STAMP}, 1. the action of moving
tfir foot/imr and bringing it to rest again, as in walking
or ninnitiK' 2, tht* distance covered by such a move-
ment j henee, ,i a short distance: as, the tavern is junt
ii zlff* from hew*. 4, ti manner of stepping ; gait, 5, the
ftfittwi of stepping; tread; footfall. 6, a mark or im-
nnuMlon miule by stepping; footprint, 7, n rest for the
foot in climbing, us u wtuir rr the rung of a Judder, 8.

/>/, nl a flight of stairs, b) (Britishl, u stepladdttr, 9,

something wsefttbtitiK a stair step; specifically, a) an
offset in a |>i*c<* of

t
machinery. 6) a shHf or ledge cut in

mining r mwrryittg, #1 it rained frame or platform
imptKtrting the bull; end c*f it mast, 10. a degree; rank;
level; slaw*: tin. they went raw !#$ nearer defeat. 11.

liny of a writ** of acts, preewt?n, rtc.j iw tt rtitt explain
ihr nrxt *t*p> 1 2, a s*jtnicf* of mov^mtntit In dancing,
umtatly wfffiitwi In a wt pnttrrn. U. in wMJii1

! a) a
clfgrw* il ilir staff <nr A) thr interval hHwimn two
wich ccwiiwnillvf fivgrrfrn, v*l {tiFiEi* (tttept),

twiiNoI (MK. utopjwni M, sitppan, al^pml I, to
nittve forward or backward by rxwiititjg n tep or

tt*p, 3, t walk. rnpeciaUy a lirt flfatatic: w *il^
hero a itKmtmt, 3. to mov with mwaurmi an
In rlancing, 4, lo ititiw qukkly *>r tiriHkly; often with
o/rmi t aa, Kr ai a faufc r!l|K 5. tt come or
rntrr Cll * ituatUmi mrtilllifm, ru*,l; AM, h* Mfppmd
inln ffirlime, ft, a) t<t pul ilip foot down (<w

: *A, lit ftccicjttiitiilly cm my foot. A) to
the (cw nottivtnifiic) ; aa, h s^p$i4

cm Ih0 v.i I, to (a mfcridn, pacts
*lc4, I* ti* vl ditwn fiwjf), J, to the

of (a flwiw); w a iiivulii* ti^itltrr, 4. to

by uli*!* j iiiiiilw wltli f , a* k

i*ff f ti t

f rift in, tt# li Ibn bill lo bin

i| to in * of or
in MMUjfis In "' fii (a in it

wr

In Its

to aftpi I. t a or rttilwiw in

ift\; tti

tlit il iiiiifiliur or
2* In of

aiifr. to in trp
*f iip niti tit

har !
dwwti* i > (M r an

ttcA |, |0 or AM in mt*.
tit n* aa lif *HH *w fc
ittf lnt to t^

tt INI li* I ti go ;

r^ttl*
I, t

I, ft l fft out |Mf44 It mit I*
Nw

step up, 1. to go or come near; approach. 2. to
advance or progress. 3. to increase or raise, as in

rate, by or as by one or more steps, or degrees.
take steps, to adopt certain means or measures.
watch one's step, 1. to exercise care in walking or

stepping. 2. [Colloq.], to be careful or cautious.
8tep'broth*er (step'bruf&'&r), n. [see STEPCHILD], one's

stepparent's son by a former marriage.
step-child (step'child'), n, [pi. STEPCHILDREN (-chil'-

dron)], [ME. step, steop < AS. steop- < base of astypan,
astepan, to bereave, make orphan: orig. applied to the
orphaned children, but later to those related by re-

marriage, of a parent], a child of one's husband or wife
by a former marriage.

step dame (step'dam'), n. [Archaic], a stepmother.
step'dau&h-ter (step'dft't^r), n. a female stepchild.
step-down (step'doun'), adj. that steps down, or de-
creases; specifically, #) designating a transformer that
converts an electric current from a higher to a lower
voltage, b) designating a gear that reduces the ratio.

Opposed to sltp-iip.
stcp-fa-ther (ster/fa'/Mr), n. a male stepparent,
Steph-a-na (stcro-no), [Mod. L. f fern, of Stephen], a
feminine name: variant, Stephanie.

Steph-a-nie (stefa-ni), a feminine name; see Stephana.
Stephen (ste'von; stS'fon is a sp, pronun.), [L. $te~
phanus; Gr. Stephanas < Stephanos, a crown), a mas-
culine name: diminutive, Steve i feminine, Stephana;
equivalents, L. Stephanus, Pr. Etienm, G, St&phan, It.

Stefano, Sp. Esteban, Rus$, Stepan: also spelled Steven.
n. (Stephen of Mlois), grandson of William the Con-
queror; 10<m~1154; king of England (1135-1154).

Stephen, Saint, 1. the first Christian martyr: his day
is December 26: Acts 7:60, 2. c. 975-1038 A.D.; first

king of Hungary (997 -1038 A,D.) : also Stephen I.

Ste-phons, Alexander Hamilton (st^vwisn), 1812-
1883; vicc-tirrsident of the Confederacy (1861-1865).

Stephens, James, 1882 1<)50; Irish writer.

Stephen-son, Goorge (stp'van-son) 1781-1848; Eng-
linh engineer; one of the inventor of the locomotive.

Stephenson r Robert, 1803-1859; on of Gsvrgt;
Knglir.h engineer; inventor of the tubular bridge,

step-lua (Htei/in'> n*pl 1. women's short, loose-

fitting tmderpants. 2, open-heeled shoes or slippers.
atep'Iad-der (Mtei)'lad'2

{

r), n* a four-legged ladder,
usual!y hinged at the top for ea^y storage, and having
broad, flat rungs or steps,

fttap*moth -fir (step'mu/A'Pr) , n* a female stepparent.
Step-nay (atep'ni), n. a borough of London.
atep-on(step'6f')i a drop to a lower level or plane;
drop-off, as from an underwater ledge or shelf.

tt<sp'fw*ettt (step'pflir'ont), n, [see STEPCHILD), the per-
son who ha married one's parent after the death or
divorce of the other parent; stepfather or stepmother.

iteppe (step), n. [Pr. or G. < Rum. step'], 1, one of the
great plains of southeastern Europe ana Asis having
Few or no tws, 2. any similar plain.

ittp-p^r (step'flr), n. a person or animal that steps,
tumaux in a spi*dfnd manner, on a horte ot a dancer,

tp>pinft*toift* (sUp'in-stOn') * 1 * stone, usually
one of * uned to step on, as in crowing stream,
soft turf, etc. 2. somtthmg used to better ono's peti-
tion or situation; mcsans or opportunity for advance-
ment Alto Ntt'ppinjl fitone,

ttp't*tr (Hti/siM't?r), n. (see EFCHILI] one's stcp-
1

duuirhtrr by a former marriajze.

in') * * uil Htepchila.
pO* *rf/ that step* up, or Incrtiwes: said

ti it triirwformer, gear, etc.! cf, ittp-dtewn*

step'Wlt* (step^wIiOi ^^ !^e * series of tteps.

-ster (ntlfr), [ME, -A!W -sitr; AS. <*sln* orig, a fait,

AKi
knt mimx), a miflix tiwaning p^ys wte it, dots, or

r.i (soiiwthing *icilW) w in0Mtor, pnntkfi otten
AH In r/iywlr trickster.

'iU'CKni* (tttrkt-rl%hw), adj. (< L, purcus,
i, li$g; ,-f -#OMS) of, contwning, wtt f or
tht* natwff wf or dung,

. od/.
ina {<

<lf*sl&tl|{ *>r of a fArnllv f

L, Sl

< <rr

the
solic!, cubic), 4

ti1! *i^ WH ^* ** I ^ *^ f * #** IM*; H.
ntl| Wf i*. /if 1 iri VJ*

*

if * lit iifft in < in o in M in Antif, #* is H* fi

tiler cu II :i CCOU.H
rulliif, III ilmty

HUMiHl,
i,.

it* |Fr,
tnttrr.

o Isler'i'F/, tt^rl-S
1
!, a ef

ii^rtiityim** rte.

air**"- (Ktri-5, ilr*l*iK l< Or,
a lonn ^rw

m *t#r*oir*pkyt
ntrt-.

n* (L.m < 4*

Of W it f A
"**"m1
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solid substructure or platform of masonry, as used to

support columns in classical architecture.

8ter-e*o*chemds-try (ster'i-o-kem'is-tri, steVi-s-kem'-
is-tri) , n. [stereo- + chemistry], the branch of chemistry
dealing with the spatial arrangement of atoms or

groups of atoms that make up molecules.
ster-e-o-chrome (ster'i-9-krom', steY'i-a-krom'), n. a
picture produced by stereochromy,

ster-e-o-chro-mic (ster'i-o-kro'mik, st&r'i-s-kro'mik),
adj. of or produced by stereochromy.

ster-e-o-chro-my (ster'i-s-kro'mi, steY'i-a-kro'mi), n.

[< stereo- + Gr. chrdma, color], a process of mural
painting using water glass as a fixative, either mixed
with the pigment or laid over the finished painting.

ster-e-o-gram (ster'i-9-gram', str'i-9-grara'), n. a ster-

eographic diagram or picture,* or a stereograph.
ster-e-o-graph (ster'i-9-graf, st8r'i-9-graf'), n. [stereo-
f -graph), a picture or a pair of pictures prepared
for use with a stereoscope.
ster-e-o-graphdc (ster'i-s-graf'ik, str'i~3-graf'ik), adj.
of or produced by stereography.

ster-e-o-graph-l-cal (ster'i-a-graf'i-k'l, stlr'i-a-graf'i-
k'l), adj. stereographic.

ster-e-o-graph-i-caMy (ster'I-9-graf'i-kl-i, st&r'i-9-

graf'ik-Il) , adv. by stereography.
ster-e-og-ra-phy (ster'i-og'ra-fi, str'i-og'r9-fi), n. [stereo-

4" -graphy], the art of representing the forms of solids
on a plane surface

j
branch of solid geometry that deals

with the construction of regularly defined solids.

ster-e-O'i'Som'er-ism (steri~o-i-&oin'3r-iz'rn, steVi-o-i-

som'eY-iz'm), n. [stereo- + isomerism], isomerism of

optically active compounds, the atoms or atomic
groups of which have different spatial arrangements.

ster-e-o-met-ric (ster'i-o-xnet'rik, st&r'i-a-met/rik), adj.
of or produced by stereometry.

8ter*e-0'met*rl'cal {ster'i-a-met'ri-k'l, st6r'J-o-nxet'ri-

k'l), adj* stereometric.

ster*e'O-met'il'CaHy (ster'i-a-met'ri-kl-i, stfir'i-a-met'-

rik-li), adv* by stereometry.
ster-e-om-e'try (ster'i-om'd-tri, stfcr'i-om'a-tri), n.

[stereo- 4- -fnetry], the art of determining the dimensions
and volume of solids.

ster-e-o-phon ic (ster'i^-fon'ik, stlr'i-e-fon'ik), adj.
[stereo* 4- phonic], designating or of sound reproduction,
as in motion-pictures, phonograph recording, or radio,
using two or more channels to carry and reproduce the
sounds from the directions in which they were originally

picked up by corresponding microphones.
ster-e-op sis (steri-op'sis, sUr'i-op'sis), n. [Mod, L.;
see STEREO- & -opsrs], stereoscopic vision.

ster-e-op-ti-con (ster'i-op'ti-kan, stlr'i-op'ti-ksm), n.

[Mod. L.; see STEREO- & OPTIC], a magic lantern having
apowerful projection light, especially one using double
pictures, each with a separate Jens, for producing dis-

solving views.
ster-e-o scope (ster'i-s-sko'p', stfir'i-a-skSp')* n. [stereo*

-f- -scope], an instru-
ment that gives a three-
dimensional effect to

photographs viewed
through it : it has two
eyepieces, through
which two sEghtly dif-
ferent views of the
same sowie ar viewed
side by side*

ster e-o scop-ic (gter'i-

a-skop'ik, stSr'i-a-

skop>ik}, adj* of, like,
or used in a stereo-

scop.
ster e o-scop-I-ciU (ster'ta-skop'i*k*t t st&r'i-t-skop'i*
k'l), adj* stereoscopic.

6TRRKOBCOPB

,

ik-li) f adv. L by a stereoscope, 2. so as to appear
three-dimensional*

ster's-o-a>'py (ter'tarte-pi. s^r't-p/k^pi), n* i. the
science of stereoscopic and teohakiues, 2, the
vtewmg of things as in three dimensions.

stereo* tax-Is (ster
/i-4mk'i fftdrHnM^k'sis}, n* {m

STEREO- & TAXisl, a movemtnt of an orgftnisw for
which the stimulus in contact with ft uotid bodv.
tr'"0t'r0'lsm iterl-^r-is'i -^tr'"0t'r0'plsm (iterl-o^rt-piis'iii, ctJri-o^ra^&i^m).
n. tropiim in which the dirwsting ttunulus Is eonlftct
with something solid.

tr't*o-typ C$ter'i-a-t!p', stlr'i^tfpO. (Ft.
*Xfa <wfr. ; MO STEEKO- * -TV J, 1 , a one-pieee miatififf
platcj in typo meu! from a nwld taken of a priatl^tt
surface, as a of set type, 2. iiereotypy, 3. an
unvarying form or pattern; Iked or convettoiI ta-

prtwion, notion, ch*ritcter mental p*tttrti tie.*
Itaving no individuality, as tkwgh cast from n
p, tin NfTftrM iii; tfKi often portrayed as a t*t
ITKotVHU> {-ilpt

1

). sntftRormNOlr 1. to mto A
of, a. tojprlftt tram

imttim.cit

l; tr

ftUrreutyfw

.

n-ywl; trite; nnt or

ster-eo*typ-er (ster'i-9-tip'Sr, stfir'i-a-tip'dr), n. a per-
son or thing that stereotypes.

ster-e-o-typ-ic (ster'i-a-tip'ik, st&r'i-a-tip'ik), adj. 1. of
or produced by stereotypy. 2. stereotyped; hackneyed.

ster-e-o-typ-ist (ster'i-o-tip'ist, st6r'i-o-tip ist), n. a
stereotyper.

ster-e-o-typ-y (ster'i-o-tip'i, steY'i-9-tip'i), n. [Fr. 5/^0-
typie], 1. the process of making or printing from stereo-

type plates. 2. a) abnormal repetition of an action,
phrase, etc., especially as seen in one phase of dementia
praecox. b) the abnormal maintenance of a single posi-
tion, or posture, over an extended period of time, as in
some phases of schizophrenia,

ster-ic (ster'ik, stfir'ik), adj. [stereo- + -ic], having to clo

with the spatial arrangement of the atoms in a molecule.
ster-i-cal (ster'i-kl, stfir'i-k'l), adj. steric.

ster-ile (ster''l, ster'il), adj. [L. strrilis], 1. incapable of

producing others of its kind; barren. 2. producing
little or nothing; unfruitful: as, sterile soil, a sterile

policy. 3. lacking in interest or vitality; not stimulat-

ing or effective: as, a sterile style or presentation. 4.

deprived of its usual power or function; ineffective:

said of gold (in monetary usage), 5, free from Jiving
microorganisms. 6. in botany, a) unable or failing to
bear fruit or spores, as a plant, or to germinate, as a
seed. 6) having stamens only, as a male flower, or

having neither pistils nor stamens.
SYN. sterile and Infertile imply incapability

<*>? producing
offspring or fruit, as because of some disorder of the reproduc-
tive system; barren and unfruitful are specifically applied to

a sterile woman or to plants* soil, etc.; Impownt is specifically
applied to a man who lacks the power to engage m noxuul
intercourse. All of these wordti have ftgurativo HATH fcltTtttthink-

ing, an infertile mind, a barren victory, wtfmilfw efturtn v *"m

patent rage). ANT. fertile.

ste-ril-i-ty (sta-nl'o-ti), n* [pi. tifKRiuiriKs* (-tix)I, the
qttality or condition of behiK sterile,

ster-i-H-za'tloii (ster^-li-xS%hsn, sterVlI-za'shsn)* n* a
sterilizing or being sterilized.

ster<Mi2e (ster'o-uzO* ^*t ISTBRILWKD (-1MO* STER-
ILIZING), to make sterile; specifically, a) to make in-

capable of producing others of it* kind, us by removing
the organs of reproduction or preventing them from
functioning effectively; uuually with reference to
surgical operations, B} to free from living micro-
organisms, as by subjecting to great heat or chemical
action. Also Hpdlecl tariliM*
tr*Uiz*r (nter'-K*'8r), n. a person or thing thut
sterilizes, especially a device used to destroy living
microorganisms by heat or chemical action*

ftttf'tot Xtflr'Ht), it, [Pr, or G. < Rum, skrlywTl, a
small sturgeon used M food antl as n aurc t caviar,

stalling (stttr'Ujn), n (ME, il*flii Nomuui tilvcr

penny (whence OHG, surlitu, OFr, tsterlin* ML, i?,f4ir

lingua etc.); prob, < AS, *sltarling < sfaar (cf, IIAE) -f
-lii; from tne star stamped on It I, L onginalty, nn
arly Eglish silver penny: a pounci weight of

pennies wns later utandardixed w a money of aooount*
2* Engliah money having the Hnen erf fitmiity of the
ti,ndlard iilver penny. 3. iterling ilver r artioles
mad* of it, 4, the standard cf fittftf of lugal Iklfcish

cotmtge; for silver, 0.500 (0,925 tfw 1920); for go!cl t

0.91606 (Q.W'S formerly), 5, Britiih rooiMy. *0j. I,

of standard qualifcy; mid of silver that is at 93,5
per cent pure: originally said of illvtr having the

Duality of that in the sterling 1 >. 2, of >r payable
in Britih money, 3, of sttrnng iilver, 4
having genuinely high quality or value; exoeiktnt; MM*
* m&n of sterling prineiples, Apbreviateil tter.t *fft stfe.
tern (starn), oaf. 1MB. Mnw; AB, Mymt, fw ^.nbriMt;
IB. *ffcrj stiff, rigid (el. TA KAEVS}), L hard;
severe ; unyielding; itrkfe; as* iltri* ti^w
treatment* 2, grlmj forbidding; A or
manner. 3* irni; lnxobl; AS, pw-
pi tflffn reality, SW eeiwre*
tern CsttraK n |ME ttowus pr**fe < ON, flfarn,

< 4fym to el, t, the reur end
of a fliip or pott. 2, the rewr end fthing.

tttr-ns ftr'|J n, dtematlvt plural etemimii.
er*iMl (ftir'nl), adt/.lMmL L the
ternum.

stern ehiis^ in Mlffl tn w hk-lt M Alp
follnwt to the f, or nf, 4ttitltr*
tiro dMMMTi gun OA the of a

for to tlit rewr.

Sea% Laurt-mv (Mm). 1713-19^;
*aa
tiva4mttMMME ai^
L wii^ the nM o( e>

2, *
*tm>mfl
the 2.

{< '.frrttwwl s
fOffti iii*isolfi|| of w ijj!FjtMti$ niC

n, at
th r nu
tiarn p ^ ^
lerbtM n |< m

ii ft i



sternum
1431 stibnitc

the keelson to the sternpost: also aternson (or stern)
knee.

ster num
(stftrfnem),

m [pi STERNA (-na), STERNUMS
(-nornz)], (Mod. L. < Gr. sternon, the breastbone], a
thin, flat structure of bone and cartilage to which most
of the ribs are attached in the front of the chest in most
vertebrates: breastbone: see skeleton, illus.

ster-nu ta tkm (sttir'nyoo-t&'shan), n. [L. sternutatto <
sternutare, to sneeze, freq. of sternuere, to sneeze: IB.
base *p$ter- t to sneeze, seen also in Gr, ptarnysthai], a
sneeze or sneezing,

ster mi tatlve (stgr-nS'te-tiv), adj. [Rare], sternuta-
tory.

8ter*Eii'tat0'ry (stlr-nflfte-tor'i, stSr-nG't945'ri), adj.
of or causing sternutation, n. [pi. STERNUTATORIES
(-iz, -riz)] a sternutatory substance, as snuff.

stern-ward (sturn'wSrd), adv. toward the stern; astern.
stem-way (8tam'wf') n* backward movement of a ship.
etern-whed'er (sturn'hwSl'Sr), n. a steamer propelled
by a paddle wheel at the stern.

steroid (ster'oid), n. [^erol -f -ofdfl. any of a group of

compounds including the steroU, bile acids, sex hor-
mones, etc,, characteristically having the carbon ring
structure of the sterols.

ster-ot (ster'SL ster'ol), n, (contr, of ch&k$teroll any of a
group of solid cyclic alcoholi found in plant and animal
tissues, as cholesterol.

stwtor (fitur'tlr), n. [Mod. L. < L, stortcn, to snore], a
heavy snoring accompanying breathing, as In certain

stcr to-rous (stQrtt-m), adj. characterized by or
breathing witn stertor, or heavy snoring,

stet (stew, (I*, 3d pen. ting., prss, suoj.. of i*or<r, to
stand), let It stand: a printer*! term used to indicate
that matter previously itraek out 1$ to remain, *U,
[STTTII> (-id), STETTINO], to cancel a correction or
deletion previously mad 01 (a word, character,

etc,, m in a prod or manuscript) by marking
with the word stot t and often with a row of dote,
t*tho (stath'5, steth'e), [Or. $tttko*> drift-<**MW the
Cnfitt bwtftj, & combining form meaning chest, breast,
as in tifthtmvpt: tlso. before a vowel, ateth-.
at* thorn**tar <ete-thom

f
e-Kr), n frttto* 4- **uterl

an instrunMttt for mtiwrlilg the expanjuon of the chest
or abdomen In raipifs.tiocu

* (.stath'a^kBpOt *** [tee WWKO- *
mtmcim* a fetaiing itustrument need In

i for extTOttlttt the heart, lungn, eta by
listening to the io^nds titty m&ke.
ittfc0*sow'te (tttth'i-ikorik); adf/. t, of the iteth*

r its uee* 2, made or obtained by the uie of the

stethoscop*.
n. the use of tbe stcth-

fttt'to), n* t city fit

of UM Oder

^^TO^
*

-

*

>*
Tristan da Cunha inlands:

i94*).

stew fstoo
1

, stS), n. [ME. stuwe; OFr. estui (Fr. .,..,
sheath, case, fish tub < tstuier, to shut up, enclose],
a pond, tank, etc. in which fish or oysters are kept alive
for table use.
steward (stoo'Srd, stti'&rd), n. [MB. steward; AS.
stiwtard, stigeweard < stig, sti, enclosure, hall, also sty
4- weard, a ward, keeper], 1. a person put in charge of
the affairs of a large household or estate, whose duties
include supervision of the kitchen and the servants,

management of household accounts, etc. 2. one who
acts as a supervisor or administrator, as of finances and
property, for another or others. 3. a person who buys
the provisions, supervises the kitchen, etc. in a club
or other institution. 4. a person, usually one of a

group, in charge of arrangements for a ball, race,
meeting, etc. 5, one of the staff of servants on a pas-
senger ship: as, a deck steward* 6, an officer on a ship
who is in charge of stores and culinary arrangements.
7. see hop steward, v.i. to act as a steward.

8tew-ard-e88 (stoo'Sr-dis, stu'Sr-dis), n. L a woman
steward (in any sense). 2. a woman employed to take
care of passengers' wants, as on a ship, airplane, etc.

stewardship (stWSrd-ship', sti'Sra-ship'), n. [see

-SHIP), the position, duties, or service of a steward.
Stewart (sto5'8rt, stfl'Srt), a masculine name? see
Stuart.

Stew-art. Du ftald (dSS'gald stffS'&t, du'gold stft'ert),

1753-4S28; Scottish philosopher.
Stew-art Island (stoo'ert, stt'eVt), an island of New
Zealand, south of South Island: area, 670 sq, mi.
stewed (stoTSd, stud), adj. L cooked by stewing, as
food. 2, [Slang], drunk; inebriated.

fltew pan (stOT'pan', swpan'). n. a pan used for stew-
ing.

atg,, sterling,
St GaMea (gf
pop., 63,000;

8tge., storage.
St. Georges Odrjliz), the capital of

Islands, British wesf
" "

jpop,, 6,500.
St. George's Channel, the strait between Ireland and
Walse, connecting the Irish Sea with the Atlantic,

*" *

, George's cross, a red Greek cross on a white back-

(ssj'fher
/
mft*0* n. a French town near

pop., 22,000; a treaty was signed there in 1919
, Jtt Austria amd ths Allies,

St.-Ger main-cn-Laye (san'zher'man'an'lS'), n. St.*

Oenxiain.
St. Gott'hwd (got%4 goth%d; Fr. law'gd'tSudO, t a
mountain range of the Alps to southern Switeriamd:

%hstt peak, 10.490 ft. 2. a pws through these woim-
tmn.s. 3. a railway tunnel under this pen; length,
91/4 mi
St H*l*n* (he-l'w), 1. a British islimd In the

Atknttet off southern
Africa; area, 47 iq mi,;

4f600; pltoe of Na^
^^..ja

1

! ejtiJb. 2. a British

cokmy iadudlng St, He-

I'on), a city in northeastern Switzerland:

the Windward
seaport on Grenada:

ftidMdtWIIL.
, fin _, _.., ,. ..

p in the Continentsl Army

ifMt*1
ctfl

**j%.,j*giP*IW*TW _, ,

r&

n* .

< u/tflp^to
L
:
J* A

to

(ftwn

tenEf4 : pop*i 106*000*
futtt twyii

(W^v n
town OB ths dc Jtr*
Wi Olmtmei tslaadst pop

M <
flfc." "

ST. HKLKNA
in m?diiine> a condition of gnat

f

vm vmnmrw/i * l or elmmctodwd by sthsnia:

of oharacttrid by tit*

rowi tctlvtty of THsl prowst,
C^vMbi^5)* n* J

* li*faS!!liU
I w^ri wImi ttwdl
ii,swjal: i? M wL, A

fiC
1

ertifih], 1. the act or procew of carvtiiK t>r

in very low n-Iief. 2 an object, as the ml
tf. in wry Uiw

antimony; + -all

/tgMte4*.<teltiMliy-
,y. 8&B% n

U < Of*

4- -**

^ ttilinMy*



stick stiffen

stich (stik)j n, [Or. stichos], in prosody, a line, or verse.
stich ic (stik'ik), adj. 1. of or made tip of stichs. 2,

made tip of lines having the same metrical form,
8tich-o-tnet-ric (stik'a-rnet'rik), adj. of, having to do
with, or using stichometry.
stich-o-met ri-cal (stikVmet'ri-k'l), adj. stichometric.

sti-chom-e-try (sti-kom'a-tri) , n. [< Gr. stichos, a line,

verse; -f- -metry], the practice of expressing the suc-
cessive ideas in a prose composition in single lines of

lengths corresponding to natural cadences or sense
divisions.

stich-o-myth-i-a (stik'a-mith'i-9), n. [Gr. stichomythia
< stichos, a line + mythos, speech, talk], dialogue in

single alternate Hne
p
S, as in ancient Greek drama.

stich-o-myth-ic (stik'9-mith'ik), adj. of, or having the
form of, stichomythia.
sti-chom-y-thy (sti-kom'o-thi), n. stichomythia,
-stich-ous (stik'os), [< Gr, stichos, a line, row; -f -ous], a
combining form meaning having (a specified number or
kind of) rows, as in tristichous.

stick (stik), n. [ME. stikke; AS. sticca; akin to D. stek;
IE. base ^steig-, a point, as also in Gr. stigma (cf.

STIGMA), I/, instigarc (cf. INSTIGATE), etc.), 1. a long,
usually slender piece of wood; specifically, a) a twig
or small branch broken off or cut off, especially a dead
and dry one. b) a tree branch of any size, used for fuel,
etc. c) a long, slender, and usually tapering piece of
wood shaped for a specific purpose, as a wand, staff,

club, baton, cane, rod, etc. 2. a stalk, as of celery. 3.

something shaped like a stick. 4. an individual,
sticklike piece: as, a stick of chewing gum. 5. a stick-
like playing implement: as, a hockey stick. 6. some-
thing made of sticks, as a racing hurdle. 7, a sticking,
as with a pointed weapon; stab. 8. the power of ad-
hering or making adhere. 9, an amount of rum,
brandy, etc, added to a beverage. 10, a number of
bombs dropped from the air in such a way as to fall in
a line across a target, 11. [Archaic], a stoppage, delay,
or obstacle. 12, [CoUoq.], a dull, stupid, or spiritless
person, 13. in aeronautics* a lever for operating the
elevators and ailerons of an airplane, thus controlling
its movements lengthwise and sideways; also joy stick*
14. in nautical usage, a mast or a part of a mast. 15.
ia printing, a) a composing stick. b) its contents,
v.t* [STUCK (stuk), STICKING], [combination of MB.
stokm* to prick, fastn (< AS. sUcan) & MB* stiUm
< AS% ^*c&w to stick, stab prick; both are related
in origin] 1. to pierce or puncturo* as with a pointed
tetmrawt. 2. to kill by piercing; stab. 3, to thrust,
push, or press (a knife, pin, etc.) so as to pierce,
4*. to lastea by making pierce or penetrate: as? stick a
ttembtack in the board; hence, 5, to decorate with
thmgs fastened ia this way: as, a coat stuck with
medals. 6. to set with piercing objects: as, a cuslttoft
stuck with pins. 7, to thrust or poke: as, stick yottr

npset
out the door. 8. to fasten or attach ai oy gluiug,

pinning, etc. : as, stick the poster on the watt, 9 #) to
fewwfc or impale, b) to impale (insect apectaen*, etc.),
as oa a pro, ad mount for exhibit, 10. a) to ob*
struct* exLtaogta, bog down, etc. b) to detain, d@lay
etc. Ufuauy tiped in the passive: as, the wheel* wre" *

I was stuck fa towa. 11. JSTICOSD (atikt), STICK-
tha u.L a) to prop (a vine, etc.) with, a stick or

xft pfmting, to set in a <Mjmpoing stick. 12.
to place; put; sat, 13, [ColloQ,]f to make

14. [CoUoq. J. to puwto: baffle; at,
question. 15. [SwgL, tWs question. 15. [SwgL ) to

'

typorirftaatly. to to Impose a dl^
etc. upon, c) to cheat or defraud. 314

^ dure or tolerate, wf I, to b or remain

s
..... .,- or embe&W by pofated end* m a nail, etc.

2. to be or reapta attached by adhesion
; adhere; dbnim,

"3,.to rjtmia fa the same place; stay; abide? a* thij
stick fc too* 4, to remaJoi in clone aaaodatto; be
fix^; clt^ri as, frkwds Hick togwtlMtov tht ttlokmuBie
stock. 5, to keep <sl^5 w he ^ndfe to the ttmli 4 to

pwrwwftj pirti aa, th fldl at (w to) tor w*k
7. to mm firm ad naobttai dwts aa. alia to*
through thick and thin, S, to become fixed, bloetei,
to^^f ate., aa by o^taalc; piiaSy( ) to ba
epu wabgadw rad taiowwrnbte: a* toy abba jtfa^Jk &
the mud. o) to become unworkable; jam: an, thtk

gears
b ^ ^^^ or Amy^i <mm to a
the

sticking together of parts as to form a single mass (glue made
the particles of sawdust cohere}', clin^ implies attachment by
embracing, entwining, or grasping with the arms, tendrils, etc.

(a vine dinging to the trellis); cleave is a poetic or lofty term

implying a very close, firm attachment (his tongue clove to the
roof of his mouth, Ruth clove to Naomi), ANT. part, detach,
separate*

stick-er (stik'Sr), n. a person or thing that sticks; spe-

cifically, a) a bur, barb, or thorn, b) a gummed patch or
label, c) a tenacious or persistent person, d) [Colloq.],

something puzzling or difficult to solve.

stick-ful (stik'foor), %
n. in printing, the contents or

capacity of a composing stick.

stick-i-ly (stik'*l-i), adv. in a sticky manner.
stick! ness (stik'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being sticky.
sticking place, the place or degree at which something
will stick, or become firm or constant.

sticking plaster, adhesive material for covering a slight

wound, usually made of a thin cloth gummed on one
side; court plaster.

sticking point, sticking place,
stick insect, any of several Insects whose bodies re-

semble a small stick.
t _

stick-in-the-mud (stik'
>

n-/te-mud/
). [Colloq.], a

person who resists change or progress; pr$on lacking
imagination, initiative, adaptability, etc,

stick-le (stikH), IM'. [STICKLED (-'Id), STICKLING], [prob.
< ME. stightlen, to rule, order, dispose, freq. of sttfhUn t

to dispose, destine; AS. siihta-n], L to raise objections,

haggle, or make difficulties, especially in a stubborn,
narrow manner, usually about trifles. 2, to have
scruples or objections; scruple; demur,

stick-le-back (stik'1-bakO, n. [ME. stykylbak < AS.
sticeL a prick, sting < base of sticca; see STICK!, & nmull,
scaleless salt-water and fresh-water fish with two to
five sharp spines in front of the dorsal fin: the male
builds a neat for the female's eggi.

stickler (stiklSr), n* [cf. STICICLE| 1. a person who
insists uncompromlamgly on tht observance of some-
thing specified: usually with /or, as, a siickltr for

discipline, 2, jColloq.], a Btieker (sense <),

8tick-piii (stik'pin'O* n- a Pin worn M an oraftdaent in a
cravat or necktie.

stick-seed (stik'8@d') n. any of iweftl pkntif

ciatly of the borage group* with barbs or pricklea on the
sads or fruit.

stick-tight (etik'tltO* herb of the attr family,
with flat, ttdedlelik that stick to ck>thlng fur,
etc.; also called bur marigold.
stlck-to4t4ve*ii^s (stik'toVit-iv-tti*), it* tCdloq.1,
pertinacity,

iddB-uy (itik'upO, L [SkugJ, a toMup,
stick weed ^tikNrMO. n. ragw^d,
sttek'y (itik'i), ad/. [STICICIEI (4-ir) f tncxistr C*Mtt)].
1, that s%kt; a4feive: teadka to otiog to toytfemg
touched. 2, coveiwl with m at,

sticky fingi, 3. [CoUoq.L humid s as, stkfey hat*
Amtricw

AS, M; nkift to 0. *Nff
t etc., a polt, ticking

trunk,
*tc. m also

(slf), U. [MB,
b*se *sbp~t eta, a pc"
in L. stipes, a, atem*
$t$P&f$ (cf. STIFATB)|t -. ^.^
firm; not flexible or pliant. 2, huttl to or~0pana;
not free or limbers at* tha ateanag to jtlfC 3,
tvatobad tut: taut; 4 towor limited fa mmre-

aiant: said of Jomta and I, feftvlM jrrfnta
cr uel

$
us from aaaraoQ* ate. 4 not iuici

or b^i tbtek; denw; irw: aa, haat tha ^p wlites

i
tWaaofl la too JOLf for tunyd^^TT i

hf,
) mwtof rntly., aa a bi^^w r

.> cmtnteift^ much amliol; mm if A <

' * '

p<tow: aa, jwltea 01 madloba.
smaUhmant. ill&iitt:

a a
trui

ato*

not aaar, mteim

,-JI jteiy^ww*rt;
* * 1 un&MMkaMonm
|7 4 a |t n aaMiiK

fif Whir !, ir^r* ntd: around,
away.

stick byt to
stick tip, [

tlck wp 'or

faithful or loyal to,
cottimit itim^l
to

it



stiff-necked 1433 sting
stiff-necked (stif'nekt/), adj. stubborn; obstinate.
sti-fle (sti'f'l), v.t. [STIFLED (-fid), STIFLING], [ME.
stufflen, a freq. formation < OFr. estouffer (Fr. etouffer) ,

to smother, or < ON. sttfla, to stop up], 1. to prevent
from breathing; suffocate; smother. 2. to suppress or
repress; hold back; check; stop: as, she stifled her sobs.
v.i. I. to die from lack of air. 2. to suffer from lack of
fresh, cool air.

sti-fle (sti'fl), n. {ME. stifle; prob. < stiff 4- ~k; the
former common form was sfaffle], the kneelike joint
above the hock in the hind leg of certain animals, as
the horse and dog: also stifle joint.

sti'fling (stl'flirj), adj. that stifles; suffocating; choking.
stig*ma (stig'ma), n. [pi. STIGMAS (-maz) ; also, and for
4, 5, and 6 usually, STIGMATA (-mo-t9)], [L.; Gr,, lit., a
prick with a pointed instrument < stiuin, to prick;
cf. STICK], 1. a distinguishing mark burned or cut into
the flesh, as of a slave or criminal. 2, something that
detracts from the character or reputation of a person,
group, etc.; mark of disgrace or reproach. 3. a mark,
siign, etc. indicating that something is not considered
normal or standard. 4. a small mark, scar, or ojien-
ing on the surface of an animal body: as, a pore is a
sttgma, 5. in botany, the upper tip of the pistil of a
flower, receiving the pollen. 6. in medicine, a) a spot
on the skin, especially one that bleeds as the result of
certain nervous tensions, d) any sign characteristic of a
specific disease.

sdg-rmi'ta (stig'mQ-te). n*pL [Gr., pi. of stigma], marks
resembling {thCcrucifixion wounds of Jesus, said to have
appeared nutmrnaturally on certain persons.
tijt*auit*lc C%~mat>ik), 4/ * of, like, or having a
stigma* atigmas, or stigmata. 2. anastigmatic. n. a
period marked with stigmata.

*tf6*ioat*iasl (itk-mwi-k'l), adj\ stiginatic.

tig*ttift'tism (stigfm^tk'm), n* L the condition char-
acteri'Zt'd by the presence of stigmata. 2. the condition
of a tent* and the normal condition of the eye, in which
rayi of light from a single point are focused upon a
single point: opposed to astigmatism.

sti& ma-ti zsi tion (stig'm-ti-sK'shn, stig/mo-tl-za'-
shn) n. a titanatiftiag or being stigmatized.

Nttg-mii-ti/Af (stlf'mt-tttOr v.t. [STIGMATIZED (4lM'}
STXGHATJtflMGti (ML. atismatizarc; Gr. sligmatizfin, to
mark < jttaiia, a mark, brand], L to mark with a
ittpnm or stkmai; brand. 2, to characterize, or mark
at di.'igmct'Cul $ to <mm stigmata to appear on*

*mfeHMJM'bto), t. (< Or.-JtiMfy teJjS&F* + *!
a crystalline hydrocarbon, CtH.CH:CHCH, itstd in

th* wjNG^txfaoxQ of dywi*
tn*btt'tcM (tiMHHi'trOU itil-btVMp, 9ubffi*a* -f

wlrltt -f -oil, a synthttie homoos, CnHnpOi, a ioturce

of various of which have greater po-
tffiey thai) th* natural istragtat.
tU*Mtft (tit'bft), n. tPr, <or. HIW t to ftttttr;
tl, a nativ hydrous ilicl erf todiuni, eatewm, ad

oftm found to tfa*

fontt dl Mprwitit.
stile a (Ma ^If, A& fllf4 <

(
Hto0m to

eiiitib), L it or Ml cl In climbing over a
MK or wall 1 tumatim
ob teHk M |0. *4# ^T?ti E, vwtkal pwj m a
MM! r iwi us of* or wwdow.

ail k'it-to n, p. fftstros, STiLKtroKK

(*il P| dim. < U ^ilifi
MI twwiL

L a tm^ *idr t*prtaf 1
a tetemmftot ust-tl tor making

to tit t.l*ImumoiD W&, tn-
M iuiNi/L T M Alb* ' -r kill by Ht.tbhi^, wMb it ^ il*'tt o.

WO). f* Pi* 1 4i A
t^ ^^'- - -....... !r"*

put to m up,

BOIIING IMPURI
UOUIO

town, motor, etc.) ;
noiseless stresses the absence of noise or

sound and often suggests movement unaccompanied by sound
(a noiseless typewriter) ; hushed suggests the suppression of
noise or sound (the hushed corridors of a hospital), ANT.
noisy, stirring.

still (stil), n. [< obs. still, to distill < L. stillare, to drop,
drip, trickle < stilla, a
drop], 1, an apparatus
used for distimng liq-
uids, especially alco-
holic liquors. 2. a dis-

tillery. v.t. & v.i. [Obs.],
to distill.

still alarm, a fire alarm
given by telephone or
by any means other
tnan the regular signal
apparatus.

stfif'birth (stil'burth
7
),

n. 1. the birth of a
stillborn fetus. 2. a
stillborn fetus.

stillborn (stil'born'),

adj. dead wnen born. STILL
v.i. to hunt or pursue

.

still-hunt (stiFhunf), v.t.

stealthily.
still hunt, 1. a stealthy hunt for game, as by stalking
or using cover; hence, 2, [Colloq,], a stealthy or quiet,
cautious pursuit of anything.

still-life (stil'Hf'), adj. of or having to do with still life.

still life, 1. small inanimate objects, as fruit, bottles,
flowers, books, etc., used as subjects for a picture. 2.
a picture having such a subject.

Still-son wrench (stil's'n), a wrench having a jaw which
moves through a

%
collar pivoted loosely to the shaft,

used for turning pipes, etc.: the jaw tightens as pressure
is applied to the handle: a trade-mark: see wrench,
illus.

stilly (stU'i), adj. [STOXIER (-i-er), STILUBSX (44st)],
[MB, stittich; AS. stillic], [Poetic], still: silent; quiet;
calm. adv. (stilli). [MB. stilldi, etc.; AS. stillicel in a
still manner; silently; quietly; calmly.

Stilt (stilt), n. [MB, stilte; prob, of LG. or Scand, origin;
akin to 0. stout*, stilt], 1, one of a pair of poles fitted

with a footrast somewhere along its length and used for

walking, as through water or for amusement. 2, a long
post or pole wsea to hold something aboveground or
out of the water: as, the henhouse is placed on stilts.

3. \pL STILTS (ttilts), 8mT; see FUJHAJL H, D, 1], any of
several wading birds of the plover family, with a long,
slender bill and three-toea legs, Hving chiefly m
marshes, v.t. to set or raise on or as on stilts.

stilt-cd (stil'tid.), adj. I. raised or elevated on or as on
stilts. 2. artificially formal or dignified; pompous.

Stil ton cheese (stil't'n), (orig. sold at Stilton, England],
% rich, wwy cheese having a blttgreen mold: also
.Stilton, it

Stil well, Joseph W. Cstil'wd', .stil'wol), 18H3-1946;
AawioAn geneM to World War XL
Stim eon, Ilciiry l^wis tetimVn). 1867-1950; Anieri-

cn $^tt^nn; secretary ol state (1929-1^33) ; secretary
of war (1911-1913; 1M^1945), ,

i^taa-u*Mt (stte'yoo-wwit), off* [*** mmwam* ppp.J,
that stinmlatef) ; atunulatinK. n. anythinfir that fitimu-

lites; siH^ifically, a) an alcc>hc>lic drink. 6) In medicine
& physiology, any drug, etc. that temporarily increases
the activity of vital proo or of some organ.
tfm*u*latt (im^oo*ttt7 9J* JfrOLAi> (4d)
rniuinw0It [< Tu Ofymfwim* pn. rf sUwmJom to

prick, goad, excite < A/imK/wa goad), L to rouse to
or incream'd action, m by i; l)ur on; ex-

drink, i kby an ttlcoholu
i txo&t* (an orgs ..

, .

vity . ft*, to act an a stimulant

) , n. a pertTon or thing that

flu [L. ^imulatwl a

i at rrjit ;
' '

that or changes m activay in an
or part, tt that an
a nerve Inwim aeiva^M a
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1. to prick or
2. tostinga; IE. base *$tengh- t to pierce], 1. to pi

wound with a sting: said of plants and insects.

cause sharp, sudden, smarting pain to, by or as by
pricking with a sharp point: as, the nettles stung her

legs, salt will sting raw flesh. 3. to pain, or cause to

suffer, in the mind: as, his conscience stung him sharply.

4 to stir up or stimulate suddenly and sharply; as, her

words stung him into action. 5. [Slang], to get the

better of; cheat; dupe: usually in the pajisive or past

participle, as, he got stung on that deal. w.i. 1. to use

a sting- prick or wound with a sting. 2. to cause or feel

sharp, smarting pain, either physical or mental: as,

iodine stings, ms leg stung from the nettles, n. IAS.

sting], 1. the act of stinging. 2. a pam^or wound re-

sulting from or as from stinging. 3. a thing that urges
or stimulates; goad. 4. the ability or power to sting.

5. a sharp-pointed organ in insects and certain other

animals, used to prick, wound, or inject poison.
t
6. m

botany, any of a number of stinging, hollow hairs on

some plants, as nettles.

sting a-ree (stir/a-re', stirjVre'), n. [altered < stmg

ray], a sting ray. ,.,...
sting er (stir/er), n. 1. a person or thing that stings;

specifically, a) an animal or plant that stings, 0) a

sharp-pointed organ used for stinging, c) [Colloq.l, a

blow, reply, etc. that stings. 2. an alcoholic drink

made with white cr&me de rnenthe, brandy, and ice.

3. [British Slang], a highball of whisky and soda._

stin-gily (stin';j9-H), adv. in a stingy, or miserly,

manner. . .

atln-gi ness (stin'ji-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being stingy, or miserly.

stinging hair, in botany; a sting,

sttn-go (stin'gd"), n. [from the sharpness of the taste],

ngl, 1. strong beer or ale. 2. energy; vim; zeat.

ray (stir/ra"), n. a sting ray*

ray, a large ray having a whlplike tail with sharp

spines capable of inflicting severe wounds: also -

, (stin'ji), adj. [STINGIER (-jl4r) STWGIBST (ji-

t< stingy dial form of sting; basic sense
* 4

sharp-
ued in bargaining"), I. giving or spending gruog-
or only through Necessity; mean; miserly; close*

2. less than needed or expected ; scanty ; meager.

**tlnQy fcmplieft a grudging, mean rektcturoe to part

anything, belonging to one;,
doe wwwt* the keying

of a tight Wd on What one has aoouwtimtea; niggardly
iintfies *uoh ctosefistedaes* that one aradgkgly spends or gives

the least amount possible: parsimonious implies unreasonable

economy of frugality, otten to the point of niggardlinosK;
1

penurious implies such extreme parsimony and niggardliness
as to make one seem poverty-stricken or destitute; miserly
implies the penuriousness of one who Is meanly avaricious and
hoarding, rANT. generous, bountiful.

8ting-y (stirj'i), ad/, stinging or capable d stinging,
stink (stink), v.i. [STANK (stank) or STWK (stunk),
STUNK, STINKING], {ME, stinken; AS. stincaw: akin to
G. stinken; prob. < IB. base tjfeiK to push, in the

basic sense "to rise up, rise up like dust"Jf 1. to have a

strong, unpleasant smell. 2. to be very offensive; be
hateful or abhorrent 3. [Slang], to be no good; be of

low standard or quality, v.t, to cause to stink (usually
with up}, n. a strong, unpleasant smell; stench.
'raise * stink, [Slang], to cause trouble through
complaint or criticism.
stink out, to drive or force oat by a tooog* t-
pleas&nt smell*

stink ard (stirjk'&rd), n* [Obs. or Rarejf a tttofctr.

stink bomb, a device made to bum or explode and give
off an offensive smell.

stink-bug (stirjk'bugO., n* a bug that stinks; any of
various foul-smelling insects, many of which have a
broad, flat body.

stink-er (stink/Sr), n* a person or thing that stinks;
specifically, a) a stinkpot, b) any of several large
petrels, c) [Slang], a person regarded with dtettft.

8tink-horn (stirjk'hfirnO, n. any of several foul-smelling

sttok-lng (stink'in), adj. that stinks; bad-smelling: in

vulgar colloquial usage often ft general term of con-
demnation or disapproval, or a mere intensive.
SYN. stinking and the more formal fetid tx>th
foulness of odor (a stinking cesspool, & fetid gum
odorotia | the broadest term hew,

.......

UK unpleasant smell to one thati*
chetf} ; rioieomo tretw* the uruv .

o that which gives off a foul odor (the noUomt stencfi of cjpn
Mwert) ; pu trld iugg8tt the disgusting foul smell utdmmpWM
ar rottmg organic* matter fhu^urds feeding *,>n j^tt/rJ corpus);
rank implies , diMgreeably .strong odor that otlt-nds to a
grtator or leswr dre (the rank smell of a goat); mnci<J
ipwMcAllF siwat the bad smell or twit ol iwe Cats or oils
iramid flutter); musty tunftii the iituk% nj;Idy of A
1- >Ji^-,:l. ;:'i',-f I rCWm t foml Kpt III A *lii!Ifp p^MM, <tte*

tiiiktng imut tmnt, v*rity <rf whi^l wt
Nfink pot <Mii)k'pvt' j, n, kind of stink bomb formerly

in nairal warfare.
tlmlc>taONi |tik%lfti'), it, any m Hm

which t ,ff foul when rubim! *

, M frcnn dcywl organic m*tlr cttateJaw to it

stink-weed (stujk'wSd/), n. any of several plants, as

the Jimson weed, having a foul or strong smell.

stink-wood (stink'wood'), n. 1. any of several trees

having wood of an offensive odor. 2. the wood of any
of these trees. . .

stint (stint), v.t. [ME. stynten, sttnten, stenten, to stint,

cease, stop; AS. styntan f stintan, to blunt or dull <
stunt, blunt, dull; cf. STUNTED], 1. to restrict or limit

to a certain quantity, number, snare, or allotment,

often small or scanty. 2. [Archaic], to stop. v.i. 1. to

be sparing or grudging in giving or using. 2. [Archaic
& Dial.], to stop. n. 1. restriction; limit; limitation.

2. a limited or fixed quantity, allotment, share, etc.

3. an assigned task or quantity of work. 4. [Obs.].

cessation or pause. SYN. see task,
>

stint (stint), n. [< ?], any of various small sandpipers.

stipe (stip), n. [Fr.; L. stipes, a log, stock, trunk of a

tree; akin to Eng. stif], a stalk, as that supporting a

pistil, fern frond, cap of a mushroom, etc.

sti-pel (stl'pl), n. [Mod. L. stipdla, dim. of L. stipula;

see STIPULE], a small or secondary stipule at the base

sti-peMate (sti-pel'it, stS'pJj-laV), adj. having a stipel.

sti-pend (sti'pend), n. [ME, & OPr, stipmdit < L.

stipendium* a tax, impost, tribute; contr. for stipi-

pendum < slips, small coin or a contribution in small

coin + pend&re, to weigh out, pay], 4 regular or fixed

payment for services, as a salary, or a periodic payment,
as a pension or allowance. -~SW. see wage.

sti-pen-di-ar-y (st!-pen'di~er'i), adj. |L. $tip*triiarins\,

1. receiving, or performing services for, a stipend* 2.

paid for by a stipend: said of nervicei. 3. of, or having
the nature of, a stipend. 4. paying Uxts or rendering
services, as to a feudal lord. n. \pl.

STIFKNMAIES
(-)], l. a person who receives a stipend. 2. a tenant

paying tribute to a feudal lord.
, ^

ti-pe (sta'pto), n- W. sxiprrES (stip'a-tfe')}, [L*; see

STIPE], 1. a stalk j peduncle ; stipe.
2. the second.

subbasal segment of a maxilla in the insects and
crustaceans*

-/orm], ha
/-I<

form of a stipe.

jft* $tipi$i${ see STIPE], having, or growing cm, * stipe.

fttlp 1 ti form (tlp'l-t8Hf6rm') <*/ tipiform. % .

tm*pli (stip/'l) w*^. [STIPPLED (ld) STIPIPLXNO), [D,
< stippel, a speckle, dim. uf .va"p ( a paint], to

i.w, enfinrave, or apply in small polnti or dots
im in lines or solid arms, n* 1. the art or

* dmw
rather thw
method of painting, drawing, or toprnving in dots,

2. the affect producM by this, or an affect, M in nature,

resembling it. 3. stipptod work,

stip pier (stip'lSr), m L a person who works In utippkt,
2. a brush, sponge, etc. mm in atippling.

stip pling (stip'uQ), n. stippte.

cip-5*lr (ttip^yoo-lftr), d[A 1. ol or like a stipule or

j itipules, 2 growing on or near stlpttl**

stip u late (stip^yoo-ttt^t v.l [itlfWUWB (4d) irii^

ULATWG), (< L ttfpttiefa, pp* of *H^*lafi to bmrpiln
< OJU itipMlm, firm; IK. bfb 'Mj^, ft pole* tto,i cf.

STIFF). L to include apeeineiuly in the terms of an
agreement* contract, etc.; arrange definitely* 2* to

specify M an essential ctmdition ol or rmulsiti In an
agreement. v.i. to nmkt it tpdillo 4numi or arrange-
ment (/or Koinething) as a ooMItlcMa of or nquMt* in an

L,
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to impart a similar motion to (something consisting of

separate particles). 6. to excite the feelings of; move
strongly. 7, to incite or provoke (often with up). v.L

1. to move or change position, especially only slightly:

as, the patient hasn't stirred for an hour. 2. to be up
and about; be busy and active, 3. to be taking place,

going on, happening, etc. : as, things are stirring in the
office. 4. to Begin to show signs of activity; begin to
come to life: as, a grass-roots movement was stirring.
5. to be stirred: as, the mixture stirs easily, n. 1. a
stirring, as with a spoon. 2.

< movement; activity;
agitation. 3, a state of excitement; commotion;
tumult: as, the crowd was in a stir. 4. a poke; jog;
shove. 5, [Archaic], a public disturbance or revolt.
S KV.- stir (in this sense, often stir up) implies a bringing into
action or activity by exciting or provoking (the colonies were
stirred to rebellion); arouse and rous are often used inter-

ehanj^ably, but arouse usually implies merely a bringing into

cottsciouftnefiSt as from a gt&tfi of sleep (she was arousea by the
bell) and rois<i suggests an additional incitement to vigorous
action (the rifle shot roused the sleeping guard); awaken and
waken literally mean to arouse from ftleep, but figuratively
they tmttgoit the eUcitatkm of latent faculties, emotions, etc,

(it awakened, or wakm$d, her maternal feelings) : rally implies
a gathering of the component elements or individuals so as to
stir to effective action (to rally troops, one's energy, etc.).

stir (fttar). n. [19th-c, thieves' slang, prob. either < dial.

stir, porridge (with reference to prison fare) or < stir,

i>., with wry allusion to confinement], [Slang], a prison.
6tir*A*1>out (stflrVboutO, n, a porridge of oatmeal or
corn meal stirred in boiling water or milk,

stirk (ittrk), n* (ME. stirk; AS, styrc, styric], a bullock
or heifer, especially one between one and two years old.

Stirling (ttur/llrj), n 1. a county in central Scotland:
pop., 181,000 (est, 1946); also Stlrlfaftehlre. 2. its

county seat: pop., 23.500.

Stir*lkifthlrt Ctflrnln-HMr'), i- Stirling.
atfa'pf -cul'ture (sttQr'pI-kuI'cheY), n, [< C. stirps, a stock

-f- ewllura, culture], selective breeding for the develop-
ment of Htratns with certain characteristics.

tttap* tetarpji), n* Ipi smraa (tur'p5z)l, [L.l, 1. stock;
racek family, or branch of a family. 2. in law. the
pfnnon from whom a family or branch of a family is

descended. 3, in biology, the total number of determi-
nant factor* present in a fertilised ovum,

stlr-rer (sitfir%), a person or thing that atint.

$tlrrlng (tfir/(o) w. I. active; busy; bustling. 2.

moving; rousing; exciting; thrilling; .* stirring music.

ttir-rup (iJtHr%p stir'ap), n* [MB, siirop; AS, $tigrap,

$tigfrp < dl $tigm to climb (cf. STILE) -f rap, a
rope (CT JIOFtl]* 1. A fl*t*bed ring hung from a
Mcidk End as * footrett in mounlitig and riding.
2, any of various iupportt, olttpt etc, retembiiag or

ft rm^, 3. in nautical jtsant, t rop
hung from a yard asd ittpportlnt a footropt by mmm
of an eye at the end, tHrowgh which tfe focrfero^ is

pawed.
ttiirrup IKJIH% in antttiwiy, thv M cur, Illua.

atlrrup cup, 1, a farewell drink by t rider

Kioeaftifig Co <le|mrt, 2, way II drink.
stirrup IwuhiT, a atrap c^ntetifig a :>tirrup with Uie
itddk; atlrrup amtp.

f*tin up pump, it )h
:uul pump for pitting out in^ itt in

a AIM litld firm by n fiimip* or bracket, for
one foot*

n. (Ml. filial AS, fliiv* a
3

for IB. nt ttiCKf, L ft _..-_idmit mavrnumt of t thrtaded netdlft In wing
etc. 2. nbnilar mwna*nt in knitting*

cnxiheiing* tie* 3* t lorn knot, etc. nd* by stitching.
4, or of stitehinj. 5. a

In tht tide or back, 4 {CollaLi,
A bit; tt^ hf a ilJlcJt of work, wciiring uot. a
illltli if w to ^w at I, to

torn, repiif, or wpG frtth or a
with MW* 2, to or ttfitt tte.)

wilti

*ntcfe'W*t n* IMS. < AS.
t <er. ^ iiwri p^ ^r

c a
, ,

tlthy (fftiiVI, iijtrik . {pt. W)
iWJlM Oil* wivil; lor iwt
1, mi aoviL 2 * %l* p

to on a
j% p* i. 4 otto

i ot r *

700. 4. a river in northern Maine and Nftw Brunswick,
Canada, flowing southeastward into the Bay of Fundy:
length, 400 mi. 5. a lake in southern Quebec province,
Canada: area, 367 sq. mi.

St. Johns (jon-z), a river in eastern Florida, flowing
northward to the Atlantic: length, 350 mi.

St. John's (jonz), seaport and capital of Newfoundland:
pop., 53,000.

St. John's evil, epilepsy.
St.-JohnVwort (sSnt-jcttz'wurtO , n. any of a number
of related plants, as the rose of Snaron, having yellow
flowers with many stamens.

St. Joseph, a city in northwestern Missouri, on the
Missouri River; pop.. 76,000.

St. Kitts (kits), a British island of the Leeward group,
in the West Indies: area, 68 sq. mi.; pop., 20,000; also
called St. Christopher.

St. Lau-rent, Louis Stephen (san'IS'r&V), 1882- ;

prime minister of Canada (1948-1957).
St. Lawrence, 1. a river flowing from Lake Ontario
northeastward into the "Gulf of St. Lawrence: length,
2,100 mi. 2. a gulf off eastern Canada, at the mouth
of this river.

stlg., sterling.
St.lLd (saw' 15') t

a city in northwestern France: almost
completely destroyed during World War II.

St. LoU'is (loo'is, loo'i), 1. a port on the Mississippi,
in eastern Missouri: pop., 853,000. 2. (san' loo /e>),
seaport and capital of Senegal, French West Africa:

pop., 34,000.
St. Lu-cia (155'shi-9, lu'sho, 153-s5'o), a British island of
the Windward group, in the West Indies: area, 233 sq.
mi.; pop., 70,000 (est. 1946).

St. Ma-lo (san' ml/lo'). a seaport in Brittany, France:
site of a battle (1944) of World War II.

St. Marks, (mUrks), a cathedral in Venice, first built
in the 9th century and rebuilt at various times until
the 15th century: it combines Roman, Gothic, and
Byzantine architecture.

St. Marys, (m&r%), 1* a river flowing from Lake
Superior into Lake Huron, forming the boundary be-
tween northeastern Michigan and Ontario, Canada:
length, 40 mi. 2. a river flowing between eastern
Florida and Georgia into the Atlantic: length, 175 mi.

St.-Mihiel (aafc'mS'yelOt n. a town on the Meuse
River* in northeastern France: scene of a battle (1918)
of World War I, in which the Americans defeated the
Germans.

St. Mo-ritz (mB'rita), Ft. a town in southeastern Switz-
erland: pop., 4,000: mountain resort: German spelling,
Smkt MOTUs,
St.-Na*aire (gaw'na'zltr')* a seaport in western France,
on the Loire River: site of a battle of World War IL
to* ($'), n. [pi STOAE (stS'5), STOAS (^)J, (Or.

) ft covered walk or portico having a wall on one
on the other,

WOA.T* (itsts), STOAT; $w PLURAL, n,
ua of a fitnilar word m dial, for

cottfitdction with the Gmc. base
thrust, pttih, tc, but th application

ool, f. to bounce; prop, of tht

etpeoially wbm it brown

to*fcl'dd)s
n. (< Fr.

coat*
toe*cft*4o It.; Fr,

tttocodt; It, stocwto < ttow*, a afyggw* wrofd pmnt <
ft, < 039V. $tomiirt to strme with the edp or

point < to. 9tokm. to stick, wtek; cf, OTOCK!, tArefi&icl
a fftab or thruw with it poimfod weapon,
l5oC'Oatm (to-kft

/to ito-kl't9), n fcocxm4o,

to<* (tok) n. [MB. JMW; AS. JIOAS; akin to 0. tta*.
a stfelc; IB. *iliftt-t

to push, hit (in the extended
form *,tlti*-i); prob, bwte tetwa **a ciat-on trank or

bvmnoh"!, i. tw trunk of a tree* 2. [ArohAiel, ) a
tree stomp. W a wooden block or log. 3. f) * blockh^d.
I) miytfefiif koktng lift, motto, or laelinf. 4. &}

ptimt tero into wnicfe a graft is iwerted, W A pmntmm wfefeti wtttii art taken. 5, m idrgrottnd,'

t tom; r|Iotwi. 4. any of ft number of pteato of

mustard family* es the wmin stoek, the guly-
, T, or the Yirgmla tock 7, a) the first of a line of

wltlMl progenitor at of a human line, or

type* es of ft group 01 animals or ptote. fr) Unese;
dseoent: anoestry. tf) * atrftin^ race, or other mntm
^m ol aahnals or pants, ) an ethnic group or mmjor

of the human race. ) a grcwp of relate*!

or families of languages, 8, m suppurtinx
ffiSk, as for an anvil 9. tht body, main part,

or tamlkr
of an itnptattfttt, w^pon, eto. to which the

mm attaohetit specifmily, e| a bitstook or

uthe tail or handle of a whip^
| roa,,tc, <) the

<2 pkne, Jn whfch the eattlag

3) the mine of * piw, to which
eie tfciwlid 4 tht or a rife.

carbine, or or the
a gun or the
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barrel, etc. /) the long beam forming the basic part
of the body of a field-gun carriage, g) a kind of wrench
for holding thread-cutting dies. 10.

pi.
a former

instrument of punishment consisting of a heavy wooden
frame with holes for confining an offender's ankles and,

sometimes, his wrists, 11. pi a frame of timbers

supporting a ship during construction. 12. pi, a frame

in which an animal is held for shoeing, etc. 13. some-

thing out of which other things are made; specifically,

a) raw material: as, paper stock, b) water in which meat,

fish, etc. has been boiled, used as a base for soup or

gravy. 14. a store or supply; specifically, a) an the

animals, equipment, etc. kept and used on a farm.

b) livestock, c) the total amount of goods on hand m a

store, etc. d) the portion of a pack of playing cards or

dominoes not dealt out but left to be drawn from. 15, a)

formerly, the part of a tally given to the creditor; hence,

b) a debt represented by a tally or tallies. c\ a debt

owed to persons who have lent their money for interest,

or the certificates representing this, d) the capital, or

fund of invested money, used by a business firm m
making its transactions, e) shares of corporate capital,

or the certificates of ownership representing them.

/) [Colloq.], a part interest in something. 16. a) a

stock company (sense 2). b) its repertoire. 17. a large,

wide, stiff cravat, worn formerly. 18. [Obs.j, a stocking.

19. in zoology, a colony of connected zooids, forming a

compound organism, v.t. 1. to provide with or attach

to a stock, as a firearm, plow, etc. 2, to furnish with

stock, as a farm, or a stock, as a shop, etc- 3. to keep
or put in a supply of for sale or for future use. 4. to

sow (land) with grass, clover, etc. 5. [Obs.], to put m
the stocks, v.L 1. to put forth new shoots: said of a

plant. 2. to put in a stock, or supply (often with up).

adj. 1. continually kept in stock: m
3
stock sizes; hence,

2, of the nature of something kept in stock; common,
ordinary, hackneyed, or trite: as, a stock joke. 3. that

deals with stock; as, a stock checker. 4. relating to

stock or a stock company. 5. for breeding: as, a stock

mare. 6. of, or for the raising of, livestock: ass, stack

fanning. Abbreviated atk.

in stock, available for sale or use: on hand.
on, the stocks, being built: said of a ship, etc.

out of stock, not immediately available for sate or

use; not in stock.
take stock, 1. to inventory the amount of stock on
hand. 2. to make an estimate or appraisal, at of

available resources, probabilities, etc,

take stock Jbo, 1. to buy a share or shares of stock 10

(a company, etc.). 2. [Colloq.),
to have faith IE,

give credence to, or attribute real significance to.

Stock, Frederick August (stok), 1872-1942; AnaariciuQ

conductor and composer, born m Germany*
stock ade (sto-kadO, n. [Pr, estacade (also estocade, b
association with Orr. estoc, a trunk, log; of Gmc,
Pr. cstacado < estaca, a post, stake < Omc. bruse akin
to Bng. stake], 1. a barrier of stakes anvw Into the. , .

side by side, for defense against attack. & anv
similar enclosure, v.L [S10OKA0E0 (4d} StOCHUOttfGj*
to surround, protect, or fortify with a utoekade.
stock bro-ker (stok'bro'kSr), n* a person who acts as

an agent In buying and selling stocks and bonds. %

stock broker age (stok'brS'Br-U), ft* &e 401), a
stockbroker's work or business.

stock bro king (stok'bro'kiq), n. stockbrokeroge.
stock car, 1* a railway car built to carry livestock,

2. any passenger automobile of standard make, but
with a wiperclwrged engine, used i professional mew
with similar automobiles. .

stock certificate, a certificate that is eridenoe df

ownership of a specified number of shares in a specified

Corporation: also certificate of stock.
stock company, 1. a company or corporation wtoie
capital Is divided into shares. 1 a theatrical company
established to present a repertoire of playi, wwjwly at
one theater,

stock 4ws [ME. stocM&m. eto.; tbe rtock dovw
in hollow trees (of, STOCK, l)Jf the Buiw^w WiM ptaeoft*

stock exchange, 1. a place where stocks ant! bom!;* am
regularly bought and sold* 2. an association of stock-
brokers who meet together fee the btraoees of buymn
and selling stocks and bonds according to fixed regu-
lations. Abbreviated St. Ex.

Stock farm, a farm mainly for railing livestock*
#cock-fish (tok'flh')f n, [pL STOCKFij>ir,

(-is); m FISH], [ME. stok/mkti; prob. < or after MD.
JtaMttlF], any nsh cured by bt-iiig split and hung in
the mm. air to dry without salt, m cod. h&4dook etc,

.stock'holder (fitok'hulMer), n. 1. a pectoa awning a
-hare or shares of stock in ft given company. 2, in

Australia, A stockman 1).

StocfctaJm (tok'hBra'. itok^MtoVSw* ajflk'ttlm),
n. the capital of Sweden* on the Baltic Sea: pup.,
703.CWO (st I94&).

*tock*ft|y (itekH-y, adv. mm to b*

pil } w*
iypi ulsstc* u3n0hiiMiki

derwear, etc.

stock-ing (stok'irj), n. [< stock, in obs. sense of stocking,
leg covering], 1. a close-fitting covering, usually
knitted, for the leg and foot, 2. something resembling
this, as a bandage, patch of color, etc.

in one's stocking fet, without one s shoes on but
wearing stockings or socks.

stock in trade, 1. goods kej>t available for sale at a
store or shop. 2. tools, materials, etc. used in carrying
on a trade or a business. 3. any resources, practices,

or devices characteristically employed by a giv^n
person or group. . ,

stock-ish (stok'ish), adj. like a stock, or block of wood;
stupid: dull; thick-headed. ,..,
stock-job-ber (stok'job'8r), n. 1. [British], an operator
in the stock exchange who deals only with brokers, not

with the public. 2. a stockbroker or stock salesman:

often contemptuous.
stock-man (stok'man, stok'manO* n. [pi STOCKMEN
(-man, -men')], 1. a man who owns or raises livestock.

2. a man who works in a stockroom or warehouse
where goods, materials, etc. are kept. 3. a man who
has charge of livestock or works on a stock farm,

stock market, 1, a stock exchange. 2. business carried

on at a stock exchange: as, the stock market; was active

today. 3. the prices quoted on stocks and bonds,

stock pile (stok'pir), n. a reserve supply of goods, raw
material, etc., accumulated for usa when needed: alsa

$tock pile. v.t. & vJ. [STOCKPILED (-plld'),
STOCK-

'

r-digiana, near jviuu;ucai'cu J^F** ***vww \vb *jr-v,j.

stock-pot (stok'potO * 1. a pot used for boiling down
stock for soup. 2. a pot, etc, containing any mixture.

stock raising, the raking of livestock,

8tock*roona (stok'rSTSm stok'room ) n* a room In

which a store of goodi* material*, etc. is kept; also

stock room*
stock-still (stok'stUO* V* till at a stock* or log;

perfectly moti<mle,
, . - ,,.

Stock*ton (stok'ton), n. a city in central Califomia;

jxp. 720w,
Stock*ton, Frmnk R. (stok'ten). (Prwwi* Rkhard
Stockton), 1834*1902; Atnericw author,

StcMdk'toici-oii-T^s. (stok'ten-onx-tixOf w* * import in

Durham. Eifflland: pop., 7t0Q0 (est. 1946).

stocky (itoCT. adj. [nocmm (-Mr), tjocpw (-i.

iit)l, tlotfJfe (block) 4- -yl hi^vily built; sturdy; thick-

set aad relatively thort.

etock-ymrd (stok'yirdO* . * yd for iivwitockj mm*
dally, an eacionure. usuaUy with peni, etc.* in which
cattle, hogit shaep* or hortes are kept temporarily
4 "

re being slattghtensd or mt to market.

[My (*oj'
f

l-y otfir* in a stodgy mnatr,
|4*xiep (ntoj'i-iu^), n* the quality or condition of

sTODOuurr(*i*ist)) f

I, hiftvy and wn-
f (stpjri), d[/ IMODOIW

% ui*l. lorfp, .heavy food T vi . ?* **.-
btenstitt: eaid of food. L Wvitv built; bulky,
3, cmmnm futt; packed. 4. dull; tedious; unmttrest-

w*n"
"* '*

^.^ . t*

ahi-ii
1

Stole

Zno taitgliFiid^i^obnmi&i tie F<

t a O^TOW of a Orttk tohool. d L_
by '/tino about 308 B.C.; th<-

{mppwdbgs wtre the rwmlt m mmm
tore man bt C*|JW!F

*

par^ion, grief, or joy 2* [*It A
of the Stok-i .r tlielr

tfcat

Ine frtmi
dyV I.

net.

pfoMUft* W p.tin; #j

ba4 fortune, w.
-

-W4* ilWk-Ii), A mm-
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combination, especially with quantitative relationships.

Sto-i'Cism (Ktu'i-Kiz'm)^ n. t. the philosophical system
of the Stoics,

4

2. [-], indifference to pleasure or pain;
stoical behavior; impassivity. SfYN. see patience.
stoke (stok), v/ & v.i. [STOKKD (stokt), STOKING], [back-
formation < stoker; D, stoker < stoken, to poke, stir

up a fire < stok* a stick (cf. STUCK)], 1. to stir up and
j&ed fuel to (a fire, furnace, etc.), 2, to tend (a furnace,
boiler, etc.)*

stoke hold (st5k/hold')i n, I. a room or compartment
in which the boilers are stoked on a ship. 2, a stokehole
(sense 2),

8tok<&'holi (stok'hol'), n. [stoke + hole; in part transl.

of D. stookgat < $token f to stoke 4- gat, a hole], 1. the

opening in a furnace or boiler through which the fuel
is put, 2. a Apace in front of a furnace or boiler from
which the fire in tended, an on a ship. 3, a stokehold
(flcnitt! t),

Stoke-on-Treat (tok'ontrent')# a city in Staf-

fordshire, England: pern., 270,000 (cut. 1946).
stok*tr (ntok'lr), n. (D,; see STOKK], 1. & man who
tends a furnace, especially of a steam boiler,

(

as* on u
ship* locomotive, etc, 2, a mechanical device that
fvtitU coal, etc, into a furnace.
Sto'kowwL JL-O'poId An-to-nlSta-fii'Slaw OP'o-poW'

1

fin*tC'ni tl*al'illf #U-k6ff
ki; occ&s. ata-kou'ski),

1SS2 t AnwricAtt orchestra conductor, born in England.
ttoltt (itSl), n. [MB.} AS; L. Mola; Or. Jto/f a garment,
ong. array, equipment < basa of stelleint to place,

array], L a long, robftlike outer garment worn by
mtirons in ancient Rome. 2, a long, decorated atrip
of cloth worn like a scarf by officiating clergymen of

various churches, 3, a woman's long ncarf of cloth or

fur worn with the ends hanging in front,

stole (stuV), tMt of steal.

tot'ttii (atftron), part participle of st*ftl.

ttoi'id (ytol'la), <W &. stvlittus, firm, slow, stupid; cf.

8ttu4 liftviitg uf wowing little or no emotion or aware-

JH?I*J ufifxt'itabl**: impusHiw. 8YN* act* impaittve*

to-tUM'ty (u-lidVti), n. [pi, STOLIDITIES i-ti)l, [L.

itol/tf#0*l* rais quality or condition of being stolid,

te'jp0t (ftC'wRJt n iL. Atoto, Ato/onfa], 1* in tolany, a

trailing orancn or shoot that taken root at the tip to

form a new pl|ftt; runner or rhtaome, 2, in tootogy, a
lktt iwrt In certain compound organUtnis, an the

giving to bwdu from which new individuals

. ttOtUTA (-w-
, xromthj. I. a brrathintf pure in

ilili* 2, In ft mouth or
Eft opening in

.,
throat, gtjilrt

(Mud,
the e
tnoutnUke
lowtr ftitlm* ,

_ s ^
k) n* (MB. Fr itomw; L.

itnft*rlii Or. jHwiwtfv,
< /ifoMK, ft twdittiL I* ) ihf fi*

cirgw Into whlth food tht e*r

for irfiik ||t fitly of

igtii: *i* ttinntttry ctpul* J tsy i

of |
if nil

r*t|ty * In
f f

ogy to mean /t'A^f or relating to a mouth, as in stomatology:
also, before a vowel, stomat-.

sto-ma'tol'O-gy (sto'ma-tol'a-ji), n. [stomato- 4- -?o^]
the branch of medicine dealing with the mouth and its

diseases?.

stom'a-to-pod (stom's-to-pod', sto'naa-ts-podO. n [<
Mod. L. Stomatopoda, name of the order; see STOMATO-
& -POD], any of a number of crustaceans, as the sqtnlla,

having gills on appendages attached to the abdomen.
stom-a-tous (stom'Q-tas, sto'ma-tos), adj. having a
stoma or stomata,
-etom a-tous (stom'9-t9s, sto'mQ-tas), -stomous.
-stonie (stom), [< Gr. stoma, a mouth], a combining
form meaning month, as in cydostome.
sto-mo-dae-um, sto-nio-de-um (sto'rno-dei'am, stom'-
a-de'ani), n. [pi, STOMODAEA, STOMODEA (-0)], [Mod. L.

< Gr. stoma, mouth + hodios. on the way < hodo$,
way, road I, the oral cavity in the digestive tract of an
embryo, which develops into the mouth.
-stomous, [< Gr. stoma, a mouth; ~j- -QMS'], a combining
form meaning having a (specified kind of) mouth,
stomp (stomp), n.

t p.*.
& v.i. [Dial.], stamp,

-atomy, [Gr. -stomia < stomos* the mouth], a suffix

meaning a surgical opening into (a specified part or

organ) .

atone (ston), n. [ME. ston, stoon; AS. stan; akin to G.
stein; IE. base *itai~, to become thick, compress, stiff-

en, as also in L. stilla (< *stirela), a drop (cf, DISTILL,

STILL)), 1. the hard, solid, nonmetallic mineral matter
of which rock is composed. 2. a piece of rock of

relatively small size. 3. a piece of rock shaped or
finished for some purpose; specifically, a) a building
block, b) a paving block, c) a gravestone or memorial.
d) a boundary mark or milestone, e) a grindstone or
whetstone, 4, something that resembles a small stone;
specifically, a) a hailHtone. b) a testicle, c) the stonelike
seed of certain fruits; specifically, the hard endocarp
of a drupe, as of the pleach. 5. a precious stone or
gem, 6. [pi. STONK], in Great Britain, 14 pounds
avoirdupois; abbreviated at. 7. in medicine, a) a $mall
stony mass abnormally formed in the kidney, bladder,
or gall bladder; calculus, >) a disease characterized by
such formations. S, in printing a table with a smooth
top, originally of stone, on which page forrn$ are com-
posed, v.t, [STONED (stdnd), STONING], 1. to throw
Htonen at ; pelt or kill with stones. 2. to furnish, pave,
line, etc. with stone*. 3. to polish, sharpen, etc. with a
tune. 4. to remove the srtone from (a peach, cherry,

etc,). 5. [0h8,) to make like ttonc; make hard. aaj.
f stone or stoneware,
tt eh* Hf-tt aton*, to b the first to eentmre, criticize,

or attack*
lokvt no ton untumtd, ta do everything possible.
toM* (tdn), {< ston?, w., with the sense of

r
*lik, or

* l ft *tone
ft

j f a combining form used an an intensive
In hyphfenatm cotiif^unds, meaning wry, completely,m in o^te skm+Mind.

Wurton fiikt (ut&tt), 1872-1946; Amerfeim
United Statts Sttprame Court

Wty, 4i|ift|le.
6,,

I* lo foilttft.

t

ft.

M
tiy nwiiteti, *A an nrlirlf nt

,.

t*micili4e
I, *! t* t

I, ^ Ittnfe,

cl

*li with
n* a iii

(/.

In

or iw*fii tht

Or,

tonie.

s .

ill of A

ttel to it Ili

th hi H
in th e< tltt i*y

tittup l tbi iMrtli ift Hit

JEW mnt"4 -

during which
" "

into the

), adj. blind.

_, _ ,,_ _ ) y Ipoti^ 4- w$W, (Stang],
having no tutm^y ut all; ptMUtilenji.

sionehrnine, u n thi writ f tte l^tl
ffdti WjBklkliw on- SwOfMKSf tafiio*

,

ston^'Ciint (itBtt chiit 1 1 ft. (9 ontMyl Dwsfi-wiii fts_ cry
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A mini!
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arani* cut ter (i-tGi/kvit/rT), n* ft pfemi &r ituieluae that

cut* and
lo#*p^l (t5Mr)i w* op*tily tnf
tt^mt fruit, any fruit* ftt ft phiui ur cherry, containing &
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family, with cream-colored flowers and fragrant seeds

used as seasoning.
ston er (ston'eV), n. 1. a person who cuts stones. 2. an

implement used in removing stones from fruit.

Stone River, a river in central Tennessee, flowing north

into the Cumberland River: length, c. 60 mi.

stone roller, 1. one of a group of fresh-water carp. 2. a

fish of the sucker family. t

stone's throw, 1. the distance that a stone can be

thrown; hence, 2. a relatively short distance.

stone-wall (ston'w^l'). v.i. in cricket, to play only a

defensive game in order to gain a draw: said of a

batsman.
Stone-wall Jackson (ston'wSl'), see Jackson, Thomas
Jonathan. , , ..

stone-ware (ston'w&r'), n. a coarse, dense, heavily

glazed kind of pottery containing much silica or sand

and flint.

stone-work (ston/wttrk'), n. 1. the art or process of

working in stone, as in masonry or jewelry. 2. some*

thing made or built in stone; specifically, masonry: as,

the first story is stonework. 3. pi. a place where masonry
stone is cut and dressed.

stone-wort (ston'wttrt'), n. any of a number of related

green algae with jointed stems and curved branches,

usually covered with lime,

stonily (stonVH), adv. so as to be stony.
ston-i-ness (sto'ni-nis), n. a stony quality or condition.

ston y (stS'ni), adj. {STONIER (-ni-Sr), STONIEST (-m-

ist)], [ME. stoony; AS, stani&L 1. covered with or

having many stones, 2. of or like stone; specifically,

a) hard, b) relentless; unfeeling; pitiless, c) cold; fixed;

rigid, 3. petrifying. 4. [Slang], stone-broke, 5.

[Poetic], made or consisting of stone.

ston-y-broke (st6
/
ni-br5k') f adj* [Slang], stone-broke,

stonyhearted (stS'ni-hSr'tid), adj. hard; unfeeling;

pitiless: cruel. ,_ __
,

Stony Point, a village in southeastern New York:
scene of several battles of the Revolutionary war.
stood (stood), past tense and past participle of stand.

stooge (st65j), n. [< ?], [Colloq.J;
I. a) an actor

stationed to the audience to assist a comedian by
heckling kirn. 6) an actor who assists a cowiftdiaa by
feeding Win lines, being the victim of pranks, etc,;

taoce, 2* any person who acts as a foIL tmdttrling. etc.

to atfottaen term of ooateakpt i>A [GcpwiJ* to m a

stooge (for someone).
stook i^%,^4t?* 1MB*-

'< MLO, dftfo & dt_
ife & 5imto], [British], a

Sj.evxju.: shock;. _
(stoil), n, [MB.; AS, *M; aHn to 0.

_j *sMI~, to stand, with 4 suffix as also ,_ , -

^jlu, a seat, throne], 1. a mmm teat having three or
four legs ana no back or arms: low stook are sometimes
used as a footrest for seated people, 2, a toilet; water

closet; privy. 3. a bowel movement, 4 feom 5, a
root or tree stump sending out shoots. 6. a duster of

such shoots, 7. a pole to which a bird Is fastened as a
decoy for others. 8. a bird or other object so used;
stool pigeon; lure; decoy. vJ 1. to put out swots in

the form of a stool. 1 to evacuate the bowels, 3.

[Colloq,], to act as a stool pigeon, or informer.

stool pigeon, 1* a pigeon or other bird usedm a decoy,
2. a person serving at a decoy. 3* IColloq.J, a spy or

stoop (stoop), i>J. [MB* stupen; AS. stupian; akin to
ON" .ytftya: IE, *stcu-p < base *Wf*t to push, strike,
as also lit L. stupere. to be struck senseless (cf. STUPEN-
DOUS); see STEEP], 1. to bow the body forward or in a
crouch. 2, to carry the head and shoulders or tht upper
part of the body habitually bent forward, 3. to

*

or demean oneself ; condescend; deign. 4 ptwh
yield or submit, 5. to pounce or ftfoop ww
bird of prey* v.t. I* to bend forward. 2, (Archaic), to
humble or debase, it* L the act or position t>{ Htt>opmK
the body, especially habitually. 2.

lowering of dignity or ittprtty. & n awoop.
VN.~toop, in t^oomBtfttL a df^endmg iu

dignity, tu> by cornmitting som shameful d
,*lo0# to cheating) ; condescend implies & voli

cot bigh in rank, mwr, te* to tot gracit>uly or ^

o<* rt^itriJe-d gf hi;: inferior (|te PMW fvxdtwtndtd to
with the i>rivitti- ! ; dtflgn Is usually w?d in nemtiVi

fccofo. < a W>.
toilet np to5bj

of sheaves of

Hr *
dbw^alwii^
a hyu;.e.

up, or cover (a hole, cavity, opening, mouth, etc.)*
4. to close (a bottle, jug, or other container) with a
cork, plug, etc. 5. o) to close (a finger hole of a wind
instrument) so as to produce a desired tone. 6) to pro-
duce (a tone) in this way. II. to cause to cease motion,
activity, etc. 1 . to prevent the passage or further passage
of (water, light, etc.); block: obstruct; intercept. 2, to

prevent the movement or further movement of; spe-
cifically, a) to halt the progress of (a person, animal,
vehicle, etc.). b} to check (a blow, stroke, or thrust of

an opponent); parry; counter, c) to defeat (an op-
ponent). cO to intercept (a letter, etc.) in transit. 3, to

cease; desist from (with a gerund): as, he stopped
talking, 4. to cause to cease or end: as, stop that
racket. 5. to cause (an engine, machine, etc.) to cease

operation. 6. to press down (a violin string, etc,)

against the finger board to produce a desired pitch. 7.

to place a stop order on (a stock or other security), 8.

in bridge, to block future play of (a suit) by holding key
cards, y. in rhetoric, to punctuate, III, to keep from

beginning acting* happening etc,; prevent 1. to keep
(a person) from doing something contemplated, 2. to

prevent the starting, advent, etc. of; preclude, 3, to

notify one's bank to withhold payment on (one's check),
v.i. 1. to cease moving, walking, proceeding, etc.;
halt. 2, to leave off doing something, either temporarily
or permanently; desist Irom continuing. 3, to ce&se

operating, as from mechanical failure or luck of fuel.

4. to be able to go no further: ML bis arguxneiats $t&p
there. 5. to become clogged or choked, 6, to tarry;
stay. n. La stopping or bting stopped; check;
arrest; cessation; halt. 2. a coming to an o4; fmi?;h;
end. 3. a stay or sojourn, 4, t pko stopped at, as on
a bus route, streetcar line, etc. S

t
somethinf that

stops; an obstruction; obstacto; ipeclfictly, a) a plug
or stopper, b) a ittop order. } an ordftr to withhold

payment on a check, d) a mcchanieai part that ttopi,
limits, or regulates motion, m the pawl in a watch or
clock, f) t punctuation mark, eipelully

a
;

period,

to product t dSiird pitch.* M a frtt o a guitar,' tc.

7. ) the Giowag cc * how of a wind testraat to

change tone, oja hdt i* a wind instrument elotusd by a
tttgir or kty. 8, 4) a tunad set cf organ or
of the same specific type And torn quality, d) a pullww or kty for puttteg uch a aet or atti into or out of

operation. 9* in nautical .vtf/;<% a piece of Mn used to
secure something. 10. iu phonitia. a) th act of

cortipletely stopping the u\itgoing breath, m with the
Tdtom, Hpa, or toagtte. 6) a coaimtmt foraied in thin

y, as ft & & f, L and d, 11. in pki$rf>ky* a\ the
^rture, usiuilly adjustable, af a ttti; hine t /') the F

put t stop to, to causa to CMM; itop; end*
top off, to stop for A short itny en route to a place.
top over, {, to Htiiy for t wliik\ 2. to a
journty, as for r***

axN.~*ett9 implit-;t a MMpenskm or ftt^isf el motion,
action t or prcmti (iy wtvU-h it^pmi <*tnui

r cTidtng of
t

suni or cTidtng of soit^ fstatc r or of un itte
e war had < itvrd> j quit 2$^itivalen t to <*Hhrr a tat or <MHW
tfwifwwtlw nieanu cither te tti >p vmrkiim, f r fM *JHv , 0r

to fctifr); aitt4^ndnti

hanutul.

14 m*n y wn^w (F|i -^|ifwwim<w *mnpPWM}
, ,_jn^ Mite timt Is a htthttttiit

. ftt* (hn hm &i$i$niiww$$, ite priwiiwi? iif tit

. H ceusiitig of i*jr ni twm thttl >^ itfHM>;
fifflUBft Itlftliff

(a cut,

fiUn to iifji

to m
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storage
and stopped instantly so as to indicate fractions of
seconds, m in timing races, etc,

ator-age (alCr'ij, sto'rij), n. [see -AGE], 1. a storing or
being stored. 1 a place or space for storing goods. 3.
the cost of keeping goods stored. 4. the charging of a
storage .battery so as to make possible the subsequent
generation of electricity. Abbreviated stge,
storage battery a battery of electrochemical cells for
generating electric
current: the cells .

can b recharged
by pawing a cur-
rent through them
in the direction op* NIGATIVE

|

posite to the dis- HATE -

charging flow of
current. POSWVI

' ' " '

ftATg.
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t TIRMINAI K>ST I'OWTIVfi TURMJNAl POSJ

n. [ME*
storm
1. the balsam of

BATTKKV
in medicine and perfumery. 2, a gum resin obtained
from certain ntyraeaceout trees,
tor*. (t6r, stork n [MB. $tor> stoor; OFn estor <
Merer, to erect, furnish, equip, atore; L. instmrwe, to
repair, mtor, erect), L a supply (of something) forum whra nefded; reserve; stock. 2. pi. supplies,
especially of food, clothing, arms, etc. 3. in establish-
innt whert goodt u* rtfukrly offered for sale. 4. a
place where supplies are kept; storehouse; warehouse.
s. mat Amount or number: abundance. v,f, [STORED
(ittdixL itdrclK fiORiNCl, [MB. atorm; OPr, stor*y see
the

,J,
1, to

jptit ad or accumulate for use when
iMNKtai. 2. to fiU or ftimish with a Mipply or store: as,
* mtekd *onrrf with trivia. 3. to put & a warehouse,
ttc,

where

*tor* set for the futurt? in rwenre.
MC MCNNI to to few* regard or estwwa for? valt@

tort'touti Ctdf%ms' stdr'hous'), ** a place wm tfccvidi iMMoiaJly, a warehouse,
itorMMMMr WrttVtr* t&r'ktp'fe), n. a person to
elmrge of a or stofttt.

fttt^tfowa tadrttita', tt^room'), a a room where
tilingi am itortd.

fo/rter (tit^i ftyrlL M* (41. trows (4* -ri)J, [Brit-
iihj, a. mory (of a building).

tfcfttfis* fmra, ttyrid), mtt. ** ornamented with
ahowiag from history, a story, etc, 2.

famottf in itorv or history*
ls* (Mrtd, itd'rkl}, aft hnvlag (a tpedfiM m*m-
of) wuftliy in hyphenated compounds, as

storm door, a door placed outside of the regular en-
trance door as added

B protection against winter weather.
storm-My (stftr'ms-H) , adv. in a stormy manner.
storm-i-ness (stOr'mi-nis), n. a stormy quality or con-
dition.

storm-proof (stCrm/proof), odj. 1. that can with-
stand a storm. 2, giving protection against storms.
storm trooper, a member of the Stunnabteilung.
storm window, a window placed outside of a regular
window as added protection against winter weather.
storm-y (st6r'mi), adj. [STORMIER (-mi-Sr), STORMIEST
{-mi-ist)], [ME. starmi; AS. stormig], 1. of, character-
istic of, or affected by storms. 2. having or charac-
terized by storms. 3. violent; raging; passionate.
etormy petrel, 1. any of several small, black-and-
white sea birds thought to presage storms. 2. a person
thought to presage or bring trouble.

Stor-ting. Stor-thing (stSr'tin', stor'tin'). n, [Norw.
storting (earlier storthing); stor, great + ting t assembly
(cf. THING, assembly)], tne Parliament of Norway.

ato-ry (stdr'i, sto'ri), n.
\fl. STORIES (-iz, -riz)] [ME.

stone; OFr, e$toire; t
L. historia; see HISTORY], 1. thfc

telling of a happening^ or connected series of happen-
ings, whether true or fictitious; account; narration. 2,

a fictitious literary composition in prose or poetry,
shorter than a novel; narrative; tale. 3. such tales,

collectively, as a form of literature. 4. the plot of a
novel, play, etc. 5. a report or rumor. 6. [CoILoq.], a
falsehood; nb. 7, [Archaic], history. 8. in journalism,
a) a news article. 6) a person or event considered
newsworthy. v*L [STORIED (-idf -rid), STO&YING], 1.

[Archaic], to describe in a story; tell the story of. 2. to
decorate with paintings, etc. representing scenes from
history or legend.
5KV. atory, the broadest in scope of these words, refers to a
series of connected events, true or fictitiottSt tfcat| is written or
told with the intention of entertaining or informing; narrative
is a more formal word and more oftenImplies a true story than
a fictitious one; tale, & somewhat elevated or poetical term,
usually suggests a simple, leisurely story, more or less loosely
organized, especially a fictitious or legendary one: anecdote
applies to a short, entertaining account of a single incident,
usually personal or biographical.

sto-ry (stdr'i, st6'ri), n. [#. STORIES (-&, -rfzOJ, tarob, ol
same origin as story (narrative) with sense of

*worled"
windows or friezes marking the outside of different floors;
Angio-L. Wistoria is actually recorded in this sente], 1.

a section or horizontal division of a building extending
from the floor to the ceiling or roof lying directly Above
it: a house having only one story, a building of many
storfa. 2. all the rooms on the same level of a building*
3, any horizontal section or division. Also spelled storey.

l*ct (atoVU^. tB'rixttO* * Idlm. of nary
fmiw)L a *ry story*
tork n W. Citdrki)* stonxt t
II, a tUME,; AS. atorv; akin to O. ilcr^; I
< *iHf-t to IMI riiM, as alno k
nut,! I)M mm w named from its titti

any tf n gt'? ,uj> *>C !oi**Itt^l
ek MM! wll: it iiilitd to

tO'xy*t6tt*r (stdr'i-tel%s

who tells storlM. 2. [C
sto-tln-ka (ito-tirj'M)
a tuuail Bulgarian coi

5'rit*l'8r), n, 1. a
a fibber; Ear,
STOTWia (-3d)]

to 1/100 lev.

i pop,, 45.000
d (ntotind), n.

inrimMl (ttekt'feii')* it* F ol a wbr
lltlit

ionn (ti9)t 11* |Mf4 AS| akte to 0,
{ww *(i)Awr to whiri mov* or term
m AS* .^fv?j4i (el* ftt| JU titrlntrc

iyftiW% lo )| U iin

t>y, g wML umiaU
fifcifit,, now* $i*i*l OP fewulf, iiflydL c*ft*it

2 ;titv hr.tvv lai of iww
t rain, or hail.

I, A ipMifioallF* ) * ffcfuvy
ff I%3bl *'i at* m ol tmllct?;. 6j a

tJ tle, : as*
* i c| t or uphru
4 tit i) In military a

tm 4 , InM
any in 64-72
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t65p) It" -^'

.

.; AS. stund; akin to 0*
uu.1, * time; mcwaftat 2, p

Bri

L tArohAlc or .,*

], a pain or pang; .shock. v.L (Soot, or

m stum a . -,
.

3. a basin for
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sto ver (sto'vSr), n. [ME.; OFr. estover. estovoir; prob. <
L. est opus, it is needful], 1. corn stalks, exduding the

grain, used as fodder for animals. 2. [British Dial.],

fodder of any kind. __
stow (sto), v.t. [ME. stowen < AS. stow, a place; IE.

base *sta~, to stand (cf. STAND)], 1. to pack or store

away; especially, to pack in an orderly, compact man-
ner. 2. to fill by packing in an orderly manner. 3. to

hold or receive: said of a room, container, etc. 4.

[Obs.] t to provide lodging for, 5. [Slang], to stop;

cease: as, stow the chatter.

stow away, 1. to put or hide away, as m a safe place.

2. to be a stowaway. .

stow-age (sto'ij), n. fsee -AGE], 1. a stowing or being
stowed. 2. place or room for stowing. 3. something
stowed; amount stowed, 4. charges for stowing.

stow^a-way (stoVwa'), n. a person who hides aboard a

ship, train, etc. before it starts out so as to obtain free

passage or evade jport officials, etc.
.

sSowe, Harriet Beecher (sto), 1811-1896; sister of

Henry Ward Beecher; American writer.
. , .

St. Paul, the capital of Minnesota, on the Mississippi:

St. Paul's, a" cathedral in London, designed by Sir

Christopher Wren.
St. Peter's, a cathedral in Rome whose dome was con-

structed cniefly under the guidance of Michelangelo.
St. Pe-ters-burg (pe'terz-burg') 1. the capital of the
former Russian empire: name changed to Petrograd m
1914 and Leningrad in 1924. 2. a city on the west
central coast of Florida: winter resort: pop., 96,000.

St. Pierre (saw' pyar'), 1. a city on Reunion Island:

pop., 20,000. 2. a former city on Martinique, in the
West Indies: destroyed (1902) by the eruption of

Mount Pelee.

$t, Pierre and Mia-ue4ont Islands (mik'a-lon'; Fr.

san' pyfir', mSk'lo0 a French colony in the Atlantic,
off the southern coast of Newfoundland: area, 93 sq.

mi,: pop.t 4,200; capital, St. Pierre.

St.-Quen tin (saw'kaVtaw'j Eng. kwen'ton), n. a city

it* northern France: pop., 49,000 (1946).
sir., 1. steamer. 2. in music, string; strings,
stra-bis-mal (stra-biz'm'l), adj. strabismic.
stra-bis-mic (stre-biz'tnik), <w|/, 1. of or landing to do
with itaiftjta^fe 4

.
j

' " '

T^ J^mintX **ra&,
'

bJbtyrap-ey*,
1- ~^*^

L. : Or. strabismos

d]f a disorder of
cannot be

'

focused on the same point at the same time; sottint*

Stra-bo (strS'bS), n. Greek geographer; 63 r B.CX-

stra-bot-o-my (stro-botVmi), m [< Or. $&av^$

squinting; -f -tomy], the surgical operation of cutting a
muscle or muscles of the eyeball to correctjf^Wfmm

Stra-chey, Lyt-ton Gifn strS'cW), i"

). 1880-f"Strachey), 1880-1932; EngHsa biograp^_^
strad-dle (strad

7
!), v.t. [STRADDLED (-Id), STRADDLING],

[freq. of stride], 1. to place oneself with a leg on either
side of: be astride of. 2. to spread (the legs) wide apart.
3. [Colloq.], to appear to take both sided of (an issue) ;

avoid committing oneself on. v.L L to sit, r.tand, or
walk with the legs wide apart; be astride. 2, [Colloq.!,
to straddle an issue, argument, etc.: refuse to commit
oneself; hedge, n. 1. the act or position of straddling.
2, the space between straddled legs, 3. [Colloq.l a
refusal to commit oneself definitely to either side of an
issue, etc. 4. in the stock exchanget an option giving the
hoMer taw right to

1

buy from the teller; or taD to ttto
a specified number of shares at a specified price within
the stated time.

Stra divarl, An ton! o (iin-tS'nyft stra'de-vii're),
(Latin nzmtAnionius Stradiwrius), 1644-1737; Italian
violinmaker of Cremona.

Strad-i-var"i-us (stradVvir'i-as), n* a string instru-
inent, especially a violin, made by j^utttoc4o wKBdlvari,

Strafe (straf, rtri0t tr*L
^pj^FIKD ^

^fWffis, fcfttt))

England) used fe^orM Wa/ H 1 Qi#tJF3!&
gunfire : especially, to attack (grottttc

' '

etc.) with machine-gun fir from km*
to bojnbard heavily: also used %ttm , ,

Straf ford (straf^rd), first Barl of, (T%otm$ Wi
1593-1641; Baalish stateamm;

*

[MB. Mrvjlm, prob. for %lrAIn# freq. off

go about. imndert roam}, 1* to stray from KM prat or
oowiw or wander from the main group. 2. to iral*r
or be scattered over a wide area; rambla. 3* to leave,
arrive, or occur at scattered, Srregttlar iiitervalfc

is
teo

cylitxU-rs in a .linx:t tnr ;

of some internal-combustion engines. 4* direct; tin-

deviating: continuous; uninterrupted, etc.: as, a straight

course. 5. following strictly the principles, slate of

candidates, etc. of a -political party; as, he votes a
straight ticket. 6. following a direct or systematic
course of reasoning, etc.; methodical; accurate. 7. in

order; properly arranged, etc,: as,, put your room
straight. 8. a) honest; sincere; upright. 6) [Colloq.],

reliable, as information. 9. outspoken; frank. 10. un-
mixed: undiluted: as, straight whisky. 11. unqualified;
unmodified: as, a straight answer. 12. at a fixed price

per unit regardless of the quantity bought or sold: as,

the apples are ten cents straight. 13. in card games,

consisting of cards in sequence: as, a straight flush.

adv. 1. in a straight line; unswervingly. 2, upright;
erectly. 3. without deviation, detour, circumlocution,
etc. : directly, n. 1, the quality or condition of being
straight, 2. something straight; specifically, a) the

straight part of a racecourse between the last turn and
the winning post. 6) in poker, a series of five cards m
sequence.
straight away (or off), at once; without delay.

straight angle, an angle of 180 degrees.

straight-arm (strSt'arm') , v.t. in football, to push
away (a tackier) with the arm outstretched, n. the
act of straight-arming. ,

straight-a way (strSt'a-wSO . adj. extending in a straight
line. n. a track, or part of a track* that extends in a
straight line.

straight-edge (strife/)* n. a piece or strip of wood,
etc. having a perfectly straight edge used in drawing
straight lines, testing plane surfaces, etc.

8traiht-en (strSt''n), v*t. A v. to make or become

straight-faced (strSt'fSsf), adj. showing no amuse-
ment or other emotion.

straifiht-for-ward (strSt'fdr'wfrd), adj. L moving or

leading straight ahead; direct. 2. honest; frank; open,
adv. in a straightforward manner; directly,

straight for-wards (strlt'fd-r'wSrds), flrfv* straight-
forward.
straight-line (strttllnO* **d}* 1. composed of stw%ht
lines, 2. having the tmrtft arranged in a straight line

or lines. 3* designating a linkiugd or similar device

(straight-line motion) used to produce or copy ^notion
wtt straight lines*

straight man, in the theater, an actor who serves m a
foil for a comedian,

straight-out (strat'out'), adj. [Colloq.L I. straight-
forward; direct. 2. unrestrained; outright. 3. thor-

oughgoing; unqualified.
straight-way (strSt'waO. adv. at oncc_; without delay.
strain (stria), v.L [ME. streintn; GPr. estraindrc, to
strain, wring hard; L. stringerc, to draw tight; cf,

STRINGENT], 1. to draw or stretch tight. 2, to exert.

use, or tax to the utmost; as, he strained every nerve
to get there. 3* to overtax; injure by exertion; sprain:
as, he sJram^ a muscle climbing. 4. to injure or weaken
by force, pressure, t-tc.: as, the wind strained the roof,
5, to stretch or force beyond the normal, customary, or
legitimate limits: as, he strained the nub to his own ad-
vantage. 6. to change the form or ilit olf by applying
external force. 7, a) to pms through a wret*, nwt
filter, etc.; filter, b) to remove or frit by iiltratitm, etc.

S* to hug; embrace: now only in to strain Jo* vttf'x toomm
Cor heart, etc.). 9. (Obs.]t to force; coustrain, v.i.

1, to make violent or continual c^lorts; strive hard; as*
she strained to win. 2. to be or become Htraine^d. a. tu
be subjected to great streas or preiisure. 4*topuUwnh
force. 5. to filter, ooze, or trickle, n. \. a atraining
or being strained. 2. great effort, exertion, or tension.
3. a sprain or wrench, 4. chimgeinformprmze, orboth,
resulting from stress or force; Mpott*
6* a |pr&t or wttmit^ d0nuwBd ctfi

resources, etc.: as, a strain on my i
'

effort
ard at, 2. to have unu-
.tiu^; balk ut,

^ AS. strstm,

, ,

5* atresii; force,

sStttt-atttf-*^*. vrfciN-
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GENT], 1. [Archaic], restricted or constricted; narrow;
tight; confined. 2. [Archaic], strict; rigid; exacting.
3. straitened; difficult; distressing, n. 1. [Rare], a
narrow passage. 2. often in pL a narrow waterway
connecting two large bodies of water. 3. often in pi.

difficulty: distress. 4. [Rare], an isthmus. Abbreviated
St. SYN. see emergency.

strait en (strSf'n), v.t. 1. to make strait or narrow;
limit ; contract, 2. [Rare], to restrict or confine ; hamper.
3.

t
to bring into difficulties, especially financial hard-

ships; distress: usually in the past participle, especially
in the phrase in straitened circumstances, lacking suf-
ficient money.

strait jacket, a ooatlike device that binds the arms
tight against the body: used to restrain mentally de-
ranged persons, criminals, etc, who are violent.

strait-laced (strlt'laW), adj. 1. [Archaic], a) tightly
laced, as a corset, b) wearing tigntly laced garments.
2. narrowly strict or severe in behavior or opinions.

Straits Settlements, a former British colony in the

Malay Peninsula, including the settlements of Penang
and Malacca, Cocoa llsland, Christmas Island, and
Singapore.

stntfie (strtk), n. [ME.; akin to stretch but associated
with streak], a single line of planking or metal plating
extending from one end of a ship to the other-

Stral-fitind (ahtrtl'^oont), n. a seaport in northeastern
Germany; besieged (1628) by Wallenstein: pop., 44,000.
stra-min e ous (stro-min'i-os), adj. [L. stramineus <
stramen, trawj L of or like straw. 2. straw-colored.
stra-mo-ni-um (str^mS'ni-Qin), n. [Mod. L.; ML,
xtramonia, thought by some to be altered from a
Tartar word], L a poisonous weed of the nightshade
family, with toothed leaves, white flowers, and prickly
fruit; jimaon weed; thorn apple; stinkweed. 2. its

dried leaves* used in medicine at a narcotic, etc.

8tranvo-ny (strarn'o-ni) , n. stramonium.
mild (straad), n, [MB.; AS.: akin to ON. strqnd* the
Gmc. MM bknds $mmn < IB base *$ter*

x to extend,
stattefe out *Jtos & stripe, eto.j land at the edge of a
body of waters shore, especially ocean shore, v.t. A v.L
1. txi run or drive aground, jw a ship. 2. to put or come
into a difficult, helpltst position: used especially in the

pMttvt ait stranded in a Jitrange city with no money.
FJV. w slMftt. .

strand (ntmnd). n. [OFr. fstran; prob* of Gmc. origin],
L any of the btmdlt^ of thread, liber, wire, etc. that are

twisted together to form a length of string, rope, or
cafow. 2. a string, thread, or other ropellke filament:

an, a strand of hwl;>. v.t. L to form (rope, etc.) by
twisting toisthir triads.

* * r -

gtrandi t (& rope* etc.).
strand line, a shore lino, <

wltich the water has rececl

a strand or

iy a former one from

-
in whtottt < Mi ooTil*
fortip*} mm, b) of ajaottar place or

tttly known* hftftra, or
ftr. 3, vuHjsiial; urveonnnpn: ex 4,vuHjsiial; urveonnnpn: extraordnary, 4.

ri 5. reM'rved; distant; not familiar.

kclaaf KptniMMi: a m was

etrangu-late (stean'gyoo-la't'), v.t. [STRANGULATED
(-id), STRANGULATING]; [< L. strangulatus, pp. of siran-
gulare], 1. to strangle. 2. in medicine, to constrict or
obstruct (a tube, vessel, duct, etc.) so as to cut off the
flow of some fluid.

etran gu-la-tion (strarj'gyoo-la'shan), n. [L. sfrangu-
latio < strangulare], a strangling or strangulating or a
being strangled or strangulated.
strangury (strarj'gyoo-ri), n. [L. stranguria; ^Gr.
strangouria < stranx, strangos, a drop + ouron, urine],
slow and painful urination.

strap (strap), n. [dial, form of strop; ME. strope, strop <
OFr. estrop & AS. stropp, both < L. struppus* a strap,
thong, fillet; Gr. stropnos, a band, cord], 1. a narrow
strip or band of leather or other flexible material^ often
with a buckle or similar fastener at one end, for binding
or securing things. 2. any flat, narrow piece, as of

metal, used as a fastening. 3. any of several straplike
objects, as a shoulder strap, a loop for pulling on boots,
etc. 4. a razor strop, v.t. [STRAPPED (strapt), STRAP-
PING], 1. to fasten with a strap. 2. to beat with a
strap. 3. to strop (a razor).
strap-hang-er (strap'har/er), n* [Colloq.], a standing
passenger, as on a crowded bus or streetcar, who
supports himself by holding onto a strap, etc. suspended
from, above.
strap-pa-do (strg-pa'do, stra-pa'do), n. [pi STRAPPA-
DOES (~doz)], [It. strappata < strappare, to pull], 1. a
form of torture in wnich the victim was tied by his
wrists to a long rope, lifted in the air, and suddenly
dropped part way to the ground. 2. the instrument
used in this torture.

strap-per (strap'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that straps*
2. (Colloq.], a strapping person.

strap-ping (strap'irj), oaf. [ppr of strap, used tlike
thumping, whopping, expressing violent action) to de-
note something of large size], [Colloq.J, tall and well-
built i strong: robust.

Stras-bourg (stras'be'rg, str&VbeVg; Fr. str&z'bdSrO, Jt.

a city in northeastern France, on the Rhine: pop.,
175,000 (1946): German name, Strassbwrg.

strass (stras), n [G., after the inventor, Jotef Strasser,
G. jeweler], a lustrous lead glass used in making arti-

ficial jewels; paste.
Strass-burg (shtraVboorkh), n. Strasbourg.
stra-ta (strl'to, stral/o), it. alternative plural of stratum,
strat a-gem (strafo-jom), n. (Fr. strafageme; L. strate*

gema; Or. stratlgSma, device or act pf a general <
straWgos, a general < stratos, army + agein, to lead], 1, a
trick, schema, or device used for deceiving an enemy In
war. 2. any trick or deception.

-&TN, see trick*
stra tal (atrS't'l), adj. of a stratum or strata.

stra-te-glc (stro-tS'jik), adj. I, of or having to do with
strategy. 2. characterized by sound strategy; favor*
able; advantageous. 3. esse.ntial to effective military
strategy: a% strategic materials.

8tru ,

in a strategic manner. 2. with reference to strategy
stra-te-gics (atra-tg'jiks), n.pl. [construed a sing.]

strategy,
t), it. one skilled In strategy,

generalship < stratZgos,
1. the acitmce of

enetny. 2. a plan or action
' -"

twi music for this

ito-tffc^ooAt^,
dim. ol U stratum; + -a/

. n. 1. a stnitify-
3* in

a stratum.

_... ^.j^ftd % A
ttt^ citrtiliins! '
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serve (seeds) by placing them between layers of soil,

peat moss, etc.
, ,

strat i graph-lc (strat'a-graf'ik), adj. of stratigraphy.
strat i graph 1 cal (strat's-graf'i-k'l), adj. stratigraphic.
stra tig-ra phy (stra-tig'ra-fi), n. [< stratum + -trapty]*
1. the arrangement of rocks in layers or strata. 2. the
branch of geology dealing with such stratification;

abbreviated stratift.

stra-toc-ra-cy (stre-tok'ra-si), n.
% [< Gr. stratos. army;

-f -cracy], government by the military.
stra-to-cu-mu-lus (stralo-ku'myoo-lss), n. [pi. STRA-
TOCUMULI (-li')li [Mod. L.; see STRATUS & CUMULUS], a
dark cloud formation having the appearance of mounds
piled one on top of the other, usually seen in winter.

stra-to-sphere (strat'a-sf&r', strS'te-sfSrOt n. [Fr. strata*

sphere < L. stratum, stratum + Fr. atmosphere, atmo-
sphere), the upper part of the earth's atmosphere, be-

ginning at an altitude of about seven miles and con-

tinuing to the ionosphere: it is characterized by an
almost constant temperature at all altitudes.

strat-o-spher-ic (stratVsfer'ik, strS'ts-sfer'ik) , adj. of

the stratosphere.
stra-turn (strS'tem, stratum), n. [pi. STRATA (-to, -Q)

STRATUMS (-temz, -Qmz)], [L., a covering, quilt, blanket,

pavement < stratus, pp. of sternere, to spread, stretch

out, cover], 1. a horizontal layer or section of material,

especially any of several lying one upon another;
specifically, a) in biology, a layer of tissue. &) in geology,
a single layer of sedimentary rock representing the

deposition of a single geological period. 2. a section,

level, or division regarded as like ft stratum: as, the

highest stratum of society.
stra*tus (stra'tas), n. [pi. STRATI (-tl)J. [L., a strewing,
pp% of sternere, to spread,
stretch out, cover], a cloud
formation extending in a
long, low layer.

Straus, Oa-kar (6s'kar
shtrous; Eng. strous), 1870-
1954; Austrian composer.

Strauss, Jo-hann (yo'h&n
shtrous; Eng. strous), 1825-
1899 ; Austrian composer, I

especially of waltzes*
|

Strauss, Rich ard (riH>-
Srt), 1864-1949; 'German

-vin-sky, I-gor Fe-do-ro vich (5'g^r

STRATUS CLOUDS

'ftoseirM Axaatftcfe,
straw (strC), n/ [ME. stra, strea; AS. strcaw, strcow.
strca < base seen in Eng. *jrw (AS, drawm); hence
akin to L. lifameti, straw], I. hollow stalks or stems
of grain after threshing: used for fodder, a a stuffing
for mattresses, etc. 2. a single one of such stalks, 3.

such a stalk or, now especially, a tube of waxed paper,

glass,
etc. used for sucking beverages. 4* something of

ttle or no value; worthless trine. odMn 1. straw-
colored; yellowish. 2. made of straw* 3. of little or
no value or significance; worthless; meaningless.
catch (or dutch, grasp) at a trawf to try anything
that offers even the least hope.

8trawbecry (str6'ber
/
i, strd'bfr-i), it,

i

RISKS (4z)l (MB. strawfasvi; AS* jftwuL.,.., ...

straw *f- 0rw, berry: prop, so called from tfae i

achenes on the fniit], 1* the small* redt cone~sliiap^(l,
fleshy fruit of a vinelike plant of the rose family. 2.

this plant: also strawberry vine.

strawberry bass, the calico bass.

strawberry blonde, reddith blonde,
strawberry bush, a shrub with rough* ted pods, and
seeds with a red covering; wahoo,

strawberry mark, a snmll, red birthmark*
strawberry roam, redoteh roan.

strawberry throb, aay of a number of related plants
with dark-red flowers a strawberry frafpinoe.

strawberry tomato, any of a rmiubor of related plants;
with white or yellowish flowerH, bdfffet calyxi-s, and
small, yellow. tomato-fiavod from
strawberry tree, a European vv4P*ttt wHfe ekufett el
small white flowers and red, rttawtotttfIfk fruit

cardbourd made of straw and1 used m making tioxes, <*tc.

ttrnw b^ts, { ? < umw manl [CoibqLJn * fidm mnitt
wbofdtimtc authority, a loreoiair* lMteat

atrmw csolHrf a pale-yellow color,
trmw-ml-ored (ttrrk!'ird) f

twSow*r Cstrd'flou
7
^), n. tall pkot

colored* paperltke nowtrs dried for wlntor
trnw man, L a bundle of straw made to low like a
aitt M 1car a njrow 2, perjured witnem, 4 a

of little importance; nonentity.cmw wt t ttmnoiii vote or pott taken to determine
KH nip opinion mi n

afriiw W{IH% a ;mwt, rich frnm p^|wi that
rv* out on straw ad drfed la th* *

teiwwar (irtfd^dlrmOt it> 1. tb* wcwn*
wauw larvm of tho fly* J, any of
lurvmt which the of tc

straw-y (strd'i), adj. [STRAWIBR (-i-Sr), STRAWIEST (-1-

ist)], 1. of or like straw. 2. made or covered with
straw or thatching.
stray (stra), tu. [ME. straien; QPr. estraier; prob. <
LL. *estragare < L, extra vagare, to wander outside],
1. to wander from a given place, limited area, direct

course, etc., especially aimlessly; roam^rove. 2. to go
wrong; be in error; deviate (from what is right). 3. to
turn aside from the matter at hand; fail to concentrate;
be inattentive or digress: as, their thoughts strayed as
she entered the room. n. 1. a person or thing that

strays; especially, a domestic animal wandering at

large. 2. usually pi. an electrical disturbance interfering
with radio reception; static, adj. 1. having strayed or

wandered; lost. 2. isolated; occasional; incidental: as,
we caught only a few stray words. SYN. see roam.
streak (stre"k), n. [ME. strike, streke; AS. strica < the
base seen in Eng. strike], 1. a line or long* thin mark;
stripe or smear, generally differing in color or texture
from the surrounding area. 2, a vein or stratum of a
mineral. 3. a layer, as of fat in meat. 4. a strain,
element, or tendency in behavior, temperament, etc.

;

trait: as, a nervous streak* 5. [Colloq.], a period or

spell: as, a long streak of bad luck* 6. in mineralogy, a
colored line of powder produced by rubbing a mineral
over a hard, white surface: it serves as a distinguishing
character. v,t to make streaks on or in, mark with
streaks, v.i. t. to form streaks; become streaked. 2,

to move at high speed: go fasti hurry.
like a streakJColloq.J, at high speed; swiftly*

streakMy (strc'ka-li), adv. la a streaky manner,
streak-i-ness (f>tre'ki-nis), it* the quality or condition
of being streaky.

streak y (stre'la), adj. [STREAKIER (-ki*ir), STREAKIEST
(-Id-ist)], 1. marked with or showing streaks. 2. occur-

ring in streaks. 3. uneven or variable, as in quality*
stream (strcm), 71, [ME. strem; AS.; akin to O. strom;
IE. base *sreu- f to flow, as also in Gr. rhtein, to flow
(of. RHKO)], 1, a current or flow of water or other
liquid, especially one running along the surface of the
earth; specifically, a small river* 2* a steady move-
ment or flow of any fluid (a stream of cold air) or of

rays of energy (a stream of light). X a continuous
series or succession: att & stream of eats. 4* a trend or
course: as, the stream of events* iwf 1, to flow in or
a in a stream. 2. to give off a stream; flow (with) : at.
eves streaming with team 3. to nwre ifceadlfy or con-
tinuously. 4, to move swiftly; rush: as, fire strtamtd
up the side of the wall. 5. to extend or stretch out;
float; fly, at a flag in the breeze, v.t. L to cause to
flow. 2, to extend (a flag, te.) out to Its Umgth.
stream er (itrSm'Sr)* n. 1. a long, narrow, nbbonlike
lag or banner. 2, any long, narrow strip of material
or ribbon hanging loose at om end. 3* a ray or stream
of light extending up from the bofteM 4. a newspaper
headline that extends across the full page,

stream*let (ntrem'Ht), n. a small termm; lifdbt

the path, of a fluid moving put solui ubj^t, 2. t
shape or contour with refenmert to it rt^tum to air*
etc. adj. desi|mating, of, or having a contour d^ignt><i
to otter the least resistance in inovinR through air.

watr, etc. by jx>rmitting an unbroken floxv of mk feid

about^it:
ait a sirrumline bo<it, v.t. ;

itrid ffikneticy with the !

_. rlHpnn<eioiM*ttii . Cstorla|
rt^l

. dfigatlip or 4 *wf|jrf j % t*WF
; oo or

fom to,

i. aw-

^^AwCii

altmg oiu*

at.
tQ roam

mî f l ^^



strength 1443 stricture
the streets; especially, a prostitute who seeks trade
along the streets.

strength (strerjth, strerjkth), n. [ME. strengths; AS.
strengthu < *strang~ithu; see STRONG & -TO], 1. the
state or quality of being strong; force; power; vigor.
2. the power to resist strain, stress, etc.; toughness;
durability, 3. the power to resist attack; impregna-
bility. 4. legal, moral, or intellectual force or effective-
ness, 5. a) capacity for producing a reaction or effect;
potency, as of drugs, liquors, etc. 6) great capacity for
producing such effect. 6. intensity, as of sound, color,
odor, etc. 7. force, as measured in numbers: as, the
battalion is at full strength. 8. a source of strength;
that which makes strong; support. 9. in the stock
exchange, a tendency to rise or remain firm in prices.
on the strength oft based or relying on.
^KV. strength refers to the inherent capacity to act upon or
affect something, to endure, to resist, etc. (the strength to lift

something, tensile strength) ; power, somewhat more general,
applies to the ability, latent or exerted, physical or mental, to
do something (the power of the press, of a machine, etc.) ; force
usually_ suggests tne actual exertion of power, especially in

producing motion or overcoming opposition (the force of

gravity); might itiggests great or overwhelming strength or

power (with all one's mighf)\ energy specifically Implies latent
power for doing work or affecting something (the energy in an
atom); potency refers to the inherent capacity or power to
accomplish something (tto potency of a drag). ANT. weak-
ness, impotence.
strength en (stren'thm, strenk'than), v.t A v.i. to in-
crease in strength j make or become stronger.

stren u os-i-ty (stren'u-os'a-ti), n. the quality of being
strenuous.

stren-u-ous (stren'u-os), adj. [L. strcnuus, vigorous,
active; allied to Or. strings, strong], 1. requiring or
characterized by great effort or energy* 2* vigorous,
ardent, zealous, etc.: as, a strenuous orator* SYN. see
active.

etrep-to-coc-cal (strep'to-kok'ol), adj. of or caused by
strtiptococci

tNp**0*ooe*cic (ttrep't^kok'sik), adf/* streptococci,
strj>*t0c0c*cit (ttrqp'tfr-kok'ot), m \pL STREPTO-
COCCI (4c0k'I)J [Mod. L. < Or* ^reil, oent, twisted
f k&kms* a gram, teed, berry], any of a group of spher-
ical* Gram-positive bacteria thai divide in only one
plane, o^wrnng generally ta chains: some species cause

4- mykis*
similar to ptntettito
lined in the treatment

-h -/], an antibiotic Sruf
icd from certain molds and

: various disuse:?.

f < "Mix!. L. IS^pMJj?^^ naxwi of ttm ftti50tui (<J Gr*

jireptM, twtetM *f &%, hair), -f -*"n), am antibiotic

dni$f dwnnPttcl ffojoni a certain. flXMK!MNi of nxnguii*
Stre e mann, Gua-tav (goos'tiif ibftwatma'), tS7$~

taw (mt) w* fOFr, 4*tatt t

* LL, ertrtalfo < XA, Uric***,

strict; also, in tool* ccmtr. of 46i*Wf]* 1, strain;

mom*, tpt*Mly| a) force extorted upon a body* mat
tend:? to strain or d(>ftjrm it?i itepe. M the intensity of

such fdcoti tiKtialty in pcmnds per square inch.

) tt or of a bmj lowingmm fm 1 ari^wi feswtopi t
-

t;n?;i<m; i^rrtiotr, at, tht^ stress

i with whkth a syllable is uttered; m

f liht f)v and mm stress (lack or

W I) primary stress.
' * '

ot oltomoi
'-" -

to extend the body or limbs to full length, as in yawning
or reaching for something. 3. to become stretched or
be capable of being stretched to greater size, as any
elastic substance. 4. to He down at full length (usually
with out). 5. [Slang], to be executed by hanging; hang.
n. 1. a stretching or being stretched. 2. an unbroken
period; continuous space (of time) : as, over a stretch of
three months. 3. [Slang], a prison sentence. 4. the
extent to which something can be stretched. 5. an
unbroken length, tract, or space; continuous extent or
distance: as, a long stretch of white beach. 6. one of the
sections of a course or track for racing, especially the
straight length of track before the finish line in horse
racing. 7, a course or direction.

stretch-er (strech'Sr), n, 1. a person or thing that
stretches; specifically, a) a brace or tie used to extend
or support a framework: crosspiece. 6) a brick or stone
laid lengthwise in a wall, c} any of several frameHke
devices used for stretching and shaping cloth, garments,
etc. 2. a light frame covered with canvas, etc. and used
for carrying the sick, injured, or dead; litter.

stretch er-bear-er (strech'gr-bar'&r), n. a person who
helps carry a stretcher (sense 2).

stretch i-ness (strech'i-nis), n. the quality of being
stretchy.
stretch-out (strech'outO, n. [Colloq,], a S7Stem of
industrial operation in which workers are required to do
more work with little or no increase in pay. adj. of or
designating such a system.

atretch-y (itrech'i), adj. (STRETCHIER (-i-gr), STRETCH-
IEST (-i-ist)], 1. that can be stretched; elastic. 2.

liable to stretch too far.

Jetret ta (stret'tfi; Bng. stret'a), n. [pi. STRETTB (-te),
Eng. STRBTTAS (^z)J, [It.], stretto (especially sense 2).

Jetretto (stret'td: Eng. stret'5), n. \$l. STRBTTI (-to),

Eng. STRETTOS (-oz)], [It. < L. strictus, tight, narrow,
strait, pp. of stringere t to draw tight: cf. STRINGENT}, in
music, 1. in a fu^ue, the following of the voices m close
succession, especially in the closing section, 2, any
concluding passage performed with a climactic increase
in speed: in this sense, usually atrettu.

strew (str55) v.L (STREWED (strdSd), STREWED or
STREWN (str6"3tt), STREWING], [ME, strawm* strwen;
A3* streowian, strtawian, strewian: akin to G, streuen;
IB. base TOTVI*- (< **tors to extend, stretch out, strew),
as also in L. struere, to pile tip (cf. STRUCTURB); see

STRAW!. ^ to scatter; spread here and there by or as
by sprmkMng. 2. to cover by or as by scattering or
sprinkling. 3. to be scattered or disperaed over (a
surface). SYN. tee sprinkle.
trta (stii'd), n. \pl. tnuAB (-8)1, |L.J 1. a narrow
groove or channel 2. a ridge or fillet, as between, the

lutings of a stone column. 3. a fine streak or line;

"y one of a number of parallel lines.

Jwrf'Itj/or *4/. itiJZy stri'it), p.& [srrEi4TKi>

4 to

(-id), STRiATiKOjr (< X/ stricttus, grooved, furrowed, pp.
of striare, to groove, channel < stria, a groove], to mane
with striae, ad/^tnated.

8trl-at-ed (atrl'at-id), adj. jpp, of striate]. marked with

etrl^tion (strl-S'shQn), n. 1. the condition of having
striae, striated

jpattern, apt>carancet etc. 2, the ar-

ranfl^ntent of striae. 3 a stria,

atrlck-en (striken), occasional past ]

adj. L struck or wounded, at f
at aflected. as by soniathing d
overwhelming, 3. having the <

top- said of a meanure or contu
ttiMtofadOW, n 1MB, tiHltUi AS* , __,
in stritan, to hit (cf. STRIKE) 1, 1, a stick used to level
"

top of a measure of grain. 2. a tool
"*

oto. |l* in found*ng a ban _ . _,.,,.,

... . i wa^ng mWi In Mud* et% 'tit

(-'Id). STRicKLiNGj, to use a trickle on.

s), 0l EU UrMifi .
cjT iNiMlp^ 4f

< ba.se

U* pt$ f>r on.
1 -

* * *

; oil MHim 4^^/^dNriJRlj
biw $ f <



stride 1444 strike

stride (strid), v.1. [STRODE (strod) or obs. STRID {strid)
STRIDDEN (strid''n) or obs. STRID, STRIDING (strid'iij)],

(MB. striden; AS. stridan; akin to G. streiten.to quar-

rel; IE. base *ster~, to be stiff, rigid, etc.: cf. STARK,
STARVE, STRETCH, etc.], 1. to walk with long steps,

especially in a vigorous or pompous manner. 2. to

take a single, long step, as ia passing over something.
3. [Rare], to sit or stand astride. v.L 1. to take a

single, long step in passing over (an obstacle, etc.).

2. to stride along or through: as, they strode the street.

3. to sit or stand astride of; straddle. n* 1. the act of

striding, 2. a long step. 3. a forward movement by a

four-legged animal, completed when the legs return to

their original relative positions. 4. the distance

covered in such a step. 5. usually pi. progress; ad-
vancement. ...
hit one's stride, to reach one's normal speed or level

of efficiency.
take in one's stride, to do or cope with easily and
without undue effort or hesitation.

strl-dence (stri'd'ns), n. the quality of being strident

or the degree of this.

etrl-den-cy (stn'd'n-si), n. stridence.
strl-dent (stri'd'nt), adj. (L. stridens* ppr. of stridere, to
make a grating noise, rasp; cf. STRICT], narsh-sounding;
shrill; grating; creaking. SYN* see vociferous,

stri-dor (strrdgr), n. [L. < stridere* to rasp, whistle],
1. a strident sound. 2. in medicine, a harsh, high-
pitched whistling sound produced in breathing by an
obstruction in the bronchi, trachea, or larynx.

strld-u-lant (strij'oobnt), adj. stridulating.
strid u-late (strij'oo-latO, vd [STRXDULATBD (-Id),

STRIDULATING], [< Mod. L. stridulatus, pp. of stridulare

< L. stridulus (see STRIDULOUS)], to make a shrill grat-
ing or chirping sound, as certain insects.

8trid-u-lation (strij'oo-H'shan), n. the act or sound of

stridulating.
etrid-u-lous (strij'oolas), adj. [L. stridulus < stridert.

to rasp, hiss, rattle; cf. STRIDENT], making a shrill

grating or chirping sound*
strife Cstrif), n, [MB. strif; OFr. Nf < estrimr; aee

STRIVE], L the act of striving or vying with another;
contention; competition* 2. a quarrel; struggle; con-
flict. 3. [Archaic], strong endeavor* $W tee dttoottf*

strig-il (strij/al), it. "[L. strisilis], 1, an instrument of

bone, metal, eta used by the ancient Greeks and
^Romans tor scraping the skin aftear a bath. 2* in
Roman architecture, 'one of a series of wavelike decora-
tive flutings.

stri-gose (stri'gos, stri-gos'), &dj. [Mod* L. strizosus <
L. striga, a furrow], 1, in botany, having stiff hairs or
bristles, as some leaves, 2. in zoology* having fine,

close-set grooves or streaks.
strike (strlk), v.t. [STRUCK (stnik). STRUCK or ou*$,
STRICKEN (striken) or obs, STROOK (strook), STRUCKKN
(struk''^), STRIKING], [MB* striken, to proceed, How,
strike with rod or eword; AS. strican, to go, proceed,
advance; akin to G* streichen- IB. *streig-, as also m L.

sMn&ere (cf. STRINGENT), strtgilis (cf, SWRIOIL)), L to
hit with the hand or a tool, weapon, etc. in or as in the
hand; smite; specifically, a) to give E blow to: hit with
fore; as, he struck the nail with a hammer, b) to give
(a blow, etc,), c) to separate, take off, tak away, ate.

by or as by a blow; as, they struck the pot from his
hand, d) to make or unpccsis by stttttpuoft* piwohiipflt
printing, etc, ; as, a mint strikes coins, J to harpotin or
shoot (a whale)./} to hook (a Mi that hat *fi to toe
bait) by a pull on th line. 2

to, product (a, torn <

by hitting a key on a musical instrument. $ to L.

nottnce (time), as by oatudngi a hamnmr to hit a bL T

said of clocks, etc. 4* to cause to come into vbU-ut or
forceful contact? specifically, ) t
thing i daaht cast: as, the tfritf* h _,
door, b) to brinf foroefuEy Into contact; aa, at jlri^
the cymbals toother* a to caus to ignite by frictfoa;
as, he struck a match; fceooa, 5, to product (a

**

etc.) by friction, 0* to 60wt wto vfbtat or foi_
contact with: cmh fates hit* a*, tht itrwtk ',_
head* the lijghtninff ^tnt/ck the chiflpucfeey* 7

1

* to wcwad
with the fangs ; aaU of aaakaa, $* to attttik. 9. to oo
into contact with; specfficam ) to fal m: *

a*, the light 5iriM& the wWowa () to ofrtea or nn_.
(the ear) ; said of a souwi t) to con^e o^cn: unrfvt at;
a we jlrw^ the mam road, m to Mmi|i fed, or wt
upcw tttddenly or wnwtpecttdlF. *) to fflttovwrs Jhd
after drilling or prcwpeotiags as. they 4^nJI H /J to
*P0ftr to; *t, what a sight ytmsk my tO. to
aii if by ccnuct. * blow, dw; apedaMiy. ) 10
Into the mind of; occur to: at* tfci IdEwJMt itm* **

to be attractive to; (ooe'a feacy* f
. ete,). 4 to seem tor as, that WAm

y- -,-) to to become iudMolsrs m bt wwiMwum, f) to iniluno8, tapi f ormm filing; p, they were ,?*w& wsth amaze-mwt /) to ivelfoif, tmc^ioift, la)t
I,y ; ; an. the j^w^ tontrty || g

J u and ratify {* bavvaio,.
etc,). ) to wrivt at &y ftgwtik

" * " *

;* hitEance. 12. to Mt

sail, flag, etc.) : sailors formerly struck sails in protest of

grievances, to prevent a ship from sailing; hence, 13.

[derived from the prec. via obs. sense "to put (tools)
out of use" in protest of grievances] t

to refuse to con-
tinue to work at (a factory, etc.) until certain demands
have been met. 14. a) originally, to stroke or smooth;
hence, 6) to level (a measure of grain, sand mold, etc.)

by stroking the top with a straight instrument; strickle,
15. to assume (an attitude, pose, etc.), as by a sudden
movement. 16. a) to send down or put forth (roots) :

said of plants, etc.; hence, b} to cause (cuttings, etc.) to
take root. 17. Jslang], to borrow from or make an
urgent request of: now usually hit, touch. 18. fObs,], to

wage (battle). 19. [cf. 12]. in the theater, a) to dis-

mantle and remove (a scene). 6) to remove the scenery
of (a play), c) to turn (a light) down or off. v.L 1. to
deliver a blow or blows, 2. to aim a blow or blows: as,
I struck at the ball, but missed. 3. to attack: as, the
enemy struck at dawn. 4. a) to make a sound or sounds
as by being struck; as, the bell, clock, etc. to striking;
hence, d) to be announced by the striking of a bell, etc.

as, three o'clock had struck. 5. to make sudden and
violent contact; hit; collide (with against, on, or upon} :

as, the ball struck against the house. 6. to ignite or be
capable of igniting: as, this match won't strike. 7. to
seize or snatch at a bait; said of a Mi. S. to make a
darting moversDnt in an attempt to inflict a wound:
said of a snake, tiger, etc. 9. to penetrate; pierce: w,
the wind struck through the cracks* 10. to come
suddenly or unexpectedly; fall, light, etc. (with on or

upon): as, we struck on the right combination. 11. to
lower sail 12, to haul down one's flag in token of sur-
render, 13. to refuse to contdntie to work until certain
demands are met: go on strike, 14. to tend out roots;
take root: said of a plant IS, to advance or proceed,
especially in a new direction; turn: as, they struck north-
ward. 16. to move or pi8 quickly; dart. n 1, a
striking; blow, 2. a strickle. 3. a) a concerted refusal

by employees to go on working in an attempt to force
an employer to grant certain demands, as for holier
wages, belter working conditions, ootleetiw bargaining,
etc. b) any mmilar refusal by 4 group of people to do
something: as, a buyers' strike. 4* a sKndmg of a rich

hy.

tdkfii pr*

tecas ',,_.
6. the act or i __._ ,

medals/etc. struck at orwi time. Kthe metal liicce ori

a doorjamb into which the latch fits whtvn the door Is

shut. 9. in baseball, a pitched ball which IM a) struck
at but missed, b) fairly deurimi but not struck At,

c) hit foul but Mt caught (ttdb*t there me already two
strike*/ 4) <MQI a thiwl atrlke* hit AS a foul tip ciiuiiftt by
the catcher; three strikes put the batter out, 10, in

howling, a) the act of knocking down all the on the
first bowl b) the mtae m wy 1 1* In liotejy& mining, the trace of a rock btd* fault , or vein on tit
horizontal
be atruck with, to be attracted 1

dt-cided disadvantage: from thi
mitted a batter in baseball,

(out) on strike, fitrtkiiiH (v.i. 13
cdk cwmp, 10 breiik up or
taking down tentM,

Atrlko down, I. to to
knock down. 2. to h
effect tJjKm; { ilhi

utrlke dumb, to itn

atrlka hunil*, 1, to*

ttrike iome. 'l. to
blow* 2 tO: nCfhtuve

ttrika tat to kttarnipt m fcitafpt,^
fttrikc It rich, I, ft di^over u nrh
oil eta 2. to i k'h or

8tHk off, t, to or m m m a
ploWi * to fi

iiiipv0 fiw n fwofw* <ilii*f ffi^?

out 1. to make by hitting or ;itrikt!iK. 2* to
..^jaato; pnww^i l m im or *
bl*>w; hit Ml* 4* to mnovtt fnun a

srrn&ASte
^; to put

tliriN*' nffiicfti*

%
|a aUb^nrVi

...,...,_...,.. .1 UMPlik atCJ
|f|IR'^i(ri^

'" * ' * *



strikebreaker
1445 strip tease

t strin'barV; -

1912; Swedish novelist

strike break er (strik'brak'gr) , n. a person who engages
in strikebreaking, as by working as a scab, supplying
scabs for the employer, intimidating strikers, etc.

strike-break ing (strik'brak'irj), n. the act of trying to
break up or frustrate a workers' strike.
strike-out (strik'out'), n. in baseball, a striking out.
strik-er (stnk'Sr), n. 1, a person who strikes; specifi-
cally, 0) a worker who is on strike. 6) an assistant who
does the hammering for a blacksmith. <?) a harpooner.
2. a thing that strikes, as the clapper in a bell, the
striking device in a clock, the firing pin in a gun, etc.
3. in the United States Army, an enlisted man employed
as an officer's servant or orderly.

strik-ing (strik'iij), adj. 1. that strikes or is on strike.
2. extraordinary; remarkable. -~~~$YN. see noticeable.

Stdnd'berg, Au-gust
strind'be'rg, strin'bUrg),
and dramatist.

string (strirj), nu [ME. string stren&; AS. strong: akin to
G, strang: tor IE. base eee STRONG], 1, a) a thin line of
twisted fiber, or a very thin strip or length of wire,
leather, etc*, ued for tying, pulling, fastening, etc.;
small cord: thick thread} very thin rope; twine, b) a
narrow stop of leather or cloth for fastening shoes,
clothing, etc.; lace: as, an apron string, boot string.
2. a number of objects threaded, strung, or hung on a
string; at, a string of pearls, 3. a number of things
arranged aa though on a string; line of things in suc-
cession: at, a string of houses. 4, a group of players or
athktds arranged according to ability; as, the players
of the second, string will play the vanity. 5, a) & slender
cord of wire, gut, nylon, etc. stretched on a musical
instrument, as a violin, harp, piano, etc., and bowed,
plucked, or struck to make & musical sound, b) pi. all

the stringed instruments of an orchestra, especially
those played with a bow, c) pi. the players of such
lottnimeatt. Abbreviated r, (sing, d* pi,), 6. a
strong, slender organ, formation, etc. resembling a

string; specifically, a) [Obs.l, an animal nerve or tendon.
b) a Fiber of a plant, especially one connecting the two
halves of a pool 7. tColloq.], a condition, limitation, or

proviso attached to a pUm, offer, donation, etc. 8. In

architecture, a) any of the notched sides of a stair,

^supporting the treads, b) a stringcourse. 9. in billiards*

a) a tine ucross the table at one end, from behind
which tto* ewe ball *w$t be playad alter being out of

play: to full, etrlnft line, b) tie act of stroking the cue
ball so that it rtbotwoi from the far cushion to stop as

m pouiblc to th* string line, for determining the
order of play, 10. in horse rating, a number of horses

bi0i*giBg to QO* 0wnr> vl. [mma (tanm) SWUNG
or w tmiMOE0 (fttttad), stwawajt 1 to provide
with strings. 2. toputonastring; tlireadorbtrndonft

string* 3. to tie, pull, uuitta, hang, lace, etc, with a
string or strings. 4 to adjust or tune tht* strings of (ft

to remove th<* ifartop (sense w)

trla IMNI ******
be faithful tt: have

.trlnj) pnCMOQ.i
. - *.

2. a long piece of timber used as a support; specifically,
a) a horizontal timber connecting upright posts in a
frame, b) a stringi)iece. c) in railroading, a lengthwise
timber for supporting a rail.

string-halt (strirj'h6rt
/

), n. [altered < springhalt], a
concution in horses causing the hind legs to jerk spas-
modically in walking: also springhalt.

string-i-ness (strirj'i-nis), n. the quality of being stringy.

string-piece (strirj'pes'), n. a long, horizontal timber
for supporting a framework, as at the edge of a floor.

string quartet, 1. a quartet of players on stringed
instruments, usually comprising first and second violins,
a viola, and a violoncello. 2. a composition to be
performed by such a group.

String tie, a narrow usually tied in a bow.
string-y (strip 'i), adj. [STRINGIER (-i-Sr), STRINGIEST
(-i-ist)j; JL like a stnng or strings; longj thin, wiry, etc.

2. consisting of strings or fibers. 3, having tough fibers,
as meat, celery, etc.; fibrous. 4, forming strings;
viscous; ropy: as, stringy molasses.

strip (strip), v.t. [STRIPPED or rare STRIPS (stript),

STRIPPING], [ME. stripen, strepenj AS. strypan (m
cornp.). bestrypan, to plunder; akin to G. streipen, to

strip off (QHG. stroufen, to flay) ; IE. base *stni-b; ci
Eng, strike], 1. a) to remove the clothing or covering of

(a person); make naked; undress, b) to remove (the
clothing, covering, etc.) from a person: as, he stripped
the shirt from his back. 2. a) to deprive or dispossess
(a person or thing) of honors, titles, attributes, etc.

b) to remove or take (honors, attributes, etc.) from a
person or thing, c) to plunder; spoil; make destitute;
rob. 3. a) to pull, tear, or take off (a covering, skin,
etc.)* b) to pull, tear, or take off the covering, skin,
etc. of. 4. to make bare or clear by removing fruit,

growth, removable parts, etc. : as, we stripped the room
of furniture, the locusts stripped the fields. 5, to take
apart (a firearm, etc.) piece i

by piece, as for cleaning;
dismantle. 6". to break or jam the thread of (a nut,
bolt, or screw)* 7. to break off the teeth of (a gear).
8. to remove tne last milk from (a cow) with a stroking
movement of the thumb and forefinger. 9. to remove
the large central rib from (tobacco leaves). u.L to take
off all clothing? undress.
^W,- stiip implies the pulling or tearing off of clothing,
outer covering, etc* and often connotes forcible or even violent
action and tow deprivation (to strip paper off a wall, stripped
of sham); denude implies that the thing stripped is left

exposed or naked (land denuded of vegetation) ; diveat implies
the taking away of something with which one has been clothed

invested (an official divested of authority); bare simply*"" &n uncovering or laying open to view (to iw<* one
reverence); dismantle implies the act of stripping

_,_, ibip, etc. of all of its furniture or equipment (a dfo*

ma*tt*d factory).

strtp (strip), n, (altered < stripe by association with
stnp. v.l 1. a long, narrow piece, as of land, ribbon,
wood, etc. 2* a comic strip. 3, a long narrow runway
for th<$ tak*ost and landing of airplanes^ tisually lulot

OUt in the direction of the prevailing wind: also alretrlp.

landing atrip. 4. in philately, a vertical or horizontal

row of three or more attached stamps, v.t. to cut or
tear into strips,

la wtoiA itdMtof
'

%mvy-
are alternated to

heatl in reverence);

SW
erosion, as on a

stripe fob), f*. i<
strip*; akin to I

'

mark, or streakt

asfroma _,,

any of various
sleeve of a nul

' ' "
ol

source; cf. MLG. & MD.
1 . a long, narrow band.

texture, or material
_ -MUt wwt opt th tldn

itrolc"wrai a whip, ota 4.

uniform or the like

* vegetable when
(stript),

], having an* *
to support the cnxia

wears a stripe or atripija

ted conipounds,
of)

n. IM . strytUng, lit,, one slim M

) , n. a person or thing that strip.,
ri a woman who doM ft triy mm.

and pat participle

as in burlesque ftafft,
to

flfate yiwi W 0Mi
of music.

*la^%
mm K^ nikii^ n^ %<*$ %^imj^l*1

iJSlSXKm f *t
* Kffialli1 R^Si^EI!
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strip-y (strip'i), adj. [STRIPIER (-i-Sr), STRIPIEST (-i-ist)],

striped.
strive (striv), v.i. [STROVE (strov) or less often STRIVED

(strivd), STRIVEN (striven) or STRIVED, STRIVING], [ME.
striven; OPr. estriver, to quarrel, contend < estrif,

effort (see STRIFE)], 1. to make great efforts; try very
hard : as, they strove to win. 2. to be in conflict ; struggle ;

contend; fight: as, strive against oppression. 3. [Obs.],
to compete; vie. SYN. see try.

strob-il (strob'il), n. a strobile.

strob-i'la'Ceous (strob a-la/shss), &dj* in botany, 1. re-

lating to or resembling a strobile. 2. having strobiles.

strob-ile (strob'il), n. [< Fr. or LL
: ; Fr. strobile; LL.

strobilus; Gr. strobilos, anything twisted, pine cone <
base of strephein, to twist], 1. a conelike mass of closely

packed, scalelike, sgore-bearing leaves, as of the horse-

tail. 2. a seed-bearing cone, as of the pine.

strqb-o-scope (strob'a-skop') ,
t
n. [< Gr. strobos,

t
a

twisting round; ;+ ~$cope^, an instrument for studying
periodic or varying motion by illuminating a moving
body at frequent, rapid intervals,

strob o scop-ic (strob's-skop'ik) , adj. of, or having the
nature of, a stroboscope.

8trob-o-8cop-i-cal (strob'g-skop'i-k'l) , adj* strobo-

scopic.
strode (str5d). past tense of stride.

stroke (strok), n. [ME. stroke, sirok; AS. *strac- <
strican, to hit, etc. (cf. STRIKE); akin to G, stretch],

1. a striking of one thing against another ;
w
blow or im-

pact of an ax, whip, etc. 2. a) a sudden action resulting
in a powerful or destructive effect, as if from a blow:

as, a stroke of lightning. 6) any action having an im-
mediate effect, often a pleasant one: as, a stroke of luck.

3. any sudden attack of disease or illness, especially of

apoplexy or paralysis. 4. a) a single effort to do, pro-
duce, or accomplish something, especially a successful
effort, b) something accomplished by such an effort,

5. a} the sound of striking, as of a clock* b) the time in-

dicated by this: as, he arrived at the stroke of nine.

6. a) a single movement of the arms* haads. @tc, or of

an instrument ip the hands, especially such a move-
ment as for striking the ball in tennis, g_ol, billiards, etc.

b) any of a series of repeated rhythmic motions made
against -water, air, etc.; as, the stroke of a swimmer,
roweg, ete*; brnoe*. c) a type, manner, or rate of such
movement: as, a slow stroke, d) a single movement of

peaol <w tfK&ilad marking tool. 7. a mark made by or
as by a pen or similar marking tool, 8. a beat of the
ttwt f. a gientle, caressing motion with the hand,
Vf(X >'W mechanics, any of a series of continuous, often

reday^cating, movements; specifically, a single move-
ment of a piston from one end of its range to the other,
constituting a half revolution of the engine. 11. in

rowing, a) the rower who sits nearest the stern and sets
the rate of rowing for the others, b) the position oc-

cupied by this rower. v*. [STROKED (strokt), STOCK-
ING], [MB. stroken, strokien; AS. straaan < px base
of strican (cf. STRIKE)], l. to draw one's hand, a tool,
etc, gently over the surface of, as in caressing, 2. to
set the rate of rowing for (a crew)*
keep stroke, to make strokes in rhythm,

stroke oar, 1. the oar set nearest the item. 2. the
oaxsxB&tt who o$$r&t@& tfate oar, ttsuatty setttag the p*oe
for the other o&nAQp.exL

'

stTQll (strol), v.i. [Early Mod* Eng. stroll, strowl; prob.
< Swiss G. military slang strollen, strolchen], 1.

'

to
walk in an idle, leisurely manner; ;amiter, . 2. to go
idly from place to place; wander. v.t+ to item along or
throttth (fbe countryside, etc.), n. tli* aft of ttootiEqn
leisurely walk.

stroll er
fatrttt'eV),

n. 1. * person who saftnteit, 2, a
person wfio wanders from place to place. a& itfaM&fittt

actor, 3, fc vagrant. 4, a small cart with openiityps to
the legs, in which an infant can stand supported while
learning to walk, 5. a light baby carriage*

stro-ma (strO'm^), it* ^i. STEOMATA (m*4t))t {!/*

coverlet, bed covering; Gr. str^ma* muttrfi^ fod|f

in anatomy, 1 . the connective tissue forming the frame-
work or matrix of an organ of part. 2. the colork^s
framework of a red blooa eowwiscie or other edDL

istro-mat-ic (strd-mntnk), fltf^ 0ft or having tna ftate
of, a stroma.
Strom bo li (strdmt>d4iO* ifc ow> ol tiki Lipwi
in the Mediterranean, aorai

gray
V 19th-c. G,
..sral, (Ag, CuX

remotely, to G, string. evei*YZB7b5S *m__ , __.
tara f taut, s also b JL smmmws* to draw taut; cf.

STEWO, iTElMOiHTj* 1. ) phy&ftlly powwfiil; mw'
rniKieuliir ,strei^{th; robust, 6} in a

~

firm; durable: as, a s/rcwg wall. 5. hard to capture;
easily defended; able to resist and endure attack; as, a
strong fort. 6. having many resources; powerful in

wealth, numbers, supplies, etc.: as, a strong army. 7.

having a specified number or amount; reaching a certain

degree in number or strength : as, a task force 6,000 strong.
8. having a powerful effect; vigorously effective; drastic:

as, strong measures. 9. having a large amount of its

essential quality; not weak or diluted: as, strong coffee.

10. affecting tne senses powerfully; intense in taste,

flavor, etc.: as, a strong light, strong smell, etc* 11.

having an offensive taste or smell; rank: as, strong
butter. 12. firm and loud: as, a strong voice. 13.

intense in degree or quality; not mild; specifically, a)

ardent; passionate; warm: as, strong affection, b) force-

ful; persuasive; cogent, c) felt deeply; pronounced;
decided: as, a strong opinion, d) zealous; vigorously
active: as, a strong Democrat, e) vigorous, forthright,
and unambiguous, often offensively so: as, strong

language. /) clear; distinct; marked: as, a strong re-

semblance. 14. moving rapidly and with force: as, a
strong wind. 15. characterized by rapidly rising prices:
as, a strong market. 16. in English and other Germanic
languages, designating or of those verbs expressing
variation in tense by internal change of vowel rather
than by the addition of inflectional endings, as siim t

swam, swum: also called irregular: opposed to weak,
adv. w. a strong manner; greatly; severely; with force.

SYN, strong, is the broaddst in scope of these terms, implying
power that can be exerted actively as wtll m power that
resists destruction (a strong body, fortresi, etc,);

stout implies

ability to stand strain, pressure, wtarv etc, without breaking
down or giving way (a stout roj>e, heart, etc.) ; atitrdy suggests
the strength of that which is solidly developed of built and
henc difficult to shake, weaken, etc. (sturdy oakt, faith, etc.) ;

tough suggests the strength of that which is firm tnd resistant
in consistency or character (lough leather, opposition, etc.);
stalwart stresses staunchness or reliability (a stuliiwi support-
er), ANT. weak,

strong-arm Cstrdr/trraOt adj. [Colloq.J, using physical
force. i>(* [CottoqJ, to use physical force tipon.

'lMttfK (itfOT'WrltOt n* & small tree of Florida
tbe Wait Indies, with strong, hard, orange-

stimted, brown wood,
atrong*box (strfto'bokftOt n a heavily made bojt or safe

for storing vaitiaWes,

strong dimk. drink containing much alcohol
strong-hold (stroi/huklO, n. a place having itrong de-

fenses; fortified place; fortrets; secure refuge,
$trong-oMi*aea (sttfa'atia'did), dd/. **v&g ft strong,
trnyielding mind or wfu; dtrmlned,
strong room (ttr^'rWor, stroo'rooctt')* n. ft itrongly
built room usd for too wekMpi&f ol v

strong-willcxl (itrd^%lM
atron gyle, stroii-gyl (jitron'jil), it [M(
type genus < Or, sfwwfylat, rot4J ftny ol
roundwonns living M in DMA uiid

mid cinuKij0 is0v0r0 diux^n or dSftj&tfL

L,J tht
ditiofi of bfti^if KpJfMBUkd fex sjsjbotoflwi*

-tIa (sfaroja'SS-f), IL |lKod* u < sirm&i^ml 1* the
oxide ol strontium. SrO, a wnlte iiowik^r what
lime. 2. loosely, siroatmm hydmidi,

^__P
;,t rt>jitiinn

m ft*"

J
i it, n 31.



strove
1447 studbook

strophes, twisted cord; cf. STROPHE], any of various
mud forma of miliaria, especially common in children,

strove (strov), alternative past tense of strive.
strow (stro), v.t* [STRGWKP (strod), STROWN (stron) or
STROWBD, STROWING], [Archaic], to strew.
struck (struk), past tense and past participle of strike.
adh closed or affected by a labor strike,
struck en (struk''jn), obsolete past participle of strike.
struck jury, m law. a jury of 12 drawn from the panel
of 24 names remaining after each side has been per-
mitted to strike out 12 of the original list of 48 names.
struc tur-al (atruk'chgr^l), adf* 1. of, having, or
characterized by structure, or formation. 2. of or
resulting from changes in the structure of the earth's
cruat; tectonic. 3. used in construction or building,
struc-tur-aMy (struk'chSr-al-i), adv. with reference to
structur.
structural ated, steal prepared and shaped for use in
the construction of buildings* bridges, etc.
atruc*tur* (itruk'chlr), n, {L. structure < structus, pp.

*^ tp heap toof *Jritcr* to heap together, arrange; cf, STREW], 1.

manner of building, constructing, or organis&tng, 2,

something built or constructed, au a building or dam.
3, the arrangement or interrelation of all the parts of a
wholnj ynanner of organization or construction, i as, thy
studied the structure of the atom, the structure of

iociity. 4* something composed of parts: as, a plant
is a complex structure. $YN. see building.- ... x

thtrWd@1)t m [G
* m whw.

Jcel, a kind of pastry made of a very
illed with apples, cherries, cheese,

itru<W (itr

pool, edd
thin hm of aowgh
etc. and rolled.

atrttjf*tfi*
(ME* ffrofffaft* a
L to

[tntuooLED C-ld) STRUGGLING],
.. .._ formation* prob, partly echoic],
ooaUttd or Ikhl violently with an opponent* i

to makt treat efforts or Attempts; strive; labor; as,
the stfuttM to overcome her prejudice, 3. to make
0t*s way with difficulty: M he atknggkd through the
thicket. v,t, (Rare), to bring about, make, depute,
etc, by strugglmg. it l. great effort or series of

efforts! violent exertion. 2* conflict; strife; contention.

stitt^lt foe MdtotepyMi thu competition among living

fti t footer In natural aslmkiitu di natural selection.

aifk'htjicf.
h to pluck (ft itrrajfta musicftfinstni-

eiyrt^wiy* Mh% or urwkilUuUy. 2. to pity (a
tutu-) in thb way, n* th* act or sound ol thin,

Smi'itm fHtrof/inE). n. a rlw flowing through south-

Bttlgtri* and ncwubtAttftm Greece, Into the
Ai^pllWft! *siiit|Hft <^2S mi*
tru ma (ifcOT'iai), n. \pt. STRUMAK (-me)), (L., ft scrof-

tttOXir < jftrttr.lo buildj, I* m bvt&ny, a cush-
ictlk twdillftg At m of *a or

'St?rtrfuln P) ^tMt^f
n a p^rifou who stfum^.

ft, trt^imiii'7. aSJ. 1L Aw
u moif* atf/. [L. 5^mo"wi], In mtdicin<>

ft cfen^wtiifiilfe <il* Of havipg strti'iua*

j f ootiyMOwCl with Qw r^ Pfr i . j^^^
imrti-

Stu-art (stSd'Srt, stii'^rt), [< the surname Stuart; ? <
AS. stigweard, chamberlain (cf. STEWARD)], a masculine
name; also spelled Stewart.

Stu-art (stoo'Srt, stu'Srt), n. the family that ruled in
Scotland from 1371 to 1603 and in England and Scot-
land from 1603 to 1714 except during the Common-
wealth (1(549-1660).
Stuart, Charles Edward, see Charles Edward Stuart.
Stuart, Gilbert Charles, 1755-1828; American por-
trait painter.

Stuart. Jamea E-well Brown (u''l), 1833-1864; Amer-
ican Confederate general: called Jeb Stuart.
stub (stub), n. [ME. stubbe; AS, stubb, stybb; akin to
ON. stubbr; for IE. base see STSEP, adj.), 1. a tree

sturnp. 2. a short piece or length remaining after the
main part has been removed or used up: as, the stub of
a tail, cigar, tree root, pencil, etc, 3. any short pro-
jection: as, a mere stub of a horn, 4. a pen having a
short, blunt point, 5. a stub nail. 6. a short piece of a
ticket, bank check, etc. kept as a record after the rest
has been torn off. v,L [STUBBED (stubd), STUBBING],
1. to dig or pull (weeds, etc.) out by the roots, 2. to
clear (land) of stubs, or stumps. 3. to strike (one's
foot, toe, etc.) against something by accident.
stubbed (stubd), adj. L like a stub; short; stubby.
2, covered with stubs or stumps. 3. stocky; hardy,

stub bl ness (stub
f
i-nis), i?, the quality or condition of

being stubby.
stub ble (stub''l) f n. [ME. stobil; OFr. estonble, stubU;
LL. *$tupula t for L. stipula, a stalk, stem], 1. the short
stumps of gram, corn. etc. left standing after harvest-
ing, 2. any growth like this; as, a stubble of beard,
stub-bled (stub'ld), adj. covered with stubble.
stub bly (stubli), adj. [STUBBLIER (-K~$r). STUBBUKST
(4i4st)l 1. covered with or composed of stubble. 2.

like stubble; short and bristly.
stub-bora (stub'Srn), adj. [ME. stoburn, stibom*; prob.
< AS. siubb, stybb, a stub, stump; cf. STUB), 1, refusing
to yield, obey, or comply; resisting doggedly; deter-

mined; obstinate. 2. done or carried on In a stubborn,
obstinate* or persistent manner; as, a stubborn cam-
paign* 3. hard to handle, treat, or deal with; intract-
tible: as, a stubborn piece of oak*

stubborn implies an innate fixedness of purpose,
, condition, Atc that is strongly rtsist&irt to cluuigg, wa*
tkm, etc.(a stubborn child, belief, etc.) ; obstinate applies

to" one who adheres persistently, and ofton unreasonably, to
his purpose, course, etc., against argument or persuasion (a
panel hung by am obstinate juror); doftged implies thorough-
going dctmnimition or, sometime^ sullen obstinacy (the dogged
pursuit of % Rtwil); pertinacious implies a atrong tenacity of

pott that is regarded unfavorably by others (a jcrtinacwus
c). ANT. compliant, tractable, pliant.

Stubbs, WUHam ?stubz), 1825-1901: English historian,

educator, and prelate; bishop of Oxford.
stub by (stub'i), adj. [STUHBIKR (-i-Sr). STUBBIEST (-i-

ltt)J, 1* eovem with stub or stubble. 2. short and
heavy or dense; a$ stubby bristles. 3. short find thick-*

stocky*
tub nail, 1 a short, thick malt 2. on old horseshoe
tvail, eniiecially oiui broken off or worn down.
stuoco (atuk'o), n. [pi. STUCCOES, stuccos (-5z)].

prob. < OHO* stuccki,
crujt],

1, a kind <

'

"

r relkf orniimetita, cornices, etc. 2. stuccowork

m
ft work done in stucco.

attok,
ooa-



studding 1448 stump
stud-ding (stud'irj), n. 1. the studs of a building. 2. the

material for these.
, . * m

stud-ding-sail (stud'irj-sar; in nautical usage, stun'sl),

n, [? < D. stooten, to push, urge on; akin to G. stossen,

to push: -f sail], an auxiliary sad, usually of light canvas,

set outside the edge of a working sail in light weather

by means of an extensible boom: also studding sail:

see sail, illus.

stu-dent (stoo'd'nt, stti'd'nt), n. [MB. studiante, stu-

dent* < OFr. estudiant; L. studens, ppr, of studere, to be

eager about, study], 1. a person who studies, or

investigates: as, a student of human behavior. 2. a

person who is enrolled for study at a school, college,

etc. Abbreviated stud. SYN* see pupil,
student lamp, a reading lamp in which the direction

of the light rays can be adjusted.
stii-dent-ship (stoo'd'nt-ship', stfl'd'nt-ship'), n. [see

-SHIP], 1. a scholarship. 2. the state of being a student.

stud-horse (studies'), n. a male horse kept for breed-

ing: stallion. .

, . ,

studied (stud'id), adj. 1. prepared or planned by
careful study. 2. deliberate; premeditated: as, studied

indifference. 3. [Rare], learned. _
sm-di'O (sto5'di-o' t stu'di-o') \pl. STUDIOS (-02') J,

[It., a study], 1. a room, building, etc. in which an
artist does his work. 2. a place where motion pictures
are professionally produced, 3. a room or rooms

especially designed for producing and transmitting
radio or television programs.
studio couch, a kind of sofa that can be opened into

a full-sized bed.
stu-di-ous (st63'di-9s, stft'di-as), adj. [ME. studiousc;
L. studiosus], 1. fond of, or often engaged in, study.
2. characterized by careful heed or attention; thought-

ful; zealous. 3. [Rare], studied; deliberate. 4, [Poetic],

conducive to study.
stud poker, a variety of the game of poker in which
each player is dealt five cards, the first face down and
the others face up, the betting being done on each round
of open cards dealt: sometimes seven cards are dealt,

the first two, and often the l&st, fao down.
stud-work (stud'wurkO it work done with studs.

stud-y (stud'i), n. [pL SVUDIBS (-!>] [MIL sfatdia; OFr,

estudie; L. studium, & busying oneself about a thing,

seed* study < sfcutott to busy oneself about* apply one-
'self to, steayK 1* 'the

1

' act or process of ftppfiog tibe
1 zom Im'o^rder/ to'iw&rtto knowledge, as by reading. m-
'

vestlmifau;, etc, 1 careful attention to,, and caitaoal

"e^^D^im and'MtestJpttion,' pi, any sribjeofc, evwrt,

";A4,:'a% after sfufly of w ma,ttor, the
Jttdgft gave bis

decision, tlxe study of human nature, 3. a branch of

learning; department of knowledge, 4. af>l, education;

schooling. 5. a product of study (senses 1 de 2): spe-
cifically, a) an essay, monograph, or thesis embodying
the results of a particular rnvestkation. 6) a work of

literature or art treating a subject in careful detail and
made primarily as an instructive exercise for th maker.

c) a first sketch for a. story, picture, etc, d) a short
musical composition as an exercise in technique; tHude.
6. an earnest effort; deliberate intention: as, his con*
stant study is to do a job well 7, abstracted state of~L *" J

"; deep thought or mental absorption. S. a room
&ed for study, writing, reaxlbjffi etc,, usually with
'

a desk, and similar furnishings. 9. a person,
, .. _. _illy an actor; with reference to his ability to

memorize or learn: as, John is a quick study, v.t.

fSTUi)ii> (*id), srtJpyrNo]; 1. to apply one e mind to at-

tentively; try to learn by reading, thinkins1

, etc.: as,

study history. 2* a) to examine or investigate care-

fully: as, I shall study your problem, 6) toMk at care-

fully; scrutinize: as, he studied the map. 3. to read (a
book, lesson, etc.) so as to know and understand it;

hence, 4, to memorize, 5* to take a course in, as at a
school or college. 6. to pay attention to; give cair and
thought to : as, he studies to do the right thine, v.L L
to apply the mind in order to acquire knowledge, 2, to
be student; take a regular course In $om<* branch of

knowledge, 3* to meditate; ponder, ~SYN. mv
elder,

erudy liall, in tome tcfeoo^ a room wfeen* groopi ol
students can study daring free jpewte

*"' ^^ " " * Ji " "

stuff (still), n. [MB* daf*; OFr,
mateml); prob. < L, mpjm, tow
nmterkl or utibstanee out ol wmh
b madej raw material 2. oonitlt

than lilt brother. 3. any kind of 'ma||*rf
4. cloth, especially woolen cloth, 5. a)
goodi, W personal belot^sg* ir) objaote;
something to be drtinic or tiriur

'

madtoiae or potion, 7, wwmteii c
B. foolish or worthies 14ea%wm

bread
cram:

fill (a chicken, turkey, etc.) with seasoning,
crumbs, etc. before roasting. 2. a) to fill too Ml;
overload: asf the drawer is stuffed with papers. 6) to fill

to excess with food. 3. to fill with; pack or cram with;
crowd in. 4. to fill with information, ideas, etc.: as, he

stuffed his head with facts. 5. to put fraudulent votes
into (a ballot box). 6. a) to plug; block, b) to choke;
stop up, as with phlegm. 7. to force; push: as, he

stuffed a handkerchief into his pocket. 8. to treat

(leather) with a preparation of oil and tallow for pre-

serving it. v.f. to eat too much or too quickly.
stuffed shirt (stuft), [Slang], a pompous, pretentious,
but actually insignificant person.

{

stuff-My (stuf'9-li), adv. in a stuffy manner.
stuf-fi-ness (stuf'i-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being stuffy.

stuff-Ing (stuf'in), n. 1. the action of filling, packing, or

gorging. 2. something used to fill or stuff; specifically,

a) soft, springy material used as padding in cushions,

upholstered furniture, etc. 6) a mixture, as of bread

crumbs, seasoning, etc., for stuffing a fowl, roast, or

the like before cooking. ,

stuffing box, a chamber that holds packing tightly
around a moving port, as a
piston rod, boat propeller
shaft, etc*, to prevent leak-

age of fluid along the part.

stuf.fy (stuf'i), adj. [STW-
IMEE (-l-e>), STUFFIEST (-1-

itt)], [stuff + -y].
,

1. poorly
ventilated; having Htua
fresh air: close. 2. having
the nasal passages stopped
up, as from a cold. 3.

fCoEoq.J, duE; stodgy; not
interesting or stimulating.
4. fColloq.], conservati
old-fashioned, 5, [Co
prim; strait-laced, 6.

TU*FINJ B03C

_ _ ,
. ... ... q) sulky; obstinate.

Stu*km (atdVk; O. shtoVkl), it [< G. ilttrfMmpmtis-
zeug; ^rsf, a fall 4* feampf, a battlaj-/|WWf, aircraft],
a Ocrman div bomber of World War II.

stwu (*!) H* [? < O. stottMi. a itipport, pwl any of

swvecal kmds of wipports or frameworks used u mines
to twwwit ve^bas support a platform, to.

Btm-ti*fi-ca-tlon (stxil't^fi-kri'shan), n. a f:tultitying or

being stultified.

at3&*Ser (rtu^te^E'ir) r it a person or thing that ttul-

tl&m*
tol"t4*^y (toul'te4l )i v*tf UTULTIIVBD ( }* STOLTI-

to make], i. to cause to appear ftx>feh, .stupid, incun-

sistent, ta; make absurtl or ridiculous. 2. to omtfis to
be ol no effect; make worthless or uitdbit: ai hm prent

knt
behavior stultifas his previoun effoxti. 3. In loif to

allege (oneself or anothV-r) to be of unsouiul inind and,

,, i

tlft mw^ & 0, stumm, dumb], 1* gsm
unfernienttMl or only partly fenoMotecL

tnMMM WkD, fftAMUMO],
; prob. < ON. *xtumta (cf.
la the <lark

r etc,) < tJb bM

wr> do wro^t* 5. to fer chan
I ,v/ttw^^acra^aclu\ v.t. to ciium u> M>
the act 0f suirnbitng. 2* a bluR<i<>r, nmr* or

Of WWWll, .

It [ME. ttumpc, ifc^mj)*'; prob, < ON.
jte BCliiO'* J!K^I^ Iwlo f'lDin^'/ IMAI

i/tfu* lower nd af |jjEgi or plant r^rtmiii-

_,,'i( 4|
bwneut
iSKtttNi
if*^e,;

OCU Irriutkia, etc.
< I, to 11 the

n) to ill (*

cy



stumpage 1449 style
cricket, to put (a batsman) out by striking a bail from
the wicket with the ball while the batsman is out of
his ground: said of the wicketkeeper. v.i. 1. to walk
with a heavy, clumsy, thumping step, as with a wooden
leg. 2. to travel about making political speeches.
up a stump, [Colloq.], unable to act, think, answer,
etc.; in a dilemma: perplexed; nonplussed.

stump-age (stump'ij), n. [stump + -age], 1. standing
timber, especially with reference to its value. 2, the
right to cut such timber.

stump-l-neaa (stum'pi-nis), n. the quality or condition
of being stumpy.
stump-y (stunrpi), adj. [STUMPIER (-pi-Sr), STUMPIEST
(-pi-ist)], 1, covered with stumps. 2. like a stump;
short and thickset; stubby,
stun (stun), y*L [STUNNED (stund), STUNNING], [ME.
stonien, slunun^ OPr. estoner* to stun, resound; L.
*extonare; *# mtens. + tonare, to thunder, crash],
1. to make senseless" or unconscious, as by a blow. 2,

to dae or stupefy; shock deeply; astound; overwhelm:
as, we wer stunned by the sight. 3. to overpower or be-
wilder as by a loud noise or explosion, n. 1. the condi-
tion of being stunned.' 2. something that stuns, as a
shock or blow. -SYN. see shock.

stung (sturj)t past tense and past participle of sting.
stunk (stunk), past participle and alternative past
tense of stink.
etun-ner (stunl&r), n, a person or thing that stuns;
specifically, [Colloq.], one who is remarkaoly beautiful,
excellent, etc.

stun nl*i& (stun'in), <ul/, [ppr. of stun], 1. that stuns,
2, [Colloq.jt remarkable, especially for beauty, smart-
nest, etc*

stun-sail, stun-s'lc (stun's'l), ft, a studding&ail.
Stunt (stunt) f u*& [< ME, $tunt, dull, stupid < AS.
aunt, ctupid* but influenced in meaning by ON. sttittr,

horn, 1, to check the cprowth or development of;
dwarf. 2. to hinder (growth or development). n 1.

the act or process of stunting or dwarfing. 2. a stunted
creature or thing.
stunt (stunt) mlLatd 19th-c. collage slang: said to be <
O. ttundt in nerise

* 4a teston" (of. STOUKD), but siwmp
was used earlier in the tame tense & stunt t dial. var. of

jffof, may havt influenced the word), (CoEoqJ, some-
thtoft clone for ft thrill, to attract attention, etc*; ex-
hibition ol tkUt or dMing; feat. tuL [Colloq.], to per-
form a stunt or stunts* v.t. to perform stunts in or
with (a** airplane, etc.)*
stunt man. in motion pictures, a professional acrobat,
<'tc. who taket the place', of an tictor-in dangerous scenes
involving fAlls, leapt* or the like,

8tu*pa (fitor/p,)), n. [Sans.], a domelike mound con-

taining adtt&hitt ihria*.

Clip* Irtfip, stto) it. IL. tt*p*9 tow; of. STOP), in

medicine* & wit cloth dipped In hot water, wrung dry,
ofaa oMOioftted and applied to the body to relieve

HUi Jie ffldent (ilWptWtat, M'pt4tfilNMt), adj.

[L. rfKMMifwi, ppr, of stuptf
n. a *to that p

1. the quality or condition of being stupid. 2. \pl.

STUPIDITIES (-tiz)], something stupid; foolish remark,
irrational act, etc.

stu-por (stoo'pgr, stu'per), n. [MB.; L. < stupere, to be
stunned or amazed], 1. a state in which the mind and
senses are dulled; partial or complete loss of sensibility,
as from the use of a narcotic. 2. mental or moral dull-

ness or apathy. SYN. see lethargy.
stu-por-ous (stSo'pgr-os, stu'pSr-ss), adj. of or in a
stupor.
stur died (stur'did), adj. having sturdy (the disease).

stur-dMy (stur'ds-li), adv. in a sturdy manner.
stur-di-ness (stur'di-nis), ft. the quality or condition of

being sturdy.
stur-dy (stur'di), adj. (STURDIER (-di-Sr), STURDIEST (-di~

ist)J, [ME. stourdi, sturdi; OPr. estourdt, stunned, dazed,
reckless (Fr. Stourdi, thoughtless) ; basic sense "hard to
influence or control"], 1. firm; resolute; that will not
yield or compromise: as, sturdy defiance, a sturdy policy.
2. strong: vigorous; stoutjhardy. SYN. see strong'
sturdy (stdr'di), n, [OFr. estourdi, giddiness; see

STURDY, adj.], gid (a disease of sheep).
sturgeon (stur'jsn), n. [pi. STURGEONS (-jenz), STUR-
GEON; see PLURAL, II, D, 1], [ME. sturgiun; Anglo-Fr.
sturgeon ; OFr. esturgean, estourgeon; of Gmc. origin; cf.

OHG. sturjo], any of several large food fishes having
rows of spiny plates along the body and a projecting
snout: valuable as a source of caviar and isinglass.

tSturm ab-tel-lung (shtoorm'Sp'ti'loorj), n. [G., lit,,

storm division < sturm, a storm + abtetlen, to divide],
the Storm Troopers, a political militia of the Nazi
party, organized about 1923 to keep order at party
demonstrations and carry on propaganda* by terrorist
methods: after the liquidation of itsleaders'in 1934, it

was reorganized to give premilitary and postrmlitary
indoctrination to German men: also called Brown
Shirts: abbreviated SA, S.A.
tSturm tind Drang (shtoorm' oont drSr/). [G., lit.,

storm and stress], a movement in ISth^entunr German
literature away trom the influence of French neoclas-
sicism: it is the early phase of German romanticism.

stilt*ter (stut'$r), v.f. & v.i, ffreq. of MB. stuUen* to
stutter: akin to G, stossm, to knock, push], to speak or

say with involuntary pauses* spasms, and repetition or

prolongation of sounds and syllables, generally as a
symptom of some psychic disturbance, n* the act or an
instance of stuttering* Of* stammer.
Stuttgart (stttt'gtrt; G. ^toot'gfrt), n* a city in
southern Germany: capital of wilrttemberg: pop.,
411,000 (eit 1946).
Stuy-vesant, Peter (stJ'vo-s'nt). 1592-1(572; last

Dutch governor of New Netherlandcl646-l(564),
St* Vincent, a Britiih island of tlie windward group in
the West Indies: area, 150 sq. ml; pop., 62,000 (1946).

St. Vitu*f
8 dance (v!'ta-k), chorea, especially of

children: also St. Vitua' dance.

ty (itl) nu |^i, STIES (st!z)] f [MB sfo; AS. ^ < same
bane at tta ha31 enclosure (cf. STEWARP)]* 1, a pen
lor pigt. 2, any fout mthy, or depraved place. v*t A
wi fanwD (t^Cd), fmrmo), to lo&p in cc as in a sty,

, ^ ^^ r .. ,

(^ ^ faatyfnterWa-
hr.

2* ip"Hftt

* stupor; -itun; make

, ffin; O^r, *llfat 4^; L*
pointed instrument used by the

oft wax taJbtftta* 2 any of itvtral
m

, ,

fe

ta
ilip

t
..., - . . w ' V* WWWi V(IWMM.MJ #/

pen, l>) A etching needle, c] a phonograph
l Va&j) w pmtir on a dial,

between the
or ro}4e of *
thoughts Into

of tx-
In mj art,

i

aitlvtie or tttinury
S. tlit way iw

manner. C tlie way
y ipMk* cw*

t inmk. I,

nee of manner anil bwnm. S*

is * Scutitlfdl to III* a&br
*

ts | int. I0ri Aitj
*
us m



stylebook 1450 suBarid

type. 11. a way of reckoning time, dates, etc.: see

Old Style, New Style. 12. in printing, manner of dealing
with spelling, punctuation, word division, etc. of any
particular press, publisher, etc. v.L [STYLED (stild),

STYLING], 1. to name; call: as, Abraham Lincoln was
styled the Great Emancipator. 2. to design the style of.

3. to bring into accord with accepted style, as of a

printer; normalize spelling, punctuation, etc. SYN.
see fashion.

style-book (stll'book') n. a book consisting of examples
or rules of style (esp. sense 12).

sty-let (sti'lit), n. [Fr.; It. stiletto; see STILETTO], l..a
slender, pointed weapon; especially, a stiletto. 2. m
surgery, a thin probe for examining wounds. 3. in

zoology, any pointed, bristlelike protrusion.
sty-li-form (stil'i-f6rmO adj. [Mod. L. styliformis; see
STYLE & -FORM], shaped like a style (instrument).

styl'ish (stil'isn), adj. conforming to current style in

dress, decoration, behavior, etc.; smart; fashionable.

styl-ist (stil'ist), n. 1. a writer, etc. whose work has
style (sense 4) or is characterized by a particular style.
2. a person who designs, or advises on, current styles,
as in dress.

sty-lls-tic (sti-lis'tik), adj. [< style, after G. stilistisch],

of or having to do with style, especially literary style.

sty-Us-ti-cal (sti-lis'ti-k'l), adj. stylistic.

sty-lis-ti-cal-ly (sti-lis'ti-kl-i, sti-lis'tik4i), adv. with
regard to style.

sty-lite (sti'lit), n, [Late Gr. ytyU&s < Gr. stylos, a
pillar], any of a class of religious ascetics of the early
Middle Ages who lived on the tops of pillars.

etyl-i-za-tion (stll'i-zS'shon), n. a stylizing or being
stylized.

stylize (stUIz), v.t. [STYLIZED (-izd), STYLIZING], [<
style, after G. stilisiren], to make conform to a given
style; specifically, to design or represent according to
the rules of a style, rather than according to nature;
conventionalize.

sty*lo- (stI15, stlls), [< L, stylus, incorrect for stilus,

pointed instrument], a combining fbrm meaning pointed,
sharp, as in stylograph; also, before a vowel, tyi-.

sty-lo bate Csti'te-bSt'), n. [L, stylobates; Gr. stylobatis
< stylos* pillar -f bainein, to go]t ta architecture, a
continuous, base or coping for a row of cote

ting, or engraving done with a style or similar

sty-loid (stFloid), adj. resembling a style; styHform;
specifically, in anatomy, designating or ofany ofvarious
long, slender processes, especially that at the base of
the temporal bone.

sty-lO'lite (stfb-litO r
n. [stylo- -f 4iUl a small, column-

like formation forming part of a rode deposit, usually

8ty4o*po-cM'iim (sti'lo-po'di-m), n* [pi* STVLOPOOTA
(-8)1 [Mod. L.; see STYLE & -PODIUM], tli lleshy tupport
at the base of the style in flowers of the carrot family.

sty his (stiles), n. \pl, STYLUSES (-) srsru (-11) J, flU, for
stilus, pointed instrument], 1. a style or other j

t with a
ftlffiiy*

like marking device. 2. a) & sfyarp, pointed device for
cutting the grooves of a phonograph wcora, W the
needle for reproducing the sound of *uch a record
sty-mle (stf'mi), ft. (prob. a tpe of earlw Scot, stomi*. a
person partialy blittd < atom*; MB, stfm*, in til pnr,
not able to see a stime (coinciding In s^aw with ON.
skima). not able to see at all; the reference is to the
blind sij.ot caused by * stymie), in ioJ/ 1. the gmdsfcion
that exists on a putting green when an oppoaeftt'i mil
lies in a direct Ene between tit player's b*tt and the
hole. 2, a ball lying in such & pewit

" "

(-mid), STYMIEING] t 1, to hinder or
stymie. 2. to block; impede* AI$o sj>
sty-my (stl'mi), n. [& tmov* (*&)!
(-mid), STYMYING], rtymfe.

smj'Sts (stip'sis), n. [LL; Or. * .

action or ttse of a styptic.

; (stip'tik), aaj. fPr. jMtfpw X*
i^/Mor. astnngent < dypM*, to cmtr*
Jt bleeding by contracting the tuwaep

astringent, n any atyptic fuottiusioeL

typ'tTcftl (ttlx/ti-k'l), flw//. styptic*

pnpfMndL a imall stick cf&te^'iri^^JQ toj> blending, as from surface nicks or cut

Tjt!rj u n river in the nortbwefttro Okniniaa
3,R

? flowing into the Wpytt River; fwwrly in
f: length, a 300 mi.

- -^
t
wme erf the family (< L. jtorate, *teri, Ux);

4- -will of m famlty of trm and ahrnba with a flrtby ar
Iry fruit am! cluKtrrt <if flowr. uxualty white,

mre united a!1 artmnd,
'tfrfa itlr^fn), n [< L. ttyra*, itgrm {mm
4- *!* a or yclfowiw, arwnailc

liquid, CuHsCH-CHi, used in organic snythesis, espe-

cially in the manufacture of synthetic rubber and
plastics.

Styr-i-a (steY'i-s), n. a province of southeastern Austria:
German name, Steiermark,

aty'to-lene (stl'ro-lSn'), n. styrene,
Styx (stiks), n. [L. < Gr. Sty*, lit., the Hateful <
stygein, to hate], in Greek mythology, a river encircling
the lower world, over which Charon ferried dead souls.

Su., Sunday.
su-a-biM-ty (so5'9-bil'9-ti f suVbil'a-ti), n. the state of

being suable.
su-a-ble (s6"5'9~b'l, su'o-bl), adj. liable to suit in a court;
that may be sued.
Sua-kin (swa'kin), n. a seaport in northeastern Sudan,
on the Red Sea: pop., c. lvS,000.

sua-sion (swS'zhsn), n. [ME, suasionn; L. suasio <
suasus, pp. of suadere

l
to persuade], persuasion.

suasive (swi'siv), adj. [< L. suasus (see SUASION); -f

4ve], persuasive.
suave (swiv; occas. swSv), adj. [Fr, < L. suaris, sweet],
smoothly gracious or polite; polished; blandly ingra-
tiating; urbane.
SYN. suave suggests the smoothly gracious social manner of

one who deals with people easily and tactfully (a mam itophinti-

cate) ; urbane suggests tins social poise of cm who is lughly
cultivated and has had much worldly experience (an urwnt
cosmopolite); diplomatic implies adroitness and tactfutne&s
in dealing with people and handling delicate situation*,;,, some-
times in such a way as to gain one's own ends (a diplomatic

answer); polltic also expresses this idea, often itrewng the

expediency or opportunism of a particular policy pursued (a

politic move); bland is the least complex of theat terms,
simply implying a gentle or ingratiating pleaumtneit (a bland

disposition)*

ftuav'i-ty (swav'0*t! swS'vsi-ti), n [Fr. $uavit$; L.

suavitas], L the quality of being suave; graceful
politeness or polish; urbanity, 2, bC SUAVITIES (-tiz)],
a suave action, speech, etc.

8b (sub), n. [CoUoq.], a contractedform of sublieutenant.
submarine, subordinate, subscription, substitute, und
othw words bfiniiing with t*K va CSUBBBD (iubd),
SUBBING], [Colloq,], to be a aubtitute (for someone),

SUb- (sob, sob) f< L, 4tt6, under, betowl & prejSac mean-
ing: 1, under, beneath, Mow, m m submarine, suluoii
2.1onMr in rank or pwmo* thorn, inferior w swmdinale
to, as in mMtern, subaftent. 3. /o a lesser degree than,
somewhat, slightly, m in subhuman, subtropical, subcon-
scious. 4, a} so as to form a divixion into smaller or l$$
important parts, m in sublet, subdivide. 6} forming sink
a division, M In subsection, subdivision, 1 10 chemistry,
a) with less than the normal amount of (the tpftoifiad
substance), as in subchlcride, b) basic, m in subcarbontitc.
6. in mathematics, designating a ratio fyim$$ to a given
raMo, as in mbdttptiwt4. In wordi of JUitfa origin,
mo* assimilates to sue- before c, twin memd; tn/* m
fort /, as in suffer; su&- before /:, as in ai||rl; sum-
befora m, as in summon; mp bwor pt m in mpplmt;mr belor n m in mrrmmrt j*6 ofun cht^et to
sus~ before c, p, and l m la $m

'

$ub. L ub*Itm. 2, mbttttai
subac-ld (sub'fts'id), adj. [L.
aeM or acwr, m <rt*db Imiti.
biting, m a remark.

, suspend.
3* tubtirb(an),
idwl L

2, wlgntly Aitrp or
,

triMk<c< (wbVkitO* tf* bft
with reference to duration: M
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sub at-om (sub-at'om), n. a constituent part of an atom.
subaudition (sub'6-dish'9n) t n. [LL. subauditio <
subaudire, to understand or supply a word omitted: L
sub-, under + audire, to hear], 1. the act or process of
understanding or mentally Ming in a word or thought
implied but not expressed. 2, something thus under-
stood or filled in.

sub-au-rlc-u-lar (sub'6-rik'yoo4Sr), adj. situated below
the auricle of the ear.
sub-base (sub'baV)* n. the lowest horizontal section of
abase.
sub-base-ment (sub'bSs'ment), n. any floor or room
below a basement.

sub-bass (subt>Ss'), n. in music, a pedal stop, of 16 or
32 feet, producing the lowest tones in an organ.
sub-branch (sub'branchO, n. a division of a branch
8ub

:
caM'ber

(^tb-kal'g-bSr), adj. 1. smaller than the
caliber of the firearm from which it is fired: said of a
projectile fired through a tube of proper caliber inserted
in the barrel 2. of or having to do with a subcaliber
projectile,
sub car tllag-i nous (sub'kSr-ta-laj'e-nos), adj. 1. sit-
uated beneath cartilage. 2. partly cartilaginous.

8ub;ce4s;tlml (sub^-les'chol), adj. [sub?+ celestial],
1 . beneath the heavens ; terrestrial ; hence, 2. mundane.
3. in astronomy* situated exactly beneath the zenith.
n. a subcelestial being.
eub cellar (sub'sel'ir), n, a cellar beneath another
cellar.

sub cen tral (sub-sen'tra!), adj. close to or beneath the
cent

- v ~ sub4cl5'rid), n. a chloride
I a relatively small proportion of chlorine,
(put/fcto', ftub'kW). n. a subdivision of a

- ,- --.. (tub-kll'vi-on), adj. situated under the
clavicle, n, a subclavian vein, artery, etc.
ttbdattaEi groove, either of two grooves in the first
rib, one for the main artery (subclavian artery) and the
other for the outta vein (mmmian win) of the arm.
sub clinical (tub*klia'wcl) adj. without clinical
ymptctti at a dinettif in its early stages.

4iD*com*nftlt*t** Ctttb%0*ralt'i) f n. a tubordinate com-
mittee choittt from the members of a main committee.
sub con-sclou (ittb-koa'shiM), adj. L occurring with-
out conscious perception, or with only slight perception,
on tfc* f**t of Hm Eadhwtah said ol nSaat

*

ana reactions. 2. not fully oooftdous;
aware, n. that portion of mental activity <

individual has litwe or no coasolotis percep
8ub-con-cioitn* nese (sub-kon^hos-nls), n.
oQnraoiM* 2. A subconscious quality or
subcontinent (fmb-kon'ta-mmt), n. a

al processes
imperfectly"
which the

awb-con-ti-nent (fnih-kon'to-nont).
nywWn stnalli* thsn thut ustislly ceslMl
sub-con-tract (;;ub-kon'trakt; /or v..

, the sub*
[JltiOtt.

land
-_, ,,, J * ooatfaoat.

_ - _ (ittb-koo'tnUefc; Jbr * tub'kw-traktO,
wwoaoMy ootit**et taadirt4kiag gome of the
'

a* OK a mawy or pwwtt oonttftet: ooja-
i ooqiptaMt mm tif 4*to*tarff far the
i work, plumbing, t% In a new buikiing. v.t.

toA*a * " ' '

t a pwttft ifo Mfiaw"by tfooodary oQo6net''toaie
tJbi^

' ...

into subjection; conquer j vanquish. 2. to overcome,
as by persuasion or training; ^control. 3. to make less

intense; reduce
j lower; diminish; soften. 4. to repress

(emotions, passions, etc.). 5. to till or cultivate (land).
SYN. see conquer.

sub-ed-i-tor (sub-ed'i-t&r), n. a subordinate editor.
su-be-re-ous (soo-be*r'i-as, syo9-br7i-os), adj. [L. sube-
reus < suber, cork, cork tree], in botany, of or like cork;
suberose.

|

su ber ic (soo-ber'ik, syoo-ber'ik), adj. l[Pr. suberigue <
L. suber, cork tree], 1. of cork. 2. designating a di-
basic acid, (CHj)e(COaH)*, obtained by the oxidation
of cork and from other sources.
suber in (sSo'bgr-in, sufbgr-in), n. [Fr, subtrine < L.
suber,

t
cork + Pr. -ine, -ine], a waxy or fatty substance

contained in cork.
su ber ine (sooODg-rih', sii'bs-ren'), n. suberin.
su-ber i za tion (soo'bSr-i-za'shan, su'bSr-I-za'shan) , n.
in botany, a suberizing or being suberized.

su-ber-ize (soo'bg-riz
7
, su'bQ-riz'), v.t. JSUBERIZED

(-rizd ), SUBERIZING], [L. suber, cork; + -sej, in botany,
to change into cork by the formation of suoerin in the
cell walls.
su ber ose (so^

/be-r3s/
. su'bs-ros'), adj. [Mod. L. suber-

osus < L. suber, cork], corklike in appearance; suber-
ized.

su-ber-ous (soo'bgr-as, su'bSr-os), adj. suberose.
8ub fam i ly (sub'fam^-li, sub-tam'o-H), n. any of the
main subdivisions of a family of plants or animals.
sub genus (sub-ie'nas), n.

\fl, SUBGBNBRA (-ien'Sr-a),
SUBGENUSES (iz)], any of the main subdivisions of a
genus of plants or animals,
sub gla cial (sub-glS'shal), adj. found or formerly de-
posited at the bottom of a glacier.
eub grade (sub'grSd'), n, the surface or grade of a
foundation layer, as for a street or sidewalk,
sub-group (sub'gr<5<5pO , n. a subdivision of a group,
especially of a group in the periodic table of chemical
elements.
8ubgum (sub'gum/), adj. [Cantonese, lit., mixed veg-
etables], designating any of various Chinese or Chinese-
American dishes, as chow mein, prepared with water
chestnuts, mushrooms, etc.
sub head (sub'hedO. n. t the title of a subdivision of
a chapter, article, etc. 2. a subordinate heaoSog or
title, as of a newspaper article. 3. the assistant to the
head of a school etc.
sub head ing (sub-hed'ifl), n. ja subhead (senses I & 2).
sub hu-man fsub-hu'man), adj. 1, below the human
race in development; less than human. 2. nearly
human.
sub in-dex (sub-in'deks), n.

\

in mathematics, a figure or c
to the right of a symbol to <

in Y* and Xa , J and a are j

sub-ln-feu-da-tion (aub'm-fyoo-dS'sh^n), n. t, the
transfer of feudal lands by a vassal lord to a subtenant
with all the original privileges and responsibilities
faUmg to the new holder* 2. tenure so established, 3,
the lands or fief so held.

eub-ir ri-gate (gub4r'-ga"t'), *< to irrigate Oand) by
" - ' * ' ' '

pipes,

.... ., to ftp
""-*- *-*-- -- *

in

others:

.
< f ttftdbr 4-

. under the authority or control of,
another: as, .?^ peoples,

or teml^ncy ; liable (with to) : us.

anger. 3. liable to receive ; exposed
d!^ to < 4. oootlt)0at or

n (with to): as, it is subject to my

Ml the adj.\\ l t a' person under"the authority or control
of another; especially, a person in his relationship to a
l^br^

" " " "

,,.
-

ade&dbody tobe

pp.; nwnt.
f ^!

m study in

r * f***
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thing is said and which serves as the^ starting jpoint of
the action except in passive constructions: subjects are
nouns or pronouns or other words functioning as nouns
or pronouns. 8. in logic, that part of a proposition
about which something is said; that which is affirmed
or denied. 9. in philosophy, a) the actual substance of

anything as distinguished from its qualities and attri-

butes, o) the mind, or ego, that thinks and feels, as

distinguished from everything outside of the mind.
v.t. 1. [Obs.], to J>lace under or below. 2. [Rare], to

place before; submit: as, a plan subjected for approval.
3. to bring under the authority or control^of; cause to
owe allegiance. 4. to cause to have a disposition or

tendency; expose: with to, as, his weakness subjected
him to many diseases. 5. to cause to undergo or ex-

perience some action or treatment: with to, as, they
subjected him to Indignities. Abbreviated subj.
SYN. subject is the general word for whatever is dealt with
in discussion, study, writing, art, etc, (the subject of a talk,

painting, etc,) ; a theme is a subject developed or elaborated
upon in a literary or artistic work, or one that constitutes the

underlying motif of the work (a novel with a social theme) ; a
topic is a subject of common interest selected for individual
treatment, as in an essay, or for discussion by a group of persons
(baseball is their favorite topic of conversation) : teit is specifi-

cally applied to a Biblical passage chosen as the subject of a
sermon.

subjection (sab-jek'shan), n. (ME. stibjeccioun; OPr.;
L. subjectio], a subjecting or being subjected.
subjective (sab-jek'tiv), adj. [L. subjectivus, of the

subject < subjectus; see SUBJECT}, 1. of, affected by, or

produced by the mind or a particular state of mind
;
of

or resulting from the feelings or temperament of the
subject, or person thinking, rather than the attributes
of the object thought of: as, a subjective judgment.
2. determined by and emphasizing the ideas, thoughts,
feelings, etc. of the artist, writer, or speaker. 3. in

grammar, nominative. 4. in philosophy, having to do
with any of the elements in apprehension or appercep-
tion derived from the limitations of the mind rather
than from reality independent of mind. S. in medicine,
designating or of a symptom or condition perceptible
only; to the patient, 6. in psychology, a) existing or

originatinc; within the observers mind and, he/noe, In-

capable ofbeing checiked externally or vbrinea oy other

persons,. 6) introspective. Abbreviated 8ub|. Of. ob-
jective,

sub-lec-tiv-ism (sab-iek'tiv-iss'm), n, L the philo-

sophic taeory that all knowledge is subjective ana rel-

ative; ixever objective. 2. any philosophic theory of

kndyiedge that gives great importance to the sub-
jective or a priori elements of conscious experience,
3, ah ethical doctrine that considers the supreme good
to be some form of subjective feeling, usually of pleas-
ure, or that measures supreme good oy the criterion of
such feeling.

8ubJeC'ti*vT8-tic
% (s3b-jek'ti-vis'tik) f adj. of or char-

acterij&ed by subjectivism,
subjec'tlv'fty (mab'jek-tiv'-ti) f n. a subjective quality
or state; specifically, a) the tendency to consider ail

things only in the light of one's own personality, b)
concern with only one's own thought! and feelings, 4
tjie reflection of an artist's character and persoaalfty m
his -work,

subject iwatter
t
the thing or things considered in a

book, course of instruction, discussion, etc.

subjoin (wb-jojnO* < [OPr. $ubjoindrej L. Mukgm;
see 8V9- * jom), to add (something} at the rind of wb*t
has been stated: append.
sub joinder (s9D-jo!n'dir), n. something subjoined,
$ub Ju.jJi-ce (sub jWdinsi}, [U, lit., under judgment],
before the court; under con$iaeration; not yt otcidea,

subju.gate (f$/joo*gfit') v.t* [ftUBjuGATBD (-id), su
JUGATXNGJ, IMA* sttbiuiatm < L, svbjutntout, pp. of
wbjuterf, to bring under the yoke < 1*6-, waller 4-
jugiim, a yokelp L to briftg under control or aubjtction;
conquer. 2. to cauw to wcome im^enrknli subdue.~ SW, see conquer,

subjugating or being subjugated*; tubjectictti
*

Mib-jU'ga-tor (iub'joo-gt'tir), n* FLA a
UblUgAtCS*

8**b*JttC'tfve (wb-junk'tiv), (/ fLL, tub

**wf*gtu, pp. of subjunggn, to subjoin), '*

or of that mood of a verb ued to *npp*M WHt
desire, bypothi possibility, tte,, ratlitr thn to

an actual fact; dtetinguiitod from tod'
'

tmptrttiiw, n* L the subjtmetivt saoodl,, 2,
jtmctive vtrb form, Abbravmttd nb|.

b*king'4o (ttib/kiQ'dam, ub-klr|
f
<lii) it, a mi-

nwwy dtvMon at th plant or animil
*-*--*

sub-let (sub-let', sub'let'), v.t. [SUBLET, SUBLETTING],
1, to lease or let to another (property leased to oneself).
2. to let out (work) to a subcontractor.
sub -le-thai (sub-lethal), adj. not quite lethal; insuffi-

cient to cause death: as, a sublethal dose of poison.
sub-lieu ten-ant (sub'loo-ten'snt, sub'lu-ten'snt), n. in
some armies and navies, an officer ranking next below
a lieutenant.

sub-li mate (sub'la-mSt'; for adj. & n.* usually sub'b-
rm't), v.t. [SUBLIMATED (-id), SXTBLIMATINGL [< L.

sublimatus, pp. of sublimare: see ^SUBLIME], 1. to

jrurify or refine (a substance) by subliming. 2, figura-
tively, to purify or refmc. 3. to express (nocially un-
acceptable impulses or biological drives) in constructive,
socially acceptable forms, often unconsciously. v.L to

undergo sublimation, adj. sublimated, n. a product
of sublimation,
sub-lima tion (sub'b-ma'shon), n. [MB, sublimation;
ML. sublimatio], 1. a sublimating or being sublimated,
2, the process 01 subliming, 3 a product of sublimating.

sub-lime (ss-blim'). adj.i&T.; L. subHmis < sub', up to

f limen, lintel, hence orig*, up4
to the Hntell, 1. noble;

exalted; majestic. 2. inspiring awe or admiration
through grandeur, beauty, etc. 3. {Poetic], lated; joy-
ful. 4, [Poetic), proud; lofty; haughty. S. [Arcnaic],
upraised: aloft, n. something sublime; sublime quality
(with the). v.L [SUBLIMED (-BHmdO, SUBLIMING!, (ME.
sublimen; OFr. sublimer; L. sublimarc < the aaj*], i.

to make sublime. 2. to purify (a nolid) by heating
directly to a gaseous state and condensing the vapor
back into solid form. vi to go through such a process
of purification, "->**$YN see gplendld.

Gub'lim-i-nal (sub4im'-nl sub-H'mt-n'l), adj*[< mb-
f L. limen, threshold; 4- -<^J in p^yckoloiy, below the
threshold of consciousness or apprehension,* subcon-
scious; too slight to bo perceived; an, a subliminal
stimulus, n* the subconseiotui*

wb*Hm"!'ty (8-blim'Q-ti), n. [L. Mbliml^u), 1, the
state or quality of being tublim, majestic, rtoblo, etc*
2. [/. suBLiMiTwa (-tixJJ, something twbUrm

6tib*iit*xiiur (sub-lSS'nSr), adj. mibluxtary*
8ub*lU'nar-y (sub'loo-ner'i, fub-lWttir4) t ad/. fMod, L,
$ublmnari$ < L, $ub, under 4* lnna t the moonf, L sit-
uated beneath the rnoom, 2. earthly; mundane.

sub-ma-chine gu0
(tub

/

rnt*EhiaO a
portable* automatic or
semiautomatic fire-

arm with a short barrel
and a stock, tired from
the shoulder or hip.
sub mar-gin al (sub- THOMPSON SUJUMACHJNK GUN
mir'ji-n^t a4L i, A front tight; bfttrti; c
consiaared to be b- brwchj JD, rmr nglit; E. wind
low the standard that puigp; PI toek; a piifeol grip:
yields a tifactory H, triggers i, macuixk^t Jft MIUI
profit: as, a $Mtmr>* grip; K eoiiipttSAk} t
final vein of coal 2,

below th margin. 3, in Moloiy, the murfIn,
ub-ina*rlne

Csub'nj^rln'; /or n. 6* r, mmlty mb'm^
ifrA <*<*/* bK undfr 4- mart**}* being, 1!rfa& umi m-
mrried on beneath the of th wtmf,
of , .

Icind of 'wtrahip thtt can wtttr. v.t,
- ifnrtO. iUBMMltnflira!, to attack,

with a ibritt* wanflip.

a baft patrol
cmrryliig dfftii ami I%lt 3ek gout to use

wbtnaxttla;
f two mttwy ona ott

h InsMr wlgt df tlM

ul-lMMi (twi/te'j far F,. tnb-}|0. u
liy a to another til all or of thii
Ir<MTty p%l, 1, to a ill, 1 to
v hrW A of,

lWOt wt.

. juts ttadwr
I. U> ptoet n^lrr or m|ffr

mcraetiM}, [Mod. L.
*



submicroscopic H53 subsidence
sub mi cro scop ic ($ub'ml-kn>-skop'ik), adj. too small
to be seen through a microscope,
sub miss (sab-mis'), adj. [Archaic], submissive; humble
submission (sQb-mish'an), n. IME,: OFr,; L. sub-
missio < submissus, pp. of submittere], 1. the act of

submitting, yielding, or surrendering. 2. the quality
or condition of being submissive; resignation: obedi-

ence^
meekness.

t
3. the act of submitting something to

submissus, pp. of
tying or showing a

\_i\jkij, 3iufrri,t,*Hiri., _ . . , . ,__,_____ _,,,
mittcrt, to noncl], 1. to present or"refer"to" 'others' for
decision, consideration, to. 2. to yield to the action,
control, power, etc, of another or others; yield; surren-
der; often uwd renexively. 3. to offer as an opinion;
iuggert; propone. *>./. 1. to yield to the power, control,
etc. of another or others: give in. 2, to defer to
another's judgment or decision. 3. to be submissive,
obedient, humble, etc, $YN. we surrender.

sub-unit' till (nob-mit''l) t
n* the act of submitting.

sub-mi t-tur (uob-mit'Sr), n one who submits.
aub'in0n*t*n4 (nub-nion'tftn), 4/. [< sub- (below) + L.
mofU&nus, of a mountain < monst montis, mountain],
1. located at the foot of a mountain or mountains, 2. of
or charactfditto of foothills, 3, beneath a mountain
or mounto-tiut,

*ub*mul;fl'pl* (iub-mul'ti-pl), it. [*i*6 (below) f
mMptil a, number or Quantity with reference to
aaother which it will divide exactly; aliquot purt; as,
A in n mbmMpla of 12.

iub'tt0;twil (ub-wr'ml), adj. (&- (below) + worwaJL
below the normal; tew thaw normal, especially in intel-

Jigenoe. it. a subnormal ptnoq.
ub'ffcor'KKiftM'iy (ub'&6r*tt}'>ti), n. a gubnormal
quahty or condition.

*ub'0'C<*ii'lc (imb'OHihi-u'ik), 4/. situated or taking
bmt*th tbe floor of the ocean*

ub'Or'deff (mtb'or'dlr, ub-pr
#
dSr) f n a tubdlvition of

an erf plants or animals,
*tibor*diHM (wb4rdn*i) 0d(A {< Mod. L, subordo*
jwftarrftfnil C < L fwK btlow f ordto, order) ; -f -&lj# of or
muUuiH aj ft Nti!H>rd<kr.

ttb'CHra!'ift*t (nt-b6rd*oit|/or tM a-b6r'd-nt')1 fld!/,

IML* imtortiHttHii yp* <tf f^fcr^iwtfr*; L, ntft- una +
^4im?$t la amrji I* wwrlec to or pkctd below
aoottitf In rank, powtr, impmtanc. tc,; secondary.
2 ttftiitr th* or autbority erf another. 3, nub-
wftfftl r rmfmi >niy<>. 4* la tirttmmat, a) designating
cir of Iwt it dtpndnt ttjpon another cku
and not a formal venutoe^. d)

ifttrKl^eifig a owwt: M. 'o, ito* w^ikAt virj^.

I/,
ft<-. ttrt utwdimtf ijoiiium'ttoivL n* a wbor*

tfifiiir fwnnin or iblng. ! (MIIKMKIIIIATXI> (44), w-
Cl*ll>IAfM>Wti I* *** in

w liiltflor nr MM i

cir

Httb or 1* tu
tirciiiiftlif^l v

tO

_ ja> i. a tub-
. *

I t*l*f*ciifitt<ci>*

~Miw>ft| itf dSttfiiMiMK d* and" tWwf
til ttwTflftiiy r tn iw

MUt> or <H flvr ill* to
iw I, In iwwiimar, I

' *

ta><jrn v*l. (rr. <
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in io <

in i

i* 2 tt>

wif, m ^wl>-

:*m n* a, eilf to

M ... h -toj-

If<
I* ill, 4

sSEaK^Eiiwws

sub-principal (sub-prirx'ss-p'l), n, 1. a subordinate
principal in a school, etc. 2. a secondary brace or
rafter. 3. in music, an open diapason subbass in an
organ.
subre-gkm (sub're'i'sn), n. any of the divisions of a
region, especially with reference to the distribution of
plants and animals.
subreption (sab-rep'shan), n, [L, subreptio < sub-
reptus, pp. of subripere, to take away secretly, steal <
sub, under -f rapere, to take away* snatch], 1. the
fraudulent concealment or misrepresentation of facts.
2. a false inference drawn from this. 3. the procure-
ment of advantage, property, etc., especially of an
ecclesiastical dispensation, by means of such fraudulent
concealment of fact.
sub rep-ti-tlous (sub'rep-ti'shQs), adj. of, characterised
bv, or secured by subreption,
subro-gate (sub'ra-ga't'), v*t. [SUBROGATED (-id) f SUB-
ROGATING], [< L. subrokatus, pp, of subrogare, to cause
to be chosen in place of another; sub-, under + rogwe,
to ask], to substitute (one person) for another; espe-
cially, to substitute (one creditor) for another.

sub-ro-ga-tion (sub'ra-gS'shan), n. [ME. subroeacioun;
ML, subrogatio < L. subrogatus], a subrogating; es-

pecially, substitution of one creditor for another.
$sub ro-sa (sub rS'zo), [L. t lit., under the rose; the rose
in ancient times was a symbol of silence or secrecy],
secretly; privately; confidentially.
sub-scao u-lar (sub-skap'yoo-ler)* ad/, situated be-
neath the scapula.
subscribe (sab-skr!bO, v.t, [SUBSCRIBEP (-skrfbdOt
SUSSCRIBING], [ME.; L. subscriber*; sub-, under 4-
$crib$r$, to write], 1. to sign (one's name) at th6 end
of a document, etc. 2. to write one's signature on (a
document, etc,) as an indication of consent, acceptance,
etc. 3. to support; consent to; favor; sanction, 4. to
promise to pay or contribute (money), specially by
signing a pledge, v.t. I, to sign one's name at the
and of a dTocument, etc. 2. to give support, sanction,
or approval; consent: agree: as, tie would not subscribe
to such a me&sur. 3* to promise to pay or contribute
a sum of money, 4. to agree to receive and pay for a
periodical* ate. for a specified period of time (with &>).

sub-acrlb er (jiob-skrib'Or), n. a person who subscribes
to something.

sub-script (tub'fkript), adj. fL. subscripts pp. ol $&&-
scrihcrt; sea SUBSCRIBE], written underneath, n. a
figure, letter, symbol, etc, that Is written underneath, as
(i mathematical subindex.
sub scrip tlon (Hob-skrip'shon), n. (L. subscriptio], 1,

the act of subscribing, 2, something stibscribed; spe-
cifically, o) a written signature, b) $, signed dcxuraent,
ftc. c) coiuH'nt or mnetion, especially In writing, d) an
amount of money subscribed. ) a formal arerat; to
r^eive and pay for a periodical, books, theater tlctt
etc. for A tp!cined period of time* /) the rig^it to reotfw
u ptrioclicaL etc,, as by payment of a &K,m mm, 3; in
tdi9i&stlw Msafiff awmt to certain doctrines for pro-
moting uniformity jipecificfttiy, in the Anglican Chweh.

<rf the TJirty-ijine Artlotes of raJth tnd feh

Booi at Common Pniyer." - ' "

>) wV- of, for, or Jwllwttaf

(.sub-^k'.hon, stib'aek'shon), n. a division

. to follow close after;
coming altar | following
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subter'

sub sld iarily (sob-sid'i-erVH),
adv. in a subsidiary

manner or capacity. ,. *. *j-

subsidiary (sQb-sid'i-er'i), adj. [L. substdiartus <
subsidiumj see SUBSIDY], 1. acting as a supplement;

giving aid, support, service, etc.; auxiliary, especially

in, a secondary or subordinate capacity. 2. of, con-

stituting, or maintained by a subsidy or subsidies., n.

til. SUBSIDIARIES (-iz)],
1. a person or thing that gives

aid, support, or service; auxiliary. 2. a company con-

trolled by another company which owns most of its

shares: in full, subsidiary company. 3, in music, a

subordinate theme. -. , , ./ <- . t. \

sub-si-di-za-tion (sub'sa-di-zSfshsn, sub'sa-di-zS'shan),

n. a subsidizing or being subsidized.

eub-si-dizei (sub'sa-diz'). *>* [SUBSIDIZED (-dizd') SUB-

SIDIZING], [< subsidy ^ *], 1. to support with a

subsidy. 2. to buy the aid or support of with a subsidy :

now often implying bribery.
sub-sidy (sub's9-di) f n. W. SUBSIDIES (-diz)] f [ME.
subsidies Anglo-Fr. subsidies L. subsidium, auxiliary
forces, reserve troops, aid, support < subsidere, to sit

down, remain: sub-, down 4- siaere, to settle], a grant of

money; specifically, <*) a grant of money from one gov-
ernment to another, especially to aid in carrying-on a
war against a third, b) a government grant to a private

enterprise considered of benefit to the public, c) in
** *

ad, formerly, money granted by Parliament to

aiSb-^^(s9b-sist') v.i. [Fr. subsister; L. subsisterct to

IT stay, abide; sub-, under -f sister*, to place,
1. to continue to be or exist as a reality, or in a

'

; abide. 2. to continue to live; remain alive
* ~

to consist
v . .

(on suitenance, by specific means, etc*). 3. to c

or mSere (in). 4. in philosophy, to be logically

ceivable and, hence, to hold true, w.t to maij
___

maintain
or
ceivab
with sustenance : support.

sub-sist ence (sab-sis'tons), n* [ME.; LL. subsistcntia <
L, sutisister; see SUBSIST! L existence; being: con-

tfomance. 2, the quality of being inherent, 3, thy act

of providing sustenance, 4* weans of support or MveE-
5, in philosophy, the status of omlMttg that

existing;

<irj, *.

_; mundane. 3.

zenith. 4. being

D BOKTUI^* wij* (,%, */"" 4" L. StOtw&f sound;
f-'-fcl designating or of speeds that are ta than that
of sound through air (about 738 miles per hour),

3aub spe-ci e (sub sprshiH0 IW tinder the aspect (of),

sub-spe-dea (sub-sp^'shiz, imb%;pl'8hi*), n. [Mod, L.;
see SUB- ft SPECIES], a division of a species.

subat., t substantive. 2 substitute.
sub stage (sub'staf), n. a fixture under the stage of a
microscope* used to hold mirrors, etc: see kr0oi>%
illtis.

substance (sub'stons), n. {MB** OFr.; L. substantia <
substarc, to be present, exist], L the real or essential

part or element of anything; essence: reality- matter.
2. the physical matter ol which a thing consists; ma-
terial.

'

3* a) solid quality ; substantial character, h]

consistency; body. 4. the real content of a statement,

speech, etc true meaning; purport & inatter of a
particular kind; stuff, & material possessions; prop-
erty; resources; wealth. 7. in philosophy* something
that bus independent existiEnce and is act^d, tspoix, by
causes or events.
In substance, 1. with regard to essential elements;
substantially. 2. actually; really.

ul>'toiidjtf fatb-fta'om), WvM !
specifically, a) below a sitandard established bv lair, $J

patterns ol cultivated ptaks of thtr Snguitge; as,

0biG*nItiet nokdsms, ylang, tic* are generally con-
fdcieretl substandard.

sub-stan tial (sob-stan'shal), adj. [MB* & OFr, sub-

m<M; LL, mt&st&ntfalijil !* of o
" *

real; actual; true; not f

(-id), SUBSTANTIAXINGJ t [< Mod, L. substantiates, pp.
of substantial < L. substantial see SUBSTANCE], 1. to

give substance or true existence to. 2. to give concrete

form or body to; convert into substance. 3. to show to

be true or real by giving evidence; prove; confirm.

SYN. see confirm.
.

sub stan-ti-a-tion (sab-stan'shi-S'shsn) , n. a substan-

tiating or being substantiated; embodiment.
sub stan-tival (sub'ston-tl'vl), adj, of, or having the

nature of, a substantive. .-.-.
sub'Stan-ti-vaMy (sub'stsn-ti'vl-i), adv. as a substan-

sub^tan tive (sub'stn-tiv) , adj. [ME, & OPr. sub-

stantif; LL. substantivus < substantial see SUBSTANCE],
1. existing independently; not dependent upon or sub-

ordinate to another. 2. of considerable amount; sub-

stantial. 3. having a real existence; actual, 4. of or

containing the essential elements: essential. 5. of or

consisting of legal rights and principles as distinguished

from rules of form. 6. of a dye, becoming fixed without

the use of a mordant. 7. in grammar* a] showing or

expressing existence: as, the substantive verb *'to be,
1

6) of or used as a substantive, n. 1. something sub-

stantive. 2. in grammar, a) a noun, b} any word or

group of words used as an equivalent for a noun,

Abbreviated . f b, iubt.
.

sub sta tlon (sub'stl'sh^n), m a branch station,

sub sti-tute (sub'stg-tdW, tub'ita-tflt'), n. [MB,; L,

substttutus, pp. of substitute, to put instead of < sub-,

under 4- statuer*, to put place], a person or thing acting
or used in place of another; ipeefflcally, a) formerly, a

person who. for a payment, entered military wvic in

another's place, b) in grammar* any word, as a pro-

noun, the verb to aot etc., used in place of another word
or words (e.g.. did for shouted in **h ihcwted and to

did he/
1

), ./. [SUBSTITUTED (-id), umtrnruriNoJ. 1,

to put or uw in place ol another. 2. to take th* place
of, v4 to act or serve in place of another: often with

/or. jidj* subttitutiomal, Abbrtviated wbt*
eub stl-tu-tlon (jiub'st-o-tcw'iihon, aub'sto-tfi'Hhon). n.

a abfftitttting or bmg lubttltutMi.
sub sti tu tion al (tub'itt-tW'Aw-l, ittb'itt-W^ten-

1), <ti}* 1, of or eharmotertod by ubttittxtiOA. 2 that

tea^btitute. _., ,. ^^^

n, th ttaitum of the tmafcwni pit bdtow tht tttmt

i, from about 31/2 xnliM to mbowt 7

th fcrth*s .

, k

sub etru turn (sub^itrr/tom. jmb^tmt'am), it* (/>/, 9H*
WHATA <-t, -i)i |L* nettt, of mititraim* pp. ol nfr*

$irnmt to itrtw bMMith( nft- ttd 4- ittpMw .to
strtw), L a part, nubstimce, *Mimit tt. whieh lis
beneath and iuppnrta another; t"trutulatijih 2, %um*
lively, any or fMundatitm, 3 in twUutturt, ub

4 in biakwy, th tn^dium \t|Hin wltich
:S,tia*,I*tJk ttt*J*t*wwiy wfi

tipon it.

* mblntart.
), ndj,

ft a part or jitmctmv

HH>
iv te*; 1 to

toM by A
^ô^.^.A^,. ^
'bitafL..

"wsr
1

PWH mi Of MIW
tan ^eat CM

liJ%HtfQ IMfeWPfll
k i

"

b tern per ate i

i the a tin
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subterfuge *455 succimc acid
-=.-- --; ,- J (sub'tjr-fuj'),

n. [Fr.; LL. subterfugium <
L. subterfuges, to flee secretly, escape: subter-. below +
fugeref to flee, escape], any plan or action used to evade
something difficult or unpleasant; device: artifice.
SYN. see deception.

sub-tXMT-iiat-ii'ral (sub'ter-nach'gr-al), adj. below, or
less than, what is natural.

sub'ter-rane (suVto-raV), n. [L. subterraneum; see SUB-
TERRANEAN], an underground room or cavern.

sub-tepra-ne-an (sub'ta-ra'ni-an), ad;, [L. subterraneus
< sub-, under + terra, earth], L lying beneath the
earth's surface; underground. 2, secret; hidden

8ub-ta:-ra-ne;0ii8 .(f*b'to^'ni-ori, adj. subterranean.
sab- tile (sut' 1, sub'til), adj. [ME. souliil: OFr. subtil,
soutil: L. subttlis;&& SUBTLE], subtle (esp, sense 1).
8ub-tiM'ty (sab-tu'e-ti), n. [pi SUBTXLITIBS (-tiz)L
subtlety,

aubvtll*i*a-tloa (sut'^S'sfom, sub't'H-za'shan), n.
[ML. subtoUtaito], a subtilizing or being subtilized.
ub<tiMx6 (sut'l-ifc', auWl-is?), v.t. & iu. [SUBTILIZED
("fed'), SUBTILIZING], [ML. subtilimre < L. subtilis,
subtle], to make or become subtle; especially, to discuss
or argue with subtle distinctions.

ub*tff'ty (iut''Ui, sub'tl-ti), n, [pi, SUBTILTXES (-tiz)],
aubtletv,
aub'ti'tU (ifufo'tl't'l), n. La secondary or explanatory
title, a* of a book or play* 2, a book title repeated at
the top of the first page of text. 3. in motion pictures,
a) descriptive titles or dialogue thrown on the screen
between scenes, as in a silent motion picture, fc) dia-
logue translated from the original language and super-
impoaad on the Mm for the benefit of a foreign audi-
ence; m, t RUM&AH film with French subtitles.

attb-tl* (tutfl), *</. [ME. notil, sutdl, soutil; OFr.

soiUuf L, $mtilis, not, thin, precise, wig. closely woven
< JIMK under -f Ufa, web; d, SUBTILE]; L thin; rare;
tenuous; not dense or heavy, 2. keen: acute; penetrat-
ing ; dfecfimioatiaff . 3. delicately skillful or clever ; deft ;

Ingtniou, 4 crafty ; artful; wily; designing. 5.
*

r
: as, a subtle wink.

w*otnd; intricate; &b-
, .,-- , r , .. .j acting In an Insidious

way: , a neat* poison. Also (esp. sense 1) subtile.

aubclf*ty (wt'l-ti), m [ME, nittto; OFr, soiitlete; L,

liiWIwfij, t, tba quality or condition of being subtle;
ftpfciftuy, tlxa ability or practice of making fine dis-

tinctions* & [$l* iUTLETiE$ (ti*))t something subtle;
tpaitJly ft fine diinlnc.tiDn. Atto embtlUty, aubtUty.

atio*tly (autli, mt'l-i). adv. b a aubtla nmnnw,
ub'fOtt"k (aub-ton^ik), n. in music, the seventh toe
<if a diatonic acala; tooa ntxt below the tmpr tonic*

ol tubtrtihcr?* to dimw away utulcrncutli, tubtmct: **</-,

tinder 4* trahsre, to draw), to take away or deduct, tui a
I';trt from ft wh<4c oc one quimtity from another,

I (MMrmk^M) n a tiubtmcting or b^bg
,._, aapae{aJly tha m*tb*tlcal ^oci of
tti Iwtrtao* VH^wct'M twt > number; or quantities.

|L* ^tfliiAw* ga*
kA<:tl, n number ox^T

t|1ba.wrfiii
"*

ft*

*ut>ur

tt
1M

subvene (ssb-ven'), .i. [SUBVENED (-v5nd') SUB-
VENING], [L. subvenire, to come to one's assistance, lit.,

to come up; sub-, under -f- venire, to come]f to intervene
with support or aid; happen or come so as to help,
especially by preventing something.
sub-yen tion fssb-ven'shan), n. [ME. subvencioUn; OFr,
subvention; LL. subventio], I. a subvening. 2. money
granted, as by a government, in support of a study,
institution, or undertaking; subsidy; grant.

Jsub ver-bo (sub vur'bo), [L.], under the word (speci-
fied) : with reference to an entry in a dictionary, index,
etc. : abbreviated s.v. : also sub voce.

sub-ver-sion (sab-vur'zhan, ssb-vur'shan), n. [ME.;
OPr.

;
L. subversio], 1. a subverting or being subverted:

ruin; overthrow. 2. something that subverts; cause of
ruin or overthrow.

sub-ver-sive (sab-vur'siv), adj. [< L. subversus, pp. of
subvertere (see SUBVERT): 4- -foe], tending to subvert,
overthrow, or destroy (something established), n. a
person regarded as subversive.
sub-vert (sgb-vurt')* v.t. [ME, subverten; OFr. subvertir;
L. subvertere; sub", under + vertere, to

>
turn], 1. to

overthrow or destroy (something established). 2. to
undermine or corrupt, as in character or morals.

Jsub vo*ce (sub vo'si), [L., under the voice], sub verbo.

sub-way (sub'wSO, n. L an underground way or pas-
sage. 2. an underground, metropolitan electric rail-

way or the tunnel through which this runs.
sue- (suk), see sub*.
euc ce da ne um (suk'si-dS'ni-sm), n. [pi SUCCBDANEA
(-9)], [Mod. L,, neut. sing. < L. succedaneus, substi-
tuted < succedere; see SUCCEED], a substitute.

suc-ceed (ssk-sMO, v.i. [OFr. succeder; L. succedere, to

go beneath or under, follow after < sub~t under 4-

cedere, to go] f 1. to corne next after another; follow;
ensue: as, all succeeding laws were null and void. 2. to
follow another into office, possession, etc, : as, the vice-

president succeeds in case of the president's death. 3. to
nave success; accomplish something planned or at-

tempted; also, formerly, to have (a specified) success:
as, ne succeeded badly, 4. [Obs.], to devolve, as an
estate. v.t 1. to take the place left by; follow into

office, possession, etc. 2* to come or occur after; follow.
iSFIV. succeed impltes the favorable outcome of an -under-

taking, career, etc. or the attainment of a desired goal (to
succeed as a businessman); prosper implies continued, often

hu fcdmuikti. -
,

%urativ state of t __W( , ^ _

peak of development, influence, etc. (militarism flourishes in a
fascist state) *,

thrive implies vigorous growth or development,
M because of favorable conditions (industry thrived in the

North), See also follow. ANT. fail,

succen-tor (gk-s't&r), n* [LL, < swciney*, to ac-

company < sulh, under 4- canere* to sing], the assistant
to toe leader in certain church choirs.

emc-ceas (sak-sesOr n* EL* successus < succedere; see

SUCCKEJD], L lOos.], result; outcome. 2. a favorable
or satisfactory outcome or result* 3. extent of succeed-

ing: as, what success did he have? 4* the gaining of

wKlth, fame, rank, etc, 5, a succtwful person or thing,
auc-ccss-ful (spk-ses'fol), a<f>. 1. corning about, taking
place, or turning out to be as was hoped for; haying a
favorable result: as, a successful mission, 2. achieving
or having achieved success; specifically, having gained

. n* [ME.; OFr.; L, $uuio
me S0CCXE&1 1. the act of succeeding

or coming after anothtr in order or sequence or to
an office, MtftUu tc, 2, tbi right to iucoedd to an
oitie*4 , estate, etc, 3* a number of persons or taings
coming one after another in time or apace; aerie* ; se-

quence* mi, a suctMtwn of piercing screams, 4 a} a
tttfiei of ltcir;> or rightful successors of may kind. 6) the

orator 0i to of sucfi a seriet, 5ITV. aae aadaa*
in *uct'e*lon, one iltr ttnutlier In a regular series or

S4!t|utnc0,
uc Ci^-iaion-iil Cs^k-stjtih'iui-l}. adj. of, involving, or
qtrw m i^ulwr aaqiumoa or mxsf^mL
sue c^-8tVe (itlcfea'iv) odt/. [MB. < L. meamm (ace
iUCCWWij ""jr "fii'Jt t* coowta|f to iwictoiftiwiCttj following;
one aller ftoother ta i^uwnct wlt&wt ,n interruptioo;

2. of or tnvolviii|jaeoejifdcm,
lciwi%) w n. [ME,; OFr* suctt$$urt sut-

< MMMNHIw, pp of tgccxiPlp *
or mlog that ;;uce^tU>, or dlowi anoiter;

who tom titt % .

auc-cinct (k-sinkt'), ^ [Mlt ^ nilt,l
|iMpwftdt nmt, contract:-wt, pp. of wxlmft , -, .

teurt
tuck npy PMMNI < inl^i under +

lt I. oetny ana omfty 2* e

by brevity ana of 3.

w by * lifilt. ---^ V,v. wit a>nt-i*r

eiicclu ic MMI DP, iMMfiM <

|Ar
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succor 1456
Sudeten

(CHaCOaH)*, found in amber, lignite, and many plants,

and produced synthetically or dunng alcoholic fermen-

tation' it is used in medicine and organic synthesis.

suc-cor (suk'Sr), v.t. [ME. socouren; OFr. sucurre,

socorre; L. succurrere < sub-, under + currere, to run],

to trive assistance to in time of need or distress; help;

aid: relieve, n. [ME. & OFr. sucurs; ML. succursus <
theV], 1. aid; help; relief; assistance. 2. a person or

thing that succors. SYN. see help. .

suc-cor-y (suk'Sr-i), n. [altered, after MLG. suckene <
older sycory, early form of chicory; see CHICORY U chicory.

suc-co tash (suk'9-tash'). n. [< Am. Ind. (Narragan-
sett) misickquatash, ear of corn], a dish consisting of

beans and corn kernels cooked together.
suc-cour (suk'Sr), v.t. & n. succor: British spelling,

suc-cuba (suk'yoo-bs), n. \pl. SUCCUBAE (-be')], a

suc-cu-bus (suk'yoo-bss), n. [pi. SUCCUBI (-bx')] [ME.;
ML, < succuba, strumpet < succubare, to lie under <
sub-, under 4- cubare, to lie], in folklore, a female demon
thought to have sexual intercourse with sleeping men:
cf. incubus.

suc-cu-lence (suk'yoo-lans) , n. succulent quality or

condition; juiciness.
suc-cu-len-cy (suk'yoo-lan-si), n. succulence.

suc-cu lent (suk'yoo-tent), adj. [L. succulentus < sucus,

juice], L full of juice; juicy. 2. interesting; not dry or

dull. 3. in "botany, having juicy tissues, as a cactus.

suc-cumb (s9-kum/)t v.i. fOFr. succomber; L. succum*
bert < sub- t under + cumbere, nasalized form of cubare,

to lie], 1. to give way; yield; submit (often with to) : as,

he succumbed to her persuasion. 2. to die (often with

to): as, he succumbed to cancer. SYN. see yield.

suocur-sal (s9-kur's'l), adj. [Fr. succursale < ML. sue-

cursus; see SUCCOR], subsidiary; especially, designating
a church or monastery that is a branch of a mam one.

Sue-cuss (sa-kus') v.t, [< L. succussus, pp. of succutere,

to toss up < sub- t under -j- guatere, to shake], to shake

forcibly; specifically, in medicine, to shake (a patient)
in order to detect the presence of a liquid in some body
cavity, especially in the thorax,

suc-cus sa-tion (siikVaS'shan). n. succussion.

suc-cus-sion (s9-kush'an), n. [L. succussio], the act or

method of succussing.
suc-cus-sive (sa-kus'Iv), adj. of succussion-

that kind; of the same or similar kind; Eke or dmilar
to something mentioned or implied; specifically, aj
being the same as what was stated before: as, such

happiness was all he wished, b) being the same in

quality or kind: as, hats, coats, and suck objects. 2.

not named; indefinite; some; certain: as, on such a'day
as you may go, 3. so extreme, so much, o great, etc.:

used, according to the context, for emphasis; as, he
never expected such honor. Such is a term 01 compari-
son, although that with which comparison is made is

not always expressed. When expressed, as or thai is used
as a correlative with such (e.g., such love as his is

seldom experienced, we had such fun that nobody toft).
It is not preceded by an article, although the article

may occur between it and the noun it modifies (e,g. f

such a fellow I), adv. [Colloq.J, to such * dogvet; aos at,

he was such a jgrood man. pron. 1, such a parson (or

persons) or thing (or things); as, smhm ive by the
sword* 2, the person or thing mentioned or uupUad: aa

such was his nature.
as such, 1. as being what is indicated or
2. in itself: as, a name, as such t means n

.

iwcl* at, 1. for example, 2. like or similar to

thing specified),
such and such! being a particular one but not
or specified: as* to went to such and such * glace. ,

suchlike (such'HkO. *# of such a kind; ol Eke or ite-
ikr kind. j&ron* pefttons or thing* of sticfe * kind,

(mikL v.t. [MB. mkmf AS. su&m; Wn to 0,
m; IE. base ^smq^ %#- < %- dmttif^* mjb*

? as also in L wiw to uck; cf. OF,

ITto'dmw (liquid) into the mouth by forming a t .

with the lipa and tongue. 2, to ta.ka up or in
'

by OTIW by sucking; atwotf r vonaJba, ttc.; aa, -

mr into his lungs, the purnps soon sucked the water
from the hold. 3. to draw liciuid from (a breast, fruit,

b *

f_thlipfafid too^tie... **.todiaaoi^cMr

'^.
'

latfttebyMl
-. v.i. 1, to draw in

vacuum; suck som
.

-r
. :. or uddi ib ti*

4. t^ draw in air instead
K the act of <

the amount
in*

suvk er

i^
at one time; Hir>.

to takeT a K^| rV

sucking. 3. a part or device used for sucking; sjjecifi-

cally a) a pipe or conduit through which something is

sucked, b) the piston or piston valve of a suction j?uinp.

c) an organ used by the snail, leech% etc. for sucking or

holding fast to a surface by suction. 4. [Slang], a

person easily cheated or taken in; dupe; simpleton. 5.

fColloq.l, a lollipop. 6. in botany, any of the rootlike

sucking organs of certain parasitic plants; haustorium.
7 in horticulture, a shoot springing from the roots or

stem of a plant, v.t. to remove suckers, or shoots,

from. tu. to bear suckers, or shoots.

suck-fish (suk'fishO. n. \pl. SUCKFISH, SUCKFISHES (-iz);

see FISH], 1. the remora. 2. a small sea fish of the

blenny family, having a sucking disk on the underside.

suck-le (sukH.), I;.MSUCKXED (-Id), SUCKLING], [ME.
suclen, sokelen, freq. of suken, to suck], 1. to cause to

suck at the breast or udder; nurse; hence, 2. to bring
up: rear; foster, tu. to suck at the breast.

8uck-ler (suk'leY), n. 1. a mammal. 2. a suckling.

suck-ling (suk'lirj), n. [MB. $uklyn$e, aim. < souken,
sokm, to suckl an unweaned child or young animal.

Suck-ling, Sir John (suk'Hq), 1609-1642; English poet.

Su-cre (soS'kre), n. the nominal capital of Bolivia, in the

sU'Crns yaw A*v/f y - r*r"*~~"~ "i

Sucre (1795-1830), S. Am. Ubemtorl
t

unit of Ecuador, equal to about 41/2 cents m 1947.

su-crose (sod'kros, su'krSs), n. [< Pr. *Ur sugar], a

crystalline sugar, CuHaOu, found in sugar cane, sugar
beets, etc. _

suc-tion (suk'shsm), n. [OFr.; L. smtto < mctus, pp. of

sugere, to suck], 1. the act or process of sucking, 2. the

production of a vacuum or partial vacuum in a con-
tainer or over a surface, so that the extern&l atmos-

pheric pressure forces the surrounding fluid into the

space or causes something to adherd to the surface, 3,

the sucking force created in this way, adf* 1, causing
suction. 2, operating by means of auction.

auction pump, a pump that draws water up by suction
created by pistons fitted with valvea.

suction stop, in phomtics* a stop sound made by draw-

ing the breath into the mouth and clicking the lips or

tongue J see click, 3.

sue-to rial ($uk~tr'i-@l ijuk-t5'rkl), octf. [Mod, L.

suctorius < L, suctns, pp. of suttrt, to suck], 1, of or

adapted for sucking or suction. 2. having organ* ued
for sucking. 3. feeding by tucking fluids*

Sudan (sw-danQ* n* 1. a country south of Egypt:
formerly under British and Egyptian control, it was
proclaimed an independent republic in 1956: area,

967,500 q, mi,; pop., 8,764,000 (est 1951); capital,
Khartoum: former name, A*tl6*&typiton $mm* 1 a

vast plains region extending central Africa;
French spelling. Soudan: Me Sudan..

Su-da nese (5o'dd-ni%0f a^J- of the vSudan or it

n. [pi. SUANKSK), a native or inhaljitiint 01 the
Also spellcxl Souduncae.
Sudan grass, [after tht Sudan, A frica, where it ii cul-

tivated!, a kind of >fra^ grown for hay.
ii'daii'lc (55-dim%}, mj* e of famtty

of Umguagea, varioutly wktm aorthiira Africa,

including x oruba, Mftndingo, and TIM* n* thia family

te*l*ttitt (iW^a^i-tm, B-dtrwn), ft* p* w-
Mitu t) J {U < wdtor, * hwdktrehW or cloth
for wiping awaat from the vmnic*a.

.... F. _,_ .-. ^ ^ ^ fum|tw (^^ ft

, it.
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a heated room HM for sweat hat Ivi,
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Sudetenland H57 suffragist
Slide-ten land (s63-da'fn-land'; G. zoo-da'fcm-lant'),
n. a mountainous
region in northern
Czechoslovakia, in-

cluding the Sudetes
Mountains,aimexed
by Nazi Germany
in October, 1938
after the Munich
Pact and returned
to Czechoslovakia
in 1945: area, 8,721
sq. mi.; pop., 2,945-
000.
Su de-tes Moun-
tains (sSo-dS'te'z),
a mountain range
in northern Czecho-
slovakia and south-
ern Silesia.

tu-dor (

gU'dor-if-er-ous sW

SUDETKNLAND (1938)

n. pL], sweat; perspiration.
f'&r^s, srti'dQ-rif'er-os), adj.

[Mod. L. sudortferus < L. sudor, sudoris, sweat: see
-FERGUS), secreting sweat.
swdOfif'ic (sflS'dsnrif'ik, st'dsMrif'ik), adj. [Mod. L.
sud&rtficus < L. sudor, mdoris, sweat 4/<ww. to make],
causiog or increating sweating, n. a medicine, etc. that
causes or increases sweating.
suds (sttdfc), n*pl [prob. (via East Anglian dial,] < MD,
suds, marsh, marsh water), 1. soapy water. 2, a froth

, ota: foamy.
sue (t55 aft), v*t* [SUB0 (s5od sua), SUING], [ME, suen,
JMW* *m," OFr, ^w* wtfr, stofr; LL* *$eguere, for L.
Mfuj, to follow], L to appeal to; petition; beseech,
2. [Archaic]* to act as suitor to; woo. 3, in law, a) to
petition (a court) for justice or redress through legal
action, d) to bring civil action against or prosecute in
a court of law in seeking redrew of wronp or justice,
) to carry (an action) through to its final decision. v4,
L to make an appeal j petition; plead. 2, (Archaic), to

t>ay tult: woo* 3- to institute legal proceedings in
court; bring suit. S3fN. see appeal,
sue out, to apply for and receive from a court (a writ
or otiur legal pcootw).

Sue, Eujt&ne (t/zhen' it; Bog. s56) (born Marie
"

i*ft w 1804-1857; French novelist.
uMe (iwtd)t n. [Fr. SttMi, Sweden, in fouls de

,,, Swadian glove*)* 1, tanned leather, formerly
kid, and now usually calf, hairing the flesh side buffed

i ft imp* 2. a kind of cloth made to resemble this:
*

u et (008ra* Hvl'it), ii* [MB.* dim. of Arwlo-Fr. wi*;
Ofr ilnm *w < L. Mb**, fat, taHowr the hard,

crumbly fat dtpotltm around the kidneys and loina of
tntii Mid la cooking ana making tallow.

Sue-to ni-us fewi-td'ni-as}, (Gaw,y Suetonius Tranquil-

SISSJ^A JS,^ cwriWag wbt.
0iM

Csinal
and the (Ml

under; endure: now only; in negative constructions, as,
he could not suffer criticism, v.i. 1. to experience
pain, harm, injury, loss, etc. 2. to be punished: receive
a penalty, especially death. 3. [Archaic], to tolerate or
endure evil, injury, etc. SYN. see bear, let.
suf-fer a ble (suf'eW-b'l, suf'ra-bl) . adj. that can be suf-

fered, endured, or allowed j tolerable.
suffer ably (suf'Sr-9-bK, suf'rs-bli), adv. so as to be
stifferable.
suf fer-ance (suf'Sr-ans, suf'rans), n. [ME. suffrance;
Anglo-Fr. & OFr. soffrance, sou]ranee; LL, sufferentia <
L. sufferens, ppr. ; see SUFFER], 1. the power or capacity
to endure or tolerate pain, distress, etc, 2, consent,
permission, or sanction implied by failure to interfere
or prohibit; toleration. 3. [Archaic], suffering, 4.

[Archaic], patient endurance; submission.
on sufferance, allowed or tolerated but not actually
supported or encouraged.

suffering (suf'er-irj, suf'rin), n. 1. the bearing or
undergoing of pain, distress, or injury, 2, something
suffered; pain; distress; injury, SYN. see distress.

suffice (sa-fis^ S9-Hz/) v& [SUFFICED (-fist', -fizd;)t
SXJFFICING], [ME. suffisen < an inflectional stem of OFr.
suffire, to suffice; L. sufficere, to provide, suffice < sub-,
under + facere, to make], 1. to be enough; be sufficient
or adequate. 2. [Obs.l to be competent or able. v.t. to
be enough for; meet the needs of; satisfy.
suf fi-cierx-cy (sa-fish'en-si), n, 1. sufficient means,
ability, or resources; specifically, a) an ample amount
or quantity (o/what is needed). \b) enough wealth or in-
come. 2. the state or quality of being sufficient or ade-
quate; adequacy. 3. self-sufficiency.

Suf-fi-cient (so-fish'ant), adf. [MB.; OFr.; L. sufficiens,
ppr. of sufficere; see SUFFICE], 1. as much as is needed;
equal to what is specified or required: enough. 2.

[Archaic], competent; well-qualified; efficient; able.
5 FIV. sufficient and enough agree in describing that which
satisfies a requirement exactly and is neither more nor less in
amount than is needed (a word to the wise [is sufficient, enough
food for a week) ; adequate suggests the meeting of an accept-
able (sometimes barely so) standard of fitness or suitability
(the supporting players were adequate). - -ANT. deficient,
inadequate.

suf-fi-cient-ly (so-fish'snt-li), adv. so as to be sufficient;
to a sufficient degree; enough.

auf-ftx (tuf'iks; for v*, usually s-fiksO n. [Mod. L.
' "

< L. suMxus, pp. of suMgere, to fasten on be-
wider -f ji$ere, to nat], L a sound, sylla-

._ -JM added at the end of a word or word
to change its nieanlng. sive it grammatical function,
arm a new word, as ~isk in smallish, ~ed in walked,

. -ness in darkness. 2. in mathematics, a subindex.
v. L to add aa a suffix. Abbreviated suf*. suit

sufjlx-al (suPik-s'l), adj. of, or having the nature of, a

, it a suffixing or being suffixed.

L< L. suffiatm, pp. of SMf
"

-am * -ti-r 5^^0blS; inflate.

8Ui*fo*cate (siir-Kat ), t>.r. [SXJFFOCATED C-ia) t

rwoj [< L. $mffo<Mtu$> pp* of su/ware, to choke <
k under -f fauces, gullet. %oat) 1. to kill by

cutting off the tup-ply of air to the lux
' *

I to cause asphyxiation. 2. to hinder

;.oft .djwdbre of liwih air* 3.

, etc. by, or at by.

adj. tending to suffocate,
the eastern coast of
and West Suffolk:

... County, England]*
,. mutton! sheep havmg a

uffoik Down. 2. any ofabreed
wing a small, heavy body and

ifttttoeapi
% awJblMW

^ . Suffolk punch,
n. [MB.; OFr,; ML. suffra-

\ capacity an a ftuhordiimte to his
,, , . _ dr a fe%tar amtawrlty; aurakry:
said especially of a bishop la rtlaUm to Ins.. archhi ,lu>j>.

euf frage (suf'rij), n. (MB,; Late OFr.; L
: sfr*>:tu,nl

1. a sHort prayer of intercession or supi>UcatIon. 2* a
vote or voting; tipMulty, a vote in favor oC

crsoraethintf. 3. tint right to vou-, esyecnaily in j

woman wb
oufifrauet

auf-fra-dlat . m i pwncm w!ii> tn 4

-, 10



siiffumigate 1458 Suiyftan
suf fu mi gate (sa-fu'ms-gSt'), v.t. [< L. suffumigare;
cf . SUB- & FUMIGATE], to fumigate from below.
suf*fuse (so-fSz') v.t. [SUFFUSED (-fuzd'), SUFFUSING],
[< L. suffusus, pp. of suffundere> to pour beneath, diffuse

beneath or upon < sub-* under -f fundere, to pour], to

overspread, as with a liquid, light, color, etc.

suf-fii'Sion (sa-fu'zhon), n. [ME.; L. sufusio], 1. a

suffusing or being suffused. 2. something, as a coloring
or tint, that suffuses; especially, a flush or blush.

suf-fu-eive (sa-fu'siv), adj. that suffuses; suffusing.
Su-fi (soo'fi), n. [Ar. jfijft, ascetic, lit., a man of wool <

.jfi/, wool], a person who believes in or practices Sufism.

Su-fism (soo'fiz'm), n. a system of Moslem mysticism
practiced chiefly in Persia, from which has developed a
literature of symbolical poetry,

Su-fis-tic (soo-fis'tik), aaj. of, characteristic of, or prac-
ticing Sunsm.
sug- (sug), see sub-.

sug*ar (shoog'Sr), n. [ME. sugre; OFr. sucre; ML. $u&*

carum; Ar. sakfcar, sokkar; Per. shakar; Sans. $arkar&,

gravel, clayed or candied sugar], 1. a sweet, usually
crystalline, substance, CuHuOu, extracted chiefly from
sugar cane and sugar beets and used as a food and
sweetening agent: also called cane (at beet) sugar,

saccharose, sucrose. 2. any of a class pi sweet
f
soluble,

crystalline carbohydrates, as the disacchandes ^su-
crose, lactose, and maltose) and the monosaccharides

5 and fructose). 3. flattery; honeyed words. 4.

money. v.r, 1. to mix (food) with sugar;
s with sugar. 2. to sweeten with sugar. 3, to
to seem less disagreeable: make pleasant or
able with flattery, etc. tu. 1. to form sugar
Ls or granules by long, slow boiling (usually with

^ ,, 2. to make maple sugar.
sugar beet, a variety of beet having a root with white
flesh and a high sugar content,

sug-ar-ber-ry (shoog'eVber'i), n. [pi. SUGARBBRRIES
(*"Tz)], the hackberry*

sugar bowl, a small container of glass, china, etc.,

usually with a cover, for sugar at th table.

sug-ar-buah (shoog'Sr-boosh'). n. a grove or orchard of

sugar maples*
sugar cane, a very tall tropical grass with jointed stems,
cultivated as the main source
of sugar,

8Ug-ar-coat (shoog'er-kot'),
vim 1. to cover or* coat with
sugar. 2, to make seemmore
pleasant

'

or attractive, at
withflattery,euphemism, etc.

eug-ar-coat-ing (shoofl/Sr-
kot'in), n, f. the act or

2. that which makes some-
thing seem more pleasant or
attractive, as flattery, etc.

sugar corn, sweet corn.

sug-ar-cured (shoog'Sr-
kvoordOt adj. treated with a
pickling preparation of sug-
ar, salt, and nitrate or nitrite:

said of ham, bacon, etc.

daddy, [Slang], & wealthy, especially older, max*
lavishes gifts on young women in return for their

background. 5. to serve as a motive for; prompt: as,

leave now), or unintentionally, as through association of idL~.

(the smell of ether suggests a hospital;; Imply stresses the
putting into the mind of something involved, but not openly
expressed, in a word, a remark, etc. and suggests the need for

inference (his answer implied a refusal); hint connotes faint
or indirect suggestion that is, however, intended to be under-
stood (he hinted that he would come); Intimate suggests a
making known obHquely by a very slight hint (he only dared
to intimate his feelings) ; Insinuate implies the subtle hinting
of something disagreeable or of that which one lacks the courage
to say outright (are you insinuating th&t she is dishonest?),

the quality or

SUGARCANE
plant; B, section of

cane

_ . .

, _ , , y* 8we0tl wttb of as with
sugar; sugar-coated.

6Ug*ar*tiouse (shoog'r-hous
f
)f ft* a Ptec wtwr sugmr

is processed; especially, a building where maple imp 13
boiled for pmudfiffmapla simp and sagr.

sug ar-1-ness (shooc%-i-niH, fihoog'ri-ms), it* the qual-
ity or condition of beia sugary.

sugar loaf, i, a conical lamas (>rcTyntallixt'a stigar".
2. something

1 shaped ttkc this* as n Ml* or motiad
sugar maple, a NortE fammmxt ! vuJtitd tor its
hard wood and for its ftp which maple sirup
and maple sugar,
sugar of lead, lead acetate.

rof raiilc, lactoe*.

pine, any of a number of tall related of the
fie coast, with soft. rsddisMwowii waot large

. jlu pSooglr-plumO* u m row^l <r 0f*l piece
rwfwry candy; bonbon.
|fkr tonjj^, small totigs used fee hamiUng Imp sugar

-ug*tr, 2. Ilka augar; ipeclical!^ ) b) i*
tly nattarfiiff or ptesant: hoosorad.

.tocsnrorf
""' * 4

"LijSm

.

3. iwtl!y wttrmg or ptewnti.M'

-i in<c*iTy
n, etcJ to tit* mintf tor

I* fa th<->ghri in tte miti'fr ** MPMMflW |,tf Wm^M-tW/ * t;*S13
: W

or as. what this
or f a

mm ft of study? 4 to i

inply; tttlmlt* a% htr dark

^ - --- ,~^. .-
-j

~ -,. , . 1t
capable of being

iifltuenced by suggestion; especially, suaceptibb to

hypnotic suggestion. 2. that can be sttggestea.
eug-gea-tion (sff-jes'ch@n), n. [ME, & OFr, suggestioun;
L* suggestion 1. a suggesting or being suggested. 2.

somewiing suggested. 3. the process through which an
idea is brought to the mind because of its connection or
association with an idea already in the mind. 4* a faint
hint or indication; small amount; trace: M, there was a
suggestion of boredom in her tone. 5* in p^hohgyt o)
the inducing of an idea, decision, tc. by means of a
verbal or other stimulus, in another individual, who
accepts it uncritically, as in feypqot!*, 6) an idea 10
induced, or the stimulus by which such uncritical

acceptance Is effected*

sug-gea-tive (sog-jes'tiv), adj. L that iup^Mtt or tend
to suggest thoughts or ideas. 2. tending to suggest
something considered Improper or indecent'.

u-l-cid-SkTtafiO'MM*!, tt
fi-Pd t

i), </. t. of, InvoMnf,
or leading to suicide. 2. having an urge to commit
suicide,
au i cldo (so^'i-sld' su'i-sIdO, n,

[I,. ,?t, of oneself ; +
-tide], 1. the act of killing ofieeeH intentionally. 2, ruin
of one's interests or pronpocis through one's own Actions,

ooittfflti

oa.J* to

jen'iris),
dwiwjj tHikiu0

'

Jootrit), [L, in out's own
compftint to nuuw^e rmo'a own

legal nga and ol sound mind,
swint), n. (Fr. < sucr. to awc&t; L.

grease found in whcep's wool; ft

* oc Its) own,
I*M$* (fR
t], in /aw,
ira, b*causo,

su-int (sdd'int, aS'
the

his

...... ,. .^t). n. [M& Mt. #m; OFr. wte, ,.

LL, *$<*Quita < <*jfigiMff> to follow < L* itfiil to to
1, a set of clothes to te worn tofithtf ; now, <

'

a coat, trowwi (or skiit) f aa, ofttn, a vsj, T _.
all of the mam nuiterial. 2* a group of f4niihir th

Iwtninf a itt or .i anv d tM four teti df
thlrtoiti plftyiiut cuitis MMdh \$p^d$$ ^Iw^t, ha.&yi$
and itemoiirff) lormiiig a ptck. 4 Mitoribatty* thft iwt
of fouoiriRs; or ftttmdiag a Itoda) cdttrt In an ^ort to
Mmra justice. 5. notion to Jut$et in a e<mrt of

law; attempt to a right or d&im through tap)
|0iioii...^a) an et of suing* plfadittg. or

i suitoble for or aps>ropritt to; with;

SSMSSF*"
JTSr

..,
! tit nit M the

<r Mm 4mtf ;

"

pp of r
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tf
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. adv. |ft timtttble i
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sukiyaki Sullivan
area, 113,758 scj. mi.; pop., 2,230,000 (est. 1947);
capital, Kweihsui.

su-ki.ya-ki (s55'ki-yS'ki), n. [Japan.], a Japanese dish
of sliced meat, onions^ and other vegetables fried to-
gether and seasoned with soya sauce, sake, and sugar.
Suk-kos (sook'5s), n. Sukkoth.
Suk'koth (sook-^th', sook'os), n.pl. [construed as sing.],
[Heb. s&kdth, ht, tabernacles], a Jewish holiday, the
Feast of Tabernacles, celebrating the fall harvest: also
Succos: see Jewish holidays.

sul'cate (sul'kSt), adf. [L* sulcatus, pp. of sukare, to
furrow < sulcus, a furrow], having deep, parallel fur-
rows or grooves; grooved; fluted.

sul cat cd (8ul'k~tid), adj. sulcate.
sul ca-tlon (sul-kS'shan), n, [see SULCATE & -ION], any
of a series of deep, parallel grooves or furrows.

aui-cus (sul'kw), n*,&J. SULCI (-si)], [L.f, a groove or
furrow; especially, in anatomy, any or the shallow
grooves separating the convolutions of the brain.
Su lei-man Csttlfc-nilnO, n. sultan of the Ottoman
Empire (lSiO-1566); lived 14%?-15<56: called the
MaRmfi.ce.nt', also Solyman.

aulf* (auif), & combining form meaning of or containing
sulfur: also sulph-.

sul-fa (tml%) adj. designating or of a family of drugs
of the iulfanikmide type, used in combating certain
bacterial infections: words beginning with sulfa- may
also be spelled oulpha-.
sulfadiivzlne (sul'fa-diVzIn', sul'fa-dlVzin), n.
but/a 4- dtotM, a tulfa drug, CioHwNiOiS, used in
treating certain pneumococcus, streptococcus, and
itaphylococcus infections.

sul-fa-^ua- til-dine (i^rff>-gwan'a-dSn'T surfo-gwii'no-
din), n. [s*tfo -f gmnidimi, a sdfa drug, CrHioN^iS-
H,0, u?;l in the treatment of various intestinal in-
Xflctioxui*

gulfa*r'atoii (sul'f^mw'w&Stt') n* hulfa 4- *mer
4- aiml a tulfa drug, CuHiiN^tS, a metayl derivative
of .nulfadiimne that Is more rapidly absorbed.

s

f^
l

Tmd
tlf*i

], a sulfa drug,
in treating itaphylococcus infections.

(^1'f.vml^-mulO, n* [sulfanilic -f
te crystalline compound. NHtCHiSOr

t u^f in tnmtmg gonorrhea, scpticeinia, gtrepto-
i iTifectionn, etc.: a synthetic coal-tar product.
*Kfira*itet (iiyra^ftrMin')* . (jwl/a + ^ra-
t\ *iulfa dmgt CtHf^Nf^tS, used in treating certain

streptococcus, and staphylococcus in*

t ht* treattnent of pneumonia.
iH-i^^.rfd^ utf^t-^H

imm^^m

c>mpmindaf sulfur with another

* J<
a:;

a group of compounds containing the radical SO* the
sulfur atom of which is linked chemically with a carbon
atom of each of two alkvl groups.

sul-fon-ic (sul-fon'ik), adf. [< sulfone + -ic], designating
or of the univalent acid group SOiH.

sulfonic acid, any acid containing the sulfonic group
and derived from sulfuric acid by the replacement of an
OH group.

sul-fo-ni um (sul-fo'ni-am), it. [Mod. L.; h sulfwc +
sxoxnonium], a univalent electropositive radical made
up of three alkyl radicals and one atom of sulfur, as
the triethyl sulfonium radical (CjH)iS-.

sul fon meth-ane (sul'fon-meth'an, sul'fon-meth'Sn),
n. f< sulfone 4- methane], sulfonal.

suMo-nyl (sul'fo-nil, suPfa-nel7
), n. [< sulfone -f- -yJ],

the divalent radical SO*: also sulfwryl.
sul-fur (sul'fSr), n. [ME. sulphre; L. sulphur, sulfur], a
pale-yellow, nonmetallic chemical element found in
crystalline or amorphous form: it burns with a blue
flame and a stifling odor and is used in vulcanizing
rubber, making matches, paper, gunpowder, insecti-
cides, sulfuric acid, etc.: symbol, S; at. wt,, 32.06;
at. no., 16: see also sulphur: see sulf*.

bine or treat with sulfur.
sul-fura tion (sul'fyoo-ri/shdn, sul'fo-rS'shgn), n, a
sulfurating or being sulfurated.

sul-fu ra tor (sul'fyoo-rS'tgr, sul'fa-rS't$r) f n. a device
used for bleaching with sulfur fumes.

sulfur dioxide, a heavy, colorless, suffocating gas,
80s, easily liquefied and used as a bleach, disinfectant,
and refrigerant,

sul-fu re oua (suHyoor'i~9s), adj, [L. sulfureus], L of,
like, or containing sulfur. 2. greenish-yellow.

sul-fu ret (sul'fyoo-ritj/or t/., sul'fyoo-retO, n, [Mod. L.
sulphuretum], a sulfide. v.t. [SULFURETTED (-id), SUL-
FXTRETTING] to combine or impregnate with suirur.

sul-fu-ric (sul-fyoor'ik) r adj. [Pr. sulfurique], of or con,-

taining sulfur, especially sulfur having a valence of six,
sulfuric acid, an oily, colorless, corrosive liquid, HjSO*.
used in making dyes, paints, explosives, fertilizers,
etc* : also called oil of vitriol

sul-fu-ri za-tion (sul'fyoo-ri-zS'shQn,
n. a sulfurizinff or being sulfurized.** -' '-'
-viwd'. -IdO stWWRiziNG], [Pr. st&furteer; two u^u*

< -IZE], to combine, treat, or impregnate with tulftir or
a compound of sulfur, especially with sulfur dioxide
fum$ in bleaching or disinfecting.

Bul-fu-rous (sul-fyoor'ss, sul'fSr-os), adj. 1. of or con-
taining sulfur, especially sulfur having a valence of
four* 2. Eke burning sulfur in odor, color, etc. ; see also

sulphurous. <, ~^,

eulfurous acid, a colorless acid, HiSO, known only in
the form of its salts or in aqueous solution and used as
a chemical reagent, a bleach, in medicine, etc.

nil*i

ftwt*y (s^'fiw), a/dj* of oot HJcft stdfut.

aulk (sulk), v.L [back-formation < sulky], to be sulky,
' ' " * '

Iky mood or state. 2. a sulky ]

> adv. m a sulky manner.
It* sulky manner or ._

>),SOtlPQwr(-k
, comp.), slothful, remiss:

go, let loose, at also in Olr. sU* ,

I resentment and ill-humor by sullen,

; dismal; sullen: as, %

.2}}, [so called < the
f , because the vehicle



Sullivan 1460
summit

fighter; world heavyweight champion (1882-1892).

Sullivan, Louis Hi-il (hen'ri), 1856-1924; American

architect. < r .

sul ly (sul'i), v.t. & v.i. [SULLIED (-id), SULLYING], [prob.

< ft. Sttlfcr; ? < LL. *suculare, to soil < L. swulw,
dim. of sus, a boar, swine; cf. SOIL, tM. to maKe or De-

come soiled, stained, tarnished, or defiled, it. \pL SUL-

LIES (-iz)l, a stain or tarnish; defilement: blemish.

SuMy, Due de (da su'lg'; Eng. sul'i), (Maxtmihtn de

Btthune), 1560-1641; French statesman.

Sul-lv-Pru-dliomme, Re-tifi Fran-cois Ar-mana (ra-

nS' fr^'sw"' Ar'mkn' sttasW&K), ^"^
French poet; received Nobel prize in literature, 1901.

sulph- (sulf), sulf-: for words beginning sulph-, see

forms tinder sulf-.

sul-pha (sul'fa), adj. sulfa. .

sul-phur {sul'flJr),
n. 1. sulfur. 2. any of a number of

small, yellow butterflies. 3. a greenish-yellow color.

n. the largest of all
^ .

whales, bluish gray in color, found in the Antarctic and

in tte colder parts of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceanfe,

eul-phu-rous (sul'fgr-9s; for L ipuOfy
sul-fyoor'as) ,

adj. i. sulfurous. 2. infernal; hellish. 3, violently

passionate; heated; fiery. 4 , , . .
,

sul-tan (sul't'n), n. [ft.; Ar. suWto, victorious, also a

ruler, prince], 1. a Moslem ruler; especially [S-],

formirfy, the ruler of Turkey. 2. S-], any of a breed of

chicken with heavily feathered feet and legs. 3, a

sS-toaT^-tanV sul-tfi/ne),
n. [It., fern, of sultana;

Ar. sulfin* sultan, 1. the wife of a sultan. 2. the

mother, sister, or daughter of a sultan. 3. a mistoess,

especially of a king, prince, etc. 4. a game bird of the

raS family, with bright blue and greenleathers; purpl

gallinule. 5. a small, white, seedless grape used for

raisins and in wrne*making.
t( (mil't'a-it, sul't'n-t') * 1*$* authmity,

, or reign of a sultan. 2. the territory or juris-

of a U*wft!CU
'

* * *\
a ess -(sui'tVis). n, a wiltmna (jseoses 1 & 2).

ul't'n-sliip'), ft* (see -SHIP], a sultanate.

_____4)' adv* so as to be mfap*
stil-tri ness (sul'tri-nis), n. a sultry quality or state*

aul-tty (sul'trl), adj. [SULTIUBR (~M-fr) w^vaaan C-tn-

isti], [var. of sweUry < swetier; see swswrBBi i, op-

pressively hot and moist; close; sweltering. 2, extreme
ly hot; fiery. 3, hot or inflamed, as with passion, or lust.

Su-lu (so"5'lo5), n. La member of a Moro tribe of the

Sulu Archipelago. 2, the ^dialect of the Sulus.
Su-lu-an (soS-loS'an), adj* of the Sulus or their lan-

guage. /i a Sulu.
Sulu Archipelago, a group of islands in the Philip-

pines, southwest of Mindanao; area, 1.0B6 so. mi.

Swu Sea, an arm of the Pacific, between th Philippines
and Borneo: see Philippine Islands, map*
SUM (sum), it. (MB. summe,; OPn somrne, mim; L,

summa, fern, of summits, highest, auparL < bwo of

5it6*r, above], 1. an amount of money: as* tfetj $m
a great sum for the painting. 2. the wholo amount}
total result; aggregate: as, that it the turn ow
perience. 3. gist; summary; submance. 4. th? renult

obtswbpted by adding together two or mom Jwwabtrf or

quantities; total. 5. numbers to bo adtkd tot{',ttier.

& [Coloqj, & problem In arithjwtio* 7* [AmMek tht

highest degree; height; summit, *a [SUMMED (sumd),
SUMMING], 1. to dcteninne the ium of by adding. 2, fc

sum up; ttxmpitulato: fumniwi
sum to, to total; add up to.

wnmp L to add up or (xriOaet into wbob or total.

2. to atato a !aw words; ttminrlsB| rw%w Wwly,
3. to give a brief review or summary; reeapit,ulatet

5W. win rd!irt to th* number or amotittt otttajbad bar add-

fmiL 2* ww pwrdreo laatws of df pwntii
in tanrung and dyeing. J, tM

-n

xw# t

Midst*
Su ma truzj

Sum Im m .ui ^
ur.it ui Timur; ftrca 4|tt a%,mt^4 Af^

Sum-ba-wa (s65m-ba''wa
<

), ft. an island of the United

States of Indonesia, between Lombok and Flores:

areaTs.m sq. mi.; pop- 316,000: also spelled Soetn-

Summer (sSo'm&v sli'mSr),
n. an ancient region in the

lower Euphrates River valley.

Su-mer-l-an, (sSo-m&r'i-Qn, su-nier'i-on), aa/, 1. of

Sumer, 2. designating or of an ancient people of Baby-
lonia, probably of non-Semitic origin, n. 1. one of the

Sumenan people. 2. the language
of the Sumerians,

of undetermined relationship, extfnct since the 3d cen-

tury B.CX; its tablets and inscriptions date back to

Su-mi-ri-a'n (s55-mlr'i-0n au-mlr'i-^n), adj. A m

tsum ma cum laude (sum' kum I6'di Boom'9 koom
lou'de), [L,l, with the greatest praise: phrase used to

signify grlduation with the highest honors from a

university or college: cf. cum toule, magma cwm Iaud.

tum-mta-rl4y (sumVra-ll su-mw'-H) adv. in a ium-

mary manner. ,

sum-ma-ri-nesa (sumVri-nis), n. a summary quality.

sum ma.rist (sum'a-rist) n* a person who makw a

Ing the individual unitr> (th ,*uw of tbrt &nd Av la %ht);amount applies to the result obtuin^tJ by eomblnai all the

(ti

.mms. qumntlttea. measjur<it
j, tt that ar invulvfti (hi j.aul tbft

full &rit&uni of tho dj&ffittMi) ! &&jkp'f&$&ti& iwtt*$ to tfe wttow

group -oc ntiuit of iiwiividtiiil iwifif ^tttiMWd tout

tntclusiv^ii^ss of a im 0r a-ittourtt

lalal of $200),
um- (sum;, a ub-.
u muc, flu mach (shtfo'mak, s55'mak) t n, (IIS*
IM|; OFr.; ML* sumach; Ar. swmm^ < *mtffca, to
tall), 1, any of a lunn^r oC ttlttfa with iarr

"

leaves and cone::;ha{i<?d cl h^irv. rrd
i pllMltli
** id cti tay of

at

Bs%&3&

, summarizing or being

sum-S^^urnVrto^ .. -,
SUMMARMING], 1. to make a tummary or condemad
statement of; state briery. 2. to be a summary of.

eum-ma ry (surnVri), 4/ [ME; ML, mmmarim < L.

wiwma, a suml 1. that prwente the substoce or

general idea inMef form;^summarising; conoto; con-

dented, 2. prompt and Informal; don0 without delay

or ceremony: ai mmmwy puftont mmm&ry pro-

cedure, U [il* SUMMARIES (Hrfa)i PL INMflMriMfi; IM
the otfj.l a brief statement or account covering th sub-

$tattce or main points; digett; aWdgmmt; compw*
dium. 5IW. see aMtfgmrat. . .

t Mt .

awmmary cowt-imrdW, ^> laaffe
formal military

court, consisting of one oSw te judging

sum-ma-tlon (tiun^ahan), nu |Mod;
L. iiia

L tba act or jwocess of aommteg. or ol maim a toiaL

2, a total or afgr^tt. 3, a final fuuagf *^P
4nt as in a court trial or debute, before the

is to ba rwdwed,
sum mr
akin to Ot WIWMF; IE. b*s
also in Sans, ***, hall year, .aatpnl 1. thj wart
season of the year, regarded in tlM North Tampmta
Zone inciudfcg tto months of Juna. July* am August:
in the Mtronornleal ya*r thai parted Bttw^n tha aitm-

mr 801ttlc6 aacl tha autumnal aquinox. 2, A ytwr M
reekonad by thia : aa a jroutt of tftfbaanL JNMajrf.

,1 any period rigErArf. ikft wwimjif, .as a tnaa of
Krmvtk developincfU , full&lttMal* jpttfiOtton* rtc. Hf*
1 . of or cluiracu-rmtic >t Hvimir^r, 2. doiwn UMO, plu
tc, during tint inmeMr : AHMMT ofmiu tA to

er ; a w* vwmw^r *>n C&W Co4 w? to

. or ittt*ln dttmutJm t^.^_. AW
sum mer (svun%>. n. [ME, mmer, .vornw; OFr, 10

paek boraa < UU wmianNt* tor iMuwtrlf** A paoic
iora < U 4 Or. pf4v iack niddfoL L ton* nwi*
/,<*ntal riupporting t^ititt or pram* 2. ft HutH, ,i IM
eapteni m a column ; ;ijj>jiorUii4j an arch or Imtai

rnrr in a garden park, te* JKWT p^BI^ a
, n or ct>tttig<% us m f

*

*htnug ti

sum mr-Hkts
f%(|

itr.

Ilk
1

)! l

,_.,._.,_ aiiiMMM&'driail'cir
thai wifw
mim nwsr eet tem%*ill, n* A fX tMMfWmi
summer *>likt% Ite i ttw

ni f ht- Jwift It or II la lha
Nwwi
Mrown i ivtfiy i

MttWkimrfiiW. *4**Ub, llHl*ni.#t*Mi'l **

r^sr%^<?w^s
. . , "'^H^S** *^*^* dtoi* d

,,,,.,. ,.,,.,_,, '<c Enti miMiwitti^i' MHiMn PKrt *C fwnt^itff
L fhr Of ilp

' r 2, thi* ^*r
~" ^^ ^

tm*
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summon 1461 Sungkiang
heavens and, hence, figuratively suggests fame or success
reached by a spectacular nse.
sum mon (sum'on), v.t* [ME, somonen; OPr. somondre,
semondre; L, summonere,, to remind privily < sub-,
under, secretly -f monere* to advise, warn], 1. to call

together; order to meet or convene. 2, to order to come
or appear; call or send for with authority. 3. to
issue a legal summons against. 4. to call upon to act,
especially to surrender. 5. to call forth; rouse; gather;
collect (often with up) : as, summon (up) your strength.
~~*~SYN* see call.

sum-mother (sum'on-a'r), n, a person who summons;
specifically, formerly, an official who served court
summonses.
sum-mona (surn'anz), n. [pi. SUMMONSES (-iz)], [ME,
somounce, somons; Anglo-Fr. somonse; OPr sumunse <
base of somondret semondre; see SUMMON], a call or order
to com, attend, appear, or perform some,action; spe-
cifically, a) in tow, an official order to appear in court;
also, the writ containing such an order, V) a call,
command, knock, or other signal that summons. v.L
ICalloq.j, to serv & court summons upon,
tsum'Uftum bo num (tttxa'Qra b5'nm) [L.], highest,
or gratest,good,
Summer, Cnarks (sum'nUr), 1811-1874; American
statesman and abolitionist,

sump (tump), it* (ME. sompe; MLO. sump or MD. somp,
sump: for IB, base ise SWAMP], t a pit or well in which
liquids collect; specifically, a) a cesspool, 6) an oil trap
or reservoir at the bottom of the lubricating system of
an internal*combution engine. 2, in mining a pit or

pool At the bottom of a shalt or mine, in which water
collect,-; and from which it is pumped; see mine, illus,

t*mp*tr (ump'tir), n. (MB. $ompier; OPr, sometier;
LL* *xaKmaiaritis (ef tuiociut, & girder) 1, a pack horse,
mule or other animal uiad for carrying baggage,
sump tion (tump'flhan), it, (L* sumptio < pp. <

"

to take, Muict], In toffo a mftjor i

~'~"

SUmptUlt IKpeilM],' Ol

fpeftwifig! of ituwMsy *

umptiMiy tewr
*~-

*tG. 0a It i

Hump tu-ou (

mmptwmrn < m

lv:
SuttiUr, Fort

or regulating or the

tilatirig extravagance la food,
inpralipoundfc

mmptnmm; L.
1. involving great

t; *it>lcn<hd,

IB.
-t

akin to G

faunqt. ^o.L 1* %
Innlv tf ab0ut which tii^ eurtli and other

n-volvf and wliich furniaheB light, heat, mad
wy far ill* Wwt ;iyUnu: it ii tM Smr neure-it

tAia ctlilfpM Ifom it w Mkrly 93MO
ili di*mter i ubaut 65,(KH) its

' ' ' * ' "

day; from being orig. sold only on this day; see also H.
L. Mencken, Am. Lang., Sufpl. L p, 376J, a serving of
ice cream covered with a sirup, fruit, nuts, whipped
cream, etc.

Sun*da Islands (sun'de: Du. soon'da), a chain of islands
in the United States ot Indonesia, including Sumatra,
Java, Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, andHores: also spelled
Soenda.
sun dance, a religious dance in worship of the sun per-
formed at the summer solstice by certain plains tribes
of North American Indians.
Sunda Strait, the narrow strait between Sumatra and
Java.
Sun-day (sun'di), n. [AS, sunnan dmg, day of the sun;
used as transl. of LL. dies solis, day of the sun], the first

day of
t
the week: it is observed as the Sabbath by most

Christian denominations: abbreviated Sun,., SM Su.
Sun-day, BiMy (biKi sun'di), (Rev. William Ashley
Sunday}, 1863-1935; American evangelist.
Sunday best, [ColloqJ, one's best clothes.
Sun day-go- to-meet-ing (sun'di-go'ta-met'irj), adj.

(Colloq.), appropriate to Sunday church services; i.e,
best or most presentable* as clothes, manners, etc.

Sunday school. 1. a school, usually affiliated with
some church, giving religious instruction on Sunday.
2, its teachers and pupils* Abbreviated S.S,
sun deck, an open porch or deck for rest or recreation
in the sun.
aun-der (sun'der), v.t. & v.i, [MB. sundren; AS. sun-
drian, syndrian < sundor* sunder, asunder; akin to G.
sender; IB, base *seni*, etc., in *$enitart away from, by
itself; base seen in L. sine, without], to break apart;
separate; part; split. SYN, see separate.
in sunder, into parts or pieces; apart.

eun-der ance (sun'dSr-ons, sun'drans), n. a sundering
or being sundered; separation,
Sun der-land (sun'dSr-lond) , n. a seaport OB the north-
eastern coast of England: pop., 182,000.
aun-dew (sun'dW, sun'du'), n. [MD. sondauw, lit.,

sun dew), any of a number of related plants with slender
stems, leaves covered with sticky hairs, and clusters
of pink, redt or white flowers.

ouii-di-iU (tun'dl'ol, suri'dll'), n* an instrument that
indicates time by the position
ol the shadow of a pointer oj

gnomon cast by the sun on
the face of a dial marked in
hours.
tun disk, a disk flanked by two
serpents and sat in a pair of

outepraad wings, a symbol of
the Egyptian tun god, En,

bright, often colored spot near
"

tun; parhelion. 2. a small
j or raiabow on the par-

_jtto cWb,
aim-down (sun'doun'i, n. |?

xmtr < nm &p wtm], tunset, ^^,^,.
sun-dried (unMrId/J , adj. dried SUNI>IAL

[m SUNDRY], sundry items;

GNOMON

322,000
that of tiNt _
ii in the dfriMt mn,

-drics (mmMriz), n.pL*

thiiitjgs ofor
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sunglass 1462 supercilious
sun-glass (sun'glas', sun'glas'), n. 1. a convex lens
used to produce heat by converging the stin's rays at a
single point; burning glass, 2. pi. eyeglasses having
special lenses to protect the eyes from the sun's glare.

sun-glow (sun'gloO, it. a colored glow seen in the sky
at sunrise or sunset as a result of the diffraction of the
sun's rays by particles in the air.

sun god, the sun personified and worshiped as a god.
sunk (sunk), past participle and alternative past tense
of sink.
sunk-en (sunken), obsolete past participle of sink. adj.
1. sunk in liquid: especially, at the bottom of a body of
water: as, a sunken ship. 2. situated beneath the sur-
face of the surrounding medium: as, a sunken rock. 3.

that is below the usual or general level: as, a sunken
garden. 4, depressed; hollow: as, sunken cheeks.
sun lamp, 1. an electric lamp that radiates ultraviolet

rays, used therapeutically as a substitute for sunlight.
2, a lamp with parabolic mirrors for intensifying and
reflecting light, as in a motion-picture studio.

sun-less (sunlis), adj. without sun or sunlight; dark.
sun-light (sun'lit'), n* the light of the sun.
sun-lit (sun'lit'), adj. lighted by the sun.
sunn (sun), n. [Hind, san; Sans. Sana, hempen], 1. an
East Indian plant with silvery, lance-shaped. leaves,
yellow flowers, and stems yielding fiber used in canvas,
rope, etc. 2. its fiber. Also sunn hemp.
Sun-na, Sun-nab (soon'a), n. [Ar. sunnah, lit., a form,
course, tradition], Moslem law based, according to

r tradition, on the teachings and practices of Mohammed
and observed by orthodox Moslems: it is supple-
mentary to the Koran.
sun-nMy (sun'o-li), adv in a sunny manner.
sun-ni ness (sun'i-nis), n. a sunny state or quality.
Sun-nite (soonlt), n. [< Ar. sunnah (see SUNNA); +
4te] t a member of one o! the two great sects of Moslems:
Sunnites approve the historical order of the first four

caliphs as the rightful line of succession to Mohammed
and accept the Sunna as an authoritative supplement to
the Koran: opposed to Shiite.

sun-ny (sun'i), adf. [SUNNIER (44r) SXJNNIEST (4-ist}]
1* having or mil of sunshine; bright with sunlight. 2. of,

like, off coming from the sun. 3 . warm ; cheerful ; bright :

as, a sunny smile or disposition.
sunny side, 1. the side; eosfpoeecl to- sunlight, 2* the

leasing or favorable part, < feature, or aspect.
a sunny side of, somewhat younger than (a speci-

room hating many large windows
tt

' j

f adj.

** 1. a ray of sunlight 2, a rtprt-
sentation of this in art.

sun-rise (sun'rizOt n* [sun -f- rise, % prob. in such
phrases as before the sun rise], 1. the dally appearance
of the sun above the eastern horizon. 2. the varying;
time of this, 3* the atmospheric phenomena at this
time.
sun-room (sun'r63m' sun'room')* ft- a sun parlor,
sun set rsun'set'), n. [ME, sunm set, JOHM& see SUN-
: RISE], 1. the dally disappearance of the sun below the
western horizon. 2. ttt varying time of this* 3.

atmospheric phenomena at this time; especially, the
aolpT'of

1

t&e western sky at sunset, 4. tbe ftaai pltaae

sun-shade (sun'shad'), n. a parasol, awning, broad hat,
etc, used for protection ataiwt the morn rays,sun shine (nu'dbtoO* n. J. the ihiafe)* <* tS *. 2.
the light and heat given off by the tun. & a wrlacw car
area on wUcfe the sun dbfae* 4, d) cAMMMrfttteiM,
hapwnefH, efce, b) a source or cause of otoerfalixeiL etc.

8iuua>sliiii-y
jlip/Uflft'i),

M. L bright wft^lwlgjit
2, warm; bright; cheerful.

sun-spot (sun'spot'). n. any of the dark spots sometinun;
seen on 13m ftdFoot of tb* sm,: they art bei^d to tmm
some connection with magnetic disturbances on earth.

sun-stroke (sun'strok'}. It* a form of iMteMKct eautied
bv jweiw m^mm to h sw vaAlSainaMmA by
high body temperature, convulsions, and, often,
cf. heat exhaustion.

sun-struck (sun'stnik'), adj.mm tan, 1. a darkened co
Irojm ipoture to the sun.
C0*0f*

in*up farn'upO* n* sttor^a
a rwrt towm to'

against % Mmacteir founded!
^pralgettt of Cfe^GlBl-1922).

Su-o-mi (soo-S'mi), n. Finland: the Finnish name.
sup (sup), v.t. & u.i. [SUPPED (supt), SUPPING], [ME.
soupen, supen; AS. supan, to sup, drink; akin to G.
saufen; 135. base *seu-, something damp and soft, sap,
as also in L. sugere, to suck; cf. SOP, SIP; the Mod. Eng.
form is < northern dial.], to take (liquid) into the rnouth
in small amounts; sip. n. a small mouthful of liquid.
sup (sup), v.f. [SUPPED (supt), SUPPING], [ME. soupen,
sopen; OFr. soper], to eat the evening meal; have
supper, v.t. to provide with supper.
sup- (sup), see sub-.

sup., 1. superior. 2. superlative. 3. supplement. 4.

supplementary. 5. supply. 6. supra, [L.] t above.
7. supreme.

su-per (soo'plr, su/per), n. [< super- as used in numerous
Eng. compounds], 1. [Colloq,], an extra person, espe-
cially an actor having a small nonspeaking part; super-
numerary. 2. [Colloq.), a product of superior grade,
extra-large size, etc.: a trade ;term, 3, [Colloq.L a

superintendent. 4. in bookbinding, a kind of starched
cotton mesh used for reinforcing books, adj. super-
fine; of great excellence: often ironical, as, a super
patriot, v.t. in bookbinding, to reinforce With super.

su-per- (sSo'pKr, su'pftr), [L. < super, above], a prefix
meaning: 1, over, above, on top of, as in superstructure,
superscribe. 2. higher in rank or position than, superior
to, as in superintendent^ supervisor, 3, a) greater in

Elty,
amount, or degree than, surpassing, u in super-

superabunaance, b) greater or better than others of its

, as in supermarket. 4. to a degree greater than nor-
mal

f
, as in superheat, supersaturate. 5. extra* additional,

as in supertax. 6. to a secondary degrm, at in super-
parasite. 7. in chemistry, with a larg$ or unusually large
amount of (the specified eubttanee), as in $uprpho$
phate; an earlier prefix now largely replaced by W-,
di-, per-, etc.

super., 1. superfine, 2, superior.

su'per-a-ble (roo^pIr-Q-bl, su.'plr~-b1) *V* [L super-
abili* < mprare, to overcome < super, over], that can
be overcome or conquered; eunnountaDto*

i

v.L [LL. superabundarc; m SUF1E- & AHOIINDJ, L to
be very abundant; be in great abundance. 2. to be too
abundant; be in excess,

,

dOB) t
n 1. the ol being tupttrabundant, 2* more

wan is usual or mddd| mrplus;

dont), adj. [LL. superabundant, ppr. of A Wjr,,,^,*,,^,
sec SUPER- & ABOtTNDl, btnng more than h; utual or

Mmd( impSBtt oyrfy abmdttt.
e^piiHiMliQPpiM^i iii'^*dO ***** PU mpwaddnrei

\m m extra; add (ntmu*thing)

ftge or intlmiity. 3*
obsolete.

0M or worn for furtber work, ._

su-per an-nu-a- 1ion (sov/p?r-nn'
u^lQn), n. 1. a j*uper?uniuiitin
"12,

/ond a yairj , } , difu*imrH?*d from
" r c

--iaee ol op efe or
ontdi

"
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superclass 1463 superior
au per-class (soo'pgr4das'f sft'pgr-klas'), n. in biology,
1. a subdivision of a subphylum. 2. sometimes, a
subphylum.
sujper co lum nar (soo'pgr-kQ-lum'ngr, su'pr-k9-luni'-
ner), adj* in architecture, having one order of columns
above another.

sujper co-lum-ni a-tlon (sSo'pgr-kg-lum'ni-a'shon, su'-
per-k94um'ni-S'sh9n) n. an architectural plan char-
acterized by one order of columns above another.
su per cool (sWp&r4:6"ol', su'p&r-kSol'), v.t. A i>,f. to
cool, as a liquid, below its freezing point without
solidification,,

eu-per-dom-i nant (sSo'pSr-dom'o-nant, su'pSr-dom'o-
nant), n. in music, the submediant.
su per dread nought (sWp&r-dred'n&t, sft'pSr-dred'-
not), n [super- + dreadnought}* a battleship of the
dreadnought class, but larger and with greater fire-

power.
su-per-c-go (a65'p8r-8'g& sH'pgr-eg'<5), n. in psycho-
analysisl

that part of the psyche which controls at an
unconscious level the impulses of the id; conscience of
the unconscious: distinguished from ego, id,

su-per-em-i-nence (gefe'pfttvemVnQns, s

nons), it* the quality of being supererninent.
su-per-em i-nent (sdt")

/

p5r-em'a-nont, su'p
iKmt), adj. [L. superemintns, ppr. of su-peremintrc, to
rise above; see SUPER- & EMINENT], eminent beyond
others in rank, dignity, character, etc.
au per-er-o gate (ro'plr-erVga"t't st'pgr-er^d-gSt'). w
(SUFEEEEOOATED (-kl), SUPERKROGATING], [< LL. SUfer-
crogaius. pp. of supererogare. to pay out beyond what
it expected ; super-, above -f erogare, to pay out (after
consent by the people) ; e- (for ex-}, out 4- rogare, to aak],
to do more than is re<juircd or expected.

sujper-er-o-ga-tlot! (soTi'pSr-er'o-ga'shQn, tfptfrttr'o-

g&'ihtm), n [LL. supwwiatio < mptirwogaim}, the act
or an iottftnc* of tuperwrogattag.
work* of aupereronatlon, in the Roman Catltolic

Church, good works done, as by saints, over and
abw tfccNwi <x>iiffiOftiy0rfi0d by 0od

8W"p4^>

T0fl;;il* -

o-to^ri). adj. [ML," supcrerogatorius; se SUPBRKROGATK
& -OKY], 1. done or observed beyond the degree re-

(lir<-d or expected, 2. suptsrfuoua; unnecessary.
, per fam i ly (A'pfrteVU, su'p?r-famVli), % in

wo a category ranking above a family ana below
an map. /-^ujsn*. f Wt *

ffiftfrdfw*cOv JfTp*^- +/$mtttMfom t in p^smwiw,"

^ fertilisation of two ova at ecparate times during the

[L. superfluus < superfluere, to overflow; super-, above
H- fluere, to flow], 1. being more than is needed, useful,

or wanted; surplus; excessive. 2. not needed; un-

necessary: as, a superfluous remark. .

en-perfuse (soVpeWuV, su'pSr-fuzO, v.t. & v,i. [su-
PERFUSED (-fuzdO, SUPBRFUSING], l< L. superfusus,

pp. of superfundere; see SUPER- & FUSE, .], 1. to pour
or be poured over or on something. 2. in chemistry, to

supercool.
su per fu-slon

^sop^pSr-fi3/zh9n f su'pgr-ft'ahsn), n. a

., soo'p&r-
~^ ^,~~ f , - to heat (a

^ , boiling "point" without vaoorizatiqn.
3, to heat (steam not in contact with water) beyond its

saturation point, so that a drop in temperature will

not cause reconversion to water, n. the number of

degrees by which the temperature of superheated
steam exceeds the temperature of the steam at its

saturation point.
8U*per*heat*er (soo'peV-hSt'Sr, sft'per-heVSr), n. an ap-
paratus used for superheating steam.
eu per-het-er o dyne (soo'pSr-het'er-o-din', siS'j>Sr-het'-
8r~9~dln'). adj. [s^rsonic + heterodyne], designating
or of a form of radio reception in which part of the

amplification is carried out at an intermediate super-
sonic frequency produced by beating the frequency of
the received earner waves with that of locally generated
oscillations, n. a radio set for this method of reception,
eu-per-hlgh-way (stfS'pSr-hl'wS', sa'pSr-hl'wS'), n a
highway for high-speed traffic, consisting generally of

four or more lanes and connecting with crossroads by
means of cloverleaves.

su-per-hu-man (aoo'pgr-hu'mon, su'pSr-hu'msn), adj.

[super- -\- human}, L regarded as having powers or a
nature above that of man; divine; supernatural* 2,

greater than that of a normal human being.
8li i

^p^f
t

'ilix|KMMB (sWp^i>"ini'jp5sB' sU'pSjr-im-pSz')* vt
L to impose or lay (something) on top of something
else. 2. to add*
eu per Im-po el-tion (s^'pllr*Jni'p9-zish'on sa'pUr-im -

pa-xiah'an), n, 1. a superimposing or being superim-
posed. 2. something superimposedT
su per In cum-bence (so5'p|r*in-lcuni'b0ns st'p6r4n-
kum'bQna), n, the quality or state of being superin-
cumbent.
eu-per-in-cum-ben-cy (s613'pSr-m-kumnD3n-si, su'per-
in^cumnmHSi). n* superinctinibence.
eu per In cum bent (86^

/

^rrin*kttm
/b9ntl ali'p&r-in-

kum'bant), ocy. [L* supmnwmbms, ppx, of $uperfn~
cumbere; see SUPER- & INCUMBENT], 1. lying or resting
on something else* 2. suspended above; overhanging

IPU*|Mwr'ilidiiC(B (6T5 pUrin-d6'58''i SO, Br-JnHHSBO> #*

upeiinduoe<i
', sU'par-in-tend'), v.t.

see SUPER- * INTEND], to act as

re; see SUPER- & INDUCE
a an addition to something

d9n-3i, 8u'p3r-in-
2. the office or

au-per-ln-tend-en-cy
ten'don-ai), n. 1. i

rank of a
4 ^ttfei wd

ttopanmt, but nott

atid Wisconsin:
Lake taNHte X a port
on Lite Superior: pop.,

rank, position, an*
'

te JL to
thun the ^irth h:
*

the MB k. ft.



superiority 1464 superstition

p.. super.
than. 3.

monastery, convent, etc. Abbreviated sup.

superior to, 1. higher than. 2. greater t

unaffected by: not yielding to or influenced by;
indifferent to (something painful, unpleasant, etc.).

8U pe ri or i ty (s9-p$r'i-6rVti, soo-p&r'i-or'a-ti), n. the

state or quality of being superior.

superiority complex, popularly, a feeling of superiority

or exaggerated self-importance, often accompanied by
excessive aggressiveness, a domineering attitude, etc.

which are actually compensation for feelings of inferi-

ority: see inferiority complex.
su per-ja-cent (so^pSr-jS's nt, aii'peV-jS's'nt), adj* [L.

supcrjacens, ppr. of superjacere; super-, over + jaccre,

to He], lying or resting above or upon.
8U*per-la"tive (soo-purta-tiv, syoo-pur'lo-tiv), aaj, LMis,

& OFr. superlatif; LL. superlatiws < L. supwlatus,

excessive; sw<J*s above, beyond + lotus, pp, of T-srre,

to carry], 1. superior to or excelling all other or others;

of the highest kind, quality, degree, etc.; supreme.
2. excessive; exaggerated. 3, in grammar, expressing

the extreme degree of the quality or attribute indicated

by the simple, or positive, form of an adjective or

adverb; usually indicated by the suffix ~e$t (hardest} or

by the use of most with the positive form (nmtUautp*
jW). n. 1. the highest or utmost degree; acme; height;

peak. 2. something superlative. 3*\n grammar, a) tli

superlative degree: extreme degree of comparison of an

adjective or adverb, b) a word or form in this degree.

8U-per*pos-a-ble
afl;. that can be su

su'pir-pSz's-b'l),
. ..,. . ,

su-perpose (sSo'plr-pSz', su'pSr-pSz'), y.Jf. [SUPER-
POSED (-pSzdO* SUPERPOSING], [Pr. superposer; see

SUPER- & POSE (to place)], L to lay or place on, over,

or above something else. 2. in &<metryt to make (one

figure) coincide with another in all parts, by or as by
placing one on top of the other.

su-per^oeed (sW^r-pSzd' a'cftvpBzd'J, ad/, [pp. of

$M<S><w#<w) in botany, growing directly above another

sWp^r-pSHzish
an), n [Pr.; LL. supwposiuo < pp. of supertiamrt, to

place over; super*, over -f ^ower, to put, place], a super-

posing or being superposed,
8U-pT"poW'r (sdo'plr-pou'Sr, su'p^r-pou'Sr), n* 1.

a state having political power over other powerful
states. 2, electrical power secured by Unking together
a number of electrical power systems m a single area

into one xnain power system, so at to increase the

efficiency of distribution. ,.*, *.

su-per sjit u rate (Wpr.wch'oo-rSt\ fl'p@r-sh'oc-

rit') f w.t [SUPEESATUEATTO (-Id), IUVKIUUTUMATIMQI,

[W<sr- + saturate* aftar Pr. jwrfaHtrH to cauM to

contain more of a solution than is normally powibw;
saturate beyond the normal point for th* glvutt temper-

tpi- t

[< super- + L. luna, moon; + r<fy]
L

or beyond the moon, 2. celestial; not

su-per-man (soT*'pSr-man' sl'plr-niant 1* RMN (-men')l [mf** 4- *<w* transL of Q.m
L in the phflo^y cHNtotwch*, an Miaikl ,

dominating man, regarded as the goal of the evolu-

tionary struggle for survival. 2* a man having ap-

rk whi

large food store or
themselves from

' '

chases at th

supernal I . m

ttftariNtt, tipper < super* ovj. *. v M

UTOft Ay or heawn. i high k.rtnfe \

etc.; lofty. 3. celestial; ethereal;

:*, pp.;iM timMCUMK wrtttw abm: ef.

n. a number, tymbol* litter, etc. written

to the aide of tittother, m an algcbniic

^^^iptiim it'jjfc^W.*jr rT-

^.mptrmipmL Ltnt

.

being

3/itlIfa^iiNWo^i*w^^^d!4iWi' ax tihl^p%ib^?it.
ly, an adcln^s cm a l* S, in /'^irm^y. tht?

In wKTVarfAtf (mtjanitiw' ''take") or Hi oyinbol, H.

. .

to swto abwt;
on the surface*

mpernatoms. ppr. of

tfr-, over + fiatoru, to

su-per nat u ral (fd^'pSr-*
ad?. [ML. supernatural^ < L. ^i^r, aboim 4- f

nature], 1. existing or cxscurrmg otitdde tbe

experience or knowfodg of man; ewMd by otfur titan

theknown forces of nature, i attribntad to hypo-
thetical forces beyond imturt;^
the aupeniaturaJ, 1. something sujxirnatural. 2. the

inttrvention of p<natpga forow fa mtim,
8u pernat-u-ral Ism (^^pftMEiadb'iMMim ftt'pttr*
wSS^e?^ ^S%5"
pernatmrai 2, bdW te tte JNqpSmiNmL pa|y
belief that some supernatural, or divine, Iowt control;;

M *

A'pir-

jKMMm. M I

Z5Ti9. fwiftwwi BSw. *******/**

,

natural or in s

better than noniial or a
su er-nu

? he numtxT or qmmtity

thinK. a. to fbt aMto*, an
mtiuoiift part, us m a mob ti

v

^pt^MMA*

*^^ * - " "

IfaAtt

_..,



superstitious 1465 support
such a belief in charms, omens, the supernatural, etc.

2. any action or practice based on such a belief or
attitude. 3. such beliefs or attitudes collectively.

8ii-per-8tl-tiou8 (sSS'pSr-stish'w, ai'p&r-stish'os), adj.
1. of, characterised by, or resulting from superstition,
2. having or manifesting superstitions.

su-per-stra-tum (ft'pgr-strl'tem, sft'p&r-strS'tom), n*
a stratum lying over another.

su-per struc-ture (sW'plbMJtrak'ch&r, sft'p&r-struk'-
cher), n. La structure built on top of another. 2, that
part of a building above the foundation. 3, that part
of a ship, especially of a warship, above the main deck*
4, the rails and ties of a railroad a$ distinguished from
the ballast or roadbed,

su-per-sub-tle (67)
/

p8r*tut'
>

l, su'pftr-sut'l), adf/* too
subtle.

\
sup pie-meat (supla-msnt; /or sup10-ment') fi*

[MB, ; L. supptemmteim < suppltrs;
see SUPPLY], 1. something added,

especially to make up for a lack or

deficiency. 2. a section added to a
book or the like to give additional
information, correct errors in the
body of the work, etc, 3. a sepa-
rate section containing feature
stories, comic strips, etc., issued
with a newspaper. 4, the amount

the quality of being aupewubtle.
u*pr*t*x (a&'plr-takr. r.a'p^r-tak:/), n. an additional

tax; etp^eiidly, a .surtax.

(sWpir-ton'ik, si'ptlr-ton'ik), n. in mmic*

or

the taeottd tone of a scale, next above the tonic,

U*pff*tiii* (fW'pir-v&r, stt'pir-viaO v&
w yvwMU." / vwjrwKVMiiifWj* [Iy, $Upf"$$nty, tO COtH6
or upon, follow ; *w#r- over 4- vtnift, to come),

L to come or happen ft* something additional, unex-
pected* or fotdgn to tht normal of ovtatt. 2, to
take pkc<*.: ftfliw

wMir*fii*MAt *.,-- .-

od/* pu* w|wrw*NNWHMf| ppr*J
i

1. tS act ortaoonrwtttag. $ ffftporvening evftnt,"
'

OFr;

su-

[< ML*
4* fMirt; to nrrj.'U)prt to);

,

a twlo MpM
lrwlor* | in etcrniti nn <)tlicini in

ttii of for * piftteto"

SUPPLEMENT
angle BCA aupple-
menta angle BCD,
and vice verm

., ^>eV"mjgre"or"arc to make ISO or a
semicircle, v.f* to provide a supplement to; add to,

especially to as to make up for a lack or deficiency*
Abbreviated suppl., aupp*, 0110*

eup-ple men tal Csup'k-men't'l), ad/, supplementary*
sup-pie men-ta ry (sup'la-men'tSr-i), adj. 1. ttpply-
ing what is lacking; sennbig as a iupplement; additional.
2. equaling 180 when added together; said of i

angles. Abbreviated auppl., Bupp.. oup.

supplctlon (w-pl'ih0n) f n. [ME. mppkd. . ., .. ...

L. *$uppl$iiQ (df. SWPLKTOIIY)]* ^ $ tupplftiiciwittng*
2. in linguistics, the supplying of deficient forms of a
word by formg drawn from anothw word* Bxwi>l;
went, originally the past tense of wend, w TUKH!, as ft

remit of mppMion* to exprMt tl past tonM of |o.
*tm*plo*to*fy (upa^t6r'f sup^a-to'ii), od[/. [LL Wjfe-
plfiorius < L, xupplettis, pp. of $uppiere; nm SUPPLY],
supplementary.
sup pli uncc Oiup'H-0ns), n* [< suppliant], [Rare], smp-
pEdktion.
sup pH ant (r.up'U-ant), n* (MB, suppltaunt; im tlb*

a4/.j, a ptnotii who supplieaU^; petitioner, ad/. [Fr.,

l)pr. of stipplifr; L. supplicarc. to supplicatel. L
wking humbly; supplicating; entreating; b^^?eching.
2. ^xprt-wing iupplmtlofii! a suppliant words.

-Ciint (mip'l^-k^nt), atf/. (1>. mpplicans. ppr. of

mppltcarr, to fiUpi>Ucato]. tmpplicatifig. n* a
'^

down. my 4* |n^,
> ttpi f, tO

IW^
-J-p^t .,.

,

tlon of f ittptrrow,
ttVVMN^f WR^I

* --* - ^ ><
'. m

I.

mpplie^m, pp. of mppltiarc, to

|no uadtr -K #fe*rt. to fold,
for luunbly fta.rowtly w by

r^uMt of; rietition

,

on <
tarn (iw

Sitol
4

Shffi:
lri pPrt M^I

, to i i mr|

fA r. U i

lo ^
' ^

iT l.lfwyrfvlfe

,*, Jit to ipvti iip**

^ttMlmfttii^wi.
,

_! % to rtMNf < toft* m Afw
tefi r j

- ^^^LMT J"a-^ ^^,BB Mii.js**: iMMiti ?** A,Ai.t*i:.| II it mUt
Jj mp wwi iuppwipi. * m 7-^w
I

n^ ' rr/
.

.-..-, vv s tf
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supportable 1466 sure

is under attack (to uphold civil rights for all); sustain Implies
full active support so as to strengthen or keep from failing

(sustained by his hope for the future); maintain suggests a
supporting so as to keep intact or unimpaired (to maintain the
law, a family, etc.); advocate implies support in speech or

writing and sometimes connotes persuasion or argument (to
advocate a change in policy) ; back (often back up) suggests
support, as financial aid, moral encouragement, etc., given to

prevent failure (I'll back you up in your demands).

sup-port a-ble (sa-pSr'ta-b'l, sa-por'to-b'l), adj. that
canbe supported; bearable: endurable,

sup-port-er (sdpr't&r. sa-por'tSr), n. 1. a person who
supports; advocate; adherent; partisan. 2. a thing that

supports; especially, an elastic appliance used to support
or bind some part of the body, as a jockstrap. 3, in

heraldry, either of a pair of figures, as of animals or
men, standing one on each side of an escutcheon.
SYN. see follower.

sup-pos-a-ble (sa-pdz'o-bl), adj. that can be supposed,
sup-pose (s9-p5z'), v.t* [SUPPOSED (-poxd'), SUPPOSING],
[MB. supposcn; OFr. supposes, to put, lay, or set upon;
also, to suppose, imagine < L. $ubt under 4- OFr. poser;
see POSE (to place)), 1. to assume to be true, as for the
sake of argument or to illustrate a proof: as, suppose
A equals B. 2. to believe to be; imagine; think; pre-
sume. 3, to involve the assumption of; presuppose.
4. to consider as a proposed or suggested possibility:
used In the imperative, as, suppose I write him first.

5* to expect: obligate; always In the passive, as, I'm
supposed to be there at eight o'clock. vJ. to make a
supposition; conjecture.

sup-posed (s9*p5zdOt odj. 1, regarded as true* genuine,
etc., without actual knowledge. 2. merely imagined,

sup-poa-ed-ly (sa-pSa/id-li), adv. according to what Is*

was, or may be supposed.
sup-po-si-tlon (supWish'on), n, [OFr.; L* supposilio, *
putting or placing under, substitution < suppositus, pp,
of supponert, to put, place, or set under < sub-, under
+ ponerc, to place, put], 1 the act of supposing. 2,

something supposed; theory; hypothesis.
sup-po-sl tion-al (supVziah'on-'l), adj. of, having the
nature of, or based oa supposition; conjectural
eup pos I-tl-tioua (so-pOKVtish'oa), adj. [L.
tffots < mppotfiw? me fDftotmoiA 1.

"" '

with mttut to 'deceive or aefmtw; pw
2, supposmonol ..*.*

oz'o-tiv), adj. [< L. suppositus (pet& having the natettn of, based on,
or involving supposition, n. m grammar f a coniunction
introducing a supposition, as if, assuming, provided, etc,

eup-poa i-to-ry (ae-posVtto'C fr^KMfo-to'rf), w (f,
SUPPOSITORIES (-i, *iz)l [LL. $nppo$$iovitim* ttetit of

; counter

suppositories, placed underneath < L, suppositus; see
SUPPOSITION], a small piece of medicated substance,
usually in the shape of a cone or ovoid, introduced into
the rectum, vagina, etc., where it is melted and diffused
by the body temperature,
eup-presa (w-prer). ***** [MB. mppmsm < L. #
presws, pp. of tupprm$nt to preti muter, ittoprtit <
2*0-, under -f frtmfn* to pram, L *> to put down by
force; subdue; quell; crush* 6) to abolish by authority,
2. to keep from appearing or being known; keep back;
restrain; conceal: as, I suppressed & laugh, ne
have wtpprmtd the story* 3. to prmnft or
the pubHcation of (a book* passage in * book* etc*}, 4.

too&aok^^wdWbiiftol|to conceal or withhold from cot

uppn4ion (p-piwh^w), n* (I*

wpl^ng or Mig'

ttppNNMdL 1
the deliberate exclusion of an idea,
from consciouftneay or overt action.

). &. twdi^ to Mpprnw;

su pra or bit-al (s53
/
pro-dr'bi-t

f

lf fili'pro-dr'bi.tl), ad/.
. in anatomy, situated above the orbit of the eye.

su-pra-pro-teat (s6^'pro-pr5'test su'pro-pro'test), n.

[< It. sopra protesto* upon protest; cf SUPRA- & PRO-
TEST], in law, an acceptance or payment of a bill of

exchange by someone other than the drawer, after

protest for nonacceptance or nonpayment by the
drawee.
su-pra-renal (sWpro-rS'n'l, st'pro-ri'nl), crd/. [supra-
4- renal], situated on or above the kidney; specifically,
designating or of an adrenal gland, n. an adrenal gland.
au-prem-a-cy (sa-prem'a-si, 0oo-preni'a-sif syoo-prem'a-
si) ( n. [pi. SUPREMACIES (-sis)], [< suprcmt 4- -acy], \.

the quality or state of being supreme* 2. supreme
power or authority.
eu-preme (sa-prim1

, soo-prlra', syooprlm') ad/. [Fr.

supreme; L. supremus, superl. of superus, that it above,
higher], 1. highest in rank, power authority, etc,;
dominant. 2* highest in quality, achievement, etc. ;

most excellent* 3. highest in degree; utmost: at, a

supreme fooU 4. Una!; ultimate.

Supreme Being, God.
Supreme Court, L the highest Federal court, con-
sisting of nine judges; its decisions are final and take
precedence over those of ail other judkW bodies in the
country. 2. the highest court In any of the States,
Abbreviated Sup. Cfc* Sup. . $*d
supreme sacrifice, the sacrifice of one's life, especially
in war*

Supreme Soviet, the parliament of the Soviet Union:
it consists of two equal chambers, the Council of tht
Union (whose members art elected on the bmM of

population) and the Council of the Nationalities (whott
members are elected by the various nationality group*;).

Supt*i supt*i Suptintndent
eur- (At). {< Fr* mr; Olnr* r* jonri* IX tapir, mpra>
over, ftbove], a prefix meaning over, upon, above, htyimd,m in surcoai. surface*

8ur~ (Hur),

mysu-ra (toof%} Hi (Ar, surah, lit., step, d^pmt),
Karan,tb* ffliki divukM or ctaptm, ol the 1 _.

8;it<***bft*yft (Wrt-bi'yi)* it. a import awl mrnl
in northeastern Java; pop., 342.000: ate potted

IndinU oft, twillr*! ^V>ru:

a city in central Java;

Aur cea MM*!')* t,t * fef* HUiiCftMi

<;icAsiN<;j f tM H. mtrmim < OFr, mr^i,
taL. . ci {Mmrir, top. tMm rfLi

J. o 0D to or jwnpa
^o ttttv (a MFa I, fo

{< i(Mwrtei.
gather pus undenuMth <
pus mmttorj, to form Of

wr VM> wvfr w* 'iwywiw^, _, _, w w,^^,^^ , ,

<*mim> n. I a) im mi-itti^jhil 4tu.tnt mldni IM Mir
tMttl ote^p, I) 2.

"tf1^* to"* ^wft, ^e* 4 s nvw
JgJJSftj. f^ffi^^f

^ f me** it
* " J

"iAO^.*Mrpsi|i <iir%
It a jitr^p tf'H*n*i

| to rjr,
1 a

^^
* tt

-c=fc--X'-J * ^ a
inOlnl cI^itiE

<m"' j~~t- ^ - "

_, w._
m^4/^m4ft*s Ifof c^r. ..-..,

,,

in n. 1**<* Hp**^""*WiFIP| 1HWPPIPWWI * **
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sure^enougk 1467 surmise

are you sure of your facts? 6. a) that can be counted
on to ba or happen: as, he's heading for sure defeat. 6)

having confidence in some future contingency: as, Fra
sure hell come. 7. bound or destined to ao experience,
or be something specified: as, he is sure to lose, it's sure

to snow. 8. never missing; unerring; steady: as, a sure

aim. adv* [Colloq,], 1* surely; inevitably. 2. certain-

ly; indeed: an intensive* often used as an affirmative
answer to questions,
for ure, certainly; without doubt*
make sure, to be or cause to be certain.

sure enough, [Colloq.], certainly; without doubt*
to to* sure, surely; certainly*

SYN.fluro, the rumple word, tuggettg merely an absence of

doubt or hesitancy (I'm surf you don't mean it); certain

usually suggest* conviction basod on sptcifie grounds or

evidonce (this letter niakcji m* certain of his Innocence);
confident stress** th* firmest of one,':; etrttlsfcy or turetiiss,

especially in some expectation (h*s confident htH win);

poaitlT* suggests unsnaktable confidtttet, specially in tho

eorrectntts of on*** opinion* or conctasioas, so<&*tifn*t to th
"nt of 4omAti*m (fat's tew #&ie* la his btliif ). ANT,

sure-e now^h (,'thoor'i-niTf'K adj. [Colloq.] real; actual.

flurc-flre (jihoor'firO. adj. iCoUoq.]. sure to bt success-

ful or at tpttidj that will not fail

sure-foot-ed (skx^foot'id)* adj. not likely to stumble,

sure ly (thoorU), adv. I, with atturano* or confidence;
' " ""'

'i 8i*n&r* 2. without a doubt;
ably; otrudtauy: often tutd as an
;

or ruppt>rutlcm, M,

,

in a mmt unh'ni

jrou don't
StIKETIlES ("til)]*

*; tunatst; tttunuaot*

iOfti<ithtej| that makifi
'

tttlMPtlbw,
4; a m

2* m>mothinK tun; (^rttunty.
aure, protect.-;, or glvM

"

tljirnagt* or default; gmu ,

who hiintttf rtmcitJibL .,.- TT ,f ,

in Iwt Oft* who Mmwilf Uiibi* for

^UIW, fRi pwitiCHft OP f^pcwtrflbility oif a pwiwci astteg
chi jpinw-
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resulting from overindulgence in food or drink. 4.

disgust, nausea, etc* rotmiatf from any kind of exce;
satiety. v.t. [MB. $arfelm\* to feed or supply to

satiety or excess. v4, to indulge or be supplied to

satiety or excew; overindulge* 51W. see Mtiatft.

surf fish, any of a group of small, perchEke whet Hying
in shallow water along the PacMo coast; they bear

living young.
surf scoter, any of a group of sea ducks Uvlng in north-
ern waters; the mates are black with white-marked
faces and necks, the females and young are grayish-

8urf*y (tur'fi), adj. fsuRFrm (&*), strnFiwr
1. off like, or forming surf. 2, having surf, e

heavy surf.

fitirg*, 1. surgeon, 2. surgery, 3. surgical, % ,

iurie (tttrj) n. [prob, via Fr. < L, wr^r, to mm], 1* f)
a large mas ol or a of moving water; wave; twwl;
billow, b) such waves or billows ooEectivMy* 2. a
movement of or Eke that of a mani of water? went
rolling, sweeping, or swelling motions as, tte JITi* $
the tea* 3. a short, sudden ruth or excess of electric

current in a circuit, 4 in nautteal *<ifi the coocav
part of a capstan or windlass, upon which the

j
rop

slip, or mirgtt. f [WEOED (iOrfd), iuaomoj, II* to
have a heavy, violent swelling motion; mow in or at to

a torn or tungtt. 2. to m totted about on warif M a
v^ML 3, to increase suddenly Of ogoiUate abnormally:
said of an etoctiic currtnt. 4 to iip an a rope ft cawm a capstan or wtodlais, .< to sKekem rmmm (a

rope or o*btt) wtdatnly, ^^ t t

sw*g^w (tOr|3ttt>* * 1MB* furiJMf 0% rfwtoi
^nwlw < wjrfi, drwiffs itt .WMNBLY], A debtor
who practioas ttargwry, at totifiuiihid frcwa a pbgnrip
cinn: abbiwlatw *wt* , , f
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surmount 1468 survey
sur-mount (s&r-mount'), v.t. [MB. surmountcn; OFr.
surmonter; see SUR- A MOUNT], 1. [Rare], to surpass;
exceed; go beyond, 2. to get the better of; conquer;
overcome. 3. to be or lie at the top of; be or rise above.
4. to climb up and across; get over (a height, obstacle,

etc.). 5. to place something on top of or above,
sur-mul let (sSr-mul'it), n, {pi SURMULLETS (-its), SUR-
MULLET; see PLURAL, n, D, 1), [Pr. surmuUt; OPr.
sormulet; sor, red, sorrel + tnultt, mullet], a perchlike
salt-water food fish with two barbels attached to the
lower lip; red mullet.
surname (sflr'nSm'; also, for ., sftr'nSrnO, n. [altered,
after name < ME. surnoun < OPr, surnom; sur- (< L.

super), over + nom, a name], 1. a family name as dis-

tinguished from a given or Christian name; last name.
2. a name or epithet added to a person's given name;
agnomen; as, King Richard had the surname **the Lion-
hearted." v*t, (SURNAMES (-nSmd', -nmdO SURNAM-
ING], to give a surname (especially sense 2) to.

sur*paas (ser-paa', sSr-pas'), v.t. [OPr. surpasses sur-

( < i/. super), beyond + passer, to pass), 1, to excel or
be superior to. 2. to exceed in quantity* degree,
amount, etc. 3* to go beyond the limit, capacity,
range, etc. of: as, his luck surpassed his wildest dreams.
SYN. see excel.

8iir-pa88>ing ($&>pas'irj, seV-paVin), adj. that surpasses
the average or usual; exceeding or excelling; unusually
excellent, adfv. [Obs. or Poetic], excellently,

sur-pllce (sur'plis), n [MB, surplis; Anglo-Fr. surpli*}
OPr. surplfa. sorpelin; IX. *sup&p*uic*umt super-,
above +peUlceum* fur robe, neut. ofL. pellicem, pttti-

cius, made of skins], a loose, white, wide-sleeved cloak
or gown worn variously, over the cawock, by tht clergy
and choir in the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches,

eur pliced Mr'plist). adf wearing m ulk*
aurplus (stir'plus, iurpk), n. (ME.; OPr*; wr- *bov
f L. plus, more], L a quantity or amount over and
above what it needed; something left over; exct?<m. 2.

the excess of the assets of a business over its liabilities

for a given period* 3, the excess of the total accumu-
lated assets of a business over its liabilities mA capital
stock outstanding, adj. foraiing a aurplus; excess;
extra. Abbreviated eM sur.

-AGE], t* surplus; excess. ft, irrelevant or utmecessary
wordjs; specifically in law, superfluous allegations in a

_ value, lot Marxist economics, the amount by
i the value of the worker's product exceeds that
"> pay: regarded AS the source of the capitalist's

(stir/print'),
v.t. to print (something new)

'^

r already printed, n. sjonwthing surprinte<I ,

(sSr-pri'z'l), n. a surprising or being ffur-

to ftarpnfe* take napping; sur- (< L.

&**&* (< L, pfikmdnrJt), to mkt},
r)* CKW* 4*

1. to eowt upon
(someone or something) suddtmly
unawares. 2. to attack or capture muldcnly ana with-
out warning. 3. to cause to wonder or to bt mMd
Of astonished t>ecause unex^cttHl, unusual, cte.; m*
t<mnd. 4 a) to cause (mmwm) by
unexpt^cted action to do or say sonu^thing uni
^ >ften wltt into, b) to Mug out or

miKjh mmmt w, wtffrjfMt m
n. 1. the act of surprising; uni'x
2 tbd t*t* of bfteg ittrpniMj f Mtagwm^l by
thing unusual or ituwipfctea; asumi.shmimt. ,t,

thini that nuprhMtt ^wrfaly, A siKiden or ttfttxpietiid
event or ttnmtal thing that mmm nr
a?*tcmiihmdit
tAfc by wpi% t to OMO upon WWIr or whh-
cut warning jmirjm^, 2aoaia2';itsUmbih;&3timii !,

Sm--urpHMv to tlte
wonder

8ur-re-but-ter (sflr'ri-but'Sr), n. in law, a plaintiff's

reply to a defendant's rebutter.
8ur-re join-der (sur'ri-joinM^r), n. in law, a pkintiff's
reply to a defendant's rejoinder.

sur-ren-der (s-ren'dSr), i;J. [OFr. surrendre; sur-, upon,
up -j- rendre, to render], L to give up possession of or
power over; yield to another on demand or compulsion.
2. to give up claim to; give over or yield, especially
voluntarily, as in favor of another* 3. to give up or
abandon; as, we surrendered aU hope. 4. to yield or
resign (oneself) to an emotion, influence, etc* 5, [Obs.],
to give back or in return. v,i. to give oneself up to
another's power or control, especially IMI a prisoner;
yield, n. fAnglo-Pr. < OFr. mrrendrt (see the u.) ; inf,

used as n.], I . the act of surrendering, yielding, or giving
up. 2. in insurance, the voluntary abandonment of a
policy by an insured perion in return for a cash pay-
ment (surrender value), thus freeing the company of

liability.
S FN. ~ fiurrender commonly implies the giving up of tome-
thing completely after striving to ktop it (to surrender a fort,
one's freedom, etc.) ; relinquish ir; the pntral word implying
tin abandoning:, giving up. or letting go of smithing) hld (to
rt.linquish one ;i gfMpi a claim, etc.); to yield !i to concede or

give way tinder prt'^iun- (f<> y>/ii <HIO'; ctMMtit); to subnilt 1

to give in to authority or uptrte Iwm (to submit to a nm-
qvieror) ; r<jsliin implies a voluntary, forttml fclimjuishmewt and,
used rcnexivcly, connotcn tubmliNKin or p^aaivc atceptAncc (to
resign an office, to rtMgn onejwlf t<i fiulurc).

sur-rep-ti-tloua (aClr'^p-tish'aa), adj. [L. surrepliciu* <
surrtptus t pp. of surri$>src, to mbi ttway Mcretfy < sub~ t

under 4 raptrc, to mm], I. done, got, itisuk* etc. in a
secret itenlthy way; eland^t inc. 27 acting in a Ment,

ttMlmy way* ~~5FN. we itrtt
Surrey (sdr'i). n. * county oi southeastern England:
pop*, t3W000 (wt. tH5){ ocwnly *t, Ouildfowl*

eur rey (sttr'i), it, M. SURRKYS (b)j. (miid to bt ttftor
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surveying 1469 suspire
lack of decent housing. 2. & general view; compre-
hensive study or examination; as, the course presents a
survey of Italian art. 3, th ^process of surveying a
tract or area of land for determining the location, form,
or boundaries. 4. an area that has been surveyed. 5.

a plan or written description of this,

si*r*viy*ii*jj (s^r-vS'iij) t
n. 1. the act of surveying. 2,

the science or occupation of surveying land.

sufvey-or (s8r-v'fir), n* [ME. survdor; QPr. JUWOMT],
I. a person who surveys land, 2. an inspector or super-
intendent, especially a customs official who ascertains
the amount and value of imported merchandise,

sur'Vy-0T'8tii0 (Br-vt'Sr-thip') [see -SHIP], the
office or position of a surveyor.

surveyor's fv! a revolving telescope mounted on a
tripod and fitted with crow hairs and a spirit level; used
by surveyor* in finding points of identical elevation,

surveyor's measure, a gystem of measurement, used in

turveying;
7.92 incW * 1 link
100 links <** I chain* or 66 foet
SO chains 1 mile

625 iquare linkn \ gqu&r* pole
16 fUjuare polt * 1 Kiuai* chain
10 nquaft chains * 1 aero

640 * I Mctkm* or ! sqwre mite
36Mtttioof ** 1 township

(iir-vfVl), it. I, tht act, state* or fact of
, 2* iomttfoing that wtrviirw* M an ancient

itf custom, tttafpi etc.

iva! of UM fitCMt, iM tttrl nclet-tlim.

uf'Ttr* (sfr-vivOi *< (itmvivD (*vlvd') itmviviNOl,
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rarily: as, train service has been mspmded. 3. to keep
undecided or in abeyance; hold back (judgment,
sentence, etc.)* 4, to hang by a support from above so
as to allow free movement. 5* to Hold without attach-
ment, as dust in the air; keep in suspension. 6. to keep
in suspense, wonder, etc. vd. L to stop temporarily.
2, to withhold payment; fail to pay debt or obligations.
- SYN. see adjourn, exclude.

8u pcnd-ed animation (s-gpen'did) t
a temporary

cessation of the vital functions resembling dmtn at in

asphyxiation.
sus pend er (sa-spen'dfes) , n*pl* i, a pair ol straps or
bands passed over the shoulders to support the trouatrs.
2. (British), garters,

aua*penae (ss-speni')* n JME.; Anglo-Pr. & OPr. w-
pens t suspense, delay, deferring; ML. $mpm$nm < L.

$u$pen$n$i suspended, uncertain, lit.* hung up, pp. of

suspcnderc, to suspend], L the state of Ming unde-
cided or undetermined. 2. the state of being uncertain,
an in awaiting a decision, usually characterizxd by tome
anxiety or apprehension, 3, uncertainty \ indecisive-
neti. 4. [Rare], suspension or interruption, as of a
legal right,

U8pene account, in bookkeeping, an account in which
itemn are temporarily entered until their disposition
can be determined.
sua pen si bll i-ty (fi*-spen's9-bil'D~ti) , n- the quality of

bting ufipen$ible*

iui*pci'ii*bi (fw-drKm^-b'l), adj. (< L. suspcnsus (m
0iPENts) j 4- toUji that can m tttspid*d
UH pvn ^ion (i^**$pen%hin) t n. [L. tHsfrtmio < 5,v~m stTspKNSKJ, L a iuiptnding br being sus-

rnmeifically. &} a barring from offiof, etc. h) A
,._; of payment, tto. $) a holdiag bmk of t

ju(umnt, tto, 2. a iupportinf devio* upon or front
which iomethlng is iutpwd^i. 3, the system of

uprings* ^bo. iwppoft.iBg vdbiolf uipo Ifei wnQttT"

c&rriag m axUvu 4* th act or mean* orfutp^ndbut the
Imliwt or pcji'lulum u a timwimt, 5. tha condition
<f R tolici wncwt putiolei an dtaptfMd through a fluid
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Susquehanna 147 swagger stick

to breathe], [Poetic], to take a long breath; especially,
to sigh.
Susquehanna (sus'kwi-han'a), n. a river flowing
through New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland into

Chesapeake Bay: length, 444 mi.
Sus-sex (sus'iks). n. 1. a former Anglo-Saxon kingdom
of southern England. 2. a county on the southern coast
of England, divided into East Sussex and West Sussex:
pop.7771,000 (est. 1945).

sus tain (s9-stSn') vJ* [ME. sustenm, snsteinen; Anglo-
Pr. & OFr. sustenir; L. sustinere < sus- (for sub-),
under + tenere, to hold], L to maintain: keep in ex-

istence; keep going; prolong: as, this pedal sustains the
tones. 2. to keep supplied with necessities; provide
for. 3. to support from or as from below; carry the
weight or burden of. 4. to strengthen the spirits,

courage, etc. of; comfort; buoy up; encourage. 5. to
endure; bear up against; withstand. 6. to undergo:
experience; suffer, as^an injury or loss. 7. to uphold
or support the validity or justice of. 8. to confirm;
prove; corroborate. SYN, see support.

sus-tain Ing program (so-staVirj), any radio program
presented and paid for by a radio station or network
rather than by a commercial sponsor*
sus-tain-ment (sa-stSn'mont), n. a sustaining or being
sustained.
suate nance (sus'ti-nons), n, [ME. sustmaunce; OIV.
soustenance; LL. sustimnlia, patience, endurance < L.
susttwre; see SUSTAIN], 1. stist&inment. 2. mainte-
nance; support; means of livelihood. 3. that which
sustains life; nourishment; food.

eus-ten tac u lar (sus'ten-tuk'yoo-lfc), arff. [< L*w
tmtaculum, a support (< stutosiar*, to holdup, support,
interns, of $mww$; see SUSTAIN) ; -f -arj, in mwomy,
supporting: said of connective-tissue cells, etc.

sus-ten-ta-tion (sus'ten-tl'shon), n. [ME, msimt&ctonn;
OPr. smtmtacfon! L* sustentam < mstmtwq; of. sw*
TAIN] , 1 , a sustaining or being sustained ; maintenance ;

support; preservation, 2. something mat sustains or
supports; suiiteinsuQicft,

eus ten ta-tive (juurfa&'&r, MteBto-tb), y. that
sustains; of or providing suatentation.

tftOtt '(Nh^'^ n* [ooteftd < sustain by
with ditmtim* NMtoftTSa.],* wrtbSg or

i'kw), [L.1, t

Su-va (soS'va), n. the capital of the Fiji Islands: seaport

l-que (su'am kwi'

* .,

beingsustainedtos. the^M^^/tonof amtisicaUone.

'tatyt <H(ff PL HWf-
r <.

f

mmfrm> m *m-

.1, to each his own
-

, . cpa
on Viti Levu Island: pop., 15,500.

Su-vo'iw, A le ksan-dr Va fill ic vich (a'lve
vE-sFye-vich soo-v6'r6f). Count Suvorov-Rymnikski,
Prince Italiski, 1729-1800: Russian field marshal.

Su-wan-nee (sa-w6n'i, swo'n^). it* a river in Georgia
and Florida, flowing into the Gulf of Mexico: length,
240 mi. : also spelled Swan
Su-zanne (s6"d-izan', s^i-zan'), a feminin name: see
Susan.
su ze-rain (s5S'za-rin, sG'w-rln'), n, [Fr. < sus, above
< L. susum* sursum, upward, abqire (contr. of 5^6-
versum; $ub-> under 4- wrsum, a turning < t)p. of warfare,
to turn) -f ending of souver&in, sovemgnl, 1. a ruler,
especially a feudal lord. 2. a state in its relation to
another over which it has political control,

sw*eraln'ty (sd^'zo-ria-ti, su'ssd-rfin'ti), n. [pi. SUJSK-
RAINTIES (-ti*)], [Fr. suHtrainttil, the position or power
of a suzerain.

S.V., Sanaa Virgo. [L.], Holy Virgin.
s.v., [L.], sub iMT&o or &ub wc,
Sval-bard (svWbltr), n. a group of Norwegian islands in
the Arctic Ocean: area, 24,2^4 q, ml.; pop,, 1,000 (est,

1947) : also called Spiisb^rgm.
svelte (svelt), adj. (Fr,; It. smlto; Bp. smlio; LL. *iol$-

, free, releiwad < L. ^ol*f*,* MO SOLVS]* stondtr and
; lithe.

ik (ffrd-^kO n* I. a region of the R.8.P.
S.R.. in the Una Mountains ol wwtom Siberia: pop,.
2,512,000. 2. to cfcpitalt pop., 426,000: formerly calW
Ekaterinburg.
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SwaJbili 147* swashing
Swa hi 11 (swa-he'H), it. [< AT. sawdhil, pi. of s&hil,

[pL SWAHILI], one of a
ibar and the near-by

, large admixture of Arab
stock. 2. their Northern Bantu language, used as a
lingua franca, in east central Africa* 007. Swahilian.
Swa hi-H an (swa-h3'li-an), adj. of the Swahili or their

)* n. [ME* swttn; ON. svdnn, boy, servant;
akin to AS. 4Wi] [Poetic or ArcnaicJ, 1. a country
youth, 2. a young rustic lover or gallant. 3. a lover.

swale (twill) f n. [proh. akin to ON. svalr. cool], a hollow
or deprei0nf especially on in w*t, marshy ground.

ftwal-low ($wiF5} 7t. [ME. swalu, swalwc; AS. swalcwr,
jwcofaw; akin to Q. schimlb^; IB. %w#J-w or *ttwatw*i,

a bird name, ai also in Ruw. $<&&wj* Czech alavlk,

nightingale, etc.], 1. any of a family of small swift-

flying blitli with long, pointed wingt and forked tails,

known for their regular migration** 2. any of certain
iwifts rwambHng swallows.
swallow (twtFlf), v.t, [ME, malwnt swolwtn; AS.
m&dan: kin to O. sfhwdgrn; IB. bust*. *swd-, to de-

vour; et swiwu .] i. to paw (food, tto.) from the
mouth through tht gullet or cuophtgtis into the ttomach,
usually by a of mu^ular actions in the throat,

X to tftkt in; Abtorb; tnoulf; tnvttop: often with up*
3, to t*k* bck (words Mid); ratraot; withdraw. 4. to

put up with; totarat*; bmr humbly $ ti, he had to
their insults. 5. to refrain from

tttM wilhout quention or
- ,

s
.. . -.Jfe T* to perform tto

actirmfi eharncteriiitic of swallowing same-
jeeufiy M lit motion, ft* I* tht act erf iw&l-

lowmg* 2, the ttmmnt gwittovrta at one tinm 3, the
hrniit, or gullet. 4* the opening In * block or pullny*

sli tto ropt rtuuu
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swank (swank), alternative past tense of wink.

8wank-I-ly (swari'ko-li), adv. [Slang], in a swanky
manner.
swank I-nesa (swag^ki-nis), it [Slang], the quality of

being swanky.
swank y (swari'ki), adf. [SWANKIER (-ki-8r), SWANKIKST

(-ki-ist)]
[swank + -y], [Slang] outentatiottily stylish;

swaggering; showy.
swan maiden, in various ancient mythologies, a crea-

ture with the supernatural power of taking on at will

the form of a swan or of a beautiful maiden.
swan nery (swHn'Sri sw&n'&r-i), n.

\fl.
SWANNERIKS

(-iz)L a place where swans are kept or brad,
swanks-down (wEnz'doun'f swdnss'doun'). 1 the

soft, fine underfeatherst or down* of the swan, mm for

trimming clothes, making powder puffs, etc, 2. a soft,

thick fabric of wool and ilk. rayon, or cotton, uftwl for

making baby clothes, etc. Also awansdown.
Swan-sea (swttn~si, iwdn'd), n. a seaport in southern
Wales: pop*, 152,000 (rt 1046).

swan-skin (swln'skin', swAn'skm'), n. )1. the akin of a
awan with feathers on it. 2. any of various toft
flannels of wool or cotton.
swan song, L the long mipposecl in ancient fable to m
iung by a dying wan. 2* th laut act, final creative
work* etc* ofa pton as beior hit death.

up, pr*p*\t I. me marklctg'of young iw&n with a noteft
in the upper beakm a sign of ownership. 3. a ymriy

on the Thamei for thii purpom
0* v.t. it vd. [SWAPPKD (iwlpt* swftpt),swap (iwip

GJ, [M
prob, holcj
n, [Colloq.j, an exchange, tr;ule, or barter,

to strike, move quickly;
to widiang; tcad; bwrtwr.

swop.
tnwji ruj (iwd-rjO
ita- own (akin to L. suus, own): 4*

HATAHJ, in IiHlia, home mk; x^olitical

wn [S] tte name

[Hind,; Sana. svarSj, s^lf-rulinK;
, ruk; cf,

ruli it{ during the* period 01 Bri
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(cwlr), wohalc DMt tottit of

wwrn), n. [MB,; AS. smarm; akin to G.
IB. *wf *, to bum, hmm, M *to te X*

._. , to fete fa. itwrniAWi)!,
g
L * taw umbf

erf lid by a qtt*in fctving on hlv Im to
nUtft ww oolony. 2. *k colony ctf in a him jk a
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SWASTIKA

LER], 1, swashbuckling. 2. splashing. 3. [Archaic].
violent; slashing.
swash letters, italic capital letters formed with long
tails and flourishes,

swas'ti-ka, swas-ti-ca (sw&s'ti-ka, swas'ti-ks), n. [Sans.
svastika < svastt, well-being^ bene-
diction < sut well + asti, being, is],

1. a design or ornament of ancient
origin in the form of a Greek cross
with each arm bent in a right-
angle extension: it exists as a mys-
tic symbol among various Ameri-
can Indian tribes and in India,
Japan, Persia, etc, 2. this design
with the extensions bent in a clock-
wise direction, used in Nazi Ger-
many as the part^ emblem and
symbol of anti-Semitism,
Swat (swat), n. 1. a district of the North-West frontier
Province, Pakistan. 2. [pL SWATI (-ti)], one of an East
Indian people of Moslem faith who live in Swat: also
called Swat*.
swat (swat), y*t* [SWATTED (-id), SWATTING], [echoic],
[Colloq.j, to hit with a quick, sharp blow. n. [Colloq.],
a quick, sharp blow. Also swot.
swatch (switch) i n. [< N. dial,; orig., a cloth tally), a
sample piece of clotn or other material,
swath (swath, sw6*/), n. {HE. swathe; AS, swathu, a
track; akin to G. schwad, schivadc, space covered by a

scythe swing; cf. SWADDLE. SWATHE), 1. the space or
width covered with one cut of a scythe or other mow-
ing device, 2. [Rare], a stroke with a scythe. ;3. & line
or row of grass, wheat, etc. cut in one course by a
scythe, mower, etc. 4, a strip, track, or row,
cut a wide swath, to make an ostentatious display;
make a great stir; appear important.

swathe (swam *>* [SWATHED (fwM) f SWATHINO],
(MB, iwdhen; AS. swathian*$mtkian; IE, b*ad*utMtt,
to conceal, hide, as also m Sans. kuhu-. tfa* new moon,
Mir. com, 9kin, *ta ; cf* fWATH* 8WA0ntL 1, towp
or bind up m a long strip or bandage. 2. to wrap (a
baa<lag& eta) wound omrtntag. 3 to tsammad;
envelop : enclose, n. a bandage or wrapping.
swathe (swa/h), n. & swath.
Swa-ti (swft'ti), lufol. WATI], a Swmt.
Swa tow {jriiham, n* dty oa% ww* ct

_ _ f _Jt1ttt

$$( (iswftfSr, fwWw, n. Ju ajpwwp *to mfe,
2, a <|B?icm as of fine wfo jaoMili fc ttw 5Tof * tedE,
for swatting flies, etc.: in full, fly

to Be moved from tide to &; IB. baaa UfaM** to b5adff

curve, rpdngl, 1. to swing or move from side to nda or
to and fro; fluctuate; oscillate. 2. to lean or incline to
one side; veer. 3. to incline or tend in judgment or
opinion. 4, to have control or Influence: rule* *!. L
to cause to swing or move from tide to side* 2* to OUIM
to lean or incline to one side, 3, to cause (a
one's opinion, etc.) to incline in a particular <"

'

4, to eau^to turn from a given COBM; dlwti i

aoepter, tc,). 5) to rak over oc
t

f, to hoist into pitted aaniwtiWy^fo^a swindng, Mnintrittc^ui^ ^<x a,
; lomt oomttol; a% ww^i fc*r tib

3* rule; dominion; sovereign powr or

land
* n. a ahnabir of a Bantu tribe of 8m*

* ]

w^rmM*i>wi* ijV T_^w ,w,

(wir), vJ* Jiwc
twoiw (iwdrn), w
; akfa to O. JMta

toO i L, MTIM9 -.

W)S MNI AWWWL * to

^ftnmtte withw apj^al to
litw to
2, to nuJcti

(. to ttM or
to

aji^ffar,"r * *"* * w p or M

swear In, to administer an oath to (a person taking
office, a witness, etc.).
swear off, to promise to give up, leave off, or renounce,
swear out, to obtain (a warrant for someone's arrest)
by making a charge under oath,

swear-word ^swfix'wurd')* n, a word or phrase used in

swearing or cursing; profane word.
sweat (swet), vd* [SWEAT or SWEATED (-id), SWEATING],
[ME. sweten: AS. swmtan < swat* sweat; akin to G.
schweissen; IE. base *$weid-> to sweat, as also in L.
sudor. sweat (ct SUDATIGN)], 1. to give forth a charac-
teristic salty moisture through the pores of the skin;
perspire. 2. a) to give forth moisture in droplets on its

surface; as, a ripening cheese sweats, b) to collect and
C9ndense water in droplets on its surface: as, he stirred
his iced drink until tne glass sweated* 3, to ferment:
said of tobacco leaves, etc. 4. to come forth in drops
through pores or a porous surface; oosse, 5. [Colloq.],
to work so hard as to cause sweating: often u*sd meta-
phorically. v.t. 1. a) to give forth (moisture) through
its pores or a porous surface. !) to collect and condense
(moisture) on its surface, 2. to cause to sweat, or

perspire, as by drugi, exercise, heat* etc, 3 to cause to
give forth moisture; especially, to tement: M the
tobacco leaves ar being wwaika, 4. to make wtt with
sweat, or perspiration: M, he mtat^d his shirt. 5* to
try to get rid of by sweating; often with o*d M, he is

$maliM out hk cold, 6, toneat (a metal) in order to
extract an easily fusible constituent. 7* ft) to heat
(solder) until it melts, h) to unite (metal parti;) by heat-
ing at tbt poiat of eomtmct, S, to rwaove p^ttelei of
metal from (a coin) illegally, u by ihakinf m a bag
with othtr oofaa, 9. to oaiue to work to Mrd as to
iweat: overwork; hct 10. to causa (tmptoytet) to
work long hours at low wnfts und poor working con-
ditions; exploit. U* (Couoa,), to get irformatlon from
by torture or by long, grerfmg questioning; ttblt to
the third degree, n. (afteml, afttr the f. < MIL swat,
xwotc

: ttweat; AS. swai}. 1* tto eliar. alkaline salty
liquid given forth in drnpa thr<nifrh ih Of the
skm; pertpinttiofi* 1. the mokluri Mvn lorai or col-
lected In droplets on the mmixmwmtt, I* a
sweating or being twml^$ pMMIyt U artifkiany
imlucetrHw^ating, 4 % conclitioti of anxiety,
impatience, ttc. regarded m ^trang tficwgh to
OTwalki:, 5. har4 work; dra%try 4 m
MO* given a hOTM b<'<>re a race,
wMt Mood, (Stand, 1. to woife vtry hfttti; onrwocfc.

* to b* tmptlm

r>r wait anxif>usly <>r

&Q&&
1. daaw*

mtff WT'WWVW t* MfWW ****** ONMA ffiUHl<9 tO WfMktj
9!

; waplcpd fof tout fernm at tow mafc
ng omaitionu; rxpl/.ttrrL

,. ftt%), t, or ttet
^a^^.y to mom 1 ftlnmtiN! ^r wifcgr
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Swedenborgism
Swe den-borg-ism (swS'cTn-bdrg'isB'm), n. Sweden-
borgianism.
Swed ish (swC'dlsh), arf/. of Sweden, its people, their

language, etc, n. the North Germanic language of the
Swedes,
the Swedish, the Swedish people.

Swedish massage, massage combined with Swedish
movements, as m treating certain diseases,
Swedish movements, a set or system of exercises in-

volving various muscle groups of the body, used in the
treatment of certain aitaasei.

Swedish Nightingale, Jenny tind.
swt^-ny (swg'ni), n [< dial. G, .tdSwrtnc, atrophy],
atrophy of the shoulder musctet of horses.

ewi*p (swlp), y.t. [SWEW (wrapt), SWEEPING], [ME.
smpm, altered < AS. nmpan after $wtp*t n.; of.

SWOOP]* 1, to clear or clean (a turface, room, etc,) as
by brushing with a broom, 2. to remove, clear
away, or cwiy* up (dirt* debris* ate.) with or as a
brush or broom or with a brushing movement. *!
to clear (a space, puth, etc,) with or m with a
broom, 4, to strip, dean carry away, or destroy
with lore* of movement, 5. to move or carry along
with a sweeping movement; at, ht smpt the cards
into a pile, the h*r lad thrcwgh her hair,
6. to touch or bnh to moving as, his hands
tmpt the k*ybcmrd, her im^ps tto ground. 7. to
past swiftly or traverse. mi In m,
armed bndft the oountryside, hie ayea w$i the

tgrmte, t. to <te*g tin., 2). , to r*k* <t.* 5). 10.

(CoUoQ,!, ).to wto wl the or events of (a
set, or match); 6) to win ovwwhiiminglys at, the
Xtanoefttta tlw k3e*tion, v.i. l, to dam a

room, tic, with or M it broom or the like* 2. to
mow* or staadtty or smcxjthl? , especially

1473 swell

ody, blandnew, and a relatively moderate tempo: dis-

tinguished from hot. 5) designating or of music played
in this way, IL 1. the quanty of being sweet: sweet-
ness. 2, something sweet: specifically, a) usually in pi.
a candy; sweetmeat 6) [British], a sweet dish served
as dessert, c) often in pi, pleasure or a pleasurable ex-
perience. d) [Colloq.], a sweet potato. 3. a sweet, or
beloved, person; darling. <Mte sweetly.
b aweet onf [Colloq.]. to be in love with,

Sweet, Henry (twSt), 1845-1912; EngHih Engukt and
phonetician.

sweet alyis8um, a short plant with small spikei of tiny,
fragrant, white flowers,
sweet basil, a plant with bluish-white flowers and fra-

grant leaven used in cooking.
sweet bay, L any of m number of related laurel trees.
2. a variety of magnolia,

sweet-bread (gweVbred?)* n. [Early Mod. Eng.; twit
4* br&d in the AS sense ''mortal*'], the pancreas
($tom&ch we<?i&/ad) or the thynius (& or tkro@t t

mwctbrcad] of a calf or other animal, when utsed at food.
sweet*bri<er sweat*biiar (fwSt'bd'irk it. a s

with orjSjitfttfulniSSS **, the plane*
tha tifcy* tar jtvt>f ovtr the strings, the

to ft thrtOfaf cU^r. 1 4) to trail Mi
to, m moviflf. a) 10 tirnil a iklrti, 4, to imeh

<r m A UttH, fxmotlmi enrv or Hno; * tht rotd
mp UN hill n, L tha ftct of iwtpii^|{ clfiuutig.m wit h or g with A bnmm. 2* ) &

cr niovrrurtif . u, the vttw/ ol
ft 9| or blow frnutf iuj! Iran t hi:i. | A
fnuhng. IM 4 of thry wnt

toe) off <mr fuaa, 5, fcnrt&; axtant;
f^ * l 6, a hur, ctniiour,

cttrvt, tte* Umt tt >f low or
7. n wwfl: l iia,

, mmwy f. ^, $& takini
or wmmi>*{ iff i, viA-unv or m m *

<x 10, Hbfif MUT. II * lummt,
pini* * *4 Ml? *f^ I : Iw

Im rose with fragrant leaves, pink flowers, and tall,

prickly stems; eglantine.
awaat doalyf a pknt of tha parsley family, with tsJoaU,
white flowtw and finely cut* fragrant toavas tteed in
ccKJkmg: myrrh*

etlfleat cider, cider that hM mot fermentetl.
aw**t clover, any of various plants of the p family.
with butterfly-shaped* white or yellow fiowenu ma
leaves in groups of three, grown for fodder; meiuofc.
ewttt corn, a variety of Indian corn, rich in sugar and
eaten m * table vagetablt in !ti unripe, or milky, stage.
ew*at*en (fiwr/t'n). v.t> t, to make tweet with or as
with sugar. 2. to make pliMant or agreeable. 3. to
moUtfy; allaviata; Afiptjaae. MCofioql in 3**jM,.to

__ the value oc (ojwatarai for itloaa) Iby addL^
valuabk ;wcuritka. 5. [Slang| In #0^f, to Md further
itakfts to (the pot) Mwt optnimg.

awaat*i'lttg (twyt
fn4 twlt%te) n. 1* tfaa proc^i

01 n^akinfr nweet. 2, aomtthlnf tut iWMtent.
swift f^rn, a wti>*imilUx plant with nty cut , !m*
Ike suul npiken of fi0wtr.
swttt fiftHi * nuvrnh pliuit with Umg. griMlikf te.v^M and

clwk rooti.
iWttt gatm A fragrant matfh shrub with i^kts of flowers
End bTttw tenvuiit

I, a tall trrc with ?Jhinin ( nrnpittlki teftv^
\ ol Irttfittand fragrant juice.
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etc., as, anger swelled in him. 6. to increase in size,

force, intensity, degree, etc.: as, our ranks swelled to

over a hundred. 7. to increase in volume or loudness:

said of sound, musical instruments, etc. v.L to cause

to swell; specifically, a) to cause to increase in size,

volume, extent, degree, etc, J>) to cause to bulge or

protrude, c) to nil with pride, indignation, etc.; inflate;

puff, d) to cause (a tone, chord, etc.) to increase in

loudness. n. 1. a part that swells; bulge; curve:

protuberance; specifically, a) a swollen part or area of

the body. b) a large wave that moves steadily without

breaking, c) & piece of rising ground; rounded hill or

slope. 2. a swelling or being swollen. 3. an increase

in size, amount, extent, degree, etc. 4. [Colloq.j, a

person who is strikingly stylish or fashionable, espe-

cially in dress. 5, in music, a) a gradual increase in

volume (crescendo), usually followed by & gradual de-

crease (diminuendo), b) a sign (<>) indicating this.

c) a device for controlling the loudness of tones in an

organ, harpsichord, etc* adj. [ME. smile, tumid,

proud]. 1. [Colloq,], stylish; very fashionable. 2.

[Slang], first-rate; excellent: a generalized epithet of

approval. -SXW. so expand.
swell box, a chamber enclosing one or more sets of organ
pipes or reeds and fitted with movable shutters that

regulate the loudness of tone.
swelled head, JColloq.], undue self-esteem ; conceit.

swell-fish (swet'fishO, n, [pi SWELLFISH, SWKLLFISHES
(-ias) ; see FISH], a fish capable of inflating its body with
air; puffer.

swell-ing (swel'irj), it, 1, an increasing or being in-

creased in size, volume, etc, 2. something swollen;

especially, an abnormally swollen part of the body.
flcyf, that swells, or curves outward,

swel-ter (swel'tlr), IM. [freq, of ME, swdtm* to die,

swoon away, faint; AS. swcltan, to die; IB. base *xu>d-,

to burn; ct SULTRY!, to perspire, be faint, or fel
oppressed with great neat. v.t. 1. to cause to swelter.

2. jArchaict* to exude (venom or poison), n. 1. the
condition of sweltering* 2* oppressive heft,
swel ter-lnU (Hwel'tSr-in) , adj. I. that swelters or infers
withw toot * wy hot; sultry*

rtri), <$, [mountim (

[. twmtj, sweitertog*wst (-txwrt)
swept (swept), past tense and past participle of sweep.

v), v.i. &vt. (SWERVED (swurvd). SWERV-
wfYwtnj AS* sweoffttn, to file away, scour],

Hue, course, etc, it* 1. the act or degree of swervmg.
2, something that swerves. -*-51W* ft* deviate.

A

responding quickly;
1 a c^Httufff in $. c

prompt; ready. &d&* swiftly, n
, _ ___ __ _ _.jjrdin|E xnawdbQAi 2. ma ^JspsBding

reel tiied to hold skeins of silk* etc. that ar being
wound off. 3. & sooty-brown, swift-flying bird s*

*
sembling the swallow, as the chimney swift. 4 any of
several swift-moving newts or lizards. $JW M f**t*

Swift* Jonathan (swift). 1667-1745J English satimt,
born in Ireland.

awfft-w (swH'tlr). IL I< obc mfc to tteta* fMw
with a taut ropel in nautical usa&e. t IK); a rope
run lengthwise about the hull d a boat to utmigthen
it or protect its sides. 2. a rope faaUmcd to th<t*xtrenie
6nd& of th capstan b>njr to kfNSpltJteti'i in tfcmir sockets
while the capstan It being turneJ. 3. my of the fore-
most shrcmda of t lower inasit.

Hwift-foot ed (nriMoot'id). octf. that c*a nun i

twig (swig), v.t. 4k v*i. [awioattD (swigd).
|< Early Mo*

* * * "^ '* * ' *

rinic f specially liquor* in

i.t. Lte

1 w

in style, opinions, etc., or active in current society,
business affairs, or the like.

swim (swim), n, [ME. swime; AS, swima; akin to D.

vwijmen, to faint; IE. base *5we*\ to bend,
%
turn j, the

condition of being dizzy: as, her head was m a swim.
v.L [SWAM (swam), SWUM (swum), SWIMMING], 1. to be

dizzy, 2, to have a hazy* reeling, or whirling appear-
ance: as, the room, swam before his eyes.

swlm-mer (swim'&r), n, a person or animal that swims.
swim mer et (swim'&r-et'), n. any of a series of small,

abdominal legs or appendages in certain crustaceans,
used primarily in swimming and for carrying eggs.

ewim-ming (swim'in), n. the action of a person or ani-

mal that swims, especially for sport, ad/. I. that

swims, 2. usod in swimming, 3. flooded or overflowing
with or as with water: as, swimming eyes.

swlm-ming (swim'ii)), n, (of. SWIM (dtauneu)], dizzi-

ness, acyT affected with a dizzy, whirling Mutation.

swimming bladder, tho air bladder of a nshu

swimminl hole, a pool or a deep place m a river, creek,
etc. used lor swimming. ,

swim min&ly (swina'irj-M), adv* tppr. of smm 4- 4y] t

easily and with success: as, the entertainment went over

swimmingly* .

4 * *

swimming pool, a pool of water used for swimming;
especially, an artificially created pool or tank, either

indoors or outdoors,
, , f t .,

swim auit a garment designed for swimming; bathing
suit.

Swinburne, Algernon Charka (swin'bSrn), 1S37

1909; gngliA poet and caitks.

to engage in swindling others, n, tm act of awindling;
trick; cheat; fraud* $YN s^ dbMt.
swin dlcr (swinMlcr). n. (0 schwindltr < schwMdn, to
be disay, defraud* obftftt), a pfcsapt who sirawMt; cdMtit.

swine (swm), n. [fL SWINE], (ME. & AS. .m-m; akin to

suimu. eta; <aL towi l/n pig or'tag; wttiHy
colkctively. 2. a xncinm, contc:

mt)iibU* portion.
tiwine-hcra (tw|n%tndOt n* ft who twOi swtnr.
swine pox, (Archaic j. a variety oi chicken i

t^TOiMi (vrap), SWWWG wniO'iMOfi JMB* iwffif*>i AS.

mtejNi; akm to 0, MJMntii
tf
to toftoouh. te*; IB.

bate wptfit"* to cu,rv f iwsqi; el, iWAJCKj* I. to ry
backward and forward with regular mov/*incnf,, &

t? o^ttttr 2, to wET^ojL
*-

*
wits & tow

4 to haiiK; b v ^t^if
xecution. 5. m biw-kward

jdo2*fvrKflg{n,tO), X t.)teoMftoriiMftOi
wftMtt t<>l. Imt, te*} with ft mot ion; flovit

bh; bratulhh. b] to lift or with i Mnttfrnt C^ !

m bi 5wjf the b^g onto lite hack. 1 to C

object) to -'way tnH4kwjird and forward:
,- . ,if [ i ft MfM) to

ajfiwi
wok-

ward &tI f(>rwanl by jni
vihing or puUiug, |, Id HWt to

turn w pivot, mm m mm or twlYtlt M M llpfif titt
*

4. to to tiitttg mm to IM
vwiip wm^

% 5, totmu^UH-omc tttHmtma'^*'
or luitiVtU* with tit iv

tte^p^'fwiiw. . I* tlttiS
1, pi urn mm m $t

tt-i, wfet E 1

*.
tjft

l
thr fil with

L

-'t. 4l^^te
"

tor* sralftii* ^"t
blow of 7, thr

Of fB^CWfiKWSBlfc flf (MNMMI ftll'WtA teU,,^^^, .^^^, ^, -,,,
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swing bridge 1475 swondbill

pressure, weight* etc, (branches twaying in the wind); to

oscillate ii to swing back and forth, within certain limits, in

the manner of a pendulum; vibrate jjuggrfttu the rapid, regular
hack-and-forth motion of a plucked, taut string ana is applied
in physics to a similar movement or the particles of a fluid or

elastic medium (sound vibrations) ; fluctuate implies continual,

irregular alternating movements and ii now moat common in

its extended mnm
t
(Jtttdmting prices) ; undulate implies a

gentle wavclike motion or form (undulating land),

swing fortd&e, a bridge that can be swung back in a

[Archaic]* to puftkh with blown; beat; whip,

swinging (awin'jit)}* adj. [ppr. of swinge; cf. STRAF-
piNGj, [CollcK}], 1. huge; very target. 2, extremely
good; Ant-rate,

ftwlnftlnft door* & door hung no that it can be opened in

Hthw direction and swings nhut of ltlf.

gwlii-glt Cw!t)'g1), vl. tawiNCLBD (-g'ld), SWINGLING],
(MM, xwinglm; MD, wnnghebn < swinglul, a swingle],
to t'lriin (nax or hemp) by b^&ting or scraping with a

awingle. it* 1MB, < AS. smingft^ & MD. swnghit <
erf si*i*il 1, a wocjclen, nwordUke tool vantd to

clean fiax or hemp by beating or scrtplxig, 2, the iwiple,
or iitriking part* of a nail.

*

"It'Mur Cwiij
/M l

lblr') a awingletred.
te'totftt (witj'g'ltr3

/
) w. a whipptetre or ilngle-

,,. w thlfC| (CoUoq.)* to than* fiictorifs 0petini on a
24*haur th tvtning work ihllt, from about
m!daft*mw to ftbout midnight.

t , *>. . [ME, jtwifii^J, of, Hk fit for,

or til iwifitj pigglih;
iwinfe (iwfofc), 9*1. JIWAMK (twaok) or WOKX (wo^kj

(Kwonle^n). swiWKiMol |MEj AS.
j^iicM < thu in Jfwfuiji LAntiuuei* to labor;
toll; dra%e, n* tArcli*icl* Ibpr ttmj ctradgtry,
Swinner tm t Frank Cgwm%4M}t ISM* ; Bnglliih

'; atut critic.

dp), w* |MB rarflv,' ON, nipr. prob,

..-..,-it H^M* {< in f

bwirV wet? of

*wi |>U% wip*pli Ciwip^D* n* < r t0 nml|I
rhr prt of ft Hull Ite In

iWdkl fA < ON. to whirl), L to
2, to

or I* ft ttst t,l. to to twirl;
H t. ft whirl} I

iw

wtely tt V fl rf ii fttl trf

t.4 i If fiti ft

i * fii iff
1

* Ii to

p lit t^f* I* to ti
| t IM % I* m

1c* tiiii 3, ) r^

f (la

nr

l n

tte ffa

in or

* *

i ! ilw It wi

trannfer; change; turn wide; divert. 4. a) to operate
the switch of (an electric circuit) so as to connect,
disconnect, or divert; hence, 6) to turn (an electric

light or appliance) on or off In this way. 5. to transfer

(a train or car) from one set of tracks to another by use
of a switch. 6. [Colloq.], to change or exchange: as,

we switched places, v.f 1. to move from or an from one
set of tracks to Another. 2. to shift; transfer

j
change.

switch-back (awich'bakO. n. La road or railroad fol-

lowing a winding or ssigMg court up a *tqp grade.
2. (British), a roller coaster.
switch-blade knife (awich/bttdO, a large jackknlfe
having a blade that opena. rapidly when a button or
other device on the handle in pressed,

switch'boiurd (iwich'bter, wich'b5rd') n. bomra or

panel equipped with apparatus for controlling th* op-
eration of a ivatem of electric circuits, as in A Wtphona
exchange: abbreviated wbd,
switch box, a box containing a switch or sw!tehi usu-

ally mounted on a wall or panel.
nwitch'man (swich'man), n* ipL SWITCHMEN (*mw)) a
railroad employee who operates switchei,

twitch-yam (nwich'yftrdOi n. ft rtilrcmd yard whtre
cars art shifted from one track to another by of
a itystem of nwitchei, as in making up trains.

Swttli'in or Swith'iin, Saint (nwtth'm* swlth'tn), ?-
8d2 A.D,: Englinh prelate; hht cky Is July IS,

Swttt.tr iwlAftrJ. n. [MHO, (01 SdMt#) < 3***,
Xtvis. SwtterlAfidj 1. a Switi. 2, a Swte mcrcwmry
loldier. Alto Swinttr.

Swltf*rlftiid (swit'ilr-ltnd), it* a oountry to wtst
central Europe, in the Alpt: ar, 15^40 SQ, mi; pop.*
4.5*8,000 (t 1947)} capital, Bern; Lfttte

Hdmtht Oertruin tmm, ^wtl; Frdi n*w,
frit*! (iwiv'l). n, [ME, swimt < baw oi AS,
to revolve]* 1. . purt or

that allow* frt*

turning erf the tmrti attachwl
to it; r.prri fiddly, a) a cluuu

mid in two parto,

ftttiiur lik odkr

turning frtly ftbcmt it,

ft) th pktfarin ttippMt for a nwivfti efealr or rlv gun,
2. t fWivtl fttfl, V.*. [iWIVIBLID iir SWIVttJLBD (-Td),
wiYKUNO car swiVELLWciJ* L to to turn or

on or fti oft ft twivuS, 2. to ife or
with ft iwivti vJ. to turn oa or us on a twlvtl

twiftl chuir, term hot i/ontiUIv on

pivot in tm .

. A
iwfftt ftm i> Aftitlwy mwtntM w a ^wtfpriti
in a way that it oftn bt turiMtd or
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sword'billed hummingbird 1476 sylpkid
sword-billed hummingbird (sdrd'bild', sord'bild'), a

swordbill,
sword cane, a weapon consisting of a sword concealed
in a scabbard made to resemble a walking stick.

sword-craft (sSrd'kraff, sord'kr&ft'), n. 1. swords-

manship. 2. the use of military force ; tactics of warfare.

sword dance, any dance involving the use of swords,

especially one performed around bare swords laid on
the ground.
sword-fish (s6rd'fish', sord'fish'), n. [pi. SWORDFISH,
SWORDFISHBS (iz) J

S66

FISH], a large marine
food fish with the upper
jawbone extending in
a long swordlike point,
sword grass, any of a
number of sedges or

grasses with toothed or SWORDFISH (7 ft long)
sword-shaped leaves,

WVWA* v,/ i^. ivug;

sword knot, a loop of leather, ribbon, etc. attached to a
sword hilt as an ornament or, originally, for support
around the wrist during swordplay,
sword lily, the gladiolus,
sword*man (sdrd'men, sord'men), n. Ipl SWORDMKN
(-men)], a swordsman.

sword play (sdrd'pla*', aSrd'plS')* n. the act or art of

using a sword ; fencing.
swords man (s^rds/man, sSrdz'man), n. [pi SWORBS-
MEN (-man)], 1, a person who uses a sword in fencing
or fighting. 2, a person skilled in using a sword,
swords-man-ship (sdrdz'man-ship', sordz'man-ship').
n. [see -SHIP], skill in using a sword; art or skill of a
swordsman*
sword-taw (sdrd'ttl', edrd'tal'), n, a small vividly
colored fresh-water fish of Mexico and Central America,
often kept in aquariums.
swore (swdr, swor), alternative past tense of swear,
sworn (sw6rn, sworn), past participle of awear. adj.
bound, pledged, promised, etc. by or an by an oath.
swot (swot), n. & v.t. [SWOTTED (-Id), SWOTTING], swat,
swound (swound* swSond), n * v.L (ME. swound*,
swounden < form of swounen (cf SWOON) with un-
historic -d]. [Archaic], swoon; faint.
'swounds (zwoundz^ zoundz), interj. [Archaic], God's
wounds: a euphemistic contraction used as an oath;
also xounde.
swum (swum), past participle and archaic or dialectal

past tense of swim (to move through water).
swum (swiun), past participle of wim (to be dizzy).
swung (swurj) , past participle and alternative past tense
of swinft*

Syb-a-ris (sibVris), n. an ancient Greek city
Italy, famed as a center of luxury destroyed
Sybarite (sibVrlt')t n* [i. Sywita;

"

3U any of the people of anaent ybaris{
anyone very fond of

Sybwitftos], I, of or^ctaraclejiwtc ol'gybwS'ir fiie

Sybarites* 2. |s-] f Itpcurious; voluptuotus.
syb a rit i cal AibWit^k'Q^ fc yl*ritk*
syb a rit ism (tibVrft-ii"m) f m tbs aablti, prt^^
_etc. of a tybarite; voluptuown^s.

Syd-ney (sid'ni), n. seaport and capital of New South
Wales, Australia: pop., 1,484,000 (1947).

Syd-ney (sid'ni), a masculine name: see Sidney.
Sye-ne (si-e'n), n. Aswan, city in Egypt: ancient name.
sy enite (si'd-nit'), n, [Pr. sytnite < L. Syenites (lapis),

Syenite (stone) < Syene < Gr, Sytol, Syene], a Ikind

of gray, igneous rocic containing feldspar, hornblende,
and some silicates.

sy e nit-ic (si'a-nit'ik), ad/, of or like syenite.

syl- (sil), see syn-.

syl-la-bar-y (sil'a-ber'i), n. [pi SYLLABARIES (-iz)]

[Mod. L. syllabarium < "L. syllaba; see SYLLABLE], 1. a
set or table of syllables. 2. a system of written char-
acters representing spoken syllables rather than indi-

vidual sounds.
syMa-bi (sil'a-b!'). n. alternative plural of ylJabus,

syMab-ic <si-lab'ik) f adj. (Modi L. syllabicus; Gr,

syllabikosl 1. of a syllable or syllables. 2. designating
a consonant that in itself forms a syllable with no
appreciable vowel sound, as the I m tattl* (tat'l).

3. pronounced distinctly, syllable by syllable. 4, des-

ignating a form of verse arranged according to the
number of syllables per line rather than by rhythm or
accent, n. a syllabic sound; sonant.

syMab'I-caHv (sl-lab'i-k'R ui-lafo'ik-ll), adv* tyllabie

by syllable! by syllables.

eyllab-icate (d-iab't-tttO, v4. [SYLLABICATD (-id),

SYLLABICATING], (< syllabication], to syllabify.
syl-lab-l-ca-tloa (si-Wl-kl'shsm), n. [ML* tylbbtetito},

syllabification,

syilab-i'fl'Oi'tton (d-labVfi-kI'iiin) f n. l< syllabify],
formation of or division into lyUablti*

syHab-i-Jfy (si-UbVfi')* f*l. ISTLLABIFIK) (-fldOi ivt-

LABIFYINC], [ML, sylldMjtew$ < L. wJtew. a tyUable -f

facere, to makej, to form or divide Into iylkblw;
syllabicate*
ayllabism (sil'o-biz'm), n. [< L. syllaba fstt SYU.A-
BLE) ; + 4sml L the use oi iylwbic ehtrftcttrt. rather
than letters, In writing, 2. division into ftyil&blti,

7
, WYLLAB

B.C.

syl la biie
(

HIDING), (M. sylazar
SYLLABLE], to syllabify,
sl la blc tiiVl B ittUlf* OFr. iUMa L,

t winch holdi
together < syn-, together -f luwhantin t to hoUl}, L a
word or part of a word pronounced with a .singk. unin-

terrupted founding of the vote; unit of pronunciation,
consisting of a single nound of great sonority (usually
a vowel) and Ktmorally one or mor* sound.-* of

sonority (ufvually connonants). 2. one or mK Ittftrt
or fiymbola wrtttn to repr^JM*nt, mart w te* a spokm
Byllibi. In this dictionary, th<e tylkbliU m entry wn l-,

are separated by cwatew dote and do nut

corrcypond to the syllables In imt>akmg. 3. tte
'; dttall: * oon

1

! mntion *
n.-

syc-a-
Or, j ................. -.-. T ......... _
to be the blaclc mulberry

syc-a-more (sik'9-mdr', si

OFr,
* *

prob.

). a feminine name: see Sibyl.

os] r a tree mentioned in Luke IT

tr
2, a

ufMB.
j{ Iftr* i

butaltt
'

- -r-* Sn*4**iJg^f̂ *!S^T^ - -
maple shade tm with yeltow flowr an4 cmr^-
toothed leaves, found in Europe ana Asia. 3. any cif *
number of related American plane trees; wpfeluly, thr
buttcmwood,

* nJAr. jjTI < MM, tu tad *kwf| to lad^
groom (for |n

i
into

ingots, usually stamped,

tJie b^bavior or ch*r-

bit of oxpresmon; slkbtwt

, or
www m w
illy agr^ with cmty M tf



sylpMdiiic symphiomc
Hylnh id inc (Eil'fi-din, sil'fi-d!n') adj. of or Uke a
sylpW
syipn-i

sylvan (il'wn) <r<y. |< Fr. or L,: Pr, sylmin; L *tt-

nanitt < *$fa yita a wood), 1. 01 or characteristic of

the woods or foroat. 2. living, found, or carried on in

the woods or forest. 3, wooded, n 1. one who lives

in the woods. 2. a deity or spirit of the woods, Also

spelled tlltaa.

ayl'vaui'ito foiKvon-It'). n. [< Traajytonia (whew first

found) 4- -*^J ft gray or silvery crystalline tellnrid of

gold and silver, AgAt*Tt,
Syl vm-ous (ail-vl'noa), (L, Sitmnm t Sylmnusi w SYL-
VAN (woody)]* a maiicttlind name: variantf Sylmn; fern-

mine, 5v/wa: also spilled ftllvaatia.

Syl'VOO't'or (afrvao'tir), (L. Sttmnter < ^*r* sibidris,
of a wood or fortat < #a, a wood], A masculine name:
tine* Spilled SUtffttar.

Syl'fl** Wvi-o), CU -MM* < *to, A wood], a ftminiat
name* diminutivea, SW, yfefc: Alto tpdlta atlittu

ayl'Vi'Cttl tur* (ail'vi-fiul'chfcr). n. silvlcttlture*

yt'Vln, oyl'tiiio (ail'vin). n. aylvlte.

ayi'rico CsiFv!t) t
n. f< Hod. Lnt tftaftta* aftft. old

nmw m th salt (rob. nfitr Prun* d# la Boc Sylvius*
I6tf-l672 phwlciaft And proititc^r of mtdkuat at

4* -Jtol tlv potm^um chloridt, KCl
im md

* (aim).

f

; mm mmmmml m orgtmtm
.., ^ _ .
(Mod* I-; Or,

syn:. togeth

tfthfr off t

iMwi*tkm or union. tt

A* < iymftfattM, to flvo toffttbtr < iy*> feSgytJaer

n, to IfWl *f* Metal* tha living tofoth^r off two
Ittt in

dally wkMto th&a la Advau4^f

ffX^ift'b
l-ot'Jk),

y. tCk.

^fl^ 61^^.^ 1^^^. y.

>% ft (< fr II L.{ Fr. Jywopf*; L $ym*
\wrni Or, wMftola** by
'

- L ilLtMj- -- * -**-> - X4--.-T,.. iJ^ilU^
A mill

more metals in combination, each of a apedfitd min-
imum weight* ,

.

sym met ric (ui-met'rik), adL symmetrical
symmetrical (dknet'ri-kl), <**y. [< symmetry],
having or showing symmetry, or correspondence in

form, size, or arrangement of parts? specifically, ) in

botany* that can be divided into timilar parti by a

plan passing through the center; also, having the
number of parti in each whorl of letvdis said of A

flower, b) in chemistry, exhibiting a regular repeated
pattern of atoms in the structural formula; specifically,

designating a compound (benxene derivative) in which
substitution takes place at the alternate carbon Atomn.

t) in mathematm & logic, designating an aquation,
relation, etc. whoa terms can be interchanged without
affecting its validity. <*) in m$didm* afifectinf corre-

sponding parts of the body simultaneously m the same
way: laid of a disease, etc.

ym*mot'ri*CAl*ly (ai-motM-k'W* si-met'nk-H), a^ In

a symmetrical manner*
sym me- trl-nation (sim^tri-jsl'ih iirnVtri-sBl'-

han), n. a
symmetrising

or bing symmttriseed*
f

0yMMTRi2iNc|, to make symmetrical

Fr. or L.; obi. Fr, $ymmitru (now i;ywJJfrf); L, sym-
m^iri^f Or* $ymm$trie> < symmitro* memumd totfother

< WIH-I together + imtrm, a measur] 1. imflarity
m form or arrangement on dther side of a dividing
lino or plane; coirpondeno of owpotite part to

ihape, and position; condition of bng symmetrical:
an attribute of tno whole or of too port! of which it is

compoaod. 2. tJtctlknot or bOAuty of form or pro-
portion an a result of such corr^ipond^iic.
8 FN,, aynuBiotiTf with nfaranea to tha intfrralAtkm *l

part to fofm an at'thetn'iilljf plta^nf wtiok, *itrit'tH' Implira
cwf0ipond<mcti In thft fww iaia iwin^wwiitti ato* of parta on
ithar aida of a mmm ttnt or ^tott pfoportlon toptitt a

gt^u <iulnrasi that fiiwti Irani the xntAittfw ftttirnn in te cr

{imittKectil of jMtrU, to wn ot hrt nr to thr ^vlml^; hr*KHiy
tmpllea mm AgrtMMiit or jprapwtJbMte nrrutemfit of pprti
in te* edMr* fot% tie. at to mkr a pltMi

t tnt <tll?irniK or eoiitftitifig <j

S an uenthHu' MultlPTltim in thi whi>U%

), 1840 189J: et AAC! writer.
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symphonic poem 1478 syncopate

having to do with harmony of sound. 3. having a
similar sound or sounds.

symphonic poem, an extended musical composition
lor full symphony orchestra, usually in one movement,
programmatic in nature, and freer in form than the

symphony: also called tone poem. .

sym-pho-ni-ous (sim-fe'ni-as). adj. [< L. sympboma,
harmony (see SYMPHONY) ; + -ous], harmonious.

eym-pho-nize (sim'fo-mz'), v.t. & tu. [SYMPHONIZBD
(-mzd') SYMPHONIZING], [see SYMPHONY], to harmonize.

sym-pho-ny (sim'fa-ni), n. [pi. SYMPHONIES (-niz)j, [ME.
symfonye; OFr. simphonie; L, symphonia; Gr. symphd-
nia < syn-, together + phanl, a sound], 1. harmony of

sounds especially of instruments. 2. harmony of any
kind, especially of color. 3. anything, as a, picture,

characterized by harmonious composition. 4, w music.

a) an extended composition in sonata form for full

orchestra, having several (usually four) movements
related in subject, but varying in form and execution,

&) an instrumental passage in a composition that is

largely vocal or choral, c) a symphony orchestra, a)

[Colloq.], a symphony concert. Abbreviated syaau

symphony orchestra, a large orchestra for playing

symphonic works, composed of string, wind, and per-
cussion sections: distinguished from band.

symphyeis (sim'fsMsis), n* [pi SYMPHYSBS (eeV)l
[Mod. u; Gr. symphysis, a growing together < /*-,

with -i- phytin, to grow], a growing together; fusing;

specifically, 1. in anatomy & sooJory, a) the growing
together of bones originally separate, as of th two
halves of the lower jaw or th two pubic bone*, b) the

Sue of junction of such bones, 2. in Many, the growing
together of similar parts of a pknt: coalescence,

syiii*podl*'iiiJci (&to*p5'di-nQ), n* [pt* SYMPODIA (")]

[Mod. L.J see SYM & -PODIUM], in botany, a stem made
up of ft series of branch growing on etch othur, giving
tEd nect of a sixnple stem*

sym-po-8i-ac (sim-p5'zi-ak ) f adj. [L. symposiaca, fltut*

pi of symposiacus, belonging to a banqiiet, convivial;
UTV ympomJm$, of, hawg me natert o or itppropri-
ate to & symposium, n* a syniposiura,
eym po*8i-arch (sim-pS^i-IrkO, n. [Gr. sympwiarckos,
watfer oi 'fiTwwt; SS m^Kmmjt *4iMj 1. m
maflter or director of an ancient Greek symposium;

fttl^He^tuiiS discussion, I hcnc! 2. fw&y Htideting oir L_ .

gathering at which ideas are freely exchanged, 3. a
conference organized for the discussion of .some j>ar-
ticular subject. 4. a collection of opinions or essays cm
a given subject.
eymp-tom (sirnp'tom), n. (MB, symihoma < Or, sym~

, anything that has befallen o casuftlty < $ym
in, to fair together, happen < I^^K tcg^thtr 4>

Any circunistanct*, 0visnt, or condition tb,t itooonpiyRlw
something and indicates its txlitMios or oomttnot;
sign; indication; specifically, in w^/iVm^, any condition

syn-apse (si-napsOt n. [Mod. L. synapsis; Gr, synapsis,
a union, joining], the point of contact between adjacent
neurons, where nerve impulses ar transmitted from
one to the other.

eyn ap sis (si-nap'sis), n, [pi SYNAPSES (-s&O], [Mod. L.;
Gr. synapsis. a junction, connection; syn, together +
apsis, a joining < aptein* to join] 1. m $metic$t the

conjugation of homologous maternal and paternal
paired chromosomes in the early stages of meiosis. 2.

in physiology, a synapse.
syn-ap-tic (si-nap'tik), af/. of synapsis,

eyn,*ar*thro*dii*ft, (sin'llr-thrS'di-), n. \pL SYNARTHRO-
DIAE (-50 1- synarthroBis. t

syn-ar-tliro'sle (sin'Ir-thrS'sis), n. [^1. SYNARTHROSES
(-sSz)], (Mod, I/; Gr. synarthrOsis* a being jointed to-

gether < synarthroun, to link together < syn 9 with 4-

arihron, a joint], in anatomy, any of various Immovable
articulations, or joints.

syn-carp (sin'kfirp), n* [Mod, L. synwrpium; tee SYN-
&. -CARP], a fruit composed of the ripened pistils of on
or more flowers, m a blackberry; collective fruit.

eyr> car.pous (sin-kftr'p^s), tf<y* t, composed of two
or more pistils growing together. 2. of a syncarp.

eytt^lirO'iccieeli (iio'krt-mash ) oaf* [synckronuAti 4s

mtshl in motor vehicles, designating or employing a
device by which ynchroni!d ihiftiittg can be effected.

n. L a tynehromtih gtar system, a. my gear in

uch a iystem. ^ . . . -

(tyn-chro-nal (sii)'krj>-nol). adj\ [< LL. synckronm (

(in-kron'ik t ii^-kraa'lk), ttc(/ synchro*

(tta-kron'Mc'i, ifa

u (Mod. ;

nous.

chrotiic.

; Gr.
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syncopation 1479 synonymity

i. 3. in
I I f I i i

it J etlJcJ L J
1'kt-pS'- Min^'^E**^
irhoayn- iMJ 1

^^ n jrjT^. -u":

... 8i0'.
3 u rrr f^-

swoon < syncope; see SYNCOPE], 1. to shorten (a word)
by syncope. 2. in music, a) lo begin (a ton) on an
unaccented beat and continue it through tne next
accented beat, or to begin (a ton) on th last half of

a beat and continue it through the firat half of the
following beat, b) to use such shifted accents in (a
musical composition, pawage, tc.)

synco pa-tlon (sin'ke-pi'eEen), n. 1. a syncopating
or being syncopated. 2,

syncopated music.
* l-

grammar, syncope.
8y*co-p**tor (sin'kt-pS'- |Ar

"
f***>qF-*^

t8r), n. a person who syn- typ fir^l^ ""jri
cOjpates.

nyn>co>m (fttx)'k*pi,

K-pS') n. ILL.; Or, $yn*> SYNCOPATION
k&pi < *yii-, tctather f
koptiin* to cut; MB* hud syncope* $yncpin* via OFr,
simopinl L the dropping of founds or letters from
the middle of a word* at in Wooak? for Wor&stor, 2, a

fainting* or of coneciaumee*, canned by a temporary
dfickncy of bteod it^piy to the brain. 3. syncopation*

ia*krt'ik) adj* tynoretiitic.
. ,-.., ., ..j'm), ft. (Fr. jyncrlljfm; Mod.L

jyvt^rtfllffMMi; Or. tynkriti$mot t union ol two parties
l a third < im^iOmim, to combine), i. the com-

i or rtcacl!liilian oc alffcrinf beliefs in religion,

pbiioeophxt eto** or an attempt to effect tweh com
]raini;\ 1 in phitohgy, tht tat into one of twa
or snort dlffurwaitly miwted fmm*tioia categories.

i ere ttei tic (ilQ
r
krt*tirtiJki^ adj. f>C or obaricttriieed

yn-anft'tfet iiif)%t*tX) f*l* A & lwcirai>
(ttar), tYNCfttTtsXMOt, {Mod, L ^wrt4iiwri; Or. *y
JbrltAnnte; MA YMCujroML to c^pbiw or Mooapil*.
yft'Crili <Ap^kri-to), n. {Mm* L.; flt. !**% M-,
twtlif f Irl^li, t < krinetn, to ateia^,tlif f Irl^li, t < krinetn, to

* in rhttorkt ft figtir* of in which oppotit*
irr cctttipurril; contrut*
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to receive together; yn- together 4 ftoteefrwrtafj to

receive], a figure of speech in which a purt or indiyidtutl
is used for a whole or class, or the reverse of this.

Example: bread torfood, or th* ofmy lor a $Mt$r
syn-e clous (si-ne'shos). adj. synoecious.
syn er e sis (si-ner'g-sis), n. [Mod. L*; Or. syttaurtsis, a

taking or drawing together < syn*, together + k&irnn,
to take!, 1. the contraction of two caosectitiv* vowels
or syllables into one syllable, especially to as to form
a diphthong: oppoted to diirms. 2, wymmm. Alsa
spelled aynaeresla.
Bynerrtet ic (sin'Sr-jet'ik), adj. [Gr.

$yner$0in t to work together < syn t together

work], working togenier; co-operating; as.
muscles.
syn cr gic (si-ntk'jik), ad/, of or characterised by tyn-

,

etyti erftlsm (ain'lr-jte'm), n* [Mod, L. s

Or, $ynwg&$, working togetherl, L the
action of separate agencien which, together^ have greater
total eftect than the turn of their individual effooii: mid
especially of drugi. 2. in theology* the doctrme that
the human will co-operates with dmne graot 2a ecting

regeneration* ,

syH'er*glst (tin'lr-jlst), n La iynergttio orgn
muicle, drug, etc.

,
2* in tfaobtyi ^ believer in lyner

yA'ttr'glftic (sin'Sr-ji/tik), adj. iyntrwtia
syar'iy <in%-ji) n* [Or, -rywtrfla, joit work <
urgein, to work together < *yn- togthr 4"

work], combined or eoopemtivt action or tox

cifically, in midfaiw* a) the eombiaed or
action of diffcrtnt organs or parti of the body, an In

performing complex movements b) tht oosttbinta or
correlated action ol two or mort drog*
yn-e sin (sinViili)* n. (Or. synctis, swadtyy quick pr*
cepticm]* grammaticai construction which conforw* to
the ttttanmg rather than to strict iyntaoMcal igim

reftrenot. Bmpl: Most of the team ff inva
*t>the>ftl'* jeln'ee-thyilie, wee^hriU^f)
oS. L. *yilfol < Or. 43" ,4 uto

itttmtionj, 1. to pkynm&ty* eeneattoa felt la poe wurt
<*f the body w&tt otibr purfc it itteaukt 1 In

psycM^iy, a In which one tyije of etunuitt*

prcnlijc * eeooBdary, tubMtjv i#ami t as wfaia m
<:<>!< r vokM a ipwlfia noiell ^niiwituvn. Aim
ernaeetheeta*

t *,*,*
jsyn ftiim ic (nin-guin'ik, niii-gmn'lk). adj. of or
iwistie of symy,
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syiionyiaize 1480 system

eyn-on- acterized by a hard chancre on the genitals or other

point of inoculation, the second (secondary syphilis) by
variable lesions of the skin and mucous membranes,
and the third (tertiary syphilis) by the infection and dis-

mize (si-non'a-mizOf v.t. [SYNONYMIZBD
,, SYNONYMIZING], to furnish a synonym or

synonyms for (a word).
eyn-on-y-mous (si-non'a-mos), adj. [ML. synonymus; -.- ., ., --,,.. *
Gr. sywtfnymay < syn~, together + onyma, a^name], of ablement of bones, muscles, nem(tissue, etc,

the same or nearly the same meaning; abbreviated yn. syphilitic (sif'e-lit'ik), adj. [Mod. L. syfMtf$cwt] 9 of,

syn-on y-my (si-non'a-mi), n. [pi. SYNONYMIES (~miz)], caused by, or having syphilis, n. a syphilitic person.

ILL. synonymia; Gr. synGnymial L the study of syno- syph-Hoid (sif'e-tad?), adj. resembling
.
whihs.

nyms. 2. a list or fisting of synonyms. 3. a) the syph-Hol'O-gy (sif'o-toi'e-ji), n. the study and treat-
- " " ""* * ' ment of syphilis,

syph-i-lous (sif'4as) adj. syphilitic.

sy phon (sl'wn), n.. v.i. & v.t. siphon.

Syr,, 1. Syria. 2. Syriac. 3, Synan.
Syr-a-ciise (s^r'at-kEs , s^r's-kHzOf *** * a city in cen-
tral New York: pop., 220,000. 1 a) an ancient city on
the east coast ot Sicily, b) a modern city on the same
site: pop., 63,000 (est. 1947): Italian name, Sirpeusc.
Syr DiuT'ya (Hr dlryS), a river in the Soviet union, in

central Asia, flowing into Lake Aral; length, 1,300 mi.:

ancient name, Jo#arl<,
, , .

syr*tte (si-retO* kyrinae + ^il), an injection unit

consisting of a small, collapsible tub* fitted with a

hypodermic needle and filled with a single of

scientific names used in different nomenclature systems
to designate the same species, etc* b) a list of such
names. 4. the quality or being synonymous; identity
or near identity of meaning. Abbreviated syn.

syn-op-sis (si-nop'sis), n. [pi. SYNOPSES (-se"z)), [LL.; Gr.

synopsis: syn-, together + opsis, a sight), a statement

giving a brief, general review or condensation; summary,
as of a story. -SYN. see abridgment.

syn'Op-tic (si-nop'tik), adj. [Mod, L, synopticus; Gr,

synoptikos], 1. of or constituting a synopsis; presenting
a general view or summary. 2. giving an account from
the same point of view: said especially [often S-] of the
first three Gospels.
eyn op-ti cal (si-nop'ti-kl), adj. synoptic.
synoptic chart, a chart showing meteorological con-
ditions over a region at a given tunej weather map,
yno-vt-a (si-nS'vi-a), n. [Mod. L,; coined by Paracelsus
prob. < syn-, with + L. omm, egg], the clear, albu-
minous lubricating fluid secreted by the membranes of

joint cavities, tenaon sheaths, etc.

8yno-vial (si-n5'vi-ol} adj* of or secreting synovia,
yi*'O*vI'tI$ (sinVvf'tis), n. [see -ms] inflammation of
a synovia! membrane.
syn-ecp al-ous (sin-8epH~9&) f adj. l$yn + sepal
having the sepals united; gamosepaious.

syti'tac'tic (sin-tak'tik), adL syntactical.
8yat**c*ti'cal (sin-taknl-kl), adL [< Mod, L*
ticus (Gr* syntaktikos < avntmi) ; 4- -ol; see
of or Cn accordance with the rules of syntax.

yH'tC'ti*cI'Iy (tin-tak'ti-kl-l stats&'tikU)
cording to the rules of syntax.
ya*tsm (sla'taks)* n* [Pr. syntamt LL $yn$
syntajtfa < $ymta$$ein, to join, put tagAthor; m-t to*

l^fcher 4- Uwufa, to arrange], L fobs,), orcforly or
systematic arrangement. 2. a) in grammar, th<;

arrangement of words as elements In a wnttnee to show
their relationship; sentence itructttre. &) the branch el

grammar dealing with this.

syivtheala (mn'thn-Kls), n. [pi SYNTIIRSKS {HgbOL f^*t
Or. $ynthe.sis < tyn-, together 4- tiihtn&i, to pft^ t*

tli putting tt:>get,her ol parts or elements to as to form
in whole: oppeied to anafv.vi'.v. 2* a wholt msd up of

parts or elements put togtthtr. 3* the formation df a
complex chettiicnl compound by ilia cotnbining of two
or more iiimpler compouia4ii elements, or rariical:;. 4*

ctivc reaaaninf, from th< 4 ^*
nto the r<>mpkx whc >h*. from to

medication: a trade-mark
Syr-ia (Ar'i) f n. 1. an ancient country in Asia, along
the eastern const of the Mediterranean. 2. a former

territory comprising modern Syria and Lebanon:
French mandate 11922-4941): atsn calM l^mni 5ll,
3. a region ol the united AraD Republic In ttouthwestern

Asia* south ol Turkey: area, 72,000 sq. mi,; pop.,
3,600,000 1 capital* DtrtMkscus. .

8yr<ic (slr'i-akO, w?;. of SyrtA or its laimaw, n. the
anckat Aramaic langusfe of Syria, spoken from the
M ewtttury A.D. to the f3th.

Syrl'iin (sHr'i-en), (/. of Syrf*, its wopto, their kn
. culture, etc. w* 1.& member t^8emiUqpfo*
Syria. 2. the Arabic dialeot ol the

ac-

Gr,

{st-rifl%) it. {Mod. L < Or. $yHm* syrimm,
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systematic 1481 tabescence

gettive system. 8. an arrangement of rocks showing
evidence, an through foMils

t
of having been formed

during a given geological period: as, the Devonian sys-
tem, 9. a group of transportation lines under a com-
mon owner. 10. in chemistry, a group of substances in or
approaching equilibrium: a system with two com-
ponents is calico binary, one with three, ternary, tc.

SYN* tee m*th6d.

ey tern at ic (al'tomat'ik), odf/, [Gr. sy$t%matiko$l 1.

forming or constituting a system. 2. based on or in-

volving a system. 3. made or arranged according to a
system* method, or pwwj regular; orderly. 4, charac-
terised by the ui of method or orderly planning;
methodical. 5, of or having to do with efiuwifkation,
especially in biology, >$YN, we orderly.
y**ttm*ftt*i*csti (sli'to-mat'i-k'l). odL syttematic.
sy*tm'*t*l*Cfti'ly .(sis'U-nutt'i-k'l-f, iVtamat'ik-B)
of*. in * systontAttc mannw; according to a sytitem.

sytt*ia-*Mes (sis'u-mat'iks), n*M [construed s sing. .

IM SYBTKMATIC A -xcij, the science or a method of
clftfisificfttloa.

yt*tttk'*>tltm (tl^um^ti^m), n. the practice or proe-
ms* of iyttma,ttitifif,
y*'tom***tfot (ili%m-t4lt) m I, a penaa who

According to a system. 2. A tsxonomUt.
^tott*ft'tl'fl**tkm {'ttm-t4i-ii%hin t sis'tsm-s-ti-

n, * systMnAtisfair or being iyttmtisL
'

.

, to into a yit*iti;
to & system;

physiology, of or ajffecting the entire bodily system,
aya tern i za tion (sii'-tem-i-ai'fhon, |sis'tom-!-J'ih9a),
n. a systemizing or being systemked.

ays-tern Ize (sirtam-Iz'), w.^. [STTSXEMI (-M')t tWh-
TKMIZING], to systematize.

sys-to-le (ds't^-feO, n, [Mod. L.; Or. ty&tlM < sys^lkin,
to contract, shorten < $yn~, together + st^Uiin* to draw,
put], L the usual rhythmic contraction of the heart,
especially of the ventricles, following each dilatation

(diastoU), during which the blood m driven onward
from the chambers, 2. in Greek c> Latin prosody, the
shortening of a naturally long syllable; opposed to
diastole.

astronomy, either of two opposing points in tne orbit
of a heavenly body, especially of the moon, at which
it is in conjunction, with or in opposition to the tun*
2, in ancient prosody, a group of two feet, at a dipody :

sometimes restricted to a combination of different feet,
Sza bsid ka (sit'biit-ka), n. SubotlcAi Hungarian name*
S/x^ocin (shche-tsenO, n. Stettin; the PolWh name.
SW'dbiwaii (se'ohwin^; Chin, su'ohwJtn'}i n a province
of central Cnina: area, 156,675 so. mi. ; pop,, 47,108,000
(tst. 1947); capital* Chengtu; cnief city, Chungking,

Sze.-ged (staged) ft* a city In southern Hungary; pop.,
137,000: German name, Szcgcdin., .

(:;<''g,3-<Iin) r
n. Sxemd: t.be Ofman

>m but hcly (^n/bat-hr/), it, a city in

Hungary: pop., 33,000; Ge.rmun nunie,
wcttttrn

T
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tabescent 1482 tachycardia
ta-bes-cent (ta-bes''nt), adj. [L. tabescens, ppr. of
tabescere, to dwindle away < tabere* to waste away],
wasting or withering away.
tabes dor-sa-lis (dSr-sa'Ks), {Mod. L., tabes of the
back; see TABES & DORSAL], locomotor ataxia.
ta bet ic (ts-bet'ik, ta-bg'tik), adj. of or having tabes.
n. a tabetic person.

tab-id (tab'id), adj. tabetic.
Tab-i-tha (tabVtho), [LL.; Gr. Tabitha, Tabeitha;
Aram, tabhltha-, lit., roe, gazelle], a feminine name.
tabla ture (teb'b-chSr), n. [Fr. < L. tabula* a table,
board], 1. an obsolete form of musical notation:
specifically, a form used for the lute and other stringed
instruments, in which the lines of the staff represented
the strings and the letters or figures on them indicated
the finger stops. 2, [Archaic], a flat surface or tablet
with an inscription, painting, or design on it.

table (tS'bl), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. tabula, a board,
painting, tablet], 1. originally, a thin, flat tablet or
slab of metal, stone, or wood, used for inscriptions.
2. a piece of furniture consisting of a flat top set

horizontally on legs. 3. such a table set with food
for a meal, 4. food served at table; feasting as enter-
tainment: as. the host's table was sumptuous. S. the
people seated at a table to eat, talk, etc. 6. a compact,
systematic list of details, contents, etc.; hence, 7.

a compact arrangement of related facts, figures, values,
etc, in orderly sequence, and usually in rows and
columns, for convenience of reference; as, the multipli-
cation table, 8. a tableland. 9. any flat, horiiontal
surface, as for holding the work in a machine tool.
10. in anatomy, the hard inner or outer layer of the bony
tissue of the skull. 1 1. in architecture, a) any horizontal,
projecting piece, as a molding or cornice; stringcourse*
b) a plain or decorated rectangular piece set into or
raised on a wall; panel. 12. in backgammon, a) either of
the two folding leaves of a backgammon board* b) pL
[Obs.], backgammon. 13. in geology, a horizontal stra-
tum. 14. in /<wJry, a) the upper, fiat surface cut in a
precious stone, b) & diamond or other stone cut with
such a surface. 15. in palmistry, part of the pata of the
hand. v.t. (TABUED (-bid), TABLING], 1, [Raws], to
make a list or compact arrangement of; tabulate, 2, to
put on a table* 3 to potpan indefinitely the dis-
cussion or consideration of, as a lejMative bfll, motion*
etc,, by referring it to the table of the presiding
officer.

on the table, postponed or shelved: said of a bill,
etc. referred to the tabla of the presiding officer,

tfe tables, kws, as the Ten Commitodmimti or ancient
Roman codes, inscribed on flat stone alubs.
turn tlit tablea, to reverse comptetuly a situation
existing between oneself and another person or
between two opposing groups.

tab leau ftab'15, tab-Up). n. (j>J. TABLEAUX (45* -

), (?*., -Sim.
, . . . -

WCW. 450, TABUBAUS), (?*., -Sim. Of feftto <M TABUC],L a gmphic eoeae; pfetum 2, a tableau vfvant.
Jtab4<emi vi vant (t&W vi'vliiO, (*l, TABLEAUX
WANTS (-W -vfioi* ltr<. lit, mx tabtmt4 I
representation of a scene, picture, etc. by a person or
group of persons appropriately costuratd and posinw
eflenw without moving.

^ <

table board, meate withont ratal of a room: 4ie-
tincuiahed from room and board.

tfttflfrctotb (tfb'MkldtfeO, n. m clolh far wwtof *
%bte, tepedally at meiue.
*M d%dji (f^l^Wj Fr. tfbl'& fb1*j % ^l')l JFr., Ut,
I* mamm tM for at a bell or

wflft cowr^ M'<so|Me meal OB tlM

ft. a biKh. hro.ul. generally

, napkin- i, ,^'
b

-.,.-., n* t a
lit tint

............ 1 *

s*a5ttTO:

ta-ble-ware (tl'b'l-w&r')* n. dishes, knives, forks,
spoons, etc., used at the table for meals.
tab loid (tab'loid), n. [< tablet^ -f -oWJ, 1. a small
tablet of medicine, a drug, etc. in compressed or con-
centrated form: a trade-mark (Tabloid). 2. a news-
paper, usually half the ordinary size, with many pic-
tures and short news stories, adj. condensed ; short.
ta-boo (t9-bo3'f ta-b55') n. [Tongan tabu], L among
primitive tribes, a sacred prohibition put upon certain
people, things, or acts which makes them untouchable,
unmentionable, etc. 2. the highly developed system
or jpractice of such prohibitions, 3. any social prohi-
bition or restriction that, results from Convention or
tradition. 4, in linguistics, the substitution of one
term for another because of taboo* adj. 1 sacred
and prohibited by taboo. 2, restricted by taboo:
said of j>eople 3. prohibited or forbidden by tradition,
convention, etc. v*t. 1. to put under taboo. 2* to
prohibit or forbid because of tradition, convention, etc,
Also spelled tabu.
ta bor (tS'Wr), n. [ME, & QPr* tabur, tabour < Per.
tabirah* a drum; cf. TAMBOUR], a email drum, formerly
often played to accompany a fife or pipe. v*i to beat or
drum on or as on a tabor. Also spelled taboim

tab'O-ret (tab'a-rit, tab'enretO, n. (QPr,, a atool, lit.,
little drum; dim. of labourt a drum; ee TABOR J, 1. a
small tabor. 2. a stool* 3. a low ornamental stand.
4. a frame for embroidery. Also apelled tabouret.
tabo rin, tabo rine (tab'e-rin', tab'*-rlnO tOFr,
tabourin, dim, of labour; me TABORL a email tabor
played with only one stick: aJbo ipellea tabourtno.

ta bour (tS'bir), n* A vjf. tabor.
tab ou ret (tabVref, tab%-it) n. a tabortt.
tab ou rine (tab'-rfe', tabf -iwO t taborin.
tab ret (tab'nt) , n, La email tabor; taborot* 2. [Obe.]f

@i> p^rion who plays a tubr^t.
Tai>rl* (ta-biw). * <^tjr In northw*tm Iran:
pop., 214,000,
ta-bu (t0-bW't ta-bW) , aAjn .f* taboo.
tabu-lar (tab'ycK>l0r) , adj. [L. tabularis < tabula, a
table, board], 1. having a tabltllk mirfftct; flat: a y

tabular rock* 2. a) of or mraiupd in a tablt or tubu-
lated scheme, b) computed from * cateukt^l by
aucli a table or tables.

Jm*bU'ln ra*e (tab'a-lt ri%) f |L,1, t a blank tablet;
clean elate; hence, 2. the mfacf bmom impreeefon* art
recorded upon it by experieooeji

(tab'yoolir-Ii) dtl la of by 01 %

ttfru-'iat* (Wyoo-Et'j
{TA1ULATID <-W). TA

L to
tablee 5 A 7 s lik w wnrw^
2. to giwalat, tabtolike enrfaee to!
a fiat iurfaM. a* luwing or 01

L l^p^lHt a tulite*

,
etc,) in n table or

*irrug ;)yHteiuutic;dly.

Mug tabttlattd: ordwl?

that teWatk a. a
nguree into ool

n. a ^bfikt^i or
rnent, a ma tal%

. 1 or mMhIi
r wed to put

tndcwra. wit a , ..,.
raek^ihaptd el.



tachygraph 1483 taffarel

tach-y-gniph (tak'i-graf, tak'i-fjrttf'), n. [Pr. tacky-
graphe < dr.

t tachygrafhoa, swift writer < tachys,
swift 4- graphein, to wnte), 1, something written in

tachygraphy. 2, a tachygrapher,
ta-chyjl-ra-pher (ta-kig'ra-fSr), n* a person skilled in

tachygraphy.
tachy-traph'lc (tak'i-graf'ik), adfjf. of or written in

tachygrapny,
tachy'$raph'l'Ca1 (tak'i-Kraf'Uk'l), adj. tachygraphic,
ta*chyft-ra*phy (ta-kig'ra-fi), n, [tacky- f -graphy]* the
art or use of rapid writing; cspfcially, ancient (treeik and
Roman shorthand or the* medieval cursive writing* with
abbreviations, etc., in thene languages,

tach-y-lyte, tach*y*Ute (tak'i-Ht') n. [(V. tachylii <
Or. tatkys, swift 4- IytoSt soluble < lyfin, to dissolve:
so caltaa because of Its rapid decomposition in acids],
a kind of basaltic glass once wnmaeroci a mineral.

tach-y'lyt'lc (tak'UHt'ik), acf/. of, like, or consisting
of tacit yly it1

,

ta*chym<'tr (la-kim'a-tPr, u-kun'^-tPr), n. [tacky* -f

-mttet I. a surveying instrument for rapid determination
of distances* elevationn, rte.

tft-chyiti'^'try (ta-kim'a-tri, ta-kitn'dtri), n the use
of a taehymeter.

tft'Chyi'teroI (ta-kiiru-r?H), *** [toiAy* 4- xfmtfl, an
isomer of erflosterol fonneci during the. production of

calciferol by th irrarliation of tTgoiterol,

HP.

. ,

'lt (tas'it), fj* |< Fr. or L.; Pr, totto; L. lotto*,
, of latinr* to be ftitimt; akin to Goth, tMhm* ON,
/, to be nilettt], I, making no sound; saying

notfting; still. 2, unspoken: silent,
. 3,, not.-, ,

or dwlartd optnlv, but impital 4, in tow, happening
without contract but by operation of law,

HC'I'ttirn (tai'a-tftrnOi *<v l< ^ w L,; Fr, tottouwtt
L, lanflrj < l*f ; UMI TACII). ftlntmt atwayit nitent;
not liking to talk; ttneommuntaativtt. S*FIV, sw ilium,

fftC'I'tUMtl'tr (tiiVttti%t4i}* A. th quality nr slate

of being tartturn; habitual disinclination to talk.

rftcl*ftia (tas'i-tss), n. r " - "

Roman historian; 55 f 1 tm A.D.
tick Ctftk)* it. (MB. ONarm,Pr, J*fw OFr,
Jtocfc*, nail, fibula < Cttiw in MLO* todta
point; rf, TACI, AfrA?H| 1, a short nail rr uin with a

fwittl aw! it mltttlvety fmt h^aa. 2. l a

fttitcn; t|>wiiiHy* A b*nii itlteh f*r t

rarv .1 a r In
a mmfftt* 4, a w tir
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Taona- A'fl-ca (iSk'nfWi-if'U; ICng. tak'no-o-rg'ko),
n. a disputed region in western South America: di-

vided (Iv29) into two departments, Tacna, Peru and
Arica, Chile,

Ta*cO'ma (to-kS'ma), H* a seaport in western Washing-
ton, on Puget Sound; pop,, 143,000.
Tacoma, Mount, Mount Rainier: the Indian name.
rac-oivlte (tak'o-nlt'), n. f? < Tac(mi$ t old name for a
rock Berie in the Lake Superior region; + -#<| f a dull-
colored Quartz containing from 25 to

v
^5 per cent hema-

tite and magnetite: it { a low grade iron ore.
tact (takt), n [Fr.; L, lactus, pp. of tangisr, to touch],

1. originally, the sense of touch, 2. delicate perception
of the right thing to my or do without offending,
*VVN. -tact implies the skill in dealing with perscmi or diffi-

cult iituAtiorw of ont who has a quick and dtlioate of
what is fitting and thui avoids giving ofltaiM (it will ret|iiire
ifad to

fjpt hit consent) ; jpolsi Implies romppMuro ifi tbt face of

disturbing or ^mbarraMmnu Hittmtloflii (despite the iocial hltift*

<l<ir, fih tnaintnined her j|)w^);diploiiiiswylfnplieii,imoc>thriiiti
titul lulroitncsf* in ddnllng with otfuTM, riynu't iiiH'?* in aut'lt ft Wfiy
AH to guin one*s own unui (his kttk of diftkm&fy ltt him th
t'tmtriirth tatoir^fafr* implton a ready kntw!vuge of the right
thittu to do or aay in any situation,

tact'ful (takt'ftl), TO/, having or showing tac
tac-tlc (tak'tik), a&j* [Mod, L, tactlcus; Or.

dt'owi

or showing tact,

tedfciuAlr. te
of showing^ or characteriitleTACTICS], in

of taxi n.

CftC'ttc (tak'tik), n. i. tactics, 2, a detail or branch of
tacticit* adf/* of arrangement or system,

t*c-t!'Cftl (tak'ti-kl), flcf/. t. of tactica, etpaclally
in military or naval maneuvera, 2. chttractir!4 by
or showing devornotui and ikill in tactics,

tftC'tl'OU'ly (tok'ti-kl-i* tak'tik-li), ^ by or in

regard. to tactics.
"in (tak-tish'an)

r
n. I. an txpert In tactics j

2, a elww, ikillful manager.
,. (tak'tikt), n^pl. (Or. (to) taiulka, lit,, (th)

tnattrro of arrantfetnrnt < taktikttSt fit lor arraftglng <
tewtli telldn, to nrrimgff, put In cmlr| 1 . [construed
an aing.lt thf science trf arranging ana nutnctivtrisig
military ancl naval frc In action w the
rnmy. 2, actions In acc0rtt with thin

tn^'tiui (tttk^tl, tak^tit). Atf/ [Fr,* I , ttotttix < lujtffw,
KiJ* 1 that can l |ea^!veI by th tcntcli;
to, 2 f or haying thu w*ni trf touch*

._.. ,1 ftftk'ahrfft), n<

r txnttg twiflwi;
t*Mtt (taktlis), erf/* not having w shnwing tact,
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taffeta 1484 tailspii

TAFFRAIL

taf fe ta (taf't-ts), n. (ME. taffata; OFr. tafetas; ult.

< Per. t&ftah < Mian, to weave, spin, twist I, 1. a

fine, rather stiff, silk cloth with a nheen. 2. loosely ,

a similar cloth of cotton, linen, etc, adj. I. like or

made of taffeta. 2. gaudy; florid. 3, dainty; delicate.

taf fi a (taf'i-o), n. tafia.
. , . ,

taff rail (taf'rar), n* (altered (by confusion of -rel with

rail} < tafferel; see

TAFFEREL], the rail TAFFRAIU
around the stern of ~^-~

a ship.
taf-fy (taf'i), n. [early
form of toffee], 1. a
chewy candy made
of sugar or molasses
boiled down and
pulled: cf. toffee. 2.

[Colloci.], flattery.
tirf-i-a (taf'i-a), n.

[Creole Pr.jcf. Malay
tafia t spirit distilled from molasses), a low-grade rum
made In the Went Indies from cheap molasses or

refuse sugar.
Ta-ft-lelt (l&'fi-lelt'), . a region in southeastern Mo-
rocco: area* c. 500 sq. mi,; pop,, 188,000,

Taft, Lo*ra-do (U-rli'do tuft), I860 HM6j American
sculptor.

Taft, William Howard, 1 357- 1930; twenty-seventh
president of the United States (1909-1$ 13) : chief

justice, United States Supreme Court (W21 1930),

taH (t^g) n - [MB, taw: prob. < ON,; cf, Sw, taw, u

point* prickle, spike, Norw* tagg t a point; akin to O.
sacke, a point, jag; for IE, bae mt TAIL), 1, originally.
a hanging end or rag, ati on a torn kirt, 2 any ttmalt

part or piece hanging from or loowly attached to the
main piece. 3, a hard-tipped end, a* of metal, on &

string or lace, to give utinnctM fur drawing through
holes, 4. a bright piece of material next to the ny
on a fishhook. 5. a card, paper, etc, tied or attached
to something as a label* c an ornamental or instruc-
tive ending for a speech, story, etc. 7, a fwrt laminar

quotation ud as tuch an ending. 8* th* words
of an actor's speech, a song, etc. 9, the last part of

any proceeding , 10, a loojj on a garment for barring
it up, or o& a poot for mftlttg It on. U. fiounsn c*r

ddeorttthre stroke in writing, 12, 0} a lock ol hair* b}

a matted lock of wool f3. [Obs.], the rabbits now
oahr in comfoiimtlon with rat* as

'

**$!, lai, Aq ^*
ttw.** 14, a children's gam in which one player,
called "it," chases the otntra with the object of touch-
ing, or tagging, ona of them *d making hto **!t** In
turn. v. [TAGGED (toed), TAOOIHO^ I, to fyrovlde
with a tag; Fasten a tag to. 2, to end (a story*
etc.) with a tag, 3, to overtmke and touch to or M In
the game of tag. 4, fCoiloq.L to follow close behind,
yd* [Collo(].]i to follow clone bthted a pemon or thing
(usually with along, after* *tc).

Ta-|al (tl-gSK)* n. Totfolog.
Ta-ga-Iog (tl-gllogi Ing, tan^lot", tag'e-UttOt ft-

1, a member of a Malayan ol tht PbfHppinr
Islands, 2, their Indonesian language, the chtei nittiw
language f the Philippine Islands; abbrttviaucl 1>s.
Tmpm"ro4 (ti'jKn-rdkO. fi. a nwtiKwt in the tottthtnt
BuropeanU.8.8.RM cm the Sea of Aov; pop,, 189,000.
tg d^jrt clay set asidt for public tolUiiting <tf contri*
rot!on to a stated fund : n tag ii gin tii aeh peraoii

tmi n4v 1, any looitiy attuchtd r hAnting t 2.

the last part of somttmng; rrmnunt.

poet,

t|'gr (tag'Vr), w* La psrucm or thifig lltitt 2,

_j>r, thin of ro*tl tisuolly eottrd %itii tin*

*, Sir
IU*oloafm*iittli^^d^jto;tIr^nJlt^ i^6r{

el priae'in t#rttiw
ii Ctl%M) t n* a rivtr thi
and rcirtttfal into tlw

*

iih mime. Two,* FcntugwtiSf i

-U (thrti '), ik <m of
df rrriu'h Oceania, in titti Smith
mi. mi.; pup., 23WCJs In Frsneli, 1

^l/tfikn jMUM'ti'*!, r/,, U iti
ilirtr lAfi^iwgf, riti, ft* 1, 9, w m
irf TahUt; $m*illy ii tl

f Tahiti, 3, tfe* to*
tte iMitfkiti^,

A-tof. Ulwi i kk
^2

tafc^l^gMr jk (Ar. A F^r,
f in indui, ft w few

ill, A. f ft
Ml gll A. till? lift |lwv

ii in rttift *

IE, bane *</<f^- f to tear, tear off, a^alBo in Sana, daca,
fringe; cf. TAG), 1. the rear end of an animal's body,
('.specially when extending from the trunk an a distinct

flexible appendage. 2. a norgetail as n former Turkinh
standard born before a pasha. 3. anything like an
animal's tail in form or position ; EH, the tail of a shirt.

4, a luminous train behind a comet or meteor. 5, the
hind, bottom, last, or inferior part of anything, 6.

usually pi. the reverse id* of a coin^ from the side with
the head, date, etc, 7. a long braid or tress of hair;
switch. 8. a) a line of people waiting their turn; cue

d) a retinue, 9. pi. JOofloq.l, a) a swallow-tailed coat,

b) full dress attire for men, 10. the lower end of a

stream or pool, 11. in ttfnmautfas* the rear part of an
airship; especially , u et of stabilizing planes at tin-

rear of an airplane, 12. in printing tw bottom of a

page. 13. in prosody t the abort lino or lines ending
certain Ktanxan or verse forniH, v*t. 1. to provide
with n tail 2, to cut or detach the tail or talUiko part
from, 3, to form the tail or end of, a* a group or

prof4on; tx* at tht rear or end of. 4, to Fiistvn or
connect tit or by the tail, 5, [Sltmgj, t follow tttrulth-

ilyj shadow, 6. in ankitftturtt to tauten one nd of (u

brick, board, etc,) into a wall, etc, (with in or on],
v.i* I, to become Hc*ttTf,ul in a line; *t Toggle, 2, to
Iwuimr griuiuaUy umaller or fainter; ttltmmt aiiuippwtr:
us, the noise tailed nwiiy, 3, to form, or bcoms part
of, & line or tail 4. [C olloq.j, to friUow cii>c Iwhind,
5. in anhitetturt, to b* fiihtenml into a wall, etc, by one*

end: twitl of a brick or board, 6. in HckHthal tt*att t to

MO aground or tw unchorittl stern forvtmttt. tfa/ 1, nt

th war or rear end, 2, front thi* rear: m t a toil wind,
turn tall, to run from danger, tliflk'uUy, hartiphip* tr,

with tho mil timvwmn th lt| in deftmt or in mcapr
from expcctud ti*faitt; with Tiar tr drjtlwt.

tail (til), it* [MB, tail* tolbi OPf. toilb* a cutting
t^Ulm; IMA 1AILOKL a limitation <| tlm inheritance
of an *mtat*. flfj. umiiti in % pw;ifkl manner an to

inhc*ritftni i i* fei* Wil.
ttll-bomrd Ctl!%llrd% A. tlw bcnuti that
forms tli* buck ul a wngon, curt, *lc : it to eomptntrU
rtmoved ir HWUAM down on hinge* fir loading r

tsnioailing*
tall coat, a nmn'ft ctml with Ifing teib in tii l'^ ,,

tumJlF warn <m fciriiiitl occaMlmu.
il illvi% a uulSuiiviir.I, downward pluitgt of att air*

ifld kind of) tail,d (tikl) fV. having n C

u auitly i^ t-uttitntutH' *n, .1 > M4tt
tail

.

J* tilt
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.
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tailstock 1485
with none down and tail spinning in circles overhaad :

often usad figuratively: also (tall) epitt*

tail-stock (tiratok')*. n, in nttch&nics, the adjustable
part of a lathe, containing the dead center which holds
the work,

tail wind, a wind blowing from behind an airplane,
hip etc. in motion.

Tmi-myr Peninsula (t!-m$r') a lame peninsula in

northern Siberia, between the Yenisei and Khatanga
also tipdlrd Tulmlr.

tain (tin), n. f Fr., tin foil; Altered f<rm of ltain t tin|,
in tnln Khrftt*. 2. tin foil uned for mirrors.

,, ,.
-po*Iyte A-doIphe .QS'paw A'ddiP ten;
IK2H 1893; French critic and historian,

1. tin plate in - . .. -

Tai*nan (tt'nftn'). m a seaport in Formosa, on Formosa
Strait: tmp,, 112,000.

Taine, HIjvjM
Ktttf. tSni, 182.. ... - - ,

Tai'fio (ti'no
1

), n- 1,
[fl.

TAINO* (-nS)l, member of

an extinct, atx>riffjita* Indian tribe of the West Indies,
2, itii AratvA-kan Iffnguage*
taint (tlntK u.f. fccmtr. < attaint: meaning influenced

by Fr, trim* pp. of tmndlr < L, tintfrt* to wet, moisten)*
i." to affect with nmnthing phyaiciuly injurious* tin-

pirafltmt. et<i,j infect; njmiL 2. to make motmlly
*0mtt or depraved: a aread t&intfd his mind, J,

[Obi, f to dye; color. 4, (pb*|, Ui sully or stain (a
person's honor) i^f* to wetwtw tainted* it. 1* a
trmc rrf corrupt ifm* disgrace, rvil, *t<;, 2, an infecticntM

or contantinating fci*Jic; infoeturn; nwttutitsiiifekm, A.

jOHi.il * ting* or tint* -*VlW, ** cmntamiiiate.

TAl'fNwh (trpir ), ft. thf citjtifal
of fttrtucina* in the north

ttra piift; Pfjp. 2?8HfKJ; japanm* names T&ihoktt,
TAi'tttaft {tl'ptffO* adtf* It'mn, l*tl-$*lnf* great peace;
dfwumatkin w tlw dvnaiity that wan to or vHtabliahedl,

or of a reiwUton (1H5MII64) thu
Mafirhu fiynanty* ltd by Htinic Biu*tmMUt.

T*i*eho (tf'shft'), ii. JM ff thr
rriffft (HM* 1^6) erf Ynehinito,

T*l'W*ft JiFwiiiiO, * rprftt*ift,' thr C*hine*e natne.
Taiwan ntralt, Pnrtmw*i Htrmt; ilw t*hinee nanir,

Tw*ytt (att ^tJ'yM "#'} n* tfce raintal of proviiaet,
nrthrrn < itini*: l*i s . 3LUMHW.

T*-i|k Ufl.^fc)* f * W* tAjWf* Tatlihik.

t'Jllc wlt iwrlaitot Republic
K*>vitl Rffiiibhtr.

Ttt| W4I Pi/ tiw4ilH), (Pir*. Iteetof

liiiilliiitt*j* tlw fiMUMilrtirn Hi Aiirai India built

(tttdl io4A) bv Hhith jUlMn fot liif. fftvttfiir wiw,
Ti |o (il^i* ih
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take

^ /<j, 1, to win, as a prixe, reward , etc. 2, to be
the object of: undergo t as, /aA punishment. 3, to

occupy oneself in; awjoy: an, l^t a nftp* 4.
s
to accept

(Boraethingf offered) : MI t&fe$ ft bet. take advice.
t

5, to

have a upecified reaction to: as, he &x>& the joke in

earnest, 6, to confront and get over, through, etc, t as,

the horse* took the jump. 7, to be affacttd by (a diseasr%

etc.): a.s, ha took cold, 8, to absorb; become impreg-
nated with, its a dy*, polish, etc. VI. to rfetiw mentally
La) to undcrntanfl the remarkn of (a penon). b) to

comprehend the meaning of (wonlu, remarkM, etc.). r)

to understand or interpret in a specified way, 2, to

uppoe; prenume: an, I takt him to be an inteHigfnt
parson, *1 to have or f*1

!, aft an emotion, mental utatcn
otc. : iw, *<** pity, tak$ notice. 4, to hold and act upon,
as an idea, nwohitlon, etc. VII. to mka or complete
by action L to do; perform (an act): a** l^ ft walk.
2, to make or put forth an th rwitlt of

thmtfrht,
an a

resolution or objection. 3, [Colloq, j, to aim atM
(a specified action) at an object: as, he Itwli m short jab
At his opponent, VIII. to MOW, wwow% fie, I. to con-

duct; lend: as* this path talus you to th river. |.
to

carry; as, laJfer your skates with you, 3. to remove from
a persrm or thing? attract; as, the thief took the iitvar,

4. to remove by death. 5, to subtract* an. the
took ft dollar from the prkt. 6, to iltreet (me

ell); go, vM I. to gtt poMwittton. 2* to hook or en-

gage with another part; said of a mechanical dtwioe. 3.

to take root; bsgin irrowiiiff; said erf a plant* 4, to lav
hold 5 catch i i* the nr too* rapidly. 5, to gain public
favor { be populr! a, the pl*y MoA from its flwt pr-
formance. 6. to be tfteetive in action* operation, etc. ;

the atnaltpox vaccination took* tht a/ft tokta well,

7. to remove ft part? detract (with /WPW): an, nothina
rrtin the itcene'a beauty. 8. to le made or aciapUKi

If* tie taken In a npirlflitd w*y, 9, to o; prooeeci: at,

the hr:e ttmk to th roadaitie. 10. [( olloq. or I>i*lj,
to tn*comr (ill or !k), H, [CoUrK|.J, to

uraphed in a Hpet'ifled ways at, ah well. 13, in

?4W, to tttkr pruwermion frf prijperty. n* I. thus act or

priwtw of taking* 2 eoinething that ban
J, ttwi anirmnt or quantity of something taka: an*

tlw day'w l^ of flwh. 4* [8lang|. the monry j

mwif*tH c*r profit. B. in motion ptototn*, a) a
iraphwI or to lit photofiraphAd with mo unuiter*

run rrf the eamwra. ft) the of photo
a

, t ,

take antiiuu t. <riMinvlly* to Iw wrong
mintake. M. to mtauiKienfcantJ th* rww*it behind
art); lii*rwini blended at*
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takedown 1486 talk

take to, 1. to develop a habit or practice o! doing,

using, etc. 2. to go to, as for hiding, rest, etc. 3.

to become fond of; care for; be attracted to.

take up, 1 . to raise ; lift. 2 . to make tighter or shorter.

3. to pay off; recover by buying, as a mortgage, note,

etc. 4. to absorb (a liquid). 5. to accept, as a chal-

lenge, bet, etc. 6. to assume protection, custody, etc.

of (a person). 7. to interrupt (a person) in disap-

provaC rebuKe, etc. 8. to resume ((something inter-

rupted). 9. to become interested in or devoted to,

as an occupation, study, belief, etc.; adopt (an idea),

10. to occupy or fill (place or time).
take upon (or on) oneself, 1. to take the responsibility

for; accept as a charge or duty. 2. to begin (to do

anything) ;
undertake. Also take upon (or on) one.

take up with. [ColloqJ, to become an associate or

companion or; be friendly with.
$YN.-~ take is the general word meaning to get hold of by or

as by the hands (to take a book, the opportunity, etc.); to

seize is to take suddenly and forcibly (he seized the &un from
the robber, to stfu power) ; grasp implies a seizing and holding

firmly (to grasp a rope, an idea, etcJ ; clutch implies a tight

or convulsive grasping of that whien one is eager to take or

keep hold of (she clutched his hand in terror); grab implies
a roughness or unscrupuiousness in seMng (the child grabbed

all the candy, to grab credit) ; snatch stresses an abrupt quick-
ness and, sometimes, a surreptitiousness in seidng (she snatched

the letter from my hand, to snatch a purse). See also bring,
receive.
take-down (tSk'dounO n 1. the act or process of

taking down, especially of disassembling mechanically.
2. [Coiloq.l, humiliation; mortification, adj* mad to

be easily taken apart: as, a takedown firearm.

take-home pay (tSk'hSmO. wag or salary after

deductions for income tax, social security, etc* have
been made*
take-in (ttk'ln') n* [Colloq*], a taking in; specificjdly,

cheating; trickery. , .

tak-en (wk'n), past participle of take,

taken aback, suddenly confuted or turtltd; dtunb-
led.

(tik'dfO* * * the ** ^ tearing the ground,
as in jumping or flight. 2* the place from which one

tbe ground, 3, (Coioo^j, *&imng or mocking
tion; caricature; burlesaue.

tak-er (tp/ir) r it. * parsott who t&k saawfttt^ m n
btfc.lraite taosjAw** property, ete*

take-up (tSk'upO, It* 1- the act or process of taking
up, making tight, etc. 2. a mechanical device to

, t&hten something.
tak-ing (tak'iri), adj. I, that captures interest; at-

tractive: winning. 1 [Colloq.], contagious; fnleotkms:
said of disease, n. 1. the act of a person f thing that
takes. 2* something taken; catch. 3. (Colloq.J, a
state of agitation or excitement. 4, pi. earnings;
**<iul3fc ubi%2!w<i4<n
promts, receipiio.

tal-a poin (tal'o-poinO, n. [Port. tofaxpt9t pi. of talapao
< Burmese Jala poi, my lord], 1. a Buddhist monk,
2. a mall long-tailed monkey of West Africa.

ta la ri a (te4t?U), n.pl. [L. < talaris, of the ankles <
talus, an ankle], winged sandals or wings on the ankles,

as an attribute of Hermes, or Mercury, ma

V lubricants, etc. ,

[TALCKED or TALCED (talkt), TALCKING or TALCIN<;J to

talc ous (taFkas), adj. talcose.
tal-cum (tal'ksm), n* [ML.; see TAtc], I* talc. 2,

talcum powder,
talcum powder* it powder lor the bod? nd fact
of powdered talc that has been purified and, wual!y
perfumed*

*

tale (til), n. (ME.; AS. tain, speechLjttnhrr; akin t >

G. aott, number* D. feai, apera;
Atni* reckon, figttiv oft* t>e

riktion or rtcitiS of Im^^Mpj I

or account of true, legtmdary. or
iMrmtive. d) 4

a liteniry i

3*
'

S,
6. -

vnw icwBWiU, eio

^J^*** ^l1^^ ^4tfi^^^

_z>iw*^r (8a^ttiMiw)r'fi7 tTS
lI.tttt(t^wi} Aa; Ofr*;
* in Or. telmtim, m

d
#% < oflM

or
fc

T (da.n^* ^. -._*..
lrt<? > f*1*1

m.; la
*l ^ ^ ^

usually large, the lowest estimated weight being about
58 pounds avoirdupois. 2. any natural ability or power ;

natural endowment, 3. a special, superior ability in

an art, mechanics, learning, etc, 4. people who nave
talent: used collectively, as, he encouraged young
talenL 5. [Slang], habitual betters or gamblers.
SYN. -talent impUes a native ability tor a specific pursuit
and connotes either that it is or can b* cultivated by the one

possessing it (a talent for drawing) ; ftlft suggests of a special

ability that it is bestowed upon OM, AS by nature, and not

acquired through effort (a gift for making plants grow);
aptitude implies a natural inclination for a particular work,
specifically as pointing to special fitnent for, or probable
success in, it (aptitude tests); faculty implies a special ability

that is either inherent or acquired, an well M a ready eaws in it*

exercise (the faculty of judgment); knack
imttjieft

an acquired

faculty for doing something cleverly and ikuuttUy (the knack
of rhyming): &nliMi implies an Jnborn mantel endowment,
specifically or a creative or inventive kind in the art* <w sctanwi,
that u exceptional or phenomenal (the gmin$ of Leonardo

tal-ent-ed (tal^n-tid), 4/ having talent; gifted.
ta-ler (tI18r) n, \fl. TALER], [G.; Me DOU-AK] a former
German silver coin: also spelled thaler*

ta-ls (tale*), n.pl [L,, pi. ol tolif, tech; from um in

tat$$ d$ circumstantims, such of thow ttanding about,

phr. in writ summoning them], in ww L people
summoned to fill jury vwmdm when the. raguUr panel
has becorn deficient In numbar by challenge, etc,

2. [construed as sing.]* the writ that iwnmotti them.
aii (tfix'men, tlol4Enen), n- lpt TAL^WKK

1, in law, a pernon mmmMM in um of the talts.

l*r (tU^tePir), it. i* a etoryteUMr. 2, tale-

.

TH'U-t'Wiiii <di^ya%In')i, n* Dniren, a city la Man-
churia: tilt CWnt namt; Alto Tatliwu
tl*l*oa (tsJi^-ea) n. (Pr.; L, ttlh < loll*, sucth), pttnlsh-
meat tnmt exacts * penalty Jttst like the eiin;
taliatioo, m the princlpto of an eye f* an eye, * tooth
Cor A tooth

tnl i l>c<l (tul'.vp^d'), adj. ImvinK laHprs; rlnhfoofr-l.

ilk a person with a olwfoot.
tai-1 iH*t (tal'a-pr-//"K n. [Mqd. L. < L* Mmt m
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talkative
1487 tambour

talk out, 1. to xhaust (a subject) by dictisimr it.

2. [CoUoqJ. to upak lewdly and clearly. 3. [British],
to discuss (a proposed parliamentary bill) so long
that adjournment prevents u vote on it.

talk ovc* 1* to haw a eontYorsation about: diwusa.
2. to win (a person} over to ot

f

s opinion, belief, etc.
by talking; persuade.
tlk if 1. to ditcuM in order to create interest;
praise. 2, lCoUoq.J f to speak loudly and clearly!
3. fOolloq.], to ipenk boldly, impertinently, etc*

talk with* 1. to gptak or aiwttii with. 2, to try to
persuade, convince, etc.

talK'ft'tiw (tAk'Htiv) % ad/, talking, or fond of talking.
a great dral; loquacious*
Vfr. --talkative, implying a fottdnm for talking frtwntly

or at length* i primp* the but dernftatcvy d them wcwtli
( R*y tntktiiwc girl); loquactotiR usmtty intjSttee a. disposition
to talk ineet*antly or to teep up A constant flow of chatter
(A fotfwtftaM moral); aarriilotte implies ft wtwisow* loquacity
about trivial matters (ft arrtttou old man): voluble
A ronUnumu flaw jthfo tulk (a nofiiMe oraUmu*
talk*!* (tak% it. ^olloa*]. a talking picture,

talk*tn4 Ctfik%i) m tha act of a mwa who talks;
di*Qusetrm; eotwsrsstiflcu 4A tfiaf talk;

* ** "

talking machine, a phcoqiraph*
talking picture, a mtflk plcttin with a i

sound track for reproducing dialogue awdo# etc* to
pan? tat action*

'(tq^ftril/, t,taikatta. 2*

IHwi'iat, Stfttsttias,_ _ , ,mmpti akin fco OHO, 4
m statttf*; than to*

as* ftva u .

6) iIdj 4 |C
to Mitv*: it

1
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lU. 1. to record sotnetbing, as a scorn, 2, to agree;
correspond, S 1TN. see agr-ee.
tml'ly-ho (tal'i-h5';/or n, 6* . tal'i-hSO* fn<er/ [altered
< Fr, tatautt iay&utl* th cry of a hunter on sighting
the fox* n. 1 a cry of "tallyho*

1 "

2. a ctmoh Brawn
by four horses, v.t. to announce sight of (the fox) by
the cry of

*
'tallyho/' v,L to cry "tallyho."

taMy-man (tal'i-men), n. [pi. TM.LYMEN (^man)], L a
person who sells goods to oe paid for in tattalltnents.
2, a person who tallies something.
Tal-mud (tal'mud, tai'mood), n. [Hefo. todm&dh, in-
struction < l&madh, to learn], the oolleotion of writing!
constituting the Jewish civil and religious law: It
consists oFtwo parts, th6 Mihnah (wxt) and the
Gmara (comnientaTy), but the term is sometimes
restricted to the- Oemara: cf. Unlaknh and lluftftadn.

Tal mud-ic (tal-mud'ik). adj. of or in the Talmud,
TaimticH<ai (tal-mud'i-k'ft, cil/. Talmudlc.
Tal-mud-ist (tai'md-ist) w, L any of the compiltri
of tha Talmua. 2. a student of or expert in the Talmud,
3. a peraon who accepts the authority of the Talmud.
tal'On (tal'en)* njMB. f a talon, claw; OPr,, a hael,

spur; LL* +& < C. lalws, an ankle J 1. usuouy in pi.
the claw of aa animal or fotrd of prej, aa tho hawk,
vulture, etc.; twnee, 2. pL human nnnn or hands
like clawi in app^tr&nce or grMp. 3. in a lock* the
part of tho bolt upon which the kay preaww at it is

turned. 4* In wrmtt^ttmr^ an molding. 5. in
card Ramcs, tho cards remaining after the hands are
dealt; tha stock.
taloncd (tal',>tt<n,o<f/. having talona.
T'lo (mm), n. t<M Tddtl L la Orrit myiM$y* a)
an inwntor kilted D^onuie of jualousy by Daedaltts, his
undo, 5} a man of bran given by Zm to Mia-ot, King
of Crtt% M t watchman. 2, A longeraiujf gtndd mMle
l tha united States Navy and Air Pares, launched

either from thu ground or from a ship.
tal pa tsvttf rtftrpX-ti^tl). n. J8p. t^MM < Nahtmtl
trpftatl < itIf, a nt<>n<i f ^iHalf, a mai), to iidbfdV I. a
Ctnfaral ft*! Bouth Amwrlcan rock ccntaittlxit TW
ash. 2. a Ctntral Amtrictn volcanic noil of w*r |

ta|9tsi*tt (tll^'.tiHi). n talpatata.
il wit fL,| of orolttftff trts

.

t Itt IiMlla* 1 an Inhtrlted
a part o^ a dirtrlct for tax
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TAMBOURINE

TABOR)], 1. a drum. 2. an embroidery frame of two
closely fitting hoops that hold the doth stretched
between them. 3. embroidery worked on such a frame.
v.t. & v.i. to embroider on a tambour.
tam-bou-rin (tam'boo-rin; Fr. taVboo'ran')* n. [Fr,,
dim. of tambour; see TAMBOUR], .1.

a kind of long
drum used in Provence. 2. a) a quick, sprightly dance
of Provence, originally accompanied by such a drum.
6) the music for this dance.
tam-bou-rlne (tam'b9-ren') , n. [< Fr. tambourin; see

TAMBOURIN], a shallow
handdrumhavingonehead
with jingling metal disks
around it: it is played by
shaking, hitting with the
knuckles, etc.

Tarn-boy (ta'm-bdfO, n. 1,

a region of central Euro-
pean R.S.F.S.R.; pop.,
1,882,000. 2. its capital:

pop., 121,000.
tame (tarn), adj. [MB.;
AS. tarn: akin to G.
zahm; IE. base *rfow#-,

etc., to tame, subdue, seen
also in L. domare, Gr,
dam&ein, to tame; cf.

DOME, IXJMESTIC, etc.], L changed from a wild to a
domesticated state, as animals trained for man's use.
2. like a domesticated animal in nature; gentle; docile.
3. crushed by or as by domestication; submissive;
servile, 4. without spirit or force; dull: as, tame talk,
5. in agriculture, cultivated; said of plants or land.
v.t. [TAMED (tffrad), TAMING], 1. to make tame, or
domestic, 2, to overcome the wildness or fierceness of;
make gentle, docile, or spiritless; subdue, 3. to make
less intense; soften; dull.

tame a ble (tam'a-b'l), adj. tamable,
tame*leas (tSm'lis), adj. L not tamed. 2, not tamable.
tam-er (tam%) f n a person or thing that tames: as,

a lion, tamer.
Tam-er-lane (taxr/&r-ln

/
), n* (Timur Lmk) t Mongol

warrior whose conquests extended from the Volga River
to ttye Persian Owf; 1336M405.
Tam-il (t&na/JI, tum'Il), n* [Tamil Tamfa Tamil, a*ttaa

_
of the people and their language], 1. any of a

_. 2* the Dravidiln knguaae of th Tamlk,
, ancient or modern, spoken over a wide area of southern
India and in northern Ceylon.
Taming of the Shrew, a comedy (c. 1594) by Shake-

1Taixk*i]i&*ny {tBJCDi'0"
<

fii} it* [sltered ^C SnjwwiflWNWiNl* lit

the affable, name of a I7th-c. chief of tl

^

Indians celebrated for his wisdom and
toward white mem, and hence, at Saint Tan
humorously regarded m patron saint of the 1 T .

powerful Democratic political organization of

^eories, pracUces" members, etc,
(. ItottMor* 2. the headquarters

**, lit.. ? son of life, son who
m and Assyrian god whose
ijod restHTWjtloii iynpii>oBwdi

, , j cydb, 2. tb UBth m%
yr: sw Jwirtbi calendar. Ako

"

cap with
and, often,
also tarn-

tamp (t*0p),

fc clay,
charge in (the drill

to pack or pound down
w!ei of blows or taps.

Tarn*** (tMB'pp).
m a i

III west central Flodda:

(taaq/Vr), n* I*

2. a biMv Ml* or timber

to to

bx

SM,}^.

tam-pion (tam'pi-on), n. [Fr. tampon, nasalized form
< tapon, tape, a bung < Gmc. base of Eng. tap, G.
zapfen, a bung], 1. a plug or stopper put in the muzzle
of a gun when it is not in use. 2. a similar plug for

the end of an organ pipe. Also tompion.
tarn-pott (tam'pon), n, [Fr.; see TAMPION], a plug of
cotton or other absorbent material out into a wound,
cavity, etc. to stop bleeding or absorb secretions, v.t.

to put a tampon into.

tam-tam (tum'tumO* n* [Hind.; of echoic origin], 1. a
large, slightly convex, disk-shaped gongf struck with
a felt-covered drumstick. 2* a tom-tom,
tan (tan), n. [Fr.; ML. tannum], L the bark of oak
and certain other trees, crushed to make tannin.
2. bark from which tannin has been extracted, used
to cover racecourses, etc. 3, tannin or a solution made
from it, used to tan leather. 4. a yellowlth-brown
color. 5. such a color given to the skin by exposure
to the sun. adj. [TANNER (~Y), TANNEST (-ist)], L of
or for tanning, 2. yellowish-brown, tr.! [TANNED
(tand), TANNING!, [Late AS. tannian tit ME. tanntn;
ML. tannare < the *] 1. to change (hide) into leather

by soaking in tannin. 2. to produce a tun color in,

as by exposure to the mm 3. [CoUoq.j, to whip
severely; flog, tu, to become Unaed.
tan one's hide, [Colloq.], to whip one severely; flog.

tan, tan., tangent,
Tana (wnl), 1. * nver in twretom Norway,
forming part of the boumdary wiw Finliwd wad flowing
into the Arctic Ocean. 2. & rivtr ia Eenya colony,
eastern Africa, flowing into th Indian Ocean: length,
500 mi. 3. a lake in northern Ethiopia: area, 1400

, ,

tan a ger (tanVJIr), n. {Mod* L. ; Pott. tdn$ar<t
< Brax. (Tupi) ianeara}. anv of several mall America
songbirds; the makf, uimally gyre brilliantly ct)lir*ut.""- - ' - '" ' ' % ....... * ..... "

.

town in
d there.

T*iui*n*rm lwnl'ttl'rtr) a city 10 otairtl
Madagascar: Its capital; pop*, 127,(K)(): formerly cidlid
^l^jtaarit^,
tan-bark (tan'blrkO. n, any bark contJiinirjK temla,
u^d to tan hidcsi rmd, tfte the tanrur* MM OM% ex-
tructe4, to cover race track ti, circus iioA ate.

Tail cred (tan'krid), n, Norman kader of th<t finit

cniwd6j 107Sr**iJLJt3t

tan-dein (tan'd;>m) , otfi?. brig. ptmnin u^ of L,
tandem, at kngth (of time)! OMt Iwhmd another; in*

ft* I, a two^WMoM mrraft drmwn by
tmdem. 2. a tdam. M m

, ,
4

3 n bterdb wflfe two ami two
'

pctlals placed tantkm. a^;. luwing two t^vrt i m

In cntraj
12*1X10.

or ixlnr, 3, u, tottt'h w
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with a deep, reddish-yellow color and segments that
are easily^ separated. m 2._ a deep, reddish-yellow color.

n. the quality or statetan-fii-biH-ty (tan'ja-bilVti),
of being: tangible.

tan-gl'ble (tan'jo-b'l), adj. [LL. tangibilis < L. tangere,
to touch; see TACT], 1, that can be touched; that can
be felt by touch; having actual form and substance. 2.

that can be appraised for value: as, tangible assets. 3.

that can be understood; definite; objective. n.pl.

property that can be appraised for value; assets having
reafsubstance; material things. SYN. see perceptible.

tan-gi-bly (tan'ja*bli), adv. in a tangible manner.
Tangier (tan-j6r'), n. 1. a province in the sultanate of
Morocco: it was an international zone until 1956: area,
135 sq. mi.; pop., 183,000. 2. its capital on the Strait
of Gibraltar; pop., 60,000.

tan*ftle (tuT/g'D, v.t (TANGLED (-g'ld), TANGLING],
[nasalised (Anglo-N.) yar. of obs. tagle; ME. taglen <
ON. ; prob. confused with following word], 1. to hinder,
obstruct, or confuse by covering, circling, entwining,
etc. 2. to catch in or as in a net or snare

{ trap. 3. to
make a knot or snarl of; intertwine, iu, to become
tangled, n. 1. an intertwined, confused mass of

things, as string, branches, etc.; snarl. 2. a jumbled,
confused condition; muddle. 3. a perplexed state.

to tmittlt with, to come to grips or blows with,
"

Ttan'gl), n, [< Scand.; cf* Norw. tongul ON,
l]t either of two kinds of large, edible seaweed.

tAnfll**l>sr*xy (UnVJ-ber'i), [pi* TANGLBBERRIBS
(-iaiTlf ttefiffc (intertwine) 4 bcny], a kind of huckle-

berry found espsciAliy in the eastern United States.

tan-illy (tangly, adj* full of tangles; snarled; confusing.

tan-go <Wt9}., n. [pi. TANGOS (-gSaj)l. (Am. Sp., a
dance; Sp., a Negro dance from Cuba], 1. a South
American amm with long gliding steps and intricate

movements and posts. 2, music For this dance in 2/4
or 4/4 time. v.i. to dance the tango.
tAn*8rSLfn (tun'grtm), n* (prob, arbitrary coinage on
AnSAQtfy

1 ol ii$wiEf<ijtf, grypt&gratn,

etc.). a Chinese pu*te made by
cutting a into five ttiAngles,
a squAfv, and A rhomboid, and using

to farm different figures
and

tAttfc'y (tAi)% 4f. [YANOUER (iKr)
T4Ktitist {44t)| having a tAng,
or flavor,

Tn-mit M
;
an ttctent dtF

in to tb Kilt d*lu; Biblical
TANCEAM

thdnlft)* lit [!r, & QAfti tf*ata*j next
I of a wnnit ry% lit.. parallel <
'

the teir of a Cattlo chif.
*i). ii in *ncint wlia
\ from among the chiefs

heftr,

Olr. !$**

th y
ivf ctuntig Ws

(tta- w* * dty in Mtdnw tot^,

ItikOiifc* 8W^P ^6*I^W*
tank (t,it)U>, n* fin t < Ovijarati ttlnkh; In other

< or ittfluniii by
Port. l*ifi*i at Uutk p*q,
pod < L* t pond,

pool ot lor
1 tay

;
M|

their boilers with water: it usually became the site

of a small town. 2, any small or unimportant town.
tank truck, a motor truck built to transport gasoline,
oil, or other liquids.

tannage (tan'ij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the act or process
of tanning. 2. something that has been tanned.
tan nate (tan'at), adj. a salt of tannic acid.

Tan nen berg (tan'an-burg'r G. tSn'en-berkhO, n., a
town in northern Poland, formerly in Bast Prussia:

scene of a battle (1914) of World war I, in which the
Germans overwhelmingly defeated the Russians,
tan-ner (tan'er), n.

^a person whose work is making
leather by tanning hides.

tan-ner-y (tan'&r-i), n. |>J. TANNERIES (-iz)], a place
where leather is made by tanning hides.

Tann-hau-ser (t&n'hoi-zgr; Eng. also tan'hoi-z^r), n.

[G.], 1. a German knight and minnesinger of the 13th

century, identified with a legendary knight who seeks
absolution after giving himself up to revelry in the

Venusberg. 2. an opera by Wagner (1845) based on
this legend. .

tan-nic (tan'ik), adj. of, like, or obtained from tan

(sense 1) or tannin.
tannic acidJ< tan, n. + -*V| 1. a yellowish, astringent
substance, Ci4HioO9, derived from oak

^
bark, gallnuts,

etc. and used in tanning, dyeing, medicine, etc, 2. any
of a number of similar substances.
tan-nln (tan'in). n. [Pr. tanin < tan, tan], tannic acid.

taii-nlnji (tan'ifi), n. [tan 4- -ing], 1. the art or process
of making leather from hides. 2. the act of making
the skin brown by exposure to the sun or weather.
3. [Colloq.], a severe whipping; flogging.
Tan-mi Tu-va (tH'noo too-vH'J, the Tuva Autonomous
Region: the former name. ,.,,..,, ^
tansy (tan'd), n. \pl. TANSIES (-iz)], [ME.; OPr.
tanesie; ML, athanasia; Gr. athanasia, immortality:
from the medicinal properties of some varieties or be-

cause the dried flowers retain their appearance , any of

a number of related, strong-smelling plants with clus-

ters of small, yellow flowers, used in medicine.
m

Tan-ta (tUn'ti). n* a city m northern Egypt, m the

center of the Nile delta: pop., 95,000.
ttxn ta-late (tan'to-llt'), n. a salt of tantaHc actd.

tsua-tai'Ic (tan-tal'ik), adj 1. of, derived from, or

containing tantalum, especially with A vAtengeof five.

2. designating a colorless crystalline acid, HTaOt, that

forms complex salts. .

tanta*llt6 (tAn'ts-UtO [&*\ TANTALXBI % -ITRJ*

a heavy, Mack crystalline mineral, Pe(TaOi)t a
tantalate of iron,

tan-tu-li-zii tion (tan't^-H-xa'Hhon,
n* a tantalizing or being tantalisstd,

TAUZXNO], [< Tantalus], to'promiie or"iiow something
dtirabl to (a pon) and then remove or withhold

it; mmm hope and thm
f
disappointment in; tsm

that tantaJisBfts; toASing. . . - .

tan-tit'lou (tan
7
t,->-los) , adj. of, derived from, or con-

taining tAatAtauoir pcli3iy wlta s valonoe of thrse*

named
U
btcAiis* its iniolubffity In most m

*-^-^1^ t~~ tj|t mtofral dimcultl, A rtrt, stasdUmw.
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way; 4. .i$m], a Chinese religion and philosophy based

on the doctrines of Lao-tse (6th century B.C.) and

advocating simplicity, selflessness, etc. .....
Tao-ist (tou'ist, dou'ist), n. a person who believes in

or practices Taoism, adj. of Taoism or Taoists.

Tao-is-tic (tou-is'tik, dou-is'tik), adj. Taoist.
t

Taos (tous) n. a resort town in northern New Mexico.

tap (tap), v.f. [TAPPED (tapt), TAPPING], [ME,.tappm:
OTr. taper; of echoic origin], 1. to strike lightly and

rapidly. 2. to strike something lightly with: as, he

tapped a stick against the window. 3. to make or do

by tapping: as, he tapped a message with his fingers.

4 to repair (a shoe) by adding a thickness of leather

to the heel or sole. tu\ to strike a light, rapid blow.

n. 1. a light, rapid blow, or the sound made by it,

2. the leather added in tapping a shoe.
.

tap (tap), n. [ME. tappe; AS. tteppe; akm to G. zapfen,

ON. tappi; I. base *dap~, *dsp~ < *<**(*)-, to cut out,

tear out], 1. a device for starting or stopping the

flow of liquid in a pipe, barrel, etc.; faucet. 2. a plug,

cork, etc, for stopping or opening a hole in a container

holding a liquid. 3. liquor of a certain kind or quality,

as drawn from a certain tap. 4. a tool used to cut

threads in internal screws. 5. [Colloq.]. a place that

serves liquor; bar; taproom. 6. in electricity, a place
in a circuit where a connection can be made. v*t.

[TAPPED (tapt), TAPPING}, [AS. tseppian < the n.\,

L to put a tap or spigot on. 2. to put a hole in tor

drawing off liquid: as, the farmer tapped a sugar maple
tree. 3. to pull out the tap or plug from. 4. to draw

(liquid) from a container, etc. 5. to drain liquid
from (a cavity, abscess, etc.) by surgical operation.
6, to make an opening in or connection with: as, they

lapped the water main to supply the new building, 7.

to cut threads on the inner surface of (a nut, etc.)' .

to make a connection with secretly: as, the detective

tapped the telephone wires to overhear what was* staid.

on tap, 1. in a tapped or open cask (of liquor) and

ready to be drawn; on draft. 2, [Colloq.}, ready for

consideration or action.

ta-pa (ta'pft), n. [< native Polynesian name], an un-
woven cloth made by people in the Pacific islands

from the treated inner bark of a kind of mulberry tree.

tap-
dance a tap dance.

tap dance, a dance performed with sharp, loud tapi
of the foot, toe, or heel at each step.

tape (tap), n, 1MB. tappe, tapa; AS. tmppt, a filial;

prob. < base of txpfa; see TAP (faucet) J, t. a atronff,

narrow, woven strip of cotton, linen, etc, unad to

bind scams in garments, tie bundles* ate, 2. a narrow

trip or band of steel, paper, etc. 3. a strip of cloth

stretched between posts a* the fiaWitng line of t race

track, 4. a tapeline, Sea also adtoartv* &, friction

tape, etc. v*t* [TAPED (Upt), TAPING], 1. to put up*
on or around, M for binding, tying etc. 2, to mmwru

,

by using a tapellne, 3, [Colloq. ) to tapfr-rtooro*

tape4toft ftlpltn')* it. a tape with marks In inches,

feet, etc. for measuring.
tape measure, a taptfrae,

tmper (ttfplr), n* [MB.; AS. 4a*w
t

*

prob. by dto-

afmuatfan < L, papyrtts; me PAPWRJ, I, } tmginaiiy. a
wax candte taa*d in religious mrvicta, b) a very stoider

candt*. 2. a long wick coated with wax, for

lighting ctikdles, lamps, etc, 3, any light* 4, )

a gradual dtortaat in width or thtakntaa; aa, tat J*^rr
of a pyramid, fr) t gradual <kcr*aae In action, jpwr
etc. 5. something that tapers, ag/, irswiuwly ck-

In !* to a point, *f. 4 &.! 1* to

gradually in wklth c*r thkknms. 2. to ; diminish*

taper off ! to become smalltr gractewly towwrd erne

end* 2* to it0p nnuluaUy.
*^* to on a

, , a recording to a
corder, but a top*

' '

{

Ofr*
Or.

out] a starchy granular substance prepared from the

root of the cassava plant, used to make puddings,
thicken soups, etc.

ta-pir (ta'pSr), n. [pi. TAPIRS (-p&rz), TAPIR; see PLURAL,

n, D, 11, [Sp.; Braz. (Tupi)
tapyra, large mammal, tapir], Jfc^^
any of several large, hoghke
mammals of tropical America
and the Malayan peninsula:
tapirs have flexible snouts, feed

on plants, and move about at

night.

tap-is (tap'S, tap'is; Pr. ta'pe'),

n. [Pr,; see TAPESTRY], tapes-
try used as a curtain, table-

cloth, carpet, or the like. SOUTH AMERICAN TAPIR

on (or upon) the tapl, under (3 ft, high at shoulder)
consideration or deliberation,

t

tap-per (tap'Sr), n. a person or thing that taps; spe-

cifically, a telegraph key. .,,11 i-
tappet (tap'it), n. [< tap (to strike)], in a machine,
a projection or lever that mows or i moved by inter-

mittent contact with another part.

tapping (tap'irj), n. 1, the act of a person or thing
that taps. 2. pL that which rung from a tup or is

drawn by tapping.
tap-room (tap'room', tap'room')t [cf. TAPHOUSE],
a barroom. , * t * >* * ,

tap-root (tap'root', tap'root'). n. {tap
t
(faucet) 4- rootl

a main root, growing almost vertically downward,
from which small branch roots tipread out.

tapa (taps), n.pL [< tap (to strike), becauw oriinnlly
a drum signal], a bugle cull or drum signal to put out

lightH in retiring for thr night, an in an army camp:
also Hounded at the burial of a soldier, sailor, etc,

tap-ster (tftp'nttfr), n. [ME, tapptatort; AH, tmp&strt,
barmaid < tmppe; see TAP (faucet) I, t. originally, a
barmaid, 2. a bartender,

Ta-pu-ya (ttt-p^D'ytt)* n. [#/. TAPOYA|, a Tapuyan
.

Ta-pu-ymn (ta-poT'yen), od!/t [Port 7*a^nya, Tamiyan
Indian; Tupi tapuy t it wvaga, enmy; -f -twitt ,

nating cjr of a Httguistic group of bcwth Antrncan
InUan that occupied a large part of Entail particu-

larly the Amazon Valley*
tar (tar), n* [MB. UH> tow; AS, tor*, lm>; prob, <

bane of lrww a tree. In "pnKiuct of trMNt |
a

thick, sticky, br>wn to bltwsk liquid with a {nuuirnt
odr obtained by the clentructiv* citatilifttion < WCHH!,

coat pet, shale, etc.: ttiw ar cijiiiprifiecl of hydrti-

corbonii and their derivative** and arts for pro-

tecting *nd prtwrving iurfati in fnakiiw vwriouH

orgiinfc compcrund tie. 9*!. (TAIK (tartl)i fAX*

RINU). to cover or with or M with tar. n|. I.

of or like Ur. 2. tfttred*
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tarboosh tart
n, [Mod. L.; Ar. tarakhshaqUn, wild chicory < Per 1 a
drug made from the dried rhizome and roots of the
dandelion, used as a tonic.

tar-foQOsh
(tjtr*b5psh')

n
; [Ar. frbUsh], a brimless cap

of cloth or felt shaped like a truncated cone, worn by
Moslem men, sometimes as the inner part of a turban.

Tardieu.A^d^
< Pierre Ga

;
bri el Aa*&e (fi>>

pyfcr g&'Wei' 4>S'dS' Ur'dyS'), 1876-1945; French
statesman? premier of France (1929-1930: 1932)

tar-di-grad (tlr'di-grSd'), adj. [Fr,; L. tarMgradus;
see TARDY & GRADB], L moving slowly; slow-paced;
sluggish, 2, designating or of any of a class of minute
water animate with segmented bodies and four pairs
of iegt, usually considered as belonging to the ar-

thropods. n, a tardigrade animal,
tar*dl*ly (tfir'dHi), adv. in a tardy manner; late.

tar
:
dI'H6i (tttr'di-nis), n. the quality or condition of

being tardy,
Jtar-do (tfcr'dd), adj. & adv. [It.; see TARDY], in music,
slow; a direction to the performer.

t^$y
f$*'dll^a& IIARDIER (-di-ftr), TARDIEST <-di-

iit)j WT. tofrfif; LL *tar4ivu$ < L. tardus, slow], I.

slow; slow-moving. 2. late; behind time; delayed; dila-

tory*
5KNV--emrdy fppUaa to that wWch <sae& or occurs after the

proper or *upoifltd time, either from a lack of punctuality or
tocauw of inadvirttat diky (two of th* ptiplls were tenfcy
this morning); late applies to that which Ms to occur at the
uiual or proptr tim, AS twoauw of slowness of movement,
devftoomtat, ttc. (lummor cam late that year); overdue la

ftppllta to iomttMttg delayed, unjwiid, etc, beyond the scheduled
time, M beera* of lomeoat'i tardinetu, procrasthatkwi, etc.

(in mrim && MAI te.)* -AJVT. prompt.
tar* (tir), n* [ME,, orig., small seed; present sense <
Bjbltofti tnuBitj prob. < MB- fcwtw, tow, wheat;
IB. but *<fot00, kind of grain, seen also in Sans.

: arose extension by transl con*
1, any of a number of related
nts with many small leaflets,
. 2. the seed of any of these
a noxious weM.

. & 8p. tora; Ar, torJM* < fora^a,
. tint Wright of a container, wrapper, box,

from th total weight to da-
d th coixtenttj or load, 2* the
M. JfAWB& (tlrd). TAWNOl to

ttupf tht tam of. Abbreviated t.

,
or dblMfcal part tenM and past

M|r CtO CNflitt ftpttt.
(t&r^n-tiz

i

futlota or mtfeon
traiUM or
grown for fodder;
ptaaftt, & to th*

tftV* (ir

,_, 4t* ttiwtty marked with eon^ostfte elrolti, get
i to to *t M In archery or rUte practice. 3,

any tJrnt ii fthot at 4 a ship, building, titt,

ttq. that m % Ajwt of * military attack. $, an
I criticism* or ridicule. 4, smne-

^iti .1

ssri^'

^r^s^^-
lfri HL-,

; II*, TAMtlMttl III

li, t

1

. ,

in ulmr^ or ntv M th ilaiiifi

tod, dtaikHtepta
metallic jmrfnt,-c (in an X-niy, (in

omlhodt rayi

wldiw

>

f* i
1^^

^wwi^fc *l/tpB
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I, MM or

confounded; damned: as, he's a 'tarnal liar. adv.
[Dial.], confoctndedly,* damned: very.

tar na tlon (tar-aS'shgn), inirj. & n. [blend of 'tarnal
& damnation], [Dial.], damnation, adv. [Dial.], damned;
very.
tar-nish (tSr'nish), v.t. [< an inflectional stem of Fr.
ternir. to make dim < terne, dull: Gmc. base seen
in AS, derne, obscure]^ 1. to dull the luster of, as a
metallic surface by oxidation. 2. to besmirch or sully
(a reputation, etc.). tu". 1. to lose luster; grow dull;
discolor, as from oxidation. 2. to become sullied or
soiled, n, 1. the condition of being tarnished; dull-
ness. 2, a stain; blemish. 3. a tarnished surface.

Tar-no-pol (tir-nd'oSl), n. a city in the western
Ukrainian S.S.R., formerly in Poland: pop., 36,000:
Russian name, Ternopol.
Tar-n6w (tSr'noof), n. a city in southern Poland: pop.,
4S000.

ta-ro (ta
f
ro), n. [pi TAKOS (-rife)], [Tahitian], 1. a

tropical plant 01 the arum family, with a starchy,
tuberous root that is edible. 2. the root of this plant.
tarpaulin (ta'r-pdlin, ta'r'po-lin) , n, [tar 4- -paulin
(said to be < palling < pall, a covering, but at least
influenced by ME. palyoun, a canopy, esp. in early
form tarpaulian t etc.; ori$. sense,

4

'canopy, awning")],
1. canvas waterproofed with tar, paint, etc., or a sheet
of this used to spread over anything to protect it from
getting wet, 2* a hat or coat of tarpaulin, 3. [Archaic
or Rare], a sailor: tar.

Tarpe-la (tlr-pe"^), n. [L., fern, of Tarpeius, Roman
proper name], in Roman legend, a girl who treacherously
opened the Capitoline citadel to the invading Sabines
on their promise of giving her what they wore on their
arms: instead of the gold bracelets she meant, they
threw their shields on her and crushed her to death.

Tar-pe-ian (tSr-pe^an), adj. [L, Tarpeianus < Tarpeius;
see TAUPBIA], designating or of a cmf on the Capitoline
hill in Rome from which traitors to the state were
hurled to death,
tarpon (tSr/pon), n. [pL TARPONS (nponz), TARPON; see
PLURAL, II, r 1], [same word as D. tarpon; prob, <
WInd. native name], a large, silvery game nsn of the
herring group, found in the warmer parts of the
western Atlantic: tarpons measure up to seven feet
In length and wekh up to two hundred pounds.
Tar*quln (taVkwija), n* (Lueius Tarquinivs Supertyw),
kst king of early Rome (534-510 B.C.): called m
Proud.

tar-ra gon (tarV-gon')* n. [Sp. taragona; Ar.
Or. drakdn, dragon], 1. a plant of the aster
whose fragrant leaves are used for seasoning. 2. the
leave* of tMs plant

tar-ri-er (tar'i-tr), n. a perion who tarries,

tarry (tar>i) ? t>X [TARRIED (-id), TARRYING], [ME*
to delay* vx, hinder < AS, tef|<*f* t to vest, pr
merged with ORr. Jaiw, to delay < IX* Ari
L. tenrdaw* to delay < tartutti slow (ef. TAUNQ), I, to
delay; linger; loiter; be tardy, 2, to stay, as In a
town, etc., especially longer than originally intended;
remain temporarily. 3. to wait, v.t. [Archaicj, to
wait for* it jofrn; *uy -"^KM wt*^r.

i - AIM : (4*) f tAWwiT (44t)J,
covwed, wr $twftw?<w with tor,

n, t town near New
1
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lw; pop*, 9,000

(< Mod. u torptg (
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tart 1492
taste bud

cation; cutting: as, a tart answer. SYN. see sour,

tart (tart), n. [ME, & OFr. tarte], L a small shell of

pastry filled with jam, jelly, etc. 2. in England, a fruit

pie, with a top crust.
tart (tart), n. [orig., slang term of endearment, for

sweetheart],, & prostitute or any woman of loose morals.

tar-tan (taVt'n), n. [prob. merging of ME. tirtatne

(< OFr. tiretaine), mixed fabric & ME. tartarin,

tartayne (< OFr, tartarin. lit., cloth of Tartary), a
rich material from China], 1. woolen cloth with a
woven pattern of straight lines of different colors and
widths crossing at right angles, worn especially in the

Scottish Highlands, where each clan had its own
pattern. 2. any plaid cloth like this. 3. any tartan

pattern, adj. of or like tartan.
tar-tan (t&r't'n), n. [Fr. tartane: It, tartana; Ar, tarUah*

freighter, cattleboat], a small, single-masted^ Medi-
terranean ship with a large lateen sail and a jib.

Tar-tar (tar'tSr), n. [ML. Tartarus, a Tartar; altered

(after Tartarus, hell) < Per. Tatar}, L a Tatar,

2, [usually t-], an irritable, violent, intractable person.
adj. of Tatary or the Tatars.
catch a tartar, to attack or oppose someone too strong
for one; get more than one bargained for.

tar-tar (tar't&r), n. [ME. & OFr. tartre; ML. tartarum;
MGr. tartaron; said to be < Ar.], 1. potassium bi-

tartrate, KHCtKiOi, present in grape juice, and
forming a reddish, crustlike deposit in wine casks:
its purified form is cream of tartar: see also cream of

tartar. 2. a hard deposit on the teeth, consisting of

saliva proteins and calcium phosphate.
Tar-tartan (t&r-t&r'i-an), adL of Tartarus; infernal.

tartar emetic, potassium antimonyl tartrate, KSbOC<-
HiOfl'lHaO, a poisonous white salt used in^ medicine
to cause expectoration, vomiting, and perspiring, and
in dyeing as a mordant.

'

tar*tare sauce (tSr'tSr), [Fr. same tartare: see TARTAR],
a sauce, as for fried fish, consisting of mayonnaise
with chopped pickles, olives, chives, capers, etc.

Tar-tar-i an (tlfr-taVi-on), adj. of Tatary or the Tatars.

tar tar-ic (tar-tar'ik, tSr-tSr'ik) , adj. of, containing, or
derived from tartar or tartaric acid. ^w^w
tartarlc acid, a clear, colorless crystalline acid, (CHOH-
COOH) found in vegetable tissues and fruit jtiieea
and obtained ccnminercially from tartar: it is used in

dyeing, photography, medicine, etc.

tar tar i za tion (tSr't&W-zS'shan, t&r'tgr-I-zS'shon). n*
1. a tartarizing or being tartarized. 2. the forming
of tartar.

TARIZING], 1. to treat, impregnate, or combine with
tartar. z. to rectify with cream of tartar.
tar-tar-oua (taVt&r-as), adj. of, like, or containing
tartar,
Tar tarns (taVtsNras), n* [L.; Gr. Tartoros]. in Greek
mythology, 1. the Infernal abyss below Hades, where
Zeus hurled the rebel Titans. 2. Hades; hell.

Tar-ta-ry (tlr'to-ri), n, Taf
Tar tl nl, Gtosepipo (#*..,
Italian violinist, cxmpoaer, and __ __. .

tart-let (tart'Ht), n. [see -LET], &9mm tart (pastry).
tartrate (taVtrSt), n. [Fr.; see TARTAR (potassium
bitartrate) * -ATE] , a salt or ester of tartane acid.

tar tratea (tSr'tra-tid), adj. I. derived from or

containing tartar. 2, combined with t&rtaric
Tar-tu (tSr'toS). % a city In the eastern
S.S.R.: pop*. 60,000: Russian name, Yurw;
name. Dorpat.

stint) ; assignment applies to a specific, prescribed task allotted

by someone in authority (classroom assignments)/, Job, in this

connection, refers to a specific piece of work, as in one's trade

or as voluntarily undertaken for pay (the job of painting our

task force, a specially trained, self-contained military
unit assigned a specific mission or taak, as the raiding
of enemy shore installations.

/x. x

task mas ter (task'rnas'te>, task'mSs'tSr), n. a person
who assigns tasks to others, especially when exacting
or severe; overseer.

task*work (task'wurk', tSsk'wurk'), n. 1. work as-

signed as a task. 2. distasteful work. 3, piecework.
Tas-man, A-bel Jans-zoon (S'bol y&n'sSn tSs'mSn;
Eng. taz'man), 1603-1659; Dutch navigator who dis-

covered Tasmania and New Zealand.
Tas ma-ni-a (taz-mS'ni-a, ta25-mSn'y) n. an island

off southeastern Australia: a state of the Common-
wealth of Australia: area, 26,215 sq. mi.; pop., 257,000

(est. 1947); capital, Hobart: former name, Van Die-
men's Land: abbreviated Taam.
Taa-ma-ni-an (taz-mS'ni-on, taz*fn5n'yan) 9 adj. of

Tasmania or its people, n* ft native or inhabitant of

Tasmania.
Tasmanian devil, a flesh-eating marsupial of Tas-

mania, having a black coat with a white band across

the chest: it attacks sheep.
Tasmaniaxi wolf (or tiger), the thylacine.

Tas man Sea (taz'man), a part of the Pacific, between
Australia and New Zealand.
Taas (tSs), n. [Russ. Telegraphnoye 4genstvo 5ovyetr
skovo Soyuza, Telegraph Agaacy of the Soviet union],
a Soviet agency for gathering and distributing news,

tans (tas. ma) n- [OFr, lap; Ar, !<*, towoA < Per,

tost, a cup], (Obs, or Scot.], t % drWdog cup; small

goblet 2. its ooatemta; a small draft.

taase (tas), n. [OPr. puim poueh], mnaUy &* pi my of

a series of jointed metal plates forming a skirtlike pro-
tection at armor for the lower trunk md tfaighs: aae

taasl (tasH), n. (MB*; OFr., a knob, knot, button:

prob. < LL* Usiella, stiiall cube, piece of masaicl,
1. originally* a clasp or fibula. 2. an ornamental tuft

of threads, cords, etc. of equal length, Imngiiig lootely
from a knob or from the knot by which they are tied

together. 3. something resembling thia; 8peciticaUy t

the tattsellike inflore^enco of som plants, m corn*
V.t. tTASSKLKO Of TASSttLJLED (-14), XASSKLIHG Of

TASSKLLING], 1. to make into tassels. 2. to orrmment
with taujsols. 3* to remove tassels from (corn, etc.) to

strengthen the plants* v.i. togrow tWMli. m com.
tsujsel (tesn) n. & tercel: mtasset-smtlt,
Tas-80, Tor-qua-to (tdr-kwS'tfi m/mi Eng. taa'5),

1544-1595; Italian epic poet.

test the Savor of\y putting a little in om's* mouth.

of tMtot H$ JL tejftt sa^ein w dressing* 4, to ft^t or
drinlT a small amount ot 5. to eat or drink: M to
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tasteful
1493 taw

the papillae of the tongue, functioning as the sense
organs of taste.

taste-ful (tast'fol), adj. 1. {Rare], tasty. 2. having
or showing good taste (sense 8).

taste-less jjtast'lis), adj. 1. <*) without taste or flavor;
flat; insipid. 6) dull; uninteresting. 2. lacking good
taste; showing poor taste. 3. [Rare], unable to taste.

tast-er (tas'ter), n. [ME. & Anglo.Pr. tastour], 1. a
person who tastes; specifically, a) a person employed
to test the quality of (wines, teas, etc.) by tasting.
6) a servant, as of a royal house, who tastes his master s

food and drink to detect poisoning. 2 any of several
devices used for tasting, sampling, or testing.

tast-I-ly (taWl-i), qdv* in a tasty manner.
tust-i ness (tls'ti-nis), n. the quality of being tasty.

tast*y (tSs'ti), adj. (TASTIER (-ti-8r), TASTIEST (--ti-ist)],
1. that tastes good; flavorful; savory. 2. [Colloq.],
.showing good taste; tasteful: now seldom used.

tat (tat), v.t. [TATTED (-id), TATTING!, [prob. back-
formation < tatting}* to make by tatting. vJ. to do
tatting.
tat (tat), n. [? < tap* a blow], a tap or blow: now only
in tit for tat*

tit for tat, 1. blow for blow, 2 retaliation in kind.
Ta-tmr (tl'ter), n. [Per.], 1, a member of any of the

Mongolian and Turkic tribes who took part in the
invasion of central und western Asia and eastern
Europe in the Middle Ages. 2, any of a Turkic people
who live in the Tatar A.S.S.R*, the Crimea, ana parts
of Atift. 3. any of their Turkic languages, adj. of the
Tatars of their languages. Also Tartar.

Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, a
division of tfa* R,8.F.SR. in east European Russia:
are** 2of$00 s<i. mi* pop., 3*068,000; capital,

T**tar*i*fta (tI4&r'i-n) i ad?. Tatar.
Tt-twlc (tt-twr'ik), ajf. Tatar.

Tm*ta*ry (t&'td-ii), n* to &urop<m history, a vast region
of central and western Siberia and southern Russia,
invaded and inhabited by Tatar tribes: also Tartary.

fta-tr (tS'tfr), n. (DiaU a potato,
TtoMer, th* (tat'lSr), * tri-wdekly Bftglieh periodical

composed of short swys, puolithM and chiefly
written oy Richard Steete with contributions by
tofph Addition; 271 issues appeared from 170# to
1711: see also Spectator, fho.

tftfrou*? (tat'SW. tfc'tflM'), it. (8p. Mmy < Brass.

(OttftiftAi) < toftt-ai < late, armadillo 4- <*f, worthless:
o Oftmed became its flesh is not edible], a large South
American armadillo,
Tat** MMUitfttiit (til'trji),

a part of the Carpathian
Mcmntmlnt In northern Czechoslovakia and aothra

ndi also High Tatra
tfttttr (tat**)* rt [MB., ftlflo fetor; OR lOfitrr, rw
utUrt; IB. W4- < *dtd(0-, to cut out, tear out],
I, A torn and hangtaf or ptei, M o! a pirment
a* * or p; rg. 3. M, torn, ragged

nl* to to Utterr,

a)* l* toMfcr H* *t*Bikm of of.
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tall: said of a ship's rnast.
taunt (t6nt, tSnt), v.t. [? < Pr. tant pour ten*, tit for

tat], 1. to reproach in scornful or sarcastic language;
jeer at; mock. 2. to drive or provoke (a person)

4
Dy

taunting, n. 1. a scornful or jeering remark; gibe,
2. [ObsJ, a taunted person, SYN* see ridicule.

Taun-ton (tdn'tsn, tSn't'n), n. 1. a city in south-
eastern Massachusetts: pop*, 40,000. 2. a city in

southwestern England, the county seat of Somerset-
shire: pop., 25,000.
taupe (top), n. [Fr. < L. talpa, a mole], a dark, brownish
gray, the color of moleskin.
tau-rl-form (t&'ri-fdrrn'), <*<*/. [see TAURUS & -FORM],
having the shape of a bull.
tau-rln (t6r'in), n. taurine.
tau rine (t&rln, tfir'iu), adj. {L. taurinus < taurus, a

bull], 1. of or like a bull. 2. of Taurus, the sign of

the zodiac.
tau-rine (tdr'en, t6r;In r t6r'in), n. [< L. taurus, bull,

ox; 4* -ine: so named because first obtained (by Gmelin,
in 1826) from ox bile], a colorless, neutral, crystalline

compound, CaHrOjNS, found in bile and formed by
the hydrolysis of taurocholic acid.

tau'ro-cho-lic acidCtSrVko'lik, tfirVkol'ik), [<tei*rine

+ cholic], a colorless, crystalline acid, CaBHiaOrNS,
found as the sodium salt in bile.

Tau-rus (t8r/9s), n. [ME.; L., a bull], 1. a northern
constellation, containing the Pleiades, supposedly re-

sembling the forequarters of a bull in shape: see

constellation, chart, 2, the second sign of the zodiac

(K), entered by the sun on or about April 20: see

zodiac, illus.

Taurus Mountains, a mountain range in southern
Asia Minor, Turkey: highest peak, c. 11,500 ft.

Taus-sig, frratik Wmiam (tou'sig), 1859-1940;
American political economist.
taut (tdt), adj. [ME. toght, tight, firm; prob. < pp. of

togm (AS. to&ian) t to pull; cf, TOW, *.] 1. tightly
stretched, as a rope; hence, 2. tense; as, a taut smile,

3. neat; trim: tidy; enug. SYN. see tight.
taut-en (t6t'n), v.t & v,L to make or become taut.

tau-to- (t6't5, t6'ta) [Or* tauto* < to autQj the same],
a combining form meaning the same, as m tautology,

tau-to^ (td-tog') n. {Am. Ind. (Algonaulan) twtamg,
pi. of Jautau, kind of blackfishj, any of a group of black
or greenish food fishes found off the Atlantic coast of

the United States: also called blw&Mh.
tan-to lo 1-cal (to'te-loj'i-k'l), adj. of, involving, or

using tautology,
tau tol o-glsm (tS-tolViiz'm), n. 1. the u of

tautology. 2, an example of tautology, .....
(t6-tol'-jist) n. a person who habitually

-''
. ITAOTOLOOIMKD

TAVroiOGinwfGj, to use tautology; b rp@titiouf.

IL

,
.

taxi tolo-gy (te-tolMi) [P** TAOTOLOGIW (-ji*)]

toiuSlostaf Or. Jbn0oto|20; tarto, ttu
1*014 "*"toiuosf r. Jno|0; o, u
1*014

""

4 -loy|, t needkw repetitloa of aa idea in a
different word, phrai*, or eatence: redtmaaney;
pteonasm, Bpl@: n@ciary entials. 2. an t-

ttt'to*tti*r'io* (td'to-mer'lk), wdj* of or having tau-

tx>nuMistn
tAU'tom*r*ltm (t6-tom%-ia

f

m) n* [< tetto* 4- Or.

MUTCH, a part; 4- &*], b ck*Mgy> th# PWfigg
1 of

iwnw ubitnces of being m a condition of eQtuUbrlttm
betwcee two toomwrte formt awl of veaotlttg to form
titfotr. -,

(tyte-nim), n. [IMUO* 4* On mym* a
$ * 0(<w a n*jn Ott**nf of two

ww, is wfetei tn jtiwric md n0ie
4

rd

name: tfew kW mme Is no ajppwpw by
intemationai Code of Botanical No

of ot

taOt * P^I.

.
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tawdrily 1494
teact

to Goth, taujan, to do, make; prob. IB.

to put forward, move forward, as also in tool]. 1. to

prepare (a natural product) for further treatment or

Sse. 2. to make (skins) into .leather by treating with

alum, salt, etc. 3. [Obs. or Dial.], to whip, flog.

tawdrl-ly (t6'dri-li), adv. in a tawdry manner.

taw-dri-ness aS'drinis), n. the condition or quality

tawary u*run; f ^/- [TAWDRIER (-dri-gr), TAWDRIEST

Tdri32t)iriby sVllabic merging of S*. Adry, esp. in

3t Audrey lace Qr St. Audreys laces, women's xwck-

ptocesTsold at St. Audrey's fair, Norwich, England],

SSSy and cheap; sleazy; showy. Sm see gaudy.

taw^i-mss (t6'ntnis), n. the auality of being tawnv.

taw-nv (td'ni), adj. [TAWNIER (-ni-er), TAWNIEST (,-ni-

M)OME.^ni tauny; OFr. tam*. PP. of tanner, to

tan], brownish-yellow; tan. n. tawny color. Also

spelled tawney. 5KV. see dusky.

tax (taks), v.?. [ME. tew OFr. taxer, to tax < L.

to*? to appraise, tax, censure < base of tan&ere, to

touch used interchangeably with tasken (cf. TASK) in

ME 1 1 originally, to determine the value of; assess.

2. a) to require (a person) to pay a percentage of his

income, property value, etc. for the support of the

SvemmSit. &) to require (a person)
to pay a special

Issessment, as in a society, labor union, etc. 3. to

assess a tax on (income, property, purchases, etc.), 4.

to impose a burden on; put a strain on: as, the work

taxed his strength. 5. to accuse; charge: as, he was

ted with negligence, n. [ME. & OV^taxe <.the i;.],

li), adv. according to the principles of taxonomy.

tax'on-o-my (tak-son'a-mi), n. [Fr. taonomw < Gr.

taxis (see TAXIS) + nomos, a law], 1. the science of

classification; laws and principles covering the classify-

iS of objects. 2.-classifcation, especially of animals

and plants into phyla, species, etc.

tax-payer (taks'ipa'gr), n. any person who pays a tax;

person subject to taxation.
,

tea. rate, the percentage of income, property value, etc.

tax
S

Stle, Seti&e conveyed to the purchaser of property

sold for nonpayment of taxes.

-tax-y (tak'si), -taxis. - .

Tay (tS) n. a river in eastern Scotland, flowing into

the North Sea: length, 125 mi.

Tav. Firth of, an estuary of the Tay: length, 25 mi,
t

Ta-yg-eta (ta-ij'i-ta), n. (L. awte; Gr. ZYmfdfl, m
Creek mythology, one of the Pleiades.

Tay-lor, Bay-ard (bi'erd of ba'ard, taler), 1825-1878;

American poet, writer, and translator.

Taylor, Brook (brook), 1685-1731; English mathe-

td rtagw*. n. . r. .

1 a) a compulsory payment of a percentage ot income,

property value, sales price, etc. for the support of a

government, b) a special assessment, as in a society,

labor union, etc. 2. a heavy demand; burden; strain.

l, a charge, as in a restaurant, etc.

(tak'sVbilVti),
n. the state or quality

Tayi^Deema (demz), (Joseph Deems Taylor), 1885 ;

American music critic and composer.

Taylor, Jeremy, 1613-1667; English bishop and writer.

Taylor Zachary, 1784-1850; American general; twelfth

^resident of the United States ,(1849-1850); com-

manded American forces in Mexican War.

Jtaz-za (tat'sl), n. [It.], a shallow, ornamental cup or

vase, usually with a pedestal.
Tb, in chemistry, terbium. , .

TO,TA..tb.,t.b., 1. tubercle bacillus. 2. tuberculosis.

tatatle cSSSbl), adj. [Fr,], that can be taxed;

tSSiSJ^^ [< Mod. L. Taxacete

the yew family L. taxus, yew) ; + -owL of the yew
family, a group of trees and shrubs with needle- or

scalelike leaves, berrylike fruit, and stamens and pistils

in. separate flowers on the same plants. .

tax-a^Lon (tak-sS'shon), n. [MB. taxacwn; OFr,

taxation; L. taxatio < pp. of taxare; see TAX], 1. a

taxing or being taxed, 2. the principle of levying taxes.

3, a tex or tax levy. 4. revenue from taxes.
,

tax erne (taks'em), n. IGr. fcms; + phonewa],. m
linguistics, a feature in grammatical construction;

specifically, selection of words, order of words or

morphemes, modulation in stress and pitch, or

phonetic modification.

tax-exempt (taks'ig-z

T-Done steajt ^er uou; uy "v** "

bone, as a club steak or porterhouse.
tbs. tbsp., tablespoon; tablespoons.

Tc, in chemistry, technetium.

* adj. exempt from taxa-

z)], [short for ta&iwb],
^^S^rf

v'[TAXOSD (-Sid), TAXIING Or TAWING),
1. to ride in a taxi: travel by taxi. 2. to move along

the ground or on the water under its own power i taw
of aa airplane. v.t. to cause (an alane) to taxi.

tax-icab ctak'si-kabO , n. [short for taximeter art], aa

atttomobiie in whieh passengers are^carried for a fare

at a rate usually recorded by a taximeter.

taxi dancer, [so catted (after taxicab) because Mred to

Cancel, a gfrl or woman who may be hired, at a dance

haU or cabaret as a dance partner at a fixed charge for

ftaoh dance.
- -

: (tak'aWlttr'mT), <#* lviag to do

tax-i der mist
(tak'sl-diir'inJk), adj. taa

(tak'si-dttr'mist), n. a person whose

, it- J< Or.
art of mcNufa
animals so as to appear

name of" r^*j.
T-haped

Tcadd, n, Chad, a French colony and

1840-1893;Eussian composer; also spelled TuctiiUfcow-

sky. Chalkovsky-
Tcheidiov, Anton Pavlovicli, see

tcher-vone3 (cher-v6'nit), n* \

(-vdn'tsi)], a chervonetas.

?!* l.

e
TraSc Director. 2, Treasury .Department,

te (tS), n. in music, ti.

* ID.^ Malay I*
Chin. di

Mandarin
L a
evergreen
in China,
eta 2. it

ice a bwwrage*
the bevwage mad by

avw m
4 any

*

beverage made
tofc Of
extract:
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Teach
1495 tecimetium

cognate G. MWM], 1. to show how to do something;
give instructions to; train: as, he taught his child hew
to write. 2. to give lessons to (a student or pupil);
^i*6 JKSMdY of; 1

?
lstrt

}
ct- 3- to give lessons in (a

subject) ; hold classes in. 4. to provide with knowledge,
insight, etc, ; as, experience will teach him common sense
tu. to give lessons or instruction; be a teacher.
5m teach is tin bade, inclusive word for the impartingof knowledge or skills and usually connotes some individual
attention to the learner (he taught her how to skate) ; instruct
implies systematmd teaching, usually in some particular
subject (she instructs m chemistry); educate stressesthe de-
velopment of latent faculties and powers by formal, systematic
teaching, especially in institutions of higher learning (he was
educated m European universities); train implies the develop.mcnt of a particular faculty or skill, or instruction toward a
particular occupation, as by methodical discipline, exercise
etc. (he was trawtd: as a mechanic) ; school, often equivalent to
any of the preceding, sometimes specifically connotes a dis-
ciplining to iidur something difficult (he had to school himself
to obedience),
Teadi, Edward ftSch), see Blackboard
teachability (t&jhVbiKa-ti), it. the condition or
quality of being teachable,

tfltih*ft-bl ' WWb'a-b'l), adj. that can be taught.
teach-er

(tSch'Sr), n. a person who teaches, especially
as a profession; instructor,
teacher bird, 1. an ovenbird (American warbler),
2. a red-eyed vlreo: see vlreo.

teach-lng; (tich'irj), n. 1. the action of a person who
teaches; profession of a teacher. 2, often pi. something
taught; precept, doctrine, or instruction.
ten'cwp (tTkupO. n. 1. a cup for drinking tea, etc.
2, a teacupful.

tea cup ful (ti'kw-toQlO, n. as much as a teacup will
hold, about tour fluid ounces.

tea dance, 1. a dance at which afternoon tea is served;
h*ac 2. a dance held in the afternoon.
te*hou* (tFhoun'), n. in the Orient, a place where
tea wad other refreshments are served,
took (k), n, [Port, leca; Malayalam JfM4 1. a
iam East Indian tree with white flowers and hard,
ywloifwih-brown wood used for shipbuilding, carved
work, etc. 2, its wood.
t**k*t<tl* (tVket'U), it. a covered kettle with a spout
and handlt

t
for heating water to make tea, etc.

trnk-wovd (tlkNrood'), w, teak.
teal (til), n, {MB, t*U; prob. < AS. vfa dial,; akin to D.wwl 1* IP*. TKJULS (Hiss), TBAL; see PIUIUL, xi, r>, 1],

any of a krgt group of small short-necked, fresh-water
ducks, 2. ft dark grayish blue: also teal blue,
team (tern), n* (MB,; AS., offspring, succession, long
row (akin to 0. saum, a bridle, rein); prob. < base
of Mow, to drrnw, feffa| to pull, etc, (cL TOW, TTO);
? merged with mxm of AS. tieman, to bring forth,
which ftcttttlhr < team], 1. a) [Qbs.] progeny, race,
or tt&mg** //) [Dial], a brood of young animals, espe-
cially of ducks or pigs. 2* two or more horses, oxen,
to, feuuratiMd to the mam vehicle or plow. 3. a)
two or molt draft animals and their veMde. b) on
draft animul and its vehicle. 4 a group of people
working m playing together, especially as one side
ta n oontitt v& 1. to harnesH or yoke together in
a & to haul with * team. v.L L to drive a

3, to in eoopmtfai activity (often with
up): m* the boy* teamed np on the puptr route,
U*tinvmtu<s (ulin'tnat/), n. a iwrson on the same team.
tenm ster (*!%%)* n. a pmon who drives a team
(now, often, truck) for hauling loads.

cwmi'fvotv (tlw%ttrk% m t, joint action by a group
of iwpl* In which per-son siubordiiiatett his indi-

vimini intmiti and opinions to the unity and ffi-

y of thft group: coordinaUHl tflort, at of an
tain. 1 work done by or with a team.

far, a social | ww& t to snmd.
tea-pot (wpor), n. * pot with a spout, handle, and
lid* for and wart
tm*mw M. ifiind. t

|w* wot{ ^ fey aModatlon wit #*
iteni, 2 a small tabto

tour (llr) ttl* (Mr. ), TOEH (tdm,

In

or into
or . t

himself away. vd. 1. to be torn. 2. to move violently
or with speed, n. L the act of tearing. 2. the result
of a tearing; torn place; rent. 3. a violent outburst;
rage. 4. [Slang], a carousal; spree.
tear at, to make violent, pulling motions at in an
attempt to tear or remove.

tear down, 1. to dismantle; wreck; demolish, as a
building. 2. to controvert or disprove (an argument,
etc.) point by point.

tear into, [Colloq.], to attack impetuously and, often,
devastatingly.

SYN. tear implies a pulling apart by force, so as to lacerate
or leave ragged edges (to tear paper wrappings) ; rip suggests a
forcible tearing, especially along a seam or in a straight line
(to rip a hem) : rend, a somewhat literary term, implies a
tearing with violence (the tree was rent by a bolt of lightning),
tear (ter), n. [ME. tere, ter; AS. tear, teagor; akin to G-.

z&hre; IB. *dakru t tears, seen also in L. lacrima, tear
(see LACHRYMAL) < OL. dacmma], 1. a drop of the
salty fluid secreted by the lachrymal gland, which
serves normally to lubricate the eyeball and in weeping
flows from the eye. 2. anything resembling this, as a
drop of transparent gum; tearlike mass. 3. pi. sorrow;
grief, y.i. to shed, or fill with, tears.
in tears, crying; weeping.

tear bomb (t&rj, a bomb that releases tear gas upon
explosion.
tear-drop (te*r'drop

;

) , n. a tear, adj. shaped like a tear.
tear-ful (ter'fol), adj. 1. in tears; weeping. 2. causing
tears; sad.
tear gas (ter) , a gas that causes irritation of the eyes,
excessive flow of tears, and temporary blindness.
tear-ing (t&r'irj), adj. violent; impetuous; hasty,
tear-jerk-er (t&r'jur'kSr), n. [Slang], a play, motion
picture, etc. with a very sad or sentimental theme.

tear-less (t&r'lis), adj. 1. without tears; not weeping.
2. unable to weep.

tea-room (te'room', te'room ')t n. a restaurant that
serves tea, coffee, light lunches

r
etc.

tea rose, 1. a kind of rose having an odor supposedly
resembling that of tea. 2. its yeuowish-pink color.

tear sheet, a sheet torn, or taken in unbound form,
from a publication for special distribution by the
publisher.
tear-stained (teY/stand'), adj. stained with tears.

tear-y (t&r'i), adj. [TBARIER (-i-er), TBARIEST (-i-ist)J,
L tearful; crying. 2. of or like tears.

Teas-dale. Sara (tSz'dSl). 1884-1933; American poet.
tease (tez), v.t. [TEASED (tezd), TEASING], [MB. tesen;
AS. txsan, to pull about, pluck, tease; akin to D.
tiewn; IB. *di~$ < base *<*#(*)-. to part, cut apart,
tear out (cf* TATTER)], L to separate the fibens of;
card or comb (flax, wool, etc.). 2. to raise a nap on
(cloth) by brushing with teasels; teasel. 3. to annoy
or harass by persistent, irritating actions or remarks, or
by poking fun at. 4. to urge persistently; beg; Impor-
tune* f.i. to indulge in teasing, n. L a teasing or being
teased* 2, a person who teases. SYN. see annoy.

tea-sel (teVl;, n. [ME. tesd; AS. txsd < base of tagsan.
to tease; cf. TEASE, -KL, -LE], 1. any of a number of
related tMstlellke plants wtth bristly, yellowish or
purplish flowers, z. the flower of the species fuller's
teasel, used when dried for raising a nap on cloth.
3. any device for raising a nap on cloth. .r, [TBASKUED
Or TEASKLLKD (-'Id), TEASELING Of TEASELLING], to
raise a nap on (cloth) by means of teasels. Abo spelled
teazel, teazle,

tea-sel-er, tea sel ler (te'z'1-Sr), n. t a person who
teasels. 2* a machine for teaseling.

teas-er (tSz'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that teases*
2* an annoying or puu$lin$f problem

tea spoon (Ww&nC Wspoon'), yt 1. a spoon for
stirring tea, come, etc, and eating some soft foods.
2 a fciqpoootttL Abbreviated t,f ftp, (*!*f d* #1*)*

tea-spoon-ful (t8'spta<-fool
/

ti'spoon-fooF}? it. lpts' m %M !<% * t^cw wil
liWIU,, A/*J fea,WAVSni/WWA*4,W.4. (11/3 ZfUlQ, 01^1111$}.

tout (tft). a. {MB, % Ofr* kto < OKM* VMM of AS.
ill: see TIT], the small protuberance on a breast or
udder, through which the milk passes in suckling the

MHbfi lWbl)* ^ UppOWdly 'CslMMW0fc48tll5 Of
people _at a tea: as, tea-table talk.
tea table, a snmll table from which tea, etc. is served.
tea taet-er (te't5s'ter) f it, a person whose twuteMI Is

cups, plates, spoons, etc.

M, *| ten ?vrn
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technic 1496 teetotum

technttos, artificial; + -ium), a metallic chemical ele-

ment obtained by the irradiation of molybdenum with
deuterons and in the fission of uranium: symbol, Tc;
at, wt., 99 (?); at. no., 43 (formerly designated as

masurium).
tech-nic (tek'nik), adj. [Or. technikos < techne, an
art, artifice; IE. base *tekm-f to build (of wood), cut,
seen also in Gr. tektdn, a carpenter, L, texere. to weave,
build], [Now Rare], technical, n. 1. [Now Rare],
technique. 2. technics (sense 1).

tech-ni-cal (tek'ni-k'l), adj. [technic 4- -aZ], L haying
to do with the practical, industrial, or mechanical
arts or the applied sciences: as, technical schools offer

courses in welding, engineering, etc. 2. of, used in,

or peculiar to a specific science, art, profession, craft,

etc.; specialized: as, technical vocabulary, 3. of, in, or

showing technique: as, technical skill. 4
4
. in terms of

some science, art, etc.; according to principles or rules:

as, a technical difference. 5. infinance, designating or of
a market in which prices are sharply affected by manip-
ulation and speculation. Abbreviated tech.

tech-ni-cal-i-ty (tek'ni-kal'a-ti), n. [pi. TECHNICALITIES
(-tiz)], 1. the state or quality of being technical.
2. the use of technical terms, methods, etc. 3. a point,
detail, term, method, etc. of or peculiar to an art,

science, code, or skill; rule, etc. that only a technical

expert would be aware of* 4. a minute formal point,
detail, etc. brought to bear upon a main issue: as, con-
victed on a technicality.
technical knockout, in boxin&, a victory won when
the opponent, though not knocked out, is so badly
beaten that the referee stops the match: abbreviated
T.K.O., TKO (no period).
technically (tek'ni-k'H, tek'nik-H), adv. 1. in a
technical manner; according to technical principles.
2. in a technical sense; in technical terms.
technical sergeant, 1. in the United States Army, form-
erly, the second grade of enlisted man (now sergeant
fast class). 2. in the United States Marine Corps 6* Air
Force, the second grade of enlisted man, ranking just
below master sergeant.
tech-ni-cian (tek-nish'an), n. 1. a person skilled in
the technicalities of some subject; specifically, an
artist, writer, musician, etc. who has great technical
skill or knowledge. 2. in the United States Army*
formerlv, any of several alternative ranks of enlisted

man, of the third, fourth, and fifth grades.
tech-ni-col-or (tek'ni-kul'&r), n. the process of re-

producing colors on a motion-picture film by combining
several separate, synchronized films each of which is

sensitive to a single color: a trade-mark (Technicolor).
tech-nics (tek'nlks), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [see
TECHNIC], 1. the study or principles of an art or of
the arts, especially the practical arts. 2. technique,
tech-nlque (tek-nek7

), n. [Fr. < Gr* technikos; see

TBCHNicJ, 1. the method of procedure (with reference
to practical or formal details) in rendering an artistic

work or carrying out a scientific or mechanical opera*
tion. 2. the degree of expertness in following this:

as, the pianist had good phrasing but poor techwgm.
tech-no- (tek'n5, tek'm), [< Or, ttchnl; see- T&CHmc],
a combining form meaning: 1. art, science, skill, as
in technocracy. 2. technical, technological, as in techno-

chemistry.
tcch-no-chem-is-try (tek'no-kem'is-tri), n. industrial
chemistry.
tech-noc-ra-cy (tek-nok'ro-si), n. [techno* -f *ar#ey\
government by technicians; specifically, the theccy^or
doctrine of a proposed system of government, :

by its proponents as mutable for a technological age,
in which all economic resources, and hencfc fee enwe
social system, would be controlled by scientists ana

tech-no-crat (tek'na-krat
7

), n. an advocate of tech-
nocracy.

J *
: (tek'n^krat'ik)* <w^ -

iy (tek*wog'r*3
r
.^/ artf

* *

4c (teVnUoj
l*cfil(tekWl_
tw$3&)|08y*
resulting from t

in

TEDDER

1. of or having to do with building j constructional;
hence, 2. architectural. 3. of or resulting from changes
in the structure of the earth's crust.

tec-ton-ics (tek-ton'iks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],

[see prec.], 1. the constructive arts in general: es-

pecially, the art of making things that have both
beauty and usefulness. 2. geology that deals with
land structure.
Te cum seh (ti-kum'sa), n. American Shawnee chief;
1768?-1813; fought with the British in the War of 1812.

Te*cum-tha (ti-kum'tha), n. Tecumseh.
ted (ted), v.t. [TEDDED (-id), TEDDING], [ME. tedden;
prob. < ON. tethja, to manure], to spread or scatter

(newly cut grass) for drying.
ted der (ted'Sr), n. 1. a person who teds. 2. a machine
for tedding.

ted-dy (ted'i), n. [pi. TED-
DIES (-iz)], [prob, < the
nickname Teddy], usually
pL a woman's one-piece
undergarment; consisting
of a top combined with
loose-fitting drawers.

teddy bear, [c. 1907; after

Teddy, nickname for Theo*
doret with reference to
Theodore Roosevelt], a
child's toy somewhat re-

sembling a small stuffed bear.

JTe De-urn (te* de'am), [LJ, 1. an old Christian hymn
beginning Te Deum laudamus (We praise thee, God).
2. the music of this hymn. 3. a religious service of
which this hymn is a main feature.
tedious (te'di-as, te'jw), adj* [ME.; LL, ta$dio$u$]r

full of tedium; long and wearisome; tiresome; boring.
te-di-um (te'di-om), n. [L. taeMum < tacdet, it disgusts,
offends], the condition or quality of being tiresome,
wearisome, or monotonous; tediousness.
tee (tS), n. Ml. TEBS Ofcto)J 1. the letter Tt t, 2. way-
thing shaped like a T. (/. shaped Hk a T.
to a tee, exactly; precisely.

tee (te% n. F< fe* (T); the mark was orig, T-shaped], a
mark aimed at in quoits, curling, etc.

tee (te), n* [prob, contr, < earlier teo* Scot, dial, word,
but now associated with prec. in form and enJ, ra

golf, 1. a small, cone-shaped mound of sand, earth,
etc* on which the ball is placed when a player drives.
2. a small, pointed, wooden or plastic holder now
generally substituted for this, 3. the place from which
a player makes the first .stroke on each hole. v.t. & v.i.

[TEED (tM), TEBING], to place (a golf ball) on a tee*
tee off, to' play (a golf tmu) from a tec.

teem (tern), tM. [MB* ternen; AS. titman, to produce,
bear < base of team, progeny 5 a@ TEAM). 1* orMaally,
to produce offspring; bear. 2* to be full, at though
ready to bring forth young; be prolific; abound;
swarm: as, the river teems with fish.

teem (tta), .& [MB* ton**; ON* tamo, to oiptyj to
empty: pour oat. *. to pour; taid of run* watte, etc,

-L la one's
pcraons la their

n* a person in kit teens.

jarn it ootTt age,

n* T totum < the 7*



tegmen 1497 telepathy
(for totum) marked on one side + totum, the name of
the toy < L. totum, neut. of totus; see TOTAL: the four
sides were orig. marked T (totum, all), A (aufer, take),D (depone, put), N (nihil, nothing)], a kind of top
spun with the fingers, especially one with four lettered
sides used in a game of chance.
teg-men (teg'xnen), n. [pi TEGMINA (-mi-na)], [L. <
tegere, to cover], 1. a covering; tegument. 2. in

botany, the mner coat of a^seed.
serving as a tegmen.
, n, the capital of

UDifu-jxu ibCK-yuu-UH/, wJj* [< L. tegul(l r 3. tl\Q < ?,
to cover ] 1. of or like a tile or tiles. 2. arranged
like tiles.

teg'U-metit (teg'yoo-mnt) n. [L. tegumentum < tegere,
to cover], the natural covering of the body, or of some
organ, of an animal or plant: integument.
teg-u-meii'tal (teg'yoo-men't'l), adj. of or serving as
a tegument,
teg-u-men'ta'ty (teg'yoo-men'tSr-i), adj\ of, in, or
serving as a tegument.
ta-hea (tS-h*'>, Inter/. A n. [ME.; echoic], the sound
of a titter or %ht, derisive laugh. v.L [TK-MRKD (-hid'),
TE-HEEINCL to titter; giggle; snicker,

T*har*ftn, Te-hran (teVrSn', tS'a-ran'; Per. te-hrSn'),
n* the capital of Iran: |>op. 540,000: scene of a con-
ference (November, 1943) of Roosevelt, Churchill, and
Stalin: tee Iran nnd Iraq, map.

Te*htia*ta<pac Gulf of (te-wln'to-pek', te-wSn'tg-

jpek') aa mm of the Pacific, off southern Mexico,
Tohuantepcc, Isthmus of, a part of Mexico, between
the Qcuf of Tthtiantepec and the Gulf of Campeche:
width* 130 ml
T*htiM*m (tt-wel'che), n (native word in Patagonia,
tit.* ioutheaftt, but td of northern PttUgonian natives],
tha dominant aboriginal tribe of Patagonia, known
for their tnUnefui*
TI*4a\ Mount (tff'Me), Mount Teyde.
t* Ig-I'tur (tl ijVtlr), [L., thee therefore], in the
Roman CtttkoliG Church, the opening words of the Canon
a! tha

tell (tW), n* [QPr,; L, tftta, lime tree], the linden tree;
alto toil tr*e

Tt-jo (tt'ihoo). II* Tapa; the Portuguese name.
ta-t- CtHK I. t*IK 2. telo- (end).
tdL i, telagram. 2, telegraph (ic). 3. telephone*

ft.*KA.*i,A (tel'oMtM'sha, tai'aa-thrhi^) t n. tat*

,

^*f w* tfttoWto, btftrtr], a supporting column in
th of it ifwne: we !HO mtttmttt, ourpttd.

*^!^ 1

(t*!^' l}l''*k
/t*{) H, [^1, TKLAN-

(tlr}]i (Mod. U < Or. MM* an end -f

, wsctptaclt 4- dlktation), in

. chronic dflfttftfcloa a p!tte*is And wmll
omnchet, produong ali> rtddiw tumors to

*lun $i W-tiit k* (tel-an'ji-ek-tat'ik}, adj. of or having

ttt^iftiti* Ctel-ft'tt-fimmO
1

*

by toUkttt "

taWJ^trlf),
(//*!> a |ltgraphlc uppitrutu:; J

; pictwm. etc.: Jt producaa r. ..

At 4 by of an tteetrlcally .

,

p tha mutkxnm an the traoa-

TtVX^ntel* aVtltft ** a-^NrO, a. dty In Itrael on
tha Mi!t%wl%J^**, 354,000.^
taNh OaFa), BSr. a? fir i$w in Em

fetocoM* * 1. <

i f aa to a* t/ ll# or *y *

aa In iwteiwi* Alo Ipfcwpi mjwtfwpi. talk*
fc

* M*
or (-WK

tel-e-gram (tel'9-gram
7

) , n. [tele- -f -gram], a message
transmitted by telegraph: abbreviated teL, teleg.

tel-e-graph (tel'a-graf, telVgraf , n. [Fr. telegraphe;
see TELE- & -GRAPH : orig.
used of a semaphorej t

1. originally, any signal-
ing apparatus, 2. an ap-
paratus or system for

transmitting messages
by electric impulses
sent through a wire or
converted into jradio TELEGRAPH KEY
waves: basically it in-

volves the use of a code of short and long signals, called

dots and dashes, produced by the closing and opening
of an electric circuit by means of a lever, or key : see

also telautograph, teletypewriter. 3. a telegram, v.t.

1. to send (a message) by telegraph. 2. to send a

telegram to. t;.i. to send a telegram or telegrams.
Abbreviated teL, telefi.

te-leg-ra-pher (ta-leg'rQ-fSr) , n. a telegraph operator.

tel-e-graph*eae Ctel's-gra-feV), n. the shortened, some-
times cryptic, language typical of telegrams.

tel-e-graph-ic (telVgraf'ik), adj. 1. of or transmitted

by telegraph. 2. in the concise style of a telegram.
tel-e-graph-I-caMy (tel'a-graf'i-kl-i, telVgraf'ik-li),
adv. 1. by telegraph. 2. on the manner or style of a

telegram; concisely; briefly.

te-leg-ra-phist (to-leg'r9-fist), n. a telegraph operator.

tel-e-graph-o-scope (telVgrafVskSp') , n.
> [< tele- -f-

-&raph 4- -scope], an apparatus for transmitting pictures

by telegraph. .

te-leg-ra-pfty (ts-leg'r9-rl) t n. 1. the operation of

telegraph apparatus or the study of this. 2. trans-

mission of messages by telegraph. 3. the making of

telegraph instruments. Abbreviated teleft.

Tel-6'gu (tel'a-gSo
1

')* n. Telugu.
tel-e-lec-tric (tel'i-lek'trik), adj. [tel- (tele-) J~electnc],
designating or of the transmission of music, etc. to

a distance by electricity,
Te4em*a-chii8 (te-lem'a-kos), n. [L.; Gr. Titemacfwsb
in Greek legend, the son of Odysseus and Penelope,
who helped his father slay his mother's suitors,

tfcl-eme'Cliati'lC8 (tel'o-rrw-kan'iks), n.pL [construed
as sing*) [tele- + mechanics], the science of operating
mechanisms from a distance by radio waves.
te-leme-ter (t94eraVttSr) , n. (Id- + -mete?}, l..n
inatrament for determining the distance of an object
remote from the observer; range finder. 2, any elec-

tronic device for measuring pressure, temperature,
radiation, etc. and transmitting the information to a

distant receiver: now used in the study of outer space,
t.t & y.i. to measure or transmit by telemeter*

tal*a*tn*t'i?ic (telV^net'rik), ad/, of or determined by
a telemeter or telemetry.

ta*lam*a*tnr (ta4ett'-trl), n. the ue< of a telemeter.

tal*6'mo*tor (tel'^-mS'tlr), n* a hydraulic or electrical

device controlling the action of mechaniel apoarattta
at a di*tn<3d; roecifically"* such a device controlling the
-* s ^^- ^n jjip^ ' ""'

4/* ol the talan*

, .
-

-f- itutpkato*], the antfrior cod of the nbirte
to structure of a vwteorate* from whteh tfat oiawbrai

XSStaTttK^i-k'
having to do with lteolcw;
c<oenied with
t6ie*ol*wp|t (tl

7 -

of or blww to ,

til!-oK-jl}, it*

end; 4-

, 1* tli tu3y l fiutl awtste* A 2,

ty of being dlrstd toward *jW5tat
fiftvtel w ultbaato wtrpo^ maoWy
nturJl i beW, as that
Mtural ptauHmana ara detora^wid t**
maohanloia but by aa
fii mtturai owxwied tp

or cl
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teU

TRANSMITTER

DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE

(1882) by F.W.Myers (1843-1901), Eng. writer], sup-
posed coninaunication between minds by some means
other than the normal sensory channels; transference
of thought.

tel-e phone (tel'a-fon'), n. {tele- + -$hone; adopted
by Bell (1376) after use for

otherj sound instruments],
an instrument or system
for conveying speech over
distances by converting
sound into electric im-

pulses sent through a
wire: it consists of a
transmitter and receiver,
often with a dialing mech-
anism for connecting lines. v.L [TELEPHONED (-fona ),

TELEPHONING], to talk over a telephone; convey a

message by telephone, v.t. 1. to convey (a message)
by telephone. 2. to speak to or reach (a person) by
telephone; call. Abbreviated tel., t., teleph. Often
shortened to phone. . ,

telephone receiver, that part of a telephone which is

held to the ear and converts the varying electrical

impulses into sound: it is either a separate unit or a

part of a handset. .

tel-e-phon-ic (telVfon'ik), adj. 1. of or having to do
with telephones. 2. transmitted by a telephone.

tel-e-phon-i-cal-ly (tel'a-fon'i-k'1-i, tel'a-fon'ik-h), adv.

by telephone
tS-e-pho-no-graph (tel'a-fo'na-graf, tel'a-fo'na-grSfO,

n. a device for recording telephone messages.
te leph-o-ny (ta-lef'a-ni), n. f. the science of telephonic
transmission. 2. the making or operation of telephones.

tel-ephote (tel'a-fof), n. [tele- + Gr. fhSs, $H8tost

light], any of various devices for reproducing photo-
graphs at a distance.

tel-e-pho to (tel'a-fo't5), adj. 1. telephotographic. 2,

designating or of a compound lens that produces a

large image of a distant object in a camera of ordinary
focal length, n. a telephotograph.

tel-e-pho-to-graphi (tera-f5't9-graf
/

telVfo'to-grfif).
n. 1. a photograph taken with a telephoto lens. 2. a

photograph transmitted by telephotography. v.L &
5.1, 1. to take (photographs) with a telepnoto lens*

2. to transmit (photographs) by telephotography.
tel-e'phO'tO'fcrapb-ic ttelVfo'ts-grafak), adj. of, hav-

ing to do witlif or used in telephotography.
tel-e-pliO'toiIra'pfcy (tel'a-fa-fog'ra-fiVn. 1. the art

or process of photographing distant objects by using a

telephoto lens or a telescope with the camera. 2. the

science or process of transmitting photographs over
distances by converting light rays into electric signals
which are sent over wire or radio channels: the receiver

converts the electric signals back into light rays to

which a photographic film is exposed. - . ,

tel e print er (tePa-prin't&r), n. [Chiefly British], a
teletypewriter.

Tel*e*pronip'ter (teFa-prosnp'tSr)* n. an electronic de-
vice that, unseen by the audience, unrolls a prepared
speech, script, etc. hne by line, as a prompting aid to a
speaker or actor: a trademark.

tel-e-ran (tel'a-ran
7
), n* [< television radar air naviga-

tion], an electronic aid to aerial navigation by whkh
data received bv radar* maps of the terrain, etc. are

transmitted to aircraft by television.

tel e scope (td'o-skSpO* n. lit telescopio (Gaffieo. 1611);
Mod. L. tdescopium

a telescopic
dr

tel-e-scop-i-caMy
adv. 1. by means of a telescope

one inside another: as,

(tel'a-skop'i-kl-i,

tumbler.

telVskop'ik-li),
2. m a telescopic

teSs^co'pist (ta-les'ka-pist), n, a person skilled in using
a telescope and in making telescopic observations.

Tel-e-sco-pi-um (telVsko'pi-sm), n. [Mod. L.], a
southern constellation: see constellation, chart.

te-les-co-py (ta-les'ka-pi), n. 1. the art or practice of

using a telescope. 2. the science of making telescopes.
tel-e-sis (tel'9-sis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. telem, to fulfill,

complete < telos, an end], the purposeful use of natural
and social forces; planned progress.

tel-e-spec-tro-scope (tel'a-spek
7tr9-skop')f n. an in-

strument combining a telescope and a spectroscope,
for producing the spectra of stars, etc.

tel-e-ster-e-o-scope (tel'a-ster'i-a-skop', telVste*ri-9-

skopO w. a binocular telescope which provides a
stereoscopic view of distant objects.

tel-es the si a (tel'as-the'zha, tel'as-the'zhi-aju n. [Mod.
L. < tele- + esthesia], extrasensory perception of dis-

tant objects, events, etc.

te.les-tich, te-les-tic (ta-les'tik, tel'a-stik'), n. [< Gr.

telos, an end + stichos, a line], a short poem, etc. m
which the last letters of the lines spell a word or words
when taken in order: cf. acrostic,

tel^e-ther-mom-e'ter (tel'a-thSr-mom'a-tSr), n. a ther-

mometer that records its reading electrically at a
distance.

Tel- e-type (tel'a-tipO, n. [often t-], 1. a form of tele-

typewriter: a trade-mark. 2. communication by
means of Teletype, v.t. A IM. [TBLETYPBD (rt!pt'),

TELETYPING], [often t-L to send (messages) by Teletype.

tel-e-type-wrtt'er (telVtip'rit'er), n. a form of tele-

graph in which the receiver prints messages typed on
the keyboard of the transmitter: the striking of the

keys produces electrical impulses that
m
cause the

corresponding keys on the receiver to register.
tel e view (teFa-vu

7
), v.t A vd. to view or watch (a

performance, event, etc.) by television,

tel-e-vise (tel'a-vw)* < [TELEVISED (-vWO* TBLK-

VISING], to transmit or receive by television*

tel-e-vlsion (tel'a-vizh'an), n. [teU- -f- vision]* 1. the

process of transmitting scenes or views by radio or,

rarely, by direct wire; the transmitting televisor, by
means of an electronic tube (either an Uowscope or

Orthicon)i converts light rays into electronic impulses
for further conversion into radio waves; the receiving
televisor reconverts the corresponding impulses into

electron beams that are projected against the lumi-
nescent screen of the Mmscofrt, reproducing the

original image. 2. the science ofmaking or o
television apparatus. 3. the field of radio
casting that employs t<

tel-fr(tel'fr). n. ft vJ.

,

making or operating
broad-

< Gr. tsleskopos, seer

ing from a distance

< me, far off -f

skopein, to view], an
ttwEnwetit lor mak-
ing distant objects,
as the stars, appear

oonse-
It

o a tube or
of tui>es con-

aing lenses and is

Scot, civil engineer], designating or of a road pavement

tel-har-mo-ni-um (t^rhar-md'ni-ora), m [til- (tele-) +
harmonium], an instrument consisting of a keyboard
that controls alternating currents of electricity (or

producing music at a distant point*
t6*II*Al (wli|i^lf teo*-*!)* adj. 1. of a ttlltiixici^ 2. dwag*
natlng OJT of the final and tdHo^poi^biiiSjring stag ui

th0 Hie cfsrc*e of the ruat fungi*
teT-lc (tdilk)* <wT[Gr. uttfa$ < tifos, an tadj, diwctod
toward an enc
te-H-o-spore (tt

^wi ar^ng spore that .^ _..
'

rust fungi and germinates at the end of the winter.
. M l< Mod, L.

__ _ spore fruit < Gr. telos, ideas, comyletion,

-
3lal^^ "^ s^e in ttojlft cycle of rust

, in wfikin tdbey <"

tellum (tlm^m,
"'

tdos, an end], the
'

\ tdinHHP^tOi *** l< Mmm 4-

at develops in the telial stage of

HAND TELESCOPE

tutew
xnferc* to

objective iena to E, eyepiece

tellan, fit,, to calculate, reckon < bate of ^17Dumber,
talu, series, calculation, list (see TALE); Gmc. *taljan;
akin, to G. ztihltn, to reckon, count (ct erzdhltn. to

narrate)], L to enumerate; count; reckon: as, tell

one's beam 2* to relate in order; narrate; recount:
as, he told a story. 3. to express in spoken or
words; litter? my: MI M ffc fiMte,mm f

to report; announce; publish, 5.

:^fe
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the total number. 2, [Colloq.], to rebuke severely.

tell on, 1. to tire; wear out. 2. [CoUoq.l, to carry
tales about; inform against.

SYN, tell, in this connection, is the simple, general word
meaning to convey the facts or details of some circumstance
or occurrence (tdl me what happened); relate suggests
the orderly telling of something that one has personally
experienced or

f
witnessed (relate your dream to us) ; recount

impUjftf the telling of events in consecutive order and in elab-
orate detail and, Txence, often takes a plural object (to recount
one's adventures) ; narrate suggests the use of the techniques
of fiction, such as plot development, building up to a climax,
etc. (to narrate th story of one's life) ; report suggests the
recounting for others' information of something that one has
investigated or witnessed (he will report the convention pro-
ceedings). See alto reveal.

Tell, William
(tel),

in Swiss legend, a hero in the fight
for independence from Austria: at the command of the
Austrian governor on pain of death, he is supposed to
have shot an apple oft his son's head with bow and
arrow: German name, Wilhelm (yil'helm) Tell.
tell-able (tel'o-bl), adj. L that can be told. 2.
worth being told,

tell-er (tel'Sr), n* 1. a person who tells (a story, etc.);
narrator; recounter. 2. a person who counts; specifi-
cally, fl) one who counts votes, as in a legislative oody.
6) a oank clerk who pays out or receives money,
teUer-ship (tel'Sr-shipO, n. [see -SHIP], the position

Taiez, Gfi*brt*l (ga7bri-ei' telyeth), (pseudonymTWW de JfaMNtt), 157l?*-164B; Spanish dramatist.
telHnii (w%), m}. (MB,: see TBLL), having an effect;
forceful; strffinf : as, a Ming retort. $YN. see valid,

tell tale (tel'tHOf n. 1. a person who carries tales;
talebearer; tattler. 2. an outward indication of some-
thing secret. 3. any of various devices for indicating
or recording information; an indicator; specifically, a)
a row ol strips hung over a railroad track to warn of
&n approaching low bridge, b) a device indicating the
position of a ship's rudder, c) a time clock, d) in music,
a gauge on an organ showing the air pressure, adj.
fading or serving m a telltale.

t4u*rftt* (tel'yoo-raV), n. a salt of telluric acid.
w*hi*v*t (tel'yoo-retOi n* [Ob$.J a telluride.
t4u*ri*i ("tt-loori-wsu t&yoor!ren) <*$* t< JL
I4li mntfis, the *rai; -h -^*Ji of the eartn. *

!. an Inhabitant of the earth. 2. an apparatus for
t how the earth's position and movement

annual revolution, etc.) causes any
i cycle of the seasons.*

> t*Hroorik)j 4/* of, derived from**

jilly to & higher valence
^tturoui compounds.

, >t\L),dj. tWOlurkn, 2.

_ b, wioU,
t.

n. telluride.

7yco-rid), n. a compound
t an ekctropositive element

it* 1, *
tellurium.

ft* i

lit 01 tdlurous add,
2* native tellurium

, _ _> a mn tin*wHt% WtH,
. tltmtnt, telongtng to the same
ti sulfur and Mlttlum and oc-

tt'llurlte tnd tdluridea:
at. no.* 5t

. io with telluriumj

Meow's*} , tf. of,

row, or

R -ACEl. ft

^cW^g^^^y^B^a^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

tel-son (tel'sen), n. [Mod. L.; Gr, te/sow, a limit,
boundary], the last segment of the body of a segmented
animal, as of a crustacean, etc.

Tel-u-gu (tel'oo-goo'). n. [< the Telugu name], 1. a
Dravidian language spoken in eastern India. 2. [pi.
TELUGU, TELUGUS (-gocV)]. a member of a Dravidian
people living in Hyderabad, India, who speak this

language, adj. of Telugu or the Telugu. Also Telegu.
tem-blor (tern-blfir') , n. [pi. TEMBLORS (-bldrzO. TEM-
BLORES (-bld'rSs)], [Sp. < temblar, to tremble; LL.
*tremulare; see TREMBLE], an earthquake.
tem-er ar i ou8 (tem'a-rHr'i-as), adj. [L. temerarius <
temere, rashly), reckless; rash.

te-mer-i-ty (ts-mer's-ti), n. [ME. temeryte; L. temeriias
< temere, rashly], foolish boldness; foolnardiness; reck-
lessness; rashness.
5FN. temerity refers to a rashness or fooUsh boldness that
results from underrating the dangers or failing to evaluate the
consequences (he had the temerity to criticize his employer):
audacity suggests either great presumption or defiance 01
social conventions, morals, etc, (shocked at the audacity of
his proposal) ; effrontery, always derogatorym usage, connotes
shamelessness or insolence in defying the rules of propriety,
courtesy, etc. (the effrontery of her refusal to help;; nerve,
cheek, and gall are colloquial equivalents of effrontery, but
nerve and cheek usually suggest mere impudence or sauciness
and gall, unmitigated insolence.

Tem-es v&r (tem'esh-var')t n Timi^oara; the Hungari-
an name. i

temp., L temperance. 2, temperature. 3* temporary.
4. tempers, [L.J, in the time of.

Tern pe, Vale of (tem'pi), a beautiful valley between
Mounts Olympus and Ossa in Thessaly, Greece,
anciently regarded as sacred bo Apollo.
tem-per (tem'p&r), v.t. [ME. Umpren < AS, temprian6 OPr, temprer, both < L. Umperare, to regulate,
temper, mix properly], 1, to make suitable, desirable,
or free from excess by mingling with something else;
reduce in intensity, especially by the admixture ol some
other quality; moderate; assuage; mollify: as, temper
your criticism with reason. 2. to bring to the proper
texture, consistency, hardness, etc. by mixing with
something or treating in some way: as, some paints
ar tempered with oil; steel or_ glass is tempered by
heating and sudden cooling; clay i tempered by moisten-
ing and kneading. 3. [Rare], to fat; adapt. 4. [Archaic],
to mix in proper proportions. 5, in music t to adjust
the pitch ol (a note, instrument, etc.) by temperament;
tune. v.i. to be or become tempered, n. 1. the state
of being tempered; specifically, a) [Archaic], properly
proportioned mixture, b) the state of a metal with,

regard to the degree of hardness and resiliency. 2.

frame of mind; disposition; mood: as, in a bad temper,
3. calmness oi mind; composure; now used only in the
phrases lose one's temper, keep one's temper. 4* a
tendency to become angry readily: as, she has a
temper. 5. anger; rage: as, he went into a temper,
6. something used to temper a mixture, etc, 7, [ArthficJ,
mean; middle course* S. [Obs.j, a) character; quality,
fe)bodily constitution. -~-SYN. set disposition, mood.
tem-per-a (tata'pito*) , n.

[It, < temperart; see TEMPER).
1* a psrooe$ of pauiiiug in whicji pigment we mlxiwi
with size, casein, or egg, etfpecuilly egg yolk, to produce
a dull finish. 2. the paint used in this process.
tenvTMjr-a'ment (tem'pra-mont, tem'p^r-^-mont), n.

(M1?4 L* temperamentitm, proper mixing < ternperare,
to mingle, qualify ^temper],

1 . originally, a tempering ;
-A -- -

0^ foidjincfs of in
"^

any on^ of tlw

Me humor. 3. i

excita
'

he has an
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temperate 1500 tenaculum
moderation in eating and drinking, especially in drink-
ing alcoholic liquors. 3. total abstinence from alcoholic
liquors. Abbreviated temp.
tem-per-ate (tem'pSr-it, tem'prit), adj. JME. temperat;
L. temperatus, pp. of temgerare, to mix in due pro-
portions}. 1. moderate in indulging the

>
appetites; not

self-indulgent; abstemious, especially in the use of

alcoholic liquors, 2. moderate m one s actions, speech,
etc.; self-restrained. 3. characterized by moderation
or restraint, as things, actions, etc. 4. neither very
hot nor very cold: said of climate, etc. 5. in music,
tempered: said of a scale or interval. SYN. see
moderate.
Temperate Zone, either of two zones of the earth

(North Temperate^ Zone and South Temperate Zone)
between the tropics and the polar circles: also called
Variable Zone: see zone, illus.

tem-per-a-ture (tt
k

m'pro-chSr t tem'pfir-o-chSr) , n, [L.
temperatura < temperatus r temperate], 1, the degree
of holneSK or coldnesH of anything, usually as measured
on a thermometer. 2. a) the degree of heat of a living
body, h) the excess of this over the normal (about
98.6F. or 37C, in man). Abbreviated temp,, t. 3.

[ObN.j, a) tempera! ene&s, as of climate, b] temperament.
temperature gradient, the rate of temperature change
with increase m altitude.

tempered (tem'pPrd), adj. 1, having been given the
detrfred temper, consistency, hardnesm, etc.; as, tmpf$d
steel. 2. modified by addition of or mixture with
other Dualities, ingredients, etc, : as, tempered boldness,
3, having a (specified kind of) temper; an, bad-tempered.
4. in music, adjusted to a temperament, especially
equal temperament,
tern-pest (tem'pist), n, [ME. & QPr. tempestef L,

tempestast portion of time, weather, n calamity* ntorm
tempest < tempus, time], 1. it violent ant! extensive
wind, especially one accompanied by rain, hail, or snow.
2. any violent commotion or tumult, v*L to affect its

a tempest does; agitate violently*
t6in*p66'

>tu*ous (tem*peVch6i3HMJ)i adj. [OPr. t$mpe9<*
tueux; LL* tempestuous < L, femptftaf], I I* of* in-

volving, or like a tamiiest. 2. violent; turbulent.

tern-pi (tem'pD, n. alutrnativ* plural of tempo*
Tem-plitr (tcm'pleY), n* (ME. tempter; OPr. tcmplier:
ML* templarins < L* tmtplwn (iae TKMI*LE); no named
from tKJcwpying quartem ntar the ite of Solonioft'A
Temple in JeruHalem), 1. ft member of religtcnta

miUtary order eHtablinhed by the Crumiltr* at Jm-
Miltin fn IllS to protect pilgrims ami th* Holy Sipul
cher. 2, [t-l a tiarriitutr or law siutjent of the Twnpla
in London. 3, a tneniber of tin* Mationic order of
Knight* Templar: also Kttighc Templer.

tin*plate) (tefi^plit). n. JPr, impl^ t t^mpii^. clim* of

fomfle < L, timptttm* wtyill tlrnlMr purUnL I. In
4rctteclure t a) & short stone or timber ittaoeu under n
bimiti to help distribute tho jntsNure, A) a for

supporting joints ovvr an opeik S|cj t n ilwrwaf
2, u pattern, usually In the form erf ft thin fur

UmtMug accuritcy of form in w^tKlwtirkiitg, tic,

teixi'pR (t*f
pl) t n. (MB, < AS, bmpil* ^^ * OPr.

trnple, boiu < L. (imflum. t urig
marked outl, 1. a Witling for the m

ii gc4 c*r goost 2 11-1* *BF fif fur
wtJMhspliM Jehovah* succeuMveiy fimlt in Jrrufnl0ni
*1 tht* pliictt of worship of 4 ittforttMHl Jrwiiih run-

km;
dlitliiftilsliwl Imtii 4, 11 rftmtfan
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eternal* 2. of UUH world; worldly: tliHtirigulshod from
spiritual. 3. civil; secular: distinguished from ccclesi
asticat. 4. of or limited by time: distirigutohed from
spatial. 5. in grammar, that express time, n, t

usually pi. anything temporal. 2 pL twnporftlities,
"

era-po-ral (tem'plr-l), adj* [LL, tempwtuis < L. /^m.
pora, the temples (of the head)I of or near th tempC
or temples (of the head).
temporal boiia, either of a pair of compound bon
forming the sides of the skull: se skull, illua.

tem*po>ral-i'ty (tem
/
pi-ral

/
*)-ti) n. Ipl. TEMPORALITIW

tera-

(-tiK)J, 1ME. tempwahte; L, fanpw&litasj for ea
ttmpor<utt\ t 1.

tlif quality fr state of being temporal
or temporary: distinguished from perpetuity. 2, usually
pi srrulnr properties of a ehurchi especially church
revetiues. 3. th tnttv.

for

stat

ttm-

-po-mr-i'ly ctx'tn'po-rer'^-U, fm'pO'rerf
a-li) adv.

a time onf>
f

; For th time being.
-pO'rnr'i"ite (tein'pa-rer'i-nin), n the quality or
te of being temporary,
-po-rar-y (tem'oo-rrr'l), adj. ft* tttnfior&rtus <

i t]me| f lafitlrig, enjoyedf ttcci, etc,,
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tenaille 1501 tenet

te-naille, tenail (te-nalO, n. [Fr, tenaille, lit., pincers,
tongs; L. tenacula, pi. of tenaculum, holder, dim. <
base of tenax; see TENACIOUS}, in fortifications, an
outwork before the curtain between two bastions.
ten-an-cy (ten'pn-si), n. [$l. TENANCIES (-six)], 1. the
condition of being a tenant; renting of land, a building,
etc, 2. property occupied by a tenant. 3. the duration
of such, an occupancy. 4. possession of lands, etc. by
any Jrfnd of title.

tenant (ten'ant), n. [ME, tenaunt; OPr. tenant, orig.
ppr. of Umr, to hold; L. tenere, to hold], 1, a person
wno pays rent to occupy or use land, a building, etc. :

distinguished from landlord. 2. an occupant; in-
habitant. 3. a person who possesses lands, etc, by any
kind of title, y*. to hold as a tenant; occupy.
ton-ant-a-ble (ten'nt-a-b'l), ad'/, fit to be lived in by
ii tenant.
tenant farnnw, a person who farms land owned by

dition of being a, tenant.
ten-cent store (ten'senf), a fiveand4en-cent store.
tench (tench), n*\Pl* TENCHES (~iz), TENCH; see PLURAL,
n, D, ij [ME, & OFr. tenche < LL, tinea], a European
fresh-water psh of the carp family.
Ten Commandments, in the Bible, the ten rules of

living Ma religious observance given to Moses by
God On Mount Sinai; the Decalogue: Ex. 20:2-17;
I)wit, 5:6 '22,

tend (tend), v.t. [ME. tenden; contr* of attenden; see

ATTEND], 1. to take cares of; minister to; watch over;
fultivAte: AS, h tends hi* plants. 2. to be in charge
of; manage; operate: an, they tend the store, 3, In
nautical 9tsWr to be on the alert to keep (a rope, etc,)
from fouling, #.!. (Coiloq.], to pay attention; attend.
tend on, to waft upon; serve.

tend (tend), lu, [MB, tenden; OFr. tendre: L. tendere,

to stretch, eactead tend]* t, to proceed; be directed:
**, the road tends aoutn. 2* to huva an inclination,

ditpotitlon, bias* etc. to do tomethlng; be apt; incline:

as, hit tends to cxag^cratf', she tntds toward selfishness*

3, to lead or be dirtcted (lo or toward a specified result),
tend**nc* (ten'danii}t n. L attendance; attention;
carr, 2, JOb.J, attendants collectively,
ten'den*cfcnia (ten-den'ahes), ddf/, tendentious.

ttnd'Wi'Cy (tenMon-ni), n. [#. TIBNDRNCIIS (-*i)), [ML.
iflMfMMto < L, tend***, Ppr. of tmdm, to stretch , ex-
tend, ttfidl* 1. tin inclination to move or act in a

particular direction or way; constant dispodttea to
some aetkm or stalls leaning; biw; propensity; beat.
2, a count toward Nome purt>ose, object, or result;
drift. J, a definite purpoikf or paint of view in a literary
works umuuty attributively, m tendency drain*.
SYNs -tendency filers toan inclination ortlpntiti<m to move
in a jMirtiruUr direction r act In a curtain way, pgiaUy at a
rfiiiit of inherent quality r haWt (h* ha ft tn4mey
ttiWftrtl MM>fftfitfi)i frt^iui ,v gfii?ml dkwtbt), witfi

iM'Iititt f deftnil* nof p*l suhjMit t chaiute of flue-

t naft-tt |f tilrrml furce (a rtuwtt Iffttdl in lifri^-tiirci ;
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ness in one's relations with others that is expressive of warm
affection, concern, etc. (a tender caress); compassionate is

applied to one who is easily affected by another's troubles or

pains and is quick to show pity or mercy (a compassionate
judge) j sympathetic implies the ability or disposition to
enter into another's mental state or emotions and thus to
share his sorrows, joys, desires, etc. (he took a sympathetic
interest in her career); wartn and warmhearted suggest a

sympathetic interest or affection charactenzed by cordiality,

generosity, etc. (warm, or warmhearted* hospitality),

ten-der (ten'dSr), v.t. [Pr. tcndre; L. tendere, to stretch,
extend, tend], 1. to offer in payment of an obligation.
2. to present for acceptance; offer: as, he tendered his

resignation, n. 1. an offer of money, services, etc,

made to satisfy an obligation in order to avoid prosecu-
tion. 2. a formal offer, as of marriage, contractual
terms, etc, 3. something offered in payment, especi-
ally money; as, the currency of any country is legal
tender in tnat country. SYN. see offer,

tender (ten'dSr), 72. 1. a person who tends, or has
charge of, something* 2. a small ship for supplying a
large one, 3, a boat for carrying passengers, etc. to or
from a large ship close to shore. 4. a railroad car
carrying coal and water for a steam locomotive, to the
rear of which it is attached.
ten-der-foot (ten'de'r-foot')* n, [PL TENDERFOOTS
(-foots

7
); rarely, TENDERFEET (-fet'J), 1, a newcomer

to the ranching and mining country of the West,
unused to the hardships of the life. 2, anyj newcomer,
novice, or inexperienced person, 3. a beginner in the

Boy Scouts,
ten-der-heart-ed (ten'dSr-Mr'tid), adj. having a tender
heart; easily moved to pity; sympathetic,
ten der ize (ten'deV-Iz'), v.t. [TENDERIZED (-IzdO. TEN-
DERIZING), to make tender, as meat,

ten-der-loln (ten'deY4omO n. 1. the tenderest part
of a loin of beef, pork, etc,, located under the short
ribs and consisting of the psoas muscle, 2, [usually
T-l. a) formerly, a district in New York City, below
42d Street west of Broadway, in which there was much
vice and corruption; so called because regarded as a
choice assignment for police grafter*; h^nee, b) any
similar district in another city,
ten-di-noua (ten'di-nw), adj* [Fr tmdinem < ML.
tendo\t 1. of or like a tendon or tendons. 2. consisting
of tendons.
tendon (tan'dan), n. (Fr.; ML. Undo < Dr. tenon, a
sinew < tenein, to stretch; form influenced by L.

tendere^ to ttretch], any of the inelastic cords of tough,
fibrous connective tissu in which muscla fibers end
and by which muscles are attached to bones or other
parts; a iinew,
ten dnxc (len'drak), n. a tenrec.
ten'dril (tiw/dril), n. IPr. tendrillonf mdb* < tm&r?,
to vtretcn out, but associated with Unart, tendWj oft t

etc* It * threadlike part of ft climbing plant, Semitic to

ittpport It by dinging to or coiling wound an object.
Ti*0'bre (tenVbrSO, n.j&|. fL., pi, shadows, dark-

In the Rometn C&ikolic Cfaursk, the matins and
laud* tung fcjr the following day in the traoon or

evening ofWednesday. Thursday and Friday of Holy
Wtwk, at which the Crudiixion cotiimnotatd by
the extinguiKhing of candle,
tn*-brif*lc (tenVWI'ik), d/. {< L. fuMtaw (sw
TKNEIIRAK); -t JU} t making dark; omcuriwg.
tn*e*brout (tan/*>bw), adj. 1MB. St OFr, lmAm$; L.

TKEEAij, dark; gloobiy.
Ten<*do (ten'indoeO, it. a, Tttrkitf* island In the

At'gran, war the Dardanelles,
'

(tenement), n* [MB,; OFr. * hokiing;
ilww < L. Ifffwre* to hold). 1 in lair, land*
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tenfold 1502 tenth

ten-fold (ten'fold'). adj. [see -FOLD], 1. having ten

parts. 2. having ten times as much or as many, adv.
ten times as much or as many,
ten-gal-lon hat (ten/gal'sn) , a very tall, wide-brimmed
felt nat, originally worn by American cowboys.

Ten-gri Khan (terj'gri khan), the highest mountain
of tSe Tien Shan range, in the eastern Khirgiz S.S.R.,
central Asia: height, 23,622 ft.

Ten-gri Nor (ter/gri n6r, nor), a salt lake in eastern

Tibet, 15,186 ft. above sea level: area, c. 700 sq, mi.

te-ni-a (te'ni-s), n. [pi. TENIAE (-e')L taenia.

te-ni-a-cide (te'ni-o-sid'J,
n. taeniacide.

te-ni-a-fuge (te'ni-9-fuj') n. a taeniafuge.
te-ni*a-sis (ti-ni's-sis), n. taeniasis.

Ten-iers, David (ten'ygrz; PL ta-ners'), 1. 1582-1649;
Flemish painter: called the Elder. 2. 1610-1690; son
of the above; Flemish painter: called the Younger.

Tenn., Tennessee.
Tennes-se*an (tenVse'gn), adj. of Tennessee, n. a
native or inhabitant of Tennessee.

Ten-nes-aee (tenVse')* n. 1. a south central State
of the United States: area, 42,246 sq. mi.; pop.,
3,292,000; capital, Nashville: abbreviated Tenn. 2.

a river flowing through Tennessee, Alabama, and
Kentucky into the Ohio River: length, 652 mi.
Tennessee Valley Authority, a Federal corporation
organized in 1933 to provide cheap electrical power,
flood control, improved navigation, irrigation, etc. by
developing the potentialities of the Tennessee River
and its tributaries: work was first begun at Wilson
Dam in Muscle Shoals: abbreviated TVA, T.V.A.

Ten-niel, Sir John (ten'ysl), 1820-1914; English
illustrator and cartoonist.
ten-nis (ten'is), n. [ME. tenetz; prob. < Anglo-Fr.
tenets receive, hold (imperative for OFr. tenez) < OFr.

tenir, to hold: a cry before play by the server], any of

various games played by batting a ball back and
forth with, rackets or paddles; specifically, a) a game,
usually played outdoors, in which players bat a fabric-

covered, hollow rubber ball back and forth over a net
stretched across a specially prepared court of turf,

clay, asphalt, etc.: officially called lawn tennis, b) an
old indoor game (court tennis), in which players batted
a ball back and forth over an embankment or against
a wall, originally with the palms of their hands, later

with paddles: modern modifications of this game are

rackets, squash, handball, etc,

tennis court, a place for playing tennis, with a surface
of grass, clay, asphalt* boards, etc,, divided by a net
and marked with lines.

tennis shoe, 1. a light, rubber-soled, heelless shoe of
canvas or leather, worn in playing tennis, etc, 2, a
similar leather shoe with short spikes, sometimes worn
in playing tennis on a grass court.

Ten-ny-son, Alfred (teirWn), first Baron Tennyson
(Alfred, Lord Tennyson), 1809-1892; English poet;
.poet laureate (1850-1892).

Tentniy*8o-ni-an (tenVs5'ni-en), adj. of, like, or c&ar-
acteiastic of Tennyson or his poetry.

tenfpn (ten'5, ten'o*), [< Gr. tenGn, tendon], a com-
bining form meaning tendon, as in tenotomy: also,
before a vowel, ten-.

tesk*owt (ten'Qiy, n. [MB. tenon tenown; (early) Fr.
tenon <tefft> (L temre), to hold], a projecting part cut
on $b$ ,^id of a piece of wood for insertion into a
correfpoo4iiig bole (mortise) in another piece to make
a joint: see mortise, illus. v.t. & v.L 1. to make a
tenon (on). 2. to joint by mortise and tenon.

teno-ni-tis (tenVni'tis), n. [Mod, L.; see TTOPOH &
-msft ,

infiammation of a tendon.
ten-or ftenflrX n. [ME, & OFr. tmour; L. tmor <
tenere, to Waj, 1. general course or tendency: as,
the even tenof of his life. 2. general meaning; $rift;
purport. 3. general character or nature, 4 tKe exact
wording or an exact copy of a legal document, 5.

[OFr, tenour; 1$. tmore; I/, tenor: so called becattde the
teaxsr voice **Wd" the melody (canto jfaw#)j, the
highest adult mate voice, usually ranging mwi twit
an octave below middle C to an octave abof^i tee

falssetto. 6. the
1

part 'written for or sung by this
e. 7, a person or instrument having this ravage or

rforming this part, $. thit bell of a peal or set having
ft lowest tone. adj. of, in* for, or filing the rwge
tfcp t*npr: as, a t$nor saxophone* Abbreviated teou,
t. (fe music), $?N; see; t^ad^cy,

'

aef, the 'C del '04 to? fourth line, ued In no-
upper range' of

ten-rec (ten'rek), n. [Fr. tanrac, tenrec < Malagasy
tandraka], any of a number of insect-eating animals
of Madagascar: also tendrac.

tense (tens), adj. [L. tensus, pp. of tendere, to stretch],
1. stretched tight; strained; taut. 2. undergoing or

showing mental or nervous strain. 3. in phonetics,

spoken with tensed muscles, especially of the tongtxe:

opposed to lax, flaccid, v.t. & v.i. [TENSED (tenst),

TENSING], to make or become tense. SYN, see tl&ht.
tense (tens), n. [ME. & OFr. tens < L. tempus, time},
1. any of the forms of a verb that show the time of its

action or state of being: the English tenses are usually
listed as present, past, future, perfect, past perfect

(pluperfect), and future perfect, in accordance with
Latin models; but the use of English verbal forms is

determined more by the manner of action (aspect,
mode) than by the time of action. 2. a set of such
inflectional forms for any gjiven time : as, conjugate the

present tense of be. Abbreviated t.

ten-si-DiM-ty (ten'so-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or state

of being tensible.

ten-si-bfe (ten'sa-b'l), adj. [ML. tensibilis < L. tensus;
see TENSE, adj.], that can be stretched; tensile.

ten-si-bly (ten'ss-bli) , adv. by means of tension.

ten-sile (ten's'l, ten'sil), adj. [Mod. L. tensilts < L.

tensus; see TENSE, adj.], 1. of, undergoing, or exerting
tension. 2. capable of being stretched,

t

tensile strength, resistance to lengthwise stress, meas-
ured by the greatest load in weight per unit area

pulling in the direction of length that a given substance
can bear without tearing apart.

ten-sil-i-ty (ten-sil's>-ti), n. a tensile quality or state.

ten-slave*ter (ten-sim's-tSr), n. [tension + -faten,4n,
instrument for measuring the tension, or pressure, of

gases or vapors; manometer.
ten-si-oni-e-ter (ten'si-om'a-ter), n. [tension -f -meter],
an instrument for measuring the tautness of a stretched
wire, rope, etc.

ten-slon (ten'shan), n. [< Pr
;
or L.; Pr. tension; L.

tensio < tensus; see TKNSB, adj.], 1. a tensing or being
tensed. 2. mental or nervous strain, often accompanied
by muscular tautness. 3, a state^of strained relations;
uneasiness due

t
to mutual hostility. 4. a

t
device for

making something tense or taut, as thread in a sewing
machine. 5. electromotive force; electric potential or

potential difference, 6. the expansive force, or pressure,
of a gas or vapor. 7. a) stress on a material produced
by the pull of forces tending to cause extension, b) a
force or combination of forces exerting such a pull
against the resistance of the material.

ten-sion-al (ten'shwa-1), adj* having to do with tension.

ton*st*ty (tttn-ti), n. a tense state or quality.
ten-slye (ten'siv), adj* fPr. tawi/l, causing tension.
tea-tot (tea'aSr, ten'sftr), n* fMod. L. < L, tmms, pp.
of tmdwe, to streteh), any muscle that stretch*, or
tenjftOv $ome p-art of the body.
tta-tnk0 (ten/trik') n. L in tmpim, a Etrike.

any entirely successful at*t!oja,

tent (tent), n. [ME. & OFr. to***; LL. tenta <
tenim, alternative pp. of IwJw'ft to ^tch; cf. L.

tmtormn, %wning] L a porfcaow vbMt^t coaswting of
a cQv^rmg of canvas, or formerly skias, tnstcnc<I
ovr poles and attached to stakes. 2, unytliinH more
or less like thus, an an airtight shelter (oxygen tent)

placed over the bd c^ a patint raivii|g oxygen.
4. to live in a tent; n,camp* w-*L IRftrt)* to lodge

in ttntt,

tent (tent), /t, [MB, fenfc; OFr. tm$$ a prob < t$*ttr>
to try, tost

j
L* $mt0*ii\, m mrgry, A pins oi gi6 lint,

etc* placed into an *ptaing or wottnd to dilate it or keep
it oiftn* v.t td insert a tent In*

tfi-tcle (tenot-lcl). n, {Mod, L. tm$wlim < L.
tmtarft to too6h hanate, try| I, any ol vnrlans kiada
of lorijj, .slender, flexible growths itbout tlie toad cir

moath d sojme invrttt' tmcK ^m^ vriott*ly to
feel, fraip

1

foo4r pro^el or ettaf, 2, Im &ot&nyt A
tlvt fialr p <MI lilve%
ten ta oled (tcu'u-k'Ui), adj." " li ' ^^

i<f. ef life, or itrving

2.

L.

v) f
'w* {ML* iw^^. 1 < pp, of

L. lentare, id toueh, hundle, try{ r having the nuttirc
of an ec^Mtoent cw* tw nmt or

1

,

tl
colonies in laim>, webs which it npin.s on
tent ed (icn'tid) t cd/. by or living in a t<>n.t ar

'
'

*



tenthly term.
tepgotha, teotha, etc.; see TEN & -TH], 1. preceded bynine others in a series; 10th. 2. designating any of
the ten

equal .parts of something, n. 1. the one
following the ninth. 2, any of the ten equal parts of
something; 1/10.
tentMy (tenth'li), adv. in the tenth place.
tent show, a show, as a circus, given in a tent

[pr b<^Pl^ #Ch [prob< <
!*"* > Belter , an embroidery

stitch that forms a series of parallel slanting lines.
ten-u-is (ten'u-is), n. [pL TENUKS (-&% [L. (see
TENUOUS): used as transl of Gr, psilos, bare, un-
aspirated (so applied by Aristotle)], in phonetics, for-
merly, a voiceless stop (p, tjz).

t6B;ii*i*ty (ten-it'-ti ti-noo's-ti) , n. [pi, TENUITIES
(-tiz)J, [Fr. tenmlt; L.tenuitasl the quality or state of
being tenuous: specifically, a) thinness; slenderness;
fineness, b) lack of substance; rarity, as of air. c) faint-
ness, as of light or voice, d) meagerness* slightness

ten-ii-cus
(ten'G-ss), adj. [L tennis, thin; for IE. base

see THIN), L physically thin, slender, or fine. 2, rare;
not dense, as air at high altitudes. 3. unsubstantial;
Blight; flimsy: as, a tenuous plot. SVN. see thin.
ten-are (tw'ye'r), n. [ME. tenur; OPr. < tenir; L.
tenere, to hold], 1. a holding, as of property, office, etc.
2, the right to hold or possess something. 3. the length
of time Homelnmg is held : as, tenure of office. 4, con-
ditions of possession* 5, permanent possession, as of
an omce or

position,
tenu*ri*al (ten-yoor'^al), adj. of or dependent on
tenure,

tte*nu*to (te-n55'tft) adj. (It, pp. of tenert (< L,
tmtare), to hold), in music, held for its full value: said
of a tone or chord; abbreviated ten* or indicated by
& short line over the note, as i ,

te'O'CftUl (tSVkal'l, taVkll'yi; Sp. te'$-kit'ye), nA-bL
TEOCALUS (4z, -yiz; Sp. -yii)f, (Sp.; Nahuatl teocallt <
t$w> |od + t(dh, house}, an ancient Mexican or Central
American temple, usually a building on a truncated
pyramid.

t;otlipi'te t
(tSV$in'ti), n. [Sp,; Nahuatl twcentli, lit.,

divine m&txe < tootf, god + cmtli, mmize), a tall fodder
greet of Measico and Central America, resembling
Indian corn in its broad leaves and tassels of flowers.
U*pM (tl'Dp), n* [Am. Ind* (Siouan) Mpi < ti, to dwell
4 pi,mm for], a cone-thaped tent used by the American
Indians: also spelled teepee.
ep^lte*tion (tep'e-lak^hen), n, a tepefying or being
tepimed*

ter-cen-te-nar-y (tgr-sen'to-ner'i. tdr'sen-ten'g-ri), n
[pi. TERCENTENARIES (-iz, -riz)], ]L. ter t three times; 4-

cew^wary], 1. a period of 300 years. 2. a 3QOth
anniversary or a celebration of this. adj. of a period
of 300 years.

ter-cet (tftr'sit, tgr-setO, n. [Pr.; It. terzetto, dim. of
terzo (< L. tertius), a third], 1. a group of three lines
that rhyme with one another or are connected by
rhyme with an adjacent triplet or triplets. 2. in
music, a triplet.
terebene (ter'a-ben'), n* [terebinth + terp^l, a
mixture of terpenes obtained by the action of sulfuric
acid on turpentine.

te reb ic acid (te-reb'ik, te-re'bik), [terebinth -f -ic], a
white, crystalline acid, CTHioCh, a product of the
oxidation of turpentine.

ter-e-binth (ter'a-binthO, n. [ME. terebint, therebintk;
OFr. therebmt(he) ; L. terebinthus; Gr. terebinthosl a
small European tree of the sumac family, yielding
turpentine.

ter-e-bin-thic (terVbin'thik) , adj. terebinthine.
ter-e-biti<thine (ter'a-bin'thin) , adj. \L, terebinthinus;
Gr. terebtnlhinos], 1, of the terebinth tree. 2. of or
like turpentine.
te re-do

(te-re/do), n. [pi TEREDOS (-doz), TEREDINES
(-di-nezOl. IME. Lerndo; L.; Gr. UrldQn, borer], a small
mollusk that bores into and destroys submerged wood,
as in ship bottoms; shipworm.
Terence (ter'ans}, [L. Terentius, name of a Roman
gens], a masculine name: diminutive, Terry, n.
(Publius Terentius Afer), Roman writer of comedies;

"

r* < fei** to be tlkhtly warm
ttr*, to make], to make or become tepid.

ttpferltt (tef'xft), n. [< Or. MAra, athet; 4- -tt* a
vofawle.rock consMng pi plagioelAae, nepheHte, etc.

tiph*rit*lc (ttf^rlt'ik), Mbf. ofwHke tephrifa.
ttp*ld (tM^d), 4/% [MB, 4^^,' L. M^UMr < ^f|
to b fthghtly warm], moder*tly warm; lukewarm,

(L orlg. neut. a it^Wnrlia, olf'a tepid bfttib, < MVKHCJ;
ee!) in an mdmt Ronma bath, the warm room,
intermediate between the hot and the eok! rooms,
t+M'l'tt (ttarid'a-ti), n. a t*pWi quality or etate.

ta*qoll 4(tf*krtt} n. [< TqptoL a district in MaxtoL
I, a (Nmtary plant growing to lltxioo. 2, tn aloobolfc

iijiiu>r
dlstllM from tht juice ol the stem ol thi.s

| torww. 2. territory^

i?^* {jf^fs TttAM (tar'af),

it^fi ^^ w^* PFtt|
^ _ _,j m aivlttmtion among the aaottnl

_ , jud other Stroltlc
ter*claai (t*r%-p

f

wiK m I<ari. 4. 4iwjf a mom^roi*
ily; ffiEllciftpiitl, fultis*" " ^ " -

ft| tir^a^a).
(< Or. teroi, ferofe* a

ttjr, as in !mN^EIf <S& Wfl UWMR-!

bGrkh'j. 1617 1681;

bland in the

Te*re-sa (ta-re'sa, t9-rS'zo), a feminine name: see
Theresa.
terete (tQ-reV, ter'St), adj. [L. teres, teretis, round,
smooth], cylindrical, or slightly conical in form and
circular in cross section.
Te-rem (teT'tts,, tlr'i-os), n. [L.; Gr. Tirwsl in Greek
mythology, a king of Thrace: see Philomela.

ter'Aal (tur'g'l), adj\ [< L, ter&um> the back; + -ofl,
of the tergum, or bacfe; dorsal,

ter-gem-l'ttate (t?r-jem'e-nitj , adj. [< L, tergeminus*
triple < ter t thnce -f &emmn$* twin-born; -f -ate],
having a pair of leaflets on each of three stalks growing
from a common point.

ter ^i-ver-sate (tar'ji-veV-sfitO, v*L [TERGIVERSATED
(-id)., TERGIVERSATING], [< L, terzivers&tus, pp. of
tergiv$rMri> to turn one's back, decline, shift < fir^um,
the back -f- ver$<trit to turn), 1. to desert a cause,
party, etc.; become a renegade; apostatize, 2. to uw
avatiorai or subterfuge: equivocate*
tergiversation (tftr'ji-vSr-sS'shin) , n. (U briber-
salio < t*rMmr$atm; see TERGIVERSATE), 1. desertion
of a cause, etc.; apottasy* 2* evasion; subterfuge.

tergjim (tuVgora), n. [pi, TERGA (-^)] f [L,] in ooloy4

the back.
term (turm), it, [MB, & OFt. iwww; L. twmimm, A
limit, boundryt end), I, originmlly, A point ol time
designating the b^giimixig or end of a period; eet date,
2, a date et for payment, termirmtion of tenancy, etc,
3. a period ol time having definite limits: time during
which anything iiwts: duration; ipeeifieaEy* *) a
wgularly eet ptriod of time dwteg wMdb of
study are taken and completed, ft a etipttiftted towrth
ol time that a person may hold office, 4. fit. comlitumn
pi

a oontnMt,, agr*wat sate, eta that limit or
its toop or the aeMon lavolvtd: m, terms erf mirment,
$m tmm of a temty. S. pi. *> Ewtaal i^StiwShip
between or among ptnooit fooiints a*, on spmklM
term* *) tood or aqnal footiag, 6, m wcwd cr
having m limiting and definite meaning in mnt scima-,
trfcf efcs us, UTRum 2a aotokl tarw. 7. any wuwf. .

or pfaiw twtd I* a dtflnitu or pmcdee | ;

a^ pa^iM ai ll ta iw dieema. a. K i^
'* ^ Vi^^ IW* 5 ** to^^

.

i: granted* 4
to pay.
have a stated

term*, to reduce to submission; force to

^g^.**^
'

rtJSvA* .^fa*^l4

i*rin, to come to an a&reelmentr
MM, iTSSBO.ZSfflSSrp ''



termagancy 1504 Terre Haute

ter-ma-gan-cy (tttr'ma-ggn-si), n. the state or quality
of being a termagant; shrewishness.

ter-ma-gant (tftr'ma-gsnt), n. [ME. & OFr. Tervagant,
idol, imaginary Moslem aeity : prob. name of eastern
origin brought over by the Crusaders], 1. [T-], an
imaginary deity supposed by medieval Christians to
be worshiped by Moslems and represented as a boister-

ous, overbearing figure; hence, 2. a boisterous
s quarrel-

some, scolding woman; shrew: virago, adj. of the
nature of a termagant; quarrelsome; scolding.
term day. the day set for payment of rent due, etc.

term-er (tjor'mSr), n. 1. a person serving a term,
especially in prison: usually in hyphenated compounds,
as, third-termer. 2. [Obs.l, a termor.
ter-mi-na-biM-ty (tttr'xm-ra-bil's-ti) , n. the quality
or state of being terminable.
ter-minable (tfir'mi-na-b'l), adj. 1. that can be
terminated. 2. that terminates after a specified time,
as a contract.
ter-mi-na bly (tuVmi-no-bli) , adv. so as to be termi-
nable.
ter-mi-nal (tftr'rna-n'l), adj. [L. terminates], 1. of,

at, or forming the end, extremity, or terminus of some-
thing. 2, occurring at the end of a series; concluding;
closing; final. 3. having to do with a term or established

perioa of time; occurring regularly in terms. 4. con-
nected with, charged at, etc. the end of a railroad line:

as, terminal rates. 5. in botany, growing at the end of
a stem or branch: as, a terminal leaflet, n. 1. a
terminating part; end; extremity; limit. 2. either end
of an electric circuit or a connection at either end.
3. either end of a transportation line, as a railroad,

including station, yards, etc. 4. a) a station or city
at such a terminus, fe) a station at an important point
or junction of a transportation line. 5. in architecture,

a) a term (sense 11). o) an ornamental carving at the
end of a structural element. SYN. see last.
terminal leave, the final leave granted to a member
of the armed forces immediately before his discharge,
equal in duration to his accumulated unused leave*

ter-mi-naHy (tttr'mQ-nl-i), adv. 1. at the end. 2. as
concerns termination. 3, every term.
ter-mi nate (tur'ms-naV), v.t* [TERMINATED (-id), TER-
MINATING], [< L. terminates, pp. of terminal to ad
limit < terminus; see TERM), L, to bring to an end in
splice or time; form the end or conclusion of; limit,
bound, finish, or conclude. 2. to put an end to; stop;
cease, v.i. 1. to come to an end in space or time;
stop; end. 2. to have its end (in soraetning): as, the
road terminates in woods. SYN. see d0M*
ter-mi-na-tion (tftr'mo-na'shon), n. [L. terminatio],
1. a terminating or being tennwttd. 2. the ad 01

something in space or time; limit, bound, conclusion,
or finish, 3. the end of a word; final wuad, mor-
pheme, or syllable. 4, a thing's outcome or mult: as,
a friendly termination of dispute.

ternnl'iift'tlicm**! {tttrtad-nft'abeii"'!), adj* 1. of or
forming a termination or terminations. 2, in grammar*
iofcaMMiby inflectional endmgs,

tr*,nii'iMi-tIve (tftr'md-M'tlv), adj* tarmtoatfag or
tending to terminate, n. In linguistics, a suffix.

ter*ntaft*tor (tar'nwHaI't*r), n, yLLJ. t ajpwsoa or
I 'that terminmt, 2 the Hnt dhridfag t&o flhmi-
and dark purts of the dLsk of the moon or a

do 1 with

tar^f*B<>l^gy (trMwioFii-}!), n.
Oon Wls)M< I* $*rmim$ (see muc
the system of termtj xised In a pd
otaM*. to; aomwwbtwt. 2, (Rml the scJ^
study of terms in specific branches of knowledge.

to

iM djmcm (ttt^nNM nd ,,

+
end toward which], a destination: cone

ft quo (ttr%MM a kwo).

i*0kttt

end

slender body and beak, and a deeply forked tail: they
are found on both sides of the Atlantic.

tern (turn), n. [Fr. terne < L. terni, three each < tres,

three], 1. a lottery prize won by drawing a combi-
nation of three numbers. 2. the three numbers.
ter-na-ry (tur'nSr-i), adj. [ME.: L. ternarius < terni;
see prec.], 1. made up of three parts; threefold;
triple. 2. third. 3. in chemistry, of or containing
three different elements, radicals, etc. 4. in mathematics,
a) having three as a base, b) involving three variables.
5. in metallurgy, of an alloy of three metals, n. [pi,

TERNARIES (-iz)1, [Rare], a group or set of three.
Ter-na-te (ter-na'te), n. one of the Molucca Islands,
in the United States of Indonesia: area, 53 sq. mi.;
pop., 19,000.
ternate (tftr'nat), adj. [Mod. L. ternatus < L. terni;
see TERN (lottery prize)], 1. consisting^ of three. 2.

arranged in threes. 3. m botany, growing in groups
of three, as some leaves.

terne-plate (tGm'plaV), n.JPr. terne, dull (cf. TARNISH);
-f plate], sheet iron or steel coated with an alloy of tin

and lead: it has a dull finish and is considered inferior
to standard tin

t
plate.

ter'ni'On (tur'ni-wi) , n. [L, ternio, a triad < terni; see
TERN (lottery pme)), a set of three, especially of three
folded sheets of paper.

Ter*nO'pol (tyer-n$'p$l-y*) n. Tarnopol; Russian name.
ter-pene (tur'pn), n. [*<?rentine (ob, form of tur-

pentine) 4- ^ene], any of a series of isomeric hydrocarbons
of the general formula CioHu, found in resins, essential

oils, etc*

terpin-eol (t$r-pin'i-51', tlr-pin'i-ol), n, [terpin (se
TBRPBNB ft -IN) + -oJJ, any of three isomeric alcohok,
CioHnOH, with a lilac odor, found in certain volatile
oils and used in perfumes.

Terp-slcho re (tGrp-8ik'o-rH') n [Or. Terpsichari <
terp&Uhoros, delighting in the dance < Itrptfat to
delight in -f thoros* & dance), in Gruk mytkot&sy* the
Muse of dancing,

Terpsichore, 2. having to do with dancing. 11. a
dancer: literary or humorous usage,

terr*, 1, terrace, 2. territory.
^ter ra (ter'), n, |LJ (the) earth,
teem al-ba (al'b.>), [L.. lit,* white earth]* any of :;everal

white earths, at gypsum, magnesia, kaolin, etc.
terrace (ter%) n* |Fr, tirra$9$; LL. *$$rrama < L.
terra, earth], 1. a rated, fiat mound of earth with
doping tides. 2, any of a -series of fiat platforms of
earth with sloping sides, rising one above the other,
as on a hillside, 3. a geological formation of tbii
nature. 4* an tmroofed, paved arm immediately
adjacent to a houtt and overlooking a, lawn or ipurdtn.
5. a fiat roof, especially of a home of Spaiih or Grinnta!
architecture. 6. a row of hcmses m. ground from
tbt rtret, 7. a strtet IE front of ch often
used to ctacwot wmm* S, a purkEkt ttrip to the
of a bowtovwd^ 010* trt ftji4aKD (-) TMUUCXMO]*
to form into, lay out in* or surround with a terrucu
or terracea. Abbreviated ter., terr.

ter-ra-cot-ta Cte^kol's}* ml/, of terra t-atta,

tmm cottmf fltn lit., bmd mx$i < u; dt. nutA
COOK], L a haul, brown-mi, tij,tml[

ware use4 lor pottt-ry. ritatuettei,
tie, 2, Its browii-red color.um wr** (IttKmt), |u) Irm tftb;

tmfto (tiNftttf* tt-i'f tf^fa) n*
""

fcr I*. lviwi < iwwuiiii,
' ^n

. ground or t lino! of
1

With r^un t te ite
" "

1 m iwtiy*

<

or



terrene
1505 tessellate

ter-rene (te-ren/ ter'en), adj. [L. terrenus; see TERRAIN],
1. of earth; earthy. 2. worldly; mundane, n. l. the
earth. 2. a land or territory.

terreplein (ter'plSn'), n. [Pr. < /em; (< L. terns),
earth 4- plein, level; OFr. plain; see PLAIN], a level
platform behind a parapet, rampart, etc., where guns
are mounted.

ter-res-trl-al (t-res'tri-al), adj. [ME. terrestrialle < L.
terrestris < term, earth], L of this world; worldly:
earthly; mundane: opposed to celestial. 2. of, con-

,

arboreal, aerial 5. growing on land or in the ground:
distinguished from aquatic, marine, parasitic, epiphytic.
n, an inhabitant of the earth. SYN. see earthly.
tercet (ter'it), n, [ME. teret, toret; OPr. toret, dim. of
tour, a turn], 1. a ring for attaching a leash, as on a
dog collar. 2. any of the rings on a harness, through
which the reins pass.
terre-verte (ter'vert'), n. fPr. < terre (< L. terra],
earth 4- twJ, twte, green], any of several greenish
earths used as & green pigment; especially, a kind of
glauconite,

ter-ri-ble
(ter's-b'I), ad/, [ME.; (late) OPr.; L. terribilis

< terrere* to frighten), 1. causing terror; fearful;
frightful; dreadful 2* extreme; intense; severe. 3,

IColtoq.], very bad, unpleasant, or disagreeable.
terri'bly fter'a-bH), adv. 1. in a terrible manner.
2. [Colhxj,], txtrcmely; exceedingly; very,

ttrriC'O'lous (te-rik'o-Us), adj* [< L. terricola, earth
dwtller < terra, earth + colerc, to dwell; + -ow] in

dotefty & sodtefy, living in or on the ground.
tr*ri*sff (ter'i*lr), n* [ME. iwrwre* terryare; (early) Pr.. .

fcfctat) lifter, hunting (dog) < terrier* hillock, burrow
< ML, torwiju, of enrth < L, terra., earth], any of
several breeds of active, intelligent* typically small dog,
formerly uied to burrow after small game: they include
the Airedale^ chaur, bull terrier, fox terrier, Bd-
lingtcm terrier, Boston terrier, Clydesdale tartar*
Dandia Dirtmont terrier, Irish terrier, Scottish (or
Scotch) t*rrUr Sealyhtm terrier, etc,

tr*ri*r (tr'!-ffr) n. JGPr,: ML. terrarms (liber),
(book) e<mcemittg the is&d (or lunded estfttss) < u
lirrro, earth), a book In which are recorded the land-
holdings of persoos and corporations, with details on
lie, bounds*)*** etc.

terrific (te-rtt'ik}, adj. [L. ttrrifc** < bus of torr,
to frighten f facere* to mke, do), 1. causing great
tmr; terrifying; dreadful; appalling- 2. [Cotloq.j,
wiusttftUx great, Intense, excellent, etc. ; extraordinary.
ttr*r!M*ci*Iy (taHrffWW, tvrif'lk-li) adi;, L to a
twtiic maanar. 2, to a terriftc dtagre*.

rrll*lc4y (tdhrtf'ik-U). tfv. terrificmlly.
tr*rlfy Cttr^fl

1
), .f . [TmiiiFtKD (-RdO. TBnitnnriMG),

(L* ttwlftan < <x tofttt** to frighten -f Jvart* to
mak*> w>| 10 ill with terror, frighten greatly: awvau

MNI

|tt*rifi-fiai) W* [L.
earth t* fliiwff| to b two), t rthbom.

fir m pte. on lh SM. bottom that arc
derived from that has *wy.
tt'rrJne n (Fr,; M ttmnif)* l. * mmill

jur to which table APS gold.

tr fll?riii '(twVtdr'fHil tefV'ril) adL ILL,
l^rt^Wli), 1 of lerriUjry w land, a, ttf btl0opttg
tn w to A itrrilory w dintriet: an* a

tie, 3, [T-|, of the territfwy
ol * * Ttmritory wr T^irrttofiw, 4, foftan T-l

J*^|Jf w dufenut : aa. the 7'<rrtorfcw

of Oreat n. tnemtwr C a turrltorW

{Tl * ittCTRbtr trf the
f/ T t.

Iiv*ffi*t0-rliil tow (ter^tdrift4a
>m,trVtO

H* I. Itlt

, |tt tt f* *
tlit aa

In ttt* uliio <erfleflal v*t
lir*t*l'ri*aM'ty AlVii. turVtd'rU

lhi r of tortitori|I,
tat'*'.

m * or tatvito-

'.

MTwiAuitttio]. ifm i

to

ruler, etc. 2. a part of a country or empire that does
not have the full status of a principal division; specifi-

cally, a) [T-], formerly, a part of the United States
having its own legislature but without the status of a
State and under the administration of an

t
appointed

governor: Hawaii was the last remaining territory of the
United ^States, b) [T-], a similar region jin Canada or
Australia without the status of a Province or State.
3. any large tract of land; region; district, 4. an
assigned area, as of a traveling salesman. 5. a sphere
or province of action, existence, thought, etc, 6. in

football, hockey, etc., either half of the field with regard
to its possession by a team: as, deep in Notre Dame's
territory. Abbreviated T., t., ter., terr., Ty.

ter-ror (ter'Sr), n. [ME. terrour; OPr. torrtw; L.
terror < terrere, to frighten] l

1. intense fear. 2. a) a
person or thing that causes intense fear. 6) the quality
of causing dread; terribleness. 3. [T-J, a period char-
acterized by political executions, as during revolution,
especially such a period (also called the Reign of Terror}
during the French Revolution, from 1793 to 1794, 4. a
program of terrorism or a party, group^, etc. resorting to
terrorism. 5. [Colloq.J, a very annoying or unmanage-
able person; nuisance; pest. SYN, see fear.

ter-ror-ism (ter'&r-iss'm) , n. [Pr. terrorisme\ 1, a
terrorizing; use of terror and violence to intimidate,

subjugate, etc., especially as a political weapon or
policy. 2, intimidation and subjugation produced in
this way.

ter-ror-ist (ter'Sr-ist), n. [Pr. terrorists}, a person who
practices or favors terrorism; specifically, a} an agent
or supporter of the revolutionary tribunal during the
Prench Reign of Terror, b) a member of any of certain
extreme revolutionary societies in czarist Russia.

ter-ror-iS'tic (ter/9-ris'tik), adj. characterized by or

practicing terrorism.
ter^rot'I'SEa-tion. (ter'Sr-i-zS'shQn, ter'&r-I-zS'shan), n.
a terrorizing or being terrorized.

tet'ror-ize (ter'a-ria/), v.t, [TERRORIZED (-rizd')* TER-
RORIZING]* 1. to fill with terror; terrify, 2. to coerce,
maintain power, etc, by inducing terror; practice
terrorism. SYN. see frighten,

ter-ror-strldk-en (tei^r-strik''n), adj, stricken with
terror; terrified.

terry (ter'i), n. [pi. TERRIES (-iz)], forob* < Pr, toVI,

pp. of txr&t to draw], 1, any of the loops forming the
pile of a fabric, when left uncut. 2, a cloth having a
bile in which the loops are left u&ctrt: also trry <ftoth.

iW'ir,, Bltai Alicia (ter/i) (Iff9. James Carm),
1847^192S; English actrase.

terse (tttrs), adj. [L, terttwt, wiped off, clean, pp. of
tetter*.* to wipe], ire of superfluous words; oonois;
succinct; to the point, Mv. 9m eoncttt.
ter tial ftdr/shD adj. {< L, tortiu9* third; 4- ^l
designating or of the third row of flight festaars on m
btrtfs wing, along tho humertis* it. a tertial feither,
trtlA (t&r'him} adj. [MB, tn?c$mt L. (jbftrfo) lir-

tima, tertian (fevw) < tertixs, thindl* oocufring every
olher day (L., very third day, counting botu clay*
<rf oceiirrmce) . w- a tertian fwr otc.

tr*tl-ry (t&Kdii-w^, tttr'tho-r)), octf, [L. t^tMm <
^*lw% TOirdL L of the third rank* nrarf formtloo
to.i third. 1 of the third order in it mooiatte tyvtom.

3, in chemistry* ft) third in order or tvptj invcAvfof the
substitution of thrss atoms o^ radicalk If ehs/ettnssd"

by or dttlpmtlng a ciurbon atom attached fc0

other carbon atoms in a chain or ring* 4, IT*L in

K<-ot<)gy. or of the firrt ptod M tte
Bm or ite :;ysUMu ol rooks, 5. in ^>o/o/ry. u-rtial n.

, i moctattic system, ll a tmrtia.1 feather*

Tftttr3f til* Tertiary Period or Its welctt iM
w.0|Mf*f Olltft

$tr*ti*ini tnWI (tttr^shWm kwiei), IL lit.*"" % ' - v '

to Ivw
fete or

"nakfl
ter-va lent ( t C

t* having ^ttVW:



tessellation 1506
tete'becke

SBLLATtbTG], [< L. tessellatus < tessella, little square
stone], to lay out, inlay, or pave in a mosaic pattern
of small, square blocks, adj. (tes'a-lit), tessellated.
tessellation (tes'a-la'sh&n), n. 1. a tessellating or

being tessellated. 2. tessellated work; mosaic.
tes ser a (tes'er-o), n. [pi. TESSERAE (-a-reOJL [L., square

?iece,
cube; Gr. dial, tessera, four (for Gr. tessard)],

. in ancient Rome, a small tablet of wood, ivory, etc.

used as a token, ticket, or label. 2. a small, square
piece of marble, glass, etc. used in mosaic work.

TeS'Sin (te-sen') , n. Ticino: the German name.
test (test), n. [ME,, a cupel; OFr., a pot, cupel < L.

testum, earthen vessel < testa, piece of burned clay,
shell, skull; akin to Sans, tashta, a cup; ? < same IE.
base as Gr. technS (see TECHNIC); the mod. meaning
derives from use of the cupel in treating or examining
metals], 1. a cupel, a cuplike porous vessel used in the

assaying or refining of precious metals. 2. an examina-
tion or assaying of metal by means of the cupel; hence,
3. an examination or trial, as to prove the value
or ascertain the nature of something. 4. a) a method,
process, or means used in making such an examination
or trial. 6) a standard or criterion by which the quali-
ties of a thing are tried. 5. an event, set of circum-
stances, etc. that proves or tries a person's qualities:
as, the delay was a test of his patience. 6. a set of

questions, problems, or exercises for determining a
person's knowledge, abilities, aptitude, or qualifica-

tions; examination. 7. in chemistry, a) a trial or re-

action for identifying a substance or ingredient. 6) the

reagent used in the procedure, c) a positive indication
obtained by it. v.t. 1. to refine (metal), as in a cuj>el.
2. to subject to a test; try. 3. in chemistry, to examine
by means of a reagent or reagents. SYN. see trial.

test (test), n. [L. testa; see prec.], the hard outer cover*

ing, or shell, of certain invertebrate animals, as crabs,
clarns, etc.

Test., Testament.
testa (tes'ta), n. [pL TESTAE (-te)], [L,; see TEST

{cupel)], 1. in botany, the hard outer covering or

integument of a seed. 2. in zoology, a test (shell).
tes ta-cean (tes-tS'shan), adj. [< Mod. L, Testacea,
name of the order < L. testaceum, shellfish < testaceus;
see TESTACEOUS], of or belonging to an order of shell-

covered rhizopods,
tes-ta-ceous (tes-ta'shas) , adj. (L, testaceus, consisting
of brick, tile, or shell < testa; see TEST (cupel)], 1. of,
or of the nature of, a shell or shells. 2. having a hard
shell. 3. in botany & zoology, of the color of unglajsed
earthenware; redoish-brown or brownish-yellow.

tes-ta-cy (tes'ta-si), n. in law, the condition of being
testate.
tes ta ment (tes'ta-mant), n. [ME.; Pr.; L. testamentum
< testari, to testify, make a will < testis. a witness!,
1. in the Bible, a covenant; hence, 2, [T-], either ot
the two parts of the Bible, the Old Testament and the
New Testament: so called because considered covenants
between God and man. 3. [T-], (Colloq.J, the New
Testament. 4. in law, a will: now rare except in the
phrase last will and testament. Abbreviated T. Test*
tes-ta-men-ta ry (tes'ta-mto'ta-ri), adj. [L. iestamm-
tarius], 1. of a testament, or will, or its administration,
2. bequeathed by wwl: contained in a will. 3. done in
accordance with a will.

tes tate (tes/tSt), adj. [L. testatus, pp. of teetari; m
TESTAMENT], having made and left a legally valid
will, n, a person who has died testate*
tes ta tor (twti-tlr, tee*ti't*r), n fL, < pp of lotar*;
see TESTAMENT], a person who has mad a will or has
die^l leaving a legally valid will.

tes-ta-trix (tes41'triks), n, [pL TESTATRICES (-tw-rt')l
[LL.], a female testator,

test er (tes'teV), it. a person or thing ttiat teefc*.
tester (tes'tgr), it. [MB, feifer*; OFr. taffcft, head-
piece. CTOWB of a hat < fewfe, tfie head; L* teto; me
TEST (cupel) 1 a camooy, as over a bed.

tes-tes (tes'tez), it. plural of testis.

te^icS}, the sex gland of tie male; either of two oW
structures that are. suspended in the scrotum and
secrete spermatozoa; testis.A - - J " -

a-fiite (te&;tik'yoo4it) adj. {< L. luUMw*
"

"
"Ik + -WL m ktowy> 1, &pe4 Ute it

,_jwo testaae^shaped tubm, as certain, i

. - t?**0& C^ttXWMum), it.

^
^'J&j&wWto < PP.

'

. *,teiwiffl& 2. ttft&xAoiiy. ,

H%i> a pewou jrfao tittfifc

tes-ti-mo-ni-al (tes'ta-mo'ni-al), n. [MB. & OFr.; LL.
testimonial < L. testimonium; see TESTIMONY], 1. a
written statement testifying as to a person's qualifica-

tions, abilities, and character or to the value of some
product, service, etc. ;

letter or statement of recommen-
dation. 2. something given as an expression of grati-
tude for a person's services, of esteem for his achieve-

ments, or as a tribute to his memory.
tes-ti-mo-ny (tes'ta-mo'ni), n. [pi TESTIMONIES (-niz)],

[ME.; L. testimonium < testis, a witness], 1. a declara-

tion or statement made to establish a fact, especially
one made under oath by a witness in court. 2. any
affirmation or declaration. 3. any form of evidence,
indication, etc.; proof: as, his smile was testimony of his

disbelief. 4. in the Bible, a) the tables of the law: Ex.
25:16. 6) pi. the precepts of God. 5. public avowal, as
of faith; profession. SYN. see proof.

tes-ti-ness (tes'ti-nis), n. the quality or condition of

tes-tis (tes'tis), n. [pi. TESTES (-tez)], [L,], a testicle.

tes*ton (tes't'n), n. JFr.; It, testone < testa, the head;
L, testa; see TEST (cupel)], formerly, any of several
coins with the image of a head on one side; especially,

a) a silver French coin of the 16th century, b) an
English coin with the head of Henry VIII, originally
worth a shilling^ later, sixpence.
tes-toon (tes-toon'). n. a teston.
tes-tos-terone (tes-tos'te-ron'), n. [< tester 4- sterol -f-

~one], a male sex hormone, CitHuO*, produced as a
white, crystalline substance by isolation from animal
testes, or synthesized.

test paper, 1. a paper on which a test has been written.
2. paper prepared with a reagent for making chemical
tests: see also litmus paper,

test pilot, a pilot who
i
tests new or newly designed

airplanes in flight, subjecting them to various strains
to prove their fitness for use.

test tube, a tube of thin, transparent glass closed at
one end, used in chemical experiments, etc,
tea tu dl-nal (tes45o'do~nlf tes-tu'd-ri1), adj* [< L.
testudineus < testudo (see TESTUDO) ; 4- "fl> of or like
a tortoise or its shell.

tea tu di-nar-i-ous (tes-tWd9-ntr'i-98, teihtU'dt-nftr'i-

95), adj. [< L. te.sludo, testudinis (see TESTUDO); -f
~ariou$L testudinal,

tes tu di-nate (tes-tWds~nSt'f tes-tu'd9-nlt), adj* [LL.
testudinatus^ L arched or vaulted Hke a tortoise shell.
2. of a tortoise or tortoises, n. a tortoise.

tes tu do (tes-t6"5M5j tes-tt'ddOt it. til, TBSTUWNES
(-d-neV)) r (L., tortoise* tortoise shell, Bence protective
covering, shedj, I. any of a number of land tortoies.
2. a) a movable shelter or screen with a strong arched
roof, used as a protection by ancient Roman soldiers.
b} a protective covering formed by a body of anoietit
Roman soldiers by interweaving their shields above
their heads.

t^'ty (tee'ti), adj. [TESTIER (4i-ir) TBSTXWST (4!ist)]
[MB. testif; Anglo-Pr, testif < OFr. tote* the htmdj L
mta; see TEST (cupel)L irritable; touchy j pvlsh,

te*tao*ic (ti-tan'ik)j adj. JL. fatmfomj Or. fatamik&$ <
fatanos, apaam] of, like, onanusteiiad by, or producing
tetanus, any drug, m ftryehqtai wMoh, in oyer-
do^ffl can cause tetanic spfytms of tb wwclti, often
retwlting in death.

^

ANIZINO], to wodtioe tetiptts in,
t*t'**mHi (tetVtiM). n. (L*t 6r* tetomog., ip*tm (of
mwcle), lit., ttrtichedj, 1 k mm^im, a i

"

inhetiottttJtea^! oit fntnl by the t
of a specific bftcittuft whion mwiftly imteri the
through wounds: it is oira5terlwa by j
contractictts and rigidity of ome or att ofm *
mucl: cf. toeftjaw, 2, k pkyeiiloiy* wm S
continucmi contraction of it niu^le uudtTKoing A

of^rapldlF repmttd ftteili
, f< JUoil.lU/ltyliftj ^ TVTANUf].
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, ,---' n * [* TBTBS-DE-PONT
.dgehead,
[Heb. teth], the ninth letter of the

corresponding to English T,

Dnogeti
n. [He!

>et (p)
, table.

Jtte~de-pont
(tet'-)], pr.l,

a
teth (tetn, tes), ...

Hebrew alphabet
t: see alphabet, ti

teth-er fteto'Sr), n. [ME.; ON. tidthr; akin to MD
tudder; IE. base *deu, to draw, pull, seen also in L.
ducere, to draw

t lead, dux, leader (cf. DUKE, DUCB)].
1. a ro$>e or chain fastened to an annual so as to keep
it within certain bounds. 2, the range of one's abilities,
resources, etc. v.t, to fasten or confine with a tether.
at tfo und of one's tether, at the end of one's endur-
ance, resources, etc.

Te-thys (tl'this), n. [L.: Or. Tithys], in Greek mythology,& Titaness, daughter of Uranus and wife of Oceanus.
tet*ra- (tet'ro), [Gr, Mra- < base of tettares, tessares,
four; for IE. base see FOUR], a combining form meaning
four, as in tetrachord: also, before a vowel, tetr-.
teM**bsu*lc (tet're-bl'sik), adj. [tetra- + basic], desig-
n&titjg or of an acid having four replaceable hydrogen
atoms per molecule.
tet*im*brch (tet're-brak), n. [Gr. tetrabrachys, con-
sisting of four short syllables], in Greek 6* Latin prosody,
A word or foot containing four short syllables,
tt-rm*bwua*hl-ate (tet're-brafl'ki-a't

/
), adj* [< tetra-

4- Or. bramkia, gills; 4* at*] t of or belonging to an order
of oephalopods with four gills, including the nautilus
and mjwy extinct forms*
tM*li'eM0*ri<Je (tet'ro-kidrfd, tet're-klC'rid), n* any
cnemicfl onpound with four chlorine atoms to the
molecule.
tet*r**chord (tet're-kdrdOt n- IGr. Uirachordon, musical
instrument < ^trachordas, four-stringed; see TETRA- &
CHORD]* to musk, a series of four consecutive full tones
comprtpug a total interval of a fourth; half an octave.
ttwi*cw>r*dml (tot'm-kor'd'l}, adj. of a tetrachord.
*trmcW (te-tras'id), n* [Mr- H- add], L a base that
can met with four molecules of a monobasic acid to
form salt, 2, an alcohol having four OH groups
per molecule.
t*t*rd (tetrad), n* IGr, feftw, ttir&dm, four], L the
number lour. 2, a group or set of four, 3, a group of
four formed by the division of a pair
during 4, aa atom* radical, or element having
a vulrnee of four.

merous. 2. in. zoology, having or seeming to have four
joints in the tarsi.

te-tram-e-ter (te-traxn'g-tSr) , n. [LL. tetrametrus; Gr.
tetrametros; see TETRA- & METER (rhythm)], 1, a line
of verse containing four metrical feet or

Example: "T6rnce, 1 this is | stupid ]

adj. navmg four metrical

fottnold*. so nna because it occurs in

eptnttt twin emtali], a native biwauth telluride,
BliTti* f mineral in foliated form.

ttrft*tb*;rl to4 (tt n^th^l). a heavy, cojlwltts,
compound of toi4 Fb(CtHi)4 adJed to

to jpower ami prevent engine knock,
tf*ffi*ii CM'if^w

1

}, ft. [UL H&immt Or. tctra-

< w*^*, loiur >f K<mt<i. cornr angle], a t)bme
with four And four iidnit; quadrangle,

tent"?*sttal (tt-rti'*n1) tf t. or havfeg the
farm of * qmomneilar. 2* designating or
d ii tif In which the three am
art at *nd the two lateral ana equal.

(frt/f^.i;raiu'h ft. f(r, tttnnrammun
stAK|* 1. a worn m four letter;.},

or measures.

]
stdff." 2. verse

consisting of tetrameters,
feet or measures.
tet ra-pet-al-ous (tet'ro-pet'l-as), adj. four-petaled.
te-trap-ter-ous (te-trap'tSr-Qs),^ adj. [Gr. tetrapteros;
see TETRA- & -PTEROUS], 1. in biology, having four
wings. 2. in botany, having four winglike parts, as
certain fruits.

te-trarch (tet'rSrk, te'trSrk), n. [ME. tetrarche; LL.
tetrarcha; L. tetrarches; Gr. let?'arches < tetra-, four -f
archos, ruler], 1. in the ancient Roman Empire, the
ruler of part (originally a fourth part) of a province.
2. a subordinate prince, governor, etc.

te-trarch-ate (tet'rSr-kat
7
, te'trar-kit), n, L a quarter

of a province of the ancient Roman Empire. 2. the
territory ruled by a tetrarch.
te-trarchy (tet'ra'r-ki, te'trar-ki), n. [pi. TETRARCHIES
(kiz)]. 1. the rule or territory of a tetrarch. 2. gov-
ernment by fourpersons. 3. a group of four rulers. 4. a
country divided into four subordinate governments,
tet-ra-spore (tet'ra-spfir', tet'ra-sporO* n. any of the
asexual algae spores produced in groups of four.
tetrastich (tet'ro-stikO , n. [L. tetrastichon,' Gr. tet~

rastichon < tetra-, four -j- stichos, a row, verse], a poem
or stanza of four lines.

tet ra-stich Ic (tet'rs-stik'ik) , adj. 1. of a tetrastich.
2. in tetrastichs. 3. having four lines.

te-tras-ti-chous (te-tras'ti-kas), adj. [Gr. tetrastiches,
in four rows; see TETRASTICH], m botany, in four vertical
rows, as the flowers on some spikes.
tet ra syl-lab-ic (tet'ra-si-lab'ik), adj. having four
syllables,
tet ra-syl la ble (tet'ra-sil'Q-b'l), n. a word of four
syllables.
tet ra-tom-ic (tet'ro-tom'ik), adj. 1. designating or of
a molecule consisting of four atoms. 2. having four
replaceable atoms or groups. 3, [Blare), tetravalent*
tet ra-va-lcnt (tet'r-vMnt, te-travVtont), adj* L
having a valence of four, 2, having four valences,
Also, eap. for 2, quadrivalent,

Te*tra*si*nty Lu*i*a (l^^'zl te'trl-tsS'ni; Bng, tet'-

r^-s^'ni), 1874-1940; Italian operatic soprano.
tetrode (tet'r6d) n* [Wr- + -ode], an electron tube
containing four elements (usually, a cathode, a plate*
and two grids).
te-trox-id (te-trok'sid) , n. tetroxide.
te trox Ide (te-trok'dd te-trok'sid), n. any oxide with
four atoms of oxygen in each molecule.

tet-ryl (tetMl), ft* [Wranitroaieth^laniiin0], a yellow
powder, CiHiNiOi* used as an explosive, especially in

its capital: IXMSU 73,000*
tet/:^l), 1465?- 151<>; German

Luther for his minuse

tet tor (tet'Sr), n. (ME,; AS* tetrr; el. Sans, dadru, skin
dltemie], any m various skin diseases, as eczema, char-
iicterized by itching.
Te-tudn (te-twlin'). n. a seaport in Spanish Morocco,
on tfc*

et-s&el, Jo-
Domiiuettn m

n. [< Ttuctr
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Tevere 1508 thanatophobia
TONIZED (-izd') TEUTONIZING], to make or become
Teutonic or German.

Te-ve*re (te've-re), n. Tiber River: the Italian name.

Tewkes-bur-y (tofrks'ber'i, tuks'ba-ri), n. a town in

Gloucestershire, England: site of defeat of the Lan-
castrians (1471), ending the Wars of the Roses.

Tex., 1. Texan. 2. Texas.
Tex-ati (tek's'n), adj. of Texas, n. a native or in-
habitant of Texas.

Tex-ar-kan-a (tek'sar-kan's) , ft. a city in Texas and
Arkansas: the part in each State is administered
separately: pop., 40,000.

Tex-as (tek'sssj, n. [Sp. < Am. Ind. (Caddo) techas,
allies (against the Apaches)], 1. [pL TEXAS], a member
of a Caddoan tribe of American Indians, 2. a Southern
State of the United States, on the Gulf of Mexico
and the Mexican border: area, 267,339 sq. mi.; pop.,
7,711,000; capital, Austin: abbreviated Tex.: nick-
named Lone Star State. 3. [t-j, [name given to the
officers' quarters on Mississippi steamboats because
they were the largest of the staterooms, which were
named after States], a structure on the hurricane deck
of a steamboat, containing the officers' quarters, etc.
and having the pilothouse on top or in front.

Texas fever, an infectious disease of cattle, carried by
ticks.

Texas leaguer, [< the Texas (baseball) League],

[Slang], in baseball, a fly ball that falls between the
infield and outfield and is a safe hit.

Texas Ranger, a member of the mounted State police
of Texas.

Texas sparrow, an olive-green finch of southeastern
Texas and eastern Mexico.

Texas Tower, [< resemblance to offshore oil wells in

Texas], any of a group of radar towers placed along the
continental shelf to detect the approach of aircraft.
text (tekst), n. [ME. & OFr. texte; L. textus, fabric,

structure, text; pp. of texere, to weave], 1. the^actual
structure of words in a piece of writing or printing:
wording; hence, 2. the actual or original words of
an author, as distinguished from notes, commentary,
paraphrase, translation, etc. 3. a) the wording set
forth by an editor as most nearly representing the
author's original work, or an edition containing this:

as, the Caxton text of Chaucer, b) any formjba which a
writing exists: a&, a corrupt text, 4, the principal matter
on a printed or written page, as distinguished from
notes, headings, etc. 5. letterpress, as distinguished
from illustrations, etc. 6. a Biblical passage quoted as

authority for a belief or an the topic or a sermon; hence,
7, a topic; subject. # large handwriting; text hand.
9. any of several bold-faced styles of typo. 10. a text-
book. 11. any of various versions or recensions of all

or part of the Scriptures, taken to represent the au-
thentic reading. $*W. see subject*
text-book (tekst'book')* n a book giving instructions
in the principles of a subject of study; any book used
as the basis or partial basis of a courae of study.

text hand y large handwriting; so called from its former

.... ____ _. ..... ........... _ ......

woven fabrics. 2* woven. 3, that can be woven;
textil material, n* 1. a woven fabric; cloth, 2* raw
material suitable for weaving* as cotton. flax* wool, etc,
tex<tual (tektfchSB-al), adj\ [MB.; OFr. liwfuitJ <
L. textus; see TEXT], I, of or contained in a text. 2,

bad on or conforming to a text; hence, 3, literal;
word for word.
tex*tw*al*ism (tekB'ch&5-9l-to'm) , n. i , strict adherence
to the text, especially of the Scriptures, 2* the art of
textual criticism.

taac-tii'al'ist (teke'chdft-ftl-itt), n. a perton who te

vtfsed in, or adheres strictly to, the text* esptdally
of the Scriptures.

tx*tu*ftt4y (tekfchW-014), wfo. as flit text.
taK*tu*r*y (tekrchoTUr'i), d[/, textual it* &J* *
ttJARXKS (-}}, a textualiat.

tttfttu***! (tektfohftwl) (/ having to d* wStlt texfeti*.
twtuf* (teks'ohttr), n. fU toetom < toert to w**v*|,
| ortgimfuly, a woven whiie? textilt* 2 th* characterM a woven fAbric resulting from tht iafruminikt,

auattty, etc, of the fabric's ttoMutat a* * jm or
texture, a ril>b<><l or twiM texture. J, th*/

arrangement of the partttiftt of connt ituent of

any materkil, as wi>cx! t rnetal, tie*; Htruetun- cinnpf)-

the orig, AS. -ta, -te], a suffix used in forming ordinal

numerals, as fourth, ninth: also, after a vowel, -eth.

-th, [ME. & AS. th; see -ETH]v contracted form of

-elk, archaic ending of the third person singular,

present indicative, of verbs, as in hath, doth.

Th, in chemistry, thorium.
Th Thursday.
T.H., (former) Territory of Hawaii.
Thacker-ay, William Make-peace (mak'pes' thak'-

gr-i), 1811-1863; English novelist.

Thad-de-us, Thad-e-us (thad'i-os), [LL. Thaddaeus;
Gr. Thaddaios], a masculine name: diminutive, Tad.

Tha-i (ta'e, ti), n. 1. a branch of the Sino-Tibetan
languages, including Siamese and Shan, 2. a member,

of a group of Thai-speaking peoples in Indo-China.
3. a native of Thailand, adj. I. of these people or
their language. 2. of Thailand, Also spelled TaL

Thai-land (ti'bnd), n. a country in southeastern Asia,
on the Gulf of Siatn and Bay of Bengal: area, 200,234
sq. mi.; pop., 17660,000 (est. 1948); capital Bangkok:
former name, Siam; abbreviated Thai.

Tha-is (tha'is), n. 1, Greek courtesan who accompanied
Alexander the Great on his Asiatic campaign; 4th
century B.C. 2. (ta-es') ( the heroine of a French opera
(1894) by Jules Massenet, after a novel (1890) by
Anatole France: she is an Alexandrian courtesan con-
verted by a monk who, however* in the end succumbs
to her charms: also spelled ThaX.
thai a men ceph a-lon (that Vmen-sef'a-lon')* n.[Mocl.
L.; see THALAMUS it KNCKPHALON], the posterior part
of the embryonic forcbrain, from which the thalamus
develops: also called divnctiphalon*
tha-lam ic (the-iam'ik), adj* of the thalamus, espe-
cially the optic thalamus*
thal-iimus (thal'o-mou), n \pl. THALAMI (-mlOL [L.;
Gr. lhatamos, inner chamber), 1. in QfMtomy t a targe,
ovoid mass of gray matter situated at the buna of the
brain and involved in the tranunUwion and integration
of certain senaationti: also optic th-ahimus. 2. mMany,
the receptacle of a flower: torus,

tha-las'Sic (ths-las'ik). adj* [Fr. ttwttuaiqws < Gr.
thafas$&t sea[, I- of the uea or ocean; mariiu\ 2, of

bays, gulfs, etc. and smaller or inland seam d^tingukhed
from oceanic
thaler (tttlPr)* n* [pi. THALER], a talar.

Th>l6 (thinlz), lu Gwok phticMi>phcff; 640?-S46 B.C.
Gr ThMa <ThaH-a (thS'Ii-a, thSl'y}, [L,; G

to flcairigh, bloom)* a fommine imrae, n (th*>lf'),*

in GAw*' i9iylhQtoMy t l, the Mums of comedy ami
pastoral poetry, 2. one of the three Orace*.
thai-lie (thal'ik). adj, dewgnating or of a chemical
compound containing thallium with a valence of three,
thitMl-ous (thal'i-et;, arf/. thaltouA.
thal'U-um (thal'tam)* n. (Mod* L. < Or. lhttlhs>

young* green shoot; from the gwm Hoe that it givesm the tfbectrum which led to it* dicovtiry) a rare,
bluihwmt6 *oft, metallic cheiuioal element, the
lightest ol the elements having naturally nnliettv
isotopes; utwKl in making antiknock c(miimnd, nit poi-
sons, etc,: uytnbfd, Tt; at. wL 204,39; at, oa II,

tbftljoftdt (thal'ttld). ttdf/. of or like a tfwflui,

th*Mo'phyt (thatsvftt'), n* {< Or, tk&ttos (mm THAL-
tus); -f pAy4f| v any of a primary divajba of piantii
showing no clear dtetlaetioft of rrn>t stem, or leavts,
moludlng the* bacteruu idgae s fungi, and uohfffiii,

tbfti*Iau (thal'aa)* odjf* qgttlm| e* of a chemical
wlium witi * valence erf one*

.

THALLI (4), THALtywt (-W)),
M. M r.JMkUt y|ng moot* aprout, Ir0adj ino

piiHt body of & thaluwhyte, wowing no clear 4I*
tincttoo of rooti, or
Tfesini (tenw; /pr 4 usually nl#*t tim)i it* 1, a
river In southern Rngland, 6owiikg twwrcf through
w4;to the North 210 ml 2. an
*it*ry fat Coomcucrnt, flowing into Ix>ng

Imglh,, IS^im. % in south-
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thanatopsis theanthropic
than

:
a.top sis (than'a-top'sis), n. [Mod. L.; thanat- +

"Opsis\, a view of or musing upon death
Than-a-tos (than's-tos), n. [Or.], in Greek mythology,death personified.

^

thane ?than) t n. [ME. tfefe, g w AS. thegen, thegn;akin to ON. *fce*w; IE. base *te<?-, to engender begetseen also in Sans, takman-, child; basic sense "freebornman J, 1, among the Anglo-Saxons and Scandina-
vians m early England, a member of a class of freemen
who.held land of the king or a lord in return for military
services, and who corresponded to the later knights

5ft ifTv & "i ?arly Scot
l?
nf a person of rank who

held land of the king; any chief of a clan who became
a baron under the king. Also spelled thegn.thank (thank),

y.t. [ME, thankien; AS. thancian; akin
to G. danken; IE. base *tong~, to think, seen also in
Ju. longere, to know, Eng, think], 1. to give one's
thanks to; express appreciation or gratitude to. 2. to
hold responsible; blame: an ironic use, as, he can be
thanked for our failure.
have oneself to thank, to be oneself the cause or agent
of (something unpleasant) ,

thank-fill (tharjk'fsl), adj. feeling or expressing thanks.
thank-less (thank'Hs), adj. 1. not feeling or expressing
thanks; ungrateful, 2, that receives or deserves no
thanks; unappreciated.
thanks (thanks), n.pL [pi of ME, thank, thane; AS.
thane, thonc, thanks; for IE. base see THANK, .], an
expression of gratitude; grateful acknowledgment of
something received by or done for one. interj. 1
thank you.
thanks to, 1. thanks be given to, 2. on account of.

thanks &iv-or (thanks'giv'er), n. one who gives thanks.
thmnkS'Sv-Iag (tharjks'giv'iij, thanks'dv%i), n. L a
giving of thanks, 2. an expression of this. 3. a formal,
often public, expression of thanks to God in the form
of a prayer, etc. 4, [T-J, an annual United States
holiday, usually the fourth Thursday of November,
instituted by tne Pilgrims to give thanks to God for
their iurvival: in full, Thankefllvina pay.
thwk'Wortlty (thurjk'wur'lM), o*y7worthy of thanks,

Tfcftpaua (thap'Mt). n* an ancient town in northern
Mrfca, on the eentern coaat of present Tunisia; site
of a battle (46 B.C.}. to which Caesar defeated Pompey.

Thai* 0*trt (tttr, tlr), Indian Besert, a desert In
northwwten) India.

TOieveoft (tht'iM, n. a Grtek Wand in the northern
Augean: area, ISO sq. ml; pop. f 8,000.
thai (ifet; ymtrtsud itot), #ron. [#J. THOSE (JWte)!,
(ME, Mutf, JJIJ' AS. thai, nom & ace, naut of the def.
artiCM (float, majc. **, noin. fern. MO; cf, THE); akin
to O. neut, atom* ft tec. oom: IE. demonstrative base
;:lK f-4e%. eeea also in L, team, tetam, tetud, that,
Bug. *** JfcftflMr. etc.). L an a demonstrative pronoun ;

I, tne ptwaa or thing mtnttontd or txxtderetooa: m, that
m Joan* that food. 2. th* thing farther away:
diiltimtUwl from this, a% I am m t his more dearly
than thai. 3. 0a oc two things which are compared orm <mtitdtetixttukiMd from this: m, of

iibilHicH. thi*T* more likdy than thai.

$m pvoiuMttii 1. who, whom, or which;
f in ftttdctfva clmistis (ft|<f the road
ma ofUrn ortUttvd (c.g., tlm toad we

at which; on which: a } tht plac@
fc *-- --' *'*

f<whlclisaJ;the

.
, ME. ^/oc; AS. thxc, a thatch, roof], 1. a roof

or roofing of straw, rushes, palm leaves, etc. 2. ma-
terial for such a roof. 3. any of a number of palms
whose leaves are used for thatch: also thatch palm.
4. the hair growing on the head. v*t. [ME. thecchen;
AS. thecc(e}an; akin to G. deck&n, to cover: IE. base
*(s)teg-, to cover, seen also in integument, Hie, protect,
etc.], to cover with or as with thatch.
thatch-ing (thach'irj), n. 1. the act of a person who
thatches. 2. thatch (sense 2).
thatch-y (thach'i), adj. [THATCHIER. (-i-gr), THATCHIBST
(-i-ist)], of or like thatch.
thau-ma tol-ogy (thfi'ma-tolVji), n. [< Gr. thauma,
thaumatos, a miracle, wonder; -f -logy], the study or
lore of miracles.
thau-ma-trope (th&'ma-trop')* n. [Gr. thauma, a
wonder; + -trope], a device consisting of a card with
different designs on either side, which, when the card
is twirled, appear to blend into one: it demonstrates
the persistence of vision.
thau-ma turge (Ih8'ma-turj'), n, [Fr.; ML. thauma-
turgus < Gr. thaumaturgos, working wonders < thauma,
a wonder *f -ergos, working], a person who supposedly
works miracles.
thau ma tur-gic (th6'ra9-tur'jik) . adj. of or involving
thaumaturgy.
thau-ma turgical (thfc'ma-tur'ji-k'l), adj. thauma-
turgic.
thau ma tur gy (thd'mo-tur'ji), n. [Gr. thaumatourgia
< thauma, a wonder + ergon, work], the supposed
working of miracles; magic.
thaw (th6), v.i. [ME. thawen; AS. thawian; akin to D.
dooien, G. (ver)dauen, to digest; IE. base */fl- f *tu~,
etc., to melt, dissolve, vanish, seen also in L. tabere,
tabescere, to melt, vanish], 1, to melt; become liquid
or semiUquid, as ice, snow, etc, 2, to have its contents
melt: as, our water pipe hasn't thawed. 3, to rise
above freezing, so that snow, etc, melts: with the
impersonal it, in reference to the weather* aa, it will
thaw tomorrow. 4, to lose one's coldness or reserve of
manner, y.f, to cause to thaw, n* 1. a thawing, 2.

a spell of weather wartyi enough to allow thawing.
3. a becoming less reserved in manner, SYN. see melt.

Th.B*. Thmogiae Bacftfaurtus, [LJ, Bachelor of

Theology.
ThJD.

t Theologiae Doctor. [L.I, Doctor of Theology.
the (/Ae; Infer* vowels, IM), adj., definite (article [ME.
indeclinable article < AS, $e (nom, masc. article) with
th- < other AS* case & gender forms (thont, thms,
thxrc, thxm, tky): for base & cognates, ct* THAT; the
meaning is controlled by th basic notion *'a previously
recognized, noticed, or encountered" in distinction to
A, AN), L the (as opposed to a, an) fo used to refer to a
particular parson, thing, or group, as; I. that (one)
being spoken of or already mentioned: as. the story
ended, 2. that (one) which is present, close, near-
by, etc., as distinguished from all others, which art-

considered remote: at, the day just started, the heat
is oppressive. 3. that (one) designated or identified,
as by a title: w.Jhe President (ofthe United State*).
the Mississippi (River). 4 that (one) considered out-
standing, most fashionable, etc.: as, that's the res-
tuurant In town; usually given special emphasis when
spoken and italicized when printed. 5* that (out)
belonging to a person previously mentioned: aa, take
w* by the hand, rub into the face: equivalent to your,
411, her, my, our, ont $, etc. 4 that (one) considered as
a unit of purchase, etc.: at* at five dollars the half
tan: equivalent to a. far. each, etc. 7* }Colloq,]t that
(one) who has a specific family relationship to <

//k- wife, //itr kid jiisUr. H. 1^ i^ used to refer tot^. v v,

of a number of pwmit or mtm whw *- "*--^-* *

by a mt)difier, a by: 1. an attributive m
% front do<*

1
2. a vmmm <4W in,

*

a|k 4i 3

who owiw owKv** 3* a
3

of tte imL 4, .

*

the thmw
sc this house

street. 3. _

w con*
from this: as, of the two,
thurt that ona, 4
that i?> not Vte^riUKl bu
r^ct>gn

not de^rib^-d but
llWMl{ MjdWllWM

thai eer tain

-^ ,
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generically or universally, as:
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theanthropism 1510
tkeobromine

the an thro pism (thi-an'thra-piz'm), n. [< Gr, thean-

thrdpos < theos, god -f- anthropos, man; -f -ism], 1. a)
the attributing of human characteristics to God or

gods; anthropomorphism, b)
belief in a theanthropic

being or beings. 2. the theological doctrine of the
union of divine and human natures in Jesus Christ.

thearchy (the'ar-ki), n. {pi. THEARCHIES (-kiz)],

[< Gr. theos, god; + -archy], 1. government by God
or gods; theocracy. 2. a class or order of ruling deities.

theat., theatrical.

the-a-ter, the-a-tre (the'a-ter; also formerly , now dtal.

or humorous, the-a'ter), n. i[OFr. theatre (Fr. theatre) \

L. theatrum; Gr. theatron < base of theasthai, to see,

view], 1. a place where plays, operas, motion pictures,
etc. are presented; especially, a building expressly
designed for such presentations. 2. any place re-

sembling a theater, especially one having ascending
rows of seats, as a lecture hall, surgical clinic, etc. 3.

any place where events take place; scene of operations:
as, the Pacific theater of war. 4. a) the dramatic art;
drama, b) the theatrical world: people engaged in
theatrical activity. 5. theatrical technique, produc-
tion, etc. with reference to its effectiveness: as, the

play was good theater.

tne-a'ter-go-er, the-a tregoer (the'9-t&r-g5'$r), n. a
person who goes to the theater, especially one who
goes habitually.

the-at-ric (thi-at'rik), adj. theatrical.
theat-rical (thi-at'ri-k'l), adj. [IX. theatricus; Gr.

theatrikos], I. having to do with the theater, the
drama, a play, actors, etc. 2. characteristic of the
theater; dramatic; histrionic; especially (in disparage*
ment), melodramatic; pompous; affected.
theatrical ism (thi-at'ri-kl-ia'm), n. theatrical style,
manner, etc. ; especially, affectation, show, pomp, etc*
theatrical I ty (thi-at'ri-kal'o-ti), n. the quality of

being theatrical: theatricalism.
the-at ri cals (thi-at'ri-k'k), n*pl. performances of

stage plays, especially by amateurs.
the atrica (thl-at'riks), n.pl. [construed as singJ, the
art of the theater.
Thebaid (thS'ba-id), n, [L. Tk*bai$> TheMdte <
Thebae, Thebes], 1. the district around Egyptian
Thebes or Boeotian Thebes. 2. a poem about the
siege of Boeotian Thebes, especially an epic by the
Latin poet Statius (1st century A*D.;.

the-ba-In (thi'ba-in, thi-bt'in). n. thebaine.

the-ba-lneJthsnja-Sn', thi-bfi'in), n, L< L. TMm (Gr,
ThSbai), Thebes; -f- -ine: named alter an Egyptian
opium produced at Thebes], a colorless, poisonous
alkaloid, CitHstNOa, obtained from opium and used
in medicine.
The ban (the'bon), adj. [L. Thebtmus < Thebac,
Thebes], of Thebes in Greece or Tfeebes tnt Bgypfc*
n. a native or Inhabitant of either of these cities,

Thebes (thSbz), n. L an ancient city in Egypt on the
Nile, near modem Ltocor i Bite of the Ttocnp&ft of ICarnak :

see Ancient Egypt, map* 2* an ancient city of Greece
in Boeotia.
the ca (t?h.rko), n. \pl THBCAE (-8)1, ft*; Or* tWfef, a
case}, L in Many, a spore case, sac, or capsule. 2,
in zoology & anatomyt nay m enelomng an organ or
a whol orflpftntepci, an the coveritw of an insect ptipa*
tb*cal (tiFkl}, ad!/* of or reeSlii*g a tfcitca,
the cate (the'kit), adj. having a thucu; sheathed.

(tE
7
dltn'silw'). [Pl< TllfeS DANSANTS (tS'

, f* < m, im fy mitiMHtk 99*.
'

a tea dance.

tlmti also used
) with the verb

l^ IW^ff? Aat tib iifc oran instance
ttlML

that or those belonging to them: the absolute form
of their, used without a following noun, often after

of, as, a friend of theirs, that book is theirs, theirs are

better.
theism (the'iz'm), n. [< Gr. theos, god: 4- -ism],
1. belief in a god or gods. 2. belief in one God; mono-
theism: opposed to pantheism, polytheism. 3. belief

in one God who is creator and ruler of the universe and
known by revelation: distinguished from deism.

Theiss (tis). n. Tisza.
the-ist (the'ist), n. an adherent of theism, adj. theistic.

the-ia*tic (the-is'tik), adj* of theism or theists.

the is-ti cal (the-is'ti-k'l), adj. theistic.

the-is-ti-caMy (the-is'ti-k
f

l-i, the-is'tik-H), adv. ac-

cording to theistic doctrine.
the H tis (thi-li'tis), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. th%U, nipple; +
-itis], inflammation of the nipple.
Thel-ma (thel'ms), [said to be Gr*, nurseling, but often
a var. of Selma], a feminine name,
them (th&m\ unstressed thm, th'm), pron* [ME. theim;
ON. theim. dat. of the demonstrative pron.; see THEY],
the objective ease of they: also used colloquially as a

predicate complement with a linking verb (e.g., that's

them).
the-mat-ic (thS-mat'ik), adj. of or constituting a
theme or themes.
the mat leal ly (th!-mat'i4c*R th^mat'ik-H), adv.
1. in or by means of a theme or themes, 2. by the
nature of its theme or themes.
theme (thSm), n, [ME, & QPr. tern*; L. Ikfma; Gr,
thcma, what is laid, down < base of tithcnai, to put,
place], L a topic or subject, as of a lecture, sermon,
essay, etc. 2. a short essay, especially one written
as an assignment in a school course, 3, a short,
melodic series of notes constituting the subject of a
musical composition or a phrase upon which variations
are developed* 4. the part of a word to which inflec-

tional endings are added; item, 5. in radio, etc., a
theme song, or signature, tflflV. tee ut*|*ct*

theme song, 1. a song repeated several times during
a musical play or motion picture and popularly uittiod-

ated with it: It Is often intended to set the mood of the
dramatic theme. 2. In radio* etc., a long or tune uted
to identify a program, performer, etc.; signature.
The-mis (tho'inisf, n. m Greek mythology, a foddest of

kw and Jttttice, oaugnter of Uratwi and GM; npre-
aented as holding aloft a scale for weighing opposing
claims.
The mls-tO'Cies (tho-roia'to-kl^cO, n. Athenian gtntral
and statesman; i27?-460? BX". _
them-aelvcs (</wm-s

r

thaim self* for MIL .

suffix], a form of the
used: a) as an intensive: _

b) as a reflexive: iaa. they hurt ,

then (then), adv. (ME.; :

as, we were young then, I

ward: next m tinxe: aa, he got
then left, 3. next In order: as

d^i^c, then there i !0avid*s* 4L i

accordingly: as, if he read it, thtn he knows; do it

your own way, then. 5* besides; moreover: m> but
like to walk, and then it's cheaper. 4 at another time:
used ai a correlative with now, sometimes, etc., Hi, now
she's sullen, mm gay. adj. of that time; Wing aueh
at that time: tw, the /A^n director, n" ttmt timr: ^,
by then, they were gone,
but thn, but on the other hand; but at themme time,
then and thereat that time and in that pkce; at imce.

Bnl what i

(Nortten) MB.

plural pronoun*
'

,t themselves.

, thens'fGrth' ) , mfe fruin that



theocentric

used in medicine as a diuretic and nerve stimulant;
it is related to theophylline and caffeine.

the-O'Cen-trk (thS'o-sen'trik), adj. [theo- + centric] t

assuming God as its center or center of interest.
the*oora'cy (th5-ok'ro-si), n. [pi, THEOCRACIES (-siz)l,

JGr. theokratia < theos, god 4- kratein, to rule], I.

literally, the rule of a state by God or a god; hence, 2,

government by priests claiming to rule with divine
authority. 3. a country governed in this way. 4, a
group of clerics with political power.

the-oc-ra'sy (thS-ok're-ai), n. [Gr. theocrasia < theos,
god -f kram, mixture], 1. a mixture of several deitiesm one. 2. a mixture of the worship of several deities.
3. mystic union of the soul with God.

the*o<cr*t (thSVkrat'), n. L the ruler or one of the
rulers in a theocracy, 2. a person who believes in or
advocates theocracy.
th**o*crat4c (thlVkrat'ik), adj. of or under a the-
ocracy.

th*0'Cr*t'ic*l (thi'@~krat'i4cl) adj. theocratic.
Th*oc*ri'tua (thS-ok'ri-tw), n. Greek pastoral poet;
lived 3d century B.C.

the-od*l*cy (thi-odV$i) f n. [pi THEomcms (-siz)l.

[Fr. tModicl < Or, theos, god -f dik$, justice], a vin-
dication of divine justice in allowing evil to exist.

th*<xl>o41t ,(thI-odVllt') n, [MoZ L, & Early Mod.
Eng, tkiodtlitms: prob, invented (c* 1S71) by Eng,
mathematician Leonard DtowJ, a aurveyins instru-
ment uied to metture vertical and horizontal angles.

Tht-g-dw-m (thiVd6r'% thIVdS'ra), [Gr. Theo&ra;
e THKODOKK], a feminine name: diminutive, Dora.

Tht-0'dwe (the'*d6ff
/

thi'e-dSrOt t^* Theodoms; Gr,
Ttoodfro* < them, jrod 4- dfiron, oift], a masculine
nara: diminutives, Ted. Teddy: feminine, Theodora.

Tfet0d0'rtc (thi-od'lr4k), [Lu Theodoricns, altered
(after Thiodorm, Thodo) < Goth, *Thiudoreiks <
thiuda, folk, people -f reikt, ruler, leader), a masculine
name, ^n. Ostrogothic fwaerah 454FS26 A.D.; king
<if the Oitrogothi (474-526 AD.): called the Great.

Th*o*tfO'ai*ft (th^e^yhi-9) [Gr, Tkeodo$ia; see THK-
ODOttUft), feminine name.

T^**o*do*tl*ti* (thIVd5'shi-) JLL.; Gr, Theodosto <
>. >t<l3; dmi^ a giving, gift]* a masculine name;

there

.

rhe<Kl<mlutt I, (I'Uivius Thcodosius], 346? -395 A.D.;
emperor of Rom (379-395 A.D.):

L df theogony*M TKOOONIE
zones, generation]

* M tola in myths,
3. theolosry

) n. prf'

?< name of inventor], an obsolete type of lute with a
double neck and two sets of strings.
the-o-rem (the'a-ram), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. Morlme;
L. theorema^ Gr. theOrema < thedrein, to look at, view],
1 a proposition that is! not self-evident but that can
be proved from accepted premises and so is established
as a law or principle. 2. an expression of relations in
an equation or formula, 3. in mathematics & physics,
a proposition embodying something to be proved.

thC'O're-mat'ic (the'9-ra-mat'ik), adj. of, or having
the nature of, a theorem or theorems.

the-o-ret-ic (the'a-ret'ik) , adL theoretical.
the-o-reM-cal (thSWet'i-k'l) , adL [LL. tkeoreticus;
Gr. tneQretikos], 1, of or constituting theory. 2.
limited to or based on theory: hypothetical; ideal:
opposed to practical or applied. 3. tending to theorize;
speculative.
the-o-ret'icaHy (the'a-ret'i-kl-i, the'a-ret'ik-K), adv.
in theory; by means of theory; according to a theory.

the-o re-ti cian (the'o-rd-tish'an) , n. a person who is
a student of or authority on the theory of some art,
science, etc.

the-O'tet-Ics (the^a-refiks), n.pl. [construed as sing.],
the theoretical part of a field of knowledge.

tbe-o-rist (the^-rist), n. a person who theorizes; espe-
cially, one who specializes in the theory of some art,
science, etc.

the o-ri-za tion (thSVri-za'shen, the'a-ri-zS'shan), n.
a theorizing.
theorize (thSVxia')* v.i. [THEORIZED (-rfzd'), THEO-
RIZING], to form a theory or theories; speculate.

the-o-ry (thS'o-ri) , n. [pL THEORIES (-rtz)], f< Pr*. or
LL.; Fr, thtiorie; LL. theoria; Gr. the&ria, a looking at,
contemplation, speculation, theory < therein, toTcok
at], 1. originally, a mental viewing; contemplation.
2. an idea or mental plan of the way to do something;
hence, 3, a systematic statement of principles in-
volved: as, the theory of equations in mathematics.

' " "
ent relationships or under-
observed phenomena which

some degree: <stangtiished from
5. that branch of an art or science con-

sisting in a knowledge of its principles and methods
rather than in its practice : pure, as opposed to applied,
science, etc. 6* popularly, a mere Hypothesis, con-
jecture, or guess: as, my theory is that he's lying,

f

3W.-H&*ofy9 m compared hero, implies
evidence in support of a formulated general principle explaining
$h operation of certain phenomena (the tk&yry of tvoluticm);
hypothesis impliea an inadequacy of evidence in support of
un explanation that is tentatively inferred, often as a basis for
further experimentation (the nebular hypothesis') ;

law impli
an exact formulation of the principle operating i

evwiti Jn ftnturt obsrvd to occur im;h unvitrj^^ ^^,
under the same conditions (the law of the conservation

L thdcwophicaL 2. 1

the^tii'Ics (thIVeoPlk)* flW* if Vhrnophr orlii.
osophists.
the o Hoph 1 cal (thcVsof'i-k'l), ad/ theosophic.
the os-O'phist (thS-os'o-fist), it

1

a believer fa theosophy,

the-oa-o-phy (thlki
/
t-I) n. [M1U

thtosophla, knowledge oi divine
wise m divine matters < theos, l

1. any of various philosophies or i

to*

>>hia; LGr.

r.tudent of at authority on
'

th word of

specifically,
and dbusucity.

terrii:'.; fit into a
|)f 10 pit in

*

Hb it*

ture that
rtt.a.-nljiiw..

ftn4 matters of
u or of thh ;ii,iuly, au

or demmtimiturn ,
uil

ther a pea tic (ther';
Or.
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trmt
axxttlirt. 2.
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ment; right now: as, there goes the whistle. There is

also used, a) in interjectional phrases of approval,
encotjragement, etc. (e.g., there's a fine fellow 1). 0) with
pronominal force in impersonal constructions in which
the real subject follows the verb (e.g., there is very
little time, there are three men here), n. that place:
as, we left there at six. inter/, there is used as an
exclamation expressing: 1. defiance, dismay, satis-

faction, etc. (e.g., there, that's donel). 2. sympathy,
concern, etc. (e,g., there, there! don't worry.).
there-a-bout (/Mr'0-bout'), adv. thereabouts.
there-a-bouts (*/t&r'a-bouts')t adv. 1. near that place.
2. near that time or point in action, speech, etc. 3.

near that number, amount, degree, etc.

there-aft-er (Mr-af'tgr, ^ar-af'tgr), adv. 1. after that
in time or sequence; following that; subsequently. 2.

[Archaic or Rare], accordingly.
mere-a-gainst (/MrVgenst'J, adv. against or contrary
to that; in opposition.
there-at (J&&r-at'). adv. 1. at that place; there. 2. at
that time; when that occurred. 3. at that; for that
reason.

there-by (ftftr-bi', /Mr'bl'), adv. 1. by or through
that; by that means. 2. connected with that: used
chiefly in expressions such as thereby hangs a tale.

3. thereabouts.
come thereby, come into possession of it.

there for (*Mr-f6rO, adv. for this; for that: for it.

there-fore (JMr'f6r, MaVfor'), adv. A conj. [Early MB.
ther fore; see THERE & FORE), as a result of this or that;
for this or that reason; consequently; hence.
there-from (JMr-frum', *Mr-from/) adv. from this;
from that; from it.

there-in (fhfx-wf), adv. 1. in there; in or into that
place or thing. 2. in that writing, speech, etc. 3. in
that matter, detail, etc.

there^fafaft-er ((Mr'in-af'tgr, toar'in-Sf'tSr), adv. in
the following part (of that document, speech, etc.)-

there-in-to (Mr-in'toS, *Mr'in-t6"S') adv. 1. into that
place or thing. 2, into that matter, condition, etc.

ther-e-min (therVmin), n. [after Leo Theremin
(1896- ), Russ. inventor], an electronic musical in-
strument whose tone and pitch are controlled by
moving the hands through the air varying distances
from two projecting antennas: a trade-mark (Theremin).
there of (^Ir-uv', Mr-ov') adv. 1. of that; of it;
concerning that or it. 2. from that as a cause, reason,
etc.; therefrom*
there-on (tMr-on', *Mr-6n')* adv. 1, on that; con-
cerning that subject, etc. 2, immediately following
that; thereupon.

there's (tb&xti), there ia,

Theresa j&j-ri's, to~re%),J< Pr Tkfofa* or Port.
Theresa; u Therasia; ? < C*r, tk&Hxefa, to reap], a
feminine name: variant* Teresa; dixninwtivest Ttrryt

Theresa, Saint, 1515-1582; Spanish mystic; founder of
the reformed order of Carmelites: her day is October
15: also spelled Teresa.

there to (Mr-t$d\ * L to that ptaa thing, tta;
u 2. plrehalc or Poetic], in addition to that;

. -, fw. up to that
[
before that.

M - ^ f .. wajiMir), a$v* X, twwter that;
tf^

flcfo tfemto

odfv. X. to-
. 2. as a consequence

oooeemjot tiiat w^Met* eta
f. wit}i that

tint, witWL &

ther-mae (thtlr'me), n.pl. [L.; Gr. thermal, pi. of
therms, heat], hot or warm springs or baths; specifically,
the public baths or bathhouses of the ancient Romans.
ther-mal (thttr'm'l), adj. [Pr. < Gr. therms, heat],
1. having to do with heat, hot springs, etc. 2. warm
or hot.

ther-maMy (thur'm'1-i), adv. by means of heat.
therm an ea-the si-a, therm an-aes the si a (thfirm'-
an-as-the'zhe, thurm'an-Qs-the'zhi-) , n. thermoanes-
thesia.

therm-es-the-si-a, therm-aes-the-si-a (thurm'es-the^
zho, tMrm'es-the'zhi-a), n. [Mod. L.; see THERMO- &
AESTHESIA], in physiology, the sense by which heat
and cold are perceived; temperature sense.

ther-mic (thttr'mik) adj. [< Gr. therm<lt heat; + -ic],

of or caused by heat.

$Ther-ml-dor (ttr'mS'ddr'; Eng. thar'mi-darO, n.

[Fr. < Gr. tkermS, heat + d&ron, gift], the eleventh
month (July 19~August 17) of the French Revolution-
ary Calendar, adopted by the First Republic in 1793,
therm-Ion (thurm'i'an, thur'mi-an), n [therm- +
ion], an electrically charged particle emitted by an
incandescent material: positively charged thermions
are called ions, and negatively charged, electrons.
therm ion-ic (thttrm'i-on'ik. thur'mi-on'ik), adj. of
or operating by means of thermions.
thermionic current, an ^electric current caused by
directed thermionic emission,
therm-I on-ics (tharml-on'iks, thttr'mi-on'iks) , n.pL
[construed as sing.], the study and science of thermionic
activity.
thermionic valve, [British! an electron tube,
thermit (thdr'mit), n. fG, < Gr. thmni, heat], a
mixture of finely granulated aluminum with an oxide
of iron or other metal, which, produces great heat nd
is used in welding and in Incendiary bombs: a trade-
mark (Thermit).
ther-mite (thttr'mlt), n. thermit*
ther-mo- (thGr'mS, thdr'm), [< Gr, <fcirml, heat], a
combining form meaning : 1 . heat, as la ihfrmodynamicx.
2. thermoelectric, as in thermocouple. Also, before a
vowel, therm-.

m8-an/a-th8'h, thdr'md-an'iw-th^hi-i), n* [Mod.
L.L the lack or loss of the ability to perceive hat
and cold: also thermancatheaia. thermunacatheula.
thcr mo-bar o graph (thflr

/
&.bar'9-graf\ thirm^

bar'D-griif'h n. an instrument cotifsisting of a thenno-
aph combined with a barograph.

barometric
pressure and,
water. 2. a siphon
use as a thermometer.

branch of chemistry that with the
of heat to chemical change: abbreviated thermoehom.
ther-mo-cou-ple (thar'tno-kup"!}, n. a
cotiplc for measuring dittertmees in



tkermolabile thews

&S&&3&JKSK&srs16 *-
t^^TOSK wsasSi.-^some toxins, enzymes, etc., that are destroyed or lose

fisssssa*-
heated to S5 * r

"
b -

l^?^^^^by heat. 2. m physiology, the loss or dispersion ol heattrom the body.
ther-mom-e-ter (thSr-mom's-ter), n, [thermo- + -meter],
1. an instrument for measuring temperatures, con-
sisting of a graduated glass tube with a sealed, capillarybore in which mercury, colored alcohol, etc. rises or
tails as it expands or contracts from changes in tempera-ture. 2. any similar instrument, as one operating bymeans of a thermocouple. The three principal types of
thermometers are: Fahrenheit, in which the freezing
point of water is 32 and the boiling point 212;
centigrade, m which the freezing point is and the
boiling point 100; and Reaumur, in which the freezing
point is Q* and the boiling point 80.
ther'mo-met*iic (thGr'ma-met'rik), adj. of or measured
by a thermometer,
ther mo met ri cal (thur'm0-met'ri-k'l) adj. thermo-
metric.

thcr-moni-e-try (ther-momVtri), n, L measurement
of temperature. 2, the science of making or using
thermometers.
ther mo mo tor (thur'mo-mS'te'r), n. [thermo- +
motor], an engine operated by heat, especially by the
expansion of heated air,

ttafrttO'iwctoar (thur'mS-nSS'kH-gr,
t
thur'm5-nu'-

k|Mlr) adj* Uh$rino>" + nuclear], designating, of, or em
ptoyinif th neat energy released in nuclear fission.

tMMliO'plM (thfir'm-!^!'), n. Uhermo- -4- pile (a
heap)), an imtrument consisting of a series of "thermo-
couples, uied for measuring minute changes in temp-
erature or far generating thermoetectric current.
thrmO'pnc (thur'm^-plas'tik), adj. becoming or
rtmatmng toft and tnoidable when subjected to heat:
ttM of certain plastics; of. thermosettina. n. a thermo-

<

11bMfff*mop*y'IiMi (thiT'-iiftop'^-ti), n. a mountain pass
in eaftm Orecce: seeaa of a battle (480 B.C.) in
whieh thi Spwtans under Leonidas were overcome
after holding off the Persian army under Xerxes*
t&K*a(KM bottlf (or flwOc^ |g), (thur'moa), [Or.
thfrmns, luvt], a bottle, ilaisk, or

jug lor keeping liquids at al-

most thr origfiaal femwrature
tut: it MM two
' a vacuum and

ther mo-tax-i8 (thCir'ma-tak'sis) , n. [Mod. L.; see
THERMO- & -TAXIS], 1. in biology, movement of an
organism toward or from a source of heat. 2. in
Physiology, the normal regulation of body temperature.
ther mo ten sile (thur'mp-ten'sl, thOr'mS-ten'sil), adj.
having to do with variations in tensile strength caused
by changes in temperature.

ther-mo-trojp-Ic (thuVma-trop'ik), adj. of or having
thermotropism.
ther-mot-ro-pism (thSr-mot'ra-piz'm), ft, [thermo- -f-

-tropism], the tendency of a plant to grow toward or
away from a source of heat.
-ther-my (thur'mi), [< Or. therm$, heat], a combining
form meaning heat or the production of heat, as in
diathermy,
the-roid (ther'oid), adj. [Gr. ther, a wild beast; + -oid] t

like or characteristic of an animal; beastlike.
Ther si-tea (ther-si'tez), n. [L.; Gr. Thersitlsi in Greek
legend, an ugly, loud, abusive Greek soldier in the
Trojan War, killed by Achilles.

ther-sit-i-cal fther-sit'i-k'l), adj. characteristic of
Thersites; loud and abusive; scurrilous.
the-sau-rus (thi-s6'ras), n. \$l, THESAURI (-ri), THE-
SAURUSES (-iz)], [L. < Gr. msauros, a treasure], 1. a
treasury or storehouse; hence, 2. a book containing
a store of words, as a dictionary or, especially, a book
of classified synonyms and antonyms.
these (th&z),pron. & adj. plural of this.
The se-an (thi-se'en), adj. of or like Theseus.

is fitted in a m^tal outer ease:
ji tr;itk>-ni;trk (Thermon).

for
wit

them.

tl^ttMMmp'fc (

ik) / or or todl by

Theseus (the'soos, th'sGs the'si-ss), n. [L,; Gr.
Theseus], in Greek legend, the principal hero of Attica,
son of Aegeus and king of Athens: he is famed for

many exploits, especially for his killing of the Minotaur.
the 818

(thi'sis), n. [pL THESES (-sez)]7 [L.; Gr. thesis, a
placing, position, proposition < the base of tithenaL
to put, place], 1. in classical poetry, the accented
syllable of a foot. 2. the unaccented syllable of a
foot in poetry: usage due to misinterpretation of the
classical Greek word. 3. an accented note in music,
indicated by a downward stroke in conducting, 4. a
proposition to be maintained or defended in argument,
formerly one publicly disputed by a candidate for a
degree in a medieval university; nence. 5. an essay
or dissertation presented by a candidate for an, aca-
demic degree as evidence of his knowledge ol and
individual research in a subject. 6, in logta, an un-
nroved statement assumed as a premise; postulate;
mstinguished from hypothesis. Opposed to arsis (in
senses 1, 2, 3).

Thes-pian (theVpi-oa), adj. 1. of Thespis: Jwsace,
2, having to do with the drama, especially with tragedy.
n, an actor; especially, a tragedian: a somewhat
humorous or pretentious usage.

ThM;pte (ttortpfcOtfk Greek poet; 6th ceatury B.C.;
traditionally the originator of (Sreek tragedy.

The8-sa li an
(the-a7ti-Qn) f adj, of Thessaly, its people,

eta n. 1. a native or innabitant of ancient Th@ss*iy.
2. the ancient Greek dialect spoken in Thtssaly.

Thea-sa lo-ni an (^wVB'ni-m), adj. of Thewaloalca
or its people n. a native or iu^&bitant of Tl*watoiica.
Thcs sa lo ni ans (thetVWni^ttz), n*pl fcc$trud as
fling.], either of the Epistles to the Thessalonians, two
books of the New Testament which were messages
from the Apostle Paul to the Christians ol Thessa-

Jpnicaii ftbbxwiattd Thesa*
Thea-sa lon-ic-a (thesVk'i-k) w. Salonika a dty
in Greece: an ancient name; also Thes-sa-lo-ni ke

. aaaae*
Thes-sa ly (thesVH), it. an ancient region in north-

DUUf; <rf 8eou origia]*'

alphabet (o, $, J).
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habit, hence characteristic quality; akin to OS. than,

custom; IB. base *teu~, to pay friendly attention to,

notice, seen also in L. tueri, to keep in sight, observe,
look after (cf. TUTOR, TUITION)], 1. muscular j>ower;
bodily strength. 2. rarely in sins, muscles or sinews.

thew-y (thu'i, thoo'i), adj. [THEWIBR (-i-Sr), THEWIEST
(-i-ist)], having thews; muscular.

they (th), pron. [for sing, see HE, SHE, IT], [ME. the* <
ON. thei*. nom. masc. pi. of the demonstrative pron.;
like their & them (ME. theim), also < the ON. demon-
strative forms, thei replaced earlier ME. he (hi) because
the native pronouns were phonetically confused with
the forms of the pers. pron. (ME. he, hire, hem, him,

etc.); cf. THEIR, THEM, SHE], 1. the persons, animals,
or things previously mentioned: they is the nominative
case form, them the objective, their and theirs the

possessive, and themselves the intensive and reflexive,

of the third personal plural pronoun. 2. people (or a

person) generally or indefinitely: as, they say it's so.

they'd (Stad), 1. they had. 2. they would.
they'll (thai), 1. they will. 2. they shall.

they're (/Mr), they are.

they've (tftav), they have.
thi- (th!), thio-.

thia-mln (thl's-mm), n. thiamine.
thi-a-mine (thl'a-mSn', thl'a-min), n. [thi- 4- amine],
a complex w/iite, crystalline compound, CuHnO^SCl"
HC1, round in tne outer coating of cereal grains, green
peas, beans, egg yolk, liver, etc., and also prepared
synthetically; vitamin Bi: a deficiency of this vitamin
results in beriberi and certain nervous disorders: also

thiamine chloride, thiamine hydrochlorldc.
thia-zin (thi'o-zin), n. thiazme.
thi-a-zine (thl'a-zen', thIVzin), n. pW- + o*it*] any
of a group of heterocyclic compounds whoa molecules
contain one atom of nitrogen, one atom of sulfur, and
four atoms of carbon, arranged in a ring.
thi a zol (thl'o-zol'. thl'o-zol), n. thiazole.
thi a zole (thiVzSl'), I'*1*" + co&ole], * colorless

Hguid, CtHaNS, with a nve-membered ring. 2. any
ofits various derivatives, used in dyes and drugs.

Thi-bet (ti-betO n. Tibet.
Thl'beMm (ti-bet'on), adj. & n. Tibetan.
thick (tMk), adj. ME. thikke* thicket AS. Wcc*, thick,
dense; akin to G, dick; IE, base *w*v thick, fat,

seen also in Sans. Hug], 1. having relatively gremt
depth; of considerable extent from one surface, or
side to the opposite: as, a thick layer of stones* A
thick board. 2. having relatively large diameter In
relation to length: as, a thick rod, thick pipe. 3.

measured in the third dimension or between opposite
surfaces: as, three inches thick: distinguished from
long, wide. 4. having the constituent elements arranged
close together; dense; compact; abundant; specifically,

a) filled or covered completely; denw; taxunaoti M, a
thick head of hair, thick woods, d) grant in number;
%bundant; crowded: at, a thick crowd. ) I great
density or oontSttt&cy; not very fluid; YMOOU*; Haavy:
at, thick soup, thick smoke, d) not clear: turbid; muddy;
foggy; close: as, the sir was thick with fumes. 5. oot
clear; husky; hoarse: as, a thick voice. 6. not clear In

understanding : sttipid ; dull. 7. [Colloq, J, wry friendly ;

intimate. S. (Brit;ish CoUoQ.]f
too nmch to be tol-

erated; excessive. Opposed to thin (in senses 1, 2, 4a,
46, 4* adv. thickly, it* the thickest part or the
period of greatest activity: aa. in the thick of the

titat. *$FJV* see ftM*
It on thick, [Colloq.], to give exaggerated bkimc

ise*

h thick and thin, in good times and hard
tj wltibottt waywteg in loyalty,

|*n ratlk'ta). v.t. A IM. L to make or beconie
_ fc or wfekr* 2. to mk or baocwa more cwoapte
* involved: as. the plot thickened,
1

ig (tteik^i4Q) n. 1. 1db aettai of ft wanton
that thickens. 2* a materkil usetl to thicken

something thickened or the thickened

Thiers, Lou-is A dolphe (lwe' A'dolf ty&r'), 1797-
1877; French statesman and historian.

thieve (thev), v*L & v.i. [THIBVKD (th^vd), THIEVING],
[< AS. theofian < theof (see THIEF)], to steal.

thiev-er-y (tnev'gr-i), n. [pi THIEVERIES (-iz)], 1. the
act or practice of stealing or an instance of this; theft.

2. [Rarel, something stolen.
thieves (thevz), n. plural of thief.

thiev-ish (thev'ish), ad/- 1. addicted to thieving, or

stealing. 2. of, Hke, or characteristic of a thief;

stealthy; furtive.

thigh (thi), n. [ME. thi, thih; AS. theoh; cf. D. dij,MHG. diech, etc.] , 1 . the part of the human leg between
the knee and the hip. 2. a corresponding part in other

vertebrates; region of the femur or, as in birds, the
next lower segment of the leg. 3. the third segment
(from the base) of an insect s leg; femur.

thigh-hone (thi
/
b6n') n. the bone of the thigh, articu-

lating with the tibia and the pelvis; femur; also thigh
bone.
thlg mo-tac tic (thig'ma-tak'tik), adj. of thigmotaxis.
thig mo-tax-is (thig^ma-tak'sis), n. {Mod. C. < Or.
thuma, touch; 4- -taxis]* in biology* involuntary re-

action to simple contact with some outside object or
body, as in motile cells.

thlg mot-ro-piem (thig-xnot'r9-pu)m) n, [Mod, L, <
Or. thigma* touch: + -Trotism]* stereotropism.

thill (thil), n [ME. & AS. tftttU, a stake, pole, plank;
base as in dew, (wood)), either of the two long pieces
between which a horse is hitched to a wagon: shaft.
thimble (thim'bl), n. [ME. thimbd (with uxmJitoric

-&-), thymel; AS. thymeL thumbfltall < thuma, a thumb,
with -l. dim. sumac (cf. -LB)J t, a small, pitted cap
of metal, plastic, etc* worn on the fmger in sewing to

rotect
it m pushing the needle through the fabric, tic.

something resembling this; especially, a grooved,
metal ring inserted In a loop of rope of in a .sail's

rop hoi to prevent wwtf,
thimble-berry (thim'bl-bw'l), n. [pi TOIMBLB-
BERRIBS (-i)l, any of various ratpbemtt or M&ck-
Iwries with fruit shaped like a thimbto,
thim*blfm (thimVl-fool

7
), m 1. TKiMBuarOLt

(-foolzOJr 1* tt much ts a thimble will hold; hence,
2, a wry tmall^ quantity.

gam in which spectators are, challenged to bt on the
locution of a small object ottataibly oonotatod under
on of thwe cupi or atatthtHi xmue&pulatad by a tletent-
of-hand operator; also called shell s,<im?* 2. ft thimble-

rigger, v.t. [THIMULERIOGKD (-ngd'), THIMHLKRU;-
CJiNcL to swlncite, M by tMs gi*w<i

with cofiMhapM dieks antl dalsyllka
., tbokia* 2. a vmiitty of wood WM

i

(fttibaj, ^TTOWMIE <*). wtyT4iBi*^* AS. ikynm; afcte to O, mmmi 11
^yttefertl out, thin (< *l*

"

ienuis, tenuous], 1, having
little exteut from mnm or
as, thin top:*)il, thin paper,
in relatjr>n to length: %

"

fat or ieih; lean; gaunt-; .

ilitewtit <'l*nnent!i arranged
or compact; ;

iminher; soatlwed; ni

thin imlk'thin mr^it
c. : as, a thin soup. 4
'
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thin
thiosulfuric

thing (this)), n. [ME.; AS. thine, a council, court,
controversy; akin to G. ding, ON. thing; basic sense
"public assembly": hence development "affairs
matters -tilings ; IE, base *tenf>~, to draw, extend,m sense 'spaa of

t
time." whence Grnc. sense "specifiedtim (tor a meeting) '], 1. any matter* circumstance,

affair, or concern. 2. that which is done, has been
done, or is to be done; a happening* act, deed, incident,
event, etc*: as, what & thing to do, he'll accomplish
great things. 3. that which constitutes an end to be
achieved, a step in a process, etc,; as, the next thing
is to mix thoroughly. 4. that which is conceived,
spoken of, or referred to as existing as an individual,
distinguishable> entity: specifically, a) any single entity
distinguished from all others: as, every thing in the
universe, b) a tangible object, as distinguished from a
concept, quality, etc.: as, the book is a thing; its color
is a quality, c) an inanimate object, d) an item, detail,
etc. 5 as, not a thing has been overlooked, e) that which
as represented, at distinguished from the word or
symbol that represents it, S.JL a) personal belongings.
b) clothes or clothing. 6. [Colloq.], a person: used in
expression*- of contempt, affection, pity, etc., m poor
***{ * dew little iking. 7. [Colloq.], something
mentioned but unnamed, as in contempt, or because
the name is not known or remembered : as, it's that
other <A*ftf 1 want, 8. in law. that which may be
owned; m property: distinguiuhed from person.mk@ a flood thing of, TColloqJ, to profit by (some

enterprtte or experience),

sji chfagt, [Colloq,], to have hallucinations,
tilt thteg. L that which is wise, advisable, essential,

*.??- ^^1^^ ^Jw height of lathion or style!"

"y; see prec] f a

T "".*'"** /t <^ [trans*, of O
-,..-. .w-v w Kmiwn phUowphy, tnat aspect of a
thinf which luu imlity bymid human perception and
teowledgt ad f hepw, can never b known,

\ [Colloq,], a thing*

'bob (tfUaWbobO* * fartaaiott o! older
< fttaif], [Cpncg.], ay device; contrivance?

httxnorbttt tubfttitttte far a name not known
or temporarily forattin*
ttOak (thiQk), feMTWUpitT (tfadt), Tftmottl, [< MB,
tkm^Jmt, to thbk, qonfutd with ihMmt to tem;
AS. Itawti. to think* dtui. of tamom, to idem; for
IB. Mi TWAOTC, .[, l. to form or have in the
mind: at, I am ikfoklng black thought*.
2. to hod mm oa*'t opinkaf judge; caartte; at, I
tkink mt I, to bdMVi; stmaiii; tx
aa tfetf ^lnJF t&gr mn coant, I dM nol UUMb to
you* 4* to diUmiai, Miotvt, work oat,

iim$J*i his way out of te
I, to in tetittt; pun^; fetend; as

SM. 4 to Pit* throw, ite. (Into a

by mtnlal ooaoaatfationi aa, wi
iato oilmnma. 7. to brm to m

% MfnA now wa wtr*
09ttiiiltpir in tM mind ; te

connotes deep or quiet continued thought (he reflected on the
day s events) ; speculate implies a reasoning on the basis of
incomplete or uncertain evidence and therefore stresses the
conjectural character of the opinions formed (to speculate on the
possibility of life on Mars); deliberate implies careful and
thorough consideration of a matter in order to arrive at a
conclusion (the jury deliberated on the case).
think (thixjk), v.i. [THOUGHT (th6t), THINKING], [< ME.
thvnchen, to seem, confused with thenchcn, to think:
AS. myncan; cf. prec. THINK], t seem; appear: used
impersonally with an indirect object, now only in the
compounds methinks and methought.

thlnk-a-ble (thirjk'a-b'l), ad/, that can be thought;
conceivable.

thinking ( (thirjk'irj), adj. [pp. of think], 1, that thinks
or can think: rational. 2, thoughtful or reflective by
nature, n. the action of one who thinks or the result
of such action; thought,
thin-ner (thin'er), n. a person or thing that thins;
especially, a substance or liquid added, as turpentine
to paint, for thinning.
thin-nish (thin'ish), adj. somewhat thin.
thin-skinned (thin'skmd'), d/, 1. having a thin
skin. 2, sensitive to criticism, insult, etc. ; easily hurt.
tWto- (thi'o, thl'o), [< Gr, tiu&m, brimstone), a com-
puunft.iorm meanink sulfur, used in chemical terms
to indicate the replacement of oxygen in an acid
radical by negatively divalent sulfur: also, before a
vowel, thK
tM-oal*d*hyde (thr5-ai'd^hld') t

n, [thto- + aldehyde],
any of a group of organic chemical compounds con-
taining the monovalent radical -CHS; an aldehyde in
which sulfur has replaced the oxygen.
thi o an ti mo nate (thr6~an'ti-m9-na"tO n. any of a
group of chemical compounds considered salts of
thioantimonic acid,
thi o an-ti mo-ni ate (thi'S-an'ti-mS'ni-ItO, * thio-
antimonate.

tlii-o*n-tl'moa-ic add (thi'5-an'ti-mon'ik), Wtk* +
annmontc], a hypothetical acid, HiSbS4 known only
in the form of it* salts,

thi o an ti mo ni-ous add (thl'S-an'ti-mS'tti-QS), [thto*

a^imonious}, any of a group of hypothetical acids,
HiSbSfc HSbSs, HjSbiSs, and HSbB7 known only
in, the forms of their salts in solution,
thi o an-ti mo-nite (tM'5-an'ti-msh.nItO. n. any of a
group of chemical compounds known only in solution
tt*na MMtfk 4>4^.MLj4 A^14, *JT A<k^ A,1Ui^_ xi ^. u_.._ _^**_

arsenic acids.
thloarsen ic acid.. v-* wv -%*.*** ^v*** v^wb-nou- llC), FiJlfO" -f W*
apy of three hypotAietloal acids, KiAi84 HXsSt,
RfS^L^f^J^Y in ^J^fe1?^ J^ $*$ salte*

(tW
oompoood* considered

rw f m.p. ww w^,**** w* - T.^ ^,_ w,w .

-nlt'}. n. any ol a group of
Mlti erf tE@ mio-

i all

for |niv!nft At

prmwlni
tf > lAliii, 3* to

M. I jii
-

ftNMk uteiirf* 10
t!ttlc ouf U>ii;

ftiink J^t|r *f, t* to fam a new, rntire ^A I. to *i or

m, i, to

ycm m
t hntight;> MI they occur;

f hittt n*fhinft nf, i ,

to p te *!> ,

htok4*(, t* IA entt If fun^wbtr, a. to- - . -

I*
.........-*

anlc

^io^^uk-le ^UI (thl'd-*

n* a Mlt or iwfcer of
containing th* moiovaJnt radical

.

anv of a class
alcohols and
ir fof oxygen



thiourea 1516
Thomas k Becket

furic], an unstable acid, HiSjOi. whose salts are used
in photography, as an antichlor in bleaching, etc.

thi-o u re-a (thl'5-yoo-re'a, thl'o-yoorfi-a), n. [Mod. L.;
see THIO- & UREA], a colorless, crystalline chemical com-
pound, CS(NHi)i, used in organic synthesis and as a

reagent for bismuth.
third (thftrd), adj. [ME. thirdc, thridde; AS. thrtdda,

thrydda < base of thrie, three 4- suffix (IE. *-tjo$)-,
akin to G. dritte, L. tertius (ct TERTIARY); altered in

ME. by metathesis], 1. preceded by two othefs in a

series; 3(r)d. 2. designating any of the three equal
parts of something, n. L the one following the

second. 2. any of the three equal parts of something;
1/3. 3. one sixtieth of a second, as of time or of the arc

of an angle. 4. the third forward gear ratio of an
automotive vehicle: in most automobiles it is the

highest. 5. pi. in law, a) the third part of a deceased
man's estate, which, under certain conditions, goes
unrestrictedly to his widow, 6) loosely, a widow's dower.
6. in music, a) an interval of three degrees in a diatonic

scale. 6) a tone three degrees above or below a given
tone, c) the combination of two notes separated by
this interval, d) the third tone of a diatonic scale.

third base, in baseball, the base between second base
and home plate, located on the pitcher's right.
third-class (thttrd'klas', thftrd'klksO, adj. of the class,

rank, excellence, etc. next below the second; specifi-

cally, a) designating or of accommodations next oelow
the second: as, a third-class railway carriage, b) desig-

nating or of a class of mail consisting of books, circulars,

etc. adv. 1. with accommodations next below the
second: as, they traveled to Berlin third-class. 2. as

or by third-class mail.
. m

third-de gree (thurd'di-gre"') <*dj. of the third degree.
third degree, 1. in Freemasonry, the degree of master
mason. 2. [prob. < ritual of Freemasons in conferring
the preceding], severe treatment or torture by police,
etc. to force a confession or information.
third estate, see estate (sense 2).
third eyelid, the nictitating membrane.
Third International* the international organization of

Communist parties, founded in Moscow m 1919 and
dissolved in 1943: also called Communist International,

Comintern.
third-ly (thurd'li), adv. in the third place; third: uied
chiefly in enumerating topics.

third person, that form of a pronoun or verb which
refers to the person or thing spoken of : In fa does, he
and does are in the third person.
tntrd rail, an extra rail used in tome electric railroads,

instead of an overhead wire, for supplying power.
third-rate (thfUrd'rfif), a/ 1. third te quality or
other rating; third-class, 2, definitely inferior; very

Third Republic, the republic established in France in

1870, after the fall of Napoleon HI, lasting until the
German occupation of France in world War II,

thirl (thfcrl), Ft
t thirlage, **. A twf* IAS. ^yrlian <

ftprf, a hdM iDial), 1. to pierce. 1 to thrill,

thlrl-age (thSrffe), nl [< MK ftnUta, tMrJto, to bold
in bondage* hold to a condition of servitude!, 1, a
form of feudal servitude, by whkh tenants ww re-

quired to grind their grain at n specified mill and pay
a specified fe for thir,: 2. the tm paid,
thirst (thftrft). n. {MB. thirst, itawf; AS, tkwft? akin
to GL durst; Gmc. *Uhr-*lw; IB, mm *fcrt* to dry,
seen also in torrid, torrent], 1. the uncomfortable or
distressful feeling caused by a dim or ned for water
or other drink and characterized generally by a sensa-
tion of dryaew in the mouth and throat. 1 [Colloq.],
a craving lor alcoholic liquor. 3. a strong dsire;

eravtef ; waging, vJL I* to wan I to drink; be thirsty.*
'to tuwe a trottg denim or craving*

My (thftriVM), *P* to a tnfafty ma
1 v-n (tl&nra-pift), n. th*> ttufe of Mo

'

_

work. 4. having string dtr*
thflr'tcnO , fld/ [MK. tkrittw; .

* -TEEN], three ntorc than te. it* tip
number between twelve and fourteen; II;

m * -TH), } precetu"! by twelve others in a
1th. 2/designating any of the thirteen equal
something, n. I, the one following the
2. any ot the thirteen equal parts of to

the cardinal number between twenty-nine and thirty-

one; 30; XXX. , , , ,

th thirties, the years from thirty through thirty-nine

(of a century or a person's age).

Thirty-nine Articles (thur'ti-nmOtthe thirty-nine

points of doctrine of the Church of England and the

Episcopal Church. . ^ .

thfr-ty-sec'ond note (thur'ti-sek'and), in music, a
note (JF) having 1 /32 the duration of a whole note: also

called demisemtquaver.
thir-ty-twomo (thur'ti-t55'mS/), n. [see -MO], 1. the

page size of a book made up of printer s sheets folded

into 32 leaves, each leaf approximately 3 1/2 by 5 1/2
inches. 2. a book consisting of pages of this size:

written 32mo (no period), atf/. consisting of pages of

this size.

Thirty Years' War, a series of European wan. (1618-

1648) on political and religious issues, fought originally

between German Catholics and German Protestants,
but later involving the Swedish, French, and Spanish.

this Mis), pron. (#1 THESE 0/tfe)], [ME. this, thes; AS.

thcs, masc., this, neut. < the base of the demonstrative

pron.; see THAT], 1. the person or thing mentioned or

understood: as, this is John, this Ustes aood. 2, the

thing that is nearer: distinguished from thai, as, I can
see this more clearly than that, 3, on of two things
that are compared or contrasted: distinguished from
that, as, of the two possibilities, this i* more likely
than that, 4, the fact, idea, etc. that is about to be
stated: as, "this above all: to thine ownsell be true,"

5. the fact, idea, etc. that has Just bm mentioned:

as, this leads us to the following conclusion. <*/ I.

designating the person or thing mentioned or under-
stood: as, this man was John* this pie jMtat good.
2, designating the thing that is nearer: distinguished

from mat, as, I can see this house more deadly than
that one across the street. 3. designating one of two
things that are compared or contrasted, *i contra-

distinguished from that*, as, of the two, this possibility
is more likely than that one, 4, dettoatitig something
about to be stated: as, this claim Fmato: I w hw
friend, 5. designating something that has Just been
mentioned: as, this evidence loads us to the following
conelusiotu 6* thete: ued oi thlngi ooniidmd collec-

tively or as a unit! a*, by this tnftam, mv to this

extent; so; at, it was this big.

Thlsbe, see Pyramua and Thlnh.
this tlo (thiin), n. [MB. & A8 MM; ftkin to 0.

distel; IE. base *W^|* a
point, seen also in Sans,

iij-mofht pointed* AartH, any
of various related planfi with
prickly leaves and heada <rf

white* purpte, pink, or ytl
low flowcrt*
this tie down (thitn^dounO*
n. the down attached to tht
flower head of & thistle

ti*f-tiy (thlili),
TLIER (u4r), TH
iit)i 1> Ifk a thi.stlr or

, tfa&M; pricklr. 2, tell of
or overgrown with

_
5, cte.j, to' or towani that pi

topiir, arf/. on thut
thitlver-to (thi/A

time; up to tlm.
( t

thttherward,
dMk ttof

UMO. oi^. * fo thovMdb.
thole (tlH-l). it, (MK A AS, IJW; akin ti> I). M; IE,%t < mm *^. to ?iwt*tt, nt<\ ttso
in |M^V tumuttl a pin or **f a mlr *f pun,_^ ^ _^.. _.* _n ._. ^

t t̂|
f ^ t^ g^n.

f<rnn :

1MB.
.. % to

or HritV.h iJutl).

MM-
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Thomas it Kempis 1517 thought
r kem>is)' (Thomas Hamerkm
Thomas u&mmerleiri), 1380-1471-
d scholar; regarded as author of

Thomas Amiinas, Saint, see Aquinas.
f

Tho-mlsm (tSfmiss'm, thS'raiz'xn). n. the theological
and philosophical doctrines of Tnomas

: 6d the basis of

Thp-miit (tSSfmist, thS'mist), adj. having to do withThomas Amjinaa, his
doctrines, or his followers* n, a

follower of Thomaa Aquinas; adherent of Thornism.
Thomp*aoa, Francis (tomp's'n. tom's'n), 1859-1907;

Thompson submachine gun, a type of submachine
gun: a trade-mark: nee submachine awn.

Thorn,'ton, Janata (toraVn, tompVn), 1700-1748:
Scottish poet.
nottuaa, Jf.Arthur. Mohn Arthur Thomson), 1861-
193J; Scottiah naturalist and author,

Thomson, Sir Joiwph John, 1856-1940; English
uhyttciat; Ctcgtyed Nobel prisje in phytics, 19067

ThomiOil, Wttltem. Ma KeMit. Wlfit/m ThomiSa.
tnong (thoa), n [MS. thmg, mwang; AS, thwang, a
twitted itruo, thong; for IE. bate see TWINGE], I. a
narrow itrip of Ittthtr, etc. ustd as a Lace, strap, etc,
1 1 wUpItfth, MO! plaited strips of hide,
Thdr (tttrV, R. (OK. tkwr < bmte seen in iJiwiKter; cf.
TiitfEiDAVL in Nartt mythology, the god of thunder,
war, and Wgngth, and tfr ion of Odin: h had a magichammaf with which he 4troyd the foes of the gods
thO'iaak: (thtaw'lk, tuWlk), adj. [Mod. L, tho~
fttttMt; Qr. UorfMfat), ol in, or near the thorax*, , , o

uet, tip route cwd of the lymphatic system.
alow tb front

ojt
the iptoaf column W

yifti
to lymph from vnrioui putts of the

dy, tmmylm^ It into the toft tubeliiviim vain.
im'dl0ft (&0.n.Wf tW-ras^i-kd), thoraco-

21*

tKo*rtcfOBhlum-lMur (thd:mi1-k54um'bir th5-raa'i-
kd*m f

Wr)| fc
w* thoracolumbar.

*c0 tM-rSfk5) [Of. l^Jb-lt a
fc

.

thim*c0 tM-rSfk5) [Of. l^Jb-lt a
combtetef form tnwinitig: L tit tfwrax, M in tlwra-

I* m thorax and. m in thwolumbar. Also.
*'

wgtry of ttie thorax,

n. (A
xvrul^Vi. Ttr, ftl.

to 0. ^*ri; IB,*
tor . to ba ^ifff

or

thorn-y (th6r'ni) r adj. [THORNIER (~nW3r) f THORNIEST
(-m-ist) ], 1 . full of th9rns ; brambly ; prickly, 2 . having
thorns or spines: said of some animals. 3. like a
thorn; sharp. 4, full of obstacles, vexations, pain, etc.;
as, the thorny road to ^eace. 5. full of controversial
points; difficult; contentious: as, a thorny problem.

thor-0 (tMr'o; thur'a), adj,,prepy adv. thorough.
tho-ron (th6r'on, tho'ron), n. [Mod. L. < thorium +
-on-as in argon], a radioactive isotope of radon, re-
sulting from the disintegration of thorium: symbol,
Tn; at. wt.. 220: at. no., 86.
thor-ough (thttr'o; also, esp. in compounding, thtir/s).
prep. & adv. [ME. thoruh, thuruh; an emphatic var. of
through (see THROUGH)], [Obs.], through, adj. I.

originally, passing through: now chiefly in combination,
as m thoroughfare. 2. done or proceeding through to the
end; thoroughgoing: complete; finished. 3. that is

completely (as described); out-and-out; absolute: as, a
thorough rascal. 4. very exact, accurate, or painstak-
ing, especially with regard to details: as, a thorough
person, n.

(T-j, in English history, the thorough,
ruthless administrative policies under Charles I, as
carried put by William Laud and the Earl of Strafford.
thorough bass (bis), in music, 1. formerly, a system
of indicating accompanying chords by placing figures
representing complete chords under the notes of the
bass. 2. the figures so used, 3. loosely, the theory of

thorough brace, either of a pair of leather straps
supporting the body of a coach or other horse-drawn
vehicle and often serving as springs.

thorough-bred (thftr's>-bredO, adj. 1. of pure stock;
bred of parents of official pedigree: said of horses,
dogs, etc. 2. thoroughly trained^ educated, cultured,
etc, ; well-bred, n. La thoroughbred animal; spe-
cifically. [T-) any of a breed of race horses developed
originally by crossing English with Turkish and Arabic
horses* 2. a cultured, well-bred person,
thorough fare (thurVflrO, n. [MB. thwghfare,
thorough /ore < thurgh (see THROUGH) + fare (see
FAR); of. AS. thurhfaran, v.) L a way or passage
through, 2, a public, unobstructed street open at both
ends, especially one through which there is much
tamffic; highway; main road.

thoroughgoing (thtr'o-gd'irj), adj. very thorotih
(sumefs 2 3> 4),

thor-ough paced (thftrVptstO , adj. 1. thoroughly
trained in all Daces or gaits; said of horses; hence,
2. thoroughgoing: out-and-out.
thor-ough wort (torVwttrtO, n. a short plant with
flat clusters of grayish-white flowers and a stem
passing through the leaf blade: boneset." "*"

-| (th6rp) n (ME, thorp. ttompK AS.
nvrp; akin to O. d&rf, village), a Httle group of

,. m the country; village; hamtet: now mwnly
in place names.
moM

(ffcSi), adj. A pron. {MB. thas. llio*; AS, tka$>
Mm. pL of tkuL this; <rf THIS TKATJ* jplural c^ tluit.
Thoth (thfith, tot), n. Ju; Or, ThMh; Egnyt, ftfetail
the ancient Egyptian god of learning and magic, the
measurer of time and inventor of numbers* representedM having A human body and the head of a dog 01

rfwftfc. .. .. . ,

,
(yl,

finfujyir of wa pmmaMl pronottm: lo
in faiiiiliar address but now roplgyed by you

; or rdigbus ust*. the tp^h of Frin<k t

chK and mn Britinh dialects: the?
. j mm form, tky or iMm fcbt pwmmfam*

rth IntifMivt and witxiv,
'"fuAlA tit*** fc^* < 4S

)N. I/to; akin to (>. dock. yet.'

i ifetlwi thit; notirttli-
i : M

t though the car
2, lufi MM MUffllft't Vtt 1

_ ^wM^m^'^ |w*r ^U!|#rtlw
wotdf IraBtf; WQpoiliii

>c ^^ - " T"^rt -

lafl, ht will few* trit

ai t eonjunctivi> i



ttought 1518 three-quarter
intention or expectation: as, I had no thought of seeing
her. 8. a little; trifle; as, please be a thought more
careful. SYN. see idea.

thought (th6t), past tense and past participle of

thought-ful (thdt'fal), adj. 1. full of thought; medi-
tative; thinking: as, John was quiet and thoughtful
for a while. 2. showing or characterized by thought;
serious: as, a thoughtful essa^. 3. heedful, careful,
attentive, etc.; especially, considerate of others; kind.
SYN. thoughtful, as compared here, implies the showing
of thought for the comfort or well-being of others, as by
anticipating their needs or wishes (it was thoughtful of you
to call); considerate implies a thoughtful or sympathetic
regard lor the feelings or circumstances of others, as in sparing
them pain, distress, or discomfort (considerate enough to extend
the time for payment) ; attentive implies a constant thought-
fulness as shown by repeated acts of consideration, courtesy,
or devotion (an attentive suitor). ANT. thoughtless.
thought-less (thSt'lis), adj. 1. not stopping to think;
careless; heedless: reckless. 2. not given thought;
ill-considered; rash. 3. not considerate of others; in-

considerate; remiss. 4. stupid; dull-witted.
thou-sand (thou'z'nd) , adj. & n. [ME. & AS. thusend;
akin to G. tausend; IB. base *teu~, to swell, increase,
prob. with 2d element < or influenced by the base of
hund- in hundred], ten hundred: 1,000 or M.
thou-sand fold (thou'z'nd-folaO , ad}, [see -FOLD],
1. having a thousand parts. 2. having a thousand
times as much or as many. adv. a thousand times as
much or as many: with a. n. a number or amount
a thousand times as great.
Thousand Island dressing, mayonnaise with minced
capers or pickles, catsup, etc., used as a salad dressing.
Thousand Islands, a group of islands in the upper
St. Lawrence River, belonging to New York State
and Ontario, Canada.
thousandth (thouVndth), adj. [thousand -f ~th], 1.

coming last in a series of a thousand. 2. designating
any of the thousand equal parts of something, w
1. the thousandth one ofa series. 2* any of the thou-
sand equal parts of something.
thow-less (thoulis), adj. [Scot.], thewless.
Thrace (thrgs), n. an ancient region in the eastern
Balkan Peninsula: see Roman Empire, map.
Thra cian (thrS'shsm), adj. of Thrace, its people, or
culture, n. a native or inhabitant of Thrace.

thrall (throl), n. [MB. tftrof; AS. tkrati < ON. tkrmH;
prob. < Gmc. *thranhila, lit., the constrained, one <
IB. base tflrmg-, to shove, press hard, sen also in G.
drangen, to press], 1. originally, a slave or bondman.
2. a person in moral or psychological bondage. 3.
thmUaom. v*t. [Archaic], to put in thraldom; a*
slave, adj. [Rare], enslaved.

thrall dom, thral-dom (throl'dwn) , n* the condition of

being & thrall; servitude: slavery,
thrash (thrash), v.t. [ME. threschen: AS* */*r*

tkerscotn; akin to G. dreschm, to thre; ? < IB.
***s to n*b, rub away], L to thresh. 2, to beat or
flog, as with a fiaH: hence, 3. to dfltet completely or
meralewly. J 1, to tbitMdbu 2. to move violently,
especially swinging one's arms about like threshing
flails; torn about; lash. 3. in nautical usage, to force
one's way against oppodag wind, tide, etc, n. the
act of thrashing; ypecifically, in swimming, & kick uned
In the crawl und backstroke. .VKN. me bat.
^ thratih ow% to disomss thoroughly mod ooneludvdly,
thrash-er (iirith'ftr). n. i. m pwtcm or tibiag that
thrasshes. 2. a thresher (sexut 3).
thrash er (thrasher), n. [Eng. dial, thresher ult. <
same source as thrush], any of a group of Attn*riean
songbirds resembling the thrush but having a lc,ng,
fWt^AaadalcNUMiL
thrashing (thrasl/ir]) r ft* a lx?atin^'^

4*e^(thxiHM)tt'i-]cl}1 4M/*(<ZA.
< thrasus, too bold, rash)

'

unuch; -f -icall boa;>tful

$jSrt*
L

,<1^$m>mttm to
' 4

'

i cord composed of ft strand or
t <y|tei
Liw -^a^^M)r&as

'

like fashion; wind one's way or its way. ^2. to form a
thread when dropped from a spoon: said of boiling

worn "off: as, threadbare carpets. 2. wearing old, worn
clothes; shabby. 3. that has lost freshness or novelty;
stale; trite: as, a threadbare argument.
thread*fin (thred'finO. n. any of a group of fish whose
pectoral fin ends in threadlike rays.
thread mark, a marking of paper currency by incor-

porating colored silk fibers in the paper pulp to make
counterfeiting difficult.

thread-worm (thred'wdrmO. n. any of a group of

threadlike, parasitic worms; especially, the pinworm.
thread-y (thred'i), ad/. [THRKAIHKR (-i-Sr), THREADIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. of or like a thread; strm&y; fibrous; fila-

mentous. 2. forming threads; viscid: said of liquids.
3. of or covered with threads or threadlike parts;
fibrous. 4. resembling a thread m thinness or feeble-
ness: as, a thready voice.

threap (thr5p), v.t* [ME. thnpm; AS. threapian, to
rebuke], [Scot, or British Dial.], 1. to scold; chide.
2. to maintain or assert obstinately.

threat (thret), n. [ME. threte; AS. thnat, a throng,
painful pressure; akin to G. (ver)dru$$en, to grieve,
annoy; IE. base *triud~ t to push* press, seen also in
intrude, protrude; cf. THRUST], 1. a statement or
expression of intention to hurt, destroy, punith, etc.,
as in retaliation or Intimidation. 2. an indication of
imminent danger, harm, evil, etc. : as, th threat of war.
v.t. & v.i. [Obs.]. to threaten.

threat-en (threlrn), v.t, [MB. tkr$tnm; AS. tkrtatoianl
1, to make threats against; expresi one 1

! intention of

hurting, punishing, etc, 2. to be a menacing indication
of (something dangerous, vil etc,): as, those eloudn
threaten snow. 3. to be a soured of danger, harm* etc.
to. 4, to express intention to inflict (injury, retalia-

tion, etc,). v,i* I, to make threats, 1. to give an
indication of danger or distress; be menacing,
^FN. threaten implfoi wurning of impending punlihment,
dangar, vil, etc, by wordt, Acttet, mntt eondltibnt, lignw,
etc. (he threatened to retaHmte, tht elottdi threaten rain) , m^inic
itrtsidt the Irighttning or AOitHi vlutmctcr of that which
thrwttcni (he m^namd me with a rvolytr)
three (thrt), jtf. 1MB. %i ttr*; A8

5
thm* ttrl;

akin to G, drri; IB. bwe *lr^- alto in L. lr,
triat trf- f etc.; cf. TEI-), totaling one more than two,
n. I. the cardinal number betwn two and lour:
3; lit 2. a domlm die. card, ttc. with thmt tpoti,

'

hit.

hit (ttofMi') to fcuvtett* a hit by which
the b&tw oan reach thlra tmtt without df ana
error: also called

ro^ (thrinful'ir), prfaith^.
to. in fall color by *fcfi

wacm rtpra-

V.
corner;; or ariglt'M.

3-O (thrlMF)* three dtaMuutant or thnNHtimeailonai'
used of ft tnotjcKHHcture to wfeicfct n

|ctd on * flat !

tijHl4d;-er (thii^knbr)^ n, t. a i|ip with
deolct; MpeooAy* torrotr type of with three
deoto el Mum. 1 a tmetiwi wto 3n
wadwteh flim.wjlh^ l

hii'flNdO, d/. (eee fm5jT f. havig
2, haytag a nna^h

at m m
w*



binding I S I 9 tkrong
three-quarter binding,

triangles

T^ir'fZ*^*^14 (t5ir5/rV) 1. a circus having three
rings for simultaneous performances; hence 2 anvevent or occasion eWA*t.*'*^ by a varietyV*

-'--*

Thjre^ Rivers, Trois-Rivi&res
three-eoore

(thrB'skdr', thre'skSr'), adL [see SCORE!three tunes twenty; sixty.
^UKJIJ,

three-eom* (thre'wm), adj. [ME. thresum; see -SOME]of or engaged m by three, n. La group of three
persons,

t
1 a game played by three persons: spe-

cifically, m io//, a match m which one participant plavs
againMt two others, who alternate strokes on a single

three-aquftre (thr*'skw&r>). ad/, forming an equilateral
triangle in cross neotion: mid of a type of file with
thr#$ surfaces,

thraiVRUKoto'gy (thremVtolVji), n, [< Gr threm-
ma. MrimifMlas, a nuriling; + 4ogyl the branch of
biology that dealt with the propagation of domestic
animal! and plants,

thrt'tiocUi (thrC'n&L thren'M). n. a threnody.
thre*aoitl*eJl CthrUnijdi-el), adl threnodic,

thr'Hod'jc (thn*nod'ik), adj* of or like a threnody.
threfi'O<lfciC (threnf

editt) n* a person who sings or
comport** threnodies*

tfttrenf'dj' (thrta^-di), n, [pi THRENODIES (-diz)],
[Ctt, < lAriiMt* l&mwatfttion -f- dde t song], a

of iamentatio&; funeral song; dirge,
ttirtiit* Cthrmh}! $4, [MB* tkr$$kmj AS, thrtscan,
tk*ru**i form of tkmxk, with etym. meaning,
t, to beat out (grata) from ite husk as with a flail. 2.
to beat out of Chks) 3, [Rare], to flog; thrash.
IM L to threwi mfn. 2. to toes about; thrash,
thresh OWL to thoroughly and conclusively.

threelHMr (uireeb'ir), n. l, a person who threshes,
2* f machine. 3, a large shark of temperate

having t long tall with which it is

to the water and driv its prey together,
ttirtAIaitt*cW% a taw* swxtrivta farm machine

|c*r

\ to 0. dial SnCi^

vr !>*>:{niUIIK pniut (u ionmmng 4* m
ft the point at which & stimulus

to bt prcttvid or product a

(r^'i- ONCE)], t. thret?

m many; threefold;1, ilf
ttittflfii 3 yery |

Oft i
4|

"*3.t
4 inf f A

the Q| thriving;

thnft;
(-ti-?fr?,

fo
Yf *r&*l tii

the t;.], 1. a thrilling or being thrilled; tremor of
excitement. 2. the quality of thrilling: as, this movie
lacks thrill. 3. a vibration; tremor; quiver; specifically,
in medicine, an abnormal tremor, as of the circulatory
system, that can be felt on palpation.

thrill-er (thril'Sr), n, a person or thing that thrills;

specifically, a thrilling story, motion picture, etc.

thrip pence (thrip''ns), n. threepence.
thrips (thrips), n. [L.; Or. thrifs, woodworm], any of
a group of very small, destructive insects that live by
sucking the juices of plants, as of tobacco.

thrive (thrxv) , v.i. [THROVE (throv) or THRIVED (thrivd) ,

THRIVED or THRXVEN (thriven), THRIVING], [ME.
thri/en; ON. thrlfask, to have oneself in hand, reflex. <
thnfa, to grasp], 1. to prosper; flourish; be successful,
especially as the result of economical management.
2, to grow vigorously or luxuriantly ; improve physically.
SYN, see succeed,

thro', thro (throo) , prep., adv., adj. through.
throat (throt) , n. [ME. & AS. throte; akin to G. dross (el) ,

throat; IE. base *tru~d- t stretched or swollen (as in
L. slruma, thick neck, etc.) < *(s)ter-, stiff, erect, etc.;
cf, STRETCH], 1. the front part of the neck. 2. the
upper part of the passage leading from the mouth
and nose to the stomach and lungs, including the

Sharynx
and the upper larynx, trachea, and esophagus.

. any narrow, throatlifee passage, especially one
serving as an entrance: as, the throat of a chimney.
v*t. l, to provide with a throat; make a throat in.
2. to pronounce or sing in the throat, i.e., with a
harsh, guttural quality.
cut one another's throats. [Colloq.], to ruin one
another, as by underselling in ousiness.
cut one's own throat, [Colloq.], to be the means of
one's own destruction or ruin.

Jum^> down one's throat, {Colloq.], to attack or
criticize one suddenly and violently.
lump in the throat, a feeling of constriction in the
throat, as from restrained emotion,
ram (something) down one's throat, to force one to
accept, hear, etc. something.

stick in one's throat, to be hard to say, as from
reluctance.

tluroat'ed (thr5t'id)r a combining form used in

hyphenated compounds, meaning having a (specified
kind of) throat, as in ruby-throated.
throat My (throt'l-l) f adv. in a throaty manner.
throat 1 ness (thrSt'f.nis), n, a throaty quality.
throat latch (throt'lach') , n* a strap that passes tinder
a horse's throat, for holding a bridle or halter in place.
throat-y (thrWi), arf/* [THROATIER (*i-r) f THROATIEST
(-i-ist)ji produced in the throat, as some speech sounds
or tones, or characterised by such sounds, aa the vote;
guttural: hoarse.

tlirob (throb) t v.i. [THROBBED (throbd), THROBBING],
(ME. throbbtn; var. frob suggests echoic origin], L to
beat, pulsate, vibrate, etc. 2. to beat strongly or

fmut; "palpitate, m the heart under exertion. 3. to feel
oc iEow emotional <atcittt)oi'ttiat| us by QidtTwHtoj^f
.shivering, to* ft' the act of throbbing ; beat or pulsa-
tion. especially a strong one, as of the heart.
throb-ber (throb'Gr) , n. & person or thing that throbs.
throe (thru), ft* (ME. throws; prob. < AS. tfar&mt,
pain, afiliction, influenced by thrawen, to twist (see
THROW); for mod. sp. cf. HOE ROE (of fish)], L a
spavin or pAJOf ol pain. 2. pi, pangs of childbirth;
labor pains. 3. pi, desperate or agonizing

*

agony, as the pbgi of death, v.f, [THK.OKD (1

throm-bln' (throm'bin), n, [</*romJms 4* ->w], the

*'"2yi <>t the blmxl that oauitt clotting by forming

t&^*to*i*a (thnxtt'be-jea'). n, I< Or, HtWM$mr a

throni b<) ia (tiirani-bo'sb) t it. [Mod, L.; Or. f/jrow-

< thrombus, a clot, lump), coagulation
r _ Wood to piurt m wb cfecifttor vtnfom*

a clat that obstructs circulation in that part,
mttk*wf*I0 Cwow-Wf*), mf. m or ly
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thrust

number of people gathered together; crowd. 2. a

crowding together of people; crowded condition. 3.

any great number of things considered together; multi-
tude. v.i. to gather together, move, or press in a throng;
crowd, v.t. L to crowd or press upon in large num-
bers. 2. to crowd into; fill with a multitude. 3, to gather
together into a throng. SYN. see crowd.
thros-tle (thros'l), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. drossel;
IE. base *troz~, thrush, as also in AS. thrysce (Gmc.
*thruskjon) ;

see THRUSH], 1. [Scot.], a thrush, as the

European song thrush. 2, [from the humming sound
it makes], a machine for spinning wool, etc.

throt-tle (throt'l), n. [dim. of throat; see -LE], 1.

[Rare], the throat or windpipe. 2. the valve in an
internal-combustion engine that regulates the amount
of fuel vapor entering the cylinders. 3. the hand lever
or foot pedal that controls this valve, v.t. [THROTTLED
(-'Id), THROTTLING], [ME. throtlen < throte, throat], 1.

to choke; strangle. 2. to stop the utterance of; sup-
press; silence. 3. to reduce the flow of (fuel vapor) by
means of a throttle; hence, 4. to slow (down) by this

or similar means, i>.z. to choke or suffocate.
throttle valve, a throttle (sense 2).

through (throo), prep* [ME, thurgh, thrugh, thuruh;
AS. tkurh; akin to G. durch; IE. base *ter-, away
through, seen also in L. terminus, trans (cf . TERMINAL,
TRANSIT, etc.)], 1. in one side and out the other side

of; from end to end of; between the parts of. 2. in

the midst of; among. 3. by way of. 4. over the
entire extent or surface of. 5. to various places m;
around; as, he toured through Prance. 6. from begin-
ning to end of; throughout; during the time of. 7, by
means of: as, through her help, 8. as a result of; be-
cause of : as, done through error, adv. L in one side and
out the otner; from end to end; between the parts.
2. from the beginning to the end. 3. completely to the
end ; to a conclusion : as, he saw it through. 4. thorough-
ly; completely: as, soaked through (often redtiplicative-

ly, through, and through), adj. 1. extending Irom one

place to another: allowing free passage: *s, a through
street, 2. traveling to the destination without stops:
as, a through train. 3. not necessitating ehanges; good
for traveling without intermediate transfer: as, a
through ticket. 4, arrived at the end; finished: as, rm
through with this assignment 5. at the end of one's

usefulness, resources, etc.: as, he's through in politics,
6. having no further dealings, connections, etc. : as, I m
through with that crowd. Through is also used in various
idiomatic expressions (e.g., get through, see through) ,

many of which are entered in this dictionary under the

key words. Also spelled thro% thro, thru*

throu&h-ly (throoli), adv. [Archaic], thoroughly.
through-out (thr65-outO prP *H the way through;
in or during very part of. adv. in or during every
part; wwwhere: tn whole time; in every respect,
throve (throv), alternative past tease of thrive.

throw (mr5), v.t. [THREW (thrift), THROWN (thrita),

THROWING], [ME. throw<,m. thrtowtn, thrawen; AS,
tkr&man, to throw, twist; akin to G. dvehm* to twist,

torn; IE. base ***?-# to rub hence, to rub by tensing,
tuna, etc., se also to L. ftw*, to rub (of, TKRMITS,
TRITK, etc.)], 1. to twist strands of (silk, etc.) into
thread. 2. to cauM to fiy through the air by releasing
from the hand at the end of a rapid motion of the arm;
out; hurl* 3. to discharge through the air from a
catapult^ pump, etc. 4. to hurl violently, m ia itapr,
etc.; dush: as, she threw the v&sa on tha ground. 5. to
cause to fall; upst't; overthrow; dislodge: IM he threw
the other wrestler, she was thrown by &r horse, 6, to
3daqv or fiend rapidly ; advanee : as, they threw reinforce-
ments into the tattle, 7, to put suddenly and forcibly
fato or onto specified object or pwm: m, sh tkn* the
clothes into tie suitcase. 8. to put suddenly md
forcibly into a specified condition or yituittion: as

f
he

was thrown Into prison, the noting was thrown into
" ' ' '

n. 9. to emit or roll (dice). 10. to mite (a
I Cfist) at dice: ur hct threw a iiv^. 1L to

f; sh<id; us, fmakes %w their skin^ thv h-[r^ thrw
kmm* 12, to bring f<jrth (yt>ung) ; give birth to: Riid
'

domesticated animals. 13. to iu>ve (the kver of u
ttl^ t4 or <t ,

14. to direct, ca,Ht> ttmi,j

a fault. 8. in wrestling, a} the act of
m throwing an

opponent. 6) a particular way of doing this,

throw away, 1. to rid oneself of ;
discard. 2. to be

wasteful of; waste. 3. to fail to make use of.

throw a (monkey) wrench into, to stop or obstruct by
direct interference; sabotage.
throw back, to revert to the type of an ancestor.

throw cold water on, to discourage by one s indif-

ference or disparagement.
throw in, 1. to engage (a clutch) or cause (gears) to

mesh. 2. to add extra or free. 3. to add to others.

throw off, 1. to rid oneself of; cast off. 2. to evade

(a pursuer). 3. to expel, emit, etc. 4. [ColloqJ, to

write or utter quickly, in an offhand manner.
throw on, to put on (a garment) carelessly or hastily.

throw oneself at, to try very hard to wm the friend-

ship, affection, or love of.

throw oneself into, to engage m with great vigor.

throw oneself upon (or on), rely on for support.
throw open, 1. to open completely and suddenly.
2. to remove all restrictions from,
throw out, 1. to discard. 2, to reject. 3. to put
forth or utter, as a hint or suggestion. 4. to dis-

engage (a clutch). S. in basebalh to throw the ball

to a baseman so as to put out (a runner).
throw orer, L to give up; abandon. 2, to jilt.

throw the bull, [Slangl to talk glibly, especially un-
truthfully or insincerely.
throw together, to make or assemble hurriedly and
carelessly.
throw up, 1. to give up or abandon, 2* to vomit.
3. to construct rapidly. 4. to mention (something)
repeatedly (to someone), as in rtpromch or criticitm.

SYtf. throw is the ge-nwal word mmning to mum to move
through the air by a rapid propuWve motioa of the wrm, etc.;

cast, the preferred wora in certain connection;) (to caxi a ffihing

line), generally ha a more arclmic or lofty ^wwty than throw
(they cast stonet *t him); to ww it to wow Ughtly or care-

lessly and. usually, with an uwmra or ildtwiM mown (to
toss a coin); hurl and fling both imply a throwing with force

or violence, but hurl tugeesti that tht obkot thrown movti
swiftly for some distance (to hurl % javdin) and mi&f, that it

Is thrust sharply or vehemently so thut it ttttikfi ft iuraai with
conddwabfe Impact (th* jftmg the pkt* to to* mar): plteli
implies throwing with m ddimto turn or m a defmtfc dmn'timi
(to pitch fl bftfttbiut).

throw a way (thrd't-wiO* . a teifltt, hftadbill, etc.

distributed a in the streets or from hourn1 to houw.
throw-bad*: (thiVb^le')r n. t t throwing fond*;
check. 2. reversion to aw ancestral type or chsmte-
teriitic* or an instance of thi^
thrown (thron), past participle of throw, cdj. I,

pitched; hurk'd. 2. tinseuteu from a httltt* 3. cait
to the grountl, m In wrtttllog.
throwsiwr (thrS%t8r) n* ( THEOW, J, !},

whose work if nuikiiiK thrwdn of
thru (thruo) f ^rt^., adv., adj. thro
thrum (thrum), n* (MB. 4 AS.
ligament; akin to G. trumm; 1B Iti

1, pL tb row of warp thread Mi <m A loom wh
tha wttb It cut ctf. 2. any of I* *uiy ?;hrrt
end thread or fringe. 4, pL in nattlital m$i*

) or &tmof thru :u iing u

^_ (tJbOTEUQd)* TKEIJiOtfiNOl S<TtO
videVith or nuikc of t.hnuu^; 2* fit MMlral

to ittwi thnsius ia (dtnvin) to nuiku A rmigh
-t* for ijnjventitiK cliufing, ntoppmg ie,

thrum (thrum), *| (TKtttMtt^ (thmmd). fttftiM*
'. to CA (a
^t or unKkuXftttty; tfttm & w>M

way. 3* to imm **n with
t, to ttewau,*lrf-"--"

"-'

to drum with the
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tc, 4. to extend, as in growth, n, 1. the
act of thrusting: specifically, a) a sudden, forceful pushor shove. 6) a lunge or stab, as with a weapon; 2
continuous pressure of one part against another, as
of a rafter against a wall 3. o) the driving force of a
propeller m the line of its shaft. b) the forward force
produced in reaction by the escaping gases in jet
propulsion, 4. in g*dogy t an almost horizontal fault.

nSYN see push.
ThU'Cyd*id08 (tho!5-8id'&-deV, thu-sid'o-dSzO n
Athenian historian; 47l?~4QO? B.C.
thud (thud), n, [prob. < dial var. of ME. thidden (AS.
thyddan), to strike, thrust, influenced by echoism],
1. a blow. 2, a dull sound, as that of a heavy, solid
object dropping on a soft but solid surface, v.i.

{THUDDED (-id), THUDDING! to hit or fall with a thud.
tmiJJ (thug), it, [Hind, ffag, swindler (euphemism):
Prakrit fang; Sans, sOuwt, a cheat, rogueL 1. [also
1 -J, a member of a former religious organisation of
Inda who murdered and robbed in the service of
Kali, A god of destruction; hence, 2, any assassin
cutthroat, or ruffian*

thufrgga (thug'i), a. [Hind, faa; see THUG], murder
ntfrobbery as formerly practiced by the thugs of India.

thuja (thtfJa), n (Modu L. < Gr. thyia, African tree
with jtfowoatlc wooa), any of various related trees of
th pine .family* with fragrant, soft* waxy, jcalelike

Jpaves; iurb0rvlta.

Thtt;la (tWS% thG,1l) n. [L.; Gr. ThmlL ThyU], in
NM*t iM>ir<wW| th northernmost region of the

iredd, pettZhfr Norway. Zealand, or Mainland (the
largest ofjm ftiWM Maads)i oftea in Nttfaa Thuk

it, thulium oxide,
ttu4l'ttm (thdetti-m, t&tflUo), n. [Mod, L.; see
TntfL*i HWtalUc ehnkl attmant of th rare-earth
group: iyrabol, TBU At, wt f tw4j at, no,. 69,
tnumb (thttmi n. (MB. 1*00*1* Itawite (with un-
hlatftrta 4N); AS, JtaiM,* akin to O. <faum(n}; IB,, , . ,*- to iwtll* ioeriaM, ett also is Amur, tumult;

**ftnlarted Anftr**}, 1, tM ihort, thick
l&aar digit of tht homao hwd* ftpp^ibfo to th* other
fiMtw; poUmc. a* ft conmpoaia part In ottir

3. that part df a glove or mitten whteh
the thtitnb. 4. in arUiitcciurt. an ovolo. i;./.

I, to feanato, turn* toll or wur with or m witt, tie
fhtinth: u-i, tJb pft was badly thumbed. 2, JColloq.),
<j) to (A In a paMfig aulomobife by M-

it thumb in the direction one wiiJbes to travel
b) to male* Cofti'i way) in this mirnntr.

tt fiuimbu, t him^y; lumMlng.
thui> on*-* tw?, la <me*i thumb to the note
with ill* M a* eoArw gesture of

or
ihuib down* A of rftjt-t'ltuji or disapproval.

tp, A dl Aeetpfmiac^ or mpormral,,
inmt> thruujitu ^ t hrtnigh (m bode),

y
,

titir etlge with the

prtf

M iy

im*tfr <>ft*V* thumb, untlrr o
(hnmb'in dcx {thinu'utMrk-.h v.i.

witft a litttfttb lihdax,
. , * . * *

thum f*r te
d a dr eitt In th<- front of

ft wiw f U HI tM ^ mom bniVmtf
a m* tit etii m turned to

na oa tint notch.
n, a

Thun (toon), n. a city in central Switzerland, near the
Lake of Thun: pop., 20,000.
Thun, Lake of, a lake in central Switzerland, formed
by the widening of the Aar River: length, 10 mi.
thun-der (thun'dfir), n. [ME. thuner, thunder (with
unhistoric -</-); AS. thunor; akin to G. donner; IE.
base *($)tew-, loud rustling, deep noise, as also in L.
tonare, to thunder; cf. THURSDAY, ASTOUND], I. the
sound that follows a flash of lightning, caused by the
sudden disturbance of air by electrical discharge. 2.

any sound resembling this. 3. a threatening, menacing,
or extremely vehement utterance. 4. [Obs. or Poetic],a thunderbolt, v*i. 1. to produce thunder: usually
in the impersonal construction, as, it is thundering.
2. to make a sound like thunder. 3. to make vehement
speeches, denunciations, etc. v.t, 1 . to say in a thunder-
ing voice, 2. to strike, drive, attack, etc. with the
sound or violence of thunder.
steal rne's thunder, to use one's ideas or methods
without permission and without giving credit; espe-
cially, to lessen the effectiveness of another's state-
ment or action by anticipating him in this.

thun-der-bird (thun'dfr-burdO ;
n. in the mythology

of certain North American Indians, an enormous bird
supposed to produce thunder, lightning, and rain.
thun-der-bolt (thun'd&r-bolt'), it. 1. a flash of

^htnin$ and the accompanying thunder. 2, a bolt or
missile imagined as hurled to earth by a stroke of
lightning. 3. something that stttns with the speed and
force of a thunderbolt; as, the news was a thunderbolt,
4. a person acting with sudden violence or force.
thun-der-clap (thun'dgr-klap')t - 1- a clap, or loud
crash, of thunder. 2. anything resembling this in
being sudden* startling, violent, etc.
thun der-ctoud (thun^der-kloud') n. a storm cloud
charged with electricity and producing lightning and
thunder.
thum-der-er (thunfd&r-er) , n. 1. a person who thunders.
2. [T-L Zeus; Jupiter.
thun dcr-head (thun'deV~hedO n.
cumulus clouds appearing before

thun-der-ing (thun'deT-irj), adf ..

2. [Colloq.L very large j thumping; whopping.
thtMft'Orotta (tfaun'deWs), <wy. 1. fuu of or making
thunder, 2. making a nofoa tike thunder.
TOUU'der-p^al (thunMeY-pelO, n. a peal, or loud crash,
of thunder \ thunderclap.
thun der show-er (thun'dlr-shou'ftr) , n* a shower ac-

contpimied by thunder and lightning.
thun der squall (thun'dSr-skwdr), n* a squall ac-
companied by thunder and lightning*
thun der stone (thuii'dSr-stionO, n* a rounded stone,
foitU, pmhistori implement* etc* formerly thought to

*-

hurlodi to ewth by lightning and t^undr

thun"der-8trlck-<an (thun'd^r-strik' n) , adj. thunder-
struck.
thunderstruck (thutt

f
dfe-laTikO , odf. teaok with

arna^incnt, terror, etc,, as if by a thunderbolt.
thunder-y (thunM3r-i), adj. L that sounds like
thunder, 2. accompanied with or betokening thunder.

mwtiThtiriday, _... /r ^ mt t^
Tlittr*tNNr| Jawfi (thttr

/Wr>, (J&*tt Grimr Tk*brt,
Americiwi hu,orou writer &n4 oartocMii9t>
II (twr'gou), m* a canton of northeastern

P0j*t " "-

VWTO. n.
]m < Or* thyost incense,

round mass of
thunder storm.
that thunders.

Ji pWb*
,

wtt

an Australian island in the Torrer:

Aflki ler tfca nLtbaM a^i m^flfeaM la

^3S$m&Wlw'&timS3S8fnmmik i



tkwack 1522
ticket

thwack (thwak), v.t* [prob. < MB. thakken; AS.
thaccian, to clap, with -w- after whack, etc.; basically
echoic], to strike with something flat; whack* n. a
heavy blow as with something flat; whack.
thwart (thw6rt), adj.JUE. thwert; ON, tfwert, neat.

of tfwerr, transverse; IE. base *terek~, to turn, as also m
L.~ iorquere, to twist, turn (cf. TORQUE, TORSION)], 1.

lying or extending across something else; transverse;

oblique. 2, [Obs.j, perverse, adv* & prep. [Archaic],
athwart, n. 1, a rower's seat extending across a boat.

2. a brace extending across a canoe. v*i. 1. originally,
to extend or place over or across. 2. to hinder, ob-

struct, frustrate, or defeat (a person, plans, wishes, etc.)*

SYN. see frustrate.

thy (thi), possessive pronominal adj* [MB. thi, contr. <
thin, thy, orig. before consonants], of, belonging to,

or done by thee; archaic or dialectal variant of your;
see also thine.

Thy-es-te-an banquet (or feast), (th!-es'ti-9n, thres-

tS'wn)* [see THYESTBS], a banquet at which human
flesh is served,

Thy-es-tes (th!-es't), n, (L.; Or. ThytsOs], in Greek

Ugend, a brother of Atreus and son of Pelops: see Atrcus.

thy la cine (ttrfla-sln', thlla-ain), n, [Fr. < Gr. thylwK*
a pouch], a fierce, flesh-eating marsupial of Tasmania,
somewhat like a dog but with dark stripes on the
back: it is almost extinct: also called Tasmanian tigtr,

Tasrtt&nian wolf,

thym (tim), n. (MB, HIM; OFr. tim; L, thymum; Or.

thymm < thyein, to offer sacrifice], any of various
related plants of the mint family, with white, pink,
or red flowers and fragrant leaves used for seasoning*

as, thisVnyoor'as), adf. of or like a thysanuran

f pron. [ME, Mi *V. supeteedJng

erlier 1 wl/, lit,, the self; AS. th self; in ME.,

self, orig. ad/., was regarded as n.], the reflexive or

emphatic form of thou: an archaic or dialectal variant

tMt^nffaltered < si; see GAMUT], in music, a iy1l*bte

representing the seventh tone of the diatonic scale;

also te : see solfeggio. . ...
tl (tS), n. [Maori & Samoan], any of various related

Asiatic and Polynesian trees, some of which are valued

for their roots and leaves; also tl palm.

Ti, in chemistry, titanium,
Tlan Shan (tyan'hnOjTten Shan.

ti-ar-a (t!-|r^ tt-ftr'a, *'), n. [L.; Chr. lw, prob.

thym-6'l*iem>ce0u8 (tfiirnVH-S'shos), arf/. (<,L. ifaym*

dam, kind of plant, flax-leaved daphne (< Gr. thym
elaia)*, f ~OGOU$], of the me&ereon family of treat*

hnifo, and hrbi, having very tough bark.

thy-mic (thl'rnik), adj* of the thymus.
(tlm'ik), adj. of or derived from thyme..

thy-mol (thf'mdl tfal'mol), n, Iftym* 4- -04
aromatic, colorless, eryttaume compound, CiaHii
extracted from the- volatile oil of thyme or

synthetically. *d ueed as an anttoptfc.
thy'ttiui (throw)* n. [Mod. L.: Or. thymoil, a ductlett.'

* . . . . , .

fflandtike body, of tudternuned un<stia titaated
in the uppr thorax near the throat : it ii most prominent
at puberty* after which it diwpptart or become
veitigial: the thymus of an animal, when ttiedl m
food, ii culled suwtbrcad: also thymns giniid.

thy-my (tlm'i), edj* 1, overgrown with thyme. 2.

having the *eent of thyme.
thy'te-o- (thMrWJ, thl'H-*), a eamWnlrtg fann

as in tkyrf@tetmy; also thyro (

(tM'ri-ddOi W* * it, thyroid.

(thttroid), e&. [Or. tk^r^Mi$, -

tkwm$* Urge shield + HrfdClf. form), I. deelgnttiat
of a Iitrg ductU'ss gland iyixif in front ami on
her id of the trachea and teottinf tltfii IwiximM

tnyroxlr which reguktee the growth of the body:
the nmlfunct i<>nittK or ccmgmittl biiG ol this
ran cjtiif4e goiltr, erttinittm, te* 2, w 0!
the prindpitt ortilage of the IIOTJW* fwwlp tlie

Ada*s a.ppl, n t. the thywia gwnd, 1, the
thyroid cartikge. 3, a jurwrnrmtfott of the thyfoid
ilttd of certain dmw^f ktited nnimult, to

ng goHr myxedema. rtc: ttamitf etfet.

^i-*A * vwt-fn* w vt-* w " "'fF "-
fc
~

F -, i,

of Oriental origin], 1. an ancient Fenian headdmt.
2. a) the Pope's triple crown, b} the position, or authority

of the Popa. 3, a woman's crownlike henddrew of

jewels, flowers, etc. ; cotont.
Tifo-er (tfWr), n. a river in central Italy, lowing ioiitli-

ward through Rome to the Mediterranean: length* 244

mi.; Italian name, Ttw4. * f

Tf*ber*i'aa, Sea of (tl-bWl-et). the Sea of Galilws lit

northeastern Palestine.
J

, -_. ., ...

TM>er*i*ui (t!-bBr'i-j) n. (Ti^lw Gm^im JViw

Cf5f) Eomaa genwal ana tmptror (14 A,D, %i7

A.D.); lived 42 EC.-37 A.D.
, ., J

.

Ti*bet (tlbet') ii ft nominal Chintz Qependintev in

outh central Alia: area, 409.194 iq. m{*IPpP.. t.Oj(K>,000

(ett 1947) ; capital Lhaeai atao TOb^Ji Chinww
~"^ ""

(ti-befn), a*, ol Tibet* to ptopK thtlr

etc, n 1. ft m*mbr m the Mangriiir
w "3 Tibet, 2. tfat 8taoTtbt$aa laaguiffi erf

rt. Abbrwiattd Tlbety
Aleo ipellid ^'^**|

il*
*

^r'"of* ubdfviil*d thi SSa^'nbtfti|

r

^Rlly cw

languish, including Tibetan wad Bttrmtw.
t ^ 4

tXbTia (tib'to)! it. 01. fJWAI (4I')| mtm <-ii)I. IL.l,

L thi bluer and thfcktr of the two of tht human
teg bttw^n tht knee n^ thi ihiabooet f *kl
exi, Ukui. t. * ecrifp*md!g tn thi vim m

3, the fettrth (from thi

of an leg. 4. m m cwilmill y
made from an anlw*t WbUu

, ,

.('Mfy, ^vEk^^^t^fS-, ar -

Roman
Ti-bur (tfbhr). n. Tlwll . ^ , t ,

^
tic (tiki* is. tfr,; It il otfWn), any In*

voluntary, r^wlmrty rtp*tid
of & mu*!ft, Keneraily of

w* IM*ky tfJWk
formrr monelary wnlt of by the
I, feffiiitr unit tf wright lo
hilt &n i,fitftt*i*

(HI* Fr. WE'
rt^) t Ifr, ( lit., 4 *te ff thi

%
Ti Cl

y (t

*vwtfii iundcal ytmoval of all or part of thi {nyrm Ktana*
tnirfOM*l*tli (tli!VoWFtlK [Mod, I*.s *lf^*
'munmatioa cl thi thyroid gin

tpy'roi'In (|til-rok'iin) n. thyn

, T dorifs*. crystaniai
* ^

, hornioni f tht tfyt
lynttoiieatiif and in

_ _ J'o (ti^Nrnii), n* I. a ol
: M' *i' , l^3Dw 2> p rtvrr

lp| iiM Italy, into the F River i ISO mi 1

in* ^
tick n* (MB. artli lfJttf <
baiii *tt in I), llil MHO, t fir
i* * teht % la IWii
or ai ttwt by th
a r I. a to of

(v. A tie,) 4 |( toitofit),
thi timi.w^

twn ft a M* In
a m t*l. I* 10

l# nr by * Itei er E l<* or
tk m (an m a itot a tit|
IliU, n. [MB* lilw* iif* A - A^ (| if lito* w

J*TWftftL
%li r aa ata m Mt>, ^*

lit to
Mif H Ir* I nnf --' *
m r

MM

r,, 1^1; %, iw4
<w
ttt* ^ A itf I*
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tie

a printed c*rd or piece of tper that gives a person a
specified right, as to attend a the&ter, ride on a train.
claim a tnirehtwa, etc. 3. a license or certificate, as of
a ship** captain or of an airplane pilot, 4. a card,
piece of paper, or piece ol cloth fastened to gooda to
tell the ! color, price, quantity* etc.; label; tag,
S, a flip recording ft transaction or a turn paid or due,
to be cntertd in n permanent account book, $. the
Hit erf candidates nominated by a political party in an
election: ballot, 7, {Colloq.), ft summons to court for a
traffic violation. ./ 1. to put a ticket on; label; tag,
2, to provide ticket or tickets for,

chars the ticket! (Slang), that's the correct or propor
thing! that'll right I

ticket ftftMit, & person or ajpncy that sellA theater
tickets, railroad tickets, etc.

tkktf 0ft* an it in railroad stations* whtre
tickets ar*
ttdt'fttol>ieswe (tlklt-ftv-lftv'), */ (British], having
a tktkftt of leave,

tkke* t*i?* (British), tartaerty, a permit allowing
a ccHivirt; to h at liberty, with certain restrictions,

hit had *pir*d: equivalent to parott.
"*cfc iswwr, aiiy transmitted by the

rite of A tick. as Rocky Montitain fever,

ftvy cotton or Uaen
, ete. are made.

,, (Ukn), .f. ftfGtttt {.14), 1KKUNG). (Ml,
Iftito; ftkta In 0. dial. tfefctfii,' for fcfa buM see TICK

swwr, aiiy tra
f A tick. as Rocky Montitain
! (Uk'ta)* a* heftvy
, often of whkm bud

,... * 2, to misii deUMtYasTthe itory
him, I,, in the^iurffto nerves, of by

1\ "tit gratify ! "ifc IStii "wlH

Urn, J. in fiwite ._, ...,. . .m with the anger* A feather,
eie e& ft ta iavdwattiy twiuthing* laughter, etc.
"

In fttftifp* gut* tie* oy dr ie y touching
ey i , in hs>v t * tfdwtx ctr tingling
my 2. to bit by exeita*

ft* t. a tickling

lulu mm iiilifc* Ittl&iittK I** pwiilW Ofm jfffNItly*

Jrf H* I, Of itet
t iWk or for iidtaf

J, in 4 M
"

iiit itd the f

iWT i. ?<> a,

J,
~

7}Jliiw^
' '

* I. JURY flrvwrtawM1. JURY Of Mlf
ftisy rwt, or

UK wiry

of hw with

f MM. I.

lite Hit * 1 *
ft or

i*w t * it f hiftg

|te to mm
l

tt^,ViSw*w
*ftf ftlSft

a 4a % ^

w%

till

fcl

it, m
A

tit* of

*ilJ fc
g|Wl

bays, rivers, etc. connected with them, caused by th
attraction of the moon and tun* The tide occurs twice
in each period of 24 hour and 51 mmutet (lunar day).

During its rise, tide is caBtd food tU$, and during its

fall, ebb Ufa When th moon is new or full, the tide is

unusually hkh and it called spring $d$\ whn the moon
to at first or third quarter, the tide is tmutually low and
ii called neap tide, 3. something that and falls

like the tide. 4* a stream, current, teadi&ey, etc*;

M, the tide of public opinion. 5, the jpariod during
which something is at Its highest or fulleet point, o.

[Archaic| an opportune tim or occasion, ad/ tidal
wf. [rum (-id), TIDINO), 1. to flow or surg tike a
tide, 2. in nautical um&e, to drift with the tide, espe-
cially so as to work its way into or out of a harbor*
etc, v.f. to carry with or as with the tide.
tide over, 1. to help along temporarily, u through a
period of difficulty, 2, to overcome? survive: endure*
turn the tide, to reverte a condition or conditions.

tide (t!d), w.i (TIDED (-Id), TIDING!- (ME. ttd**; AS,
tifa* < tU (see TIDE) ; cl EETIDB] lArelmiel, to betide;

(t!d%ftd')t n land cowed by flood tide.

tkte'ittiirk (tld'mirk') i* * mark indicating the highrt
point of flood tido or. tjometitricji, the, iowwt point of
bb tide,

tlde*rip (tld^iipOt n water mad roogh by eurrente
or tiaM lowing m oppoikg dinctiMii MO rip*

tlqe>waiter (tid'wltlr). n* formerly * cttitoms
afficM who boarded mc.omm# shipi tad chcckctl itn-

icmding to pnvtiit cuttORM cvunion.
tk'Wft"ter (ud'wft'tlr, tld'wi'tlr) , n. 1 . watr broaght
into m by the action of th siting tide. 2* waw*
ae of a otrtaln or in certain streams, that Ii

by the ttde; (
heaoe 3, an amin which WAtr

is W the t{pj iptciftaaiy^ EM, tib

pert of Virginta* 4.

Vii'Kiina, n4/ 1.

(the) Tidewater
ttwnf (tld'wlO, % L a drnp*! through whidb a
tld ruM. 2. thi tidiil pit of a river, 3 a ww
c^nfttt, __ . ,

j, fttiv, m ft Mdy liinmwr.
ti <Ii ni*a (rlMi^ni:*), n* 4 t,i4y etintiiHoti or i|iwlit]

p (f iMtr}'/). DuM CMtltfUM M ! -

< Ai, iMtaif % lnitto^ by
, akin to ( i, ssiiunK,

, iwriwol to
^/. < ai,Mj, u

on tht unit
^

Mil to
i ^PP VMHS**

Iffytip
the

"*"

PttWtfit mfffi tipfi

tk w ft ftiif TWt"wfiBT IWile itaf M,
< ^M If Ml|w tet AffPI to IB, MW

if f}:r. r*:*i,

4 to lent
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tieback 1524
tilefisk

to obstruct; hinder; stop. 5. to cause to be already
in use, retained, committed* or otherwise rendered
unavailable.

SYN. tie and bind are often interchangeable, but m dis-

criminative use, tie specifically implies the connection^ of one

thing with another by means of a rope, string, etc. which can

be knotted (to tie a horse to a bitching post), and bind suggests
the use of an encircling band which holds two or more things

firmly together (to bind someone's legs) ; fasten, a somewhat
more general word, implies a joining of one thing to another, as

by tying, binding, gluing, nailing, pinning, etc.; attach

emphasizes the joining of two or more things in order to keep
them together as a unit (attach your references to the applica-

tion form). ANT. separate, part,
tie-back (ti'bak'). n. a sash, ribbon, tape, etc. used to

tie curtains or draperies to one side.

tie beam, a beam serving as a tie in a roof, etc.

tie-in (ti'in')t ?/ designating or of a sale in which
two or more articles are offered together, often at a

reduced price, or something scarce, desirable, etc. can
be bought only in combination with some other,

generally undesired item. n. 1. such a sale. 2. an
article sold in this way. W
tle-maim-lte (to'mon-lt'), n, [after its discoverer, W.
Tietnann, mineralogist], a grayish mineral with a
metallic luster, a compound of mercury and selenium,

HgSe.
Tien Sham (tyen' shin'), a mountain range in the

Kirghiz S.S.R.jind northern^Sinkiang province, China:

_

(est. 1947J.
tie-pin (tl'pin') n. a decorative pin for fastening a

Tie?po4o, Gi0'Vaii-ni Bat-tls-ta (]d-yn'n8 bfttWtS
tye*p6-ld') 1696-1770; Venetian painter,

tier (t8r) n. [< GPr, tire, order, rank, row; or < Fr,

tir, a shooting (ef. It. tiro, tier of guns) ; first used of

ordnance], 1. a row. or rank, of scats. 2, any of a
series of rows, or ranks, arranged one above or behind
another. #*. $ v*L to arrange or be arranged in tiers,

tir (WSr), n. La person or thing that ties, 2, a typ^
of pinafore worn by children.

tierce (tin), n* [OPr, tierce* terce: L. Urtta* fern* of

tertius, (a) third < bate of tres, three), t, onginauy
a third. 2. the third canonical hour (9 A.M.) or its

office. 3, an old liquid measure, equal to 1/3 pipe
(42 gallons), 4. a cask o this capacity, betwuen a
barrel and a hogshead in nice* 5. In card tomes, a

sequence of three cards in the same suit, 6. In /tncfat*
the third position, from which a lunge or parry can be
made* Abbreviated tc. (sing, d* pLL

Tt**ra
Hl'g5)
Argenti
27,600 0q mi 2. the chief island In the group : am,

ttters llmtTtylr' tf'U'). (Pr.K tto third the
oommott pcsopfe, aa distinguiihea from th* nobility and
the aterjKy-
tt*ii0 (ErttpOi t. a temporary or inter*

ruptfoa of production, traffic, eto. J. fConoq,| v ccm*
.......L *

; rotation.
. it. tarty A dial. lift; ? or word

ng (drink) J t* a night it of or bad humun
; pet. 3, a Might quarrel} wr* to ta la or
a tiffi

ll), n. Julio etrty A dial, tiflj ? < OH, UHfr* P
W. Norw ffcM wt)i cC jpumR. TOVIH[
or Obs.L 1. %; tlgiitr

tittle drink of diluted liquor or punch.

* . ,

**ra dill Flte-go (tyar'rfi del fwe'yd; Bug, tl-Ki del'

'g5), 1. a group of bkncls belonging to Chile and
entina, iouth of the Strait of Magellan: anea

tifier lily, 1. a variety of lily having orange flowers

with purplish-black soots. 2. any of several kinds

of lilies resembling this flower.

tiger moth, any of a group of stout-bodied moths
with brightly striped or spotted wings.

ti-gerVeye (tl'g&rz-!'). n. a tigereye.

light (tit), adi\ [ME. tight, thitkt; AS. thifo (in comjp.),

strong; akin to MHG. dichU, tight t the immediate

etymoi may be Anglo-N, *WW- (ON. <AHr). tight,

watertight; IE. base ^ew^-, to draw together, be

thick), 1. originally, dense* 2. so close or compact
in structure that water, air, etc. cannot passi through:
as, the boat is tighl. 3. drawn, packed, etc. closely

together: as, a tight weave; hence, 4. [Dial. I, snug;

trirn; neat. 5, fixed securely; held firmly; firm: as, a

tight joint. 6. fully stretched; taut: oppowd to slack,

loose. 7. fitting clowty* especially ao as to b un-

comfortable. 8* strict; restraining; severe; ft he kept
tight control over her children, 9, difficult to manage:
especially in a tight corner; &queem* etc.* a difficult

situation, 10, showing tentitm or strain; m, a tight

smile, 11. almost even or tied; clos; as, a l*Al rsicr.

12. a) difficult to get; scare in relation to demand:
said of commodities on a market. 6) charactwiauul by
such scarcity: as, a tight market. U. oonciite: con-

denaed: aaid of language, 14. [Apchaic or DiaLj, wU-
proportioned; shapely. 15. [Dial), competent jca;abl**.
16. [CoUoq.l, stingy; pawimoniotli, 17. [Slang)* cfrunk.

adv. tightly. . ,
.

, ,

lt dght L to maintain on i opinion; remain firm.

2. to maintain one's podttcm; refrain from action,

HV. tight, in this connection, irnpliM & cotistrkllttg nr

binding encirclement (A tight collar) or such okn w erkKS"

pactnesi of parts as to b* impenetrable (lrll|^ik taint (awl,

2ooely ftlo tight) Ii applied to a rop wril, dfrtfe* tc, thui

pulten or ttretched to the pdnt wfitwi tbtre te no wmvknittn

(toMl iftita); teaae itiopits a tightaeaaw taufctuuM that fuU
in 0ctt atrain ^w<t muaotea)* ANT. leues* iiAck MUU

-tight (t!t) [< li|[AI| a combialng tern meaning
Im^rwlpiur % s in wolf%ll MfR t

tlglit'e0 (tit' n), t**t 4 X to m tight
or tishtor.

tttlit!fltt*l ftttttf/tid), y ttingyj
diSt-IippSia (tUOIptO* </. L liii OMI iipa

tightly. 2. not much;
tight'top* (tU'r5p') n* a tightly ropi or
cable <m which acrohata walk >r tlci Uiilanoing <u!U.

tight* (Ut), n*|l t lightly Itfelng for% luwtr
of th body and worn by *crb*t* danni*

! (rolt

B.C.;

t

ooney)),

n* ftlflsl -f

g, a ntlngy
r III
(745 72? B.C.),of (745 72? B.C.),

cW (tioOik). |< Mod. L,

< Or. llli win thD a mthnrtif
ffeeth AH unttil (\H*C(X)H

aa ii glytMtrido in oil Una Dammniw oil
rl (tl ftrftOi >* a of fimnwly A

ft

,

n. L a It *

(ti'grto)* it- A Hw
i,!

i|.

Ml) n. pL
piphanyrlJL U^^Jkento; Or*
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r

*o~ caifr4
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by
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tiler 1525 time

or purple body, yellow-spotted fms, and a fleshy crest
on its hcAd.

tiller (tfl'lfr)* n. a peraon who makes or lays tile,

til'ftf'y (tfl'Cr-i), n* [pi. TILERIES (-ia)J, a place where
tile* are miwle,

ttt*i**>coouA (til'i-fl/aboe), <V* [LL. tiliatms < L* l#to,
linden tretl, of the linden family of plantt, having
fibrous bark and gummy aAp

tii'lnft (tll'in)i n. l. the action of a parson who tilea.

2, tiles collectively. 3, A covering or structure of tilea.

till (til), pr*p. [ME. A AS. lil; ON.; akin to G. aid,

point ftinwl at* gotil, end; for tha IB. bujse se TILL,
,], 1. up to the time of; until. 2. [Qbs. or Scot.],

up la the placft of: s far as, 3, (Scot*], to, concerning,
for, by, etc, con;, until.

till (til), Pl. 4k twf. [ME. Jtttoi; AS. tilian, lit., to strive

for* work for; akin to C*. afttot, to Aim, strive, ai*/

point Aimed At (cf* TILL, prtp.)\ prob, IE. bate *&{,
to Aim At, rrckoti, etc* (cf, u4) to prepurt (land)
for fAlaing crop, a by plowing, fertiltging. etc,;
cultiVAU),

till (til), n, [ourliir 11% prob, < MB. tyttm, titt**, to
draw (AS, **#/*) < bAS of Illl, .{, 1. A drawer or

tray, us in a eountfr* etc.* for kiwping rnonay;
Iwnet. 2, ruftdy OAah,

fttt Ctilli It* fvtf, nf ME, thill, in ? < AS,
lltilli?* IMMH!, fittwing, to.L un:>tr.Uified. glacial drift
r4 * 1;.iv% wnfl Mid grtwl tnnunm poof *ubioil im-

pervimta to witw *

tiU i*>tr CfiKij). n fill. . + ^|<L 1. tlto ulHtm of knd.
2, tlw nf tttlnds euttlvfttton. J.Twtl that
in lilW, 4, III* on knei

'

i'H (tl4ftad'al^)t n. (Mod. I*, after

., Jt plAttt h _
.,...., ewtrJ with tiny uwviaa, (ouna

In mariv fin th South;

tiif'r (Ml
r
ir). n* |OPr teller/ ML,

< iri, ft wtib: nftuticftl i

lif Ml, l^fn* te pull* drAwi ci tat (ttcmwfr)}, A ]

r fur iitriiiiif A !!* ttt-itlrr,

till m ii* who iillij fftrmert t,. ,
.

titl'r Wt%l, n |; A. Wfr of t*iiw 11

tifli* vm flfftil, ft fftywing frtMn

I ttf* or nf thft IM* t forth tilltrs:

TOiit .
4

I. * fiitf In ibt;
' wwtera U,8

m flw Kivw: in

till* fillil, 9.1. (MX. nil*?*
** w-

AS, via, AS, !

t . ,

Akin ti lit, tftllw t I. to
ti, t l < P^ C It * tilt.

i to* ftl to ft lilt* 4. to or
Utl mmiHMr.

4
w. t. to terltttj

tip, i^ to * or n*

<i IK ft tut* 3, iw oftrt

in ft irtt wr 4 ttt I,

A Ift tWH
itt Ml t

I fty lwi
is * i ft f* m wtA
4* ft f il. S* e\ ft. ft

r * wit
, t ,

ii *hr

i^iii Uott fttfim iwi l^r to

at* to ! ii * ' -'

|Uft AS

:?* ^^

tuitAble for building houses, shipi, etc., whethar cut
or in the form of trees. 3. A largo, heavy, dressed piece
of wood used in building; beam. 4. [British], lumber.
5. trees collectively, o* timberland. 7. personal
quality or character: as, a man of his ttmbir. B. in

shipbuilding, a wooden rib. v.f. to provide, build,
shore, or prop up with timbers, MJ* of or for timber.

infer/, a warning shout by a lumbwmtn that & cut
tr*e is about to fall
tim bered (tim'bgrd), adf. 1. mad or jwovidftd with
timbers* 1 covered with timber tr^et; irooded.
timber hitch, in nautical usaxe, a knot used for tying
a rope to a spar: see knot, illu!

timber inji (tim'bgr-in), n, 1* timbew colldctivwy.
2. work made of timber.
tim'toer-land (tim'blr-lftndO* n* land with treat tuitabto
for timber; wooded land*
tim*bftrUne (tim'bgr-HnO jtf-

of a timber lint.

timber line, the imaginary Uric on mountains and in

polar regions bcwond which treei do not grow.
timber wolf, & krg, gray or brindled wolf of North
America.
tlm-lW'WCwrk (tim'blr-wttrkOt work mada ol tlmbtr ;

timbering.
tlm-for ^im'Mr, tam'bSr; Fr, tura'br

1

), n* [Fr*; OFr,
TIMBEELL i the chartctwistte duality of
dtetinaulihei one voice or musical Instrumethat dteti ment fromtinauli

another: itw dttermined by the harmonki of tht sound
and in distinguished from the intmnity and pitch, 2. in

phonetic*, the o! af A vmei'd sound,
sptcWly of ft vowL

Clm>brl (tlmtrdi), n. tdtoau of MB* JMtar; OFr,
juiwU tx*U < L, tympeiwm; 9m rmfANiW], an
typ of umbouritM.

k'tii (tlm-buk'tcB, tim'buk-tW 1
)* * town

in th frtnch Sudan* on the Niger Riw: pop*, 7WO;
Frtnch nm f TVWIPPMC^OM.

(tlm). n. (ME,; AS. lima; IE. *<tMn** <

.

in *>!, L *
jf intmol J. th

tndxi bttw^n two
twnts or dttrltti which
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or
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timecard 1526
timorous

as, she is near her time. 4. the suitable, proper, favor-

able, or convenient moment: as, now is the time to act.

5. any one of a series of moments at which the same
or nearly the same thing recurs: a repeated occasion:

as, this is the fifth time I've told you, time and t%me

again. III. duration; continuance 1, indefinite, tin-

limited duration in which things are considered as

happening in the past, present, or future; every
moment there has ever been or ever will be. 2. a) the
entire period of existence of the known universe; finite

duration, as distinguished from infinity, b) the entire

period of existence of the world or of humanity; earthly
duration, as distinguished from eternity. 3. a system
of measuring duration: as, solar time, standard time,

etc. 4. [T-J; Father Time, interj. in sports, etc., a

signal that a period of play or activity is ended or

that play is temporarily suspended. v*t. 1. to ar-

range or set the time of so as to be acceptable, suit-

able, opportune, etc.: as, the director timed the play,
he timed his visit to find her in. 2. to adjust, set,

play, etc. so as to coincide in time with something
else: as, time your watch with mine. 3. to regulate (a

mechanism) for a given speed or length of operation.
4. to set the duration of (a syllable or musical note)
as a unit of rhythm. 5. to calculate or record the pace,
speed, finishing time, etc, of; clock: as, the winning
horse was timed at 3.02. IM. [Rare], to move in time;
keep time, adf* 1, having to do with time. 2. set

or regulated so as to explode, open, etc. at a given
time : as, a time bomb. 3, payable later or on a specified
future date: as, a time loan. 4, having to do with
purchases in wnich payment is made over a period of
time: as, a time payment. Abbreviated t.

abreast of the times, 1. up-to-date; modern in ideas,

dress, etc. 2. informed about current matters,

against tira, trying to finish in a given time; as fait
as possible.
ahead of time, sooner than due; earl/.
at one time, 1, simultaneously. 2. formerly.
at th samti time, 1, simultaneously; in the tame
period* 2, nonetheless; however.

at times* occasionally; sometimes,
behind the tlmca, out-of-date; old-fashioned.
behind time, late*

between times, now and then; occasionally,
for tlit time being, for he present; temporarily.
from time to time* at interval;;; now and then.

fcain time, 1. to go too fast: said 0! a tlmqpfeoe. 2
to prolong a tittmtion until a dtiircd occurrence CJtn

titkis pine.
in ftood time, 1 * at the proper time. 2* In a creditably
short time; quickly.

In no time, ilraoit instantly; very quickly,
tn time. 1. in the cowtft of time; wenttmlly, 2*

before It if too late. 3. keeping the mt rhythm*
tempo, pace, etc,

loae time, 1. to go too flow; said of m ttawpbct* 2* to
let time go by without tdmnetng objftctlm,

males time, t to cooipt&tatt for font timt by
fttttr. * a train, 2. to travel* work* tte* at a
specified, especially of % we made
(good) tinu between Botton and Albany,
many m timt?, ofttn; fmpcntly,
on fi

fi wn flint* during time for mm S not
paid; during other man working hours*

on tlnu\ 1, *t the appointed; time; pgnetafti or
inmetiiiiUy . 2, to b for in

out 01 tlm% not at the ttntr ;

& HO* keeping tin* wt rhythmi Ifntp f tto*
pa* flit tlmv of <**>% to * ftw of
greeting, te*

time after time, und e<mtitmaHy :

tot^< '-"*-

person who keeps time; specifically, a) a person
employed to keep account of the hours worked by
employees, b) a person who beats time for a band, etc.

c)
a person who keeps account of the elapsed time in

the periods of play in certain sports.
time-less (tinrlis), adj. 1. that cannot be measured
by time; unending; eternal. 2. referred or restricted

to no specific time; always valid or true; dateless.

3< [Obs.f, untimely.
time limit, a fixed period of time during which some-
thing must be done or ended.
time-H-ness (tlm'li-nis), u, the state or quality of

being timely,
timeloan, a loan to be paid by a specified timn.

time lock, a lock with a mechanism that prevents
opening before the time set.

time*Iy (timli), adj. [TIMELIER (-IWr), TIMELIEST (-H-

iit)I [ME. tymtli, timlich; AS. tlmfot; e TIME c

-LYJ, 1. happening, done, said, etc, at a suitable time;

well-timed; opportune. 2. [Oba. or RareJ, appearing in

good time; early, adv. [Archaic ur Poetic]* early; aoon.

SYN* -timely applies to that which happenn or it <loni t an

appropriate time* especially at urh a time as to b of hilp or

wrvice (a tinuly interruption) : opp^rtwn* teletn to that which
is go timed, often as if by nccicumt, as to mrtt f tly tnt nmln
of the occaiion (the a$$wli*jw arrlviil of a supply tram);

tiabk* applies HtoriJly to that which Is iuitd to the
i of the year or, figuratively, to the momtnt or occAnkin

time-oui (tlm'os), rf; [Scot*], tunam
time out, 1. any time not cowataa toward a work
record, score, etc, 2* in /oettoJJ, biuikttbeU, etc., any
time requested during way to iutetitutiont,
discttts tTAtegy etc. nd not counted in the playing
tim.
tlme-pl^ce (tlm'pliOt ft* any appyratta lor mtwurlng
nd recording time; especially, ft clock or watch*

ttm*ff (tlm%} it* 1. a ttwktp*r. 2. m tteepitci*;

atpeciafty, & atop watch. 3, In inttmal*combuatUm
cngimv;, a mechanlim for canting th prk to te
produced In th cylinder at lh |ulrl imtant,
timt- miv-in^ (tlmmv^n}* ad/* that tint
of grtater efkitney tc

t ^ 4

t!m*Mffv*4r (t!m'tlr
#
vir)* it, for hli own

advantage dttlibtrattty hia principle and
in ccmformity with th putftftim erf btnuvior prtvail

Ing ml the tlm* or tanetimMKi by In attthwity.

ttmft*MHrf*lttg (tlm^iAr'viQ), n. tta action or tahftvior
of A tirorvir. adj. d or havitin tht nature ci A

in tiffin*tli ky
, tnnjM *,

8<iiinr^r a in Yifk City At
4W 8trit; It tltt limit of the
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ttuiy sludy m ur
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Timor Sea
1527 tintinnabulation

ML. liwofttwt < L, ttmor, fear), 1. full of or subject
to fear; ttimei* 2. showing or caused by timidity.
SYN. msi afraid.

Timor St* an arm of the Indian Ocean, bttwttn
Timor and Australia*

mydn' kfe /
ttAn-t8'

r

nO*vieh tS'mS-iherj'kd?Bne timV
Mshtxi'k&} 189S- ; Soviet marshal in World War II.

' ' "

(tim't-thi),. [Pr. TimMt: L. Timothau;

, .
,

two books of tht New Testament which were mesntaes
from Uw Agostlt Paul; Abbreviated Tim.
timothy (tim'j-thi), n. (after Timothy Hanson, who
took this from Nw York to the Carolinw, o,

1720], a straw with long* narrow leaves And bearded
sjpikisi of ftcvwers, used for fodder; also timothy am**.
tfappavnl (titn'iw-ni), n*$. [*<. TIMPANO (-n8')l.
[It,, pi. f tompwtot tat TWMNuwl kettledrums;
tNlttciaHy, a ma of kottMrums of different pitches
played by one performer In on orchestra: also spelled

, (tim'pa-nitt), n* t ptnoa who
kttfltdrumt.

tin (tin), it. [MB.; AS.; akin to O. afe*; only
I. a toft, Avtr-whlta, metallic c~_,

ttantnt, rnaiitaiMt at ordinary ttmpmtu*tt oambwm a high polish, and M an alloy In tin foils,

typt fottala. oto. a&d la makby tin
tyinbol, Sit; at. wt. 118.70; at. no*. $0. T tin..!.*- * *\ - p^ p^ ^^ j^ mii^ |

In which foodttuffs are
WWWVIV monty, **.& LTIMMID
to ctowtr or platt with tin. 2*
i ttettoaft,

u A* |fr. < tht nativt (Caiib)
a

t
nttmbtr of South and Ctntratm tht fMurtridgt and quail i

loh inoup,
tin'Cot)* a,

KiilANisML m^^.^
i. pp^ol ili^t;
M,

of <W1, 1. to have a prickling, slightly
feeling, as from cold, a sharp slap, etc. 1 to cause thin
feeling, v.f. to caust to nave this feeling, n* thin
feeling.

tln-gly (tlt/gli), arf/, [TINOLIEE (-gH-gr), TINGLISST
(-gli-ist)L having or chixactertetd by a tingling.

tin hat (slang), a soldier's steal helmet (especially in
World war Ih

tin*horn (tin'h6rn') d/ [from th flathy apptarance
and cheap quality of tin nwns] t [Slang), pwtinding to
have rnonev, influence, ability, to., though actually
lacking in these; cheap and howy: as, a tinwym apart*

ttak-ar (titj'kSr), n. [ME, tinkirtf ? < tinkt*, to make
ft tinkling sound; of echoic origin: tinktrt ar mid
to have struck pota and pans to announce thdr coming],
1. a person who mends pots, pom, etc., usually traTtllac
at his trade, 2, a person who ca makt all kittds ot
minor repairs; jack-of-all-tradei, 3* a clumsy or un-
ikillful worker; bungler; botcher. 4, the action of
ftuch a person; bungling attempt. 5, a young mackerel
6, a silvtrakkss, pjf. 1, to work as a tinker, 2, to
make clumsy, unsuccessful attempt* to mend or rtpnir
something, 3, to fus or putter aimlessly or uselessly.
y.J. to maud as a tinker; patch up.

tinker's dmtm tor dsun), [< tinktr 4- 4*m*t with
rcftrtnco to the lowly status and profin tpttch of
tinktm . ftomtthtag of no valus ttpteioUy la not wwtk
a line's damn.

(tln'kl), vJ.

,

pinto*
J. )

tin plate. I) jBf
4, l

M). ftMMiMo|
to

tmMuro o. |MK,; L, llwtof<
Dp. of to lytf* I. a
liitt tint; I* A t.r^r?%

te 4. a
in m m i

m fraftt A!

5 fn- ,
- r -,

-,-.
to do wm or

. L lTwir <' ~V *J V ^Jftl J, a dya. 2. a
ItH^t, itir
ft

, 4
.._

,
, ... M,

-,
ri

- fro 5. in
wy or fur, tl* ftwcTOtiti
ttwct t. to Italiiin tint;

1, to or wlfs a
to J* to with a aa,

Wilfo ilnct .M ^r^rtk

f* (MB. a AS Av./.f Ukm
>). 5 Alt to %

.- ,-v, - .,, , I...JCLSD (-kid), TINIXINO], Ifrtn.
of MB. mkm, to makt a tinkling tmind; ndtetc word,
prob. unconntctfd with AS, timli&n* to tieklt], to
makt a ol tmall, short, light, clinking sound*
likt thost of a ytry amall btlL v.e. L to aiumi to
tinkto, 2, to indtoatt, signal, tto* by tinkling. n l,

tfaa aot of tEktim 2. a tinkling touid.
tte-kllBg (t^lffi). n. 1. a tlnkto or tbkim 2. a
Jamaioon grsckto with a tinkling vpiot.
tto'kiy itinfkil), gdtf. (TINKUIE (-kU4r). maeum'

rlcl by tinkling*
, ,-..- .^w n [#/, TINMEN (man)], * tlnamith.

(i\&d)^&/j L with tin. a. flfitirfiL

tor,

{44t)J,

I, A
and atoti to t

l

im t* aw w .

gt> df a

^ t *IU * f
lit

b|<
^ tf

rttj Wf'r} n* 1. a tin mtatn 2 ft tiwmith,
3*

fliriti'ijtl, A catuior.

tto3a|4y (ttfi't*li) otfv. in a tinny Myoair
tm*al'iioat (titt

r
inii) n* a tinny mtomy or i^ -'
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tintinnabulous 1528 tissue

tin-tin-nab-u-lous (tin'ti-nab'yoo-las) adj. tintinnab-

ulary.
Tin-to-ret-to, II (el tSn'td-ret'td; Eng. tin'ta-ret'o),

(Jacopo Robusti), 1518-1594; Venetian painter.
tin,-type (tin'tip'), n. a positive photograph taken
directly on a sensitized plate of enameled tin or iron;
ferrotype.
tin-ware (tin'wtr'), n. pots, pans, etc. made of tin plate,
tin-work (tin'wGrkOt n. 1. work done in tin. 2. pi.

[construed as sing.], a place where tin is smelted,
rolled, etc,

ti-ny (ti'ni), adj. (TINIER (-ni-Sr), TINIEST (-ni-ist)].

[< ME. tine, n., a little (something), always preceded
by litel, little], very small; diminutive; minute. SYN*
see small,
-tion (sh@n) f> [< Pr. t OPr., or L.; J?r.

9
-tion; OPr, -cion;

L. *tio, -tionis < -<- of pp. stem + -w> -*o?m, suffix}, a
suffix used to form nouns from verbs, meaning: L a--ing or being

;
ed, as in relation, 2, something

edf as in creation.
-tious (shas), [< Fr. or L.; Fr. -lieu*; L. -tioms < -<-

of $>p, stem + -iosus, -cms], a suffix used in forming
adjectives corresponding to noun in -lion, as cautious...... " " ' '

tip (tip), n. [ME. tifpe: prob. < MD. or MLG. &
point, top: akin to G. zlpf- in tsipfel t an end, tip; prol*" -rz ._,... . r-' -. .ji*v '

/^jj .- ]L,.,i-w,\

p,
b.

IE, base *d0(*>, to part, divide up (cf. TIDB; TIME)),
1. the pointed, tapering, or rounded end or top of

something long and slim. 2, something attached to
the nd, as a cap, ferrule, etc. 3, a top or apex, as of
a mountain, v.r. [TIPPED (tipt)

t
TIPPING), 1* to make

a tip on. 2, to cover the tip or tips of (with something).
3. to serve as the tip of.

tip (tip), v.f. [TIPPED (tipt), TIPPING], [prob. < ME,
ttppe, a tip, or its base], 1. to strikd lightly and
sharply; tap. 2. to give a small present of money
to (a waiter, porter, etc.) for some service* 3. (Colloo.],
to give secret information to in an attempt to be

helpful; often with ojf, 4, in baseball, etc., to hit (the
ball) a glancing blow. v.f. to give a tip or tips. n
1 , a light, aharp blow : tap. 2. a piece of information
given secretly or confidentially in AH attempt to tic

helpful: as, he gave me a tip on the race, 3* a
tten, hint, warning, etc. 4. a small preaent of money
given to a waiter* portar, etc. for fjervteesj gratuity,
tip (tip), p*. (xxmcD (tipt), TiPfwoj, [MB. fljNri* (short
vowel prob. < p.t. Ifjw); Northern word, prob* <
ON.} 1, to overturn or upnet: often with owr. 2. to
cause to tilt or slant. 3. to mite %htly or touch the
brim of (one's hat) in salutation, twf, I. to tilt or
slant, 2, to overturn or topple: often with oner, if*

or Mteg tipped; tilt; slant*
a t! (tree),
a cart with a body that cut be tipped far

contents*

itO. **. WP (to overturn) -f art), 1 n
i ft nnau piece of wood, utuatty tpr*sA
is iitruck on oa end with a but *>r stick

ifift
into the air wterf it Hft bt
m!I of wood in this

the Aot df tipping <^t t* t tip;*

orwartuni.
yv /jtJH ' * n^w
thejHTabiHry

excited,"alert, c) stealthy; 'cautious." adi? on tiptoe,
oxi tiptoe, 1. on one s tiptoes; hence, 2. eager or
eagerly. 3. silently; stealthily.

tip-top (tip'topOi n. [tip (end) -f top], 1. the highest
point; very top: hence, 2. [Colloq.J, the highest in

quality or excellence; best, adL & adv* 1, at the

highest point, or top. 2. [Cofloq.J, at the highest
point of excellence, health, etc.

Ti*rach Mir (tS'rach mlr)* the highest mountain of
the Hindu Kush rango, in northwettcrn Pakistan:
height, 25.263 ft.

ti-ra4 (tl'rfid, ti-rldO. n- (Fr.: It, tirata, a volley <
pp. of tirare, to draw, fire], a long, vehement if"

*"

especially one of denunciation : harangue,
Jti-rail-leur (t5

/
rtt

/

y*
tr/), n. (Fr, < ttmittfrt to

skirmish < /r*r, to draw, fire), a harpthootr or
skirmisher in the French army.

Tl*im*&a, Ti*ra*ni (tS-rl'nt), n. the capital of Albania:
pop.. 31,000.

tfre (tlr), v.i [TIRED (tlrd), Tmol, (MB. tirm < AS.
tiorian* twrian, to fail* be tired* via northtm dial,;

prob, < Gmc. *tiusSn t to itay bthiadt IB. bast *tf<nii,
to fail, be wanting]* I. to becf weary or fatiipied;
lote phyical strengfch by exertion. 2, to Imn intercut
or patience; become bored or impatit* tr.t L to
diminish the physical atrength or by exertion, etc.;
fatigue; weary, 2, to diminiih the patience or interest
of, at by persistent or dull talk, *te, ; mtka weary,
tire of, to IOM p4tined with or Inttrtit in*

tiro out* to tirt completely: exhaust.
tire (tlr), n. {MB. lyrir, abort for mil In "quip
ment'T* X- ft feoqp of iron w mbbr around the
of a vehicle, forming the tread. 2. a) A rwbbtr tubeMM with air, fixed about the whrd of A whielt to
reduce shock: one type of automobile tirt of A
rubber inntr tube filled with air at a prcniure
and in ft heavy, rttbbff nee

from the inner tube. .& (Ttav0 (tli)t TiM|t to
mraiih with ft tirt1 or tttm
drt (|lr} ***** ITIEID (t!rd) TtftiHQl (ME MrwiL I^r*
ch.iicl. ttlr| n {Archai^f, t. atttfu. f. *
W0fHl*$
*t (tlr), i.l. * *U (rtwp Ctlrd), Tf*|p| (MB. &ms
Oftr, llfir* to draw, pulfj rf, ), (Oba,). t. to
or tear at (somethinft). a, to be mentaltv (In)*Una Ctlnii ^/- tiitt. CMcvthtrn) 1^*1 < fitm* eee
flft8 (tH m fAiipti))i WtWf
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tissue culture titular
of an organic body or organ, consisting of cells and
intercellular material, b) any of th distinct structural
material* of an organiftm, having a particular function;
an, epithelial itssw*

tieetio culture, in biology, the process or science of
growing ttaue ftrtificuOlyln t tpeckl medium.
tifWMt paper, very thin* united* nearly transparent
paper for wrapping fine articles, for toilet use, tc.TUza (t#ft). n, a river flowing through Hungary and
Yugoslavia, into the Danube; length, 800 oTTGerman

tit
(tit),

n. [< tUmous*], a titmous, titlark, or other
mull binL

tit (tit), n. [ME, tittt; AS, tilt; var. of tail], 1. a teat;
pipp}*; hence. 2. a brraiit: in this now vulgar.

tit (tit), ft. 1MB. M. In JfcwMu (cl TtmouaB), Mini,
ytc.;

P^b. cluMrw<* terra for "little", aeea ato in ON,
tutinftt

little bird, Norw, titto* little girl, ete.L 1. a
amftU worn-out, inferior hone; nm; jack 2, [Slang],a girl or wrnnftn: umtaUv in

depreciation.

(Ft* toil AWT (anl). tit loruitjA So^t^'nowc
J|

i Illjor fai, blow for blows ittalUtlon in kind.

itrtitl,

.(tlt'ft), n. 1MB,; L.J Or. f^iii f, in Gmk
L ) ftay of ft met of riknt who^ rule'""

tfld uttceeeflrd by the Olympian god*.
"t. the penoalncftUaa of

ti*ti (ti-tSO n. [Sp. *M; Guarwii
small South American monkeys.

*

of several

, n. (7*towo Vtcdlto), Venetian painter;
14771576,

ti'tian (tiah'en, tish'ian), ft reddish yellow j auburn:
so called because Titian often painted hair thin shade
in his portraits.

Ti-tl-ca-ca. Lake (tlt'l-Wto; Sp. tl'tWcI'k!), a lake
between Peru and Bolivia: area, 3,200 a* mi; altitude,

"t') v.t* {TITILLATED (-td),^_^ ^* jA.*_^._ j. ^ A.I ^\_i,..%

Jw *T *1""l""9all*'*'** * j^ViWMUVblriJU W*
ltlt v lhi min ftd; eaUed >y ctrtoin*- * ** l "" ' "

t CM- thint cTgmt
*

acid.

jr^lfifi ,. ,

T4*fi4c (tMyik), jf|* JOr. Tttmifml L of 0? Ike
toe Tfttaa 2 Jt*j, of utreafttiit <* power.

n*jBfttt*leA(t|i'tftn
>ik ti-lia'ik), atf/. or o< a

titMiiim Will a vakncc
"

i&r of two RiTift or
id
, (* r.fititpAftf), TlOa, ayi a

k l^le,; !M i

!< Mfcl

of lit? whu twwthfw
It m m tht'

am n ta
tw MM wm

^. or of
A *

l *frW|
fc i T* ft

w or
i UMk fllS

llM

%*-*,r;*n,j tun,' *",u ; V.** I J.iHJwJUAJlJK,l.l VHU,/. TlT*JUUft,TIrfiijf
[< L. titiUatu$t pp. of tnillaws, to tickte], 1. to tickle.
2. to excite or stimulate pleatuffthly*

tit4Ha;tloix (tit'Wihaa). n. [MB. tUmwfam; L.
tfkllqtio], a titillating or being titillated.
t!MMa*tiv (tit'l-I'tiv). ad/* titUUting or tendiat to
titillate,

tlt-l'Wte (tit'e-vltO. *>* * .f. [TITIVATED (4d)
TITIVATING!, [earlier tldimfa, ttddivw; prob. < My.
with quasi-Latin suffixj, [Colloq.], to arfw up; siwi&
up: mm ipelled tittivutc.
dM*Yft*tion (tit'e-vl'ahen), n* a titivating or bdrm
titivated; also ipEed ttttivfttton.

tit birk (tttllrkO. tft (mall horw* Mrd eto.) 4*
tork], ft pipit, a IkrkUkt bird,

ti'tlo ctrtl), n* [MB.; OPr,; L. tMm* inscription,
Iftbol title, sign], i, ft diviiion of a law tioofc, $tate^;
etc,, usually Irg* than a action cwr artieto. 2, ttiemn of a poom, etimy, ohmpttr, bok, ptotwa, autue*
piece of mutic. eto* 3. ft title 4. f dfriptivs

s or appellfttlon; epithet. S. an f
- -T* jT^ '

. .

to a pwmm or fwnily at a ifn of priv

rprofeeiioni
M, the title oftor4. 4.

a) in the Cknrck o/ Engtund, etc., a, .,

or field of work required of * cndidatt foe ,

to th JfEoNHMi ClMfe CAiirc*, my of tht perlih
mmrehti in Romt having a cardinal for it<> hM. 8,m tew, a) th atme 01 a ttatute or ct. b) the heading
d^tofttfag A nrooMd&g. t) a right to ownerihip,
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titulary
see. n, a person who holds a title, especially without

any obligations of office.

tit-u-lar-y (tich'oo-ler'i, tit'yoo-ler'i) , adj. & n. [pi.

TITULARIES (-iz)], titular.

Ti-tus (ti'tos), [L.; Gr. rifcw], a masculine name. n.

1. (Titus Flavins Sabinus Vesfastanus) , Roman general
and emperor (79-81 A.DO; lived 40MJ1 A.D. 2. a)

a disciple of the Apostle Paul. 6) an Epistle to Titus,

a book of the New Testament, which was a message
from Paul: abbreviated Tit.

Tl*u (tS'65). n. in Germanic mythology, a god of war and
of the sky: identified with, the Norse god Tyr..
Tivo-H (tiv'e-li; It. te'v&Me'), a townw .

ln Itafr'

near Rome: pop., 20,800: ancient name, Tibwr.

tiz-zy (tiz'i), n. [< ?], [Slang],
a state of frenzied excite-

ment or distraction, especially over some trivial matter.

T.K.O., TKO, in boxing, a technical knockout.
Tl.in chemistry, thallium.

T/L, time loan.

Tito' git (tliVgit), n.pl [< Am. Ind. (Tlmgit); cf.

lingU, people], 1. the members of several tribes of

seafaring American Indians of the coastal areas of

southern Alaska and northern British Columbia. 2.

[construed as sing.], their language, consisting of

several dialects.

Tlin-klt (tlir/kit), n.pl Tlingit.
Tna in chemistry, thulium.
tme-sla (tmS'sis, mIS'sis), n. (L.; Gr. tmisis, a cutting],
in rhetoric & prosody, separation of the parts of a com-

pound word by an intervening word or words. Example:
what person sower for whatsoever person.

Txi, in chemistry, thoron.
txt. ton; tons,

Tng., Training,
TNT. TJNf.T., trinitrotoluene, or trinitrotoluol.

to (to5; unstressed too, t) prP* [MB.; AS.: akin to G.

*ft; IE. "Md up towards, een also in L. quan-do,
when, then* <foww donique, so long as, until), L a) in

the direction of; toward: as, turn to the left, ha was
traveling fe Pittsburgh* b) m the direction of and
reaching; as far as: as, he went *o Boetoa, it dropped
lo the ground, 2. as far as; a, wart to the akin, hooeat
to a fault. 3, toward or into a, condition of: m, m grew
lo manhood, her rise to fame* 4* on, onto, against,

at, next, etc,: used to indicate neturnets or contact,

at, apply the lotion lo the skin, a house to me right.
5* (Dial.], at or to (a ipedtei place): aa* ha'a to home.
6. until: a*, no parking from four lo abe* 7. for the

purpose of ; for ; as, they came Id our aid S, aa coocems ;

fa ttipaot of; involving: aa, that's all there Is lo it,

>en & ftttadc* 9. producing, causing, or resulting to:open .

as, lo my aina7A*nient nothing happened,
10, with; along with ; accompanied by ; mAH, WitHj tuwxi$ WiVUi iww.u*jtwii*Mau iry , M ** ^WW***IH***-
ment for: niv add this to the other;;, dmm lo tbt nvunic,

11. being the proper appurtenance, or
attribute of ;

of : as. the key to the kmm 12, eom^r^
with; t\ against: as, the .score waf) 7 lo 0. l$ In ngrtt-
numt, correspond6nce. or conformity with: mi, not <o

my tajite. 14. compri;ung; eonstitutinK; in: twenty
to the bttiteL 15, with (a ^p<oi c thinK)u &e raoirieat* or (aairaet objeot the fofioKi: aa

tibey Uatmad to me* give the book to I

eft ajL toat to yow tuw^ 17. f
A 3atW pkntM to (pom. To ia ako i

M a sign of the infmitivts (t>^,, 1 ca"
r^dt to Uv ia eweet; or, ,_

B^(f,g* f ti-Il him If you wsnt
W*wwyp w^Wp '

y~
te

wmj
i aa they took f tt, ._

we wwt to wl^ ll

K*tt<t to ihr wind ;

"0 Ii in nutti>-

my (*',g.,

and tta to ti*

|'ito to 0, a^>9 L.j

m tOTifr

weed having yellow flowers spotted with orange: also

called butter and eggs. 2, any other related plant.

toad spit (or spittle), cuckoo spit.

toad stone (tSd'stdV), n. [toad + stone, after L., Or,

batrachites. or ML. crapodines, 13th-c. OFr. crap&udtne,

etc.; cf, G. krdtenstein], any stone or similar object

formerly thought to have been formed inaide a toad's

head or body and often worn as a charm.

toad-stool (tSd'stoW)* n. [MB. todestole; cf, similar 0.

paddestoel], any of a number of fleshy, umbrella-shaped
fungi; mushroom; especially, in popular usage, any
poisonous mushroom.

toad-y (tSd'i), n. [pi. TOADIES (-i*)], [short for toadater t

quack doctor's assistant who pretended to eat toads

(thought to be poisonoui) to show the efficacy of

quack medicines], a servile flatterer; sycophant.
vJ* & v.L (TOAiomD (-id), TOADYING!, to be a toady
(to); flatter. SFN. see parasit,

toaay-J8m (tSd'i-iz'm), n. the behavior of a toady;
" C

moving forward and backward; back-and-forth,

toast (t8at), v.t* (MB. loslMi; OFr. toiftf < L. toxto,

pp. of torrere, to p-arch, roust; cf. TORiroJ, 1. to brown
the surface of (bread* cheese* etc.) by hatting in &

toaster, over of near a fire, or in an oven. X to warm
thoroughly: as, toast yourself by the immpnre. t>,f.

to become toasted* n. ticed bread browned by nt&t.

tm*t (t8et), n. [from the uie dT toarted apioad brsad
to give flavor to the wine, and the notion that the

person, etc. honored alao tdatd flavor], 1. a pwton,
institution* sentiment, etc. ia honor of which a ptnon
or peraona raise their and aiwk, 2. a proposal
to drink to iome perion, etc, 3. drink In honor pi a

person, etc. v.t. to propnMe or drink a toa^jt to, v-i. to

Srkk a toaat or toaata.,
toaat-er (tdr/t^r). n. way of various utcn?ul'! or tp^lkftcfi
for toasting bread.
toast-er (to:?tcr), it* a p^rr,on who t>r <

a toast,

loiistin^ fork, a long haodtat fork to
'

marahmaiiowa, eto. over a flra.

to;i?M mas ter (ir>:it/tn;x:i'i?r. tMfti^ f

tir) n. th
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amst

etc, on A toboggan; hence, 2. to decline rapidly; as,

prices totalfaft. . . ,

tO'bog&*ii'iai (to-bag'an-ist), n* a person who to-

Togo
th

.

(tfl-bm'y*), n. a river in western Siberia, flowing
into fch Iftiafi River; length, SCXJ mi,

T0'lKtsk (td4wiyifk) n ft town in western Siberia,
t the junction of the Tobol and Irtish Rivers; pop.,

23.500.
TO'by Ctd'bl), i. \l* TOIIIIW (*b!*)|, f< Tody, dim* or
familiar form of Tc^ij t, a jug or mug for ale or
iMT shaped tikis a ntfiut mart with a three-cornered
hat; also Toby fug* 2. [Slang | a typ of long, utender,

of)

line of a race, etc. 2. to
ate. ftrietly.

or go

of

^avia (a *pwifl*d kind or number
hyphenatecTcompotind^ AA

(tft'kifi4lfwt'). n A rivrr flowing northward
from central Bmiil in tlw ParA River; tongtn. 1,700 mi.

toC'Cft't* (t4*kJl'U), ft. lit,, wig;, fern* of pp. of iocccrt,

to touch; *ee TOUCH), ft componitinit in free ttvle for

the nrftan. piano, etc., generally characterised by the

UMI of full chord* antt running and often
an the prelude ol a fugue: it originally tk-

to cliiif thfl U^hnicnifl f thi ptrforrner.
r*i<Mi (ta-kAi^ism, t8-k*'ri-i). n. {< TArt f

wintl tci th in ctrtain ac-

ciomjpanying (Utmir) wrlllngii Wfiiti%! with Or.

TflCMroi, writal*! by Stmboj, L a
rnemb*r a! * Uving in rtmtral Aia until about
1000 A, I), 1 th*ir tmToHuroptaii tofting^, com-

two ill* neord known w troin

th fill A, I), itf/. of tiw Tochmrianfi w thmr

I^5*"^?
nce ^B'dans', tS'dkns')* v*1* to do & toe daacd,

u? ballet
a Cd Perform6d on tlw *** <* the toe*, m

toe hold, 1. a small space or ledge for supporting the
toe ot me toot m climblng <stc*; Eencs, 2. way itwsiws

il^ht footing or Advtot&.^fk?wiS&i% hold in

t

tSS&i-oW n |< Ck, Htw
t
ei;

or midwifery ; atoo toliology.

to*opli*rol tftkof'lr*0t)< it* [< Or,

f to curry, btar; -hf to curry, tar; - -.
any til * of III* woirt!ts 0!

C ttt viumto,
sp4 marring

1ft oil. oil, tutttMt, tie,

TmnwHtta Ate'te |* d dk'vttO
IIFl J

tits ami
tocnte n. Iff.; I*r. ****** ;**
(dl * *. *

*fi
<
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A
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4
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Togo
toll line

To-go, Count (later, Marquis) Hei-ha-chi-ro (ha'ha-
che'ro to'go), 1847-1934; Japanese admiral.

m

Togo4an<T(to/go4ajid
/

) n. 1. a^former British man-
date (1922-1946) and trust territory (1946-1957) m
northwestern Africa; merged with the Gold Coast

(1957) to form Ghana: area, 13,041 sq. mi.; pop.,

429,000: also called Togo. 2. Togo (sense 1).

toll (toil), v.L [ME. toilen; Anglo-Fr. toiler, to strive,

dispute; OFr. toeillier, to pull about, begrime: L.

tudiculare, to stir about < tudicula, small machine
for bruising olives < tudes, mallet], 1. to work hard
and continuously; labor untiringly. 2. to proceed
laboriously; advance with painful effort: as, they
toiled up the mountain, v.t. to make or accomp-
lish with great effort: as, they toiled their way. n

[ME.; Anglo-Fr., turmoil, struggle < the
if.],

1.

originally, contention; struggle; strife. 2. hard, ex-

hausting work or effort; tiring labor. 3. a task per-
formed by such effort. SYN. see work.

toll (toil), n. [OFr. toile, teile, a net, web, cloth; L.

tela, a web, woven material], 1. [Archaic], a net for

trapping. 2. pi. any snares or traps suggestive of a net.

toile (twal) n. [Fr.; see TOIL (net)], 1. a variety of

sheer linen cloth. 2. a variety of fine cretonne*

toMet (toi'lit), n, [Fr. toilette, orig., cloth covering used
in shaving or hairdressing < toue t cloth; L. tela; see

TOIL (nets)J 1. a dressing table* 2. the process of

dressing or grooming oneself, specially, ^
formerly, of

dressing one^s hair. 3. toilette; dress; attire; costume,
4. a) a room or booth equipped with a washbowl, water

closet, etc. *) a water closet, adj* of or for the toilet;

as, toilet articles, toilet paper,
make one's toilet, to bathe and dress, arrange one a

hair, etc*

toHet-ry (toilit-ri), n, [pi. TOILETRIES <-ri*)J, op,
powder, cologne, etc. used in making one's toilet,

t0I4etts (toi-lef, twaMef), n. [Fr.; see TOILET!, 1. the

process of grooming oneself, including bathing, Imir-

Srewing, putting on cosmetics, and arawing; said of

women. 2, drew or manner of dress; attire; costume.

toll-some (toil4fm) t <*<*/. leee -SOME], requiring or

involving toll: laborious; wearisome.
toll*worn (toil'w6rnO <*/* worn by or showing the

I*d*kl (hl'de-ki td>j5), 1BSS-194S; Jamuaese
; minister of war (1946*1941); premier of Japan

Jamuaese
generml; minister o war *1; premer of Japan
(1941-1944); executed for war crlftM*.

t ,

To'kny (t54tl') n. La sweet, rich wine madi In

Tokay, Hungary, 2, any wine like this* 3. a large,

sweet, whitish c>r purplish grape umd for the win*.

tO'ken (tiftcen), it, (MB.: AS. teun;Mn to O, wfetai;
IB* bum *d*(k; to point, show; cf, TOR, wait, eto,],

1. A fign, indication, or symbol; *, this gift is a toktn

of mj affection, 2. something serving aa a sign of

authorityt identity, genuineness, tie, 3. a distinguishing
mark or feature, 4, a keepsake, 5, a of stamped
metal with a face value higher than its mat vata,
mi a substitute for currency. 6, any of various similar

4vioea or metal* paper, tto, aa for tranaportaUoti
fares or the payment of * tax. * to be a
of; betokwa or tymboliae* <wf/ 1. by wy of a token*

symbol, tedtieftticwa, etai aa, a foktn
2, merely atmulated: flight or of no rwu ecati an.

taJeifi mditance - $m am Nfte f1*^
by thi Car cht iun^) toktm, fdfliiwini frcm

_,. a at a
to m>y tfw rtmttladfT m the- d*tt lat*r

(tS-klr'i'Wi. td-U'ri-M). n* * mil*
"

(fcS-klr'ik, tfMtft'rfk), it, A 4f.
, r) *. Tokyo.

'.), it* in

(fit
~"

*aim

metalware popular in the 18th century and reproduced
today in the form of trays, lamps, etc. : it is commonly
dark-green or black with gilt decoration.

To-le-do (ta-li'do; also, for 2, Sp. tSMa'^o) n, 1. a

port in northwestern Ohio, on Lake Erie: pop., 301,000.

5. a city in central Spain, on the Tagus River: pop.,

27,000. 3, \J>L TQLBDQS (doz)) a fine-tempered sword
or sword blade made in Toledo, Spain.

tol-er-a-ble (tol'er-a-b'l), adj. [ME. tollerahtll < (late)

OFr. or L.; OFr. tol&rabk; L. tolerabtbs], 1. that can

be tolerated; endurable; bearable. 2. fairly good;
passable. 3. [Colloq.], in reasonably good health.

tol-0r*a*bly (tol'&r-o-bli), adv. 1. in a tolerable manner.
2. to a tolerable degree; moderately; fairly.

tol'eraiu:e (tol'&xras), n* [ME. tolteraunce; Late OFr.

tolerance; L. tolerantia], 1. a tolerating or being tol-

erant, especially of others' views, beliefs, practices,

etc, ;
freedom from bigotry or prejudice, 2. the amount

of variation allowed from a standard, accuracy, etc.;

specifically, a) the amount that coma are legally

allowed to vary from a standard of weight, nncneos,

etc. b) the difference between the allowable maximum
and minimum sizes of some mechanical part, as ft

basis for determining the accuracy of a fitting, 3.

[Rare], an enduring or the ability to endure. 4* m
mcdietne, the natural or developed ability to endure,
or resist the harmful effect! of the eoatmuwi or in-

creasing use of a drug, etc.

tol er-ant (tol'fcr-xt), tfdf/* 1. inclined to tolaraU othwa*

beliefs, practices, etc., or favoring tolerance. 2. in

medicine, of or having tolerance.

to lift up, Bng. thole], I . to allow ; permit 5 twb i

with, 5, to rcofni and retptct (other**

practices, etc.) without necesmrily agraafnf
or ymm-

thiKing. 3. to put up with: bears ft he tdtraMs hw
brother-in-law. 4, in m*ow to have tolerance for

(A tp^ific drug, ate,), SKAT, mm feKMr.

tol*r*m*tioa
4 (t0rd-rl%han) n. [Fr. toUrpltont L.

taUr9iio] t tolerance; especially* frttdom m religknait

worship; freedom to hold rligbu views that tliflW

from the ettabltehect

toIr'S'tI0jftt (tolVrl%hn*iiti n * ptraon who
advocates to1raticm i& wtlkimii matters,

tol'trii-tlft (tolVrft'tiv), y towrating or tending
totoleraUi.
toi*r*'toT CtolVrl'lirlj n* * who

"

* (tort-din), /** to|idiiM>._! o t .n.,. . ...

.ft
mltl

To>ltinsii 'Mouiit (t6U'mil* n *
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ton (tat), t IM I" ^ AP ^l; tkltt ^.A
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toll road tone
toll road, a road for travel on which toll must be paid.

Toljtoy, Coutit Lev (Bag, Leo) Nikolayevtch tW
na'kq-Wye-vich Wl-atci'; Bug, tol'stoi), 1828-1910:
Russian novelist and social reformer: also spelled
Tolatoi.

Tol'toc ,(tol'tek), n, [N&huiitl Toltecel a member of
an ancient group of Nahuatl Indians who lived in
Mexico before the Artec* : their culture shows Mayan
influence, aa;. of the Toltecs or their culture,

Tol*toc*an (tol'tek-on), <*<*/. Toltec,
to-lu (tWW/), n.- [So, toiti < Santiago de TM> seaportm Colombia], the Daltain yielded by the tolu tree:
nl:;o tolu balmim.

tol'ti'ftto (tol'fl-ItO. n* a salt or ester of toluic acid.
To'Ui'C* (td-WJ&'kisBnu. telWk), n. 1. the capital
of Mexico state, Mexico; pop., 43,000, 2. a volcanic
mountain of Mexico ttate; height, 15,448 ft.

tol'ti>ono (td'GO. Wn 4- baasait), a colorlew
,

liquid hydrocarbon* CHiCHi, obtained originally from
tolu balmrn but now generally from coal tar and used
in making dyet, expletives, etc. and m a solvent.
O'lti'lc ttid (toMra, tcd'CMk), any of four isomeric
acids. CiHjO* ewbwcyl deriirttives of toluene.

tol'ti-ld (toi'tt-id), n. a toluide.
tol<u*id* Ct0PJ!*!d% toKIWd), n* any of & class of chemical
comominoji having the general formula RCONHCr
I! itli* wrfvtd from the toluidines by the substitution
ol an Held radical lor on of the ammo H atoms* ,

tO'lt*l*am (toMrfr-din), n* A totuidtae.
tO'li)*idfttt* CtoWFt-din', toi-ft'e-din), n. any of three
isomcrte ammo derivatives* CfHN, of tolueae* used
m the Wttthesis of dves and medicines.

toltt*6l (tora-fil', torfi-ol), n. fid** 4- -$1 toluene;
eruo commercial tolueae,

total*OM (tol'tt-OK
1

)* toluol.
toht trt*| a krp South American tree with rough*
thick hark , yielding t tragimnt balsam used in perfume,
medicine, etc,

t't*-yt k (tol'tt-H). it. (Jotttie -f "?fl. the monomlent
aetct radiraS CiIIiCO.

tol yl Ctol'ilk a. fettle f yl! the awawalt radical
CHiC*n4 dtfiveo from tohientf
tom (tom).ii 1< Tom, dim. ol TkmiM; etp, alter

,ftfllr Tom t$u Col (o. 1160); of. lllr us*
olimkl the of of the eat*
<//. a um tnrkrv. uitd in com*

with atrimi w k*m<W
. ,

"

1 (toro
rt-hdk% tiwtt'l WkO, it* (of Am, Ind.

f AlHf>^tuiiti MTiiiiii t tight m, iirkimuy having t
or by Moth Amerloaii Irnfiinni

i a |ixil mdl a wtupxi. t*}* lit hil, oil* or kill with A
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-tome (t5m), [Gr, -tomon < kunos; see TOME], a com-
bining form meaning cutter, used in forming names of
surgical instruments, as micrototn*, osteotome*
tomen toae (tS-men'tSs) , adj, [Mod. L. tommtosw <
L. tommtum; see TOMENTUM) in botany* entomology,
etc., covered with short, nmttd woolly haira.

to men turn (t5-men'tam) , n. [pi. TOMENTA (-t)] t [L.,
a stuffing (of hair, wool, etc.) ; for IB. base see TUMOR],
1. a growth of short, matted, woolly nairs, as on the
sterns or leaves of some plants. 2, a network of vary
small blood vessels in the pia mater and the cortex
of the cerebrum.

torn-fool (tom'fSol'). n, [cf* Tom tfBedlam* poor Tom,
etc. f names formerly applied to the demented, im-
beciles, etc.), a foolish, stupid, or silly perton, adj.
foolish, stupid, or silly.

tomfoolery (tom'fowir-i), n, [pi. TO&0r0Q3LESU!8
(-135)I [see prec.L foolish behavior: lilliness; nonionse,

-tom-lc (tom'ik), a combining form used to form

(te-mo^ro-fi), n. I< % JOJMOJ, a piece
cut off, section; + *tr*pky{t in m^dmm, a technique

adjectives correiponding to nouns ending in ..,.,.

Tom-my tom-my (torn'i), n* [^i. TOMMIES (4s)] a
Tommy Atkins; British soldier; a nickname.
TommyAt-kins (at'kim), [from the use of the fictitioui
name Thomas Atkim in sample form* used in the
Britmh Army], a British (noncolonkl) soldier: a nick-
name.
Tommy $uit, IColloq.I* L a Thompson submachine
gun, 2. loosely* any submachifte gun.
tom*my*rot (tom'i-rotO, n. [< the nickname
m dinf, of "fool (cl. TOMFOOL) *f ro*]

t; rubhifih.

mog'ri-fi), i!. I

.. _, _,
, , *ffFyl,*5 --j"- v-r J- --.,-

of X-ry photography by which a sktfte seltctod plane
is photographed, with the outline ol structuret in other
planet fmminatd.

t0 >

i3ftoi**ro'Wt to>"ti3toir*i"ow it0'*fflior^oi too**uftwr'v') odfw

[MB* ID morws < lo mtmomt AS, lo mart**; see TO *
MORROW]* cm or for the day after today, it* 1* the
dny after today, 2. an indefinite time to the
future*

tonvpl on (tmn'pt-.'m). n. a tampion.
Toittk (tdrnsk), n. a city in the NOW*
Sibtrltt U.8.S.R.: pop. 141,000.Tom TttuiBb, 1, a ttay htro ol many

2, any dwarf or small JH
(fttiwral Tom Thumb) an ^erieiuft
Stratttm (18J8 -1K83), oihibitsd by 1 . ...

torn tit (tom'tlr. ton'titO* ! TOM}
& titmouse tit. 2. a wrn* enwEtate, or i

wthur stnall birds.
tom-tom (tomaomOi * (Hbd. ktuMdwi. ol eoholo
^rigmL L any of ^ariou 4mmi ^ primitive oriKm.
pkyra with ttif hands 0f with itloki. 2. a tam-tam,
tu. i. > ,ptay on

.;r
btat a

'

tottty (te*ini) (Or, -tom.^
t< cut | a combinittg form ...

-

f, M in ,^/^omv. 2, II ,vuUf V (i; operation, in
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tone color 1534
tonneau

character, spirit, trend, morale, or state of morals of

a place or period: as, her house has a conservative tone.

b) distinctive style; elegance. 6. a) a quality or value
of color; tint; shade, b) any of the slight modifications
of a particular color; hue: as, it has three tones of

green. 7. in linguistics, a) the musical pitch of a sound,
word, etc. &) a rising, falling, or other inflection by
which words otherwise pronounced the same are dis-

tinguished, as in ancient Wreek or Pekingese Chinese.
8. in music & acoustics, a) a sound that is distinct and
identifiable by its regularity of vibration, or constant

pitch, and that may be put into harmonic relation with
other such sounds: distinguished from noise, b) the

simple or fundamental tone of a musical sound as

distinguished from its overtones, c) any one of the full

intervals of a diatonic scale; step: also called whole tone.

4) any of the nine psalm tunes in plainsong: also called

Gregorian tone. 9. in painting, the effect produced by
the combination of light, shade,

.
and

>
color, 10. in

phonetics, #) sound produced f
by vibration of the vocal

cords; voice, 6) a pitch of voice, c) syllabic stress. 11.

in physiology, a) the condition of an organism, organ,
or part with reference to its normal, healthy func-

tioning. 6) the normal tension, or resistance to stretch,
of a healthy muscle, independent of that caused by
voluntary innervation. v.t. [TONED (tond), TONING],
L [Rare], to intone. 2. to give a tone to; specifically,
to give the proper or desired tone to (a musical instru-

ment, a painting, etc*). 3. to change the tone of. v.i*

to assume a tone. -SJTN. see sound.
tone down, 1. to give a lower or less intense tone to.

2. to become softened.
tone In with, to harmonize with.
tone up, 1. to give a higher or more intense tone to.

2. to become strengthened or heightened.
tone arm, a pickup (sense 76).
tone color, timbre.
ton control adevise in a radio or electric phonograph
by which the intensity of tones of varying frequencies
is regulated.
tone-deaf (ton'defOt ad}* &ot able to distinguish ac-

curately differences in musical pitch.

Jto-ne-la da (t$'ne-liiW) n. [Sp. & Port, < tonel, an
old measure < Catalan tonell < tona, a tub; Pr, lona <
Celt, base], 1. in Spain, a unit of weignt equal to

2,028.7 pounds, 2. (Port. too'ne-lft'the), in Brail, a
unit of weight equal to 1J48.79 pounds,

tone-less (tonlis), adj* without tone.
tone poem, an elaborate, orchestral composition,
usually in one movement, having no fixed form and
based upon some nonmusicml poetic or descriptive
theme: also called symphonic p<m

to-net ic (td-nwik), a<y* [< km, after phcnette], in

linguistics, designating tones (mam 7) or languages
which distinguish word meanings by tone variation*.

to-net ics (to-net'iks), npt. [construed siag.J* the
science of speech tones.

tonft (tTj, torj), *>* to seize, collect* handle, or hold
witE tongs, v4* to use tongs.
tong (t6, ton), n* [Chin. <**!, a hall, meeting place.
hence society], 1. a Chinese association or political

party* 2, in the United States, a private or secret

ioeitty of Chinese*

TOHJ(A (to*3'g) it. a group of islands In the South
Pacific, earn of the Fiji Islands: & native kingdom
and British protectorate: area, 256 sq. mi,: pop.,
40,000 (eft. 1947); capital Nukualofa: also caftod the

Primdty M&nds*
toii-iia (toq't)t ft* [Hind* tf*A] a light, twa-wheeled

wea In India. _
(tos'gwa)* it* La native of Tonga, 2. the

language of the Tongtni,
(ton^kioO. % Tonkin.
f tcQ*) n-fi* [somettrots construed JMI stag.],
tatf**; AS. tvnRe, tangan; akin to G, swift;
toM* to bite; basic **fchott that bite"

L A Ofvice for arising or lilting oojectSt
ring two teani!i riveted or

> (tttj), w* [Bv. ft AS, JUMM? akin to O. mt*

*dit]{hu-, tongue, also in 11.

fto) < OL <ffil 1. the mwi
i attached to the floor xf the mouth: it is an

organ in the Ingtitlfm of lo

jfe) a long, narrow flame. Z) the pointer of a scale, etc.

v.t. JTONGUED (tund), TONGUiNo], 1. to reproach, or

scold. 2. [Archaic], to speak or say. 3. to touch, etc.

with the tongue. 4. a) to cut a tongue (sense 9) on or

in 6) to join by means of a tpngue-and-groov joint

5. in music, to play by tonguing: see tonguing. IM,

1 [Rare], to talk or talk much. 2. to project like a

tongue. 3. in music, to use tonguing; see tonftuinfl.

find one's tongue, to recover the ability to talk after

shock or embarrassment.
Hive tongue, to start to bark; said of hounds.

hold one's tongue, to refrain from speaking.

on. everyone's tongue, prevailing as common
gossip.

on the tip of one's (or the) tongue,
t

1. almost said by
one. 2. about to be said: especially of something

tong
joint in ^..... __________ -.

into a groove in another.

tOBgucd (tund), adj. having. a torque; usually m
hyphenated compounds, meaning having a (specified

kind of) tongue, as in loose-tongupd.
tongue-less (tujjlis), adj. 1. having no tongue; hence,

2. speechless; mute; dumb*
tongue-tie (tun'tiO, n. the limited motion of the

tongue, caused, usually, by an abnormally short

frenum and resulting in indistinct articulation. vL
to make tongue-tied. . .,

tongue-tied (turj'tid')* tf 1- having & condttiom of

tongue-tie; hence, 2. speechless from ftm&asa

embarrassment, etc.

tongue twister, a phras or sentenc* ham to

fast, usuallv becaua of lOHteratioa or a sequme of

nearly similar sounds. Eatample: She seUs sen, shells by
the seashore.

., 4 .

tonflu-ing (tun'in), n the use of tfee toftgUd to produce
a rapidly staccato effect o a musioid wind instrument
or to modify the intonation.

ton-ic (ton'ik), rf/* [Or. tmihos < teiw*; see TONS],
1. of, producing, or tending to produce good muscular

tone, or tension; fernct, 2* mentally or tnorafiy In-

vigorating; stimulating, 3, havinf to do with tones;

sjpedficaUy, a) ki mmic t
or on the

tot tone (*<w*ol*) of ft diatonic scat: as, a tow
chord, d) in patounit haTtog to do with the tend or

tones of a picture. A in phmtia# w of

sounds charaeterissed% resonance in tht neadMvitlesi
in this tensd, no lonr used; also aooented. 4 to

linguistics, tonetic: wt ChinMi it ft tmiti 5.

in jMdicim &}hy$Moiyt a) of or drtct*iia by tone.
or tonus. b) ofor eharaoterised by cattootti nittiscwlaf

contraction; as, a lonfe spasm, n* I. anwiiftf that

iavigatft or stimulates: ipcil0*l!y a tcmte Micltt,
2. in miuif, the tlrst, or Ditio torn a
keynote, 3. in ph<mt(i<'x> a) a 0un4 oharwtffiMd by
rwonanee in the tiend cavitM: In thw no longw
used. /O an Mctnted sylkhlt.
tcwic ooent I. a vocml accent, or as

gtti^b^l front a writtttt, or tpBio no
kmger so uwd 2. in to a

syllable by Wanting* by mliinf, the ptch,
n. ttte quality or condition of

being tonic; iipddally* in pky$mKy* tit immml
of a mttftcla at re;;t; tcmtti*
onic sol-fii, a d m
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tonometer ^535 tootsy
compartment for passengers In an early type of auto*
mobile. 2, the whole body of such an automobile.
tonom cvter (to-nomVt8r) f . [< Or. tamos, tone: 4-

-meter] t l an instrument for a6trmitkit*g the pitch
of a tone; especially, a tuning fork or set of tuning
forks. 2* an instrument for measuring vapor pressure,
3. in mtdicint & ph$$iot0gy, any of various instrumenta
for measuring tension, at of the eyeball, or pressure,
as of the blood.
ton'0*tti6t*ric (tonVmet'rik, ta'ne-met'rik). ad/, 1.

of or determined by a tonometer, 2* having to do
with tonometry.
to-riOHi't'try (t8*aom'e-tri) n* the science of uaing a
tonometer.
ton-ll (tonYl, ton'ell), n* [L. to*sM*** pLl either of
a pair of oval mastci of lymphoid tissue, one on each
nioe of the bck of the mouth, leading to the pharynx.
tcm*iMa.r tonsil*ar (taaV14r toa'tt-IeV), M& of th
tontite.

taa**ii*tC'to*my (tcmVksk'te-mL ton'*lIek't*ml), n.

[pL TOKWixiCTOMiES (-mil)), [< L. toHsitfa** tonsils; 4-
wftwiyli the surgical rtmowl of the tonsils.

toit'tlMlMc (ton'iWik, ton'ii-Ht'ik), ttd} of
having ttmsOUtia.
0a*lHi't4 (toaVt-l'tii,

, f -His], inf

ton 11 lot o my
f< L. JMutitof,
of t tonsil; tpcmuyt n

or

it. [Mod, I* <
m of the toosUi*

L to f
ii-lotVml) t

n
i the liurgical incision

stomy.
. .

m oltjppiif < feftforf etipptr < Jwtm p of ta,
to dip* enearlt of a feitrbfff or Jiirj work: often used
humowwiir, A a tonjortol artist*

ton*aiM* (ton'shlr), n. [ME,; Lata Off.; L fmtmm
< fount*,* ate TOMiOKiALlf !. the aft of alumni* the

or, 0piftlly tM crown d a ^noa rntorinf?
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horn, whistle, etc. 3. to make a sound like a horn or
whistle, v.t. 1, to cause to sound in short blasts,
2, to sound (tones, blasts, etc.). as on & horn, n* a
short blast of a horn, whistl* etc.
tooth (WBth). n. Ml. TEETH (ttth)], [MB. toth; AS
lo^ (< *tan*&); akin to G.
nahn; IE, base *dont- (<
*?rf-f to eat), seen also in
L. dms (see DENTAL), Or. .

odontos (se ODONT-)L 1.

a) any o! a set of nard,
bonelik structures (norm-
ally 32 in the human adult)
set in the jaws of most
vertebrates and usd for

biting, taaringj and chewing:
a tooth consists typically
of a sensitive, vascular pulp
surrounded by dentine and
coated on th crown with
enamel and on the root
with cement, 6) any of
various analogout procesies
in invertebrates, 2, tome-
thing resembU&g a tooth;
a toothlik part, aa on a
mw fork, rake, gear, etc*;

tin**, proas; cog. 3* appe-
tite or tatfe for something:
M. a swatt tooth. 4. some-
thing that bites, pierces, or

gmiwi Eke a tooth: a% the" " " "

a* 1

DIAGRAM OF TOOTH
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top 1536 topping

top (top), n. [ME.: AS. top; akin to G. zopf, tuft of

hair, summit; IE. base *fo- < *da(i), to part, divide

up, tear out (cf. TIDE, TIME); prqb. sense development

highest part, point, or surface of anything: as, the

top of the hill. 4, the part of a plant that grows above

ground: as, beet tops. 5. something that constitutes

the uppermost part or covering of something else;

specifically, a) a lid, cover, cap, etc.: as, a box top,

bottle top, b) the upper part of an automobile body,

especially a folding roof or cover, c) a platform around
the head of each lower mast of a sailing ship, to which
the rigging of the topmast is attached. 6. a person
or thing that is! first in order, excellence, importance,
etc.; specifically, a) the highest degree or pitch; zenith;
acme: as, at the top of his voice, the top of her career.

b) the highest rank, position, etc.: as, lie's at the top
in his profession, c) a person in this rank, etc. d) the
choicest part; pick; cream: as, the top of the crop. 7.

the beginning, or earliest part: as, the top of the year.
8, in card games, the card or (in pi) cards that will win
the first or second round of a suit. 9. in chemistry, the
most volatile part of a mixture. 10. in sports & games,

a) a stroke that hits the ball above center or near its

top. b) the forward spin given the ball by such a stroke.

adj. of, situated at, or being the top; uppermost; high-
est: as, the top drawer, top honors. v*t. [TOPPED (topt),

TOPPING], 1. to take off the top of (a plant, etc.). 2,

to provide or cover with a top. 3. to be a top for. 4.

to reach the top of; be on a level with. 5. to equal or
exceed in amount, height, etc.: as, the fish topped 75

pounds. 6. to surpass; outdo: as, he tops them all at
tennis. 7. to go over the top of (a rise of ground, etc.).
8. to be at the top of; head; lead. 9. in chemistry, to
remove the volatile parts from, by distillation, 10. in

dyeing, to finish with a certain dye. 1L In sports &
games, a) to hit (the ball) above center or near its top,
giving it a forward spin, b) to make (a stroke) by Jut-

ting the ball in this way. v<L to top someone or some-
thing (in any sense).
blow on*a top, [Slang], 1* to lose one s temper. 2.

to become insane.
on top, at the top; successful.
on top of, 1. on or at the top of. 2, resting upon*
3. in addition to; besides. 4. following immediately
affcecr,

on top of the world, [Colloq.], in a position of great
success, prosperity, happiness, etc*

over the top, 1. over the front of the trench, as In

attacking. 2. exceeding the assigned quota or ftoal.

(the) tope, [Slang], pre-eminent w mmlity, ability,

popularity, etc.; the very best; twed predksitively*

projb. IB. base *dJmtbh < *dn*, to fly, wi&L'ttcTf,^ ' ImrM
.

d's toy shaped somewhat like an
with a point at its a
by unwinding a str

sleep like & top, to

above the topmast and below the royal mast on a
sailing ship. 2. higher than the adjoining parts of the

ship : said of a rail, deck, etc. n. 1. a topgallant mast,
sail, spar, etc. 2. [Rare], summit; zenith.

toph (tof), n. tufa.

top-ham-per (top'ham'pSr), n. 1. the upper masts,
spars, and rigging of a sailing ship, usually kept aloft.

2. rigging, spars, etc. not needed immediately and an
encumbrance aloft or on deck, Also top hamper.
top hat, a tall, black, cylindrical hat, usually of silk,

worn by men in formal dress.

tophe (tof), n. tufa.

top-heav-i-ness (top'hev'i-nis) n. the quality or state
of being top-heavy.
top-heav-y (top'hev'i), acf/. heavier at the top than
below, so as to be likely to fall over or collapse; over-

weighted at the top with stacked objects: also used
figuratively, as of an overcapitalised financial structure,

To-phet, To-pheth (tt'fit, tS'fet), n. 1MB.; Heb.
tQpheth, ? altar; ? < Aram.], 1. in the CM Testament,
apparently a place where human sacrifices by fir

were made to Moloch, possibly in the Valley of Hinnom;
hence, 2. hell.

top-hole (top'hSl'). <*4/* [British Slauflj, first-rate.

tophus (tS'f8) n. (pi TOPHI (-fl)T, (L, tufa], in

medicine, an abnormal mineral deposit, as of calcium
carbonate, about the joints, on th roots of the teeth,
etc., in a person who hat the gout*

to-pt (t5-pK t5'p), n. a topee,

to-ii'ai>y (tS'pi-eri), a<W* [L. fo^tote* concerning an
ornamental garden < tapia (opi?)* omamtetal garden-
ing < Or. topos, placef, designating or of the axt of

trimming and, training ahnabt or tnwi into unnatural,
ornamental shapes, n. [pi TOPIARIKS (-12)]. 1. topiary
art or work* 2. a topiary garden.
top4c i"

"" " -*---* - A

work
csommonpiaocw ^c, ~,-~ f ~-~^ , ^ tr , ,..^_ __.,,,_.,,

of consideration suitable for rhetorical
2. the Kubject of a paragmpli* essay, tpMcn, etc. 3. a
subject for dLscu.ssion. 4, a heading or item In an out-
line. SW. see wbl^ct*

tOp-1-CiU (top'i-k'l), adj. 1. of ii particular local
2. of or usiiig a topic or topics, 3, having to do with
topics 01 the day; of current or local l&ttrwt; M, topical
almsioni In literature. 4* in medicine > of or for a
particular part of the body: a$* a ivpiail rctiuuly,

top kick, [Military SUvngl, a nmt
top knot

(t0i/ttpr)^|i* I. * taMt of teChm,, riMwi
etc. worn m a fo^kdimM. 2, ) 4 Mil oX hnir on the
crown of the heat! of a jpnfc or anloMi P) a tuft of
feathers on a bird's h<*ad,

-loft-i ne<id (top'iai'ti-niji), n. (ColUK},!, the

haughty; fKWks;
top maat (tcm'm^t top'tm^r,
ifeood mnil *DOW tm of *
by wm lower tod m

in turn.

ay m a group of

upon which it is spun, usually

soundly.
topace; OFr.

It i. oatiw
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*
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3* ei
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topple *537 torpedo-boat dostroytt
that topi. 2, something that forms the top of some-
thing else. adj. 1. that tops in height, degree, rank,
etc. 2. [British Colloq. 1, superior; excellent; first-rate.

top-pie (topH), V4. (TOPPLED (-Id), TOPPUNG), [< tap,
t? 4- 4n], 1, to fall top forward; fall over from top-
heaviness, etc, (often with owr), 2, to lean forward
as if on the point of falling; overbalance; overhang;
totter, v* to cause to topple; overturn.

top nail (topVI* topf
tfi!0 n. L in a square-rigged

vessel, the iquar sail next above the lowest tail on a
xnaet 2, in a fore-and-aft-rigwd vessel, the small sail
mt above the gtat of a fore-and-aft :;ail.

top-se-cr^t (topWkrft), od} designating or of military
or government information of the greatest secrecy.
top ergettXit, [Colloq. ], in the United States Army, a
first erjjpeiu&t*

top'tlde (top'sfd')* nmdly in pt* the part of a ship's
side above the watw lint, <K*V on or to the upper ifda
of A ship; on deck,

top'toil (tot/sdlOi u the uppw layer of toil, usually
darker and dchr wm the tubeoil; surface soil *>*f

to remove thf toi^folHfom (land),
otfv. in a topty-

y*f.

turvy nuuiftttr.

t00'*f*tW'?l*fi
rate of

(top'd4Hrvi-Els} n. the quality or

odf. tearliiw 10^47-
part 4. MB. tarn, to rati),

L upelae down: in a rtvtrsed condition* 2. In con-
fusion or n. 1. a topsy-turvy condittoa;
vtrtia it&td. 2, a of coniusion.

< BMQUH
,

), 'n* (fr. a cap; 8p<
........................ fcp| woman's small* round, otoee-ftttfag
hut. with or witlunit A brim: a modification of A 16th-
eentttry, masul, oltuned hat* worn by men and worn!*,

(tAt), it- (MB.; AS, torr (f via OW. <MIT < L.)
f* rook | L* turn** towtrj, a high* rcwky~"

law,T*^. a few), in Juti<ri\m t 1, <i) lemrnii
- etc. d) tto* whdto body ol Jewish i,.^*

jctttdiflig thi SoriptttTO. tM Tiilttuid, tc
r i. } fjte ^) a parchment*

t v . *
(IIS* m OFf* tarAtf; LL. *k*rai, lit.,

< to twtot|, t pertubfe
<>! a wMd Of

in teitoff* *t cm md;
** EHytfallMt CCWiUlf^f^o Hi ft KmftDW

, fc, ifcfttlnAtwi* In^iwiiaft, etc.: M*
the iwel of ,1, unv of ifitdmii p^f|m^4tviMi

to be la with.
n I. n who

2. a who in*

ftr.

m _
0t

,_, ^j fwiwi livtii wWttfei ttwtai
ft f !i*s iftsMyi
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l^ WW Ul>4 id
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of the surface of a torws: used especially in y glasses.
tO'i-M (t5'ri-80 n tt^ towi], [Jftponu], a gateway at
the entrance to a Japanese
Shinto temple, consisting of two
uprights supporting a curved
lintel with a straight crosepiacd

TORII

below.
TO'ii-no (t$*r^'nd), n. Ttiiin.
tor ment (tfir'ment; /or ., t6r-

rnent'). n [MB.; OFr. torment,
toiirment; L. torme.ntum, a rack,
instrument of torture, torture,
pain, orig., machine for hurling
missiles < torquer** to twistj,
1. originally, a) an instrument
of torture, b) torture* 2. great
pain or anguish, physical or
mental; suffering; agony. 3. ft source of pain, i

or annoyance. u t. [MB. tormmtm t Fr, town.
the n.j, 1. [Rare], to torture. 2, to causa great physical

rin
or mental anguish in. 3. to annoy; liaruan; tease.

|0bi.) f to itir up; agitate.
A1

K/V. torment implies hnraatiment or perutitai by the
continued or repeated infliction of atifFcnng or ami
(tormented "by thf moiquitoM) ; torture itnplu^ the in
of tu:utt ptiy;ncal or ni<;nt(il pain, such at to <

(tortured by his m$firnodi); rack tuggtsts thtt

'snt lastpain ufferd on the rack, un imteknOnttrumint of torture
on which the litnlxi wore pulled out of pluc<? (racked by the pain
of arthritis), dee also butt, ANT, comfort
tor-ment-cr (tdr~men'tr), n. a tormentor.
tor*tteti*tU (tdr/maa-tilO, n* [Fr. tormmtitti; ML*
tormcntilla < L. tormcntum (gee TOHMKNT) from
Mlief in the paiix-kUHng power 01 the plant], a yellow-
flowered, tmUing plant whose root ia xikid in medicine,

and t^ttnrag,
oea'tlr), n* [MB. lorNNUkMir; Oft 1

.

pmon or thlnf that tonnetxta. 2.
.UJK5 It obstmcts a full view of thf

t tlie iid) in the theater, cither of tM
as proJeetiav out onto MCW oC tibi

.,,__, boniAd the proaium* 3. l MMMMI
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tornwm
turmentcor
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torpedo body Tory
originally designed to destroy enemy torpedo boats but
later used offensively as a torpedo boat.

torpedo body, a design of automobile body somewhat
like that of a submarine torpedo, with flush sides for

reducing wind resistance.

torpedo tube, a tube for launching torpedoes, located

in surface vessels below or close to the water line.

tor-pid (tdr'pid), adj. [L. torpidus < torpere, to be
numb or torpid], 1. having lost temporarily all or

part of the power of sensation or motion, as a hiber-

nating animal; dormant; inactive; numb. 2, dull;

sluggish; apathetic.

tor-pld'1-ty (t8r-pid'9-ti), n. the condition or quality
of teing torpid.
torpor (t6r'pSr), n, [L. < torpere; see TORPID], 1. a

state of being dormant or inactive; temporary loss of

all or part of the power of sensation or motion; stupor.
2. dullness; sluggishness; apathy. 5FN, see lethargy.

tor-por-if-ic (tdrpa-rif'ik), adj. causing torpor,
f

tor-quate (t6r'kwat), <#. [L. torquatus], having a

torojaes; collared.

Tor-quay (tdr-kc'), n. a city in southern Devonshire,

England: pop., 44,000. 4 .
_

torque (tfirk), n. [< L, torques; directly influenced

(in senses 2 & 3) by torqusre; see TORQUES}, 1.
a;
twisted

metal collar or necklace worn by ancient Teutons,

Gauls, Britons, etc. 2, in physics, a) a force or combi-
nation of forces that produces or tends to produce a

twisting or rotating motion (called tor$wn), o) the

tendency to produce torsion. 3. in opUcs, a rotary
effect produced by some crystals and liquids on the

plane of polarization of light passing through them.

first inquisitor general _

type of fanatical, cruel intolerance.

torques (tdr'kwSz), n. [I*, torqms, toroui*. a twisted

necklace < torqutr** to twist], a ring of hair, feathers.

or modified skin around the neck of an animal or bird,

of m distinctive color or form,

tor re fac-tion (tdrVfak'shon, tor's-fak'iilion), it* a

torrefying or being torrefied,

tor're*fy (t6r'-fl
/
f t0t%r} w.t [TORRSFIED (-fid').

TORRITOYINO], [Pr. lorfljfiff; L* torrif&ttfi < toffttt*

to dry or roast by heat 4- fec*r*t to makL to dry or

parch with heat, M some drup, Also spelled writjr.

Tor-rene, Lake (tdr'ens, tor%n), a salt lake to

South Australia: length, 130 mi.
torrent (tdr'tnt, torsnt), n. [Pr.; L. temm burning,
roaring, rushing, impetuous; ppr. of *omr* to para*
dry, roast, contumt: of* voiutiD TBlftttj, 1. m swift,

viotant stream, wmecktty of imttr. 2. * r pla, wrolp*
or violent flow of word*, msJUit etc.! flood; nasa. 3* a
heavy Ml of

rain.^
cud. P*l; A < *

" ^ '

having the nuttuns of, a torrent, 2, tilU

otttpotiring,

torrin*ttft!ly
matmer of & torent

Tor-rt Strmlt

width, n mi

^

3. rMolting from

I. Of, T
as in
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1

^*
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M$ arivt 1 M
; Mf0il^ 3.

ft or
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tor'ii>t .>n >
t iu u c 11y te

# for
1, u to
or it*

n, D, 21, f< Norw. /ow* (ON. thorskr); base i

1 a cusk, a kind of fish. 2. a codfish,

torso (t6r'so), n. [pi. TORSOS (-s5at), TORSI (-sS)], [It.,

a stump, trunk of a statue; L* thyrsus, a stalk, stem;
Gr. thyrsos, a stem, wand], L the trunk of a statue

of the nude human figure, especially of such a statue

lacking the head and limbs, 2. the trunk of the human
body. 3. any unfinished or fragmentary piece of work,

torso murder, a murder in which the victim's body is

tort (tdrt), n.* [ME.; QPr, < L. tortu$f pp. of torquere,

to twist], in law, a wrongful act, injury, 01 damage
(not involving a breach of contract), for which a civil

action can be brought.
torte (tdrU G. toVta), n. [pi TORTKS (t6rt); G. TOETKN
(-ton)], [G.] a rich cake*, variously made, an of eggs,

finely chopped nuts, and crumbs or a little flour.

tor-ti'CoMi* (tflr'ti-kol'is), n. [Mod, L. < L, tortus,

twisted -j- cQllum, the nck), in medicine, a condition

of persistent involuntary contraction of the neck
muscles causing the head to be twisted to an abnormal
position; wryneck, ^

tor-tile (td/t'l, tflr'til), <*dj* [I*, tartili* < tart*s; m
TORT], twisted or coiled.

tor-tll-la (tfir-tc'ylt), n. [Sp,. dim. of torta, & cakt; LL.
torta, twisted loaf < pp. of $fqmmt to twtitj, a flat,

unleavened com cake iknd on aft iron plst or fiat

stone: used throughout Mlco as the equivalent of

bread, *-**
tor*tloui (tdr/>hMi) t wj [MB. torfl

in law, of or involving a tort.

tor*tote (tdr'ti) . [pL TORTOISES (!)
tee HumAt* u 0, 1), tMB, torlw^; ML. lor< .

< It, fof*n altered (prob. by i^oektion
tor***, twisted) < torlwufa < Or, Mr*"
cieinon; io cullw, pwauw in GrMk
was a demon; cf. Pr. lorlMf). turtto* j

that IIvet on land: see turtto .

. 4 .
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the qw*ilitv OT df 1

{4ii)l* ft tww* Hie*

m.tiiNHi* tf. fllEt Apl^fr.s L.

fi^wo\M> < ferfetf, * f MfMMTV* te 1^1* I Ii Of

turna,
2, tutt

lfiiitfttl; tenttw*
tor*tiHm * |Fr*{ LL Jwfcifla,

ttflwt < m of K*Wf to i*

of te or p
aur* l nay by wmoh

4 a pwt r

a
1. to

2* Io cm i1 to

pittn;

for tor ou tt^r'

SjSm
*"Wfc*
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Toryism touch
one of the two major political parties of England:
opposed to Whig, and later, to Liberal, Radical,
Labortte; changed officially c. 1830 to Conservative.
4. in the American Revolution, a -person who advocated
or actively supported continued allegiance to Great
Britain. 5, [often H any extreme conservative;
reactionary, adj. [also t-J, of, being, or having the
conservative principles of a Tory,
To-ry-lam (t^r'i-te'm, tS'ri-iz'm), n. the principles or
behavior of a Tory.
Tos ca-na (tSs-kt'ni), n. Tuscany.
XoS'Cft'ni-ni. At*'turo (fir^tWrd t$s'kS*nS'n5* H)n&
to$'to-nS>ni) t 1867-1957; Italian orchestral conductor
in Amenca,
torn, (t6s, tot), p.f.

[TpflSED
or &bs. or poetic TOST (t6st,

tost), TOSSWG], [prob. < ON. via dial; cf. Norw. dial!
tossa, to spread, strew; akin to MLG. i8$tm> to tear
ME. (tomsen, to'pull to pieces; basic sense "to tear
up < IB,

baje *<(*), to part, tear; cf. TOP], I. to
throw about; fling about; pitch about; buffet: as, the
waves JoMfrf the boat. 2. to disturb; agitate; disquiet.
3. to throw. wptoWly upward, lightly, and easily, from
the hand, 4 to lift quickly ; jerk upward: as, the hone
tosstd its head. 5. to tow up with (someone for some-
thinff):M6pbrM below. iu. 1. tote flung to and fro;
be thrown about or pitched about, 2. tolling oneself
about in ttetp, etc,; m In bed: M, I tosud aU
night long, 3. to move or go Impatiently, angrily, or
duriauifttUy, M with a toss of the head. 4, to tow up:
see phrase below, n. 1, a towing or being towed; fling;
as, t to* of the head. 2, ft tonsup. 3. the distance that
omtthtng is or cm be towed. SYN. nee throw,
tots. o*

.
I* to make, do, write, etc. quickly, cai

juw without effort. 2, to drink up in one draft,
toit up, to ton t coin lor deciding something according
to wllda side lands uppermost*

N>t (torpor, tos'pot'j* it. [toff, t* f pot], a heavy
leer* drunkard; toper.

^-ap (tta'up', tos'up'j, n* t, the act of towing or

fltywjnil
* coin, etc, to decide iomething according to

whteh SUM lands uppermost 5 hene 2, an even chance.
tott (tost, tost}* obsolete or poetic and put

to-tern-ic (to-tem'ik., ad/, of a totem or totemsto-tem-ism (tS'twn^'mJ, n. 1. belief in toSS *md
tptemic relationships. 2. the use of totems to dis-
tinguish families. 3. social customs based on this

to-tem*lAt (Wain-Sat), n. a member of a family or clan
having a totem.

to-tern-is-tic (to'tara-is'tik), ad/, of totemiam or
totemists.
totem pole, a pole or post carved and painted with
totems, often erected in front of their
dwellings by Indian tribes of the north-
west coast of North America.

toth-er, t'oth-er, *toth*er (tuto'ftr),
ad/, A pron. [ME. the father, earlier
thet other, that other], [Chiefly Dial.],
that (or the) other.

to-ti-
(t5'ti], [< L. totou, whole], a

combining form meaning whoUt entire,
wholly, entirely, m in totipalmate.
$tO'ti'dm vet-bis (tot'J-dem vdr'bis),
[L.j, in so many words.

4- palmaU], having all four toea "com-
pletely united by a web, as duck,
geeua, cormorant!, pelicans, etc. 71.

& totipalmate bird,
to-ti-piil-ma tion (t5'ti-pal-mi'ih0n) ,

n. the condition o! being totipalmate.
Tot*t*6H*hiii)ot (tot'*ii-9wflijf n* & city L,

England, near London: pop., 129,000 (ait 1946)7"
tot*tr Ttot'Sr), vJ. [MB/to^w; wob. < ON.? of.
Norw* dial, Mm, to quiver, ah*ke; basa u in Mdm1

}
1. to rock or shake m if about to fall; be uasttady!
./.. T.n H<* "i 11*1 wf*a /fur /s# /^*A'^ *<kjn,+i *Orj u-^ji j. m jut*. i.

Port,

tot (tot), n. forob. (vi* dial.) < ON, tettr, dwarf), t,

wry nutU utitmtat or thing* 2. * young child,
DtaU a small drink: of ftkatu&e ifiuor.

C-M), TOfTiNOl feoiur* rtr to

j UPS totfijwfth /),e. R; Iku OFr,; LLI lalalit < I*.

WAQleL 1. omtlttttifli the (or ) wfeoto;
whoto. i s complete & utter; *, ft Wai tow. it!

IM Wftcw wicmsit at nunbtr; i*l
C tOTJUL1LEO (4*14), TQTAUftm or WtAtWMOl.

I, to find the of; *44 2, fco ^itl * tout of; add

rowoepnmcr. te th 4f*
or of dot to

I^i^ligvnUlmmiwttfoftt^^
" ' *

to-taH'itt'fir
tt'iiM' tar i its* || tar^fir1! n, 15 1*1*^*11
|< 4 *rli* ^4 ci ,M * iir k wltfeli OM
or ana all

it, * who or in
n wt

tf"tMi'nMri'Mi'MNm Hi-iatViiri-ai-li'p, iS*iitl*^iftr*

mii^% tc,

lb*ttl!*i ft in* A. I llw fart f rcmttiliw ul
J, th wr tim

i i*ii^lit m
tol|li'ir A. |Fr, wiy

to iwl ii

lir unit
Itel wf lirti. HI *t

W MMallMte*.
fj, Will'), twiM.

a! t. * *i. n
.

^ ^

MrtrmiiNMii

tot*tr*y (tot%4), a^/. totttrlng; unitwtdy; w
tou'cui CtOT'kaa, too-kttn', tWkn), n, [Fr; run;.
imam: Tupi fM^ao Iwana], any o! A group of brktttly
colored, fruit-eating birds of tropical AittftttoaTdii
tiniihtd by a krge, down-eurvad baJk,
touch (tttcn), v.6 JMB t&Mkm; DFr MUw li

(Pr, to^}; LL %^a/* < %J^( light blow; of i

wjgln; cf. TOCCATA^ L to put the hand, taw
othtr part of the body on, to M to feel; pm8v by
the *i* of feeling*

t
2, to bring (acmetWug) into

owtMt with (something dim) ; MI hcj l&ucktd tlit
mp with his

pencil, he fcMMrM Ughttd mutch to
thi kindllM. f fortntrly, to lay tit hand on (A

with tcrofttk), as kings* in order to

f miracujoua curt, 4. to be or come into coaUet with.
3. to tjUoto: bordr on, 6. to strikt lightly, 7. to

though contact; hav & physical oat a*.

WftUjr
WOA t

f
low*

spots, S. to itijwr*
slightly: as, frost towlw4 m plants. 9, to tetk By *
ttt%teii or sxntkething similar. iO. to
nMtat). II, to tft kty of, plck thSst&tfs E
ate* ( musical instrument). 12, to pky (a few
an afr ttc.) on a. musical ifuftrumont. H, to drw
change the color of, etc. (the dttelS of a mlntlu*,
tic,) by uini( a brush tr prtwit, 14 t<i gtvw a fight
tint, awwt, i*u, t; uMed t*hi*J)y In thr *rttelpto,
M, cumtri tttmktd with mnk. 11 tn Mtw.ii al tn pi*i5w
a* M *hli4, if*, ti> lav niutiU cm; Jwwulfr; uw, if, to
lilislwmllri fii*lwf ; Jtfifv? f

iii ii to ii*|rr, II. t i

tit iiwiAkff i*l; UMUAiiy ii*rii In thM nrg^ttvn, 41,
clUin't lw^*4 lib iit|tffj\ l<* t i(inr up u, ir

to 4*frtti|Air %ilh; rtaiHl, tt%*V tti*ll

tt|ijfi*ftj*tf Jl
III 4 Mr $4S1*IiH )t4V

*r|fi4iP 14 li
V4UWP t^ t ill liWfilAllv U|*))y 1*1

tk* |# Iff rtft.feW

iit, -4 trf

II, | ^ n
w l ilm 14 to MT it*l lf

* l*i i*f J9 tn
to ti4* J l *

ii: ftjtMi,. liJfenfc ^afc*:* *aaM.
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toucb/and'go 1540 tout a vous
touch of humor. &) a slight attack: as, a touch of the

f

,

mi. &. fl) touchstone. 5) the quality of gold, silver,
etc. as determined by touchstone, c) an omcial stamp
indicating this. 9. any test or criterion. 10, [Slang],

, a) the act of asking for, or getting in this way, a gift
or loan of money, b) money so acquired. 11. in music,
0) the manner in which a performer strikes the keys of
a keyboard instrument: as, a delicate touch. 6) the
manner in which the action of a piano, etc. responds
to the fingers: as, a piano with a heavy touch, c) in bell

ringing, a set of changes less than a peal. 12. in rugby,
the part of the field outside the sidelines. SYN. see
affect,

in touch with, 1. in communication or contact with.
2. responsive or sensitive to.

out of touch withj no longer well-informed on or in
close communication with.
touch at, to stop briefly at (a port, etc.): said of ships
and travelers.

touch off, 1. to represent accurately or aptly. 2. to
make explode or detonate; fire. 3. to motivate or
initiate.

touch on (or upon), 1. to come near to; come close

to; verge on. 2. to pertain to. 3. to treat (a topic)
slightly or in passing; merely mention,
touch up, 1. to stimulate or rouse, as by touching.
2, to improve or finish (a painting, literary work,
etc.) by minor changes or additions.

touch-and-go (tuch'sm-gS'), ad/. 1. hasty, rapid,
casual, etc, 2. uncertain; risky; precarious.
touch and go, 1, a hasty or casual act. 2. an un-
certain or dangerous situation.
touch back (tuch'bak'), n, in. football a play in which
a player grounds the ball benind his own goal line
when the ball was caused to pass the goal line by an
opponent: distinguished from safety.
touchdown (tuch'doun') , n. in football, 1. a play
in which a player grounds the baU on or past the
opponent's goal line. 2. a score (6 points) so made,

JtoU'ChS (tOT'shfiO. <*dj* [Pr7 pp.; see TOUCH), in
fencing, touched: said of a point scored by a touch.
interj* that hit the mark I good point I: an exclamation
used to acknowledge a successful point in debate or a
witty retort,
touched

(tttcht).
touching; spacmi
6) slightly demented; somewhat unBaljuaoed "mantaliyi
touch football, an informal variety of football played,M in schools, on nn improvised field and without
protective equipment: a defensive pluyer downs the ball
carrier by touching him in any of various sonified
ways, uwally with poth hands and below the waist,

toMicfrfcofo Ou&'hSl'), n in urty firearm tha feote la
the breech through which the cfmrgt wmt touched of,
touch I ly (tuchVH), adv. In a touchy mmawer.
touch 1 ness (tueh1-ttis) t n. the quality or itate of

touchy,

L adL (pa of touch], that 1ms undergone
ncally, a) emotionally affected; moved.
entea; somewhat unbidjuaoed mentally*

owci'tfig (tuch'ln), <**!/. fopr. of tone*!, that
the foeuags; arousing tender emotion; mwlng; aftect*
tag, it, 1. the act of one that touch*!. 2. the MAIMw tough. pttcp* [Archaic , ecwoamliag; with Mart! to,
-$IW. wse moving,

^^
ttHK&*llM CtwhW], n. In nifty, Mthr of the ahl*
Unea bounding the field.

ot^ttufrnot (tu^miHROtO* ft* any of a nwmbr of
related plants having powers with spurii, d
IM* that bunt at& touch

^

C*db*ti<i (tudh%tii*} t m (c

10 gwMfaa parity
OAltwhenStwaam
crflo for determ

tft rtftak left
iDetal. 2, any teat or

or vatoe.
*

lit ?

're' re'mow' da tSo'ldoz'ld'trekOp 1864-1901;
French painter and lithographer,
tou pee (too-pa', too-pe'), n. (Pr. toupet, dim. of OFr.

/oz^ f top, tuft of hair; cf. TOP], 1. formerly, a curl or
lock of artificial hair worn on top of the head, some-
times as part of a wig. 2. a small wig for covering a
bald spot.
tour (toor, toor), n. [ME,; Late OFr. < torner, tourner,
to turn], 1. a turn, spell, or shift, as of work; espe-
cially, in military usage, a period of duty at a single
place. 2. a long trip, as for sightseeing; cf. grand tour.
3. any trip, as for inspection; round; circuit; specifically,
a trip by a theatrical company to give performances
at a number of cities. v*L to go on a tour. v4. I, to
take a tour through or around. 2, to take (a play,
theatrical company, etc.) on a tour.
on tour, touring.

tou ra co (tdft'rl-ko'), n. (Pr, < W. Afr, native name],
any of a group of brightly colored tropical birds
related to the cuckoo.

Toii-ralne (tfio-rSa'; Fr. toS'ren'), fl a former province
of western Franc.
tour-billion (toor-bil'yen), w. [Pr. tottrbiltaft, whirl-
wind < L. turbo; see TURBINE), 1, originally, a whirl-
wind, 2. a firework that r!*es with a spiral motion,
Tour-colng (tWr'kwaw'), n. A citv to Prmaee, on tho
Belgian border: pop.* 76,000 (1946).
tour dte force (toor' d& ten', t6or' d fSrt'; Pr. tSBr'
da reraO* [Fr.lt a feat of strength, skill, or ingenuity,
often one that in merely clever or spectacular.
touring car, an aarly type of opun tutomoblta, often
with a folding top, seating fivt or more pwsengers,

tour-lst (toor'ist, tflor'iit), n. a penom who make a
tour, especially for pfoaiufe. adjf* of or lor tourists,
tourma-lin (toor^m*-lte toor'malfa x

) t n fPr,; ult,
< Slnghalew tdramattl, a carnelknl, a rta pink, gram,
blue, yellow, brown, bkck, or oolorliit itmiprtcic*ui
mineral, any of & group of complex iilioatti, m
a gem and in optical instrammte: turmiUinc.

Tour-mill ct66Vnt') * city in weitem Blgium; pop,,
(1*47) ; ftlso

wnt n. 1MB.,

itmmt; OPr AonMAMMWt. ^malwiii
TotitNE?), L in tilt MMdfo Agf, a)
of n tncounttr bttwitn knights

to

< tenutitr; mt *,

port oonMtting .,.. ._ , _..__., -...
hotibw3k m which the tried to i

another with lancet* the winner fnotivtef i priw;
jousting oonteet. d) a of wch tncowtri fwt
pntM M an enteminment 1 a of
in somt tport, usuatty ft wmp*fe!tion for onamplonthip.
3. any titnilar eeriee erf eontettt, i* in or

Jffiffi*y (toor'ni tftr'Wi W. wxmwnfi (-ill) I,

[MB. inrna*, lonnid; OBr. lerM* IOVIMM( < loriicr^r,
l9M*ir < bm of Iwmfr; tee TURN), a tournamettt.
i?4 to take part in a tournanHmt: jon^
tour*nlau*t (tcxfr^ni-kei^, tfir

/aiklf
), n* fFr,**

turn
I any device few eorti

ft blowt in <

r rontrm the dron-
f blcitidl to KMftiii pftf

jw
a ^w^ twkted a

limb or * pM down by
ft Cf#W
TMII* (feffir) it* A dty l wtM
ewttral FrMi^v oa w IMmi
POfk, W.W0 (I9Mh ctf

deeittve b*tt)e (?32 A.D ), in
wfeieh the Frwks uiMltr
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tout de suite
1541 toxin

ttowt d mjlte ftflSt' iwft/). (Fr., lit., all in succession],
immediately; n&ht away,
ttout ti-Mm*bte (tto'taysaVbr). rPr,, lit., all (taken)
together], the general effect; total impression, as of a
work of art or a costume.
ttout 1* motide (tfi5' b m9*d>), [Fr., lit., all the
world], everyone.
tou-zle (touVi), n. * ?,f. [TOUZLBD (-js'ld), TOUZLING],
tousle.
to-va-rkch (t5-vlr%h; Run, t$-var'ishcli). n, [Russ.
tovanshch], comrade: a title used among Communists
in the Soviet Union.

'">.-, A- -* --
i-'**?*

"** toshenj AS. togian; akia to
OHG. sgfe*, to draw, tug; tor the IB. bas de TUG],L to pull by a rop or chain: as, one ship or automobile
is sometimes fou*rf by another, 2, to pull or drag
behind, n. 1., a towing or bebg towd 2. something
towed, 3. towhne. SrN* see pulL
In tow, L bdng towed. 2. in ens' company or
retinue. 3, under one't influence or charge.

tow (t0) n. [ME,; AS* low-, lor spinning or weaving;
prob, <c $aao seen in tow, . & tot] t the coarse and
broken flbtri of hemp, n&x, etc. below spinning. 4/
of or rtmbllng tow,
t0w*A* (tS'ij), n, [Anglo*L. tow&tiwti; eee -AQB], 1, a* '

I otJWjgwed, 2, the charge for thin,
Ji (pro. t5f

lrd; 0J>( /or rd. 0*00*. te-wdrd'),
|MB,t AS, (onward; see TO 4 -WAftD], 1, in the

of* 2, facing, 3. In a manner designed to
.1 or along, a likely to result in: as* effort!
a peaceful settlement, stepe toward war, 4.

.
. . ttwf j retarding; about: as* nit Attitude tawrd

me, 1 tt> or kit before fin time): as. thuy left
Jowftr* four o'oiook. 6. in antkipntion of; for: s

I f new, car. Also toward* ad/.
L favorable; propitious. 2, reatfy
apt. j, docil*; compliant; trac-
Immifnt, 5, being done; in

ffe

[Aiffaeie or
to mrn;

4. at

{Arctmic or
mhtej dcicUi

(t

,
-

4y],
], I, fftvombto; propitioui, 2, tmc-

* , -* * 1MB,
(AS, IOWMHTM), with ,4?* gtnit. (-!)il, to-

WETO,
tW'te^t Ctl'Wt*), n. a waali iterdy boat for towteg

etc*; tugboat.

tw*<d,(tou'1L tcl). n, [MB. l^dlllt; OFr. l^llk (Fr,i OWB, word sstn in OHG, ^iMJk% towel <
(AS, l%*iiL to wash!, * of cloth w

for wbing or drying things, ftpeciatty
for after wahint or bttning. il

or towiu.it> (.*ld, touUI), or
to iry with a towtl,

'fiai (UmKin. nmturk)iW'SJ'
for
tw*r A. lour, lr; OPr. Iwr; L iitirft, a

f I, ,i to wktlvtty high
for its ami wttlt h *ithmr tmilolni or

*rf I, a as it

w 3 A tir thingm tte, tl* tit fist
r lilt A

tow v . A or that tw.
f**W W* I ft (IT

1. into lift iif likf ft

tnw * Ing w. I that wry high
I W ' WW Ilijtlfc.

i4 * M m it)* imtlt
iw lli in * .mi

fWAi* ,

it WM ip ilw Had M t
for SM * pii far

w|* f*

tow is* 'i

v*

WHfillllii Nffft% J%!!i

Mi

a f Wr
, *

Half

of tht
fWllliKI tH1

tfllt

Wi

n, ^r,1 ir
H intf, AS*

p> M. ......_
i

ma town meeting. 3. m England, a) a village that
holds a market periodically. V) a large, thickly popu-
lated place, as a borough, city, etc. 4, the business
center of a city: as, I'm going into town. 5, the town
or city being spoken of or understood: as, they just
got mto town, 6, the inhabitants, voters, etc. of
a town' ' [Colloq.], any populated place spoken of
familiarly: as, New Yorkf

s an exciting town. adj.
of, for, or characteristic of a town. Abbreviated t.

flo to town* [Slang], 1. to go on a spree. 2. to work or
act fast and efficiently. 3, to be eminently successful.
on th town, 1. dependent on the public charity of
the town or

city. 2. [Slang], out for a good time at
the theater, night clubs, etc*

paint the town red, [Slang], to go on a boisterous
spree; carouse,

town car, an automobile with an enclosed rear seat
separated by a glass partition from the open or partially
enclosed driver a seat.
town clerk, an official in charge of the records, legal
business, etc. of a town,
town crier, a person who formerly cried public an-
nouncements through the streets of a village or town,
town hall, a building in a town, containing the offices
of public officials, the council chamber, and often a
hall for public assembly,
town houHc (toun'hous'). n- a town hall.
town, house, a city residence, especiallym distinguished
from m country residence of the same owner.
town meeting, L a meeting of the people of a town,
2. especially in New England, a meeting of the qualified
voters of a town to act upon town business,
townsfolk (toun!B'f5k'} n. townspeople.
towu'ehlp (totm'shlp), n* [MB tunmp&t AS. tunscipg,
people living in a tun; tee TOWN & -SKIP}, L originally,
in England, a parish or division of parish, as a unit
of territory and adminitratiott. 2. in rnont of th
united Stutm division of a county, constituting a
unit of local government with administrative control
of local tchooli, roads, etc, 3, in pjew England, ft

town. 4, a unit of territory to the United States land
survey, guftwatly elx mites square, containing thirty-iix
nwe-sqtmre ectioai, and ometlme% but not ndoewnrilF,
coettentivfs with

ji governmental township* 5. In
Cwmda, a subaivMcw of a provlim Abbreviated twp
tp i^

t&m**mN& (totttti%tn) lit [^1. TOWNSMIK (-)!
1 . ptrton who Hve in or hm b*cn rttred in, * town,
2. a jwnGfi wh,o lives in one's own or the mm town,
3. in New England, a selectman,
towi*pt0'pl0 (touns'pe*'p'l}* fij^l L ptopk 01 a
town* 2. p>pl* brott^ht up in ft town or city, VM di*
tinQulihea from those brought up In the country*
towpmtfe (t3

f
ptth*, typlth

#
} n. * p*th Aloairid^

oaaal, by men or nimslt towing eniutur
tdW*w>fNi (t& roo ) it* ft rop<s ttiidi in towlnMl*
KJX uemj a (tok-w^ffliit)i n* tx*mm.
toxtfrmic

(t(>K*iFmik)^ttd/*
toxemle.

roxic) f Clr* Mm** kood), y condition ol

tfitt by ku t'M'uil icicin

ttirtnifn thi ftrmni frmn a
fW ififii*'

:

*tl*iii.

tm^mm tak'tem'Ut), dt/ t. ol, fci

Iht *L m mf 2

t$Uic (tok'sik), tf. IML, Isw
iff * WHIM j^wi

< of or lor
L f by* r

;

2
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*i(/* {tL* jM^m urn
m* i
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toxin^antitoxin IS42
track

microorganisms and causing certain diseases. 2. any
of various similar poisons, related to proteins, secreted

by plants and animals, as snake venom.

tox-to-an-ti-toX'in (tofc'sin-an'ti-tok'sm), n. a mixture

of toxin and antitoxin for producing active immunity

against a specific disease, especially diphtheria: now

largely superseded by toxoids.

toxlne CtoVsin, tok'sen), ft. a toxin.
- (tok'si-fo'bi-a), n. [Mod. L.; see TOXICO-

,^, - -jv >,-- - ~/ .,-" ^
-

& -PHOBIA], an abnormal fear of being poisoned.
tox-oid (tok'soid), n. a toxin that has been treated, as

with chemical agents, so as to eliminate the toxic

qualities while retaining the antigenicproperties.
tox-oph-Mlte (tok-sofVlif), n. [< Toxophilus, title

of a book by Ascham (1545) < Gr. toxon, a bow +
philos, lover; + -tte], a person who is especially fond
of archery; archer*

tox-oph-i-lit-ic (tok-sof'd-Ht'ik), adj. [< toxophttitc +
-ic], of archers or archery.

tox-o plas-mo-sls (tok'so-plaz-mo'sis), n. (Mod. L.;
see TOXIC, -PLASM, -osis], a disease of man, dogs, cats,

and certain other mammals, caused by a parasitic

microorganism and affecting especially the nervous

system.
toy (toi), n. [ME. toye in sense 1 (? a distinct word );

normal mod", senses < D. tuig, tools, implements
(akin to G. zeug, stuff, gear) < base seen in tow, tug;
cf. D. speeltuig, G. spiduug, plaything), 1. originally,

a) amorous behavior; flirtation, o) pastime; sport,
2. a thing of little value or importance; trifle. 3. a
little ornament; bauble; trinket. 4. a plaything, es-

pecially one for children. 5. any small thing, person,
or animal; specifically, a small breed of dog, etc.; as,

a toy terrier. 6, [Obs. or Rare), in Scotland, a woman's
headdress of linen or wool, with flaps that han$r over
the shoulders, adj. 1. like a toy, or ;playtMn in

size, use, etc. 2. made as a toy; especially, being a
miniature imitation: as, a toy stove, lu. to play or
trifle (with a piece of food, another's affection, an
idea, etc.). SYN. see trifle. ^ ,

To-ya-ma (t6'ya-ma'), n* a seaport on Honshu Island,

Japan: pop,, 138,000 Cest. 1947).

To*yo*ha8m (wyd-ha'she"), n* a city on the southern
coast of Honshu, Japan: pop, t 129,000 (eat 1947)*

to-yon (tS'yon), n* [Sp, also touon; jprob. < Me*.
Ind. namej* an evergreen, shrub with mining, toothed
leaves, clusters of white flowers, and bright-red berries.

toy'Shop (toi'shopO. n a shop where toys are sold,

tp., township.
t.p., title page.
Tr, in chemistry, terbium.
tr., 1, trace. 2. transitive. 3* translated. 4. transla-
tion. 5. translator. 6* transpose* 7, treasurer.

T.R., 1, ttmporc resis, [L.], m the time of the king,
2* tons registered Col a snip).
trabeatcd (tra'bi-a'tid); a^. [< L. trnbcm, ace. nf

trabs. a beam], 1. built with horizontal tmrni or
lintels, instead of arches. 2. of such construction.

tra-be a tion (trS'bi-a'ahon), n. trabmted constmction
or structure*
tm-becnIm (trt-bek'yoo-te), n W* nuBioutAi \

[L., dim. of trabs, a bearnL 1. in anatomy & sc __...,

a small septum of fibers forming* with other:* of

kind* an essential part of the framework of an
or part. 2* in Itotany, a row or bridge of cells exte
across the cavity of the sporangium of a moss,

tra-bec-u-lar (tro-bek'yoo-lSr), adj. 01 a trabecula or

Trabzpn (tr&b'z5nO, % Trebuond.
tniot (te^J, m [MB.; OFr, < tfedp (ft. tow); UL
%altorit < L. kactw, a dmwfcg along, %mdk| , of

in&r
r

aswywy, a way
ootprint, etc.

passage of a person, animator thing.'
ov trail |@Ct 0y the piMfWS of
as*S^l

* *

traces, 5* a 1

intity : as, a trace <

traced mark. 7. 1

rument* B. in Ps

t broken, or wavy line, as in a seismograph.
v.L to follow a path, route, development, etc.; make
one's way. Abbreviated tr.

SYN. trace, literally applying to a mark, footprint, etc. left

by the passage of an animal or vehicle, commonly refers to any
mark snowing that something has existed or occurred (a faint

trace of egg on his vest) : vestige applies to some slight remains
of something that is no longer m actual existence (the vestiges

of an ancient civilization) ; track, equivalent to trace in its

literal sense, suggests a continuous mark or series of marks that
can be followed for some distance (automobile tracks in the

trace (trls), n. [ME. traice, trais; OPr. trais* trais, pi.
of trait; see TRAIT], L either of two straps, chains,
etc. connecting a draft animal's harness to the vehicle
drawn. 2. a rod, pivoted at each end, that transmits
motion from one moving part of a machine to another.
kick over the traces, to shake off control; show insub-
ordination or independence.

trac-er (trSs'er), n. La person or thing that traces;

specifically, a) a person whose work is tracing lost or

missing articles. 0) an instrument for tracing designs
on cloth, etc. 2, an inquiry seat out for a letter,

package, etc. that is missing in transport. 3. a) the
chemical added to a tracer bullet or shell to leave a trail

of smoke or fire. &) a tracer bullet or shell,

tracer bullet (or shell), a bullet or shell that traces
its own course in the air with a trail of smoke or flr,
so as to facilitate adjustment of the aim.

trac-er-y (tras>&>i), n. Ipl. TRA.CERIKS (4)], [< Iroa,
v. 4- -eryL ornamental work of mterlaetag or branching
lines, as in a Gothic window, ioma embroidery, etc.

tra'Cne- (trfi'ki), trachecK
tni'die-a (trim*, trt-ke%) n. [#, TRACHEAE (40L
JML.; LL. traehfa* windpipe; Gr, traektia (orl*fla),
rough (windpipe) < irw&y*, fottghj, L m the wtpl-
ratory tract of vertebmtet, that put which conveys
air from the larynx to the bronchi; windpipe; see
lung, illus. 2. in the respiratory

1

system of insects
and other invertebrates, any of the small tubules for

conveying air. 3. in botany, a tubdike duct in plauts.
formed by a row of cetti who partitioning efl wills
have disappeared.
tra che-iil (tra'kl-ol, tnvk?'.>l), adj. L off Hkc\ or
having a trachea or tracheae,. 2. of or compound of
tracheM time.
trachcal tissue, In botany, a woody tissue eompoMd
of tracheae or trach<>id:i, or both; tmnn of aeywn*
tra che Id (trt

f
ki4d)t n* Itnukt- f ~id\, in botany, any

of the iarp, thick-walUHl, waU'r-coatluctiiig, tubolike.
cells found in woody tissue, as of the oomars*
tra chc I dul (tro-kc'iKl'l trft'lu-IM'!). d[/ of or Mkt
a iMcWWi.

u (Mod. k$ M@ Htm],

tTi^
l

o^nchi^i (trl'ki-o-bro^ki-.U), adj\

*a*ds*H&wJM^ ik |MiMj. ^ HMO^rL
Of tit interior of the traehea% < !

"

'

"" crwt
w* Iff, <

H4I* <kl| <lf or
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trackage *543 trade union
horse racing etc. 7. a pair of parallel metal rails with
their crossties and roadbed, on which trains, streetcars.
etc. run, 8, the distance in inches between parallel
wheels, as of an automobile. 9, <z) athletic sports
performed on a track, as running, hurdling, etc.; dis-

tinguished from field sports, b) track and neld sports
together. v,L I. a) to follow the track of: as, they
track game, ft) to follow (a track, etc.)* 2. to trace
by meann of vestige^ evidence, etc. 3. to tread or
travel. 4. to leave tracks or footprints on (often with
up}. 5, to lave in the form of tracks: as, he tracked
dirt over the floor. 6. to provide with tracks or rails.

&./* L to run in the same (width) track. 2* to be in
alignment* m wheels or gears. 3. to have a (specified)
width between the wheels: an, a narrow-gauge car
Jroi&r I*iw than S<5 inches, adj* L having to do with
a railroad track. 2. of or performed on an athletic
track, J?*W. tee tract*
in on f trmck where one is at the moment.
kMp track of, to keep an account of; stay informed
about,

toa* truck f, to fall to kep informed about; lose

sight or knowledge of.

ouikw trackn, [Colloq.], to proceed or depart hurriedly,
oil tlit track, itmywg from the, subject^ objective, or
goat; in error*
on tho track, keeping to the subject, objective, or

grmt; correct,
truck down, I, to pursue until caught ai by following
tracka, 2* to investigate or search for until found,
by exumimtm evidence, etc.

eriidfe'iii (trftktyj), n* (see "AGJ. L all th traeki of
a railroad. 51* penni;i:ii<>n for a railroad to um the tracks
cif anolAtr. 3* charge for thia*

tt*ekMi (trakOis)* adj. without a truck, trail* or path;
ttOt running on traoka; as, ft JraMtu

May: CL trolley bun.

yfijun (trak'mstk) it* (pt> IEACKM&H (man)l, a
tragkwaiktr.

nuin, m, athwIt who compete;; Id trade event,:;.

..__, mlk'tr (tmk'wd'kir), *t * work
i walking along* and taaptotlag* of ruih'oiul

truct (trakt), n* [L. fffdsw* a drawing out, xtint;
&p* cif trahsfc. to dmw{4 L (Po*ticil dvuMtinn or

PI limit* ft a prrtvjd *f limii 2* ft conttnuotiM

trac-tor L, < L,

.,.. ,

*wv 4 <> ft of or
r,K fuMiwmi M tilt ^-tviT* unnury
. it E fi ipnrt liAvmi itw

MM romelic . 4, [ML.
in flt^ HCWMII qkttffL A elint
Ijnl, of * oompliUti Mum ear of
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TRACTOR

in

(trak't^r), n. [Mod,
TRACTION], 1. a small,
powerful vehicle with a
gasoline or Diesel engine
and, sometimes, cater-
pillar treads, for pulling
farm machinery,
loads, etc, 2, a kina
of truck with a driver's
cab and no body, de-
signed for hauling one
or more large vans, or
trailers* 3. an airplane
with a tractor propeller
or propellers.

tractor propeller, an airplane propeller mounted
front of the wings.
trade (tritd), n. JMLG., a track; OS. troda, a trace,
trail; akin to ME, fyed* t tread; see TRBAD], 1. origi-
nally, #) a track; path, b) a course; regular procedure.
2, a means of earning one's livingr; occupation; work;
especially, skilled work, as distinguished from un-
skilled work or from a profession or business; craft.
3, buying and celling j barter; commerce. 4. all the
persons in a particular line of business, 5* customers;
clientele. 6, a purchase or sale; deal; bargain, 7, an
exchange; swap, S, pL the trade winds. v.L [THAWED
(-id), TRADING]* 1. to carry on a trade or business. 2.

to have butintsis dealings (with someone), 3, to make
an exchange (with iomeona). 4. fColloq.], to be a
customer (oJ A tpeeifted store or shop). v,t* to ex-
change; barter; swap. ^SW* see bwte<t*s **ll*

trade in, to give (one'i used automobile, etc.) M part
of the purchase price of a new and.

trude on (or upon), to take advantage of; presume
or impoaa upon.

trade acceptsmce, a bill of exchange or draft drawn
upon the purchaaer by the seller ana accepted by the
pttfcnaaff for payment at a iptelled time,
tmdf iwsociiitlcm, an anodttton of merchant or
bu!ft ftrms for tht unified promotion of their com-
mam Interests,

triult* <!kc0nnt, & deduction from tht lift t>rict* llowM
tataitar by a mttufiMStttr wholaialar, or diatributor,

or allowed one firm by wothtr in the santa trade*
timdf edition, that eclitiosi of a book told through
r^wl&r channeli to tha genarat public* at di"

" *

from * aohool edition, etc. of the book,
trmdte (trid^i&O* w* L omthing givan or , ,__
as payment or* wptei&lly, part payment lor ;iom<*t hing

2. an 6xenAHft iuvt>lvinK a trAdt*lfi. 3. tte
vafaiatioci alta^id by tha aalkr o a trada4n*

trsido journtU, a luuK^i-iw dwotod to the interests
of a ipnetfiQ tr1
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trade unionism IS44
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trade unionism, 1. the principle or practice of or-

ganizing into trade unions. 2. the policies and activities

of trade unions. Also trade- unionista.
,

trade unionist. 1. a member of a trade union. 2. a

person who believes in or supports trade unionism.

Also trade-unionist. .

trade wind, [earlier trade, adv., steadily, m phr. to

blow trade], a wind that blows toward the equator
from the northeast on the north side of the equator
and from the southeast on the south side.

trad-ing (trad'in), adj. [ppr. of trade], that trades;

engaged in trade; commercial, n. the action of a

person who trades; buying and selling; commerce.

trading post, a store or station in an outpost, settle-

ment, etc., where trading is done, as with natives.

trading stamp, a stamp given by some merchants as a

premium to customers, redeemable in a specified

quantity for merchandise from those dealers.

tra-dition (trs-dish'an), n. [ME. tradycion; OPr.
tradition; L. traditio, a surrender, delivery, tradition

< traditus, pp. of tradere, to deliver], 1, originally, a

surrender; betrayal. 2. the handing down orally of

stories, beliefs, customs, etc. from generation to

generation. 3. a story, belief, custom, proverb, etc.

handed down this way. 4. a long-established custom
or practice that has the effect of an unwritten law;
specifically, any of the usages of a school of art or

literature handed down through the generations, and
generally observed. 5. in theology, a) among Jews, the
unwritten religious code and doctrine regarded as

handed down from Moses, b) among Christians, the
unwritten teachings regarded as handed down from

Jesus and the Apostles, t) among Moslems, the say-

ings and acts attributed, to Mohammed, not in the

Koran, but orally transmitted.
tra-di-tion-al (tra-dish'an-l) , adj. of, handed down by,
or conforming to tradition; conventional; customary.

tra-di-tion-al ism (tra-dish'sn-'Uz'm), n. 1, adherence
to or excessive respect for tradition, 2. the doctrine
that the only valid religious belief is that handed down
from an original divine revelation.

tra-di-tion-al-ist (tra-dish'an-l-ist) , n. La person
who upholds traditions. 2. a believer in traditionalism.
tra-di-tion-al-is-tic (tr9-dish'n-14s'tik), ad/* of or
characterized by traditionalism.

traditionally (tro-diah'wi-'l-i), adv. according to
tradition.

tra-di-tion-ar-y (tro-dish'sn-er'i), adj* traditional
tra-di-tion-ist (tnj-dish'an-ist), n. I. a traditionalist.
2. a specialist in or recorder of traditions.

trad-i-tive (trad'0-tiv), adj* [< obs* Fr. fwtttf/, ftwttto*
< I* traditus; see TRADITION], traditionary; traditional.

trad-i-tor (tradVtir), it. \pl TRACTORS (tradVtoV-
e*))f [L. < fraditux; sea TKADITXON], among the early
Christians, a traitor during the Roman pewwattiota.

-dust'), TRADUCING], [L, ira<iuWr, to lead along* txttiblt
as a spectacle, disgrace, transfer < trans, across,
-f ducere, to lead], to defame; slander; vilify.

l3ra^ti*idb^*iftiii (^0-dW'i^wft**MB*ni| 1?rwI'iiiQfflt __, ,

ft. [< LL. traducianus, believer m this tloctrine <
r<wto, a ihoott vk briiach, lit., that which t brought
over < traducere; see TRADUCE}, the theological /loctrme
that the soul it inherited, alciiig with the body, from
the parents: opposed to creationism.

Tra-fal gar (tro-faKgSr; Sp. trii'ful-KJir') n. % m$ at
the entrance of the Strait of Gibraltar, .southwestern"

*i: site of a naval battle (1805) in which Lori
I'a English fleet defeated Napoleon's i
|f*aF3c) n m. i/a$#* *&&$* It ntfto <"

'

;tewle < L,jrfnff of 4- It JA% to
. -.xtof; Lu *Jtifarit intfoti. forl* jfw;

. 1, originally, a) transp<;rtiitioii of gwxls for

) trading over great distances; commiw.
and selling; barter; trade. 3. corrupt CRT

** 4. dealings, business, or intercourjse (will

r
r

dot
i a

"

etc.

tra-ge-di-an (tra-je'di-on) , n. [ME. & OPr. tragedien],
1. a writer of tragedies. 2, an actor of tragedy.

tra-ge-di-enne, tra-g^-di-enne (trQ-je'di-en'). n. [Pr.

tragedienne], an actress of tragedy.

trag-e-dy (traj'a-di), n, [pi TRAGEDIES (-diz)], [ME.
tragedye; OFr. tragedie: L. tragoedia; Gr. tragQdia,

tragedy, lit., the song of the goat < tragos, he-goat +
Side, song; variously explained as referring to a goat
offered as a prize or to the goatskin dress of the performers
in early plays of this sort], 1. a serious play having an
unhappy or disastrous ending brought about by the
characters or central character impelled, in ancient

drama, by fate or, more recently, by moral weakness,
psychological maladjustment, or social pressures. 2.

the branch of drama consisting of plays of this type,
3. the writing, acting, or theoretical principles of this

kind of drama. 4, a novel or other literary work with
similar characteristics. 5. the tragic element of such
a literary work, or of a real event. 6. a very sad or

tragic event or events; disaster. Abbreviated traft.

tragic (trai'ik), adj. [Pr. tragique; L. tragicns; Gr,

tragikos], 1. of, or having the nature of, tragedy. 2,

like or characteristic of tragedy; very sad, patnetic,
calamitous, disastrous, fatal, etc. 3. appropriate to

the acting of tragedy: as, in a tragic voice. 4 writing
or acting in tragedy. Abbreviated trait*

,

the tragic, the tragic elements of art and literature,
or of life.

tragical (traj'1-k'l). adj. tragic,

trag i com e dy (traj'1-kom^-df), n
|>2,

i

(-diz)), [Fr. frajtcomUU; LL. tragwom
: \pL TRAGICOMEDIES

?. iragifeok&mddial, 1, it pky or
other literary work combining tragic and comic ele-

ments. 2. a real situation or incident like thk
tragi comic (tj'i-koni/ik), adj* of, or having the
nature of, tragicomedy; having both tragic Mtd comic

.

trajH coin-i cal Jtraj'i-kom'i-k
f

l>, otf* t

trag'Q-pan (trng'o-pan') . n. (Mod. L.; L., fabulous

bird; tfr. fr&iopan, lit, f^tS1 ^ ^fL **
JPflw, Fsn], any of tevaeiil tadghuy odorod
plwsasanta with <&ydik marklufSj ^ ^
tm*iu$ (tr't) n* l$L TEAOI (-f)J, ILL*; Or.
hrV part oftha MT. lt. go*tl, the nmhy1 owtilt

prolarusion at the front of th* titemiu iar partly
extending over the optinf of the tar and, m men,
often bearing a tuft of hair.

trail (trll) f SJ. {MB. Irvttin; OFr. totfftr; LL. %a.ftew
< trazula, mm drag, < L trahtr?, to drag),
1, ) to drag or M drtg behind on% poial!y on tlio

ground, etc, V) to brin^ along bMf&d; a hf Ir^llitJ

dirt into the house. 2. a) to make or mark (a path,
truck, tto) ti by trMuUn# down* M to make a path in

(i8Tw t&>* 3* to fouow tjto of; tntok, 4, to
hunt by tricking. S, to Mow Mwd* M^fobUy in a
lagging inanntT. 6* In mitiiary um^, to etrry .(

otc,) in the right hand with IM arm c>xtendtvl tlf

ward to that Ihe mttli s%h tly forwartl and
butt nmx im ground, ^i. I, to hang (k*wn, untelav
behind, m mm drag m tte ground, tf@ 2. to grciw
iO lon# as to cxt;ciid alun^ thft grountL mw rt"K

i
k'i, tie, :

of m>nn* phtnts. 3. to cmk4 in an krttpiwr line;

gk', 4. to How behind In n mgj thin timmv

etc.: M mok Irwfif from tft tiuinn^y. 3. towmt* m.. r ,

nu)vt\ \valk f fo aloti*?, tte
crawl; driyf* i* *> follow or

guuic; li*P
t.j* ,.

t* MftttMiot t hat *

footeriiit* tontt to* Mil
0T tkb tot fcUft 4
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of something trailing behind. 2, a group of pemonn
that follow alter another &H attendants In a procession;
retinue; uite. 3, a group of person*, animals, vehicles,

etc, that follow one another in a line; precession;
caravan; cortege. 4, the persons, animals, and vehicles

accompanying an army to carry its suppiiei, ammuni-
tion, food, etc. 5, & eriw of events or dreumtt&ttees
that follow some happening: a*, the w&r brought
famine and diaufwus in its /rain, 6. any connected order

or arrangement; aerie*; sequence: at, A train of thought.
7* a senes of connected mechanical pnrt for trans-

mitting motion: AM, a train of gears, 8, ft line of

connected railroad cars pulled or pushed by a loco-

motive or locomotive!, 9. a line of gunpowder that

jtervM M a fuse for an explotivt chArge. uf [ME*
train** ; OFr, Iraki**]* I* JRAre], to trail or drag. 2,

to guide the growth of (a puuit), M by tying, pruning,
etc, 3, to guide the mental, moral, etc, development of;

bring up j rear, 4, to mfttruct eo AM to make proficient
or qualified; at, are trained mi this hoepltal*
5. tci dlflcipUne or condition (animate) to perform trick*.

6. to prepare or make fit for *n athletic contest, etc.

7. to aim (A gun, binoculars, etc,} at Momethlnjr; bring
to bttr (umiauy with ON), 8, (Coltou.), to condition (a

child, ptipoy, etc.) to defecat* and nt in the prr
place. w* to tidminUitw or undergo training, 5IW.
If toat'h,

traIn*b*UMl (trln'band')* n* [contr. of trained banal in

jgftitoA IIAMory, A baod of trained &i sdditnj
to tli* wlr army,

, , . ,

ttiitt'O* (ttto-IO. n* ft or animal undergoing
training i a mlllary reormt.
trainee* (trfn%) ft* 1* who triii ipaoific-

illy, > who tftlmftii to do tricks. ^} a
for C'cmtiiti, 1, o

it ifMftfftf

(tfinliq)* n I. tht action of oiw thAt it-mini*

traiwd or ^flckridftg training, Mr/. or

training. Abbr*viat*a T4 ,

acmxiii a that tminSsM In a i-
or profrwton, aetinit tfe,

ahlpi a on which aw In

M*marnhin, in a ntivy.

tlte'il Ctftil
1
!!!*)* It* W. ftAWtlW (-mM)),

a who cm a raftrtttd train* nwiwiy w *
tir* i * * btf w,

irife i*4f n. a rail-

ruid la l ( a !iii*

train i w< ft***; p. ^; akte to t

ft taar( "MiwM c^!
11

!* ott

of ttr,
" ..... " " "

or manture
-
I. a

(tramd), TKAMMING], to wljutt,
a trammel (mnm 6), ,

tram-car (tram'ktlr'). n. [< &m<my e\
tram (mine car), 2. [Brltwh]. a

(tramllnO. n, fBntiihr
1

'ia'itota1^ur Ma*. _

(tram'
1

!), n. 1MB. ir^mf JUtt OPr.
(Fr, trimaif), a net; LL. <rawi<wSl^^f^^Wiiliiw

kind of fishing nit < L. <r<i, thwe + mMif^ ft mm]*
1. u fii^hing net contiiting of two 1 outer l*ytf'fl
meih and a lootely hung middla layw of in
alto tmmmoi net, 2. a kind of ihackk ror ft

especially one to teach ambling, 3, oftm pL
that confines, restrains, or thacklas, 4. a ,.,

5, an instrument for drawing ellipaei. 6. my of i

devices for Adjusting or aligning parts of ft

V*t* [TRAMMBLKD OT TEAMMBLt0 (-
f

ld), TEA
or TRAMMELLING], 1 . to entangle, M in a trammel (atoo
with p). 2, to confine, reitrain, or shackle,
trainntcl*tr tram*in14r (twnf

l-8r), n. ft pwtoci
or thing that trammels,

trft'ttftOfi'taiit (tn-mon'tfin), ad/. [ME,
north wlndj It. trammtano; L, trammmtmus,
thi mountftias < Jw>w, byid |* wi*, nwwiw.
mountAinl, looatad byond or coming from beyond
the mountains, especially the Aipt (from &n lulian

viewpoint): ato tnAAinootaiii. n- I. originally, a
tramontane ptrscm s hence, SL afomgner: ttraagar*

tramp (tramp)* v/. [MB. tmmpm < LO. iourc; ff,
LO. tmmpm* to tmmpte < form 01 the
bus in frd> ( IB. b*eWW J, 1. to itw or walk tfrmly
and hMvlly, 2, to travil *bot on foot, p*My
doing odd jobi or biging for a livinff. < KtoiUp
on firmly and hmvlly; trample, 2. to wwk cr trnmbw

through t * LA prscm who trtvcit ubimt ws foot,

enotelaUy one doing odd jobi or bagging for a Ihrtag:

howo; vaftattt. 2, the found of htavy at of

twopla marohinff* 3. the act of trampiftfj Mp<wUuly ft

umty on foot; Wk; trudge, 4. ft frttlght ship that
* wo fular aoboau)*, but up aaa

jou
ha*

whrvtr It may b* 5* ftft iron on
thi sole of A to prottet it in ito.

prcwtitut, or tart*

tran^pDi ^ tmAMLit> <-p*

1MB. lrwMiw iraq. of tf&mpm; mm tiuiffit to

lfad SMvOy; tramp. < to oruih, hurt,

viotftti, *tc* by y# i by trvading ht^vily on, % tfa*

of ttampUny.
ranpl undw f<>4K; 1 . fD CTO^I W hurl by tfmml*
2, u> hftrAly or rwtttlwrfyi dwminttr ovtr,

ti iwnip*
ft. |Ff\, *

to

|* %
ttf

rat'ior ft. (

< I*
a

r

Jm
< Off* imtojhrimr,
f win <

ill iff^t, t * wp
It* rl i mM

rfT l
tt

f

-*fW*

I, irttlftil ! or&nafly, a pev&inaaoe by an
vennm* OH 2. i tt

tightly on * by aa in a for

tHMtorminj of ttmibltai

WW^'t^rilrftm'rW
1
)* it* f< dial* *rm, ratt

*! <me1k * lor
or * in %

fffi'w llimfi|%Il it. (cf. TIUMMOAIM* I* a
1

trams* n. * Pit* ami
lam < w U to 4fc*

!Tt. i mm* * % to pi I*

in ?b
id Ha*w i

iS ISw*.t, fl
i
OTW rgw < . f** f ,|*ffi^n^s^efe,8-' ^^ IE



trams* 1546
being tranquil; calmness; peacefulness; serenity; quiet.
trans* (trans, tranz), [L. < trans, across, over, orig,,

PJpb, ppr. of *trare, to pass, seen in intrare, extrare <
IE, base *tye*s over, beyond, seen also in Sans, tiras,

over* through, Qlr. tri t tre, through], a prefix meaning:
1. on the other side of, to the other side of, over^ across
as in transatlantic: opposed to cis~. 2. so as to change
thoroughly, as in transliterate. 3. above and beyond,
transcending* as in trans-sonic.

trans., 1. transactions. 2. transitive, 3, translated,
4. translation, 5. translator. 6. transportation. 7.

transpose.
transact (tran-sakf, tran-zakt'X v.t*[< L. transactus,

pp. of transigere, to drive or thrust through, settle <
trans" + <W^t to drive], to carry on, perform, conduct,
or complete (business, etc,), %

v*f. [Rare], to do business
or a piece of business; negotiate.

trans-ac-tion (tran-sak'snan, tran-zak'shan), n. (L.

transaction 1. a transacting or being transacted. 2.

something transacted; specifically, a) a piece of busi-

ness; deal. b) pi. a record of the proceedings of a
society, convention, etc., especially a published one.

trans-aotlon-al (trans-sak'sh^n-'l, tran-$Bak'ston~'l)

adj. having to do with transacting or a transaction.
trans-ac-tor (tran-sak'tgr, tran-ssak'tir), n. a person
who transacts,

trans-al-pine (trans-al'pin, tmnz-aKpIn), ad}* (L,

transalptnus], on that (the northern) side of the Alpt:
from tne viewpoint of Korne,
trans at-lan-tic (trans'ot-lan'tik, tran!8't-lan'tik), adj
1. crossing or spanning the Atlantic. 2. on the other
side of the Atlantic.

trans-ca len-cy (trana-kl%n-si), n* the quality of belag
transcalent,
trans-calent toaiuhkl'font), adj. (< Jroiw- -i- L.

calms, ppr. of calere, to be hotj, condttctlixg heat
readily; pervious to heat.

ltant*c*u*c**8ia (tra&s'kd-k'*ha trftns'kdk'th)
n* the region south of the Cauc&tui Mountains,
u,S,SR| containing the republics of Georgia, An&e&i*f

and Azerbaijan.: former nanu% Transcantasinn Socialist
federated Soviet Republic.
Trans-cau ca-sian (tarans'kft-kS'shen, ir*&s'k6kl'
ttaa), adj. of Transcauea;;ui or its people. Hi
or inhabitant of Transcaucasia,
tran-ecend (tnm->u;nd'), v.t. (MB. tramcendtn;
tran$md$r$t to climb over < frwu w*r -f*

to climb]* 1* to go btycmd the limit ;i of: ora^p;
exceed ; u, the story trattMcntis bftltoi 2. to Ite iUprir
to; turpasa; excel, 3, in philosophy & th(fogy, to te
sepamtd from or beyond (xpiHteee* tht ffiatada!
universe, etc.); wait! <sf Ood or a god. v.i. {ArchaicI
to m treenditj excel. KrV. tee evoet.
traja-scmd encc* (tran^twi'dtm), it. (ML. ti

tto], the fact or state of bttag timnaoexideat
tMii*oed4*etk*cy (tnuiHMn'ata-d), n. I

pp* of tramcmt$m] t I, tn*

Mimtt0Tjwiibkptrtoi^; .

btjwJ Ittman kn0wWp, 3, la 4MMby,_tb|Ll
". fra tJb* materiel uoivntei
eite4dMi

* ** " '

traHsfona

specifically, a) a transcript ; copy, h) an arrangement of

a piece of nmsic for an instrument, voice, or combina-
tion of instruments or voices other than that for which
it was originally written, c} a recording made for radio

broadcasting; also, the act or practice of usin^ such

recordings: as, a program brought you by transcription.
trans cur rent (trans-kur'ant), adj. [L, tramturrens,
ppr. of transcurrer, to run across; trans-, over, across
4- currere, to run), extending or passing acrow.
transducer (trans-ddWSr, tr&ns-dus'Sr), n. [< L.

transducers to lead across (trans*, over + duc^r^, to

lead) ; 4- -%r\* ifl physics, a device that transmits power
from one system to another system.
transect (tran-sekt')* *>** [trans.- 4- L, $tctus t pp. of

secure, to cut], to cut across or ilivin by cutting.
tran sec t ion (tran-sek'hon), n. 1. a traniectiug or

being transected, 2. a transverse wction,

transept (tran'sept), n. [ML, transuptum for L.
transversum septum < tramwrmx* tratuworw -f upturn,
enclosure], 1. the part of a crJW-*hajHHl church at

right angles to the lung, main noeticm, *r nave. 2.

either arm of this part, cnitnicli* the nave,

tran*aep*tal (tran-se-p't'I), adj. having to do with a
transept, (

tuniis, ppr. of transire; ee itANSilNT), operating
outside itself; hairing an outside effect; oppawcl to
immanent.

trmnil., tnmefdi tra&werred.
trmtia-far (trans-fur'; alm^ ^^/^ w - wwayt, ttts'flr1

transform; L. franiftmf lrdw 4- wrr* to

taarf, 1, to eonvty, cmiry, remov#* c*r from one

person, place* or potttfoa to am>ther. 2, to make over
the totfal title, rignt* or owaetthip of to another. 3. to

convey (A picture, design, etc,) from one surface to
another oy any of sevem v*l* I, to tranifsr
onetdlf ; as, he ^am/irrtd to ttie New York 2, to
be transferredi J< to ctmigi Irom citm bus ilr*itoyr
etc, to nothtr usually by a
3), it* L a) a or i) a
mmn;; <;f transferring, 2* a iliit) cir thai v;

tiAnsf*rr4; specifically, a pksttt r timnnfrrriHi
or tci be tran-ifmTcd tram In J a
ticket, providtd or at u xira enafft *

titlliif tn bt&rtr to cliwf fnnti titi liuii tlrwtef,
te. t n amothtr at a *ntt witliiii t

P<*nu<i, 4, a plM foe irftAilerrtop* 3* fonii or
acjctisitiwt eflfeollng ft trs4Aslr sn 91 a 4 m
l^f n) the i t au'.fen itifj |ift f rlgot

* *r pK^priy mmi
on* piott to Another* P) the ddetiRuuit this.

Iraiif* f0r i'ti (umin'lrt t'-h
;

n* I, A JM wtoi
KAIfiyiW |i Irg.Utv, 2> ft

>t| wfio is Ifiwsslprrfti^
w. L

]rf pSrffe which iyr UM
C^miw hunutn kB^fMfti huritait

trttn-Icen'tkvn-tal Im
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transformable transliterate

implies a charts1 either in external form or in inner nature, in

function* etc, (she was transformed into a happy girl); trans-
mute, (torn its earlier us m alchemy, suggests a change in

basic nature that seerns almost miraculous (transmuted from a
shy youth into a gay man about town); convert implies a
change in details 10 m to be suitable for a new use (to convert
an attic into an apartment): metamorphose suggests a
startling change produced a@ if by magic (a tadpole Fs md&-

a frog) : transfigure implies a change in out-
ward appearance which eemi to exalt or glorify (his whole
being

1

transfigured by an illuminating love). See also change.
trauuS'for*ina*bI (trans-fdr'nw-bl), adf* that can be
transformed; alterable,
trane'forma*tlon (trant'fSr-mS'slwtt), n. 1, a trans-

forming or being transformed. 2. a woman's wig,
trans-form * tive (trant-fdr'tne-tiv), adj. [ML. trans-

formatimsl transforming or tending to transform*
trmnt'form'^r (trans-fd'r'mlr), n 1* a person or
thing that transforms, 2. an apparatus lor trans-

forming the voltage at an electric current: there are two
typen, a step^wttn Irawr/wfwr, which changes high
voltage into low voltage* and a step-up transforms
which change low voltage into hign voltage*

trftn**fut* (tnwtftt0t *>** (TRANSFUSED (-fQssdOi
J, (MB* fcantfmm; L trans/mm, pp. of

^ to pour from cue container into another;
*, tcrois -f fmdm* to pour]. 1. to transfer

fltouid) by pottrlttg from on container into another.
2* fo mftEt permeate; instill; ixnbue; Infuse* 3* in
medicine . a) io tf&iiftter (blood) from one individual
into a biooa vessel, usually n vein, of another,

b)
to

inject (a sailttft solution, etc.), directly into a blood
veeaeL <) to giv trimsfttitlofl to.

tninfult>le (twwiKtf^bl), adj. that can be

instrument for measuAtg horizontal anjrfi a kind
theodolite: called in full fcamli tkeodowfa. 4. in as-

tronomy, a) the apparent passage of t heavenly body
across a given meridian or through the field of A
telescope, b) the apparent paasigvwa. emitter heavenly
body across the disk of a latger M% a* of Mercury
across the sun. v*t* 1, to make a ttiawt through or
across, specially 'in astronomical senses/ 1

'&, to revolvt
(the telescope o! a transit) around ite horfitti^l tsmnu-
verse axis, y.i. to make a transit (senses 1 & 4)*
Abbreviated t.

transit instrument, t. a telescope mounted at right
angles to a horizontal east-west axis so that it coa^be
rotated only in the vertical plan of the meridian at
its sit, for observing the transit of heavenly bodiai
acrosa the meridian, 2. A transit (senae 3).

tran-si-tlon (tran~2ish'@n, tran-sish'on) , n. [L. transitw
< transitus; see TRANSIT], 1, a pawing from one
condition* form* stage, activity, place, etc* to another,
2* the period when this occurs. 3. a word, phrase,
sentence, or group of sentence* that relates a prooeding
topic with a succeeding one* 4. in mtofc, a) a modula-
tion; especially* a brief or pausing modulation, b} an
abrupt change into a remote key.

tran-ttl-tlon-iu (tran-i$h%i-% tran-sish'0n-l) 4/.
of, showing, or characterized by transition,

trim-si-tivo (traa'se-tiv), ad/,JLL, framUlww < L,
transitus; tee TRANSIT], 1. [Rare], transitional. 2.

trantmint, 3, expratiing an action that b thought of
as paining over to and taking effect on some person or

thing; taking ft direct object to complete the meaning:
said of certain verbs, n. a transitive vwrb r

-*

tion. Abbreviated t* tf*oa.t tr.

(triift'*hen), n* m transfusing, espe-
ty ol blood from on* individual into aaother.

tran*jfu"fllve (tnm^fu'r.iv), adj. tending or r^rving to
tra&ifuse*

tM (truuHPas', tranmiO ***** [Fr. Ira**-

< L, tr&nstrtuu*, pp. ol tranttrtdi. to ttep.

ovrr. iwtfw over < Irons-* owr. 4- irotff to ittp
walk] t, to ovwstep or brwuc (a law, cnroattamtf

te., 2. to ao bytd a, limit, boua
tie*;

.viomtioa; fin.
tnwwri*ti?t (.mm^K^iv, tranx gret/j

or to

in & transitory maimer.
tmn*t*to>rl*noi9 (trtn'io-tdr'iHQii, twm'w-td'ri-nls),
n the quality or condition of btfng transitory.

trmi*i*t0ry (tran'i-tdr
/
i, tna'so-tQ'ri)* <M.

^aiw^ofy*; OFr. tran$iMrt; L frmsitiorim
tad A**stf] erf ft pasting nmtuw; not wid'oring or

permitneiitj temporary, fleeting* or ephemeral; trim-
lent. Sim. m& timaelent.

Trmni-Jfflr*4a0 (trwis-j6r
fd*tt trAoc-jdrWa), w Jordan:

formtr xutme.

l*iua ctnme'jor-di'fti-tn. tnuur|ar-dlte
f

imttf-Jordfn or its people* n * a*wir

ferred, ej pp. of
-* --

from on* p
fcrwwfer;

offender;

tmn-exilp wwnHfabO. M to
trnn Hi^iuv a
being .

r Ciriitt'Aw^}, Ji

nft (U
mm L

?r ft

wtwiL or
or

1

l"to"$tei"frw"' farto 0WT]
I, to tote or fa

latiit or falter

ml
lite In iliiil it

dmdin

^rft* IT to or (a
l*y of an rday,.

or X9J, to I. to
tmwmtfo ta, y,i i, to

I ^
M* ttJiit iitiiilil-y w utiiti^

(L fp.

. ^ , . . ^o tt^"Miffiiimily7
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wvmw*ti, Olrf lr<8ji^wlfaNi* w ^iwwrtifciL 1* ft
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transliteration 1548 transplant

[TRANSLITERATED (-id), TRANSLITERATING], [< trans-

4* L. litera, littera, letter], to write or spell (words,
etc.) in the characters of another alphabet that repre-
sent the same sound or sounds.
ftan,8-lit-er*a-tion (trans-lit'a-ra'shan, tranz'lit-a-ra'-

shan), n. 1. a transliterating or being transliterated.
2, a transliterated word, text, etc. Abbreviated tran slit.

SYN. see translation.
translocate (trans-lo'kat), v.L [TRANSLOCATED (-id),

TRANSLOCATING], to cause to change location or po-
sition: dislocate; displace.
trans-lo-ca-tion (trans'lo-ka'shan), n. I. a trans-

locating; dislocation. 2. in botany, the transference of

food materials from one
j?art

of a plant to another.

trana-lu-cence (trans-loo's'ns, tranz-lu's'ns), n. the

quality or condition of being translucent.

trans-lu-cen-cy (trans-loo's'n-si, tranz-lu's'n-si) , n.

translucence.
trans-lu-cent (trans-loS's'nt, tranz-lu's'nt), adj. [L,

translucens, ppr. of translucere* to shine through;
trans-, over, across, through 4- lucere, to shine], 1.

originally, shining through. 2. JRare]. transparent.
3. letting light pass but diffusing it so that objects on
the other side cannot be distinguished; partially
transparent, as frosted glass. *$ YN. see clear.
trans-lu-cid (trans-loo

1

'sid, tranz-HVsid), adj. translu-
cent.
trans-raa-rine (trans'ma-ren', trana/m9-r5nO adj. [L.

transmarinus; see TRANS- & MARINE), 1. crossing the
sea. 2, on the other aide of the sea.

trans-ml-grant (trans-mi'gront, tranz-mi'grant) , adj.

[L. transmigrans, ppr. of transmigrate], transmigrating,
n, a person or thing that transmigrates; specifically,
an emigrant passing through a country or placemen his

way to the coxmtry in which he will be an immigrant,
trans-mi-grate (trans-mf'grlt, tranz-ml'grlt), v.L

[TRANSMIGRATED (-id), TRANSMIGRATING], [ME. trans-

migraten, v.t. < L. transmigratus, pp. of transmigrar ;

see TRANS- & MIGRATE], 1. to move from one habita-
tion, country, etc. to another. 2, in some religions,
to pass into another body at death: said of th souL
trans-mi'^ra'tion (trans tni-grS shon, tvaxuB ml"*gr
shen), n. the act or process of transmigrating; spe-
cifically, the supposed passing of the soul at daata into
another body.
trans-mi-ftra-tor (trans-m!'grl-t&rf tra&x-ml'grX-tSr),
n. a person or thing that transmigrates,

trans mi gratcry (tran-xn!'g>-t6r'l, tratt-na!fffr0-
t6'ri) adj. I. or tranamigratloo. 2* acocurtonoa or
likely to transmigrate.
trans mia si bllity (tran-misVbil'0-t! trmass'mte-0-
bir@-ti). n. the quality or itate of being tmnsmiwibte,

trtns*xxiiS'St*Di^ (tr8mS"*noii8 v"b 1, t?^atUEt*rfi>ui 0"b*I) adj
[< L. /raw,vm/,VA"wjy, pp. of transmilterc], capable of boiag
transmitted.
tran-n\i8

:
eion (trwxs^mish'w, trMo-ml^h'w)* n. It,
< frafMtnteta, pp of tram$mUfarfh L a
or biting tra&mnitted. 2, something

, 3, the part of an automobile, truck, tic.
that transmits motive force from the agiw to th*
wheels, uiually by means of gmrt or fcydmullc eylimleii,
4* the passage of radio wnvas through ipAce between
the tnuumntung .station arul the receiving .station.

trans mis alve (tent-mi^iv. tnuu-mii'iv)* adj |< L.
trammfoms, op. of trammittwtl L hmvixi th qmMty
of transmitting m being transmitted. 2. transmitting
or capable of transmit ting.

[MB. $rmm$m; _
s

t
. , ...,fross 4- mUtnr$ to M0d) I. to

__J or cattiS) to go from OM ptwcwa or pl*w to iw0thr
especially acrosu intervening t|Mee or (Jistane?; trangfr f

oooinsy* 2, to Imnd doim to ottart fcr iMMrsdity, in*
MRitsxiosv to 3* to oomwmnksatt, 4* to uiftot*

fe^j. sottttd. itc.) to throu^i air or torn* otSSir
medium. 5. to allow the 01; conduct; t%
watr w|BfmmmU mmA 4 to ooovny (tore*. mov*mat ta) from one mtelunloil prt to notfer, 7.

SAW*-*- 1*^"- *%B*^) by *tactro"

pseudo-L. formation], to change completely; transform,

especially in a grotesque or strange manner.

tratiS'mott'tane (trans-mon'tan, tranz'mon-tan') , adj.

[L. transmontanus), tramontane.
tram-mun-dane (trans-mun'dSn, tranz-mun'dSn), adj.

beyond the world; bevond worldly matters.

trans-mut'a-bil-i'ty (trans-mat'o-bd^-ti, tran^'mu-ta-

bil'3-ti), n, the quality or state of being transmutable.

trans-mut-a-ble.Ttrana-mat'o-b
f

l, tranz-mat^-b'l) , adj.

[ML. transmutaMlis], capable of being transmuted.

trans-mut-a-bly (trans-mutVbli, tranj2hmat'9-bli) , adv.

so as to be transmutable.
trans-ma- ta-tion (trans'mu-tS'shan,tran;mu-tS'shon) ,

n. [ME. transmutacioun < (? via Late OFr.) L.^raws-
mutatio < pp. of transmutan], 1. a transmuting or

being transmuted; change of one thing into another.

2. [Rare! a fluctuation. 3. in the Middle Ages, the

supposedly possible conversion of bas metals mto gold

and silver by alchemy. 4. the conversion
of one

element into another, as in radioactive disintegration

or by nuclear bombardment.
trans-mut'a-tlve (trans-ratt'to-tlv, tran*-mflfU4tv) ,

adj. [ML. transmutatims], L tending to transmute,
2. having to do with transmutation,
trans-mute (trans-mat', transs-mut'), V.MTRANIMUTBD
(-id), TRANSMUTING], [ME. tranmutm (earlier trans-

muwen) ;
L. transmutare; tran^ over, across 4- m^tar^

to change], to change from one form, species, condition,

nature, or substance into another; transform; convert,

5SW. sec transform. t

trans o-cc an ic (trans'3-shl-an'ik, trur3-TO-*n'ik),

adj. 1. crossing or spanning the octfcfit. 2. on the

other side of the ocean* %_
tran-som (tran'swn), . L&t MB* ^wiwwi,* prob. <
L. transtrumt crcwsbeam, HtM that wmeh it acrojij c

TRANS*], 1. a crosspiaoa in a ttoractmwj tTOCifically,

a) a lintel 6) a htwwofttal eromlmr tcro th* top or

middle of a window or the top of a door. 2, a smiilt

window or nhutterlik panel directly over a door or

window, umtally hingcl to thd trarwwn 16),

3. any croispiecet specifically, a) tht hodtftt tetm
of a cro or gallows. &} th teat of throw, Jboat'i
cabin, etc. e ) any of the timnsvsfM ftttacaw to
the stdrapcist of a wooden *hip,

trsm'Sx>n*ic (tran-ion'ik), orf/, fcran^ato.
trJuaS'pa'Clf'le (tr&ns'p^-s!r!k) !/. ! or

tpanning the Pacific, 2. on th* othtr of the
Pacific,

tmns-pa-clmii (timn*'p**4to', trw*^dl) y*JL
trmypadanm < Iran*-, ovw* -f FtfwWi th* ro|
on th* other (or n0rthm) sia* of th* nv*r Foi from tn*

viewpoint 01 Eom,
tnins-piir eiice (tran^par'dus), n* thi tiuulity or itii
of being tntttipweat.

trtuaS'pur'tti'Cy (tra-ptr'tnti), n. I, tat <|itlifcy or
st*t* of being trmniqpanmt 2. l*i, TIAWWAMCI>

m*thlat tiwipiiritfitj tf
t or trmnrtttit Bftvffif t pfcttirt ci

that in visiblt wlini ligllt If.

tnm-parent (tnu\,';-p.nr
/
,>ut), <r^/. (MB. tramfairitnnt

utter Fr. fra v^irrn(; Ml,, frai/>*imts, ppr, *>i Inm >

partrs, to be tninHpar^nt; L* lmw*i uvrr,

through -f- pmrms, pp*. f Mrr to t. lr^
mittm^ light ry w thftt M fit eldlf utv
bt disinetly ol bij^ tttfrnagR!
window l tramparent to
<H,st iiigtu;,hiHl frdfn /ra^/<rl 2 W P
ur opM m that, 0|telw m tm

if

ki 4 |Ote.
HlrM efewr.

(tww^pfii1
), M fftf. fit

.._ met)* I. 10
2 to pfofw; ptMfimfii*
3rMi*iB>|'ni<tlott n |fir.L }ht net *r

d w (f
tut. IM <l

tir^tj^ry
I. fll I. lit

f

t to g^mm m *to* ^

c I*b ImMsa,

ifc
tt> well

.ISff-
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2. to be capabta of enduring transplantation, ft. La
transplanting, 2, something transplanted, a a seedling
or body tissue,

mini-plan'teflon (trans'plan-ti'shwi), n, I. a trans-

planting. 2. Horn*thing transplanted,
trana*pO'iii'ble (trans-pa^ie-ln).

fy". l< U transpowire,
to transpose*; + *W*) f capable of being transposed.
trana*fKmtiiMi (trans-pon'tin, trans-pon'tln), <*4/- [<
tain**. over, across + L. 0*4, pontis, g bridge), L on
the other side of a bridge 2. south of the Thames
(and iti bridges) in London.

transport Ctransp6rt' traiMhpBrt/; for n., trans>p6rt t

tranH'p3rt), v.t. [ME. tftHsporten; OFr. transporter;
L, transporter** to carry across; Jra***, over, across +
pf)H&n* to carry}, !. to carry from one place to
annthrr, especially ov*r long distances* 2, to curry
away with emotion; enrapture; entrance* 3* to carry
off to a p*nal rolnny etc.; banish; deport, 4* [Oba.},
to rurry off hy death; kill ft* i. the act or proceiM
nf trariflpcirttntf; transportation; conveyance. 2. the
condition of being carried away with emotion; rapture,
3. ft ship unnd for transporting aoldiers, military sup-
piir, etc. 4, A large Gttnwnernal airplane for carrying
$m*ft*r. InHflht* etc, .1 a convict sentenced to trans-

port at ton. -*?rlV see banlefeu curry* eeatasy*
tftLna'ttOf'tsvtfton (trant'pftrtl'ehn) n IFr,; L. tasfu-
mrtmm < pp. of Jrviu/NJiiflw)* 1* a transporting or

ntlng traiMported. 2. a meant of ooxrreyance! as our
nut) t^rt()tttm 3. wit of being transported ;

far*. 4, a for transport. 5 bttdahmtnt for

crime* at to a colony; deportation,
(twuhpoV*!)* ft* [KatH transpotltion.

'

1 , lRare]
i. relative,

, *

E, tmnsp$m; OPr.
L. irtiff|imifr) ; n^ TKANS* Jh PO (to pit) ),

t 2. to chwig* tht usual, notmai.
or rmpfwtiw order or piMiticwt of; interchange: at*

one may tr*n*JHHH **bt wtnt down'
1

to "down went he.

3, to triittifwr (an nlgbfiiie trm) from one side 0! an
to the other* nwwtiitti tint plus or minus value.

4 to or ( muttoal aomfionticm) in m different

kty. S, Obi.L to transform, w* I, to write or pky
In fUlewnt kfv, 3 to b c*Mbl of

r*. Mile. S YN.mm
twwi*p0'ii'tbtt (tmA

#
ptt*BiRh'M) n. (Fr.; ML

< U |% tjf I UK! f**!*
I, or transposed, 2, tht rwult

s>ittai ftrii*p
r 4lv

poititioci.

fnsns>s)hl|>
C-ihipl'| s fKAtiWHifmmi| to from one ahip.
train. , to for ! trttolp.

titttM'wIiip'mitit <traiMHihit^Qi4iit< tran^wtip^ment)*
I, 2.

Tfmf^Si'^rf-a.a RattfWMl *,tttt-
WNMI In thn U,B.aR from
tlw Ural in ! 4,000 mi.

*V* l< *fjw
Hh L 4 -fcl, of* r

at tln of io *ir

ii IJH i^r taw), thst Umite tw*

nil as Nw w 55U p*r hrnir to a*

MW
tiM
IlL pp. #f til

< L. * Wf% f wMmiliC
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, fc

_ .
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trans ver-sal (trans-tftr's'l, tranx-yttr't'l), y. (Ml
transversal is], transverse, n. a line that int.

two or more other lines.

trans vetm (trans-vdrs'f trtwp^vGLrvO' a^/ t^- --

versus, pp, of transwrter ; s*ft,"Tit4viiKSE} 1. lying.

situated^ placed, etc. across; cro^taf from side to tide;
crosswise. 2* in geometry, designamf the axfe that,

passes through the foci of a conic $ectwjft (in mn ellipRn,
the longer axis), n* 1. a transverse purir bam etc.

2, in geometry^ a transvar^e axin.

transverte process, a process projecting litterftlly from
a vertebra.
tranfc'VcMi'tite (trans-vea'ttt)* w f < fr&ns"t acrow 4* !

f.f/s>tf, to clothe], a person who derives saxual pleaattrt
From dreHittg in the clnthrn of the opposite sex*

lVani-Volta Togolawd (trans-vorta), A wfion in

(rhatia made up of Togol&na and the Volta River batin:
area, 16,534 q. mi, ; popv 436,000,

a province in central Romania, north of the

yfvAttl&tt Alpi area, 24020 sq. ml

of Tmniylvania, its neopld* their lan^itage* tc.

n a native or inhabitant ol Transylvania.
TninsylvunJan Alps, a mountain ran^d in central

Romania^ an extension of tha Carpathian Mountaixtfl.

trap (trap), n. [MB, tr&ppet AS, trxpfa akin to 0,
irepp$, stairway; IE* bate *ar^- to run, tread; ^sic
senie prob, "what one runs or item into ; cf. TRAMP),
1. any device for catching animals at on that nap
iihtit tightly wtwn itepped on or jiggled; gin, ware, or

pitfall, 2, any rtrmtagem, atnbuan, ate. d^knid to
or trick unmiipecting personi, 3. any oTVarious

device! for preventing the CM of s offendv
odors, ate,; especially, a u*hapa or Mnaped part ol

a drainpipe, in which water off seurtr gas. 4, an
apparatus for throwing balls, diski* etc, Into the air

to oe ttrock or shot at, an In trapball or trapsho0ttnf ;

hn5, 5. a} trapball. b) pi. [Slangl* trapthooting, ft,

a light, twci*>whieied carriage with sprtagn. 7. ft rattle-

trap. B a tmjp docw, 9. pL the drums, cymbali, foetto,

etc, In an orchestra or band. 10* [Slung], tm mouth.
1 1, tn toy, any of var!a Haitards: as, a /wr#>. ***
tltAFF Of OCfW. TtAfT (trapt). TKAFPntAli I. t

catoh in a trmp: entrap, 2* 10 hole! back or off by
a trap (ate with ml), l, to fttmiih with a imp or

traps. v.i I, fcottrmpi for game, 2 to trip animals*
ffifftneWly for their m*
rJY.-"<trap, f ppI to a dvlc for en^tjtrlni animals.

suiopfttft ft tfmpptrw devk'* wfvww by a

fill, ofmctatod pit with a r*tlpiiWf vr j amarsv a
whk'h ]rlts tight wp tins rtltntp ol a In <mt*fHicl

senses* wonts pptr U any datigr iato wmch unaua*

pUfifi r ttftwrnry psnons my wi tr^i*eiaeillf
dellbemt* stratafim * amhush (i lw|) MQM|| *

l (iannrr. aomv* *'*! trrr ^t*. (ine ptofw* law),

*

trap (trap), it, fSw, trepp < frtpp*, stair),

kinds of iwk^)liffc) fw
in atepUka tematjiiiss fe tvayvodu
trap (trap). . fnuwn ....." "*

.....

.t*n; f.

cti
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trapezohedron travels

wrist near tlie base of the thumb. 6) the trapezoid body.
trap-e-zo-hedron (trap'i-z9-he'dran, tra-jwPzQ-he'dran) t

n.lMod. L. < trapezium + Gr. heara, a seat, base], a
solid figure all of whose faces are trapeziums.

trap-e-zoid (trap'a-zoid'), n. [Mod. L. trapezoides <
Or* trapezocides, shaped
like a trapezoid: see
TRAPEZIUM * -OIDj, 1.

a plane figure with four
sides two of which are

parallel 2. [British], a
trapezium (sense 1). 3.

in anatomy, a small bone ,

of the wrist near the base
of the index finger, adj. 1. shaped like a trapezoid.
2. in anatomy, designating or of a bundle of transverse
fibers (traPezoid body) in the pons of the brain.

trap-e-zoi-dal (trap's-zoi'dl) , adj. trapeaoid.
trap-pe-an (trap'i-9n, tra-pFan), adj. of or like trap

trap-per (trap'eY), n. a person who traps; especially,4
> traps fur-

1 k!~~~ s_ 1- * t^- -i-.-.-

/ \
TEAPBZOID

one who 1 ir-bearinS animals for their skins.

(trap'ist), n, [Fr. trapfiste < La Trappt*
in Normandy where the rule wae stablishea in

1664J, a monk of a branch of the Cistercian order,
known for austerity of living and perpetual silence.

o4/ of or having to do with toe Tr^ppists,
trap-rock (trap'rokOj trap (rock),
trap-shoot er (trap'shdSt'lr), n. a person who do

ft (trap'shWt'irj), n. the sport of ihootlng
at day pigeons, glass balls, etc. sprung into the air
trap'8hoot:

from traps.
trapt (trapt), cKcasional past tense of trp.
trash (trnrn), w* \ytdb* < Anglo*N rtymon of Norw.
dial, trosk, lumbar* tmsh; akin to ON. lf<w* brok

twigs, etc.: IB. baw *^r- to tear, split dfj, 1. pints
that MV been broken off, stripped off, etc.* especially
leaves, twigs, husks, find othtT plant tdmtmnts.
2, broken, dkcArded,, or worthiest ^top; rubbian;
rdtute. 3* worthiest ideM talk* or wiitng; nonMmse
4, a wortblew or dkraputabte poo or pwplft. 5.

the wftrne of sugarmm after the juice has bai
out. 9*1* 1. to trim (trees or jplaata) of trash* 2. to

regard or trout as tra*;h; dte&ra at worthl^t.
tnuh (traA), y.L [OFr. fro$ki w, of lrciir; see
TKACE (track)], 1. to restrain by * Muii;
2. to restrain; retard, ft* I* a collar, batter,
for trashing a dog* 2. any restraint or hmdnun'e,

traah-i-ly (trash
/
v>-U), adv. In a trashy mflnnr*

tmsh'i-netw) (traihnn}s) r n. th<* quality or

bdbsg tnuhy..
trashy {trash'i), adj. [m^mim (-i-^r)* TRASi

C-i-ist)], contattung, cocynilmf ol or like tmsh; n

Tnm*m*iio Ctit'w-fM'Wj), wu n to oentm) Italy:
pw of A victory by Hwniwui ovr tm
(217 BtC)
tnMt <tr} n* IO. ; D. Iw < earlier Ifrrmr; OFr. l^r*;
ite mBKlACB)* a vulcatiic m
eminent.

i(in?f tt) m injury or

I) wm or inm | n
> m
psychic rffeet,

ra-jnat/ik), tif. |LL, 0r
i| t t, of, h;tvwtf tlte imtitr** 0ff tir

from A 2, tn tte
trau ma t inn i tr0^fi4littlt (<Qr

:&s
I m x

< */ri^lii*wL
|rf

IWrflM^fcJltiJl' *.:., * frfW*******n, A former

travel (travel), v& [TRAVELED or TRAVELLED (-'Id),

TRAVELING or TRAVELLING], [var. of travail, with
stress-changed form & differentiated sense], 1. to go
from one place to another; make a journey or journeys.
2. to go from place to place as a traveling salesman.
3. to walk or run. 4. to move, paw, or be transmitted;
pass from one point or place to another, 5. to move or
be capable of moving In a mven path or for a given
distance: said of mechanical parts, etc. 6. [Cofloq.],
to move or advance with speed. #/* to make a journey
over or through; traverse, n* 1. the act or process of

traveling. 2. pL a) the trips, journeys* tours, etc,

taken by a person or persons, b) a written account of

these. 3. passage or movement of any kind, 4. the
number of persons vehicles, or ships traveling on a
route, through a given place, etc. ; traffic. 5. a) mechan-
ical motion, especially reciprocating motion, b) the
distance of a mechanical stroke, etc,

trav-eled (travHcl), adL 1. that has traveled much*
2. much used by traveler*: an, a iraxtltd road,

tr*vl*ar CtravnWr, tmv'Ufr), n 1 a person who
travels. 2. [Chiefly British]* a traveling salesman;
commercial tra,vlt$r 3. a thing that travel*;

cully* a} any mechanical part or apparatus, us a travel-

ing crane, that moves or along a support, b) in
nautical n$a%* a metal rial that on a rope* rod,
or ptr; also, the ropt, roa or pr it slides on, 4* A
nHp on which A cttttomw'i various purcshtits re

noted so that they may All b* paid for at onca*
traveler^ check, a cltcck or draft, n-iually <>no of A att
issued by n bank, etc* in any of iweral aenomteAtittM
snd eola to a traveler who it at liwuimai wd oa
ct*h It by having the payw witness nd verily fell

tlgnmtur of ftndorwnient.
traveling finU^niiin. a who Iravdi tram
place to ioticiting for the firm he

trf*i*ler (irf'1-ir, umv'lir), n. traveier*

travelojiue, trtivtvl<|l (tnivO-lflg', tr,iv'^,

t< irMl f 40tML E i
awmnpinM by tM of

plottura ol travels.
truv or?* u bit; (trav^r-n^b*!), a^A that en IM tr^v-
ereed.
trav tTfi al (tm%NO>* ft* A or

LL <
10 tern ^4
1. *) to over* '_

bsoK GW forth r*vr or
10 --- -
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travoise Treblinki,

,

thesaurus; Or, th$$$uro$ t

(

%,itor* treasure; of.
sledge of the North American Plains Indian^ con-

sisting oC a net or platform drtgg-ed along the ground
on the two poles that support it and srv aa shafts
for th draft animal.

tra-vol (tre-vois'), n. a travola,

trawl ctrol), n. [doubtful LAte MB. toowtlle; prob, vw
of tf&u (for the vowel cf . BRAWL 4 early form Jwttf for
trait (of a gtin)l i. a large, baglike net dragged by a
boat along thd bottom of a fkMttg bank. 2, a long Une
mipporteo by buoys* from whicn many short fishing
lm* aw huna. wr * vl to fish or eaten with a trawl.

tr*wl*e>r (tr6rfr) . 1, a pwton who trawls. 2, a
boat wet in trawling.

erty (tra*), n. (ME. lr*<; AS. *rs|. lrl|f, wooden board;
IE, Imse *JrtK tree. also m ITM frouih]* L a
flat wceptuclft niiuia or wood, metal* glss pluattc. etc.

with slightly rated or low sides, used for hold-

ing w currying Articles. 2, & tray with its content!; as*

a Imy of fa*), 3. a ahallow. boxlike* remov&bl* com-
partiirtnt ^ a tmnk* cabinet* tic.

tray ii&rieuUur, hydropcmic^,
treBdi'ec oua (trh?Sr-&s) tf/. (MB. touktro**; OFr,
&*/irAf] t eharadUtHsMl by urtaohery; traitorous:

ciialoyalj prlitiiotts 2, giving a appearanoe ol

safety* honasty* eto.; tintnistworthy, unrellablie* ot in-

awnifst aa, -*VFJV, sen faicbteee.

ttmeh*iit*$ (trach%4) t
n* W* TACIIES (!)} (MB.

Off. trickery < ftrfcAl^r, to triokf

chtt} 1* of tmsfe or faith; dcwlfc;
2 %1, an aot ofLptrfldj w treason*

ft, fMlT& 0r irte^;
antldota for Or* iWrteM. rmdy for bites

< lairta, wild beaat, dim, df Dpfrv

animai; of* nsjsji), t* originally* rt a remady for

I) f nmedy, 2* (Britishi,

tit**!? Cirt%ii)* sV [*ruucttvK (-kli-lr), TACtiWT
CkII4il)i illt or ocmmd with

twrnclf! iticky,
tfeio (trod)* f.f. Im (trod) or webtte tmm (trW),

(irod
rf

tt) or TOO. TIIMAJMNO) (ME* r*%i;
Aa irtittmi akin to 0. JNMsu It. bM *Nii (<
*Ww-, *lfl' tte,, to rtiA* also in aw*],,
1, to tt hif ttcmg, ovor, ate. 2, to cte or

by dancing* etc.; *i* they
tht * to or with the

tot DC* as to or miur; tminpw. 4, to
r s* if by M, 5. to with!

will l Wr4 4 frttAWP (I4). TRKAmMO|, to

pit M mi In pntumatk1

tlru). w t, to mow on
limHi *f^|f I to eet onrn fo/A (wltn on, to.)

A 3. tii tnunptaJwith DM or npm),
4, to erf Mrd** it* L |l*w} A mark mann
by 1

if trtadinjf. .1,injf. .1, raaoMr or
if 4, on which a or

r an tha- <rf a *hoij *! whmt.
*ti* lhafc th iiart <w i rail on which a
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RUS, 1. accumulated or steftd walth in thd form of

money, precious metals* jwv ftc* 2. any person or

thing that is considered wry vwtaablft. *>* {TREAS-
URED (-$rd) TREASURING], 1* to sfow away or save

up (money, valuables, etc*) ai for rttktre urn; hoard,
2, to value greatly; cherish. tflW. TO tfjipr^dtotc

treasure house, a building or room where treasure l

stored,
tras*ur*er (treh'lr-ISr) n. (MB. trmrtrt Aftflo-Ftv
towtfr; QPr. Iresorkr < <wor; see imMsniUBV a
perton in charge of a treasure or treasury; speoinctlly,
an officer in charge of the funds or finances of a govern-
ment, corporation, iotidty, etc,: abforwiatad tnaa.,

tras'ur-trovu (fcrexh'8rtr5v'} it. fAnglo-Pr, tutor
liwf < STOW (see m&ASUitx) 4- OPr, irotl, po, of

tow, to find], 1. treasure found hidden, the original
owner of which it unknown, 2, any valuable discowry*
tr'wry (tre*h1rl), n [# TREASURIES (-li)l, JMB*
& GPr, Iwori^J, L a place where treasure is kept;
room or building where valuable objectt art preserved.
2, a place where publk or private funds are kept,
received, disbursed, and recorded. & th* funds or
revenues of a state, corporation* odety ato. 4 fT-l,
tho department of A state or nation that is in charge
of revenue, taxation* and public itoanoes. S* a collec-

tion of trewurei in art, literate^ etc.; as, a trmmry
of verse* Abbreviated tra*
trtawury note, a note or bill isftiad by the) united
Statas Treasury Department, serving aa legal tender
for all debts.

tr**t (trlt} vJ* [MB. trtim; OFr. mitkr* to handle),

mddl treat < u fratfart, freq. of lr^wf*, to draw),
1, to carry on business or dteuw terms (# a person) ;

negotiate; bargain* 2, to stand the cost of another's
ltrtftinment vJ. L to deal with (a subject) In

writing, muaio painting, tso* eapwlaUy in a eartalnmnr or style. 2, to tot or bahavt toward (a ptnon,
Attinial, eto.) in A spwifid miuanr. 3* to huve a
optela or viw of and behave cMord!nly in r^trd
to: uf hi lfalJ th mistake m; a jok. 4. to t)av foe
the food* drink, ntrtainmittt eto. of (another)) w*
he lf^ her to toda* 5, to subject to
usually lor A wtolto pnrpsft; anednoattx* } to give
medtoa! or surgtenl omrt to. b) to subject to cdtewifw
station* ) to cover or oomt with some pwpariittett for

protection, appearance, eto. *** i. ft meal, armk*
sjntertainmant. etc, givtn or mid for by
2, waythittg that givi gri or t*nutI a
cltikht. 3 <*) thi Mt ol ttfHiin: of entc-rtaintnj:- l)

orift
1
! turn to tn*at.

trcut of, to dmi wllh in tpMikinf or writing; tnikf ilit

iwbjtot of diacottfie. ^ ^^
tra*tlse) (trtKtiaK n. 1MB, s>M; AiurfoPr| iwl**1 QfV,
%rilrli < twtitkr; st* AT| t I* s formaU

w book on *
of tvktttncev or and tftt

t 1 i ,

fnwnt)t i* I. act* *
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trebly 1552
trench mouth

and extermination center northeast of Warsaw, Poland.
adv. [TREBLIER (4i-Sr), TRBBLIEST

(-H-ist)] f three times; triply.
treb-u-chet (treb'yoo-shet') ,.

Mucker, to stumble < tre-, tra- (< L. trans, over) +
n. [MB. & OFr. <

c t trunk, body < OS. buk, trunk), a medieval engine
of war for hurling large stones.

tre-buck-et (tre'buk-it), n. a trebuchet.

Jtre-cen-to (tre-chen't$), n. [It., lit., three hundred,
short for mil trecento, thirteen hundred], the period of

the 14th century in Italian art, literature, etc.

tree (tr) f n. [ME. ire, trew; AS. treow; akin to Goth.

triu; IE. base *derew~, a tree; cf. DRYAD, TRAY, TROUGH],
1. a woody perennial plant with one main stem or

trunk which develops many branches: most trees are

'over ten feet tall. 2. a treelike bush or shrub: as, a
rose tree, 3. a wooden beam, bar, pole, post, stake,
etc. 4. a gallows. 5. anything resembling a tree, as
in having a stem and branches; specifically, ft) a

diagram of family descent (family or genealogical tree).

6) In chemistry, a treelike formation of crystals, o.

stortened form of boot tree, saddletree, cronstre,
Christmas tree, etc, 7. [Archaic], the cross on which

Jesus was crucified. 8. [Obs,], wood, v.t, (TRBBD
(trSd), TRBBING), 1. to chase up a tree, 2, to place or
stretch on a boot tree. 3. JColloq.],

to
s
corner, at if

chased up a tree: place in a difficult position.

up a tree, fCouoq.l, in a situation without escape;
in a difficult position; cornered.

Tree, Sir Herbert Beerbohra (tre*) (born Nurbtrt

JBeerbohm), 1853-1917; English actor and theatrical

*

tree fern, any large, treelike fern with a woody trunk*
tree frog, L any of various frogs that live in tatcs.

2. a tree toad, ,

tree heath, a short European shrub with

tree kangaroo* any of a number of -

kangaroos of New Guinea and northern Australia.

tree lawn, the tmpaved strip of ground between a city
street and its paxalM sidewalk; kwiw and trws uro

often planted here, ^
treenail (trS'nil', trem'l}* n. 1MB. frmayfcr < If*

(ee TREE) in early mom "wood'J, & wood octf

to join timbers: it iwelli from moisture and Is thmfare
used in shipbuilding, etc.: !so moat!* trunnti*

tree of heaven, a fast-growing trm with itnooth,
brown barkt pinnate laavet, and grMftiaa fiawwmj
ailanthun: the stamen-bearing ftowtrt mll bad.

tree of knowledge, fa tto JWftfc, tfat true who* fruit

Adam and Eva mated in di0biiie to 0od: Goo.
2, 3; aluo tr of knowItHla^ of g04>4 and v,

tree of life, 1. the Afbordtme, a* in th BM$ a} m
whim* if

(L.

,

tree In the of fruit

eaten, gv evirlaitJaf life: ~GeoY"2:9f3i22. A) a k
the heavenly Jtnismtem whow are to

trm aur
person akiUad to tw

y* trtfttmwt of damaged a* L, _._._w
.., rtmwte tte.

tree toad, any many tf**dwtlliaf totdwwo Am-
phibians with small on tlbi

- - ~*
-rattan to aa to btaod with twwr
KtOp') It* the tcKMiiO*t of a tftt,

any of a large group of parasitic flatworms, including
the flukes, adj. of a trematode,
trem ble (trem'b'l), IM. fTREMBLED (-bid), TREMBLING],
[ME. tremlen, tremblen; OPr. trembler; LL. tremulare <
L. tremulus, trembling < tremere, to tremble), L to
shake involuntarily from cold, fear, excitement,
fatigue, etc.; shiver: hence, 2. to feel great fear or

anxiety: as, I tremble for your safety, 3, to quiver,

quake, totter, vibrate, etc. n. 1. a) a trembling.
ft sometimes pi. a fit or state of trembling. 2. pi
a disease of cattle and sheep caused by eating any of

various poisonous weeds und characterised by muscular
tremors and a stumbling gait: communicated to man
as milk sickness: cf. milk ickni. ~-SYN. see hakt>.

trem-bly (tretn/bli), adL [TREMBUBR (-bli-r)* TRBM-
BLIBST (-bli-ist)!, trembling; tremulou*.
tre*mn-dous (tri-menMoft)* adj. (L. tremindus <
tremere, to trammel 1. such as to make one tremble;
terrifying; dreadful. 2. [Colloq.], ) very largej great;
enormous, b) wonderful, amazing, xtraorditiaryf etc,

-iS'FN
1

. see fuaormomi.
trcm o Htc (trem'4!tO* it* [after Tw0l<* Switzerland,
where it was found)* a white or green variety of atnphi-
bole, CaMg*(SiO*)4 A silicate of calcium and mag-
nesium.

trem-O'lo (tremVt5'), . [pi, TREMOLO* (45OI, (It. <
JU tremulus; nm TRXMULOUtL in music* L a trcmutoui
effect produced, by th rapid reiteration ol the name
tone, an by the rapid up*arulciown mwfiment of the
bow orjptectrum; in tinging, 0m times interchanoeablA
with vlfrfot, 2* & dtviot, as in an organ, for producing
Auch ii tome.w****** <m ww**

***** L, /%*
trii'iU'or (tremHr* tre mwr}* n [MK. ft Oi"r |f<tfnoiif,*

L tremor < tremert, to tnrnme| v 1* A tmmbling.
shaking, or hiring* 3. A vibrAtory or quivtring
motion. 3, a nervou; thrill; trtmbling
4. a trembling acnmd. 5. & nf tramutcmt
ment: M the WM in a frtmtcr ctf d*Iifht ill

tr^ni'U'laiit* trisiti'U 4tefi.t (tfiivi'
|l

yoowlitnt}
trcmul&m, ppr, ol trcmularc; nm TftttMitl)*
tnmi u-Ioim (triMn/vcM) l.>.s, {/; [L. IrimulM
to tfftfnbwL 1* trwYiplifl^tt ctttivt^fttiiij

2. fearftti; wnkh timoroii. 3, marked oy ,...
* **' " "

"wrings
ll A* tr^ftMI.

vl. |OFr lr**cktr (Fr* ^*nJ^J w ,

cut, < u tmmiDfiv to ent dffl, L to eut or mAk
b? cttttiac. 2. to <mt into* ettt OR, out to ate.;
He*: I, ) to oat a ittrvow or fumwi
to. 1} to dig a ditch or In, 4, to <ttTcttiS or
fortify with tu* t. to itt or i attlingi
oil to way. a,Jo m m for torfl-

i* (Ml* ft Ofr. trfnits (ff* A
< l^ticMrit L fmwipf, I, & trn f nMrrviw tillrn
frma whkn tb twth ! iiiruwti up in fruntw ft

lit tVtr

(or p)* I. to
Ittiit iipWip mu,J <l tu fiiinttt clMtt to to itwftn*

iittiiiiiiipt, ste*

iiftoy ;

>*iflat (tlittf<6lMNlt) 4Mt.. , ,,. T .,,,.,,. ,,.
r* l i i.
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trend trial balance
trend (trend), v.i. [M. trenden, to roll; AS, trmdan.

extend, turn, incline, band, etc. in a specific direction;
tend; run: as. the river trends northward. 2. to have
a general tendency: said of events, discussions, opinions,
etc. n. 1. the general direction of a coast, river, road,
etc. 2.

4

the general tendency or course, as of events, a
discussion, etc,; drift, *SYN. sea tendency.

Trentt-ft*i*nu (tren-ff&'n5), n* a native state of th
Federation of Malaya,: area, 5,050 $q* mi: pop,,
205,000; capital Kuala Trengganu.
Trent (trent), ft. 1. a city in northern Italy: pop,,
62,000 test. 1947): ancient name, Tridtntttm; Italian
name, Trmto* 2, a riwr in central England, flowing
northward to the River Humber: length, 170 ml

Trent* Council of, the council of the Roman Catholic
Church held intermittently at Treat, Italy, 1545-1563:
it condemned the Reformation, undertook Catholic
reform, *d defined Catholic doctrine
(create *t qti*rtwte) (treVtft'ka/riliit')* [Pr., lit.,

thirty and
forty], a gambling garni in which carda

are < trait and added up for each of the two colors, red
and black, cm which wits have been laid: the winners
are who have bet cm that color for which the
total of is to thirty but not mow than
forty i also called rout* 4 *o*r.

1YeH'ti*no (tren-tl'no), n* that part of the Tyrol in
northern Italy,

Tr*tt't0 {trarlft), it* Trent; the Italian name.
TreM'toft (tren'ten), n the capital of Nw Jersey, on
the River: pop,. 1 28tQ00.

trtplll (tri-panOi n, [MB. trepan?; ML, tMpanvim <
Or, iry*M0* toot, tmpan < toyfran t

to bore)* I* fttt form of the trephine. 2. a
tool for staking shafts, Qttxrying etc*

v*f (raftPAHNKD (*pamr ) fnwAiwiwal I. to trephine*
2, to citt out of (A metal plate, Ingot, etc.).

trejpejk (trf-pif
1
)* it. [older trope*; ptt&. < trap, but

Influenced by I use f prfc.j, I A person or thing
that or 1 trwkj stratagem;

**f (mud1
"' ~" " " '

Itiif

tressed, (treat) , tfdfjf,
anifcifted in or having trefwas*

treasure (tresh'Sr), n. (urn tresswt t trtsstor < fm****
nee TRESS], a narrow bana'r

,|o-Uow*ing the ecmtour of
and somewhat inside the ed^c of a euat of ann-:

t often
ornamented with fl<wrs-de-us. '-

1

.

1

.

1

.

tree-ey (tres'i), adj. (TRESSIEU (-I4(r)>'iussiBtT (i-iit)I
like or adorned with tresses, 'v,

tres tie (tres''l) n. [ME. & OPr. IrwteZ; i

dim. of L. tfnws<w, a
beam; of. TRANSOM], 1,

a fram consisting of a
horizontal beam fastened
to two pairs of spreading
legs, used to support
planks to form a table,
etc, 2. a framework of
vertical or ilftntinnj up-
rights and crosftpieces,

supporting a bridge, etc.

tree* tie*tree (tres'l-trlO,
n. either of two horizontal
fore-and-aft beams* on
on each tide of a mast,,
that support the cross*

trees, top* and fid of the
mast above,

tree* tie*work (tres'*l-
wttrk')r n. 1* a trestle
or tystem of trestles for

supporting a bricige* etc.

2. a bridgt or other struc-
ture iupjkwted by trestles*

trtt
' W * / ' " '

Ttsxt (bridge)

tmiSTti (frame)

nutnhrr t.f i^
Ut th* Malay Archipelaoo: they

uiy dl a
.___,., ^. ,r^ ._ _.,.. Austmita Efs4
ST th* M3F^ir61f*lMo: tliey

r are drM, and
itta ill ( 'hiiut for making

n, a wlo
ri*fi|^ tri-AnO* * (eea-tter ^^tt formed

_ .. .,... < L. lr*f, 4s >IMI, a of
eriwrft inw it r^
d fnm ite kwi, t*i fitIWIIKTO (>tmd'(

frf^i f |, fftiPttWIfG| ft> -nt Wllh ft

trt-|> i 4ii fton H. {!,, <
tm, d to <

1. or
t,

n. [M*^l JL <
ft * mty l mn

ilie ar
- ^ * ""
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Prr* to
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tret (trtt), n. (Anglo-Fr. (Fr, trail), A pull (of the
ciiJ < OPr. train (< L. Jfafow)* to 4rtw|* MI allow-
n^ formerly mad to buyers of owtaim for

waste* damage* or dtteriorntion duriitf traasit; ipeclfi-
cally* an allowance of 4 Ibt* in tvry 104 ibe. by weight
jMtr the deduction for tare,

Tre>vel'ysu!, Oaocgt Mmciiw (trivel'yeo) v 1876- j

son of Gsorf^ Otto; Englith htttorlan.

Trcvelynn, Sir OMrft Otto, 1138 -If2$$
hitiman. biographer, and statvsniaa.

Trif^! Tiwree (trev; Bag, treVs), n* Trier,

trtwe XtrdTNi). n.Jf. fir. HM* < !r. 4 Owl. JrJKMuit,
{Sci)t.) clcMt-fitting wrtan

trey (trf), n* (MB, trtla OPr. lr<< Iwff ; L, lw* threei,
1. a throw or play of three at dice* dominoes, or
2. a dlf* dtntiin<i, or pl&ylng crcl with thrtt

tti* (tri fcrik (< Pr, L,, or Or,; Ft, frl- < L* IrJ* Irw*

ttr^) or Cfr. *rl (< lwt three* Irli* thrice) $ of. THttt)
a cotfiWftitjif form nwwiiiw' i It w/ IwM h$wH IwrM

i fa trlpta*** 3T lAnw ll#f f Into MrN r aa in
* lArw, twry <Mrtf an !n Iftomsiiel. 4* in
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trial balloon IS54
tricKima

balances of all open accounts in a double*entry book-
keeping; ledger to test their equality; abbreviated t.b.

trial balloon, 1, a balloon equipped with instruments
tor testing air currents, wind velocities, etc*; hence,
2, any action, statement, etc, intended to test public
Opinion on an issue or pending project,

trial jury, a jury of twelve persons impaneled to decide
a court case; petit jury: distinguished from grand jury.
triangle (tii'arj'gl), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. triangulum;
see TRI- & ANGLB], L a geometrical figure having three

angles and three sides. 2. any three-sided or three-
cornered figure^ area, object, part, etc. 3. a right-
angled, Hat, triangular instrument used in drafting.
4. #) a group of three involved in some situation, as
one in which two men are in love with the same woman.
6) such a situation, 5. a musical percussion instrument
consisting of a steel rod bent in a triangle with one
angle open: it produces a high-pitched, tinkling sound,

tri an&u-lar (trf-an'gyoo-leV), flrf/, (LL* triangularis],
1. of or shaped like a triangle; three-cornered. 2. of or

involving tnree persons, factions, things, or parts. 3.

having bases that are triangles, as a prism.
tri-an-gu-lar-i-ty (tri'arj-gyoo-lar'^-ti, trl-arj'gyoo-lar'9-
ti) n. the quality or state of being triangular,

tri an-gu-lar-ly (tn-arj'gyoo*l$r4i) l adv* in the shape
of a triangle,

tri'Eii'gti'late (tri-axj'gyoo-lSt'; for adj., usually trl-

arj'gyoo-lit), v.r. [TRIANGULATED (-id) , TRIANGULATINC&
[< L. triangulum (see TRIANGLE); -i- -ate], I, to divide
into triangles, 2, to survey or map (a region) by
dividing into triangles and measuring their angles.
3* to make triangular. 4. to measure by trigonometry,
adj. 1. of triangles; triangular* 2, marked with
triangles*

tri'fua*jtU'la*tl0n (tr!an'gyool&''shftn). n, 1 the act
or process of triangulating* et^ecially in surveying, 2,

the triangles marked out m this process*
Tri an gu-lum (tr!an'gyoo-lem) *** IL triangle], a
small northern constellation: sec constellation, chart:
also TrlanAulum Minor*

Triimgulum Aug*tmM (ds-trili), {L southern tri-

angle], a southern ooxkStellAtion: tee constelltition,
chart,

tri-areliy (trf'Ir-k!), it. W. TEIAECHIW {-kk)J {Or,
triarchia; ste TRI- A *Aftlxv) 1. fO^tmmMt by f

rulers ; a triumvirate 2. a country governed by 1

rulers.
Trls (trl^t i. ILL*; see THUD; so ealted beoatise
diirtiibl* into thrwt group*!* the 0! geological
stvatA lying immediately oefow the Jrai<s."

-sic (tr!as'ik) ad/* clesignAtlttg or of the first
"

of the Molc Era, charictrlid by the
of rtptiki and th apptimnn of eymda*

ttet IVteealc* the Trk$te Fwlod or Its rockij m^
ttfolofty* chart.

til lU ie Htny (tn-^7ik). in ntiulual utagf. a r^p v

to tm of tw and mafiimitt* to
whk;h mooting ran b

trl a toni *c (t n',> ton^lk)* <nf/* or ofj *) a
moltatli eonftteing m thn^ I) i
contaklpg m gr

tft ax!'iaiirI-*k%i.tlL 55, tlwst
trt ii xln (trl

r
-ito. ffi*iirifi). n.

1

nr ^ tU

Hi wfm ni pMi
* dr

same occupation, habits, ideas, etc.; chiefly in a de-

rogatory sense, as, the tribt w daubers, 5, a sub-
division of an order or suborder of animak or plants;
hence, 6. any group, class, or kind of animals, plants,
etc. 7. in stock breeding, the animals descended from
the same femal through th female line, B, a number
or company of persons or animals. 9. a family: a
humorous or derogatory usage.
tribes man (tribz'men), n* \pl, TRIBESMEN (-man)!, a
member of a tribe.
tribrach (tri'brak, trib'rak), n. It. tribrachys; Or.

tribrachys; tri- (see TRI-) + orachys, snort j, a metrical
foot consisting of thre ahort syllables two belonging
to th thesis and one to the arms.

tri-bro-mo-eth-a-iiol (trl-brS'mS-eth'a-nSl'* trl-br3'mo-

eth'*nol) it, [< tri* -h bromim 4- ethantdL a ccilttrU.s,

crystallina bromine derivative of ethyl alcohol, CBri-
CHOH used as a general anesthetic.

tribulation (trib'yoo-ll'ihtn)* n* JMB. ft OPr.
tribulation; LL. tribulaii < op, of L. tfibut&t* to

thrash, beat < tribulum* threshing sledne), l< grmt
misery or distress, as from oppression; dmp lorrow,
2, something that causes suffering or distress { an afflic-

tion; trial. ~$YN ec afflictiefi.

tribu nal (trl-bfiVl, trt-bflVl), n. {I, < trfo***s;
TRIBUNE), 1, a seat or btnch upon which a jwdge

or judge sit in a court. 2, * court of justice; hence,
3, any real or imagintd erf judgment; as, the
tribunal of popular sentiment.

trlb'U'itmte (trib'yoo*ftit, trib'yoo-nit'} n. [Fr, trlb*

unat; L. tribiinatu^], I, th tvuik, ofiier, or uth0rity
of a tribune. 2, a gwp of tribttiiti.

tiib*tiii (trib'En; in mm$$ of mmspp^rf t eiftm tri-

tmn7
), is. [L. tribunus, a tnbunr, ti*iitrati ut., cttitf

Of a trilie < tribu x, Hainan trilul divtilmt : -rr ftlii^l*
L any of several anciwit Rama mamstratiNi. wjpefiallv
one appointed to proteot tht intftr#sti ftiid rights ("

plebeians amlnat vlolatte hf pa^riciAfii; hfnan, 2, n
champion of the popl, J, attv *?f ftm iiic cAktri :

an ancient Ronum \<
:
%i<m who rotAtt4

a jptriod df a mar,
trtb'tjut (tribffla), n* ffr. It, ^l^iif < L,
see TiVNAt|f A platform or is fur

of
offict* or term of rtwc* of ft tribune*
trib u ni tiul, crib u *i cliil (iri^i

r Mitabld to ft tnhumv
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trlcMnized trident

voluntary muielesi of man, causing trichinosis.
trlchvi-nizd (trik'd-nlsd'). <*/. infected with trichinae,

Trich4;iK;p'0'ly (tnch^-nop^K), n. a city m Madras
state, India: pop., 159,000.

trtcti*i'iiOMd (trik'0-nS2d') tf/. trichinou*.
trichi*iiO'fti (trik^-n5%is), ft. [Mod, L.; see TEICHIHA
A -QSisj, A caused by th preac of trichinae
in the intattmes *ftd tnmdb titiuet and usually ac-
quired by Mting insufficiently cocked pork from iw
infected hog: it it eharacterfsjed by fever, nausea,
diarrhea, and tnuicular paint,
trih*ftou (trik'o-nat), <wt/- 1. infeetAd with trichinae;
trichimidd* 2. of or having trichinoti*.
trtch*It* (triklt), a (< Or, ikrix, tafeto. hmir; + -to],
t hair-like cryitftlUto found in vitreous ifneoui rocks.
trl'dhttarid (trf-ktdr'id, trfkld>rfd) it. trichloride,

trl*chlO'rld (trf-kldi*!*, tri-kld'rfd), nu u chloride

hnvlnjf thr* GhloiiAft atoms to th* motecula.
*rlwfr*frpfonoxy***t*te add (trf-ktorVfrnok'-
*t-*-*8tik), Mr*- 4* dU0ro 4- pfommy 4- tffltffek * tri-
fWfffl derfvAtivt of ptwncwy wetic *dd
CKrCOOH. wand M * wtwt kilter.

trfc)i*e* (trtk'5, t*fk), fOr, irkAto- <
hftir), a cmnbmwfT fwm mmnlnf tei>, M in

trtch'<HSfit Ctrlfe
rt-ltO it* (inWto" f <yrt] any of

m.uty- tiny nfuininK orftns on tht txHty of tomt in*
fttififtoli*

out (or up) t to o^ww tip; dwkf adorn; army.
-

5 KN. trick is the common word for an action or device in

which ingenuity and cunning ate used to outwit others and
impli
etc.:
implies deception either for fraudulent purpose atM m

ruse applies to that which is contrived m ft blind for

(trjk't-lln, tdk^JEnOi . Cirte*o. 4. Or.
i, ftmaJti* ihi !K hairliU^. pt

tifi8 M a

tH
trt

Imlr <

. ptrt of a
for th

tmiflikt*
w, (Or, iruhtimu,

wi^i hair
.
lirK. tr,

* ol the of the ty*lidi or x
ttttf ntniciuf^. 2* & ffittffd tnd oruttM con-

nf th^ iuur, a wy tte t in Cathie struotwm
tf fitan^tif n. el frntm*
tn*dbPMlit Itn'koin, trik^m). ft* (tt TtiCMOi^i}, 1-

ftny twlrlikt m a puii A oditw, prkkk*.
wen h*irt tc, z, a IL
id rhtim !c (tri4mi%} ml* mt futture df A
trirhmtM or trlchwna,

' ffV/^>" } m<wt<il
in

lytm fc

; t?i<h~ 4 ^,.v\i. uuv

irii h o *iNn
mf
rl-liMhl <tHncArdO. n. |< Or.

< IN., 4* *

tri i'lm *l ffi,

m vm twir
Irtrli f> f*m Ic Hm,

into nrtt.
tH rluit tt mtmi o</;. of r hwilvmtf

-''fiiy (tH*ki^mi). n. lOr, mWwu
i toin thr

Hi into

UI#V.<, * MWO WJ^yUCla lW l>ilhb WiilVJAl, IK WpiAl*** V3Vil i*B Ck WUUMt*, iUA

one s real intentions or for tha truth (her Apj)arent illratt war,

merely a rust) & etrataftem is a more of lea coiitplicatcd ruru-,

by means of which one attempts to outwit or entnip an tntmy
or antagonist (military stratagems) \ maneuver, aptdncaJIy
applicable to military tactics, in general tiat suggests thr
shrewd manipulation of persons or situation! to suit one's

purposes (a political man^vtr) ; artifice utresafis inventiveness
or ingenuity in the contrivance of an expedient, feritofc, ftc*

(vrttfces employed to circumvent the tax mm); wilt implies
tha use of allurements or beguilement to ensnare (wornunly
wila}. St@ alto ch^at.

tricfc*ery (trik'tr-l), n. {pi TRICKERIES
(-iss)l, 1% AOt

or practice of tricking; use ol tricks; deception; fraud.
SYN. iaa deception,

trick-My (trikH-i), adv* in a tricky mAnnar
trick l-iiesw (trik'i-nLs), n. the quality or condition ol
being tricky.
trick fob (trik'lih), a&} 1. given to trickery; dte*itul.
2, charactrid by or full of tricks,

trlck-l (trikH), J. [TRICKLED (-Id). TwatLWGj.
[ME. frwm$ prob. < sHklm, froq, of $fcwmi to Ktriket
set STRiEEj, 1. to now slowly in A tMn itrmm or fall

in dropt* 2, to inova, atar etc, slowly or Uttla by
little : m* the crowd began to fm/W<r away* y.^. to
to trickle, it. La trickling. 2. & alow tow or thin

ttrtam; drip.
trick-slnesa (trik'si-nie) f n. the condition or quality
of wing trickty.

' " - " "*-*, au fNHion who trioka;
K/. (xaiottiim (nri-ir), i___,_

: put; spmce; amart. X full of

n* ~_. ."!.",

t botti pwwi _

i (-W). TildoT"(44st)J,
, ^. ., .__ by trlcktry; dodth*L 1
Hk a trick in deeeptiytai; mtricatt ; catdby,

tri-dto'te (trfkBa'Ik) ^f* {<
incliw; 4* *wli h*VM|r thy^

'

at obllqai -mid of m
trl*dhij'tttti ^tr*-

1-""*
'

(L < Or, irM^N

of ileliiit &,aSii~ itote|t"SMiTor
m>!imtm iit 2 lua awdtat Ecnm aitiing room*

JP (trik'stSr)

^trik'ti),

fiijH'cially a variety 1

tr^F(trik'!)dt/;t
I, i^Yta to or cl

wiA the tetei I

thrcf

L. < H-
r * a l*t

erowit to to
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tridentate 1556 triliteralism

trl den-tate (tn-derx'tSt) , adj. (Mod. L. tridentatus; see

TRIDENT], having three teeth, prongs or points,
trl-den-tat ed (tri-den'tu-tid), adj. tridentate.
Trl den-tine (trl-den'tin, tri-den'tm) , adj. [ML. Tri-
dentinHS < Tridentum, Trent], 1. of Trent, Italy.
2. of the Council of Trent, or in accord with its decrees.

Tri den turn (tri-den'tam), n. Trent, Italy: the ancient
name,

tri-di-men sion-al (tri'ds-men'shan-'l) , adj. of or

having three dimensions; having depth or thickness
as well as length and width.

tri-e cious (tri-e'shss), adj. trioecicms.
tried (trid), past tense and past participle of try. adj.
1. tested; proved; hence, 2. trustworthy; faithful.

tri-en-nial (tri-en/i-al) , adj. [< L. triennium, three
years < <r*-, three H- annus, & year], 1. happening
every three years. 2. lasting three years. n 1. an
event that takes place every three years. 2. a third

anniversary.
trl-en-ni-aMy (trl-en'i-pl-i) , adv. every three years.
Trier (tr$r) , n. a* city in the Rhineland, Germany, on
the Moselle River: pop., 64,000 (eat. 1947); French
name, Trtves.

tii-er (tr!
f
&r) n. a person or thing that tries.

trier arch (tri'e'r-a'rkO. n. [L. triararchus; Or. triir-

archps < infrfs, a trireme + archos, leader, chief), in
ancient Greece, 1. the commander of a trireme.
2. at Athens, a person who built outfitted, and main-
tained a trireme for the service of the state,

tri-er-arclvy (tri'Sr-aVki), n. [pi, TRIERARCHXKB (-kiss)).

[Gr. trUrarchia}* 1. the rank, authority, or duties of
a trierarch. 2. trierarchs collectively, 3, in ancient
Athens, the system by which citizens built, outfitted,
and maintained trireme for th service of the ttate.

Tri-eet (tri-est') n. Trieste: the German name.
Trieste (tri-esf; It, trB-ei'te), n. a city on the Adriatic
Sea, in northeastern Italy; pop.* 271*000: an area, part
of Italy (1919*1947), including this city was admin*
uttered as the Free Territory of Trieste by the United
Nations from 1947 to 1954, when it was divided
between Italy and Yugoslavia.

tri'fe'CXal (trvffi'slwl), ad/ A n. trigemiaal
trl-fid (trl'fid), QdL (L, triMm < tn- ttote * the
of finder, to divide! divided into three lobes or parti
by clefts, as some leaves: trident&to,

trifle (trffl), n. [MB. trifle, tntftj QPr, ,^_ r

mockery, dim, of tntfft, mockery, oeceptionji 1. L
thing of little valu or {mportaoce; trivial thing*
etc,; paltry matter. 2 a small amount of me
3. a small amount; a little. 4, n de**rt of

spongecake naked in wine and covered with
almoadti, whipped cream, etc. 5. a) a kind of pewter.
b) pi* tttexSEi made of this* vJ. IWL(.fM)
TEIFLING) I. to talk or act jokingly, iaocklivy ot
lightly; as, he trifltd with my plan. 2. to pky m toy
{with something). 3* to dally; play Cwt
a penpn'ii afactiom* etc,), ic**. to Idlyj

;h wy) : m* \ the nmirt
, . i Is the nntral ttrm to ttt wllimil
fcnw full attentloii, deftmtt *t* (toew with

ptnn an Idea, ete,): ttrt teptitt a
or atttntte that qtm'Uy mi to utit tln r pRmi of* * " "* *'

tiiu with men): w Implwiii 3

" ' *

j tut tm hfti Ittw "f m> inU-uti

(to Ay with :

" ' '

faf

trig (trig), ad/, [ME. trigg; ON* /ryr, trusty, firm,
true: base as in true], 1. trim: neat; spruce. 2, in good
condition; strong; sound. 3, [Rarej prim; precise.
v.t. [TRIGGBD (trigd), TRIGGING], [Dial.], to make trig

(often with out or up) .

trig (trig), v.t. [TRIGGED (trigd), TRIGGING], [prob.
back-formation < dial, trigger, brake], 1, to prevent
(a wheel, etc.) from rolling by placing ft wedge, *tone,
etc. tinder it. 2. to prop or support, n. a stone, wedge,
etc. used in trigging,

trig., 1, trigonometric. 2. trigonometry,
tri'gem-i-nal (tri-jesm'^-n'l), adj* l< L. Iri&eminus,
born three together (tri- t three -f ftminus* twin); +
-fl/], designating or of either of the fifth pair of cranial
nerves, each of which divides into three branches
supplying the

%

head and faca* flu a trigerninal nerve.
Also called tri/ttcial.

trig-get (trig'Sr), n, [earlier tritkir; D, trekk^r < inkktn,
to draw, pull:

cf, TRKic. TEiciC], t, a smalt lever or

part which when ps
ulleu or pramod, releawi

t
a catch,

sprinfff otc* 2. in iirearrnSt a small lev<ar which wlien
pressed back by the linger releases the firlna hatnmor,
v.t. [CoHoq.l, to initiate (an action); st off; t the
fights tritt&td a riot,

quick on the triilrte". [CollcJ^,^ L quick to lire a
gun; hence. 2. quick to act, umktwtiwftd* etc,; alert,

trigger'fish i(trig%-fmh
#
) ( n* [pL TKKXJKKKUUI* THIC;-

GERirmHES (-i*) j MM nsiij, (so culled bocausn depression
of the second plne of th* fin cause* th first to snap
down], any of a group of brightly colored tropical fishes

having an antertor dorsal fin with two or thrift* sfpiniw.
trl-gtyoti (trf'glif), n. (L, fritlyphHs; Gr* irlsfopktut <
if/-,

three 4- ityPM* sculpturef, in i Doric fritie, a
slightly jroj;tirig ritiingular

L -* * --'
.. _ ...,_ cjccitrring at

regular interval* wad hftvtntf two vertical grooves
(jfyphs) Ancl two chamfer* or naif groove* at the *tdm.

tri*Jtlyphlc (tHoglif'ik) M{/* of or having trigtyph**
tcrFgo (trl'gB), n. (Sp,|, whet.
tri*goa (trt'gon), n* (L. trtmnum; Or. HI^UCWI, tritngli,Im < lrl- thp -f 9M0 a ] i. ft triangfo,
2, an aacienti trutiiintiar lyr or ft*p J, in #tlwly
a) uuv of tht four itt at thfwi into which tni

is divided, d) trlot.

trl^n. i, trifanonwtric. 2, trlgawmttry,
tri^ojuil (tnH'^-rwi), adj. flv. lfj|Hii|l4|, I, cif a
trtangl; triangular . 2. of ft trigrm.
trig*o*oom^Cr (triaVnoinVtlr). n* w lonifitnitftt
itr rapid nmvlu fif

trl'0'i0snwil*ri (tr%'*a**ftffc'rlE)* </; cC tmving t*>

do with,
*

perturmrd by ti%oiicmtry: mbbravit4

nomeiria.

"Oil'^. ^ w.,
' by

,

or to

te'MCmVlffi)* f. M TftMICNMOM
* L 5f Cks

ttieiwuftttiwitI, i, the t

uw;w titiie (to tw wit It Mi6*i fMdK

Anftdar/M, j*ufs

SfKtW
loiyftglft -r "ifwwrwwi *iivwHiiVHniifu i fip wmnw

tlrnl wtth UM PT
of a r%hfc will to

Clrilwi^tifAe /n*ljtow)f tb*
MMl H f in

imint tM ttnkimfn cv i4 nfM sa ! |f ten ,

Ott IWf trtg^ Iftftan,
tfM0WOW if, 1% ^

fttMONi I* MVtag
Ukf I*

trT*r|b (tfP^|^rU'), . |ir<. + .M1. h

^Sgnaousr^a s CRAK. -.

m fH.
K* Hww m
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trill 1557 trinomial
trill (tril),.

it* |Pr. tritb; It. trilla, trillo < trlllart* to
trill j echoic), t. a) A rapid alternation of two mumcal
tones A degree or half degree apart, b) musical vibrato.
2. a similar sound, m of blrcw: warble, 3, & rapid
vibration of the tongue or uvuU, m in pronouncing
r in eome languages, 4. a consonant pronounced with
iiuch A vibration. p,f. A irJF* [It, tralar<!\, to ound
*neak, sing, or play with a trill or trills.

triMton (tril'y,Mi), n, fPY,; m' -h milliouL t In the
United htatea And Frunw, ft themwind billion* (1,000,-
OCXMKXMXK)). 2. in Oreat Britain and (krmmny, a
million trillion* (lKK)(KJO,OCK),(KH)(KK) f(JCK)). adj.
Amounting to on* trillion in number.
tHMkmth (tril'yenth), otf/ 1, coming last in A serias
of A tritium, 2, deftignAting any 0! the trillion equal
part* of unnwthing* n 1, the lent in a seriee of a
trillion. 2, any erf the trillion equal pwts of something,

trii'fi'itm (tril^mm), ra* [Mod, L, < L, <rt-, thr*e|, any
of ft numhor of mAted ptAnte with white, violet, pink-
tah, rr greenish Hfinws and iiwvfw in group* of three*

trl'10'fetti (trl4fl1*lK 4/. tritobAte*
tii*to'btej (trtoWbtt), adjt having three lobee, m torn
WAVIW,

tri'to'lmt'tti (trf-Writ-tid), awtf. trilobAte,
trMotwd (tritftbd), afy. trilobAte.
trl-to-bice) (trWe-blt'), m {Mod, U TritMa, TrlMlto;
w** TAI- ite U>HK), ny of ft lArgc group of extinct ar-

thropodM hAVlnig tttft bwly divldbc! into three lobes,
frmmi wt in PeJeoeoic rocki.' " ' ' "

(triVblt'ik)* MV. of* like* or containing

,

'

(trI*lok'yoo>Ulr), 4/* (Irl- -f hemiarlw oAyitleet

. - 1*1 i- * HUX>vL * e>ft rrf three rtwWfliifa, novelii',

*tr. hi* ite own unity, form together
A
trim ^trlinl, l, [tAIMMIIIO (

<trimd) TtstaitNC), {AS.
frymfoft, irpwiw, to ftrm. eet In cvaflr* array <
Irum* firm; for 1 E, n#tt TABK| i* originAtly
in fit cmi; 2* to pit *n pfoper order j

* titlft by nlippteg, loppiag,
; lit trtmmim til *!, to clip* lop* out.

AA* to frAwNml biPAndfiee dtf^
i 4* tii or (lumber)* 5, to deoo*

4

ilt tr^
~ ' '

j <A li? wif\ etc. ) to put
iti fcif 7. to (AH airptaws) In

by iltt crtwtroli And tAbt.
I, IP fttrtfiiff in i*$^iiticf i Adjust; ftdapt,
f |c

s

tili-|f m lit evnlil; ehifto; rtlwwt* 6) to beAt*
inmtfth* infill* etr, i| tn itffeiii, 4$ to tf*
i, ft ftfHnionn w vtawpoinb eo A to

a middle*Dl*the*

fttlwyj I* A) to in blwej
*Ai*i ft? wtip. *t fc* A in the

t* m * w* 1. order:
nftifitkfi2 w lit Irtbii* 2

*<r w_|er AA lie gf s"

f*r
i 4, * tiv cut ting* *ti\

o ili liithtrt tntfrwir

n| * r<5|iidllv artnimi
*i4ft, I, flip f i*w aitfiiififibite

any ^* >
tiji

eri*
*4 m tw

*> t|in | A w m tli 4) tw
*4 A ^1 llW lilt

mi ilm alt ti ttt of tinj
eil<t fr in * 111, ll f

* i* it ifif of *it Air-

In to * wilt,

II ftllAt ! AM
ftltti tft wit In M

A mfj*
, tut;

I la 4. I* nto*
n e mm

lrf| flwl + 1, In

ih to eriA dr
1 l

<A| w 41
tfi --t .

IfI fHr*. fT * Iff* U
if ii i Irl*. fm l

IL Hr*

fen fii* A I* i *
IHi IM IW I* ff*d irf| i*

Hi nt* $^

--- . - -- 4- Or.
me&ron* a measure ^ f^W% an angle], a nyutem of
aerial photography in whk^three nigni-spodd, wide-
angle cameras are so placed liihtu airplane w to take
photographs of the earth from hd4aft to horizon,

trim/mer (trim'Sr), n. 1, A person who trim* a ship
during leading or unloading, by distributing the cargo,
2. a machine for trimming lumber* etc. 5* A beam in a
floor frame thAt receives the ends of heitdwi, as
around a stair well. 4* a person who chagi his

opinions, policies* etc. to suit the occasion; tim@^rvr.
5, a poroon or thing that trims (in any eenee).
trimminft Ctrim'irj). n. 1. the action of a person who
trim*; specifically, fColloq.], a) a scolding. 6) a beating;
thrashing, c) it cleTeAt. a) a cheating. 2. something
used to trim; specifically, a) decoration; ornament.
b) pL the iida dishes or gaxnishrngs o! a meal: AM,

ttirkey with all tha trimmings* 3, pi, parti trimmed off.

tri"m0*!eoular (trl'ma-lek'yoo-ldr), adj* of or formed
from three molecules,

tri*month>ly (trl-munthli), a<f/ happening or Ap-
pearing wury three months.

tri'fnorph (trl'mdrf), m [tri- -f- -morph; ci TEIMOR
ptUKMl. L a nubfttimce that eryetAllivoe in three dit*

tinct form*. 2. any of thene forme*
tri*mor*phiem (tr!m6r'fl'm) n t< Or. Irlmor^ioi,
of three farms < tri, three 4- morphlt form; -f -win],
L in Mmloy t the exitcnca of three distinct forms in

the Mktne specleu. 2. in bwt&nyi, tha axisteace of thrw
distinct forms of lloweri, leavei, or other organs on the

plant or on different plAAte of the iArne species,
J* in crystallography, the property of cryita41llng in

three diitinct forms*
Trl-murd (trlmo5r't!), it. [Sfttt trtm&rtt < lrl thwa

m&rtlt bndy ihapel* the trinity of Hindu gods
(BrAhmA, the Creator; Vishnu the Prwenmr; and

th Deitroytr).
trf-al'kri-en). L,

rfi**f "C ** trtf

threefold; triple.
irimarim$t of thrni kind *.

!, threefold; tenry
f L fri*U9t triple < IPW,

iple, 2. la &itrdo$y $ in

nity. 3, in
. ... &_...
tht

Trl

mrt
. -. , _ ...... ......, ,-- ......

of tli colony ef TrlnidAd Atui TotiMo:
eq. miipop.* 511,000 (cit W4d|; Fcrt

pain; eee Weet tndlee, m*p. ,^
Trlftldiid a4 Totatto* a British eplcmy la

f% Weet
Xndiee. nl tSo gC
vm, IW |, mU mm,* (fist It4l)|
Port of SpeJn, on TnnklAd. .. , fcJt

^ ^ L MutoL I. (Aleo i-)i ) hAviiw to di> irtth

tht Trinity or th of the Trinity. )

in thli iliriflfif*. I* ft L f<witif * iHmtvi
ft. ww* wh*i i tm m flit

Trlitllj,
TrUi I tr l*efi*tai .(t^'jrtWJf?^*!!!?)*

m **

ditrtrtite lw Trinityv t wrll-r ^ *fcl*

t|fl*J0fc*'
ftf

t
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tno I5S8 tripoli

triph-thong (trif'thoTj), n. [tri~ + diphthong I, a
combination of three vowel sounds m one syllable.

Example: fire (in the British pronunciation, IPA
tri'O (trS'5: for 4, occas. tnfo)7n. [pi. TRIOS"(-os)], [law]). 2. loosely, a

trigraph, ,

fPr,;It. <t.r,irtf, three], I. a muiical composition tfiph-y-Une ftnf'9-im, tnf>*W), n.. tnphylite.

for three voices or three instruments. 2. the three triph-y-Hte (trif'a-ht'),
n. fr- + Or. **>, a class,

plus or minus signs. 2. the scientific name of a plant
or animal, consisting of three words designating in
order the genus, species, and subspecies or variety.

. ,

for three voices or three .

performers of such a composition. 3, the middle
section of a minuet, scherzo, etc., originally written
in three voices, or parts. 4. a set of three persons or
things,
tri-ode (tri'6d), n. [M- 4- electro^], an electron tube
having three electrodes, a cathode, anode, and control

grid, and used to produce, detect, or amplify radio
waves.
tri-oe-cious (tri-S'shss), ad/. [< tri- + Or. oikos, a
house; + -ow-j], having male, female, and twosexed
flowers on separate plants: also spelled trieclous.

triol-cous (tn-oi'kas), adj. trioecious.

tri*olet (tii'a-lit, trgVlet'), n. [Fr., dim. of trio, three],
a poem or stanza having eight lines and two rhymes,
the first line being repeated as the fourth and seventh,
and the second as the eighth: the rhyme scheme is

ahaaabab.
tri-ox-id (tri-ok'sid), n. trioxide.
tri ox-ide (trl-ok'sid, tri-ok'aid), . an oxide having
three oxygen atoms to the molecule.

^S^S^^^&^G^^it^uff trt'pto-taW'tloa toftoe Ctripn-ikip4n%tfl) t

]'S^S^^J^f^^Jft A?^ ^m 5& wi<^ thtJr oyUndSri or oytiadm,us to male a laise step or ntxsmic. o) to *_ mK4*%k*kA ***< t M.>Lv*-,^i <****** n,****.*^*^
il or stop; obttruot. 4. to catch (a pmon) Aj?S^Si2^SftSS?^^^
rror etcf (aSo with ni). 5. &) to wldiM '^'^J

1 ro^wwr^ trtp tiro*.

rit!<Hf /vi rt+^/**- **%*A*kiffl*it*%i *\****'v KV *i** Crt*iilo*iiorwK* (trip l^ftdrvcr) tfo/* ixi wftfny# nftvixut
f^Sfi* 2F ^^J^SS^fT-SSl' ML-Tŷ f? thnt awm. or vdns; iotciieAlly. tmrlM thmi

walk, run, or dance with light, rapid steps; skip;
caper. 2, to stumble. 3. to make a false step, in-

accuracy, or mistake: err. 4. to falter in fpeaking.
5, to run past the pallet of the escapement: said of A
tooth of the escapement wheel of a watch, etc, 6*

(Rare), to take a trip; journey, 7. to tilt; tip, v.t
I. to perform (a dance) lightly and nimbly. 2. to

make stumble,
* ...... ' "* 1 ~" ....... '

3. a) to cause

in a He, error, etcT '(a8b"with up)*' 5. a) lolrel

(a spring? wheel, or other mechanical part), a$ by tbe
action ol a detent. &) to atari or operate by this*

6. to tilt; tip up, 7. in nautical map. #} to twm (an
anchor) clear o! the bottom, k) to tilt (a yard) into

position for lowering, c) to raise (an upper matt) to
that the id may be removed before lowtriog. flu

1, a light, quick tread, 2. a going from ooe pom to
another, or a going to a place tad retttrttlftt; Journey*
especially a snort one; esccursion, voywn, mimt t&
3. a stumble; hence, 4* a mistake; bhmtkr. 5, a
faltering; Blip; lapse. 6*. a maneuver for causing som*
one to mumble or fall, M by catching hit foot, 7, a) any
mechanical contrivance for tripping a part, m a pawl,
0) it action.
5yN. trip strictly impUei a relatively straff etwtt of trav!
although kit alto eoamcmty nmd as * qutvaliat for fownM?
(a vacatit'n trip

1

)-, journey, a w fartaat wm*
implies travel of torn* tatta, tistutlly <wvr lanrt. and doi n*t

t&# UMM, ol Mtara (tito joyrmf wm fXttft

. x ,, .,.. , ,

family; 4- -Uei so named because of its three bases),
a greenish-blue, crystalline mineral, LiPePCX a native

phosphate of lithium and iron.

trl-pin-nate (tii-pin'gt), ad), in botanyj pinnate three
times over; bipinnate with aach division pinnate, as
the leaves of sorn forns.

tri*pitvnat-ed (tri-pin'S-tid), 4/. tripinnate.

tri*planie (tri'plSn'), n. an early type of airplane with
three wings arranged one above another,

tri-ple (trip''!), adj. (ME.; QPr.; L. triplus; lr$- f three +
ftus, ^fold, as in duplus, twofold, double], 1. con-

sisting of or including three; threefold, 1 repeated
throe times; treble, 3, three time*? as much or as

many, n. L an amount three timot M much or as

many, 2 a group of three; triad. 3. in kwtf&oll, a
three-base hit, p.r. [TRIPLED (-Id), TRIPLING!* to make
three times us much or M many, v*L t, to become
three times M much or m mny. 2, in tm^Mt, to
hit a triple.

Triple Alliance, 1, an alliance of Bngland. Sweden,
and the Netherlands against France in 16o& 2, &n
aliianca of Grremt Britain* France, and the Netherlands
against Spain in 17)17, 3, an alliance of Grunt Britain,
Austria, and Rtwk. againit Franc id 1795. 4. ttm
Dreibund* nn illi&nce ol Otrmany, Au*trift, mad Italy
in ISSi

Triple Knttntt L the military uadtrttamUnR aclid
by Great Britwn, Frtnct, and Mam World
ww I m A counttrbiiliiae* to thi DwibuniL 2,

three countries ts partlM to the

rti nwvm* or vmnn: tiairlng

arising from or near tM M
< a plftf bv whieii

(tdp^lit), it. {< H^iL I. * or
df three, usually of rmo kind; )

triple play, in
it out

lc taken ^r an
.........._

miiitAry sxprfttvm, n od
" " "

of thffM of poioyi tti*% rhyming,
h) A group 0r ihre to bt pk/td In tmmm ol two ol tho vftltto. |. ) oa of off-

ming t>rn at a iingte Inrth. I) fit. torn

food warm 'dur^'trm,r<f In* lottt htod
in t hiit MCK tlw e*n4il oM to i^w
tM Of A tltftCNlolMkd 1*11.

triple tint* ttmo 9f rhv *hrn luiYtet
to tM with tt fifil

.,. ^^t.H~to
p^wftej v--- ^
> or 3.

or mm
trl par tl tlon (trl^ar-tijih'.m), n. int three

to <

It* OJBMI Of



trituration
^..< of weathered chert and siliceous limestones:

it is used as a polishing powder and mbrajiv; ako
called rottenttrmtt tripli p@wd$r (or jJojttf),

:!*pol;i-tasi (tri-pol
/

-t'n), ad/, of Tripoli, its people.
S.2iteJ1! *,*&y, .inhabitant of ^ripof.

F
,

, , n o rpo.
Trl-pol*i.ta.n|.* (trip'oW-Ot'ttU: It, tVpft-SS/nyi),
n. ft province of northwestern Libya: area, 350,00$1 10!
mi.; pop,,,352,000; capital Tripoli,

- '
. ,,,, ,

trl-poa Arf'pos^n. [PL TRIPOSES (.fey, {L, lr*>i; see
TRIPOD], L originul y a tripod. 4! at Cambridp
Umwraity, ) formerly, a scholar who sat on a three-

Ifgfpl stool ftt commencement and disputed humor-
muuy with candidates for a ctegrea; hence, d) any of
thf .tXAmuMttona for the B.A. dtgrua with honors,
ruriffmiUIy for honors in. mathematics*
trIp'Mr (lrip*r), n a pernon or thing that trips;
snmficauy, )

t
a meohatiltal part for tripping, or

'

,
t g

wuf ft catch, MJ a cam, pawl, etc,; also, a tri
ttoviwi that operaUi A igtfcm a railroad, fr) [British
utlltxi.], a person who takes * trip; traveler; tourist.

trip-wit .(tripfit),
it* (< **>!, a cam or other mechanical

part to another part at regular intervals,

trip'iriitt (trip'ta). f>. (ppr, of irt* , itftnptng lightly
and qufektyt nimble. n. I, the action of * penon or
thing that trine. 2. a light, graceful danot*

trip taut (trti/tlnk n,
joontr.

< faipmtm; mm im-
l, a htgh antiknock fI for use In internal-

in ttrptn,
rHMi). TA f< Irl- +, Or, ^mm,

wttw; -f -Ml fmvin tbrae wkglik p^rts as
fruits or sflwits.

Trtp-ul^mp. THp*totf*HMMi Ctrip-tfjH*mi} yt. In6wA f^yWiJiiiy, * Ttwrndftry twro who;was pucmased
to hav w ol euUiyaliiig jfriifa,

triyMtm' CWtlkl, E. f< Or, WrmtM <
W- tlimi 4> #fm A toiill I. an anettnt
writing of hingiMi or tta) tttor.
2, ft ! off wlfeh or

lngs. to that thu iwo rtdm on** it ii M aft

am,

tfi tome) (In'ffta). n. ffr ,*, ^ .* rpro*
thri** t*inkft of < Iri^ f rst*f in

fltwk or usually a
of on able.

trI tM eta rW iu *""
yWiling upoa hy

or

< L* ha^ma
f an narh *n

t*i, l< irf f
irrnff, l rut), I t cut r Into
I in to mil)

^* a Into

liw,

tfsi in *otey
r

wiiti,
is

i *, iri f
* n A

,

t Isfs t*r

,-r

tNs/.W t f

jfca?* 1* "

aBt^JBStt.^

,

with twenty-four plane ^
correspond to a single stirfi

as underlyinf them; trisww*.
are of two kinds, th tri&on^ ^w-

octamdron, having triangular rnn^
fftoes, and the ietragonSl trimctd-
hedron, or trapmohtidron, having quad-
rilateral surfaces.

tn*aper-m0ue (tii-spur'mae), ad/. [<'"- -J Or. spisrma, & wed; +

.^ very three of which
an octahedron imagindd

""'

-.^T- - (tri-spdr'ik, trf-spor'ik),
a/. having three spoim

,.jj. triaporic,
Trk'tiim (trie'tem), a matculin namei
sa Tristram.

Trli'tan (tris'ten), a maicullne name:
see Tristram.

TrlS'tan da Cw-nhm (tris'tan A
ko^n'yg), a group of British ilEndi
in tha South Atlantic,

ttriat* (trfat), adj* [Fr.J, sad; sorrow-
ful

ttt1*tMe) (trii'tesO, n. tFr.l, w,dn; .__,..,
crtat*fui vtrist'cool)i <ra/ [obs irist, mn (< OFr.U trMsi): + ~M] t sad; sorrowful; melancholy.
tria<t!cn (trirtik). n. [< H-, after ^i^A], a
^^f*^^1^1^ 0f

,
v@rW .^Ptet

TRISOCTA-
HEDRONS

A, tetragonal;
B trigonal

r

in thrti

alttrd/ fL
*"*- ^T"7T -"--"" *'*",", * - "- TTT^, n r ww^wrFirj I

(after L, ram, tad) < Celt, Drytian < iw^l,
tumult, dteL a mMculiae n&rae: diminutiw*

knight sent to Irtknd ^r &j?$Srk of CornwaU
to briM hack the prince IsoTdt to ba the ktar'a
bride: IUi (callen lib Mr} and Ttistram unwtt"
tingly drink ft magic potion* fat! in love, a&d ultimately
!it torthj to iimne imrtiaai, Tristmm is married
to wftothw Isolde (ceiled from of iXn Wk6$ Hw$)i
the story ! tha aubiect of ft numb of powaw wd ^*

by WjinMur (TriMm und
" " "

m*fyteni (tn-ttllas), ndfA [<

^rAwflk!), A, a wtlldt
m molwuw.

_ ^,_,T ^..^^yik. tria'i-lab'ik),
w

three ayuabtet* n a meitnoal foot of
trI*i^Mb4ciii4y (trriWuMW
in or as tlunea

iyuabl^,

ihfm syttabter

trjtn trituimite.

Iriiii, pp. of %rffi*t**ti*mb
ttwt no hay

or iitmilty;
> ..Irlte

n.

wnitr
H)Ti

of

ft.
t T>y
lty,

* 1

It

ri
.

ttltir ) ,

i!*
** an

wm * tws toet itswm *
ft**

ii^iHl
ire

i ttf ,

ll itt*l Hi*

fit
tit

iwrtil jippij,...,-,.^
tip

t** fog*i *lftit a tilt fnmi

|i #
*f
fal fam

to I&si3

I ;

., ^Kf.
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tritttrator 1560 troll

tion,, specially one containing a pulverized mixture of a
tnftdkdiial substance with lactose.

trlt*u*rm-tor (trich'9-r't&), n. a person or thing that
triturates.

trj-umph (tri'smf), n. [ME. & QPr. triumph^ triompbe;
p. friumphus < Gr. thriambvs, hymn to Bacchus sting
in festal processions (AS. has triumphs directly < L.)j,
1. in ancient Rome, a procession celebrating the
return of a victorious general and his army. 2. the act
or fact of being victorious; victory; success

\
achieve-

ment. 3. exultation or joy for a victory, achievement*
etc. 4. [Qbs,], any public spectacle or celebration.
p.& [OPr. triumpher; L, triump

t
hare < the n.] t 1. to

gain victory or success; be victorious or successful;
win mastery, 2. to rejoice or exult over victory,
achievement, etc. 3, to celebrate a Roman triumph.
w.t (Obs.], to conquer, ~*STN. see victory.
trl-um-phal (tr!*um'fl), adj. 1, of, or having the na-
ture of a triumph. 2. celebrating or commemorating a
triumph.
tri-umphant (tri-um'font). 0d/. (L, triumpkans; ppr.
of triumfthare; see TRIUMPH), 1. successful; victorious.
2. rejoicing for victory; cutting in suceets; elated*
3. [Now Rare], triumphal. 4. [Qbft,) f magnificent.

tri*um*v)r (tri-um'vSr), n \pL TRWMVIES (-vine), TRI-
wviw C-vf-r!')]. (I* back-formation < trittm virorum*
of three men; irium* gnit of trts, three -f

genit, pi, of wr ft manf* 1. in ancient Rome* any of

group of three administrators sharing authority equally*
2. any of three persons asiociatdd in office or authority.
tri-um vl-ral (tri-um'vSr-!), od[/ of a triumvir or
triumvirate.

trl*tm-vi')rtite (tri-urn'vgr-it), n. (L* *rforiifrirafia}, I,

the office, functions or term of a triumvir. 2, govern-
ment by three men or by ft coalition of t"hrm parties;
htooe, 3. any association of tnre in authority* 4,

any group or set of three persons or. rarely* things,
tri-une (tri'On, trl-tlnO. tf* (< |rl 4 t* ww owl,
Ix-ing three In one:
^ [T-L tbe Trinity,

(in man, two) at the upper end of the femur of many
vertebrates,
tro-dhar (trS'klr), n. a trocar.
troche (trS'ki), n. [shortened < frocMsk; Fr. ro-

thisq**: L trochtecusi a pill, small ball; Or. tr&chi$ko$$

E smalt wheel, loan < irtxho$t a wheel < trtcluin,
to run{ a small, usually round, mrnitcinai lo^nj^.
tro-ch0e (tr5'k5) n [L, troehatus; On $rham> running
< trKhein. to run I* a metrical foot confuting of a long
syllable followed by a short ona, or an accented syllable
followed by an unaccented one, Example: **P6tgr, I

PM*r, j pdmpktn 1 tetr/'
troch'Uuii (trok'i-lee), n. W. TICKHILX (-110L [L.; Gr.
trothilas, lit., & runner < trtek*in t to runl L ft small

Egyptian bird thought by the anctents to accompany
the crocodile and pick its teeth; erocodita bird, 2, a
kind of hummingbird. 3. imy of ivna European
warblers.

trocft*te*a (trok1i-), n- [pi. rnocHtitA* (4I-i')l (t.,*

Gr* tr&ckilw < troche*, t whoeii imMn* to run). In

anolowiy, A puiley-nhaptd part r structufa as tht
lower part of tht humeru* which artieuktes with A
correspondinf part of th uto*,
trocb'l0'r (troKliir) <f/ L in mtmy9 of, having
the ntur of, or forming a troehfosu 2. in totoy,
shtjptd like A pulley; round &nd ootttraeUd in tht
middle.
trO'Chold (trdlkoid}, n. [< Of, Jwtfc* C^t rtocitv); f
-of

<(),
a curvo produced 0y a pninf m or eoamMted wlib

A cfrcla rolling alow a tint. a<//. having t \

whwllikis rottry modan, M a Joittt,
tro-chol dnl (tr.^koiM'1). adj. of. *

troehdd,
. .

4s

-flw*! * HWMnrimmifli tem oc
annelid wormi an*I other in-

Gkid* n. 1, a triad.

trttt*ai't*r*i'ftn ( - _ . ,

il'ty (trf-tt'ne-ti), it* th* <

me; trinity.
* ctrt-wlsa*,

quality of^petof trimkot

L hatrijag't valenoft'oif three* 1Imviig thrM wftibefti
Al.so, cap. for 2. tervftteatt
rlvalve (iTi'vrdv), cd>. hAVtof Ihrcr valv,-. as m
Mmi"dnim (tri-vwi'drtm), uu and onrftel ol

uicorc and Cochim nmr tto :>ut hern tip df IniiLi:

12S.OOO.
(trivet), n* [MB, irml; AE ^A* < L, Ir^it.

TRIPOD], 1. a i6wdlr 1

"

wr or a m* 2. a
or hoUinfc hMt c II

'

troo* (ti-od),

(tra
who

_ jr) l

that

Omfft!

mV14
j

J^M I'

rf* of tfei or
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I ttwswflfte^ <v
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<
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troll
1561 tropic

from a boat, 5
:
to roll, npin, or whirl, n, 1, a trolling;

ft going or moving round* 2. a ong having parts sung
in Hitrrewk*n; round. 3. a) the method of trolling in
fishing, b) m lur* or lure And line used in trolling.

troll (tr5i)* it. [ON. & Sw., lit., wanderer < biuM of
Jmll, t.: adopted by I9th-c. antiquaries], in Scandina-
vian frtktore* any of A race of supernatural beings,
variously eonciivfl <rf aa gianti* dwarfs, or Imps,
living tmtlerjfrtnmtt or in caves.

trot;Iy (troW). it. IK TKOLLKYS HI)], [< Bast Anglian
dial. < frott, t.L 1. [Britishl, any of various low
ciirta or tracks, 1 a whetted carriage, basket, etc. that
runs susfended from an overhead track. 3. an ap-
paratus lor collecting etactric current from an over-
nftd wfr find Iraniin Itting It to a motor of a streetcar,
ftc, i It ii of two types, thi aow trolley, having a bow*
shapad contact on A flexible frame, and the urimtZ

frolfiry, having a wheel contact at this end of a pole.
4, * trowy c?ar; iU* j vf. to carry or rida
art a, trimey ear. Also sillied trolly*
trolley few, aju titotrle but that gets iu motive powfr
from an wi by ol a trolley, but doea
not nm on troltty.
orolliy <PWPt *a that fttt ita motive

from jt win by erf a trolley.

trotkgr Una* an or routt,

cral'lop Cifdjap)^ it* (Bcot. < MS. irottm Caia mou,
t.)S Irnlll t* tt mtidy or dirty
woman; 2, A omatituta.'

Bngtith

-rl 1. a cavalryman,
r British], a troopship.'"

] a State police*

for carrying

troop*er (tr55p'r) f n. .

2, a cavalry horse, 3. (CJ5
4, a mounted policeman. 5.

man,
troop-ship (trSap'ship')i n. a
troops: transport,

troost'ite {troSatlt), n, [after O. 2>of* 1776-1 850),
Am. metallurgist], a kind of wiUamite, otttttrring in

large, reddish crystals, in which asinc is pwraWly re-

placed by manganese,
{crop (tra), adv. [Fr.J, too: too much; too many.
trop., 1. tropic, 2, tropical.

''f

trO'p*a*olin, tro-pa^'O'IIne (tra-plf^Hn), it. f<
Paeotum + -inet from resembling th hues 01

flowers), uny of a group of ornng or onmgd-yeltow
1120 dyea: alto spelled tropeolln, tropeoiine.

tro-pac o lum (tre-pSVtem), n. [Mod. L* t dim. < Or.

trofaion (aee TEOPHY) : from the shieldtika Imwm And
helmetlike flowers], any of a number of related plant*
having shield-shaped, finely cut or lobed teavet, and
trumpet-shaped red* yeliowf or orange flowers with
purs; nasturtium.

*tropttl [< Or. iropos, turning (see TOOFE); -f -al] a

tho

combining form meftning turning
tropa (trop), n* [< Pr. or L,; Fr, L

novtl
trcH*ly (ifoHDt it

n>4. (

v|w \wupji i <n* 1,-s, JTT, ur ju, ; XT, vroymf ju, frojpitj;
Or. Irofo*, a, turning, turn, figure of speech (akin to
to!, a turn) < fr^nlft. to turn < IB. bw* *lr^- f

to turnj, 1. ) the use of a word in a ngumtive ^nae.
b) ft figure of sipd^h. c) figurttlim language in gaaaiil,
2. any of vftnoui short, formulittio j^hnii@i used In

t* tof. TROCUM (4i)L a trotley.
*k!J, ttowLfwJ to troUay*

& of mites: j

wip
trom teftWnO

< Oitie.I* *
e^i*

to tiil

tu
';'

lf h
; j

!

i*v

i^ tit m
Im or

ml* urn Im ^MMM*
likt ite

with

nu

_._. ,. 3. In tha maditvia church, 0) t&
intirpolfttion of a phrua or p&age Into the authorized
itnrlce: tach piuMgas wtrt Isttr dtimlopd4 Into wmi-
drafiiatic dklofMi. b} any such, pasiiage, 4. a heading
of subject matter.
tropa (tr8p), JOr. -tropo*} mm orJ, a cmbinlng
form miming lurninti: wm -tropic." *

(troRkT Mil [Or, iraAlaour < Jra^ftl, food <
to faadl. of nutrition j having to do with the
ol nutrition," " "

We.
t

_. ed with trophlftt.
.nvjirrM'w" \iMVMi-w> v*w*'e)| [< Or trojfWWt* ttotiriahnienti
aaa fEOFiitcj. a combining form meanfnf of miiritiim*
at In tmpfe@p&m: a wrtl,
tropfe*opw* (trof't-biit

;
) f . it..

*" '"

n* *

<*
.

layir ol 0todtrm outsldt tha
Mir ovum ii Attach

tttit
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firw mm 'kit
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ate.
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cm,
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.w (trop'ik), [< Gr, -tropos, turning < trepein;w TROFE], a combining form meaning turning, chang*
ingv tmdmg to turn, tending to change, responding to a

(specified kind of) stimulus, as in phototrapic,
trop-i-cal (trop'i-k'l), adj. 1. of, in, or characteristic
of the tropics; hence, 2, very hot; sultry; torrid.

3, [L. tropicns; Gr. tropikos], of, or having the nature
of, a trope; figurative. Abbreviated trop.

tropic bird, any of a number of tropical sea birds
characterized by

t
white plumage with black markings,

a pair of long tail feathers, and webbed toes.

Tropic of Cancer, the parallel of latitude that is the
northern boundary of the Torrid Zone; it is 2327'
north of the equator: see tropic, map.
Tropic of Capricorn, the parallel of latitude that h
the southern Boundary of the Torrid Zone: it is 2327
south of the equator: see tropic, map.
tro-pin (tro'pin), n. tropine.
tropin (trS'pSn* trS'pin), *t. [< atropine], a poisonous,
colorless heterocvclic alkaloid, CsHuON, produced bv
the hydrolysis of atropine or hyoscyaminc-.
tro'plsm (trS'piss'm), n. [< Gr. tropi t a- turn (see TROPIC) ;

4- "ism], the tendency of a plant, animal, or part to

move or turn in response to an external stimulus,
either by attraction or repulsion, as a sunflower turnn
toward light,

-tropism, a combining form meaning troptem, ttndtncy
to turn toward or away from (something Rppciitail)* iw
in thermotropism* hdiotropism*

tro pis tic (tr5-pii'tik) adj. of a tropfwnu
trop*0'log*I"Cml (trop'a-loj'i-k'l), adt/. of or involving
tropology; figurative*
ro-pol'O-ty (trd-pol'9-ji)* n. [LL. tropohita; Late Or,

tr&potogto < tropos (see TROPE) -f Jojof. tipeecn, dit*

course I, 1. the tutt of tropei or figurative lanouaff*.
2, a method of considering or interpreting Scripture

3*In a figurative m well M ft literal J* f$J,

FOLOGEi (*jiss)) a trftatiia on ftaurativ* language,
trop'O'pfttiM (trop'a-pdi')* n* [< lr0^d- M In <r.,..

sphere -f ( 'r - Pamh PAUSE) L a transition
between the troposphere and ifw at
which the drop In temperature with btlght
ceases.

tro-poph-l'loui* (trS-pof^UMftj Mj |< Or* Jr9pf a
turning (ite TE0FX): *f ^pmlmii in !>t<in\\ tci

;idjuyt to eondltiafii m heat or eo!d f or 2um-.um\
etc., a in changw; itaM erf

trop*o*pnyt9 (trop'fltO w- f< Q^ Iw^e*** n teming
(et TEOFI) ; 4- "pfryttli way trojpophttout pf&nlf th
deddurm.'; ol tmjprAtt"

yt ic (tr(ti/, ftt/ilt,}, adj. of, t>r havhig thr

tropophyt0*
, ^r^-. (tftn/wrffcr'). mlFt. < Or

r^ A tttndag ( 4- Wr. *#Mr* (Mt
> Atmotphtrt Siow the f

*-'

,_.tidi fooa* cavctivt dUturbuioMi c,

tcniperaturi* wltlt tilt *

-trojwua, {< Or* % iurtiing fiOfik I ^>h
a combtjaiig farm tuttnxz m tmml (In

or In IM *

M!MM;! lift I^rfEllll bcilitfliciil IliflllS* IIS
^ftftWteilflj^ll*f

ft i lug, tmp'9)* tfy I It* ; LLt %^^ii;
i.w^. i cffdwdt jfMMMi UM; too
i iu {*,!, */a4ii. MA

.... .. .._. ._.wrly tat Hoi tow no) ,

-tropy, H; (.if. tn^; mm
turning. to; i, 2

m(
. .

(t>fe)
; O

a to
! f^f
C Id), tRfrriwI

. lraiMiv 10 far butM
*

.

1 to ride, onv** nm. or *i A
mam ly; attfry: mo. al* itt to g
trot,

,
n. L A K4tt m a fttt* If

lit* lift *n I

i r

I, i ,4 * m n
i

Trot-sky-ism (trul'ski-iz*m), n. the cloctrineii, methods,
and practices of Lrm Trotsky and his followers,

Trot-sky-ist (trot'ki-iHt), /!* a Trotukyite,
Trot-sky-ite (trot'ki-It'} ** &n adherent of Trot-

trot- ter (trot'Sr), n* 1. an animaUhat trots; especially,
a horse bred and trained for trotting races, 2, g person
who moves about energetically ana constantly, 3, the
foot of a sheep or pig used as food,

tro-tyl (trS'tii, trS'til), n, [trinilrotoluen* f -y/),
trinitrotoluene, ^ w tt-w

troii'bU'dour (troo'b@-ddr' troc/t-dSr , tr3o
>

'b9- >

<lor>r'),

n, |Pr.; Pr. trobattor < irotor, to find, compost* in vtr.se

*(LL, *ln/>arrM ef. It. trcpator*]* 1, any of a clatn of

lyric prwLs mul port-nmfttcittnn who lived in Provence,
( atatonifi* Mouthrrn France, and northern Italy in the
Hth 12th.

t

nd Uth centuri mul wrote IKWOW of
low and chivalry* usually with intricatn utnnxa form
and rhytttf! Nchettioi hence, 2. looKrly, any tnitiHtrel

or hallaci MtrtuiT.

troti'bl* (truli''!), vL JTRIUTHLRD (**Ul), iKottHitN<;],
[MR. lrnbltn: UFr, lmwfr trwMtr; LL, *lwrliKlarr <
L, ittrdiite, uiHctni^rly group, dim, of tor&n, crowd],
I, to disturb or agitatt*; nw wwwl chittfly tn the* passive,
im, th wtttern wi*r tvoMtd* 2* to (a ptrwn)
mental agitation; worry; jotrturb; vex, J, to
cau* pam or diitwiifort to; affliift; IML hlii wound
troubles him, 4, to (a person) tliwiilty nr in-

convenience; incommoiie: w ? 1 Iron^ yiw t

change with him? 5* to gMttttr* Annoy, tcftso,
bother etc, i/i L to an effort; pairw;
bothtr; n do not trwbii about a reply. 2, to IM
ditfe*ed; worry, it. L i litittn ni fti^tila! dlatri*^;
worry* 2 a) a minfortune: calamity; i) a

or difRcult (tituatlim. J. a circum*

iitaric^i or wtat that AAnayancwt
fliitrp

cliffkuity, fitc. 4, public diAturbancft; civil ctiiiorder*
S, dfortj bofehrr j an h* took list to
handM with vrytm praniHrit. 6* an illrttfwj ailnnmt,

tron*bI'pmlC'f (tmb'1ni|k'lf) n* A who
habituiiUy ftw

trott*Dto*alK>ot-r * wti
and

1 -

d with null th if
1 in el : trttM *h<*trr,
MKMBfcft (lfttt>*1^ltl) ^f| |Mt
by or

tiw-MoiMi (tnibOM), R/. JpRr, I. tnmlM;
I. that

Now
{trou*dli>tt0 A. l^i rioi*iiotti
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trouvfire 1563 true

Great Lakes trout, and steelhtud. 2. any of several
unrelated troutlike fkhen.

trou-?^"* (tr65-vfir') n* [Fr.; OFr. trover* < Irow, to
find, compoa* (Pr. tnbar; sicse TEOOIIADOUR)], any of a

of narrative pciets in northern France from the
tith to the 14th cantury.

troU'Vtur (tr85-vur')# n. a trouvtoe.
Trowt'fillt-iur-Mtr (tr675'v8l

rsttr'mftrf). * t seaport in
northweatarn France, on the English Channel; pop.,

trO'iNMr (trU'vRr), n* (aufiataative use of OFr, troter,
to find | in law, L odgtaalty, an action against a
perion who found another*! goods and remied to
return them. 2, n aotioik to recover damages for

goods withheld or by another illegally,

trow (trS, trmOi w it i^.l* [ME* Ircmvn, trwwim; AS.- ?
irMt<0ii, to MV trust in (kin to O* Irait/n)' '

\ btii se TEUB), I. (Obs.), to believe.

LL.
2 lAri'hwi'l* t thisk; ip&oj; imagine.
troW'l Ctrim^lL n 1MB, lrnl; OFr* ^wl^
If |lltt for L. ind!ti>

L

hww .. for

iprr

^^..A..-^--
HAL
tool ol

*ir tii|

"

3. a kind of barrow, b^psisting of an open frama
with a pair of wheels at oa%fnd, used to carry trunks*
crates, etc, 4. any of varfouMow frames or platforms
on wheels^ sometimes motor-drfNj^ for carrying heavy
articles, us in a warehouse. 5, a&i^tomotive vehicle
for hauling loads along highways, streets, etc.: also
motor truck. 6. [British], an open railrtmcl freight
car* 7. a sidvelini frame with two, i

ffii0
f
or four

pain of wheels, usually provided with brakes and
spring, forming the wheel unit under ach of a
railroad car, streetcar, etc. v.t to carry on a tnme or
trucks, vf. 1. to do trucking. 2, to dnv a tnaclc.

trudk (truk), v.t* & vJ, [Pr. trogmr* to xehangt,
barter; origin obscure), 1, to exchange; barter, 2.

[Rare], to peddle, n* [Anglo-Pr. truke; OFr troqH*
(Fr, tree) < the .], 1. Darter, 2, payment of wages
in goods produced instead of money. 3. small eom-
mercial articles. 4, small article! of little value, 5.

vegetable* railed for mle in markets. 6. ICoHoq.],
dealings. 7, [CoUoq.], trath; rubbish.
truck-Ag (truk'ij), n. [see -AG), L trtmsportttion of

goods by truck, 1 the charge for this.

trucker (truk'Hr), n. 1. a person who drives A truck?
truck driver, ,2. a person or company engaged in

trucking.
truck-er (truk%), n. 1 A truck farratr* 2. a person

barter.
are grown to be

buintii or process of

,

who commodities or in barter.
trudk fftrm a farm where vegetables
marketed.
trucking (truk'in), n

a
see

YtOWttJ
t>rick trowel; i jpytel tn>wd;
OMQHli wdWwi

...

lor i

AttMitiwr,
ill ortokwyitii* , .

t tod for

*U % fti In
-~ m iiiowmtifci)* ta

tifi,
te;

with a teprti
I, MI fifty itt

OFr, *Mb; L,
< troche*, ft whetlj

xwlly, m small whml or
, vM hrvciCLD (-ld)

in irKfJfete Mn* L to move on
2, to be aerviU ; cringe, fubmit
vf. to move (toiattMai) on

rolltr; Gr trG

ftwoe (imMdt)J 1.

2, a truckle

TftUCXLtMOj* f < iwWi
wh or

tc*4y to. (with to).

whteti or miters
truckle be<l a low ted on ninall whMli or that
am bn tjtidf^r anomer bd when not in

truck miin (trak'mm}* n

* f i Jkho

trWkyoo-Iwt), nrf/. f< L
i.

use. 2* nwt* Jw
oc ii|iHdi or

to AH. /r^a?i, to

bitf < ll, ta wHr;
or

*

n* tft itf <
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la which *
and *t

A* ft
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it to 14 t
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truss

and real implies conformity between what something is and
what it scents or pretends to ! (rwt rubber, real courage),
true bill, a bill of indictment endorsed by a grand
jury as supported by evidence sufficient to warrant a
nenring of the case.

true-blue (tro3'bloo')> <*<tt* very loyal; stanch.
true blue, 1. originally, a fast blue dye or color.
2. a 17th-century Scottish Presbyterian, or Covenanter:
so called from the blue worn by the Cpvenanters in
contradistinction to the red of the Royalists. 3. great
loyalty. 4. a very loyal person.
true-born (troB'bornO* oaj. being a (specified) type of

person from the nature of birth or early environment:
as, a trueborn New Yorker.
truebred (tr53'bred') adj. 1. well-bred. 2. purebred.
true-heart-ed (tr6T/haVtid), adj. loyal, faithful, honest,
or sincere*
true level, an imaginary surface that is perpendicular
at every point to tne plumb line; specifically, the mean
ea level thought of as extending throughout the glohts
the geoid.

true-love (trflo'luv'). n. 1, a sweetheart; loved one.

2. the herb Paris, a plant having, a whorl of four leaves

which, with the flower or berry in the center, Hiiggcntn
a trueiove knot, 3. lOb.s.], a truclove knot,

trueiove knot, a kind of bowknot that b hard to untws
a nymbol of lasting love.

true-lov-er's knot (tr$5'luv'8rz), a tnielove knot,
true*pen*ny (trSS'pen'i), n. (Archaic), an hone,'it or

trusty person,
true ribs, see rib,

truffle (truF'l, troWl), n* [< Fr. truffit; Git, Irii/a <
OHcan-Utnbrian tufwa < L. tuber t a Knob, toiwhrwm,
truffle], any of a number of related ffwthy, ttlibli%

potato-shaped fungi that grow tmdwgrmmd,
tru-ism (trfiZWm). n. a statement tl? truth m which

l obvious and well known; platitude ; nmmonpincr,
- A'FN, see platitude.
Truk Islands (trflOk, trook; En. truk), a group cf

inlands in the Caroline Inhindii: Juptmeie naval
during World War II: area, c. 50 m\, ml

trail (trul), n. [G. trollc, trulle (vin thieves
1 <

biwe een in troll* n* & *.; cf. Tftou*or|* a prostitute,

trii'Iy (trWH), ocrv* 1. In a tme manner; accurately*
genuinely faithfully, tc. 2. in fact; rmtty; tudttcL

TriMonflA, Hurry S. (trOT'mim), 1884 t United
senator (1935*1944): thirty-third c*l the
United States (1945-1953).
Trom*buU, John (trujn'b'lL t* 1750-1831; American
ptmt and satirkt. 1 1756- IMS; wn Jm^km;
American painter*
Trumbull, Jonathan, 1 7 10- ! TBS ;

trump (trump), n* [altered < trimmpk; cf Pr* trlmwpk^
It, trumfa a trump]* 1 any playtni cold erf t ult that
for th* duration of a particular bund it milked higher
than any other nuit* m thrnngh a winning bid: a tramp
can tttke any erd of a othtr fti own* regard*
lesi of Its aenofrtintftitm. fl,

of
truniiw, 3, JCoilttq.i a fallow, i?tc*

v*tn 1. to taw (t trick* another card, tte.) by
a trump, 2, to cmtdci* t*f* U> * trumst,
trunip wp to pr dttceltftttty or framlii-

.

(truinp) n, l* A wL [MB.
; prob* < Frk. *lri*i^4, a tube; to ON.
a tubtl* fArcliafc or Po*tic| trumpH.
r7 Clrom^pir-!}, n* (^1, II?MWW (MI) I,

MSocil* $y*mptfy; Ft, trvrnPtrfc c In
Lfirlgia

tmi 2. rutthUh; tf

but wjfthk; trwhv; fiaitry,

rank-iMit (tnii'pt) n* fMIi trumpet*; OPr.

n in

top* with x" \
v

m MC, *

tl tbi
for

& in an *tcr*

1 iSfct an
I 4. pi. toy orm l nk
909 fey an & t

trumpet, 2. a soUitT, hTuH, etc, who signals on a
trumpet; hence, 3, a person who proclaims or heralds

something, 4. a long-legged, long-necked South Amer-
ican bird having a loud

cry,
5. a trumpeter swan.

6. a crested pigeon with feathered feet.

trumpeter swan, a North American wild swan With
a loud, resonant cry.

trumpet flower, 1, any of a number of plants with

trumpet-shaped flowers, as the trumpet creeper and
the trumpet honeysuckle. 2. the flower of any of these.

trumpet Honeysuckle, an American honeysuckle with

trumpet-shaped flowers that ate scarlet on the outside

and yellow on the inside,

trumpet vine, a trumpet creeper*

trumpet"Waed (trum'pit*w?u') t
n. t, a shrubby

plant with flat clusters of ftraytah-whitp or purple
flowers; boneset. 2, a tull plant with large dunt**rn of

rose or purplish flowers: joe-pye weed,

minvpet-waod (trurn'oft-wocwr), n. a tre whom*
hollow stems are utni for wind instrument*!*

t'AflNitj, i** 1^. tmncotust pp, of trutttttrr, to eut off
'

tmttftn, a stem* trunk], to cut off n pnrt of: shrtrtru

lv cut t inn; top, ad/* I. trunentrd. 2, in Matty *
fifNi/ii^.v* having a wjiu&re or broud em!: w l*af, imiH,

trun*ciit'4Kt (trun'klt-ld), adj* t, *ut h*rf rr ftptvar-
ing as if cut short, 2. a) cut off or replncet! by n plain*
face: ;tui<! of the angles or rdgni of ft cryntal or nohd
figure, fr) having lift ngk* or ftlgri cut off or rr$,Urt*d
in thin way; twld <tf tnt* crystal or solid figure. ,4,

having the vrt* ait off by a utunc: Maid of a coni* w
pvraniicl s el, frustum, ungtita.

truH'Cft*tkm (tnwi-kfi'ilwn)* n* fLL. Irimrallol, a
trimcatimc of twing truncftted,

trun*ch<M>fi (tninMtfn)* n [MB* trtmckimn; nFr
tnttotkon; LL. *lrn*rio < L lfnwnii it item, trunk},
L a ihort* thick staff; t'udgel; club; now nw^t rhirfh
of a policeman** baton. 2, any stuff or hattm of

author&ty. J. (Archaic I* th< shiift of n tprar 4

t trunk or stt*m eapcclatly emu witn the

topped off. v.{ to brat with A trnnrfiwcm,
tniii'dra (trun^U't). n* laitwwt (iifier thr f.)

twuilf, trtttditj AS. twndil, n fin clrclir <
to roll; m^ TKKNt>)* I. a wfin<*t fir owfrr, 1, ...

mnalt cart or truck with tow whwR J. A trtimlli*

tMKl. 4. n) a roiling motlcm. I) Itn 'wmiul. B, a)

lantern whl ft) nl Ua f* Jl i;.A

C-dlil], i'ifMfCiMti| t, to felt 2, Iwi
ttuiMu* lMMi| a tow toil cm tfiirklr hf,
tFuni (trunk). IMIis Orr. Hvw; t. irii *,* n

trunk < lri*f mutitat*i); ||n*ii *,

to EBM t, tlif fctwn of a twr k

I ihci trf a fir nittitirtl licit ifMliidlug
lltf J, ttltp tllAlfi tiijiif fir ilrtii ttf a

iMtfVPi btoul ft*pl, lc| a* fl|*i$iigltlipfl fr<nti it"*

4, liy rr, tftitiij*!,
ft U*ng, It^xibl^ t* M m an
S t ill t>iiMf*n F

ft* ftWi fur

a 6,

itif etjitvtyiiia air* witwr, 7, ^, tntitk Iwi
ft, /tf. liifttlii!iiig fcy
for Mtlilrtin**!, r*. f* ft ii, a Univ
It, itir of an II- n
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tic M, in ttir
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truss bridge 1565 tryout
ft stem, 6. a framework of wood, metal, or both, for
supporting a roof, bridge, etc. 7, an appliance for
giving support m ciuteM ot rupture or hernia, usually
conNt'itiiUf of ft pad on a Hjwcial belt.

truss briage, a bridge supported targaly by truwas
truM'ing (trus'iij), n.
i, the act of a tiers-ion

who truant*. 2. the
tiaartuit rodn, etc, form*
ing a trtPin. J, con*

Ircttviiy* 4, bracing
by or on by truswn.

trust (truxt), ft* [MK.
JrMAf, JryaJf ON* Irnwl,
trust, 1tt. .ftrmnqM < Ttm M BRItHil

firm

, .

M*m in <f|# L
I*U or in th honesty, integrity,

ttc. of another pcirnon or thing;
huthj I* the pcrmitt or ifting trusted, 3.
conmlrtit Anticipation, or hope; ft*, have
ffiwl in ilif 4. (Kurt), truntworthiiMMM; loyalty,
I, ill Itm having cMmftttane* i>ltict in on*. ft)

reliability 'or
*tjgiiti*ft ranulting from thin. 6,

Ctiitody, 3P aomftthfaw tntrutcl to a
prriuiti duty, ate* Ii in a pur-
vhftwr,*iiit*fiufin or future ability to pay for gotxii,
f It, ft*ttvfw$i; cnrrlit: ft*, lift OH JTittf. 9. *)
tijttilfitwfittti <* c<irf*,rtttiona to tha Induitry

r *IIr*i mdiMirim, uttuftlsy th pvoduoara, in
ilitr turn 0vtr limit ntok to A
of who trust to th*m

4iiii iff divjdtndai tlit of aw
tii of productioa, ftnd

* monopolyiy hftw b^a Ufigftj
in If* I) any of

tc, for a nattotmt or

wn>pdy by nimg, owarip of
tck fW4 t'ftrtrfi Mts *d r> *wtHimHly, 10.

it* limr. it) ilip ciidwf! in a living
tuiti tifiiiiiiwil iwntfihip w prtiptrty* wtiicfe i tn t

IMP, f fcif ftitAhtr*a btii*it I) ftn
*r fitnprty uiukrr ilii or * or

j ir irmp of f) n
tti iwiwrly hll in Iff him. 4 [MB,

ih n.) < Ow, Irryils, Ui tniit.
*x fj i, tn trust fir l*lth;

to
/or),

tin * J, I*
tf P

4 in ta ill*

y lia tbt
my T.

llti out*

IIP <iiitttfii, 2, |

3, to cfptlit Si!* If t4* bttl

ttC, tlfj

i iH im I< in vuitiftitt (li> * pirsoii'i f

I* put r<Mtfk
I ITMIM tliftt Wit

wittninl <itf a
%. I my i lit* by hifti

'"W I i * 6 to 7, to
i la * I* t r

i In J lur an itmrj
f
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m MMtff, ttfr.
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f *fa
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under the League of H|tions and coltmleB, etc. taken
from Axia countries folldwlns World War IL
trut-wor-thi4y (truit'wflSfflba-li), adv, in a trust-
worthy manner. '\

tryst-wor thi ness (tfiiit'wtr'i^iiii) , th quftlity
of being trustworthy. "*-,

trastworthy (truat'wttr'iW), ttdf/, itorthy of trust:
dependable; reliable. 5FN. see r^lteWik

trwft-y (trua'ti). adj. (TRUSTIEE (-tl- T*I
(ti-iiit)], 1. [Now K,r] trustful 2. {few
relied upon; dejpendable; trustworthy, n* [pL f
<-ti%)J. l f a trusted person, 2. a convict
upecwu privileges because uf good behavior, * 4

truth (tth), n. (#J, TEUTHS (trOeuJto, trtte)J, [ME.
trtuiht; AS, ir^owth, tviuwlh; see TKVK a -TMl 1. the
quality or itmte of being true; specifically ^) formriyf

loyalty; trustworthiness, 6} lnority; gtnuitas;
honesty, c) the quality of being in EwordmKp with
experience, fact, or reality; ooatormity with fact <Q
reahty; actual xiitnee. i) agrtoment with a ttaadbM.
ruw etc.; eorwctnew; accuracy. 2, that whtoh ii true;
statecaent, etc, which accords with fact or reality* 3*
an eatftblwhvd or verified fnct principle, etc.
tu truth, truly; in fact*
Of a truth, certainly,

5KJV. -truth ittggtiti conformity with the fictt or with
rf&lity, ithr u m WwMied ftbtrcticm ("What It tmtkf*mm Jtfttijut Hkte) of in wtml ftepUoatkia to tUttnMftt*,
act, tc. (tnwi it TO |*^A to that rmaaor) t ?rftcttyt M ftpolfid
to pwn of;to thdr uttemnoit, ewmotti feaWttM 4hfMne<>
t tht truth (I cannot daubt hit iwdl4>)5 wlty, M
ihinn, oonftotea pocfipottdne with fact or with rmlfiy (thi

mifyot hii thetlt): nriatattltttd*, ag a^plfed to Uttnury or
rmiatftfc<it conttti oorrtitpcmlfACM with Mtu*!,

(tk mrin
). *-AOT* fmlilty,

th'W) <ciy* I, ttiling t

tiip the foots: vtrwlowi; honest. 2. o
with fact or reality, m m artistic rtprtttntftttao.

try Ctrl), M. ttwitp (d} TiiriNCj, 1MB, irte
Irlir; ? < LL, %lteritf to cull cmt,j^d < 1*
pp. df UN**, to rob, gmift; cfTmTiL t.

nftlly, to MiNmitt: M* p*rt; hawf 1 a) to mite ont
or mtd r, i fot. w to trci
matel* CJiwOIy wlft OM^ J, (How Ron], to u,
Btftttar* qwpt, itc) by taat or cwatit$ flibl otttt
w, tht kfuthti IrM IM ili.iinito i & jnu it, 4, ) tu
axftmiM tad ( In a law mtrt I) to

IrKiUly t ho g^ut r Ifm0efw* of fad to M Judgt at tha trial of (a oaaa or
3, to put to tha proof; taat, 4 to antooth or
avaft with tryiStf Pian*. 7. to to trtok

He.; tt te vviiri :;*.>rriv /></ H to
to t ttst of ttraicti tr,"**"" -

**-i, *. to fe*it tha optratto or
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trypanosoma 1566 tuberculosis

or a
teat, to determine, fitness or qualifications, asffor

competition in sports, a role in a play, etc.

tryp-a-no-so-ma (tripVna-so'ma), n. a trypanosome.
tryp-a-no-some (trip'a-na-som'), n. [< Gr. trypanon,
borer ; + -some (body)], any of a group of llagellate
protozoans that live as parasites in the blood of man
and otner vertebrates and often cause serious diseases,
as sleeping sickness.

tryp-a-no so-mi-a sis (trip'a-no'so-rm'a-sis), n. [see
-XASIS], any disease caused by a trypanosome.

tryp-sitt (trip'sin), n, [G. < Gr. tripsis, a rubbing <
trwein, to rub; -f jpepwnj, 1. a digestive enzyme in the
pancreatic juice: it changes proteins into peptones. 2.

any of several similar enzymes.
qryp-tic (trip'tik), adj. of, or having the nature of, a
trypsin.

tryp-to-phan (trip'to-fan'), n. [< tryptic 4- -phane], an
aromatiCj crystalline ammo acid, CnHaOaNt, produced
in digestion by the action of trypsin on proteins.
tryp-tophatie (trip

f
t$-faV) n. tryptopnan.

try-sail (trt'sl, trrs&l'), n. [< naut, phr. a try, the

position of lying to in a storm], a small, stout, fore-and-
aft sail hoistea when other canvas has been lowered,
to keep a vessel's head to the wind in a storm,
try square, an instrument consisting of two pieces set
at right angles, used for testing the accuracy of square
work and for marking off right angles,
tiyat (trist, trist),

n. [MB. trist, tristre; OPr. tristrt*

hunting station, hence hunting rendezvous; prolx <
ON. bae), 1. an appointment to meet at a specified
time and place, as one made by lovers. 2. a meeting
held by appointment. 3 a trysting place. 4, [Scot*]*
a market; fair, v.t* & vj* [ScoiJ, to agree to meat.
trystlng place, an appointed meeting place, at of

loven; rendezvous,
taa*dl (tsl'di), n. the eighteenth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet (X, f), corresponding phonetically to English
&r: see alphabet, table; also eadhe.
tsar (ts&r), n* a czar.
tar*a0m (tsir'dim)* n. cssardom,
t8ttr*e'Vitch (tstr'o-vichO* n. a ccarevitch.""' "" "

(
(tuUrev^oa) n a careVIM,

(tjiii-rtynv>), n. a czarina.

(ttXi^iv'ni)* n* csfuitmu

tjar*it (t*tr%t) od/fe & n* cmrlst,
Ti'ri't$yu oiil*rit%jn) n, Stmlingratl ; forawr name*

Tschiiikowsky, Fw Illch, MM
'

Tctolkutfky
tt*s* (twfftQ, n. [S.Afr. D. < th
naniej, any of several tmaU
flies of centrtl and fouthern
Africa, on of whkh ii

etnier of na^aaa and arwtL...
carrier of sleeping

|t* Techntoal S
3 (chwi ehl), n
Jti|> of SudEnfo til

All
of Of

ffoff^ or their ijpwken,
TWapt {tTfthttrtO |

n. fsct

T*A*pKll a
with wry
ritam ttifiii^; CWn

'""" "

Chlfia, on ilw

Stum

! A city in

w. city to
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.

teO, A. in

a
Ite

1. a round, broad, open, wooden container, usually
formed of staves and hoops fastened around a flat

bottom. 2. any similarly large, open container of

metal, stone, etc., as for washing. 3. the contents of a
tub, or a tub and its contents. 4. a small cask holding
about four gallons. 5. a) a bucket or tram for carrying
coal, ore, etc. in a mine, h) the lining of a mining shaft,
6. a bathtub. 7. [British Colloq.J, a bath in a tub. 8.

[Colloq.J, a slow-moving, clumsy ship or boat, v.L &
v,L [TUBBED (tubd), TUHHING], L [Colloo,,), to wash in

a tub. 2. [British Colloq.J, to bathe (onemf),
tu-ba (toow, tS'ba), n. [pi TUBAS (-b*) TUBAE
[L., a trumpet], t. in an-
cient Rome, a straight war
trumpet, 2. a large brasn-
wind instrument of the Max-
horn group, 3. a powerful
reed organ stop of It-foot

tub-sail (tSo'b'l tan/1), **/.

of a tubej eBpecittlly, of a
Fallopian tube. A. ft

Fallopian tube,

TUtA

t ii'bai-kSnO, n. in the JEUMtf,
a worker in and iron;
(ton. 4:22,

tit-bate (tWbttfe, ta%St)
<W* having or forming ft

tube or tubtt.

twb'by (tub'i), !/ (Tustniit (44r), TOWIST (-I4st)f,
L shaped like a tub; henct, 2. ihort and fat, 3, having
dull, wooden sound,

turn Ct05b tftb), it. fPr,; L, tobu, a pip|, L a holtour

cylteaw or pipe of m*tai glft* fiKibw. tc. utuaiUy
iofig tt proiwtion to ll diameter, jfor ecmveying
Hulls* c, 2, *n enoloned, hciltow ryiinder of thin.
wrft metal* fitted at 0n rnc! with a icrew cap aiul

for holding toothpaste* artbt's paints, etc. 3* an
instimnent, put, organ, etc, * tube: tut,

& bronchial ^ttft*. 4, an electron ltil 57 n) an under*
tttnnel for an electric mllrwul I) tC4kw)J, the

ic railroad iticlf, 6. (ArehAiet, a U
^*$&ny t the tower, unitta part of a gatn>|*fuilriUH
corolla or ft ealyi* 8, in *tmntit*t a
tubuimr bounded by of or intiucmirt ;

tilSO fUtWi 4lf fCNtMi tUtM <il ittdUCftod* &*t* |fi'VJR{$

(t(^bd tQbd), TtmmuJ, L to pruvkte with* in,
<w through a tube or 2. tti tubular.

cutN;lM ttr* Clb'l4t tQb^tlif), a kind ol tire f 4
vehicle, of a air-filled unit i

n onlr rwliig ami tewr
tn*lwr lanff). (L. tit. a
tmtteL 1, a f nn umfar*
ground tttiw, as a new plants she
ImdSt or that tit tltn trf tht mlniitu

of tuber, 2 a
tv-tMT-da i Ij t js. |L.
dim. of mm any pp#

i} fa any l
the on tit irf

ft) m * as tut a ) in

siy baid or
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tuberculous

tu*bwcu*Iouui (tw-forycKJ-as, t-rkyochlos, t-
barkyoo'toa), wj. t. having tubercuiosiu. 2, tu-

tutorM* (tab'rSz' tfibW), n. [Mod. U feftmro <I
ju&eromx* knobby < inter; see TUBER], a plant

with a bulbiike root, hhnrt, gramlike leaves, and sweet,
wmttt, funtuu-iihapGci flower*.
tu-b*ro*e (tSB'WMto', ta^Wr-5s') flrf/* tuberous
tu*br-oi>ty (ttf>'ba-rnH'.ti, tU'ba-roiVti), n< WTimwMfTiKi <.ti*)K [Fr. <Mterosiil|, 1, the qumfity
or condition of being tuberoui. 2, a rounded swelling
or projection, as oa a bow for the attachment of a
tmshne >r tendcm.

tU'tMnr-oua (tw'blr-as, ttt'WSr**). adj. [Fr, attain*;
I. JuArriviM; m TUBWMMW. *.l 1. covered with
rmtmtat* wartlikt Dwelling*; knobby. 2. In botany
<, lik*, or having ttibtr or tuber*,

tttlHmiu* root, * twbtrlikejroot without budu or *cal
Iravnt. a*! of thi dahlia.

tub' ing (tcHU/if?* tat/i), ft. 1. the pre of making
tuty*, I, fi or fivitem of tube*. ,1 luhiw eof-
focttvcrly. 4, material m the form of a tub*-, S. a

iif * tube.

1567 tule

*
% iu,

, t tube, DipcL 1. of or iik a tuba
ortuiw*, 2. itr utmiuMd wiw tube*. 3, ioundii

If urmhftflpit:by blowing through A tub*.

t

fk *^^* o
I * |)t 2, w lik or provided witn 4 tubttlurt,

(niMJiurw* c-td), TUMULATtNa), to Sapt into or
will m tr twbuture,
'ifai tS'byoo-li'^toa}, n*

or tubulated.
w* f< L, luMiur;
ibtau itrucltm

* -
aft ll* * rowbitting FfJrm mi

ttt btt'tt ffa'fmie (lOTiy<x'4*ft6r'4u w ^w-*,,-^
w/. n*w<rt nil il tiuroUa* art tubular;
atl <M! Cipftnift wtitfitf4ff* plant*.
I'fcu (*4iW*yx I*. tcfbyoo-ka), *tf* I< tolwk 4*
Mul i, a,

* ' - * ^ "k
. ,

4 . .^-
to IMI Itm ti%y4for} n, fL *w ftmukAiftL ihcMrt Into or Sttbtttor

Jug at itw tap of * u.
TH i tin Uflfl A. (Mini,
CWt'rtrfitiUf rti *'t||||tfit$|$if|tif| <?tuitt

tvnk ,*. |ME, $mkm < MD. <<*r, to
A AS. total, to tiUniat. lit, to tuf t

fur mt tm, nj), L to pull tip or up
p ffifi t M to

witit Hfl, I. ) to the erf (a
*!*,) or fa, m to
*iib nji, |* tie). *> i rtr or wrap

tht way i m.m OM la toi,
to pit r a ii: M,

l|fi Hi UN 4, to
ii fulii in I* Ml* 1. in

4* in n. t, &
Ma ta w fr

i. ma m ft Ite t|t
Ito 4 (BvilMi
pi **> to
mwrtily*

it^. ^tal < 0I* < i>

l or
ItH k flMi, t T i Ml-V

v-4r f to f*

tefe
a WM f

SS^BKiSU.*.^ii
< ^r (||

*-W ii f ft^ iiM
mf ii w
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forming suffix corresponding to -new, an In cerlitml.
Tu-dor (tdB'd^r. tfl'cfe), <m 1. of or belonging to a
mling family of England (14&9*i603), df*HCf*iulwTfrom
Owen Tudor, a Welnn noblafwun who married the
widow of Henry V: it included Heftery VI I, Henry VI I L
Edward VI, Mary I, and Elizabeth I* 2, of the ~- i -"1

of their reigns* 3. designating or of a 4|
ture that prevailed during the rtign of
m characterized by flat arches, shallow
fuse paneling, etc. nu t. a sovord^n __ ._
line. 2. a poet, artist, etc, of the time of the
Tu@s-day (tflSz'di, tttzMi), n. [ME. Tu&$4ij
AS. Tims dmg, Tiw's day, rendering L, M _.

AS. Tw, a;od of war, is cognate with Or. Znut, M.
deua (cf, JUPITER)!, the third day of the wek; ab-
breviated T., Tu. f Til***

tii'fa (t</!0, tU'fe), n. [It. lnyfe, l/a, kind of porous
tone < L, to/us, tuff, tufa], 1, a porous Iimeito0
formed by deposits from springs and utreasns. 2. toJi*
Alio toph, tophe.
tu-fa-ceout (tdT^fa'ihw. tyoo-fl'^Kis), adj. of or like
tufa*

tuff (tuf) n* [Fr, luf, earlier !K/#, to/*^; It. i/o: sco
TUFA], a porous rock, usually itratifted, fomid by
eotwolidation of volcanic ashes, duit, etc.

^cttpua (tufI'ih), <ay* of or likt tuff,

,
w

Marti$

, ,

tuft (tuft), n. [MB,; OFr ttf*; prob, < Otae. (of-
Tor); th -I is uathiitoric (of. oAfy, 1. a bvurth o!
h&tri. fMthtrs, griw, te. growing tlOMly together or

tit the bait. 2* any Almilar cluittr;
cally # a) a clump of plants or tre* b) my of the

cluftwn of threadi arawa tightly throuifi a mattitm.
quiltj ato. to hold the padding in placj auo, a button
to which such t tuft m fastetiid, v.t. L to provide
or daoorat* with t tuft or tufttt, 2, to the

padding of (a quiit mattrttt, etc.) by mutt of rcgu-
larly pcd tufta, f*i to grow in or form into tufts,

tuft**d (tuf'tid)* adj. L lavi**!* provWd with* or
dtcorattd with A tuft pr tufts, 1 formtd into or

H* [tiffI (m Bug. wnivirriuty
.^jrgraattate . from the tun

..^. bv titUxl ufidtrgraduatM at

1, Jkwjpl,
a ptrsm who tries

aintinKuish^a or wealthy
,t: tomay; suob,

...ull of of cuvrred with tufts.
a tuft or tufts.

tuKl), TwottfoL ]MB. lnn^f

a, to <lntw, outL out tekpi ai
;, JAM, to PUHJ IE, r

"

growing in a tuft or tuft
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tulip 1568 tune'up
tu-llp (toft'Hp, tu'hp), n. JFr. tulipe (obs. tulipan);
It, tuUtiano; Turk. tUlbend for dwbend, turban (see

TURBAN) : so called
reeetables a turban]

because the flower somewhat
1. any of^a number of related

bulb plants, mostly spring-blooming, with long, broad,
pointed leaves and, usually, a single large, cup-shaped,
variously colored flower, 2. the flower. 3. the bulb.

tulip tree, I. a tree of the magnolia family, with

bluish-green leaves, tulip-shaped, greenish-yellow
flowers, and long, conelike fruit. 2. any of a number
of trees with tuliplike flowers.

tu-lip-wood (too
1

'lip-wood', tu'bp-wood
7
). n. 1* the

light, soft wood of the tulip tree, used in cabinetwork,
etc, 2. any of several cabinet woods with stripes or
streaks of color. 3. any tree having such wood.

tulle (tSol; Pr. tol), n. [after Tulle, city in Prance], a
thin, jfine netting of silk, rayon, or nylon, used for

veils, scarfs, etc.
tul li bee (tul'e-beO. "* [Canad. Pr. toulibi: Cree
Qtonabi, mouth water], a kind of whitefish found in the
Great Lakes, etc.

TuMy (tul'i), n. [Englishing of Marcus Tullius Cicero),
Cicero.

Tul sa (tul'&o), n. a city in Oklahoma, on the Arkansas
River: pop,, 181,000: oil-producing center.
tumble (tutn'bl), IM*, [TUMBLED (-bid), TUMBLING],
[MB. tombden* freq. of mwtb$n, iomben; AS, tumbi^n^
to fall, jump, dance; akin to G. tumm^ln; Gmc. base
borrowed in Fr, tombtr, to fall], 1. to do somersaults,
handsprings, or other acrobatic feats. 2. to fall

suddenly, clumsily, or helplessly. 3. to stumble; trip.
4. to toss about or roll around, 5, to move, go, etc. in
a hasty, awkward, or disorderly manner; as, the
tumbled out of bed half awake. 6. [Slang], to under-
stand something suddenly (with *o) v*t* !, to cause
to tumble; make fall, throw down* tow about, roll

over, etc. 2. to put into disorder by or as by towing
hart and there; disarrange. 3. to whir! to a tumbling
box or barrel, n. 1. a tumbling: specifically* a) a
somersault, handspring, etc* b) a fall, c) a stumble,
2. disorder; confusion, 3. a confuted heap*
tum-btobug (tum'bl-buiOt *y of several
that roll balls of dung. In which they deposit their
larvae,
tum*bl*down (tum'bl-dottttO* **4/ ready to tumble
down i dilApidnted*
tunvble'dung ?tum/

b'l~dm/)' ft* a ttucnblebug
tuni-bler (tuin'pl^r), n. 1. a mnon who
iaultif tuindfipriDK^- etc.; acrobat. 2* ft kind cif dbg
formerly mm to catc^ mbWtt: so called from the
tnmr in whlcfe It eau^it its prty. J, A kind of

plgfoxi that doet somersault;; <iuririK iiflit. 4, an
omteftry drijiktefi

1

siiiifi* feaviM1 no foot <* stetni to

bottom and could not bt mt doim until tmpfclid.
5* itt contc^nts. 6, JBnti.nh Dial, or SM|4 a tumbn-1,
7* the imrt of a fumfock throuKh whieli me

vipon the iiffifMr. S, part of a.

position mwst bt clutiig*^! by a ley In to
we bolt. 9. on a wrohmg or rockl^ part, *
jvntnn that ftrike9 and
JO, a part moving * into to pS1 * *

It, a .easily tipped, toy.
12.

at

>cwl_,
r} n* any of nf

, ^ grmmd In autumn ;m*l rt
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turn brii {twin/br^l}, n. IME,
Fr, lumhrtL lumberd, tip qtrt < lptort ki

ft^ < UU tti

a (<&^i; MS i
< JWl or p. dE iif*

d! M
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ourt or
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turners, to swell], swelling; becoming inniid or swollen.
tu-mid (t55'mid, tu'mia), adj. fL. tnmidus < turnere t

to swell], 1. swollen; bulging; distended. 2, inflated;

pompous; bombastic. 3. [Rare], teeming; bursting.
til-mid i-ty (td"5-miaY9-ti ta-mid'o-ti), n. [LL. tumid*

ita$]t the condition or quality of being tumid,
tum-my (tum'i), n, stomach: a child's word,
tu-mor (tSS'ni^r, tu'm^r), n. [L. a swelling < tumere,
to swell], 1, a swelling on some part of the body;
especially, a mass of new tissue growth independent
of its surrounding structures, having no physiological
function; neoplasm; tumors are classified as benign or

malignant. 2. [Obs*], high-flown language; bombast.
lu-mor-oua (t68'me'r*e8, ta'm8r-os) adj* 1. of or

having the nature of, a tumor* 2, having a tumor or
tumors,
tu-mour (tfit/mBr, tS'inSr), n. tumor: British spelling,
tu*mu*lar (t^'myoo-Wr, tH'tnyoo-Hr), odj* of or like
a tumulus,
tu-niu lose (ttWmyoo-los' tSfmyoo-13') <*<V U-.
tumulosus], full of tumuli, or mounds,
tu-mult (tuS'mult, tu'mult), n. [ME, & QPr tumutte;
L. tumuttus, a swelling or surging up* tumult < lumw,
to swell 1, 1, noity commMiott, as of * crowd; uproar,
2, confusion; agitation; disturbance, 3. jrrtutt

tional disturbance ;ju{itation erf mind or fee

tu<mul*tu*ar*y (to^-mul'chfiS-er'l, ttt-mu

adj, [L. tumultu&riwlt 1. irrffutr; ditofderly; un
systematic; confused. 2, tumultuous*
tumitl*tu*ou* (t0&HtxiuKohffiV*ei tH-xnul'ohddHNi), od!/i,

{OFr,: L. tmuuuonts\, I. full of or ch*sm0todd by
tumult; iKiiyt ami viotontj rjotou*. ^

2, makltur a

artiflciw mouad: ^p*<;iaJly m* wftdwt buriat nicmnd.
tun (tun), it* (ME, & AH. tunnf> large cmki tkin tn
O, fount; cf. TOMJ, t. a ce& for wine,
Iwer. or ale; hmm* 2. a varying al capieity
lor liouMst loraitrly 252 W!M tr*l {fymt0
(timdj. TUKWINI to put into or In tea <* tuns,

Ttifi., Tunisia.
tu*n (tn^at), % p, TOM4, TiWAi (*ni); set IUUIAL,

2j {Am. 8ft i wit < lanMi as fenny), ai wit < lanMi as fe
i unity, a iMd lij-h 0! the- mMkr! grcwp;
catty* ) the vmimy on the rs^ifiee 1} thn

CtnttAJ Attuvica,

I, of
tlii

) the vmimy
vmty caught off the
ma ma m

tw^ttii CtWat), it. [8p.t or W* lad. origin),
a um!x*r ^ pelatea w the mrttts
prickly opttntii* 2, ui frail uf

bXiy^b1^
tt* 3* tttfipl tfttnettMe.

lAaVbtt), 3* to

ite in

iy cl th

mail tan), . A <
ma WfiJ t A 2,

of air, I* a
A or

unv i :

He* ^tt^l.n tent, mtjf^m^ m mn to *^^ It^ m$
vt

i. tu If to
Q ^i fa I* io

, to W t If
, wto mfm 4, If or

ast
yn*' nm^ to W

AH * tout-, to Uill, itfi| ***^ir
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tung oil turbo*

ttiifn*rai

ttmft oil <tun), l< Chm. yiM'sittf < yn, oil T ***,
nam w the tr*H a yellow, poisonous oil from the
mito m a trrw itrown in China, Japan, and Florida,mt witrad of 1inwrd fill in paint*, varnihe, etc. for
a htghrr film*? and more wntar-rmifitant finish.

ttifig'Atftttt Cttttj%t!tl, n a unit of tungstic acid,
tt*g*stfi Ct.itffftUtin n. |8w,, tit,, heavy nfcone; iun%>
hfitv? f Jtf, Htnne], a hard, heavy, gray-white,
ovtitllsf crwmicAi iwrnr-nt, found in wolframite, tirlwi-
ii\ and tttrifpfttf*, and lined in jitwl for high-spwsd
took in rto'tnr lamp mammttt, *tc.i symbol, W: at.
wt , taf ^1; nt na, 74: atflttniUrd wolfram.

tunft'tttfi'te (tun-ntcn'ik), 4tf/. of or containing tung-
jrtrn,

ttiftftftftn lilftipt an tlwtric lump having filaments of
limit jfrrt and n vrrv low wattage.

tunftateft t*ei, a wry hard, heat-retintant, tenacious
tw wit It tttnjiNten.

tunftfttic (titfiNtikt* Af/. designating or of a chemical
ffffifwttfifl retaining tung*t*n, specially with a*

'iif fivn or li,

n? nf a grmtp of arid* produced by the
i trirtxid*. WOi* with wnter;

.... thw mrwohydrjtt* arid, MtWtk
titw itttrrtfltj, it yellow or y!0w-j?ren

... it* WO* native irirtxidr.

Tuni'flltt ftwifrfiti'j (*nm, dnnn'tiri')* w* a lake In
iwtliffti fiiinim prnvinrt* Chlim: 'nnA, 1,900 ftq, ml,

Tttiifliut n, t, |^l, TttNotmttn (Is)
Tt'wtu*iiL ftf a ffrmip of

Titfiiiiepftkini
ffHwt*'^ | f niiif'Wfiip

<

t| tif Mi^ngotian d^fw^fit* incliifiing th^*

in of the Yninei in th
Amur in Manetmrla. 2. thtr

^W l the TtinguiMNi or their

TttftftlB.
Ttiti*ANi'lt it. n family of

m and Bitaria md Manftnuna:
it and Manehti, and may IHI rtklta
to tl and Tttrlk familten,
I, tltt 2. til Titngitftir.

Ttm-AVHi'pMi cw (the
la crntrat

to tint Rtvrr.
A. MS, teWlto* HlfMltffA. i, A

iwiifti ancl wfititwli ill nftcfcitiit Owccc and Rottw*
t, to tht or

t lt with ft ttl
J, a of tit*

r| 0tr, 4* a IttttfetK 5.

A of |tUtnt tic.

|titti n* l^i
ill *tt ffl

rv tj wr is
*4f th* 1

mitii*t Mf/. |L
ftp i*f tn |*Ul *m A . * t.

In ?4 or iwili1
*,

A* I lit

n* i*ttf *4 ^# * IIF

* <W A
! * ^j

lit n| iff *f
fc

A * I**

_ , ,,-, , ,1* ff$ tf| .r- -

**h

*W*l Will
t|

*
ill It W *i * Ml

H. I

fw t|i*
... .

i4 *
W

% m

% ^ *#

. . - .^
^i d1^^ atlw<wtt>fcist-

aafa^actp*.*-.

* In iti*

** w || *
i*

or by

.

t
-

tl of

a way) by digging ft tuan4L, l/l. to mak n tunnel.
tunnel disease, acompreiil sicknesi,

tun-nel'er, tun*neMer (tunF%*ftr} it. a person or
thing thtt tunnels.

tutvtty (tun'i), n4[pl. TUNNIES (-!u), l^irMir: see PLURAL,
n, t> II, [Pr, ikon: Pr. tow; L wyNfUNw* iliuwew; <?r.

^,vwwrw| l. any of several large, edible ;^a ftsh of thn
mackarel group, with coarse, somewhat , dQy flh.
weighing up to 1,000 pound*; a ttuoa. # Ay of
certain related fishew. as th albaeora M

,

tup (tun), n. [ME. (Scot, & Northern) tuft, tope?
< ON,

|, i . a male sheep ; ram. 2. the striking part ofjt
pile driver or power hammer* v*t* (TITPPEI> (tuptit

1

Ttff>PiN), to copulate with (a owr): uaid of a ram,
tii'peIo (tfi3'pi-H5'j, n. [f/. TUPELOS (15^)], [of Am,
Ind. (Muskhogran) origin |, 1, any of a number of
related trees with small, greenttih flowers and blut or

purple fruit; black, Hour, or cotton gum tree. 2, tht
tough weiod of any of these trewt, Also tujptia twin.

Tii'pl (u"B-pS') t n* [Tupi, comraelel 1. [#, TUFls
(-X* '), Ttrpi], a niamber of a group of South American
Indian tribes living in partN of BraviU chiefly along the
<^(taAt AIW! along the lower Amazon, nod in part of

Paraftuayi 2, their language, iwpeoialty the northwrfi
dialect* twad as a lingua franc* in the Amama region*
Typiaw (toTi-pi^n)* tutj* t. of the Tup! or thfir

tanjntatta. 2, tkitgnftting or of a tarira liniruiatio stock
ol wouth AmaHcan Indiiwis, cntnprimng the Tupis and

of

(tup''n*)i it* twopence.
BA'to, Mount (tWp0ii-gifw) a motuitnin

h Aoetwi on the central ArgentintA-Chit* border;
^ht, 2 1 , 10 ft,

tuc|it (t^5k tttk), n, [Canad. Fr. < Fr, toq*t * c*Pl*
a winter cap coiwijitiftf of a knitted bag tapwrtct ann

at both tndii worn with one cad tutiktd into
tht other.

, Jtti <|uo>qu (tW kwB'kwl tfl kwS^kwi), (L,L thou aldoj

ttif/* y*w too; a retort wcuiing an aoctumr of tht

tumuli

..._* tht north of tt Ow Kivmr; .

L the Ut'.il Altaic fatmlv <tt 2. E
df an/ "t' ttw who t lirtn, </;.

or of or

Port, tmrkmtt: Tttrk, "lkl dial, form of <
Ar Ftf, 4mi^&n4f tttrbaAt 4iw %lii* 4
teiili a l*antil, l, a.

il a cip with wmiadi rouod, it* f s
imlter of A or
round tht head. *i kitia hut wwrn by wcwitti, with
tw bri or a very abort brim turntid p

yii ?iit*4lf W*)i* |ME
,w ,,.. ,.,Fr < tew^* uirfj fltm

cff. Ift torn 1, ilic riihi
it iii nfitittwrt land* 2. turf or i

Ctftf tn> oft IMI I*. T*iy
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itif, dim. f lr*i. tq <

uy ii ftil)| Hh null*
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turbogenerator 1570 turn

tur-bo-gen-er-a-tor (tttr'bo-jer/r-I't8r) , n* a generator
driven by and directly
coupled to a turbine.

tur-Bo-iet (engine) (tttr'-

b5-jetOf in aeronautics, a
jet engine in which the

of the jet ope
ates a turbine which i

energy

turn operates
compressor,

the

r-

in
air

turfob"prop (engine)
(t&r'bo-projpO* [turbo- +
prpp\\r\, in aeronautics,
a jet engine in which the

energy of the jet operates
a turbine wnich drives
the propeller. TURBOGENERATOR

tur-t>ot (tur'bat), n. Ipt.

TURBQT, TURBQTS (-foots); SCO PLURAL, IT, D, 2|, (MIl,

turbut; OFr. tourhout; prob. < OSw, t&rnhuL- t^rn, a
thorn 4- but, butt], 1. a large European flatfish, highly
regarded as food. 2. any of a number of other flat-

fishes resembling the turbot,
tur-bu-lence (tur'byoobns), n. the condition or

quality of being turbulent; disorder; commotion.
tur*bu*len*cy (tur'byoo-bn-si). n. turbulence*
tur-bu lent (tur'byoo-bnt), fid/. [Fr,; L. turhulmtm

t
<

turbare; see TURBID], 1- causing disturbance; dis-

orderly; unruly; boisterous, 2. characterized by dis-

turbance; disturbed; agitated; tumultuous.
Turco (tur'kS). n. (L TURCO* (-k5)l, [Fr, < 8p,,

Port*, or It. turca, lit., a Turk; the Turks ruled Algeria
from 1518 to 1830], a member of the body of native

Algerian infantry in the French army,
Turco- (tttr'kS, tur?k9), Turko-*
Twi"c0*m*iit (tar'ke-men), n. [pi* TURCOMANS (xn*ni)I,
a Turkoman,

and a part of the Balkan Peninsula: area, 206,380
sq. mijjpop., 17870,000; capital, Ankara.
tur-key (tilr'ki), n.

\pl,
TURKEYS (-kiz) f TTJRKEY; see

PLURAL, n, D, 1 j, [earner Turkey-cock, term oria. applied
to the Guinea fowl, sometimes imported through Turkey
and for a time identified with the Am. fowl), 1, either
of two varieties of large, wild or domesticated, North
American birds with a smalt, naked head and spreading
tail, bred as poultry in many parts of the world.
2. its flesh, prized as food. 3. [Slang], a failure: said
of a play, musical comedy, etc.

talk twrky, to talk candidly and bluntly.
turkey buzzard, dark-colored vulture of South and
Central America and the southern United Statctt,

resembling a turkey in having a naked, rrddUh hear],

turkey cock, I. a mala turkey, 2, a strutting or
pompous person.
Turkey red, 1 a bright r*d prothicrd on cotton cloth
by alizarin. 2, cotton cloth of this color,

turnkey-trot (tur'ki-trot')* vj. to dance th turkey
trot.

turkey trot, fcl VOXTROT), a ballroom dance to ragtime
music, popular in the early 20th century,

Tur*ltl (toor'kS), ndi* {Per,; nee Tuwcl, L detripnAting
or of the Southern Turkic langtiaictHi. inchiding TurkWi,
Osmanli, Turkomani *tc, 2, nfiMftnatitur or of thr
proplt^i who speak them* n. t, th Turk! languages.
2, a member of any Trkl pfopti

Tur-klc (tCbHlcik), ct/* L doetinAtinft or ol a tuh-

family oc Altaic diiriwd into Smtthem, or
Turki ana Eikitem* WtiUrn* wa4 Central ttrancht.
2. diiignatlng oc of th pwl who any of

J, Iotly# Turkiith. th Turkicthflte langUMtt.
subfamily of la

(tf&Kki

,

ur'dWorm (tur'di-fdrmO* tf. f < L. lurrfiw* a thrush t

f -/onw), having the form or appearance of a thrush.

tur*dtae (tur'dln, tttr'din), 4/, j< L, ftmlw, a thrash;
4- -tow]* of or belonging to a tag* and widely diu

tributea group of ioiigbirdi eompfftoi the tret
1 allied i

' '

Turlc

df Turkty, tht Turks, thtr
h Turkio

bath* L a kind of Imih In which tha batltw,
after * period of httvy p^ripiratte in romn l ht
air or iiam ii an- 1 eimM. 1 a

thrushes gtott&t,

oltet whfwt a butn ii given*
TtirlftWri dfllftiit

Fr*tureen vw>w r

; L * lowlier fttf r*

earthen vessel < L, toy^tiw* tttthy < Itnrt*

ft large, deep dish idth a Hd, for serving soup, He.
vtooitt <te (dt wmO* wi
^^ TUJRFS {fcttrfw, ordto^ TO?W (tfinm)!,
dn to ON. lor/; IE, *ior*ft*f, tod, lit,

together < bate *WfrW- to twist together),
1. a surface layer of ewth contftining plaato
with their matted roots; sod; sward, 2. a of
this layer, 3. peat, or a piece of It for u M fuel*

4. a) a track for horsa racing; hence, &) horse raelni,

Usually with the (in 4). #.l* to covtr with tun,
turf'01*11 (tflrFmsn), n f^l TURFMEN (-mtn)I, pcrnx**
interested In horse rftclnn.

twrf^ (tflr'fi), 4/. [TWRFIKR (fl-r), Timrsxsr (*i4st|L
1, or or covtretl with turf; grmasy* 2, ctf tht nutuf*
or rwembling turf, & having to do with

Twr-ft^ttef, K*nuti Str-gt-y?lcli (lin' sfr*g
vfcfc too*raytf ; Bay'tonrtniMf. tlrftmf)"

3| Rus:;i;m ^wE^:

rbrlfeWb diil^nt (or pti} fji kind of
of of* iitta |iuyukt;

wttfi jM>w<wrii|l itt^ftf.

flmdpw^i tttil OtlHitlUtt HltiWr*"" M
the Turkiih lirft! T (no>_ (omit tufklih tewtl, a thick cotton towel

witji roagh m of unftftt

Ttirlt*im ctdr'kViit), n. Turkish oultun
outtomtt prlfici&* etc.

Ttork'Mfta (tftrk'oum), n. W TimKMH (

mtlm m of tti Twrkfttfft
Turlijaitia (tQrk^men), n* llw Rant Turkic of
thf Turkomiui*: Trtowi
Turk iiii'iitan

{tflrk^i^fii*!^), Mj* f ili

Turk rii*^i i ituii
Riw, ttwfli^iifft

1
.,

Turk im*n

irflfiir'ifti/tif.ill'iiT'wiT;
I JS4 <IW; tttrkt **.

ftp*
1

*od!/* IL,
to swell), {Mwr EartJ, welling eir

n. |

swelling* 2* swollen
tyr-ftet
tur&st

tur-gld (tttikt),
tur&sttre. to swell

(ttti^kt), KfL* torilil
, swollen; alstendM; olomwi:

tur<jMd>f'ty (tr.jkF*4l), n tnm
tiirlltt (tflr>jfl) it, f< rirfll ^

UWM Ktrnint*im 4- **l

< tmafij id
-I

! futility
, , am

" "

riiiiiC'Hi itoii
'

a miliil rttiilfm cif wlb
'

ttir-gor (tHr'glr), w* |LL < iHffirf, to I* tttr
Kv^rnt'it iir tuniidity, 2, toe nil

f livitii animal and
Anna Ito-bert JfaoaiMt (tot'
fljirwii tip rAww 1727 1711; i

itiBii AW! uctiiitiffiiit,

Tu<rln
(ttHr;'w, tyir'lfi tf>.fte*| it* tflty in

wMern Italy: (Hip., 7tO,CtOO tit W4l)i
?

Turk (tftrfci, n. (ME, rrJtf>; Oft*. Tiw; ML.
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turn
1571 turnabout

OPr, turner, toumtr, both < L. tornw$t to turn in a
lathe, turn < tornm, a lathe; Gr. tornos, a lathe,
carpenter compasses], I. to came to rwolw or rotate
1. to rotate (a wheel, etc.). 2. to give circular motion
to; move around or partly around; as, turn the key.
3. to do by a revolving motion; as, he turned a somer-
sault. XL to form by revolting, etc, 1. to give circular
shape to by rotating against a tool, as in a lath.
2. to gtv* rounded shape or form to in any way, 3. to
give a well-rounded or graceful form to: as, he can turn
fine phrases* IIL Id ck&nt* the position of L to change
the position of, an by a rotating motion: as, turn your
chair around, 2, to revolve in the mind; ponder
(often with WIT): as, she turned the plan over in her
mind. 3, to bend, fold, twist, ttc.: as turn the sheet
hack, 4. to bend back (the cutting edge o! a knife,
etc.); Wunt, 5* to the pomtion or sides of;
intvrt; specifically, a) to change so that the under-
ftuxiac* is on top and vice verm: as, he lurmd the

9) to plow, etc* no that the undersoil
to the surface. c} to alter (a collar, coat, etc.) so

that the inner surface the outer and vice
versa* 6, to to become p*idto down, topty-
turvy, etc. 7. to upont (the stomach), IV, to change
Hut or of i. to bnd the court or;
deflect; divert t nvtrtj as, he t^rtad the blow, 2* to

to chango intentions, actions, etc.: as* I

hunnd him mn his parpen*: gptciftoillF, a) to ootwsrt
or ss 1 torntd hr to proirressiv* viws
fr) to prejudice: as, they turned his family against him,
3. to go around (a corner* an wnay*s flank, etc.).
4. lo rraeh or (a ctrtain age, amount, etc.).

5. to
tie of: specifically* 0) to io movt

or rep*i: a** we iitntrd the Attack* &) to
to recoil* tto, : at, hit own criticism was

him, 6. to drive* sit, let go* etc, in some
way: as, tommi him adrift* 7. to keep (m0$y

nt*.) circulating CMP moving, V. to $hmxe th*

lfftfJit tffi$ #fe m i, to the direction of

fur*, *tc,), 1 10 tlimttt point, *!m etc.:

an* h ttiit gun <m me. 3. to the tame!.
eto. crft mi, 4nrn your to practical

4* to put to (a spfldfted) use or result:

sjfttdyi *** he tumid hiii to good
lit lit to writing* VL to tta***

Hit nr **/ L io oonwrt;
mil ll into bittter. 3. to ex-

fan M, MI tato iuurd cash,
I. to m, aim to to ridicule.

4, tt nr a* to dement,
or 4 fef 7. to

l in as it lijmf her
l to Hi* f)f PI I* to r^H*
#t* I, ui in A or aa rtmtj
timttwi, pivot. I, to In * cliwilir nmnner;

w as, the key won t Iwm.
J, to ml; b in ft SHU, tit? hr d is lnmlnjL II. to

% I, ii* run 2 If be
<m lit, to I, o> to

In * M to ft)

10 shift or the a* if <* n ft*.. ^ to >*
i. io so tliftt

top tti trip btfltottt^^.t
4. l*i sd of lit

IV, to w
fc

t to
w it*

$ JLtM
Ml> MP lit StSft l i, lfi

sji, ttif %m to
,
V. to fa

At A* f . wf ^
fsM

i||ff?i*||l|fl

|^ f ,

, ^ f to; SJL IM

li
or * Nii
4* ?-n

M III*

ims im lit . .

I iwm

1

iW^^B,,,!* R.. '^pip^Tr ysf-
'ir ^"^'""rik-^J-Jiaaj*k

,^|' ^IMillilH iff

*q *

tide, a turn to tEe rigta^* a) a walk taken about a
building, area, etc., as for vuipection; tour. b) a ihort
walk

t
or ride, returning to fas starting place, as for

exercise. 4. the place where X change in direction

occurs; bend; curve. III. Gkang&^f nature; condition,
etc. 1. a change in trend, circumstances* events, policy,
health

j
etc., often for better or for wars, sometimes

occurring at a crisis. 2. the time of si^eoroaological
change: as, at the turn of the century* A^a, turning
point* 4* [Colloq.l, a momentary shock, as f
IV. an occasional or repeated action, perfoi
1. an action that harms or, more usually,
another; as, he did me a good turn. 2* a foouti speUt,
try: M, a turn at gardening. 3. an attack of ilraess,

diswiness, rage, etc.: fit. 4. the right, duty, or oppor-
tunity to do something, usually in regular order, coming
to each of a number of people; as, it's my turn to go.
5. [British), a shift of work, 6. ) a hort performance
given as part of a variety show; act, d) its performer
or performers. 7. a transaction on th stock exchange
involving both purchase and Mile of particular securities,
V. trmd* form, style, chara^t^r, etc* 1* a ditinctiv
form, manner, cast, detail, etc.: as, a quaint turn to
her speech, drets, etc, 2* natural inclination or apti-
tude; flair; as, an inquisitive turn of mind. 3. a tend-
ency; drifts trend: as, th diseusuion took a new turn*
4. a variation or interpretation of the original: as, she
gave the sonata & lively turn.

at Try turn, in every instance; constantly*
by turns, one after another; alternately; in succession:
also turn und turn about.

in turn, to proper sequence or succession,
on the turn, fColloq.f, about to turn or change*
out of turn* L not in proper sequence .or order. 2, at
th wrong time* 3. JCoHoq.I, rtuthiyj imprudently,
take turns* to speak, do, etc, on after aaothtr In

regular omer,
to a torn, to just the right degree; perfectly.
turn iind turn about, om alter another in regular
order: also turn about,

turn do-wa, 1. to reject (a reqtwst, advfea* etc.). 2.

to reject the request, advice, ate. of (someone).
turn In, 1. to make a turn Into; enter. 2, to point
(toes) inward* 3, to deliw; hand in. 4 to giv*
back; return. 5. to fold over; double, 4 (CoUoq*!,
to go to bed.

turn oft, L to liftVt (t n>ml) arid fitter finotht-r roatl

bmnchint <>fl. 2. to &r*noh off; mid of a road. 3. to
but off. 4. to put out (. llftit), 5, to ddket;

divert* 6, IBrittelL to dls^hftffft (empl
*

turd on, I, to ttftii thf fl'w of, 2. to <

J* to ftttack or oppose imddtnly* 4. to 1 ,

on; hiniift { aeptsid cm, S, to put on (ft

tuttt otti t* to tmt out (a light, etc.). 2. to shut off,

J, to put ia* 4, to drive ottt{ or 41s-

chtrgn, 4, to ooflrtt or go out i as to
where. 6. to prtKlace as the nwtitt *f lilK>r. 7* to
rfsttlts evwnttxmte* S* to wove to b*i b^ lound. f to

to be; to. to e^uip, etc. It.

|CotUN|.Itoetmit(tfM,
t. to the of* as tgr i

2. to the ftositfcm of; turn dk*wn;
utferri, I, to p^tiiin* M mm '*
10 tilt mi >v^f. | to

S, to traiwer* t* to
T* to tmt to t use; 9. to

wit Mid (* ^1 ^* to tear nmd
Mil* or ^ th of.

twnite, L to to, 3, t* to te SIMM.
toi wif * * to gtt to tt

cum up* I. to fiit ^r or r"

fioitofti idipi
~

ittfn f*ff4 1| 4

bniiitoUilitby1
% qr

, ...w p
KWLVSto tttf or 7. 10 iw
I *

I 14 t0
f f i* *i{w*it. tM **n H ll 4}v

. 3. 16 lift r

4 to
ffcf It 10

tc.
4 K w or %

<s)Jm lfn SJM
tc.).
I, to in
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turtleback

etc.; about-face, 3. a merry-
one who favors change.

n. a turnabotit

of allegiance,
go-round. 4.

turn-a-bout-i
(sense 2),
tum-and-bank Indicator (tdm'on-baijk'), an air-

plane instrumejat that indicates the rate of turn and
degree of banfc at the same time, so that the pilot
can judge whether the airplane is properly banked for

a particular turn.
tura-buck-le (tfirn'buk'l), n. 1. originally, a catch
for shutters or casement
windows, consisting of a
flat bar that drops into a
slot. 2. a kind ot coupling
for use between lengths ot

rod or wire, consisting of a TURNBtrcKLE
metal loop or sleeve with
opposite internal threads at each end or with an internal

thread at one end and a awivel at the other; the

effective length of the rod or wire can be increased or

decreased by turning the metal loop.
turn*0at (tfSrn'kor)* n, [from the notion, of a coat
worn right side out or inside out, according to cir-

cumstances], a person who goes over to the opposite
side or party; renegade; apostate.
tumdown (tflrn'dounO. <v* l that can be turned
down, 2. having the upper part folded down: as, a
turndown collar.

turned comma, an inverted comma (*).

tuni'^r (tur'neV), n. a person or thing that turns;

specifically, a person who operates a lath.
turaer (tfir'nir), n. [G. < tttrnm, to engage in gym-
nastics < Pr. Jwrw, to turn; se TURN], L a membar
of a Turnverein; hence* 2, a gymnast; tumbler.

TiiiMier, Frederick Jmckfloti (tar'nlr), 1861-1932;
American historian*

Turner, Joseph MaMord William (mal'tird), 1775

1851; English painter.
turn-r*y (tdr'nir-i), n. M TURNEEIW (4z)I, [ttirner

4- -y; cl, Fr. tourneric], the work, technique, product,
or workshop of ft parson who operates a lathe.
turn in$ (tfir'nin), n, 1. the action of a person or

thing that turni; a revolving, winding* twwtl. in-

virting, etc, 2. the art of process of shfcplng; thmgt on
a lathe; tuiwry. 3. a shaping or ftshioning (of literary

work). 4. a pfa.ce whera a road, etc, turns or turns off,

turning point, 1. a point at which omth!n0 turns
or changes direction. 2, a point in time at which a
decisive change ocean; crisis*

turnip (tflr'nfp), n* (earlier tnrrup; wrob, < Fr. tour

or Bog* <*r*, m the of "turnedi roina 4 MB.
np4 < AS^ wsp, a turnip < L. H&pu*]* 1. either of
two planU of ihi> muitard family (the wkfa turnip and
the $wi4$$h turnip* or rni&bm^} with hairy and
a roumiihj light-colnrd fl^hy root m A wg-
table* 2, the root of either of thene plantai,

tur-nix: (tOr^niki)* n* [Mod. L,* Gir < L. eotemta,
quaii < +WQ&wrnte; of echoic origlnl any m a grcwp
oc smalt, tnreetoed game blrdi meemmixiit the p^lowwi
fcmnd in southern Kurope. northtm Afrtet* and Ail*.

tiim*ky (tUm^k80 IM TWHKY (-kliOJ* * ptrfoam chtw of the kfys of a prlwn; warder; jailtr*
turn-out (ttrrn'our), nu 1. a turning mil* 2. a gather*
ing of jHopU% as at a *wtin#, ,1 [HrUt hK a mbm
stpke or ntrikrr. 4* thln^ ptMhie^ci; mttpui 5* 4
wider part of a narrow rcM* or a Awt m*
ahling vhiolei to <m@ anolhrr. 4 A railroad

tiding. 7. a carritft with lit hwm w
* equipment; ottint: my
pk^*f^r {tlmfd'vlr) n* La iwmia

4) an uptei In a hftng from
-

, ttte, t0 iothrt 2. a tart or a pte by
half ft cirtttlar ovwr the
tit 3 a) the mnnli'T of a f

, _4 and In A nf

_&) the amount m t
^ m ttet u> of in tfifjiwf ii
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TORNSTILE

turn stile (tttrn'sta'). n. 1. a post supporting two re-

volving horizontal crossed bars,

placed in an entrance to allow

the passage of persons but not
of horses, cattle, etc. 2. a
similar mechanical apparatus,
used at entrances to subways*
theaters, etc. to admit persons
one at a tira: it is often coin-

operated,
turn stone (tdrn'st5n') n. my
of several small, pioverhke,
migratory shore birds related

to the sandpipers: m called because they turn over

pebbles in search of food,
,

twrn-ta-ble (tflrn'ti'b'l), n 1. a circular revolving

platform with a track, used for turning locomotives,
as in a roundhouse. 2. any of various horiwwital

revolving platforms: as, a phonograph turntable

turn up '(ttirn'upO, something turned up; A turned-

up part- adj. that turns up or is turned up.

JTmti-verein (town'fer-!n'). ., [O. < tor***, to
exercise + veritn, a union, association* club}, a club
of turners* or gymnasts,

f

bentyntt GPr. t*tbr*tiitf;' L ttr#bintki*MX, of the

turpentina tree < tovWwlAiw, turpentine tree; Gr,
terJoirtihosL 1* the brownish-yellow, stick y semifluid
oleorosin (Ckian iurptniiw) exuding front the terebinth,
2, any of the various otooresins obtained from pirum
and other coniferous trees, 3, a light-color**!, volatile
oil distilled from such oleoresins4 UMCKI in paints,
vamiiheu, etc., and In medteten: in full* oil (or spirits)
of turpentine, p.f. [TURPRNTINKP (-t!mn TURPRN*
TININC], 1, to apply turpentine to* 2. to titract

turpentine from (trwts)*

tur<p*th (tCtr'patlh tttr'ptth), n* IML* l*rpttk*m> ult.

< Ar (colloq,) & Per. wrW} *- a* emetic from
the mot of an Auirai*imn jptant, 2, thle plant, 3,

basic mercuric *ulfate HgSQ^HgQ, ft heavy, lemon
yellow powder* used an a purgative)*

Tur'plfi, JWeJc (t&r*pin), i7W"I7Jf j highway*

tturpl'ttMl* (t&r
f
pa*ta"ftd' .}fir"p*"tQd') w I?FJ I

4tprvlfey.
ttur*quoli

vlieL t

this.

, d
fern, of OFr. for

Iwrtffc Off,
( TUHK):

urop* throuxri

BT), It.
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turtledove

2, ft ffimilar structure protecting the decks of early
gunboat* from enemy fire,

turtl*d<mi (tfir't'1-ciuv'), it. (ME, twilt, torttt: AS
twrtlt, iMflte; U JttNNr; of echoic origin: cf, TURTLE],an? of fwyeral wild dows noted for their plaintive
cooing and the aftection that the mates show toward
each other.
turctohtftd

{tOr'i'MMid'),
n. any of several hardyAmerican herbs of the figwort group, with large white

or purpUi floweri,
tur tl*nck (tttr't'l.nek')* #. designating a sweater.
etc, with a turtle neck.
turtle n*ck, a high, turned "down collar that fits snugly
nbmtt, the ftrck, AH cm wne pull-over sweaters,
turfm (tftrviO* A, archaic plural of turf.
Tuft<Cft'loO'tft

(tua/kft-UWjw), ft. a city in west central
Alabama: pup,, 46,000.

Tut-cao (tu*'kn), of/, JL,
TtMCftn* Etruvean). 1. tf
Tuncany* tti piwjple, et*. T
2. ilitniifftating or of a I
ctaatwaf (Rfttttan) order <f
atrhitectttre characterised
by tmfhitei eoHiniiw with
a'riuglik* cipll*l am) a
frieae k the Jr*fie A.
I, n*tlvc or inhftbitant
*rf TtMCftny, 2, any of
flw ImtiAii 'vj

TuAcfttiy* that
t*ttt tundard rtracAN cArttAt

Tui'C*'lty (ttuH(Mi), A. formerly a gr*ttl duchy,
ft ilepftrtmvat, wttrii Italy: arii $.861 iq,

ftit4 tt44I; cfctfel ally* Flortnot:
, .JtftluMI

IMP-* ftttt%iii*fflf%, lm rk*rS/
rt) A. |^l, Ttit'*

* TtnrMOftA* i*d -r*ll n flMmbtr of ft tribe of

,5 AH tmtiAitf ft 0M tiitusi imng in North Carolina
tint thi IratA Confederacy lit

tip, i w#w York fto4 Ontario*
fnfiv/* tt nn

It. AS. Iwi* Iwi; v.ir. of tmfel
I, a i. a "i' ft

.JME. < AS, li
tt

Aicitt |n Cir liii iNtHi OtOQ* *lttni^ifei c *ii*^A <
< <w t to tfti (d. fcxitiili,

I, ft tooliii. oiu* of m pwr*
ih mouth ftpn for

up ffwf. m lit wild 0r
1, fang* pr<trumftg tooth. I. A DTO*

yl. to dig tt wlw a
II4K Of - ' '*yM W <MMll.

Jf.

TMf4*t ft* i in AiAbftni*,
?fJfHt

it* an wIlli i
ft wild #te,

: fiiiM,
ill,, * i . M

tint talk.

t. lite mik i *w fnNili iMi* Ate tiitli **. u**r,

^573 twattle

inrtMr iMwr fMfr%
if|* [

pi

,

+

ftMHgll.
ft

ol.

ppf i*i^ttir!Wl#

ji ,t

imi
01

*4 IMA*
tUNII <

_
fci

^
toft ; pit*

TUTKLARIES (-12) ], a tutftlAty god spirit, naint, tc.
til-tor (tSo'tw, wtftr), n.'(ME tutour; OFr. l

tulour; L* iMfor < teftw for <ij^i pp. of liieri, to look
after, guard; cf. TUITION, TUTUUUV], 1. A private
teacher. 2, a legal guardian of a mlttW ul Ms property.
3* In Bngliih universities, a college racial m cmrga
of the studies of an undergraduate, 4 mst American
universities and colleges, a teacher ranMtaig Wbw an
instructor; teaching assistant. v,t* 1. t&.fot * a.

tutor to. 2, to teach; instruct, 3, to tram nadir
discipline; discipline; admonish. y,l* 1. to
tutor, or instructor. 2, [Colloq.l, to be
instructed, efmecially by a private te&chtr.

tw-tor-ag (too'tilr.il, tfl'tftr-ij), n. [sea -AG? 1. the
position, duties, or authority of a tutor; tutorship,
2. a charge for tutoring.

tU'to<r!>*! (tcTTMdr'i-di ta-tS'ri-*!), 4/ (< L.
-H -all. of a tutor or tutors.

tutorial system, a yiitem of initructlon, m in
univursitieti, in which a tutor direct* the studies ol and
haft general HuperviHton over each of the imall group
ctf students aiwumed to him*

tii'torship (tcWtSr-ihip
1

* t^tlr-ihip')* [ *pj f

the p*itin duties, or authority of a tutor.
tut-ci (t0&'ti; It tWt'tl), Mt/. [It. (pi. of JMtto). lit., all

< LL, *MtM for L, lotos, all, whole; cf, tOTAt) for all

irwtroments or voices; a muaicai directicm to me pr-
forntert, n* f^i Ttrms (-ti)K l ft pkyeti
ar sung by all perfortnisrti, 2. a tonal effect produced
by the concerted pkying or singing of all pirloriiitrs,

twt'tt-fryt'Ci (tW'tWrcWti), n. lit., lit,, alt fruits*;
cf. PMC, I, a prtitrv candy, or ice crt& made with &
tuirburt of irultt or fruit flavoringi, 4/* o*da or
flavored with a mixture af fruits*

tnit*to (ttf
td), 4f* Ht.| ail; entlw: a

tiem,
dlrte-

ttt'ty (tufI), n. (MB. & Ut* OF*,
line oxide; prab, a! Per, or Indie

t blu vitriol)* crude ssirw oxide

A*. WlyA*
; of. Stun.
form of ft

wtt prcxlucfc tnm thr ftwtn of tmdtlBg .

tu*tu FT. ttt'tU'J, . fFr.J* t vtsry Aort, fatl,
danctra,
mmd df Amtrimn

mm* 40 tq. ml.; pop.,

jprojctli ikirt worn by ballet
Tu*tu4*ls (I55

#t-il
lfiil n

Baraoft, in tfe Smith Ftclflc:

7IOO; chiw city.

of th* R.8,F.S.!L. ttorthwftst ol tot Mongolian
Etpibltos arm, M.000 M. mi; pop.. 71,500;

oapitai, Kyayi Khotoi rorffcwrly f !* rmn
tw-wnit tw*wM0 (toTS-hwit^ td^>hw6V)t

t u>jt M ilit fhat'iu'frrrit it? voeftl runmd tnadc by i cmI ;

alto uftnl M t v*rb*
tux (tuk'i). n. (Cc>llfiq4i

fiatnt ol a ecmntry club at
I^kt, w.YJ, i, f *tt*i kokt for
w^wt, ttiwitiy with t

fintt than a maiowiAil eaali dinntr 2,

wit with
tii'jmt (twlVii^ M*t IV. ti^lr^. n* fir.

< teyMi. ft ptotX tht piM or
ft fti teto !0rpit fir,

VA. Vi^br Attterllf
rr) n. KAlw%fIly in IKH.S.R : fHtmrr

), J;. 4 n* ft S<'ot.); AS ;,

ft M ft I

ft tWiillS J% ft'

""" t^i&TJK^auR'r^'



twayHade 1574 twinberry
TWATTLING], [< tattle; cf. TWADDLE], twaddle.

tway blade (twa'b!Sd')> [archaic tway< two (ME.
tw&; see TWAIN) ; -f blade], L a variety of orchid with
two broad leaves and small, red-veined, yellow flowers.

2. any of several orchids having two leaves springing
from the roots.
tweak (twek), v.t. [var. of dial twick < ME. twikken:
AS. twiccan, to twitch; cf. TWITCH], to seize and pull

(the nose, ear, etc,) with a sudden jerk and, usually,
twist, n. a suaden, sharp, twisting pmch or pluck.
Tweed (twSd), n. a river in southern Scotland and
England, flowing into the North Sea: length* 95 mi.
tweed (twed), n. [< misreading of tweel> Scot, form of

twill; later associated with the Tweed, river flowing
through the region where the cloth is woven], 1. a
wool fabric with a rough surface, in a plain, twill, or

herringbone twill weave of two or more colors or

shades of the same color. 2. a jacket, suit, etc. of this.

3. pi. clothes of tweed.

Tweed, William Mar-cy (mlr'si twM), 1823-1878;
American politician: called Boss Twmd*
Tweeddale (twSd'dal', twS'd'l), w. Peebles, Scotland.

twee die rtwe"M1), v.i. [TWBEDLED (-did), TWEEDLING],
[echoic or a reed pipe], to play a series of shrill tones;
said of a musical instrument or its player. v*t* I. to

play carelessly or casually on (a musical instrument).
2. Influenced by wheedle], to cajole or wheedle, as by
music, n. a sound produced by tweedling,
tweedledum and twee-dle-dee (twdl-dunr'a-
twS'dl-dBOf t< tw@edle t echoic word for a thrill note;
first used of rival musicians], L two persons or things
so much alike as to be almost indistinguishable. 2.

[T- T-J, two almost identical characters in AIM*
Adventures in Wonderland,^ Lewis Carroll
Tweed Ring, a group of Tammany politicians, headed
by W. M, Tweed, who misappropriated miuionf of

Jollars while in control of New York City (1868-1S7I).
'miilf, Baron (twMat'myoot), see Bucfluui, JofeA*

(twSn) f #re$f 1MB* tw#*t aphetic for
oMci Dft

M nigh
tmfif.

r. Jfttfy, pt, of

,], a case or set of anxau inatrumenta,
_______ Inst^tuttente: also apelled tireeee*

.__ ......_, ation < to*Nrj] t IColloq,], to pluck,
^.. , , hauidKatc. with or as with twee*ers,

tWeez-er (twSz%), n [< |W^M; in mod, use a back-
formation < JWMJWJ], tweeters,
tweesB'r (tw5z'8r), .jWL [altered (after
scissors, etc.) < <wea] f 1. small pincers
for plucking out hairs, handling little

objects, etc,; often pair of twnrft
2* TObs.Jf & tw*e*
twelfth (twelM), tfdf/, [MB, Jwrf/fte,
twdfa; AS, tivdfta; BM IWELVI-; & -ntj,
1. preceded by eleven ottart in a
1 2th. 2, d%natinf wy of tho twttw
equul parts of tionietliing. n. K the
one following the elevwffht 2* way of
the twelve emttl piats of somelfhiai;
1/12. 3. in music, a) Att interval of tw-lvt*

in a diatonic fkmle. I) I tOM
abuve or Mow n, gifwi

ation uf two

tip
afl

_.g;ht End w ,

tw*!v (twdv), <

akin to O. 00|f
..*, IPWMMW v*v w* vtw*i Uftpf tan)* 43f*

. two more fcfawa tot, n. I, A|
imr between eltwtt ad toirtiMMi; ll* 3CIL I. *
10 of twelw or
Twtlf* the TwIv
"

ApcwthNi, thf twelv* by
luff o In teiM'h tfit* gttS|,J; iip^g:tl%

'r.M'i *-*J f HW^T t*

411 4ft __
MT/. in Wm^f tt

*/
*

to

chromatic scale are u$ed without reference to a specific
tonal center, or key f but in an arbitrary, fixed order,
twen<ti6th (twen'ti-ith), adj. [ME. twentithe; new
formation for AS. twentigotha, tovmtogotha; see TWENTY
& -TH], 1. preceded by nineteen others in a series;
20th. 2. designating any of the twenty equal parts
of something, n. L the one following the nineteenth.
2. any of the twenty equal parts of something; 1/20.

twen-ty (twen'ti), adj. [ME. twmti; AS. twentig,
twegentig, lit., two tens; see TWAIN & -TY (tens); akin
to G. vwanzig, Goth, twai tigjus]* two times ten. n.

[pi. TWENTIES (-tiz)], the cardinal number between
nineteen and twenty-one; 20; XX,
the twenties, the years from twenty through twenty-
nine (of a century or person's age).

twen'ty-fokl (twen'ti-fSld')f <// [c -FOLD], 1. having
twenty parts. 2, having twenty times M much or tw
tnany. ad'i/. twenty times u much or as many.

twen-tjf-oine^ (tweirti-wun') n. a gambling gaiw* at
cards, in which each player's aim in to obttim from the
dealer cards whq pip total twenty-one r wt near i

possible to it without exceeding it; alio called black-

ja$k, ringM-un*
'twere (twftr)tit were.
twl- (twl), (MB, tooi*, Itt^-; AS, M~; for the IE. bane fica

TWOU a prefix mt&ning two t drnfak* twfae.

twl-bli, (twFMF), n, [MB. Mfrtt; AS. iww*w
set TWI- it BILL (weapon)], t [Obt.|, an ax with two
cutting edges. 2, [DW.L &) a mattock. 6) a reaping
hook. 3, fArehaic or PoetieJ, t double*bladed battl*ax.
twice (twit)* orfp. (MB, Iwte; AS, *l| < Iwlia,
twice + "*f ge^it* sing, endingl, I, on two fK*caiioi or
In two inntancet. 2* two times* 3, In twofold amcmnfe
or degree: doubly: M Mft the money*
twlct-wld (tw!nidOi w/ t. m*d from the yarni of
old rope, 21 made from remnants or utod matoriat.
twtottol4 (twfs'tSId

1
)* fl t. told twice. 2, told

manj t!mt*s; Imekntytd; trite.

TWklc*i'totiim (twik^9nom) v * city on tt Thamit

ntiyr London, Eagliiad: pop.* W,0*"
*,-*. ,i .J*^. /A }J*#l*^^^, J I'ja^l.jL..^.. _^-,

ipiw, via dial, < Oil. ttidfa. to stir: Influvncod by
eohoism], to twirl cv play with lightly. iu* I* to
toy or trete with oojcot. 2, to b
trots. 3. to mow in a twirling mannr t n t light

motion, as with th* tingera,

1Jrt
! or ttenbt, t, to twirl Uuimbi

imy around on another. 2, to do nothing; bo iak
|g (twig) jtJMB. A AS, Iftlffr; iadirtctfy tkln to

O. mutts IB. *tf*Mo < base qftffti*, two (cf. TWO);
prob. with roferonoo to th* forking of tm twig), i
mall branch or of t trot or shrub.
^m (twig), V.6 4 J (TWKxmD (twigd),
via thiewt* < Ir, fMffi I EBntiith

;J I, to I, to" *

D, W.
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twinbom
1. a variety of honevtuckle with purple flowers. 2. a
trailing vmr with ml hrrriea; purtridxeberry.
twin-born {twin'Mm U **<*/ born an a twin or twins.
Twin Cult** 8t, Paul an<l Minneapolis.
twine (twin). n (ME. & AS. iwfo, twisted thread <

of fH t. strong thread, string, or cord of two
or mom fttranu* twisted together, 2. a twining or
being twinn). .1. a twined thing or part; twist; con-
volution. 4. m tangl; snarl. 5, a twining branch or
fitrnv of ii pmnt. ir.f. [rwtNXD (twtnd), TWINING],
|Mh. prcib, < D, tw$jnm< to twine, twist, lit.

tt dmttffc ", thf n,l I, 4) to twist together; inter-
twmi*; tnti?ruic 6) to form by twitting, intertwining, or
Interlaetnxi 2, to encircle cr wreath*' (one thing) with
anotrw, J. to wind (something) around something
PIII\ 4, tit rttfnUi, fttitifnrt% UM as, the wreath iwinm
hi* brow, y,f. I, to twint, infrriocft, wrrath, etc. 2. to
I wilt, turn; wlml alxnit.
Twin ttslfa, a watrrfali of thn llvtr, outhra
Idaho: hmctit. 1*0 ft.

twin-far*r (twin'fltm'ftr), n. ft trailian plant of the
luftirynurkw* ffttntlv, with gtosiiy leaws and small,
friiiiriinl, pink* itrilshapd m*w*rs arowiiii in pairs,

tw|fi* Clwtell.
fc

tf.f. (twiNciKti (twtnjd), rwiNGiNo),
(MK AS* fMmi0n, to iquiwso* pinch;
^ fir < has* (IB, *liwnA-)

in IK t oomp*Q to to
A pain, pangi tf |tialni, vjf to
A pain, it* 1, a iwd4*, iiarp

2* i|tt*lm AM
twl*ttMtitf twloigbt Clw!'itlt/K tf. 1< +

in a Inttbl'li^iff which
to tint kit ana continual into th even*

[571 two-legged

A%rA^fiti7frM* ^ImJ^iS^a!
to t, to i

fc ' f " * ' '

*1 ilAff; *!!,,., .,, .,.,
. l itfi* i wit It atnuwnwntt saiti ol tfaw u,_
i it* to *l ft In * nuuuiwr
an 4, (AtvhaieT* to wink
t*f tl t. ti> l*> twmkl*, 2, to ifttlt

m n L liektr or
f lit J itliil, ttmittimwmtj In i

"

ff I, an 4, tfw
Iff a a

twwiillM A. i mf A!
....... , , . iil^*tfi . .
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thing
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! |iwifiiSi/iwf/t J tftt"ii*V"iwii"(r .twins.. 2.

wt i fniplwl , rvifui^tting <rf twn
fc* Ht |<| firiftt ,,\ I Will,

twin nlni (twitt'it)** it. I. thu l 2. a
ir i J, llw fornuitiim l a twin

ti try*uR
tiiittitft#w trif, twit wo*

r^ in M
twifi *.t. n fJ* Mr*) <
MK tit < Iw tttfttj, i to
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apecifically, a) clooely twlitod cotton vurn rd
warp thread, /;) Htrcmg closely twliti*<! silk thrrad
for making butfcorthoks, tc. I. tebftcc?^ in tlw fcrrm ol
E twiHtad roll. J, a loaf ol breaff r roll miwlp tf one or
more twister! pieces of dough. 4, i knot* te, mitde by
twUtintf, II. a twtnttm of MHM L rotation;

spin, turn, twirl, tc, 2, a spin glvttt to a ball in

throwing or striking it. J, ipiral movtfn*it ftong and
around an axis. 4, the condition of btiug iwjitta in a
spiral; tornonal strett, 5. the degrta of thi:;; of
torsion. 6. a contortion, as of the fact. 7. A flfVfnch
or aprain. 8. a turning aside ; turn ; bnd. 9.

tendency, *sp*cittUy an eccentric one; bias, 10. ft 41**

torting or perverting of meaning. $YN* n*e curvt*
twitt drill, a kind of drill with deep spiral for

carrying out chips.
twlat**r (twia'tgr), n* 1, a prson who twltt*. 2, A
thing that twUtn; npeiflcally a) a machine far twisting
thrradft, tc, b) & thrown or batted ball that h*s
given a twist. 3, a tornado or cyclone*
twit (twit), yt [TWITTED (-id), TWITTING], [by of
initial a < ME, alwllrn, to twit; AS, mtwmn; mt* at 4-

tMtoM, to ac^uiwts bafw us in ntfi}, to reoroitchi upbraicf,
taunt, *tc,, efM*cittlIy by reminding of a fiiult or mln*
take, lit 1. act of twitting, 2, a reproach or taunt,
twfteh (twich). ul. * .f. [ME, immkmf AS, ttete
to pluek, catch hold of; akin to (>. m&$km; prob. <
1>M6 of lw^; baite "to pinch <jff'*j cr* TWARJL to pull (at) with a sudden Jerkj pluck; anatch* 4.

to mow with A Quick, iuddtn motion or eonvuliivtly,
it* La mxdden quick jurlc, 2, a Muddtnt Quit'k fautiun

fvijK
i

rially
f

ft cunviil .ivc ofit; u;; t a fteki JtewfA,

fwftcl&fgjmM. couch a wo^ly kind >f

tvtit*ttr (twit1r) J (MB, M^n? rf, O, ^
A Bug* lwli* 1* to tiuikr ft of light,
mtwrnnttttit vocal nottnds; chirp continytiurfy or
tswrnutoualy; said of blrtii. 2. to talk in a rapid
tremuloui mmittter erf nAitation, Umluity
tto. $ chatter. J* to trtmbli with imitriMifity

eto* 4. to titter. u*tf* to or aay in a twlttirinic
iiHfiu*r, /i* t , ;i lij-jht . iharpp uit.''ntutt.f'nf vtioaii

ol * binl; chirping* 2. any similar mind* 3* a em
* ittuu of irantttlmtft cwitemttnti tint t*r.

(twit%) n* a punoa wte twlta

two (tv<iL tf<//. ]Mli Im IN; AS, imt t ftm. A ntitt,
IN, nout. (cf, "m AIM); akin to G, IE.
two, Bwm alst) in L n two (Hf, IFAL) (ir, 4no v *to*t
Cf, TWI fWIM, TWW1, TWIO, TWITCH. UtO.L
tint than OM* n, t. the cardinal ftttfftbff

lw%wtn oti auI tlirwi 2; IL 2 aoinwlliiiif that ha;
Iwo <>t ativthuiK M ill cwteteiiiifii a
t playinf or dmmiu invu krd with two
to tw t in two jnui ;; wundcr.
tntt tw0 **ti two t.o$tthr, in rtch an c^fiwa con

*;!u -u.n bf nrv;t,il t<^fJ lu-f .

fwo-biMt ii<>r (tA'lw^irF* H* (wwpl* * hit,
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e&fi without *Vt AH
nl*iii fitllwi I!MWW*'
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two-master 1576
two-mast-er (t65'mas'tr, too'mHs'tSr), n. a sailing

ship with two masts.
two-name (t55'nSm') adj. designating or of commercial
paper bearing the name of two parties, the maker and
the endorser, as liable.

two-"part time (to5'p&rt') > musical time that has two
beats or multiples of two beats to a measure.
two-pence (tup

r
ns), n. 1. the sum of two pence;

two British pennies. 2. a former British silver coin
of this value, since 1662 coined only as alms money for

Maundy Thursday. 3. a British copper coin of this

value, current in the reign of George III.

two'pen-ny (tup'on-i; also, esp, of nails, t55'pen'i)
adj. 1. wortn or costing twopence (cf, -p^nny) ; nence,
2, cheap; worthless.

two-phase (to"5'faV) odj. in electricity, diphase.

two-piece (tWpeV), adj.t consisting of two separate
parts: as, a two-piece bathing suit.

two-ply (t53'pll')r adj. 1. having two thicknesses,
layers, strands, etc. 2. woven double,
Two SioMies (sis'l-iss), a former kingdom including
Naples (with lower Italy) and Sicily: united with the
Kingdom of Italy in 1860.

two-sid-ed (toTysId'id), adj. 1. having two sides.
2. having two aspects: as, a two-sided question.
twosome (tdVsam), n, 1. two people together; a
couple* 2. a game, etc* for or played by two people,
3, tnese people, adj. consisting of or engaged in by two,

two-fipot (tS3'spot') n. 1, a playing card, domino,
etc* with two spots, or pips; deuce. 2* IColloq.],
a) a two-dollar bill; hence, 0) two dollars.

two-step (to"o%tep') n. 1. a ballroom dance in 2/4
time, 2. a piece of music for this dine.
two- thirds rule (tW'thurds&Ot formerly, a rule !a
Democratic presidential conventions requiring a vota
of at least two*thirds of the delegate to nominate a
candidate.
two-time (t5't!mO *?* [&*] to deceive in love;
be unfaithful to (one's lover, wil> or busba&d)*
'twould (twood), it would.

two-way (tWwI'} edj, I, having two ways, !ane

etc.; allowing passage in either direction; as, a two^tay
street, 2. that cotmects a pip wire, etc. to two othert.
3. In m&ik^matics* <x) that estttnds in two directions or
dimensions, b) that hat two modes of variation. 4,

that is used for both transmission and reception: at* a
l*t*0**y radio outfit.

two., township.
T.w.XLA., L Textile Workert Onion of America: a
C.I*0. laoor union* 2. Transport Wortort Union of

Amrku a C.I.O* kbor union,

-tyjti), fMB. 4W, *4te, -K; OFr. 41; U 4, 4o*!f|, a
turn x&esudtag fd% of, amditum &f> found in
abitmct nojunt of Latin origin* at tauifry.

-V W)i I
M * ^ -11** AS %t k to O. -nil* Goth,

ffipw fel tiijmj* ten; ZB1.'ttiM^(4* dat, pL <
*feJSbi-, ten$ of. TEMJ, a
as in iwtfily, l^lrly, eto.

y* Ttrritory,

/-burn (tFbini}i n. a formtr pUice of public wwutto
a London, England,
>dht (trkilt n* in Gr<-?k myihdi^y, ite *

:

>f

>, Idtnitfied with th Roman Jrartan*.
n. (Japan* iiiikun t <

I. A*titiiMiwrto gnat 4* MUM*" A "
"it focwwr
powfrfu!

W" ~ TT ^
'-"''

J"
"""" f * A *""'"""

JPT'iiS

to the formar Hhof:un l 2.i
Indtnvtrialtet, mnclrr*

tid^1*fft), w.{L;0r,
it- fatter of 1 >utm.>f fr.^ ana

te.

toTin*

pitldpte of te,"

^it.fMCllrolC% f UiaU. KadMt
r a wcinart! <r cur, 2 jScoi.j, A, 3
ft elilclt ten* of

"

or hlkl. tdtftn
'-1

* a e)|y la
~~

r <"
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tympanic membrane, the eardrum: see ear, illus.

tym-pa-nist (tim'po*nist), n [Pr, tympani$t<$; L.

tympanista; Gr. tympant$$$ < tympanon* a drum;
see TYMPAN], a member of an orchestra who plays drums
and other percussion instrumenti.

tym*pani-te (tim'pe-nl'tfe), n. 'a dtentlon of the
abdomen by tn accumulation of gas or air in the
intestines or peritoneal cavity.

tym*pa*nit*lc (tim'p9-nit'ik) adf* of or having tytn-

tym-pa-ni'tls (tim'po-n!'tis) n. iafiammatlon of the
membrane lining the tympanum.
tym-pa-num (tim'pQ-nsm}, n. [pt> TYMPANUMS (-norn*),
TYMPANA (-na)|, fL,; ae TYMPAN}, I. the middle ear

or, sometimes, the eardrum: see ear. 2, a) a drum
or drumlike instrument, b) a drumhead. 3. in archi-

tecture, a) the recessed space, usually triangular, en-
closed by the slanting cornieiw of a pediment* often
ornamented with sculpture. 6) a corraponmnK feint-

circular apace enclosed by an arch and the top of the
door or window blow it, 4, in ibctritityt the diaphragm
of a telephone,

tympany (tim'pa-ni), n* IfL TYMPANIK* (*nilL
[ML, tympmias; Or, tympanw < lympantw< drum;
see TYMPANL 1* inflated or distendwt condition;
hence, 2, Inflated bahgvlor or style; bomhaotj ccmceit.

Tyu'dale, William (ttn'd'l), 14W?l53d? Engikh
theologian; translator of the Bibte; exoeutcd: alto

spelled Tfadal, Tixsdatit,*" "

'11, John (tin'dl), !2I>"I3* British physleiit.

(tin-4tr'i-) n. (L.; Or,
legendary Spmrtan king; n Letfa.

IVne (tin), n. a rivw In Northumberland,
ftowiiag into the North tength* SO nil.

TynH'Hiouth (tta/nwthj tln'mttthh 4 ci^ In n
eastern England* at the mouth 01 the Tyans
65,000 (ett 1940).

typ.f 1. typography 2, typographicaL 3, 1

lp^l) ?/* t ol or a a or
2. IRawJ* typ^mphicai

'

***; Or, typo*. Wiw, mark

pop.,

tyot (tip)* m {ft.; L.
Of thtt WOW,
outllnt < typMH* to

beat,itrik], $apr
ion, thing. r *vtiit
that or

$ytttboliia
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*577 Tyrolean

blning ion~^- ,--. -Woi < lyjw; get TYPE), a com-
blntng form .meaning: t. IyM Mpr^mMim form,

an in Prototype. 2. gtamp, print,
type* etc., an in mimrrmtyp^ monwyp^*
typ* fotmdtr, a person who metal typ.
typt foundry, a pine* wht$w metal type w cast,

typt fteatii. In ftfeiofy. the genus that to theoretically
rnoet typical nf * family or group End gives it itt nam;
abbreviate t.c

typt-ttlflifc CtlpW), # exutty high as type of
standard height (0,018ft inch).

typt fiiirtml, an alloy o! tin, lead* and antimony used
ft ir making tyf% etc.

typH'itaript (tlt/rtkrint'), n. typewritten matter or copy.
typ'*t ff <t|pNirt%"). n. 1. a pwiion who imtt type?
rompnutUvr. 2, m tuirntae fw getting typt.

typtftftt'tiftft Cfip'iwt/ifiK n. the act or procen* of
typr, Ml* of or tmd tm siting type,

typt in y, the p*ct<w that to theoreticallymwt tyftkul nf A genii* and fives It Ii?s name,
typ apeclinm, the individual animal or plant uaed as
tn f ilw wjtentittc dimcriptinn of a pi f etc,

typt-wrtw ftfftWL v,t* ^ vJ. (rYfwciTi (-roV),
ifpiwiiftw Crtt**ni ( nrrftwuinNc;), to writ* with

or thi that typifies*
TVPIFYINO).

typ*Mt-er (tipVfl'fc), w* 4,
typ'I'fy (tipVfi')i v*f. |TV__^,
[< L. typuSi $, type; H- -/yj, 1. , ,

of; symbolize*, prengura. 2 tft imy or ihow the
distinctive charactrt!c of; be tMbal of; exemplify.

typ"J*t (tlp'ist), a parson who opefiittt A typewriter,
especially ona hired to do so.

ty-po- (ti
;
pS, tl'pe), [< Or. iyfawt im mml a com-

bining form meaning type, ae m tvpir&pwy^
typo typoft.. 1, typographer* 2 typogr*^Wf 3*

typograpnical. 4. typography*

person akillod in typography; printer; abSrevi
typo.,

,

typewriter: UAttatly ahortimed to

typt*wrlt*r (Up'rUlhr), % LA writing machine
A ffir wprcwliicltif lettar*, Aguren, etc. that

printfd when the keyi are itrock.
cwi art an inka

rihtKMi, the imprmwlon on an Tnertd piece of
I, t ,1 a kind irf printer*! type tnade

u like print,
lyfW'tfrtt'ini Cilp'rttlfil, n. L the art. act, or

i 2, by fcysiewritlng.

pant of typewrite.

. F ~ _^
'

I

(tfpa-gr&k1) eS^Y c/ty
raphy; having to cio with printing. 2, m print; 3

Abbreviated typ,, typo.* ^pot
ty'pO'grphI*aiMy (tl'pe^pra- . ., _ ... ,. r .. ., rT

aav* In a typographical maniaer; AS regards printing*

ty'pofc'f^phy (tt-pt^re-ft) n. [Fr. typographiti MIL
typOtrtpM*! i** TYPO- IK -OEAWIY], t. the Alt Of
printing with tjjpe. 2, the setting and arrftftgrlng df
types and printing from, them* J the ArrangGmant,
ityle* or general apptar&nct of matter prints from
type. Abbreviated tyo. t typo*, typo4.

ty*jpol*o*^y (tt*p0l'o-Jl5, it. (fy^O" T "oiyl I. the etudy
oc typee* symbols* or symbolism. 2 tymbolic mtaning
or representation; ymbol!im
ty*poth-tt (tl-poth'e-ti' t tl'pe-thVti), nM* [Mod,
L. < Or. lyM* (IMM TYPX) -f lillttiwi, to po iet|*
1. an ttsoeiaiion of matter printtw; henc 2. printers:

M/. wlti A typewriur.
typtwmlt Ctfp'riil, past of typewrite.

f* Ct lirikn rf|.
of or hnvliig Iwhlltk

*tli . TMfld. L < (IrTlyVflot* * -.

"'IjL ^ *i(i lit*

n. I*
4
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L l that with
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>

'

l< W,
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us*d in the natirtti of organixationii of prlntwre*
Tw (tlr), A. [ON.: cf. Tf;A| ia Nor** m
che god of war ana < of 0din

ty*rn*iiiG (|l-wn
fik fe!-ran'ik), */ tyrannleal.

iit*ai (ti<*mn'i*k'l tl-nui'l***!). w* (L*
Or, lyrftlctfl 1. of or to

arbllfary; dipticj hnc 2, Imrsh, omtl, uausti op-

(tl-raa^k'H tl-im^k4i) rfi# in a
ier*

^-sl<^ tl-rwViM*)* . Jip
i to < L m*

1. thf AOt of killint * tyrant. 2*

yrant.
(Ure-n!r} w- fTv*ANHHiu ( titel|

)), [Fr. lymmniitfl 1. to fovtrn an a
tyrant; rule with powtr; hcmoe* 2. to
tytannioauy; rult will cttt!| injuilloft, tte. 3. to

hwihly; m ft
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iwnwf
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Tyrol.ese
uhlan

Tyr-o-lese (tirVtta/), *<*/ of the Tyrol or its people.
n. [pi. TYROLBSE], a native o the Tyrol. Also spelled

TyTollintt (tTrd'lyen'). n [Fr, f fcm. of. Twolien,

yrolenel, 1. a Tyrolese folk dance. 2. music for this.

e (ti~r5n') n* * county of Northern Ireland:

pop., 128,000; capital, Qmagru
ty*ro-8ln (tl're-iin, tir'a-sin), n. tyrosme.
ty-r-O'Sin (t!'re-sSn', tir'a-sin), n. [Gr. tyros, cheese; -f

-*], a white, crystalline amino acid, CiKnOiN, formed

by the decomposition of proteins* as in the putrefaction

ty*ro*ttvl'cta (tl'rs-thn'sin, trra-thria'in). n.. [< ty-

rosine; 4- Gr. thrix, a hair; + -]. an antibiotic drug,

similar to penicillin, obtained from a voil bacillus and
used in localised infections.

Tyr-rhe-ni-an Sea (ti-r5'ni-an), A part of the Mediter-

ranean Sea, surrounded by western Italy, Sicily,

Sardinia, and Cornica: see Capri* map.
Tyr-tae-ua (tttr-tS'as), n. a Uretk poet of the 7th

century B*C.
tzar (tsir), n. a czar,

txar-dom (tsttrMdm)* n cmrdom.
taar-e-vltch (tsftr'a-vich) , n* a czarevitch.

tza-rev-nm (tsft-rcv'iw) , n. a czarevna.

txa'ti'tia (tsfir3'n*)) flu a czatina,

tzar-ism (tsaY'is*m), n. cmrism,
tzar- 1st (taar'iat), d;. <ft n. cwrat,
tza*rit*za (tsii-rPt'sli), a czantwi.
tzet'xe (twt'm), n* a twtRe.

t

$tzijjani (tHP'g&n'K n* |rr.; Hung. tstRany; rf, ziNtiAKo

& G. fi<unr]i a gypsy, eapecUUy, a Hungarian i

u
U, u"fll>, n. Ipl. 0', tt'n. tT, WR (0*y. t. the twenty-
first letter ot the*EnUh alphabet: formerly a variant

of Fr f; not until the 18th century wi it
-**

a%a v
<3Bttd

vowel symbol only; nee alphat>et v table. 2, a
^uud of U or u; In Anglo-Saxon there warn two vowH
value* for M, one long and oni^ short, but both with

the quality of the high back roundwl ((SB) In Modern
English Afitff: in Mi<ldle Knrffoh the Anffto*Baxon

nhort N remained unchaniiwl in aouna and spiling*
but thu long H was tneljea OH to dlntinguiKh it from
the high front rounded trench ; In Mcxlern Efi|wh
tt represents several diatinct smtndi; (u)* aa In MI.
cut: (Q), m ia MM, J*n*l; (oo), an In ^w ^11; (w)
as In crudif bruit; (w} an in <pittJi* laniHttgt; ft 11 alio

oftem ate , aa in firiite iijill. t
3. t type or

topr08iii for u or u, 4, a symim jot the twenty-nint
!tt A ot group (or the twentieth If J It omitted) .

nrfj, 1. of U or u, 2, twenty-flint (or twentieth if J
k omitted) in a fwwttenet or rawo. ^ tU ) rt. t.aa object ihapedlte U. 2. in t

Freneh

fl.A.w.tTuAW, United Automc4>ile, Aircraft, and
Afrrt-

pultura.1 Implement Workers of America: an AFL-C4O
labor union.

&,
United Brethren (in Chrint),

ft*g| (dS-bltrgi), n a river~
atorial Africa and the Bfiirian .,..^ - ..-

t

the Congo Rivtr: Umgth, 7TO mi.: Fr^nrli

CW-bI%l""lilI*riK w* a Frwrti
ch Equatorial Africa: ar**u 1M.7A7 in ml
S34CKw; ctpltut Banpii, Pnmih
^uI<;h;iri.

Ci'Wr-roeniti'), w, JO-l
ttritt by. .

OM*l.t)),
M. IMfMl L. f

1
;

*i.

tf condition wr quality In

wlatwttsliip,

Jtl'P^lfi (ft-fcfkwIJ.
(MTv. IL.t

*i4folitii rtl IKW
4*if*j or tf> I*
itt tlit twits fW *<HI

ublQ-0M9 f |Fr, < I*

everywheftt[ tlw f mf
nver tl lit

tti'b! mi'mi (I'M |L1
tforirtl) n,a,

U*>hcHit (fl'Mr)j it* f < Cf, of
Ari^, instiffen or,
tinw*t, A in* nuhriMurint.
V h<*lc, j* T IwJi with and nut at
r* h riitf,

ILCi. t rpprr (*;trt<iila.

n.c.j l j <*>r</n, (|t| in MMtir. lit* cttt
infill J| iff J*rttttn*jt< liffifirr mw,

ffrup II r^-'k;i
;.%i'!i,

, 4 in

Jhr M4r,i4Mit ?f f-/jin 0<* ArW4c* flii
MI%

thtt

'14

glaml wfwktlv cm* that I* rflatively Urge an*!

iienriulrmft, with two or more iit% M in *ow.
if'di'Ht (fioMe'-w), n. a city In mrthafttirn Itnlv:

nop,, 7ft,(KK> ft. 1947*.

ud'inurt Autonomoua Sevtet SorbitMt ftamihtlc

CWKl-nitWtO. rlivWwi nf ttir E,S,f,S,R, In rant

rentrat Kumpran Rtwln: 14.4^4[/q, wi-SJW'
i,2R.4,CKKt i capital. : alto c-alletl lto*jw*4,,VS If,

H'ioCsWilol, A. |Japan. |* a ptARt with lilirlifi#I,

etlibfe Cffery. 4 ^

ti'4nti''tr Ci*iIii*i*4irK ft* Jrr, ^ifitwHw < L,

tiifw, moint f Fr, nwtw|, * ruin

H'dH'tttft'fic (SMa-mrt'Hk), *rf/ i * urtmne*ir nr

Mtiontetry.

U'dotvi'^'try (d-*lriii'+ t^rlt, . the $4

rainfall by iif a wlwww,
U*4f (wl*w), ffl* * riv^r that tiirtnign thf ortlimi

f\mm the llnfitii t ftinn the\mm
wt Iwtjfifi. 70 iwi
W. IIIW,t

.

W. IIIW, Eitrtfifjtl Katlin. anH
fker* tn America: * labw tmi*r: In full, tt.H,lt.ll.

W A
IW it. Hi* *'if Hi* A
to tlw l thn tf.P.S.E^ pwfi,,

erc>*giaiiiHi n, a
in lifffejt! fl*til M|, m(.;

l*t|,, .t.W.Mjbo (e*t. 1^41*);

tt|tfi (iNkh* till. ** i^*# g it ^ i,

i. an (f

n* an f

.l, |

A* n4
4 |

*

fiWtiij tiiiiiti**i

t #

|Jjif efr. lit a*
tfl%

P..

ti II tt^ iiW^* H* I t ft* tf 4
wlf 1 m iifl^ I, w* ll

ttjpf <i^J fli^fi, ittMlptl

|IH, ON *

fw ^w I In
itw | f

ii%igrw*ilii*, f^irtiliitfi
I 4 I* ill

a IN II. <\
* fiiii i lii f
N|^ vn* ** iff 4 rti III

ff l*(t t* ll*
<Mtf, U, ftiNat 1/iRi in

mn *w tip f* 4ni 1
*f f 4 nf flf

nn4
i n i

^ I
4

rf
f| tl** W 1

" ' "
,.

ft^^AsSSn^^jr

li&wt'w:*!^!,

rtaA-

Kl't Ml HlM *



1579 ultra/*

lancer < Turk, wkl&n, t youth], I, a mcwntod soldier
of A typ* formerly prominent in Poland, armed usually
with ft Isnc^. 2. a cavalryman in the former German
Army, nimUarly equipped.
Vhjaund,

Jo-hAnn tud-wig CyOTiIn IWt'viH oVttnt),
1787*11162; Omnan poet and historical writer*

ti*lr id i/ fu) as oetow.
ui'gur (wl'goor), n, [B. Turk! ulgkuf < *t, to follow
4* -fiir, am. utifnxl, I. a member ol a, Turkic people
ruling m MnnanUa and Turkentait from the 8th to the
12th century A, I). 2, their Katt Turki language.

ti;in<t*>if* u4n<tfth*it* (&*ta'tU'). in [after the
Utnto Mountain*, Utah], a black kind of anphaltfmmd in. an nlmoifc pure in partft ol Utah and

3: calM ffttimto.
... It3i (uln/tft) a mountain range in
, Utaht part of the Rocky Mountain*.

(atfUtaWr; EM. ManMftr). n* (S.Afr,D.
mil f tatf, landl, [ofnetims U-j, In South

Africft, a outlandr.
UJIJi j. a town In Tnv!ka Territory,
M Africa, op T*gMiyik; |$i, 2Jf<W,
ItifMNt flh a lty m tttn Daimbt in
jfluinriury, pop., 7J.000: German nauote,
MwMti,
L (( and Northwn

wit,*rn Colorado:

In

MkDtai* nJba, tdict). l. Inm or having

iftii^ifcsv^,wte^
* '

I^krMM (Q^kritt. i-krl% a-krln^j n<

UMR a0w ttw tfkr__
t kr.

H'EHiitt'l'tt (ikrl%i*B| ft*krf'nittn), d[/ ol
Iti etc. n. I. a

or m the vkmln*. 1 tha
lot

^to (Gfrati Liltlt RnlAft
ImniiilM u<^Hihiit% * rapubiio ni

tlifl V n H.fL. in fcti*) IweptAfi oart, on
lip ^A; aim, ai|. ml,; 42.273,000;

lilii
f

l#1* n. pfaw,, lit,,

fir* < f
Irl^ l

IPNh Pf^pW fUKfWI*
A

mii

'"

J*'

V
w * <

to Or
% p pt aM rM HM OT IM
te >t

m Mf tiMi f
f tit *n tt

tl A
{* I* pp d toI* to

a Ik I. MI
I* up r

cullage. a filling up to the brim or the bungholt <.

, to fill (a cask) to the bunghok <
* bungholc < L. oculux, 04 cyej f

by whicn a container of liquor falls
f

wya,
the amount*

b^jna full,

ipillmg or
,

..or from a
or of grain.

on th

2, tha amount of grain, etc. *<

riiftin^ through a Bag* 3. the ,..,

container through evaporation or
etc. throtigh spiling or sifting.
Olm (oolm), n, a city in southern
Danube; pop.* 62,005*
ul-mu ceous (ul-m^flidi)* adj. [< L* ...

tttfoitt), of tha elm family ol and
acteii^ed by alfeern&tt leaves* one- or

"

without petals, and upright anther,
ul-wm (ul'n0)i n* [pi* ULNAE (*n*), VLNAS (>)L (L..
tha elbow), 1. the larger of the two banee ol uia

,

rubt*
awd

forrm, on the side opposite tha thumb, 2* a, corrt-

sponding bone in the forttimb ol othr
l0ar (uKnlr), ad]* of or nuar the ulna*

, * ,

bone in the forttimb ol othr wrtabrafcM*
nlr), ad]* of or nuar the ulna*

o^ (ul'n$ ul'a0) a combining form mtaatoi tht
utm and.

*u*ioa (yoo45t') [L. *I/.IMW; MM -VL & -ol, a tuffix

meaning chwoettrwd ^y marked py, us In |
U*lotrlchl (4ot'ri-kIO n^ [Mod. L. < On
woolly-haired < w4oi crisp, wooHy *h Mrw
hftlrl the woolly-h&iwd popl; tarm twtd in T, H*
HuKy v

i fiyttem of ant hroimloKioAl cLiJi'iificatiutu

tt'tot'ri>ch0ua (Q-iat'rl-kt*), od} of the Ulotriohi;

-u-lons (yno4,r;'K [< L, ~

meaning temdinx 0, /nil o/ or (haratteriwd by, m, k
ulous'.

-in), n (DfmMntt tnpktmm)* Ronmn
nor-iaa A.a

(ttPrt-ka), fo., LAttelnad fum* of &&M/ OHO.
tfolrick t eontr, < WwWrJdi < jMfWi Jw* bora {akia
to ^*/*i/; Mt Atmr) ! rikhi* nonl* a frnmimt- natnv,

Ul'ttet (ui^ttlr), n* La formw jppori of noflim
IraiatuL aw amd*d betwvea Kcyrthm Irwwa wnd
Ifflafta* 3* & p"ovii northwra Irvlaadi 3,09*1

q. mite. | p^p. 2M,OW {I94J}, a. ICtMoq.l Northorn

tttitf (ttfutir), . r< miter, Mland,
ruul worn|, A looff tmvy f

t with n iut. odiinali^

a. u!fini:U-lv, i ultimo.\ilt

W't*rtwr
1. lying

tattr,

.. . f ,.

or <m tbt farther ........

future. $ fttitptr;
Mjrood what to implM or w*

,.., uwliitttt^tai at* her trot waa
hitt

praiif'WjwthF* f
.

kit of a wontw - - ^*-
mlfe), irtV fL% NMMIIM, . fMrt It rag*. to. *tt IWB. < L, Miiiipii^ I,

or I
f9 MI i

Sa, ,.

ttififitiii!
ultta

l

'tSfe?
J*

'

It 1* Imponsit

*&
t-;ttniBf

fL% p
< L *mm V 1 r.t]

* to go;

I

'

fOftl

r
__ .WHI

lllbflMATA f .

-rr
.

.

n*

fIN. tuirt*

*it ittti in

in 'n ', tuny

ip Ital *
,
.

MM

Ci lk>
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1. w
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tdtraconservative 1580 umbrette

modem* ultraism, 3. beyond the range of, as in ultra-

microscopic.
ul-tra-con-serv-a'tive (ul'trs-ksn-sftr'va-tiv), adj. con-
servative to an extreme degree.

ul-tra-high frequency (ul'tra-W), in radio & television,

any frequency of 300 megacycles or higher: abbrevi-
ated UHF : cf." very high frequency.

ul-tra-ism (ul'tra-iz'm), n. [ultra- + -ism], 1. the

opinions, principles, etc. of those who are extreme;
extremism. 2. an instance of this; extreme act, etc.

ul'tra-ist (ul'tra-ist), n. & adj. extremist.
ul-tra-ma-riuc (ul'tro-ma-reW), adj. [< ML. ultra-

marinus; see ULTRA- & MARINE : lapis lazuli was brought
from beyond the sea, from Asiaj, 1. beyond the sea.

2. deep-blue, n. 1. a blue pigment made from powdered
lapis lassuli. 2, a blue pigment prepared artificially
from other substances. 3. any of certain other pig-
ments: as, yellow ultramarine. 4, deep blue.

ultra-mi'Crpme'ter (ul'tra-mf-kronro-tftr), n. a very
sensitive micrometer, calibrated to a fine scale.

ul'tra-mi-croscope (ul'tra-mi'kra-skopO* n. an instru-
ment equipped to pick up the reflections of light
rays dispersed by ultramicroscopic objects lighted
from the side and against a dark background, thus
making them visible.

uI-trami'Cro'8COp-ic (urtra-ml'kr-skop'ik), adj. 1,

too small to b seen with an ordinary microscope.
2. of an ultramicroscope.

ul tra-mi-cro scop i-cal (ul'tra-mi'kra-skop'i-kl), adj.
ultramicroscopic,

kro-sk5'pi), n. the act or practice of using an ultra-

microscope*
ul-tra-mod-ern (ul'tr9-mod'$ra) adf* modern to an
extreme degree,

iil-tra mon time (ul'tre-xnon'tfin), adj* |ML, ftttw-

montanus < L, ultra* beyond ~\- mons, mmtin, moun-
tairtj, 1. beyond the mountains; especially* beyotid the
Alps; applied to the Italians by peoples to the north,
2. o the Italian party in the Roman Catholic Church;
hence, 3, of or favoring the doctrine of papal suprem-
acy. n* 1, a person living beyond the* ntmtrttalti*, mtpe*
dally touth of the Alim, 2. a member or adherent of the
ultramontane party m the Roman Catholic Church,

ul*tra*m<m*tft*nftim (ul'treHm^m'tcMtifata), n. |Fr
ullramantainumel the principles and practice* of the
ultramontane party in tha Roman Catholic Church*
ultr*mun*dftii ful'tra-mun'dln}, dj (< L; unit

ULTEA- & MUNDANE], 1 , being hfyond tne world or the
limit of our mlar system, 2. beyond life.

'

it* aft-

tionaliam that la eicewfve or extreme*
ul*rrft-r*d (urtre-redO. */ Infrared,
ul*tr**om* (td'trss5m')* Imttro** 4- *$omc (body)),
an intraeellular particle too small to 6* fey usual
mieroicopic methods.

iii*tim*trop-t*oftl (ul'tre-trop'Ukl). f/. I* thf

tropi* 2. hotter thin is usual in the trpr,
ul*tni*Tl*o*le)t (uJ'tre-vl'a-Ht), tfcf/ Ivlng Just imynni!

t"hf violet end of the visible spectrum: sufd of fertain
ligtit r*y of estftmely short wav length! df. to-
^frareil*

i (Iwtl) piwtrj.

(of a wrt ccirfwiratiott. *?,).
n [Mod. L; iil

irwft, so ma)! to
thrcwgh the of the fment ftltw; ftltwblr vbiia,
ln n. fBtk.l* a type of knife turd by

,

tiptina; bowling,
, ul^oo lit

;
| f tuf. (IIMJI ATIU

l< U UtMl*l*9, ftp. rf III

wwl
, .

0r Jwwi. 2. tfi Wfti) ir

n-li'Wieo. * lit.
mtm of

w, of Cfi* Or.
CfiMMr)|*

<>f inwi ejne f
wr* I, m

t) fty lame*
if IIfsr*i

M^lWto, ft f

um-be!41fer-pii8 (um'ba-ltf'8r-os) , adj. [< umbel 4.

-/VroM^J, having an umbel or urnbel as the large
family (if planttt, that includes carrr>ts and parsley.
um-beMu-late '(um-bcl'yoo-lit, um-bel'yoo-13t')# adj.
characterized by umbellules.
um-beMulo (um'bl-rtl' um-beKan, n. [Mod. L.
umbellula, dim.], one or th secondary umbels in a
primary* or compound, umbel,
um-ber (um'bSr), n. [Fr. (terre d'}omhre: It. (terra

d')ombra, lit., (earth of) shade; prob. < L, umbra, a
shade, shadow; but ? < Umbna, Italian province |,

1. a kind of earth containing oxides of manganese* and
iron, used as a pigment: raw umber in vHlowinh-
brown; burnt, or calcined, umber is reddish-brown.
2. a yellowish-brown or rcddinh-brown color, adj. of
the color of raw umber or burnt umber, v*t* to make
umber-colored: color with or m with umber.
utn-ber (um'ber). n. [MB. & OPr. umhrtt (Fr. omdr*);
L, umbra,' see proc.l. I. (Dial.)* hade; shadow, 2. th
sjraylinfl:, 3* the umbrrlti*: itlfto umbff bird,

umWlfcal (um-bU'i-k'l). adj. (ML, umMtbttixl 1.

of or like an umhtlicutt or nayftt. 2* dwignatlng r*r

of a cordlike ntrurtura (umhitimt orrf) cfmtwetmg a
fetus with the placenta of the mother And serving t>
convey foo<l to, and remove wait from, the fettiM*

3. [Ran*}, df\ncf*w!fd throuich the fwnale line.

um*bll;i'Catc (um-biK.vkit, urn-hiKa-klt/h flrf/. IL.
*wil

t

$lttte,t| 1. having ftn umbiliett or nav*l* 2.

shaped or <!ipmscl like ftn umbiHcus* Of niiwl,

vini'DlM'Cft'tifm (urn-foilVkl'ihim)* n. t, the oonilltlon
of being umbilicate. 2, a navetuke ptt or clepriirm, an
tat a pttNtule.
um*blM*cuf (unri"biF!-kt*
BILICI (-!', Hrt)l, (L,l. L til* nftveL

d|Htsnion an ton himm of a

roeat

(Obt.t,

n* [pi. tin-
t a navelltke

ton mm o a
ttm*biH'forat
-/oriti), nhaped like an umbUiruft* or
itm*m ! (wmVl), (nee inmmi
made of umbten; humbit p!.
um*ble (ttm%l*K it.^. fvar. of
umbkij entraibi, w^rliilly of a

w*Jbo t
(n'h5>. n. [pi.

(-bos)| lU; akin tn Eng, naivl, 0, noftrf; c#rf ( , anv
cnnvex eicvaUon}* L thr hwn cir kiwih at the wnft*r of
a nhietc!. 2, wnnfthing rt?nt$Iii'ig thin; fwfflfj*!ly, n)
the elevatiim baikle th hingr *m i*4th half of a btvalvr*
iltrll d) tin! ffWftiSritfin r*n th ^arrirtim at tftt point <f
Httatthmfnt Iw malteun.

unt*booftt (liriilw-nl)* of/. 1, f, formlnff, or an
umho. 2, umbonate.

utn^^nXtO. tfrfl. fMl L,
thv rwmclaci or cimlciil nf

an untlK). 2, no ttmbo.
KMf/t l,iim!>fmte l.ttmbrmal.

um*bm (umn>m). it. |M, UMMMR (-brill* f.,
Nh<uitmi|, L tttMrltw, I. tlm itark wnw f

ttli4ti0w a r tin tltr
uitta fi|^>4te 4tp stin *1 tlif nnitral iwrl nf *

4, in a fir fttmpfeti* ilii*ilt*w,

if
mlilrli tit* li rutvivwl iltw rmircit nf

i!tttttftiitii Ct,

um*lMrai)t
Iiiiii^li|1|I

w* pit? ClPr, < L nwi^ilriif,
*if *, MmMjn, * ^A*lft I, jofoi. tt
Pwiicl. siitttit*? J, mi

J, iifiw? rftirtilwirfti m) 4i^ilmiiirf,

.

MV. Iff. itlfl
< C)fr

MW I, |,

if in ftinptoltm;
iir i

* m

w4^to n. fit, fnr
< L. wiitae) < 14^

r I . < U
* f

i|, t
**

ctf w 4 fam* for rJ.

% ^
ii lit dwk or

iir m fare* f nnl
**

Mti, an / ii Hill



Umbria
1581 unawakened

African wading bin! rektod to the storks and
Jilao umber, umber bird.
Unvbrtft (um1ri.o; It, 5&m'brM')t . an ancient
region of cent nil Italy; now a department*

Um-fori'tt** (umtirl-wt), orf/. of Umforia* its people,
ttc. n. I, a

t
native or inhabitant of (ancient of

modern) umbna. 2, the Italic language of ancient
umbria* extinct nine* ancient times,

um<brtf-r-oiM (um-brif'tr-ei), <*<*;". (L umbriffr,
hftd4jflwng < nmftre. & shad*, shadow 4- Jmt, to
bear; f -ifL casting
MUi'ftk, tt'mj'ttdt (OPmi-ak'), n. [Ksk. (Eastern dial,) |

a p*n boat made ctf skins stretched on a wooden
frame, tisw by Bskimrw, specially Rakimo women:
aiaci sprite* I (toRftlae, oomiak.
um Unit (numluut)! n* [O,, chango of sound: MW,
aiMAit > ten!, a *mift<l j term invented by Jacob Grimm I,

in JiujtuifJcx, l * Chung* In sound of a vowel, caused
tv U aviimilation to another vow<rt or semivowel
ftfiftirmtty occurring in the next syllable but now
grtierally Iwt; mutation: m English, the differenccB of
vowri tti certain Htftjpilf4 urul plurals (e.g., /cwf --/3wl,
SWUM* ' -Mta) r paniillvi* vrrbn and trie wortls frtmi
wliteli itay M lirriviHt <t,.. &ld->tild) are <tuo to
the- ix uiftl&ttt cm tne wotvl of fu*h

I, vtrwi'l fwutting from ftMimilaticm.
j, | dtafitjiki^ taurk (*) gme a vowel* e
tH%-ia!!v tu Otrmftn* to Jruliciite umlaut: of, 4trf*iit.

l. to modify, nound, or writ with an umlaut.
um |>lr a^ fnttt'tnf 4j, tui^pi ri j), n, (MM A(ijf. I. the

OF ttttifkifity of u umpire. 2, an action,
mlititt, me. irf nit ttfiiplnpj arbitmtnetit.

nftt'pwv Cutn^plrii n* of itutiitl M through faulty
erf 4 nmmp^ < ME. mtmm$w& <cr. AOEE

AMOK* Hc.ii Off, mm^ MaM/irr untwn, httc an
uitrifnt niiitiwf third |iff*n; rton not 4" ^w* VKIJ*
I, .t lit tv-!rr a Itt ft dut|>ut<';

erf tfet aflkialt wha
ill-" lit t*Mtu tt hiL'K'htdl

I. a tf.l* JiTME^XItKIY
Hi atit iw ttmptot to Of of. *& to

w, I " -f IW. '
Jttdj|*

tut}. fiiitH lo^aifiie

itif ft

a fnu

,

i* (tm), filter of lwi p*fli meaning: I, IME,
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l (un^-kottn'ta-b'l), cf/. I, that
cannot be explained of accotuatwl for; tJtrange; my-
teriomB. 2. not accountable; not rttjtxmfiiblft.
un-ac-count'ii bly (un'o-koun't.vt^h), adv. no m; to
be unaccountable; mysterioualy; inelicbly.

uti-aC'OOunt'^d-lor mn'Q-kotin'tid-for)* *H/* aot ex-

plained or accounted for.

wn-aC'Cus-tomed (unVkua'tmd) r 4/ I* ftot c-

cuHtomd or habituated; not uttd (to}: m* unaccus-
tomed to tuch kindness. 2. uncommon; .-itrangp*
un iid-drcH.sed (un',)-dre;;t/), adj. lacking an
said of a letter, etc,

tm*ad<vlaftd Jun^d-vbdOt cf/. l. without counsel or
vk*. 2. indiscreet; ramh; thoughtle$sly hoity,
'iidvi'tdly (un'oil-vla^id-li), vav. In an tuMu

rah or indiicreet manner*
un-iid-vis <<l-iies (tin^xi vi,'/i(l-in:i), n. the quality or
state of being uflAdvised; ralmw; indiicaretioia*

wn'Sif'f6ad (unVfek'tid), ad]* l. not changed,
affected* or influenced. 2. without affectation; simple;
ninccra; natural, iSKAT. i afftCNHra.

U-nm4mska (Wn-kifk tw^-lij'kd), , an Alankutt
bland in the Mtern Aleutian:;: c. 75 tni. long: of
Dutch Hftrbor a United State* naviiJ

unA*mr*l<!SUQi CunVmtr^t-kan)* w aot Aa^ffcft|
regarded at not eharacteriMtically or properly Awicaa;
mpeialty. wtgardtd as oftpoid rr dw^eroui to the
United States, its iwrtitutlofti, etc.

II na inn no, Mi tiucl da (mi*pl' IM A'ni0Vd},
1864*1936; Spfciwh seholur* bniUjsooher* ad writer.

uii-u-neled (im'^rulld'), ac/;, [Arrluut-j. not ;incUHi; not
having recfiiVM toltt utu-tum,

u*fttt<ntra<ft*ty (a'aiMbaVti), . [ME, & OFr, mm*
nimitc; L. ummimit&$\* thy $tet nr qunlity of

M'iiiicfc4'ixi0iia _~ _ __,,
unanimis < MUM, one 4- rti"wM.v. the nutul{, 1. ,.

couiph'trlv; vuiitrd in opinion. 2* ihowmg or
on, cont|vlet r afreement.

to
(un^*pr8chVbl) df/, L
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unaware 1582 unchallenged
un-a-ware (unVw&r'), adj. 1. not aware or conscious:

as, unaware of danger. 2. unwary; heedless; thought-
less, adv. unawares.
un-a-waxes (un'a-w&rz')* adv. 1. without knowing or

being aware; unintentionally. 2. unexpectedly;
suddenly; by surprise: as, we took him unawares.
un-backed (un-bakt')t adj. 1. not broken to riding:
said of a horse. 2. not backed, helped, supported, or
endorsed. 3. having no money bet in favor of it,

nil-baked (un-bSktO. adj. I. not baked. 2. undevel-
oped: immature.

un-bal-ance (un-bal'ons), v.t. [UNBALANCED (-anstj,
UNBALANCING], 1. to disturb the balance or equi-
librium of. 2. to disturb the functioning of; derange
(the mind), n. the condition of being unbalanced;
lack of balance.
un-bal anced (un-bal'9nst), adj. 1. not in balance or

equilibrium. 2. not equal as to debit and credit.

3.^ not functioning properly; deranged: said of the
mind. 4. a) mentally deranged. 6) not stable, steady,
or sound in character or judgment.
un-bated (un~bat'id) , adj. I. (Poetic], not abated
or diminished. 2. [Archaic], not dulled or blunted,
as a fencing foil.

un-bear fun-bUr')* v.t. to remove or loosen the bearing
rein of (a horse).
un-be-com-lng (un'bi-kum/itj), adj. 1. not becoming;
not appropriate or suited. 2. not proper or decent*
un-be-known (tm'bi-nSnO* adj. not known; unknown;
tinperceived: often used in an adverbial sensa.
unbeknown to, without the knowledge of, or un-
perceived by (a specified person) ; also unbeknownst
to.

un-be-knownst (un'bi-nSnstO , adj. [Dial.], unbeknown.
un-be-lief (un'b9-15f') n. a witnholding or lack of
belief, especially in religion or in the doctrines of a
given religion.
SFN. unlvellef implies merely a lack of belief, at because of
insufficient evidence, especially in itmttcn; of reugkm or faith;
diebelief suggests a positive refusal to beHv an Matrtton,
theory, etc. because one is convinced of its falfttttest or un-
reliability (a disbfliff in

tugetttition) ; Incredulity implies a

general sfeftpticitm or unwillingness to believe. --ANT* WM
creduHty.
un-be-liev-er (un'ba-lSv^r), n, 1, * person who does
not beliuve; doubter, 2. a person who does not accept
the doctrines of a given religion, or who hat no religious
btlief. ~$YN. see ftth*it

u&be410V'lii& (unn^lSv^X <w*/* not believing; doubt-
ing; skeptical' incredulous; characterized by u&baUtf.
unaMt Cun-bltO v.* 1* to loom or rtmovi the blt
of. 2. to take off (& sword, etc.) by removing a belt,
uivbend (un*foendO t><.JWB*NT (-oentO or WMSHOD
(4d), UNBENDING], [ME* unbendcn; see VTN- (not) *
BEND), 1. to ralsiba, as & bow. from strain or tension.
2. to relax* m from mental strain or effort . 3. to make
straight (something btnit or crooked). 4, in nautical

n$ae, a) to l(H>sen or unfasten fa rop<% mu* etc.).

5) to untie (a rope). IM. 1. to bfteomt ntr.ught or
ttM bent. 2. to become tvm from <:on:traint,
ur -^verity; n;lax tmcl be formal, mort |mliu,f to*

un-beml-insi (uii4H'nMii)) r adj. L not binding; r|^d;
it; iuflexiblt'. 2. tinn; uiiyklding; re;;olut<\ n.
rij
ffly

a
f^uw^K^TO^ll^ mbllm*

(not) A wp fJ 1, not commindad* 2, unittvitM,
dO* *t (UMBOUHD {-Ibwtttd^, UK*

,. v -.,
t

tH&todmt ML nnMrniAm; mm HM
|c) * ran>L I. to.ntttte; uaCMtaa. 2. H ftti firom

"tttfWfltl* rmtIM*
(un-bit'ia) f adj\ I. Imvmtf no bit or :

un bl^^i, un bleat (ut^bit-M'h ^ - *

or consecrated. Z* not MI

l^cwri^ wtek^, 4
0ttf

* " " ""

a*

m*l

un-bw
ICW1 __,.

lit (BHW> UE. * < to wilfetonw ttn Mft r

Of Pk OMT* etc.); unbar; opm*

un-bolt-ed (un-bol'tid) , adj. not fastened with a bolt,

as a door.
un-bolt-ed (un-bol'tid), adj. not bolted; not sifted.

un-boned (un-bqnd') adj* 1, having no bones; bone-
less. 2. not having the bones removed.
un-bon-net (un-bon'it) v.t* & v.L to take the bonnet
or head covering off; uncover,
un-bon-net-ed (un-bon'it-id), adj. having no bonnet
or other headdress; bareheaded.
un-born (un-b6rnO, adj. 1. not born or brought into

being. 2. not yet born; yet to corn or be; future.
un-bos-om (un-booz'dm. ttn-b65'om) v.t. [un- (back)

f- bosom], to let out; tell; reveal; give vent to (feelings,

secrets, etc.) . v.L to reveal what one feels, knows, etc.

unbosom oneself, to tell or reveal one's feelings,

secrets, etc,

vm-bound (unboundO P^t tense and pant participle
of unbind, adj. 1. released from bond, ties, or
shackles. 2, without a binding* as a book.
un-bowed (un-boud'), adL L not bowed or bent.
2, not yielding or giving m; unsubdued.
mi-box (un-fooksiO, v*t. to take out (f a box.
un'brace (un-brfa'). v*t. [UNBRACRO (-brffAtO* UN-
BRACING| i to free from bracts or bands. 2, to
loonen: relax. 3. to inaka slack or feeble,

un-braid (un-brid')t vM to separate the braids or
strands of.

un-brcd (un-bredOt d/ I. ill-bred; uamtaneriy* 2.

untrained or uninstructed.
un-bri dlc<l (un-brf'd'ld), ad/* L having no bridle oo:
said of a horse etc.; henct, 2. uiwestraiiied; un-
controlled; ungaverned.

ian*brO'Icei (un-br3'k
f

n) tfflf/* i* not broktti whole j

intact. 2. not tamed or .subdued, 3, oontimioui;
uninterrupted. 4* dot d!iordrd impairedi or di

organised.

to
,.
to unfa';tt4n the buckto or buokte of*

un-bulkl (unbildO if-t- (for pan, pt st
tear down (samathtaf buuit); atrnolw;

un>lmr*dMi {un-btr'a'n), v.l L to frit Irom * burdtn,
2. to reliave, onwtf or a*s soul* mind* tie., by
n'^caiinK or dtel^og ;;)inrthing hard to M
guilt H to gtt rid of tfet br4 qf (iwylfeil

*

or hiurd to bear* w guilt, tc,}, oftm by
un-call*dfar

* * ""*" " "

required* 2. unnc^ai7 amqm* ol pltos; lm{Mirtmat*
tin cim nl-ly (vin -kau'l-u. at/i;. b W i

iin*caii*iit*nMMi (utt-k^-ftii} n eh qntUly
uncanny.

t* myst<*riovui or unYiuniluvr, ^olilly iti an-h a way
at to fiigfeteo or as ; prtMttMttumny j"

1* o food, tout* tto. to pt^twr-
MMmy 3, M^h

/>) h^r*l. *V1W, an w*rni,

w , .<>*M-[i|iieAffm(^u^.iMCA
to maov ffci cap from tnt (ft j
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unconfirmed
tariffd by traguenwis or confuaicm: ekeptidttn implies an
unwittinfrnMMi to

tytirvr,
oftrn a habitual diipoititinn to doubt,

in the antcinc* nf nhnnlutit certainty or proof. AJV2*. con-
viction, afMurAtirr* wrtitudt.

un-chaitc/y (unchan'*i, un<h2tn'tti), Mj* [un (not) 4*
chart*yl (Scot.), 1, unlucky; ill-fated, 1 dangerous.
3* poorlv-timtd; inopportune.

un*h*rft*j (un-chlrff, p.*. [ME, mchwzm; WM w*
(back) * CMAftGi, i Rare, to free from a load. FCoUooT1 lOb$,L to acquit of blame, guilt, etc. ElXXfel

1

utt-chAr-i'ta-blt- (ttnnchar'e.teVi), acf/. harsh or severe, S22S 1

an m opinion; unforgiving, ungenerou*. or cnsoriou.
*-" tij-

un*chAr'I'tft*bty (un-char-u*mi), aaw in an un-
charitable manner,

UA'Chrii'tiAfi (unkris'chA), 4/ 1. not having or
*'-'"-; A (\iiatum religion, 2. not In accord witho, . no n accor w

th* srim;tpw* erf Umxtiaftity. 3. not characUsrtotio of
profit swttttdng a Christian religion. 4* unbefitting
<*r unworthy a Chratkt* ar any decent,

,.rJi (ttn-ch&rchO, * I. to deprive (a L.,.,.,,..,
of ntcmi*rmp in ft given church. 2, to deprive (an
entire ctmgregatiflA) of it* rights ai a church,

inrh 4 iftrtt4itgti < mwto.
an inch), or of ^ _ I i ^ % ^_ ^
A kind or rounded L> ^ | | \,\ If I

c*l betwern .^ ^ - -. ^ w
IWiwd Wl,0, m t. C^lVP il t

ftft tsticlAl 2* nei*l *^ T ^* ^^ %

un*cleao*ly (un-klfn'H), adf/. noielnly; uncleeja; dirty.

un*clen;ly (un-kl8n'li), mv in i uiusl^an manner,
UML-clench (un-klenchO v.#. <ft 0*1* to opn; said of
something clenched, or clinched.
Uncle Sam, [extended < abbrev, U,S*j f niter Samuel
Wilson, meat Inspector during the War of 1112, who
stamped barrels of meat with the initiate u*H *B,A,,
for united State* I!, Anderson (th@ food ccwi^elw1

)!,

[Colloq.J, the united States (gov*mrnat cr
peraonined a* a tall, spare man with chin
artwed in a red, white, and blue ccwturn of swallow*
tail cant, striped trousers and tall hat; abbreviated
U.S.

Uncle Tom. the main character In Harrltt B*tetr
Stowe's antlftlavery novel, Undt Tm*$ CeMn (1H52),
an elderly Negro Elav devoted to hi* kind matter but
xmntroated by the cruel Simon JUgree after the iiit*r f

death: sometimes* applied contemptuouitly to Negroes
whone behavior toward whites It regarded M fawning
or abjectly servila.

un*cllnch (un-klinchO. v.t & v*L to unclench.
uW'Cloak (un-kl0k'| vj* <ft v/ i. to remove a clcwk
or othcir covering (from), 2, to reveal j expoee,

iiit*cloee (im*klo') v.i- <l vJ* [IWCIX>SIB (k!5xdO
,<miN|, [ME, vftdcurn; e UN- (back) n ctm& t

i, to o|*t*n, 2,. to clisekw or reveal.

LATIN iwruts
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fkSL M}* fcontr. < nnmukf MB,

" '

JScot, & N.Bng, Dial.]* L nknown; utrat^,
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tttt'Coil (un-koilO <

" " ' * *

unwind*
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to
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1584 under

im-con-fornva ble (un'kon-fdr'ma-blj, adj. L not
conformable or conforming. 2, in geology, showing
uticonformity .

un-con-form-i-ty (un'kan-fdr'ma-ti), n. [pL UNCON-
FORMITIES
(-tiz)), 1. a
lack of con-
formity; in-

consistency;
incongruity.
2. in geology, a
break in, the
continuity of
strata lying
next to each
other, result- UNCONFORMITY
ing from, an Kf stratum unconformable to strata

mi con scion ix-ble (un-kon'shsn-o-b
1

!), / 1 wot

guided or restrained by conscience; unscrupulous. 2.

unreasonable* excessive, or immoderate,
im'Coa-ecioiva*bly (un-kon'shan--bli) f <fw 1. in an
unconscionable manner, 2. to an unconscionable

degree,
un con sclous (un-kon'shoa), 4/, 1. a) not endowed
with consciousness; mindlesg. 6) temporarily deprived
of consciousness. 2. not aware (o/): & he was wi
conscious of his mistake. 3. not known* realised, orconsctous of ms mistake. 3. not known* reauiea, or greasy <

intended by the person himself: as, MI unconscious act, 1, 4) ha'
an unconsctous insult, 4, not aware of out's own exist* of, an o
ence; not conscious of self* 5, having to do with those
of one's mental processes that one is unable to bring
into his consciousneiw.
the unconscious, in psychoanalyst, the turn of All

thoughts, impulses, desires, feelings, etc, of which the
individual is not conscious but which inluenc* his

behavior; that part of one's pyehe which comprtjt
repretted attires and other matter eswlwdid from,
but often tending to affect, the

un*con'Acldua*iMat (unkon%hM*nisL n, the quality
or ooxkdittoa of being uneoawiouit; bck of ooafdoutoMS.
tw*ocK*atl*tu*tl0nAl (ua'konHft*t65'shn'U un'kon-

t**tUfahn-*i) tfcfA notm *ccrdice with th* prlnelplws
of thud oooitit&tion; not constitutional.

(un'konnitd-UA'abett-el'aHt,
), it* condition, factt quality*

vmct >iu>t it ut it ami,

or ......

or btm in dme* s

mtyv
tm<Km**aa*ttoa**M'ty (uft*k0*vfw%lii^%M># ft.

1. tlit quality m of Mug uamvwwonai,
frtKHloni from tb restratnt-i of utd ttcivtulion.
a>. (t>L t.?Na)NVKNiK)MALitiKH (-tv,*)], am
net, rtniuirk, etc*

un^cork (un-kdrk'). v.t. to pull th out m*
un-count-ed (un-kuun'tul), <//. 1, tut i,

uiut-rinis; iiuiunierali!*'.

kuprl), tf.f. lUIOOUi^tD ('W), UM-
. to (dop^ to*} frpyci a w

. to <H:fCfiuiu-cr ; imftttonctaipk*.

/n ttftkftt
to kowj cf, UNCO]

% [Raft} not known or f.miiinr; I.

clumpy; ungainly. 3* tmculuunl; emit;
(ktt^ktttKt-nen-ikl). mj* t, am
or by *

not bound by or committed to the terms of a covenant.
un*cov*er (un-kuv'Sr), v*t, 1. to make known: dis-

close; reveal, 2, to Iky bare or open by removing a
covering. 3. to remove the cover or protection from.
4. to remove the hat, cap, etc. from (the head), as in

respect or reverence, t/.i* 1. to bare the head, an in

respect or reverence, 2, to remove a coyer or coverings.
un*c0V'ered (un-kuv'Srd), <ufjf. 1, having no covering;
exposed. 2. not covered or protected by insurance,
collateral, etc. 3, wearing no hat, cup, etc,; bare-
headed.
u*vcr0wnd (un-kroundO <wt/ 1. not crowned; not
officially installed u ruler by a coronation ceremony;

I as, Edward VIII was &n uncrowned king, 2. ruling
without the title or position of king, queen* etc.

UttC'tlon (urjk'slwn), ii. [ME. unccioun; L. wutto <
ungttre, to anointj, 1. the act of anointing, m in
medical treatment or a wligioust ceremony* 2, the
oil. ointment, etc, used for this. i anything that
soothes or comforts. 4, a quality or manner of utter-
ance, enpwaily in dealing with religious themes, that
is fervent and earnest, or meant to express or arouse
deep spiritual foiling; hence, 5, a quality or manner
of utterance charactertied by a mm prt*ti[Se or
affectation of fervor, etc., or by unctuwity.
WnctH'Ot4'ty (ufjk'cho^-cM^ti), A. [MB, H OPr.
uHctuoiite; ML. n^rti40.flittf} an unctuous qufttity.
uact'Oy (utik'ehSS-w)* adfj* {MS,; ML utwttHMH*,

reasy < L. nfwutm. ointment < KHftff, to anoint
|

, 4) having the nature or quality of* or otrtetriittie
of, &n ointment or unguent; oily or it) marie
up of or coalmining fat or oil 2, Ilk** *>. stjain orjpeaw
to the touch, M rt*in minerato. 3. soft aim rich;
tmid of soil 4, plastic. S. elmritcttflifti by a smug,
smooth pretense of spiritual Mking. fmrvdr, or tamest-

in tm attempt to initf or permaaiie;
tot) suavtt, bland or oily, M in or manner,
ukut (un-kutO* V* not cut. specifically, a) wr
trtmiiifci b) having untiimiatd mill of th*

of & book. * ) n*>t to "t A

I. not ttisiwaitmMni m $ In
not m fiffifilihwJt,

tftfl-dfttmt'td (un-flAn'tici, ttn <Uta*tkt)aMtf notdatxnttfi;
not tultcruiH iw bfiiiAling 01 ffftr iff !v,

coumifaniiKit; umiMinAvwi; intrwid*
un-41" (un'ti,i>, </;, (Clrf. (Pr. < L*
a Wiftf* in kffftU,fv, wMy; tm*i|,

Ull'tk** JV&> (till dr:./,> ^nt^),. n, (< I*. HM
+ Or, tditto, a a

with
^u^ir'*

>ma

UKDitcstvtNoV IMII* f Init fri
4et!|itkiji* trwr, fir (tlmton,

liH^ifCW'lhtl Cttft diwiitl^icl|i Atf/* | t lliiil ii it*l iii*f Ifl**?!

llf 2, ftttt lli l f
utt*d*tt<mtni*tlft itfA ft*

Iii*S* dl itit

tin th nl ii hk* ( u^.j-1-'l>, MfA L te
I, ttf

imd nl tt'Dly irf% ao m to b* un

w^^lSf*'*%>,fitf* !*!* * A*i *% ^ f^J1^ ;

II, %** %rf%4 ami Mian m K U
ft, 1* w il r to

to ait
tit M. 1 nr wm



uncle
1585 underhanded

ceded by: a*, he* wearing a jacket under his raincoat.
3* beneath the surface of; as* twenty thousand leagues
under the sea. 4* a) lower in authority, position, power,
etc. than. 6) lower in value, amount, etc. than; less
than, c) lower than the required or standard degree
of; as ttw^ter age, 5, below and to the other side of:

as, we drove itiufrr the bridge, 6, in a petition or
condition regarded as lower or inferior; specifically,
a) subject to the control, government* direction,
instruction* or influence of: as, he studied the violin
undtr Auer. b) in * of liability or limitation with
reipect to; hound by; as, he is under oath, c} burdened,
oppressed, or distressed by, d) subjected to; under-
going: an* under an aneethetlc, under repair, 7. with
the character* pretext* disguise, or cover of: an, he

under an aline* 8. in or included In (the designated
category* division, etc,) ; as, piders are classified
twnter arachnids. 9. in the time of: as* literature
flotiriiftiwt under Bliiabeth* 10. beinf the subject of:

as, th* qturattftft under discussion, If. having regard
for; erf t aa MtteV the dronmstances* 12. with
the authorisation or wnetton of; attested by; as,
under h*r signature* 13, planted with; towed with:
as* an Mfwsr corn, oair* 1. in or to a position
bfiow ojimethiniK beneath; underneath. 2, in or to
A thai ! inferior or subordinate. J, to as
to fen surmounted* enveloped, or concealed.
4. the required r amount, etc*

wU* L or moving talnw nomnthing eft or
on tti* 2, lower in authority, position*

power* 3. held in control or re*

predleatiwly. 4, lower la amount.

way. 3. a notch cut ia a treo bftlow the level of th
major cut and on th side to wMA the tre is to fall
4. [Chiefly British], a tenderloin or filet of beef. S. in
sports, a) backupin, m in golf, b) a out, alice, or chop
made with an underhand motion* as m tennis* d/.
that Is undercut. v*)f. [I;NDERCUT utt&Cacurnm;j,
1. to make a cut below or under, 2* to mawfcan under-
cut in, 3. to undersell or work for lower wafftf than.
4. in xports , a) to impart baekspin to (ft billjtif* in

golf, b) to cut, slice, or chop (a ball) with an unatr^agfed
motion, as in tennis. # to undercut something r r

someone (in various senses).

un-der-dc-vel-op (tin'deV-di-vel^p)* >* A v^* to de-
velop to a point below what is usual or needd

uii'der*d0 (un'dllr-dOTO* v& & v*t* [UNDERDID (didO
UNPKRDONK (-dun') UNDKRDOINGK to do less than
is usual, advisable, needed, or called for,

underdk>|| (unMSr-ddg ) w 1* the losing or defeated

dog in a dog fight; henc6 2. a person or praup that is

losing, a$ in a contest or struggle; one that is handi-

capped or uuaderpriviteifdd, as m the itruggto ol life*

un'dev'donej (tm'dSr-dun'), <y. not thorou^nuy cooked;
said of food, especially beef; cf, rare.

wndr'drmlni'mie (un'dlr-drfin'ij)* n. drainage by am
underground system of drains, at in agriwltttre*
nn*d*i>drM (un'd8r*dres') f v.f. to dross more
or informally th&n is indicated by the ooc
wn'dr'sti*mmt0 (un'dlV-es'te-inlt'} /or
un'dlr-si't4-mit) v*t & vX to estimate b*low the
actual value, amount* etc* n, an estimate th&t is too

or uiutetffistimate.

, , AS. ttft&r*; see

twill* a 'meaning: 1 in. m t to> or from a
a* AW tofMewb or enm at in underskirt*

2. to nf ift/fftbf or or r6*A M m
J 10 n 4tjrff, or emoiiftl Unit fe

m m in
.*. A 04. to

fflt C*
too and sttbtletxi underplay.

OBT/. t nut or ml or ma-tare

age,w s% t, the armt Jo
"'

I, J s/M^t tr. i^<wr^i with the
J^n of tnu shuuMsr. m a bowl* or
py H Kiwlitoil *>!' iliiv*fy{ unlrr-
ili mil nnderann diivtry or motion*

,

# e*

wmpww,^
Utt Hwf'**

'p0i6 (un'dlr-ikHipSi
1
}, vJ to expose (ft

photographic plat of fin*. to.) for too short * time.
un-tlcr-i^ po-sur^ (unMiJr-ik?;p<V-/h?

f
r), n. 1. the act

of undfrexpoalxig. 2, an undertxpoted film or
w0dr*ft<ia (utt'dli>fSttO .< (iw0 (fedO*

}, 1. to l&tt t-lu'itx is n<'ccl(>(l, 2, to
ftr) frotn bow*

(un'dVr-HrdO* odf* fired, or heated, from

* ^if P^^ ti,a$ M lowttf tJian. im*tler-jtUiXi (tuiM^r-i
m it- one_ who Miimrun
m'ter f/*

I. oud maa*

II*

to or

foot or on fe grcwmrf or floor at
2. in the waj*

mttdiic*fur fun'dif-fttr)* * *"* orlr flatr lur nadw
the outer ooat erf

salmajat
ms and

worn beneath a suit, etcu tsptciatly next to the
skin.

f

ifrom.tl^^t^/elde.*. . 4

*

i

^la^l,

t<

or

*.!
* IP wiy tMm*

I,* to fiTy

%M t.

tl* m or
,,

2, u> wit*

1, M

^^io

t

JJIWEt*T ^ ..

...,- -,_ , ^ t
.. .... .... . ., to en-

dtiiwj go fa to,

ua<^raniitt*ftlNi lttii
f fy/

4t) it* A ft
or who Iwi net yet th

flnt, or D. t. A
or of 2, law

Of
-M!' 1 ^Ji A* Hyiif

aanw^to^ww^itftiiff^to^
n. I* the mf - -

tin lw i an m
or A s> r^

to or

"^i^wCTSLrwrtr 1

rftaf:
L*^^&^f*7M"ll!

IM
9L/.

*## i?A i

if#:f# WP
||BP

4

wi A
i

^*

IIM*vHw*wHf*1PMIv

If llM
i^M iw to i

9 mrt toM
i.Mm JKPt 'H* fwppjp* wr-^WWt

i>pp>|MliiMA
2>r 3.

,,j
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imderhuag 1586
understate

under-hung (un'd&>hun') <*/. 1. projecting beyond
the tapper mw: said of the lower jaw. 2, having such a

lower law. 3. underslung. 4. resting or moving on a

* track or rail beneath, as some sliding doors.

un der laid (un'd&r4Sd>) adj. 1. laid or placed under-

neath. 2. raised or supported by something lying

underneath; having an underlay. ,

iin-der lap (un'd&r-lap'), v.t. [UNDBRLAPPED (-laptO.

tJNDERLAPPiNG], to lie or extend partly under,

un-der4ay (un'dr4';/0f . tm7
dSr-la') n* ** some-

thing laid underneath, especially a thickness of paper,

etc. laid under type to raise the level of the face* &*

in mining, an inclination or dip of a vein from the

vertical, v.t. [VNTDBRLAID (~Kd'), WMMLATOC], {Mb.
underlain; AS. undsrkcgan; under f kcsan* to lay],

1. to cover or extend over the bottom of. 2. to lay

(something) under something be, especially as a

support, wedge, etc. 3, to raise or support With norne-

thing laid underneath; provide with an underlay* **

in mining, to incline from the vertical: said of a vein.

un-der lay (un'd&r40* past tens of ufutarlie.

un der let (un'dr4et'), v.t [for prfn, ptj.
ue LET],

1. to let at a price below tha real value. 2, to sublet.

un-der He <un
/
attr-li'}. v.UuNDBRLAY (-ISO, UNOBELAW

(4n'), XJNDERLYING], [ME. undwtien* *ndn>ltuen; AS,

nndmicgan; undr 4" Itemn, to lieu * to He or oe

placed under; be beneath* 2. to support; form the

fowls or foundation of* 3, [ObaJ, to be subordinate to*

4* in finance to be prior to (another) ; said of & right,

security, etc., aa. this okiin underlies that.

un-der line (un'd8r-HnO* * ItWElttiHlD (4!ndO,

UN0ERLWING], 1. to draw a line beneath; tujderaoore;
henca, 2. to streis or emphasise, n. (un'alr-lto ) a

line underneath, as an underteom
un-der*liAft (utiMr-lio), n. (ME.; AS.; IM vmm *
-LING, dim. suffixl, a ptrsffla who bai little rank or

authority in comparison with another whom he nerws;
fubordinate: usually oontextuptuout or diip^rftglnt.

un*derUp (unM^lfpOt n* tfie tower lip.

im*dejr*ly*lxtt (un'dSr-n^)! f* 1. lyip under i p!cci
bmeath* C fundammt; bade* 3, obsmirt; not

clmrly evident. 4. in fount*, pnor, is a daim.-, ..
ro 1. to dig beoeath;

from undtr so M to form A tunnel or mine.
at the bw or fonftdation. 3. ic

2. to

or
^STM tee wekn

mi'dMHO,^ 1MB.
un&$rmtk; As, Mrf*rilAi, ntfr iwt^f# tiown*

wftrdl. 1. trader; below; beneath. 2, OA the under**

Ides afc a lower krwL Jrf^ 1. gadwi bfwwi
2. under the form, gttiee, or ithity of. 4Mt/ tiwler j

iowsr* 11* As tinder j

un*dfer-nour'ili (uu
ficiat mwrfwmtnt to;

ammmt m food for

4

, v.t. to ftvt
kee than the

nutter
fiJT

waiter * rwlway or highway, OM
uivd^r |>iiy

mm
/). /t. n
ngi a

, Ai mne
to Hit

li

or

..........__, or
a wall. lftt , * ' *

un <i?r play {unM^i ^4,VK ttt A M> t. w
art, wiw ! ihfttk lh ii% urn

ally fw^ndb^i m i If

In * MNI
I A It*

. >. fl* H

p or ia4
., , et.
MMNL ttae

I Mr f '

iSs J^ Illii'lli' llfEi! fcfc^tt ^fciMilil^S *"

9A ^ r*^ ^ IWf5

A In grin* g*

to run, go, or paw under* n. tomething running or

passing underneath, as a stream.
un-der-acore (un'dir-skdr', un'der-ikorf

), vf. [UNDER-
SCORED (-fk6rd% -skSrd')* VNDEESCOEINCJ, to under-
line. n a line drawn beneath a printed or written

word, pai^ge etc., m for emphaiis.
uH'd^r"85flt (un dSr-sS ) cd/* <Sk od.v* l>6nn,th the

surface of the aam.

un der seas (un'dlr-e^z'), <Tv underaea.

un'dT"Scr<Btiir-y (unMir-sek'ra-ter'i), n {^l UNDER-
SECRETARIES (-izTl, an iJEist&nt secretary*

.
4

,

UNDKESELUNC], I. to fiell at a lower price than.

2, to sell at a price lower than the actual value.
- '-' n a servant tmdrr

the authority of another servant; gubordin.t iirrvant.

un'deroet (nfdir-et'), n an ocan undsrcurrnt,
uti'd^'ShaT'lflf (unM8r-her'if), n. a deputy sheriff,

mi-dwshlrt (un'd8r-ihtlrt') n* ft pfsc of under-

clothing worn under nit cmfeer ahirt, next to the ikin.

utt*der-ihot (un'd8r-*hot')t *v i having the lower
front teeth protruding
beyond the upper front
teeth when the mouth ii

cloied. 2, having a pro-

truding lower jaw. 3.

turnM by water putting
beneath: said of A wtr
ua*4er*elinib

ing. woody*
tiii'ar*eiaei
n the elcle w iurftct that

to ilpi cmi*i nmtiif at
the tnd of { letter,
un der aiftned (uti^t^t' 'Uu.lM, t//. I, at HM
Ctltl, 2, wlio^ir Mifi it ftl Ihr tUflf
the wnd*r<*i&n*l T th "t1

RftVilV
at tht tnd.

un tk^r t^ (nnWf-.u'', <?(//.

)! <//- itt Am
it avvimgt* ixr

u d^rwkirt (unriilr*iiirr}* n ikirt

A woro

t, to ih*
.. frame.

[

^-BUi.
. .... ^ % I. * rtf

fl 3, ft tu Mrn f

llAVillK

tiw

._ .,.r^*ft'
f

^*^lf'K^jiW it

iyiil
f

dlW'lliihdl|ixpii**)9f9ta^
Jii

lilH 10 or lit It

t, 10 pi r Hir -*,
kwwt or lif* l t*i or r

pit M ilm w
I* to aa r 4, tn ik

i a MI n a* to
i ie>. 4, 10 p^i mi *

I* if r

nd tlM
WI. I. IfI

Of l Off IM
e*a 3, tf fet m-

aa, hn
1% I inn

Ji'KV 'tfttiitoVBtilillS iitifi i"tifftpfit|lil-i|:ii -ttts itst*f*a
llAiisfiils.

|O t tit Miff

itti

t * ti

In an at whi
i p#i-

irai&X'JSte
1*1'1'3*^11** fl" iWW**M'

4wiMMMl>pbto (iw'r.*i>'4*-b1).

eo aa I*m m
i tip...... .........

i, i^



understatement
1587 undouble

than Is warranted by truth, accuracy, or importance:
state (something) too weakly or moderately

f

u&4rtAt*flMnt: <ttn'd!fr*at'm*nt), n. I. the act
of underatatlng. 2. a atatement that it too weak or
moceratat

of aor
F i* wfc*'***

*>*<** MM..** * --..j.-

tlf&'deTMMXmMi ^MM uu -m
with stock* or gnrxiti,
uift.dMrt0od (tttt'cWwrtoodO. paat tenaa and paat

of ttaderacaad. ae?A I, agreed upon. 2.
ifwi out not exureiwim i amunuKt*

t
~. f ^l."a jperatm having low rank or petition',

ttuhnrihfkAt*; unoarhna.
uxi'dnratr* mm (tm'aftr-atrft'tam* unMIEr*fttrat'am), n.
l|W, tfNiwTlATA (44, i), UHDEfttTfcATUMS (-Um,-<*, a *ubtratum,

,

act at

r ^*P^^ xiurwr**wi i/, II. J^l, tWDXRaTUDtfta
H4i)|f 1. an aotor wh*> the part of another
artur m that m can serve as a substitute when no
arv. 2, any wbn the duiits of aaothtr

i hat m p M * aubititttti P.*. it v4* [VNDEE-
ititpito fkl>, tnfpmasTuoYiNOl, t, to act aa'an under-

(to). 1. lo feftfn fa cart) M an ttndwstttdy.
tttt'oeY'ejiirfatte) !|in'aif|w fii) n the tind*rfd.
utt'^w^mto Cutt'air*iik*)* .! toHOKifooi: (took')
tfttDMTAKfN (ftlk

/
*A) UWDIRTAKIIK}), I, to tttkc

ttpfm to doj Into r pa (a uak.
Knimy 2, tn giw a ptonata or that;

M, ht to bt otir fttidt, 3, to
4, to raeponetbta

for; wr aa a S, (Oba.), to to the
til tejw oaln er aa in vJl. i,

to on mixmaibitity*
h C^r). l {Cotfoq4* to

aa 2{
tin-Mr CiittMirUUc%; /or l tta'dtotfk'lr), n.
I. a who unHmrtakea 2, a

Is t taa for burial and
fititff{4lii,

m^dev tag Itii ttMiMRr-ak'itti Air J* tin'dMr-Uk^). n.
I, taeki enterimaa.
fa j iha- of an ttndtr*

1 , 4 the aet of ooe wto
tto,

ttndr>tii Kfit .(;mMtr*ten'iint} n
tni iMf' tint (ttnMfa*tiAt') m a faint or tint.

n* I. a Imr tone of mwn<t
r I *iil In an J, A

DT one an
aa if 4 an\w

ill if | iff flit

{Milt r/U*
n ^ inw (tn

*ad In i
that f ilit v

f f
i,l, t, wfftt

4 ha*
I to play i

n,

1. tt OT
m

in
tit

t* te tet iw.
it mA ,1 If or too

M
it* *

t,

being, placed, don, to. boieAth the surface of the
water, 2. used or for us under wmter, 3, blow the
water hne of a ship.
wn-der-wear (unMtr-wtrO. n. cloAftt worn next to
the skm bneath outer clothing;

* '' * '*

, etc,
tm-der-went (u*i'dr-

,t

past

ml,
of..

and to the rear of another, M in some moths.
un*dff-wood (un'dr-woodO n. amaU tmm t ahnaba,
ate. that grow beneath larg treaa in woodi or foraata;
wndarfltrowth; undcrbruah.
un-dar-world (un'dfir-wflrld'). n, I. the earth, 2. tha
world of the dead; Hades. 3. the oppodta side of the
earth; Antipodes. 4, tha criminal members of aodtty;
people living by vica or crimu.w<

i

wTKi Ca^rf*0 .l. ffor prin. jptt. m
), (ME. iMdemritm; nmd m transl oTL. *w^
; see

synscEiBEl I. to write tinder aomathing,
ly

under something written; aubacri^, 2, To
,Fnf name to, 3, to agree to pay or give (a

tpifid sum of money) by signing on* name to a
documettt, etc, 4, to ama to buy (an iaaua of atock f

bonai, etc.) on a given data and at a fixed prioa. or to
ffuarantaa the purchai of (atooka or bd to bem4 availabia to tha public for imbiicrlptian}, 5* to
imbicnb* or aftrea to, eipclAlly by aknatuva. 6. to

to pny for or %mx*m (an undrtkte|ff ta).
7. in iWEnranct, ) to write one'a signature at th* end <rf

(an inauranoa
;
J>olioy) t thua aamtmina liability in the

vint of
apaeifbd loaa or damage. ^T to inaura. ) to

aaauma UabiUty to the wnwrat of (a aum).
vJ. 1, t underwrite ioacwthing* a. to b in
aa aa underwriter,
w*der-mltr (un'dlr-rlt'ftr), n. I, a peron or aoant
who undtrwritos iiumranoa. 2. prso who
writaa of ato.

JRtiitt not crafty or twidrh..w .

-._.,_-..- rw (tui Qirt-bi) 4r* not drtrablij
objeotionabto. n. m undeairable

ttttolil (undld0> P**t tenaa oif tiatfo*

ttttdta (unMtak itJIj fdim, upfemiitic
pwb. alter frilm^ frttly things,
or diiidran'a) unilwwtwr*
tmHmM (ua-aln 11

. un'dfta, ttn#4tn) n* [O,j Mod, L,
r/fMiifia < L. ii* i wftwj, mf^Mm$, & female water
uptrjt who could mcquwi a aoul by fwi*Tyij9gt atul
ttAvtng 4 ehijd >5\ momL

d* att'Wkak'tid), erfA l.
tsWutl, 2, not aa a
.ia*p9adO V* not W),

i, p.| |PMO (<didO twwiiffc (*ditaO
i. mnmtt$ AS, m 4.
to (ttnf or ttntia (a

ji*J, o^r *te<) by thia I, to
.-^.^ ,. ,wj of do
awmy witiu *imtti 4 u |mt an eyid tn^
to ruin nr 5, (Oba*k to mlvti
midk*l0tJun-dj^in), n. I, a tvviwwil of thf

f r
t^ttilltei, tha net T to ttttft or

I. rltr ^

M taNta*). PM*

<^impir ^ ***

,am to doj,
2, to {*

tit

<PI# ItfWIICWIILlSl* C**W)t U|l*W or



undoubted 1588 unfaltering

un-doubt-ed (un-dout'id), adj. not doubted or called

in question; accepted; indubitable.

utt-doubt-ed-ly (tm-dout'id-li), adv* without or beyond
doubt; admittedly; certainly,.
un-draw (un-dr60, v.*. A IM. [UNDREW (-dr55') UN-
DRAWN (-dr6n') UNDRAWING], to draw back, away, or

aside; as, undraw the curtain.

un-dress (tm-dres'; for n., usually unf
dres')t y *- * *

take off the clothing of ; strip. 2. to divest of ornament,

3, to remove the dressing from (a wound). tu. to

take off one's clothes; strip, n. L loose, informal

dress. 2. ordinary clothing, as opposed to uniform,
full dress, etc. aa/. of undress, or ordinary clothing.

Und'set, Si-grid (si'grid oon'set), 1882-1949; Nor-

wegian novelist; received Nobel prize in literature,

1928

lund'so wetter (oont z5 vt't&r), [G.J, and so forth;

et cetera: abbreviated uw ,.w.
undue (un-d5o', un-du')t <*dj* 1* **ot yet owing or

payable, as a debt* 2, improper; not appropriate or

suitable. 3. not just, legal, or equitable. 4* excessive;

unreasonable; immoderate.
un-du-lant (un'joo-tont. un'doo-tont) . adj. undulating.
undulant fever, a persistent infectious disease caused

by a bacterium transmitted to man in the milk of

infected cows and goats, and characterized by n

undulating, or recurrent, fever, an enlarged ipieen,

sweating, and pains in the joints; also called M&Ua
(or Mediterranean) fmer.

uVdu-late (un'joo-llCt', unMoo-laV; for o&. mwUy
un'joolit, un'doo-lit), vM [UNDULATED (-id), tWftU-

LATZNG], (< L. undulatus* undulated < unda> a wave],
1, to cause to move in waves; move up and down
or to and fro in undulations. 2. to give a wavy form,

margin, or turfac to, i>.i t to move in or as in

waves, 2. to have a wavy form, margin, or surface,

adj. having a wavy form* margin* or tun*G; undu<*

Ming, $YN, see ewinft.

(un'joo-ltt'id, ujaMoo-UU'ld), #. t-

un easi ness (un-^'zi-nis), n. the quality or state of

un*du*lm*tlott (un'joo4I%hn un'doo-tt'ihwa), n t.

an undulating or undulating motion, ae of a enake>.

2, a wvy curving form or outline* e*peWIy one of

a series, 3, pultttion. 4. in pkyxies, wavt motion*
AS of light or sound, or a wave or vibration.

un*du*Ia*tiv* Om'jocHirtiv, ua'dcxhll'tiv), tf. of or

chawsterid by undulations;, un4ulatory.

undU'iH'lO'fy (ma
f
joo-la-t0ri* un'aooito'n). *4f

1, of, caused by, or cHaraeteriMd by unduuiUo&s,
2, wavelike. 3. undulating,
n-dn4y (ttn*dWli unHuHi). <ttto 1. imjpropetiy;

? beyond a due dgr: txcfiiviv.
Cu0"dri^), ?/. not dying or tutting; im-

,____ ,___. r ... not emmed by wwk
or eervioe. 2. not deserved,
unearned Increment, im increase m the value w
lam or other pfop*rty comiut about through 00 inert
or xp<=ttclituri5 oci the pert oc t*ie owww* IM tttSTH^gb nn

un-earth (m^ftti'jCVf* I* to dig up from out *

earth, i 2. tQ briittf to light ; diiiew*n

i-neftft/un-fu t h'lj-ui-.}. ft. the f quality

||f.
1. ** M* f

_., _ j j i gneetlv. 2* i

3.JColloq,l, fantaetioj outlandih. *W. e weM.

manner.

M**-^a-y (un-S
f
zi), ad1

/. (UNEASIER (-*i-r), UNEASIEST

(-zi-ist)l, L having, showing, or allowing no ease of

body or mind: uncomfortable. 2, awkward; con-

strained. 3. disturbed by anxiety or apprehension;

restless; unsettled; perturbed.
un,'em.'ploy*a*l>le (un im-plor Q-D l), fla/ not employ-
able; specifically, that cannot be employed, as in

industry, because of age, physical or mental defi-

ciency, or the like. n. an unemployable person.

un-em-ployed (un'im-ploicl'), adj. 1, not employed;
without work. 2. not being used; idle. n an un-

employed person, .
,

the unemployed, people who are out of work.

unm'ploy'mnt (un'ini-ploi'mant), n. the state of

being unemployed ; lack of employment,
unemployment compensation, payment, m by a

State government, of a certain amount of money to thf

unemployed, usually at regular intervals during n funti

perioaof time, .

un equal (un-S'kwl), 4/ 1. not of the name */,<%

itrength, ability, vaue, rank, number, amount, rtr.

2. not balanced or lynimetricals as, an umqml tmttwi,

3. not even, regular, or uniform; variable; nuctua*m,
4. not equal or adeauate (with lo): ae,

4
ih provnl

umqual to the job. 5. not equitable; un)ttat; unfatr.

w* an unequal person or thing.

un-equaled, nn-<s-quailed (un-e'kw.)!!!). a/< imt

equaled; unmatched; unrivaled ; tupreme.^>
: ... ^..^. / ^ii t.*,i~.jjf*. tm*t\ ant ttftt

\\ etraightlorward; clear: not i . ...

ing (un-ur
1!^ un-erin). drf/ 1 m

2, not mining or failing; cwtain: ure; i,,

UNESCO (yoo-nes'kX). n. the unit*! Nation .

tional, Si*i**ntiflc, and Cultural Organisatkm,
un^ee^eexi'ttai (un'i-een'sheu* /* **^fc eneentttrtj ttet ft

great importance,
n* "jE1

!***?!!**
M

f*\ *

wen; not level, smooth, or ttatj roagit; tfrMuwri t
not straight or parallel. J. uneqtiaL aa in ienjgth,

thlckns* etc. 4. not ttn|f*rmj vmryinin itiettiatmii*,

5. {Rare], not equitable; uniwr, ft, in mwmmmus* mn ,

not evenly divisible^by two^ f

* iW*F t^%rf
. ^.

h*vln no precedent* paralwl. or without

*; unpreeedftntMl. f

aw or fault i not 'warrantingeioeptlofiable; without
even the erit

10 be

ijjrwproiMBhablii.

c#ptiimali not
not admittini <3 any ffftt*

I. ,

ttttM^pmHeirtim'ikHvekw).^ c* tin-

(Wlk iMtk 1.

ii,| titm 1, ,

m>MI Ifti eV. I. ttt .

r

. . . .

4

IMK.; AS.
M. m -

I

. ,

r **M*. iml

,

or inn
with <NT t

ttn*teitli Itil irfA i i* ili

il a te^ pr
to or I.

undoubting
undrulned
undramatic
undramuticaUy Mli*^*ti*^t.

undried

undrlnkuble
tmdutlfyl



unfamiliar tmhair

good faith; f!inhrmi*Ht. .1 not true, accurate* or re-

TmbUs untrustworthy. 4, adulterous; guilty of adultery.
5, fOM.L inii*M.

un*m<mlliftr (un'hMmll'yCrK of/. t, not familiar or
well known; nt range. 2, having no experience (with) ;

nut cofiveriuwfit : at, he unfamiliar with tools.

un fft*mtt*f'ftr'i'ty (ttn'f*^in-ar'-ti), n. lack of fa-

miliarity; or quality of being unfamiliar,
ttttitt-thtrid (un*f&'JA8rd) fj* 1. having no father;
fathtrlmm. 4, of unknown paternity; Illegitimate;
Itftr4 3, of unknown authorthip r unertabliihea
authenticity,

tin fo'fOT'ft'feta (un-fa''vir*0-b*i), <wf/ not favorable; not
prtt>itUufii lulvrr*. contrary, or chftadvantageouti,
Uffcfdrftt4d Mittay 8tftf* i former division of the
Malay lVnin*uU Including the native of
Krtantan* K>d*h. Jafif*r Peril** and Trenggimu:
nrrn 11,1170 *c|. till, : IV48, a part of I hi Federation
of Malaya.

(un-fel'if)), #. 1. Incapable of feeling
ir or tanenfttbU". 2, incaiwble of

wmpftthy or m*rey; hardhearted; callmti; oruel.

un*f*||fMM (un-ffmr), f/* net! Ifigtitd; geftttiat; real;
rtt I?w. **r iif>

i

tii**f*t tit (ittt*fat'ir), t*l to frtt from fnws
of ftiiy kinds libmtft. M % ,

uti'ilft'WM Cun in'lihli* atf/ L not finUbM; not
r |wrf*ctMi inrarfipit. 3. having mi

ftfilw* or Ijtiit eimt* m tn painl I* nat or

jplter tanmftig, M cloth,

uf* fit Cttn^ii
1
)* f^/ i f rwuirt-

or awt . 3* pot phyetlly
til r J twit .kpiwl or for a giwm

yl* {ifWfitttii C-ifii iwtiTfiwcaj, to mk
until; M t

tttt'Sl .*. (im- fliirk) f ^*l t, to unfMtMt;
1, to m .. ^ , .

(un^KIOi f/ I- * ^y
I ittwtmt*ifl

, (|* Ml

fl, mt
u$*l firm

AS. unjatliitin;
j 4 to"' 1 . to pw <bt Joidft of i

I to wiftk* known M toy open
Hi wr tx0Uito

t
J. t

4 til ttitwim *A *M IfTcwitit

tiitfwrffii fntt*li4*)* ^|. I- hnviiig no wittUr
or I tttit or i"

%iififfi I, il**l IHH?rr*itr*$

mm tm nw /* * foruiwiiej

l*f toil fwritiit*. ttitappy.
41* H

ftl ^2*'
tttt 4 4/. 1 . MA en

'

. 2. nut
W. M

un-furl (un-fdrlOt* <* * i/*f. to open or spread out
from a furled state; unfold,

uii*(ttifi<Hn6M (un-gln'li-nis) it. tiMl quality or con-
dition of bing ungainly,

un>ftain-ly (un-gflnli), ad], [MB. na^miche < un-
ttin, penlouH < M, not 4- ON. f<tn fi^4y service-

nblej, awkward: clumsy, adv. in *& ungatfity manner.
Un-ga-vii (un-ga'va, un-gl'v) t n* a former fttio** in

northeastern Canada* including most of Labrador: now
a part of Quebec.
un<ft4n'rou* (un-jen'@r-ds), ad/* 1. not gtetranij
stingy: mean, 2. not liberal or charitable: harth,

wn-glra (un-ttrdO. ***** 1MB, umirdm; AS* mjyrdwf
< un-i back -f gyrdan, to gird), L to remove tat btit
or lirdle of. 2. to remove by unfastening A bolt or

gircue,

ynglrt (ttfl"gttrt')> (/ 1MB. untyrt <
1. hairing the girdle off or ftlackened; not
loons; not braced or drawn tight; slack.

tm*$luod (un-gklfKlOi <V broken open;
saia of thingN glued together*

w**'i0d-ii*t!*i (un-gfiiFH-nii), n* the stato or
of wing ungodly.

2

.

a'god*iy fun-tfCKini), adj* t. not godly or rwigtotw;
impious, 2. mnful; wicked. J [CMloqJ, outragtotiB;
dreadful, erfv. I. JArchaioh In an impbm tinfult or
wickfd rrmnnor.

fully :

2, [Colloq.], outrageously j drnMi

rb*ilieni
vm gov-ern u hltt (un-guv%n*tb1) ad/, that cunnot
l>e govtrned or roatrained; unruly; wild;
S rJV* we unruly.

ttnattraetiye* 2, rude; aiMcmrmmi to*

poltto; not grnviottN or abk,
uti'grAttinui*l*e*l (uii'gtt-mmt^i-kl}, wtL t. not in

with tlta prifioiples or rutei of grammar*
2. uttag uxiffiraunmmtioal liyngu*g*,
tt'tttiT (u^gwtl)* 4/ (< L* iwitj*<i. a claw, aall)
of. ilk or having a nail cUw* or feom.

jiuard H! (un-glfd^id), w* l
: nvfng no fittrd

uis

nvng no
prvuicut ,

I.

isiftu^nt (vni^^nt), n. (L ungmntum <
to wadjatj, or olotxiMmt.

yagna'tar'y (uq'gwMi*ttr't), dy* ol.

imuir* of* Uktv or m *n ungwnt,
tar

etnw fcaloo; 4* -

of hool.
mftl

.. dim* (

jVittflj ttEils* ciikW$ or 1 _,,,,. ,

.'. in'MiNy* having m unfttf"!.
elawt * uil.

, -fi-n/i),
otf, [L. nnjfinonut < -

.tmant}, ql or likt fit or ou. . .4 '

, k W. Cfffc)l*JL4 I.

', 2. In tMteny, tm claw-aha^l

. 1.

* to

i* t Iwbftyiur,
M. 1. m

vi^w
mw

jrwmwim
mf ^ r

^" ^, J^._.. J^_ t.lL,. ...! uu ^ J*i4*ik^* ^M^iliit IK* iiKi

f|4Wlfw>i 4 *i*

T'

of m or <

.... ti 1*1 cufj

t*l... .

tfe^"E b^^ctti to *
|

nil ^u liir (two%yKHif) W
.! I to f

-j^^,-jrr.a.te
awffiftsaJN ^"Ws



imkallow 1590 unimproved
un hal low (un-hal'5), v.t. to desecrate; profane,
un-hal-lowed (un-haKOd), adj. 1. not hallowed or

consecrated; unholy. 2. wicked; profane; impious.
u11-hand (un-hancr) , v*t* to loose or release from the
hand or hands; let go of*

urvhand-some (un-han'sam) , adj. 1. not handsome;
plain; homely; not attractive. 2, rude; unbecoming;
not gracious or courteous. 3. stingy; mean.
un-hap-py (un-hap'i), adj. [UNOAPPIER (-i-eY), UN-
HAPPIEST (-i-ist)], I. unlucky: unfortunate. 2. sad;
miserable; wretched; sorrowful. 3. not suitable or

appropriate; ill-chosen. 4. (Qbs,J evil; reprehensible.
un-har-ness (un-h&r'ms), v.L i. to free from harness
or gear. 2. to strip or divest of armor.

wn-health*y (un-hwthi). adj. [UNHKALTHIER J>thi-Sr),
KJNHRALTHIKST (-thi-istjj,

1. having or showing poor
health; sickly; not well. 2. harmful to health; un-
wholesome, 3, harmful to morals or character,

tin-heard (un-httrd')* <*<# ! not heard; nut perceived
by the ear: as, the cry went unheard, 2. not given a

hearing. 3. riot heard of before; unknown.
imha*r<i-of (un-hftrd'uv' un-hflrd'ov'), rd/* not
heard of before: unprecedented or unknown,
unhelm (un-heim'), v.t.&v*L [Archaic], to remove the
helm or helmet (of).

un*hlnfte (un-hinr). v*t, [UNHINGKU (-hlnjdO* UN-
HINGING], 1, to remove from the hinges, 2, to remove
the hinges from. 3, to dislodge or detach, 4. to throw
(th mind, etc,) into confusion; unbalance or up**t.

wn-hitch (un-hiehOi tff* 1. to free from * hitch. 2,

to unfasten; release; detach,
im*hO'U4y (un-h5

/
b-H) adv. in an unholy mannar*

ufrhO'Iy Tun-hdli), ad/. [UNHOUER (-Mr), UNHOUEST
Ml-lit)1, [MB.; AS. nnhdig; u*, not i ftattf, holyl,
l. not sacred, hallowed, or consecrated* 2* wicked;
profane; impious, 3, [CoUoq.| frightful; dreadful.
un*hook (un-hook') **** 1. to remove or loonen frwn
a hook. 2, to undo or unfattten the hook or hookt of,

vL to become unhooked*
un*hoj>*d (unh5pt') <wtf not hoped for; not wpteted:
usually with for* a*, an unk&pi4f&r advantage,
whore* (un-hornO, v*t* [twtfaitftKD (*hdrit') UN-
HORSING], 1, to throw (a rider) from a horn. 2, to

overthrow; upset. 3. to tike a or from,
im-hu-num (un-hu'iua) t attj. !. R*nl iahum&n.

d (u'ni-kus'pid), tfdf>. having a single* cusp.
ti-tti-cy-cle (U'ni-rti'k*l) n. [see cYcr.Kj, any vehicle

having a .single wheel.
un ideaed cun/

i-d5'od), (j. having no weaa; stupid.
on-al (G'ni-di-rek'shan- 1, a'ni-dl-rek'hdn-

1) , adj* having, or moving in, only one direction,

uni'ft'a'ble (u'no-fi'o-b'l), adj. that can be unified.

u ni-ft ca tlon (il'n^-fi-ka^h^n), n the act of unifying
or the state of being unified.

u*nift-er (a'no-fi'er), n. a person or thing that unifies.

u*ni*fi'lar (fi'ni-fi'ISr), adj* [w- -f- JUttr], of or having
only one thread, wire, etc.

(a'ni-fldr'da, a'ni-HS'ras), <&. bearing a

FOLXATK), in 5alany
loosely* unifoliolate.

f

1. bearing only one Iraf. 2,

, ,
.

H-{-iat') afo [we rot.ioi.Ane],
in botany, L waring only one
leaflet although compound in atruc*

ture, as a h**if of the omnge* 2,

having leaves of thin *Krt,
,

u-ai-form (a'tw-Wrin')., atf. (Fr.

uniform*; L, uniformix < iwn*,
one + /<^ma a for nil, I- always
the iwuw; not varying or changing
in form, fata, degree, inannr
etc, 2, having the cotin

itppafan manner* to.; not
varying among thwnwwi; oon*

forming to a given standard;
always alike, 3, having a cc

fttetttnt action, effiwi* tc,i being
idtntkal throughout a
country* tc: aa, ft mi/mrm mmi>
mum wag*, n. 1. th or tliiiliictlv*

worn by in* memb*r*of A puriiciilmr group,
or ^klifinii <*ftpi*ciiiiiy whm on duly. 2, ft mill or uutltt
of such cluth. y*t l l or wiiii a
uniform, 2. u* m*k untiurm. f Fl^* utiNMKy.
uniform wlch, hnving thw form, a|iwrAftw* t, w.

LEAF (of

r uifonu odf df MtUtiU-y JuNiUv, ite te^ly i| U'-v ,

gnv^rniiig ntnmberii of tho w thu yitil*tl

tl ol war In tfSL

*. up0rhutn. 3. not human In kind* quality* etc* U'fti'farnH'tier
I'ttt* (ft'ne, tt'ni), [< L, N*iur one), ft combining form or holding ih*

metnfng ti<win& of consisting <>/ 0*4 *>/>% fa nnl*
tUfer.

U'ai**t (U'ni-atO* * IRuiw. wttljwi < Mftfoa, a union <
U ttftgf. onet eo nanid from **unl** with ttie Ecwm
CfaurohL a iambtr of aay Chrlitlatt Church
that the Pa^ a primatis but to iti

own liturgy, nteei etc, ttd/ of inch & church," *

i'L , ,t nfl. Uniat.
ini A Alii,

-wii| !/ |< NN^ I" LI*,

f il| f i if ar having

tusvy,

;S.f

eomir*. ft vmalt* c

A
*''tlr'l)l M(/. I, of

may be xlftiwd aa

PIT,^ r Ml ,

btfCfMtUP

-f-

< I ,

w* I <
Hff

atui ttul bAvtrM *---
from the etfctr

P
5T

.w that nave In a w*y, i f or
to uniformity if* jfc ft

U
It* ipL

mm* ft vrr I* am-
4tuuity, or d'

i -* (wit
ir; ItU - U
in to

*>iiiw f

i

,

, , , . it
...., one t A
n nt UU r Hi - . ^f. i,
p# f<NI II I*AiA$ |, L wf Bt IW

ie ude l f unt w
it f by

HM IMA M *
,*.. im Mf fM Ui

4 0^
kitw -;, iiw ^ i tn 1 in

or on wn* ^|i 14

tt Wf
M

wm ii a ...

,..

H *# Wf

f* **' ,f M(/. ff
ctll t, .. ..........,. .........

t tut or
iriAtiw

..i. A $ mA ^ i



uninaugurated 1591 unit character

toland. 2. not mode use of; not turned
- -..i'. A not improved in health,

uii4ii'tiMi'i*8fit (un'in-tel'cMdnt), adj. having or
showing a luck or cldicif*ncv <f intelligence.

un*lH'tr***t-iid (un-in't?r4n-tid un-in'tris-tid), ad/.
1, having no interest (with in), Ijmvlng no attention.

uit'loa (an'yn), n. [MB.; Ufa QFr,; L. uni& t oneness
<.

t
wiiur,

t one], I, a uniting or
bcitttf united; combination; jun<*
turn; {union, 2, an agreeing or
kiiffuing together

t
for mutual

benefit. .1. tot* unity rtr m,lidar-

itv trixlumi by thin. 4, a
rombtninK or grouping ttgi*th*

lf

cf natinnn, mtatet, fmllticul gr*ui|m,
fir. fc*r noine rtf*cifk mtrpcMe.
5, rnarriaKe. 6, in England, a)

rttmbifwtiftn of partehrs for the
joint urlmmifttratUm of relief for
the poor l>) a Wftrkhottw kept, tip
by mtch #i union. 7* rtomrthittg
tmitiMl iir unitiwi; a whole it tariff u; ._

H, 11 devuv svitihoh/tng political union, uncnl in a flag
i if ensign: it rnav vr Uie entire field, an the thrct
rrwiw in the Ilrlllah national fiug, or it may im placed
in the tipper inner winter, A* thw white on a blue
firlti in tli tag of the United Htmtm 9, a trade tmitm;
Iftlw* unkm. to. a device for joining together parts*

i f a p*cialty, a coupling lor Unking thn
m ft, fabrie matte f two or more

. tf material, iw eotum and Jimm, Abbre*
! fl. A'l'-V, wr iHuut\ tmlf>,

tjb* lltttett, the United nl AttteHra,
t A t identify ttne an a member

wipe:

{of pipe)
nectionii of

nfmt it nut; c
iteu

up if united partn,
nlm,

"

m tf i L.. .

Unloffi dtyt a dtjr In N*w near Jwrwy City;
|i,,l,liii,^ ^

^,.... n I* the prlfiolpte of
2, of prfnclpto or of A fitiiwified

uai I, ihi nr of Iftlitc unkwi,
4 IU-1 to the union of the United

UMN Civil Wr
tui'icMA'lM n I, a wlwi ia

I, a of ft uiii0fi, 3 IU-L it

w tlt mttift l the Pplled
thM Civil war, 4. JU-J, a nerson

in ll of within the
irt to i
f, |II*J * tfifttftftftf of the Ilrltlsi

till bit i'Bft*fkm ift'y
Hi 4 car

unkmiM .f* (W) tw*
iwinw|, I, t union* 1 to (a

*l ttwWr* lit * ifiiitiitrft etc.) Into a lalior

,i in with thft ntl#
eu*. i*f w* In I* n or

a *
t a iafl nait orty of ft

the ti * 2,

JU j 1. it* nW il th
tnltitt <if VfU it, M ^.cnm^n in ||

of AfrlrA; 4f2SHO HU, ttiij

|M||, M
If. of ^ AAr., It, T S A. U.HA.

<t
l *

lli to iht
j^ *J th* uf the

Mi, ml,; poe* t

A!*

"

i #

i t - n ri0. |a

...I Ite ami
lii but

tli4l *ll mw foltt iM
A tltwi Rd

* lli

I 4 *t fMUt Iff44 uf aw

rmpIoyoeA are fixed by contract btwe0n tho rmployrr
imcl a labor union. Of, CIOHIH! Mhop, OJKM shop.
union suit, ft suit of men's uncierwoar uniting nhift anil
drawers in a uiiigle garment*
Uu-ion-town (Qn'yan-tun') n* a oHy w aouthwRtorn
FaanBylvartia; pop,, 20,000.

iMjJp'Sfc-roui (yoo-nip
f
a-rd*) f adj* [Mod* L. imijwrus <

L* Knit.fv one
t
-f #<ww<* to bear], f * pro4uo!g only ow

egg or offHpring at a time, 2, in boimyt oroduohif only
o axis at each branching* an cfrtain lower

W'nl'pr'$0iviil (a'ni-pttrirn-'Dj adj. I, misting us w
in, consisting of, or manifested m the form of, only

2 In grammar* ad in only on person (spt*
the third ptron singular): *ait! of cartiiin

i as mttkinks.

u*nl*p<ic*l<oua (U'ni-pet'1as) odj* in tolany, having
only one patal*

U'n!-plft*nar (G'ni-plff'nUr), odj* kcate*<I or <xurrlng In
one plane*

(Q'nipod'). n [M|- 4- -^ aftar ir^Ml* a
prop- or support, **a/ navitig only oni lug,

ll'nl-pS^lr)^ df/ L of or having only ana
W

(

urie kind of oolarity* 2< dtsigniAiing a ntrvt
, as iti tipinal gtingfia, having only on* ptxicfw,
<|u* (anlk') na/* (Fr. <TU wfcw

ivigljt
*kin

to n^w. onf
I

I , one ana only; iitagln; *t>ii 2. diffiancnt
from nil others; having no like or *qual* 3, singular;
tttiusttttl; extraordinary ; rar; still r^gartted byM an objwt ioiittbte unage* VIW *** aUiftla*
u nlri^x u sil (u'lii^'k/jihtTu-.tl), a<//. [Moa.L*.

MIX; *fiNaificmiy*
rithr maki 0r

&tis: m twi" A tutxUALl, f only <

a) in b^amy* clicUnoua. 6) in

fetttalo; not termaphroditto.
... ne-s

1

!!, Q^Aox'n) n [OFr.; ML,
tra iound

->.
L* jotwv, on* -f $>tu$ a

1, identity of rmtwcal pitch m of two or fiiarn

voice* or tr% or the intervftl cf a prrfeot pritno. 2,

Mfwiitfltifc; citncoitli harmony*
In tuiinon, I, Mounding the Mine iutr at th
tlttte* 2. louncung together in 3, with I1

the or imttruntrnU performing the part:
mid of a musiotl otimfKMtlem <n

u nlao-iuint (vtw-ni'/,* ti-mti, </;. umunm.ii;;.

csiwitriMctwiMcl l>y 0r fawliw *w uttluoii*

n*alt (ft
f

Bit|
n. fftbtew* < *5|1 I. the

n) Itt tfiialAw ftk4 amount d work a
in mwnrdiii cl4iwite cretiitm usually cuttrrmlntvl by
the tttfti*r til hourn apertt in 6) in MwihiHt* rtti.,

the ftntount of * drujf vacctfw, wtrum* or anti|ft*it
nvedeci to |irInw u gi^ wi rtiilt mi fm A oertaiii attimal
wr oit animal *i a >n wr ffni$ of
lBdivicSiw wpwjfttttf AN dwUnguldwd from tl$w ir
an purt whow. 4 ti ltii f tluitinot part or tbji*c?t

for ft w th^
iitili >t ,t j-f platin, tte Mull ci a tet i* its

ft itttgnitttdt ir ii'jjubrr M mi
(i&t|ivMii wliute, 6. in wttttwy any
poay f li a of ,

ti wit (i%fi4i) it* AdlL ft m Ite
ii IM* iiEttillf m a nftil
Hirlim (rt'n. i:lf'i .Hih H* {< L

i* -M; aiw n < f K* K
WRQ IM of tm iVfimyt fe*

la th but rae of
JiiiIWi* ttAll tlijl*IIl

;

l|l lilltt Clmi li Ml ilfispi!
1

l*fttel|* ^* il

m f^miilAdt *'^i

HM t)f
, M tp l

m irfit .1.
or In

I OSS
!)mt ryir I uii'i^isim r ill

vi n fur f Ci%*lwf
l|f IM tf

| or a* *
unit fir n j



unite university
* unit in heredity according to Mendelian principles.
u-nite (yoo-i^tOr *>* [UNITED (-id), UNITING], [ME.
wnyfan < L. unitm, pp. of unire, to tuiite < unus,

one]. 1. to put or bnng together so as to make one;
combine or join into a whole. 2. to bring together in

common cause, interest, opinion, etc.; join, as in

action, through fellowship, agreement, legal bonds,
etc. 3. to have or show (qualities, characteristics,

etc.) in combination. 4. to join in marriage. .5. to

cause to adhere, v.f. 1. to become combined or jomea
together; become one or as one, by adhering, associ-

ating, etc. 2. to join together in action. $W. see join.

u*nite (u'nit, yoo-nlt/), n. [< unite, ., with reference

to the union of England and Scotland], a former

English gold coin of James I, equal to 20 shillings.

u-nTt-ed (yoo-mt'id), adL [pp. of unite], 1. combined;
joined; made one. 2. of or resulting from joint action

or association. 3. in agreement or harmony.
United Arab Republic, a republic in the Middle East
formed (1958) by the union of Egypt and Syria: area,

458,000 sq, ml; pop., 27,000,000; capital Cairo: Yemen
is associated with it in a federation (United Arab 8tat).
United Kingdom, 1, Great Britain and Northern
Ireland; area, 94,279 sq. mi; pup., 46,207,000; capital,
London: official name, United Kingdom of Groat
Britain and Northern Irland* 2. formerly (1S01-
1922), Great Britain and Ireland. Abbreviated U.K.
United Nations, an international organization formed

January 2, 1942, by the nations opposed to the faflctat

coalition of Germany, Japan, Italy, and their satellites.

The 26 nation* that met to form the organization were:

the United States, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, China, AttfttraUtu Belgium. Canada,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicara-

gua. Norway. Panama, Poland. Contn Ricii, Cuba,
tacholavafcia the Dominican Republic. El Salvador,

Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, the union
of South Africa, and Yuguftlaviu; by 1W qUlitionai
members were Afghanistan, Albania, Argentina, Au-
tria, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria. Burma, th* Bwloruaiian
8.8.R., Cambodia, CVylmi, Chile. Colombia, Oenmtrk*
Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, Pram*, Ghana, Gfttetm,
Hungary* Iceland, Indrmraia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, !wm*l,

Italy, Japan, Jordan, l*ao*, tatwnon, Lttxma, Ubya,
Malaya. Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Pakifttan, Paraguay,
Pttru, the Philippine*!, Portugal, Romania, Saudi Arabia,

Spata, Sudan* Sweeten, Thailand, Tuttiiia* Turkey, thr

Ukrainian 8.S.R., the united Arab Republic. Umgiimy*
ia, and Ytiraeti, Ttw member* wins organit*u to

> world ami uutmrfty uwter a, permanent
at Sail in HH5, and 1946 h*vi
r heaflQuarterii In York CStys
JHt v#tf*

I me? fataMttonidL a privately own*!
If ,W and

and er, :

tltfljiWa <* Unite* Areea ami Inter-

LNewe vervteei aobreviatwl HW (mt
owiBCfti, uttar
Stutas Armyi the Regular Army* <r
fwc* cjf the United States!

_ _iA M. Army ol h* t!ltl
UnitiHJ States of Amfficmv

> tip of fifty*

i

i, mt (i

It mi, mi.

add

tm*
d

(nT

2|fifiip **'i,a
*** i i/**|^<* i5I fijlHlli | i'Sl|litlili

J9,C.: tlo i'alUtf UnML S1elf5 Amwtar
_,.-, _.,-rtf4lA* t ll.a, l

(nil iteriMJil. ^
unit factor, a gent Itivtilvwl in tltt of a
given unit character.

tt"nl*ti?e (Q^na*tiv), 4/ {ML 1,

unity. 2* trtttllttg to umt.
putt mte a rait, an in

,the of a IP vaM n* a in
with tne d the

i4iHsr CKn^j^v_i^^^^ lip,<

2.

a 1 d : m j

-1 "

uniftirwlty*
by this. 6, t% or tert, 3 t

"

whoU wiptfdally t li a
imrti. 7. on
will prudutftt a

,m,_
an ttrtirtir i*r itt^rafy I* a orw
ato pruclucTtl. f or
ItiiriNiw, iictififi* etc. ii>. in HJ My
iuantity. tc* r
* or I, A) lite ur L
ife* MttiikHk th* | i%

(thr / IfMit, ,;r; ;

fev Fwitfh
thtt* M i^U> tiinr

, that alt MWJ *ut*"ii CUM

and that the setting should be confined to one k>c&K
SYN.~ -unity implies the anuncs$, as in sipint aimu, intorwts,

feeHnfirs, tc. of that which Is made up of diverse olttaaantt or

indivSuab (national unity) ; union impHen thd state of being
united into a tingle organization for a common purpos (a labor

union) ; solidarity implies such firm and complete unity in an

organization, group, cl*tt tc. &$ to make for the greatest

possible strength in Influence, Action, etc,

Univ* L Universalist, 2. University.

imlv., 1. universal* 2. universally*
-nl*?a*Iefice (a'na-va'lans, yoo-mvf

o-wns), n. the

quality or conaition of being univalent.

ti-ni*va4ency (u'na-vS'lan-ai, yoo-mv'^-bn-ii), n. uni-

Wno-vfildnt, yoo-niv'd-bnt), mj K nn*-

4- L. wlfns* ppr. of twJ*r<, to lx worth), I. in kinlogy t

single ; unpaired : said of u chronionomc. 2, in thtmistry,

tf) riaving one valnce. 6) having a vulvnc* <f one.

Also, fsp. for ft, mono?*Int.
u>ni*valv (a'no-valv')i / (* t M|W^

t
11 ' tt "loUunk

having a cme-piew shell, a^ u Hnuvl. 2, such u otu>*pictv

nhell. tfdfjf. t. dcmigiteting ur having a gm'i>u*oe rthvll.

2, hnving one* vulv*- only*

u*ni*valvd (G'n^-valvd'), d[;
;
univalve,

,

W'lii'Val-vu-lar (ri'ni-varvyoo-wr). |, umvalvc.
u>ni-vr*aal CG'tu-vflr^'l), rf/* [MB. OFr. Hiwprtd;
L, uni^rxalh < uniNrsiw; M iwivitawtj, 1. cf, for,

or inrlufling all or the whole soinrthmg sj*mftI ;

not limited or rwtrteted. 2. of thf.umwrp: j|rrcnt
or cicctirring everywhere cr in all thmgij,

J, Iinti, <tr

rfgarclccl w a cotnptoie whole; entire; whom* 4, brtmcl

tit knowledge, inttrttvtM, ability, tc, 3. that can be

used fw all kitt,di fortiw, tc.; aaaptabw to any
utej aa, a nwAwriaJ voltage regulator, Qatcttlatcir, to,

6, u4 intended to b* u*l, or unanmUKKl by all.

7. in lopi not restrlctti! or particular in application;

predicating something of rvwry, mtmtHff a clam;

gtwtric, it. 1. In IOM* tf) a nnlvwrmt i>roplfton b)

*y of the Hvr prwiicaolfl* (!% turtnw.
property, acoidrat). *) * trrm r cunonpt.

i) that which a term or 1 in

a witUy by
p**tftbilltr wd natuf a

ol chanicinjt a* tit '* Abbnviataa ttnlf.

ttlvwwl *ppl!e*b*iity l ivwy *w or in-
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;
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University City 1593 ximn;amed
* and doctor*!; European universities generally

comprise only graduate or professional schools, or both.
2. th* grounds, building*, etc. of a university, 3. th
faculty ana student body of a university. Abbreviated

.. Halt.
Univmlty City, a city in Missouri, near St, Louis;
pnp., 40,000.

tinfvtritty oxtoiiaion, m extension (sen* 4).
tin*joint (un-joint^). p.f. L to i>piurat (a joint).
2, to **paratjR the joint* of.

unjuit (ttnjuat/} adL I. not just or right; unfair;
contrary to justice, 1 [Oba.I, dishonwt or unfaithful

lift-kempt (un-kempt*). adj. [HH- 4- kempt, pp. of dial.

kfm&$n* to comb; MB, tomtan,* AS, ^mban < tomb*
a ccmihK I, not combed* 2, untidy; messy, 3, not
poltahrd rr refined; msrtai rough. 5IW. see aUrotily.

uft'koffcftod (un'tand'; Scot, un-kent*)* </. (Qbs, or
Dial*)* unknown; fttrang*.

tm'kon*n*i {uA*kan1) v*f* tuKKNNtRD or wr-
KEHKKttKtf ("*ld), trNKKNMBLWC Of VNKKNNBtUNG],
t to ffrivf or from a, ktnnel or hole, 2* to
uncover; bring to light, u*f to come out of a kennel

tttt'fctnd Ctitt-klwF}* # not kind, sympathetic, or
of th* feilingi of others; harnh; cruet.

tm-knlt tun-nito, $#* A w, |tiNEMiTT0 (-id) or UK-
XHtr* UNiCNtTftwi*l* [ME, umm^im; AS. twcuyllnwl, to
until*, undo* r unravel, is ofnothifui knitted or
knotted, or out* am loxQtthi&g wnakltd,
on know ii hU> (mi no'^-h'D. m//. not knownhle; that

lt known; ipteffteittty, btyond th range of
hunuut wwttpftlitftfirm or ftxptritnc** n* ottmhinf
!ua5-->w.if4r. w thai wftkh to unkxiowabte.
tte Ujftiiftw*fol, m /'/;?/<>' f'/vjv, itaokitt mility,

t tyinf b^ycuici tft rtng dt hunnvn
or MpMrknot*

fcp'kiMwm (uiMafoOi </ ** tiot kttowii; not ta one*i
or *t*inaitiiiii

f
e; unfmntiiiurt

1 not dl*wwi< idwitiwi or brought to
M, n ;*.^*t:r n, m unknowri

lit m<iihrmtttt*s, m Utl-

ft fmt>l for iHWih A fitumtltirt

fluknown it* 4 u
?n war I. Htul titlirind

a w
t*lt (4IiM;Ot WNiACUffl,

I* to tit* ffi
I* to <*r llui el fey or by

t.1, * *! (far wrlft* |Ha
tit ft Mr I I. w Cm

to tm

Mi Illi* ff^^ 1.
' * '

><iowio,oto.).
,..._ , _,.. ,. , or oy rt*

lutftt, eU to or l
IIP

ttft-ifW'ftii e*f/. I. tilt law;
2,

lay v.f * . hwum (-1&1').
UN f to% M 141, in ii

,jittt of *
vm tei i a*J. I f *vrml f

itfi I* I* fit* the

ml anTw f

t?ff Hi* JHfitt |*. f* LAMMlI,
'

t JMNFNl, 1 l

I, PI ifIP of

'4> /tor j, mj* I not
...., , I- * Urk f

I* ) net tf
or na

_ fW f*
(M t*l* I* * iia

A
fl (Ml |M

in in nl fllf i* iwil*

j^re^. except: save (with a vwb implied); as,

disaster, nothing will result.
un-lct-tered (un-Tet'5rd) , adj. 1 * not lettered ; ignorant ;

uneducated. 2, illiterate* -~~5W* we igliocmnt.
un-like (tin-likO dj. [ME. unliefo&; st@ UN- (not) it

LXJCB], 1. having little or no rdsemblaa; not alike;
different; dissimilar. 2. [Archaic or Dia&ff tmlikely.
prep, different from; not like: M, this mettoh It ^WM
nim, she is unlike anyone I've known: s likev j^w|

"';o*li*hood (un-Hk'li-hopdO, n. [se -HOODl' <*i

or quality of being unlikely; improbability.
un-Hk H ness (un-Hk'li-ms). n. unlikelihood,
n-Hke4y (un-UkOi), adj. [ME, unliklyt prob. itfver

ON. tillklinr], L not likely; improbable. 2. not likwy
to siticcced; impromising, aav. inaprobEbly*
un limber (un-lim'bgr) v,t. A vX [i*yi- (back) *f

/wfiiwl, 1 , to prepare (a field gun) for ttee by detaommir
the limber, or front part of th gun curriagie, 2* to gw
ready for uae or action.
un lim-it: ed (un-lim'it-id). ad/* t without limit or
restrictions. 2, vant; illimitable, 3* not defined; in4

tm link (un4irik') f v.t to eparmte or uufsstea th
Unka of (a. chain, etc.).

uuti'llit-ia (un4ii'tid) t adj* 1. not liatvd; Jftot oooiti-

tuting an entry in a Hit. 2, not lktd among those
idrnitted for the purpoe of trading on the *tok
ejschstttfij^ i wiiid of aecuritieei
im<Iiv (un-Hv') vt* L to live m m to wipe oat tto

ooasaqtiacdi or xwulti of; Kv<> down. 2. to annul or
wine out (pst experience, etc.),
unload (un4MOf v*t* ! to remove or tmke off (ft

lotdj cargo, etc,)* 3* to relieve of omeHning tbftt

trouolen* wirds etc. 3. to take a load or oafflo
from. 4, to ri0re the charge from (A gun). 5. to
$pt rid of: * the grocer is mltrndm hie tupply of

sugar, v*/. to discharge or gt*t rid of sotnethittg,
eanecliUly a carjo.
uttlock (un-lokO* *>* t. to cpi or unfaitea (ioraw-

thiac tasked). 2. to oi**n rlria, or urifwtwj by or
MI by undoing a lot k. 3, to bring to light; iwttw; ait-

i|* tc bixioaiti unlcckedi
1

(un-lookt'!Ar'), adj. not loelBtd for; not
iorfcwiffn,

p*l to Mt fret*, rtmte^ undo,

v.tf. to
not

HfiIit44y (un4ttk'
f

W) rv. no aa to

fttrtewitftty.
tin luck I iu*a (tin-luk'i'ni.'V) an* th qu^lty or state of

luekyj having, AttMAdtd w
bid iwkj ualortuiuiUit

Wbg-
or

iitiL~-~p, ^
1. 10 to^pjw'Mf^i bttiit"iii<li; to rmrt
to ilif wiflfwi nr tMlitlna* | lo

smto; I. lo from * OP

^wn Ctttt***
1
)* <^ |UWMAIW ,

MANtltl<li* L 10 fff tltr

of ii inako.wittk,
1u*.

.,

fflWWMMlt;
._..!. *^ff.^JtWfft%_. aW. fe* <jt,M9MMi|. A*.^

^ a i nf itwniy 3,

3 c natav. 4V ., .

<MT a I

i tH'r H IM*MI Cun rti^n'^f4i'ni?ih /u te
of ^ tj4

m-mm+inty aW*
pocv MswMt nmi

way;
or pocv MswMt

iart* m

aEl M'^x^A-ittilliifli^



unmask 1594 impractical

un-mask (un-mask', un-msk') < ! to remove a

mask or disguise from. 2. to disclose the true nature

of: eatposej reveal, v.L 1. to take off a mask or dis-

guise. 2. to appear in true character.
t

un-mean-ing (un-nwi'in), fld/. 1. lacking m meaninK,

sense, or significance. 2, showing no sense or intelli-

sionless.

no mee, , or .

wnmm-tkma*ble (un-nien'shan-o-b'l), aa;. considered

improper for polite conversation; not fit to be men-

im*men*tiona'bls (un-men'shs>n--b'lz), n.pl* things

regarded as improper to be mentioned or talked about;

specifically, and humorously, undergarments or (for-

merly) trousers.
im-rar'Cl*ful (un-mur'si-fol) 1 flrfj. having or showing
no mercy: cruel; relentless; pitiless.

im-mind-ml (un-mmd'fol), a$/. forgetful; heedless;

carelws; not mindful or attentive.

un mis-tak-a-blc (un'mis-tSk^-bl), ay. that cannot
be mistaken or misinterpreted; leaving room; for no
misunderstanding; clear: obvious,

un-mi$'tak-a'foly (un'mis-tlkVbh), adv so as to b
unmistakable, , ,. ,, r , A .

un mltlgat ed (tm-mitVffaVld), fld/* [*w- (not) -f

m&ixaUif\i 1. not lessened or eased: as, unmitigaM
suffering. 2. unmodified; clear-cut; absolute: as. he a

an unmitigated villain. .
, f t

un-moor (un-moor'), t?** 1. to free (a ship, etc.) from

moorings. 2. to c*ftt off from all but one anchor, IM*

to become unmoored.
4 4V

un-mor al (un-radr'al, un-mor'tl), ad$* 1 having no
morality; neither moral nor immoral; nonraoral, 2.

unable to distinguish right from wrong.

un*tnor*M*ty (un'xn6-ral'-ti, un'ma-ralVti), n* the
state or quality of being unmoral,
unmuf-fle (un-muf'l), v*t. [uNMurrL (-Id), w-
WUIYIXNG], I* to remove the ommrinj from, an th*
lace, hand, etc* 2, to removt th xnufmna frcra (ows,
a drum, etc.). v.i to take off onathing that miuRM.
un*mwsl (un-mu^l), .! 1* to frte (ft d^ te.)

from a mtwsk 2. to free from mtr*iat * <mhlp
of what it written or spoken,

un*nat*u*raJi (un*imch%I) W* 1. eontimrr to, cjr
at variAttce with, nature or what in cosidrdi normal;
abnotmals stmngt* 2. artifieiat* affacUd, or itmtem
1* chaciiid by a lack ol nmofeiont, attltudMi or
bdbavlor iwgrdd m natural, normal* or right* 4
itoormmlly evtl or cruol. SKN. nee tn^ntar*
un<aceaar>y (un-nt'"itr'J), oj* not or

tycwo whal U ftrll;

deprive of nerve, courage, self-confidence, etc. ; unman,
SYN. mn*rv* fmpHes a causing to lose eoorfcg* or self-

control as by shocking, dismaying, etc, (the icreams unnerved

her); enervate implies a gradual lost of strength or vitality, an

because of climate, indotence, etc. (tn&vating htat); utimnn
implies a loss of manly courage, fortitude, or spirit (he wan
so unmanned by the news that he broke into team),

un num bered (un-num'bl5rd). adj. I, countless; in-

numerable. n2. having no identifying number or

numbers, 3. not counted.
unoccu pled (un-ok'yoo-p!d')t / v,, vacant;
empty; having no occupant, 2. at leisure; irllr,

organic structure. 2, having no* regular order, system,
or organization, 3. not being a member of a labor

union* 4* not being a member of a fraternity or

sorority, M at a college,

unorganised ferment, an tnzytno.
uni*0wui6di (un-Snd')i <K*/ I. having no owner. 2* not
admitted or acknowledged,
un pack (un-pak'), v,<. t. to opn and remove the
contents of. 2. to take out of a package, trunk, etc.

3. to remove a pack from (a bonus ate.) or a load from

(a truck, etc.). iwf* t. to unpack ft packed trunk,

bag, etc. 2. to admit of being unpacked.
un^pa^ed (ua-pSjd

1
)* tutf* t^ftvtng the not nutn*

bred: said of a book, etc. . ^ .

un'par-al-!cl<J<l (ua-par'.r-lcld), adj. tluit, has no
parallel equal, or eoontmari; unnjAtchtd,

mn'tri)

L 10 rmrv A ptg oc pegi from.
dtteeh in thia way.

to parllanatntary law or

,

mttfwtn or

, to raniovfi ptoplt from;
or inhabit atxtri from;

tw-
tw occu*

1, to rtmovi a pia or pins from. 2, to unfaatan
dit&ch in this WHY*
ua*pit (un*pUtO ^ !* 4* ^^!* to tsnbrald,

un pknis ant (tifi'ptft
1
'*!!!)* mj* aoi

wek, iwrvotet, or

ii| n* t. an ittt|4ww
or ccmtlitirm. 3. aa fttttiaticm,

rtklforwhlp, tic, 3. * diiwrel i*r

yn plumln^i (un phnud'), adf* t. not pituntel,
fftwoin^l, c^r unknown. 2* bnvi^ ntt

pmmhing, 3, not MNilml with wu\,
im noHcd C^-patc!')* <!>> \m* (tn$l} { tn>. ol

^H t,L L not ttETitti v>ll. I* not r tnKsrwI;
mltl a ,

yi'p^isilir Cttiipi/yfiit*Pf), 4Mv* **ft* ppl*r* not
or pprovl ofby th w by tto ni

unmatched

iifimaterfial

n,t^runmatured
unmeant

HHMif'wiilU'irti

uniut vtfti*fed

ttfipiiiiti

wW^j^n^^mfflvi



unresponsivepo
tm.priiC'tlccL un-pnw-tiaad <ua-prak'tit) f adj. 1,
not practiced; not habitually or repeatedly done,
prfored etc, 2, not skilled or experienced; inexpert,
ua*pra*ae*it'd (utt*re*Wen't), ad/.fhaving no
precedent or parallel; unheard -of; novel; unaxampkd.

un^iptta-difitd (unprej'0tKlist), adj. 1, without
prejudice or bias; impartial. 2, not unpaired.

un;jpre:<me*M*tated (un'pri-ffled'e-Utt'ia), adj. done
without plan or forethought; not premeditated.
un'prictd (unpri$t

f
) aa}* t having no fixed price*

un*prifrci'pld (un-min'ee-pld), adj. characterissed by
lack of moral principle; unscrupulous.
unpriacipled ta, unlnstructed in the principles of.

un-prtat-ft-blei Jun.wint'*-b*l), adj. not printable; not
fit m m printed, as because of obscenity*

utt'pfO'fe*toA>flI (un'nr^fesVftn-'l), adj. 1. violating
the rule* or ethical code of A givn profession, 2 not
of* charactarifttiQ of, belonging to, or comected with a
prnfoftsinni nonprotaMlcmar

Ufft'0ub'Hshd (un-pub'lisht), adj. L not published,
2. la cffyrlfA* Mm, dtiignating a literary work that
has neither been given public distribution nor been
mane awikbk for tale in rtpx3bcd form t as of the
time of rtflsiimtion*
un qimli flea (unkwHV|IdO <*dJ- 1* lacking the
ttsuAl or flttsJincatioA*. 8. not modified,
IjnftilMt cr rrntnt trd m. m wn^iwlito ndormnt.

B^kwss^chMH^^T adtJT L not
tbted* or oisputso; etrtftin* 2.

i, adv. beyond

(ui*kwrelMHMl), v* not Quwtioaid;
y, ) m>t inttrrofaid. t) not dtopuud* 4 not

1. not qukt
iwtwiy ,

J. {f ,

k ^**tt"nvT ff* WM/*, * AJkifft %^UlVk| r

I i ajtiuttd , a , anxious t uneaiiv . 3, tlistur'

-ij

iwvw. tuti

if ifl ni 2* lo iiiNklc m
i, to undo

a|s*niii

r

ttHKAVftt>t*iN(|.
ur

if

I
IM. to tattoos tmravt

ti rml !>in>mKu ttdj,
I. mtii rtt): M* iti book

imrftfil, 2 Imvifif ftwi littlf <wr

tm r*^*l I>U* Cttn

| i| tuifiturwlini fi> < )

un-read-1-ly (un-red''l-i), adv* in an unready manner,
un-road 1-ness (un-reda-nis)* n* the quality or state
of being unready.
un-read-y (un-rd'i) ad/, 1, not rwtdy; not prepared,
a for action. 2, not prompt or alert; slow; hSMtaat*
3. [Obi. or Dial), undressed; not fully clothed.
un-real (un-ri'l un-r510* adj* not real or actual;
fantastic; imaginary; fanciful; visionary; Insubstantial.
un-reaH ty (un'ri-alVti), n. [pL UNRIALITIM (4i*)j,
1. the state or quality of being unreal. 2, if*th!ng
unreal 3, a tendency to be visionary or fanciful*
unrea*eon (un-r5'z'n) t n. lack of reason; irmt!o$*al!t|"j
stupidity; absurdity*

un-rea-son-a-ble (un-rl'a'n-^-bl), adj* I. not raom-
able or rational; having or showing little sense or
judgment. 2. excessive; immoderate; exorbitant~ tflrW. see irratiooat

un-r0ft*eon*a*bly (un-ri'ss'n-a-bli), adv. so as to b
unreatonabl; in an unreasonable manner,

un*rM*son*iii]) (un-rlVn-iij), adj. not reasoning; with-
out reason; bund; thoughtless; irrational.

uU'ra'Con-nixiiC'ted (un'ri-ken-utruk'tid), adj. that
had not yet undergone, or wtw not reconciled to, the
Reconstruction.
u'r0l (un-rS10 v'* * ^*^* to unwind as from a reel.

C-rivdO. UNREiviNcf/to withdraw (a rop f etc,) from
a block, deadeye, or the like, vd< L to wscoint un-
reeved, as a rope. 2* to unreeva a rope.

Uft>c*'g*n<e*ftt* (un'ti-jen'lr-lt), ad/, t not re*

generate; not
spiritually

rborn or convwttd, 2, loose*

un*rt*gn<sV*at*d (un'ri-jen'Sr-It'id), ad}. tmr@gu-
r&to,

un*rf>tanit*iiig (un'ri-len^tin), adj. I* refuiteg to
yteld or relent; inflexible; relentless, 2 withottt mcy
or compassion; cruel; mercilew, 3, not relaxing or
iliwkfnfkg, a In effort, speedy etc,

im*r*;'it'giouf (unTi*Uj'es) t wf/ t, irreliirious* 2. not
conntctta with or involving religion; neither religioui
nor irriiliglottt! nonrtiiigioiis*

ttikre>mit'tlng (unM-iait'io), adj* [un* Caot) -f r*
****

u0t topplttgi reuudng or slackening; in*
~ittC

Mi"rt'p^r (urn'ri-pIrO, it* disrepair.

uii*rt iNiffT^d (viit'rii5Clfd'}t n<f/ i* not rts^fvtd In
or b^liavtcw; irnk; eadi4, 2. not yeatdoted

or QttMinMli unltnut<*d,

w ,ttn'H*tflrMdU)i &d& In MI ua-
nftwmtrj withoiti



unrest 1596
unsifted

wn*imt (un-rest/) f n. a troubled or disturbed state:

restlessness; disquiet; uneasiness: sometimes applied
euphemistically to a condition of angry discontent
verjHting on revolt.
un-rld-dle (un-rid'l), v.t. [UNRIDDLED (-'Id), UNRID-
DLING], to solve or explain (a riddle, mystery, etc.).

un-rig (un-rig')t
, v.L [X;NRIGGBD (-rigd') UNRIGGING],

to strip of rigging or of equipment, gear, etc.

un-rlghteou8 (un-rl'chos), adf. 1. not righteous;
wicked; sinful. 2. not right; unjust; unfair,

im-rip (un-rip'), v*t, [UNRIPPED (-ript'), UNRIPPING],
to rip open; take apart or detach by ripping.
un-ripe (un-rip'), adj. 1. not ripe or mature; green:
said of fruit, etc. 2, [Obs.], premature: said especially
of death,

un'rt*valtd| un*ti*yalled (un-ri'vld), adj. having no
rival, equal, or competitor; matchless; peerless.
un roll (un-r5F), v.f* 1, to Ojpen or extend (something
rolled up), 2. to present to view; display. 3. [RareJ, to
remove from a roll or list, y.f. to become unrolled.
un*roof (tm-rOTF, un-rooF) v,t. to take off the roof or

covering of,

tm*root (un~r$5t' r tin-root'), v.t. to uproot.
unround (un-round') v*t* in phonetics* 1, to pro-
nounce without rounding the lips, as a vowel usually
rounded, 2. to make (the lips) not rounded, as in

pronouncing the vowel in $h$.

un-rove (un-r5v') alternative past tense and past
participle of unxeete. adj. withdrawn from a block,
aeadeye, or the like, as a rope,
UNRRA. U.NJR..R.A.. 0nit*d Nations Relief wad
Rehabilitation Administration.

un-ruf-fled (un-ruf'ld), adj. not ruffted, disturbed, or

agitated; calm; smooth; serene, 5IW. see cool.

un'ruM*iittt (un-roTS'B-nis), n. quality, state. or in-

stance of beini unruly.
un*rul*y (unro5'U), adj. [UNRULIER (-H-8r)* UNRULIEST
(-H-ist)L hard to controt restrain, or kep in order;

disobedient; unmanageable; disorderly j refractory; not
submitting or conforming to ml* or discipline.
$TN unruly imjU8 a luck of submisivn* or obedience
to rule or restraint (an unruly child.); iitumiruiftt^bte and
unftavejr&Ablc both imply incapability of being control!**!
or cRrtetad (a dIirbus MMMMitafMtM* pstfant, n nn
temper); Intriicblt and r^mcf^rf hoth Imply
ftftstance to or a balking at directimi, control,
#tc. (an litir<wlW< or r&actory* wiH)i r^sukl
ctiftaat maiatanot to authority or wmtnit (a fr<aMlNMtf
tr) *ANT* traotabla* caaftaKrabl

L to tak tht off ( hofne. tie*),
2. to threw from the Md<U; nnh0rs. trl, to tti

saddle off a horse* ate,

uratud. 2, In emmiitry. a) designating or df A
pound in which mmwit th* eap
< 't oommntng furili^r with oth r ultmtnti* I)
or of a solution that it not in tquittbrimfii will the

undlsfolyttd aotute* c} an
with a ddttbio or tripi bo tit I thfti link:t two of
carbon.

un*M*vor*2r, tttfwnr'y (onHril'viM). ff t with-
out ntvor; 2, unptoMaot to or
J, olgmtiv*, or unplNMMi^

(wh&t

unrhythmic

un-scathed (un-skBM') t odf/. not scathed; uninjured.
un scram-ble (un-skram'b

1

!)^ v*t {UNSCRAMBLED (-b*ld),

UNSCRAMBLING], [Colloq.], to cause to be no longer
scrambled, disordered, or mixed up: an, he nmcramSl^d
the coded message.
un*8crew (un-skroo

1

'), v.f. ! * remove a screw or
screws from, 2, to remove, detach, or loo*n by re-

moving a screw or screws, or by turning, vj. to be-
come unscrewed or admit of being unscrewed,
un8cru-pU'loii8 (un-skr55'pyoo-lft), adj* not re-

strained by ideas of right and wrong; having no moral
principles; not scrupulous; unprincipled.

im-seal (un-sclO* vt* I. to break or remove the s*al

of 2, to open (something sealed or ciostd m it Healed).
unseam (un-seW), v.t* to open or undo th ieam
or seams of; rip.

ud'Search-a-ble (un*urchVb'l) aa/* that cannot he
searched into or explored; mysterious; Inscrutable,

0-8earch-abIy (un-sdreh^-bU) adv. so as to he
unsearchable,

un*t6ft'*on-a"bt (ttn-sE''n--b1) adj. J not usual
for or appropriate to the swufiitt; AS, MJtwuoftoMr
heat. 2. coming, said* tc* at th* wrong timj un-
timely; inopportune,

un*aeft*ionm>bly (un-si'x'n-a-bH), fy. so as to t

unseMonabln; in an uns**scmabtft mAnn^r.
un*Mft*iOiid (un-rfVttd), V not stpftsonctd; ipific
ally, a) not ripened, dried* etc, by enough onlg;
as, um^mm wood, &) not mAturwd by exptrwnci
inexprieticed. <) not ftvord with eaid
food.
un seat (tm-fHlt/), v.t, 1. to throw or dWo^i frn
itat 2* to remove front d muk. *to.
3, to unhoim*
un set^n ly (vm-^in'H), adj* not Mmtf or

booming; Jpi*opr] ittd^oroas* tat* In MI un-
seemly manner, *-5IW, see Iprp*r*
un*eejen (tm^nO* y* t not ttttptrctlvtil, un-
observed, tinnotfcd or anclteoiPtrw. I, tavUibt*.
un*Mt*tto (tin^serlh .! |tmiirtnso <*UI). tnmmr-
TLINO], to makfc unnettkicl, or ittiitftlilr;

disturb, dinpUee* disarnrnftt or disorder. ! to hr
oont unsettled,

un*eiiC'tKe4 (un-set^ld), <idV* t< not or orvterlv;
disordered. 2. not or fkmii un*
certain. J. not decided wr C ot ptlcl,
alt^fettd* or otherwise ol: , * nnfittW
debt* etc. S, having *
6. not la * or
USIM (ttn-MknO. v-t to of tht on

Of MM} tO
unwomanly.

t**itietK It Ct*ftthiiit*1t t\f* (uHtHMacuni C-'fcl). tm*
wiACifUNbl. I* to or removt tht fnmt,
2, tci free,

tmtteiMrf Cutt-thlpi^* Vt et ih*$*fl%
milormwr1 1 tmshaiiefl*

tiit'fmp n dun ttf/ i , j ,

J bAiily iir fftftittrmftt,

na itiMlfet .! <
irniNiATNtNtiL to l ttt<) f**n
tir w from * of

titt*ifcilp Iw-rtii^'K ff ww
I. to tete ftti out off from

* iftip I, in (n if. ttt I ihr

ff !, J, to
4- ( to itl rid iC



unsidbt untaxed
un-sigiic (un-sttO, #. not examined or .4 A .

only in nmnght, unseen , an, he bought a car tiiuriffc,
unset* (i.e., without having seen r examined it),

un-slfthMy (un-sltli), adj. not sightly; not pleasant
to look at; ugly,
unski1Ud <un*skttd'), adj. 1. having no pcial skill
or training. 2, rmuirinff or using no spedTal skill or
training: us. wukilM labor,

titt'SkllHul, i>nskil*ful (un-skllfel), adj. having little
or no skill or dexterity; awkward; clumsy,

tm*slina (un*slin')j * [imstUNG (-ilun') UNSLING-
wt,J. 1. to Uke (a rifle, etc.) from a slung poison,
2, In ntMtKat *nj?t, to release from slings.- ---

"ip fun-snapO, f*f. [IWSKAPPID (-snaptO, tw-nm
*h

lv*S un<J
. lht ia*P w m*-P ^* 2. to

i or fktftch by to doing," *

Jua-snlrlO. .(. to untangle; free of marls or

(tm'ft&*Mhft-bil'e*ti) n* I, the quality
unsociable. 2. unsociable behavior orr ftt*t nf

fan'Sft'she.bl). I, avoiding aiwoci-MM VWM-WVV iuH-m/ Mir<M i| . WM/ A, ,VUing WWOCl"
atiim with others; not sociable or friendly. 2 not

wn*icli'bly (unsiVsne-bli) ad#* in an unsociable

r w ihowing a dislike

i for thp Mdbty or com*

im'^n-l^l H,n '-.V',h^l>, oJ
for the society df
^l^~"":;:

iifiiK>clii,l ittipliitf an a*?

psnt** **tli*fi (* *^W^hbw)j aeoctai impl^s ecotqpiete
to the weusfls* ete. ef tedbty*M eoawmm {tk #M b

ef i Wfc^mth)! anfUwlai njAm to that wMoh is

fetto^lft^itelifaawitoilowtotr^^d-'
" -

-'- ^^%M ruci'.u.); n<

SPHERING), to rmov<& from its sphere or from on*i
sphere.
un sta ble (un-8tS'b*I), adj. 1. not stabl; not fixdd t

nrm, or steady; easily upset, shiftdd* or unbalanced.
2, changeable; mconstiint; variabto; fltictsuating; hence,
3. unreliable^ fickl. 4. emotionally uneettfaci or
variable. 5. in chemistry, tending to decompose or
change into other compounds. &YN. m laoonetant.
un stead y (un-ted'i) t adj. L not st@ady mm* or
Ktable; nnaky. 2. changeable; inconitaat; wavtring.
3 erratic in habits, purpose, or behavior*

un-steel (un-atSl'), v.t. to make no longer etookd;
soften,

unstcp (un-Btep'), v*i* [UNSTEPPED 6-ttaptO, UN-
STEppiKcK in nautfoat mage, to remove (a niaw} from
its step or socket.
untick (un-stikO. v.L [UNSTUCK (-tuk') VNSTICIC-

JNGJ, to caune to stick, or adhere, no longer; loosen or
free, an something stuck.
vmatop (un-stop'), *<. [UNSTOPPED (-$toptO UN-
STOPPING) L to remove tne stopper from, 2. to cltwr
(a pip, etc,) of a stoppage or obstruction j 0pn, 3.
to open the itopt ol (an organ),
unstrap (un-itrapO i>.< [UNSTEAPPED (-steaptO. VN-
STEAPPINGL to looien or remove the ttrap or strapi ol.
un string (un-itiirj*)* w,t (UNSTEUNO trun'), UN-
STEING1NG], 1. to looten or remove th* iinng or
strings of, 2. to remove from a string. 3. to IOOMO;raK 4, to weaken or disorder; mate u&atmitt
(uttmily in the pastivt).

u0*ttrtuig (un*itrun') past tmm and paat par^Ipk ol
twitting, adf* t. weak; nervouij upset 2. laavteg
the itrtog or strings lootttd or detached* as a bow-

un*4tttd*UNl Jun-tud^d)f IK*/* 1* not got by study or
comioui effort. 2, spontantousi natural; u&tcMroed;
unaffected. 3, nt having itudida; unlfearfi4 0r un-

*!
1 lo

ti
l* to ap^rt (things

prat: iundfr,

*fyL iSoot A
Mm IUCK; ominouM,

1. not
Jftittfi

tm i>'plili'tiaittf (wi's __. _,
wt|imttrA^i; arlttm:

i^piifift^, a nut gi
*f KW. UNI Mive*

noi I or'm9tsoii|~ 27 it
with iswi, truth, or ttMoottdsd.

I. noi irin, or 4 a^ ^p:
Mti irf

^TKlKteaR?^^ J-"*"^*^-**

uu ub stun tliU (un^itb-itan'ihal), adj. 1. not
stftptial; fefylng qo matedil sub
or tiry: nimiy * light 3* un

n* the or

al), adj. 1. not mi
beuaoe. 2 not soli

al; visionary,

of being unsuitable.
'e*b*L ttn-iGt'a-b*l) . not

0r ntling; tmbwomlng; mapproorifttti
unmiit iihty (uti^tuot/O'hli, nn-,nut'o-blf) , adv. In an
unsuitable manner,

not me)rettttl or for-prft$

S>f. ItlNlPtHKK {*SpdlKOi WM*
Ilitf III t*kf

nit s)ps Mb SM^ 1. th*t
in i
I, irftl, tir

wft n its u bt tin
i un

nniftiiifii >! |vw%riiiiii | nflfc}*), UM

*Jitihf}j*^
iM^tlltt^t
|ii'^|t*|ig

!

|^|

or ewtifiliw in song or poet
un mm jm-t <H! (uu'rKxint'k'

2. n
, tto*

to rmo a

to reotvnt or bok
hrr i).it h:

il I. tn from * tMyrt * d&*
1 to filmf ttpt pit in otth-r; sU'.ughtru out

^ (mi-ldrl, aynd ol

-.WSL t,^..*i^5ffrV-iM*.

uaettii^

iinwrvin
tissweiti

s)ewPSnNiMv
pnMii*ifM

4**M*
it-i

MNMi^T
*m*trk
*<t*lr**t*t*
wn**f*j4



unteacK 1598 unwholesome

iftrteach (un-tech'), v.t. [UNTAUGHT (-t6t') UN-
TEACHING], 1. to cause to forget something learned,
2. to teach, or cause to believe, the opposite of sorne-

tHng ptrriously taught. 3. to teach the opposite of.

Un-ter den Lin-den (oon't&r den iin'dwi), [G., lit.,

under the lindens], a famous avenue in Berlin.

Un-ter-mey-er, Louis (un'tSr-ml'Sr), 1885- ; American
poet, journalist, anthologist, and critic.

tUn*ter-see-boot (oon'tSr-z
/b5t /

) . n. [GJ undersea
boat; submarine: often shortened to U-boat.

Un-ter-wal-den (oon'tSr-vSl'den), n. a canton of central
Switzerland; pop,, 34,000.

an-thankful (un-thank'fsl) , adj. 1. not thankful;
ungrateful. 2, thankless.
un*think (un-thirjk'), v.t. [UNTHOUGHT (-tMJt')i UN-
THINKING], to retract mentally, rid one's mind of, or
change one's mind about.
un think a-blc (un-thirjk'o-b'l), adj. not thinkable;
that cannot, be thought, conceived, or considered.
un think-in^ (un-thirjk'iij), adj. t, thoughtleM; heed-
less; inconsiderate, 2. lacking the ability to think.
3, showing lack of thought.
un thread (un-thred'), v.t. I. to remove the thread
or threads from. 2. to disentangle; unravel. 3, to
find one 1

way through.
unti'dMy (un-tl'd'l-i), adv. in an untidy manner.
un-tl'dl-nesa (un-tf'di-nis), n. the quality or state, of

being untidy.
tta*ti*dy (un-tl'di), adj. (UNTIDIER (di-8r). UNTIDIBST
(di-ist)L not tidy; not neat or in gooa order; dis-

arranged; slovenly; careless. $YN. me slovenly*
un*ti* (un-tl')i v.t. [UNTIED (-tidO. UNTYING or tw-
TXBXNG], 1. to loosen, undo* or unfasten (something
tied or knotted), 2, to free or make clAr as from
difficulty, restraint, etc, 3, to resolvt (perplexities,
etc,), v.L to become untied,
untll (wn-ti!', n-til'), prep. [ME, uitiill, onttt < *-
(see UNTO) + till, tit* till, tof L up to the time of;
till (ft time or occurrence specified) : as, until your df
p&rture. 2. before (a time specified): with a
negfttlw, as* the show doesn't wsgin until nine o'clock,
3, [Scot. & N. Bng. Dial,], unto 5 to, con/* 1, up to
the time whn or that, 2, to the point, or
place that: as, he walked slowly until he was wit of
tight. ?. before i uwd with a negation, t he didn*t
amvft until the concert WM ewer,
UAttm*II*neBt (tm*t!m4i<!is), n the or qualily
of being untimely.

ww'tifit'ly (utt-tlmll), df/ i, comit
etc, btfore the or proper tteaj pratnAtttrt! *
his was sn u*tim*ly end, 2, coming, taid* dnnt, tte.
at thd wrong time; poorly timed i InopportttiM;

4w l. inopportu
* *

opportttnaiy. 2, pramatuiwy,
. adj. {Scot,)* unumtly.

1. ^t a litfcsm fa,... ,.. ] having * tlu_, _.. _
book, untitifd nnltlriHru. 2. mmm no niii

t?r olajm.
un*to (tmtffi), un*too), totp. (MB.; nn {< OH. snsdf,
unta up to) t to, tnj. fArtfealc* or ^wtfel I* to

jw the skn of an innnitivt) 2, until; ili
nttWl (un-tdtcfOt tf/ !. not told, or ft
vnam. 2, too or nttmerout to lit er
mnMorsdi teMlftilabte, 3. not or

untmcl&*a*bU*l'ty (un
f
tu^h*e*bil'*ti). n* i ttw

or quality of ttntaufthfthta, 2 UMI
by til h^h

"

to or bw or to nrni-nin
wa

it law la If , . .

fewcS; cwi oI^tioKr *27&ot to bi tr
o| four of J

tt* Intlia* A 1 1

un

unttntrhwble

the lowest caste, whose touch was regarded as defiling
to Hindus of high caste, especially to Brahmnnn.

uti-tO'Ward (un~t6rd' un-t5'Srd) adj* [wn- (not) *f

toward], 1. hard to manage or deal with; perverse;
stubborn; unruly, 2, inconvenient; unfortunate; un-
favorable. 3. unseemly. 4. [Obs.J, awkward,,

wn-trav-eled, un*travelled (itn-trav'ld), adj. i, not
used or frequented by travelers: said of a road, etc.

2, not having done much traveling, as to relatively far

places.
un*tread (un-tred') v*t* [for prm, pts. see TRKAD], to
retrace,

wn-tried (tm-trld') f adj 1. not tnw; not
testtkd, or proved. 2. not tried in court.
uIT-true (un-tr6T/), adj* [ME. M^air; AS.
un~, not + treawf* truej* 1. contrary to funt or truth;
false; incorrect, 2. not ngrcaing with r>r

(
c<mftirininK to

a standard, nils or measure, J. not fiuthfti! or loyal.

un*tru*ly (un-treloli), cfv. in an untrue* ttianticr.

un-trusi (ttn-tnrts')t !>/ 1, to undo, 2, to uitilr^v.,

un*truth (un-tro7thO. n. [ME. untrmth**; AS. Hn
In&mik; tm-, not f trtowth, truth), 1. the <tualtiy r

state of bfing untrue; falsity; ck of vermnty. 2, an
untrue statement; Luwhooil; lie, 3, fOtw,), ut
fulnew or dinloyalty.

uii'truth'lul (un-troTtth'MDt tfrfjf* 1. not in

with the truth; ufitruti, 2. glvua to tritinn untruths;
likdy to tell Iirn. *VVM w di#fcitt,

un*tudie (wn"tuk') ^** to undo A tuck or tucks in;
fr<w from A tuck cur toM,

tutored; untaught. 2, simple;
SFJV, Sff !AiMrni.

un*cwine (wn-twln'h ,

to undo (unntethmg twln4 or twlatwi); <(is*

n.l. tti b^cfttmt tinfcwtni 4

yn*twtit (uft-twistO* **l* i *f* {* (baekl t Mstl
to turn in the eipfwtite iiiw*rtlfw no ** to tmwwn tr
*tpurt; untwlnt; ttnmveij rlliwntaiifte,
un um^l Cutt-'U.*,4'n <i4//, L not nt)t in iiw< 3,

unaccustomed. 4, that hw nwer
un-u ftu al (nn u'r.JiuVt ,J!K /;, nrti ->r ecwAittnti^

,
^ $IW Mre mre*

*bMi Ctinwl%-t4t*l), f| |n<i* (t| ^
t. that cannot fa* j,

be iif
ut t^r a bly tun tit

un var nirthed (vin-v..ir'rtt .hf K atit. 1. ntit vnrniili9ii
2, simple; unmtcmMMii not
w*i^i (ttmlr

) t
0l to rfnwvi wil or fmmi

fovwiL r*l* H nff n v*4i
or
im*volet oinvt>irK fl ivnvtitcriin Ctnliifl tut*

voiciMOl, la to ullpf or without
rentier iiirtl in M* ttt mirntally

itw* t In tot wh#*n fllm In
'*

im*fetotd C*viiit f
i, ^* t ii milw I, in *wf,

tw*f f*!y <unwir*<h]> v rft* l an
Wtt'WWf I'llMMt (lSWir*ifti) H* Uw Iff III

tit* If!H llllWiifV'-

nn'wafy (un %Ir*ll M| l warv; ttttt wnirhfiil
of

im*inNi ntrt ew t am r

2,

in wwl (im*wrri rap* ftiil w(i| lit*

in W4'|>f IHI^* L ml ij
3, tiff fort

*sfjifW*it* ^ am i|$j.

f| to if Al ttf

tw it i-|

nr

tm
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un-w!*t<M*ty (un-wlH'd'l.i), adv. In an unwieldy man-
ner; ftrt art to ofl liftwield v.

un*wtaldl'nNi (un-wffl'cH-nis), n. tho quality or state

un<wtatay Ctm-wmli), adj. I. hard to wield, manage,
tiatuilr, or deal with* as because of largo sisso or weignt,
or awkward form, 2, awkward; clumsy.
uu'WllMnft (un-wil'in)* <tdj* I. not willing or inclined;
reluctant; loath; avenue 2, done, mid, given, etc. re-
Htctfintly,

tm*wirt<J (un-wlnd'). *. Ifor prfn. pts. see WIND (to
turn)), I.

t
to wind off or undo (something wound),

2, to tmrnil, 3. to straighten out or untangle (some-
thing roftfuiwl or invmvfd). u.l. to become unwound,
un;Wl*e (unwift'). arf/* having or showing a lack of
wbtnurn or Nnunn judgment; fonlinh; imprudent,
unwiah (n-wih')i ff l to cca* wishing (some-
thing), I, (Ob*, |,

to tlo away with by winning.
tm-wit*tiAft

" * " " ' ' '

uipbraM

rf/.
t, not knowing or aware;

2. unintentional
tin wont'td (tm-wun't)d), oifjf. [KM* (not) + wo*taf),

\. not awutnmmli familiar, or used (usually with to).
J, tmrnmmnn; umttniat; infrequent; rare*

un*wwfd'!i*fiMt {tm-warldli-nis}, it* I, the quality
or fit bring unworldly, 1 unworldly behavior.

d'Iy (tin*wur!ci'U), Mf L not concerned with
2, not of t!i! world; spiritual or un-

to ttfto be un*unworthily (un*w(lr'fto-ti), ttd

worthyt in an unworthy manner.
tm*wor'tninMi (tftnwttr<fei*Ais), n. the quality or

tf unworthy.
tin -wor*thy (un-wftr'Mi), y (imwcniTHriR (lM-lr) f

twwcmrmftftr (fM*iit){, t, without merit or value;
I, Hoi (usually with <jf). 3. not

if
i

tir (usually with 0,0* 4* ihame-
fiii|iipipllf*, 4"

putt MI! past participle

ttit

*!/) tr.l ItfffWitAFiwsff (-rAptO* tw-
in oflf the wrapping of |

tf.f. t tti

ttn*mriC'fni (tinrii'*n), irf/. t. not In wrffcinjfj not
J* t*nly thrmigh <*n*tnm or tradition :

m 3, not written cm; blank,

t*w, t law to custom*
in th* action or ny

i'mmnon ttw 3, any
ftili m notwithstanding the

it ii not taw fa contrary to taw,
J, th* of at to lite honor
r ilwit r4 liw family. in ifcltiction,

iiltilirry, itr as wf the
A guilty*

im yokt fMiiyfik*i. *!* |t
fwf<iKRi CfSktr|* tntvoKtMoK

I l frirtii M 2. to of ilteonniwi,
tJ* 1 i trt'KMftu* I l ri*fm*vf> * yokn*

, iff AJHea,
pi, frf^|ME, AH *Jt* ^c *^i to O, up/

ifmn hwlttw up* Ski in

* .

infif. I

|i IB,

ft I A l$ ft

tijf J in *r *ifi n fir^ tii I m a ttiwttom r
m a<i f 4 llm S Ifinn
mi t* * r i^fvm* H4, ffitttt hK

M^, , * loftW l * Of
tf I, III A

*ir m * n in r a
It 4*tl C In tit iiiti-t **t <tttfwi 4 ttrMmii

III* I 44, liftllH M* WP
ttf ll^ III, 4fi *f IfWil m

#*, *# n|i lv tfrt*

H + l*fi #% t ^f fiw lttt

II *> *4 l^i i ill

i% *% n^ il|f* 1.1, in r

* *** IIP mjl tHf H
i LI Im i**

1*
*i* |H|I * Iw IX | flT

i ife
tu l* *> It ""

lif *4 t|# w | !

#i % m an
iifj, Mf *f . fI i

leae olemont colloquially added to almost any verb
(e.g., light up a cigarette, write up a story), prep*
I. to, toward, or at a higher place on or in. 2, to,
toward, or at a higher condition or station on or in; as,

up the gocial ladder. 3, to, toward, or at a point farther
along: as, up the road. 4. toward the sources of (a
river, etc,) ; in a direction contrary to that of the move-
ment of. -x in or toward the interior, often the more
elevated part, of (a country, territory, etc.). adj.
I. tending or directed toward a position that m higher
or it regarded as being higher* 5* in a higher petition,
condition, or station. 3. a) above the ground, o) above
the horizon, 4. advanced in amount* de^grte, te:
as, rents aro up* 5, a) in a standing? position, 6} out
of bed. 6, in an active, excited, or agitafetd atate:
at, the wind is up, her anger was up* 7. even with
in upace, time, degree, etc. 8. living or located in the
inner or elevated part of a country, territory* etc.
0, at an end; over; as, the jig ii up. 10* at swka in

gambling i an, he has two dollar* np on the horse,
II. [Ootloq.L going on; happening: as, what's up I
12, in bctsffball, at bat, 13, in totf, on the green; saM
of the ball, 14, in sports, ) ahead of an opponent
with reference to the number of points, goals* strokes*
ate, 6} needed for winning or wdlnjc the gamei said of
the specified number of points, etc. As &n adjective,
up ii usually predicative, n. umally pL A person or
thing that is up; specifically, a} an upward slope,
b) an upward movement or course, c) an tipbound trn t

bus, etc. usually distinguished from, and used in
combination with, down. / fwwro (upt) urtXNo)*
(Colloq,), to get up; rite, v*t [Coltoq.], L to put up
lift up, or take up. 2, to increase, or oaut to nmi as,

u$ prices. 3, to rai or bet more thwa (a prwstding
mt or bfsttoc),
if all xii) with, there Is no further hope for; the end
is nr for.

oi the up n<l wp (Slangl, opn and afooveboard ;

honest*
up aftainat* [Cottoq.], face to face with; confronted
with: as h f

s up 0101*11 trouble now.
mp aftatnat lit IC^oltoq*], in difficultyi in
rmiiteliil dlfflctilty,

up nd <ioina busy; aet!v.
tip for t, pffwinted or considered for (an
0fRe an election, etc.). 2, before t court for (trial).

tip m (or l), (CoUoq.j, well inlonned coiwtmini or
well verm*! in,

up ;tnd tlownrt, ettttiigii in f<Ttutu\
u to, (Colloq.}* ! occupied with: doing; scheming;
avliii. 2 cjal feo; capable of (dc4ag( ttttdrtSclttat

etc,), 3, clepDndexkt upon this dtciiion or action of*

4 inoumbtni uiam,
up (up) i Qdv, [phowtlo respcfliinii of
Sy prea st^L apiece t tehs the it ttp.

P- 5r)- (mB* A AS wp', Iclwtie*! with K(, ii<k!,L a
"I form fafilfiff K> M In t*$ff MMW.
jtatsKi r -/--... ^ .. -^ -

it

Mil to IM

fpun

Mill tBiplA^Wtii' tit "imiifwiiwW

H (p H few * 0f
i n iftll Irtw

*

iMi a Hiiliy SMI an
th^ of this tn* X or

in i|

ifr *l* |fir pl* rs> tn
f tips

ui> ht-ai , tu nj

m ll tel < -

Cnji tsT >
_f/. nfii or

._
!

n* n on n fte. p
i $w IM lip to tit

4 AS. w*.
n^* ttp cf,

t. to l<sv am
or to



upbraiding 1600 upset
i, repro

see scold.

up-braid-ing (up-brSd'iip), n. the act or utterance of a

person who upbraids ; reproof, adj. reproachful.

up-bring-ing (up'brir/irj). n. [obs. upbring, to rear,

train + -4ng] t the training and education received

during childhood; rearing; bringing up; nurture.

up-build (up-bUd
7
), v.t. [for prin, pts. see BUILD], to

build up (m various senses).

up-burst (up'burst'). n. an upward burst.

up-cast (up'kast', up'kast'), n. 1. a casting upward or

being cast upward. 2. something cast or thrown

up. 3. in mining, a ventilating shaft, adj. 1. thrown
upward. 2. turned or directed upward.
up-coim-try (up

/kun/
tri), adj. 1. of or located in the

interior of a country; inland; hence, 2. rustic; unso-

phisticated : used dorogatorily. n. the interior of a coun-
try, adv. in or toward the interior of a country.
up-date (up-dttO, ***** [for prin. pts. see DATE], to bring
up to date: make conform to the most recent facts,

methods, Ideas, etc.

up-end (up-end/) i v*t* & *>** to wt, turn, or stand on
end*
up-grade (up'grUdO, it, an upward slope or incline.

adj. <& adv uphill, v.t. [for prin. pts. sae GRADE), to
raise (an employee, etc.) to a nigher grade, higher rate

of pay, etc.
on tna upflrada, 1. rising. 2. progressing; improving,

up-growth (up'gr6th') n. I. the process of growing
up; development. 2. something that grows up.
up-heav-al (uph8'v

r

l) , n. 1. a heaving up or being
heaved up, as by volcanic eruption. 2. a, sudden,
violent change or disturbance in affairs,

up-hmve (up-heV)* vL [for prin. t>ts. se HEAVE], to

heave or lift up: raise from beneath. vJU to rim M if

forced up; be raised from beneath.

up'htld (up-held') i P**t tense and past participle cif

uphold.
up-hill (up'hiJO* <#/* I. passing to a higher level:

going or sloping up; rising. 2* calling for prolonged
effort: tiring: difficult. 3. located on high ground.
n, a Moping rise or ascent, adv* to or toward * wghr
leval on or a* if on an incline ; upward at an angte*
wp'hold (up-hSldO ***** [for prin, pt*. see HOLD], I. to
Sold up; mis. 2 to keep from felling; support. 3 to

give moral or piiitutl support or encowri^emtat to,

4, to decide in favor of j agree with wtd rapport
oppitlonj confirm; utaln. 51W. MM mpport.

I I. to fit out (nirniturt) with eoviip
._, curihiunu, padding* etc. 2> to furniuh (a

_ , ,_j with ourtaint* c&rpeto,, eta
p'3bol*itW'r (up-h5i%wr-ir} it# Jatt^ri < wwrtler

uphddster; < MS* upholder >

> a person who butfinnii i upk>litr!g fismittin1
,

,.

cur

iOMtMtlBi (*t* 4M)} {< ufMit^l !

nuitfriul in mphototfring* I* thi
work d un ttpiiotittrtr.

ii-phrots (u'frB, u^vr")}, n* a Miphroe*
U*L Unitad Intcnutttonal." - -*- - - ----- -

-,

0f hm^m mp wfifr
ttc*i iwunt*<tt,mn\ 2, ill*

\ r^plr, 3, itte d
wp*MttNa CupHand. ttpfand') high tatttli

.. du aa of a. <w comtttr* rf/* of or
in

f i
. --jw**.* l^

fa ijit p^a o/"

. .w . tipnur), *l- l. to
,_v4lt. 1 to to *

or condition, n L tlit aat or
f tip; tlffttton; a. Uw
',
to ur

> iwwtaiffl, rto. or
, tic

.

PV

W^^^Wft

Upper Austria, a province in northern Austria; ara,
4,626 so. mi.: pop., 1,205,000 (eat. 1948); capital, Linz.

Upper Canada, a former provinc of Canada: now a
part of the province of Ontario: abbreviated U.C.

up'per-case (up'Sr-k5s'), d>". 1* capital: wid of a
totter, as distinguished from small*
in printing, of the upper
upper case, capital fett

or lcwer~c&se* 2.

,

etters: abbrevisited u*c.

Cttp'Br-klaV, up'ir-kl&O. tfd/- t. of or
haracteristic ot the upper class, or ocuu clana above

the middl class. 2, of or characteristic of the junior
and senior classes in a high school, college, etc,

up'per'Class-itiaii (up'er-kks'nwn, up'Sr-kl&/wn) t

n. [pt, UPPKRCLAHSMRN (-mi>n)l a student in the junior
or senior class of a high school, college, etc.

upper crust, 1. the top crunt, as of a loaf of bread.
2. [Colloq.lt people having wealth and high social

position.
up'percut (up'8r-kut/) n. in boxing, a short, nwtnglng
wow directed upward, m, to the chin, v.t. A vJ.

[UPPBRCUT, UPPKRCUTTIKG], to hit with an uppercut.
uppr hand, the position of advantage or control.

Upp*r House, [often u- h-} in a legislature having two
branches, that Branch which is tuwally imallrr and te

representative, m the Brltith HOUM of Lord*.

up'jMUMXimt (up
f
lr-rrt5t') *<V* highest in place,

position, power authority* Influenc** etc.; ti>iH<t;
predominant; foretncMt* tfrfv- tn the hiht place,
petition, rank, etc,; at th* top; first,

Upp4r SItMlftt a former provinee of Prunaia (part of

} divided bftwen Germany and Poland after
World War I and again alfe^r World WW II,

Uppr voltm, a Prtrtch eotnnv in French Wrt Africa,
north of Gti; arva^ !WH0 mi, mi.j pop., 4,i.U(XMK

uptH*r works, in wmUmi, m^g^ piirii of

that project atxwii the cl tht* water*
i (up'iih), rf/. [< *A *to. 4- *(t*|, [Cc
to lit haughty, wiwMit* tncibiiiith, etc.

(itpVti), /*

Swdtn:

in-

. Intl..., ,rw

,.^ _ ,. .,,. .., up; tut: atovftUu
_ __ (uprir)i v4* L to up;

j, 10 bring ttjp*
iftl* tii riit up*

up'riflht Cf/rlt
#
i ! /r ttp-rll

1
)* d,

mpftm; me tir ii ftidiif)* t, piinlim w
up; itt * iv ria*iwti!wr

portion; 2, rfi in
an ttpr^ht or 11* L tii* ctf

upright or l, AH u
rkhf pcmitTofii vfftte w 3, an upright
piwoi 4. pi. 1 tm

i an Mmt
if *nl In

AS,

M^ ffil f

fMf* of -c

f *
t to, ii tf

In

iTitjnitmi* *
to Ite f tc*

f;

pr N J, (-fti
1
),

.,.,__. , f ,_ ..^ i* to ffvt ttftj fl I, In
or I to rM
or 4. to bf or nr

S* If in ^* M
4 sit . t, ite Mi *r

H|K 1 MH l

y|*riiJtit it l tht of
f.v$* I* an -f J

ifiv -
H. |I> 4

I, nr

1. lip H i';V ww
i

or i and

ll I, up If tit
I, to or

p^ of
^

.

, it, mig fX
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upset price 1601 uranium
unexpected* 4, in m*thattits t a) a wtge used for
UiHMrtting. it) an upirt ptcve or part. ffltfjT 1. [Rarej,
urt u$*; cwtini, i wlutihtihea; fixed: tut, an upset
prim *i tipped ovtri overturned. 4, disturbed;
dicifcterf*fL 1 perturbed; dtstremted,
ftfYAf. ttjpeet fa thr ordinary word implying A toppling, dit-
<tqt*ntation. *tc, an remit of a low of tmlknen or stability
(ttt *pit KimM, on*** plant. tc% tmotinnaUy wjwl); otwtwm
impu* ttirninii of a thina pid* down or flat on it aid* ad
in iitpwil unsccmnAtftfttn* detraction of something ettafe-
Ufth*! (t owrfftrti a chair, * government, etc.); capiiaie
t*TiflcftHy implies the overturning

*

upietting of a boat,

ufwtt price, the price fixed at the minimum at which
skmwttnintt wilt tw iow as at an auction,

ttp'Hpt (up'fthol'h n. lrig, the final ihot in an archery
match), th* c<tndu<ton; mult; outcome.

iip'ikfit Cus/nid'), /I. the upper side or part,
ttp<waawa (up'ftSd'tkttttt*}, (/. that is upid down:
imui attribttttwly. *, ^jmi^dtmn logic.
uoeld* dMftt (MK. JM^ 4ni* # lit,, wp M if down:

Ittroiigh fMipttuur etym.| I. with the upper part
iiflrnwjtth or turned PVW* 2 f in disorder or confuAtun;

.

i^4*tij lrit, utMttOM), n, [Or,
Hi,, HI t ealli in contriwt with the
*ri

t
wlitefi th ouii4 in Latt Gr,|

llf of th alphabet ftp, v)
to (/ it* or f y; Ap to*

w t the imr of the
to <U> with tht ftr ol t

p*Rtwit|{ /r M ttp'iprlQ^, vX [for
n< up (in varbw

ipfi^
IV* t. m or

f,
pr Hjl* L to oiUMetf wn

tltii vunv ol r tVll.>w

I, ft llt,|, in trmi in t haughty or dindainful

i^f^fttift Ciii/Milri
11

}. </f. I* up tht so as to
l I* la* tm tir towwd aia upper

, itf/* i*f IP rm an ii|i|*r ffmiri it* wt upper ry
fir ito if the Unit flcr

wfeieltt* iCVilI|l i firftiil* ao * t*i ft rwt ttf.

ttp Hfiilli in H* 1, rrrt-t. 2, tuiviii^
4* ho?orie!

lit ft hu ;

te,l
a to

^ ur 3* oc or

t ! ii> up or to

I rft^ ur
iwM
ltitt|i

^*
of *

tlw
n * f *

4 tf** in or

pirt df *
n, #11

-f ilie

MT *f * <* l

w I <l M lit pun
-r I, llw

L m
1, fe* with

tm M J
/f * ,* M U>

i, n % % % 1. *
w f the...

A
14* er-~

ejr
tJ,

tt
.......... -

i tJ

pi* **-

^

f*

_. . ............ ........... <* MP"

* r

present time; using or including the Uteftt facts,
methcxlH, ideas, data, etc. 2* kaupmg up with or con-
forming to what is rnofc meant or modern in atyle,
tute, manners, methods, inlonati eto.

up-town (up'toun'), </* d^ going toward, or In the
upper part of a city or town* or the part away from the
main business district, adv. to of toward the upptr
part of A city or town, n* the tipper pttt ol A city or
town* Cf downtown*
up tun* (up-tttrn'; fw n,, up'tdimO &** ^ vX to twrn
up or over, n* an upward turn, currt, or lattta*

up-turned (up-tteid' f ttp'tdrnd'), 4/. t* tamed ttjh
ward. 2. turned over, or upside down. 3. fawitig tie
end or tip turned upward; as, an uptuymd no*,
U.P.W.A., 1. United Packinghouse Worfcs of
America: a C.LQ. labor union, 2. United FuWic
Workcri of America; a labor union*
up'Wurd (up'w^rd), <r<fv* [ME,; AS. jn*&rd{ ee* u *
WAE01, 1. to or toward a higher place or position.

2. to or toward the nource, center, interior, eto, 3.
toward the body, head, or uppr parti : ts,,

spread from his tege npwavd. 4. toward a hfftwr
degree, amount, price, rank, etc, 5* on into future
years or later Me. 6. in a higher or the h!ghsf
egree, amount,

years or later
or position, 7, more; above; over. f/ directed or
moving toward, or situated in, a higher position*
upwtrdi of, mart than.

upwwd$ (up'wlrdi), <jffw (ME. upwardm; AS,
wwdi$; ufwt&rd, upward 4* adv. gimit
Ur (ftr), A. t, an indent city of the Samenann, on feh

Euphratti River, 2. thd district surroundtng this

city*
ur
ur

:

- (Ar)r JO.], a preftsc meaning orijfaol,
t in dumtiby, uranium*

u*ft**n!i'ii (yoo-ri'mt-tt yoorim'y*), n* urtmia,
mik*..4* <^l/* uremL,

u*tfttfrtia (ycRHrS'sw), n. {Mod. L* < Or, <wfar, of ,

tail < <>wr<i ( u tatt). the
figure of the lacren aep
or cobra on the
of ancient Bfypiliw ru!ri,
u3ml Cycxir'Ji* n i. M *
uimmtmn mxi^t in th@
U.B.sI,\' pBtWMsii Kun">t*tt

ndi into
ISfOfih UfiuSt wltticllt* Unys
and SiHith VI nil- 1: hlfhit

rk Tel-peihi, 5,515 ft,

ft^rivw rowing from
|tit 1/rali Jato the
CaiptAn: ttnfth^ 1,400 ml,
^

't/.
*T

"Uitajna or thin riyejr*

i

m of a
tfe*

tM

HHa). f, A n*Wfc
. w* of i Hwnlly

WMI
Of

"Tli* mm m̂
el 4v flttt

-ra-niii'y *b a,

ftlf JIL fLf |l, M^<

?,,.
wli

J* .JillJr^** *? ^l^ft *
&iwm<t<mlif***^M
wHyr* c,i %#f P**%

rJF* 1C wf* IW'llitti'iwK

'

i' nf i

'i'i

pmte
4*

*

^fll^WWli ilWilWI^fB'**'*!***'!*** ^ A

^^titl^jLt^ W
^^Sllliwiii^ iWNilliWMt* <^^^WBy pi pw Ww* il^ipl^^*
ritui nii** n, J< |

ifi,ill|li% fililltiittf

If** pwft^pWPlI 4N(
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uranium metals 1602

which plutonium is produced: symbol, XT; at. wt,,

238.07; at. no., 92,

uranium metals, the actinide series: a former name.

u-ra-nog-ra-phy (yoor'a-nog'ro-fi), n. [Gr. ouranos-

raphia < ouranos, heaven -f graphein, to write], the

branch of astronomy dealing with the description^ of

the heavens and celestial bodies, as by the construction
of maps, charts, etc,, especially of the fixed stars.

u-ra-nol-O'gy (yoorVnol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ouranos,

heaven; -f -lo&y], 1. a written description of the
heavens and celestial bodies. 2, uranography.
U'ra-nom-e-try (yoor'o-nom'o-tri), n. [< Gr* ouranos,

heaven; -f -metry], I, the measurement of the heavens.
2. a map, chart, or listing of celestial bodies, especially
of visible fixed stars.

u-ra-nous (yoor'9-nas) , adj. (< uranium + -ou$] f of or

containing uranium, especially in its lower valence.
U'ra-mis (yoor'a-nas), n. [LL.; Gr. Ouranos < ouranos,
heaven], 1. in Greek mythology, a god who was the

personification of Heaven, regarded as the husband
or son of Gaea (Earth) and father of the Titans, Furies,
and Cyclopes: ne was overthrown by his son Cronus

(Saturn). 2, a planet of the solar ystem seventh in

distance from the sun: diameter, c. 31,000 mi,: diurnal
rotation, apparently 10 hrs., 45 raiiu; period of revolu-

tion, c. 84 yrs,; symbol, $
u*ra-nyl (yoor'o-nu), n, (< uranium 4- -^L the &i~

valent radical UOa, present in many compounds of

uranium.
w-ra'jnyMc (yoor'-nU/ik) adj. of, like, or containing
uranyl,
u -rase (yoor'Ss. yoor'Sz), n. urcase.
u-ratc (yoor'fft), n. a salt of uric acid*
ur-ban (ur'ban), adj. (L. urbanus < urbst a city],
1, of, in, constituting, or comprising a city or town,
2, characteristic of the city as distinguished from the
country: citified. Opposed to rural.

Ur-baa il (Hr'bsml 1042?-!CW: Pope (1088-lOW);
excommunicated Henry IV and Philip I of France.

Ur*ban<a (ftr-ban'o), n. a town in oatt central lllinolt;

pop,, 23,000.
urban district, in the British lulus, a densely popu*
l&ted community, like a borough but lacking a fcotcwgh
charter.
urbaxt6 (ftp-bin/)* <K& [Pr. nrMn; L. wbmmj mm
ustAKj pollt* and suave: smooth wad polWw in

manner; courteous ana affable. $W. set UAV*.

ur*l>aiK*i*ty (ttf-ban
f

-tl) , it* IfL URBANITIES (-t!i}J

[Ft; nybanim: L. ttritonftai], L the quality erf btlng
urbane, 2, pi. civilities, courtwk'H, or axncnittai,

n. an urfoitnteing or being urbanised*
i

1. to change front rum! to urbiuci

actet- ; make Hk or characteristic of a city*
to make urbane; polish: wflnt,

chwr-

ir**o*I*t* (fr%!- lit, &r'i<**Utt')t <wfA l< I** wu
dim. ol warn. & pitcheri, *hap*d Uk<< a iHtohtr 0r
jr-chln (ur't'luii), n, [ME* NtttoM** inhmtn;
Iftfcw irrchon < L. rfef*f A httiifthoif < fr

*

for wltar *** (akin to ck cMft < IE, b. bMt
to brlitlt, m tif, in I*, kwrm$ (cf, iic

eto,] 1, [Archaic or Dial]* a hcigeitci* 2, a w
urcnin, 3, a small boy* or any youngster*
QM who Is r^lw r miRohbvouH. 4. (OlM.), nit fit,

Coor'dw* oonW, ftr-deftO, n. (HtoiL rll
for mlmn~i~uniu< of th etttp; rf,
ease; Turk* oraii; a. cmL t

mr in liulift; ii t

duftani bufc with Arabic ewrtrtew, 2 lundt.^
-lire (if), [Frt ; L. iira], Dtf nr ffiull

an iutum, w imlmMffil qf milm* ><!

i. M. tMod. Ut IV.
A w
la tlif wif m

y; in

u-ret (yoo-ret), [Mod, L* -f^um; replacing earlier

-wre < jPr.J,
a suffix equivalent to -te, formerly used

to form chemical terms.
u-re'ter (yoo-re'tSr), u. (Mod, L.; Gr, owMr < ourein,
to urinate], a duct or tube that carries urine from a

kidney to the bladder or cloaca,
u-re ter-al (yco-re^ter-al), adj. of or having to do with
the ureter,

U'te'teric (yoor'o-ter'ik), adj. ureteral.

u-re-ter-o- (yoo-re'tSr-5, yoo-rS'tgr-o) [< ureter], a
combining form meaning th* ureter or ike urtter and,
as in ureterostomy: also, before a vowel, ureter*.

U're-ter-oS'to-my (yoo-rS'tiSr-oa'ta-mt), flu ^uretero* f
-stomy\ t the surgical creation of an artificial opening
for the direct discharge of urine from the ureter*
u re than (yoor'o-thitn', yoo-reth'an), n* urcthano.
u-ro-thanc (yoor'a-ttulir, yoo-reth'fin} n. |Pr, wrl

thane; see XIRKA, KTHIR, -AHK], L a white, cryatallint

compound, CiHrOtN, produced by the articm of

ammonia on ethyl carbonate or by heating urwi nitrut

and ethyl alcohol; it in usad as a hypnotic, and sedative,
2, any enter of carbamic acid.

u-re-thra (yoo-rS'thw), n. 1^1. URKTHRAIC (-thrS),
TfRKTHRAS (thr92}|, [L!^.; C*r, ottf&kra < oHran t urincl,
the membranous canal through which urine k ciitt-

charged from the bladder In most mammals; in thf

male, sperm ii aluo discharged through th urethra.
u-r*thml (yoo-rS'thwl), adj. of the urethra,
u*re>thrit*ic (yoor'i-thrtt'ik), adj. f or having u;r?

thritis,

u*r*thri*tit (yoor'i-thrl'tU). it. (Mod. L,; me iiinitA
& -ITIS], inflammation of the urtthra,
uW'thro- (yoo-r&'thr5, voo-ri'thrt), f<
combining form meaningm nrti^ra or fm

in urftkroiiMpt: itl t Ijttore a vowel,

of tht urth

-scop* I* an intrtiiniitf, far examining th* teitrior rf
the urvthra.

y (ymr'l4hr'kpi) ft. juuntafttiott

with i urttht^o^*
t^k) N^ (LL. Or.

the urin: urinary diufttte,

y MttKHd Omy-tott
Amtrican chtmiit: dtKwtwr ol
rtctlf<! Hohr! pr In chtwiiiryt WJ4
Url (oiw-fKO* a eft? In Turlwy;

35,000: anrlt AIIW%,

(oor'Ri), n. Him* Khotos tfet tmnte.
(ttrj), t?.t {uftuwti (ir|l) mcamciL fu uri^*, tci

hard). I* to itpun thi attrntion:
or ol and
or advcx:ate nircjngly. 3L to tlrlv* wr onward;

forward vigarou)y, I. to with;
lrite or sc^ittit ttrnftitlj; exhort. 4,

to fora; incite; topet; drivtt* 3. w* ply
at oan. irf I, to an pnwntafcifm w

pWnw
etc, 2, to i*wrt i, or iwt$tffa an t

iteikin. ??- L llir art ix It nn fn tin n
wrtAifi thing; an imp-Piling or u( an
invciittntarv naluw*
SYN, lUfli* f0 MU^- E;!> /? .

ftf ttf NT

tte |li iii to itw Mmwrf mt
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in |ih< ifa to
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Thum*mlm (yoor'im; thttm'im), (Heb

f K
a^ buing worn in tha breastplateof the high pnext And apparently serving at 4 deviceto determining the will of God: Ex, 2S;3C

a, (MB. ry*afe, ory^; OPr,;
of urfn < wfea, urinell L a

Mub fci
for

HI* * P<*fcUy one used
the eick or bedridden, 2. a, place for urinating;

e*DciaUy, a fixture
for tine by men in urinating.

t*$*j& .(WtVnal'^), n ^ UMKALWW
(;*% fMod. L, , chemical aaalyeft o! the urin;
also iipelted tmaety*i,

. '

(< L. iirto, urine; +
^mm conotrned in the

of urine,

nation of the urine, as for the diagnosis of dinease.u ro-xun-thlii (yoor'a-isaa'thin), n. j&ro* (urina) 4-
i], indioan, as found to uriae.

tTrm Major. 2.

't
i

of urine, n. J 4

Wt)L I. a annul. 2, reservoir to hold urine And
dung for ute m manuro,

Wiw^ ***
H'?'??!** (y^Halt'X fe&tUftlMATID fldk UMIMATINOl,
|<

ML, NrfiMfcif, m of mnbwrtj. to
from tii

,

body) mktumtt.
i '

* tht

^hw^Mfct'ip^ttSrpftttd from in
lit wfttn to the

i* i- a-*j *-*j ^^i^ii^n^ di^^^d
-the of urines ,

(y^Viii%^)viN. .

Hfto yrtttd} |< u
i

i meanlnit
"'""

Jff'Stfi

_. Ajl
: nm** urn 5

.. -, rw<ijii n0ni of
"

,_ to any or ipt _
wjth i fl or a* i

the *^ the
th

t
imve, 4, a *

i* tici ni ta
IM Mri 4 i ttal1- -

eSoottiih writer and translator,

^f-m Wee), n. [L. f she-bear),
Ursa Minor,

Ursa Major, [L. f lit., Great Bear] themt
of the constellations in the northern sky, file
the jpole and contains fifty-three visible 6wra f sevfti of
which form the Big Dipper; also caJkd Qrwt m$r$W constellation, chart,
Ursa Minor, [L, lit.. Little Bear], the northernmost
ecmttellation. It contains twnty-thra Tisibl st^rs,
including those forming fch Little D!opr: the mott
important of these iiTPolarie, the North Star; aSo
called LMeBevrim* coaeeellattaa, chart.

ur-el-fpnn (ai/ie-fdrmO, a4/. f< L. ur$u$* a biar; 4.
-/wl having the form or appearance of a bear.

ur-alnft mr'sfn. dr'dn), arf/, (L. wtinut < urw, a
pearl, 1. off like, or charftcteiiitiq of a bear or the
wsAr family* 2. covwM with brittle*, at cwtaiba
caterpilltrs.
ursine howler, the red howling monkay native to Hi
northern part o! South Ame|ic.
Wt'eprft'Ch* (WrjMhprriie}, n. [G,j Kf, original 4-
spracht, Immm&l a (hypothetical) parent knguaw;
ftt the Indo-Buropean ur$prach$ has been recon-
jtructed by the methodi of cdmparjitltre linguistics,
Ur-su-la Wyoo-tef ftr'ee-ld* lML. t dim, ML.v . ww, MP VMM fjwy-*t M* ww-Afr/ L^

pob6nrL a teminiaa name.
Urswla, Saint, ? c. 300 A.D.J
pittcaii of Cnrittkn faith who

of uriat.

with li000 virgins, by At Euiof At '

-
-n-^ 1 C^%yoo4k, aiPi4!nOA - [Mod* 1 . 1 .

olled alter Saint l/r*4a of Wiogna, patron of the
,_ lerj. to the Homan C&tkdk Church* a member of
AH order of nunt founded o. 1537 to carry on the
work of teaching and mnlm* odf. of thie order.

iirti*ci'Ciatie (&r't(>ki'ihee) f <y. [< L. wll^f nettle*
jr <iKmt$l in tetei*^ of tfie nMfcl^ family, a ffoup of

*, ittid fthrabi haviiiK okptws m sm&ll

u^tidj'iS'S (ir't4*ktr'i*s} it* JJMWL L* < CTtifm0|
a nettle), an attrgw skia oooattioik ehanuteiieed py
the eruptiun of tt)othy itching piitchtis, or whcals;
hilTM.

; r-MI (ttr'tf-kir'WJt V* d, or having the
aatstre .of,

- fcf '- ^

^^

^*7 %FT*W ** fwwt i* |<

r

A* IH lifWlmi " w*rw. *~,
wi WH ymMrK |< Of emw, tell wwwwm^
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usable 1604 usurpation
us a-ble (ftz'a-b'l). adj. that can be used; fit, convenient,

or available for use: also spelled usenble.

U.S.A.F., USAF, United States Air Force.

us-age (us'ij, uz'ij), n. [ME.; OFr.; ML. usagium,
usaticum], 1. the act or way of using or treating;
treatment ;

use. 2. long-continued or established custom
or practice; habitual or customary use or way of

acting; custom; habit. 3. the way in which a word,

phrase, etc. is used to express a particular idea; cus-

tomary manner of using a given language in speaking
or writing, or an instance of this. SYN* see habit.

us-ance (uz''ns), n. [ME. usaunce; OFr, usance; ML.
usancia], 1. income or other benefits derived from
wealth or the use of wealth. 2. the time allowed for

the payment of a foreign bill of exchange, as established

by custom and excluding any period of grace. 3.

[Obs.l, a) use. b) usage; custom, c) interest paid for the
use of money.
Us-beg (us^beg), n. & adL Uzbek.
Us-bek (us'bek), n. & adj. Uzbek.
U.S.C., United States of Colombia.
U.S.G. & G.S., United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey.

U.S.C.G., United States Coast Guard.
use (uz;/or w.,us), v.L [USED (Gzd), USING], [ME, nsen;
OFr. user; LL. *u$are < L* usus, pp. of uti, to use),
1. to put or bring into action or service; employ for or

apply to a given purpose. 2. to practice; exercise: as,

you must use your judgment. 3. to act or behava
toward; treat: as, she used her friends badly. 4. to

consume, expend, or exhaust by use (often with up):
as, he has used up all his energy, 5. to smoke or chew
(tobacco). 6. to make familiar; accustom (used in the

passive with to); as, they were used to the old ways,
7. [Colloq.L to exploit, as a person; treat as a means to
some semsn end. p.f. 1. to be accustomed; be wont
(now only in the past tense, with an infinitive ex-

pressed or implied) : as, he used to enter every contest,

2,jArchaic or Dial], to frequent; resort, n. [MB, &
OFr. us < L. usus, u$e < uti, to use], t the met of

using or the state of being used; usage. 2* the power
or ability to use; as, he has regained the us* of his

hand. 3. the right or permission to use: as, he granted
them the use of hit name. 4, the eed opportunity,
or occasion to ue: as, we will have no further use
for his servicei. 5. way of wring* 6. the quality
that makes a thing useful or suitable for A given
purpose; advantage; wefulnew; worth; utility. 7,

the object, end, or purpose for which something in

used, S. function
j

service, V. constant, continued,

an usher to; escort or conduct (others) to seats, etc.

2. to precede ami introduce, or be a forerunner of.

ush-er-ette (ush'Sr-ef) n. a woman or girl usher, as
in a theater.
USIS, U.S.I.S., United States Information Service.
Usk (usk), n. a river in Wales and southwestern Eng-
land, flowing into the estuary of the Severn River:
length, 60 mi.

08-kttb, tte-kttp (iis-kiipO. n. Skoplje, a city in Yugo-
slavia; the Turkish name,

tts*kti-dar (iis-kaMlir, ils'kU-dar'), n. a section of

Istanbul, on the Asiatic side of the Bosporus: pop.,
155,000; also called Scutari.

U.S.M., 1. United States Mail. 2, United States
Marines. 3, United States Mint.

U.S.M.A*. United States Military Academy k

USMC. U.S.M.C., 1. United States Marine Corps,
2, United States Maritime Commission,

U.S.N., USN, United States Navy,
U.S.N.A., 1. United States National Army, 2, United
States Naval Academy*

U.S.N.G., United States National Guard.
U.&N.R.L USNR, United States Naval Reserve-
UJS.N.R.F., United States Naval Reserve Force*
USD. U.S.O., United Service Organiiaticms,
U.S*P., U.SFharm.j, United States PhannAcopociia,
Us-pal'te'ta Pass (oTm'pI-yE'tl), a mountain paw in
the Andes, between Chile arid Argentina; height, 12370
ft.; also called La Cumbre*

U.S.P.H.S., United StetM Public Health
U*SP.O., United Statet Pott Office.

U8*<iu-bay
Gael, uist

$h (u
*Maih&;

(in Scotland or Ireland).
U.

utot*, water f
n* [Ir- *

life], whisky

.S.R., United States Rervt,
U.8.R.O. United Statoi Rtwi*r Corpt,
U-SJS,, I. United States Senate, 2, United Stmtet 8#r
vice. 3. United Stutei Ship, 4, United Statw StrKmrr,
5. United State* Stmmh!o
U4J8.B.t United States Shbplng
UJ.S*Ct. United Suprtwt Court.

/USl Unlm of Rtpubllct,
United Stewnilito,

n* rivtr in m U.8.8.R,, Howlng
into th Amur Rivw and forming f Ihf At*rn
boundary of MtnctiitrlAJ Itngth, c, ISO ml

,

pp. of ushtlw; mm UKTULATION), m block*
entcl, M if bumrf or

used. S. function t service, V. constant, continued, tis>tttki'tloo (ttt'ehooji'ston); n* {ML, wifulalfo < L,

customwy, or habitual employment, practice, or ex- *j**lar*, to search < of nrf*f to burnl, I, in

trcise, or an instance of this; customs \ Mbit; practics;
wont 10* in tow, ) the enjoyment of propstty, M
from occupying, employing, or exercising if, &} Jin-
flwnced by OFr, u$s, gain < L, 0pm, a. work|* profit*
benefit, or advantage, especially that of wtuli ant!

t*nm*nts held In trust by another. 11* in lllrty tnt

particular form of ritual or liturgy practice*! (ti it given
elmrch* dlocew, etc, ; **, the Lutheran KM.
have no use for, L to haivt', no nMd

<>jf.
2, to ha?t

no with to deal with; b immtitnt with. I, to have
no affwstlon or retpact for; aislikt ttrcngly,

to use, in the procMt of bdbg u^*L
make ue of, to u:;e; havt* ocfini^xi to me.
put to woe, to une, find t ttw lor.

.yVN.ua? impliti the putting *>f thing l^'t. \i*,n^Uy to *n
opprahrioxis mtt ft m ft t )sif i^c i to Ik

givtn purpoM so ss to teeQApIih ftn fi
:

nl (to tun
' *

ggslm v etc., te wuJ M brutht-r to miViU^-r ,

mpto.aiowfwlwkt rnovt dbvttd tsrm tl ^-^^,
to useful work ttf wnMthii^ iut in nit at titt (t

empltty a viiruitt |t M ft pUyymu^b uts-l with In
IWiOftK. A wwvttnii 01 work twi f,ty (Iw wijN%i iv
msehtnkm) : vitlllM itiiplte im putting of t n
ticiii 0f HS^fttAhl tUNI Cfcft HftKlMMf

*""" "*"" '*"-" *"*

, ,

* th dryii or routing of Bit-tint

In for jmtvaritftttoa. 2, lt* burning of
win*. J thi) iwl 01 burning, scorching) or

(fi%h-t tt^ifeo^l. gd/. 1MR; OFr* LL,
< L* mm; wm m ! te

uw; M|I M wdfnrily or
cuiiitmttfy; hulnimd ; i**

u*ul. M li 0r watt k tli ,

,V >'N. ^ tmuul Ajptttes to t h.i: which piif * ^M ittiitwti
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iii tf fw
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usury 1605 uvula

a cwnbinlng
an In

* hnllow,
in which the
und fttui are

'

(H'zhoo-n), n. [pi USURIES (-ria)], [ME. usurie
< uaure; OFr, usure; L. usura < usus; see USE], 1. the
act or practice of lending money at a rate of interest
that is excessive or unlawfully high. 2. an excessive
or unlawfully hijfh rate or amount of interest. 3.

[Ob.], interest paid on a loan.

U.S.V., United States Volunteers.
uaw, U.8.W., und so writer, [O.j, and so forth.
U.S.W.A., J. United Shoe Workers of America: a
C, I .( ). labor union, 2. United Steclworkars of America ;

a (M.O, labor union,
ut (ut, 67>0, n, [MI5.: L j see GAMUT], in music, n, syllable
formerly uned in solmixatipn: now replaced by da.

U.T.i u.t.. tn axtnvHomyt universal time,
U-tah (lYtd, Q'tIK n. a Western State of the United
Sutra: AMI, M.Qlft sq, mi.; pop., 689.CMH); capital,
Salt Uftkft Oily: abhrrvinted tit.

tMutvan (H'M-ani ft'tit-an), ad)
1

, of Utah. n* a native
or inhabitant of Utah.

lit diet. i Ml dklnm* |L.|, an directed.
lite (Clt, iVti). n. U/, LI IK, If IKS (Cits, -ti/)|, 1, a mnm-
brr of # tribr of nmtiudir Shrwhotwnn indmrtH that
Iivwl in Onlorado arid Utah, ranging down into Ni*w
Mr jtirti End AHittma. 2, thfir UtfvAxtpean language*

H'twvtfl (u^tifi's'l), n, (ME, Httnsttt; C)Pr utmmn;
L, niiwilif, fit for u < utf. tn uwJ t. any implement
nr roniAinw ordinarily ttnw in a kitehim, dairy, or tho
hkin tit, rctrtkinft^jwiff* 2, any implement or tool,
;*

r
i for MW in fanning. <Ptt*,

- SN, aw impUmtnc*
it teT'ln* (ft'tlr-in, ft't^Mn'), atf. (LL, ftferfottj), I,
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and title of a book written by Sir Thomas Mope in
1516. 2. [often u-j, any place, state, or situation of
ideal perfection. 3. (often ti-] t any visionary scheme
or system tor an ideally perfect social order.

U-tO'pi;ira m-t3'pi-on). adj. [Mod. L. Utopiattus], 1
of or like Utopia. 2. [often u-l having the nature o
or mcimed to draw up schemes tor, a Utopia; idealistic:
visionary, n. 1. an inhabitant of Utopia. 2. [often
u-\ a person who believes m a Utopia, especially of a
social or political nature; visionary; idealist.

U'to<pl>an-tom (u-tS'pi-on-iz'm), n. the ideas, doctrines,
aims, etc, of a Utopian; visionary schemes for pro-duoma perfection in social or political conditions.

MOT.!uffi!?J?^D^?)^ * a P^vince of
.v .T..W i v,**%**v*s, M the central part; pop., 553.000
(1947). 2, its capital: pop., 186,000 (1*47): a series of

treatie^ were made there in 1713 at the end of the War
of the Bpaniih Succession.

ii'trl'de (uftri.k'l), n, [< Pr. or L.; Fr. uiricule; L.
utncutus, little bag or bottle, dim. of uter, leather
bag, wmeakml. L a small sac, vesicle, or baglike
part: specifically, in anatomy, the larger of the two
ft&elike cavitiei (the other being the saccule) in the
membranous labyrinth of the inner ear, 2. in botany,
a small, one-celled seed vessel with a thin, membranous
wall and one or several saeds.

li'trlC'U'Jmr (Gtri'kyoo-I8r), ad/, in botany, L of, or
having the nature of, a utricle, 2* having one or more
utricles,

U'triC'U'lftte (a-trik'yoo-Ht, U-trik'yoo-UttO, adj. utric*
ular,

W'trte'U'li'tlt (a-trik'yoo-tt'tis), w, [Mod, L,; see
ttrwcxi & -ms), inflammation of the utricle of the
innw ear,''

(tt-trik'yno-los), n. [pi UTEICULI (-H')l,
(L.j see ffTEfCLil, a utricle, aspucfally of tht inner ear.

tut infirm (ut sfiR'pro, s&^pw), {I,,] f at tbwe; ab-

Ut-ttur Frft'd^h (ut% prl'dash), a of northern
India: arm, I I2,5i1 q, mi \ pop,, W,2S4,000 (t, 1951) ;

capitiu, Lucknows former nfte UnltM Pronncts.
ut'tw (ut1fr)# <Mif/. {MB. nj^fij uitoff AS,
fompar, of Ml out), i, complftt; total*

atiscHutei unooaaitiontl*

utttr (ut%) *f|MB. K/II*, owlrw < t

< Ml, oNli out)i ( originally* ta give ejut; put forth;
otiaoktt nfteept when used ofthe of oountrfelt
moiuiy or largrii, or the publication ol UbeL 2* to
mrooounoe pak or exprMt ftudlblyt words,
iboughtti vocal sounds* fto* J to <

4, to mSt Cftoavfwal wuadi), M
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uvular 1606 vacillation

fleshy process hanging down from the middle of the

soft palate above the back of the tongue. .

u-vu-lar (u'vyoo-lSr), adj. [Mod. L. uvulartsL L.of
or having to do with the uvula. 2. in phonetics,

pronounced with a vibration of the uvula, or with the

back of the tongue near or in contact with the uvula.

n. in phonetics, a uvular sound.

u-vu-lftis (uVyoo-H'tis), n. [Mod. L. < uvula + -**w]

inflammation of the uvula.
ux. w#or, [!'] wife.

"Ux-mal (6oz-mal') n. a ruined Mayan city in Yucatan
state, Mexico. .

ux-0-ri-al (uk-s&r'i-al, ug-zo'ri-al) , adj. [< L. uxortus

(see UXORIOUS); + -al], of, befitting, or characteristic

us-or-i-cide (uk-s6r
f
9-sid', ug-zo'ra-sid')* n. [< L.

or sub-

uxor, wife; -f ~a'de], 1. the murder of a wife by her
husband. 2. a man who murders his wife.

ux*o-ri-ou8 (uk-s6r'i-s, u$-z5'n~s). adj. [L. f

uxor. wife], dotingly or irrationally fond of

missive to one's wife.

Uz-beg (uz'beg), n. <fc adj. Uzbek.
Uz-bek (uz'bek: Russ. ooz/bek), n.

#
I. a member of

a Turkic people living, in the region of the Uzbek
S.S.R. 2. the Central Turkic language r> the Uzbeks.
adj. of the Uzbek S.S.R,, its people, their language,
etc. Also Ubk f Uzbe Uebeg-

Ufc-bek-l-stan (ooz'bek-i-stiin'K n. the Uzbek S.S.R.
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic (ooa-bek') a

republic of the U.S.S.R., in central Asia: area, 146,000

aq. mi.; pop., 6,282,000; capital, Tashkent; also called

Uzbekistan.

v
V, v (ve"), n. [pi V's, v's, Vs, v$ <vfe)] f I. the twenty-
second letter of the English alphabet: from the Latin
V, derived from one form of ih Greek F (upsilon):
formerly used interchangeably in English with u
both as a vowel and as a consonant, now only a* a con-
sonant; see alphabet, table. 2. the tonad of V or v:
fa Bullish, a voiced fricative formed by prattling the
lower lips against the upper teeth. n& wo for (voice*
MM) /. 3. a type or impression for v or v, 4. symbet
/or toe twenty-second in a sequence or group (or the

twenty-first Si J is omitted), tutj* 1* oc v or v. 2,

twenty-cond (or twenty-first If J is omitted) In a
seotuRttC oc group.
V (?$), n* 1. n object ilmped Hk V. 2, a Roman
numoml for 5; witn & tuperior bar w* 5,000. 3, a
symbol for victory of the nations rnHiw await the
Axis powers in World War II, 4, ICoUoq*J * fi^t-

doUar bill 5. in thmistry* a $ymM far wnwliura.
d(/- Aaped Hk V,

V, v, L velocity. 2. volt; volts. 3, in
r

, 2, Vtor, J* Viiwmffit
3. v^rb. 4. \p^ w.L
vftrttis* 8* tw

v,*

5*

t.

1. valvft, 2
verso.* . * * , *

^vtllagt, to. Vx vv.|, vtoUn. It.viM. II vwaativt.
13* voiot. 14* voittgt. 1$, voitinki. 14 utm, |O.| of.

bomb i

EnKkmd inairplain\ uiml
robot bomb.

topnb*
_ .arid W I: at tto JWtfbf of
dK-d UH- Htnu.< ihcrr un^ attainr I

2. Viet
tcttrt* 2. wrW 4^ttf.

. HM {Sp.I, to the

no clftimitnt, as an entato or fctcciiofi. ) not ytt
granted, an public landit. 5IW. we woipty.

Ta-cat^ (vl'fclt). v.l* [VACAT10 (-Idii VACATING), [< L,
fOMitM, pp, of tow; MM VACANT] I, to mmk va
c&nt; ipciftcally, n) to eauitti (wa 0ffic

etc,} to be unftlMd or unoeeupiedt as by r

0) to leave (a houie, room* tc) uninhabiUKf or un-
tenant*! s givt up the oowpwacv of. 3 in lwt to

volaj annul. vi. 1. to mafee an Mm, poettion*
eto* vcnt. 2, fCoiUx).)* to go iways Imm,

n-tioa (vt-ki'itum, vt-Wihan), n. |MB. iuwieiui;
QPr,, L* tocaltoit t. freedom from any activity $ rett;
rpii; intermiieiott. 2, a ^rid of r*it *ttd freedmn
from work* steely* etc,; of timaJty A
fpedlie |tfCT! In * m two
3, {RartJ, the act of vmcuting, or mtklag viwant* 4,
in tew, a lormia term* of ooort v^F*

I, to lakt a venation.. 2. to IMUM om'e vntlj iw, he
in Ntainr kt 'uuuturr,

VtttkNOH* II. 1 Vt-
caticwiit
t-ca*aoo*te vl-U'MiM^lejl), it.

a M wlut it trav!ina
or at a

*I| IM^. of or
m!tof

) t .l. I

* |M0.lt

m to or ik oetmif
to

Mrp t l to i^rluviii

*
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vacillatory
fWtMft'to-iy

lf(vM'a-to-tdr% vas'a-la-tS'ri), adj. in-
clined to vacillate; vacillating.

vaC'it** (vnk'a~) f n. alternative plural of vacuum.
vm-ctt'Mar (tft*ka'o-ti), n [#. VACUITIES (-tia)j, [Ltwtoto < Mom*, empty), 1, the quality or state of
b*m* empty; emptmeia. 2. an empty space: void:v*cmsm 3, tht audit? or state of being empty in
mmrl; luck of intelligence interest, or thought 4 anv-
thing wnntifsn or inmna; something foolish, S. inanity

TiC'tato-tot* (vak'^tttO, <w*/, vacuoiated.
nuM*o-lttt*I (vlB'tt-t-lit'id), 4/. having one or more
varuotos; containing v&euotefi.

wore
tsuMfoto'tion (vtPa-t-li'ihtn), n. the formation or
arrafutmumt of vcuolg.

vftC'U'Oift (vak'CUSl'K J*. fFr. < L. vacum, empty), in
*ici/iity, 1 , t r*kt!vtly clear, bubbleiike space or cavitym thfk

protoplttsm <rf m mil containing air, water, or

partially fluid, and tmlieved to have the
fufwiitm f dtahargtaff wattes, 2 a small cavity orm the cfan organism,

1.

1607 vain

,

W'tt'Ottt (wMl-as), 02f. TL, wtuusl 1. empty,1 having or showing kck of intelligence, interest, or
itwtght; stupid; MM]*SS; inane. 3. characterized
by cf purpose, of profitftble employment, etc,;
lillr; purprmeless, J?WV see empty.

wett'tiiii (mk't^mi bo, *. ottrft., vak'yoom).
ft* 1^1. VACUUMS (*ms) VACUA (-)!, [U, neut sing, of

smptyt, L a with nothing at nil in it;

empty 2, *) a pa,, aa that iniide
a vartitim tubf out of which nut <f the air or gas ,

IIM falirn, fti by pumping; ipnee containing air

i at A prmaura below that a! the atmoepner*.
e) tba to which preaaura hits b*a brought

*lftiphwfc premtura* 4. ft left mpty
by th removat or erf loftnthing upuily founa
in it; vml: often ngurative. mj* 1* of a vacuum.
I. l make vacttttRi* I. hmvtug a vuum;

fir wimpUttftly exhnuated m dr or gas. 4,
liv wiriit or the rrtaiiwa of a partiiu

f V*ilti*i 1*
t with A mewisra

viu vium hotth% A u^vl to keepu
, , 01 A fiOHU^

II* atlrl Will*
it for
itn* ofM for tnpa,iuring

I n tn ilraw air* or gat-" *
p for water, worked oy

the

itnf * for
tint of

t to th*
II f m

i MI A
fief

tiff * I* ft

fwi
*if ; ^ lit II

ifi A
fififi

i

1
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fur i
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INDICATOR

ttaa,

as t., to wander < L. war?, to wander], 1. an odd '*

eccentric, or unexpected action or bit of conduct 2an odd, whimsical, or freakish idea or notion; odditv-
caprice. SYN. see caprice,

"uny,

T^?a
rT
(v3fS>f

*!fi ^ VAGINAS (-naz), VAGINAE
\ ne-/Ji LJ^O a sneatnj, 1, m anatomy & zoology a
sheath or sheathlike structure: specifically, in fenaale
mammals, the canal leading from the vulva to the
uterus. 2. in botany, the sheath formed by the base

5 (vaj'a-nit, vaj'a-nSt'), ad], [Mod. L. vag-
1 havmga_ vagina or steath; sheathed.

L anatomy & zoolog,
_ ...,..,- -<,. ... >,,, VM, *0r tlie Vaffina of

female mammal.
vaji-i-nate

w*iwL 1 _, _
2, in the form of a sheath; like a sheath.

vaft4-nttia (vajVni'tis), it. (Mod. L.; see VAGINA &
-XTXS], inflammation of the vagina.vai*no- (vajVno, vaj'o-na), [< L. vagina], a com-
mmng, form meaning: 1, vagina, as in vaginUis.
2, vagina and, Also, before a vowel, vagta-.

va-graii'cy (vS'&ren-si), n. [#J. VAGRANCIES (~siz)L
[< wirtffil], 1. a wandering in thought or talk;
digression. 2. a wandering from place to place;
vagabondage. 3. shiftless or idle wandering without
money or work, as of tramps, beggars, etc.; conduct or
way of li of a vagrant (sense 3).

-^- ,'-, J n. (MB. vagarant: prob. < OFr.
w(n)crant> ppr, of wa^crer, to wander about, walk;
influenced in form by vagabond or L, vagari* to wander],L a person who wanders from place to place or lives

} wand6dng life; rover. 2. a person who wanders
from mace to place without a regular job, supporting
nimseit by begging, etc.; idle wanderer; vagabond*,
tramp. 3, in law, a tramp, beggar, prostitute, or
wtniiwr idle or disorderly person whose way of Hv'

pikes him liable to be arrested and jailed. c__
I, . wandering from place to place or living a wandering
life i rooming : nomadic, 2, living the life of a vagabond
or trump. 3. of or characteristic of a vagrant, 4.
eharaotedaed by straggHng growth: said of plants.
5* following no fixed direction or course; moving at
random; wayward: said of things.
3W,r-*&f*nt refers to a pwsotx without a fliwd homo who

isrs aoottt from place to place, siApporting himself by
^". eto* aa in tail ussge, jmpHes such a person re-

i a public nuisance, subject to arrest; vagabond,
the more derogatory term, Implying ahiftlessness,

bwwvwy, etc. now rften onnotes no niore wan a carefree,
foaming tAtwe$ buna, ttminpt and liobo are informal
equivtHRitt for the preceding, varicmtly diseriinlnatedy but
tmm alwap ooanotei an idle, olstolute* often alcoholic _persnn
WTO atvt* works, tsmmp wnnott & vagrant, whtt&r he* ' " "

doia
"" ' " " * '

tic*

,

or by doing odd jobs, and hobo is now most
ly ffteSct4 to a migratwy laborer who foEows such
work M crop picking or works on construction jobs,
ftte Itinerant,

vl'grern), <wV. [Archaic], vagrant
) f/. [Fr,; L, faiKi, wandering], I* not

tflv^ ptedaely, or definitely wcortssed or itated.
3, twt omrly outlined; indeftalt m shape or form;
haaftv, obi<jrIy or indistinctly- soa or sensed, 3.

not nh.trp, cartiitn, or prtelit in thought or expre!i;uon.:
ol the mind* tto. 4. not precisely de-

WHkMI (Jijj
of 1 1

tn tiKHlull

hniH'i, h^trt .

pnsw

[L., wandering],' -
wrWngln

tlie larynx.

&irrio
lit. tfi the
flf 2, to :

w
,

fttt (fill* M. A .<iOte
l

vain (^),#.JM1,MH
CW ^J L
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vainglorious
1608 validation

only appears to be genuine, sincere, worthwhile, etc. tempty

threats, hollow pleasures) ;
otiose applies to that which has no

real purpose or function and is therefore useless or super-

fluous (this otiose name-calling). See also futile. -, r .

vain-glo-rl-ous (van'giari-9S, van'glo'n-as), adj. [<
vainglory -f- -ou$], L boastfully vain and proud of

oneself. 2. showing or characterized by boastful

vafn^So-ry (van'glSr'i, vfEn'glo'n). n. [ME. vainglorie:

OPr. vaine gloire,- MX. vana gloria; see VAI& &,GLORY],
extreme self-pride and boastfulness; excessive and
ostentatious vanity. SYN. see pride. .

valn-ly (vanli), adv. 1. in vain; uselessly; fruitlessly;

without success. 2. conceitedly. .

vair (var), n. [ME. & OPr. <*% vetr; L. onn?w <
varius; see MINIVER, VARIOUS], 1. a fur usually from
a gray and white squirrel, used for trimming and lining

clothes in the 13th and 14th centuries. 2. in Heraldry,
a fur, represented by rows of small bells, one row up-
right, the next turned down.

Val., Valenciennes (lace).
val., 1. valuation. 2. value.
Va-lais (va'le'), n, a canton of southwestern Switzer-

land: pop., 148,000.
val-ance (val'ans) , n. [prob. < OFr, *avalance < avalant*

ppr. of avaler, to hang, descend; but ? < Valence*

France], L a short drapery or curtain hanging from
the edge of a bed, shelf, table, etc., often to th floor.

2. a short drapery across the tojp of a window, 3. a

facing of wood or metal imitating this.

val-anced (yal'enst), adj. fitted with a valance.

Val dai Hills (val~d;!') a region of hills In %e southern

Leningrad and northern Kalinin regions, R.S,F.S.R,:

highest point,
t
c. 1,000 ft.: source of the Volga, Dvina,

Val do mar I (vEFda-mlrO, se Waldenwr I,
r_

vale (vfil), n. [ME & OPr. wl; L. i^all^], IChlefly

Poetic], a valley.

Val-en-tin-i-an (Val'an-tm'i-sm) , n,

name of three Roman emperors: I, 364-375 A..
(lived c. 321-375 A.D.): H; 375-392 A.D. (lived c.

372-392 A.D.); III, 42^-455 A.D. (lived c. 419-455

AD)
Vaiera, Eamon Be, see D Valara, Bamon.
Va-S-ra y Al'ca-la Ga-lla-no, Juan (hwfin vI4e'r

al'kS-li' gS-lyl'no"), 1824-1905; Spanish author and

) f (L. fern, of FaJer&ij, name of a

Roman gens; prob. < Ir, to be strong), a feminine

name: equivalent, Fr. VaUrtet also Vmlri.
Va-ler-i-an (va-lSr'i-^n), n (jPi*61*M* Lwinius Falr-

SiS), Roman emperor (253-260 A.D.); lived ?-269?

A D
va*Wri*an (va-iar'i-an), n. [Fr. voUrian*; Ul*. mltriana,

valerian; as if < the personal name Vufanual L any
of a number of related plants with clutters or spikes
of white, pink, red, or purplith flowers. 2. .

drujf
made from the roots of aoma of these plants and used

as a sedative and antiipwtmodia
^3\^U9 ^V*)-*Wk" A-W-****- **wf Jtf/* l"S MJK1 AJ.

Ka^rwu^^c^, name of the family; 4- -owj, of a family
of herbs with oppoilte leavw wad mau flowtrs, at

the spikenard, vwarian, etc.

Ta-le-ri*aB4c (wlr/
i-an/ik), adj. vmlerjc,

va4er*ic (v-ler^!k f Tft-Mr'ik). tfdtf. dMtaating or of

any of four iiomric acida CiHiCOOHt aotna.iii

ally found in viteiiw root* but all

theticallv*

**

made yn-

of wlere, to be strong or well) + die**, to snyj, L a

farewdll; a bidding or saying farewell 2, ometning
said in parting; farewell utterance.

'isW^fkSj Piw^po^reiy
yomatt$*bBt, fe

f

ifW t3i; Si ^VAXUPflT I.""

personal nmnaervant who takes ciur* of otis't doom
helps om In dressiag^ te. 2. a notal mployt who
cieani or eloibss or p*rfaa
ervice, ?.& A .i to serve (a ptr^^

as a vaMt,
A __

01 cttAMHiitB^ (vl/5' d ahfttrbr*))*

, the student* tttuauy tha
st in scholarahip, who deuvtfi the
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^uiauu.y, ur 111Gb Ol

prooff'authority,

TM'n (v*lS'). n". [pr. ;

Vmi-kyr (vaFkirX n. a ^*'--
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of ft Valkyrie.
(vtl.Wi, viMdPrf. val'kwri), it, [ON*, mf.
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proper equivalent in money, commodities etc fS

8"ttfe?S^^
Price. 3.

t
the equivalent (of somethingrin^noney^^

4. estimated or appraised worth or price^aluat^*
5. purchasing power: as, the valne of a Collar fluctuates'
0, that quality of a thing according to which it isM

??
m^ more or less desirable, useful,

y -inportant,
f
etc. j worth or the degree of

7, tnat which js desirable or worthy of esteemown sake; thing or quality having intrinsic

;;uf"
;
;;* if ?rciae ?% as ol a word. 9, in or^v a)relative lightness or darkness of a color, b) propor-tioned effect, as of light and shade, in an artfcjtic work.

10, in ma$h$maiic$t tne quantity or amount for whicha symbol stands: at, 27 is the value of x intto equation!11. to, music, the relative duration of a note, tone, or
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valvulitis 1610 vanisk

val'VU-H-tis (val'vyoo-H'tis), n. [Mod, L. < wlvula

(dim. of L. valva; see VALVE); -f- -itis], inflammation
of a valve, especially a valve of the heart.

va-moose (va-moos') v.i. & v.L [VAMOOSED (-m55st')

VAMOOSING], [Sp. vamos, let as go], [Slang], to leave

quickly; go away or depart (from) hurriedly.
va-mose (ya~mos'), vd. & v.t. [VAMOSED (-most')* VA-

MOSING], [Slang], to vamoose.
vamp (vamp), n. [ME. vampe; OPr. avampU < avant,

before + ptt, fiea, a foot], 1. the part of a boot or

shoe covering the instep and toe. 2, [< the v.j, a) some-
thing patched up; something fixed up to seam new;
patchwork, b) something patched on. 3, in music, a

simple accompaniment improvised to fit a song. v*t*

1. to put a vamp on; provide or mend with a new
vamp: hence, 2. to patch (M>); repair, 3. to make
over (something old) by addition or alteration, 4 in

music, to improvise (a simple accompaniment, varia-
tion of a tune, etc.). v.L in music, to improvise a
simple accompaniment, variation of a tune, etc.

vamp (vamp), n. [SlangL a vampire (jtenne 3) or un-

scrupulous flirt. v*L [Slang], to seduce or beguile

(a man) by the use of one s feminine charms and
wiles. v,L [Slang], to act the part of a vamp,
vam-pire (vam'pir), n. [Pr; G. wmpir;"ot Slav, origin],
1, in. folklore and popular superstition, a corpse that
becomes reanimated and leaves its grave at night to
suck the blood of sleeping persona; nance, 2. an un-

scrupulous person who preys ruthlessly on others, a*
a blackmailer or usurer, 3, a) a beautiful but un-
scrupulous woman who seduces men and leads them
to their ruin, b) an actress who play* the part of luch
a woman, 4. a vampirt bat,

vampire bat, L any of several srwcies of tropical
American bats which live on the blood of animals.
2. any of various bats mistakenly btltevtd to be
bloodsuckers.

im*pir*lc (vom-pir'ik) , flrf/. of or like a vampire,
impir*iam (vam'plr-fc'm, vam'pi-ri'm) n i* ittprA!xs - - " "-* '- " '

2, tht habits or practicts
i-rii'ni), n 1*
e habits or

3, a wicked preying on

vain
ijtitious belief in vampirtt,'
of vampires; bloodsucking,
other people.Van (van) n. 1 a salt take in Turkty; art*,
1,425 iq* mi. 2, a town cm thit lake; iop., 10,000*

van (van), n* [abbiw. < mmmr^l f , tht front of an
army or fleet when advancing or in buttle army. 2,

the foremost petition in a Kt movement, of
endeavor, etc,* or thote in the frit potiticm.
Tsm (irma)* n. ]< L, vemttt*, van, fans or Smith Brit.
var. of /on, ,], L (Archaic or British Dial,), a wintw
Ing fan or machine, or a shovel for waahtnf ort 2*ing
(Poetic!, m wing.mn (vaa) n [abhrev. < twtwtJ I,

truck or wagon for carrying furniture
2 iBritiihi a cl<WKl railway CJMF f<ir

a
* frmfuht, tie.

etc,

(van; 0, vln), jj>rt^. |D*|, irf ; from; In Ontrlt family
nM it originally indicatta pUu, irf iiMia: in A*r-.

fctt ana &ri tilth It if wftna sui

of a iwnonal nankt.
nuiA*aAtii (vtntodit')* m la ^wli^y, a eali r murm vutsadk ado*
vii*nA*4i*t (v-nlM!-It

l

') n* a
v*;niusie (vtHAad'ik, v-ni'dik), cf/. or
of ahtttited cwmpauwls ctmtainiiig r pnitt*
vitMnt vanadium.

wnaiialc ! ay d va-
nadium.

t*tta44^It* fvMuuifMdtO. ** ta4
duAsj smd a ehfarid*. ooeurrlng to

UMMttty ytttiiw brown, or ml.
m*i'd}m (vtMi^diHwh Q.fnsvdt*Mm (v*rdi<m) v n L, < OH.
CMM I* UM Of tltti t

dttctik. iillfcr
It with Hiwl* t It mtti

V; at, wt, t At, m, ai.m4li MM|V stud alby f if t OJS
jpr cwat ancl Iti ^rf t

lit tmfflfu%tw of m4
van ;i duuH Cvi'*.i!wl ( s , or l

r

<vm Irfi,

f*

i7m fa ^i.

i *

a person who, out of malice or ignorance, dfstrovs or

spoils, especially that which in boautifttl tjr artistic.

adj. I, of the Vanciuls. 2. [v-|, like or characteristic of

a vandal; ruthlessly <lostructivc.

Van-daMc (van-cial'ik), adj. 1. of or characteristic of

the Vandals. 2. [v-J, ignorantly and willfully destruc-
tive: barbarous, n. tne- Eant Germanic language of

the Vandals, known only through proper names and
scattered loan wordt in the Romance languages,
van-dal-ism {van'd'l-iat'm), n. the conduct, attitudes,
or an act or the Vandals or vandafo: malicious or

ignorant destruction, especially of that which is

beautiful or artistic.

Van-der-bilt, Comeliui (vfmMlr-bilt'), ,

I794- IH77;
American capitalist and milrcmd iniUistruiliMt,

Vsm De-vsuifter, Willis (van cli-yttn'tfr), J859 1941;
American jurist; awtociaUi justice, united States

Supreme Court (IVIO -1937). t

Van Die<mcti*a Land (van twfm*mi) t liuimanla, an
island off fi<mthfiwtirn AuAtralia: th forinrr nnnve.
Van DO'ren^ Carl (vnn (Wr'an, tl5'r*n), 1885 1950;
American editor, literary critic, and author.

Vmti 0ortn
t
Mark, 1894 ; txrothrr of C*<iH; Anwrknn

p<j>t, ncwwist, find critU*.

Vmn Dru>ta John William (vim Ur^r/t*n), twi
19S7: Englwtt playwright in Atw*ri(*a, m _

Vmn Aydc, Sir Anctenv (vm ttik'K IS99 4WI ; Plain-

wh |jrtrnit painter in England; al*n nprUinl Vtudlyfet*

Vmii'dyke (van-dTkO* * *- Prtit tw painting hv
Anthony Van Dyck (or vanuykif). 2. a Vannvkr
beard. 3, a Vandyke cottar. Aff/ f. < <r in tht tyle
of, Van Dyck, 2. f or Imifeitiiii Uw
rte. ci*|>icted in pirtralti by Van uyrk.

bir4 a cltuwly trittiinnL

brown, I, a

uigmtmt ued by Van Dyck; htmee*
2. any of eeverat brown pigment*
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vanishing point 1611 variation
passing from sight or existence (the stain had vanished over-
night) ; disappear, a more general term, implies either a sudden
or gradual passing from sight or existence (customs that have
long^smce disappeared); fade suggests a gradual, complete or
partial disappearance, as by losing color or brilliance (the
design on this fabric won't fade, his fame has /acted). ANT.
appear, emerge.
van-ish ing point (van'ish-irj) , in perspective, the point
where parallel lines receding from the observer seem to
come together.

van-i-ty (yan'a-ti),
n. [pi. VANITIES (-tiz)] t [ME.

vanite; OFr. vaniti; L. vanitas, emptiness, worthless-
ness < vanus, vain], 1. any thing or act that is vain,
futile, idle, or worthless. 2. the quality or fact of being
vain, or worthless; futility. 3. the quality or fact of
being vain, or excessively proud of oneself or one's
qualities or possessions; self-satisfaction. 4. a thing
about which one is vain; source of self-satisfaction.
5. a vanity case. 6. a dressing table. SYN. see pride.

vanity case (or box), a small case containing powder,
rouge, a mirror, etc., carried by women.

Vanity Fair, 1. m Bunyan's Pilgrim
1

s^ Progress, a
fair always going on in the town of Vanity, symbolic
of worldly folly, frivolity, and show; hence, 2. the
world, especially the social world, or a city, society,
etc., regarded as dominated by folly, frivolity, and
show. 3. a novel (1847-1848) by Thackeray.
van Leyden, Lucas, see Leyden, Lucas van.
van Loon, Hendrik WiMem (hen'drik vil'sm van
Ion'), 1882-1944; American author, born in the Nether-
lands.

van-quish (van'kwish), v.t. [ME. vencusen, venquissen
< ppr. stern of OFr. veinquir; L, vincere, to conquer],
1. to conquer or defeat in battle; force into submission;
hence, 2. a) to defeat in any conflict, as in argument
or competition. 6) to overcome or subdue (a feeling,
condition, etc.); suppress: as, his success vanquished
fear. SYN. see conquer.
Van Rens-se-laer, Stephen (van ren'sa-lSr, ren'sa-

18r'), 1764-1839; American general and statesman.
Van-sit- tart, Robert Gilbert (van-sit'Srt), first Baron
Vansittart of Denham; 1881-1957; British diplomat.
van-tage (van'tij), n. [contr. < ME. avantage; see
ADVANTAGE], 1. advantage; superiority; favorable or
advantageous

^
position or chance against one's op-

ponent : as, point of vantage. 2. in tennis, the first point
scored after deuce; advantage.
vantage ground, a favorable or advantageous situa-

tion, ; good position for defense or attack.
Va-nu-a Le-vu (va-noo'a le'voo), one of the Fiji
Islands: area, 2,130 sq. mi.; pop., 30,000,

van-ward (van'w&rd), adj. in or toward the van, or
front, as of an army.

Van-zet-ti, Bar-to-lo-me*o (baVto-lo-ma'o van-zet'i;
It. viin-dzet'te"), 1888-1927: see Sacco, Nicola.

vap'id (vap'id), adj. [L. vapidus, stale, insipid], 1.

tasteless; flavorless; flat.
"
2. uninteresting; lifeless; dull;

va-por (v&'p&r), n. [Anglo-Fr. vapour; OFr. vapeur;
L. vapor < IE, base *qwap~, *qwep- t to smoke, fume,
cloud, seen also in Gr. kapnos, smoke, Goth, afhwapjan,
to suffocate], 1. a) a steamlike mist which rises into the
air from water or damp objects t subjected to heat;
visible particles of moisture floating in the air; fog;
mist; steam. 6) any cloudy or imperceptible exhalation,
as smoke, noxious fumes, etc. 2. the gaseous form of

any substance which is usually a liquid or a solid. 3.

a) any substance vaporized for use in machinery,
medical therapy, etc, 0) a mixture of such a vaporized
substance with air, as the explosive mixture in an
automobile cylinder. 4. anything insubstantial. 5. pi.
[Archaic!, hypochondria or depressed spirits (often with
the). y*i 1. to rise or pass off in the form of vapor;
become vapor; evaporate, 2, to give off vapor. 3. to

indulge in idle talk or boasting; brag or bluster, v.t.

I. to vaporize, 2. [Archaic], to affect with the vapors.
va por-es cence (y5'pl&r~es''ns) n. formation of vapor.
va por es-cent (va

/
plres/>

rit), adj. forming, or tending
to form, vapor.

va<por'tf<ic (v5'p$r4f
;
ik) f adj. [see VAPOR & -FIC],

1. forming vapo*\ Z vaporous-
vapor*iniL*6*ter (wpfr-im'^tlr), n. an instrument with
wmeh vapor pressure aa4 volume are measured,

va-por-iafi (v'pr-iq), adj. L that vapors. 2. boast-

ful, bombastic* oefcaatatious, vatmting* etc. n. vapor-
ing talk or beh&viof.

va-por-isli (vS'pftr-iah). <*& L like vapor* 2, full of

vapor or vapora. 3, twvfeg, or inclines to have, <;he

vapors; in low spirit* or easily depressed,
'

.

vnpor*teable (vf'pr*ia5'0-b 1), adj. twt oan
, P

turning of water into steam, as in a boiler. 2. medical
treatment with vapor.

va-por-ize (va'per-Iz'), v.L [VAPORIZED (-izd'), VAPOR-
IZING], to change into vapor, as by heating or spraying
W.I. to be changed into vapor.

va-por-iz-er (va'per-iz'gr), n. a device for vaporizing
liquids, as an atomizer, or a jet in a carburetor.

va-por-os-i-ty (va'pe'r-osVti), n. the state or quality
of being vaporous.

va-por-ous (va'pgr-as), adj. [LL. vaporosus], 1. giving
oft or forming vapor. 2. full of vapor; foggy; misty
3. like, having the nature of, or characteristic of
vapor. 4. a) fleeting, unsubstantial, fanciful, etc.:
said of things, ideas, etc. b) given to such ideas or talk.
vapor pressure (or tension), the pressure of a con-
fined vapor that has accumulated above its liquid:
it is determined by the nature of the liquid and the
temperature.

va-por-y (va'per-i), adj. vaporous.
va-pour (va'per), n., v.L & v.t. vapor: British spelling.
va-que-ro (va-kar'o; Sp. va-ke'ro"), n. [pi. VAQUEROS
(~oz; Sp. -ros)], [Sp. < vaca (L. vacca), a cow; of
BUCKAROO], in Spanish America and the southwestern
United States, a person who herds cattle; cowboy.

var., 1. [pi. VARS.], variant. 2. variation. 3. variety.
4. various.

va-ra (vS'ra), n. [Sp. & Port., lit., a rod, stick; L., a
forked pole < varus, bent], a Spanish, Portuguese, and
Latin American unit of linear measure, varying in
different countries from 32 to 43 inches: a square vara,
as a unit of area, is sometimes called a vara.

Va-ran-gi-an (va-ran'ji-an) , n. [< ML. Varangus; MGr.
Barangos; via Slav. < ON. Vxringi, lit., an ally,
confederate < varar, pi., pledges], any of a Scandi-
navian people who settled in Russia in the 9th century
and founded the first Russian dynasty, under Rurik.

Var-dar (var'dar), n. a river in southern Yugoslavia
and northern Greece, flowing into the Gulf of Salonika:
length, 200 mi.

Var-gas, Ge-tu-lio Dor nel les (zhs-too'lyoo door-ne'-
Ks var'gss), 1883-1954; Brazilian statesman; president
Of Brazil (1934-1945; 1951-1954).

var-i-a-biM-ty (y&r'i-a-bil'g-ti), n. [< variable -{- -ity;
cf. Fr. variability, 1. the state or quality of being
variable. 2. a tendency to vary.

var-i-a-ble (var'i-g-b'l), adj. [ME.; OFr.; LL. variabilis],
1. apt or likely to change or vary; changeable, incon-
stant, fickle, fluctuating, etc. 2. that can be changed
or varied. 3. in astronomy, changing in brightness or

apparent magnitude: said of certain stars. 4. in

biology, tending to deviate in some way from the type;
aberrant. 5. in mathematics, having no fixed value.
n. 1. anything changeable; thing that varies or may
vary. 2. in astronomy, a variable star. 3. in mathe-
matics, a) a quantity that may have a number of
different values, b) a symbol for such a quantity.
4. in nautical usage, a shifting wind, or one which blows
stronger or weaker at intervals: distinguished from
trade wind.
the variables, a region of shifting winds lying between
the belts of the steady northeast and southeast trade
winds.

Variable Zone, Temperate Zone.

var-i-a-bly (var'i-a-bli), adv. in a variable manner.
variance (var'i-sns), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL. variantia;
L. varians, ppr. of variare, to change], a

1. the quality,
state, or fact of varying or being variant; a changing,
or being changeable; tendency to change. 2. degree
of change or difference; divergence; discrepancy. 3.

an active disagreement; quarrel; dispute. 4. in law.
a lack of agreement between two parts of a legal
proceeding which should agree, as between a statement
and the evidence offered in support of it.

at variance, 1. disagreeing; quarreling^not in accord:
said of persons. 2, not in agreement with each other;
differing; conflicting: said of things,

var-i-ant (var'i-ant) , adj. JME.; OFr.; L. varians],
1. varying; different; especially, different in some way
from others of the same kind or class, or from some
standard or type. 2. variable; changeable, n. any-
thing that is variant, as a different spelling of the same
word, a different version of a tale, myth, or literary

passage, etc. ; variant fpnn. Abbreviated var,

vard'ate (var'i-it), n.,in statistics, 1. loosely, a variable

(sense 3). 2. a particular value of such a variable.

var-i-a-tion (vay^S'shsn), n/[ME. variations; OFr.;

. ,

1. a v*p0rfcint or ttafog , vaporised; specifically.

, . .

L. variatio], 1. the act, fact, or process of varying;
modification; change or deviation HJ form, condition,

appearance, extent, etc. from a former or usual state,

or from an assumed standard. 2. the degree dr extent
of such change: as, a variaiUon of tea feet in height.
3, a thing which te somewhat diffefej;t from anotter
of the same kind. *. in astronomy* a change iu^ @r

deviation, from the mean motion or osrjbit of a plaj

satellite, et<3, $ biomy, a) a deviation from

fcrt, fate* <*{ .tm, ivm h%^ 0vr ; to, bite; tot, g t , kta, t(RW rf I<H^C oil

4i ** tettur; %? tiagf lor In Wv ^ J4 i *n f?*^ f wi <gw^*y*
ir; *, K. feu; fr? ooS; $, Pr. OOQ; tt, Pr. due; H, O. ich; kh, 6. doch. See pp,

ont^ttp.ttsfe.ffl^.get;,
>>* w. faff? t as'ft^
>f x~xil. J f<?rdgii;

* hyp
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usual or parental type in structure or form. b) an

organism showing such deviation. 6. m magnetism,

the deviation of a compass needle from true north and

south; declination. 7. in mathematics, a relation be-

tween two quantities so that one changes with the

other in the same ratio. 8. in music, the repetition of

a melody or theme with changes or embellishments m
harmony, rhythm, key, etc., especially one of a series

of such repetitions. Abbreviated var.
m .

var-i-a-tion-al (var'i-a'shan-'l), adj. I. of variation.

2. showing or characteristic of variation. 3. involving
variation.
var-i-ceMa (var'a-sel'a) , n. [Mod. L., dim. of variola;

see VARIOLA], chicken pox.
var-i-ceMate (var'g-sel'it, var'a-sel'at), adj. [< vari-

cella, dim. of varix -f -ate], in zoology, marked with
small ridges: said of shells.

.

var-I-ceMoid (var'a-sel'oid), adj. resembling varicella,

or chicken pox.
var-i'Ces (vHr'a-seV), n. plural of varix.

var-i-co- (var's-ko, var's-ka), [< L. varix; see VARIX],
a combining form meaning an enlarged vein, as in

varicocele: also, before a vowel, varlc-.

var-i-co-eele (var
/a-ko-sel

/
) , n. \varico~ + -cele], a

varicose condition of the veins of the spermatic cord
in the scrotum.

var-i-col-ored (v^r'i-kul'Srd), adj. [< L. varius, varied;
+ colored], 1. of several or many colors. 2. varied;

var-i-cose (var'a-kos'), adj. [L. varicosus < varix,

varids, enlarged vein], 1. abnormally and irregularly
swollen or dilated: as, varicose veins. 2. of or having
varicose veins.

var-i-co-sis (varVko'sis), n. [Mod. L.; see VARICO- &
-osis], 1 . the formation of varicose veins. 2. varicosity.

var-i-cos-i-ty (var'a-kos'a-ti) , n. 1. the condition of

being varicose. 2. [pL VARICOSITIES (-tiz)], a varix.

vard-cot-p-my (yar'a-kot's-mi), n. [varico- + -tomy],
the surgical excision of a varix, especially of a varicose
vein.

var-ied (var'id), adj. 1. of different kinds; various.
2. showing different colors; variegated. 3. changed;
altered.

var-i-e-gate (var'i-a-gat', v&r'i-gat'), v.t. [VARIEGATED
(-id), VARIEGATING], I< LL. vartegatus, pp. of variegare,
to variegate < L. varius, various], 1. to make varied
in appearance by differences, as in colors; diversify.
2. to make varied; give variety to; diversify.

var-i-e-gat-ed (v&r'i-s-gat'id, vltr'i-gat'id), adj. [pp. of

variegate], 1. of different colors in spots, streaks, etc.;

parti-colored. 2. varied; having variety in character,
form, appearance, etc.; diversified.

var-i-e-ga-tion (var'i-a-ga'shsn, var'i-ga'shsn) , n. 1.

a variegating or being variegated. 2. diversity or

variety^m character or appearance; specifically, varied
coloration.

var*ier (y&r'i-er), n. a person who varies.
va-ri-e-tal (ya-ri's-tl), adj. 1. of, connected with, or

characterizing a variety. 2. constituting a variety.
va-ri-e-ty (vs-rl's-ti), n. [pi. VARIETIES (-tiz)], [Fr.
vartite; L. varietas], 1. the state or quality of being
various or varied; absence of monotony or sameness.
2. a different form of some thing, condition, or quality:
sort; kind: as, varieties of cloth, 3. a number of
different things thought of together; collection of
varied things: as, there is a variety of items in the
basement. 4. difference^ variation. 5. in biology, a

group having characteristics of its own within a
species: subdivision of a species; subspecies. 6. [Chiefly
British], entertainment of the kind given in a variety
show. adj. of or in a variety show, or vaudeville.
Abbreviated var.

variety show, a stage show made up of different kinds
of acts, as comic skits, songs, dances, etc.; vaudeville
show.

var-i-form (vr'3-f6rm') adj. varied in form; having
various forms.

var-i-o-coup-ler (var'i-o-kup'lgr), n. [vario- < L.
varius, various; 4- coupler], in electricity, a coupler with
a movable coil for changing the mutual inductance.
variola (vo-riVb), n. [ML. < L. varius, various],
smallpox.

va-ri-o-lar (vs-riVleY), adj. variolous.
var-i-o-late (vfir'i-a-lat') , v.t. [VARIOLATED (-id), VAR-
IOLATING], [< variola -f -ate], to inoculate with the
virus of smallpox.
variole (v&r'i-ol'), n. [Fr.; ML. variola, smallpox <
L, varius, various, spotted], 1. a tiny pit or depression
in the skin; foveola. 2. any of the whitish spherulesm variolite.

var-I'Olite (var'i-s-lit'), n. [G. variolit < ML. variola
(see VARIOLE) : from its pitted surface], a rock, espe-
caaly diorite, in which whitish spherules of other rock

^^' Baking a pitted or specked surface,
lc

(yar'i-9-Ht'ik), adj. 1. having a specked
fc; pock-marked in appearance. 2. of

adj. 1. .resembling variola,
oid. n. a mild form of 'variola

occurring in a person who has had a previous attack
or who has been vaccinated.

va-ri-o-lous (va-ri'a-las), adj. [ML. variolosus], 1. of
or having variola, or smallpox. 2. having pitted scars,
as pockmarks.

var-i-om-e-ter (vari-om's-ter), n. [< L. vanus, various;
+ 'meter], in electricity, 1. an instrument

^
for com-

paring magnetic forces or determining variations of

magnetic force, especially at different places on the
earth. 2. an instrument for varying inductance in an
electric circuit, consisting of a movable coil within
a fixed coil, the two connected in series: used in radio

tuning,
var-i'O'rum (var'i-Sr'am, va'ri-o'rsm), n. [L., of
various (scholars)], an edition or text, as of a literary
work, containing variant readings or notes

t
by various

editors, scholars, etc. adj. of such an edition or text.

var-i-ous (vaVi-as), adj\ [L. varius, diverse, parti-

colored], 1. differing one from another
;_

of several
kinds. 2. several; many: as, various sections of the
country.^ 3. many-sided; versatile. 4. characterized by
variety; varied in nature or appearance. 5. [Rare],
changeable. Abbreviated var. SYN. see different.

var-ix (var'iks), n. \pl, VARICES (-a-sez
7

)], [L.; see

VARICOSE], in medicine, a permanently and irregularly
swollen or dilated blood or lymph vessel, especially a
vein; varicose vein.

var*let (var'lit), n. [ME.; OFr., a servant, valet, page:
var. of vaslet (cf. VALET) as if < *vasalet < base or

vasal (cf. VASSAL) ;
for sense development cf. KNAVE],

[Archaic], 1. an attendant. 2. a boy or youth serving
as a knight's page. 3. a rascal; scoundrel; knave.

var-let-ry (var
;
lit-ri), n. [Archaic], 1. varlets collec-

tively. 2. the rabble; mob.
varmint, var-ment (yar'msnt), n. [var. of dial, vermin,
with unhistoric -t], [Dial, or Colloq.], vermin; especially,
a person or animal regarded as troublesome or ob-
jectionable: also used as a generalized epithet of dis-

paragement.
Var-na (yar'na), n. a seaport in northeastern Bulgaria,
on the Black Sea: pop., 70,000.

var-nish (var'nish), n. [ME, vernisch; OFr, vernis,
varnish; ML. veronix, veronice, a resin; ? ult. < Or.
Berenike, ancient city], 1. a) a preparation made of
resinous substances dissolved in oil (oil varnish] or in
a liquid like alcohol which evaporates quickly (spirit
varnish}, and used to give a glossy surface to wood,
metal, etc. b) any of various natural or prepared
products used for the same purpose, 2. the smooth,
hard, glossy surface of this after it has dried. 3. a
surface gloss or smoothness, as of manner; outward
attractiveness, often deceptive, v.t. 1. to cover with
varnish; brush varnish on. 2. to impart a smooth
surface to, as with varnish; give a varnished appear-
ance to. 3. to make attractive on the surface; em-
bellish, often deceptively. 4. to polish up; brighten.

varnish tree, any of a number of trees whose sap or

juice can be made into a lacquer or varnish.
Var-ro (var'o), n. (Marcus Terentius Varro), Roman
scholar and writer; 116-27 B.C...
ar'Si-ty^ (var'sQ-ti) r n. {pi. VARSITIES (-tiz)l, [contr. <
university in 18th-c. pronun.], a team, usually athletic,
that represents a university, college, or school in any
competition, adj. designating or of a university,
college, or school team or competition.

Var-u-na (var'oo-ns, vur'oo-na), n, [Sans.], the Hindu
god of the cosmos.

var-us (vSr'as), n. [Mod. L. < L., bent, grown inward],
an abnormal turning inward of the foot so as to produce
bowleg. adj. bowlegged. Cf. valgus.

varve fvarv), n. [Sw. varv, a layer], in geology, a layer
in a deposit of sedimentary material, showing seasonal
variation caused by differences in summer and winter
deposition: characteristic of certain recent deposits
in glaciated regions, and used to estimate the length
of glacial and interglacial periods.

var<y (v&r'i), v.t. [VARIED (-id), VARYING], [ME. varien;
OFr. varier; L. variare, to vary, change < varius,
various], 1. to change in form, appearance, nature,
substance, etc.; alter; modify. 2. to make different
from one another. 3. to give variety to; diversify: as,

vary your reading. 4. in music, to repeat (a melody or
theme) with changes in harmony, rhythm, key, etc.
v.t. 1. to undergo change in any way ; become different.
2. to be different or diverse; differ: as, the second
edition varied little from tfee first, 3. to deviate,
diverge, or depart (from). 4, to alter in succession;
alternate. 5. in biology, to show variation. 6, in
mathematics, to change (directly or inversely) in the
same ratio. SYN. see change.

tvas (vas), n.
[pi,

VASA (va'sa)], [L., a vessel, dish], in

anatomy & biology, a vessel or auct.
Va-sa^ri, Gior gio (jdr'jft vS-ss^rS), 1511-1574; ItaUan
painter, architect, and biographer of artists.

Vasco da Gama, see Gama, Vasco da.
vascular (vas'kyoo-lgr), adj. [Mod. L. vasadaris <
L. vaswlum, small -vessel, dim. of vas, a vessel, dish],
of or having vessels or 4ucts: specifically, a) in anatomy& zoology, designating or of the vessels, or system of
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vessels, for conveying blood or lymph, b) in botany,
designating or of the ducts for conveying sap.

vascular bundle, in botany, a cluster of fibers and
vessels.

vas-cu-lar-1-ty (vas'kyoo-lar'o-ti), n. vascular form or
condition.

vascular system, in botany, the arrangement of all the
vascular tissue in a plant.
vascular tissue, in botany, tissue composed of the ducts
that carry sap through any of the higher plants.

vas-cu-lqse (vas'kyoo-los'), adj. of, full of, or supplied
by or with ducts or vessels; vascular.

vaS'CU-lous (vas'kyoo-los), adj. vasculose.
vas-cu-lum (vas'kyoo-lsm), n. [pi. VASCULA (-Is)], [L.;
see VASCULAR], 1. a metal case used by botanists to
carry specimen plants. 2. in botany, an ascidium.

Jvas de-fe-rens (def'9-renz') W* VASA DEFERENTIA
(def a-ren'shi-s)], [Mod. L. < L. vas, a vessel 4- de-

ferens, carrying down (see DEFERENCE)], the convoluted
duct that conveys sperm from the testicle to the
ejaculatory duct of the penis.

vase (vas, vaz; Brit, vaz), n. [Fr.; L. vasum, vas, a
vessel, dish], an open container of metal, glass, pottery,
etc., of any size and almost any shape, but usually
rounded and of greater height than width, used for
decoration, displaying flowers, etc.

vas-ec-tO'iny (vas-ek'tQ-mi) , n. [vas + -ectomy], the
surgical removal of all or part of the vas deferens.

vas-e-line (vas'a-len', vas'l-in), n. [irregular formation
< G. wasser, water + Gr. elaion, oil; + -ine (suffix
used to form commercial names)], a petroleum jelly,
light yellow or white, used as a lubricant or ointment;
petrolatum: a trade-mark (Vaseline).

Vash-ti (vash't!), n. [Heb. washti], in the Bible, the
queen of Ahasuerus of Persia: because she refused to
present herself at his command to his guests at a
feast, he repudiated her: Esth. 1.

vas-o- (vas'o, vas'o), [< L. vas, a vessel], a combining
form meaning: 1. the blood vessels, as in vasomotor.
2. the vas deferens, as in vasectomy. 3. vasomotor. Also,
before a vowel, vas-.

vas-o-cpn-stric-tor (yas'o-kan-strik'tlr), adj. [vaso- +
constrictor], in physiology, causing constriction of the
blood vessels, n. a nerve or drug causing such con-
striction.

vas-o-dMa-tor (vas'o-di-la'te'r, vas'o-di-la'te'r), adj.
[vaso- -f- dilator], in physiology, causing dilatation of
the blood vessels, n. a nerve or drug causing such
dilatation.

vas-o-mo-tor (vas'o-mo'tgr), adj. [vaso- + motor], in

physiology* regulating the size (i.e., caliber) of blood
vessels by causing contraction or dilatation: said of
a nerve, nerve center, or drug.
vassal (vas'l), n. (MB. vassale; OFr.; ML. vassalus,
manservant, extension of vassus, servant < Celt.; cf.

W. gwas, youth; the form suggests direct borrowing <
Gaulish; cf. VARLBT, VALET], 1. in the Middle Ages,
a person who held land under the feudal system,
doibg homage and pledging fealty to an overlord, and
performing military or other duties in return for his

projection; feudal tenant. 2. a subordinate, dependent,
subject, etc. 3. <*) a servant, b) a slave,, adj. 1. of or
like a vassal; dependent, subject, servile, subservient,
etc. 2. being a vassal or vassals.

vassalage (vas'l-ij), n;JME,; QFr,; ML. vassal-

lagium], 1. the state of being a vassal. 2. the homage,
loyalty, and service required of a vassal. 3. decadence ;

miborainate position; servitude. 4. lands leld by a
vassal; fief. 5. a body of vassals.

vast (vast, vast), adj. [L. vastus], 1. of very great size;

huge; enormous; immense. 2, of very great extent;
extensive; far-reaching. 3. very great in number,
amount, or quantity. 4. very great in degree, intensity,
tc. ; as, vast knowledge, n. [Poetic], a vast space,

vas't^'ttide (vag'to-tflW, vls'ts-tudO, n. 1. the quality
or Condition of being vast; vastness. 2. a vast extent
or space,

vast-ly (v&stli, vfstli), adv. to a vast extent; very.

vas^y (vas/ti, vSs'ti), adj. [VASTIER (-ti-gr), VASTIEST

(-tM$t)I vast; immense; huge.
' 'c w~ - "

\ Southern dial. var. of fat
akin to G. fass, container;4

, foold, as also in. G.
, sense "a container"],

for holding liquids to t?e

vat (vat), n. [ME^ vat,

<AS. }&, a oaski
UL feas %lf>
fa$$<m> tO> poldt
1. a large imokr to or

VaM-can (vat'i-kan), n. [L. Vaticanus (mons), Vatican
(Ml)], 1. the papal palace, consisting of a group of
buildings in Vatican City. 2. the papal government,
as distinguished from the Quirinai, or Italian civil gov-
ernment. Abbreviated Vat.

Vatican City, the papal state within Rome, established
in 1929: it includes the Vatican and St. Peter's Church:
area, 1/6 sq. mi.; pop., 1,000: Italian name, Citta del
Vaticano.

Vat-i-can-ism (vat'i-ksn-iz'm), n. the doctrine of
papal infallibility, and the system of theology and
church government based upon it, beginning with the
Vatican Council of 1869-1870: an opprobrious term.

va-tic-i-nal (vs-tis'g-n 1), adj. [< L. vaticinus (see
VATICINATE); -f -0Z] having the nature of or charac-
terized by prophecy; prophetic.

va-tic-i-nate (va-tis's-naV), v.t. & v.L [VATICINATED
(-id), VATICINATING], [< L. vaticinatus, pp. of vatici-

nari, to foretell, prophesy < vaticinus, prophetic <
vates, a seer, prophet], to prophesy; foretell.

vat-i'Ci-na'tion (vat'a-si-na'shan), n. [L. vaticinatio <
vaticinatus; see VATICINATE], 1. a prophecy; inspired
prediction. 2. a prophesying; foretelling.

va-tic-i-na-tor (va-tis'a-na'ter) , n. [L.; see VATICINATE],
a prophet; seer.

Vat-ter, Lake (vet'ter), a lake in southern Sweden:
area, 735 sq. ini.: also spelled Vetter.

Vau-ban, Marquis de (da vo'baV), (S&bastien Le
Prestre), 1633-1707; French soldier and military
engineer; marshal of France.
Vaud (vo), n. a canton of western Switzerland: area,
1,239 sq. mi.; pop., 343,000; capital, Lausanne:
German name, Waadt.

vaude-ville (vod'vil, v6'da-vil), n. [Fr., earlier vau-de-
vire < VaU'de-Vire, the valley of the Vire (in Nor-
mandy), famous for light, convivial songs], 1. a) a
stage show consisting of mixed specialty acts, including
songs, dances, skits, acrobatic performances, etc.;
variety show, b) such entertainment generally. 2.

[Now Rare], a comic theatrical piece interspersed with
songs and

^
dances. 3. [Obs.], a light popular song,

usually satirical or topical, often witE pantomime.
Vau-dois (vo-dwa'), n. 1. [pi. VAUDOIS], a native or
inhabitant of Vaud. 2. the dialect spoken there*

Vau-dois (vo-dwa'), n.pl. [Fr.; ML. Valdenses; see

WALDENSES], the Waldenses.
Vaughan, Henry (v6n), 1622-1695; English poet and
metaphysician: called the Silurist.

Vaughan Williams, Ralph, 1872-1958; English com-
poser.

vault
(y61t),

n. [ME. voute; OFr. vaults, voulte, etc.;
LL. *volta, *voluta, a
vault < L. volutus, pp.
of volvere, to turn around,
roll: from the rounded
or arched top of vaults),
1. an arched

t
roof, ceil-

ing, or covering of ma-
sonry. 2, an arched
chamber or space, espe-
cially when underground;
hence, 3. a cellar room
used for storage, as of
wine. 4. a burial cham-
ber for the dead. 5. a
room for the safekeeping
of valuables or money, as in a bank. 6. an underground
cave with a naturally arched roof. 7. the sky as a vault-
like canopy. 8. in anatomy, any arched cavity or
structure: as, the cranial vault, v.t. 1. to make a
vault over; cover with a vault. 2. to build in, the
form of a vault, tu. to curve like a vault.

Yiiujt (Volt), v./. [OFr. volter, vouter < source of vault

(arched roof); influenced in form by vaulte, voulte,
'

:., an arch], to jump, leap, or spring, as over a
*- - L *

position to another, especially
hands supported on tlie barrier,

long pole. v.t. 1. to vault over:

fence. 2. to mount (a horse, etc.)
1 < the .; sense 2 < Fr. volte,

It. voUa; LL, *volta; see VAULT

GROINED VAULT

to: It. voUa; L, *vota; see VAULT
^JC"vaiapng. 2. a leap or bound

''
" '

. r
tised, ija a manufacturing process or to be stored for

fermenting or ripertlng. 2. a liquid contaming a dye
tltat 4oe$ aot co*or coateriak dipped to it until
ati, ^poie4

,

to
'

lrf $& [vAXTO^ C-]4)^ v^
to pace

1

or m$m la a vt. 2, to d nfto

tion).
'

; hLavin^ a vaiatlt.

ol a vault or
a vault. 3-,

; leapiwg oVer; aenjp^ '%'-

; as, vaulting amwtioa^
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*.+ fft,nr>l't*r Cvant'koor'i-Sr, vdnfkoor'i-eV), n.

TS?
t
S55r$. 1 [Obs.], a soldier sent out in

advance of an army. 2. a forerunner; precursor.

vaimt-y (vdn^ti), adj. [Scot.], boastful; vain.

vvnHeb. .*, lit
;f

a hook], the sixth

as a neutral vowel: cf. alepft: see alphabet, table.

vav-a-sor (vav's-sor', vav'a-sor'), n. [ME.; OFr. 2/02/0-

5or: ML. vavassor; prob. < ZKZWWS vassorum, vassal of

vassals; cf. VASSAL, VARLET, VALET], in the Middle

Ages, a feudal vassal holding lands from a superior

lord and having vassals under himself.

vav-a-sour (vav's-soor
7

), n. a vavasor.

vb., 1. verb. 2. verbal. .

VXL 1. Veterinary Corps. 2. Vice-Chairman. 3.

Vice-Chancellor. 4. Vice-Consul. 5. Victoria Cross.

Vd, in chemistry, vanadium.
VJX, venereal disease.

1 V-Day (ve'da') n. Victory Day: see V-E Day, V-J Day.

.vvr), n. [Heb. wt-tdhUr, lit.,

and Adar, hence second Adar], an extra month of the

Jewish year, occurring about once every three years
between Adar and Nisan: see Jewish calendar.

veal (vel), n. [ME. vele, veel; OFr. veel; L. mtellus,

little calf, dim. of vitulus, a calf], 1. the flesh of a

calf used as food. 2. [Now RareJ, a calf, especially as

Veto-ten, Tnicr-stein (thor'stln veb'lon), 1857-1929;
American political economist, author, and educator.

vec-tion (vek'shan), n. [L. vectip < pp. of vehere, to

carry], in medicine, passage of disease germs from

an infected to a healthy person.
vec-tor (vek'ter), n. [L., a bearer, carrier < vectus,vp.
of vehere, to carry], 1. in astronomy, an imaginary line

joining the center of an attracting body, as the sun, with

the center of a body revolving around it: also called

radius vector. 2. in biology, any organism that is

the carrier of a disease-producing virus, as one of

the many insect hosts of microorganisms parasitic to

man. 3. in mathematics, a) a quantity, such as a force

or velocity, having direction and magnitude, o) t
a

Hne representing such a quantity, drawn from its

point of origin to its final position, c) a radius vector.

vec-to-ri-al (vek-t6r'i-al, vek-to'ri-9l), adj. of a vector

or vectors. _.

Ve-da (va'da, ve'do), n. [Sans, veda, knowledge; IE.

base *weid-, *woid~, *wid~, to know, seen also in L.

videre, to see, Eng. wit, wise], often in pi. the ancient
sacred literature of Hinduism, consisting of four

collections of psalms, chants, sacred formulas, etc.,

called the Rig-Veda (which see), Yajur-Veda, Sama-
Ve&a* and Atharva-Veda. .

Ve-da ism (va'da-iz'm, ve'do-iz'm), n. the religious
doctrine and practices contained in the Vedas.
Ve dan ta (vi-dan'ta, vi-dan'ts), n. [Sans. Vedanta <
Veda (see VEDA) + anta, an. end], a system of Hindu

V-E Day (ve'eO, May 8, 1945, the day on which the
surrender of the German forces in Europe was an-

nounced, officially ending the European phase of World
War II.

Vedda, Veddah (ved'a), n. [Singh., a hunter], any
of the aboriginal people of Ceylon.

ve-dette (vi-detO n. [Fr. vedette; It. vedetta; altered

after vederet to see < veletta, sentry box; Sp, vela, a
watch, watching, vigil < L. vigilare, to watch], 1. in

military usage, a mounted sentinel posted in advance
of the outposts of an army. 2. in naval usage, a small

scout boat, used to watch the enemy: also vedette boat.

Also spelled vidette.

Ved-ic (va'dik, ve'dik), adj. of the Vedas. n. the

language in which the Vedas are written, an early
form, of Sanskrit.
vee (vik ft. 1. the letter V, v, or anytliing
like it 2. [Colloq.], a five-dollar, pill tidj.

(v*e*r), vJL [altered, alter ve&r (to let! put)
r, to turn around; cf. ENVmOH], 1- to
ion: siptft: turn or swing abound! 2. to

..; shirfcr as ir;om one opinion or attitude to

tneteorology, to shirt; especially, to,. . ,

wise: said of the w$ad:
,#btiej tf) to change the

J ~
to the wind; wear

1

1;

,

to back. 4^ in

;o a STO by s

. 6) to oe so" '

. 2. in nautical usage, to change tl

5 of (a ship) by ^winjgpta^ i^i %tenr
x

n% amange of weofeion. Stiff, s~
, vow/ M3>. .,

It otl^ <( fibi^ chain, anch

Ve*fia (ve'gs), n. [ML. < Ar. \al nasr) al waqt*, the

faffing (vulture)], a blue-white star of the first magni-
tude Si the constellation Lyra: see constellation, chart.

Ve-aa, Lo-pe de (16'pe the ve'ga), (Lope Felix de Vega

Carfio), 1562-1635: Spanish dramatist and poet.

veg-e-ta-ble (vej'to-ol, yej'i-ta-b'l),
n. [Fr. vegetable;

LL. vegetabilis, animating, hence full of life < L.

vegetare: see VEGETATE], 1. broadly, .any plant, as

distinguished from animal or inorganic matter. 2.

<j) specifically, any plant that is eaten whole or in

partfraw or cooked, generally with an entree or in a

salad but not as a dessert, as the tomato, potato,

lettuce, cucumber, cabbage, etc. b) the edible part

of such a plant, as the root of the carrot or seed of

the pea. adj. 1. of, having the nature of, made from,
or produced by edible vegetables. 2. of. or having
the nature of, plants in general: as, the vegetable

vegetable* butter, an edible, fatty substance, solid at

ordinary temperatures, yielded by some plants.

vegetable ivory, 1. the ivorylike seed of a South
American palm, used to make buttons, ornaments,
etc.: ivory nut. 2. the shell of the coquilla nut.

vegetable kingdom, the division of nature including
afl plant life. ;

vegetable marrow, 1. a large, smooth-skinned,
meaty variety of squash. 2. its flesh.

vegetable oyster, 1. a plant with a lone, tapering,
edible white root, grasslike leaves, and heads of purple
flowers; salsify. 2. the root, used for food.

vegetable silk, a cottony, fibrous material got from the

seeds of a prickly-stemmed Brazilian tree, used in

vegetable tallow, a fatty, tallowlike substance got from
various plants, used in candles, soap, etc.

vegetable wax, a white, waxy substance found on the
leaves or fruit of some -plants and in the stems of others.

veg-e-tal (vej'o-t'l), adj. [MR vegytalle; ML. *vegetalis

< L. vegeius, showing life], 1. of, or haying the nature

of, plants or vegetables. 2. of or having the charac-
teristics common to both plants and animals, as ab-

sorption, nutrition, growth, etc. (as distinguished from
rationality, sensibility, and volition). 3. vegetative
(sense 3).

veg-e tant (vej'a-tant), adj. [L. vegetans, vegetantis, ppr.
of vegetare; see VEGETABLE], 1. stimulating growth and
vigor; invigorating; animating. 2, of, or naving the
nature of, vegetation; vegetal.

veg-e-tar-i-an (vej'a-tar'i-an), n. [vegetable -h -artan],
a person who eats no meat, and sometimes no animal

products (as milk, eggs, etc,); one who advocates a
strict vegetable diet as the proper one for all people
for reasons of health or because of principles opposing
the killing of animals, adj. 1. of vegetarians or

vegetarianism. 2. advocating vegetarianism. 3. con-

sisting only of vegetables.

veg e-tar-1-an ism (vej'Q-tarft-an-iz'm), n* the prin-
ciples or practices of vegetarians.

veg-e-tate (vej'a-ta"t'), v.i. [VEGETATED (-id), VEGE-
TATING], [< L. vegetatus, pp. of vegetare, to enliven <
vegetus, lively < vegere, to quicken; present meaning
influenced by Eng. vegetable], 1. to grow as plants.
2. to exist with little mental and physical activity; lead
a very inactive life. 3. in medicine, to grow or increase
in size, as a wart or other abnormal outgrowth.

veg e ta tion (veiVtS'shsin), n. [ML. vegetatio], 1. the
act or process of vegetating. 2. plant life in general.
3. dull, passive existence. 4. in medicine, any abnormal
outgrowth on a part of the body.

veg e-ta-tion-al (vej'a-ta'shsn-'l), adj. of or like vege-
tation.

vege-ta-tive (yej'9-ta'tiv), adj. [ME. vegetatyft ML.
vegetativus < L. vegetatms, pp. of vwefare, to quicken],
1. a) of vegetation, or plants, b) of or concerned with
vegetation, or plant growth. 2

; growing, or capable of

or parts*of plants concerned with growth and nutrition
as distinguished from, reproduction. 4. capable of

causing growth in plants: as, veg/taiive soil. 5. .in-
voluntary or passivelike the growth of plants; sji
little mental activity: as, a vegetative existence.
reg e-tive (vej'e-tfv), adf. vegetative.
ve-he-mence (ve'a-mans; occm . ve'hi-mons) , n. [Fr.

vehemence; L. vehementia], the quality or state of being
vehement; specifically,, <) great forde; vioieode; im-
petuousness. b) great fervor; passion; intense feeling.

ve^he-meii'Cy

vejtitynenjt;
L. vmef,

vehere, to duryk 1. 1 . _,

violent; Impetuous. 2. fervent; \jeusoltMUM>wy. juuwue**
* "

i or thoughts. & etead%Sed Wy fetensfe I-'--^-tpnH&F
i li

om w*eel^ or twni^r9 lor coatte^tog'persow or Objects,
as a cart, sled, automobile, etc. 2. any means of

carrying, conveying, or communicating. 3. a means
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by which ideas are expressed or made known: as, music
can be a vehicle for ideas. 4. in painting, a liquid, as
water or oil, with which pigments are mixed for use.
5. on jpharmacy, a substance, as sweet sirup, in which
medicines are given. 6. in the theater, a play thought
or as a means of communication or as a means of
presenting a specified actor or company.

ve-hic-u-lar
(ye-hik'yoo~ler), adj. [LL. vehicular],

1. of or for vehicles: as, a vehicular tunnel. 2. serving
as a vehicle.

one fOT avenging misdeeds) + & gericht, court, tri-
bunal], m medieval Germany, especially in Westphalia,a kind of irregular tribunal that met secretly and
exercised great power, often meting out death.

ve-li (ve'yl), n. an ancient Etruscan town, destroyed
by the Romans.

veil (vSl), n. [ME. & ONorm. FT. veile, veil, sail, curtain
< L. vela, pi. of velum, a sail, cloth, curtain: IE.
base *weg~, to weave, attach, a textile, seen also in
Olr. faun, I weave, AS. wice, wick], 1. a piece of
light fabric, as of net or gauze, worn, especially by
women, over the face or head or draped from a hat
to conceal, protect, or enhance the face. 2. any
piece of cloth used as a concealing or separating screen
or curtain. 3. anything like a veil in that it covers
or conceals: as, a veil of mist, a veil of silence. 4. a
part of a nun's headdress, draped along the sides of
the face and over the shoulders. 5. the state or life
of a woman who has taken the vows of a nun or novice:
used especially in take the veil to become a nun. 6.

[Dial.], a cauL 7. in botany & zoology, a velum, v.t.
1. to cover with or as with a veil; hence, 2. to conceal;
hide or disguise.

veiled (vald), adj. 1. wearing a veil. 2. covered with a
veil. 3. concealed; hidden; disguised. 4. not openly
expressing or expressed: as, a veiled threat.

veiMng (val'itj), n. 1. the act of covering with or as
with a veil. 2, a veil; curtain. 3. thin, transparent
fabric used for veils.

vein (van)* n. [ME. & OFn veine; L. vena; ? < base of
vehere, to carry], 1* a) any blood vessel that carries
blood from some part of the body back to the heart,
d) loosely, any blood vessel. 2. any of the riblike
supports strengthening the membranous wings of an
insect. 3. any of the bundles of vascular tissue forming
the framework of a leaf blade. 4. a) a fissure, crack,
or seam in rock, filled with a mineral deposited by
the flow of underground Water, b) a deposit of sucn
mineral: when metallic, usually called lode. 5. a
stratum or bed of coal, etc* Ivmg parallel with the
fault of Hie rock; see mine, iUus, 6, a streak or
marking t

of a different color or substance from the
surrounding material, as in marble or wood, 7 any
distinctive quality or strain regarded as running
through ones character, speech, writing, etc.: as,

there was a vem of humor in his essay. 8. a temporary
state of mind; mood: as, let me speak in a serious
vein. .&' 1< to streak or mark with or as with veins.
2. to branch out through in the manner of veins, 3. to
furnish with veins* 5FN. see mood.
veined (vand), ncf/* (jjjp.

of vein], having or showing
veins or vemlike marlangs,
vetoing (van'in), n, the formation or arrangement of
veins or veinlike markings,

vein-let (vlnlit). n. a small^vein. ,

vein-stone (van'ston')* n, in mining* worthless rocky
material in an ore-bearing vein; gangue.
vein*ule (van'til), n. [vein 4- -ule\, a veinlet; venule.

vein*y (vln'i), adj. [VBJINIBR (-i-eY), VEINIEST (-i-ist)],

1. having or showing veins, 2. full of veins, as marble.
vel,. vellum.
Ve*m (ye'l), it [I/,, a veil], a subdivision of the con-
stellation Argo: see constellation, chart.
ve4a (vit) ft. plural oi velum.
ve-la-men (v94I

/mm), n* [pi* VBLAHINA (-latnVno)],

[L. a covering < vebwe* to cover], 1. in anatomy, a
membrane or velum, 2. in botany, the corlcy outet

layer of the aerM roots of certain orchids^
veto (vMIr). ati* {L* wtorfc,, belongs^ to a vel or

cuftAin < velum, a veil]. !. $c a velum?; es
of the *oft jpalate in the mouth* 2. in p
pronounced with tfre back of th* toigm t

near tte soft palate, 9 tj sound <, frim
by a foack vowel sueh af Go or d.

T4Har*i*tim (va-llr'l-omj, n. m.
Kb*!*, a cw|p, y^ii m ancient
over an ampnlwawr or watwr.

1599-1660; Spanish painter: u
veld, veldt (velt, felt) t n. [D. veld, a field], in South
Africa, open grassy country, with few bushes and
almost no trees; grassland.

Jye-li.tes (ve^-teV). n.#L [L., pi of veles, vditis; akin
to velox, swift] in ancient Rome, lightly armed foot
soldiers.

VHLOCIPBDE

wish that does not lead to the slightest action.
vel-li-cate (velVkaf), v.t. A vS. [VELLICATBD (-id),
VELLiCATiNGl, {L* vellicatus, pp. of vdlUare, to twitch,
pinch < tellers, to pluck], to twitch or pludc

veMi-ca-doii (velVka'shan), it. FL. vellitatio; see
VELLICATB], 1. a twitching or plucking. 2. a twitch,
especially of a muscle or muscles.

vel-lum (vel'Qm), n. [ME, velim, velwm; OPr. velm,
veUum, prepared calfskin < eel; see VEAL], 1. a fine
kind of parchment prepared from calfskin, lambskin,
or kidskm, used as writing parchment or for binding
books. 2. a manuscript written on vellum. 3. papermade to resemble vellum, adj. of or like vellum.
Abbreviated reL
velocipede (vs-los'a-pedO, n. {Fr. vShci$lde < L.
velox, vehcts, swift, speedy -f
pes, pedis, a foot], 1. origi-
nally, any of various early
bicycles or tricycles. 2. now,
a child's tricycle. 3. a type
of handcar for use on railroad
tracks.

ve-loc-i-ty (vo-los'a-ti), n. [pi.
VELOCITIES (-tiz)], [Pr. De~
locite; L. velocitas < velox,

speedy^ swift], 1. quickness
or rapidity of motion or ac-
tion; swiftness; speed. 2. a)
rate of change of position,
in relation to time, b) rate of
motion in a particular direc-
tion, as of the rotation of a sphere, in relation to time.

ve-lpurs (vs-loor'), n.
\pl. VELotras], [Fr.; see vmxm&],a fabric with a nap Hke velvet, made of wool, silk,

linen, or cotton, and used for upholstery, draperies,
hats, clothing, etc.: also spelled velcrar.

Jve-lput (ya-loo'taO, n. [Fr., velvety, soft and smooth],a rich white sauce made from meat stock thickened
with flour and butter; also veloutfe sauce.
ve-lum (velam), n, [pi. VELA (-b)], {L., a veil, sail],
in biology^ any of various veillike membranous par-
titions or coverings; specifically, the soft palate.

ve-lure (vo-loorO* n. [Fr. velours; OFr. veious; LL.
villpsuSj shaggy < villw, shaggy hairL 1. velvet or
a faboc like velvet, used for draperies, upholstery,
etc. 2, a silk or plush pad used for Drushina silk hats
v.t. [VBLVREB (-loordO, VBLXTRING], to brush witli a
velure.

ve lu ti-nous (vs-loo't'n-Qs), adj. [< It. velluio, velvet
(ult. < L. villas; see VELVET); -|- -ows] r in botany &
zoology, covered with short, dense, silky, upright hairs;
soft and velvety.

vel-vet (vel'vit), n. [ME. velvet, velwet; ML. velvetum;
ult. < L. nlh^, shaggy hair], 1. a rich fabric oi-silk,
silk and cotton back, rayon, etc. with a soft, thick pile:
pile velvet has the pile uncut, standing in loops,; cut
velvet has, the loops cut apart. 2. anything wMk a
Sttrfaceili&ejhat of velvet. 3. a soft, furry skrn on a
deer's growing
nings; gain, a
2. smooth or s

vel-yet-een (v
cloth with a
2. pi. clothe

vel-vet-y (vel'
2, smootl-

Ven., 1. ven
$ve-na (ve'n9>> n. pl. stiAB (sae)], 0* % vein.

fc _.

vena c%ya (ka'v^), u, [pi. VBHAE CAVAB (-y$)l [Mod-.
L. < L, vena, vein + cavaf fern, of cavus,
in anatomy* either of 1;wo large yetns cqipsreyi
to the rybfc atrium of the heart, . T*

'

V
ve-nal (ye/nl), adj. [L. venalis, salaries, ( for
venum, venus, sale; akin to Sans,
CSc. onos, a, price], 1. that can re

"'""*

niercfenary; as, a venal judge. .

Jt
lor a price: as venal service^

or bclbery ; as, a venal

4?. [Slang), clear profit; win-
1. made of or covered with velvet.

kk& velvet,
'

H ^<*
,
L a ^on

ppe, resembling velvet.
trousers, ma<Je of velveteen.
1,. smooth or s6ft like velvet.

wj not? harsh: sai4 of Mquprs-
le* 2,. Venice.

n. Ipl.

'

fastiAB (sae)], 04* %
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course with an infected person: as, syphilis and gon-
orrhea are venereal diseases. 3. infected .with a ve-

nereal disease. 4. for the cure of such a disease: as, a

venereal remedy.

velaatdc (ve-nat'ik), adj. [L. vmaticus, of hunting <
venaius, hunting < venari, to hunt], 1. of or used in

hunting. 2. fond of hunting. 3. living by hunting.

ve-nat'i-cal (ve-nat'i-k'tt, adj._ venatic.

ve-nat-i-caMy (ve-nat'i-k'1-i, ve-nat'ik-h), adv. in a

venatic manner; by hunting.
ve-na-tion (ve-na'shan), n. [< L. vena, a yem], 1. the

arrangement of veins, as in an insect s wmg or a ieat:

see leaf, illus. 2. such veins collectively.

vend (vend), v.t. [Fr. vendre; L. vendere, contr. <
venum dare, to offer for sale; uenum, sale 4- dare, to

give], 1. to sell 2. to give public expression to

(opinions); publish. v.i. 1. to sell goods. 2. to be
nd a market. YN. see sell.

vendace (ven'das), n. fpl VENDACE, VBNDACES (-iz);

see PLURAL, II, D, 2], [OFr. vandoise, dace], a fresh-

water whitefish native to England and Scotland.

Ven-de-an (ven-de'sn), ad/, of the Vendee or its people.

n. 1. a native of the Vendee. 2. a member of the

royalist revolt against the French Republic that broke

out in the Vendee in 1793. _
Ven dee (vaVda/), n. a department in western France.

vend ee (ven-deO, n. [vend + -ee], the person to whom
a thing is sold; buyer.

the First Republic in 1793.

vend*er (ven'der), n. a vendor.
ven-det-ta (ven-det's), n. [pi VENDETTAS (-az)], [It.;

L. vindicta, vengeance], a blood feud in which the

relatives of a murdered person try to kill the murderer

or members of his family, as formerly in Corsica and

"Darts of Italy.

vend-i-bili-ty (ven'ds-bilVti), n. the state or quality

of being vendible, or salable.

vend-i'ble (ven'da-b'l), adj. [ME.; L. ve*d$ibs <
venders; ,see VEND], 1. capable of being sold. 2. venal.

n. something vendible.

vend-i-bly (ven'da-bli), adv. so as to be vendible, or

salable; salablv.
,

. ,,.

vending machine, a coin slot machine for selling

merchandise.
ven-di-tion (ven-dish'an) , n. [L. venditio], the act of

vending, or selling; sale.
, A , ,, , .. /

Ven-ddme, Lou-is Jo-seph de (Iwe zhc'zef da van'-

domO, Ehic, 1654-1712; French general; marshal of

France.
ven-dor (ven'der), n. [Anglo-Fr. < Fr. vendre],

1, one

who vends, or sells; seller. 2. a vending machine.

Text-due (ven-doo', ven-du'). ru ff>- ^: obs. Fr.

vendue, sale < vendu,"pp. of vendre; see VEND], a public
auction.

ve-neer (vs-ne^O* *>* [G. furniren, funnieren, to veneer

< Fr. fawrnir, to furnish; cl FURNISH), 1. to cover

with a thin layer of fine material: especially, to cover

(wood) with wood of finer quality, as in furniture.

2. to cover (anything common or coarse) with a ma-
terial having an attractive or superior surface. 3. to

cement (thin layers of wood) into plywood, n. 1. a

thin surface layer, usually of wood, laid over a base of

common material. 2. any of the thin layers glued to-

gether in plywood. 3. any attractive but superficial

appearance or display: as, a veneer of culture.

ve-neer-ing (va-n&'irj), n. I[earlier faneering;
&. fur-

nierung; see VENEER], 1. the act of one who veneers.

2. veneer (senses 1 & 2).

vetJ-e-punc-ture (ven'i-putjk'cher, ve'ni-pttijk'cher),
n. [< L. vena, vein; -f juncture!, the surgical puncture
of a vein, as with a hypodermic needle: also spelled

venipujicture.
Vener, Lake (ven'er),

Lake Vaner.
'

yener-a-biM-ty (ven^er-9-bil'a-ti) f
n. the state or qual-

venerable.

Ufa to be reverenced < tonerbn; s<

.JR' 1. worthy of respect orreverence by; reason, of

age and dignity, character, positioni etc. 2. imi)res;siv5

,on acccituit of age or historic or re%iotis assocla^lohs:

/a^ a Venerable monument. In the? Anglican dvwrcfa,iti$
^a i1

,''|rtle' Myen td an archdeacota; ,,&' the Roman
; Church* H is a title gi^eia tb jpierSoBts

whb h!ve
I the lowest b the three! ><I^Ms

'

:sanetity,

to (4
L. venermis, p. ol ae^erim, to

f

< t>ewj. vejn^r^ loVel, to look upon wffih
*? 4eep respect^ regard a^^^xemblis^

rerere.
* *"*

.
, , ,,. ..

ven-er-y (ven^r-i), n. [< L. Venus, Venerts, Venus,
love], [Archaic], sexual intercourse; indulgence of

sexual desire.

ven-er-y (ven'er-i), n. [ME. & OFr. venerte < vener

(L. venari], to hunt], hunting, as an art or sport; the

ven-e-sec-tion (ven'g-sek'shan, ve'na-sek'shon), n. [<
L. vena, a vein + sectio, a cutting], in medicine, phlebot-

omy.
Ve-ne-ti-a (vs-ne'shi-Q, vo-ne'sho), n. 1. an ancient

Roman province in northeastern Italy, between the

Po River and the Alps. 2. Venezia.
.

Ve-ne-tian (va-ne'shan; occas. vs-msh'an), adj. of

Venice, its people, culture, etc. n. 1. a native or

inhabitant of Venice. 2. [often v-], [ColloqJ, a) a
Venetian blind. 6) pi. a tape or braid used on Venetian
blinds.
Venetian blind, a window blind made of a number
of thin wooden or metal slats that can be set together
at any angle to regulate the light and air passing
through.

Venetian glass, a fine glassware made near Venice.
Venetian red, 1. a red pigment formerly made from
native ferric oxides but now prepared synthetically.
2. a brownish-red color.

Venetian school, painting by artists in and near
Venice in the 15th and 16th centuries, notably Gior-

gione, Tintoretto, Titian, and Veronese.
Ve-ne-to (ve'ne-ta), n. a department in northeastern

Italy: area, 9,856 sq. mi.; pop., 4,484,000 (est. 1943).
Ve-ne-zia (ve-ne'tsya), n. 1. Venice: the Italian name,
2. a region in Italy, generally corresponding to^ancient
Venetia: it includes Veneto, Venezia Giulia, and
Venezia Tridentina.

Venezia Giu-lia (jo1ya), a small region in north-
eastern Italy: before Italian cessions to Yugoslavia in

1947, it included Istria, Zara, and islands in the
Adriatic.
Venezia Tri-den-ti-na (tre'den-te'na), a department in
northern Italy: area, 5,252 sq. mi.; pop., 661,000 (est.

Ven-e-zue-la (venVzwe'la, van'i-zwa'lo; Am. Sp.
ve'ne-swe'la) , n. a country in northern South America,
on the Caribbean: area, 352,051 sq. mi.; pop., 4,398,000
(est. 1947); capital, Caracas: abbreviated Vcnez.

Ven-e-zue-lan (ven'o-zwelan, ven'i-zwS'lan), adj. of

Venezuela, its people, or culture, n. a native or
inhabitant of Venezuela*
vengeance (ven

;
j9ns), n. [ME.; OFr. < venger (L.

vindicare), to avenge ;t
see VINDICATE], the return of an

injury for an injury, in punishment or retribution; the

avenging of an injury or offense; revenge,
with a vengeance, 1. with great force or fury. 2. ex-

tremely; very. 3. excessively; to an unusual extent.

venge-ful (venj'fal), adj. [venge < OFr. venger (see
VENGEANCE); + -jW], 1. desiring revenge; seeking
vengeance; vindictive. 2. arising from or snowing a
desire for vengeance: said of actions or feelings, 3.

inflicting or serving to inflict vengeance. SYN* see
vindictive.

veni-al (ve'ni-al, ven'yal), ad/. [ME.; OKr.j LL.
venialis, pardonable < L. venia^ a grace, favorj, 1. that
may be forgiven; pardonable: as, a venial sin: in the-

ology, opposed to mortal. 2. that may be excused or

overlooked, as an error or fault; excusable.

ve'id-al-i'ty (rS'ni-aKa-ti), w. the quality or fact of
being venial.
venial 8ins in the Roman Catholic Church, an offense

against the law of God, as one, committed without
awareness of its swkmsness or without full consent,
that can: fee remitted by prayer or other gooct woriks

' and does not jfeprwe the soul of sanctifying graee.
Yen-ice (ven'is), w a seaport in northeastern Italy,
built on more tjkau. a hundred small islands in the
Lagoon of Venice^ pop., 3t02,000i (est. 194)); It was a
citynsfcate undertime doges and a maritime power from
ti* 10th to the 16t ceatey: abbreviated Ven.:
Italian name, Venezia. <

'
'

'

>'<,

Venice, Gulf of, the northern end of the Adriatic.

Venfce, Lagoon ol, <ap imlet ol tlie Qfif of epic^,
northeastern

l '
'

'

Tenepuncture.
ve-nirefaci-as (vinnJ'rS'sM-ias0.

llll

l!r--
ia law, a writ or order issued by ft

, ftldgq to
or oxMfonec testiwcling Jrim to ,siii3ao^5 ((pe^o^^'^^e
as itiror; also vctafce. '"' "'" '-''"'I ^ . >/. /-I 'J^.



Venite
1617 Venus

game animal, now especially the deer, used as food.
ve-ni'te (vi-ni'te), n. [L., come, 2d pers. pi., imperative,
of venire, to come: from the opening word in the
Latin version], 1. the 95th Psalm in the King James
Version (94th in the Vulgate), used as a canticle at
matins or morning prayer. 2. music for this.

Jve-ni, vi-di vi-ci (ve'm vi'di vi'sl, wa'ne we'de
we'ke), [L.]. I came, I saw, I conquered: Julius Caesar's
report to the Roman Senate of a victory.

Ve-ni-ze4os, E leu-the-rios . (e'lyef-the'ry8s ve'nyi-
zelcV. Eng. ven'i-zalos), 1864-1936; Greek statesman,
born in Crete; premier of Greece (1910-1915; 1917-
1920; 1924; 1928-1932; 1933).

ven-om (ven'am), n. [ME. & OFr. venim, venin; L.
venenum, a pois9n], 1. the poison secreted by some
snakes, spiders, insects, etc., introduced into the body
of the victim by bite or sting. 2. [Rare], poison of any
kind. 3. malignancy; spite; malice.
venom-ous (ven'sm-as), adj. [ME. venimous; OFr.
venimeux], 1. containing or full of venom: poisonous.
2. malignant; spiteful; malicious, 3. in zoology, having
a poison gland or glands; able to inflict a poisonous
wound by biting or stinging.

ve-noae (ve'nos), adj. in botany, venous.
ve-nos'i'ty (vi-nos'a-ti), n, the state or quality of being
venose or venous.
venous (ve'nas), adj. [L. venosus], 1. of a vein or
veins. 2. in botany, having veins; veiny; full of veins:
also venose. 3. in physiology, designating blood being
carried in the veins back to the heart and lungs:
venous blood has given up oxygen and taken up
carbon dioxide, and is characterized by a dark-red color.

vent (vent), n. [altered (after Fr. vent, a wind) < ME.
lent, fente; OFr. fente, a cleft, rift, chink, slit < fendre;
JL. findere, to cleave] 1. the action of escaping or

passing out, or the means or opportunity to do this;
issue; outlet; passage; escape; hence, 2. expression;
release: as, giving vent to emotion. 3. a small hole or
opening to permit passage or escape, as of a gas. 4. in
old guns, the smalf hole at the breech through which a
spark: passes to set off the charge. 5. the crusted
opening in a volcano from which gas and molten rock
erupt. 6. in tailoring, a slit in a garment, especially
the one at the back of a coat. 7. in zoology, the ex-

cretory opening of animals; especially, the external

opening of the cloaca in (birds, reptiles, amphibians,
and fishes, v.t. 1. to make a vent in. 2. to let out
at an opening; allow to escape through a hole. 3. to

give release or expression to, as feelings. 4. to relieve
or unburden by giving vent to feelings: as, he vented
himself in an outburst of profanity. 5. to publish or
utter as opinions.
ventage (ven^tij), n. [see -AGE], 1. a small hole or

opening; vent. 2. in music, a ringer hole in a wind
instrument,

veil' tail (ven'tal), n. [ME. ventaylle; OFr. ventaille <
vent (L. ventus}, a wind], the movable piece of armor
forming the lower front part of a metal helmet.

v$n*ter (ven'te^r), n. [Anglo-Fr. venture, venter; L.

tienier], I. in anatomy & zoology* ff) the belly, or
abdomen. -6) a protuberance like 'a belly, as on a
muscle, c) a cavity or hollowed surface, as in a bone.
2. in law, the womb; hence, a mqther in relation to
her children.

veii'ti'duct (ven'ti-dukr), n. [< k, wrtftu, a wind -f

ductus, pp. of ducere, to lead], an air pipe; ventilating
duct or passage.

ven-tilate (ven't'l~aV), v.t. [VENTILATED (-id), VEN-
TILATING), f< L. veniilatus, pp. of vmtilare, to fen,

ventilate < ventus, a wind), 1. to circulate fresh air

in (a room, etc.) , driving out foul air. 2. to circulate in

(a room, etc.) so as to freshen: said of air. 3. to provide
with an opening for the escape of air, gas, etc. ; furnish
a means fx>r airing. 4. to expose (a substance) to fresh

air so as to keep m good condition. 5. to examine and
discuss iJi pttbwc; brinjr out into the open, as a griev-

ance, problem, etc. 6, to aerate (bipod); oxygenate.
7, [ObsJ, to* wteow, atf tifeta; fan.

?t*-tfrl*i*tloii (ven'tt-S
fs1^9, "fi.|3U venmatw], 1. the

act or proce^ of ventflatingy 2, means of ctoiaag this;

m most other animals, inferior (or lower) : opposed to
dorsal, 2. in botany, of or belonging to the Inner or
lower surface. Abbreviated v.

ven-traMy (ven'tral-i), adv. in a ventral position or
direction; toward the belly, or abdomen.

ven-tri-cle (Ven'tri-kl), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. *0t**acfe;U v&anculits, a stomach, ventricle, dim. of tmter,
belly], m anatomy & zoology, any of various cavities
or hollow organs: specifically, a} either of the two
lower chambers of the heart which receive blood from
the auricles and pump it into the arteries: see heart,
illus. o) any of the four small continuous cavities
within the brain.

ven-tri-cose
(ven/tri-kosO, adj. [Mod. L. ventoicosus <

L. venter, belly], 1. large-bellied. 2. in botany &
zoology, swelling out on one side.

ven^tri-cos-i-ty (ven'tri-kos'a-ti), n. a ventricose con-
dition.

ven-tri-cous (ven'tri-kss), adj. ventricose.
ven-trfe-u-lar (ven-trik'yoo4Sr), adj. \< L. venfric-
uhis (see VENTRICLE); + -or], 1. of, or having the
nature of, a ventricle. 2. having a bulge or belly.

ven-tric-u-lose (ven-trik'yoo-los~), adj. (L. venfr-iculosus
< ventrictdus; see VENTRICLE], somewhat ventricose.

ven-tric-u-lus (ven-trik'yoo-fos), n. [pi. VENTRICULI
(-H )], .[L.; see VENTRICLE], in zooto^y, 1. that part of
the alimentary tract of an insect, analogous to the
stomach, where digestion takes place. 2. the gizzard
of a bird.

ven-tril-o-qual (ven-tril'a-kw9l), ad/, ventriloquial.
ven'trMo-qui-al (ven'tri-16'kwi-al) , adj. of, belonging
to, or using ventriloquism.
ven-trMo-qui-aMy (ven'tri-lo'kwi-sl-i), adv. in a
ventriloquial manner.
ven-tril-o-quism (ven-txuVkwiz'm), n. J< L. ven-

triloquus, St., one who speaks from the belly < venter,

belly ^- loguor, to speak; -f -ism], the art or practice of

speaking in such a way that the voice seems to come
from some source other than the speaker.
ven-trU-o-quist (ven-tril's-kwist), n. a person who
practices ventriloquism; specifically, an entertainer
who uses ventriloquism to carry on a pretended con-
versation with a large puppet, or dummy.

veii-tril-O'quIs-tic (ven-tnl'o-kwis'tik), adj. of ven-
triloquism or ventriloquists.

ven-trU-o-qiilze (ven-tril'a-kwizO. v.L & v.t. [VEN-
TRILOQUIZED (-kwizdO, VENTRILOQUIZING], to titter

(word or sounds) as a ventriloquist.

ven-trll-o-quy (ven-tril'a-kwi), n. [Fr. ventriloquie],

ventriloquism.
ven-tro- (ven'tro, ven'tra), [< L. venter, belly], a
combining form meaning: 1. abdomen, belly. 2. ventral

and, as in ventrodorsal.
ven-tro-dor-sal (ven'trd-d6r's'l), adj. [ventro- + dorsal],
of or involving both the ventral and dorsal surfaces,

ven-ture (ven'cher), n. [abbrev. < ME. aventwre; see

ADVENTURE], 1. a risky or dangerous -undertaking;
especially, a business enterprise in which there is

danger of loss as well as chance for profit. 2. some-
thing on which a risk is taken, as the merchandise in
a commercial enterprise or a stake in gambling. 3.

chance; fortune: now only in, at a venture, by mere
chance, without consideration, at random. v.t.

[VENTURED (-chSrd), VENTURING], 1. to expose^ to

danget or risk: as, he ventured his life.

toctance of loss, as money or merchandise. 3. to
take the risk of: brave. 4. to, express at the risfc of

criticism, objection, denial, etc.: as^may 1 ventwre
an opinion? u.i. to do or go at some risk; dare.

ven-ture-some (ven'chSr-sdm) f adj. 1, inclined to

venture
;, daring, 2. venturous; risky; hazardous;

ven tur ous (ven'cMr-as), adj. %. inclined to venture,
or take chance*, bold and enterprising? not toaid.

2. involving danger or risk; risky; namrdotts.
ven-ue (yen^tl, ven'o)* n. (MB. veneu; *ORr. venue,

coming^ arrival, af*pr^acti < vmir, to'conie],i in mw,
1. the counter or locality krwfaida a ^cattse^"qx, action
occurs ot a^ctliae'ls i!/

tomi3iit'|e<i.^
l|i2.

4

tto eosuntyfor
locality In which ft j^rv is drawn aad a case tried.

3. that -part of a deelaf^tion fa an action: ttj&t desig-
nates the cotuaty in fwhioh fee trial'*s -'to occmr. 4.

[Rare], the clailse in, an affidavit .'designating tte, place
where it was sworn to. '

' ' "Y 1

!

1 n "'

change of venue, in law, the substitution of i

" ' " "

, as when the Jury or o0(*rt :'

"

v j, f*. I.J,'** < I*. Dfftolit& WpWHTt < Vfttt^t ,.

, caSed tan t|ie uial ^toft^ of vw-iifo
, (Febniarjir IQ'-Mar^o&'W) wstftfi

Calendar, adopted by the s

4JWO!
or K; Fr, ftotinA*

adj. of a ventde or

, i, [L. vmula, dim. of vena* vein], 1.

a small Vein; veinlet. 2. in zoology^ m^\ of
"

of a vein in the wing of an insect.



Venusberg 1618 verge

bloom, and beauty, later identified with the Greek

Aphrodite as goddess of love. 2. a statue or image of

Venus. 3. a very beautiful woman. 4. the most
brilliant planet in the solar system, second in distance

from the sun, anciently or poetically called Lucifer as

the morning star and Hesperus as the evening star:

diameter, 7,600 mi.; year, 225 days; symbol, 9. 5. in

e-nmernas-urg; G. vS'noos-berkh'), n-. [G.,

Venus mountain], in medieval legend, a mountain an

Germany between Eisenach and Gotha, where it was
believed Venus held court in a cavern, enticing travelers

who became loath to leave: in Wagner's opera, Tann-
hauser struggles to free himself from her spell.

Venus of Me-los (melos), Venus of Milo.
Venus of MMo (melo; popularly milo), a famous mar-
ble statue of Venus found on the island
of Melos in 1820 and later placed in

the Louvre in Paris.

Ve-nus's-fly'trap (ve'nas-iz-fB'trap'), n.

a white-flowered plant of the North and
South Carolina swamps, having leaves
with two hinged blades which close

upon insects.

Ve-nusVhair (ve'nas-iz-haV), n. a kind
of maidenhair fern.

Ver., 1. Veracruz. 2. Version.

ver., verse; verses.
Ver-a (v&r'a), [Russ. Vjera, faith: also <
L. vera, fern, of verus, true], a feminine
name.

ver*a (ver'o, var'o), adj. & adv. [Scot,],

very.
ve-ra-cious (vs-ra'shos), adj. [< L. verax,

speaking truly < verus, true], 1.

ually truthful; honest.
habit-

2. true; accurate.. .

ve-rac-i-ty (va-ras's-ti), n. [pi. VERAC-
ITIES (-tiz)], [Fr. veracite; ML. veracitas,
truthfulness < L. verus, true], 1. ha-
bitual truthfulness; honesty. 2. accuracy of statement;
accordaace with truth. 3. accuracy or precision, as or

perception, measurement, etc. 4. that which is true;
truth. SYN. see honesty, truth.

Ver-a-cruz (ver's-krooz'; Ana. Sp. ve'ra-kroos'), n.
1. a state of Mexico, on the eastern coast: area, 27,736
sq. mi; pop., 1,615,000; capital, Jalapa. 2. a city
in this state: pop., 71,000. Formerly Vera Cruz.
ve-randa, ve<ran*dah (ya-ran'do), n, [Port, varanda,
a balcony; of Hind, origin], an open porch or portico,
usually roofed, extending along the outside of a
building; porch; piazza.

ve*ra-tri*a (va-ra'tri-9, va-rat'ri-s), n. veratrine.
ve-rat-iic (vQ-rat'rik), adj. [< L. veratrum, hellebore;
+ -4c], designating or of a white, crystalline acid,

(CHtO)aCeHrCOOH, found in sabadifla seeds and
also produced synthetically.

ve-rat-ri-din (va-rat'rs-din), n. veratridine,
ve-rat>ri*dine (va-rat'ra-den' VQ-rat'ra-din), n. [< L.
veratrum, heUebore: 4- -*de -j~ -*]. an amorphous
alkaloid, CseHsiOuN, found in sabadilla seeds.

ver-a*trln (ver'a-trin), n. veratrine.
ver-a*tri'tia (ver'a-tri'ns), n. veratrine.
ver-a-trine (ver'a-tr^n', ver'a-trin), n. [Pr. veratrine <
L. veratrum, hellebore; see -INB]I 1. a mixture of
alkaloids obtained from sabadilla seeds and used in

treating neuralgia, arthritis, etc. 2. veratridine.
verb (vurb), n. [ME.; OFr. vtrbe; L, verbwm, a word;
cf. WORD], in grammar , 1. any of a dass of words
expressing action, existence, or occurrence: as, take,
be> and appear are verbs. 2. any phrase or construction
used as a verb, adj* of, or having the nature or func-
tion of, a verb. Abbreviated v. f vjbt

ver-bal (vur'b'l), adj, [Fr.; LL. verbalis, of a word <
verbum; see VERB], 1. of, in, or by means of words:
as, a verbal image. 2. concerned merely with words,
a? distinguished from facts or ideas. 3. in speech;
oral rather than written: as, a verbal contract. 4.
word ^or word; literal: as, a verbal translation. 5. in
grammar, a) of, having the nature of. or deriye4 from
a verb: as, a verbal noun. 6) use4 to form verbs: $s,
-ate is a verbal suffix, ft. a verbal nouui or other word
derived from a verb: in iEngJish, gerunds, infinitives,
and participles are verbals. Abbreviate^ vbt

, $ee oral.
'

word. 2. in or with words only, often without real

meaning or understanding. 3. in words; in writing
or speech. 4. in spoken words; orally.
verbal noun, in grammar, a noun derived from a verb
and acting in some respects like a verb: in English,
it is either a noun ending in -ing (a perund) or an
infinitive, as, walking is healthful, to err is human.
ver*ba-tim (ver-ba'tim), adv. [ML. < L. verbum, a
word], word for word; in exactly the same words.
adj. following the original word for word: as, a verbatim
account.

Jver-ba-tim et li-te^ra-tim (vSr-ba'tim et lit'gr-a'tim),
[L.], word for word and letter for letter; precisely as
written or printed.

ver*be-na (ver-be'nQ), n. [L., foliage, branches, vervain],
any of a number of related plants with spikes or
clusters of red, white, or purplish flowers.

ver-be-na-ceous (vur'bs-na'shss), adj. in botany, of the
verbena family, a group of plants with opposite leaves
and usually irregular flowers, including the verbena,
vervain, lantana, and some trees, as the teak.

ver-bi*aj|e (vur'bi-ij), n. [Fr. < OFr. verbier, to speak
< L. verbum, a word], an excess of words beyond those
needed to express concisely what is meant; wordiness.

ver-bid (vur'bid), n. in grammar, a gerund, infinitive, or

participle that functions in part as a verb, as in taking
an object (watching television can be tiring).

verb'i-fy (vuVb^flOt v.t. [VERBIFIED (-fid'), VERBI-
FYING], to change (a noun, etc.) into a verb; verbalize.

ver-bose (vr-bos'), adj. [L. verbosus, full of words <
verbum, a word], using or containing too many words;
wordy; long-winded; prolix, SYN. see wordy.

ver-bos-i-tv (v&r-bos'a-tiX, n. [Fr, verbosite; LL. ver-

bosilas], the quality of being verbose; wordiness.
ver-bo-ten (fer-bo'tan), adj. [G,] forbidden.

jver-bum sat sa pi en ti (est) (vur'bom sat' sap'i-en'ti
est'), [L.], a word to the wise (is) enough: abbreviated
verb, sap., verbum sap., verbum sat.

Ver-cin-get-O'iix (vuVsin-jet'a-riks, vuVsin-get'a-riks),
n. Gallic chieftain defeated by Julius Caesar; died c.

45 B.C.
ver dan-cy (vfcr'd'n-si), n.

.
1. a verdant condition or

appearance; greenness. 2. immaturity; inexperience.
ver-dant (vur'd'nt), adj. [prob. < verdure -f -ant],
1. green. 2. covered with green vegetation, 3. inex-

perienced; immature; innocent: as, verdant youth.
verd antique (vurd), [older form of Fr. vert antique;
OFr. vera, green -j- antique, ancient], 1, a green
mottled or veined marble, used for interior decoration.
2. any of various green porphyritic rocks. 3. a green
surface formed on bronze or brass by long exposure;
patina; verdigris.

Verde, Cape (vftrd), the westernmost point of Africa,
at Dakar, French West Africa.

ver-der-er, ver-der-or (vur'der-eV), n. [Anglo-Fr. ver-

derer; extended < verder; OFr. verdier < verd, vert;
L. viridis, green], in medieval England, a judicial officer

appointed to handle all matters of trespass, etc. on the
king's forests.

Ver-di, Giuseppe (joo-zep'pe ver'de), 1813-1901;
Italian operatic composer.

ver-dict Jvior'dikt), n. [ME. verdit; Anglo^Fr. verdit
(OFr. veirdit) ; ML. veredictum, true saying, verdict <
L. vere, truly + dictum, a thing said < dicere. to say],
1. in law, the formal and unanimous finding of a
jury on the matter submitted to thern in a trial; hence,
2. a decision; judgment.

ver-di-grte (vfirMl-gres', vfir'di-gris), n, [MB, verte

,

ver-baMsm
in

-iz'm),) n, JL a verbal expression;
; a word or r

" "
-n,-.

-
. pnrase^ 2., woi$ only,

any real ^neamiig; mere^egbi^a 3, ny
meaninglesis p^s^ pr forna of JTQI&I. \

t/CvQir'b'J-ist), n. I, a pep^oni w^o is slqlled
expression; one who tisej ^or<|8 well. 2, a

who fixes his attention or emphasis on mere^d
thaii ton

f-~ j *J

by treating copper wtfh acetic acid, used as a i _ _ .

pigment, and dye*. 2- a green or greenish-blue coating
that formes like rust on brass, bronze, or copper.

vef-diii (ylr'din), n. [Fr., yeUowhammer], a very smaU
ted of f;he titmouse family, with a bright-yejiow head,
fpuhd In th Sou0iwest ^nd in Mexico.

ver di ter (vui/di-ter), ^ {OFr, verd de terre, Ht.
f gre^n

of the earth, e^rth greenj, either of two basic copper
carbonate pigments, the one (blue verditer) usually
consisting of ground azurite, the other (green ver4fyer)
usiaaly of ground malachites bice.

Ver*duji (vtr-dun'; Fr. vtr'd6') f n. J. a city in
France, 09 the Meus River; scene of a

reTB^-^-^u batt1^ ^?1^
'm "WflrW war i: pop,,

15,000 (1946). 2. a city in Owfeeo, Canada, near

rttcfjfc). A. [MB,i OFr. < verd (L.
.. jthe fresh green color of growing __^._,n _ .

j>iants and ^rees;, green



verge 1619 vernacular
hoop; L. virga, a twig, rod, wand; the semantic flow
is from sense 5 through 6, 2, and 1], 1. the edge,
brink, or margin (of something): as, the verge of the
forest : also used figuratively, as, on the verge of hysteria.
2. a) an enclosing line or border; boundary, especially
of something more or less circular. 6) the area so en-
closed, 3. the shaft of a column. 4. the edge of the
tiling that projects over a gable. 5. a rod or staff
symbolic of an office, as that carried before a church
official m processions. 6. in English feudal law, a) a
rod held m the hand by a feudal tenant as he swore
fealty to his lord,

b) the area over which an official
had special jurisdiction, as the land surrounding the
royal palace, under the jurisdiction of the king's
marshal. 7. in watchmaking, the spindle of a balance
wheel in a clock with a vertical escapement. v4.
[VERGED (vurjd), VERGING], to be on the verge, edge,
brink, or border (usually with on or upon) : as, streets
verging on the slum area: also used figuratively, as,
such talk verges on the ridiculous.

verge (vurj), v.i. [VERGED (vurjd), VERGING], [L,
vergere, to bend, turn], 1. to tend; incline (with to or
toward). 2. to be in the process of change or transition
into something; else; come close to in gradation; ap-
proach (with into or on): as, broad humor verging on
slapstick.

verg-er (vur'jSr), n. [Fr.l, 1. a person who carries a
verge before a bishop, dean, etc. in a procession. 2. a
person who takes care of the interior of a church.

Ver-gil (vur'jil), a masculine name: see Virall.

Vergilian (vur-jil'i-an), adj. Virgilian.
ve-rid-i-cal (va-rid'i-k'l), adj. [< L. veridicus, speaking
the truth < verus, truth + dicere, to speak; -j- ^j,
telling the truth; truthful; veracious.

ve-rid-lcal-My (vd-rid'i-kal'a-ti), n. [veridical + -%],
the condition or quality of being veridical.
veriest (ver'i-ist), adj. [superl. of very, adj.], utmost;
greatest: as, the veriest nonsense.

ver-i'fi-a-ble (ver's-fi'a-b'l). adj. capable of verification;
that can be proved to be true by examination or
investigation.

ver-i'fi-ca-tion (ver'o-fi-ka'shan), n. [OFr. verificacion],
1* a verifying or being verified. 2. the establishment or
confirmation of the truth of a fact, theory, etc. 3. in
law, a statement at the end of a pleading to the effect
ttosat the pleader is ready to prove his allegations.

ver-f-t-ea-tive (yer'9-fi-ka'tiv), adj. [ML. verificatus],
serving or tending to verify.

ver ify (ver'a-fiO, v.t. [VERIFIED (-fidO. VERIFYING],
[ME. verifien; OFr. verifier; ML. verificare, to make
true < L. verus, tsrae -f facere, to make], 1. to prove
to be* ''tin** bf demonstration, evidence, or testimony;
coaltem or Mbrtaptiate. 2. to test or check the ac-
curacy or donfeefeubftr of, as by investigation, com-
parison with a gfeaada, or reference to the facts. 3. in

lawj a) to affirm foixfto- or upon oath, ft) to add a
verification to (a pleadsag^ *-*$ JflV. see confirm.

ver*f4y (ver'a-B), arfm MR verrayly, verali, etc.: see
VBETf & -Mr]* [Archaic], tn very truth j in fact; really.

ver-i-sim-i-lar (yerVsimVlSr), adj. [< JL. verisimilis <
verus, true -f s^milis, like], seeming to be true or real;
probable.

ver i si-mil i tude (verV^-miFa-^d', teirVsi-mil'a-
tux!0 n. (L. verisjm^Htudo < verisfoml^; see VERI-
SIMILAR], 1. the appearance of being true or real.
2. something that has the mere appea^uice of being
true or real. SYN. see truth.

'

'

<

'

ver-Ism (v$r%'m), n. [< L. veruf, tru;e: '4' !4sw}, the
xt.

^ ^j^^ an^ literature should adnere cllw^r to
y, even in representing the ugly and dismsteful
_tsof life. /

;
>

'

;

'

<

verHa*ble (Vea/l-to-bl), adj. [OFr, < write; see

VERITY], 1. true; real; actual. 2. having all the dis-

tinctive qualities of the person or thing specified: as,
he is a vermbki tyrant. SYN. see awth^ntfe,

vtorttajUJ? (vibfi-ta-bH) , adv. 1. truly; really; aettially.
!2. in a "verltawe xxtftnxifif.

i

'''

t&f*y (vH4% ft* f#l. VERirras (-tiz)], fliCB. mite;
@fr. vMfcfWri. vemas, trath < verm, trae], 1.

oonforaoity to truth or fact: truth; realty. 2. a pdn-
ciple, belief, eta taken to be fundamentally and

e; a tarutlx; a reality, $JW. see truth.

iti'Mf. vw$<ms; OWr. versus <
C ' &* tfc* sow. *@^ 3ice of
as opfe aj^fes*- .igrajpfes,

eto,"
in cooking. 2. sourness of temper,

VERMICULATED WORK

2. gilded copper, bronze, or silver, adj. vermilion.
ver-ml- (vftjrma), [< L. vermis, a worm], a combining
form meaning worm, as in vermicide.
ver-mi-ceMi (vur^ma-sel'i, vur'ma-chel'i; It. ver'me-
chel'le), n. [It., lit., little worms; I/, vermiculus, dim.
of vermis, a worm], a food made of a wheat flour paste
dried in long threads, thinner than spaghetti.

ver-mi-clde (vur'ma-sld'), n. [vermi- -f -Me], in
medicine, a drug used to kill worms, especially in-
testinal worms.

ver-mic-u-lar (ver-naik'yoo-ler), adj. [< L. vermiculus,
dim. of vermis, a worm; + -ar], 1. shaped like a worm.
2. moving like a worm. 3. having wavy or winding
marks or outlines, like worms or worm tracks. 4.

made, done, or caused by worms; worm-eaten.
ver-mic-u-late (ver-mik'yoo-laV; for adj.. usually v&>
mik'yoo-lit), v.t. [VERMIC-
ULATED (-id), VERMICU-
LATING], [< L. vermicu*
latus, pp. of vermiculari,
to be full of worms <
vermiculus, dim. of vermis,
a worm], 1. to make
worm-eaten. 2. to form,
as by inlaying, with wavy
or winding lines or marks
like worm tracks, adj. 1.

having wavy or winding
markings like worms or
worm tracks. 2. moving
like a worm; twisting or

wriggling; hence, 3. in-

sinuating; sinuous. 4. worm-
eaten.

ver-mic-u-lat-ed (ver-mik'yoo-lat'id) , adj. venniculate.
ver-mlc-u-la-tion (vSr-nuVyoo-la'shgn), n. [L. ver~

miculatio; see VERMICULATEJ, 1. motion like that of
a worm; especially, the wavelike contractions of the
intestines; peristalsis. 2. a worm-eaten condition. 3.
vermicular markings or ornamentation.

ver-mic-u-lite^vSr-mik'yoo-litO, n. [< L. vermiculus.
dim. of vermis, worm; + -4te}, any of a number of
hvdrous silicates resulting usually from alterations of
mica and occurring: in tiny leafy scales.
ver-miform (vur'ma-fdrmOt adj. {vermi- + -form],
shaped like a worm.
vermiform appendix, an appendix (sense 2).
vermiform process, in anatomy, 1. the median lobe
of the cerebellum, or either surface of this lobe. 2.
the vermiform appendix.
ver-mi-fuge (vur'ma-fuj'). adj. [< L. vermis, a worm +
fugare, to expel], serving to expel worms and other
parasites from the intestinal tract, n. a vermifuge
drug.
ver-miMon (vSr-mil'ysn), n. [ME. vermiUon; OFr.
vermilion < vermeil, bright-red; see VERMEIL], 1.

bright-red mercuric sulfioe, used as a pigment. 2.

any of several other red earths resembling this* 3.

bnght yellowish red. adj. of the color vermilion;
ver-min (vur'min), n. [$l. VERMIN], [ME. & OFr.
vermine; L. vermis,'*, worm; cf. VARMINT^ 1. any of a
number of small animals with filthy, destructive,
troublesome habits, as flies, lice, bedbugs, mice, rats,
and weasels. 2. [British! any bird or animal jfchat kills
game. 3. a) a person who is vile, worthless, or objec-
tionable, b) sucn persons collectively. ?

ver-mi-na-tion (vur/ma-nS'shan), n [L. verminatio],
1. the fact or condition of being infested mtn vermin
or worms. 2. in zoolo^i rapid growlfo and .breeding
of vermin under favorable conditions. j

,

> <

ver-min-ous (vur'min-as), adj. [L. verminosus], 1. of,

having the nature of, or resembling; vermin- 2. in-
Jested with vermin. 3. caused or produced by iyerNm,.
Ver-mont (ver-montO , hi. a New England Stat?e ol
tfafe United States: area, 9*609 scu ,n&; popw' 37f8^0@;
ciplbal, MbntpeHer: nicknames Grmti

fc " *

'abbreviated Vt. '

,,

71.

fyoni
4. native to a

.
t

5. peculiar^ to a
disease. 6*

* *

an anteial or H
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native speech, language, or dialect of a country or

place. 2. the common everyday language of ordinary

people in a particular locality. 3. the shop talk or

idiom of a profession or trade. 4. a) a vernacular word

or term. b) the vernacular name of an animal or plant.

5FN. see dialect.

ver-nac-u-lar'ism (vSr-nak'yoo-ler-izm), n. 1. a ver-

nacular word, phrase, or usage. 2. the use of vernac-

ular language.
ver*nac-u-Iar-ly (ve'r-nak'yoo-le'r-li) , adv. 1., in a

vernacular manner. 2. in vernacular phrasing or

usage.
vet-Hal (vftr'nl), adj. [L. vernalis < vernus,^ belonging
to spring < ver, spring], 1. of, or appearing or oc-

curring in, the spring. 2. springlike; fresh, warm, and
mild. 3. fresh and young; youthful.
vernal equinox, the equinox that is reached about
March 21: see equinox; also vernal point.

ver-nal-I-za-tioii (vurVl-i-za'shsn, vur'nl-i-za'shan),
n. the act or process of vernalizing.

ver nal ize (vur'n'l-Iz'),
v.t. [VERNALIZED (-izd'). VER-

NALIZING], [vernal -f- -tze], to stimulate the growth of

(a plant) by artificially hastening the dormant period,
as c>y subjecting the seed to low temperatures away
from light. . r

ver na tion (ySr-na'shan), n. [Mod. L. vernatw < L.

vernare, to be verdant, flourish < ver, spring], in

botany, the arrangement of leaves in a leaf bud.

Verne, Jules (jootz vurn; Fr. zhiil vam), 182&-1905;
French novelist.

Ver-ner*a law (or phenomenon), (vur'nSrz), in

linguistics, Karl Verner's explanation, published in

1876, of the apparent exceptions to Grimm s table

of consonant correspondences between Indo-European
and Germanic (see Grimm's law): the phenomenon
is illustrated in luxurious (as compared with luxury),
in which the cluster [ksl bec9mes voiced fez] when
the accent shifts to the following syllable.

ver-ni-er (vur'ni-gr, vur'ne*r), n. [after Pierre Vernier],
1. a short graduated scale that slides along a longer

graduated instrument and is used to indicate fractional

parts of divisions, as in a micrometer: see sextant, illus. :

also vernier scale. 2. any device that makes possible
a finer setting of a tool or measuring instrument, adj.
of or fitted with a vernier: as, vernier calipers,

Ver-nier, Pierre (pyar v&r'nya'; Eng. vur'ni-Sr), 1580-

1637; l&ench mathematician; inventor of the vernier.

Ver*no*le-ninsk (ver'n64ye-nensk'). n. Nikolaev, a

city in the Ukrainian S.S.R.: the former name.
Ver-non (vur'non), [< the surname Vernon; prob. <
Vernon, a town in France], a masculine name.

Ver-non, Edward (vur'nan), 1684-1757; English ad-
miral: called Old Grog.

Ve-ro-na (va-ro'na; It. ve-ro'na), n. a city in north-
eastern Italy: pop., 166,000,
vero-nal (ver'a-n'l), n. [G. < L. ver, spring], barbital:

a trade-mark (Veronal).
Ver-o-nese (verVnez'), adj. of Verona, its people, or
culture, n. [#. VERONESE], a native or inhabitant of

Verona*
Vero-ne ee, Pao-lo (pa'd-ld' ve'rfc-ne'se; Eng. ver'd-

nezO* (born Paolo Cagliari), 1528-1588; Venetian
painter born in Verona.

Ve*ran4*ca (vo-ron'i-kQ), [see VERONICA, n.j, a feminine
name.

ve-ron-I-ca (vs-ron'kka), n. [ML. < LL. veraiconica <
L. verus, true + iconicus, of an image (see ICON) : later

taken as the name of the saint], 1. a) the image or

representation of the face of Jesus as it was miraculously
supposed to have appeared on the handkerchief used by
Saint Veronica to wipe the bleeding face of Jesus on
the road to Calvary, b) [often V-], the handkerchief
itself, c) a similar representation of the face of Jesus
on a cloth or garment. 2. [Mod. L.; prob. after Saint
Veronica}* any of a group of plants and shrubs of the
figwort family, with blue, pink, purple, or white
flowers m spikes; especially, the speedwell,

Veronica, Saint, a woman of Jerusalem, said to have
wip'ea the bleeding face of Jesus on the way to Calvary.

Vc^^a-za-no, Gio-van-nl da (jo-van'ne da ver'ra-

'tsS'nLd)* 1485P-1528?; ItaEaa navigator in the service
of Prance,

c-chids An drea del (Sn-dare'S del ve-r$k'ky&),
VAndrea di MicMe Cione), 143&-1488; FJoreatoe
""-', silversmith, and painter.

(ve-roo'ka), ft. W, VEHRUCAE (-se>J, CU.
ig. a steep place, neight], 1, a wart. 2. a

evation, m on the back of a toad.

(ver'bo-kos'), adj. [L. vmucosus < ncr*

;], covered with warts or wartlike growths.
f-ty (ver'oo-kos'a-ti), n. the condition of

(ver'oo-kas), d/. verrucose.
versed sine.

ver-sant (vur'ssnt), n. [Pr.; L. versans, ppr. of versare,

to turn often, freq, of vertere^to turn], 1. the slope of

a mountain or mountain chain; hence, 2. the general

slope, or declination, of a region.

ver-sa-tile (vur'so-til), adj. {Fr.; L. versatilis, that
turns around, movable, versatile < versatus, pp. of

versare, to turn often, freq. of vertere, to turnj, 1.

competent in many things; able to turn easily from
one subject or occupation to another; many-sided.
2. that can be turned or moved around, as on a hinge
or pivot. 3. [Rare], fickle; inconstant. 4. in botany,

turning about freely on the filament to which it is

attached, as an anther of the passionflower. 5. in

zoology, a) moving forward or backward, as the toes of

a bird. &) movable in any direction, as the antenna of

an insect or mollusk.
ver-sa-til-i-ty (vur'sa-til's-ti), n. [Fr. versatilite], the

quality or state of being versatile; specifically, a)

competence in many things, b) ability to move freely,
as on an axis, or in any direction.

Jvers de so-cie-tS (var' da so'sya'ta'). [Fr., verse of

society], light, witty, polished poetry.
verse (vurs), n. [ME. vers < AS. fers & OFr. vers,

both < L. versus, a turning, verse, line, row, pp. of

vertere, to turn], 1. a sequence of words arranged
metrically in accordance with some rule or design;
single line of poetry. 2 . a) metrical writing or speaking ;

poetry in general, especially when light or trivial or

merely metered and rhymed, but without much
serious content or artistic merit. 6) a particular form
of metrical composition: as, blank verse, trochaic
verse. 3. a single metrical composition; poem. 4^.

a
stanza or similar short subdivision of a metrical

composition: sometimes distinguished from chorus, or

refrain. 5. in the Bible, any of the single, usually
numbered, short divisions of a chapter, generally a
sentence or part of a sentence, v.t. & v.i. [VERSED
(vurst), VERSING], [Now Rare], to versify. Abbreviated
ver. (sing. & $l.) t v.

versed (vurst), adj. [< L. versatus, pp. of versari, to

occupy oneself, be busy or engaged (in something);
in form as if pp. of verse, to instruct, make conversant
< OFr. verser; L. versare, freq. of vertere, to turn),

acquainted by experience and study; skilled; learned.
versed (vurst), adj. [< L. versus, pp. of vertere, to

turn; 4- -ed], in mathematics,^turned: as, a tws-^sine.
ver-si-cle (vur'si-k'l), n. [ME.; L. versuulus, dim. of

versus], a short or little verse; especially, one of the
short sentences said or sung in a church service by a
minister and followed by tne response of the congre-
gation.

ver si-col or (vur'si-kul'er) , adj. [L. < versare, to

change + color, a color], 1. having many colors;

variegated. 2. changing m color; iridescent.
ver-8ic-ijlar (ver-sik'yoo-l^r), aaj\ of, characterized by,
or consisting of versicles or verses.

ver-sl-fi-ca-tlon (vur'so-fi-ka'shan), n. [L. versificatio],
1. the act of versifying. 2, the art, practice, or theory
of poetic composition. 3. the form,

ojc style of a poem;
metrical structure, 4. a metrical version (of something) .

versi-fi-er (vur'so-fl'er), n. 1. a person who versifies;

poet. 2. a person who writes light, cheap, or inferior

verses; poetaster. SYN. see poet.
ver-si-fy (vur'so-fl'), v.i. [VERSIFIED (-fid'), VERSI-, .

FYING], [ME. versifien; OFr. versifier; L.

versus, a verse + facere, to makej, to compose verses.
v.t. 1. to tell or treat in verse; make a poem about.
2. to rewrite (prose) in verse form.

ver-sion (vur'znan, vur'shan), n. [Fr.: ML. versio
t
, a

turning < L. versus; see VERSE], 1. a) a translation.

&) [often V-], a translation of the Bible, in whole or

part: as, the Douay and King James versions. 2.

an account showing one point of view; particular
description or report given by one person or group: as,

his version agreed with ours. 3. a particular form or
variation of something. 4. in medicine, a) displacement
of the uterus in which it is <Je$ecte<l but not pent
upon itself, b) the operation of turning the fetus during
childbirth to make delivery easier* Abbreviated v., Ver.
SYN. see translation.

ver-elon-al (vur'zhan-'l, vur'shan-'l), adj. of a version

vers M^re^vir' IfVX l?*JrJree verse.,
ver* ll-brist Jfvftr Ie*brlsi) pV.)^ a writer of frep .

vew (tSr/s$ ? 4 frU^os (-soic)J, fL., *bl. o
see VERSE!, LfoJrMing, any Holland pjto of a
t>ook; back of a lean opposed to recto. 2. the ^ack of a
COM or iae|sat: opposed fa^obverw* Abb^viate^ y.,

m
verst (viSrst, ver, n, [Russ, versta: partly ,yja, Fr.

verste & G. werst], a Russian unit of linear measure,
, W liboat
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VERTEBRA

as cover for deer, b) the right to cut green wood in a
forest. 2. in heraldry, the color green, represented
by diagonal lines from dexter (right) to sinister (left).

vert., vertical.
ver-te-bra (vfo'ta-bra), n. \pl VERTEBRAE (-bre').
VERTEBRAS (-braz)], [L., a joint,
vertebra < vertere, to turn], any
of the single bones or segments of
the spinal column, articulating in
the higher vertebrates with those
adjacent to it by means of elastic
fibrous discs.

ver-te-bral (vur'ta-bral), adj. [Mod.
L. vertebralis], 1. of, or having the
nature of, a vertebra or vertebrae.
2. having or composed of vertebrae,

ver-te-brate (vur'ta-braf, vur'ts-
brit), adj. [L. vertebratus < vertebra;
see VERTEBRA], 1. having a back-
bone, or spinal column. 2. of or
belonging to the vertebrates, n.

any of a large division of animals
that have a spinal column, or back- ^H verte-

bone, of bone or cartilage. brae joined to-

ver-te-brat-ed (vur'ta-bra'tid), adj. gether: B, top
1. having a backbone; vertebrate, view of vertebra
2. consisting of vertebrae.

ver-te-bra'tion (vur'ta-bra'shan), n. vertebral forma-
tion; segmentation into vertebrae.

ver-te-bro- (vur'ta-bro, vur'ta-brs), [< vertebra], a
combining form meaning: 1. vertebrae. 2. vertebral
and. Also, before a vowel, vertebr-.

ver-tex (vur'teks"), n. \pl VERTEXES (-iz), VERTICES
(-tg-seV)], [L., tne top, properly the turning point <
vertere, to turn], 1. the highest point; top; summit;
apex. 2. in anatomy, the top or crown of the head.
3. in astronomy, the point in the sky^directly overhead;

of two __

furthest from it. ft) tl f
axis meets it. c) the point of any angle of a triangle
or polygon. 5. in optics, the point at which the axis
cuts the curve of a lens.

ver-ti-cal (vttr'ti-k'l), adj. [Fr.; ML. verticaUs < L.
vertex, verttcis; see VERTEX], 1. of the vertex, or highest
point; at or in the vertex, or zenith; directly overhead.
2. perpendicular, or at a right angle to the plane of
the horizon; upright; straight up and down. 3. in
anatomy & zoology, of the vertex of the head. 4. in

botany, a) at a right Bangle to the hprizon or to the
supporting surface. 6) in the direction in which the axis
lies: lengthwise. 5, in economics, of or controlling
businesses concerned with all the processes in the
manufacture and sale of a particular product: as, a
vertical trust, it* 1. a vertical line, plane, circle, etc.:

see horizontal, &lus
;

2. upright position. 3. a vertical
or upright member in a truss. Abbreviated vert.

SJW.- -vertical is specifically applied to that which rises in a

straight Hue so as to form a right ancle with the plane of the
horizon (the vertical studs m a wall); perpendicular, the

preferred tertn im geometryt
refers to a strafeht line forming a

right angle with any otto line or plane (a line perpendicular to
the hypotenuse of a triangle); plumb is a term used by car-

penters, masons, etc. with reference to the perpencHctdanty or,

especially, vertically of something, as determined by topping
& weight at the end of a line (this d6or is now plwriK). ANT.
horizontal.

vertical circle, in astronomy, any great circle in the
celestial sphere passing through the zenith and the
nadir, its plane cutting the plane of the horizon at a

right angle at the point of observation.

ver'tiksal'i*ty (vur'ti-kal'9-ti), n. 1. the condition of

the sun at the zenith, when it is directly overhead.
2. vertical position; perpendicularity.

vertically (vur'ti-kl~i, vflr'tik-ll), adv. 1. in a
vertical manner. 2. straight overhead or straight up
and down.

vertical union, a labor union whose members all work
in tin same industry but not necessarily at the same
trade; indtotrial union; opposed to horizontal union.

ver-ti-ces (vllr'to-sey), **. alternative plural of vertex,

ver ti-cil (vur'ti-sil), fl. [L. vetrUcttlus, a whirl, dim. of

'vWtot; ^ee VERTEX!, in tmanyr a wctuar arrangement of

leaves or flowers arotrt a
ver ti cil las ter

,
n [M<A L. < L.

wwtyv an almost
iw fry a patrol plasters'

adj. (Mo<L "L. verticUlatus < L. verticillus], in

in vBrtfcftv or w&orm
''

2, Jvf%;
. arranged in this way.

'

'

' '' f

ver-tig'i-notis (vffr-tij'a-nQs), adj. [L. vertiginosus],
1. rotating; revolving: whirling. 2. of or having
vertigo; dizzy. 3. tending to cause vertigo; 4. char-
acterized by rapid change; unstable; inconstant.

ver-tigo (vur/ti-go') n. [pi. VERTIGOES (-goz') VER-
TIGINES fver-tij'b-nez')], (L. f dizziness < vertere, to
turn], in medicine, a sensation of dizziness or giddiness.

ver-tu (vgr-tdo', vur'too), n. virtu.
Ver-tum-nus (ver-tum'nos), n.

l[L. < vertere, to turn],
in Roman mythology, the god of the changing seasons
and of growing flowers and Ifruits, husband of Pomona:
also Vortumnus.

Ver-U'Ia-mi-um (ver'op-la'mi-am, ver'yoo4a'mi-9m),
n. St. Albans, a city in England: the ancient name.

ver-vain (vur'van), n. JME. & OFr. verveine; L. verbena,
a shoot, green brancn], any of a number of related
plants of the verbena family, with spikes or clusters
of red, white, or purplish flowers.

verve (vurv), n. [Fr.; prob. < L. verba, pi. of verbum,
a word], 1. vigor and energy in ideas or expression of
them. 2. vigor; enthusiasm. 3. [Rare], aptitude.

ver-vet (vur'vit), n. [Fr.; prob. < vert, green 4- grivet],
a small monkey found in East and South Africa,
related to the gnvet and green monkey, but with black
hands, feet, and chin.

ver-y (ver'i), adj. [VERIER (-i-r), VERIEST (-i-ist)J,

[ME. & OFr. verai, true; LL. *veraiu$ < L. verus,

true], 1. in the fullest sense; complete; absolute: as,
the very reverse of the truth. 2. trie same; identical:
as, that is the very hat I lost. 3. even; even the:
used as an intensive, as, the very rafters shook. 4.

actual: as, caught in the very act. 5. [Archaic], a) real;
true; genuine. ) legitimate; lawful; rightful adv. 1.

in a high degree; to a great extent; extremely; ex-

ceedingly. 2. truly; really: used as an intensive, as,
the very same man. SYN. see same.

very high frequency, in radio & television, any fre-

quency of between 30 and 300 megacycles: abbrevi-
ated VHF: cf. ultrahigh frequency.

Ver-y signal (or light), (ver'i, vSr'i),
a colored flare

fired from a special pistol (the Very Pistol) at night and
used for signaling: invented in 1877 by E. W. Very.

Vesa-li-us, An-dre-as (an'dri-ss vi-sa'H-os) , 1514-1564;
Flemish anatomist in Italy.

Jve si-ca (vi-sl'ka), n. [pL VESICAE (-se)] ? QU], a bladder.
ves-i-cal (ves'i-k'i), adj. [Mod. L. vestcalts < L. vesica,

bladder], of a bladder, especially the urinary bladder.
ves-icant (ves'i-kont), adj. [< L. vesica, a blister],

causing blisters; vesicatory, n. La vesicant agent.
2. any agent, as mustard gas, used in chemical warfare
to blister and burn body tissues by contact with the
skin or inhalation.
vesicate (ves'i-kaf), v.t. & v.i. [VESICATED (-id),

VESICATING], [< L. vesica, a bladder, blister], to bUster.

ves-i-ca-to-ry (yes'i-ka-tSr'i, va-sik'Q-to'ri), adj. [<
vesicate -f -ory], causing or tending to cause blisters.

n. [pL VESICATORIES (-iz, -riz)], a vesicatory agent.
ves-icle ves'i-k

f

l), n. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. v&sicule; L.

vesictda, little bladder, dim, of vesica, bladder],
a small

membranous cavity, sac, or cyst; specifically, a) in

anatomy & zoology, a small, round elevation of the
skin containing a serous fluid; blister, b) in botany, a
small, bladderHke sac filled with air. c) in geologv, a

small, spherical cavity in volcanii rock, [produced by
bubbles of air or gas in the molten rock.

ves-i co- (ves'i-ko, ves'i-ka), [< L. vesica, the bladder],
a combining form meaning bladder or bladder and.

ves-i'Cot-o-my (ves'i-kot'a-mi) , n. \vesico~ + -tomy], a
surgical incision into the urinary bladder.

ve-sic-u-lar (va-sik'yoo-lir), adj. [Mod. L. vesicylaris],
1. of, composed of,, or having vesicles. 2. having tfee

form or structure of a vesicle.
ve-sic-u-late (y0-sik'yoo4it), adj. vesicular, v.t. A tu.

(va-sik'yoo-laV), [VESICULATED (-id), VESICULATING],
to make or become vesicular.

ve-sic-u-la-tion (va-sik'yoo-la'shan), n. the formation
of vesicles. v .

Vespasian (ves-pa'zhi-an, ves-pa'zh), n. (

Flavius Sabinus Vespasianus) , Roman emperor
'

A.D.); lived 9-79 A.TX
ves-per rves'pgr), n. [ME., evening
masc,, also vespera, fern., evening; akin to (

1. evening; eventide. 2, at) an evening prayer, servic^,

etc. b) a vesper bell 3. fV-l the evening star, Hesperus :

the Rlanet Venus seen as the evening star. aaj. 1. of

""^eaing. 2. of vespers. See vesper*.

per al fresfp&xtf), adj. (LL. vesperalis < L, vespera] t
v " *

or vespers, n. &n a$eswstocal mage,
a foooJfc ccwtaining, the phant$, psaJjns, etc. used at

lor eroted^g w,
" ' '
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canonical hours, b) the service for this hour, c} a

public ceremony in which part of this service is chanted

on Sundays or holy days. t
Also Vespers,

vesper sparrow, an American sparrow with, white

markings on its outer tail feathers: so called from its

practice of singing in the evening.
ves-per-til-i-o-nid (ves'peV-til'i-9-md), adj. vespertil-
iomne. n. a vespertilionine bat.

ves-per-til-i-o-nine (ves'pgr-til'i-a-mn', ves'per-til'i-a-

nin) f adj. [L. vesfertttio, vespertilionis, a ba\ (< vesper,

evening) ; + -ine\, designating or of the family of long-
tailed bats found throughout the Temperate Zones.

ves-per-ti-nal (ves'per-tl'nl), adj. vespertine.

ves-per-tine (ves'pSr-tin, ves'p&r-tin'). adj. [L. ves-

pertinus < vesper; see VESPER], 1. of evening. 2.

appearing or occurring in the evening. 3. ^in botany,

opening or blossoming in the evening. 4. in zoology,

becoming active or flving in the early e_venin ;

ves-pi-ar-y
vespa, a wasp,
the social wasps, _ f-f . _ ^,
as from a tree, or buried underground. 2. the colony m
the nest.

ves-pid (ves'pid), n. [< Mod. L. Vespidae, name of the

family < L. vespa, a wasp], any of a world-wide group
of social wasps, as the hornet and yellow jacket, which
live in colonies consisting of a queen, males, and
workers, adj. of these wasps.

ves-pine (ves'pin, ves'pin), adj. [< L. vespa, a wasp; +
-ine], of or like a wasp.

Ves-puoci, A-me-ri-go (a'me-re'go ves-poot'che), (L.
name Americus Vespucius], 1451-1512; Italian navi-

gator after whom America is named,
ves-sel (ves'l), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. vascellum, dim. of

vas, a vessel], 1. a utensil for holding something, as a
vase, bowl, pitcher, kettle, etc. 2. [Chiefly Biblical],
a person thought of as being the receiver or repository
of some spirit, influence, etc. : as. a vessel of wrath. 3.

a craft for traveling on water; ship or boatn especially
one larger than a* rowboat. 4. an airship. 5. in anatomy
& zoology, a tube or duct containing or circulating a
body fluid: as, a blood vessel. 6. in botany, a tube or
canal serving to conduct water. Abbreviated ves.

vest (vest), n. [Fr. & It. veste; L. vestis, a garment,
vesture], 1. a short, tight-fitting, sleeveless garment
worn under a suit coat by men; waistcoat. 2. an
undervest, or undershirt. 3. an insert or trimming
worn under the bodice by women, simulating the front
of a man's vest. 4. [Archaic], robe; garment; clothing.
5, [Obs.], a long, cassocklike garment worn by men in
the time of Charles II. v.t. 1. to clothe; dress, as in
church vestments. 2. to place (authority, power,
property rights, etc.) in the control of a person or

group (with in). 3. to put (a person) in possession or
control of, as power or authority; invest (with some-

thing), v.i. 1. to put on garments or vestments;
clothe oneself. 2. to pass to a person; become fixed

upon or vested in a person, as property (with in).
Ves-ta (ves'ta), n* [L.], 1. in Roman mythology, the

goddess of the hearth and the hearth fire, identified

with the Greek Hestia: she was worshiped in a temple
in which a sacred fire on the altar was tended by the
vestal virgins. 2. [v-] a) originally, a short wax friction

match. 6) later, a short wooden match.
ves tal (ves'tl), adj. 1. of or sacred to Vesta. 2. of

the vestal virgins; hence, 3. chaste; pure. n. 1. a
vestal virgin. 2. a chaste woman; irirgin. 3. a nun.

vestal virgin, in ancient Rome, any of sis virgins,

priestesses of Vesta, who, sworn to remain chaste,
tendted the sacred fire in her temple.

vest-ed (ves'tid), adj. [pp. of vest], 1. clothed; robed,
especially in church vestments. 2. in law, fixed;
settled: absolute; not contingent upon anything i as;
a vested interest.

vest-ee (ves-te'), n. [dim. of vest], a vest (sense 3).
Ve8-tf:ar-y (ves'ti-er'i), adj. [ME. vesUare; OFr. vcs*

ML. vestiarium; see VESTRY], of dothes 031:-i~ n. [Obs.], a vestry dr doafcroom ' u ' "

r (ve^tib'voo-ler), adj. off

'"

the nature of, a vestibule. _^

'

ves-tibule (ves'ta-bulO, n. ft. ...
.t-t

i. ^small entrance M or

tailor to a room within
1 passage between passenf
i

' tor -enTOaice or exiit, &, M'l !

'"

',or

ves tig-i-um (yes-tij'i-am),
n. \pl. VESTIGIA (-9)], in

biologyt a vestige; vestigial organ or part.

vest-ing (ves'tirj), n. cloth for vests; especially, a rich,

heavy fabric used in vests for evening dress.

vest-ment (vest'mant), n. [ME. vestiment: OFr.
vestement; L. vestimentum < vestire, to clothe], 1. a
garment; robe; gown; especially, an official robe or

gown. 2. in ecclesiastical usage, any of the garments
worn by officiants and their assistants during certain
services and rites.

vest-pock-et (vest'pok'it), adj. 1. made to fit into a
vest pocket; hence, 2. relatively small: as, a vest-

pocket edition of a book.
ves-try (ves'tri), n. [pi. VESTRIES (-triz)], [ME. vestrie;
OFr. vestiarie; ML. vestiarium, a wardrobe < L.
vestis, a garment], 1. a room in a church, where the
clergy put on their vestments and the sacred vessels
are kept; sacristy. 2. a room in a church or church
building where prayer meetings, Sunday Schools, etc.

are held. 3. in the Anglican & Episcopal churches, a

group of church members who manage the temporal
affairs of the church. 4. in the Anglican Church, a) a
meeting of such a group or of the parishioners in

general, b) the place where this is held.
ves-try-man (ves'tri-man), n. \j>l. VESTRYMEN (-man)],
a member of a vestry.

ves-ture (ves'cher), n. [ME.; OFr.; LL. vestitura < L.

vestire, to clothe], 1. [Rare or Archaic], clothing;
garments; apparel. 2. [Rare or Archaic], a covering;
wrapper. 3. in law, everything growing on land except
trees, as grass or grain, v.t. [VESTURED (-cheYd),
VESTURING], [Rare or Archaic], to cover; clothe; dress.

Ve-su-vi-an (vs-soo'vi-on, ^va-su/vi-sn), adj. of or like
Mount Vesuvius; volcanic, n.

[v-],
1. vesuvianite.

2. an early type of match for lighting cigars, etc. ; fusee.
ve-su-vi-an-ite (va-soo'vi-sn-it', VQ-su'vi-sn-it'), n.

[< L. Vesuvius; + -an
t+ -ite], a glassy mineral, brown

to green in color, a basic silicate of calcium and alumi-
num, first found at Mt. Vesuvius; idocrase.

Ve-8U*vi'ii8 (vo-soo'vi-as, va-su'vi-os), n. an active
volcano near Naples, Italy: height, 3,858 ft.: severe

eruptions occurred in 79 A.D. (destroying Pompeii)
and in 1906.

vet (vet), n. [Colloq.J, a veterinarian, v.t. [VETTED
(-id), VETTING], [Collpq.J, to examine or treat as a
veterinarian does. v.i. [Colloq.], to be a veterinarian.

vet (vet), n. [Colloq.], a veteran.
vet., 1. veteran. 2. veterinarian. 3. veterinary.
vetch (vech), n. [ME. feche, veche; OFr. veche (Fr.
vesche); L. vicia, vetch], any of a number of related
short, leafy, climbing or trailing plants of the pea
family, grown chiefly for fodder and as a soil restorer.

vetch-ling (vech'liij), n. [vetch + -ling], any of a group
of small plants of the pea family.

vet-er-an (vet'Sr-on, vet'rsn), adj. [L. veteranus <
vetus, veterts, old], 1. old and experienced; long prac-
ticed, especially in war or military service. 2. of a
veteran or veterans, n. 1. a person of long experi-
ence in some service or position, especially in military
service. 2. a person who has served in the armed forces
of a country, especially in time of war, Abbreviated vet.

Veterans* Administration, a Federal agency, created
in 1930, in which all agencies concerned with veterans'
affairs were consolidated for administering aU laws
dealing with relief or benefits for veterans 01 the army,
navy, etc.: abbreviated V*A* VA (no period).

Veterans' Day, see Armistice Bay. <

Veterans of Foreign Wars, an organisation of United
States veterans founded ia 1899 i abbreviated V.F.W.,
VFW (no period).

vet-er-i-nar-i-an (vet'Sr-o-nftr'i-an, vet'r9Haar'ir9n), n.

[< L, veterinarius], a person who practices veterinary
medicine or surgery; abbreviated vet.

vetier4iaar-'y (vwmtaerV vet'ra-ner'i), adj. (U
fe$ertyiar4u$t of tbe*pG&.o bidden < vetevwa, beasts of

bturdien; as if < yetus, veieris, old, in the sense *bewts
pf ascertain age'^ designating or of the branch of
-medicine dealing, wjfcli, b$ favwfeatiw, treatment, and
prevention of diseases in aroaw. especially domestic
animals. j^.ffL VETEJBHNARIBS,
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for rejecting a bill: also veto message, v.t. [VETOED
(-tod), VETOING], 1. to prevent (a bill) from becominglaw by a veto. 2. to forbid; prohibit; refuse consent to.

Vet-ter. Lake (vet'eY), Lake Vatter.
vex (veks), v.t. JME. vexen; OPr. vexer, to vex, torment*
L. vexare, to shake, agitate < vehere, to carry], 1. to^e trouble for

V &stU3
H
b; annoy; irritate, especiallym little things. 7,. [Rare], to afflict (a person): said of

ent. 4. to dis-
i for discussion:

"A. A. x\r, " - p toss about:
agitate. SYN. see annoy.

vex-a-tipn (vek-sa'shan), n. [MB. vexacioun; OPr.; L.
vexaho], 1. a vexing or being vexed, 2. something that
vexes; cause of annoyance or distress.

vex-a-tious
(yek-sa-'shas), adj. 1. causing vexation;

annoying. 2. characterized by vexation; disturbed
3. m law, instituted without real grounds, chiefly to
cause annoyance to the defendant : said of legal actions.
vexed (vekst), adj. [pp. of vexl 1. troubled; annoyed;
irritated; disturbed. 2. much debated or discussed;
brought up again and again : as, a vexed question.

vex-ed-Iy (vek'sid-li), adv. with vexation; hi a vexed
manner.

vex-Il (vek'sil). n. a vexillum (sense 2).
vex-il-lar (vek'sa-lSr), adj. vexillary.
vex-iMar-y (vek'ss-ler'i) , adj. [L. vexillarius < vexillum;
see VEXILLUM], 1. of an ensign or standard. 2. in
botany, of a vexillum. n. in ancient Rome, 1. any of
a class of veteran soldiers serving under a special
standard. 2. a standard-bearer.

vex il late (vek'sa-lit, vek'so-lat') , adj. having a vex-
illum or vexilla.

vex-iMum (vek-sil'sm), n. [pi VEXILLA (-9)], [L., a
standard, flag, dim. < base of velum; see VEIL], 1. in
ancient Rome, a) a square flag, or standard, carried by
troops, b) a company of soldiers serving under one
standard. 2. m ootany, the large, erect upper petal
of a flower of the pea family. 3. in zoology, the web
or vatie of a feather.

V.F.W., VFW, Veterans of Foreign Wars.
V.G., Vicar General.
VHF, very high frequency,
VL in chemistry, virginium.
V.I., Virgin Islands.
v.i., 1. intransitive verb. 2. Me infra, [L.], see below.
vi-a Cvi'e; occas. ve'a), prep. [L., abl. sing, of via, a
way], by way of; passing through: as, to Baltimore via
Washington.

vi.a-biM-ty (viVbilVti), n. [Pr. viabilitt], the state
or quality of being viable.
viable

(yl'a-bl), adj. [Pr., likely to live < vie (L.
wta), Hfe], able to live; specifically, a) at that stage of
development that will permit it to live and develop
tinder normal conditions, outside of the uterus: said of
a fetus or newborn, especially premature, infant, b)
able to take root and grow: as, viable seeds.

vi-a duct (viVdukf), n. [(alter aqueduct) <
wyj, 1, a long bridge con-
mstsag of a series of short
concrete or pasonry spans
supported on piers or towers,
usually to carry a road or
railroad over a valley, gorge,
etc. 2, a similar structure
of steel girders and towers.

vial (vi'ol), n. [ME. & OPr, VIADUCT
mole; L. phiata, saucer <
Gr, phials, shallow cup; of- PHIAL], a small vessel or
bottle, usually of glass, for containing medicines or
other liquids; phial, v.t. [VIALED or VIALLED (-aid),
viALiNG or VIALLING], to put or keep in or as in a vial

Jvl-a me-di-a (vi'a me"'di-a) [L.J, a middle way; course
between two extremes*

vi-and (vj'md), n. [ME. vyaunde; OPr. viande; LL.
*mtanaat for U vivenda, neut. pi. gerundive of vivere,
to livel 1. an article of iood. 2. pi. food; victuals;
especially, choice dishes.
viatic (v>avik) <MU* [L. viaticus, of a way or road <
naf

a wayl ol a road, a journey, or travel.
vi at-i-cal (v>at'Wtl), odj. viatic,

vi*ftt'l*cwn (vf-atfi-kam), n.
\fl.

VIATICA (~ka)j VUT-
ICIJMS ,(-kw&31 [t^t;jwovis^onfor a jcroiey <$ viaticus;

viATOir JU \ apciewfe Rome, money or supplies
expenses to an officer oft an
J5L money or swpplj.es for any
list as given to a dying, person
ath.

' V

ML. <

L. via, a

<
CvVfo$r*y*} r ,n^

vi-brac-u-lum (vi:brak'yoo-fom), n. [pi. VIBRACULA
y-l

9)] [Mod. L., dim. < L. vibrare, to shake, vibrate],m zoology, any of the freely movable, spinelike or whip-
like defensive organs of certain bryozoans.

Yi'bran-cy (vi'bran-si), n. the state or quality of being
vibrant; resonance.

vi-brant (vi'brant), adj. [L. nbrans, ppr. of vibrare, to
vibrate, shake], 1. quivering; vibrating; especially,
vibrating in such a way as to produce sound. 2. pro-
duced by vibration; resonant: said of sound. 3. giving
the impression of much energetic activity; pulsing: as,
vibrant streets. 4. vigorous; energetic: as, a vibrant
woman. 5. in phonetics, voiced, n. a voiced sound.

vi bra-phone (vi'bra-foV), n. [< vibrate + -phone], a
musical instrument resembling the marimba, but with
electrically operated valves in the resonators, that pro-
duce a gentle vibrato.

vi-brate (vi'brat), v.t. [VIBRATED (-id), VIBRATING],
[< L. vtbratus, pp. of vibrare, to vibrate, shake], 1. to
give off (lighter sound) by vibration. 2. to set in
to-and-fro motion; cause to quiver. v.f 1. to swing
back and forth; oscillate, as a pendulum. 2. to move
rapidly back and forth; quiver, as a plucked string.
3% to resound; said of sounds. 4. to be emotionally
stirred; thrill: as, she vibrated with joy. 5. to waver or
vacillate, as between two choices. SYN. see swing,

vi-bra'tile (vi'bro-til, vl'bra-tll'), adj. L. vibratus;
see VIBRATE], 1. of, characterized by, or having the
nature of, vibration. 2. capable of vibrating or ofbeing
vibrated. 3. having a vibratory motion.

vi-bratiM-ty (vi'bra-til's-ti), n* the state or property
of being vibratile.

vi-bra-tion (vl-bra'shan) , n. 1 . a vibrating ; specifically,
a\ motion back and forth, as of a pendulum; oscillation.
b) rapid rhythmic motion back and forth: quiver.
2. vacillation; wavering, as between two choices or
opinions. 3. a stirring; thrill, as of the emotions.
4. in physics, a) rapid rhythmic motion back and forth
across a position of equilibrium of the particles of a
fluid or an elastic solid when its equiHbnum has been
disturbed, as in transmitting sound, b) the vibrating
motion of a string, etc. in producing sound, c) a single,
complete vibrating motion; quiver.
vibra tion-al (vi-bra'shan-'l), adj. of, or having the
nature of, vibration.

vi*bra-tive (vi'bra-tiv), adj. vibratory; vibrating.
vi'bra-to (vi-bra'to; It. ve-bra't6), n. [It., pp. of
vibrare; see VIBRATE], in music, a tremulous effect ob-
tained by rapidly alternating the original tone with a
slightly perceptible variation in the pitch, as by the
rapid ntusation of the finger on the, string of a violin:
in singing, sometimes interchangeable with tremolo.

vi-bra-tor (vi'bra-tSr), n. something that vibrates or
causes vibration; specifically, a} the hammer of an
electric betLi) an electrical instrument with a vibrating
rubber head or pad, used in massage, etc. c) in elec-

tricity, an oscillator.

vi-bra-to-ty (vi'bra-t6r'i vi'bra-to'ri) , adj. I. of.

having the nature of, or consisting of vibration* 2.

causing vibration. 3. vibrating or capable of vibration.
4. vibrant, as the voice.

vib-ri'O (vib'ri-60. * [Mod. L* < L. vibrate, to^hake,
vibrate], any of a1 group o short, flagellate, Giam-
negative bacteria shaped like a comma or tbe letter
S: one species is the causative agent of cboiftnM ^

vib'il'oia (vib'ri-oidO, adj. in botany* of of Eke a
vibrio, n. a vibrioid body.

vibrioid body, in botany, aay of tfc$ cylindrical, &
like bodies in the cells of some algae and fungi,

vi-bris-sa Xvi-bris's) , n. {frl, VIBRISSAE (*$)} L* ml
pL < vityare, to vibrate]* in anatomy & zoology, 1. aiiy
of the stiff hairs growing ia or near the nostril^ 'of
certain animals and oft^n serving a& organs of

J "

as a cat's whiskers. 2. any of the bris0elike u_,
growing near the mouth of certain iasect-?eatin b:

as t&e whippoorwill.
vi-bro-scope (va^brQ-^kop'), n. [< L.
an instrument for observing anid rec ..

vi-bur-num (vi-bur'nsni), n. [L., the ,. WP_ ,
,,

4. any of a large group of shrubs or snoaw; trees^bf
npneysn^He family, with white flowers and
jgreeol, or red liemes. 2. the bark of several vt,

of this plawt, usied i medicine to relieve spasna- ,

Vic,,
1

1. V&v';;?rp Vtea^e, ^.Victoria. ,

'

'
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yic-ar (vlk^^iJilME...^^, vfcaw; Qlr. vicafye;
< ^^/^.;i(iyaeiVaM^tioa]; 1. a pej-spn
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sentative of Christ: in full, Vicar of (Jesus) Christ.

Abbreviated V., Vic.

vic-ar-age (vik'Sr-ij), n. [ME. vicerege; see -AGE],

1. the residence of a vicar. 2. the benefice or salary

of a vicar. 3. [Rare], the position or duties of a vicar.

Abbreviated Vic.

vicar apostolic, in the Roman Catholic Church, 1.

formerly, a bishop or archbishop to whom the Pope
delegated part of his jurisdiction. 2. a titular bishop
administering a vacant diocese, etc., or a missionary
bishop acting as a delegate of the Holy See in a region
where no regular see has yet been organized. Abbrevi-
ated V.A.

vic-ar-ate (vik'eV-it, vik's-rat'), n. a vicariate.

vicar fo-rane (fo-ran', fo-ran') , [< vicar + ML.foraneus,
outside of the episcopal city, rural; see FOREIGN], in

the Roman Catholic Church, a priest appointed by a
bishop to a limited jurisdiction in a particular town
or district in his diocese.

vic-ar-gen-er*al (vik'er-jen'gr-sl) , n. [pi. VICARS-
GENERAL], 1. in the Anglican Church, a layman serving
as deputy to an archbishop or bishop in certain legal
or administrative matters. 2. in the Roman Catholic

Church, a priest or higher official acting as deputy t9 a

bishop in administering his diocese. 3. in English
history, the title given to Thomas Cromwell as vice-

gerent of Henry VIIL Abbreviated V.G.
vi-car-i-al (vi-kar'i-al, vi-kar'i-sl), adj. 1. of a vicar or
vicars. 2. acting as a vicar. 3. delegated; handed over
to a deputy; vicarious: as, vicarial powers.
vicar4-ate {vi-kar'i-it, vi-kar'i-at'), n. [ML. vicariatus

< L. vicarius], 1. the office or authority of a vicar.

2. the district administered by a vicar.

vi-car-i-ous (vi-kar'i-as, vi-kar'i-as) , adj. [L. vicarius,
substituted < vicis, a change, alteration], 1. taking
the place of another thing or person; substitute;

deputy. 2. endured, suffered, or performed by one
person in place of another: as, vicarious punishment.
3. held or handled by one person as the deputy of

another; delegated: as, vicarious authority or power.
4. enjoyed or experienced by someone through his

imagined participation in another's experience: as, a
vicarious thrill. 5. in physiology, designating or of a
function abnormally performed by other than the
usual organ or part: as, vicarious menstruation.

vic-ar-ly (vik'gr-E), adj. of, like, or suggesting a vicar,
as in manner or dress.

vic-ar-ship (vik'Sr-ship') , n. [vicar + -ship], the office

or position of a vicar.
vice (vis), n. [ME.; OFr.; L. vitium, vice, fault], 1, a
serious fault of character; grave moral failing. 2. evil
or wicked conduct; corruption; depravity. 3. a par-
ticular immoral, depraved, or degrading habit. 4.

[V-], in old English morality plays, a character, often
a buffoon, representing a vice or vice in general. 5. a
fault, defect, or blemish. 6. a physical defect or im-
perfection. 7. a bad or harmful trick or habit in a
domestic animal, as in a horse or dog; ~SYN. see fault.

vi-ce (vi'si), prep. [L.; see VICE-], in the place of; in-
stead of.

vice (vis), n. & v.t. vise.
vice- (vis) , [< L. vice, in the place of another, abl. of
vicis, a change], a prefix meaning one who acts in the

place of, subordinate, deputy, as in vice-president.
vlce-ad-mi*ral (vis'ad'ms-rel), n. a naval officer next in
rank above a rear admiral and below an admiral: abbre-
viated V.A.

vice-ad-mi-ral-ty (vis'ad'ma-rsl-ti), n. the rank, office,
or command of a vice-admiral.

vice-chan cel-lor (vis'chan'sa-ler, vis'chan'sle'r), n.
1. an official next in rank below a chancellor, as of a uni-
versity, and authorized to act as his deputy. 2. in
law, a judge serving as assistant to a chancellor.
Abbreviated V.C.

vice^con-sul (vis'kon's'l), n. an officer who is subordi-
nate to or a substitute for a consul: abbreviated V.C.

vice~con-su-late (vis'kon's'1-it), n. a consular office* of
subordinate rank.

vice-ge-ral (vis'jSr'!), adj. ofca v!6egere&t,
;

vice-ge-ren-cy (vis'jfr'sn-si), n. L' the office, function,
or authority of a vicegerent. 2. -a district ruled by a
vicegerent.

' "

vice-ge-rent (vis'jr'9nt), n. Ml/, vicegerent; L. vicem
gerens, acting in another's place; <;' vicis, a change -H
gerere, to direct], a person appointed'|>y 'another, espe-
cially by a ruler, to exercise

^- f(1 -^- - ------ -' -

authority; deputy; vicar, adj.
of another. 2. characterized b

/

vlc-e*nar-y (vis'9-ner'i), adj.
twenty each], 1. of or consisi__

twenty as the basic unit of notai
vi-cen-ni-al (yi-sen'i-al), adj. [<
of ti^epfcy years < vicies, twenty
1, kappepjpg every twenty years^
for tweiuty _years.

Vi-cen-aja h^chen'tsa), n. a city in
pop., 7f^

' '

vice-pres-indent (vls'prez'g-dant), n. 1. an officer next
in rank below a president, acting in his place during his
absence or incapacity. 2. [V- P-], the elected officer of
this rank in the government of the United States,
acting as president of the Senate, but not as executive
assistant to the President: he succeeds to the Presi-

dency in the event that the President dies or otherwise
leaves office. 3. in some corporations, any of several
officers, each in charge of a separate department. Also
vice president. Abbreviated Vice-Pres., V.P.

vice-pres-i-den-tial (vis'prez'a-den'shsl), adj. of a
vice-president.

vice-re'gal (vls're'gl), adj. [vice- + regal], of a viceroy.

vice-recent (vis're'jant) , n. a person who acts in

place of a regent; deputy regent, adj. of, or holding
the office of, vice-regent.

vice-reine (vis'ran), n. [Pr. vice-reine; vice- (see VICE-)
+ reine (L. regina), queen], the wife of a viceroy.

vice-roy (vis'roi), n. [Fr. viceroi; vice- (see VICE-) -f
roi (L. rex), a king], 1. a person ruling a country,
province, or colony as the deputy of a sovereign. 2. an
American butterfly of striking red and black coloring,
much like the monarch butterfly, but smaller.

vice-roy-al-ty (vis'roi'ol-ti), n. [pi. VICEROYALTIES
(-tiz)], [< Fr. vice-royatitt: see VICE-

m
& ROYALTY],

1. the office, dignity, or authority of a viceroy. 2. his
term of office. 3. a district ruled by a viceroy.

vice-royship (vis'roi-shipO n. [see -SHIP], viceroyalty.
vice squad, that division of a police force charged
with the suppression or control of prostitution, gam-
bling, and other vices.

vi-ce ver-sa (vi'si yur'sa; now often vis' vur'so), [L.],
the order or relation being reversed; conversely: ab-
breviated v.v.

Vi-chy (vish'i, ve'shi; Fr. ve'she'), n. a city in central
France: pop., 29,000 (1946): capital of unoccupied
France (1940-1944).

Vi-chy-ssoise (ve'she'swaz'), n. [Fr.], a thick cream
soup of potatoes, onions, etc., usually served cold: some-
times also Vichysoisse.

Vichy water, 1. a sparkling mineral water found at
Vichy. 2. a natural or manufactured water like this.

vic-i-nage (vis''n-ij), n. [ME.; OFr. visenage, voisenage
< L. vicinus; see VICINITY], 1. the region or area
surrounding a particular place j neighborhood; vicinity.
2. the people living in a particular neighborhood. 3.
the fact of being a neighbor; proximity.

vic-i-nal (vis''n-9p, adj. [L. vicinalis < vicinus; see
VICINITY], 1. neighboring; near-by. 2. designating a
road that is local and not a highway. 3. in mineralogy,
designating faces on a crystal which approximate or
take the place of fundamental planes.

vi-cin
:i-ty (vo-sin's-ti), n. [pi. VICINITIES (-tiz)], [L.

vicinitas < vicinus, near], 1. a being near or close by;
nearness; proximity: as, two theaters in close vicinity.
2. a near-by or surrounding region; neighborhood,

vi-cious (vish'os), adj. [ME.; OPr. vicieus; L. vitiosus,
full of faults, corrupt, vicious < vitium, a fault, vice],
1. given to or characterized by vice or evil; wicked;
Depraved; immoral: as, a vicious person. 2. having a
vice, flaw, fault, or defect; faulty: as, a vicious argu-
ment. 3, having bad habits; unruly; dangerous: as, a
vicious hors!e. 4. malicious; spiteful; mean: as, a
vicious rumor. 5. debasing; corrupting: as, the experi-
ence had a vicious effect on her. 6, [Obs.] f impure, foul,
or noxious, as air or water.
SYN. vicious suggests suck reprehensible qualities as wicked-
ness, depravity, cruelty, etc. i(a vicious bigot, remark, eta);
villainous, more or less synonymous with vicious, suggests
the evil or criminality of a villain (a villainous attaclg; in-
iquitous impHes the absence, of all righteousness of justice and
indiference to moral principles (the inimutous practices of

colonialism); nefarious impBes unspeakable vdckeahess and
total disregard of morality and ethics (a nqfariou$ schejme for

robbing the poor) ,*
infamoks sug^ts scandalous or notorious

wickedness (an irtfamous crime). -ANT. vidpucyusv riglitedtia.

vicious circle, 1. a situation in which the solution of
on problem gives rise to ano^er, but the solution of
this, or of otEer ^robleins rising but of it, 1?ig& back
the first, often with gpesii&r involvement, 2, m lygit,

a) an argument wb4ch is invalid because its oonclu^on
re$fc on a ibreniise wHch itself depends oil the con-
clusion, o) mk definition of a word t>y another wMdi
is fix turn defined'by tfae first. 3, mmwOcme, a <sitiia-

fewtuich one disease or disorder results i4
n ^a 'wtni!aggravates the firs*.

' ]
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Mississippi River: pop., 27,000: besieged (1863) in

the Civil War by Grant: battleground now a national

military park.
vi'COH'ti-ei (vi-kon'ti-al), adj. [Anglo-Fr. < viconte,

viscount, sheriff], of a viscount (sheriff).

Viet., 1. Victoria. 2. Victorian.
vic-tim (vik'tim), n. [L. victima, victim, beast for

sacrifice], 1. .a person or animal killed as a sacrifice

to some god in a religious rite. 2. someone or some-
thing killed, destroyed, injured, or otherwise harmed
by, or suffering from, some act, condition, agency, or
circumstance; as, victims of war. 3. a person who
suffers some loss, especially by being swindled; dupe.

vic-tim-i-za-tion (vik'tim-i-za'shgn, vik'tim-i-za'shsn),
n. a victimizing or being victimized.

vic-tinvize (vik'tim-iz') , v,t. [VICTIMIZED (-izd')t

VICTIMIZING], to make a victim of; specifically, a) to

kill, destroy,! etc. as or like a sacrificial victim, b) to

cheat; swindle; dupe.
Vic-tor (vik'tgr), [L.: see VICTOR (winner)], a masculine
name; diminutive, Vic; feminine, Victoria.

vie-tor (vik'tSr), n. [ME.; L. < mncere, to conquer],
the winner in a battle, struggle, or contest; conqueror.
adj. of, or having the nature of, a victor; victorious.

Victor Emmanuel I, 1759-1824; Italian king of

Sardinia (1802-1821); abdicated,
Victor Emmanuel II, 1820-1878; first king of Italy

(1861-1878).
Victor Emmanuel III, 1869-1947; son of Humbert I;

king of Italy (1900-1946): monarchy dissolved (1946).
Vic-tor-i-a (vik-t6r'i-s, vik-tor'yo), [L.; see VICTORY],
a feminine name: diminutive, Vicky: equivalents, Fr.

Victoire, It. Vittoria, Sp. Vitoria. n. 1. granddaughter
of George III; 1819-1901: queen of Great Britain

(IS^y-IW) and empress of India (1876-1901). 2. a

,

staie of the Commonwealth of Australia: area, 87,884

sq. mi; po!pM 2i05S f
OOO (est. 1947); capital, Melbourne.

3. seaport a&d capital of Hong Kong colony: pop.,

448,000: also called Hong Kong. 4. the capital of

British Columbia, Canada, on Vancouver Island:

pop., 51,000. Abbreviated Vic., Viet.

vic-to-ri-a (vik-tdr'i-o, vikrtor'ya) , n. [after Queen
Victoria], 1. a low four-
wheeled carriage for two
passengers, with a fold-

ing top and a high seat
in front for the coach-
man. 2. an early touring
automobile with a fold-

ing top over the rear
seat. 3. [Mod. L. Vic-
toria re&ia^ lit., royal

VICTORIA
O*l*l J.A.U., AV^jaX

, w.^.-Jt any of a number of related South American
water mies with platterlike leaves up to seven feet in

diameter and lar&e, night-blooming, pineapple^scented
flowers which turn from white to pink.

Victoria, Lake, a lake in east central Africa: area,

24200 sq. mi.: also called Victoria Nyama.
Victoria Cross, the highest British military decoration,

gMd' for deeds of exceptional valor: abbreviated V.C.

Victoria Falls, a waterfall of the Zambezi River,

between Nortnern and Southern Rhodesia, Africa:

height 343 ft.

Victoria Island, &n island of Northwest Territories,M iwrth of me mainland: area, 74,000 sq. mi.;

./JLatad,'^
1

region in Antarctica, west of the

TMW -..-WM Ct%WWp. vik^oVyan), adj. 1. of or

characterl'sti^, 'Of ptr"tfeo when Victoria was gueen
of ^England (1^37~'ijv

!

0l)
f

7 h^nce, 2, showing the middle-

class respe^abW^ffdety,
1

bigotry, etc. .generally
attributed to tt$ Vl:terj^ '3i

j '<iMgnatiog or of

a style of furnittu^ of tfce 19th centwy, characterized

by onmte, lowsry qamag and pettewed tipholstery.

it, a txsrson, especially a wrjte^ of Ufa mxw ol Queen
Victoria;. Abbreviated Viet* ,

;

,

ffetorla NU% the jpjart of tto OTte &*** fe^a
Vktod* to like AJbert: Unatib, 300

of any kind (a victory in battle, in sports, etc.); conquest
implies a victory in which one subjugates others and brings
them under complete control (the conquests of Napoleon);
triumph implies a victory in which one emits because of its

outstanding and decisive character (the triumphs of modern
medicine). ANT. defeat.

vie-tress (vik'tris), n. a female victor.

vic-tro-la (vik-tro'la), n. a phonograph: a trade-mark

(Victrola).
vict-ual (vit/1), n. [ME. & OFr. vitaille, provisions;
LL. victualia, provisions < L. victualisr, of food <
victus, food], 1. [Archaic or Dial.], food or other

provisions. 2. pi. [Dial, or Colloq..], articles of food,
especially when prepared for use. v.t. [VICTUALED or
VICTUALLED (-'Id), VICTUALING Or VICTUALLING], to

supply with victuals, vd. 1. [Rare or Archaic], to eat
or feed. 2. to lay in or take on a supply of food.

vict-ual-er, vict-uaMer (vrt/'l-Sr, vit'leY), n. [ME.
nttailler, vittaler; OFr. vitailleur < mtaillier]. 1. a
person who supplies victuals, as to an army or a ship;
sutler. 2. [British], an innkeeper. 3. a supply ship.

vi-cu-fia (vi-koon'ya, vi-ku/na), n. [pi. VICUNAS (-yaz,

~nsz), VICUNA; see PLURAL, n, p, l],lSp.; of Quechuan
origin), L a cud-chewing animal found wild in the
mountains of South America, related to the llama and
alpaca of the camel family, and domesticated for its

soft, shaggy wool. 2. a soft fabric made from this
wool or from a substitute for it: also vicuna cloth.

Vi-da (ve'ds, vl'da), [W., dim. oiDaMa, fern, of David},
a feminine name.

$vi-de (vi'di), [L., imperative sing, of Mere, to see],

see; refer to: used to direct attention to a particular
page, book, etc. : abbreviated v. f vid.

Jvi-de an-te (vi'di an'ti), [L.], see before (in the book,
etc.) : abbreviated v.a.

Jvi-de iii'fra (vi'di in'fra), [L.],
see below; see further

on (in the book, etc.) : abbreviated v.i.

Jvi-de-11-cet (vi-4el'o-sit), adv. [L. < Mere licet, it is

permitted to see], that is; namely; to wit: abbreviated
viz. 4

'

vid-e-o (vid'i-oO. adj. [L., I see: used by analqgy with

audio], 1. of or used in television. 2. designating or of
the picture phase of a television broadcast, as distin-

guished from the audio (or sound) portion, n* tele-

vision.

Ivi-de post (vi'di post), [L.], see after; see further on
(in the book, etc.).

$vi-de su-pra (vi'di soo'prs, $u'pr.a), [L.], see above (in
the book, etc.): abbreviated v.s.

vi-dette (vi-def), n. a vedette.

$vi-de ut su-pra
'

(vi'di ut soo'pra, su'pra), [LJ, see
what is stated above.

vie (vi), v.i. [VIED (vid), VYING], [MB. men, short for

envien; OFr. envier, to invite, vie in games; L. imitate,
to invite], to struggle for superiority (with someone)
or enter into competition (for something); compete.
v.t. J. [Obs.l, to belt:* wager; 'hazard.^ 2. [RarV'or
Archaic], to dp, offer, display or match in competition
or rivalry: as, they vie$ stories with each other. ,

!

Vi-en-na (vi-en%), 'n. the capital of Austria,, on tne
Danube: pop., 1,731,000 (est. 1948): German namje,
Wien.

'

;

'

|l!

', ;

Vienna International, an 'mternational
'

Soc!ali^t ^Or-

ganization formed at Vienna in 1J>2J, inerged itic 1^3
with the Second Intematioiial to'-feww the fyeto&'*<taad
Socialist International

,

.,

' ' /i" 1

,

'

'

' j

!

;

'

;

'

'
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';

Vienne (vyen), ii a f

ty in southeassterh !traticSes, ,bn
the Rhone River: pop,, 25,000.

; , ''( /'

Vi-en-nese (ve'a-inea/) , 'tidj* of Vienna, tts

culture, etc. n.
fyl. ViANNBSE], *a native or IsMbi^fit

i of Vienna. ; i

;

'

M| i

Vieri'tiane (vyan'tyanO. the qajiital of

Mekong River; pop;, '20,00% i
-

$vi et ar-mis (vi
f et ir^m^), [L/,] with for^e and scums;

with actual violence: iised a M^r'with refiwesiO ta a

trespass which is the direct ttftuse q"

Vi etNtin (ve'st nam',
southeaatecn Asia, formed^
China* comprising Annaoo, T1

126,000 sq. mi; re
two repmblics:
North Yie^Nam

Vfepa, tl< .. .
. ,. ,

Wat-^fflM&e (tfiJtoKnoW), adj. of

VIET-NAMESE], a

m0M OFr

Wtt k tfcferimfl, L>av%
battle or coated; WSOWMM^ oo" " '

VICTOOTS
< Aotorv a
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scene, especially of a landscape. 6. visual appearance
or aspect of something. 7. manner

f
of regarding or

considering something; judgment; opinion: as, may I

have yotir views on the matter ? 8. that which is worked
toward or sought; object; aim; goal: as, he had a view

to bettering his condition. 9. expectation; prospect: as,

we had no view of failure. 10. a general survey or

summary: as, the author gave a brier mew of his book.
11. in law, a formal inspection by the jury of the scene
of the alleged crime, v.t. 1. to inspect; scrutinize. 2.

to see; behold. 3. to survey mentally; consider.

in view, 1. in sight. 2. under consideration. 3. in

mind or memory. 4. as an end or object aimed at.

5. in expectation; as a hope or wish.
in view of, in consideration of; because of.

on view, displayed or exhibited publicly.
point of view, viewpoint.
with a view to, 1. with the purpose of; intending. 2.

with a hope or anticipation of; looking forward to.

$ F1V. view is the general word for that which is exposed to the

sight or lies witliin the range of vision (the view is cut off by
the next building); prospect suggests an extensive view as

afforded by a position from which one can look out to a distance

(a commanding prospect of the countryside) ; scene has aesthe-

tic or dramatic connotations with reference to a view or a

representation of a view (a rustic scene) ; vista suggests a view
seen through a long narrow passage, as between rows of trees.

See also opinion, see.
view finder, a finder (sense 2).
view halloo, a shout given by a huntsman when he
sees the fox break into the open: also view hallo, view
halloa.

view-less (vu/lis), adj. 1. offering no view, or prospect.
2. that cannot be seen; invisible. 3. having or ex-

pressing no views, or opinions.
vieW'polrit (yu'point'), n. 1. place of observation.
2. mental attitude or standpoint. Also point of view.

view-y (vu'i), adj. [VIEWIER (4-r), VIEWIEST (-i-ist)],

[Colfoq.], i l. having odd or fantastic views or opinions;
visionary 2. showy; ostentatious.

vi-ges-i-marCvi-jes^-ml), adj. [< L. vigesimus, var.
ofvicesimus < viceni, twenty each < viginti, twenty],
1, twentieth. 2. of or based on twenty. 3. proceeding
by twenties: as, vigesimal counting.

vig-tt (yij'sl), n. [ME. & OFr. vigile; L. vigilia, a watch
< vigil, awake < vigere, to be vigorous or lively],
1. a purposeful or watchful staying awake during the
usual hours of sleep. 2. a watch kept, or the period of
this. 3. in ecclesiastical usage, a) the eve of a festival,

especially when the eve is a fast. 6) a devotional watch
kept on such an eve. c) pi. devotional services held on
such an eve.

vig-i-lance (vij'a-fons) , n. [Fr.; L. vigilantia], 1. the

quality or state of being vigilant; watchfulness. 2. in

medicine, sleeplessness; insomnia,

vigilance committee, 1. a group of persons organized
without legal authorization professedly to keep order
and punish crime when ordinary law enforcement
agencies apparently fail to do so. 2. especially formerly
in the South, such a group organized to terrorize and
control Negroes and Abolitionists and, during the
Civil War, to suppress support of the Union.

vi^-i-lant (vij'a-tont), adj. [Fr.; L. vigilans, ppr. of

wgilare, to watch < vigil, awake], characterized by
vigilance, or wakeMness; especially, alert to danger;
watchful. SYN. see watchful.

vigMan-te (vij'a-lan'ti) , n. [Sp. t vigilant], a member
of a vigilance committee.

virgin-ti- (vi-jin'ti) [< L. viginti, twenty], a combining
form meaning twenty, as in vigintiangular.

vi-gin-ti-an-gu-lar (vi-jin'ti-ari'gyoo-lSr), adj. having
twenty angles.

vi*gnette (vin-yet'), n. [Pr. t dim. < vigne, a vine],
1. an ornamental design of vine leaves, tendrils, and
grapes, used as a border, inset, heaclpiece, or tailpiece
on a page. 2. any ornamental design or, illustration
used as an inset, headpiece, or tailpiece on a page.
3. a picture or illustration with no definite border,
shading off gradually at the edges; esipec^ally, a photo-
graphic portrait showing omly the head, or the head
and shoulders, and shading off at the edges into the
background. 4. a short literary conagposition cnarac-
terized by compactness, subtlety, ana dttcacy, v*t.

[VIGNETTED (-idj, VIGNETTING], to naake a vignette of ;

specifically, to finish (a photograph) in the manner of
a vignette.

vi gnett er (vin-yet'Sr) , n. in photography*,
a device used

in printing vignettes. ,

vi-giiett-ist (vin~yet'ist), n. a maker of vignettes, >cp a
r, photographer, or writer.

> Comte Al-fred Vic-tor de (al'fred' vk'tdif do
5'), 1797-1863; French poet, Bovelist, ,aad play-

n. a seaport m, northern Spain, on the
p,, 65,000.
), n. [ME. & OFr. vigour; L, vigor <

wgere, to fa strong]., 1. active physicM /og
force or strength; vitality. 2, active or he^
as, the vigor $f a plant, 3. intejnsijtyi o&ce

as, the vigor of her denial. 4, effective legal or binding
force; validity: as, the vigor of a law.

vi'go-:ro-so (ve'g6"-r6*'s6"), adj. [It.], in music, vigorous;
energetic: a direction to the performer.

vig-or-ous (vig'er-as), adj. [ME. mgerous, etc.; OFr.;
ML. vigorosus], 1. living or growing with full vital

strength; strong; robust. 2. of, characterized by, or

requiring vigor or strength. 3. forceful; powerful;
strong; energetic. 4, acting, or ready to act, with
energy and force. SYN. see active.

vig-our (vig'^r), n. vigor: British spelling.

ViTpu-ri (ve'poo-re') n. a city in the Karelo-Finnish
S.S.R., on the Gulf of Finland: pop., 74,000: Swedish
name, Viborg.

vik-ing (vi'kirj), n. [ON. vikingr; cf. AS. wiring], any of
the Scandinavian sea rovers and pirates who ravaged
the coasts of Europe during the 8th, 9th, and 10th
centuries.

vil., village.
vi-la-yet (ve'la-yet') , n. [Turk.; Ar. wilayat < wali,
a ruler, governor], any of the main administrative
districts into which Turkey is divided.

vile (vil), adj. [ME. & OFr. vil; L. vilis, cheap, base],
1. morally base or evil; wicked; ^depraved; sinful. 2.

offensive to the senses or sensibilities; repulsive; dis-

gusting. 3. cheap: worthless. 4. degrading; lowly;
mean: said of conditions, situations, etc. 5. of poor
quality; very inferior: often a generalized counterword
for anything objectionable, as, vile weather. SYN. see
base.

vil-i-fi-ca-tion (vilVfi-ka'shan), n. a vilifying or being
vilified.

vil-i-fy (vil'9-fi'). v.t. [VILIFIED (-fid'), VILIFYING], [LL.
vilificare < L. vilis, cheap, base + facere, to make],
1. to use abusive or slanderous language about or of;

calumniate; revile; defame. 2. [Rare], to degrade.
viM-pend (vil'a-pend'), v.t. [Fr. vilipender; L, vili-

penaere < vilis, vile + pendere, to weigh, consider],
1. to treat or regard contemptuously or slightingly;
disparage; belittle. 2, to vilify; revile.

vil-la (vil'a), n. [It.; L., a country seat, farm], 1.

originally, a country house, with its outbuildings and
grounds. 2. a rural or suburban residence, especially
one that is large and pretentious.

ViMa, Fran-cis-co (fran-ses'k6 ve'ya), (born Doroteo
Arango), 1877-1923; Mexican revolutionary leader;
called Pancho Villa.

vil-la-dom (vil'o-dom), n. [villa + -dom], [Chiefly
British], villas and their occupants, collectively; sub-
urban society, regarded as smug, dull, and well-to-do.

village (vil'ij), n. [ME.; OFr.; L, villaticus, belonging
to a country house < villa, a country house, farm],
1. a group of houses in the country, larger than a
hamlet and smaller than a city or town. 2. such a
community incorporated as a municipality. 3. the
people of a village, collectively; villagers. 4. a group
or cluster of the habitations of animals or birds: as, a
prairie-dog village, adj. of or characteristic of a village.
Abbreviated v., vil.

village community, a primitive type B
of organized

farming community, regarded as the basic self-govern-
ing political unit from which the modern state de-

veloped, and characterized by communal ownership
of land, part of which was apportioned among house-
holders for cultivation, the nonarable part being left

as common land.

vll'lag-er (vil'ij-e'r), n. a person who lives in a viHag_e.
viHafn (vil'sn), n. [ME. vilein; OFr. vilavn; LL.
villanus, a farm servant < villa, a country seat, farm],
1. a person guilty or capable of committing great
crimes; wicked person; scoundrel. 2. a wickea or

unprincipled character in a novel, play, etc. who
opposes the protagonist or hero. 3. in the theater &
motion pictures, an actor regularly cast in the role of
such a character. 4. a villein. 5. [Obs.] a boorish or
clownish rustic person.

viMain-ous (vil'an-Qs), adj. 1. of, like, or characteristic

of a villain; depraved; evil; criminal. 2. very bad;
disagreeable;, objectionable. SYN. see vicious.

vjl-laltt-y (vu'aa-i), n. 1*1. VILLAINIES (4z))f [1$E.
vileini$; Anglo-Fr. & OFr, vilainie < vilainj, I. the
fact or state of being villainous, 2. villainous conduct.
3, a villainous act; crime. 4. [Obs.],, viHeuiagei.

W-!*i~Lo*|>0st Hel-tor (S'toor vaia-l&'boQsh), J,a81- ;

Brazilian composer.
vU*j!si3Ei*

i

a]gie (vil^9|irM) it* villeinage* <

i^yjflpUMR (4; It. nji)], ftt,, fata,, dun. of villano < IX.
villaniis; see VILLAIN], 1, an old rustic Italian song
0a4vawoxn.f>anying dance. 2 r a type of lot{irceatury

lysppg I|OJP tsnac^ompanied voices, like the madrigalt
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ViMars, Claude Lou-is Hec-tor de (klod Iwe ek'toV
da ve'lar'), Due de Villars, 1653-1734; French general;
marshal of France.

viHat-ic (vi-lat'ik), adj. [L. villaticus], of a villa,
country house, or farm; rustic; rural.

viMein (vil'an), n. [ME.; see VILLAIN], in feudal Eng-
land, any member of a class of serfs, or peasants, who
j>y the 13th century had become freemen in their legal
relations to all others except their lord, to whom they
remained entirely subject as slaves.

villein-age, vil len-age (vil'an-ij), n. [Anglo-Fr. &
OFr. vilienage < villein, wlain; see VILLAIN], in feudal
law, 1. the status or condition of a villein. 2. the
conditions of tenure by which a villein held his land.
Also spelled villanage.
viMi (vil'i), n. plural of villus.

ViMiers, Frederic (vil'Srz, vil'ygrz), 1852-1922;
English artist and war correspondent.

Villiers, George, 1. first Duke of Buckingham,
1592-1628; English statesman: lord high admiral;
assassinated. 2. second Duke of Buckingham, 1628-
1687; son of the above; English statesman.

vil4i-form (vil'9-f6rm') adj. [< villus -form], like

I
villi in/form or appearance; like the pile or nap of
velvet? as the small, closely set teeth of certain fishes.

ViMon*. Francois uraVswa' ve'yowQ, (born Francois
de Montcorbier), 1431- ?; French lyric poet; banished

vil-fbse (vil'os), adj. villous.

vu'los-i-ty (vi-losVti), n. [pi. VILLOSITIES (-tiz)], 1.

the condition of being villous. 2. a villus. 3. a coating
or surface of villi.

vil-lous (vil'as), adj. [ME.; L. villosus], of, having the
nature of, or covered with vili.
villus (vil'os), n. {pi. VBULI (-1)], [L. f shaggy hair,
tuft of hair, var. of vellus, a fleece, wool], 1. in anatomy,
any of numerous hairEke or fingerlike vascular pro-
cesses on certain mucous membranes of the body, as
of the small intestine, serving to secrete mucus and
absorb fats* etc. 2. in botany, any of the long, soft,
fine hairs on certain plants.

Vil-na (vi)/3dfer Russ. verna), n. Vilnius.

Vil*lki*U9 (vft%i-oos
A
), n. the capital of the Lithuanian

S.S.R.: pop., 209,000: Russian name, Vilna; Polish
name, Wilno,
vim (vim), n. [L., ace. of vis, strength], energy;
vi-men (vi'men), n. [pi. VIMINA (vim/a-no)]
twig < base of viere, to bend, twist], in

lonfc,flexible shoot.
Vim/i*1aai (vim'a-n'l) , n. one of the seven hills on which
ancient Jlome was built.

vim-i-nal jpdrh'o-nl), adj. [L. viminalis < vimen; see

j, o|, consisting of, or having twigs.
jjwmnfrffft), adj. [L. vimineus < vimen,

a twig], It Wft4& ^ulTOven of twigs. 2, in botany,
of or having long, fieiwte, 1?w|gs.

v. imp., impersonal verofc ^'1 u\\ -,,

Vi-iw
ii (v8

/
anS'). n* a towBi%ojpbem France: a battle

(IPiJo^teif porld War I toOaCi ;pla6 on a iieasr-by ridge.

tvipdt
(

Ci|SS^^yB^"Ji' wwte. ,
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vina (ve'na), n. [Sans. z^5], a Hindu musical instru-
mcnt of wie , isjytffleiif

'

Jcs^Qiily * it *ias^ sove^t, strings on a
long, fretted fingerboard, which is attached to two
gourds serving as reaoirjjatars-,
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wine], 1. of or like wine or grajpes.' & w^e^agfewed? 9

vin-ai'grette (vin'i-gref), n. [Fr. <, i^^>^ v^iefi
1, a "small ornamental box or bottle wit

~ ~

lid, lised for holding aromatic vinegar,
etc. 2. vinaigrette sauce.

^
*

rette sauce, a savory sauce made of vinegar,

dps, etc*, aa^d tised oa cold m$ats, ,
.

(vaw' blawk') P^J? white wine.

VV0HMWW/; /or 2* IT, vaw'seaO w. 1. aA |WTW*.I
( Waba^ j^.^^. ^ f 19,000:

2. a qity in northern
% (19461..- < mncens, ppr. of

martyr; patron
iary 22.

priest"

Jvin-cit om-ni-a ve-ri-tas (vm'sit om'ni-9 ver'i-tasO.
[L.], truth conquers all things.

vin-cu-lum (virj'kyoo-lsm), n. {pi. VINCULA (-la)], [L. <
vincere, to bind], 1. that which binds; bond; tie.

2. in anatomy, a band, connecting fold, or ligament;
frenum. 3. in mathematics, a line drawn over two or
more terms of a compound quantity to show that
they are to be treated together (e.g., a x-f-y),

tvin-cu-lum ma-tri-moni-i (vig'kyoo-lam mat'ri-
mo'ni-i'), [L.], the bond of matrimony; marriage tie.

Vind-hya Hills (vind'ya), a range of hills in central
India, north of the Narbada River.

Vind-hya Pra-desh (vind'ya pra'desh), a state of cen-
tral India: area, 24,610 sq. mi.; pop., 3,569,000 (est.

1950) ; capital, Rewa.
vin-di-ca-biH-ty (vn^di-ka-bilVti) , n. the state or
quality of being vindicable.

vin-di-ca-ble (vin'di-ks-bl), adj. |< L. vindicate; -f

-able], that can be vindicated; justifiable; defensible.
vin-di-cate (vin'da-kat'), v.t. [VINDICATED (-id), VIN-
DICATING], [< L. vindicates, pp. of vindicate, to claim,
avenge < mm, ace. sing, of ms, force + dicere, to say],
1. to clear from criticism, censure

f suspicion, etc.; up-
hold by evidence or argument. 2. to defend or main-
tain (a cause, claim, etc.) against opposition. 3. to
serve as justification for; justify: as, nis success vindi-
cated their belief in him. 4. to claim or establish

possession of (for oneself or another). 5. [Obs.], a) to

avenge; revenge, b) to punish. SYN. see absolve.
vuvdi-ca-tion (yin'do-ka'shsn), n. [L. vindicatio, a
claiming < vindicare; see VINDICATE], 1. a vindicating
or being vindicated

\ justification. 2. a fact or cir-

cumstance that vindicates, or justifies. 3. assertion or

maintenance, as of a claim.
vin-dic-a-tive (yin'da-ka'tiv, vin-dik'a-tiv) , adj. [ML.
vindicatiws; cf. Fr. vindicatif], serving to vindicate;
defending; justifying.

vin*di'ca-tor (vin'da-ka'tSr), n. [LL.], a person who
vindicates..

vin-di-ca-to-ry (vin'di-ka-tSr'i vin'di-ka-to'ri), adj.
1. serving to vindicate: vinoicatave. 2. punishing;
avenging; bringing retribution,

vin'diotive (vin-dik'tiv), adj. [abbrev. < vindicative

(by association with L. vindicta, a revenge) < vin-

dicatus; see, VINDICATE], 1. revengeful in spirit; in-

clinexl to vengeance. 2. said or done in revenge; char-

acterize^ by vengeance: as, vindictive punishment.
5j )̂

__T|n<|ictjve stresses the unforgiving nature of one who
is animated by a desire to get even with another for a wrong,
injury, etc. (irindictin feelings); vengeful and revengeful
more directly stress the strong impulsion to action and the
actual seeking of vengeance (a vengeful, or revengeful, foe);

spiteful implies a mean or maiicious vindictiveness (spiteful

gossip) .

vine (vin), n. [ME.; OFr. vine, vigne; L. vinea, a vine
< vinum, wine; akin to Gr. owe, vine (cf. WINE); the
word is prob. a loan word from a pre-IE. language
of the Pontus region], 1. any plant with a long, thin
stem that grows along the ground or climbs a wall or

other support by means of tendrils, etc, 2. the stem
of such a plant. 3. a grapevine.

vine-dress-er (vin'dres'gr), n. a person who cultivates

or prunes grapevines.
vin e gar (vin'i-ger), n. [ME. vinegre; OFr. vinai&re <
vin, wine + atgre (L. acer), sour], 1, a sour liquid

containing acetic acid, made by fermenting1 dilute

alcoholic Squids, as cider, wine, malt, etc.: it is used as

a condiment and. preservative. 2. sour or ill-tempered'. character, etc. > ,
!

r *
.

'

wdrm), a small nematode wormipnnd

n. [<

iwest and in Mexico,
or having the
speech or dis-

p ;ktid other fermenting liquids.
- --,,.l*<s4Bf^fr?*/

). :
a vinaigrette.
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vinificator 1628 virelay

vin-i-fi-ca-tor (vin'a-fi-ka'ter), n. [< mni- + L. -Jicatus,

pp. of -jfr<w* (in corap.. tarfacere), to make; -f -or], an

apparatus for collecting and condensing the alcohol

vapors which rise from fermenting wine.

vln-om-e-ter (vin-om'a-ter, vi-nom'a-ter), n. [< L.

mnum, wine; + -meter], a hydrometer for determining
the percentage of alcohol in a wine.

tvin or-di-naire (vaw' or'de'ntr'), [Fr. ( lit., ordinary

winej, any cheap red wine customarily served with
meals in France.

vi-nos-i-ty (vi-nos's-ti), n. [LL. ninosttos], 1. the state

or quality of being vinous. 2. addiction to wine.

vi-nous (vi'nas), adj. [L. vinosus, full of wine < L.

vinum, wine], 1. of, having the nature of, or charac-

teristic of wine. 2. a) addicted to drinking wine. &)

resulting from such addiction: as, in a vinous state.

3. of the color of red wine; vinaceous.

Yin-son, Frederick Moore (vin'san), 1890-1953; chief

justice of the United States (1946-1953).
vin-tage (vin'tij) , n- [altered (after vintner) < ME.
vindage, vendage; OPr. vendange < L. vindemia,

vintage < vinum, wine + demere, to remove < de-,

off + emere, to take], I. the crop or yield of a par-
ticular vineyard or grape-growing region in a single

season, with reference either to the grapes or the
resultant wine. 2. wine; especially, the wine of a

particular region in a specified year. 3. the region or

year of a particular wine. 4. the act or season of

gathering grapes or of making wine. 5. the type or

model of a particular, especially earlier, time: as, an
automobile of ancient vintage, adj. of a good vintage;
choice: as, vintage wine.

vin-tag-er (vin'tij-er) , n. [< vintage + -er], a person
who harvests wine grapes.

vimt-ner (vint'ner), n. [altered < ME. viniter, a vintner;
OFr. vinetier, vinotier < vinot, dim, of vin (L. vinum),
wine], [Chiefly British], a person who sells wine, espe-
cially at wholesale; wine merchant.

vin-y (vin'i), adj. [VINIER (-i-?r), VINIEST (-i-ist)],

1. of, or having the nature of, vines. 2. abounding in

vines; covered with vines.

vl-nyl (vi'nil, vin'il), n. [< L. vinum, wine; + -yl],
the monovalent radical CHjCH, characteristic of many
derivatives of ethylene, its hydride: various vinyl
compounds are polymerized to form resins and plastics,
usecf as for high-fidelity, unbreakable phonograph
records.

vi-ol (vi'sl), n. [altered (after Fr. viole) < earlier vielle;
OFr. vielle,

1 ML. vitula; cf. FIDDLE], 1. any of an early
family of stringed instruments, forerunner of the
violin family, characterized generally by six strings,
frets, a flat back, and C-shaped sound holes. 2. any
instrument of the violin family: as, the bass viol,

Vi-o*la (vi-o'la, vi-o'fo; esp. for n., vi's-b), [< L. viola,
& violet], a feminine name: diminutive, Vi. n. the
heroine of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.

vi-o4a (vi-o'la, vi-o'la; It. vyd'la), ru [It. < same source
as viol], 1. a stringed instrument of the violin family,
slightly larger than a violin and tuned a fifth lower. 2.

an organ stop, generally of 8-foot pitch, producing a
tone somewhat like that of a viola.

vi-O'la (vi'd-la, vi-o'la), n. [MIS.; L., a violet], any of a
large group of plants including the violet, pansy, etc,

?i-o-Ia-blM-ty (yi'a-b-bil'a-ti), n. the state or condition
of being violaole.

vi o lable (vi'a-la-b'l). adj. [L. violabilis < violare; see

v _- ... -_,, .. JL. violaceus, violet-
colored < viola, a violet], 1. violet in color. 2. in
botany, of the violet family.

viola clef, the C clef on the third line; alto del.
Jvio la da braocio (vyS'la da brat'cho"), [It., lit., viol
for the arm], an early stringed instrument of the viol
family, lorerunner of tlie viola,

Jvi o la da gam ba (vyfc'la da gam'ba), [It., lit., viol
for me leg], 1. an early stringed instrument of the viol
family, held between the knees like the violoncello
of which it is the forerunner. 2. an organ stop of 8-
fcot pitch, producing a stringlike tone,

tyiO'la d'a mo re (yydla da-md're), [It,, lit, viol of

lovej, an early stringed instrument of the viol family
having sympathetic strings of wire strewed behind
the bowed strings, producing soft, clear, ringing towes.

vi-olate (viVlatO, v.t. {VIOLATED (-id), VUOLATWG],
[ME. violaten < L. violatus, pp. of violare, to use force
^ vMencej, L to break (a law, rule, prowiise, ete,):

(fail!;to keep or observe; infringe OIL 2, to rape (a girl

^^Wfuafyr ravish,
1

3. to treat Without reveretoce;
ole^ecrate or profane, as a sacred place. 4. to break in-'-'

pijterrupt; disturb: as, I shaU not wotote his
""

5. to offend, insult r OMbrage: a& fe cal-
nay sense of decency. 6. ifObai to'

vi-p-lative (vi's-la'tiv), adj. serving or tending to
violate.

vi-o-la-tor (vi'g-la'te'r), n. a person who violates.
vi-o-lence (yi's-bns), n. [ME.; OPr.; L. violentia <
violentus, violent], 1. physical force used so as to
injure or damage; roughness in action. 2. a use of
force so as to injure or damage; rough, injurious
act. 3. natural or physical energy or force in action;
intensity; severity: as, the violence of the storm.
4. unjust use of force or power, as in deprivation of

rights. 5. great force or strength of feeling, conduct,
or language; passion; fury.^ 6. distortion of meaning,
phrasing, etc.: as, to do violence to a text. 7. dese-
cration; profanation.

vi-p-lent (vi's-bnt), adj. [ME.; QPr.; L. violentus,
violent], 1. acting with or characterized by great
physical force, so as to injure or damage; rough. 2.

acting or characterized by force unlawfully used.
3. caused by violence: as, a violent deatX 4. showing,
or resulting from, strong feeling or emotion; passionate;
immoderate; furious: as, violent language. \5. extreme;
intense; very strong: as, a violent storm. 6. fending to
distort the meaning: as, a violent construction <?f a text.

vi-o-leS'Cent (vi^-les'^t), adj* [< L. viola, a violet; -j-

-escent], shading off toward a violet color. x
Vi-o-let (yi'a-lit), [< violet, the flower], a feminine naftae:
diminutive, Vi,

vi-o-let (vi'a-lit), n. [ME,; OFr. violette, dim. of viole;
L. viola, a violet; cf. VIOLA], 1. any of a number of
related short plants with fragrant white, blue, purple,
or yellow flowers. 2. the flower of any of these plants.
3. any of various similar but unrelated plants, or their
flowers. 4. a bluish-purple color, adj. of a violet color.

violet ray, 1. the shortest ray of the visible spectrum,
producing the color violet. 2. loosely, the ultraviolet

ray.
vi-o-lin (viVlin'). n. [It. violino, dim. of viola, a viol],
1. any instrument of the modern
family of string instruments played
with a bow, developed from the
viol and characterized by four
strings, a lack of frets, a some-
what rounded back, and /-shaped
sound holes; specifically, the
smallest and highest pitched in-

strument of this family, held
horizontally under the chin, rest-

ing against the collarbone; fiddle.
2. a violinist, especially as a
member of an orchestra. Abbrevi-
ated v.

violinist (vi'a-lin'ist) , n. fit.

violinista], a player on the violin.
vi oMst (vi'al-ist; for 2, yi-o'list),
n. 1. a player on the viol. 2. a
player on the viola.
violoncellist (ve'a-lon-chel'ist,
vt'a-bn-chel'ist), n. a cellist.

vi o Ion eel lo (vS'a-lon-chd'6, vi'-

a-lan-chel'o), n. \pl. VIOLONCELLOS
(-oz)], [It., dim. of violone, bass
viol < viola, viol), a cello.

mentative of viola, a viol), 1. the
contrabass; double bass. 2. an
organ stop of 16-foot pitch pro-
ducing a stringlike tone.

vi os ter ol (vl-os'ber-ol', vi-os'ter-ol'), n. [ultrawolet 4-

ergosterol], a preparation of ergosterol, irradiated with
ultraviolet rays and dissolved in oil, used in medicine
to supply a vitamin D deficiency.

V.I.P., VIP, [SlangL very important person.
vi-per (yi^pgr), H* [OFr.J H. vipera, short for vivipara,
producing live young: prob, < t?ps, living + parere,
to bear], 1. a snake belonging to either of two world-
wide groups of venomous; snakes: the true vipers,
found in Europe, Afr|c*, and Asia, include tho common,
horned, or long-nosed vipers, pttfE adders

t etc., and
the pit vipers, foimd In Asia and America, include the
water viper, copperhead, ler-de-lance, bushntaster,
rattlesnake, ete. 2. any ol various other venomous or
supposedly venoaaaotis snakes. 3* a maliciotis or spite-
ful person. 4. & treachefotis pearson.

vi-per-ine (vfpgrrin, vFpgrrinO* adj. fL v$jrerinus],
of, aaving th^natoe of, or Eke that of viper; ven-
oniotus,. ',
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vi-jpOT'igh (yi'pe^-ish)< , adj. viperous; venomous;

?K ' finger

e nature 1
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vireo 1620 virtu

prob. altered after lai (cf. LAY, kind of poem) < OPr.
virli, vireli, jingle used as the refrain of a song], 1. an
old French form of short poem, consisting of short
lines with two rhymes and having two opening lines
repeated at intervals. 2. any of several other more
or less similar verse forms, especially one consisting
of stanzas that have some shorter lines and some
longer lines, the lines of each sort rhyming together
in each stanza and the rhyme of the longer lines of
one stanza being a repetition of that of the shorter
lines of the preceding stanza.

vir-e-o (vir'i-o'), n. [pi. VIREOS (-oz')L [L., greenfinch],
any of a number of small, insect-eating North American
songbirds, with olive-green or gray plumage.

vir-e-o-nine (vir'i-9-nin/, vir'i-a-nin) , adj. of or like a
vireo; of the vireo family, n. a bird of this family.

vi-res-cence (v!-res''ns), n. [< virescent], the condition
of becoming green; specifically, in botany, the turning
green of petals or other parts that are not normally so,

due to the abnormal presence of chlorophyll.
vi-res-cent (vi-res'*nt), adj. [L. virescens, ppr. of

virescere, to grow green < virere, to be green], 1.

turning or becoming green, 2. greenish.

Virg., Virginia.
viriljyfe /(vuVgit, vfir'gat), n. [ML. virgata (terrae) <
L, Wripft, a rod, twig: used, as transl. of AS. gierdland,

yardland], an old English measure of land varying
greatly in size, but most commonly equal to a quarter
of a hide, or about thirty acres.

Vir-gate (vur'git, v^r'gSt), adj. [L. virgatus, made of

twigs < virga, a twig]', in botany, 1. shaped like a rod
or wand. 2. having many small twigs.

Vlr-gil (vur'jil), [< L. VeYgilius, name of the Roman
gens to which the #oet belonged], a masculine name.
n. (Publius Vergilius Maro), Roman poet; 70-19 B.C.;
author of The Aeneid, etc. Also spelled Vergil.

the Poetry
vir-gln (vur'jin), , __, ___ ... _.

virginis, a maiden; ? akin to virga, slender branch,
twig, shoot], 1. a) a woman, especially a voung
woman, who has not had sexual intercourse; nence,

6) a girl or unmarried woman. 2. less commonly, a
man, especially a youth, who has not had sexual
intercourse. 3, a female animal that has not copulated,
4* in astronomy, the constellation Virgo. 5. in ecclesi-

astical usage, a) a member of a religious order or women,
as a nun, who has taken a vow of chastrtjr. &) [VJ,
Mary, the mother of Jesus: usually with the. 6. in

entomology, a female insect that lays eggs without

Impregnation by the male. adj. 1. being a virgin.
2. composed of virgins. 3. characteristic of or proper
to a virgin; chaste

;
modest. 4. like or suggesting a

1

i

^%|rttt'^caiisb| ttntdfictiecl, unmarked, pure, clean, etc. :

as, virgin snow. 5* tijp'tp this time unused, untrod,
uncultivated, tmolsoovered, etc. by man: as, virgin
forest. 6. never having ted contact with or experience

(of) ; aft, a forest virgin of winters, 7. occurring un-
edwbined in its native forta: aft, virgin silver. 8. being
tie lift; initial: as, a virgin voyage. 9. a) obtained
from the first pressing, without the use of heat: said of
an oil, *6 off SNs> fr; obtained dWctlv from an ore or
from the first smelting: said of a metal.

virftin al (vr'ti-nl) adj. [ME,; OFr.: I/, vir&nalis],
1. of, charaofefWsM^^ or proj)er^to & virgin; maidenly.
2. remaining in ft state of virginity. 3. pure; n*esh;

untouched; unsullied, 4. in zoology, not fertilized.

vir-gto-ni (tlfrji-n'lj,; njt fJPr. viygjnafo; ? < titt^ jprec.

0$7t jiiifct played by \

tiff

1

pfft): ? < Lt f&W
a rod, jack (sense
8)], ft harpsichord;
specially . a small,

recl^ngtjylaf" Jjarpsi*

chor<3( orthfc 16th
century, placed on
s table or held in

tt&f$1&ffeplfcigad:
pxnef

Virginia City, a town in western Nevada, formerly a
center of gold and silver mining: site of the discovery
(1859) of the Comstock Lode: pop., 1,000.

Virginia cowslip (or bluebell), a plant with clusters
of blue or purple bell-shaped flowers that develop
from pink buds.

Virginia creeper, a climbing vine having leaflets in

groups of five, greenish flowers, and Dluish-black
berries: also called American ivy, woodbine.

Virginia deer, any of a large group of American white-
tailed deer having a white-spotted red coat in summer
and a diffuse gray-brown coat in winters found from
Canada to Peru.

Virginia fence, a zigzag fence made of rails'laid across
each other at the ends; worm fence: also yir&inia
rail fence.

Vir-gin-ian (vgr-im'ysn), adj. of Virginia.* 'n. a native
or inhabitant of Virginia.

Virginia reel, 1 . a country dance, the American variety
of the reel, performed by a number of couples facing
each other in two parallel lines* 2. music for this dance.

Virginia trumpet flower, any of a number of related
climbing plants with clusters of orange-red, trumpet-
shaped flowers; trumpet creeper.

Jvir-gi-ni-bus pu e-ris-que (ver-jin'a-bas pu/er-is'kwi) ,

[L.], for girls and boys.
Virgin Islands, a group of islands in the West Indies,
east of Puerto Rico: some belong to the United States
and some to Great Britain: abbreviated V.I.
British Virgin Islands, those of the Virgin Islands that
are a part of the Leeward Islands colony of Great
Britain: area, 58 sq. mi.; pop., 7,000 (est. 1946);
capital, Road Town.
Virgin Islands of theJUnited States, those of the Virgin
Islands that the United States bought from Denmark
in 1917: area, 133 sq. mi.; pop., 27,000 (est. 1947);
capital, Charlotte Amalie: formerly called Danish
West Indies.

vlr-gin-i-ty (y&r-jin'a-ti), n. [ME. virginite; OFr.
virginit6;:L.virginitas],l. the State or fact of being a
virgin; maidenhood, cnastity, spinsterhood, etc. 2. the
state of being virgin, pure, clean, untouched, etc.

vir-gin-i-um (vr-;jin'i-9m), n. [Mod. L. < Virginia
(the State)], a name given to chemical element 87,
_

^osedly discovered in 1930: symbol, Vi: cf. francium.
i Mary, Mary, the mother of Jesus.
i Queen, Queen Elizabeth I of England.

B,wjj"8-boW'er (vflr'iinz-bpu'er) , n. a white-flowered,

nfoling Variety of clematis.

Virgw wool wool that has never before been processed.

Vir-fa (Vur?'gQ), n. [ME.; L., lit., virgin], 1. an equa-
torial constellation between Leo and Libra, supposedly
outlining & woman, and containing 39 visible stars of

whicb Sjica is the brightest; the Virgin: see constella-

tion, chart, 2, the sixth sign of the zodiac (W), which
the sun enters about August 22: see zodiac, illus.

virgu4ate (vur'gyoo-lit, vftVgyoo-laV), adj. [< L,

virgnla (see VIRGXJI^D); 4- *ate], rod-shaped.
Vir-gule (vur'gul), it. rfe: L. vw&da,

f
a small rod, twig,

dim. of virga, a slender branch, twig, shoot], a short

diagonal line (/) placed between two words to indicate

that either word can be used in interpreting the state-

ment. Example: and/of; ie., either Mandf> ot "or".

vir-i dee cence (virV-des/'ns), it. the quality or state of

being viridescent; greenishness.
vir ides-cent (virWes''nt), adj* 0LL. vifidtscms, ppr.
of viridescere, to become green <#*#**, green], green-

ish; somewhat green. '

,,.
H*fld*!aii (v9-rid'i-n), ft* [< Lt wr*dwsv t

bluish-green pigment, hydr&ted cnrofnie

)n. [OPr.
* green], 1. greenness, as of ote? leaves or

,erdancy j hence, 2. freshness

vl'rsl)* adj. PPV. ttjSt L;
. base see WBREWoLl

, otf "dto#acterfetfe< of an adult n
2. lvi manly strength OIF

the ab-
sexual cliar-

I laciial hair.
the

acteristics in 'a woman,

vi-ro-sis (vf^o'sis) ,

virus - "0si?J, any

V. te., Regular
^

a omiwi ftMha], a

fcrttetifc bfea^mtO^
"

farej of otherwise such AS

s* a collectoir, 3. sucfo art objects and ctun%
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*al (viir'choo-al), adj. [ME. vertual; ML. vir-

^.frt L- virtus, strength, virtue], 1. being so in effect
or esseo.ce, although not In actual fact or name: as,

IrtB fe a virtual stranger, although we've met. 2, [Rare
iOT, Archaic], effective because of certain inherent
virtues, or powers. __

vir*tn-al*i-ty (vur'choo-al'9-ti), n. the state or quality
of being virtual.

vir'tu-aMy (vur'choo-ol-i), adv. in effect although not
in fact; fee all practical purposes: as, virtually identical.

vlr-tue (vur'chdo), n. [ME. & OFr. vertu, virtue, good-
ness, power; L. virtus, manliness, worth], 1. general
moral excellence; right action and thinking; goodness
o character. 2. a specific moral quality regarded as

good or meritorious: as, generosity is a great virtue;

specifically, in philosophy & theology, any of the
cardinal virtues or the theological virtues. 3. chastity,

especially in a woman. 4. a) excellence in general;
merit; value: as, there is some virtue in what you say.

5) a specific excellence; good quality or feature: as,

tne virtues of teaching as a profession. 5. effective

power or force; efficacy; potency; especially, the ability
to heal or strengthen: as, the virtue of a medicine.
6. lpbs.] manly quality; strength, courage, etc. 7.

pi. in theology, one of the orders of angels.
by (or in) virtue of, because of; on the grounds of.

make a virtue of necessity, to do what one has to do
as if from inclination or a sense of duty. .

vir-tu-08-I-ty (vfrr'choo-osVti), n. [pi. VIRTUOSITIES

(-tiz)], [< virtuoso], 1. interest in or taste for the fine

arts; especially, a sensitive but amateur or trifling
interest. 2. great technical skill in some fine art,

especially in the performance of music; sometimes,
mere technical skill. 3. virtuosos (sense 1) collectively.

vir-tu-o-so (vftr'choo-o'so), n. (pi. VIRTUOSOS (-soz),
VIRTUOSI (-si)], [It., skilled, learned; LL. virtuosus;
see VIRTUOUS], 1. a person with great interest and
sensitive taste in the fine arts; collector or connoisseur
of art objects or curios, 2. a person having great
technical skill in some fine art, especially in the per-
formance of music. 3. [Obs.], a person learned in the
arts and sciences; scholar; savant. SYN. see aesthete.

vli>tu-oii8 (vur'choo-ss), adj. [ME. & OFr. vertuous;
LL. virtuosus < L. virtus, worth, virtue], 1. having, or

characterized by, moral virtue; righteous. 2. chaste:
said of a woman. 3. (Archaic], having effective virtue,^ .11. _as__., SYN. see chaste, moral.

as, vir'oo-lons), n, DLL. viru~
of Tbeing virulent or poisonous;

, r__rf_s^!,as
t ofpoison, 2., the relative iB^ecfciousness

of a microorganism causing disease. 3. violent or bitter

animsosity.
'

<

,'
,

> >' ,'

'

' ' '

,'

viiMi'Ien-cy (vii/yoo-bn-si, vir'oo-lan-si^ n. virulence.

viral-lent (vir'yoo-iQnt, vtr'o4aat) , alj. [ME. vertlent;
Lr.

f
virulentu$, full of poison < virus

3
a poison], 1.

poisonous; venomous; extremely iniurious; deadly.
2. bitterly hostile; violently antagonistic or spiteful:

full^of hate and enmity. 3. in medicine, a) violensfc and
rapid in its course; highly malignant: said of a disease.

b) able to overcome the natural defenses of the host;
highly infectious: said of a microorganism.

vi-rus (vi'rss), n. [L., a slimy liquid, poison; cf FIT-
CHEW], 1. venom, as of a snake. 2. a) any of a group
of tdtramicroscppic or submicroscopic infective agents
that cause vari9us diseases, as smallpox: viruses are
capable of multiplying in connection with living cells
and are variously regarded as living organisms and as
complex proteins, fy specifically, a filtrable virus, c)
the exudation from the vesicles of cowpox, used as a
vaccine for smallpox. 3. anything that corrupts or
poisons the mind or character; evil or harmful influence.

Jvis (vis), n. [pi VIRBS (vl'rez)], [L.], force; strengtk
Vis., 1. Viscount. 2, Viscountess.
vi-sa (ve'za), n. [Pr.; L. fern, of visus, pp. of vfdere, to
see], an endorsement stamped or written on*a passsportj,
showing that it has been examined by me proper
officials of a country and granting entry injto ,tfiat

C9untry. v.t. [VISAED (-zQdT, VISAING! fc tft.ptyt.a
visa on (a passport). 2. to give a v^sa to (soa

v

vis-age (viz'ij), n. [ME.; OPr. < vts, a face; !

ajook, a seeing < pp. of videre, to seel, 1. 1^,.
with reference to the form and proportions^ of
features or to the expression; coun^enaaaQe. 2.

ance; aspect. SYN. see face.

-vis-aged (viz'ijd), a combining form meaning
a (specified) kind of visage, as in roundvi$a&ed.

vis-ard (viz'Srd), n. a vizard.
vis-a-vis (ve'za-ve'; Fr. ve'za've'), adj. * adv. [PrJ,
face to face; opposite, prep. 1. face to face with;
opposite to. 2. in comparison with; in relation tp. p,
1. &

t person who is face to face with another, as in
fencing. 2. a carriage with facing seats. 3. an S-
shaped seat or sofa on which two people can sit facing
each* other.

Vi 8a yan foMftrgn). n. 1. a member of aWe racial
group I the Visayan Islands and northem Mmdanao
2. the MAy language of the Visayans, Also Blsayan.

. ^h, a group of islands in the central
lippines: also

~"

Vis-by (viz'bi; Sw. ves'bti), n. a seaport on Gotland, a
Swedish island in the Baltic: member of the former
Hanseatic League: pop., 14,000: German name, Wisby

Vise., 1. Viscount. 2. Viscountess.
vis-ca-cha (vis-ka'cho), n. [Sp. < Quechua uiscacha,
huiscacha], any of a group of large burrowing rodents
of South America, related to the chinchilla.

vls-cer-a (vis'er-a), n.pl. [sing, (rare) viscus (-kas)L
[L., pi. of viscus, inner parts of the body], 1. the
internal organs of the body, especially of the thorax
and abdomen, as the heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
intestines, etc. 2. popularly, the intestines.

vis-cer-al (vis'Sr-ol^od/. [ML. visceralis], of, having the
nature of, situated in, or affecting the viscera.

vis-cid (vis'id), adj. [LL. viscidus, sticky < L. viscum,
mscus t birdlime], 1. thick, sirupy, and sticky; viscous!
2. covered with a viscid substance: said of leaves,

vis-cid-i-ty (vi-sid'a-ti), n. 1. the quality or condition
2. covered with a viscid substance:

vis-cid-i-ty (vi-sidVti), n. 1. the
of being viscid. 2. soniething visci.a. ,

vis-coid (vis'koid), adj. [see -OID], somewmt viscous.
vis-coi-dal (vis-koi'd'l), adj. viscoid. \
vis-com-e-ter (vis-kom'9-tlr), n. a viscosimeter.
vis-cose (vis'kos), adj. [LL. viscosus; see Viscous],
1. viscous. 2. of, containing, or made of viscose.
n. an amber-colored, siruplike solution rnade^ by
treating cellulose with potassium hydroxide &nd
carbon disulfide: used in making rayon thread and
fabrics, and cellophane.

vis-co-sim-e-ter (vis'ko-sim'a-tgr), n. [viscosity +
-meter], any of various devices for measuring the
viscosity of a liquid, as by determining the rate of
flow through a small opening.

vis-cos'i-ty (vis-kos'o-ti), n. [pi. VISCOSITIES (-tiz)].

[ME. viscosite; ML. viscositas], 1. the state or quality
of being viscous. 2. in physics, a) the internal fluid
resistance of a substance, caused by molecular attrac-
tion, which makes it resist a tendency to flow, b) the
property of a solid of yielding steadily before a constant
stress.

vis-count (vi'kount), n. [ME.: OPr. visconte, viscomte;
ML, vice comes; L. vice, in place of + comes, a com-
panion, later, count], 1. formerly, a) a deputy of a
count or earl; specifically, 6) a sheriff. 2. a nobleman
next below an earl or count and above a baron: abbre-
viated V., Vis,, Visa, Visct.

vis-count-cy (vi'kount-si), n. \pl. VISCOUNTCIES (-siz)],
the title, rank, etc. of a viscount.

vis-count-ess (vilcoun-tis) , n. I. the wife of a viscount.
2. a woman holding a corresponding rank in her own
right. Abbreviated Vis,, Visc^ Visct.

vis count-ship (vi'kount-ship'), n. [viscount f -ship],
a viscountcy.

vis-count-y (vi'koun-ti), n. [pi. VISCOUNTIBS (rtiz)],
1. a viscountcy. 2. formerly, the territory under the
jurisdiction of a viscount (sense 1).

vls-cous (vis'kas), adj. [ME. viscouse; LL. viscosus <
L. viscum, viscus, birdlime made from mistletoe feerries
< viscum, mistletoe], 1. thick, sirupy, and sticky;
viscid. 2* in botany, covered with a sticky substance,
as leaves. 3. in physics, having yiseosiiy,

Yisct., 1. Viscount. 2. Viscountess.
vis-cus

(visfkas),
n. [Rare],, singular of viscera.

vise (vis), n. [ME. & OFr. vis, a screw; L. vitis, a vine,
lit., that which winds], a
device, usually fastened
to a workbench, consist-

ing of two jaws opened
and closed by a screw,
lever, etc. and used for
holding firmly an object
being worked on. v.t.

[VISED (vist), VISING],
to hold or squeeze with.
or as with a vise. Also
spelledvice* Abbreviated

wiser, to view, inspect;
-visa.

Vish nu 1^'aas). n. [Sans, Fl^f Et., prof). ;

f
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ceptible by the eye. 2. that can be perceived or ob-
served with the mind; evident; manifest, 3. on hand
or available: as, visible supply. 4. so constructed as
to bring to view parts or elements that are normally
not perceptible.

viS'i-bly (viz's-bli), adv. so as to be visible or evident:
manifestly; clearly; observably: as, he was visibly tired.

Vis-i-goth (viz'i-goth' viz'i-g6th'), n. [LL. Visigothi,

E}-;,?
W

J; ^<, (jrmc- b/se
t Pr b. meaning "west") +

Gothi, Goths], any of the West Goths, a Teutonic
people who invaded the Roman Empire late in the
4th century A.D., overran it, and set up a kingdom in
France and Spain which lasted until about 700 A.D,

Vis-i-goth-ic (viz'i-goth'ik), adj. of or characteristic of
the Visigoths.

vi-sion (vizh'an), n. [ME. visioun; OFr.; L. visio <
msus, pp. of mdere, to see], 1. the act or power of
seeing with the eye; sense of sight. 2. something
supposedly seen by other than normal sight; something
perceived in a dream, trance, etc. or supernaturally
revealed, as to a prophet. 3. a mental image; espe-
cially, an imaginative contemplation: as, he has visions
of power.

t
4. the ability to perceive something not

actually visible, as through mental acuteness or keen
foresight: as, his breadth of vision made this project
possible. 5. force or power of the imagination: as, a
dramatist of great vision. 6. something seen, especially
something such as might be seen in a dream or trance.
7. something or someone, especially a woman, of extra-
ordinary beauty, v.t, to see in or as in a vision.

vi slon-al (vizh'Qn-al), adj. 1. of, or having the nature
of, a vision or visions. 2. seen, or as it seen, in a
vision; unreal.

vi-sion-ar-y (vizh'sn-er'i), adj. 1. seeing a vision; espe-
cially, habitually seeing visions; hence, 2. character-
ized by impractical ideas or schemes. 3. of, having the
nature ofr or seen in a vision; hence, 4. a) not real;

imaginary. 6) not capable of being carried out; merely
speculative and impractical: said of an idea or scheme.
n. [pi, VISIONARIES (-iz)], 1. a person who sees visions;
hence, 2. a person who has impractical or fantastic
ideas or schemes. ~SYN. see imaginary.

vis-It (viz'it) v.t. [ME. visiten; OFr. visitor; L. visitare,

freq. < visere, to go to see < visus, pp. of Mere, to see],
1. to go or come to see (someone) out of friendship or
for social purposes. 2. to stay with as a guest for a
more or less extended sojourn. 3. to go or come to see
in a business or professional capacity; attend, as a
doctor. 4. to go or come to (a place) in order to

inspect or investigate. 5. to go or come to (in a general
sense) : as, I visited the library last night. 6. to go or
come to in order to comfort or help. 7. to come upon
or afflict; assail! as, a drouth visited the valley. 8. a)
to inflict (punishment, suffering, etc.) upon someoae.
b) to afflict (lirfth ptindshment, suffering, etc.). c) to
inflict punishment lor (wrongdoing); avenge: as,

visiting the sins of the fathers upon the children. 0.1.

to visit someone or something; sipecifically, a) to inflict

punishment or revenge, b) to make a social call or calls:

often followed by with, as, I'll visit with mother to-

morrow, c) [Couoq.j, to converse or chat, as during
a visit, it. a visiting; specifically, a) a social call, 6) a
stay as a guest; sojourn. ) an official or professional
call, as of a doctor, d) an official call as for inspection or

investigation; especially, in marine law, the boarding
of a ship of a neutral nation by an officer of a nation
at war to search it for contraband, etc. e) [Colloq.], a
friendly conversation or chat.

vis ita ble ?viz'it-9-bl) t off. 1. that can be visited.

2. suitable for or worth visiting. 3. subject to visita-

tion, or inspection.
visit-ant (vw'e-tant), ft. [< FT. or L.; Fr, visitant <
L. msitamt ppr. of nsHare; see VISIT], 1. a visitor,

especially one from a strange or foreign place. 2. a
supernatural being, as revealed to a human being. 3.

in zoo/cry, a migratory bird in any of its temporary
resting maces. *-#UN* see vi*l*<w

visit-a tion (vi2
7
9-ta'shan), n. [ME. & Anglo-Fr.

visitacioun; L, visitatio], L the act or an instance of

visiting; especially, an official visit to inspect or ex-

amin*v as tfaat nmde by jt'Okftoivfifoi to,*
*- ** :~

his diocese. 2. a visiting o| \Kwafd or,

piiniAwent, aa by God; 06004* ifoM
disaster thought of as an act of God. .

Roman CatkcMc Church, a) the visit of tfc
to -Slisafoetlu Lake 1:39^5<S. $) & e^l**,.

1 f

in commemoration of this. 5. in zoology,

animals or birds to a particular place a
i lino or in unUaaajl numbers. -

'

r
'

of

visiting nurse, a graduate nurse employed by a com-
munity agency, originally one who visited the sick
in their homes to give nursing care.

Visiting teacher, an elementary school teacher who
gives instruction to bedridden students through regular
visits to their homes.

vis-i'tor (viz'a-ter), n. a person making a visit.
$YN. visitor is the general term for one who comes to see
a person or spend some time in a place, whether for social,
business, or professional reasons, for sightseeing, etc.; visitant
now generally suggests a sup^cnaturaT rather than a human
visitor and, in biology, is applied to a migratory bird in any of
its temporary resting places; guest applies to one who is hospit-
ably entertained at thehomeor table of another or, by extension,
to one who pays for his lodgings, meals, etc. at a hotel; caller
applies to one who makes a brief, often formal visit, as for
business or social reasons.

vis-i-tq-ri-al (viz'a-tdr'i-al, vizVto'ri-ol), adj. vis-
itatorial.

Jvis ma*jor (vis ma'jer), [L., greater force], force
majeure.

vis-or (vi'zer; rarely, viz'Sr), n. [ME. mserb; Anglo-Pr.
viser; OPr. visiere < vis t a face; see VISA^], 1. in
ancient armor, the movable part of a helmet," covering
the face, especially a section that came down o%er and
protected the eyes. 2. a mask, as for disguise; vtzard.
3. the projecting front brim of a cap, for shading the
eyes. 4. a fixed or movable shade fastened to the wind-
shield of a car, for shading the eyes, v.t, to hide, prbr
tect, or shade with a visor. Also spelled vizor.

vis-ta
(yis'ts), n. [It., sight; L. < visus, pp. of Mere,

to see], 1. a view or outlook, especially one seen
through a long passage, as between rows of houses or
trees. 2. a long row of trees, etc., framing such a view.
3. a comprehensive mental view of a senes of remem-
bered or anticipated events. SYN. see view.

Vis-tu-la (vis'choo-fo), n. a river in Poland, flowing
into the Baltic Sea: length, 630 mi.: Polish name,
Wisla; German name, Weuhsd.

vis-u-al (vizh'oo-el), adj. [ME.; LL. visualis < L. visus.
a sight < Mere, to see], 1. of connected with, or
used in seeing. 2. that is or can be seen; visible.

3. of, having the nature of, or occurring as a mental
image, or vision. 4. in optics, optical.

visual aids, motion pictures, lantern slides, charts, and
other devices involving the sense of sight (other than
books), used in teaching, illustrating lectures, etc.

vls-u-al-i-za-tion (yizh'oo-914-za'shan, vizh'oo-al-i-za'-

shsn), it. 1. a visualizing or being visualized. 2.

anything visualized; mental picture.
vis-ualize (vizh'6o-al-iz'). v.t. [VISUALIZED (-Izd'),
VISUALIZING], [visual -f- -4ze], to form a mental image,
or vision, of (something not visible, as an abstraction).
v.i. to form a mental image or images.

visu alizer (vizh'So-alria'e'r), n- a person who visu-

alizes; especially,, one whose mental imagery is largely
visual, rather tnan auditory, olfactory, etc,

vis-u-al-ly (vizh'oo-al-i), adv. in a visual manner; by
sight.

visual purple, a purplish pigment in the rods of the
retina, bleached to visttal yellow by the action of

light and considered a factor in transforming light
rays into the sensory impulses of vision; also called

rhodopsin. \

visual yellow, the yellowish pigment into which visual

purple is bleached by the action of light: also called
retinme.
vitaceous (vi-ta'shas), ad;. [< Mod L. Vitaceat,
name of the family (< L. mtts, a vine); -f -ow4 in

botany, of the grape famHyi, a grcmp of climbing wody
vines with tendrils, clusters of small, greenish flowers,
and berrylike fruit. ,

,
,

v

vi-tal (vl't'l). adj. IMEJ-? OFr.j.L, litogfe, vital .< vMa,
Hfe], 1. of, concerned .info,,r a^ulesting ife: as,

vital energy. 2. necessary- qr essewj^L fa Hie; being
a source or support of Bfei a^* vM ongansv 3, <$es*rqy-
ing Ufe; fatal; deadly : as & ntal wo$&. 4., f); ',esem^al
to the existence r coatin^ace

'

pensable; bence, b) of
matter is vital. S.^aff
something; as, a vital

energetic: as, a vital,

organs, as tke heart, brain?
l

parts of anything, tfiat are

aon^uamce, ete. ^f
tal prmciple.
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mtalitas], 1. vital principle or force. 2. power to live

or go on living. 3. power to endure or survive, as of an
institution. 4. mental or physical vigor; energy.

vi-tal-i-za-tion (yi'tl-i-za'shon, vi'tl-i-za'shgn), n. a

vitalizing or being vitalized.

vitalize (vf't'1-iz
7
), v.t. (VITALIZED (-Izd') VITAL-

IZING], 1. to make vital; give life to. 2. to give vigor
or animation to: as, vitalize a dull report. SYN. see
animate.

vi-tal-H-um (vi-tal'i-sm), n. an alloy of cobalt, chromi-
um, and molybdenum, used in bone surgery, etc. : a
trade-mark (Vitallium.).

vital principle, the basic force or principle regarded as
the source and cause of life in living organisms: see
vitalism: also vital force.

vital statistics, data concerning births, deaths, mar-
riages, etc.

vi-ta-min (vi'ta-min), n. f< L. vita, life; + amtne],
any of a number of unrelated, complex organic sub-
stances found variously in most foods and essential,
in small amounts, for the normal functioning of the

body: the principal known vitamins include:
vitamin A, a fat-soluble aliphatic alcohol, CaoHaaOH,
found in fish-liver oil, egg yolk, butter, etc., and (as
carotene) in carrots and other vegetables: a defi-

ciency of this vitamin results in night blindness and
degeneration of epithelial tissue: it occurs in two
forms, vitamin Ai and vitamin As.
vitamin B (complex), a group of unrelated water-
soluble substances including: a) vitamin Bi (see
thlamine). 6) vitamin Ba (see riboflavin), c) vitamin
B (see pyridoxjne). d) nicotimc acid, e) pant9thenic
acid, f) biotin: also called vitamin H. g) inositol. /)
para-aminobenzoic acid, t) choline.?") folic acid.
vitamin C, an organic compound, CjHsOa, occurring
in citrus fruits, tomatoes, and various vegetables: a
deficiency of this vitamin tends to produce scurvy:
also called ascorbic acid, cevitamic acid.
vitamin D, any of several related vitamins occurring
in fish-liver 9ils, milk, egg yolks, etc.: a deficiency
of this vitamin tends to produce rickets; specifically,
a) vitamin Di, a mixture of calciferol with another
sterol prepared by the ultraviolet irradiation of

ergosterol. b") vitamin Di (see calciferol), c) vitamin
Dt, a substance similar to vitamin Da, found chiefly
in fish-liver oils.

vitamin E, a substance consisting of a mixture of

tocopherols, believed to restore fertility to sterile

mammals: formerly called vitamin X: see tocopherol.
vitamin G, vitamin Bj (see riboflavin),
vitamin H, see biotin.
vitamin K, a vitamin occurring in certain green
vegetables, fish meal, hempseed, etc. and used to
promote blood clotting, and thus prevent hemor-
rhage, by aiding in the synthesis of prothrombin by
the liver: the two varieties are vitamin Ki, found
chiefly in alfalfa leaves^ and vitamin K t found
chiefly in fish meal.
vitamin P, a mixture of flavones occurring especially
in citrus juioe and paprika: a deficiency of this
vitamin results in the increased permeability of
capillary walls and, hence, greater susceptibility to
hemorrhage: also called citrin.

vitamin X, a former name for vitamin E.
vi-ta-mine (vi'ta-men', ti'ta-mln', vi'to-min), n. [Rare]*
a vitamin.
vita-minic (yi'ta-min'ik), adj. of vitamins.
vita scope (vi'to-skopf), JK [L. vita, life; -H -scope], an
early type of motion^picture projector.

Vl-tebskTve'tepsk) n. a city in the Byelorussian S. SJL,
on the Dvina River: pop.. 167,000.

vi-teMin (vi-tel'in, vi-tel'in), n. [< L. vitellus, the yolk
of an egg, orig.; dam, of vitulus, a calf ; 4- -in], in chem-
istry, a protein occurring ia the yolk of eggs.

Viatel-Hue {vi-tel'in, vi-tel'in), adj. [M&. vtieUyn <
L. vitellus (see VITELLJN) ; 4- ~ine], 1. of the yolk of an

as'the^ viteMme membrane, which surrounds it.

the yellow color of an egg yolk, it* an egm yolk,
-to* <vt^a%ll vi-*el'9s), n. (pL, dim.

a ctdfL $he yolk of an egte.
vi ti a-ble

^vish'i^-bl) lf adj. that can be vitiated^

H-%ite (vish/i-at'), v.fo [VITIATED
1

JU to make imperfect, fatdty, or i!mpwt-Hpuw; oua
2, to weaken morally; debase; pervert. 3. to
1^^.11^

ineffective; invalidate, as a contact*'
(vM'i-St'id), adj. [pt>. of Viatel 1. made
spoiled. 2. debased^ corrupted, as taste.

. contract,

L), n. ft* vitiatw], a initiating

'(vish'fa'tgr), n. a person or tiling

fc'i-l^blfc-91),
l*M*^KL) f ** [< f* *i"fr' a v'*"!ai f

of the grapevine ; grape-growing

Vi-ti Le-vu (ve'te le'voo), one of the Fiji Islands:
area, 4,053 sq. mi.; pop., 111,000: chief town, Suva.

vit'i-li-go (viri-H'go) , n. [L., a kind of cutaneous
eruption, tetter], a skin disease characterized by the
formation of smooth, white, pigmentless patches on
various parts of the body.

Vi'to-ri-a (ve-t^'rya), n. a city in northern Spain: pop.,
56,000 (est. 1946) : site of a French defeat (1813).

vit-re-ous (vit'ri-as), adj. [L. vitreus, glassy < vitrum,
glass], 1. of, having the nature of, or like glass; glassy.
2. derived from or made of glass. 3. of the vitreous
humor.

vitreous electricity, positive electricity, as that pro-
duced by rubbing glass with silk.

vitreous humor (or body), the transparent, colorless,

jellylike substance that fills the eyeball between the
retina and lens: see eye, illus.

vi-tres-cence (vi-tres''ns), n. [< vitrescent], the state of

becoming vitreous, or glassy.
vi-tres-cent (vi-tres''nt), adj. [< L. vitrum, glass: +
Descent], 1. that can be formed into glass. 2. becoming,
or tending to become, glass.

vit'iic (vit'rik), adj. [< L. vitrum, glass; + -ic], of,

having the nature of, or like glass: cf. ceramic.
vit-rics (yit'riks), n.pl. [see VITRIC & -ics], 1. [construed
as sing.J, the art or study of making and decorating
articles of glass. 2. articles of glassware.

vit-ri-fac-tion (vit'rs-fak/shan), n. [< L. vitrum, glass
+ facere, to make], vitrification.

vit*ri-fi-a-ble (vit'ra-fi'o-bl), adj. capable of being
vitrified; that can be made into glass by heat.

vit-ri-fi-ca'tion (vit'r9-fi-ka'sh9n), n. [Fr. vitrification;
see VITRIFY], 1. a vitrifying or being vitrified. 2.

something vitrified.
vit'ri-form (vit'rs-fo'nn'), adj. [< L. vitrum, glass; -f

-form], having the form or appearance of glass,

vit-ri-fy (vit'ra-flO. v.t. & v.t [VITRIFIED (-fid'), VIT-

RIFYING], [Fr. vitrifier < L. vitrum, glass + facere, to

make], to change into glass or a glasslike substance by
fusion due to heat; make or become vitreous.

vit-ri-ol (vit'ri-al), n. [ME.; OFr.: ML. vitriolum,
vitriol < L. vitreus, glassy: so called from the glassy
appearance], 1. any of several sulfates of metals,
as copper stdfate (blue vitriol), iron sulfate (green
vitriol), zinc sulfate (white vitriol), etc. 2. suJfuric
acid: also oil of vitriol. 3. anything sharp or caustic:
as, his language was pure vitriol, v.t. [VITRIOLED or
VITRIOLLED (-aid), VITRIOLING Or VITRIOLLING], to
apply sulfuric acid to.

vit-ri-oMc (vit'ri-ol'ik), adj. [Fr. vitrioUque], 1. of, like,
or derived from a vitriol. 2. extremely biting or
caustic; sarcastic; sharp and bitter: as, vitriolic talk,

vit ri ol-i za-tion (vit'n-Ql-i-zS'snan, vit'ri-al-l-zl'shon),
n. a vitriolizing or being vitriolized.

vit-ri-ol-ize (vit'ri-ol-iz
7
), v.t. [VITRIOLIZED (-izd'),

VITRIOLIZINGJ, 1. to convert into yitrioi 2, to subject
to the action of vitriol, 3. to injure or try to injure
(a person) asfby throwing vitriol on, the face.

Vi-tru-vi*us PoMi-o, Marcus (viftr6o'vi-9S poFi-o').
1st century B.C.; Roman architect and engineer.

vit-ta (vit'a), n. [pi VITTAE (-e)J, [LJ, 1. in ancient
Rome, a headband or ribbon. 2. in botajny, an oil
tube in the fruit of most plants of the carrot family.
3. in botany & zoology, a band or streak of color,

vit-tate (vit'at), adj. [L. vittaMs, boutu^with a fillet;
see VITTA], 1. in botany, having a vitta or vittae. 2. in

botany & zoology, striped lengthwise.
vit-tle (vit'l) n. [Dial.], victual.
vit'U-line (vich'oo-lHi', vich'bo-Hn) . adj. [L. vMmus <
wtulus, a calf] (, of or like a calf, calves, or yeai

vi-tU'per-ate (vi-too'pa-rat', vi-tii'p9^attO% v.ti [VITU-
PERATED (4d), yiruiERATWGl, [< L. vititpewtets, pp.
of vituperate, t6blaeie < vitfomt a fault, vice.4- parare,
to make ready}, toispeak abusively to or about; berate;

-- --9n r v*pQ-rsi9ii, it.

L the act of vitupera*imgrf 2. bitten abusive language,
$<ti*ifty*ire *<fcm*p*tVtor, vfrlfifpo-riKllvfr W
aavaag tae aattare of or characterized by vituperation;
abusive. \ <

:

,

i

vMuApei>aftor (vi-too'oo-rl'tgr, virtii'p-rayt&)v n.
fL,ji,

a person who vituperates.
$vi<va (yS'Va), intotf. ifet literaly, Qoag)' Hve.teome-

o;) I: an esxciatoiloii of acc&a. n. a sfeottt

see, ad/. [It; < L, vfow:
l|v4fy; rapid; spirited: a

vi-va-cious (yi'-fvS'sh9s, vfi^va/'shos)
1

^ >ad$ [<i I^^ui&ax,
*awl^ vifewous < t^ure, to live];, 1. Ml f lile aad
aaiimt-Lon: spirited? tvely. 2. '[Aa^haicl, long-liwd;
Jwrd to fepj o> 4woy. *-H?W.- see livelyti r" " ^

^n% W[MBJ,
i** r ysy^*ffi ** wwy Mji*y*y Oif ''Stttfce CC- 1

fJ lSSI*W f '**. *fcwif a.



vivarium

especially in Prance, a woman
vocative

tures < vivere, to Hv^T^enclosed^^for^a^ngplants or animals under conditions closely
* "'

those of their natural environment

ll'Z*''?*^'-^'^^ ' expressed orally.

*3!^&^$)vP- th Uving vc-
"-

j-v-ii^-u^ -j- -*/*e.j, ux ui utswnxing i

an animal of the civet family
vives (vlvz) n.

JFr.:
contr. of OFr. amves; Sp. avivas,

adtvas < Ar. addhiba, she-wolf], chronic inflammation
of the submaxillary glands of a horse.

Vlv-i-an (viv'i-an, yiv'yan), [L. Vivianus < vivus,
alive], 1. a masculine name: equivalent, Fr. Vivien.
2. a feminine name: equivalent, Fr. Vivienne. n. in
Arthurian legend, an enchantress, mistress of Merlin:
also called Lady of the Lake.

W-ta(viy/id), adj. [L. vividus, lively < vivere, to live],
1. full of life; vigorous; lively; striking: as, a vivw
personality. 2. a) bright; intense; brilliant: said of
colors, light, etc. b) brightly colored: as, a vivid painting.
3. forming

^
clear or striking mental images; strong;

active; daring: as, a vivid imagination. 4. clearly
perceived by the mind, as a recollection. 5. bringing
strikingly real or lifelike images to the mind: as, vivid
description. SYN. see graphic.

viv-i-fi-ca-tion (yiv'a-fi-ka'shgn), n. [LL. viMcatio], a
vivifying or being vivified.

viv-i-fy (viv'9-fj'). v.t. [VIVIFIED (-fidO, VIVIFYING],
[Fr. vtvtfier; LL. vivificare < L. vims, alive + facere,
to make]. 1 , to give life to ; make come to life ; animate.
2. to make more lively, active, striking, etc.

viv-i-par-i-ty (virVpar'g-ti), n. the quality or state of
being viviparous.

vi-vip-a<rou8 (vi-vip'a-rss), adj. [L. viviparus < vivus,
alive -f parere, to produce), 1. bearing or bringing
forth living young (as most mammals and some other
animals) instead of laying eggs: opposed to oviparous.
2. m botany, germinating while still on the parent plant,
as certain seeds or bulbs, 3. producing such seeds or
bulbs; proliferous.

viy-i-sect % (viv'a-sekt', viy's-sekt') , v.t. [back-forma-
tion < vivisection, after dissect], to perform vivisection
on. IP./, to practice vivisection,

viv-i-sec-tion/vivVsek'shan), n. [< L. vivus, alive -f
secfoo, a cutting < jecare, to cut], 1. a surgical oper-
ation performed on a living animal to study the struc-
ture and function of living organs and parts, and to
investigate the effects of diseases and therapy^ 2.

experimental research involving such surgical operation.
viv-i-sec-tion-al (vivVsek'slwn-l), adj. 1. of, or
having the nature of, vivisection, 2. performing vivi-
section, *

viv-i sec-tion-ist (viv'9-sek'sh9n-ist) n, 1. a person
who practices vivisection. 2. a person w%o advocates
or defends vivisection as esseatiafto scientific progress.

viy-i-sec-tor (vivVsek'tSr), a person who practices
vivisection,

vis-en (vik's'n), n. fSou^iem dial, form of ME.Jcacen <
AS. *fyen < base of fo, *fwh$- + fern, sujEx f-tw; cf.

G. fttchmi], L a female, foot- 2. aK ill-tempered,
shrewish, or maEciotis woman.

vix-en-lsh (vik^n-isti), adj. of, lifce, or characteristic
of a vixen; iU-tempered, quarceteome, or maliciotis.

viz. (vfe; oftm rem **naaaaely
r

*), [ML., altered (ibecamse
abbrev. for L. et resetebled a ) < earlier w&, contr.
for L. videlicet], videlicet; that w i namely.

vlz-ard (vi^em), m [altered < earlier visor, var.d
visor], 1 a visor. 2 r a inask. Also speEed visard.

Vizier (yi-z&r', viz'y^r), n. [Turk;, ves&r; Ar. wosfr, a
vizier, lit,, bearer of biirdens, porter <i waeara, to
bear a burden: so named because the vizier bears the
duties actctally iactwabent upon the rttler], in Moslem_-* ay^ <!^ceF i^ ^ge goretoaieiitj especially,

Japan officially ended in World War II (Au,
1945) or the day on which the surrender was i

signed (Sertember 2, 1945).
VL, Vulgar Latin.
Vla-di-kav-kaz

(vla'di-k^-kas'), n. Ordzhonikidze, a
city m the

Cauca^usv U.S.S.R.: the former name.
Vlad-i-mir I <ylad'3-mir; Russ. vla-de'mur), 9S6?~1015
czar of Russk (980-1015); converted to Christianity 1

called the Great and Saint Vladimir.
waniuy.

road: pop., 206,000.
Vl-ta-va (vul'ta-va), n. Moldau River: Czech name.
V-mail (ve'mal'), n. a mail service of World War II,bv which letters to or from the armed forces were^
reciuced to microfilm to conserve shipping space, and
enlarged and printed for delivery.

P 8 P ' Q

V.M.D., Veterinariae Medicinae Doctor, [L.]. Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine,

v.n., neuter verb.
vo., verso.

voc., vocative.
vo-ca-ble (vo'ks-b'l),, n. [Fr.; L. vocabulum, a name,
title, word < vocare, to call], a word or term; especially,a word regarded as a unit of sounds or letters rather
tnan as a unit of meaning.

vp-cab-u-lar-y (vo-kab'yoo-ler'i, va-kab'yoo-ler'i) , n.
[pi. VOCABULARIES (-iz)], [ML. vocobvtlarium < L.
vocabulum, a word: see VOCABLE], 1. a list of words
and, sometimes, phrases, usually arranged in alpha-
betical order and. defined; dictionary, glossary, or
lexicon. 2. all the W9rds of a language, 3. all the
words used by a particular person, class, profession,
etc.: sometimes, all the words recognized and under-
stood by a particular person, although not necessarily
used by him (in full, passive vocabulary). Abbreviated
vocab.

vo-cal (vo'k'l), adj. [ME.; L. vocalis < vox, vocis, a
voice], 1. uttered, produced, or performed by the
voice; spoken or sung; oral: as, vocal music. 2. having
a voice; capable of speaking or making oral sounds.
3. of, used in, connected with, or belonging to the
voice: as, vocal organs. 4. full of voice or voices* 5.
inclined to express oneself in speech; speaking freely or
vociferously. 6. in phonetics, a) vocalic. 6) voiced.
vocal cords, either of two pairs of membranous cords
or folds in the laryn^ consisting of a thicker upper
pair (false vocal cords) and a lower pair (true vocal
cords) : voice is produced when air from the lungs causes
the lower (true) cords to vibrate: pitch is controlled
by varying the tension^ on the cords, and volume, by
regulating the air massing through the larynx,
vO'CaMc (vo-kal'ik), adj. 1. naving many vowels;
composed mainly or entirely of vowels. 2. of, con-
sisting of, having the nature of, or affecting a vowel
or vowels,
vo cal ism (vo'k'l-iz^), n. 1. the use of the voice, as
in speaking or singing. 2. the act or art of singing.

(I 3. a vocalic sound; vowel. 4. a system of vowels, as of
a particular language.

vo cal ist (vo'k'I-ist), n. [vocal -f- -ist], a singer.
vo-caM-ty (vo-kal'o-ti), n. 1. the quaHty of having
vocal powers, or voice. 2. the quality of being vocal or
vocalic.
vocalize (vo'k'MzO, v.t. [VOCALIZED (-izdO VOCAL-
IZING], 1. to make vocal; utter with the voice; speak
or sing. 2. to give a voice to; make vocal, or articulate.
3. to add the diacjitical marks of vowel sounds to (the
characters of Hebrew, Arabic, or other languages
lacking alphabetical letters for the vowels). 4. in
phonetics, a) to change into or tise as a vowel; as, w is

often vocalized at the en<i of a, syllable. 6) to voice, tu.
1^ to utter, soiimds,; speak or s|ng; specifipajfer, in svnping,

,
to practice tones sung on<yowelsf 2^0 be cnaSged.
into ayowel. j t

vo-cal-ily (yo^k'14), adv. 1< ^n a
k
vocal ntaimer^; orally.

2. by singing.' 3, in iregard to? Vckwels^ ,,.,'''

'

,

'

,

vocation (vo^ca'shan) , /if (JmB. .twsfgpfifi; I/.
1

vocaMo
< vocare, to

callj,
1. a call, suinnisof^;'$

:

^ Impulsion to
perform a certain function or entpr a <rta^ career,
especially a religious one; hence, 2 1t|B fti^pltio, or
career toward which one beUeves IjJmgep to pe jcaoed.
3 any tra4f, profession, or occupa%)j]u , ,'

?

, ,

vo ca tion-al (vo-ki'shsn^l), df/. of a vocatio^ tfade,
profess^oa. ocoupation, etc.

, ;,,[*

vocatip^Mi* jfti3^<*ia3icc>, xhe work of testing a^t^^m^er-
vjewing perspias oa o^<3er to guide them tof^aip feke
choice of a vocation suitable to their abilities or toward

tp f



voces 1634
volcanize

o n ,

vocative case. 2. a word in this case. Abbreviated V.,

twees (vo'sez), n. plural of YOX.

vo-df-er-ance (vo-siPSr-ons), n. [< vociferantl a shout-

vociferari], .

oerson who is vociferant. .

vo-cif-er-ate (vo-sif's-rat'). v.t. & tu. [VOCIFERATED
(-id), VOCIFERATING], [< L. vociferatus, pp. of vociferart,

to cry out < vox, vocis, voice + ferre, to bear], to cry

out loudly; shout; bawl; assert noisily.

vo-cif-er-a-tion (vo-sif's-ra'shan), n. [ME. vocyferacion;

L. vociftratio], a vociferating: loud outcry; clamor.

vo-cif-er-a-tor (vo-sif'd-ra'ter), n. [LL.], a person who
shouts or vociferates. . .

vo-cif-er-ous (vo-sif'Sr-gs), adj. [L. vociferan (see

VOCIFERATE); + -ous], 1. making a loud outcry;

shouting noisily; clamorous. 2. characterized by such

outcry or clamor: as, a vociferous demand.
SYN ^vociferous suggests loud and unrestrained shouting

or crying out (a vociferous crowd, vociferous cheers) ;
clamorous

suggests an urgent or insistent vociferousness, as in demand or

complaint (clamorous protests); blatant implies a bellowing

lotidness and, hence, suggests vulgar or offensive noisiness,

clamor, etc. (blatant, insolent heckling): strident suggests a

harsh, grating loudness (a strident voice); boisterous implies

roughness or turbulence and, hence, suggests unrestrained

exuberance in noisemakfcig (boisterous revels); obstreperous

implies an unruHness that is noisy or boisterous in resisting

control (an obstreperous child).

vod-ka (vod'ka; Russ. vftd'ka), n. [Russ., brandy, dim.

of voda, water], a Russian alcoholic liquor distilled from

wheat, rye, potatoes, etc.

vogue (vog), n. [Fr., a fashion, reputation, lit., rowing
of a ship < voguer (It. vogare), to row, sail < MHG.
wogen, to sail < woge, a wave], 1. the current accepted
fashion or style; mode: often with the. 2. popularity;

general favor or acceptance: as, ballad singers have ac-

quired a great vogue. SYN. see fashion.
.

Vo-ijul (vo'gool), n. 1. a member of a Fmno-Ugnc
people living in western Siberia. 2. the Ugric language
of the Voguls. .

voice (vois), n. [ME. vois, voce; OFr. vois; L. vox, vocis,

a voice], 1. sound made through the mouth, especially

by human beings, as in talking, singing, etc. 2. the

ability to make sounds through the mouth: as, he lost

his voice. 3. a) any sound regarded as like vocal

utterance: as, the voice of the sea. b) anything regarded
as like vocal utterance in communicating to the mind:

as, the voice of his conscience. 4. a specified condition

or quality of vocal sound: as, an angry voice. 5. the

characteristic speech sounds normally made^ by a

particular person: as, I recognized Johns voice. 6.

expressed wish, choice, opinion, etc. 7. the right to

express one's wish, choice, opinion, etc., or to make
it prevail; vote: as, we have a voice in our government.
8. expression: as, give voice to your opinion. 9. the

person or other agency by which something is expressed
or made known: as, this newspaper is the voice of the
administration. 10. [Obs.], a) rumor; report, b) fame*

reputation. 11. in grammar, a) one of the forms of

a verb showing the connection between the subject
and the verb, either as performing (active voice) or

receiving (passive voice) the action, b) such forms or

categories, collectively. 12. in music, a) musical
sound made with the mouth; singing, b) tne quality
of a particular person's singing: as, a good voice,

c) a singer, d) any of the parts of a musical phrase
or composition in harmony: as, a song for three voices,

e) ability to sing: as. he really has no voice. 13. in

phonetics, sound made by vibrating the vocal cords
with air forced from the lungs, as in pronouncing all

vowels and such consonants as b, d, g, m, etc. v.t.

[VOICED (voist), VOICING], 1. to give utterance or

expression to (an opixiion, desire, hope, etc.). 2. in

music, to regulate the tone of (organ rjipes, etc.). 3.

in phonetics, to uttfer with voice. Abbreviated v. 5W.
' '

"
'

see utter.
to voicfe, witji itfre yoice in good condition, as for singing.

"

'with one voice,
1

toammously* ,.-,;.

voiced (voist), tidf. [pp: of voice], 1. haying a voice.
2. having* or using (a specified kind or tone of) ^oice:

"

hyphenated compounds, as; deep^oiced. 3.

by the voice. 4. Jn phonemes?* made with
sqnant: 'said of certain consonants.
-"! fvt>is%l), adj. having, or as if having, voice

fy especially a loud voice? vocal
] sounding*.

i, (vois'liS), adj. 1. Having no, voice; dumb;
"

*ng; ,silent. 3. not spoken; not
wish. '

$.' lackiilg a laipisfoal voice

j"
r

\

'S,/ fiaving^io;' Vol4ef'" or "vottjfj

consonants.

momentary deprivation of the ability
to speak (speechless

with horror) ;
dumb implies a lack of the power of speech and

is now more often applied to brute animals and inanimate

objects than to persons with impaired speech organs (a dumb

beast); mute is applied to persons incapable of speech,

specifically as because of congenital deafness and not through
ao-sence or impairment of the speech organs. ANT. articulate.

voice part, in music, the melody or part for a particular
voice or instrument in a polyphonic composition.

void (void), adj. [ME. voide; OFr. voide, voit, vuit; LL.
*vocitus, pp. of *vocitare, to make empty < LL. vocuus,
for L. vacuus, empty], 1. not occupied; vacant: said

of benefices, offices, etc. 2. containing f nothing;
empty. 3. being without ; lacking : as, void of judgment.
4. having no effect or result; ineffective; useless. 5.

in law, a) of no legal force; not binding; invalid; null.

b) loosely, voidable, n. 1. that which is void; an
empty space; vacuum. 2. a feeling of emptiness or
loss: as, his sudden death left a void. 3. a break or

open space, as in a surface; gap; opening, v.t. 1. [Now-
Rare], a) to make empty or vacant; clear, b) to leave;
vacate. 2. to empty (the contents of something);
evacuate; discharge. 3. to make void, or of no effect;

nullify; annul. SYN. see empty, nullify.

void-a-ble (void'a-bl), adj. that can be made or ad-

judged void, or of no effect. _
voidance (void''ns), n. [M~. yoydaunce; Anglo-Fr.
voidaunce; OFr. vuidance], a voiding; specifically, a)

annulment, as of a contract, b) vacancy, as of a benefice.

void-ed (void/id), adj. 1. made void. 2. having an
opening or hole cut. 3. in heraldry, having the central

part cut out, leaving a narrow border: said of a charge
or ordinary.
JvoH& (vwa'la/). JFr., see there], behold; there it is:

often used as an interjection.
voile (voil; Fr. vwal), n. [Fr., a veil; see VEIL], a thin,
sheer fabric of cotton, silk, rayon, or wool, used for

dresses, curtains, etc.

Jvoir dire (vwar' dr'), [Fr.; voir(e), truly + dire, to

say], in law, 1. an oath administered to a person by
which he swears to answer truthfully in an examination
to determine his competence as a witness or juror. 2.

the examination itself,

tvoi-ture (vwa'tur'). n. [Fr.l, a carriage or wagon.
Jvoix ce-leste (vwa'sa'lestO, [Fr., lit., heavenly voice],
an organ stop consisting of two soft-toned pipes for
each tone, one of wjbich is pitched slightly sharp so as
to produce a wavering, tremulous effect.

Vol., Volunteer.
vol.. 1. volcanic. 2. volcano. 3. [pi. voLS.J, volume.
Vo-lans (volanz), n. [L. (Piscis) Volans, flying (fish)],
a small southern constellation: see constellation, chart.

vo-lant (vo'lsnt), adj. [< Fr. or L.; Fr. volant; L.

volans], 1. flying or capable of flying. 2. nimble; agile;
quick. 3. in heraldry, represented as flying.

Vo-la-ptik (vola-puk'). ft. [< Volapuk vol, world +
pilk, language], an artificial language invented about
1879 byj. M. Schleyer of Baden, Germany, for propos-
ed international use as an auxiliary language.

Vol-a-puk (vol'a-pook')> n. Volapuk.
vo*lar (vS'lSr), adj. [< L. vola, palm of the hand, sole

of the foot; + -<wj m anatomy, of the palm of the hand
or sole of the foot.

vola-tile (vol'o-t'l), adj. [ME. & OFr. volatil; L.
volatilis < volare, to fly], 1* changing readily to vapor;
quickly evaporating. 2. changeable; fickle; transient.
3. [Obs.], flying or able to fly; volant.

volatile oil, any of a number of highly volatile, non-

saponifying oils distilled from the tissues of plants;
essential oil: distinguished from fixed oil.

vol-a-tll-i-ty (vol'Q-til'a-ti) , n. a volatile quality.
vol a til iz a ble (volVtl-iz's-b'l), adj. that can be
volatilized.

vol-a-til.i-za-tion (volVt'lri-ssa'shan, volVtl-I-zS'shan),
n. a volatilizing or being volatilized.

vol-a-til-ize (yol's-t'lriz
7
)* vjt. [VOLATILIZED (-izd')t

VOLATILIZING], to make volatile; cause to pass off as

vapor. v4. to become volatile, or pass off as vapor.
tvol-au*venit (v&lfc'van'), n. [Fr., lit., flight ia the

wind}, a baked pastry shell of puff paste, filled with a
stew of chicken, game, fish, etc,

vol-can-ic (vol-kan'ik), adj. [Fr, volcanique; It. vol-

cameo], 1. of, thrown, froim, caused by, or charac-
teristic of a volcano. 2. having, or composed of, vol-
canoes, 3. like a volcano; violently an4 powerfully ex-

plosive or capable of explpsion. Abbreviated VOL
vol-cati'i-eaHy (vol-kan'i-k'lriL* vol-kan'ik-H), adv. in
the manner of a volcano; by volcanic^ action.

volcanic glass, natural glass, as obsidian, formed by
the very rapid cooling o:fmolten lava,

vol-can-ic-i-ty (vol'ka-misVti) , n, [Fr. volcantoite], the
quality or state of being volqanic; volcanic activity.

vol-can-ism (vol%9-Biz'm) * w. [prf volcamsme] , yolr



volcano

Tn^rri^F^V * ^.VOLCANOES, VOLCANOS
(noz)], [It, < L. Volcano

^
Vulcan, the god of fire],

volume

vol can-ol-
the

an-ol-o-$v (yol'ka-nol'9-ji), n. [volcano + -low]
science dealing with volcanoes and volcanic oHe-nomena: also vulcanology. .

Ca Pne

tJ J"\xr
'wfw rri'VM'-JV, w*G \,-L>mW. VQliU,

L field < ON. 2>oZ/r; akin to Eng. wW, wota, G.'
etc.J, any of several burrowing rodents of the- -* -nt family, including the European field

------ -- s IMortn American meadow mouse
vole (vol), n.

[Fr.; prob. < vo^ (L. wZortf), to'fly], incard games, the winning of all the tricks in a deal-
slam. v.i. [VOLED (void), VOLING], to win all the
tncics in a deal.
go the vole, to risk everything for great gain.

flying < voler, to fly;%. volare], 1. a place where birds
are raised or kept; aviary. 2. [Rare], the birds in an
aviary.

- a
*
rive

*;
** the European

into the Caspian: length, 2,300 mi

vol4-ta-tion
(volWa'shan), n. [ML. volitatio < L.

voUtare; see VOLITANT], 1, the act of flying: flight.
2. ability to fly.

vo-li-tion
t (v5-lish'8n), n . [Fr.; ML. volitio < L. volo,

pres. indie., of velle. to be willing, to will], 1. act of
willing: exercise of the will. 2. settlement of vacillation
or deliberation by a decision or choice; determination
by the will. 3. the power of willing. SYN. see will.
vo H tion al (vo-ttsh'ra-l) f adj. 1. of, belonging to, or
proceeding from volition. 2. having or exercising the
power of volition.

vo41ti<m>al4y (vo-lish'sn-'l-i), adv. by volition; by
the will.

voM-tive (vol'a-tiv), adj. [ML. volitivus < L. volo; see
VOLITION], 1 . of or arising from the will. 2 . in grammar,

a w .

sj^ ag a ver^ moodi etc>

:), n. [G.J, a folk; people; nation.
I (fclkslet'), n. [pi. VOLKSLIEDER (-le'der)],

, a folk song.
JVolks Sturm (Folks'shtoorm'), n. [G.], inNazi Germany,
a, home guard army formed toward the end of World
War II of men and boys unfit for regular military
service.

vo}4ey (vol'i), n.
\fl, VOLLEYS (-iz)] f [Fr. volee < voler

(L. volare), to flyj r 1. the simultaneous discharge of
a number of firearms or other weapons. 2, the bullets,
axrowfc, stones, etc. so discharged. 3. a burst or
Snooting ^orth of a

g
number of things simultaneously

or in quick succession: as, a volley of curses. 4. in
cricket, a ball bowled so as to hit the wicket before
touching the ground. 5. in soccer, a kick at a ball
in play before it touches the ground. 6. in tennis,
a) the flight of a ball in play before it touches the
ground, o) a return of the ball before it touches the
ground. v.L & v.i. [VOLLEYED (-id), VOLLEYING],
1. to discharge or be discharged in or as in a volley.
2. in sports, to return (a bau) before it touches the
ground*

vol-ley-ball (vol'^bdlO, n. La game played on a
court by two tennis wno hit a large, light, inflated ball
back and forth over a high net with the hands, each
team trying to, return the ball before it touches the
ground. 2, the ball used in this game.

Vo-log da (vfclo-g-dl), n. 1. a region in the ILSJP^EL,
in north central
%. its capital:
vo lost (v
administrative
2 a rtupal s

..,,
RUSSWU pop., 1,062,000.

, f 95,000.
tss* mlpsfJ, 1. formerly,, Jet s^nall
of peasants in czarist Russia.

, tto Soviet union*
l '

J, n. [after Rep.
, who introduced

"

_ ie sale of
at of this ix>licy by an act of'

o/lfg^d^a^tk^T^1^ sa?a ?eMin*^ le^ui oigura ana tne Nibehmgs: it is also t
" "

variations, m a Germanic version, the Nibehvolt (volt), n. [Fr. vdit- It. mlta, a turn <
fern. pp. >0f volvere, to roll, turn about or a:

K' ^^"Sf ?*m^ / eait of a horse, in

)
;-
n* >fter

/A4essan^ Vofei], the unit ofomotive force, being that electromotiveforceor potential difference, which wiU cause a current Sone ampere to flow through a conductor whose rS^f-
ance is one ohm: abbreviated VA v go pSSdTVol-ta (vol'te), n. a river in the 6old Coast western
Africa, flowing into the Bight of Benin: len^h, 250 mi^^M^

.), n.
,, , __

jtrr" >-" ** vr "e, TO ,._ ,, __ .,~~^m^v ,time: used in directions, as, una volta, once. ,

vol-ta- (voFt9), t [cf. VOLTAIC], in electricity,a combin-
ing lorm, meaning voltaic, as in voltaelectric.

l745-mf^^m
l^S^ (a/le-sln/drj* v'**

vol-ta-e-lec-tric (vof'te-i-lek'trik), adj. of voltaic elec-
tricity,

volt-age
(vol^tij), *^.{see

-AGE], in
^electricity,

electro-

,~- ,-a'ik), adj. [< Alessandro ww -t- -w;
. * Cunitn, 1. a) designating or of electricity

produced by chemical action, b} used in producing
electricity by chemical action. 2. designating or of
electricity that moves in a current, as distinguishedtrom static electricity. 3. [V-], of or relating to Ales-
sandro Volta,

voltaic battery, in
electricity, 1. a battery composed

of voltaic cells. 2. a voltaic cell.
voltaic cell, in electricity, a device for producing an
electnc.current by the action of two plates of diSerent
metals in an electrolyte.i^j -,- ^_ .....

"*J plates acting fr
. -^ _,**....v w~r,v, WTVV u.jLt9oj-i.M.uaj. Jo.ic i/cij..ui; JJliil/cS aCCing; inan electrolyte to produce an electric current.
Vol-taire (voUte>; Fr. vftl/tarO, n, (born Francois
MarteArouei), French satinst, philosopher, dramatistand historian: lived 1694-1778.

vol-taism (yol'ta'iz'm') , n. [< Volta (cf. VOLTAIC) -f
-tsm], voltaic electricity or the branch of electrical
science dealing with this.

vol-tam-e-ter (vol-tam'a-ter), n. [< voltaic + -meter],
ui physics, an instrument used to measure the amount
oi electricity passing through a conductor by tie
amount of electrolysis produced.

vol-ta-met-rlc (vol'ts-met'rik), adj. in physics, of a
voltameter or its use in the measurement of electricity

volt-am-me-ter (volt'am'me'tSr), n. in physics, an
instrument for measuring voltage and amperage-
wattmeter.
volt-ampere (volt'am'pe'r), n. a unit of electrical
measurement equal to the product of one volt and one
ampere: in a direct current it is equal to one watt.

Jyolte-face (volt'%'j Eng. yoirfaV, vol'tia-fasOr n.
IFr.; It. volta jaccia; volta, a turn -f- faccia, a race],
1. a turn so as to face the opposite way; about-face.
2. a complete reversal of opinion, attitude, etc.

vol-ti (v&Fte), v. imperative [It.], in mtisic, turn (the
page) : a direction to t&e performer.
voltme-ter (volt'n^e'tgr), n |p^ (unit) ^ ~metsr],m electricity, an instrument for measuring an electro-
motive force, or a difference in electrical potential,
by volts.

'

,

'

Ypl-ttir-nO (v6>t6or'n$) ; n a' riVer in cenlrM Italy,flu*^
|rom ^e Apennines into ,1the Tyrrhenian Sea-

_._^,_ U'Omt '
'

' 4I
'

''' '
' "

^*W*^,X^y^^^''ji [<^, or LJ; Fr.

. VOL-
oi, flight < voter $,< votare)*

. of piaweir+ to gEde < ^^a, a level

J, to glide down with tbe engiae cut
awrpane or the pilot niane^vwng &

'

surface;
00; said of
n* sttcli a ,

ci (vol^ r ^. |L,J* an ancient
? were comquere4 py the Romans in me 4ith

"'

turned abou,t <
aSo%t orV J

olwor^Sp^:
cr 2.

" *(>'', ^LH ~?~~>***

jyp. of vofoere, to roll, turn
ractenzed by a great flow
l\ talkative, glib, grarrulotsts,i*_ Q^ axis;

-- A a>



volumeter vortex

parchment, a, scroll, etc, 2. a) a collection of written,

typewritten, or printed sheets bound together; book.

b) one of the books in a set or a complete work
:

6.

the amount of space occupied in three dimensions;

cubic contents or cubic magnitude. 4. a
m
quantity,

bulk, mass, or amount. 5. a large quantity; bulk,

amount, etc. 6. the quantity, strength, or loudness of

sound; hence, 7. in music, fullness of tone. Abbrevi-

ated v., vol. SYN. see bulk,
.

speak volumes, to be very expressive or meaningful.
vo-ui-me-ter (vs-loo'ms-ter, va-lu'ms-ter), n. [< vol-

ume + -meter], in physics, an instrument used to meas-

ure the volume of liquids and gases directly, and of

solids by the amount of liquid they displace.

vol-u-met-ric (vol'yoo-met'rik), adj. [< volume +
metric], of or based on the measurement of volume.

vol-u met-ri'cal (vol'yc-o-rnet'ri-k'l) , adj. volumetric.

vol-u met-rical-ly (vol'yoo-met'ri-k'1-i, voryoo-met'-
rik-li), adv. in a volumetric manner; by volumetric

volumetric analysis, the quantitative analysis of a

chemical solution by determining the amount
of reagent necessary to effect a reaction in a known
volume of the solution,

vo4u-me<try (v^-loo'ms-tn, vs-lu'ms-tn), n. 1. the

measurement of volumes. 2. volumetric analysis,

vo-lu-mi-nos-i-ty (vo-loo'ms-nos'o-ti, vs-lu'niQ-nos'Q-

ti), n. the state or quality of being voluminous.
^

volu-mi-nous (vs-loo'ms-nas, VQ-lu'mg-nss), adj. [LL.
voluminosus, full of rolls or folds < volumen; see

VOLUME], 1. writing, producing, consisting of, or

forming such a mass of material as to fill volumes.
2. of great volume; large; bulky; full. 3. [Rare or

Archaic], characterized by many coils or windings.

vol-un-tar-Hy (vol'on-ter'a-li, vol'an-tHrVli) , adv. in

a voluntary manner; of one's own free will; freely.

vol-un-tar-i-ness (vol'on-ter'i-nis), n. the quality or

state of being , voluntary;.

experience.
vol-un-ta-ris-tic (vol'sn-te-ris'tik) , adj. of, having the

nature of, or adhering to voluntarism.

vol-un-tar-y (vpl'an-ter'i) , adj. [ME. voluntarie; L.

voluntaries, voluntary < voluntas, free will < volo,

I wish, pres. indie., of mile, to be willing, to will],

1. brought about by one's own free choice; given or

done of one's own free will; freely chosen or undertaken.
2. acting in a specified capacity willingly or of one's

own accord. 3, intentional; not accidental; as. vol-

untary manslaughter. 4. controlled by the will: as,

voluntary muscles. 5. able to will; having the power
of free decision: as, man is a voluntary agent. 6.

supported by contributions or freewill offerings; not

supported or maintained by the state: as, voluntary
churches. 7. arising in the mind without external con-

straint; spontaneous. 8. in law, a) acting or done
without compulsion or persuasion. 6) done without

profit, payment, or any valuable consideration, n.

[pi. VOLUNTARIES (-i)]. 1. a voluntary act or piece of

work. 2. in music, a piece or solo, often an improvisa*
tion, played on the organ before, during, or alter a
church service.

^yjV.^voluntary implies the exercise of ooe's own frte

choice or will in, an action, whether or not external influences
are at work (voluntary services); inteiitional applies^ that

vhich is done on purpose for a definite reason a4 is in no

way. accidental (an intentional slight) ; deliberate implies qft

realization of the significance of wliat one intends to do and of

its effects (a deliberate lie) ; willful implies obstinate and per-
verse determination to follow on^'s own will despite influences,

arguments, advice, etc. in opposition (a vtfltful refusal) .

vol'Un-tar-y-ism (vol'sn-ter'i-iz'm), ft. 1. the doctrine
that churches, schools, etc. shouM be supported by
voluntary contributions and not by the state. 2. a
system based on this principle,

vol'Wt^er (vol'an-teV), n. [Fr, volont&irtt a voluntary]*
1. a person who enters or offers to enter into any
service of his own free will. 2. a person who entep
naval or military service of bfo own free will, without

compelled to do so oy law: opposed to joto$$rt$i,
e. 3. in la^ a) a pescpoa. , tyf&p enters tttto way
aotiqn of his own free mtt '$}

a person to wlj
Jroperty is transferred without Valuable Gon4<fett
'$C?fl

,

'1. composed of 'volunteers, as an arw- & fwt
as a volunteer. 3. of a voluntewr or rotaataect. _

. 5* in botany, growth from seff-flown or
fallen seed, v.t. to offer or give of <w
V4t to enter or o^er tpjegtar $ *W

f owto free will; enlist AMravfctad V|.- --
Amide*

vo-lup'tii'Ous (vs-lup'choo-as) adj. [ME. voluptuouse;
OFr. voluptueux; L. voluptuosus, full of pleasure <
voluptas, pleasure], 1. full of, producing, or charac-

terized by sensual delights and pleasures; sensual. 2.

fond of or directed toward luxury, elegance, and the

pleasures of the senses. 3. suggesting or expressing
sensual pleasure or gratification. 4. arising from sensual

gratification. SYN. see sensuous.
vo-lute (v9-loof, ve-lut'). n. [Fr.; It. valuta; L. valuta,

orig., fern, of volutus, pp. of volvere, to roll], 1. in

architecture, a spiral scroll forming one of the chief

features of Ionic and Corinthian capitals. 2. a spiral

or twisting form; turn; whorl. 3, in zoology, any of the
turns or whorls of a spiral shell, adj. 1. rolled up;
spiraled. 2. in machinery, a] having a spirally shaped
part. V) having a combined circular and lateral motion.

vo-lut ed (v9-loot'id, va-lut'id), adj. 1. grooved or
twisted in spirals. 2. in architecture, having a volute.

vo-lu-tion (va-loo'shan, vs-lu'shan) , n. [< L. volutus;
see VOLUTE], 1. a rev9lving; rolling. 2. a spjral turn
or twist; coil; convolution. 3. a whorl of a spiral shell.

vol'va (vol'v9), n. [L.], the membranous covering en-

closing some mushrooms in the early stage of growth.
vol-vu-lus (vol'v^oo-bs), n. [Mod. L. < L. volvere, to
roll, turn], intestinal obstruction caused by a twisting
or displacement of the intestines.
vo-mer (vS'mer), n. [L., plowshare], in anatomy, a
thin, flat bone forming part of the nasal septum sepa-
rating the nasal passages.
vo-mer-ine (vo'mr-in, vom'&r-in) , adj. of the vomer.
vom-i-ca (vom'i-ka), n. [L., ulcer, abscess < vomere, to

vomit], 1. a pus-filled cavity in some organ, especially
the lungs. 2. the pus in such a cavity. 3. the coughing
up of such pus in profuse quantities.
vom-it (vom'it), n. [ME.; L. vomitus, a discharging,
vomiting < vomitus, pp. of vomere, to discharge,
vomit], 1, the act or process of ejecting the contents
of the stomach through the mouth. 2. matter ejected
in this way. 3. a drug which causes vomiting; emetic.
v.L I . to eject the contents of the stomach through the

mouth; throw up. 2. to be thrown up or out with
force or violence: rush out. v.L 1. to throw up, as
food. 2. to discharge or throw out with force or in

copious quantities; belch forth.

vom-i-tive (vom'i-tiv), adj. of or causing vomiting;
emetic, n. an emetic

vom-i-to (vom'i-to'; Sp. vd'me'-to'O , [Sp.; L. vomitus],
1. the black vomit of yellow fever, 2. yellow fever,

vomI-to-ry (vom'i-tdr'i, vom'i-t5'n), adj. (L. vom-
itorius], vomitive; emetic, n. [pi VOMITORIES (-iz,

-riz)], 1. an emetic. 2. any opening, funnel, etc.

through which matter is to be discharged. 3. in
Roman amphitheaters, etc,, any of the entrances
leading to the tiers of seats.

vom'!'tu*ri'tion (voni'i-choo-rish'sn), n. 1. repeated
but unsuccessful attempts to vomit; retching. 2.

vomiting that brings up but little matter,

Jvon (f$n; Eng. von), prep. [G.], of; from: a prefix

occurring in many names of German and Austrian
families, especially of the nobility: abbreviated r.

voo-4oo (v6TS'dd"6), n. [pi. VOODOOS 6-dOTsj)] [Creole
Fr. < a WtAfr. word], 1. a body of primitive rites and
practices, pased on a belief in sorcery arid In the power
of charms, fetishes^ etc., found among natives of the
West Indies and in the southern United States, and
ultimately of African origin, 2, a person who practices
these rites. 3. a voodoo charm, fetish, etc. adj. of

voodoos or voodooism. v*t. to affect by voodoo magic.
Cf . Jtwodoo.

v<K>'<dk0'i8m (vdS'dW-iz'm), n. the system of voodoo
beliefs and practices,
voo'doof'tic (vQ7rd67>-is

f
tlk) acf/* of or like voodoo,

?o-ra*dk>u& (vd-rfi'sh^s, v5-ra'shw), adj. < [L, wrasc,
of<wiyf greedy to devour < vorate, to dovourj, i.

greedy in eating; devouring or eager to qevour liurge

quantities of food; ravenotjs; gluttonous 2. very
greedy or eager In oxne desire or pursuit; kwatiable:
as, a voracious reader.

vo*ra4>ity (vd*ras'9-ti vS-rasVt!) , n. [Fr. wroiftl*
tr. twflfilw, nungrinew < wfax, v@raci$; see voiuciout]*
the qualify or condition ol being voracious*

*Kiwl (vo"-ro'nesh)
in south central European Russia: poo., 3 ,5$ I

f
000,

2 r its capital, on tb$ J>on River; pop. $27 tOw
ff



vortical

whirlwind. 3. any activity, situation, or state of
affairs that resembles a whirl or eddy in its rush, ab-

1637 Vuelta Abafo

sorbing effect, irresistible and catastrophic power,' etc"
vor.ti-cal (v6r'ti-k'l), adj\ 1. of, characteristic of, or

11 ice
^a vortex. 2. moving in a vortex; whirling

^TU^T*Ia
,.(
v^r/t9-sel'a), n. [pi VORTICELLAE (-e)],[Mod. L.. dim. < L. vortex; see VORTEX], in zoology,a one-celled animal living in water, with a bell-shaped

body on a thin stem by which it attaches itself to other

V^ 8e
(
v6#9"k5s/), <*dj. [L. vorticosus < vortex;see VORTEX], whirling; vortical.

vor-tig-i-nous (v6r-tij'a-nas), adj. [L. vertiginosus <
vertigo; see VERTIGO], 1. whirling: said of motion.
2. moving m or like a vortex.

Vor-tum-nus (vSr-tum'nas), n. Vertumnus.
Vosges Mountains (vozh), a range in northeastern
France, west of the Rhine: highest peak, c. 4,700 ft.

vot-a-ble (vot'a-b'l), adj. that can be submitted to a
vote; subject to a vote: also spelled voteable.

vo-ta-ress (vo'tg-ris), n. a girl or woman votary: also

vo-ta-rist (vo'te-rist), n. a votary.
vo-ta-ry (vo'ts-ri), n. [pi VOTARIES (-riz)], [< L. votus,
pp. or vovere, to vow], 1. a person bound by a vow or
promise, especially one bound to religious vows, as a
monk or nun. 2, a person devoted to a particular
religion or a certain form of religious worship. 3.
a devoted or ardent supporter, as of a cause, ideal
etc. 4. a person who is devoted to any game, study,'
pursuit, etc. adj. 1. consecrated by a vow. 2. of, or
having the nature of, a vow.
vote (vot), n. [L. votum, a wish, vow < votum, neut. of
votus, pp. of vovere, to vow < IE. base *ewegwh~, to
speak solemnly, vow, seen also in Sans, vaghdt, one
who vows], 1. a decision by one or more persons on a
proposal, resolution, bill, etc., or a choice between
candidates for office, expressed by written ballot, voice,
show of hands, etc. 2. a) the expression or indication
of such a decision or choice, b) the ticket, ballot, voice,
or any other means by whicn it is expressed. 3. the
right to exercise such a decision or choice, as in a
meeting, election, etc. ; suffrage. 4. a) the total number
of ballots cast: as, the vote was light. &) votes collec-

tively: as, get out the vote. 5. [Obs.], a voter. 6.

[Obs.], a vow. 7. [Obs.], a prayer. v.i. [VOTED (-id),
VOTING], to express the will or preference in a matter
by ballot, voice, etc.; give or cast a vote. v.t. 1. a) to
decide, enact, or authorize by vote, b) to grant or
confer by vote, c) to support (a specified party ticket)
in voting. 2. to declare by general opinion: as, they
voted the party a success. 3. [Colloq.l to suggest.
vote down, to defeat by voting; decide against.
vote to, to elect.
vote out, to defeat an incumbent in an election*

vot'Ct (vot'er), n. 1. a person who has a right to
vote; elector. 2. a person who votes.

voting machine, a machine working on the principle
of an adding^machine, on which the votes in an election
are cast, registered, and counted.

vo-tiye (vo'tiv), 007. [L. votivus < votum; see VOTE],
1. given, dedicated, consecrated, done, etc., in fulfill-

ment of a vow or pledge: as, votive offerings. 2. in the
Roman Catholic Church, designating or of a special or

extraordinary Mass said at the option of the priest.
vo'tre** (v5'tris), n. a votaress.
Vo tyak Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
(y$-tya*kO Udmurt Autonomous Soviet Socialist

Republic, a division of the R.S.F-S,R. : former name.
vouch (vouch), v.t. [ME. vonchen; OFr. vouchef < L.
vocare, to call < vox, vocis, a voice], 1. to attest; give
evidence for; affirm or guarantee: as, vouch a statement.
2. to cite or appeal to (authority, example, books,
authors* etc,) in support of one's* vi^ws or actions- &
to uphold by demonstration. 4. [Arciiaic], to call as
witness. 5. in law, to call (a person) into court to give
warranty of title, v.i* 1. to give assurance, affirma-

tion, or a guarantee (with for) : as, his friend? vouched
for ma honesty. 2. to serve as evidence or assurance
(with for) ; as, his references vouch for his ability, n.

[Rare or Archaic], a vouching; assertion or attestation.
vouch-er (vouch'er), n. [substantive use of Anglo-Fir,
voucher, to vouch.], 1. a person who vouches, ai for
the truth of a statement. 2. a paper attesting or

serving as evidence; specifically, a receipt or statement^
serving as evidence of payment of a debt or of the

accuracy of an account. 3. in old English law, the

summoning ol a person into court to warrant another's

title to a property,
vouchsafe (vottch-sIfO* .*. CVOUCHSAFKD (-sSIf),

VOUCHSAFING), [contr. of MB. voncken mf^to vouch
ai sitejt.to be gracious enough or cogdesce^to grant;

*I4 1"

* " *" '"' """"*-

,
- for L. wlutus, pp. of

volvere, t&
roll], in architecture,

any j?
f,^ wedge-shaped stones

ot which an arch or vault is built.Vow (vou), n. 1MB. vow, vou; OFr
you, vo, veu; L, wtum; see VOTE},
1. a solemn promise or pledge;
especially, one nude to God or
^/A_j!?^cat^ ?^ to an

VOUSSOIRS

2. to make

*u i" r ' or way * lifer such as
that of a nun. 2. a promise of
love and fidelity: as, marriage vvws.
3. a solemn affirmation- or asser-
tion, v.t. I to promise solemnly,solemn resolution to do, get etc 3
phatically, earnestly, or solemnly." v.i
take vows, to enter a religious order.

(iiiterct) , VQCSU (letter) vowel <* wo*

generalized frictio^
***** ^^^^^

stream through the pharynx and opened moSiifwith
relatively no narrowing or other obstruction of the
speech organs. 2. a letter, as a, e, , o, and ,

L. vacate
a voice,

vow-eH-za-tion (vou'al-i-za'shsn, vou'ol-JHza'shan), n.

JLthe
act of vowehzing. 2. the state of being voweliied.

vow-el-ize (vou'aHz'). v.t, [VOWELIZED (-!zd')r vow-
ELIZINGJ, to add vowel signs or points to, as a Hebrew
or Arabic text.
vowel point, in certain languages whose written form
normally consists only of consonants, as Hebrew, a
diacritical mark inserted above or below a consonant
to indicate the following vowel sound.

Jvox (voks), n. til. VOCES (vo'sez)], [L.I, voice.
Jvox an.ge-H-ca (voks an-jel'i-ks), \L., lit., angelic
voice], an organ stop consisting of two ranks of pipes
one tuned slightly sharper than the other so as to
produce beats resulting in a wavy, tremulous tone:
also called vox caelestis, voix cfleste.

Jvox cae-les-tis (voks si-les'tis), [L., lit,, heavenly voice],vox angelica.
Jvox hu ma na (voks hyoo-ma'na), [L., human voice]
in music, an organ .stop producing tones like those of
the human voice.

Jvox po-pu-li (voks pop'yoo-HO, [L.], the voice of the
people: abbreviated vox pop.

Jvox populi, vox.De-i (dfl), [L.], the voice of the
people (is) the voice of God.
voy;age (voi'ij), n. [ME, viage, veage; OFr. veiage,
votagt, a voyage; L. viaticum, provision for a icmrney< viattcus, of a .journey < via, way, journey], 1. a
relatively long journey or passage by sea or other
large body of water, or, formerly, by land. 2. a
journey by aircraft. 3. a written account of a voyage.
4. lObs.J, a project; enterprise. v.i. [VOYAGED {-ijd)
VOYAGING], to travel by sea, water, or air. v.t. to sail
or travel over or on. SYN see trip.

voy-ag-er (voi'ij-eV) f n. 1. a person who makes a voy-
age. 2. a person who makes a journey; traveler.

Jyo-ya-geur (vwa'ya'zlieT'), n. [pi. VOYAGEURS (-zherO],
[Fr.J, 1. a traveler. 2. in Canada, a) a person who
transports goods and men by rivers and lakes to
trading posts for the fur companies, b) any woodsman
or boatman of the Canadian wilds.

T0;yeur (vwa-yfcr') n. [Fr, < wfr, to see], a person
given to voyeurism; a Peeoing Tom.

vo-yeur-ism (vwa-y%'i2*m) n. a perversion in which
sexual gratification is obtained by looking at sexual
objects or scenes. .

V.P., Vice-president.
v.p., passive verb.

V3>., Victoria Regina, [LJ, Queen Victoria.
V.T., reflexive verb.
Jvrai sem-blance (vre'saw'blSwsOr n. [Fr.l, the appear-
ance or semblance of truth; verisimilitude.

V. Rev., Very Reverend.
Vries, Hugo de (ht'go d vrSs'), 1848-1935; Dutch

Jvlrouw (yrou; S.A|r.D. frou) f n. [D.] a woman; house-
wife: a title corresponding to Mrs.

iro.. versus.

iV.&, Veterinary Sttrgeon,
V^., Me sufra, [I^J, see above,
V-shaped (ve'shaiptO, adj. sliaped like the letter V.
Vt., Vermont.
v.t^ transitive verb.

engine,
nepgbe (Vf%'k an engine, as a gasoline
, in which the cylinders are set at an angle,
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vug, vugg, vugh (vug, vopg), n. [Corn. vooga,& cave],

in mining* a cavity or hollow in a rock or lode, oiten

lined with crystals.

vug-gy (vug'i, voog'i), adj. [VUGGIER (-i-Sr), VUGGIEST
(-I-ist)] f fS of vugs, or cavities: said of rock.

V0I. Vulgate. ,T , ,

Vul-canTvuFkgn), n. [L, Vulcanus, Tolcanus, Vulcanl,
in Roman mythology, the god of fire and of metal-

working: later identified with the Greek Hephaestus.
Vul-ca-ni*an (vul-ka'ni-sn), adj. [L. Vulcanius, of

Vulcan], 1. of, characteristic of, associated with, or

made by, Vulcan. 2. [v-], having to do with metal-

working. 3. [v-], in geology', a) volcanic. b) Plutonic.

vul-can-ite (vul'ksn-itQ, n. [Vulcan + -*te] t a hard
rubber made by treating crude rubber with a large
amount of sulfur and subjecting it

to^ intense heat;
ebonite: used in combs, electrical insulation, etc.

vul-can*i-za-tion (vul'kan-i-za'shan, vul'ksn-I-za'shan),
n. [< vulcanize + -ation], the process of treating crude
rubber with sulfur or its compounds^ and subjecting it

to heat in order to make it nonplastic and increase its

strength and elasticity: the degree of hardness of
vulcanized rubber varies directly with the amount of

sulfur used and the intensity of the heat applied.
vulcanize (vul'ksn-iz') , v.t. [VULCANIZED (-izd'),

VULCANIZING], to subject to vulcanization, v.i. to

undergo vulcanization.

vul-can-ol-o-gy (vul'kan-ol'o-ji), n. volcanology.
Vulg., Vulgate.
vulg., 1. vulgar. 2. vulgarly.
vul*gar (vul'ger), adj. [ME. vulgare; L. vulgaris

t
<

vulgtis or volgus, the common people], 1. of, belonging
to, or common to the great mass of people in general;
common; popular: as, a vulgar superstition. 2. desig-

nating, of, or in the popular, or vernacular, speech.
3. characterized by a lack of culture, refinement,
taste, sensitivity, etc.; coarse; crude; boorish, n.
1. [Archaic], the common people (with the). 2. [ObsJ,
the vernacular. SYN, see coarse, common,
vulgar fraction, a common fraction.

vul-gar-i-an (vul-gj'i-9n), n. a vulgar person; espe-
cially, a rich or well-to-do person with coarse, showy
manners or tastes.

vul-gar-ism (vul
/
^e'r-iz'm), i

n I.* a word phrase, or
expression occurring only in common colloquial usage
or, especially, in coarse speech. 2. vulgar behavior,
quality, etc. ; vulgarity.

vul-gar-i'ty (yul-gar's-ti), n. [L. vulgaritas], 1. the
state or quality of being vulgar, crude, coarse, un-
refined, etc. 2. [pi. VULGARITIES (-tiz)], a vulgar act,
habit, usage in speech or writing, etc.

vul-gar-i-za-tion (vul'ger-i-za'shan, vul'gSr-i-za'shan),
n. a vulgarizing or being vulgarized.

vulgar-ize (vuPger-iz') v.t. [VULGARIZED (-izd'). VUL-
GARIZING], to make vulgar.

Vulgar Latin, the everyday speech of the Roman
people, from which the Romance languages developed;
popular Latin as distinguished from standard or
literary Latin.

vul-gar-ly (vul^ger-H), adv. 1. commonly; generally;
popularly. 2. in a vulgar manner; in bad taste.

Vulgate (vul'gat, vul'git), n. [ML. vulgata (editio),

popular (edition) < L. vulgatus, common, usual, orig.
pp. of vulgare, to make common < vulgus, a crowd],
1. a Latin version of the Bible prepared by St. Jerome
in the 4th centuryt serving as the authorized version
of the Roman Catholic Church. 2. [v-], any text or
version in common acceptance, adj. 1. of or in the
Vulgate. 2. [v-], commonly accepted; popular. Ab-
breviated VuL, Vulg.

vu!-ner;a-biM-ty (vul'ner-a-bil'a-ti), n. the quality or
condition of being* vulnerable.

vulner-a-ble (vul'nr-9-bl) f adj. [LL. mineraUlis,
wounding, likely to hijure; also, in pass, sense, vul-

nerable < L. vulnerare, to wound < vulnus, vulnerfo,
a wound], 1. that can be wounded or physically
injured. 2. open to criticism or attack: as, a vulnerable

reputation. 3. open to attack or assault by armed
forces: as, the Maginot line proved to be vulnerable.
4. in contract bridge, liable to an increased penalty if

defeated or to an increased bonus if successful: said of
a team which has won one game.

vul*ner-a-bly (vul'ner-s-bli), adv. so as to be vulnerable.
vul-ner-ar-y (vul'ner-er'i), adj. [L. minerarius < vulmts,
vulneris, a wound], used for healing wounds, n. [pi. ,

VULNERARIES (-iz)J, any vulnerary drug, plant, etc.

Vul-pec-u-la (vul-pek'yoo-ls), n. [L,, dim. of vulpes,
a fox], in astronomy, the Little Fox, a small northern
constellation between Cygnus and Aquila; see con-
stellation, chart.

Vulpecula cum An-ser-e (kum an'so-re'), [L.; vuU
pecula, dim. of wipes, a fox + cum, with + ansere,
abl. of anser, a goose], hi astronomy, the Little Pox
with the Goose: a name sometimes used for the con-
stellation Vulpecula.

vul-pec-u-lar (vul-pek'yoo-lgr), adj. [< L. vulpecula,
dun. of vulpes, a fox; + -ar], of a fox, especially a young
one; vulpine.

vul-pi-cide (vul'po-sid') n, [< L, vulpes, a fox -J-

caedere, to kill], [British],
1. the killing of a fox by

some means other than hunting it with hounds. 2. a
person who does this.

vul-pine (vul'pln, vul'pin), adj. JL. vulpinus, foxlike
< vulpes, a fox], 1. of a fox or foxes. 2. like a fox;
foxy; clever; cunning; tricky.

vul-ture (vul'chgr), n. [ME. voutur, volture, vultur;
OFr. voutour, voltour; JL.

vultur], 1. any of a number
of large birds of prey re-

lated to the eagles and
hawks, with naked and
usually brightly colored
heads and dark plumage:
vultures live on carrion and
are found in tropical and
temperate regions. 2. any
greedy and ruthless person
who preys on others.

vul-tur-ine (vtd'chSr-in',
vul'cher-in), adj. [L. vul-

turinus < vultur, a vulture],
1. of the vulture family.
2. of, characteristic of, or
like a vulture or vultures.

vul-tur-ous (vul'cher-9s) ,

adj. like a vulture; preying;
ravenous.

vul-va (vul'va), n. [L. vulva,
volva, wrapper, covering,
womb < volvere, to roll or
turn about], the external

genital organs of the female,

VULTURE
(2 1/2 ft. long)

covering,
vulva. 2.

including the labia majora, labia minora, clitoris, and
the entrance to the vagina.

vul'Val (vulVI), adj. of the vulva.
vul-vi-forai (vul'va-ffirm'), adj. like a vulva in form
or appearance.

vul*vo- .(vul'vo, ^vul'va), [< L. vulva, t

womb] & combining form meaning: 1.
vulva and. Also, vulv-.

w., 1. verses. 2, violins,

v.v., vice versa.
w. U7 vanae lecUones, [L.], variant readings.
Vyat-ka (vy&t'ka'), n. 1. a river in east central Euro-
pean BUS.P.S.R., flowing into the Kama River; length,
875 TOOL 2. Kirov, a city on this river: former name.

Vyer-nyi ^vyer'ni), n. Alma-Ata: the former name.
vy-ing (vi'irj), adj. [ppr. of we], that Ties; that competes.
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adj.
t

1. of W or w. 2. twenty-third (or twenty-second
if J is omitted) in a sequence or group.
W, 1. watt; watts. 2. west. 3. in chemistry, the symbol
for tungsten (wolfram),

w. watt; watts.
W., 1. Wales. 2, Washington. 3. Wednesday. 4.
Welsh. 5. Western.

W., w., 1. warden. 2. warehouse. 3. watt; watts.
4. weight. 5. west, 6. western. 7. width. 8. in
physics, work.

w., 1. week: weeks. 2. wide. 3. wife. 4. with. 5. won.
wa' (w6, wa), n. [Scot.], wall.

ffi'A;^ ^Jv8
} Africa.

?. Western Australia,
WAAG, W.A.A.G. t 1. Women's Auxiliary Army Corps:
replaced by WAC. 2. [British], Women's Army Aux-
iliary Corps.
Waadt (vat), n. yaud, Switzerland: the German name,
Waaf (waf), n. in Great Britain, a member of the
Women's Auxiliary Air Force: also written WAAF,
Vr A.AF
Waal (wal), n. a branch of the Rhine River, flowing
through the Netherlands.
Waals, Jo han nes Di de rik van der (y6"-ha'nas de'ds-
rik van d&r vals'), 1837-1923; Dutch physicist; received
Nobel prize in physics, 1910.
Wa-bash (wd'bash), n. a river in Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois flowing into the Ohio River: length, 475 mi.

wab-ble (wab'l), n., lu". & v.t. [WABBLED (-'Id), WAB-
BLING], wobble.
wab-ble (waV'l), n. [var. of warble (tumor)), the larva
of a botfly whicn is parasitic on squirrels.

wab-bly (wab'li), adj. [WABBLIER (4i-r), WABBUBST
(-K-ist)], wobbly.
Wac (wak), n. a member of the Women's Army Corps.
WAC, W.A.C., the Women's Army Corps.
Wace, Robert (was, was), 12th century; Anglo-Norman
chronicler and poet.
wack (wak), n. [see WACKY], [Slang], a person whose
behavior is eccentric, erratic, or so irrational as to
seem crazy.
wack-e (wak'a), n. [G,; OHG. wacko, earlier waggo,
gravel, stone], a rock like sandstone in texture, resulting
from, the disintegration of volcanic rock.

wack-y (wak'i), adj, [WACKIER (4-Sr), WACKIEST (-i-ist)l,

[? < whack (a^blow) +
t -y; cf. SLAP-HAPPY], [Slang],

erratic, eccentric, or irrational: also whacky.
Wa-co (wa'ko), n. a city in central Texas: pop., 84,000.
wad (wad, w&dl, n, [in sense 1, akin to D,, G-. watte,
Sw. vadd; the Eng. word is formally akin to the Sw.;
ult. origin prob. non-IE,], 1. a) a small, soft mass, as a
handful of cotton, crumpled paper, etc.

b) [British Dial,],
a bundle, especially a small one, as of straw or hay.
2. a lump or small, compact mass of something:
as, a wad of chewing tobacco. 3. a mass of soft or

fibrous material used for padding, packing, stuffing, etc.

4. a plug of hemp, tow, paper, etc., stuffed against a
charge to keep it firmly in tne breech of a muzzle-load-

ing gun or in a cartridge. 5, [Colloq,], a roll of paper
money; hence, 6. [Slang], a stock of wealth or money.
v.t. [WADDED (-id), WADDING], 1. to compress into a
wad. 2. to roll up into a wad, as paper. 3, to plug or

stuff with a wad. 4. to line or pad with or as with

wadding. 5. to hold (a charge) in place by a wad, as

in a gun or cartridge.
wad (wad; unstressed wed), v. [Scot.], would.
Wa-dai (wS-di'), n. a former independent sultanate of

the Sudan; now the eastern part of Chad Colony,
French Equatorial Africa.
wad-der (wid'&r, wdd'Sr), n. a person or thing that
wads.
wad-ding (wSd'in, w&d'in), n. 1. any soft or fibrous

material for use in padding, packing, stuffing, etc. ;

especially, cotton made up into loose, Huffy sheets, or

batting. 2. any soft material for making wads, as for

guns Or cartridges. 3. a) wads collectively. 6) a wad.
waddle (wEd'% wdd'l), v.i. [WADDLED (-Id), WAD-
DUMG), [freq. of wade], 1. to walk with short steps and
a swaying motion from side to side, as a duck. 2. to

move clumsily with a motion like this; toddle, as a

baby. n< 1, the act of waddling. 2. a waddling gait

or movement.
wad*dy (wSd'i w6d'i), adj. like a wad.

wad-dy (wSd'i), n. p. WADips (&),[<; *fe| ,

name in Au^fcraEaj> AufctraMa, 1. 1'shorL uhiek

used by aborifinea as a weapon. 2. a;walfcing,stick;
cane. w*fe fwAiOiDiEl^ (-id),,
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water,, .
.

etc., that offers resistance. 2. to

n. 1. an act of wading.wading: as, wade the brook.
2. a place to be waded: ford.
wade in (or into), [Colloq,], to begin energetically;
attack with vigor.

wad-er (wad%), n. La person or thing that wades.
2* any of several long-legged shore birds that wade the
shallows and marshes for food, as the exane, hesroa, rail,

coot, sandpiper, [and snipe. 3. pi. high waterproof
boots; hip boats.

wa-di (wa'di), n. \pl. WADIS, WADIES (-diz)J, [Ar. wadJ,
channel of a river, a river, ravine, valley], in Arabia,
northern Africa, etc., 1. a valley, ravine, or water-
course that is dry except during the rainy season, 2.

the stream or rush of water that flows through it. 3. an
oasis. Also spelled wady.
Wa-di Hal-fa (wa'di hal'fa), a city in the northern
Sudan; pop., 11,000.
wad-na (wad'ns), [Scot.], would not,
wad-set (wad'set'). n. [Scot. (MScot. wedsett): wad, a
pledge 4- set, to place], in Scots law, the pledge of
land, etc. as security for a debt; mortgage, v.t. [WAD-
SETTED (~id), WADSETTING], to put in pledge; mortgage.

wad-set-ter (wad'set'er), n. in Scots law, the receiver
of a wadset.
wa-dy (wa'di), n. [pi. WADIES (-dizVj, a wadi.
wae (wa), n. IScot. & N. Eng. Dial.], woe; sorrow.
wae sucks (wa'suks), inter}. [Scot, wae, woe 4- sucks,
sakes; see SAKE, nj, [Scot. & N. Eng. Dial.], alasl
Waf (waf), n. a member of the WAP.
waf (waf, waf), adj. & n. [Scot.], waff (worthless, etc.).

WAF, Women in the Air Force.
Wafd (waft), n. [Ar., a deputation], in Egypt, an ex-
treme Nationalist party formed by Saad Zagnlul Pasha
in 1919.

wa-fer (wa'feY), n. [ME. wafre; OFr. waufre; D. wafelt

a wafer, waffle (cf. WAFFLE); for IE. base see WEAVE],
1. a thin, flat, crisp cracker or cake; hence, 2, anything
resembling this. 3. a thin cake of unleavened bread
used in the Eucharist, as in the Roman CathoHc Church.
4. a small adhesive disk, as of dried paste, gelatin, .or
the like, used as a seal on letters, documents, etc. 5. a
thin, flat disk or piece of candy, v.t. to seal, close,

attach, or fasten with a wafer or wafers (sense 4).
waff (waf, waf), n. [var. of wave], [Scot. & N. Eng. Dial.],

1. a wave, or waving motion, as in signaling. 2. a
puff, -whiff, or gust, as of air. 3. a glimpse. 4, a ghost;
wraith, v.t. & v.i. [Scot.], to wave.

waff (waf, waf), adj. [var. of waif], [Scot.], 1. worthless.
2. solitary, n. [Scot.], a vagabond. Also spelled waf.

waf-fle (wfif'l, wdf'l), n. [D. wafel], a batter cake
cooked in a waffle iron: it is crisjper than a pancake.

waffle Iron, a utensil for cooking waffles, having two
flat, studded plates, now usually of aluminum, pressed
together so that the waffle bakes between them.
W. Afr., 1. West Africa. 2. West African.

WAFS, W.A.F.S*, Women's Auxiliary Ferrying Squad-
ron.
waft (waft, waft), v.t. (back-formation < obs. wafter, a
convoy; D. wachter, lit., a watcher], 1. to carry or

propel lightly over water or through the air, as objects,
sounds, odors, etc, 2. to transport as if in this manner.

gently: said of breezea n. 1. the act or fact of floating
or being carried lightly along. 2. an odor, sound, etc.

carried through the air. 3. a breath or gust of wind.
4. a wave, waving, or wafting movement. 5. in nautical

usage, a waif (sense 5),
waft (waft, waft), n. [Scot.], weft.

waft-age (waf'tij. waf'tij), n. [see -AGE), [Archaic]r a

wafting or being wafted; conveyance by wafting.
waft-er (wafter, wSf'tSr), n. a oerson or thing that

wafts; especially, a revolving fan in a blower.
waf-ture (wafchSr, waf'chgr), n. 1. the act of waving
or wafting. 2. something wafted, as on or by a breeze.

wag (wag), v.t. (WAGGKD (wagd), WAGGING], [ME, wag-

gm; prob. < ON.; cf, ON, vagga, a cradle, Sw. va&ga, to

rockj; 1. to cause (something fastened at one emd) i
to

move rapidly and repeatedly back and forth, Jrona, side

to side, or up and down: as, thp dog WIM^ hfe tail.

2, to move (the tongue) in talking, especialir^"ulte or
J 1, <tpi.mav^
from side to s^de, or tap

2, to keejp jwySog& talk, (espe-

gossip: saipt 01? me

malicious gossip
edly bac;k and tp
as a part o| *e
cially in
&
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waist

'a* in: carry on: as, wage war. 2. Ipbs.], to pledge.
- i to wager; bet. 4. [Obs. or British Dial.], to

- * " - ' -
i. usuallyre y [Obs.], to do battle; fight.

6i money paid to an employee for work done, and

-usually figured on an hourly, daily, or piecework
basis- often distinguished from salary. 2. usually pi
what is given in return: reward; recompense: formerly
the plural form was often construed as singular, as,

"The wages of sin is death." 3. [Obs.], a) a pledge.. 6)

the state of being pledged; pawn. 4. pi, m economics,

the share of the total product of industry that goes to

labor, as distinguished from the share taken by capital.

SYN. wages (less commonly wage) applies to money paid
an employee at relatively short intervals, often daily, ^r
weekly, especially for manual or physical labor; salary applies

to fixed compensation usually p^aid at longer intervals, often

monthly or semi-monthly, especially to clerical or professional

workers; stipend is a somewhat lofty substitute for salary,
or it is applied to a pension or similar fixed payment; fee

applies to the payment requested or given for professional
services, as of a doctor, lawyer, artist, etc.; pay^ is a general
term equivalent to any of the preceding, but it is specifically

used of compensation to members of the armed forces; emolu-
ment is an elevated, now somewhat jocular, substitute for

salary or wages.
wage earner, a person who works for wages.
wag-er (wa'j&r), n. [ME. wageoure,' ONorm. Fr. wageure
< wagier; see WAGE], 1. a bet (senses 1, 2, 3). 2.

formerly, a pledge to do something or abide by an
outcome: especially in wager of battle, a challenge by a
defendant to prove his innocence by personal combat.
v.t. & lu. to bet (all senses).

wage scale, 1. a schedule of wages paid for the per-
formance of related jobs or tasks in a given industry,
plant, etc. 2. the schedule of wages paid by a given
employer.
wage-work-er (waj'wur'kSr), n. onewhoworks forwages.
wage-work-ing (waj'wftr'kir)), adj. doing work for

wages.
wag'ger'y (wag/gr-i), n. [pi. WAGGERIES (-iz)], [< wag
(joker) + -ery\*

1. the action, spirit, or manner of a
wag; roguish jocularity or merriment. 2. a joke or

jest; especially, a practical joke.
wag-gish (wag'ish), adj. [< wag

f Goker) -f 4sh], 1.

like, characteristic of, or befitting a wag^; roguishly
jocular or merry. 2. done, said, or made in waggery;
playful; sportive.
wag gle (wag'l), v.t. [WAGGLED (>'ld), WAGGLING], [freq.
of wag, .], to wag, especially with short, abrupt move-
ments, v.i. to move in a shaky or wobbly manner;
totter, n. the act or an instance of waggling.

,.._,...,. , w ___.., , (Wilhelm Richard
Wagner), 1813-1883: German composer.

Wag-ne-ri-aii (vag-ne^i-an), adj. 1. of or like Richard
"Wagner or his music, theories, methods, etc. 2. desig-
nating or of an operatic singer specializing in Wagners
operas: as, a Wagnerian soprano, n. an admirer or fol-
lower of Wagner's music, theories, etc.

Wag-ner ism (vag'aeY-iz/m), n. 1. Richard Wagner's
theory, practice, and method of composing music

! dramas, characterized by emphasis on the co-ordination
of all the components (vocal and mstmmemtal music,
teart, action, setting, etc.), by constant use of the
leitmotif, .-and by a general departure from the con-
ventions of previous, especially Italian, opera. 2. the
influence of Wagner's theories on other composers and
musicians, or the tendency to imitate Wagner.
wag-on (wag'an), n. [< D. wagen (G waperi), wheeled
ireMclei cf, WAIN, n.] t 1. any of various 'types of &MO>
wheeled vehicles, either open or covered, egaecMly
jwe for hauling heavy loads; as of freight. 2. [British},
a railroad freight car. 3. [Colloq.^ an enclosed vehicle
tpsed, D^; the police for carrying arrested* people ,

- ppliceystation 'ov jail: usually the,, "wafion,*; in full

\\Gf, rpattjal) wagon. 4.jOl>s4' ( i!Mdhariot* 5. [V
)i$$tr<mom$i Charles's Wain, Ct '. ako <*tatiop. wagon,

1
: teattlei ttagpnv tea wagon, etc. v6 to^carry or transport

,

,

,

'/ hitch one's wagon to a star, to setoneself an ambitious
''"'ivbaflu', n '

' c ,', , ,'/
, , )( >j ,

,

'

,,,
,

l

t 4bei: (w^tsee) twaton, ISlangfv' no

iwag-on-lit (va'gow'le'), ft- [Fr.: wagon, a car, railway
coach (< Eng. wagon) \ + lit, a bed], in Europe, a rail-

road sleeping car.

wag-on-load (wag'en-lod
7
), n. the load that a wagon

carries or will carry.

wagon train, a line or convoy of wagons traveling to-

gether, especially one carrying military supplies.

Wa-gram (va'gram), n. a village in Austria, near Vienna:
scene of a battle (1809) of the Napoleonic Wars, in

which the French defeated the Austrians.

wag-tail (wag'tal'), n. 1. any of numerous small birds

related to the pipits, mostly native to Europe, charac-
terized by long wing feathers and a very long tail that

wags up and down. 2. any of various similar birds, as
an American water thrush of the wood warbler family.

Wa-ha-bi, Wa-ha-bee (wa-ha'be), n. [Ar. wahhdbi,], a
member of a strict Moslem sect which adheres closely to
the Koran: it was founded by Abdul-Wahhab (1691-
1 787) and now flourishes inArabia : also spelled Wahhabi.
Wa-ha-bHsm (wa-ha'bi-iz'ni), n. the doctrines and
practices of the Wahabis.
Wa-ha-bism (wa-ha'biz'm), n. Wahabiism.
Wa-ha-bit (wa-ha'bit), n. a Wahabi,
Wa-ha-bite (wa-ha'bit), adj. of or belonging to the
Wahabis. n. a Wahabi.
wa-hoo (wa-hoo'f walioo), n. [Am. Ind. (Dakota) wan-
hu, lit., arrow wood], a large shrub or tree having small,

pie flowers and purple fruit with red seeds; burning

wa-hoo (wa-hoo', wa'hoo), n. [Am. Ind. (Creek) uha-
whu, cork elm], 1. a variety of elm with corky bark.
2. the basswood tree. 3. any of various other American
trees or shrubs, as the cascara buckthorn.
Wai-chow (wi'chou'; Chin, wi'io'), n. a city in Kwang-
tung province, southeastern China: pop., 400,000.

waif (waf), n. [ME.; ONorm.Fr. (OPr. gaif)-, ? < ON.
veif, anything flapping about < veifa, to wave, swing],
1. anything found by chance that is without an owner.
2. a person without nome or friends; especially, a home-
less child. 3. a strayed animal. 4. in law, goods stolen
and thrown away by the thief in his flight. 5. in
nautical usage, a signal flag or pennant, or a signal
made with a flag or pennant; waft,
Wai-kiki (wi'ke-ke' wi'ke-ke'), n. a famous bathing
resort in Honolulu, Hawaii.
wail (wal), v.i. [ME. weilen, wailen; ON. vxla, vala, to

lament < vx, woe; cf. WOE], 1. to express grief or pain
by long, loud cries. 2. to make a plaintive, sad, crying
sound: as, the wind wails, v.t. 1. to lament; mourn:
as, they wailed his death. 2. to cry out in mourning
or lamentation, n. 1. a long, pitiful cry of grief and
pain. 2. a sound like this. 3. a wailing. < SYN see cry.

wail-ful (wal'fsl), adj. 1. wailing; sorrowful: expressive
of sorrow. 2. like, or giving forth, a wail or cry of
sorrow.

Wail-ing Place (or Wall) of the Jews (wal'in), a court-
yard in Jerusalem bordered by a high waU believed to
contain stones from Solomon's temple : Jews gather there
weekly for prayer and lamentation: also Wailing Wall,
wail-some (wal'sam), adj. 1. wailing; lamenting, 2.

causing lamentation; lamentable.
wain (win), n. [ME.; AS. wvgn, wheeled vehicle; akin
to 0. wagen (cf WAGON) ; IE. base as in weigh], [Archaic],
a wagon or cart.
the Wain, Charles's Wain, the seven bright stars in
the Big Dij>f>er.

wain-scot (wan'sket, wak'skot'), n* [ME. waynescote <
MLG. or MD.; cf. D. wagenschot, wainscot; profo, <
wagen* a carriage -J-

schot, an enclosure or partition of

boards; exact origin disputed], 1. a wood lining or
paneling on the walls of a room, 2. such a paneling on
the lowe^r part of a room only: hencej 3. a) the lower
part of, a room when it has a nnish different from that
of the upper. 6) any applied finish, as tile* Knotewa, 'etc.,

laid on a wall 4. [British], a fine imported oak tised
for interior paneling. v*t. [WAINSCOTJ> >ot <iWAH*>
s<x>riro> (-id), WAINSCOTING or WAJENSCOTXHSTG], to line

(a watt or room) witJbt wood, or other material
wajbot:SiQ^Itij|(i waiii^8c;0t>l3in|j (wSn^slco^-iij^ wJtn'ikQt'-

n. JU paneHng of wood or other material laid on
woodj wainscot. 2. material used for tbla

it (wSnfrttOt n.
f[wafot (a wagon) 4- i0rifc&& a

builds or repairs wagons. <

i

,. .* , J0mat3bii May-hew (m3f&t
; American general. \

<

'\ n.[UE. waste < the base of AS. weaxan,
WAZ *.) ; tilxe sense develojeed < Hie motion.
fbodferv

ft mom nhicskaws 1

!^ t the part-

K bc4y between tif!bs and tke hlpsv 2, 4>. tie pact
f a.g^wat tlmt.coveiEs the wafet 6J tbe narrow part

'jpca wojateali 'dresas^, eda^'wom at the want or Above or
Wmr 4 as t$b0 slgr&s cbiwge; waMfeie, 4 the part of a

^wiagttjp ^iwmd P
,

oe, etc. : see violin, illus, 4. in
le part of the upper deck of a
the forecastle and the quarter-



wale

other garment.

^wl^? *1* <wSst'kl6th'), n. a garment consisting of acloth drawn around the hips ancfsometimes feou?h 4ie
crotch, and

,
fastened at the waist; loincloth*^&S^^ [British], asho^,

,

by women. 3. a somewhat longer,
fonneriy

keep
n^*f^<v^rz&~ ?

^^^^^^^s^
keep watch or vigil over; especially, to hold a wakeover (a corpse), n. 1. {Poetic}, the state of beingawake. 2. a watch kept at night, or a vigil, as for sementual

purpose^ especially, an all-mght vigil

twe,rt, r-K
'

tween the ribs and the hips. 2.

P to the waist.
the waist, be-

the narrow t>art of a
above oFbelow
the

wait (wat), iu. [ME. waiter,- ONorm.Pr. waitier: OHGvoton <
ttja&te,.

a guard, watch], 1. to stay in a placeor remain inactive or in anticipation until something
expected takes place (often with /or, until, etc.): a^VMMl until we call, wait for us, 2. to be ready or at nand

'

as, dinner is waiting for us. 3. to remain temporarilv
undone or neglected: as, that work will have to wait,
4. to serve food at a meal (with at or on): as, she
will watt. at table, v.*. 1. to be, remain, or delay in
expectation or anticipation of; await: as, wait orders,
wort; your turn. 2. to serve food at: as, he waits table.
3. ICoUoq.J, to put off serving; delay (a meal) until
someone comes: as, wait dinner. 4. [Obs.], to attend
upon or escort, especially as a token of respect or
honor. 5. [Qbs.J, to attend as a consequence, n.
1. the act or fact of waiting: as, we had a long wait
2. a tune of waiting: as, a Four-hour wait. 3. an am-
bush; trap; usually in lie in wait. 4. in England, any
of a group of singers and musicians who go through the
streets at Christmas time playing and singingsongs
and carols for small gifts of money. 5. [Obs.l a member
of a band of musicians formerly employed by a city or
town in England to play at entertainments. 6. [Obs.],
a watchman. SYN. see stay.
wait on (or upon), 1. to act as a servant to. 2. to
caU on or visit (someone, especially a superior) in
order to pay one's respects, ask a favor, etc. 3. to
result from; be a consequence of. 4. to supply the
needs or requirements of (a person at table, a cus-
tomer in a store, etc.), as a waiter, clerk, etc.

pansh church. 6) a vigil held the night before this.
"

wake (wak), n. [D. ^oJfe; prob. < ONTfoifc, a hole, open-
ing in the. ice], 1. the track left in the water % a
moving ship or boat; hence, 2. the track or course^ of
anything that has gone before or passed by,
in the wake of, 1. in nautical usage* following directly
behind (a ship or boat); hencef 2. foUo^nT^behind. 3. following as a consetience.

en~beetje: so^namecf for'
number of plants having sharp or hooked thorns,

Waite, Mcrri-eon Rem ick (morfi-s'n rem'ik wit),
1816-1888; American jurist: chief justice, United States
Supreme Court (1874-1888),

wait er (waVer), n. [ME. waitere, watchman], 1. a per-
som who waits or awaits, 2. a man.who waits on table,
as w. a restaurant. 3. a tray for carrying dishes ; salver.
4. [Obs*], a watchman or attendant.

wait-ing (w&t'iag), adj. 1. that waits. 2. of or for a
wait. 3. that serves or is in attendance, n. 1. the act
of one that waits. 2. a period of waiting.
in waiting, 1. in attendance (on a king or other
person of royalty). 2. in British military &* naval
usage, next m turn for some duty, privilege, etc.

waiting room, a room in which people wait, as in a
railroad station, a dentist's office, etc.

waitress (wat'ris), n. a woman or girl who waits on
table, as in a restaurant or hotel.
waive (wfiv). v.t [WAIVED (wa

, weimn;
e? pcob. <'

WAIVING], [ME.
; gawer). to -ret*

L to

England:

e-ful (wak'fal), adj. 1. keeping awake; not steep-
ing; hence, 2. alert; watchful; viSant. 3. unable to

.sleep. 4. sleepless: as, a wakeful night,Wake Island (wak), a small island in the northern
Pacific between Midway and Guam, belonging to the
United States: area, 4 sq. mi.: naval air baseT^

wake-less fakflis) v .ad/. unbroken; deep: said of sleep.wak-en (wak''n), v.r. [ME. waknm; AS. wocwwin, a*a-
aw, to become awake < base of wacan + -, inchoative

suffix], 1. to become awake; come to one's senses after
sleep or a state like sleep. 2. to become active, ani-
mated, or alive after inactivity or dormance. v.t. 1. to
awake. 2. to urge or stir into action or activity:
arouse; excite. 3. [Scot.!, to guard. SYN. see atir.^^I Aex^^Sk/tH5* 1^ fe

66 WAKE, V' * REFE* *'!'
[Scot. & N. Eng, Dial. , wakefuL

wake-rob*tn. (wak'rob'm), n. 1. any of a number of
related plants with leaves in groups of three and white,
pink, purple, or greenish three-part flowers; trillium.
2. [British], any of a nttmber of related pints with
variously colored, hoodlike leaves arching over flower
spikes; any of several arums, especially the cuckoopint.
3. the jack-in-the-pulpit.
wake-up (wak'upl, n. [Colloq.], the flicker.
Waks man, Set-man Abraham (selfmBaa waks'mon),
1888- ; American biologist born in Russia; discovered
streptomycin; received Nobel prize in medicine, 1952,
WaL, 1. Walachian. 2. Walloon.
Wa-la-clii-a (wa-la'ki^, wa-lSk'ys), n. a former princi-
pality in southeastern Europe: now a part of Romania:
also spelled WaUachia.
Wa la chi an (wa-la'ki-^n, wa-lak'yan), adj. of Wala-
chia, its people, or their language. . n. 1. a native or
inhabitant of Walachia. 2. the language of the Wala-
chians. Also spelled Wallachian. Abbreviated Wai,
Walach.
Wai che-ren (vSl'kha-ron), i. an island of the Nether-
lands, in Zeeland province, off the southwestern coast.
Wai de mar I fyal'ds-mar'). 1131-1182; king of Den-
mark (1157-1182) : also Valdemar I: called the Great.
Waldenses <wal-den'sz), n&l. [MLl, after Beter
Waldo, 12th^c. Fr. merchant and founder of the sect],
a sect of puritan dissenters from the Roman Catholic
Church which arose about 1170 in southern France
through the preaching of Peter Waldo t titey were ex-
communicatea jn 1184 and persecateHi but still sur-
vive in the Alps of France andItaly : also called Vaudois.
Wal^dea^an (wal-deu'si-an, wal-den^hQ), adj. of the

'

' '

,

wald grave fwdld^grSy'), n* [G, wdldgraf; wold, a
forest 4- graf, a rttlerf,m tibe

1 old German empire,
(

1. the
head keeper of a royal facted 2 in [tih Rhme districts,

nobleniajaf f a cerfciain rank. * '

"i
'

'

*^ "'f'f"-*

foXwCTdS, 'w^^do)-, [Ka^'i
1 or OW*; <Walttanv

to rule; also G^v cdntr. lor naines
%bgf&ming; with

Walde- (e.g. Waldemar) , of same origin], a masculine

,_ _ - such
a, waiver of our claim. ,

n. a city on the coast of

^ __________ ,

to be awake & wdcan, to arise;
to be



wale 1642 Wallenstein

to the outside of the hull of a wooden ship. v.L

[WALBD (wald), WALING], 1. to mark (the skin) with a

Vale or wales. 2. to fasten, protect, or brace with a

wale or wales. 3. to make, as cloth, or weave, as

wickerwork, with a wale or wales.
,

Wale (wal), n. [ME. wal; ON. val; akin to G. watt

choice, a choosing; IE. base as mVfiLL, .], [boot. &
N. Eng. Dial.], 1. a choosing; choice. 2. that chosen

as best. v.L [WALED (wald), WALING], [Scot. & N. Eng.

Dial.], to choose; pick out; select.

Wal-ei (wal'er), n. [Anglo-Ind. < New South-WgM.
Colloq.J, 1. a cavalry horse bred m New South Wales,

Australia. 2. any Australian horse. Term first and

chiefly used in India, where many Australian horses

are imported. _ . .
.

Wales (walz), n. a division of Great Bntam, bounded on
the east by England: area, 7,466 sq. mi. ; P9p., 2,158,000;
chief cities, Cardiff and Swansea: abbreviated W.
Wai-fish Bay (w61'fish), Walvis Bay.
Walhalla (wal-hal'a, wal-ha'la), n. Valhalla.
walk (w6k), v.i. (MB. walken; AS. wealcan, to roll,

journey; akin to G. woZ&m, to full (cloth), cudgelj IE.

base *walg- < *wel~, to turn, twist, etc., seen also in L.

volvere, to roll, etc. (cf. REVOLVB, INVOLVE)], 1. to go
: or move about on foot at a moderate pace; spe-

"Yi a) to move by placing one foot firmly on the

9 I before lifting the other, as two-legged creatures

do, or by placing two feet firmly on the ground before

lifting either of the others, as four-legged creatures do:

distinguished from run, gallop, trot, etc. b) to go about
on foot for exercise or pleasure; hike. 2. to return after

death and appear on earth as a ghost, 3. to advance or

move in a manner suggestive of walking: said of in-

animate objects. 4. to follow a certain course of life;

conduct oneself in a certain way: as, let us walk in peace.
5. [Obs.], to be active or in motion, or to keep moving.
6. in baseball, to be advanced to first base as a result of

being pitched four balls. 7. in basketball, to commit the
foul of advancing more than two steps with the ball

without either passing or dribbling it. v.t* 1. to go
through, over, or along at a moderate pace on foot: as,

he is walking the deck. 2. to traverse on foot in order
to survey, inspect, or repair, as a boundary, fence,

tracks, etc. 3. a) to cause (a horse, dog, etc.) to move
at a walk; lead, ride, or drive*at a walk. 6) to train and
exercise (a horse, dog, etc.) by walking. 4. to accom-
pany (a person) on a walk or stroll: as, I'll walk you to
the corner. 5. a) to force (a person) to move at a walk,
as by grasping the shoulders and pushing. 6) to help (a
disabled person) to walk. 6. to bring (a person or

animal) to a specified state by walking: as, they walked
me to exhaustion. 7. to cause to move in a manner
suggestive of walking. 8. in basebatt, to advance (a

batter) to first base by pitching four balls. 9. in basket-

ball, to commit the foul of advancing more than two
steps with (the ball) without passing or dribbling, n.
1. the act of walking. 2. a period or course of walking
fbr pleasure or exercise; stroll; hike. 3. a route trav-
ersed by walking: as, his usual walk was along the
bluff. 4. a distance walked, often in terms of the time
required: as, the town was an hour's walk from us. 5.

the pace of one who walks: as, the horse came home at
a walk. 6. a manner of walking: as, I knew her by her
walk. 7. a particular station in life, sphere of activity,
occupation, etc.: as, people from all walks of life. 8.

mode of living; general conduct or behavior. 9. a path
or avenue specially prepared or set apart for waiting,
10. a ropewalk. 11. a) a plantation of trees in rows
with a space between. &) the space between any two
such rows. 12. a place or enclosure for grazing or
exercising animals; specifically, a sheepwalk. 13.

[British], the route covered by a vendor, hawker, etc,
14. in England, a part of a forest tinder the catfe of a
keeper. 15. [Obs.], a resort or haunt. 1<J. in l&Jla,
a walking race, 17. in ba$baH, an advancing to first
base as the result of four balls pitched to t&ft batter.
walk off, 1. to go away., especially without warning.
2. to get nd of by walking, as excess energy oc fat*
walk off with, 1. to steal, 2. to wftt or gain.
walk out, [Coiloq.l, to go on strike,
walk out on, [Colloq.J, to leave; desert; abandon.
walk the plank, 1, to be executed by befeg foroed to
walk off the end of a plank thrast ore* vta side of a
ship, as by pirates; hence. 2. to be fiwsed to resign
from an office or a position.

Ik-way (wdkVwa'), n* an easilty won victory,
e-talk ie (woM-t&k'i), n, a,comae* radio tans-
and receiver, that cam fa camel by one pefaoa;

notes, much used as the bass part in boogie-woogie
music.
walking beam, in a vertical steam engine, a beam
pivoted in the middle and connected to a piston rod at

one end and a flywheel at the other, used to transmit

power from a piston to a drive shaft: it has a char-

acteristic see-saw motion.

walking delegate, a labor-union official who goes from
place to place inspecting working conditions, repre-

senting the union to its locals, negotiating with em-
ployers, etc. : term now seldom used.

walking fern, a walking leaf (sense 2).

walking leaf, 1. any of a group of insects with wings
and limbs resembling leaves. 2. an evergreen fern

having fronds that bend backward and often take root
at the tip.

Walking papers, [Colloq,], dismissal from a position or

job.
walking stick, 1. a stick carried when walking; cane.
2. an insect resembling a twig; stick insect.

walk-on (w6k'on') n. a minor role in which the actor
has no speaking lines.

walk-out (wSk/out'), n. [Colloq.], a strike of workers.
walk-o-ver (wo'k'o've'r), n. 1. a race in which the one
horse entered has merely to walk over the course to

win; hence, 2. [Colloq.J, an easily won victory.

walk-up (w6k'up') n. [Cplloq.L an apartment house
without an elevator, adj. [Colloq.], of or in such a
building: as, a walk-up apartment.
JWalktire, Die (de val-ku'ra), [G.; cf. VALKYRIE], the
second in a tetralogy of music dramas by Richard Wag-
ner: see Ring of the Nibelung.

Wal-kyr-le (wal-keY'i, val-k8r'i), n. a Valkyrie.
walk-y-talk-y (w6k'i-t6k'i), n. a walkie-talkie.
wall (w61), ft. [ME. wal; AS. weall (akin to G. wall) <
L. vallum, a rampart < vallus, a stake, palisade; for
IE. base see WALK], 1. an upright structure of wood,
stone, brick, etc., serving to enclose, divide, support, or

protect; specifically, a) such a structure forming a side
or inner partition of a building, b) such a continuous
structure serving to enclose an area, separate fields, etc.

c) usually in pi. such a structure used as a military de-
fense; fortification, d) such a structure used to hold back
water; levee; dike. 2. something resembling a wall in

appearance or function, as the side or inside surface of
a container, body cavity, etc. 3. something suggestive
of a wall in that it holds back, divides, hides, etc. : as, a
wall of secrecy, adj. 1. of a wall. 2. placed or growing
on or against a wall, v.t, 1. to furnish, line, enclose,
divide, jwrotect. etc. with or as with a wall or walls
(often with off], 2. to close up (an opening) with a
wall (usually with up).
drive (or push) to the wall, to place in a desperate or

go to the wai, L to be forced to retreat or yield in a
conflict; suffer defeat. 2. to fail in business; become
bankrupt.

wal-la (wa%), n. a wallah.
wallaby (wSlVbi), n. \pl. WALLABIES (-biz), WAL-
LABY; see PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [< Australian native name
wolaba], any of various small and medium-sized kan-
garoos, some about the size of a rabbit.
Wai-lace (w61%r wil'is) t [< the surname Wallace; prob,
< ME. WalisCf Welsh, foreign], a masculine name: di-

minutive, Watty.
Wallace, Alfred Ruesel, 1823-1913; English naturalist.
Wallace, Henry Afcard (S'gard), 1S8&- : American
statesman; secretary of agriculture (193&~1$41), vice-
president of the United States (1941-194S) ; secretary of
commerce (1945-1946) *

Wallace, Lew (loo, It), (Lewis Wallace), 1827-1905;
American general and novelist*
Wallace, Sir William, 1272?~130$; Scottish national
hero; leader in strttggfe against Edward I of Eifilaad,
Wal-la'Chi* (wf4TBk wfMtk'y), n. Walachk:
Wal;!a-clil*iin (wft4i/ki-wif waVEk'ytn) f <tdj> & n.
Walachian*
waMafe (wtJtSk n. lAndb-Iwi. < Hind* taut, a wfflx
of agency!. fm< An^HMian iw, 1. a pewion, or oe-
taneg, a ttomg^ccjiiwsctei 'with a pc^cuter thing or

toy of & group of

, _ WJHte.
native name

J

by
|tar gremt $ log nayrc^r hfad Mt wad thick gray
fur*

(w!IVI)v * a wsaport fc Chishfr, westtra
lest 1946)*
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Waller

w61'an-stin'). Duke of Friedland, 1583-1634; Austrian
general in the Thirty Years' War; assassinated!^
YValdstein.

WaHer, Edmund (w61'Sr, wal'Sr), 1606-1687; English

wallet (wal'it, w61'it), n. [ME. walet; prob. altered <
RSS 5

hu
f
dlevb^ett hence bag; 'ct. wi

[Now Rare], a bag for carrying provisions, clo
food, etc. on a journey on foot; knapsack. 2

1643 wamble

paper money, eic. ; Diiuoid.
wall-eye (w61>i'), n. [back-formation < walleyed], 1. an
eye, as of a horse, with a whitish iris or white, opaquecornea. 2. a) an eye that turns outward, showing morewhite than is normal, b) divergent strabismus. Opposedto cross-eye. 3. leucoma of the cornea. 4. a large
staring eye, as of some fishes. 5. any of several fisheswith large, staring eyes; specifically, a) the walleyed
pike. &) the walleyed pollack. <;) the walleyed surf fish
a) the alewife.

wall-eyed (wSl'idO, adj. [ME. waldeyed, wawileyed; ON.VULae'veLh.r* a.ltptv=>ri ** nnai a*tmt. ,,~~i .ci j.v_ ,

\ ~
jf

***/ t *>r*m+vjri,\f, W\#VU*ltti'yGI&, \_/JL

;r; altered <vagl eygr; vagi, a film on the eye +
eygr, having eyesL 1. having one or both eyes with a
wmtisn ins or white, opaque cornea. 2. having eyesthat turn outward, showing more white than is normal,
because of divergent strabismus. 3. having leucoma of
the cornea. 4. having large, staring eyes, as some
fishes. 5. glary-eyed; fierce-eyed. 6. [Slang], drunk.
walleyed pike (or perch), any of several North Amer-
ican fresh

:water food fishes of the perch family, with
laree. stannt? eyes,

Walf^JS S 7*%' ntishj, a size or grade of coal.Wall Street, 1. a street in lower Manhattan, New York
City: the main financial center of the United States-
hence, 2. American financiers and their power in-
fluence, policies, etc., or the American money market

wal-ly (wall), adj. [cf. WALE (choicest part)], [Scotl
1. nne; ^first-rate. 2. ample, large, strong, or robust.
3. pleasing; agreeable, n,.[pi. WALLIES (-Kz)J, [Scot.],1. a

toy, gimcrack, or bauble. 2. pi. finery.
wal-ly.drag (wali-drag', wal'i-drag'), n. [Scot.], a weak,
underdeveloped creature; sometimes, the last-born ofa litter or brood.

wal-ly-drai-gle (wali-dra'g'l, wal'i-draVl). n. TScotl
a wallydrag.
wal-nut Cw61'nut', w61'nst), n. [ME. walnote, walnot;
At>. wealh hnutu; wealh, foreign (cf. WELSH) + hnutu
a

"f^'/i
** a Pundisn edible nut with a two4obed

seed. 2. any of a number of related trees bearing such
a nut, as the English walnut, the black walnut, etc.
d. tne wood of any of these trees, used in furniture
woodwork, etc. 4. a shagbark tree or its nut. 5. a
shade of brown characteristic of the heartwood of the
black walnut.

Wai-pole, Horace (w61'pol', wal'pol'), fourth Earl of
Orford, 1717-1797; son of Robert; English writer.

Walpole, Hugh, (Sir Hugh Seymour Walpole), 1884-
1941; English novelist, born in New Zealand.

Walpole, Robert, first earl of Orford, 1676-1745; Eng-
lish statesman; prime minister (1715-1717; 1721-1742)
JWal-jmr-gis-nacht (val-poor'gis-nakhf), n. [G.], Wal-

*&? poftack, any of a group of large, black ocean
food fishes common off the west coast of North America.
walleyed surf fish, any of a group of common black
salt-water fishes found off the coast of California, which
bear live young.

wall fern, a small, hardy fern with densely matted,
creeping stems, found on cliffs and walls.

wall-flow-er (wdl'fiou'gr), n. 1. any of a number of
related plants with lance-shaped leaves and clusters of

fragrant yellow, red, orange, or purple flowers. 2.
[Colloq.j, a person, especially a girl or woman, who sits
by the wall, or only looks on, at a dance, sometimes
from shyness but ordinarily from not having been
sought as a partner.

Wal4o-nl*an (wS-lo'm-gn), ad/. A n. Walloon.
Wai-loon. (wa-lo5nO, n. |Fr. Wallon; ML. Wallo; of
Gmc. ongin; cf. OHG. walh, foreigner, AS. Wealh,
Briton,

. foreigner], 1. a member of a people living
chiefly in southern and southeastern Belgium and near- __ _
by parts of France. 2. the French dialect of the Wai- of the seal family, one~na- WALRUS (10-11 ft long)
loons. Abbreviated Wai. adj. of the Walloons or Wai- tive to the North Pacific,

WALKUS uu " long;

,??* t^xir 61* N * r*r ,
the other to the North Atlantic, having two tusks pro-

wal-lop (wai'm wSl'sp), tu. [ME. walopen, to gallop; jecting from the upper jaw. a thick mustache, a veryONorm.Fr. waloper (OFr. galoper); see GALLOP], [Dial. thick hide, and a heavy layer of blubber, adj. of,
or C/ouoq.J, 1. to move heavily and clumsily; flounder. characteristic of, or suggestive of a walrus; specifically,
2. tO gallop. V.t* lColloa.1. 1. tO beat SOtinnfv! t.hrnjih f1ft.csicmflt.iner a muctar-'hA <onri-f4i Irttiw /Itvwvrtinrr An/le
2. to strike

JT ** Night (val-^oor'gis), [G. < Walburga,
walpurgis, St. Walpurgis, English missionary in
Germany in the 8th century; her feast day is April 30],
1. April 30, the eve of May Day, when witches were
supposed to gather and revel on Brocken peak in the
Harz Mountains of Germany; hence, 2. a witches'
sabbath: diabolical revelry.

wal-rus (w61'r9s, wal'ras), n. [pi. WALRUSES (-iz), WAL-
RUS; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],

[Dan. hvalros,- prob. by
metathesis of ON. hross-
hvalr, lit., horse whale;
hross, a horse -f hvalr, a
whale; AS. has horshwxl,
lit., horse whale, rendering
ON., but the name orig.
applied to some kind of
small whale], either of
two massive sea animals
of the seal family, one na-
tive to the North Pacific,

ppr. of wallop],
*-pine big boy.

defeat.

hard blow.
waHop-er (w&Tap-er, wdl'sp-er), n.

person or thing that wallops. 2,

enormous, or greatly exaggerated; _.
wal-lop-ing (wal'sp-uj, woFap^g), adj.
[Colloa.], enormous; very large; as, a
n, [CoUoq.1, 1, a thrashing. 2. a cru***

wal-low (wmfo, wAl'5), v.1. [ME. walwen; AO. -weaiwian,
to roll around; for IE. base see WALK]. 1. to roll about
or flounder, 'm in mud, dust, water, slimei etc*: as, pigs
wallow in filth. 2. to move heavily and clumsily; roll
and pitch, a a ship. 3. to live or mduke oneself fully
wita animal pleasure or luxurious enjoyment (in a

~^ thing, oondition, etc.); as* wallow in riches,
v in vtee. 4. to surge up or billow forth, as smoke,
sfa it* L an act of waljpwing. 2. a muojdy or
4m & wfdcfe aitoa wallow.

-

* *-~i-^M by ammals* wafl "

^^pfrX n. paper,
I omli for

jsngiisn s-caiesman.
WaFter (wdl'tSr), [ONorm.Fr. Waltier; Frank. Waldheri
< waldan, to rule + heri, hari, army, host; also < G.
Walter, Walther < OHG. form of s'ame name), a mas-
culine name: diminutives, Watfc, Wat.

Wal-ter, Bru-no (br5o'no vSl'tBr), (born Bruno Schles-

inger}, 1876- : German orchesljra conductor in America.
Wai tham (wfil'tham, wSKtham), n. a city in Massa-
chusetts^west of Boston: pop.. 7.000.
Wal-tham-stow (wfil'tham-sto'. wol'tsm-stoO* n. a city
in Essex, England, near London: pop., 122,000 (est.

Wai ther yon der Vo gel wei de (valuer f6n der fo'gal-
vi'da), 1170?-1 230?: German minnesinger.
Wai-ton, I-zaak (t^9k wdl't'a);, 1593-1683;
writer and celebrated fefeerman.

waltaj (w^lts; <wf
"^-^ ^-v - r

walzen, to roll, ^^
WALK, WALLOW]. 1

y with colored
walls o ceiling



warn 1644 wanton

b) to give the sensation of nausea, as if turning about,

said of the stomach or its contents, n. [Chiefly Dial.],

1 a} a wambling, twisting, writhing, etc. o) an un-

steady movement ;
a staggeri

wam-bly (wam'li, wam?lT),

Dial ], 1. unsteady, shaky,

l(?
. 2. a sensation of nausea.

aj. [see WAMBLE], [Chiefly
staggering, or reeling. 2.

>], [Scot. & N. Eng. Dial.],

i. l$L WAMPANOA<?
i tribe of Algonquian

1. the belly. 2. the womb.
warn mus (wam'as), . a wamus,
Wam*pa-no-ag (wam'pa-no'ag), n.

WAMPANOAGS (-agz)], a member of a t _,._...

Indians that lived in the region of Cape Cod: these were
the first Indians met by the Pilgrims after the landing
at Plymouth, adj. of this tribe.

wam-pum (wam'psm, w6m'pam), n. [short for warn-

pumpeag]. 1. small beads made of shells and used by
North American Indians as money, for ornament, etc. :

they were of two varieties, white and black (or dark

purple), the latter being worth twice the former. 2.

[Slang], money.
wam-pum-peag (wam'pom-peg'. wdm'pam-peg'), .IK

[< Am. Ind. (Algonquian) wampumpeage, lit., white

string of beads; cf. Massachusett wanpanpiag < wap,
white + umpe, string + -a, pi. suffix], 1. white shell

beads used by North American Indians as money;
hence, 2, shell money; wampum.
wain-pus (wam'pos), n. a wamus.
wamus (w6'mas, wam'^s), n. [D. wammes, earlier

wambuis; OPr, wambois, wombats, leather doublet <
OHG. wamba, the belly; see WOMB], 1. a kind of

cardigan. 2. an outer jacket made of tough, long*-

wearing fabric. Also warnmus, wampus.
wan (wan, w6n), a4j* [WANNER (~Sr), WANNEST (~ist)],

[ME.; AS. wann. dark; ? akin to wane; sense develop-
ment: dark unhealthy in color livid, pale (aided by
astrological sense "obscured'*)]. 1. sickly pale; pallid;
colorless: as, a wan complexion. 2. indicative or sug-
gestive of a sickly condition or great weariness,

etc.; faint or feeble: as, a wan smile. 3. [Obs.
dark: gloomy, b) sad. v.t A v.i, [WANNED (w,uu,
wdnd), WANNING], to make or become sickly pale.
SYN. see pale.

wan (wan) , obsolete past tense of wtau
Wan-a-ma-ker, John (wan's-ma'ke'r,
1838-1922: American merchant;
(1889-1893).
wand (witnd, w6nd), n. [fcffi. < Anglo-N.; cf. ON.
vondr, a wand < base seen in Eng. wind; basic sense

"flexible"], 1, a slender, supple switch or shoot, as of a

young tree, specially a willow. 2. a slender rod, as a
musician's baton. 3. a rod or staff earned as a symbol
of authority; scepter. 4. a) a magic rod, as used by a
fairy, b) the slender, batonHke rod of a magician or con-

juror, c) any rod of supposed magic power, as a divining
rod. 5. in archery (in tne United States) , a slat used as a
mark, 6 feet long and 2 inches wide: placed at a distance
of 100 yards for men and 60 yards for women, ,

wan der (waWd$r, wOn'der), v4* (ME. wandren, wan-
drten; AS. wandrian; akin to G. wandern; for IE, base
see WIND, ., WEND. .], 1. to move or go aimlessly
about, without plan or fixed destination; ramble; roam.
2. to go to a place by any way or at any pace that suits
'"

fancy; idle; stroll. 3* a) to turn aside or astray
i a path, course, etc.) ; lose one's way. b) to stray
home, friends, familiar places, etc. (often ww

off). 4. to go astray in mind or purpose; Specifically,

a) to drift away from a subject, as in discussion- b) to
turn away from accepted thought or morals: go wrong
morally or intellectually, c) to be disjointed, disordered,
incoherent, etc. 5. to pai$s or extend in an irregular
course; meander, as a river. 6. to move idly from one
object to another: said of the eye, a glance, the hanw,
etc. v*L [Poetic], to roam through, im, or over without
plan or destination : as* he -wandered the forests,

wan-der-ing (wan'dSr-in, w6n'd5r-in), op/. 1. that
wanders; moving from place to place- roaming,*

f
etc. 2. nomadic; said ofmm 3t

^*w
., rivers and roads, n. 1, an aimless going at

f travels; especially^ extended awfj ajpfarwwy T_
fS travels. 3. pi- incoherent or disordered
hts or utterances* as In dellrittBX,

* '

t albatross, a large white sea bird with black
>t00oqtitar

a
_ T ^ _ ,r , r

;t was
r^e'^ecjoM

south India, with a black coat, a thick ruff of gray
hair about the face, and a short, tufted tail. 2. any of

of Ceylon.
< AS.wan-die

wandlung, changeableness], IScot.J, supple; agile.

Wands-worth (wands'wurth'), n. a borough of London.
wane (wan), v.i. [WANED (wand), WANING]. [ME. wanien;
AS. wanian, wonian t to decrease, grow less < base of

wana, lacking; for IE. base see WANT], 1. to grow grad-

ually less in extent: said of the visible face ofthe moon
during the period after it has become full. 2. to become
less intense, bright, etc. ; grow dim or faint: said of light,
etc. 3. to decline in power, importance, prosperity,

influence, etc. 4. to approach the end: said of a period
of time, as, the day wanes. Opposed to wax, n. I. a)

the gradual decrease in the visible face of the moon
after it has become full. 5) the time when this takes

place. 2. a gradual decrease in power, importance,

prosperity, intensity, etc., especially after a gradual
climb to a peak. 3. a period of decline. 4. the slanting
or beveled defective edge of a board or plank cut from
an unsquared log or block of wood.
on the wane, waning; declining, decreasing, etc.

SYN. wane implies a fading or weakening of that which has
reached a peak of force, excellence, etc. .(his fame waned

rapidly); abate suggests a progressive lessening m degree,

intensity, etc. (the fever is abating): ebb, apjplied specifically to

a fluctuating force, refers to one of the periods of recession or

decline (their ebbing fortunes); *wbsld suggests a quieting
or slackening of violent activity or turbulence (her temper had
subsided). ANT. wax, increase, revive.

wan gle (warj'g'l), v,t. [WANGLED tg'ld), WANGLING],
[prob. a slang formation on antM\ [Colloq.], 1. to get,

make, or bring about by persuasion, influence, adroit

manipulation, contrivance, etc. 2. to manipulate or

change for a selfish or dishonest purpose, as statistics,

etc.; falsify; juggle. 3. to wiggle or wriggle. v.i.

[Colloq.J, I
1. to make use of contrivance, adroit

manipulation, or tricky and indirect methods in order
to achieve one's aims, 2. to wriggle, as out of a difficult

situation, n. [Colloq.], an act of wangling.
Wan-hslen (wan'shyen'), n. a city in Szechwan prov-
ince, China, on theTangtze River: pop., 211,000.
wan-ion (wdn'yan), n. [altered < MB. wanean4, North-
ern dial. ppr. of wanien, to wane; sense < notion of the

waning of the moon as unlucky time], [Archaic], bad
luck; curse; plague; vengeance: m with (or in) a wanton*
wan-nish (wan'ish, wdn'ishV, adj. somewhat wan*
want (w&nt, w6nt), v*t. [MB. wanten; ON. vanta, to be
lacking, want; see the w.] 1, to lack; have too little

of ; be deficient in, 2. to be short by (a specified amount)
of a certain total or result: as, it wants twelve minutes
of midnight. 3. to feel the need of; crave; long for:

as, he wants adventure, 4 to desire; wish (followed by
the imitxitive): as, she wants to go with us. 5. a) to
wish to see or speak with (someone) : as, your mother
wants you. b) to wish to apprehend, as for questioning
or arrest: usually in the passive voice, as, wanted by the

police, 6, [Chiefly British], to require: need; as, this

wants attending to. Want is also used colloquially as an
auxiliary meaning ought or should: as, you want to eat
before you go. t?.f* 1. to hare a need or lack (uiuaUy
with for) ; as. we fhaH not want for money. 2. to lack

the necessaries of life; be destitute or impoverished.
3 [Rare or Ajchajc], to 6e lacking or missing for com-
pleteness or a certain rjswt; as there warns but his

atmSval nJ[MS.; ON. Wf*, nat. of fanr, dtflctent

(dr. WANS;) ; IB. base **rtK to lack, etc*, seen awo m L.

jwiOTt empty, vacant, t% (cf. VAIN)], JU the atftte
or fact of lipktafr, or having too little of, something
needed ojr defirea; swdty; mortage; lack; ** there is

' " "

2. a lack of the tiecewariw
., t 3 $ wilh or dfir fear

4. something needed or desired
51W. see dwitre, tacfc, wrtrty* -

f etc.), {C^Eoq. or XH*1,}; to want to
'

r etc.).

, ,.
,

an apartment to rent, a
or wt om hat

'



wany 1645 "wards
fiable, or deliberately malicious: as, wanton cruelty, a

, . ,

luxurious, or extravagant: said of speech, dress, etc.

, .

ful; frolic heedlessly. 3. to indulge in excesses of
conduct, language, etc. 4. to grow luxuriantly; run
not. vt. to waste carelessly or in luxurious pleasures.
wan-y wan'i), adj. [WANIER (-i-gr), WANIEST (-i-ist)],
1. waning. 2. having an edge or edges slanting or bev-
eled: said of planks, etc. cut from an unsquared log or
block. Also spelled waney.

-, -, . . -

enget&c; ON. vapnatak, lit., a weapon-taking or weapon-
touching; prob. used territorially from brandishing of
weapons as

(
symbol of an assent vote; cf. WAPPEN-

SCHAWING], in England, formerly, 1. a subdivision of
certain northern counties originally under Norse domi-
nation, corresponding to the hundred in other counties,
2, a law court in such a subdivision.

, , ,

or elk related to the European red deer, but larger, with
long, branching antlers.

wap pen schaw (wap'gn-sh6', wap'dn-sh6'), n. a wap-
penschawing: also spelled wappenshaw, wapinschaw.
wap'pen-schaw-ing (w&p'an-shfc'irj, wap'an-shQ'irj), n.
[< wapen, weapon (see WEAPON) -f- schawing, a showing
(see SHOW)], in Scottish history, a review or mustering
of men under arms, held at periodic intervals in each
district; also spelled wappenshawing.

wap*per-jaw (wSp'Sr-jdO, n. [CoUoq!], an underjaw that
projects or is crooked.
wap per jawed (wp'gr-j6d'), #. [Colloq.], having a
wapperjaw.
war (w6r) t n [ME. & ONorm.Fr. werre; OHG. werra,
confusion, sterile; prob. IE. base *wers~, to sweep, drag,
etc.; exact sense development unknown]* 1. qpeto.
armed conflict between countries or between factions
within the same country. 2. any active hostility or

contention; conflict; strife; as, tne war between the
sexes. 3. military operations as a science, art, or pro-
fession, or as a department ol activity. 4* [Ob> or

Poetic], a battle, aaj, of, used in, or resulting from war,
v& [WARRED (w6rd), WARRING], 1, to carry on war :

engage in military operations. 2. to be in a stale of

hostility or contention} contend; strive.
at war, in a state of active armed conflict*

declare war (on), 1, to make a formal declaration
. of being at war (with) . 2. to announce one's hostility
or open opposition (w).
go to war, 1. to enter into a war. 2. to become a
member of the armed forces during a war.

war (wiir), adj. & adv. [ME,; ON. verre, adj., verr, <tdv*;

see WORSE], [Scot. 8s N. Eng. Dial.], worse: also waur.
War between the States, the American Civil War
(1861-1865) : so called generally in the South.

war-hie (wor'bl), v.t* [WARBLED (-bid). WARBLING],
[MB, werblm; ONorauBV, wtirbler < the Gatna base seen
In 0. wrbeln, to whirl, warble; of. WHIRL], 1. to sing
melodiously, with, trills, quavers, runs, etc., as a bird,

2. to tell in song or verse, v.i. 1. to sing melodiously,
with trills, etc, 2, to make a musical sound; babble, as

a stream. 3, to yodel, n. 1. a song or carol. 2. an
act of warbHttg. 3 f a warbling sound; trilL

war ble (wftrVl), it, [Early Mod. Bug.; prob. for a MB.
dial *warbidd, waybled; akin to obs. Sw. varbulde, boil;

vart put + iwlde* tumor), 1. a small hard tumor om the

tick ol a horse* cam&ad by tl rubbing and pressing
of a faaole, 2* a tonp or swelling under the hide of

an animal, especially on the back, caused by the

pr^SS^of iTSrva <$ Hj*& warble fly or botfly. 3. the

terra ol tb* mrfolQ fly* 4* me warble fly. ,

warble fly, any of a mpobair of tworwinged rMs whose
larvae Mirow bnea>1% tb* teae of wttfa. norses, and

r), W* JUi a
* 2, mr oE a IKM fearir Ol small,

ew Wori3 birA (wood wamrs)> v^m
are brightly colored, as the yellow warbler,

wiupblar. we Americsan redstart, etc. a. aay
of small songbirds, as the whitethroat, the

r* etofct Icmaa cMefly in the Old World*

v a !Wial ^address ^wpm by some
iw&e of North Aitw^cttt ,to%os coMistog of a head-

band anxt traSInf part
'

ward (w6rd), v.MME. wardim; AS. weardian, to keep,
watch; akin to G. wartm, affected by OFr. wi/^ <Gmc.

; IE. base *wr-, to guard, keep safe, seen also in
L. vever% % to observe anxiously (cf. REVERE, GUARJ>,

1. to turn aside; fend off; pajrry fusually with
as in a hospital.
guard; protect.

watch and ward. 2.
the state of being under guard. 3. a) guardianship, as
of a child or person not capable of handling his own
affairs, b) the condition of being under the control of a
guardian; wardship, c) a child or incompetent person
placed by law under the care of a guardian or court.
d) a person under another's protection or care. 4. each
of the parts' or divisions of a jail or prison; hence, 5. a
room or division of a hospital, asylum, etc., set apart
for a specific class or group^of patients: as, a maternity
ward. 6. a district or division of a city or town, for

purposes of administration, representation, voting, etc.
7. one of the administrative districts into which some
counties in northern England and Scotland are divided,
corresponding to the hundred and wapentake. 8. a
means of defense or protection.^ 9, a defensive posture*
position, or motion, as in fencing* 10.

ajn open space
enclosed by the walls of a castle or fortification. 11.

[Archaic], a garrison; the guard or watch. 12. m lock-

making, a) a projecting ridge in a keyhole or lock face
that allows only the right key to enter, b) the notch
in a key that matches this ridge.
-ward (wSrd), [ME. -werd, ward; AS. -weord, vyewdes <
base of weorthqn, to become (cf. WORTH)], a suffix mean-
ing in a (specified) direction or course, as lin backward,
eastward: also, in adverbial variants, -wards,
Ward* Ar-te-mas (ar'ti-mas w6rd), 1727-1800; Amer-
ican statesman and general in the Revolutionary War.
Ward, Ar*te*mus (ar'tiknos), (pseudonym of Chwles
Farrar Browne) , 1 834-1867 ; American humorous writer.

Ward, Mrs. Humphrey, (born Mary Augusta Arnold),
1851-1920; British novelist.
war dance, a ceremonial dance performed by primitive
tribes before battle or after victory.
ward-ed (wdrMid), adj. having wards, or notches, etc.,
as a lock or key*
Ward-en (wdr'crn), n. [ME. wardon; prob. < ONorm.
Fr. warder, to keep < Gmc.; cf. WARD, .], a medium-
sized winter peair used chiefly for cooking: also warden.
ward en (wdrd'n), n. JME. & ONorm.Pr. wardein; OFr.
gardein, warden: see GUARDIAN, WARD], 1 a person who
guards, or has charge of, something; keeper, custodian,
or special supervisory official: as, air-raid warden, game
warden. 2. the head keeper or top administrative
official of a prison, 3. in England, a high government
officer: now obsolete except in titles; specifically, a) a
governor. 6) an officer in charge of a certain department
of the government, c) the superintendent of a port pr
market* 4. in England, a governing officer in certain

colleges, guilds, hospitals, etc,; trustee. 5. in Con-
necticut, the chief executive of a borough. 6. in the

Episcopal Church, etc., a churcnwarden. 7. [Rare], a
gatekeeper or watchman. Abbreviated W.f w.

tfrard-ency (w6r'd'n-ri), n, [pi WAKDENRIES (-riz)], 1.

the office or position of a warden. 2. the district or

jurisdiction of a warden.
ward-en-ship (w6r'd

f

n-ship') n. [see -SHIP], the office,

jurisdiction, or term of face of a watden.
ward-er (wdi/deV)* n* [ME. wardere; Anglo-Fr* wardour;
OFr. guarders

' see GUARD, WARD], 1. a person who
guards; watchman, 2. a person who guards an en-

trance 3w [Chiefly British], a warden, custodian, or

jafl official ia charge of prisoners.
warder (wfixfdir); m fcate ME.; < ?], formerly, a
staff or r^d ar^ fey a wgr teonuaander. etc. as a
mark of anttoAsy, pbQ j^eA fto swaal his, wishes.
ward heeler, a UBW^U^
ticiaxr, ward worloei? wfeo
and perfoiins

----->-

or poli-

-Totes-ffT! Jais,

tsf! for ms

ward-ress (wdrd^cis)* ati,

warder.
wardrobe (w6rd'rofe
robe} see WARD & &OBL. . ,

tiBUally relatively tall; and;

for holding clothes. 2.

kept; especially, a
kept* & a coUecti. T _ r ..-_.

iplete Sapply ol clothes of a person^ ,o)

|i a parficukr season or purpose: as, & spi^ig i

^ thft dothes and costumes of a taeatetf ojr tL.-_^-_
4. in a royal or similar household, the
" '

dodaes.

**KCW^Pik
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ward-ship (w8rd'ship') n. [see -SHIP], 1. the office of a

guardian; guardianship; custody, as of a minor. 2. the
condition of being a ward, or in the care of a guardian.
ware (war), n. [ME. ware; AS. warn, merchandise; spe-
cialized use of waru, watchful care, in the sense "what
is kept safe" : for IE. base see WARD], 1 . anything made
to sell; anything that a store, merchant, peddler, etc.

has to sell. 2. things, usually of the same general kind,
which are for sale; a (specified) kind of merchandise,
collectively: generally in compounds, as hardware,
earthenware, glassware. 3. dishes made of baked and
glazed clay; pottery, or a specified kind or make of

pottery, 4. pL things for sale, collectively.
ware (wllr), adj. [ME. war; AS. wder < base of waru: cf.

WARE, ., WARD], [Archaic], 1. aware; conscious (of).
2. on one's guard; ready: wary. 3. prudent; cautious;
wise. v.t. [WARED (ward), WARING], [ME. waren; AS.
warian], to beware of; look out for: usually in the
imperative, especially in hunting, as, ware hounds.
ware (war), v.t. [WARED (wtrd), WARING], [ME. <
Scand.; cf. ON. verja, AS. werian (see WEAR)], [Scot. &
N. Eng. Dial.], to spend, as money, time, etc.
ware-house (war'hous'; for v., usually waVhouz'), n.
[ME.; see WARE, n. & HOUSE], 1. a building where
wares, or goods, are stored, as before being distributed
to retailers; storehouse. 2. [Chiefly British], a whole-
sale store or, sometimes, a large retail store. Abbrevi-
ated W., w. v.t. to place or store in a warehouse;
especially, to store in a bonded or government ware-
house until the duties are paid.
ware-house-man (war'hous'mQn), n. [pi. WAREHOUSE-
MEN (-man)], a man who owns, manages, or works in a
warehouse.
warehouse receipt, a receipt issued by a warehouse
for goods stored there: it is usually negotiable.
ware-room (war'room', war'room'), n. a room used for
storing or displaying things for sale,

war-fare (w6r'far'), n. 1. the action of waging war;
armed conflict. 2. conflict of any kind; struggle.

War-field, David (wdr'feld), 1866-1951; American
actor.
war game, 1. military tactical exercises carried out as
training by officers using maps, pins, and tokens to
represent terrain, troops, guns, etc. 2. pi. practice
maneuvers.
war head, the head, or forward section, of a self-

propelled torpedo or of a rocket- or jet-propelled
projectile, containing the explosive charge.war horse, 1. a horse used in battle; charger. 2,
[ColloQ.], a person who has been through many battles
or struggles; veteran.
war-My (warVH), adv. in a wary manner; cautiously,
war i ness

(war'i-nis), n. a wary quality or state.
war-i-son (war'a-s'n), n. [ME.; OPr.; see GARRISON],
I_L [Obs.J, a reward or gift given by a superior. 2,

[Pseudoarchaic], a note sounded to signal an attack:
erroneously so used by Scott.
wark (wark), n. & v.i. [var. of work], [Scot. & Eng.
DialJ, ache

; pain.war like (w6r'Kk'), adj. 1. fit for, fond of, or ready for
war; bellicose; martial. 2. of or belonging to war. 3.

threatening war; indicative of war. SYN. see martial,
war-lock (wdrfok'), n. [ME. warlawe, warloghe; AS.
w&rloga, a traitor, liar < war, faith + leogan, to lie
(ci. LIE)], [Scot. & Archaic], 1. a person who supposed-
ly cast magic spells, etc. by means of a pact with the
Devil; sorcerer, 2. a conjurer or the like,
war lord, 1. a high military officer in a warlike nation.
2. aa aggressive tyrant. 3. in China, a local ruler or
bandit leader with some sort of military following in a
district where the established government is weak.warm (w6rm), adj. [ME.; AS. wearm; akin toG. warm;
IE. base *gwher~, hot, seen also in Or- thermos, warm
Cef. THERM, THERMO-), L. fornax (ci FURNACE); etc.],
I. a} having or giving off a moderate degree of heat: as,warm iron, warm weather, warm coeei ,$) giving off
heat: as, a warm fire. 2^ having the natural heat ofBW beings: said of $ae body, blood, etc. 3. a) heated
oj overheated, as witfi exercise or hard worfc:.,fe); such-^
*y aaqpfa oneheated oc 'b^e^heate^; &s$warmvjau&s*

~: eta. ; 4. made of a cloth or material whiefe keeps
heat m: as, warm clothing 5. characterised by"

lent: said of argument or ^-r-1 *

t ; enthusiastic : as, warm enc
s* forislc, or animated^ 8; leiy: quick
e; Jieated. $>; a) genial; cor^as. a
^sincere ;

u .grateful: as, - wwrm fttenfes.

Ao 1

-or, trafl,,;

etc. 3. to fill with pleasant or kindly emotions: as, the
sight of the children warms my heart. v.i. 1. to be-
come warm. 2. to become friendly, kindly, affection-

ate, or sympathetic (often with to or toward). 3. to
become excited, ardent, enthusiastic, lively, etc. n.

[Colloq.], a warming or being warmed. SYN. see
tender.
warm up, 1. to heat or be heated: make or become
warm. 2. to heat again, after cooling: said of food:
also warm over. 3. to make or become more ani-

mated, excited, ardent, enthusiastic, lively, etc. 4.

in sports, to practice or exercise a while before going
into a game, test of skill, race, etc.

warm-blood-ed (w6rm/blud'id), adj. 1. having warm
blood and a constant natural body heat, specific for
each species: said of mammals and birds. 2. having
or characterized by an eager, lively, or passionate tem-
perament; ardent; fervent; impetuous.
warm-heart-ed (w6rm/har/tid), adj. 1. kind; sympa-
thetic; friendly. 2. loving: ardent. SYN. see tender.
warming pan, a long-handled, covered pan for holding
live coals: formerly used to warm beds.
warm ish (wdrm'ish), adj. somewhat warm.
war-mon-ger (wSr'mun'ger), n. a person or agency
that advocates war or tries to bring about war.
Warm Springs, a town in western Georgia: site of a
foundation for treatment of poliomyelitis.
warmth (wdrmth), n. [ME. wermthe; prob. < AS.
*wiermthu; see WARM & -TH], 1. the state or quality of
having or giving off a moderate degree of heat. 2, the
natural heat of a living body. 3. the degree of heat in a
substance, especially when it is moderate; mild heat.
4 excitement, strength, or vigor of feeling; enthusiasm;
ardor; zeal. 5. slight anger. 6. a glowing or intense
effect obtained by using red, yellow, or orange.
warm-up (wSrm'up/), n. the act of practicing or exer-
cising before going into a game, contest, race, etc.
warn (w6rn), v.t. [ME. warnien, warnen; AS, wearntan;
akin to G. warnen; for IE. base see WARD], 1. to tell (a
person) of a danger, coming evil, misfortune, etc.; put
on guard against a person or thing. 2. to advise to be
wary or cautious. 3. to caution about certain acts;
admonish: as, you have been warned against smoking
here. 4. to notify in advance; inform. 5. to give notice
to (a person), as that he must appear at a specified
place and.time, or that he must stay or keep (ojf, out,
etc.). IM. to give warning: as, a rattlesnake warns
before it strikes. SYN. see advise.
War-ner (wdr'ner), [ONorm.Fr. Warnier; OHG. *warn-
nan < Gmc. warn", to warn, protect + hari-, army,
host], a masculine name.
warning (w6r'nirj), n. 1. the act of one that warns,
or the state of being warned, 2. something'that serves
to warn. adj. that warns; serving to warn.
war nose, 1. the nose, or tip, of a shell, containing the
primer and firing mechanism, and sometimes the ex-
plosive charge. 2. the explosive tip of a torpedo or
other projectile.War of 181% a war (1812-1815) between the United
States and Great Britain.
War of American Independence, [British], the
American Revolution.
War of Independence, the American Revolution;

Warhol Secant' (1861-rl865), the American Civil
War: also called War between the States.
warp (wdrp) , jp. [ME. ; AS. wearp < the base of weorprn,to throw: akin to G: werfen]t 1. a) a distortion, as a
twist or bend, in wood or in an object made of wood,
caused by contraction in drying; hence, b) any like dis-
tortion.

j)j
tie state or feet of bemgLso distorted, 2. a

metital twist, quirk, aberration, or bias. 3. a) silt,
sediment, or mud dropped by water, as by a stoeam.
fr) a deposit or this* 4u in nautical usage, a rope or line
run from a ship to a pile, fcuoy; anchor, eta., and 'used
to move or haul *te&%> feto position, 5. in weaving.the threadsi running Ifen^fchwase in the loom and crossedhv fhp waaff; ^ rtW^ see weaving, Mlus. v.t. [MB.

""f^v^-^UAS* weorpan^ to tljrow], 1 to_ i'
1

'W'tw*fe ' jw o anap^t distort. 2. ;&) t4uwiroom we Erttey natural, or rMit course* 6) to turn froni
a ^ealtoy, sane, or noraiaf poriditioa; pervert: Ibias:"

'"of "tftevmrnd;, ~chmmt^ jwd&a^f eta 4 to
" """"'" L !

""t: 'af a warped 'ac^-

rope, string; twipie,
uw - 1 4. ia a^onmmcs, to
or oow' ends, as1

to"keep

t; distort ia telling:
tL, 3:/to fasten by

fccw : ,as; tW twto- sticks

'bja0xl or, i^vist , (a wing> -at
or regain lateral balance. .

a^ a sife%i r
' b^-mtum

, 6.,*v
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war path (w6r'^ath', w6r'path'), n. the path or course
taken by American Indians on a warlike expedition.
on the warpath, 1. at war, ready for war, or looking
for war. 2. actively angry; ready to fight.

warp beam, in weaving, the roller on which the warp
is wound in a loom: see weaving, illus.

warp-ing (w6rp'irj), n. in geology, the gradual distortion
of rock strata by general crustal disturbance.
war-plane (wSr'plan'), n, any airplane for use in war.
war-rant (w6r'ant, war'ant), n. [ME. & ONornxFr.
warant; OFr, garant. a warrant; OHG. weren, a war-
ranty; cf. GUARANTY], 1. a) authorization or sanction,
as by a superior or the law. 6) justification or reasonable
grounds for some act, course, statement, or belief. 2.

something that serves as an assurance, or guarantee, of
some event or result. 3. a writing serving as authoriza-
tion or certification for something; specifically, a) au-
thorization in writing for the payment or receipt of
money; voucher,

b) [British], a receipt for goods stored
in a warehouse, c) m law, a writ or order authorizing an
officer to make an arrest, seizure, or search, or perform
some other designated act. tf) in military usage, the
certificate of appointment to the grade of warrant
officer: cf. warrant officer, v.t. 1. a) to give (some-
one) authorization or sanction to do something.
6) to authorize (the doing of something). 2. to serve as
justification or reasonable grounds for (an act, belief,

etc.) : as, my remarks did not warrant her tears. 3. to
give formal assurance, or guarantee, to (someone) or
for (something) ; specifically, a) to guarantee the qual-
ity, quantity, condition, etc. of (goods) to the pur-
chaser. 6) to guarantee to (the purchaser) that goods
sold are as represented, c) to guarantee to (the pur-
chaser) the title of goods purchased; assure of in-

demnification against loss, d) in law, to guarantee the
title of granted property to (the grantee). 4. [Colloq.l,
to state with confidence; affirm emphatically: as, I
warrant hell be late. SYN. see assert.

war-rant-a-ble (wSr'sn-ta-bl, war'sn-ta-b'l), adj. that
can be warranted.

war-rant-a-bly (w6*r'an-t9-bli, war'an-te-bli), adv. so as
to be warrantable.

war-raH'tee (w&r'on-te', wSr'n-te') , n. in law, a person
to whom a warranty is given.
war-rant-er (w6r'sn-teV, w&r'an-tSr), n. a person who
warrants; cf. warrantor*
warrant officer, in the United States armed forces, an
officer of either of two grades ranking above an enlisted

man but below a second lieutenant or ensign, generally

holding his office on a warrant instead of a commission:
abbreviated W.O.

war-ran-tor (wSr'on-tor/, wSr'an-tor), n. in law, a per-
son who warrants, or gives warranty.

war-ran-ty (w6"r'9n-ti, war'an-ti), n. [pi. WARRANTIES
<-tiz)], [MB. & ONorm.Pr. warantie; OFr. qarantie <
garant; see WARRANT], 1. official authorization or

sanction. 2, justification; reasonable grounds, as for

an opinion or action. 3. in law, a guarantee; spe-

ci&cafiyv d) a guarantee or an assurance, explicit or

implied, of something having to do with a contract, as

of sale; especially, the seller's assurance to the pur-
chaser that the goods or property is or shaU be as

represented, b) a guarantee by the insured that the

facts are as stated in regard to an insurance risk, or

that specified conditions shaU be fulfilled: it constitutes

a part of the contract and must be fulfilled to keep the

contract in force, c) a covenant by which the seller of

real estate gives assurance of, and binds himself to

defend, the security of the title: also called covenant

wanrSy $eea, in law, a deed to'real estate containing
a covenant of warranty (see warranty, 3c): distm-

guished from quitclaim deed.

War-ren (w$f^a, wir'on), [ONorm.Fr. Warin; prob. <
OCX Wwrin, the Varied, a people mentioned by Taci-

tus], a masculine name, ft* a city in northeastern Ohio :

,

warmm < OFr. wflrlr,

WARD, GVARD], 1. ori

for the breeding of game*

e^ of Gmc. origin; cf .

y, a piece of land enclosed
2, a space or Jipaiifced area in
nwBwro^, 3vw building

or grottf of buildings crowded lake a
W Earl, 1891- ; chief jtistic^ of tjie

(w6r%i-Sr, wSr'wt-Sr), 9. tie or

iccces*

;'n), n. a city in

pop.. 77 tuuu lest. 1946),

r, *XrTOr)t it. [ME. werreow; OJforra.
rrier, to make war < werre; see WAR],

or tattles fighting man,
fed Sl^e& i(goYronnt jp-
Q| war fef ipeiobers d the

War-aaw (w6r'sd) n. the capital of Poland, on the
Vistula Raver; pop., 544,000 (est, 1948); Polish name,
Warszawa.

war-saw (w6r/s6), n. [altered < Sp. guasa], a very large
grouper found in the warm waters about the West
Indies and Florida.

war-ship (wdr'shipO, n. any ship constructed or armed
for combat use, as a battleship, destroyer, etc.
war-sle (warVl)> lu. & v.t. JWARSLEB (-sld), WAR-
SLING], n. [Scot., Irish, & N. Eng. Dial], wrestle: also
spelled warstle.
Wars of the Roses, the English civil war (1455-1485)
fought between the House of York, whose emblem was
a white rose, and the House of Lancaster, whose em-
blem was a red rose: the war ended with the establish-
ment of the House of Tudor on the English throne.
War-8za>wa (var-sha'va), n. Warsaw,
wart (w6rt), n. [ME. werte, warte; AS. wearte, a wart;
akin to G. warze; IE. base *wer-t a raised place, seen
also in L. verruca, wart (cf. VERRUCA)], 1. a small,
usually hard, tumorous growth oa the skin. 2. a small
protuberance, as a glandular protuberance on a plant.
War-ta (var'ta), n. Warthe: the Polish name.
Wart-burg (vart'boorkh), n. a medieval castle in Thu-
ringia, Germany, where Luther translated the New
Testament.
War-the (yar'tg), n. a river in western Poland, flowing
into the Oder River: length, 445 mi.
wart hog, any of a group of wild African hogs having a
broad flat face, very large
incurved tusks, and a
number of conical warts
between the eyes and
tusks.
war-time (w&r'tim'), n.

any time or period of war.
wart-y (wor'ti), adj.
[WARTIER (-ti-gr), WART-
IEST (-ti-ist)], 1. having
warts; full or warts. 2.

having lumps like warts. WART HOG
3. having the nature of a (3 ft. high at shoulder)
wart or warts; like a wart.
war whoop, a loud shout or yell uttered, as by North
American Indians, on going into battle, etc.

War-wick (wdi/Uc, war'ik; /or J, usually w6r'wik), n.

1. Warwickshire. 2. the county seat of Warwickshire,
England: pop., 14,000. 3. Warwick Neck.
War-wick (wSr'ik, war'ik). Earl of, (Richard Neville),

1428-1471; English soldier and statesman:, called the

Kingmaker.
Warwick Neck (wdr'wik), a city in Rhode Island: pop.,
43,000.
War-wick-shire (w6r'ik-shir' f war'ik-shirO, a county
in central England: pop., 1,661,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Warwick: also^Warwick.
wary (wa^i), adj. [WARIER (4-Sr), WARIEST (4-ist)], [<
ware, adj. + -y], 1. cautious; on one's guard. 2.charac-

terized by caution: as, a wary look, SYN. see careful.

wary of, careful of; suspicious of.

was (wuzf wa>; unstressed wszMME.; AS. waw, 1st &
3d pers. sing, of wesan, to be; IE. base *wes~, to dwell,

stay, seen also in Sans, vastu, house; not orig. con-

nected with be; cf. WERE], the first and third person
singular, past tense, of be.
Wasatch Range (w6'sach), a mountain range in north-

ern Utah and southeastern Idaho: highest peak, Wit.

Timpanogos, 11,957 ft.

wase (wa%), n. [ME.; cf. Sw. vase, MLG. wase], [Obs. or

Dial.}, a Bundle; wisp, or pad of straw, hay, etc.

wash (wdsh, wSsh), v.f. [ME. wasshen; AS. w&scan; akin

to G. waschen; IE^ base *wed~, to moisten, make wet,
seen also in water, we$L 1, to clean by means of water or
other liittfd, as by dipping, tumbling, or scrubbing,
often wtth soap, etc, 2,, 1#> mafc$ clean in a reHgious
or moral ^ense; ptfpfy. ?^to make wet; moisten; drench
or flush with wa|er 4r o^herlg^d. 4;;to flow over, past,

or against? said of -a seaf *Wr., tyStite,'wkves^ eto. -, 5. a) to

soak out or flush off and carry a-wa,^
r

'as dirtv a dye, etc.,

by or as by the use or; action of "Watfe^ or like water

(with off, vut, or away), b) to pick v$ and c^rry along or

away: as, the waves washed the sjae^ away; o. 09 to

make by flowing dver anjd weag a^av sjuf^baiice: as,

the rain* washed gullies in the banfe j&|
ter

erode; w*ar away by flowmg over (W^L M^ of
Ae iood washed out the road. 7. td act a
cleaning agent for: as, that soap will wash

a thin or watery coating of pait, <

to coVer with a t^iin layer <

water

roatter.
ver (earl%
Dreowf
way. v.i.

?la imilta" o in <soiWi *
P.,

fptiflb.&dMfe.SMM f-xl
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wash oneself or one's hands, face, etc.: often
m
with up.

2 n) to wash clothes, b) to clean anything in, or by
nieans of, water, etc, 3. to undergo washing, espe-

cially without fading or other damage. 4. to be re-

moved by washing (usually with out}-, as, the stain

washed out. 5. to sweep, beat, or now (over, against,

along, etc.) with a characteristic sound, as, in, or as in

waves 6. to be cut, worn, or carried by the action of

water (with out or away} : as, the bridge had washed out.

7 to be eroded, as by the action of rain or a river. 8.

[British Colloq.J, to withstand a test or examination: as,

his story won't wash. n. 1. the act or process of

washing. 2. a quantity of clothes, etc. washed, or to be

washed, in one batch. 3. waste liquid; refuse liquid

food, as from cooking; swill; hogwash. 4. a) the rush,

sweep, or surge of water or waves. 6) the sound of this.

c) water rushing, sweeping, or surging in waves, d} the

surge or eddy of water caused by a propeller, oars, pad-
dle wheel, etc.; hence, e) a disturbed eddy of air left

behind a moving airplane, propeller, etc. 5. wear or

erosion caused by a now or falling of water, or by the

action of waves. 6. silt, mud, debris, etc. carried and
dropped by running water, as of a stream. 7. soil or

earth from which metals, ores, precious stones, etc. may
be washed. 8. a) low ground which is flooded part of

the time, and partly dry the rest, with water standing
in pools. 6) a bog; marsh, c) a shallow pool or pond, or

a small stream, a) a shallow arm of the sea or part of a
river. 9. a channel made by running water. 10. in the
western United States, the dry bed of a, stream which
flows only occasionally, usually in a ravine or canyon.
11. a thin, watery layer of paint, especially of water
color, applied with even, continuous movement of the
brush. 12. a thin coating of metal applied to a surface
in liquid form. 13. any of various liquids for cosmetic,

medicinal, or toilet use: as, a hair wash, mouth wash.
14. fermented liquor ready for distillation. 15. a

liquid for washing, tinting, etc. 16. weak liquor or

liquid food. 17. [Colloq.J, water, carbonated water,
beer, etc. drunk after a drink of undiluted whisky or
other strong liquor; chaser, adj. that can be washed
without damage; washable: as, a wash dress.

come out in the wash, [Slang], to be revealed or

explained sooner or later.

wash down, 1. to dean by washing, especially with a
stream of water. 2. to follow (a bite of food, a meal,
a drink of whisky, etc.) with a drink, as of water.
wash one's hands of, to disclaim any further respon-
sibility for or interest in.

wash out, [Slang], to drop or be dropped from a course,

especially in military aviation, because of failure.

&YN* wash, the most general of these words, refers to any
earthy material carried and deposited by running water;
drift, the more prebise term as used in geology, is usually
qualified by a word descriptive of the manner in which the
material is transported (glacial or fluvial drift);

alluvium
usually refers to a deposit of relatively fine particles, such as

soil, left by a flood, etc.; silt applies to material composed of

ver^r fine particles, such as that deposited on river beds or
^

suspended in standing water.

Wash, The,(wdsh, wash), a shallow bay off east central

England: length, c. 22 mi.; width, c. 15 mi.
Wash., Washington (State).
washable (w&sh'a-b'l, wash'Q-b'1), adj. thai; can be
washed, especially without damage: said of fabric,

.dyes, etc.
,

h

<

wash-ba-sin (wdsh'ba's'n, waWbaVn), n. [Chiefly
British], a washbowl. ,

,

wash-board (w6sh'b6rd'f wash'bord'). n. 1. aboard or
frame with a ridged surface of metal, glass, etc., used

r, scrubbing dirt out of clothes. 2. a board fastened

^onf %e base of a wall at ihe floor; baseboard. 3. in
nautical usage, a thin, broad plank fastened along the
^ale of a boat or on the sill of a lower deck port to
~p> out 1jhe sea an$ spray.

l', wS$i/boT) n, a bowl or basin
fuse, jnl w44uhg one's hands and face, etp. ,

f

w*ujm-u.*ijr \wvswf" VAW, , wtt&h'da ), 71* fiL '<

usaiei day every week, when the clothes

,

often the
a household

man), n. \pl. WASHERWOMEN (-wim'm)], a woman whose
work is washing clothes, etc., especially for hire.

wash goods, fabrics or garments that can be washed
without injury to fibers or jBnish.

wash-in (wSsh'in', wash'xn'), n. [wash, v. + *], a warp
of an airplane wing, giving an increase of the angle of

attack toward the tip.. ..,,... .- ,...

wash i-ness (w6sh'i-ms, wash'i-ms), n. the quality or

condition of being washy.
wash-ing (wSsh'ii), wash'iij), n. 1. the act or process
of a person or thing that washes; especially, the act of

cleaning with water, soap and water, or other liquid.

2. the act or process of drenching, flushing, or coating
with a liquid, or of dipping into a liquid, etc. 3. a) also

pi. liquid which has been used to wash something. 6)

matter, especially waste matter, removed by washing.
4. a) the process of carrying away matter by the flow of

running water. &) matter carried away by this action.

A metal, ore, gems, etc. obtained by washing, d) a

placer or similar deposit where metal, etc. may be ob-

tained by washing. 5. a thin coating or covering, as

of metal, put on in liquid form. 6. clothes or other

things washed or to be washed, especially in one batch
or at one time. 7. the act of making a wash sale. adj.

of, for, or used in washing.
washing machine, a machine for washing clothes, etc.,

by moving or tumbling them through suds, operated by
electricity, hand, steam, etc.

washing soda, a crystalline form of sodium carbonate,
used in washing.
Wash-ing-ton (^Ssh'irj-tsn, wash'irj-tan), n. 1. a West-
ern State of the United States: area, 68,192 sq. mi.;

pop., 2,379,000; capital, Olympia: abbreviated Wash.,
W. 2. a city in southwestern Pennsylvania: pop.,

26,000. 3. the capital of the United States, coexten-
sive with the District of Columbia: pop., 802,000.
Wash ing ton, Book er TaMa-ferro (book'Sr tal'a-vSr

w6sh'irj-t9n, wash'irj-tsn), 1856-1915; American Negro
educator and author.

Washington, George, 1732-1799; first president of the
United States (1789-1797); commander in chief of the
colonial armies in the American Revolution: called

Father of his Country.
Washington, Lake, a lake in western Washington,
near Seattle: length, 20 mi.

Washington, Mount, the highest peak in New Eng-
land, in the White Mountains of New Hampshire:
height, 6,288 ft.

, . . .

Wash-ing-to-ni-an (wSsh'in-to'ni-sn, wash'ixj-to'm-an) ,

adj. 1. of Washington, D.C. 2. of Washington (State).
n. a native or inhabitant of either of these places.
Washington National Monument, a white marble
obelisk, 555 ft. high, in Potomac Park, Washington,
D.C., in memoryof George Washington.
Washington palm, a tall, slender palm crowned with

large, fan-shaped leaves, native to southern California.

Washington pie, a layer cake with a filling of cream,
custard, chocolate, fruit jelly, or the like.

Wash-l ta (w6sh'i~t6', wash'i-t6'), n. Ouachita River.

wash-out (w6sh'out' f wash'out'). n. 1. the washing
away of soil, earth, rocks, etc. by a sudden, strong flow

of water. 2. a hole or gap made by such washing away,
as in a railroad bed. 3. [Slang], a complete failure.

i wash-rag (wBsh'rag', w2shfrag'). n. a washcloth.
wash-room (w&sh'room', wSsh'roomO, n. 1. a room for

washing. 2. a restroom.
wash sale, in the stock exchange, the illegal and pre-
tended sale of a security, to make it seem, .that the
market is active.
wash-stand (wfish'stand', wash'standO. n. 1, a table

holding a bowl and pitcher, etc., for washing tfee jEace
and hands* 2. a plumbing fixture consisting essentially
of a bowl or basin fitted with water fauoets and a

drain, used for washing the lace and hands, etc.

wash-tub (w6sh'ttib'f wSsh*tubO n. ft tub for washing
clothes, etc.; often, a stationary metal tub fitted with
water faucets and a drain.
wash-wnm-am (wdsh'woom'
WASHWOMEN (-win^in>lt a
wash-y (w6sh'i, waWi), adj. [WASHIER (4-iEb). WASHIEST
(4-ist)}, [W<RS* + -2>}, L watery; diluted; weak, %with-
ottt force ou substance; insipid; feeble> 3* [Rare],

*

bringing rain or moisture: said of wmd or Weather.
was-n't (wttk'^!^ wi^/fnt),, was not,'^ j

wasp (wSsp> w6sp), n. DVlE. waspe; AS. wmsp; akin to'''-
,

IB. *wnophe$a < base *weoh-,
teweave"(d WJEAV% -wif*-ref-

erence to the cocoonlike nest],
I'. 1 any of a large, world-wide <

family of winged insects char-
acterized by a slender

'



waspish

waspish (wasp'ish, w6sp'ish), ad/, 1. of or like a
2. having a slender waist, like a Wasp. 3. bacUe
easily irritated and made spiteful; snappish.

MSi

wasp waist, a very slender or pinched-in waist
wasjp-waist-ed (wasp'wSs'tid, wdsp'was'tid),

1649 watchword

waist

,- S&Sp'i)* <# [WASPIER v-./f
I, of,

hke^or characteristic of a wasp.
WASP-

were drank.. 3
:
a celebmtion o fesivity with much

drinking; drinking, bout. 4. [Obs. or British DiS! a
dnnking song. i/.i. to drink wassails; carouse, v.t. to
drink to the health or prospering of.

wa^saiLer (waV'l-gr, was"l
;er),

n. a person who takes
part m a wassail; merrymaker; reveler.
Was ser-mann, Au-gust von (ou'goost ta vSs'gr-
man'; Eng. was'Sr-man) , 1866-1925; German physician
Wassermann, Ja-kob (ya'kSp), 1873-1934; German
novelist.

Wassermann test (or reaction), a test for the diag-nosis of syphilis by determining the presence of syphi-
litic

antibodies
in the blood serum: devised by August

wast ------- . unstressed wast), archaic second person
singular, past indicative of be: used with thou.

wast-age (wSs'tij), n. [see -AGE], 1. loss by use, decay,
deterioration, etc, 2. the process of wasting. 3. what
is wasted; waste. 4. in geology, the process by which
snow and ice masses eventually become water or vaporW
J*
st
? ty&ty.'%& (WASTED (-id), WASTING], [ME. wasten;

Anglo-Fr. & ONorm.Fr. waster (OFr. gaster. gutter) <
L.vastare, to lay waste, devastate (< vastus; see VAST);
influenced by Gmc. *wostjan; cf. OHG. wuosttnl, L to
destroy; devastate; ruin, as land. 2. to wear away*
consume gradually; use up. 3. to make weak, feeble
or emaciated; wear away the strength, vigor, or life
of: said especially of disease, decay, age, etc. 4. to use
up or spend without need, pront, or proper return;
squander. 5. to fail to take proper advantage of: as,
you wasted a good opportunity. v.i. 1. to lose strength,
health, vigor, flesh, etc., as by disease; become weak or
enfeebled (often with away). 2. to be used up or worn
down gradually: become smaller or fewer by gradual
loss. 3. [Now Rare], to pass or be spent: said of time.

?Vw b wasted, or not put to full or proper use. adj.
[ME. & Anglo-Fr. wast (OFr. gast, guast)\ L. vastus;
see VAST]^ 1. uncultivated or uninhabited, as a desert;
wild; barren; desolate. 2. left over, superfluous, refuse,
or no longer of use: as, a waste product, waste paper.
3. produced in excess of what is or can be used: as,
waste energy. 4. excreted from the body as useless
or superfluous material, as feces or urine. 5. a) used
to cairy off waste: as, a waste pipe, 6) used to hold dis-

car^ed^waste: as, a waste basket, n. [ME.; Anglo-Fr.
wasti; ONorm,Br. waste < the adj.; also in part < L.

yastwm, neut. of vastw]* 1. uncultivated or uninhab-
ited land, as a desert or wilderness. 2. a desolate, un-
cultivated, or devastated stretch, tract, or area: as,
BerKn was a waste of tumbled walls. 3f a wasting or
being wasted; specifically, a) a useless or profitless
spending or consuming; squandering, as of money, time,
etc. &) a failure to take advantage (of something), c) a
gradtial loss, decrease, or destruction by use, wear,
decay, deterioration, etc. 4. useless, unneeded, or su-

perfluous matter: discarded or excess material, as ashes,
gwrbage, by-products, etc. 5. superfluous matter eac-

cretecffrom, w& body, as feces or urine. 6. cotton fiber
or ya*fi left over from the process of milling, used for

wiping machinery, packing bearings, etc. 7. [Archaic],
ruin or devastation* as 6y war, etc. B. in physical
geography, material derived by erosion or disintegration
of rock, such as is carried to the sea by livers, etc.

fto to waste*' to be or become wasted. .

lay waste, to destroy; devastate; make desolate.
5IW. waste, ia this connection, is the general word for any
stretch of uncultivable . hence uninhabitable, land : a desert is

en, arid, usually sandy tract

t to A twren, Ww ^Wfe$ wj
rs to an

* *'

.

. fa a
caper or omet

1. ffltlie tobit

waste-pa-p^
f(wSs^pa

f
per) > n. paper thrown away afteruse or as useless: also waste paper.

wastepaper basket, a wastebasket.
waste pipe, a pipe for carrying o waste water, sink
oramage, excess steam, etc.: distinguished from soil
$t$e.
wast-er (was^teY), n* a person or thing that wastes;
especially, a spendthrift or prodigal; wastrel.

(was'tuj), adj. 1. desolating; destructive;
S.destmo

wast-ing , .

ruanous: as., wasting war, 2. causing waste.
tive to health or vigor, as a disease.

wast-rel (was'tr&l), n. [dim. of waster], 1. a person who
wastes; especially, one who squanders money; spend-
thrift. 2. a good-for-nothingr

^^
watch (wach, w6ch), n. [ME. wacche; AS. wmcce < the
base of wacian; cf. WAKE], 1. the act or fact of keep-
ing awake, especially of keeping awake and alert, m
order to look after, protect, or guard. 2. a) any of the
several periods into which the night was divided in
ancient times: hence, 6) a part ofthe night: asf the
stall watches of the night. 3. a) close observation for a
time, in order to see or find out something, ft) vigilant,
careful guarding: as, keep a close watch over the baby.
4. a person or group on duty, especially at night, to
protect or guard; lookout or guard. 5. a) the period
of duty of a guard, b) the post of a guard. 6. a small
jSpnng-driven timepiece carried in the pocket, worn
on the wrist, etc. 7. [Obs.], d) a vigil: wake. 6) vigi-
lance. 8. [Obs.], a candle marked off into sections,
used for

keeping time: each section burned for a known
period. 9. [Obs.], a watchman's cry. 10. in nautical
usage, a) any of the periods of duty (five of four hours,
and two of two hours), into which the day is divided on
shipboard, to split the labor of working the ship be-
tween alternating parts of the crew. &) the part of the
crew, usually half of all personnel, on duty during

, such periods, c} a ship's chronometer, v.i. 1. to
stay awake at night in devotion; keep religious vigil.
2. to stay awake and alert at night; care for or guard
something at night. 3. to be on the alert; be on the
lookout; be on guard; keep guard. 4. to look; observe:
as, most people just watched. 5. to be looking or
waiting attentively (withfor) : as, watch for your chance,
v.t. 1 to guard. 2. to keep looking at; keep a dose
eye on: observe carefully and constantly. 3. to view
mentally; keep informed about. 4. to be on the alert
or lookout for: wait for and look for: as, watch your
chance, 5. to, keep watch over; tend, as a flock.
on the watch, watching; on,the lookout, as for some
thing or person expected.
watch out, to be alert and on, one's guard; be careful.

watch-case (wfich'kaV, wech'kasO, n. the metal case,
or outer covering, of a watch.
watch chain, a chain by which a watch is attached to
the clothing, worn usually as an ornament draped
across the vest.

watch-dog (wach'd6g', w6ch'd8g'), n.
to guard property,
truders, 2. any wa .

watch fire, a fire kept burning at night as a signal or
for the use of those staying awake to watch, or guard.

watch-fill (wach'fal, wdch'fal), adj. 1. vigilant; alert;
attentive; closely observant, 2. characterized by
vigilance. 3. [Archaic], wakeful; unsleeping.
SYN.~*watchful is the general word implying a being ob-
servant and prepared, as to ward off danger or seize an oppor-
tunity (under the watchful eye of her guardian): vigilant
implies an active, keen watchfulness and connotes thejinpiediate
necessity for this (a vigilant seufay); alert implies a gwck
intelligence and a readiness to take prompt action (alert to
the danger that confronted them); wide-awake more often
implies an alertness to opportunities than to dangers and; con-
notes an awareness of all the siorrounding circumstances (a
wideawake yottng sal

watch guard; a c
watch to clothing;
watch-mak-er (wach'milk^er, w^cjbf'inlk^r);, ir. a pet*
son who makes,or repair^ watches. * "'

watchmaking (wSc>'ma%, wfcch'niaVig), ff,
? tlw

business of malting or repairing watches*
watch-man (wlch'maa, wftcli'ruian), ri.'

(-man)], a person hired to wa.tch or ffuar

night; specifically, a) one TOO guards a
house, estate, etc., as against t&ieves or trespassers^

6) lormerly, one whose duty was to guard cf police the
sweets at nigfit.
watch meeting, a religious service held on New Year's
OTB,
wateh night, 1. New Year's Eve. 2. a Watch meeting.___* .__. ,. , ,

6g', w6ch'd8g'), n. 1. a dog kept
, as by barking or by attacking in-
atchful guardian.

.

in, cord, or strap tise4 to fasten a
'' '" '

'' '' '
" ' n ''"''''

WATCHMEN
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water 1650 water gas
known to only a few, and used for identification, as on
challenge by a watch, or sentry; password. 2. a word
or phrase embodying a principle or precept, especially
as the slogan or cry of a group or party; motto.

wa-ter (wd'tSr, wat'e'r), n. [ME.; AS. waster; akin to G.
wasser; IE. *wodor < base *wed- t to wet; cf. WET,
WASH], 1. the colorless, transparent liquid occurring
on earth as rivers, lakes, oceans, etc., and falling from
the clouds as rain: it is chemically a compound of

hydrogen and oxygen, HsO, and under laboratory con-
ditions it freezes hard, forming ice, at 32 P. (0 C.) and
boils, forming steam, at 212 F. (100 C.). 2. water in

any of its forms, or in any amount, or occurring or dis-
tributed in any specified way, or for any use, as drink-
ing, washing, etc. 3. often pi. a large body of water, as
a river, lake, sea, etc. 4. a) water with reference to its

depth: as, ten feet of water at the dam. 6) water with
reference to the depth of displacement of anything in
it: as, the boat draws six feet of water, c) water with
reference to its surface: as, above water, under water.

d) water with reference to its level in a sea, river, etc. :

as, high water* low water. 5. a leaking, breaking, or
slopping of water into a boat, etc. : as, the ship is making
water. 6. each of the applications of water in any proc-
ess: as, diapers must be rinsed in three waters. 7. pi. the
water of a mineral spring or group of such springs, used
in ,therapy, etc.: as, take the waters at Saratoga.
8. any body fluid

<
or secretion; specifically, a) urine,

saliva, tears, gastric and rjancreatic juices, etc. 6) the
fluid surrounding the fetus in pregnancy; amniotic fluid.
9. a solution of any substance, often a gas, in water: as,
mineral water, ammonia water. 10. a) the degree of
transparence and luster of a precious stone, as a measure
of its quality: as, a diamond of the first water; hence,
6} degree of quality or conformity to type: as, an artist
of the first or purest water. 11. a wavy, lustrous finish

given to linen, silk, rayon, etc., or to a metal surface.
12. a water-color painting: opposed to oil (painting).
13. in finance, a) a valuation given to the assets of a
business in excess of their real value. 6) an issue of
capital stock which brings the face value of all the stock
issued b^ a business to a figure higher than the actual
value of its assets, v.t. [MR wateren; AS. w&terian <
the n.], 1. to give (an animal) water to drink. 2. to
supply with water: as, large tanks were there to water
the troops. 3. to give water to (soil, crops, etc.) by
sprinkling, pouring, or irrigating. 4. to bring water to
(land) : said of a river, canal, etc. 5. to put water on (a
pavement, etc.), by sprinkling, hosing, etc.; soak or
moisten with water (often with down). 6. to add water
to so as to weaken; dilute: as, she waters the milk.
7. to give a wavy luster to the surface of (silk, etc.).
8. in finance, to add to the total face value of (stock)
without increasing assets to justify this valuation (often
with down). v.i. 1. to fill with tears: said of the eyes.
2. to secrete or fill with saliva: as, his mouth watered
at the sight of food. 3. to take on a supply of water.
4. to drink water: said of animals, adj. 1. of or for
water. 2. in or on water: as, water sports. 3. growing in
or living on or near water: as, water plants, water birds.
4. a) operated by water: as, a water wheel. 6) derived
from running water: as, water power. 5. containingwater or fluid: as, a water blister. 6. prepared with
water, as for thinning or hardening. 7. ruling, or
having dominion, over water: as, water gods.
above water, out of difficulty or trouble; free from
debt, worry, etc.

by water, by ship or boat.
liold water, 1. to contain water without leaking;
hence, 2. to remain sound, consistent, or logical,
with no breaks or weaknesses: as, the argument
should hol<l water. 3. to keep a boat at a standstill
by holding the oars steady in the water.
Uke water, lavishly; freely: said of money spent, eta
make one's mouth water, to create a desire or appe-
tite ]. one; be or seem tasty.
make (or pass) water, to urinate.

waitc^v adder* 1. a water moccasin. 2. a water snake.
wa-ter-age (w6'tSr-ij, wat'er-ij), n. [see;,-^Ha Eng-
tod, :

1, the movement of goods by water,. 2. the fee
tor this,
water l>ak, a tank or coil behind the fkepot p a stove,
IOF Jieating water.

^$atei? Bearer, jn astronomy, Aquarius.
Waiter, beetle, an> of many beetles th%t live in fresh-~^""^

P9^Js aadl streams, having the last pair oi legs
pand functioning as oars."

*Wn
bird that swims in, or lives on or near,

fl
*3,uat;c >ird; waterfowl.
it, a cracker made of water; flour, and

, , .
te?. 2. ftpated oni water; laun

wa-ter-buck (w6'ter-buk' wat'gr-buk'), n. [pi. WATER-
BUCK, WATERBUCKS (-buks') ;

see PLURAL, n, D, 2], [D.
waterbok], any of a number of African antelopes that
frequent streams or rivers; specifically, either of two
species of large, reddish or grayish antelopes of eastern
and southern Africa, having lyre-shaped horns. r

water buffalo, any of several slow, powerful, oxlike
animals native to Asia, Malaya, Africa, and the Philip-
pine Islands, having a pair of large, strong horns grow-
ing from the sides of the head: it likes to wallow in mud
and water and is used as a draft animal: also called

water ox and (in the Philippine Islands) cardbao.

water bug, 1. a cockroach; croton-bug. 2. any of a
large group of true beetles that live in water.

Wa-ter-bur-y (w6'ter-ber'i, wat'Sr-ber'i), n. a city in
Connecticut: pop., 104,000.

water chestnut (or caltrop), 1. any of a number of
related water plants with floating leaves, small white
flowers, and nutlike fruit. 2. the fruit of any of these.
water chinquapin, 1. a water plant with blue-green
leaves, large yellow flowers, and nutlike seeds ; American
lotus. 2. its seed.
water clock, a mechanism for measuring time by the
fall or flow of water; clepsydra.
water closet, 1. a small room with a bowl-shaped fix-

ture in which to defecate or urinate, fitted with a device
for flushing with water. 2. the bowl-shaped fixture.
Abbreviated w.c.

wa-ter-col-or (wfi'te'r-kul'e'r, wat'gr-kul'gr), adj. painted
with water colors. >

water color, 1. a paint composed of a pigment mixed
with water instead of oil. 2. a painting done with such
paints. 3. the art of painting with water colors.

wa-ter-col-or-ist (wS'ter-kuT'Sr-ist, wat'er-kul'Sr-ist),
n. a person who paints pictures with water colors.

wa-ter-cool (w6'ter-koor, wat'gr-kool'), v.t. to keep
(an engine, etc.) from overheating by circulating water
aroundT or through it, as in pipes or a jacket.

wa-ter-cooled (wS'ter-koold', wat'gr-koold') , adj. kept
from overheating by circulating water: as, a water-
cooled engine: distinguished from air-cooled.
water cooler, a device for cooling water, as for drinking,
by passing it in a coil through ice or other refrigerant.

wa-ter-course (wd'tSr-kfirs', wat'Sr-kors'), n. 1. a
stream of water: river, brook, etc. 2. a channel for
water, as a canal or stream bed.

wa*ter-craft (w6'ter-kraff, wat'gr-kraft'). n. 1. skill
in handling boats or ships. 2. skill in a water sport, as
swimming. 3. a boat, ship, raft, etc. 4. ships or boats,
collectively. Also water craft (in senses 3 & 4).
water crake, 1. the water ouzel. 2. the spotted crake.
wa*ter-cres8 (wS'tSr-kres', w&t'eY-kres'), adj. of water
cress.

water cress, [ME. watercresse; cf. CRESS], a white-flow-
ered plant of the mustard family, whose leaves are used
in salads, soups, etc. : it grows in water or wet soil.
water cure, 1. hydropathy or hydrptherapy. 2.

[Colloq.J,
a form of torture in which the victim is forced

to swallow large quantities of water.
water dog, 1. any of various dogs especially fond of the
water, as the water spaniel. 2. any of several hunting
dogs trained to retrieve waterfowl. 3. any of various
salamanders; mud puppy. 4. [Coljoq.), a person who is
at home in or on the water; especially, an old sailor.
watered (w6'trd, wat'Srd), adj. [pp. of water], 1.

sprinkled with water. 2. supplied with water; having
streams; said of land. 3- having a wavy, lustrous pat-
tern: said of clpfih, metal surfaces, etc. 4. treated, pre-
pared, or diluted with water. 5. in finance, inflated
above its real value: said of stock, etc.

Wa'ter-ee (w6't9-reT), n. a river in North and South
Carolina, joining the Gongaree to form the Santee
River: length, 300 mi.: in North Carolina called the
Catawba,

wa-ter fall (w6'teW61', wat'Sr-f610, n. 1. a steep fall
of water, as of a stream, from & height; cascade. 2. a
roU of haw worn low cm the neck; Qhlgnon,

wa-ter find er (wd'teMin'deV, waVeY-fin'der), n. a per-
son who seeks out underground water and determines
whereto sink wells, by means of a divining rod; dowser.
water flea, any of many minute fresh-water or salt-
water crustaceans which swim with spasmodic leaps.

Wa-ter-ford (wS'teV-ferd, wit/eV-ferd), n. 1. a county
of Munster province, Ireland: pop., 76,000. 2. its

county seat: pop., 28,U|QO,
wa-ter-fowl (w6't&>acir, w&t'Sr-foulO, n,
FOWLS (-fetor), WAWErowt; see PLtnugL u, D,
wato bird* especially one that swims: the
plural is used of swimming jg

wa^ter-J&ront (w6'teV-jSS!'7
witer fr,o'nt.

'

'

'

Water front, 1. land at the ed& of a ^,
etc, 2. the part of a city or tow^ <fr sad 1

or docfe area,
wat?r gap, a break in a jwouttlaM

ll

r!<feef wMi a sttearh
flowing* tfajpu

'" "'""""^ ..... "

car/bon fuel, as GOKB> and tu^ed! as a fuel gas, etc*
'

WATER-
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water gate 1651 watershed
water gate, a gate controlling the flow of water; flood-
gate.
water gauge, 1. a gauge for measuring the level or flow

MEN (-man)], l. a personwho works on or handles boats-
lerryman. 2. a person skilled in rowing, etc. ; oarsman.

wa-ter-_ __
water glass, 1. a)~a drinking glass' or^gobfit,"*) a
glass container for water, etc. 2. a glass water gauge.
3. a glass-bottomed tube or box for looking at things
under water. 4. sodium silicate or, sometimes, po-
tassium silicate, occurring as a stony powder, usually
dissolved in water to form a colorless, sirupy liquid used
as an adhesive, as a protective or waterproofing coat,
as a preservative for eggs, etc. 5. a water clock;
clepsydra. Also water&lass.
water gum, a tree with small, greenish-white flowers
and purplish fruit; sour gum; tupelo.
wa-ter-ham-mer (wS'tgr-ham'e'r, wat'gr-ham'eY), lu.
to thump, as a steam pipe.
water hammer, 1. a sealed glass tube containing water
and no air: when it is shaken, the water strikes against
the ends with

a^ hammerlike sound, demonstrating that
solids and liquids fall at the same rate in a vacuum.
2. a) the sound caused in a pipe containing water when
live steam is passed through it. 6) the thump of water
in a pipe when a faucet is suddenly closed.
water hemlock, a plant with strong-smelling leaves,
'clusters of small white flowers, and a poisonous root.
water hen, 1. the American coot. 2. any of various
birds of the rail family, as the galHnule, moor hen, etc.
water hole, a dip or hole in the surface of the ground, in
which water collects; pond; pool, especially one left in
the dry bed of a stream.
water ice, 1. ice formed directly by the freezing of
fresh water or salt water, as in a lake, bay, etc., rather
than by the packing down of snow, 2. [British],
sherbet.
wa-ter-inch (w6'tgr-inch' wat'gr-inch')* n. a former
unit of hydraulic measure, calculated as the discharge
of water through a circular opening one inch in diameter
from a reservoir in which the water level stays just high
enough to cover the mouth of the opening, equal to
about fourteen pints per minute, or about 500 cubic
feet per 24 hours.
wa-terd-ness (w6't&r-i-nis, wat'Sr-i-nis), n the state or

quality of being watery,
wa-ter ing (w6'tgr-irj, wat'Sr-irj), n. 1. the act of a
person or thing that waters. 2. a wavy, lustrous

appearance on silk fabric, etc. adj. 1. that waters.
2. having water, as for animals. 3. [Chiefly British], of

or having mineral springs or resort facilities for bath-
ing, boating, etc. : as, a watering place.
watering pot, a container, especially a can with a

spout having a perforated nozzle, for watering plants,
etc.; sprinkling can.

wa-ter ish (w6'te'r-ish, wat'Sr-ish), adj. watery.
Wter-jack-et (w6'tr-jak'it, wat'gr-jak'it), v.t. to
encase or equip with a water jacket,
water jacket, a casing holding water, placed around
something: to be cooled or kept at a constant tempera-
ture, ^as by *3ae circiilation of the water; especially, such
a casing arottnsd iitej cylinder or cylinders of an internal-
combustion engine*
water jump, a pond, ditch, or other small body of
water that a horse has! to jampi over, as in a steeple-
chase. , ,

wa-ter-less (w&'tgr-Es, wt'gr-lis), o& without water;

t

water

water level, 1. a) the surface of still water, 6) the height
o| this, 2, the upper limit of ground water i Water table.
3. a leveling instrument containing water tn. \^ f glass
tube. 4. the line to which the surfa%e | t^e

'
'

comes on the side of a ship or boat;, watef %e,,
water lily, 1. any of various related water1

having large, flat, floating leaves and showy ff

a wide range of color. 2. the flower of sac|i
wa-ter-line (w^tSr-lIn'^ wat/Sr-l$nO n. a water
water line, 1. the line to which the surface of the \ T

comes on the side of a ship or boat; water level 2.

any ol several lines parallel with this marked at
various heights on the hull of a ship, indicating the
various <|egjees ol submergence when the ship is u%
or partly loaded; or unloaded, and on an even keel.

WfrtoWfeft *^-Bg4', wlt'&r-logd'), adj. 1.

soaked or filled with water so as to be almost awash,
and heavy and sluggish in movement' said of boats or

fibafw'dDJ^QK'^j^Bl^^th w*Jrj swampy,
Wavtarlbt
village in

sceu/o '1.,-, ,. ...,., ^., ..,-, ^ ..

yffita!tim<ie]f We^^ -*-^
i eastern Iowa

water main, a main pit
' '

'T nr^ryTi". "TV":"!! ,~ "T" r f
f, %7f

-*i "-" A
. ft.

water marigold, a yellow-flowered water plant with
finely cut leaves.
wa-ter-mark (w6't&-mark', waVer-markO, n. 1. a
mark showing the limit to which water has risen. 2. in
papermaktng, a) a mark in paper, produced by pressure
of a projecting design, as in the mold, during manu-
facture: it can be seen when the paper is held up to the
light, b) the projecting design that produces this.
Abbreviated wmk. v.t. 1. to mark (paper) with a
watermark. 2. to impress (a design)j as a watermark.
wa-ter.mel-on (w&'ter-mel'an, wal/gr-mel'sn), n. {water
f melon: from its abundant watery juice], 1. a large,
round or oblong fruit with a hard, green nnd and juicy,
pink or red pulp containing many seeds. 2. the vine
on which it grows.
water meter, an instrument which measures and records
the amount of water flowing through a pipe, etc.
water milfoil, any of a number of related graceful,
feathery plants growing under water.
water mill, a mfll whose machinery is driven by water.
water moccasin, 1. a large, poisonous, olive-brown
viper with dark cross-bars, related to the copperhead
and found along river banks and swamps of the south-
ern United States: also called cottonmouth, 2. any of
several harmless water snakes resembling this.
water nymph, in Greek 6 Roman mythology, a goddess
having the form of a lovely young girl, supposed to
dwell in a stream, pool, lake, etc.; naiad, Nereid,
Oceanid, etc.

water oak, 1. any of several American oaks. 2. an oak
of the southeastern United States, found mainly along
rivers, streams, etc.

water of crystallization, water that occurs as a con-
stituent of crystalline substances and can be removed
from them by the application of heat: the loss of water
usually results in the loss of crystalline structure.
water of hydratfon, water which is chemically com-
bined with a substance to form a hydrate.
water ouzel, any of a group of water birds with thick
plumage, related to the thrushes and found in Europe,
Asia, and America; dipper.
water ox, the water buffalo.
water parting, a watershed; divide.
water pepper, the smartweed or any of various other
related plants that grow in wet places.
water pimpernel, 1. a small plant with 'oblong leaves
and white, pink, or blue flowers, generally found along
the edge of brooks; brooklime; brookweed. 2. the
common pimpernel.
water pipe, 1. a pipe for carrying water. 2. a kind of

smoking pipe in which the smoke is drawn through
water; narghile; hookah.
water plant, 1. any plant living entirely below water
or sending up stems and leaves to or above the surface.
2. any plant able to grow either on land or in water.
water plantain, any of a number of related water plants
with large, heart-shaped leaves and small, usually white,
flowers.
water polo, a water game played

t
with a round, partly

inflated ball by two teams of swimmers, the object of
the game being to pass or take the ball over the op-
ponent's goal line.

water power, 1. the ptower of running or falling water,
used to drive machinery, etc., or capable of being so
used. 2. a fall of waster that can be so used, 3. a water

right or privilege owned by a mill*

waiter pox, a kind of chicken pox,
water-proof (we'ter-^roof', wat'Sr-proof), adj. that
;,Mfeepg-out water; especially, treated with rubber, plastic,

;ej|e^;sQ; ffeat water will not penetrate: said of; fabric, a
'-~ v ^"" -*~ -

1. waterproof cloth or other material.

_____], a raincoat or other outer garment
F material, v.t. to make waterproof.

water purslane, a red-stemmed trailing plant found in

water

muskrat.
water
blue,
a gem.
wa-ter
after /

a picture containing such a
water scorpion, any of a

ifwfa of water be ,

the end
S* elhferl''

several European voles tfo^at live
and ponds. 2. an Amecioan

saphir d'cau], a deep-
'

sometimes used as

pO, n. [< wotsT.

rater; especially.
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different rivers or river systems. 2. the area drained

by a river or river system.
water shield, 1. a purple-flowered water plant having
floating leaves coated underneath with a jellylike stab-

stance. 2. any of a number of related water plants
with roundish leaves on the water and finely cut leaves

below.
wa-ter-sick (wo'tgr-sik', wat'er-sik'), odj. not fertile or
cultivable because of too much water; said of land which
is irrigated to excess.

wa-ter-side (w6'ter-sid', wat'er:sid'), n. land at the edge
of a body of water; shore, adj* 1. of or located on the
waterside. 2. living or working along the shore.

wa-ter-ski (w6'ter-ske', wat'er-ske'), v.i. [for prin.

pts see SKI], in water sports, to be towed on ski-
like boards by a line attached to a speedboat.
water snake, any of various nonpoisonous snakes
living in fresh-water streams and rivers, and feeding on
water animals.

wa-ter-soak (wo'ter-sok', wafSr-sok'), v.t. to soak with
water; saturate.

wa*ter-sol*u-ble (wd'ter-sol'yoo-b'l, wat'er-sol'ypo-b'l),
adj. that can be dissolved in water: said especially of
certain vitamins, and opposed to fat-soluble.
water spaniel, either of two breeds of spaniel especially
suited to retrieving game shot over water, and char-
acterized by a curly, reddish-brown coat.
water speedwell, a common garden herb having blue
flowers and growing in wet places.

wa-ter-spout (wo'ter-spout , wafer-spout'), n. 1. a
hole, pipe, or spout from which water runs. 2. a fast-

moving, rapidly rotating, funnel-shaped or tubelike
column of air full of mist and moisture, extending down-
ward from a storm cloud to the surface of a body of
water.
water sprite, a spirit, nymph, etc. dwelling in or haunt-
ing the water; water nymph.
water starwort, any of various related small water or
mud plants with smooth-edged leaves and tiny flowers.
water strider, any of several fresh-water insects with
a slender body and very long legs, swimming about
on the surface of the water.
water supply, 1. the water available for use of a com-
munity or in an area, 2, the system for storing and
supplying such water, as the reservoirs, mains, etc.

water system, 1. a river with all its tributaries. 2. a
water supply; plumbing system.
water table, 1. the level below which the ground is

saturated with water. 2. in architecture, a projecting
ledge or molding which throws off rainwater.
water thrush, 1. any of several North American war-
blers, usually found near streams. 2, the European
water ouzel.

wa-ter- tight (wS'tgr-tif, wafer-tit'), adj. 1. so snugly
put together that no water can get in or through. 2. so
carefully stated that it cannot be misconstrued or mis-
understood

:
3. that cannot be defeated, nullified, etc.:

as, a watertight plan.

\ya-ter'to0 Lakes National Park (w6'ter~ton), a park
in southwestern Alberta, Canada: with Qlacier National
Park of Montana, it forms International Peace Park.
water tower, 1 . an elevated tank used for water storage
and for maintaining equalized pressure on a water
system. 2. a firefighting apparatus that can be used to
lift high pressure hose and nozzles to great heights.
Wa-ter-town (w6'ter~toun') , n. 1. a city in Massachu-
setts, near Boston: pop., 37,000. 2. a city in north
central New York: pop., 34,000.
water vapor, water in the form of mist or tiny diffused

particles, especially when below the boiling point, as
in the air: distinguished from steam.

wa-ter-wave (wd'teY-waV, waf&r-waV), v.t [WATER-
WAV^D (-waVd'), WATER-WAVING), to make water
waves in (hair).
water wave, 1. a wave made in hair by moistening and
setting it with a comb, and drying it with heat, usually
from a drier, 2. a wave of water; billow.
wa-ter-way (wfc'teY-wa', wtf|r-waO - I. a channel
or runnel through or along which water runs. 2. any
bodi^r of water wide enough and defep enough for boats,
ships, etc., as a stream,, qanal, or channel; Water route.

wa-ter-weed (w6'ter-wed/, wafer-wSdO, n. any water
'plant having inconspicuous flowers, as pc-ndweed, etc.

w^ieeL 1. a wheel turned by rtuaning or falling
-; Uisua^iy for pjowe*;. 2. a wheel With mickets on

i,,ttW for lifting water. See overs&ot wfafeel, {0*$.
wins. a cteviqp, inflated with a-ir* ue4 to keep

ale learning to swim : it i$ Shaped scxmtowhat
: bf wings and is worn ttodw the ads.

1. si person who pcofes^w to havfe the
r_j underground water with 4 <viking *w*

^Ts^^^^wa^^^wd ^
,
the i

sediment basins, filters, etc. 3. [Slang], a) the source
of tears. 6) tears: usually in turn on the water-works, to
shed tears, weep.

wa-ter-worn (w6'tr-w6rn', wat'&r-worn'), adj. worn,
smoothed, or polished by the action of running water!

wa-ter-y (w&'tSr-i, wat'&r-i), adj. 1. of or connected
with water. 2. containing or full of water; moist.
3. bringing rain, as clouds. 4. like water. 5. thin,;
diluted: as, watery tea. 6. tearful; weeping. 7. sweaty.'
8. in or consisting of water: as, a watery grave. 9.

weak; insipid; without force. 10. soft, soggy, or
flabby. 11. full of, secreting, or giving off a morbid
discharge resembling water.

Wat-ling (wat'lirj) , n. San Salvador, one of the Bahama
Islands.

Wat-son, John Broa-dus (br&Mgs wat's'n, w6t's'n),
1878-1958; American psychologist.

Watson, Sir William, 1858-1935; English poet.
watt (wat, w6t), n. [after James Watt, Scot, inventor],
in electricity, a unit of electric power, equal to a current
of one ampere under one volt of pressure, or one joule
per second, or about 1/746 of one horsepower: abbre-
viated W, w, W., w. (sing. c> pi.}.

Watt, James (wat, w6t), 1736-1819; Scottish inventor.
watt-age (wat'ij, w6t'ij), n. [see -AGE], in electricity,

1. amount of electric power, expressed, in watts, and
arrived at by multiplying amperage by voltage, 2.
the total number of watts needed to operate a given
appliance or device.

Wat-teau, Jean An-toine (zhaw an'twan' va'to'; Eng
wa-to'), 1684-1721; French painter.
watt-hour (wafour', w6t'our'), n. in electricity, a unit
of electrical energy or work, equal to one watt acting for
one hour: abbreviated watt-hr. (sing. & pi.), whu, whr

wat- tie (wat'% w6f'!),
n. [ME. watel; AS. -motel, watol,

a hurdle, woven twigs (cf. WALLET); prob. IB. base
*wedh-, to knit, bind], 1. a sort of woven work made
of sticks intertwined with twigs or branches, used for
walls, fences, and roofs. 2. [British Dial.], a) a stick,
rod, twig, or wand, 6) a hurdle or framework made of
sticks, rods, etc. 3. pL rods or poles used as the frame-
work of a thatched roof. 4. in Australia, any of
various acacias: so called because the flexible branches
were much used by early settlers for making wattles.
5. a. fleshy, wrinkled, often brightly colored -piece of
skin which hangs from the chin or throat of certain
birds and reptiles, as cocks and turkeys. 6. a barbel
of a fish. adj. made of or roofed with wattle or wattles.
v.t. [WATTLED (-'Id), WATTLING], 1. to twist or inter-
twine (sticks, twigs, branches, etc.) so as to form an
interwoven structure or fabric. 2. to construct, as a
fence, by intertwining sticks, twigs, etc. 3. to build of,
or roof, fence, bind, etc. with, wattle or wattles.

wat-tie-bird (wat"l-burd', wdf'Wburd7
), n. any of a

number of Australian birds of the honey eater family,
with wattles nanging from the ears.

wat-tied (waf'ld, woVld), adj. 1. built with wattles,
2. having wattles, as a bird.

watt-less (wat'lis, wdt'lis), adj, in electricity, having no
watts; wholly without power: said of an alternating
current that differs in phase by 90 degrees from the
electromotive force producing it, or of an electromotive
force that differs in phase by 90 degrees from the
current which it produces.
watt-me-ter (w&t'me'tSr, w6t'me"'te'r), n. [watt -f
-meter], an instrument for measuring in watts the power
in an electric circuit.

Watts, George Frederic (wte, w6ts), 1817-1904; Eng-
lish painter and Sculptor.
Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748; English theologian and writer
of hymns.
Waugh, Erelyn (w6), (Ewlyn Arthur St. John Waugh),
1903- ; English novelist.

WaMh, Frederick Judd (jud), 1861-1940; American
painter and illustrator.

Waukegan (wd-fee/^n), n. a city in northeastern
Illinois, on Lake Michigan: pop*, 39,000.
waul (w61), tu. & n, [ci CATERWAUL), wail, squall, or
howl; also spelled wawl.
waur (w6n wir), adj. & adv. [see WAR (worse)], [Scot. &
N. Eng. Dial.], worse: also war.
Wau sau (w6f

s6), n, a city ita central Wiseot&sin; pop.,
\Jv,OvO '

i

i

'

i

, a. a cit
.

to&v), iu a member ofr the ounUdM States Naval Reserw (WAVES).
waVe.fwav, tM. WAV (wiv4), 'W^YWG] [MR, watww;
AS. wafi&w, to w^wm, flttcteite; akin to- G. urabe, to
fluctuate: IEL blie **fe&ft*, 'to move to amct tor later
assoeiatee with *to*Wk to weave' (ofi WBAVB); see
WArai|t 1. to ove tip- nodi down 1

or. back 90^ wthm
1a c^rvft^ ^r nnmMiup iw&tkpjmwv fwwyV pr
tp ;

and fro j solid c^ fiexi^ite' tnlofc lre at 0*10iA
'
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3. a) to move or swing (something) as a signal b) to
signal {something) by doing this: as, we waved farewell.
c) to signal or signify something to (someone) by doing
this: as, he waved us on. 4. to give an undulating form
to; make sinuous: as, she waves her hair. 5. to give
a wavy, or watered, appearance to (silk, eta), n.

[altered (after the z>.) < ME. wawe, a wave], 1. a curv-
ing ridge or swell moving along the surface of a liquid,
running in a more or less straight line at a right angle
to the movement. 2. [Poetic], water; especially, the sea
or other body of water. 3. a) an undulation or series of
undulations in or on a surface, such as that caused by
wind over a field of grain. V) a curve or series of curves
or curls, as in the hair, c) a wavy or undulating line
on a watered fabric. 4. a motion to and fro or up and
down, such as that made by the hand in signaling. 5.

something like a wave in action or effect; specifically,
a) an upsurge or rise, as to a crest, or a progressively
swelling manifestation: as, a crime wave, heat wave,
wave of emotion, etc. b) a movement of people, etc.,
in groups or masses, which recedes or grows smaller
before subsiding or being followed by another: as, a
wave of immigrants. 6. in electricity, a periodic variation
of an electric current or voltage. 7. in physics, any of
the series of advancing impulses set up by a vibration,
pulsation, or disturbance in air or some other medium,
as in the transmission of heat, light, sound, etc.
SYN. wave is the general word for a curving ridge or swell in
the surface of the ocean or other body of water; ripple is used
of the smallest kind of wave, such as that caused by a breeze
ruffling the surface of water; roller is applied to any of the
large, heavy, swelling waves that roll in to the shore, as during
a atorm; breaker is applied to such a wave when it breaks, or
is about to break, into foam upon the shore or upon rocks;
billow is a somewhat poetic or rhetorical term for a great,
heaving ocean,wave.
wave front, in physics, an imaginary surface composed
of all the points reached at any given instant by a wave
or vibration in its advance.
wave guide, an electric conductor consisting of a metal
tubing, usually circular or rectangular in cross section,
used for the conduction or directional transmission of
microwaves or ultra-high-frequency waves.
wave length, 1. the distance between corresponding
points on two successive waves. 2. in physics, the dis-

tance, measured in the direction of progression of a
wave, from any given point to the next point charac-
terized by the same phase. Abbreviated w.l.

wave*let (wav'lit), n. a little wave; ripple.

Wa-vell, Archibald Percival (wa'vl), Earl Wavell,
1883-1950; British field marshal; commander in chief
of British armies in the Middle East (1939-1941);
viceroy of India (1943-1947).

wa-vell ite (wSVl-it'). n. [after William Wavell, Eng.
discoverer], a hydrous phosphate of aluminum, vitre-

ous, translucent, and white, greenish-yellow, or brown.
wa*ver (wa'vSr), tu. [ME. waveren, freq. of waven, to

wave], 1. to swing or sway to and fro; flutter. 2. to
show doubt or indecision; find it hard, or be unable,
to deadej vadHate. 3, to become unsteady; begin to

give way; falter. 4. to tremble; quaver: said of the

voice, etc. & to flicker; vary in brightness: said of

light. 6- to fluctuate. /. to totter, n. a wavering.
-SYN. see hesitate.

WAVES, W.A.VJE.S. (wlva). [< Women Appointed for

Voluntary Emergency Service), the Women's Reserve
of the United States Naval Reserve.
wave tram, in physics, a group of waves sent out on the

same, course and at regular intervals, as by a vibrating

body.
wav*I*ly (waV94i), adv. in a wavy manner.
wav-i-nesa (wtv'i-ms), n. a wavy quality or state,

wavy (wlv'i), adj. [WAVIER (-i-Sr), w^vtesx (-i-ist)],
1 L having waves. 2. moving in a waveJpce inotion.

3 f having undulating curves; forjx^ing;' waVeJj/anu itol-

lows; sinuous. 4, Hke, characteristic of, or*
'

l

sM$$s1$ve
of waves. S. wavering; fluctuating; uns^eafy^,, ,

t

wmwi (wOl), 0A 4 n waul. . ^ ,_
wax (wales), n. [MB.; AS. weax; al^in to G. wtfcfe; IE.

base *woit$<h < ^^i-*, to weave; cf. G% w*oe wax <,

we$m, to weave ; so called from appearance of the noney-
a trfastic, duB-yellOW substance secreted by

BUS; beeswax: it is hard wmen 'cold',

., J When warm, melts at abottt *4| P., cai-

>lve4 in water,4* is used
|(Jr candl^ mod-

etc,' ?. any plastw substance pke this; a

a) paraffin, b) a waxlike substance extided I

eauti eacwadt; 6ro^e^'<iT* wtoy stibstance prc

by sttaW Insects, <QIagy waxlike wM^ue yfium by
plants or animals, e) a resinous substance used by
^otiwikrs to nap on, thread, jO seaHng fa&x.

of a gftttp oj s|$H$ti|W ---...
" ^" '

we.

wax (waks), lu. [WAXED (wakst), WAXED or poeticWAXEN (wak's'n), WAXING], [ME. waxen; AS. weaxan
to grow (cf. WAIST); akin to G. wachsen; IE. base
*aweg~, *aug-, seen also in L. augere (cf. AUGMENT)
auctor (cf. AUTHOR), etc

%.],
1. to grow gradually larger*

more numerous, etc.; increase in strength, intensity*
volume, etc. 2. to increase in the size of its lighted
portion: become gradually full: said of the moon:
opposed to wane. 3. to become; grow: as, wax old.
wax (waks), n. [? < phr. wax angry, etc.], [Chiefly
British Colloq.], a fit of anger or temper; a rage.
wax bean, 1. a variety of the string-bean plant with
long, narrow, yellow pods. 2. the seed pod of this,
used for food* Also called butter bean.

wax-ber-ry (waks'ber'i), n. {pi. WAXBERRIES (-iz)]r 1. a
shrub with showy white berries lasting into winter;
snowberry* 2. the wax myrtle or its grayish-white
fruit; bayberry.
wax-bill (waks'bil'), n. any of a group of Old World
birds belonging to the weaverbird family, with waxy
pink, scarlet, or white bills, often kept as cage birds,
as the Java sparrow.
wax-en (wakVn), adj.wax-en (wak's'n), adj. 1. made of wax. 2. like wax,
as in being white, soft, smooth, lustrous, pale, plastic,
pliable, impressionable, etc. 3. covered with wax.
wax-en (wak's'n), poetic past participle of wax (to
increase).

wax-i-ness (wak'si-nis), n. a waxy state or quality.wax insect, any of various homopterpus insects that
secrete a waxy substance, as a certain Chinese scale
insect.
wax myrtle, any of a number of related shrubs or trees

having grayish berries coated with a waxy substance
used for candles; bayberry.
wax palm, either of two South American palm trees

yielding a waxy substance used in making candles.
wax paper, a kind of paper made moistureproof by a
wax, or paraffin, coating: also waxed paper.
wax-weed (waks'wed'J, n. a small plant with sticky,
hairy stems and purple flowers.
wax-wing (waks'win'), n. any of a group of related
birds found in many parts of the Northern Hemisphere,
with silky-brown plumage, a showy crest, and distinc-
tive scarlet spines, suggesting sealing wax, at the ends
of the secondary quill feathers.
wax-work (waks'wurk'), n. work, or objects, figures,
etc., made of wax; often, a single figure made of wax.

wax-works (waks'wiirksO, n*pl. [construed as sing.],
an exhibition of wax figures, usually representations
of well-known persons.
wax-y (wak'si), adj. [WAXIBR (-si-er), WAXIEST (-si-ist)J,
1, full of, covered with, or made of wax. 2. like wax in
nature or appearance. 3. in medicine, designating, of,

or characterized by a degeneration resulting from the

deposit of an insoluble, waxlike substance in an organ.

way (w5), n. [MB. wei, way,' AS. weg; akin to G. weg;
""5. base *wegh~, to go, seen also in L.,___.... vehere (cf. VE-

HICLE), vehemens (cf. VEHEMENT), etc.], 1. a means of

passing from one place to another, as a road, street,

path, etc. : as, the way was rough; hence, 2, a) room
or space for passing; free area: an opening, as in a crowd:
as, the police made way for him. b) freedom of action or

opportunity. 3. a route or course that is or may be
used to go from one ^lace to another. 4* travel or
movement along a certain route or in a certain direction:

as, on the way to town. 5. a path in life; course or
habits of life or conduct: as, fall into evil ways. 6. a
course of action; method or manner of doing something:
as, do it this way. 7. a usual or customary manner of

Hving, acting, or being: asf
the way of the world. 8. a

characteristic manner of acting or doing: as, that's

just bis way, you must learn tfieir ways. 9. manner;
style: as, he had a pleasant way. 10. progress; ad-
vance: movement, as of a boat: as, under way: also

spelled weigh. 11. distance: as, a long way off: also

{CoUoq.], ways. 12. direction or movement or action:

as, go this way, look this way. 13. respect; point;
particular; feature: as, in some ways you are right.

14 wish; desire; will: as, have one's way. 15. range or
, as of experience: as, that never came iny way.
' " '

"> a (good, bad, etc.) state or conditioft: as,

1 way, the business is in a fair way. 17.

__ of work, occupation, or capn^ "|8.

district: locality; area: asv otiS ',6ikr , ^_-
iviege that a person or group) oljf

i in a village, have to go ovei

___ > on
its bed 2
which a
ing, _ -

way behind. $Y
by the
by way
wayv

! wayi 20; in mechanics, a i ,

_ Je ciMafeiof a lathe, etc. moves i

pi. in shipbuilding, & timber framework
is built and from which it slides in laur

at some distance;

iwa^.



waybill 1654
weald

British], in the condition or position of: as, she is

by way of being a fine pianist.
come one's way, 1. to come within one's scope or

range: come to one. 2. [Slang], to turn out success-

fully for one.

give way, I. to withdraw: yield. 2. to break down.
give way to, to step aside for; yield to.

go out of the (or one*s) way, to inconvenience 'oneself;

do something that one would 'not ordinarily do, or
that requires extra effort or trouble.

In the way, in such a position or of such a nature as to

obstruct, hinder, impede, or prevent.
make one's way, 1. to advance or proceed. 2. to
advance in life, as by one's own efforts.

make way, to make room; clear a passage.
out of the way, 1. in a position so as not to hinder or

interfere; hence, 2. disposed of. 3. out of existence;
(put) to death. 4. not on the right or usual route
or course; hence, 5. a) improper; wrong; amiss, b}

unusual; uncommon,
c)

lost.

pave the way for, to make things easier for in advance;
prepare for.

see one's way (clear), 1. to be willing (to do some-
thing). 2. to find it convenient or possible.

take one*a way, to go.
under way, 1. moving; advancing; making progress.
2. in nautical usage, making headway: said of a boat:
also under weigh.

way-bill (wa'bil'), n. a paper giving a list of goods and
shipping instructions, sent with or fastened to goods in
transit: abbreviated W.B., W/B (no period).
wayfar-er (wa'f&'&), n. a person who travels by road,
especially on foot: traveler.

way far-ing (wa'far'irj), adj. & n. traveling, especially
on foot.

wayfaring tree, 1. a tall, wild, white-flowered Euro-
pean shrub; viburnum. 2. a similar shrub found in
America; hobblebusli.
way-go-ing (wa'go'iiQ, adj. 1. going away; departing.
2, of someone departing. 3. in law, designating a crop
that will not ripen until after a tenant's term of
occupancy has expired, and in which he has an interest.

way-laid (wa'ladO, past tense and past participle of
waylay.
Way.land (wa^land), n. [AS. Weland; akin to ON.
Vunudr; cf. Jiriczek, Die Deutsche Heldensage, pp. 1-
54], in Germanic fir* English folklore, an invisible smith:
also Wayland (the) Smith.
way-lay (wa'la') v.t. [WAYLAID (-lad'). WAYLAYING],
[way + lay, after MLG. wegelagen, to waylay < wege-
lage, an ambush], 1. to lie in wait for and attack:
ambush, as in order to rob, etc. 2. to wait for and
accost by surprise.
Wayne (wan), [< surname Wayne], a masculine name.
Wayne, Anthony (wan), 1745-1796; American general
in the Revolutionary War; called Mad Anthony Wayne.
ways (wlz), n.pl. [construed as sing.], [Colloq.], way
(sense 11).

-ways (waz) t [way -f.adv. genit. -s), a suffix used to form
adverbs from adjectives and nouns, meaning in a (speci-
fied) direction, position, or manner, as in endways: it is

usually equivalent to the adverbial suffix -wise.

ways and means, l. methods and resources at the
disposal of a person, company, etc. 2. methods of
raising money, as for government.
way-sidei (wa'sid'), n. the edge of a road; the area close
to the jside of a road. adj. on, near, or along the side
of a road.
way atatfton^ a small railroad station between more im-
portant ones, where through trains stop only on signal.
way

1

train, a train that stops at all stations on the line;
local
way-ward (wf'werd), adj. [ME. weiward, short for

aw$fwaiKd;
see AWAY & rWARDj, 1. insistent upon having

tOtte's own way contrary to others* advice, wishes, or
f6mmaads; headstrong, willful, disobedient, etc; 2.

g' to not fixed rule br pattern; unpredictable;
capricious; erratic, 3. [Archaic], n0fc exr

oar wanted: as, his wayward fate. :

(wg'wdm', warworn'), adj. tired from trav-

dteset, 2. wmbtit
oman s Qmstian T

2. word*
it.

form, us the objective, our and ours the possessive, and
ourselves (or, by a king, etc., ourself) the intensive and
reflexive, of the first personal plural pronoun,
weak (wek), adj. [ME. weik; ON. veikr; akin to AS.
woe, feeble, which the ON. word replaced; IE. base

*weig- f to bend, yield, as also in G. weich, tender, L.

vicis, change, etc. (cf. VICISSITUDE)], 1. lacking in

strength of body or muscle; not physically strong. 2.

lacking in fighting strength or skill; not strong in com-
bat or competition: as, a weak team. 3. lacking in

moral strength or firmness of character; lacking will

power. 4. lacking in mental power, or intelligence; de-

ficient in the ability to think,
t judge, decide, etc.

^
5.

lacking ruling power, or authority; incapable of issuing
orders and seeing that they are carried out: as, a weak
monarch. 6. lacking in force or effectiveness: as, weak
authority. 7. lacking in strength of material; unable
to resist strain, pressure, etc.; easily torn, broken, bent,
etc. : as, a weak rail, a weak spot in a fabric. 8. not sound
or secure; unable to stand up to an attack, etc.: as, a
weak fortification. 9. lacking physical vitality; feeble

by reason of age, illness, etc.; infirm. 10. not perform-
ing well or in a normal manner: said of a body organ or

part, as, weak eyes, weak ears. 11. indicating or sug-
gesting moral or physical weakness: as, weak features.

12. lacking in volume, intensity, etc.; faint: as, a weak
voice, a weak current. 13. lacking in the full or proper
strength of some ingredient j

diluted: as, weak tea. 14.

lacking, poor, or deficient in something specified: as,
weak in grammar, a baseball team weak in pitchers.
IS, a) ineffective; unconvincing: as, a weak argument.
b) faulty: as, weak logic. 16. having a relatively low
gluten content: said of a flour or wheat. 17. in finance,
tending toward lower prices: said of a stock or stock
market. 18. in grammar, a) inflected by the addition
of a suffix such as -ed or -d rather than by an internal
vowel change: said of verbs popularly called regular,

b) inflected by the addition of a suffix originally be-

longing to a stem ending in -n: said of Germanic
adjectives and nouns. 19. in phonetics, unstressed or

lightly stressed. 20. in photography, lacking contrast;
thin: said of a negative, 21. in prosody, designating
or of a verse ending in which the stress falls on a word
or syllable that is normally unstressed, often a prepo-
sition whose object occurs in the following line.

SYN. weak, the broadest in application of these words,
basically implies a lack or inferiority of physical, mental, or
moral strength (a weak muscle, mind, character, foundation,
excuse, etc.) ; feeble suggests a pitiable weakness or ineffective-

ness (afeeble old man, &feeble joke) ; frail suggests an inherent or
constitutional delicacy or weakness, so as to be easily broken
or shattered (her frail body, conscience, etc.) ; Infirm suggests
a loss of strength or soundness, as through illness or age (his

infirm, old grandfather); decrepit implies a being broken
down, worn out, or decayed, as by old age or long use (a

decrepit old pensioner, a decrepit sofa). ANT. strong, sturdy,
robust.

weak-en (we'kan), v.t. & v.i. to make or become weak
or weaker.
SYN.~~weaken, the most general of these words, implies a

lessening of strength, power, soundness, etc. (weakened by
disease, to weaken an argument*) ;

debilitate suggests a partial
or temporary weakening, as by disease or dissipation (de-
bilitated by alcoholic excesses) ;

enervate implies a lessening of

force, vigor, energy, etc., as through indulgence in luxury
(enervated by idleness) j vndU^ropdbBMB and, sap both suggest a
weakening or impairing by subtle or stealthy means (his

authority had been undermined by the rumors, her strength
had beep, sapped by disease),, r-A^T. strengthen, energize.

weak-fish (wek'fishO, n. [pi WEAKFISH, WEAKFISHES
(-&); see PISH], [< obs. B. weekvisch; week, soft 4-

visch, a fisbjv an^ of several ocean. shes tjsed for food,
especially a, spee^es,common off the Atlantic coast of the
United' Stages*

'

<

weaft-lK$e1e$ (^pcfnSdO. <*<*/ 1- *&&&$ weak knees.
2. lacking lei courage, determination, .eftfc? timid.

) , n. the state
<jr

quality of being

/ (wek1iij) f n. 1. a person pr animal low m. ^ ^ vitality. 1 a perloxi of weak; <

os/Vweak; feeble^ B

i,J
f sfcjclv; feeb|e; Tpfi$-7 *&> i a WMLki^Sw!

(welc'mmfdi^). wlj. 1 aol ftrm, of
to rriefus^pr, dteay, '< & l^ivin^

Wcia|!riies8''(weSfm^ff ijJTJ't&'&kte or Qtmlity of 1
weak. 2. a

wt^point? fqjjfc <fefec*,
T
fta to ,oga|> i

ness '(for scmeKk) f

unreasonably fond: as,

one 'i3

is a Weakness of mine.

weal (wap* ^ $orm of wale (a j

ys&^&ft? s^ j^y * i

'*
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wealth
1655 weathercock

G. wald, forest; cf. WOLD (plain)], [Poetic], 1. a wooded
area

; forest, 2. wild open country.
The Weald, a (former) woodland district in south-
eastern England, now mainly agricultural

wealth (welth), n, [ME. welthe, wealth, happiness; cf.WEAL (welfare) & -TH], 1. much money or property:
great worldly possessions; riches. 2. a large amount (of
something); abundance: as, a wealth of ideas. 3. val-
uable products, contents, or derivatives: as, the wealth
of the

m
oceans. 4. [ObsJ, weal; well-being. 5. in

economics, a) everything having economic value measur-
able in price. V) any useful material thing capable of
being bought, sold, or stocked for future disposition.

wealtn-i-ly (wertha-li), adv. in a wealthy manner
wealth-i-ness (wel'thi-nis), n. the quality or state of
being wealthy.

Wealthy (wel'thi), n. a red, medium-sized variety of
fall apple.
wealth-y (wel'thi), adj. [WEALTHIER (-thi-gr), WEALTH-
*EST

(-thi-ist)],. 1. having wealth; rich; prosperous.
2. or, characterized by, or suggestive of wealth. 3. rich
(in something specified); abundant: as, a language
wealthy in nuances. SYN. see rich,
wean (wen), v.t. [ME. wenen; AS. wenian t to accustom,
wean, with sense affected by awenian, to wean (cf.
G. entwdhnen, to wean); IE, base *wen-, in the sense
'to be satisfied, be wont," seen also in L. venus, love,
satisfaction in love (cf. VENUS, VENEREAL, VENERY,
etc.)], 1. to cause (a child or young animal) to be-
come accustomed gradually to food other than its

mother's milk; stop suckling. 2. to withdraw (a per-
son) by degrees (from a habit, object of affection, occu-
pation, etc.), as by substituting some other interest.
wean (wen), n. [contr. of Scot, wee ane, Uttle one],
[Scot.], a child or baby.

wean-ling (wenlin), n. a child or young animal that
has just oeen weaned, adj. recently weaned.
weap-on (wep'an), n. [ME. wepen; AS. wpen; akin to
G. waffe (cf. LUFTWAFFE), ON. vapn, (cf. WAPBNTAKE);
IE. base *;&-, weapon, but found only in Gmc.] f 1. an
instrument of any kind used for fighting. 2. any organ
(of an animal or plant) so used. 3. any means of attack
or defense: as, his best weapon was silence.
wear (war), v.t. [WORE (wdr, wor), WORN (w6rn, worn),
WEARING], [ME. weren; AS. werian; akin to ON. verja,
Goth, wasjan* to clothe; IE. base *wes-, to clothe, seen
also in L, vestis, clothing, vestire, to clothe (cf. DIVEST,
VEST, VESTMENT, VESTIBULE, etc.)], 1. to have on the
body or carry on the person for covering, protection,
ornament, defense, etc., as a hat, a ring, a pistol, etc.

2, to have or show in one's expression or appearance:
as, she wore a smile, wearing an air of expectancy. 3.

to have on the person habitually or as a general practice:
as, does he wear glasses? 4. to have or bear as a char-
acteristic or attribute: as, he wears a famous name. 5.

to hold, keep, or arrange (a part of the body) in a spec-
ified way: as, she wears her hair curled, he wore

t
his head

high^ 6. to fly or show (its flag): said of a ship. 7. to
impair, consume, or diminish by constant use, handling,
friction, etc. (often with away). 8. to bring by use to a
specified state: as, he wore his coat to rags. 9. to make,
cause, or produce by the friction of rubbing, scraping,
flowing, etc. : as, it will wear a hole in the floor. 10. to
tire or exhaust (a person). 11. to pass (time) slowly or
tediously (often with away or out), tu, 1. to become
impaired, consumed, or diminished by constant use,
friction, etc. : as, that cloth will wear soon. 2. to hold
up in use; bear continued use or handling; last: as, that
suit wears well. 3. to become in time; gradually reach
a specified state: as, my courage wore thin. 4* to pass
away gradually (often with away or on) : said of time,
as, the year wore on. 5. [Obs.], to be commonly worn
or used; be in style. fi 1. the act of wearing or the
state of being worn* as on the person. 2, things, espe-
cially clothes, worn, or for wearing, on Ithe Ibody: as,
men s wear. 3. the fashion or proper style of dress or
the like. 4. a) the gradual impairment, loss, or dim-
inution from use, friction, etc.. fe)<, the amount of such
loss. 5. the ability to resist wncMairineix| or, loss from
use, friction, etc. : as, there's much wear left in my coat.

wear down, 1. to make or become worn; lose or
cause to lose thickness or height by use, friction, etc.

2. to tire out; weary; exhaust (a person), 3, to
overcome the'resistance of by persistence.

", \'
}

,

wear off, to pass away or diminish hy^egpjefst' !

,

,
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wear out, < 1. to make or become useless from con-
tinued wear or use;, 2. sto rvfasfce og ; 00040090 ly

(

degrees, 3. to tire oat; cobatuto.'
,

.

,
,
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wear (wr) v.t. [WORK (w&r, wor), WORN
ftvoI; [altered forin of veer (to let 0jt

(a ship) about by swinging its bow away
J& . *4> $o .tttrn, or ecp$
away teethe wm% *

'"-

wear and tear, loss and damage resulting from use.
wea-ri ful (weY'i-fol), adj. that makes weary; tiresome
wea-ii-less (wer'i-lis), adj. unwearying; tireless.

wea-ri-Iy (weVa-li), adv. in a weary manner.
wea ri ness (weY'i-nis), n. 1. the condition or quality
of being wearyj fatigue. 2. something that wearies.
wear-ing (war'in), adj. 1. of or intended for wear: as,
wearing apparel. 2. causing wear, or gradual impair-
ment or diminution. 3. wearying; tiring,
wearing apparel, garments ; clothing.
wea-ri some (we"r'i-S9m), adj. causing weariness: tiring
tiresome, or tedious.

wea-ry (wgr'i), adj. [WEARIER (-i-gr), WEARIEST (-i-ist)L
[ME. weri; AS. werig; akin to OHG. wuorag, drunk: IE.
base %/oy-, giddiness, faintness, seen also in Gr. hor-
akian, to be giddy], 1. tired; worn out. 2. without
further liking, patience, tolerance, zeal, etc.; bored
(with of): as, weary of singing. 3. tiring: ast wearywork. 4. irksome; tedious; tiresome. v.t. v*i.

[WEARIED (-id), WEARYING], to make or become wearv
SYN. see tired.

wea-sand (we'z'nd), n. fME. -wesand; AS. wxsend, the
windpipe; akin to OHG. weisant, weisunt; ppr. form
prob. < IE. base *weis~, to flow out, with basic sense
"the, flowing"; cf. WEASEL], [Archaic], 1. the trachea,
or windpipe. 2. the esophagus, or the throat generally.

wea-sel (we'z'l), n. [pi. WEASELS (-z'lz), WEASEL; see
PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME.
wesel/ AS. wesle; akin to
G. wtesel; prob. IE. base
*weis~, to flow out, with
reference to the rank
odor emitted from the
animal; cf. L. vis(s)io. a
stink], 1. any of a world-
wide group of cunning,
agile, flesh-eating mam-

a long, slender body, short legs, and a long, bushy tail:
they feed on^rats, mice, birds, eggs, etc. 2. a person
likened to this animal, as in cunning or slyness.W63

.
61 words, W9rds or remarks that are equivocal or

deliberately ambiguous.
weather (we*A'gr), n. [ME. & AS. weder; akin to G.
wetter; IE. base *te>e-, *awe*>, to blow, seen also in OSlav.
vedro, good weather, etc.], 1. the general condition of
the atmosphere at a particular time and place, with
regard to the temperature, moisture, cloudiness, etc.:
distinguished from climate. 2. disagreeable or harmful
atmospheric conditions; storm, rain, etc.: as, for pro-
tection against the weather, v.t. 1. to expose to the
action

^of weather or atmosphere, as for airing, drying,
seasoning, etc. 2. to wear away, discolor, disintegrate,
or otherwise change for the worse by exposure to tie
atmosphere. 3. to pass through safely or survive; as,
they weathered the storm. 4. to slope (a roof, shingles,
etc.) so as to throw off rain, etc. 5. in nautical usage, to
pass to the windward of (a cape, reef, etc.). iu*. 1. to
become discolored, disintegrated, etc. by exposure to
the weather or atmosphere. 2. to endure such exposure
in a specified manner: as, this canvas will weather well.
adj. designating or of the side of a ship, etc* facing
the wind; windward.
keep one's weather eye open, [CoUoqJ, to be on the
alert; stay on guard.

under the weather, [Colloq.], 1, not feeling well;
somewhat sick; ailing. 2. somewhat drunk.

weather through, to pass or go safely through a
storrn, peril, 4ifgculty , etc.

weather beam, in nautical usage, the side of a slup
facing the wind.

weath-er-beat en .(wetA'^r-be't'n), adj. showing the
effect of exposure to weather, as, a) stained, damaged,
or worn down, b) sunburned, roughened, kardeaed, etc. :

said of a oerkon, his face, etc.
weath er-board (we*'er-b6rd', w^'&nbord'), n. 1, a
board so shaped that its thin upper edge i$, overlapped
by the board above, and its thick Ipwer edgje covers me
top edge of the one below,, in orcler to shed water;
clapboard. 2. in nautical usage, the windward side of
a sppt v.fk',^0 j^al/weajbherbpard,8 o& (a roof or wall).

ii. L the act of O>erin|r',/roof or wafi with' '.weather-
boards. 2. weatherboards collectively,_H_j-_ ,'_(_ c JV_!LL !.** * ;

' T*/\ ( rT*1 j ,.
,' >< .

deiayea or nalt-

^r '.,. ''-,- f
I^epj^inent o*

^eompii^s data on weather
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weathered 1656 Wedekind

weathered (weih'erd) , adj. 1 . seasoned by the weather ;

stained, worn, or beaten by the weather. 2. given a

stained or discolored finish intended to resemble that

produced by exposure to the weather. 3. in architec-

ture, made sloping, so as to shed water.

weather gauge, 1. a position of
^ advantage to the

windward: said of one ship in relation to another. 2.

any position of advantage.
weath-er-glass (wef/i'er-glas', we^'er-glas') , n. an in-

strument used to forecast the weather by showing
changes in the pressure of the atmosphere; barometer
or similar device.

weather'ing (wewrer-nj), n. 1. in architecture, a slope
built to shed water. 2. in geology, the erosive effects

of the forces of weather on the surface of the earth,

forming soil, sand, etc.

weath-er-li-ness (weta'er-K-nis), n. the state or quality
of being weatherlv.

weath-er-ly (wetf/rSr-H), adj. in nautical usage, that can
sail close to the wind with very little drift to leeward.

weath-er-man (we^Sr-man'), n. [pi WEATHERMEN
(-men

7
)]. [Colloq.], a person who forecasts the weather,

especially one employed by the Weather Bureau.
weather map, a map or chart showing the condition
of the weather in a certain area at a given time by
indicating barometric pressures, temperatures, wind
velocity and direction, etc.

weath-er-proof (wei&'e'r-proof'), adj. that can with-
stand exposure to wind, rain, snow, etc. without being
damaged, v.t. to make weatherproof.
weather station, a post or office where weather con-
ditions are recorded and studied and forecasts are made.

weather-strip (wef/t'er-strip'), v.t. to fit or provide
with weather strips.
weather strip, a thin strip of metal, felt, wood, etc.,
used to cover the j'oint between a door or window sash
and the jamb, casing, or sill, so as to keep out drafts,
rain, etc.
weather stripping, 1. a weather strip. 2. weather
strips collectively.
weather vane, a vane for showing in what direction
the wind is blowing; weathercock.

weath-er*wise (we/fe'eY-wi2/)t adj. 1. skilled in pre-
dicting the weather: hence, 2. skilled in predicting
shifts of opinion, feeling, etc.

weath-er-wora (we^'er-wdrn
7

, we/A'&r-worn'), adj.
weather-beaten.
weave (wev), v.t. [WOVE (wov) or rarely WEAVED (wevd),
WOVEN (wovf

'n) or
WOVE, WEAVING], WARP THREADS^

[ME. weven; AS.
wefan; akin to G.
weben; IE. base
*webh-, to weave,
plait, etc., seen also
in Eng. web], 1. a)
to make (a fabric)
by interlacing
threads or yarns;
make on a loom, b)
to form (threads)
into a fabric. 2. a)
to construct in the
mind or imagina-
tion. 6) to form (de-
tails, incidents,
etc.) into a story,
poem, etc. 3. a) to
make by interlacing
twigs, flowers,
reeds, etc. : as,
weave a basket. &)
to twist or, interlace

(twijffs, flowers,
etc.> so a^ to form
something.

4 4, ,to
twist or interlace

tlirjbiigpbcy pr aniong:
as;,

f fl>

uuaty* flowers
into* one's hair. 5.

to taake or spin (a
Web): Said of spi-
ders*, etc. v.i. 1. to

dp weaving: make
.j

2. to become
(

i or inter- 1

3. to inoTe v

a to side or
<rttf, n, a
matfoer, or

iving:

WOOf THREAD

^RP THREADS

WEAVING

POWER, I/^OM

* CHAIN- fcOUER

weav-er (wev'er), n. 1. a person who weaves; espe-
cially, one whose work is weaving. 2. a weaverbird.

weav-er-bird (weVe^-burd'), n. any of a number of
related birds resembling the finches and found mainly
in Africa and Asia, which weave elaborate nests of

sticks, grass, etc.

weaver's hitch (or knot), a sheet bend, a type of
knot: see knot, illus.

weh (web), n. (ME. web, webbe; AS. webb; akin to D.
webbe, web; IB. base *webh-, to weave; cf. WEAVE],
1. any woven fabric; especially, a length of cloth being
woven on a loom or just taken off. 2. a) the woven or

spun network of a spider; cobweb. 6) a similar network
spun by the larvae of certain insects. 3. a care-

fully woven trap or snare. 4. a complicated work of
the mind, imagination, etc.: as, a web of lies. 5. any-
thing like a web; network. 6. in anatomy, a) a tissue
or membrane. 6) an abnormal membrane joining the
fingers and toes at the base. 7. in architecture, the por-
tion of a ribbed vault between the ribs. 8. in mechanics,
a) a thin plate between stiffeners, ribs, or other heavy
structures, b) the blade of a saw, key, etc. 9. in print-
ing, a large roll of paper, especially newsprint. 10. in

zoology, a) the vane of a feather, b) a membrane partly
or completely joining the toes of various water oirds,
water animals, etc. v.t. [WEBBED (webd), WEBBING],
1. to join by a web. 2. to cover with or as with a web.
3. to catch or snare in or as in a web,
Webb, Beatrice Potter (web), 1858-1943; wife of
Sidney James; English sociologist, economist, and
author,

Webb, Sidney James, first Baron Passfield, 1859-1947;
English statesman, economist, sociologist, and author.
webbed (webd), adj. 1. formed like a web or made of
webbing. 2. joined by a web: as, webbed toes. 3,

having the digits joined by a web: as, a webbed foot.

web-bing (web'irj), n. [see WEB], 1. a strong, tough
fabric woven in strips and used for belts, in upholstery,
etc. 2. a strong edging strip woven into a piece of
fabric, as in rugs. 3. a membrane uniting the fingers or
toes, as of a duck, goose, frog, etc.

web-by (web'i), adj. [WEBBIER (-i-gr), WBBBIEST (-i-ist)],
1. of, having the nature of, or like a web. 2. webbed
or Balmated.

we-ber (va'bgr, we'b&r), n. [after Wilhelm Weber, G.
physicist], 1. the practical unit of magnetic flux, equal
to 103 maxwells. 2. formerly, a coulomb or ampere;
later, a maxwell.

We-ber, Ernst Hein-rich (ernst Kn'riH va'bSr), 1795-
1878; German physiologist.

We-ber, Karl Ma ri a von (karl ma'-re'S f$n va'bSr),
Baron, 1786-1826; German composer.

We-ber, Wil-helm E du ard (vil%elm a'dSo-firt va'bgr),
1804-1891; brother of Ernst Heinrich; German phy-
sicist.

web-foot (web'foot') n. [pi. WEBFEET (-fet')], 1. a foot
with two or more toes webbed. 2. a person, animal,
or bird with webbed feet.
web-foot ed (web'foot'id). adj. having webfeet,
web-ster (web'st&r), n. (AS. webbestre, fern, of webba,
weaver; see WEB & -STER], [Obs.J, a weaver.
Web-ster, Daniel (web'ster), 1782-1852; American
statesman and orator; United States senator (1827-
1841; 1845~ie50); secretary of state (1841-1843: 1850-
1852).

Webster, John, 1580P-1625?; English dramatist.
Webster, Noah, 175&-4843; American lexicographer,
editor* and author.
Web ste ri an (web-stSr'i-on), adj. of Daniel OP Noah
Webster.
web-toed (wet^tod'), adj. web-footed.
web-worm (web'wurmO, n* any of various caterpillars,
generally gregarious, which spin large webs.
wed (wed), vt. [WKDDEB (4d), WEDDED oir WED, WED-
DiKGJ, [fytB. weddm: AS. weddian, Mt., to pledge, en-
gage < mf,.a pleoge; akin to G. wetlen, to pledge,
tt^ager; IE* base^<wiK a pledge, to redeem a pledge,
'as^awo 'J^ 0& trite* a'#Mee; c wjifSEn, GAGS],
$. to 'n^amr; 'ftpotoificpUy, a) to take for one's husband

'

to'-' condiae! toe raarriaae c^pooiony for; join
i
fi( 2. to'wiite 'or Join dosely: as,"tme project

weds seienee amd1 art. tU. to beam* married:' take a
husband or ^TOe. - -

f ,

>

Jjed (wTO^' 1. we had. 2. we skoold/ 3. we would,
\Ved* W^dnesoay. ii '

i

i 'V i, <

wed-ded (wwld),, atij*< 1. ntarrid: as, tlbe mt$dedvafc.
1, of or arising firosn jnamage: as, wedM 'blitoa,. 3.

devoted: a* &W "
*>' ^CMe'i work. 4. Jofawi: as,
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WEDGE

- ~Tv^PlotI&ksliare as in L.
vomts, OHG. waganso, etc.], 1. a
piece of hard material, as wood or
metal, tapering from a thick back
to a thin edge that can be driven
or forced into a narrow opening-
used to split wood, lift weights, re-
inforce structures, etc. 2. any-
thing shaped like a wedge: as, a
wedge of pie; specifically, a) a
wedge-shaped stroke in cuneiform
writing. 6) a wedge-shaped tactical
formation, as of troops or football
players, used to penetrate a nar-
row front to a great depth. 3. any
action or procedure that serves to
open the way^ for a gradual change,
disruption, intrusion, etc. v.t.

[WEDGED (wejd), WEDGING], 1. to split or force apartwith or as with a wedge. 2. to fix solidly in pLce by
driving a wedge or wedges under, beside, eta 3. to
force or pack in (often with in}. 4. to force or crowd
together in a narrow space.^ vJU to push or be forced as
or nice a wedge.

wed^-ie (wej'5, n. [Collpq.], a style of women's shoe
having a wedge-shaped piece under the heel and forminga solid sole, flat from heel to toe.

" ^
Wedgwood,

Josiah (wej'wood'), 1730-1795; English

Wedgwood (ware),, [after Josiah Wedgwood], a fine
English pottery, with delicately designed neoclassical
figures which are applied in a white, cameolike relief
on a tinted background, before the firing.
wedg-y (wej'i), adj. [WEDGIER (-i-gr), WEDGIEST (-i-ist)]f

shaped or used like a wedge.
wed lock (wed'lok), n. [ME. wedlok; AS. wedlac: wed, a
compact, pledge -f -lac < the Gmc. base in Goth, laiks,
a dance], the state of being married; matrimony.
SYN. see marriage.

Wednes-day (wenz'di), n. [ME. Wednes dei; AS.
Wodnes/^.Woden's day < Woden, chief of the Gmc.
deities (cf. WODEN, ODIN); used as AS. transl. of L.
dies Mercurii, Mercury's day, fourth day of the week],

t , l

x rf Eng. & Scot, dial.);
AS. (Anglian) we*e, weg < base of w>fc], very small;
tiny. n. [Scot. & Eng. Dial], a little bit; especially, a
short time: as, bide a wee.
weed (wed), n. [ME. weede; AS. weod; akin to LG. wU;
mot known outside W.Gmc.], 1. any undesired, un-
cultivated plant that grows in profusion so as to crowd
out a desired crop, disfigure a lawn, etc. 2. [Colloq.],
a) tobacco: with the. ft) a cigar. 3. something useless;
specifically, a horse that is unfit for racing or breeding.
4. [Archaic], wild, luxuriant growth, as of underbrush.
v.t. 1. to remove the weeds from, as a garden. 2. to
remove (a weed): often with out. 3, to remove or
eliminate as useless; harmful, etc. : often with out.

4.,to rid of elements regarded as useless or harmful.
v.i. to remove weedss, etc.
weed (wed), n. [ME. nude; AS. watde, wxd, a garment;akm to OHG. wot (G. -wand, in leinwand, Hnen) ; IE.
base *<m-, to weave], 1. [Archaic], a garment or
clothing. 2. pi black mourning clothes, especially those
worn by a widow. 3. a black jptourjiing band, as of
crape, worn on a man's hat or sleeve*

,

weed-er (wed'er), n. La person who weeds, 2, a
device for removing weeds. , i

weed i ness (wd'i-nis), n. the state of being weedy;
weed-y (wed'i), adL [WEEDIER (4-eV), WEEDIEST (4-isls)},L having weeds; Ml of weeds. 2. of or like a weed ior

weedsv as in rapid, rank growth. 3. lean, lankyt

ttngainJy; etc.: said of persons or animals.
week (wfk)v ju [MB. weke < AS. wicu with lengthened& lowered trowel; akin to G. woche (OHG. wehha,
wpkha): IE. base *w*-, to bend, yield, etc. (cf. WEAK),
seen also la 1^ tfotS, change (cf. VICISSITUDE), G.
wvcwsel, exchange; bamo, sense "period of change, or
whicti c$taam'

'

J V a period of seven. dayst especially
toe bogtedng wjtJj ;%eaaif a^d ending with . Saturday.
2, the wars or dayi'of work in * seven-day period: as,
he works a 40-hour week. Abbreviated w., wk.
Sunday (or Mondav, Twfictey^ etcv) week,
British^ a weefct (countang bficlward or
fyom Sttnday (or Monday, Tuesday* etc.).

tfti* day (or yesterday, etc.) we^jk, [CWe
a week (cotmting backward or forward) ;

(pr yesterday, etc.).
week jftf ***dk e^ery week.

( week by week, each week.

weigh
fn^hew^^ Judaism* Saturday). 2. any day not

Al ^ 2"
a J1

-
*86 part^ held over tSs periodAISO week end. adj. of or on a weekend, yj. to snenrithe weekend (at or in a specified place)

or!f^kend* a weekend Plus one or two days before

(wekli), adj. 1. continuing or lasting for a
^fri T 1

one' -^PPening. appearing, payable, etc.once a week, or every week: as, a weekly visit. 3. of a
week, or each week: as, a weekly wage. adv. once a

Weems, Ma-son Locke (ma'ssn wemz), 1759-1825;American preacher and writer: called Parson Weemsween (wen), va. & v.t. [ME. wenen; AS. wenan; akin to
G. wahnen; IE. base *wen-, to be satisfied (with special
sense in Gmc.), seen also in L. venus, love (cf. VENUS)-
see WEAN], [Archaic], to think; suppose; imagine

wee-nie, wee-ny (we'ni), n. \pl. WEENIES (-niz)],
[Colloq.], a wiener.
W?SP (w5P) - [WEPT (wept), WEEPING], [ME. wepen:AS. wepan < *wopjan < wop, outcry; akin to OS.
wdpian; IE. base *wab-, to cry, complain], 1. to mani-
fest or give expression to a strong emotion, usually
grief or sorrow, by crying, wailing, or, especially, shed-
ding tears. 2. to lament or mourn (with for). 3. to let
fall drops of water or other liguid; especially, to drip
moisture condensed from the air: as, cold pipes weep in
hot weather. 4. to exude water or other liquid, as a
wound, the stem of a plant, etc. v.t. 1. to weep for;
lament; bewail; mourn: as, she wept her misfortune.
2. to shed (tears or other drops of liquid). 3. to bring to
a specified condition by weeping: as, she wept herself
to sleep, n. 1. often pi. a fit of weeping. 2. an exuda-
tion or dripping of moisture. SYN. see cry.
weep (wep), n. [so called from its characteristic cry], the
lapwing.
weep-er (wep'er), n. La person who weeps; especially,
one who weeps habitually. 2. a hired mourner at a
funeral. 3. a conventional badge of mourning, as, for-
merly, a white cuff band or, now, a black band of crape.
weep ing (wep'irj), n. the act of one who or that which
weeps, adj. 1. that weeps; tearful. 2. having grace-
ful, drooping branches: as, a weeping willow.
wee-ver (we'ver), n. [ONorm.Fr. wiwe (OFr. guiwe),
orig., serpent, dragon;!/, vipera, viper], any of a number
of ocean fishes found at the bottom of temperate seas
near shrimp beds, and distinguished by long, soft,
dorsal and anal fins, eyes near the top of the head, and
several sharp spines.

wee-vil (we'v'l), n. [ME, wmel; AS. wifel; akin to !t&$J&,
wevel; IE. base *webk^ to move to and fro, as, also in
Eng. wave, waver], any of a large number of beetles with
the head ending in a projecting snout: the larvae are
very destructive to many crops, the various, species
attacking cotton, fruits, grain, and nuts, an<J destroying
plants and trees by boring.

wee-vil-y. wee-villy (weVl-i), adj:infested with weevik
weft (weft), n. [ME. weft, warp: AS, weft* weftp <C base
of wefan, to weave (cf. WEAVE) + -i (cf. -x)J, 1. the
yarns carried by the shuttle fcack and fortJ^acros^ tl^e
warp in weaving; woof; filling. 2. something' woven.
JWehr-macht (var'makhtO, n. [G., lit., defense force],
the armed forces of Germany.
Welch-8el^(vik'sal), n. Vistula River: German name.
weigela (wi-jela, wi-gela), n. [Mod. L., after Ci fe
Wejgel (1743-1831), G. physician], any of a number of
related snrubs of the honeysuckle family, with clusters

,,1^0^ or white bell-shaped flowers on drooping

E. weieM, wege*n+ to weigh, bear? AS.
rT?mrvs^jlak|a t^o 'G, wfeglm* itf&gefo; IE.

' '

;
c

f WAIN], 1. to deter-

i.' ihe'h^nd!' or hands,, &i drdier.,^*^i"
;3.;

to measure
1

put,

lift or,t

dole out, or i

one's worcts. to^

____ : as, weigh
6r ponder in the mind'

consider in order to naMfce a choice: as, wefgft one plan
IJ-t another. 5. VQ b-todfen- bear or presis down

as with heaviness or oppression (with down),
- *

to hold in h%h regard; fesfem; value 7. in
to kpist; or hft (an andioi), i vrf. t to*

y; especially, to h^v
ten pounds. 2-

-|o
lifs

a

j^t 411 9W[%
|i| <T0^%, fcTJoglfVt

^oh. Soe pp. x*^3|ii $ loreigp, j
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mind. 4. in nautical usage, a) to hoist anchor; hence,

b) to start to sail. SYN. see consider.

weigh in, I. to weigh (a boxer, jockey, etc.) before

or after a contest in order to verify his declared

weight. 2. to be so weighed.
weigh (wa) n. [var. of way, in phr. under way, modified

by the notion of "weighing anchor"], way: a popular
variant in under weigh, progressing, advancing.

weigh-bridge (wa'brij'). n. a large platform scale set

flush with a road, for weighing cars, wagons, cattle, etc.

weight (wat), n. [ME. weiht, new formation < weien,

wethen, to weigh; AS. had (ge)wiht < wegan; see WEIGH],
1. a portion or quantity weighing a definite or specified
amount: as, we had ten pounds weight of lead. 2. heavi-

ness as a quality of things; attraction of a material

body by gravitational pull toward the center of the
earth: in physics, distinguished from mass. 3. quantity
or amount of heaviness; how much a thing weighs: as,

the weight of an egg. 4. a) any unit of heaviness or mass.

b) any system of such units: as, troy weight, avoirdupois
weight, c) a giece of metal, wood, etc. of a specific
standard heaviness, used on a balance or scale in weigh-
ing. 5. any block or mass of material used for its heavi-

ness; specifically, a) one used to hold light things down:
as, a paper weight, o) one used to drive a mechanism: as,

the weights in a clock, c} one used to maintain balance:
as, weights placed on an automobile wheel, a) one of a
particular heaviness, lifted as an athletic exercise.

6. a burden or oppressiveness, as of responsibility
or sorrow. 7. importance or consequence: as, a matter
of great weight. 8. influence, power, or authority:
as, he threw his weight to the losing side. 9. the
relative thickness or heaviness of an article of clothing
as proper to a particular season: as, a suit of summer
weight. 10. any of the several classifications into which
boxers and wrestlers are placed according to how much
they weigh. 11. in statistics, a) the^ frequency, hence
relative importance, of a single item in a frequency list

of related items. 6) the value or number used to express
such frequency. Abbreviated wt., W, W. v.t. 1. to add
weight to; make heavy or heavier. 2. to burden; load
down; oppress. 3. to treat (thread, or fabric) with a
solution of metallic salts, in order to increase its weight.
4. in statistics, to give a weight, or value, to (an item in
a frequency list). SYN. see important, influence.
by weight, as determined by weighing.
carry weight, to be important, influential, etc,

pull one's weight, to do one's share.

weight-i'ly (wat'a-li) , adv* in a weighty manner.
weijght'i-ness (wat'i-nis), n. the state or quality of

being weighty.
weigfit-lift'ing (wat'lif'tirj), n. the athletic exercise or

competitive sp9rt of lifting disk-shaped metal weights
balanced on either end of a long oar: also weight-
lifting, weight lifting.

weij|ht>y (wat'i), adj. [WEIGHTIER (-i-er) WEIGHTIEST
(-i-ist)], 1. having much weight; very heavy; ponder-
ous. 2. burdensome; oppressive: as, weighty responsi-
bilities. 3. of great significance or moment; serious:

as, weighty matters of state. 4. of great influence or
importance: as, a weighty personage. SYN. see heavy.
Wei'hai-wei (wa/hi'waO , n. a city in Shantung province,
China, on the Yellow Sea: pop., 154,000.
Wei-mar (vi'mar), n. a city in central Germany: capital
of Thuringia: pop., 49,000.
Weimar Republic, the German republic (1919-1933) :

its constitutional assembly met in Weimar in 1919.
Wein-gart-ner, Felix von (fa'liks f6"n vin'gart'nSr),
1863-1942; Swiss conductor and composer.

weir (w&r), n. [ME. & AS. wer, a weir, dam (akin to G.
wehr) < base of werian, to defend, hence dam up; IE.
base *wer^ to shut up, cover, as also in Eng. warn, etc.],
1. a low dam built in a river to back up or divert water,
as for a mill; milldam. 2. a brushwood or stake fence
built

jto,
a stream, channel, arm of the sea, etc., for

catching, or penning fish. 3. an obstruction placed in a
stream or channel, diverting the water through a pre-
pared aperture for measuring the rate of flow.
weird (w&rd), adj. [< Scot, weird, fate; ME. wirde*
weyda; AS^. wyrd, fate < the base of weorthan, t6 be-

} basic sense "what is to come*'), 1. suggestive of
s, evil spirits, or other supernatural things; |nys-

, js; eerie. 2. [Colloq.], queer; unusual; starangly
? as^ he wore a weird costume. 3. [Archaic], pf fate

, <SKC destiny, n. [Scot, or ArcfaaicJ, I. |atQ or destiny.
4. any of the Fates. 3. a prophecy. 4* a spell.
Slfrf. -weird Applies to that wMcfa, Is sia$ni3twa% my-

q or fantasticaUy qtnupg^, ,(?,, 100*4 werleao^),; erie
3, to that which inspire a vfegup* stip^rsti^bws t^iaeasiix^ss

(the eerie howling of a dog) J ttytcanny applies to tjiat
, i.j^*..'^ii*

r styango qr remarkable (uncdwqy ius%ht);
? thatt which is so strafe or ext
tp another world '

1

'!T4feu

mann], a theory of heredity; in which the germ plasm is

regarded as the vehicle of inheritance from generation
to generation, no acquired characteristics being trans-
mitted from parent to offspring except those that
affect the germ plasm.

weiss beer (vis), [< G. weissbier, white beer], an
effervescent, light-colored beer, brewed especially from
wheat.
Weiss-horn (vis'h6rn')t n. a mountain of the Alps, in
southern Switzerland: height, 14,804 ft.

Weiz-marm, Cha-im (khi'yim vits'man; Eng. wits'-

msn), 1874-1952; Israeli chemist and Zionist leader,
born in Russia; president of Israel (1948-1952).

we-jack (we'jak), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian) name;
cf. Cree otchek], a pekan.
we-ka (wa'ka, we'ka), n. [Maori: from its cry], any of
several large, tawny-colored, flightless birds of the rail

family, native to New Zealand.
Welch (welch, welsh), adj. & n. Welsh.
welch (welch, welsh), v.t. & v.i. [Slang], to welsh.
Welch-man (welch'mon, welsh'msn), n. [pi. WELCHMEN
(-man)], a Welshman.

wel-come (wel'kam), adj. [ME. wilcome, welcume, (the
latter after OFr. bten venu, etc.) ; AS. wilcuma, a wel-
come guest ; wil', prefix (akin to willa, will, pleasure) -f
cuma, a comer < cuman, to come (cf. COME)], 1. gladly
and cordially received: as, a welcome guest. 2. agree-
able or gratifying: as, welcome news. 3. freely and
willingly permitted or invited (to use): as, you are
welcome to (use) my car: also used in a conventional
response to thanks ("you're welcome"), meaning under
no obligation for the favor given, n. an act or expression
of welcoming: as, a hearty (or cold) welcome, interj.
you are welcome: an expression or cordial greeting.
v. t. [WELCOMED (-ksmd) , WELCOMING], 1 . to greet with
pleasure and hospitality. 2. to receive or accent with
pleasure or satisfaction: as, he always welcomes criticism.
bid welcome, to receive with cordial greetings.
wear out one's welcome, to come so often or stay so
long that one is no longer welcome.

weld (weld), v.t. [altered with unhistoric -d < well (to
boil)], 1. to unite (pieces of metal) by heating until
molten and fused or until soft enough to hammer or
press together. 2. to bring into close or intimate union;
unite in a single, compact whole, tu. to be welded or
capable of being welded: as, these alloys weld at different
heats, it. 1. the act of welding. 2. the joint formed
by welding: as, it broke at the weld.
weld (weld), n. [ME. welde, corresponding to AS.
*wealde; prob. < base of weald, forest (cf. WEALD)],
1. a European mignonette that yields a yellow dye. 2.

the dye. Also woald, wold, would,
wel fare (weFfar'), n. [ME. wel, well + fare < AS,
faru, lit., a journey < faran, to fare, go; ex. FARE], 1.

the state or being or doing well; condition of health,

happiness, and prosperity; well-being. 2. welfare work.
Welfare Island, an islano, in the East River, in New
York City: site of city hospitals and prison: formerly
called Blackwells Island.

welfare state, a state in which the welfare of its
citizens is promoted largely by the organized efforts of
the government rather than by private institutions.

welfare work, the organized effort of a community or
organization to improve the living conditions and
standards of its members.

wel-kto (wel'kin), n. [ME. welkne, wolkne; AS. woken;
akin to G. wolke; orig. meaning, cloud, with sense de-

velopment as in sky; IE. base *welg, wet], [Archaic or
Poetic], the curved vault of the sky, or the upper air;
now chiefly in make the welkin ring, to make a very
loud sound.

well (wel), n. [ME. welle; AS, wella < the base weaUan,
wiellan, to boil up (cf. the f.) ; akin to G. wile* wave;
IE. base *wJ- f to turn, roll, etc., seen also in I/, wlvere,
to roll: see WELD], 1. a flow of water from th earth;
natural spring and pool. 2. a deep hole or shaft nk
into the earth, to tap an underground supply of water,
gas, oil, etc. 3* a source of abundant supply ; fount : as,
ne was a well of information. 4. any of various shafts
or deep enclosed spaces resembling a well; especially,
a) an ppen shaft in a building for a staircase; stairwell.w a shaft m a wilding or between buildings, open to
me sky for light and air; airshaft. c) an elevator shaft.

d) in English law courts, an open space before the
bench, for soKc^fcors. ) in nawMcol m&g&> an enclosure
in the hold of a sfeip for containing th, ptimps and pro-
tecting them from damage. 5. any of variotis vessels,,
containers, etc. for folding liquid, as an inkwell. v&
MB. ttuftftpi, to well tm bubble, boil, weld; AS. uteUan,
wyttan* to bubble, well up}, to flow or spring from or as
from a well; gush (often with up* forth, down* etc.).

dWrabte pawwr; ' Strfadxwiy: as,
1 the affialr moled
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lived ?;z?frf&erpUSl2 ; \901*fort and plenty: as, theylived well in Paris. 6. with good reason; in ir^1

you may * ask. 7. satisfactorily in regSraor physical condition: as, the patient is doing well. 8 toa considerable extent or degree: as, well advanced
9. thoroughly: as, stir well before cooking. lO?
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; just as much or as good

was there. 11." intimately; "famSFarTy-
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spkit; with'good grace: 'as,ne took the news well. Well is sometimes used in hy-

phenated compounds meaning properly, satisfactorily
tkorou&hly, etc as in well-de/ned, well-able, wellborn.
adj. 1. suitable; proper; advisable: as, it is well that
you came. 2. in good health: as, she is quite well. 3. ina good or satisfactory condition ; favorable ; comfortable :

as, things are well with us these days, interj. an
exclamation used to express surprise, acquiescence
agreement, resignation, expostulation, etc., or merelyto pretace or resume one's remarks. SYN. see healthyas well, 1. besides; in addition. 2. with equal justi-

fication or propriety; equally.
as well as, 1. equally with; jui
as. 2, in addition to.

well (wel), 1. we shall. 2. we will.

well-a-day (wel'g-da'), interj. [Archaic], wellaway.Wei-land Canal (wel'and), a canal in Ontario, Canada,
between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario: length, 27 1/2
mi.

well-ap-point-ed (wel'a-poin'tid) , adj. excellently fur-
nished or equipped: as, a well-appointed office

well-away (wefo-waO, interj. (ME. wei la wei, lit.,
woel lol woe!; wei

t
< ON. vei, woe -I- la < AS. la, lo; cf.

WOE, LO], [Archaic], alas I: an exclamation of sorrow,
regret, etc.
well-bal anced (wel'bal'snst) , adj. 1. nicely or exactly
balanced, adjusted, or regulated; evenly proportioned:
as, a well-balanced formula. 2. of a steady, judicious
temper; sane, sensible, and reliable.
well-be-haved (wel'bi-havd'), adj. behaving well; con-
ducting oneself properly; displaying good manners.
well-being (wel'be'irj), n. the state of being well,
happy, or prosperous ; welfare.
well-born fwel'bo'rn'), adj. born of good family.
well-bred (wel'bred'), adj. 1. showing good breeding;
courteous and considerate in manner or actions. 2. of
good stock: said of animals.
well-chos en (wel'cho'z'n), adj. chosen with care and
judgment; proper; appropriate.

well-con-tent (werkan-tent') , adj. thoroughly pleased
or satisfied*

well-dis-posed (wel'dis-pozd'), adj. 1. suitably or

properly placed or arranged. 2. inclined to be friendly,
kindly, or favorable (toward a person) or receptive (to
an idea, etc,).
well-do er (wel

/
do"o'/

e'r),
n. a person who does well;

especially, one who_dpes good deeds.
well-do ing (wd'doo'irj), n. good or benevolent action
or conduct.

well-done (wel'dun'), adj. 1, performed with, skill and
efficiency. 2. thoroughly cooked: said of meat : opposed
to rare. interj. an exclamation of approval of another's
action.

Welles-ley (welzli), n. a town in eastern Massachusetts:

pop., 21,000.
well-fa-vored (wel'fa'ySrd), adj. handsome: pretty.
well-fed (wel'fe<10 , adj. showing the effect of much good

wellxfaund (wel'foundOi adj. properly and adequately
equipped: as, a well-found snip.

well-found-ed (w/el'foun'did), adj. based on facts, good
evidence, or sound juolgment: as, a well-founded sus-

picion. " ' "
Woowl'). <*fy 1- carefuUy cared
horse. 2. clean and neat; care-
l

<fressedf die.

'^ eaxm a J' ka^fag or
good, kindly, or benevolent intentions: tuamllye connotation of failure or miscarriage ofS-

tention. ^^
well-knit (wel'nit'), adj. strong; sturdy; close-knit
well-known (wel'non'), adj. L widely or gmerally
^own; famous or notorious. 2. thoroughly known.weU-made .(wel'madO, adj. 1. w^^p<acSed;strongly built; skillfully and soundly put together2mhterature & drama ) .

skillfully
y
constru^Sl

contnved, as a plot. &) having a skillfuUy contrived
plot: as, a well-made play or novel.
well-man-nered (wePman'grd), adj. having or showinggood manners; polite; courteous.
well-mean-ing .(wel'niai'ii). adj. having or showinggood or kmdly intentions: see well-intentioned
well-meant (wel'menf), adj. said or done with good
intention.

well-nigh (wel'mO, adv. very nearly; almost.
weU-oflT(wel'ofO, adj. 1. in a favorable or fortunate
condition or circumstance. 2. prosperous; well-to-do
Also well off.

well-or-dered (wel'&Y'derd), adj. properly or carefully
arranged or organized.

well-pre-served (wel'pri-zurvdO, adj. in good condition
or of good appearance, in spite of age.

well-read (wel'redO, adj. 1. having read much (in a
particular subject). 2. having a wide knowledge of
books through having read much.

Wells, H. G. iwelz)., (Herbert George Wells}, 1866-1946;
English novelist, historian, and sociologist.

wells-ite (welzlt), n. [after H. L. Wells (1855-1924),Am. chemist], a colorless or white, crystalline silicate of
aluminum, barium, calcium, and potassium, (Ba,Ca,-

.

well-spo-ken (wel'spo/kan) , adj. 1. speaking easily or
fluently, 2. speaking in a courteous or gracious manner.
3. properly or adHy spoken.

well-spring (wel'sprirj , n. 1. the source of a stream,
spring, etc. ; fountainhead. 2. a source of abundant and
continual supply: as. a wellspring of knowledge.

well sweep, a sweep (sense 11). _

.

well-groomed (we
fbr; as, a well-

fully washed,
well-ground-ed
thorough basic

godtf reasons;
well-han-dled

having a
2. based on

right moment; timely.
well-to-do (wel'ta-dooO^ adj. prosperous; well-off;
wealthy: also well to do. SYN. see rich.

well-wish-er (wel'wish'er), n. a person who wishes well
to another, or to a cause, movement, etc.

well-wish-tail (wel'wish/in), adj. that wishes well to
others; kindly disposed, n. the act, or an expression,
of wishing well to others.

well-worn (wel'wSrn', wel'worn'), adj. 1. much worn;
much used; hence, 2. overused; trite; hackneyed: as, a
well-worn joke. 3. worn or carried becomingly.
Wels-bach burner (welz'bak; G. vels'bSkh), [after
Carl Auer von Welsbach (1858-1929), Austrian chemist,
its inventor], a gas burner with a gauae mantle impreg-
nated with thorium oxide and about one per cent of
cerium oxide: when lighted, the incombustible gauze
becomes incandescent and gives off a bright, sHghtiy

Welsh (welsh/welch), adj. (ME. Wd(i)sch; AS., WeUsc
< Wealh, Briton, foreigner], o Wales, its people, their
language, etc. n. the (Brythonic) Celtic language spo-
ken in Wales. Abbreviated W. Also Welch.
the Welsh, the people of Wales: also called the Cymry.

welsh (welab), v.t. & v.L [19th-a slang; ? back-fonmation
< welsher], [Smug], 1. to cheat or swindle by failingj to
pay a bet or other debt; 2. to evade or fail to fulfill

(an obligation). Often with on. Also welch,
welsh-er (wel'stier), n* [prob. for Weteher, Welshman,
with opprobrious reference to supposed propensities],
[Slang], a person who weJsh.es: cheat; swindler.
We *

Velsh man (welsli'niaji, wel c

(-rnon)], a native of 'IPales: also'l ,

Welsh rabbit, [pcob^ octg.;a, httimorotts usa/ge]i a 'dish
of melted cheese, oftenM$&ea .wltht ale or beer, served
on crackers or toast: also, tte>i*glifaiilty etymologizing,
Welsh rarebit.

'

,,V ^ i
<

,

"
,

'

Welsh terrier, any of a 1 breed of lean wire-haired terrier

closely rescmDliBg theAire'daale,/'yit/M^Jer^Relieved
^originated in Wales,

[ME. U'dte, we
.. ;o roll <

leather i

of.a shoe to
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edge or seam of a garment 1
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wxxld view], one's philosophy or conception of the uni-

iweit-an-sicni; vvcivaa ^UTJ.^, n* [G.J, a world view; a

particular attitude toward Me and reality.

welt-er (wel'ter), vJ. [ME. weltren; MD. welteren, freq.

fom^tin < base of AS. vvatoft, to roll; for IE. base

see WELL (a spring)!, 1. to roll about or wallow, as a

pig in mud: sometimes used figuratively, as, they
weltered in sin. 2. to be soaked, stained, or bathed: as,

the corpses weltered in their blood. 3. to rise and fall:

tumble; toss about, as the sea. n. 1. a tossing and
tumbling, as of waves. 2. a confusion; turmoil.

welt-er-weight (weFter-waV), n. [prob. < welt, to

thrash -f- -er], 1. a weight of twenty-eight pounds
carried by a horse in a race as a handicap. 2. a boxer

or wrestler who weighs between 136 and 147 pounds.
adj\ of welterweights.

JWelt-po-li-tik (yelt'p6"-li-tek'),
n. [G.J, world politics;

international politics. .

JWelt-schmerz (velt'shmerts'), n. [G., world painj, a
melancholy weariness of life; sentimental pessimism
over the state of the world.

Wem-bley (wem/bli), n. a city in southeastern England:
suburb of London: pop., 48,000. _

Wemyss (wemz), n. a parish in Fife county, Scotland:
site of Wemyss castle: pop., 27,000.

wen (wen), n. [ME. wenne; AS. wenn], a benign skm
tumor, especially of the scalp, consisting of a cyst con-

taining sebaceous matter.
wen (wen), n. [ME. & AS.; var, of AS. wn, wyn, joy,

bliss], an Old English rune (p), replaced in the llth

century by the letter w.
Wen ces laus (wen's9s*16s') f n. Holy Roman emperor
(1378-1400); lived 1361-1419; as, Wenceslaus IV, king
of Bohemia (1378-1419): German name, WenzeL

Wenceslaus, Saint, 903-935 A.D.; Christian martyr;
patron saint of Bohemia: his day is September 28.

wench (wench), n. [ME. wenche; shortened < wenchel,

child, boy, girl, young woman; AS. wencel, a child;

prob. < base of AS. waned, unsteady, with reference to
an infant's gaitj, 1. a girl or young woman: derogatory
or facetious term. 2. [Archaic], o) a country girl. &) a
female servant, c) a prostitute or loose woman. IM.

[Archaic], to associate with prostitutes or loose women.
Wen-chow (wen'chou'; Chin. wun'jo'), n. a city in

Chekiang province, southeastern China: pop., 631,000.
Wend (wend), n. [G. wende], one of a Slavic people of

eastern Germany, descendants of the Sorbs.
wend (wend), tu. [ME. wenden; AS. wendan, to turn;
akin to G. wenden; caus. formation < the base of AS.
windan, to wind (cf. WIND, to turn)], [Archaic], to go;
journey; travel, v.t. [Now Chiefly Poetic], to direct

one's steps on; proceed on; go: as, wend one s way.
Wen dell (wen^'l), [< the surname Wendell], a mas-
culine name.
Wen-die (wen'dik), adj. & n. Wendish.
Wend-ish (wen'dish), adj. of the Wends or their lan-

guage, n. the West Slavic language of the Wends;
Serbian,

wen-nish (wen'ish) t adj. of, like, or having a wen.
wen-ny (wen'i), adj. wennishu
went (went), [old p.t. of wend, now used to replace
missing form of go], past tense of go.

wen*tle-trai> (wen't'l-trapO, it. JD. wenteltrap, lit., a

winding staircase; wenlel, a winding -f trap, stair], any
of a group of sea mollusks encloseo: in a single, usually
white, spiral shell crossed by numerous ridges.
Wen-zel (ven'tsal), see Wenceslaus.
wept (wept), past tense and past participle of weep.
were (wftr; unstressed wer), [ME. weren: AS. wasron;
akin to G. waren; Gmc. base *wa?z- < I3B. base *we$~
(cf. WAS)], the plural and second person singular, past
indicative, and the past subjunctive, of be.
we*re (w&r), we are.
were gild (wur'gild', wer'gM'). n. wergild,
weire-n't (w^rnt), were not.
were*wolf (we^woolf', wur'woolf'), n* \L w\

(vTOolvj^) u [ME. werwolf; AS. werwwtf; beer, a man 4-

w|f, wolfL in folklore* a person changed into a wolf,
or one capable of assuming the form or a wolf at will:
also spelled werwolf.
Wer fel, Franz (frants ver'fal), 1890-rl945; German

let, novjelist, and dranaatist, born in Pra^tw.
rgild (wur'gild', wer'gild^, n. [AS. wergild} wer, a

pn. .ifc gild, geld, payment, ieanipease, compensation;
; XJPJUD], in early Genmfini amd Anglo-Saxon Uw, a

^.m$ -paid:/by tfee family df a naanslayer tb tfc:e family
Ato t|fe& peison killed, to atone for the killimg and, aYoid

Is: also spelled wercfiild.
i,W!6Wll^!l^i ( (wfir

/Bgiv^Ov n. [< A. G. Werwv (17SO-

wer

We-ser-miin-de (va'z^r-mun'ds), n. a seaport in north-

western Germany: pop., 103,000 (est. 1946).

Wes-ley (wesli, wez'li), [< the surname Wesley], a mas-

Wesley, Charles, 1707-1788; brother of John; English
Methodist clergyman and hymn writer.

Wesley, John, 1703-1791; English clergyman; founder

of Methodism.
Wes-ley-an (wes'li-an, wez'li-an), adj. of John Wesley
or the Methodist Church, n. a follower of John Wesley ;

Methodist. . , M . . , N ,

Wes-ley*an4sm (wes'li-sn-iz m, wez'li-on-izm), n. the

religious doctrines and method taught by John Wesley;
Methodism. , .

Wes sex (wes'iks), n. 1. a former Anglo-Saxon kingdom
in southern England. 2. a corresponding section in

modern England, chiefly in Dorsetshire, referred to as

the locale ofThomas Hardy's novels.

west (west), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. west; IE. base
*we-, down from, away from, as prob. seen also in L.

vesper, evening (cf. VESPER, VESPERUS)], 1. the direc-

tion to the left of a person facing north; direction in

which sunset occurs: it is properly the point on the
horizon at which the center of the sun sets at the equi-
nox. 2. the point on a compass at 90, directly opposite
east. 3. a region or district in or toward this direction.

4. [W]r the western part of the earth, especially the
Western Hemisphere or the Western Hemisphere and
Europe; Occident. 5. [W-], the Western Roman Em-
pire, adj. 1. in, of, to, toward, or facing the west. 2.

from the west: as, a west wind. 3. [W-], designating the
western part of a continent, country, etc.: as, West
Africa, West Ohio. 4. designating or in that part of a
church directly opposite the altar; from the conventional
location of the altar at the eastern end. adv. in or

toward the west; in a westerly direction. Abbreviated
W, W. t w, w.
the West, the western part of the United States;
specifically, a) formerly, the region west of the Alle-

gheny Mountains, b) the region west of the Missis-

sippi, especially the northwestern part of this region.

West, Benjamin (west), 1738-1820; American painter
in England..
West, Rebecca, (pseudonym of Cecily Isabel Fairfield),
1892- ; English novelist and critic.

West., west., western.
West Al-lis (al'is), a city in Wisconsin, near Milwaukee:
pop,, 43,000.

'

West Bengal, a state of northeastern India: until 1948,
a part ofBengal, British India; area, 29,351 sq. mi.;
pop., 21,835,000; capital, Calcutta.

west-bound (west'boundO. adj. bound west; going
westward: abbreviated w.b.
West Urom'Wich (brum'ich. brum'ii.. brom'ich) , a city
in Staffordshire, England, near Birmingham: pop.,
84,000 (est. 1946).
west by north, the direction, or the point on a mariner's
compass, halfway between due west and west-north-
west; 11 15' north of due west: abbreviated Wt>N (no
period).
west by south, the direction, or the point on a mariner's
compass, halfway between 4tie west and west-south-
west; 1115' south of due west: abbreviated WbS(no

1.

^est End, tjie west part of London, essentially an
upper-class residential section.

west-er (wes't^r), v4. to move, turnt or shift tq'fbe west.

west-er-ly (wes'ter-K) , adj. 1, in, of, or toward the west.
2. from the west: ap, a westerly wind. n. [pL WESTER-
LIES (4iz)], a wind blowing from tjie w^st. adv.
toward the west. 2. from the west: as, the wind
westerly,
Wes ter-marck, Edward Alexander ^.,
Finn, ves'ter-mark') , 1862-1939; Pinnisli

of, toward, or facing the west. 2. from the west: as, a
western wind. 3,[Vv -], of or cjjaractwstic of tie "West.
4. [W-J, of the "Western Church, n. 1. a westerner.
2. ft s|9ry, potion picture, etc. on the life of eowpoys OT
.frontiersjiie^ | we western unitea States, Aob^e-
'vi^ted W-, w*, W^tt, west.

i

Western Australia, a state of Australia: area. 975,920
(est 1947);

of t&e
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Western Islands

India; since 1950, divided between Saurashtra andCutch provinces: area,

1661

islands in the Atlantic,
islands west of Scotland.

Munster: a treaty was s

and the Holy Roman :

n' a wor^ expression,
especiaUy one peculiar

, v.t. [WESTERNIZED
Wester

.,-~-,~vv . O.IAM, i*."5 jnuiy xxmnan JimtJire in Io48 at Thp> AM** *

S5S-3 ^.^Sk&^!i|^^Wfisfrnnalta ?fe TVA-TO /v,,!*.,^^ ** _ _ -A- '"
.

^A*

it'), fld>*. farthest west.
V"**** xjrv,cu, uue -awaniic: the ancient name
*?&5,?W* a

f?tion o la$ IS nSheastern
Umo, on Lake Ene, which
Connecticut reserved for
settlers when its western
lands were ceded to the
Federal Government in
1786.

Western(Roman)Empire,
the western part 01 the
Roman Empire after it
was divided in 395 A.D.
by Theodosius.
Western Samoa, Terri-
tory of, a mandate of New
Zealand, consisting of two
of the Samoan Islands, WESTERN RESERVE
Savaii and Upolu: area, 1,133
(est. 1948); chief city, Apia,

West-fa-len (vest-fa'ten), n. Westphalia: German name.
West Flanders, a province of western Belgium, on the
North Sea: pop., 996,000 (est. 1947) ; capital, Bruges.West Ham (ham), a city in England, east of London:
pop,, 171,000 (est. 1946).West Hartford, a city in Connecticut, near Hartford:
pop., 44,000.
West Har-tle pool (har't'l-pool') a seaport in north-
eastern England: pop., 70,000 (est. 1946).
West Haven, a city in Connecticut, near New Haven:
pop., 32,000.
West Indian. 1. of the West Indies. 2. a native or
inhabitant of the West Indies. Abbreviated W. Ind.,

West Indies, a large group of islands between the United
States and South
America: it is di-

vided into the
Bahamas, Greater
Antilles, and Less-
er Antilles: abbre*
viated W.I.

west-ing (wes'tirj),
n* in nautical

usage* the distance
due west covered
by a ship sailing
in any westerly
direction,

West-ing-house,
George (wes'tir^
housTi 1846-1914;
facturer.

WEST INDIES

American inventor and manu-

West Lo-thi-an (15'<M-9n), a county of Scotland, on the
Firth of Forth; pop., 83,500; county seat, Linlithgow:
formerly called Linlithgow.
West min ster (west'min'ste'r), w. a borough (officially,

a city) of l/onaon: site of the Houses of Parliament,
etc, : abbreviated Westm. w
Westminster Abbey, a Gothic chuteli in, Westminst.er
where English kings are drowned: it is also the burial

place pf English kings, famous wr)te9* e*c.: see TYPES
OF ARCHITECTURE, p. 77.

Westminster Assembly, an assembly of clergymen
that met at Westminster^ Iwdon (J,043i4o49), f^d
fonutilated certain articles of IMwjjJMSifif j&o&nwp
accepted as authoritative by Presibs^e^W 'dturofee^n /

West-mor-land (west'm@iv.l9iiid), w. potBtty^tn^iTO-
i England: op, t 65,000 (est. t94f>; cotmty se^t,

, s people, culture, etc. n. a ntive 6r
habitant of Westphalia.
West Point, a military post in southeastern New York,, or,on the Hudson: site of the United States Military-
Academy.
West Prussia, a former province of Prussia: since 1945,a part of Poland.

^Wjooo^i^1 of Yorkshire' BB*Uad! pop"

west-south-west (west'south'westO, n. the direction,
or the point on a mariner's compass, halfway between
due west and southwest; 2230' south of due west
adj. & adv. 1. in or toward this direction. 2. from this
direction: as, a west-southwest wind. Abbreviated WSW,
W.S.W., w.8.w.
West Virginia, an Eastern State of the United States:
area,S24,181 sq. mi.; pop., 2,006,000; capital, Charleston:
nicknamed Panhandle State*, abbreviated W.Va.
West Virginian, 1 of West Virginia. 2. a native or
inhabitant of West Virginia.
west-ward (west'wgrd), adj. & adv. [see -WARD], toward
the west. n. a westward direction, point, or region.

west-ward;ly (west'wgrd-ii), adj. & adv. 1. toward the
west. 2. from the west: as, a westwardly wind.

west-wards (west'wgrdz), adv. westward.
wet (wet), adj. [WETTER (-Sr) , WETTEST (-ist)], [ME. wet,
wete; AS. wast; for IE. base see WATER, WASH], 1.
moistened, covered, or saturated with water or other
liquid. 2. ramy; foggy; misty: as, a wet day, 3. not
yet dry: as, wet paint. 4. preserved or bottled in a
liquid. 5. using water; done with or in water or other
liquid: as, wet sanding. 6. permitting or favoring the
manufacture or sale of alcoholic liquor; opposing, or
not enforcing, prohibition: as, a wet candidate, wet town.
n. 1. that which moistens or makes wet; water or
other liquid; moisture. 2. rain or rainy weather: as,
come in out of the wet. 3. a person who favors the
manufacture or sale of alcoholic liquor; one opposed to
prohibition. v. & v.i. [WET or WETTED (-id), WET-
TING], to make or become wet (often with through or
down) ; specifically, to make (a bed, oneself, etc.) wet
by urination.
all wetf [Slang], wrong: mistaken: in error.
wet one's whistle, [Colloq.], to take a drink.

SYN. wet is applied to something covered or soaked with
water or other liquid (wet streets, clothes, etc.) or to something
not yet dry (wet paint); damp implies s%h.t, usually undesir-
able or unpleasant wetness (a domf room) ; dank suggests a
disagreeable, chilling, unwholesome dampness (a dank fog);
moist implies slight wetness but, unlike damp, often suggests
that

t
the absence of dryness is desirable (moist air); humid

implies such permeation of the air with moisture as to make
for discomfort( a hot, humid day). ANT. dry.
wet-back (wet'bak'). n. [from the fact that many cross
the border by swimming or wading the Rio Grande],
[Colloq.], a Mexican agricultural laborer who illegally
enters or is brought into the United States to work.
wet blanket, a person or thing that dampens, or dis-

courages, activity, enthusiasm; or pleasure.
wet bulb, in a psychrometer, that bulb of one ol tljie
two thermometers which is kept moistened in mea^ur-
ing humidity. i'

weth-er (we*/t'&i) n. PCE.; AS.; akin to G. widdey: IE.. . . . .

base *wet~. a year, seen also in L, vetuf, old, vimlits.

calf, etc.; basic sense 4*a yearrold animal"], a castrate4
male sheep.
wet-nurse (wet'nursO, vft [WET-NURSED (-ntotf)*
WET-NURSING], to act as wet nurse to.

'

wet nurse, a woman liired to suckle another's child.
wet pack, in medicine, a type of oath, as for reducing a
fever, in which the patient is wrapped in wet sjktiets or
blankets. :

,', (

''

,

(

wefrter (wet'lr), n. a perspii Qp;t3uh that wte. '

Wet-ter-faorn (vet'r-h&rnOf n."a moiint^in of, me
Bernese Alps m south central (Switzerland: heigfct,

'1244* ft, ,
,'

'

wet^tish (wet'ish) r adj. somewhat wet,
,

,

,

ev)> we have.
'
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whack (hwak), v.t. & v.i. [echoic], 1. [Colloq.L to stake

^Tslap with a sharp, resounding blow. 2. [Slang], to

SMC; divide (often with up), n. 1. [ColIoaJ, a) a

S5p resounding blow. 6) the sound of tks. 2.

[Slang], a share; portion. 3. [Slang], an attempt;

trial- chance: as, I had a whack at the problem. 4.

[Slang], proper condition or adjustment: as, the motor

of **], [Chiefly. ~ , , adj [ppr.

a!jrvery iarge; tremendous.
r inwak'i), adj. [WHACKIER (-!-&),

"(-i-ist)r. [Slang], wacky.
whale (hwal), n. \pl. WHALES (hwalz), WHALE; see

PLURAL, n, D, 1], [ME.
whal; AS. hwasl; akin.to

G. wal- in walfisch, lit.,

whalefish; IE. *(s)qwa-
lo~s, huge fish, seen also

in L. squalus, big sea

fish], any of various
SPERM WHALE (63 ft. long)

guished from dolphins and porpoises) having sheets of

baleen, or whalebone, suspended from the upper jaw.

v.L [WHALED (hwald), WHALING], to engage in the work
of hunting whale.
a whale of a, [Colloq.], an exceptionally large, fine,

impressive, etc. example of a_ (class of things).

like the back of a whale; specifically,
a freight steamer

with the bow and upper deck rounded so that heavy
seas will wash right over: formerly used on the Great
Lakes for bulk cargoes as grain, ore, coal, etc.

whale-boat (hwal'bot'), n. a large, long rowboat,

pointed at both ends to increase maneuverability: used

by whalers, coastguards, etc., or as a ship s lifeboat.

whale-bone (hwarbon'). n. 1. the horny elastic ma-
terial that hangs in fringed sheets from the upper jaw
or palate of certain whales, and serves to strain the

minute sea animals on which they feed; baleen. 2.

something made of whalebone; especially, a strip of

this used as a corset stay, etc.

whale-man (hwal'man), n. \$l. WHALEMEN (-mon)], a

man whose work is whaling; whaler.

whal er (hwal'gr), n. 1. a whaling ship. 2. a man
whose work is whaling; whaleman.
Whales, Bay of, an arm of the Ross Sea, indenting the

Ross Shelf Ice near Little America.
whal-ing (hwal'in), n. the trade or occupation of hunt-

ing and killing whales for their blubber, whalebone, etc.

whaling (hwal'an), n. [< whale (to beat) + -ing],

[Colloq.], a sound thrashing; whipping. ,..,__,
wham-my (hwam'i), n. [pi. WHAMMIES (-iz)l, [Slang], a

jinx or the evil eye: usually in put a (or the) whammy

whang (hwarj), v.t. [of echoic origin], 1. to strike with
a resounding blow; whack. 2. [Dial.], to beat or

thrash. v.i. to make a whanging noise, n. a whack.

whang-doo-dle (hwarj'doo'd'I), n. [fanciful coinage], a

mythical creature with undefined characteristics: a

humorous usage.
whang-ee (hwarj-e'), n. [prob. < Chin. huang-U; huang,

Mkw 4- HI bamboo cane], 1. any of a number of

Q^ Japanese bamboos. 2. a walking
any ofthese bamboos.

[WHAPPBD (hwopt), WHAPPINGJ,

WHARFS
to keep
to turn;

;one, some-
bor, river,

, or un-
water^s

to a

VES (fr
_ & AS. hwerf, a dam
,,
a turning < base of &,,

jfc werf] 1. a structure of wood
, uuxxc roofed over, built at the shore of a
', etc, for] s|i|DS to Be alongside, as during
|6admg';

!

pieir; dock. 2* [Obs,], & band
edge; snore. Abbreviated whf. v.*. 1. to

wharf; moor at a wharf. 2, to unload or _

wharf;. 3. to furnish with a wharf or wihacvesJ

[see -AG;E];
or unlioa

for

a large bfto'wn rat founa
' "

*

cjri&iinal "who

woft'n), (born
37; American no1

whervef

of
- **

of amodern spinning

wharves (hw6rvz), n. alternative plural of wharf.

what (hwut, hwa't; unstressed hwat), pron. [ME. hwat,

hwet; AS. hwset, neut. of hwa t who; cf. WHO], 1. which
thing, event, circumstance, etc. : used interrogatively in

asking for the specification of an identity, quantity,

quality, etc.; specifically, a) in asking about the nature
or class of a thing: as, what is that object? b) in asking
for an explanation or repetition of something previously
said: as, you told him what? c) in asking about the

value, importance, or effect of something: as, what is

life without Shirley? What is often used elliptically with
the sense of 1 b, or, especially as a British colloquialism,
to end a sentence with a general or rhetorical interroga-

tive force: as, you're rather late, what? 2. that which
or those which: as, I know what you want: used as a

compound relative pronoun with the specific senses of

a) anything that: as, do what you will, b) the exact

person or thing that: as, as a swimmer, I am not what
I was ten years ago. c) that or who: now regarded as

substandard (the man what gave it to me) except in

but what, but that or but who, as, there
is^

no one but

what would approve this act: also used elliptically for

what it is, what to do, etc. (I'll tell you what) and with an
intensive force in exclamations (what I know about

youl). adj. 1. which or which kind of: used interroga-

tively or relatively in asking for or specifying the nature,
identity, etc. of a person or thing: as, what man told

you that? I know what books you will need. 2. as

much, or as many, as: as, take what time (or men) you
need. 3. how great, surprising, magnificent, disappoint-
ing, etc.: in exclamations, as what a man! what non-
sense I adv. 1. in what respect? to what degree? how?:
as, what does it help to complain? 2. in some manner
or degree; in part; partly (usually followed by with):
as, what with singing and joking, the time passed
quickly. 3. how greatly, surprisingly, etc : in exclama-
tions, as, what tragic news! 4. [Obs.], why? conj. 1.

that: in but what, but that, as, never doubt but what he
loves you. 2. [Dial.], so far as; as much as: as, we
warned them what we could, interj. an exclamation of

surprise, anger, confusion, etc. : as, what! no dinner?
and what not, and other things of all sorts.

what for, 1. for what purpose? why? 2. [Slang],

punishment; especially, a whipping: as, 111 give
him what for!
what have you, [Colloq.], anything else of a similar

sort: as, he sells games, toys, or what have you.
what if, what would happen if; suppose; supposing.
what it takes, [Colloq.], whatever is necessary for

success or popularity, as wealth, beauty, or intelli-

gence.
what's what, [Colloq.], the true state of affairs.

what-e*er (hwat-er'), pron. & adj. [Poetic], whatever.
what-ev-er (hwst^ev'er), pron. what: an emphatic
variant; specifically, a) which thing, event, circum-
stance, etc.: used as an interrogative expressing per-

plexity or wonder, as, whatever can he mean by that?

0) anything tjiat: as, tell her whatever you like, c) no
matter what: as, whatever you rnay think, he's innocent.

adj. 1. of no matter what type, degree, quality, etc, :

as, Don can make whatever repairs are needed. 2.

being who it may be: as, whatever man told you that,
it is not true. Whatever is sometimes used following the
word that it modifies: as, I have no plans whatever,
what-not (hwut'not', hwat'not')> n. 1. a nondescript
or indescribable thing or, sometimes, person. 2. a set

of open shelves used for bric-a-brac, books, etc.

what's (hwuts, hw&ts; unstressed hwots) , what is.

what-so-e'er (hwut'so-er', hwIt'sS-erOt pron. & adj.

[Poetic], whatsoever.
what*80-ev-er (hwut'so-ev'eV, hwat'so-ev'eV), pron. &
adj. whatever: an emphatic form,

whaup (hwSp, hw6*p), n. [prob. of echoic origin], [Scot,
or Eng. Dial.], the curlew.
wheal (hwel), n. [ME. wheU; akin to AS* hwMm* to

suppurate], 1, a pustule; pimple. 2. a small, itching
elevation of the felon, as from tne bite of an insect,

wheat 0iwe|), n. [altered from weal* a wale, by associa-
tion with ME. whelet a pustule; cf. precjv a raised stripe
or ridge on the skin, as from a last of a whip; 'Wale.

wheat (hwet), n.[see FLURAL.II, Dr 3LJME.wJ^/ AS.
hwxte; akin to G. weizen; IE. base *kweit-, to gleam,
bright, wi$tev as also in Ebg: white; 4he grain is named
from t)ue wfto seed], 1. any of <* anmbear, of e!a*ed

' cereal 'grasses naving spikes illed ,wit3 <eed^i' the

spOke^ 'in, eeoae'^pecfa have awns (jbewtfed wheat) and
in o^neirs at^'btqe (dfordte, or bate, tykeat)* 1 the
seed of any 'of mese grasses, used for making flour,

cereals, efcf; kep^rfee^tfee most widely used 'f
wheat-ear (fowetW)* n. [earlier wfrfa w '"<,"
eeres, ep$t var. of ar$$: so named in reference to i|

rff*py <$ a grottp of buwOl, lo
5OI J

.

, ^made of wi|Mfc or/rtfcp*

(few)
?

ocdii^ few (w) is also heard, as in when (hwen, wen).
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^heat-stone's bridge Or
Sir Charles Wheat-
stone (1802-1875),
Eng. physicist who
designed it], in elec-

tricity, a device for

measuring resist-
ances: also Wheat-
stone bridge.
wheat-worm (hwef-
wurm'), n, a small
roundworm that de-
stroys wheat.
wheedle (hwe'd'l),
v.t. & v.i, [WHEEDLED
(-did), WHEEDLING],
[17th-c. cant; prob.
< G. wedeln, to wag
the tail, fan, hence to
flatter < wedel, a fan,
tail], 1. to influence
or persuade by flat-

tery, soft words, beg-
ging, etc.; coax. 2, to
obtain by coaxing or

1753?-1784: American
_ t to America as a slave,
stanz, hwet'stonzO, [after

whence

WHEATSTONE'S BRIDGE
G, galvanometer; RI, R2, arms of
known resistance;R3, resistance
to be measured; R4, arm of vari-
able resistance; when no cur-
rent is shown on galvanometer
Rl R3

_ R2 R4
flattery: as,Jwheedle a gift from him. SYN. see coax.
wheel (hwel), n. [ME. whele; AS. hweol, earlier hweogol;
akin to D. wtel; IE. base *gwel-t to turn, seen also in L.
colere, to engage to, be occupied with (cf. COLONY),
column*, pillar (cf. COLUMN)], 1. a solid disk, or a cir-
cular frame connected by spokes to a central hub, cap-
able of turning on a central axis and used to move
vehicles or transmit power in machinery. 2. anything
Hke a wheel inj shape, movement, action, etc., as a
firework that revolves in a circular orbit while burning.
3. a device or apparatus of which the principal element
is a wheel or wheels; specifically, a) in the Middle Ages,
an instrument of torture consisting of a circular frame
on which the victim's limbs were broken, fc) a wheel
with projecting handles for controlling the rudder of a
ship, c) the steering wheel of a motor vehicle, d)
[Colloq.l, a bicycle or, rarely, a tricycle, e) a spinning
wheel. /) a potter's wheel. 4. usually pi. the moving,
propelling, or controlling forces or agencies: as, the
Wheels of progress. 5. a turning about; rotation or
revolution; specifically, in military usage, a turning
movement of troops or ships in line, in which the line
is maintained while one enomakes a circular movement
about the other as pivot. 6. the refrain of a song.
v.t. 1. a) to move or roll on wheels: as, he wheeled the
cart into the yard, 6) to transport in a wheeled vehicle.
2. to cause to turn, revolve, or rotate. 3. to perform
in a circular movement. 4. to furnish with a wheel
or wheels. v,i. 1. to turn on or as on an axis; pivot;
rotate; revolve. 2. to reverse one's course of action,
opinion, attitude, etc.: often with about. 3. to turn in
a swooping circular motion: said of birds. 4. to move
or roll along on or as on wheels.
at the wheel, 1. steering or directing a ship or motor
vehicle; at the steering wheel; hence, 2. in charge;
directing activities.
wheel of fortune, 1. the wheel which the goddess of
fortune was believed to rotate to bring about the
alternations or reverses in human affairs ; hence, 2. the
changes or vicissitudes of life.

wheels within wheels, a series of involved circum-
stances, motives, etc., reacting upon one another.

wheel and axle, a pulley fixed solidly to a shaft or drum,
and used for lifting weights: the turning of the pulley
by a rope or chain in the groove winds a rope on the
shaft or drum: it is one of the simple machines.
wheel-bar-row 0iwel/bar'6), n. |ME. wilberwe; cf.

WHEEL & JBARROW], a shallow, open, box for moving
small'loads, having a single wheel in front forming a
tripod with the two legs in back, and two shafts with
handle for raising the vehicle off its legs and pusl

'

or pulling it vf to nwre or transport in a wh
barrow.
wheel-base OiwefbisQ. it* in a motor veliicle, the dis-

tance In inches from the center of the hub of a front

wheel to the cento, cf <te^|uut> of tsbie corresponding
back wheel: also wheel base,

,

,,
,

,
<-. ',\'K >;<,

'

,

.

wheel hug, any of a group of large North American
rts distinguished by a high, saw-toothed crest on the
horax and % piercing proboscis fox sucking the
L f other insects,

__ duttr, a motile chair for
1

invalid mounted* on
large wheels.
wheeled (hweld), adj. having a wheel or wheels: often

'far hyphenated coirapotinds meaning tawta* a (specified
fetal IrOtimfci 09, whwfai as im

La
a

federate general in the Civil War
major general in the Spanish-American War
wheel horae, 1. the horse Or one of the horses, nearestthe front wheels of the vehicle, as distinguished froma
leader'

(sense 2). 2. a person who worksespecially hardand steadily in any enterprise.
t^v"** *mru

wheel-house (hweFhousO, n- a shelter built around the
steering wheel of a ship; pilothouse.
Wheel-Ing (hwel/irrh n. a port in northern West Vir-
ginia, on the Ohio River: pop., 58,000.
wheel-ing (hwel'ln), n. 1. the act or fact of traveling on
wheels; especially, cycling. 2. .a trailing movement:
circle; revolution. 3. the condition of a road etc with
reference to traveling it on wheels: as, good wheelingwheel lock, a firing mechanism on certain obsolete
firearms, consisting of a rough wheel which spun on a
flint when the trigger was pulled, throwing sparks into
the pan and setting off the charge.
wheel-man (hwel'mon), n. \pl. WHEELMEN (-man)] l a
cyclist. 2. a wheelsman.
wheels-man (hwelz'mon), n. [pi. WHEELSMEN (-man)! a
person who steers a ship; helmsman.
wheel-work (hwel'wurk'). n. an arrangement of wheels
or gears in a machine, or mechanical contrivance.
wheelwright (hwel'rlt'), n. [MB. whelwryht; see
WRIGHT], a person who makes and repairs wheels and
wheeled vehicles.
wheen (hwen), n. [ME. awheyn(e): AS. whine, wK&ne,
instrumental case of wh5n, (a) tew], [Scot. & Eng,
Dial.], a few.
wheeze (hwez), v.i. [WHEEZED (hwezd), WHEEZING],
[ME. whesen; ON. hvaesa, to hiss], 1. to breathe hard
with a whistling, breathy sound, as in asthma. 2. to
make a similar sound: as, the old organ wheezed, v.t*

to utter with a sound of wheezing, n. 1. an act or
sound of wheezing. 2. [Slang], an overworked or trite

remark, joke, or gag.
wheez-My (hwezVli), adv. in a wheezy manner; with a
whistling sound.
wheez-iness (hweVi-nis) , n. the state or condition of

being wheezy.
wheez-y (hwez/i), adj. [WHEEZIER (-i-Sr), WHEEZIEST
(-i-ist)], wheezing or characterized by wheezing.

whelk (hwelk), n. [ME. wilke, welkej AS. iviloc, wioluc;
prob. < IE. base *weJ-, to turn, with reference to the
spiral shell], any of various large marine snails with
spiral shells, especially those used in Europe for food.
whelk ftiwelk), n. [ME. whelke; AS. hwylcat a pustule <
base of hwelian, to exude pus], a pimple or pustule.
whelked fhwelkt), adj. twisted or ridged like the shell
of a whelk.
whelm (hwelm), v.t. [ME. welmen t whelmen; prob. a
merging of AS. -hwelfan, to overwhelm, with helmian,
to cover (cf. HELM) and other words of like form], 1. to
submerge, cover, or engulf; hence, 2. to overpower or

crush; overwhelm.
whelp (hwelp), n. [ME.; AS. hwelp; akin to G. welf,
puppy; prob. IE. base *bolP-* *lup-, in names of vora-
cious animals, seen also in L. wipes, a fox], 1. a young
dog ; puppy. 2. the young o any of various flesh-eating
animals, as of a lion, tiger, leopard, bear, wolf, etc. 3.

a youth or child: a contemptuous usage. 4. any of the
teeth on a sprocket wheel. 5. usually in pi. in nautical

usage, any of the ribs or ridges along the barrel of a
capstan or the drum of a windlass, v.t. & v.i. to bring
forth (young); give birth to: said of animals, and
contemptuously of a woman, as, she has whelped
"thieves.

when (hwen; unstressed, open Hwon), adv. [ME. whenne,
whanne; AS. hwssnne; akin to G. wann, when, wean* if ;

a derivative of the base seen in AS. hwa, who (cf.

WHO), hwset, what (cf. WHAT)], at what time? on what
occasion? : used interrogatively andin indirect questions,
as, when did that happen? he asfed when he should go.
con/. 1. at what time: as, he told us when to eat. 2, at

which time: as, he came at six, when the sun was setting.
3. at which: as. now is the time whew we Eowst fight.
4. at the time that: as, when we were colfege freshrnen.

5. as soon as: as, we will eat when father ccratesi 6.* at
whatever time; whenever: as, she cries when ^rotit criti-

cize her. 7. although; whereas; while on the contrary:
as, he's reading a book when he might be out playing.
8. if; considering the fact that: as, how can we finish,

when you, won't help? ^ron. what or which, time: as,

until when wiE you remain? we came a week ago since
when WfeVe nad no test* n* the time or moment (of an
vent) : as, I la^ow tin* when and where of his arresfe
"

S 4Jbrep-Bf^), cow", {when 4- as], [Archaic], 1.
"
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what place; from where: as, whence do you come? I

Imow whence he comes. 2. from what source or cause:

as, whence does he get his strength? 3. to the place
from which: as, return whence you came.
whence-so-ev-er (hwens'so-ev'er), adv. & conj. from
whatever place, source, or cause.

when-e'er (hwen-er', hwan-er/) adv. & conj. [Poetic],

when-ev*er (hwennev'Sr, hwon-ev'&r), adv. [Colloq.],
when: an emphatic form expressing surprise or be-
wilderment, as, whenever will you learn? conj. 1. at

whatever time : as, 111 be here whenever he arrives. 2 . on
whatever occasion: as, visit us whenever you can.

when-8O*ev-er (hwen'so-ev'er), adv. & conj. whenever:
an emphatic form.
where (hwar), adv. [ME. wher; AS. hwaer; akin to G.
wo & to war- in warwn; an extension of the interrogative
base in AS. hwa (see WHO)], 1. in or at what place?:
as, where is my hat? 2. to or toward what place or

point?: as, where did he go? 3. in what situation or

position?: as, where will we be if we lose? 4. in what
respect?: as, where do I come into the matter? 5. from
what place or source?: as, where did you get your
information? conj. 1. in or at what place: as, I know
where they are. 2. in or at which place: as, we came
home, where we had dinner. 3. in or at the place or
situation in which: as, I am where I should be, 4, in

whatever place, situation, or respect in which: as, there
is never peace where men are greedy. 5. o) to or toward
the place to which: as, I will take you where you're go-
ing, b) to a place in which: as, I never go where I'm not
wanted. 6. to or toward whatever place: as, I don't
care where you go. pron. I. the place or situation in,

at, or to which: as, I live just two miles from where I
was born. 2. what or which place: as, where do you
come from? n. the place (of an event): as, I don't
know the when and where of nis arrest.
where-a-bout (hwHr'a-bout') , adv. & n. [Rare], where-
abouts.

where-a-bouts (hw^r's-bouts'). adv. 1. near or at
what place?; where? 2. [Obs.], about or concerning
which, n. the place where a person or thing is: as, do
you know the whereabouts of that person?

where-as (hw&r-azO, conj. 1. it being the case that; in
view of the fact that: used in the preamble to a formal
document, as, whereas the following incidents have
occurred. 2. while on the contrary; when in fact: as,
she is slender, whereas ^he is stout, n. [pL WHEREASES
(4z)], a statement beginning with "whereas".

wnere-at (hwr-at'), adv. [Rare or Archaic], at what?:
as, whereat was he offended? conj. at which; upon which:
as, he turned to leave, whereat she began to weep.

where*by (hwtr-bi'), adv. 1. by which; by means of
which: as, a device whereby to make money. 2. by
what? how?: as, whereby did you expect to profit?

wher-e'er (hw^r-erO, adv. & conj. [Poetic], wherever,
where-fore (hwar'fdr', hw&r'for'), adv. 1. for what
reason or purpose? why?: as, wherefore did you go?
2. for which: as, the reason wherefore we have met.
conj. on account of which; because of which; there-
fore: as, we ran out of water, wherefore we surrendered.
n. the reason; cause: as, never mind the why and
wherefore.
where-from (hw&r-frum', hw&r-fromO* adv. from
which: whence.
where in (hwfLr-in'), adv. L in what?: as, wherein was
I wrong? 2. in which: as, the room wherein he lay.

where in to (hw&r-in'too, hwar'inrtoo'), adv. into
which.
where of (hw&r-uv', hw&r-ovO, adv. of what, which, or

where-on (tw&r-on>), adv. 1. on what?: as, whereon do
yott rely? 2. on which: as, the HH whereon we stand.
where-so e'er (hwir'so-erO, adv. & conj. [Poetic], where-
soever.
where-so-ev-er (hw&r'so-ev'&r), adv. & conj. at, in, or
tj> Whatever place; wherever: an emphatic for.
where-through (fow^r-throo') < adv. through fwhich.
where to (hwar-too'), fo 1. to what? toward what

^direction, or end? 2, to which.
j-un-to (kwdr-un*too, hwtr^n-t6oO odv [Ar-

, whereto.
W"6n (hwtrVponO, adv* upo^i what or upon

b? whereon? conj. at which; upoawladi; as a'con-
upe of which: as,, I explained^t&e matter, where-

Kju laughed, heartily:,

), edy. [CoEoq4 wfeere: ab* em-
starprise or bewtderattmt, , as,

. ,

r sftoiation,: as, he thinks o us, wnereve* lie&
ii{hw^rwMi', hw&r-wfcfc'). <*<*^ 1* [Archaic],
?: as, wherewm shall I save hawB i 2- will

the

necessary means or resources, especially money (usu-

ally with the) : as, I haven't the wherewithal to continue

my education, adv. & conj. [Archaic], wherewith.

wher-ry (hwer'i), n. [pi. WHERRIES (-iz)], [M&.^whery;
also early forms whyrry, wirrie, etc.; ? < whir, with
suggestion of fast movement], 1. a light rowboat used
on rivers. 2. a racing scull for one person. 3. [British],
a large, broad, but light barge, used for moving freight;

lighter, v.t. [WHERRIED (-id), WHERRYINGJ, to trans-

port or carry in a wherry.
whet (hwet), v.t. [WHETTED (-id), WHETTING], [ME.
whetten; AS. hwettan, to make keen < hwxt, sharp,
keen, bold; IE. base *qwed~, etc., to stick, pierce; prob.
seen also in L. triquetrus, three-cornered], I. to sharpen,
by rubbing or grinding, as the edge of a knife or tool;
hone. 2. to make keen; stimulate: as, it'll whet the

appetite, n. 1. an act of whetting. 2. something
that whets (the appetite, etc.).

wheth-er (hweffc'e'r), conj. [ME. whether, wether; AS.
hwxther (akin to G. weder, neither) < base of who 4-

compar. suffix, in sense "which of two"; cf. EITHER],
1. if it be the case or fact that: used to introduce an
indirect question. Example: He asked whether I would
help. 2. in case; in either case that: used to introduce
alternatives, the second of which is introduced by or
or by or whether. Example: Whether he drives or

(whether he) takes the train, he'll be on ^time. The
second alternative is sometimes merely implied or
understood. Example: I don't know whether hell
improve (or not). 3. either: as, he was completely
ignored, whether by accident or design, pron. [Archaic],
which (especially of two): used interrogatively and
relatively.
whether or no, in any case; no matter what the
circumstances.

whet-stone (hwet'ston'). n. [ME. whetston; AS. hwet-
stan < hwettan (see WHET) -f stan. a stone], an abrasive
stone for sharpening knives or other edged tools.

whet-ter (hwet'&r) , n a thing used for whetting.
whew (hwu; conventionalized pronun.. but often unvoiced),
interj. [echoic], an exclamation of surprise, disgust,
dismay, relief, etc.

whey (hwa),n. [ME. whei; AS. hwaeg; akin to D. wei;
IE. base *kwei~, slime, mud, seen also in L. obscenus,
dirty, filthv (see OBSCENE)], the thin, watery part of
milk which separates from the thicker part (curds)
after coagulation, as in cheesexnaking.
whey-ey (hwa'i), adf/. of, like, consisting of, or con-
taining whey.
whey-face (hwa'faV), n. [whey + face], 1. a pale or
pallid face. 2. a person having such a face.

whey-faced (hwa'fast')r adj. pale or pallid, as from
fear, sickness, etc.
whf., wharf.
which (hwich), pron. [ME, whiche; AS. hwylc, hwelc,
etc., for *hwa4ic, lit., who like (Goth, hwilelks, OHG.
hwelih, G. welch) ; see WHO, LIKE, -LY], 1. what one
(or ones) of the number of persons, things, or events
mentioned or implied?: as, which of the men answered?
which do you want? 2. the one (or ones) that: as, I
know which you want.

%
3. who, whom, or that: used as

a relative in a restrictive or nonrestrictive clause re-

ferring to the thing or event (or, archaically, person)
specified in the antecedent word, phrase, or clause: as,

my hat, which is on the table; the war which had just
ended. 4. either, or any, of the persons^ taiags, or
events previously mentioned or implied; whichever: as,

you may take which you prefer. S. a thing or fact that :

as, you are late which reminds me, where were you
yesterday? adj. 1. what one or ones (of the nupifcer
mentioned or implied): as, which man (or men) an-
swered?, which books shall I choose? 2. whatever; no
matter what: as, try which method you plese. you Can-
not succeed. 3. being the one just mentioned: as, fte?is

very old, which fact is important. Abbreviated wh*
which-ev-er flawidi-ev'e'r), Pron. A adj. L any one (of
two or more) : as, he may cjioose whichever (desk) ne
wishes. 2. no matter which: as, whichever (desk) he
chooses, they won't be pleased.

whlch-so ev-er (hwich'so-ev'er), pron. A ad/, which-
ever: an emphatic form.. i

w

-

,
,

fowud), ui* [WHIDDED (-4d)>, w|Hip0ifcfG],
ta, a mud)}* tScQtitomovimbl

birdiCo-wid'a), [awee<| < widow
cmtwon wttb Whidah* seaport ?n pah
of

' several bifccjc 'West African wea
of wa.ha long <JrooBJ
twice the Jengtn ofits boay
wl^wted: ateo-wtilidah^.,......,^^^ .__ r ,

whin (hwif), n. [echoic], 1. a Mgnt puff ofr gust ol air
or wind? breattou 2. a sjldbt wave or mm ol odoix

mx$L: as a wk%f of gwo^ 3. a pwf
i 8pe^a%^ m, rtallwg qf tob^o

4* an inhaling of to^mccj? ssawlei *>t L fa



whiffet

smokmg
the trCeS" 2 * tO ******* r 6Xhale whiffs' as **

whif-fet: (hwif'it), n. [dim. of whiff], l. a little whiff or
PUff'

a:

2aMc^m^.
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1665 whippersnapper
warbler (< ^to, to chatter) : so named from freqwhinwhins (furze)], any of a group of : .

which frequent the heaths and meadows of^urope and
western Asia, with brown and buff plumage andwhite

fle (hwif'l), v.i. fwHnrFLEi) f-'ld) WHIFFON^ vSSZf**?' -yf^ P
11 each^ <* base of the tail

[freq. of wW/J, 1. to Mow fitfSlv- M^^^ W
*^*

e
^TS^i' ** f 1?^ fhwind), WHINING], [ME.

gusts: said 6Tthe windL 2. to sh^t- vSr- vlcmat? *&fVAa &**t* ***!
* ^N-

*?**>'
** echofcW

'

5!^2? th - ^*W3? S^^
protracted, peevish, somewhat nasal sound, as in
complaint, distress* fear, etc. 2. to complain in a
childish, undignified way. v.t. to utter with a whine
n. 1. an act of whining. 2. the sound of whining.
3. a complaint uttered in a whining tone.
whin-ny (hwin'i), adj. [WHINNIER (-i-Sr), WHINNIEST
(-wst) J, covered with whin, or furze.

whin-ny (hwin'i), v.i. [WHINNIED (-id), WHINNYING],[< whine], to neigh in a low and gentle way: said of a
horse, v.t. to express with a whinny, n. [pi. WHINNIES
(-iz) J, the low and gentle neighing of a horse, or a similar
sound.
whin-stone (hwin'stonO, n. [whin (rock) + stone], any
of vanotis^very hard, dark, especially basaltic rocks.

Wttin-y (hwin'i) , adj.
rixmTXTT-e-Tk i : -\ ^.^^,,^,^_ / * :_J_M

), n. [shortened form of whiggamore, applied
tfAo'-^^L. -Pvena ters who marched on Edinburgh in
1048; this is itself an erratic form of W. Scot, whigga-maire< -wUg, a cry to urge on horses -f mare, a horse],
1. in England, a political party (1697%. 1832) which
championed popular rights and change in the direction
of democracy: it later became the Liberal Party: op-
posed to Tory. 2. in the American Revolution, a personwho opposed continued allegiance to Great Britain and
supported the Revolution. 3. an American political
party (c. 1836-1856) opposing the Democratic Party

. of government,
posed^f Whigs. 3. ad-

-.L-L- IT.
-

* .
executive

aaj. JL. that is a Whig. 2. con
hering to, or characteristic of, ".. ___00
Whig'&er-y (hwig'Sr-i), n. the prinSpIes"or practices of

Whig-gish (hwig'ish), adj. of or like Whigs or their
doctrines.

Whiji-gism (hwig'iz'm), n. the doctrines and principles
of Whigs, especially of English Whigs.
while (hwn), n. [ME. while, hwile; AS. hwil; akin to G.
wetle; IIS. base *qweje~, to rest, seen also in L. tran-
gml-us, lit., very quiet (cf. TRANQUIL), guies, rest (cf.
QUIET)], a period or space of time: as, a short while.
conj. 1. during or throughout the time that: as, we
waited while he dined. 2. a) at the same time that;
although on the one hand: as, while he was not poor,
he had no ready cash, b) [Colloq.], whereas; and: as,
the walls are green, while the ceiling is white. 3.

[Dial.], until.
^
v.t. [WHILED (hwild), WHUJNG], [< the

n.j but
t
prob. influenced in meaning by wile], to spend

(time) in a pleasant way; occupy; cause to pass idly
(often with away) : as, we whiled away the afternoon;
between whiles, now and then; at intervals.
the while, at the same time; during this very time.
worth one*s while, worth one's time, consideration,
eta; profitable (in any way).

whiles (hwib), adv. [ME. < -whiles in othenvhiles, etc.;
formed < while + adv. genit. ~s], [Archaic or Dial.],
sometimes, con/. [Archaic], while.
whHom (hwilam), adv. [ME. whilum, hwilum, etc.; AS.
hwilum, dat. pi. of hwil, while], [Archaic], at one time;
formerly, adj. [Archaic], formerly such; former: as,
their whilom friends.
whilst (hwilst), com. [ME. whitest; extended < whiles,
adv. genit. of while], [Chiefly British], while.
whim, (hwirn), n. [short for whim-wham, a whim, trinket;
a redupL ? based on ON. hvima, to wander with the
eyes], 1. a sudden fancy; idle and passing notion;
freakish idea; caprice. 2. a kind of which or capstan,
consisting of & vertical drum with extended arms to
which one or more horses may be hitched: used in
mines to raise ore or water. SYN. see caprice.
whim-brel (hwim'brQl), n. [earlier whwnrel; prob.
echoic of its cry), any of a group of European shore
birds closely resembling the curlew, but smaller, with
a, pale stripe along the crown: they breed on the islands
north Q England;,*

"ni'per (hwrai'j>er), lu. [? freq. < base of whine], to
with low, wlwmng, broken sounds: as, the child

i%< to titter or ,eay with a whimper, n. a

g,sound or cry*. ~*r*&xff. see cry.

by whining: as, a whiny

whip (hwip), v.t. [WHIPPED or WHIPT (hwipt), WHIP-
PING], [ME. whippen; MD. wippen, to swing, move
up and down; IE. base *weib~, *weip~, to turn, swing,
seen also in L. vibrare, to set in rapid motion (cf.
VIBRATE), Eng. wipe], 1. to move, pull, jerk, snatch,
throw, etc. suddenly and quickly (usually with out,
off, up, eta): as, he whipped out a knife. 2. a) to
strike, as with a strap, rod, etc.; lash; beat, b) to
punish in this manner. 3. to force, drive, compel, urge,
etc. by or as by whipping. 4. to strike as a whip
does: as, the rain whipped her face. 5. to attack with
stinging words; flay. 6. to cover (a cord, rope, etc.)
with cord or thread wound round and round, so as to
prevent fraying. 7. to wind or bind (cord, etc.) around
something. 8. to fish (a stream, etc.) by making re-
peated casts with a rod and line. 9. to beat (eggs,
cream, etc.) into a froth with a fork, egg beater, mixer,
etc. 10. to sew (a seam, etc.) with a loose overcasting
or overhand stitch. 11. [Collog.], to^ defeat or outdo,
as in a contest. 12, in nautical usage, to hoist by
means of a rope passing through an overhead pulley.
v.i. I. to move, go, pass, etc. quickly and suddenlv: as,
he whipped down the stairs. 2. to flap or thrash
about in a whiplike manner: as. flags whip in high wind.
3. to cast with a fishing rod, using a quick, whip-
like motion, n. [ME. whippe; MD. wippe], 1. an in-

,,

l r n- Jj*k WSIMSBYS fez?)], whimsy.
m-k*nv odf/. 1. full of or charac-

2. oddly out ol the

or action;
WKiMSWS

'

itpiioiiiij

strument for striking or flogging, consisting of a stiff
rod with a long lash attached to one end or a long,
flexible rod with a short lash attached to the tip. 2. a
blow, cuti, etc. made with or as with a whip. 3. a person
who uses a whip, as a coachman, a huntsman who whips
on the hounds, etc.

; hence, 4. a) an officer of a political
party in Congress, Parliament, etc. who maintains
discipline, enforces attendance, etc. : also party whip.
6) a call issued to party members in a lawmaking body
to be in attendance at a certain time. 5. a whipping
motion. 6, a dessert made of fruit, sugar, and whipped
cream or stiffly beaten egg whites. 7. something re-

sembling a whip in its action, as a windmill vane, me-
chanical part* etc. 8. a hoisting apparatus coiisiating
of a single rope passing through an overhead ptiHey,^
SYN. see beat.

whip in, to bring together or assemble, as a party
whip does.

whip up, 1. to rouse; excite. 2. [Colloq.], to coptc or
prepare quickly and easily. ^

, ,

whip-cord (hwipfk&rdO, n. 1. a hard, twisted or
braided cord used for whiplashes, etc. 2:

s
a

worsted doth with a hard, diagonally ribbed
3. a kind of catgut. . .,

' ^ *

whip-graft (hwip'graft , hwip'gijactjf, v.t. <

means,' oiE whip ,grafitage. >

,

,
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'

,

<

'

^
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whip graftage, a type of grafting in which the scion
and slock, "both cut on a long slant with ,& s$ti jin each
cut siarfacei, are fitted tqgether ,by inserting-t"

11 * ^

of one in$o the slot of the otlw

whip jtrtft.
1. the hand in, w^hicja a c.^ ^

w.
| ,21 tipp option of ,a$vaniag?e^ *

jlke wbfy han,d in tliis "siwatiiopn. ,

'

,

/, ,
,

>
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ishOi n. the lasn of a whip.
% Hfc a person or tjhing that whips.

_
, . rp'^r*4n') , n* [pi. w^pppap|CR^-N|, 1*

^ Blrilw], a huntsman's assistant "^

together ^ $p ^ack. ^. ajwrtym^ M i
,

n. [extep^ii <



whippet
1666 whistle

whip-pet (hwip'it), n. [dim. < whip], a swift dog re-

sembling a small grey-
hound, used in coursmg
and racing. .

whip-ping (hwip'irj),

n. L the action of a

person or thing that

whips; especially, a

flogging or beating, as

in punishment. 2. cord,

twine, etc, used to

whip, or bind.

whipping boy, 1. orig-

inally, a boy who was
brought up and edu-
cated together with a WHIPPET
young prince and was (18 in. high at shoulder)
required to take the

punishment for the misdeeds of the latter; hence,

2. a scapegoat (sense 2).

whipping post, a post to which offenders are tied to be

publicly whipped as a legal punishment.
whip-pie*tree (hwip''l-tre'), n. [< whip], the pivoted
crossbar at the front of a wagon or carriage, to which
the traces of the harness are attached: also whiffletree.

whip-poor-will (hwip'gr-wil'), n. [pi. WHIPPOORWILLS
(-wilzO. WHIPPOORWILL; see PLURAL, n, D, 1], [echoic
of its cry], a bird of eastern North America related to

the goatsucker or nightjar and active at night.

whip-saw (hwip's6') n. a narrow, tapering ripsaw from
5 to 7 1/2 feet long with its ends held in a wooden
frame: it is used by one or two persons, v.t. 1. to cut
with a whipsaw; hence, 2. to defeat or get the best

of (a person) two ways at once, as, in faro, by winning
two different bets in a single play.

whip scorpion, any of a group of arachnids resembling
the scorpion but having a long, whiplike tail at the
end of the abdomen and no sting.

whip snake, any of several nonpoisonous snakes of

Asia and South America that live largely in trees.

whip-stitch (hwip'stich'), v.t. & vd. in sewing, to over-
cast or whip. n. a stitch made in this way.
whip-stock (hwip'stok'), n. the handle of a whip.
whip-worm (hwip'wurmO, n. [whip 4- worm: so named
from its shape], a roundworm, about two inches in

length, foundl parasitic in the human intestine.

whir (hwftr), IM. & v.t. [WHIRRED (hwurd), WHIRRING],
[? back-formation of whirl], to fly, revolve, vibrate^ or
otherwise move quickly with a whizzing or buzzing
sound, n. 1, a whizzing or buzzing sound, as that
made by the rapid motion of a bird's wings, a revolving
propeller, etc. 2. hurry; bustle. Also spelled whirr.
whirl (hwurl), IM". [ME. whirlen; ON. hvirfla; IE. base
*kwerp-, to rotate, seen also in Eng. wharf], 1. to nwve
rapidly in a circular manner or as in an orbit; circle swift-

ly: as, they whirled round the dance floor. 2. to rotate
or spin fast ; gyrate. 3. to move, go, drive, etc. swiftly.
4. to seem to spin; reel: as, my head is whirling' v.t.

1. to cause to rotate, revolve, or spin rapidly. 2, to
move, carry, drive, etc. with a rotating motion: as, the
wind whirled the leaves. 3. [Obs.], to hurl. n. [G.
wirbel; Dan, hvirvel], 1. the act of whirling. 2. a
whirling motion. 3. something whirling or being
whirled: as, a whirl of dust. 4. a fast round of parties,
etc. 5. a tumult; uproarj

stir. 6. a confused or giddy
condition: as, my head is m a whirl. SYN. see,turn.

whlrl-a-bqut (hwftrl's-bout'), n. 1. a whirling about.
2. a whirligig.

whirl-er (hwur'lSr), n. 1. anything that whirls. 2. a
rotating hook used in making rope.
whirligig (hwOr'K-gig'), n. [ME. whirlgigge; see
i
WHIRL & GIG {whirling object)], 1. any of various child's

toys that whirl or spin. 2. a merry-go-round. 3. some-
-"*----; that seems to whirl, or revolve in a cycle. 4. a

*~ motion. 5. a whirligig beetle.

g beetle, a water beetle that moves swiftly
about in circles on the surface of water.

whirlpool (hwurl'pool')f n. 1. water in rapid, violent,

7&uuH)fy8i motion caused by two meeting cufsrents, by
winds meeting tides, etc. and tending to lorm a vacuum
at the center of the circle toward and into which floating

objects are drawa; & vortex or eddy of water. 2. any-
thing ^resembling a whirlpool, as in violent motion,
w]te!%ind (hwurFwind');, n. [ME. whirlwpt$; prob.
affcef'ON, Jmrfilvindr], 1. a current of air 'whirling

violently in spiral form around a more or less vertical

ai^ that has a forward motion. 2. anything resembling
a, wlaiarlwmd, as in violent or destructive actioii:, ete.

fcmtjgte whirlwind, to suffer the consequence^ of evil
os. 8:7.

(hwur'li-burd'), n, [Slang], a helicopter.
IM. &v.*., n. whir. >

<

.

v.t. & vd. [WHIRRIED (-id),

J.i. [echoic], to move with a sott

"sound; wto; swish, n. a sound 'so xnsae, afe

whisht (hwisht; Scot. hwusht),. inter/, hush!: an ex-

clamation ordering silence, adj. still; silent; hushed.

v.t. to silence, vd. to be silent, n. 1. silence. 2. a

faint sound; whisper, Now dial., chiefly Scot.

whisk (hwisk), v.t. [< MScot. & prob. < ON.; cf. Dan.

mske, to wipe, Sw. mska], I. to move, remove, carry,

brush, etc. with a quick, sweeping motion (usually

with away, off, out, etc.): as, she whisked out a hand-

kerchief, whfsked off the crumbs. 2. [Chiefly British],

to beat (eggs, cream, etc.) into a froth; whip. IM. to

move quickly, nimbly, or briskly: as, the cat whisked

around the corner, n. [ME. wisk < the v., but also <
ON. visk, a wisp], 1. the act of whisking. 2. a quick,

light, sweeping motion. 3. a small bunch of straw,

twigs, hair, etc. used for brushing; hence, 4. a whisk
broom. 5. [Chiefly British], a kitchen utensil con-

sisting of several loops of wire fixed in a handle, for

whipping eggs, cream, etc.

whisk broom, a small, short-handled broom for brush-

ing clothes, etc.

whisk-er (hwis'ker), n. [ME. wisker, something used for

whisking; see WHISK & -ER], 1. originally, anything
that whisks. 2. pi. a) formerly, a mustache, b) the hair

growing on a man's face; especially, the beard on the

cheeks. 3. a) a hair of a man's beard, b) any of the long
bristly hairs growing on the upper Hip

of a cat, rat, etc.

at each side. 4. in nautical usage, either of two spars

extending laterally one on each side of the bowsprit, for

spreading the jib and flying jib guys: also whisker
boom.

whisk-ered (hwis'ke'rd), adj. having whiskers.

whiskey (hwis'ki), n. [pi. WHISKEYS (-kiz)] & adj.

whisky.
whis-ky (hwis'ki), n. [pi WHISKIES (-kiz)], [short for

usquebaugh,- IT. uisgebeatha; uisge, water $- beatha, life,

lit., water of life], 1. a strong alcoholic liquor distilled

from the fermented mash of various grains, especially
of rye, wheat, corn, or barley. 2. a drink of whisky.
adj. of, for, or made with whisky.

whis*ky-jay (hwis'ki-ja'), n. [altered < whiskey John,
itself altered (after whiskey -f- John) < the Am. Ind.

(Algonquian) name; cf. Cree wiskatjan], the common
gray jay of Canada.
whisky sour, a mixed drink of lemon juice, sugar,
soda water, and whisky, shaken with cracked ice.

whis-per (hwis'pSr), vd. [ME. whi$peren; AS. hwispriqn;
akin to G. wispern; IE. base *kwei-, to whizz, hiss,

seen also in Eng. whine, whistle], l f to speak very
softly, especially without the resonance produced by
the vibration or the vocal chords. 2. to talk quietly
or furtively, as in gossiping, maligning, or plotting. 3.

to make a soft, rustling sound like a whisper, as the
leaves of a tree. v.t. 1. to say very softly, especially
without the resonance produced by the vibration of the
vocal chords. 2. to tell privately or as a secret. 3.

[Rare], to tell or speak to (someone) in or as in a whisper.
7i. La whispering; soft, low speech produced with
breath but, usually, without voice, 2. a) something
whispered; hence, b) a secret, confidence, hint, rumor,
etc. 3. a soft rustling sound suggestive of a whisper.

whis-per-ing (hwis'pSr-irj), adj. that whispers or is like

a whisper, n. 1. the act of one who whispers. 2.

something whispered; whispered, sound, speech, etc.

whispering campaign! a campaign to defame a person,
organization, etc. by spreading rumors to be passed
around privately from person to person.

whis-per-ous piwis'peV-ss), adj. characterized by or full

of whispers: like a whisper.
wliis-per-jr (hwis'per-i), adj. whisperous.
whist (hwist), interj. [ME,; echoic], hush I: an exclama-
tion ordering silence^ adj. still; silent. vt. to silence.

vd. to be silent, n. silence. Now archaic or dial.

whist (hwist), n. [altered < earlier whisk; prob. so
named from the habit of whisking the tricks, from the
table as soon as played], a card game played with a full

pack of 52 cards, usually by two pairs of players, and
similar to bridge, of which it is the forefuiuaer.

whis-tle (hwis'l), vd. [wffiOTLBp (-li), WHISTLING),
[ME. whistlen; AS. hwistliaw; for IE. base see WHINE,
WHISPER], 1. to make a dear, shrill sound or note, or a
series of these, by forcing breath between the teeth or

through a marrow opening made by contracting the

lips. 2. to make a dear, shrill cry; said of some birds
and animaK 3. to move through the air with a high,
shrill soiancu as, the wind wMsmd past. 4. &) to blo*pv
a whistle: as* the poEcemaa whMed, V) to bave its

whisife blown : as, tHe* train whistled, v. t. 1. to produce
(a tune, etc.) by whistling:.' 2. tb summon, signal,
direct, etc. by whistling. & to causfe to move with a
whistling souaid. m 1. an instrument for making
whistling sounds, as oy forcing the breath or steam
into a cavity or against a *Mn edge, 2; a dear*

1



whistler
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er (hwis'ler), n. 1. a person or thing that
whistles. 2. any of various birds having a whistling
call or making a whistling sound in light as the
goldeneye 3. a broken-winded horse. 4. a largemarmot
tound. in tne mountains of northwestern North America.^8 't

if&
J
i

S^eS fbb<*
tt: McNei11 (mak-nel' hwis'-

grh 1834-1903; American painter and etcher in
Jingland.

Germany, Czechc^lovakia, Japan, or certain other
cm certain poHt-

us stvle of painting.~ ---"
'i which a
i engineer

wffi-tUng (wis'^jrn7[ME.
A

whistlinge; AS. hwistlung],K 5 act or so^a of a person, animal, or thing that
whistles. 2. a disease of horses, similar to roarincwhit (hwit). n. [Early Mod. Eng. resp. of wiht, a wight
(see WIGHT) as used in any wight, no wight], the smallest
particle; least bit; jot; iota: usually used in negativew^^c

/l
on'l^he doesn

'

t seem a whit concerned.
Whit-by (hwit'bi), n. a seaport in Yorkshire, England:
pop., 12,000.
white (hwit), adj. [ME. whit, white; AS. hwit; akin to
G. wetss; IE. base *kweit~, to gleam, pale, etc., seen
also in Eng. wheat], 1. having the color of pure snow or
milk; of the color of radiated, transmitted, or reflected
light containing all of the visible rays of the spectrum:
opposite to black: see color. $. of a light or pale color;
specifically, a) gray; silvery; hoary. &) very blond, c)
pale; wan; pallid; ashen: as, a face white with terror.
d) light-yellow or amber: as, white wines, e) blank: said
of a space unmarked by printing, writing, etc. f) of a
light-gray color and (lustrous appearance; unburnished:
said of silver and other metals, g) made of silver.
h) snowy: as, a white Christmas. 3. clothed in white;
wearing a white habit: as, the White Friars. 4. morally
or spiritually pure; spotless; innocent. 5. free from
(evil intent; harmless: as, white magic, a white lie.

6. [Rare], happy; fortunate; auspicious: said of times
and seasons. 7. a) having a light-colored skin; Cauca-
sian, b) of or controlled by the white race: as, white
supremacy, c) [< notions of racial superiority], [Slang],
honest; honorable; fair; dependable. 8. being at white
heat. 9. reactionary, counterrevolutionary, or royalist,
as opposed to red (radical or revolutionary), n. 1.
the color of pure snow or milk; color of radiated, trans-
mitted, or reflected light containing all of the visible
rays of the spectrum; achromatic color opposite to
black. 2. whiteness; specifically, a) fairness of com-
plexion, b) purity; innocence. 3. a white or light-col-
ored part; specifically, d) the albumen of an egg. 6)
the white jDarfc of the eyeball, c) a blank space in
printing, writing, etc. d) the white or light-colored part
of meat, Wood, etc. 4. something white or nearly white
in color; specifically, a) white cloth. &) $L white gar-
ments or vestments; white uniform, c) white wine,
d) white pigment: as, Chinese white, e) a white breed,
especially ol pig. /) a fine flour made from the whitest
pairt of the wheat. 5. a person with a light-colored
skin; member of the Caucasian division of mankind.
0. a member of a reactionary or counterrevolutionary
faction, party, etc. in certain European countries. 7. pi.
leucorrhea. 8. in archery, a) [Archaic], a white target.
b) the outermost ring of a target, c) a hit on this ring.
9. in checkers & chess, a) the white |or light-colored
pieces. b\ the player who nas them. v.L [WHITED (-id),
wnmNGl [ME. whiten; AS. hwiUan < the adj.], 1. to
make white; whiten. 2. to leave blank spaces in

(printed or written matter) : as, white out this line.
bleed white, to drain (a person) completely of money,
resources, etc.

White, Edward Douglass (hwit), 1845-1921; chief ^

Justice of the United States (19MHL921).
White, Gilhert, 1720-1793; English naturalist and
dergytnan.
While, Stanford (stan'ferd), 1853-1906; American*

Allen, 1868-1944; American news-

paper editor, "

white admiral, a butterfly of the northeastern United
States, with showy, white bands on its wings.
white alkali,

'

1.' refined soda ash,
.
2. the white crust

1 on* soiiie alkali soils, consisting 'of a mixture of
_ i and magnesium sulfates and sodium chloride.

,

$ ant, &tj$n&Jt0i,' ''.. '<'

' " '

*' ''

tft 'Cawft/|aSt*), ,fL I,- 1 ___^ _,._T^^
, eatea as a detaey,

'

2. aw pf ^Harlctes;' ofttier
,

.KpenobtyDf the^!;4i4 tts^asif
' "

n. an old man with a white

white
bryimy, a variety of bryony with white fleshy

roots, five-lobed leaves, clusters of greenish-white flow-
ers, and red or black berries.

white-cap (hwxkapO, n. 1. a wave with its crest
broken into white foam. 2. [W-], formerly, in the
united btates, a member of a lawless, secret organiza-
tion ^toat, under the pretext of protecting the com-
munity. cormrritted crimes of terrorism and violence,
especially against Negroes; they wore white hoods.
white cedar, 1. a variety of cedar growing in swampy
land. 2. its soft, light-colored wood, used for shingles,
woodenware, etc. 3. American arborvitae.
White-chap-el (hwit'chap'l), n. a district in eastern
London, England.
white clover, a creeping variety of clover with small,
round, white flowers.
white coal, water as a source of power.
white-coMar (hwH/kol'Sr), adj. [from the customary
business dress], designating or of clerical or professional
workers or the like: white-collar workers are usually
salaried employees in work not essentially manual.
white damp, carbon monoxide, occurring as a poison-
ous gas in coal mines.
whited sepulcher, a hypocrite: Matt. 23:27.
white elephant, 1. a rare, pale-gray variety of ele-
phant, regarded as sacred by the Burmese, Siamese, etc.
2. something from which little profit or use is derived:
especially, such a possession acquired and maintained
at much expense.
white-eye (hwit

/
iO> ** any of various small songbirds

of India, Australia, etc. having rings of white feathers
around the eyes.
white-faced (hwit'fastO. adj. 1. having a pale face;
pallid. 2. having a white mark on the front or the head:
as, a white-faced horse.
white feather, [from the belief that a white feather in
the tail of a gamecock indicates bad breeding, hence
cowardice], a symbol of cowardice.
show the white feather, to behave like a coward.

White-field, George (hwit'feld'), 1714-1770; English
Methodist clergyman and evangelist.

white-fish (hwIt'nshO, n. \pl. WHITEFISH, WHITKFISHES
(-iz) ; see FISH], 1. any of various white or silvery fresh-

.water food fishes of the salmon family, found in the
lakes of the northeastern United States. 2. any of
various other similarly colored fishes, as the men-

- haden. 3. the white whale; beluga.
white flag, a white banner or cloth hoisted as a signal of
truce or surrender.
White Friar, a Carmelite friar: so called from the white
habit of the order.
White-M-ars (hwit'frl'erz), n. a district in Fleet Street,
London, about the site of a former monastery.
white gold, gold alloyed with about 20 j>er cent of

platinum, palladium, nickel, etc. to give it a white,
platinumlike appearance for use in jewelry,
white gum, 1. a variety of eucalyptus tree with Bght-
colored bark. 2. a sweet gum tree.

White-hall (hwit/h&l /

) f n. 1. a former royal palace
near Westminster Abbey: also Whitehall Palace. 2. a
street in Westminster where several government offices

are located; hence, 3. the British government.
White-hearf, Alfred North (hwlt'hed')., 1861-1947;
English mathematician amd philosopher in America.
white-head-ed (hwft'hed'id) adj. 1. having white
hair, feathers, etc. on the head, 2. having flaxen or
very blond hair; fair-haired 3. fIrish], favorite: as^ the
white-headed boy.
white heat. 1. the degree of intense heat (beyond red

heat) at which metal, etc. becomes glowing white. - 2.

a state of intense emotion, excitemen^ etax

White-horse (IrwI^horsO* n;. the capiM of tshe ^dslon

Territory, Canada, in;the southern part: Jxojx, 3^001
white-hot (hwit'hof) , adj. 1. glowing white with heat.
2

1

. extremely angry, excited, ehthusiastac^ etc. s

White House, the, 1. the official residence of the
President of the United States in Washington, eCXs a
white building to colonial style; officially called >&cecu-
tive Mansion j hence, 2. Hate executive, brAacsfe bf the
XMted 'States "'Gfevejmneafc,

"

*

',

'

< '
/i ';>

, '* '

white lead, 1. a poisonous, heavy, white powder,
basic lead ca^onfce, 2PbCO^Pb(OHH use$ an maMng

'

diint. 2,1' native
1 lead carbonate; ccsrupske.

' f? '

y
'

white leather, leather treated with alum and salt : also
whltieather.

'

white lie, a le regarded as excusable because It

f .awd fe told out of poEljenes,^



white lupine 1668 whittle

white lupine, a plant with deeply cut leaves and spikes

of white flowers, grown for fodder.

white-ly (hwit'ii), adv. so as to be white; with a white

or oale appearance. .

whiteman's burden, the alleged duty of the white, or

Caucasian, peoples to bring their civilization to other

peoples regarded as backward: phrase popularized by
Kipling and other apologists for imperialism.

white matter, whitish nerve tissue of the brain and

spinal cord, consisting chiefly of medullated nerve fibers:

<pstinguishedrfrpm gra-% matter.^ _ ^ . .

t-colored

2!lobs?orl51ar3rcheese, tmtter7or otherdaory product.
White metal, any of various alloys containing large

proportions of lead or tin, as pewter, plumber's solder,

White Mountains, a mountain range of the Appala-
chian system, in northern New Hampshire.
whit-en (hwff'n), v.t. & v.i. [ME. wUtnen; cf. WHITB &
-EN], to make or become white or whiter.

white-ness (hwit'nis), n. 1. the quality or condition of

being white; specifically, a) white color or appearance,
fc) paleness; pallor, c) freedom from stain, d) moral pure-
ness; innocence. 2. a white substance or part.
White Nile, a branch of the Nile, flowing northward
through the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan to join the Blue
Nile.

whit-en-ing (hwrt/'n-irj), n. 1. the act or process^of
making white. 2. the act, fact, or process of becoming
white. 3. a preparation used for making something
white; whiting.
white oak, 1. any of a number of oaks having long
leaves that are usually seven-lobed, whitish or grayish
bark, and hard wood. 2. the wood of any of these trees,

used in furniture, woodwork, etc.

white paper, an official government report on some
subject of less importance or less complete than that
treated hi a white book or blue book : so called from the

binding, usually of the same white paper as that used
for the text.
White Pass, a mountain pass in southeastern Alaska,
near Skagway: height, 2,800 ft.

white pepper, pepper ground from the husked dried
seeds of the pepper berry.
white perch, a small, silvery food fish found in coastal
waters and streams of the eastern United States.

white pine, L a pine of eastern North America, with
bluish-green or grayish-green needles in clusters of five,

hanging brown cones, and soft, light wood. 2. the wood
of this tree. 3. any of various closely related pines.

white plague, tuberculosis, especially of the lungs.
White Plains, a city in New York, near New York
City: pop., 44,000: scene of a battle {1776) of the Revo-
lutionary War, in which the British defeated the
Americans.
white poplar, 1 . any of a number of poplar trees having
lobed leaves with white or gray down on the under-
sides. 2. the wood of the tufip tree.

white potato, the common potato; Irish potato: see

potato (sense 2).
white primary, in some southern States of the United
States, a direct primary election from which Negroes
are excluded from voting.
white race, loosely, the Caucasian division of mankind:
see Caucasian.
white rat, an albino rat: especially, one of a breed of
albino Norway rats used in biological experiments.
White River, a river in Arkansas, flowing into the
Mississippi: length, 690 mi.

White Russia, Byelorussia.
White Russian, 1. Byelorussian. 2. a [Russian member
*

of,, or sympathizer with, a faction whicn fought the
Bolsheviks (Reds) in tlje Russian civil war.
White Russian Soviet Socialistic Republic, the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialistic Republic.

white sapphire, a precious stone of clear, colorless

white sauce, a sauce for vegetables, meat, fish, etc.,
made of fat or butler, flour, milk, and seasoning
cooked together.
White Sea, an arm of the Arctic Ocean, extending into

tb$ ^European U.S.S.R.: af?ea; 36,000 sq, mi.
white-slave Qiwit'slav') , adj. 1. of white slaves: in

, v$mte slavery: as, white-slave traffic. 2. against wiiite

slavery: as, White-slave Act (see Mann Act).
white slave, a woman unwillingly forced! into or held In

prostitution for the profit of others,
white slaver, a person engaged in white-slave traffic.

white slavery, 1. the business or practice of prostitu-
with white slaves. 2. the condition p| wjiite i

'

- nmith
%(hwit

/
smith'),, n. J|. a worker ja

especially, a ' tinsmith. 2 . a work
*-*-'

r
f polisjaingt or galv^uiiiffiLng. , ',;,!, <- >^ i

;

the sound (hw) occurs for wh, the

white-tail (hwit'tal'), n. 1. the white-tailed deer.

2. [Dial.], the wheatear.
white-tailed deer (hwit'tald'), the most widely dis-

tributed deer of the United States, having a taU that
is white on the undersurface: also called Virginia deer.

white-thorn (hwit'thSrn'), n. the common hawthorn.
white-throat (hwit'throt') n. 1. any of several species
of European warbler, with a whitish throat and belly.
2. the white-throated sparrow.
white-throat'ed sparrow (hwit'throt'id), a common
North American sparrow having a square white patch
on the throat.

white tie, 1. a white bow tie, properly worn with a
swallow-tailed coat; hence, 2, a swallow-tailed coat and
the proper accessories. Distinguished from black tie.

white vitriol, hydrated zinc sulfate, ZnSOr/HsO, used
as an antiseptic and emetic in medicine, as a mordant
in dyeing, etc.

white-wash (hwit'w6sh', hwit'wash'), n. 1. a mixture
of Hme, whiting, size, water, etc., for whitening walls,
etc. 2. a toilet preparation for making the skin fair.

3. a) a glossing over or concealing of faults or defects in

an effort to exonerate or give the appearance of sound-
ness. 6) something said or done for this purpose. 4.

[Colloq.], in sports, a defeat in which the loser scores no
points at all. v.t. 1. to cover with whitewash. 2. to

gloss over or conceal the faults or defects of; give a
favorable interpretation of or a falsely virtuous appear-
ance to. 3. [Colloq.], in sports, to defeat (an opponent)
without permitting him to score.

white whale, the beluga.
white-wing (hwit'wirjO* n a street cleaner wearing a
white uniform.
white-wood (hwit'wood'). n. 1. any of a number of

trees with white or light-colored wood, as the tulip
tree, linden, cottonwood, etc. 2. the wood of any of

these trees.

whither (hwfcft'e'r), adv. [ME. whiter, hwider; AS.
hwidert hwyder,' same base as in which], 1. to what
place, point, condition, result, etc.? where?: used to in-

troduce questions, as, whither are we drifting? 2. to
which place, point, condition, result, etc.; used rela-

tively, as, the island whither we drifted. 3. to whatever
place, point, condition* result, etc.; wherever: as, let

them go whither they will. Whither is now largely re-

placed by where except in poetical or rhetorical usage.
whith-eT'SO-ev-er (hwiM'er-so-ev'er), adv. to whatever
place; wherever: an emphatic usage.
whith-er-ward (hwif&'&r-werd), adv.. in what or which
direction: where: used relatively or interrogatively.

whit-ing (hwit'irj), n. [pi. WHITINGS (-inz), WHITING; see

PLURAL, ii, D, 1], [ME. ; MD. wijting < wit, white!, any
of various fishes; specifically, a) a European sea fish of

the cod family. 6) any of a group of spiny-finned North
American fishes, as the drumfish and weakfish. c) the
silver hake, d) pie menhaden.
whit-ing (hwit'irj), n. [< white, v. + "ing], powdered
chalk used in making whitewash, silver polish, etc.
whit ish (hwit'ish), adj. somewhat white.
whit leather (hwi1/I*fc'&), n. white leather.
whit-low (hwit'lo), n. [ME. whitjlowe, whitfl
puted origin; cf. WHITE & FLAW (defect)l, a
pus-producing inflammation at the end of a ;

toe, near or unaer the nail; felon.

Whit-man, Walt (w61t hwit'msn), (Walter Whitman),
1819-1892; American poet.
Whit mon day (hwit'mun'4i)r n.Jafter Whitsunday),
the Monday immediately following Whitsunday: in

England, a bank holiday.
Whit-ney, Eli Oiwit'ni), 1765-1825; American inventor
of the cotton gin.

Whit-ney, Mount (hwit'ni), a mountain of the Sierra
Nevada Range, in eastern California: height, 14,501
ft. : highest peak in the United States.
Whit-sun (hwit's'n), adj. [ME. whiisone < whitsondei
analyzed as Whitsun Day; cf. WHITSUNDAY], of or ob-
served on Whitsunctay or at Whitsuntide,
Whit sun day (wtk'sun'<ii< hwit's'a-da')t nl]M&whit~
sondei; AS. Huita Sunnandzg, lit., white Sunday: so
named from the white garments of candidates for

baptism! the seventh Sunday (fiftieth, day) after Easter,
observed! in certain Christian cJuurches to commemorate
the jdescent of the Holy Spirit uppn the apostles: also

It-swp-tfde Oiwit's'n-tid'), n. [MB, wkitmne&ide; see
WHOTSCTN &t ?ii)B pmeJJ, the week beginning with whit-

the first three days of that week:
also W^rabnttn T0|cffl < *

'

, |olrn Green leaf (gr^nlgf hwit'i^r), 1807-

(JRcha+d WhMtint-
lord mayor of

legends.,
'



wtity
he whittled a small dog for his grandson,
destroy, or get rid of graduallv as

TwC-i-ts *. 1_^_TJ_ . 11 r";T*~*rJ **"
-

, roy, or ge r o gradually:
whittling away with a knle: usually m'tH
etc., as/Tie whittled down the cost of the pro^T v

something rushing through the air* 2.
this sound: as, the bullet whizzed past him. v.t. to cause
to whiz, especially by rotating rapidly, n. 1 the
whirring or hissing sound of something rushing thrWhthe air. 2.Jcf. wizj, [Slang], a) a person who isVefyT?^d

V
01k r sklUed at something: as, he?s a whfzat lootball. b) a person or thing regarded as excellent,

attractive, etc. : as, a whiz of an automobile, c) an agree-ment: bargain, d) a celebration.
^

whiz-bang, whizz-bang (hwiz'bar/;, n. [Slang], 1. a
high-explosive shell of great speed whose sSind of
explosion occurs immediately after its sound of flight.
2. a firework having an effect somewhat like this.

oll *'
(hooz)], [ME. who, ho, hwo: AS, hwat masc. & fern.,
hwast, neut., who? what?; ci WHAT], 1. what person
or persons; used to introduce a question, as, who came?
2. which person or persons: as, idon't know who came.
3. a) (the, or a, person or persons) that: used to intro-
duce a relative clause, as, the man who came to dinner
b) aw person or persons that; whoever: used as an
mdejwiite relative with an implied antecedent, as "who
steals my purse steals trash.
as who should say, as if one should say.
who's who, 1. who the important people are. 2.
[often W- W-], a book or list containing the names
and short biographies of the prominent contemporary
persons of a country, city, profession, etc.

whoa (hwo), interj. [for ho, interi.], stop!: used espe-
cially in directing a horse to stand still.

who-dim-it
(hpo-dun'it), n. [< who + done + it: coinedm 1930 by D. Gordon in American News of Books],

[Slang], a mystery novel, play, etc. in which a crime is
solved at the end by the principal character, usually a
detective, usjng clues scattered throughout the story.

who-ev-er (hoo-ev'er), prpn. 1. any person at all that;
whatever per$on. 2. no matter what person: as, who*
ever did it, I didn't. 3. what person? who?: an em-
phatic usage, as, whoever told you that?
whole (hoi), adj. [ME. hoi, hal; AS. hal, healthy, whole,
hale; the sp, with wh- < Late ME. pronun. (obsl) ; akin
to G. heiL ON. heilt (cf. HALE) ; IE. base *qailo~, sound,
uninjured, as also in W. coel, omen], 1. a) in sound
health: not diseased or injured. 6) [Archaic], healed:
saM of a wound. 2, not broken, damaged, injured,
defective, etc.; intact. 3. containing all of its elements
or partsj entire, complete: as, a whole set of Dickens.
4. not divided up; in a single unit. 5. constituting the
entire amount, extent, number, etc, : as, he slept through
the whole night, 6. having both parents in common: as,
a whole brother : distinguished from half, 7. in arithmetic,
not a fraction: as, 28 is a whole number, n. 1. the
entire amount, quantity, extent, or sum of something;
totality: as, the whole is equal to the sum of its parts.
2. a complete organization of parts; unity, entirety, or
system. -^SYN. see complete.
a* a whole, as a complete unit; altogether.
made out of whole cloth, completely fictitious or
false; made up.
on the whole* all things considered; in general,

whole Mood, blood for transfusion from which none
of the elements has been removed: cf . plasma,

whole-heart-ed (holliar'tid), adj. doing or done with
all one's energy enthusiasm, etc.; sincere; earnest.

i whicji none of the elements has

whole ness (^Fnk)71L the quality or conditfrm o being

in

rthe-

10 note* in mw$G, a not& (p ) having four tjimes the
fa quarter, note: 'also ca3e<l semiweve.

,

f

'

..,. ^.^jdbcr, a, Dumber Aat is nofy a 'fraction, or .a

nmed atupbtttt fcjcbfrfw; *%>$& % a writ nwnfiter*
'

'
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sal$, by wholesale], ^fee <

lam qtwtitiet; especM T

retailer^ who then sell them to ^^
to retail* adj. 1. of or engaged in ;

2. sola m rela^vely tege qt
J " -

cost per 1 item: as what Is
'

noteb0oK8?, : 3u ertfeniiwai.
*far

gaged in wholesale
large quantities: a
gross, v.t. to sell

2, to be sold in relative^

; wholesale.

whole-some O^sQm), adj. [ME
WWJLB)

ft -*om (see -^ME)/afle?OoesomeL
.

1. promoting or conducive to good iiealth or
well-feeing;, healthful: as, a wholesomt cMmate. 2.
tending to improve the mind or morals: as. a wholesome
moving picture for children. 3. chSScterted byt^SS^J ; m?nd: ^ a wfote* girl- 4. tedding to
suggest health, or soundness of body and mind/ as
there was something wholesome about his smile
whole-souled (hol'soldO, adj. doing or done with one's
whole soul; noble; generous; wholehearted,
wnole step, in music, an interval consisting of two adja-cent half steps: whole tone.

^
whole-wheat (hol'hwet'), adj. I. made of the entire
grain of wheat, including a large part of the bran: as,

' made ^ w&^h^t flour: as,

W 'U
(hopl), 1. who shall. 2. whowm.

whol-ly (holi), adv. [ME. hooli, holi. etc.; cf. -Y], to the
whole quantity or extent; completely, entirely, etc.whom (hoom), pron. [ME. whom, hwom; AS. hwam, dat.
oi nwa; see WHO], the objective case of who; in collo-
quial usage, now often replaced by who.
whom-ev-er (hoom-ev'e'r), pron. the objective case of
whoever.
whom so ev er (fr&om'so-ev'er), pron. the objective case
of whosoever.
whoop (hoop, hwoop), n. [ME. houpen, to call, shout;
OFr. houper, to caU afar off, cry out], a loud shout,
cry, or noise; specifically, a) a shrill and prolonged cry,
as of excitement, intense joy, ferocity, exultation, etc.
o) a hoot, as of an OWL

c) the deep-sounding, convulsive
mtake^of air immediately following a fitofcoughing in
whooping cough, lu. to utter a whoop or whoops.
v.t. 1. to utter with a whoop or whoops. 2. to drive,
urge on, chase, etc. with whoops, inter/, an exclama-
tion of excitement, joy, exultation, etc.

asm (for something or someone).
whoop ee (hwoo'pe, hwoop'e), interj. [< whoop},, an
exclamation used to express great enjoyment, gay aban-
donment, etc. n. a shout of "whoopee 1"
make whoopee, [Slang], to have a gay, noisy time.

whpop'er (hoo'pe'r, hwoo/p&r), n. a person or thing that
whoopsif specifically, an Old World swan with a char-
acteristic whooping cry.

Wnpoj)ing cough, an acute infectious disease, usually
affecting children, caused by a bacillus and character-
ized by catarrh of the respiratory tract and repeated
attacks of coughing that end in a forced inspiration, or
whoop; pertussis.
whoops (hwoops, hwoops), inter/, an exclamation ut-
tered as in regaining one^s balance after stumbling or
one's composure after a slip of the tongue.
w>op (hwop), v.t. & v.i. [WHOPPED (hwopt), WHOPPING],
[< ME. whappen; prob. echoic], [D ;

ial. or Archaic], 1, to
peat, thrash, or strike. 2. to t&row (oneself) down
suddenly; flop. n. [Dial, or Ardwic], 1. a blow, strolce,
fall, bump, etc. 2. the noise made by any of thes^.
Also spewd whap.
whop per (hwop'gr), n. [< whop, .], [CoUoq.], anything
extraordinarily large; especially, a great He: also spelled
whapper.
whop ping (hwop'irj), adj. [< whop, v.]f [Colloq.]* ex-

ily large
whore (h6rf hot), n

.

f , . E, & AS, hore; ON. .o
wh- so., cf. WHPLE: %wi tp G. hwr<?( IE; base *g?flr, to
Hke

f>
oe fond 9^ desire, seen also in L. ccw'us* aear

precious (cf. C4JRES$); prig., prob, a euphiemikni], ,a
woman who engages, m illegal sexttal intercourse, espe-
cially one wlio engages in pr,onsctious seiual inber-
course for

<

pfty\ pros^iwte; harlot. t;.i, [WHORED (h6rd,
hord), wBpRlq^pJ, 'M." to be a whore. Z to

1

. .

with
1

whores, v.t. lArclialq],, to make a whore of.
' 'who're

wjio fornicates i

whoremonger

uAcw*4.c. \
as he1

i

\ |fWW%*> (H

son of a
[Archaici;

r

<l9m), n. [ME. hofdomf CRC.
or formicalioia, 2. f the fact
'

jr:'S"6"used"inth'eB^ple.' I'

1
"

hor^hciusO, n., a
plapjp }

_. T ,__>'mas'ter), n.
'

:
rr

th, fviioires; lecher. 2, a pimp ; paader.
hor'rnurj'ger), n. a

hqrev spn Hi
; ,

<*

i^er
1

?

>s\Wfm,n.
p^ paacpra, arae
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whorisK 1670 WllidtK

general epithet of abuse, adj. [Archaic], vile, de-

testable, knavish, etc.

whor-ish (hdr'ish, hor'ish), adj. having the nature of a

whorl '(hwurl, hwSrl), n [ME. whorwyl, dial. var. of

whirl], 1. a small flywheel on a spindle, as for regulating
the speed of a spinning wheel. 2. anything that whirls

or appears to whirl like the whorl on a spindle; specifi-

cally, a) usually in pi. any of the circular ridges that

form the design of a fingerprint, i) in botany, an arrange-
ment of leaves, petals, etc. about the same^ point on a
stem, c) in zoology, any of the^turns in a spiral shell.

whorled (hwurld, hw6rld), adj. having, or arranged in,

a whorl or whorls.
whort (hwurt), n. [< AS. horta, a bilberry, via SW.
Brit, dial.], the European whortleberry.

whor-tte (hwuVt'l), n. the whort.
whor-tle*ber'ry jflawur/tl-ber'i), n. [pi. WHORTLEBER-
RIES (-iz)], [< SW. Brit. dial, form ofearlier hurtleberry
< AS. horta, a bilberry; cf . WHORT], 1. a) a small Euro-
pean shrub of the blueberry family, with pink flowers
and blue or blackish edible berries. 6) any of these
berries. 2. the huckleberry.
who's (hqoz), who is.

whose (hooz), pron. [ME. whqs, hwas; AS. hwxs, genit.
of hwa; see WHO], the possessive case of who, and now,
usually, of which.

whose*so-ev*er (hooz'so-ev'gr), pron. the possessive case
of whosoever.
whoso (hoo'so), *ron.JME. who se, whose < AS. hwa
swa (cf. WHO)], [Archaic], whoever; whosoever,

who-80-ev-erM (n66'so-ev'e
y

r), pron. whoever: an emphatic
form.
whr,, watt-hour.
why (hwi), adv. [ME. hwi; AS. hwi, instrumental case
of hwa; see WHO], 1. for what reason, cause, or purpose;
with what motive: used interrogatively and relatively,
as, why did^he go? I'll tell you why he went. 2. be-
cause of which; on account of which: used relatively,
often after reason, as, I can think of no reason why you
shouldn't go. 3. the reason for which: as, this is why
he went. n. [pi. WHYS (hwiz)], the reason, cause,
motive, purpose, etc.: as, never mind tire why and
wherefore, interj. an exclamation used to express
surprise, impatience, indignation, hesitation, etc.

whyd-ah (hwid'a), n. a whidah bird.

W.L, 1. West Indies. 2. "West Indian.
Wlch-i-ta (wich/d-t6'). n. a city in southern Kansas, on
the Arkansas River: pop., 166,000.
Wichita Falls, a city in north central Texas: pop.,
68,000.

F *

wick (wik)., n. [ME. wicke, weke; AS. weoca: akin to G.
wieche, wick yarn; IE. base *weg~, to spin, knit to-

gether, seen also in Lt velum, sail, cloth, etc.], a piece
of cord or tape, or a thin bundle of threads, in a candle,
oU lanm cigarette lighter, etc., that absorbs the fuel
by capillary attraction and, when lighted, burns with
a small steady flame.
wick (wik), n. [ME. wik; AS. wic; akin to G. weich- in
weichbttd, town precinct; prob. < L. vicus, row of
dwellings, quarter of a city, etc. (cf. VICINITY)], a village,
town, or hamlet: now archaic except as compounded
(often in the form -wich) in certain place names* etc.,
as in Warwick, Greenwich, bailiwick.

wick-ed (wik'id), adj. [ME. < wikke, evil; akin to AS.
wtcca, a witch; cf. WITCH], 1. having or resulting from
bad moral character; evil; depraved. 2. generally bad,
painful, etc., but without any moral considerations in-
volved: as, it was a wicked blow on the head. &
naughty in a playful way; mischievous. STW* see bad.
wick ed-ness (wik'id-nis), n. 1. the quality or condition
of being wicked. 2, wicked action or a wicked act.

wick-er (wik'er), n. [ME. wiker. wikir; prob. < ON.;
"of. Sw. cbaLtgJkr, Dan. dial, rngger, willow* Sw. vikct,
to bend j for IE. base see WEAK], 1 . a thin, flexible twig ;

Wf%e. 2. a) such twigs woven together, a<s in baskets
or furniture; wickerwork. i) something nm4e of such

oar. made of or covered witto wicker,
(wifc^-wurkO, n. 1. thin, flexible twigs

her; wicker, 2. thirds maiie of wicker.
wick et (wik'it), n. [ME. &Anglo-Fr. vtfket (Pr. &

). < the IB, base
(
of wicker, weak, e$cJrl

1. a
or gate, especially one set in or;

*- A -'

-1"
2. a small window; or
a box office. 3. ja,

~

water to a water
., 4. [from orlgf.
either of two

i, with two
6) tbe pl

.m unplayed or unwnls3ie<|
, atbat.

.
5,
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name; cf. Sac & Fox wikiyap; akin to wigwam], a kind
of hut built by the nomadic Indians of the southwestern
United States, consisting of an oval-shaped frame
covered with grass, brush, etc. : also spelled wiklun.

Wickliffe, or Wiclif, John, see Wycliffe, John.
Wick-low (wiklo), n. 1. a county of Leinster province,
Ireland: pop., 58,000. 2. its county seat: pop., 3,000,

wic-o-py (wik'a-pi), n. [< Am. Ind. (Algonquian) name
cf. Cree wikupiy], any of various trees with strong
flexible shoots and tough bark, as the leatherwood
basswood, etc.

wide (wid), adj. [ME.; AS. wid: akin to G. weit: IE.
*wi-tos, lit,, gone apart < base *ei-, to go, seen also in
L. itare (cf. ITINERARY) ; an exact L. cognate is seen in
L. vitare, lit., to go away from,, hence avoid], 1. ex-
tending over a lar^e area^especially, extending over a
larger area from side to side than is usual or normal:
as, a wide bed: distinguished from long and opposed to
narrow. 2. of a specified extent from side to side: as,
three miles wide. 3. of great extent, range, or inclusive-
ness: as, a wide variety, wide reading. 4. roomy; ample;
loose; full: as, a wide blouse. 5. open or extended to
full width: as, her eyes grew wide with fear. 6. landing,
striking, or ending far from the point, issue, etc. aimed
at: usually with o/, as, wide of the target, 7. in pho-
netics, pronounced with the tongue and other vocal
organs in a more or less relaxed position; lax, as the * in
bit or the e in bed. adv. 1. over a relatively large area:
widely: as, he traveled far and wide. 2, to a large or full

extent; fully: as, the door was wide open. 3. 39 as to
miss the point, issue, etc. aimed at: astray: as, his blow
went wide. n. 1. [Rare or Poetic], a wide area or ex-
tent. 2. in cricket, a ball that is bowled out of the
batsman's reach, counted as a run for the team at bat.
SYN. see broad.

wide-angle (wid'an'g'l)* odj. 1. designating or of a
kind of camera lens that covers a wider angle of view
than the ordinary lens. 2. designating or of any of
several motion-picture systems (variously trade-
marked, as Cinerama, CinemaScope, etc.) employing
one or more cameras (and projectors) and an especially
wide, curved screen to simulate normal panoramic
vision: cf. 3-D (following the entry for three).
wide-a-wake (wid'a-wak'), adj. 1. completely awake.
2. alert, n. an obsolete kind of soft felt hat with a
broad brim: also wide-awake hat. SYN. see watchful.
wide-eyed (widld'), adj. with the eyes opened widely.
wide-ly (widli), adv. 1. over a wide area: as, he's trav-
eled widely. 2, to a wide extent: as, widely different.
wid-en (wid'*n), v.t. & v.i. to make or become wide or
wider.

wide-open (wid'o/p'n), adj. 1. opened wide. 2. not
enforcing, or careless in enforcing, laws prohibiting or
regulating prostitution, gambling, the sale of liquor,
etc. : as, a wide^pen city.

wide-spread (wicrspredO, adj. spread widely; especially,
spread or occurring over a wide area or extent.
widg-eon (wij'an), n. \pl. WIDGEONS (-enz), WIDGEON;
see PLURAL, II, D, 1], [OFr. vigeon; prob. < L. vipio,
small crane], any of various kinds of wild, fresh-water
ducks, found in Europe, northern Africa, and northern
Asia: also spelled wigepn.
wid-ow JLVL u/, it. [ME. widwe; AS. widewe; aMn to G.
_. r -3. base *weidh~. *widh~, to separate, seen also
in L. vidua, a widow, (di)videre, to divide (cf. DIVXD*)],
1. a woman who has outlived the man to whom she
was married at the time of Ms death: especially, such a
woman who has not remarried. 2. Jit certain card
games, an extra hand dealt to the table. & in printing,
an incomplete Hue, as that ending a paragraph, carried
over tx> the top of a new page or coltaan:lt is generally
avoided by rewriting copy to elinornafce "'the

1 Hn or

$11 it out. v.t. 1. to cause to becoie a widow: Usually
in tl^past par$dple, as, site was widowed by tiewar.
2 to, gejprive of spn^etlj$n^ Bribed; Jbeream 3, pi

'

tjo sUTvrye
as tfee widow of. 4. pcare], to endow ^

"i"*" (

widow., l( '''.',
***^<%*L >$pwa> widow bird; It,, w^Vw

1 from the resemblance of Its dark
,

Wade tkH feritos to a
aiKi veffl. Hue; wf&dali foiwL

'

r|J,
a mah' who jbas outlived the woww to whom

,..,
nxaxxUi'M} te 1$m .of her 4^; -especially,

such a man who has not remarried.
t

'
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how wide it is ; distance from side to side. 3. a piece of
something haying a specified distance from side to side:
as, sew two widths of cloth together. Abbreviated WM w.
Wi du kind (ve'doo-kint), see Wittekind.
twie geht's? (ve gats'), CG.], how goes it? how are you?
Wie land, Chris toph Mar-tin (kris'tfcf mar'ten viP-
lant), 1733-1813: German writer and translator.
wield (weld), v.t. [ME. widen, a blend of AS. wealdan &
wyldan, with the form < the latter; partly akin to G.
wallen; IE. base *wal-, to be strong, seen also in L.
valere, to be strong (cf. VALIANT, etc.)], 1. to handle
and use (a tool or weapon), especially with skill and
control, 2. to exercise (power, control, influence, etc.)
3. [Obs.l, to govern, rule, or direct. SYN. see handle.
wield-y (wel'di), adj. [WIELDIER (-di-gr), WIELDIEST (-di-
ist)], that can be wielded easily; manageable,
Wien (ven), n. Vienna, Austria: the German name.
wie-ner (we'nSr), n. [short for G. Wiener wurst, Vienna
sausage], a smoked sausage of beef or beef and pork,
usually enclosed in a membranous casing and made in
links a few inches long; frankfurter: also weenie, weeny.
Wie-ner schnit-zel (ye'ngr shnit's'l), [G.; Wiener, of
Vienna

-jr schnitzel, dun. of schnitz, a little piece, cutlet
< schneiden, to

t
co.t], a breaded veal cutlet served with

various garnishings, as anchovy fillets, fried eggs, etc.

wie-ner-wurst (we'n&r-wurstO, n. [G.; Wiener, of
Vienna 4- wurst, a sausage], a wiener.

Wies-ba-aen (ves'ba'dsn), n. a city in western Ger-
many: resort: pop*, 172,000.
wife (wif), n. [pi. WIVES (wivz)], [ME.; AS. wif, a woman;
akin to G. weib; ascribed to both IE. base *weik-, a
dwelling & *weip~, to twist, turn, in the basic sense
"the hidden or veiled person"], 1. [Archaic or Rare], a
woman: still so used in certain compounds, as house-

wife, 2. a married woman; specifically, a woman in

her relationship to her husband. Abbreviated w.
take to wife, to marry (a specified woman).

wife-hood (wif'hood), n. ]ME. wifhod; AS. wifhad; wif,
a wife + -had (cf. -HOOD)], the condition of being a wife.

wife-les8 (wif'hs), adj. having no wife.

wife-like (wif'HkOt <*/ like, characteristic of, or suitable

to a wife.

wife-ly (wif'H), adj. [WIFELIER (-H-eV), WIFELIEST (4i-
ist)], [MjB. wyfely; AS. wiftic], of, like, orsuitabletoawife.--

(wig), n."[st
*""* ---1 .---1

+., . [shortened < periwig}, an artificial covering
^Fhair for the head, worn as part of a costume, to con-

ceal baldness, etc. v.t. [WIGGED (wigd), WIGGING], 1*. to

furnish with a wig or wigs. 2. [British Colloq.j, to

scold, censure, rebuke, etc.

Wig'an (wig'on), n. a city in Lancashire, western Eng-
land: pop., 84,000 (est. 1946).

wig-an (wig'an), n. [so called after Wigan]. a canvaslike

cotton cloth used to stiffen hems, lapels, and other

parts of garments.
wi-geon ^rij'sn), n.

\fl.
WIGEONS (-snz), WIGEON; see

PLURAL, II, r>, 1], a widgeon.
wigged (wigd). adj. wearing^a wig. .

wig-ger y (wig'Sr-i), n. 1. a) a wig. b) wigs collectively.

2. the practice of wearing a wig.
t

Wig-gin, Kate Douglas (wig'in), (n6e Kate Smith),

18oo--1923; American educator and writer of children's

wigging (wig'irj), n. [British CoUoq,], a scolding or

reprimand!. _
, M ,

wiggle (wk'l), v.t. & v.t. [WIGGLED (-Id), WIGGLING],

[MK w%gden; prob. < MD. & MLG, wtggelen, freq.

of wiggen, to move from side to side], to move or cause

to move with short, jerky motions from side to side;

wriggle shakily or sinuously, n. the act or an instance

of willing.
w%*gler (wlgleV), n. 1. a person or thing that wiggles.

2. S& larva of a mosquito; wriggler,

1- that wiggles;
a form that sug-

, a wigdy line,

a SK akin

cU* camtore; IE, base *weqtt~,

, tAitiaic], a human bng; per-
used

, aetir0t brave, etc,

of (wife), f island in the

aneX off tie coast qf Eng-
147 SQ. LJ J?oy,,

86,000;
abbrenated I.W.

coast ol Scotland:
: also Wigtown.

~, 1,3UU.
"

WIGWAM

fa message) by waving flags, lights, efcc. back and forth
in accordance with a code, n. 1. tie act or practice
of sending messages in this way. 2. a message so sent.
wig-wag ger (wig^ag^eV), n a person who sends mes-
sages by wigwagging.
wig:

wam (wig'wam, wigV&n), n* [< Am. Ind. (Algon-
quian) name; cf. Ojibway
wigiwam, lodge, Ht. t their
dwelling, akin to Chippewa
wigiw, he dwells], 1. a more
or less conical shelter made
by Indians of eastern and
central North America, con-
sisting of a framework of
poles covered with bark,
hides, etc. 2. [Colloq.], a
building used by a political
group; especially, a large,

temporary structure for a
political convention.
theWigwam,[Colloq.],Tarn-
many Hall.

wik-I-iip (wik'i-up'). n. a
wickiup.

Wil-ber-force, William. (wil^Sr-fOrs', wiKbgr-forsO,
1759-1833; English philanthropist and vigorous op-
ponent of the slave trade.

Wil-bert (wil'bgrt), [G. Willebert, Willibert < OHG.
willeo, willio, a will, wish -f beraht, berht, bright], a
masculine name.
Wil-bur (wil'bgr), [AS. Wilburh; prob. a place name <
*Wiligburh, lit., willow town], a masculine name.

wild (wild), adj. [ME. & AS. wilde; akin to G. wild;
IE. pase *wel- in the sense *]unkempt"; cf. WOOL],
1. living or growing in its ordinal, natural state; not
domesticated or cultivated: as, wild flowers or wild
animals. 2. not lived in or cultivated; desolate; waste:
as, wild land. 3. not civilized; savage; primitive: as, a
wild tribe. 4. not easily restrained^ or regulated; not
submitting to control: as, wild children. 5. a) dissi-

pated, licentious, etc. : as, wild youth. &) characterized

by a lack of moral restraint; immoral; unbridled;
orgiastic: as, a wild party. 6. violently^ disturbed:

turbulent; stormy: as, a wild seacoast. 7. in a state of

mental excitement; specifically, a) eager or enthusiastic,
as with desire or anticipation: as, wild with jdehgiit.
5) angered, vexed, crazed, etc.: as, he was wild with

desperation. 8. in a state of. disorder, disarrangement,
confusion, etc, : as, wild hair. 9. fantastically unprac-
tical; visionary: as, a wild scheme.* 10. showing a lack
of sound judgment; reckless; imprudent: as, a^ wild

wager. 11. going wide of the mark aimed at; missing
the target: as, a wild pitch in baseball. 12. in certain

card games, having any value desired by the holder:
said of a card, as, when deuces are wild in poker, they
may be counted as aces, kings, etc. adv. in a wild

manner; wildly; without aim or control: as* he fired

wild. n. usually pL a wilderness, waste, desert, etc.

run wild, to grow or exist without control or regu-
lation. . ,

the wild, the wilderness, nature, the out-of-doors, etc. :

as, the call of the wild. .

wild allspice, a shrub with small, fragrant, yellowish
flowers and red berries: spicebush.
wild boar, a variety of hog living wild in Europe and
Asia, from which the domesticated hog was developed.
wild brier, any kind of wild rose, especially the sweet-

brier or dog rose. .

wild carrot, a weed with white, lacehke flowers, from
which the cultivated carrot originated; Queen Anne s

wild-cat (wild'kaf), n. \pl. WILDCATS (-kats'), WILDCAT;
see PLURAL, II, D, 1], 1. a) any of a large group of fierce,

medium-sized, undomesiicated animals of tne cat

fanuly, found throughout North America, as the bob-

cat, or lynx, b) any of a group of tmdwesticated cats

of Europe, similar to but slight^ larger than the

domestic cat. 2. any person considered like a wild-

cat in being fierce, aggressive, quick-tempered, .etc.

3. an unsound or risky business scheme. 4. a produc-
tive oil wei drilled in an area not previously teown to

have oil. 5. in railroading, a locomotive and tender

without cars sent out on special tasks, as to. nelp naul

a train. Also wild cat ad). L unsound or financially

risky: as, a wildcat venture. 2. designating a busrness,

etc, that is Illegal or unethical. 3. in rawroadtnf,,
run-

ning without; authorization or on am irregular schedule:

said of a tram or locomotive. v.L [WJLDCATTBD Q-i),

];,
to driE for oil in (an area previously con-

before the National Bank
any bank tfyat issued notes without

tton.
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wild-cat-ter (wild'kat'er), n. 1. a person who drills for

oil in territory not known to be oil-bearing. 2. a person
who promotes very risky or fraudulent ventures.

Wilde, Oscar (wild), (Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills

Wilde), 1854-1900; British poet, novelist, and drama-
tist, born in Ireland.

wil-de-beest (wil'da-besf; D. vil'do-bast'), n. [pi WIL-
DEBEESTS (-bests'; D. -basts'), WILDEBEEST; see

PLURAL, II, D, Ij, [S.Afr.D. < D. wild, wild 4- beeste,

beast], a gnu.
wil-der (wil'der), v.i* & v.t. [either aphetic < bewilder or

formed < wilderness]* [Archaic or Poetic], 1. to lose or

cause to lose one's way. 2. to bewilder or become
bewildered.

Wil-der, Thorn-ton (thdrn'tsn wfl'dSr), (Thornton

Niyen Wilder), 1897- ; American novelist and play-
wright.

Wil-der-ness (wil'der-nis), n. a region in northeastern
Virginia, south of the Rapidan River: several battles
of the Civil War were fought there (1864) between the
armies of Grant and Lee.

wil-der-ness (wil'dSr-ms) , n. [ME. wildernesse < wil-

derne, wild place, wilderness 4- -ness; AS. wilder, wild-

deor, wild animal < wilde, wild + deor, animal, deer],
1. an uncultivated, uninhabited region; waste; wild.
2. any barren, empty, or open area, as of ocean. 3. a
large, confused mass or tangle of persons or things.
4. [Obs.], a wild condition or quality. SYN. see waste.
wild-eyed (wild'id), adj. staring in a wild or distracted
manner, as from fear.
wild-fire (wild'fir'), n. 1. originally, a) a highly
destructive fire.

6J
a highly inflammable substance,

difficult to extinguish, formerly used in warfare : Greek
fire: now mainly in spread like wildfire, to be dissemi-
nated widely and rapidly, as a rumor. 2. lightning
without thunder; heat lightning. 3. the will-o'-the-

wisp, 4. [Obs.], a) erysipelas, b) a disease of sheep
characterized by inflammation of the skin.

wild-flow-er (wild'Sou'er), n. a wild flower.
wild flower, 1. any plant growing without cultivation
in fields, woods, etc. 2, its flower.

wild-fowl (wild'foulO, n. wild fowl.
wild fowl, wild birds; especially, game birds, as wild
ducks, wild geese, partridges, pheasants, quail, etc.

wild ^oose. any undomesticated goose; especially, in
America, the Canada goose,
wild-goose chase (wikl'goos'), 1. a useless search or
pursuit: so called because of the futility of trying to
catch a wild goose by chasing it; hence, 2. any futile
attempt or enterprise,
Wild Hunt, in European folklore, a nighttime ride of
spectral huntsmen across the countryside or the sky.
Wild Huntsman, in European folklore, the leader of
the Wild Hunt, originally probably Odin.

wild hyacinth, a variety of hyacinth with blue, bell-

shapect flowers; wood hyacinth; bluebell,
wild indigo, any of a number of related plants with
triangle-shaped leaflets, clusters of blue, yellow, or
white flowers, and short pods.

wild-ing (wH'dirj), n. 1. a wild plant; especially, a wild
apple tree. 2. its fruit. 3. a plant originally cultivated,
but growing wild. 4. a person^ or thing that does not
conform to type. adj. not cultivated or domesticated;
wild.
wild lettuce, any species of uncultivated lettuce grow-
ing as a weed; especially, a species having prickly
leaves, small yellow flowers, and milky juice.

wild-ling (wadlirj), n. [wild + -ling, dim. suffix], an
tmcultivated plant or undomesticated animal.
wild madder, 1. madder (senses i & 2a). 2. either
of two species of bedstraw.
wild mandrake, the May apple, a plant with shield-
shaped, leaves, white flowers, and lemon-shaped fruit.

wild mustard, a yellow-flowered, rapidrspreading weed
whose seeds* aresometimes used to flavor food: charlock.wHd 'oat (or oats), a tall, catlike grass used for fodder,
sow one1

8 wild oata, to be promiscuous r dissolute

jjin ygttttL
before settling down: usually saitf of a man.

wfla oiive,, 1. ,a spiny tree with small, inedible, ofive-
Mke'fj^iajt; oleaster. 2. any tree resembling the olive,
W4M pansv, an uncultivated pansy with small flbwers in
combinations of wHte, yellow, arid purple;

,wjid
l

fiar8ley, 1. -any of several perennial herbs of1

tfoe

group, especially a iiiae-leaf variety wed s
2., lovam < > ,

,

lito. tie'wild, original form rof he cuMmted
.^sea, as forage.

'

"

, any of a number of eclated plants
yiewes awd flat clusters 6f .jpihk

s growing "w

Wild West show, a circuslike spectacle featuring horse-

manship and other feats by cowboys, Indians, etc.

wild-wood (wild'wood'). " a natural woodland or

forest, especially when unfrequented.
wild yam, an uncultivated species of yam of eastern

North America.
Wile (wil), n. [ME.; AS. wil," prob. < the Anglo-N. form
*vihl of ON. vel, a trick, stratagem], 1

1. a sly trick; de-

ceitful artifice; stratagem. 2. a beguiling or coquettish
trick. 3. trickery; deceit, v.t. [WILED (wild), WILING],
to beguile; lure. SYN. see trick,

wile away, to while away (time, etc.): by confusion
with while.

Wil-fred, Wil-frid (wil'frid), [AS. Wilfrith < will, a
will, wish 4- frith, peace], a masculine name,

wil-ful (wil'fal), adj. willful.

Wil helm I (vil'helm), William I (sense 3): German
name.
Wilhelm II, William II (sense 2): German name.
Wil-hel-mi-na (wil'hel-me'n9; D. vil'hel-me'na), [G.
Wilhelmine, fern, of Wilhelm; see WILLIAM], a feminine
name. n. queen of the Netherlands (1890-1948) ; born
1880; ruled in exile (1940-1945).

Wil-hel-mi-na, Mount, a mountain of the Orange
range, in Netherlands New Guinea: height, 15,580 ft.

Wil-helms-ha-ven (vil'helms-ha'fsn), n. a seaport in

Oldenburg, Germany, on the North Sea: pop., 118,000.
WiMielm-stras*se (vil'helm-shtra'sa), n. 1. an avenue
in Berlin, former location of the German foreign office

and other government buildings; hence, 2. formerly,
the German foreign ministry or its policies.

wiM-ly (wil's-li) , adv. in a wily manner.
wiM-ness (wil'i-nis), n. a wily quality or condition.

Wilkes, Charles (wilks), 1798-1877; American naval
officer and explorer.

Wilkes, John, 1727-1797; English political agitator and
reformer.
Wilkes-Bar-re (wilks'bar'i), n. a city in northeastern
Pennsylvania: pop., 77,000.

Wil-kins, Sir George Hubert (wil'kinz), 1888-1958;
Australian explorer of the Arctic and Antarctic.
Wil-kins-burg (wil'kinz-burg'), n. a city in Pennsyl-
vania, near Pittsburgh: pop., 31,000.

will (wil), n. [ME. wille; AS. villa; akin to G, wille,

willen; IE. base *wel- t to wish, choose; cf. next entry],
1. the act or process of volition; specifically, a) wish;
desire; longing, b) inclination; disposition; pleasure, c)

[Obs.], appetite; lust. 2. something wished by a
person, especially by one with power or authority;
specifically, a) a request: as, it is nis will that you ap-
pear, b) a command; decree: as, His will be done,
3. strong purpose, intention, or determination: as,
where there's a will there's a way. 4. energy or en-
thusiasm: as, he works with a wtlL 5. the power of
self-direction or self-control: as, he has no strong will,

6. the power of conscious and deliberate action or
choice: as, freedom of the will. 7. disposition or
attitude toward others: as, I bear her no ill will. S. a)
the legal statement of a person's wishes concerning t}xe

disposal of his property after death, b) the document
containing this. v.t. [ME. willien; AS. willian <
willan, to desire], 1. formerly, to long for; desire, 2. to
decide upon; make a choice of; hence, 3. to resolve

firmly ; determine : as, he willed to survive, 4. to decree;
ordam 5. to influence or control as by hypnotic power :

as, he loilled her to die, 6. to beiueat|i by a will.
7. [Obs.], to command; order. v.L (Archaic), to wish,
prefer, or choose.
at will, when one wishes; at one's discretion.
do the wiE of, to obey the wish or command of.

ST2V. will, t&e moto inclusive term here, basically Denotes
the power of choice imd deliberate action or tlw intention
resujting from the exercise df this power (freedom of ti,e to,
"Thy.twB be done*'); i^ition Presses the erc4$ of the will
in making a choice ox decision (he came of Ms own volition),

wijjl CvjCr v. [p.t, WOXJOD (wood)^ archaic 2d pers, eins.,

PJSKT (wood'fst*), WOULBST v^w/vabi , t/,

(wrotd), WO^LD; no other fomns iiowlln txsel
*

AS., willan; sdfin to O. wplfc*, wil;
'

't<\ _T*i4sV>
cjboose,) stecsni also '***' ' me^1f" **

/F tfdfei etc. (of
m (cf. VOLXJW'O'O'US)]^ an
futurity, ttadattym& I



willable
1673 wimple

ability, capability, or capacity: as, it mil hold another
quart. 5. to express habit or customary practice: as,
she will talk for hours on end. 6. colloquially, to ex-
press expectation, surmise, etc.: as, that will be his
wife with him, I suppose, v.t. & v.i. to wish: desire-
as, what wU you, master? do as you will.

will-a-ble
(wil'e-b'l), adj. that can be willed, wished,

determined, etc.,
WiMam-ette (wi-lam'it), n. a river in western Oregon,
flowing northward into the Columbia River near
Portland: length, 190 mi.

Wil-lard (wil'erd), [< the surname Willardl, a masculine
name.

world's heavyweight champion (1915-1919).
will-call (wil'kdl'), odj. designating or of that depart-
ment in a large store at which a deposit may be made
on a purchase to be called for when paid in full.

willed (wild), adj. having a will: used especially in hy-
phenated compounds, meaning having a (specified kind
of) will, as in strong-willed.

wil-lem-ite (wil'om-itO, n. [D. willemit, after Willem
1, king of the Netherlands], native silicate of zinc,
ZniSiO*. found in massive or crystalline form in various
colors from pale yellow-green to red,
Wil lem stad (witem-stat'), n. the capital of Curacao
colony, on Curacao Island in the Netherlands West
Indies: pop., 37,000 (est. 1944).

Willes-den (wilz'dan), n. a city in Middlesex, England,
near London: pop., 177,000 (est. 1946).
wiHet (wil'it) j

n. l$l. WILLETS (-its) , WILLET; see PLURAL,
ii, D, 11, [echoic ofits cry], any of a group of long-legged,
snipelike wading birds of central North America.

will-ful (wil'fal), adj. 1. said or done deliberately or
intentionally. 2. following one's own will unreasoning-
ly; obstinate; stubborn. Also spelled wilful. SYN.
see voluntary.
Wtt-Ham (wil'yam), [ONorm.Fr. Willaume, Willame
XOPr. Guttlaume, Gullidm)\ OHG. Willehelm, Willa-
Mm (G. Wilhelm) < willeo, willio, will, what is desired
4~ helm.helmut, protection], a masculine name: diminu-
tives, Bill, Billy, Will, Willy; equivalents, It. Gugli-
elmti, D. Willem, Fr. Guillaume, G. Wilhelm, Sp. Guil-
lermo*
William I, 1, (William the Conqueror), 1027-1087;
Nornian duke who invaded England and defeated
Harold at Battle of Hastings (1066); king of England
(1066-1087). 2. Prince of Orange (William of Nassau),
1533-1584: leader in Dutch war of independence; assas-

sinated : called the Silent. 3. (Wilhelm Friedrich Ludwig) ,

1797-1888; son of Frederick William III; king of
Prussia (1861-1888) : emperor of Germany (1871-1888).
William^!, 1. (William Rufusj, 1056-1100: son of

William the Conqueror; king of England (1087-1100).
2. (Friedrich Wtthelm Viktor Albert), 1859-1941; last

German emperor (1888-1918); abdicated.
William BPU Prince of Orange, (William of Nassau),
1650-1702: king of England (1689-1702); reigned
jointly witb his wife, Mary II, until 1694.

William IV, ^765-1837; son of George III; king of

England (1830-1837) : called the Sailor-King.
William of Ma^mesbury, see Malmesbury, William of.

Williams, Ralph Vaughan, see Vau&han Williams,
Ralph.
Williams, Roger- 1603P-1683 ; English colonist in Amer-
ica; founder of Ijlhode Island.

Williams, William, 1731-1811; American statesman;
signer of the Declaration of Independence.
Williams, William Car-los (kar/los), (

1883- ; American

Wil'liamS'burji (wH'yamz-burgO* Wt a "town in south-

eastern Virginia: pop., 7,000: the early capital of Vir-

gfa$Af restored to its colonial appearance.
wu*ltB3ni^]XMrt (wil'y>mz^p6rt

?
wH'y^mzHport ) n. a

city in oeo&tl Penasylvania, on the Susquenarma: pop.,

the wisp <W$l ^(personal-'nS^'VlS^ 'T
fatuus. 2. anything deceptive, elusive, or mis3eau*,
wil-low (wil'o), n. [ME. witem, wttwe; AS. mUgTwSS*
akin to D. wilg: IE. base **&-, to tem, twist bend,
akin to Gr. helike (for *wdike), wfflow (cf. HELDC);named for its pliancy], 1. any of a number of related
trees with narrow leaves, tassellike spikes of flowers,
and, usually, flexible twigs used in weaving baskets, etc.
2. the wood of any of these trees. 3. iColloq,], some-
thing made of wiflow wood, as a baseball bat. 4. a
machine with revolving spikes for cleaning cotton or
wool. adj. 1. of or covered with wulows. 2. made of
willow wood. v.t. to clean (cotton, etc.) with a willow.

wil-low-er (wil'o-ei), n. a person or machine that
willows (cotton, etc.).
willow herb, any of a number of related plants with
small, purplish, white, or yellow flowers, willowlike
leaves, and long pods,

wil-low-ish (wiFo-ish) , adj. resembling a willow.
willow pattern, a decorative design for china, origi-
nated in England (1780) by Thomas Turner, and
picturing a river, pagodas, willow trees, etc., usually in
blue on a white background.
willow*ware (wil^o-war'), n. articles of china decorated
with the willow pattern.
wiHow*y (wil'6-i, wil'a-wi), adj. 1. covered or shaded
with willows. 2. like a willow; slender, graceful, etc.

will power, strength of will, mind, or determination;

_,-town (wil'vomz^otm'), n. a town in north-
, Massachusetts: pop., 5,000. ,

L Tell, see Tell, William.
,

'

'

L the Conqueror, see William I.

lea fa31%}) v n^H I? 1 < willy-witty as or|g. referring

to a state of nervous indecision], [Slang], nervousness;

iv^U*fanl'(wll%)'*ad[/^ [MB.; AS. w&lMtog < wUUan^ to

wJtttl* favorably disposed or coaasentax^c (to dlo some-
"" *

specified or* impl"
g:, etc, readier w

"

"'e
f
giveOt offered;

wul'yerd), adj. [Scot.], 1. willful
2. bewildered; shy.

will-yart (wil'yert, wul'yert), adj. [Scot.], willyard.
wU.ly-nU-ly (wil'i-nil'i), adv. [con.tr. < will I, nitt I;
see WILL (wish) & NELL], whether one wishes it or not;
willingly or unwillingly, adj. 1. that is or havens
whether one wishes it or not. 2. loosely, indecisive j

vacillating; irresolute.

Wil-ma (wil'ms), [G., van of Wilmott contr. < Wil-
helmina; see WILLIAM], a feminine name.

Wil*ming'toii (wil'min-tan), n. 1. a port in northern
Delaware, oa the Delaware River: pop., 110,000. 2, a
city in southeastern North Carolina: pop., 45,000.
Wil-no (vil'no; Pol. yeFnS), n. Vilna: Polish name.
Wtt'SOii, Mount (wil's'n), a mountain in southwestern
California: height, 5,710 ft.: site of a famous observa-

tory.
Wilson, Woodrow, (Thomas Woodrow Wilson), 1856-
1924: twenty-eighth president of the United States

(1913-1921); received Nobel peace prize, 1919.

Wilson Dam, a dam at Muscle Shoals on the Tennessee
River, in northwestern Alabama: height, 137 ft.

Wilson's thrush, a veery.
Wilson's warbler, any of a group of small, yellow,
North American warblers with black crowns.

wilt (wilt), w.i. [var. of obs, wdk, to wither; MB. welken,
to fade, wither, dry up], 1. to become limp, as from heat
or lack of water; wither; droop: said of plants. 2. to
become weak or faint; lose strength; languish; hence,
3. to lose courage; quail, v.t. to cause to wilt. n.

1. a wilting or becoming wilted. 2. a state of weakness
or faintness; languor. 3. a) a highly infectious disease
of some caterpillars, in which the carcasses Eo^iefy.
&) any of several plant diseases caused by certain
bacteria or fungi and characterized chiefly by wilting
of the leaves.. Also wilt disease.

wilt (wilt), archaic, second person singular, present in-

dicative, of wilL
WU-ton (wil't'n), n. [after Wilton, England, where it

was first made], a kind of carpet with a velvety pile of

cut loops: also Wilton carpet, Wilton rug. ,

Wilts (wilts), n. Wiltshire.

Wilt-shire (wut'sfciir:' for 2, alsq wilt'shSr), n. ,1. a
county of southern England: pop., 331,OQO (esix 1945) ;

county seat, Salisbury: also Wilts. 2. any of an old

breed of < pure-white sheep originating in England and
cnaraeterized by a long bead and long curved horns.

wt-ly (wi1i)i ad). FwiLjm (4i-er),, wiMtaST'C*&-ist)], fuU
of wiles: crafty; sly, SYN. see sly.

wimble (win/bl), n. [ME. wimbd; OFi?; wimble: MD.
tvimmel,, an auger, whence also OFr. %wmbel; cfi CTK-

LKrr), 1. any oi various tools for boring, as ,a gimlet,

auger, etc. 2, a deyice for Removing the mbbl,e from a
Jiofe bored in Twining. v.i. [WIMBLED (-b'ld),

-

BUNGi to bore witfe^ a wimble, "
'

Wimbledon (wim'b'1-dan), n. a, city in

land^ near London: op;., 519,000:
- tennis matofeesi. ,

>

e (ww/pl); ,iu [ME. & AS, wwpd; alin *q
^tnon; ZB. basei*w^^ tweib, to turn

Eng. wt^, whfyl, 1. a woman's head,
>or proteomon, (consisting of a cloth a

the head, cheeks, chin, and necJ, leaving <

fac
'



win 1674 windfall

turn; curve, t) a ripple, v.t. [WIMPLED fp'ld),. WIM-

PLING! 1 to cover or clothe with or as with a wimple.

2 to lay in folds. 3. to cause to ripple or undulate,

as the surface of a lake. iu. 1. to lie in folds. 2.

to ripple. 3. [Scot.], to meander, as a brook.

win (wn), zwr. [WON (wun) or obs. WAN (wan), WON,
WINNING], [ME. winnen; AS. winnan, to fight, endure,

struggle,* akin to G. winnen, to struggle, contend; IE.

base *Ww-, to strive, strive for, as also in L. venus,

love, Eng. wish; cf. WEEN], 1. to gain a victory; be
victorious; triumph j

succeed (sometimes with out).

2. to reach or come into a specified state or condition;

get (with across, away, back, down, off, over, through,

etc., or with certain adverbs) : as, he won loose from the

crowd, v.t. 1. to get by effort, labor, struggle, etc.;

specifically, a) to gain; acquire: as, he won distinctions.

b) to make, achieve, or cause to prevail: as, you've won
your point, c) to gain in competition, as a prize or

award, d) to obtain or earn fa livelihood, security,

etc.). 2. to be successful or victorious in (a contest,

game, dispute, etc.). 3. to get to, usually with effort:

reach: as, they won the camp by noon. 4. to prevail
upon; influence ; persuade (also with over): as, I won
him over to

%
my side. 5. a) to gain the sympathy,

favor, affection, or love of: as, he won a supporter,
friend, etc. b) to gain (one's sympathy, affection, love,

etc.). 6. to persuade to marry one. 7. a) to extract

(metal, minerals, etc.) from ore. b) to obtain (coal,
ore, etc.) by mining, c) to prepare (a vein, shaft, etc.)
for mining, n. [Coltoq.] v 1. an act of winning; victory,
as in a contest. 2. winnings or profit.
wince (wins), v.i. [WINCED (winst), WINCING], [ME.
wincen, winchen, wenchen; MHG. wenken, to flinch;
OHG. *wankjan < wankon, to totter, turn; cf, WENCH],
to shrink or draw back suddenly, as in pain; flinch, n.
the act or an instance of wincing. SYN. see recoil,
wince (wins), n. [var. of winch], a reel or roller used be-
tween dyeing vats, etc. to facilitate the transfer of long
pieces or cloth.
winch (winch) , n. [ME. winche; AS. wince; IE. *we-n-g,
to be curved, bowed, as also
in Eng. wink], 1. a crank
with a handle for transmit-
ting motion, as to a grind-
stone. 2. any of various de-
vices operated by turning a
crank; specifically, a type of
windlass for

$
hoisting or

hauling, having a crank
connected by gears to a hor-
izontal drum around which
the rope or chain is wound.
v.t. to hoist or haul with or WINCH
as with a winch.
winch (winch), v.i. & n. [Obs. or Dial.], wince (flinch).

Win*ches*ter (win'ches't&r, win'chis-te'r), n. a city in
southern England: pop., 24,000: capital of ancient
Wessex and of Anglo-Saxon England.
Win-ches-ter (rifle) (win'ches'tlr, win'chis-tr), [after
Oliver F. Winchester, the manufacturer], a type of

repeating rifle with a tubular magazine set horizontally
under the barrel: a trade-mark.
Winck-el mann, Jo-hann Jo a-chim (yo'han yo'a-
khim vir/ksl-man'), 1717-1768; German archaeologist
and scholar in classic art.
wind (wind), v.t. [WOUND (wound) 9r rarely WINDED
(-id), WINDING], [ME. winden; AS. windan; akin to G.
winden; IE. base *wendh-, to turn, wind, twist, as also
in Arm. gind, a ring; cf. WEND, WANDER], 1. to turn;
make revolve: as, wind the crank. 2. to turn or coil

(something) into a ball or around something else so as
to encircle it closely; twine; wreathe: as, wind the
bandage around your finger. 3. to wrap or cover by
encircling with something turned in the manner of a
coil; entwine: as, wind the spool with thread. 4. to
make (one's way) in a winding or twisting course. 5.

to cause to move
%
in a winding or twisting course. 6.

to introduce deviously; insinuate: as, he wound his
criticism into his argument. 7. to hoist or haul by or
as by winding rope on a winch (often with up}. 8. to
tighten the operating spring of (a clock, etc.) by turning
a stem or the like (often with uf). vd.

^
1. to move, go,

or expend in a curving, zigzagging, or sinuous manner;
faeauder. 2. to double on one's track, so as to throw
off pursuers. 3. to take a circuitous, devious, or subtle
cairset in behavior, argument, etc. 4. to insinuate

,^-tft., c coj^ twine, or spiral (about or around
, , 6. to warp or twist: said of wood. 7. to
a defective gait in which one leg tends to

ft ^cound the other: said of a horse. 8. to undergo* 2

-'Sji t as, tMs clock winds easily, n. [ME, winde
p.) < the td, 1. a winding. 2. a single turn
*

"ing wound. 3, a turn; twisty bend; curve.
to ijnwiad or remove by unwinding. i

V windt or roE into a bait, etc.
t
2. to

j finish; settle. 3. to bring into a
,ecite .greatly. 4. in

t*,r
"

to G. wind; IE. *we-ntos, as seen also in L. ventus, wind
< base *w", to blow; cf. VENTILATE, WEATHER], 1. air

in motion; especially, any noticeable natural move-
ment of air parallel to the earth's surface. 2. a strong,
fast-moving, or destructive natural current of air:

gale; storm. 3. the direction
^
from

a
which a wind

blows: now chiefly in the four winds, with reference to
the cardinal points of the compass. 4. a natural current
of air regarded as a bearer of odors or scents, as in

hunting: as, the dogs are keeping the wind,' hence, 5.

figuratively, air regarded as bearing information, indi-

cating trends, etc.; intimation; hint: as, get wind of

something, what's in the wind? 6. air artificially put in

motion, as by an air pump or fan. 7. breath or the

power of breathing: as, he got the wind knocked out of

him. 8. a) idle or empty talk; nonsense. &)_ bragging;
pomposity ;

conceit. 9. gas in the stomach or intestines;
flatulence, 10. pi. the wind instruments of an orchestra.
11. [Boxing Slang], the solar plexus, where a blow may
stop the breath temporarily by paralyzing the dia-

phragm. v.t. 1. to expose to the wind or air, as for

drying; air. 2. to get or follow the scent of; scent. 3. to
cause to be out of breath : as, the run winded him. 4, to
rest (a horse, etc.) so as to allow recovery of breath.
between wind and water, 1. close to the water line

of a ship. 2. in a dangerous spot.
break wind, to expel gas from the bowels.
down the wind, in the same direction as the wind.

get (or have) wind of, to receive (or have) information

concerning; hear (or know) of.

how the wind blows (or lies), what the trend of affairs,

public opinion, etc. is.

in the teeth of the wind, straight against the wind:
also in the wind's eye.

in the wind, happening or about to happen.
into the wind, in the direction from which the wind
is blowing.

off the wind, with the wind coming from behind.
on the wind, approximately in the direction from
which the wind is blowing.

sail close to the wind, 1. to sail as nearly as possible
straight against the wind. 2. to be economical in one's
affairs. 3. to border on indecency, foolhardiness, etc.

take the wind out of one's sails, to remove one's

advantage, nullify one's argument, etc. suddenly or

unexpectedly.
up the wind, in a direction opposite to that of the
wind.

SYN. wind is the general term for any natural movement of

air, whether of high or low velocity or great or little force;
breeze is popularly applied to a light, fresh, wind and meteor-

ologically, to a wind having a velocity of from 4 to 31 miles an
hour; gale is popularly applied to strong, somewhat violent
wind and meteorologically, to a wind having a velocity of from
32 to 63 miles an hour; gust and blast apply to sudden, brief

winds, gust suggesting a light puff, and blast a driving rush,
of air; zephyr is a poetic term for a soft, gentle breeze.

wind (wind, wind), v.t. [WOUND (wound) or rarely
WINDED (-id), WINDING], [Early Mod. Eng. < wind, n.],

1. to blow (a horn, etc.)- 2. to sound (a signal, etc.),
as on a horn.

wind-age (win'dij), n. [see -ACE], 1. the disturbance of
air around a moving projectile. 2. deflection of a pro-
jectile caused by the wind, or the degree of this, 3. the

decree of deflection of the wind gauge necessary in

firing a gun to compensate for displacement by the
wind. 4. the space between the inside wall of the
barrel of a firearm and its projectile, to allow for the

expansion of gas in firing: it is measured by the differ-

ence in diameters of the bore and projectile. 5. the
part of a ship's surface exposed to the wind.

wind-bag (wind'bagO , n. [Colloq.], a person who talks
much and pretentiously but says Httle of importance,
wind-blown (wind'blonO. <$/ 1- blown by the wind.
2. twisted in growth by the prevailing wind: said of a
tree. 3. designating or of a woman's coifture in Which
the hair is bobbed and brusjaed forward^
wind-borne (wmd'b6rn', wind'bSrnO, <*/ transported
by the wind, as certain pollen.
wind-break (wind'brak'j, n* a hedge, fence, or row of
trees that serves as a protection Irora wind,
wind break-er (wind'rwak'eY), n. a warm sporty jacket
of leather, wool, etc,

, haying a closej&tfejng elastic
waistband and cuffs: a trademark (Wimdlbreaker).
wind-bro ken (wind'bro'k'n), adj. having the heaves, a
disease characterized by difficulty in breathing: said
of a horse.
wind cone, a wind sock.
wind ed (wjn'did), a^ out of breach.
windier (winder), n. 1. a person wjio wids material
or operates a winding machine in textile and otfeer in-
dustries, 2. an apfparaiwifoc winding or: on which
winding is dpne/t 3. a ke^v Iwk, bA lor- wintog. a

Winder mere, Lake
9qgtoa3.



windflaw l675 windward
2. any unexpected

the wind, as fruit from a tree.
financial gam or stroke of luck.
wind-flaw (windW), n. a gust of wind; flaw.
Wind-flow-er (wind'flqu'er) , n, any of a number of related
plants with white, pink, red, or purplish, cup-shaped
flowers; anemone.
wind -gall (wind'g61'), n. [wind + gall: from the earlier
notion that it contained wind], a soft swelling on the
fetlock ;joint of a horse.
wind gap, a notch in a mountain ridge, not deep enough
to serve as the bed of a stream.
wind gauge, 1. an instrument for measuring wind
velocity; anemometer. 2. a graduated attachment on
a gunsight for indicating the degree of deflection nec-
essary to counteract windage.
Wlnd-hoek (vint'hook), n. the capital of South "West
Africa: pop., 10,600.
wind.hov-er (wind'huv'er) , n. a kestrel: so called from
its ability to hover in the air.

wind4-ly (win'd'1-i), adv. in a windy manner.
wind-i-ness (win'di-nis), n. the quality or condition of
being windy.
wind-ing (win'dirj) , n. 1. the action r effect of a person
or thing that winds; specifically^ a) a sinuous path or
course, b) devious methods, actions, etc. c) a coiling,
spiraling, or twining, d) a single turn. 2. something
that winds; specifically, a) wire, thread, etc. wound
around something: as, the winding on an electric coil.

b) a single turn of this, c) the manner in which this is
wound: as, a shunt winding. 3. the condition or fact of
being warped or twisted: as, a board in winding. 4. a
defective gait of horses an which one leg tends to twist
around the other. adj.tha.t winds, turns, coils, etc.

winding sheet, a cloth in which the body of a dead per-
son is wrapped for burial; shroud.
wind instrument (wind) ,

a musical instrument played
bv blowing air through it, especially a portable one
played with the breath, as a wood wind (flute, oboe,
bassoon, clarinet, etc.) or a brass wind (trumpet, trom-
bone, horn, tuba, etcj.
windJam-met (wind'jam'eY), n. 1. in nautical usage,
0) a sailing ship: so called originally in contempt by
seamen on early steamships. 6) a crew member of such
a ship. 2. [Slang], a talkative person.
windlass (wind'las), n. [altered, after obs. windle, a
wheel, winder (ME. windel,
in comp. < winden, to

wind) < ME. windos, wind-
lass; ON. vindoss < vinda,
to wind + o^s, a beam], an
apparatus operated by hand
or machine, for hauling or

hoisting, consisting of a
drum orcylinderuponwhich
i$ wound the rope, cable.
or chain which is attached
to the object to be lifted.

v.t. & v.L to hoist or haul
with a windlass.
win die straw (win'd'l-str&') n. [< AS. windelsfaeaw

(via Scot, dial.); windel, a bundle (< windan, to wind;
ct WIND) + streaw, straw], [Scot, or Dial.), 1. a dried

stalk of grass, used in plaiting, etc. 2, a slender or

weak person or thing. , ,

wind-mill (wind'miT), n. 1. a mill operated by the

wind's rotation of large,
oblique sails or vanes
radiating from a shaft:
it 3* usia as a cheap
source of gower for

grinding grain, pump-
mg water, etc. 2. any-
t&rag like a wind-
mill, as a propellerlike
toy revolved by wind.

dght (or tilt at) wtad-
mills, to fight imag-
inary nU* or OOP**
nents: from ' Don
Ottadte's tilting at

wiipmilla uadwr tfce
1 delusion that they
were giants.

win-dow <wtoM6); -a,

[MB. wiwdwe; OUfa*
vindauga, a window,
EWwM sy < UK , ,

t aa eye; . , ^ ,.

n. * mml I. an opemn# im a building,

rift te. to admitting UgETiand air, usually
toft or pteaes- of glass, etc, se|ja a frame or

WINDLASS

,

grooves along the
mg the weights that counterbalance S

1. shaken by the

! the airaiigement or display of
-

. , fgs in a store window to attract
customers; hence, 2. statements or actions intended to
give a misleadingly favorable impressionwindow envelope, an envelope having a transparent
part through which the address on the enclosed matter
can be seen.

window-pane (win'do-panO, n- a pane of glass in a
window.
window seat, a long seat built in beneath a window or
windows and usually containing storage space.window shade, a shade for a window, especially one
consisting of a piece of stiffened cloth or heavy paper
on a spring roller, with a puU to lower and raise it.

win-dow-shop (win'do-shop'), zu. [WINDOW-SHOPPED
(-shopt'), WINDOW-SHOPPING], to look at displays of
goods in store windows without entering the stores to
buy.

wind-pipe (wind'pfp'), n. the trachea.
wind-poMi-nat-ed (wind'pol'a-naVid), adj. in botany;
fertilized by pollen carriea by the wind,
Wind River Range, a mountain range in western
Wyoming: highest point, Gannett Peak, 13,785 ft.

wind rose, a diagram that shows for a particular place
the frequency and intensity of wind from different
directions.

*

wind-row (winded', win'rpO, n. 1. a row of hay raked
together to dry before being made into heaps or cocks.
2. any similar row, as of grain. 3. a row ofdry leaves,
dust, etc. that has been swept together by the wind.
4. a deep furrow for planting cuttings of sugar cane.
v.t. 1. to rake, sweep, etc. into a windrow or windrows.
2. to plant (sugar-cane cuttings) in windrows*
wind scale, a scale used in meteorology to designate
relative wind intensities, as the Beaufort scale in
which wind velocities are graded from to 12.
wind shake, a condition of timber in which there is

separation of the concentric rings, supposedly due to
strain from strong winds during grp-v
wind-shak en (wmd'shak^n), adj.
wind. 2. affected by wind shake.
wind shield (wind'sheld'), n. in automobiles, trucks,
speedboats, motorcycles, etc., a transparent screen in

front, as of glass, that protects the occupant or occjrpants
from wind, etc. while riding.
wind sleeve, a wind sock.
wind sock, a long, cone-shaped cloth bag attached to
the top of a mast, as at an airfield, to show the direc-
tion ofthe wind: also called wind cone, wind $leev&
Wind-sor (win'zlr), n. 1. a city in Berkshire, England,
on the Thames: pop., 29,000: site of Wind-sor Castle:
officially called New Windsor. 2. a city in Ontario,
Canada, across the Detroit River from Detroit; pop.,
120,000.
Windsor (win'zeY), n. the ruling family of England'
since 1917, when the name was officially changed from
Saxe-Coburg and Gotfra.

Windsor, Duke of, (Edward Albert}, 1894- ; son of

George V; as Edward VIII, king of England (193 6);
abdicated. :

Windsor Castle, a residence of English sovereigns sjtnce
the time of William the Conqueror. , f

i

Windsor chair, a style of\woodefLf chair, especially ppptir
lar iq ISth-centtuy; England t

and ! *
.

America, with spreading legs, spuidle /

back, and usually a saddle seat.

Windsor tie, a wide necktie of sil^c

cut on the bias, tied in a double bow. ,

wind-storm (wind'stSrm/), n. a
storm with a strong wind out Bstje
or no rain.,

*
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'
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i

wind suck er
<, (win^'siakf1%) , Wv (

a v
horse given id wind sdddtag.
wind sucking, the jbabll; that some,
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f
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:
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ward. 2. on the side from which the wind blows.

to windward of, advantageously situated in respect to.

Windward Islands, 1. the southern group of islands in

the Lesser Antilles, in the West Indies: all except Mar-

tinique belong to Great Britain: see West Indies, map.
2. a British possession in the West Indies, comprising
the colonies of St. Lucia, St. Vincent, and Grenada in

the Windward Islands and Dominica in the Leeward
Islands: area, 821 sq. mi.; pop., 260,000; capital, St.

George's.
Windward Passage, the strait between Cuba and His-

paniola, in the West Indies.

wind-y (win'di), adj. [WINDIER (-di-gr), WINDIEST (~di-

ist)] f 1. characterized or accompanied by wind: as, a

windy day. 2. exposed to wind: as, a windy city. 3.

like wind; stormy, changeable, gusty, etc.: as, windy
anger. 4. produced by wind or compressed air: as, a
windy tone. 5. airy; intangible. 6. that talks much
and says little; verbose. 7. boastful; pompous. S. a)
causing or apt to cause gas in the stomach or intestines.

6) caused by or troubled with flatulence; flatulent.

Wine (win), n. [ME. & AS. win; L. vinum, wine; cf.

VINE], 1. the fermented juice of grapes, used as an al-

coholic beverage and hi cooking, religious ceremonies,
etc.: wines vary as to color (red or white) and sugar
content (sweet or dry) , may be effervescent (sparkling)
or non-effervescent (still), and are sometimes strength-
ened with additional alcohol (fortified). 2. the fer-

mented juice of other fruits or plants, used as a bever-
age: as, dandelion wine. 3. intoxication, as from wine.
4. [British], a wine party. 5. a dark, purplish red
resembling the color of red wines.

*

6. in pharmacy, a
medicinal solution in which wine is the solvent, v.t.

[WINED (wind), WINING], to entertain with wine. iu.
to drink wine.
new wine in old bottles, something new that is too
potent to be confined in old forms: Matt. 9:17.

wine-bib-ber (win'bib'e'r), n. a person who drinks a
great deal of wine; drunkard.
wine-bib-bing (win'bib'in), adj. that drinks much wine.
n* the drinking of much wine.

wine cellar, 1. a cellar where wine is stored; hence,
2. a stock of wine.

wine-col-ored (win'kul'grd), adj. having the color of
red wine ; dark purpHsh-rea.
wine gallon, an old English gallon of 231 cu. in., now
the standard gallon in the United States: see gallon.

wine-glass (win'glas', win'glas'), n. a small glass for

drinking wine.
wine-glass-ful (win'glas-fool

7
, win'glas-fool') , n. \pl.

WINEGLASSFULS (-foolz')], as much as a wineglass will

hold, ordinarily two fluid ounces.
wine*grow*er (wm/gro'eY), n. a person who grows grapes
and makes wine from them.

wine*grqw*ing (win'gro'in), n. the art or process of
cultivating grapes and making wine from them.
wine measure, a former English system of measure
for wine, etc., in which the gallon equaled 231 cu. in.

wine palm, a palm from the sap of which wine is made.
wine press, a vat in which grapes are trodden, or a
machine for pressing them, in order to extract the
juice for making wine.

win-er-y (win'Sr-i), n. [pi. WINERIES (-&)], an establish-
ment where wine is made.
Wine-sap (wm'sap')* n. a dark-red, medium-sized
variety of winter apple grown in the United States.

wine-skin (win'skin'), n. in Eastern countries, a large
bag for holding wine, made of the skin of an animal.
Win fred (win'frid), [AS. Winfrith < wme% friend +
frithu, peace], a masculine name.
wing (wi|r)), ;n. [ME. winge, weng < ON. vaengir, pi. of

vaengf; tne word replaced AS. fethra, wings, pi. of
fether (cf. FEATHER)], 1. either of the two forelimbs
of a bird,; developed for flying, the lifting surface being
formed by overlapping feathers. 2. a) either of the
two forejmbs of a domesticated fowl, not sufficiently
dSevelppea for use in flying, b) such a forelimb used as
od: as, a chicken wing. 3. either of the paired organs

f flight of a bat, the lifting surface of which is formed
of 'jd^fto&^axipus skin connecting the long, modified
digitis of Iftie forelimbs. 4. either of the paired organs
of flight of r

htsects, similar in appearance and use but
structurally unrelated to the wings of vertebrates, 5.
either of a pair of similar structures attributed to
angels, demons, etc. 6. any of various winglifce steuc-
toes' of certam animals,

t
as of the flying fisn &ymg

sk|uiti?el, etc. 7. something used as a wing or in
t|ie banner of a wing* speeSicaly, a) one of the main
supporting structures of an airplane: a plane: see

rtp^teie, illus, 6) a float or other device attached to

1|jh,ouldert as, water wings. 8. something resembling* L_3_
ip posttion or in relation to the malm part:-Tl
yv <<*) a, part or extension of a buildfiig archi-

. r subordinate to the awin part; Ipieaice, &) a
' a large jMiiiMini^iofc au^ 1 shape- 1

*"~ *" ""*

e) either part of a double door, screen, etc. /) in anat-

omy, an ala. g) in botany, either lateral petal of a
papilionaceous flower; also, a winglike extension on
some stems and leafstalks, h) in the theater, any of the
sidepieces in scenery; also, either side of the stage out
of sight of the audience. 9. a group of persons or things
having a winglike relation to another; specifically, a)
the right or left section of an army, fleet, etc. b) a group
of political party members, legislators, etc. representing
some specified shade of opinion or political doctrine: as,
a right wing, agrarian wing, c) an organization affiliated
with or subsidiary to a parent organization, d) a position
or player on a team to the right or left of the center
position or player. 10. a) a unit of military aircraft and
their personnel, larger than a group and smaller than a
command, b) $1. the insignia worn by pilots and crew
members of military aircraft. 11. a) a means of flying
or traveling* b) a flying or manner of flying; flight.
12. anything represented as flying or soaring, or as
carrying one to soaring heights: as, on wings of song.
13. something that beats the air, as a vane. 14. either
of the longer sides of an outwork in a fortification,

extending back to the main work. 15. [Colloq.], an
arm of a human being: a humorous usage, v.t. 1. to
fly across, over, through, etc. 2. to provide with wings;
hence, 3. to enable to fly or hasten; send flying: speed:
as, he winged his words. 4. to feather (an arrow). 5. to
do, make, etc. by or as by means of wings. 6. to trans-
port by or as by flight. 7. to furnish with side parts, as
a building. 8. to wound (a bird) in the wing or (a
person) in the arm, shoulder, etc. v.i. to fly.
on the wing, in flight ; continually moving about.
take wing, to take flight; fly away.
under the wing of, tinder the protection, patronage,
etc. of.

wing and wing, in nautical usage, with sails extended
on either side by booms.
wing back formation, infootball, either of two offensive
formations, the single wing back formation, in which one
ot the backs is placed behind and usually slightly be-
yond the end on his side, or the double wing back forma-
tion, in which both backs are so placed.
wing bow (bo), a mark of color on the bend of the wing
of a domesticated fowl.

wing chair, an upholstered armchair with a high back
from each side of which extend high sides, or wings, to
give additional head rest and protection from drafts.
wing cover (or case) , an elytron.
wing covert, any of the small feathers covering the
bases of the wing quills.

winged (wind; for 2 & 3t often poetic win 'id), adj. 1.

having wings or winglike parts. 2. moving on or as if
on wings; hence, 3. a) lofty; sublime, b) swift; rapid.
4. a) wounded in the wing, b) [Colloq. ), wounded in an
arm or, sometimes, in any nonvital part. 5. swarming
with flying creatures.

wing-foot-ed (win'foot'id), adj. 1. having winged feet;
hence, 2. swilt.

wing-less (wirj'lis), adj. having no wings or very rudi-
mentary ones.

wing-let (whj'lit), n. 1. a small wing. 2. the bastard
wing of a bird; alula.

wing loading, the total weight of a loaded airplane,
divided by the area of the supporting surfaces, exclusive
of stabilizer and elevators: also wfng load.
wing shot, 1. a shot made at a flying bird. 2. a person
skilled in making these.

wing skid, a kind of skid attached under the tip of an
airplane wing to keep it from touching the ground.
wing-spread (wixj'sptfcdO. n. the distance between the
tips of a pSLtr of wings when spread.
W&I-fred

(win^-frTd), [earlier Winefred, Wynifreed,
altered (after Wtnfretf) < W. Gwenjrewi* lit., white
wave], a feminine name: diminutive, Winnie.
wink (wink), vjL [ME. winken: ASw wincian; akin to G.
winken: IE. base as in winch; basic sense "to nod"],
1. to close tin eyelids and open, them again quickly.
2. to close one eyelid and open it again quticMy, as a
signal, etc. 3. to shine intermittently; twinkle, v.t.
1. to make (the eyes or an eye) wink* 2. to move, re-
move, .etc. by winking: as. he winked back his tears.
3. to signal or express by winking, jiv 1. a winding.
2. the tim-e pcoupied by this; an instant, 3. a nap:
now on)y % noiq wmk. 4. a signal, hint. etc. givm by
winHf^ & a twinkle Or twinkling.
forty winks, (GoOsfe, 1-

'

a ab0irt' nap.
wink at, to pretend not to see, as ,fc connivance*

<SKV.~-winlc usually implies a deliberate Movement in the
quiek otosuig ,aiid ojwiag of ona or botb CBSW ewe or more
times (he winked at her knowingly)- blink implies a rapid
seii^s of sttpfr. m,o^eaaeiatsr usually 'pcwormed involuntarilv and
witfc to eyes Jialf^iittt ,(t?o blink in

t
te ifox*k su'
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Wnmebago
NEBAGOES (-goz)]. .a member of a tribe of Siouan
Indians that lived m eastern Wisconsin, where some
still survive: others now live in Nebraska.
Winnebago, Lake, a lake in eastern Wisconsin: length,
30 mi.
Win ne pe sau kee, Lake (win's-po-s6'ki), a lake in
central TSfew Hampshire: length, 25 mi,
win-ner (win'Sr), n. a person or thing that wins.
win-fling (win'in), adj. 1. that wins; victorious. 2. at-
tractive; charming, n. 1. the action of a person that
wins; a victory. 2. pL something won, especially
money. 3. a shaft, beef, etc. in a coal mine, opened or
ready for mining.
winning gallery, in court tennis, a netted opening op-
posite the spectator's gallery: a ball played into it is
considered winning.
winning opening, in court tennis, any of various
openings, as the spectator's gallery, winning gallery,
etc.: a ball played into any ofthese is considered win-
ning.
winning post, the post marking the end of a racecourse.

Win-ni-peg (win'9-peg') n. 1. the capital of Manitoba,
Canada, on the Red Kiver.^pop., 236,000 (with suburbs,
354,000). 2

;
a large lake in southern Manitoba: area,

8,555 sq. mi. 3. a river in southern Canada, flowing
from the Lake of the Woods to Lake Winnipeg: length,
140 mi.
Win ni pe go sis. Lake (win'i-pa-go'sis), a lake in
southwestern Manitoba, Canada: area, 2,000 sq. mi.
win-now (win'o), v.t. [MR winewen, windewen; AS.
windwian, wyndwian. to winnow < wind, wind], 1. to
blow the chaff from (grain) by wind or a forced current
of air. 2. to blow off (chaff) in this manner; hence, 3. to
blow away; scatter: as, the wind winnowed the leaves.
4. to analyze or examine carefully in order to separate
the various elements; sift; hence, 5. 0) to separate out
or eliminate (the worthless part or parts of some-
thing). fy

to extract or select (the good part or jmrts
of something). 6. a) to fan with or as with the wings.
b) to flap (the wings}, c) to make (one's or its way) by
or as by nying. v.i. 1. to winnow grain. 2. to fly
with or as with wings, n. 1. a winnowing. 2. an
apparatus for winnowing.

win-now-er (win'5-Sr, win'a-wSr), n. 1. a person who
winnows. 2. a machine for winnowing grain.
Wi-no-na (wi-no'nQ), n. a city in southeastern Minne-
sota, on the Mississippi River: pop., 25,000.
Wins-low, Edward (winz'lo), 1595-1655; one of the
founders and a governor of Plymouth colony.
win-some (win'sam), adj. [ME. winsum; AS. wynswn,
pleasant, delightful < wynn, delight, joy + -sum (cf.

-SOME)], attractive in appearance, character, manner,
etc.; charming; engaging,
Win -ston-Sa-fern (win'sVn-sa'lam), n. a city in north
central North Carolina: tobacco center: pop., 87,000.
win-ter (win'ter), n. [ME,; AS.; akin to G.; prob. IE.
base *wed~, to make wet, as also in Eng. water, wet, etc.],

1. the coldest season of the year, regarded in the North
Temperate Zone as including the months of December,
January, and February: in the astronomical year, that

period between the winter solstice and tne vernal

equinox, 2. a year as reckoned by this season: as, a
man of eighty winters. 3, any period regarded, like

winter, as a time of decline, dreariness, adversity, etc.

adj. 1. of or characteristic of the winter. 2. done, used,

played, etc. during the winter: as, winter sports. 3. that
will keep during the winter: as, winter apples. 4.

planted in the fall to be harvested in the spring: as,

wjnMr wheat. v.f. to pass the winter: as. we winter in

Florida. v.t. to keep or maintain during the winter.
winter aconite, a small perennial herb having bright-
yellow flowers that blossom early in spring.

wfo'ter<bcff'ry (win'tSr-ber'i), n. [#/, WINTBRBERRIES* ' .-*
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y m winter.a stream tlwt flow^ only
wto-twSetd (wfn'tr4WlV^ ^. ..

WINTBKFRJTOINQ], to feed (animgls) during tfcp winter.

wto'tt*rett (ifin'W'ScfeOv ** Ealter G, ii>wlrir^,
D. wintergroen: so named pecans evergreen], 1. a

plant witii cte*ftpi 'leaves, white bel^^wpe^iowers,
and red berries; checketfoerry. 2. an oil

(fl&,\qf ,f

r^n) made from the leaves of this plant and nsed
4
m

&, flavor and in medicine. 2. its flavor Of anything
llg.TWWl with it*

1

4s, any of & number of related plants
with w^lt% gjwmjsh, or pmple flower on sfawief

tej

winter melon, 1. a large, mildly scented muskmelon
that keeps through the cold season, 2. the plant it

grows on.
winter solstice, the time in the Northern Hemisphere
when the sun is farthest south of the equator; December
21 or 22.

win-ter-tide (win'tgr-tld'). n. [ME, wntertid], [Archaic
or Poetic], wintertime.

win-ter-time (win't&r-tim'), n. the season of winter.
win-ter-y (win't&>i, win'tn), adj. wintry.
Win*throp, John (win'throp), 1. 1588-1649; English
colonist in America; first governor of Massachusetts
Bay colony. 2. 1606^1676; son of the above; governor
of Connecticut colony (1635; 1657; 1659-1676).

win'tri-ly (wm/tra-li), adv. in a wintry manner.
win-tri ness (win'tri-nis). n. the quality of being wintry.
win-try (win'tri), adj. [WINTRIER (-tri-gr), WINTRIEST
(-tri-ist)], of or like winter; cold, snowy, etc.; also used
figuratively.
win-y (wwri), adj. like wine in taste, smell, color, etc.

winze (winz), n. [prqb. < winds, pi. of wind, winder,

windlass], a shaft or inclined passage from one level to
another in a mine.
wipe (wip), v.t. [WIPED (wipt), WIPING], [ME. wipen;
AS. wipian; akin to OHG. wifan, to wind around; IE.
base *weif~, *weib-, to turn, twist, etc., ttirning motion,
seen also in L. vibrare (cf. VIBRATE) ; cf. WIMPLE], 1. to
rub or pass over with a cloth, mop, etc., as for cleaning
or drying. 2, to clean or dry in this manner: as, wipe
the dishes. 3. to rub or pass (a cloth, etc.) over some-
thing. 4. to apply by wiping: as, wi$c the oil into the
surface. 5. to remove by or as by wiping (with away,
off, up, out). 6. to form (a joint in lead pipe) by apply-
ing liquid solder and rubbing with a leather pad, greased
cloth, etc. n. 1. a wiping. 2. a blow; swipe. 3. a
wiper (sense 4). 4. (Dial, or Colloq.], a gibe; jeer. 5.

[Slang], a handkerchief.
wipe out, 1. to remove; erase; hence, 2, to kill off.

wip-er (wip'Sr), n. 1. a person or thing that wipes. 2.

something used for wiping, as a towel. 3. a moving
electrical contact, as in a rheostat. 4. a projecting
piece on a rotating or rocking part, which raises and
lowers or trips another, usually reciprocating, part;
cam; eccentric. 5. [Slang], a handkerchief.
wire (wir}, n. [ME. & AS, wir; akin to LO. wlr; IE.
base *we*-, to bend, turn, as als9 in L. vitilis, braided].
1. metal that has been drawn into a very long, thin
thread or rod, usually circular in cross section. 2. a
length of this, used for various purposes such as con-
ducting electric current, stringing musical instruments,
etc. 3. wire netting or other wirework. 4. anything
made of wire or wirework, as a telephone cable, barbed
wire fence, a snare, etc. 5. telegraph: as, reply by wire.
6. [Colloq.], a telegram. 7. in horse racing, the imagi-
nary finish line of a race. adj. made of wire or wire-
work, v.t. [WIRED (wird), WIRING], 1. to furnish,
connect, bind, attach, string, etc. with a wire or wires.
2. to snare with a wire or wires. 3. to supply with a sys-
tem of wires for electric current. 4. [Colloq.], to tele-

graph. 5. in croquet, to block (a ball) by placing it be-
hina the wire of a wicket, v.i. [Colloq.J, to telegraph.
get under the wire, to manage to enter or achieve
barely on time.
pull wires, [froni the wires used to operate puppets].,
to use private influence to achieve a purpose.

wire cloth, a type of fine wire netting for strainers, etc.

wire gutter, a scissorlike tool foar cutting wire.
wire-aanc-er (war'dan s$r, wir/dan's^r), n. a person who
performs acrobatic feats on a taut, higfa we,
wire-draw (wlr'droOt v.t. [WIREDREW (rdj?oo

f
). WIRE-

DRAWN (^JrdaO* WIREDRAWING], [fyaek-fQrmatio,a <
wire-drawer; wire 4- WQww (one wfro draws)], 1. to
draw (metal) into wire; hemce* 2, o c}raw out; spin
out; protract; prolong^ 3. to reduce *o ^he finest sub-
tleties, as a point in aTgum^ati; oye^re^ft; ptraln.

wire entanglement, a notary ..igmuto qonfisiing of

rows of barbed wire twistal baefe a4 fOf*a around
stakes set in the ground. i

wire gauge, an irwtrunient of m^amrk^ %B ^wneter
of wire, thickness of sheet metal, etc.: it usuaUy con-
sists of a, diik with note^et'ol gfa^^i'si^s^oiigiitf
e4ge; abbreviated W^t w,% .

'. 'i,,,"i
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wire gauze, very fine, gauzehjf^ wire

wlr'hSa/), n, a fox terrier witto a
,

. having stiff apa
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wireless telegraphy (or telegraph), telegraphy by
radio-transmitted signals.

wireless telephone, a telephone operating by radio-

transmitted signals.
wireless telephony, telephony by radio-transmitted

signals.
wire-man (wir'm9n), n. \pl. WIREMEN (-man)], a person
who installs and repairs telegraph, telephone, and
electric power wires; lineman.

wire netting, netting of woven wire, used in various
sizes for fences, guards, etc.

wire-photo (wir'fo/to), n. 1. a system of reproducing
photographs at a distance by means of electric impulses
transmitted by wire. 2. an apparatus for sending or

receiving such electric impulses. 3. a photograph so
reproduced. A trade-mark (Wirephoto).

wire-pull-er (wir'pool'er), n. I. a person who pulls
wires, as in working puppets. 2. a person who uses
private influence to gain his ends.

wire-pull-ing (wir'pool'irj), n. the action or practice of
a wirepuller.

wir-er (wir'er), n. 1. a person who wires; wireman. 2.

a person who uses wire to snare game.
wire recorder, a machine for recording sound electro-

magnetically on a thin wire running between two spools
and for playing it back : a wire may have its sound
erased by demagnetization and be used for new re-

cordings any number of times.
wire rope, rope made of twisted wires.

wire-spun (wlr'spun'), adj. 1. drawn out in the form
of wire. 2. figuratively, drawn out too fine; over-
subtle; overrefined.
wire-stitched (wir'sticht'), adj. stitched with wire, as
some bindings.
wire tapper, 1. a person who taps telephone wires, etc.

t9 get information secretly. 2. [Colloq.], a person who
gives tips for betting on the strength of information

supposedly got by wire tapping or interception.
wire tapping, the act or practice of tapping telephone
wires, etc. to get information secretly.

wire-work (wir'wurk'), n. netting, grilled work, etc.
made of wire.

wire-works (wlr'wtirks'), n.pl. [also construed as sing.],
a factory wnere wire or wire articles are made.

wire-worm (wir'wurm'), n. 1. a slender, hard-bodied
larva of any of the click beetles, which often attacks the
roots of crops. 2. a millepede.
wire-wove (wir'wov'), adj. 1. designating or of a very
fine grade of paper with a smooth surface, made in a
frame of wire gauze. 2. made of woven wire.

wir-i'ly (wir'g-H) , adv. in a wiry manner.
wir-i-ness (wir'i-nis), n. a wiry quality or condition.

wir-ing^wir'irj), n. 1. the action of a pers9n or thing
that wires. 2. a system of wires, as to provide a house
with electricity, adj. 1. that wires. 2. used in wiring.

wir-y'(wir'i), adj. [WIRIER (4-Sr), WIRIEST (-i-ist)], 1, of
wire. 2. like wire in shape and substance; stiff: as,

wiry hair. 3. lean, sinewy, and strong: said of persons
and, animals. 4. produced by or as if by a vibrating
wire: as, a wiry sound.
wis (wis), v.t. [< iwis, erroneously understood as "I
know"; cf. YWIS], [Archaic], to suppose; imagine; deem.
Wis-by (wiz'bi; G. vis'bi), n. Visby: German name.
Wis-con-sin (wis-kon's'n), n. 1. a Middle Western
State of the United States: area, 56,154 sq. mi.; pop.,
3,435,000; capital, Madison: nicknamed Badger State:
abbreviated Wis., Wise. 2. a river in "Wisconsin, flowing
into the Mississippi: length, 430 mi.

Wis-con-8in*Ite (wis~kon's'n-!t') n. a native or in-
habrtjant of Wisconsin.
wisdom (wiz'dsm), n. [ME.: AS.; wis, wise -f -dom
{see -DOM}], 1. the quality of being wise: the power of
judging rightly and following the souaciest course of
action; based on knowledge, experience, understanding,
etc.; good judgment; discretion; sagacity. 2. learning;
knowledge; erudition: as, the wisdom of'tte ages, 3.

wi^fe' Discourse or teaching. 4. [Rare], a wise saying,
action, etc, SYN. see information.
Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Si rach (sl'rak); Bcclesi-

. Solomon, one of tae books' of the Old
Testament Apocrypha: called Wisdom in tlie Dotiay
Bble: abbreviated Wlsd. <'

wisdom tooth, (after Gr. sdpkrontstSres: so nawed from
late appearance!, the back tootM on each sfidb of each
ywf to nttoian beings, TO tfc&d mofeur,'r appearing

iaJly between the ages -of 17 and, 25. '

ubt p^' wisdom teeth, to arrive at tbaj< ge> of

adj. [kiE. &"is. ws; IE}. basei*M*, '4o

j.ww |V> in JU vftfar* to see (c, mio^),
> visit (cc. VBiT)* etc,], 1< having or showing*-

pra^esatj discreet. 2.

be (or get) wise to, [Slang], to be (or become) aware
of; have (or attain) a proper understanding of.

get wise, [Slang], to become aware of the true facts
or circumstances.
put wise (to), [Slang], to give (a person) information,
explanation, etc. (about); enlighten (concerning).
wise up, [Slang], to make or become informed.

SYN. wise implies the ability to judge and deal with persons,
situations, etc. rightly, based on a broad range of knowledge,
experience, and understanding (a wise parent); sage suggests
the venerable wisdom of age, experience, and philosophical
reflection (sage counsel) ; sapient, a literary term now sometimes
used ironically, implies sageness or tearnedness (a sapient
assembly); judicious implies the ability to make wise de-

cisions, based on the possession and use of sound judgment (a

judicious approach to a problem); prudent, as compared here,
suggests the wisdom of one who is able to discern the most
suitable or politic course of action in practical matters (a
prudent policy). ANT. foolish, stupid.
wise (wiz), n. [ME.; AS.; akin to G. weise; for IE. base
see WISE, adj.], way; manner; fashion: used chiefly in
the phrases in no wise, in this wise, etc.

-wise (wiz), [< wise, n.}, a suffix used to form adverbs,
meaning: 1. in a (specified) direction, position, or man-
ner, as in sidewise, anywise: in this sense, equivalent to

-ways. 2. in a manner characteristic of, as in clockwise.
3. with regard to; in connection with: although regarded
by some as a loose usage, now freely used in compounds,
as weatherwise, budgetwise.

Wise, Stephen Samuel (wiz), 1874-1949; American
rabbi and Jewish leader, born in Hungary.

wise-a-cre (wiz'a'ker), n. [D. wijssegger, altered (after
wijs, wise -f zeggen, to say) < OEiG. wizzago, a prophet],
a person who thinks he knows everything.

wise-crack (wiz'krak'), n. [Slang], a flippant or face-
tious remark, often a gibe or retort. v.i. [Slang], to
make a wisecrack or wisecracks: also crack wise. v.t.

[Slang], to say as a wisecrack. SYN. see joke.
wisely (wizli), adv. 1. in a wise manner; with wisdom
or good judgment. 2. knowingly.
wish (wish), v.t. [ME. wisshen, wischen; AS. wyscan;
akin to G. wunschen; IE. base *wen-, to strive (for),
as also in L. Venus {cf. VENEREAL)], 1. to have a
longing for; want; desire; crave, 2. to have or express
a desire concerning: as, I wish the week were over.
3. to have or express a desire concerning the fortune,
circumstances, etc. of: as, I wish you good luck.
4. to give a (specified) greeting to; bid: as, she wished
me good morning. 5. to request or order: as, I wish
you to leave. 6. to impose (with on) : as, another duty
wished on him.

t
vi. 1. to have a desire; long; yearn.

2. to make a wish. n. La wishing; felt or expressed
desire for something. 2. something wished for: as,
he got his wish. 3. a behest; request: as, it is her
wish that you enter. 4. pi. expressed desire for a per-
son's health, good fortune, etc.: as, they send their
wishes. SYN. see desire.
wish-bone (wish/bon'), n. the forked bone in front of
the breastbone of most birds: sq called from the custom
whereby two persons make wishes and snap a dried
wishbone in two, the longer fragment being a token of
fulfillment of the holder's wish.

wish-fill (wish'fal), adj. having or showing a wish;
desirous; longing.

wishful thinking, thinking in which one consciously
or unconsciously interprets facts in terms of what he
would like to believe.
wish-wash (wish'w6sh', wish'waW), n. [redupl. of
wash], a weak or insipid drink.

wishty-wash-y (wish'i-w6sl/i, wish'i-waWi). adL [re-
dupl. of washy], 1. watery; insipid; thin; hence, 2.

weak; feeble; unsubstantial.
Wis-la

(vg'sla), n. the Vistula River: the Polish name.
Wis-mar (vis'mar), n. a seaport in northern Germany,
on the Baltic Sea: pop., 26,000.

wisp^ (wisp), n.[ME. wisp f wips; probv < ON.; same base
as Ht WHISK], 1. a small bundle or bunch, as of straw.
2. a deader, twisted piece: a, use a wisp of paper to
light tto fire. 3. a thim> sight, or filmy piece, portion,
mass, etc.; siired; as, wisp of stooke. 4. a will-o'-
the-wisp. 5. a whisk broom, v.t. to roll intc a wisp.
wisp-y (wisp

f
i), adj. [WISPIER (-pi-gr), WISPIEST (-pk-

istjj, like a 'wisp; slewter. slight, 'inkay, etc. >

Wiss-ler, Cfaurk (wisher), 1870-1947; American an-
thropologist;

'

>

'

wist (wM),, ^ast tense and past participle of wit.

M&tr/i-o) r JL wMeria. ^^
- .

L (winter), 1860-193$; American novelist.
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dition of sanity. 3. [Rare], good sense; wisdom. 4. the
ability to make

_
clever, ironic, or satirical remarks,

usually by perceiving the incongruous and expressing
it in a surprising^or epigrammatic manner. 5* a person
having this ability^ 6. any clever disparagement or
raillery. 7. [Archaic], intellect; reason.
at one*a wits' end, at a point where one's mental
resources are exhausted; at a loss as to what to do.
keep (or have) one's wits about one, to remain
mentally alert; function with undiminished keen-
ness of mental powers, as in an emergency.

live by one's wits, to live by trickery or craftiness.
SYN. wit refers to the ability to perceive the incongruous
and to express it in quick, sharp, spontaneous, often sarcastic
remarks that delight or entertain; humor is applied to the
ability to perceive and express that which is comical, ludicrous,
or ridiculous, but connotes kindliness, geniality, sometimes even
pathos, in the expression and a reaction of sympathetic amuse-
ment from the audience; irony refers to the humor implicit
in the contradiction between literal expression and intended
meaning or in the discrepancy between appearance nd
reality in life; satire^applies to the use, especially in literature,
of ridicule, sarcasm, irony, etc. in exposing and attacking 'vices
or follies ; repartee refers to the ability to reply or retori with
quick, skillful wit or humor. /

wit (wit), v.t. & v.i. [WIST or WISTE (wist), WIST, WITING
or WITTING], [ME. witen: AS. witan, to know < the IE.
base seen in WISE, adj.], [Archaic], to know orlearn.
Wit was conjugated, in the present indicative: (I\wot,
(thou) wost or wot(f)est, (he, she, it) wot or wot(]fyeth,
(we, ye, they) wite, or witen.
to wit. that is to say; namely.

wit an (wit'on), n.pl. [AS., pi. of wita, one who knows
< wise man, councilor < witan, to know; cf. WIT, n.],
in the Anglo-Saxon period of English history, the
members of the king's council, or the council itself.

witch (wich), it. [ME. wicche; AS. wicce, fern, of wicca,

sorcerer;, prob. < wiccian, to ^use sorcery; IE. base
*weiq~, violent strength, as also in L. vincere, to conquer
(cf. VICTOR, VICTIM); see WICKED], 1. a woman sup-
posedly having supernatural power by a compact with
evil spirits; sorceress: the term formerly was also
applied to men. 2. an ugly and ill-tempered old
woman; hag; crone. 3. [Colloq.], a bewitching or
fascinating woman or girl. v.t. 1. to put a magic
spell on; bewitch. 2. to cause, bring, effect, etc. by
witchcraft. 3. to charm; fascinate,
witch broom, a witches'-broom.
witch-craft (wich'kraft', wich'kraft'), n. [ME. wicche-
crafte; AS. wiccecrasft], 1. the power or practices of

witches; black magic; sorcery. 2. an instance of this.
3. bewitching attraction or charm. SYN. see magic.
witch doctor, among primitive tribes, a perspn who pro-
fesses to detect and counteract the effects of witchcraft;
medicine man.
witch-elm (wich'elm'), n, wych-elm.
witch-er-y (wich'Sr-i), n. [pi. WITCHERIES (-k)], 1.

witchcraft; sorcery. 2. bewitching charm; fascination.
witch-es'-besom (wich'iz-bS'z^m), n. a witches'-
broom,
witch-ea'-broom (wich'iz-broom^, wich'iz-broom'). n.
an abnormal growth of shoots at the ends of branches,
usually caused by certain fungi; hexenbesen.
witches* Sabbath, a midnight meeting of witches,
sorcerers, and demons, supposed in medieval times to
have been held annually as a demonic orgy.
witch grass, [altered < quitch gross], a hairy grass with
loosely flowered spikes,
witch hazel, [< ME. wyche; AS. wice, applied to trees
with pliant branches < base of weak], 1. a shrub with

yellow, wayy-petaled flowers and woody fruit. 2. a
lotion consisting of an alcoholic solution of an extract
from the leaves and bark of this plant.
witch hunt, [so named in allusion to persecutions of

persons alleged to be witches], an investigation usually
conducted with much publicity, supposedly to uncover
subversive political activity, disloyalty, etc., but really
to harass and weaken the entire political opposition.
witch-ing (wich'in), it. the action or practice of a
person who witches; witchcraft or enchantment* adj.
that witches; bewitching or enchanting.
Witch moth, aw of several noctuid moths of the south-
ern tWted States and the Wes* Indies, having brightly
colored wings marbled with dark markings^
wlte Mt)t n. & v.t. WITED (-io), wmNGjI [ME. witen;

* ~ A
*; cf. TWIT], [Obs. or Spot), bltoke;

company of. c) into; among: as, mix blue with yellow.
3. as an associate, or companion, of, in conversation,
gajnes, war, etc. : as, he talked, played, saw service with
me. 4. as a member of: as, he plays with a string
quartet. 5. concerning; specifically, a) in terms of re-

lationship to: as, friendly with strangers. 6) in regard to:

as, pleased with her gift. 6. in the same terms as; com-
pared to; contrasted to: as, having equal standing with
the others. 7. as well, completely, etc. as: as, he can
jump with the best. 8. of the same opinions, belief, etc.

as: as, I'm with you there; hence, 9. in support of; on
the side of: as, he voted with the Tories.

f
10. a) in the

region, sphere, circumstances, etc. of^ 6) in the opinion
or estimation of: as, whatever you decide is all right with
me. 11. as the result of; because of: as, faint with hun-
ger. 12. a) by means of: as, stir with a sp9on. 6) by the
use, presence, etc. of; by: as, filled with air. 13. a) ac-

companied by, attended by, circumstanced by, etc. : as,
he entered with confidence; hence, b) having received: as,
with your permission, I' 11 go. 1 4. having as a possession,
attribute, accoutrement, etc.: as, the man with brown
hair. 15. exhibiting: as, he plays with skill. 16. in the
keeping, care, etc. of: as, leave the children with grand-
mother. 17. added to; and: as, the woman, with her
two daughters, arrived. 18. in spite of; notwithstand-
ing: as, with all his boasting, he is a coward. 19. a) at
the same time as: as, to rise with the chickens. 6) in the
same direction as: as, travel with the sun. c)

in tne same
degree as; in proportion to: as, grow wise with age.
20. to; onto: as, join this end with that one. 21. from:
as, to part with one's gains. Abbreviated w.
In with, associated with; in league with.
with that, after that : wnereupon.

with- (with, with), [AS. with*; see WITH], a combining
form meaning: 1. away, back, as in withdraw. 2.

against, from, as in withhold.
with-al (wi^A-61', with-81'), adv. [ME. with alle],

[Archaic], 1. besides. 2. thereby. 3. thereupon. 4.

still. Prep. [Archaic], with: used at the end of a clause
or sentence, as, a staff to support himself withal.
withdraw (wi*/t-dr6't with-dr6'), v.t. [WITHDREW
(-droo'), WITHDRAWN (-drSn'), WITHDRAWING], [ME.
withdrawm; see WITH- & DRAW], 1. to take back; draw
back; remove. 2. to retract or recall (a statement, etc.).
v.i. 1. to move back; go away: retire; retreat. 2. in

parliamentary procedure, to retract a motion, state-

ment, etc. SYN. see go.
with-draw-al (wift-drd'al, with-drd'al), n. a withdraw-
ing, as of money from the bank, a person or thing from
its place or position, etc.

withdrawing room, [Archaic], a drawing room.
with draw ment (wi^dr6'm9nt, with-drd'mant), n.

[Rare], withdrawal.
with-drawn (wi/r-dr6n' t with-dr6n'), adj. withdrawing
within oneself; shy, reserved, abstracted, etc.
withe (with, with, with), n. [ME. wythe, witthe, wythth;
AS, withthe, withig, willow, twig of willow: IE. base
*zm*-, to bend, twist, as also in Eng. wire], a tough,
flexible twig of willow, osier, etc., used for binding
things; withy, v.t. to bind with a withe or withes.

with-er (wither), v.i. [ME. widren, var. of wederen, lit.,

to weather, expose to the weather < weder. weather; cf.

WEATHER, .], 1. to dry up, as from great heat; shrivel;
wilt: said of plants; hence, 2. to lose vigor or freshness;
become wasted or decayed. 3 to weaken; languish.: as,

her affections withered, v.t. 1. to cause to wither. 2. to
cause to quail or feel abashed, as by a scornful glance.
i^Ky, wither implies a drying up, decaying, wiltfoiig, fadiptg,
etc., as from a loss of natural juices (apjples withering on tne
bough); shrivel implies a shrinking, wrinkling, or curling, as
from exposure to intense heat (blossoms shriveling in tfre hot

sun) ; wizen, now usually in the past participle, i&jwee a
shrinking and wrinkling, as from advanced age; malnourish-
ment, etc. (the weened face of the old beggar).

with-er-ite (wi^'gr-ItO. n. [after its (JiscoVerer, W-
Withering (1741-1799), Eng. scientist], nativte barium
carbonate, BaCO, occurring in white* yelloififj^ or

grayish crystals* often ia columnar o granular masses.
withe rod, a shrub with osierlike shoots, having clusters
of white flowers in June, and heavy clusters of f>li?te-

black, pink, or yellowish-green berries in fal<
4

with era (wi&'&rz), n.jH. [< MR. wither, mistance, lit.,

things that resist; that which the horse; oppose to Ms
load; AS. withrer resistance < wither, < against;'. "vteW&l,
the highest part of tke bade of a feorse or otfaf animal,
located between tlie shotilder blades,

^George (wm'$t* wtih'8$&) t

), adv. [<
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wi/A-hold'), v.t. [WITHHELD
[ME. withholden; see WITH- &

HOLD,?.], 1. to hold back; keep back; restrain. 2, to

refrain from granting, permitting, etc.; refuse, iw. to

refrain; forbear. SKV. see keep.

withholding tax, the amount of income tax paid by
employees through the employer's withholding of part

of their wages or salaries

within (widWn', with-in'), ft;. [ME. withtnne; AS.

withinnan; see WITH & IN], 1. in or into .the interior;

on the inside; internally. 2. indoors. 3. inside the body,

mind, heart, etc. ; inwardly, prep. 1. in the inner part

of* inside. 2. not beyond in distance, time, degree,

etc.: as, within a mile, within one's experience. 3.

inside the limits of: as, within the law.

with-in-doors (wi*/t-in'd6rz' f with-in'dorz')t adv.

[Archaic], indoors.

with-out (wi*A-out', with-otif), adv. [ME. wtthoute,

withuten, withouten; AS. withutan; see WITH & OUT],

1. on the outside; externally. 2. out of doors, re.
1. at, on, to, or toward the outside of: opposed to

within. 2. beyond: as, without his reach: opposed to

within. 3. not with; lacking. 4 free from: as, without

fear. 5. with avoidance of: as, he passed without speak-

ing. 6. lacking or in the absence of (something pre-

viously mentioned) : used with the object understood,

as, we went without. 1. [Obs.], besides, con/. [Dial.],

unless: often followed by that, as, I can't go, without

(that) I get some money.
with-out-doors (w&A-out'd&rz', with-out'dorz'), adv.

[Archaic], out of doors. .

with stand (with-stand', wi*fc-stand'), v.t. & tM. [WITH-
STOOD (-stood'), WITHSTANDING], [see WITH- & STAND],
to oppose, resist, or endure. SYN. see oppose.
with-y (with'i, with'i), n. [pi WITHIES C-i2

wythe, witthe, withi; AS. withtg, a willow, twig c . .

cf. WITHE], 1. a tough, flexible twig of willow, osier,

etc., used for binding things ;
withe. 2. a rope or leash

made of withes, adj. 1. tough and flexible, as a withy,
2. wiry: said of people,

wit-leaws C~-^'
1^ -"- 1"

wit-Ung

ness, knowledge/ testimony < witan, to know; cf. WIT,

w.l, 1. an attesting of a fact, statement, etc. ; evidence:

testimony. 2. a person who saw, or can give a firsthand

account of, something. 3. a person who testifies in

court. 4. a person called upon to observe a transaction,

signing, etc. in order to testify concerning it if it is later

held in question. 5. something providing or serving as
evidence, v.t. 1. to testify to. 2. to serve as evidence
of. 3. to act as witness of, often by signing a statement
to that effect. 4. to be present at; see personally. 5. to

be the scene or setting of: as, this field has witnessed

many battles. v.i. to give, or serve as, evidence; testify.
bear witness, to be or give evidence; testify.

witness stand, the place from which a witness gives his

testimony in a law court.

Wit-te, Ser-ge-i YuMe-vich (syer-gya' yool'ya-vich

vet'ys), Count, 1849-1915; Russian statesman.
wit-ted (wit'id), adj. having wit: usually in hyphenated
compounds, meaning having (a specified kind of) wit,
as in slow-witted.

Wit-te-kind (vit
f
9-kint), n. Saxon leader and warrior;

P-807? A.D.; also called Widukind.
Wit ten-berg (wifn-burg'; G. vit'anrberHO* n. a city
in eastern Germany, on the Elbe: the Protestant
Reformation (1517) originated here: pop., 24,000.

wit ti cism (wit'a-siz'm), n. [< witty, alter Anglicism,
criticism, etc.], a witty remark. SYN. see Joke.

wJt-tMy (wit'Tci), adv. in a witty manner.
wit'ti-nese (wit'i-nis), n. the quality of being witty.
wit-ting (wit'in). adj* [ME. wytting; chiefly < witte (cf.

. .

wit-less (wit'lis), adj. lacking wit or intelligence: foolish,

(witlirj), n. one who fancies himself a wit.

wit ness (wit'nis), n. [ME. witness*; AS. gewitnes, wit-

WIT) + -ing], done or acting knowingly j deliberate.

ijdt-ting-ly (wifirj-H), a&v* consciously; intentionally.
wit-tol '(witn), n. [Late MIS. weiewold, formed, after

AS. wifian, to take a wife < wf, a woman, wife], to

marry a woman; take a wife. v.t. 1. to marry (a

woman): take for a wife. 2. to provide with a wife.

wi-vern (wl'vgrn), n. [ME. wivere; ONorm.Pr. wivre

(OFr. gziivre'), dragon, serpent; L. vipera; see vpERJ' a

two-legged dragon with wings and a barbed tail, repre-

sented on some coats of arms: also spelled wyvern.
wives (wlvz), n. plural of wife.

wiz (wiz), n. [< wizard; but cf. WHIZ], [Slang], a person

regarded as exceptionally clever or gifted at studies,

etc.: as, he's a wiz at chemistry. . rt- . ,

wiz-ard (wiz'erd), n. [ME. wtsard; OFr. gmschart,

guisart < ON. viskr, clever, knowing; but understood

as wise + -ard], 1. originally, a sage. 2. a magician;

conjurer; sorcerer. 3. [Colloq.], a very skillful or clever

person, adj. 1. of wizards or wizardry. 2. magic.

wiz-ard-ly (wiz'Srd-H), adj. of or like a wizard or

wizardry. .

wiz-ard-ry (wiz'grd-ri), n. the art or practice of a wizard-,

witchcraft; magic; sorcery. SYN. see magic.
^

wiz-en (wiz''n; dial weVn), v.t. & v.i. [ME. wsenen;
AS. wisnian, to become dry], to dry up; wither; shrivel.

adj. wizened. SYN. see wither.
.

wiz-ened (wiz''nd; dial, we'z'nd), adj. [pp. of wizen],

dried up; shriveled; withered; shrunken.

wk., [pi. WKS.J, 1. week. 2. work.

wkly., weekly.
w.l., wave length.
WLB, War Labor Board.
WMC, War Manpower Commission.
wmk.. watermark.
WNW, W.N.W., w.n.w., west-northwest.
wo (wo), n. & interj. woe.
W.O., 1. War Office. 2. Warrant Officer.

woad (wod), n. [ME. wod; AS. wad; akin to G. waid],
I. a plant of the mustard family, with small, yellow
flowers. 2. a blue dye extracted from its leaves.

woad-wax-en (wod'wak's'n), n. woodwaxen.
woald (wold), n. a weld (flower).
wob ble (wob'l), tu. [WOBBLED (-Id), WOBBLING], [? <
LG. wabbeln, to wobble; for IE. base see w^VE ;

WAVER], 1. to move unsteadily from side to side, as in

walking. 2. to rotate unevenly so as to move from side

to side. 3. to shake; tremble: as, jelly wobbles, 4. to

waver in one's opinions, etc.; vacillate, v.t. [Colloq.],

to cause to wobble, n. wobbling motion. Also wabble.

SYN. see shake.
wob bling (woblio), adj. that wobbles: also wabbling.

wob-bly (wob'K), adj. (WOBBLIER (-U-Sr), WOBBLIEST
(4i-ist)], inclined to wobble; shaky: also wabbly.
wob bly (wobOi), n. [fL WOBBLIES (-liz)], [said to be <
Chin, mispronunciation of LW.W, as /. wobbly wobbly],

[also WXI7 [Slang], a member of the International

Workers of the World (I.W.W.),
wo-be-gone (wo'bi-gdn', wo'bi-gonO* ty- woebegone.
Wo-bum (wo'bSrn, woo'bSrn), n. a city in north-

eastern Massachusetts, near Boston: pop., 20,000.
Wo den, Wo dan (wo^d'n), n. [AS. Woden; akin to G.

Wotan & ON. Odinn; see EDDA; cf. WEDNESDAVL the

chief Germanic god, identified with the Norse Odin.

woe (wo), n. [ME. wo; AS. w&f woe < an IE. interj. seen

in Goth. watt W. gwae, I/, vae, etcj, 1. great sorrow;

grief; misery. 2. a cause of sorrow; affliction; trouble.

interj. alasl Also spelled wo. SYN. see sorrow.

woebegone (wS'bi-gdn', wS'bi-gon'), adj. [ME. wo

,

(Margate^ Woflmg-
jland,

cokewoM (cf. CUCKOLD) < , weten, witen. to know: cf.

WET}, [Archaic], a man who knows and is tolerant ol his

witjtyM (wtt'iV a<f/. [WITTIER (-i-Sr), WITTIEST (4-4st)l,

[ME. witii, wttiej AS. witig, wiftig < wit, ^owltedge
1

1:! having, showi|r, or- characterized by wit; elever]

amusing. 2. [Obs. or Dial.], intelligent; clever.

^3?2V. ^wjtty iinpHes sharp cleverness aad spontaneity in per-
ceiving and expressing, sometimes sarcastically, the uictpagrtiotts,

especially as evidenced in quick repartee; humorous connotes

'alityj g&El?lenj,d8s or whfimflcality ip. saying or doing
r that is deliberately comical or amusing; facetious"

derogatory in suggesting an attempt to be
'ous tn^t is unsuccessful because it Is inai

%u uad taste; jocular implies & hap]
i characterized by the desire to amuse c

: a mildly mischievous quality In joking: or jesting,
, r. '*.,

pplipyfc ol *'-***' uIZii&Tt ^taA,^T

, , .

begon; wo, woe 4- begon, pp. of began, to go around; AS.
began, begangan], 1. [Archaic], woeful. 2. of woeful

appearance; showing woe; looking sorrowful, mwnful,
or wretched. Also spelled wofeegoae,
woe-ful (wo'fsl), adj. 1. full of woe;, sad; mournful.

2. of, causing, or involving woe. 3. pitiful; wretched;
miserablefArso spelled woful.
Wof flng ton, Peg (peg wof'irj-t'

lpit)rifl4rM760; Ixm actress in
woke (wok), alternative past teaise

, lit a welc v, -_
fi

.

, alternative obsolete
, n. lplf woi^VBSf ^

__ IB, ba9
name oc cuoir

fc* I/.

; cf. W3EALD],, a treeless, EQlfing

Cwit-^

a) a fierce, arm or greedy
pesnon, ISImj. ,* w



Wolf 1681 won't
piano, etc. that has been tuned in a system of unequal
temperament; also, a chord in which such dissonance
is^

heard. V) harshness of tone in instruments of the
violin group, due to faulty vibration in some tones.
v.t. to eat ravenously, as a wolf does.
cry wolf, to give a false alarm.
keep the wolf from the door, to provide the necessities
of life in sufficient quantity to prevent privation.

Wolf, Hu-go (hoo'go volf), 1860-1903; Austrian com-
poser.

wolf-ber-ry (woolfber'i), n. {pi WOLFBERRIES (-iz)l, a
shrub with spikelike clusters of white berries.
wolf dog, 1. any of several breeds of large Irish dogs
formerly trained to hunt wolves. 2. a hybrid of a wolf
and a dog.
Wolfe, James (woolf). 1727-1759; British general; de-
feated Montcalm at the battle of Quebec (1759).
Wolfe, Thomas Clay-ton (klS't'n), 1900-1938; Amer-
ican novelist.
Wolff-i-an body (wool'fi-an, v61'fi~9n), [after K. F.
Wolff (1733-1794), G. embryologist], the mesonephros.

wolf fish, any of several large, savage sea fishes of the
blenny group.
wolf-hound (woolf'hound'), n. a large dog of any of
several breeds formerly used for hunting wolves: see
Irish wolfhound, Russian wolfhound.

wolf'Ish (wool'fish), adj. of or like a wolf; rapacious.
wolf-ram (wool'fram), n. [G., apparently < wolf -f
MHG. ram, dirt, soot: so named prob. because wolfram
was considered of little value in comparison to tin, and
caused a loss of tin in the smelting process], 1. tung-
sten: symbolW (no period). 2. wolframite.
wolf ram ite (wool'from-it'), n. [G. wolframit < wolf-
ram,- see WOLFRAM), a brownish or blackish mineral,
(Fe,Mn)WO4, a tungstate of iron and manganese.

wolf ra mi-urn (wool-fra'mi-am), n. tungsten.
Wol-fram von Esch-en-bach (vdl'fram f6n esh'an-

Mkh') 1170?-4220?; medieval German poet,
wolfs bane (woolfs'ban'), n. [transl. of L. lycoctonum <
Gr, lykotonon < lykos> a wolf + base of kteinein, to

kill], any of a number of related poisonous plants having
large, showy, blue, white, or yellow flowers with hooded
sepals; aconite; monkshood: also wolf*8-bane.
wol las ton-ite (wool'os-t'n-It'), n. [after William H.
Wollaston (1766-1828), Eng. physicist], a white mineral,
CaSiO, native calcium silicate.

Wol-sey, Thomas (wool'zi), Cardinal, 1475P-1530;
English statesman and prelate.

wol'Ver (wool'ver), n. a person who hunts wolves.

Wol-ver-namp ton (wool'vSr-hamp'tan), n. a city in
StaffCMq<Mj, west central England: pop., 155,000

(est. l$PP -

wool'va-ren'), n. [pi. WOL-wol-ver-ine
VBRINBS (arenas',

-

WOLVERINE ; SeeKAMI*
n, D, 1], {dim, formed
< wolf, because of its

supposed , fierce, blood

WOLVERINE (3 ft. long)

a
, stocky*

mammal witK t$o& fW
found in the northern
United States and Can-
ada and closely related to the :

[W-], [Colloq.J, a native or
" "

called the Wolverine State, Afru -

wolves (woolvz), n, plural of wok, ,.,,,, ^
wom-an (woom'an), n. [pi. WOMEN (wfrn'in)]* [ME.
wumman, wimmont wifmon; AS. wifmann, later wim-
mann < wif, a female + mann, a huma^oelm man;
change of vowel due to influence of the initial w*j^ l^me
female human being, or women collectively, as

gSjjj

gtjjished from man/ 2. an adu3,t female humai
I, a female servant. 4, a) a wife, b) a eweethe
mistress. 5. a man with qualities conventionally re-

garded as feminine, such as weakness, timidity, etc.

6. womanly qualities or characteristics; femininity: as,
it's the woman in her. adj. 1. of or characteristic of a
woman ;or women; fem|n$ne. 2. female: as, a, woman

,_ term for the adult hu-
from man; female, referring

plants and animals, but its

--alent for woman (that
except in scientific or

lady, once restricted to

Mxta^ywu'ft*
ftSHMJt

"'
^

'

',

wom-an-hater
likes

wom-an-ish (woom'sn-ish), adj. like, characteristic of,
or suitable to a woman; feminine or effeminate. SYN.
see female.
wom-an-ize (woom/sn-iz')* *>? [WOMANIZED (-izd

7
)*

WOMANIZING], 1. to make effeminate. 2. [Colloq.J, to
practice adultery with women.
wom-an-kind (woom'sn-kindOf n. women in general.
wom-an-like (woom'sn-likOt adj. like a woman;
womanly.
worn an-li ness (woom'an-li-nis), n. *the quality of
being womanly.
wom-an-ly (woom'an-li) , adj. 1 . like a woman

; woman-
ish. 2. characteristic of a woman; womanlike. 3. suit-
able to a woman. SYN. see female,
worn an-suf-frage (woom'on-suf'rij), adj. of woman
suffrage.
woman suffrage, the right of women to vote in govern-
mental elections.
worn an-suf-fra-gist (woom'an-suf'ra-jist), n. a person
who believes in or advocates woman suffrage.
womb (woom), n. [ME. wombe; AS. womb; akin to G.
ivamme; prob. IE. base *wen9bh~ < base in *wedero t

belly; cf. L. venter, belly < *wend-rit of same ult. origin],
1. originally, the belly. 2. the uterus; hence, 3. any
place or part that holds, envelops, generates, etc.: as,
the womb of time.
worn-bat (wom'bat), n. [altered < Australian native
name womback, vombach], any of a group of burrowing
marsupials resembling small bears, found in Australia,
Tasmania, and several Pacific islands.
worn-en (wiin'in), n. plural of woman,
worn-en-folk (wun'in-fok'), n.pl. women; womankind.
worn-en -folks (wim'in-foks'), n*pl. womenfolk.
women's rights, the rights claimed by and for women
of equal privileges and opportunities with men: also
woman's rights.
wom-er-a (wom'er-a), n. [Australian native name], a

spear-throwing device used by Australian aborigines:
also woomera.

won (wun), past tense and ijast participle of win.
won (wun, woon, won), v.i. [WONNED (wund, woond,
wond), WONNING], [Archaic or Dial.], to dwell; abide.

won-der (wun'der), n. [ME. wunder, wonder; AS. wun-
dor; akin to G. wunder; only in Gmc.], L a person,
thing, or event that causes astonishment and admira-
tion; prodigy; marvel. 2. the feeling of surprise, ad-
miration, and awe aroused by something strange, un-
expected, incredible, etc. 3. a miracle, tu. [AS.
wundrian, to wonder], 1. to be seized or filled with
wonder; feel amazement; marvel. 2. to have doubt
mingled with curiosity, v.t, to have doubt and curi-

osity about; want to know: as, I wonder why he came.
for a wonder, surprisingly.

won der-ful (wun'dSr-fQl), adj. [ME.; AS. wundorfull],
1. that causes wonder; marvelous; amazing. 2.

[Colloq.], very good; excellent; fine: generalized term of

approval.
won der ing (wun'dSr-irj), adj. [ppr. of wonder], feeling
or shiowing wonder.
won der-land (wim/der-landO, n, [cf. G. wunderland],
1. an imaginary land full of wonders; hence, 2. any
place of great beauty, etc.

won-der-ment (wun'dSr-mant), n. La state or ex-

pression of wonder; amazement; astonishment: 2.

something causing wonder; a marvel.
won-der-strick-en (wun'dgr-strik''n) , adj. struck wltA
wonder; feeing surprise, admiration, etc.

won-der-struck (wun'dSr-struk') , adj. wonder-stricken.
won-der-work (wtin'deVwftrk'). n. [ME. wonder werk;
AS. wiw&orweorc], 1. a wonderful work; wonder, 2. a
miraculous act; miracle.
won-der-work-er (wun^<Jer-wErkeV), n. a; worker of

w/oaders; personwo performs miracles. i !

- J -

(wun'der-wur'fcirj), adf. working
miracles ~

1 1 '\

'*
-.

' *
i

*'
fc

Ij. [altered (after -<w!t) << ME.
wuwder, t wosa4e*]r, a WonderJai.

,

.,
..

. , ,
JP^siWy. Now-

" ""'

or rhetoncal.

won-ky (woij
(4dew}f 'fpcolx < or
AS. wawwl, sfe

tottery; feeble,
won-na (wtm'na), ['

won ner twtitt%)^te,
Wonaan (won'san').
Japanese name. "

] $ . .,,,

Wont (wtint, wqnti, wtelj , |

cf. WIKAN), accustomed; usftj



wonted 1682 woodwaxen

won'tid, wdn'tid), adj. (ME.; see

WONT, n. & -ED] 1- customary; habitual,
wont-ed (wun'tid, ,

WONT, n. & -ED] 1- customary; habitual, 2. ac-

customed; habituated. SYN. see usual.

woo (woo), v.t. [ME. -wowen; AS. wo&ian < base of won,

bent crooked; basic sense "to incline toward, bend

toward"], 1. to make love to, usually with the intention

of proposing marriage; court. 2. to try to get; seek:

as, she wooed fame. 3. to entreat solicitously; coax;

urge. v.L 1. to make love; court. 2. to make entreaty.

wood (wood), n. [ME. wode; AS. wudu, earlier widu;
akin to OHG. vrito; IE. base *widhu-t tree, seen also in

Olr. fid, tree, forest], 1. often pi. a thick growth of

trees; forest; grove. 2. the hard, fibrous substance
beneath the bark in the stems and branches of trees

and shrubs; xylem. 3. trees cut and dressed for use

in making things; lumber or timber. 4. firewood. 5.

something made of wood; specifically, a) the cask as a

container for liquor, as opposed to the bottle: as,

whisky aged in wood. 6) a wood block (sense 2). c) a
wooden wind instrument, or wood winds collectively.

adj. 1. made of wood; wooden. 2. f9r cutting, shaping,
or holding wood. 3. growing or living in woods, v.t.

1. to plant trees thickly over. 2. to furnish with wood,
especially firewood. vA. to get or take on a supply of

wood.
out of the woods, [Colloq.], out of difficulty, danger,
etc.

wood (wood), adj. [AS. wdd], [Archaic or Dial.], 1. out
of one's mind; insane. 2. violently angry: enraged.
Wood, Grant (wood), 1892-1942; American painter.

Wood, Leonard, 1860-1927; American general and
statesman: governor general of the Philippine Islands

(1921-1927).
wood alcohol, methyl alcohol.
wood anemone, any of a number of related anemones
with airy, white flowers.
wood betony, 1. the betony, 2. a variety of ^lousewort
of eastern North America, with hairy, fernlike leaves
and yellowish or reddish flowers.
wood bin (wood'bin'). n. a bin for firewood.
wood-bind (wood'bind'), n. woodbine.
wood-bine (wood'bin'). n. [ME. wodebinde; AS. wudu-
binde; wudu, wood 4- binde < bindan, to bindj, 1. a

European variety of climbing honeysuckle with fra-

grant, yellowish-white flowers. 2. the Virginia creeper,
a woody vine with greenish flowers and dark-blue
berries: American ivy.
wood-block (wood'blokOi adj. made or printed from
wood blocks.
wood block, 1. a block of wood. 2. a printing die cut
on fine-grained wood. 3. a woodcut.
wood'Chat (wood'chaf), n. [prob. < wood + chat (see
WHINCHAT) ; but cf. G. waldkatste, lit., wood cat], 1. any
of several small Asiatic birds of the thrush group* 2. a
European shrike.
wood chuck (wood'chuk')* n. [folk-etymologized form
of Am. Ind. (Algonquian)
name formerly spelled we-
jack; cf. Cree & Chippewa
otehek], any of a group of
common American bur-
rowing and hibernating
marmots with coarse, red-
brown fur: also called
ground hog.
wood coal, 1. charcoal.
2, lignite.
wood-cock (wood'kok'). n.

l$L WOODCOCKS (-koks'),
WOODCOCK; see PLURAL, n, D, 1]. [ME. wdekoc;A,S.
wuducoc; wudu, wood 4- coc, a cock], 1. a small, Euro-
pean, migratory game bird with short tegs and a long
bill, related to tne snipe and sandpiper. 2. a similar,
related North American bird. 3. [Obs.], a fool; dope,
wood craft (wood'kraft', wood'kr8ft')> n. 1. matters
relating to the woods, as camping, hunting, trapping,
ette, 2. woodworking. 3, skill ineither of tnese,
wood crafts man (wood'krafts'maa, wood'krSfts'-
niQn), n. [pi WOODCRAFTSMKN (-moil)], a person who
practices, or has skill in woodcraft.

Wfpod-cut (wood'kut') ,
n. 1. a wooden block engravedmm a picture, etc. 2. a print made from this,

wood cut ter (wood'kut'ei), n. a person who fells trees,
cuts wood, etc.

woodcutting (wood'kut'irj), n. tlie work of a wood-

WOODCHUCK (20 in. long)

Indian in a standing position, formerly placed in front

of cigar stores as an advertisement^ hence, 2. [Colloq.],
a person who is dull, spiritless, or inarticulate.

wood-en-ware (wood''n-wrO, n. bowls, tubs, dishes,
etc. made of wood.
wood hyacinth, the wild hyacinth; bluebell.

wood ibis, any of several large wading birds resembling
storks, found in the wooded swamps of the southern
United States and of Central and South America.

wood-i ness (wood'i-nis), n. the condition or quality of

wood-land (woodland'; also, andfor adj. always, wood'-

land), n. land covered with woods or trees; a woods or
forest, adj. of, in, or relating to the woods.
wood-land-er (wood'lan-der), n. a person who lives in

the woods,
wood lark, a European lark similar to but smaller than a

skylark.
wood lot, a piece of land on which trees are cultivated
and cut.
wood louse, any of a large number of crustaceans
with flattened, oval, segmented bodies, found in damp

WOODMEN (-man)],
_.

.
- a woodcutter. 3. a

person who lives in the woods.
wood-note (wood'not')t n. a sound of a forest bird or
animal.
wood nymph, 1. a nymph that lives m the woods;
dryad. 2. any of several South American humming-
birds. 3. any of several moths with brightly colored
larvae. 4. any of a group of brown and gray butterflies

with eyespots on the wings.
wood-peck-er (wood'pek'gr), n, any of various climb-

ing birds distinguished
by a strong, pointed bill

used to peck holes in
bark to get insects.

wood pigeon, 1. a Euro-
pean ringdove or any of
several related pigeons,
2. a wild pigeon of west-
ern North America,
wood-pile (wood'pir),
a pile of wood, especially
of firewood.
wood pulp, pulp made
from wood fiber, used in

paper manufacture.
wood rat, a pack rat.

Wood-row (wood'ro), [<
the surname Woodrow;
popularized < the name
of Thomas Woodrow Wil-
son], a masculine name:
diminutive, Woody.
wood-ruff (wood'ruf*)f n.

[ME. woderove; AS. wudu~^
rofa; wudu, wood -f

RKD-HEADKD WOODPECKER
(9 in. long)

-
,

.

wood ed (wood'id), adj. covered with trees or woodfe.-

(wc-od"ra) t afa 1. made of or <^msis%f of
2i stiff, lifeless, expressionless^ etc., as f ma4e

3. fltdl; Insensitive; stofld.
, 4 person who

1; tfo art' or

, element prob. < same
base as (a)rafian, to untwine; name prob. means Mtree
twinear"], any o| various related European plants with
small, white, pink,

f
or blue, lily-shaped flowers, and

leaves arranged in circles around the stem.
Woods, Lake of the! see Lake of the Woods*
wood-shed (wood'shedOt n. a shed for storing firewood.
wood si-a (wood'4-), n* IMod. L., after Joseph Woods
(1776-1864), Eng. botanist], any of a number of small
related ferns with wiry leafstalks, found chiefly on rock
ledges.
woods-man (woodz'men). n. [pi. WOODSMEN (-men)],
1. a person who lives or works in the woods, as a nunter,
trapper, woodcutter, etc. 2. a person accustomed to
me wooas or skilled in woodcraft*
wood sorrel, JtransL of MPr. ^wrel de boys], any of a
number of related |>lant having wfeite, pjnk, red. yel-
low, or perpMsh flowersmade t^pbf five petals on a cone-
shaped: tube; oxalis.
wood spirit, methyl i

wk>dw (wood'zi), atff. fwogftsiER (-zi-feV), WOODSIEST
W-ist)!, of, <^^mcSyb o|. or like the woods.
wood tar, a dark, sticky, siniplike subistance obtained
by ttte <fef distil^tion of wool and lised fa the preser-
vation of wood, etc* 1

'

i:,!a(, laraa tljrwh of eastern 'Nortji
,

, ^jWy-proi^n mantle and a strong,
otar jpwg. , ?., mi Etirop<sa|DL missel

, or shaping,

acid
,
or crude acetic acid



woodwind
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wood-wind (wood'wind'), adj. of the wood winds.
wood wind, 1. pi. the wind instruments of an orchestra
made, especially; originally, of wood: the principal
modern wood winds are the clarinet, oboe, bassoon,
flute, and English horn. 2. any of these instruments.
wood-work (wood'wurk'), n. 1. work done in wood
2. things made of wood, especially the interior moldings,
doors, stairs, etc. of a house.
wood-work-er (wood'wur'kSr), n. a person who makes
things out of wood.
wood-work-ing (wood'wur'kirj), n. the art or process of
making things out of wood. adj. of woodworking.
wood-worm (wood'wurm'), n. any of a number of in-
sect larvae that live on and burrow in wood.
wood-y (wood'i), adj. [WOODIER (-i-er), WOODIEST (4-
ist)], 1. covered with trees; wooded. 2. consisting of
or forming wood ; ligneous : as, a woody plant. 3. [Rare],
of a woodor woods. 4. like wood.
woo-er (woo'&r), n. a person who woos; suitor.
woof (woof), n. [altered, by influence of weave < ME.
oof; AS. owef; o-, prefix + -wef < base of wefan to
weave (cf. WEAVE)}, 1. the threads woven back and
forth across the fixed threads of the warp in a loom;
weft: see weaving, illus. 2. cloth; texture; fabric.
woof-er (woof'eV), n. in radio, sound reproduction, etc.,
a large loud-speaker that reproduces low audio-
frequency sound waves: distinguished from tweeter.

wool (wool), n. [see PLURAL, n, D, 3], [ME. wolle; AS.
wull; akin to G. wolle; IE. base *wel-, hair, wool, grass,
etc., seen jalso in L. lana, Gr. lenos, wool (cf. LANOLIN)],
1, the soft, curly or crisped hair of sheep. 2. the hair of
some other animals, as the goat, llama, or alpaca,
having a similar texture. 3. woolen yarn used for

knitting, etc. 4. cloth, clothing, etc. made of wool.
5. short, curly human hair: a humorous usage. 6. any
material with a texture like wool: as, rock wool. adj.
of wool or woolen goods.
all wool and a yard wide, genuine or admirable.
pull the wool over one's eyes, to deceive or trick one.

wool clip, annual production of wool.
wool-en (wool'an), adj. [ME. & AS. widkn], L made
of wool. 2. of or relating to wool or woolen cloth, n.

pi. woolen goods or clothing. Also spelled woollen.

Woolf, Virginia (woolf), (born Adeline Virginia Ste-

phen), 1882-1941; English novelist and critic.

wool fat, lanolin, a fatty oil found on sheep's wool: also
wool grease.

wool-fell (wool'fel'), n. [wool + fell (a hide)], the pelt
of a wool-bearing animal with the wool still on it.

wool-gath-er-ing (wool'ga&'&r-irj), n. [used in reference
to garnering tufts of wool caught on thorns and hedges],
absent-mindedness or daydreaming, adj. absent-
minded or indulging in fancies.

wtx5'grow*er (woorgrS'er). n. a person who raises sheep
for wool,
wool I-ness (wool'i-nis), n. woolliness.

Wooll-cott, AJtexaiuler (wooFkst), 1887-1943; Ameri-
can writer and critic.

WtoMem (wool'an), adj. & n. woolen.
wooMi-ness (wool'i-nis), n. the condition or quality of

being woolly: also spelled wooliness*

wooHy (wool'i), adj. [WOOLLIER (-i-eV), WOOLLIEST (4-

ist)), L of or like wool. 2. bearing wool. 3. covered
wiin wool or something resembling wool in texture.

4. having a soft, clinging consistency: said ojf some foods.
5. having characteristics of the early fromtfer'$& of tiie

western United States; rough, and u^ci^rflized: used

chiefly in wild and woolly, n. [pi, WOOLLIBS (&))* 1, in

the western United States, a sheep, 2. a woolefc, gar-

ment, especially one .with a fleecelike surface. Also

spelled wooly.
Woolly bear, any of a group, of caterpillars covered with

long fine hairs,

wool-pack (wool'pakO, n. 1. a large bag of canvas,

wtton, etc. into whicn wool or fleece is packed for car-

or side, 2, a bale of wool so packed, usually
240 pounds. 3* a fleecy cumulus cloud,

mkO, ft. t a sack of wool. 2. a cush-

wool, on whicn the British JLord Unan-
in tie House of Lords,

*ef* disease (wpol'sdrtte), pulmonary an-

an occupational disease of workers in unpro-
: wool, contracted by inhaling tne spores of the

'

2, ^person

ttftMrt of

Wool-worth,
"WfrfTl

>WWPP(-I^J

JbxwtimRM*

Island, on the Blackstone River: pop., 50,000.
woo-ra-H (woo^ali), n. [var. of curare], curare.
Woo-sung (woo'soorjO, n. a seaport in eastern China,
near Shanghai.
wooz-y (woo'zi, wooz'i), adj. [WOOZIER (-zi-gr, -i-eV),
WOOZIEST (-zi-ist, -i-ist) 1, [prob. coined after wooze, var.
of ooze], [Slang], befuddled, as with liquor; muddled.
wop (wop), n. [? < It. dial, guappo, braggart, fop < L.
vappa, worthless fellow, good-for-nothing; see H. L.
Mencken, Am. Lang., Suppl I, pp. 604-607], [Slang], a
dark-skinned person of Latin, especially Italian, de-
scent: vulgar term of prejudice and contempt.
Worcester (woos'teY), n. 1. a city in central Massa-
chusetts: pop., 202,000. 2. Worcestershire. 3. the
county seat of Worcestershire, England: pop., 60,000.
Worces-ter. Joseph Emerson (woos'teY), 1784-1865;
American lexicographer.
Worcester china, a fine china or porcelain made at
Worcester, England, from 1751: also Worcester por-
celain and, by royal warrant. Royal Worcester.

Worces-ter-shlre (woos'teY-shirO, n. a county of west
central England: pop., 479,000 (est. 1945); county
seat, Worcester.
Worcestershire sauce, a spicy sauce for meats, poultry,
etc., containing soy, vinegar, and other ingredients:
originally made in Worcester, England.
word (wftrd), n. [ME.; AS,; akin to G. wort; IE. base
*wer-, to say, speak; in the extended form *wer~bh, seen
also in L. verbum, a word (cf. VERB, VERBAL)], 1. a
brief expression; remark: as, a word of advice. 2. a
promise; affirmation; assurance: as, he gave his word.
3. news; information; tidings: as, no word from home.
4. a) a password; signal: as, they gave the word. V) a
command; order. 5. usually pi. a) talk; speech, b)

lyrics; text; libretto. 6. pi. a quarrel; dispute. 7. a
speech sound or series of them, having meaning and
used as a unit of language: words may consist of a
single morpheme or of combinations of morphemes.
8. a letter or group 9f letters, written or printed,
representing such a unit of language. 9. [Archaic], a
saying; proverb, v.t. to express in words; phrase.
at a word, in quick response to a request or command;
immediately.
be as good as one's word, to live up to one's promises.
break one's word, to fail to keep one's promise.
by word of mouth, by speech, not by writing; orally.
eat one's words, to retract a statement.
give one's word, to promise.
hang on one's words, to listen to one eagerly.
have a word with, to have a brief conversation with.
have no words for, to be incapable of describing.
hare words with, to argue angrily with.
In a word, in short; briefly.
in so many words, precisely; succinctly.
man of his word, a person who keeps his promises.
of few words, untalkative; laconic,
of many words, wordy; talkative; garrulous.
take one at one's word, to take one's words literally or

seriously and, often, act accordingly.
take the words out of one's mouth, to say what one
was about to say oneself.
the Word, 1. the Logos. 2. the Bible? Scriptures,

(upon) my word, indeed! really J: an exclamation of

surprise, irritation, etc.

word for word, in precisely the same words; exactly.

word-age (wur'dij), n. word^ collectively, or the number
of words (of a story, novel, etc.).
word-blind (wfird'bHnd'), adL having weed blindness.

word blindness, a cerebral disorder characterized by
loss of ability to read; alexia.

word-book (wuud'book') , n* falter G. wdrterbuch; w&tier,

pi f wortt word + buck, book!, 1; a dictionary or

vocabulary. 2. a libretto. S.fa fcook of song lyrijcs.

word deafness, a cerebral disorder characterized by
loss of ability to understand spoken words; auditory

aphasia.
^
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i
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wofd4n^88 (w^caNcto)i n.
"

wori^ qrkaliiy Or condign.
word-ing (wur'din), n. choice darrangemc
phrasing. ''

'

v *

word-less (wtird'lis), adj
2. unexpressed. 3. inexpressiu.
Word of God, the Bible,
word of honor, pledged! word,*
word order, the arrangement
clatise* or -Sentence* '

'
4

Hl >" ' ''*''
''

lj V|l|i
:K'

word-play (wftrd'plS'), n. 1. subtle or clever exchange
of words; repartee. 2. ptuining or a pun,
Word Mtwre, a square made ofletters so arrteed that

J " ~r
spell the same words in the same oittec

r; la, bite; :

*&***?*
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wore 1684 workmanship
WORDIEST (-di-ist)], 1. of words; verbal. 2. containing
or using many or too many words; verbose.

$YN.~~~WMcdy is the general word implying the use of more
words in speaking or writing than are necessary for communica-

tion (a word? document): verbose suggests a wordiness that

results in obscurity, teoiqusness, bombast, etc, (a verbose

acceptance speech); prolix implies such a tiresome elaboration

of trivial details as to be boring or dull (his prolix sermons);
diffuse suggests such verbosity and loose construction as to

lose all force and sharpness (a rambling, diffuse harangue);
redundant, in this connection, implies the use of unnecessary
or repetitious words or phrases (a redundant literary style).
ANT. concise, terse, pithy.

wore (wfir, wor), past tense of wear,
work (wurk), n. [ME. werk; AS. were, weart^ &kin to G.
werk; IE. base %^rg-, to do, act, seen also in Gr. ergon
(for *wergon)> action, work (cf. ERG), organon, tool,
instrument (cf. ORGAN)], 1. bodily or mental effort
exerted to do or make something; purposeful activity;
labor; toil. 2. employment : as, out of work. 3, occupa-
tion; business; trade

j craft; profession: as, his work is

selling. 4. a) something one is making, doing, or acting
upon, especially as one's occupation or duty; task:
undertaking: as, he laid out his work. V) the amount of
this: as, a day's work. 5. something that has been made
or done; result of effort or activity; specifically, a)

usually pi. an act; deed: as, a person of good works,

fy pL collected writings: as, the works of Whitman.
; pi. engineering structures, as bridges, dams, docks,

etc. d) a fortification, e) needlework; embroidery. /) a
work of art. 6. material that is being or is to be pro-
cessed, as in a machine tool, in some stage of manu-
facture. 7. pi. [construed as sing.], a place where work
is done, as a factory, public utility plant, etc. 8. pi.
the working parts of a watch, etc.; mechanism. 9.

manner, style, quality, rate, etc. of working; workman-
ship. 10. foam due to fermentation, as in cider. 11. in
mechanics, transference of force from one body or sys-
tem to another, measured by the product of the force
and the amount of displacement in the line of force.
12. pi. in theology, moral acts: distinguished item faith.
Abbreviated W., w. adj. of, for, or used in work. tu.
[WORKED Jwurkt) or WROUGHT (r6t), WORKING], IAS.
wyrcan, wircan, wercan], 1. to exert oneself in order to
do or make something; do work; labor; toil. 2. to be
employed. 3. to perform its function; operate; act.
4. to ferment. 5. to operate effectively; be effectual; as,
the makeshift works. 6. to produce results or exert an
influence: as, let it work in their minds. 7. to be manip-
ulated, kneaded, etc.: as, this putty works easily. 8. to
move, proceed, etc. slowly and with or as with difficulty.
9. to move, twitch, etc. as from agitation: as, his face

worked^ with emotion. 10. to change into a specified
condition, as by repeated movement: as, the door
worked loose. 11. to make a passage: as, her elbow had
worked through her sleeve. 12. in nautical usage, to
strain so, as in a storm, that the fastenings become
slack: said of a ship. v.t. 1. to cause; bring about;
effect: as, his idea worked harm. 2. to mold; shape;
form: las, she works silver. 3. to weave, knit, embroider,
etc.: as* she worked the sweater. 4. to solve (a math-
ematical problem). 5. to draw, paint, carve, etc.
(a portrait or likeness)* 6. to manipulate; knead:
as, work the butter well, 7. to bring Into a specified
condition, as by repeated movement: as, they worked
it loose. 8. to cultivate (soil). 9. to cause to function;
operate; manage; use. 10. to cause to ferment. 11. to
cause to work: as, he works his men hard. 12. tx> in-
fluence; persuade; induce: as, work him to your way of
thinking. 13. to make (one's way, passage, etc.) by
work or effort. 14. to provoke J rouse: as, she worked
herself into a rage. 15. to carry on activity in; operate
in; cover: as, the salesman Who works this region.
16. [Colloq.], to make use of, especially by artful
contriving: as, work your connections. 17. [Colloq.],
to use artifice with (a person) to gain some profit or
advantage.
at work, working.
get the works, [Slang], to be the victim of extreme
measure)?.

ftive one the works, [Slang], 1. to murder one, 2. to sub-
ject one to an ordeal, either maliciously or jokingly.

intake short (or quick) work of, to do or dispose of
Quickly.
out of work, without a job; unemployed.
shoot the works, [Slang], i. to risk everything on one
chance or play. 2. to make a_supreme effort or

1. to introduce or Insert* 2. to be introduced
ipw*ed.

,,

,

|l

off, to get rid of or dissipate, as by exertion.~~ '~T upon), 1. to influence. & io try to

I, to make itsway out, ^
2. to exhaust (a mine. etc.).

work up, 1. to make one's (or its) way up; advance:
rise. 2. to manipulate, mix, etc. into a specified
object or shape. 3. to develop; elaborate. 4. to ac-

quire knowledge of or skill at. 5. to arouse; excite.

SYN. work, in this connection, is the general word for effort

put forth in doing or making something, whether physical
or mental, easy or difficult, pleasant or unpleasant, etc.; labor
more often implies strenuous physical work (sentenced to
three years at hard labor); travail, now a somewhat literary

word, suggests painful exertion or oppressive labor (wearied by
long travail); toil implies long, exhausting work, whether
physical or mental (the irksome toil of cataloguing); grind
suggests prolonged, tedious, uninspiring work (the grind of
routine tasks). ANT. rest, play.

work-a-biM-ty (wQr'ka-bil/o-ti), n. the condition or
quality of being workable.
work a-ble (wur'ko-b'l), adj. 1. that can be worked.
2. practicable, as a plan, method, etc.

;
feasible.

work-a-day (wuVka-daO, adj. [ME, werkedai; ON.
virkr dagr, working day], 1. of or suitable for working
days; everyday; hence, 2. commonplace; ordinary.
work-bag (wurk'bag

7
)* n. a bag for holding implements

and materials for work, especially needlework.
work-bench (wurk'bench'), w. a table at which work
is done, as by a mechanic.
work-book (wurkfbook'), n. 1. a book for the use of
students, containing questions and exercises based on
a textbook or course of study. 2. a book containing
instructions on the method of operation. 3. a book
in which one keeps a record of work planned or done.
work-box (wfirk'boks'), n. a box for holding imple-
ments and materials for work, especially needlework.
work-day (wurk'da'), n. [ME. werkdai; prob. < werk +
dai; AS. had weorcd&g], 1. a day on which work is

done; working day. 2. the part of a day during which
work is done: as, a 7-hour workday, adj. workaday.
work*er (wur'ker), n. 1. a person, animal, or thing that
works; specifically, a) a person who works for a living,
either with hand or brain; especially, one who does
industrial or manual work for wages. &) any of a
class of sterile or sexually imperfect female ants, bees,
wasps, etc. that do general or specialized work for the
colony. 2% in printing, an electrotype used to print
from, as distinguished from one used as a mola for
making duplicate electrotypes.
work-folk (wurk'fSV), n.ph working people.
work-folks (wurk'fSks'), n.pl workfolk.
work-house Cwurk'hous'), n. 1. originally, a work-
shop. 2. in England, a poorhouse. 3. a kind of prison,
where petty offenders are confined and made to work.
work-ing (wur'kiri), adj. 1. that works. 2. of, for, used
in, or taken up by work: as, a working day, working
clothes. 3. sufficient to get work done: as, a working
majority. 4. on which further work is or may be based :

as, a working hypothesis. 5. moving or jerking con-
vulsively, as from emotion: said of the face or facial
features, n. 1. the act or process of a person or thing
that works (in Various senses). 2. convulsive move-
ment or jerking, as of the face. 3. slow or gradual prog-
ress involving great effort or exertion. 4. usually pi a

-, of a mine, quarry, etc. where work is or has been

working capital, 1. in accounting, excess of readily
convertible assets over current liabilities. 2. infinance,
the part of a company's capital that remains readily
convertible into cash.
work ing-class (wur>kxn~klas' wuVkin-klfis7), adj* of
or characteristic of the working class.

working class, workers as a class; especially, industrial
workers as a class: proletariat,
working-day (wufkin-d3'). adj. of or suitable for
wqrkmg days; workaday.
working day. 1. a day oil wmidi work is ordinarily
done, as distinguished from a, Sunday, holiday, etc.;
workday. 2. the part of a day dimng which work is

done; sijecffically,
the number of hours constituting

the required day 6 work for the regtflar wage or salary.
working drawing, a drawing made to scale, for the
guidance of those doing the work illustrated by it.

work'Infi-tnan (wui^ki^-tiikd
1
), n. ($k WORKINGMEN

(-menOL a> worker; especially, an industrial or manual
worker; laborer,

working papers, any official papers that legalize the
employment Of a minor. *

pistons, vanes, etc. of an engine.

WOMEN C^^j^)],',^ woman
woman inc

work-ttMttk cwt^cWW, n*' ._
worfeer;>borer. ZaperacHwhd

- a



workmen's compensation 1685 worry
the vase has the highest workmanship. 3. something
produced: as, the bookcases are my workmanship.workmen's compensation, the compensation to an
employee for injury or occupational disease sufferedm connection with his employment, paid under a
government-supervised insurance system contributed
to by employers.
work of art, 1. something produced in one of the fine
arts, especially m one of the plastic or graphic arts, as a
painting, sculpture, carving, etc. 2. anything beauti-
fully made, played, sung, acted, etc.
work-out (wurk'out'), n. [Colloq.], 1. a test, practice,
etc. to develop, keep, or acquire proficiency, as for a
competition. 2. any strenuous exercise, work, etc.

work-peo-ple (wurk'pe'p'l), n,#. workers; especially,
industrial or manual workers.
work-room (wftrk'room', wftrk'room'), n. a room in
which work is done,
works council, a committee of workers in a factory,
business, etc., organized by an employer to discuss
industrial relations,
work sheet, any sheet of paper on which a record of
work, working time, etc. is kept.
work-shop (wurk'shopO , n. 1 . a room or building where
work is done. 2. a group of people who meet for a
period of intensive study, work, etc. in some field.
workable (wOWta'bl), n. a table at which work is

done, as a small table with drawers, for needlework.
work-up (wflrk'up'), n. in printing, a mark on a
printed/ page caused by the rising of spacing material.
work-week (wftrk'wek'), n. the total number of hours
worked in a week.

work-wpm-an (wftrk'woom'9n), n. [pi. WORKWOMEN
f-wim in)], a woman who works; especially, a woman
industrial or manual worker.
world (wftrld), n. [ME. werld, world, worlde; AS.
weoruld, weorold, etc., world, lit., age of man < wer, a
man (cf. WEREWOLF) + base of old,- basic sense "the
age of man"], 1. the earth. 2. the universe, 3. the
earth and its inhabitants. 4. a) the human race; man-
kind. 6) the Dublic: as, the discovery startled the world.
5. a) [also W-], some part of the earth: as, the Old
World, b) some period of history, its society, etc.: as,
the ancient world, c) any sphere or domain: as, the dog
world, the animal, vegetable, or mineral world, d") any
sphere of human activity: as, the world of music, e)

any sphere or state of existence. 6. individual experi-
ence, outlook, etc.: as, his world is narrow. 7. a)
secular life and

>
interests, as distinguished from the

religious or spiritual; social life and its concerns. fc)

pepple primarily concerned with the affairs and pur-
suits of the present life. 8, often pL a large amount;
grtat deal: as, the rest did him a world (or worlds) of

food* 9. a star or planet. SVN. see earth,

bring into the world, to give birth to.

come into the world, to be born.
for all the world, 1. for any reason or consideration
at all 2. in every respect; exactly.

to the world, 1. on earth or in the universe; any-
where, 2. at all; ever,

on top ojf the world, [Slang], lifted up with joy, pride,

success, etc,; elated; exultant.
out of this (or the) world, [Slang], exceptionally fine;

extraordinary; remarkable.
world without etid r forever.

World Court, a court (Permanent Court of International

Justice) set up by the League of Nations to settle dis-

putes between nations.
worloMi-ness (wurld'li-nis), n. the condition or quality
of being worldly.
world4fng (wttrldlirjV n. a worldly person.
worldly (wfeld'H), adj. [WORLDLIER (-li-gr), WORLDLI-
KST (-fi-ist)), 1, of this world; temporal or secular:

opposed to heavenly* spiritual, ecclesiastical, etc. 2.

devoted to or concerned with the affaire, pleasures, etc.

of this world. 3. worldly-wise. SIN. see earthly.
world ly-mind-ed (wMd^i-nrm'did), adj. worldly

(sense 2),

wor!d4y-wie (wftiWli-wIs'), adj. wise in the ways or

afairs of the world; sophisticated.
world wvw, ftimnsL of G, wttimadtt], a nation or

or powerW enotigh to have a world-

world seriesmannual eeries* of games between the win-

ofetf'torn of tm tw majoir AmericanBaseball leagues

warll'ft fSr (wtrlffi*
1 n eafcHtion or 'the, !%(%,

induftfMt- 'Mid iumZt(Gntl products, AoaMmte . w-
vanow, etc, rf varlo* cowWe ol me world, j ,

.

World War II, the war between the United Nations
(Great Britain, France, the Soviet Union, the United
States, etc,) and the Axis (Germany, Italy, Japan, etc.),
fought from 1939 to 1945.
worw

:wea-ry (wurld'w&r'i), adj. weary of the world or
of living.
world-wide (wurld'wid'), adj. extending throughout
the world.
worm (wurm), n, [ME. werm, worm, wurm; AS. wyrm,
serpent, dragon; akia to G. wurm; IE, base *wer- r to
twist, curve, seen also in I* vermis (for *vormis), a
worm; cf. VERMI-], 1, any of many long, slender, soft-
bodied, creeping animals, some segmented, that live

by burrowing underground or as parasites, as the earth-
worm, tapeworm, etc. 2. popularly, an insect larva, as
a caterpillar, grub, or maggot. 3. an abject, wretched,
or contemptible person. 4. something thought of as

being wormlike because of its soiral shape, etc., as the
thread of a screw or the coil or a still. 5. something
that gnaws or distresses one inwardly, suggesting a
parasitic worm: as, the worm of conscience. 6. a me-
chanical device thought of as resembling a worm; spe-
cifically, #) an Archimedean screw or similar apparatus.
b] a short, rotating screw that meshes with the teeth
of a worm wheel or a rack. 7. in anatomy, any organ or

part resembling a worm, as the vermiform process.
8. pi. in medicine* any disease or disorder caused by the
presence of parasitic worms in the intestines, etc. 9. in

zoology, a lytta. iu. to move, proceed, etc. like a worm,
in a winding, creeping, or devious ^manner, v.t. 1. to
bring about, make, etc. in a winding, creeping, or
devious manner : as, he wormed hisway in. 2. to insinu-
ate (oneself) into^a situation, conversation, etc. 3. to
extract (information, secrets, etc.) by insinuation* ca-

jolery, or subtle questioning. 4. to purge of intestinal
worms. 5. to extract the lytta from the tongue of (a

dog, etc.). 6. in nautical usage, to wind yarn or small
rope in and around the strands of (a rope or cable) in

order to smooth the surface.

worm-eat-en, (wftrin'et"n), ad/. 1. eaten into by
worms, termites, etc.; hence, 2. worn*out, ragged, de-

crepit, out-of-date, etc.

worm fence, a zigzag fence of rails; snake fence,

worm gear, 1. a worm wheel, 2. a gear consisting of a
worm and worm wheel.
worm-hole (wilrm'holOf n. a
hole made by a worm, termite,
etc.

worm-roat (wurra'root/, wftnn'-
root

1

), n. an herb used in treating
intestinal worms.
Worms (yftrmz; Eng. wurmz), n.
a city in Hesse, western Germany,
on the Rhine: pop,, 50,000: at
a meeting (Diet of Worms) held
there in 1521, Martin Luther was
condemned as a heretic. WORM GEAR
worm-seed (wtoi'sed'), n, 1.

WORM GEAR

any of a number of plants whose seeds are used in

medicine as a remedy for worms, as santonica, American
wormseed, etc. 2. the seed of any of these plants.
worm wheel, a toothed wheel designed to gear with the
thread of a worm.
worm-wood (wfirm'woodO* [altered by folk etyniu <
ME. & AS. wermod; akia to G, wermut (whence Fr.

wmout; cf. VERMOUTH); Weekley suggests 4wv <
AS. wer, a man (cf, WEREWOLF) : + base of mood in, the
sense "courage'* from use of the plant as (an aphro-
disiac], 1. any of a number of related strong-smelling
plants with white or yellow flowers; specjficauy, a

species that yields a bitter-tasting, ctark-green oil used
in making absinthe. 2. any bitter, unpleasant, or

mortifying experience: bitterness.

worm-y (wuVmi), adj, [WORMIER (-md-Sr)^ WQW^ST
(-rni4st)], 1. containing a worm or worms; woippa-
eaten: as, a wormy apple, 2. infest^ witE iformf 3.

like a worm; hence, 4. mean; debased; grpveHiiff.
worn (w6rn, wSrn), past participle of wear. aaf. 1.

showing the effects of use t wear, etc. 2, tfa:n}a|fe$ by
use or wear. 3. showing the effects of vorjry or anxiety.
4. exhausted; enfeebled; spent.

(

Worn-out (worn'ouf, worn'otttO d/. \. usect or worn
until no longer effective, usable, or serviceable, 2, ex-

hausted; tired oul
w<ir-r1-ment (w^Nqisnt), n. 1. a worrying or bejng
worried; mental disturbance; anxiety* $, a cwse of

adf. 1. causing worjry or
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to annoy; pester; bother. 3. to cause to feel troubled

or uneasy; make anxious; distress. v.i. 1. to bite,

ptUt or tear (at an object) with_ the teeth. 2. to feel

distressed in the mind; be anxious, troubled, or un-

easy. 3. to manage to get (along or through) in the

face of trials and difficulties, n. [pi. WORRIES (-iz)l,

1. an act of worrying. 2. a troubled state of mind;
anxiety; distress; care; uneasiness. 3. something that

causes anxiety or mental distress. SYN. see care,

worse (wQrs), adj. [comparative of bad& ill], [ME. werse;
AS. wiersa, used as compar. of yfel, bad, evil (cf. EVIL) ;

akin to OHG. wirsiro < the base seen in OHG. werran,
to confuse; prob. basic sense "the higher'* < the IE.
base *wer-t a raised place, seen also in Eng. wart], 1. bad,
evil, harmful, unpleasant, etc. in a greater degree; less

good.,, 2. in poorer health or physical condition; more
ill; less weU. 3. in a less favorable condition; in a more
unsatisfactory situation, adv. [comparative of badly &
ill], in a worse manner or way; to a worse extent or

degree, n. that which is worse.
wors en (wiir's'n), v.t. & v.i. [orig., a dial, word < worse

-{- -ent introduced into literature by Romantic writers],
to make or become worse.
wors-er (wurs'er), adj. & adv. worse: a redundant form
now considered a vulgarism.

wor-sbij> (wur'ship), n. [ME. worschip; AS. weorthscipe,
wyrthscipe, honor, dignity, worship < weorth, wurth,
worthy, honorable (cf. WORTH) + -scipe (cf. -SHIP)], 1.

a prayer, church service, or other rite .showing rev-
erence or devotion for a deity; religious homage or
veneration. 2. extreme devotion; intense love or
admiration of any kind. 3. something worshiped. 4.

[Chiefly British], a title of honor used in addressing mag-
istrates and certain others holding high rank. 5. [Obs.
or Archaic], greatness of character; honor; dignity;
worthiness, v.t. [WORSHIPED or WORSHIPPED (-shipt),
WORSHIPING or WORSHIPPING], 1. to show religious de-
votion or reverence for; adore or venerate as a deity^
2. to have intense love or admiration for; idolize. v.L
to engage in worship; specifically, to perform any act
of religious devotion; offer prayers, attend church
services, etc. SYN. see revere.

wor-ship-er (wur'ship'er), n. a person who worships.
wor-ship-ful (wur'ship-fgl), adj. 1. worthy of being
worshiped; honorable; respected: -used as a title of

respect for magistrates, certain lodge officials, etc. 2.

feeling or offering great devotion or respect; worshiping.
wor-ship-per (wur'ship-er) , n. a worshiper.
worst (wurst), adj. [superlative of bad & ill], [ME. worste,
weriSte; AS. wyrsta, wersta < the base of wiersa with -$t,

super!, suffix], bad, evil, harmful, unpleasant, etc, in
the highest degree; least good. adv. [superlative of
badly & ill], in the worst manner; to a degree that is

most bad, evil, unpleasant, etc. n. that which is worst.
v.t. to get the better of; defeat.
at worst, under the worst circumstances; at the
greatest disadvantage.

give one the worst of it, to defeat or get the better
of one.

if worst comes to worst, if the worst possible thing
happens.

(to) the worst way, [Slang], very much; greatly;
intensely.
make the worst of, to be pessimistic about; consider
only the least favorable aspects of.

woi>8ted (woos'tid; woor'stid is a $p, pronun.), n. [ME.
wurstede, after Worsted, now Worstead, England, where
fir.st made], 1. a smooth, hard-twisted thread or yarn
nmefe from long-staple wool. 2. fabric made from this,
with a smooth, hard surface, adj. made of worsted.

wx>irt (wart), n. [ME. wort, worte; AS. wyrf- (m com-
pounds); akin to G. ^urze, a spice; IE. base *wrad-,
etc., twig, root, seen also in L. rgdwc, a root (cf. RADICAL,
ERADICATE, etc.)], a liquid prepared with malt which,
alter lermenting, becomes beer, ale, etc.
wort CvBrt), n. [ME.; AS, wyrt, a rook herb, plant <
same ,pase as prec.], /a. plant or Jierb: now usually in com-
poiim4s> as spleenwofL liverwort.

w^tfa u (wiSrt)t n. [MBV ; AS. weorth; akin to Q. wwt;
IE. base *wert~ < *wer-, to turn; prob. basic sense

gtfvep. for sornething"), 1. material Value, espe~
Ly 4s e^Dressed in terms of money or some ot^er'- - -*

exchange. 2, t$ie esteein in which a person

qualities, and value suggests the excellence attributed to

something with reference to its usability, importance, etc.

(the true worth of Shakespeare's plays cannot be measured by
their value to the commercial theater).
worth (wurth), v.i. [ME. worthen; AS. weorthan, to be-

come, used as auxiliary of the passive voice; akin to G.

werden; for IE. base see prec.], [Archaic], to betide;

befall; become: as, woe worth the day.

wor-thHy (wur'i/ia-li), adv. in a worthy manner.
wor-thi-ness (wur'^i-nis), n. the fact of being worthy.
worth-less (wftrth/lis), adj. without worth or merit;
useless, valueless, good-for-nothing, etc.

worth-while (wurth'hwil')> adj* important or valuable

enough to repay time or effort spent; of true value,

merit, or importance.
wor-thy (wur'tfM), adj. [WORTHIER (~thi-%r), WORTHIEST
(-*M-ist)], [ME. worthi, wurdi], 1. having worth, value,
or merit. 2. having enough worth or merit; deserving;
meriting (often with of or an infinitive) : as, a candidate

worthy of support. 3. [Obs.], merited; well-deserved.
n. [pi. WORTHIES (-thiz)], a person of outstanding worth
or importance: often used humorously.
wot (wot), [Archaic], first and third person singular,
present indicative, of wit (to know).
Wouk, Herman (wok), 1915- ; American writer.

would (wood), [ME. & AS. wolde, p.t. of w^llan, to will,

wish; cf. WILL], past tense and alternative obsolete past
participle of will. Would is also used: 1. to express
condition, as, he would write if you would answer.

1
2. in

indirect discourse to express futurity, as, he said he
would bring it. 3. to express a wish, as, would that he
were still living. 4. to soften somewhat the force of

a statement or request, as, would you do this for me?
Cf. should.

would (wold), n. a weld (flower).
would-he (wood'beO, adj. [ME. (northern) walde be],

1. that would be; wishing or pretending to be. 2. in-

tended to be.
would-est (wood'ist), alternative archaic second person
singular of would : used with thou.

would-ti't (wood'*nt), would not.
wouldst (woodst), alternative archaic second person
singular of would: used with thou.
wound (woond), n. [ME.; AS. wund; akin to G. wunde;
IE. base *wen~, to hit, as also in AS. wenn (cf. WEN) ;

the older pronun. (wound) is still heard among sur-

geons], 1. an injury to the body in which the skin or
other tissue is broken, cut, pierced, torn

t>
etc. 2. a

mark or scar resulting from this. 3. an injury to a
plant caused by cutting, scraping, or other external
force. 4. any hurt or injury to the feelings, honor, etc,

.; importance, value, merit, excellence,
amount?, or 'quantity ol Sjometbiog; tnat*~~~ ~' J

wound .. , f ^ ...-,

wind (to twist)] 2. past tense and past participle of
wind (to blow).
wove (wov), past tense and alternative past participle
of weave.

wo-ven (wov''n), alternative past participle of weave.
wove paper, paper made on a mold in which the wires
are so closely woven together that the finished sheets
do not show wire marks as on laid paper.
wow (wou), interj. an expression of surprise, wonder,
pleasure, pain, etc. n. [Slang], 1. something very
amusing. 2. a great success. v.L [Slang], to be a
great success with.
wow-ser (Wou'zeV), n. in Australia, a person who is

rigorously puritanical, as in his objections to Sunday
amusements or sports.

WPA, W.P.A., Work Projects Administration.
WPB, W.P.B., War Production Board.
wrack (rak), n. [ME. & MD. wrak, something damag
wreck; cf. WRECK], 1. ruin; destruction: now1

chie

in the phrase wrack and ruin. 2 a wrecked ship. _

wreckage. 4. seaweed or other marine plant Hfe cast

up on shore. 5. [Scot; & Dial.], weeds, v.t. A v.i.

[Arcfcaic], to wreck or be wrecked.
wrack (rak), n. a rack of clouds or other vapor.
WRAF, WJt.A.F., Women's Royal Aif Force. '

wraith (rath), n. (Scot., earlier warth, guardian angel;
ON. vdrthr, guardian < twl/&, to ward, 'guard;

1

, of.

WARP],, a ghost; specifically, the spectral figure of a per-
son supposedly seen just before or after to death.
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wrap (rap), v.t. [WRAPPED or WRAPT (rapt) v$ fi/r^J^_^9>' a wqkSStf'f r A* f
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Plans kept

wap.per (rap'&), n.
1, a pe^oTthing that wraps.S^ter11

??
1
?
m<^ng & wrapped; covering; oovSj

crgar:-6TTc^fly"British],SES&PS*feSS^
paper' heavy paper made for Capping par-

alternative past tense and past participle

'""'{.
"""' rn* ~MI ny of a number of sea

nsnes having thick lips, spiny fins, strong teeth,
and. bright coloring.
wrath (rath, rath; Brit, roth), n. [ME. wraththe
wraeththe; AS. wrsetho < wrath, wroth; cf. WROTH] 1
intense anger; rage; fury. 2. any action carried out in
great anger, especially for punishment or vengeance.
adj. [Rare or Archaic], wrathful. SYN. see anSer
wrathful (rath'fal, rath'fol), adj. 1. full of wrath;
intensely angry. 2. resulting from, characterized by,
or expressing wrath.
wrath-ily (rath's-li, rathVli), adv. [Colloq.], in a
wrathful manner.
wrath-i-ness (rath'i-nis, raWi-nis), n. [Colloq.], the
state of being wrathful.
wrath-y (rath'i, ra"th'i), adj. [Colloq.], wrathful.
wreak (rek), v.t [ME. wrekenrAS, wrecan, to revenge,
punish; akin to G. rachen; IE. base *werg- to shove,
press, seen also in L. urgere, to press (cf . URGE) ; cf .

WRECK], 1. to give vent or free play to (anger, malice,
rage, etc.) : as, he wreaked his anger on the students.
2. to inflict (vengeance, etc.). 3. [Archaic], to avenge.
wreath (reth), n. [pi. WREATHS (rethz)], [ME. wrethe:
AS. wr&th, a twisted band, bandage < p.t. stem of
wrtthan, to twist; cf. WRITHE], 1. a twistedband or ring
of leaves, flowers, etc.; a chaplet worn as a mark of
honor or victory, or a garland laid upon a grave, hung
on a door, window, etc. 2. something suggesting or
resembling this in shape; twisted or circular band: as,
wreaths of smoke. 3. Corona Australis, a constellation.
wreathe (reth), v*t. [WREATHED (re^d), WREATHED or
(Wsjwic WREATHEN (-'n), WREATHING], [< wreath & also
< MB. wrethen

t
, pp. of writhen; see WRITHE], 1. to coil,

twist, or entwine, especially so as to form a wreath.
2. to coil, twist, or entwine around; encircle: as, clouds
wreathed the mountains. 3. to decorate with wreaths.
4, to cover or envelop: as, a face wreathed in wrinkles,
smiles, etc. IM"* 1. to have a twisting or coiling move-
ment, 2. to have or take the form of a wreath.
wreck (rek), n. [ME. wrek, wrecke; Anglo-Pr. wrec,
wrech < Anglo-N. wrek (Norw., Ice. rek) < tne base of
wreak], L goods or wreckage cast ashore after a ship-
wreck. 2. a) the disabling or destruction of a ship by
any disaster of navigation; shipwreck. 6) a ship that
has been broken or destroyed by any disaster of

navigation* 3. the remains of anything that has
been destroyed or badly damaged- 4. a person in very
poor health. S. a wrecking or oeing wrecked; destruc-

tion; ruinu P.<* 1. to cause the ^reck of; destroy or

damafe badly* 2, to tw down; dismantle (a building,
etc,}, 3* to bring to ruin or disaster; overthrow J thwart ;

dffMkt* 4* to destroy the healtn or physical soundness
of. tbb i, to be wrecked; suffer damage, destruction,
or ruin, 2, to be a wrecker,

wirftck-ai^e (rek'ij), n. [see -A.QV]* 1. a wrecking or being
wrecjcecu 2, the repakins of sometWng mat

, has been

(

(rek'lr), n* I. a person or thing that wrecks.
2 t a por^cm who causes ruin, obstruction* or Disruption
of any kind, 3. a person, car, train, bo^ *$o* th^i
salvages w clears away wrecks. 4- a persoia, wKo tears
aown ajj4 plyas^s owl buMings, etc.
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DOUBLE-HEADED END WRENCH

WRENCHES

twist; IE. base
f

*wwgl

(cf. WRING) < *wer~, to
twist, turn; cf. WORM],
1.

t
a sudden, violent

twist or pull. 2. an in-

jury caused by a twist
or jerk, as to the back, a
joint, etc. 3, a sudden
feeling of anguish, grief,
etc., as from separation;
as, the wrench of saying
good-by. 4. any of a
number of tools used for
holding and turning
nuts, bolts, pipes, etc.
5. a false or strained in-

terpretation of an orig-
inal meaning, y.t. 1. to
twist, pull, or jerk sud-
denly and violently. 2.
to injure (a part of the
body) with a twist or
wrench. 3. to distort, strain, or give a false interpre-
tation of (a meaning, statement, etc.).
wrest (rest), y.t. [ME. wresten; AS. wr&stan, to twist
violently; akin to ON. reista; IE. base *wer-, to turn
bend,, twist, as also in Eng. wrist], 1. to turn or twist;
especially, to pull or force away violently with a twist-
ing motion. 2. to take or extract by force; usurp; ex-
tort; wring. 3. to distort or change the true meaning
purpose, use, etc. of; pervert; twist, n. 1. the act of
wresting; a twist; wrench. 2. a wrenchlike key used
for tuning pianos, harps, etc. by turning the pins
around which the strings are coiled.

wres-tle (res'l), v.L [WRESTLED (-'Id), WRESTLING], [ME.
wrestlen, wrastlen; AS. wr&stttan, freq. of wrsestan, to
twist, wrestle (cf. WREST)], l. to struggle hand to hand
with an opponent in an attempt to throw or force him
to the ground without striking blows. 2. to strugglem opposition; strive; contend, v.t. L to struggle or
fight with by wrestling; wrestle with. 2. in the western
United States, to throw (a calf, etc.) for branding.
n. 1. the action of wrestling; wrestling bout. 2. a
struggle or contest.

wres-tler (res'lgr), n. a person who wrestles, especially
one who takes part in regular wrestling bouts,

wres-tling (res'Hrj), n. a form of sport in which the
opponents wrestle, or struggle hand to hand attempting
to throw or force each other to the ground without
striking blows.

wrest pin, either of two metal pins between which a
single string of a piano, harp, etc. is stretched: the pins
are turned to tune the instrument.
wretch (rech), n. [ME. wrecche; AS. wrecca, an outcast,
ht., one driven out < wrecan, to drive out, wreak,
avenge* cf. WREAK], 1. a miserable or unhappy person;
person in deep distress or misfortune. 2. a person who
is despised or looked upon with contempt.

wretcfred (rech'id), adj. [ME. wrecched < wrecche: AS.
wr&cc, wretched < wrecan; see WREAK, WRETCH], 1.

deeply distressed or unhappy; miserable; unfortunate.
2. characterized by or causing distress or misery; woe-
ful; depressing; dismal. 3. poor in quality; very in-

ferior; unsatisfactory: as, he has done a wretched job.
4. contemptible; despicable; mean*
wddk (rik), n. [via S.W. dial. < ME. wrikken, to move
jerkily \

MLG. -wricken (whence G. wrickenj], a wrench
or sprain, v.t. to wrench, twist, or sprain.

wriggle (rig'1), v.L [WRIGGLED (-Id), WRIGGLING],
[MLG. iwiggeln; akin to Eng. wy\t 1. to move to and
fro with a twisting, writhing motion; twjlst and turn;
squirm. 2. to move aloag with a ^wriggUng motion.
3. to make one's way by subtle or shifty means; dodge;
equivocate, v.t. 1. to cause to wriggle. 2. to luring
into a specified condition, form, etc. by wriggling, n.
a wriggling movement or action.

wrig-gler (Bg'leV), n. ! 1. :a person or thing that wriggles.
2. the larva of a mosquito^

adj. fwwGGLiER (-H-er), WRIGGLIEST
twisting; squirming.

_..,, , v |B. wrtfgme, wrihU; AS. wyrbta, a
i^orfcoaan* .ctfa^er/i creator < wyrcan, to work



Wright 1688 wrougkt'iron

Wright, Joseph, 1855-1930; British philologist and

Wright, Orville, 1871-1948; American airplane in-

ventor in collaboration with his brother Wilbur.

Wiight, Wilbur, 1867-1912; American airplane in-

ventor in collaboration with his brother Orville.

wring (rin), v.t. [WRUNG (run) or rare WRINGED (rirjd),

WRINGING], [ME. wringen; AS. wringan, to press,
com-

press, strain; akin to G. ringen, to struggle, wrestle:

IE. base *wreng-, (cL WRENCH) < *wer~, to turn, bend

(cf. WORM)], 1. to squeeze, press, twist, or compress,

especially so as to force out water or other liquid.

2. to force out (water or other liquid) by this means, as

from wet clothes (usually with out}. 3. to wrench or

twist forcibly. 4. to get or extract by force, threats,

persistence, etc.; extort. 5. to afflict with anguish,
distress, pity, etc.: as, her story wrung his heart. v.L

to writhe, squirm, or twist with force or great effort.

71. the action of wringing or twisting.

wring-er (rirj'er), n. [ME., an oppressor), 1. a person
or thing that wrings. 2. a machine fitted with opposed
rollers which squeeze water from wet clothes.

wrin-kle (rir/k'l), n. [ME. wrinkel, wrinkil, a wrinkle;
AS. wrincle < base of wringan, to press, wring; cf.

WRING], 1. a small ridge or furrow in a normally smooth
surface, caused by contraction, crumpling, folding, etc.

2. a crease or pucker in the skin. v.t. [WRINKLED (-k'ld) ,

WRINKLING], to make a wrinkle or wrinkles in, as by
contracting; pucker; crease, v.i. to be or become wrin-
kled: form wrinkles, as by contracting.

wrin-kle (rir/k'l), n. [prob. dim. ult. < AS. wrenc, a
trick, guile; cf. WRENCH], [Colloq.], a clever trick, idea,
or device: novelty.

wrin-kly (rir/kli), adj. [WRINKLIER (-kli-er), WRINKLI-
EST (-kli-ist)], having wrinkles; wrinkled.

wrtet (rist), n. [ME. wriste, wrist; AS. < the base of

wrxstan, to twist (cf. WREST)], 1. the joint or part of
the arm between the hand and the forearm; carpus.
2. the corresponding part in an animal. 3. the part of
a sleeve, glove, etc. covering the wrist. 4. a wrist pin.
wrist-band (rist'band', riz'band), n. the band at the
end of a full-length sleeve, that fits at the wrist; cuff,

especially of a shirt.

wrist-drop (rist'drop'), n. paralysis of the extensor
muscles of the hand, due to injury or, especially, lead
poisoning: also wrist drop.

wrist-let (rist'lit), n. 1. a band or strap worn around
the wrist for warmth, to secure a watch, etc. 2. a
bracelet. 3. [Slang], a handcuff.

wrist-lock (rist'lqk'), n. a wrestling hold in which one
wrestler twists his opponent's arm from a hold at the
wrist.
wrist pin, the stud or pin by which a connecting rod is

attached to a wheel, crank, etc.
wrist watch, a watch worn on a strap or band that fits

around the wrist.
writ (rit), n. [ME.; AS., a writing, writ < writan, to

write], 1. [Rare or Archaic], something written; writ-
ing; document. 2. a formal legal document ordering or
prohibiting the performance of some action.
Holy Writ, the Bible.

write (rit), v.t. [WROTE (rot), WRITTEN (rif'n), WRITING;
archaic p.t. & pp. WRIT (rit)], [ME. writen; AS, writan,
to scratch, score, engrave, hence to write; akin to G.
reizen, to tear; IE. base *wer-, to tear off, scratch, as
also in Sans, vrand-h, wound, tear], 1. to form or in-
scribe (words, letters, symbols, etc.) on a surface,
as by cutting^ carving, or, especially, marking with
a pen or pencil. 2. to form the words, letters, or sym-
bols of wrfch pencil, chalk, typewriter, etc.; put down in
writing: as, write your name, he wrote the formula on
the blackboard. 3. to produce (a literary or; musical
composition) ; compose. 4. to draw up or compose in

legal form. 5. to fill in (a check, printed form, etc.)
with necessary writing, 6. to cover with writing: as,
he stopped after writing three pages. 7. to communi-
cate in writing: as, be wrote that he would be late. 8, to
communicate with in writing; write a letter or aote to:
as, wr

m
^e me before you go. 9. to call, entitle, <* desig-

nate in wii$nag: as* he writes himself "Judge.^ 10. to
<*"OTraifce. It. to leave marks, signs, or evidence of ;

^dearly: as, greed was written onHs face, v*. 1. to
inscribe words, letters* symbols,, >eta ,on a
especially by making marks with a pen or
2, to write books or other literary scatter; be
: or ^writer- 3. to writ a letter or Iefeta&

; 4 to
", at written work, as. a clerk, copyist^ etc.
e writing of a specified kin4'- as, $& whiles

, tjie pew whites scratch^. >,

to^ pttt into written, form; write a
to disparage or, depreciate by wrj'fejg,

> cancel cc rejwoye Jtom, a<sqatuxts.j said
dt&, as iix accepting or bfook-

write-in (rit'in') n. 1. the act of voting for some
person whose name is not on the ballot by writing the
name in. 2, a name so written in.

writ-er (nt'eY), n. 1. a person who writes. 2. a person
whose business or occupation is writing; specifically,

a) a copyist, amanuensis, or clerk, b) an author,

journalist, or the like. 3. [Scot.], a solicitor or lawyer.
writ-er's cramp (rit'erz) , painful spasmodic contraction
of the muscles of the hand and fingers, resulting from
excessive use in writing.

write-up (rit'upO , n. 1 . [Colloq.], a written report or de-

scription, especially one that praises or is favorable to
the subject written about, as in a newspaper, magazine,
etc. 2. in finance, a statement of the alleged assets of

a corporation in excess of the true value.

writhe (nth), v.t. [WRITHED (nthd), WRITHED 9r archaic

or poetic WRITHEN (ri//z'n), WRITHING], [ME. written; AS.
writhan, to twist, wind about; akin to ON. rttha; IE.
base *wer~, to bend, twist; cf. WREATH], to cause to
twist or turn; contort, v.i. 1. to make twisting or

turning movements; contort the body, as in agony;
squirm. 2. to suffer great emotional distress, as from
embarrassment, revulsion, etc. n. an act of writhing;
writhing movement ; contortion.

writh-en (rWn), adj. [ME. wrythen, pp. of writhen, to

writhe], [Archaic or Poetic], writhed; twisted; contorted.

writ-ing (rit'irj), n. 1. the act of a person who writes.
2. something written, as a letter, document, inscription,
etc. 3. written form. 4. handwriting. 5. a book, poem,
article, or other literary work. 6. the profession or

occupation of a writer. 7. the art, practice, style, or
form of literary composition, adj. 1. that writes.
2. used in writing.

writing paper, 1. paper for writing on. 2. stationery.
writ of prohibition, an order from a higher court to a
lower one directing it to cease operating in some matter
outside its jurisdiction.

writ of right, a legal writ protecting or restoring title

rights in rreenold real estate.
writ-ten (rit''n), past participle of write.

W.R.N.S., Women's Royal Naval Service (Wrens).
wrnt., warrant.
Wroclaw (vr$ts'laf), n. Breslau, Poland: Polish name.

wrong (ro*rj), adj. [ME. wrong, wrong, crooked, twisted,

wrong; As. wrang; ON. rangr, wrangr, wrong, twisted
< the same base as AS. wringan, to twist (cf. WRING,
WRENCH)], 1. not morally right or just; sinful; wicked;
immoral. 2. not in accordance with an established
standard, previous arrangement, given intention, etc.:

as, this is the wrong method, he came on the wrong day.
3. not suitable or appropriate: as, that was the wrong
thing to say, 4. a) contrary to truth, fact, etc.; in-

correct; inaccurate, b) acting, fudging, believing, etc.

incorrectly; mistaken, 5. unsatisfactory; in a bad state
or condition. 6. not functioning properly; out of order:
as, something is wrong with my eyes. 7. designed to
be worn or placed inward or under and not displayed :

as, the wrong side of a fabric, adv. in a wrong manner,
direction, etc.; so as to be wrong; incorrectly; amiss.
n. 1. something that is wrong, especially a wicked or
unjust act. 2. in law, a violation of a legal right; tort.
v.i. 1. to treat badly or unjustly: do wrong to; injure.
2. to think badly of without real justification; hence,
3. to malign; dishonor. 4. to seduce (a woman).
get (someone) in wrong, [Colloq.], to bring (someone)
into disfavor.

go wrong, 1. to turn out badly. 2. to change from
good behavior to bad; go astray,
in the wrong, wrong.
SYN. wrong implies the inflicting of unmerited injury or
harm upon another (he was wronged by false charges) ; oppress
implies a burdening with, harsh,, rigorous impositions or the
cruel pr unjust use of power (oppressed by heavy taxation);
persecute suggests constant harassment or the relentless
infliction of cruelty and suffering (th*e peysdouiGd, minorities of
Nazi Qermany) ; aggrieyesugir^st^thie inflicting of gucii wrongs
or

injuries as seem a just cause, foe complaint oj resentment
(ogsrietoed py her JB-tr^at^ncsit of him); Abuse suggests }m-
proper or fcurtful treatment, as bt we tt*e of insulting or
coarse language (her much abused husband!) . See also Injustice,

wrong do-er (rdij'tldo'eY), n. a person wbp 4oes %rong.

'$$& (rdjMioo'irj),
n. amy act or ben&yfor t&at

w tttit^' in farvnting, the incorrect font: txgejl to
designate a typ face of tfce wrong size or stylf:
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wrought iron

wrought iron, a kind of iron that contains some slagand very little carbon: it is tough and hard to break
yet soft enough to be pounded into shape
wrought-iron casting, 1. the process of casting with
nutis metal. 2. a casting made by this process.
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rbed ; excited.

hite Russian Soviet Socialist Republic
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-"Avvrun), past tense and past participle of wring.wry (n) v.t. A:v.i.
[wRiED.(rid), TOTING], [MB.to twist, bend; AS. wtgtan, to turn, twist; akin to

OFns. wr*a, to bend, stoop; IE. base *tore& (aTalsSin L/. n<?#, head veil)
-"* * - j -. -n .

v

or twist, adj.
"

wrie < the .], _.

distorted. 2. made ""by twisting"''or" distort^ the
teatures: as, a wry face. 3. perverse; contrary. 4,
distorted m meaning, interpretation, etc.
wry-neck (n'nek'), n. 1. a condition in which the neck
is twisted by a muscle spasm; torticollis. 2. [Colloa 1

a person afflicted with this. 3, a kind of bird related
to the woodpecker, distinguished by its habit of
stretching and twisting its neck.

W.S., West Saxon.
WSW, W.S.W., w.s.w., west-southwest.
wt., weight.
Wu.chang (woo'char/), n. the capital of Hupeh prov-
ince, China,__on the Yangtze River: pop., 250 000
WU'han (woolmn'), n. three cities, Hankow, Hanyang,and Wuchang, in eastern China, forming one metro-
politan area :^op, 778,000: also called Han Cities.
WiMiu (woo'hooO, n. a city in Anhwei province, China,
on the Yangtze River: pop., 135,000.

wiil-fen ite (wool'fsn-it
7
), n. [G. wulfenit, after P. X.

von Wulfen (1728-1805), Austrian mineralogist], a min-
eral, lead molybdate, PoMoOi, having a high luster and
occurring in various colors.
Wundt, wil-helm (vil'helm voont), 1832-1920; Ger-
man physiologist and psychologist.
Wup.per.tal (voop'er-taT), n. a city in the Ruhr states: area, 97,914 sq. mi.; pop., 291
district, Germany: pop., 325,000 (est. 1946). Cheyenne: abbreviated Wyo., Wy.
Wurt-tein-berg (wttr'tam-bSrg; G. vur'tem-berkh') , n. Wy-o-ming-ite (wi-o'min-it'), n. a native
a division of southwestern Germany: formerly a king- of Wyoming.dam: area. 7.532 sn. mi- nnn a on? nnn- ^o^toi Wyoming Valley, a valley of the Susquehanna River,

in eastern Pennsylvania: site of a massacre, 1778.

Wytfae, George (with), 1726-1806; American lawyer;
signer of the Declaration of Independence.
wy-vem (wi'vSrn), n. a wiverm

'1nJh^ty " Kia 2s I^vince, eastern
_~r-r*-- T*" l *>A',UlK/.
W. Va., West Virginia.
Wy-an*dot (wi'an-dot

r
) n. L a member of the formerJluron tnbe or confederacy of North American Indians

2. an Iroquomn_language. Also spelled Wyandotte.
Wy-an'Ootte (wi'dn-dot

7
), n. 1, Wyandot 2 a citv in

Michigan, on the Detroit River: pop., 37,000 3 [<
sense 1], any of a breed of American domestic fowls a
cross between the Brahma and the Hamburg.
Wy-att, Sir Thomas (wi'at), 1503?-1542; English poet
statesman, and courtier,
wych-elm (wich'elm'), n. (< witch, as in -witch hasd:
so called because of the pliant branches], 1. a small
variety of elm found in Europe and northern Asia
2. its wood. Also spelled witch-elm.

Wych-er-ley, William (wich'lr-li), 1640?~1716: English
dramatist.

^^
wych-na-zel (wich>ha'z'l) t n. 1. witch hazel 2 a
wych-elm,
Wyeliffe or Wyc-lif, John (wiklif), 1320P-1384: Eng-
lish religious reformer; first translator of the Bible into
English: also spelled Wiclif, Wickliffe.

Wyc-lif-fite, Wyc-lifite (wiklif-itO, n. (ML. mdefita< L. form of name Wydij], a follower of John WycliJfe-
a Lollard, adj. of or having to do with John Wyeliffe or
his followers.

Wye (wi) t n. a river in eastern Wales and western Eng-
land flowing into the Severn estuary: length, 130 mi.
wye (wi), n. \4>L WYES (wfz)], 1. the letter Y. 2. some-

Wyld, Henry Cecil Kennedy (wild), 1870-
; English

linguist and lexicographer.
Wy-lie, Elinor (will), (Mrs. William Rose Bentt), 1885-
1928; American poet and novelist.

wynd (wind), n. [M Scots, wynde < ME. winden, to
wind], [Scot.], a narrow lane or alley.
Wy-o-tning (wl-o'mir)), n. a Western State of the United
States: area, 97,914 sq._mi;__pop. 291,000; capital,

j or inhabitant

dom:
Stut

PJL.WJ-I. VJL i3vu.i/j.iw^ami jii vjci juictiiy . loriiitsny tt jilllg""

area, 7,532 sq. mi.; pop., 2,907,000; capital,

(wurts'bSrg; G. vurts'boorkh), n. a city in
northwestern Bavaria. Germany, on the Main River:
pop,, 63,000 (ait. 1946).

X, x (eks), n* Ipk 2\Xs ^ WI. * & twenty-
fourtli letter of "Wbe Brjglish alphabet ; from a western
Greek alphabet; see alphabet, table. 2. the sound of

X or x, phonetically e<mal to Cp) normally : in English,
it also has the sound of (m), IrA [gz], as in exact; (ksh),
IPA Dc/J, as in anxious;H^%h)^ IPA [gjf] as in luxurious;
aro (SE), as in xylophone. 3* a type or impression for

X or x. 4, d symbolfor the tiyientj^ourth in a sequence
(or the twenty-4hW if J is omitted, or the

i j,Y ad w are ato> omitted). a$j. 1. of
'

ittrm. >

(or twenty-third If J is

if V a|i<J W are also omitted)
l|

'

l
l

xan the in (zan'thi-in), n. [< xanth- -f- -*"], the water-
soluble part of th,e yellow pigment of yellow flowers.

Xan-thi-an (aan't3ai-3n) f cdj. of or having to do with
Xanthtis, an ancient city of Asia MEinor.
xan-thic (zan'thik), adj. [Fr. xanthique; see XANTHO-
& *ic], 1. yellow *or yellowish in color. 2, of or having
to do with xanthin or xanthine, 3. designating or of
an unstable colorless acid, CsHsOSs, that decomposes
into emyl alcohol and carbon (aistilfiae at 24 C. ,'

xanthirf (zan'ihm), n. [xanth- + -in], the insoluble

part of yhe yellow pigment of yellow flowers.

cai'*l:nil UBBMr-Wfi
white' >v^w^De

l

'

-

,
,

,

{wmtfa- 4- -fatfa

pound, CcH^lvUOa,
,' n.

compounde nrogenous compoun, c^va,
acid: it is present in blood, urine and

i) n. wife of Socrates; 5th centiary
of the quarrelsome, nagging wife.

, -
^t ^iiDbor, yellow!,
as in xanthochroid:

write,

c} as
ta 3, 'the Boman P
(X) ioooof^

;

teMAii

4. "a

. CMati'tuMid also
6. in chemistry, a sywfal



xanthous 1690 xyster

ran-thous (zan'thas), adj. [Gr. xanthos, yellow], 1.

yellow. 2. of or having to do with the yellow-skinned,

especially Mongolian, peoples. 3. of or haying to do

with the branches of mankind having yellowish, brown,

or red hair.

Xanthus (zan'thss), n. an ancient city m Lycia,
southwestern Asia Minor.

.

Xa-vi-er, Saint Francis (za'vi-gr, zav'i-Sr), (born
Francisco Javier), 1506-1552 ; Spanish Jesuit missionary :

called the Apostle of the Indies.

X.C., X.C., x-cp., ex coupon.
X chromosome, a sex chromosome.
XJX, x.d., X-div., x-div., ex dividend.

Xe, in chemistry, xenon.
xe bee (ze'bek), n. [altered < earlier chebec (after the

older Sp. form) < Fr. chebec; Sp. jabeque, earlier

xabeque; Ar. shabbak], a small, three-masted ship

having an overhanging bow and stern and both square
and lateen sails: once common in the Mediterranean,

especially as used by corsairs.

xe-ni-a (ze'ni-s), n. [Mod. L. < Gr. xenia, hospitality
< xenos, a guest], in botany, the immediate influence of

pollen from one strain of a plant upon the seed of

another strain, resulting in hybrid characteristics in the

form, color, etc. of the resulting growth.
xen-o- (zen'o, zen'a), [< Gr. xenos, strange, foreign,
a stranger], a combining form meaning: 1. stranger,

foreigner* as in xenophobia. 2. strange, foreign, extrane-

ous, as in xenolith. Also, before a vowel, xen-.

Xe-noc-ra-tes (zi-nok'ra-tez'), n. Greek philosopher;
lived 396-314 B.C.

xe-nog-a-mous (zi-nog'a-mas), adj. of or having to do
with xenogamy.
xe-nog-a-my (zi-nqg'a-mi), n. [xeno- + -gamy], in

botany, cross-fertilization.

xen o-gen e sis (zen'0-jen'a-sis), n. [Mod. L.; see

XENO- & -GENESIS], 1. spontaneous generation;
abiogenesis. 2 . alternation of generations ; metagenesis.
3. the supposed production of an individual completely
different from either of its parents.

xen-o-ge-net-ic (zenVja-net'ik), adj. of or having to

do with xenogenesis.
xen o-gen ic (zen'9-jen'ik), adj. xenogenetic.
xen-o-lith (zen'a-lrth), n. [xeno- 4- -lith], & rock frag-
ment embedded in the mass of another rock.

xen-o-mor-phic (zenVmfir'fik), adj. [xeno- + -morphic],
having a form not characteristic of its kind, but
determined by the pressure of surrounding constituents:
said of the granular constituents of crystalline rock.

xe-non (ze'non, zen'on), n. [Gr., neut. of xenos, strange],
a heavyt

, colorless, inert, gaseous chemical element
present in the air m minute quantities: symbols, Xe,
X; at. no., 54; at. wt,. 131.3.

Xe-nophanes (zi-nors-nezO, n. Greek Eleatic phi-
losopher; lived 6th century B.C.
xenopho-bia (zenVfo'bi-o), n. [Mod. L.; see XEHO-
&. -PHOBIA], fear or hatred of strangers or foreigners.^ .

Xen-o-phon (zen's-fsn), n. Greek general and historian:*
lived 434P-355? B.C. *.1

Xe res fshe'res), n. Jerez, city in Spain: former name,/
xe*ro- (ze^'p, zlr's), [< Gr. xeros, dry], a combining
form meaning dry, as m xerophyte: also, oefore a vowel,

xero derma (zlrVdur'mo), n. [xero- 4- Gr, derma,
the skin], a skin disease characterized by roughness
and dryness and, often, the formation of scales.

xeroph-ilous (zi-rof'a-lssj, adj. [xero- -f -philous),
capaole of thriving in a hot, dry climate, as certain

plants and animals.

xeroph-thalmia (zlr'of-thal'xni-a), n. [LL.; Gr.
xerophthalmia < zeros, dry -f- ophthalmia, disease of

.tpe; eyes < optyhatmos, the eye], a form of conjunc-
ittvitis characterized by a dry and lusterless condition
or $$$ eyeball and caused by a iefiaeney^of' vifcamin A.

xetap-pbgrte (zlr'arftr) , n, [xero- + rfhytok ^ xerophilous

a sword -f- eidos, a form], 1. shaped like a

sword; ensiform. 2. designating or of a cartilaginous

process at the lower end of the sternum, or breastbone.

n. the xiphoid process.

xiph-o-su-ran (zif'a-soor'sn, zif'a-syoor'an) , ad]. [< Gr.

xiphos, a sword -f oura, a tail; -f -an], designating or of

an order of primitive arachnids made up of the king
crabs, n. any member of this order.

Xmas (kris'mas; popularly eks'nras), 71. [see X (sense

5)], Christmas.
Xn. Christian.

Xnty., Christianity.
X particle, a mesotron.

X-ray (eks'ra'), adj. of, by, or having to do with X
rays. v.t. to examine, treat, or photograph with X rays.

X ray, [so called by the discoverer because of its un-
known character], 1. a non-luminous electromagnetic

ray or radiation of extremely short wave length, gen-

erally less than 2 angstroms, produced by the bom-
bardment of a substance (usually one of the heavy
metals) by a stream of electrons moving at great

velocity, as in a vacuum tube. X rays are capable of

penetrating opaque or solid substances, ionizing gases
and tissues through which they pass, and affect-

ing photographic plates and fluorescent screens. They
are widely used in medicine for study, diagnosis, and
treatment of certain organic disorders, especially of

internal structures of the body. 2. a photograph made
by means of X rays.

Xtian.. Christian.

Xty. Christianity.

xy-lan (zi'lan), n. [< Gr. xylon, wood; -f -an\ a yellow,

gummy pentosan that is found in woody tissues and
yields xylose upon hydrolysis.

xy-lem (zi'lem), n. [G. < Gr. xykn, wood], the woody
tissue of a plant, especially, in higher forms, the part
of the vascular bundle, consisting of tracheal tissue,

parenchyma, etc., that gives firmness and conducts
moisture.

xy-lene (zi'len), n. [xyl(o)" + -ene]> any of three isomeric,
colorless hydrocarbons, CH4(CH) S , having the char-
acteristics of benzene and derived from coal tar and
wood tar: used as solvents, antiseptics, etc.

xy-lic acid (zi'lik, zil'ik) , any of six isomeric crystalline
acids, CeH^CHOiCOOH, carboxyl derivatives of

xylene.
xy li din (zila-din, zil's-din), n, xylidine.

xy-li-dine (zi'b-den', zil's-din), n. [< #y/ene 4- -ide -J-

-ine], 1. any of the isomeric compounds having the
formula CsHifCHOzNHa, resembling aniline and de-
rived from xylene. 2. a mixture of these isomeric

compounds, used in making certain dyes.
xV'lo- (zilo, zi'la), F< Gr. xylon, wood], a combining
form meaning wood, as in xylograph: also, before a

vowel, xyl-.

^xylo graph (zi'la-graf', zila-graf'). n. [xylo- + -graph],
a wood engraving or an impression from this.

xy-log-ra-pher (zi-log'ro-fgr), n* [yylo- + -grapher],
La wood engraver.

^/lo-graph-lc (zi'ls-graf'ik), adj. of or made by
lylography.
xy-Io-graph-i-cal (zi'lo-graf'i-k'l), adj. xylographic.
xylog-ra-nhy (zi-log'rs-fi), n. [xylo- -f. -&r<*Pny], the art
of engraving on wood or of taking printed impressions
from such engravings,
xyloid (zi'loid), adj. [xyl- + -oid], of or like wood;
woody.

, ^,
sa, si; Gr. kse), n. [Gr.], the

xy.JoHzaol, aafld) n. \flfc ^ -af\, xylene.
xy-lophagous (zi-lof'a-gas), ad]. [Gr. xylophagos
xylont wopd -f pbagein, to at), eating or boring i

wood, as the larvae of certain insects.

xylophone (zllsrlon', zilVf5n') f n. [

ph$ne, a voice], a musical
percussion ^strujDient con-
sisting of a series of wooden
bars gi^4mt?ed in length so
as to sound the notes of the

W)MP; s^clc witjtt smafl,

<
into

, [< xylo- f lse f

bore into of ci^t

a person who
lophone,
xylose

&
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Y
ufsilon: see alphabet, table. *2. the somd of Y or y
phonetically, a front-tongue semivowel glide when
occurring at the beginning of a syllable, as L ^383or vineyard: within a syllable, it is the lowered tohfront unrounded vowel (1), as in myth, or the diphthons

KtVnJai
i ^c?

11^C^ly\
3 ' a^ or ^Pressionror x or y. 4. a symbolfor the twenty-fifth in a seauenceor group (or the twenty-fourth if f is omHted?

q^e
twenty-second if V and W are also omitted), adj.
1, 01 x or y. 2. twenty-fifth (or twenty-fourth if T

JSnfSSR
6^' r t^ty-weand if V and W are also

omitted) in a sequence or group.

JP' 7
1 * *' an

^"ect shaped like Y, as a branched
piece of piping, a forked

support for a telescope, etc.
2, a medieval R^rnian numeral for 150: with a superior

y, in mathematics, 1. the second of a set of unknown
quantities, * usually being the first. 2. an ordinate.
y
'%xl'l\y~' *'' 4S

-/-> perfective prefix; basic sense
together'] an obsolete or archaic prejix formerlyused regularly .

with the past participles of verbs: its

?
e
'i5L

a pc?
tic arckaism, survived until the end ofthe 16th century, as in yclept

7 (i
J,if

a
/*

SVME - -y> -** -*/ Prob. after OPf. -*. -*,

/?
LJax

!r
3yf ,

names as W (for JDovtf), Mathe
(for Matheu), etc,], a suffix used in forming diminutives!
mcknaraes, and terms of endearment OT fanSiarityas m kitty, Billy, daddy ; often spelled -le, as inS

' IME -

2' ^ ; AS - ^ akin to L.Tf; an
sumx

in

-y

:orming suffix meaning:
or characterized by, as in dirty,

f r as Im
yttfawy, chilly, <j__.v . . rwwww w

o, as in drowsyv sticky. 4. suggestive ol, some-
wrwKKe, as in Wfly,JSor^y. Sometimes used with a
aught intensive force that does not change the meaning
of the root adjective, as in stilly.

^^^
-"'* occas., [Pr. -ie; L. -ia < or akin to Gr. -w,a suffix used to form abstract nouns, often

^>dmg to adjectives ending in -ous and -ic,

f
m

'
gS $ual*ty or con<*ition of (being), as

-ttw.'e), tAnt^lo-Fr. -te
t

*
L. -ium], a notm-forming

-
r
_^,.. meaniag actton

of, as in inquiry, entreaty.
Y., Toon? <lijRa' Chnstian Association.
y., 1.

y^l^f^3*. 2 - y^; years.

IAustralian CoUoQlt '^aUc* jabber

^?3^l ^f^^hft; W'bie-noiO. the southern
range of the Stanovoi Motwtalns, in eastern Siberia.

\ar'Woino*1roi MountaJM^WlWoriio^voiO, Yablonoi
Motcntains. T

yacht (yat), n. [D. ^
J"IJJ -

pursuit ship., _,
-) < faght, a hunt < jflt|

any of various rektively *

orui^, racmg, etc, tr./. to sail in a viefC v'"'

1

ry
yacht ing (yit'irj), n. the action or sport o,aalKBK w a

see Houyhnhnm. 2. (y-J, a vicious, bestial person,

Yaj&iJffl^ff ^ST^lffiSSi
bUmPkhU

Yah-weh, Yah-we (ya'we), n. God: a modern form of
the Hebrew name m the Old Testament commonly
transliterated Tehovah.
Yah-wism (yaWm), n. 1. the worship of Yahweh
^^tS8-', 2 * the use of Yahweh as a name for God.
lah-wist (ya'wist), n. the unidentified writer or
writers of certain Old Testament passages in which
Yahweh (Jehovah) instead of EloMm is used as the
name for God: cf. Elohlst.
TOi-wia-tic (ya-wis'tik), adj. 1. of or written by the
Yahwist(s). 2. using Yahweh (Jehovah) instead of
mohim as the name for God: said of certain Old
Testament passages.

YAK; see PLURAL, n, D, 1],
_.,j.elong-
d ox of Tibet

and central Asia,
often domesticated as
a beast of burden.
Yak-ima (yak'a-ma),
n. a city in south
central Washington:
POP., 38,000.
Ya-kut (ya-koof), n.
1. any of a people
living in the Yakutsk
A.S.IS.R. 2. then-
Altaic language: lin-

, short for jazht
ip (i.e., against
'c % $$ift a

'TiiwuiA^j. AI. OJUWUXU. MC
classified as Turkic or Mongolian.
Yakut Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic,
Yakutsk Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic,
Ya-kutak (yS-kootsk'), n. the capital of the Yakutsk
JLS.S.RM on the Lena River: pop., 10,500.
Yakutsk Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic,
a divisioni of the R,S.F.S,R. in northeastern Siberia;
area, L169.927 sq. mi; pop., 400,000; capital, Yakutsk.
Yal-ta (ySFta; Russ. yal'a), n. a town in the Crimea,T

.S.SJR.., on the Black Sea: see Crimea, map.u.e>.eut., on tue Ulack Sea: see Crimea, ma
Yalta Conference, a conference of Roosevelt, Cattrcttu
and Stalm at Yalta ,ip. February, 1945: also cale
Crimea Conference.
Yalii(y|/

lfi,'), n. a river Eowing between Manchuria
and Korea into

tj^e, ^eUow Sea: lengthTSOO mi.
y31^, (yam) v

n. [Port, mkame < Senegal nyami, to eat].
1. the edible, starchy, ^bero^is root of any of several
tropical cltmbing^ plants. |. any of the^e plants. 3.
[Scot.], the comn|bn (of\|rt&h) potatp. 4. [Dial], the
sweet potato. ,1 / ",

.,

'

, ; ', ,.

' '

''

Ya-np (yumfa), rL f5juj4&!.4 'P^d^^od, ittdge of
_dead and king of *lt^ ' - ^-i-^*^ * ~+

taj, 1885-1946: J
cnmes: called the Ttgetr
ya-men (ya'msn), n.
office or residence Q a
yammer (yam'&r), V4.

tted for war

,1^1 China, ^|ie

w __jc official
r&n -c AS. geomerian,

wwretoh,ed|
(ylts'moa), n. [^>?t __.

WBO owns or sails a yacht.
wJts'msn-ship'), . the

a yacht.
JL (yte'woom'sn), n. C^l. YA^*^woman who owns or sails a yacht,
aa), it. Pee Dee, a river in North aad
s o called fe North CaroHna.

, groan < geomor
by the cocnate
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yank (yaijk), n. [< New England Dial.], [Colloq.],
a jerk. v.t. & v.L [Colloq.], to jerk,
Yan-kee (yaq'ki), n. [prob. < D. Jan Kees (taken
as pL); Jan, John + Kees, dial, form of kaas, cheese;
orig. (Jan Kaas) used as disparaging nickname for a
Hollander, later for Dutch freebooter; applied by
colonial

m
Dutch in New York to English settlers in

Connecticut. For discussion of this and other hypotheses
see H. L, Mencken, Am. Lang. Suppl I, pp. 192-197],
1. a native or inhabitant of New England. 2. a) a
native or inhabitant of a Northern State; Northerner.
6) a Union soldier in the Civil War. 3. a native or
inhabitant of the United States, adj. of, like, or
characteristic of the Yankees,
Yan-kee-dom (yarj'ki-dgm), n. 1. Yankees collec-

tively. 2. the northern United States, especially New
England. 3. the United States.
Yankee Doo-dle (doo'd'l), [< Yankee + ? tootle, the
sound made in tonguing a flute or fife, for which the
tune was apparently first written], an early American
song with several versions of humorous verses, popular
during the Revolutionary War.
Yan-kee-ism (yan'ki-iz'm), n. 1. Yankee character
or characteristics, 2. a particular Yankee mannerism,
idiom, etc.
Ya-oun de (ya'odn'da') n. the capital of the French
mandate of Cameroun, Africa: pop., 20,000.

Yap (yap, yap), n. one of the Caroline Islands in the
Pacific: area, 80 sq. mi.; pop., 6,500.

],

2. [Slang],

western , . . ., ,.
yap (yap), vd. [YAPPED (yapt), YAPPING], [echoic],
1. to make a sharp, shrill bark or yelp.

TI. 1. a sharp,
shrill bark or yelp. 2. [Slang] , noisy, stupid talk;

jabber. 3, [Slang], a crude, noisy person. 4. [Slang],
a rowdy; hoodlum. 5. [Slang], the mouth.
ya-pok, ya-pock (ya-pok'), n. {< Oyapok, a river in

Guiana], a small, water-dwelling opossum of Central
and South America, having the hind feet webbed.
Ya-qui (ya'ke), n. {pi. YAQX/I, YAQUIS (-kez)], [after the

Yaqui River in northwestern Mexico, where they
formerly lived],, a member of a tribe of Uto-Aztecan
Indians now settled in Sonora, Mexico.

Yar-bor ough (yar'bur'o, yaVbeV-9), n. [said to be so

named after an Earl of Yarborough who would bet

1,000 to 1 against its occurring], a bridge or whist
hand containing no card higher than a nine.

yard (yard), n. [ME. yerde, gerde; AS. gyrd, gierd, a
rod, staff, yard measure; akin to obs. G. gerte, a rod;
IE. base *gfrasto-, *gha&dho-, a rod, pole, as also in
L. hasta, a pole, spear], 1. a measure of length, equal
to 3 feet, or 36 inches: one yard is equivalent to .914
meter: abbreviated yd., y. (sing. & pi.). 2. in nautical

usage, a slender rod or spar, tapering toward the ends,
fastened at right angles across a mast to support a sail.

yard (yard), n. [ME. yerd; AS. geard, enclosure; akin
to ON. garthr (cf. GARTH); IE. base *gherdh~, prob.
to surround, seen also in Russ. gorod, town, Bng.
girdle], 1. the space or grounds surrounding or sur-

rounaed by a building or group of buildings: often in

combination, as, churchyard, farmyard, etc. 2. an
enclosed place used for 6 particular purpose or business:

as, a lumber yard, shipyord. 3. a place where wild
deer, moose, etc. herd together for feeding during the
winter. 4. a railroad center where trains are made up,
serviced, switched from track to track, etc; v*t* to

put, keep, or enclose in a yard (often with up).
yard-age (ytr'dij), n. [see -AGE], 1. measurement in

yards. 2. the extent or amount of something so
measured.
yard age (yaVftij), n. [see -AGE], 1. the use of a yard
for storage, etc. 2. the charge for this.

yard-arm (yard'arm'), n. in nautical usage, either end
of a yard supporting a square sail.

yard grass, a tough, coarse annual grass topped with
long spikes.
yara*taii (yard'man), n. {pi. YARDMEN (-mwi)], a
man who works in a yard, especially a railroad yard.
yard mas ter (yard'nias'tSr, yard'knas'teV), n. a man
in charge of a railroad yard.
yardstick (yard'stikO, l, 1. a graduated stick or rod
oae yard in length, used in measuring, 2* aay 'tqpfc

ot
'-J.J-* a

use(j m measuring, judging, or ooi^pariliSg.
iae standard. '

'

I !
>
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(ySrd'wSnd', yJtrd'w8nd'), n. a j^astlcj.
adj. [ME. yaM,>yarvto; AS. g<W (aicia to
rob. < 0- (cCV-) + *arti,

'
* " " '

, ready ; twetto^qdi;
1

2v brisk, -***-*
Itruly |o the 1

jfar'tiioutii

England.
ytai W1, n. i.; AS, gearn, yarat aldn to O.

, fefcestine, as al^o in ^ *
^ w^tiae-sfeerF Or- cortii (cf. _,,
from stranded, appearance of the

Etet as ^oo3L ( fitk fliWi

one that seems exaggerated or hard to believe, v.i.

[Colloq.], to tell yarns; spin a yarn.
spin a yarn, [Colloq.], to tell a yarn or yarns.

yarn-dyed (yarn'did'), adj. woven of yarn that was
dyed before weaving.

Ya-ro-slavl (ya'rd-slaVl), n. 1. a region of the

R.S.F.S.R., in north central European Russia: pop.,
2,271,000. 2. its capital: pop., 298,000.

yar-o-vize (yar'9-viz'), v.t. [YAROVIZED (-vizd'), YAR-
OVIZING], to jarovize.

yar-row (yar'o), n. [ME. yarowe, yar-we; AS. g&ruwe,
gearuwe; akin to G. garbe], a common herb having a

strong smell and taste, finely divided leaves, and clusters
of small, pink or white flowers.

yash-mak, yash-mac (yash-mak', yash'mak), n. [Ar.

yashmag], the double veil worn by Moslem women
in public.
YaS'Sy (ya'si), n. Jassy, a city in the Moldavian S.S.R.

yat-a-ghati, yat-a-gan (yat's-gan, yat'g-gsn), n. [Turk.
yataghan], a type of Turkish short saber with a double-
curved blade and a handle without a guard.
yaud (y6d, yad), n. [Scot.], an old, worn-out mare; jade.

yauld (y6*d, yad, yald), adj. [Scot.], active, nimble,
vigorous, etc.

yaup (ydp, yap), v.L & n. yawp.
yaii'pon (yQ'psn), n. [Am. Ind. (Catawba) yopun,
dim. of yop, a shrub], an evergreen of the holly family,
native to the southern United States: its leaves are
sometimes used as a substitute for tea.

yaw (y8), tu.JTON. jaga, to sway (like a door on its

hinges) < MHG. jagen, to hunt; cf. YACHT], 1. to
turn or deviate unintentionally from the intended
course or heading: said of a ship or boat. 2. to swing
on the vertical axis to the right or left so that the
longitudinal axis forms an angle with the line of flight :

said of a projectile, aircraft, etc. v.t. to cause to yaw.
n. 1. an act of yawing. 2. the angle formed by a
yawing aircraft, etc.

yawl (y61), n. [< MLG.jolle or D.jol: said to be applied
orig. to Jutland
boats, whence also
Dan. jolle, etc.; cf.

JOLLY-BOAT], 1. a
ship's boat; jolly-
boat* 2. a small
sailboat rigged fore-

and-aft, witha short
mizzenmast astern
of the rudder post:
distinguished from
ketch.

yawl (y61), n. & v.L

[Dial.], yowl.
yawn (y6n), v.L

[ME. yanen, yonen;
merging AS. ginian
(geonian) & the syn-
onymous ganian,
to gape; akin to YAWL
O. gahnen; IE. base
*ghei~, to gape, prob. echoic of the yawning sound,
seen also inJU hiare (cf, HIATUS)], 1. to open tSpmouth
wide, especially involuntarily, and with a eeep in-

halation, as a result of fatigue, drowsiness, or boredom.
2. to be or become wide open; gapei as# a yawning chasm.
v.t. to express or utter with a yawm n* 1. an act of

yawning or opening wide. 2. a widei opening; chasna.

yawp (y6p, yap), vM [MB, y&lpm, prob. an echoic
var. of ydpen: cf. YELP]; t. to utter a loud, harsh
call or cry* 2. [Slang], to talk noisily and stupidly; yap.
3. [Colloq.], to yawn aloud; gape. n. the act or soi^nd
of yawping. Also spelled yaup.
yaw (y&y), n.l* [prbb. of WJnd. origin], a tropical
infectious disease caused by a spirochete ^nd charac-
terfeed by raspbeuylike skin eruptiofi^ followed by
(lesfcmctiVte lesions of the skin and bomes (with l&#);
frtabesia.

'

_
Yaako '(ya0*oq), n. 'a river in, western Mitet^sip^it
flowiog mtq me Mississippi Rivw. length, 300 $d.
Tb In ^eitoisfry* ytterbium.
Y.B., Yearbook:
Y cnromosoine, a sex chromosome. ^ ,

,

y-clept, y-dept (i-klepf), pp* (MB. yd-ep^ AS.

& Mutouj, jArchiaic], called; named; known as: a^c' a
giant yclept iiarbarossa: ate spelled ycleped, y-cleped.

yd., yard; yards/
' M<Yt

'W

ye (^5 w&f j^i| ye is incorrect), <wf/, lAjrtflcJt tin*
Y '

was sAbsttwfced' 'l>y e^rly printer* 'lor ''tae tfocpi
(p), the Old and Middle English character repre-
senting the sound th: sometimes written ye

t as though
a contraction, '

-

'''

, | '

ye (y^; m$fres$<4 yft. pvoifa [|E-
'



yea 1693 yellow warbler
yea (ya), adv. [ME. ye; AS. gea; akin to G. ja; ult. <
the pronominal *ei-, seen also in Eng. it; cf. YEAH],
1. yes: used to express affirmation. 2. indeed; truly;
verily: used to introduce a question or statement.
3. [Archaic], not only that, but more; moreover: as,
he was a good, yea, a fine man. n. 1. an affirmative
statement or vote. 2. a person voting in the affirmative.

yeah (ye, ya, etc.}, adv. [prob. after D. & G, jat merged
with the cognate Eng. yea], [Colloq.], yes.
yean (yen), v.t. & v.i. [ME. genen; AS. *ge-eanian (cf.

geean, pregnant) :ge- (cf. Y-) + eanian, to bring forth
lambs: akm to D. oonen; IE. base *agwh-nos, lamb,
seen also in L. agnus, lamb, etc.], to bring forth (young) :

said of a sheep or goat.
yean-ling (yen'lirj), n. [yean + -ling], a lamb or kid.
adj. newborn.

year (ylr), n. [ME. yere; AS. gear; akin to G. jahr;
IE. base *jg- (< *ei, to go, as also in L. Janus, orig.,
god of the speeding sun, janua, door); basic sense
"that goes, passes"], 1. a) a period of 365 days (in
leap year, 366 days) divided into 12 months and
regarded as beginning January 1 and ending the follow-

ing December 31. b) a period of more or less the same
length in other calendars. 2. the period of time, 365
days,

(
5 hours, 48 minutes, and 46 seconds, spent by the

sun^ in making its apparent passage from vernal
equinox to vernal equinox: also astronomical, natural,
equinoctial, solar, or tropical year. 3. the period of

time, 365 days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, and 9 seconds,
spent by the sun in its apparent passage from a fixed
star and back to the same position again: the difference
in time between this and the astronomical year is due
to the precession of the equinoxes: also sidereal year.
4. a period of 12 lunar months: also lunar year. 5. the
period of time occupied by any planet in making one
complete revolution around the sun. 6. a period of
12 calendar months reckoned from any date: as, we
shall return one year from today. 7. a particular annual
period of less tnan 365 days: as, a fisherman's work
year, a short school year, etc. 8. pi a) age: as, he
seems old for his years, b) time; especially, a long time:
as, he died years ago. Abbreviated, y. (sing. & pi), yr.

year after year, every year.
year by year, each year,
year in. year out, every year.

yearbook (yeV'b^k'), n. a book published yearly,
especially one giving statistics and data of the pre-
ceding year; annual: abbreviated Y.B.

year-ling (ySr'lirj, ytir'lirj), n. 1. an animal one year
old or in its second year. 2. in racing, a horse one year
old, reckoned from January 1 of the year of its foaling.

year-long (yeVloTj), adj. lasting or continuing for a
full year,

year-ly (y&rli), adj. 1. continuing or lasting for a
year. 2. done, happening, appearing, payable, etc.
once a year, or every year: as, a yearly event. 3. of a
year, or each year. adv. annually: every year.

year.n (yttrn), v.i. [ME. yernen; AS. gyrnan < georn,

GftiM* 3L to be filled with longing or desire. 2. to be
deeply movtd, especially with pity or sympathy,

yearn-ing (yfir'nirj), n. [yearn + -ing], deep or anxious
longing, desire, etc.

yeast (yest), n. [HE. yest; AS. gist: akin to G. gischt,

spray, froth & OHOr. jesan, to ferment; IE. base
*/<w?- to foam, boil up, seen also in Gr. zeein, to boil

(cf. ECZEMA, ENZYME)], 1. a yellow, frothy substance
consisting of a mass of minute fungi which germinate
and multiply in the presence of starch or sugar and
form alcohol and carbon dioxide during a process of
fermentation induced by an enzyme: used m making
beer and as a leavening agent in baking. 2. any of the

family of fungi that form yeast; yeast plant, 3. yeast
mixed with flour or meal, usually made up in small
cakes. 4. foam; froth. 5. a) something that agitates
or causes ferment; leaven, b) ferment; agitation, v.i.

(Stare), to froth or ferment.
t Cfike, a small cake made by mixing yeast with
; 40 jaw* sold commercially for use in baking, etc.

t (sense 2).
, [YEASTIBR (~ti4r) t YEASTIEST (-ti-

.. . .. or containing yeast. 2. frothy;
y; & iint i, superficial; frivolous* 4, in a fer-

^^^jwy*.. *_

Yeats,
essayist, $>oe%

literati

1865-1939; Irish

Nobel prize

name.*o. Ye4c{4)* '., Tok^o: a&wawsr name.
&& (y<~'g) , n* [said to be from name of famous safe-
racker), [Slang], a criminal; especially, a safecracker

'

" '

orb***Mar.
yegg man (yeg'man), n.

yell (yel), v.f. [ME. yellen; AS. gellan, giellan, gyllan,
to yell, cry out, resound; IE. base *ghel~, to cry out;
cf. YELP], to cry out loudly; shriek; scream, v.t. to
utter by yelling, n. 1. a loud outcry or shout; shriek;
scream. 2. a rhythmic cheer given in unison, as by
college students at a football game.
yeMow (yel'o), adj. [ME. yelwe; AS. geolo, geolu; akin
to G. gelb; IE. base *|M-f to gleam, seen also in L.
helvus, tawny], 1. of the color of gold, butter, or ripe
lemons. 2. changed to a yellowish color as by age or
illness, as old paper, jaundiced skin, etc. 3. having a
yellowlike pigmentation of the skin, as that charac-
teristic of the Mongolians. 4. jealous or melancholy.
5. [Colloq,], cowardly or untrustworthy. 6. cheaply
sensational to an offensive degree: said of certain
newspapers, n. 1. a yellow color; any color lying
between red and green in the color spectrum. 2. a
pigment or dye that is yellow or capable of producing
yellow. 3. the yolk of an egg. 4. pi. any of several
fungus or virus diseases of plants, causing yellowing of
the leaves, stunting of growth, etc. 5. pi. jaundice,
especially in farm animals. 6. pt. [Obs.], a bad humor;
jealousy, v.t. & v.L to make or become yellow.
yeMow-bird (yel'o-btird'). n. 1. the American gold-
finch. 2. the yellow warbler.
yellow daisy, the black-eyed Susan or any of several
similar flowers.

yeMow-dog contract (yel'o-ddg'). an employer-
employee contract, now illegal, by which a person
being hired is first made to agree that he will join no
labor union while employed.
yellow fever, an acute infectious tropical disease caused
by a virus transmitted by the bite of certain mosquitoes,
and characterized by fever, jaundice, vomiting, etc.

yeMow-green (yeFo-grenOt n. a color between
yellow and green in the spectrum, adj. of this color.

yeHow-ham-mer (yel'o-ham'er), n. [earlier yellow-
ammer < yellow + AS. amore, kind of bird], 1. a
small European finch having a yellow head, neck, and
breast. 2. the golden-winged woodpecker, or flicker,
of North America.

yel-low-ish (yel'o-ish, yel'a-wish) , adj. rather yellow.
yellow jack, 1. yellow fever. 2. a yellow flag used as
a signal of quarantine. 3. a West Indian carangoid
food fish having a gold and silver coloring.
yellow jacket, any of several social wasps and hornets
having bright-yellow markings.
yellow jasmine, the jasmine, a flowering plant: also

yellow jessamine.
yellow journalism, [< the use of yellow ink, to attract

readers, in printing the "Yellow Kid," a cartoon strip,
in the New York World (1895)], the use of cheaply
sensational or unscrupulous methods in newspapers,
etc, to attract or influence the readers.

yellow lead ore. wulfenite.

yeMow-legs (yero-legz') n. [pi. YELLOWLBGS], either of
two sandpipers having long, yellow legs and brown
and white markings.

yellow metal, 1. gold. 2. brass that is 60 parts copper
and 40 parts zinc.

yellow peril, the alleged danger to the world supremacy
of the white, or Caucasian, peoples created by the
vast numbers and potential political power of the
yellow, or Mongolian, peoples.

yellow pine, 1. any of several American pines having
yellowish wood. 2. the wood of any of these.

yellow race, loosely, the Mongolian division of man-
kind: see Mongolian.
Yellow River, Hwang Ho, a river in China.
Yellow Sea, an arm of the Pacific, between China
and Korea: Chinese name, Hwang Mai.

yellow spot, the small, yellowish area in the retina
where vision, is most acute.
YeHoW'Stone (yel'3~st5n'), n. a river in Wyoming
and Montana, flowing into the Missouri: length, 671 rni.

Yellowstone Falls, waterfalls of the Yellowstone
River in Yellowstone National Park: upper fajUs,

109 ft. high; lower falls, 308 ft. high.
Yellowstone Lake, a lake in Yellowstone National
Park; area, 140 sq. rni.

Yellowstone National Pairk, a national park in north-
western Wyoming, extending ojyjer

into I4abo and
Montana, containing gey&er$> boftjpgr springs, petrified
forests, the Grand Canyom of tfae Yellowstone, etc.:

area, 3,472 sq. mi.
yellow streak, a tendency to be cowardly c$av/ebf etc.

yellow tail (yel'5-taiO n. Ipl ^b&mAMjs GffflbO.
YBLLOWTAIL ; see PLWAL, ii, 3X 11 any @f seyeijal fishes

having a yellowish tail; s^edncally, <*/ ttw California
rocknsh. o) the menhaden, c) a carangoidt fisti found
along the California coast.

tOi n. any of variousAmerican
*

warbler, a small, bright-yellow North



yellow water lily 1694 yod
yellow water lily, any of a number of water lilies

having a yellow blossom.
yel-low-weed (yel'o-wed/) , n. 1. any of several kinds
of goldenrod. 2. the European ragwort. 3. the
bulbous crowfoot. 4. sneezeweed.
yellow-wood (yel'o-wood'), n. 1. any of several trees

yielding yellow wood; especially, a) a smooth-barked,
white-flowering tree of the southern United States,
source of a yellow dye. 6) Osage orange, c) the smoke
tree. 2. the wood of any of these.

yeHow-y (yel'o-i, yel's-wi), adj. somewhat yellow.
yelp (yelp), v.i. [ME. yelpen, to boast; AS. gilpan,
gielpan, gylpan, to boast noisily < *galpjan; akin to
MHG. gelfen; IE. base *ghel-, to cry out; cf. YELL],
1. to utter a short, sharf) cry or bark, as a dog. 2. to
cry 9ut sharply, as in pain. v.t. to utter or express by
yelping, n. a short, sharp cry or bark.
Yem-en (yem'sn, ya'mon), n. an Arab kingdom in
southwestern Arabia, on the Red Sea: area, 75,000 scj.

mi.; pop., 4,500,000; capital, San'a: in 1958 joined with
the United Arab Republic in a federation called the
United Arab States: see Saudi Arabia, map.

Yetn-eii'ite (yem/an-rt/, ya'msn-It'), adj. of Yemen or
its people, n. a native or inhabitant of Yemen.
yen (yen), n. [pi. YEN], [Japan. < Chin, yuan, round,
dollar], the monetary unit of Japan, equal to 100 sen:

valued, in 1956, at .28 cent.

yen (yen), n. [Chin., o^ium, smoke], [Colloq.], a deep
longing, or desire. v.i. [YENNED (yend), YENNING],
I Colloq.], to have a yen (for) ; long; yearn.
Yen-ail (yen'an'), n. a city in northern Shensi province,
China: pop., c. 50,000.

Ye-ni'Se-i (ye'ni-sa', ye'ni-se'i), n. a river in central
Siberia, flowing into the Arctic Ocean: length, c.

2,800 mi.
yeo-man (yo'man), n. [pi. YEOMEN (-man)], [ME. yeman,
yoman; not in AS; prob. contr. < yengman, yung
man, young man], 1. originally, a) an attendant or
manservant in a royal or noble household. b) an
assistant or subordinate, as to a sheriff, c) a freeholder
of a class below the gentry, who worked his own land.
2. [British], a) a yeoman of the guard. 6) a member of
the yeomanry (sense 2). 3. in the United States Navy,
a petty officer assigned, to clerical duty.
yeo'man-ly (yo'mon-H), adj. 1. of, characteristic of,
or befitting a yeornan; hence, 2. brave; sturdy;
faithful, adv. in a yeomanly manner; bravely.
yeoman of the (royal) guard, any of the 100 men
forming a ceremonial guard for the English royal
family: the guard was instituted in 1485 byTlenry VII
and still wears a traditional 15th-century uniform.
yeo-man-ry (yo'mon-ri), n. 1. yeomen collectively.
2. a British volunteer cavalry force organized in 1761
as a home guard, but since 1907, a part of the Territorial
Army. Abbreviated yeo.
yeoman's service, exceptionally good or loyal service
or assistance: also yeoman service.

affirmative reply.
, as in lawyer.

(yar'ba bwa/na), an island in San
Francisco Bay, between San Francisco and Oakland:
tunnel across this island connects two spans of the
San Francisco-Oakland bridge.

yes (yes), adv. [ME. pis, yus; AS. gese, gise, yes; prob.
< gea, yea -f- si, sy, be it so, 3d pers. sing., pres. subj.,
of beon, to be (cf. BE)], 1. aye; yea; it is so: the op-
posite of no, and used to express agreement, consent,
affirmation, or confirmation. 2. not only that, but
more; moreover: as, I shall be ready, yes, eager to
help you. Yes is sometimes used alone m inquiry to
signify /'What is it?", "Do you wish to say (or add)
something?" or as a mere expression of interest equiva-
lent to "Is it so?" n. [pi. YESES (-is)], 1. the act of
saying yes; affirmative reply; agreement. 2, an affirma-
tive vote or a person voting this way: usually aye. v.t.
& v.L [YESSED (yest), YESSINGJ, to say yes (to).

yes man, [Slang], a person who indicates mdiscrimi-
nating approval of every suggestion or opinion offered
by his superior; servile sycophant.
yes-ter (yes't&r), adj. [1st element of yesterday used as

combining form), 1. of yesterday, 2. previous to
. Usually in combination: as,

y (yes'teVdi, ye^'teWa') t

: AS. geosfrawteig; geo^an, tfatrari,
&y- geostran (akin to G. ****

base *%hjesrt yesterday, wen also fo * foy ye*.
hesiernus, of yesterday, ftp.},, * w day, be*

6>y just p*st, 2. a xtdtatf <fey' or. tin*

yes-ter-night (yes'ter-mt'), n. & adv. [Archaic or

Poetic], (on) the night before today; last night.

yes-ter-year (yes'ter-y6r') n. & adv. [used by Dante
Gabriel Rossetti to translate Fr. antan], [Archaic or

Poetic], last year.
yes-treen (yes-treW), n. & adv. [MScot. yystrewin
(yester + even) ;

contr. to yistrene in 16th c.], [Scot, or

Poetic], yesterevening.
yet (yet), adv. [ME. yit, yete; AS. giet, gieta; akin to

OFriSj ieta & prob. to G. jetzt, now < Gmc. *hiu-to <
IE. *ko-, *kjo-, etc., this], 1. up to now or to the time
specified; thus far: as, they had not yet finished eating.
2. at the present time; now: as, we can't leave just
yet. 3. still; even now; in the time still remaining: as,
there is yet a chance for peace. 4. now or at a particular
time, as continuing from a preceding time: as, I could
hear him yet. 5. in addition; further; still; even
(usually with a comparative) : as, he was yet more kind.
6. as much as; even: as, he aid not come, nor yet write.
7. now, after all the time that has elapsed: as, hasn't
he finished yet? 8. nevertheless: as, she was lovely, yet
stupid, conj.

>
nevertheless; however: as, she seems

happy, yet she is troubled.
as yet, up to now.

yew (u), n. [ME. ew; AS. iw, eow; akin to G. eibe (OHG.
iuui)* IE. base *iwa-, etc., berry, hence berry-bearing
tree, seen also in L. uva (< *oiwa), bunch of grapesj,
1. a cone-bearing evergreen tree of Europe and Asia,
having fine-grained, elastic wood, dark-green leaves,
and red berries. 2. its wood, used especially for making
archers' bows. 3, [Archaic], a bow of yew.
Yezd (vezd), n. a city in central Iran: pop., 30,000.
Ye-zo (ye'zd), n. Hokkaido, Japan: the former name,

Yggr,
great ash

together the
universe.

YHVH, YHWH, Yahweh: see Jehovah, Tetragram-
maton.

Yid-dish (yid'ish), n. [G. jildisch, short for jildisch-
deutsch, Jewish-German; jiidisch, Jewish < Jude, a
Jew; L. Judaeus], a language spoken by many European
Jews and their descendants on other continents: it is a
dialect of High German written in characters of the
Hebrew alphabet and containing elements of Hebrew,
Russian, Polish, etc.: abbreviated Yld. adj. 1. of or
in this language. 2. [Slanjg], Jewish.

yield (veld), v.t. [MB. yelden; AS. gieldan, geldan. to
pay, give; akin to G. gelten, to be worth; IE. *shel-to,
(I) give, pay], 1. to produce; specifically, a) to give
or furnish as a natural process or as the result of culti-

vation^ as, our orchard yielded a good crop this year,
6) to give in return; produce as a result, profit, etc.:
as, their advice to us yielded many benefits. 2. to give
up under pressure; surrender: sometimes used rdjexive-
ly (with up), as, he yielded himself up to plnttr. 3.
to give; concede j^grant: as, he yielded his consent, they
must yield the point. 4. [Archaic], to pay; recompense.
v.L I. to produce or bear: as, the mine has yielded
poorly. 2. to give up; surrender; submit. 3. to give
way to physical force: as, the gate would not ymd to
their blows. 4. to give place; lose precedence, leader-
ship, etc. (often with to), n. 1. the act of yielding, or
producing. 2. the amount yi^ld^d or produced;
return on labor, investment, etc. ; product,
SYN. yield implies a giving way wider the pressure or
compulsion of force, entreaty, {persuasion, etc. (to yield to
demands); capitulate impEef isutrender to a force that one h*j
neither th* strength nor will to resist further (to capitulate to
the will of the majority); awccunib stresses the weakness of the
one who gives wnjr orw power and irresistibility of thtit which
makes one yield (stoe wwwmbed to his charms) ; relemt ittggestft
the yielding oc sdftenmg of one in a dominant portion who tot
been harsh, stem, or stubborn (he relented a^ the sight of bar

'**) ; defer impkes a yielding to another bftc*u*e of respect' forir
"-iity, authority, knowledge, etc. (to Mtftr to another's

at). See also surrender. ANT. resist.

adj. that yields; submissive; obe-

n. [Soot.], ale.

i) f adj^pron., n. [Scot], ow.
*?*L vCT'*o ) ft* a city in southern Manchuria.
Gulf of Liaotung: pop,, 18 1,000: also callt

0* n. [e

YIFPING], [C
inter/.

lloq.l a yelp,
... to yelp, as a yowng

an exclamation of pwsvi

yird (ytW) r n. [ScoU, artk
-yl (il: now rarely elj, [< Or. hylj, wood, subst*twte],

In cfeeinlstxy to form the p^nes-"-* ^^
,

a combining form use4
of radical^ as

J'



yodel you
th letter of the Hebrew alphabet ('), corresponding

gl
/
S^/^ial Y

J y: see alphabet, table.
P ^

(y dl) ' Vmt* & VtL [YODBLED or YODELLED
)
K
YOIfL

i?
or

.
YODELLiNG], [G. jodelnl to sirlgab^pt a

]l
e?^ting changes between the normal

vode
106

9
nd the falsetto

> *!
1- the act or sound of

yodelmg 2. a song or refrain sung in this way to
meaningless syllables: popular among the mountaS
people of Switzerland and the Austrian Tvrol

'

n ' a

Yo-ko-ha-ma (yo'ka-ha'mg; Jap. yo^-hS'ina) , n. a
seaport in Honshu, Japan, near Tokyo: pop., 814,000

Yo-ko-sU'ka (yo'ka-soo'ka; Jap. yo'kS-soo'ka), n. avwr^T* ; TT -u-
Japan, near

"-*-

yolk (yok; now y yolk), n. .

ca, yolk, lit., yellow part
[ME.

geolca, eiole, , ., pa e ase o
geolu (cl YELLOW)], 1. the yellow, principal substance

e, yelke; AS.
< the base of

(-did), YODLING],

yo~dier (yo'dler), n. a yodeler.
yo-ga (yo'ga), n. [Sans., union], in Hindu philosophya practice involving intense and complete concentration
upon something, especially the deity, in order to
establish identity of consciousness with the object of
concentration

:.
it is a mystic and ascetic practice

usually involving the discipline of prescribed postures!

yogh (yokh), n. [ME.], the name of the Middle English
S55J f

r ?> fpr
?
se
?T

11
i
g: a

l,
a voiceless fricative, or

guttural, similar to Modern German ch, as in dock- it
is now written gh and is usually silent, as in thouxh or
pronounced (f), as in cough, b} a voiced palatal fricltivenow represented by the y of yes.

pcu "ai ^icaiive,

yo-gi (yo'gi), n. [pi YOGIS (-giz)], [Hind, yogi; Sans
yogm\, 1. one who practices yoga. 2. loosely, yoga.

yo-gin (yo'gm), n. a yogi.
y *

yogurt, yo-ghurt (yo'goort), n. [Turk, yoghurt], a
thick, semisolid food made from milk fermented by a
bacterium, originating in Turkey, Bulgaria, etc.: it is
believed to have a beneficial effect on the intestinesand is now sometimes prescribed dietetically also
yonourt.

yo-heave-ho (yo'heVho'), interj. a chant formerly usedhv sa.ilnrfi wnilp nitliinw r\r W+J*ior together in -1---L '
(

YOKE
(on pair of oxen)

YOKE

yoicks (yoiks), interj. [earlier hoik, hike, also yoaks;
prob. echoic], [British], a cry used for urging on the
hounds in fox hunting.
yoke (yok), n. [ME. yok; AS. geoct gioc; akin to G
joch; IE. base *ieug~, to
yoke together, bind to-
gether, as also in L. jugum,
yoke (cf. JUGATE, CON-
JUGAL) ] , 1 . a wooden frame
or bar with loops or bows
at either end, used for
harnessing together a pair
of

>
oxen, etc. 2. a pair of

animals harnessed together:
as, a yoke of oxen. 3. an
ox yoke, arch of spears,
etc. held over the shoulders
of the conquered in ancient
times. 4. any mark or
symbol of bondage or servi-
tude. 5. subjection; bond-
age; servitude. 6. some-
thing that binds, unites,
or connects: as, the yoke
of brotherhood. 7. some-
thing like a yoke in shape
or function; specifically,

a) a frame fitting over the
shoulders for carrying pails,
etc.. one on either end. b)
a clamp, coupling, slotted

piece, etc. used to hold a
part in place, guide or
control its movement, etc.

4
the crosspiece to which
e steering cables are at-

tached on a ship's rudder.
d) the bar used in double harnessing to connect the
horse's collar to the tongue of the wagon or carriage.
8. a part of a garment fitted closely to the shoulders
or hips as a support for the gathered parts of the skirt,
etc, 9, [Obs.], the usual amount of land plowed by a
yoke of oxen in one day. 10. [Scot.], the time during
which a yoke of oxen and the plowman work at a
single, continuous stretch; hence, 11. [Scot.], a part
of the working day. v.L [YOKED (yokt), YOKING],
1. to put a yoke on. 2. a) to harness an animal to (a
plow, etc.). 6) to harness (an animal) to a plow, etc.
3, to join together; Hnk; couple, 4. to marry. 5.

[Rare], to bring into bondage; enslave, u.i. to be
joked together or closely united. SYN. see pair,
yokefellow (ySk'fel'd*), n. 1. a. companion, partner,

of iMwiwtfcwL ^ppeen,'iivoo<wewtoA a pwsp^ 1

area; rustic; country btunpkin: used co

YOKE
(On dress)

- v-^- i.c.j-1-.v/w^j, 4.. me yciiuw, principal suDstance
ol an egg, as distinguished from the albumen, or white.
2. in biology, the contents of the ovum, including the
protoplasm from which the embryo itself develops and,
especially, the protoplasm that serves as nourishment
for the growing embryo. 3. the oily secretion present
in sheep's wool.

yolk-y (yok'i; now rarely yolk'i), adj. [YOLKIER C-i-er),
YOLKIEST (-i-ist)], of, like, or full of yolk.
yom (ypm; Heb. yom), n. [pi. YOMIM (yd'mim)], [Heb.
yom], day: used m names of various Jewish holidays.Yom Kip-pur (yom' kip'er; Heb. yom' ki-p6bV,
kip'por), (Heb. yjfm kipur, day of atonement], a
Jewish holiday and day of fasting, the Day of Atone-
ment: Lev. 16:29-34: see Jewish holidays.
yon /yon), adj. & adv. [ME. yone; AS. geon; akin to
G-. jener, that; for IE. base see IT; now regarded as
shortened < yonder], [Archaic or Dial.], yonder
pron. [Archaic on Dial.], that or those at a distance

ypnd (yond)
(cf. YON

yon-der , . .
, er, exenson

of yone; cf. YON & -THER], 1. farther; more distant
(with the). 2. being at a distance, but within, or as
within, sight; that or those over there, adv. at or in
that (specified or relatively distant) place; over there.
Yon-kers (yorj'kSrz), n. a city in southeastern New
York, on the Hudson: pop., 153,000.

yore (y6r, yor), adv. [ME. yore, yare; AS. geara, adv.
formation < gear, year (cf. YEAR)], [Obs.], long ago
n. time long past: now only m of yore, formerlyYork (y6rk), n. 1. Yorkshire, England. 2. the county
seat of Yorkshire: pop., 104,000 (est. 1946): ancient
name, Eboracum. 3. a city in. southeastern Pennsyl-
vania: pop., 60,000.
York (y6rk), n. the ruling family of England (1461-

York, Gape, a cape of northeastern Australia, on
Torres Strait.

york-er (y6r'kgr), n. [orig. Yorker < the county of
York, England; prob. a favorite bowl of Yorkshire
teams], in cricket, a bowled ball that hits the ground
directly under or in front of the bat.

York-ist (ySr'kist), n. a member or supporter of the
English royal house of York. adj. of or supporting
the house of York, especially as opposed to the house
of Lancaster in the Wars of the Roses.

York-shire (ydrk'&hir), n. the largest county of Eng-
land, on the northeastern coast: divided into North
Riding, East Riding, and West Riding: pop., 4,127,000
(est. 1945); county seat, York: also called York.

Yorkshire pudding, [after prec. entry], a batter
pudding baked in the drippings of roasting meat.
Yorkshire terrier, a small, long-haired terrier of a breed
originating in Yorkshire, England.
York;town (y6rk'toun') n. a town in southeastern
Virginia: scene of a battle (1781) of the American
Revolution, in which Washington forced the surrender
of Cornwallis.
Yo-ru-ba (yo'roo-ba'), n. [pi. YORUBA, YORUBAS
(-baV)] 1. a member of a numerous Negro peopleand linguistic family along the coast of West Africa
chiefly between the Niger River and the Dahomey
River. 2. the Sudanic language of the Yoruba.
Yor-u-ba-land (yo'roo-ba-land'), n. a region of Nigeria,
Africa: formerly a kingdom.
Yo-sem-i'te (yo-sem'o-ti), n. a vaBey in central Cali-
fornia: part of Yosemite National Park.
Yosemite Falls, a series of waterfalls in Yosemite
National Park: upper falls, 1,430 ft. high: central
falls, 620 ft. high; lower falls, 320 ft. high; total height
(with rapids), 2,525 ft.

Yosemite National Park, a national park in east
centra^ California, containing high waterfalls, cliffs,
and redwood trees; area. 1,189 sq. mi.
Yo-shihl-to (yo-'she-he'ti), n. 1879-1926; father of
Hirohito; emperor of Japan (1912-1926).
you (u; unstressed yoo, ya), pron. [ME. you, on, eow;
AS. eow, dat, & ace. pi. of ge, ye; akin to p. u; IE.
base *iw-, you, seen also ia Sans, yuvtim, yott; cf. YE],
1. the person or persons to whom one is speaking or
writing: you is the nominative and objective form
(sing, & pi.), yo^r and yours the possessive (sing. & ?

$1.), and yourself (sing.) and yowsdties (pi) the
?

tensive and refexjve, of %$ second personal troj
2,. a pers/pn or people generafc^ eqaivalent

1 in
to Indefinite onef as, you cap, never tell



you'd 1696 Yugoslavia
1. you had. 2. you

1. you will. 2. you

you'd (ud; unstressed yood, yad),
would.

you'll (ul; unstressed yool, yal),
shall.

young (yurj), adj. [ME. yonge; AS. geong; akin to G.
Jung; IB. base *juwen-, seen also in L. juvenis, y^oung
(cf. JUVENILE)], 1. being in an early period of life or

growth; not old. 2. characteristic of youth in quality,

appearance, or behavior; fresh; vigorous; strong;
active. 3. representing or embodying a new tendency,
social movement, progressivism, etc.: as, the Young
Turks. 4. of or having to do with youth or early life.

5. lately begun; not advanced or developed; in an early
stage; hence,

^
6. lacking experience or practice; im-

mature; raw; ignorant; green. 7. younger than another
of the same name or family: as, they say young Jones
is ill. 8. in geology, youthful, n. offspring, especially
young offspring, collectively : as, a bear and her young.
the young, young people.
with young* pregnant.

SYN. young, is the general word for one in an early period
of life and variously connotes the vigor, strength, immaturity,
etc. of this period (a young child, man, etc., young blood) ;

youthful applies to one who is, or appears to be, in the period
between childhood and maturity or to that which is appro-
priate to such a person (a youthful executive, youthful hopes) ;

Juvenile applies to that which relates to, is suited to, or is

intended for young persons (juvenile delinquency, behavior,
books, etc.) ; puerile implies reference to adults who unbe-

comingly display the immature qualities of a child (puerile

petulance) ;
adolescent applies to one in the period between

puberty and maturity and especially suggests the awkwardness,
emotional instability, etc. of this period (adolescent yearnings) .

ANT. old, mature.

Young, Art (art yurj), (Arthur Henry Young), 1866-

1943; American cartoonist.

Young, Brig-ham (brig'am), 1801-1877* American
head of the Mormon Church (1847-1877).
Young, Edward, 1683-1765; English poet.
Young, Owen D., 1874- ; American lawyer, financier,
and statesman.

young-ber-ry (yuq'ber'i), n.
[pi. YQUNGBERRIES (-iz)],

[after B. M. Young, Am. horticulturist], a large, sweet,
dark-red berry, a cross between a blackberry and a

dewberry.
young blood, 1. young people; youth. 2. youthful
strength, vigor, ideas, etc.

young-eyed (yurj Id') , adj. 1. having the bright, clear,
keen eyes associated .with youth

\
hence, 2. haying a

youthful or fresh outlook; enthusiastic, optimistic, etc.

young-ish (yur/ish), adj. rather young.
youngling (yurj'lirj), n. [ME. yongling; AS geongUng,
dim. of geong, young], 1. a young person; youth.
2, a young animal or plant, 3. an inexperienced
person; novice, cdj. young.
Young Pretender, Charles Edward Stuart.

young-ster (yurj'stgr), n. 1. a child. 2. a youth. 3. a

young animal. 4. in the United States Naval Academy,
a member of the second-year class.

Youngs-town (ytirjz'toun'), n. a city in northeastern
Ohio: pop., 168,000.

youn-ker (yur/ker), n. [D. jonker, jonkheer, younker <
jong t y.oung + heer, lord, gentleman; cf. JUNKER],
1. originally, a young nobleman or gentleman. 2.

[Now Rare], a youngster.
your (yoor; unstressed yer), pron. [ME. your, eower;
AS. eowert genit. of ge, ye with base as in eow (cf. YOU)],
possessive form of you (sing. & pi.), possessive pro-
nominal adj. of, belonging to, or done by you: also
used before some formal titles, as, your Honor, your
Majesty. Abbreviated yr.

you*re (yoor. ur; unstressed yr), you are.

yours (yoorz), pron, [ME. youres; your + genit. -es;
hence,

m
in form, a double possessive], that or those

belonging to you: the absolute form of your, used
without a following noun, often after of, as, a friend
of yours, that book is yours, yours are better. Abbrevi-
ated yrs.

reflexive: as, you hurt yourself, c) as a quasi-noun
meaning "your real, true, or actual self" (e.g., you
are not yourself when you rage like that); m, this

*, construction you may be considered a possessive
^riainal adjective and self a noun, and they may
separated: as, your own sweet self,

'$nilyf 1. a phrase or formula uss<J before the"
s in. ending a letter. 2. [CoUoqJ, I or me: used
"""^3 allusion to oneself.

n. \pl% YOUTHS (uthsr
fUfcjD]* |^' youfke;

.... r_j doughty oae^, veterans);
^ formation exactly pafilM.io

not yet old or mature. 2. oft characteristic of, or
suitable for youth. 3. fresh; vigorous; active.

<

4. new;
early; in an early stage. 5. in geology, having only
begun to cause or undergo erosion. SYN. see young.

youth hostel, any of a system of supervised shelters

providing cheap lodging on a co-operative basis for

young people on bicycle tours, hikes, etc.

you've (uv; unstressed yoov, yav), you have.

yow (you), interj. an exclamation of pain, surprise,
alarm, etc. _ T

yowl (youl), vd. [ME. goulen, youlen; ON. gaula, to
howl, yell], to utter a long, mournful cry; howl; wail.

,

which it may be made to spin up and down by manipu-
lating the string: a trade-mark (Yo-Yo).

y-perite (e'per-xt), n. [Fr. ypfrite, after Ypres, Bel-

gium], mustard gas.

Y-po-ten-tial (wi'pa-ten'shal) , n. Y potential.
Y potential, in electricity, the difference in potential
between a terminal and the neutral point of an arma-
ture wound in three phases.
Y-pres (e'pr'; sometimes Anglicized to wx'pSrz), n. a
town in northwestern Belgium, near the French border:

pop., 7,500: center of hostilities, World War I: Flemish
name, leperen.

Y.P.S.C.E., Young People's Society of Christian
Endeavor.
Yp-sMan-ti (ip'sg-lan'ti), n. a town in southeastern

Michigan: pop., 18,000.

Yp-silan-ti, Alexander (ip'ss-lan'ti: Gr. ep'se-lan'te),
1792-1828; Greek revolutionary leader.

Ypsilanti, De-me-tri-os (de-me'tre-cV), 1793-1832;
brother of Alexander; Greek revolutionary leader.

Y-quem (e'kemO, n. [< the Chateau Yquern, an estate
in southwestern France], a fine variety of sauterne wine.

yr., 1. [pi. YRS.], year. 2. younger. 3. your.
yrs., 1. years. 2. yours.
Y-sa-ye, fcu-gfcne (6'zhen' e'za'e'), 1858-1931; Belgian
violinist, teacher, and composer.

t

Y-ser (e'z&r'; Eng. 5/zeY), n. a river in France and
Belgium, flowing into the North Sea: length, 55 mi.
Y-seult (i-sooltO, n. Iseult (Isolde).

Yt, in chemistry, yttrium.
Y.T., Yukon Territory,
yt-ter-bl-a (i-tur

f
bi-a) , n. [Mod. L. < ytterbium], white

ytterbium oxide, YbaOs.
yt-ter-bic (i-tur'bik), adj. of or containing ytterbium.
yt'ter-bi-um (i-tur'bi-om), n. [Mod. L. < Ytlerby,
Sweden], a rare, metallic chemical element of

t
the

rare-earth group, resembling and found with yttrium
in gadolimte and certain other minerals: symbol,
Yb; at. wt,, 173.04; at. no., 70.

ytterbium metals, a group of rare-earth elements in-

cluding dysprosium, erbium, lutecium, holmium, thu-
lium, and ytterbium,

yt-tri-a (it'ri-a), n. [Mod. L.; see YTTRIUM], yttrium
oxide, YaOa, a heavy, white, insoluble powder.

yt'tric (it'rik) T adj. of or containing yttrium.
yt-trif-er-ous (i-trif'eY-as), adj. yielding yttrium.
yttrium (itVi-sm), n. [Mod. L, < Ytterby, Sweden],
a rare, metallic chemical element found in combination
in gadolinite, samarskite, etc.: symbols, Y, Yt; at, wt.,
88.92; at no., 39.
Yuan (u-anO, n. Yuen.
Yii-an (yu-an'), n. Mongol dynasty of China (1260-
1368): Founded by Kublai Knan,

yu*an (u-an')t n. [Chin,], the former monetary unit of
China: replaced (1949) by the People's Dollar: also
yuan dollar.

Yu'ca-tan, Yu-ca*tan ffl'kS-tin'; Bag. u'ka-tanO,
n. 1. a peninsula of southern North America extending
into the Gulf of Mexico. 2. a state of Mexico on the
tip of this peninsula: area, 23,926 sq. mi, ; pop,, 416,000;
capital, Me"rida. Abbreviatea Yuc,
yuc-ca (yuk'^), n. [Mod, L; Sp. ynca < W.Ind, (prqb.
Taiao) native nmej l f a ptanit of th lily family
having stMf, sword-shaped leaves and white flowers
in a single cluster, fcrnnd w the sxmthwestert^ United
States and Latipt Apawioa. 2. t^ flower of this plwat.
Yuen (u-enO-r n* * river in central China, flowing north-
eastward into Tungtiajg Lakes leugl^i, 1,000 xru.:.*lAO
Yuan, Yuen-kianti
Yu^ga (voo'gia), n* |$am ywa* aa age, yoke; cl
JUOAIB], 'any oC the fdw ages or eras of th

'

acccwain^r to Hia%, religioW' -wr^'--
---*- -

being shorter, darker, aiid less

a

'i yow^; (

ing: tlie first In the goldeji a
second (Tr$a T

"^W Hi*



Yugoslavian 1697 za:rf

established as a nation in 1918: area, 95,576 sq. mi.;
pop., 15,703,000; capital, Belgrade: former name (1918-
1929), Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes:
also spelled Jugoslavia.
Yu-go-sla-vi-an (u'go-sla'vi-sn, u'gs-slav^n), adj. &
n. Yugoslav: also spelled Jugoslavian.
Yu-go-slav-ic (u'go-sla'vik, u'gs-slav'ik), adj. Yugo-
slav; Yugoslavian: also spelled Jugoslavia.
Yu-kon (u'kon), n. 1. a territory of northwest Canada,
east of Alaska: area, 207,076 sq. mi.; pop., 9,000;
capital, Whitehorse: abbreviated Yuk. 2. a river flow-
ing through Yukon Territory and Alaska into the
Bering Sea: length, 2,300 mi.

yule (ul), n. [ME.; AS. geol, giul, iul, geohol, Christmas,
the feast of the nativity, orig., name of a heathen
festival at the winter solstice; IE. base *jek-, to speak,
speak jokingly, seen also in L. jocus (cf. JOKE, JOCUND) ;

primary sense (in Gmc. *jewlti), "time of happy
talking"], Christmas or the Christmas season.

yule log, a large log formerly used as the foundation
for the ceremonial Christmas-Eve fire.

yule-tide (ul'tid'), n. Christmas time.
Yu-ma (u'ma), n. [pi. YUMA, YUMAS (-msz)], a Yuman
Indian.
Yu-man (u'man), adj. 1. of the Yumas or their

language. 2. designating or of a North American
Indian linguistic stock of the southwestern United
States and northwestern Mexico, including Yuma and
Mohave. n. this linguistic stock.

Ytin-nan (yoo'nan'; Chin. yun'nan;
)t n. 1. a province

of southern China: area, 147,849 sq. mi.; pop., 9,029,000
(est. "1947); capital, Kunming. 2. Kunming: the
former name.
Yur-ev (yoor'yef), n. Tartu, Estonia: Russian name.
Yu-zov-ka (yoo'zo"f-ka), n. Stalino: the former name.
Y.W.C.A., Young Women's Christian Association.
Y.W.H.A.

? Young Women's Hebrew Association.
y-wis (i-wisOt adv. [Obs.J, iwis.

z
Z, z (ze; Brit. zed) f'"n. [$l. Z's, z's, Zs, zs], 1. the twenty-
sixth and last letter of the English alphabet: via
Latin from the Greek zeta: see alphabet, table. 2. the
sound of Z or z, phonetically, a voiced tongue-apex fric-

ative, corresponding to the unvoiced s. 3. a type or im-

pression for Z or z. 4. a symbol for the twenty-sixth
in a sequence or group (or the twenty-fifth if J is

omitted, or the twenty-third if V and W are also

omitted), adj. 1. of
4
Z or z. 2. twenty-sixth (or

twenty-fifth if J is omitted, or twenty-third if V and
W are also omitted) in a sequence or group.
Z (ze; Brit, zed), n. 1. an object shaped like Z. 2. a
medieval Roman numeral for 2,000: with a superior
bar (Z), 2,000,000. adj. shaped like Z.

Z., 1. in astronomy, zenith distance. 2. in chemistry,
atomic number.

Z., z., zone.
z, in mathematics, an unknown quantity.
Zab-rze (za'b'zhe), n. a city in southwestern Poland,
formerly in Germany: pop., 104,000 (est. 1948):
German name, Hindenburg.

Za-ca-te-cas (sa'ka-te'kas), n. 1. a state of central
Mexico: area, 24,471 sq. mi.; pop., 565,000. 2. its

capital: pop., 27,000.
za-ca-tdn (sS'ka-ton'i Sp. tha'ka-t6y), n. [Sp.; see

SACATON], a tough, wiry grass found in the southwest-
ern United States and Mexico: it is used in making
brushes, brooms, etc.

Zachari-ah (zakVri's), [LL. Zacharias; Gr. Zach-

arias; Heb. xeharyah, lit., God remembers], a masculine
name: diminutive, Zach: variants, Zacharias, Zachary,
Zechariah. n. in the Btble, 1. the father of John the

Baptist. 2. a man named as a martyr by Jesus:
Matt. 23:35.

Zach-a-ri-as (zakVri'as), a masculine name: see
Zacharlah. n. ZachariaJb.

Zach-a-ry (zak'eY-i), & masculine name: see Zachariab.
n. Zachariah.

zaf-fer, zaf-fre ({safer), n. (< Fr, eafre or It. naffera;

prob. < Ar. $Ujf, yellow copper, brass], unrefined
oxide of cobalt, used in making smalt and as a blue

pigment in ceramic glazes, glassmaking, etc.

Zaghlul Pasha, Saad (sM zag-16ol' pS'sha), I860?-

1927; premier of Egypt (1924).
Za-greb (aE'greb), n. a city in northwestern Yugo-
slavia: pop., 186,000: German name, Asram.

zai ba-tsu (zf'fca't-sdftOt * !# ZAIBATSW. [Japan, so*,

property 4- batsu, family], the few families tfoat pwn
ana control most of the industry in Japan.

Zivkyn-thos (zS'ken-tJio'sOt Zante: we Greek name.
Za-ma (zi'ma, jsE'ml), n. an ancient town in Ntimidia.
Africa: scene of a battle (202 B.CO of the Second
Funk War between CartJ^ajte and

Indian

, ,

ironi Korfbera o<Sea feto

length, 1,600 mi

Zam-bo-an-ga (sam'bo-arj'ga), n. a city on the western
coast of Mindanao, in the Philippines: pop., 131,000.
za mi-a (za'mi-a), n. [Mod. L.; L. zamiae (pL), false

reading in Pliny for (nuces) azaniae, pine (nuts)], a
palmlike shrub or tree having a thick trunk, a crown
of feather-shaped leaves, and oblong cones.
zamindar (za-men'dar') , n. [Hind. & Per. zamindar,
an occupant of land, landholder; zqmZn, land, earth +
-dar, holding, possessing], in India, 1. formerly, a
collector of the revenue for land. 2. a landowner,
especially one paying revenue. Also zemindar.
Za-mo-ra y Tor-res, Ni-ce-to Al-ca-l& (ni-the'tS al'ka-
la' tha-md'ra e tdr'res), 1877-1949; Spanish states-

man; first president of Spanish republic (1931-1936).
Zanes-ville (zanz'vil), n. a city in east central Ohio:
pop., 40,000.

Zan-gwiu, Israel (zar/gwil), 1864-1926: English writer
of novels, plays, etc., especially about Jewish life.

Zan-te (z^n'te), n. one of the Ionian Islands: area, 156
sq. mi.; pop., 40,000: Greek name, Zakynthos.
za-ny (za'ni), n. [pi ZANIES (-niz)], [Fr. zani; It. zanni,
a zany, clown, orig. a familiar abbrev. pronun. of

Giovanni, John], 1. a clown or buffoon; specifically, a
former stock character in comedies who clownishly aped
the principal actors. 2. a fool; dolt; simpleton, ad/.
[ZANIER (-ni-Sr), ZANIEST (-ni-ist)], of or characteristic
of a zany; specifically, comical in an extravagantly
ludicrous or slapstick manner.

Zan-zi-bar (zan'zs-bar'. zan'za-barOt n. 1. an island
orl the east coast of Africa: area, 640 sq. mi.; pop.,
138,000. 2. a British protectorate, including the
islands of Zanzibar and Pemba: area, 1,020 sq. mi.;
pop., 250,000. 3. its capital, a seaport on Zanzibar
island: pop., 45,300. 4. a sultanate including Zanzibar
and Kenya Protectorates.

Za-po-rozii-e (za'pd-rdzli'ye), n. a city in the southern
Ukrainian S.S.R., on ine Dnepr: pop., 289,000:
formerly called Aleksandrovsk.

zap ti ah (zup-te'a*), n, U^H-
< $abt, government], a Turkish,

zap ti-eh (zup-te'e), n. a asaptia
Za-ra (zS'ra; It. dzii'raV n. a seaport in western Yugo-
slavia, formerly belonging to Italy: pop., 20,000,

Za-ra*go-za (thE'ra-gonttS, sa'ra-gd'sa*), n. Sara^ossa,
a city in Spain: the Spanish name.

Zar-a-thus-tra (zar'a-thdos'tra), n. Zoroaster.
za-ra-tite (za'r&-tat'), n* [Sp. zaralita, after a Sellor

Zaratel a nydrated, basic carbonate of nicke|r NiCOa*-

2Ni(Ofi)f4HaO, usually found as an emerald-green
incrustation. <

'

*

za-re ba, za ree-ba (za-rS'bo), n. [Ar. wr$ba t a pen],
in the Sudan and surrounding territory,

~ "
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zax 1608 Zeus

zax (zaks), n. [var. o sax; AS. seax, a knife], a tool used
for trimming roofing slates; slate ax.

za-yin (za/yin), n. [Heb. zayin], the seventh letter of

the Hebrew alphabet (f), corresponding to English
Z, z: see alphabet, table.

z.B., zum Beispiel t [G.], for example.
Ze-a (ze'a), n. Keos, one of the Cyclades Islands.
zeal (zel), n. [< OFr. or LL.; OFr. zele; LL. zelus,

zeal < Gr. zelos, zeal, ardor, fervor; ? akin to OSlav.

jaru, furious], eager interest and enthusiasm; ardent
endeavor or devotion; ardor; fervor SYN. see passion.

Zea-land (ze'land), n. an island of Denmark, between
Jutland and Sweden: area, 2,710 sq. mi.; pop., 1,145,-

000; chief city, Copenhagen: Danish name, Sjxlland;
also Seeland.

zeal-ot (zel'at), n. [LL. zelotes; Gr. zelotes < zelos,

zeal], l. a person who is zealous, especially to an
extreme or excessive degree; fanatic. 2. [Z-], among
the ancient Jews, a member of a sect of religious zealots

who openly resisted Roman rule in Palestine.
SYN. zealot implies extreme or excessive devotion to a cause

and vehement activity in its support (zealots of reform) ;
fanatic

suggests the unreasonable overzealousness of one who goes to

any length to maintain or carry out his beliefs (a temperance
fanatic) ;

an enthusiast is one who is animated by an intense

and eager interest in an activity, cause, etc. (a sports enthusiast) ,

bigot implies blind and intolerant devotion to a creed, opinion.
etc. (a religious bigot).

zeal-ot-ry (zel'at-ri), n. extreme zeal; fanaticism.

zeal-ous (zel'ss), adj. [ML. zelosus; LL. zelus; see

ZEAL], full of, characterized by, or showing ^
zeal;

ardently devoted to a purpose; fervent; enthusiastic.

ze bee, ze-beck (ze'bek) , n. a xebec.

Zeb-e-dee (zeb'a-de') . n. [LL. Zebedaeus; Gr. Zebedaios;

prob. < Heb. zebhadyah, lit., God has bestowed], in the

Bible, father of the disciples James and John.
ze-bra (ze'bra), n. [pi. ZEBRAS (-braz), ZEBRA; see

PLURAL, II, D, 1], [Port.
< the native name in
the Congo], an African
animal related to and
resembling the horse and
the ass: it has dark
stripes on a white or

tawny body.
ze-brass (ze'bras'). n.

[< zebra. 4- ass], the

offspring of a male zebra
and a female ass.

ze bra-wood (ze'bra-
wood') n. 1. the hard,
striped wood of a tree
native to Guiana, used
in cabinetmaking. 2.

the striped wood of

various other trees. 3. any of these trees.

ze brine (ze'brin, ze'brin), adj. of or like the zebra.
ze-bru-la (ze'broo-la) , n. the offspring of a male zebra
and a female horse.

ze-brule (ze'brool), n. a zebrula.
ze bu (ze'bu), n. {pi. ZEBUS (-buz), ZEBU; see PLURAL,
n, D, 1], [Fr. zebu;
of Tibet, origin],
an oxlike domes-
tic animal native
to Asia and parts
of Africa: it has
a largehump over
the shoulders,
short, curving
horns, and a
large dewlap.
zec-chi-no (tsek-
ke'nS), n. til.

ZECCHINT (-ne)],

[It.], a sequin
(gold coin).
Zech -a-ri- ah
(zek'a-ri'a), a masculine name, see Zachariah. n. in

the Bible, 1. a Hebrew prophet of the 6th century
B.C. who urged the rebuilding of the Temple. 2. a
book of the Old Testament containing his prophecies:
abbreviated Zech.
zech-in (zek'in), n. [It. zecchino], a sequin (gold coin).
zed (zed), n. [ME. zedde; Late OFr. zede; L. zeta; Gr.

zed],

ZEBRA
(4 1/2 ft. high at shoulder)

ZEBU (4 1/2 at shoulder)

. . .

the British name for the letter Z, z.

ze4*o*a-ry (zed'o-eY'i), n. [OFr. zedoaire; ML. zedoaria;

f* fotdwar; Per. zadw&r], an aromatic substance ob-
from the root of an East Indian turmeric and
( perfumes and medicines.
,

fy \#L ZEES (zez)], [D.], the letter Z, z.

(za'brukh'a; Eng. ze'broog'a), n. a seaport
teru, Belgium.

. (zelwd; D. zalamt), n. a prpvince of the
Netherlands: area, ! r040 sq. mi.; pop.,'

~47); capital, Middelburg;
'

[G.v itwtyb spirit}, tip a&ifc ot
* <l* i" " ' ~' '

zem-stvo (zemst'vo), n. [pi ZEMSTVOS (-voz)], [Russ. <
zemlya, earth, land], a local administrative body m
Czarist Russia. _

Zen (zen), n. Jap. < Chin, ch'ansvfo. < Suas.dhyana].
1. an anti-rational Buddhist sect developed m India and
now widespread in Japan: it differs from other Buddhist

sects in seeking the truth through introspection and
intuition rather than in Pali scripture. 2. the doctrines

of this sect. r _. _
ze-nana (ze-na'no), n. [Hind, zenana, zanana; Per.

zanana < zan, woman; akin to Gr. gyne, woman; for

IE. oase see QUEEN], in India and Persia, the part of

the house reserved for women. ^ r.,^
Zend (zend), n. [Per., interpretation], 1. the Middle
Persian translation of and commentary on the Zo-

roastrian Avesta. 2 . the original language of the Avesta,
an ancient form of Persian or Iranian.

Zend-Av-es-ta (zen'da-ves'ta), n. [altered < Avesta-

va-Zend, lit., (sacred) text and interpretation], the

sacred writings of the Zoroastrians.
Zend-ic (zen'dik), adj. of or having to do with Zend
or the Zend. . ___
zenith (ze'nith; Brit. zen;

ith), n. [ME. senyth; OFr.

cenith, cenit; ML. cenith, cenit < AT. semt, road, path
(as in semt-ar-ras, zenith, lit., way of the head) < L.

semita, path, way], 1. the point in the sky directly
overhead: opposed to nadir. 2. the highest point;

culmination; peak; summit. SYN. see summit.
zenith distance, the angular distance of a heavenly
body from the zenith.
Ze-no (ze'no), n. 1. Greek Eleatic philosopher : 5th

century B.C. 2. Greek philosopher; 336P-264? B.C.;
founder of Stoicism.

Ze-no-bi-a (za-no'bi-a, za-nob'ys), [L.; Gr. Zenobia], a
feminine name. n. queen of Palmyra (267-272 A.D.).

ze-o-lite (ze's-HtO, n. [Sw. zeolit < Gr. zeein, to boil:

so named by A. F. Cronstedt (1702P-1765), Sw.

mineralogist, from its swelling up when heated],
^
any

of a number of hydrous silicates of aluminum, sodium,
or calcium found in the cavities of igneous rocks.

Zeph-a-ni-ah (zefVm's), n. (Heb. tsephanyah, lit.,

the Lord has hidden], 1. a Hebrew prophet of the

7th century B.C. 2. the book in the Old Testament -

containing his prophecies: abbreviated Zeph.
zeph-yr (zef'gr), n. [ME. zeferus, zephirus; L. zephyrus
< Gr. zephyros, the west wind], 1. the west wind.
2. a soft, gentle breeze. 3. a fine, soft, lightweight
yarn, cloth, or garment. 4. something light, airy, or

unsubstantial. SYN. see wind.

Zeph-y-rus (zef'er-as), n. [L.; see ZEPHYR], the personi-
fication of the west wind, considered by the Greeks
the most mild and gentle of all sylvan deities.

zep-pe-lin (zep'o-lin, zep'lin; G. tsep'a-leV)* n. [after
Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin (1838-1917), G.

general and inventor], [often Z-], a type of dirigible

airship designed around 1900.

ze-ro (zeVo), n. [pi. ZEROS, ZEROES (-oz)], [Fr. zero;
It. < Ar. sifr, a cipher], 1. the symbol or numeral^O;
cipher; naught. 2. the point, marked 0, from which
positive or negative quantities are reckoned on a

graduated scale, as on thermometers; specifically, a)
on a centigrade thermometer, the freezing point of

water, b) on a Fahrenheit thermometer, a point 32 Q

below the freezing point of water. 3. a temperature
that causes a thermometer to register zero

%
4. the

point intermediate between positive and negative quan-
tities. 5. nothing. 6. the lowest point: as, his chances
of success sank to zero. 7. in gunnery, a sight setting
for a range, allowing for both elevation and windage.
Abbreviated z. v.t. to adjust (an instrument, etc.)
to a zero point or to an arbitrary point from which
all positive and negative readings are to be measured.
zero in, to adjust the sight settings of (a rifle) bv
calibrated firing on a standard range when there is

no deflection due to wind.
zero hour, 1. the time set for the beginning of an
attack or other military operation. 2. any crucial or
decisive moment; critical point.

zest (zest), n. [Fr. zeste, partition membrane in a nut,
hence piece of orange or orange peel used to give
piquancy (give zest to)], 1. something that gives
flavor, relish, or picjuancy. 2. stimulating or exciting
quality; flavor; relish; piquancy. 3. keen enjoyment
or inclination; gusto (often with for) : as, a zest for life.

4. [Rare], peel of orange or lemon used as flavoring.
v.f. to give zest or relisn to.

zest-ful (zest'fsl), adj. full of or characterized by zest,

ze-ta (za'ta, ze'te), n. [Gr. ma], the sixth letter (Z,

f) of the Greek alphabet, corresponding to English Z,
z: see alphabet, table.
Zetland (zet'lend), n. the Shetland Islands,

zeug-ma (zdog'ma, zug'ma), n. [L.; Gr. zeugma <
zmmynait to joia], a ligtro of speech in whjd* a singl
naodinea:, usually a verb or adjective, applies to two
or more words, with only one 01 whicm ii aeetns log

(0^5*,. The reborn wa$ mot light, but



Zeuxis
1699 zoanthropy

of Hera: identified by the Romans with Jupiter.
Zeux is (zook'sis, zuk'sis), n. Greek painter; lived 5th
century B.C.

Zhi'to-mir (zhi-t6"'mir), n. a city in the western Ukrain-
ian S.S.R.: pop., 95,000.
Zhu-kov, Gri-go-ri Kon-stan-ti-no*vich (gri-go"'ri
kon'stan-te'nS-vich zhoo'k$f), 1895?- ; Russian mar-
shal.

zib-el-ine, zib-el-line (zib'o-Kn', zib's-lin), adj. [Fr.

zibeline; It. zibellino < Slav, base: see SABLE], of or
having to do with sables, n. 1. the fur of the sable.
2. a soft woolen dress material with a furlike nap.

zib-et, zib-eth (zib'it), n. [< ML. or It.; ML. zibethum;
It. zibetto; Ar. zab&d], the Asiatic or Indian civet.

Zieg-feld, Flor-enz (flbr'snz , zig'feld), 1867-1932;
American theatrical producer.

Zif (zif), n. [Heb.], lyar: the early Hebrew name: see
Jewish calendar.

zig-gu-rat (zig'oo-rat), n. [Assyr. ziqquratu, height,

pinnacle], a temple tower of the ancient Assyrians and
Babylonians, in the form of a terraced pyramid with
each story smaller than the one below it: also zikkurat,
zikurat.

zig-zag (zig'zag'), n. [Fr.; G. zickzack; prob. redupl. <
zacke, a tooth, sharp prong or point], 1. any of a series

of short, sharp angles or turns in alternate directions,
as in a line or course. 2. something characterized by
such a series, as a design, path, etc. adj. having the
form of or characterized by a zigzag, adv. so as to
form a zigzag; in a zigzag course, v.t. & v.i. [ZIGZAGGED
(-zagd'), ZIGZAGGING], to move or form in a zigzag.

zik-ku-rat, zik-u-rat (zik'oo-rat), n. a ziggurat.
zil-lah (zil'o), n. [Hind, dil'; Ar. diV, a part], in India,
an administrative district or division.

zil-lion (zil'ysn), n. [arbitrary coinage, after million,
billion, etc.], [Colloq.], an indefinitely large number.

Zil'pah (zil'pa), n. in the Bible, the mother of Gad:
Gen. 30:10.

Zim-balist, Ef-rem (ef'ram zim'bs-list), 1889- ;

Russian violinist in America.
zinc (zirjk), n. [G. zink, zinc], a bluish-white^ metallic
chemical element, usually found in combination, used
as a protective coating for iron, as a constituent in

various alloys, as an electrode in electric batteries,

and, in the form of salts, in medicines: symbol, Zn; at.

no., 30; at. wt., 65.38, v.t. [ZINCKED or ZINCED (zirjkt),
ZINCKING or ZINCING], to coat or treat with zinc.

zinc-ate (zirjk'at), n. a salt produced by the reaction
of amphoteric zinc hydroxide as an acid.

zinc blende, sphalerite.
zinc-ic (zirjk'ik), adj. of or containing zinc.

zinc if er-ous (zink-if'Sr-as, zin-sif'gr-as), adj. [< zinc

+ -ferous], yielding or containing zinc.

zinc-i-fy (zink'9-fi'), v.t. [ZINCIFIBD (-fid'), ZINCIFYING],
to coat or impregnate with zinc.

zinc-ite (zirjkft), n. native oxide of zinc, ZnO, a deep-
red to yellowish mineral. > *

zinck-y (zirjk'i), adj. zincic: also spelled zlnky.
zin co graph (zirj'k9-graf'f zin'ka-graf'), n* 1- a zinc

plate prepared by zincography. 2. a print made from
such a plate.

zin cog-ra pher (zirj-kog'ra-fSr), n. a person who works
in zincography.
zin co graph ic (zin'ko-graf'ik), adj. of, or having the
nature of, a zincograph.
zin co-graph ical (zirj'ks-graf'i-k'l), adj. zincographic.

zin-cog-ra'phy (zirj-kog'r9-fi), n. [< zinc + -graphy],
the art or process of engraving or etching on zinc

plates for printing.
zinc ointment, a salve or ointment containing zinc

oxide.
zin-cous (zirjk'as), adj. 1. zincic. 2. of or having to do
with the zinc element in an electric battery.
zinc oxide, a white powder, ZnO, used as a pigment
and in the

t
manufacture of rubber articles, glass,

cosmetics, ointments, etc.

zinc white, zinc oxide used as a white pigment.
zing (zin), n, [echoic], [SlangJ, a shrill, high-pitched
sound, as of something moving at high speed. v.t.

[Slang], to make such a sound.

Jzin-ga-ra (tsSrj'g^ra'), n. [pi. ZINGARR (-re')L [It.], a

n. [pi ZINGARI (-re')] [It,],

/,iu-Kjrw<5* v,Wwo (zin'ji-bo-rS'shos) , adj. [< Mod. L.

Zingjberaceae, name of the family (< L. ztngiber.

ginger) : -f -<MW), of or having to do with a family of

tropical monocotyledonous plants including the ginger,

turmeric, etc.. characterized by large leaves and

highly aromatic rootstocks, .

%Jii'Ifcett*ite (zi^'ko-nftO , it. [G* zinkentt, after J. JBL I/.

Zinken, director of mines in Anhalt, GermanyL a

steel-gray metallic mineral, FbSbtSi: also ^-1

zin-ni-a (zin'i-9, zinfyz), n. [Mod. L.; after J. G. Zinn,
a G. botanist], any of several plants of the aster

family, having colorful, composite flowers.
Zi-no-vievsk (zi-n6"'vyefsk), n. Kirovograd, a city in
the Azerbaijan S.S.R.: former name.

Zinsser, Hans (zin'sgr), 1878-1940; American bac-
teriologist.

zin-zi-ber-a-ceous (zin'zi-ba-ra'shas), adj. zingibera-
ceous.

Zi-on (zi'sn), n. [ME. Syon; AS. Sion; LL. Sion; Heb.
Tsiyon, a Hill], 1. a hill in Jerusalem, site of the
temple and of the royal palace of David and his
successors: regarded by Jews as a symbol of the center
of Jewish national life. 2. the Jewish people. 3.

heaven; the heavenly city. 4. the theocracy of God.
Also Sion.
Zi on-ism (zi'sn-iz'm), n. a movement formerly for re-

establishing, now for advancing, the Jewish national
state in Palestine.

Zi-on-ist (zl'an-ist), n. a person supporting the prin-

ciples^ of 2/ionism. adj. of, supporting, or having to
do with Zionism.

Zi-on-is-tic (zi'sn-is'tik) , adj. Zionist.
Zi-on-ite (zi'an-it'), n. a Zionist.
Zion National Park, a national park in southwestern
Utah, containing a canyon 2,500 ft. deep: area, 135
sq. mi.

zip (zip), n. [echoic], 1. a short, sharp hissing or

whizzing sound, as of a passing bullet. 2. [Colloq.],

energy; vim. v.i. [ZIPPED Tzipt), ZIPPING], 1. to make,
or move with, a zip. 2. [Colloq.], to act or move with
speed or energy, y.jf.

to fasten with a slide fastener.

Zi-pan-gu (zi-parj'goo), n. Japan: the name used by
Marco Polo.

zip-per (zip'Sr), n. 1. a boot or overshoe fitted with a
slide fastener: a trade-mark (Zipper). 2. popularly, a
slide fastener.

zip-py (zip'i), adj. [ZIPPIER (-i-gr), ZIPPIEST (-i-ist)],

[< zip 4- ~y], [Colloq.L full of vim and energy; brisk.
zir-con (zur'kon), n. [Fr. < Ar. zarqun, cinnabar <
Per. zargiin, gold-colored < zar, gold], a. silicate of

zirconium, ZrSiO<, a mineral occurring in tetragonal
crystals colored yellow, brown, red, etc.: transparent
varieties are used as gems.

zir-con-ate (zur'ks-naf), n. a salt produced by the
reaction of zirconitim hydroxide as an acid.

zir-co-ni-a (zSr-ko'ni-a) , n. [Mod. L.: see ZIRCON],
zirconium dioxide, ZrOj, a white, infusible powder
used in making crucibles, furnace linings, and, because
of its luminosity, in incandescent burners.

zir-con-ic (z&r-kon'ik), adj. of or derived from zir-

conium.
zir-co-ni-um (zgr-ko'ni-srn), n. [Mod. L.; see ZIRCON],
a gray or black metallic chemical element found com-
bined in zircon, etc., and used in alloys and in heat-
resistant materials: symbol, Zr; at. no., 40; at. wt.,
91.22.

Zis-ka, Jo-hann (yo'han tsis'ka), Jan 2i2ka: German
name.
zither (zith'gr), n. [G.; L. ciihara; Gr. kithara, a

lute], a musical instru-
ment having from thirty
to forty strings stretched
across a flat soundboard
and played with a plec-
trum.

zith era (zith'Srn), n. a
zither.

zit-tern (zit'Srn), n. a
cittern,

Jzi-zith (tse'tzith, tsi'-

tsis), n.pl [Heb. tsUsUh],
the fringes or tassels

worn by orthodox Jews,
formerly on the corners
of the outer garment,
now on the tallitn; Deut,

_22:12.
Ziz ka, Jan (yan zhish'-

ka), 1360?-1424: Bohe-
mian general and leader
of the Hussites: also
Johann Ziska.

zlo-ty (z!6'ti), n. \pl. ZLOTYS (-tiz)],

golden], the monetary unit of Poland.

Zn, in chemistry, zinc.

zo- (26), zoo-.
zo-a (zo'a), n. plural of *oon.
-zo-a (zo'o), [Mod. L. < Gr. z5low, an ammalj, a com-
bining form used in zoology to form the names of

groups, as in Hydrozoa, Protozoa.
Zo-an (zo'an), n. Tanis, Bgyjpt;

the Biblkal name,
zo-an thro-py (z5-an'thr9^pi), n. [< zo- -f

thrGfos, maaj, a form of meatal dwpdec in,

patient Imagines himself to be a beast.

ZITHER

PPoL zloty, lit.,



zodiac
1700 zoomorpidsm

zo-di-ac (zo'di-ak/), n. FME. zodiak; OFr. zodiaque*Lu zodiacus, zodiac < Gr. zodiakos (kyklos}, zodiac
(circle), lit., circle of animals < zddion, dim. of zdion,
animal], 1. an imaginary belt in the heavens ex-
tending for eight degrees on either side of the apparent
path of the sun and including the paths of the moon
and the principal planets: it is divided into twelve equal
parts, or signs, each named for a different constellation.
2. a figure or diagram representing the zodiac and its
signs: used in astrology. 3. [Rare], a circle or circuit.
4. [Rare], a girdle. Abbreviated zod.

*V DECEMBER 2

SEPTEMBER *3

JUNE 21

ZODIAC

zo di a cal (zo-di'g-kl), adj. of or in the zodiac.
zodiacal light, a faint, elliptical disk of light around
the sun, sometimes visible in the west during or after
twilight and in the east before daybreak.
Zo-e (zo'e), [Gr. Zoe, lit., life], a feminine name.
zois ite (zois'it), n. [after Baron Zois von Edelstein
(1747-1819), its discoverer], a vitreous silicate of
calcium and aluminum, HCaaAUSisOis, in which the
aluminum is often replaced by iron.

Zo-la, 6-mile (a'mel' zS'la'; Eng. zo'fo), 1840-1902;
French novelist and critic.

JZoll-ver-ein (tz61'fer-in'), n. [G. zoll, toll, custom,
duty + verein, union, association], 1. a union formed
by the states of the German Empire during the 19th
century to establish uniform tariff rates among them-
selves and between themselves and other countries.
2. any customs or tariff union among states.

zom-bi, zombie (zom'bi), n. [pi. ZOMBIS, ZOMBIES
(-biz)], [of Afr. origin; cf. Congo zumbi, fetish], 1. in
West African voodoo cults, the python deity. 2. any
voodoo snake deity, as in Haiti and parts of southern
United States. 3. in West Indian superstition, a
supernatural power through which a corpse may be
brought to a state of trancelike animation and made to
obey the commands of the person exercising the power.
4. a corpse so animated; hence, 5. [Slang], a dull,

stupid, unattractive person. 6. a cocktail containing
a mixture of rums, fruit juices, and soda.
zom-bi-ism (zom'bi-iz'm), n. belief in or the practice
of zombi worship.
zon al (zon'l), adj.
or zones.

" "

zon-a-ry (zon'9-ri), adj. [L. zonarius], 1.' zonal. 2. like
a zone, or girdle; beltlike.
zon ate (zon'at), adj. 1. marked with zpnes or bands;
belted; striped. 2. in botany, arranged in one row, as
the tetraspores of certain algae.

zo-nat-ed (zon'a-tid), adj. zonate.
zo na-tion (zo-na'shan), n. 1. the state of being zonal
or arranged in zones. 2. arrangement in zones, or
bands, as of color.
zone (zon), n. [Fr.; L. zona < Gr. zdne, a belt < zonnynai.
to gird], 1. [Now Poetic],
a belt or girdle. 2. an
encircling band, stripe,

l epttrse, etc. distinct in

; eplor, texture, structure,
# fjt|o. from the surround-
fo:*sntr -^^^tmi. 3. any of

great latitudinal
ol the earth's
named accord-

'ailing

/, the
bounded by

al (zon'l), adj. 1. of or having to do with a zone ship], worship of animals.
zones. 2. formed or divided in zones; zoned. zo*o-log-ic (zo'a-loj'ik), adj. &
-ary (zdVa-ri), adj. [L. zonarius], 1. zonal. 2. like zo-o-log-i-cal (zoVfoj'i-k'l), adj.

zone, or girdle; beltlike. zoology or with animals: abbrev

two

frigid zones lying between the polar circles and the

poles. 4. any area or region considered as separate or

distinct from others because of its particular use,

crops, plant or animal life, status in time of war,

geological features, etc.: as, a canal zone, cotton zone,

demilitarized zone. 5. any section or district in a city

restricted by law for a particular use, as for homes,
parks, businesses, etc. 6. a) any of the sections into

which a large metropolitan area is divided, each assigned
a number to be added to the address on all postal
matter to facilitate its delivery. 0) any

t
of a series of ring-

shaped areas concentric upon a given point, each

having a different postage rate for goods shipped
from that point. 7. any similar area used by railroads,

telephone companies, etc. in determining the fare or

tariff charged from one point to another. 8. the total

number of railroad stations available in a given cir-

cumference about a particular shipping point. 9. in

mathematics, a part of the surface of a sphere lying
between two parallel planes that intersect the figure.
v.t. [ZONED (zond), ZONING], 1. to mark off or divide
into zones; specifically, to divide

t
(a city, etc.) into

areas determined by specific restrictions on types of

construction, as into residential and business areas.

2. to surround with or as with a belt or girdle; encircle.

3. to mark with bands or stripes, tu. to be or become
zoned. Abbreviated Z. t z.

zon ule (zon'ul), n. [L. zonula, dim. of zona, a zone],
a small_zone, or belt.

zoo (zoo), n. [< zoological garden), a place where wild
animals are kept for public showing; menagerie.

zo-o- (zo'6, zo's), [< Gr. zdion, an animal], a combining
form meaning: 1. animal, animals, as in zoology. 2.

zoology and, as in zoogeography. Words beginning with
zoo- are also written zod-; also, before a vowel, zo-.

zo-o-chem-is-try (zo'a-kem'is-tri), n. [zoo- + chemistry],
the chemistry of the solids and fluids in the animal
body: abbreviated zoochem.

zo-o-ge-og-ra-pher (zo'a-ji-og'ra-fgr), n. a student of
or expert in zoogeography.

zo-o-ge-o-graph-ic (zo'a-ie'a-graf'ik), adj. of or having
to do with zoogeography.

zo-o-ge-o-raph-i-cal (zoVjeVgraf'i-kl), adj. zoo-
geographic.

zo-o-ge-og-ra-phy (zo's-ji-og'ra-fi), n. [zoo- + geography],
the science dealing with the geographical distribution
of animals; specifically, the study of the relationship
between specific animal forms and species and the
regions in which they live: abbreviated zoogeog.

zo-o-gloe-a (zo'a-gle'a), n. [Mod. L. < zoo- + Gr.
gloios, glutinous substance, gum], a colony of bacteria
forming a jellylike mass as the result of the swelling
of the cell walls through the absorption of water.

zo-p-graph-ic (zo'a-graf'ik), adj. of or having to do
with zoography.
zoo graph! cal (zo'a-graf'i-k'l), adj. zoographic.
zo-og-ra-phy (zo-og'ra-fi), n. [200- + -graphy], the
branch of zoology concerned with the description of

animals, their habits, etc.
zo old (zo'oid), adj. [zo- + -oid], in biology, of, or having
the nature of, an animal, n. in biology, 1. an inde-
pendent animal organism produced by other than
sexual methods, as by fission, gemmation, etc. 2, any
of the distinct individuals of a colonial or compound
organism, as the coral. 3. ^any organic body or cell

having independent locomotion, as a spermatozoon.
zooidal (zo-oi'd'l), adj. zooid.
zo-ol-a-try fzp-ol's-tri), n. [< 000- -f Gr. latreia, wor-
ship], worship of animals.

zo*o-log-ic (zo'a-loj'ik), adj. zoological.
zo-o-log-i-cal (zS'o-loj'i-k'l), adj. of or having to do with
zoology or with animals: abbreviated zool.

zoological gardenj a place where a collection of wild
animals is kept for public showing; zoo.

zo ol o gist (zo-ol'o-jist), n. a student of or specialist in
zoology.

zo-ol-o-gy (zo-ol's-ji),
n. [zoo- -J- 4ogy], 1. the science

that deals with the classification of animal^ and the
study of animal life : a division of biology, distinguished
from botany. 2. the animals collectively (of a partic-
ular region) . 3. a treatise on zoology. Abbreviated spool,
zoom (zoom), vd. [echoic], 1. to make a loud, low-
pitched, buzzing or humming sound. 2< to clmib in an
airplane suddenly and sharply at an angle greater^ than
normal, using the energy o| momentum, v.t, to cmm
to zoom.

7*1the act of zooming.Zoom ar (zoo
/
nair), n. a system of lenses, as in a motion-

picture or television camera, that can b$ rapidly ad-
justed for cloe-up shots or distance views while keeping
the image in focus: a trade^mark.
zo o met ric (z&fe-n^t'rik), adj. of or fiaving to do witfr
zoometry.

zQ*oTO*^tir (zo~mVtd), n. \

measurement and comparison ol
the different
zo-omor-hic
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animal form or characteristics to God or the gods:
cf. anthropomorphism. 2. the representation of

of a compound animal.

, __, zoion, an
ed individual members

zo-on al (zo-on''l), adj. of or having to do with a zoon.
zo-oph-i-lous (zo-of'g-les), adj. [zoo- + -philous],
1 . loving animals. 2 . adapted to pollination by animals :

said of plants.
zo-o-pho-bi-a (zo'g-fo'bi-9), n. [200- + -phobia], an ab-
normal fear of animals.

zo-o-phyte (zo'9-fit'), n. [Mod. L. zoophyton; Gr.
zoophyton < Gr. zoion + phyton, a plant], any animal,
as a coral, sponge, etc., having somewhat the appear-
ance and character of a plant.

zo-o-phyt-ic (zo'9-fit'ik), adj. of, or having the'nature
of, zoophytes.

zo-o-phyt-i-cal (zoVfit'i-k'l), adj. zoophytic,
zO'O-plas-tic (zo'9-plas'tik), adj. of or having to do
with zooplasty.

zo-o-plas-ty (zq'9-plas'ti), n. [200- + -plasty], the
surgical

t
operation of grafting living tissue from a

lower animal onto the human body.
zO'O-sperm (zo'g-spurm'), n. [zoo- + sperm], 1. a
spermatozoon. 2. lObs.], a zoosjpore (sense 1).

zo-o sper-mat-ic (zo'9-spgr-mat'ik), adj. of or having
to do with a zoosperm.
zo o-spo ran-gi al (zo'9-S9-ran'ji-9l), adj. of or having
to do with a zoosporangium,

zo-o-spo-ran-gi-um (zoVspg-ran'ji-gm), n. {pi. ZOO-
SPORANGIA (-9)], [Mod. L.; see zoo- & SPORANGIUM],
a sporangium producing zoospores.

zo-O'Spore (zo'9-sp6r', zo/9-spor'), n. [zoo- + spore],
1. an asexual spore, especially of certain fungi or algae,

capable of independent motion usually by means of
cilia. 2. a motile flagellate or amoeboid cell or body
in certain protozoa.

zo-o-spor-ic (zoVsp&r'ik, zo'g-spo'rik), adj. of or

having to do with a zoospore.
zo-O8-po*rou8 (zo-os'p9-r9S, zo^-sp&T'gs, zo'9-spo'rgs),
adj. zoosporic.

zo-o-torn-ic (zo'9-tom'ik), adj. of or having to do with
zootomy.

zo o torn i cal (zo'9-tom'i-k'l), adj. zootomic.

zo*ot-o-my (zo-ot'9-mi), n. [Mod. L. zootomia; see
zoo- & -TOMY], the anatomy or dissection of animals,
especially ofjthose other than man.

zoot suit (zoot), [redupl.], a former, exaggerated style
of man's suit with baggy trousers narrowing at the
cuffs and a long, draped coat.

zor-il (z6r'il, zor'il), n. [Fr. zorille: Sp. zorilla, zorillo,

dim. oi zorra, zorro, a foxj, a small, South African animal
of the weasel family, resembling the skunk.

zo-ril-a (zo-ril'9), n. a zoril.

Zorn, An ders Leo nhard (an'ders la'o-nard' s8rn),

1860-1920; Swedish painter and etcher.

Zo-ro-as-ter (zS'ro-as't&r), n. founder of the ancient
Persian religion, Zoroastrianism; fl. in the 6th or 7th

century B.C.: also called Zarathustra.
Zo-ro-as-tri-an (zo'ro-as'tri-9n), adj. of or having to
do with Zoroaster or his religious system, n. a follower

of Zoroaster.
Zo-ro as-tri-an-ism (zo'ro-as'tri-9n-iz'm), n. the reli-

gious system of the Persians before their conversion
to Islam: according to tradition, it was founded by
Zoroaster, and its principles, contained in^

the Zend-

Avesta, include belief in an afterlife and in the con-

tinuous struggle of the universal spirit of good (Ormazd)
with the spirit of evil (Ahriman), the good ultimately
to prevail.

Zor-riMa. Jo-s (h6*-se' tho"-re"1ya), 1817-1893; Spanish
poet and dramatist. _

zos-ter (zos'te'r), n. [L. ;
Gr. zdstfrl I. in ancient Greece,

a belt or girdle, 2. in medicine, herpes zoster.

Zou-ave (zdo'-a'v', zwav). n. [Fr., Ar. Zouaoua, a

Kabyla tribe living in tne Jurjura Mountains of Al-

geria, from whom the Zouaves were originally re-

cruited], I. a member of an infantry unit in the

French army, originally recruited from Algerians,

noted for their hardiness and courage and wearing a
colorful oriental uniform. 2. a member of any military

group having a similar uniform; specifically, a member
of anyof various volunteer regiments in the American

zounds froundz), interj. [altered < the oath God's-

wonnds], [Archaic], a jxwld oath used as an exclamation

of surprise or anger.

Zr, in cfamistry, zirconium,
zuc chet to (tsd^-ket'o"), n. [erroneous var. o It ZHC-

chetta, a cap, orig., dim. oi mcca, a gourd], a skuEcap
woro by eocl^atios oi tihe Romaa Ca&OTO Ohu
a pdrtr i bluck, a bii&op

f

$ purple, a cardinal
ir

s .

m& ^m rope's white.

zucca, a squash], a variety of green-skinned summer
squash, shaped somewhat like a cucumber.
Zug (tsookh), n. 1. a canton of central Switzerland:
pop., 37,000. 2. its capital: pop. t 12,000.
Zui-der Zee (zi'dgr ze'; D. zoi'der zaO, an arm of the
North Sea extending into the Netherlands: it was
shut off from the sea by dikes and part of the land
was reclaimed: also called Ijesselmeer. Zuyder Zee,

Zu-lo-a-ga, Ig-na-cio (eg-na'thyo* thoo'lS-a'ga) , 1870-
1945; Spanish painter.

Zu*lu (zoo'loc), n. [pi. ZULUS (-looz), ZULU], 1. a
member of a great Bantu nation of southeastern
Africa. 2. their

^
agglutinative Bantu language, adj.

of the Zulus, their culture, or their language.
Zu-lu*land (zoo'loo-landO. n. a region in Natal prov-
ince, Union of South Africa: area, 10,427 sq. mi.;
pop., 255,000.
Jzum Bei-spiel (tsoom bi'shpel'), [GJ, for example:
abbreviated z.B.
Zu fii (zoo'nyi, soo'nyi), n. \pL ZUNI, ZufJis (-nyiz)],
[Sp, < Am. Ind.], a member of a pueblo-dwelling tribe
of North American Indians living in New Mexico and
coristitutingja Imguisticfamily.
Zu man (zoo'nyi-sn, soo'nyi-an), n. Zufii.

Zur-ba-ran, Fran-cis-co de (fran-thes'kS the thoor'ba-
ran'), 1598?-! 664; Spanish painter.

Zur-ich, Ziirdch (zoor'ik; G. tsu'riH), n. 1. a canton
in northern Switzerland: area, 668 sq. mi.; pop.,
674,000. 2. its capital, on the Lake of Zurich: pop.,
336,000.

Zurich, Lake of, a lake in northern Switzerland: area,
34 sq. mi.

Zuy-der Zee (zi'der ze': D. zoi'dgr za'), the Zuider Zee.
Zweig, Ar-nold (ar'nolt tsviH; Eng. tswig), 1887- ;

German novelist, essayist, and dramatist in Israel.

Zweig, Stef-an (shte'fan), 1881-1942; Austrian novel-
ist, dramatist, poet, and biographer; exiled.
Zwick-au (tsvik'ou), n. a city in the state of Saxony,
central Germany: pop., 85,000.

zwjte-back (tswe'bak', zwe'bak, swi'bak; G. tsve'bak'),
n. [G. < zwie-, two, twice, var. of zwei, two -^ backen,
to bake], a kind of rusk or biscuit that is sliced and
toasted after baking.

Zwing-li, Ill-rich (oqFriH tsvirj'le; Eng. zwir/gli),
1484-1531; Swiss patriot and Protestant reformer.

Zwing-li-an (zwirj^li-gn, tsvirj'li-gn), adj. of Zwingli or
his doctrines, especially the doctrine that the body of
Christ is not actually present in the Eucharist and
that the ceremony is merely a commemorative one,
n. a follower of Zwingli.

zwit-ter-i-on (tsvit'eY-i'gn) , n. a zwitter ion.
zwit-ter ion (tsvit'Sr), in physical chemistry, an ion

carrying both a positive and a negative charge, as in
certain protein molecules.

zwitter*i-on4c (tsvit'&r-i-on'ik), adj. of or having to
do with a zwitter ion.

zyg-ap-o-phys*e-al, zyg ap-o phys i al (zig'ap-g-fiz'i-
91}, adj. of a zygapophysis.

zyg-a-poph-y-sis (zig'a-pof'a-sis, zi'go-poFa-sis), n.

[Mod. L. < Gr. zygon, yoke; + ^P^physis], any of the

processes of the neural arch^ of a vertebra by which
it articulates with the adjoining vertebrae.

zy-go- (zi'go, zig's), [< Gr. zygon, a yoke], a combining
form meaning yoke, articulation, pair, as in zygodactyh
also, before a vowel, zyg-.

zy-gO'dac-tyl (zi'ga-dak'til, zig'a-dak'til), adj. [zygo-

dactyl], having the toes arranged in two opposed
pairs, two in front and two in the rear. n. a zygodactyl
bird, as the parrot.

Jna
(zl-go'm9, zi-go'ma), n. [pi. ZYGOMATA (-ms-

Vlod. L.; Gr. zygdma < zygoun, to yoke < zygon,
e], 1. the zygomatic arch. 2. the zygomatic

bone. '

3. the zygomatic process.
zy-go-naat'ic (zl'gg-mat'ik, zigVmat'ik), adj. [< Mod. L.

zygoma (see ZYGOMA); + -tc], in anatomy & zoology,
1. designating or of a bony arch on either side of the
face just below the eye, consisting of the zygomatic
bone and process. 2, designating either of a pair of

quadrangular bones of the zygomatic arch forming the

prominence of each cheek. 3. designating a process
of the temporal bone forming part of the zygomatic
arch.

zy-gO'ii*oiiphic (zi'gg-mdr'fik, zig'o-m6r'fik) f adj.

[zygo- -f- -morphic], in biology, bilaterally symmetrical;
that can be divided in two identical halves by a single

plane passing tfurough the axis: said of organisms,
organs, or parts.

zV'go-iiior-piiism (zi'ga-m6r'fiz'm, zig'g-m&r'nVm) ,

n. the condition o bewg zygomorphic.

4-l5'8h98,
loaem, nne of the
!) | -f- "<?], desjgnati:

p$
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caper family, having jointed branches, stipulate leaves,
and axillary flowers.

zy-go-phyte (zi'ga-fit', zig'g-fit'), n. [zygo- + -phyte],

a yoke], in biology,

gametes.
zy-mase (zi'mas), n. [Fr. zymase; see ZYME & -ASE],
an enzyme, present in yeast, which causes fermentation
by breaking down glucose and some other cari>9-
hydrates into alcohol and carbon dioxide or into lactic
acid.
zyme (zim), n. [Gr. zyme, a leaven], 1. a ferment or
eijzyme. 2. the principle regarded as the specific cause
of a zymotic disease.

zy-mo- (zl'mo, zi'ma), [< Gr. zyml, a leaven], a com-
bining form meaning fermentation, as in zymologyi also,
before a vowel, zym-.

zy-mo-gen (zi'mo-jsn), n. [Fr. zymogene; see ZYMO- &
-GEN], 1. a substance capable 01 becoming an enzyme.

ZYMO- & -GENESIS], the process by which a zymogen
becomes an enzyme.

zy-mo-gen-ic (zi'ma-jen'ik), adj. 1. of or having to
do with a zymogen. 2. that can produce a ferment.

zymogenic organism, a yeast or other microorganism
which causes fermentation.

zy-mo-log-ic (zi'ms-loj'ik), adj. of or having to do
with zymology.

zy*mol-o-gy (zi-mol'9-ji), n. [zymo- + -logy], 1. the
science dealing with fermentation. 2. [pi. ZYMOLOGIES
(-jiz)], a treatise on fermentation.

zy-mol-y-sis (zi-mol's-sis), n. [Mod. L.; zymo- + -lysis],
1. the fermentative action of enzymes. 2. fermentation
or other changes resulting from this.

zy-mo-lyt-ic (zi'ms-lit'ik), adj. of or having to do with
zymolysis.

zy-mom-e-ter (zi-mom's-tgr), n. [zymo- + -meter], an
instrument used to measure the degree of fermen-
tation.

zy-mo-sis (zi-mo'sis), n. [Mod. L.; Gr. zymosis, fer-

mentation < zyme, a leaven, ferment], 1. fermen-
tation. 2. a process like fermentation by which infec-

tious diseases were formerly believed to be developed;
hence, 3. [Rare], a zymotic disease.

zy*mot-ic (zi-naot'ik), adj. [Gr. zymotikos, causing to
ferment < zymoun, to ferment < zyme, a ferment], 1.

of, causing, or caused bjr or as by, fermentation. 2.

designating or of any infectious disease, as small-

pox, formerly believed to be caused by a fermentative
process.
zy-mur-gy (zi'mr-ji), n. [zym- + -urgy]> the chemistry
of fermentation, as applied in wine making, brewing,
etc.
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Abilene Christian C., Abilene, Tex.; 1906; coed.; P.; J
Adams State C. of Colorado, Alamosa, Colo.; 1921; coed.;
S.;i
Adelphi C., Garden City, N.Y.; 1896; coed.; P.; J #
Adrian C., Adrian, Mich.; 1845; coed.; P.; f
Agnes Scott C., Decatur, Ga.; 1889; women; P.; t
*Agricultural and Mechanical C. of Texas, College Station,

Tex.; 1876; men; S.; t #

Agricultural and Technical C. of North Carolina, Greens-
boro, N.C.; 1891; coed.; S.; J
Agricultural, Mechanical and Normal C., Pine Bluff, Ark.;

1 873; coed. ; S.; t
*Akron, U. of, Akron, 0.; 1870; coed.; Mun.; t
Alabama C., Montevallo, Ala.; 1896; women; S.; f
^Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala.; 1872; coed.;

S.; t $
Alabama State Agriculture and Mechanical Institute,
Normal, Ala.; 1875; coed.; S.; f
Alabama State C., Montgomery, Ala.; 1874; coed.; S.; $
*Alabama, U. of, University, Ala.; 1831; coed.; S.; $ #

Alaska, U. of, College, Alas.; 1917; coed.; S.; t

Albany State C., Albany, Ga.; 1903; coed.; S.; f
Albertus Magnus C., New Haven, Conn.; 1925; women; P.; f
Albion C., Albion, Mich.; 1835; coed.; P.; t

Albright C., Reading, Pa.; 1856; coed.; P.; t
Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical C., Alcorn, MISS.;
187 1; coed.; S.; f

Alderson-Broaddus C., Philippi, W. Va.; 1871 ; coed.; P.: f
Alfred U., Alfred, N.Y.; 1836; coed.; P. & S.; J

7

Allegheny C., Meadville, Pa.; 1815; coed.; P.; $
Allen U., Columbia, S.C.: 1870; coed.; P.; t #
Alliance C., Cambridge Springs, Pa.: 1912; coed.; P.; f
Alma C., Alma, Mich.; 1886; coed.; P.; t
Alma White C., Zarephath, N.J.; 1917; coed.; P.; $
Alverno C., Milwaukee, Wis.; 1887; women; P.; t
American International C., Springfield, Mass.; 1885; coed.;

P.;t
*Amerlcan U., Washington, D.C.; 1893; coed.; P,; J
Amherst C.. Amherst, Mass.; 1821 ; men; P.; J
Anderson C. and Theological Seminary, Anderson, Ind.;

AnnaMaria C.'for Women, Paxton, Mass.; 1946; women; P.; t
Annhurst C., South Woodstock, Conn.; 1941; women; P.; t
Antioch C., Yellow Springs, 0,; 1853; coed.; P.; t

Appalachian State Teachers C., Boone, N.C.; 1903; coed.;

Aquinas C., Grand Rapids, Mich.; 1923; coed.; P.; t
Arizona State C., Flagstaff, Ariz.; 1899: coed.; S.; t
*Arizona State C. at Tempe, Tempe, Ariz.; 1885; coed.; S.; J

*Arizona. U. of, Tucson, Ariz.: 1885; coed.; S.: J #

Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical C., College Heights,

Arkansas rfaptist C.', Little Rock, Ark.; 1884; coed.; P.; t

Arkansas C., Batesville, Ark.; 1872; coed.; P.: t

Arkansas Polytechnic C., Russelville, Ark.; 1909; coed.;

S.;t
Arkansas State C, State College, Ark.; 1910; coed.; S.; J
Arkansas State Teachers C., Conway, Ark.; 1908; coed.;
G . 4-

*Arkansas, U. of, Fayetteville, Ark.; 1871; coed.: S.; t #

Armstrong C. t Berkeley, Calif.; 1918; coed.; P.; I

Aroostook State Teachers C., Presque Isle, Me.; 1903;

Art Center School, Los Angeles, Calif.: 1930: coed.; P.; t

Art Institute of Chicago, School of the, Chicago,JOJ.; 1866;

Asbury C*., Wilmore, Ky.; 1890; coed.; P.; t
Ashland C., Ashland, 0.; 1878; coed.; P.; t
Assumption C., Worcester, Mass.; 1904; men; P.; t
Athens C., Athens, Ala.; 1842; coed.; P.; t

Atlanta U., Atlanta, Ga.: 1867; coed.; P. ;J #

Atlantic Christian C., Wilson, N.C.; 1902; coed.; P.; t _ .

Atlantic Union C., South Lancaster, Mass.; 1882; coed.; P.; t

Augsburg C. and Theological Seminary, Minneapolis,

Mmn.j 1869; coed.; P.; t #

Augustana d, Rock Island, 111.; 1860; coed.; P.; t A
Augustana C Sioux Palls, S. Dak.; 1860; coed.; P.; t
Aurora C. Aurora, 111.; 1893: coed.; P.; t
Austin G. Sherman, Tex. ; 1849 ; coed. ; P. ; t n .

Austin Feay State C., Clarksville, Tenn.; 1929; coed,; S.; J

Babson Institute, Babsoa Park, Mass.; 1919; men; P.; t
Baker U^Baldwin, Kan.; 1858; coed.; P.;t A..
*B*01 State Teacher* C* f Mttnoe, Ind.; 191$? coed.; S.; t

Baltimore V. of, Baltimore, MdU 1925; coed.;
P.;; t

Barat C. of ttoe Sacre4 Bbwt, Wfi Forest, lit; 1913 ;

P -t
Barber-Scotia <L Oword, 'r W7; P.y f

Bard C., Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y.; 1860; coed.; P.; t
Barnard C., New York City, N.Y.; 1889; women's college of

Columbia U,; t
Barry C., Miami, Fla.; 1940fwomen; P.;
Bates C., Lewiston, Me.; 1864; coed.; P.;'(t
*Baylor U., Waco, Dallas & Houston, Tex.; 1846; coed.;

P.; * #
Beaver C., Jenkintown, Pa.; 1853; women; P.; t
Belhaven C., Jackson, Miss.; 1894; women; P.; f
Bellarmine C.,Louisville, Ky.; 1950; men; P.; t
Belmont Abbey C., Belmont, N.C.; 1878; men; P.; t
Belmont C., Nashville, Tenn.; 1951; coed.; P.; t
Beloit C., Beloit, Wis.; 1846; coed.; P.; J
Bemidji State C., Bemidji, Minn.; 1919; coed.; S.; $
Benedict C., Columbia, S.C.; 1870; coed.; P.; t #
Benedictine Heights C., Guthrie, Okla.; 1917; women; P.; t
Bennett C., Greensboro, N.C.; 1873; women; P.; t

Bennington CM Bennington, Vt.; 1932: women; P.; t
Berea C., Berea, Ky.: 1855; coed.; P.; f

Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, Berkeley, Calif,; 1889;
coed. ; P.; 4 #

Berry C., Mount Berry, Ga.; 1902; coed.; P.; t
Bethany C., Lindsborg, Kan.; 1881; coed.; P.; f

Bethany C., Bethany, W. Va.; 1840; coed.; P.; t

Bethany Nazarene C., Bethany, Okla.; 1899; coed.; P.; f #
Bethel C., North Newton, Kan.; 1888; coed.; P.; t
Bethel C., McKenzie, Tenn.; 1842; coed.; P.: f
Bethune-Cookman C., Daytona Beach, Fla.; 1904; coed.;

P.; f
Birmingham-Southern C., Birmingham, Ala,; 1856; coed.;
P *

t
Biskop C., Marshall, Tex.; 1880; coed.; P.; t

Blackburn CM Carlinville, 111.; 1857; coed,; P.; t
Black Hills Teachers C., Spearfish, S.Dak.; 1883; coed.; S.; t
Bloomfield C. and Seminary, Bloomfield, N.J.; 1878; coed.;
P * t

Bluefield State C., Bluefield, W.Va.; 1895; coed.; S.; t
Blue Mountain C., Blue Mountain, Miss.; 1873; women; P.; t
Bluffton C., Bluffton, 0.; 1900; coed.; P.; t
Bob Jones U., Greenville, S.C.; 1927; coed.; P.; t f
*Boston C., Chestnut Hill, Mass.; 1863; men; P.; J #

*Boston U., Boston, Mass.; 1869; coed.; P.; I #
Bowdoin C., Brunswick, Me.; 1794; men; P.: t
Bowling Green C. of Commerce, Bowling Green, Ky.; 1922;

*Bowiing Green State U., Bowling Green, O.; 1914; coed.;

S.;

Bradley U., Peoria, 111.; 1897; coed.; P.; t
Brandeis U., Waltham, Mass.; 1947; coed.; P.; J
Brenau C., Gainesville, Ga,; 1878; women; P.; t
Brescia C., Owensboro, Ky.; 1925; coed.; P.;f
Briar Cliff C., Sioux City, la.; 1930; women; P.; t

Bridgeport, U. of, Bridgeport, Conn.; 1927; coed.; P.; J

Bridgewater C., Bridgewater, Va.; 1880; coed.; P.; t
*Brigham Young U., Provo, Ut; 1875; coed.; P.; J

*Brooklyn C., see New York, C. of the City of.

Brooklyn Law School, Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1901; coed.; P.; #

*Brooklyn, Polytechnic Institute of, Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1854;

*Brown U., Providence, R.L; 1764; men; P.; t

Bryant C. of Business Administration, Providence, R.I.;

1863; coed.; P.;f ^ .

Bryn Mawr C., Bryn Mawr, Pa.: 1885; women; P.; t #

Bucknell U., Lewisburg, Pa.; 1846; coed.; P.
; t

Buena Vista C., Storm Lake, la.; 1886; coed.; P.; t
*Buffalo, U. of, Buffalo, N.Y.; 1846; coed.; P.; t #

*Butler U., Indianapolis, Ind.; 1854; coed.; P.; * I

Caldwell C. for Women, Caldwell, N.J.; 1939; women; P.; t
California C. of Arts and Crafts, Oakland, Calif.; 1907;

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.; 1891;

(Sltfornia Maritime Academy, Vallejo, Calif.; 1929; men;

California School of Fine Arts, San Francisco, Calif.; 1874;

*California State Polytechnic C., San Luis Obispo, Calif.;

*Caliiornla, u! of, Berkeley, Calif.; 1868; coed,; S.; t |j seven

affiliated colleges and taniversities including
'

California, U. of, at Los Angeles, Xos Angeles; 1881;

C^Sfornia, U. of, Medical Center at San Francisco, San

Francisco; 1873; coed.; 4. #
!

California, U. of, Santa Barbara C^ Santa Barbara; 19

Additional affiliates at lUvecsidie,, E^vis, La Jolla and

Haaalltoii. ,

,
!

'

t
'

; t
tataiw Oofiftgtj E f Mwj,

e; 4 graduate;
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California Western U., San Diego, Calif.; 1924; coed.; P.;f
Calvin CM Grand Rapids, Mich.; 1876; coed.; P.; t
Canisius C., Buffalo, N.Y.; 1870; men; P.: J
Capital U., Columbus, 0.; 1850; coed.; P.; t #
Cardinal Stritch C., Milwaukee, Wis.; 1933; women: P.; t
Carleton C., Northfield, Minn.; 1866; coed.; P.; t
*Carnegte Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1900;
coed.; P.; J

Carroll C., Helena, Mont.; 1910; coed.; P.; f
Carroll C., Waukesha, Wis.; 1846; coed.; P.; f
Carson-Newman C,, Jefferson City, Tenn.; 1851; coed.; P.; t

Carthage C., Carthage, 111.; 1870; coed.; P.; f
Cascade C., Portland, Oreg.; 1918; coed.; P.; t #
Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, O.; 1880; men; P.;
Castleton Teachers C., Castleton, Vt.; 1787; coed.; S.; f
Catawba C., Salisbury, N.C.; 1851: coed.; P.; f
*Catholic U. of America, Washington, D.C.; 1887; coed.;
P.; t #

Catholic U. of Puerto Rico, Ponce, P.R.; 1948; coed.; P.; t
Cedar Crest C., Allentown, Pa.; 1867; women; P.; t
Cedarville Baptist C., Cedarville, O.; 1894; coed.; P.; t #
Centenary C. of Louisiana, Shreveport, La.; 1825; coed.;
P.;t

Central Bible Institute and Seminary, Springfield, Mo.;
1922; coed.; P.; t#

Central C., Pella, la,: 1853; coed.; P.; t
Central C., Fayette, Mo.; 1854; coed.; P.; f
Central Michigan C., Mount Pleasant, Mich.; 1892; coed.;
S.;J
Central Missouri State C., Warrensburg, Mo.; 1871; coed.;
S.;t
Central State C., Wilberforce, O.; 1887; coed,; S.; t
Central State C., Edrnond, Okla.; 1890; coed.; S.; f
Central Washington C. of Education, Ellensburg, Wash.;
1891; coed.; S.; $

Centre C. of Kentucky, Danville, Ky.; 1819; coed.; P.; f
Chapman C., Orange, Calif.; 1861: coed.; P.; t
Charleston, C. of, Charleston, S.C.; 1770; coed.; P.; f
Chatham C., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1869; women; P.; t
Chattanooga, U. of. Chattanooga, Tenn.; 1886; coed.; P.: t
Chestnut Hill C., Chestnut Hill, Pa.; 1871; women: P.; f
Chicago C. of Osteopathy, Chicago, III; 1900; coed.; P.; #
Chicago Conservatory, Chicago, III; 1857; coed.; P.; $
Chicago-Kent C. of Law, Chicago, 111.; 1887; coed.; P.; #

Chicago Medical School, Chicago, 111.; 1912; coed.; P.: #

Chicago Musical C., Chicago, 111.; 1867; coed.; P.; a division of
Roosevelt U.; J
*Chicago Teachers C., Chicago, 111.; 1869; coed.; Mun.; f
Chicago Technical C., Chicago, 111.; 1904; men; P.; t
"Chicago, U. of, Chicago, 111.; 1890; coed.; P.; * #
Chico State C., Chico, Calif.; 1887: coed.; S.; $
Christian Brothers C., Memphis, Tenn.; 1871; men; P.; f
Cincinnati, College-Conservatory of Music of, Cincinnati,
0.; 1867; coed.; P.; $
Cincinnati, U. of, Cincinnati, 0.; 1819; coed.; Mun.; 1 1

Citadel, The, Charleston, S.C.; 1842; men; S.; t
*City C., see New York, C. of the City of.
Claflin U., Orangeburg, S.C.; 1869; coed.; P.; t
Claremont Men's C., Claremont, Calif.; 1947; men; P.;
affiliated with Pomona C. and Scripps C.; t
Clark C., Atlanta, Ga.; 1869: coed.; P.; f
Clarke C., Dubuque, la.; 1843: women; P.: t
Clarkson C. of Technology, Potsdam, N.Y.: 1896; men; P,; |
Clark U., Worcester, Mass.; 1887; coed.: P.; J
Clemson Agricultural C,, Clemson, S.C.; 1889; men; S.; t
Coe C., Cedar Rapids, la.; 1851; coed.; P.; f
Coker C., Hartsville, S.C.; 1908; women; P.: t
Colby C., Waterville, Me.; 1813; coed.; P.; f
Colgate U., Hamilton, N.t.; 1819; men; P.; t
Colorado C., Colorado Springs, Colo.: 1874; coed.; P.; J
Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colo,; 1874; coed.; $
Colorado State C., Greeley. Colo.; 1890; coed.; S,; t
*Colorado State U., Fort Collins, Colo.; 1870; coed,; S,; i #
"Colorado, U. of, Boulder, Colo.; 1871

; coed.; S.; 1 #
Columbia Bible C., Columbia, S.C.; 1923; coed.; P.; t #
Columbia C., Chicago, 111. & Los Angeles, Calif.; 1890; coed.;

Columbia C., Columbia, S.C.; 1854; women; P.; t
Columbia Theological Seminary, Decatur, Ga.; 1828; men;

"Columbia U. f New York City, N.Y.; 1754; coed.; P.; t #
Concord C., Athens, W.Va.; 1872; coed.; S.: t
Concordla C., Moorhead, Minn.; 1891 : coed.; P.; f
Concordia Senior C., Fort Wayne, Ind.; 1839; men; P.: t
Concordia Teachers C., River Forest, III; 1864; coed,; P.; f
Concordia Teachers C., Seward. Neb.; 1894; coed,; P.; f
Connecticut C., New London, Conn,; 19J1; women; P.;t
Connecticut, Teachers C, of, New Britain, Conn.; 1849;

^o^mecticut, U. of, Storrs, Conn.: 1881; coed.j $,: J J""T8A C* Spajtanburg, S.C.; 1390; woraen; P.; 1
r Union, New York City, N.Y.; 1859; coed.; P.; f"

CM Mount Verooft, la.: 1853; coed.: P.: t
Jl IT., Ithaca & New York City, N.Y.; 1865; coed,;
"*$

,ton U., Omaha, Neb.; 1878; coed.; P.J 1 #~
">n C., Canton Mo*; 1852; coed.: P.; f

[J. t Lebanon, Tenn.; 1842; ooed.? P.; #
jon, Mass.; 1879; coed.; P.; t
ate of Music, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1924$ coed.;

Dartmouth C., Hanover, N.H.; 1769; men; P.; J
David Lipscomb C., Nashville, Tenn.; 1891; coed.; P.; t
Davidson C., Davidson, N.C.; 1837; men; P.; t
Davis and Elkins C., Elkins, W.Va.; 1904; coed.; P.; t

*Dayton, U. of, Dayton, O.; 1850; coed.; P.; $
Defiance C., Defiance, 0.; 1850; coed.; P.; t
Delaware State C., Dover, Del.; 1891

; coed.; S.; t

"Delaware, U. of, Newark, Del.; 1833; coed.; S.; t
Delta State C., Cleveland, Miss.; 1924; coed.; S.; t
Denison U., Granville, 0.: 1831; coed.; P.; t
"Denver, U. of, Denver, Colo.; 1864; coed.; P.; J f
-"De Paul U., Chicago, 111.; 1898; coed.; P.; J #
DePauw U., Greencastle, Ind.; 1837; coed.; P.; t
Detroit C. of Law, Detroit, Mich.; 1891; coed.; P.; #
Detroit Institute of Technology, Detroit, Mich.; 1891;
coed.; P.; f j

"Detroit, U. of, Detroit, Mich.; 1877; coed.; P.; J #
Dickinson C., Carlisle, Pa.; 1773; coed.; P.; t
Dickinson School of Law, Carlisle, Pa.; 1834; coed.; P.; #
Dillard U., New Orleans, La.; 1935; coed.; P.; t
District of Columbia Teachers C., Washington, D.C.; 1955;
coed.; Mun.; $
Doane C., Crete, Neb.; 1872; coed.; P.; t
Dominican C. of San Rafael, San Rafael, Calif.; 1890;
women; P.: J
Douglass C., New Brunswick, N.J.; 1918; women's college of

Rutgers U.; t
*Drake U., Des Moines, la.; 1881; coed.; P.; t if

Drew U., Madison, N.J.; 1867; coed.; P.; t #
"Drexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1891;
coed.;P.;t

Dropsie C. for Hebrew and Cognate Learning, Philadelphia,
Pa.; 1907; coed.; P.; 4.

Drury C., Springfield, Mo.; 1873; coed.; P.; J

Dubuque, U. of, Dubuque, la.; 1852; coed.j P.; t #
Duchesne C., Omaha, Neb.; 1881; women; P.; t
*Duke U., Durham, N.C.; 1838; coed.; P.: t #
Dunbarton C. of Holy Cross, Washington, D.C.; 1935;
women; P.; t
"Duquesne U., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1878; coed.; P.; J #
D'Youville C,, Buffalo, N.Y.; 1908; women; P.; t

Earlham C,, Richmond, Ind.; 1847; coed.; P.: t
East Carolina C., Greenville, N.C.; 1909; coed.; S.; 1
East Central State C., Ada, Okla.; 1909; coed.; S.;j
Eastern Baptist C., St. Davids, Pa.; 1952; coed.; P.; f
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Pa.:
1925; coed.; P.; #

Eastern Illinois State C., Charleston, 111.; 1895; coed.;

Eastern Kentucky State C., Richmond, Ky,; 1906; coed; S.; t
Eastern Michigan C., Ypsilanti, Mich.; 1849; coed.; S.; J
Eastern Montana C. of Education, Billings, Mont.; 1927;
coed.; S.; t
Eastern Nazarene C., Wollaston Park, Mass.; 1918; coed.;
P.jtl

Eastern New Mexico Uu Portales, N. Mex.; 1934; coed.; S.; J
Eastern Oregon C. of Education, La Grande, Oreg.; 1929;
coed.;S.;|
Eastern Pilgrim C., Allentown, Pa.; 1921: coed.; P.; f
Eastern Washington C. of Education, Cheney, Wash.: 1890;
coed.;S.;t
East Tennessee State C., Johnson City, Tenn.; 1911; coed.;
S.;t
East Texas Baptist C., Marshall, Tex.; 1917; coed.; P.; t
East Texas State C., Commerce, Tex.; 1894: coed.: S.; $
Edgewood C. of the Sacred Heart, Madison, Wis.; 1927;
women; P.; t
Elizabeth City State Teachers C., Elizabeth City, N.C.:
1891: coed.; S.;t

Elizabethtown C., Elizabethtown, Pa.; 1899; coed.; Rj f
Elmhurst C., Elmhurst, 111.; 1871; coed.: P.: t
Elmira CU Elmira, N.Y.; 1855: women: P.; f
Elon C., Eton College, N.C.; 1889; coed.; P.; t
Emerson C., Boston, Mass,; 1880; coed.; P.; |
Emmanuel Cv Boston, Mass.; 1919; women; P.; f
Emmanuel Missionary C., Berrien Springs, Mich,; 1874:
coed.; P.; f
Emory and Henry C., Emory, Va.; 1839; coed.j P.j t
*Emory U., Atlanta, Ga,; 1836; coed.; P.; $ #

Eniporia, C. of, Empork, Kan.; 1882; coo.; K; t
Erskine C., Due West, 3.C.; 1839: coed.; P.; t
JBureka <?., Eureka, HI.: 1855: coed,; P.; t
Evansville C., Bvansvule, Ina.; 1854; coed.j P.j t

Fairfield UM Fairfield, Conn.; 1942: men: P.* I
*FairleMh Dickinson U., Rutherford & Tewaeck, NJf : Wh
coed.; P.; | #

Fairmont State C. Fairmont, W.V^ 1867: coed.; S.; t
Farmington State Teachers C., Faitaiiigtott M,; 1M4;
coed.; S.; t

Fayettevttie State Teachers C, t Fayettvitte N*C,; 1877;
coed.; S,; f
*Fenn C., ave%df 0.; 1891 : cwdj P.; f
Ferrte Jnatute, B%Jitfttf, Mich.; 18W| oo*A| Sf ; f
Finch C.t New York City, ICY.; IMiwmSw* f
Ferris inaute. Big R**i$as Mich,; 1884j ao*cU
Finch G New Ywk City^ K*V; 1000; wo'iwatt; P,;

IW^ fe ftfe^ %2j oo^.j^ f
Ftk V. Ww&vife, Texwu; Iwfe; <scwi.; P.j I
S -ti9&^^f^ te IL^

*
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Florida Southern C., Lakeland, Fla, 1885, coed, P, f
^Florida State U., Tallahassee, Fla, 1857; coed.; S, J #
*Florida, U. of, Gainesville, Fla, 1853; coed, S, J #

Fontbonne C., St. Louis, Mo, 1923; a women's college of St.

Louis U, t
*Fordham U., New York City, N.Y, 1841; men; P, t #
Fort Hays Kansas State C., Hays, Kan.; 1902; coed, S, t
Fort Valley State C., Fort Valley, Ga, 1895; coed, S, t
Fort Wayne Bible C., Fort Wayne, Ind, 1904; coed. P.; t
Franklin and Marshall C., Lancaster, Pa, 1787; men; P, J
Franklin C. of Indiana, Franklin, Ind.; 1834; coed, P, t
*Fresno State C.. Fresno, Calif, 1910; coed.; S, $
Friends U,, Wichita, Kan, 1898; coed, P.rj #
Furman UM Greenville, S.C, 1826; coed, P, J

Gallaudet C., Washington, D.C, 1864; coed, P, t
Gannon C., Erie, Pa, 1941; men; P, t
Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, 111, 1855; coed.; P,

General Beadle State Teachers C., Madison, S. Dak.; 1883;

coed, S, t
^General Motors Institute, Flint, Mich, 1919; men: P, t
General Theological Seminary, New York, N.Y, 1822;

men; P, #
Geneva C., Beaver Falls, Pa, 1848; coed.; P, t
George Fox C., Newberg, Oreg, 1891; coed.; P, t #

George Peabody C. for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn, 1875;

coed. P.; t #

George Pepperdine C., Los Angeles, Calif.; 1937; coed, P, t

Georgetown C., Georgetown, Ky, 1829; coed, P, t

^Georgetown U., Washington, D.C, 1789; men; P, t #

*George Washington U., Washington, D.C, 1821; coed.;

George Williams C., Chicago, 111, 1890; coed. P.; t

^Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga, 1885;

men;S, J ,

Georgia, Medical C. of, Augusta, Ga, 1828; coed,; S, \. #

Georgian Court C., Lakewood, NJ, 1908; women; P.; t

Georgia State C. for Women, Milledgeville, Ga, 1889;

women; S.; t , ~ .

Georgia Teachers C., Collegeboro, Ga, 1908; coed, S, t

"Georgia, U. of, Athens, Ga, 1785; coed, S, | #

Gettysburg CM Gettysburg, Pa.: 1832; coed, P, t

Glassboro State C., Glassboro, N.J, 1923; coed, S, 1

Glenville State C., Glenville, W. Va, 1872; coed, S.; T

Goddard C., Plainfield, Vt, 1863j coed, P, t

Mass, 1889; coed, P, 1 # n^ , c ,

Gorham State Teachers C., Gorham, Me, 1878; coed, S, t

Goshen C., Goshen, Ind,; 1894; coed, P, 1 1

Goucher C.,Towson, Md.; 1888; women; P, f\jrOUCHWr \j., A UWHUU, iviu., AOOO, ww*iM=*j,, j. ., *

Grace Bible Institute, Omaha, Neb, 1943; coed, P, t

Grace Theological Seminary and Grace C., Wmona Lake,

GrambUng C., CframbHng, La, 1901 ; coed, S, t

Great Falls, C. of, Great Falls, Mont, 1932; coed, P, t

Greensboro C., Greensboro, N.C, 1838; women; P.; t

>eenville C., Greenville, 111.: 1892; coed, P, t #

Irinnell C., Grinnell, la, 1846; coed, P; t _ .

frove City C., Grove City, Pa, 1876; coed, P, T

tuilford CM Guilford College, N.C, 1837; coed, P, t

fustavus Adolphus C., St. Peter, Minn, 1862; coed, P, t

., , ..
Greenville C., Greenville, 111.: 1892; coed.; P.; t #

Grinnell C., Grinnell, la.; 1846; coed.; PJ t

Grove Ci
Guilford
Gustavus

Hahnemann Medical C. and Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Kmnton, N.Y.; 1812; men: Pj t

Hamline U., St. Paul, Minn.; 1854; coed.; P.: 1

Hampden-Sydney CM Hampden-Sydney, Va.; 1776; men;

p . jf

Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.; 1868; coed.; P.; t

Hanover C., Hanover, Ind,; 1827; coed,: P.; f

P.; *

; -d, Mun, t

TWest Hartford, Conn, 1939; women; P, t

N.Y.; 1928; coed, P.d + ^
Maw, 1636; men; A; *

, 18fc; cod, P, t.

Holy Names C., Spokane, Wash, 1907; women; P, t

Holy Names, C. of the, Oakland, Calif, 1880; women; P, t
Hood C., Frederick, Md, 1893; women; P, t
Hope C., Holland, Mich.; 1852; coed, P, t
Houghton C., Houghton, N.Y, 1883; coed.: P, t
*Houston, U. of, Houston, Tex, 1934; coed, Mun, J
Howard C., Birmingham, Ala, 1842; coed.; P, t
Howard Payne CM Brownwood, Tex, 1889; coed, P, J
*Howard U., Washington, D.C, 1867; coed, P, ? #
H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial C., New Orleans, La, 1886;
women's college of Tulane U", t
Humboldt State C., Arcata, Calif, 1914; coed, S, t
*Hunter C. of the City of New York, see New York, C. of

the City of.

Huntingdon C,, Montgomery, Ala.; 1854; coed. P.; t

Huntington C., Huntington, Ind.; 1897; coed. P.; f #
Huron C., Huron, S. Dak, 1883: coed, P, f
Huston-Tillotson CM Austin, Tex, 1952; coed, P, t

Idaho, C. of, Caldwell, Ida.; 1891; coed, P, $
Idaho State C. t Pocatello, Ida, 1902; coed, S, t

*Idaho, U. of, Moscow, Ida, 1889; coed, S,t f

Iliff School of Theology, Denver, Colo, 1892; coed.; P.; t #

Illinois C., Jacksonville, 111, 1829; coed, P, f
Illinois C. of Optometry, Chicago, 111, 1872; coed. P, t #
^Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 111.; 1940;

men; P, t
Illinois State Normal U., Normal, 111, 1857; coed, S, $

^Illinois, U. of, Urbana & Chicago, 111, 1868; coed, S, J #

Illinois Wesleyan U., Bloomington, 111, 1850; coed.; P, t
Immaculata C., Immaculata, Pa, 1920; women; P, t
Immaculate Heart C., Los Angeles, Calif, 1916; women;
P, t
Incarnate Word C., San Antonio, Tex, 1881 ; women;?, $
Indiana Central C., Indianapolis, Ind, 1902: coed, P, t

^Indiana State Teachers C., Terre Haute, Ind.; 1870; coed,
C .

Indiana Technical C., Fort Wayne, Ind, 1930; men; P, t
^Indiana U., Bloomington & Indianapolis, Ind, 1820; coed,
S 1 1

Inter American University of Puerto Rico, San German,
P.R, 1912; coed.; P.; t

lona C., New Rochelle, N.Y, 1940; men; P, t
*Iowa State C. of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames,
la, 1858; coed, S, $ # _ .

Iowa State Teachers C., Cedar Falls, la, 1876; coed, S.; $

*Iowa, State U. of, Iowa City, la, 1847; coed, S, J #

Iowa Wesleyan C., Mt. Pleasant, la, 1842; coed.; P, t
Ithaca C., Ithaca, N.Y, 1892; coed.; P, $

Jackson C., Honolulu, Hawaii; 1948; coed.; P, J #

Jackson State C., Jackson, Miss, 1877: coed, S, t
Jamestown C., Jamestown, N. Dak, 1883; coed.; P, t

Jarvis Christian C., Hawkins, Tex, 1912; coed, P, f
Jefferson Medical C. of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pa,
1825 ; men; P.; | # _ .

Jersey City State C., Jersey City, N.J, 1929; coed, S, t

Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York City,

N.Y, I887;coed.:P,# A
John Brown U., Siloam Springs, Ark, 1919; coed, P, T
John Carroll U., University Heights, 0, 1886, men; P, t

John Marshall Law School, Chicago, 111, 1899; coed, P, #

*Johns Hopkins U. , Baltimore, Md. ;
1 876: men ;

P. ; J #

Johnson Bible C., Kirnberlin Heights, Tenn, 1893; coed,

Johnson C. Smith U., Charlotte, N.C, 1867; coed, P, t #
f . * m t ^*i T_1_-.___ XT*. 1 O<T. swva/l * S "t

, A_
1905;

,

Juniata ., Huntingdon, Pa, 1876; coed, P,

Kalamazoo C. , Kalamazoo, Mich. ; 1 833 ; coed. ; P, t
Kansas City C. of Osteopathy and Surgery, Kansas City,

Mo, 1916; coed, P, I ^ _ ,

H

Kansas City, U, of, Kansas City, Mo.; 1933: coed. P.; J #
:t Kansas State C. of Agriculture and Applied Science,

Manhattan, Kan, 1863; coed, S, f )T

Kansas State Teachers C., Brnpona, ^n, 1863; coed, |,
I

Kansas State Teachers C., Pittsburg, Kan. ; 1903 j coed, S, $

^Kansas, U. of, Lawrence, Kan, 1866; coed!, S, tf
Kansas Wesleyan U., Salina, Kan, 1886? coed, P, t
Keene Teachers C., Keene, N.H, 1909: coed*,- S, I

0, W5; men; P, , .

Kenyon C., Ganabielr, O, 1^24; men; P, f |

Keula C., keuka Park, N.Y, 1890; women; P, t

C., Bristpl, Tenn, 1866; coed, P, t
's C*. Wiflces-Barre, Pa, 1946; men; P,

C. of Oateopattiy and Surgery, Erksvile, MO,

4.
Kuoxville

r Tewn, 1875; coed.; P, f

ooe4; P.

; wo,; P. j t .

f MaW; 1843; e; P, t

CO^T^.P*^
iate; t tractetgnufaMw & gi
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Lakeland C., Sheboygan, Wis.; 1862; coed.; P.; t
Lamar State C. of Technology, Beaumont, Tex.; 1923;
coed.;S.; J
Lambuth C., Jackson, Tenn.; 1924; coed.; P.; t
La Mennais C., Alfred, Me.; 1951; men; P.; f
Lander C., Greenwood, S.C.; 1872; coed.; S.; |
Lane C., Jackson, Tenn.; 1882; coed.; P.; f
Langston U., Langston. Okla.; 1897; coed.; S.; f
La Salle C., Philadelphia, Pa.; 1863; men; P.; *
La Sierra C., Arlington, CaHf.; 1922; coed.; P.; t
La Verne C., La Verne, Calif.; 1891; coed.; P.; t
Lawrence C., Appleton, Wis.; 1847; coed.; P.; $
Lawrence Institute of Technology, Detroit, Mich.; 1932;

men; P.; t
Lebanon Valley C., Annville, Pa.; 1866; coed.; P.; t
Lehigh U., Bethlehem, Pa.; 1865; men; P.;
Le Moyne C., Syracuse, N.Y.; 1946; coed.; P.; t
LeMoyne C. f Memphis, Tenn.; 1870; coed.; P.: t
Lenoir Rhyne C., Hickory, N.C.; 1891; coed.; P.; t
Lesley C., Cambridge, Mass.; 1909; women; P.; f
Lewis and Clark C., Portland, Oreg.; 1867; coed.; P.; t
Limestone C., Gaffney, S.C.; 1845; women; P.; f
Lincoln Bible Institute, Lincoln, 111.; 1944; coed.; P.; t
Lincoln Memorial U., Harrowgate, Tenn.; 1897; coed.; P.; t

Lincoln U., Jefferson City, Mo.; 1866; coed.; S.; t
Lincoln U., Lincoln University, Pa.; 1854; men; P.; t #

Lindenwood C., St. Charles, Mo.; 1827; women; P.; t
Linneld C., McMinnville, Oreg.; 1857; coed.; P.; J
Little Rock U., Little Rock, Ark.; 1927; coed.; P.; f

Livingstone C., Salisbury, N.C.; 1879; coed.; P.; t #

Long Beach State C., Long Beach, Calif.; 1949; coed.; S.; J

*Long Island U., Brooklyn & Oyster Palls, N.Y.; 1926;

coed.; P.; t
Longwood C., Farmville, Va.; 1884; women; S.; t
Loras C., Dubuque, la.; 1839; men; P.; t
Loretto Heights C,, Loretto, Colo,; 1918; women- P.; t
Los Angeles C. of Optometry, Los Angeles, Calif.; 1904;

coed.; P.; #
Los Angeles Conservatory of Music and Arts, Los Angeles,

Calif.; 1883; coed.: P.; J
Los Angeles Pacific C., Los Angeles, CaHf.; 1903; coed.; P.; f
*Los Angeles State C. of Applied Arts and Sciences, Los

Angeles, Calif.; 1947; coed.; S.; $
Louisiana C., Pineville, La.; 1906; coed.; P.; t
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston, La.; 1894; coed.;
S t
^Louisiana State U. and Agricultural and Mechanical C.,
Baton Rouge & New Orleans, La.; 1860; coed.; S.; J #

^Louisville, U. of, Louisville, Ky.; 1798; coed.; Mun.; t #
Lowell Technological Institute, Lowell, Mass.; 1897; coed.;

S.; t
Loyola C., Baltimore, Md.; 1852; men; P.; t
*Loyola U., Chicago, 111.; 1870; coed.; P.; t #

Loyola U., New Orleans, La.; 1912; men; F.: t f
Loyola U. of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Calif.; 1911; men;

Lutheran Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1864;
men; P.: | #
Luther C., Decorah, la.; 1861; coed.; P.; t
Luther Theological Seminary, St. Paul, Minn.; 1879; men;

Lycoming C., Williamsport, Pa.; 1812; coed.; P.; t
Lynchburg C., Lynchburg, Va.: 1903; coed.; P.; t
Lyndon Teachers C., Lyndon Center, Vt.; 1912; coed.; S.; t

Macalester C., St. Paul, Minn.; 1885; coed ;
P.: t

MacMurray C., Jacksonville, 111.; 1846; women; P.: J
Madison C., Madison College, Tenn.; 1904; coed.; P.; f
Madison C., Harrisonburg, Va.; 1908; women; S.; t
Maine Maritime Academy, Castine, Me.; 1941

; men; S.; t
*Maine, U. of, Orono, Me.; 1865; coed.; S.; %
Malone C., Canton, 0.; 1892; coed.; P.; f #
Manchester C., North Manchester, Ind.; 1895; coed.; P.; f
Manhattan C., New York City, N.Y.; 1$49; men; P.; $
Manhattan School of Music, New York City, N.Y.; 1917;
coed.; P. ;*
Manhattanville C. of the Sacred Heart, New York City,
N.Y.; 1841; women; P.; t
Mankato State C., Mankato, Minn.; 1867; coed.; S.; J
Marietta C., Marietta, O.; 1835; coed.; P.; $
Marion C., Marion, Ind.: 1920; coed.; P.; t
Marlboro C., Marlboro, Vt.; 1947; coed.; P.; J
*Marquette U., Milwaukee, Wis.; 1886; coed.; P.; t #
^Marshall C,, Huntington, W. Va.; 1837; coed.; S.; I

Mary Baldwin C., Staunton, Va.; 1842; women; P.; f
Marycrest C-t Davenport, la.; 1939; women; P.; t
Marygrove C., Detroit, Mich.; 1910; women; P.; t
Mary Hardin-BaylorC., Belton, Tex.; 1845; women; P.; t""" "

noil Seminary, Glen Ellyn, 111.; 1949; men; P.; f"
Teachers C., Maryknoll, N.Y.; 1942; women;

State Teachers C., Bowie, Md.; 1867; coed.; S,; t
State Teachers C., Frostburg, Md.; 1902; coed.;

P.;t
I State Teachers C., Salisbury, Md.; 1925; coed.; Mt. Union CL, Alliance, 0.; 1846; coed.: P.;- " " -_ *^._j, A AM-_A *

*%...
f

j Ait ' f

Mary Washington C., Fredericksburg, Va.; 1908; women's

college of U. of Virginia; t
' ~ ~

n, Pa.; :Marywood C., Scranton, : 1915; women; P.; :)

,ss.; 1894;

1829;

Massachusetts C. of 'Optometry, Boston,

Massachusetts C. of Pharmacy, Boston, Mass.; 1823;

coed.; P.; #
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.;

Massachusetts School of Art, Boston, Mass.; 1873; coed.;
S 1"

^Massachusetts, U. of, Amherst, Mass.; 1867; coed.: S.;

McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago, 111.;

coed.; P.; | #
McKendree C., Lebanon, 111.; 1828; coed.; P.; t

McMurry C., Abilene, Tex.; 1923; coed.; P.; J
McNeese State C., Lake Charles, La.; 1939; coed.; S.; t
McPherson C., McPherson, Kan.; 1887: coed.; P.; t

Medical C. of South Carolina, Charleston, S.C.; 1823;

coed.;S.:J#
Medical Evangelists, C. of, Loma Linda & Los Angeles,

Calif.; 1910; coed.; P.; #
Meharry Medical C., Nashville, Tenn.; 1876; coed.: P.; #

Memphis State C., Memphis, Tenn.; 1912; coed.; S.; $
Menlo C., Menlo Park, Calif.; 1927: men; P.; t
Mercer U., Macon, Ga.; 1833; coed.; P.; 1 #

Mercy C., Detroit, Mich.; 1941; women; P.; t
Mercyhurst C., Erie, Pa.- 1926; women; P.: t
Meredith C., Raleigh, N.C.: 1899; women; P.; f
Merrimack C., Andover, Mass.; 1947; men; P.; t
*Miami U., Oxford, O.: 1809; coed.; S.; t

*Miami, U. of, Coral Gables, Fla,; 1926; coed.; P.; t f

Michigan C. of Mining and Technology, Houghton & Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.; 1885; coed.; S.; J
^Michigan State U., East Lansing, Mich.; 1857; coed.; S.; t #

*Michigan, U. of, Ann Arbor, Mich.; 1817; coed.; S.; $ #

Middlebury C., Middlebury, Vt.; 1800; coed.; P.:

Middle Tennessee State C., Murfreesboro, Tenn.; 1911;

coed.;S.; J
Midland C., Fremont, Neb.: 1887; coed.; P.; t
Midwestern U., Wichita Falls, Tex.; 1922: coed.; Mun.; J
Miles C., Birmingham, Ala.; 1907; coed.; P.; t
Milligan C., MilHgan College, Tenn.; 1882; coed.; P.; f
Millikin U., Decatur, 111.; 1901; coed.; P.; J
Millsaps C., Jackson, Miss.; 1892; coed.; P.; t
Mills College. Oakland, Calif.; 1852; women; P.; J
Milton C., Milton, Wis.; 1844; coed.; P.; t
Milwaukee-Downer C., Milwaukee, Wis.; 1851; women; P.; f
Milwaukee School of Engineering, Milwaukee, Wis.; 1903;
men; P.; f
^Minnesota, U. of, Minneapolis, St. Paul & Duluth, Minn.;
1851; coed.; S.;$#

Misericordia, C., Dallas, Pa.; 1923; women; P.;t
Mississippi C., Clinton, Miss.; 1826; coed.: P.; t
Mississippi Industrial C., Holly Springs, Miss.; 1905;
coed.;P.;t
Mississippi Southern C., Hattiesburg, Miss.; 1912; coed.; S.; J
*Mississippi State C., State College, Miss.; 1878; coed.; S.; t
Mississippi State C. for Women, Columbus, Miss.; 1884;
women: S.; t

Mississippi, U. of, University, Miss,; 1848; coed.; S.: t #
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, Mo.;
1870; part of U. of Missouri; t #

^Missouri, U. of, Columbia, Mo.; 1839; coed.; S.: 1 1
Missouri Valley C., Marshall, Mo.: 1888; coed.; P.; f
Monmouth C., Monmouth, 111.; 1853; coed.; P.; t
Montana School of Mines, Butte, Mont.; 1893; men; S.; t
Montana State C., Bozeman, Mont.; 1893; coed.; S.; $
Montana State U., Missoula, Mont.; 1893; coed.; S.; J f
Montclair State C., Upper Montclair, N.J.; 1908; coed.;

Moorhead State C., Moorhead, Minn.; 1887; coed.; S.; J
Moravian C., Bethlehem, Pa.; 1807; coed.; P.; f #
Morehead State C., Morehead, Ky.; 1923; coed.; S.; J
Morehouse C., Atlanta, Ga.; 1867; men; P.; t #
Morgan State C., Baltimore, Md.; 1867; coea.; S.; t
Morningside C., Sioux City, la.; 1894; coed.: P.; t
Morris Brown C., Atlanta, Ga.: 1881: coed.; P.; f
Morris Harvey C., Charleston, W. Va.; 188$; coed.; P.; t
Mt. Angel Seminary, St. Benedict, Oreg,; 1889; men; P.: f
Mt. Angel Women's C., Mt. Angel, Oreg.; 1887; women; P.; t
Mt. Holyoke C., South Hadley, Mass.; 1837; women; P,: t
Mt. Mary C., Milwaukee, Wis.; 1913; women; P.; t
Mt. Mercy C., Pittsburgh, Pa.: 1929; women; P,; t
Mt. St. Agnes C, Baltimore, Md.; 1890; women; P.; f
Mt. St. Joseph-on-the-Ohio, C. of, Mount Saint Joseph, 0.;
1920: women; P.rt

Mt. St. Joseph Teachers d, Buffalo, N.Y.; 1937; women;

Mt! St. Mary C., Hookset, N.H.; 1934; women; P.; f
Mt. St. Mary's C., Los Angeles, CalH.; J925; women; P.: t
Mt. St. Mary's C., Emmitsbwg, Md,; 180S: men; P.; f
Mt. St. Scholastica C., Atchison, Kan.; 1&63; woraei; P.; t
Mt. St. Vincent, C. of, New York City, N.Y.; 1910;

State Teachers Ck, Towson, Md.; 1866; coed.; S.; f"

fj. of, College Park & Baltimore, Md.; 1807;

, Marylhurst, Oreg.; 1930; women; P,; t
, "

I *922i women; P.; t
Kan.: 1922; women; j?.; t

Stf.W: J918; women* ,B,; f
.i 1872; a women's com^ of St.

; 18% wd,; fci t
1

,

';'

-

i

'

"

, ance, .; ; coe.;
Muhlenberg <X AJlentowm, Pa,; 1848;
Multnomah School of tjb Bible,
Coed*;P.;t#
Mundelein C,, OacAgo^ BLi 1930

Oreg.j 1936;
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Nazareth C., Louisville, Ky.; 1920; women: P.; ?

Nazareth C., Nazareth, Mich.; 1897; women; P.; 1

Nazareth C., Rochester, N.Y.; 1924; women; P.-
Nebraska Central C., Central City, Neb.; 1899; c

Nebraska State Teachers C., Chadron, Neb.; 191 1
; coed.; S.; t

Nebraska State Teachers C., Kearney, Neb.: 1905 ; coed.; S., t
Nebraska State Teachers C., Peru, Neb. ; 1867; coed.; S.; t
Nebraska State Teachers C., Wayne, Neb.; 1910; coed.; S.; t
^Nebraska, U. of, Lincoln, Neb.; 1869; coed.; S.; J #
Nebraska Wesleyan U., Lincoln, Neb.; 1887; coed,; P,; t
Nevada, U. of, Reno, Nev.; 1874; coed,; S.; J
*Newark C. of Engineering, Newark, N.J.; 1881; men; S.
& Mun.; t
Newark State C., Newark, N.J.; 1855; coed.; S.; $
Newberry C., Newberry, S.C.; 1856; coed,; P.; f
New Church, Academy of the, Bryn Athyn, Pa.; 1877;
coed.;P.;t
New England C., Henniker, N.H.; 1946; coed.; P.; f #
New England Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass.; 1865;
coed.; P.; %
*New Hampshire, U. of, Durham, N.H.; 1866; coed.; S.; %
New Haven State Teachers C., New Haven, Conn.; 1893;
coed.;S.;f
New Mexico C. of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, State
College, N.Mex.; 1889; coed.: S.; %
New Mexico Highlands U., Las Vegas, N. Mex.; 1893; coed.;
S.; t
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro,
N.Mex.; 1889; coed.; S.; $
*New MexicoJJ. of, Albuquerque, N. Mex.; 1889; coed.; S.; t #

New Mexico Western C., Silver City, N.Mex.; 1893; coed.,

S.;t
New Rochelle, C. of, New Rochelle, N.Y.: 1904; women,
P.;t
New School for Social Research, New York City, N.Y,;
1918; coed,; P.; t

Newton C. of the Sacred Heart, Newton, Mass.; 1946;
women; P.; t
*New York, C. of the City of, New York City, N.Y.; 1847;
Mun.; the corporate title or

""Brooklyn C., Brooklyn; 1930; coed.; t
*City C., New York City; 1847; coed.; %
*Hunter C. of the City of New York, New York City;
1870; coed.; 1

*Queens C., Flushing; 1937; coed,; 1
New York Law School, New York City, N.Y.; 1891; coed.;
P.;#
New York Medical C., New York City, N.Y.; 1860; coed.;

P-;t#
New York School of Social Work, New York City, N.Y.;
1898; coed.; part of Columbia U.; 1 1
New York, State U, of, Albany, N.Y.; 1948; S.; comprised of
33 colleges, schools, and institutes including
Harpur C., Endicott; 1946; coed.; t
New York State Maritime Academy, Bronx; 1874; men; t
New York State C. for Teachers, Albany; 1844; coed.; %
New York State Teachers C., Brockport; 1867; coed.; J
New York State Teachers C., Buffalo; 1867; coed.; J
New York State Teachers C., Cortland; 1867; coed.; t

New York State Teachers C., Predonia; 1866; coed.; t
New York State Teachers C., Geneseo; 1871; coed.; $
New York State Teachers C., New Paltz; 1886; coed.; t
New York State Teachers C. t Oneonta; 1889; coed.; t
New York State Teachers C., Qswego; 1861 ; coed.;
New York State Teachers C., Plattsburg; 1889; coed.: t
New York State Teachers C., Potsdam; 1869: coed.; f

*New York U., New York City, N.Y.; 1831 ; coed.; P.; t #

Niagara U., Niagara University, N.Y.: 1856; coed.; P.; t
North Carolina C. at Durham, Durham, N.C.; 1910; coed.;

*North Carolina State C. of Agriculture and Engineering,
Raleigh, N.C,; 1887; men: part of U. of North Carolina; J
*North Carolina, U. of, Chapel Hill, N.C ; 1795; coed.;

S.; t #
North

~
_______ Carolina, Woman's C. of the U. of, Greensboro,
N.C.; 1891; women:S.;t

North Central C.
t Naperville, HI.; 1861 ; coed.: P.: f

North Dakota Agricultural CM Pargo, N.Dak.; 1889;
coed.;S.;
North Dakota, U. off Grand Porks, N.Dak,; 1883; coed.;

Northeastern State C*, Tahlequah, Okla.; 1909; coed.; S.; f
*Northeastera U., Boston, Mass.; 1898; coed.; P.; J #
Northeast Louisiana State C., Monroe, La.; 1950; coed.;

Northeast Missouri State Teachers C., Kirksville, Mo.;
1 867; coed.: S.; *

Northern Baptist Theological Seminary, Chicago, 111.;

North'ern Illinois State Teachers C., De Kalb, 111.; 1899;

coed.;S.;J
Northern Michigan C., Marquette, Mich.; 1899; coed.;
O . 4-

Northern Montana C., Havre, Mont.; 1929; coed.; S.; t
Northern State Teachers C., Aberdeen, S.Dak.; 1901; coed.;

North Georgia C., Dahlonega, Ga.; 1873; coed.; S.; f -

Northland ClAsh!a*td, Wist ; 1892; coed.; P.; t
Worth Texas State C., Dentcm.Tex.; 1899; coed.; S.; J
Northwestern C., Watertoww, Wis,; 1865; men: P.; f
Northwestern Sfcate CXf,

NatcWtocbe, Let,; 1835; coed.; S.; t
Northwestern State <lr Alva OJfe1

1807; coed.; $.; f
^Northwestern U., Evanston & Chicago, 111.; 1851; coed.;

P.; * *

Northwest Missouri State C., Maryville, Mo.; 1905; coed.;
S.;f
Northwest Nazarene C. T Nampa, Ida.; 1913; coed.; P.; f
Norwich U., Northfield, Vt.; 1819; men; P.; f
Notre Dame C., St. Louis, Mo.; 1925; a women's college of St.

Louis U.; t
Notre Dame C., Manchester, N.H.; 1950; coed.; P.; f
Notre Dame C., South Euclid, 0.; 1922; women; P.; f
Notre Dame, C. of, Belmont, Calif.; 1868; women; P.; f
Notre Dame C. of Staten Island, Grymes Hill, N.Y.; 1931;
women; P.; f
Notre Dame of Maryland, C. of, Baltimore, Md.; 1873;
women; P.; f
Notre Dame Seminary, New Orleans, La.; 1923; men; P.;
*Notre Dame, U. of, Notre Dame, Ind.; 1842; men; P.; J #

Nyack Missionary C., Nyack, N.Y.; 1882; coed.; P.; 1 1

&

Oakland City C., Oakland City, Ind.; 1885; coed.; P.; t
Oakwood C., Huntsville, Ala.; 1896; coed.; P.; t
Oberlin C., Oberlin, 0.; 1833; coed. P.; t
Occidental C., Los Angeles, Calif.; 1887: coed.; P.; J
Oglethorpe U., Oglethorpe University, Ga.; 1835; coed.; P.; t
Ohio Northern U., Ada, 0.; 1871 ; coed.; P.; t #
*Ohio State U., Columbus, 0.; 1873; coed.; S.; J #
*Ohio U., Athens, 0.; 1804; coed.; S.; t
Ohio Wesleyan U., Delaware, O.; 1842; coed.; P.; t
Oklahoma Baptist U., Shawnee, Okla.; 1911; coed.; P.; f
Oklahoma C. for Women, Chickasha, Okla.; 1908; women;
S.;f
Oklahoma City U., Oklahoma City, Okla.; 1904; coed.; P.; J
"Oklahoma State U., Stillwater, Okla.; 1891; coed.; S.; $
*Oklahoma, U. of, Norman, Okla.; 1892: coed.; S.; J #
Olivet C., Olivet, Mich.; 1844; coed.; P.; f
Olivet Nazarene C., Kankakee, 111.; 1909; coed.; P.; t
*Omaha, Municipal U. of, Omaha, Neb.; 1908; coed.;
Mun.; t
Oregon C. of Education, Monmouth, Oreg.; 1856; coed.; S.; J
*Oregon State C., Corvallis, Oreg.; 1868; coed.; S.; $
*Oregon, U. of, Eugene & Portland, Oreg.; 1876; coed.; S.; % #

Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons, C. of, Los Angeles,
Calif.; 1914; coed.; P.; #
Ottawa U., Ottawa, Kan.; 1865; coed.; P.; t
Otterbein C., Westerville, 0.; 1847; coed.; P.; f
Ouachita Baptist C., Arkadelphia, Ark.; 1886; coed.; P.; t
Our Lady of Cincinnati C., Cincinnati, 0.; 1935; women;
P.;t
Our Lady of the Elms, C. of, Chicopee, Mass.; 1928; women;
P.;t
Our Lady
P.;t*
zarks,

of the Lake C., San Antonio, Tex.; 1896; women;

Ozarks, C. of the, Clarksville, Ark.; 1834; coed.; P.; t

*Pace C., New York City, N.Y.; 1906; coed.; P.; t
Pacific Bible C. of Azusa, Azusa, Calif.; 1899; coed.; P.; J
Pacific, C. of the, Stockton, Calif.: 1851; coed.; P.; J
Pacific Lutheran C., Parkland, Wash.; 1894: coed.; P.; t
Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, Calif.; 1866; coed.;

P.; i#
Pacific XL, Forest Grove, Oreg.: 1849; coed.; P.; %
Pacific Union C., Angwin, Calif.; 1882; coed.; P.; J
Paine C. f Augusta, Ga,; 1883; coed.; P.; t
Pan American C., Edinburg, Tex.; 1952; coed.; S. & Co.; t
Pan Handle Agricultural and Mechanical C., Goodwell,

Okla.; 1909; coed.; S.;f
Park C., Parkville, Mo.; 1879; coed.: P.; t
Parsons C., Fairfield, la.; 1875; coed.; P.; t
Pasadena C., Pasadena, CaHf.: 1902; coed.; P.; $
Paterson State C., Paterson, N.J.; 1855; coed.; S.; t

Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, Baltimore,

Md.; 1857; coed.; P.; |
Pembroke C., Providence, R.I.; 1891; women's college of

Brown U.; t
Pembroke State C., Pembroke, N.C. ; 1887; coed.; S.jt
Pennsylvania Military C., Chester, Pa.; 1821; men; P.; t
Pennsylvania State C. of Optometry, Philadelphia, Pa.;

1919; coed.; P.; #

*Pennsylvanta State U., University Park, Pa.; 1855; coed.;

S.;t#
^Pennsylvania, U. of, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1740; coed.; P.; % #

Pestalozzl Froebel Teachers 0., Chicago, HI; 1896; coed.;

P.;
Pfeiffer C. f Misenheimer, N.C.; 1935: coed.; P.; t

Philadelphia C. of Osteopathy, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1899;

coed,,; P.; |

Philadelphia C. of Pharmacy and Science, Philadelphia,

Philadelphia Textile Institute, Philadelphia, Pa,; 1884;

coed.; P.; t
Philander Smith C., Little Rock, Ark.; 1868; coed.; P.; t

Phillips U., Enid, Okla.; 1907; coed.; P.; I

Physicians and Surgeons of San Francisco, C, of, San
Francisco, Calif.; 1896; coed,; P.; #
Piedmont C., Dembrest, Ga.; 1897; coed.: P.; t
Pikeville C., Pikeville, Ky.; 1889; coed.: P.; f
*Plttsburgh, U. of, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1787; coed.; P.: % #

Plymouth Teachers C, Plymouth, N.H.: 1871; coed.; S.

Pomona C., Claremoat, Calif.; 1887; coed,; P.; alfiliated

Qareio1; Men's C. suad Scripps C.; t >,..,.
Portia Law School and Calvin Coolidge C. of Liberal

Bostoa, Jd*sa; 190fl;coedl;]?,; t
l State, Portland, O$4 W5; 'coedl.i

TJL University; JG.? Jwtdffity; JG.? J
ttn4wpww

* Private;' S., State; .Ito*
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Portland U., Portland, Me.; 1921; coed.; P.; t #
Portland, U. of, Portland, Oreg.; 1901; coed.; P.;
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical C. of Texas,
Prairie View, Tex.; 1876; coed.; part of Agricultural and
Mechanical C. of Texas; $

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1887; coed.; P.; $ #
Presbyterian C., Clinton, S.C.; 1880; coed.; P.; t
Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, N.J.; 1812;
men; P.; t #
*Princeton U., Princeton, N.J.; 1746; men; P.;
Principia C., Elsah, 111.; 1910; coed.; P.; t
Providence C., Providence, R.I.; 1917; men; P.; t
*Puerto Rico, U. of, Rio Piedras, Mayaguez & San Juan,
P.R.; 1903; coed.; Ter.; $ #
Puget Sound, C. of, Tacoma, Wash.; 1888; coed.; P.;
*Purdue U. f Lafayette, Ind.; 1869; coed.; S.; t #

Queens C., see New York, C. of the City of.
Queens C., Charlotte, N.C.; 1857; women; P.; t
Quincy C., Quincy, 111.; 1860; coed.; P.; f
Quinnipiac C., Hamden, Conn.; 1929; coed.; P.; f

Radcliffe C., Cambridge, Mass.; 1879; women's college of
Harvard U.; $
Radford C., Radford, Va.; 1913; women's college of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute; t
Randolph-Macon C., Ashland, Va.; 1830; men; P.: t
Randolph-Macon Woman's C., Lynchburg, Va.; 1891;
women; P.; f
Redlands, U. of, Redlands, Calif.; 1909; coed.; P.; t
Reed C., Portland, Oreg.; 1911; coed.: P.; J
Regis C., Denver, Colo.: 1887; men; P.; f
Regis C. for Women, Weston, Mass.; 1927; women; P.; f
*Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.; 1824;
men; P.; J
Rhode Island C. of Education, Providence, R.I.; 1854;
coed.jS.; t
Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, R.I.; 1877;
coed.; P.; t
Rhode Island, U. of, Kingston, R.I.; 1892; coed.; S.;
Rice Institute, Houston, Tex.; 1912; coed.; P.;
Richmond, U. of, Richmond, Va.; 1832; coed.; P.; 1 #
Ricker C., Houlton, Me.; 1926; coed.; P.; t
Ricks C., Rexburg, Ida.; 1888; coed.; P.; f
Rider C., Trenton, N.J.; 1865; coed.; P.; f
Rio Grande C., Rio Grande, 0.; 1876: coed.; P.; t
Ripon C., Ripon, Wis.; 1851; coed.; P.; t
Rivier C., Nashua, N.H.; 1933; women; P.; 1
Roanoke C., Salem, Va,; 1842; coed.; P.; f
Roberts Wesleyan C., North Chili, N.Y.; 1866; coed.; P.; t
*Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N.Y.; 1829;
coed.; P.; t
"Rochester, U. of, Rochester, N.Y.; 1850; coed.; P.; J #
Rockford C., Rockford, 111.; 1847; women; P.; *
Rockhurst C., Kansas City, Mo.; 1910; men; P.; f
Rocky Mountain C., Billings, Mont.; 1883: coed.; P.; t
Rollins C., Winter Park, Fla.; 1885; coed.: P.: t
*Roosevelt U., Chicago, 111.; 1945; coed.; P.; f
Rosary C., River Forest, 111.; 1901; women; P.: J
Rosary Hill C., Buffalo, N.Y.; 1948; women; P.; f
Rosemont C., Rosemont, Pa.; 1921; women; P.; t
Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Ind.; 1874;
men; P. ;:j: n

Russell Sage C., Troy, N.Y.; 1916; women; P.; 1
Rust C., Holly Springs, Miss.; 1866; coed.; P.; f
*Rutgers U., New Brunswick, N.J.; 1766; coed.; S.; $
*Rutgers U., Newark Colleges of, Newark, N.J.; 1908; coed.;
part of Rutgers U.;J#

*Sacramento State C., Sacramento, Calif.; 1947; coed.; S.; J
Sacred Heart C., Wichita, Kan.; 1933; women; P.; t
Sacred Heart, C. of the, Santurce, P.R.; 1881 ; women; P.; f
Salem C., Winston-Salem, N.C.; 1772; women; P.; t
Salem C., Salem, W. Va.; 1888; coed.; P.; t
Salmon P. Chase C., Cincinnati, 0.; 1885; coed.; P.; t #
Salve Regina C., Newport, R.I.; 1934; women: P.; fSam Houston State Teachers C., Huntsvilie, Tex.; 1879;
coed.; S.; |
*San Diego State C., San Diego, Calif.; 1897; coed.; S.; t
San Francisco C. for Women, San Francisco, Calif.; 1921;
women;?.; t

*jSan Francisco State C., San Francisco, Calif.; 1899; coed.;

San Francisco Theological Seminary, San Anselmo, Calif.;
1871; coed.; P.;i #

:S** Francisco, U. of, San Francisco, Calif.; 1855; men; P.; t
.JL Jose State C., San Jose, Calif.: 1862; coed.; S.:
nta Clara, U. of, Santa Clara, Calif.; 1851; men; P,; t

*i Lawrence C., Bronxville, N.Y.; 1928; women; P.; t
-\ State C., State College Branch, Ga.j 1890; coed.;

^for Christian Workers, Nashville, Teaa.; 1924;

tr. of Scranton, Pa.; 1888; men; P.; f #
empat, Calif.; 1926; womeii,} P.; affiliated with

,
f

8 0, & Pomoaa C.; t
e C., Seasttfe, Wash,; 1891; coed; P.;-

\; J891; eoed.;
a "

Shimer C., Mount Carroll, 111.; 1853; coed.; P.; t
Shorter C., Rome, Ga.: 1873; women; P.; t
Siena Heights C., Adrian, Mich.; 1919; women; P.; f
Simmons C., Boston, Mass.; 1899; women; P.; t #

Simpson C., Indianola, la.; 1860; coed.; P.; t
Sioux Falls C., Sioux Falls, S.Dak.; 1883; coed.; P.; t
Skidmore C., Saratoga Springs, N.Y.; 1922; women; P.; f
Smith C., Northampton, Mass.; 1871; women; P.; J #
South Carolina State C., Orangeburg, S.C.; 1896; coed.;

S.; t
*South Carolina, U. of, Columbia, S.C.; 1801; coed.; S.; t #

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid
City, S.Dak.; 1876; coed; S.; J
South Dakota State C. of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
Brookings, S.Dak.; 1881; coed.; S.; J
South Dakota, U. of, Vermillion, S.Dak.; 1882; coed.; S.; $
South-Eastern Bible C., Lakeland, Fla.; 1935; coed.; P.; f

Southeastern Louisiana C., Hammond, La.; 1925; coed.;

S.;t
Southeastern State C., Durant, Okla.; 1909; coed.; S.; f
Southeastern U., Washington, D.C.; 1907; coed.; P.; J
Southeast Missouri State C., Cape Girardeau, Mo.; 1873;
coed.;S.; f
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky.;
1859;coed.;P.;i #

Southern California Bible C., Costa Mesa, Calif.; 1920;
coed.; P.; t #
^Southern California, U. of, Los Angeles, Calif.; 1880;
coed.; P.; $ #
Southern C. of Optometry, Memphis, Tenn.; 1932; coed.;
P.;#
^Southern Illinois U., Carbondale, 111.; 1869; coed.; S.; J
*Southern Methodist U., Dallas, Tex.; 1916; coed.; P.; J #
Southern Missionary C., Collegedale, Tenn.; 1893; coed.;
P.;f
Southern Oregon C. of Education, Ashland, Oreg.; 1926;
coed.; S.; J
Southern State C., Magnolia, Ark.; 1909; coed.: S.; f
Southern State Teachers C., Springfield, S.Dak.; 1897;
coed.;S.;t
Southern U. and Agricultural and Mechanical C., Baton
Rouge, La.; 1880; coed.; S.; t
Southern Utah, C. of, Cedar City, Ut.; 1897; coed.; branch
of Utah State U.; t
South Jersey, C. of, Camden, N.J.; 1926; coed.; part of

Rutgers U.jfj
South Texas C., Houston, Tex.; 1923; coed.; P.; #

South, U. of the, Sewanee, Tenn.; 1857; men; P.; t #
Southwestern at Memphis, Memphis, Tenn.; 1848; coed.;
P.;f
Southwestern Bible Institute, Waxahachie, Tex.; 1927;
coed.;P.;t
Southwestern C., Winfield, Kan.; 1885; coed.; P.; f
Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette, La.; 1898;
coed.;S.;t
Southwestern State C., Weatherford, Okla.; 1901

; coed.; S.; f
Southwestern U., Georgetown, Tex.; 1840; coed.; P.; $
Southwest Missouri State C., Springfield, Mo.; 1906; coed.;
S.; t
Southwest Texas State Teachers C., San Marcos, Tex.; 1899;
coed.;S.;t
Spelman C., Atlanta, Ga.; 1881; women; P.; f
Springfield C., Springfield, Mass.; 1885; men; P.; 1
Spring Hill C., Spring Hill, Ala.; 1830; coed.; P.; f
St. Ambrose C., Davenport, la.; 1881; men; P.; f
St. Anselm's C., Manchester, N.H.; 1889; men; P.; f
St. Augustine's C., Raleigh, N.C.; 1867; coed.; P.; f
St. Benedict, C. of, St. Joseph, Minn.; 1913; women; P.; t
St. Benedict's C., Atchison, Kan.; 1859; men; P.; f
St. Bernard C., St. Bernard, Ala.; 1892; men; P.; t
St. Bernardine of Siena C., Loudonville, N.Y.; 1937; men;

St. Bonaventure C., St. Bonaventure, N.Y.; 1856; men; P.; J
St. Catherine, C. of. St. Paul, Minn.; 1905; women; P.; J
St. Cloud State C., St. Cloud, Minn.; 1869; coed.; S,; $
St. Edward's Seminary, Kenmore, Wash.; 1931; men; P.; t
St. Edward's U., Austin, Tex.: 1876; men; P.; t
St. Elizabeth, C. of, Convent Station, N.J.; 1899; women; P.; f
St. Francis C., Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1884; men; P.; t
St. Francis C. t Loretto, Pa.; 1847; coed.; P.; f
St. Francis, C. of, Joliet, 111.: 1925; women; P.; t
St. John C. of Cleveland, Cleveland, O.; 1928: women; P.;
St. JAn Fisher C., Rochester, N.Y.; 1947s mm; P.; t
St. John's C., Camarillo & Los Angeles, CaUt ; 1939; men; P.; t
St. John's C,, Annapolis, Md.; 1696; men; P.;
St. John's U., Collegeville. Minn.; 1857; men; P.; t
*St. John's U., Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1870; men; P.; J
St. Joseph C, West Hartford. Conm.: 1932? women: P.: t
St. Joseph on the Rio Grande, C. of, Albuquerque, N. Meac.;
19*40; coed.; P'j

*

St. Joseph's <X, Colleg^vffle, Ind.; 1889; men; P.; t
Me.; 1915; women; P.; f

,.; 1809; women; P.; f
w V*K, fuu&fMsqpiuaat* jr.; 1851; men; P.j f
SB CL for Women, Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1916; women;

St. Lottk,
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St. Mary-of-the-Woods C., Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Ind.;
1840; women; P.; f

St. Mary's C., Notre Dame, Ind.; 1844; women; P.; J
St. Mary's C., Orchard Lake, Mich.; 1885; men; P.; t
St. Mary's C., Winona, Minn.: 1912; men: P.; f
St. Mary's C. of California, St. Mary's College, Calif.; 1863;
men; P,;f

St. Mary's Dominican C., New Orleans, La.; 1910; women;
P.;t

St. Mary's Seminary and U., Baltimore, Md.; 1791: men;
P.;$#

St. Mary's U. of San Antonio, San Antonio, Tex.; 1852;
men; P.;t #

St. Michael's C., Santa Fe, N. Mex.; 1947; men; P.; f
St. Michael's C., Winooski Park, Vt.; 1904; men; P.; $
St. Norbert C., West De Pere, Wis.; 1898; coed.; P.; t
St. Olaf C., Northfield, Minn.; 1874; coed.; P.: f
St. Patrick's Seminary, Menlo rark, Calif.; 1898; men;
P.; t

St. Paul Bible Institute, St. Paul, Minn.; 1916; coed.;
P.; t

St. Paul Seminary, St. Paul, Minn.; 1885; men; P.: J
St. Paul's Polytechnic Institute, Lawrenceville, Va.; 1888;
coed.; P.: f

St. Peter's C., Jersey City, N.J.; 1872; men; P.; f
St. Procopius CM Lisle, 111., 1887; men; P.; t
St. Rose. C. of, Albany, N.Y.; 1920; women; P.; $
St. Scholastica, C. of, Duluth, Minn.; 1912; women; P.; t
St. Teresa, C. of, Winona, Minn.: 1909; women; P.; t
St. Teresa, C. of, Kansas City, Mo.; 1917; women; P.; t
St. Thomas, C. of, St. Paul, Minn.; 1885; men; P.; 1

St. Thomas, U. of, Houston, Tex.; 1947; coed.; P.; t
St. Vincent C., Latrobe, Pa.; 1846; men; P.; f
St. Xavier C., Chicago, 111.; 1847; women; P.; t
Staley C. of the Spoken Word, Brookline, Mass.; 1900;

coed.; P.;
"Stanford U.. Stanford, Calif.; 1885; coed.: P.; t f

State Normal and Industrial C., Ellendale, N.Dak.; 1899;
coed.; S.; f
State Teachers C., Jacksonville, Ala.; 1883; coed.; S.; t

State Teachers C., Livingston, Ala.; 1840; coed.; S.; f
State Teachers C., Troy, Ala.; 1877; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., Bridgewater, Mass.; 1840; coed.; S.; $
State Teachers C., Fitchburg, Mass.; 1895; coed.; S.; $
State Teachers C, Framingham Center, Mass.; 1839; women;
S.; f
State Teachers C., Lowell, Mass.; 1894; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., North Adams, Mass.; 1894; coed.; S.; J
State Teachers C., Salem, Mass.; 1854; coed.; S.; t

State Teachers C., Westfield, Mass.; 1839; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., Worcester, Mass.: 1871; coed.; S.; J
State Teachers C., Dickinson, N.Dak.; 1918; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., Mayville, N.Dak.; 1889; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., Minot, N.Dak.: 1913; coed.; S.; t

,

State Teachers C., Valley City, N.Dak.; 1889; coed.; S.; f
State Teachers C., Bloomsburg, Pa.; 1839; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., California, JPa.; 1852; coed.: S,; t

State Teachers C., CheyneyJPa.; 1837; coed.; S.: f
State Teachers C., Clarion, Pa,; 1867: coed.; S.; T

,
_ .

State Teachers C., East Stroudsburg, Pa.; 1893; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., Bdinboro, Pa.; 1861 ; coed.: S.: t
State Teachers CM Indiana, Pa.; 1875; coed.; S.; t A
State Teachers C. Kutztown, Pa.; 1866; coed.; S.: t .

State Teachers C. f Lock Haven, Pa.; 1870; coed.; S.; t
State Teachers C., Mansfield. Pa.; 1857; coed.; S.: t
State Teacher* <X, MiUersville, Pa.; 1855: coed.; S.; t

OCttic leacuero \^, vvowt V/UBBMM, **., *w/*, V.WVM.., *<., r

State Teachers C. at Boston, Boston, Mass.; 1852; coed.;

S.;J
Stephen F. Austin State C., Nacogdoches, Tex.; 1923; coed.;

S.;t
Sterling C., Sterling. Kan.; 1887; coed.; P.; t

Stetson U., D Land, Flu.; 1883: co<sd,; P.; if ^ r
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ.; 1870;

Stillnvan C., Tuscaloosa, Ala.; 1876; coed.; P.; t
Stonehill C., North Easton, Mass.; 1948; coed.; P.; f

Stout State C,, Menomonie, Wis.; 1903; coed.; S.; $

Stowe Teachers C., St. Louis, Mo.; 1890; coed.; Mun.; t
Suffolk U., Boston, Mass.; 1906; coed.; P.; t f .

Sul Ross State C., Alpine, Tex.; 1920: coed.; S.; t

Susquehimna U., Selingsgrove, Pa.; 1858; coed.rP.; t

Swarthmorc C,, Swarthmore, Pa.; 1864; coed.; P.; I

Sweet Briar C., Sweet Briar, Va.: 1901 ; women; P.; t

. Syracuse & Utica, N.Y.; 1870; coed.; P.; 1 1

: 1867; coed.; P.; t

?
!

coed, part of

>ildelpWa, Pa.; 1384; cowl.: P.; t f

Tennaee Agricultural and Industrial State U., Nashville,

Tennessee 'Polytechnic Institute, Cookeville, Tenn.;

*Texas Christian U., Fort Worth, Tex.; 1873; coed.; P.; J #
Texas C. of Arts and Industries, Kingsville, Tex.; 1925;
coed.;S.;$
Texas Lutheran C., Seguin, Tex.; 1891; coed.; P.; f
Texas Southern U., Houston, Tex.; 1947; coed.; S.: $
Texas Woman's U., Denton, Tex.; 1903; women; S.; f
Texas Technological C., Lubbock, Tex.; 1923: coed.; S.; J
Texas, U. of, Austin, El Paso, Galveston & Houston, Tex.;
1881; coed.; S.; if

Texas Wesleyan C., Fort Worth, Tex.; 1891; coed.; P.;
*Texas Western C., El Paso, Tex.; 1913; coed.; part of U. of

Texas; J
Thiel C., Greenville, Pa.; 1870; coed.; P.; f
Tift C., Forsyth, Ga.; 1849; women; P.; t
Toledo, U. of, Toledo, 0.: 1872; coed.; Mun.; #
Tougaloo C., Tougaloo, Miss.; 1869; coed.; P.; f
Transylvania C., Lexington, Ky.; 1780; coed.; P.; t
Trenton State C., Trenton, N.J.; 1855; coed.; S.; t
Trinity C., Hartford, Conn.; 1823; men; P.; i

Trinity C., Washington, D.C.; 1897; women; P.; f
Trinity C., Burlington, Vt.; 1925; women; P.; t
Trinity U., San Antonio, Tex.; 1869; coed.; P.; J
Tri-State C., Angola, Ind.; 1884; coed.; P.; f

Tufts U., Medford, Mass.; 1852; coed.; P.; t f
Tulane U. of Louisiana, New Orleans, La.; 1834; coed.;
P.; if

Tulsa, U. of, Tulsa, Okla,; 1894; coed.; P.; J
Tusculum C., Greeneville, Tenn.: 1794; coed.; P.; t
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute, Ala.; 1881; coed.;

Union C., Barbourville, Ky.; 1879; coed.; P.; f
Union C., Lincoln, Neb.; 1891; coed.; P.; t
Union Theological Seminary in New York, New York City,

N.Y.; 1836; coed.; P.;| f
Union Theological Seminary in Virginia, Richmond, Va.;
1812; coed.; P.; i f
Union U., Schenectady & Albany, N.Y.: 1795; coed.; P.; $ f
Union U., Jackson, Tenn.; 1834; coed.; P.; t
United States Air Force Academy, Denver, Colo,; 1954;
men.; Fed.; f
United States Coast Guard Academy, New London, Conn. ;

1876; men; Fed.; t
United States Merchant Marine Academy, Kings Point,
N.Y.: 1942; men; Fed.jf
United States Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.; 1802;

men; Fed.; t
*United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.; 1845; men;
Fed.;t
United States Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif.; 1909; men; Fed.; 4.

United Theological Seminary, Dayton, O.; 1871; coed.;

P.;t
Upper Iowa U., Fayette, la.: 1857; coed.: P.; f
Upsala C., East Orange, "N.J.; 1893; coed.; P.; f
Ursinus C., Collegeville, Pa.; 1869; coed.; P.; J
Ursuline C., Louisville, Ky.; 1938; women; P.; f
Ursuline C. for Women, Cleveland, 0.; 1871 ; women; P.; t

*Utah State U., Logan & Cedar City, Ut.; 1888; coed.; S.; f
*Utah, U. of, Salt Lake City, Ut.; 1850; coed.; S.; J f

Valdosta State C., Valdosta, Ga.: 1906; coed.; S.; t

Valparaiso U. , Valparaiso, Ind.
;

1 859 5 coed. ; P. ; f
*Vanderbilt U., Nashville, Tenn.; 1873; coed.; P.: i f
Vassar C., Poughkeepsie, N.Y.; 1861 ; women; P.; I
*Vermont, U. of. and State Agricultural C., Burlington,

Vt; 1791; coed.; S. &P.;$f ^ ^ A
Villa Madonna C., Covington, Ky.; 1921; coed.; P.; t
Villa Maria C., Erie, Pa., 1925; women; P.; t
Villanova U., Villanova, Pa.; 1842; men; P.; t ^
Virginia, Medical C. of, Richmond, Va.; 1838; coed.; S,; i f

Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Va.; 1839; men; S.; t

*Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg & Radford,

Va.; 1872; coed.; S.;$ A
"Virginia State C., Petersburg, Va.; 1882; coed.; S.: t ^
Virginia Theological Seminary and C., Lynchburg, Va,;

Virginia Union' U., Richmond, Va.; 1899; coed,; P.: t f

*Virginia, U. of, Charlottesville, Va.; 1819; men; S.; i f

Viterbo C., La Crosse, Wis.; 1931 ; women; P.; t

WabashC., CrawfordsviUe, Ind^l832"men;P.;t
Wagner Lutheran C., Grymes Hill, N.Y.; 1883; coed.; P.;

Wake Forest <X, Winston-Salem, N.C.; 1834; coed.; P.; $ f
Walla Walla C., College Place, Wash.; 1892; coed.; P.; $

Wartburg C. , Waverly, la.
;

1 852 ; oped. ;
P .: t

Washbura U. of Topeka, Topeka, Kan.; 1865; coed.;

Washington and Jefferson C., Washington, Pa.; 1781;

men; lr; 4. **,<" * -n 4. JT

Washington and Lee U., Lexington, Va.; 1749; 0011; Jr.; T #

Washington C., Chestertowa, Md.; 1782; coed.; P.: t

Washington Missionary C., Takoma Paark, D.C.; 1904,; coed.;

P.;t
-

*Washtogton, State C. of, Pullman, Wash.; ^802; coed.;

coed.;
'Washington State Teacher* Ct , Machias, Me,;
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Webb Institute of Naval Architecture, Glen Cove, N.Y.:
1889; men; P.:*

Webster C., Webster Groves, Mo.; 1915; a women's college of
St. Louis U.; t

Wellesley C., Wellesley, Mass.; 1870; women; P.; J
Wells C., Aurora, N.Y.; 1868; women; P.; t
Wesleyan C., Macon, Ga.; 1836; women; P.; t
Wesleyan U., Middletown, Conn.; 1831: men; P.;
Western Carolina C., Cullowhee, N.C.; 1889; coed.; S.; 1
Western C. for Women, Oxford, 0.; 1853; women; P.; t
Western Illinois State C., Macomb, 111.; 1899; coed.; S.; 1
Western Kentucky State C., Bowling Green, Ky.; 1906;
coed.; S.; J
Western Maryland C., Westminster, Md.; 1867; coed.; P.; J
*Western Michigan C., Kalamazoo, Mich.; 1903; coed.;
S.; J
Western Montana C. of Education, Dillon, Mont.; 1897;
coed.;S.;t
Western New England C., Springfield, Mass.; 1919; coed.;

^Western Reserve U., Cleveland, 0,; 1826; coed.; P.; $ #
Western State C. of Colorado, Gunnison, Colo.; 1901;
coed.;S.;t
Western Washington C. of Education, Bellingham, Wash
1899; coed.; S.; t

Westhampton C., Richmond, Va.; 1914; women's college of
U. of Richmond; f
West Liberty State C., West Liberty, W.Va.; 1838; coed.; S.; t
Westmar C., Le Mars, la.; 1900; coed.; P.; f
Westminster C., Pulton, Mo.; 1851: men; P.; f
Westminster C., New Wilmington, Pa.; 1852; coed.; P.;
Westminster C., Salt Lake City, Ut.: 1875; coed.; P.; t
Westminster Choir C., Princeton, N.J.; 1926; coed.; P.; t
Westmont C., Santa Barbara, Calif.; 1940; coed.; P.; t
West Texas State C., Canyon, Tex.; 1910; coed.; S.; J
West Virginia Institute of Technology, Montgomery,
W.Va.; 1895; coed.; S.; f
West Virginia State C., Institute, W.Va.; 1891; coed.; S.; f
*West Virginia U., Morgantown, W.Va.; 1867; coed.; S.; J #
West Virginia Wesleyan C., Buckhannon, W.Va.; 1890;
coed.;P.;f
Wheaton C., Wheaton, 111.; 1860; coed.; P.; t #
Wheaton C., Norton, Mass.: 1834; women; P.; t
Wheeling C., Wheeling, W.Va.; 1954; coed.; P.; t
Wheelock C., Boston, Mass.: 1889; women; P.; J
Whitman C., Walla Walla, Wash.; 1859; coed.; P.: t
Whittier C., Whittier, Calif.; 1901 ; coed.; P.; J
Whitworth C., Spokane. Wash,; 1890; coed.; P.; 1
*Wichita, U. of, Wichita, Kan.; 1895: coed.; Mun.; $
Wilberforce U., Wilberforce, O.; 1856; coed.; P.; f

Wiley C., Marshall, Tex.; 1873; coed.; P.; f
Wilkes C., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; 1933; coed.; P.; f
Willamette U., Salem, Oreg.; 1842; coed.; P.; $ #
William and Mary, C. of. Williamsburg, Norfolk & Rich-
mond, Va.; 1693; coed.; S.; i
William Carey C., Hattiesburg, Miss.; 1906; coed.; P.; f
William Jennings Bryan U., Dayton, Tenn.; 1903; coed.;

William Jewell C., Liberty, Mo.; 1849; coed.; P.; t
William Mitchell C. of Law, St. Paul, Minn.; 1900; coed.;

William Penn C., Oskaloosa, la.; 1873; coed.; P.; f
Williams C., Williamstown, Mass.; 1793; men; P.; $
William Smith C., Geneva, N.Y.; 1908; women's college of
Hobart & William Smith Colleges; $

Willimantic State Teachers C., Williniantic, Conn.; 1889;
coed.;S.;f
Wilmington C., Wilmington, O.; 1871; coed.; P.; f

en; P.; f

1892;

Wilson C., Chambersburg, Pa.; 1869, womei*, * ., ,

Winona State C., Winona, Minn.; 1858; coed.; S.;
Winston-Salem Teachers C., Winston-Salem. N.C.;
coed.;S.;t
Winthrop C., Rock Hill, S.C.; 1886; women; S.; J
Wisconsin State C., Eau Claire, Wis.; 1915; coed.; S.; t
Wisconsin State C., La Crosse, Wis.; 1909; coed.; S. f
Wisconsin State C., Oshkosh, Wis.; 1871; coed.; S.: f
Wisconsin State C., Platteville, Wis.; 1866; coed.; S.; t
Wisconsin State C., River Falls, Wis.; 1874; coed.; S.; t
Wisconsin State C., Stevens Point, Wis.; 1894; coed.; S.: t
Wisconsin State C., Superior, Wis.; 1896; coed.; S.; I
Wisconsin State C., Whitewater, Wis.; 1868; coed.; S.: t
*
Wisconsin, U. of, Madison, Wis.; 1849; coed.; S.; 1 #
Wittenberg C., Springfield, O.; 1845; coed.; P.; 1 1
Woflford C., Spartanburg, S.C.; 1854; men; P.; f
Woman's Medical C. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa
1850; women; P.; #

'

Woodstock C., Woodstock, Md.; 1869; men; P.; f
Wooster, C. of, Wooster, 0.; 1866; coed.; P.; t
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Mass.: 1865-
men; P.; J

'

Wyoming, U. of, Laramie, Wyo.; 1887; coed.; S.; J #

Xavier U., Cincinnati, 0.: 1831; men; P.; J
Xavier U. of Louisiana, New Orleans, La.; 1925; coed.; P.; $

Yale U., New Haven, Conn.; 1701 ; men; P.; #
Yankton C., Yankton, S. Dak.; 1881

; coed.; R- 1
Yeshiva U., New York City, N.Y.; 1928; men: t/r t
*Youngstown U., Youngstown, 0.; 1908; coed.; P.; f #

JUNIOR COLLEGES OF THE UNITED STATES
This list includes colleges, junior colleges, and lower divisions of degree-granting colleges and univ

schools (i-e - coUe8es

Abraham Baldwin Agricultural C., Tifton, Ga.; 1933;
coed.; S.

Agricultural and Technical Institute, see New York,
btate U, of.
Alabama Christian C., Montgomery, Ala.; 1942; coed.; P.
Allan Hancock C., Santa Maria, Calif.; 1920; coed.; Dist.
Allen Military Academy, Bryan, Tex.; 1947; men; P.
All Saints* Episcopal J.C., Vicksburg, Miss.; 1908; women;

Alpena Community College, Alpena, Mich.; 1952; coed.;Mun.
Altus J.C., Altus, Okla.; 1926; coed.; Mun.
Alvin J.C., Alvin, Tex.; 1949; coed.; Dist.
*Amarillo C., Amarillo, Tex.; 1929; coed.; Mun.
American River J.C., Del Paso Heights, Calif.; 1955; coed.;
Dist.

^n*
d?la&e Community C., Anchorage, Alas.; 1954; coed.;

Dist. & Ter.
Ancilla Domini C., Donaldson, Ind.; 1937; women; P.
Anderson C., Anderson, S.C.; 1930; women; P.
Andrew C., Cuthbert, Ga.; 1917; coed.; P.
Antelope Valley J.C., Lancaster

{ Calif.; 1929; coed.; Mun.
Arkansas City J.C^ Arkansas City, Kan.; 1922.; coed.; Mun.
*Arlington State C.. Arlington, Tex.; 1917; coed.; part of
Agricultural and Mechanical C. of Texas.
Armstrong C. of Savannah, Savannah, Ga.; 1935; coed.; Mun.

^eville-Biltmore
C., Asheville, N.C.; 1927; oo&r$tX. &

County Teachers C., Ashland, Wis,; 1914; coed.;

I J.C., Ashland, Ky.; 1938; coed.; Mun.
. tlon J.C. , Mendham, NJ. ; 1953 ; women ; P. -

If Community C., Auburn, N.Y.; 1953.: coed.; Mun.
a, J.C. of, Augusta, Ga.; 1925; coed.; Co,* " A-, Minn.

; 1940; coed.
; Distt

Va,; 1914; women; P.

Bay Path J.C., Longmeadow, Mass.; 1949; women; P.
Beckley C., Beckley, W.Va.; 1933; coed.; P.
Bellarmine C., Plattsburg, N.Y.: 1952: men; P.
Belleville Township J.C., Belleville, lit; 1946; coed.; Dist.
Bennett J.C., Millbrook, N.Y.; 1936; women; P.
Bethany Lutheran C., Mankato, Mmn.; 1926; coed.; P.
Bethel C., Hopkinsville, Ky.; 1916; coed.; P.
Bismarck J.C., Bismarck, N.Dak.; 1939; coed.; Dist
Blinn C., Brenham, Tex.; 1927; coed,; Co.
Bluefleld C., Bluefield, Va.

; 1922 ; coe<l. ; P.
Boise J.C., Boise, Ida.; 1932; coed.; Dist.
Boone J.C., Boone, la.; I92/; coed.; Dist.

S0852n 'i i-<\<>
f Boston, Mass.: 1949; coed.; Pf

Bradford J.C., Bradford, Mass,; 1902; women: P.
Brainerd J.C., Brainerd, Minn.; 1938; coed.; Dist.
Brevard C., Brevard, N.C.; 1883; cod.; P.

?
wt

Sl"??
r
B*f

J v^ }{*
Ver"% Ga.; 1927; coed.iP,

Briarcliff C., Bnarcliff Manor, N,Y.; 1933; women: K
Broome

Technical
Community C., Binghamton, N.Y.;

Buffalo County Teachers C., Alma, Wis.; 1902; coed.; Co.
Burdettc C., Boston. Mass.; 1912; coed.; K
Burlington C., Burlington, la.; 1939; coed.; Mun.

fe&Sia 9^co/dii
l
<?y Oa&land, Calif.; 1918; coed,; P.

Cambridge J.C., Cambridge, Mass.; 1934; coed.; P.
Cameron State Agricultural C. f Uwton, OMa.; 1927;
coed.; o.

Canal Zone J.C., Balboa Heights, C.1; 1933;
Caney J.C., Pippapaps, Ky.; 1923; coed.; P.
Capitol Radio Engineering Intttat, Washington, D.C.;vyi

t men; Jr.

Carbon C., Price, Ut.: 1938? coed.; a
Carver C., Charlotte, N.C.; 1949; coed.; Mun.
Casper J.C., Casper, Wyo,; 1945; coed. Co.
Cazenovia J.C., Cazenovia. N.Y.: 1934 WQmen; P.

'

C. forWomen,
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Central Oregon Community C., Bend, Oreg.; 1949; coed.;
Dist.

Central Technical Institute, Kansas City, Mo.; 1931;
coed.; P.

Cerritos J.CM Norwatk, Calif.; 1955; coed.; Dist.

*Chaffey J.C., Ontario, Calif.; 1922; coed.; Dist.

Chamberlayne J.C., Boston, Mass.; 1915; coed.; P.
Chanute J.C., Chanute, Kan.; 1936; coed.; Dist.

Charlotte C., Charlotte, N.C.; 1946; coed.; Mun.
Chicago Academy of Fine Arts, Chicago, 111.; 1902; coed.; P.

*Chicago City J.C., Chicago, 111.; 1931; coed.; Mun.
Chipola J.C., Marianna, Fla.; 1947; coed.; Co. & S.

Chowan C., Murfreesboro, N.C.; 1935; coed.rP.
Christian C., Columbia, Mo.; 1913; women; P.
Cisco J.C., Cisco, Tex.: 1940; coed.; Mun.
Citrus J.C., Azusa, Calif.; 1915; coed.; Dist.

Clarendon J.C., Clarendon, Tex.; 1927: coed.; Dist.

Clarinda J.C., Clarinda, la.; 1923; coed.; Mun.
Clark CM Vancouver, Wash.; 1933; coed.; Dist.

Clarke Memorial C., Newton, Miss.: 1918; coed.; P.

Clinton J.C., Clinton, la.; 1946; coed.; Mun.
Coahoma J.C., Clarksdale, Miss.; 1949; coed.; S.

Coalinga C., Coalmga, Calif.; 1932; coed.; Dist.

Coastal Carolina J.C., Conway, S.C.; 1954; coed.; P.

Coffeyville C. of Arts, Science, and Vocations, Coffeyville,

Kan.; 1923; coed.; Mun.
Cogswell Polytechnic C. T San Francisco, Calif.; 1930; coed.; P.

Colby J.C., New London, N.H.; 1928; women; P.

Colorado Woman's C., Denver, Colo.; 1920; women; P.

Columbia Basin C., Pasco, Wash.; 1955: coed.; Dist.

Columbia County Teachers C., Columbus, Wis.; 1908;
coed. ;

Co.

Community C. and Technical Institute, Benton Harbor,
Mich.; 1946; coed.; Mun.
Community C. and Technical Institute of Temple U.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; 1947; coed.; P.

*Compton J.C., Compton, Calif.; 1927; coed.; Dist.

Concordia C., St. Paul. Minn.; 1905; coed.; P.

Concordia C. T Portland, Oreg.; 1950; coed.; P.

Concordia C., Milwaukee, Wis.; 1881: men; P.

Concordia Collegiate Institute, Bronxville, N.Y.; 1936;

coed.; P.

Connecticut, J.C. of, Bridgeport, Conn.; 1927; coed.; part of

U. of Bridgeport.
Connors State Agricultural C., Warner, Qkla. ;

1 927 ;
coed. ;

S.

*Contra Costa C, San Pablo, Calif.; 1949; coed.; Dist.

Copiah-Lincoln J.C., Wesson, Miss.; 1928; coed.; Co.

Cottey C., Nevada, Mo,; 1912; women; P.

Creston J.C., Creston, la.: 1926; coed.; Mun.
Cumberland C., Williamsburg, Ky.; 1917; coed.; P.

Custer County J.CM Miles City, Mont.; 1939; coed.; Co.

Daniel Payne CM Birmingham, Ala.; 1889; coed.; P.

Danville J.C., Danville, III; 1946; coed.; Mun.
Dawson County J.C., Glendive, Mont.; 1940; coed.; Co,

Dean J.C.. Franklin, Mass.; 1941; coed.; P.

Decatur Baptist C., Decatur, Tex.; 1897; coed.; P.

Deep Springs C., Deep Springs, Calif.; 1917; men,; P.

*DeTMar C., Corpus Christi, Tex.; 1935; coed.; Mun.
Devils Lake J.C., Devils Lake, N.Dak.; 1941; coed.; Dist.

*DIablo Valley C., Concord, Calif.; 1950; coed.; Dist.

Dixie J.CM St. George, Ut,; 1917; coed.; S.

Dodge City C. t Dodge City, Kan.; 1935; coed.; Dist.

Dodge County Teachers C. t Mayville, Wis.; 1925; coed.; Co.

Dominican J.C. of Blauvelt, Blauvelt, N.Y.; 1952; women; P.

Donnelly C., Kansas City, Kan.; 1949; coed.; P.

Door-Kewaunee County Teachers C., Algomo, Wis.; 1909;

coed.; Co.

Eagle Grove J.C., Eagle Grove, la..: 1928; coed.; Mun.
East Central J.C., Decatur, Miss.; 1928; coed.; Dist.

Eastern Arizona J.C., Thatcher, Ariz.; 1921 ; coed.; Co. & S.

Eastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical C., Wil-

burton, Okla.; 1927; coed.; S.
, ^

*East Los Angeles J.C., Los Angeles, Calif.; 1945; coed.; Dist.

East Mississippi J.C., Scooba, Miss.; 1927; coed.; Dist.

Edward Waters C., Jacksonville. Fla.; 1930; coed.; P.

*E1 Camino C., El Camino College, Calif.; 1947; coed.; Dist.

El Dorado J.CM El Dorado, Kan.; 1927; coed.; Dist.

Elgin Community C., Elgin, HI.; 1947; coed,; Dist.

Ellsworth J.C., Iowa Palls, la.; 1929; coed.; Dist.

El Reno C., El Reno, Okla.; 1938; coed.; Dist.

Ely J,C., Ely, Minn.; 1922; coed.; Dist.

Emmanuel (X, Franklin Springs, Ga.; 1938; coed.; P.

Emmetsburg J.C., Ernmetsburg, la.; 1930; coed.; Dist.

Emory J.G., Oxford, Ga,; 1929; coed.; part of Emory U.
Endlcott J.C., Beverly, Mass.; 1939; women; P.

Epiphany Apostolic C., Newburg, N.Y.; 1889; men: P.

Erie County Technical Institute, Buffalo, N.Y.; 1946;

Estherville J.C., Bstherville, la.; 1924; coed.; Dist.

Eveleth XCL, Bveleth, Minn.; 1918; coed.; Mun.
*Everett J.CM Bverett, Wash.; 1941 ; coed.; Dist.

Fair/bury J.C, Fairbury, Neb,; 1941 j coed; Mun.
Fairfax Hall J.C, Wayoeuboro, Va.; 1932; women: P.

Fashion Institute of Technology, New York City. N.Y.;

1944; coal; Ox
Feliclai
Fnraai .

Fisher J.<
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Flat River, J.C. of, Flat River, Mo.; 1922; coed.; Dist.
Flint J.C., Flint, Mich.: 1923; coed.; Mun.
Florida Christian C., Tampa, Fla.; 1946; coed.; P.
Fort Dodge J.C., Fort Dodge, la.; 1921; coed.; Mun.
Fort Kent State Normal School, Fort Kent, Me.; 1878;
coed.;S.
Fort Lewis Agricultural and Mechanical C. Hesperus,
Colo.; 1927; coed.; S.

Fort Scott J.C., Fort Scott, Kan.; 1919; coed.; Mun.
Fort Smith J.CM Fort Smith, Ark.jl928; coed.; Mun.
Fort Wayne Art School, Fort Wayne, Ind.; 1919; coed.;
Mun.
Francis T. Nicholls J.C., Thibodaux, La.; 1948; coed.; part
of Louisiana State U.
Franklin Technical Institute, Boston, Mass.; coed.; P.
Frank Phillips C., Borger, Tex.; 1948; coed.; Dist.

Freed-Hardeman C., Henderson, Tenn.; 1923: coed.; P.
Freeman J.C., Freeman, S.Dak.; 1927; coed.; P.
*Fresno J.C., Fresno, Calif.; 1910; coed.; Dist.

Friendship J.C., Rock Hill, S.C.; 1933; coed.; P.
Fullerton J.C., Fullerton, Calif.; 1913; coed.; Dist.

Gainsville J.C., Gainsville, Tex.; 1924; coed.; Mun.
Garden City J.C., Garden City, Kan.; 1919; coed.; Mun.
Gardner-Webb J.C., Boiling Springs, N.C.; 1928; coed.; P.
Garland School, The, a J.C., Boston, Mass.; 1947; women;
P.
Gaston Technical Institute, Gastonia, N.C.; 1952; men; S.

Georgetown Visitation J.C., Washington, D.C.; 1919;
women; P.

George Washington UM J.C. of, Washington D.C.; 1930;
coed.; P.

Georgia Military C., Milledgeville, Ga.: 1930; men; Mun.
Georgia Southwestern C., Americus, Ga.; 1926; coed.; S.

Glendale C., Glendale, Calif.; 1927; coed.; Dist.

Gogebic Community CM Ironwood, Mich.;1932j coed.; Mun.
Goldey Beacom School of Business, Wilmington, Del.;

1886; coed.: P.

Gordon Military C., Barnesville, Ga.; 1928; men; Mun.
Graceland C., Lamoni, la.; 1915; coed.; P.

Grand Rapids J.CM Grand Rapids, Mich.; 1914; coed.; Mun.
Grand View C., Des Moines, la.; 1924; coed.; P.

Grays Harbor C., Aberdeen, Wash.; 1930; coed.; Dist.
Greenbrier J.C., Lewisburg, W.Va.; 1812; women; P.
Green County Teachers C., Monroe, Wis.; 1921; coed.; Co.
Green Mountain C., Poultney, Vt.; 1931; women; P.

Guam, Territorial C. of, Agana, Guam; 1952; coed.; Ter.
Gulf Park C., Gulfport, Miss.; 1921; women; P.

Gwynedd-Mercy J.C., Gwynedd Valley, Pa.; 1948; women; P.

Hagerstown J.C., Hagerstown, Md.: 1946; coed.; Co.
Hannibal-La Grange C., Hannibal, Mo.; 1858: coed.; P.

Harcum J.C., Bryn Mawr, Pa.; 1915; women; P.

Hardin J.C., Wichita Falls, Tex.; 1922; coed.; part of Mid-
western U.
Hartford C., West Hartford, Conn.; 1939; women; junior

college division of Hartford C.
Hartnell C., Salinas, Calif.: 1920; coed.; Dist.

Henderson County J.C., Athens, Tex.; 1946, coed.; Co.

*Henry Ford Community C., Dearborn, Mich.; 1938; coed.-

Mun.
Hershey J.C., Hershey, Pa.; 1938; coed.; Dist.

Hesston C., Hesston, Kan.; 1915; coed.; P.

Hibbing J.C. , Hibbing, Minn.; 1916; coed.; Dist.

Highland J.C., Highland, Kan.; 1923; coed.; Dist.

Highland Manor J.CM West Long Branch, N.J.; 1928;

women; P.

Highland Park J.CM Highland Park, Mich.; 1918; coed.; Mun.
*Hillyer Cv Hartford, Conn.; 1937; coed.; junior college di-

vision of Hillyer C.
Hinds J.C., Raymond, Miss.; 1922; coed.; Dist.

Hiwassee C., Madisonville, Tenn.; 1908; coed.; P.
Holmes J.C., Goodman, Miss.; 1925: coed.; Co.
Holton-Arms J.CM Washington, D.C.; 1927; women; P.

Holy Cross Preparatory Seminary, Dunkirk, N.Y.; 1930;

men; P.

Holyoke J.C., Holyoke, Mass.; 1946; coed.; Mun.
*Houston J.C., Houston, Tex.; 1927; coed.; part of the U. of

Houston.
Howard County J.C., Big Spring, Tex.; 1946; coed.; Co.

Hudson Valley Technical Institute, Troy, N.Y.; 1953;

Hutchinson J.C., Hutchinson, Kan.; 1928; coed.; Mun.

Immaculata J.C., Washington, D.C.; 1922; women; P.

Immaculate Conception J.C., Lodi, N.J.; 1941; women; P.

Imperial Valley J.C., El Centre, Calif.; 1922; coed.; Muxu
Independence Community C., Independence, Kan.; 1925;
coed. ; Mun.

lola J.CM lola, Kan.; 1923; coed.; Dist.

Itasca J.CM Coleraine, Mimn>; 1922; coed.; Disfc

Itawamba J.CM Fulton, Miss,; 1948; coed.; Dist.

Jackson J.CM Jackson, Mich.; 1928; coecL; Mun. i

Jacksonville C,, Jacksonville, Teac.; 1899; coed.; P.

Jacksonville XL, JKfc$o!vifl* Fla,; l
*9^t

c^v f;.9S0 .
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; pU University;
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Jersey City J.C., Jersey City, N.J.; 1946; coed.; Dist.
Johnstown Center, Johnstown, Pa.; 1927; coed.; part of IT.
of Pittsburgh.
*Joliet J.C., Joliet, 111.; 1901; coed.; Dist.
Jones County J.C., Ellisville, Miss.; 1927; coed.; Dist.
Joplin J.C., JopKn, Mo.; 1938; coed.; Dist.

Kansas City, J.C. of, Kansas City, Mo.; 1915; coed.; Mun.
Kansas City Kansas J.C., Kansas City, Kan.; 1923; coed.;
Mun.
Kemper Military School, Boonville, Mo.; 1923; men- P.
Kendall C., Bvanston, 111.; 1940; coed.; P.
Keokuk Community C., Keokuk, la.; 1953; coed.; Dist.
Ketchikan Community C., Ketchikan, Alas.; 1954 coed
Dist. &Ter.

'

Keystone J.C., La Plume, Pa.; 1934; coed.; P.
Kilgore C., Kilgore, Tex.; 1935; coed.; Dist.

Lain Drafting C., Indianapolis, Ind.: 1941; coed.; P.
Lamar J.C., Lamar, Colo.; 1937; coed..; Co.
Langlade County Teachers C., Antigo, Wis.; 1906; coed.; Co.
Laredo J.C., Laredo, Tex.; 1947; coed.; Mun.
LaSalette Seminary, Altamont, N.Y.; 1953; men; P.
La Salle-Peru-Oglesby J.C., La Salle, 111.; 1924; coed,; Dist.
Lasell J.C., Auburndale, Mass.; 1932; women; P.
Lassen J.C., Susanville, Calif.; 1924; coed.; Dist.
Lee C., Cleveland, Tenn.; 1941

; coed.; P.
Lee C., Baytown, Tex.; 1934; coed.; Dist.
Lees J.C., Jackson, Ky.; 1927; coed.; P.
Lees-McRae C., Banner Elk, N.C.; 1929; coed.; P.
Leicester J.C., Leicester, Mass.; 1784; Men; P.
LeTourneau Technical Institute, Longview, Tex.: 1946;
men; P.
Lincoln C., Lincoln, 111.; 1929; coed.; P.
Lincoln County Teachers C., Merrill, Wis.; 1907; coed.; Co.
Lindsey Wilson C., Columbia, Ky.; 1923; coed.; P.
*Long Beach City C., Long Beach, Calif.; 1927; coed.; Dist.
Lon Morris C., Jacksonville, Tex.; 1912; coed.; P.
Loretto J.C., Nerinx, Ky.; 1934: women; P.
*Los Angeles City C., Los Angeles, Calif.; 1929: coed.; Dist.
*Los Angeles Harbor J.C,, Wilmington, Calif.; 1949; coed.;
Mun.
*Los Angeles J.C. of Business, Los Angeles, Calif.; 1950;
coed.

;
Dist.

*Los Angeles Pierce J.C., Woodland Hills, Calif.; 1947;
coed.; Mun.
*Los Angeles Trade-Technical J.C. , Los Angeles, Calif; 1949;
coed.; Mun.
*Los Angeles Valley J.C., Van Nuys, Calif.; 1949; coed.; Dist.
Louisburg C., Louisburg, N.C.; 1915; coed.; P.
Lower Columbia J.C., Longview, Wash.; 1934; coed.; Dist.
Luther J.C., Wahoo, Neb.: 1925; coed.; P.
Lyons Township J.C., LaGrange, 111.; 1929; coed.; Dist.

Mallinckrodt C., Wilniette, 111.; 1918; women; P.
Manitowoc County Teachers C., Manitowoc, Wis.: 1901:
coed.; Co.
Manor C.. Philadelphia, Pa.; 1947; women; P.

*

*Marin, C. of, Kentfield, Calif.; 1926; coed.; Dist.
Marinette County Teachers C., Marinette, Wis.: 1907;
coed.; Co.
Marion C., Marion, Va.: 1913; women; P.
Marion Institute, Marion, Ala.; 1919; men; P.
Marjorie Webster J.C., Washington, D.C.; 1920; women; P.
Marshalltown J.C., Marshalltown, la.; 1927; coed.; Dist.
Mars Hill C., Mars Hill, N.C.; 1921

; coed.;
Martin Branch, U. of Tennessee, Martin, Tenn.: 1927;
coed.; S.

Martin C., Pulaski, Tenn.; 1870; coed.; P.
Mary Holmes J.C., West Point, Miss.; 1932; coed.; P.
Marymount J.C., Arlington, Va.; 1955: women: P.
Mason City J.C., Mason City, la.; 1918; coed,; Dist.

Maunaplu Community C., Paia, Hawaii; 1950; coed.; P.
McCook C., McCook, Neb.; 1926; coed.; Dist.
Mercy J.C., Webster Groves, Mo.; 1952; coed.; part of St.
Louis U.
Mercy J.C., Tarrytown, N.Y.; 1950; women; P.
Meridian Municipal J.C., Meridian, Miss.: 1937; coed.; Mun.Mesa County J.C., Grand Junction, Colo.; 1925; coed.; Co.
Middle Georgia C., Cochran, Ga.; 1928; coed.; S.
Midway J.C., Midway, Ky,; 1944; women; P.
Mfltozivale Wesleyan C., Miltonvale, Kan.; 1909; coed.; P.
Milwaukee Institute of Technology, Milwaukee, Wis.;
1951; coed.; Mun.

'

Milwaukee Vocational School J.C,, Milwaukee, Wis.; 1937:
coed.; Mun.

*

"I C, New London, Conn.; 1938; coed.; P.
1C., ^tatesvflle, N.C.; 1922; ooed.; P.
rJj<X, Moberly, Mo.; 1927; coed.; Dist.
Branch, Alabama State C., Mobile, Ala.; 1936;

i XXL, Modesto, Calif.; 1921 ; coect; IKst
* Valley Technical Institute, TOca, N.V.: 1946;

ujb. !|
i

a Community C., Moline. IB.; 1946; coed.; Mun.
J.C, Long Branch, N.J.; 1933; coed.; P.
niinsula C., Monterey, CaHf.: 1947? coed; Dist.
r
J.C-^fatoTOa^Park, MdL; 1946; co<k; Co!

Tewo.;

*Mt. San Antonio C., Pomona, Calif.; 1945; coed.; Dist.
Mt. St. Clare C., Clinton, la.; 1918; women; P.
Mt. Vernon J.C., Washington, D.C.; 1927; women; P.
Multnomah C., Portland, Oreg.; 1897; coed.; P.

Murray State Agricultural C., Tishomingo, Okla.; 1908;
coed.; S.

Muscatine J.C., Muscatine, la.; 1929; coed.; Mun.
Muskegon Community C., Muskegon, Mich.; 1926; coed.-
Dist.

'

Muskogee J.C., Muskogee, Okla.; 1920; coed.; Mun.

Napa C., Napa, Calif.; 1941; coed.; Dist.
Navarro J.C., Corsiciana, Tex.; 1946; coed.; Co.
Nazareth C. and Academy, Nazareth, Ky.; 1814; women; P.
New Haven YMCA J.C., New Haven, Conn.; 1926; coed.; P.
Newton J.C., Newtonville, Mass.; 1946; coed.; Mun.
New Mexico Military Institute, Roswell, N.Mex.; 1891-
men; S.

*New York City Community C. of Applied Arts and
Sciences, Brooklyn, N.Y.; 1947; coed.; Dist.
New York, State U. of,
Agricultural and Technical Institute, Alfred; 1942; coed.
Agricultural and Technical Institute, Canton; 1937; coed.
Agricultural and Technical Institute, Cobleskill; 1937;
coed.

Agricultural and Technical Institute, Delhi: 1937; coed.
*Agricultural and Technical Institute, Parmingdale;
1935; coed.

Agricultural and Technical Institute, Morrisville; 1908;
coed.

Nichols J.C. , Dudley, Mass.; 1931; men; P.
Norfolk Division, Virginia State C., Norfolk, Va.: 1935-
coed. ; S.

'

Norfolk J.C., Norfolk, Neb.; 1942; coed.; Dist.
Norman C., Norman Park, Ga.; 1928; coed.; P.
North Dakota School of Forestry, Bottineau, N.Dak.' 1925-
coed.;S.

'

North Dakota State School of Science, Wahpeton, N.Dak.;
1903; coed.; S.

Northeast Agricultural J.C., Sheridan, Wyo.; 1948; coed
affiliated with U. of Wyoming.
Northeastern J.C., Sterling, Colo.; 1941; coed.; Co.
Northeastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical C.
Miami, Okla.; 1919; coed.; S.

Northeast Mississippi J.C., Booneville, Miss.; 1948; coed."
Dist.

Northern Oklahoma J.C., Tonkawa, Okla.; 1920; coed S
North Greenville J.C., Tigerville, S.C.; 1934; coed.; P
North Idaho J.C., Coeur oVAlene, Ida.; 1933; coed,; Dist.
Northrup Aeronautical Institute, Inglewood, Calif.; 1942-
men; P.

Northwest Center, U. of Wyoming, Powell, Wyo.; 1946;
coed.jS.

'

Northwestern J.C., Orange City, la.; 1928; coed.; P,
Northwestern Michigan CM Traverse City, Mich.; 1951;
coed,; Dist.
Northwest Mississippi J.C., Senatoba, Miss.; 1927; coed.;
Dist.

*0akland J.C., Oakland, Calif.; 1953; coed.; Dist.
Oak Ridge Military Institute, Oak Ridge, N.C.; 1933-
men; P.

'

Oblate C. and Seminary, Bar Harbor, Me.; 1941
; men; P.

Oceanside-Carlsbad C., Oceanside, Calif.; 1934 coed.; Dist.
"Odessa C., Odessa, Tex.; 1946; coe<L; Dist
Ohio Mechanics Institute, Cincinnati, O.; 1919; coed.; P,Oklahoma Military Academy, Claremore, Okla,; 1923:
men; S.

Okolona C, Okolona, Miss.: 1932; coed.- P.
*Olympic C., Bremerton, Wash.; 1946; coed.; Dist.

grange Coast CL. Costa Mesa, CaHf.: 1947; coed.; Dist.
Orange County Community C., Middietown, N.Y.j 1950;
coed.; Co.

Oregon Technical Institute, Oretech, Oreg,; 1947; ooed.; S.
Orlando J.C., Orlando, Ha.; 1941 ; coed.: P.
Otero J.C, La Junta, Colo.; 1941; coed.: Dist.
Ottumwa Heights C., Ottumwa, la.; 1*25; women; P.
Our Lady of Hope Mission Seminary, Newburgk N.Y*
1946; men; P.

Outagamle County Teachers C., Kaukauna, Wis,; 1912;

Packer Collate Institute, J.C. of the, Brooklyn, NX;
1919; women; P..
auoi .., Paducah, Ky.; 1932; coed,; Mun.

Palm Beach J.C., Lake Park, Pla.; 1933; ooed.: Co.
.., arcos, .; ; coe.; t.

^lo Verde J.C., Blythe, CaHf.; 1947; coed.; Dist,

Panpla County J.cC Cwthaga, Twy I947j 6oei; Co,
^ris J.C., Pan

r Tex.; 1924; coed.; Dbt.
Arsons J.C., Parsons, Kan.; 1923: ooed.; Dist
2?Tferi_9

1
5; cw Pasadena, Catf.; 1924; coed.; Dist.Paul Smith's <X, Paul SmitC NX: 1946; SSjEPeace C., Ralegh, K.C.; 1917; women: P:

'

Pearlgiw J.a, Poplardlk, Mis.; 1^22: ooed.j Dist.Fenn mil J.C., Chambersburg. Pa,; I92o; women; P.

S^Sff**** SdbM^* ^ Hor&wltare for Womiaf
.; 1952; wocnenj P.

at Allentown, Altoom. ZHt
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*Phoenix C., Phoenix, Ariz.; 1920; coed.; Dist.
Pineland C. and Edwards Military Institute, Salemburg,
N.C.; 1926; coed.; P.

Pine Manor J.C., Wellesley, Mass.; 1930; women; P.

Piney Woods J.C., Piney Woods, Miss.; 1935; coed.; P.
Polk County Teachers C., St. Croix Falls, Wis,; 1905; coed.;
Co.

Porterville C., Porterville, Calif.; 1927; coed.; Dist.
Port Huron J.C., Port Huron, Mich.; 1923; coed.; Mun.
Poteau J.C., Poteau, Okla.; 1942; coed.; Mun.
Potomac State C. of West Virginia U., Keyser, W.Va.; 1921 ;

coed.; S.

Pratt J.C., Pratt, Kan.; 1938; coed.; Dist.

Prentiss Normal and Industrial Institute, Prentiss, Miss.;
1939; coed.; P.

Presbyterian J.C., Maxton, N.C.; 1929; coed.; P.

Presentation J.C., Aberdeen, S.Dak.; 1951; women; P.
Pueblo C., Pueblo, Colo.; 1937; coed.; Co.
Puerto Rico J.C., Rio Piedras, P.R.j 1949; coed.; P.

Purdue U. has junior-college extension centers at Columbus,
Fort Wayne, Hammond, Indianapolis, and Michigan City: all

coed.

Racine-Kenosha County Teachers C., Union Grove, Wis.;
1911; coed.; Co.

Ranger J.C., Ranger, Tex.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

RCA Institutes, Inc., New York City, N.Y.; 1909; coed.; P.

Reedley C., Reedley, Calif.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

Reinhardt C., Waleska, Ga.; 1883; coed.; P.

Richland County Teachers C., Richland Center, Wis.; 1903;
coed. ;

Co.
^Riverside C,, Riverside, Calif.; 1916; coed.; Dist.

Rochester J.C., Rochester, Minn.; 1915; coed.; Mun.
Roger Williams J.C., Providence, R.L; 1948; coed.; P.

*Sacramento J.C., Sacramento, Calif.; 1916; coed.; Dist.

Sacred Heart J.C., Cullman, Ala.; 1940; women; P.

Sacred Heart J.C., Belmont, N.C.; 1935; women; P.

Salinas Evening J.C., Salinas, Calif.; 1935; coed.; Dist.

Salmon P. Chase C., J.C. Division, Cincinnati, 0.; 1936;

coed.; P.
Salvatorian Seminary, St. Nazianz, Wis.; 1909; men; P.

San Angelo C., San Angelo, Tex.; 1928: coed.; Co.

*San Antonio C., San Antonio, Tex.: 1925; coed.; Dist.

San Benito County J.G., Hollistcr, Calif.; 1919; coed.; Co.

*San Bernardino Valley C. f San Bernardino, Calif.; 1926;

coed.: Dist.
*San Diego J.C., San Diego, Cailf,; 1914; coed.; Dist.

*San Francisco, City C. of, San Francisco, Calif.; 1935; coed.;

.

*San Jose J.C., San Jose, Calif.; 1921 ; coed.; Dist.

San Luis Obispo J.C., San Luis Obispo, Calif.; 1936;
*

coed. ;

*$an Mateo, C. of, San Mateo, Calif.: 1922; coed.; Dist. & Co.

Santa Ana C., Santa Ana, Calif.
;
19 15: coed.

;
Dist.

Santa Barbara J.C., Santa Barbara, Calif.: 1946; coed.; Dist.

*Santa Monica City C., Santa Monica, Calif.; 1929; coed.;

Mun.
*Santa Rosa J.C., Santa Rosa, Calif.; 1918; coed,; Dist.

Sank County Teachers C., Reedsburg, Wis.; 1906; coed.; Co.

Sayre J.C., Sayre, Okla.; 1938; coed.; Dist.

Schreiner Institute, Kerrville. Tex.; 1923; men;,?.
Scottsbluff C, Scottsbluff, Neb.; 1932; coed.; Dist.aCOttSDIUn V-i*, DCOI.I.SDIUII, rNGU.j AVO^j weu., A-MOU.

*Sequoiaa, College of the, VisaEa, Calif.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

Shasta C. t Redding, Calif.; 1950; coed.;.Dirt.

Sheboygan County Teachers C., Sheboygan Falls, Wis.;

, Sitka, Alas.; 1944; coed.; P.

Shenandoah C, t Dayton, Va.; 1923; coed.; P.

Shorter C., North Little Rock, Ark.; 1886; coed.; P.

Sierra C., Auburn, Calif.; 1936; coed.; Dist.

Sinclair C., Dayton, 0.; 1924; coed.; P.

Skagit Valley J.C., Mt. Vernon, Wash.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

Snead J.C., Boas, Ala.; 1935; coed,; P.
, , TT ,_ Oi A TT

Snow CL, Ephraim, Ut.; 1922; cod.; branch of Utah State U.

Southeast Center, U. of Wyoming, Torringtoa, Wyo.; 1948;

Skmthern Baptist C., Walnut Ridge, Ark.; 1941; coed,; P.

Southern Seminary and J.C., Buena Vista. Va.; 1927;

Southern *Union C., Wadley, Ala.; 1922; coed,; P.

South Georgia C., Douglas, Ga.; 1927; coed.; S.

South McComb Community C., Van Dyke> Mich.; 1953;

South' Texas J.C., Houston, Tex,; 1948; coed.; part of South

Southwest Baptist C., Bolivar, Mo.; 1878; coed.; P.

SouthwetemX3hritian C., Terrell, Tex.; 1948; coed.; P.

Southwestern J.C., Keene, Tex.; 1914; coed.; P.

Southwest Mississippi J.C., Summit, Miss.; 1927; coed.;

Southwest Texas J.C., Uvalde, Tex; 1946; coed.; Dist.

Spring Arbor JXU Spring, Arbor, Mich.; 1923;coed.; P.

SpfiiigfttlaJLC., Sprmgfield* III? 1929; coed.; P.

Spring <3r<!e Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1850; coed.; P.

fit! 05le J.C, Pern, BL; 1946: 0aa: P.

St. Bernard d- St Bard, Ally 1932: men; P.

St. Oitherlnfe 1.CU Sprlngfidd. Kr*; 193 1 ; coed. ; P.

St. Sarle* Cl^1fOivjlH Md.; 1^26; men; part of St. Mary 9

stJ'sss^oi^ . T>K,^^L^^CwMi ^.5 MSLW*'5 ^
It- jottpii73UsO^ph, iE*$m5t cioa
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St. Joseph's C., Princeton, N.J.; 1940; men; P.
St. Joseph's Seminary, Grand Rapids, Mich.; 1909; men; P.

St. Joseph's Seraphic Seminary, Callicoon, N.Y.; 1937;
men; P.

St. Joseph Teacher Training Institute, St. Augustine, Fla.;

1939; women; P.
St. Lawrence Seminary, Mt. Calvary, Wis.; I860: men; P.
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.; 1900;
men; P.

St. Mary's J.C., Raleigh, N.C.; 1918; women; P.

St. Mary's Seminary J.C., St. Mary's City, Md.; 1927;
coed.jS.

St. Paul's C., Concordia, Mo.; 1905; men; P.

St. Petersburg J.C., St. Petersburg, Fla.; 1927; coed.; Co.
St. Philip's C., San Antonio, Tex.; 1927; coed.; affiliated with
San Antonio C.

St. Thomas Aquinas C., Sparkill, N.Y.; 1952; women; P.
St. Thomas Seminary, Bloomfield, Conn.; 1897; men; P.

St. Vincent's Seminary, Philadelphia, Pa.; 1867; men; P.

State Technical Institute, Hartford, Conn.; 1946; coed.;S.
Stephens C., Columbia, Mo.; 1911; women:?.
Stockton C., Stockton, Calif.; 1935; coed.; Dist.

Stratford C., Danville, Va.; 1930; women; P.

Sue Bennett C., London, Ky.; 1922; coed.; P.

Sunflower J.C., Moorhead* Miss.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

Suomi C. and Theological Seminary, Hancock, Mich.; 1923;
coed. ;

P.

Tacoma Catholic C., Tacoma, Wash.; 1942; women; P.
Taft C., Taft, Calif.: 1922; coed.; Dist.

Tarleton State C., Stephenville, Tex.; 1899; coed.; S.

Taylor County Teachers C., Medford, Wis.; 1911; coed.; Co.

Temple J.C., Temple, Tex.: 1926; coed.; Mun.
Texarkana C., Texarkana, Tex.; 1927; coed.; Mun.
Texas Southmost C., Brownsville, Tex.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

Thornton J.C., Harvey, 111.; 1927; coed.; Dist.

Tiffin U., Tiffin, O.; 1924; coed.; P.

Toledo, U. of, J.C., Toledo, O.; 1938; coed.; Mun,
Trenton J.C., Trenton, Mo.; 1925; coed.; Mun.
Trenton J.C., Trenton, N.J.; 1947; coed.; S. & Mun.
Trinidad State J.C., Trinidad, Colo.; 1925; coed.; Co.

Truett-McConnell J.C., Cleveland, Ga.; 1846; coed.; P.

Tyler J.C., Tyler, Tex.; 1926; coed.; Dist.

Union J.C., Cranford, N.J.; 1933; coed.; P.

Urbana J.C., Urbana, O.; 1927; coed.; P.

Vallejo J.C., Vallejo, Calif.; 1945; coed.; Dist.

Valley Forge Military J.C., Wayne, Pa.; 1937; men: P.

Valparaiso Technical Institute, Valparaiso, Ind.; 1874;

coed.; P.
*Ventura C., Ventura. Calif.; 1929; coed.; Dist.

Vermont C., Montpelier, Vt.; 1936; women; P.

Vernon County Teachers C., Viroqua, Wis.; 1907; coed.; Co.

Victoria C., Victoria, Tex.; 1925; coed.; Co.

Villa Julie J.C., Stevenson, Md.: 1952; women; P.

Villa Walsh J.C., Morristown, N.J.; 1948; women; P.

Vincennes U., Vincennes, Ind.; 1878; coed.; Co.

Virginia Intermont C., Bristol, Va.; 1912; women; P,

Virginia J.C., Virginia, Minn.; 1921; coed,; Mun.
Voorhees School and J.C., Denmark, S.C.; 1929; coed.; P.

Waldorf C., Forest City, la.; 1920; coed.; P.

Walker J.C., Jasper, Ala.; 1938; coed.; P.

Warren Wilson C., Swannanoa, N.C.; 1942; coed.; P.

Washington Hall J.C., Washington, D.C.; 1954; coed.; P.

Washington J.C,, Pensacola, Fla.; 1949; coed.; Co.

Weatherford C., Weatherford, Tex.; 1921; coed.; Co.

Webber C., Babson Park, Fla.; 1927; women; P.

*Weber C., Ogden, Ut.; 1916; coed.: S.

Webster City J.C., Webster City, la.; 1926; coed.: Dist.

Wenatchee J.C., Wenatchee, Wash.; 1939; coed.; Dist.

Wentworth Institute, Boston, Mass.; 1904; men; P.

Wentworth Military Academy, Lexington, Mo.; 1923; men;
p
Wesleyan Methodist C., Central, S.C.: 1928; coed.; P.

Wesley J.C., Dover, Del.; 1942; coed.; P.
.

Wessington Springs C., Wessington Springs, S,Dak.; 1918;

Westbrook J.C., Portland, Me.; 1830; women: P.

WestChester Community C., Valhalla, N.Y.; 1946; coed.;

West Georgia C., Carrollton, Ga.; 1933; coed.; S.

Wharton County J.C., Wharton, Teac.; 1946; coed.; C/o

William Woods C., Fulton, Mo.; 1890; women; P.

Wilmington C., Wilmington, N.C.; 1947; coed.; Go.

Wingate C., Wingate, N?C.; 1923; coed.; P.

Wisconsin, U. of, has junior-college extension centers at Green

Bay Kenosha, Manitowoc, Marinette, Menasha,
,

Racine, Sheboygam and Wausau: .,

Wood Bounty Teachers C., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.; 1903;

Wood'j.C^ Mathiston, Miss,;:1927;-coed.; P.

Worcester J.C Worcester, Mass.: 1938; coed,; P,.

Worthington J.C., Worthington, Minn^ 1936; coed.: Dist.

Wyomtssing Polytechnic Institute, Wyomissing, Pa.; 1933;

; P.

Xaveritot C., Silver Spring Md.; 1932; men; P.

; X938
1

; coed'.; Dist.
1 '
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CANADIAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

This list contains the same kind of data as that given in the preceding lists with the following two additions designated by super-
script numbers after the name of the college or university: * indicates that the institution does not confer degrees in its own right, but

by affiliation with a degree-granting institution; 2 indicates that the institution confers degrees in theology only, all other degrees

being conferred by affiliation with another degree-granting institution.

Acadia XL, Wolfville, N.S.; 1838; coed.; P.; t
Agriculture, Ecole Superieure d' 1

, Ste.-Anne-de-la-Pocatiere,
Que.; 1859; men; P.; affiliated with U. Laval; $
*Alberta, XL of, Edmonton, Alta.; 1906; coed.; Prov.; t #
Alma C., St. Thomas, Ont.; 1877; women; P.; jr. coll. affiliated
with XL of Western Ontario.
Amos. C. d' 1

, Amos, Que.; 1940; men; P.; affiliated with XI.

Laval; t
Andre-Grasset, C. 1

, Montreal, Que.; 1927; men; P.; affiliated

with U. de Montr6al; f
Angele-Merici, C.1

, Quebec, Que.; 1936; women; P.; affiliated

with U. Laval; f
Anglican Theological C., Vancouver, B.C.; 1910; men; P.;
affiliated with XL of British Columbia; #
Anglican Women's Training C. 1

, Toronto, Ont.; 1892;
women; P.; affiliated with U. of Toronto; #

Architecture, Ecole d', Montreal, Que.; 1922; coed.; Prov.; #

Assomption, C. de I' 1
, L'Assomption, Que.; 1832; men; P.;

affiliated with U. de Montreal; t
Assomption, C. de l'i, Moncton, N.B.; 1943; men; P.;
affiliated with XT. St.-Joseph; f
Assumption U. of Windsor, Windsor, Ont.; 1857; coed.;

Basile-Moreau, C. 1
, St.-Laurent, Que.; 1934; women; P.;

affiliated with XI. de Montreal; t
Benedictins, Monastere des, St.-Benoit-du-Lac, Que.;
men;P.;#

Bibliothecaires, Ecole de1
, Montreal, Que.; 1937; coed.;

Prov.; affiliated with U. de Montreal, t
Bishop's U., Lennoxville, Que.; 1843; coed.; P.; J #
Bon-Pasteur, C. du1

, Chicoutimi, Que.; 1864; women; P.;
affiliated with XT. Laval; f
Bourget, C. 1

, Rigaud, Que.; 1851; men; P.; affiliated with U. de
Montreal; t
Brandon C. Inc.1

, Brandon, Man.: 1899; coed.; P., Prov. &
Mun.; affiliated with XI. of Manitoba; f

*British Columbia, U. of, Vancouver, B.C.; 1908; coed.;
Prov.; t #

Bruyere, C. 1
, Ottawa, Ont.; 1925; women; P.; affiliated with U.

d'Ottawa; t

Campion C., Regina, Sask.; 1918; men; P.; jr. coll. affiliated
with XL of Saskatchewan.
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic C., Toronto, Ont.; 1945;
coed.: P.; #
Canadian Services Colleges, men; Fed.; consists of three non-
degree-granting, armed forces colleges, Koyal Military C. at
Kingston, Ont., Royal Roads at Victoria, B.C., and C.
Militaire Royal de St.-Jean at St.-Jean, Que.
Canadian Union C,, College Heights, Alta.; 1907; coed.; P.;
# & jr. coll.

Carleton C., Ottawa, Ont.; 1942; coed.; P.; $
Charles-Gamier, C.1

, Quebec, Que.; men; P.; affiliated with
XI. Laval; t
Chicoutimi, Petit Seminaire de1

, Chicoutimi, Que.; 1873;
men; P.; affiliated with XL Laval; f

Christ-Roi, Grand Seminaire1
, St.-Hyacinthe, Que.; 1935;

men; P.; #
Christ the King, C. of1

, London, Ont.; 1955; men; P.; affiliated
with XT, of Western Ontario; f
Christ the King, Seminary of, Toronto, Ont.; 1931; men;
P.; J.

Concordia C., Edmonton, Alta.; 1921; coed,; P.; jr. coll.

Cornwall C.1
, Cornwall, Ont.; 1949; men; P.; affiliated with XL

d'Ottawa; f

Dalhousie U., Halifax, N.S.; 1818; coed.; P.; t #
Dominicains, C. des, Ottawa, Ont.; men; P.; #

Emmanuel C., U. of2, Saskatoon, Sask.; 1879; men; P.;
affiliated with XT. of Saskatchewan; #
Eudistes, C, des1

, Montreal, Que,; 1953; men; P.; affiliated
with XL de Montreal; f
Eudistes, Seminaire des, Charlesbourg, Que.; men; P.; #

Fraternit6 Sacerdotale, Congregation de la, Lac SupeVieur,

.Qute.; 1952; men; P.; #

, Seminaire de1
, Gaspe, Que.; 1926; men; P.; affiliated

[L Layal: f
~,,Le C. Catholique de1

, Gravelbotirg, Sask. ; 191 8;
"ated with U. d'Ottawa; t

Hauterive, C. del, Hauterive, Que.; 1954; men; P.; affiliated

with U. Laval; t -
, ^

Hautes Etudes Commercials, Ecole des1
, Montreal, Que.;

1907; coed.; Prov.; affiliated with U. de Montreal; t

Holy Names C, 1
, Windsor, Ont.; 1934; women's college of

Assumption XL ;$
Holy Rosary Scholasticate, Ottawa, Ont.; men; P.; f
Huron C.1

, London, Ont.; 1863; men; P.; affiliated with U. of

Western Ontario; f #

Immaculee Conception, Scholasticat de L', Montreal,

Que.; 1885; men; P.;|

Jean-de-Brebeuf, C.1
, Montreal, Que.; 1928; men; P.; affili-

ated with XL de Montreal; t
Jean-Jacques-Olier, C., Verdun, Que.; men; P.; t

Jesuites, C. des1
, Sudbury, Ont.; men; P.; affiliated with XT.

Laval; f
Jesuites, C. des1

, Quebec, Que.; 1635; men; P.; affiliated with
U. Laval; f

Jesuit Seminary, Toronto, Ont.; men; P.; #
Jesus-Marie de Sillery, C. 1

, Quebec, Que.; 1925; women; P.;
affiliated with U. Laval; f
Jesus-Marie d'Outremont, C. 1

, Outremont, Que.; 1933;

women; P.; affiliated with U. de Montreal; t
Joliette, Seminaire de1

, Joliette, Que.; 1846; men; P.; affili-

ated with U. de Montreal; t

King's C., U. of*, Halifax, N.S.; 1789; coed.; P.; associated

with Dalhousie U.; t #
Knox C.2

, Toronto, Ont.; 1844; men; P.; a federated college of

U. of Toronto; f #

of
J^aic

1
, Halifax* &8L; coed.;

BaSltoo, Qnbi; <*6oct; p.?
1 figfo6tf$ 'w}$i Mc-

1952; men; P.; affiliated with U. de Sherbrooke; \

Lakehead Technical Institute, Port Arthur, Ont.; 1948;
coed. ; Prov. ; jr. coll.

Lassalle, Conservatoire1
, Montreal, Que.; coed,; P.; affiliated

with XI. de Montreal; t
*Laval, U., Quebec, Que.; 1852; coed.; P.: $ #

Levis, C. de1
, Levis, Que.; 1853; men; P.; affiliated with U.

Laval; f
Longueuil, External Classique de1

. Longueuil, Que.; 1950;

men; affiliated with U. de Montreal: f
Loretto C. 1

, Toronto; Ont.; women s college of St. Michael's
C. in XT. of Toronto; t

Loyola C. 1
, Montreal, Que.; 1896; men; P.; affiliated with XI. de

Montr6al; t
Lutheran <X and Seminary2

, Saskatoon, Sask.; 1913; men;
P.; affiliated with U. of Saskatchewan: #
Luther C., Regina, Sask.; 1926; coed.; P.; jr. coll. affiliated with
U. of Saskatchewan.
Luther Theological Seminary2, Saskatoon, Sask.; 1939; men;
P.; affiliated with U. of Saskatchewan; #

Macdonald C. 1
, Ste.-Anne-de-Bellevue, Que.; 1905; coed.; P.;

a college of McGill U.; J
Macdonald Institute, Ontario Agricultural C.1

, Guelph,
Ont.; 1903; women; Prov.; affiliated with U. of Toronto; t
Magog, Externat Classique de1

, Magog, Que.; men; P.;
affiliated with XI, de Sherbrooke; t

Maillet, C. 1
, St.-Basile, N.B.; 1949; women; P,; affiliated with

XL St.-Louis; f
Manitoba Law School1

, Winnipeg, Man.; 1914; coed,; P* &
Prov.; affiliated with U. of Manitoba; f
"Manitoba, U. of, Winnipeg, Man.; 1877; coed*; Prov,; 1 1
Marguerite-Bourgeoys, C. 1

, Montreal, Que.; 1908; women;
P.; affiliated with XL de Montreal; f
Marguerite d'Youville, C. 1

, Hull, Que.; 1945; women; P.;
affiliated with U. Laval; f
Marguerite d'Youville, Institut*, Montreal, Qu.; 1934;
coed.; P.; affiliated with XL de Montreal; t
Marianopolis C.1

, Montreal, Que.; 1943; women; P.; affiliated
with U. de Montreal; t
Marie-Anne, C.1

, Lachine, Que.; 1932; women; P.; affiliated
with XL de Montreal; t
Marie de France, C., Montreal, Out,; 1939: women; P.; t
Marie de 1'Incarnation, CA Trofs Rivifcref, Qtte.; 1697 j

women; Prov.; affiliated with XL Laval; t
Marie-Immaculee, Seminaire Oblat de1

, Chambly, Que.;
1926; men: P.; affiliated with U. <!e Montreal; t

Marie-Mediatrice, CL, HuH, Qtie.; 194&: men: P.; a0kte4
with XT. Laval; f
Marie-Mediatrice, Seniinaire de1

, Montreal, Que.; 1945;
men; P.; affiliated with XT. do Moatf'M: f
Maritime Academy of Music1

, Halifax, N.S.; coed.; P.;
affiliated *itb Dalfeoroit U. ;

t
Maritime C. of Pharmacy1

, Halifax, N.S.; 190$; coed.; P..;
affiliated with, Dalhousie H4 f

"
<<

<
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1716 Canadian Colleges and Universities

St.-Francois, S&tninaire1
, Cap-Rouge, Que.; 1908; men; P.;

affiliated with U. Laval; t
St.-Georges, Institut PSdagogique*, Montreal, Que.; 1929;

men; P.; affiliated with U. de Montreal; $
St.-Georges, Le Petit Seminaire de1

, St.-Georges-de-Beauce,
Que.; 1946; men; affiliated with U. Laval; t

St.-Hyacinthe, Seminaire de1
, St.-Hyacinthe, Que.; 1811;

men; P.; affiliated with U. de Montreal; t
St.-Jean, C. 1

, Edmonton, Alta.; 1910; men; P.; affiliated with
U. d'Ottawa; t

St.-Jean, C. Militaire Royal de, see Canadian Services

Colleges.
St.-Jean Eudes, External Classique1

, Quebec, Que.; 1937;

men; P.; affiliated with U. Laval; t
St.-Jean, Seminaire de1

, St.-Jean, Que.; 1911; men; P.;
affiliated with U. de Montreal; t

St.-Jean Vianney, S&minaire1
, Montreal, Que.; 1956; men;

P.; affiliated with U. de Montreal; t
St. Jerome's C. 1

, Kitchener, Ont.; 1864; coed,; P.; affiliated

with U. d'Ottawa; t
St. John's C.2

, Winnipeg, Man.; 1849; coed.; P.; affiliated with
U. of Manitoba; t #

St.-Joseph, C. 1
, St. Boniface, Man.; 1936; women's college of

C. de St. Boniface; t ^. ,

St.-Joseph, Maison 1
, Montreal, Que.; 1856; men; P.; affiliated

with U. Laval and U. de Montreal; t
St. Joseph's C. 1

, Edmonton, Alta.; 1926; men; P.; affiliated

with U. of Alberta; f
St. Joseph's C. 1

, Toronto, Ont.; 1913; coed.; Fed.; affiliated

with St. Michael's C. in U. of Toronto; f
St.-Joseph, SSminaire1

, Mont-Laurier, Que.; 1915; men; P.;

affiliated with U. Laval; t
St. Joseph's Seminary, Edmonton, Alta.; men; P.; t #

St.-Joseph, U., St.-Joseph, N.B.; 1864; men; P.; t
St.-Laurent, C. de1

, St.-Laurent, Que.; 1847; men; P.; affiliated

with U. de Montreal; f
St.-Louis, U., Edmundston, N.B.; 1947; men: P.; $
St. Martha's School of Nursing1

, Antigonish, N.S.; 1926;

women; P.; affiliated with St. Francis Xavier U.; t
St. Mary's C., Brockville, Ont.; 1918; men; P., jr. coll. affiliated

with Assumption U.
St. Mary's C. 1

, Winnipeg, Man.; 1927; women's college of St.

Paul's C.; f
St. Mary's U., Halifax, N.S.; 1841; men; P.; J
St.-Maurice, C.i, St.-Hyacinthe, Que.; 1935; women; P.;

affiliated with U. de Montreal; t
St. Michael's C. 1

, Toronto, Ont.; 1852; coed.; P.; a federated

college of XT. of Toronto; t
St. Patrick's C.1

, Ottawa, Ont.; 1929; coed.; P.; affiliated with

U. d'Ottawa; J
St. Paul's C. 1

, Winnipeg, Man.; 1926; coed.; P.; affiliated with

U. of Manitoba; t .

St. Paul, SSminairei, Ottawa, Ont.; 1937; men; P.; affiliated

with U. d'Ottawa; J #
St. Peter's C., Muenster, Sask.; men; P.; jr. coll. affiliated with

U. of Saskatchewan.
St. Peter's Seminary1

, London, Ont.; men; P.; affiliated with
,U. of Western Ontario; #
St.-Raphael, Externat Classique1

, Drummondville, Que.;

1946; men; P.; affiliated with U. Laval; t

St.-Sacrement, Seminaire1
, Terrebonne, Que.; 1902; men; P.;

affiliated with U. de Montreal; t

Sts.-Ap6tres, Grand Seminaire des, Sherbrooke, Que.; 1940;

Sts!-Ap6'tres, SSminaire des1
, Ste.-Catherine, Que.; 1946;

men; P.; affiliated with U. de Montreal; t _,.
St. Stephen's C. 1

, Edmonton, Alta.; 1909; coed.; affiliated

with U. of Alberta; #

St. Thomas C. 1
, North Battleford, Sask.; 1932; men; P.;

affiliated with U. d'Ottawa; t
, ,_ .. _

St. Thomas More C. 1
, Saskatoon, Sask.; 1936; coed.; P.; a

federated college of U. of Saskatchewan; t .

St. Thomas U., Chatham, N.B.; 1910; men; P.; *

St.-Viateur, Externat Classique1
, Outremont, Que,; 1951;

men; P.; affiliated with U. de Montreal: t ^ _. . . ,

Stanislas, C. 1
, Outremont, Que.; 1938; men; P.; affiliated with

U. de Montreal; t

*Toronto. U. of, Toronto, Ont.; 1827; coed.; Prov.; f #

Trinity C., U. of2, Toronto, Ont.; 1851; coed.; P.; a federated

college of U. of Toronto; t # . ^. .* ^ , rt. rt

Trois-Rivi&res, Seminaire des1
, Trois-Rivieres, Que.; 1860;

men; P.; affiliated with U. Laval; t

Union C. of British Columbia*, Vancouver, B.C.; 1927;

coed.; P.
;
affiliated with U. of British Columbia; # .

United C.*, Winnipeg, Man.; 1871; coed.; P.; affiliated with U.

of Manitoba; f # _ _ n A

United Church Training School1
, Toronto, Ont.; 1894;

women; P.; affiliated with Victoria U. in U, of Toronto; f.

United Theological C. 1
, Montreal, Que.; men; P.; affiliated

withMcGillU.;# ^,. a
Ursuline C. of Arts1

, London, Ont.; 1919; women; P.; affiliated

with U. of Western Ontario
j
t _ .,.

Ursulines, C. des1
, Rimouski, Que.; 1939; women; P.; affiihated

with U. Laval; t

Valleyfield, Seminaire de*, Valleyfield, Que.; men; P.;

affiliated with U. de Montreal; t , _.
Victoria C., Victoria, B.C.; 1902; coed.; Prov.; jr. coll. affiliated

with U. of British Columbia.
Victoria U.2

, Toronto, Ont.; 1836; coed.; P.; a federated college

of U. of Toronto ;J #

Vincent-D'Indy, Ecole1
, Outremont, Que.; 1932; women; P.;

affiliated with U. de Montreal; J

Waterloo C 1 Waterloo, Ont.; 1925; coed.; P. & Fed.; affiliated

with U. of Western Ontario; f #
*Western Ontario, U. of, London, Ont.; 1878- coed.; P.; % #

Wycliffe C. 2
, Toronto, Ont.; 1877; men; P.; a federated college

of U. of Toronto; #

Xavier Junior C., Sydney, N.S.; 1951; coed.; P.; jr. coll.

affiliated with St. Francis Xavier U.
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TABLES OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Linear Measure

linch
12 inches -

3 feet =
5% yards or \(M feet =

. 40 rods =
8 furlongs or 1,760 yards or 5,280 feet -

3 miles =

Ifoot
1 yard
1 rod (or pole or perch)
1 furlong
1 (statute) mile
1 (land) league

2,54 centimeters
= 0.3048 meter

0.9144 meter
= 5.029 meters
= 201.17 meters
= 1,609.3 meters
a 4.83 kilometers

1 square inch
144 square inches

9 square feet

30J square yards
160 square rods or 4,840 square
yards or 43,560 square feet

640 acres

Square Measure

1 square foot =
1 square yard =
1 square rod (or square pole or square perch) =

1 acre =
1 square mile

6.452 square centimeters
929 square centimeters

0.8361 square meter
25.29 square meters

0.4047 hectare
259 hectares or 2.59

square kilometers

Cubic Measure
1 cubic inch = 16.387 cubic centimeters

1,728 cubic inches = 1 cubic foot 0.0283 cubic meter
27 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard = 0.7646 cubic meter

(in units for cordwood, etc.)
16 cubic feet = 1 cord foot
8 cord feet = 1 cord = 3.625 cubic meters

Chain Measure
(for Gunter's, or surveyor's, chain)

7.92 inches = 1 link = 20.12 centimeters
100 links or 66 feet 1 chain = 20.12 meters

10 chains 1 furlong = 201.17 meters
80 chains 1 mile = 1,609.3 meters

(for engineer's chain)
1 foot = 1 link = 0.3048 meter

100 feet * 1 chain = 30.48 meters
52.8 chains = 1 mile 1,609.3 meters

625 square links
16 square poles
10 square chains

640 acres
36 square miles

Surveyor's (Square) Measure
1 square pole
1 square chain
1 acre
1 square mile or 1 section
1 township

25.29 square meters
404.7 square meters

0.4047 hectare
259 hectares or 2.59 square kilometers

9,324.0 hectares or 93.24 square kilometers

6 feet

100 fathoms

10 cables' lengths

1 nautical mile =
(Also called geo-
graphical,, sea, or
air mile, and, in
Great Britain, Ad-
miralty mile.)
3 nautical miles *

60 nautical miles =

Nautical Measure
= 1 fathom 1.829 meters

1 cable's length (ordinary)
(In the U.S. Navy 120 fathoms or 720 feet
1 cable's length; in the British Navy, 608
feet 1 cable's length.)= 1 nautical mile (6,076.10333 feet, by 1.852 kilometers

international agreement in 1954)= 1.1508 statute miles (the length of a
minute of longitude at the equator)

1 marine league (3.45 statute miles)
1 degree of a great circle of the eartn

Dry Measure

5.56 kilometers

33.60 cubic inches - 0.5505 liter
2 pints 1 quart 67.20 cubic inches 1.1012 liters
8 quarts - 1 peck - 537.61 cubic inches - 8.8096 liters
4 pecks - 1 bushel = 2,150.42 cubic inches 35.2383 liters

1 British dry quart = 1.032 U.S. dry quarts.

* ,,
Accor<^n to United States government standards, the following are the weights avoirdupois for single bushels

lOf th* specified grams: for wheat, 60 pounds; for barley, 48 pounds; for oats, 32 pounds; for rye, 56 pounds; for corn,
j$5 Bounds. Some States have specifications varying from these.

FVU^U*, AW wrUf

Liquid Measure
- 4 fluid ounces - 7.219 cubic inches - 0,1183 liter

(see next table)- 1 pint m 28.875 cubic inches - 0.4732 liter
2 pints 1 quart m 57.75 cubic inches m 0.
4 quarts tgal^n - 231 cu

-

tapdddt gallon (4 iwe^al quarts) 277.42 cubic
ft* tlie lifted States^ u$ita% 31K g

t lgill

4 gills

Item tlft featrd in Oeat
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1 minim
60 minims
8 fluid drams =
16 fluid ounces =

See table immediately
The British pint = 20

Apothecaries' Fluid Measure

.
* 0.0038 cubic inch 0.0616 milKHter

1 fluid dram = 0.2256 cubic inch 3.6966 milliliters
1 fluid ounce 1.8047 cubic inches 0.0296 liter
1 pint a 28.875 cubic inches 0.4732 liter

for quart and gallon equivalents.

Circular (or Angular) Measure
60 seconds (") = 1 minute (')
60 minutes = 1 degree ()

. ,
90 degrees = 1 quadrant or 1 right angle4 quadrants or 360 degrees = 1 circle

Avoirdupois Weight
(The grain, equal to 0.0648 gram, is the same in all three tables of weight)

= 1.772 grams
1 ounce = 28.3495 grams
1 pound = 453.59 grams
1 hundredweight = 45.36 kilograms
1 ton = 907.18 kilograms

1 stone, 112 pounds (50.80 kilograms) =

1 dram or 27.34 grains
16 drams or 437.5 grains
16 ounces or 7,000 grains

100 pounds
2,000 pounds

kilograms).** T**V<MIW *-!>. A uu.^j.1., AT J./VSU.J..1.U.3 \\jnj^) JV.4.JHJHI allio J =-
and 2,240 pounds (1,016.05 kilograms) 1 long ton.

L htmdredweMit,

Troy Weight
(The grain, equal to 0.0648 gram, is the same in all three tables of weight)

3.086 grains = 1 carat
24 grains * 1 pennyweight

20 pennyweights or 480 grains ~ 1 ounce
12 ounces or 5,760 grains = 1 pound

200 milligrams
1.5552 grams

31.1035 grams
373.24 grams

Apothecaries' Weight
(The grain, equal to 0.0648 gram, is the same in all three tables of weight)

20 grains 1 scruple 1.296 grams
3 scruples 1 dram = 3.888 grams

8 drams or 480 grains 1 ounce = 31.1035 grams
12 ounces or 5,760 grains = 1 pound - = 373.24 grams

THE METRIC SYSTEM
Linear Measure

10 millimeters
10 centimeters
10 decimeters
10 meters
10 decameters
10 hectometers
10 kilometers

1 centimeter =*

1 decimeter >

1 meter =
1 decameter =
1 hectometer
1 kilometer =

1 myriameter =

0.3937 inch
3.937 inches

39.37 inches or 3.28Dfeet'
393.7 inches
328 feet 1 inch

0.621 mile
6.21 miles

100 square millimeters
100 square centimeters
100 square decimeters
100 square meters
100 square decametersivv square decameters 1 square nectomew
100 square hectometers 1 square kilometer

Square Measure
1 square centimeter = 0.15499 square inch
A j.-...-^,.

15.499 square inches
1 ,549.9 square inches or 1. 19<S sguare yards

1 1 o A
square yards
acres

1 square decimeter
1 square meter
1 square decameter
1 square hectometer

119.6
2.471
0.386 square mile

Land Measure
1 square meter

100 centiares
100 ares
100 hectares

1 centiare
1 are
1 hectare
1 square kilometer

1,549.9 square inches
119.6 square yards= 2.471 acres

== 0.386 square mile

1,000 cubic millimeters
1,000 cubic centimeters
1,000 cubic decimeters **

10 milHliters -
10 centiliters *
10 deciliters
10 liters

10 decaliters
10 hectoliters

Volume Measure

1 cubic centimeter .06102 cubic inch^
1 cubic decimeter = 61.02 cubic inches
1 cubic meter = 35.314 cubic feet

(the unit is called a
stere in measuring
firewood)

Capacity Measure

1 centiliter ,338 fluid ounce
1 deciliter 3,38 fluid ounces
1 liter 1.0567 liquid quarts or 0.9081 dry quart
1 decaliter 2.64 gallons or 0.284 bushel
1 hectoliter

'

26.418 gallons or 2.838 bushels
1 kiloliter ** 264.18 gallons or 35.315 cubic feet

10 milligrams
10 centigrams
10 decigrams
10 grams
10 decagrams
10 hectograms
10 kilograms
10 mynagrams
10 quintals

Weights
1 centigram
1 decigram
1 gram
1 decagram
1 hectogram
1 kilogram
1 msnriagram
1 quintal

0.1543 grain
1.5432 grains.

15.432 grains
0.3527 tape 1

,

3.5274 ounces
2.2046 pounds

22.046 pounds
220.46 pounds ;



SPECIAL SIGNS AND SYMBOLS

ASTRONOMY
1. SUN, MOON, PLANETS, ETC.

O (1) The Sun. (2) Sunday.
C or D (1) The Moon. (2) Monday.
* New Moon.
D 6), or > First Quarter.
O Full Moon.
C, <, or < Last Quarter.
* or * Fixed Star.

8 (1) Mercury. (2) Wednesday.
9 (1) Venus. (2) Friday.

, 6, or t The Earth.

tf (1) Mars. (2) Tuesday.
* (1) Jupiter. (2) Thursday.
& (1) Saturn. (2) Saturday.
6 or Uranus.
V ^Jeptune.
E Pluto.

A Comet.
, , , e/c. Asteroids in the order of their discovery.

, 0, % te. The stars (of a constellation) in the order
of their

fbrightness; the Greek letter is followed by
the Latin genitive of the name of the constellation.

2. SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC
Spring Signs

1. T Aries (the Ram).
2. tf Taurus (the Bull).
3. X or n Gemini (the Twins).

Summer Signs

4. 93 of Cancer (the Crab).
5. Leo (the Lion).
6. UP Virgo (the Virgin).

Autumn Signs

7. = Libra (the Balance).
8. til Scorpio (the Scorpion).
9. # Sagittarius (the Archer).

Winter Signs

10. -5 or W Capricorn (the Goat).
11. Aquarius (the Water Bearer).
12. X Pisces (the Fish).

3. ASPECTS AND NODES
of Conjunction; with reference to bodies having the

same longitude, or right ascension.

Sextile; being 60 apart in longitude, or right60
ascension.

Quadrature ; being
right ascension.

Trine; being 120
ascension.

Opposition ; being
right ascension.

Ascending Node.

Descending Node.

or

90 apart in longitude, or

apart in longitude, or right

180 apart in longitude, or

4. SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN
ASTRONOMICAL NOTATION

a. Mean distance.

A.R. Right ascension.

Celestial latitude.

P. Diameter,
t Declination.

Distance.

i
uEfccentncity.

^ojf
> Hours-: as, Sh. or 5h.

*^
v

<

'',||plnation
to tik ecliptic,

L, ly^; Mean longitude in orbit.

of time; as, Sip. or 5*S
'

'

(2) Staminate plant

(2) Pistillate plant or

N. P. D. North polar distance.

v, &, or L. Longitude of ascending node.
* or w Longitude of perihelion.

q. Perihelion distance.

P or R. Radius or radius vector.

or S. South.

s. or Seconds of time: as, 16s. or 16".

T. Periodic time.

W. West.

<f> Angle of eccentricity; also, geographical latitude.

Degrees of arc.
' Minutes of arc.
" Seconds of arc.

BIOLOGY
O, 0, Annual plant.

, 00, <? Biennial plant.

2t Perennial herb.

A Evergreen plant.

O Monocarpic plant, that bears fruit but once.

3 Shrub.

5 Treelike shrub.

3 Tree.
^

Climbing plant.

d\ 6 (1) Male organism or cell.

or flower.

9 (1) Female organism or cell.

flower.

8 Perfect, or hermaphroditic, plant or flower.

O Individual, especially female, organism.
D Individual, especially male, organism.

6 9 Unisexual; having male and female flowers

separate.

t 9 Monoecious; having male and female flowers
on the same plant.

6 : 9 Dioecious; having male and female flowers on
different plants.

969 Polygamous; having hermaphroditic and uni-
sexual flowers on the same or different plants.

o> Indefinite number, as of stamens when there are
more than twenty.

Lacking or absent, as a part.

) Turning or winding to the left.

( Turning or winding to the right.

X Crossed with: used of a hybrid.

P Parental (generation).

F Filial (generation) ; offspring.

Pi, Ft, Fa. etc. Offspring of the first, second, third, etc.
filial generation.

-f Possessing a (specified) characteristic.

Lacking a (specified) characteristic.

* Northern hemisphere.

>F Southern hemisphere.

|* Old World.

#| New World.

, ',
"

Feet, inches, lines.

', ",
"'

Feet, inches, lines (in European usage).

CHEMISTRY
The symbol for each of the chemical elements is

formed of the initial or an abbreviation of its English,
Latin, or Modern jLatin name, as C for carbon, K for
potassium (Mod. L. kalium), ME for manganese, Au
for gold (L. aurum), A complete list of the symbols of
elements can be found on p. 469.

The formula for a chemical compound is expressed by
combining the symbols of its co!os1tuei*t elements, with
a small subscript at the right of each specifying tne
ntimber of atoms of each element in a molecule of the
compound. Where only one atom is involved, no sub-
script is used. 9x^W3ple: MgO (magnesium oxide), a
compound in wlwch one atom of magnesium is combinedwM one atom of oxjgea; HtO (water), a compound in
imeii two atoms ojjy$$$m wne wat$twd with on4
atom x wmm; ,,NaMCO (wxittm bwbooate), a com-
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In equations, the number of molecules of the element

or compound entering into a reaction is indicated by a
tigure placed before the symbol or formula (unless there
^x?11

!
7
,
one molecule), as 3Oj, three molecules of oxygen-

2NaCl, two molecules of sodium chloride.

separates radicals, as in CHrCHO (acetaldehyde,
^*O)?^TTO V

th
/
e water of crystallization, as in

Cab<j 4-2HtO (gypsum, or hydiated calcium
sulfate).

, indicates elements which are interchangeable: for ex-
ample, (Er, Y) P04 means ErP04 and YPO4 in
proportions that vary.

() indicates a radical within a compound, as in (NH) S >

ammonium sulfide, or is used to set off elements
that are interchangeable, as in t&e example for
the preceding symbol.

[] is used together with parentheses to indicate certain
radicals, as in Pe[Pe(CN)e]j, ferrous ferricyanide,
or in co-ordination formulas to indicate relation-
ship to the central atom.

is used in structural formulas to indicate the ben-
zene ring.

*,
"H

",

"HH
", etc. \ indicate the unit changes of positive

a. .4.
or

f electricity, as Al+++ , aii aluminum ion
1+ n-

t
+ etCt j Wlth three positive charges.

, etc.

or
]
indicate the unit chaiges of negative

> electricity:
as S-% a sulfide ion with

t
w-

t etCi ) two negative charges.

, f etc. indicate (1) the same, as the symbols
immediately preceding, as S - ; (2) a single, double,
or triple bond, as in HCCH, acetylene.

,
etc. Indicate a single, double, or triple bond, as
in CeHeCfCH, phenylacetylene.

"', etc. indicate (1) a valence of one, two, three,
etc., as Fe";

, trivalent iron: (2) tie unit charges of

negative electricity, as SO/', a sulfate ion with
two negative charges.

Iused

in names of compounds to

designate one d the several pos-
sible positions of substituting
groups in a parent compound,
Ss in 2-ethylmphthalene; -y-re-

sorcylic acid.

indicates levorotation, as 130.

(1) means "with the addition of, |r together with/'
and is used in chemical equations between the
formulas of the reacting substances: see example
under the next symbol. (2) indicates dextro-
rotation as +130.

means "form, or result in," and is used in chemical

equations between the formulas of the reacting
substances and those of the isaction products.
Example: HjSCU -f 2NaCl - NaSO4 j-f 2HC1,
meaning one molecule of sulft|ric acid together
with two molecules of sodium fjhloride will form
one molecule of sodium sulfate jind two molecules
of hydrogen chloride. ;

indicates the direction of the reaction.

indicates a reversible reaction; Le., one that
%
can

proceed in either direction, or |n both directions

at the same time, in a state of equilibrium.

indicates that the specified reaction product (after
which it is written) appears as a precipitate.

indicates that the specified reaction product (after

which it is written) appears as at gas.

or * means "is equivalent to" and is used in quanti-
tative equations to indicate Ihe quantities of

specified substances that will react with each other

completely, so as to leave no
excess

matter.

COMMERCE AND FINANCE

$ Dollar or dollars: as, $100.

i Cent or cents: as, I3i.

Pound or pounds sterling: as, 10t .

/ Shilling or shillings: as, 2/6, two shillings and six-

pence.

H> Pound (in weight).

(1) At: as, 200 @ It each. (2) To: as, shoes per
N

pr. $10 @ $1S.

ft Per.

% (1) Fee cmt: as, 5%. (2) Order of.

a/c Account.

c ' CftoW down (in bookkeeping).

p/t Q/&. Ckrffed forward (in bookkeeping),

jft C|> CM* ot
'

$) Carried ovr (in bookkeeping).

d/a Days after acceptance,
d/s Days after sight.

L/C Letter of Credit.

* (1) Number (beforea figtire) : as, #5 can. (2) Pottnds
(after a figure) : as, 25#.

Arabic

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1,000
2,000

MATHEMATICS
1. NUMERATION

Greek Roman

I
f II
7 HI
5 IV or IIII

VI
r vii
* VIII or IIX
9 IX or VIIII
i X
t XI
4 XII
y XIII or XIIV
^ XIV or XIIII

XV
ts XVI
tf xvn
ur XVIII or XIIX
* XIX or XVIIII
* XX
X XXX
/* XL or XXXX
v L
e LX

LXX
LXXX or XXC
XC or LXXXX
C
CC
CCC
CD or CCCC
Dor 10
DC or IOC
DCC or IOCC
DCCC or IOCCC
CM, DCCCC, or IOCCCC
M or CIOMM or CIOCIO

Capital letters were sometimes used for the Greek
numerals, and lower-case letters are often used for the
Roman. In the Roman notation, the value of a char-
acter to the right of a larger numeral is added to that of
the numeral: as, VI V + I ~ 6. I, X, and sometimes
C, are also placed to the left of larger numerals and
when so situated their value is subtracted from that of
such numerals: as, IV, that is, V I =4. After the

.Iv/w/t %/fVWj *Wv/v*r /V,VVV f ifcUU. WJLC LUtC. J.U Wiltllig
numbers twice as great as tjkese, C was placed as many
times before the stroke I as the O was written after it.

Sometimes a line was drawn over a numeral to indicate
thousands: as, C 100*000.

2. CALCULATION
4* (1) Plus, the sign of addition; used also to indicate

that figures are only approximately exact, some
figures being omitted at the end: as, 2. 1557 -K
(2) Positive.

(1) Minus, the sign of subtraction; used also to
indicate that figures have been left qM from the
end of a number, and that the last figure has been
increased by one: as, 2.9378 - 2.94-. (2)

Negative.
"F Pitts or rjodbwis; indicating that either of tlte

signs + or may properly be used; also used to
introduce thie probable er^or aMor a fewre ob^
tained by experuueatation, etc.

Multiplied 'by;\S '^d 4' *** 2Qi iiiti3l^j)BcatiiOii is also

indicated by a efiteedi, deft*
fa T 4',

**
,250). 'or by

placing the factors in ia:ed|ate Juxtaposition

(2ab & 2 X X *).

Divided by; division is also ij^didajeai Iby t%ip i

(x + y * : 31),, by <

dividend and tie divisor |

* or

- Is equal to; equals.

f* Is aot equal to.

> Is greater than: as, > ty\

< Is less than; as; * < y*

{, >. or >

*r ^i
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= Is equivalent to; applied to magnitudes or quanti-

ties that are equal in area or volume, but are not
of the same form.

Is identical with.

Is congruent to.

~ The difference between; used to designate the
difference between two quantities without indi-

cating which is the greater; as, x ~ z = the
difference between x and z.

a Varies as; is directly proportional to: as, x oc y;
that is, * varies as y.

77 Geometric proportion: as, ~r * : y : : a : b; that is,

the geometric proportion, x is to y as a is to b.

: Is to; the ratio of.

: : As; equals: used between ratios.

00 Indefinitely great: the symbol for infinity.

1 or L The factorial of, or the continued product of
numbers from one upward: as, 5! 5X4X3 X
2X1.

.*. Therefore.

V Since; because.

. . j^Ajad so on.

Z Angle: as, ZXYZ.
L. Right angle.

J. The perpendicular; is perpendicular to: as, EF -L

MN EP is perpendicular to MN.
1) Parallel; is parallel to: as, EP || DG.
O Circle; circumference; 360.
^ Arc of a circle.

A Triangle.

D Square.
CD Rectangle.

n Parallelogram.

V or V Radical sign: root, indicating, when used
without a figure placed above it, the square root:

as, V9 *" 3- When any other than the square root
is meant, a figure (called the index) expressing the
degree of the required root, is placed above the

sign: as, -^27 ** 3.

*,
2

, *, etc. Exponents, placed above and to the right of
a quantity to indicate that it is raised to the first,

second, third, etc. power: as, a2
, (a + b)

8
.

't ",
'"

etc. Prime, double (or second) prime, triple
(or third) prime, etc., used to distinguish between
different values of the same variable: as, xf

.

*", *'", etc.

These signs in-
dicate that the
quantities con-

r nected or en-
closed by them
are to be taken
together, as a
single quantity.

/ or F Function; function of: as, / (a), a function of a.

d Differential of: as, da.

Variation of: as, 5a.

Finite difference, or increment.

Differential coefficient, or derivative.

Vinculum: as, * + y
) Parentheses: as, 2(x + y)

Brackets: as, a[2(x + y)]

} Braces: as, b +{2 ~ a[2(x -f y))}

8

A
D
f Integral; integral of, indicating that the expression

following it is to be integrated: as, JTf(x)ax indi-
cates the indefinite integral of f(x) with respect
to*.

/b
Definite integral, indicating the limits of integra-

fl tion: as, fb f(x)dx indicates the integral of f(x)
J a

with respect to x, between the limits a and b.

X Sum; algebraic sum; when used tq indicate the
summation of finite differences, it has a sense sim-
ilar, to that of the symbol f,

& The continued product of all terms such as (those
indicated),

* H, the number 3. 14159265 -f ; the ratio of the cir-
cumference of a circle to its diameter, of a semi-

r
-circle to its radius, and of the area of a circle to
the square of its radius.

fH^The number 2.7182818 -f ; the base of the
rian system of logarithms; also, the eccen-
'

of a conic section.

of a sysfeeto of logarithms/ especially-*
Iogaca t where ft ft

'
(1) Minutes of arc. (2) Feet.

"
(1) Seconds of arc. (2) Inches.

h Hours.

m Minutes of time.

5 Seconds of time.

MEDICINE AND PHARMACY
AA, A or aa [Gr. ana], of each.

a. c. [L. ante cibum], before meals.

ad [L.J, up to; so as to make: as, ad^ij, so as to make
two drams.

ad. [L. adde], let there be added; add.

ad lib. [L. ad libitum], at pleasure; as needed or
desired,

aq. [L. aqua], water.

b. (i.) d. [L. bis (in) die], twice daily.

C, [L. congius], a gallon,

coch. [L. cochleare], a spoonful.

D. [L. dosis], a dose.

dil. [L. dilue], dilute or dissolve,

ess. [L. essentia] t essence.

ft. mist. [L. fiat mistura], let a mixture be made,
ft. pulv. [L. fiat pulvis], let a powder be made,

gr. [L. granum], a grain,

gtt. [L. guttae], drops,

guttatim (L,], drop by drop,

haust. [L. haustus], a draft,

hor, decub. [L. hora decubitus], at bedtime,

lot. [L. lotio], a lotion.

M. [L. misce], mix.

mac. [L. macera], macerate.

0. or o. [L. octarius], a pint,

p.c. [L. #os* cibum], after meals,

pil. [L, pilula(e)], pill(s).

p.r.n. [L. pro re nata], as circumstances may require.

pulv. -
[L. pulvis], powder,

q. (i.) d. [L. quater (in) die], four times daily,

q.l. [L. quantum libet], as much as you please,

q. s. [L. quantum sujficit], as much as will suffice,

q.v. [L. quantum vis], as much as you like.

ty [L. recipe], take: used at the beginning of a pre-
scription.

5 or Sig. [L. signa], write: used in prescriptions to
indicate the directions to be placed on the label
of the medicine.

t. (i.) d. [L. ter (in) die], three times daily.

5 ounce; gi one ounce; $rj m two ounces; Jss
half an ounce; 5iss = one ounce and a half, etc.;

/ * a fluid ounce.

5 dram; 5* one dram; 5U ** *wo drams; Sss
half a drain!; 5iss one dram and a half, etc.;
/5 ** a fluid dram.

3 scruple; !M one scruple; ij two scruples;
Sss * half a scruple; 9iss - one scruple and a
half, etc.

Til or TV minim.

MISCELLANEOUS
6 or & (the ampersand) and: as A. B. Smith & Co.
&c. [L. et cetera], and others; and so forth,

@ copyrighted.

B response: in religious services, used to mark the
part to be uttered by the congregation in answer
to the officiant.

* in'Roman Catholic service books, a mark ijped to
divide each verse of a psalm into two parts. Indi-
cating where the response begins.

1^, V, or V verside: in religious services, tised to
mark the part to be uttered by the officiant:,

>J* (1) a sign of the cross used by the pope, by arch-
bishops, and by bishops, mfore fhw owoaS8,
(2) in religious services, used to mark the places
where the s%n d the cross is to be made.

f died: used fa* genealogies, eta
X (1) }>y; wed im dij*wo<is as paiw S X U 4

(2) a mark representing a signature, as <A -, ^ ^.^ ^_ gQ^ao^ na^&k |
<

;e*g.





Table of Alphabets
The sounds of the letters in Arabic, Hebrew

y Greek, Russian, and German are shown in parentheses

ENGLISH ARABIC
Upper and
Lower Case



The Indo-European

Family of Languages

INDO-EUROPEAN

INDIAN IRANIAN ARMENIAN GERMANIC CELTIC ALBANIAN BALTO- HELLENIC ITALIC
SLAVIC

AVESTAN

SANSKRIT

I

MIDDLE INDIAN

I

HINDUSTANI, BENGALI,

& OTHER MOD. INDIAN

LANGUAGES

0. PERSIAN

I

PERSIAN

I I 1 I

IRISH WELSH GAELIC BRETON

GREEK LATIN

0. SLAVIC

I

RUSSIAN, POLISH,

CZECH, BULGARIAN,

SERBO-CROATIAN, ETC.

BALTIC

I

LITHUANIAN, LETTISH

FRENCH PROVENCAL ITALIAN SPANISH PORTUGUESE CATALAN ROMANLAN

I
1

N. GMC. B. GMC. W. GMC,

I GOTHIC I

E. NORSE
I

W. NORSE

I

HIGH GERMAN WW GERMAN

GOTHLAKDIC FAHOESE
|

0. WU^AN ANGLO-SAXON 0. SATOKT
GERMAN YIDDISH I

MIDDLE

i fl

.,
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